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PREFACE TO THE SUPPLEMENT

IN
the Indenture drawn up in 1879 between the Philological Society aad the Delegates of the Oxford

University Press it was provided that

The Delegates may also at any time, and from time to time, prepare and publish a Supplement or Supple-

ments to the principal Dictionary, on the same terms and in the same manner and form as the said Principal

Dictionary, provided that such Supplement or Supplements shall not occupy more than 2,000 pages in all, except

v/ith the consent in writing of the Society.

From theearliest days of the publication of the Dictionary this provision has been kept in view not only

by members of the Dictionary staff but also by a certain number of the regular ' readers ' outside who
have maintained a continuous flow of contributions to the material from which the work was being

compiled ; moreover, communications of corrections and additions have been constantly sent in by
many interested users of the published work. Consequently, when 'the Principal Dictionary' was
completed in 1928, a great body of quotations had been amassed with a view to a Supplement on a

grand scale, which should not only treat the new words and new meanings that had come into being

during the publication of the successive sections—the dates of which range from i February 1884 to

19 April 1928—but should also correct and amplify the evidence for what was already in print. It

was soon discovered, however, that such a Supplement, if it were to be at all a worthy and adequate

addition to the main work, would demand intensive researches by experienced workers extending over

many years. This could not be contemplated, and it was therefore resolved to produce a supplementary

volume the scope of which would be in the main restricted to the treatment of those accessions of words
and senses which had taken place during the preceding fifty years. To this limitation there were to

be two principal exceptions : items of modern origin and present currency that had been either inten-

tionally or accidentally omitted would be included, and account would be taken of earlier evidence

for American uses, which Sir William Craigie was in a position to supply. Temporary or casual uses

would be recognized only in so far as they marked stages in the recent history of scientific discovery,

invention, or fashion, or illustrated the progress of thought, usage, or custom during the half-century

under review. A few important corrections or amplifications of existing definitions have been intro-

duced under the necessity of bringing the work into line with recent research.

The chief characteristics of the vocabulary set forth in this volume are sufficiently obvious on a

cursory examination : on the technical side, it exhibits the great enlargement of the terminology of the

arts and sciences—biochemistry, wireless telegraphy and telephony, mechanical transport, aerial loco-

motion, psycho-analysis, the cinema, to name a few outstanding subjects ; on the purely linguistic side,

there is the varied development of colloquial idiom and slang, to which the United States of America
have made a large contribution, but in which the British dominions and dependencies also have a

conspicuous share. As in the main work, there has been continually present the problem of the inclusion

or omission of the more esoteric scientific tenrfs and of the many foreign words reflecting the widened
interest in the conditions and customs of remote countries, and it cannot be hoped or pretended that this

problem has been solved in every instance with infallible discretion. In one respect this Supplement
has gone somewhat beyond the limits of the main Dictionary, namely, in its more generous inclusion

of proper names ; but, even so, these have not been admitted unless they have some allusive interest

or are important for some linguistic, literary, or historical reason. The arrangement of the articles is

simple and straightforward and needs no explanation. It is necessary merely to state that an asterisk

preceding a word in small capitals indicates an article to be found in the Supplement.
The matter comprised within the 866 pages of this Supplement, extensive though it is, represents

only a restricted selection from a specially prepared basis of material from which a much larger volume
might have been produced, and which itself was extracted from a collection of closely-packed slips

occupying some 75 linear feet of shelving. This original mass had been sorted and made available for

use by Miss I. B. Hutchen and Mr. A. Pallemaerts (a Belgian refugee) before the work on the main
Dictionary was concluded. A considerable part of the modern material selected from this for immediate

use in the preparation of the Supplement had been contributed by such enthusiastic collectors as the

late Dr. F. J. Furnivall and the late Rev. W. B. R. Wilson (of Dollar)—both of whom had specialized

in newspaper and magazine literature—and the Rev. H. E. G. Rope, a former member of the Dictionary

staff. It was evident, however, that many of the quotations in those invaluable collections could not be
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used as first-hand evidence, and that the necessary researches by the staff in sifting and completing the

data would need to be supplemented from outside. To this end dated lists of desiderata were compiled

and published in The Periodical, the organ of the Oxford University Press. Many volunteers responded

and many thousands of quotations were obtained by this means. Among the most prolific contributors

have been the Rev. T. G. Phillips (Isle of Man), Dr. Max Born (Berlin), and Mr. Edvard Giese, Mag.

Art. (Copenhagen) ; Mr. A. J. Fowler and Mrs. A. J. Jenkinson were specially engaged to read modern

literature and technical works ; others who have made noteworthy contributions or have maintained a

continuous interest in the collection of evidence are: the Rev. J. B.Johnston, Mr. Falconer Madan,

Mr. H. J. R. Murray, and Dr. E. H. Sugden, whose names appear among the earliest lists of contributors

to the main work ; Mr. C. W. Adams, Dr. F. A. Bather, Mr. H. Bayles, Mr. E. S. Brown, Dr. R. W.
Chapman, Miss M. B. Cruickshank, the late Rev. Dr. W. Cruickshank, the Rev. F. G. Ellerton, Mr. C. A.

Exley (Chicago, 111.), Mr. David Freeman, Mr. Louis N. Feipel (Brooklyn, N.Y.), Mr. E. V. Gatenby

(Fukushima, Japan), Mr. H. W. Horwill, Mr. E. W. Hulme (formerly of the Patent Office), Mr. A.

Lewis, Mr. G. G. Loane, Professor W. S. Mackie (Capetown), Professor H. L. Savage (Princeton, N.J.),

Dr. A. B. A. Scott, Mr. W. B. Shaw, Mr. K. Sisam, Dr. L. J. Spencer (British Museum, Natural His-

tory), Mr. E. V. Stocks (University Library, Durham), Mr. L. R. M. Strachan, Dr. A. E. H. Swaen
(Amsterdam), Mr. M. Venkanah (Maharajah's College, Vizianagram, India), Mr. J. M. Watt, Miss E. G.

Withycombe. By the courtesy of Professor J. H. G. Grattan, a collection of colloquialisms from the

volumes of Punch made by a pupil, Mr. K. Foster, was placed at the disposal of the Editors, and this

has proved of great service. The voluminous War collections of the late Dr. Andrew Clark have

been accessible in the Bodleian Library, where, as heretofore, the editorial staff has enjoyed liberal

accommodation. In some of the earlier letters valuable additions to the American material were made
by Mr. Albert Matthews from his own extensive collections.

Mr. H. F. Rutter and Mrs. E. A. Coulson have read the ' first proof and have contributed useful

suggestions as well as quotations. For some of the earlier letters of the alphabet Dr. E. H. Lendon ren-

dered valuable service in verification and research at the British Museum.
It has often been necessary to have recourse to specialists for information on technical matters,

and they have invariably responded in the most generous manner. Grateful acknowledgement of

assistance is due to : Sir Richard Burn, Mr. R. P. Dewhurst, Mr. G. R. Driver, the late Professor Nevill

Forbes, Dr. J. K. Fotheringham, Mr. R. F. Harrod, Dr. J. G. Milne, Dr. N. V. Sidgwick, Professor F.

Soddy, Sir Ernest Swinton, and Professor F. W. Thomas, of Oxford; Sir Arthur Eddington and Dr. J.
Chadwick, of Cambridge ; Mr. N. B. Jopson and Mr. D. Subotic, of the University of London ; Professor

A. Findlay, Dr. A. E. M. Geddes, Dr. J. F. Tocher, and Dr. N. T. Walker, of Aberdeen ; Mr. L. G. Carr
Laughton, Lord Passfield, Lord Riddell, Mr. Martin Shaw, Col. H. R. H. Southam, and Mr. M. H. Spiel-

mann ; the Librarian of the India Office, the Superintendent of the Kew Observatory, the Directors and
staffs of the Natural History Museum and the Royal Botanic Gardens, the Printer to the University of
Oxford, and the Secretary of the Zoological Society ; the editors of The Evening News, The Field, The
Sketch, and The Stock Exchange Gazette; and many business houses which have supplied particular
information about proprietary terms.

Thanks are due to Dr. W. D. Simpson, Librarian of King's College, Aberdeen, who kindly provided
facilities for the preparation of N and O.

The editorial responsibility has been shared as follows: A-K, S, and T have been allotted to

Dr. C. T. Onions, L-R and U-Z to Sir William Craigie, who has also directed for the whole alphabet
the assembling and treatment of the earlier, and most of the later, evidence for American usage. Dr.
Onions has been assisted throughout by five members of the old Dictionary staff, Mr. Walter Worrall,
Mr. W. J. Lewis, Mr. F. J. Sweatman, M.A. Oxon., Mr. J. W. Birt, and Mrs. L. F. Powell, and for
longer or shorter periods by Mr. A. T. Maling, M.A. Camb., Hon. M.A. Oxon., Miss R. A. N. R.
Murray, Miss E. S. Bradley, Miss E. V. V. Clark, M.A. Oxon., Mrs. A. S. C. Ross (Miss E. S. Olszewska),
B.A. Leeds, Miss Evelyn A. Lee, B.A. Leeds, and Mr. J. L. N. O'Loughlin, B.A. Oxon. Sir William
Craigie was assisted for a considerable period by Mr. H. J. Bayliss, in part also by Mr. G. Watson and
Mr. M. M. Mathews. The letters supervised by him were prepared for the printer by Mr. J. M.
Wyllie, M.A. Aberd., assisted by Mr. Bayliss, Mrs. Heseltine, and Miss Dorothy E. Marshall.
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I

IF
there is any truth in the old Greek maxim that a large book is a great evil, English dictionaries

have been steadily growing worse ever since their inception more than three centuries ago. To set

Cawdrey's slim small volume of 1604 beside the completed Oxford Dictionary of 1933 is like placing

the original acorn beside the oak that has grown out of it.

The immensity of this growth is explained by the successive introduction of three new principles in

lexicography. The earlier dictionary-makers followed in the line of the old glossaries, and directed

their attention to such words as were likely to be unfamiliar to the ordinary man. The widening of this

narrow range during the seventeenth century is made obvious by the steady increase in size through

BuUokar, Cockeram, Blount, and Phillips, until in the eighteenth the principle of general inclusion was

practically accepted by Kersey and Bailey. The next stage is marked by Johnson's systematic use of

quotations to illustrate and justify the definitions, the many omissions still existing in the vocabulary

being partly filled by later supplementary works on the same lines. When to all this was superadded

the principle of historical illustration, introduced by Richardson, it became inevitable that any adequate

dictionary of English must be one of the larger books of the world.

It is remarkable that Richardson's dictionary, perhaps through certain defects in his method, did not

at once attract the attention it deserved. From the appearance of the first instalment in the Encyclopxdia

Metropolitana in 1819 to the full acceptance of the historical principle by the Philological Society almost

forty years had passed, and the separate publication of his dictionary in 1836-7 did not affect to any

appreciable extent the work of those lexicog^phers who followed in the wake of Johnson or Webster.

Even his wealth of quotations remained unutilized, although they formed a natural storehouse for any

who cared to search in it and bring forth ' treasures new and old ' to add to those already available in

the works of Johnson and his successors.

That a forward step was made towards the end of these forty years was due to the action taken by

the Philological Society in the summer of 1857, apparently as the result of a suggestion made by F. J.

Fumivall to Dean Trench in May. At the meeting held on June 18 'the appointment of Messrs. Herbert

Coleridge and Fumivall and Dean Trench by the Council, as a committee to collect unregistered words

in English, was announced, and that they would report to the next Meeting of the Society in November '.

At this stage the idea was to prepare and publish a volume supplementary to the later editions of

Johnson, or to Richardson, and containing all words omitted in either of these dictionaries.

The committee did not report in November, but on the fifth of that month one of its members, Dean

Trench, read the first part of a paper ' On some Deficiencies in our English Dictionaries ', while the

report was postponed till December 3. This interval allowed the second part of the paper to be read on

November 19, when the Society showed its appreciation by resolving ' That The Dean of Westminster be

requested to publish his interesting and valuable Paper. To this request he kindly acceded.' Publication

followed almost immediately, the first edition bearing the date 1857 and the title ' On some Deficiencies

in our English Dictionaries, being the substance of two papers read before the Philological Society,

Nov. 5 and Nov. 19, 1857. By Richard Chenevix Trench, D.D., Dean of Westminster.'

Even at this day, after the lapse of three quarters of a century and the advance in English studies

which has taken place during that time. Dean Trench's paper retains its value as a statement of what an

English dictionary ought to be. No one who reads it can fail to see how clearly he anticipated the lines

on which the Society's dictionary was ultimately compiled—all of them, indeed, a necessary result from

the historical principle which he laid down as the only sound basis for the work.

At the meeting of 3 December 1857, a report from the ' Unregistered Words Committee was read

by the Secretary to that Committee, Mr. H. Coleridge '. This was followed by the resolution ' That for

the present this Report be received and laid on the table. This resolution was passed in consequence

of a statement that a larger scheme, for a completely new English Dictionary, might shortly be submitted

to the Society.' The Dean's paper had clearly convinced the Society of the inadequacy of its proposals,
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and had shown that nothing short of a ' completely new ' work would suffice. In this natural way arose

the epithet A^m which appeared on the title-page of the Dictionary v/hen the time for publication arrived.

The Society lost no time in following up the new idea, little suspecting the magnitude of the task

which lay before it, and the many years that would elapse before it would be completed, or even properly

begun. On 7 January 1858, ' the following resolutions were passed relating to the undertaking of a New

English Dictionar}-.

I. That instead of the Supplement to the Standard English Dictionaries now in course of preparation by the

order of the Society, a New Dictionary of the English Language be prepared under the Authority of the Philological

Society.

II. That the work be placed in the hands of two Committees, the one, Literary and Historical, consisting

of The very Rev. The Dean of Westminster, F. J. Furnivall, Esq., and Herbert Coleridge, Esq. (Secretary),

the other, Etymological, consisting of Hensleigh Wedgwood, Esq., and Prof. Maiden, and that in questions of

doubt as to the form which any article shall assume, the decision of the Literary and Historical Committee shall

be final.

III. That the Society desires to express its thanks to the contributors who have kindly given their assistance

to its Unregistered Words Committee, and to invite their assistance, and that of fresh volunteers, in the new

undertaking,

IV. That Messrs. Furnivall and Coleridge be empowered to enter into such conditional agreement with

Messrs. Nutt of London and Asher of Berlin, or such other Publishers as they think fit, to publish the Dictionary

on such terms as they think fit.

V. That the Subscriptions of all Members who have joined or shall join the Society through the Unregistered

Words Committee or the New Dictionary Committee, shall be placed, so far as required, at the disposal of the

Committees now appointed, to defray their printing and other expenses.

VI. That the Philological Society will afford every assistance in its power to enable its Committees to make

a Dictionary worthy of the English Language.'

As is indicated in the third of these resolutions, the Unregistered Words Committee had been re-

markably successful, during its brief existence, in arousing interest in the Society's undertaking, and in

enlisting willing helpers to aid in carrying it out. Towards the close of his paper as printed. Dean

Trench had been able to make an encouraging statement on this head. ' Let me mention here that

seventy-six volunteers have already come forward, claiming their shares in the task. A hundred and

twenty-one works of English authors, in most cases the whole works of each author, have been taken in

hand by them ; and I may add that thirty-one contributions have already been sent in.* In this waj'

began the system of voluntary readers, without whose help the material for the Society's dictionary

could never have been collected at all, except at a prohibitive cost of time and money.

At the meeting on 21 January 1858, ' Mr. Furnivall read a circular which the New Dictionary Com-
mittee proposed to issue, stating the plan of the Dictionary and asking for help in carrying it out '. It

does not appear whether the circular was actually issued, and further notices in the Transactions for that

year are brief and unimportant. A glimpse of the progress that was being made is afforded by a passage

in Coleridge's letter to Dean Trench (30 May i860), which was printed in the second edition of the

Dean's paper. ' More than a year passed away in combating various difficulties, and it was not till

August 1858, that we felt ourselves in a position to announce the plan of a New Dictionary as a certainty,

and to invite contributors to furnish us with assistance.' Negotiations with publishers had been carried

on during the year, first with John Murray, and then with David Nutt ; finally on November 4, Furnivall

'stated that Messrs. Trubner & Co. had agreed to publish the Society's New English Dictionary-'.

The young co-workers, for both Furnivall and Coleridge were still in early manhood, had not only all

the optimism of youth, but were embarking on an uncharted sea, quite unwitting of the long course
which had to be sailed before the farther shore could even come into sight.

By 1859 the Committee was able to publish M\ details of the undertaking in the form of a ' Proposal
for the Publication of a New English Dictionary by the Philological Society '. This document is a

proof of the thoroughness and sound judgement with which the whole question had been considered.

Opening with a review of the steps by which the idea of a ' new ' dictionary had been reached, the
authors of the Proposal went on to lay down certain principles as a basis for the work, of which the two
most important are the first and fourth, viz.

I. The first requirement of every lexicon is that it should contain every word occurring in the literature
of the language it professes to illustrate.

IV. In the treatment of individual words the historical principle will be uniformly adopted.
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Other contents of the Proposal are ' Rules and Directions for Collectors ' as agreed upon by the

Literary, Historical, and Etymological Committees, and ' Mechanical and Practical Regulations'. Then
follow three lists of books, each representing much labour on the part of their compilers. These are

I. 'A list of the printed hterature of England belonging to the period 1250-1526', with the added note,

' Those works* marked with an asterisk are already undertaken '. 2. ' A list of works of the Second

Period (1526-1674) already undertaken'. 3. A similar list of 'works of the Third Period (1674-1858)

already undertaken '. This division of the literature into three periods, which originated with Coleridge

and was maintained for some time as a basis of collecting, has a real foundation in fact. Although the

dates 1526 and 1674 were chosen because the former was that of the first printed English New Testa-

ment, and the latter the year of Milton's death, they correspond very closely with significant epochs in

the development of the English vocabulary. If arrived at by accident, they at the same time show a

sound instinct for detecting the periods of essential change.

The volunteers were also beginning to play their part, and to provide the Committee with material

to work upon. ' In April 1859 a paper containing queries respecting etymologies and several difficult

passages from Early English books was circulated among members of the Society and contributors to

the Dictionary, and conjectures in answer were invited. . , So much of the results of this appeal as the

Dictionary Committee consider sufficiently valuable, and sufficiently certain to be worth printing ' was

reported to the Society by Coleridge in a paper entitled ' Hints towards the explanation of some hard

words and passages in English writers '. On November 10 of the same year, Coleridge, now formally

appointed as editor, presented a ' report on the Society's proposed Dictionary '.

The following month saw another forward step, when on 8 December the Society resolved :

—

I. That a Committee be appointed to draw up a set of Rules for the guidance of the Editor of the Society's

new English Dictionary.

II. That the Committee consist of :

—

The Very Rev. The Dean of Thomas Watts, Esq.

Westminster. F. Pulszky, Esq.

Professor Key. H. Wedgwood, Esq.

F. J. Fumivall, Esq. Professor GoldstQcker.

III. That the Committee be authorized to print the Rules drawn up by them, to circulate the printed Copies

among all the Members of the Society, and to appoint one of the Society's nights of Meeting for a special discussion

of the Rules by Members.

The Committee, or Coleridge himself on its behalf, set to work at once and prepared a draft of the

rules, which was discussed, enlarged, and modified, at meetings held in December 1859 and January

i860, further considered and revised in April and May, and finally printed with the title of ' Canones

Lexicographici, or rules to be observed in editing the New English Dictionary of the Philological

Society'. Continued interest in the work is also shown by a paper read on May 10, ' Observations on

the plan of the Society's proposed new English Dictionary, by the Rev. Derwent Coleridge ', and by the

appearance of a second edition of Dean Trench's two papers ' revised and enlarged. To which is added

a letter to the author from Herbert Coleridge, Esq., on the progress and prospects of the Society's New
English Dictionary'.

This letter is interesting as a survey of what had so far been accomplished, and closes on a confident

note. ' I believe that the scheme is now firmly established, and I confidently expect . . that in about two

years we shall be able to give our first number to the world. Indeed, were it not for the dilatoriness of

many contributors . . I should not hesitate to name an earlier period.' Here also comes the first mention

of co-operation from the English-speaking nation on the other side of the Atlantic. ' The Hon. G. P.

Marsh of Burlington, Vermont, having kindly offered to act as secretary in America, I at once suggested

that the Americans should make themselves responsible for the whole of the eighteenth-century litera-

ture, which probably would have a less chance of finding as many readers in England. This was agreed

to, . . and contributors are, as I understand, coming in, but no results of their labours have reached us

yet.' The suggestion was not a fortunate one, and was never seriously taken up.

By this time, on the basis of the material already sent in by contributors and of the existing dictionaries,

Coleridge was hard at work preparing word-lists to serve as a guide in further collecting. The ' Third

Period ' was selected for this purpose, and by 14 February 1861, he was able to lay before the Society

the first part of this ' Basis of Comparison ', covering the lettersA to D. The preliminary notice to this

in its printed form is signed by Coleridge, and its publication was unfortunately the last of his valuable

contributions to the progress of the work. On Thursday, 25 April, ' Mr. Fumivall announced the death on
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the preceding Tuesday of Herbert Coleridge, Esq., the Editor of the Society's New EngHsh Dictionary '.

When the second part of the ' Basis of Comparison ' (E to L) appeared later in the year, the prefatory

note, dated 25 September, and signed by Furnivall, opened with these words. ' Since the publication

of the First Part of this Basis, our proposed Dictionary has received a severe blow by the death of its

first Editor, the able and accomplished Herbert Coleridge. In its service he caught the cold which

resulted in his death. All through his illness he worked for it whenever leisure and strength allowed

;

and his last attempt at work—two days before he died—was to arrange some of its papers.'

The death of Coleridge at the age of 31 deprived the Dictionary, almost at the outset, of an editor of

great promise. In addition to the activities already mentioned, he had compiled and published a Glossarial

Index to the printed literature of the thirteenth century, rightly estimating the value of this as a basis for

the early history of the language. He had also faced the problem of editing, and ' had prepared a few

of the A words for printing, so far as the material sent in to him allowed ' ; this had been carried as far

as the printing of a specimen page containing Affect-Affection. If this was premature, as it proved to

be, it was because the magnitude of the work had not yet become apparent. Clear evidence of this is

furnished by the set of specially made pigeon-holes (still in existence) which he considered would be

large enough to contain the materials required at the outset. These provide about 260 inches of linear

space, which would take no more than about 85,000 ' slips '. As many as this were ultimately required

for even one of the minor letters of the alphabet. Specimens of the articles prepared by Coleridge were

printed in 1862, at the end of Part III of the ' Basis of Comparison ', and extracts from others were read

at a meeting of the Society on 24 April of the same year.

With Coleridge's death, the editorship passed to Furnivall, then in his thirty-sixth year. He imme-

diately took up the duties, and on 23 May ' made a statement as to the present condition of the collections

for the Society's Dictionary, and the course he proposed to pursue with regard to the scheme '. The lines

of that course are clearly indicated in the ' Preliminary Notice ' mentioned above. He was convinced

that the time for editing was still at a distance. ' I have determined to put aside all idea of printing the

first part of the Dictionary for four or five years unless some great unexpected help is forthcoming; and

I propose, if all go well, to finish this Third-Period Basis early next year; then to compile Two Concise

Dictionaries of Early and Middle English, which shall include severally all the materials sent in for the

First and Second Periods.'

The magnitude of the task was thus becoming clearer, but in some points its extent was still under-

rated. ' Meantime,' Furnivall wrote, ' the etymological material will, I trust, be ready.' This was to be

done by Dr. Carl Lottner on the basis of Worcester's Dictionary, with the precaution that ' his work will

be' submitted to the Etymological Committee, perhaps before it is printed '. It had not yet become
obvious that in many instances only the accumulation of material for the particular word could enable

the editor to suggest or establish its real origin.

Another of Furnivall's first tasks was the compilation of a ' List of Books already read, or now
(12 July 1861) being read for the Philological Society's New English Dictionary', covering 24 pages and
published as an appendix to the Transactions for 1860-1. The numbers given here are: First Period,

143 Works and Authors; Second Period, 486; Third Period, 81. Among the principal readers are

Furnivall and Coleridge, Rev. J. Eastwood, H. H. Gibbs, E. S. Jackson, Rev. Dr. Stocker, W. C. Hazlitt,

Mr. Sprange, etc. The last page contains an intimation ' that the reading of any books not named in

the foregoing List will be of service to the Dictionary. A list of those specially recommended to the

notice of contributors is in preparation.'

Meanwhile, the Third Part of the ' Basis of Comparison ', containing the letters M to Z, was on the
way, and was issued in the third week of March 1862. Shortly before its appearance, on 27 February,
Furnivall proposed the following resolutions, which were accepted by the Society.

1. That a concise Dictionary be prepared as a preliminary to the Society's proposed new English Dictionary
and as a new basis of comparison for all the other periods.

2. That the concise Dictionary shall be as far as possible an abstract of what the larger Dictionary should
be, and shall contain—the Pronunciation, Critical marks, Etymologies, Roots, Prefixes, Suffixes, Definitions, and
Homonyms of the words registered in it, with short quotations (a few words long) and the date and name of the
Author for all words for which passages have been sent in to the Editor, and that all words, senses of words,
idioms &c. known to exist, but for which authority has not yet been sent to the Editor, be supplied from any other
available source and be marked with a * or other sign to denote the want of an authority.

3. That the Editor be authorised to entrust the quotations in his possession, and the sub-editing of any parts
of the concise Dictionary to such of the contributors to the Dictionary or other Volunteers as he shall think fit.
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It was also resolved :

—

That Mr. Fumivall be authorised to announce his plan to the contributors in the next part of the Third Period

basis to sort the contributions and entrust them to the care ofsuch sub-editors as he thinks fit, and that he be requested

to print off at the expense of the Society a specimen of the concise dictionary which he proposes, and to lay it

before the Society for their final decision before proceeding further with the printing of such dictionary.

In accordance with this the Third Part of the ' Basis ' announced that * the next step to be taken is

to get out the Concise Dictionary hinted at in Part II '. Even this, it was clear, would take time, and
' nothing but the continuous labour of many years can make our Book anything like complete.—Let us

then persevere '.

The idea of compiling a concise dictionary as a preliminary to the greater task was adopted by Furnivall

on practical grounds ; the agreement made with TrQbner in 1858 had lapsed in course of time, and he

saw no chance of finding another publisher for the larger work. In the expectation that the smaller task

could be accomplished in a few years, he even entered into a personal contract with John Murray to

have the manuscript ready for the press by the end of 1865. This view ofthe situation was natural while the

material was still comparatively limited in amount. It became more and more unpractical as this continued

to accumulate, for it involved the handling and arranging of all the slips for each word before the 'con-

cise ' article could be written, and consequently would have taken almost as much time as the preparation

of the work on a more ample scale. This must, in time, have become obvious to the few volunteers who
actually prepared portions of the Concise Dictionary, and it is not surprising that in the end the idea

had to be given up, at considerable pecuniary loss to its originator. Apart from this, the employment of sub-

editors was an idea which proved ofgjeat value for the later progress ofthe Dictionary, and to Dr. Furnivall

belongs the credit of originating the scheme and of issuing instructions for the guidance of these helpers

in printed form, on 15 September 1862. Within the next j'ear or two several of them prepared lists of

the words coming under the letters which they had undertaken to sub-edit, and these were printed sepa-

rately when ready, beginning in 1863 with that for B, ' compiled by W. Gee, Esq., sub-editor of the B
words for the Concise Dictionary '. This contained no less than 93 pages in triple columns, giving the

date of the earliest example of each word in the material, and the latest date for obsolete words, while

each word is provided with numbers to indicate the periods (i, 2, and 3) for which there were quotations.

Similar lists for N and U-V were issued in 1865. The latter contains a prefatory notice by Furnivall

on the progress made in sub-editing, and lists of 'books now in hand for cutting up'. These words indi-

cate a method of collecting material extensively employed from this time onward, by which the reader

for the Dictionary was saved much time and labour by being freed from copying the quotations, while

the Editor had the advantages of the original print and a fuller context. The defects of the method

were that two copies of each book were required to give the full text, and that many early printed works

were dealt with in this way which would have been of greater value in the hands of the editors.

From 1862 to 1872 the progress of the Dictionary in Fumivall's hands can be clearly traced in the

annual circulars which he sent out to the members of the Philological Society. Portions of these are

quoted in the ' Appeal to the English-Speaking Pubfic on behalf of a New English Dictionary', issued

by the Rev. G. Wheelwright in 1875. •^ study of them shows considerable activity on the part of readers

and sub-editors for the first three or four years, followed by a gradual slackening off, partly due to

Fumivall's own increasing absorption in other interests. That for 1872 admitted that ' the progress in

the Dictionary work has been so slight that no fresh report in detail is needed'.

These circulars were not included in the printed Transactions of the Philological Society, and in the

pages of these there is remarkably little mention of the Dictionary during this period. On 6 November
1868, ' the Hon. Secretary [i. e. Fumivall] made a statement as to the progress of the Society's proposed

new English Dictionary, together with a calculation by the Rev. G. Wheelwright, showing that about

one-third of the work had been sub-edited'. A still briefer mention occurs under the date of 21 May
1869, and after this the subject does not recur until, in the annual presidential address by Alexander J.

Ellis on 15 May 1874, it is included in a survey of the Society's work.

One of our works, for »vhich great collections have been already made, remains, and may for some time remain,

merely one of the things we have tried to do,—of course I allude to our projected dictionary. Several things,

indeed, make me inclined to think that a Society is less fitted to compile a dictionary than to get the materials

collected.

In the words that follow on this, Ellis clearly indicates that in his opinion the scholar best qualified

to edit the Dictionary was Henry Sweet. The Rev. Mr. Wheelwright's 'Appeal' of the following year
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is in a more hopeful tone, and indicated the richness of the Dictionary material by giving a specimen of

the letter F, which he had sub-edited ; this extends to eight pages in triple columns and contains the

words from Fa to Face.

During these years, Furnivall had of course not been idle. Not only had he continued to direct

the collecting and sub-editing, but he had immensely increased the possibilities of the Dictionary by the

foundation of the Early English Text Society in 1864, and the Chaucer Society in 1868. Without the

former of these, the collecting of sufficient Middle English material would have presented almost insuper-

able difficulties, and in consequence the historical basis for many words would have been defective or

altogether lacking. Although he took no part in the actual editing of the Dictionary in its ultimate form,

he never ceased to contribute liberally to its stores, both from the publications of these societies and

from other sources, including his daily morning and evening paper. If the Dictionary at one period

quotes the Daily News and at another the Daily Chronicle, it is because Furnivall had changed his paper

in the meanwhile. Through his early organization of the collecting and sub-editing, and his lifelong

contributions, the work of Furnivall pervades every page of the Dictionary, and has helped in a great

degree to make it .what it is. He was fortunate in living long enough to see assured the completion of

the work to which he had given so much of his busy life. Almost down to the time of his death in 1910

he still gave evidence of the unremitting activity, and interest in English studies, which had enabled him

to achieve so much, while his genial disposition and constant readiness for new friendships explained

his success in enlisting the help of others.

II

Before the Dictionary again becomes prominent in the Transactions of the Philological Society, a new

and important element had entered into its history. James A. H. Murray, who had been a master at

Mill Hill School from 1870, and had already made his mark in philological studies, had been approached

in April 1876 by the firm of Macmillan with regard to a new dictionary. The idea of this, a

dictionary to rival those of Webster and Worcester, had originated with Harper and Brothers of New
York, who wished Macmillan to take part in the enterprise. Acting on the advice of Dr. Richard Morris,

who had consulted Furnivall in the matter, Macmillan proposed to Murray that he should undertake the

editorship. Murray was not prepared to agree to this, unless the new dictionary was to be a great advance

on the existing ones in respect of scholarship. Macmillan had heard of the intentions of the Philological

Society, and asked whether the material already collected for it might not be available. Having, as the

result of this suggestion, obtained some portions of the material, Murray prepared specimens of the kind

of dictionary which he considered would be worth doing, and these were put into type. His ideas went

far beyond those of the publishers, and a considerable time was spent in trying various modifications,

till these reached the lowest point which in his opinion would have any real value. The divergent views

of the publishers on this head were capable of adjustment, but difficulties arose in connexion with the

terms for the use of the Society's materials, and the negotiations came to an end.

The exhibition of the specimens produced from the material already collected, however, had the effect

of again interesting the Philological Society in its old project. By May 1877 matters had begun to move;

a letter from Furnivall written in that month tells where the various letters of the alphabet were to be

found in the hands of the sub-editors. It was fortunate that the scattered material was, with the

exception of one small portion, actually recoverable ; one sub-editor, sending part of what he had,

promised ' to search for the rest, which had been disposed by his wife in a lumber-room '.

Encouraged by those signs of new life, the Society again began to look round for a publisher, but at

first without result, for with its small membership and limited funds the Society itself had nothing to

offer but the material for the Dictionary, and no publisher was prepared to face the expenditure that

would be required. Early in 1877, however, there were already foreshadowings of the ultimate con-

nexion with the Oxford University Press. Details of the scheme were submitted on behalf of the Society,

and at the request of the Delegates a specimen of the proposed work was prepared by Murray. This
was ultimately approved to such an extent that ' in the Spring of 1878, the then President of the Society,

Mr. H. Sweet, was authorized to open negotiations with the Delegates for the publication of the Dic-

tionary '. As the prime mover in this new development, Murray also had a meeting with the Delegates
at Oxford on 26 April, and ' thought there was good hope that the issue would be favourable '. This
impression was confirmed by a letter (communicated to the Society on May 17) ' from the Secretary of the
Delegates of the Clarendon Press, Prof. Bartholomew Price, saying that the Delegates had authorized
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him to enter into negotiations with the Society for the publication of the Dictionary on the basis of the

terms submitted by the President to the Delegacy. The Council had accordingly directed the Dictionary

Committee to meet Prof. Price, and try to come to terms with him '. Two such meetings were held

before 21 June, and a basis of agreement was arrived at in the following October.

'The substance of the proposals' made by the Society as a basis for negotiation 'was, that the

Delegates should advance the capital required for completing and publishing the work, that the gross

profits should in the first place be applied exclusively to repaying their advances with interest, the net

profits being then divided equally between the Delegates and the Society, that Dr. J. A. H. Murray
should be the Editor, and that he should be allowed ten years to complete the work in '. Various altera-

tions were made in these proposals before the terms were finally embodied in two contracts, one

between the Delegates and the Society, and the other between them and Dr. Murray. In order to enter

into this contract the Society had to be incorporated on a legal basis, and was registered in proper form

on 2 January 1879. The contract, which is dated i March 1879, is printed in an Appendix to the

Society's Transactions for 1877-9, where it occupies ten pages, with the addition of a specimen page of

the proposed Dictionary, containing the words Castle and Persuade, and some subordinate entries based

on these. At that stage the Dictionary contemplated was one estimated ' to occupy not less than 6,000 nor

more than 7,000 pages, . . . and the said Dictionary shall be edited and prepared on the same principles

and on the same lines of historical and linguistic evidence as to the forms and meanings of its words, as

are shown in the Specimen page, and shall contain on its title page " Founded mainly on the materials

collected by the Philological Society ".' This work is referred to in the contract as the ' principal

dictionary', but provision was made for either party at a later date proceeding to compile and publish 'a

larger dictionary containing not fewer than ten volumes, each containing not less than 1,600 pages of

the size of the said Specimen page ', This was, in fact, a pretty close estimate of the size to which the

Dictionary ultimately grew, and as early as November 1881 there was some anticipation of this growth,

when the Delegates agreed to an increase in the number of pages from 6,400 to 8400.

There are many other details in the contract which are interesting in themselves, or in the light of

the later fortunes of the Dictionary, but on which it is not necessary to enlarge. The great facts which it

embodied were that the Society had at last found its publisher, the Delegates had undertaken a task

more magnificent than they knew of, and the Dictionary had found an editor capable of converting its

latent possibilities into a gjeat reality.

During the earlier part of these negotiations, however. Dr. Murray had not definitely contemplated

undertaking the editorship of the Dictionary, although he had taken a leading part in furthering the

idea that it was something to be done. It was only when the necessity for a decision was forced upon

him, by his being assured that the fate of the Dictionary depended on his acceptance, that he reluctantly

agreed to assume the responsibility for a task which was even then formidable enough, though its full

weight was not yet apparent. Several serious questions had to be faced in making this decision. It

would be necessary to do the editing in addition to his work at Mill Hill School, even if he might be

relieved of part of this. The housing of so great a mass of material could be satisfactorily accomplished

only by providing special accommodation for it, and this and other necessary aids to the work involved

at the outset the expenditure of private means in addition to the provision made by the Delegates. In

spite of all these deterrents, he boldly faced the task, and set about providing the Dictionary with a

home, and making it possible for himself to work at it. By the middle of February (he told the Society

in May 1879) ' I had commenced the erection of an iron building, detached from my dwelling-house, to

serve as a Scriptorium, and to accommodate safely and conveniently the materials. This has been fitted

with blocks of pigeon-holes, 1,029 '" number, for the reception of the alphabetically arranged slips, and

with writing desks, reference desks, and other conveniences for the extensive apparatus required. On
Lady Day . . 1 received from Mr. Fumivall some ton and three-quarters of materials which had accumu-

lated under his roof as sub-editor after sub-editor fell off in his labours. With a considerable body of

assistants I have been engaged since that date, as to all appearance I must be for many months to come,

in turning out, examining, sorting, and bestowing these materials'.

By the tenth of May, with a few exceptions, all the material in the hands of the sub-editors had

either been sent in, or satisfactorily accounted for. It had, indeed, been widely scattered, and not only

in Britain ; the letter H came back all the way from Florence. Although so much of it was still in

an undigested state, it was soon obvious that even all this mass was inadequate for the production of a

satisfactory Dictionary on the lines that had been laid down. The material for many words, especially
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the commoner words, was obviously defective, and required to be augmented as rapidly as possible. A
fresh appeal was made for voluntary readers, and even in April 1879 a number had come forward to

help. At the end of that month, the Clarendon Press printed a thousand copies of 'An Appeal to the

English-speaking and English-reading public to read books and make extracts for the Philological

Society's New English Dictionary '. This appeal covers four pages, of which the first two summarize

the history of the Dictionary from 1857 to 1879, the third explains the reading still required, and the

fourth contains the statement 'A thousand readers are wanted, and confidently asked for, to complete

the work as far as possible within the next three years '. To this are added four pages of book lists,

and a set of directions to readers. This appeal, of which another five hundred copies were issued later,

met with a gratifying response, and enabled the compilation of the Dictionary to be undertaken with

confidence in the result.

The arranging of the old material in the Scriptorium, the organizing of the fresh collecting, and

extensive correspondence with readers and sub-editors, were tasks which at first left but little time for

the actual preparation of the Dictionary, or even for consideration of the many points which had to be

settled before a real beginning could be made. For many of these there was no model which could be

followed ; they involved totally new principles in English lexicography, and required both scholarship

and practical judgement to solve them satisfactorily. Coleridge and Furnivall had shown a sound under-

standing of what was necessary as a foundation for the Dictionary ; to Murray belongs the credit of

giving it, at the outset, a form which proved to be adequate to the end, standing the test of fifty years

without requiring any essential modification to adapt it to the steady advance of English scholarship or

the accession of new material.

Ill

At this point it will be well, both for the sake of greater clearness and of giving credit where credit

is due, to give some account of the method of collecting the material for the Dictionary and of the work
done by the voluntary readers and sub-editors. Each member of these two classes stood to the final

editors in a relation similar to that which Socrates in the Ion compares to the magnet and the suspended

rings, each depending on and operating through the other, although in the case of the Dictionary the

order of their sequence was reversed.

The example of Johnson and Richardson had shown clearly that the citation of authority for a word
was one of the essentials for establishing its meaning and tracing its history. It was therefore obvious

that the first step towards the building up of a new dictionary must be the assembling of such authority, in

the form of quotations from English writings throughout the various periods of the language. Johnson
and Richardson had been selective in the material they assembled, and obviously some kind of selection

would be imposed by practical limits, however wide the actual range might be. This was a point on
which control was difficult ; the one safeguard was that the care and judgement of some readers would
make up for the possible deficiencies of others.

By the directions which were issued to intending readers in 1858, and again in 1879, uniformity in

the method of presenting the quotations was attained. Each was written on a separate slip of paper,

at first of the size of a half-sheet of note-paper, latterly of a quarter of a sheet of foolscap, except when
readers who supplied their own paper (such as Dr. Furnivall, Dr. Fitzedward Hall, and the Rev. W. B. R.
Wilson) wrote on pieces of any size or quality that came to hand. This difference in size makes it easy
to distinguish the slips belonging to the two periods of collecting. When completed, the normal slip

presented three things, (i) the word for which it was selected, written in the upper left-hand corner,

(2) the date, author, title, page, etc., of the work cited, and (3) the quotation itself, either in full, or in an
adequate form. A typical shp therefore presents something like the following appearance

:

Britisher

1883 Freeman Impressions U .S. iv. 29

I always told my American friends that

I had rather be called a Britisher than
an Englishman, if by calling me an Eng-
lishman they meant to imply that they
were not Englishmen themselves.
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To obviate the tedium of repeating item (2) over and over again on hundreds of slips, it was in a

large number of instances printed on each, in accordance with an estimate of the number that would be

required for the particular book, or was supplied by stamping after the quotations themselves had been

written. In this way, too, it was easier to make the references to page, chapter, line, etc., conform to

general rules.

How the readers were to be guided in their selection of words was thus explained in the directions

issued in 1879

:

Make a quotation for every word that strikes you as rare, obsolete, old-fashioned, new, peculiar, or used in a

peculiar way.

Take special note of passages which show or imply that a word is either new and tentative, or needing explana-

tion as obsolete or archaic, and which thus help to fix the date of its introduction or disuse.

Make as many quotations as you can for ordinary words, especially when they are used significantly, and tend

by the context to explain or suggest their own meaning.

It is obvious that these rules would apply in very varying degrees to different books, and that the

task of some readers would be much more difficult and extensive than that of others in books of the same

size. The amount undertaken or done by the different readers also varied enormously. In both periods

of collecting there were a number who were marvels of industry and whose mark is plain on almost

every page of the Dictionary to those who can recognize it. With these on the one hand, and the large

army of lesser, but often important, contributors on the other, it is not surprising that the piles of quota-

tions grew into the interminable series that filled to overflowing the pigeon-holes of the Scriptorium.

How rapidly the material increased in the periods of greatest activity will best be realized by a few of

the passages relating to this phase of the work. In May 1879, in response to the appeal issued at the

end of April, ' 165 readers have offered themselves, 128 of these have chosen their books, been supplied

with slips, and are now at work for us. The number of books actually undertaken and entered against

readers is 234 ; arrangements are in progress for perhaps as many more '. A year later the number of

readers had risen to 754. 'Altogether 1,568 books have been undertaken, ofwhich 924 have been finished',

and 'the total number of printed slips supplied to readers now amounts to 625,035, while the quotations

returned are 361,670 '. Of these readers some had sent in a large number of slips varying from 4,500 to

11,000. By another year (1881) 'the number of readers has now risen to upwards of 800, of whom 510

are still at work. The slips issued now number 817,625, and the quotations returned 656,900'. The
total number of authors then represented in the Reference Index was 2,700, and the titles numbered

some 4,500.

Many of the particulars of this remarkable activity were given in the preface to the first volume of the

Dictionary, and a full list of the readers and the books read by them between 1879 and 1884, with the

approximate number of quotations supplied by each, forms an appendix of 32 pages to the Presidential

Address for 1884 (pp. 101-42).

On looking over this list, the observant reader will notice that the interest in the Dictionary which at

its first beginning had been manifested in the United States had been maintained, though not on the

lines suggested by Coleridge. The interest, and the results it produced, are specially referred to by

Dr. Murray in his Presidential Address for 1880 in these words

:

In connexion with the Reading, I cannot sufficiently express my appreciation of the kindness ofour friends in

the United States, where the interest taken in our scheme, springing from a genuine love of our common
language, its history, and a warm desire to make the Dictionary worthy of that language, has impressed me very

deeply. I do not hesitate to say that I find in Americans an ideal love for the English language as a glorious heritage,

and a pride in being intimate with its grand memories, such as one does find sometimes in a classical scholar in

regard to Greek, but which is rare indeed in Englishmen towards their own tongue ; and from this I draw the

most certain inferences as to the lead which Americans must at no distant date take in English scholarship.

Dr. Murray then specially refers to the services rendered by Prof. Francis A. March of Lafayette

College in directing the reading done in the United States at that time, and adds :

There is another feature of American help to- which I must allude, because it contrasts with that we have

obtained in England— I refer to that offered to the Dictionary by men of Academic standing in the States. The
number of Professors in American Universities and Colleges included among our readers is very large ; and in

several instances a professor has put himself down for a dozen works, which he has undertaken to read personally,

and with the help of his students. We have had no such help from any college or university in Great Britain

;

only one or two Professors of English in this country have thought the matter of sufficient importance to talk to

their students at>out it, and advise them to help us.
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By far the greater part of the material supplied by these American readers, it may be noted, was pf

the same type as that furnished by the British contributors, that is, it was mainly drawn from literary or

scientific works written in standard English, or without noticeable American features in vocabulary or

idiom. It was thus very serviceable in supplementing the English evidence, but failed to a very large

extent to bring out the special developments of the language in the American colonies and the United

States. Much of the material for these was specially supplied during the progress of the Dictionary by

one or two workers, notably by Mr. Albert Matthews of Boston.

In addition to the quotations supplied by all this new reading, a few collections of Dictionary material,

which had already been made by various persons, were by them generously handed over for use in the

new work. If the Dictionary as it stands is a monument of scholarship, it is also one of unselfish giving

on the part of a great number of men and women whose nameless contributions form the foundation of

almost every article it contains.

Only second in value to the work done by the voluntary readers was that of the volunteer sub-editors.

Without these, the mere handling and reducing to alphabetic order of three and a half millions of slips

would have formed a task sufficiently heavy to delay for some years the actual preparation of the

Dictionary. Even those who did no more than this rendered good service, but most of them went much

farther, and so arranged and sub-divided the words they dealt with, and defined their various senses,

that their work was of real value in the final editing. It is with good reason, therefore, that the portions

done by each were carefully recorded in the various reports on the Dictionary presented to the Philo-

logical Society and in the Preface to each letter in the Dictionary itself.

IV

Amid all the turmoil of assembling the old material, collecting the new, and reducing both to some

kind of orderly arrangement, Dr. Murray was working out the lines on which the editing of the Dictionary

was to proceed. The problem of the best means of indicating the pronunciation, for example, was under

consideration for a long time, and was decided only after the views of various authorities had been duly

taken into account. Correspondence on this subject with Isaac Pitman, James Lecky, and W. R. Evans,

was still in progress in the summer and autumn of 1881 and the spring of 1882, and the notation finally

adapted was submitted to, and accepted by, the Council of the Society on 17 March of that year.

Meanwhile the preparation of the letterA was making progress with the material then available. As
early as 16 May 1879 this had advanced as far as Aby, covering 557 words, and providing enough copy

to'make 36 pages of the Dictionary. A year later this had increased to 160 pages, going as far as Al.

By May 1881 the question of typography was being discussed, and there is mention of a specimen page

in June. About the same time, the desire to settle down definitely to the real work of editing becomes

obvious in the statement that 'the general amassing of quotations must cease with the present year*.

It had been estimated that three years would be required for all this preparatory work, and the esti-

mate proved to be correct. On 19 April 1882, the first batch of copy went to the printer, and in his

report to the Philological Society on 19 May, Dr. Murray had the satisfaction of being able to announce
' the great fact . . that the Dictionary is now at last really launched, and that some forty pages are in type,

of which 48 columns have reached me in proof. To fill the first part, however, extending from A to

Ani, more than a thousand columns were necessary, and the task of providing these occupied the

remainder of that year, and the greater part of the next. Finally, on 18 January 1884, advance copies

of Part I were exhibited at a meeting of the Society, publication took place on i February, and the
' New English Dictionary ' at once took its place as an incomparable record of the English tongue, far

surpassing all that had as yet been accomplished or even dreamt of in the field of lexicography.

The beginning had been made ; how to continue the work rapidly was the next question that called

for solution. Simple arithmetic indicated that there was need for an increased rate of production, though
it was not clear how this was to be attained. In May 1884 Dr. Murray thought that with six good
assistants 'it might be possible to produce two parts in the year, and thus finish the work in 11 years
from next March '. This suggestion was no doubt justified by the facts as they were at that time. That
It failed to work out was certainly due in great part to the fact that A was not a good letter on which to

base the calculation, and to a steady increase in the material which could not at that time be foreseen.
All the work necessary to produce the first part had been done in the original Scriptorium at Mill

Hill. It was clear that greater progress could be made if the editor could devote all his time to the
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work and be in closer touch with the printing at the Clarendon Press. As early as 1882 the idea of

removal to Oxford had been suggested, but it was only towards the end of 1884 that the proposals began

to take definite shape. The practical aspects of the question having been settled, the removal took place

in 1885 ; a new Scriptorium was erected in the garden of the house at 78 Banbury Road, and here

Dr. Murray and his staff carried on their work for the next thirty years. The Scriptorium was not in

itself lacking in space, but when into it were packed all the accumulated material, the necessary works

of reference, and the tables, desks, and chairs required by the editor and six or seven assistants, it

presented a crowded scene to the eye of the visitor. If John Baret had been able to look into it, he

would have hailed it as another Alvearie, with a swarm of workers as busy as those who helped him to

compile his own volume.

In the new quarters the Dictionary continued to make progress, and Part 11, containing the words

from Ant to Batten, appeared in 1885. By that time it had become plain that some editorial co-operation

was necessary to increase the rate at which successive parts could be produced. Here again the Dictionary

was fortunate, as it had already been in rising, in Dr. Murray's hands, out of the apparent impasse into

which it had fallen ten years before. When Part I was published, the editor of the Academy handed it

for review to Henry Bradley, who had but lately arrived in London, and was yet comparatively unknown

in the world of scholarship. His review, which appeared in two parts, on 16 Feb. and i March, at once

marked him out as one of the few who were competent either to appreciate the Dictionary at its proper

value, or to offer useful criticism. So clear an indication of possible help was not overlooked, and by July

Bradley was assisting in the preparation of the latter part of B. From January 1888 he was independently

editing the letter E, and continued with this and F while still engaged in other work in London. In 1896

he also moved to Oxford, and with his staff found quarters in the Clarendon Press itself.

From 1888 there were thus two distinct sections of the Dictionary simultaneously in progress, Dr.

Murray doing the whole volume occupied by C, and the half volume containing D, while Bradley com-

pleted that volume with E, and began the next (Vol. IV) with F. Down to 1900 the letters published,

with the respective dates of the preparation of each, stand as follows

:

AB 1882-88

C 1888-93 E 1888-93

D 1893-97 F 1893-97

H 1897-99 G 1897-1900

In all this work the part played by the assistants who formed the staff of each editor was of the

greatest importance. While considerable training and experience are required by every one, however

well qualified, it is also true that the real dictionary worker is born and not made, and that no application

or diligence will ever make up for the lack of natural aptitude for the work. The two earlier editors,

and those who came later, were fortunate in having the services of a number of such assistants, some of

whom (a id those among the best) became connected with the Dictionary in its earlier stages and re-

mained, .ithful to it for periods of twenty, thirty, and even forty years. Without their unflagging and

efficient aid, no editor could have coped with the task without so much expenditure of his own time that

the end of it would have been beyond all calculation. If those who read the original prefaces to the

various letters will note the names that occur time after time at the end of these, they will do right to

recognize that the bearers of these names have throughout many years borne the greater share of the

labour by which the Dictionary was made possible.

Among these assistants a natural sub-division of labour readily established itself according to the

special interests of each. Some became experts in preparing copy for the printer, drafting articles which

required only a few editorial changes, or actually writing them in a form which admitted little or no

improvement To these fell the task of taking up the work already done by the sub-editors, of incor-

porating new material, of making fresh additions that were obviously required, of distinguishing senses

and sub-senses, of writing the definitions, and of reconciling the historical order of the senses with their

logical development from the original meaning of the word. This became a highly complicated task in

the case of common words with a long history, such as the most frequently used verbs, adverbs, or

prepositions. The difficulty of these had become apparent even in the early period of the work, and

formed the subject of comment by Dr. Murray in i88i

:

In returning to me his last batch, Mr. Jacob mentioned to me that the division of the meanings of the verb

Set, and the attempt to put them in satisfactory order, had occupied him over 40 hours. In examining his results,

b
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with 51 senses of the simple verb, and 83 of phrases like set-out, set-off, set-down,— 134. divisions in all— I do not

wonder at the time. I suspect that the Editor will have to give 40 more to it, for the language seems not to con-

tain a more perplexing word than Set, which occupies more than two columns of Webster, and will probably fill

three of our large quarto pages.

When 5^/ finally came to be done, more than thirty years later, it took nearer 40 days than 40 hours

to digest the mass of examples which had accumulated by that time ; the -word occupies a column more

than 18 pages of the Dictionary, and extends to 154 main divisions, the last of which {set up) has so many

subdivisions that it exhausts the alphabet and repeats the letters down to rr. Other words like^< ^we,

go, put, take, may not rival this, but each of them required a vast amount of preliminary labour on the

part of some assistant, which was of the greatest value in saving the time of the editor and giving him

a clear basis on which to work.

Other assistants developed special ability in checking and verifying references readily and correctly, in

finding earlier or desirable examples of words or uses, or in reading proofs and making additions to the

material at that stage. When a staff had all these elements properly represented and distributed in it,

and certain preliminaries to the work on each letter (such as the copying of glossaries, concordances, and

indexes) had been fully carried out, steady progress could be made, and was made to an extent which

seemed marvellous to foreign scholars acquainted with the difficulties of lexicography, but unfamiliar

with the practical methods of overcoming them.

For the obtaining of full or accurate information on special points, it was frequently necessary to apply

to outside authorities of the most varied kind. The services rendered by these were partly acknowledged

on the title-page of the earlier parts and volumes in the words * With the assistance of many scholars

and men of science '. How many these were may be seen at large in the original prefaces to the various

letters, but it should also be noted that there were many in those lists who would not have claimed to

belong to either of these learned classes, but who could and did supply the information wanted with

a clearness and fullness which made the editor's task easy, and gave him confidence in the correctness

of his statements. If various errors to be found in standard works are not repeated in the Dictionary,

it is frequently because some one with a practical knowledge of the subject had been specially consulted

on the point, and had freely given the information required.

When the Dictionaryhadreachedthestageofthefirstproof(regularlysupplied in setsofeightcolumns),

it was found to be of much value to send these to various readers deeply interested in the work, to receive

the benefit of their criticisms, suggestions, and additions. In this way many improvements were made,

errors and misprints eliminated, and the history of words and senses more fully illustrated. In the latter

respect the contributions of Dr. Fitzedward Hall were of special value by reason of his own collection of

material. His regular reading of the proofs extended over some twenty years, and after his death his

collections for the later letters were placed at the service of the editors. Among nearly a score of others

who reviewed the proofs for shorter or longer periods special mention should be made of Mr. Henry
Hucks Gibbs (Lord Aldenham), who also in other ways gave valuable help and encouragement in the

early stages of the work ; of Miss Edith Thompson of Bath, Canon Fowler of Durham, and Mr. A.

Caland of Wageningen in Holland, who not only supplied many fresh quotations, but as a foreign

student of English frequently noticed points which did not so readily strike the native eye.

Although two editors and their staffs had been working separately from 1888, it was still considered
by the Delegates of the Clarendon Press that the rate of progress ought to be increased, and it was clear

that this could only be done by the appointment of a third editor. With this in view, William Alexander
Craigie, then a lecturer at the University of St. Andrews, was invited to Oxford in the summer of 1897,
and after assisting Dr. Bradley with the letter G, and Dr. Murray with I and K, began separate editing
with Q in 1901. From that date two sections of the Dictionary had their home in the Old Ashmolean
Building in Broad Street, which had been left vacant by the removal of the Museum some years
before. To these a third was added in 1914, when Charles Talbut Onions, who had at Dr. Murray's
invitation joined the staff in 1895, and had between 1906 and 1913 prepared special portions of M, N, R,
and S, began with a separate staff to edit the later portion of that letter (Su-Sz).

With four editors and their staffs concurrently at work prospects for an early conclusion to the whole
seemed brighter than they had ever been since the full magnitude of the undertaking became apparent
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Unfortunately it was not long before various events began to mar these prospects, and bring unwelcome

delays. The outbreak of the Great War soon began to reduce the staffs by withdrawing from them

their younger members, and in time even some of those more mature in years. The loss of these

trained workers for three or four years was naturally a serious handicap for those that remained. The
next severe blow was the death of Sir James Murray (he had been knighted in 1908) on 26 July 1915,

after more than thirty-eight years of connexion with the Dictionary and thirty-three during which he

had supplied copy to the printer without intermission. The transference of his staff" to the Old

Ashmolean, or to quarters near it, helped greatly to strengthen the three remaining sections, but there

was no p)ossibility of compensating for the loss that the work had sustained. If his wish had been ful-

filled to the extent of seeing his eightieth birthday in 191 7, it would not have coincided with the end of

the Dictionary, as he had hoped, but those two years would have brought the completion of the work
appreciably nearer in spite of the difficulties of the time.

With the end of the war, some of the assistants returned to their posts, and for some four years the

work went on steadily (although the two younger editors were not continuously engaged on it nor able

to give their whole time to it), until the death of Dr. Bradley on 23 May 1923 removed another of

its mainstays. By that time it was clearly too late to think of finding another editor : the best that

could be done was to make full use of the more experienced assistants in the preparation of special

sections of the letters that still remained. By this means it was possible for Dr. Craigie, in spite of his

removal to the University of Chicago in 1925, to take part with Dr. Onions in the editing of W, and so

enable the work to be finished in the beginning of 1928, almost exactly seventy years from the date on

which the Philological Society had decided to make ' a completely new English Dictionary '.

With work on three or four letters going on simultaneously, and publication of each taking place as

soon as the sections were ready, the sequence of the various parts of the Dictionary became more

irregular after 1900, as will be seen from the following table

:

Murray Bradley Craigie Onions

I J K 1899-1901

L 1901-03

O 1902-04 Q 1902

R-Re 1903-05

P 1904-09 M 1904-08 N 1906-07

Re-Ry 1907-10

S-Sh 1908-14

T 1909-15 St 1914-19 Si-Sq 1910-15

V 1916-20 Su-Sz 1914-19

W-We 1920-23 U 1921-26 X Y Z 1920-21

Wo-Wy 1927 Wh-Wo 1922-27

The total number of pages in the Dictionary is 15,487 ; of these no less than 7,207, or nearly half of

the entire work were edited by Sir James Murray.

The early volumes of the Dictionary were as a rule published in parts of 352 pages at a price of 12/6

each, with three smaller sections introduced to make the divisions coincide with the end of the letters

B, C, and E. The size of these parts necessarily involved a considerable time in the preparation of each,

and a corresponding interval between the dates of publication. Towards the end of 1894 it was decided

that a shortening of these intervals Was desirable, and the new arrangement explained in the following

announcement was adopted.

The Letters A, B, C, and E of this great undertaking having been already published, the Delegates of the

Clarendon Press have been urged from many quarters to consider the more frequent publication of the subsequent

portions of the work, in smaller instalments, as each is completed by the Editors, so as to supply students of the

English Language and Literature more promptly with the results of the latest researches.

In response to this demand, the Delegates have arranged for the punctual issue of the letters D and F in

Quarterly Sections. The new issue will begin with the simultaneous publication of the opening part of each

letter on November 15, and further instalments of the Editors* work will be regularly published thereafter on the

first day of each Quarter, in such alternation as may seem desirable. The Delegates have no reason to fear

any interruption in the continuous publication of the Dictionary on this plan.

This expectation was realized, and quarterly sections of 64 pages, or double sections of 128 (occasion-

ally even a triple section of 192) were .steadily issued for the next twenty years, until the reduction of

ba
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staffs caused by the war, and other losses, made it impossible to continue with the same regularity. For

the convenience of those who preferred them, however, the larger twelve-and-sixpenny parts were still

issued whenever a sufficient number of consecutive single or double sections were available to make one.

At the time this change was made, a new name for the Dictionary was also introduced, though no

change was made on the title-page. On the cover of the section containing Deceit to Deject, published

on I Jan. 1895, above the title, appeared for the first time the designation ' The Oxford English Dictionary',

which was repeated on every section and part issued after i July of that year. The new name being

more distinctive than the old has steadily come more and more into use, and the abbreviation O.E.D.

tends to supplant N.E.D., although the latter is still frequently employed. A third abbreviation, H.E.D.

(with H. for Historical), though employed for a number of years in Notes and Queries, never attained

general currency. Popularly the work is often referred to as Murray's, and the Philological Society by

a natural tradition has continued to call it ' the Society's Dictionary '.

As the publication of the Dictionary extended over a period of forty-four years, it was inevitable that

man}'^ later additions to the language, both of new words and of new senses, should be lacking in the

earlier volumes, and that even the later should to some extent present similar deficiencies. To remedy

this as far as possible, the years since 1928 have been devoted to the preparation of a supplementary

volume, the scope of which is fully explained in a special preface, in which acknowledgement is also

made of the assistance which has been received in collecting and editing the new material.

VI

During all these years of work, in addition to the growing appreciation which it steadily received, the

progress of the Dictionary was diversified by a few extraneous events. On 12 October 1897, a large

number of the readers, sub-editors, assistants, and other helpers were enabled to meet each other at

Oxford by the generosity of the Provost and Fellows of The Queen's College, who on that date gave a

complimentary dinner to ' Dr. Murray, Mr. Bradley, and some others who have helped in the production

of the Historical English Dictionary '. The time was a fortunate one, for in that year it was still possible

for some of the early workers to shake hands with those who were just beginning to take up the task

which they had already carried on so long. Only a small number of the company which met that

evening lived long enough to see the completion of the work.

In the same year the Dictionary was by permission dedicated to Her Majesty Queen Victoria, as

intimated on a special page inserted in the part for January 1898.

Up to 1905 the whole expense of preparing and printing the Dictionary was borne by the Oxford
University Press. In that year, however, a contribution was made towards the cost of the sixth volume,

which was also recorded on a separate page in these words

:

This sixth volume is a memorial of the munificence of the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths, who have
generously contributed five thousand pounds towards its production.

When the completed dictionary was published in April 1928, the first copies were presented to His
Majesty King George, and to Calvin Coolidge, President of the United States, as the highest repre-

sentatives of the two great English-speaking nations.

On 6 June of the same year the Goldsmiths' Company celebrated the completion of the work by
a dinner in the Company's hall in London, at which contributors and workers again had an oppor-
tunity of meeting, and of hearing the Prime Minister, Mr. Stanley Baldwin, commend the results of their

labours in eloquent and graceful terms.

During the progress of the work academic honours were from time to time conferred upon the editors
by various universities, and at its completion the University of Oxford marked the occasion by conferring
the honorary degree of D.Litt. on the two surviving editors, the Secretary to the Delegates of the
Press, the Publisher to the University, and the Printer to the University.

Sir James Murray, as already mentioned, had in recognition of his services to scholarship received
the honour of knighthood in 1908, the announcement being made in the Birthday list of 26 June, and
the same distinction was bestowed on the third editor in the Birthday list of 3 June, 1928.
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VII

The part played by the contributors, sub-editors, assistants, and others in the production of the

Dictionary has been emphasized above, but is too important to be stated merely in general terms. The
number of those who, in one or other of these capacities, had a share in the task, and the amount of

work done by them, can be properly presented only by a more detailed account of the special services of

each. For this purpose the following lists have been compiled, bringing together information scattered

through the various prefaces to the original volumes, or preserved in the records of the Dictionary.

I. Contributors

A. This list contains the names of the principal readers before 1884 ; many of these began reading

as early as 1858. The material which they contributed formed a great part of the main foundation on

which the Dictionary was based. Under some of the names the number of quotations sent in is given,

as an indication of the time and labour expended by many of these readers.

J. Amphlett, M.A.

W. J. Anderson (of Fife)

G. L. Apperson (of Wimbledon, S.W. ; 11,000)

Col. R. D. Ardagh

Thomas Austin (165,000)

Miss E. E. Barry (of London)

Rev. E. M. Barry

Mrs. Bathoe (of London)

A. Beazeley, CE. (of Thornton Heath)

Rev. W. H. Beckett

Rev. W. C. Boulter

Rev. G. B. R. Bousfield, B.A.

The Misses B. M. and L. Bousfield

Rev. S. J. Bowles

William Boyd (of U.S.A.)

E. L. Brandreth

Prof, and Mrs. Brandt (of U.S.A.)

James Britten, F.L.S.

The Misses E. and J. E. A. Brown (of Cirencester)

Mrs. Walter Browne (of Worcester)

Dr. T. N. Brushfield (50,000)

R. K. Buehrle (of U.S.A.)

Miss E. F. Burton (of Carlisle ; 11,400)

A. Caland (of Holland)

Mrs. G. M. E. Campbell (of Peckham)

Dr. R. S. Charnock

The Ven. Archdeacon Cheetham

(Dean) R. W. Church

Herbert Coleridge

Prof. A. S. Cook (of U.S.A.)

J. M. Cowper (of Canterbury)

Rev. T. Lewis O. Davies, M.A.

Rev. Cecil Deedcs, M.A.

H. Dixon (of London)

C. E. Doble, M.A.

William Douglas (of London ; 136,000)

Edward Dowden
Rev. J. Eastwood

Miss Eisdell (of Colchester)

Professor Robinson Ellis

Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Eiworthy

The Misses Eiworthy

A, Erlebach, B.A.

H. A. Erlebach, B.A.

Rev. J. T. Fowler, D.C.L.

W. Warde Fowler, M.A.

Miss A. Foxall (of Birmingham ; 11,250)

Dr. F. J. Furnivall (30,000)

W. Gee, jun. (of Boston, U.S.A.)

H. Hucks Gibbs, M.A. (Lord Aldenham)

The Hon. and Rev. Kenneth F. Gibbs

Hon. Vicary Gibbs

W. F. Grahame (of Madras)

C. Gray (of Wimbledon, S.W. ; 29,000)

Mrs. C. Gray
Mrs. T. H. Green

Rev. W. Gregor, M.A.

Rev. A B. Grosart

Miss M. Haig (Mrs. A. Stuart, of Edinburgh)

Fitzedward Hall, D.C.L.

W. C. Hazlitt

Dr. H. R. Helwich (of Vienna
; 50,000)

T. Henderson, M.A. (48,000)

S. J. Herrtage

James Hooper (of Norwich)

J. D. Howell (of London)

E. C. Hulme (of London)

E. Wyndham Hulme (late of H.M. Patent Office)

Missjennett Humphreys (of Cricklewood ; 18,700)

C. Mansfield Ingleby

Rev. Aiken Irvine (of Ireland)

Miss Eva Jackson (of Bishop's Waltham)

E. S. Jackson, M.A. (of Plymouth)

P. W. Jacob (of Guildford)

W. W. Jenkinson (of London)

Rev. J. B. Johnston, B.D.

Rev. W. M. Kingsmill M.A.

Rev. E. H. Knowles

Rev. W. Lees, M.A (18,500)

Miss Lees (of Reigate)

Dr. J. Wickham Legg

Dr. R. J. Lloyd

Prof. A. Lodeman (of U.S.A.)

W. S. Logeman (of Cheshire)

Rev. W. J. LOwenberg, M.A.

A. Lyall (of Manchester)

Falconer Madan, M.A.

S. D. Major (of Bath; 16,000)

Rev. A. L. Mayhew, M.A.

Dr. W. C. Minor
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Mrs. Moore (of Addlestone)

W. Moore (of London)

Dr. Richard Morris

Horace Moule

Rev. C. B. Mount, M.A.

Mrs. J. A. H. Murray (Lady Murray)

H. J. R. Murray, M.A. (27,000)

E. T. R. Murray

J. M. Norman (of Crawley, Sussex)

Cornelius Paine (of Brighton)

E. Peacock (of Brigg)

H. S. Pearson (of Birmingham)

Rev. C. W. Penny

J. Peto (of London)

(Sir) W. M. Flinders Petrie

Prof. G. M. Philips (of U.S.A.)

H. Phillips, jun., Ph.D. (of U.S.A.)

B. W. Pierson (of U.S.A.)

Rev. J. Pierson, D.D. (of U.S.A. ; 46,000)

(Sir) Frederick Pollock, LL.D.

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Pope (formerly of CHfton)

Rev. C. Y. Potts

Dr. R. C. A. Prior (11,700)

Sir John Richardson, K.C.B.

W. M. Rossetti

Mr. and Mrs. H. F. P. Ruthven

The Misses E. and G. E. Saunders (of Addlestone)

G. A. Schrurapf, B.A. (of London)

Adrian Scott (of U.S.A.)

Miss F. E. Scott (of Leamington)

G. R. Scott, M.A.

(Sir) Owen Seaman
A. Shackleton (of Birkenhead)

Rev. T. H. Sheppard

Prof. W. W. Skeat, LL.D.

Rev. J. Smallpeice

Dr. G. C. Moore Smith

Miss L. Toulmin Smith
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T. C. Snow, M.A.

A. B. Sprange (of London)

W. Barclay Squire (of London)

(Sir) Leslie Stephen

Rev. Dr. C. W. Stocker

C. StofFel (of Amsterdam)

(Dr.) E. H. Sugden

Rev. W. D. Sweeting

Dr. W. Sykes

Rev. B, Talbot (of U.S.A. ; 16,600)

George Tansley (of London)

The Misses Edith and E. Perronet Thompson (15,000)

Alderman Joseph Thompson (of Manchester)

Hon. Mrs. L. Tollemache

Mrs. Toogood (of Kirkby, Yorkshire)

Rev. J. T. Toye (of Exeter)

Paget Toynbee, D.Litt.

Richard Chenevix Trench

Rev. Kirby Trimmer, M.A.

Mrs. L. J. Walkey (of Leamington)

Miss P. Walter (of Somerset)

J. L. Ward, M.A. (of Burnley)

T. Ward (of Northwich)

Dr. W. W. Webb
Miss M. Westmacott (of London)

Dr. R. F. Weymouth
The Misses B.M. and R. Weymouth
Rev. G. Wheelwright

Rev. F. Gilbert White

G. H. White (of Torquay; 13,000)

R. Grant White (of U.S.A.)

R. J. Whitwell, B.Litt. (33,000)

Miss J. E. Wilkinson and Miss Gunning (of Cam-
bridge)

R. D. Wilson (of London)

T. Wilson, M.A. (of St. Albans)

Rev. W. B. R. Wilson, M.A. (of Dollar)

Miss Charlotte M. Yonge

B. A large number of those included in the above list continued to supply quotations for many years

while the Dictionary was in progress. The readers given below began their work after 1884.

F. J. Amours (of Glasgow)

Rev. J. Bell, D.D. (of Auchtermuchty, N.B.)

F. H. Butler (of London)

W. J. Bryan (of Oxford)

P. M. Campbell

C. H. Chadwick (of London)

Miss Ellen Channon
Prof. Albert H. Chester (of U.S.A.)

Rev. Andrew Clark, M.A
Miss Susan Cunnington

Miss Ada Dewick

B. W. Dexter

James M. Dixon (of Japan)

Edward S. Dodgson, M.A.

John Dormer (of London)

R, Duncan (of Crowthorne, Berks.)

Rev, Henry Ellershaw (of Durham)
Miss Ellis (of Oxford)

J. H. Everett

Miss E. Fowler (of Doncaster)

Wendell P. Garrison (of U.S.A.)

I. R. Gillespie (of Newcastle-on-Tyne)

Miss Geraldine H. Gosselin (of London)

Miss Hellier R. H. Gosselin (of London)

Col. C. Gray (of London)

H. F. Hall (of Oxford)

J. D. Hamilton

R. Oliver Heslop (of Northumberland)

Rev. J. W. Hooper, M.A.

Alfred H. Huth (of Oxford)

Miss Ingall (of Manchester)

Albert Jacka

Miss Constance Jacob

George Joicey (of Gateshead-on-Tyne)

(Sir) J. K. Laughton
R. E. Leader

Halkett Lord (of U.S.A.)

L. Marcan

Albert Matthews (of U.S.A.)

H. A. W. Millar (of Oxford)
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W. Payne (of Hayward's Heath)

Miss C. Pemberton (of Austria)

James Piatt, jun.

Rev. C. Plummer, M.A.

Miss H. M. Poynter (of Oxford)

Richard B. Prosser (of London)

Mrs. Rackham (of Cambridge)

John Randall (of London)

Dr. W. H. D. Rouse

Abrm. Shackleton (of Birkenhead)

H. F. M. Simpson (of Edinburgh)

J. Challenor Smith (of London)
Miss L. M. Snow
E. V. Stocks (of Durham)
Miss E. H. Taylor (of Suffolk)

John J. Thompson
Miss S. M. Unwin
C. R. Wilkins

Miss Wilson (of London)

Edward S. Wilson (of Hull)

C. B. Winchester

W. N. Woods, B.A. (of London)

2. Sub-editors

The sub-editing of the material falls into two periods, viz. that done under the direction of Dr. Furnivall

between 1862 and 1879, ^"^^ ^hat Carried on during the years while the Dictionary was in course of

publication. The following list gives the sub-editors of the later period, but it should be noted that some

of these (e.g. H. H. Gibbs, W. M. Rossetti, Rev. T. H. Sheppard, Rev. J. Smallpeice) were also at work

during the earlier years. For the earlier period mention should further be made of Rev. W. P. Bailey,

Rev. S. J. Bowles, Edward Dowden, W. Gee, jun. (of Boston, U.S.A.), W. F. Grahame, J. D. Howell,

Rev. Aiken Irvine, E. S. Jackson, Rev. E. H. Knowles, Rev. J. E. Middleton, Richard Morris, Horace

Moule, Rev. A. S. Palmer, Rev. Ralph Proud, C. W. Staunton, Dr. W. Woodham Webb, Rev. G.

Wheelwright, G. A. White, Miss Charlotte M. Yonge. Most of these were also readers in the early

history of the Dictionary.

W. J. Anderson, portions of M and P (1880-1900)

Rev. G. B. R. Bousfield, B.A., portions of F, G, and R,

large part ofW (1880-96)

Walter Browne, portion of S (1881)

Samuel Taylor, portion of H (1881-2)

A. W. Longden, portion of H (1881-4)

A. Lyall, portion of T (1881-5)

Rev. T. H. Sheppard, B.D., portion of M, the whole of

U and V(i88i-5)

P. W. Jacob, portions of D, E, P, Q, R, and S (1881-6)

T. Henderson, M.A., portions of B and C (1881-7)

T. Wilson, portions of I and T (1881-7)

E. C Hulme, portions of C and L (1881-90)

Mrs. L. J. Walkey, portions of D and W (1881-92)

Rev.W. B.R.Wilson, M.A.,portionsofC., revised former

sub-editing ofT, most ofV, and part ofW (1881-1919)

Charles Gray, portion of S (1882)

Rev. C. Y. Potts, portion of L (1882)

W. Welch, portion of T (1882)

F. T. Elworthy, portion of D (1882-3)

Rev. J. J. Smith, M.A, portion of M (1882-3)

Miss M. Westmacott, portion of T (1882-3)

James Britten, F.L.S., portion of P (1882-4)

H. H. Gibbs (Lord Aldenham), portions of C, the whole

of K and Q (1882-4)

H. M. Fitz-Gibbon, portion of H (1882-5)

Rev. W. Gregor, M. A., the whole of J (1882-5)

E. Warner, portion of L (1882-5)

G. A. Schrumpf, portion of H (1882-6)

H. S. Tabor, portions of I and W (1882-9)

G. L. Apperson, portions of B and C (1882-91)

Rev. A. P. Fayers, B.A., portions of B and N (1882-91)

Mrs. G. H. Pope, portions of C and N (1882-91)

Rev. J. Smallpeice, M.A., portion of M, and X, Y, Z
(1882-94)

A. Sweeting, portion of T (1882-96)

Rev. W. H. Beckett, portion ofW (1882-1901)

Miss J. E. A. Brown, portions of B, C, D, and P, the

whole of I (1882-1907)

J. W. W. Tyndale, portion of D (1883-4)

R. F. Green, portion of N (1883-8)

A. Hailstone, portions of C and N (1883-90)

Rev. W. J. LOwenberg, M.A., portions of O and P
(1883-96)

E. L. Brandreth, portions of G, H, and N, the whole of

K (1883-1900)

(Prof.) F. E. Bumby, portion of N (1884)

W. M. Rossetti, portions of B and L (1884)

Rev. Prof W. W. Skeat, portion of R (1884)

Rev. W. E. Smith, portion of D (1884)

Dr. Brackebusch, portions of B (1884-5)

E. Gunthorpe, portions ofA and B (1884-5)

The Hon. and Rev. S. W. Lawley, M.A., portion of M
(1884-5)

Dr. R. J. Lloyd, portion of H (1884-93)

Rev. C. B. Mount, M.A., portions of A, B, C, D, and V,

revised former sub-editing of J and the large part of

P (1884-1908)

Joseph Brown, M.A., portion of M, revised former sub-

editing of portions of S and U (1884-1914)

Rev. C. G. Duffield, portion of T (1885)

Rev. T. D. Morris, M.A, portion of G (1885)

Rev. (Dr.) E. H. Sugden, portion of I (1885-7)

J. Peto, portions of C, F, and H (1885-92)

Mr. and Mrs. W. Noel Woods, B.A., portions of B, C,

and H (1885-92)

Miss M. Haig (Mrs. A. Stuart), portion ofO (1885-93)

R. M. M'Lintock, portion of P (1885-96)

James Bartlett, B.A., revised former sub-editing of G
and portions of M, O, R, and S (1888-1908)

Rev. Canon R. Morris, D.D., portion of I (1889-92)

John Dormer, portions of D and S (1890-1906)

Miss Edith Thompson, portion of C (1891)

H. A. Nesbitt, B.A., portions of N and O (1893-5)
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C. B. Winchester, revised former sub-editing of P, S,

and V (1905-8)

Mrs. W. A. Craigie (Lady Craigie), revised arrange-

ment of U (1917-18)
'

3. Assistants

The names of these are here divided into three groups, indicative of the relative length of time during

which they were engaged on the work. As will be seen from the dates given, those included in the first

group were for many years members of their respective staffs, and by their knowledge and experience

contributed immensely to the progress of the work. The staff to which each was attached is indicated

by the initial letter of the editor's name (M = Murray ; etc.).

L. F. Powell, M.A. (1901-21 ; C.)

J. W. Birt (1906-33 ; O.)

George Watson, Hon, M.A. (1907-27 ; C.)

John Mitchell (1883-94 ; M.)

Walter Worrall, B.A. (1885-1933 ; M., B., O.)

A. T. Maling, M.A. (1886-1927 ; M., O.)

C. G. Balk (1885-1913 ; M.)

G. F. H. Sykes, B.A. (1885-1903 ; M., B.)

W. J. Lewis (1889-1933 ; B., O.)

F. J. Sweatman, M.A. (1890-1933; M., O.)

H. J. Bayliss (1891-1932; B., C.)

C. T. Onions, M.A, D.Litt. (1895-1914 ; M., B. ; 1914

Editor)

Miss E. R. Steane (Mrs. L. F. Powell) (1901-32 ; C, O.)

Miss Rosfrith N. R. Murray (1902-29; M., C, O.)

Miss Elsie M. R. Murray (Mrs. R. A. Barling) (1899-

1920 ; M, O.)

Miss E. S. Bradley (1897-1932 ; B., O.)

G. R. Carline (B.)

P. T. J. Dadley (O.)

James Dallas (B., O.)

Alfred Erlebach, B.A. (M.)

(Dr.) G. F. S. Friedrichsen (M.)

R. Girvan, M.A. (C.)

Dr. A. B. Gough (M.)

Miss I. B. Hutchen (C.)

(Rev.) A. H. Mann, M.A (M.)

(Dr.) Hereward T. Price (M.)

J. M. Ramsay, M.A. (C.)

F. R. Ray (C.)

(Rev.) H. E. G. Rope, M.A (M., C.)

H. F. P. Ruthven (M.)

A. R. Sewell (M., B.)

J. H. Smithwhite, B.A (C)

(Dr.) E. J. Thomas (C.)

Charlton Walker, B.A (B.)

F. A. Yockney (M., O.)

Rev. Dr. P. H. Aitken (M.)

F. S. Arnold, M.A. (B.)

T.Z. D. Babington, B.A. (M.)

Dr. E. Brenner (M.)

W. J. Bryan (M.)

(Prof.) F. E. Bumby (M.)

C. G. Crump, B.A. (M.)

W. J. Fortune (O.)

G. G. R. Greene, M.A. (M.)

E. Gunthorpe (B.)

Miss M. D. Harris (M.)

S. J. Herrtage (M.)

Rev. J. B. Johnston, B.D. (M.)

W. Landells (M.)

Rev. R. H. Lord, M.A (M.)

E. N. Martin (C, O.)

G. F. Maxwell (C.)

Rev. George H. Morrison, D.D.

Miss Hilda Murray, M.A. (M.)

George Parker (M.)

P. J. Philip (M.)

M. L. Rouse (M.)

Miss Scott (M.)

H. R. Simpson (O.)

K. Sisam, B.Litt., M.A. (B.)

Miss Skipper (M.)

E. E. Speight, B.A (M.)

S. A. Strong, M.A. (B)

(Prof.) J. R. R. Tolkien (B.)

Miss A. M. Turner (B.)

(M.)

4. Proof Readers

The following lists give the names of those who, outside of the regular staffs, rendered valuable help

by regularly reading the proofs and making suggestions and additions. Those in the first list continued

this important service for many years, in some cases from the beginning, and in all cases down to the

year of their death or to the completion of the work.

Dr. Fitzedward Hall (t 1901)

H. Hucks Gibbs (Lord Aldenham) (t 1907)

Rev. J. B. Johnston, B.D.

Rev. J. T. Fowler, D.C.L (t 1924)

Miss Edith Thompson (t 1929) and Miss E. Perronet

Thompson
/



R. J. Whitwell, B.Litt. (+ 1928)

Dr. W. Sykes (t 1906)
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I

F. J. Amours (t 1910)

I

A. Caland (t 1910).
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Prof. F. E. Bumby
G. R. Carline

Dr. G. F. S. Friedrichsen

H. Chichester Hart

W. W. Jenkinson

Dr. G. Ch. van Langenhove

Rev. J. A Milne

Russell Martineau, M.A.

Rev. C. B. Mount, M.A.

L. Pearsall Smith, M.A,

H. F. Rutter, M.Inst.CE.

Prof. W. W. Skeat

W. H. Stevenson, MA.
Rev. W. B. R. Wilson, M.A.

5. Other Helpers

It would require several pages to give even a partial list of those who contributed separate items of

information, either of their own accord or in reply to queries addressed to them. Special mention,

however, should be made of a few authorities who, especially in the earlier years of the work, freely gave

the editors the benefit of their special knowledge in their respective fields, eg. Prof. Paul Meyer in

Romanic Philologj-, Prof E. Sievers in Germanic, Profs. W. W. Skeat and A. Napier in English,

Prof Sir John Rh^s in Celtic, Sir Frederick Pollock in Law, and Prof F. W. Maitland in History.

For many years Mr. James Piatt supplied most of the material for the etymology of words from

remote languages, with the dictionaries of which he had an unrivalled acquaintance.

Valuable service was also rendered by a succession of voluntary workers who verified doubtful

quotations or references, and searched for special information, at the British Museum ;
prominent among

these were Mr. E. L. Brandreth, down to his death in 1907, his immediate successor in the field, Mr.

W. W. Jenkinson, and Mr. R. J. Whitwell, who also did verification and research in the Public Record

Office and for many years contributed much material of special value.

While similar verification and research in the Bodleian Library was done by several of the regular

members of the Dictionary staffs, their work was greatly aided by the generous co-operation of the

Librarian and staff of that institution, on which the constant demand for the requisite books has

imposed a heavy burden for many years. The share of ' Bodley ' in furthering the progress, and

increasing the value, of the Dictionary is one that deserves to be gratefully remembered, and adds

one more reason to those which have given the name of ' Oxford ' to a work that can no longer be

described as ' New '.

VIII

The following list shows the parts or sections in which the Dictionary was originally published, the

dates at which they were ready for publication, and how they were combined in the ten volumes of the

finished work

:

Vol. I. A-Ant
Anta-Battening

Battenlie-Bozzom
Bra-Byzen

Vol. II. C-Cassweed
Cast-Clivy

Cloaca-Consigner

Consign ificant-

Crouching

Crouchmas-Czech

Vol. III. D-Deceit

Deceit-Deject

Dcject-Depravation

Depravative-

Development

Development-

Diffluency

DiflDluent-Disburden

January 1884

November 1885

March 1887

June 1888

June 1888

November 1889

October 1891

May 1893

November 1893

November 1894

December 1894

July 1895

September 1895

December 1895

June 1896

Vol. IV.

Disburdened-
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Glass-coach-Graded

Gradely-Greement

Green-Gyzzarn

Vol. V. H-Haversian

Haversine-Heel

Heel-Hod
Hod-Horizontal

Horizontally-Hywe

I-In

In-Inferred

Inferrible-Inpushing

Input-Invalid

Invalid-Jew

Jew-Kairine

Kaiser-Kyx
Vol. VI. L-Lap

Laf>-Leisurely

Leisureness-Lief

Lief-Lock

Lock-Lyyn
M-Mandragon
Mandragora-Matter

Matter-Mesnalty

Mesne-Misbirth

Misbode-Monopoly

Monopoly-Movement
Movement-Myz
N-Niche
Niche-Nywe

Vol. VII. O-Onomastic

Onomastical-Outing

Outjet-Ozyat

P-Pargeted

Pargeter-Pennached

Pannage-Pfennig

Ph-Piper

Piper- Polygenistic

Polygenous-Premious

Premisal-Prophesier

Prophesy-Pyxis

Vol. VIII. Q
R-Reactive

Reactively-Ree

Ree-Reign
Reign-Reserve

Reserve-Ribaldously

Ribaldric-Romanite

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

January 1900

July 1900

December 1900

March 1898

June 1898

December 1898

March 1899

June 1899

October 1899

March 1900 Vol. IX.

July 1900

October 1900

December 1900

June 1901

October 1901

March 1901

January 1902

March 1902

January 1903

October 1903

October 1904

July 1905
'

March 1906

December 1906

June 1907

March 1908

September 1908

September 1906

September 1907 Vol. X.

July 1902

March 1903

January 1904

March 1904

December 1904

September 1905

June 1906

March 1907

December 1907

December 1908

September 1909

October 1902

July 1903

July 1904

March 1905

January 1906

June 1908

March 1909

Romanity-Roundness



^
, KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

I. CONSONANTS.

b, d, i^ k, 1, m, n, p, t, v, z hai>e their usual values.

gas
h ..

r .

J

s



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c.

a. [in Etymol.] ... — adoption of, adopted from.

a (as a 1300) = ante, before.

a., ad/., adj = adjective.

absol., absol " absolutely.

absL = abstract.

ace — accusative.

ad. [in Etymol.]... = adaptation of.

adv., adv = adverb.

advb = adverbial, -ly.

AF., AFr = Anglo-French.

Anat. = in Anatomy.
Antiq = in Antiquities.

aphet = aphetic, aphetized.

app : = apparently.

Arab. - Arabic
Arch. = in Architecture.

arch = archaic.

Archxol. = in Archseology.

assoc = association.

Astr. = in Astronomy.

Astral. ....k = in Astrology.

attrib = attributive, -ly.

bef. = before.

Biol. = in Biolog)'.

Boh = Bohemian.

Bot. = in Botany.

Build. = in Building.

f (35^1300) = «'«-a, about.

c (as 13th c.) = centory.

Cat. = Catalan.

catachr. = catachrestically.

Of., cf. = confer, compare.

Chem. — in Chemistry.

cl. L. = classical Latin.

cogn. w. = cognate with.

collect. - collective, -ly.

colloq. = colloquially.

comb = combined, -ing.

Comb = Combinations.

Comm. = in commercial usage.

comp = compound, composition.

compl = complement.
Conch = in Conchology.
concr. = concretely.

conj. = conjunction.

cons = consonant.

Const., Const. ... <= Construction, construed

with.

Cryst. = in Crystallography.

(D.) = in Davies (Sapp. Eng.
Glossary).

Da ^Danish.
dat. = dative.

def. = definite.

deriv. = derivative, -ation.

dial., ^/o/. = dialect, -al.

Diet = Dictionary.

dim. = diminutive

Du = Dutch.
Eccl, = in ecclesiastical usage.

ellipt = elliptical, -ly.

e. midl = east midland (dialect).

Eng = English.

Ent = in Entomology.
erron. = erroneous, -ly.

«/., esp = especially.

etym = etymologj'.
euphem ~ euphemistically.

exc = except.

f. [in Etymol.] ... = formed on.

£ (in subordinate

entries) = form of.

fem. {rarely f.) ... = feminine.

fig = figurative, -ly.

v., Fr = French.
freq = frequently.

Fris. = Frisian.

G., Ger = German.
GaeL — Gaelic.

gen - genitive.

gen = general, -ly.

gen. sign = general signification.

Geol = in Geology.

Geom = in Geometry.

Goth = Gothic (= Mceso-Gothic).

Gr = Greek.

Gram = in Grammar.
Heb = Hebrew.

Her. = in Heraldry.

Herb = with herbalists.

Hort = in Horticulture.

imp = Imperative.

impers = impersonal.

impf. •= imperfect.

ind. = Indicative.

jndef. = indefinite.

inf. = Infinitive.

infl = influenced.

int. = interjection.

intr = intransitive.

It =- Italian.

J., (J.) = Johnson (quotation from).

(Jam.) = in Jamieson, Scottish Diet.

(Jod.) = Jodrell (quoted from).

I, = Latin.

(L.) (in quotations) = Latham's edn. of Todd's

lang = language. [Johnson.

LG = Low German.
lit = literal, -ly.

Lith = Lithuanian.

LXX = Septuagint.

Mai = Malay.
masc. {rarely m.) = masculine.

Malh = in Mathematics.

ME = Middle English.

Med. = in Medicine.

med.L = mediaeval Latin.

Mech = in Mechanics.

Melaph = in Metaphysics.

MHG = Middle High German.
midl = midland (dialect).

Mil. --= in military usage.

Min = in Mineralog)'.

mod = modem.
Mus = in Mnsic.

(N.) = Nares (quoted from).

n. of action = noun of action.

n. of agent = noun of agent.

Nat. Hist = in Natural History,

Naut = in nautical language.

neut. {rarely n.) = neuter.

NF., NFr. - Northern French.

N. O = Natural Order.

nom — nominative.

north = northern (dialect).

N. T = New Testament.

Numism = in Numismatics.
obj = object

Obs.,obs., obs. ... = otsolete.

occas = occasional, -ly.

OE = Old English (= Anglo-
Saxon).

OF., OFr. = Old French.
OFris = Old Frisian.

OHG = Old High German.
Olr. = Old Irish.

ON = Old Norse (Old Icelandic).

ONF. = Old Northern French.
Opt. = in Optics.

Omith = in Ornithology.

OS = Old Saxon.
OSl -Old Slavonic
O. T = Old Testament.
OTeut = Original Teutonic.
orig = original, -ly.

Palnont — in Palaeontology.

pa. pple -= passive or past participle.

pass = passive, -ly.

pa. t = past tense.

PcUh = in Pathology.

perh = perhaps.

Pers. = Persian.

pers = person, -al.

pf. = perfect.

Pg = Portuguese.

Philol. = in Philology.

phonet = phonetic, -ally.

phr. = phrase.

Phren = in Phrenology.

Phys. = in Physiology.

pi.,//. = plural.

poet. = poetic.

pop = popular, -ly.

^/. a., ppLadj.... = participial adjective.

pple = participle.

Pr. = Provenjal.

prec — preceding (word or article).

pref. = prefix.

prep. = preposition.

pres = present.

Prim, sign = Primary signification.

priv = privative.

prob — probably.

pron = pioDoun.
pronunc = pronunciation.

prop = properly.

Pros = in Prosody.

pr. pple = present participle.

Psych = in Psychology.

q.v = quad vide, yih.\ch xe.

(R.) = in Richardson's Diet.

R. C. Ch — Roman Catholic Church.

refash — refashioned, -ing.

refl., refl. = reflexive.

reg = regular.

repr. = representative, representing.

Khet -^ in Rhetoric.

Rom = Romanic, Romance.
sb., sb. = substantive.

Sc -= Scotch.

sc = j«7ic«/,miderstand or supply.

sing. = singular.

Skr. - Sanskrit.

Slav = Slavonic
Sp > Spanish.

sp = spelling.

spec. = specifically.

subj — subject, subjunctive.

suhord. cL = subordinate clause.

subseq " subsequently.

subst. = substantively.

suff. = suffix.

superl = superlative.

Surg. — in Surger}-.

Sw = Swedish.

S.W = south western (dialect).

T. (T.) = in Todd's Johnson.
techn = technical, -ly.

Theol. = in Theology.

Ir "^ translation of.

trans. — transitive.

transf. = transferred sense.

Trig. "" in Trigonometry.

Typog. -= in Typography.
ult. = ultimate, -ly.

unkn = unknown.
U.S - United Sutes.

v., vb = verb.

v. str., or vj « verb strong, or weak.
vbt. sb = verbal substantive.

var. = variant of.

\vd = word.

WGer. = West Germanic
w.midl = west midland (dialect).

WS. = West Saxon.

(Y.) = in Col. Yule's Glossa.'V.

Zool. = in Zoology.

Before a word or sense.

f- = obsolete.

11
-: not naturalized.

In the quotations.
* sometimes points out the word illustrated.

In the list of Forms.
1 = before 1100.

2 — 1 2th c. (i 100 to 1 200).

3 = 13th c. (1200 to 1300).

5-7= 15th to 17th century. (See General Explan-
ations, Vol. I, p. XX.)

In the EtymoL
* indicates a word or form not actually found, but

of which the existence is inferred.

:— = extant representative, or regular phonetic
descendant oil

The printing of a word in Small Capitals indicates that further information will be found nnder the word so referred to.



A NEW

ENGLISH DICTIONARY
SUPPLEMENT

A. Add : From A to Z : see Z 3.
i6ia Sheltom Quix.i. (1610) Prer. Ai, Thou needcst doe

nought else bot iccke out a Booke tbat doth quote them xll

from thclcUer A. vniill Z. 1(15-16 Jane Austen Pmuasion
i* There was not a baronet from A to Z, whom her feeline^
could have so willingly acknowledged as an equal iSs^ (m
DietJ.
IL S. U.S. Used as the highest mark for nni-

versity or college class-work. Straight A, an
uobroken series of first-class marks.
1S97 Flandrau Harvard £/i$s<ifS 57 'College life'

mutters the father of the man who got sixteen A's and brain
fever. la^Anur, Ox(mi*H Juljr c8 It isn't merely four
years of football, four yean of straigot A, and ten thousand
activities that make a winner (of a Rhodes Scholarship).

m. A.A., Aatomobile Association; A.D.C.,
Aide-de-camp, hence A.D.C.-thip, Aioe-de-camp-
SHlp; A.S.C., .\rmy Serrice Corps (see 'Awei).
1S37 in E. Eden {// /V Cnui/rr (l8«6) I. ollx A. D.C's are

very apt to assemble over our cabins at night. tM( Kiflimq
HlaU TaJtt/r. UUts to The .V-D.-C in Waiting. ia(6
Punch 4 Jan. j/s Permitted to retain hi* A.D.C.-ship after
proietion from fieUJ-rank.

IV. 2. U.S. (Examples of ^ Ai. /.)
S^H Basmum ^<>ia4SOn«ofthe number reckoned himself

as A NoL I. sM4 Rtt. Afric. SfC. Maiiu 44 Our farmers.

.

should . . spare no paiiu to raise tboee which shall be A No. 1

in every particular, xtijt Fur, Fin ^ Ftallur Sept iia Up
at Malone . . they have an idea that their fishing, .is A no. l.

iMfHar^n'MMne. Dec 145/1 He .. pronounced his morning
frof to be A No. i, prime.

aerogel (a-sfc-«gjl), [S. African r>t^ f. aas
carrion {cT. Ees) + vegtl bird, Fowl r*.] A South
African vulture, esp. Gjrfs Kelbii.
(«•» W. C. Haaaia Wild Sfc^i S. A/r. xxa. 196 »/»,

V'ullut Fuhms.tsiAVultutAuricutnrit; White and Black
Aas-vogel of the Cane Caloai«ts.) iW; Kioea Haccaso
7«' xxvi. They would not be found till the aasvSxels bad
ticked ifaea dean. !«} KiruKC Fivt Nntitni 94 Well the
een mm.vttflt know it.

Aba, abba (x'bi). [Arab. L« cabdj\ A
sleeTeless outer garment, resembling a sack with
openings for the head and arms, worn by Arabs.
ttll tr. Nieiukr't Trmv. Ami. cixii. in Pinkertoo f-Vr. X.

IS< A blind laikir at Basra, who earned his bread by making
Abbas. l»J3 A. CaicilTON Hiil. Amii* IL t. 193 A silk
gown, over which is thrown a while abba of the CnaK mano-
jacture of El Hasta. /^>Vf. viiL jto llie common abba is
without ilMves, reaembliac a sack, with openings for the
bead and anas. sHa L. Waixacb Btn-Hur viii. iv. 496
Galileans in hia league, ouiying short swards under their
loog abbas.

oa-ctiaally, adv. [f. Abactikal -t- -lt*.]
Towards the afa«etioaI dde.
i«n RoixoTOM A Jacksou Anim. Li/i 346 In EchinoiJea

. the pore shlftt either actually (10 the left) or abactinally
(to the right).

Abalona (« bil^r). U.S. [Sp., ofunknown
origin.] A gastropod mollusc of the genus Ilaliotis,
used for food ; an ear-shell or sea-ear. Also attrii.,
as aialttu mtat.Jishery, shtll.

.r?^£?°*'" /';''• '•^'""- fJ^- I? (FUh. Exh. Publ.),
The Abylone Fisbepr. 19W Encyct. brit. I. 6 The afaalone
shell IS found. .011 the southern Californian coast, and when
polished makes a beautiful ornament.

Abaya ib^i-yi). Also abaih, abbai, abalja.
[.\rab. j_fLc tabaya.'\ - 'Aba.
"*?? H'\'^'i, ^^'.- • • 35 »»''• A kind of black

woollen cloak, called%«<rr«. 1855 J. L. Porrx. j Yrt.DamaKut I. ,». ,,,5 1 he ample <Ms of an abeih. ia«4
S. w. BAXia Htarl A/run iii. 36 (Sunford) A while cash-"^ *^'Tc_ ."•" *'«*"•

'•^"f-
Sept. 358 I A dauling

yellow 'jibba
' covered by a red ^abaiya '.

Abbosso (abbotso). Also abono. [It.] A
rough drawing or sketch (for a portrait, etc.) ; an
outline or draught (of a speech, essay, etc.).
!<»• MoBLXT Diitry k, Nov. in Rtutl. (1917) I. as6 A

SCPPT.

letter from Mr. G. containing an ' abozzo ', as be headed it,

of what it would he well for us to say. 1905 W. Holman
H u NT Pre.Rafhatlitism I. xiiL 361 Another dashing abozzo,
said to be a portrait.

A.B.C. (rib/sr). Initial letters oiAeraleJ Bread
Company ; a tea-shop conducted by this company.
1(94 Punch 15 Dec. sSj/i, I pass an A.B.C, Where I pur.

chase two or three Cakes and scones. 1S97 Khoda Brouch-
TOM Dtmr Fauttina xv. The denizens of thb A.B.C...are
stoking themselves stolidly. 1901 CoaDlNCLXv Diet. Stoth
Exck. Terms, A.B.C Shares., .sometimes called ' Breads '.

1906 FuRNiVALi. Ltl. in F. f. >'Krfum//(i9ii) 38 Dear Sir,
come to lea with me to-morrow, lliursday, at the A.B.C.

Abdominally (xbd^-minAli), adv. [f. ab-
iX)iii.NAi, + -LY-.] In or with reference to the
abdomen.
907 Prmclilinur Dec 845 Notliing definite was ever felt

abdominally.

AbdominO- (sebd^miu)), used as comb, form
ol AuiMjidiL}t,as'uxaiJomina-<interior,-poiteriorad}i,

(see quots.).

sija BiLUHcs AfeJ. Did., AMtmimt-vfticnt touch, de-
preanoo in peritoneum as it passes from apex of bladder to
the anterior abdoainal wall. 1893 Duncuson Did. Mtd.
Set. (ed. ai), AM*min»..mMterior, term K'ven to position of
fa:tus in ulero with abdomen piescnling anteriorly. Ai-
Jtmint-fttteritr, term given to position of foetus with
abdomen presenting posteriorly.

AbMrdeen (setuad/'n). The name of a city and
county in .Si:utland.

1. Abtrdttn tcriitr, a rough variety of Scotch
terrier.

sHo H. Dalxicl Bril. Dfi j6a Those selected for prizes
. . were not the old hard-haired Scotch terrier, but a well-
known distinct variety yclept the Aberdeen terrier. 1*89
Hid. II. 363 Such are the Dandie Dinmont, the Skye, and
the Aberdeen Terrier, the Utter now merged in the class
remgnisrd at our shows as the Scotch Terrier.

3. A species of fishing-book : see quot.
iln Omtinr (U.S.) XXII. 123/1 Of all the makes and

•aapas of hooks the ' Aberdeen ', of very fine steel-wire, with
long, straight shank and a broad, even bend, terminating in
a short, barbed point, is the surest shape for large-moutbed
trout.

Aberdoniau (xbatdJu-niSn), a. and sb. [f.

meii.L. .Iberdonia: see -IAN.] Of or pertaining
to, a native of, .Aberdeen.
«i*7« SrALoixc Trtub. Chas. I (xtycD I. 181 To convoy

oar Abradonianis in thair Kirkcaldie bark. 1791 Nxwtx
7V«r En£. 4 Stot. 101 A striking difference between the
Monvians and Aberdonians. sMi Two Cotmot in. iii, The
Pettlfojming Abenlonian had been at first disappointed.
!«•• WiMtm. Gax. 14 Apr. lo/i A miller on the Don, an
Aberdonian.

Aberglanbe (abuglaubs). [G., f. abtr- addi-
tional 4- glaube belief.] Belief beyond what is certain
and verifiable.

I'*71 M;AaiioLi> Lit. 4 Dogmn 77 Our word ' sapentiiion

'

. -has come to be used in a merely bad sense, and to mean a
childish and craven rcligiosil)-. With the German word it

u not SOI therefore Goethe can say with propriety and
truth

: 'Aberglaube is the poetry of life.') 1873 Fairbaiiin
m Contemp, Rez>. XXII. 704 The most extravagant ater.
tUtite, 10 use a word Mr. M. Arnold has almost naturalized.

Abemethy (sc-bamt'Jn). [Of disputed origin.]
A kind of hard biscuit flavoured with caraway-seeds.
1837 DlotXHs Piciw. Iv, A cold collation of an Abemethy

bucuit and a saveloy. 184s Dooo Brii. Manuf. a> ' Aber-
"•""y /'butter', 'fancy', or 'sponge 'biscuit. iMoJuFrRK-
SOH Bh. Doctors I. 198 The hard biscuits, known as Aber-
nethies. i88t Bahers' Guide 84.

Abeaaivs (scbe-siv), a. Finnish Gram. [f.

L. abesse to be distant + -ivx.] Applied to the case
which denotes absence.
1890 C. N. E. Eliot Fimtish Grammar 13a The comita-

tive and abesMve express respectively the presence and
absence of an object.

Abitnrient (sebitiu»Tient). [G., ad. mod.L.
abiturient; pr. pple. of abiturirt, desiderative of
abire to go away.] In Germany, a pupil who is

leavmg a ' gymnasium ' or high-school to enter a
university. Also at/rib. or adj.
iKiChami. Eneycl. V. 168/3 The boys attend.. till they

retch the age of 18, when, after a special examination (the
abiturient or maturity examination), they are transferred to
the university. [1868 M. Arnold Sch. I, Univ. Cont. xvii.
179 The Abiturient, or leaving boy, must have been two
years m frtma. Ibid. iBi These ej:teriii,^s they are called,
are not examined along with the Abituricnlcn of the gym.
nasiuni.) 1917 JavoNS in Times Educ. Suffl. 7 June 215
txaminauons for which abiturient pupils may have to be
prepared.

AbjointCaebdjoi-nt),!-. Biol. [f.AB- + Joint
t;.] Irans. To separate by formation of a joint or
partition, as the cells and spores in certain fungi.
So Abju'nction, the process of such separation.
1881 E. S. Bastin Cotlcfe Botany (1889) 313 Conidia..

formed from hyphae by the separation of cells in suc-
cession from their free ends-a process called abjunclion.
1887 Garnsit tr. K. CcebeFs Or.ll. Classi/. Plants 83 The
non-moule cells are the result of abjunction. Ibid., The ex-
ireraily of which (slerigmaUJ.. enlarges, and is then
abjointed as a gonidium.

Ablate, v. Dckte t Obs. rare, and add after
def.

: Obs. in general sense ; in recent scientific use
as back-formation from Ablation 3, 4,
sooa Eneycl. Brit. XXXI. 744 When the cerebral hemi-

spheres have been ablated. 19x3 Times Lit. Suf/I. 16 Aug.
541/1 Ihe low sun..evapotaIes or 'ablates' the ice con.
Ilnually.

Ablatival (seblitai-vSl), a. Gram. [f. Abla-
tive + -AL.] Pertaining to the ablative case.i^ ELLicoTr Comm.Gal.v.i,it |5.. The usual ablatival
explanation, 'qu5 nos libetavit '. 1884 Trans. Amer. Philol.
Assoc. XV. 5 The ablatival uses of the genitive will be shown
to be more numerous, .

. in Sophokles at least, than the gram,
mars would lead one to suppose.

Abnerral (sebns-avil), a. Physiol, [f. Ab- (•

1- nervus Nerve -) -au] Applied to an electric
current which passes from a nerve fibre to and
through a muscular fibre.

Abnoural (sebniD»-r41), a. Anat. [f.AB- + Gr.
vtvpw Nehve + -AL : cf. mural.'\ Of or pertaining
to the region opposite to the central nervous system.
1890 B1LI.INCS Med. Diet.

Abnormalism (debnp-rmSliz'm). [f. Abnor-
mal a. + -ISM.] The condition of being or tendency
to be abnormal ; also, an abnormal thing. So
Abno-rmallat, one who is characterized by ab-
normalism {Funk's Standard Vict. 1 895).
1894 Thinher V. 536 If it were so [i. e. that the organism

was nothing more than the creature of environment] one
would have expected.. that abnormalism would be more
frequent. 1907 Daily Chran. 34 Dec 5/3 Specialist on
Abnormalism.

Abnormaliafl (sebn^'imabiz), t>. [f. Abnormal
a. + -IZE.] trans. To render abnormal. Also absol,

M 187X De Morgan Budget Parad. (187a) 339 The toe-bone
might have been abnormalised by therian .. malady. 1890

'

Sat. Rev. ^ Jan. 16/1 The Romantic turned Realist, who
tries to avoid Classtcality and das Genuine, not merely by
individualizinft, but by abnormalizing, if we may say so.

1895 Arena (Boston) Aug. App. p. vi, The excessive use of
alcohol, which abnormalizes (if 1 may so express it) man's
entire being.

Aboard, adv. and prep. Add : A. L o. All
aboard, the call to warn passengers to get aboard
a vessel about to start. Also used u!s. in con-
nexion with stage-coaches and trains.
1871 Barmuh Struggles i Triumphs 363, I should have

expected . . to have seen him dressed in a pea jacket, blow-
ing off steam, and crying out 'all aboard that's going*.
SS73 J. H. BxAULi Undevel. West zv. sji All aboard for



ABOIDEATT.

Yoscmite and the Big Trees. 1878 B. F. Taylor Bctwtin
Gaits 27 At last the conductor gives the word *all aboard *.

>9oa A. D. M'Faul He Gtuidtn xxxi. 397 He and his bride

boarded the train, and the conductor announced, ' All

Aboard". 1909 'O. Hsnry' Roads cf Destiny ii. 45 The
bell clanged, .. the conductor drawled, *all aboard !*

B. 1. c. In, or into, a train. U.S.
1869' Mark Twaih ' /«««. Abr. xU. 79 We.. stepped

aboard the train. 1884 Harper's Mag. Aug. 465/1 In ten

minutes more they were aboard the train.

Aboidean, aboiteau (abwa-da, -to). Cana-
dian. [Canadian Fr.] A tide-gate or dam to prevent

the overflowing of marshes, etc. Hence as vb., to

provide witti such a dam.
1889 in Cent. Diet. 1896 Ganong in Trans. Royal Sou

Cwtada and Ser. II. II. 209 Aboideau.— In Westmorland
for the dike or dam itseiH 1903 Bot. Gaz, Sept. 180 (C. D.
Suppl.) At first sight it might seem wise to aboideau all

rivers at their mouths.

Aboli'tional, a. [f. Abolition i b.] Con-
nected with the abolition of slavery.

1846 Sot, Smith Theatrical Apprent. 30 Of course we
could not encourage him in such abolitional ideas.

Aboulia (abau'lia), abulia (abiu'lia). [mod.
L., f. Gr. a- privative + /SotiXetrem to will; cf. Gr.
d0ov\la thoughtlessness.] Loss of will-power, as

a mental disorder. Hence Aljou'lic, aba'lic a.

(and si. ). Also Abonlomanla = Aboulia.
1848 Dvscuso^ Afed. Lex. I.e6. j),Aiiilia, lossof the will,

or of volition. 1878 tr. Z'on Ziemssen's Cycl. Med, XIV. 542
In some cases this abulia reaches such a degree that the
patients..abandon almost everymovement, do not leave tbeir
bed [etc). \Vi^Buck's Handtk. Med. Sci. VII. 687/2 Desire
exist s, resolution is formed, but noaction, or only feebleaction,
follows. This would, .be a form o{ aiouiia. 1890 Billings
Med. Dict.f Aitoitloinania, a form of insanity characterized
by inability to exert the will, 1891 tr. J. M. Gu^yau's Educ.
if Heredity i. 25 Moral slavery, 'aboulia*, as it is called.

1893 DUNCLISON Did. Med. Sci. (ed. 21), Abulic, one who
has lost power of will. 1894 Gould Did. Med., Abittic,
charactenzed by or affected with abulia; of defective will-
power. 1899 W, Jabti-s Talks to Teachers xv. 179 A con-
dttioa of perfect ' abulia *, or inability k> wiH or act.

AlMnt. Add :

A 4. b. Aboutandaieui, very much alike or the
same. U.S.
l^J Congress. Globe 8 Jan. 331/2 Men were created equal.

That is, at the very outstart thecytoblast,the primal cell,.

.

was about and about.

B. 4. b. Jig. v\ reference to mental faculties,

etc.: about ons, at command, in readiness for use.
1611, 1809 [see Wit sb. 3 c). 1851 Newmah Idea Univ. vi.

(1873) 128 He has his ej-es ever about him.

Above, prep. Add

:

phr. Above oneself; in a state above the normal;
out of hand. Also said of horses when they are
overfed and tmder-exercised, or have not undergone
the full training for a race.
1893 Punch 23 Sept. 137 Lest the spirits of the travelline

tounst should rise so high that he might mn the chance of
' getting a bit above hisself ', as horsedealers graphically
express it. 1897 Daily News 7 Nov. 7/3 Horses run best
when they are above themselves. i8$8 Ibid. 20 June 7/2
At Ascot, horses that are a little above themselves, as it is
termed, always show to more advantage than the fine-drawn
class. •r9a8 Story-teller Mar. 895 ' You're a bit above your-
self, my dear,' she said. ' You're only a little girl.'

Aboz (abfj'ks), adv. Naut. [f. A- prefix 2 +
Box ».l (sense 13).] Applied to the position of the
head-yards when only the head-sails are laid aback.
1867 [see Brace zr.'J 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-Si. s.v..

To lay the head-yards square, or abox.

Abradant (abr^i-dant), a. and si. U.S. [f.

.\BBADE v. + -ANTl.] A. adj. = ABJtADina pp/. a.
B. si. An abradant substance.
1874 Knicht Diet. Mech., Bath-brick, a fine silicious

material, found in the vicinity of Bath, England, compacted
into the form of bricks, and used as an abradant. 1889 CeJtt.
Did. [as adj. and sb.].

Abrade, v. Add :

3. tntr. To wear or rub away.
1890 C. Dixon Stray Feathers xvi. Birds which assume
many nuptial ornaments in spring, gorgets, plumes, and
crests, which drop out or abrade as soon as the pairing
season has passed.

Abra-sable, a. [f. Abbase v.'\ Capable of
being abraded or worn down.
i^ Voice (N.Y.) 13 Feb. 4/4 If we want a ' medium of

exchange
, what is less convenient than this heavy and

ahrasable yellow stuff?

Abrasive. Add :

B. sb. An abrasive substance or body.
18S3O. BVRNE Artisan's Haitdbk. 17 To polish the tool

upon the oiUstone, or other fine abrasivefor setting the edge.
1895 Pop. Set. Monthly Sept. 713 The abrasive need not be
harder than the glass.

Abreaction (iebrfae-kJsMi). Psvckotherapy. [f.

Ab- + Reaction.] The liberation by revival and ex-
pression of the emotion associated with forgotten
or repressed ideas of the event that first caused it.

Hence Abr«a-«t v., to eliminate by abreaction.
l»i« C. E. Long tr. Jun^sAnal. Psychol. 242 When the

abreaction takes place under hypnotism, or with other
magical accessones. Ibid., The neurosis is caused by
trauma. The trauma is abreacted. 1916 W. McDoucall
OutL Abnormal Psych. 451 Theassumption underlyingthe
OTjaice of Abreaction was that the forgotten or repressed

SiJ**" ''°^' (besttzt) by a charge of emotional energy
or lUndv; and tbat the process of Abreaction disckarges

this energy from the system. X9a6 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 191
It is claimed that they [sc. early memories] can be traced

down through links of emotion—called ' ah-reaction '—from
the conscious mind into the so-called unconscious stratum.

Abrill(^i"brin). Chem. [f. mod.L.^/'?-»i + -iNl.]

A highly poisonous proteid contained in the

jequirily bean {Abrus precatorius).

1884 K.UL\N Micro-org. ff Disease leswtr/c, Messrs. Warden
and Waddell published in Calcutta during the present year
..a large number of observationson the jequirily poison...

'I'hey have.. proved, that the active principle is a proteid—
abrin—closely allied to native albumen. 1897 [see Phvtal-
BUMOSF.].

Absin'th.e. Also absanth. Add : 1. b. The
prairie-sage, sage-brush. U.S.
x8^3 Fremont Exped. 14 The artemesia, absinthe, or

prairie sage, as it is variously called. Ibid. 56 Absinthe
bushes.. grew in many thick patches. 1846 Sage Scenes
Rock^ Alts. (1859) 55 Countries abounding with absinthe
or wild sage. 1849 Parkman Oregon Trail nt Multitudes
of strange medicinal herbs, more especially the absanth,
which covered every declivity.

Absolute, a. Add : Decree or rule absolute :

see Decree sb. 4 b, Rule sb. 4 a.

riAoAct-2-i <5-a4 Vict, c 144 §7 Every Decree fora Divorce
shall in the first instance be a Decree Nisi, not to be made
absolute till after the Expiration of such lime. .as the
Court shall . . direct.

Absol'vitor (aebsfj-lvitpj). Sc. Law. Also 6
-ure, 6-7 -our(e, 7-9 -ur. [L. absolvitor ' let him
(her) be absolved ', 3rd pers. sing, imperative pass,

of absolvere to Absolve.] A decision of the court

in favour of the defender.

IS47 Burgh Rec. Aberdeen I. 250 Maister Thomas Daue.
soun . . protestit that the sard freris haue ane absoluitour of
the said Johnis dame. 1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I.

172 Thairfoir absolvitour suld be gevin fra the pursuteof the
said pretendit procuratouris. 1386 Protest ofA. Hunter in
De FoeA/etn.Ch. Scot. (1717) Add. 106 The Person excommu-
nicated declaring no Signs of true Repentance, nor craving
the said Absolviture by himself, nor by hLs Procurators. 1609
Skene Reg. Maj., I'orni o/Proces 122 They will pronunce
sentence absolvitor, or condemnatour, in the principal cause
conform to these rules. Actors probanti, reus condemna-
tur. Adore nott probaittt, reus absolvitur [txc.^ x6ra
BisSET Rolment ofCrts. I. 228 puhilk expensis salbe takin
up at the decisioun of the decreittLs condemnatoure or ab-
solvitoure, 1673 in ^3Lm%3.y BailiffCharters (1915) 331 Ane
Decreitt of Absolvitour obteincd befoir the Comlssar of
Diuikeld. X678 Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. il viii. \ 7
(1699) 196 The Earl of Niddisdale pursuing the Tennents of
Duncow, 18 February 1672. they alledged absolvitor. Ibid.
xxiii. § 12. 256 Though the absolvitur be found unjust. 1838
BelPs Diet. Law S£ot.{iZ<yi) s. v. ZJtfcr^tf, Decrees are said to
be either condemnator or absolvitor : the former term being
applied where the decision is in favour of the pursuer, the
latter where it is in favour of the defender. 1859 in J. F. Mac-
queen Rep. Cases Ho. Lords (r86ij III. 760 If the absolvitor
had been a general absolvitor on the merits of the cause,
there would have been strong ground for contending that the
judgment in the first action was a bar to the second. 1890
J, Rankine Erskine's Frinc. Law .Scot. iv. i. 5 39 (ed. 18)
502 That the law applicable to the facts entitles him to
* absolvitor]

—

i. e. to be entirely * assoilzied * or absolved from
the conclusions of the summons. 190S Daily Citron. 11 Jan.
3/5 It^went to the House of Lords, where the decree of
absolvitur was pronounced. X9X0 Encycl. Brit. I. 76 Absolu-
tion. . . In a criminal process it signifies the acquittal of an
accused person. ..In this sense it is now little used, except
in .Scottish law in the forms assoilzie and absolvitor,

Absq^uatnlate, v. [Said to have been first used
by Nimrod Wildfire, a character in a play, ' The
Kentuckian', by Bernard, 1833.] Add :

1837 R. M. Bird Nick 0/ Woods \. r. 117 ' Vour blooded
brown horse has absijuotulated I ' * Absquotulated I

* echoed
Forrester... 'What is that !'..'Stolea away, sir, by the
etarnal Old Scratch 1

*

2. trans, {causative.')

1844 Fraser's Mag. XXX. 323/1 The twenty millions ab-
squatulated from this country for the . .less deserving niggers.
Hence Absqna-tnlatlng' ppl. a. ; Alisqnata-

later, .SoalsoAbsquattOlzez;. (in qnot. -<2/iSi»).

1840 J. P. Kennedy Quodlibet xv. (1872) 202 We may.

.

expect to hear of many more Whigs following the example
of our absquatulating Cashier. 1842 Sfirit 0/ the Times
20 June (Thornton), ' The career ofa foreign absquatulator

'

is sketched. 1839 Maeryat Diary Amer. Ser. r. II. 225
The editor of the Philadelplria Gazette is wrong in calling
ahsquatiated a Kentucky phrase. -its origin was in South
Carolina, ..there is a liltle corruption in the word as the
Gazette uses it, absguaialized is the true reading.

Absquatulation (aebskwgtiwUn-jsn). [f. Ab-
squatulate V. : see -ation.] The action of
' absquatulating ' or decamping.
«l884 M. Pattisoh Mem.i\. (1885) 313 M[anuell Johnson

jocularly proposed to write the history of Absquatulation.
1901 'Linesman' Words by Eyewitness (1902) 248 The en-
closing and utter absquatulation of the commando
Abstinence. Add :

3. Pol. Econ. The practice of abstaining from
expenditure in order to accumulate capital.
[1848 Mill Pol. Econ. l v. § 3 I. 83 Suppose that every

capitalist came to be of opinion that not being more meri-
torious than a well-conducted labourer, he ought not to fsie
better ; and accordingly laid by, from conscientious motives,
the surplus of his profits ; or suppose this abstinence not
spontaneous, but imposed by law or opinion upon all
rapitahsts. ] 1867 J. LaiNG Theory 0/Business ii. ( 1 868) 36
1 he reason why most commodities fetch a high price is that
they require much labour, and ' abstinence ' on the part of
capitalists, in making. 1890 A. M*nstiALt.Princ. Economics
IV. vu. 1. 269 That sacrifice of present pleasure for the sake of
future, whicKis the chiefcause of the accumulation of wealth
has been called abstinence by economists. 1899 J. B. Clark

ACATHOLIC.
Distrib. Wealth ix. 126 -Another of Mr. Mill's fundamental
propositions is, that [permanent] capital originates in abstin-
ence. ..Abstinence is nothing more than electing to take our
income in the form of wealth-creating goods, instead of that
of pleasure-giving goods.

Abstractor. Delete f Obs. and add :

One who makes abstracts : esp. as the title of a
grade of clerks in the Civil Service. Also attrib.
The office of abstractor arose from the requirements of

Section 6 of the Births and Deaths Registration Act of 1836,
according to which the Registrar General was to prepare
*a general abstract of the number of births, deaths and
marriages'. Before 1855 the members of the staff at Somerset
House engaged on this work were designated ' taskworkers '.

From 1890 onwards the term has been applied to a new class
of 'assistant clerks 'in various departments. The spelling
abstracter gave place to abstractor between 1859 and 1866.
1855 (Aug.) Statistical abstracter (appointed at the General

Register Office, Somerset House]. 1897 Westm. Gaz. sSept.
1/2 The old writers or copyists are to be done away with,
and in their stead an army of ' abstractors * substituted. X90Z
Daily Chron. 5 Oct. 6/5 Two abstractor clerks in the War
Office, ifzj Balbi Deafness Expl. title-p , Appointed by
the Institution of Electrical Engineers as Abstractor to
Science Abstracts in Electro Acoustics.

A.bstrict (*bstri-kt), V. Biol. [f. L. a* off -f

strict; ppl. stem of stringire to bind.] trans, and
mtr. To separate by constriction : see next.

Abs'triction. Add :

2. Jiiol. Separation by constriction.
1893 TucKEY Ampliioxus 41 Part of the embryo.. was

abstricted by the ega membrane. Ibid. 141 An abstriction
of the fold formation of tie dorsal walL Ibid. 149 They both
abstrict completely frorathe alimentary canal. 1895 Oliver
tr. Kemer's Nat. Hist. Plants II. 20 Spores which arise.

.

by abstriction and abjunction. .the effect.. is as thou^ the
end of the sac had been tied off or abstricted.

A-burton : see *Bciiton 2.

Abasz (abo-r), ado. at pr'ed. a. [f. K-pref, 3 +
Buzz.] In a buzz ; filled with buzzing.
x8s9 Dickens T. Two Cities iii. ix, The court was all astir

and a-buzz. i8»Geo. Eliot A. Bede i. xxi, I hate the
sound of women s voices ; they're always either a-buzz or
a-squeak. i^ J. G. Kerr Biot. tf Training of Citizen. lo
The whole air is abuzz with discussions on sex.

Academicalism, (aekade-mikaliz'm). [f. Aca-
demical -)- -ISM.] Academical style (in a deroga-
tory sense).

itijpAtltenxum 14 .May 640 i The execution is marred by
conventional coldness and obsolete academicalism.
Academicism. Add :

2. = *ACADEJIICALISM.
1887 Century Mag. Nov. 30 The inroad of academicism

and all the subsequent degradation of art. 1915 Times
3 Mar. 6/4 A deep hatred of Prussianism, of materialism, of
academicism.

Acanthiu (alc3e-n]>in). Chem. [i. Gr. ajmnia.
thorn, spine -f -llfl.] A chitinoia substance con-
stituting the internal skeleton of radiolarians.
xSfly EJuycl. Brit. XXIL io6,'i In the Radioiaria, the

skeleton of the Protozoa.. may consist of a peculiar firm
organic substance termed 'acaiuhin *.

A capella. = Alla Capella.
i9or Daily News 3 Jan. 6/3 ' The looth Pialm ', which is

written for eight voices—a capdla style.

Acarian (ake»-rian), o. [f. Gr. a«ap< or mod.L.
AcABUS »• -(l)AN.] Peruining to, caused by, or of
the nature of an acarus or mite.
1877 W. T. Fox Atlas Skin Dis. 16 The absence of acarian

furrows and interdigital vesiculations. X9oa EiicycL Brit.
XXy. 197 Skeep.scab, a loathsome skin disease due to aa
acarian parasite.

Acarid (se-karid). [ad. mod.L. Acabid.e.] An
arachnid ojf the family Acarids ; a mite. So
Acazi'dian.

187s Encycl. Brit. 11. 275 Acaridians. .are to be found
under^stones, dead leaves [etc.]. X883 NoBDENSKitiLD Voy.
Vegayx. 60 Arachnids, acarids, and podurids occur most
plentifully lia the Arctic regions]. X910 E. Ray Lankester
Sci. Jr. Easy Ckair xiv. 317 Red-spider is a small mite or
acarid.

Acarine. Delete Faik., and add :

B. sb. = *.\CAR1D.
x89x /4Mf«ara;« 13 Dec.837/2 Association.. between certain

acarincs of the family Gamasidae and ceiuin species of aots.

Acarologist (a;karpi6d5ist). [f. acaro-, used
as comb, form of L. ACAEUS -1- -LOGiST.] One who
studies or treats of the Acari.
1890 Proc. Zool. Sac. 416 Almost all the members of the

genus [Damsus] have a.. globular abdomen, or else one
which is discoidal, the latter being considered a separate
genus by some Acarologists. igatAnm. <$ Mag. Nat. Hist.
Ser. VII, IX. 311 The sense in which acarologists use the
genus Oribata.

Acaroplliloas (sekarirfibs), a. Bot. [f. as
prec. -1- Gr. -(piiuat loving, after Ektomophilocs.]
Applied to plants that are fertilized by the agency
of mites. So Acarophlly (-(i-fili), acarophilons
character.

1898 Niiture 3 Nov. 15/1 A tuimber of esses of acarophily
among ferns.

Acataleptic. Add :

B. si. Anadherent of thedoctrineof acatalepsy.
1878 Kral'th Vocab. Philos. Sci. 11 All scepucs and

Pyrrhonians were called acataleptics.

Acatholic (xkse-J>ilik), a. [A- 14.] Non-
Catholic.
loca Encycl. Brit. XXX. 525/1 The fourth provincial synod

of Westminster, which legislated on 'acatholic ' univer«tiei



ACCADIAN.

Accftdian (ak^'dian'*, a. and sS. Also Akka-
dian, [f. .ttciij, one of the five cities in ' the land

of Sbinar' or Babylonia (Gen. x. lo) -I- -ian.]

A aJj. Of or belonging to tbe primitive non-

Semitic) language of Babylonia
;
pertaining to the

Accadians. B, sb. Tbe Accadlan language ; a

member of one of the primitive races of Babylonia.

(Cf. SlTfEKlAN.)
ciBss E. HiNCKS U'llt) On the Relation between the

liewjy.disctyrer«d Accadian Language and the Indo-Euro.
pean, Semitic, and Eg)-ptian Languages. 1874 Savce in

Traxt. Soc. Biiliiral Arckxol. III. 468 Elama..ia but a
translation of the old Accadian name Suslana. ibid. 48_4^In

both Elamite and Susian, as well as in Accadian, the genitive

relation may be expressed by simple position. 1884 —
Frttk Lithtjr. Arte. Men. H. 34 The .^cadians had been
the inventors of the pictorial hieroglyphics. .afterwards

developed into the cuneiform, .system of writing. 19*1
G. A. F, Knight SiU \ Jordan i. 31 The still earlier non-
Semitic .Akkadian civiluatioa which the dynastic Babylon-
ians dethroned.

AccalenuiS (xkse'lerznz'). Anat. [pres.

pple. of L. oictlerare to Accklerats.] Applied
(aUrib. or as sb.") to certain fibres and nerves which
accelerate the action of the heart.

itSj W. Stislikg tr. i^. LanHais Hum. Pkytul. l\. 883
Section of the accelcrans nerves does not cause slowing of
the action of the heart. IbiiL 890 Accderans in the Fro|t

Accelerate^ v. L b. Add :

To increase tbe speed of (a railway train, motor-
car, motor-engine, etc. ) ; also cU)sol. (cf. sense 3).
X9oa A. C. Htwmtwortk't Meiers xv. (Badnu) ^a8 To

accelerate a little when wishing to change. .will assist very
materially in accomplishing the change of speed aucces-^.

fully. 9>9 B. H. Daviks Stoter Drrvitig 52 The expansion
of tb* cushions of liilium wl air acceloates them on their

downward strokes. I9a4 Meter 31 Oct. 578/1 Everybody
accelerating all they knew to reach the cocner first.

Acceleration. Add :

1. b. sptc. (in recent use). The procesc of in-

creasing the speed of a motor-engine or -vehicle

;

hence, capacity of being accelerated, as an attribute

of tbe vehicle itselC

^ifM Meter.Car World IT. 938/1 Instantaneous accelera-
tion when tbe clutch is once more engaged. 1904 Dmly
Ifevn 18 May 4/5 There are many Bntixh can with fioa
acEdcratioo.

Accelerator. Add :

b. An apiHtratua to regulate the speed of tbe
engine in a motor-vehicle, esp. for increasing speed

;

also altrib. , as aeetlcraior pedal, the pedal that con-
tjoU tbe ' throttle

' ; aooelarstor Talre (lee qnot,

1901).
190a W. W. BcAOMoKT Meter VekUle$ viii. 147 The other

tpvemor control is known aa tb« accelerator. 1991 MettTr.
Cmr WerUOa, m/i A by-pass throtile or 'accdenUor'
valva, br uimilin which a fall charge of nuztnra can ba
adnittcd at aay n» «il of th* enfin*. tfm A. C. Hm
wertk't Melert m. (BadoL) 119 If ifao driver wiih« Id ilow

snotnicumilychaata hii gear, hot <

Ifaa acecleisior. i«H A B. F. YoinM CemttUlt UettriH
W. S19 'Hie accoUraior ctlaL .has its uses, notably in
changing to a hifher aposo. ifsa H. G. Wr.u.s Mtn Likt
(ledt k f 3 -Mr. Barnstaple's accoUnMor went down and bo
came round that corner a good ton miWa par boor faacv than
his u»ual cautious pcactico.

o. Pket^r. A substance oaed to shorten the
duration of development of a negative : see also

quot 18C7.
~

: 7. WfWt CIrt. SH. I. in/i By ininf the above
~

I rto roao colour ia produced'^„_.
b oAaa fivan to any subataacc which shorten* Iho !<• of
•apaaan, <kh«r ia IMcamcnor in chepriali
BiunetB*. Ptutegr. 14 The alkali taU the r

olaliuM as aeeelaraton, a rich

iWy DUl. Phetetr„ Aealmmler.
I to^aoy a

t, ejchar ia inacamcfaor in I

_ >4 The alkali tats the teducar in action
and is called the accelerator.

Accelerometer (akselar^mitJi). [taectlerv-,

irreg. comb. U repr. Aocblcbats, etc. -t- -MrrKB.j
An instmment for ascertaining tbe acceleration of
a moving body.

•(S Amtr. Inetnter 15 July jii (CD. SuppL) Aoealaro.
ctar.. .Thb Iiutmment consists of two flus vasMls ooa.
actiJ by a inba. ona comaining a Mqaid soch as aiaiciwy
and Iha other red alooboL i«sa Wntmi. Ctu. la Mar. j/a
llaawring n II r nil iln tinil.hji aii fti<aliii—ai»i

Accent, sb. Add :

9. Art. A touch of colour or light which serves to
bring the features of a structnre into relief or fui-

nishes a contrast in a scheme of colour.
•« RtsKiH Tie Seven Lam/i ^ ArtUtectMrt VL ra

Tha Creak wocknan caiad fat ihadaw only a* a dark fiald
whercfrooi bb light figtua or design atigbt be intellicibly
datacfaadi hi» attaniioo was eononmaiedon tbaonaaSmat
nadabhnaia, and daarasM of aocaat. sMI Cenlem*. Rev.
May 7U A faw atimgar tonrhii, and aa accani of light on
Iha Back. •«•• frr/M. (7,1*. 17 Mar. 3/1 A trained eye which
Awcmad at a glance where the aocanu ofa boilding lay.

A«O«lt0V(<kse-nt^). Omiik. [Late L. ofent-
tcr one who sings with another (Isidore), i.atl\o +
MM^'^rsinger, Cfon/rv to sing.l Agenus ofpasserine
singing birds (Bechstcin), including the hedge-
roaiTow or hedge accentor, A. modnlarit ; a bird of
this genus.
aitaslsre HaneeQ). 189a Robin Accentor (sea Roaia

^cl 1909 W. Vnxta U/i nment WiU Birdi in Sfain vt.

ui. )o3 One of tbe few species met with in these stony wastes
is the Alpine Accentor {Accentor ceiiarig). ipaa EMh. Kev.

3

Jan. 72 The_ hedge sparrow and golden-crested wren, the
former of which U. .an accentor, and the latter a regulus.

b. The golden-crowned thrush or oven-bird,
Stunts aurica/iiius of the United States.
1884 CouBs .V. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 308.

Accentnator (*kse-nti«,<it^a). [agent-n. in L.
form f. Accentuate p.] One who or that which
accentuates; e.g. (a) one who marks words witli

written accents
; {b) a device for marking the

accent in musical performance.
1876 tr. C. F. Kelts Cemm. Ezek. xxvi. 19-21 I. 36a We

should then have to Uke the clause as independent and
aiBrmativc, as the accentuators and the Targum have done.
I9«3 Daily Mail 10 Jan. 2 (Advu), AuteoU Player Piano. .

.

Automatic .\ccentuator and Sustaining Pedal.

Acceptance. Add :

8. The paper or card on which an invitation is

accepted; also U.S., the paper on which the ac-

ceptance of a bill of exchange is written {Statidard
Diet. 1895).
1873 J. H.BsAiiia VmJevtl. Wtsl-xim. 142 The 'iwreoas-

hystencky Italian hand * resumed its b^utiful regularity
on pink-tinted 'acceptances*.

AccevtiTe, <r. 2. Delete f Ohs. , and add :

19*0 E. GossE in Edin. Rev. Jan. 46 Reverently acceptive
of every Victorian formula.

Hence Aeoepti-Tltr, the quality or condition of

being acceptive.
l9ao tr. Baudouin s Sugztstien ff Aute-ssigeestien Gloss.,

.4cceptia/itjr, the readiness with which tne subconscious
accepts an idea.

Acee'ieibleBees. [f. Accessible a] Acces-
sibility.

1857 W. R. Atcea Boston Oral. 4 July 15 This. . uaivetsal
accessiljleness of honors.

Accession. Add :

6. b. ailrtb. , acoesBion(« book, a book in which
axe entered tbe accessions to a library, with parti-

culars concerning tbem : so atcesiions liit ; aectssian

uumier, stamp. Hence Aocaaalon v. trans., to

enter in the accessions register of a library.

ilT* W. F. Poou in Pnil. Ubr. U.S. 1. 489 ITie books
must then be entered in the 'accession catalogue ', which is

usually a folio volume with printed headings and ruled
especially for the purposa. Ihid., Every work entered has
its aoeeasioo number, ilta AccaasioovList 3 Chief older
worhafBodl., t. P. Access. Usu b. 5). 1900 Ltirar, 1 Mar.
153 Tbe Mitchell Library. Rough Accaaaions Book. Hid.
1 54 The books are stamped with an * aceaaaoammmp ' on tha
back of tha litle-paga. Hid. tyt Aeeamiem aiiariMf 1 1904
C A CBTTsa Kulee/er Dia. CattU. led. 4) 1} Accession
(vavb)^ Co eoter ia an accession book. 1915 A. NIotk Gloss,

L Utniy Ttrms,^ la lOOM libraries the accession record is

kept on card« or incorporated with other records soch as tha
shclf.list. igag Armstrong Coll. Kep. 1927-8. 73, 5,000
volumes and 3.050 pamphlets have becti classified and acces*
sioned bat not fully catalogued.

Aoceesit (xkse-sit). [L. aaessit, 3 sing. p*. t
of acchUrt to approach.]

L With reference to French examiiutioin : —
PBOXUfE AOCBSSIT.
1884 Harfee't Mag. Mar. 597/1 In the competition for the

..pciaa iiiadal..ha gained the acctssit. 1898 Daily ifexes
so Jaok 8/s Ha bacsme a student at the P.-irts Conservatoire,
whera^ howavcr, ha did not lake very high honours, gaining
only a aeoond aceaidr !o comic opera.

2. A iecoodary vote given in the election of a
Pope : see quots.

1877 EncycL Brit. VL a^/t After each scrutiny aa 'ao-
ccsdi' laleea placai i.e.,..it is ooaa to ovcty vour 10 dadare
thatha'aceaaaa'tosnchor mcnacandidata. ^ttaSckaJft
EncytL KeMr. KmenU. I. 511 Eany BKicaiog a ballot is cast,
followed in the evening by an

'

Aacident, sb. Add :

L b. telleq. An accidental or ontimely call of
natare.

I 1899 <4/0w//'r.f^s/.Af<dLVin.a4A The waaring of India.
rubber nrinals, and other maani 01 avoiding 'accidents '.

1906 Nntien 9 Jan. si7/a l°haa a new child had, as Mabel
calls it, ' an accident '. She osay have been afraid of asking
to go out.

10. attrib. in reference to instnance against acci-

: dent.
I iMaSncycl. Brit, XIII. 161/1 AccidenI Insurance. 1897
\ Weeint, Com. 14 Jan. i/s The accident insurance system of
Ganaany. 1899 /iid. s Mar. 8/3 Last year we paid aliout

I

uaoaoodaiucUiais. 1907 /iiJ. 3 Apr. 7/1 An Accident
Offices Ataodatioo has baeo formed.

I
Accidented, ppi. a. [Cf. Accidkitt sb. 5.]

! (Additional U.S. example.)

I

iMtyatiom (N. Y.) s Jan. 92 The central portion of the
(National] Park is. .accidentad with broad depressed basins.

Acciaie. Kevived in

:

I 1891 P«CBT(.V/^ThcSp!riiori>lv:ipUne..withan.. essay
j

concerning .\ccidie.

I Accidious. Cf. piec.. delete Obs.-' and add :

I

aifmPere CaiSiff (MS. Harl. »,<js) If. 17, pa accidious
nan ha^ ydilncsae ilcube ft sleep for his god. S9ta S.

I PsGcT Eraneit Pifgel 136 Men who would not go there
might.. ba thought ..accidious.

AoeilUfe, v. Delete t Obs. rare-'^, and add :

taag T. L. PsAOOCK Mi^ert. EtfUn xiv, This task, to
which I have accingad myseir is atanoas. 1886 (Jx/. Mag,
12 .May, When Mr. Jama Conings accinges himself to con-
suuctive legislation. 1888 ' Q ' Troy Town xiv. 166 Peter,
instead of adjuring .Miss Limpenny to fear no more the boU
o' tbe sun, act:inged himself to the practical difficulty.

Acclimation. (Earlier U..S. example.)
183a Dei. Cengrtst 15 June 3596 The culture of the cane.

.

ACCBEDIT.
had b«en introduced by the Jesnits; and by the gradual
acclimation of the cane, it had become firmly established.

A'cclixnator. 6^.^. \U Acclimate v.] One
who becomes acclimatized.
18*7 J. F. Cooper Prairie xxxi, He an acclimator ! I will

engage to get the brats acclimated to a fever>and-agybottom
in a week.

Accommodate, v. Add : 11. b. spec. Of a
bank, etc. : To furnish (a person) with a loan of
money. (Cf. Accommodation 8.)
i8ii Deb. Confess 17 Feb. (1853) 610 Because it has com-

mitted the fault of not accommodating everybody, it must
now cea&e to accommodate anybody.
11. and 12. Add absel. uses.
i88x Mrs. Rtodkix Senior Partner xxxi, A common

money-lender wiHin' to accommodate; 1868 Gunter Mr,
Potter of Texas x\^^ 'Won't you be seated?*. .'Certainly I

Anything to accommodate 1

'

Accommodatioil. Add: 6. b. Accommo-
dation stage, traiftj one stopping at all (or nearly
all) the points or stations on the route, U^,
1811 Columbian SeHiinel (Boston) 25 Sept. 3/1 Accomo-

dation stage [.coach]. 1838 Boston Attmtnac 49 Depots on
the Providence Rail Road. Accommodation 1 rain. 1843
Carlton Ne-M Purchase 19 So remarkably accommodaiing
were the old-fashioned accommodation stiges and stage

]
owners. 1860O. W. Holmes Prof, Break/. -t. iii. 80 He
said to hinuclf,—' On the rail at last. Accomodation train,
A good many stops, but will get to the station by and by '.

1888 Amer. Yachtsman (Farmer) The train waa neither
an express nor an accommodation, but one which stopped
at the principal stations. 1909 S. E. White Rules ofGam*
I. vii, rbcy tramped to the station and boarded the single
passenger car of the accommodation.

7. (Later U.S. examples of//, use.)
1804 ilarylatui Hist, Mag. IV. 3 We rode to the house of

..a neighbouring farmer, wnere we found good accomoda-
tions. 1853 J. G. Baldwin Flush Jimes Alabatita 50 ihe
' accomodations ' at the ' American Hotel ' were not such as
were calculated to l>eguile a spiritual mind. 1879 Stockton
Rudder GroMse xi. 121 We did not wish to invite our friends
to the camp. .w€ had no accomodations for them.

8. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8ii Deh, Cofigreis 17 Jan. (185^) 602 With acapitalof ten

millions, it [the bank] has furnished accommodations of
fifteen millions ayear.

b. eUtrib, ^accommodation nete^ paper,
X797 Deh. Congress 27 JunedSsi) 395 Many of such notes

were what was called ' accommodation notes
' ; all acknow.

ledgments of debt, and therefore no proof of wealtii. ihid,
aS June 401 Being able to raise money by accommodation
noies to nay duties. 1833 Ibid, i Mar. 1900 Whether any
considerable jxirtion of it consists ofwhat is called accommo-
dation t>aper regularly renewed.

Accordion. Add :

b. attrib. and Comb. , in reference to things having
a series of folds like those of the bellows of an accor-
dion ; esp. accordiott plecU^ pleating^ skirt..

188s Catal. Cockery ^ Food Exhih. x. The Permanent
Accordion Pleating Manufacturing Company. 1888 Daily
Sews as Oci.2,6 The sleeves. .are made of. .nun's-veiling,
arrnnfed in accordion pleats. 1899 Howells RaggedLady
xvii. She had on an accordion skirt.

AJccordioned (Ak^jdidnd), a. [f. prec + -ED.]
- prec
189s SmUigkt I'tar-Bk. 364 The elbow sleeves are of

acoOTdioned grass lawn. 1899 Ibid, 341 An under-bodice of
acoordiooed white satin.

Accost, sb, f Earlier U.S. examples.)
1829 3s J. V. Kesnedt Stvttlltrtv B. I. xviii. 186 * But *,

said he. .with an affected spice ofcourtesy in his accost [etc.].

/bid. n . iv. 65 Her accost waa playful . .and even tmusuaJly
gracious.

Accost, V. Add :

7. b. Of a woman : To solicit in the street for an
improper purpose.
1887 Times la July 1 1/5 Tbe poUce-constable said she was

in company with a second female, and that they had ac.
Costed gentlemen. 19*7 Dmily Mail 39 Sept. lo/i The Ca.ss

case of 40 years ago, in which a young woman of irreproach-
able character was arrested. .and charged, .with accosting.

Accon'CheiUrship. The position of accou-
cheur.

1883 Daily Nens 18 Sept. 1/7 The London Hospital and
Mciltcal College, .Mile-end, E...The resident appointments
consist of Five House Physiciaocies, Five House Sui^eon.
cics, and (^ne Accoucbeursbip.

Acconnty sb. Add : 2. o. Acoouut day^ on the

stock exchange, the last day of the account, on
which stock is delivered and paid for and differences

are paid ; also called pay day,
1B79 Mklsheimkr & Laurin'ck Land, Stock KxcK 8 Tbe

account days for English and India stocks, &c.. .are always
fixed at least five weeks beforehand. Ibid. 18 On the third

and Ust day of tbe settlement (called the * account day' or
' pay day ') the delivery of securities commences at ten

o clock. 19*8 Aforn. Post 19 Nov., A contract setting out
that these 50 shares have been sold for the account Novem-
ber 12—next Thursday, that island bought for the following

account day, December 6.

9. o. JO hawi in otters cucounis^ to die. U*S.
1873 Aldmich Marj. Daw etc. 150 The hotel remains

to-day pretty much the same as when Jonathan Bayley
handed in his accounts in 1840.

Accredit, v. Add :

3. b. To attribute (a thing) to a person. U. S.

1876 A Wilder in A*. P. Kmghfs Sytub. LaHjg. p. xxvii.

To the fanatical hordes of Islam . . is to be accredited the ex-

tinction of the Mystic Orgies of the East. 1900 AT. ^ Q. 9th

Ser. 3a Dec 487/1 The ititroduction of the name [Columbia]



ACCBETE. ACROBATIC.

as a poetic title for the United States is to be accredited to

Dr. 'liraolhy Dwight.

Accrete, v. Add

:

3. b. To draw or attract to oneself or itself. Hence
Aoere-ted ///. a.

1901 H. B. George Nrltit. Ctof. «c Hist. 260 It became
the seat of one of the small principalities which happened to

accrete other dominions. 1914 G. B. Shaw Common Sense
mioui iVar 11 He, too, accreted fools and knaves, and ended
defeated in St. Helena, xoai Chainb. Jrtil, 10 Sept. 648/1

The accreted and reclaimed land.

Accretionary (akrrjanari), a. [f. Accretion
+ -ABT.] Characterized or formed by accretion.

1833-4 J. Phillips Geot. in Encyd. Metrof. (1845) VI.

674/9 An accretionary rock, formed by the cementation of

coralline reliquiz. 1871 D. BuowN Ltfi John Duncan 409
The ' real * (body ], he says, shrinks at the amputation of a
limb, the ' accietionary ' part only being cut oft". And at

death the ' real ' shrinks into atomic invisibility.

Accretive, a- Add qnots.

:

185a Tail's Ma^. XVI. 667 The constitution of the mind
is not accretive, but fixed and unalterable. 1889 E._Car.
PEKTER Civitis. 137 Ifwe take the external view of Variation

. .modification or race.growth appears as an unconscious or

accretive process. 191* O. Elton Surv, Engl. Lit, I. 249
He likes a complex rather than a merely co-ordinate or
accretive structure.

Accnltnratioil (akrltiSr^i'Jan). U. S. [f. Ac-

pref. + CULTORE sb. + -ation.] The adoption and
assimilation of an alien culture. Hence or so

Aconltnral a., involving or produced by accnltura-

tion ; Accn'ltnre, cultural elements acquired by
acculturation ; Accu'ltnrlze v. trans., to affect the

culture of (a people) by assimilation of foreign

elements.
i88a J. W. Powell Study Ind. Lang. (ed. 2) 46 The force

of acculturation under the overwhelming presence ofmillions
has wrought great changes. 1895 Smithsonian Rep. 44 The
arts and industries of the partially acculturized Papago In.
dians. 1895 Fop. Set. Monthly Sept, 714 Such similarities

may arise .. through acculturation, or contact., between peo-
ples in all degrees of kinship. 189^ J. W. Powkll in Eorunt
(N.Y.) Jan. 627 It was acculturation not education by which
the advance [in the American Indians] was secured. 1897-8— in Rep. Bur. Aiiier. Elhiioi. u p. xxi, When an invention
is accepted and used by others it is accultural. 1904 G. S.
Hall Adoiesceuce II. 726 There is little acculture [among
American Indians].

Accnmalator. 3. Add qnots.

:

1833 specif. Patent No. 6357. ir, I claim generally the
use of compressed air as an accumulator of power to be
made use of when required. 1856 Engineer 23 May 284 The
cranes are worked by means of water pressure stored up in a
cylinder termed an accumulator. 1883 J. H. Gladstone &
A. Tribe Chem. Secondary Batteries Introd. p. ix, It may
not be entirely out of place to refer to a popular misappre-
hension as to the nature of these batteries. It is somewhat
unfortunate that they have been called ' accumulators * or
* storage batteries \

b. attrib.

1883 Daily Neivs 10 Sept. 2/1 This installation is by the
International Electric Company, and combines seven series
of accumulator stations. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI.
164/1 In Europe.. accumulator traction has a decidedly
better outlook.

Accusatriz. Delete f Obs. rare-^, and add

:

1897 Marv Kingsle» IK. Africa 25 Confronted with his
accusatrix.

Acca'Sive,a. 17.5. [£ Accuse ».] Accusatory.
1904 ' O. Henky ' Cabbages ^ Kings 12 The comandaiite

..wrote in his secret memorandum book the accusive fact
that Sefior Goodwin had on that momentous date received
a telegram. 1906 — Four Million ix. (1916) 95 Into this
place Soapy took his accusive shoes and telltale trousers
without challenge.

Ace, sb. 2. b. Add after def.

:

In the European war of 1914-18, an airman who
had brought down three enemy machines ; a crack
airman.
After F. as\ cf. A. Dauzat L'argot de la guerre 35 As^

cavalier du premier peloton, et devenu le soldat de valeur,
est sp^cialement Taviateur virtuose.

1917 Times (weekly ed.) 14 Sept. 757 Second Lieutenant
Lufbery, the ' ace ' of the American Lafayette flying Squad-
ron 1918 E. SlDGWlCK Jamesie in. 170 Gabriel is what they
call an 'ace' here, a great adventurer of the air. 1921/»«£* J2 Jan. 26/1 Airman, playwright. Empire-builder,
Ace of all the furious aces, slightly bald D'Annunzio !

Hence Ace v. trans, (from Ace sb. i c) : (a) to
score an ace against (an opponent)

; (b) to gain an
ace by playing (the ball).

19*3 aasgmi Heraldg ]uty 11 (7V»«Lr) His breezy attack,
in which the desire to * ace ' his adversary at every stroke
was the dominating factor. 1917 Daily Express 21 May 0/2
Eight times Tilden aced his service ball

Acedia (Ssfdia). [L. : see Acedy.] Sloth,
torpor, = Accidie : esp. as a condition leading to
listlessness and want of interest in life.

1607 R. Parker Schol. Disc. agst. Antichrist \i. 74 The
ceremonies.. offende the ministers and the Pastors. Many
of these are brought to an Acedia by them. 1920 W RiKGt Outspoken Ess. (1922) 149 We are reminded that' the
medieval casuists classified acedia, which is just this temper
among the seven deadly sins. We had almost forgotten
acedia, .. but it is at the bottom of the diseases from whichwe are suffering. . ,

Acephalic (sesiToe-lik), a. [f. Gr. d«f0aAos (see
AcEPHALi) + -ic] Headless, lit. and fig. So
AeapluOla (aesff/i-lia), absence of a head.
i65« Blount Gtostogr.^cephalick

. ..without head, title, or
beginning. Ibid. s.v. Heresie, The Acephalick Sects of Bar-
cotabas, [etc.). 1839-47 Todd^s Cycl. Anat. III. 718/1 A total

defect of the brain is found in that state in which the head is

wanting {Acephalia), . .The acephalic state is very frequent.

It is always associated with complete or nearly complete ab-
sence of the cranial bones. 1924 Glaseovj Herald "ii Dec,
The acephalic creatures, with eyes in their breasts, of whom
. . St. .Augustine declared he had seen a specimen.

Aceqoia (as;-k;a). Also azequia, zeqiiia.

[Sp. , ad. Arab, saqiak^ A canal for irrigation ; an
open drain.

1857 Mavne Reid War Trail v, As the mustang sprang
over the zequia. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Ainer, s. v., 'Ihe
irrigating ditches used in Texas and New Mexico are called

Ace^uias,. .The word is sometimes spelt azequia or zequia.
1864 MoWRV Arizona ^ Sonora (ed. 3) 188 Irrigating
canals or ' acequias ' conduct the water of the Gila over all

the cultivated district. 188a Rep. Ho. Ripr. Free. Met.
U.S. 330 The volume of water is so depleted by irrigating

acequias and by evaporation, as to render steam, as an
auxiliary, necessary. 1921 Chamli. Jrnl. 14 May 382/3 He
takes the ointments and flings them into the acequia—the
open drain that still traverses some country houses, where
the water dissolves and washes away the contents ofthe pots.

Acetate. Add: b.a//«'i5.appliedto(a)a photo-
graphic toning solution made with sodium acetate

and gold, (b) an artificial silk in the manufacture
of which acetic acid is used. So Acet7l silk.

1878 Abnev Photogr. 143 The acetate toning solution.

1920 tr. Geargievics* Textile Fibres ir Acetate Silks.

1921 yrnl. Soc. Dyers
<S-

Colaurists XXXVII. 294 Possibly
dyed Acetyl Silk yarn could also be used for weaving with
cotton. Ibid. 301 Notes on Cellulose-Acetate and Viscose
Silks. 1925 Good Housekeeping Apr. 142/3 Acetate silk.,
being made out of. , cotton or wood-pulp . . with acetic acid.

Acetylene (ase-tilfn). Add : b. attrib. in

acetylene gas ; hence acetylene (gas) lamp.
1805 Nation 19 Dec. 447/2 Acetylene gas. 1897 in W. E.

Gibbs Lighting by Acetylene {iZ^'i) 139 Acetylene gas lamp.
1900 V. B. Lewes Acetylene 466 Acetylene lamps for sig-
nalling.

Achaean (akf-an), a. and sb. Also Achaian
(akai-an). [f. L. Achmus, a. Gr. 'Axaios, f. 'Axaia
Achoea.] A. adj. Of or belonging to Achrea, a
name of varying application, in Homeric usage
applied to Greece generally, later to a district ofthe
northern Peloponnesus. B. sb. An inhabitant of
Achaea (or Greece).
1788 Encycl. Brit. (1797) I. 63 Ach,aia was. .taken for all

those countries that joined in the Achaean league, reduced
by the Romans to a province 1833 Fenny Cycl. I. 82/1
The history of| the .'Vchxans forms an inconsiderable part of
the general history of Greece till about B.C. 251. 1925 G.
Murray .£»(«<•«/(/« Introd. p. viii, That glorified Achaean
chieftain who was King of gods and men in the ordinary
Homeric tradition. 1926 Spectator 22 May 87r/2 The
Achaean invasion of Greece.

Achaetoas (akrtas), a. [f. Gr. d- A- 14 )-

XaiTV hair -I- -ous.] Having no setoe.

1896 Benham in Cambr. Nat. Hist. II. 263 The peristo-
niium is achaetous in the adult.

A-chatter. [f. A prep.'^ ii -f Chatter t/.]

Chattering.
1828 Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 277 Morning mag.

pie, a-chatter at skreigh of day. 1876 Ecam tr. Heine's
Atta Troll 8g Shivering and with teeth a-chatter. 1883
Harper's Mag. Jan. 166/1 Eyes blinking and teeth a-chatter.

Achilles tendon. = Tendon of Achilles.
1901 Dobland Med. Diet. (ed. 2) 674/2.

Achy (^ki), a. [f. Ache sb^ )- -v l.] Full of
aches ; suffering from continuous or recurring pain.
1878 Disraeli in Buckle Life (1920) VI. 260 I'm too ill and

achy to be out later. 1882 Sir W. Harcourt in Lifedt^a^) I.

461, I wasratherachy last night. x^6Chami. yrnl. 31 July
552/2 His throat was rather achy.

Acicnle (se-siki?7l). JVat. Hist. = AoicuLA.
1920 iqth Cent. July 180 The epidermis covered with hairs

and fine acicules.

Acid. A. adj. Add :

1. b. Acid drop, short for *Acidulated drop : a
sweet made of sugar strongly flavoured with tartaric
acid. Also acid tablet (formerly acidulated tablet).
1836 Mag. Dom. Econ. July 28 Acid Drons.—Boil one

pound of lump-sugar, one cupful of water, and one table
spoonful of vinegar till it snaps like glass. 1881 Confec-
tioner's Hand-bk. 18 Acid drops. 1889 Fract. Confectioner
I May s/i Run through the small acid-drop rollers. 1902
Boys Realm 29 Nov. 388/4 He should carry about him a few
acid tablets, and slip one of these in his mouth when the
desire for smoking is particularly strong upon him.
B. sb. Add

:

b. Acid test, the testing for gold by means of
aquafortis

; jig. a crucial test.

1892 G. E. Gee yeweller's Assistant 131 The old-fashioned
platinum alloy, in imitation of the bright gold alloys of
thirty years ago, can hardly be said to have any golden
tinge in 11s appearance. It certainly withstood the add
test very well, and this will be the only point of resemblance
worthy of comparison. 1918 Pres. Wilson in Timesg Ian.
8/1 Ihe treatment accorded Russia by her sister nations in
the months to come will be the acid test of their good will.
1922 Westm. Gaz. 3 Oct., The acid test of LiberalSm at the
present moment is determination to oppose the Government.
Acidosis (sesid^sis). Path, [irreg. f. Acid -i-

-osis.] An acid condition of the blood such as
occurs in diabetes.

190s Hewlett tr. KrehFs Clin. Path. Index, Acidosis, in
diabetic coma. 1913 Fembrey f, Ritchie's Gen. Path. 6goihe term acidosis is applied to the condition in which
abnormal quantities of organic acids fail to be oxidized bvthe tissues, '

Acidulated, a- Add : Acidulateddrop (tablet)
= *AciD drop {tablet).

'836-9 DicK^itisSk.Boz.Astieys, Ma, in the openness of her
heart, offered the governess an acidulated drop. 1838 i^lag.
Dom. Econ. Oct. 109 Acidulated drops.— Rasp some orange
peel... Add.. orange juice, ..Dry. .then drop. iSjl Mavhew
Lond. Labour I. 203/2 Barley-sugar and acidulated drops.
1889 Pract. Confectioner i May 4/1 AciduUted Raspberry
1 ablets. 1906 Daily Chron. 1 Oct. 6/5 He was not an
acidulated drop curate \

Acidy (K-sidi), a. [f. Acid -f -yi.] Having an
acid quality.

1887 Moloney /orM/rj. W. Afr. 123 The earn opaque and
acidy.

Acierate (a;-si«r^it), v. [f. F. acUrer (f. acier
steel) -I- -ATE 3.] trans. To convert into steel. So
Adexation (aesier^ijan) [F. acieration\, conversion
into steel.

i86« Phil. Trans. CLVI. 439 The inquiry suggests itself
whether acieration would not be promoted by alternation of
temperature frequently repeated. 188a Encycl. Brit. XIII.
342/1 This prevents the ready access of carbon and carbon
oxide to the covered-up part, and hence hinders or entirely
prevents acieration thereat. 1887 Dublin /?«/. July 55 The
beautiful mechanical contrivance of Sir Henry Bessemer by
which crude iron . . is acierated in half an hour. 1900 S.
CoLViN in Brit, Mns. Return 51 Proof before the plate was
acierated.

Acinetan (aesinrtan). [f. mod. L. Acineta n.
pi., f. Gr. (JkiVijtos immovable, f. a- priv. + Kiviiv to
move.] A member of the genus Acineta of suctorial
infusorians.

1927 Haluane & Huxley Anim. Biol. xii. 261 The Ciliate
Stylonycliia Mytilus infested with parasitic Acinetans-

Ackee, akee (sek»'). [Native name.] The
fruit of the tropical sapindaceous tree Blighia
sapida ; the tree itself.

1829 Loudon £>Kjc/. /"/an/j (,836) 1112 Akee tree. 1866
Treas. Bot., Blighia . . consists of only one species, B. sapida,
which produces the Akee fruit. 1890 H. T. Thomas Un-
trodiien Jamaica 12 Ihe scarlet blots of the ackee.

Acknowledge, v, 2. Add : Acknowledge the
com (U.S.): see CoBN sb.^ 2.

5. To show recognition of (see quot. i88i).
i88i 0(;iLviE (Annandale), Acknovitedge, to show recogni-

tion by some act, as by a bow, nod, smile, lifting the hat, &a,
as a ntark of friendship or respect ; to salute ; as, she met
him in the street, but barely acknowledged him. 1886
' Maxwell Gray' Silence Dean Maitland 163 He acknow-
ledged this compliment with a slight bow. 1888 Mrs. H.
Ward R. Elsmere xx. He thought his greeting was acknow-
ledged. Ibid, xxvi, Robert smiled slightly, acknowledged
the bow, but did not speak.

Acneiform (se-kn»|if|pjm), a. Also erron. acne-
form, [f. Acne -f .(«)foku.] Of the nature of
acne.

1877 W. T. Fox Atlas Skin Dis. 25 The acneiform spots
do not make their appearance until the disease has been
some time in existence. 1884 Lancet 31 .May 978/2 A Der-
matitis taking an acneform character.

Acnestis (zeknt-stis). [mod.L., a. Gr. axri)-
aris spine, backbone.] That part of the back between
the shoulderblade and the loins which an animal
cannot reach to scratch.
1848 DuNtjLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7). J927 ObserrerjApr^

That spot known to crossword solvers as the acnestis.

Aconsticon (akau-stikfm). [a. Gr. ixovauteot;
neut. of ixovartKos Acoustic] An instrument for
helping the deaf to hear.
1901 DoRLAND Med. Did. (ed. 2). 1910 Chamb. Jm!. 27

Nov. 831/2 An instrument known as ' The Acousticon ,which we believe.. to be a real boon to those suffering from
deafness.

Acoustics. Add: 3. The acoustic properties
(of a building, et<x).

1898 G. W. E. Russell CtU. ^ Recoil. 304 The acoustics
of this place seem very bad. -

Acquired, ///. a. .Add : phr. acquired taste,

a taste for a food or drink that is gained by con-
stant use; also transf. applied to any thing or
person for which or for whom one has acquired a
liking (as dist. from a natural or spontaneous taste).
i88i (!>GiLviE (Annandale) s.v.. Abilities natural and

acquired ; an acquired taste. 1885 W. S. Gilbert Mikado
II. 43 He would have loved me in time. 1 am an acquired
tasle.

Acrawl (akrjl), adv. [f. A prtp> 1 1 -e Cbawl
sh^ Crawling (with).
tS}^ Blackw. Mag. XXXV. 1003 Something a-crawl in

the ditch. 1922 R. Saba IINI St. Martin's Summer i, He
felt himself the meanest, vilest thing a-crawl upon this sinful
earth.

J830 Blackiv. Mag. XXVIU. 146 Mountain tops, .a-crawl
with insects, above a few acres ofwet I 1923 Chamb. Jrnl.
^2 ,??''• 73/1 Ihe slime..seems acrawl with strange forms
of life.

Acrobatic. -A.dd

:

B. sb. pi. Acrobatic performances or feats. Also
transf. ^nifg,
1882 G. Macdonald U'eigkcd^ Wanting II. iv. a8 There

was not much popular receptivity for acrobatics in the
streets. 1890 Athenjennt 22 Feb. 239/1 The art and science
of what may be called acrobatics have never yet received
really adequate treatment. 1915 Morn. Post 20 Apr. 7/7The German railway acrobatics. 1917 W. J. Locke Red
-r^ "f' '"' ^ """'' trained in the acrobatics of Calvinistic
Iheology. 1922 Daily Mail ^ Dec. 11 Habton is a very
fast chaser, but rather given to acrobatics.



ACROCHOBDITB.

Acrochordite (rekrokpidoit). Milt. [ad. Sw.
akroihordit (19]}), f. Or. cucpoxopiwv wart: see

-ITE 1.] Hydrated basic arsenate of manganese and
magnesium found in small spherical aggregates.
10*3 .^'W". .V/». VIII. 167.

Acromegaly C*kr<7me'gali). Pa/i. [ad. Fr.

turamfgalie yV. .Marie), f. Gr. axfiov extremity +
ftfya!, /'•yaX- great.] A disease characterized by
hypertrophy and enlargement of the extremities.

Hence AcromepUio (-mrgxlik), a. pertaining to

or of the natnre of acromegaly ; si. one affected

with acromegaly.
1889 BrMtn July 59 Acromegaly. By Pierre Marie, M.D.

1896 C'.v^fr'i JAy. Feb. las/i .^..very rare disease,, .acro-

megaly, or the enormous enlargement of the feet, hands,
face, and che^t. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., Acroiittgalic.

AcrOSCOpic C^kr<isk0-pik),<r. Bot. [f. Gr. ox/wv

apex + -(7«oiroi viewing + -ic] Looking, or on
the side, towards the apex.
itSa Visas tr. Sacks' Bet. 450 In .Azoiliit the leaves of the

one row all arise from one cell of the acroocopic pan of the
segment.

Across. Add : A aJv. 2. C. Across to ='up
/«' (fPa/f.^ I7d). U.S.
1911 R. W, Chambem Common Lmw x. 303 lt*a acroas to

her, now.

4. Delete f and read Ohs. exc. ilial.

xttrf Bxaixc-GouLO Rnl S/iJtr rii. When folks who look
slraigbt before them fall across, fiiti.^ The two who have
foe across. 1898 Comk. Mag. July sS flatten were aooa
acroas again between (he pair, 1897 Daily Xrais\ Mar. 6/t

He is getting across with the farmers now, for be rottndly
rates them on account of their apathy.

B. prtp. 3. Anns lots U.S.) : see Lot sb. 6a.
b. U. S. phr. orig. Across the footlights : from

the performers to the aadience ; hence advb. (by
ellipsis) in to get or come across {to), to reach the

audience or the public, to make oneself or itself

understood or appreciated ; similarly to get it across.

(For to put it across see •Put v. Cf. 'Oyzb.)
S013 KipUN'c Drvtnity tf Creatures (1917) 190 Tell a

fellow now, did I get it across ? 19*1 Sat. irestm, Co*. 27
A-jg. 143 Soae vitality that may be as far away as yoa like

from Itfelikeocss or psycbological truth, bot nevotbelcss
gets across to the reader from the writer. 1983 tVesIm,
Gat, 9J Feb., It is very doubtful whether the plajr woold
gM across the footlighu in an ordinary run. IHJ. 16 Mar.,
' Magda ', drsssed as a consiiy of maoiKr* of a htuidioa
yean ago, would prabably coow across iDors salisiKtanly
tban tC docs playod as..coiusflsporarY tragedy. 1907 Oo,
semer 16 Oct. 15/) The lower oomcay is at nnseni in the
nuking bot Hias B. C, Mr. E. M. aiMl Mr. L. H. ar« ezperu
at gstttag it across. ias7 Daily Tel 19 July ia/4 The Earl
of Birkstuicad. .said, .be bad never toccocdcd in projecting
his penooality across tbe fooiligfata.

Aeroatioal (iktftti)cU),a. [f. Acrostic -t- -al ;

cf. -ICAL.] Of the nature of, consisting of, or in the

form of an acrcntic.

184^ I. HoLUMo Psatmists Brit. 1. 104 Tbe whol* BibI*
is abridgeddged in a sort of scfaems of acrostioal

.1 LurroK in W. SmM's Did. Ckr. Biof. IV. 648/1 'lbs
Eighth Book, in acrosticbal verse. 1894 A iMenmim iS J uly
i>V3 Chaucer's ' A B C ', a curious acratical prayer ' like
Psaln cxviii *.

Act, V. Add

:

8. b. Of a play : To be nioeptible of being per-

formed (well or othenriie).
t8« Btsok in Trsiawoy Keealt. Shelley * Byr»n (1)50 aq

)Iy plays won't act. .lay poesy won't sell. 191* Snsii a
KAT.SiitTM yaJkm GalwtiUrtky 17 Galsworthy's plays have
thcadvantage of acting well—unlike much literary drama.
9. f. To out up, to become nnrnly, to make a

disturbance. U.S.
1901 A. Adams Leg Cettity zviii, 175 Tba horse of loms

peeler, .acted up one mominf.
AotetoililyCiektibiUti). Alio irreg. -ibiUtr

[t AOTABLS : lee *-biutt.] Capability of being
acted.

183* Frasn's Iff. Apr. 451 Opnions, ,as to theactlbility
of certain unacted ptays. 19S5 Gltisgfftv Herald 9 Apr. 4
When Hugh .M'Uiarmid's Uraid Scou play, ' Tbe Purple
Patch *, appeared,. , doubts were expressed as to itsactability.

Actinally (see Actisad, adv. [f. Actisal
-r -LV''.] Towards the actinal or oral side.
888 (sec 'AsACTiMAtxT euh.\,

Aetine. Add

:

2. A ' ray ' or radiating part of a tponge-fpicnle.
i8>7 S0U.AS in Enc^l. Brit. XXII. 4ti/s Two aoinss

soldered together by intervening silica.

Actinff, vil. si. 6. Add :

Applicdio Tersiooi of plays specially prepared for

actors' use (provided with full stage-directions, etc.),

as euting copy, drama, edition, version.
iM^ (title) The Acting Drama ; conuining all the popular

plays, sundard and modem. tSjo Uitle) Lacy's acting
edition of pbya. >9io W. W. Gaao SkaJti. Merry W. In-
irod, ]i llieas four scenes canooc have been altogether
omittad in the acting version.

Aotinif, ppl. a. 3. Add : Applied e*p. to a
perioa (usaially in a subordinate )iosition) taking
duty as a temporary substitute, as acting editor,

head, secretary. Hence atling allowance.
{l^Bra<. Trial Lord Ceorgt Gordon 39 Q. Pray, did he,

or any one else, act a^ President of any meeting then held ?

A. I unrlerstood him to be acting as President.] 1783 Pot.
^laf. IV. 19J Mr. Harpley, the acting carpenter, died with
fatigue. i8a* .Vrw Mtnlkiy Maf. 11. 4U Sentence remitted

by the acting governor. 1833 Ref. Scl. Comm. Kiitf's
Printers' Patents 5 When 1 succeeded in 1800 Mr. Bruce,
the Co-patentee, had already been appointed acting manager.
1836 .Marrvat Midsh. £asy xxv. He.. served his lime,
was acting lieutenant for two years and then somehow
or other he bore up for the Church. 187a E. F. Moors
PriryCtmHcii Rep. (N. S.) IX. 402 Judgment was given by
Sir Charles Farquhar Shandy Chief Judge, and the acting
second Pubne Judge, Gorrie. 1886 Kipling Departm.
Ditties, etc. Public Waste, A Deputy-Acting-Vice-Resident-
Engineer. 1888— Plain Tales/r. Hills 16 Nothing matters
except Home-furlough and acting allowances. 190a Banks
Newspaper Girl "JO I'm acting editor, and if it's anything
important I'll lay it before him and give you an answer.

Actinian (aekti-nian). Zool. [f. Actinia ^ -an.]
A sea-anemone belonging to the genus Actinia.
1888 Athen3t:im 30 June S30 A tube-forming actinian

(Ceriaitthus iiiemhraneueusX 190a PcTtn. Rev. June 1012
The actinian. .merely responds mechanically to a fh^K-nl
stimulu-s.

Aotininni. Add :

2. Chem. A radio-active metallic element found,
associated with thorium, in pitchblende. Symbol Ac.
1904 J. J. Thomson Electr. ^ Matter 141 M. and Mme.

Curie, with . . M M. Bemont and Debierne, succeeded in

establishing tbe existence of three new radio-active sub.
stances in pttch-blende : radium,.. polonium, ..and actinium.

Actllli«e (ae-ktinaiz), v. I'hotogr. [f. Actinism
-( -IZE.] trans. To affect (a photographic plate)

with actinism.

1889 Anthonys Pkatogr. Bull. II. 330 It requires at ntxm
two aiMi one-half times longer exposure on December axst
than on June aist to e<iually actiniae a plate.

Actinoffrapli. Add

:

b. esp. Photogr. An instrument (of which there

are various kinds) used for recording the actinic

power of the light, to determine the correct time of
exposure for a photographic plate.

Wfi Anthony*s Pktytop: Bull. III. 43a The actinograph
(before us] is. .an ingenious application of the slide rule for

the purpoNC of determining pnotogiapbic exposures. 190a
£iK^/.^W/.XXX. 702 I In Hurter & Driffield 5 'Actino.

j

graph ', the light coefiScient is ^iven by a printed card
showing the curves for every day in tbe year.

Actinology (xktin^i-iadji). [f. AcTiKo- >!

-LouY.] The science of the chemical action of

light. Hence Actiso-lorona a., exhibiting actino-

logy. Aottnolorna, an actinologons part.
li830ctl.vie .Suppl., Ailinoli^y. 1894G0ULO Diet. Med.,

Actinologous .\ctinologue.

Actinomyces (K:ktin^m9i-sfz). [mod.L,, f.

Cr. <i«Ti», -ur- ray (see Actiko-) -t- /it!in;t fungus.]

The ray-fungus, the presence of which, in cattle,

constitutes the disease Aiottnomyoo-ala, forms
of which are known as lumpyjaw (Ldmpy o. i c)

and wooden tongue (Wooden a. 9). Also attrii.

Hence Avtlaomyoo-tio a., resembling, related to,

or caused by actinuinyces.
lS8s Times 8 Nov. 5/6 Fft>m the poculUr manner in which

tbe fundus grows . . it has received ine name of Actinomyces,
and^ it is ^consequently propossd to designate the disea.se

Klkim il/«Mier».*rg. xvi. 148 In the
jTOops ofpeculiar club-shaped

coefutdm—metimomytes. . . Each of ihoe actinomyces-cor-

Actinocnyh
centra oftbc nodules lie dense groups ofpeculiar club-shaped

poaidas appears hoaio||«fieous. laoo-i J^ml. Ex^. Med. V.
t79Tbs actinooiycotic form of tbe tubercle bacillus.

AotiOIl, si. 6. b. Add U.S. quota.

:

a i88i WisTHROp 7iiAn Brent iii. (i8«a) tS He trotted
after, a hundred feet liehind the hindmost, with large and
liberal actiosk t867-9 7rm«s. fit. Afric. See. VII. 80 Best
pair of mares, to be shown in harness—style and action to be
tbelaat.

IS. Add : action-photography, photography
representing the subject in action; hence action-

photograph; aotion-Uma Psychol., the period be-
tween reaction and the application of a stimulus

;

icactioa-time.
MSg BSLOAH ft Far Great Bnlsmen (tille-p). Illustrated

bjrfco actioo-pbotofrapbs. lUd , Key-notes p. xi, llie book
is fettnded upon Actm^Pholograpliy and Actual Experience,
lystf ^CM^^sKPsi Joly6o/t Investigations.. into tbe action-
tuna of stimulus upon vbual sensation.

AotioiUtbility (xkjanibillti). [f. ACTlox-
ABLS : see '-bilitvJ Liability to action at law.
1M3 MoYl.a Instil. Juslinieut I. 46 Actionability is only

|

one of sucb usual incidents.

Aotioning (K-kJ»nii]), vil. si. [{. Acnoir si.

(6 c) + -INO rj The furnishing (of a gim) with an
action.
i8is Wauh Meet. .'tporlsmdtM's Gkm I. 96 In the various

farms of actkoing, thu breech action is slotted in different
wavfc

Acti'Vat«, P. Delete tOt^r., and add:
1898 Ht-weKT I^ntrition ii. 43 Ii>creased muscular vigour

..activates respiration. 1903 Sal. ll-'etlin.Gaz. 15 July 13
Tbejroung English dramatist has ver>' (ew opportunities of
aaakitv tbe hair of the Philistine stand on end or activating
his tUfSstion. 19S6 I. A. Thoiison Man in lifMt 0/Evol. 10
The rarely activatedmuacles of our ear.ttumpel.

b. spec, in Physics. To make radioactive.
190« Jmt.Soc. Ckem. Industry 30 Aug. Iloa/a SchOnbein

..found that sulphurous acid bad a rsoiarkabls ' activating
*

{aclrvirende) effect on various oxidising substances, i.e., they
were considerably more active in the peesence of small quan-
tities of sulphurous acid. 19S3 Electr. World tf Enfineer
10 Jan. 86 (CD. Suppl,) Underground air is not like activated
air. 1907 Med. Record x Aug. 171 The former (ferment, viz.

enterokinase) activates tne pancreatic juice. I9at Glasgow
Heretld 13 Aug- 5 The new process of producing activated

-AD.

sludge by which complete purification of the sewage is
achieved.

Hence Activation (aektiv^-J^n), the action of
activating ; the state of being activated ; spec, in
Physics^ the method or process of producing radio-
activity.

1906 Prtxciitioner Dec. 747 Mixed sera from several ani-
mals might be used, in the hope of finding one suitable for
activation with human serum.

Active, a, 4. Add : r

active list^ a list of officers in the army and navy
who are performing, or are available for, military
service, and are receiving full pay ; active service^
war service in the field or at sea,
1838 Naty List 20 Sept. 118 Alphabetical List of Master*.

Those in Italics are unfit for active Service. 185a Ibid. 20
Dec. 327 The number of Captains on the Active I-ist will
be reduced to a number not permanently exceeding 350.
1850 Queens Regul. Army 326 When a regiment is em-
barked for active field service, the embarkation of soldiers'
wives is altogether forbidden. 1865 \V. H. D. Adams Ft^mous
Regim. 284 During the remainder of the campaign he
showed himself fully worthy of the responsibilities cast upon
him, though it was his first essay in active service. 1880
Arnty List Nov. 109* Mobilization of the Forces In Great
Britain and Ireland. Active Army. 1899 Kipling W^j-itk/*
Minded Beggar i, He is out on active service, wiping some-
thing off a state.

Activism (x'ktiviz*m). [f. AcTH'E a. + -ism.]

1, A jihilosophical theory which assumes the
objective reality and active existence of everything.
i^ Bovcx Gibson tr. Emcken'f Meaning ^ I'atue 0/

Lt/e Pref, p. vii, Eucken's philosophy has heen variously
described as 'The New Idealism', a 'Religious 'or 'Spiritual*
Idealism, and as an ' Activism '. 19SO H. L. Eno Activistn
X, 176 Activism is. .essentially realistic. It assumes the
'objective' validity and 'real' being ofentities and relations,
as well as the fundamental relational complexes of space,
time, number, and change.

2. A policy of advocating energetic action.
19SO Ciasgovj Herald n Aug. 7 It is a question of repelling

the fateful activism of the Entente just as it was necessary
in 1916 to stand against German activism.

Hence Activist (se'ktivist), an advocate of acti-

vism in either sense ; also atirib. - ActiTistic a,
i^oaAtAenMUM 17 Apr. 469/3 Pragmatism, .is tainted with

tbe characteristic activist fallacy of making process as active
account for the structural form of process which it implies.

1913 E. Underhill Mystic H'ay 31 The positive and
acttvistic mysticism of the West. 1915 Times 7 Aug. 7/6
For some, neu.rality simply means a passive aloofness. For
others, neutrality should he active, and these are divided, in
the current jargon, with active and passive ' activists '. loso
C/A^<m'//rra/</ 30 Sept. 6 The activist and dominant section
of Sinn Fein. S9«3( J. w.Harper Essen/in/s Keiig. vi. 96 The
activistic factor is mdeed supreme, t^rj Public Ofttnion Feb,
106/1 We are no longer all Socialists, to recall Harcourt's
classic gibe, but wv are certainly all * activists '.

Actualist (sektif/alist)- (f. AcTUAt a. 3.] One
who aims at actuality or rcalum,
1887 Harper's Mag, Jan. 334 i In his first essay in the

field of fiction he turns out an actuali-st, whose first wish
seems to l;e truth to bis facts and the meaning of them.

Actuarially (sektinevTiali), €Ldv, [f. Actu-
arial a. + -ly\] In relation to actuarial princi-

ples, on an actuarial basis.

xn^AiA^nrum 12 July 39/3 That, .every society hereafter
formed has its actuatially certified table. 1886 A'. Amer.
Rev. Sept. 333 Ihe trade-unions of England are, actuarially
speaking, bankrupt. 1905 Daily Nnvs 12 Apr. 9/3 These
schemes, .were found.. to be actuarially sound.

Actnatei v. 6. Delete t Obs. and add

:

1990 Chamb. Jml. 35 Dec 55/1 The [human] mass. .came
round with an almost dismaying swiftness. * How could such
a bulk actuate with such rapidity?' Clement thought. 19x4

O. \joDox Making0/Man \. til He is beginning to learn..

that the portion of consciousness now actuating and made
manifest in his brain is but a small part of the whole.

Hence A-otnatoXr one who or a thing which
actuates,

1890 C. Mercibr Sanity ijr insanity xii. 399 The higher
nerve regions are the actuators of conduct.

Acyclic, <i. Add:
b. Dynamics ytXx,. That docs not move in circles.

1873 Maxwell EUctr. ^ Magn. I. 137 As the negative

region continues to expand till it fills all space, it loses every
degree ofcjclosis it has acquired,and becomes at last acyclic.

19M EnqrcL Brit. XXVII. 570/3 The system now behaves,

as repuas the co-ordinates ^1.^2, — gm, exactly like the

cyclic type there contemplated.

O. Cfum, That contains no cycle or ring of

atoms. (Said of an organic conipound.)

1^13 Bloxau & Lewis Chem. 544 There are two great

divisions of organic compounds («i)The acyclic, open-chain,

fatty or aliphatic, .series.. ; {b) the cyclic or closed-chain

series.

Ad, colloq. abbrev. of Advertisement.
1868 Putnam's Mag. Aug. 315/2 In the newspaper offices

and the advertising business they say *ad'. 1884 Milnor
(Dakota) Teller 4 7"'/. Mr. P. Wicklund, merchani, h.;i»

recovered the stray advertised two weeks ago. The ad in

The Teller found her. looa Howklls Lit. f( Li/t 268 Ad
is a loathly little word, but we must come to it. It's as

legitimate a^ lunch.

-ad, suffix invented by J. Barclay in A new
etmUomical nomenclature ^ 1803, in the sense of

* towards * (the part denoted by the main e)cmcnt

of the word), v&cauiiad\hyizx(S.% the tail (L. cauJa),

cephalad towards the head (Gr. ««^>aA^), Dextbad
DouaAD, Laterad, Neurad.



ADALIN.

Adalin(£e-dalin). Chtm. [at.G.adalin.'] (See

quots.)
J .

1911 Jnd. Cht'i!. Sx. C. II. I IK) Adalinc is a sedative pro-

ducing light, but lasting, sleep. I9ta Ibid. CI I. I. 244 Ada-

line (a-b«>in(>-a-ethylbuiyry]carbamide).

Adwnl. Add : Phr. Not to know (a person")>-<w»

Adam : not to recognize him. (As) old as Adam :

primevaUv old. Also, since Adam mas a hoy, etc.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shc^p xxxviii, He called to see my
Go>-emor this morning, . . and bej-ond that I don t know him

from Adam. 1854 Seba SmrH // ay dtum East^ ta We
didn't know one of 'em from Adam. i86a'E.KiKKB Ammg
Pints xvii. sSo Ever sense Adam was a young un . 1867

' Colonist ' Lifes Work Austral. 83 Though old as Adam,

love is still the theme that interests all hearts in all countries.

igoo BucHiN Half-Hearted X.K, I found people I didn t know

from Adam drinking the old toasts. 1918 Mui-FOKd Man/r.

Bar-30 ii. 25 You hunt up that pen you've had since Adam
was a boy. . .

Adaai *, proper name used attnh. (at first in pi.)

to designate buildings, fnmitnre, etc, designed by

the brothers Adam, Robert (died 1792) and James

(died 1794).
1898 Lady's Realm July 389/1 Adams rooms. 1900 JmU

Sx. Arts XLVIII. 374/j The 'Adams' is the most deli-

cale and refined of all styles founded on the classic, loia.

3S0/1 'Adams' decoration. 1903 Cmnvisseur Mar. 21

Adam.and other Furniture. 1914 H. A. \r.cHtx.l.Qmnney s

iv. S I The sweetest table, genuine .^dam. 1918 J. Alfred
GoTCM The English Home i.\. 280 Robert was the most

gifted, and it is his work which gave rise to the well-known
• Adam ' style. i9ao Galswokthv In Chancery 1. xiL 99 The
fine rcading-rtwm was decorated in the Adam style. X9a6
— Silver Sp00n 1. ii, A blend between Adam and Louis

Quinie. i^ Times 31 Mar. a6 Beautiful Adam Residence.

Adaptation. Add:
5. Biol. Organic modification by which an animal

or plant becomes adapted to its environment.
189a JKw/OT.^rt'. Sept. 315 Where life exists in these depths

it is due to special adaptations. 1897 H. F. Osborn in

Science 15 OcL, The hypothesis is briefly as follows: That
ontogenetic adaptation is of a very profound character. It

enables animals and plants to survive very critical changes

in their environment. 1904 H. E. Crampton in Bionietrika

III. 114 A rigid .. organization, incapable ..of structural

alterations as the result of * functional adaptation '.

6. altrii. Adaptation-product, in Biol. Chem., a
substance produced in the body as the result of an
effort to adapt itself to the presence of a foreign

body (e.g. a toxin), and acting in antagonism to

such foreign body, thus guarding against infection.

(Cf. *Antibodt.) 1909 in Cent. Diet. SuppL

Add, V. Add

:

5. intr. in colloq. phr. to add up, to make the

desired, expected, or correct total.

1850 Dickens Deeo. Cofp. xli. The figures made her cry.

They wouldn't add up, she said,^ 1864 Good Words -iibl^^ On
one occasion, it struck me that a series of figures just given

by the traflic-manager of a railway company, would not add
up. 188s Sat. Rev. 21 Feb. 243 Of the sixteen articles of
diet enumerated, the percentages of five only will 'add up'.

1893 Cknmb. yrnt. 26 Aug. 532/1 Account books that would
not add up right.

Addepliagia, (aedjf^-dgia). Also ade-. Fmod.
L., f. Gr. ah.Jb)i]v 'satis' + -payta -PHAGY.] =
BULIMT I.

i8ao Good PhysioL Syst. Nosol. 19. 1848 Dunglison
Med. Lex. (ed. 7;.

Adder ^. Add: 2. An adding-machine.
189a N. Y. Herald Jan. Advt., The Adder is so called

because really too simple to be styled a ' machine '.

Addict (ae-dikt), sb. [f. Addict y.] One who
is addicted to the habitual and excessive use of a
drug ; chiefly with qualifying sb., asdrug, morpliia

addict. Also tran^.
1909 Oscar Jennings Morphia Habit vi. 78 As shown by

/(»iY-wcr/^« examinations in morphiaaddicts. i^zoGlasgow
Herald 18 Oct. 9 The Chicago Bridewell fiistitute for

drug addicts. x9lo Outward Bound Oct. 38/2 The morphia
addict is a doomed man. 1924 IVestirt. Gas. 19 Dec,
People who. .get into the habit of going to the chemist for
drugs to induce sleep, and often end up by becoming opium,
morphine, or heroin addicts. 1925 llftd, 27 Jan., Even many
working men are night club addict.s.

Addiment (aediment). Biol. C&em. (ad. L.
*addimentum, f. addcre to Add; see -MMNT.] •
*C01IPLE1IENT sb. 5 i.

190X Lancet 19 Oct. 1030/1 If an animal be .. given two
M. L.D. [minimum lethal dose] and two serum equivalents
it. .dies from the infection. This has "been explained as due
to a deficiency of addiment in the animal concerned. 1903
Jrnt. Hygiene Jan. 52 The supposed ferment (complement,
addiment) upon which this power depends.

Adding, vbl. sb. Add :

b. attnb. : addlnK-machine, an instrument for

the mechanical adding up of numbers.
t»74 Knight Diet. Mech. 1911 H. S. Harrison Queed

viii. 102 He was as definite as an adding machine, as practi-
cal as a cash register. 1910 Times (weekly ed.) 7 Feb,
'47/4 Clerks recording quickly on adding machines.

Addition, sb. Add

:

7. altrib. Chem. Addition compound or product,
one formed by the direct addition of one element
or compound to another ; opposed to substitution
compound,product (see Substitution 7). SoAddi-
tlve a. {additive compound, etc), whence Addl-
tivity (jediti'vitl).

187s Bloxam Chem. (ed. 3) 84 The carbonates may be ex.

6

pressed either by additive formulae, .showing the bases which

combine with carbonic acid to produce them, or by substi-

tutive formula. 1876 yrnt. Chem. Soc. I. 338 The Laws
which regulate Direct Additive Reactions. 1888 KoscOE &
ScHORLEMMKR Treat. Clutii. III. IV. 469 Addition Products

of Phthalic Acid. 1899 Pattison Muir Wand. Atoms loi

Compounds., that are produced by the addition of an atom,

or atoms, to the molecules of a compound, .are named
additive compounds. 1906 yrnt. Chem. Soc. XC. l 729 The
oxidation of amines is initially an additive process. 1908

Ibid. XCIV. II. 937 Connexion between Residual Afiinity

and Additivity.

Additory, a. Delete f Obs. and add :

1805 Miniature No. 26 r 3 Others.. have divided them
[lies] into the Additory, Detractory, and Translatory. 1897

Amer. Jml. Philol. XVIII. 27 The three distinct values of

etiam..thc temporal ('still', with negative "yet '),the addi-

tory ('also') and the intensive {' even ').

Address, sb. Add

:

7. b. To the address of: addressed to, esp. in the

way of criticism. U.S.
1928 Times 13 Aug. 12/1 (Washington corresp.) Much of

thespeech was to the address of the farmers of the Western
States.

O. = place of address.

1888 GuNTER Mr. PoUer of Texas, xix. He doesn't know
where his son is to be found. ., otherwise he would drive

to his address at once.

Addressing, vbl. sb. Add :

b. attrib. : addressing-machine, a machine for

cutting out and pasting on, stencilling, or printing

addresses on newspaper-wrappers, etc.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech.

AddreSSOgraph. (adrcsograf). [f.'ADDBESS sb.

¥ -Q ¥ -OEAPH.] An addressing-machine for print-

ing addresses by means of embossed type.

1908 Modern Business Sept., Index to Advertisers p. iii/2.

X924 Public Opinion 11 July 37/1 The addresses have that

dull, uninteresting look that an addressograph gives them.

Adelo- {a.ii'\a, se'dHt)), comb, form ol Gr. iiSijXot

not manifest or evident, unseen, in Adelooodoalo
a. (see quot.); Adelomo'rplilc, -mo-rphons ai^r.,

applied to the central cells of the peptic glands.

187X G. J. Allman Gymnobl, Hydroids 30 The gonophore
is always borne as a bud.. .It may be referred to one or

other of two principal tj*pes, based respectively on the

greater or less approach to the completely formed medusa.
The peculiar condition by which one of these types is

characterised may be termed pbanerocodonic, while that

which distinguishes the other may be designated as *adelo-

codonic. 1891 W. D. Halliburton Chem. Physiol, xxx. 633
These cells (of the cardiac glands] were called principal cells

by Heidenhain, ^adelomorphic cells by Rollett, and central

cells on account of their position. 1875 A. Gamgee tr. L.
Hermann's Elem. Hum. Physiol, ii. 99 * Hauptzellen '

(Haidenhain), or ' "adelomorphous cells ' (Rollett).

Adelphi (adcxfi). The name of a group of

buildings in London between the Strand and
Covent Garden, laid out by the four brothers, James,
John, Robert, and William Adam (see 'Adam 2)

and hence called Adelpki (Gr. d5«\<^oi' brothers)

;

the name of the theatre in the vicinity of these

buildings, at which a certain type of melodrama
was prevalent c 1883-1900, and so allusively.

X894 Queen 17 Mar. 432/1 Those who expected that the
advent of a new Adelphi dramatist would be marked by a
new development in Adelphi drama. 1902 Encycl. Brit.
XXVII. 517/t The 'Adelphi' .-is opposed to the ' Drury
Lane ' type of drama has recently died out in the West End.
1928Chesterton GenerallySpeaking :i-^\ His trouble cannot
have been as deep as hell and as shallow as an Adelphi play.

Adenine (se'denin). Chem. Also -in. [f.Gr.

dSiji/ gland -I- -INB ^.] A crystallizable base, C5H5N5,
found in various glands.
X887 A. M. Brown Aniiii. Alkaloids 75 Adenine, C'H'N'

3H2(J, is in large transparent crystals, contains three mole-
cules of water of crystallization.

Adenitis (asdenai-tis). Path. [f. Gr. &hi]v gland
-H -iTis.] Inflammation of a gland.
1848 Dt/NGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7). X853 Erichsen Set.

9f Art Surg, xxxiii. 44S Inflammation of the lymphatic
glands, or adenitis. X879 St, George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 654
Erysipelas and adenitis in 6, i of whom dieti.

Adenodynia (^-denadi-nia). Paik. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. dSiji' gland + oSwij pain.] Pain in a gland.
1848 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7).

Adenoid, a. Add earlier quots.

:

18^ DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7). 1863 W. Turner y.
Paget's Sin-g.^ Pathol. 548 note. The name adenoid sarco-
mata is sometimes applied to these tumours of the mammary
gland.

B. sb. pi. Adenoid growths or vegetations.
X891 Medical Annual -i^i Admitting that usually adenoids

make their appearance during childhood. X901 Cheyne &
BuRGHARD Man. Surg. Treatment v. 365 The removal of the
adenoids is more easily accomplished during the earlier and
deeperstageof theanxsthesia. X9X2OSLER& McCuAE/'riwr.
Med. (ed. 8) 468 * Adenoids * have become recognized as one
of the most common and important affections of childhood.

Adenoma (zedenou-ma). [mod.L., f. Gr. a&fiv

gland : see -oma.] A benign tumour with the
structure or appearance of a gland. Hence Adeno-
matous (-tfumatss) a., of the nature ofan adenoma

,

glandular.
i87» W. TuRtiER Pagefs Surg. Path, xxviii. (ed. 3) 556

Glandular tumour. Adenoid tumour, or Adenoma. 1870
7'. Holmes's Syst. Surg. (ed. 2) IV. 57B Adenomatous or
Glandular Growths. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 737
Adenoma of the coil-gland.

ADJECTIVEIiY.

AdeqUBrte, a. Add : 2. b. Withont const.

:

Equal to the occasion, competent to deal with the

situation. So Adequacy.
Z9S4 Akne D. Sedgwick Little French Girl lu viii. The

deliberate adequacy with wiiich madatne Vervier advanced
to meet the occasion. Ibid, ix, AUx, inManian's place,

poured out llieir coffee, heavy-eyed, but still adequate.

Adespota (adcsp^ta). Bibliography, [neut*

pi. of Gr. ahkavorrw without owner, f. d- priv. +
5«(r»r(5T7s master, Despot.] Literary works not

attributed to (or claimed by) an author.
Orig. used as a title of collections of anonymous Greek

poetry.

1897 Times 27 Oct, 10 A bibliographical paper on Burns's
adesf>ata\ verses fugitive, unsanctioned, or apocryphal.

1905 A. VV, Pollard Mem. K. Proctor p. xxvii, The cards
were then sorted out according to countries, towns and
presses, with a large section of ' adespota '. 1913 R. B.
McKerkow Printeis' ^ Publ. Devices Introd. p. 1, To lump
together a large number of blocks of every date and style in

a class of Adespota.

Adessive (sedcsiv), a. Gram. [C L. adesse

to be present + -ivE.] Denoting the case used (in

Finnish, etc.) to express position in or presence at

a place.
1890 Eliot Finfdsh GrmMtau. 131 The first member (in-

essive, adessive, essivej denotes originally rest in a position.

1890 Gatschet Klamath Indiatis II. i. 486 Adessive case

in -kshu

Ad hoc (aedh^k). [L.,lit. *to this'.] Forthis

purpose, lo this end; for the particular purpose in

hand or in view.
1659 R. Baxter Keyfor Catholics lu iv. 451 Ad hoc the

Magistrate is the only Judge what is sound doctrine. 1809
Edin. Rev. Jan. 4^3 The conscripts are . . examined .

.

by a special commission, created ad hoc by the prefect,

x88s W. R. Greg Misc. Ess. -vL 147 A sum not far off two
millions per annum will have to be provided ad lioc by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer.

b. attrib. or as adj. Devoted, appointed, etc., to

or for some particular purpose.
[x8s3 Greville Mem. ni, (1887) I. iL 51 There arc already

symptoms of a possible combination ad hoc.) x^oo Daily
News 18 Apr. 7/1 The discussion of the constuuuon of
the educational authorities was sensational, inasmuch as

it led to the Conference declaring for the ad hoc principle.

1^/0^ Fabian A*«fj Aug. 29/1 A report, .on the total aboUtioo
of a^//20cbodie:» was read. 19*6 Abp. Cant, in Daily Xetus
8 Feb. lo/i A growing sense of the usefulness of Reserva-
tion of the ad hoc kind.

Adiate (a.'*di<rit), V. Rantan-DtUck Law. £app.

irreg. f. L. adire to approach + -ate 3.] trans. To
accept (an inheritance) as lieir under a will ; in Soaik
Africa, to accept as beneficiary nnder a will. Hence
Adiation (a?di^-|3n).

x8a9 in
J.
W. Knapp Rep. Cases Privy Cou$icil (1831) I.

Ill Adiation {aditio in lUreditatet/t) is a question more
of intention tliaii action. 1845 He«beki Grotius' Dutch
yutispr. 11. XX. 143 An instituted heir, who adiates freely

the inheritance, may deduct therefrom a fourth pan. Ihid.

xxi. 147 Repudiation must take place after the inheritance

falls in by death and before adiation. 1896 Juta SeUciidm of
Leading^ Cases 11. iii If the survivor has adiated and
accepted benefits under the wiil. 1935 R. W. Le(u Roman-
Dutch Law 313 If he \sc. the 'extraneus heres *] accepted or

acted as heir, he was said to 'adiate' the inheritance (ix^Vf

hereditatem)^ and from that moment was in the position of
a universal successor.

Adiposis (sedip^'sis). Path. [modX., f. L.

adip-t adeps fat ; see -osis.] Obesity or fatness of

the body ; fatty degeneration (of an organ),

1848 Dunglison Med. Lex. (ed. 7).

Aditns (se'dittis). Zool. [L., lit. * approach',

f. adire, f. ad to + ire to go.] An incnrrent canal

in a sponge. Hence Adital (ae*dital) a.

1887 %o\.\j<&\n EncycL Brit. XXII.415/1 Theprosopyles..
may. .be prolonged into. .a prosodus or aditus.. .d^ the
extension of the prosodal or adital canals, .a still higher
ditTerentiation is reached.

Adj ectivally (sed^ektai* vali), adv. [f. Adjec-
tival a. + -Li *^] In an adjectival manner, as an
adjective; « Adjectively ^ai^.

1867 F. W. Farrar Greek Syntax Introd. $ 38 The lact

that substantives are frequently used adjectivally. 1998

E. G. R. Waters St. Brendan p. cxcvi, The tonic forms of

the possessive pronouns are frequently used adjectivally.

Adjective, sb. Add : 1. b. Euphemistically

substituted for an expletive adjective. (Cf. next.)

1894 Idler Feb. 102 To know where the adjective blazes

they are going. 1900 E. Wells Chestnuts L (ed. 3) 29 Now
we must have some (adjective) fun.

Adjective, v. Add:
2. To furnish with an adjective. Also intr, (coHog.)

to use adjectives. So Adjectived a, or /^l. tf.,

qualified by an adjective or adjectives.

1804 Med. yml. XIL 335 Vaccine^ French, is from Latin:
. . Milk is by Pliny adjectived with the word, lac vaccinitm.

1871 Earle PhiloL F.n^L Tongue 341 Clough took the

liberty of thus adjectiving Lx>rd Macaulay. .* I have only
detected one error myself, but it is a very Macaulayesque
one'. 189s * H. S. Merkiman* From one Geuerntion to

Anotlter xi. He paid for his pleasure in.. the adjectived

items [i.e. ' ripping ', 'topping '] of hospitality, t^ma Sunday
at Home Apr. 423/2 In her place I think I should have
' adjectived ' a good deal more.

Adjectively. adv. Add : b. {CL •AlWK-
TIVE sb,)

19x8 Boston Pilot 9 Feb. 4 7 The effect of zero weather.,
on the public . .is adjecttvely bad.



ADJECTIVISM.

A^j^Ctivissl (je*d3ektivi:z'm). [f. Adjectitb
+ -ISM,] The (^excessive) use of adjectives.

1890 ^"'i.'. Kcv. 5 Apr. 433 I All our isnu—RomaRticum,
Noluraltsm, Socialism, ^stheticism, Undogmaticism, Ad-
jectivism. 1904 G. S. Hall AdoUscemcf II. xvi. 467 Adjcc-
tivism, adTvrutsm, and nounism, or marked di'^position to
multiKly one or more of the aixTvc classes of words.

-ityTj Addiction to the free Use of adjectiTes.

1889 Sat. Km. 5 Jan. 22/1 The adjectivity of his descrip-

tion. 1804 Atktnxum 14 Apr. 469/1 Mrs. Ward., has
checked the reckless fluency of her * adjectivity '.

Adj®^'^^^®^ ;x-d3ektiv*i:zd),/y^. a, [f. Aj>-

JKCTiVE sb. + -UK + -ED 1.] Ttuiied iiHo an adjec-

tive.

1901 Pwhl, Mad. Lmmg. Astoc. Amrr. XVI. 143 The com-
pleiely adjectivized participle.

A^OUmer (ads^-jnai). ff. ADJOirwf v. + -EB l]
One who adjoarns or is in favour of an adjoarzunent.

1093 iVtstut. Gax. 75 Nov. 7/3 I'here were only 44 ad-
ioamers, while 143 members {u'cferred to proceed with the .

.

bu«iaeaa. SS93 Cttumhus (Ohio) Dh^. 94 Aa^^ The weaken-
ing aaoac 2>caators..iipo« which.. the coofidenc« of the
early adjourners is haseo.

A^iuct. B. a. (U^ use.)

it5iC. Cist CmcimM/i 6oTbeCla«es. .are divided amonc
the Adjunct Profesiow of MathemaiJct and Laoguafes and
the Professor of Modem Laagaagts. i^s Dot^ckimck CycL

ulhMui HeirrAmur, Lit. I. 366/2 Pi ufctiLii Heirr^- Drisler, adjunct pro-
lener ofGreek and Latia. tMj^ D. C Gilmam Vmivtrtity
PrtkL (1898) 39 PnMDodag them becaaae of their nnrnt to
ucceisi»> potts M tcholars, fcHowa, assistants, adjuncts,

aiftflIStiTeC^S<rsttT),a. [r. Adjl-stp. + -IVE.]

Tending to adjust, concerned with adjustment.
ittl RoUANKS MenittX EwcL in Anim. i. 17 AiQustivc

duM to wfl<K action, and adjusttve noremnts
by bmbIbI ptoay iioii /iid. 18 Adjvstiv*

Adjustment. Add

:

5. at!rib. ia aJjustment award, committee, trey

(tee quots.).

1904 KlrUMC Truffles ^ Dijturr., Army 0/ m 4rtaam L asi
The Adjustment Committee—the ompircs of tlie Military
Ansa. S9oo>4r^raCrrA^,c 4I9 If tae pro6ts..«iceedtlM
aoi appartionad to that iisid«Rakin(,..ttie eioeia akall ba
payable to tb« Cootiolkr by tiia oaroer of tbe andartakinf
and tbaHbafacovcfablcaaadcbtdue to the Crown, and the
auMiant so nayaUc is in tbis Act referred to as adju^mcnt
levy. Ibid.^ Any sum so payable (by ibc Cootrolicr] is in

tbia Act relemd toasMitnaaant sward.

AcUnstor (idjrfl/ii). Anal, and Zcol. [f. Aiv
JD8T v., after L. agent-nouns in -^r, n ntrattor^
Name for txrtain muscles in Rnchiopoda; seeqnot.
Also allrii. ia adjuttor musclt.
wSnimr mCa»ii<r. hmi. IlisL lII.477Thenaralhraa

pajra of adjaatccMiclsi..called atspectivdy theoentrai..,
diaalaliM
• cotain

arhaathaynct
Utrmid%\ Aos. 4 Tka aaore

incapacity Mr eflactive

[f. Adjdtax*: see

oflba
ata«C/asf»iii Htr^

ion s craMwa Ba^ tEa highar
ate
AdjllTaiacy (cxljarriasi).

-A!t -v.] Assistance, hdp.
lM4W.i'. Stawiland Satt£» mfttr Suiutt 54 Whoee deaigninf
rtarir Boogbl my adjuvaacy with (M intenl. S>ft Dwr.

ham Umiv. Jrni. XII. 14 Tba iiailiiiii indaaiiind ts
aacara bis adjn'ancy in ibcir Ibaolagicai atadisa.

ailin«di«1l (Kdmrdtia), a. [f. L. md aev +
Mkdiah o.] Situated near tlie metliui plane.
aMiR<iu.aSTan& JacKson Aidm. Li/twb In Pnlmtmita

a aedian tootb oiay be disllinaislied from an indefinite
nuiahia of ndnadsao tooth.

Adadra, v. L d. Addi US. To like, be
deairoiis \t» do something).
t Wfj» Lett. U B. Frmmklin (i(u) 194, I abonid admire

Sa CMBe and see ber and bear ail aLout every thin^. t8t6
Plcaaauw yaeak. a. v,, 7> mdmin, to like vety mach, to
benryfMdof. Tbis varb is BMKk avd in Mew Kncland
in I i psaasiuas iifca tba following] I sbsuld adaha to (• M
aacb a pfaKoi I sboold admire to ha** aach a lUnc. Jtc
Btjt W. T. Poeraa Qaaritr Kmet KtnlmJijr (1(4$ t*.
I said :

' t shnuld adawe to bat aoaia (aatlenan tio, aaAa
bay*. s*it MAaaTAT Dimr]) Amrr. IL s*$ 'Ham yaa
ever beea at PariaT' No; bat I sbeoU adain 10 so.'
saya MAaa 1 waix ' Stmgiumf it liv. (tlte) 7) Tbey aaid
thejr would ' admire ' to see a 'Gcatila ' ibrca a Mormaa to
fblhl a loainK contraa in Utab I s*7« B. HAara Cmkriil
Connf tv. i,^Why didn't you caaw into the padonrt ' aba
said,.. -I didn't adour* 10 io4ricl«,'icti>medGabri*L 1M6
lI'Tfti'i Mmg. Sept. n«/a, I tboaU admire to know what
ytMf ootfaa ia Bade <t. speg A. Attuaa OutUt 101 111 be
all ready xn «t>R . .in llftaen niiautes, and I'd admire to bare
yuu all go along.

Adaussioil. 1. Atld : altrib., as etdminicnftt

.

iMi CtTtrraa Mr. Fetter f/Ttjtai xx. No one demands

(rd nZ-sftem). [L, = ' to sick-

ness'. (1'he earlier examples in Aaglish ooatcxt
hsTe usque aJ nauseam, et ad tuiuseam.)'] To a
sickenini; extent, so at to excite diigtist.
lfl4 /idim. Kn: Apr. 73 He bad aliratjy spoken md
nmitam t«i tbia verjr aubiact. ipoy W. Da MoaoAM AUee-
/rr-SAfrt ixT, Kta frsqaaiK oa* of tUs aapcaaaioa oompeis
Tcpetiticci ad nmmttmm.

Adobe. Add : Alto, a honje made of tmburnt
bride
iMi Amrr. tfrntwralitt XV.

aaeaxd near, and tba naai lay fa
Crteked TrmOt »i A Isnla breicaa adobe

at The adtibe at one moment
' «r off. leyt F. RsMnraeoa

Adonis. 1. Substitute for defl : A beatitifnl or
handsome young man.
x6aa Mabbe tr. Aieman's Guzmatt dA^, ll. li. ^i My

Master, .made me anotiier Adottis, in the neatnesse and
falbntry ol" my cloathes, and delicacie of Perfumes. s6a4

,
A leper,.. in respect of thee',

Tucker Z./. Nat,
iASSiMcea Fiirl. Love li.

Appears a youn^ Adonis. 17*8 Tuckek Z./. Nat. II. 1.

xxiu. 225 How It would divert our ladies below to hear
two such Adonises talking so sweetly of our reciprocal
passion I a sfioo Cowpf.r Oh FenuUe {natmtancy. She who
call'd thee once her prcuy one. And ber Adonis, now
in<)uire> thy naaie. 1M8 GuMrex .!/»-. Palter 0/ Texas
viii, George ! in a montta tiiis chap 11 be an Adouis.

Adoptee (adf>pt/-), [f. Adopt v. + -Kjt] An
adopted person.

s8ps Sat. Rm. 6 Aug. 179/r That odd provision of French
law which permits adoption—in case the adoptee has saved
tiie life of the adopter.

Adorant (a(io>-rint), eu poet. [f. AooBg v. +
-ANT.] = ADomvapp/. a.

a igai Keats Hyferitm 1. 2S3 ' Shade ofMemory ! '—Cried
I, with act adorant at her fcet. tggg Kfth Cent. Nov. 842,
L.niakc petition on adorant knee.

Adradial, a. btibstitute for de£, : Situated
near or beside a ray. Add

:

B. si. An adradial organ.
lIH RouasTOH & }<cmoN .,4<>fiw. Li/e 717 Tbeadradials

open one into each of the cij^ht meridional or denophoral
vessels. iBga J. A. Thomson Chdt/. Zool, 134 Tenuclcs—
first four corresponding to the angles uf the mouth iperra-
dials). and then otlier lour (intcrradiaLsj between these, and
..esgnt iaterveniag adradials.

Adxactal (zdiektil), a. 7.ool. [f. Ad-4-Kec-
Tuii +-Ai»] Situated at or near the rectum ; spec.

of or pertaining to the purpnriparoos glands of
certain molluscs.
tttiEntyel. Brit. XVI. 648/a The preaenccaf ^andnlar

pliratian of tiie surface of the mantle-nap. .and an adractal
gland Ipaapla-glanl).

Ad raftomdiun (ged relere-ndiSm) [mod.L.,
c ' for reference'.] In diplomatic use, a phr. quali-

fying the acceptance of proposals by representatives

sobject to reference to their principals.

17*1 J. Atuaa Corr. Wlta. 1851 VH. 4S8 They wiH take
tbe propoattioo ad r^erendum immediately. X787 Cent.
Mn£. tots '3 Coagreaa bav* taken tbis generous i^r of his
ad rdiremdssms. sSlf Wau.I»STCW DisfeUcha (iS3» XIL
3S7 'Tbe agreement waa read to the wbole, and takien eid
refirremdum by tlie Rosaiaa and Prussian Ministers. 1906
HAaov ^rwtsSs It. V. L 358 Prince Eugene will . . make the
forntal oAer in his name. . . Which 1 can but receive adre/e-

Ad ma (led rem). [L., >= 'to the matter'.]

(Pertaining or pertinent) to the matter or subject iu

band ; to the purpose.
t6oS M[Dt>LBTON Fatti. Lrve v. H 4, Ad svae, md rtsss,

master Poppin: leatie vour allegoria,..and to ^b» point.
s8ax BuBTOMi4«aA Mel.'Xa Rdr. 40 To speak* mfn wi, who
is free from pasaiiin > ***J- Howa IM. tt Psr—ss ^Qaml.
•1 What I can find in kia Serawn hatb aayaanact ortMaagn
that wayisaitbara^/ras, orMfAxamms. aMgRnsawm
Daily Tel, 7 Sept. (Cent. Diet.) Yoor statammts ofpractical
difficulty ar*. . moreW rem tban my mere asaiiliniN ofprin-
ciple. S9eg^^ac/4B/ar 4 Feb. 180/3 It is naore ad rem to
considerwhiaharasatlihctm j answer 10 Newman's question
ia so h* band ia Ihssaoaad h*dk sa oar litt.

Adrenal («(lrrnit)> <>• •nd tb. [f. Ad- I + L.
renes kidneys: cf. Rkhai.] A. adj. — SuPEA-
BXIIAL a. '&. sb.fl. Snprarenals.

1873 HuxLBV & MARTtM Elent. Biol. xiti. 173 The Adrenal
ghuMa as* yellow bodies imbedded in the ventral face of tbe
kidney. aHa Trans. Palk. Sec. XXXIII. ui Adrenals.
lli3 F.neyel. Brit. XV. 965/1 Tb* 'suprarenal bodiea' *r
'adrenals.*

Adrwulia (aedr<-ailin\ Also -Ine. [L prec. 4-

•nra*.] A erystalliae snbstanoe extracted from the
sdsenal glands, nsed medicinally as a raso-motor
and hzmostatic.
See qnoC 1901 fix tbe discovery of tbe substance and tbe

Invemion of tb* nam*, wbicfa have, however, been claimed
alao Car Dr. Mectaa L. Wikao.
saei_/lMar. yml. PhymtL V. 497 The moat imporunt con-

tributioQ to our knowledge of the active principle of the
suprarenal gland.. ia from Dr. Jokichi Takamine who has
isMated th* Dlood-prcamre-iaiaingnrinciple of tbe eland in a
staUeaitd pun CTjntalline form..TTo this body., he hasgiven
the name 'Adrenalin', ipa* JrnL Chem. .V<r. LXXXII. i.

68 It ia claimed that aupi ai cum isidenticnl with Takamine's
adiaiwlhi. ijeyOstaa ft M^CaAS Av/. Med. I. 758 Experi-
aianlaBy..adTenaKn..haa a uuweiful inluence on carbo.
by<dnte metabolism, aga* DtKmutiy Mar. 88 '• Adienaline
praacribed for Addiaon'a&anae. sgaa J. C. Souiaa in Pmblic
O^ira J Mar. *oa/i Th* toati accscie* too much adrenalin.

Adsorb (leds^ib), v. [Back-formation from
next.] trans. To collect ay adsorption. Hence
AAsoTbant, an adsorbing sabstance.
t88a Nnture XXVI. 134) Cootinuiag bis raisatrhri on

'adsorption *, or condensation of gasca on awfsoas^ solids,

Herr Kayser..haji studied the inlliMnce of th* adeorbiag
material, tpag Bi»d:item. Ji-ml. I. 485 As to other bctors
which influence tbe adaorptitMi v. Hemmelen pointa out
the following ;—(t) the adsorbing subatance, (a) the aolvent,

(3) tbe sufasianc* to b* adsorbad. sgaa Diseertry Sept.
S3i/a Impimtia* dspesltsd *n or adaorbad by tbe crystals.

agat W. A. Caaraai Slrmetm^ ^ Prtterties ef Matter iL

37 Sn*sa dliaauals will adsorb handiaJs of times their bulk
of gaa. IMd^ Spaosally-^rapaied charcoals rank high as
adaoibam s. Ibid. 38 Ammal and vegetable fibres . . are
tulatsMy good adsorbents, i>wing to tbe large snrlaces pre-
sented by ibeir iiimiial struciure.

iELTTROID.

Adsorption. Add quots. Hence Adse-rp.
tional a., pertaininfj to adsorption.
I904tr. W. Nemit's Theor. Ckejn. 129 Adsorption.—Char-

coal shaken with an iodine solution or placed in an atmosphere
of iodine vapour condenses appreciable amounts of iodine
on its surface ; this is known as adsorption '. 1913 E. Hats-
CHEK Introd.Pliysics «r Clum. Colloids i. 5 One other pro-
perty of colloids, .is their capacity for taking dissolved sub-
stances out of solution and retaining them...This pheno-
menon . .is now generally called ' Adsorption '. .. Specially
stnkmg is the power of ' selective absorption ' . . possessed
by many substances. 1938 W. A. Caspari Struct, tt Prof,
i^latler 11. 37 Adsorption from licjuids is of the highest tecll.
nical importance. In the sugar industry, for insunce, there
are certain.. imparities in the liquors which can only be
removed by this means, so that filtration through charcoal
IS resorted to. Ibid. 35 Adsorptional eflects are by no means
limited to the liquid sute.

Adnrol (sediQ»'r(>l, ae-diur(;I). [G. adurol.'\ A
haloid substitution product of hydroquinone, nsed
as a photofjniphic dereloper.
1899 Brit. Jrnl. Plwtogr. 3 Mar. 130/1 Adnrol is a new

pholographic developer, said to be obtained from hydro-
quinone by a patented process. 1913 G. Martik Industr.
Chem., Org. 659 ' Adurol ' developer consists of the stocksolu-
tions-.CA) log. adurol-t-So g. cryst. sod. sulphite+500 c.c.
HjO : (B) «og. K2CCi-^5oo c.c. H2O.
Ad-rance, .r^. O. Comb. Add:
advance agent, announcement; advance copy,

a copy ofa book sent out in advance of publication;
advonoe note (see quot. 1886).
1A85 Art Anmud Xdvt. i Advance Announcements from

tbe Prospectus for i88j/a6. 18S6 Encyd. Brit.XXI. 606/t
Advance notes— that is, documents promising the future
pajTnent of money on account of a seam.in's wages condi-
tionally en his going to sea. 1897 Cmgress Kec. Mar. J77/1
That grand advance agent of prosperity, >\'iIUam McKinley.
1*99 Academy 15 Nov. 591 Mr. Donnelly conceived the
request to be for an advance copy. 190J Filion Basilike
IPref.] p. w. The present edition has been set up from an
* advance copy ' of ihe first edition.

Advanced, a. 2. Add : sometimes spec, of
women.
i8tj A^ Y. Tribimt 3 FeU (De Vere) The shortsightedness

of tbe Advanced Feaiak to the interest of her own cause.

Adrentist ^a;-dv«ntist). [f. Advuni -I- ^8T.]
A member of any of tbe various religious sects
holding millenarian viem-s. Hence A-dveatlasi,
the principles or tenets of adventists.
Secoud Adventist, orifi. the fuller designation of the

lollowsis of William Miller (di«i 1849), who promoted the
doctrine that the secoad coming of Christ and tl<e end of
tbe world were near at band, a Millerite.
i87« (see Scvcnth-day bj. 1B77 Bariutt Dict.Amer.

(ed ^18^ Eui. Prbntiss in Li/e * Lett. ( laSi) 504 Neithw
Mr. Prentiss or myacU have ever bad any sympathy with
Second Adveatista. agS] t.m:}<L BriL XVI. 330/2 At present
the number of Milleriles or Adventists is estimated at from
jM^ooo to ao,ooa S898J. K. Harris VmonwithCodxi. 188
Tbe existence of an adventist movement in Jerusalem. 1937
FLrnT ft TArr tr. Ulltif-Millers Mindtc Face 0/Bolshnism
78 Tbe sects with a more rationalist tinge, the * Adventists

'

and the ' New .•\dventists '.

Adventitial, a. Delete + Obs. and add

:

Bpoi-s JmL Lxfer. Med VI. 69 The adventitial lym*
phauc sbeatb is in most cases distended.

AdTentare,v. Add:
5. b. trans. To venture to say or utter.

1898 Daily News 19 (Jet. 3/1 He adventured the opinion
that 'some members opposite' were 'unaccustomed to the
amenities of debate.' 1900 L. B. Walford One {/Oursehvs
xiv, ' Did he tell yon al>out us ? * she adventured, cautiously.

Adventaresbip (a;dve-ntiujjip). {(. Adtxn-
lUKE ib. 4- -KHIP.] Adventurous practice.

^3879 MoBuir Bnrlt* ii. 33 An unpleasant taint of specula-
tion and financial adventnresbip hung at one time about tbe
whole coswexioiL

Advertising, nU. tb. Add : a. b. attrib.
18S4 H . S. CvMMiKca Sh. Cleut 1S63 Dartmouth Coll. 45

On November, 1871, he was made the advertising agent of
the Penii-^j-lvania Railroad Company,
Advisory, a. (Earlier VJi. examples.)
1778 Essex Krsull (U.S.) 45 We think therefore that the

members of that court ought never to be advisory to any
officer in tbe state. I7>89 Morsk Amer. Grog. (1792) 170
The churches claim no jurisdiction over each other, and the
power of ecclesiastical councils is only advisory.

Adynamical (aedinse-mikil), a. [f. as Adtka-
Hic a. -t- -AL.] Not dynamical.
1900 yrnl. Inst. Electr. Engineers Apr. 396 The properties

of electric and magnetic force are explicable upon dynamical
principles ; so far there is no known necessity for seeking
for adynamical properties in tbe ether.

JBgithOgnatbona (/djijifrgnaliss), <t. Zoo!.

[f. Gr. alyttos, name of an unknown bird + yvaSos
jaw.] Having tbe foi mation of palate characteristic

of the family yEgilhcgnalhte (perching birds, wotxl-

peckers, swifts) : see quot. 1894. Hence JEgltlio'-

ynathlam, the condition of being xgilhogn.ithous.

187s W. K. Parikr in Emcycl. Brit. III. 699/1 All the
Cora.oniorfihx have ihe Kgilhognathous palate. 1884 CouRS
N. Amer. Birds (ed. «) 173 /K^itbognatnism. .is e.vhibited

almost unexceptionally by the great group of Passerine
birds. 1894 K. B.SHAan Handbh. Birds Ct. Brit. 1. 1 Tbe
palase is said I* be '^gishognaihous,' or 'Passerine,' when
tbe vomer is broadened and blunt, or truncated, at tbe
anteriorend,and is not connected wilhthemaj;illo./aian'nes,

w hich, consequently, are widely separated from each other.

JElnroid («liB»-roid), a. (si.) Zool. [f. mod.L.
Ailuroidea neut. pi., f. Gr. aiXov^os cat : see -oil).]

Belonging to, or having tbe characters of^ the divi-



AENEOLITHIC.

sion j^lurouiea of Camivora, comprising the feline

and allied families ; as sb. an animal of this division.

s8<9 Pnc. ZooL Soc. aa Cryptoprocta is a member of the

iEluroid group. Ibid, if I n the presence of a short caicum.

. . Hyaena conforms with the jEluroids.

Aeneolithic («,«:n»Vli-J)ik), a. [f. L. ainms of

brass + Gr. Ai'ffor stone + -ic] Of or pertaining to

the period of the neolithic age in which copper was

used together with flint implements.

looi Staoi Mediterr. Race xiu 240 In Italy this period is

termed ntolithU, that is to say, the penod of copper and

polished stone together.

JEolianly (.>->.-lianli), adv. [f. ^X)LIAn + -lt 2.j

With an seolian sound; with a sound as of an

seolian harp.
1S40 SyMiscros Harebell Clumes 129 Plamt melody Sung

by the mermaids of the wave, ^oHanR 1886 M. F. Tupper

My Li/e m an Author 393 Moaning jEohanly as it went

.^olienne, occas. var. of Eoliknne.

^ioaic (»>-nik), a. [f. /Eow + -ic] Age-long.

1883 Harper's Mag. Sept 622/1 Such a period of aeonic

sleep may have been requisite for the evolution.

Aerator. Add:
a. A contrivance for fumigating grain. D. An

apparatus for forcing air or carbonic acid gas into

liquids.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 1891 Set. Anier. 4 Apr. 218/1

Aerator.. a portable device havnig a receiver near the top

of a standard, the receiver having numerous small perfora-

tions, while lower on the standards are pans. . for the aeration

of warm and fresh milk. 1891 yrnl. Soc. Chem. Indtistry

30 Nov. 896/1 Improvements in ^Ereators for Treating

liquids.

Aerial, a. Add, with pronunciation (ea'rial) :

5. esp. with reference to locomotion in the air

by means of aircraft; relating to aircraft or aviation,

as aerial line, the course followed by a service of

aeroplanes.

1783 in IK H. Robinson's iNewcastU-otl'Tyne) CataL
(1926) No. 14. 49 {Aeronautical Cartoon), The Montgolfier,

A first Rate of the French Aerial Navy. 1784 Universal

Mag. LXXIV. 18 A fuUaccount of the late wonderful Aerial

Excursions. Ibid. 20 They soon lost sight ofouraerial navi-

§ators. 1804 in Timesii^ij) 10 Mar. i6/r Cayley's original

raft of an unfinished essay on the ' Mechanical Principles

of Aerial Navigation ' bearing the earlydate * October 6 1804 *.

186s Mech. Mag. XIV. 64/1 Mr. Low, another American
aeronaut, has constructed what he terms an aerial ship.

1866 Wenham in Ann. Rep. A?ronautical Soc. Gt. B>-it.

10 On Aerial Locomotion and the Laws by which Heavy
Bodies impelled through Air are Sustainecl. x86y /bid. 31

The French Aerial Screw. . was now exhibited. 1879 Ettcycl.

Brit. IX, 319/1 Professor Pettigrew.. recommends an elastic

aerial screw consisting of two blades. 1920 Discovery Mar.
80/1 It Is probable that kite balloons will be used as landmarks
for the main aerial lines over the world.

6. b. Aerial railway or tramway, a track con-

sisting of overhead wires, cables, or rails supporting

carriages, usually driven by electric force. Aerial
wire, a wire supported in the air for radiating or

receiving the waves of wireless telegraphy ; an
antenna. Hence applied to things connected with

this, ?&, aerial circuit, switch, etc Also sb., short

for aerial wire.

1874 Kncght Diet. Mech., Aerial reulway, an attempt to
govern the balloon or aerostat by guiding rails or wires
stretched between posts. 1S69 Cent. Diet. s.v. Aerial,
Aerial railway. . . A name sometimes applied to systems of
transportation by cars suspended from a rail or rope above
them. 1899 Mabconi mProc.lnst. Electr. £'«tf/«. XXVIII.
274 A vertical conductor W, which I will call the aerial con-
ductor. Ibid. 289 The aerial wire comes through the frame-
work of a skylight. 1902 [see *Antknna 5]. 1906 A. F.
Collins Man. Wireless Telegr. 208 AeriaL A word much
used instead of the longer term aerial wire. Ibid., Aerial
switch. A switch used to throw the aerial wire into

connection with the spark.gap and out of connection with
the detector, and vice versa. zooS IVest/n. Gaz. 8 Dec. 9/4
llie four aerials connected with the mast cover about an
acre and a half. 1913 Vr. Bk. IVireless Telet^. 415 Aerial
Circuit.^—Starts at the free or insulated end of the aerial and
ends with the connection to earth. 2921 Chamb. yml,
24 Sept. 681/2 There was an aerial between the masts and
another between the derricks.

Ae'rifona, v. [f. Aekipokh a.] trans. To
make aeriform.

1890 CouEs Omithcl, 284 Matter diffused in air—aeri-
formcd.

Aero- (e«Ti}', e-TixS). Add

:

In various names of aeroplanes or flying-machines,
or their parts, as aero-biplane, -bus, -car, -engine,
-surface; also Aerobatics (-bae-tiks) [after acro-
baiics'], evolutions performed with an aeroplane,
esp. for display ; so Aerobatic a. ; A'ero-clu'b,
a club for the pursuit and promotion of aviation

;

so aero-meet, -rcue ; f A'ero-cntrvc, an occasional
substitute for *Aeeoplane i (the wing of a flying-
machine) when of a curved form ; A-erofotl, a
proposed name for the wing of a flying-machine,
whether plane or curved ; A-eroirra:m (a) a mes-
sage sent ' through the air ', i. e. by wireless tele-

graphy
; (i) a telegram conveyed partly by aero-

plane; Aerograrpli = *k.\v.-brush.

1917 'Contact' Airman's Oittings 128 Watching the
•aerobatics and shamfights of the pool pupils. i9a3 Westtit.
Gaz. 2 July 3/2 Ability to perform aerobatics . . gives a pilot
confidence... The 'acrobatic' display that followed was,

8

therefore, not the merely ornamental thing that some

supposed. 1874 gth Ann. Rep. Aeronaut. Soc. Gt. Brit.,

The *Aero-bi-plane, or First Steps to Flight. X906 Daily

Chron. \x Dec. 6/6 '*Aerobus' might be preferred [to

' airvan ']. X013 Daily Mail 4 Oct. 6 The Grahamc-White

acrobus established a new passenger-carrying record by

taking up nine passengers. i^«6 Chamb. Jrnl. 14 Aug.

581/2 *Acro-cars may lake off from here. 19«) Glasgow

Herald 28 Aug. 5/1 The Racing Committee of the Royal

*AeroCIub. x^mEpit. Aeronautical Ann. Ugio) 64 Tht

lower *aerocurve was. .taken off^. .reducing the sustammg

surface to 135 square feet. 190a F. Walker Aenal Navig.
115 Aeroplanes and Aerocurves. When these are made of

fabric, yacht duck may be employed. 19*8 C. F. S. Gamblk
North Sea Air Station viii. 115 The Navy was. .compelled

to adapt the Army *aero-engine to Us seaplanes. 1910 R.

Ferris How it Flies 453 *Aero/oil, another name for the

aeroplane, suggested as more accurate, considering that the

surfaces are not true planes. 1899 Daily News 20 Nov 7/1
* Wanted, a new name for wireless telegraphy,' Miss CoUett,

Hyde-park-mansions, suggests. .'*Aerosram.' X90X Westtn.

Gaz, 20 Dec. 6/2 Halfpenny-a-word aerograms. 1898 Bnt.

Jrnl. Photogr, 29 Apr. 274/1 Enlargements finished with

the *aerograph in water colours. 1910 Boston Globe 4 Sept.

12/1 *Aero meet. 191a World Alman. (N.Y.) 432 Cross-

country *Aero Races European Circuit Race. 190a Aero-

naut. IVorldiVS.A.) I Oct. 65/2 Hofman's Flying Machine

. .is furnished with three large square fiat *aero-surfaces.

Aerobe (^ar^^b). /^zo/. If. mod.L. Aerobia neut.

pi. (F. aerobies^ Pasteur) , t Gr. dj}/? air -I- /Jtoj life.]

One of a group {^Aerobia) of microbes or bacteria

which live on free oxygen derived from the air.

So Aero'biau, Aerobic (-^-bik), Aercblous adjs.^

living on the oxygen of the air; of the nature of or

pertaining to aerobes ; Aercbically fl£]?z/. ; A:ero-

bio'sis, life sustained by the oxygen of the air

;

A:erobio*tic (-f?*tik) a., pertaining to or charac-

terized by aerobiosis, aerobic.

1879 tr. Pasteur's Ferment. 210 The first aerobian fer.

ment. Ibid.^ An aerobious ferment. 1885 Vines in Encycl.

Brit. XIX. 51/2 In aerobiotic plants the normal processes

of destructive metabolism . . may be replaced for a . . time by
those abnormal processes of which fermentation is the out-

ward expression. 1885 Klein Micro-Org. 34 Some bacteria

require free access ofoxygen, and are called a^/'<3^/tf (Pasteur)j

others growwithout free oxygen, and are a«a/r(Ji&/eCPastcur).

1886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. III. 64/1 Those [micro-

orsanisms) which thrive only with free oxygen ; these he

ciMs aerobes. 1887 A. M. Brows A nim. Alkaloids 117 Four-

fifths of our tissues live aerobically; and. .the remaining
fifth part,.. lives anaerobically, that is, after the fashion of

putrid ferment. iBgS A llbutt'sSyst. Med. I. 513 Obligatory
aerobes, which must be suppHecf with oxygen. 1900 yml,
6'(7<r. ^ r/jX LVI 1 1. 387/a A larger number ofbacteria were.

.

facultatively aerobic

Aerodrome (e^'r^-, /-sr^drjam). [In sense I,

ad. GT.d€poSp6fios adj. running through or traversing

the air; in sense 2, f. Aero- + Gr. SpSfios course,

race-course (cf. hippodrome)^

+ 1. S. P. Langley's name for an aeroplane :

« *AEBorLANE 2. Also attrib, Obs.

1891 S. P. Langlev Exper. Aerodynamics 49 An actual
working aerodrome model with its motor. 1896 A. J. Bell
in Smithsonian Rep. 6 Witnessing the successful night of
some of these aerodromes.

2. A course for practice or contests with flying-

machines ; a tract of level ground from which
flying-machines (aeroplanes or air-ships) can start.

190a Westm. Gaz. 29 Jan. 6/2 He.. soared above the
Prince's castle to the aerodrome. 191X in Grahame-White &
Harper Aeroplane 124 A circle had been whitewashed on
the aerodrome , . to act as a mark in which the aviators were
to descend.

Hence Aerodromic (-dr(?'mik) a., pertaining to

flying-machines; Aerodro'mlcs, the art of con-

structing and using flying-machines.

^ X89X S. P. Langlev Exper. Aerodynamics 5 The yet
inchoate art of constructing suitable mechanisms for guiding
heavy bodies through the air. .which art.. I will provisionally
call aerodromics. 1896 A G. Bell in Smithsonian Rep. 6
Investigations connected with aerodromic problems.

Aerod^amic. Add

:

2. Pertaining toAerodynamlcs[cf.DYNAincs 1],

the art of moving through the air by some mecha-
nism, the use of flying-machines, aviation. So
A:erodyna'znlcal a.y -ally adv.
X89X S. P. Langlev {iitle) Experiments in Aerodynamics.

z^i Glasgow Herald Z Sept 10/2 Department for aerodyna-
niical research, xgaa Fdin^Rev.Oct. 214 The improvements
in range and aerodynamic and engine efficiency of aircraft.

X926 Glasg07v Herald 23 Apr. 5 The problem ofaerodynamic
safety. 1938 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea Air Station x,

147 The Wight seaplane., was of similar type to the Short,
but its aerodynamical qualities were inferior to its prototype.
/bid. xiii. 210 Aerodynamical Iy, it was of interest in being
fitted with an air-brake in the form of adjustable flaps.

Aeroplane (e»*r(J-, ^ar^plan), j^, [Properly two
words : in sense I f. Aero- + Plane sb.^ ; in sense 2

ad, F. aSroplane^ f. Gr. aipo.^ a^p AiR sb. + -irkayos

wandering (cf. Planet).]

t L A plane (or slightly curved) light framework
or * surface ' forming part of a flying-machine, and
serving to sustain it in the air. Obs, (now called
simply /^«^, also win^.
x866 Wenham in Aftn. Rep. Aeronautical Soc. Gt. Brit.

33 In the flying mechanism of beetles., when the., wing-cases
are opened, they are checked by a stop, which sets them at
a fixed angle. It is probabletfaat these serve as 'aeroplanes,*
for carrying the weight of the insect. Ibid. 37 A thin steel
tie-band,.. served as the foundation of the superposed
aeroplanes. X9oa F. Walker Aeriat Navig. 117 Airships

APPICHE.

as combinations of aerostat, aeroplane, and propelling

apparatus. 1905 G. Bacon Balloons, etc. iii What are
called 'aeroplanes '—large flat surfaces, light but rigid, in-

clined at a suitable angle to the horizon.

2. A heavier-than-air flying-machine having one,

two, or three such planes {ntonoplatu^ biplane^ or

trip/anf) J a.nd driven by a motor.
X884 Pall Mall Gaz, 28 Aug. 4/1 As soon as the Aero*

Plane has been seen floating to and fro over the city of San
Francisco, steered at pleasure this way and that, and
carrying a number of passengers. 1893 H. S. Maxim in

Century Mag, Apr. 957/2 Ascertaining how much power
was. .required to perform flight with a screw-driven aero-
plane. 1910 R. Ferris How it Flies 453 Aeroplane—The
type of flying machine which is supported in the air by a
spread of surfaces or planes fonneriy flat and therefore truly
' plane * but of late more or less curved.

3. atlrib.

1884 Pall Rlall Gaz, 28 Aug. 4/1 The company is called
* Marriott's Aero-Plane Company, for Navigating the Air.'

1896 Maxiu in Aeronautical Annual^ Nat. ^ Ar!i/.
Flighty The next machine.. was on the kite or aeroplane
system. X9oa Aeronaut. World (U.S.A.) x Oct. 58/1 This
bird-like aeroplane machine, igxx Grahahe-White Aero-
plane 3 Wilbur and Orville Wright started their first

aeroplane experiments, .[in] North Carolina.

Hence Aeroplane v, intr.^ to travel in an aero-

plane.
1910 Shaw Misalliance (1925) 46 Lina. I never drink tea.

7'arleton. Bad thing to aeroplane on, 1 should imagine.

i&SOpic (zi(?"pik), a. Also (now U,S.) Ksopic.
[ad. late L, ^sopicus^ f. /^sopus = Gr. Afffajiros.]

Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of ./Esop, an
ancient Greek fabulist. So .^sopian (fsJ^'pian), a,

[f. late L. ^sopius : see -IAn]. Hence .^sopism
(rsjpiz'm), an ^Esopic characteristic.

X7a8 Chambers CycL s- v. FabUf Esopic Fables. 1831
Carlyle Alisc, Ess., Early German Lit. (1688) III. 204 The
old prevalence of the Didactic, especially of the .^Esopic, is

everywhere manifest. X869 Tozkr Higkl. Turkey Ii. 266
The ./^sopic and similar fables of later date. 1905 J. M.
Robertson Shaksp. Titus Andron, 146 The i'Elsopism about
the crow figurii^g at court.

Aetomorpllic (/^t^m^ufik), a, Ornith. \i,

mod.L. Aelomorpkst fern. pL (f. Gr. dcxox eagle +
ftop<frfi form) + -ic] Belonging to, or having the

characters of, the division Aelomorpkse of CarinatK
in Huxley*s classification, comprising the birds of

prey or Raptores,
X893 Newton Diet. Birds 3 Prof. Huxley makes four

divisions of the Aetomorpbic birds.

Afeard, o. (Illustrations of later U.S. use.)

1807-8 W. ivMiHG Salmagundi (1824) 361 Being affeared
that 1 might possibly appear to less advantage as a pedes.
trian. X834 [C.A Davis] Lett, y. Downing 21 And when we
crossed the brook, says I, don't be afeard of the string-

pieces here. 1845 S. JuoD Margaret 1. xiv. 127, I am
afeered some of us are resting upon a sandy foundation.
1876 ' Mark Twain ' Tom Sawyer ix. 83 Oh, don't be
afeard. 1 don't believe they'll bother us. x88x A A. Hayes
New Colorado vii, 97 That's what she's afeered of—them
clouds a-droppin'. 1896 J. C. Harris Sister yane 74 That's
no reason why you should act as if you was afeared she'd
eat you up. 1911 R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter iv. 54,

I wouldn't be afeared for him in a difficulty with Stam
Tucker.

Afebrile (^ife-brsil), a, [t A- 14 + Febbile a.]

Unaccompanied by fever.

xS^S tr. von Ziemssens Cycl, Med, I. 124 The cases of
febrile and afebrile abdominal catarrh. 1901 Practitioner
Mar. 303 The afebrile cases of lobar pneumonia.

A.ffectf sb. Delete + Obs.^ insert them in every

sense already given and add :

L e. Psychol, (see quots.). So Affective tu (see

quot. 1926).
X89X J. M. Baldwin Handhk. Psychol. II. 314 Affects, .are

thefeelingantecedentsof involuntary movements; as motives,
including affects, are the inner antecedents of acts of will.

X919 Hadfield in Streeter The Spirit loi Like fear, it \sc.

the sexual instinct] has a far greater * affect * or emotional
tone than we need for this purpose. X9at Sat. Westtn. Gaz.
I Oct. 16/2 The influence of Affect on Apperception—or, in

non-psychological language, the way in which feeling

colours our perception of facts. X9a3 Ibid, 34 Mar. i£i

Their psychic lives are overfull of complexes, levels and
affects. i9a6 W. McDougall Ontl. Abnortttal Psychol. 26
The terms ' afl^ect * and * affective ' denote the emotional-
conative aspect of all mental activity.

Affectation. Add

:

[After Fr.] The declared occupation or employ-
ment of a ship. 19x4 in Concise Ox/. Diet, Addenda.

Affe'Ctionize, v, [Affection sb, 6.] trans*

To regard or treat with affection.

a 1864 Hawthokne Dr, Grimsha-:i>e xviL 333 Much as
the Warden had seemed to affectionise Redclyffe hitherto.

Affiche (Jefrj, llafjf). [F., f. aj^Arr :-L. type

*affigicare (see Affichb).] A paper containing

a notice to be affixed to a wall, etc. ; a placard,

poster.

t»774 PoSTLETHWAYT Dict. Trade (ed. 4), Affiche, so the
French call those bills or advertisements which are pasted
up in public places.] x8i8 Moore Fudge Fam. Paris viii.

87 Then we stare into shops—read the evening's affiches.

1819 H. Busk Vestriad v. 241 Soon those who spell the
grand affiche peruse. 1833 T. Hamilton Men 4- Mann.
Anter. (184 j) I. II When the sphere ofmy intelligence became
enlarged with regard to this affiche [sc placard on a wall).

188^ J. Sharmah Cursory Hist. Swearing i. 6 The usual
notice-board.. covered with a Irellis.work of crimson tape
for the purpose of retaining the various afflches.



AFFILIATE.

Affiliate, z.: 2. c (Earlier U.S. example.)

185* CengTiss. Globe 18 Mar., App. 322/1 Can we affiliate

with the Whigs? Never!

Affiliation. Add

:

2. b. Association,connexion,csp.in politics. U,S,
185a Ccttgn'ess. Globe 15 Mar., App. 323/3 Certain mer.

chants with whom he has affiliations in New Mexico. 186a

Ibid. Jan. 5S9 a, I am here almost without any affiliation

in political sentiment. 1893 CcngriAs. Rec, Feb. ajoi/ iTtie

black man . . U being educated, and can see where his political

atfiltatton can best be allied. 1904 Rooskvelt in N. V.

Thnet 23 Mar. 2, I have not the slightest idea what your
political affiliations are.

C. An afifiliated part of an organization.

1818 Ann. Reg. iSfj 22 Busily. .at work, establishing

branches and affiliations. I9«s Daily Mail 14 Nov. 4 Advt.^

The London Joint City and Midland Bank or its affilia-

tions, the Belfast Banking Company, Ireland, and the

CIvdesdale Bank, Scotland.

Affimuuica. 1* and ^ (Add U.S. examples.)

1885 Century Mag. XXIX. 73oTheaffinnanceof the judg-

ment of the court below by the General Term. 1888 Bryce
Amer. Cotnitnu. 1. 505 A majorityofthe Supreme court seems
to have placed upon this ground .. its affirmance of that

competence of Congress to declare paper money a legal

tender for debt*.

Affii*ctedly,A^. In an afflicted manner, dis*

iressfully.

1888 l>Ji."CHrv Trav. Anemia Deserta II. 169 The
ttrnn^er answereil htm affiicledly, ' Eigh me.'

Alforestable (seff^Tcstabl), a. [f. Afforest
+ -ABLE.1 Capable of being afforested.

im8 Brtttuiie induitr, Futurt {Lihenil ind, Inquify)
IndeK 4B9 Estimate of afforestable land.

Aibricate (aefrikA), sb. Phonetics* [ad. I-

affricdtuSj pa. pple. of affrU&re^ {. ad to + fruare
to niU] A close combination of an explosive con-

sonant or *stop' with an immediately following

fricative or spirant of corresponding position, as

in Ger. f/j t {^ ts). Also called AAi'oatlTtt. So
A'flkle«t«d a., converted into an affricate.

i88o Sayck Introd. Sci. Lmng. I. *70 Where a tptrant or
fricative is immediately preceded by an exploaive, a double
loond or aflfricative is the result {.eg. German;*/^ Armenian
/*!). iM^ New Engl. Diet. t.v. Ch (consonantal digraph),

Tbcoomoinalioa CH. . was introduced (into Roman spclUnel
to represent the Grc«k aspirate or afl^icate X. Ibid., Ch
..was iotffodnced initially, in Upper German, for ihcmffri'

cated soand off (k) as chamttrA (kxa'mSra). 1893 P. Giles
Mam, C0M^r. Fh'iM. 70 Another series of sounds which
muu be.. distinguished from spirants and aspirates is the
afiricaica. 1905 L. A. Macmus RespubiSca 74 Hen we
mifht safely say final c is prcaerved as a sibilant or affricate.

AfJIfllfta (ac'fgaen). Also Aljfli&un. [Name of

the natives of Afghanistan, a country lying north-

west of British India, and their language.] A
blanket or wrap of knitted or crocheted wool.
1833 Caslvlx Sorter Ret. v. v, Af^haun shawls. iS6t

Euz. PssKTiM Let. ij I>ec. in Li/e ^ Lett. (iBSa) 360
Mr. P. has come ap-stain rolled up in your afghan.
tM7 Stockton //uHdretltk Mmm xxxu. Hiss Bvms w;ts

crocheting an afghan.

Afleldf adv. Add : 3. b. Astray.
1887 Xatiffm (N.YJ la May 413/1 H« is utterly afield as

to Greek art.

African (ae-frikftn% a. and sK AUo 6-7 Af^f)ri-

OAne, (6 Aph- . [ad. I* Africanus^ L Afriia (see

below) •¥ HLHus -AN.] A. ae^. a. Of or pertaining

to Africa (the continent, or the ancient Roman
province of that name) ; occurring in some specific

names of plants (see quots.). b. belonging to nr

characteristic of the negro races of Africa. B. sb.

A native of Africa ; an African negro.
if84 Harding Amrm, yewet 6i b^ He heinf an Aphrkane

borne, and writing to Aphricancs. ihui. 89 b, Ttiis

recoaciliation..of tnt Aflncans churches to the catholike
church. i6a4 [Scott] M^ Pt. Vox Pi^puli 93 That
(insolent and african pride) of rcitrayntng him from that
liberall. .oonuerse. .with the Lady Maria Infanta. ttf^A

CAeai Otca$* Diec, 147 The Epist, of the Africane Btsbops
to Pope Ccle^iinc. 1706 PHiixirs (cd. Kersey), Ul^cmm..
African Garlick. ly^l^A. Bunjit Lrtfet iimiHts{.^^%o^ IX.
i^a The concurring suffrages of sixteen ancient and worthy
bishops (two of whom were Africans). 176a Latham Gen.
Syn. Birds L 11. 53a African Quckow]. iSso CAHLtiK
LatternL Pmnt/h.^ Nigger^. (1858) 5 Our West-Indian
policy.. of keeping down th« labour-market in those islands
Dv importing new Africans. iMt Bchtlkt Mom, B^. 645
Old/ieldim mfriceutm^ yiekls .. African Oak or African leak.
tbid. 677 .S«fi«/«p/>r» Mif/aAftr«. .[produces] African Hemp
or Bowfttring Hemp. 1869 Alliks Form. Ckrigtendom 11.

977 Tcrtulltan add« the witncssof the African church to tluU
of the Asiatic and Gallic churches in Ircoeos.

Africander (x frikarndu). [ad. Cape Dn.
Afrikaaftder, f. A/rikaansek African, with ter-

mination mo<leUed on //ir/Aim/^r Dutchman.] A
white natire of South Africa, esp. one of Dutch
descent. Also cUtrib. esp. in A/rikandgr Bond^ a
political league inaugurated in 1882, having as its

object the unification of the states and colonies of
Sonth Africa with a view to independence.
Also applied to coloured South Africans of tnixed descent.
litn buRCHr.tx Trav. \. 31 All tho*e who are bom in the

colony speak that language \sc. Dutch), and call themselves
Africaanders, whether of Dutch, German,or Krei>ch origin.)

1834 C. Gd Hope Lit. Gaz. IV. lot (Pcttman) The namber
of matches that have taken pUc« between the fair

Africanders. 188* De Patri0t (Cape Colony) in Encyet.
Brit. (|M») XXVL 568/a The Afrikander Bond has for its

object the CAlablishment of a South .African Nationality by

9

spreading a true love for what is really our fatherland.

1884 Q. Rev. July 150 The Africanders would hoist their own
flag. Ibid.^ An Africander republic. 1904 Ibid. (1931) Jan.
40 A nation may be born worthy to take its place among
the nations of the world, where the name of Africander
shall be heard with honour and applause.

Hence Africuk'nderdom, the Africander section of
the inhabitants of South Aftica; Africa'nderiam,
the policy, ideals, or aspirations of Africanders;

(with a and //.) an Afrikaans word or idiom used
in South African English.
1884 Palt Mall Gax. 9 Oct. 3/2 Shall we throw in our lot

with .-Vfrikanderism, abjuring our nationality for evermore?
iSoa Revifxv Rev. 15 Jan. 53/2 The further cry of
Afrikanderism, * South Africa for the South Africans.* 1893
Siandard ai Apr. 6/2 The sympathy of Africanderdoin.

1909 .S'/d^/ Dec. 701 If an English boy learns Dutch heisapt
to acquire what are popularly called Dutcbisms or African-
derisms.

Afiricanirai (3e*frikiniz*m). [f. Afbic.vx +
-I8M.] An African mode of speech or idiom. Also,

African qualities or characteristics in the aggre-

gate.

1641 MiLTOM Ref0rm. i. 38 He that cannot understand the
sober, .stile of the Scriptures, will be ten times more puzzl'd

with the knotty Africanisms.. of the Fathers. 1836 Seiv
Monthly Mag. XLVII. 153, I have spent some days in a
town where every thing is pure Africanism. 1851 Tkenxh
Exp. Serm. on Mt. (ed. 2) 37 The harsh Africanisms of
TertuUian and Arnobius. t88a B. F. Westcott in Smith
& Wace Diet. Chr. Biogr. (18S7) IV. 139/3 The principles

which be [^. Origen} afhrme-d. .are fitted to correct the
Africanism which, since the time of Augustine, has domi-
nated Western theology. 1885 G. \V. Cablk Creoles of
Louisiaita xxxiii. 360 He \k. the rich Creole] dropped . . the
Africanisms of bis black nurse.

Africftixiso (srfrikanaiz), r. [f. Afbicak +
-IZE.] Irans, To give an African character to; to

subject to the influence of African negroes. Hence
A'tricaniaatlon.
1853 LoKD Clakendom io J. F. Rhodes Hitt. U.S. (1893)

II. a6 A violent, .article in the Washington Union charging
them with an intrigue with Spain to 'Africanize 'Cuba. 1859
BArrtrrr Diet. Amer.^ Africanization. 1864 Handbk.
Dtmaermcy 6, 37 Africanization. 1884 .V. Atner. Rev. Nov.
499 When the Africanizing and ruin of the South becomes a
clorlx seen danger. 1890 Congress. Rec. Jan. 806/3, I said
1 was not in favor of the africanization of this continent.

1909 TaMet 91 Oct. 649/3 l*hey have become thoroughly
Afncanised, speak only the Ethiopian language.

Africanoid (K-frik&noid), a. [f. African +
-oil).] Kc^mbling the African types of mankind.
1899 RiPLKV Races Eur. 397 A long-beaded member of the

Africaaoid race&. 1981 /9M Cent. &la^ 884 llw character*

making quality did not come from Asianoid or Africanoid
races, it was supphed by the Teuton.

AfrikuUiS (sefrika'ns). Also -cftans. [<=

I)u. Afnkaa$tsch : see Africax and -I8H.] South
African or Cape Dutch ; — Taau
1908 East I^md^n Dispatck so Oct. 4 (Pettman), I have

always regarded (hieh) Dutch as my mother tongue and
Africaans (low Dutch) as a hodge-pot M>rt of a language.
^ftjObtervtr^j Mar. 16/6 Too n;any British South Africans
fail Co learn Afrikaans

AfirO-(K'fr0), used as comb, form of L..*4/tr, A/r*
African, as in Afro-American (also Aframerican')

adj. and sb., (a person) of African descent born in

America (spec the United States) ; Afro^Europecm
adj., African and £uroi>ean.
1890 Anm Arh»r R, 33 Jan., Afro*Americans at Chicago

. .Tn« Afro-American League. 1898 IVeslm. Gms. 31 May
3't Sb« is a New Orlearts Creole, tier mother being an
Afro-Amaican, and her father a Loutuana Frenchman.
I9B« Sia H. H. Johnston ^fjT^^'* "< Xnv tP'or/d 390 In
music the Aframerican. .may achieve triumphs.

Aftar. Add : B. 6. In expressions of the type
da/ after day^ man after matu
f 1175, 1866 [see Diet. s.v.). 1611, i8jo [xee Yaaa 7). 1831

(<«c«TiMB<^. 31]. 1708 CotaaiucE XMf'. .t/ar. 115 Dayufier
day, day after oay, We stuck, nor breath nor motion. 1866
Xi\\JkM.GrtaterBriteuH I. 1. iii. 34 Time after time I heard
the complaint, * The Yankees treat us »ttamefu11y, I reckon *.

1887 [see Hour il, 1893 Beatiick Hasraukn Skips that
Pass 1. vii, * It seems so little tu ask ', she cried to herself time
after time.

8. b. Past (a certain hour). Now dial, and l/.S.

177a P. V. FiTiiiAM JmL 371, I.. rode thence to West*
morcland Court Houk ten Miles by half after six. 1775
Eistjc Inst. Hist. Cell. XLVllI. 5a We was preaded (i.e.

paraded) about half after two in the morning. i8is Mak.
EDGBWorrH Madame de Fleury \^ It was now half after

four. 1899 QviNH Pennsylv. Stories 1^ Mrv De Lancy's
dinner party., had reached the lower nght.hand box by a
quarter after eight 1904 A'. Y. Even. Pott 27 Jan. 3 About
half after twelve the roof c^ the building fell in with a crash.

A'ftar-care. [f< After- 9 -t- Cabe sb.l Care
or attention bestowed after the conclusion of a
certain i>eriod of treatment, etc. ; freq. attrib.

&M Daih Sews i3 Jan. <;/5 The After-Care Association
(acifitates the readmts«ion of poor female convalescents from
lunatic asylums into social life. 19SI Act 11 Geo. F, c. is

f 3 Arrangement<..for the after<are of persons who have
sufTered from tuberculosi<i. 19S7 Daily Tel. 8 Feb. 13/7
Changes which are contemplated in connection with St.

Dunstan's Institute, .will not affect the work of after-care.

/bid. 3 May 14/t Some after-care committee should protect

young people from jobs which led nowhere.

A-fter-day*s, sb. pi. [After- 9.] Later or

subsequent days. Rarely sing, a subsequent day or

period.
1700 Wbalct Ep, U Friend eene. Poetry 451 Like old

AGAPEMOKITE.
Ennius he design'd What After-days have polish'd and
refin'd. 179SS0UTHKV Joan ofArc 1. 173 Happy those Who
in the after-days shall live. i8s8 Scott F. M. Perth xxi.
That celebrated Lindsay, Earl of Crawford, who, in bis
afterdays, was known by the epithet of the Tiger-Earl. 183a
Tennyson ' Z.iTftf thou thy Land'* vii, Nor toil for title,.,

neither count on praise It grows to guerdon after-days. 1873
Caswall Tale of Tiniern iv. (1907) 49 And He thine offer-

ing will repa^ Most fully in an after day ! 1903 Hardy
Dynasts 1, 1. ui, To retrospective eyes of afterdays.

A'fter-dea'th, [After- i.] An existence that
follows death ; a future life.

X809W. S. Blunt 5a/rt«/}/w/rvrfPoet.Wks. 1914 II. 28a
In the long after><leath Ye shall be burned with fire. 1907
Folk'Lore June 164 That belief in an after-death or life of
souls.

After-life. [Aftkb- 9.]
1. A future life.

1615 HoBY Curry-combe 149 Saduces. .denied the Resur-
rection, and by consequence any after-life. 1915 F. W.
Norwood in Welldon^etc. Life after Death 70 Concerning
Jesus and the After Life. 1925 D. Thomas Ibid. 104 Young
children whose minds were unversed in speculations about
the After Life.

2. The later period of one's life.

1817 Scorr Harold vi. xix. Eivir ! since thou for many a
day Hast follow'd Harold's wayward way, It is but meet
that in the line Of after-life I follow thine. 1837 Lockhart
Scott 1. 323 Archibald Constable, in after li/e one of the
most eminent of British publishers. x86a Chamb. Encycl.
III. Jl^fi The subject-matter of the teaching would be an
acquisition of great value in after-life to every one. 1878
JavoNS Pol. Econ. Pref. (18^2)6 To instil. .notions on sub-
jects with which all must in after*Ufe be practically con-
versant.

AftemOO'ner, Used in comb., as in Saturday-
afterttooncr, one who has a holiday on Saturday
afternoons.
1906 Daily Ckron. a8 July 7/6 Thus giving early-closers

and Saturday-afternoonersncnance. x^fsrj Daily 7V/.7 Juno
•Ux If the amendment which I suggest is wrong for the
Saturday afternooners, it is wrong for cricket.

Afterwards. Add: sb. The future; the

future liie, the afler-Ufe.

1901 * Linesman * Words Fyeivittuss (1903) 343 The little

spark must keep the great cold world warm until the After-

wards. 190S KuNQR Glvn Rfji. Ambrosine 285 An English
girl would have a blank prospect in front of her for the
afterwards.

A'fterword. [f. Aftkb^ 9 after foreword."]

Something written at the conclusion of a bookjetc.

as an epilofjiie or the like.

1889 Carttm^s Eueydos (E.E.T.S.) p. xx, Afterwords by
F.J. KurnivalL 1900 Mf.ad Frag/ti. Faith (>os heading^
Afterword. 1911 jT. Gwvnn [title) The Present Position of
Protestantism in Ireland and an Afterword.

A*fter-yea*r8f sb. pi, [After- 9.] The years

that come, came, or will come after ; the later years

(of a man's life, etc.). Rarely sing, a later year.

1837 Lockhart Scott I. 341 Had the subject been taken
up in after year^ we might have had another Marmion.
1838 Pemty Cycl. XI I. 3c^/a If the growth is checked by
starvation, beauty and energy will rarely be displayed in

after-years. 1858 Matson Sonn. Poems 459 Love.. sagely
musing o'er Fate's riddle-book, The secret coins of many an
after-year. i96a 1ksnvsoh Corrtittg 0/ Arthur i$j In one
great annal-book, where after-years Will learn the secret of
our Arthur's birth, looa Gairuner En^l. Ch. /6tk C. iv. 45
In spite of all the frightful demoralization of his after years

he letained both characters to the very end.

AgaJite (jcgabii). Min, Also -Uth. [Said

to be f. Gr. dyrj wonder + -LiTB.] A fine fibrous

variety of talc used in the manufacture of paper.
1887 Atksusrum 14 May 644 The variety of talc known

commercially as ngaltte is now largely used in paper*making
in place of kaolin.

Affamoidy a. Add :

"S, sb. An agamoid lizard.

188a Encyet, Brit. X I V. 736, 2 Calotes is another genus of

agamoids peculiar to the Kast Indies. 1886 Ibid. XX. ^60/'
'Ihe bulk of the Lacertilian fauna is composed of Skinks,

Geckos, Agamoids, and Vareuiidx.

A|fapantllll8 (£egap9c>n)>z's). [mod.L., f. Gr.

ik-^aict) love + du'^or flower.] A plant of the genus

Agapanthus (N.O. Liliaccst)^ having large umbels

of bright blue flowers, cultivated for ornament.

1879 W. Cory Lett. ^ Jmls. (1897) 448 He made flower-

ing plants huddle round the trunks of trees, agapanthus
under plane. 1886 Kidcr Haggard fesi i. The agapanthus
which IS so familiar to us in English greenhouses.

Asfapemone (8egaprm6n/), [irreg. f. Gr.dyam;

love + iiovr\ dwelling, abode {^xivuv to stay, re-

main).] Proper name of an association of men and

women establislied at Spaxton in Somerset by the

Rev. Henry James Prince ; a similar establishment

conducted by his successor, the Rev. John Hugh
Smyth-Pigott, at Clapton, London. Also gen. an

establishment of this kind, an abode-of-love ; esp.

with unfavourable implication. Hence Affape*

moni&n (-m^<i'ni&n) a., AffaiM'monita a., sb,

1850 Daily Ne^vs 22 Sfar., The Apepemonites,— It is said

that there is a general split amongst this deluded sect at their

abode near Bridgewater. 1854 F.din. Rev. Apr. 377 '1 he

Agapemone of Bridgwater is full of crazy fanatics. 1859

Sat. Rez: 30 Apr. 527/a A carriage-full of Brothers and

Sisters in Love singing the Agapemonite Psalter. Ibid.^ Any
of the subsequent Agapemonian extravagances. x888 Sir

J. I). HooKERiniyV + AW/. (1918) II. 317 The moment you

allow of * promiscuotu intercourse * it \s all np and the thing

degenerates into an agapemone. 1908 Daily Ckron, 34



AGAH.

SepL i/i The Agapemonites .ire extremely reticent about

their peculiar religion. lOoS Ti«u! lo Nov. 12/4 The date .

.

00 which a TCr>>- of CaniWidge imaergradu:,les were go.ng

to raid the ' Agapemone' at Spaiton, alid tar and feather

the Rev. Smyth Pigotl.

Aear it'-gfu). Short for next.

TsS Jml. Cknu. Sac. LVI. 817 Diffusion in Agar Telly.

ri^Pn/l Mall G,rz. 3 Aug. 7/' Cultures were made in

hroTh, g^latir.e, and agar. 1909 PrcicMwuer Nov. 596 An

ordinary 2 per cent, agar mediuni.

Agar-agar (^'-gari^i-gaj). Also occas. agal-

agaL [Malay.] Any of certain East-Indian sea-

weeds, esp. the Ceylon moss GracilariaJicJiettoides,

from which a gelatinous snhstance is extracted and

used in China for sonps and the manufacture of

transparent silk and paper, and in bacteriology as

a solidif\ing agent in culture media.

i8ao J. Craw-fubd Tnd. Archipelago III. ix. H. 181 The

articles ofthe return cargo [toChina] . embrace . .
agar-a-gar.

or sea-«-eed, trifang, or sea-slag. i8»5 T. Thoknton W.
unburns Orirntal Cmtm. 330 Agal Agal, a species of sea-

weed, dissoluble into a glutinous substance like congee.

1863 Watts Dict.Ckem. 1. 61 Agar-agar or Bengal Isinglass.

i88< Cruikshank Bactrriology 65 Agar-agar has the ad-

vantage of remaining solid up to a tempeiature of aboot^s .

1896 Lancet 28 Mar. 835/3 L5ffler's serum agar-agar.

A^ate, sb. 6. Add

:

agate-ware, a kind of pottery coloured to re-

semble agate; also, enamelled iron or steel ware for

household utensils. Also atti-ib.

1857 J. JJaksvat Pottery 4- Porcelain viii. (ed. 2) 154

Kote, Agate and jasper ware. i86s Jewitt IVedgwoods In-

dex, Agate-ware vases. 1879 CasseWs Techn. Edlic. 1 . 367

During the reigns of Anne and George I, an improved ware

was made of sand and pipe-clay, coloured with oxide of

copper and manganese, forming the well-known 'agate-

ware ' and ' tortoiseshell-ware.

'

Age, sb. Add

:

e. b. Cards. The '-eldest hand' in the game of

poker.
168a PokcT'^ Junv toplay it 47 Before the dealer begins to

deal the cards, the player next to his left, who is called the

ante-ntan^ or age^ must deposit in the pool an ante not

exceeding one-half the limit previously agreed upon. 1889

GuESNDALE Pokcr Bk. 1, 33 It woulj be C's place to bet

first, he being to the left of the Age.

Age, V. Add

:

3. To calculate the age of (a horse).

1908 Animal Managem. 37 Dates from which horses are

aged.

4. trans. To mature by keeping in storage, by

exposing to the air, etc.

1851 I. Swindles & W. NicHot-soNin Patents, Abridgm.
Specif. {z^Sq) 379 For oxydating metallic solutions, and for

ageing and raising various coloring matters. t8s4 W. K.
Staite Hid. 480 Madder which, technically speaking, has not

been * aged '.

5. Calico-printing. To fix the mordants and

printed colours in (cloth, etc) by the process of

ageing. Also intr., to undergo this process. So
Aged ppl. a.

1849 [see "Ageisg 2). i86a C. O'Neill Diet. Calico Print-

ingV^ The difference of appearance will be. .in favour ofthe

agedorpxposed part. 1890 W.J. GoviUOtt Foundry 1J^ The
calico. -has to be dried and aged. 19^0 E. Knecht, etc.

Man. Dyeing {ed. 2) II. 649 The dyeing of aged blacks.

1912 E. Knecht & J. B. Fothergill Textile Printing 11^

If they [sc. the goods] are simply printed in aluminium
mordants, one day may be quite sufficient to fully 'age'

them. ikd. 141 It is preferable to let them ' age ' for a day
or two in pile before dyeing.

6. intr. Of iron, the iron core of an electrical

transformer : To suffer a continuously increased loss

in hysteretic quality.

X896 [see *AGEmG 4]. 1B99 S. R. Roget in Proc. R. Soc. 23

Jan. 154 Brands of transformer steel, which are practically
• non-ageing*. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 121/1 Brands
of steel are now obtainable which do not age in this manner.

Ageing, vbl. sb. Add (c£ *.A.GE v^ :

2. Calico-printing. The action or process of

fixing the colours and mordants by exposing the

printed goods to the action of a warm, moist atmo-
sphere or by running them through hot steam.

Also attrib.

1849 J.Thom in Patents^ Ahridgm. Specific. (1859) 304
The ageing of goods by. .passing them through a chamber
containing aqueous vapour. 1850 S. PlNCOFF ibid, 319
Improvements in the ageing process, .consist. -in the mode
of introducing into the ageing room..a heated and moistened
atmosphere. 1859 Ihid,^ The ageing stove. x86a C- O'Neill
Did. Calico Printing i,fi Ageing liquor. 1881 Instr.
Census Clerks[iZZ^ to -Ageing Machine Minder. iSSa yml.
Soc Chem. Industry 1. 188 To prevent condensation,.. the
walls of the aging [sie] house are double.

3. The action or process of maturing pottery clay,

wine, logwood, etc. Also attrib.

i8<o 1'oMLiNsoN Arts i Manuf. 2nd Se.. Pottery 31 The
mixture of clay and flint.. ought to be kept.. in order that
the materials may become more intimately united . . .During
this ageing, as it is called, a fermentation takes place. 1874
Kkicht Diet. Mech.^ Ageing (Wine and Liquors). Ibid.,
Wine-ageing -Apparatus. 1910 E. Kkecht, etc Man, Dye.
ittg (ed. 2) I. 33X Ageing or Maturing of Logwood.
4. The continiially increasing hysteresis of iron

under alternating magnetization, or when subjected

to great heat.
iS^ D. C. & J. P. Jackson Alternating Currents 539

Ageing of I'ransformer Cores. Ibid., The ageing seems to
have toe greatest effect upon poor qualities of iron.

10

b. The deterioration in candle-power (of an

incandescent lam]>").

1902 Eniycl. Brit. XXVIII. 90/1 Ageing of lamps.

Agelessness (^i-d^lesnis). [f. Ageless a. +
.^E.s.s.] The quality of being ageless.

jooeW. Watson .Pn>«'jC«M/' I. PoemsII. 137 And so the

people of this land possess, Age after age, unaltering age-

lessness. (Not so in earlier editions.) 1906 A- C. Benson

FromaColUge Windoiu xim,'\\\^ mighty unresting Heart,

to whose vastness and agelessness the whole njass of these

flyint! and glowing suns are but as a handful of dust. 1927

I C. Squire in Observer i May 6 He had a r.ire gift with

boys and young men, whom he could draw out by sheer

agelessness. , -r ,•

Agency. Add : 6. The office of an Indian

agent, or the establishment forming the head-

quaiters of one. U.S.
1824 Pnbl. Stat. U. S. A. (1856) IV. 25 It shall be the

duty of each Indian agent to reside and keep liLS agency

within, or near the territory claimed by the tribe or tribes

of Indians for which he may be agent. 1878 J. H. Beadle

Western Wilds xiii. 198 We concluded we had better see

the Creeks at home, and started afoot for the -Agency. 1M8
Harper's Mag. Mar. 566/2 They are fed and clothed by

the government, and they camp about the agencies in idle-

ness. 1^5 C. King Fort Frayne xvi. 228 Eleven ©clock

came ana .no further authority from the agency.

attrib. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xxv. 527 The
last grain in tlie Agency storehouse was issued to them on

the 14th. 1878— !f'«s/«r«^Fi7rfixvi.249 The band. .unite

in the quadrangle inclosed by the Agency buildings. Ibid.

252 Mr. Thomas V. Keams, Agency Clerk. 1891 Fur, Fin

H Fealher Mar. 169 A bear likes wild plums and black haws

better than a Crow papoose likes agency lump sugar. 1901

S. E. White Westerners viii. 57 Rain-in-the-Face was at

once an agency Indian and a reckless man.

Agenda. See Agend 3, and add :

b. attrib., as agerwia-paper, the paper con-

taining the agenda of a meeting.

1887 Westmor. Gaz. 10 Dec. 2/5 (Stanf.) The next business

stated on the agenda paper was to sign a petition [etc.).

1905 Westm. Gaz. 24 July 2/2 The Czar on the Polar St<xr

and the Kaiser on the Hohenoollem are meeting to-day in

the Gulf of Finland.. We are not given the agenda-paper

of their conversation at the interviews to be held on the two

yachts.

Agendum (adge-ndiSm). [See Agesd.] =

Agend 3.
1898 IVestiii. Gaz. 23 M.-U-. J /2 A prearranged agendum

and precise rules of debate. 1910 Daily Tel. 25 May 12/4

To cause the closing of the session before its agendnm had
been fully dealt wit-h.

Agent, sb. Add

:

1. b. Telepathy. The person who originates the

impression received by the percipient.

1882 Proc. Soc. Psychical Research I. Ji§ In Thought-
transference, .both parties (whom, for convenience' sake, we
will call the Agent and the Percipient) are supposed to be in

a normal state. 1886 [see Percipient sb. h\

4. b. (In full Indian agent.") An official ap-

pointed to represent the government in dealing

with an Indian tribe. U.S.
1816 Register 0/Officers 4- Agents U. S. 62 Indian agents

have been allowed from 2 to 8 rations per day in addition to

their annual compensation. rBi&Publ.Stat. l/.S.A.{iSs^)

III. 428 An Act directing the manner of appointing Indian

Agents, /bid. 461 The agent to the Creek nation. 1833

T. Flint Indian Wars 76 He there met an Indian agent
from Detroit, who.. exerted his influence with the savages

for his release. 1878 B. P. PooRE Political Reg. 235 The
commissioner of Indian affairs, .receives reports from in-

spectors, superintendents, agents, and traders. 1886 Capt.
Bell Report in Nation (i883) 15 Mar. 211/1 There can be

but one head to an Indian agency, and the agent should be
that head, ifdiscipline is to be maintained. 1901 S. E. White
Westerners xxxv. 317 He could not recall all the story he
had told the Indian agent.

C. EUipt. for road-agent (see Ro.iD sb. 12). U.S.
1881 A. A Hayes New Colorado xi. 154 We reached it

before long, and concluded the 'agents' or robbers, had an
excellent eye forposition. a 1904 S. E. White Blazed Trait
Sto7-iesz^i Nex'time I drivesstage some oftheseyere agents
massacrees me from behind a bush.

Agenting (i?i'dgentii)), vbl. sb. [f. Agent sb, or

V. + -IKG 1.] The work or duties of an agent.
1681 [see Agent t/.). 1751 [see Extractor 2 b]. X924

Galsworthy White Monkey 11. i, A man called Smith .

.

who's done most of the agenting for the German btlsiness.

Agentive (ifidje'ntiv), a. Gram. [f. Agent sb.

-I- -ive.] Applied to the case which denotes the

subject of a transitive yerb in languages in which
its form differs from that denoting the subject of an
intransitive verb.
xt^ce^Amer. Anthropologist '\xr.-'^\zx. 26 Syntactical Cases

and Appositions [in native languages of California]. Agen-
tive. Subjective, Objective, Possessive.

A^ent provocateur (a^an provokatSr). [F.
= provocalive agent.] An agent employed to in-

duce or incite a person to commit a treasonable or
actionable offence.

1896 Le Queux Secret Service viii, It was hinted to an
agent provocateur that your death would be gratifying.

1923 Daily Mail 1 Mar. 8 Constantinople had long been
the Mecca of the professional spy and agent provocateur.

Ager (^I'djsj). [f. AOK v.->r -bbI.] a. An age-
ing apparatus or chamber. Also attrib. as ager
man, minder, b. = ager man. c. An inspector

of electric lamps (cf. *Ageiko 4 b).

19x2 E. Knecht & J. B. Fothergill Textile Printing 143
Mather & Piatt's Rapid Steam 'Ager '..was brought out in

AGITATIWGLY.

1879. X9«i Did. Occup. Terms (1927) 5 2o3 Ager,flash ager %

examiDes electric incandescent lamps, Ixjforc and afier cap
is fitted on. Ibid. 398 Ager, ager tnatty ager minder^ age
viinder,, ageing 7/iachine minder, .minds ageing macbine.

Agglutinate, v. Add

:

2. b. Bacteriology. To cause agglutination or

coalescence of (bacteria or red blood-corpuscles).

Also cU)soL or intr.y to undergo nggluiination.

Hence A^glu-tinatin? ppl. a., Agcrli^i'tliLalile,

Ag-glu'tluative a£//>. ; Agglntina'tlon; Agglu*-
tinator; Ag'g'lu'tiniiif nn agent that causesaggluti-

nation; AsTCTli^'tinegen, the substance present in

bacteria, which stimulates the formation of agglu-

tinins; hence AffglaUnoffenous a, ; Affgla*tl-

noid, an agglutinin that has lost its agglutinophoric

group, but retains the haptophoric group for the

cell; Agsrlu'tinophcre, a molecular complex of

the agglutinins to wliich their agglutinating

property is due ; hence Agglntinoplio-ric a.

\9^ Lancet ig Sept. 806/2 The 'agglutiirines' kmnd in

the scrum of immunised animals. Ibid.^ The msc of the

agglutinative action of human serum for the diagnosis of
enteric fever, 1900 Jml. Chein. Soc. LXXVIII. a. 560 A
discussion with experimeiital tests of the numerous theories

put forward to explain agKlutination. No satisfactory theory

. .has yet been ofTered, although Bordet's, that an aggluti-

nating a^ent (agglutinine) acting upon an agglutinabic sub-

stance.. is regarded as most rational. 190a Encycl. Brit.

XXVI. 68/s Widal. .showed that serum of patients suffering

from typhoid fever, .agglutinated the typhoid bacillus. 190J

Jritl. Exper. Med. 17 War. 289 Kicin, a strong aggluttnator.

1903 Jml. R. Microsc. Sac. Feb. 78 The agglutinative

and agglutinogenous functions are subject to the greatest

variations. 1903 Lancet 4 Apr. f^_^t/i The existence of the

agglutinins was one of the earliest results of modern in-

vestigations into immunity. Jbid. 946/2 The bacilli may
lose their agglutinabiUty,..viz., their agglutinabic sub.stance

loses its functional atom-group. Ji'id., A higher dilution

would sometimes agglutinate when a lower one would n«,
Ibid.y Agglutinins may become converted into agglutinoids.

1915 Ibid. 13 Nov. 1086/2 The agglutination test..gave a
positive result in practically every case of enteric fever.

Aggrade (agr<?i*d), v. GecL [f. L. Ao- +
GkaD£, after degrade.'] trans. To fill up (a bay,

valley, etc.) with detritus. (The opposite of Db-
GBADE V. 6.) Hence Aggraded, Aggra-ding /^//.

adj's, ; also Aggrada'tion, whence Aggrada*-
tional a.

1905 Chamberlin & Salisbury ^f(7^ I. 2 The depoation of

material, whether on the land or in the sea, is aggradation.

Ibid. 178 Streams carrying glacial drainage are usually

aggrading streams. Ibid, 184 'llie stream lu flood aggrades
its plain, and degrades its channel. Ibid. 318 The degrada-

tional and aggradational work of the sea are greatest near

its shores. 1906 Ibid. III. a^ The most distinguishing

formational feature of the Pliocene is its aggradation de-

posits. 1915 Nation (N.Y.) 10 June 662/3 The distribution

and origin of loess, in which insufficient cmp>basis is given to

aggrading rivers, as supplj-ing fine silt in their broad deposits.

Aggregable, <^- Delete ? Obs. and add :

That may be aggregated with (other property).

Z9Z0 Ld. Halsbury Laws Eng. XIII. § 253. 204 Pnjperty

accruing to a deceased persons estate after his death.. is

aggregated with the other aggregable property pas.sing on
the death of such person. 1934 Westm. Gaz. 12 Fclx, The
Parliamentary estates were aggregable with the marriage

settlement funds. i9«7 Daily Tel. 12 Apr. 9/1 Property

which is [so] settled . .is not aggregable when passing on the

death of the life tenant with the other property passing on
that death.

Aggrievedly (agrrvedli), Offt'. [f. Aggrizted

///. a. + -i.t2.] In an aggrieved manner.
1883 Miss Broughton Belinda xiii, ' I offered to tench it

to Sarah ', he .says aggrievedly. 1886 R, A. Klnc Shadffived

Life vi, He growled as aggrievedly as though it was his wife.

Agila (£e*gila). Also 6 aguila. 7 aguaUt, 8

agala, 9 agilla. [ad, Sp.^ Pg. aguila in palo de

aguila, pao d^aguila ( — wood of a.) : see Eagle-
YOOD and Agaiaoch.] A resin or resinous wood :

=s AcALLOCH, Calambac. Also agila-wood.

1589 R. Parke ir. Mendozas Hist. China 4 1 They do offer

vnto their Idolles, frankensence, beniamin, wood of aguila

and cayolaque. 1699 Dampieb Vay. 11. i. 8 Pepper, Lignum
Aloes, and Aguala Wood, iw A. Hamiltok E. Indies II.

393 It [sc. the Siam Coast] produces much Agala and Sapan-

woods. 1846 I.iNDLF.y I'eg. Kingii. 579 Aloes-wood, Agila-

wood, or Eagle-wood. 1871 AgiUa [see Cai-AmbacJ. z88x

Spans* Ettcycl. Industrial Arts 1523 Agar, Agila, Akyaw,
Calambak, Eaglc-wood, Ka>Tjgaru, or Lignum-aloes.

A g^Tt {sigvu)
y
prep. Dialectal \aT. Agats prep.

( = against), often used jocularly and esp. in phr.

agin the g&vemment. taken as typical of the Irish-

man's attitude in politics.

1878 W. S. G11.BERT H.MS. Pout/are 11. I'm unpleasant

to look at, and my name's agin me. x888 Xetian (N. Y.)

2 Aug. 81/3 It was as natural for them to support the party

in power . . as it was for the * Pat ' of the ancedote to reply,

when asked on landing which parly he belonged to-. 'I'm

ag'in the gover'mint.' 1904 Atkenxum 5 Nov. 615 He was
by nature 'agin* the Government', igao Galsworthy In
Chancery \\. xii, Possession, vested rights; and anyone
'agin' 'em—outcast. *Thank Heaven!' he thought, 'I

alwa^ felt "agin" 'em, anyway!' 19x0 Punch ai July

^3/1 To compel the poor thing \sc. the motor car] to crawl

IS *agin naiur' ',

Agitatingly(3e-d3it^itii]li),(Mfc. [f. Agitating

ppL a. -h -LT 2.J In such a manner as to cause

agitation.

S819 Blackiv. MAg, VI. 160 That such a mind should have
known miserable thoughts so well as to be enabled thus



AQITATORSHIP.
mgitatingly to painl them. 1887 Pictcrial IVorid rf Apr.

4 10 He had been deeply, not ti> &ay Agitatiiigly, impressed.

Agitatorsbip (se-djitrltajfrp). [f. Agitator
+ -SHIP.] The state, condition, or rile of aeitator.

1B36 Fraser's Mag. XIV. 49 That his agitatorsLip^ [i.e.

0*(Jonne!i] and the rest of the tail, be respectfully remioded
of their oaths. 19*1 LEStJE MaHnini 369 Manning. .en-

coumged Ben Tillett upon the path of true agitatorship.

Agli«t Cagl''*'% ""'»• [f- A'/nr/.» + Glut ».]

Glistening. Also J«U->t«a adv.

1858 Mrs. Olifhant Laird of N^rlenu Ixvi, All agUst

with early mominj dews and sunshine. 189X Murrays
Mug. .Aug. 291 TIm garden all aglisten twixt two shotreis.

A^piostioal (xgnf-itikal}, a. [f. Agnostic a.

+ -Ai.] = AosfosTic a.

itB4 Pmuh 30 Sept. 13s The Agnodical or Notbingarian

cread. 1M6 S»t. Kee. 15 Dec B49 Our Agnoatical friend

passed to the paradise of Mahomet. 1907 Dmly Ckrtn.

tj Mar. 6/4 Anthropomorphism is the molt agniatical and
atheistical habit of tnought.

AffO^O ('^''ifS^), tt, [t Or. (iTwYof leading,

guiding (f. aT*iv to lead) + -ic]

+ 1. Of or pertaining to modelling in wax.
if6a EvzLVM Scitt^turit 1. t 7 Neither the l^uadiglIuUic,

Agogic. or any of the Plastic [Arts], can Genuinely,. be
caird Sculpture.

2. Mus. Applied to a kind of accent consisting

in a lengtheiiii^ of the time-value of the note, AUo
AffO'gleal a. So Afcglos, the nte of agogic

accents.

Mat C. F, A. WllUAHS Kkytim HeJ. Mus. y* The slight

d«ay by which the late Hans Ton Bulow gave prominence
to accented notes.. is called by Dr. Hugo Riemaiin the
•Agogic Accent'. l^l9-«oJtfiM. ..^xj^f. /*rw. 33 Treatises..

on Aesthetics, Expressson, Agogics, Phrasing. s^Aa S,

Gacw Art »f PUyer-Pimm* 6s ' Agogic reatraim ' is the
term found by German pedagognes 10 tielCfifae this detail

ofrw^s/tf. /W. 63 Clasoinga (Mdiicordaatnotes fluy be.,
intensified by an 'agogical ' pressure.

Affometer .ag^mAu). EUetr. [img. C Or.

6rf*oi to lead : see -limB.] A rheostat or resistance-

coil.

sfss Ckamh. JmL IV. \-rj A tiewly invented instrument

cahed an agooMter. 1*79 £m9v/. An/. VIII.45 Tbequick-
aihrer agometer of MQllcr.

hjgXlJB». Add

:

2/Vaiious technical nies : see quota.
sMj Lemi. 4- t'rev. Mmuc Trmda Rev. Mar. 13/3^ Erard

(in i£o8) . . subetitnting Cor a long, psnoad ww)4au bridge as
naajr little brasa faridgcs aa there wen Dotaa. The atriaga

r*f"rg through holes bo««d through the little bridccs, called
agrafles, or atads, ttirued upwards towards tha wrMt-ptn.
tyat poaLiuro Mtd. DUt. (co. si, Agr^ft, an iimiiainal (gr
icaeping together the edges Of the wound in o|ieratson we
faarelipu 1919 E. S. FAiaow Diet MiL Terms, Agrajfe,..
the couplinc ptn in artillery,

Agxil9hy(''K'^)- AngUciialioD ofAoRATBiA.
>9a> Mmaa Hum. Pen. L %i Elaacats <t agiapby, of

word-bKndacas, of word riraftnii appear.

Agree, t>, 4. Add :

agao Act to 4 11 Gaa. Kc. ti f x So looc as the tenant
coatinucs to pay rcat at the agreed rata, tmd,'
The la—aai m iim ofan arfattiator whan ajpaajg
Ikiaaactiaa. spat Twrarr 15 Aag. 7/5 The actaal Bgiaas of
ptofits were agreed betweea the aoooontaata seal Britmin's
imdustr. Frnturt {Lilerml Ind. Im^itry) 140 Tbesc -^^iiniTilf

sboold have power to agree factory rules.

Agreeable, a. Add : 6, o. 7> Je the agrtt-

aUt, to make oneself pleasant, show courteous
attentions.

>8si J. J. Hoona WieUwRmttfeHutb. iM ThaColooal
doc> the agrccahlc to strangers.

Agrienltiiral, a. Add U.S. qooU :

sMi Amer. Naturalist II. 15^ Such structures are re-
markahic. .remindinit us of the uaelUgeoca shown by the
Agricultural Ant of Texas.

Agriculturalist. (Earlier U,S. example.)
iM Dei. Cemgrett aS Nov. (1853) 137 What have the

agriculturalists to do with your neutral commerce.

Agriooltorally (zgrikvltiOrili), adv. [(.

AcBicCLTCBAL a. + -LT K\ With regard or tefer-

eoce to agricnltnre.
Examiner ko/i Why say a word about it—why not

t agriculturally, in prudent sUencet li|j Holms Lac
Le^inx h Srrvimt 1. xL an His land is poor agrictdturally.

.76|at(3)

1M5 Standard 1 Sept. s/4 The Board have not lost sight of
the d,sling with the sewage agriculturally.

Agrimotor (z-grimJat^j). [C L. <^'-, <^;irr

land -t- MoTOBx^.] A motor tractor for agiicoltural
work.
apt7 TViMs Tt^a 10 Feb., Tha imiaiillsta iatisa of agri.

motors in tht> country, ifao Ctmettry £|it so laai, pi ui.
The Crawley Agrimotor Equal to 8 awn and ti bonea,

Agriology (spgrylddji). [f, Gr. iipun wild,
saTa;;e : tee -OLOOT.j The comparative study of
(lie history and customs r>f savage or uncirilized
races. Hence Afrlolo-fltatl a.

\*T* Frmui'i Maf.XSW. 7}aTryingthalaw.. ofeuphony
»n<1 pr.>vody in face of the agriolavy of the day, tbU. 713
Mr. .Sjyce , threatens to make acnilogical acalps the only

r^ *" •'"•»'<>«»• »•• J"!- f-<*w- « Apr, 1 5s/ 1 The new
ligSts thrown on the early stages of society bj'. .what may
be called Agriology.

Agnacate (agwaka-t<;. [Sp, : see Avocado.]
The alligator pear or avocado. Alio altrib.

••97 Staelnr. M.if. Nov. «M/r Tall mangoes and agoa-
«••• H^ Chami. TmJ. S3 Jan. ts6/s Banana paehngs,
agoacate skins.

11

sAjpOArdiente (agwardicnt^). [Sp., — brandy,
f. a^a water + ardiente Audent.] A coarse kind
of brandy made and consumed in Spain and Pc^u-
gal. Also applied to any distilled spirituous liquor

;

in south-western U.S., native whisky.
iMiCaft. F. B. Head Notes J0um. Pmmpas 241 He. . was

drinking aquadieate (x/Vj with the Gauchos. xSaS-u [see
Mescal}. 1900 St. Barbe Mod, S/atH 67 Much of the fun
of the fair consi-sis in sipping aguardiente, a strong liqueur.
i^M Chamb. Jrni. 7 Jan. 95/3 Alvarez left the meeting with
his grievance fanned to fury by the fiery aguardiente.

Ahead, adv. Add: 1. b./^. To the good, U.S.
x88i J. H. BtAOLS IV'esttm U'iids xxxviu. 615 My sheep

had done well, aznl that was all 1 was ahead. 1904 W. H.
Smith f*romoterj i. ai We can go on and finish our plant,
and be ahead ever)' dollar that they've blowu in !

Ahem (4he*m), V. [f. Ahem intj\ intr. To ex-

claim * ahem I ' ; also trans. j to pass off with the

exclamation * ahem ! \
1839 Froths Mag, WK. 125 He immediately 'a.heins*

away his jocularity-. 1875 MaaeDirH Beattch. Career yt\v,

Tuckfaam brushed his hand over his mouth and abemed.
1891 — Out 0f 0Mr Comq, \. xtii. 240 He. .pulled the waist-
coat, and swelled it, aheiaming.

A-hold (fth^-ld). [C A prep^ + Hold j*.1]

A'hoUofx holding (something). Also in /^ ra/^A,

lay a-hoid^y on^ upon : see Hold sb,^ 2.

1879 Scribner's Maadkfy May 17/1 With one bee a-hold of
your collar, .and another a-hold ofeach arm. x8n Lanii^r
Mardus «if Gfynn Poems (1892) 17, 1 wtll bcariiry lay me
a-hotd on the greatness of God. 18B7 Moaus Odyis. x. ^64
He caught ahuld upon me.

Ahorse (*h^as), aft', [f. A/fv;^.! + Hoaaij^.]
°= A-noasKBACK.
sS6o W. H. Russell Diary India U. 120 Young ladies

and gentlcDten ..a-horse and a-foot. 19S5 Chemmo. Jml.
Xmaa No. 854/3 When he and I encountered, ahonc on a
road, we patlod up our horses ai>d conversed.

Aich('s) metaL [Named after the patentee

Johann Aick (3 Feb. i860).] An alloy of copper,
zinc, and iron, used in gun-making.
1867 Bloxam Ciutm, 34s Aich (or Gedce's) mecai 1875

Hunt Ure''9 Diet. Arlsicd. 7). AieA metal

Aidf s6. Add : 2. b. Ta ca// or crave in aui,

properly a legal phrase, also in a loose traasf. use.
i^nO^rrerB May t6s Imagination craves the wireless

in aid. ifa8 f^id, 1 July 1^/4 Many [bisliops]. .would call

in aid, as ^sttfying their action, the use of the yut Litnr-
gicmm inherent in thesr ofiice.

7. b. l/.S, = AlDK.
M J. P. KsMMiOT Swmitgm B, I. xix. 190 Ned and

MyMnSoriMd pait of hja rettnoc, Ukea pairof aids somewhat
Mmnd the commaader-faKiiicf.

8. aid post, a post at whic}i wotinded soldiers

receiTcd fir»t toedical attention.
sosi Boyd Cablk Action Front 49To walk . . to the nearest

aio-post and bospitat tfi8 E. A. Mackiktosh War tht
Lihermiar 140 Tbe Aid Poit was like a dmmbles with blood

Aid-de-eamp, occas. (chiefly U^a) tot. of
All»-DK-CAlir.
maltM AiD»>Da-caHrJ. 1776 Jml. Cent. Congrtu V.

4u Rasohred, Thai the aids de camp of the commaader in
chief nmk as Br—iwent cotooels. 1808 Akm Grant ^*m.
Amtr. Laefy h^ 190 l*bcre the (Biieral, his asd^le-caaps,
. .and tha piiocipel ^&cers . . were received. iStS I. H.
HitADLE H^estem iVilde xixiti. 533 He. .was made foil cap-
tain and aid-de-camp of General McClellan.

Aide-mteiOire (^-dmemwaj, ||^m^mwar).
[F., f. aider to help •¥ m/moire Mxmory.] An aid

to the memory.
1V98 Laxtom itilie) Examptes ef Building Construction

intended as an Aide-Mcoioire for tke Professiooal Man.
S9e| U^etttm. Ga*.^ \ Joty, No wrinco document on the
subject of tbe British auestiooiiMre^ even ia the way of an
aide mcAoirc, wtU be hapded to tha Foreign Secretary.

Aileron (^*l£i]^). [a. F. ailtnm, dim. of aiit

wing.] A small hinged plane or flap on the wings
and tail of an aeroplane, for maiiitainiiig or re-

storing its t}alancc wnen flying. Also atinb,
1909 Aer0 S5 May 1 llie ailerons or small planes between

the main sarfaces are used instead of wing-Bexing for
balancing. last An' Dec at Elevator aifiice and atJeron
surfaoaa of which are constructed of fteat frames oavered
with Uncn.

Aim, V. 6. b. Add : dial, and U,S. (wHh infini-

tive : cf. qnot. 1649 in Diet.).

tMiKJk^/slCai.Jteclt lao And this tbe Court bath
done, atmssngalioa therein to save the towoe. iT^HurroM
Sram Ntm WmHt 9^ (&.D.S.) Aainaag to bev a good con-
science. i8}#- in Rmg. Dial. Did. ums Haihw Teu xxv.
(1892) aoi Ataung to arrive aboot the breaklast hour. 1903
McClure $ Mag.JvXj 31B Each factory aimed to add barrel
works as soon as aUe 1909 J. Bicklow Retrae^. «; ^d], .

article in which J aimed so compere and contrast inc duties
of Roawn lawyers with those of our own time and country.

Ain't, dial. Variant of hain't^ have not.
S845 SiMMS H'igmmm ^Cmtim So-, l j But you ain't uid,

. .wbo was your Carolina ginpraL S87S in En^. Dial, Did.
s,v. Have v. I. ii. 1880 TouRnsK Jnvis. Empire x. 473
I ain^ done nothing. 18B7 Mary E. Wii.kins HnnthU Ke*
mmmct^ You've been crying, ain't youT 1910 W. M. Raine
B, {yCanmor yj * We ara't got cme chance in a hundred '.

John Dillon growled. i«7 Mathcwsom Sec. Bam Sloan xiv.

19s More than that I ain^ got the right to say.

Air, ^<^. Add:
la a coUoq. phr. Ow M^dir: broadcast by wire-

less telegraphy.

19*7 Oburoer it Dec, x6 Tbe only Mew York cbtirch

AIR.

whichU 'ontheair'. 19x8 Daily Ejcpress 1 3 Apr. 1 1 /i They
will speak into the microphone as usual, Ijut before beinc
put * on the air ' their voice modulations will be turned up-
side down.
15. c. To put on airs, to give oneself airs.

183a Deb. Congress 30 Jan. 203, I am aware that, at times,
States have attempted to put on airs, and set up ^eir own
against federal opinions. 1660O. W. HoLMEs/*r^. Breiik/.-t.
V, 93 None of them like too well to be told of it, but it must
be sounded in their cars whenever they put on airs.

B. II. air-bath, the protracted exposure of tbe
body to the free action of the air as a form of medical
treatment (cf. sun-bath) ; air-bell.-bubble, a small
bobble formed in a photographic developer, etc.,

and appearing as a spot on a plate, film, or paper;
&ir-brush, a device for spraying colour over a
surface by means of compressed air; air cane,
a walking-stick in which an air-gun is concealed

;

air ohannel, a channel for the passage of air, in

various structures ; air-compressor, a machine for
compressing air ; air-cooled a., cooled by means
of a current of air ; so air-cooling sb. and a. ;

air-cooler, an apparatus or appliance for reducing
the temperature ; air-crossing, a passage or arched
way to carry one air-passage over another in a
mine; air-oure [tr. G. lttj'tkur\, treating diseases

by the use of air ; air-driven a., actuated by
means of compressed air ; air-dry a., dry to
such a degree tliat on exposure to the air no
further moisture is given off; air-filter, an appa-
ratus for extracting extraneous particles, genus,
etc from air; air-flue = air channel; air-gap, a
gap or hole through which air passes ; Electr. the

air-filled space in a magnetic or electric circuit, as

between the poles of a magnet, or the terminals ofan
electrostatic machine ; air-gas .amixtureofair and
petroleum or other vapour, used as .in illuminant

;

air-gauge, an instrument for measuring and indi-

cating tbe piessure of air or gases; air-jacket, a
jacket (Jackkt sb. 2) in which air or gas is circu-

lated to diminish loss of beat from the enclosed
vessel ; air-loclc, an air-tight chamber in a pneu-
matic caisson, commimicating between the outer air

and the compressed-air ctuimber; air-machine, ia

a mine, a contrivance by which pure air is forced

into ill-ventilated parts ; air-pad, a pad inflated

with air ; air-passage, (a) a passage through
which air travels, e. g. the nasal passages, bronchial

tubes, etc. ; (^) Bot. the large intercellular space
in the stems and leaves of some plants ; air-pit,

a ventilating shaft in a mine; air-tube, a tube
which conveys air ; the inner tube of a pneumatic
tyre ; air-voloano, an eruptive orifice from which
volumes of gas are discharged with mud and stones

;

air-wave, an atmospheric wave as of compression,
rarefaction, or progression ; air-wood, wood dried

by exposure to the air.

AUo in various names of instruments or apparatus
actuated by the elastic force of compressed or heated

air (often = ' pneumatic '), as air-brake, -cylinder,

-drill, -lift, -locomotive.
i;9l BoswELL JohiuoH (1887) III. 168 He. .walked in hi*

rtKMn naked, with the window open, which he called taking
an *air bath. 1885 Buck's Haiuihk. Med. Sci.l. 467 It is

often desirable not to employ too much water, but to expose
the body freely, giving an air bath. \Si^ Ant/umy's Photogr.
Bull. II. 143 Carl>on Printing in Winter.. 'ITie difhculty 1

experienced in avoiding *air bells. 187^ I. H. Beaule Un-
devel. West xiv. 935 The "air-brake, which was a novelty to
me, and a perfect success. X9a8 C. F. S. Gambi-b North
Sea Air StatioJi xiii. 310 Fitted with an air-brake in tbe
form of adjustable flaps in the trailing edge of the lower

Klane adj.tcent 10 the fuselage. 1889 Cent. Diet., *Air.
rush. 1901 Brit. Jml. Pluftog. i Nov. 696 The arropraph

(rVA/aero.] is probably better known to the majority of
photographers as the air-brush. 189X Bothami-BV Il/ord

t^eea. Photogr. (revised ed.) 67 Tlic formation of 'air-bubbles

in tbe emttlvon during coating. 1854 Poultry Chron, I. 389
Hidden in a secluded corner was an 'air-cane, the air-re-

ceptacle being still partially charged. 1633 Kiilgemont
FiermtKef. 140 in Liar. Use/. Knowl.,Husb. HliAtumiel is

formed by placing a wooden pipe . .exactly over the centre of

the *air-channcl. 1874 "Air-compressor Isee Comprkssor gj.

tSps P. Benjamin's Mod. Mechanism 17 The Norfolk Com-
pound Air-tJonipressoT. 1908 H^estm.Gax. ^i July ^/2 An..
mgeuious air-compressor, specially designed for use on
KXor-vehicles. 1899 Motor-Car li'orid I. 59'! An •air-

oo^ed Aster motor of al h p. 1909 ly'etttn. Gat. i Apr. 4/1
Tbe seven cylinders of the Gnome . . when tliey are revolv.

ing at a high speed, .will be very efficiently air<t»led. 1874
Knight Dii:t. Meek. I. 34/2 Shaler's 'air-cooler. 1909
Wettm. Gaz. 25 Mar. a/a The designer has adopted the

expedient of revolving the cylinders en bloc around fixed

cranks, whereby he is enabled to successfully adopt 'air-

cooKng. 1874 Kmiiht Diet. Meek. I. 34/1 'Air-cooling

Apparatus. 1909 Westm. Gat. 9 Sept. 4 '3 The sparking

plugs, which are provided with air-cooling ribs. 1884

KmoHT Diet. Meek. Suppl. 15/1 'Air.cressinf {.Mining), an
arch built over a horse,way or other road, with a passage or

airway above it. 1911 Act x ^ a Get*. K, c. 50 f 42 (3' All

air-crossings shall . be so constructed as not to be liable tc

he destroyed in the event of an explosion. 1900 Daily News
j6 Aug. 6 7 The lower •alr-curcs known as the Schwars-iee,

the Hnrnll, and the Shoulder. 1897 fbid. 1 Nov. 7/1 The
'air-driven hydraulic pump. 1856 Jrnt. K. Afric. Hoc.

XVn. I. 194, I.. then allowed it to become •air.dry, by
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kMping it for some days in a safe place, in a heated room.

.S,: Ks,c..T Did. MaJt., 'Air-fiiter. ^.^^ Jb.d. SuppU

1 5/1 yljVitV//^, a protective ventilator consisting of a clolh

interwoven with thin brass wire to act as a filter for tl>« air.

ton Dailf Til. lo Feb., Motor manufacturers are urged to

proCide air-fillers on all motor vehicles. 1840 Cottagers

\tan. 33 in Libr. Us.f. K«<ml., Hush. III. Cover to the

fake or -air-flue, which b only kept open during summer to

prevent excessive heat of that season. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell

iUtry BarUn xvi, 'Air-gaps were 10 be seenin their gar-

ments. 1800 R. Roim-KDCK Discov. ^ Im.igth C. (ed. 15)

MI A stouTwire interrupted by an air gap in its centre pro-

vided with small brass balls. 19M How lo maic rkt«esy 2

A miniature flash of lightning breaks through the insulating

air-gap between the balls or oscillators. 1884 Knicht D.ct.

1/f'*. Suppl. 16/1 ^Air-gasApparatus, another name for the

Carburetor, in which coal-gas or air is passed llirouah a vola-

tile hydrocarbon to increase or confer the illuminating power.

184. CMlEngin.l,Arch. Jr,.!. IV. .3/1 The.. instruments

employed. .to determine the pressure of the steam,. .namely,

the barometer-gauge, the 'air-gauge, etc. 1909 l^^/stm.

Gai. 4 May 42 An engine having specially designed air-

jackets. 1893 Palmt Sptcif. No. 22372 My process I term

the ' -air iS ' process. 1874 Knicht Diet. Mcch. ,
•Air-lock.

1877 £,urcl. Brit. VI. 63/1 A cylinder of wrought iron,

within which a tubular chamber, provided with doors above

and below, known as an airlock. 1879 Scrtbners MontlUy

XIX. 281 The moment you reach the men the air will escape,

and the water will rise and drown them. ' Air-locks are pro-

vided,' says Brewood. i8ss Leifchild Cornwall Mints 282

The underground boys work the *air-machines. 1876 Frans.

Clinical Sx. IX. 23 An 'air-pad was applied 10 the tumour.

1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 345/1 The "an -pa.;sages in

birds commence liy a simple superior larynx. 1878 Rankine

Sleaut Engine (ed. 9) 459 Air Passages—Blowing Apparatus

—Chimney. 1709 T. Robinson Ifat. Hist. IVestmM. v. 30

If the Miners should not open their*Air-Pits and keep their

Thurling-Ways clear. 1839 Ure i>:rf. v4<-<s 969 These air-

pits do not in general exceed 7 feet in diameter. 1877 £ngi.

lUtring 16 Nov. 381/3 The 'airtube of a diver's dress. 1894

»K»r* 315/2 Repairing Air-tube of1892 Dunlop. 1879GEIK1E

in Encycl. Brit. X. 250 Certain remarkable orifices of erup-

tion., to which the names of niud-volcanoes, salses, *air-

volcanoes, and macalubas have been applied. 1895 H. Lamb
Hydrodynamics Index, •Airwaves, effect of viscosity on.

1676 Mace Musick's Mon. 49 Next, what Wood is Best for

the Ribbs. The *Air.wood is absolutely the Best.

b. In nnmerous combinations relating to motion

through tlie air, esp. to flying-m-ichiiies or aviation,

as air armament, -boat, -car, -fleet, -liner, -mail,

mechanic, -pilot, -sailer, -or (person or machine),

service, -station, -yacht, etc. ; also air base, a

base of operations for aircraft ; air force, a

military or naval force organized for conducting

operations in the air ; that part of the offensive

and defensive forces of a country (in Great

Britain, tlie Royal Air Force) which consists of

officers and men with flying machines or other

necessary equipment ; so air arm, air council, air-

marshal, air officer (see quots.) ; air-mast, a mast

to which airships are moored ; air-pooket, an

alteration in atmospheric conditions, causing an

aeroplane to drop suddenly (like a billiard ball into

a pocket) ; air-port [after sea-port], a place con-

taining an aerodrome with its buildings and appa-

ratus, at which aeroplanes and other flying-machines

start bn, or land from, their voyages ; air raid, a

raiding attack by aircraft upon an enemy; air-

screw, the driving screw of an aeroplane or other

llying-machine; air-sick a. [after sea-sic/f], sick

fromthemotion of aircraft (cf. air-sickness in Diet.) ;

air-speed, the velocity of a flying-machine (or of

anything flying, e.g. a bird) in relation to the air

through which it is moving.

x^i Daily Tel. 15 Oct. 11/7 The experts in sea, land, .ind

•airarmaments. \^\^Athenseitin 23 May 360/2 ' *Ai_r-base,'

•aircraft,' 'airman,* ' air-mechanic, 'air-pocket,* 'air-raid,'
' air-scout,' ' airship,' and * anti-aircraft * are now everyday
terms, xoza iqth Cent. Sept. 356 Air bases will be liable to

air attack. 1888 Wonderfitl Balloon Ascents 224 Ihe
question is, to find out a new machine capable of flying in

the air, and at the same time heavier than the air. . . The ''air-

boat of M. Pline seems to us one of the best ideas. 1913
Brilannica Year-hk. 343 The second class, variously termed
* flying-boat ' and ' air-boat *, consists . . ofa long boat-shaped
bull, wherein the passengers' seats are contained, and on
which the planes arc built up. iga6 Glasgow Herald iB Aug,
9 New Bnlish all-metal air-boats. 1829 Mech. Mag. XI.
164 The machine which is to carry him, may be designated
an •Air<ar. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 8 July 8/1 Five hundred
ten.pound notes will enable Mr. George L. O. Davidson to
commence the construction of his air-car, which will be
capable of lifting itself into the air and travelling over the
ground. 1911 in Grahame-White & Harper Aeroplane ^\
Further developments, in passenger-carrying, are expected
during 191 1, when ' air-cars ', carrying four and six occupants
as their regular equipment, will be introduced. X908 H. G.
Wells Warin Airw. 8 3 The German *air-fleet. t^iy Act
7^8 Geo. y, c. 5 1 An Act to make provision for the establish-
ment, administration, and discipline of in •Air Force, the
esublishraent of an Air Council, and for purposes connected
therewith.

_ 1910 Act 10 l^ n Geo. K, c. 76 § 11 (2) Where
possession is reasonably required for naval, military, or air

force purposes.^ 19U Gla^j^ow Herald 12 Oct. 9 'fhe Na.
pier.Instone •Air Liners.. flying.. from Cologne to London.
/bid. 4 Apr. The despatch of *air-mail letters. .between
London and Paris. 1919 Times 19 Aug. 10/3 The King has
been pleased to approve the promotion of Air Vice-Marsh.il
Sir H. Trenchard, K.CB., to •Air.Marshal. 19J7 Daily
Tel. I Nov. 10/6 'iiie selection of a site on the south side of
the St. Lawrence for the erection of an Imperial •airmast.
IQ19 •Air-mechanic (see air.base above). 19*8 C. V. S.

Oa.mble JVtTrM Sea Air Station i. 39 The term ' air mechanic

'
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is in use, though no such naval rating really exists. By air

mechanic is meant a man who has been through a course of

training either at the Central Flying School or at Eastchurch.

loao Act 10 Geo. F, c. 7 § 11 (3) The expression •a.r officer

means any officer above the rank of group captain. 1913

I. W. Simpson Ess. * Mem. 169 The confident courage that

inspires •air-pilots. 1914 Aeroplane 9 Apr. 435/' Mr. Hucks

said that the term * •air-pocket is a misnomer. The so-called

air, or a downward eddy, either ofwhich causes an aeroplane

to lose altitude. 1916 Glasgoiu Herald 13 Nov. 4 At Croydon

The scene is characteristic of the •airports of all the big

cities. I9»9 Times 10 Jan. 7/1 Hull is destined u timately

to have an airport. 1915 Lanchester Aircraft tnWarJare

(1916) too •Air-raids on Great Britain by Zeppelin do not

p.-iy 1917 W. Pett Ridge Amazing Yuars xii, 1 he glass

windows,., which had been broken in an air raid. OajAero-

tiautical Ann., Scientific value offlying models, Ihe air-

sailer who .. adds the thrust of a screw 10 the forces he is

accustomed to deal with. Ibid., The development of the

motorless air-sailer. 1908 H. G. Wells WarinAirvM. $ 5

Then Bert .. had his first experience of the work of an air-

sailor. 1923 Daily Mail 17 Apr. 8 The engtneless air-sailor.

189s .Aeronautical Ann., At Khinow, Ihe..care needed in

making changes in an •air.sailing machine. 1914 Aeronaut.

Soc. Gt. Brit., Techn. Terms, *Airscie7v, used as a generic

term to include both a propeller and a tractor screw. 1916

Cliamb. jfrnl. Sept. 580/2 An aeroplane., propelled by a

rapid series of explosions, no airscrew, .being used. 192a

Daily Mail 8 Dec. 12 An 1,800 miles *air service from

Copenhagen to iirindisi is being planned. J908 H. G.

Wells WarinAir\n. § i One or two were *air-sick. 1918
' Avion * Aeroplanes, etc. 28 An action like that of the

pendulum of a clock would result, and the passengers would

soon be airsick. 1784 "Air-sickness [see Am tb. B. U. in

Diet.). 1908 H. G. Wells War in Air viL § 1 For a

time he was not a human being, he was a case of air-

sickness. 1910 R. Ferris How it Flies 453 'Air-speed—

The speed of aircraft as related to the air in which they are

moving ; as distinguished from land-speed. 1913 Daily Mail

17 July 10 Ocean *Air-stations. 1927 Observer ; A.u%. 11/3 It

was an ordinary *air-laxi flight from Brooklands to Ascot.

1927 CornellA lumni News Aug.499 McGovern was attorney

for both parties, designed the truck body for the plane, and

invented the description * *air-truck*. xSaz-a Bvron in

Medwin Conversat. Ld. B. (1824) 1. 199 , 1 suppose we shall

soon travel by *air-vessels ; make air instead of sea-voyages.

190a F. Walker Aerial Navig. n6 Greater efficiency to be

attained byair-ships..relatively to. .theone or two passenger
'air-yachts.

Aircraft (e»-i|kraft). [f. Am sb. -h Craft sb. 9.]

Flying-machines collectively ; rarely a flying-

machine. Hence Alrcra-.ftsman, a man who
mnnages aircraft, an aeronaut.

1907 Navigating the Air Introd. p. xxxix, The Wellman
arctic balloon, a comparatively slow, but. .skilfully con-

structed air-craft. 1909 Daily Chron. 26 Feb. 1/2 'I'he vast

commercial possibilities that the manufacture and world,

wide use of air craft offer. 1910 Rotch in Aeronautical

Ann., (Suppose) an aircraft to possess the very moderate

speed of 9 metres per second. 1920 Glasgow Her. 2 Aug. 6

The demand for experienced pilots and aircraftsmen.

Airedale (e»'Jd«il). Name of a district in the

West Hiding of Yorkshire; hence short {or Airedale

terrier, one of a breed of large rough-haired dogs.

1880 Dalziel Brit. Dogs 377 The Au-edale or Bingley

Terrier. 1889 Ibid. (ed. 2) 1 1. 385 The name Terrier, applied

to the Airedale, is admittedly a stretching of the term tieyond

its original meaning. X916 F. M. Jowett Airedale Terrier

26 A dog brimful of true Airedale character and type.

Airisll, a. 2. (Modem U.S. examjiles.)

1883 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxxviii. 613 Going
westward on any line one will find the winters growing
dryer, also more ' airish '. 1885 ' C. E. Craddock ' Prophet
Gt. Smoky Mts. ^6y It air toler'ble airish in the fog.

Airlessness (e»'jlesnes). [f. Airless + -kess.]

The condition of being airless.

183X J.
Wilson Unimore IL 186 Idle all at once her sails

Hang in the airlessne-ss. 1857 Dickens Dorrit u. xxiit. The
airlessness and closeness of the house. 1885 ' LucAS Malet '

Col. Enderby's Wife 11. iv. The shut and darkened windows
produced an effect of airlessness.

Air-line. [See Air sb. B. II.]

1. A line taken direct through the air; a bee-

line. Chiefly U.S.
x8x3 J. QuiNCY in Deb. Congress i Jan. 544 'They will not

rigidly observe any air-Hnes or water-lines in enforcing

tlieir necessary levies. 1829 J. F. Cooper Wishton-wish ii.

27 'i'his clearing, which by an air line might have been
half a mile from the place where his horse had stopped.

X864 Congress. Globe Mar. 1264/2, I invite_ any gentleman
who supposes that by voting for this bill he is vojing

for an air-line, to look . . and see the kind of air-line it is

proposed to establish. X890 Harper's Mag. Apr. 730/1 Al-

though only fifteen miles in an air line, the renegade insisted

that It would be necessary to make a detour. X904 Chicago
Tribune i Aug. 4, The judge held that distance was to be
measured by air line or 'as the crow flies', not as the main
traveled road leads.

attrib. X863 Congress. Globe Feb. 813/1 This is a proposi-
tion to construct an air-line railroad between Washington
and New York. 1895 Outing Dec. 214/2 Pursuing an even
air-line route across the rougnest country.

2. A line of airships or aeroplanes for passenger
or postal service. Also attrib.

1888 Kipling Soldiers Three, etc. (1895) 293 The Religion
never seemed to get much beyond its first manifestations

;

though it added an air-line postal service. 19*8 Sir F.
Maclean in Daily Express 9 Nov. 9/4 It is difficult to see
bow public air lines can compete with railways.

Airmaa (e»jmsen). [f. Air sb. -e Man sb?-,

after seaman.] A man who navigates a flying-

machine ; the pilot of an aeroplane or airship.

AISLE.

X9X0 Daily Mail 4 June 4/2 A flight of over forty miles

above the sea, during which the airman is in continual

danger. x9ao Act 10 <• 11 Geo. K, c 30 ? 41 (5) The ex-

pression ' airman ' means a man of the regular air force.

So AiTwoman.
i9i> Daily News xi Mar., Aviation has claimed another

victim, the youngest airwoman in France.

Airmansllip. Add in, def. after ' balloon ' :

' or flying-machine '.

1908 Daily Chron. 15 Aug. 4/6 'Airmanship ' is the newest

addition to the language. X910 Daily Mail 4 June 4 2

When airmanship was in the elementary stage.

Airol (c'rcl). Med, A greyish-green powder
consisting of bismuth oxyiodogallate, used as an

antiseptic.

X90X Dorland Aied. Diet. (ed. 2). 1906 Harmswortk
Encycl. II. 507/iThe use of anti-streptococci serum, and the

application of airol and thiol.

Airplane (e»"jpUin). [Alteration of Aebo-
rLANK, after Air ii.] =*Aeroplake2.
1907 Westm. Gaz. 19 July 4/2 It is thb ease of going

against the current, with no motive force in evidence, that

is . . the despair of the aeronauts with their air-planes. X916

BuCHAN Hist. /Far XIV. 48 Airplane reconnaissance. iii8

King's Kegs. R.A.F. § 1024 A The supply of patent fire-

extinguishers is to be limited to the following services ;—
Motor boats. Motor vehicles. Airplanes. Seaplanes.

Airship (e»"jjip)- Formerly air-ship. [f. AlR

sb. -f ShiI" sb., after G. luftschiff.] A dirigible

motor-driven balloon, usually of an elongated

cigar-shaped form. Also altrib.

1888 Wonderful Balloon A scents 11 The same thing would

happen with the air-ship as with the water-ship, itoo

Sci. Amer. 19 Apr. 253/x (In Index of Inventions tor

which Letters Patent of the United States were Granted

April I, X890.] x89a P. Benjamin s Mod. Mechanism 2 The
accompanying table gives the principal data as to the four

air-ships. X900 [see Zeppelin). 1902 IfVx////. (7«*. 16 July

6/1 Tne first prize at the St. Louis Exposition airship

contest will be X 20,000.

H Thb word was used for the nonce by Carlyle in the

following passage :—1833 Carlyle Sart. Res. 1. xi. What
vacant, high-sailing air-ships arc these, and whither will

they sail with us?

Air-tight, a. Add : b. sb. An article of food

put up in an air-tight vessel. U.S.
xgaj S. E. White Arizona Nights 1. xvi. 219 On top of a

few incidental pounds of chile con, baked beans, soda bis.

cuits, ' air tights *, and other delicacies.

Aiimrny (e»*iwii). [f. Air sb. + Way si.]

1. A passage for air, esp. one for ventilation in

a mine.
x8s9 R. Hunt Guide Mus. Tract. Geol. (ed. a) 224 A rapid

circulation of pure air thi'ough all the airways of the colliery'.

i6j1 Design * Work III. 603/t The wind wheel .. would

work in a midship air-way. 1887 in Kipling From Sea to

Sea (1904) I. X58 A sort of loose box with a two-foot air-way

all round the top. X9c>7 Daily Chron. 20 July 9/3 A longer

connection is more ea.sily attached, and the air-way in it

less liable to be obstructed by flexion. 1908 Ibid. 7 Mar. 5/5

Free the return air-way from noxious gases.

2. The route of a service of aeroplanes or airships.

1908 IFestm. Gaz. 3 Oct. 3/2 An impression of 1920. ..Ex.

tract from Passenger Handbook of the Great Eastern .air-

way Company for June. IJXI in Grahame-White & Harper

Aero/ilane 218 The Atlantic will,. .beyond doubt, have its

regular 'airway *.

Airworthy (esuwiuSi), a, [f. Air si. after

seaworthy.] Of a flying-machine : In a fit condi-

tion for travelling through the air. Hence Ali-
wo^rtUness.
1829 Mech. Mag. XI. iSi The airiner has time, in all cases

(assuming that the air-car is air-worlhy) to concert proper

measures for his safe descent.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 11 May 52 That their vessel would be

airworthy when completed. X909 H.G. Wells Tono-Bungay
IV. i, 1 had satisfied myself . . of the real air-worthiness of

Lord Roberts31a dirigible balloon). 1017 Observer -ii Aug.

6/2 A strength of approximately double that specified by
the British Air Ministry upon the advice of the Airworthi-

ness of Airships Panel.

Airy-fairy (t»ri,fe»Ti), a. colloq. [After

Tennyson's 'airy, fairy Lilian' {Lilian, 1830).]

Delicate or light as a fairy. Also as si.

1869 W. S. Gilbert Bab Balla,is. Only a Dancing Girl

iii, "^o airy fairy slie. As she hangs in arsenic green, From
a highly impossible tree. In a highly impossible scene.

1898 Westm. Gaz. I Oct. 81 The low-necked airy-fairy

ladies' ball gown. 1907 IbicL 30 Mar. 16 i 'lo find partneis

for the airy-fairy creatures.

Aisle. Add : 4. b. Broad aisU (U.S.) : see

*15road aisle.

5. A passage-way in a building or a train, north,

dial, and U.S.
xSsx J. J. HooPKR Widow Rugby's Hnsb. X03, 1 have seen

him .. charge .. into one door of the court-house, dash

furiously along the aisle letc.J. 1873 Sat. Rev. 22 Nov.

662/2 The Deputy-Sherifif placed his prisoners in the

smoking-car of the train. . . The aisle was packed. 1880

L. Wallace Ben-Hur v. xiii. As the four stout servants

carried the merchant in his chair up the aisle [in the circus)

curio.sity was much excited. 1889 Harper's Mag. Oct. 73Va
He.. collected the price of three hours reading..and went

on down the aisle [of the train). 190a S. E. Whttk Blaxea

Trail In, One big fellow.. swaggered back and forth down
the aisle [of the train). 1903 I. Bacmeller DarrelofBlessed
Isles xiv. 148 Small boys would be chasing each other up
and down aisles [of the school]. 1904 K, Y. Times 9 May 4

The main aisle [of the store) is full of l.ices. X909 Daily

Chron. 16 Feb. 4/7 [In America) all gangvi-ays and narrow

paths whether in theatres, shops, or omnibuses, are 'aisles .



AISLEMAN. 13 ALECITHAL.

6. A double row of wheat-sheaves set up to dry.

beat.
xfAL T. Davis Agric. IViiis 76 Tbe general custom of

Wil^ire, U, to se( up the siicafa in double rows,, .and the

sheaves so set up are called an aile. 1893 M. Gray Last
SenteHCt III. i. Paler gold of piled sheaves ' in aisle ' on
upland slopes. 1904 Daiiy Mail 10 Sept, 3 7 In tbe Iste

of Wight, what is locally described as an 'aisle* of corn

standins: in a field, .was struck by ligfctning.

Aisleman. [*Aisle 5.] i'.S. A shop-assistant

in charge of an aisle.

1906 -V. >'. Eitn. Pott 8 Oct. 12 Simplify shopping by
asking questions... Ask the Aislemen and Elevator meo.

AitclL (<*tf). Name of the letter H, o.v. ; cf.

Ache sb.^ Also Comb.j as aitch-dropping^-jree adjs.

Hence Ai'tclil*ss a.^ that does not aspirate his ^'s.

1900 G. Swift Scmirley 75 The aitch-less 'Arry. ibid. 115

A bounder of the aitch-dropping tyoe. 1907 Daily Chrvn.

9 July 3/3 Humanity, with a capital aitch. S9S5 CoHtfm/.
Rev. June 746 The aitch-free accent.

Jkjonpa adj/i-pa). [Fr., repr. the native name.]

InUie West Indies, a but or wigwam built on piles

and covered with leaves or branches.

•to Kingsley At Last viii. A tribe of Chaymas built

tbeir paliO'leaf ajoupas upon the very spot where tbe lake

now hes.

Ake6t variant of *AcKEK.

A la carte, k la carte ralakart). [See

A LA and Carte '5.] * liy the card * (or bill of fare)

:

said of meals which are ordered at a hotel or res-

taurant in separate items, each ha\*ing its specified

price. (Distinguished from a Table d'hote meal,

which is served at a 6xed inclusive price.)

tia6 Shkus RamtbU in Grrmmny 95a He will find Cmmd-

fortable apartments, civil attendance, excellent (are, a A*
cmrtt, at any hour.

Alalon^a .9elAV'<]g^)- Also-luusa. [mod.L.,

a. local It. alalonga^ 7. ala fin + longa (It. iunga)
long.] A long-finned tunny, Thmmus (fierma)
aiaionga,
1I54 Badham Halirut, xi. act The trembling thunnies,

pelamyds, and alalongas, which covered tbe bottom of tbe

net. Ibid. 903 Alalongas, wboM long pectorals had been
draggled tn the mire.

A1a.vi».w^ivi^ (aeUmx*ndin). [ad. med.L. a/a-

mandina^ altered f. L. aliUHmdina {gemma), f.

Aiahafida a city of Caria.] A kind of garnet. Qt
AUIANDl.'d.
sSgS J. W. Amdckson Frmftcttw^t HmtuM. (cd. 6) 96

Garnet (ioclnding carbuncle, alamaiidina, pyrope^ ftc.^ mbs
W. W. Watts in Trm»is. StHt. EccUtM. S9e. 153 A ring
with an alamandine (a gamct^oloand ttonai). (tr. Matt.
i'aris ChroH. Mmj. (RolU) VI. 383.I

Alarm, ib. .\dd

:

4. and II. Aiarums (or a/arms^ andexcnrstons ^ a
stage-direction occurring in slightly varying forms
in Shaks. /len. VI and Ruh, ill (e. g. 3 //*». VI.
V. ii. miV.) ; hence used playfully by recent writers

for: Skirmishing, cooftised fighting or onsets, sud-

den divagations, etc
ti9S Y^G%A^kM%G»lMitm Age v) Alarums and Excurstont.

[1910 G. K. CHisraaTOM (/i//r) Alartns and I>iscttrstoia.)

ifas Babwb Cmtrngt 9, 1 want yoa to hold. .That to gain
conraga is what yoa ooow to Sc Andrews ibr. With soaa
alarums and eacvfsioos into college life.

12. b. In modified sense : Apprehension, uneasi-

ness as to consequences.
itjS Dth. Camgrtu a6 Feb. i^Si This General Asacmbly

views with alarm. .Che propoattioa..far abandooing. .the
principle of protection. iS)4 /bid, 18 Feb. 604 Tbey regard
with ^arm the Ute mcasuns of the President.

13. aUrm-oord, tbe cord of an alarm-bell. «jr/.

the communication-cord on a railway train. C/^.
tBfa E. EcctcsTOM Emd ff WpHd v. 40 In behind tbe

don>oo chimney be polled an alarm cord,

Alastrim(ilx'strim). [? Of Brazilian origin.]

A contagious eruptive fever resembling smallpox.
( f9aa Eh<^L Brit. SoppL 1 1 1, cu/a An outbreakjof mild

•mallpoxl in South Afnca was osscribed by de iCort^ in
tgo4, imder the name of Ameas or Kaftr.pox, aaotbcr by
Ribas in Brazil in 1910, under tbe Dame of Alastrim.] 1913
iXiiLANO Mid. Diet. ( ed. 7), Alastrim, same as ammtu.
less Tintti 19 .May 10 4 Last week no fewer than 3s cases
M smallpox were notified in England and Wales...One of
the«e cases was notified as 'alastrim*.

Albaaian (aelUl-niAn). a.^ and shy Hist. [f.

med.L. Albania Scotland (Ir. Aibtt, genit. Aiban)
+ -AX.] A ad/. Of or pertaining to Scotland.
B. sb. A Scot. So Albude (xlhoe-nik) a, [cf. Ir.

Aibanat, Gael. A^nmck\ Scottish.
1561 NoKTON & Sackv. GcrMmt v. IL 137 Tfae proude

attetnptes o( this Albanian prince. 1796-9A BuTLita Lix'tt
0/Satut» (1847) L 451 St. Gildas tbe Albwiian, or the Scot.
iMs T. M'Lauchlan Early Sett. CJk, xvl 308 Tbe great
convention at Drumccat in Ulster, where tbe qocstion of
Albanic independence was fully disctissed.

41hanian >lb^*niin}, a,^ and sb.2 [f. Albania
(see below) + -a».
AlbaMiM is the medJ.. and general mod. name of the

oowitry, which is called Skkyi^im by tbe natives, who call
tbesnelves SkJkyi^tmn in med.Gr. 'AA^ria, with variants
|AA^u'i,Tb«/Ap^c^^.lbeinhabtiants being called 'Kkfia^m^
'AA., 'Af)^«r^rcf (in Turkish 'AsMAoirr).]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Albania, a country
in the western part of the Kalkan peninsula, its

inhabitants or their language.

1813 Q. Rer, Oct. 383 The Hungarian and the Albanian
l.inguages have some traits of resemblance to each other.

1869 TozER HigkL Turkey I. 186 The Mahometans arc
mostly Albanian. 190^ M. £. Durham Burden of Balkans
X. 227 A young Albanian officer. 19S0 — in Contentp. Kez'.

Aug. 2 10 The long-forbidden Albanian language was printed.

B. sb. 1. A native or inhabitant of modern
Albania in the Balkan peninsula.
1813 Q. Rev. Oct. 384 The Albanians speak a language of

which a considerable portion is Greek, latin, German,
Sclavonian or Turkish. 1905 M. E. Durham Burden 0/
Balkans xii. 399 The Albanians are fond of animals, i^ao
— tn Contewp. Rev. Aug. 210 Freed from Turkish prohibi*
tion,..the cult of tbe national language became almost a
religion to the Albanians.

2. The language of modern Albania (the only
surviving representative of the * Thraco-IUyrian

'

group).
1813 Q. Rev. Oct. 283 The Finnish is said to have some

coincidence with the Greek, the Hungarian with the Finnish,
and the Albanian with all us neight^urs. 1905 M. E. Dur-
ham Burden (t/ Balkofis xii. 298 books printed in Albanian
by the Church press at Skodra. 1980 — in Ccntem^. Rex\
Aug. 21Q Up till 1908 the foreign schools where alone
Albanian could be taught as a written language, had for

political purposes frequently changed the spelling of their

school books. Ibid. 212 He [Ea&ad Pasha] could only
understand I'urkish and Albanian.

All>6r|f0 (,^lb^'jg<7). Occas. anglicized alberg.

[It.: see Aobkroe.] An inn (in Italy),

1617 MosvsoH Itin. 1. 154 Three houses like Colled^es,
called Albergi^ for those that make long stay in the Citie.

1673 Ray y^tm. L<nu C. 303 The Aiberghi or Halls of the
eight several Natiotu .. of the Order. 1808 Helen St.
Victor Ruins efRiggnda I. 137 By your naming payment,
I should suppose that you had mistaken my poor Cottage
for an Albergo, some distance from this, 1889 F. Pigot
Strmt^giest Jvurn. 149^ I was thus able., to rest at the country
albergs. >9a6 5^r<:/a/tfr ao Feb. 318; 3 Ostia. .consisted of
a few forlorn houses a modest albergo^ and a wilderness of
sand.

Albigenses (xrlbid^e-n^uz), sb. pL [med.L.

(1 3th c.;, f. Albiga^ L. name of Albi, a city in s-w,

France.] The name of a sect of Catharist heretics

* of the south of France in the 1 3th and 1 3th centuries.
169a p. Allix {title) Remarks upon The Ecclesiastical

History of the Antient Churches of the Albigenses. 1756-9

I

A. BirrLsa Livrs e/Saiuts^ S. Dominic, The abominations
of tbe heresy of the Albigenses. S83S [in title below]. 1910

i
Emcycl. Brtt. I. 505/2.

I

Hence Albicanaiaa a. and sb.^ Albiffa'nsio a.

I
iaa8G. S. Fares Saer. Cal. Frepheey III. 28 The AlU.

j

geosic church of the south of France. 183a S. R. Maitlanl>
I

Albigenses ^ l^aldenses 14 Fugitive Waldensians (not

i Albigensians) driven out of Lyons. Ibid. 17 Either the
Albigensian. or Waldensian, sect. X98S H. J. WAKMita {title)

\ 'I'he Albigensian Heresy.

I
Albiniatio (scll>ini*stik), a. [f. Albinism : see

I
-TSTic] Of, pertaining to, or affected with albinism.

I

iS8e in WaaSTea Suppl. 191s Brit, Museutn Return 115

,

Skull of an albinistic Pekinese Spaniel presented by G.
Nettleship.

Albinotic (i-lbin^tik), tf. [f. Albino 4- -otic]
Of, pertaining to, or affected with albinism : *-prec.
itTa CouBS N. Amgr. Birds 937 Albinotic or melanotic,

and other abnormally colored speamens.

Albo-Carbon (srlb(»k2'ibfft:i). [f. albo-, taken
as comb, form of L. albus white -f Cabdox.] A name
for naphthalene as used for carburetting gas in order

to increase its illuminating power. Chiefly tUtrib.,

in alb<h£arbtm lamp^ H^^l'
iMe G. LuNCB DistilL C^al'tar 149 A gas^arburetting

apparataSi called tbe albo.carbon licbt. Ibtd, 944 The albo*
carbon Ump. 18M Dailv Nems 9 June 7' t, I knew that the
barrel confiiiiitid albo-carboo, wbicb we used in connection
with the gu.

AIIramO0«(se*lbIi/mA«). Ckem, [f. Albumin
•¥ -OSK^.] An intermediate digestion-product of

albuminous matteri passing into peptone ; a species

of proteose.
iM^ yml, iSkem. 5«r. XLVI. 1380 A new method of pre-

paration., whereby four different forms of albumose arc
separated. 1889 M^Gowam Bertitlisen's Org. Chetti. 516
Albuminoos matters uiKlergo change when acted upon by
tbe jaiccs of the stomach at a temperature of 30-40**, pepsin
converting them tn the first instance into Anti. and Hemt.
albanKiecS| both of which then go into prptone : tryp<iin

likewue gives lise to tbe two above albumoses. 1891 [&ee

Ptomaine).

Alomauiaai (3elkm/i*ni&n), a. and sb, [f. L.

AlcmdniHs^ f. Alcmdn, Or. 'AA*^**, the name of

a Greek lyric poet of the 7tb c. B.C.] Used to

designate a verse of four dactyls, or a clistich con-

sisting of a dactylic hexameter followed by this

verse. Also sb.^ an Alcmanian verse or distich.

1879 J. W. White Schmidt's Rhythmic * Metric 9^ The
Alcmanian yroup,consislingofa dactylic hexameter followed
by a dactylic tetrameter.

Aleogal (ae-lkatci^el). Chem. [f. Alco(hol +
Gel(atix : see *Gkl.] A gelatinous precipitate

from a colloidal solution in alcohol.
iS64[see 'AlcosolJ. 1914 E. F. Bvston ColUid. Solutimts

(|Q2I) 9, 147.

Alcoholic. B. sb. Add

:

1. (Kxarople.)
stra Fo9d Jrnt. i Apr. 141 Any restriction on tbe sale of

koootict.
2. One who is addicted to excessive consumption

of alcoholic drinks ; a drink addict.

1891 G. T. KEMpin Q. yrni. /neMct^-Jnn. (Funk), Chronic
alcoholics. 1907 Daily Chron. 4 Sept. 3/1 There is.. a time
coming when the alcoholic will be a rarity. 1909 Westm. Gaz.
25 Feb. 8 I Warning him that deceased was a ' chronic
alcoholic,* and must have a bottle of port a day.

Alcoholist (ae-lktf'h^ist). [See -IST.] One
who is addicted to, or advocates, drinking alcoholic
liquors.
1888 Forum (N.Y.) Sept. 103 Of 250 chronic alcoholists

nearly 90 % had fatty degeneration of the liver. 1894 Pop.
Sci. Monthly Nov. 99 A moderate alcoholist. 1930 W. J.
\jx.viv. House 0/ Baltazar iii, Old Jack Bonnitborne, the
champion alcoholist of the moorland.

Alcoholizer (?elk^ipbi:z3j). = prec.
1890 ' R. lioLDREwooD* Miner s Right xxvf^ I pity those

alcohoHsers. . . And they are often such Bayart^ in their sane
periods.

Alcosol (3e-lk<Js(»l). Chem. [f, Alco(hol +
SoLfUTiON : see *SoL.] A colloidal solution in

alcohol.
i86a T. Graham in Froc. Royal Soc. XIII. 337 If I may

be allowed to distinguish the liquid and gelatinous hydrates
of silicic acid by the irregularly formed terms of hydrosol
and hydrogel of silicic acid, the two corresponding alcoholic
bodies now introduced may be named the alcosol and alcogel
of silicic acid. i9aa A. W. Stewart Pkysico-Chem. Themes
ix. 160.

Aldemey (9*ld3Jni). [The name of one of the

Channel Islands.] Properly, the designation of the
cattle bred in Aldemey ; but popularly used as a

general name for the cattle (mostly light or dark
fawn-coloured) of ihe Channel Islands, including

those of Jersey and Guernsey ; also, an individual

of this breed.
1830 Miss Mitfosd Our Village Ser. iv. 106 The wealthy

yeoman gave her . . a very fine young Aldemey. 1834 Youatt
Cattle 267 The Aldemey, considering its voracious appetite
. . yields very little milk. 1854 Dickens Hard Times 11. x,

She didn't give any milk, ma am ; she gave bruises. She
was a regular Alderney at that. 1875 in J. Coleman Cattle
Gt. Brit. 13^ I'he Channel Island breed of cattle, popularly
known in this country as * Alderneys *, consists of two classes.

..The Guernsey is the larger of the two, usually of a tight

fawn colour. . .The Jersey class is smaller. 1887 J* M* Hall
in J. Coleman Cattle, Sheep, ^ Figs Gt. Brit. 219 To this

day Jerseys and Guernseys are still popularly included in

the name * Alderneys '. 1910 Emycl. Brit. V. 519/* {.Cattle)

The term Alderney is obsolete, the cattle of AUerney being
mainly a typt^ of the Guernsey breed.

Alaerwoman. Add earlier quot

:

1557 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 264 Mres
Bndgman shall go nexte unto the Alderwomen.
2. A woman holding the position of an alderman.
1768 MosANT Hist. Essex U. 400/a A Gild of women of

our Lady's Lights, to which belonged an Alderwoman, and
two wardens. 1895 N. Amer. Rev, Sept. 967 When women
shall have become, not only votresses, but legislatresses,

ni.iyoresses, and alderwomen. x^fio Daily News ^^ May 3/1
The London Government Act of last year, .prohibited
women serving as alderwomen or councillors on borough
Councils.

Aldine (se'ldsin, ^-Idain), a. (and sb.\ [ad.

niotl.L. Aidinus, -a {icW. edilio), f. ./4/t/wj, latinized

f. A/do (see below).] The designation of the edi-

tions of Greek and Latin classics (including many
pn'n^ipes) piinted or published at Venice by Aldo
Manuzio (the more familiar name of Teobaldo
Manucci, I450-I5l5),and his family (^1490-1597),
As sb., an Aldine book or edition.
The device characteristic of Aldine books is a figure of a

dolphin.
180a DiBDiN Classit:s Introd. 97 A most beautiful copy of

this Aldine edition. 18S7 — Gr. ^ Lnt. Classics (ed. 4)
II. ^49 The Aldine Demosthenes of 1504. Ibid. 343 1\i\^

edition .. departs from the Aldine in some places. i86a
Burton Bk. Hunter lot Old editions of the classics in

vellum bindings—Stephenses or Aldines. 1880 A. Lang
Bnllades in BlueChiua^ Book-hunter, In rich men's shelves
they uke their ease—Aldines, Bodonis, EUevirs ! i8SiFall
Mull Gat. 18 Sept. 3, 9 An Aldine dolphin.

Aldo- (^ld<7)^ before a vowel aid-, used as com-
bining form of Alij£H\DK in the names of chemical

compounds as aldo-hexosef -pentose, 'keten\ aid-

03ciin(e, the oxime of an aldehyde.

1883 Jml. Chem. Soc. XLIV. 1104 Lactones are not con-
verted into aldoximes by the action of hydroxylamine. 1906
SuDBOROucH Bemthsen's Org. Chem. 308 The relationship of

the aldohexoses to the aldopentoses. 1907 J. B. Cohen Org,
Chem, 995 An aldehyde sugar containing six atoms of carbon
would be termed an nIdo.nexose. Ibid. 310 Aldo- Pentose.

191S F. G. Pora Mini. Research Org. Ckem. 976Two classes

w keteiu have been recognized, namely, the keto-ketens..

and the aldo-ketens.

Aldose (x-ld^yss). Chem. [f. Ald(ehydk +
-osK '^.] An aldehyde sugar,

1900 IK. H. HcnvelCs Fhysiol. (ed. 9) I. 561 Bodies..

pos\e»sing either the constitution of an aldehyde-alcohol,—
CHiOH)CHO. called aldoses, or of a ketonealcohol. 190s

J. J. R. KIacleoo Fract. Pkytiol. 161 Chemically, mono-
saccharides are either aldehydes 01 ketones, the former are

called aldoses, the latter ketoses.

Alecithal (ale-sij>4l), a. Embryo!, [f. Gr. d-

priv. -f- A<«itfosyoIk + -AL.] Of an ovum: Devoid

of food-yolk.
1880 Balfous Comp. Embryol. I. iii. 90 It is convenient

to distinguish the ova which segment uniformly by some
term; and I iihould propose for this the term alecithal, as

implying that they are without food-yolk, or that what
little food-yolk there is, is distributed uniformly. [JVate] For
this term as well as for the terms telolecithal and centro*

lecithal I am indebted to Mr. Lankester.



ALECK.

Aleck (in smart Aleck) : see *Smabt a.

Alemanic Cielemse-nik), a. and sb. Also All-,

-aunic. [ad. late 1- AUmannicus, f. Alemanni,

Gr. 'KKanaanm, ad. OTeut *Alamanniz, which is

prob. f. Ali + Man j*.' and denotes a wide alliance

of peoples.] The name of a confederation of Ger-

manic tribes occupying the territory between the

Rhine, the Main, and the Danube ; also, of the

dialects of Old High German spoken by them or

the modem representatives of these. Also Ale-

ma-nnlan a. and sb. Alema-nnisli [after G. Ale-

tnanniscK\.

xM EiKjtl. Brit. {ij<)i\ I. 469/2 Allemannic language.

1813 Q. Jtrv. «58 German, Himina. Alemannish, Himil.

Classical German, Himmel. 1814 J. Jamieson (^;V/c) Hermes
Scythicus : or, the radical afBnities of the Greek and

Latin languages to the Gothic : illnstrated from the Moeso-

Gothic, Anglo-Saxon, Francic, Alemannic. 1841 /V«ny
CycL XXIV. 368/1 Suabian branch [of modern High

GtrmArti. .AUemaniiii:, commonly so called in the south-

west comer of the Black Forest. 1879 Eruycl, Brit.^
iiT/'i For Bavarian we m-iy quote some old glossaries,

for Alem-innian the interlineary versions of the Benedictine

Rule; Ibid, 519/3 .Memannian is best characterized by its

rigidly keeping its original vowel qualities. 1888 Wright
OJf.G. Primer i Upper German, spoken in the highlands

of South Germany, and consisting of the Alemanic and

Bavarian dialects. 191a Brvce .9. America 424 The Swiss,

Alemannian Germans to begin with, grew slowly into a

nation.

[Delete ALEJfBiCATE v. and substitute :]

Alembicated (alembik«ited), ppl. a. [f. L.

type alembkalus -^ -YXt. Cf. F. alambiqul] Of
ideas, expression, etc. : Over-refined, over-subtilized

(as if by passing through an alembic).

1786 Mes. Piozzi Atued, yohnson 197 His mind was like

a warm climate, which brings every lhine_ to perfection

stlddenly and vigorously, not like the alembicated produc-

tions of artiticial fire, which always betray the difficulty of

bringing them forth when their size is disproportionate to

their flavour. x8i8 Lady Morgan Fl. Macarthy I. i. 8

Theories of alembicated refinement. 18*3 New Monthly
Mag,\\\. 1^4 Alembicated systems for explaining conduct,

and reconciling contradictions of character, are rarely satis-

factory. 1913 W. Raleigh Some Autliors^ Boccaccio (1923)

84 The prose style of Boccaccio, .is not a simple style

—

rather it is curious and alembicated.

So Alembloa'tion, over-subtlety or over-refine-

ment of expression.

1893 Stevenson Vailima Lett. 2 June{i89s) 27t This sort

of trouble.. produces nothing when done but alembication

and the far-fetched.

Ale-wife^. The form aloofein qiiot. 1678 in

Diet, is app. a mere misprint, as all other 17th

cent, instances have ale-wife, -wives, e. g. :

tby^Plymauth Col. Rec. I. 17 Whereas God, by his pro-

vidence, bath cast the fish called alewiues or herrings in the
middest of the place, 1634 Mass. Col. Rec. (1853) 114 [He]
is to sell the Alewyves hee takes there at s s. the thousand.
165a J. Eliot Pro^r. Gospel 5 Where the Fish we call Ale-

wives come, there we built a Bridge. 1670 S. Clarke Acc.
Ptantntions 37 Big-bellied Alewives, Mackrils richly clad

With Rainbow colours.

Alexandrian (aelegza-ndrian), a.- (and i^.2).

[ad. L. Alexandrianus, Gr. 'AAefai'8/jtioi'os, f.

Alexandria, 'A\€(avSpeta, the capital of ancient

Egypt : see -an.]

1. Belonging or akin to the school of Greek litera-

ture, esp. poetry, which flourished at Alexandria
under the Ptolemies, and is regarded as a ' silver

age', derivative, imitative, artificial, addicted to

recondite learning. As sb., a member or imitator

of this school, or a writer who shows himself to be
a kindred spirit.

X840 Q. Rev, June no The great mass of Alexandrian
literature has perished by its own acknowledged wortbless-
ness. 1858 Donaldson Lit, Anc, Greece II. 449 Of all the
writers of the Alexandrian school, the bucolic poets have
enjoyed the most universal and permanent popularity. 1877
Sellar Virgil 42 Virgil.. has used the Alexandrians more
freely than any other Greek writers, with the exception of
Homer. 1887 Mahaffy Gr. Life t, Tkottght xi. (1896) 252
Antimachus of Colophon . . certainly was great enough to
set a model which had faul effects on the Alexandrians,
1904 T. R. Glover Xtnd. Virgil ii Ovid adds to his Alex-
andrian learning an air of humour which gives it quite a new
complexion.

2. Belonging or alcin to the schools of philosophy
in Alexandria, esp. those which produced Philo
Judaeus, the Neo-Platonists Ammonius, Plotinus,
lamblichus, and the Christian fathers Clement of
Alexandria and Origen. As sb., a member or fol-
lower of one or other of these schools.
1788 Encycl, Brit, (ed. 3) 1. 394/2 Alexandrian philosophers.

1809 [E. Jerningham] mtle) The Alexandrian School; or,A Narrative of the First Christian Professors in Alexandria.
Ibid. 18 The Alexandrians at length silenced the adverse
party. 1(140 Q. Rev. June 67 What in Plato was a religious
philosophy, became, in the hands of the Alexandrians, a
philosophical religion. Ibid., John Smith, Cudworth, Norris,
and More, were Alexandrian, not Athenian Platonists. 1858
Donaldson Lit. Anc.Greecelll, 172 Gnosticism originated
in the Orientalized Platonism of the Alexandrians. 1883
Farrar Jt^. Hebrews Introd. ^5 'l"he most marked feature
of the Epistle to the Hebrews is its Alexandrian character.
/Sid. 36 It is Alexandrian in its method of cfealing with
Scripture.

Hence Aleu-nOrlanlsm, the style and charac-
teristics of the literary school, or the method and

14

doctrine of the philosophical and Christian schools,

mentioned above.
i8<o Westcott Introd. Study Cos/, i. 75 The society of the

Therapeutse was indeed the practical corollary of Alcxan-

drianism. 1878 J. C. Collins Tourneur's Pta^s II. 223

Lycophosed. .. This is a good insunce of foumeur's
Alexandrianisra. 1883 Fakrar P.p. Hebrrms Introd. 38 'Ihe

.Alexaiidrianism of the Epistle appears most clearly in the

constant parallels which it furnishes to the writings of Philo,

Alexandrine, n . 2 and .r*. ^ Add : esp. = *Albx-
andkian a.2 and s6.-

1877 Sellar Virgil 42 Yet even in him [Horace] the in-

fluence of the Alexandrine tone is apparent, especially in his

Ireatraent of the subjects taken from the Greek mythology.

1893 C. T. Cruttwell Lit. Hist. Early Christ. II. 442 The
Alexandrine Fathers. 1904 T. R. Glover .^tud. VirgU i6s

From Euripides and the Alexandrines the love motive found
' its way into Latin poetry.

! Hence Aleza'ndiinism = *Ai,exandrianism.
1880 Chevne Proph. Isaiah I. 238 Hence the Greek writer

of Wisdom need not be credited with Alexandrinisin. 190Z

J. C. Collins Efihem. Crit. 336 H« (CatullusJ has not,

indeed, escaped the taint of .\lexandrinism.

Alexia (ale-ksia). Med. [niod.L., badly f.

(after Agraphia) Gr. d- privative + Xi(ts speech,

f. Ktyeiv to speak, confused with L. le^ere to read.]

Inability to see words or to read ; word-blindness.

1878 ir. voa Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XIV. 774 It is..by no
means easy to say how much of the alexia and paralexia is

tobeascribed to ihehemiopia. 1904 Titchener tr. iVuiult's

Physiol. Psychol. I. 305.

Alexin (ale-ksin). Biol. Clum. [a. Ger. alexin

(Buchner, 1888), f. Gr.dAff«>' to ward off -I- -in1.]

Name for a class ofsubstances found in blood-sernm,

having the capacity of destroying bacteria, etc and
thus guarding against infection ; spec. = *Addiment,
Complement sb. 5 i.

xZgSAllbiitt's Syst. Med, I. 568 Buchner.. suggested that

the destructive power of serum is due to certain proteid
substances, to which, unfortunately, he gave the name of

alexins. X90X yml. Chem. Soc. LXXX. 11. 256 Alexin is

found in larger quantity in the polynuclear leucocytes than
in normal blood serum of dogs and rabbits. 1904 [see

Thermolabile}.

Al£laria (Klfile^iia). Also -eria. [Mexican
Sp. , f. Sp. alfiler pin, from the shape of the carpels.]

(See quots.)

1889 Farmer Americeuiisfns, Alfilaria ^.Erodiutn eicuta-
riutrt). Also known as Storksbill, Pin-grass, Filarec, &c.
A valuable forage plant of the dr^ regions from Colorado
and New Mexico to Southern California. 1897 Beatrice
Habraden Hilda Strafford tr5 Carpets of the little pink
blossom of the alfilaria, the first spring flower.

Also Alfilerl-lla.

1897 Outing XXIX. 55r/2 The sleek Herefords lifted their
white faces from the ferny circlets of alfilerilla.

Algerine (seld^erfn), sb. and a. [f. Alger-ia (-

-INB.]

1. sb. An inhabitant or native of Algiers ; esp. a
pirate from Algiers.

1669 Pepys Diary 26 Jan., The Atgerines have broke the
peace with us. 1738 J. Morgan Hist. Algiers 1 1. 433 Hassan
Basha, with his Algerines, determined to attack that small
Peninsula. 1785 Jefferson IVrit.iiSgA) IV. 25 The Algerines
. . have taken two ofour vessels. 1819 Salam& Narr. Exped.
Algiers 39 At a few minutes before three, the .\lgerlnes, from
the Eastern battery, fired the first shot at the Impregnable.
1870 W. Thornbury Old Stories 249 The Algerines stood
astonished at the English audacity. 1890 S. Lane-Poole ^ar.
bary Corsairs 302 The French.. beating back the Algerines
as they advanced.

2. transf. One who acts like a pirate. U.S.
Hence Algeri'neism.
1841 FoOTE Texas /f Texmis 83 A transaction which

will.. call down retributive vengeance upon these American
Algerines. 1844 Congress. Globe 11 Mar. 360/1 The gentle-
man from Rhode Island had talked of * ruflianism ' in that
Stale, and of * Algerines ' ; but if the proposition he made to
this House was not a specimen of * Algerineism ', he appre.
hended it was not to be found in Rhode Island, ax86i
WiNTHROP John Brent vii. (1862) ^\ He's one er them
Algerines what don't know a dark hint, till it begins to make
motions.

3. adj. Of or belonging to .\lgiers ; characteristic

of Algiers pirates.

i68a in L. Hertslet Treaties (1820) I. 63 In like manner
no Algerine passenger being on board any ship or vessel
in enmity with the said King of Great Britain shall be in any
way molested. 1728 J. Morgan Hist, Algiers I. 348 The
Algerine Turks. 1818 Fearon Sketclus 150 He (the captain]
is an American, tall, determined, and with an eye that flashes
with Algerine cruelty. 1819 Salam4 A'iirr. ExpecL Algiers
175 It is well known that the Algerine government are very
rich, by their plundering at sea. 1870 W. Thornbury Old
Stories 250 An Algerine frigate. 1873 Murray's Handbk.
A Igeria 22 The audacity of the Algerine pirates at this time
was unparalleled.

Algid, a. Add : spec, in algid cholera, Asiatic
cholera, which is marked by copious watery alvine
discharges, etc.

1873 Roberts Thtor. Pract. Med. 685 Epidemic. Asiatic,
Algide, or Malignant Cholera. Ibid. 690 Stage of Collapse.
Algide Stage. 1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. VIII. 610
Algid dysentery. 1901 Borland Did. Med. s.v. Cholera.
Algin (£e-ld,?iii). Chem. Also alglne. [f. Aiqa

seaweed -(• -in 1.] A nitrogenous substance, re-
sembling gelatin, obtainable from certain algae.
x888 Chambers's Encycl. I. 160 The cell-walls of our

common brown seaweeds. .all containalgin. 1897C.T. Davis
Manuf. Leather xxxviL 505 jWgine dissolved in water in

\ the proportion of 12 to 100.

ALIBI.

Algozneter (selgf^m/tsi). [f. Gr. oX-yoj pain +
fitTpov measure : see -meter.] An instrument for

measuring degrees of sensitiveness to pain. So
Algometrlc (selg^Tmc'trik) a.j pertaining to snch
measurement; Algometry (-^'metri), the use of
the aleometer.
1890 in Billings M^d. Diet, 289* Fortn. Rev. Mar. 355

By experiments nutde with the electric zigometer it is clearly
shown that woman is inferior to inan (in general sensibility,

including sensitiveness topain]. 1897 E. W. Scri^-tuke N'evi
Psychol. 303 The pressure al(iometer con.sists. .of a strong
spring by means of which a rubber disc or point is pressed
against the surface to be tested. 1904 G. .S. Hall Adolescence
II. 4 Other algometric tests, .have led to somewhat different
results.

Altfoiikian, a. and sb.

i. Variant spelling of 'Algonquian a. and sb.

2. GeoL Anepithet proposed to designate a period
between the Archaean and the Palaeozoic; protero-
zoic. As sK = this period or system of rocks (in

the U.S.A.).
These rocks are a feature of the region of Lake Superior,

a tCFritory of the Algonquian Indians.
1890 J. W. Powell in loM Ann. Rep. U.S. Geol. Survey

1. 20 At a recent conference of geologists,, it was decided 10
make but one period of the Agnotozoic, and the name
* Algonkian ' was chosen to designate that period. 1893

—

t^th Atm, Rep. U.S. Geol. Survey \. 100 The chronologic
series from the Algonkian up to the Cretaceous. 1893 Geikif.
Text'bk. GeoL vi. l § ii. 715 Another enormous succcs>ion of
rocks comprised under the general name of ' Algonkian ', but
consisting of several distinct formations, separated from each
other by unconforniabilitics.

Algonqoian, -kian (selgprnkiin), a. and sb,

[f. *ALGONyui>', by alteration of ending : see -ian.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to a large family of N.
American Indians which includes the Algonquin
tribe proper. B. sb. L A member of this family.

2. Any one of the languages or dialects spoken by
different branches of this family.

1891 J. C. Pilling iiitU) Bibliography of the Algonquian
Languages. — Pref. p. iii. The Algonquian speaking peoples.
1900 DENik:tR Races ofMatt 526 The original home of the
Algonquians was the region around Hudson's Bay. 1907
K. W. Hodge Haudbk. N. Amer, Ind, I. 40. i The cential
Algonquians are tall. Ibid. 43/ r The present number of tl»e

Algonquian family is about 90,000.

Algonquin, -kin (selgp-nkin), sb. and a. [a.

F. Algonquin, perh. contracted f. Algoutnequin
(17th c). In Micmac algoomeaking or -making is

said to mean 'at the place of spearing fish and eels*.]

A. sb. 1. An Indian of a tribe encountered in the
districts of Ottawa and Quebec; also used as collect,

sing. = this tribe. 2. More widely = Algonquian.
3. The language of the tribe or family, B. adj.

Pertaining to any of the above.

[x6»5 PuRCHAS Pilgrims IV. 1607 The Estecbemins, Al-
eoumequins, and Mountainers. 1698 L. Hennepin Contim.
lieyj Visccv. xxiv. 05 The Algoncains; orig. les Algon-
kains.] 1765 Exped. Henry Bouquet (1868) 153 Nipissins,
Algonquins, living towards the heads of the Ottawa river.

X778 T, HuTCHiNs Topogr. Descr. P'irginia etc 67 Alagon-
kins. 1845 H. R. Schoolcraft Oneita 171 The Algonquin
tribes. x8^x — lud. Tribes U.S. I. 306 Their language is

pure Algonquin. 1865 Parkmam Piomers of Prance (1876)

347 This neighborhood was the seat of the principal Indian
population of the river [Ottawa^ ancestors of the modem
Ottawas. \,Nct€.\ Usually call^ Algouniequlns, or Algon-
quins, by Champlain and other early writers,—a name now
always tised in a generic sense to designate a large family
of cognate tribes. 1867— Jesuits N. Amer. (1899) Introd. 4
Tribes speaking various Algonquin languages and dialects.

Z884 C. G. Leland i^tiiU) The Algonqum Legends of New
England, or Myths and Folk Lore of the Micmac, Passama.
quoddy, and Penobscot Tribes.

Algraphy (se-lgrSfi). [f. Al(uminicm +
-Giuvi'HY, after Hlkography^ The art or process

of printing from aluminium plates. Hence Al-
gra'phic a.

1897 Studio Sept. 244/2 An alternative device which would
give equal facilities to the artist, and would preserve the

technical character of lithography.while it would remove the

necessity for depending upon the use of lithographic stone

itself,.. a process, .discovered by Mr. Scholz of Alaycnce,
who has patented his invention under the name of ' Al-

graphy*. X898 Daily Ckron. 14 Oct. 3/1 The algraphic
plate is a substitute for the ordinary lithogiapbic stone.

1914 E. H. RicHTER Prints 10 Plates of metal arc often

substituted for stone (zincography, algraphy).

Ali- (a2:li), combining form of L. ala wing, de-

noting * pertaining to the " wings " or lateral ex-

pansions ' of certain parts, as alie'thinoid a., per-

taining to the lateral expansions of the ethmoid
bone ; alina'sal a.^ pertaining to the lateral parts

of the nostrils ; alise'ptal a., pertaining to a carti-

laginous partition in the nasal passage of the

embryo of a bird ; also as sbs.

187s W. K. Parker in EtuycL Brit. Ill, 704 i Behind
the alinasal conies the aliseptal region. Ihid.^ The hinder
region or *aliethmoid ' is the true olfactory rcgioa. Ibid,
705/1 (Figure) Aliseptal.

Alibi. B. sb. Add : b. A plea of innocence ;

an excuse. U.S.
i^x R- D. Paine Comrades RolL Ocean viii. 130 I'm not

trying to build up an alibi, but I wasn't losing much sleep
over the right and wrong of it.

Hence A*libi v, trans,^ to clear by an excuse. U.S,



ALICTCLIC. 15 ALLEY.

t^it J. Bt Aoc »« Cxit'l II '•» i. 3, 1 am not lugging in the

feet to alihi myself away from anything.

Alicyelic (aelisiklik), a. Chtm. [f. *Ali-

(rHATic + Cyclic.] Combining the pro^>erties of

aliphatic and cyclic compounds (see Cyclic).
1891 ym/. Chtm. Sx. LX. M. 1097 Alicyelic Homology.

1900 E. F. Smith RickUr's Org-. Chtm. 1 1.18 AliphaticKTclic

or alicyelic saturated and unsatur«ted compounds. 1907

J. B. CoHEH Or^. Chetn. 553.

AlieilUSO('''K3n3iz), ff. [See-IZE.] trans. To
make alien, reduce to the status of an alien (in quot.

rendering W. alUudam). Hence A-Uenlxad/^/. a.,

foreignized.

<S4> Anc. LawtH Inst. Woltt II. 333 Her brothers aHen-

iied her childrem when they gare her to an alltud. 1861

MEKEOtTH EVMM HctrrtKgtim iv, This extremely alienised

idea of the naciiraof a member of the Parlianieot of Great

Btitajo.

Alif (a1iO- The first letter of the Arabic and

Persian alphabets (corresponding to our a).

Mt E. FrrzcmAi-D Omoj- (ed. 2) U, Ve»; and a single

Alif were the clue, Could you but Sod it, to the Treasure-

. Buota IValtrm WUdM \%. 139 the hi

i a Maff
Stmrta X. iti They had nddan eoliiary over the bautlea*
alkali of the .Arizona plaint. lUd. it* Toai, and Alfred,.

had done the alkali for three days.
tttrU. sHa S. Bowus Om-Ntm Wnt xvi.rji The alkali

dry with Bseaeoa'ssan,..waathkkandcoiistaiu. IbitL

\»a% alkali ptain* sciMcfa eat. Jar BHiea. iStCJ. H.
BaaoLa Waltrn WiUt xxir. 3M, I am cunviueed then la

Bnia 10 sec bat..alkali flaB and Mnd-hilla sMt Bttmt
<Maia) Htrmld 16 July, It is only an ' alkaU sink '—a natural
wall, filled with a pasta aa >-ialdiaaas water,

»7«

WartaX

Alikesess. Delete t Ohs. and add

:

198O E. V. -LfcAS in Tima »5 Sept. r r 6 This alilceness

ianot confined to the features and clothing of .\mericans,

but it is noticeable in their thought and conversation. The
whole tendency » towards learning. ioa4 Pmblic Opia.

6 Dec S7a/t XMfcndaaieiital alikene« o( God and man.

AUniOIlioiU, «. Delete ^Obs. and add

:

2. Laying claim to alimony.
1M3 J. H. BcAota Wuttm WiUi xazm. 604 There they

dang till hia death, save for a few side Astorfaanoea most
noted of which was the aHmooious Aiui Eliza.

Aliph^'Hw (ziUCe-tik), a. Chtm. [£. Gr.

i>.ti<pa.T-, iXfKpap unguent, fat + -ic] Of or per-

taining to fat ; epithet of organic conpoands
bartag an ' open-chain ' atrncture.

1*95 f- P- MOuJta Ced-lhtt- Oil Chtm. 7 The aliphatic

series. JUd. 83 The aliphatic hydrocarbon.^. 1906 Sui>-

BoaovcH Btmiijtm't Orr. dUm. m j'he Sfethane Deriva-

tives or Fauy Compounds, or Aliphatic Compounds.

Alitnrgio (»Iil5jd.?ik), a. Ecct. [f. Cir. a-

privative + Litorot. Cf. K. alilurgifue and Gr.

JX«iTot<j>7rpo».J Of a day : On which the Litnigy

is not celebrated. So AUtaTsiaal a,

1*7* O. SMiM-ar GIfa. Ecct. Ttrmt, AlitiirrUml D»ri,
those days when the holy sacrifice is not offered. xl90 Ck.
TimtM 7 Apr., Those who desind to communicate on that

Ik. Good Fridayl and other alharsic daya. tfta A. Fob.
Tiacca .Hast r86 In the Milanese rite all FritMye in Lant
are still strictly aliturgical days.

AliTet " ^^^ 6- ^- trttHsf. Of things in

specific mes. (See qnoti.)

••M S. Joso Mmrfmrtt 11. L 186 Her Mother ' stirs it off*

andadataoKUatyof iha'^aicfc'aiid * aUve ' crystal sweet
is the resan. itya Ctmrm Jf/as Dipuirmla xvi. s)4 The
lacaaaoti««a..aia moving aboot slowly, with a view to kec^
ing themselves what ia technically called 'alive'—that u
their steam up, sufficient to give tbeia power of avtioo.

6. (Earlier U.S. example.')

y/tf Moaaa Amtr. Cttf- aoj The markau aiaalna atilh

themlsc. fish I.

.AliTWMSS (iUi-vnte). [f. Alivb a. ^ -Bna.}
The quality of being alive or full of rigour. Also,

leiBitiveiiMa to (one's surroundings, etc).
am Maa CA>i.na in T. W. Reid Lifi Ld. ffamgkfm

(ikf) II. XV. 146 A woonn. .foina aboot ia iocisty aliva

andwelL To he inre^ both the aEvaaeaa aad tha- weOaesa
*a»ybestmntlydoabteJ'. astheysayinBJiiihunh. s()a
fmdgffmimt 7 Oct. 35/1 .\iiveneafl^ if we ssay ase sach a
phrase, to the wirit of the age. i^at JL Wooo in L. S.
Hnnter Jthn Htinttr ti 18 He had all Dawaon's aKvenesa
ta the world in which he livc«l

AUcali, sb. Add: 3. b. Native alkaU (i.e.

Tarioas nits') existing in exceti in the ioil <Wcertain

areas in the Western States ; hence,a recion abovdid-

ing in alkali. U.S.
iMt S. BowLsa Ou^ N«m Wttt nv. 978 In lookjoc out.

.

oa tM ftajTy bc*»wi«,..otic ainuxt forgcU aikalL « iAt}
^UtMLlmism' Sk€t€M** Wks. XIX. 317 Tbu awful five

danjounicy tfarougli alkali, lacefanish, peril of body. iSjC
I. VL Baaota Wttttwm WiU*\x. iwtU bigh plaios mtm
dotted by tracts of aOcaS. m^^^%.%'9tmn%Bimarrml

ut. aiv. 34A Tha Apane Tcgetatiooxmgkis
wu frcy with the alkali dust.

O. tremsf. One who lives In or frequents an
alkali re^on. U.S.
1907 S. E. Wkitb ArtM^a Xigkit 1. is. 11 A whita-&cad
wnwi who lookad aiighcy good to tta alkalis opened tike

1/Ikali* V, VS. [I •Alkali sb. 3 b.] trans. To
aflect by I lie in an alkali region.
1907 .S. K. WiitTV AHM0mm Ifightt l vii. latf The trouble

Willi you f«lloiv«..i»tba«youV« 10 phunbalkaKed you don't
kitow Che i«aj thing wbon you m« it.

Alkftliaet '• Add: 8. Of soils or areaa:
Charged or permeated with alkalL U,S,
1869 S. BowLKS Our Stm IVtst xiv. 277 It woold sacm as

if these alkalin«van«y« of tbe Great lotarior Basin w«f« too

coW. 1870 Amtr. Natt^mlist IV. 39 A desert fcection

proper and one more particularly pertaining to the alkaline
fiats.

Alkapton (xlkje-ptpn). Med, [Coined by
Bodeker 1858; f, Al kali + Gr. ^airroi', neut. pres.

pple. of jfairreir to swallow greedily.] A reducing
substance which canses urine, left standing, to turn.

dark through oxidation. Also attrib. tlence Al-
kaptonnrlA [Gr. ovpov urine], the disease in which
this substance is present. AllLaptona'Tlc a. and sb,

1888 ymJ. Cfutn. Soc. LIV. 1121 Alcaptonuria.. .A certain
kind of human urine darkens on the addition of alkalis.

Bddcker.. isolated from such urine a substance to which he
gave the name ' alcapton '. 1899 Gahrod in JrnL Physiol,
XXIII. 513 The urine of an alkaptonuric individual. Ibitl.,

.-\lkapton urines. Ibid., Some ca^es of alkaptonuria. 1905
Garbod & HBI.E ibid. XXXIII. 198 An adult male alkap-
tonuric.

Alkyl (ie*lkil). Chem, [f. Alc(ohol + -tl.]

A general term for alcohol radicals of the methane
scries, as methyl, ethyl, etc.

1883 7r»i/. Cketn. Soc. XLIV. giq Action of the Alkyl-
derivatives of the HalojEen-substituted Fatty Acids on .Ani-

lina. Ibtd. 976 TTie silkyl salts of the CnHjmOa series.

1889 M^owAK Btmtkseu's Org. Chem. 37 The halogen
alkyl% CnHjn-fiX. 1906 Siidboroich BcmihsfH*s Org.
CkitH. 22 The monovalent residues, CnHjn 4-i(mcthyl, ethyl,

etc), which form the radicals of the monovalent alcohols,

CnHnt-fiOH.arefretiuentlytermcdtf/ifry/r, or«^V^ while
the divalent residues CnHn, are known as mU^UHts.

Hence Alkylated a.^ containing one or more
alkyl radicals. So Alkrlatiiiff ppl. a.j Alkyla*-
tion. A'lkylana, an ethylene or oletine.

1889 M*GowAif B<rfUksfn s Org. Chtm, 46 Olefines or
Hydrocarbons of the Ethylene Scries (Alkylnies) : CnH'>n.
Ibid. 373 AlkyUted ureas. 1900 yr$$l. Cktm. Soc. LXXVl 1 1.

L 61Q DinetByl Sulphate as an Alk^'lating A^ent. fbi>i.

LXXVII. t. 739 Alkylation by means of Dry Silver Oxide
and Alkyl Halides.

All. Add

:

A. 0. All oft as much as, altogetlier, quite,

/"cr all ofy as far as concerned.
1856 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VII. 317 He puts down the

average price per bbL at Sii. which is all of S^ per bbL too
high. 1883 ' XIakk Twain Li/t Miisisiit^t xviii. 330 It

must have bi^n all of fifteen minutes, .of dull, homesick
silence. 1898 .V Nicholas idyl 0/ U^a6<tsh ao There was
Mr. Litledale, all of thirty.one. 1911 H. S. l\»k»tiysonQm*ed
xviL aog Thus they parted, a]mo5t precipitately, and, for all

of him, might never have met again in this world.

7. b. In scoring at games, denoting that both
aides have made the stated score ; e. g. love all «
neither side has scored.

1837 T, Bacon First hn^r./r. AW. in Hindmstem I. 352
In toe fourth so, they were even ; 67 all. 1878 Ltntm Tejtnis
Litrnta la If both players win 6vc games, tiie score is called
ninca.an. fSBjA^a/. Hist. Imt. fk StkooiRo^ritrSW. 155
Up to within ten minutes when time was called the score
was OfM goal all 1898 Love all (see Lovs sA 10b^

All- (see All E.). Add:
nU-affoai, horses of all ages entered for a race

;

«ll-but [see All A. 8 b] used adj., almost complete
or entire; all-or-nothing (pieee\ a piece of
mechanism in a repeating watch ; all-throngh a.,

(of a jonmey) performed without a change of con-

veyance^

iM Cmanhf Cmimdmr 93 The HH^ases were not a
gooa lol. bat mmf ooalaioea one or two who had already
mtionWiad llMuelves thli season. 1816 Tikkry Narr,
Ex^ttk Jt, Zmiwt L fi8f8) iS Ne^ro wanberwomen, whose
state of *mU bmt nsditr. i88t OiLSKirr fatitnct n, Col.

fetiwhueliialKV Tm atraid we're doc quite right. Ang.
Wot sineaidy, peihays, bvt, oh, *o alKbut I Oh, Sapbir,aTe
tfier aot qtiitvioo alUbnt T v^m W. a Palmbii Ckrtaimnity
^ CkHsf 43 Until the crcat all-bui^men brought forth tme
men. 1843 Frnm^ CycL XXVII. io8/k {^mtcA^ Jfe^mting)
The whole, .earned by the *aI1-«r-nochinf piece TX. Ibid.

108/3 When the qaartcr>rack is broucht baac to its original
position, .the ^rt m will have paaaea between the end R of
the alVor-iMthtng. which in ttspassagc m will have prosed
outwards. i9aB Mrs* HtH^n Fsascr FmrtJttr Remnt. L 10
After an *an>lhrongb}ouraey from Rome, our train crawled
into the Gere de Lyons.

bh In modem (csp. twentieth-century) use, all

with.a sb. forms an attrib. phr. denoting that all

the persons or things, or the whole of the thing,

expressed by the tb. is concerned or included.

sS70(/i//r) Laws of Lawn*Tennis as adopted by The Kfary-
lebaoe Cricket Oob and The *A11 England Croquet and
Lawn-Tennis Qub. 1909 tVcif/u. Cm*. 8 Nov. 7/1 The
National *Alt-Grad«9 Movement oftbe Amalpamaled Society
of Railway Servants. naB Mmmck. Cuardian lyetkly 98
Sept 343/3 'llie *alUIndte 1—dtifc i86t Ramsay RomtM.
Scr. n. ty^ The body>ttfterit or **all-nit!ht-men *, a* tticy

were wont to be called. t888 Gtmrai Afr, Fotttro/Ttxms
ax. The. .Press Club..iast beginmnjr to assume its uMial
all-nivht gayeryand brilliancy. I^d., He knows Cotton-
tree isau all-night man. 189a Howslxs i')/«n7 3i4The k>ng,
all*night ride. 1899 H'tstm Gmt. 34 Aug. 3/3 The all-night

tram tystem. 1904 Daily Ckron. 35 May 8 '6 Soldiers*

anHngbt paseen. 1908 O. HeKRv/Vwr Afiilitnt 315 An all.

night lunch Counter. r9s8 Afamch. Cuardittn IVagJkly

S3 Nov. 4os/« The 'all.parties Constitution. 19*8 Timts
3 July 16/6 Tim new *afl-parpose Fairey Napier aeroplane.
imB MmsicA. GmardiMM tVeti/y s6 Oct. 338' 3 .Six-cylinder

Inomycroft *all-wcathcr body cars. 1906 Dublin Rev. Oct.
23s We are fsrced onwards tv the acccesity of an *all- world
Sute if we woidd escape an alWworid anarchy.

AQactito (a^lae-ktait). Afin. [NAmcd (allaJil^)

1884 by A. Sjogren, f, Gr. stem dAAoirr-, dWdatrtof

to change : see -ite '.] A native arsenate of man-
ganese.
i9ao Brit. Musfum Return 145 Allactite from Sweden.

All&iuailda (^Umscnda). Also erron. ala-.

[mod.L., f. the name of the Swiss scientist J. N. S.

Allamand.'\ A genus of apocynaceous trees of

tropical America, cultivated in hothouses for their

large funnel-shaped yellow flowers. Also (with

small initial), a plant of this genus.
1796 CtniTis in Bot. Mag. X. pi. 338 Willow-leaved Alia-

manda. 18^ W. Coft Lett. 4- ymls. 7 Oct. (1897) 449 An
alamanda with big petals of a very lovely yellow.
Comb. 1918 ^V. H. Hudson Far Away xxii. 294 The large

alamanda-like flower of a purest divine yellow.

All aroxHtd, all-around, adv. and a. U.S.
= All-kound adv. and a.

1878 J. H. Beadi^ Western IVilds xxxiii. 538 The trail

shows th^ twelve American horses, shod all around, have
passed at a walk. 18S3 [see Abound oiix'. 4]. x886 Harper's
Moig. June 18/a This arrangement gives a clear sweep.,
enabling the forward gun to cover an all-around fire. 1904
Brooklyn Daily Standard Union 7 July 6 Our army in
the Philippines seems to be composed of 'all*around' men.
1904 Forutn Oct. 257 The most comprehensive and in many
ways the best all-around American city school exhibit.

Hence All-aroundneaa. U.S.
1888 Voice (N.Y.) 6 Sept., The all-aroundness of our

chieftain's character.

Alleffator. Now avoided on account of hs
inevitable suggestion of alligator : see quot.
1884 *£dna Lyall* We Tivo iv, ' His accusation is utterly

false. I deny the allegation, and I scorn the allegator— 1

Hewa.s interrupted by a shout of laughter.

Allegiant. Add

:

sb. One who owes or renders allegiance ; a subject,
1886 N. Amer. Rev. CXLII. 135 Strangers shall have tha

same personal rights as the allegiants. 1888 1'ockgf.b Lett,
to King V. 67 In the one sen^e it [the word * citizen '] is used
to distingui» the American people from the allegiants of
a foreign power.

[Delete Allegobish (in the quot., which should

be attributed to Harding, not Jewel, * allegorisme'

is an error for ' algorisme *) and substitute
:]

AUegOrism (£e*l/g5riz'm). [f. All£GOBIzb
;

cf. alUgorist.'\ 'I'he use of allegory ; the allegorical

method of interpreting Scripture.
S9M yevoish EncycL I. Allegorical interpretation [of

Scripture^ Ejcpositois of this system may be called allego*
rists; the system itself, allegorism. 1919 P. H, Osmond
ilyst. Poets Fngl. Ch. 350 No doubt there is a rather slip,

pery deM:ent from this t>'pe of mysticism, through symbol-
ism, to mere allr^urism.

AllelOIIlOrpll(stU-Um^jf). BiaL [f. Gr.dAA^X-
one another -» ftopip^ form.] Each of a pair ol

mutually exclusive characters, one or the other ol

which is exhibited without intermixture in descen-

dants of a cross between parental forms respectively

possessing them. Hence AUelomo'rphic a., per-

taining to or of the nature of allelomorphs.
190a Bateson & Saunders Re/. Evol. Coin. R^. Soc f.

159 (IfJ two similar gametes meet, their ofTsprtng will be no
more likely to show the other allelomorph tnan if no cross
bad ever taken place. Ibid. 137 '1 he strictly allelomorphic
or Mendelian distribution of characters among the gametes.
1906 R. H. Lock Vmriation, Hcred. ^ Er-ol. vii. 184 The
dominant and recessive allelomorph seem to represent
respectively the presence and absence of something. I6id.

X. 36s Allelomorphic characters.

AlMnuuiaer v* [^ Am.kmande.] intr. To
dance an allemande.
S83S NauticeU Mag. July 416 A girt in the same set, who

was tyin^ her shoe-string when she ought to have been
allemanding. 1890 ItARiNC-CotJi-D Artninell xlviii. The
Iove*making below stairs is. .full of restraints and sliynes-ses,

of setting to partners, and atlcmanditig about them.

Allergy (a:Uid5i), [ad. mod.L. alUrgia, f. Gr,
&Kkvs other, s^iXex energia Enkugy.J See quot. 1913.
Hence AUa'rglo a. Also AUergea (x'lsjd^en)

[after words in -genJ.
1913 DoRLAND Med. Vict. (ed. 7), Allergen^ a hypothetic

substance in infectious matter capable of rendering ana-
pbylactican animal into which the matter is injected. Called
also ametpkyiactogen and sensibiiisiiiogen. .illergia, oiler-

gie, allergy, a condition of acquired immunity associated
wiw anaphylaxis in whicii reiiioculation brings about the
same infection as before, but in an altered form. 10*5 W. W.
Di KK (fit/e) Allergy Asthma, Hay Fever, Urticaria and
Allied Mantfiestations of Reaction. Ibid. Introd. ao Wells
and others contend that 'atUr^v ' is a broad useful term, for

under its heading can !« described a group of peculiar phe-
nomena of altered reactivity the underlying cause of which is

as yet unproved, /bid. 346 A large proportion of patients
with asthma,* allergic coryza ', erythema,, .and even allergic

shock, are actually sensitive specifically and solely to the
action of a physical agent, snch as light, heat, cold, or
mechanical irril.iiion. i^e6 Sollman Pharmacol, (ed. 3) 86
Allergic hypersasceptibility is a special type of idiosyncrasy
in which the patient reacts to special substances.

Alleviaxe, v. 2. Add : also absol.

1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. EU$nere xli. The constant effort

to serve and to alleviate.

Alley. Add : 3. b. A back-lane running
parallel with a main street. U.S.
xT^ Baltimore Tomn Rec, lo The commissioners.. shall

cause the same Sixty Acres to be. .divided into convenient
Streets, Lanes, and Allies as near as may be into Sixty

equal lota 1747 Ibid. 33 To Survey the Same and lay it out
into Lotta with convenient Streets and Alleys. s8e7 S. R.
Brown Western Gaa. 90 There are three streets,.. besides

lanes and alleys. Ibid, loi Each block of lou has the



ALLEY-WAY.

adv»ntagt of two i6 fett alleys. 183S J- ^J"^'^.^"fZ
I irsinTi 139 Fire plugs are connected with the distributing

pip«at every intereeciion of the alle>-s with and and.3"-d

«r«t5. 189. J. A. Riis H^otlicr hat/Iwe: 21 A notorious

Fourth Ward alley. „ . i u
AUey-way (^-liwin). orig. l.S. Also coUoq.

alloway a;l3w«i). [f. Alley + Wayx^.I] a narrow

passage or avenue, e.g. between houses or between

rows of cabins in a ship.

iC6a Halk Syi-arh, etc 115 The s.ime child whom I had

seenfaded and dead in the alleyways of the town 1 1871

in Amy Fay Music Study Germany xi. (1904) 134 A long

alley-way or vista of trees. j88a Harpers Mag. June 81

Divided'. by substantial walls of adobe, with narrow alley-

ways running between. iVlAMurrays .(l/of. III. 238 Ihe

covered way, or ' alloway ', on the port side, which led from

the quarter-deck to the fore part of the ship. 1891 C.

Robots Adri/l Anur. 23. -Mley-way between the after-

deck house and the bulwarks. 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV.

386/a The main street ofthis town was as dirty as the hthiest

alley,way found in any large city of America. 19J0 Blackw.

Mar. Jan. 108 '2 A local marshman as a guide, or you wUl

soon find yourselflost in the maze of alleyways through the

giant reeds. . , ,

Alligator -. Add : 1. b. An inhabitant or

native of the Mississippi region (freq. described as

'half horse, half alligator 'J. U.S.

1837 R. M. BiRDiV/irA ef Woods II. 246 He.. launched

his broad-horn on the narrow bosom of the Salt, and was

soon afterwards transformed into a Mississippi alligator.

C. A lean hog. U.S.

1851 Trans. Mich. Agiic. Soc. III. 332 Variously known

as narragansetu, alligators, land sharks and flea breeders.

2. O. U.S. (See quot.)
.

igoo Century Diet. Suppl., Alligator, a boat used in hand-

ling floating logs. It can be moved overland from one body

of water to another by its own power, usually applied through

drum and cable. U.S.

3. alligator gar U.S., a large species of gar-

pike, found in waters of the Mississippi region

;

alligator pepper, Melegnet.i pepper or grain of

paradise (see Gbain sb.^ 4) ; alligator snapper,

terrapin, turtle U.S., various species of fresh-

water turtles.

1834 Southei-n Lit. Messenger I. I2t An anomalous species

called the *aIligator-garr. 1836 D. B. Edward Hist. Texas

60Then there is the Alligator Gar, a singuL-ir animal, in form

half fish half alligator. 1885 F.ncycl. Brit. XVIil. 517/1

'•Alligator pepper* is the seed of. .a plant of the Ginger

family. 1884 Goode Nat. Hist. Aqual. Aiiiin. 153 An
'.Alligator Snapper of perhaps forty pounds weight. 183S

W. G. SlTASlsFartisan 317 Three enormous terrapins of that

doubtful brood which the vulgar in the southern country

describe as the "alligator terrapin. 1883 Stand. Nat. Hist.

(1888) III. 452 The elongated tail of the animal. .has. .given

rise to the popular name, ' *alligator-turtle '.

A'lligatoring, vbl. sb. U.S. The cracking

and retraction ofpaint, varnish, etc., caused by

contraction.

1911 Engin. Nems (N.V.) ^^ July I2« Many of the paints

which lack any evidence of cracking, checking, or alii-

gatoring.

AU-iu.
1. As predicative adj. : Exhausted.
190a A. D. McFaul Ike Glidden xxii. 201 The horse was

holding' steady up to his clip, but it could be easily seen

that he was * all in ', 1916 B. M. ^ovv.^ Phantom Herd
xiv. 244 You better find him right there in the blizzard-

hurt maybe—anyway just about ail in.

2. As attrib. phr. : Inclusive of all.

1890 Daily Nevjs jy Feb. 3/6 The all-in tournament at the

Westminster Aquarium. 1908 IVestm. Gaz. 6 June 9/3
The ' all-in ' system—that is to say, railway and hotel accoin-

modation combined. 2934 F. W. Thomas Rain ^ Shine 125

Our Double-Decked Combination Endowment and All-in

Policy. i^yDaily Tel. 7 Mar. 2 The exceptionally high all-in

cost of ij. iii^ per lb. loa? Manch. Guardian Weekly Oct.

329/a A notable appeal for disarmament and all-in arbitra-

tion. 191^ Times 8 Jan. J4/1 The two-part tariffs comprise

a domestic * all-in ' rate and a business ' all-in ' rate. The
charge per unit for electricityfor. .lighting, heating, cooking,

and domestic and business appliances is \d, per unit.

Alio- (ae'lo), Chem., combining form of Gr.

oAAos other, used to distinguish one of two organic

isomers, as allo-cinnamic, •maleic, -mucic (acids).

X893 Jml. Chtm. Soc, LXIV. I. 513 Allocinnamic acid.

1894 Ibid. I. 173 AUofurfuracrylic Acid and the Formation
of Alio-Acids. Ibid., The allo-form of cynnamylacrylic acid.

Allomorpll (ae-lam^if). Min. [f. Gr. aXKm
other + fio/xpri form.] A distinct crystalline form
without change of chemical composition. Hence
Allomo'rpUc a., AIlomoTpMsiii.
x86S Q. yrnl. Geol. Soc. XXII. I. 187 note. All these varie-

ties are considered to belong to one axial system^the mono-
ciinate ; but being obviously of other forms than one, and
as they are all chemically alike, we^ propose to call them
allomorfks. Like aragonite, calcite is also subject to allo-

morphism. Ibid. 193 note. It is our present impression that
flocculite b merely an allomorph of serpe.itine.

All-out, ai^'. /'*''

1. Completely, fully. (Cf. Odt adv. 23.)

j88s Mrs. Huncerford Maiden all Forlorn, etc. III. 3
' 1 haven't any time for a chat ', he says, glancing at his

watch. ' It is seven all out.*

2. Using or involving all one's (or its) strength or

resources; ' fully extended ' ; at top speed.

1895 Windsor Mag. I. 120/1 There is no fun in going all-

out. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 10 Dec. 4/2 The proposea 300-mile
all-out-through race. 1908 Ibid. 39 Sept. 4/2 To put a vehicle

to an all-out test. 199^ E. F Nortow Fightfor Everest

jg34 243 Irvine . . was willing .. to * go all out ', as he put it.

16

in an utmost eflbrt to reach the top. 1918 Galsworthy

Sman Song l\. v\. 14? He. .made up his mind to go all out

for his Uncle Hilary s slum-conversion scheme.

All over, adv. phr. Add : 1. b. Everywhere.

1904 Rochester (U.S.) Post Express 12 Sept. 3 News
Flashes from All Over. 1906 Harrier's Mag. Oct. 764 They d

been hunting all over for her. 1911 N.Y. Even. Post 12 Jan.

16 They came from all over, and showed it. They were.,

from every section of the country.

4. Applied to ornamental patterns or designs: see

quot. IQ16.
189a J. BiLSON in C. V. Collier Ace. Boynton Family

(1Q14) 79 A . . plaster ceiling with an all-over honey-suckle de-

sign. 1906 Daily Chron. 15 Oct. B/5 Any kind of 'all-over

lace or embroidered net. 1916 Hami.in Hist. Ornament

i. 4 According to the way in which ornament covers space it

may be divided into linear all-over, and radiating ornament.

Ibid. 5 In 'all-over* patterns the units are arranged along

two or more intersecting systems of lines so as to cover

a broad surface. Ibid., Continuous 'all-overs forming a

mesh of two sets of intersecting lines are called quarries.

All-overisll, a. (Examples.)

1834 Sk. -f Eccentr. D. Crockett 52, I wish I may be shot

if I know how I felt: but I tell you what, it made me feel

quite all-overish. 1855 Putnam's Mag. Dec. 575/1, I felt

the satire to its full extent. I grew—all-over-ish, no other

phrase expresses it.

Allow, V. Add :

7. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

Also used in aphetic form */f»w.
'

1843 Carlton Nem Purchase II. 158 She allowed her Bill

could lick are a man in the 'varsal world, a i8«i Winthrop
yohn Brent iii. (1862) 32, 1 allowed from seemg you handle

that thar lioss, that you had got your hand in on women.

1871 G. A. TowNSEND Mormon Trials 13 Well, in the first

place, he allowed he was doing his religious duties, and he

allowed that he had got to live wi'.h some one else.

8. o. Also with ellipse of inf. : To permit to go

or come in, out, etc.

i8«4 Trollope SmallHouse at A Uingion 1 1. 260 He could

not have been allowed asain into my drawing-room. l88a

Besant AllSorts xiv. Then he allows the Conservatives.

.

back again, and gives them another show. \^\i Rep.

Labour f^ Social Conditions Germany III. Nos. vi and

vii. 76 The miners who were in the company were allowed

to some parts. 1015 Rupert Brooke Co//^c/f<^/'iJ*;«f (1918)

Mem. p. cxlii. We were allowed ashore from 5 to midnight.

i9>4 D. Garnett Man inZoo 19 He was allowed out every

evening after closing-time.

12. b. rejl,

1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Elsfuere wW, Robert, meanwhile

. .had been allowing himself a little deliberate study of Mr.
Wendover. Ibid, xlii, Madame de Netteville allowed her-

self plenty ofjests with her intimates. 1896 * H. S. Merri-
MAN ' Solvers vii, He would not allow himself the luxury of

being the first arrival

AllO'wance, sb. 7. a. Add : In military use,

pL the sums of money (distinct from the pay) paid

to an officer for various kinds of services.

1837 T. Bacon First Impr. fr, Nat. in Hiniiustan I. 252

Upon pay and allowances not exceeding ^20 a month. 1853
SrocQUELKR Milii. Encycl. s.v. 1888 Kipling /'/«/« Tales

fr. Hiil&, False Daivn 40 Pay and allowances of nearly

fourteen hundred rupees a month.

Allow^ay : see *Alley-avay.

All-redy a* Used to indicate a telegraph-line,

a trading route, etc., lying throughout in territory

ofthe British Empire. (From the practice of colour-

ing British and Imperial territory red in our maps,)

1895 G. Hutchison in N. Z. Hansard XCI. 854 Argu-
ments, .in favour of the * All Red ' line. 1898 J.G.Ward/^;*/.
CI. 344 What further steps have been taken to have an 'all

red ' cable laid across the Pacific ? 190a H^eshn. Gaz, ii Sept,

5/2 An 'all-red line' from Great Britain through Canada to

Australia. j9a3Z'a//)'il/aiVi2Mar.9 Ahuge' All-Red'aero-

f)lane, spanning the Empire in such a series of great,

ong-distance night-and-day flights as shall obviate any
necessity for aligtiting on foreign soil.

All rigllty sb. use of phr. all right (see Right
a. 1 5), esp. in bit of all right : see *BiT j^.2 4 f.

All-round, Add : D, sb. « All-rounder.
i860 O. W. Holmes Prof. Breakf.-i. vi. 134 If any of my

young friends should be tempted to waste their substance on
white kids and 'all-rounds', ..by anything I have said.

Allure, sb}- Recently reintroduced in the sense

of ' charm ',
* attractiveness '.

1901 Westin. Gaz. 2 Jan. 1/3 Biskra.. Dor^ like are its

allures. 1935 J. Farnol Loring Mystery xix. 126 He
seemed to find a strange allure in this forbidding prospect.

Alluvial. Add

:

B. sb. ' The common term in Australia and New
Zealand for gold-bearing alluvial soil ' (Morris).
x88S ' R. BoLDREWooD* Robbery under Arms Hi. (1889)

403 The whole of the alluvial will be taken up, and the
Terrible Hollow, .will re-echo with the sound of pick and
shovel. 1890 Pall Mall Gaz. 16 Dec. 2/1 There is. .every
indication of mineral wealth, but it has not been sufficiently

proved yet for one to saywhether there is good alluvial or not.

All'ways (q'Iw^z), adv. [Properly two words :

see Way sb."^ 9.] In all directions.

1838 Fraser's Mag. XVII. 68g They were borne about the
room backwards, forwards, sideways, and alUvays.

Almacautar. Add

:

2. A telescope fitted with horizontal wires and
mounted on a float resting on mercury, used for

observing the rising and setting of stars.

Transfer quot. x88o to this sense, and add :

1900 Proc. Durham Phil. Soc. II. 6 In the Almacantar we
claim that the telescope turns with faultless truth about its

theoretical axis of rotation.

AI.FHA.

AlOCasia (selck^-zia, -k^i-.^jia). [Said to be an

alteration of Colocasia.] A genus of plants of

tropical Asia cultivated for their foliage, closely

allied to CoLOCASiA ;
(with small initial) a plant

of this genus.
x88a Garden 4 Feb. 86/3 Alocisias . . should be potted before

growth begins. 1884 De Candolle's Orig. Cultivated Pl.-J$

Ape, or Large-rooted Alocasia

—

A locasia macrorrhiza.

Alogical («i|l{>'d3ikal), a. [f. A- 14 -^ Logical.

Cf. F. alogique.'\ Non-logical; not based upon
reason or formed by an act of judgement. Hence
Alo'^cally adv. ; A:lo|rica-Ut7.
1694 MoTTEUX Rabelais v. xviii, Foreign Civilians, .have

uncivily drawn alogical and unreasonable Consequences
from it \tiri a consequence etlogicque, c'est a dire desraison.

naile],

1907 E. B. Bax Roots 0/ Reality 19 Undoubtedly the

alogical is. .a primary element in all experience. Ibid., In

ordmary consciousness, .the ultimate elements of a reality

or thing are an alogical feeling or sensation, and a logical

form or category. Ibiti. 161 In every process of conscious-

ness a contradiction lies embedded, based on the antithetic

character of its two ultimate elements, the n'ark of which we
have found to consist respectively in alogicality and lop-
cality. Ibid. 173 The aim of art..b to express the unity

and harmony of experience., in the world of immediate feel-

ing—in a word, alogicnlly. \^iij& J. M. Baldwin Thought
t, Things II. 386The Logical and the A-!ogical. Ibid. 387

Does any meaning persist in being a-logical?—not to be
exhaustively rendered by acts of judgment ? 19*5, J- E-

Turner Theory Direct Realism 25 It is not surprising.,

that this attitude. .should be regarded as instinctive noti-

rational, and alogical. 19.8 Musical Times Nov. 986 It is

typical of the 'alogical ' thinking of most mtisicians that

these conflicts were never regarded by them as serious.

Alongf, adv. Add : 1. b. Some way on (in the

progress of time). U.S.
1883 ' Mark Twain ' Life Mississippi xxviii, Far along in

the day, we saw one steamboat. x886 Harper s Mag. Oct.

808/1 He come to the house 'long in the first part cf the

evenin'. 1897 ' Mark Twai.s ' Follorving^ Equator xxi. 290

He was along toward fifty, 100a N.Y. Tribunt 26 Apr. 82

The afternoon was well along by this time.

2. b. To be along, to come to a place, to call.

1831 Mrs. Holley Texas Lett. (1833) 21 1 he captain, .sent

word that he would be along for us about sun-set.

Aloofly (al«-fli), a. and adv. [f. Alook + -LY 1,*.]

A. adj. Characterized by aloofness ; ' distant', un-

sympathetic. B. adv. So as to keep, or as if

keeping, aloof.

1901 F.Campbell Lore 118 Hb cold justice and aloofly

Christianity. X931 Chtstnb. Jml. Mar. 203/1 A tall moon
rode aloofly across the sky. X9a4 Bla/:ku<, Mag. Oct. 514/

1

This aloofly displeased person now came and spoke to us.

Alopecoid (sebprkoid), a. {sb.) Zoo/, [f. Gr.

akwwrii fox : see -OID.] IJelonging to the division

of the genus Cams of which the fox is the type ;

vulpine, b. sb. An animal of this division.

iSSo Huxley in Proc. Zool. Soc. 6 Apr. 278 Thooids and
Alopecoids, similar to those which exist at present, inhabited

Europe during the Quaternary epoch. Ibid. 286 [see

Thooid].

Alpargata (alpargata . [Sp.] A sandal

made of hemp.
A form in earlier use was alparca : sec Stanford

.
Diet.

Anglicised words.

1897 Gadow In Northern Spain iv. 63 M >;
companions wore

alpargatas, namely, canvas shoes with thick soles of plaited

hemp or gra-ss. 1909 Belloc Pyrenees v. 169 Remember
that, in Alpargatas, you will always end the day with wet

feet, loao Glasgow Herald t Mar. 3 Spinning, and twisting

heavy jute yarns for alpargatas. 1914 Btaik-.v. Mag. June

797/2 A middle-aged weather.beatcn man with one foot in a

black boot, and theother in an alpargata came into the saloon.

Alpeen (se-lpfn). Anglo-Ir. Also -ine. [Ir.

ailflii.^ A cudgel, stout-headed stick.

i8z8 Banim Anglo-Irish II. iS3 The..alpeens of the

Srimitive Irish. 1844 Thackeray Box r/Novels Wks. 1900

LIII. 411 Here comes Rory O'More thundering dowii with

his big alpeen. 1847 Trollopk Macderwots xiii, Thady
had an alpine in his band, and was preparing to strike a blow

at the Captain.

AlpengloW (sj-lpengU"). [Partial transL of

G. alpengUihen, less fieq. alpenghit, f. Alpen, gen.

pi. of Alp ^ gliihen, glut tire, flame, glow (see

Gleed sb. ).] The rosy light of the setting or rising

sun seen on high mountains.
1871 Tvndall Fragm. Sii. 282 On August 2^ 1869, the

evening Alpenglow was very fine. 1880 Scribner s Monthly

XX. 346 2 The whole picture stood revealed in the full flush

of the alpenglow.

AlpenllOril (se-lpenh^jn). Also alphom.
[Both G.] (See quot. 1879.) Also attrib.

1864 [see Alp' i\ 1879 Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 56 ..4 Ipenhtm.

or Alphom, an instrument with a cupped mouthpiece, of

wood and bark, used by the mountaineers in Swiuerland.

1895 Westm. Gaz. 13 Aug. 23 The time-honoured .'Mp-horn

melodies.

Alpha. Add

:

3. d. Alpha rays or a-rays, the first of three

types of rays emitted by radium and other radio-

active substances, and consisting of positively-

charged particles. Also alpha (or a) particles, the

flight of projected particles which constitute the ray.

1904 E. RtrrHKRFORD Radio-activiiy 91 There^ are three

different types of radiation emitted from radio-active bodies,

which.. have been termed \ed. 2 (1905) 109 Oiids by the

writer] the a, p, and y rays. Ibid. J05 An envelope thick

enough to absorb all the a particles. 1913 — Radioactive

Substances 114 [Ch.-heading] The Alpha Rays. 1915 F.



ALPHABETIPOKM. 17 ALUMED.
SoDDY in Evolution x. 371 The radiant a- and ^-particles

cxpcUed by the radioeleinent&.

4. An examiner's first-class mark.
lyos S. T. in Oxford Mag. 32 Jan., And what I deemed an

« rules (Like markets) flat as ^ -f • 1907 A. D. Godlky I6icL

«3 J«n.,One who to all Experience Rave An Alpha or Ep&ilon.
xgaj Tt'tuj Lit. ^upfU 35 Oct., The crilic (who can hardly
help feeling on this occasion like an examiner with priice

competition p.ipeis before him) must give the alpha here to

Mr. Sichel. 19S9 [hid. 3 May, No^ can we give an alpha
m.-irk to [etc.].

A1ptiii.h»»t.ififwm ;aeiabftiiJMm\a- [See-FOBX.]

Resembling the letters of an alphabet.
1901 G. Serci Mediterranean Race xiv. 396 TTie alpha-

betiform signs in megalithic inscriptions. 1908 A. J. Evans
in Anthropot. 4 Classics 13 Linear signs which.. present a
truly alphabetiform character.

Alpiiabetuatitm (se^lfabetsiz^-Jsn'). [f. Al-
PHABETirEf. + -ATION.] The process of arranging

words in alphabetic order; the result of this, an
alphabetic series or list

liBp H. B. WUEAT1.XY Htw ic fnletlagut 303 In tbealpha-
bctira linn of a raralogug. 1901 ./4£«^Mrr 19 July 76 a The
index to the completed worV, covering under one alphabeti-
satioB the ninth edition «ik1 tiie new vohunes.

Alnhyl (je-lfU). Chtm. [f. ALi^KVL + Ph(kk)ti..]

An aliphatic alkyl radic-tl.

1906 SuDBOiiOtK:H Bermtksen's Org, Ctum. 33 [see *Alicyi.].

Ikid. 365 The alphyl radtoals..Tl>e p«iely ah»ha>ic alkji

radicals are termed alphyl gronpii anid the ammalic, aiyL

Alpine, »• Aud: fi. sb. An alpine plant, or

one tliat grows on high ground.
x8io H. MAtmo Bat. Card. \\\. Na 334 Oncsma tmuricm.

A plant of it may also be kept in a pot amonest th« alpines.

a*4i Mb. IxHiiiaa Lmdia" Crmp. FL Card. I1B46) >S7 Of
such plants as Saxifrages or other Alpines, tbf^ DniiyA'ews
*i May 8/4 A choice collection of alpinea. 1907 K. fARKES
Jl/y Rack-f'irdtn a6 ArenetrtM gotkijM justly beads the list

ofour alpines.

Alpinism (x-lpsiniz'm). [ad. F. alpinisnu:

ice Ali'I.ne and -isM.] Climbing of the Alps or

of high mountains.
l8t4 Standard 5 July, Alpenism is, in this country at

least, a relaxation, not a pursoit more serious thanthe nature
of it dcmanda, iMi thd, 9 July 5 '4 For thcae memben of
the upper crust of AJpiniem. Switzerland is ccanng to have
its oM attractions. siaB/^'</. 34lklay s'sTheGeographsca!
Society has . . admitted * Alpinism * to oe geography.

Alziffllt, a frequent spelling of all right.

itn DmrliMm Univ. Jml. Nor. 186, 1 think I shall past
WfEu 9* Westm. Cm*. 16 Dec 9 '3 Wunest said, 'Ak
right, come along.' seas Maagvaa* Oiaaoa in Ronaidihay
Life (i9a8) HI. 378. I am sure I ahall get through ainght.
"--•*^— BL Add:
5. la full AltaUan wt^-tU^ {ocaa. volf-lummf),

the official name adopted by the Kennel Club for

the German sheepdog or shepherd dog (deutukcr
sclU^erkunJ).
llie naiBe AUmtimm ma adopted in ocder to avoid the

anoriaiioDi dtCtrmmm, lliadac does not bcloof loAlsac^
nor b there a wolf strain in its composition.

S917 A. CaoxTOM SulTH in Ladies" Field 13 May 436/3The
French or Alsatian sheepdogs, which are now becoming
familisriaedioas. tgaa R. Laaniiiun CmmpL Bk.Dftiii
The d«|p bHelyinuodaoediBiDCr«tBritaiaaa the Alsa-
tian Wolfdog and into the United States as the Genaaa
sheepdog. It-id, 130 'the Alsatian waa known in England
before the war. toes (see WoLa-aotntDl. laaf D. Siieca-
wsu. (tfcb) Tk4 Altmtiem asTheao-caUed PoBae I>ag,_cr
Ociiuau Sbe^iefd Doc, . . vanaasly known as the Abattao
WuUI><«,Bdgian Pohca Dog, ai¥l French Pa6oe Dog.

Alao, oJti. Add : In phr. cUse rem, applied to
luKiCi in a race which do not get a ' place

' ; aIi>o

fig. ol any inferior pcnon or thing.

sfsi MoLPoao OrpAmM xvti. 336, 1 won't be among the
also rana. . . I don't weigh very auich, but I'm geared nigh.

sfat C. H. UiaiMiB jick Spurtnt si. 369 SpartyoU Ifare*.

boitte ancestors, with a ganius fir tkfoaring geaeti and
pidcing «l«n rant, ifat Fu>aa Kijcaiuuni Trmt^Ktfgtd
XMh 73 Bella's name (in a liat of adiolai^bip wsnnersjwaa
not even among ihoee who ' ahn ia« . ^flk Kemrmcki Dmitjt
C«s. It Oct. 3 Karachi Antoaa Mcettng. Abo ran : Teddy.
. .Also ran : & Vino. S9a6 B. Pai« F.sm. Tf-d^f 4 Yesttr.

«/irf 40 He is so hard that he puts the nether aiilktooe among
the also.4aii.

AlstrOBMria (xlsUAnis-rii). [mod L., f.the

name of Claude AUtrcemtr, Swedisii tuunialist

(^1736-96).] A plant of the genus of tropical

American amaryUidaceous plants so named,
grown in hothtnise* for their flowers.

S833 Pmstf CyeL I. 447/3 Gaily-marked flowers called
Alstromeriaa. s8Sa Garden jp Sept. e^a't Al>tr<£0)crias
are real gems, and should be in every gaiden.

Altar. Ada:
6. Each of the steps or Icdget np the sloping sides

of a paving-dock. [Suggested by altat'SUp : see

BvILJ
iS^Ciml Emr. ^ Artk, frmL lU. n/« Ths object of

ihcM akm • Jar dM vaummmnrm «f piaciiig tb« shores
aCidMl tW hirfl •TavwMlM saylMiBlM, and tmim^thm
ends ofipT* for »itpa^ iM^Wwwwtm Hmcooar/?><«« i

with fttspa. or altart, for r«oei¥ing the timber profa which
Miraort tb« vcaael in an upr^fat positiofi.

a, XL. altar-oard, any of a act of tliiee cards
placed on the altar (one ia the niddle, aud one at
cither end), containing certain portioos of the

EacharisUc pra3rers to assist the pneat's memory.
it64 F. C 1.KK Direct. Angl lodcx 197 Al/ar-tard, no

in«dUev;il auttiority fur, ta. sMf Addts & Aimold Cmtk.
St PPT.

Did. S.V. A/tart TTnder the crucifix there ought to be an
altar-card, with certain prayers which the priest cannot read
from the Missal without inconvenience. 1905 CA. Tims
30 June 84a 3 A * wooden altar card ^ of the 18th century.
It ts a thick wooden panel, about a fL by 18 in., painted to
imitate a boois bearing the words, ' The Lord Jesos after He
was betrayed,' etc., from the pra>-er of Consecration in the
English liturgy ; h stood on the altar of Redboucn Chnrch,
Herts, until abont 1850.

Alter v. Add :

L b. trans/. To castrate^ geld (an animal).
^^.^S". and Anstr^.
188^ in Ctnt, Diet. iM^%Ansir. PastmriLlisi Rm. 15 Aug.

295 tor this reason bulls were rarely altered (castrated) tul

they were four or five years old.

Alteration. Add

:

6. attrib. : alteration hand, one who alters or
remakes ready-made clothes to suit customers* re-

quirements, or repairs or renovates old or second-
hand garments.
1901 Daily Ckr0H. 9 Sept. ^4 Mantles.—Wanted a good

alteration hand.

Alter ego (acltar ^-go), [L. (Cicero) ; aiier

another, ^ I, Cf. Gr. oAAof ^7^, irtpos ^70;.]

A second self; an intimate and trusted friend;

a conBdential agent or representative.

1537 in Lttt. Sapless. Monast, (Camden) 156 Ye muste
have soclie as ye may trust cvjrn as well as your owne
iclf^ wiche muste be umo yowe as alter ego. i6bs Mabbe
tr. AUman's GHzmmm aAl/^ 1. it. 34 She would tell

bim, that 1 was his mZttr t^a, that he and I were one.

1650 Tkapp C^mm, C^m, ii. 18 One .. that maybe to bim
as aa Alier*€g»y a aeoood'ttelf. 16^ N. Cul-vbrwel LL
Nature etc, ScAisnu (1654) 10 We use to call a friend
AiUrego. 187s Geo. Eliot jl//^(r7*w.U (end). Thesepeople
might not take that high view ofyou which 1 have always
uken,asan miter ego^ a right hand. x886 Leem Timus Rep.
LIV. 656/1 He who miuces the contract agrees to the
condition that it shall not tie biitding on the perstoi whose
alter eg9 or represeoutive he is if be has made any misre-
presentation, or has been guilty of any concealment.
Jig. 1856 S. DoBELL Eng. in time 0/ H'ar, A Hiufwer 99
Methinks the fruit But alter ego of the root.

Alternate. Add: A. tb/j\ 6. b. EUctr,
*next, d.

it^ (SM next. nole]. 8878 Design 4- Work 33 Feb. su/a
In each iwvolutiou.. there will have been indnoed i6altcr-
naie currents.

B. sb. 2. A person who aheraates with another
in the occupation, or performance of the duties, of

an ofi&ce.

Cf. F. eUteriuU (used also in Eng. context),^ the arrange-
tncnt according to which rotatioD of office b maintained
Among aenoas of aqwal rank, otc
1898 \Vestm, Gmm. sx Ape 4/3 When sitting at our Board

aianaU^nate in London Iot Air. Kbodes. 1908 ISiJ. ai

July s/a In 1902 faa was appointed alteruate to the Ouef of
ib« Admiralty Stafc

3. One wiio n appoiatod to act in place of a dele-

gate who ktmable to be present ; asnbstitQte. ^^..S".

t888 Bnrca Amur. Ctttmrm. IL in. Ixix. 54a To erery
delegate there is added a person called bis * alternate,* . . to
Tcptace him in case be camot be present..; if from any
cense tbe delegate b afaeeot, the anernste stefn into his

shoek 1895 Dmorr Timtet 5 Mac ^7 Sai^ preciikct a en-
titled to delegates and alternates as Mlovs.
Altexiiatiiigf ppL «. Add

:

d. AUtmatmgcmrrttti', an electric current which
rt ¥ei'ses its direction at regtdar intervals. So alter-

nating tmukifu.
In Whes titone's patent specification No. 1341, of the year

1858, the tcnna need are eUtemale emrremt, aiternaUly
inverts emrremt.

187a E. ATaiMBOM Gmmot't Siemu Tremt, PAysicj (new
edO 7*6 The nieces 0^ are oonatantlr poles of altemating
currenti«riMca are developed in tbe bobbins. seTpTvMCMUx
/•'n^gmt, Scu (1889) IL^ M. Senia nodified bis excellent
lamp whh tbe espeoM view ofenabUM it to oepe with alter-

natitig currents, tffy G. PaaKorr Sp. Tel^^Aame adv. 491
Alternating magneto machine. i8>s J. MAisa tr. Jfojpi-
tmlier^t MhI. AppUc* Ktsttr. 83 Machines with alternating
conenli. 1884 Hiocss Jfivm, #i^ £^Ki<r. JCecA. a49 The
Ferranti altcnnting conent generator. 1888 K. Atkinson
tr. ASmscmrt 4 Jemimrfs Electr. 4 Magn. II. 069 Use of
tbe yt^*T''**yr*r*-'*""'iiT with Aliernating Currents.

AltematiTelj'. I- Add : Now frcq. » as or

by way of an alternative.

8B« tmw ReporU zj Q. Bench Div. 674 Tbe defendants
ctaiaicd 30,000 Z in rented o(-tbdrcounter<1aim, and alter-

natively wvooo A damages, snta Trmrc (weekly ed.) 4 Oct.,'voyooo/. damages, snta 7>mrc (weekly ed.) 4 Uct.

24 Mc Panl Taylor imiif—if the full penalty of jCS; <»^
Mmativdy, geotisnoed tbe prisoner to one momh's imprison-

ment. MgmtAct II 4- 1 a Ceo. K, c. 13^1 Liable., to a nne not
exceeding [35 i.\ or ahematively or in addition thereto to be
impriseood. .for a term iM>t caceediog three montbs. 1997
Sumd/ety Express 8 May 4 Wbal you do..b to secure a
photograph of tbe liaU..,Altemaiively, you may snake an
exact drawing of tbe bait

Alternator (9 Itam^tai). EJtdr. rLALTen-
KATi V. + -<».] A dynamo giving an sutemating
current.

1893 LMsure Hottr Aug. 7x8/1 Sx highjrwtiire ahema-
tofs worJcing in paraUoL 1801 GL Karr Dfeswmwtt ale 10
The alteraator, in wbkh merhsainj saergy of rotation
b converted into tbe enecgy ofan alternating current, sgi^
R. STAi(i,ty WireUsM TdLm^, (ed. a) L 84 An altcrn;.tor is

a machioc in which the dinennoe of potential, or voltage,
induced has not a austant wslu^as in aa ordinary direct
current generator, but rises and Cans and reverses in direction
many times per seeond.

Altimeiter. Add

:

2. A form of aneroid barometer toed on a flying-

machine for indicating the altitude above ground.
Also attrib,

1918 B. Cablk Air Men o* JVetr 179 His altimeter showed
him to be a bare couple of hundred feet up. 1933 Bltukw.
Ma^. July lo/i Hisaltimeternecdlecrawleddown from nine
to eight thousand feet.

AltitudinOOS (aeltitiu'dinas), a. [f. L. alti-

tuditi'y altitudo Altitude.] Used affectedly for

:

High, lofty,

1868 H. T. TucKERMAN ColUctoT 55 The confined and
aliitudinous cells into which so many of the complacent
victims of these potentates are stowed. 1890 C&rnhill Mag.
Feb. 146 I'he keen air of this altitudinous city exhilarated
him. 1911 Public Opinion 15 June 57/3 Enveloped in the
mists of lib altitudinous thoughts.

Alto-cnmiQus (£e:lt^|ki«-mitfli?s). Meteorology.
[irreg. f. L.altus high 4- Cumuli's.] A fleecy cloud-
formation consisting of large greyish-white rounded
clouds wkh shaded portions. Similarly Alto-
atra'tns, a thick veil of grey or bluish clonds
sometimes showing fibrous structure, called alao

alU-cirrus ; also alto-claud.
X898 frul. Sck. Geog. (U.S.) Oct. 097 The development of

alto-cuiiiulus and heavy cumulus clouds over the land,
while out to sea only small cumuli were visible. 1905
Clatden Cloud Studies 59 From cirro-cumulus and cirro-

stratus we pass through almost insensible gradations to the
denser forms classed together in the alto group. Ibid, 6a
The simplest alto cloud b alto-stratus.

Altogether, B. adv. Add

:

4. In all, in total amount.
1797 H. Cox Jrul. Resid. Bnmthan Emp. (xSsi) 93 We

were in the palace tent altogether about an hour and a half.

1707-1811 Jank Austen Sense 4- Sens, ii, Altogether, they
will have nve hundred a-year amongst them. x866 S. 1.
"HKLuBiogr. Sk. Remark. People {iSj^) 158 Debt amounting
altogether to not much more, perhaps, than twenty pounds.
19S9 H.W, Freeman Joseph 4- Nis Brethren 259 Altogether
they did not spend as much on the whole meal as some of
bis other customers on drink alone.

6. On the whole, taking everything into account.
1815-16Jank Austkn Persuasion xi^Though we could have

wished it difTercnt, yet altogether we did not think it fair to
stand ont any longer. x886 W. R. Inge Society in Rottte
(1886) 44 Altogether, Roman slavery at this time contrasts
favourably in many ways with the negro slavery of Christian
nations. 1927 W. E. Collinson Contesup. Engl. 43 Alto-
gether I cannot think of any modern writer who has exer-

cised so far-reaching an influence on our every-day speech.

C. sb. Add:
b. The akogether (colloq.) : the nude.

1894 Du Mavkiek Trilby L 1S5, 1 have sat for the 'alto-

gether * to several other people. 1908 Daily Chron.
16 Ajir. 5/7 Mme. Sarah Bernhardt frankly says she sees
notlime wrong in the * altogether.'
attrib. 1896 Punch 35 Jan. 45/2 O, Rontgen. .Your worse

than * altogether * state Of portraiture we bar in toto 1

O. pi. A set of tights for the whole body.
S9B7 Obsrrt'er 04 July 13/a Sokolova impersonated Death

in scarlet altogetbers.

H There is a common tendency to write altogether

where all together is loj^ically preferable,

1765 Mss. GiJis&K Art 0/ Cookery To Rdr. (ed. 9) p. iv,

Put all the ingredients together again. • .strain it on well,.,

and |(ive it a boil altogether, i^vj T. Bacon Pirst Impr.
fr. ^mt.in Hindustan 1. a430f iiinnitcly greater importance
to tbe 'Creation tbaa tbe sun, moon aiul stars altogether.
x86a Tmollopb Ortey F, xxix, In that field the dogs were
now rtmning^ altogether, so that a sheet might have covered
them. sMo in Grove Did. Mus. 1 J . 574/2 The pipes of the
early organs are said to have sounded at first altogether.

Altricial (oeltri ^i&l), a. Omith, [f. L. aliric-y

altrix, fern, of altar nourishcr (f. alfre to nourish)
-(- -AL.] Of or belonging to the division Altrices

of birds, comprising those whose young are hatched
immature and fed by the parents in the nest : opp.

to Pb^cocul. q.v.

f87a CotTBS N. Anter. Birds W4 Pigeons are aUricial,and
monogamous. 1885 Aihentrum i Aug. 146/3 The altricial

f*tT*?nti 1890 QoMJtAHixndbk. Ormithol. 131 ^Vltricial birds,

each as mem reared by tbe parenu in tlie nest. X90S [see

PaacoaAi.}.

Alula (ac'li/Tli). [mod,L. dim. of ala. wing.]

L Ortiith. Tlie winglet or bastard wing of a bird:

see Bastard a. 5 c, "VViwglet.
X77s(see Bastakd a. 5 c\. 1B99 A. H. Cyans Birds i. 9

Tbe Cnsuarii and Apteryges possess an index only, which in

tbe Spkcnisci fuws with the iK^lex. Tbe basal joint of this

u the normal place of attacnnient of tbe * bastard wing ',

(fdttlA spurid^

2. Enl. A small scale-like appendage at the base

of each wing of many Dipteroy above the halteres*

Also, a similar appendage beneath the elytron in

some water-beetles.

1817 KivBY & Sp. Entonwl. II. 359 {^Diptera) Theh"
wmglets iAlulae), \^y Encycl. Brit. Vl. ra? In certain

water beetles (I>ytbcida) a pair of atulXy or winglels, arc

developed at the inner angle of the elytra. 1899 D. Shakp
Insects 11. 447 {rHptera) On the hind margin of the wing,

near the baM, there ts often a more or less free lobe .. called

tbe 'alula.*

Alum, v.f Alnaied, ppl. a. Add quots.

:

1877 W. Grxv in Mackail IK. Morris (1899) 1. 356 Silks

were alutned for to-morrow's dyeing. 1889 Anthony's
Fhotogr. Bull. II. 108 The plate should be alumed before

and after the operation. 18;^ Pall Mall Gaz. 30 Jan. 7/3
These harmful alumed baking powdrrs. tB^ ICodaAJV^s
Aug. 39/1 During development, fixing and aluniuig, it

showed no signsofblbtering. ..Using an alumed fixing bath

. . improved matters.



ALUMINOGRAPHT.

Alominograpliy. Fuller form ofAlgbapht.

JQII in Webstek.

Alumna valo-mna). PI. aluranee. [L., iem.

ofaiumntts.] A female pupil or student of a school,

coUeee. or university. (Freq. in U.S.)

a^WtlUslty ColL Pns. Rep. n The Alumna have

special qualifications for this form of work. 189a Century

Mae LI. 708/1 The average salary of the alumna teacher

wodd be below rather than above$iooo a year. 1910 Ca/a/.

Vassar Coll. 3 The editors .. have tried to obtain the infor-

mation necessary for a complete record of the alumna:.

Alnmnas. (Examples of U.S. use, esp. of the

pi. alumni.) „ „„.,-,
i8is in Prx. Sfass. HUt. Soc. (1890) Ser. li. V. 180 The

oldest alumnus at Com. of whom I heard was Mr Henry Hill

(I7s6). i8»3 J. & R. C MoRSK Pocket Gas. U.S. 320 The

number ofalumni.thatis, thenumberwho have beeneducated

at each college since its establishment. 1843 Hopkins in B. H.

Hall Col/ere IVsrJs (1851) 7 So far as ITtnow, the Society

of the Alumni of Williams College was the first association

of the kind in this country. . . It was formed September sth,

1811. 1874 /?«*. U.S. Commissioner Educ. l»!3, 181 Wil-

liams College...The trustees and alumni have built and

furnished a new boarding-hall. 1890 Harpers Mc^. Apr.

709/1 The associated alumni of a college organized into a

club preserve..the old feeling of comradeship. ,,„ .

attrib. 1843 Hopkins in B. H. Hall ColUge »'orrfj(i8si)

8 Last year, for the first time, the voice of an Alumnus

orator was heard at Harvard. 189a (title) Alumni Weekly

(New Haven, Cona). 1895 Century Mag. Sept. 794/3 How
often at an alumni banquet is intellectual supremacy in

college life praised ? 1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 440/2 At the

alumni dinners of colleges., he found himself an honoured

guest. 1906 Springfield Weekly Refiubl. 38 I une 10 Tues-

day was alumni day at Yale, when hundreds of old graduates

. . gathered in alumni halL

Alore. Delete t Obs. and add quots.

:

1878 McViTTlK Chr. Ch. Cath. 63 Round north and south

transepts and on to the alure of choir. 1919 Proc. Soc.

Antiij. Scot. Lin. 38 Its base in the ditch must have been

visible from the allure on the curtain.
^

Alveolar, a. Add : Pertaining to an air-cell

of the lungs. Cf. *Alveolds d.

1890 Billings Med. Diet., Alveolar ducts, tubes passing

from terminal bronchioles to air-vesicles of lungs. I9a7

Haldane & Huxley Anim. Biol. vii. 153 This, which is

called the alveolar air, can be obtained at the end of a deep

breath out.

Alveolus. Add

:

d. .\n air-cell of the lungs.

1890 Billings A/«</.Z)irf. igoa Practitioner'Dec. B59The
alveoli themselves are distended with a mixture of gases.

Always, atfi'. 3. Delete fOis. or dial., substi-

tute the following def. and add quots. : In any or

every circumstance, whatever the circumstances

;

whatever happens, whatever one may do or say ; ia

any event, anyhow.
{c 1460, 1488] i6co [see Providid 5, sb]. 1778 Miss Burnky
Evelina xxxvii, You will always make my respects to the

hospitable family to which we are so much obliged. 1848

Dickens Dombey viii, Never so distressed as by the company
of children— Florence alone excepted, always. 1871 Geo.

Eliot Middlem. xxiii, Fred had always (at that time) his

father's pocket as a last resource. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward R.
Elsmere XXX, Always supposing there were no risk in the

matter. X910 Punch Feb, 104/3 It don't look as if I'm

foin' to 'ave a job this arternoon. 'Owever, no matter,

'here's always the work'us.

Alypin (alai'pin). Med. Also -ine. [f. Gr.

dXuiroj painless -V -IN 1.] A glycerin derivative,

CjoHjjOjHjNCl, used as a local anaesthetic.

X90S Lancet 39 July 321/3 A new anaesthetic compound
termed ' alypin.' 1908 Practitioner Jan. 143 A s per cent,

solution of cocaine and alypine.

Amadis (^-madis). HUt. [Name of the hero

of a romance of chivalry, and title of one of Quin-

ault's operas (1684).] A close-fitting sleeve but-

toned at the wrist, which became fashionable from

the costume of .'\madis as worn in the opera of the

name. Also, an embroidered edging on a bodice.

1835 Court Ma^. VI. p. xxi/i An attempt has been made
to bring up again the Amadb sleeve. 1898 Lady Mary
LoYD tr. Octave UzaJtnc's Fashion in Paris ii. 38 'fheir

bodices . . were known as * canezous ', a scalloped embroidery
called ' amadis * was carried round the edges and wrists.

Amalgamis't (&mse*lgamist). [f. Amalqam sb.

+ -1ST.] One who amalgamates ores, or makes
amalgams.
2884 L. Le C. Hamilton's Mex. Handbk. 65 A most

famous mining expert, chemist, and amalgamist.

Amatol (aeTnatplj. firreg. f. Am(monium -i- -iol-

in trinitrololuene^ A high explosive consisting of

a mixture of trinitrotoluene (T.N.T.) and ammo-
nium nitrate.

19x8 Colver High Explosives 253 In England these mix.
tures [trinitrotoluene and ammonium nitrate] are designated
amatol. I9aa H. F. Moulton Life o/Ld. Moulton vii. 191
Finally in February 1915 Lord Kitchener, .gave his casting

vote on the side of bi^ production, and \. 6 were told that

they might proceed with the production of amatol.

Ama'torio (Eemat5»"ri«). Ceramics. [It., ad.

L. amdtorius Amatobt.] A decorated piece in-

tended as a love gift; spec, a piece of majolica

bearing the portrait of a lady with a complimentary
inscription. 1889 in Cent. Diet.

AmatoriouB, a. Delete \Obs. and add to

def. : Inclined to love, amorous. Hence Ama-
tO'rloosnesB.
1746 Francis tr. Horace, Ep. i. iii. 31 Sure to gain, for

18

amatorlous Lays, Tbe Wreaths of Ivy, with unenvied Praise.

1887 Longmans Mag. Nov. 108 A fine balance between

domestic and 'amatorious' interest on one hand, and ro-

mance on the other. 1893 National Observer i Apr. 489/1

Girls and boys, .jostle and jest at one another with a certain

violence of amatoriousness. Ibid. 23 Sept. 482/1 1 be diva-

fations of amatorious poets with fragile women. 1901

Ienley in Poetry R- Bums IV. 240 It was natural and

honourable in a young man of this lusty and amatorious

habit to look round for a wife.

Amaxonism (semaz/ni:z m). [f. Amazon +

-ISM.] Amazonian character or condition ; a con-

dition in which women have the supremacy. Also

Amazonianism.
1874 M. Collins Transmigr. II. xv. 247 A world in which

women were analytical.. would result in absolute Amazon-

ism. 1903 L. F. Ward Pure Social, xiv. 338 It might be

supposed that woman would prove the dominant sex In

primitive hordes... The.. most striking form of evidence

pointing this way consists in a class of facts that may be

roughly groupecf under the general head of amazonism.

1909 W. J. LocKK Septimus ii. She had done with men. .

.

In that she prided herself on her Amazonianism.

Amban (se-mbsen). [Manchu, lit. minister.]

A Chinese resident official in Tibet, representing

the suzerainty of China.
1881 EncycL Brit. XIV. 8/1 In the time of the Chinese,

before Yakub Beg's sway, Yangi Shahr . . was the residence

of the amban or governor. 1913 Glasgow Herald 24 Apr. 4

The travellers were entertained.. by an Amban who spoke

excellent Chinese.

Ambary (sembaj-ri). Also -i. [Urdu ambara,

ambdri.] The fibre of an Indian plant, Hibiscus

cannaiinus, used for making ropes and coarse

cloth ; Brown Indian Hemp (also ambary hemp)

;

the plant itself.

1887 Moloney Forestry W. Afr. 282 The plant is largely

grown in Western India, both as a pot.herb and for its fibre,

known as * Ambari ', which much resembles jute.

Ambatch (ae-mbaetj). Also ambaoh, am-
bash. [app. native name.] A leguminous tree

or shrub, Herminiera (or Mschynonune) Ela-

phroxylon, of tropical Africa, '.vith very light

spongy wood ; also called pith-tree.

1884 J. CoLBORNE With Hicks Poska in Soudan 100 Here,

too, we came across the famous ambatch. ., one of the most
extraordinary growths of African vegetation. 1887 Ambash
[sec pith-tree. Pith sb. 8]. 1889 H. M. Stanley in Daily
News 4 Dec. 3/x A. .sand bank overgrown with sedge and
ambatch.

A'mber-fish.. [Amber sb.v\ A fish of the

genus Seriola, found in warm parts of the Atlantic

;

several species are esteemed as food, e.g. S.dumerili

and S. lalandi, also called A-mloezjack.

1674 Josselyn Two Voy. New Eng. 107 The Sea-bream,
Dorado, or Amber-fish, they follow ships.. and are good
meat. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Dorado..^ Fish otherwise

call'd the Sea-bream; or Amber-fish, the Head of which in

the Water is Green, and the Body as Yellow as Gold. 1799
A. Ellicott in Life 4- Lett. (1908) 186 A great abundance
and variety of fish.. such as..Amber-fisn. x888 Goode
A mer. Fishes 232 The Amber-fish, Seriola carolinensis, is

quite common off the West Florida co.ist, 1897 Outing
UJ.S.) XXIX. 330/3 Not inferior to the kingfish for sport is

the amber fish, or ' amberjack '.

Amberiferous (sembsri'feras), a. [f. Ambee
iiJ.l + -(i)fkrous.] Producing amber.

188s Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. I. 137/1 The west coast

of Denmark.. is included in this amberiferous region.

Amberite (ae-mbarait). [f. Ambee jM + -iteI

4.] An explosive composed chiefly of nitro-

glycerine and soluble gun-cotton.

1893 Daily Chron. 6 Sept 2/7 That a smokeless powder
such as ambertte had been used in the cartridge. 19x5 A.
Marshall Explosives 351 The older powders, Schultze and
Amberite, are 42-grain powders, that is to say the charge
required for an ordinary i2.bore cartridge is 42 grains.

Amberons (je-mbsrss), a. [f. Amber sb?- +
-ons.] Resembling amber; amber-coloured.
1890 Century Mag. Aug. 500 So soft, sp warm, the water

lay, Its chambers paved with amberous lights.

Ambi- (aembi), repr. L. ambi- both, on both
sides {ambo both) in various (chiefly scientific)

terms (see words in Ambi- in Diet.). Ambi-
cUlate (-si"li/t), a. Ichth., having the scales on
both sides of the body minutely toothed along the

edges; Ambicolorate (-kp'16r^,-ko-l-), a. Ichth.,

applied to flat-fishes abnormally coloured on both
sides instead of having the under side white;

so Am'blooloratioii ; Ambivalent (aembi'val&it),

a. [after equivalenf^ having either, or both, of two
contrary values or qualities.

X894 Proc. Zool. Soc. 439 "Ambicolorate fish appear to be
always what one may call ' *ambiciliate' also. Ibid. 435 Why
Cyclopean examples should be ambicolorate. Ibid, 432 On
an Adult Specimen of the Common Sole., with Symmetrical
Eyes, with a Discussion of its bearing on *Ambicoloration.
1016 tr. C. G. yung's Papers on Analytical Psychol, vi. 200
[Bleuler] presents us with a new psychological conception .

.

viz. the concept of *ambivalency and of *ambitendency, thus
formulating the psychological axiom that every tendency is

balanced by its opposite tendency. X9ai Blanchard Ado-
lescent Girl v. 125 A second case where the falsehoods were .

.

the result of "ambivalent desire for and fear ofthe erotic life.

Ambience (te'mbiens). [f. Ambient: see-ENCE.]
Environment, surrounding. In the Fr. form am-
biance (anbtans) used in Art for the arrangement
of accessories to support the main effect of a piece.

AMEN.
XQOa W. Watson Ode on Coronation ofKingEdward VI

t

5 Slowly in the ambience of this crown Have many crowns
been gathered. 1937 Observer 3 Oct. 22/3 It bad lost, .much
of the ambience, sparkle, and caricature which makes the
' Pickwick Papers what they are.

Ambiens (ae'mbienz). Ornith. [pr. pple. of

L. ambire to go round, surround, f. ambi- around

+ ire to go.] A muscle in the thigh of certain

birds, so called from the way in which it winds in

passing from the hip to the foot.

X873 A. H. Garrod in Proc. Zool. Soc. 630 The ambiens
and ine accessory femoro-caudal are absent. X884 CouES
N. Amer. Birds 193 The ambiens arises from the pelvis

about the acetabulum, and passes along the inner side of the

thigh.

Ambitty (sembi-ti). Class-making. Also am-
bitti, ambetty. [app. ad. F. ambiti, of obscure

origin.] Applied to glass which becomes devitrified

while it is being worked.
X883 H. J. Powell, etc. Glass-Making 104 Glass made

with sulphate of soda is less liable to devitrify or as it is

termed, become ' ambitty ' in the pot during the time of

working. 1885 Miller Glass.painting 52 A beautiful make
of glass is anbetti [sic\ X885 Spon Mechanic's Own Book 630
' Ambiiti ' [sic] (single and double) is a sheet glass, originally

of Italian manufacture. 1901 Suffling Art ofGlass PatHt-
ingO^ Ambetty sheet.

Amboceptor (aemb<7se'ptci). £tol. Chem. [f.

'L.ambo both + (Ke)ceptob.] In Ehrlich's theory

of immunization, a receptor, esp. one set free as

a haptine or adaptation-product, having two com-
bining or haptophoric groups of atoms, by which it

Diiites both with the immunizing body and with the

complement (see these terms in Suppl.). Opp. to

*Uniceptor.
X90> Brit. Med. yrnl. 13 Apr. 030 There is no amboceptor

as such, but the body consists of a z>'mophoric group. X904

[see Thermolabile].

Ambroid (se-mbroid). [f. Amber ji.l + -oid.]

Trade name for a substance made by moulding
pieces of amber with heat and pressure.

X899 ScL Amer. 16 Sept. 188/3 The inferior pieces of am-
ber are made into what is called ambroid. 19x3 Daily Mail
4 Feb. 5/6 Charged .. with keeping the trimmings and sell-

ing them to be made into pressed amber, known in tbe trade

as * ambroid *.

Ambrosia. Add

:

9. A fungous substance which forms the food of

certain N. American wood-boring beetles of various

species (hence called ambrosia beetles).

X896 Vear-bk. U.S. Dept. Agr. 431 Their food consists not

of wood, but of a substance to which the name ambrosia has
been given, and which is a coating formed bj' certain minute
fungi and propagated on the walls of their galleries by the

beelles.

Ambrotypic, a. [f. Ambbotvpe sb^ Sugges-

tive after the manner of an ambrotype.
x86x Tram. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 264, I give a voice to a

few thoughts ambrotypic of what tbe working man is, and
what he ought to be.

Ambulaiice. Add

:

2. attrib. in ambtilance chaser (U.S. slang), a

lawyer who makes a business of raising actions

for personal injuries.

X904 Philad. Public Ledger xo June 8 The body of tbe

unfortunate child had hardly been brought to the house
before the ' ambulance chasers ', as lawyers of this class are

called, began to arrive.

3. A touring caravan or similar vehicle. U.S.

x868 Life atuong Mormons 67 The husband of one ofthem
rushed into the room where I was, to inquire about his wife,

for their ambulance had not arrived. 1875 Fur, Fin 4-

Feather 105 If he wishes, he can procure., an ambulance
fitted up with the necessary toilet arrangements. X879

TouRCEE Foo^s Err. ix. 40 So he got an ambulance and
we started. 1899 T. Hall Tales 95 Once in a while she

caught sight ofamufiled figure in an ambulance that stopped

for water for its thirsty mules.

Ambulant, a. Add

:

3. Path, and Med. a. Of a disease : Shifting from

one part of the body to another : = Wandering
ppl.a. 3g. b. Of a disease: Allowing the patient

to walk about, not confining him to bed ; also of

medical treatment in which the patient is allowed

or ordered to walk about.

i8Sx tr. von Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. Suppl. 683 Ambulant
cedema. X913 Dorland Med. Diet., Ambulant, Ambiila-

/tjry...Walking or able to walk: not confining the patient

to bed. 1917 Daily Tel. 31 May 15 5 Additional provision

for what was called ambuLant treatment of those suffering

from lupus.

Ambulatory, a. Add

:

5. Path. = prec
x8s7 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. s.v., A morbid affection is said

to be * ambulatory '. .when it skips from one part to another.

X883 QuAiN Diet. Med. 38 Ambulatory, a term given to

typhoid fever, showing that the patient is able to walk about

during the attack. X903 Westm. Gaz. 21 Feb. 6/1 That the

cause of death was ambulatory typhoid.

Ambusher (te-mbujaj). [f. Ambush v.-\--is.'^.\

One who makes an ambush.
189s Funk's Stand. Diet. igmoGlasgow Herald ^o Nov. 7
The ambushers, be said, were all dressed in khaki.

Amen, int. Add : 2. b. attrib. amen corner,

amen seat, that part of a meeting-house occupied

by persons who assist the preacher with occasional

and irregular responses. U.S. '



AMEKABILITY. 19 AMPELOPSIS.

s868 All ». Kouftd 31 Oct. 490/1 Sunday foun<i tlicm,

judge and lawyers, seated in the 'amen corner ', 1877 Hab-
BEKTON Jeriiho Road xiv. ia8 In an 'amen * seat sat an old

ha]f-brced. 1904 Habbbs Gtorgiams vii. 67 [TheyJ were in

their places in the * amen comei *, at the right of the crude
pulpit.

trofts/i 18S4 Congress. RfC, 24 Apr. 3*07 i When com-
miserated upon the fact that he was compelled to go to what

is commonly known here as the aipen corner, (he) frankly

said Ihatanyseat in the Senate waslictter than none. 1894

Ibid, Jan. 1502 2 One of those saintly Republican monopo-

U«s who sit in the * Amen comer ' of protected privilege.

Amenability. 1« (Earlier \}Si. example.)

1769 J. Madisom Writ, (1904) V. 373 A unity in each has

been raK^ved on, and an amenability to the President alone,

as well as to the Senate by way of impeachment.

Audlldatoryt «• (Earlier examples.)

1803 Dth, Confess 26 Feb. (1851) 603 Mr. Bayard.. re-

ported an amendatory bill, whicb was read twice. 1830

L. LiNcotj* Mass. Legist. 39 May 38a.

Amenity. !• a- Add : In freq. mod. use in

pi., wiih reference to the pleasurable, as dis-

tinguished from the utilitarian, features of an

estate. Also attrib. as in amenity woodland.

[19x6 N. P. Lewis PlaumiHg Mod. City 327 The object

aimed at is the securing of proper sanitation, amenity and
convenience.] 19*8 Britain'g Industr. Futurt {Ltl>eral

Ind. Inquiry) iv. xxiv. { ^ 336 Amenity woodland de-

finitely uneconomic 19*9 Oxford Timts 8 Feb. 13/4 The
pttymeni of j£S8 for the purcha.se of the land; the pa)-ment

of /S50 as compenution for the \o*a of amenities and dls-

torbaoce of existing garden and grounds.

Ament^ (Amcnt). [ad. L. dtnent-, aniens^

after •Amentia.] A person conKenitally deficient

in mind or intellect ; a bom idiot or imbecile.

1897 Li^incotft M*d, Diet.. Amtn/, a person aficcted

with amentia; an idioc tyis Cm. Q. Rev, LaXIII. 326 We
will cUuuify them all (idiots, imbeciles, or fctble-minded)

under the name ' Ament *, meaning people without minU in

contrast to the class of Dement, which we will assume to

Man all tkiMwho have l>een sane, bat have lost their mind.

AjnenOA (ftmcnjii), [L., f. drmns, f. J -> a^
+ mens MUTD s6.} Total lack of intelligeace,

imbecility.
1801 Mpntkly Mmg. Aug. 256/2 That state of intellectual

dcranmment which NoaoloKisu have diuinguished by the

term Jbnentia. 1887 Buck's Handhk. Med. Sci. I V. 68 s The
word [m. idiocy) was t^ed until E^^uirol first clearly applied

it. .in coooection with both amenita and the terminal stage

of chronic insanity.

Americ&xif ". Add

:

A. 2. o. C\S.sp€c. (Seequotoi86i.)
sS^ }L BavAirT lykai I smto in CaL iv. (18^9) 37 Socfa

[Indians] as rode ponies werede^iroatofswappinc tncmfor
th« American horses of the emigrants, m s86s wiitthkop
T«A« Brmi ti. (1862) 14 He «-as aa American horse,—so
uwy distinguish in California one faroaght from the old

Stales. 1^ J. H. Bkaouk It^tsism H''ilds Jtvi.a53,l rode
ajrood-sixcd American horse.

3. Am«rlc&ii Beantj (ros«\ a yariety of cul-

tivated rose ; Amerio&n olotb, (a) «- *Amkbi-
CANI, {&) an enamelled oilcloth used chiefly for

corering articles, soch as tables, chairs ;Ain«rloaa
iT7, the Virginia creeper; mcrloan UftUwr^
also ABMrioan 1—thT oloth, an early name for

a kind of American cloth imitating leather

;

Ammxiemn plan, at hotels, iMtyment for board hj
time instead of by separate items (contrasted with

Europtan plan') ; Am«rloaa sliA^tlnff, • *AlUBl-
CAKI.
1904 S. Y. Evtn. Pest 99 SepC x Carrying an armfal of

'American Beauties. S904 JV. V. Timts 24 Nov. 14 A box
of thirty-nine American Beauty roses. x86e J. A.Gkant in

£/«r>i». ifiV. (it65>XCVI 1.109 The body sewed up in an
^American cloth. 1889 Sia J. C Willouchbv East A/ricm
4 its Big Ceumg Ado, n. Sng.SwaMtH Voimh., American
cioK)x,Atm*rikmsi^ 1898 C Jamu Ytkt 0/ Freedom 85 Not
astttgie ring ofstiditoeas was to be found upon the American-
docb taUe-cover. 1898 H. G. WaLU Wiuels o/Ckana iv,

t padcct of American ckich bchiod the saddle con-A neat padcc
tained b» change of numenC 1899 Bastlstt />KiL ^ MB«r.

(e<L a) 497 VirgittU Crttptr^ . . By some it is called Wood-
bine, and by others *Amcncan Ivy. 1874 Knicht Diet,

Meek., ^Am^rumt Umik^t an enameled cloth imitating

leather. 1891 [see LcATMaa sb. i\ 186$ House ^ Lprdk
Ctues XL 573 L.eather Cloth Co. v.

Qoth Co. 18^ in Petherick Trmo. CentrmlA/rias (i860) IL
179, I have already taken from your stores. .96 yards of
'American sheeting.

B. 4. pi. Short for AmericoH stocks or shares.

1886 Times Reg. Events in iS^ p. cliti. Peopte . .who . . bad
come to believe that ' Americans * would never advance any
norc. 1897 Daily Mews 7 Sept. 7/1 A further rise in Amen-
cans. 1905 Daily Reportn Mar. i/a Yankees As predicted
ysslsi dsy,A lasnrsns have quickly recovered their reaction.

8. American EogUsh ; the form of English spoken
in the United Sutes.
1837 Soutkdm Lit. Messettger IIL xx Insomuch that I

speak ^NwnicMff with tht bnrue ai 00m or the other of them
in spite of mr teeth. 1844 'JoM. Suck * //irA Li/t iV. K. L
lot She didnH speak rale American. 1869 Gillhorc Acces-
sibl* Field Spirts N. A mer. i9B«lit wMevidetitl wasnot
boss. \N9U\ American for 'master '. itn Saiiui DB VsaB
Americmnisms 4 Hence we still speak Eogfi^ bat we talk

American, syej Daily Ckron, 16 Mar. 3/3 The crisp

American it is written ia. 1908 Ibid. 10 June 6/7 Engltsn
spoken j American andermtood. 19*0 Contem^, Rev. ^ept.

349. I was an unknown foreigner sjieaking brolcen American
with a distinctly alien accent.

Hence (in sense A. i or B. 3) American* (-^-nS,

-i'nA) sb. pi, [see A5a B. 3] ; American«a« (-I'z)

<» Amxbicax B. 5 (see above) ; Amtrlcan***, an

1898 Daily News i<Aug. 6/a They kept theamils (native

revenue officials) at bay. ^
X9ax Timts Lit. SuppL to Feb.

84/4 The atnil was exacting.. 66 per cent, more than the
authorized revenue.

Amino- (ar'min^), Chem., combining form of

Ami^k, used spec, in names of compounds con-

taining the group Nil] combined with a non-acid

radicshl (thus distinguished from Amido-, which
in strict use denotes those with an acid radical).

X887 A. M. Bbowm Am'm. Alkaloids 85 The modes of

tynthesen of clycocolle or aminacctic acid and cyanide, x^as

Times Lit. SuppL 27 Apr. 279/1 A protein diet conuinmg
the amino-acid—Inline.

AmiXLol (se'min^l). [C Aicufx + -OL.] A colour-

American woman ; America&itls (-ai-tis) [see

-iTis], some affection characteristically American
(esp.y?^, overweening or blatant national conceit

in Americans) or {loosely) related in some way to

what is American i^e.g, morbid fear of American
competition or rivalry) ; Axnerlcauly c^v.^ in an
American manner.
1890 Tregaskis Ca/o^wr Sept. 3/1 America and *Ameri-

cana. \^sACktintb. ymi. Aug. 51yi The trade in Americana
is no common huckstering of second-hand volumes. x88a
SALAWwrr. Refis. (1885)405 A ' b^U•fiddlc\.*American-
ese for a violoncello. X907 Daily Ckron. 23 Feb, 4/7 Poor
Willis is almost forgotten now. ..He was one ofthe founders
of * Americanese *. X838 Cooper Nome as Found I. vi. 03
Every true American and *Americaness was expected to be
at hb or her post. X003 Ld, R. Gower Rec. ^ Retuin, 339
Mr. Washburn and nis * lady ', a pert little Americaness.
X891 Annik p. Call Power througk Repcse ii. 13 Extreme
nervous tension seems to be so peculiarly American, that a

]

German physician coming to this country to practise became '

puzzled by the variety of nervous disorders he was called
j

upon to help, and finally announced his discovery of a new !

disease which he chose to call * 'Americanitis *. X90X Daily I

Ckron. 18 Oct. 4/6 We are not amonf; those who are attacked
|

by the disease of Americanitis in its extreme form. X904
;

G. S. Haij. Adolescence II. 411 Less perfervid Ajnericanttis
,

at games and in celebrating victories. x886 Howklls in

Harper's Mag. Jan. 325/1 For our novelists to try to write

•Americanly, from any motive, would be a dismal error. 1898
lllustr. Lond. AVri'j Summer No, 3 Horribly, incredibly,

Americanly rich. igoSDni/y Ckron. \\ Apr. 4/7 Rather than
* expect ' in this sense, let us Americanly 'calculate *, or even
'goess*.

Anoricani (&merika*nO> Also Mer(c)kani.
[Swahili ; also Amerikano (Madan, Stecre), iJ/ortf-

Kani (Sucleor).] A kind of cotton cloth.

s864SraKC Jrnl, Discov. Source Nile Apa B.617 Merikani
or American sheeting. \^ij% Qvn-mn Zanzibar l\. App- i.419

The Takah or piece.. of 'Merkani American domestics
is generally of 30 yards. 1894 Bell tr. L. von Hdknets
Discov, Lakes RudolJ <f Stefanie I. xa, 600 pieces {djora)

of white cotton goods (Merckani).
X893 Ceogr. yrnL Mar. sai Their dress ts a white cloth.

.

of broad Americani. 1900 Gbocan & SHABf From tkeCa^e
to Cairo iBa ' Amerikani '. [Xoie\ White trade cloth. 19x0
Etmbl YouMCHUSBAND GHmpsts E. Africa ^ Zanzibar -^^

Bojrt wvar a cotton singlet, a loin cloth of * Amerikani '. xoax

Blaekm. Mag, }ma. xi8/i Avenerablesavage, withayard of
tattered and dirty americani round his loins. S9>5 Chamb.
ymL Apr. 35a/x Tb« rough ^mrr/VaMx curtain.

Altt^riCMUliraL. I* (Earlier U.S. example.)

1797 JiTFBasoM Let. 14 Jane, Wks. X854 IV, X90 The
dioataa of raason and pure Americanism.

8. (Orig. reference for first quoL)
178X WrrMBRSPOoM tn PenMsytvania Jml. No. 1391. x/a

{Add to quoc]Th« word Americanism, which 1 bavecoincd
or the purpose, ts exactly similar in its forraation and sig*

nification to the word Scotticism.

AnmriOAllixOi v, 2. Add earlier qnots. :

«m (Oct. «7) J. Jai' Corr.^ PublU Papers (1893) IV. «3a,

I wiso to see our peopte more A mericaniMsd, if 1 may use that

CUmissinn ; until we feel and act as an indepeodent nation.

1803 W. O. PucHC CeunkrioH Biog. X40 Him tbey found per-

fectly Americanised : before any answer was sent he must
first know wbo would payhim for his trouble. %9m^Blaekw.
Mag, XVI. 595 His wish is to see Greece * not Anglicized,

bat Amcricanucd *.

Aaarind (8e*m£rind), Amerindian (semc-

ri*ndiin), sbs. and aeljs.j contraction for American
Indian (lee Amkbioak B. i, Indian A. 3, B. a).

1897 8 Atm» Rep, Bur. Amer. EtknoL^ xlviii. The tribal

firalambaei of tbe Amerinds. Ibid, 835 The four worlds of
widcspieed Amerindian mythology. 1900 DxixsMSALrcH
N.'A im* iean$ YeU, S47 The communal principle of living

had mwch to do aloMtt everywhere with trie sixe and charac-
ter of the AoMriod booaea. tooa Man II. loi A group of
Ameriod tribet are known aa Al^ocxiuiatts. X9ax Edin, Keu,
Apr. a68 CroMti between Amenndaans . . and Europeans.

Amttristio («in^ri*8tik), a, Biol, [f. Gr. d-

priT. -(- itepior6t divided, divisible (f. ^pi^tir to

divide, L iUpot port) + -ic] Unse^ented.
x88i E. R. LAMKEsmt in Eneycl, Bnt, XII. 55S/t In

leechea as compered with the ameristic flukes.

Avii^li^v»iff (semh9e*rik), a, and sb, [f. Amkara,
name of a province of Abyssinia.] 1 he name of

the official and court langtiage of Abyssinia.

1813 Q, Rev, Oct 858. tyav Catmk, t/miv. Press Bull Jan.
•7 Every Amharicw<m is poooetkaUy expteased in Roman
lettcA as well as given in the Amharic character. 19S3

Blaekm, Mteut. Aog.a4Va Ancient Gc'z, tbe language of the

Abvasinian Qiarch and parent of the modem Amharic

Amidol (ac'midfrl). [f. Amidk + -OL.] Trade-

name for a salt of diamidophenol, used as a de-

veloper in photography.
1894 Brit, Jml. Pkotogr, Aim. 830 Diamidophenol or

amidol, both as the chlorhydrate and the sulphate, was ori-

ginally prepared by T. Gauche in 1869.
*—

' variant and more modem form of AUMiL.

less antiseptic liquid derived from the methylamine
of herring-brine.
X893 WestfH, Gaz. May 3/3 Aminol is the new disinfectant.

Ajnitosis (aemitJu'sis). Biol. [mod.L,, f. Gr.
d- privative + Mitosis.] Direct division ofa nucleus
or cell, without mitosis. So Amitotic (-^'tilc) a,,

not exhibiting mitosis ; whence Amito'tically adv,
x888 RoLLESTON & Jackson Anim. Life Introd. p. xxii,

The.. division of the nucleus.. may be direct or amitotic...
Or it may be indirect or mitotic. 189^ Nat. Science June
418 Amitosis is of frequent occurrtnce in the cells of patho-
logical growths of all kinds. Ibtd.^ The sperm-mother'Cel Is

divide amitotically.

Ammonal vse'miJfhsel). [f. Ammon(ium + Al(u-
MINIUM.] A high explosive composed of 3 parts of

ammonium nitrate with 1 part of aluminium.
X903 IVesttn. Gaz. 30 Oct. ii/i Ammonal b being manu-

factured at the works of Messrs. G. and J. Roih at Felix-
dorf, Austria.

AjnmoZLOid (ae*mAioid). [f. mod.L. Ammo-
noidea^ f. Ammonites Ammonite: see -oid.] A
fossil cephalopod of the order Ammonoidca^ com-
prising the ammonites and their allies.

xSSo Nicholson & Lvdekker Palaeont, (ed. 3) I. 849 The
septal * necks * of the Ammonoids are variable in their

development. 191s Brit. Museum Return 169 The collec-

tion of Austrian Triassic Ammonoids.

Amoebic i,amrbik),a. [f. Amceba + -ic] Per-

taining to, of the nature of, or caused by an amoeba.
x89a OsLER Pract. Med. 133 Amoebic Dysentery, xgoa

Eneycl. Brit. XXXI. 536 A form (of dysentery! has been
described which is said to be due to an animal parasite

—

amccbic dysentery or amoebic enteritis.

Amole (amJ'U). [Mexican Sp.] The root or

bulb of any one of several plants found in Mexico
and California, nsed as a detersive ; also any of such

plants, esp. Chlorogalumpomeridianum^ also called

soap-plant (see Soap sb. 6 b).

tM4 Eneycl. Brit. XVU. 401 'a Yucca filamentosa^ com-
monly called amole or soap-weed. T^y Chamb. y>7i/. 227/x
Soap grows for him . . in the bulbs of the curious Amole.

AJuontillado (am^ntiUa*d£>). [Sp. ; f. A/on-
tilla, a town in Spain + -ado -ate 2.] Formerly, a
wine of the sheny type produced in Montilla ; now,
a matured sherry in which the * flor ' has developed.
x8s5 HtNDERSOM in Q. Jml. Sci. XVIII. 130 The driest

species of Sherry is the Amontillado. 1833 C. Redding Mad,
Wines 19a a 1845 Poa Cask Amoftt.viiis, 1864 I. 347, I

was silly enough to pay the full Amontillado price without
consulting you in the matter. 1886 Ruskin P*-xteri/a II.

ix. 33^ A certain quantity of the drier Amontillado, from the

hill districts of Montilla.

b. attrib, in fig. sense.
x86s Thackeray Pkili^ xvii, 'By the houselceeper, do

you mean Mrs. Bayncs V I ask, in my amontHlado manner.
X9ai Spectator aa Jan. log/t We will take as our next ex-

ample of what we might call Mr. Max Beerbohm's Amontil-
lado style ' Hosts and Guests '.

Amoral, a. Delete nonce-wd. and add quots.

below. So Amo'Taliam, Amo'raUst, Amora'llt7.
x89a S. Weir Mitchell in Century Mag. July 343/a You

are amoral, not immoral. 19x0 Westm.Gaz, 19 Alar. 3/2 He
argued.. that Nature was a-moral, ethically neutral. 19x3
KirLiNG/( Diversity of Creatures (1917) 176 He's the Abso-
lutely Amoral SouL I ve never met one yeL X9ao Glasgow
/^fro/if 27 Nov. 6 Dada.. leads to amoralism. i^z^ObserT'cr

10 June 8/3 Stupidity, brutality, and general amorality.

iqao Britisk Weekly 16 Sept. 487/4 That great sceptic and
amoralist [Anatole France^ X9S7 Kachel A. Taylor Leo-
nardo the Florentiru 11. ii 103 Ihe bright amoral virtue of
courage.

Amor06 (im^us). ? Obs. [ad. F. amorce (OF.
amorse) bait, lure, priming, f. OF. amordre^ f. ^ +
mordre to bile.] A charge of fine-grained powder
for priming a small fire-arm ; a cap for a toy pistol.

xSoa C James Milit. Diet., Amorce^ an old military word
for line-grained powder, such as is sometimes used for the

priming of great guns, mortars or howitzers ; as also for

small-arms, on account of its rapid inflammation. A port

fire, or quick match. xtAxB'ham IVeekly Post X5 Dec. 7/5
Summoned for having in nis possession a small quantity of
manufactured amorces, he not having a license for the sale

of explosives. . . These toy pistol caps . . were made of a very

dangerous explosive. XM9 Standard 2 Dec. 4/8 To restrain

Mr. Cadwetl from making amorces for toy pistols.

Amoriam f2e-m6riz'm). [f. as Amobist + -ism.]

The (iispoaition or practice of amorists; amorous
sentiment or intrigue.

X897 Stesr 30 Mar. 1 -j We were in the land of romantic
amorism, XQ03 Atkenerum 17 Jan. 77/t Half old-world

Si>anish, hall topsy-turvy Orientalin its fatalism and passion-

ate aniotiMii.

Amorist. Add

:

2. One who treats of love ; a writer of amatory

literature. Also attrib,

x8a4 Blacktv. Mag, XVI. 191 Our most eminent amorist..

Tom Moore. x88s Palgrave in Grosart Spenser's IVks.

IV. p. Ix, Amourist literature. X905 Athenaeum 1 Apr. 390/3
The poet . . is imagined as a mild and amiable amorist. 1909
lussERAND L it. Hist. Eng. 1 II. 468 The . . amourist writers of

Elizabethan times.

Amp., abbreviation of Ampere.
1907 install. Neivs July 8/2 Suction gas plant and aoo

amp. dynama. .A private plant supplying 100 amps.

Ampelopsis (semp/l^'psis). Bot. [mod.L.,

f. Gr. dniTfXos vine + St^ts appearance.] A genus

of climbing plants allied to the vine ; a plant of this

genus, as the various species of Virginian Creeper.



AMFEBAGE.
184* Florist's yntl. (1S46) III. 148 The honej-sackle, the

jasmine, the ampelopsis, . . may be made to contribute largely

to the general appearance of a garden. 1900 £c/iif as Sept.

J, 3 The crimsoning leafage of ampelopsis.

Amperage (.sempe^-reds, se-mperedg). EUctr.

[t Ampere + -age, after voltagt."] The strength of

an electric cnrrent expressed in amperes ;
also^^.

iBw IVrrk 17 Mar. 139/2 The longer the length of wire

you use on any armature, tlie higher will be the voltage, but

the lower the amperage. 1914 *i KJKOZ lyaiUr de la Mart

105 The living poet's' Sunk Lyonnesse ' in which each word

has a far higher amperage of power.

Amperian (smpe'Tian), a. Pertaining to the

French physicist Andr^ Marse Ampire or his theory

of molectilar currents.

187a E. -Atkinson Canol's EUm. Treat. PItysics (new ed.)

724 The Amperian currents seem to turn like the haiids

of a watch. 1879 G. Pkescott Sf. Teleflumc xiv. 496 The
Amperian currents in the inducing magnet.

AjnpM- (seimfi). Add

:

Amphldiarthrosis (oe:mfid3i|ajJ'rflu'sis) Anat.,

a form of articulation (see quots.); Amphi-
kaxyoUc (-kserip-tik), a. Biol. [Gr. Kapnov nut,

kernel], having both a male and a female nucleus

;

Amphimixis (asii)fimi-ksis) Biol. [mod.L. (Weis-

mann, 1891), i. Gr. /u'fis mingling : of. d/j^t/u^ytivtu

to mix np thoroughly] (see quot. 1893) ;

A-mphiodout {-oAgxA), a. Enlom. [Gr. bSois,

iSofT- tooth], applied to a form of the mandibles

in stag-beetles intermediate between the priodont

and teleodont ; AmpMpnenstic (-pni«?stik), a.

Zool. [f. as Amphtpneust + -ic], having breathing-

pores at both ends of the body, as certain dipterous

lar^-.Te ; A:mphlprostylar, a. = Amphipbostyle
a. ; AmphirMne (se-mfirsin), a. Zool. £ad. mod.L.
Amphirkinus, neut. pi. Amphirhina, f. Gr. ^V
nose], belonging to the Amphirhina, a division

(comprising the large majority) of skulled verte-

brates, having the nasal oriiice double ; two-

nostriled ; opp. to Monobhinb ; Amphitliect

(-Jiekt), a. Morphol. [ad. Gr. diulH$r]«T6s sharpened

on both sides, two-edged], applied to an irregular

or unequal-sided polygon, or to a pyramid having

such a polygon for base ; Ampliitxoclial (&mh'-
trokal), a. Zool. [Gr. rpoxiJs wheel], having two
rows of cilia, ventral and dorsal, as the larvae of

certain annelids.

1848 DuNGUsoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7), *Atnphidiartkrosis^^
name given by Winslow to the temporo-maxillary articula-

tion, because, according to that anatomist, it partakes both
of ginglymus and arthrodia. 1890 Billings Med. Diet.,
Amphidiartkrosis, joint having characteristics of two
classes, both hinge and gliding, as articulation of lower jaw.

1909 J. W. Jenkinsom Experim. Ejnbryol. 267 One blasto-

mere has a male and a female nucleus, and therefore 2»
chromosomes (*amphikaryotic), while the other has only a
female (thelykaryotic). 1893 tr. iVeismaun's Germ-Plasm
Introd. 30 ^Amphimixis.. consists in the mingling of two
individuals or of^ their germs, and owing to its constant con-
nection with reproduction in multicellular organisms it is

usually fpoken of as * sexual reproduction '. . . Amongst uni-

cellular organisms..amphimixis is widely spread. .in the
form of conjugation. 1909 Soblev Interfrr. Evolution 23 It

throws off certain cells which have the power of reproducing
.organisms like itself—this result being dependent in all the
higher organisms upon amphimixis. 1883 "Amphiodont [.see

Prjodokt]. X891 tr. Lang's Comp. Anat. L 482 This
*amphipneustic tracheal system is found in many parasitic

or half.parasilic Diptera larvae. 1899 Caiiib. Nat. Hist. VI.
450 Other larva have a pair of stigmata placed at the
termination of the body, and another pair near the anterior
extremity..; these larvae are said to be * amphipneu-stic '.

187s Encycl. Brit. 11. 459 A temple with a portico at each
end is said to be *amphiprostyiar. 1871 Huxley Anat.
Vert. 147 The other *amphirhine fishes. 1883 Eitcycl.
Brit. XVI. 844/1 In the highest . . group [of pyramids],
the Heterostaura, the basal polygon is no longer regular but
*amphitIifict...Ct£nophort:s furnish examples of eight-sided
amphitbect pyramids. 18S0 F. AI. Balfour Comp. Embryol.
I. 275 The larvae of Nerine and Spio. .are both '•amphi-
trochal forms.

Aaiplliaster(semfi|8e'St3i). [f.Gr.d^/.AMPHi-
+ aa-riif star, AsTER.] a. Zool. A sponge-spicule
with rays at each end. b. Embryol. A spindle-
shaped formation in a developing ovum, with radia-
tions at each end, thus resembling two star-shaped
figures conjoined.
1887 Btick's Handbk. Med. Sd. V. 439/1. 18S8 SoLLAS in

ChalUnger Rep. XXV. p. bciv. 1901 G. N. Calkins
ProtozoaZ2 A central or'astraP granule, .which in some
cases has been seen to divide, .and to form an amphiaster.

Amphibian. A. and B. Add: OiXitaJig. esp. of
persons who have a double character or live a two-
fold life ; also transf. of seaplanes.
1902 Daii)i Ckron. 5 May 4/3 These quiet, undistingubhed

amphibians of Sunwich. 1903 li>id. 7 Jan. 4/4 Such is the
natural logic of the amphibian. 2920 Glasgow Herald
26 June 7 A lervice employing flying boats or ' Amphibian '

machines or a mixed service of sea and land aircraft. 1920
ItHd. 2 Aug. 6 The land tests for seaplanes (amphibians).

AmphibracMc (-bras-kik), a. [t Amphlbeach
-^ -ic.J Consisting of amphibrachs.
x8«2 Blackvj. Mag. XI. 441 The ampbibrachic verses of

French poetry. 1901 Chami. Encycl. VII. 162/2 In the
opening of Byron's Bride 0/ Abydos . .a^h of the three
lines is in a different metre, the first dactylic, the second
amphibracliic, the third anapa:stic.

20

Ample, a. 1. a. Add to def.

:

Of ])ersons : Of large proportions ; esp. in euphe-

mistic use, of stout or well-covered women.
i860 Whvte.Melville Mkt. Harb. 60 Mrs. Dove, an

ample lady, with the remains of considerable beauty. 1901

Sakah Gkand jSa^j iii, She was already inore ample than

a woman of thirty-eight need be in active life.

Amplifier. Add :

4. An apparatus for increasing the loudness of

a speaker's voice or the force of the signals in

wireless operations.

1918 in J. A. Fleming Thermionic ValzieUgig) 274.Where
the de torest valve acts as an amplifier it is outside any
claim on the Fleming patent of 1904.

Amnletic, a. Delete f06s. and add :

1742 W. Stukeley A-/«k. (Surtees) I. 326 An amuletick,

averruncative or prophylactick symbol. 1855 Smedley
Occult Sciences 359 The amuletic medicine which cured

disease. 1914 Brit. Mus. Return 100 A large fan, with

amuletic inscriptions in Arabic.

Amiusedly (amia-zedli), adv. [f. Amused -)-

-LV ^.] As being amnsed, with amusement.
1844 Eraser's Mag. XXX. 63/1 He looked amusedly at

the baggage. 1864 Meredith Sandra Belloni xv,Leaning
back and contemplating iiim amusedly. 1905 Locke Usurper
iii. He wandered amusedly around the baccarat tables.

Amusement. Add : Frequent in recent times

in Comb, in senses 5 and 6, as amtisement-lover

{-loving),-see7ter {-seeking); amusementpari [V.S.').

1898 Daily Neuts 8 Sept. 5/1 It may surprise old amuse-
ment lovers to learn that one of the original troupe of

Christy Minstrels.. is still alive. 1904 lVestKi._ Gaz. 31 Dec
16/3 The average amusement-seeker has a limited amount to

spend. 1906 Bungalow Dec. 4/2 I'he Tivoli . . caters for the

amusement-loving people. 1907 iVesttn. Gaz. 10 May 12/1

London in particular . . is ' amusement mad.' 1909 New York
Even. Post 13 June 4 This is, or was to have been, the year
of the amusement park.

Amyloid. A. 2. (Read)

:

l^ath. Applied to a form ofdegeneration of various

organs, or to the albuminoid substance (formerly

supposed to be akin to starch) produced in this

:

= Lardaceous; (and transfer the quots. in B. 3 to

this sense).

B. (For senses i and a substitute)

1. A substance akin to starch ; any member of the

group of carbohydrates including starch and related

substances, as cellulose (with quots. 1872, 1873).
(For sense 3 substitute)

2. Palh. The substance formed in amyloid de-

generation, also called Lardacein.
Amylolysis (Eemilflisis). [See Amtlolttic]
The conversion of starch into soluble prodvicts by
the action of enzymes.
1890 Billings Med. Diet. 1909 Practitioner Dec fli8 The
contents [of the stomach] showed deficient amylolysis.

Amyloplast(se"milcpla:st). Bot. [f.Gr. d/tuXov

starch + irKaaTos formed : see -Pli,\ST.] A colour-

less granule in a plant-cell, around wloich a starch-

grain is formed.
1889 in Cent. Diet.

Amylopsin (semilfpsin). Physiol. Chem. [f.

Gr. a.jui\ov starch, after pepsin : cf. SlEAPSlN.]
Tlie amylolytic ferment of the pancreatic juice.

1886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. II. 452/1 A third ferment,
atnylopsin^ acts on starch as ptyalin does. 1894 Jml. Chem.
Soc. t,X.yi. II. 103 The production of ferments by the
pancreatic cell is successive ; it is an operation of two acts,

of which the first is the formation of amylopsin, the second
of trypsin.

Amyrin (ae-mirin). [f. Amyris + -IN 1.] A
resin obtained from a Mexican species of Amyris
{A. eUmi/era).
1889 Chamb. Encycl. IV. 288/1 When treated with cold

alcohol, it [Elemi] partly dissolves,leaving about 20 per cent,
of a white^resinous substance called Amyrine.

Anabiosis (Knabsiifn-sis). [modX., ad. Gr.
dfaiSicDO-is, f. ava0i6eiv : see Anabiotic] A coming
to life again ; revival, resuscitation.

1890 Billings Med. Diet., Anabiosis, the power which
certain organi.sms possess of regaining vital activity after
being dried and heated. 1913 J. G. Fkazer Belief in
Immortality I. tii. 85 John Hunter, supported by bis
experiments on anabiosis, hoped to prolong the life of man
indefinitely by alternate freezing and thawing. 1926 Chamb.
Jrnl.y May 349/2 From latent life there can be a proto-
•plasmic resurrection, learnedly called 'Anabiosis,'

Anabolic (:enab()-lik), a. Biol. jff. Gr. dfo^oA.^
{lit. a throwing up), ascent, etc. + -IC] Pertaining to,

involving, or exhibiting anabolism ; constructively
metabolic : opp. to Katabouc.
1885 M. Foster Physiology in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 13 An

upward series of changes (anabolic changes). 1889 Geddes
& Thomson Evol. Sex ii. 26 The males hve at a loss, are
more katabolic.The females. . live at a profit, are more
anabolic—constructive processes predominating in their life,

whence indeed the capacity of bearing offspring. 1903
F. W. H. Myers //k»«. Pers. II. 514 The katabolic as well
as the anabolic forces, the output as well as the intake of
the bodily frame, are amenable . . to subliminal control.

Anabolism (angebtJliz'm). Biol. [C as prec
+ -I8M.] The ' ascending ' process in metabolism,
in which simpler substances, as nutritive matter, are
transformed into more complex ones, and thus built
up into the living structure of the organism ; con-
structive metabolism : opp. to Katabolism.

ANAMNESIS.
1886 W. H. Gaskell in "Jrnl. Physiol VIL 46 In other

words, metabolism includes the two oppositt processes of
destruction and construction, or as tbey may be called of
katabolism and anabolism. 1889 Gedues & Thomson Evol.
Sex X. 122 These upbuilding, constructive, synthetic pro-
cesses are summed up in the phrase anabolism. 1807 WtLLlB
Elauier. PI. 1. 206 Metabolism .. may be divided into ana*
bolisin, the buildin;^ up, and katabolism, the breaking down,
of complex materials.

Anabranch (se-nabran'j). Australia, [f. Aka-
y Bbakuh sb. ; suggested by Akasiomosis.] A
branch stream which turns out of a river and re-

enters it lower down, forming a branch-island.

'834 yrnl. R. Geog. Soc. IV. 79 Thus, such branches of a
river as after separation r«.unite, i would term anastomosing
branches; or, if a word might be coined, ana-branches.
1847 Leichhardt Jml. ii. 35 The river, .divided into ana-
branches which . .made the whole valley a maze of channels.
1840 Sturt Central A ustr. 1 . 03 To ascertain how high the
back-waters of the Murray had gone up the Ana-branch of
the Darling.

Anachronism. 2. Add: Also irausf. oi -pa-
sons.

1899 Beatrice Harraden Fowler i. vii, * Sentiment,' she
repeated, ' It is absurd to try and bustle sentiment off tbe
scenes.'. .* You are always an anachronism,' he said, quietly.

Auamic. 1. Add to def. : Often transf. ot fig,

:

Lacking in vigour, stiengtli, or spirit, colloq.

1898 Daily News i6 Sept. 4/5 The Americans.. are not
ana,'mic. They are overflowing with vigour and enterpri:*e.

1899 Ibid. 21 Oct, 7/7 Some of the tweeds are made in rather
anatmic, sickly tones. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 1 Dec. 20/3 [He]
must indeed have made an anemic diamond declaration.

AnAerobe (Sn^-sr^ub). Biol. [f. mod.L. Anae-
robia neut. pi. (F. anaerobies, Pasteur), f. Gr. av-

privative : see *Aeeobe.] A microbe or bacterium
of the group Anaerobia, which live without free

oxygen. So Aiiaero't>ia,a, Anaerobic (-fbik),

Anaerottions adjs., cf the nature of or pertaining

to anaerobes ; capable of living without free oxygen

;

Anaercbically adv. ; Aiui:eroblo'BlB, life in a

medium devoid of free oxygen ; Aiia:erobiotie

(-f tik) a., pertaming to or characterized by anaero-

biosis, anaerobic.

1884 Klein Micro-Org. vL 34 Some bacteria require free

access of oxygen, and are called aerobic (Pasteur) ; others

grow without free oxygen, and are anaerobic (Pasteur).

1885 Stirling tr. Landois' Physiol, iv. ( 104. 374 This
fungus [Bacillus butyricus]..is a true anaerobe, and grows
only in the absence of Olxj-gcnJ. 1885 Vines in Encycl.
Brit. XIX. 51/2 It is just the anaerobiotic plants which are

most highly endowed with the pi-operiy of exciting fermen-
tation. 1887 Anaerobically [see •Aerobically]. 1B91
LlsSLEY tr, FrtunkeVs Bacterial. 115 That the anacrobiam
particular distinguish themselves by generating gases is

already known, 1894 Pop. Set. Monthly June 278 With
special reference to anaerobiosis and gas production among
bacteria.

AnallaniiOidian (^e^nselaentoi'dian), a. and tb.

Zool. [f. An- 10 -I- Allantoidian.J A. adj.

Having no allantois in the embryo, as the lower

vertebrates. B. sb. An animal thus characterized.

(Opp. to Allaktoidlan.)
1861 HuLME tr. Moquiu-Tandatiw. u. 62 Anallanttudians

—

Batrachia, Pisces, Myelairia.

Analphabet. Add :

B. sb. [after It analfabeta, G. (tnalphabet, F.

analphahele, etc.] One who is totally illiterate or

unable to read.
1881 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 460 As late as.. 1861.. [in Italy) in

a population of 21,777,331 there were. .16.999,701 ^analpba-
betes,' or persons, .absolutely unable to read. 1914 Haupt.
MANN in New York Times Current History 12 Dec 79
There are no analphabets to befouud among them.

Analyse, v. Add :

3. b. Short for *Psy<fflo-AKAi.Y3K.

1919 M. K.. Bradby Psycho-analysis (1920) 126, 1 haveliad
no nightmare.. since I was analysed. 19*1 Ross MACAt>-
LAY Dangerous Ages v, § 4, 1 think you'd be awfully wise to

get analysed.

Analytical, a. Add :

L c. Math. Applied to geometry treated by

means of algebra, sts in the Cartesian representation

of curves and surfaces by equations,

1827 Encycl Metro^. (1845) I, 709 This branch of the

subject is usually distmguisbed by the name of Algebraic, or

Analytical, Geometry, 1881 J. M. Dtib (title) £iercises in

Analytical Geometry,

Analytically, adv. 1. Add to def. : By the

analytical method, by the method of analytical

geometry,
1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 40S/1 It would be possible, analyti-

cally,or by the method of coordinates,todevelop the truths of

geometry in a systematic course,

Anamesite (anse-mesait). Min. [f. Gr. ari.-

/tfiros intermediate + -iteI,] A fine-grafaied variety

of basalt. Hence Aaamesitic (an2emesitik)A, of

the natnre of or resembling anamesite.

1879 RuTLBV Study Rocks xiii. 233 Those [basalts] in

which the constituents are too small to be recognised without
a magnifying power, but in which a cr^-stalline texture is yet

clearly discernible, are styled anamesites, 1B99 SmithsmUMH
Rep. 233 The anamesitic basalt of tbe neighborhood showed
a structure fully corresponding with the bauxite.

Anam.nesis. Add :

b. LMurgiology. That partofthe Eocbaristk canop



ANANAS.

in \rhieh the saciitice of Christ is recalled and
pleaded.
1894 H. Lucas in Dvhtin Rev. CXIV. 133 The Anamnesis,

a (va^r commencinK with the words 'iA*^Lvr^^Livo*. ovf, and
answering more closely to the Roman UiuU tt mcttumi than
to any GaiJican Fost Secreta or Moxarabic Fosi Pridze.
t9ia A. FoRTEjicuB JAuj ii. 103 The next prater ij'oit pruUe
ur Post inysteriutH) contains the Anamnesis and Epikle^is
of the Holy Ghost, *

Annnn.M Add : 3. aitrib. : aniuwm oil, trade-
came for ethyl bntyrale mixed with alcohol, nsed
to imitate the flavonr or odoor of pine-apple.
tSga Bloxam Ckim. (ed. 7) 57a Eikyl butyraie. .U sold as

ananas oil^ or €Si*tU€ 0/fitua^U^ which tc resembles in
odour.

Anan^an (anxndjian), a. Zccl. [£. An- 10
+ Gr. irfttiov vessel + -AH.] Desthnte of a vas-

cnlai system, as certain worms.
1896 Bkmham in Canibr. S'aU Hist. II. 357 The fluid in
tiwaa'anangian * worms .. behaves like the 'blood * of Ver<

AnangioiU (inxndjiss), a. Zool. [f. as prec
+ -OUB.I Destitute of blood-rc«els (in the retinat.

1901 PhiL Trans. Ser. B. CXCIV. M The eyes of these
nocturnal crvaturcj [se. bats} are very small, anangious, and
devoid of any traces of higher development.

Ananias (seninn'as). Name of a man who,
' with Sapphira his wife, sold a possession and kept
back part of the price' (Acts v. i, i) ; used allusively
for a liar.

1S9B Harm's Mof. Apr. 795/1 Since Locke's time news-
paper Atuuiiases have iMt been infrequent.

Anaphase (z-nifriz). Biol. [a. G. coutphase,

t A.-CA- + Pbasc] The stage in mitosis at which
the danghtcr chromosomes move apart jnst before
the division of the cell. Cf. metaphau (Mra- 4),
Pbophask, telophase (T«LO-l).
•••y tr. B. Slrash$rfit>i Bat. xwtit. 363 The further

phases tt the sepanuioo of the siscer-segments, which
ppenaia n ib* receding phases of division, the anaphases,
l^a Cauunb PrMoMta 263 Late -.—ph.—

Aaaj^tsra. Add :

3. Ltturgielegy. That part of the Eucbaristic
service which includes the consecration, oblation,
and commnnion ; in the Western Church, the canon
of the ma.^. Hence Ana'plunml a.
tmAuc LiturnCh. Jerus. PieC jx iii. All that Part, both

of^tlus and the <uer ancient Liturgies which precedes the
Aaaphora, is a latter Addition to the Service of the Church.
Ibid. p. V, The proper Anaphora, or Eucharistical Service,
m's.fram the Sursum Cotda..iotbe Iieia Pace, slfs W.
Psijica Orii^. Lilmrf. I. rj Omittim . .any comparison of
the toirodnaums of these two liturpes, I wUl compare their
Amm/ktrw, or solemn offices, iljy NzALa LitmrfUt n/
SS. Mmrt^mc p. zi. The Aoaphocal portioo has these four
dtnsioas I The great Bacfaariaiic Player : The Consaciatioa

:

'Ilie Intercessioa lor quick and dead: aiMlThe Coaununioo.

AnaptsrygStOBS (sn^ptcrig^tM), a. En-
tom. [L mooJL. Anapterygota, app. f. Gr. im
back, again + rrtfvyarit winged, or t. ar(i4 +
'APTSBTeOTOtTS : sce-ODS.] Belonging to the divi-
tioQ AmapUrygtta of insects, which aie wingless
bnt held to be descended from a winged ancestry

Cc£ *AmBTOOT0oa). So Aaaptaryvo'ttam, the
condition of being anapterygotons.
.
lyaa EncytL BtiL XXIX 503/1 (It is) probable that

liuecta may. . become wingless, ifaough their ancestors were

7"'Pi>.
'"seca have been styled anapterygocous.

/.V<r. The change from cxooterygotism to eadoptcrygocism
. .by an ituermediate pcrioa of aoapterygotisin.

AnaptyzisCxnipti'ksis). Pkoneties. [mod.L.,
a. Gr. draani^ii unfolding.] (See quot, 1 895 I.) .So

AaAptT'sUo, -loal adjs., pertaining to aoaptyxis.
sHl AtUtnwnm 18 July 76/1 The irregular appearance of

'he aoaptyctic vowd. ««} P. Gu.«a Mom. Ctmpmr.
PUUt. i69Anap<y>is..lbedeve]a|iaientof a vowel between
two consonants. i<M <4/4«<mM la Sepu 347/s('CyGalar'
is) farmed from ' cycle ' so the analogy of * circular ' from
'did*' (oMre cenectl* from clrcsUus\. The irrscular
aoaptyxis canaot be defended oo histof ii al grounds.
4narot A. Add:
2. An advixate of anarchy, an anarchitt
rti« W. Comr Utt. * ymts. iit^j)^ We occupied the

Delta in 188a to prevent aiurchs from hmdering trade on the
t:anal. iMs R. U * F. Stev«jcsom Drnamitirt 194, 1 re.
cognise in yoo the marks of an accomplished Anarclk
AnSTCUlie, «. Add : b. Pertaining to *Axaboht

I h. So Anarchlait.
>» W. DomSTHoara IndividiLalism 356 Under a truly

anarchic system, itif S. Wees in Shaw FaUam Ess.
Sstim/iim 44 The complete freedom preached by.. the
sciemiac Anarchists of to-day.

Anarchistic (.-wiaiki'stik), a. [f. AwABcHisT
+ -ic : see -l.STic] Belonging to, characteristic of,

or adhering Co anarchists or anarchism.
tM4 Stmtidmnl 5 Dae. s/5 The seizure of Rrvoluiianary

and Anaicbisiic priats. 1900 H. G. VVp.lu Ijmt /^ Mr.
Lemsiam xxiii, That Honesty is essentially an anarchistic
and diaintefratiag ibros in society.

Anarchy. Add

:

1. b. A theoretical social state in which there is

no poTsming person or body of persons, bat each
individual has absolute liberty (without implication
«f disorder).

,
•••> *»« Canlemp. Sxlaiism vii. s8i This idea of a
genial anarchy '..has alwa)|s been the favourite social

remedy of the Russian revolutionary pony. iMg W. Dokis*

21

THOKFS Intiwidualism ^^2 Scientific anarchy is., the end
towards which society is moving. 1S9S Daily News »y Apr,
5_ 8 Anarchy means the placing in common of all this world's
riches to allow each to consume according to his needs.
Anarchy is a great family where each will be protected by
ail and will take whatever he requires.

Anastate (ae-nast«it). Bioi. [f. Gr. dvd up +
OTarut placed.] A substance formed in the process
of *Anabousm in a living organism : opp. to
Katastatb.
1885 .M. Foster in Enc^ct. Brit. XIX. ro The substances

or mesostates appearing in the former {sc. the anabolic series
<3^ processe,s] we may speak of as anastates, those of the latter
we may call kataslates. Ibid,, In the animal-cell the initial
anastates seem . . generally more complex than the final
katastates. 1889 Gkddks & Thouson Evol. Sex vii. 88.

Anastigmat (anasti-gmfet). I'hotogr. [a. G.
anastignuU (Miethe), back-formation from ana-
stigmatisck : see next,] An anastigmatic lens or
system of lenses.

i»^Amer.AnH.FhttogT, lOoThe Anastiginat..is themost
rapid lens I have tried, igca /K«/«r. Gai. S3 June 8 s All
sacntists have declared it impoesibte to construct a true
Aiuutigmat lens without the aid of the Jena glass. 1908
Ibid. 6 June 14 2 The best lens for copying purposes is.,
one of the Hat field anastigmats.

Anastigmatic ^amastigm:e-tik), a. [f. Gr. ar-
privative + AsTioiiATio; cf. Stigmatic 9.] Not
astigmatic ; free from astigmatism : applied to a
compound lens so constructed as to correct the
astigmatic aberration.

1897 OtHimfriV.Si XXX. 340/3 The lens must be one of
the almost faultless anastigmatic type, laoz Brit. ymi.
Pkoti>^. 72 Nov. 744 I The anastigmatic flatness of field.

Encyct. Brit. XXXI. 696, I A.. new type of anastig.

Transfer f 04r. to B. and
matic objective.

AnathematicaL
add quots.

:

"We Zj-f»»»- Ckristmsss Ann. 1. 17/1 To profane my
lips with an anathematical expression. 19x7 Scots Obserrtr
32 Jan. 15, 1 The tenets of militarism were fathered upon
Carlyle and his name made anathematical.

Afiatine (^ natain), a. and si. luii. L. anatinus,
f. aita/-, anas duck : see -Dfg 1.} A. aJj. Of or per-
taining to, resembling or characteristic of, a dock.
B. si, A bird of the duck family.
tMe H. G. Adahs Wild Ft., Birds, + Imsects 374 Those

(birds] of the Anatine groop, iHn Bnnct. Brit. III. 713 a
The Aaseiiiies and Auatioea. 1893 Newtom Diet. Birds
543 Tbeir tac the Mergaasenl structure does not much
depart firom the Anatine or rather Fuli^line type.

Anatriasne x-natraii/in). [(7 Gr. iva up, back
+ TBLtMi.] In sponges, a triaene with rectirved
prongs. sMy (see PtartaxK*],

Anatropy f4nsE-Ui*pi). £ot. [f. Gr. type 'dKa-
rpomia, L •d»dTpo»ot : see ANATBOFOtrs.] The
conditioa of being anatropoua,
1S4S (see OerHo rsorv ).

Anantotomic (zni^tot^mik), a. Geom. [i. Gr.
ir- privative + ACTOTOMIC.] Not intersecting itself;

having no multiple point: opp. to Autotomic.
1901 A. B. BASsrr Elem. Cubic f, Qtiartic Curves Pref.

p. vii, 1 have,. introduced the vrtyrdsantetifmieMndananta.
tcmic to designate curves which respectively do and do
Dot poeicis multiple pointv

Ananxits l^itngksait). Mitu \iiA.G.anauxit,
f. Gr. imuiiift not increasing, so named ' because
the mineral does not swell up before the blowpipe

'

(Chester): see -iti 1.] A pearly-whitt translucent
variety <rf Cimolits.
18N p*«A Min. 458. 1S83 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 4B4/1

Anauaite.. Granular. .Translucent, pearly.

Ancsstor, si. 1. b. Add quots. :

1(54 IVesieyast Methadist Ma£. X. 633 Anccslor.worship
. . has linked and attached itself most powerfully to the heart
of every Chinese. tMg Hxhsv Caixawat (tittt) Amatongo

;

or AocestorWorship, as existing among the Anuuulu. 1871
E. B. Tnoa Prim. Cult. 1 1. 108 In Cbuia. .ancestor-worship
l« the dominant religion of the land. 1883 Maixa £«r^ Aon
t Custrm iiL 55 Ancestor.wOrship, the worship of father,
grand&ther, and

freat-grandfather, has among the Hindus
a most eUiborate liturgy and rituaL

o. Lena. A person who precedes another in the
coune of inheritance, and from whom an inheritance
is derived, whether in the direct line of descent or
not : correlative to heir. Collateral ancestor : see
COLLATXBAL A. 4.
itfa8CoKS On Lift. 280b, If lands had beene ginen to the
husband and wife and their heire<, and the husband had
made a Feoffemmt to another, to whom a Coll.^terall
Aoccater of the wife had released and died. lAji, S7«7 (see
Htias^. i). i7<8,i8o9(aeeAiKB>TUi.ib).
Hence A-aoaator v. trans., to be the ancestor of;

A-no«stox«d (-aid) ppl. a„ having an ancestor or
ancestors (of a specified kind; ; AncaatoraU p,
the jxisition of an ancestor.
ifit H. WALroLX Let. ta Colt Wks. 1840 V. 456 Few men

are so well ance<iored in so short a compass of time. 1853
Tmil't Mag. XX. 604 The thorough-bred, orientally an.
cestred horse. 1883 .Max MCllxs Indi.i, W/iat Can It
Teach Utt viL 319 Anceslorship as a natural ingredient of
religion amonf all savage nations. 19SI Times Lit. Sufp.
10 Feb. 93/3 Their younger brother anceslored the well-
known family of Howard-Vyse, of Stoke Place, Slough.

Ancestrally (3nlse^t^ali),n<A'. [f. Ancestbal
+ -L» 2 1 By Of in respect of ancestry.
1883 G. Ali.eh Celin Clout s Calendar xvii. ^7 Ancestrally,

yeilow.rattle is a near relation of the pretty linle blue vero-

AUDRO-.
nicaa. l88« Atieiurum 6 Mar. 338/3 Whether the verte-
brate eye .. will turn out.. to be ancestrally derived from a
number of modified ancestral gills.

Anchorage. Add : 3. b. sfec. in Dentistry.
191S Cat. Dental Mann/. Co. Ltd. G. 71 Sufficient anchor-

age must be made to withstand the force of mastication, and
to provide for firm retention of the inlay within the cavity.
1917 Recalled to Life Sept. p. xx, They have platinum
anchorages baked in the teeth and large, strong pins soldered-
to the .inchorages after baking of the porcelain is complete.

Anchor-hold 3. Hist. [f. Anchor rf. 2 + Holu
J*.'] An anchorite's ' hold , abode, or retreat ; —
An^chorage 2_

1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 150 Their solitarie little
cells, .carrie still the name of. . Anchor-holds. a 1695 Wood
'i"y.?f!^^f'^'^ (O-H.S.) I. 356 note. The Anchorhold of
b. Giles Church. i8ca Fosbroke Brit. Mon. (1843) 373 The
pesttnaifoT so these anchor.holds or stalls, affixed to larger
buildings were called), occupied by Dunstan soon after he
became a Monk, igss Times 32 Apr. 9/4 Both the church
and Its anchorhold ', or anchorite's cell, are more than
once mentioned in documents of the college [sc. MertonJ.Ancona l (aenk^a-na). [It., = med.L. (Stat.
Guild of Painters at Venice, 1271 a.d.): etym.
uncertain

; perh. an alteration of Gr. ei'/coco, ace. of
eintaii' image. Icon.] An alur-piece, esp. one consist-
ing of a group of pictures or paint«i panels con-
nected by architectural structure.

?*74 M.ss R. H. Busk Tiriil 146 A priceless work of
Alb. Durcr, an * Amona', showing forth in its various
cotnpartments the history of the Passion. 1885 A thenxum
19 Sept. 377/3 The Van Eycks' 'Adoration of the L.imb

'

..(is) a true representative of the Italian euicona or group
of pictures included in a single altarpiece. 1887 Jbid.
3o Aug. 248/3 The work is neither more nor less than
an ancona, which is difierent in kind as well as in scale
from a ttiptych. ' Altarpiece ' would be a correct term
here, if the author fears to use ' ancona '. 1900 Speaker
38 Apr. 116/3. 1903 Burlinrton Mag. I. 309/2 This altar-
fllece DOW hangs on the north wall of the choir of the Col-
egiata. It is a Gothic ancona in which four scenes are
represented. 1906M0LMENTI / Vmic,-, Mid..4ges 11. 123 It is
in these ancone, sacred images painted on wood, that we find
the origin of Venetian painting.
attrib. 1900 SfeaMer 28 Apr. iiS'i The ancona form of

composition, .was characteristic of the old Venetian school.

Ancona*(jenkeuna). [Name of a town in Italy.]
A breed of domestic fowl tiaracterized by black and
white mottled plumage and leaden-grey shanks.
. t*!3 WiscriaLD & Johnson Poultry Bk. no The Ancona
IS a tizst cousin to the Minorca, its sole point of difference
being a mottled or splashed plumage, black and white, in
about equal proportions. 1874 L. Wright Bi. Poultry 357We entertain scarcely any doubt that the origin of Anconas
IS to be found in accidental sporu ' of tins colour from
crafting Black and White Minorcas. 190a Ibid. 41a The
earliest (.-Vncona) wo remember (about 1864) were cuckoo-
coloured, and dusky or leaden in the shanks. . . We.

.

put these
birds down to probable crossing ofblack and white Minorca's,
..but there can be little doubt now that they were really
Cuckoo Leghorns or Anconas.

Andalnsian (a^nd&lu-Jian), a. and si. [f. AttJa-
itesia (see below) + -ak.] Native or belonging to
Andalusia, a province of Spain ; applied spec, to
a breed of domestic fowl, a make of wool, etc.
i8u Poultry Citron. I. loi Several so-called Andalusiars,

bred by a Minorca cock out of a Maltese hen...The Anda-
lusian fowls were introduced to the notice of amateurs by
Mr. Taylor, of Shepherd's Bush. iBSsCaulfsild & Sawabd
Did. SeeMewark 6, a Ajldalusian Wool., is also called
Victoria Wool, and is a fine soft warm make of woollen
thread or yarn. ..It is the same wool as the Shetland, but is
thicker. 19x0 Discovery July 300, 3 This form of fowl
is bluish-black with black lacing, and is called the Blue
Andalnsian. 19x7 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 313/1 A sky of
Andalnsian azure.

Anderoon, -nn (aendera-n). [Pers. ^^j.-Jjl

tHderUn prop, internal, interior, f. Jjl «wir with-

in.] The apartments of a (Persian) harem.
184a Savile in Nem Monthly Mag. LVIII. 189 In the

anderoon. .sat Khodadad, in sweet converse with his be-
loved Semira. 184a I'hackerav Sultan Stork Wks. 1900
V. 743 The ladies they keep so secretly in the anderoon.
1900 Westm. 6'as. 30 July 3/i 'I he housenold gathering out-
side the anderoon till the Shah emerges.

Andine (sendain), a. [C Andes -f -imI.] -
Andsav.
1900 Daily Chron. 33 Aug. 3/4 The explorations carried

out. .for the Argentine Government in tl;e Andine region.
X^CItamb. Jrnl. Mar. 188,3 A vast ancient crater of the
Andine range.

Andrewsite(a:'ndr»z3it). Min. [f. the name
of Ihomas Andrews + -iTB 1.] A Uuish-green
hydrous phosphate of iron and copper.
1871 Cktm. NsTus XXIV. 99 A mineral recently found in

Cornwall .. has been analysecf in the Museum Laboratory,
and Profej«or Maskelyne named it Andrewsite, in honour of
the distinguished President of the Chemical Section of the
British Association, Dr. Andrews, of Belfast.

Andro- (before a vowel Andr-), repr. Gr. anSpo-,

combining form of ivrip man, male (see words in

Andbo- in Diet.). Androcentrlo (afndrose'ntrik)

a., having man, or the male, as its centre ; Andzo-
crs«7 (arndrfrkrisi) [-cbacy], the rule of man or
the male, male supremacy; Androcratic (-krae'tik)

a., jxrtaining to or involving androcracy; Aa-
dromonoBclam (-mftet'siz'm) Boi., the condition
of being andromonacious ; Andromonoeolona
(-m(Jni'Jias), a. Bot. [MoNtECiODs], having male
and hermaphrodite flowers on the same plant.



ANDROMEDID.
1903 L. F. Wahu Pun Sxiol. xiv. 292 The androcentric

theory is the view that the male sex is primary and the

female secondary.., that all things center, as it were, about

the male. Jiitl. 376 The stage of gyncKOcracv was suc-

ceeded by the stage of 'androcracy, and the subjection of

woman was rendered complete. 1893 Alktnxuin 7 Oct.

494/1 Marital relations amon^ tribes in the enjoyment of an

•androcratic government bemg generally far more satis-

factory. 1903 L. F. \\ Am Pure Sxiol. xiv. 399 The andro-

cratic regime, during which woman had no voice in the

selecting process. 1888 Henslow Orig. Flor. Struet. 317

•Andromonci-cisni signifies that the same plant bears both

male and hermaphrodite flowers.

Andronxedid (indrpmrdid). Asir. [i. Andro-

meda -h -ID 3 : cf. LKOOTD, PbESEID.] - AUDBO-

11M)(E.
1898 Pall Mall Gaz. 11 Nov. 3 (Cass. SuppL), The Leonids

are remarkably swift; the Andromedids strikingly slow.

1904 l^'tstm. Gat. 17 Nov. 12/1 The Andromedtds form

part of the debris of Biela's Comet.

Andromedotozill (rendr^:m?dtrt(rksin), an-
drometoxin (sendrpnuVksm). [f. Andromeda
1 + Toxin.] A poisonous crystalline substance

found in various ericaceous plants, esp. the genus

Andromtda,
1890 Biu-iNGs Med. Diet. i}oa Wtstm, Gaz. 16 July 1/2

A chicken fed for four days on increasing doses of the andro-

medotoxin from this plant [Kalmia iati/olia].

An-end, adv. phr. Add : 6. In the direction of

the length ; directly aliead. Chiefly Naut.
1601 Deacon & Walkeb Spirits 4- Diveh 68 You niust

not be haled hedlong an end with an inueterate opinion.

17«9 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Avoir vent de bout, to

have the wind right an-end, or a-head. i8oa Ann, Reg.^

Cknm. 8r They were riding with two cables an end. 1867

Smvth Sailors IVord-bk. s.v.. To strike a spar or plank an-

end is to drive it in the direction of its length. Ibid., Every
rope an end, the order to coil down the running rigging, or

braces or bowlines, after tacking, or other evolution. Also,

the order, when about to perform an evolution, to see that

every rope is clear for running.

Angareb, -eeb, -ep (se-qgar^ib). Also -er-;

-ib, -ieb. [Native name.] A stretcher or light

bedstead used by the Arabs, and in Egypt and the

Soudan.
1867 Sir S. W. Baker Nile Trib. Abyssinia viii. 183 The

angareps, or native bedsteads, . . are simple frameworks
upon legs, covered with a network of raw hide. 1885 Daily
News 3 July 5/4 Camels, .heavily laden with angerebs

traversely placed and resting on the flank upon a huge box.

Z900 CoNAN DoVLE Green Flag, Bimbashi Joyce 329 He lay

upon his angareeb still debating it. 19*5 Blackm.Mag.^ift^l,

424/2 The harassed native Bimbashi sought his angerib.

Angary (se'qgari). [ad. F. angarie, ad. L. an-

garia : see Angabiate v.] In iuU rigAi of angary

( F. droit d'angarie') : the right ofa belligerent to use

and destroy, if necessary, the property of neutrals.

1880 Hall Internat. Law 65s The most recent cases of the

exercise of the right of angary occurred during the Franco-

German War of 1870-71. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 129.

Angeio-, variant spelling of Angio-.
1848 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7). 1859 Semple Diphtheria

316 Angeioleucitis. 1888 Chamb. Encycl. I. 254/1 Angeio-
logy describes the vessels or ducts, with their complex net-

work and ramifications.

AngblEOk (ae-i)gekj?k). [Eskimo.] An Eskimo
sorcerer or medicine-man.
1767 tr. Cram's Hist. Greenland I. 206 When a dearth be-

falls them [sc. Greenlanders] at sea, an Angekok must under-

take a journey thither. 1819 Edin. Kev. XXXI. 345 Tlieir

conjurors or angekoksare merely a superior order ofjugglers.

184a MoFTAT Mission. Labours S. Africa 305 The angekoks
of the Greenlanders. .and the greegrecs of Western Africa.

AngeL Add

:

7. Angling. A spinning bait.

Z890 Daily News 10 Apr. 5/1 In Loch I.even, when the
trout do not rise to fly, they are trolled for with angels, or

even with the natural minnow.
8. A dead turtle

S908 Daily Chron. 6 Nov. 7/3 A blazing sun will kill

them, and so will a frost, and when they experience both
on the voyage most of them arrive in the shape of ' angels '.

9. Angels on horseback, a dish consisting of oysters

and bacon served on toast.

x888 Mrs. Beeton Bk. Househ, Managem. (new ed.)

1 2078 Angels on Horseback. (Fr.—Anges & Cheval). 1901
Sarah Grand Bubs xv. Angels on Horseback, now—those
delicious little morsels of oysters rolled in bacon, and served
on crisp toast.

B. 2. angel-cake (orig. U.S.), a variety of
sponge-cake.
1897 Anur. Dainties 44 Angel Cake. 1904 N. Y. Times

13 June 8 To have angel cake would be sacrilegious. 1905
N. Y, Even. Post 4 .\ug. y Angel cake, sponge cake, and
ice-cream cake have conspired to relegate the seed cake to
practical oblivion.

Angevin (ae-ndgevin), a. and sb. [ad. F. Ange-
vin :—med. L. Andegavinu-s, f. Andegavnm
Angers, capital of Anjou {Andegavia).'] A. adj.

Of or pertaining to Anjou, a former province of
France, or any sovereign, government, etc. derived
thence; spec, in Engl. Hist., belonging to or
characteristic of the Plantagenet kings (beginning
with Henry II) descended from Geoffrey, count of

Anjou, and Matilda, daughter of Henry I ; per-

taining or relating to their descendants, the period

of history which they cover, etc. B. sb. A native

of Anjou ; an Angevin ruler.

»737 tr. M. Baudier's Hist, Marg. Anjou 4 Henry, .com-
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plained of the Angevin's Escape. 1769 G. Lvtt«ltok Hist
Hen. II I. 16a The Angevin family liad been long very

powerful and illustrious. 1834 Penny Cycl. 11. 35/1 The
Angevin prince invaded Italy with an army of 30,000 men,

1874 Green Short Hist. ii. § 7. 94 To understand the history

of England under its Angevin rulers, we must first know

something of the Angevins themselves. 1887 Kate Nokgate

Eng. under Angevin Kings I. 3 Those wonderful Angevin

counts who. .grew into a sovereign house. 1887 Encycl.

Brit. XXII. 37/2 The Angevin conquest of Sicily, x^a*

J.
S. C Bridge Hist. France II. 173 Charles had vindicated

his Angevin claims.

AngiCO (and3r-ki7). A Brazilian name applied

to the gum, etc. of the tropical S. America tree

nptadenia rigida, which yields a hard durable

timber, and an astringent bark and a gum both used

medicinally.
1863-7 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade Suppl, Angico Gum. 1897

Willis Flowering PL II, 298 P[iptadenia] rigida .. yields

Angico gum used like gum-arabic

Anginal (a^-ndginal), a. [f. Angina + -al.J

Pertaining to angina, i. e. quinsy, or anginapectoris ;

= Anginous. Also Anfirinio (aend^i'nik) a. So

Angl'nifomi, A'nginold adjs.f resembling angitia

pectoris.

i8ii Lettsom in Pettigrew Li/e (1817) III. 4 The anginal

stridula may make its onset without that exudation in the

throat. x88aSiR J. D. Hooker in Li/e (1918) II. 260, 1 have

had a ten days' bout of m^ Anginic pains. 1891 Lancet 14

Feb. 371/2 A series of anginoid attacks,
l^*^-^ 37^/'

Such
ca-;es might be termed ' anginous ' or 'anginal '.

Angiocarpons, a- Add to dd. :

Also, having the apothecium inclosed within the

thallus, as certain lichens.

x8sx W. A. Leighton {title) The Briti.-ih Species of Angio-
carpous Lichens. [So also quot 1875 in Diet.]

Angioma (send^ii^u'ma). Path, PI. -ata.

[modX., f. Gr. a-^ynov vessel + *-OMA.] A tumour
produced by dilatation or new formation of blood-

vessels. Hence Angiomatous cu

1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 3) 178 The angio-

mata,or vascular tumours, are tumours consisting of blood-

vessels held together by.. connective tissue. 1897 Trans.
Atner. Pediatric Soc. IX. 154 Angiomatous tumours.

Angle, t^-^ Add:
2. Also ifitr. = rejl,

1883 Century Ma^. Oct. 923/2 He. .once more alters his

direction, and so twists off, * angling ' across the meadow.

3. intr. To turn or move at an angle, diagonally,

or obliquely ; to lie in an obU<jue direction.

1835 Eraser's Ma^. XI. 39 The circuitous route you are

obliged to take—angling off at an infinite variety of points.

x868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 258 About half the

saplings may be laid along outside one stake, then inside of

the next, and thence angling across to the other row. x88x

Mavne Reid Free Lances II. xxxii. 116 [The road] angles

abruptly to the right. 1897 Times 5 Feb. 14/5 The Majestic

. . broke her starboard quarter rope, which caused her to

angle across the entrance and to become jammed.
D. trans. To strike or drive at an angle.

xoao Westm. Gaz. 16 Oct. a/2 She attracted the returns
to her by cleverly angling the ball.

4. intr. To obtain an angle by which to discover

the location of a bee-hive. U,S,
1848 J. F. Cooper Oak Open. I. i. ai ' I must "angle "for

them cnaps *
. . .* Many a man who can ** line " a bee, can do

nothing at an "angle" *.

Angler 1. 2. Add to def. :

Also applied to other pediculate fishes having a
free dorsal spine, as in the family Antennariidte.
X653 [see Sea-angler]. 1845 [see Toad-fish]. 1884 Goode
Nat. Hist. Agnatic Anitn. 173 Marbled Angler, Ptero-
pkryne histrio.

A'nglicanize, v, [f, Anglican a.] trans. To
Anglicize.

1904 L. O. Brastow Repres. Mod. Preachers 50 Although
in remote lineage he may have been Scotch, he had become
thoroughly Anglicanized,

Anglicist(ser)gUsist). [f.ANGLiciSM: see-iST.]

An advocate or favourer of Anglicism, in any sense

;

in quots., one who advocated the use of English in

Indian schools.

1878 G. Smith Life John Wilson xvi. 529 Dr. Duff,
Macaulay, and the Anglicists under Lord William Hentinck.
1892 Atkenxuyn 24 Sept. 411/3 The controversy between
the ' Orientalists ' and the 'Anglicists *, which evoked Macau-
lay's famous minute.

Angling, vbl. sb% Add : 2. The process of
obtaining an angle in tracking bees. (See *Angle
V?- 4.) U.S,
1848 J. F.Cooper Oak Open. II. lii. 36 Indians are not

expert., on account of the angle-ing * part of the process,
which much exceeds their skill in mathematics.

Anglist (se-qglist). [ad. G. anglist, f. I^ Anglus
English (see Angle j^.3) : see -ist.] A student of
English, or scholar versed in English.
1888 yml. Educ, Tan. 32 The * Anglist ' is warned that

he has yet stricter duties to fulfil than the ' Germanist '.

Most Anglists, it appears, in Germany conceive that they
have done their duty if ihey have studied thoroughly
Gothic, German, and English.

A:nglo-Anie'rica. [f. Anglo- i -h America.]
The United States and Canada.
1846 D. J. Browne Trees Amer. 19 Britain and Anglo-

America. Ibid. iu6 French Illinois.. .Other partsofAnglo-
America-

A:nglo-Anie'rican, j3. and a. [f. Anglo- i +
AlIEKICAN.]

ANGLO-BOMAN.

1, sh. An American of English origin ; an English

settler or colonist in North America; sometimes
spec, a Canadian.
x78x-a Jefferson Writ. (1894) III. xoolncase ofwar with

our neighbors, the Anglo-Americans or the Indians. X7S^

S. S. Smith Ess. Complexion (1788) 104 The Anglo-Ameri-
cans on the frontiers of the states, who acquire their sus-

tenance principally by bunting. X789 J. Morse Amer. Geog.

(1792) 63 'I'he greater part, however, are descended from the
English ; and for the sake of distinction, are called Anglo-
Americans. X834 H. Brackenridge Recoil, ii. 27 When sent

for. .to act as interpreter to some stray Anglo-American, the
little English boy.. could not comprehend a single word.
S849 Parkman Oregon Trail 22 Henry had not the restless

energy of an Anglo-American. X858 Texas Almanac 1x4
The Anglo*Americans of Texas were threatened with sub-
jection to military despotism.

2. adj. Of or pertaining to Americans of English

origin. (Of. F. anglo-aviiricain, used by Mirabeau
in 1784.)
x8x4 P. HoRBV Life Marion (1833) 23 The Anglo-American

army then prepared themselves for a serious and bloody
conflict. \i^\ FooTE Texas 9f Texans II. 36 The Federal
model supplied by Anglo-American wisdom was imitated in

Mexico. x8si C. Cist Cincinnati 34 Destined to render the
Anglo-American race paramount throughout this great con-

tinent. X873 J. H. Beadle Undeveloped West 817 The
Supreme Government . . introduced troops, .whose real object

was to overawe the Anglo-American Colonists.

Hence Anglo-Axne'ricanism.
1841 Foote Texas ^ Texans I. 1 10 In the land [England]

whence what we now call Anglo-Americanism has derived
its origin,

Anglo-Indian (aeijgl^ii'ndian), a. and sb, [f.

Anglo- i b + Indian.] A. adj. Of, pertaining to,

or characteristic of India under British rule, or the

English in India. Also, Indian-Eurasian. B. sb, a.

A person of British birth now or formerly resident in

India, b. A Eurasian of India.

[X838 {title) Anglo-India, social, moral, and political.}

x8§7 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. xlvii. 1. 183 It may be
quite true that sensible men consider Nana Sahib as an
Angio-Indian myth. x86x Swinmoe N. China Camp. 153
The Chinese Tsaou, called Bier by the Anglo-Indians, is a
somewhat cylindrtcally shaped fruit. 1876 {title) Anglo-
Indian Prize Poems, by Native and English Writers. i88a

{title) The Opium Question solved. By Anglo-Indian.
X887-8 Whitley Stokes {title) The Anglo-Indian Codes.
X907 Westm. Gaz. 11 Dec. 2/1 Calcutta.. merits the epithet

of Anglo-Indian better than anything else in India. x9«9

Cowley Evangelist June 134 A congregation of Indian,
Anglo-Indian and European people, all happily joining
together. 1999 Church Times 14 June 726/4 The Arch-
deacon of Madras said that the Anglo-Indian, and particu-

larly the lower class of Anglo-Indian, was the crux of the
whole question.

A:nglo-I*sraelite. One who holds that the

English-speaking peoples represent the * lost * tribes

of Israel. Also attHb.^ as Angio-Israelite theory,

theorist \ so A:nglo-I'sraelitl82]i.
zBSSBrit. <$ For. Evang. Rev. Jan. 65 The Anglo-Israelite

Theory. Ibid. 72 The Anglo-Israelite theorists hold that

they \5C, the Ten Tribes] were ' lost * first, and then their

punishment and humiliation was changed to a brilliant

future. X897 Westm. Gaz. 22 Nov. 3,3 Anglo-Israelitism,

which, judged on an historical theory, is simply a foolish

craze, has yet no little importance as a sentiment.

A^nglomani'acal, <z* \j* Angxomaniac] Of
the nature of Anglomania.
X893 Onting'^yiW. 115/1 Bunker's utmost an glomaniacal

yearnings had never caused him to be taken for a Briton.

AnglopMl, -phile (je-qglijfil), a. and sb. [ad.

F. anglophile : sec Anglo- and -phil, -philk.] A.
at^', Friendly to England or to what is English. B.
sb. One who is friendly to Enghmd. Hence Anglo-
plii'lia, A]iglo*phill82u, friendliness to England.
X867 Contemp. Rev. IV. 88 The Revue des deux Mondes,

a thorough ' Anglo-phile * periodical. 1883 Chamb. yml.
13 Jan. iS/i This telephone, .was an Anglophile, and would
only respond to the honoured name of Faraday. x89a
Athenxumit Mar. 400/3 When prudence dictated assistance

to the Dutch, the Huguenots, or the * Anglophile * party in

Scotland. X896 Westm. Gaz. 2 Oct. 2/1 To show how
Anglophilia and Anglophobia counteract each other. Hid.
5 Dec. 6/3 The New York Evening Sun.. has frequently

attacked Mr. Bayard for what it regards as his extreme
Anglophilism. 1920 Kobb Thre Prestis ofPeblis (S. T. S.)

Introd. p. XXXV, The unpopularity he thus incuried as an
anglophile.

Anglophobe. Add : att/ib. or adj.

X901 Daily Chron. 6 Aug. 3/1 'I'hc revival of Anglophobe
reaction was further strengthened by the Parliamcntarj'

activity of Clericalism.

Anglophobia. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X793 jKi>ERSON Writ. (1895) VI. 250 We aregoing on here

in the same spirit still. The Anglophobia has seized violently

on three members of our Council.

Anglophobiac (reqgbfpo-bisek), a. and sb, [f.

Anglophohia after mania^ maniac,^ — Anglo-
phobe. Also Anfflop]io*biiui a.

X893 JV. Amer. Rev. Aug. 170 The work of an Anglopho-
biac who labors to widen.. the schism. 1894 Pop. Sci.

Monthly XLV. 476 The Angiophobiac American who pro-

geed cutting a canal through Yucatan. X896 Miss Betham
DWARDS in Daily News 11 Jan. 7^5 If. .scurrilous little

newspapers of Paris indulge in .\nglophobian diatribes.

190a Daily Chron. 26 May 5,1 The New York 'Sun,' a
violently Angiophobiac paper.

A:nglo-Ro'inan, a, a. English Roman Catho-
lic. Hence A^nfflo-Koiuanisin, English Roman-
ism, b. Pertaining to England and Rome.



ANGLO-SAXONIZE.
1866 F. Oakei.ev {titie) Anglo-Romanism unveiled ; or.

Canon (^keleyand Dr. Newman at is^ue with the Catholic

and Roman Church, and with one another. 1891 Glad-
STONK in lyestm. Gaz, (1S98) 20 May 8 i, 1 share the dis-

satisfaction which many feet at the attitude in England of

the /fMf^-Roman body, 1895 ItiJ. 12 Jan. 8. 3 An essential

part of that history [of the sixteenth and seventeenth century]

ts what I may term .\ngio-Roman. 1913 C G. Bayhe (////«)

Anglo-Roman Relations, 1558-1565.

A:iiglo-Sa°xonue, v. [f. Anglo-Saxon -t-

-IZE.] Irans. To make Anglo-Saxon.
1883 Marquis of I^rne in Contemfi. Kez: Nov. 641 That

great Anglo-Saxontzing amalgamation mill, the United
States, would soon efface their [sc. French Canadians*]
language. 1898 JK^r///;. £7az. 14 July 3. i These silly efforts

to Angro-Saxonise the United States.

A:nglo-Tema°C1llar, a. Consisting of English

and an Indian vernacular.

1877 Cai-dwell EvtiHgtl, Work TiiuitvtUy a Our S.P.G.
Anglo-Vernacular School. 1888 Klpusc t^tain Taits fr,

Hiihf Afofiiusj of Friv. Ortktris 26q He wound up with a
six-shot .\nglo'Vernacular oath. 1915 UitU) A List of Edu-
cational Books. .for Schools in Intua^ Burma and Ceylon..
(Vernacular, Anglo.Vernacular and £aglish).

Angola {sc. cat : lee Akgoba I ).

1851 UuRROw Lavtngre i. The cheerful hum of the kettle
and the purring of the immense angola.

AngOn (3ei)gf^). [med.L., ad. Gr. a.xjan.'\

(See quot. 18Q3.)
187s Bncycl. Brit, II. 555/1 Iron head of Angon from a

grave at Darmstadt. i893y4/A/juvm9 Sept. 361 '3 Among
the roost curiotis of the weapons our ancestors used was the
angoo, a sort of long spear with a doable barb—one tongue
ofwhich was longer than the other and flame-shaped. 1908
Victoria Hist. Kent 1. 377 One of the rare iron weapons
usually called angons.

Angora. Add : Also ajiplied to a variety of
rabbit having fine white fur and pink eyes.

1849 tr. Wysst S-wiss Fatniiy Robinson Ser- it. xvii. 153
Fritz has two magnificent Angora rabbits in his pouch, S908

J. A. Thomson titredity x. I 4, 365 Hurst paired white
Angora rabbits . . with * Belgian hare ' rabbits, losr £. V.
Khox A-w/iU Occasions 58 lite vexed topic ofdandeuoas as
a diet foe naif bred Angoras.

AngstrSm (lUlit). [The name of A. J. Ang^
Strom, a Swedish physicistT] A hundred-millionth
of a centimetre, used in expressing short wave-
lengths (abbrev. A.U.).
l^ai Discsvtry Sepc sa6 An X-ray of wave length equal

to two-tanths CH an AnntrCm Unit (loo-millionth of a centi.
SMtra). Sfaj Ckmrntrynl. July 431 1 The ungslram is so
small that ten ihrwisaiw million of them are needed to make
one metre.

Angnipede, -pad (x-i)gwipAl, -ped), a. [ad.

L. anpiipcs {-ftd-), i. anguis serpent pis foot]
Having ieet or legs in the form of serpents, serpent-

f(x>ted : an epithet of certain giants of ancient
mythology.
s8t) A. S. Muuuv Gr. Seni/I. II. 305 n»lt, A winged

anguipede giant. i8>8 A. H. Smith CataJ. Enpr. Gtms
Brit. Mus. too Athene . . treading down anguipede Giant.

AvtlssM^ (x-nhimi). Also aniomk. [Bra-
silian.] The Kamichi or Homed Screamer (/W<r-
medea coniuld).

'771 [y* ScacAMEi 3 a). 1774 Gouxa. Nat. Hist. (i86s)
II. vt. IV, 1 80A bird., of the crane kind,,called ihe<s»<ii<ra,
a native of Brazil. 1869-73 Aniuma [see Scauueaa 3 aV

Anhinga (znbiijgi). [Tupi.] Any bird of
the genus Anhinga, esp. the American snake-bird,

A. anhinga.
s8i8 Tucarv Narr. Exftd. Rittr Zairt 8s Mr. Cranch

shoe some bird* amongst which..an anhinga. 187s Covia
N. Amtr. Birds 331 Few other buds^such as conmcaau
and anhingas, resemble the Pyftfotlu in this respect.

Aai (a-n<). [Brazilian.] A bird of the genns
Cntophaga (family Cuculidm), of which several

species ate found in the warmer parts of America
and io the West Indies.

1840 Cmitr's Amm. Kimtd. 116 The Ani iCrott^ltat't
Lin.). s8n NswToH Diet. Birds 191 There are otbCT esgs,
as those of the Anis, Crtltfkaps, the Grebes, PodidftMdm,
(etc) which are mon or leas covered with a cretaceous film.

Anioonio (xn.aik^nik), a. Gr. Antiq. Also
anik-. [f. Gr. tli-- privative ¥ IcOBlc] Applied
to rude material symbols of a deity, as a simple
pillar or block, not sha|>ed into an image of human
form ; also to the worship connected with these.

Hence Anloonlam (te9i'K5ni2'm), the ose of, or

worship connected with, such symbols.
••ge C- Waldstrin Ejccms. Htraion Argas l 19 Oement

of Alexandria . . telU us that the anicooic e-oj^ was super-
seded by the iconic image, which he calls A>^«r. S893
Athtnxnni I July 38/3 The vmriotts stages of develop.
ment of her (Hera s] araiinata: the rudest of all, the
anikonic ..A .. pillar which may have been the actual anikonic
image of the goddess. us7 Academy 34 Aug. 818/1 Anicon-
isoi does not oeccsaanly imply., anthropomorphism. 191*
L. R. FAunLL Hifktr Assets Cr. Kttir. L 4 Certain ani-
cooic sacred things that we may call fetishes—the hewn
stock or pillar, the meteorite, the axe.
Asi<wi«1 Add:
A 1. b. The living body or soft fleshy part of a

mollusc, crustacean, etc, as distinguished from its

shell or other hard pait.
1834 M°.MurT«iB Cmdtr'i Anim. Kinfd. 948 These
MoTlosca are arranged^ in several families according to the
form of their shell, which appears to bear a constant rela-
tion to that of the animaL 1888 Uaha >lin. 677 Carbo-
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naceons matters.. derived from the animals of the shells,
corals, etc. out of which the limestones were. .made.

3. b. With ihe : The animal nature in man : cf.

Bkast sb. I c,

1809 C. Simeon in W. Carus Life (1847) 272 Less mixture
of the oHxtHoi I never expect to see in this world. 1907
H. A. Vachell Her Son i. The animal in this girl was
about to spring upon her. X919 M. K. Bradby Psycho'
attalysu 231 His flesh] y desires were strong, and he was
unmerciful to the animal in himself.

Be 5. be Characteristic of or resembling (that of)

a lower animal. Also Comb, , as animal-bodied adj.

1914 HiCHENS After the Verdict iii. xv, Fine-souled and
animal-bodied men. 19x4 D. H. Lawrence England^ my
England 216 The wild, bare, animal shoulders,

Anixualist. Add

:

4. An artist who makes figures of animals; an
animal-painter or -sculptor; also, a writer who
deals with stories of animals.
1886 Century Mae. Feb. 484/1 [Barye] brought envy and

malice on his head through the erection.. in the Tuileries
gardens of his colossal bronze lion and serpent. It was then
the sneer of* animalist ' began. 1890 Universal Rev. isJuly
413 The animalists greatly repeat themselves. 1^09 Daily
Chron. 19 Jan. 44 The whole crowd of animahsts, from
it.s ,p to Sir. Jack London.

Animalixatioa.. Add

:

1. b. The process of animalizing vegetable fibre.

i86a O'Neill Calico Printing tf Dyeing 14 The present
view of animalisation is, that it is not possible to animalise
a fabric in any other way than by actually depositing upon
it the animal matter in question.

4. The action of making into or representing as

an animaL (Cf. Animalize j.)
s886 Huxley in tqik Cent. Apr. 4^3 In the theologv of

bo|th the babyloniaiis and the Egyptians there is abundant
evidence, .of. .the deification of animals, and the converse
animalisation of Gods.

Aniioalise, v. L Delete t Obs. and add :

s^5(^«« ANiMALUEoa). 1886 (implied in *Animaluation4).
iSS^Cent. Diet. s.v., The Egyptians animalized their deities.

2. b. To convert (vegetable fibre) into a sub-
stance resembling animal fibre.

iMa [see prec 1 b}. 1S74 Knight Diet. Meek., AnimeUiz-
SMf Fiber^ the process of conferring upon vegetable fiber

the physical characteristics of animal finer.

Aiuniatedy >^/. a. Add

:

1. d. In \animai€d picture^ etc., early names for

cinematographic picture (cf. next).
(itgS Ceuults Fmm, Mag. Mar. 300/1 'llie handle is turned

..ao as to move tbc series of photographs rapidly past the
eyca, and give the impresftion of a single anim;ited portrait.]

sigS Daily Ne'Mt 31 Mar. 6 3 The animated photographs
of the eclipse taken by the Marquis of Graham at Viiiadurg.

To tVestm. Gas. 12 Nov. 10 3 Bcsideii the animated views
the play, there are introduced at intcrvaU a number of

still pictures. 1903 /^I't/. 28 Aug. 8 > 3 The America Cup race
will be shown by animated pictures.

t Aaimatograpll (amimaet^graf). 06s. [Hy-
brid f. L. anitmiius AyiMATB a. + -GRAru.] An
early name for the *Cikematograpu ; also, a camera
for taking a series of instantaneous photographs for

a cinematograph. AUo^^. in reference to literary

description. 1 lencefAn1wi»togr>phlo (-grag'fik) a.

stff DaiJ^ Stws 36 Mar. 3/6 At a neighbouring bouse we
have lb« * cmematograpbe,' and by way of varying the title

Mr. Paul calls his pictures the * Animatographe '. 1897
/fVf/OT. Cos. 15 Sept. 3/3 'lite animatographic fight between
Fitxsimmoas and Corbett. 1897 l^i*^* 5 r eb. 7, i Animato*

I

graphic Records for British Museum... Photographs taken
or the purpoee of the mnimatograph, or theatregrapb, as it

b variously called. sapS FitU 12 Feh^ 813/s, I noticed, .a
man with an anintatograph, and, as there was a good fence
to start with, and I know one spill, the photos should not
lack animation. 190a Westm. Gas. 3 Oa. 6/3 Animato-
graph scenes of life in the Royal Navy.
Aniuma: see*A5uiMA«
Ankh (aei)k). [Egyptian, - life, soul.] A figure

resembling a cross, with a loop or ring forming a
handle instead of the upper arm : used in ancient

Egyptian art as a symbol of life. Also called

trux amsaia,
t8M A. H. SMrm Caial. Engr. Gems Brit. Mus. 49 In

front, Uraeusi beneath, -0- Any and Uraei. 1895 Ei.worthy
Evil Eyt^ji}. 1896 T. WiLaoM Swastika 766 The Crujc
>4m»«/«. .according to_Eg)-p(ian mythology, was Ankh, the
emblem of ICa,*t he spiritual double of man. 1910A Church-
ward Signs 4- Symb. Primard. Man x\%. 400 The crow on
the church of Amba Dcrbo is a form of the Ank<cross.

3. Add : «nkle-tie «° ankU-band.
\^\ Kate D. Wigcin Getrd. Memory^ Children with

briefipgs, white stockings, and ankle>tics.

AnJcylostoiluaBLi(ac:i]kibstinn3i*isis). PcUh,
[mod.L., f. Ankylostoma'. sec below and -ASIS.]

An anaemic disease caused by a nematode worm
(^Ankylosloma duodenalt^ or some similar species)

parasitic in the intestines; also called tunnel"
tUsease (see Tuwnil sb. 5).
1890 Billings Aff./. Diet. 1897 Allhntfs Syst. Med. II.

1043 Tbee&sential symptoms of ankyloetomiasis are those of
a progressive an^mu associated with symptoms of intestinal
catarrh.

Anlaffa (a-nlaga). PI. anlag^en. Also with
angUciz<3 pron. (se'nU'd5', [G., » foundation, basis,

f. anlegen to establish, f. an^ on + Ugm Lat zr.*]

The rudimentary basis of an oi^an or organism

;

in Embryology^ the first accumulation of celU recog-
nizable as the beginning of a part or organ.

ANNUAL.
189a MiNOT Human Embryol. (1897) 432 Comparative

anatomy renders it probable that every vertebra had ribs

Crimitively, and most of them have still in the human em-
ryo the aniages of ribs. 1907 Driesch Sci. and Philos.
Organism (1908) 1. 81 You will get a complete larva only
from that part [of the gastrula] which bears the ' Anlage ' of
the endoderm. Ibid. 112 note^ A leaf may be formed out of
the Anlage of a scale, if alt the leaves are cut off,

Anlant (a*nlaut). Philol. [G., f. an on -1-

laut sound.] The initial sound of a word. Hence
A-nlauting///. a., serving as anlaut, initial.

1884 EiNENKEL St.Kath. p. xvii, [MS.IZ frequently softens
the anlautingyto w, that is, v. Whenever this « is no more
than a peculiarity of Z's,..l gave it up for they^ which C
always has as 'anlaut*. 189a G. Dunn in Classical Rev.
Feb. ^l^ This representation of y by ^ only occurs with
certainly as an anlaut.

Axmalistically (cenali-stikali), adv. [f. An-
nalistic : see -ically,] In annalistic order ; by
way of aimals.
1881 Freeman in Stephens Life 9f Lett. (1895) 11. 223 The

years Z088-1003 are easy to tell, almost annalistically. 1894
Academy 24 Feb. 164/2 Chronologically and annalistically
arranged.

Annatto, annotta, annotto, var. AT. Anatta.
Aunexational(^neks^i-j3nal),a. [f. Annexa-

tion + -al.] Of, pertaining or relating to annexa-
tion. So Axixiexa*^oiil8ni, advocacy of, or a policy

aiming at, annexation ; AnnexatiTa (ane'ks&tiv) a.,

disposed to annex territory, given to annexation.
1850 Carlvle Latter-day Pampk. vt. (1872} 127 A regu-

lar statistic of Annexationism. 1869 Nation 8 Apr. 267
They, .arc availing themselves of the strong annexational
fever which now rages. 1918 The Crime II. l 24 note. That
a belligerent state, .should.. make known annexational in-

tentions. 1981 Contem/. Rev. Dec 733 A nation,. insatiably
aggressive and annexative.

AnneziTe (^neksiv), a. Gram. [f. L. annex-
(see Annex v.) + -ive.] Expressing annexion:
- Conjunctive a. 3 b.

1853 Edwards & Tayler tr. Kilkner*s Gr. Gram. % 321
A copulative coordinate sentence is either annexive or en-
hansive. 19x3 J. M.Jones WelskGram. 440 Conjunctions
are ..i. annexive. .ii. disjunctive.

Amieziire (^cksiuj, -Jiur). [f.L. annex- (see

Amnkx r.) -I- -URE.] Something annexed ; = Annex
j^., Annkxment I.

1876 Frtuer^t Mag, XVIII. 85 A large and profitable an.
nexure to our vast possessions on the Indian continent.
190a Westm. Gaz. 7 July 5/4 The annexures to the petition.

1904 Blue-bk. Papers Rel. to Thibet 15, 17.

Annit6 (as'nait). Min. [Named by Dana from
its locality : see def. and -ite 1.] A variety of

Lxpidomelane found at Cape Ann, Massachusetts.
1868 Dana Min. 308.

Anniversa'rian. U.S, [f. Anniversary sb.l

One who delivers an anniversary address.
1898 Official Congress Directory 31 William Henry Flem-

ing . . was chosen private anntversarian of the Phi Beu Kappa
Society in 1873.

Anno Domini. Add

:

b. jocular colloq. as sb. Advanced or advancing
age.
1885 F. Gale Hon. R, Grtmston xvi. 384 Whenever he

felt less able to do things than formerly, he used to say hs
was afraid * Anno Domini ' was the cause. Z89S Sir F.
Pollock Leading Cases, Death ofCollege Ott, Yet nothing
mortal may deny The march of Anno Domini Not e'en the
Senior Fellow, s^kk) Daily Netvs 3 Feb. 2/5, 1 suffer from an
incurable complaint—the complaint of Anno DominL 1906
BI. V. Lucas Fireside 4- Sunshine 186 When the lime came
forA to take the bat he was unable to do so. Anno Domini
asserted itself. 1911 Times 31 Mar., My resignation b due
to what we call the anno Domini clause, which nas come into

operation.

Annotine. Delete f Obs. rare~^ and add :

2. Ornith. A year old. Also sb. A bird a year
old, or that has moulted once.
1889 in tent. Diet.

Annoimce» v. Add

:

L o. To make (a person) known as so-and-so

:

often refl.

1837 E. HowAKp Old Commodore XIX, II. i8jj .Announcing
himself as a magistrate made a considerable impression on
the seamen. 1856 De Quincbv Cofifess. Wks. 1856 V. 150,
I announced myself as a passenger 'booked * for that night's

mail. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Elsmere ii, He announced
himself as safely installed at Oxford. i8oz Hardy Group
ofNoble Dames 12^ She could not live without announcing
herself to him as his mother. Ibid, 158 She. .requested him
to allow her to. . announce him as having died of malignant
ague.

Announcer. Add

:

b. In broadcasting by wireless telegraphy, the

person who announces the subjects of a programme
'

and the items of current news.
Z9aa Radio Broadcast Dec 138 You have heard the an>

nouncer say : *This is XYZ, the Blankety Blank station at

So>and>Sa 1913 Radio Times 28 Sept. 19 (Announcer) *The
Stock Exchange was very lively toAlay *. I9|a8 Broadcast
Englisk 19'I'hcy &TC recommendations made primarily for the

bcMfit of announcers.

Annual. B. 3. b. Add to def. : Less frequently

applied to an animaL AUo Itardy annual (}iL and
fig.) : see Hardt a. 4 b.

1767 Abkrckombie Ev. Man kis own Gardsner 49 To
prepare for sowing some of the more curious forms of

annuals. xZy^Paxton's Mag. Bot. L 18 Treatment of Hardy
Annuals. 1854 F. ^ A, Dickson's Cof Chester) Catal., Hardy



ANNUITY.
Annuals can be supplied ia small packets. 1879 Punch
LXXVII. 356 In fact, to judge by these hardy annuals,

Christmas may be said to have begun about a month ago.

18^ Day Imiian Hsk (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) 3t The various

modes in which the reproduction of these fishes is carried

on.. .Whether the parenu are monogamous, polygamous, or

are annuals dying after the reproductive process has been

accomplished. 1*05 WtstHt. Cut so June 3/2 Presumably

a time will come when even such a wonderfully hardy

annual (as Sarah Beinhardtl will fail to reappear.

Annuity. Add : 1. C. U.S. spec. A yearly

supply of goods and provisions given by the

Government to an Indian tribe. Also attrib.

i»73 J. H. Beadle Uiuinel. West xxv. 530 The annuity

gooes and provisions of that year were soon exhausted.

lii\{. xxvii. 586 They now receive regular annuities of

Government goods.

Annnlism (ae-nii!liz'm). [f. Asnulds + -ism.]

Annulate structure.

1841 [see Radiism].

Annnncia'tion. Add

:

4. attrib. : Annunoiation lily, a Madonna lily

such as is depicted in pictures of the Annunciation.

1877 Lady Wood Sheen's Foreman I. 234 Clusters ofannun.

c'lation lilies. 1899 naily News 4 Feb. 6/3 The dress is white

velvet, embroidered straight up the front with long sprays of

Annunciation lilies. 1907 Daily Chron. 1 May 4/5 The ferge

drawing room,.. decorated with tall Annunciation lilies.,

and exquisite roses.

Ayi nn. (anouaV [Native name.] An animal of

the genus of the same name ; a small wild ox of the

Celebes.
1888 Athtnxum I Dec 740/1 Prof. J. B. Steere [read a

paper] on the ' tamaron ', a bovine animal found in the island

of Mindoro, Philippines, which he believed to be allied to

the anoa of Celebes.

Anodal (:e-ni>dal), a. [f. Anode + -al.] Per-

taining to the anode.
l88a Athenxum 8 July 50/3 The character (anodal or

kathodaDof the electric charge. 1886 Bud's Haniikk. Med.
Sci. II. 651/r The second, anodal closure contraction, occurs

when the anode is applied to the nerve or muscle.

Anodic (senp'diit), a. [f. Gr. ttroSos way up (f.

avi. up + o5os way) or directly f. Anode + -ic]

1. Phys. Of nerve force : Proceeding towards a

nerve-centre; afferent. (Cf. Cathodic i.)

iSs* M. Hall Diastaltic Nenr. Syst. 32 The influence

which has induced this effect must have been anodic and
cathodic in one and the same lumbar nerve.

2. Electr. = *Anodal.
1849 NoAD Electricity (ed. 3) 200 The anodic division.,

will finally become colourless, owing to the separation of

chlorine. 1890 Billings Med. Diet. s.v., A^nodicyclosure.

effntractian, . .conlTACt-ion of a muscle when circuit is closed

by placing the anode over the motive-point. A.-opsning.

contraction^ . .contraction when circuit is opened by removal
of anode from over motive-point.

3. Bot. (See quot 1882 s.v. Cathodic 2.)

Hence Ano'dically adv. , in relation to the anode.

X905 tr. Hatckefs Wond. Life loi Most of the flagellate

infusoria. .are anodically sensitive or positively galvano-

taclic.

Anodynons, a. (Modem U.S. example.)
X904 ' O. H ENKY ' Caibages .5- Kings v. 89 l"he prestige of

drifting music on moonlit waters gave it an anodynous charm.

Auoetic, a. Add

:

2. Psychol. Relating to or characterized by Anoe-
sis (aiutif'sis), a hypothetical state of conscious-

ness in which there is sensation but no thought.
190a G. F. S^ov^ Anal. Psychol. 1. 51 Objective reference

supervening on purely anoetic experience would be a com-
§Ietely new psychical fact, xgoa Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 63
uch a consciousness has been happily named anoetic.

Whether or no it actually exists is another matter. ..But
relative anoesis suffices here.

Ajiointment. Delete f, for Obs. read arch.,

and add

:

1866 MiLMAN St. Paul's 40 The dying yearned in vain for

anointment with the blessed oil, 1887 Hardv iVoodlanders
I. iv. 59 As if your knee-jints were greased with very saint's

anointment.

Anolian (an^u-lian), a. and sb. Zool. [f. Ano-
Li(s + -AN.] A. otij. Belonging or related to the
genus Anolis. B. sb. A lizard of or related to this

genus.
184s Penny Cycl. XX. 459/2 The Lacertian, Iguanian,

Anolian, and Scincoid families.

Anomalnre (an(;-maliuM). ZooL [ad.mod.L.
Anemaliirus, I. Gr. iviiiuiXos Anomaloos + oiipA,

tail.] An animal of the African genus Anomalurus
ofrodents resembling the flying squirrels, and having
projecting scales on the tail which serve for assis-

tance in climbing ; a scale-tailed squirreL So Ano-
maln'rid, a member of the family Anemaluridss,
of which this is the only genus.
1883 CaiseWs Nat. Hist. III. 96 Whik* in the Flying

.Squirrels this spur springs from the wrist . . , in the Anoma.
lures it projects from the elbow. loao Brit. Museum Retur n
10a An Anomalure. .from Sierra Leone.

Anomoean (aeni7mran), a. and sb. Theol. [f.

mod.lj. Anomaus, ad. Gr. avuiioim unlike, dis-

similar (f. 6.V- privative + o/ioioj like, similar) + -an.]

Belonging to, or a member of, an extreme sect of
Arians who held that the Father and the Son are
unlike in essence : = Hbteroodsian : opp. to
HOUOIOUSIAV.
(1516 R. Whvtfo«d Mariiloge 6 .^pr., Y" heretykes

24

called . .anomeyes.] \XA% Cave EccUsiasticij Atkanoiitu

153 The Anomaean Hcresie. Ibid.^ Basil 324 The Head of

the Homoiousian, against the Anoma^ans or Heterousian

Sect. 1756-9 A. Butler Lives Saints (1780) V. 31 note, The
Anomaans or rank Arians. 1840 Milman Hist. Ckr. iii. v.

H I. 47 The party of the Anomeans triumphed, while Aetius,

its author, was sent into banishment. 1874 J. C. Robkrt-

soN Hist. Ckr. Ch. n. vi. 63 The perpetual virginity of the

Saviour's mother was denied by the anomcean Eunomjus.

i88a-3 [see Hetkroousiast].

Anopheles {st.np-U\tz), Entom. [mod.L.

(Meigen in SysL Beschr. Eur, Xweijl. Ins. (1818)

I. 10), f. Andpheies, a. Gr. w/oji^tA^y unprofitable,

useless,] A mosquito of the genus Anopheles^ which

conveys the parasite of malaria. Hence Ano'phe-
line a. and sb,

1890 Daily News 38 Sept. 3/4 We could kill most of the

anopheles grubs here in a few hours with kerosene oil, X9oa

Efuyd. Brit. XXIX. 498/2 The parasite has now been

found to live in the body of the Anopheles. 19*0 J. Ritchie

Animal Life Scot, s^'i^ Mosquitoes,..! mean Anopheline, or

. .'spot-winged * Gnats.

AjlOpisthograpll(0en(7pi-sJwgraf),a. [f. Gr.di'-

privative + bma66ypa<pos Opisthogbaph.] Having

no writing (or printing) on the back ; inscribed only

on one side. Also A^noplsthograpMc (-grae*fik),

-ical adjs, ; hence A;nopistlioffra-phlcally atfv.

1871 H. ^ViKYss^KVi Collected Papers xiv. 263 Ifa fragment

is found printed only on one side it hashitherto been de-

scribed as *a remarkably interesting specimen of anopistho-

graphic typography '. 1887 BiGWoaE tr. Bouckofs Printed

Bk. i. 15 Gutenberg., desired., that the leaves of his books

should not be anopisithjograph, or printed only on one s^ide.

1887 Book'Lore VI. 159 Two leaves were, .pasted together^

back to back, forming what is termed an anopist[hJographical

book. 1893 E, G. Duff EarlyPrinted Bks. 13 There must
have been some reason for printing these books on one side

only.. or, as it is called, anopisthographically.

Anorthosite (sen^jj^feait). Min. [f. F. anor-

those + -ITK ^.] A granular igneous rock composed
mainly of a soda-lime felspar.

1863 T. S. Hunt in Amer. Jml. Sci. Ser. n. XXXVI. 22a

A series of strata characterized by a great development of

anorthosites. Ibid. 324 These anorthoaite rocks are often

compact, but more frequently granitoid in structnre. i^aj

J. JoLY Sur/ace-Hist. Earth iii. 47 These rocks, .present

to our view many varieties of structure and mineral com-
position ; e.g. in the granites, gneisses, anorthosiies, diorites.

Anotlier. 1. b. Add to def.

:

You re anolAer / (sla.ng or coUoq.), a phrase pro-

perly used ia retorting a charge upon the person

who makes it (c£ Tu quoqce) ; hence humorously
as a meaningless or vaguely contemptuous retort.

a IS53 Udall Royster D, m. v, R. Roystcr, If it wer£ an
other but thou, it were a knaue. M. Alery. Ye are an
other your selfe sir, the lorde vs both saue. 1569 Pkeston
Cambyses (Brandl) 786 And thou calst me knave, thou art

another ! 1749 Fielding Tont Jones ix. vi, ' I did not mean
to abuse the Cloth; I only said your Conclusion was a Non
Sequitur.' ' You are another ', cries the Sergeant, * an' you
come to that. No more a Sequitur than yourself.' 1837
Dickens Pickiv. xv, 'Sir,* said Mr. Tupraan, * you're a
fellow.* ' Sir,* said Mr. Pickwick, * you're another,' 1882
Boston Lit, World 3 June 184/3 '^i^* argument of it is

simply, 'You're another,'—a retort in dignified manner
to.. British critics. 1887 Lowell Democr. etc lo, 1 find

little.. to edify me in these international bandyings of
'You're another.'

3. Add to del:
Another place : a euphemistic phrase used by
members of parliament to designate the other

House, i- e. the House of Lords or the House of

Commons.
18^ (see Diet.]. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 27 July 1/3 Lord

Lamington, was a busy member of the Houseof Commons.

.

before he went to ' another place * on his father's death in

i8go. 1927 Observer 10 July 15/7 Usually M.P.'s speak dis-

passionately of 'another place', but Mr. Baldwin the other
day made it ' the other end of the passage ', and Mr. Snowden
' the other end of the corridor ',

Ansate (se'ns^it), a, [ad, L. ansatuSy i. ansa
handle.] = Aksated. Also in L. (fem.) form in

ansala cross for crux anscUa ( = *Akkh),
1891 KiNNS Graven m Kock viii. 292 Iris and Horus are

each holding the ansata cross or emblem of life. 1891
HAVERFiELii in Athcmeunt 31 Oct. 591/1 Centurial stone^
ansate, 17 in. by 8 \i\.

Ausated, ///. a. Delete + Obs.-^ and add

:

1785 European Mag. V I H. 131 The Tau, or ansated Cross
of the Egyptians. I'jij^ Proc. Sec. Antiquaries IV. 2Anan-
sated patera. 1891 Havkrpield in Atlienseutn 16 May 644/1
[The scone has] well-cut letters . . in ap ansated panel.

Ansatioa (^nsJi-Jsn). [f. L. a7ua handle +
-ATION, after Ansate.] The provision of handles.
1859 Jml. Brit. Arckseol. Assoc,!^^. 69 There is rarely

any attempt at ansation ; the nearest approach to handles
being heavy perforated knobs placed a little beneath the
mouth.

AnS'wer, sb. Add : 4. b, ^..S*. spec. (See quot.)
i8i6 Pickering Vocai.^ Anszver. This term is always

used by us to signify the Reply of the Senate or House of
Representatives to the speech of the President (or of the
Governor of a state) at the opening of a session of the
Legislature.

c. Answer-hack : a rejoinder or repartee ; also^^.
1925 J. A. Thomson Sci. ^ Relig, vi. § 9. 194 The struggle

for existence is a formula covering all the answers-back that
organisms make to environing difficulties.

Answer, v. 12. e. Add

:

spec, in Horse-racing. To answer {the question) :

ANTE-BELLUM.

(of a horse) to respond to a call made by the

jockey. (Cf. ask the question, *A8K v. 2 b.)

1894 H. Custance Riding Recoil, vii. 86, I ..asked ' King
Lud^ the question. He answered in the most generous
manner possible, ..and won, 1894 Idler June 545 The cer-

tain winner of the Derby—if he is able to answer the ques-
tion I am going to put to him.

Ant. 4. Add :

aut'bird, any bird of the family Formicariidap^

comprising the ant-eaters of S. America ; ant-cow,
a popular name for the aphides kept and tended by

ants for the sake of the sweet fluid that they extract

from them; ant-eggs, ants* eggs, properly, the

eggs of ants
;
popularly applied to their larvae or

pupae ; ant-orchis, aterrestrial Australasian orchid

of the sj^ecies Chiioglottis gunnii 1 Morris Austrai

Eug/ishfiS^S); ants' wood, = saffronplum (Saf-

fron B. b) ; ant-thrush, any of the South Ameri-
can ant-eating birds otherwise called ant-birds

;

also, formerly by some writers, a bird of the genus

Fitta\ ant-wren, W. Swainson*s name for a South

American ant-eating bird of the genus EarmiHvora,
included by P. L. Sclater in the subfamily Fonni-
cariinae in his division of the family Formicariuim,

the ant-thrushes.

1858 Sci_A.TER in Proc. Zool. Sac. 13 Apr. 20a Synopsis of

the American *Ant-birds(Formicariida:). 1875 EncycL Brit,

II. 98/1 The Coccidx in America take the place of the
European aphides as *ant.cows. 1666 Phil. Trans. No. 23.

426 Upon opening of these Banks, I observe first a white
substance, which.. looks like the scatterings of fine white
Sugar or Salt... This same substance.. I finde in the Ants
themselves, which 1 take to be the true 'Ants Eggs. /bid.

427 In the Morning they bring up those of their Young (that

are vulgarly call'dAnts Eggs) towards the top of the Bank.
iS^i^ Penny Cycl. II. 61/1 To collect the cocoons (popularly

and erroneou:»ly called ants'-eggs) in quantity as food for

nightingales and hirks. 1884 *Ants' Wood (see Saffrox
B. bj. X783 Latham Gen. Syn. Birds II. 87 *Ant ThrlushJ,

This Is of the size of a I.ark : length six inches. xSa6 W.
SwAiNsoN in Zool. jfrnl. II. 146 The Eormicivorae,oi 'Ant-
Wrens, are all of them very smalL

Antarian (ajnte»*rian), a. Astr, \i, Antares
(zentea'T/z), latinized form of Gr. 'fLvrapujs

(Ptolemy), f. avr/ (Anti-') +''Apr)s Mars: so named
from its red colour, like that of the planet Mars:
see -lAJT.] Pertaining to or resembling Antares, a

star of the first magnitude in the constellation of

the Scorpion ; applied to a class of stars having a
spectrum like that of Antares.
X909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. s.v., Antarian stars.. are &r less

abundant than Sirian and Arcturian stars.

Ante (se*nt«), sbJ^ (Also erron. anti.) [a. L.

ante before.] In Poker, a stake put up by a

player (usually, the eldest hand) before drawing
new cards. Hence, a price. Also attrib, in ante-
man = *Age sb. 6 b.

1853 J. G. Baldwin Flush Times Alab. 8 A negro ante
and twenty on the call, was moderate playing, rffeg Babtlett
Diet. Amer, (ed. 2) s, v. Anti^ The amount placed in

the pool by each player being called the anti. 1873 [G. A.
Lawrence] Silverland 112 His crafty opponents read
his hand like a book » and the very 'ante's' will break him
at last. xSSa Poker 7 'lo begin the pool, the player next to
the dealer, on his left, must put up money, which is called

an * Ante '. Ibid. 8 It is best generally for the ante-man
to make good and go in. 1890 Harpers Mag. Feb. 428/3,
I raised the ante, and sold three hundred papers at ten
cents each.

Ante (se*nt«), V, [L prec] trans. To put up (an

ante); also trans/, {L/,S,) to bet, stake; to pay
oj^, up. Also absol.

184s J. J. Hooper Simon- Suggs' Adv. x. 129 Ante up !

ante up, boys—friends I mean—don't back out I /bid. xii,

144 E^sept..5oo dollers I anteed otf amongst the bo3rsof a
night, I couldn't git off a sent. 1854 i" Thornton Amer.
Gloss. 971 Playiii' at billiards an* monte I'ill they've nary
red cent to ante. 1857 Knick. Mag. Jan. 43, 1 did hear that
you anted off 1000 shares in tiade for Texas lands. 1859
Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), To Anti, to risk; to venture
a bet; as, '111 anti all I'm worth on that'. This term
is derived from the game of poker. x86x A^. Y, Tribune 10

Aug. (Bartlett), I have had to ante up at the rate of $200.
1861 Congress. Globe Dec 126/1 [Senator Folk] is not
familiar witii scenes where hundreds of dollars are 'anted
up'. 1889 R. GuERNDALE Poker Bk. ii. 13 The player
after the dealer must .\nte first, before the draw, /bid, vii.

42 B Antes one, and the cards are dealt by A. 1889 Farmer
Americanisms^ To Ante up is to pay, as well as lo wager,
1896 Vachell Rom. Judge Ketchum 111. viii. 267 Death..
and I hev bin pardners many a time, an' when he passes the
word, I'll ante up with a smile if I kin. X900 H. Lawson
On Track 157 The man that doesn't ante gets the best of
this world. 1910 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 237 You got
a right to ante up with some information.

Ante-bellum (se'nt/ibe'l^m). [Lat. phrase =
' before the war ', used attrib. or as o*^'.] Previous

to the war,i. e. spec, the American civil war (1861-5 ),

the S. African war (1899-1902), or the European
war (1914-18).
1879 TouHGEE Foots Errand xv. 83 Evidently thinking

that his connection with this ante bellum barbarity had
somehow increased his importance. 1882 Ref. Ho. Refir.
Prec, Met. U.S. 306 One of the productive mines of ante-
bellum days. 190s Westm. Gaz. 4 Jan. 1/3 The ante-bellum
negotiations. 1924 Contemp, Rev, Apr. 438 Deaths of infants
from overlaying., were also only one-third of the aate-beUum.
number.



ANTEBRACHIAL. 25 ANTIBIOTIC.

Antebracllial, a-, more correct f. Antibbach-
IaT.. So Antebrachinm ;anti-) Bicl. [med.L.],

in mammalia, the part of the arm or fore-limb from
the wrist to the elbow ; the forearm.
Z877 [see Brachium]. iSBo [see Aktibkachial^

AJltecede, v. Delete arch, and add to 1

:

S911 C. A. Mekcier AstroL in Med, (1914) i Its origin is

so remote as to antecede all writtea records, 190a H. Spen-
CEK Facts and Commt/its 304 Reco^izing the properties of

Space, .asaiitecedingall creation. .and all evoltltion.

A'&tecliaxillMr, v. inlr, and trans. To wait

or wait for in or as in an antechamber : cf. Amte-
CHAMBEKING v6l. sb.

1891 Pail Mall Gax, 3 Oct. 1/3 All intritruing Paris was
antecfaambering him. 1000 W. A. Elxis Wag^ntr^ 39t M^
poor dog. .was antecbamDerini; in the street in wait for his

more fortunate master, allowed to antechamber among men.

Anteoian, variant of AimECiAN.
A^nte-Commn'IlioiI. In full Ante-Commu-

nion Service [.\nte- \i. 2], a popular term for

that port of the Communion Service in the Book of

Common Prayer which extends from the beginning

of the office to ' the end of the general Prayer " For
the whole state of Christ's Charch militant here ia

earth"' and is appointed to be said 'upon the

Sundays and other Holy-d»ys (if there be no
Communion) ',

According to the American rite, the Antc-Cotnmunlon ends
with the Gospel.

lta7 Centt. Mag. XCVII. 11. 487 There was no offertory,

and no prayer for the church militant. I am not aware
by what authority this part of the Ante-Coiiununion
Serrice is now so commonly omitted on Sundays. tSfJX

F. G. I-E« DkI. RitHal Termtf Ante-Cffttrmtwnion. (1)

An Anglican term used to designate that ponton of the
Liftzrgy or Commnnion service which, commencing with
the Imroit, or the Lord's Prayer, closes with the end of
the Niccne Creed. (3> This term is also used for the intro
dnctory part of the Euchari^tic office, when iz only, and
nothing further, is intended to be used. XS99 tfMltu. t^oa.

3 Jan. 4/3 Those of you who feel that it is HOC neoaaary Co
hear the antfrCommunion service twice on Sunday.

Antedation ^aent/d^i-Jsn). [irreg. f. Astsdatk
V. : see -ATlox.l The act of antedating or fact of

being antedateti.

sges Lffiui, Com. 39 Dea 8653/z The King haa approved
the antedation of the prontocioo of Lieut. L. S.. .to the laalc
of Captain to^isc Jan. 19*1.

Ante BMridiem (cnt<nieri-dieni),/ir. [L.
amti merittiem before midday.] Before midclay

;

applied to the hours between noon and the pre-

ceding midnight ; abbreviated a.m. or a.m. (q.v.).

1963 Dka nimrr (Cnaden Soe) a, SepC Mt, Hr. John
Atk ante meridiem, by York sia myle oa Ikia »yde. 1647
Luxv Ckr. Asirat, iv. 41 If your hoar of the day be in the
mominc or as we say Ante M*ri£tm^ or before noao.

*"*f"«^ Add

:

4. A dorsal sense-organ in rotifers.

xSM A. G. Bot'aKE in Emcyfl. Brit, XXI. 5 '3 A structure
found in many Rotifers, and \-ariously known as the *cal.
car ',

* siphon ', * tentaculum ', or * antenna *.

6. Wireless Ttlegr. An aerial wire, an aerial

:

see *AKiUAL 6 b.

i«oeJ. A. KutMino in Etuyet. BrU. XXXIIL 330 1 The
great improvement introduced by Mafcooi was the employ,
nicnt of this vertical air-wire, aerial, ancenna, or elevated
ooadudor. 1904 Pky>. Rev. Sept. li^ In i&>8 he (/.-. Mar.
coni) mm ihe importance of the direct grounding of the
reomving aawnna . 191$ tr. ZenmeeJk's tyireten Teiegr. 150
Every za^io stalioa baa an open oscillator, the ' antenna ',

that part of the antenna which is suapendeu in the air being
called the ' aerial '. 1916 ). k. Flbmihg RmdMeltfr. (ed. }>
55 A single laasi . . having two ipfke attacked to it liy

nnans of which aa antenna wire is Dpfacld in the form of a
vertical rectangle.

Ante-poit («T»t/ip*iit). [f.A.vT»- + PosrxM
2.] Of betting (see tinot. 1901).
I9ea Emcycl. Brit. XX VI. 336/1 Bettiiig ia of two kiodst

' poal ', wkea wageiinf doc* not brain unlil the numbers of
the runners an Iraiitad 00 the board; and 'ante-post',
when wagering opens weeks or nonths before the event.
1914 Daily Kxpreee 19 SepC 5/a If there bad been any ink
portent ante-pioat bett]ag..naoy wooJd have bamt tbi^
Angers badly.

Ant«rgio (mta Jdjpk), a. Physiol, [I. Km-
— Anh- -t- Gr. fp7or work + -ic, after syiurgie^
Acting in opposition to the action of another part,
as a muscle: •• AsTAcosunic 1 : opp. toSTHUCic.
1I9S W. R. Goemis Mam. Die. Merv. Sytt. L 7 This

antergic contraction is oseotial for the exertion of force.

AnteTiad^amtl'-rixdj, (uAf. Anat. [f. Amti-
BiuR -t- *-Ai>.] Towards the anterior pott or surface
of the iKxly.

1903 Trans. Amer. Micme. Sec Nov. M (C.D. SuppL),
The rudiment of the galUbtedder which in the previous
suge. opens dorad.. in the preient stage, .opens anteriad.

Anterior, a. Add :

1. b. Amat., Sat., and Ztel. Situated in the front
or near the bead, fore-|)art, axis, etc. : opp, to
PogTKKIOB A. 3.

•731 a DowiLAS tr. Wiutlm/s Anmt. I. 75 The Clavicle
11 divided lata a Body or middle Part, and two Eatreuities,
one anterior, inferior, and iiuemal.. ; the other posterior,
superior, and eriemal. rtae Kisur ft Sr. Eatamtl. IV. 335
Antericr, the fore or upfier wings, /bij. 339 AMierier or
E^xteriar, the outer margin of the wing, or that from the
body, ilea Louoon Kmeyel. FUmU 1094 Anterier, growing
m front of aomc other thing. iSu DAaUHGToa FIxtra

Cesirica (ed. 3) Gloss., Anteritir^ in front, or below,~-as that
part of a Hower next to the bract, or farthest from the axis
of inflorescence. 1877 \V. Turner Hum. Anal. 213 The
anterior cerebral vesicle bends downwards from the middle
vesicle. 1879 A. G«ay Svl. Tcxt-ilt. (ed. 6) I. 160 The por-
tion of the flower which faces the subtending bract is the
anterior. 1886 Budk's Haiidbk. Med. Set. II. 507/3 The
anterior oblique dislocation of Bigelow. 189^ H. Morris'
tinm. Anat. tr37 In froirt of the sterno-mastoid is the an-
terior triangle. 1897 D. H. Soott Struct, Bot. (ed. 4I I. 23
The two outer sepals are so placed that one lies next the axis
KJ'osterior)^ and the other remote from it {ojiteriifr).

Antevert, v. 1. Delete fOds. and add :

1914 N.Amer. Xcv.Sept. 387 TheCossacks.. rode down the
sidewalks., in an effort toantevert a meeting of the students.

Anthelini'Iltllic (-}>>l^}, more correct form of
Anthelmintic.
Z684 [see .Anthelmintic A.]. 170a Fuller Pkarmacotaia

(1710) 76 The Decoction called Sacrum.. is a most noble..
Anthetminthic Ibid. 189 Give Anthelminthics. . to make the
Worms weak and languishing. 187Z KlNGSLSY At Last
xiii. Their bitter antbelminthic oiL

Anthilly (,a;nt|hi:li), «. [f. Ast-hill + -t1.]
Fnll of or abounding in ant-hiils.

1796 W. H. Marshall RnratEcon. li\ Eng. II. 212 Rough
anthilly land. 189a F'ield 19 Nov, 766/3 iGithilly fields of

AntllOCOdia (aen)x;k^-di&). Zt>«l. PI. -».
[mod.L.,f.Gr.(Si'9os 8ower + it(i8«ia head of poppy,
etc.] The free part of an alcyonarian polyp, which
bears the tentacles. Cf. 'Akthostklb.
1900 G. C BOUKXE in Trans. Liim. Sac., Zool. VIL 528

Branches .. eatJ) ending in a terminal anthocodia larger than
the lateral anthocodiae.

Anthoditun (xn))dii-di^m). Bot. PI. -ia.

[mod.L., f. Gr. aniiiirfs (see Anthoid) -f -ium."] A
name for the flower-heati or capilulum in Compositat.
1I61 Bektley Malt. Bet. »0} The Capilulum, Ahi/u>-

dium, cr //r.r<A—-This kind of inik>r«scence constitutes the
Compound Flower of Unnaeus.

Anthologize (senjij^lod^siz), V. [f. Anthologt
+ -IZE.] a. trans. To make an anthology of or
from ; to use in an anthology, b. intr. To make an
anthology. Chiefly va pa.fple., vbl.sb., ot gerund.

rfl9e Sat. Re9.o Apr. 436 '3 The anthologized poet. aS9a
Daily Nettfs 13 July 4/8 Where poets dead and gone are
eoncemed, . . the practice of selecting and anthologisiug is

comparatively innocooua. 19*3 Times Lit, Su^fT. 4 Jan,
9/3 llany wniers ofverse aie familiar to the public through
an^ anthologized example. 1934 Ihid. 13 Nov. 734/a Tlie
thirty-four lines, .deserve to he rescued from Piofessor
Macaulay*sgrimhlackctiversand anthologized. t^/a&Manch,
GttmrtHam IveeUy 17 Ant;. 173/3 The anthologiaing offences
of PalDave, Sir Arthur guiller-Coucfa and Mr. J. C. Squire.

ATlthophilonH yLnh'-lilas), a. Entom. [f. Gr.
ivtin flower + -^Aoc loving + -«D8.] Loving or
frequenting flowers, as an insect (correlative to
Entomophilocs) ; spec, belonging to the division

Anthophila of hymenopterous insects, comprising
the bees.

1883 rHOMrsoM tr. MMer't Pert. Flraiert 33 The larrm
of beetles which are antbopliilous.

AntllOStele (a:'n^i;sUl). Zo»l. [I. Gr. ireos
flower + ffTijAij pillar.] The part of the body of an
alcyoiiaiian polyp by which it is fused with neigh-
bonriirg polyps of the colony; CC •A.vtuocodia.
1900 G. C BouiKi in 7'r.iAz. Liust. See., Zoel. VII. 53s

The anthostele sends up a aoleniuni.

AnthotftTJa Ccntwtx-ksis). Bat. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. iftfos flower > rd^ii rraogement : ct Puyl-
IpOTaxis.] The arrangeaent of flowers 00 the
flowering; stem ; inflorescence.
{861 ilkvTi.t.Y Matt. Bot, t&^ Inflorescence or Anthotaxis.

Anthotype (sc-n^wtaip). Phologr. [f. Gr. ovflos

flower + -TVPK.] A photographic process in which
fugitive prints arc obtainetl on paper treated with
the expressed juice of flowers ; a print so obtained.

, ^»nCiml Emg.^ Anh. 7r«/. VI. 386/ 1 The subject in all

its branches, including. . Ferrotype, Anthotype. 1909 Cent.
Diet. SuppL S.V., Tite aiuhotype ptocem was discovered by
Sir John tierschel.

Avi'^lsT^^'Hg^l-^riftTl (seniMUaitsiz^i-Jaa). [f.

ASTHBACITE + -izB + -ATloiT.] The process of
becoming changed from bituminous coal into an-
thradle.
1903 PTtfr.CteL Sitrv. U.K. K)02, 49 An investigation of

the anthnicitisaiion of the coals. Ibid. 190 The anthracittsa-
tiun is more ra[>id in a north and south tlirection.

Anthracosis (aen^rik«a-sis). [mod.L., I. Gr.
irtfoK-, af0pa( Anthrax -f- -osis.] Lung disease

produced by the inhalation of coal-dust. Hence
AnthnooUo (-ftik) a., pertaining to or affected

with iwthntixKiBk
184S DimcLisoii Mftt. Lex. (ed. 7), Anthracotis. 1875

C. H. Jenes t, Sievtkitig's Path. Anal. (ed. 3)493 * Colliers'
Phthisis *, or as it has tieen called, anthrakosis. 1900-1 Jrnl.
Exprr. Med. V. rsd The cut section of the lungs, which
were markedly anthracotit^ was smooth. 191a Adami &
McCbak PatJttii. 335 Section of an anthracotic long.

Antkropie, «. Add to def. : Concerned with
or relating to human beings ; in Geol. applied to

the period of the deposits in which human remains
are found.

liARaisoN in sgtk Ceut. Mar. 505 The coiKlusion that
the future of religion is 10 be, not only., anthropomorphic-
hut frankly anthropic. 188^ BtJtCKMOKK Tommy Uptttare
xiii. My clear little anthcopic nautiltu, 1 can do nothing.

1893 J. W. Dawson Salient Points 465 The age of which
we have been writing the histori', is that which has been fitly
named the Anthropic.

Anthropogeographiy (aenjir^u: po,dg/.(jgrafi ).

[f. AsTHROfO- + GeogK/VPHV, after G. anthropo-
geographie (F. RaUel iSSi).] That department of
geography which treats of the relations of the earth
to mankind as its inhabitants. So Anthropo-
ereographer (-fgrafsj), one versed in anthropogeo-
graphy; Antihropogeofrraphic (-(7gT:Efik), -ical
adjs., pertaining to anthiopoireography.
165a Hermeticall Banqttet lao The new Anthropogeogra.

phicall -Map. a 1899 Brikton Basis S-tc. Retal. iv. (1902)
iSi Even the most determined of the ' anthropo-geogra-
phers' will not deny that the power over the mind which
they attribute to geographical features diminishes in propor-
tion as culture increa.ses, 1899 ^;^(i^?-. yntl. Feb. i7r Anthro-
pogeography is a convenient term under which to include
all those aspects of geography that deal with the relations of
humanity. .to the earth...' Applied Geography" might be
taken as an alternative term.

Anthropogony (a;n])r<?opp-gifni). [ad. Gr.
dFd/x>nro7oi'ta Qosephus).] a. The origin of man.
b. The investigation or an account of this.

1868 Maijsel Gnostic Heresies (1875) 36 A scheme of cos-
mogony and .-imhropogony, running parallel to each other,
man being regarded as the inicrocosin. or image in minia-
ture of the world._ 1874 tr. f 'an Oosterzee^s Chr. Dogmatics
L 36Z A comparison with other Ea-^tern Anthropogonies
gives a result most favotuable to the Mosaic.

Anthropometsr (-c-miiaj). [See -meter.]
a. One who studies or practises anthropometry.
b. An anthropometrical instrument.
1881 Ann. Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (1883) 499 Man is an

animal.. exhibiting in his adult form those characteristics
which engage the attention of the anatomist, the physiolo-
gist, and the anthropometer. 1898 A. C. Had[>on Study 0/
Mmt xvL 446 The rod of the Anthropometer should be held
vertically in front of the face of the subject.

So Antbropo-metrlat — a. above.
1883 Pall Mall Gas. 3 Oct. 3 Surely the anthrcpometrists

will do harm if they encourage the craze for tallncss. 1904
0.?> . YikiJL Adoiesctnce 1. 19 Anthropometrists think growth
in height, .antagonistic to growth in girth.

Authropomorpll (aen])rJu-p<;., ae°n])r0apam^rf).

[ad. Gr. dvttfximtiiiopilxis: see Ajiihbopomobphods.]
A representation of the human form in art.

In quot. 1894 used with sarcastic application.
1894 Daily A'e:i'S 36 Nov. 6/5 Your fashionable and self,

adoring man or ' anthropomorph \ 1895 A, C. Haddon Evol.
Art 1 85 New Zealand is one of the places where anthropo-
morphs abound. X913J. RaNuEi. Hauris Boanerges ii. 14
There was an oruithoinorph, and.. several theriomorphs,
before the anthropomorph.

Anthropomorphic, a. Add

:

2. Having a human form: =AKTHB0POMORPHOua.
i886lseeZaouoariiic3 hi 1905 A. S.GRiFFlni tr.Cd/ju^'r

Priut, Art Egypt iii. 59 The designs.. borrowed from aiii.

mals (zoomorphic designs), from the human figure (anthro-
pomorphic!, and occasionally from manufactured objects
(skeuomorpnic).

Anthropopsychism, (£u]>r^:p(7S9i-kiz'm), a.

[f. Gr. dfyd/Kueor man + i/'VXJI soul + -isu.] The
ascription of mental faculties or characteristics like

those of man to the Divine Being or the agencies
at work in nature. So Anthroi;>opsyc]iio a.,

ntluw^popsy-ohicaUy aJv.
1884 Dk. Ascvll Unity 0/ Nature V. 168 It is not the

Form of Man that is in question. It is the Mind and Spirit
of Man— his Reason, his ItUcUigence, and his Will. ..ihe
question is of a. .fuadaniciital analogy, .between the Mind
which is in us and the Mind which is in Nature. The true
etymological expression fur this idea, .would be, not Anlhro-
pomorpmsm, but Anthropopsychism. Ibid, 191 If the human
or anthropopsychic interpretation of the . .actions of all living
Beings is the only interpretation which explains ihein. Ibid.
viii. 389 Professor Tyndall himself cannot desciitje thisSys-
tern without using the most intensely anthropopsychic Ian.

^tiage: *'ihe continued effort of .inimated nature is to
improve its condiiionaand raise itself to a loftier level.' 1884
Eain, Rev. Apr.^ 514 Tlie Duke admits that much of the
language which is anthropopsytjiically used, is of a meta.
phorical character. x8o8 Literary Guide i Jan. 10, I desire
to abstain from any thoughts about the Ultimate Reality
which suggest anthropomorphism or anthropopsychism.

Anti (x'uti), a. and sb.^ [Akti- > used as a
word.] (One who or that which is) against or
antagonistic to some person or thing.

x8sa MuNuY Antipodes (1857) 209 The • Anti * journals
joined with them in coarse personalities. 1889 Pall .Mall
Gax, 37 June r Tlie *antis ' nave no option but to take it

up. 1899 Guinness Kogebs in Daily Neivs 28 June 9/3
Preachers of the * -\nti '.

Anti, sb.t Abbrev. of Anti-fkdebalist. U.S.
1789 (Apr. 4) FisHiut Ames Wis. (1854) I. 33 The antis will

laugh at their own fears. 179* J. Jav Corr. (1891) III. 448
Furnish the Aiities with materials. x8ot Spirit oyFarmers'
Mttseum 56 There Feds shall cease to charge the Antis
With mai<ing Frenchmen rule brave yaiikccs. 1807-8
W. Irving Salmag. (1824) j88 One old tenant, who always,
just before the election, became a violent anti.

Anti, erron. var. 'ASTB sb.t; v.

Anti-aircraft (ae:ntiie»jkraft), [Anti- 1 ^.^
Used for defence against hostile aircraft ; esp. a. gun,
one for firing shrapnel at a very high elevation.
S9XA Scotsman 35 .Sept. 5/4 An anti-aircraft gun of the

Third .^rmy Corps. i^t^At/unxum 33 May 360/3 The anti-

aircraft force.

Antibiotic, a. Add

:

2. Injurious to or destructive of living matter.



ANTIBODY.

1891 Phil. Trans. (1894) B. CLXXXV. 312 Production of

at bactericidal, or at least antibiotic, substance.

AntillOdy (xntib/Tdi). BioL Chem, [tr. G.

anW^rper'. see Anti-1 2 a,] A body or substance

formed in the blood or juices of an animal, which

antagonizes the action of another substance, esp, of

a toxin or the like. Alsoyf^.

1901 Htktoen tf RifsmtuCs Pathol. 231 Substances which
appear during spontaneous or artificial infection or intoxica-

tion are known as aiuibodies(/4«/:>i<?^^') and antitoxins.

19x1 R. A. Freeman 5'oc/W /J^coy 287 The Social Anti-body

is not Mechanism itself but the domination by it of human
life and human activities, i^x R. A. Frkeman in Edin,
Kev, July 33 Those antibodies by which the existence of

aggregates of the lower organisms is brought to an end.

A^nti-Bri'tish (stress variable), a, [f. Anti-1

3 a + British.] Hostile to the interests of Britain,

opposed to the British. Hence Anti-Britisher,

one who is antagonistic to the British or British

interests ; Anti-BritisMsm, a spirit of hostility

towards the British.

1845 Syd. Smith Irish Ch. Wks. 1859 II. 334/1 Such a piece

of anti. British villany. 1898 Daily Neu'S^OcX.. 4/5 Germany
has withdrawn her anti.Briiish support from the Transvaal.
Z9(u Daily Chron, 10 Mar, 7/5 The result is that Dutch
Reformed ministers are, as a rule, anti-British. Ibid. isSept.

5/3 Commandant Wolmarans,. .an extremely bitter anti-

Britisher. 1909 H.G.Wells 7V«<>-5K«^a>'iii.iv,Thecaptain

helped him to express his own malignant Anti-Britishism.

\^^Obser-i-er\Z Mar. 17/4 There is no anti- Britishism here,

but I am puzzled by the objection to our being pro-American.

A'Utical, a^ [f. A^fTic sb, 2,] Indulging in

antics.

1S90 Harpers Mag. Apr. 797/1 Edward S. van Zile and
John Kendrick Bangs (antical Manbattaners) are writing

steadily, humorously.

Anticathode (ns^ntiikse-Jwud). Ehcir, [Anti-1

2.] The metal plate opposite the cathode in a
Rontgen vacuum tube, upon which the cathode rays

impinge and produce Rontgen rays.

ipo7A F. Hertz in Practitioner K-pt. 524 A pencil, which
points directly towards the anticathode, is fastened behind
the fluorescent screen.^ X913 Physical Rev. Ser. 11. II. 416
The anticathode . . consists of a single piece of wrought tung<
sten, having at the end facing the cathode a diameter of
3 "9 cm. 1923 Glatebi'ook's Diet, Applied Physics 595 The
electrons (cathode rays) .. are directed on a heavy metal
anticathode or target.

Anticipate, v. Add

:

10. S. African Law. To advance (the date ot

a judicial hearing). Cf. *Akticipation ^.
1888 Cape Law yrnl. 115 The defendant.. is therefore

allowed to 'anticipate* or to shorten the day of hearing
before the usually appointed time. .by giving notice. 1907
Nathan Com. Law S. Afr. § 3412 IV. 2359 In special
cases, however, the law allows a respondent to anticipate the
expiration of the period allowed for prosecuting an appeal.

Anti'cipatiiigly, adv. [f. ANTiciPATiNa///.
fl. + -LY 2.] With anticipation.
1888 Walt Whitman in Crw^Kry Mag. C1911) Dec. 250/1
His whole face would light up anticipatingly as he spoke.
X904 Daily Chron. 19 Mar. 7/5 The listeners, .tittered anti-
cipatingly.

Anticipation. Add :

9. S. Ajrican Law. The bringing up of a matter
or case for judicial hearing or action before the
normal or appointed time. Cf. *Anticipatb v. 10.

x888 Cape Laiu yml, 115 * Anticipation ' in its legal sense
is used in all cases where there xspericulum in mora; that
is where the case demands immediate attention. 1907
Nathan Com. Law S. A/r. § 2412. IV. 2359 The respondent
in the appeal may apply to the Court for an order of antici-
pation {mandament van anticipatie),

Anticlimactic (EeintikbimEe-ktik),^. [f. Anti-
climax, after Climactic] Of the nature of an
anticlimax. So A^nticliina'ctlcaaiy adv.
1898 IVestm, Gaz. 28 May 2/3 That sounds a little anti-

climactia X914 Locke Ja^^eryxiXy I urged, somewhat anti-
cHma[c]lically after my impassioned harangue [etc.]. 1917
McKenna Sonia i. 37 He began valiantly enough, and then
aniiclimactically as he caught sight of me, ' What d'you
want?'

Anticlinal, a. Add :

3. Bot. Applied to those cell-walls at a growing-
point which have a direction at right angles to the
surface : opp. to Pebiclinal 2. Also as sb» =
anticlinal wall or plane,
X882 Vises tr. Sachs' Bot. 951 The planes of the walls in

a growing-point are classified thus : a. PericlinaL.b. Anti'
clinal^ those which intersect the surface and the periclinal
walls at right angles. , , If the outline , . ofthe growing-point is

a parabola.. the anticltnals being the orthogonal trajectories
of the periclinals, constitute a system of confocal parabolas.

Anticlinorium (2e:ntiklin5»-ri^m). Geol.

[mod.L., f. as Anticlinal + Or. opos mountain +
termination -ium^ A mountain :ange or region
in which the folds of the strata are chiefly anticlinal.
^893 iJtkAnn. Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv. n. 220 It often bap*

pens that the result of the combination of many anticlines
and synclines is to form a complex structure, which, regarded
as a whole, is either synclinal or anticlinal. The former is

called a synclinorium, the latter an anticlinorium.

Anti-clockwise (8e:nti|kV'kw3iz),(Z. and adv.
[f. Anti-1 j c -t- Clock j^. + -wise.] « Counter-
clockwisb.
1898 G. Wherry in Levteet 1 Jan. 24/1 Mathematicians

often use the expression ' clockwise ' or ' anticlock-wise ' to
indicate the way of a spiral coil. 1914 Domvillb-Fipe.S'm^'

26

tnarines, etc. 163 A tiny three or four-cylinder engine which
operates twin screws, moving ' clockwise ' and ' anti-clock-

wise'. 2917 ' Contact' Aimiofi's Outings 153 A little left

rudder again puts the needle into an anticlockwise motion.

X9»7 Daily Express 2^ Sept, 3/3 A clockwork motor that is

wound up anti-clockwise.

Anti-COherer (setntijk^jhiB'rsi). Wireless Tele-

graphy. [Anti-1.] a device used in connexion with

the receiving apparatus as a detector of electric

waves, which greatly increase its resistance.

1902 Westtn. Gaz. 16 June y/3 In the place of acoherer at

the receiving station, .[there is] an anti-coherer.

Anticryptic(sentikri'ptik),a. ZooL [f. Anti-1

(here used advb.) + Cbtptic] Applied to mark-

ings or coloration serving for concealment to the

disadvantage of some other animal : distinguished

from Pbocbyptic, q.v.

1890 E. B. PouLTON Colours Atiim. xvii. 336 Protective

and Aggressive Resemblances are classed as Cryptic Colours

(Procryptic and Anticryptic). Ibid. 337 Pseudepisematic

colours, .are special instances of Anticryptic colours.

Antidoron (asntid5»'rfm). Greek Ch. [Gr.

j

avribwpov return-gift, f. &vri Anti-^ + hOtpov gift.]

I

= EULOGIA c.

I

1850 Neale Holy East. Ch. i. 525 Before the people are

\
dismissed, the Priest gives them the antidoron ; i.e. a part of

j

the bread blessed for the prothesis. 1893 Maclean &
j

Browne Cath. East 209 The Syrian deacon . .may also make
I

the holy loaves for consecration and for the Antidoron.

j

Anti-enzyme (asntiie-nzim) [f.*ANTi(BODy) +
j
*Enzyme.] The antibody to an enzyme.
1903 Lancet 4 Apr. 946/1 The human stomach wall con-

tains an anti-enzyme to its own ferment, 1906 L. HiLi^ etc.

Recent Adv. Physiol. 107 The first anti-enzyme was shown
to exist by Morgenroth in the ca.se of anti-rennin.

Anti-fat (se-ntiifset), a. and sb, [Anti-1 3 c (2).]

A. adj. That counteracts the formation of, or re-

duces the amount of fat. B. sb. A substance used as

a remedy for the prevention or reduction of obesity.

1887 Bentlev Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 766 This Alga is the
ei^sential constituent in the nostrum termed Anti- Fat. 1909
Brit. Med. Assoc, Secret Remedies ix, 92 Anti- Fat.. acts
solely upon the food in the stomach.

Antifebrin(sentiiffbrin). Also-ine. [Anti-1.]

Acetaniiid, used as an antipyretic.

1891 Medical Annual 2 We are reduced to a choice of
antipyretics; this now lies between phenacetin and anti-

febrm. 1893 W. A. Hammond in N. Amer. Rev. CLVI. 21
Coal tar, that wonderful body towhich weowe..Antifebrine.

Anti-fed, -federal, -federalist. IZ-S.

[Anti- l
5.] An opponent of federalism in the early

years of American independence. Also Anti-
fe'deral a., -fe*deralism.
1788 Maryland yrnl. 3 June (Th.) The famous Dr. Spring

asked a lady on which side she was, fed, or *anlifed. 1798
Fessendbn in Spirit of Farmers' Museum (1801) 43 These
fine fellows should be led By Lyon, sturdy Antifed, Who
ought to howl with broken head. 1806 — Democr. Un-
veiled u 112 Supported by the factious heads Of ever
restless anti-feds. 1789 Jefferson JVrit. (1859) II. 576
'i'hey are furiously *antifederal. i79|6-i8ox Fi-:ssenden Orr^.
Poems (1806) 55 And swears no anti-federal noddy Has half
a soul to bless his body. 1806 — Democr. Unveiled i. 13
As Torries many of you vex'd us As Antlfederals then per-
plex'd us. X789 Boston Centinel J a.n.t The genius of •Anti-
Federalism, .it was bom in August, 1787, 1788 Maryland
yrnl. 18 Feb. (Th.) This town is now divided into two
distinct parties, Federalists and *Antifederalists. x8oo
Aurora (Philad.) 28 Nov.(Th.) By anti-federalist, the same
is meant as by jacobin,, .and the like.

Anti-fogma*tic. C/.S. [f. Anti-I y + ajocular
formation on Fog sb."} An alcoholic liquor taken
to counteract the effects of damp or wet.
X78g Massachriseits Spy 12 Nov. 4/2 Rum. Its great

utility in preserving the planters from the effects of the
damp and unwholsome air of the morning, has given it the
medical name of an Antifogmatick. 1813 Paulding y. Bull
* Br, yon. xviii. (ed. 2) 92 They were also wonderful boys
for what they called antifogmatics. 1824 P. Horry Ltje
Marion ix. (1833) 77 Now suppose you take a glass ofpeach
..they say it is good of a rainy morning., a mighty antifog-
matic. 1840 W. G. Simms Border Beagles g'^, 1 had just risen
to take my antifogmatic. iSs*^^g'<'<'d as a Comedy (Philad.)

134 (Th.) Tom Nettles [was] mixing a couple of rosy anti-
fogmatics.

Antigen (ae-ntidgen). Biol. Ghent, [f. *Anti-
(body) + -GEN.] A foreign substance which, when
introduced into the cells ofa living organism, causes
the production of aa *Antibody and thus effects

immunization,

^ X909 Cetii. Diet. Suppl. s.v. Immunity^ The introduction
into the body of almost any foreign substance of an albumi-
nous character {antigen) is followed by the production of a
corresponding antagonistic or antibody. 1911 yrnl. Chetn.
Soc. C. 11. 812 When an optimum dose of antigen (goat's or
rat's blood) is injected intravenously into a dog.

Antijlldaic(3enti,d3«d^'ik),fl.andj(5. [f, Akti-1
5 a -H Judaic a.] That is contrary to the Jews or
Jewish opinion, policy, etc. Hence Antijnda'ioallr
adv.
1885 LiGHTFOOT Apostolic Fathers I. 371 Marcion was

markedly Anti-judaic 19x6 J. Rendel Harris Testimonies
I. 49 tyeremiah prophesied by the Holy Ghost.'] It Is a very
favourite quotation with the earlier anii.Judaics. xgao Ibid.
11.16 The passagequoted by St. Paul is used anti-Judaically.

^Antilegomena (3e:ntilegf?-mena), sb.pL [Gr.
di/TiAf7o/i€i'a, neut. pi. of pres. pple. pass, of avri-
Xiyeiv to gainsay, pass, to be disputed.] The
deuterocanonical books of the New Testament.

ANTIOPEIiMOUS.

[1847 Ckusi^ tr. Eusebius* Eccl. Hist. (ed. 4) 247 He has
given us abridged accounts of all the canonical Scriptures,

not even omitting those that are disputed (The Antilego-

menoi).] \^'js Encycl. Brit. II. 13^2 The following isa cata-

logue of the AntiUgomena'.—the Epistle to the Hebrews,
the Epistle of St. James, the Second Epistle of St. Peter,

the Second and Third Epistles of St. John, the Epistle of
St. Jude, the Apocalypse.

Anti-lipoid (sentili'poid). [Anti-1.] An anti-

body having the power of reactuig with any of the

lipoids (Dorland Med. Diet. 1913).

Antilogy, abbreviation of Antilogabithm.
19*7 Chacknell (title) Elementary Practical Mathematics.

With Tables of Logs and Antilogs.

Antimacassared (3e:ntimak2e*s3jd), a.

Covered or adorned with an Antimacassab.
1907 Arnold Bennett Grivi Smile ofFive Tovms^ * Silent

Brothers ' § 2. 56 Seated in the antimacassared arm-chair.
X938 Daily Express 31 July 8/3 The antimacassared chairs,

the horse-hair sofa, and the picture of Queen Victoria's
jubilee.

Anti-mason. U,S. [Anti- 1 5 b.] One who is

opposed to Freemasonry.
x8a8 in T. W. Barnes Zr/^ Th. WeedUZZ^) I. 307 If under

these multiplied difficulties theAnti-Masons incline to bestow
their votes upon Mr. Southwiclc. 1838 Congress. Globe
Apr.j App. 275/1 Counterfeit Democrats, National Re-
publicans, Anttmasons, and Abolitionists. 1878 J. H. Beadls
Western IVi/dsxiu 186 They parted and held their owiii and
they daresn't an anti-mason show hisself.

So Anti-xuaso*2Llo a. ; Anti-ma'sonry.
i8j6 Th. Weed (////*) The *Anli-Masonic Enquirer. i8aft-

30 H. D. Ward {title) The Anti-Masonic Review and Maga-
zine. 1899 QuiNN Pennsylv. Stories 59 His grandfather. . had
been one of the local leaders of the Anti-Masonic party. x8»7
inT. W. Barnes /-i^ Th. IVecd {\ZZ^) II. 31 The subject of
my communication was *anii-Masonry. 1831 Mks. Holley
Texas Lett, (1835) 128 There is neither masonry, anti-

masonry, nullification, nor court intrigues. 1879 H. O'REtixv
(^///f) American Political Antimasonry.

Antinationalism. Antinational principle

or policy. So A:&tinationaIi-stlc a,

1906 Milker in Daily Chron. 29 Sept. 5/7 The danger.,
was the growth of a spirit of what he could only call anti*

nationalism. x9ao jgtk Cent. Aug. 204 Antinationalistic class
war.

Anti-natural (ae^ntiinse'tiural, -tjaral). a, [f.

Anti-1 ^q + Natural a.] Contrary or antagonistic

to nature.
a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. IV. T. (1618) 328

Your Diuinity in the Supper is Anti-naturall. .that is.. con-
trary to nature. X7»7 Pope, etc Art of Sinking v. This
happy and antinatural way of thinking. 1897 Daily News
34 Nov. 9/5 Such wealth is represented as not only 'anti-

social *, but * anti-natural '. 1^94 Public Opinion 23 May
504/3 This human conception is simply antinatural.

Anting-anting (a-ntiq, a-ntiq). [Tagalog.]
A supposed supernatural influence having the power
of protecting its possessor from harm ; also, an
amulet or charm having the same qualities.

1890 Foreman Philippine Isl. 129 The most ignorant
classes, .believe that certain persons are possessed of a dia-
bolical influence called anting-anting, which preserves them
from all harm,^ 1898 Daily A'ews 28 July 2/2 Supernatural
qualities ofanting-aniing. 1900F. H. ^awykk Inha/>. /'Ailip-

pines 215 The famous 'I'ulisanes or bandits, thoroughly be-
lieve in the power of the Aniin-Antin or amulet to render
them invulnerable to bullets.

Antiniad (aenti-nised), adv. Anat. [f. next
+ *-AD. Cf. Iniad.] In a direction towards the

antinion; towards the anterior portion of the
cranium. So Antiziial (asnti'ni&l), a. Anat,, of
or belonging to the antinion.

1803 J. Barclay Netv Anat. Nontencl. 165 Antiniad will
signify towards the antinial [aspect]. 1808 — Muscular
Motions 277 The fulcrum,. is situated between the power
and the resistance, which are respectively iniad and antiniad
of the centre of motion. 1852 Sir

J. Richardson Z<w/. Voy.
H.M.S. Herald qZ From the antimal tip of the premaxillary
to the occipital spine.

Antinion (aenti*ni^V Anat. [f. Gr. 6yri

Anti-1 a -h iviov Inion ^] The medial frontal pait
of the head, farthest from the inion.

1803 J. Barclay Neru Anat. Nomencl. 146 Thb distant
part of the face, .may be called the Antinion.

Antiocliene (sentsi'^fn), a. and sb. [ad. L.
AntiochenuSy f. Antioehia Antioch.] A. adj. Of
or pertaining to Antioch in Syria, esp. to the school

of theology represented chiefly by the church at

Antioch in the 4th and 5th centuries. B. sb. An
adherent of this school.

1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 355/2 The antagonism between
the Alexandrian and Antiochene schools of theology. Ibid,

356/3 The Antiochenes continued to maintain for a consider-
able time an attitude of antagonism towards C>Til and his

creed. 1894 Rivington Prim. Ch. 192 To understand, .the
Antiochene troubles of that century aright, it is necessary to

bear in mind that St. Meletius entered upon bts episcopate
at Antioch under false pretences.

Also Antiocllian(senti^-kian),a. in same sense.

1840 E. Cox tr. DdlUnger's Hist. Ch, I. iL 87. X76 The
Antiochian fathers.

Antiopelmons (asnti<7pe*lm9s), a. Omith.
[f. Gr. drrios set against + viXfia sole of the foot

+ -ous.] Applied to a disposition of the muscles
of the foot of picarian birds.

1884 Riverside Nat. Hist. IV. 369 [It bein?] opposed to
the above, and only found in these non-cuculine, pair-toed
birds, we propose to call this arrangement antiopelmous.



ANTI-PAPAL. 27 ANY.

Anti-papal (a.'nti,p^-pal;, a. [Axn-l 3.] Op-
posed to popery and the pope,
1649 Milton £iion. xxvii. 314 He.. charges strictly his

Son after him to persevere in that Anti- Papal Scisme. i8j>4

J. C. Hedley Retreat xxi. (ed. 4) 357 Tnc anti-Catholic,

anti-Papal,..and anti-sptritual titerature. 190a Gaironbr
Hist. Engl, C/u lOih Cent, vtii. (1903) 141 Some anti-papal

measures

AntipatlLarian (?e:ntip3]^»*riau), a. (sb,)

ZooL p. mod.L. Antipatharia (f. AntipcUhes^

name of the typical genns) + -ak.] Belonging to

the order Antipatharia of corals (the black corals)

;

as sb. a coral of this order. So AntijMktliid

(3enti*pa)tid),a coral belonging to the Antipathidsf^

a family of this order.

1390 Atkenatum 17 Mav 644 i Prof. F. Jeffrey Bell [read

a paper on] the antipatharian coraU.. containing..an ac-

count of a very remarkable antipaihid from the neighbour,
hood cJT. . Mauritius. 1899 Nat. Science Jan. 9o_Large num.
ben of hydroids, antipathids, and the crinoid Antedon
^kaloMpum were dredged. 1984 Gtasg§vi Herald x Nov.
4 The black corals or antipatharians.

Antiphlo^istilL ,3e:ntifbd3i-stin). [f. Anti-
phlogistic + -wl.] A proprietary preparation used

as an anodyne, antiseptic, and antiphlogistic.

1901 DoRU^ND Med, Dut. (ed. 3). 1^x0 Six W. BKNNrrr
in Practitioner June 750 The induction of hj-peraemia b
certainly M>nietim«s beneficial and is most easily effected by
the use of some such material as Antiphlogistine.

Antiplanet (£e:ntiplanet). Photogr, Also
•at. [ad. G. antiplamU (A. Steinheil, 1881% f^

Gr. drW, AxTl- J + wAoyfiy to wander. The form
with -^ seems to be due to association with Gr.

wKtuvifT^t wandering.] A doublet composed of un-

symmctrical lenses, the opposite aberratioos of
which correct each other,

il^ J. T. Taylor Optics c/Pk^tcgra^hr xu. 72 Steinheil

makes the aotiplanal in two lonaMf one having a larger angu-
lar aperture than the other. 190a S. P. Thompsom Lumtner'a
Pkatogr, Optics x. 61 'llie Antiplanet of A. SteinbeiL 1909
Etuyct. Brit, XXXI. 69^/3 The * Portrait Antiplanet '.. is

also a distinct type, differing from the ordinary Steinheil
antiplanets.

AjitilK>dal, a. Add

:

3. sptc.'xtiBot, Applied to cells at the base ofthe
embryo lac, formed by division of the naclent.
iST* Emcycl, Brit. IV. 146/1 In some caMs at tb« bsM of

the enbrycHsac a few cells are formed, which have been
tormcd antipodal cells. \%^ Xat, Scitnct June 375 The
variety jn the place of origin of the embryos uom ^g'Cells,
synerglds, antipodal cells, or nuccUus.

Antipyrin (sentipw^Tin). [f. A!rnpTB(Enc)
+ -1X1.] xbe commercial name of a l>cnzene

deriTaliTe,C|,Hj2N20, used as an antipyretic: dis-

covered in 1 884 by L. Knorr, professor at Jena.
tttA JmLCfum. Soc, XLVI. 1378 By distillatSoa with

zinc-dust, antipyrinc yields benzerM. 1893 (*«^ ToLYPvaiNJ.
190s EncycL Brit, XXXlll. a7i/i Anttpyrin belongs rather
to the furfurol group.

Antique, a< Add : Applied to old fnmitare^
pictoresy chma, and other articles of vertn, esp. as
sought for and collected by amateurs ; absoL with
M/, antique articles collectively. Also tb, such an
article ; frcq. attrib. as in antique deaUr (a dealer
in antiques, who also often repairs and renovates
thcm),/«r«iVA^r, shop,
tM^oP.O. Guide 351/1 Antique Furniture Dealers. 1851

Uf/iV) Antiquarian Gleanings in the North of KnglancL
being examples of antique furniture,"plate,.._etc. drawn and
etched by William H. Scott. T. TuacaaifAM
C*tlfct^ga When an anciciit dame, .drew one (jr. a minia-

tcroiiftfaandfromanantiqoccabuMt. i~

„ Jo«i,jeweH(i

1 antique china. itt4 £t^ Iliustr. Me^. Dec aio/i Brass

ture]ofbcra ifromanantiqoccabuMt. i$jyG.Shrimp-
/<»«'# C7V'n/Z>/'-wt 33 Walford A: Soa,jewdlen, and dealers

and copper vssult .'. mamr of them shapely as antiquely
sttS ititit) Antique and llodem Point Lace. 1904 Daily
CAnm, so Jan. 8/1 A story told in the * antit^ue * shops shows
the CTumlng of those concerned in the busmeu. 1908 R. ft
^ SHACKLaroM (/i/Zr) The quest of the antique, being soese
personal eiperieoces in the finding of old furniture. 19x3
EfgL Rtv. May 301 Genuine antiques are admitted in
America duty free. Z9M igtk Cefit. July 166 Morrison was
suying with a little antique>dcaler in the West of England.

Anticiiiity. Add :

4. o. The early ages of the Christian era ; the
early centuries of the Church ; more explicitly

Christian antiquity,
1964 Hardimc Ahsw. ytwet 173 To see antiquttie for

proofe hereof . Let bim reade [etc.( i574 Bristow Motives
^*S99) 54 All Antiquity ts full of such practise. 1753 Chal-
LONKR Catk. Chr, Instr^ 77 This Custom, .is as ancient as
Christianity, as appears from the mo^t certain Monuments
of Antiquity. 1850 Newman DiJJicmtties of AngUcans L iL
{1801) I. 40 He would have given up the EsUbtt^ment,
rather than have rejected Antiquity, i860 A. P. dk Lislx
in E. PurccU L^t (1900) L a. 185 Christian Antiquity.

Anti-rabio (xntiirse'bik), a. [irreg. f. Anti-1
3 b + Kabieb + -ic] i^Iaving the property of coun-
teracting the virtu of rabies; curing, or relating to
the cure of, rabies. Also Antt-rablvtlo (r^bitctik)
a., Anti-r&blflo (r^bi-fik), a,

18S7 Science IX. 186 The Russian anttrabic inoculation
institution [in Odessa]. iS88VVa/wnr XXXIX. 73 The anti-
r^bietic treatment of M. Pasteur. 1894 Saturt 8 Mar.
4}7/3 The eMablishment in the chief town of esu:h province
of an antirabific laboratory. 1919 Timet (weekly ed.) 35
Apr. ^04 llic treatment of patients with specific anti-rabtc
materml.

Anti-Saloon. U.S. [Anti-1 4.] Opposed to the
existence of drinking-saloons ; $5p, in Anti-Saloon
League., an organization formed in the United States

in 1893.
1888 A^. Amer, Rev. K\x%, 148 In the latter convention

good men . . wanted an anti-saloon plank put in the plat-
form. i8gi Cycl.Temperance 4- Prokib. 29 The Anti-Saloon
Republicans prepared to test their strength in the national
councils of the party. 1894 Arena (Boston) May 828 They
organize leagues of various sorts, 'Anti-Saloon Republican
Leagues,'., and the like. 1900 J. Rownthee & A. Sher*
WELL Temperance Refortn (ed. 7) 282 This list was fur-
nished by the State Superintendent of the Minnesota Anti>
Saloon League. 1900 Nation (N.Y.) 20 Apr. 427/2 Brewers
and distillers, who. .nave joined with the reform clubs and
Anii-Saloon League in securing the passage of a drastic
excise law,

Antise'pticism. (-siz*m). [f. Antiskftic +
-ISM.] Antiseptic surgical treatment. So Antl-
sa'ptlxa V. trans, to treat antiseptically ; to dis-

infect by means of an antiseptic.

1880 ^KVtiXXA. Aneurism 14 Acareful and thorough appH.
cation of antisepticism renders pyaemia, .very rare. 1888M,
Mackenzie Illness Frtdk. the Noble 109 The Professor of
Surgery, in the matter of antisepticism, attended tothe letter

rather than to the spinL 1901 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 403 The
bottle and its contents must be antiseptized at a heat of 123
degs. centigrade.

Anti-serum (3enti,s3»-riJm). Bacteriology. PI.

-serums, -sera. [Anti-1 7 b.] A serum con-
taining a specific antibody, which, when injected,

neutralizes the toxin of the micro-organism from
which it is prepared.
X901 NuTTALL in Daily Chron. 28 Dec. 3/7 No other bloods

excepting those of monkeys give a reaction to the anti-serum
forhuman blood. \9i%Pembrey^Ritchi*'sGem*Paih^.\j,Z,

Antisocial^ a. Add :

2. b. Sociology. Pertaining to a class of persons
devoid of or antagonistic to normal social instincts.

1896 GiDDiNCS Princ. SocioL iv. 72 The antt-soctal or cri-

minal (class], in which the consciousness ofkind is approach*
ing extinction.

Antisooialist. Delete rar<~^ and add

:

2. One who is antagonistic to socialism. So
ntlso'cUlism.
«ti8s^ J. S. Mill (Annandale) The vitality of these

assodatioos must indeed be great to have enabled about
twenty of them to survive the antisocialist reaction. 1905
Daily Chron. 26 June ^'3 Mr. Deakin declined on behalf
of the Liberal Protectionists to accept Anli'Socialism as tlie

issue at the next General Election.

Antisociali^ (aentisJafiaeliti). [£ Anti-
social + 'iTY.] The quality or condition of being

antisocial: a. Aversion to social intercourse; b.
Antagonism to the laws of ordered society.
1818 T. L. PcACOCK Nightmare Ab&ey vii. xoo That amU

able diacoQtcnt and antisociality, which you reprobate in

our present parlour.window literature. s9oa Amer.ymL
Psychol. Oct. 586 The anti-sociality of so many defectives is

due to the arrest which so often t^cs place at the end of
childhood.

Anti-8padix(aenti,sp^'diks). ZooL [ANTi-^a.]
A group ot four tentacles situated opposite to the

spodix in the male nautilus.
X883 E. R. Lankestkr in En^ycL Brit. XVI. 674/2 These

four tentacles may be called the * anti-spadix *, 1888 ROL-
LESTuN & Jacicsom Anitn, Li/t 437.

Antifitrophe. Add :

4. Cryst, \^>ftx quot, and cf. MetastbofhB a.)

189s W. Stosy.Maskblvms Cryttallpgr, v. | 80. 99 A solid
figure.. is [symmetrical] to aplane of symmetry when corre-
sponding points equidistant from the plane would lie on any
line drawn perpendicularly to the plane. Where the solid

figure presents symmetry to only a single plane (and not to
a centre also) the corresponding portions of its surface . .are
to each other as either would be to its own image if seen re-

flected by the plane of symmetry as by a mirror. /></—Such
a oorre^oodeoce of form will be termed antistrophe, and
such fignrca will be said to be antistrophic to each other.

s«p W. J. Lewis CrysteUtegr. 21.

Juiti-8nbnLarine(,a.-:nii|S0-bmiirm),a. [Anti-1

4.] Employed or used for defence against enemy
submarines.
1914 DoMVtLLE-FlFE Sttbmaritus Ix. heading, Anti-Sub.

mariite Tactics, /bid. So Fa^t vessels required for and-
submarine operations. 191$ Ti/nss (weekly ed.) 32 Oct. 897
These anti-«ibmarine cralL

Anti-ran (scntistm). [Anti- l.] The point in

the sky diametrically opposite the sun ; esp. a point

opposite the sun in azimuth, of the same altitude

as the sun.

1900 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 705 Babinet located a neutral
point or zooe about as far from the anti-sun as was Arago*s
from the stm itself.

Anti-tank (aemtitse-nk ),a. [A nti-1 4 -t- *Tank.]
Used against tanks.

191^ Faksow Diet, Milit. Terms^ Amti-tas$hGitn, a gun
especially designed and prepared to meet the onrush of ihe
tank or mobile fort. 1990 J. F.C. Fullkx Tanks inCt, IVar
s6o During the winter of 1916 and 1917 instructions Mrere

issued on anti-tank defence.

Antitoxic (aentitf- ksik), a. {sb,) [Aim-1 3 b.]

Having the quality of coimtcracting the effect of
a toxin ; of the nature of an antitoxiiu Also as sb,

i8po B1U.IMCS Afed. Diet., Amtitoxtes, antidotes. 1894
Daily Nevjs 1 Dec. 3 4 The anti*toxic serum treatment of
diphtheria. 1894 Liberal -i^ Nov. 41/2 Bacterial products
being gifted with an antitoxic power. 1905 G. A. Rato/'rf'H£.

Heredity x. 124 * Passive ' immunity which results from the
injection of antitoxic sera.

Ajltitozin (sentitp'ksin). Also erron. -ino.

[Anti-1 7 b.] A substance, esp. a protein, which
has the property of counteracting the effect of a
toxin : either existing normally, or produced as the

Antibody to a toxin. Also attrib.

289s Pop, Set, Monthly Sept. 629 Acquired immunity de-
pends upon the formation of an antitoxine in the body of the
immune animal. 1893 Eorin. Rev. Jan. 115 Antitoxin was
used, and resulted in perfect recovery. 1891^ Pofi, Set.
Monthly Sept. 715 The principles.. employed in the anti-
toxine treatment of diphtheria. 1904 [see Toxin],

Anti-vaccinist (senti ,vse'ksinist) . [f. Anti-1 6
+ Vaccinist.] One who is opposed to the practice

of vaccination.
i8aa Blacku', Mag. XII. 786 [He] treated with utter scorn

. . every hint ofthe anti*vaccinist. 1896 Daily News 2 Dec.
8/5 He would disfranchise the anti-vaccinist for ' bad citizen-
ship '. 1B98 Ibid, 20 Apr. 4/7 The anti-vaccinii>t agitation.

Antivenene (3e:ntiv/hrn). Also erron, -in(e.

[f. Anti-1 7 b -t- lL,venenum poison, Vknom.] An
antitoxin; spec, that used as an antidote to the
venom of serpents. AUoaisad/. = *ANTlT0Xic,q.v.
189s Phttrmaceut, Jml. 20 July 59 Observations of anti-

venene and the production of immunity against serpents'
venom. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 271/2 The serum is

found to act as an anii-venin. 1904 Brit. Med. yrnl. lo
Sept. 574 Polyvalent antivenenes, 1909 IVestm. Gaz. 17
Aug. 6/ 3 The anti-venine treatment. 191s Adami & McCrae
Paihol. 168 By the repeated injection of minute quantities

of venom into lower animals, antitoxins—or antivenins..
can be obtained for all the animal poisons.

Antler-motll. A noctuid moth {CharsBos or

Ccrapteryx graminis), the larva of which is de-

structive in meadow lands.

183a T. Brown Bk. Btdterfl. 4- M. (1834) 1. 78 The Antler
Moth , . devours a considerable variety of grasses. 1897
Daily Neyss 13 Sept. 6/2 The grub of the antler moth.. has
been known to commit such havoc that . . the meadows looked

I
as if a fire had passed over them.

Antodd (x'ntJud). [ad. Gr. d^rfiSi; responsive

singing, f. dvTt against + ySiJ Ode.] An ode sung
in response to another (in a Greek play).
1883 Times 28 Nov. 6 The piece was very well received .

.

the ode and antoUe of the parabasis meeting with special

appluuse.

A'ntony over. U,S, (See quot. 1871.)
187X ScHtLE DE Verb Atnericanisnts (1872) 579 Antony

Over^sL game of ball played by two parties of boys, on
opposite sides ofa schoolhouse, over which the ball is thrown.
Used in Pennsylvania. 1899 G. Adz Doc. Hortte xi. iiS
\V'hy he and the alligator moved the dresser out from the
wall and began to play * ant'ny over * with my eye.

Antwerp (scntwaip). The Belgian city of that

name, used attrib. in Antwerp pigeon^ a variety of
homing or carrier pigeon.
1839 Netv Sporting Mag. June 378 The Antwerps are a

later introduction into our country.. .1 believe little was
known of them before the famous Antwerp match in July
183* 1876 Fulton Bk. Pigtons 258 A few years ago,
when Antwerp fanciers were few and far between. Ibid.
968 The bird now known as the Antwerp Carrier, Voyaeeur,
or Homing Pigeun. 1904-5 Encycl, Amer. XIV. 341 Two
main types of the Belgian homer have been distinguished
as the Antwerp and the Liege varieties, the former being
larger but less graceful in form than the latter.

Anxious, a, 2. Anxious bcfuk or seat (addi-

tion.-il examples; see quot. 1839). (J,S,

1831 Mrs. Trollope Dont. Mann. Americans I. iii The
poor creatures. . seated themselves on the ' anxious benches '.

x839MARRYAT/>/<tr)^^mrr. II. xi. 184 In front of the pulpit
there was a space railed off, and strewed with straw, which
I was told was the Anxions seat^ and on which sat those
who were touched by their consciences or the discourse of
the preacher. 1888 J. Kirklamd McVeys 19 ' Seekers ' were
sought for and urged forward to the ' anxious seat * or
' mourners bench ' by zealous friends.

b. On the anxious betich or seat (Bg.), in a state

of anxiety. U.S.
z86i Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's Isl, II. i. 1 What a life you

did lead me in them days I 1 think you kep' me on the
anxious seat a pretty middlin' spell. 1883 Nye Baled Hay
17 By telling . . lies about both I managed to .. keep the
two elements on the anxiousseat. 1894 Congtess. Rec. Feb.
2382/1, I am glad to see so many gentlemen *on the anxious
seat '. X906 N. y. Even. Post 23 Nov. 1 The entire diplo*

Diatic corps at Havana is .. on the * anxious bench '. zgio

>y. M. Raimk B. O^Connor 25 That extra hour and a half

cinches our escape, and we weren't on the anxious seat any
without it.

Any, a. Add: 1. e. Any old x any... what-
ever, slang {otig, C/.S,),

X911 R. W. Chambers Common Law it 63 ' Would you
liketohaveachance to study ?'..*Study? What?' 'Sculp<
ture^any old thing 1

' 1918 W. J. Locke Rough Road v,

Mate, Bill, Joe—any old name, igao Independent (U.S.)

4 Dec 333 Any old cluropean war.

7« b. At all. (Without comparative adj. or

adv.) diai. and l/,S.

1817 Analectic Mag. (Pbilad.) IX. 437 (Th.) If our readers
are any like ourselves, we think they cannot help laughing.
t8s3 Ntuttuiket Inquirer a Dec. (Tb.) I much need (a

nap], not having slept any for several nights. x8s7 Massa-
chusetts Spy 8 Aug. (Th.) It can't be that he has been ex-

amined and cross-questioned, and differed any. 1834 S.

Smith Major Downing 6 It is not likely Mr. Ruggles
will be speaker any thb winter. 185^ Holland Ba^ Path
(1864) 32 Your words come down jest like rain spattenn' on a
rock. They don't soak in any. 1869 * Makk Twain * Innoc,

Abroad \v. 45 It is a good tune—you can't improve it any.

x88ol\U.BuKNBTTA'rc#//.(^/(//'(tf/w«rz2, 1 had neverdanced
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any, and 1 determined that I w<Mild break the ice, 1887 J, C.

Harris Free Joe (i888t i8i It certainly had not improved

any since ihc war. 18S8 Detroit Free Fress Aug, { Fanner),

Was he hurt any? A little. x888 Amer. CatweUt (Farmer).

I had just enough money to pay ray passage to Natchez,

but the fact did not worrv me any. 1896 Harpers Mng:
XCII. 778/3, I don't think he could have suffered any,

he looked so peaceful 1904 Booki^ers Mag. Mar. 36a

One imercsting speech followed which did not help matters

any. 1911 H. P. Faikchild Gretk Immigr, to U. S, loi

Costa was net used to springs, and he did not mind this any.

AxLywhere» adv. Add : b. Used with from

, . /*, to indicate limits of variation. U,S.

iSgy OuttHg^ XXIX. 471/1 The tarpon will be anywhere

from fifty to thrwe hundred feet away wiien the hoat is

ready to follow him. 1909 * O. Henry* Options (1916) 13

1*11 guarantee an increase of anywhere fiom ten thousand to

a hundred thousand a year.

Ansae (ECnzaek). A word made up from the

ioitials of Australian and New Zealatid Army
CorpSy and used colloq. for a member of that corps.

Abo aiirid., as Anzac Day, the day (25 April, 1915)

on which these troops effected a landing in the

GalUpoli Peninsula daring the war of 1914-18, or

any anniversary of that day.

1916 Dtuiy Mail i Nov. 4/4 * Anzac '.
. is a word that bids

fair to be reckoned among the immortals, xgao Gl<isgoro

Herald 26 Apr. 9 Anzac Day.

Aoristically, «^- Add quots.

:

]86e (j. P. Maksh Led. Eft^l. La/i^. xiv. 300 In most
languages, .even tiie forms grammatically expressive of time
are, in general propositions, employed aoristically, or without
any reference to time. 1880 Expositor 381 There is no need
to suppose these aorists used aoristically (as they would be
in classic Greek).

Aoudad (a*/«l?ed). Also audad, udad. [Fr.

form of native name.] A species of wild sheep,

Ovts ox AmmotragHS tragelaphus (often domesti-

cated), found in N. Africa.
1864. J. Orusbv Autumn Rambles 70 The maned moufflon

of the Atlas, ..the Aoudad of modern naturalists. 1886
KncycL Brit. XXI, 785/1 'J'be.. goat-like aoudad, (^. trage-

laphus. 190* Ibid. XXXIIl. 483/2 The magnificent udad or

Barbary sheep.

Aoal (a-«I). Also aoull, aul. [Eastern Turkish

««/.] A Caucasian or Tartar village or encamp-
ment.
x8z8 J. B. Fraser Kuzzilbask I. iv. 48 Men, women, and

children, poured tumu!tuousIy from the nearer aouls. 1877

D. M. ^KULKQX. Russia xxL II. 39 The aoul consisted of

about twenty tents.. scattered about in sporadic fashion.

•^Sk^ Leisure Hour 461/ 1 One or two of the mounted young
men are sent from the aul . . to select a suitable spot for a
new encampment.

Apache (apse-J, Hapa-j). [Fr., a. Apache
(apa-tjtf), one of a warlike tribe of American
Indians in New Mexico and Arizona.] A member
of a band of robbers and assassins in and around
Paris and other European cities ; also gen. a man
of ruffianly character- Also attrib. (e.g. Apache
hcUy scarf).
1903 ll^estm. Gaz. 22 Oct. S/i The leader of the band of

roughs in Paris Icnown as the ' Apaches \ x^og Times
9 Feb. 4/4 Those apacius with which Brussels is haunted.
1909 'O. Henry' Roads of Destiny xii, Probably.. you'd
need him to.. help stand off a batKl of Apaches. zgi8 F.

Hackett Irelandm. 80 This faith in the Apache character

of Ulster Catholics. 1930 Times Lit. Suppi. 10 June 363/2
Something a little more Bacchic than the calculated extra-

vagances of the drawing-room apache would occasionally
relieve the atmosphere. 1908 Funck 30 May 602 Friend
(referring to 'Apache' hat). ' I like that one, dear. You see,

it*s noticeable without being really fierce.'

Aparejo (separ?-h^). Also app-, U.S. [Sp.

aparejo preparation, harness, tackle.], A pack-
saddle.

1845 T. J. Green Texian Exped. xiv. 228 An aparejo, a kind
of pack-saddle upon which ts packed all kinds of produce.

1847 RuxTON Adv. Mexico x. 65 Mules so lacerated by the
chaiinQS of theaparejos, that the rib-bones are plainly dis-

cernible, 1887 Scribiurs Mag. Oct. 511/1 The traveller.

.

willhave furtherto master the art. .of securing \\\& aperejo.

189s C. King Fort Frayne li. 22 Ten days rations were set

aside in readiness to be packed on the apparejos the moment
word should come. 1907 S. E, \^^\tv. Arizona. Niglits \. U. 17
We skirmished arouud and found a condemned army pack
saddle with aparejos.

Apartment. Add: 1. b. A set of rooms
forming one dwelling-house in a building con-
taining a number of these. (Corresponding \oflat
in British use.) 6^".^.

1890 Harper^s Mag. Jan. 327/1 Mr. and Mrs. Delancy
Robinson reside in a cosy flat, or * apartment', as they
prefer to cat! it, in New York city. 1891 J.

A. Rus Horn other
halflives -zt^i Of the one hundred and six*aparUnents* only
four were vacant in August. 1903 N. Y. Ez:en. Fost 12 Sept.,
The chief distinction between a flat and an apartment,
according to the accepted definition, is thit the apartment
has an elevator.

C, attrib. : apartment-house, a house divided
into residential suites of rooms, esp. as distinguished

from one divided into flats by the absence of
facilities for cooking. So apartment hotel.

1883 Efuycl. Amer. I. 297/2 The rapid multiplication of
apartment-houses tn tlie larger cities brings large maiues of
building under the hand of the architecu 1890 Harper's
Mmg. Apr. 740/1 No. 15 in the third section of the Haworth
zpartmcot-house was vacant. 1895 Outing XXVL 395/2
Will you be glad to get . . back to your paved streets and
apartmentbouse ? 1898 Elxen Glasgow Piloses ofInferior

28

Planet i. 8 Facing her stood the immense and unpicturesque

apartment-house known as ' The Gotham '. 1902 Eaton &
UNDERHiLL Runaway Place 238 The vast apartment hotels

along the Park front.

Apatelite (apas-tebit). Min. [Named (in

French) by A. Meillet, 1841; f. Gr. ccna-njXos

illusive, deceptive + -ITEI.] A hydrous ferric sul-

phate, found in yellow nodules in clay.

i8es Dana Min. 247 Apatelite is.. peculiar in containing

but 4 per cent, of water. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 401/3

Apatelite, reniform-earthy, yellow, from Auteuil near Pans.

Apatetic (^pate-tik), a. Zool. [ad. Gr. dtra-

rrjTifev^ fallacious, f. dnaTav to deceive : see -ic]

Applied to markings or coloration deceptively

resembling those of another species or of the en-

vironment.
1890 PouLTON Colours Anim. xvii. 338 Apatetic Colours.

1926 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 369 Data affecting Epigamic

colours have not been collected and examined to anything

like the extent of those which concern Apatetic and Sematic

colours.

Ape-man. Anthropol. One of a hypothetical

genus of mammals supposed by Haeckel to have

been intermediate in character and existence be-

tween the apes and man. Cf. missing tink (b)

S.V. MxssiNG ppL a. 4.

1879 tr. HacckeVs Erol. Man II, 182 The ape-men. or

Alali, were therefore protrably aheady in existence toward

the close of the Tertiary Epoch, during the Pliocene Period.

1895 l-l^estm. Gaz. 17 Dec. 8/2 Professor Virchow. .held

that Dubois's discoveries did not at all prove the existence

of an antediluvian ape-man.

Aperigraphic (aperigne-fik), a. Geom, [f.

Gr. d- privative + trfpLypatp-q outline, circumference

(or ir€pLypd<peiv to draw a line round) -1- -rc] Not
having a circumference ; applied to a curve with

infinite branches.
1901 A. B. Basskt Elem. Cubic <^ Quartic Curves 14

A continuous closed curve will be callet,! a perigraphic

curve ; whilst a curve which possesses branches extending

to infinity will be called :tn aperigraphic cirve.

Aperiodic (^:pi»rii(?'dik),(«. [f.Gr.d- privative

-H Periodic] Not periodic ; without regular re-

currence ; spec, of a galvanometer, without periodic

vibrations, ' dead-beat '.

1879 EiicycL Brit. X. 50/2 An intermediate stage called

the aperiodic state. 1884 Higgs Magn. ^ Dyn. Electr, Mack.
228 The commutator am-meter is an aperiodic galvano-

meter. 1894 W. L. Dallas in Indian Meteoroi. I\!em. VI. 2

The annual periodic changes and the aperiodic changes
[are] both very slight.

Aperitif (apmtzO- [F. aperitif\—h. aperi*

tivus, f. apertre to open.] An alcoholic drink taken,

before a meal, to stimulate the appetite.

1894 Idler Mar. 187 They . . sipped their aperitifs tran-

quilly. T^^ Daily Tel.i-x Feb. 9/2 A teacup-full of whisky
which was handed to htm by the cook as an aperitif. 1929
Graphic 12 Jan. 54 A memento of Prince George'.s visit to

Bermuda. ..He is having an after-the-bathe aperitif.

Apex, -^^^ 9. Add: apex^riglit£/..S'.,amining-

right based on the point at which a vein has its

apex. (Cf. *Apex v. 2.)

1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. r2i/i Besides, of such pro-

ductive work No ' apex-right * or legal quirk Could thwart
the rich requitial.

A'pex, V. [f. Apex j^.] 1. trans. To form with

an apex or pointed top ; to raise to a point or tip.

1905 HoLMAN-HuNT Prc-Rapk. I. 87 Should the several
parts of the composition be always apexed in pyramids?
1924 Scribner's Mag. Jan. 56/1 Phil apexed his fine even
eyebrows in the direction of Mary.

2. intr. {Mining.') Of a vein of mineral : To
form an apex; to run up to an edge. U.S. local.

1914G. Athkrton Perch cfDevil i. xii. 79 ' It dips towards
the ranch ',..* It's pretty close. That would be a kettle of
fish—if it apexed on your land I

'

AphasiaC. Delete rarr~'^ and add :

b. adj. Affected with aphasia ; also trans/,

{jocular)^ incapable of 'speaking' or sounding.
1892 Stevenson &_L. Osbourne Wrecker xxi. 326 The

old familiar room,, .with .. the aphasiac piano. 1906 Dorland
Med. Did., Aphasic, Aphasiac.. i. Pertaining to or affected
with aphasia.

Aphasic, «. Add to A. : Of or characteristic of
aphasia.

1878 tr. von Ziemssen^s Cycl. Pract. Med. XIV. 730 As
well in temporary as in permanent aphasic disturbances.
J901 Lancet 26 Jan. 276 Slight aphasic symptoms. 1906
Westm. Gaz. 2 June 9/1 A curious form of aphasic amnesia.

Aphid (32-fid), anglicized form of Aphis (from
the pi. aphides').

1885 Browning FerishiaKs Fancies^ A Bean-stripe 176 The
aphis feeds, nor finds his leaf Untenable, because . . Lightning
strikes sere a moss-patch close beside. Where certain other
aphids live. 1925 R. W. G. Kingston in E. F. Norton Fight
for Svcre.'it 285 Aphids were numerous at 15,000 feet.

Aphidid (se-fidid). [f, mod.L. Aphididm, f.

Apuis : see -id 3.] An insect of the iamily Aphi-
didx ; an aphid or aphis.

x886 Science VII. 394/2 The Fenesica larva actually feeds
upon the aphidids,

Apicultural (^ipiikc-ltiiiral, -tjar-), a. [f.

Apiculture + -al.] Ofor pertaining to apiculture.
tgi4.Kivi,iiia Diversity ofCreatures (1917) 392 Apicultural

exhibitions.

Apiculturist ^<?pi|k»*itiurist, -Ifai-). [f.Api-

APOCHBOMATISM.
cULTUBE-i--i8T.] One who practises apiculture, a

bee-keeper.
1883 {title) The American Apiculturist. 2885 W. H. Hakms

Honey-Bee 771 Apiculturists, like agriculturists, are subject

to many and great alternations of hope and fear.

Apioid (^*pi|0id, se'p-). Geom, [f. Gr. canov

pear : see -oiD.J a. A species of plane curve, being

that one of a pair of Cartesian ovals which is within

the other, h, A species of solid of revolution,

being the form assumed by a rotating liquid when
the velocity of rotation exceeds a certain amount.

Hence Apioi'dal a,, pertaining to, or having the

form of an apioid.

1898 G. W. MvER'i in Astropkys. yml. VIII. 163 The dii-

tance of centers does not materially differ from the sum of

the radii of the components [of the star U Pegasi], suggest-

ing the probable existence of the 'apioidal ' form ofPoin^r^.
1905 Agnes M. Clerke Mod. Cosmog. vi. 104 An 'apioid',

or pear-shaped body, replac-es the antecedent eliipstna.

Aplanat (ae-planaet). Photogr. [a. G. aplanat

(A. Steinheil, 1866), f. Gr. A- privative + vXavav

to wander, stray, err.} A symmetrical doublet

composed of achromatized lenses.

1890 Anthony*s Photogr. Bull. III. 129 .\fter Steinheil

inv<;nted his applanat \sic\^ Dallmeyer copied the same and
called it Rapid Rectilinear. 1895 J. A. Hodges Photo-
graphic Lenses viii. 44 Prior to 1866, when Steinheil intro-

duced his rapid aplanat working at f/7, all doublet lenses

required comparatively small apertures in order to obtain

sufficient definition and flatness of field. 190Z Brit. yml.
Plwtog. I Nov. 695/1 These apianats consist of strong re-

fracting flint glasses, whose quotient and colour diversion

do not much differ. 190a J. Waterkouse in Encycl. Brit.

XXXI. 695/1 Dr. Mietiie calculated tlie data for two lenses

brdught out by Hartnack (1889), one of them a symmetrical
aplanat.

Aplanogamete (a2-plan(?gam/:t). Biol. [f.

Gr, d- {K~ pre/. 14) + nXavos wandering (Plano-*)

+ Gamkte.] a non-ciliated stationary gamete or

conjugating cell, as distinguished from a Plaso-
GAMETE. i88(J [see Gamete}.

A-plenty, (uiv. U.S. [See Plenty B. 2 c.J lu
plenty ; in abundance.
1841 Scot. Let. in Catlin I^. Anur. hid. (1844) I. rr. u

There are cattle a plenty on that spot. 1876 ' M ask Twaiw*
Tom Sa-wyer vi. 59 Sho, there's ticks a-pleniy. z8^
Harfer^s Mag. July 218/1 There arc BriticLsms a-plenty m
the talk of the iJondoner. 1892 Ilrid. Apr. 694/2 At present
there are trout aplenty in the streams. 19x0 Mulford
Hofalong Cassidy xi. 7» There's water a-plenty there.

Aplustre (apl2?-str«'). [L. (pi. aplustria)y

a. Gr. a^AaffToi'.J The curved and ornamented
stern of an ancient Greek or Roman ship.

1705 Addison Italy 344 The one holds a Sword in her
Hand torepreient the Iliad, ..as the other \\z&2Si Aplustre \o

represent tlie Odyssy, or Voyage of Ulysses. 184a W. Smith
Diet, C,k. 4- Rom, Antiq. 58/2 A bird.. which perches on
the aplustre of the ship Argo. x88o Wallace Ben-Hur 141

The aplustre of the galley. 1929 Times 1 Feb. 7/5 Their
[Phoenicians'] i;arliesi coins. .showa long rakish ve&sel with
..a handsome aplustre astern.

Apocentre (a;*p£?sentaj). [f. Apo- + Centre sb.'\

L The point in the eccentric orbit of a body at

which it is most distant from the body or point

around which it moves.
190Z Newcomb Study of Universe 160 Id some cases there

may be two pericentres and two apocentres to the apparent
orbit. 190a Science 7 Feb. 221 The apparently needless
introduction of new terms in place of the lamiliar old ones,

such as the logically inappropriate apocenter, peiicenter, for

apastron, periastron, in connection with double star orbits.

2. JiioL An organic structure regarded as a modi-
fication of or divergence irom the primitive or

central type in the conception of evolution; dis-

tinguished from an *AECHEClt2rrBK,
1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

ApOCeutric (ap^cntrik), a. [f. *APOCE5TRa
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to, of the nature or con-

dition of an apocentre ; spec, in Biol.^ divergent

from the primitive or central type. Hence Apo-
ce'ntrically adv., in an apocentiic manner.
Z901P. Chalmers Mitchell in Trans. Linneeui Soc.^ZooL

Vlil. 204 The former start from a metacentric position

common to the Colymbomorphie and theCiconiiformes, but
have diverged apocentrically from that position, x^oa — in

Encycl. £rfV. XXVIII. 34^2 Such modified condiuons have
been termed apocentric.

Apocenl^city (3e:p(7sentri*siti). Biol. [f.

*Apockntric a. + -iTi'.] The condition or property

of being apocentric.

1902 P. Chalmers Mitchell in Encycl. Brit. XXVIII.
343/2 The mere apocentricity of a character can be no guide
to the affinities of its possessor.

Apodiroma'tic (jeip^kr^wnse'tik), a, (sk) [jL

Gr. dir6 from, after ACHROMATIC.] Epithet of aa
improved form of achromatic lens invented by
Prof. Abbe ofJena. A\so as sl^. = apochromaticlem;
in Photogr. further shortened to A'pocliroiiia:t.

So Apochro'snatism, apochromatic condition cr

quality,

1887 yml. Roy. Microsc. Soc. Feb. 23 In the new objec-
tives., the elimination of these errors realizes an achroma-
tism of higher order than has hitherto been attained. The
objectives of this system may be therefore distingui^ibed

from achromatic lenses in the old se.ise of the word by the
term apocbromatism, and may be called apochrouiatic
objectives. 1890 Anthony's Photogr, Bull. III. 31S The
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vpochromatic objectives give absolutely the same photo*

graphic iiiia^e a& tb^LC Kcn upon the screen, ibid. 319 In

18S4, before the apochromatics were brought out. X901

riu>tO£r. Jmt. 31 July 324 Remarkably perfect microscope

objectives—the Abbe apochromats. 190s Encyct, Brit.

XXXI. 695 I Fritsch, of Vi^rnna, in 1S8S, constructed a
wide-angle 'Apochromat* of the symmetrical aplanatic

Apodal ;:e*p(Wal), sb. [f. mod.L. Apoda (£ Gt.

a»o5-, oious footless) + -al.J X batrachjaa belong-

ing to the order Apoda, a group of the Ca^ilian&.

as6 EtuycL Brit. (ed. 8) XII. 219/1 Sob-Order III.—
Ribbon Apodals. 1902 G. A. Boulencer in Encycl. Brit.

XXV. 383 To say nothing of the soda, present in many
genera of .\p<xlals and absent in all Caudates.

ApOSauiy .apcgami^. Boi. Jad. F. apogamie,

f. Gr. airo Apo- -^ Tra/Joi marriage (cf. Gamo-).]

Absence of sexual reproduction ; asexual repro-

duction, agamogenesis ; spet. in ferns and other

cryptogams, Production ofthe perfect plant directly

from a bnd on the prothallus instead of by tlie

usual sexunl process. So Apofftunio(aep«gte-mik;,

Aporunona ,'ip(7'gam3s) adjs., characterized by or

of the nature of npogamy ; agamogenetic (}ptc. in

the way described aUive) ; hence A^ogfLaunaMlj
adv. fCf. •Apospoky, etc)
iXrfi VlMis in Jmi. Bot. (N.S,) VII. 360 A tnnsition from

an oopbore to a s|urophore without the intervention of

aexml rcprtiauctiTe organs. Apoeamy (De BaryX ,
sWi

Anm. Rtp. SmttkMnian Inst. 403 Fonta wfaare oogooia^re
Sound mtboat mak polHnod ia . . Lontirtwiii rf as ifiat tfiiring
a distinct apoaamom speciei. 1M6 yni. Rojr. Micratc
Stc. Ser. n. Vl. I. 198 The author could not detect any
act_ of .impregnatjon tin a parasite on the olivej. and
beKeves thai rcptodaction is apogamie 1886 Vines in

£m-jv/. Brit. XX. 43t/i By the suppression either of the
sexually produced spore or of the asexuallr produced sporet
lh« former is an instance of apogamy. tbe latter ofapoipory.
/iuL 431/1 [Spores] (ormed.. without a Mcaal procea—

u

a word, apogamoutoly.

Apoh^^ (iepphsi-il). [f. Apo- + Ht(oid +
-AL-J la/ OiTuth., the ceralobranchial bone.

(i) JchXh., the baaihyal bone.
•fsCooaa (TnuVii. y>5Certe<irai»rhiabpioptr,coiiiionl7

callM aaohyab.

Apouni'ffticiBm (-nz'm). .[£ AroLAomo -<-

-Mil.] Devotion to enjoyment.
1883 StU. Rev. 15 De& 763 He combined the liaaiim of

•conony wiib apokusuciam. ilf4 X*L. Aut DimUut mmt
Ifikili He was tadaad only (tnrant ia U* apoUnsiidain.
Af«lK.i»-i^m-M<«ia The docuioe of the

Apollinari,in<.

sttl EhcjcI. Brit. XVII. 356/s Ne>tarias..was equally
ezplicitiy oppcaed to Arianiira and ApoIIinarianiaili. ifat
Ctmtrmf. Aw. Nor. 633 The Dean of Carliila wanalfaeo-
locian aaaiiut the peril of Apoliinarianitm or tfoootfamah

Apolliaaris (ip(>Iine*'ris,. Short for Atotli-

narii water, an efferveaoeot mineral water prodnoed
at ApoUtnaiiabasg near Boon in Germany, and used

a* a bereraee.
iM Am 96 Jan. (Hoppe) Sweet cbamp*(n< and ApoHi-

naib—Skaai and Polly, M k ia danaily odM. itn
Fyjoanta Umrvand Efimdttm Ma. L«M»lnn haoo^
loaw uoUiaaris from ber laUaT at*C Smart Set SqK.
1 19/a 'Been here l<jng

?
' 1 queried, after a ahort panac, in

whidi I finished the remainder of tbe«polfilians.

Apcililia '^ylain, -Kn;, a. [ad. L. AptUimtm,
t jfyollin-, Apollo.] Pertaining to ApoHo : ~
AroUiOBiAJC L. So *ylH»l«i, •Inlu (aepfAiiiik,

-i-niin) adfs. in mne aense.
1M4 Encjiti. Brit. XVII. loS's ApoRina ocadea, aoch ai

tU IMpkK. WmiUJ. XX }6oAi>oCinic<0*lphto)t«lician.
MBi ti. BmmJmtm't Ptyeluammlfm 4 Antkttiu in. ass
Moagrnaa art is bsiaf coannad lato apoUioiaii art.

Apologia (.^pil^-dgti). [L. aptlagiot a. Gi.
i.nLar^ speech in defence.] A written ddence of

the opinions or condnct of the writer.

The corrency of ib« word is due to J. U. Nsamian't
Aftlcfiafrc yita Sum, i9«4.

i^j Sal. Rev. 10 Nov. 6fVi The Dnkc (of Affy*!]
'of the itory om rsoard. Inis

yaloiaia is a paaiahlai, auitlad Crtflt emd Fmrmu im Ike
nt^nJee. spoi Irettm. Cos. as Jan. t/a They n>ay be
taken as bi\ 'Apologia '—tboozh not m any tense an
apology—4br the acbicveaKBtt of bis afidal career.

Aponogaton 'xp^nodsJ-t/Tn, gi'tfm). [Of
tkMiMfal origin; perhaps a modified form of Pota-
HuGSTOir.] A genus of aqnatic plants belonging to

the order Naiadaeem ; also, > plant of this gcnns.
<ls9 LotmoK EnejrL Plmnlt (i6j&) tp. 184* Sir J. D.
Uooaaa in Li/t (1918) I. 44J *|siaiig<anii,ji Cape ptaim,..

bears a freezing every winter io our panda s8f8 UoLa ia
tqtk Cent. Apr. 641 The (air aad fraarant afonogeiotL

ApOphoUT Cip^i^ni). PhihL [ad. F. apo-
phorue, t Gr. aM Apo- * f iii j aoond.] — Abijiot.
1883 1- Svijow Cii asaw Cemni*AM iwm. sjj The Geraians

call thaa. Ablaut, (hat owy he taadssed by apophany. tMn
V. llExar Camfmr. Grtum. Smf. 4 Ger. 358 Mod. Cewnap,
though keeping ih« apophoojr, obacuias itby faorrowiagtbe
laataphony froathe aaMaactivc.

Apopnyiia. Add:
8. CioJ. A branch from the main mass of an

intmaive igneous rock.
aa89 ia Cm<. .0tct. i8« Gaicia C«£ (ed. 3) 580 All over

the world it is comniaa tor supaise bnaari af this ndc to

a Inage ef ianiJas veaaa UVa^tjeail. nag B. M.
1. ia C. r.atnua Fi^JSer Emeeil»n IWainhty

aaaaMnphaasd aad cryaWine HaaaHDa n^int aai the
icfaarl paailK wtaeh aaaa off ana^haaaa iaio it.

Apopyle ^se'popail). Zool. [f. Gr. liao Apo- +
iw\7j g.nic] An aperture by which an endodermal
chamber in a sponge communicates with the central

cavity 01 paragaster.
1887 W. J. S01.1.AS Sfonfts in Encyct. Brit. XXII. 414/1

A comparatively large aperture, which we may term for dis-

tinction an apopyle. 1888 [see Paragastek].

Aporia. Add

:

2. A perplexing difficulty.

(1888 Atfunssufn 18 Aug. 319 3 No quibble was too sophis-
tical, no «vgpA'a too transparent, for him to think it worth
examination.] 1803 W. CU-akke Robinson tr. Ten Brink's
Hist. Ettgl. Lit. rr 80 The solution of many an aporia, as
attempted by the idealistic thinker. 1903 Daiiy Ckren.
13 Dec 3. 4 ^Ir. Kidd does not seem to us to surmount this

afioriti very successfully.

Aposatnmiaia (Eep<»satt>*jnit'm\ Astr. [mod.
L., f. Gr. diro from -f 1_ Satum-us Satnm: cf.

Apojovx and Pekisatuknilu.] The point in the

orbit of a satellite of Saturn at which it is most
distant from the planet. Also in anglicized form
ApoaatTtni.
18. . Airy (Cent. Diet).

ApOSematic (xpvstmie'tik), a, Biol. [f. Gr.
duo away from •^ tn)ita sign (cf. Sematic).] Applied
to colours, markings, or other attributes serving to

warn or alarm, and thus to repel the attacks of

enemies. So Apoaam* (se'ptfsiin), an aposcmatic
marking, etc.

x8fe PoULTOM Cetours ef Animals vm. 337 Pseudapose-
matK colours . . decepitvely resemble Aposcmatic colours.

fpoe EneycL Brit. XXVI L 147 We often see the combina-
tion of C'ryplic and Sematic methods, the animal being
concealed until disturbed, when it instantly lusuraes an
Apoaematic attitude. 1919 DrxEV Atidr.. ZO0I. Sect. Brit.

Assoc. 4 Adopting Professor Poulton*s terminology, we may
say that., one form may possess .. the Aposemes belonging
to two distinct models, ibid. 6 The . . most conspicuous of
these common Aposemes or danger signals belong to the
under surface.

Apospory (ipTsp^)- Bol- l^- Apo- ¥ Gr.

aai^ot seed -t- -T''.] Absence or suppression of

spores where they are norm .illy prodnoed, as in cer-

tain ferns, mosses, and other cryptogams in which
the sexual organism (protharias in ferns, etc. or

perfect plant in mosses) is developed directly from
the sporangium or from the leaf instead of from a

spore. So Apo'aporons a,, cfaaracterize<l by or of

the nature of apospoiy ; hence Apo'aporoody adx.

(.Cf. •Apooamt.)
a*7* ViHas in Jnai^ .A><L (N. S.) VIL 361 To mdieale . . that

no spores arc..Kodiiced..by the sporopbore of Ckara, we
may apeak ef this plant as being * aposporuus '. 1884 F. O.
Bowsa in JmL Lints. Soc., Sot. XXf. 360 {title) On Apo-
suory in Fema. s8S6 [see *i\rocAaiy]. s886 Encyci.^ Brit.

XX. 431/a In the apospurous Ferns and Mosses and in the
Cbaraceae the oophore is developed as a bud from the
HKwophore. x8pa AtAessMum za Nov. 667/3 ProthaHi
(Icveloped aposporously.

Apoat^ta. Add :

b. A society or sodality of persons having as

their abject the propagation of a method or rule of
faith, life, or condnct.

1897 Wtetm. Can. 1 Ool. 4 '* The little settlement is an
apoelolate of mercy. 1905 Taitel 14 Oct. 607/ a The mere
nciuioa of that oxymoron the * la^.apo»tolate * cauaes
among Catliolica of the elder generation a wise shaking of
heads. B«tt Cali»iic EncfcL XII. 107 Yen. Vincent Mary
PaUocti. .gave to bis society the name of ' (Catholic Aposto.
law*,BAeiwaBdacfanaged 1^ Pius IX to the ' Pious Sodsty
of MisMons*.

Apothecial (Kp«)iii-siil), a. [£, APtnHxciux
( -AL.] t>( or pertaining to an apothecium.
s88a J. M. CaoMBiv in Encyct. Brit. XtV. 559 Apotfaedal

reactions for the mu^t p.iit take place either ezuinallj CO
the epithedttm or inirrnally on the hymrnisi gelatin.

ApotropaiO {x-.faaofiUlL), a. [f. Gr. i.imTf(>-

naxof averting evil (f, AnTpinttf to turn away,a*ert)
-1^ -ro.] Having or reputed to have the power of

averting evil inflaence or ill luck.
itti£ncj>cJ. Brit. XV. 570 i The sacrifice of the 'Oclober

boras* in toe Caraptu Martius..had also a naturalistic and
apoumnac character. Z904 W. M. Ramsay in lla^tin>;s

Bict.BiileW. 11 ji Tbe.employBsnt ofahull's headon..
sarcaabMi..evidently..had at first an apotxopaic purpose.
a^at L. Stvachev Eminent i'icloruuu S30 (Geraon) The
aamcdocirine led him. .to append, in brackets, the apocro-
patc iDitials X>. V. after every staacmem io hi* leltera ink-

piytug futurity.

A-pOOt (ipaut), adv. pott. [f. A- pr^. 1 +
POUT.I Pouting.
s886 J. AsHsv-STmaav Laey Afinstret(iSm) 190 Ah t aweet

are tho^e eloquent lips a.pout. 1893 F. 1 hohpson Poena
74 {The Pof/>y) With mouto wide a-pout for a sultry kiss.

Apparatus. 8. e. Add: In full critical

itpparahii: = next.
sMB Jrut PhiloL 1. Na x 66 His c3o11ation of the poem,

with a dcacription of the MS., a carcftd apparatus, and an
interesting explanatory commentary', m^ Herttiathena

II. 380 Professor W. Ramsay compiled his text very care-
fully, with apparently all the requisite data and critical

apparatus.

Appanrtm eriticna (aeptr^-ti^ kri-tikft).

fmoctL. : see Apparatus and Cuitical ] A col-

ection of palxographical and critical matter ac-

cotnpnnying an edition of a text
186s CoNiNCTOH Veriili Optra L p. x. The publkatioD of

Ribbeck's apf>ara'.us criticus lias made a new recension
necessary, st/frj Athcttsunt 8 June 758/1 Jn the notes are
found all the various readings of MSS., as given by preced-
ing editors, followed by the testimonies of ancient writersiii

support of them ; the whole forming as complete a criticus
apparatus as could be desired. 1887 Classical Rev. Mar.
17/1 The apparatus criticus is still simple and the new-
editor's personalit)' is rarely obtruded on the reader. t9s8
Observer ^ Mar. 7/3 The second half of the volume comprises
the Geographical Text., with acomplete apparatus criticus.

ApparitiouaL Add

:

2. Belonging to the sphere of mere appearances
or phenomena.
1899 Sir a. C Lvaij. Asiatic Studies Ser. it. 89 The
Hindu in his conviction of the illusory nature of all pheno-
mena.. will not contest theauthenticity, in an..appariuona]
sense, of historic religions.

Appeal, sb. Add :

6. D. J^. esp. in phr. to make an appealto, to

attract the sympathetic attention of, exert influence

upon ; hence, attractive influence or power (e.g. the

sex appeal). (Cf. Appeal v. 9.)
toao Rose Macaui-ay Fotterism 1. 1. § 4 Mrs. Potter was

ratlicr sadly aware that she made no appeal to the twins.

Ibid. 1. iv. $ 1 His was the sort of beauty which, .makes so
strong an appeal to ihe senses of the sex other than that of
the possessor. 19x6 W. Deeping Sorrell fr Son xxiiL $ 3
The enticements that might be expected to make an appeal
to a very young man. Ibid. xxviL § 1 She was standing
close to him,, .and Kit was conscious of the sudden shock of
her appeal. 29a6 Grand Aug. 587/3 The sport of man-
buntijig had lost its appeal.

8. attrib. : appeal tribunal, a court of inquiry

for the hearing of appeals for exemption from
military service.

19x6 ..4^/ 5,^ tCeo. Fsnd Schedule, I'here shall be Appeal
Tribunals, acting witfiin such areas as His Majesty may
appoint.

Appeal, V. 9. Add : Also without const. : To
' mSa: an appeal '.

X907 Stuart Set Mar. 33/1 The speciousness of Betty's

words appealed.

Appearing, ppl. a. Add : 2. O. With defining

woru preceding, »& best; fitu-appeariiig. U.S.
\t'j^\\oVit.\.\j& Lady 0/Aroostook'ix. (1884) 59 She is very

fine-appearing ' said Lydia. Stamford smiled at the countn.
ficd pnr.ise. 1897 Outing XXX. 352/1 First prize for best
nppcaiing Llub at Long Branch.

Appeaseless, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
j&yjSouikefn Lit. Messenger IIL 105 My morbid imagi-

nation, though glutted or bialf-starved, with it, was still

appeaseless.

Appendical, a,. Add : b. Of or pertaining

to the appendix vermiformis.
1909 Practitioner Nov. 646 A typical history of appen-

dic.i! pcifuraiion.

Appendicectomy (apendisektdmi). Surg.

[f. L. appetiiiu-, stem of ArriiMDix + Gr. 4«to/i5

cntting out.] Excision of the vermiform appendix
of the caecum.
1903 Medical Record 38 Mar. 484 (Cent D. Suppl.). X905

Utirsing 'Jitties 33 Dec. 666/3 Appendicectomy : After
Results.. .The late after.results of removal of the appendix.

Appendicitis (&i)endisai-tis). J'aih. [mod.L.
(R. 11. Hiz, J S,s6), f. as prec. + -iTis.] Inflamma-
tion of the vermiiorm appendix of the caecum.
1886 R. H. FlTZ in Atner. Jrni. Med. Sci. Oct. 323 As a

circumscribed peritonitis is simply one event., in the history

of inflammation of the appendix, it seems preferable to use
the term appendicitis to express the primary condition.

1887 Buck*s Hanetbk. Med. Sci. IV. 185/3 The symptoms
of appendicitis, pure and simple, are probably very slight,

and not easily recognizable. X005 H. A. Klllv & Huboon
Verm. App. 383 Some cases 01 appendicitis occasioned by
influenza.

Appendix, sb. 3, Add after def. : :i^<'.,sliort

for vermiform appendix (of the caecum) : see Vk»-
MIFOBM 3 a.

a9ea Scotstuan 3 July 7/3 I'bis operation, removal of the
appendix. 1905 H. A. Kelly & Hukdon Verm. App. sl'he
first recorded case of disease of the appendix is the classical

one of Mestivier. reported in 1759. 1905 H. G. Wells
Modem Utopia App. 377, 1 had seen the ancestral ciccum
shrink to that disease nest, the appendix of to-day.

Apperceive, v. insert 1. before def., transfer

t Vts. to that sense, and add

:

2. I'sycJiol. To be or become conscious of per-

ceiving; to comprehend (something perceived) by

a mental act which tmites and assimilates the

perception to a mass of ideas already possessed

;

to have apperception of : see below.
1876 J. SvLLY in Mind Jtui. 41 Where two impressions are

simultaneously apperccived, it is because they are such as

can be brought under one complex impression as parts of

the whole. itfM— HvmanMiftdl. 163 The newpresentative

clement ia said, .to be appcrceived or assimilated by a pre-

existing cluster of ideas or an ideal mass. 1894 Academy
7 July 6/2 A thousand people, observes Laiice, may read
Virgil; but every one will app-^rceive him differently.

Hence Appercel'Ting /^/. a.; whence Apper-
oal'vlnirly adv.
tUfCDiCuKttots.Lfaife'sAppfrcepliondigSiioiWhan

ideal ooems are apperceivingly active in the fiekl of know-
ledge. .Cmeodtureisatlained. 190SJAMES Varieties Keiig.

Exper. 357 Some. .knowing that numerous, .relapses take

place, make of these thmr apperceiving mass for interpreting

the whole subject- 8914 R. M. Jones Spir. Reformers qf
t6tk f, lylh C. xiii. 263 Therepresentativeof Iheoldsystem

. .condemning a dawning movement which with his apper.

ceiving material he could not understand.



APPEBCEPTION.

Apperceptioxu Add :

; 3. Psychol, The action or fact of becoming con-

scious by subsequent reflection of a perception al-

ready experienced ; any act or process by which the

mind unites and assimilates a particular idea (esp.

one newly presented) to a larger set or mass of

ideas (already possessed), so ns to comprehend it

as part of the whole : see quots.

1876 J. Sully in Mimi Jan. 36 The entrance of a presenta.

tion into the internal field of view is termed a Perception ; its

entrance into the point of view an Apperception. 1887 J.
Bfwey PsychoL 89 Apperception is the relating activity

which combines the various sensuous elements presented to

the mind at one time into a whole, and which unites these

wholes, recurring at successive times, into a continuous
mental life, thereby making psychical life intelligent,

^ 1889

C. De Garuo tr. Lances Apfiemption 28 Apperception is

the subsumption of a notion, usually newly given and more
or less individual, under a predicate which is more complete
. . and . . usually older and more fami]i.ir. Apperception does
not alwa>'S follow perception immediately, for years some-
times intervene between the learning ofafact and its compre-
hension. 189X J. Sully Human Mind I. 167 The rein-

forcement which a sensation secures through the revival of
kindred ideal elements is spoken of by Herbart and his

school as apperception. 1900 Haitd and Eye 15 Nov. 35
Apperception may be defined as the interaction oftwo analo-
gous presentations, by which the one is more or less re-formed
by the other.

Hence Apperce'ptlonism Psychol., the explana-
tion and systematization of the process of apper-

ception ; Apperce*ptioniat, one who holds or

affects the doctrine of apperceptionism; Appercep-
Uonl-stio a., of, pertaining to, or characterized by
apperceptionism.
1903 H. MUnsterberg Harvard Psychol, Stud. I. 644

Without returning to apperceptionism we can overcome
the one-sidedness of associationism if full use is made of the
means which the world of phenomena offers to theory. I6id.

653 Apperceptionistic psychology. 1904 yrnl. Philos.^
Psychol. >, Set. Methods 18 Aug. 466 (Cent. D. SuppL) The
idealist's view is that of the 'apperceptionists*.

Apperceptive (aepaiscptiv), a. [f. prec. after

Percbptive.] Pertaining to or involving apper-
ception ; also = next.

188^ E. Montgomery in Mind July 381 It is after all

nothing but our own apperceptive faculties, potentially
idealised, that are made to serve for the consciousness of a
universal^ subject. 7886 Radestock Habit <$ Education
45 Blending or apperceptive synthesis, that is, a union of
impressions following one another, in which the latter exist
in the new conception produced by their union. 1890 James
Prin£. Psychol. II. 107 AU recognition, classing, and
naming ; and. .all further thought about our percepts are
apperceptive processes.

Appercipient (^psjsi-pient), a, [f. as prec.
after Pkkcipient.] Having or exercising the faculty
of apperception.
1906 H. H. Joachim Nature 0/ Truth iii. 93 Every judge-

ment., is informed, conditioned, and to some extent con-
stituted by the appercipient character of the mind which
makes it.

^
igzx Syd. Gttv.w Art oyPtayer.Piano 161 Only

the musician may be entirely appercipient as regards the
subtle beauty of poetrj-.

Appetiteless (je-pftaitiles), a, [f. Appetite
sb, + -LESS.] Having no appetite; marked by
want of appetite.

1853 SuRTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour Ix, Havingfinished a poor
appetiteless breakfast. 1890 Temple Bar }n\y 303 He sits
appetiteless over his solitary breakfast.

Applanate (se-planuit), a. Pol. [ad. mod.L.
apflandtus, pa. pple. of a.pplanare, f. ap- — ad to
-H late L. pldndre to level, f. planus Plane.] Of
a flattened or horizontally expanded form.
1887 W. Phillips Brit. Discotnycetes 2 Pileus sessile and

applanate. Ibid, loi Peziza depressa . .irom its applanate
growth.

Apple, sb. Add :

6. D. A pale green colour like that of an unripe
apple, apple-green.
1923 Daily Mails Mar. 13 Colours : Peach, Apple, Apricot,

Mauve.
B. II. apple-borer CT.S,, an insect attacking

apple-trees; apple-bor, -gum, names for species of
Etualyptus

; apple-brandy U.S. (earlier example);
apple-bug, a water-beetle of the family Gyrinidx,
which exudes a milky liquid having an odour of
apples ; apple-essence, -oil, a chemical substance
used to imitate the odour ofapples in confectionery;
apple-jack U.S. (earlier example) ; apple-peru
U.S., the thorn-apple ; apple-slump U.S, (see
quot. 1 871).
liiT-t Trans. Til. Agric. Soc. (1859) III. 344 The most

destructive of these . . is that known as the *apple borer
liio Meliourne Argus a kug, 4/6 An ironstone hill.. with
apple-box and ironbark dotted about, « 1780 Maryland
Hist. Mag. II. 256(1] accepted 13 gals, of peach brandy in
satisfaction of the damage... He cheated me with 'apple
brandy. 183Z J. P. Kennedy Swallow B. I. xii. 129 The
'apple-bugs (as school-boys call that glossy black insect
which frequents the summer pools, and is distinguished
for the perfume of the apple) danced in busy myriads over
the surface of the still water. 1868 Rep.U.S. Commissioner
Agric. (i86g) 80 The fifth family, gyriiiidae, comprises those
oval water-beelles usually known by the name of 'whirli-

figs ' orapple-bugs. 1847 Leichhardt Jrnl. viiu 264 Another
.ucal>-ptus \E. Sluarliaiia] . . with smooth upper trunk

and cordate ovate leaves.. ; we called it the 'Apple-gum.
1840 C F. HoFFHAM Greytlatrin, 1 108 Wash the dust from

30

his mouth with a cup of *apple-jack, Adam. 1883 Bloxam
Chemistry (ed. 5) 556 The amyle valerianate, which has the
flavour of apples, and is known as *apple oil, is obtained by
distilling fousel oil with sulphuric acid and potassium di-

chromate. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. i. (1928) 64 A grass-
plot, much overgrown with burdock, pig-weed, *applc-peru,

and such unsightly vegetation. 1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer.
s.v. Slump, A favorite dish in New England, called an 'apple
slump. 187X ScHELE DE Verb Americanisms (18^2) 415
w4//«-.y/M»y> is., a favorite New England dish, consisting of
apples and molasses baked within a bread-pie in an iron

pot. 1884 E. E. Hale Christmas in Narragansett i. 11

Guessed that they had done justice to.. Polly's apple-slump.

Apple-butter. U.S, [Apple sb, II.] (See

quot. 1832.) Also Comb,
iS^ Mirror q^ Lit. Ktc 26 May 323/a Apple butter.. is

made by stewing apples in new cider, after it has been
boiled down to one-third of its bulk. 1851 C. Cist Cincin,
nati 49 Apple-butter makers. 1870 Congress, Globe Apr.
2685/1 Apple-butter is a substitute for butter ; it is spread
upon bread and eaten in like manner. 1880 Congress. Rec,
Mar. 1534/2 If I draw my finger across the page, the ink
comes off as though it were printed with apple-butter.

Apple-cart. Phr. to upset the (or some one's)

apple-cart, humorously used for ' to cause an upset

'

{lit. 01^g.) ; esp. to upset a person's plans, to ruin

the undertaking. Also in similar expressions.

1796 Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue (ed. 3.) s,v., Down with
his apple-cart ; knock or throw him down. i796-t8ox Fes-
SENDEN Orig. Poems (1806) 100 He talketh big words to con-
gress and threateneth to overturn their apple-cart. 1834 Car-
RUTHERS Kenttickian in N, Y. 1. 23 You don't chaw tooacco,
and >;ou don't drink nothin; smatcb my apple cart if I can see
into it. Ibid. lot Smash my apple-cart, if there wasn't more
crying.. than I've seen at many an honest man's funeral.

1847 Halliwell s.v. Apple-cart, Down with his apple.cart,
knock or throw him down. North. 1848 in Hodder Life
Shaftesbury (1887) xvii. 396 If the Prince goes on like this,

why he '11 upset our apple-cart. 187X G. P. R. Pulman
Rustic Sketches (ed. 3) Gloss. 77 s.v. Applecart, ' Don't
upsit th' apple-cart.' T'hat is—be careful you do not let fall

anything carried. 1883 PallMall Caz. 260ct, If the Control
had done more it might have upset the apple-cart altogether.
1889 Northumbld. Gloss, s.v. Apple-cairt, ' That's upset his
apple-cairt for him, aa think'— that has completely stopped
his project. 1896 C. Rhodes in Daily News 24 July 5/5
Old Jameson has upset my applecart. 1897 Review ofRev.
Aug. 114 Somebody will lose patience, and then over will
go the apple-carL 1906 G. W. Chrystal tr. Mem. Prince
Chlodwig of Hohenlohe'Schillingsfiirst II. 71 It appears
that the compromising papers found in possession of the
Jesuits, .have upset the apple-cart.

Apple-tree. Add :

2. In Australia applied to various indigenous
trees, esp. to a species of Eucalyptus ( = apple-gum

;

see *Applk B. II.), and to another myrtaceous tree,

Angophora subvelutina.
i8ao J. Oxley frnl. Exped. N. S. Wales 187 That species

of eucalyptus which is vulgarly called the apple tree. 1885
Mrs. C. Praed Head Station (newed.) 22 A giant euca-
lyptus, of the kind called 'apple-tree'. 1885 Spons'
Mechanics' Own Bk. 127 Apple (Australian) (Angophora
subvelutina). The so-called apple-tree of Queensland yields
planks 20-30 in. in diameter.

Appliable, a. Transfer -j- Obs, to senses 1 and
3, and add quots. below for sense 2.

I8SS yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVI. ii. 563 A practical and
appliable knowledge. 1874 Contemp. Rev. XXIV. 731
Abundance.. of wealth.. appliable to other purposes.

Application. Add :

11. Comb. ; application money, the sum of
money paid when applying for the allotment of
shares.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 12 Mar. 5/1 The lists may be closed
earlier than Thursday, .to avoid the unnecessary locking up
of application money. 1907 Ibid. 9 Mar. 15/1 A special form
ofapplication is provided, under which theapplication money
will have to be paid as in the case of new'subscriptions.

Applied, ppl, a. Add

:

4. Dressmaking. Laid on as appliqnj.
188a Caulfeild & Saward Diet, Needlework 9/1 s.v.

Appliqui, The various applied pieces are laid in position
one at a time, and secured by being sewn down round their
edges. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 25 July 3/2 A lace applied collar.
19x0 Ihid, 2g Jan. 15/2 Applied velvet.

Apply, V. Add :

1. o. Dressmaking. To lay on as applique ; to
trim or ornament with applique.
i88» Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework 12/1 The

foundation was generally muslin, and the net applied or let
'";

,
^9°' Westm. Gaz. 14 Mar. 4/2 Everything is applied

with insertions or cut-out flowers and figures of lace.

Appointing,//*/, a. (Later U.S. example.)
i8a6 r. H. Benton in U.S. Senate Rep. xa The appoint-

ing power.

Appointive, a. For rare read U.S, For def.
read:

1. Dependent on appointment ; that is filled by
appointment

; holding one's place by appointment.
x88i [see Diet]. x88« N.Amer. Rev. Aug. 203 Whether the

entirejudiciary should be appointive or elective. tt»g Nation
(N. Y.)4 July i/i Mr. Geer being an appointive officer of
the Custom-house. X9X4 T. C. Smith Wars betm. Eng *
Atner. 111. 54 The Quebec Act alteredthegovemment of the
province by the creation of an appointive council.

2. 'Ofor pertaining to appointment; appointing;
as, the appointive power of the President' (Cent
Did.),

^

Apport, sb. Transfer •)• Obs. to senses i and 2,
and add

:

APPROVAL.
3. //. Material things introduced, professedly bjr

occult means, at a spiritualistic stance.
X90S O. Lodge in Proc. Soc Psych. Research XVII. 48

Some of the physical phenomena which I have adduced as
among those proclaimed to have occurred, such as apports,
scent, movement of objects, .bear a perilous resemblance to
conjuring tricks.

Apportioner. Delete t Obs.-^ and add

:

x88s DROWNING Ferishtah, Clierries 70 The apportioner of
every lot of ground. X893 St. James's Budget 23 June 6 '3

TheapportionersoftheChantreyBeguest. 1905C.KERNAHAN
Visions 259 The. .dishonest Apportioner of life's good and
evil.

Appreciation. Add :

2. D. An expression (in speech or writing) of
one's estimate of something : often implying a
favourable estimate (cf. 4).
1858 M. Pattison Essays xix. (1889) 1 1. 344 In the last page

he has written, in his small and fine hand, a short appre-
ciation of the book and its author. X889 Pater {title)

Appreciations, with an essay on style. X907 J. A. Hammer-
TON {title) Stevensoniana ; an anecdotal life and appreciation
of R, L. Stevenson.

Apprehension. Add :

7. b. Psychol. (See quot.)
X896 G. F. Stout Anal. Psychol I. I. iv. 95 This circum-

stance suggests a name for that apprehension of a whole
which takes place without discernment of its parts. We may
call it implicit apprehension.

Appressorinm (sepresSa-riiim). Bot, [mod.
L., f. L. appress-, ppl. stem of ctpprimHre, I. ad
Ad- +premere to press : see -OBlt'M.] The organ by
which certain fungi attach themselves to their hosts.
190a EncycL Brit. XXVIII. 555/1 Appressoria are also

formed by some parasitic Fungi, as a minute flattening of
the top of a very short branch . . or the swollen end of any
hypha which comes in contact with.. the host.

Appro, (ae-pro). Commercial abbrev. of Ap-
probation or *ApPKOVAL, in the phrase on (or
upon) appro. Also attrib,, as appro transaction.
190X Punch 26 June 467/x Vou ordered it ' upon appro '.

19015 Daily Chron. 20 June 6/6 We have . . purchases on
* appro.'. X908 Westm, Gaz. xo Jan. 2/x "The goods on
appro, we left to Lavinia's maid. 19x0 Ibid, xo Fe^ 8/1 The
bead salesman, .said it was not an ' appro ' transaction.

Approach, sb. Add :

3. D. Advances made to a person for the purpose
of improperly influencing his actions. U,S.
1893 Congress. Rec. Sept. 187^/1 The idea that.. [Mr.

Hooper] was subject to approacn is ridiculous.

11. Golf, The play by which the player hits his

ball on to the putting-green; chiefly attrii,, as
approach shot, stroke.

1879 Encycl. Brit. 'X.. 765/2 Having got within some
moderate distance of it [sc. a hole], he proceeds to make his
* approach shot '. IbicL, The * approach ' and the ' putting

'

are by far the most difficult . . parts of the game. 1887 W. G.
Simpson Golfv'm. 155 There are four clubs used for ordinary
approach work—the putter, the cleek, the iron, and the
mashy.

Approach, v. Add :

4. D. In recent use also, To make an overture or
proposal to ; to seek in or for an interview ; to
make advances to (a person) with a view to influ-

encing his actions ; to attempt to influence or bribe.
1893 Congress, Rec. Sept. 1874/1 Nearly every bit of

everything that is said about public men being corrupted or
approached is false, igag Daily News 10 Apr. 7/3 When
the ' Daily News ' approached the Admiralty on the subject
an official said (etc). MoiL He was approached with a
view to obtaining his consent.

12. Golf. intr. To play the approach stroke.
Hence Approaching vbl. sb. Also Approacher.
1887 W. G. Simpson Go^viii. 140 When the player's ball is

within less than a driver shot of the hole, approaching
commences. Ibid. 146 Approachers of equal skill indulge in
all the variations [of gripj. X003 Westm. Gaz. 9 Jan. ax
Mr. Laidlay used to approach better than any other man I
have ever seen play.

Approbation. Add :

3. D. On approbation : phr. in commercial use
denoting that goods (esp. wearing apparel) sent to
a customer are submitted for his examination only
without obligation to purchase (if they are returned
undamaged).
xgao Conquest Jan. p. viii. Please send these books on

Approbation.

Approfonnd (sepnTfou-nd), V. (A Gallicism.)
[ad. i .approfondir, {.ap-Ad- -(-/r^ft/ Profound.]
trans. To go deeply into, to search the depths of
(a subject of study).
i88s R. G. White Stud. Shakespeare 35 Subtle theories

as to Shakespeare's purpose in this play have been set forth
by critics who engage in the task of approfounding him.
1897 Sat. Rev.S Jlay 520 These seven pages of M. Mallarm^
would take longer to approfound than all the back numbers
of ' Cosmopolis ' put together.

ApprOVtlL Add

:

b. On approval: on approbation (see Approba-
tion). Also without prep, and attrib.
1877 Design * Work 1 5 Dec. 667 /2 Watch. . . English lever

..approval. Ibid. 22 Dec. 690/3 Sheets of stamps sent on
approval. 188a Exchange * Mart Suppl. 2 Jan. x/i Breech-
loaders. Great Bargains. .. Approval. Deposit, Ibid. 5 a
Mulready envelope and 380 foreign stamps. Sent on approval.
190a Connoisseur Jan. (.^dvt), Stamps... We are sending
out Approval Sheets and Books. X906 Drapers' Recent
aj Oct. 190 These goods cannot be sent on approval.



APKICK.

Aprick apri'k), a^v. oipreJ. a. poit. [f. K-pref.

i + stem of Fbick v.'] In such si position or con-

dition as to prick; pricking.

1856 M«s. BiowNlNG Aurvra Leigi VL 237 Watching
gnats a-prick upon a pond. 1898 Sla O. Seaman /m Cap
^^ BtlU ij (.^/ tkt si'tn of tht cxi) Amazon spurs apriclc

at heel. 190J Aaidinif as Feb. i86/j The earth was quick

with green a-prick.

Apricot. Add: »

1. D. transf. The colour of an apricot Also

Comb., as apricot-coloured, -tinted adjs.

1907 Galsworthy Country House il iL 119 The moon,

tinted apricot and figured like a coin, hung above the cedar,

trees. I9a3 Daily Mail aS Febi i The newest Paris shades

of Cora!, I -iLac... Apricot.

Aprilian (?pri liin), a. [f. April + -iA.y.j

Of or characteristic of April.

190a Daily CkroK. 24 Mar. 8 i Rain of a spitefully Aprilian

character. 1905 T&iAsiQyv.'HiKltSoHgs NtyrthemGarcUnio
Feux not the mighty instinct. The great Aprilian Creed ;

The House of Spring is open And furnished for thy need.

A'prilish, a. Tf. Apbil + -ish i.] = Apbilesqub.
1759 Essex Insl. Hist. CtlL XLIX. a Fair aprilish Day.

Apriorism. Add to def.

:

Also, the philosophical doctrine of a priori or

innate ideas (see A priori 3). So Aprio-rlst, one

who holds this doctrine ; also loosely, one given to

a priori reasoning (in quot. 1 889 attrib. = A priori

a); hence Aprioristio a., pertaining to apriorism

or apriorists.

il^4 \.vmi.%Prah. Li/eHyfimdl. 413 Thb will be disputed

by the a jurists. 1S74 tr. Van Ottttrzee's Christiaa Dog-
wtttics I. 141 No aulboritv. .most, .be conceded to such an
aprioristic criticism. Hid. II. 596 However little, .inclined

to an abnnct a-pciorism. stn E. C Thomas tr. Laiift't

Hilt. Mmterialism\.iio nate, '\\x theory. . was ofaprioristic

origin. iMo G. B. Shaw Fairian Ess. Soeialism 177 The
apnorist nottoD that among free competitors wealth must go
to dM indiMKrioaa. 1(91 Monist 1. 635 Empiricism is wrong
faccaiae it c^ at best show the temporal succession of two
phenomena, and apriorism is wrong becausea priori know-
ledge lies in the subject alone and not in the object, s^t^

TsixniA DC Mattos tr. M.itttrtimck's UnkitramGutst lii.

4>The'a|>iiotisu', who bold that the idea of time is innate

AmoBi tb. Add : 4. (Additional quots.)

vftf FuxoMU Did. Mariiu (1789), A^n, . a platform,

or flooring of plank, raised at the entrance of a dock, a little

bigfaar than ibc b-jttom, against which the dock gates are

shot. 1791 R. MvL.««« in Rep. Engineers Tkames-ltis

Mmrif. 31 A new Pound kick . . would . . amend the Shallow-

nea* over the apron of a new Arch at Radcot Bridge. 1847
CLtaaa b JnU. Roy-Agric, Soc. £mg. VIII. i. iij The
waters on the cill of the Sooth Holland Sluice have been
known to rise, during the summer season, with the sand-bed

i feet on the apron. iM* L. F. Vaaww-HAacovaT Xiven
i Commit I. vii. 8> ^.Loeisit Beyood the gata4h>ar, at each
end of the lock,ia theaproo,wluch ianaefallypratccied from

•cour by pitching or maioary. •«• ivatm, Ceu. 17 Nov. j/a

llie dashboard is of the metal apron type.

g. TheeUr. (See quot.) Alio aproH tittge.

1903 A. B. WAuti.rr Dramatic Criticism 108 The 'apron

'

is the technical name for the stage-area in front of the cur-

tain. In the Elizabethan theatre it jutted right out among
the poblie, wlio surrounded it on three sides. This * aproo
slowly shrank . . till at lau in our day it has altogether

e.'b. (See quot)
I07« Fields Forest 1 1. 7) This nuk<a is verycansaiciioaa

even in the rapidly swimming crab,and canaeatheabdominal
Rap (ailed apron by fishermen) to be opened alowet to iu
fullest extent.

6. kpron-oloth (see seme 3).

itgl D. H. SraoTHaa Virginia lllMslr.n. 139 The apron-

cloth was drawn up over their legs and with a. .crack of the

whip they started into the siorm-

Apt, a. Add : 4. O. Inclined, disposed (in a
tingle instance).

t*77 Caar Ckrotultgy Ik 11. 1. iv. 19), I am apt to think,

that..Vashti u meant. 1704 HiAaxa ColUct. (O.H.S.) I.

397, i am apt to think be has not consulted Books enough
upon this occasion. 1899 E. E, Halc Lmeli is6, I am apt
10 think that this modest man was the first person .. to
recognize (etc.).

i Likely. U.S.
•904 ' O. Haxay' CaMwM 4 Kings m. 51 * Yoa will be

apt to find Dr. Giegg at the lK>tel ', said the consul 1904
Chiemgo Trihtmo aa June 6 Are the republicans apt to
dodge that issue . . , or will thejr meet it 1 1906 M V.
Even. Poet 9 Jan. a The incident is not apt to be fallowed
by intemalioiia) complinUionfc

Aptoxinu (leptle-riAn). Omith. PI. -ia.

[mudL. (Nit2sch 1833), f. Gr. i- prir. -( vrrptfK

feather.] Each of the featherless spaces on the skin

of a bird intervening between the feathered tracts or
pierylte.

ail V. L. ScLATX* tr. SitttcVs Ptrrylograpky (Ray Soc.)
16 To these feathered bands I give the name of Feather.
tracts or Cootoor-fcatber-tracts {pterylm, Fedem-fluren),
and to the naked bands, or those which are not hcect with
contour-trathen, that of leathertcsa spaces iAPttria, Fedem-
rainc). st94 (see PmnriA).
Aptarygial (xptfrid.^si&l), a. Ichtk. [C Gr.

i- priT. + wTipv(, wTtpvy- wing, fin, or wrffvyior fin

-f -(i)ai..] I^lestitute of fins, finless.

S9M Nature 25 Sept. 526 We may distinguish the Cyclo.
stones as apterygial and epicrmniate.

Apterytfotons (aepterig^-tas), <z. Entom. [f.

m'xl.l,. A^teryr^ota (f. Gr. it- priv. + wrr^tryowoj

winged) + -ocs.] Belonging to the division Aptery-
gota of iiuccts, which are wingless and held to be

31

descended from an originally wingless ancestry, as
distinguished from other wingless or apterous insects

descended from winged ancestors (see *Akaptery-
GOTOUS). So Aptery^Q-tiBm, the condition of

being apterygotous.
s9oa Eiuycl. Brit. XXIX. 502/2 Were an apterygotous

insect gradually to develop wings, it would be on the
exopter^'gotous system.

Aptian(3e'ptian),<j. {sb>j Geol. [f. place-name
Apt (Vaucluse, France) -i- -ian.] Epithet of a divi-

sion of the Lower Cretaceous formation in France
and Belgium; belonging to or found in this, as

a fossil.

l88s GatKiR Geol. (ed. 9) 831 In northern France the
Aptian SUge is chiefly clay. 1931 British Museum Return
151 Aptian fossils from Whale's Head.
Aptic (se'ptik),a. [app. irreg. f. L. apttu Apt

(or aptare to fit, adapt) -e -ic] (See quot)
1897 R. H. ViNCEKT EUm. Hypnotism (ed. 2) iv. 179 If

the response (to a stimulus] be one which is * physical,* i. e.,

giving no evidence of modification due to the external
environment, we include it in the elementary class of nervous
action—the inaptic If the response be of such a nature as
to show that there has been a modification due to the
environment of the moment, but without consciousness, then
we have an e.-isily appreciable distinction as our basis for a
second classification— the aptic.

AaiUlke(akwri'k), oo'z'. or/r«i/. a. pott. [f. A-
/«_^a -f stem of Quakk i;.] In a quaking con-
dition, quaking.
1876 .MoKKis /Encidsxn. 616 My mates aquake with dread.

1883 Meredith I'oems, Day of Dast^kier 0/Hades \x,1hK
valley aquake with the tread Of an iron-resounding hoof.

Aqnarid (&kwe>'rid). Also-Utl. AUron. [f.

Aqdabids + -ID 2.] pi. A group of meteors that

radiate from the constellation Aquarius. Also
attrib.

mst Encycl. Brit. XXX. 691/2 The orbit of a shower of
Aquarids occurring early in May, offers a sugRcstive re-

semblance to the path of Halley's comet. Z908 fristm. Com,
7 May lo/i The Aciuarid meteors.

Aqtutvivariom (a::kwi|V3ive>-riAii). Now
disused, [irreg. f. L. aqua water -h VlVAWDM.]
— Aquarium.
ll^ C. Knii-hft Eng. Cycl., Nal. Hist. IV. 48 Several

species have lived for months in the aquavivarium at the
gardens of the Zoological Society, Regent's Park. 1904
IVestm. Gets. 39 Apr. za/t The Aquavivarium, later called
the Kish'housc^

Aqueous. Add

:

4. as li. short for aqueous humourt see I b.
itM St. Cetrgt't Hospital Ref. IX. 481 During one week

she had the amieoas tapped daily.

Aqmlegia (sekwilz'^djii). Bot. rmod.L.,oftm-
certaiii ori(;iii.] A genus of rantmcnlaceous plants,

consisting of several species the flowers of which
are pentamerous with spurred petals; •iColdm-
Biint I.

i9ao Ckami. ymi. May 326/2 OM-workl flowers . . as
delphinium and antirrhinum and aquitegia.

Araban (z-rabsen). CItem. [a. G., t Arabio -t-

-AX.] - Arabix.
189a yml. Soe. Clirm. Industry XI. 931/1 The Pentotana

(Wood-lium, Xylan, and Araban) of Ltgnified Fibre.

Arabesqna, sb. Add t

4. Mus. (See quot 1880.) Also transf.
He Crtv^i Diet. Mm. I. 8o/a Arntesaue..li) The

title has been given, .by Srhnmano to one of his pianoforte
pieces, .^hach is written in a form hearing some analogy to
that of the rondo, and it has been »*"'* "'•'•^-t'mfllly litril by
other writers for the pianow (2) The word ' Arabeaque' u
sometimes used by writers on music to express theornamen.
tation of a theme. I9a4 Ama U. Sedgwick I.iltle Ercmk
Girl III. vii. Listening to a blackbird that fluted golden ar^
besques.

ATabe'>qiie,v. [f. Arabrsqui j^.] trans. To
ornament in arabesque. Hence Araboaqnins///.a.
(Delete AaAiiES<}t;cD/^. a., which is the pa. pple. of the

vb., and incorporate the quota.)
i^ [see Diet. ). i86t Sala in Tem/i/t Bar I. 306 The
same embroidereas who arabesqued the hems of her under-
skirts pinked the shrouds. 1867 H. Latham Black ^
lykite 21 A cell in which a weaver had arabesqued the walls.
lootSAIirTSBUaY in Cainbr. Hist. Eng. Lit. 11. 191 A sort
of vignetting or arabcMiuing fringe and atmosphere of
exaggeration and funtaxy.

iurabo'sqaenesi, [f. Arabesqcx a. -t- -irsss.]

Arabesque quality or character : see Arabcsqce a. 3.
tlgS MoTi.rr Let. to Wife 30 May, Corr. 1889 I. 237 There

was not a touch of Holmes's ever bubbling wit, imagination,
enthusiasm, and arafaeaqueneaa.

Ara-biaiiiB«,v. [{.Arabian a. -t- -ize.] trans.

To make Arabian, give an Arabian character to

;

to assimilate to the Arabian language.
t893 F. Adahs AVt<//>j>//9Tbe fiercely protracted eflbrt

of Lslam to Arabiani.se Egypt.

Arability xribillti). [C Abablk: see

•-BILITV.] Capability of being used as arable land.
i87)j AtktnMum 28 June 817/2 The term \sc. hide] being

. . variable according to the arability . . of the land.

Arabia. Add : A plant of the genus.
i87<Rhoda Bbouchton TtioM V, Milk-white arabis haunted

by the drowsy booming bees. 1905 IVestm. Getx. 10 June
t6/i The white blossoms of the double arabis.

Arabism. Delete ? Obs. and add quot.

:

1899 Savcb Early Israel iii. 109 Hebrew had retained a
few 'Arabiims', a few tiacss of iu ancient contact with
Arabic-speaking tribes.

AHBITRAIi.

2. Influence by or assimilation to the customs or

civilization of the Arabs.
t874 D"*"" Hist. Conflict Relig. 4- Sci. iiL (1880) 99

Arabism, which had done so much for the intellectual ad-
vancement of the world, came to an end when the Turks and
the Berbers attained to power.

Arabize (se'rSbaiz), t/. [f. Arab -i- -ize.] trans.

To make Arab ; to give an Arabian or Arabic
character to. Hence A'rabized (-sizd), A'ra-
bizing fpl. adjs.

Z883 CusT Mod. Lang. Africa I . viii. 83 The Arabizing
process [in -Africa) has taken place in various ways. Z884
Science 12 Dec. 531/1 These Arabs of the Sudan are not
true Arabs, but to a great extent merely Arabized negroes.

1899 %hycK Early Israel\\\. 114 The dialect of Edom agreed
with Hebrew in those Arabising peculiarities. 1920 igth
Cent. Aug. 229 The civil administration of the country* should
be Arabised to a greater extent.

Arachnitis (.serxknai-tis). Path. [f. Arach-
S(oiD -f- -iTis.] Inflammation of the arachnoid
membrane. Also (in medical Diets.) in more
correct form Axaclmoldl'tia.
1834 J. Forbes Lacnuec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 60, I have

witnessed the supervention of peritonitis, severe dysentery,
and arachnitis, to fluxes suppressed by the use of hot wine

I

and spices. 2857 Dunglison J/r^. Z^.r.,.<^nscA)«2Vrr, more
I

properly A rachnoiditis.

\
Arahat : see 'Arhat.
Aralia (5r?i'li4). [mod.L., of uncertain origin.]

A genus of trees, shrubs, and herbs, the type of
the N.O. Araliacese.
s8a9 LoutxiN Encycl. Plants 230 Aralia. AraNa. Arali-

aceae. 1908 Wtstm. Gas. 25 Nov. 5/1 K tall aralia growing
in a corner of the well.lighted entrance-hall of the hotel.

Araliaceons(.ar^li|^>°j9s), a. Bot. [f. mod.L.
Araliaceie, f. Aralia, the typical genus; see

-ACEOII8.] Belonging to the N.O. Araliacese, com-
prising various herbs, shrubs, and trees, including

the ivy.

t8«6 Branoe & Cox Diet. Sci. ^ Art U. 780/1 Panax, a
name applied to some plants of the Araliaceous order. 1884
Spectator %^ May 685 Virtues.. attributed to the araliaceous
plant Jinsene.

Aramaicism (seramf isiz'm). [f. Arauaic -I-

-ISM.] An Aramaic idiom : = Abauaish.
1898 Tlass Philology ofthe Gospels 194 In the [first twelve

chapters of the Acts] Aramaicisms abound.

Aramaize (seram^-siz), V. [f. as prec -I- -ize.]

trans. To render Aramaic, imbue with Aramaisms.
s868 LiGHTFOOT^/./ir Phiiippians (1885) 149 In Aramaised

Greek.

Araneidal (xranridal), a. Zool. •= Aranei-
DAN a. So Arana'ldlform a. " Arameiform.
iSa« KiRBY & Sf. Enlomol. III. xxx. 171 The Corydalina

..is Chilopodiform, but with a tendency to the Araneidi-
form Type. 1895 Naturalist 2Q The Araneidal Fauna of
the northern counties of England.

Araneology (irc^m/i^-lddji). [f. L. ardnea
spider + -(o)logt.] The department of zoology
relating to spiders. Hence Araneolo-fflcal a.,

belonging to araneology ; Araneologlat, one
versed in araneology.
Z798 Monthly Mag. Jan. 53/2 Araneology., .The Araneo.

logical Calendar. 1875 Encycl. Brit. 11. 296/1 An eminent
araneologiau ^ 1884 Science 4 July 24/1^acts.. new to the
field of American araneology.

Arapaima (serSpai-ma). [South American
native name.] A genus of fishes of the family

Osteoglossidx, remarlcable for their size; a fish of

this genus.
1840 R. H. .Schomburck Brit. Guiana 39 The Arapaima or

Pirarucu (.Vu^/z (7/^Az), and. .the Lau-tau, are from ten to

twelve feet long. 1896 Lvdekkek Roy. Nat. Hist. V. 478
The true arapaima (Arapaima gigas) of the larger rivers of
Brazil and the Guianas . . occupies the proud position of being
the largest fresh-water bony fish. 1908 C. F. Hot.DSR Big
Game at Sea xix. 288 The a/a/arr/iA. .the game fish ofSouth
American waters—a monster that attained a length of twelve
feet and a weight of twelve hundred pounds.

Araroba (ser&r^baj. [Tupi.] A substance

found in cavities of the trunk of a Brazilian tree

AnJira Araroba; also called chrysarobin and Goa
powder.
1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 707/1 The Goa powder or araroba

is co.itaiiied in the trunk, nlling crevices in the heartwood.

Arbitrable, a. (Modem U.S. examples.)
1896 Columbus (().) Diipatck 18 July 1/4 Secretary OIney

points out in support of his amendments that they make all

disputesprima facie, arbitrable. 1915 Rooskvelt in Spectator
6 Feb. 195/1 They would not be made arbitrable, apy more
than an inilividual's right to life which is made arbitrable.

Arbitragetir (ajbttrajSr). Stock Exchange.
[Fr.] (See quot. 1875.)
s8^ EncycL Brit. 11. 311/1 Arbitrage properly known as

such, u the business of an arbitrageur, who is almost always
a member of a Stock Exchange or ' Bourse ', and his arbi-

trations..are. .in Government and other stocks and shares.

1903 IVestm. Gas. 13 Aug. 9/1 The knowledge that these
accounts had l;een taken over for cash by a big arbitrageur
helped the Yankee Market materially.

Arbitra'ging, vbl, sb. [Arbitraor 3.] (See

quot.)
1900 S. A. Nelsom A.B.C. ofWalt.'itrett ia6 Artitraging,

trading in two markets in order to profit by the difference in

prices.

Arbitral, a. 1. (Later U.S. example.)
1911 Amer. I'ear Book, tgio 103 The most significant

event of the past year in the development of international
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arbitralion has been the virtual establishment. .of the New
Court of Arbitral Justice.

ArUtrary. B. sb. Add :

Printing. Short iox arbitrarycharacter: A charac-

ter used to supplement the letters and accents which

constitute an ordinary fotmt of type.

1890 ititM Clarendon Press Inventory of Accents, Arbi-

trary Characters, &c. compiled April 1890. 1900 H. Hart
A'oUsCtiUury Tyfr^.i}9,i thought it unnecessary to set

the matrices for all the arbitrary characters. i9«8 J /le

PcriKtical 15 Feb. 17 The variety of type used, the many
languages involved, and the multiplicauon of 'arbllraries

have demanded technical knowledge and minute accuracy

to an extent probably unequalled in any other work.

Arbitra-tional,i. [See-AL.] Pertaining to,

involving, or effected by arbitration.

a 1889 A. Havwaed Ethic! efPeaceifjixA. D.), Arbitrational

settlement of the .-Mabama claims.

Arltitrationist (aabitr^i-fsnist). [f. Arbitka-

TION + -1ST.] One who is in favour of arbitration.

1884 Pail Mall Gaz. 24 Jtme 3/1 Fine doctrine this for the

arbitrationists I 1901 Q. Rci: Oct. 667 As an arbltratlomst,

he has been a hero with the emotional Radicals.

Axbitrative [aibitri^itiv), a. [f. AUBITEATE V.

+ -IVE.] Having power to arbitrate; done by

arbitration.

1831 Waddington Hist. Church xili. mi The arbitrative

authority of the Primitive Bishops -was tolerated .. by the

Pagan Emperors. 1861 Wardlaw Led. Proverbs, 1 he arbi-

trative settlement ofappealed differences. 187S R- J. Hinton

Eng. Radical Leadirs \^^ He urged arbitrative tribunals as

one of the better modes of treatment.

Arbor Day (aubar del). orig. U.S. [L. arbor

tree. C£, Akbor 2.] A day set apart by law, orig. in

the state of Nebraska, afterwards observed through-

out the U.S. and adopted in S. Australia to be

yearly observed for the planting of trees.

187a in Encycl. Brit. (1902) XXXI. 112/2 Resolved that

Wednesday, the 10th day of April 1872, be. .set apart, .for

tree-planting in the state of Nebraska, and the State Board

of Agriculture hereby name it Arbor Day. 1888 Daily Inter-

Ocean 14 Mar. (Farmer), Governor Oglcsby has designated

April 13 as Arbor Dayin Illinois. 1889 Harper's Mag.\n\y
311/a If the name of Arbor Day may seem to be a little

misleading, . . yet it may well serve until a better name is

suggested. 18^ Congress. Jiec. June 5404/2 In everyquarter

of the country ' arbor tayi ' are days named by law, and also

by custom, for planting forest trees to make lumber for the

generations yet to come. 1897 Westm, Gaz. 2 March 4/2

The members of the Folklore Society were., doing a good
and national work in assisting in the revival of such customs

as that of tree-planting on a particular day, and he hoped

this arbor day would be continued in their own locality.

1901 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 731/2 In order to encourage

tree-planting [in S. Australia], a yearly school holiday de-

voted to this purpose, and known as Arbor Day, was
established in j886. 1906 .V. Y. Even. Post 4 May 4 Arbor
Day is being celebrated in the schools of Greater New York
to-day.

Arboricidal (atjborissi'dal), a. [f. L. arbor

tree -i- -ciifa -asm i + -Ai.] Given to cutting down
trees, tree-felling.

1866 Blackmore Cradock Nowell xii. Condemnation of

this arboricidal age. 1877 Celebrities at Honte, Gladstone,

The arboricidal tastes of the Master of Hawarden.

Arborize, v. Add : intr. To make tree-like

formations.

1907 Practitioner June lB6o Some of the fibres from the

posterior nerve-root pass directly into the posterior grey

comu, and arborise around cells at its base.

Arbatns. Add :

2. U.S. With the pronunciation arbU'lus, applied

to a North American ericaceous plant, Epigsea

repens, called also trailing arbutus, ground laurel,

and Mayfloweb, and prized as a harbinger of

spring.

z8o6 Shecijt Flora Carol., Trailing Arbutus. i8s6'Whit-

TIEB Tke Mayflowers, The trailing arbutus, or mayflower,

grows abundantly in the vicinity of Plymouth, and was the

first flower that greeted the Pilgrims after their fearful

winter.

Arc, V. Inflected aroked, arcking, or arced,
arcing (with c = k). [£ Arc sb. 5.] intr. To form
an electric arc.

1893 Westm. Gaz. 20 June 6/3 In 'arcing' or jumping
from one conductor to another the current damaged the [gas]

pipes. X905 Daily Ckron. 19 Apr. 6/5 The contact or
arcing between the telephone cables and the conductor rail.

1968 installation News II. 19/2 The fuse is provided with
a phosphor bronze arcing tongue. 1910 tbid.\\. 63/1 Fires

. .due to the melting of soft compo gas-pipe, by arcing.

Arcades axnbo (aukadiz se'mbo). [L. phr.

(Vergil Eel. vii. 4), lit. both Arcadians, i.e. both
pastoral poets or musicians.] Two persons of the

same tastes, profession, or character (often deroga-

tory).

iBo* BvsON yuan iv. xciii. Each pull d different ways with
many an oath, ' Arcades ambo,' id est—blackguards both.

188a T. MozLKY Remin. iKxxiiL 11.92 [Denison and Neate]
were Arcades atnbo. They could talk and chaff about any-
thing. . . They were both good scholars, rather above the
Oxford tun. iiSAK\D%v.tii,aoKviu Colonel Quaritck xvii,
* Well, I'm a lawyer too, and a pretty sharp one

—

arcades
ambo,' said Johnnie with a coarse laugh.

Arcatnre (a'ikatiili). Arch. fad. F. arcature,

f. late L. areata Arcade : see- ube.] a. A small

arcade, b. A blind arcade.
[iS4g-go Paekek Glass. Arciit.] 1889 Cent. Diet.

Arch, sb. Add :

32

7. Chiefly//. Collectors' name for certain species

of moths : see quots.

1831 J. Rennie Bntterfl. f, Motlis 169 The Rufous Arch

[.S\emasia\ m/ana, Stephens). l8«9E. ti-B.tl»KKBnt.Ijdoths

407 The Gray Arches (Aphcta nebulosd). . . I'he costal mar-

gin of the fore wings is very slightly arched, the margin very

slightly scalloped, /bid. 408 The Silvery Arches {.Aplecta

tincta)...'lhe fore wings are slightly arched beyond the

middle of the costal margin. 1921 Conquest Sept. 496/2 Ihe

Dark Arches (Xylophasia monoglypha).

A-rclia:bbey. [Arch- 1,4.] The head abbey

of a Benedictine congregation. So A'rchabbot,

also called abbot-general.

1881 B. Weldon Engl. Congreg. St. Benedict p. ix. The
.-^rch-Abbey of Monte Cassino. 1889 C«</. ZJic/., Archabbot.

1897 Beoe Camm Benedictine Martyr iv. 82 In the Order

of St. Benedict.. a confederacy of Abbeys and Pnories,

. united together under one President (somtimes called

Abbot-General or Arch-Abbot), igil Catk. Encycl. '^\

.

648/z The location where St. Vincent Archabbey, College,

and Seminary stand to-day. 1913 Aup. Seton Memories of

manyyears 264 We had dinner at diHerent tables, in the

gallery. Arch-Abbot Krug . . presided at the principal one.

Archaistically (ajkci-stikali), aiiv. [i. Ab-

CHAiSTic : see -ically.] In an archaistic way ; as

an archaism.
,

1891 DaiVEE Introd. Lit. O. T. (1892) y^inoU, ' Ephraim

must in this case be used emblematically or archaistically.

Arcbaize, w. Add examples of the finite verb,

and A-Tchadzer, one who uses archaisms, an

archaist.

iS8a EncycL Brit. XIV. 332 It may be remembered that

Varro was himself something of an archaizer. \^ Academy
I Dec. 543/1 Poets in uncritical times do not archaise. 1921

Glovek Jes/is in Exper. Men viii. 134 The rather fabulous
' Age of Faith ' is not for us, however much we archaize.

Archangel ^. Add ;

2. c. A book-name for Archangelica officinalis

and allied plants, as Angelica sylveslris (Wild

Archangel) : = Angelica i.

1855 Miss Pxxn Elmver. PI. in. 54 Angelica sylvestris

(Wild Archangel). 1884 M11.LEE Plant-n., Archangel, Arch-
atii^'elica o/ficinalis.

Archangel ^ (a-rk^ind^el). Name of a govern-

ment of European Russia and its chief town, used

attrib. in Archangel mat, a bast mat used by horti-

culturists as a protective covering for plants, garden

frames, etc.

1854 E. ,5- A. Dickson's (of Chester) Calal., Mats, large

ArchauKel. 1909 Daily Citron. 9 Mar. 7/5 The plants being

covered . . with what are known as Archangel mats.

A:rchcon£rate-rnity. J!. CCA. [Abch-i.]

'A confraternity empowered to aggregate or affiliate

other confraternities of the saxae nature, and to im-

part to them its indulgences and privileges' (Co//4.

Encycl.).
i66t Blount Glossogr. (ed. 2) s.v. Rosary, Such Romanists

who are of the Archconfr.itemity of the Rosary, instituted

by St. Dominick. 1844 Dublin Kev. Mar._ 11 The wonderful
blessings, which have followed in the train of this religious

association, have induced his present Holiness to.. raise it

to the title of an aicli-confraternity. X914 Gasquet Order
of Visitation 32 The Archconfratemity of the Guard of
Honour of the Sacred Heart.

Archebiosis(aJki'bsi|i5ii-sis). Biol. [f. Gr.d/))(i7

beginning -)- ffioi life -I- -osis (cf. fiicuais way of life).]

H. C. Bastian's term for : ' Spontaneous genera-

tion ' ; = AlilOGENBSIS.
187J Bastian Beginnings ofLife I. v. 232. 187a Darwin

Let. -iZ PMZ-'vciLife ^ Lett. W\.\(y^,\ should like to live to
see Archebiosis proved true. 1874 Fibke Cosmic Pltilos.u.

viii. 1.430 Archebiosis, or the origination cf living matter in

accordance with natural laws, must have occurrexl at some
epoch of the past.

Archecen'bre (aukisentai). Biol. [f. as prec
+ Gr. KivTpov Centre.] An organic structure re-

garded as the primitive or central tyjie from which
homologous structures have been derived as modi-
fications in the course of evolution. So Arche-
ce'ixtric a.

1901 P. Chalmers Mitchell in Trans. Linnean Soc.,

Zool. VIII. 204 It is plain that the other Anseriforraes must
be removed from the Palamedex. The latter are archecen-

tric. Ibid. 258 The metacentre of the Limicoline-Gruiform
assemblages .. is a derivarive of the archecentre in which
Meckel's tract is no longer symmetrical about the middle
mesenteric vein and the diverticulum.

Archenteron (auke-nterfm). Biol. [mod-L.,

f. Gr. afxy\ beginning -h ivTffov intestine.] The
primitive intestinal or alimentary cavity in an em-
bryo. (Cf. Meteniekon, Perientbron.) Hence
Archenteric (-ente'rik) a., pertaining to the arch-

enteron.

1877 [see Metenteron], tS8i E. R. Lakkester in Encycl.
Brit. XII. 548/2 The archenteron or primitive digestive
space. Ibid., The closure or shutting off of the axial from
the periaxial portion of the archentenc space.

Archespore,archispore(a'akr-,a-jkisp5»j).
Bot. and Zool. [ad. mod.L archesporium, f. Gr.

ipX^-j c^PX'- Abohi- + anopa, airdpos SpoRE.] A
protoplasmic body from which spores or similar

reproductive bodies are developed. Hence Arclie-

sporial a., pertaining to or of the nature of an
archespore.
i88t Vines tr. Sachs's Bot. 403 By repeated divisions the

archesporial cell produces the spore-mother-cells. 1901 G.N.
Calkins Protozoa v. 151 The entire organism takes part in

ARCTIC.

the formation ot archispores (or sporoblasts), each ardiispore

gives rise to spores, and each spore to sporozoites. 190*

Oliver tr. Kerner's Nat. Hist. Plants II. 95 Within (the

anther], large cells.. form what is known as the archtipo-

rium. Ibid. 96 'Ihe archesporial cells divide, giving rise to

the pollen-mother-cells.

Archibenthal (aakibe-njial), a. \i. mod.L.
arcliibenthos (f. Gr. dpx'- Abchi- -f piySos depth)

-f -AL.] Belonging to or inhabiting the AroMben-
tbos, or depths of the primitive (palaeozoic) ocean.

1904 Science 7 Oct. 463 The archibenthal species .. have a

greater range than those restricted to. .the shallow waters of

the coast. 191a J. Murray & Hjoax Depths of the Ocean

459, etc.

Archiblast (a-rkiblaest). Emhryol. [f. Gr.

dpx'- Abchi- -i- p^aaro! sprout, germ, -blast.]

The formative yolk in an ovum, which constitutes

the germ ; also applied by His to the epiblast.

(In both uses distinguished from Paeablast 2,

q.v.) Hence Archl'bla'Btic a.

1876 [see Archi- 2] . 1876 [see Parablast 2]. 1885 Stirumg
tr. Landois^ Human Physiol. IL 1128.

Archicerebrtun (aikise'rrbr^m). Zool. [mod.

L., f. Gr. li^X'- Abchi- 2 + 1,. cerebrum brain.]

The primitive brain of an insect or other arthropod.

1881 [see syncerebrum s.v. Svn-J.

Archie (aJtJi), sb. [abbrev. of proper name
Archibald: seequot. 1922.] Inthewarof 1914-18,

an anti-aircraft gun firing shrapnel, orig. applied to

those used by the Germans. Hence ArcMe v.

trans., to fire at with an anti-aircraft gun.

1915 RosHER In R.N.A.S. (1916) 116 There are some
beastly Archies .. wiiich come unpleasantly near first shot.

[1916 H. G. Wells Mr. Britling 11. iv. 334 Suddenly
whack, whack, whack, came a line of little pufis of smoke
behind it, and then one in front of it, which meant that our

anti-aircraft guns were having a go at it. Then, as suddenly,

Archibald stopped.] 1917 'Contact' ^K. \. TiiXl) An Air-

man's Outings vi.159 Only somebody who has beeii Archied

from Plusprcs can realise what it means to fly ri^ht over

the stronghold at four thousand feet, x^ao Bleukw. Mag.
Dec. 757/1 So soon as they crossed the lines, they were
heavi^ 'archied'. I9as Raleich War /« y4rV I. 343 The
anti-aircraft §uns got their name of ' Archies ' from a lighl-

heai'ted British pilot, who when he was fired at in the_ air

quoted a popular music-hall refrain
—

* Archibald, certainly

not
!'

Archiepi'soopally, adv. [i. Aechiepiscopal

-f -LT 2.] In an archiepiscopal way ; in the manner

of an archbishop.
1839 Eraser's Mag. XX. 122 So fond is Mr. Philip of epis-

copacy, that at page 248 he archiepiscxipally consecrates

John Bunyan, ' Bishop Bunyan '. 1884 Tennyson Becket

in. iii, Herbert. And how did Roger of York comport him-

self? Walter Map. As magnificently and archiepiscopaUy

as our Thomas would have done. 1886 F. C Philits Jack
^ Three JitlsW. x. 174 His demeanour was archicpiscopally

grave.

ArchipelagOed(ajkipe'lag*id) ,/a.^&., inter-

spersed (^j)ith . , .) like an archipelago.
1880 ' Mark Twain ' Tramp Abroad xlix. Gravy, archi-

pelagoed with mushrooms- 1906 Howeuls Certain Delight-

ful Eng. Towns 91 Tiie tender blue iky, thickly arcbi-

pelagoed with whity-brown clouds.

Arohispore: see *ArchesK)«k.
Architected(aukitekted),/a.///e. [f. Aechi-

tect sb.^ Designed by an architect.

1890 Harper's Mag. Apr. 800/2 We would not give being

the author of one of Mr. Aldrich's beautiful sonnets to be ihe

author of many ' Wyndham Towers ', however skilfully

architected. 1913 ^si.e.igh Some Authors, Boccaccio {itj^-i)

3 He has come out of the prison-house of theological system,

nobly and grimly architected. 1923 Public Opinion 39 June
622/3 A.. vague notion that a building ought to be archi*

tected.

A'rch-stone. ^.-S". [Aech sb. IIL] Arch-stone

Stale, the ' Keystone State ', Pennsylvania.

1840 Ccmgr. Globe 25 Jan., App. 263 In this severance and
sectioning, what would Pennsylvania, that 'arch-stone'

State, say 1

Arc-"
i88a Electric „ , _ .

insulated and protected in the same manner as tiie aforesaid

main rods or wires. Ibid. 24/1 They are of opinion that ' arc

lamps are well adapted for the illnmination of very large

areas *. 1890 Electrical Engineer 7 Feb. 102/2 Prices of

Arc Lighting, s&^y Daiiy Netus
2J

April 3/5 Repairs of

the arc-lighting mains. s^/cA Daily Chron. 30 Nov. 7/3 Tlie

arc-lamp standards were torn up and twisted like straw.

1911 EncycL Brit. XVI. 659 2 F. P. t Canf in France in

1876 began to nLinufacture arc lamp carbons of high quality

from coke, lampblack and syrup.

Arcosoliiinx(ajk«s^n-li»m). PI. -la. [med.L.,

f. arcus bow,arch -H solium seat, throne.] An arched

cell or niche, vaulted in semicircular form, serving

as a tomb in the Roman catacombs.
1876 [see table-tomb s-v- Table sb. 22). 1905 19th Cent.

Nov. 785 Both the ' table-tomb ' and the ' arcosolium ' are as

a rule confined to those many crypts. . which opened out of

the various galleries.

Arctalian (aikt?Iian\ 3. Zoogeography, [f.

mod.L. Arctalia (J. Gr. ap/crm : cf Aectic -)- aKs

sea) -^ -AN.] Belonging to the marine region called

^Irclalia, comprising the seas of the northern hemi-

sphere as far south as the isocryme of 44° Fahr.

18S8 Prix. Biol Soc. Washington JL 34 (Cast. Supp.) The
fauna is very different from the Arccalian. Ibid, [see

Tropicalian].

Arctic. B. Add:

-lamp, -light, -lightinff : sec Abc 5.

Electric Light 21/2 The wires for" arc lights ' to be
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2. pi. Thick waterproof OTer-shoes for winter

wear. V.S.
i8fi3 M. Arnold Lttt, (1895) II. 339, I have bought a pair

oi arctics, the lined waterproof boots which everybody here
[sc. in Boston] «-ears in winter. 189a HoWElxs Mtrcy 38
He put on his overcoat and arctics.

Arctoid (a'jktoid),a. (li.) Zool. [f. mod.L.
Arctoidca neut. pi., f. Gr. dp(rfor bear : see ^3ID.]

Resembling a bear ; spec. Belonging to, or having

the characters of, the division Arctoidea of Cami-
ora, comprising the bears and allied animals ; as

sb. an animal of this division. Also Aretoi-dean a,

1869 W. H. FiDWBt in Proc.Zoel. Soc,\t, Jan. 24 The re-

productive organs [of the dogs] belong neither to the Arctoid
nor to the ^luroid type. ibid. 30 An arboreal, preheiuile.

tailed, omnivorous, Procyonine Arctoid. 1885 Athttumm
3 Jan. 20 3 The view that the Pinnipedia were evolved from
some arctoid, probably ursine, form of land Camivora.
Ibid, 3 May 570 x The arctoidean carnivorous mammals.
X9S3 J. A. rKOMsoN in G/as^cw Heralti 27 Mar. 6 a The
r>Iecat..baa nothing to do with any cac.ltia Arctoid, not
eline.

Arctnrian (ajktiu>Tian), a. (ij.) Astr. \i.

AscTUB-ua + -lAif.] Pertaining to or resembling

Arctnnis ; applied to a class of stars having a spec-

trum likethat of Arctnras; as ;^. a star of this class.

X909 [see 'Antaieiam^

Ardeine (ajdigsin), a. Ormih. [f. mod.L.
Ardtiruc fem. pL, t L. artUa heron: see -nnil.]

Belonging to, or having the characters of, the sal>

family Ardtitue, comprising the herons and their

near allies.

litrf^ Encyct. Brit. 111.713/xfftf/A ^o/vfiiV^hastbe head
of a Stork, bat its body U largely Ardeine.

Ardri (a'jd|ri'. Also -rich. [Ir. drd- chief-

> riog king.] A head king. Hence A-rdrlsUp.
18S9 AtktMMumt 17 Aug. 315 3 The ustirpation of the artl-

rigb-thip bv Brian Bora. 1896 Wtstnt. Gaz. 39 Dec. 3'x
To malice tneArdri-ship (or bead kingship) a reality, i^aa
Edim. Eev. Apr. 343 Ireland will now welcome any native
Govenunent strong enough . . to give her peace, whether Free
Sute, or Republic, or an Ard-ri choaen from one of her
royal races to rule once more from the hill of Tara.

Alttk, 2. b. Add qaat%. (or area sneaJt,sfuai-

ing, and : area-way- - Abea 3 ; also US. an area

serving as a passage-way.
itta J. H. Vai X FUuk Dict„ 'Art* tumh, at Aria slum,

Ibcpnciice ofslipping onparecived down tb* anas ofprivate
hornet, and robbtng tne lower apartments of ptate or other
artklea. 1839 Dickik* NickUif liz. Why «un^ I a thief,

swindler, bousebraaker, area-^neak, robber of penoa out of
the trays of blind men s dogst vgfADaitj Ckrtn, 14 May
6/3 To prevent borglary and 'ina-wnakiiMj 1903 {f. V.>'} . - . _ . -
Tl/iw 30 Oct. 1 The body was coocealed in tbo home until

Monday night, when it was P|[aced in the ^*area-way. 1907
Ckicagm Eptn. Post 4 May 3 The building is connected witn
the main hoepital by a covered axeaway. 1914 A. B. Rkbvb
Exfltitt rf klaint v. Sa A sinister bee appealed in a heiiH
ment areaway nearby.

Areopagus. Addqnots.:
attjo RAcan Ai^. WU&mHu It I xu (i<93) i<9 And

tberefore, my H. Loedahlpa, here I have hat my Areopagus,
and dernier Reaort, being not like to make any furtber
Appeal 1900 Daily S'twM aS Apr. 5 3 A pemaiwnt aieo-
pagua has been created, with fixed arbitrators, secretaries,

ftc. 19x9 \aH TiKrtT2 Mtm. I. xvi. 849 ^1^0 European
'areopagns ' (ai Bethmann called it), proposed by Grey,
oaght not to have been refmed. 1900 Q. Rn. Apr. 47s The
Coouuirioa of Reparations, whoK duty it should be 10 be-
ooaea..Rhadainanthine Areopagus.

Aretalogjr (cretse-lfidji). [ad. Gr. ipmXoyta,
{. ip*Hi excellence, wondrous deed, miracle : see

-LOOT.] A narrative of the miracles performed by
a god or semi-divine hero. So Az«talo(lcal
(.xretilfrdjikil) a.

1887 W. Cost Lett, t 7rnli. (1897) 52] The areulogical
accession is that traced Sack to tne &ipio and Regulus of
Cicero, Livy, and Horace. X9xa j. S. PHilxiMOBs/'A//iu/r.
A^Uim. I. p. xiii, A life, or rather an edifying Arttalofy,
of Pytbagotas. 1905 W. R. HAl.UDAr Pagan Backgrmnd
vL X85 Tm aretak^y, which narrates the miraculous acta of
sooie thaumaturge.

Argil (i'lgil), sh. Short form of Aboau.
seal V. G. Cnii-oa Mni Anc. Eait ii. 44 The third variety

ofOU Worid sheep, the argal. Uvea to the east of the urial.

Argel (a-idjel . AteJ. [a. Arab, ^j^ harjil

(.Sharaf Ditl. Med.'):\ The leaves of the African

asclepiadaceoQS plant Solenosltmma Argel, for-

merly nsed to adulterate senna.
ittt_ A T. Thomsok Loud. Disp. (1818) 93 The leaf of

argel is an iiKh or 14 lines Umg, while that 01 senna never
exceeds nine lines. 1874 GAxaoo & BAxraa UiU. Mid.
(1880} 343 This addition to icnna is important, as the argel

Mat. Mid, (ed. 3) 34 Argel leaves, SMettmttmmu Argil,
Hayoe J.. formerly regularly mixed with the senna but now
of rare occurrence.

Argentins (a-jd3&it9iu),a.2andf^.l [ad.Sp.
Argentina : see defm.]

A. aJj. Ofor belongmgto Argentina, the federal

repnblic {Jiepuhlua or Cmfederacion Argentina)
which occupies the greater part of the soatbem end
of South America, and is named from the Rio de
la riata (Sp.//a/a silver).

X834 Ptnny Cyct. 1 1. 308 '1 Argentine republic. X87S
EiuycL Brit. II. 488/a Along the Argentine slopes of the
Ar.des. 1890 T. CmlJ> Spamih.Aii,ir. RetuUict 380 The
Argentine love ofshowy novelties. mrjG^Tiaim ArgtiUina

SUPPT.

33

* Uruguay 4S According to Argentine Law, all children
born on Argentine soil are ipso/acto Argentines, xoao Cornk,
Mag. Sept. 334 No two Argentine horses are of the same
mind for more than a few seconds at a time.

B. sb. L A native or inhabitant of Argentina.
Also, a horse or pony of a breed peculiar to
Argentina.
1860 Chanikers's EncycU I. 388/2 1 he Banda Oriental has

been a bone of contention between the Brazilians and the
Argentines. l8ga T. Child Spanish-.'imer. Ripubiics 37s
In alt that concerns civilization, the Argentines look up to
the French. 1893 C E. Akeks Argenliite Sketches 42 In
veryrare cases is an Argentine fotmd doing anything that
requires severe physical exertion. 1903 Kipling J^ive
Nations, M, /., Atop of a sore-backed Argentine.

2. The Argentine, Argentina.
x89a T. Child S/anisA-Amer. Republics ajCnots, In the

Argentine and in Uruguay. /^/V. 279 The auctioneer.. is

a great personage in the Argentine.

Hence Arirentlnlan (^ajdjenti-nian) a., belonging
to the Argentine ; also sd. ^ Argentlno (aid^en-

trno), a native of the Argentine.
19x9 Charlottb B. Jordan tr. Ibanem's Four Horsemen of

thtApocalypse 1. i, 1 am an Argentinian citizen. Ibid,, She
was speaking alone to the Argentinian, xgao Conihill Mag.
Sept. 335 Thework of the Texans was neat and expeditious,
that of the Argentiffos clumsy and slow.

Argliail (a'jgsen). [Etym. unknown.] The
fibre of a South American plant recently cultivated

in Malaya, which can be spun into a strong fine

yam. Also attrib,

t9aa Conguest Oct. 485 Arghan, the new British textile.

X9a4 I. S. M. Ward Textile Fibres 52-3. I9a7 Chambers's
yml. 336 The Argluin plant is Sir Henry (Wickham's]
second gift to the lode.

Argive (augaiv), a. and si. [ad. L. Argivus
(Gr. 'Apyuot) pertaining to Argos, 'A/jyot.]A aelj. Of or belonging to the city of Argos or
the territory of Argolis. Hence used in Homerand
later classical writers as » Grecian, Greek.
X598 Chapman Iliad 1. Argt., ApoUos Priest to th' Argtue

Fleete doth bring Gifts for his daughter. Ibid, s Till in my
Royall Argiue court, her bewties strow my bed. X675
HoBBES Iliad I. (1686) X The two Atrides..Who of the
Argive Army were the best, xyxj Pope Iliad 11. 675 Next
move to War the gen*rous Argive Train. X7x6 /bid, vii. 359
Thro* ev'ry Argive Heart l>ew Transport ran. X858 Birch
Anc, Pottery iT. 107 The Lacedaemonian. Teian, Cbian, and
Argive cups were also esteemed. X875 Aloaals jKntids lu
a54 And iu>w the Argive boat comes forth.

B. sb. A native of Argos or of Argolis; gen. a
Greek.
167s HobbXs///<k/ XVII. (1686) 3^7 Just so Patroclus body

tugged they, Trojans to Troy, and Argivcs to the Fleet.
S7X6 Pops Iliad viii. 436 Long since bad Hector slain'd
these Fields with Gore, Strctcn'd by some Argive on his
native Shore. xSr) Mobris /Eneids 1. 40 And Pallas, might
not she Bum up tne Argive fleet and sink the Argives in the
sea..t t9aa Jackson & Laxk Beginnings Chr. 11. 12 The
ivory or other mBterisl . . supplied by the Klians, AtbeoiaiUi
or Argivea

ATgle-balrgle, sb. [f. argle-bargle vb. » see

AuGLK z'.] Disputatious argument, bandying of
words, wrangling.
* x88x Cablvls in W. Knight Retrospects Ser. L (1904) X5,

I have for a long time given up the argle-bargle of meta-
physics. 1907 OMmv 1 1 Dec. is/a Can they. .Bland up to
a good and sufEcieot argle.bargle that lasts iae the best part
ofthieeboursl
So A'Tfy-te-rgy (argne-barKna) r. and sb,

(orig. Sc.).

xt^ yamiestn^s Se, Diet. Soppl s.v. Arrrwe, The terms
esrgii<6argie, esrgie, and bargie, are applied to such conien-
tioos. lM> Babbis Autd Licit Idylls 35 I'se nae time to
argyfaargy wi' ye. uej H. 0. Wblu Kipps 1. ii. An occa.
sional argey-hargey that sprang up between Carshot and
Bngginsat dinner. syo6 W, I)b Mobcak yoseph Vance xxiii,

He argue-bajgues with yon like a winkle that won't come
out of its shell, t9aa Bleukw, Mm£. July 65/1 Do not argy*
bargy with such scoundrels.

Argon (aTgjm). Chem. [mod.L., f. Gr. i/rfiv,

neuter of ipytt idle, inactive, L d- priv. + ifyoy
work.] A colourless odourless gas occurring in

very small quantity (less than i per cent.) in the air.

First -discovered in 1894 and named, as a new
element, from its chemical inertness.

i8m (31 Jan.) Ld. Ravlkich & W. RAiuAY!n/>A>7. Trans.
CLXXXVJ. A. X87 Argon, a New Constituent of the Atmo-
sphere. Ibid. 334 I'he gas deserves the name ' argon '^ for

it is a most astonishingly indtflferent body, inasmuch as it is

unatucked by elements of very opposite character. 19x3
Bloxam's Chem. (ed. 10) 393.

Argonaut. Add

:

1. b. transf,
X807 W. Irving Salmeigundi (1824) 85 A celebrated

Roman Knight, .who..beoime a great favourite of Prince
Madoc, ana accompanied that famous argonaut in the
voyage which ended in the discovery of this Continent. X893
Kats Sanborn S, Caii/orma x The^_ff'd!r-xi«c^ Argonaut,
in Pullman train, flees the cold and grip.

o. An adventurer who went to California in

1849; * forty-niner. U.S.
li^i Overland Monthly (S. Franc) X. 434 Argonauts of

*49. S87S B. Habtk (/////) Tales of the Argonauts.

Arguably (augiMibli), eulv. [U Abgcable >
-LY 2.] As may be shown by argnment or made a
matter of argument.
X890 Sat. Rev. 32 Feb. 3x6 '2 His policy, if sometimes

arguably mistaken, was almost always a..geoeroui policy.

AKISTOL.
x9ao ^. Rev, Apr. 404 The zeal for order and moral righteous-
ness IS arguably more purely Jewish in its origin than [etc.].

Argufier (a-jgiwfaiisj). [f. Argufy z;.] One
who argufies or is given to arguing.
1871 JowBTT Plato III. 494 We know that they are tre-

mendous argufiers, and are able to impart their own skill to
others. 1880 Clark Russell Sailor's Sweetheart \, I have
noticed that your people who are pretty well agreed are
always the fiercest argufiers.

Argy-bargy, etc. : see under *Abgle-baeglk.
Argryle, variant spelling of Abgtll.
1906 H. C. MoFFAiT Old Ox/. Plate 54 Two-handled

Argyle with Cover. Silver. 1779. 1909 Brasenose Coll.
Quatcrcent. Monogr, I. v. 42.

Argyrol(a-jd3ir/>I). Pharmacy, [f. Gr. apYvpoy
silver + -0L.] Vitellin of silver, a dark brown
powder of which the aqueous solution is used as a
local antiseptic.
X910 Practitioner Mar. 39;r The ducts, .should be swabbed

out on each of these days with a solution of argyrol.

Arhat (auhxt). Also Arahat (xrahsef).
[a. Skr. arhat adj. deserving. Arahat is the Pali
form.] A Buddhist saint of the highest rank.
Hence AT(a"hat«hip, the state of an Arhat.
X87S R. C. Childbrs Pali Diet., ArahS,.. stn Arhat...
A rahattain. State of being an Araha, Arhatship. X877 Rhys
Davids Buddhism 84 The Buddhist Arahats or saints. i88a
Encycl, Brit, XIV. 226/1 The central point of primitive
Buddhism was the doctrine of * Arahatsnip '. X91S H. G.
Rawlinson Bactria viU xix The Siamese tradition of
Menander's attainment to Arhatship.

-arian (e«-rian) suffix, based on L. -arius -ABT

1

with the addition of -Air, used to form adjs. or
corresponding sbs. The earliest formations of a
general character are disciplinarian (sb.) of the
late-l6th century, agrarian, antiquarian (sb.),

proletarian, corpuscuiarian, and veterinarian (sb.)

of the 1 7th century ; of the numeral adjs. quinqua-
genarian (1569) and septuagenarian (i 715) are the
earliest recorded. The commonest use of the suffix

is in terms denoting religious or moral tenets, as

Millenarian, Predestinarian, sectarian, Sublap-
sariany Supralapsarian, Trinitarian, Unitarian
of the 17th century, Trcutarian (1824), on the
analogy of which were formed necessitarian,

utilitarian, humanitarian, and the jocular any-
thingarian and nothingarian of the 18th century,

and the nonce-word strictarian (after sectarian).

1799 SouTHEY Devils It-'aU xxix, My Utilitarians, My all

sorts of 'inians And all sorts of -arians My all sorts of-ists.

xe67 F. H. Ludlow Fleeing to Tarsltish 135, 1 iielieve there
are strictarians who think it too gay.

Aridly (,teridli), aJv, [f. Abid a. + -LT 2.] In
an arid manner, with aridity.

X883 Miss Brouchton Belinda II. lll. iv. 938, ' I think ',

be says aridly, * that . . we bad better keep to the subject in
hand.' Z906 Hardy Dynasts it. it. vi. soi Were 1 as coarse
a wife As 1 am limned in English caricature . . You could not
speak more aridly.

Arimasp (ic'rimsesp). [ad. L. Arimaspt pi.,

Gr. 'Apifmairoi, said to mean in Scythian ' one-
eyed '.] One of the Arimaspi, a mythical race of
one-eyed men in northern Europe, occupied in en-
deavouring to wrest gold from the griffins {y/ni-ittt)

who guarded it. They are sometimes figured in

Greek vases, fighting with griffins.

xfioo F. Walker Sp. Maude; ille 11 b, The Arimaspes, be-
ing a people with one eie. 1873 C. W. Kino Antique Gems
4- Rings Index 473 Arimasp and Gryphon. XM9 Cent. Diet.
M.V., Figures^ of Arimasps occur sometimes in Gieek art,

represented in Oriental dress and fighting griffins. Z905
H. B. Waltebs Anc. Pottery II. 148 In one instance an
Arimasp woman is seen shooting at a Gryphon of curious
type. 1913K. H. MisssScythians^Greihsiv. 56 An Arimasp
such as we find on the calalhos from the Great Bliznitsa.

Arimaapian (a:rimx-spi&ii). [f. L. Arimaspi
(see prec.) + -lAN.] = prec.
l66j Milton P. L. 11. 945 As when a Gryfon through the

Wilderness. .Pursues the Arimaspian, who by stelth Had
from hb wakeful custody purloind The guarded Gold. X775

J. Bryant Anc, Mythol. I. ^80 note. This may have been
one reason .. why the Cyclopians and Arimaspians are repre-
sented with one eye, x8a7 Blackw. Mag. XXI. 780/1 Mer-
maid orsalam.^nder. . miser or arimaspian. S913 £. H. Minns
Scythians ff Greeks w, 113 The representations of Arimas.
plans and grifBns in art. Ibid. xi. 391 I'he centre group, in

which there are two griiTins to one Arimaspian.

Arise, v. 18. Add :

Arising out of; used, with loose construction, to

introduce a circumstance, action, proposid, etc,
arising out of an event, statement, etc.

19x8 Daily News 8 Dec. 9/3 Arising out of the Goddard
case, [a man] was summoned.. for threatening .. an ex.Con-
stable.

Ariato (ari-sftf). coUoq. [Fr., shortened f. <JW-
tocrate.y An aristocrat.

t8<4 \L J. HiGGlNs Ess. (1875) 173 In X795, theaged Hono-
riusdied..in consequence of the. .imprisonment to which be
had been subjected as an arista. 1888 Ld. R. Gowhr Rec.
4- Remin. (1903) 425 Charles Vitliers. .said how snubbed
Dizzy used to M in old days by the aristos whom he got to

serve him in his later life. Ibid. X33 Now that aristo-Liberals

vote often with Conservatives.

Aristol (Sri-st<)l). [f. Gr. Spiam best + -OL.]

A brownish-red powder nsed as a deodorant anti-

septic.

8



AEISTOPHANIC. 34 ARBSARAGE.
I M^tScal Anmtal i x Aristol . . Is said to be formed, as
inoas red-brawn amorphous precipitate, when an
3 solution of iodine in potassium iodide is treated

with thv-mol in caustic soda solution. X901 in Doriano
MtJ. Diet. (ed. 2).

Aristopluillic (x-rist^fs'nik), a. and sb. [ad.

L. Arislapiuoueus, Gr. 'Ap«rTo^)«i»<o5j.] A. adj.

Of or pertaining to Aristophanes, the Athenian

comic dramatist, or his plays ; used by, occurring

in, or characteristic of Aristophanes.
xSa? Carlvle Ctrm. Rom. II. Tieck 6 He had langhed

with hb whole heart, in a true Aristophanic vein. 1827
TVksaire ^Greeks (ed. 2) 109 note^ The ex^lressions which
the Aristophanic Euripides employs fai assailing iEschylus.

x8^ T. MrrcHELL Ackarn. 0/Aristopk. 148 tioUf The word
AoftN' occurs in the Aristophanic writings. 1873^ Svmonds
Grk.. Poets viii. 245 If we are to seek for an approximation to

Aristophanic humour, we shall find it perhaps in Rabelais.

B. si. A logaoedic tripody beginning with a
dactyl (— w u

I

— w
I

— O) ; a first Pherecratic.

1874J-U- Mabshaxx Horati Op. l.p. xxxiv, Sapphic (the

greater). Alternately an Aristophanic and a greater Sapphic
Aristotle's Iiantem : see Laotkbit 6 b.

Aristotype (ari-stirtaip). Photography, [f. Gr.
aptaros best + Type.] A printing process in which
silver salts are used in collodion 01 gelatin ; also,

a print made with soch a process. Also in shortened
form Arl'sto.
l88g Anthany's Pkctogr, Bull. II. 15 Is there an opportu-

nity for great depth, try an aristotype. Ti^ Amer. Ann.
Phciogr. 63 When aristo papers were first introduced. Ibid.

274 Toning and fixing aristotype prints.

Ark, ib. 2. b. Add: Applied to something
which protects or enshrines a precious possession.
i8ad £. EverettA ddrtss atCkarlestown 39 They [Adams

and Jefferson] took upthearkof her [their country's] liberties

with pure hands, and bore it through in triumph. x888 Brvce
Amer. CotHrmv. I. xxiii. 323 The functions which it [the
Supreme Court] discharges in guarding the ark of the
Constitution.

Ark, V. (Later U.S. example.)
X845 SL Louis Reveille 4 Aug. (Th.) I stood by while

all the animals were arked.

Arkaiisan, a. and sb. [f. the name of the
State.] &. adj. Ofor pertaining to Arkansas. To. sb.

A native or inhabitant of Arkansas.
1884 Carle Dr. Sem'er xv. (1885) 100A tall Arkansan, with

high-combed hair, .and very broad, clean-shaven lower jaw.

Arkansas (a-ikansg, aiso outside U.S. ajkas-n-

zaes). [Name of a state of U.S.A.] A line-grain

variety of novacnlite found in Arkansas, U.S.A.
Also, a whetstone made of this. In full Arkansas
stont, hone (see qnot. 1910).
A rkansas toothpick : see Toothpick.
187s Carpentry Sf Join. 34 We often find it a good plan to

rub down a tool on a bit of Arkansas of coarse quality. 1885
SpoHs' Mechanics' Own Bk. 243 Oilstones.—These are of
several kinds, the best known being the Chamley Forest,
Turkey, Arkansas, and Washita brands. 19x0 Encycl, Brit.
XIII. 6s3/x_Of Arkansas stones there are two varieties. .

.

The finer kind, known as Arkansas bone, is obtained in
small pieces at the hot springs.

Aria, sb?- TXL Add :

arm-guard, (a) in Boxing, defence with the arm

;

<J>) a protecting covering for the arm ; arm-rest, a
device constructed for the arm to rest upon.
1889 Micheli. Boxing (Badm. Libr.) 148-9 Figure ix. Left

•arm guard. Ibid. 156 Right arm guard. 1898 Daily News
25 Oct. 8/5 [They] seemed to depend more upon quick
dodging than upon the arm^uard to avoid a blow. X899
Ibid, ao June 3/5 Two massive gold arm.guards, set with
. .diamoiids. 1905 Daily Chron. ix Jan. 6/2 The girls wore
arm-guards and masks. 1898 Sloane Stand. Elect. Vict.
App., *Arm rest^ a device for lessening the fatigue of
holding a telephone receiver to the ear. 1908 Daily Chron.
12 Mar. 5/6 The deceased's head was-.over the mouth of the
barrel, which was leaning against the arm.rest-

Arm, sb'^ 8. Add to definition : air-service,
now often called thefourth arm.
19x4 Engineering 4 Sept. 312/2 Aircraft in Warfare : the

Dawn of the Fourth Arm. By F. W. Lanchester.

Armageddon (ajmage'd(?n). [See Rev. xvi. 16
(A.V.). The Revised Version has Harmagedon.'\
The place of the last decisive battle at the Day of
Judgement ; hence used allusively for any final
conflict on a great scale. Also attrib.

. '',",?-!t"-"y
''* '" "°BS ^'f' <''*S8) 1. 170 Faber, Row.

land Hill, and several others of the Armageddon heroes.
1886 Earl Suffolk & W. G. Craven Racing(^^im. Libr.)
247 As long as we have racing we shall have betting—that
"ageless war between layers and backers will still be waged.
. .At present we see no sign of a final Armageddon. 1893KiPUMC Englands Answer Poems 1919 I. 237 In the day
of Armageddon, or the last great fight of all. 191a Encycl.
Brrt. II. 561/j From the application of the word Arma.
Bedd<m to the great battle of the End of Time comes the
use of the phrase ' an Armageddon ' to express any great
Ifaughter or final conflict. 1914 Brit. Chess Mag. Sept. 539nie chess Megiddo has ever been a delightful seat" of
friendly anugonism, but today Armageddon is horrible to
contemplate. xgaS W. Drem.ng OldPy/nts ii. { 2 Mr. Pybus
bad been able to speak of the war as Armageddon without
cribbing an obvious bleat from the popular press.

Armagnac (armse-nyaek). A superior brandy
made in the district formerly called Armagnac
(department of Gers).
1910 Encycl. Brit. XI. 904/a The remainder [of the wine

produced in the department of Gers] is chiefly manufactured
into brandy, known by the name of Armagnac, second only
to Cognac in reputation. 19x0 Saintseurv Motes on Cellar-

ii. 119 Vou may drink Armagnac after Burgundy now and
they won't quarrel.

Armamentarinm (aamamente»*riiim). [L.,

= arsenal, armoury.] The equipment of medicines,

instruments, and appliances used by a medical man.
1874 [see Armamentarv], X906 V.Horslev in S. Paget

Ei/e (igig) 236 A whole armamentarium of drugs.

Armature. Add

:

8. attrib. and Comb,, as armature bobbin, con-

ductor, magnet, ^winder, -winding.
1884 Hiccs Magn. ff Dyn. Electr, Macli. 34 The armature.

bobbins revolve as near the magnetic poles as possible. Ibid,

i^-j The employment of only half as many inducing magnets
as of armature magnets. X90K J. Bltuk's Carp, tf Build.,

Scaffolding 77 The winding of the armature conductors in-

side insulating tubes. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 580/r
The separate small sections of the armature winding. X908
Daily Chron. 24 Aug. 9/6 Armature winder wanted.

Arm-chair. Add

:

Often used attrib. to express the attitude ofpersons

who confine themselves or are addicted to home-
made views or criticism of matters in which they

take no active part ; as arm-chair critic, politician.

1890 Pall MallGaz. 8 Sept. a/2 The latter depends abso-
lutely upon the vivifying force of emotion, the former con-
descends to nothing more violent than the gentle arm-chair
titillation which can be developed over the pages of a
history-book. 1894 New Rev. XI. 286 An essential difference
between 'black* anarchists.. and 'arm-chair' anarchists.

1896 W. H. S, AuBREV Stock Exch. Investm. i. 5 The
arm.chair critic of politics, war, literature, or finance.

1899 Geogr. Jrnl. XIII. 153 Mr. Murray had convinced
himself by experiments, .that much of the objection to bori.
zontal fishing had no greater weight than belongs to arm-
chair disputations on the subject. 1902 Lond. Q. Rev. Jan,
70 Even to the armchair traveller the perusal of this Hand-
book would, .suffice to attest the reality of the transforma-
tionof the. .province. x^x3P. G.'VIodv.hovse. Little Nugget
u. viiL § 3_ The arm-cbair critic, reviewing a situation calmly
and at^ his ease. Z9X4 Engl. Rev. Sept. 259 Arm-chair
strategists.

Aimed, pp^. a.'^ 1. Add:
Armed camp, used esp. of Europe regarded as ftilly armed

ready for war.
X898 Daily News 6 Oct. 5/7 The armed camp, which we

call the continent.

Armeno-, used as comb, form of Armenia or
Armenian (L. Armenius, Gr. 'Ap^^ot).
189S P. Gbddes in Ethical World 11 Mar. 167/1 The

Turcopbobes and Turcophiles, the Hellenophobes and
Hellenophiles, Armenophobes and Armenophiles of recent
journalism, ift^ Daily Newt 25 Aug. 4/7 The Armenophile
movement in England. X905 Westm. Caz. 15 Nov. a/x Tho
ArmenophoLia of Russian officialdom.

Armistice. Add : 3. Armistice Day, the
day, II Nov. 19x8, on which the armistice was
concluded which brought the war of l9i4-i8toan
end ; also, any anniversary of that day.

Armoirially (aimo»'riali), adv. [f. Aemobial
a. + -lt2.] In an armorial maimer ; in a way that
pertains to arms or armour.
i86x Temple Bar Aug. 134 With big iron boots encasing

their legs armorially. 1887 N. * O. 7th Ser. IV. 54/2 Armo-
rially speaking, I find no trace ofXornisb Guuns in Burke's
* General Armory*.

Armour. IL Add:
armour-olad a., protected by armour, as a vessel

;

also sb., an armour-clad vessel ; armour-piercine
a. (of shot or shell, a gun) designed to pierce the
armour-plating of ships ; armour-shelf, a wide
shelf extending below the water-line ofan armoured
ship, supporting the edge of the armour plating.
1863 *Armour.clad [see Ironclad a. x note]. 1869, x88i

[see Ahmour.cladJ X901 Westm. Gas. it Apr. 10/2 Mio-
lania, a large armour-clad aquatic tortoise. X903 Lydekker
Mostly Mammals 308 Armour-clad whales. 1897 Daily
News 19 July 5/5 Their i2.inch *armour-piercing shot. 1921
Encycl. Brit. AXX. x22/r Armour-piercing projectiles for
maximum penetration. X883 Narks Constr. Ironclad 7 The
*armour shelf is fitted about six feet below the water line.
1890 W. J. Gordon .^(7««//n' 35 The next, in frame up to her
armour.shelf, isan iron-claaof

,

""

Majesty's Navy,
', is an iron-clad of 20,000 tons, building for Her

Armour-plated, a. Add

:

fig. Insensitive to attack ; callous.
liMCasseirs Fam. Mag. Dec. 69/2 Hard armour.plated

ganiblmg. 1906 Westm. Gaz. ly July lo/i His armour.plated
mdifference. 1909 Ibid. 13 Aug. 3/1 His incisive humour,
which got between the joints of his armour.plated victims.

Armpit, 1. Up to the armpits, in ftg. rise. l/.S.
X869 Congress. Globe Apr. 549/1 The Company is steeped

in fraud to the very armpits. 1878 Congress. Rec. Feb. 713/1
1 here certainly has been purgatory m the vicinity of his
chamber, and I know that Colonel Polk has been in it up to
his armpits.

Armnre (aumiuy). [Fr.] A woollen or silk
fabric, with a twilled or ribbed surface.
x88o Webster SuppL 188a Cadlteild & Saward Did.

Needlework, Armure, this is a silk textile; plain, striped,
ribbed, or with a small design. Sometimes it is made of
wool and silk. There is also Satin Armure and Armure
I.osphore. 1894 Daily News 20 Jan. 5/7 Rich cream.eoloured
silk of the sort known as 'armure '.

Army. IH. Add : Aimy Service Corps (ab-
brev, A.S.O.), that part of the army establishment
which is concerned with commissariat and trans-
port; previously called the Commissariat Staff
Corjjs.

1871 Hansards Pari. Debates CCVI. 961 The Army

Service Corps is divided into three Ijranches—supply, trans-
port, and stores, with ofBcersand men attached. 19x6 Bovo
Cable Action Front 124 Army Service Corps supply points.

Amaont (ajnau-t). Also Amaut [See 'Al-
BAHiAj; a.-] An Albanian, spec, one serving in the
Turkish army. Also attrib.

xSojC. ]KvtzsMilit. Dict.,Arnauls,TuTyhh light cavalry.
1833 Penny Cyct. I. 258/1 The papulation of Albania has
always been of a warlike character. .. At present, under the
denomination of Arnauts, they rank amon^ the flower of the
Ottoman army. 1863 Patom Hist. Egypt. Revol. II. xxiiL
256 Instances occurred of Arnaut soldiers getting richly
dressed prostitutes, adorned with jewels, into their houses.
19x0 Encycl. Brit. IX. 107/1 The Amaut (or Albanian) sol-
diers in the service of Khosrev tumultaousjy demanded tbdr
pay. 1922 D. H. Low Ballads 0/Mario KraJjevii 139 A
wild Arnaut woman bore me.

Aromal (ar»a-mal), a. [£ Aboua + -al.] Of or
pertaining to, concerned with or involving, aroma
or aromas,
1848 Taifs Mag. XV. 704 Man, being in a proper state,

presto, the aromal spherical bath will start forth and do its
work. Ibid., That the earth clogs the sun, In default of
aromal discharges. Ibid., Still, though dead, she has her
use, that of * mummy, or aromal loadstone '. x8 . . WHiTTlEa
My Summer with Dr. Singletary ii, Nature's healing
mitiistrations came to me through all my senses. I felt the
medicinal virtues of her sights, and sounds, and aromal
breezes. liijT. t,.H\itRis Arcana o/Christianity. iWS
A. S. Wilson Lyric o/a Hopeless Love I, Love is.. an aromal
fire That sweeps the spirit to dismiss All but its own desire;

Around, adv. Add : 6. a, b. (Earlier and
additional U.S. examples.)
X828-32 Webster, Around,.. z. In a looser sense, at ran-

dom ; without any fixed direction ; as, to travel around from
town to town. 1834 Dei. Congress 6 Feb. 492 In looking
around, the President had a right to select an officer who
would honestly.. discharge his duty. 1869 S. Bowles Our
Neiu West viil. 170 We generally ' boarded around '. 1870
in Scheie deVere.4«/«r. (1872)435 She. .is witty,, .and must
be pleasant to have around. 1873 J, H . Beadle Undroel.
West XXX. 651 It is told around for a fact that I could tell
great confessions. 1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle >i Mocaistn
56 He said. .he had promised his parents. .'to sit around
and reflect on Sunday mornings'. 1889 Daily Nrtus 14 Oct.,
Philip Schuyler was, all around, the greatest man ever bom
ill the Sute of New Vork. 1926 J. Black You Can't Win
iii. 16 When a new boy showed up, I was the one to show
him around.

c. Going about ; astir ; out of bed. U.S.
1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 18 July, He is now able to be

around, but has not yet fully recovered. 1887 F. Francis
^r. Saddle ff Mocassin 6i Mr. Maroney ain't long gone to
ed. . . I guess he'll he around at midday. X908 S. E. Wmitk

Rivennart xvi. 142, I wasn't here until nine o'clock. 1
thought, of course, you'd be around.
B. prep. 4. b. Of time, amount, etc. : Abont,

sometime near. U.S.
x888 N. Y. Mercury (Fanner) Presuming he was bom

around three o'clock m the afternoon, he is under Leo and
the Sun. 1920 Daily Tel. 3 Apr. xo/6 (N. V. Lett.), S. Motor
Company shares, which usually sell around liooeach.
AroTi'sement. [f. Abodsk ».] Arousing.
1904 Springfield Weekly RepuM. 3 June 8 [A building]

which the press bureau has lauded, .to the arousement ofthe
critical temper of the Haverhill CJazette.

Arpeggiated (ajpe-d5ieited),_?y/. a. Mas. [f.

Abpeggio -f -ATB 2 -^ -KD.] Of a chord or series of
chords : Played or sung in arpeggio.
1901 Westm. Gat. 31 May 2/1 Arpeggiated accompani-

ments of a rather old-fashioned type. X922 S. Grew Art oJ
Player-Piano 96 The initial note preceded by an arpeggiat^
chord. X934 P. A. Scholes ist Bk. Gramophone Record 21
A^raelody.. smoother in motion, and bence well contrasted
with the preceding, arpeggiated, theme.

Arpeggiation (aifiedji^ijan). Mta. [f. Ar-
peggio -t- -.iTio.v.l Playing or singing in arpeeeio.
X889 i.i Cent. Diet. ' ^ * ^ ^^
Arrangeable (ar^-ndjabl), a. [-ABLE.] That

can be arranged. Hence Arrangreabi-UI^.
a X831 Bentham Deoiitol. (1834) 1. 1. vii. 88 Sanctions are

arrangeable according to their nature, or according to their
sources. 1858 Carlvle Fredk. Ct. v. iiL (1873) II. 82 Let
these be as in the Treaty of Utrecht ; arrangeable in the
lump. xS8o J. Cooic Boston Monday Led. 133 Dtsarranged-
ness in the soul implies iu arrangeability.

Arra'nging, ppl. a. [f. Arrange v. + -ino 2.]

Of a debtor : That makes an arrangement with his
creditors.

1920 Act 10 cS- IX Geo. F, c 30 $ 36 In the distribution of
the property of a bankmpt or arranging debtor.

Arrayment. Delete ? Obs. and add to def.

:

Also, the act or fact of arraying or being
arrayed.
1876 Morris jEneids it. 450 Other some. .The nether door-

ways of the place in close arrayment hedge. Ibid. xil. 442
Then in arrayment close Antheus and Mnesthus rush to war.
s89a Guardian 11 May 706/2 Whose light arrayment is a
mist of green. 1907 Daily Chron. 8 Nov. 46 The same
arrayment of civic dignitaries in scarlet and fur.

Arrear, -TiS. 7. b. AM: pi. Used as a sing. U.S.
1902 Rep. Librarian Congress 30 They constitute a large

arrears, which should be dealt with speedily.

Arrearage. 4, Add : In later use U.S.
1714 Narragamett Hist. R^. III. 277 The committee

chosen by the town to gather the arrearages of my sailary.
X781 Baltimore Town Rec. 42 All arrearages for Rent from
the Butchers must be paid to the Clerk. 18x7 in H. B.
Fearon Sk. Amer. (1818) 231 When subscribers wish to dis-
continue, all arrearages must first be paid. 1827 J. F. Cooraa
Prairie v, So 1 left him, without calling in the paymaster
to settle my arrearages.



ARBIEBE-PENSilE.

Arriere-pensee (ary^ paiise). [Fr., = be-

hind-thought.] A concealed thought or intention.

iSm Ladv Mokcan Salvator Rosa vi 300 Such drear and
fearful aspects of nalure, mingled wilh such views ofsociety,

concealea an ' amire ptitsie '. 1884 Engt. fllitttr. Mag.
Dec J^6 He knew that I had guessed his arritrt-^eniie.

1900 H. B. Fo«M*!« Compl. Wis. Ktats I. 106 The meaning

[of ' rest '1 here is_ probably merely inactivity, without the

recuperative itrritre.pens^e.

Arriero ',ariie»To). [Sp.] A Spanish mule-

teer.

tl** HiAD RoMfh NtUs Pmmpat 165 A mnUsh-looking

sort of man who used to terrify all the arrieros and peonj

who passed. lSj« W. Invivc Alkamtra, The Jmtrnty

(r9i5) 9 Forwarding the most valuable part of our luggage

a day or two in advance by the arritros. 19*3 Btackuf. Mag,
Sept. 339 I We were probably reckoned as rather less than

the arriero who owned two lean donkeys.

Arrival. 3. Add:
attrib. esp. in connexion with the place (plat-

form) or time at which a railway train arrives at a

(Utioa.
l(^ r. W. SlHHS Pubiic Wis. Gt. Brii. i On the opposite

side SD arrival stage or platform is erected. x886 Encycl,

Brit. XX. Jss a iM two general arriral platforms, one on

each side of the cab road, are jar feet long by laj wide.

ia97 Wtstm. Gas. 31 Dec. 3 3 It is the arrival uine, the de-

parture being timedseveral minutes later. 1903 Ibid. 95 Mar.

hly A new wjda roadway for carriages, .will be used by
amral passengers.

Arrive,!'- Add:.
10. Of a person : To be tnccessful, establish one s

position or repntation. [After F. arrivtr^

tte Daily Nctvs 7 Apr. 5/3 M. Viaud may be said to have
'arrived ' more quickly than any other French writer of the

day. 1893 F. Adams ^c-jj Egyfit 197 He is a younger man,
and has, in the large sense of the word, only arrived compara-
tively recently. 1893 Daily Mail 16 }aiy 3 He has 'arnved '

in the front rank of short.«Cory writers.

Arrived, /y/. a. Also anivfid. [ad. F.

arrivi.'] That has reached a position ofsuccess or

distinction.

ttgi GaJty's Mag. Feb. I33.'> On the oalskirts of the

Mooceaa quarter, whsh is peopled with ' arrived ' artistv

iSm ''M/Kfc Com. ijuly 3/1 Had ElLrabcth coma of that

azHvtd race 1907 Daily Ckmt. 4 Nov. 3. 3 Mrx Athenon
is one of the arrived.

Arriviste ^arsvist). [Fr., i. arrivtr -t- -isU

-I8T.] One who is bent on 'arriving', ij. on

i»al''i>E a good position for himself in the world
;

a pushful person.
191S English Rr.'ino May yti No ampbibioos mrrivittt

here, half-gentleman, balf-artjst. sa>4 lialianal Ktp. Dec
479 The latter are $till arrivistes who bav« so far fiuled to

arrive, igas Conttmf, Rev. Aag. 174 He (CanainsJ was aa
mrri:islt—tn arrivisU naked and nnsshainod.

Arrow, si. IX. Add -.

Caustic arrow (Snrg.): see quot. 1890.

1*79 SI. Ctargt't Hal*. Ref. IX. 384 A tumour around the

ams was raaovad by tne insertion of caustic arrows. 1890
BiLUMC* Aa/. Jfa£ Diet., Caiu/iVarTviM.., small, pointed

cylioden oc cones made of chloride-of-iinc past* or other

causrjcs, intrfuVid for introdaci ion into tlia whslsnra of
morbid growths.

UL Broad arrow. Add :

The figtire of an arrow-head having the point

upwards, with which the clothes of convicts are

marked. tCiSia allusivtly. Hence Broad-arrowed
a., marked with this.

i*S9 ' Ouiri Kixsa ' (fiV/r) The Broad Anov, beiiig pas.

sages from the history of Maida Gwynobam, a lifer. lM(
P. KoBiNsoN Vallty Tat. Trui 50 The liny double punc-
tvrewhachis the viper's braad.ane« of death. iMf^ Daily
ATriMsg July 7/4 Dr. Jamcaaa..was..garbcd_in lbs pnsoa

aaal - •. —Tbtoad-arTowad suit, sfas Daily Chram. 17 June
S/i His broad^uiow troaacra. 1914 N. ^ Q. nth Scr. IX.
48s/a The Prison Conunissioncts. .wrau. .uiat. .the broad
arrow .. has been aaed in Convio Prisonsand Hulks Cur more
than 80 years, and was also used in .Australia.

IV. 2. Add: arrow-caaa (modem U.S. ex-

amples) ; arrow-point, J!^. a long slender point

like that of an arrow; arrow-weed, a Mexican
enphorUaceoos plant.

iM Stam Seama Rocky MU. (1859) i°< '"m Medicine

SflUisr. .shmc his *anrow-case over bis a.iked sbotilders.

sMy Amtr. /fmturmliti Aug. LaSy After being turned right-

side oat, it makes an ilsgsnt arrow-case. tMij Hmrfts^t Mag.
Nov. 944/3 When I met him at the *arrow.point between
Broadway and Fifth Avenoe: lf7< Fitld^ Famt II. 55
These Mexican jampina seeds... are derived from a plant

odled 'arrow weed, <*YTb»tbfladm, and CaUigmya by
the Mexicans.

Arrow, v. Add

:

4. inlr. To move swiftly through spatx, like an
arrow in its flight ; to dart. Also U amrm one's

war.
tUji} Staekw: Mag. XXIL 446 About aa hour ago <fid we

..see that identical salmon.. arrowing up the Tay. s866
WHTra MaLvtixa Ctriu xliv, Streams . . where the otter

lurked and vanished, where the noble salmon himself came
arrowing up triumphant from the sea. 190s Hoijian Huirr
PrS'Ra^kaslitism I. 71 Here the kingttsner arrowed his

way. r9»7 Chambers's Jmt. 4/r She (a fillyl arrowed over
her hurdles like the ' class * young lady that she was.

Arrow-lea£ U.S. - Abbow-head 4.

11*9 Harfers Mag. May 860/3 Tbe yellow dock, white
arrow-leaf, blue pickerel weed.

Arrow-wood. Add onott.

:

18*9-33 J. p. kKNHKOY Swmliaw B. I. xv. sa6 Morasses.

.

now over-grown with thickets of arrow-wood, oine-bark.

35

and various other shrubs. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel.
West XV. 356 Dwartish oak, ana arrow-wood disappear.

Arroyo. (Earlier examples. The erron. form
arroya also occurs.)
1847 E. Bryant What I sa:v in CaS/omia (1849) 269 An

arroyo^ or small rivulet fed by springs, runs through his

tancho. Ibid, i-j-j Tbe plain is watered by several arroyos.

Arsacetin (iisase-tin). [£ Abs(enic -h Acet(,tl
•(- -IN.] (.See quot 1908.)
1^08 Practitioner Nov. 760 Arsacetin, or sodinin p-Acetyl-

aminophenylarsinate-acetyl-arsanilate, is a white powder
containing three or four molecules of water of crystallisa-

tion. x^isa Discovery Mar. 88,2SpeciBcs such as..8oamin
and arsacetin for sleeping sickness {are coal-tar products].

Arsenal. Add : 2. c. trcuisf. A stock of

weapons carried by a person.
a x86i WiNTHHOP John Brent iv. (1863) 38 If he were but

shaved and clipped .. disarmed of his dangerous looking
arsenal. . . seems to me I should know him.

Artefac. — next.

1906 Chambulim & Salisbusv Ceol. III. J03 Following
European precedent^ the earlier students classed the rougher
artefacs as paleolithic. . . 'ITie better fashioned artefacs were
classed as neolithic. 1911 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 836/1 Tbe
difficulty of employing arte/acs of stone as chronological

indicators.

Artefact (autifsekt), si. and a. Also artd-. [f.

L. arte, abl. of ari art -t-factum, nent. pa. pple. of

facere to make. (Ct. Sp., Pg. artefacto. It. arte'

fatto, adj. and sb,)] A. sb. Anything made by

human art and workmanship ; an artihcial product.

In Archsul. applied to the rude ptoducts of

aboriginal art asdistinguished from natural remains,

i8ai CoLKRlucK in Blackw. Mag. X. 356 The conception

of all the-ie, as realized in one and the same artefact, may be
fairly entitled, the Ideal of an Ink-stand. 01834— .^xV.

Rem, (1833) 111. 347 --V lump of sugar of lead lies among
other artefacts on tbe shelf of a collector. 189a D. G. BaiN-

TOM Races Ptoftcs iu 75 "oti. This is shown . .by the pre-

sence of artefacts and shells from the Pacific in old graves

on the Atlantic coast. 3901 Class, Quarterly XVI. 24 1 ho
shadows seem to be real till their originals are e^^osed as

the paltry artefacts they are, r9M Times Lit. Sutpl. 13

Aug.S3o/t Tbe distribuuon of artifacts 19x7 G. Mi;srav
C/<srr. Trmsiition 343 Poetry . . is an ' artifact '—I mean, it is

a thing made.

B. aJj. Made by human art and workmanship.

rart.

1909 J. A. Stkwast Plato's Doctr. Ideas in The reverie-

image of an object luUtuaJ or artefact.

Artel (aJte-1). [Russ. aptejl. ar/e-r.} An
association or guild of workers in Russia. Also
attrii. in arttl-man [tr. Russ. arte-lsAlsAti'].

tl»4VjiMComtem/,Soaalismvii.3io'Theartelo(\abaaitn'
a»ociationandtbccommune. iB^m Daily Aelvt lajaa*^/*
The only other kind of trade organization existing in the

Empire is known as the 'Artel ', and is peculiar to Russia.
i^afC/tambers's 7rnl. 705/3 Tbe anthorityofan artehnao is

unlimited. S90Q Lot-isc Mauux Tolsl^'s Resurrteisam *a6
We are all masons, and belong to the same arteL nas S.

GuiMMEnrt^— WhitherBoKimitn.a9AstarttlQlKattol
ODgineerk

Arterial, & 2. Add: Applied esp. to the con-

stmction of main roads or lines of transport or

communication.
laa; Cir. Misc. ^ Family Visitor Ser. It. XI. 354/1 The

termmiof the different trunk or arterial railways. 1867(10
Diet.). St|t Daily Xems 17 Nov. 4/4 He urged that wide

arterial improvements of the sueets were needed, igao Act
10 ^ II Cex, K, c. ;7 I 3 Land rei^uired (or or in connert ion

with the cottstruction of any artenal road.

Artniofloleroflis (aitiKTi«skn>r^sis). PtuA.

[See Abtkbio- and Solkkwib.] Abnormal thicken-

ing and hardening of tbe walls of the arteries,

occtirring chiefly in old age.

ilao Buxntos Mai, .Ved. Did, 1903 Practitioner Mar.

315 Ilx patient may be liandicappexl in his struggle wilh
tbe fever Dy axterio-tclerosis.

Hence Axtaaloaolaro-tlo a,

3*94 GooiD Diet. Med. 1909 Praetitumer Nov. 6ifi The
arterio-ideroiic kidney.

Artesian, a. Add : By extension often applied

to water obtainable by artesian boring.

3(97 Westm. Go*. 3 1 Ape. 8/sA very large part of the in.

teriot of Western Australia Is wboUy onfitted for tbe pur-

poses of human habiution. Its appearance may ultimately

be changed by the discovery of artesian water.

Arthralgia (arjirx-ldjia). /WA. [mod.L., f.

Gr. iftpci' joint -^ 0X701 pain.] Neoralgic pain in

a joint. Hence Artlira'lffla a.

rUS DtmcusoN Med. l.ei. (ed. 7), AHkrmlries, artbro-

dyiua, gout. iM von Ziemssen's CjfcL Pract. Med. XVII.
jM An attack of colic or arthralgia [in lead.poisoning). 1890
BiLuma Nat. Med. Diet., ArthraJgic.., pertainug to

arthralgia.

ArUiroplasty (a-jjiroplsesti). [f. Abthbo- +
-PLASTY.] The construction of an artificial joint.

Hence Arthroplaatio a,

1890 Btixiaos Mat. MetL Diet., Arthroplasty, if13
Doslahd Med. Diet. (ed. 7), Arthnflastic. ioi» Reveille

Aug. 67 There wen very lew stiff joinu in which arthro-

plastic operations wera organlly noedcd .

Arthnrian (ai^OetUn), a. [See -lAB.] Of
or pertaining to the legendary British king Arthur,

bis court, ami his knignts. Also, resembling these

or the romances in which they figure.

i8s3 BuaroM Hist. Scot. I. 174 If "any reality could he
extracted from the Arthurian histories. 3869 SrvaaT.

ASCENSIONAL.
Glennie Arthurian Localities 5 The Arthurian Cycle.

187s A. W. Ward EngL Dram. Lit. I. 121 The Arthurian
legend. /^z</., The Arthurian cycle of legend, 1899A. Nutt
Celtic 4- Mtdisevai Romance 14 The later works of the
Charlemagne cycle are in detail, tone and spirit often as
* Arthurian ' as any purely Breton romance. Huon and
O^ier are Arthurian heroes who have strayed by accident to
the Court of Charlemagne.

•AfticTilable (aiti'kiMlabl), a, [f. Abttcglatb
V, + -ABLE.] That can be articulated.

1833 Frasers Mag^ VII. 706 Word-worshipping even the
articulable clothing wherein the clear and ethereal harmony
ofGoethe is invested. x^i6 F. von Hugel German Soul 92
How impossible in practice is the maintenance of interna-
tional obligations of any articulable kind.

Articular, a, 2. Gram. Add to def. : Having
aa article prefixed.

1906 MouLTON Gram, iV. T. Greek I. 70 There is a very
marked increase in the use of the articular nominative in
address. 19*6 Plater & White Gratn. Vuigate 40 Tbe
Gerund with in is frequently used to render the Greek Arti-
cular Infinitive with preposition.

Articnlated, ^/. a. 1. Add: Alsoy?^.
x886 A. Wkik Hist. Basis Mod. Europe (1889) 12a The

petttfogging lawyers who swarmed around the minutely
articulated social structure.

Artifact : see *Aktefact.
ArtificiaL B. Add : Artificial Tnanures.
i9»7 W, Deeping Doomsday xix. i 2 Plenty of stock..

saved you from having to spend too much on artificials.

b. An artificial flower. U.S.
1846-51 Mrs. Whitcher IVidovf Bedott Peters xxi. 224

Her parasol and the artificials in her btinnit is jest as natral

as Uie. Ibid, xxvi 316 She bad on a yaller btuinit with a
great pink artificial in it. 1857 B. Young Jrnl. Discourses
V. 98 O dear, are there no ribbons coming? I want that

artificial quick. 187a E. Egglkston End of IVarld xxxxx.

346, I don't believe in all of Brother Gosnom's nonsense
about wearing veils and ariifictals.

ArtiUery. 8. Add:
artillery wheel, a heavily-built dished wheel

used on gun-carriages, and hence on motor-
vehicles.

S90S RuYs Jenkins Motor Cars 210 The wheels (of the
Daimler cars] are of wood, artillery pattern, fitted with
pneumatic tyres. 190a Car 15 Oct. 352/a The Lancbester
car was not strong enough to have artillery wheels, and so
was fitted with wire suspension wheels. 1004 F11.SOM Young
Complete Motorist 203 Ihe wheels [of the Baby Peugeot
car] are of the artillery type.

ATtisansliip. [See -ship.] The work and
activity of an artisan or of artisans collectively.

i8a7 Carlvli Genu. Rom. IV. Goethe it, Intellectual

artisan&hip. .is less desirable than intellectiial manhood.
1831 Chalmeks \nFraser''s Mag. III. 60 The toils of busy
artLsanship. 183a Carlylk Ess., Bos^fcWs Johnson (1840)

IV. loa Work out thy Artisanship in the spirit of an Artist 1

184^ N. Brit. Rev, 1. 139 Its artisanship and commerce {sc,

of the Byzantine empire). 190^ W, de Morgan Alice-for,

Short xiv, The sudden substitution of inspiration for mere
artisanship.

Arty (a-Jti), a. eoUoq. [f. Abt sb. + -t 1.] A
jocular epithet for furniture, decoration, etc. of

artistic pretensions ; also applied to persons who
wish to be regarded as artistic in taste, dresSj etc
soot Academy 16 Mar. 331 The Kensington is its title; it

is broad in the page, handsomely printed, and decidedly

Art.y. 1910 Daily Ckron. 5 Apr. 9, 5 The house filled with

badly made ' arty ', not artistic, furniture. 1985 Sat,^ Rev,

7 Nov. 534; I, I do not like tbe long, rather 'arty ' window
on the ironL 1987 Daily Exfrtss 30 Apr. 8/a Artists and
' arty ' persons—between the two there is a great gulf fixed.

Hence A-rttaoss.
1901 Academy 12 Oct. 337 Tbe infected age of artiness.

1907 Daily ChroH. 17 Apr. 6/6 To go somewhat beyond
tile 'artiness* of the day. 1918 Observer 22 July 9/2 The
same unambitious artiness recurs page after page.

Arty-and-crafty (a"Jti|dend|krd'fti), o. «//<7^.

[f. arts atul era/Is + -Y 1.] Characteristic of the

work done by or under the auspices of the Arts and

Crafts Exhibition Society founded in 1888 ; jocu-

larly applied to works, esp. furniture, of specially

artistic style but not conspicuously useful or com-
fortable ; also, of their makers. (Of. prec.)

190a Daily Chron. »8 July 3/4 Canon Barnett.. spoke of

a coming Exhibition of Arts and Crafts, which, if not too
' Arty-and-Crafty ', should be excellent. (190s Temple Bar
CXXVI. 63 The furniture is of the Artsy-Craftsy order.

1909 Westm. Gas. 24 Dec. a/2 An art and crafty tea-uble.]

loas Sat. Rev. 7 Nov. 524/1 Tbe 'arty and crafty ' furniture

that is uncomfortable in use, . . the model house in which no

man can be at ease. ioa7 Observer 18 Sept. 15/4 Country

lore gathered chiefly from the works of arty.and-crafty

peasants from Belsize Park.

Axy-, shortened form of AettenO-.
1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 162 The right aryepiglot-

tidean fold. 1897 Trans. Amtr. Pediatric Soc. IX. 180 A
union of the aryepiglottic folds.

Aryanization (eKriinsiz^i'Jan). [f. Abtanizb
+ -ATiON.l The act of Aiyanizing or fact of being

Aryanizeti.
iMg I. Tavioe Aryans iv. { s. sia The Aryauiration of

Europe doubtless resembled that of India. 1904 Athengum
24 Dec. 871/3 1 bis Aryaniiation of inferior races.

Ascensional, tt- Add

:

2. b. Ascensiomil screw ; a helical propeller to

give a lifting motion to an airship or fiying-

macbine.
toot Westm. Go*, r; Aug. 6/1 With my ascensional screi«

..I am indiCTerent to wind, because I can rise and descend



ASCENSIONTIDE.

in searchof a suitable belt of air, 1003 DailyChron, 27 Sept.

7/4 A new flying machine.. . It is the invention of Mr. H. A.

Chubb, and it rises by means ofascensional screws or helices.

Ascensiontiae (ase-njantaid). [f. Ascension

a + Tide sh. 6.] The period of ten days from

Ascension Day to Whitsun Eve. Also atlrib.

xtn\ (titU) Ascensiontide, Thoughts on the Ascension

Day Collect, 1898 lyestm. Gaz. 19 May 10/3 The Ascension,

tide feast, 1900 D. C To\-Ey Lit/. T. Gray I, 90 lute.

These three spent the festival of Ascensiontide 174J, in

Venice together.

AscesiS (SsJ-sis). Also askesis (seskrsis). [ad.

Gr. aaxrjaii exercise, training, f. &<iKflv to exer-

cise.] The practice of self-discipline.

i88a Pater Creek Studies (1901) 354 The sanity of soul

and body, .the perfecting of both by reasonable exercise or

eucisis. 1890 E, Johnson^w Christendom \orj In the con-

duct of life they establish a strict ascesis,,as a means of a

closer communion with the Divine, igaa Q. Rev. July 95
Complete possession of the self by this means is., the most
perfect ascesis for all human beings. 1914 J. Kelman Pro-
phets if Yesterday i. 34 The Greek idea of askesis was but

the habit of the athlete,

Ascetism (ase-tiz'm). [f. Gr, icKrjTqs (see

Ascetic) + -isM.] = Asceticism,
iBjoCmtemf. Rev. XIII. 391 The melodramatic ascetism

upon which such great store was then set, 1889 Macm.
Mag. Jan, 236/1 There is certainly not a tinge in Shake-

speare of sympathy with Catholic ascetism,

AsciferoUS (asiferas), a. [f. mod.L. ASODS

:

see -FEBOUS,] = Asciqerous,
i88x Encycl. Brit. XIV. 557 There is a parallelism between

the fructification of lichens and the asciferous section of

fungi.

AaCO- ixsko). Add

:

Ascotrenona (askjj'dgftiss), a. [Gr. tcttjs pro-

ducing + -ois], that produces asci ; Asoomycete
(se-sla;m3isi"t) [Gr. fivKrjT-, fiviC7]s mushroom], a

fiingns belonging to the Ascomycetes ; Ascopliore

(8e'slu>f5»i), an ascophorous hypha or filament.

i88a Vines Sachs's Bot. 239 The ascogenous filaments and
the asci which proceed from them. Ibid. 250 Reess con-

siders . . the yeast-fungus .. to be an Ascomycete. 18^7 Ben-
nett tr. Thoiiifs Text-bk. Bot. 282 The filaments which bear
the asci {ascophores).

Ascription. Add

:

4. b. spec. The formula used by a preacher at

the end of a sermon in which he ascribes praise to

God (' Now to God the Father . . be ascribed all

praise. ,').

1899 Dkarmer ParsorCs Handbk. 201 It has become
customary to conclude the sermon with an ascription,

-81861 Chem., a suffix taken from the ending of

Diastase, and used in naming ferments, as

casease, lactase, maltase, pectase, urase, etc.

Asepsis (asepsis), [f. A- 14 + Sepsis.] Ab-
sence of septic matter ; freedom from sepsis or

poisoning by the products of putrefaction.

1900 Daily News 7 May 3/2 The conditions as regards
asepsis were by no means ideal, 1930 W, J, Grenfeix
Labrador Doctor iv, 70 Removing a leg at the thigh . , with-

out any attempt at or idea of asepsis,

Aseptically (aseptikali), adv. [f. Aseptic :

see -ICALLT.] So as to be free from sepsis.

1906 Practitioner Dec. 802 The ligature., if aseptically

inserted.. has done no other barm than the prick of the
needle.

Asepticize (ase-ptissiz), V. [f. Aseptic + -ize,]

trans. To render aseptic, sterilize,

1907 Practitioner June 803 Bottles and forceps were
asepticised by being dipped in carbolic lotion.

Ash,, sb\ 6. Add : a8h(-leaf, -leaved) maple
U.S., the box elder; ash-swale, -swamp U.S., a
swale or swamp in which the ash is the prevailing

tree,

1865-6 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VI. 390 The Box Elder of
our river bottoms comes back to us under the name of.

,

*Ash Leaf maple. 1832 D. J, Browne Sylva A mer. 103 The
*ash.leaved maple attains the height of 40 or 50 feet. 1846— Trees Amer. 106 Ash-leaved Maple. .[in] other parts of
Anglo-America. 1834 Southern Lit. Messenger I, 98 On
emerging from the wilderness, the customary variety of oak,
•ash maple, and hickory presents itself, i86i Trans. III.

Agric. Soc. IV. 449 The Box Elder or Ash Maple is decidedly
anddistinctlyamaple, asitsname

—

Acerne^undo—indicates.

1839 in Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. (1856) VII. 368 It follows
mainly the course of two brooks,, .and embraces the inter-
vening ash swales. x668 Boston Town Rec. VII, 42 The
first tree,, is. ,A chestnut by the *ash swampe. X708-9 Lan-
caster Rec. 305 He hath one piece laid out .. in an ash swamp.
1789 Morse Amer, Geog. 143 The descriptive names of
maple, ash, and cedar swamps.
Ask, sb:^ Add

:

1. d. The residue of wine when evaporated to
dryness.

1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 173/2 The ash, or Involatile consti-
tuents of wine, should range between 0*19 and 0-5 per cent.

e. Ash{es) 0/ roses : a greyish-pink colour.
1893 Daily News 17 May 3/4 The soft greyish pink known

as 'ashes of roses ',_ 1903 Kipling Five Nations 113 Opal
and ash-of-roses. Cinnamon, umber, and dun, X937 Daily
Express 14 Mar. 5 Pomegranate, mulberry red, mushroom,
and ashes of roses, a colour that looks like blue ash with a
touch of flame, are among the fashion reds.

4. b. The ashes : in Cricket, a term originating
in a mock obituary notice published in the Sporting
Times 2 Sept. 1882, after the sensational victory

of Australia at the Oval on Aug. 29 of that year,
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announcing the cremation of the dead body of

English Cricket and the taking of the ashes to

Australia ; hence, the losing or winning of the

rubber in the series of test matches played periodi-

cally between the chosen representatives of English

and Australian cricket is frequently described as

the loss, or the recovery (if previously lost) or

retaining (if previously held) of the ashes.

[1882 .^porting Times 2 Sept,, In Affectionate Remem-
brance of English Cricket Which died at the Oval on 29th

August, 1882, Deeply lamented by a large circle of sorrow-

ins friends and acquaintances. R.I, P. N,B,—The body
will be cremated and the ashes taken to Australia.) 1903

Warner in IVestm. Gaz. 8 Dec. 2/1 Ifwe fail to bring home
' the ashes * it will certainly not be for want of trying. 1921

Glasgow Herald 21 Jan. 8 We must accept the transference

of the ' Ashes ' philosophically,

6, b. Ash-colour,
1876 Fieldfi Forest 1 1, 41 Admitting that iephrocotis ' has

the least ash on the head *, how can this fact be attributed

to climatological influences ?

8. b. ash-barrel, a barrel for holding ashes ; ash-

boat (see quot.) ; ash-box, a receptacle for ashes,

(a) a pan beneath a fire-grate, (J>) a dust-bin ; ash-

hoist, a hoist for removing ashes from the ash-pit

of an engine house, the stokehold of a vessel, etc.

;

ash-hopper U.S., a lye cask, resembling a hopper

in a mill; ash-house, an outhouse for receiving

ashes ; ash-man, a collector and remover of ashes;

ash-pan, also, earlier term for ash-tray ; ash-pone
U.S., an ash-cake ; ash-riddling, the northern

custom ofriddling ashes on the hearth on St. Mark's

Eve as a method of divination ; ash-shoot, a shaft

through which the ashes are shot, or are raised from

the stokehold to the deck of a ship; ash-tray, a

small tray, pan-shaped or bowl-shaped, to receive

the ashes of tobacco when smoked.
1871 Eggleston Hoosier Schoolnt. 84 There, .was Granny

Sanders's log cabin, .with, .its *ash-barTelby the fence, 1872
HowELLS Wedding^ "Journ. (1892) 30 A long row of ash-
barrels posted sentinel-like on the edge of the pavement.
X909 Daily Chron. 18 Aug. 7/4 Ships in harbour are not
allowed to throw their a.shes overboard, but must signal for

the * *ash-boat •. 1833 \j:iVTX>n Encycl. Arckit. § &J5 The
bottoms of these chambers should have an *ash-box fitted

into them. 1920 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 303/2 The noise of the
*ash-hoist greeted his ear. 1843 Carlton New Purchase 51

Most time, man, you'll have to work your own *ash-hopper.

1885 ' C. E. Craddock ' Prophet Gt. Smoky Mts. i. 18 Some
fifteen or twenty hounds that suddenly materialized from the
ash-hopper, 1807-8 W, Irving Salmag. iv, 73 He once
shook down the *ash-house, by an artificial earthquake.

1873 Aldrich Marj. Daw etc 142 He has fought the •ash-
man's boy, the grocer's boy [etc], 1857 E, ^

Fitzgerald
Lett. (1901) I. 341 The last Cheroot he had tried lay three

quarters smoked in its little China*Ash-pan, x8x6 'A,Single-
ton ' Lett.fr. South * West (1824) 78 What slaves 1 have
seen have fared coarsely upon their hoe-cakes and *ash-pone,
X832 S, G, Goodrich Syst. Univ. Geog. 260 Hoe-cake, .and
ash-pone, a coarse cake baked under the ashes, are in com-
mon use, as bread. 1825 Brockett N. C. Words s.v. Ass,
*Ass-riddlin, the riddling or sifting of the ashes on the
hearth, on the eve of St. Mark. The superstitious notion
is, that, should any of the family die within the year, the
shoe will be impressed on the ashes. 1893 K.^th. Simpson
Yorksh, Stories 240 Ash.riddling is an old custom which
I like to keep up. X889 Century Dict.^ *Ash-shoot. 1898
Kipling Fleet in Being 5, I heard Swinburne laying down
the law to hisjuniors by the ash-shoot. 1920 Blaclcw. Mag.
Sept. 303/2 He . . watched the fireman unhook his first bucket
of ashes from the hoist and carry them to the ash-shoot.
X890 Kipling Plain Tales fr. Hilts, Germ-Destroyer nf,
He had tipped a bagful of his powder into the big silver

*ash-tray. 1^26 May Sutherland One o' the Herd v, A
lacquered Chinese table with .. a box of cigarettes and an
ashtray upon it,

AsiL-cake. U.S. [AsHj^.aSb.] A cake baked
in or under the ashes of a fire.

X824 P. HoRRV Life Marion (1833) 50 A rasher of fat
bacon from the coals,with a good stout lump ofan ash cake, is

nice enough for uie. X844 Congress. Globe App, 631/3 At this
dinner, a large ash-cake was baked containing about three
bushels of corn meal, x86x Knickerbocker Mag. June LVII,
624 Not even a guard being left to keep the ash-cakes from
stray dogs. 1886 Harper's Mag. Oct. 697/2 She took the
ash-cake out of the ashes, 1887 ' C. E, Craddock ' Keedon
Bluff's 25 Her father, .deftly constructed an ash-cake,

Asherah (aji'ra). PI. Asherahs, Asherim
(-rim). [Heb. mCN Asherdk.'\ A wooden post,

pillar, or trunk of a tree used as the symbol of the
goddess Ashera, occurring near the altar in
Canaanitish high places devoted to the worship of
Baal. Also the goddess herself, associated with
Kaal in Syrian, Phoenician, and Hebrew heathen
worship, (Cf. Grove 2 a.)

1884 Bible (R,V,) Exod. xxxiv. 13 Ye shall cut down their
Asherim. Note. Probably the wooden symbols of a goddess
Asherah. — DeuL xvi. 21 Thou shalt not plant thee an
Asherah of any kind of tree beside the altar of the Lord thy
God. 1886 CoNDER Syrian Stone-Lore v, 1 89 The ' hangings
for the grove ', or robe for the Asherah—the sacred tree
erected even in the Jerusalem Temple in Josiah's time, 1912
H. F. Hamilton People of God I. ii. iv. 55 Poles, which
served as substitutes for trees, called asherim. X92S W.
EwiNG y. E. H. Thomson xviii. 259 The altars, the pillars,
and /i sherahs were not destroyed.

Ashery. (Later U.S. example.)
X884 L, F, Allen New Amer. Farm Bk. 62 Spent lye of

the asheries, is the liquid which remains after the combina-
tion of the lye and grease in manufacturing soap.

ASIIiUS.

Asllkenazim (a;Jkena'zim), sb. pL [mod.

Heb., f. Ashketiaz, the name of a son of Gomer
(Gen. X. 3, I Chron, i, 6), son of Japheth, son of

Noah, typifying a race of people identified with the

Ascanians of Phrj'gia, and, in medieval times,

with the Germans.] Jews of middle and northern

Europe as distinguished from Sephardim or Jews
of Spain and Portugal. Hence Ashkenazic a., of

or belonging to the Ashkenazim.
t84a BoNAR & M'^Chevne Narr, Mission yews in i^ iv.

330 There arc no rabbies properly speaking among the Ash-
kenazim. Z89X 2ancwill Childr.Ghetto I. 4 Ail the Ashke-
nazic tribes lived very much like a happy family. lind. 38
Spanish Jews look down on ihe later imported Ashkenazim,
embracing both Poles and Dutchmen in their impartial con-

tempt. 1914 East if West XII. 154 The true Zionists are
mostly Ashkenazim Jews from all Europe.

Asll^oko (seJkJu'kf)). [Abyssinian.] The Syrian

hyrax or daman {^Hyrax Syriacus).

1790 Bruce Trav. Nile V. 139 Ashkoko. This curious ani-

mal is found in Ethiopia, in the caverns of the rocks. Ibui.

143 In Amhara ibis animal is called Ashkoko, which I appre-
hend is derived from the singularity of those herinacious
hairs, which, like small thorns, grow about his back, and
which in Amhara are called Ashok. 1884 CasseWs Nat.
Hist. II. 292.

Ashlar (se'Jlaj),?;. [f. Ashlar sb.l trans. To
cover with ashlar ; cf. Ashlar sb. 3,
1836 ./(//rr^r XXVIII. 147/1 It has been generally done

by 'ashlering* them. .with thin blocks or slabs of the same
stone. 1895 Hardy yude the Obscure v. vii, Sometimes
setting the parapet of a town-hall, sometimes asblaring an
hotel at Sandbourne.

Ash-plant. [Ash sb^] A sapling of the ash
tree, used as a walking-stick, whip, goad, etc.

1850 ' H. Hieover' Pract. Horsemanship 180 Sit tight,

and lay your ash plant well into his ears. 285a MuNDvZ^ifr
Antipodes (1857) 189 He.. trudges away, .supported by his

son on one hand and an ash-plant in the other. 1919 P.
MacGill Glennioman vi. 140 He bit a bullock near him
with bis ash-plant.

Ashthroat. [Ash sb.^ 8 a.] More fully ash-

throated flycatcher, Myriarcnus cincrascens of

the western U.S.
1859 S. F. BxiRDCa^a/. N. Amer. Birds 133 Ash-throated

Flycatcher. 1872 E, Coues Key N. Amer. Birds 171 Ash-
throated Flycatcher. 1903 Atlantic Monthly July 31 Up in

the oaks the ashthroat chuckles.

Asianic (^ijise*nik), a. [f. Asian a. + -ic]

1. Of or pertaining to Asia Minor.
X883 I. Taylor Alphabet II. 116 A syllabic writing,.,

which prevailed throughout the whole of Asia Minor, and
which has been designated by Professor Sayce as the Asianic
syllabary. 1927 Sir \V. Ramsay {title) Asianic Elements in

Greek Civilization. 19*8 C. Dawson Age o/Gods xiii. 289
The bulk of the population belonged to the native Asianic
Stock.

2. Pertaining to or characterized by the florid

and inflated literary style characteristic of the

Asiatic Greeks in the three centuries preceding the

Christian era.

iQso Q. Rev. July 43 His elaborate Asianic style.

Asianize (^'/'ansiz;, v. [f, Asiak a. + -ize.]

trans. To make Asian in character, habits, customs,

etc. Hence A'sianized///. a. So also A:sianiBa'-

tion, the process of becoming Asian.
1893 P* Adams New Egypt 50 Europe has indeed annexed

this outpost of Asianised Africa [Cairo]. 19SI igthCentury
May 884 A humanity asianised in sentiment. Ibid, 88S The
Arab and Hindu, .who have undergone asianisation in the
continent of their adoption.

Asiatic. <2* Add : Asiatic cholera (see

Cholera 3).
1831 {.title) Asiatic, or spasmodic cholera. 183s Deb.

Congress 30 June 3833 A deliverance from the impending
judgement of the Asiatic cholera.

Aside, adv. 10. Add : Aside from : a. Apart
from, even excluding. (Earlier example.)
185a Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 184 Humanity, aside

from interest, would direct such a system of treatment,

b. Besides, in addition to. t/.S,

1869 Amer. Naturalist Mar. III. 4 Aside from the use of

Dentaliumpretiosuiu as money, I saw [etc. J. x^"^ Atlantic
Monthly July 6 Others aside from Mr. Edwin Markham
might confess their great indebtedness. 1905 Forum Apr.
598 The city, aside uom being a great industrial.. centre,

enjoys..a high moral record.

C. Jixcept for. U.S.
190a H. E. Bourne Teaching Hist. ^ Civics 303 Aside

from the wars in Europe. .the history of the colonies. .is

uneventful. 1905 Springfield Weekly Repnbl. 25 June 14
Aside from a severe fright, Mr. Houghton was uninjured.

Asigmatic (^isigmseaik^, a. [f. A- 14 + S1G-

MATic iZ.] Not sigmatic, formed without sigma.
X893 F. W, Walker in ClassicalRev. July 292/1 The one

so called asigmatic ten.<« that is cot digammated is gener-
ally admitted to have dropped a sigma.

Asilid (ae'silid), a. Ent, fad. mod.L. Asilidx^

f. aslltis ; see next and -ID 3J Belonging to the

family Asilidm of dipterous insects, comprising the

hornet-flies.

1904 Atltenxum 24 Dec 881/1 [Prof. E. B. Poulton] exhi-

bited a photograph .. showing the Xylocopid model and its

Asilid mimic.

Asilns (as3i*las\ Ent. [L. astlus gadfly.] A
genus of flies belonging to the order Diptera,
family Asilid^ ; a fly of this genus, a hornet-fly,

hawk-fly, or robber-fly.



ASE.

IKS J. Hnx Fiist. Aniin. 33 The great, smooth, black, and
T-edlnaian .-Vsilus. 1866 Hlackmore Cretdock Nowell xxv,
They db^uss the asilusand the oestrum.

Ask, sb. Delete t Obs., antl atJd quots. :

1781 T. Twining in Recrtat, Sf Siud. (1882) 108, 1 am not
•^o unreasonable as to desire you to..ans«-er all my asks.
1886 ' Cavkndish ' \Vhiit 137 When your three comes down
in the next round, it is not an ask for trumps.

Ask, V. Add :
*

2. b. To ask (a horse) the question : to call npoa
him for a special effort.

1894 H, CuSTANCE Riiiiiig Recoil, vi 88 Until the last

ten strides, when 1 really asked * King Lud * the question.

16. b. Phr. To ask for it : slang or coltoq. sub-

stitnte for to askfor trouble = to act in such a way
as to bring trouble upon oneself, to give provoca-

tion.

1909 Wtstnt, Gax. 16 Sept. is ^a There are vain-glorious
players in this world who, to use a vulgarism, 'ask for it ',

and deserve it when they get it. 1916 Boyd Cable Action
Front \fi^ Silly fools, . . What do they want to hoist that
huge Red CroftS flag up there for, where any airman can see
it 7 Fairly asking for it. I call it. 19*5 £, F, Norton
Fightfor Everett JQ24 343 It is asking for trouble to give
out any money except toe daily ration allowance.

21. D. To ask out : to invite to parties or enter-

tainments, colloq.

|8*S McCasthv Si PsAED Ladies- Gallery I. xil 389, I
was askedottt in a kind of way. 1890 Kipling Plain Totes
fr. Hitts, Pride 0/ Youth 199 Now and again he was asked
out to dinner. ,

Askar (x'sk&i). [Arabic J$we uiskar army.]

A native Moroccan infantryman.
[190s Encyct. Bril. XXX. R40/1 The infantry (Askilrla)

are mostly rough, ill-trained levies.] 1918 Fauow Diet.
Mil. Terme^ AtJkar, in the Moroccan army, a native infan*
tryman or foot soldier. 19*5 BLukvi. Mag. Nov. 619/1 .\n
askar of the Riffi army. Ibid. 619/3 At our approach,
bearded askar come to the salute.

Aakari (x-skAri), sb. pi. Also -ia. [Arabic

^f^.^ casiart soldier.] Xative soldiers of West

Africa. Also as sing.

ifitt ifmem.»tag, Oct. 919 Before him stood a. .native,
who acted as interpreter antl clerk of the court, and a dozen
mtJkari whoa* onerous duty it was to preserve order. 19SO
RoossviiT A/rican Gome Tnutt L 18 llie askaris were
unifaniMd, each in a red fez, a bltae bkxise. and whiu
knicker bockers, m; Ckmmters'e Jmt. 694/s An askari or
native constable t(x>k tt in tunu with two others to guard
the market.

Asked (oskt),///. 0. [pa.pple.of AsKz).] Men-
tioned as a requesL Also askedfor.
s^ Wtttm. Com. s Feb. a/a The askcd-for area. 190s

ihui. a July 4/3 The asked prica

AskiBletaJ. («iske-l/iftl), a. [r. A- 14 ¥ Skklral
a.] Having no skeleton.

1904 J. McCaaa tr. HaeckeTi Wondert ifLife z. >8S Tbe
askelcul verinalia.

Askesia, var. *Asci8is.

ArUBOke (ism^-k), <uh. phr. [f. A prtp}- -i-

Smokb.] Smoking.
tfcjAZKhr. .MV. XXII. ;u Cottages an asmoke. i*7«

Moaais Mneidt vill. 106 With yet warm blood the altars
wen araaoke. 1904 B'lOM vox HuTTBit Pam 190 luchim-om wcf« all asaaoce.

Asmonaao, var. 'Hasmostea.v.

Asocial («s^-j^l), a. [C A- 14 -t- SociA^L a]
Antagonistic to social order.
^m% MamtST Bedf 4 W>V/ nt- i. 341 New products of

an aioeial or antisocisl kind an formed in the retrograde
etaaotphosis of tbe homan kind. i9aa W, H. R. Kivaas
Imtinet 4 the Unctntcinu xix. 156 Some channel which
leads in an asocial or antisocial direaion.

Asparagimo (ispcrid^inik,, a. Ckem. Also
aoparginlo. [f. Aspabaqui -t- -la] Asfaraginie
atid = Ahpartio acid
•88sSriBr ixGir. Lamdeit' HwuutPkyeioL 1,341 Aspara-

ginic add (QHiNOa).
AsparaffOS. 2. Add: aaparacus-be«n U.S

,

a tropical American bean {Doliekos tesquipedalis).
i8g6 Cozzaxs Sfmiiemrr. Pafers vtL 85 Tbe asparagus

bean, a sort of lon(.wioded esculem, inclined to be prolific

in strings.

Aspect, sb. n. Add

:

Cram. In the Slavonic languages a verbal form
of which the fimction is to express action or being
in respect of its inception, duration, or completion;
by extension applied to such forms in other lan-
guages.
The earlier term in Slavonic grammars was branch *.

tin C P, RtiPP Eiie.-Riui. Gram. 1. 8£ The aspects have
not all the same number of tensest the imperfect aspect is

need in all the three tenses ; tbe perfect \% employed in the
preterit and future, while the iterative i< met with only in
the preterit. 18*4 J, Nestob-Scmhurmamh Rtut. Man. 97
Tbe vaiiaiions in form of the saaa* action are expressed by
what is called in Russian bnuicbes or aspects (B<Ctu) of a
verb., ,Then are four branches, viz. : the Indefinite, the Per. !

feet, the Scroclfactive. ., and the Iterative.. ..A Fifth A^pect !

might be added, viz, : the Inchoative. 1880 Moifiu. Cram.
|

Kuu. Lang. 3f Verbs of this class [te. perfective and imper-
fccuve) are said to be arranged according to their aspects. |

WH }*Mrt.*tMmPhitnjGratn. xx. 386 It is generallyassumed .

that our Aryan lan^ua^ had at first no re.il forms in their
whs for tenM.distioctian*, but denoted vai iou» aspecu, per-
fertive, imperfeclivc, punctual, durative, inceptive, or other*.

6. b. (a) Geom. The position of a plane as deter-
mined by the direction of its normal, [b) Mech.
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I

A view of a plane from any given direction, esp.

from above ; the position in which a plane meets
a current or a fluid through which it is passing.
Aspect ratio, the ratio of the long side to the short side of

an aeroplane, or its wing.

Asperjfinjf (aspiidjiq), vbl. sb. [£ Aspebge
V. + -iNG "] The action of sprinklitig (with holy
water). Also attrib.

1865 TvLOR Early Hist. Mankind'n. 358 The priest stands
with an asperging-brush in his hand, vritb which he sprinkles
them with holy water.

Aspersory (aspa-jssri), sb. [ad, med.L. Aa-
PEB-iiOKioM.] A holy-water sprinkler ; an asper-
sorium or aspergillum.
1881 F. E. Warren Liturgy Celtic Ck. 116 It rather re-

sembles an aspersory than a pastoral staff. 1897 Pall Matt
Mag. Mar, 367 A holy-water stoup with an aspersory stood
at the feet [of a corpscl-

Asphyziailt (sesfi-ksiant), a. and sb. [f.

Asphyxia + -ANT.] A. aJj. Causing asphyxia.
B. sb. Any chemical substance that causes asphyxia.
1855 Englishivomati in Russia 303 Long-range guns and

asphyxiant balls. 1888 Chambers's Ettcycl. I, 501 Tbe term
asphyxiants is applied to any gases having a suffocating.,
effect on the hutnan system. 1931 t<fth Cent. July 34 If in
the Great War we had refused to use asphyxiant gas*

Aspidistra(3espidi-str&). [mod.L,f. Gr.da-iriS-,

iaitii shield + -istra, after tupistra.} A genus of
convallariaceous plants of China and Japan; a
plant of this genus, esp, of the species ^4. lurida, or
j4. lurUa variegata, a variety with striped yellow
leaves, very commonly used as dwelling-room
plants.

s8aa Bet. Register fn% Aspidistra turida. Dingy-flowered
Aspidistra, i8sa G, W. Johnson Cott. Card. Diet. s,v., The
mushroom-shaped stigma by which Aspidistrse are charac-
terised. S9ao ' O. Douglas' Penny Plain iii, An aspidistra
in a pot completed the table decorations, 19*6 W, Deeping
Serrelt4 Son IV, i. Carrying out the aspidistras and washing
them in the yanl.

H Illiterate forms are fretiuent.

189} Daitr tiem 4 Dec. b/i The broad leaves of the aspi-
desuuL ii99 Weeim. GesM., They are just moderate-sized
palms, ferns, aixl aspidcstra.

Aspidosperma (setspidtTsps-imi). [mod.L.]
A genus of b. American trees, of which the species

A. Quebroiho, the white quebracho, is notable for

its medicinal bark. Hence A:apldo<ia-min*, a
basic principle obtained from quebracho-bark, used
as an emetic. A:iq^ldoap«'rmatl&«, Avpldo-
pa-rmina, alkaloids obtained from qoebracho-
bark.
1891 Martindai-s Extra Pikarmacof. (ed. 6) 335 Que*

bracho contains six Alkaloids.. Aspidospermine, f^ebrach*
in*. Qucbrachamine, Aspidoepennatine, Hypoqucbrachine,
and Aspidceamine.
Aspinall(x-spin$l),p. tfxms. To paint (articles

of household furniture, esp. when old and shabby)
with Aspinall's Enamel Paint. Hence A-iplnall-
ing vbl. tt.

1889 ymt. Edue. I Aug. j88/i Three low wicker chairs
' Aspinalled ' in dark green. 1891 M. E. Mann WInter'i
Tale II, 1. xi. 35 'fbe ,, stool, which Erica herself bad aspi-
nalled in a spare hoiu. t89t (title) Guide to Aspinalling.
By A Lady.

Aapizatiaff (s'spir^tii]), ppl. a. [f. Aspibate
V. -f -IMO *.] That operates by aspiration or suction.

_ li*^ KiOOHT Diet. Mech., Suppl., Aspirating Filter, one
in which the action is expedited by the withdrawal of air
from beneath the filtering material. Ibid., Aspirating
Winneming Maclune, one which draws air through the
grain instead of blowing it. s.ta/$CataL Surg, /nttriiments
(Arnold ft Sons), A.spirating Syringe, Aspirating Guarded
Needle, ifon Times ss Sept. 3/4 The operation was per-
formed with an aspirating needle,

Aspiratioii. Add

:

7. The action or process of drawing in, out, or
through by suction ; esp. the drawing out (of fluids,

gases, etc.) by means of an aspirator.
lAta CtBil Engin. 4 Artk. fml. V. 303/1 The fluid was

absorbed throughout all the pores of the (felled] tree, by a
process which is termed ' aspiration '. 1879 Encycl. Brit.
IX. .344/3 Apparatus, in which the principle of aspiration,
or drawing currents of air through tne grain, is now exten.
sively employed. i88i Trans. Obtlelr. Soc. Loud. XXII,
57 Aspiration was frequently resorted to, with tbe view of
arresting the growth of the ftctus.

attrib. lan C, N, & A. M, Wiluamsoh Ligktning Con-
duetor 1 8 The * aspiration pipe '

. . had worked loose,

Aspiratioiial (x>spir;i-J>nil), a. [f. AspiBA-
il0N-(--AL.] belonging to or characterized by
aspiration.

1887 H. R. Hawsis Light of the Ages iiL 83 Its sense of
mystery feeble, and consequently its lift and aspirationat
power almost nil. 1919 A. M, Rihbany Syrian Christ 11.

li, 66 As pious in his imprecations and curses as he is in his
aspirational prayer. Ibid, v, iv. ijo His infatuation is

known as, .pure, or a.spirational love,

_
Aspirin (se-spirin). Chem. [G. (Heinrich Dreier

in lyliigtT's Artkiv 1899).] A white crystalline

compoimd of acetyl and salicylic acid, used as a
sedtuive drug; with att and //., a dose of this in

tablet form. Also attrib., as aspirin tablet.

1899 7mt. Chem. Soc. I-XXVL 11, 605 Physiological Ac.
lion of Aspirin (Acelylsallcylic Acid). 1901 liid. LXXX. 11.

408 A.spirin (tf-acctoxyltenroic acid) does not increase the
now of uiine, but aooiewbat raises the total output of solids.

AssEssiONiisra

1911 Btackw. Mag. .4pr, 460/t He was always at hand with
tea and brandy and aspirin, 1933 Mrs, A, Sidgwick A^(7^«.
goJiy xxix, 343, I thmk that frontal neuralgia is worse.
You can give me an aspirin if you like. Z9a4 Blackw. Mag.
June 801/3 Aspirin tablets.

AspO'rtable, a. [f. Aspobt v.'\ Capable of
being carried away.
1889 F. W. Maiii.and Collected Papers (1911) II. 173

The im.iginary defendant is charged ,, with the asporution
of all that is asportable.

Asportation. (Modem examples.)
1889 [see precl 1890 Harper's Mag. Oct. 703/1 If the

stiver., could be deposited ,, in bars too heavy for asporta-
tion.

Asqnithian (seskwi-Jjian), a. and sb. [f. the
name of H. H. Asquith (afterwards Earl of Oxford
and Asquith), prime minister of England igoS-is
-I- -IAN.J A. adj. Of or supporting Asquith as
leader of the Liberal party or, later, as leader of
a group of the divided party. B. sb. A supporter
of Astjuith as leader of the Liberal party or a
Liberal belonging to the group led by Asquith,
1910 Spectator a Apr. 530/1 The Asquithian Peers will, we

venture to say, prove the most intractable of 'backwoods-
men ', igaS Daily Express 34 Apr, 3/3 Montagu , , belonged
to the central Asquithian group in the Cabinet,,, and as an
Asquithian he preferred to support McKenna rather than
Lloyd George,

Ass, V. 2. Add : Now freq, in (orig. school-
boys') slang: To fool about.
1899 Kipling Stalky vii, jo6 Don*t mind learnin* my

drill, but I'm not goin' to ass aoout the country with a toy
Snider,

Assay, v. Add :

4, o. To show (a certain yield) by assay ; to yield
on assay. Also atsol.

i88a Rep. Prec. Metals U.S. 305 Assay as high as $100 to
the toiu 189a Graphic 36 Mar. 387/1 A 'pocket ',, which
assays a good many ounces to the ton. 19*7 Sunday Times
13 Feb. 3 Ore,, .assaying as high as 7-3 dw ts. (31s.),

Assemblage. Add: 2. b. The fitting to-
gether of the parts of a machine.
1874 Knioht Diet. Mech. I. i^t/i This system of inter-

changeability and assemblage,, IS one of the most beautiful
triumphs of modern mechanism.
Assemble, v.^ Add :

2. b. To put together (the separately manu-
factured partsof a composite machine or mechanical
appliance) ; also with the machine as obj. Also
Asse'nibled/)/>/,a.,Asaeinblingz'^/,x^. ; Asae'ia-
blnr, one who assembles a machine or its parts,
1865 Mech. Mag. 31 Mar. 300/3 When all these parts

are assembled together. 1888 Sun 31 Mar, ( Farmer), The
steel forgings have been made and turned over to our
ordnance officers to assemble into guns. 1894 Harper's
Mag. July 353/1 The assembling, as the process of shrink-
ing on the various parts whi<.h go to make up the modem
cannon is called, /*;/. 356/3 The partly assembled gun,
1898 Cricket * Football Field i Oct, 3 ' Assemblers *—men
who buy (cyclej frames.. then put in whatever fittings they
or their customers may be inclined to use. 1907 westm.
Gas,g Nov. 14 3 The vertically assembled differential case
ia being gradually superseded by the horizontally assembled
case. s^iA Daily Chron. 31 Feb, 10/6 Arc lamp assemblers.
1909 tbid. 31 Aug, 6/6 One cannot get such a cycle ready
made, but a good assembler can buUd it up, 1909 IVestm.
GoM. 38 Apr. 3/3 Structural steel is imported punched, riveted,

and assembled to be set up. tbiit. 16 Sept. 5/1 If all the parts
are not there when the time comes to assemble the chassis.

1983 tbid. 15 Sept,, Assembling and packing cycle bells.

Assembly. Add :

1, b. The assembling of troops ; also attrib., as
assembly-position, -trench.
z^ao Q. Rev. Jan. 108 llie digging of assembly-trenches.

Ibtd,, Troops moving up to the assembly.positions.

o. The action or method of assembling a machine
or its parts.

1897 [see 'assembly-room below]. 19SS A utocar 10 Nov.
983 Arrol-Johnston gear assembl)^, showing how the whole
can be removed without disturbing the box itself.,, Rear
axle assembly,

rV. assembly-man (earlier U.S. example);
asaembly-room, (b) a room in a workshop where
the parts of some composite article are assembled.
iSjS Hai.iburton Clockm. Ser, 1, xxxii, (1837) 347 He sot

up for an Assembly-man, 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 379/3
Tney are then polished, nicKcIplated,, .and sent to the
assembly-room to take their places in the wheel.

Assession. 2. Add : In the Duchy of Corn-
wall, the action of assessing or letting to rent the

lord's demesnes, which was done at a court held for

the purpose ; also attrib, in assession-court, -roll.

Hence Asse'ssioning vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ; Aasea-
lonable (ase'Jsnib'l) a. occas. Aasa'aaional a.,

'

applied to seventeen manors of the Duchy in which
the lands were let by courts of assession,

z8ao Sir J. Scarlett in G, Concanen Rep. Route v, Brenton
(1830) App, 77 note. There is no custom stated for the free

tenants to attend the assession.court, only the conven-
tionaries. z8ao Brougham Ibid., They have done enough
to differ the present case, of tendering the assession-roll,

from the circumstances under which it was tendered before,

z8a8 Barmrwall & Cresswell Rep. VIII. 740 The seven-

teen manors hereafter mentioned as assessionable manors.
Ibid. 750 A roll called an Assession Roll, which purported

to be an account of the iicts done by certain assessors in the

7 Edw, 3., under a commission to them by John Earl of

Cornwall, 1830 G, Concanen Rep. Roii>e v. Brenton (title),

Tbe right to minerals in tbe assessional lands of the duchy
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ofConiwall. Ihid. IntroA 3-, ThemodeofleUinglhe lands

of the assessional manors by the asiessioning commissioners.

ibid., The assessioniug of the same manors occurred at m-

terials of leiS than seren years. lUd. 36 The conventionary

tenants of the seventeen assessionable manors of the Duchy.

1839 PenM, Cyd. XIV. 389-390. \ii/iActxxf, ^ff^'cl. c 83

ItitU)An Act to confirm the Awards of Assessionable Manors

Comuus^oners.

Assignment. Add : 11. b. A task assigned

to one ; a commission or appointment. (/.S.

i«07 Scribmer's Mag. Aug. lyif^ The reporters . .
were

waiting to be sent offon their first assignments before get-

tine breakfast. 1903 J- R'^PH Making 0/ Journalist ia6

The first 'assignment ' I ever had as a New York Reporter

was to go to Delaware to see a woman whipped. IJ04

A'. Y. Evtn. Post 1 1 May 9 He . . went into the Presbyterian

ministry receiving assignments in various parts of the min-

Jne camp West. 1910 Mulford Hopataiig Casndy xvu. 99

At first his assignment had pleased, but as hour after hour

passed with growing weariness, he chafed more and more.

Assimilate, v. Add :

1. d. Phihl. To render (a sound) accordant, or

less discordant 'Jo another sound in the same or a

contiguous word).
.

i8sj Prx. Philnl. Sue. V. aoo In our own language, .it is

to be expected that some traces of the law of assimilated

vowels should appear. 1879 Robv Lat. Gram. 11. § 1829

Ad is usually assimilated to c and (written c) loq.

Assimilation. Add:

L b. Fhilol. The action of assimilatmg or fact

of being assimilated : see prec.

1849 Pnc. Philot. Sx. IV. 89 The law for the assimilation

of vowels . . will account for the introduction ofan (» in biodh'

»<Kr,. .before the u o{ the final syllable. 1871 Public Sch.

Lat. Gram. 18 Complete Assimilation occurs, when, of two

meeting Consonants, the former becomes the same as the

latter. 1885 Cook Sitveri O. E. Gram. § 86. 38 A partial

assimilation of the basic vowel to the following sound.

Assist, sb. Delete t Obs. rare-'^ and add

:

b. Baseball. (See quot. 1896.)

1891 N. Crane Baseball 79 Assist, •Orx credit given by the

scorer to a fielder who handles the ball in assisting to put

out a player. 1896 Knowles & Morton Baseball loi The
fielder who handles the ball in sufficient time to aid in retiring

a base-runner is credited with an assisL 1917 C. Mathkwson
Sec. Base Sloanxlw. 187 Five strike-outs, three assists and no
errors was considered a fine record.

Assist, Z-. Add:
6. a. Frequently with adv. or advb. phr. denoting

that in which the assistance is given.

1837 HowABD OldCommodoreX.i. 186 Assist the chaplain

down the poop-ladder. 1843 Lever Jack Hinion xxv, He
assisted me on with my great-coat. Ibid, xxvii. As 1 assisted

her from the carriage, I could not but mark the flashing

brilliancy of her eye. 1854— Sir Jasper Carezv xxix, He
assisted me off with my coat. l8«s Mrs, Gaskell li'i^ies f-

Dau. V, ' May I help you to potatoesT or, as Mr. Wynne
would persevere in saying, ' May I assist you to potatoes ?

*

>88l Mrs. J. H. Riddkll Senior Partner I. Vl. 116 The
way in which he assisted the elder guest off with his coat.

.

was a study. Ibid. 1 1, xi. 228 ' I t's no use my trying to put in

a friendly oar ', said Mr. McCullagh, assisted perhaps to this

last figure of speech by the sight of an outrigger spinning

down the stream. 1514 Rose Macaulav Orp/ian Islaml xi.

Miss Smith.. was assisted from her hammock.

7. O. Of the dealer's partner in the game of enchre:

To order the adoption of the suit of the card turned

up as tramp.
1878 Encyct. Brit. VIII. 654/2 If the first hand passes,

the second may say * I assist ', which means that the dealer

(his partner) is to take up the trump. Ibid. 655/1 A player

can declare to play alone when he or his partner orders up,

or when his partner assists.

Assistant, a. 3. Add :

Assistant curate : seeCuBATEi. Assistantmaster,

mistress (in a school).

1851 C Cist Cincinnati 304 In September . . he received

the appointment of assistant professor of mathematics. 187a

Schojlmaster 6 Jan. 4/1 Wanted. .an Assistant Master,

Ex P. T., for Canal-street Wesleyan Schools, Derbj'. Ibid.,

Wanted, in a Mixed School, an ex P.T., as Assistant-

Mistress. X90S A. C Benson Schootm. sg As to corporal

punishment, the doubtful privilege of dispensing it is, at my
own School, not conceded to the assistant-masters.

Assize, .^^. KAi.:\9. attrib.; assize sermon,a
sermon preached at the holding of assizes (sense 12).

1859 Reaue Love me Little iii, Shall you go to the assize

sermon?

Associate, ppt. a. L Add examples of recent

usage.
1891 D. C. GiLMAN Johns Hopkitts Univ. 60 The persons

below named have been appointed associate professors. 1900

DailyNews 14 Nov. 6/3 Associate-editor of the ' Engineer '.

xgo4 N. Y. Even. Post 23 July 4 He is associate editor of

the Evening Wisconsin. 1905 Ibid. 25 Dec.j llie additional

class is that of associate professors. All assistant professors

under the old order were made ' associate *. 1907 Westnu
Gat, M Feb. 1/3 Associate-editor of that oldest of the
Australian dailies.

Associating, ///. a. Add : associatingJibres

= asiociation fibres (see next).

188s Harper's Mag. Mar. 640/1 One set serves to connect
the cells of different areas of the cortex (the 'associating

fibres ").

Association. Add :

7. b. Psychol. Laws o/associati0n,ieeqnot. iS^J.

Mediate association, association by'unconsdons or

unnoticed intermediaries. Simultaneous, successive

association, forms of association of ideas in which
the process of connexion is simultaneous or falls

38

into two stages. Also atttib., as association test,

theory, time.

1897 tr. Wundfs Outlines Psychol. 13 Intellectualislic psy-

chology has in the course of its development separated into

two trends... The logical theory...The association-theory.

Ibid 225 The following forms were discriminated : assoaa-

tion by similarity and contrast, and association by simul-

taneity and succession. These class-concepts gained by a

logical dichotomic process were dignified with the name
' laws of associations '. I9a4 tr. Freud's Collected Pafers 11.

13 Association test.
, ,

9. Fhysiol. Used attrib., as association areas,

centres, spheres, those portions of the cortex of the

brain which lie between the sense-spheres believed

to be concerned with the function of ideation, etc.

;

association Jibres, those which connect the various

areas of the cortex, as distinguished from the com-

misural fibres.

igoi AllchiiCs Man. Med. III. Physiol. Introd. 31 A por-

tion of the 'association ' field of the cortex. 190a Encyct.

Brit. XXXI. 742/1 The areas of intervening cortex, arriving

at structural completion later than the .. sense-spheres, are

called by some association-spheres. 1904 J. McCabe tr.

Haeckefs Wonders 0/ Life i. 13 In 1894 Flechslg showed

that there are four central sense-regions . in the gray cortex

of the brain, and four thought-centres C' association-centres ,

or phroneta). ., .

10. A personal connexion or link ; esp. attnb. m
association book, copy, a volume showing some mark

of personal connexion with the author or a former

owner (of note).

191a Times (Weekly ed.) 7 June 444 The collection »s

chiefly remarkable for what are termed in America ' associa-

tion books'. 1914 W. M. Murplty's Calal. Bks. 19 Jan.
^

Association Copy. .A most interesting 'Association book .

zgi8TimeS2i Feb. 3/3 It is very rich, .in what Americans

call ' association books ', such as the copy of ' Vanity Fair

which Thackeray sent to Charlotte Bronte. 1918 Times Lit.

SuppLzx Nov. 567/2 There never wasan'association.book ,

as the Americans call it, more palpitating with reminiscence.

1928 Bookseller's Catal., An association copy with an auto-

graph inscription. 1928 JV.^Q. 12 May 341/3 Presented by
Sir Walter Scott to Lydia White... DouL.e association of

good interest.

11. Applied to the game of football played

according to the rules of the Football Association

formed in 1863, as distinguished from the Rugby
game. (Cf. soccer, SooKER.)
1874 Elizabethan I. No. 4. 25 Westminster and Charter-

house profess to play the strict Association game. 1879

Eiicycl. Brit. IX. 36S/1 The intricacies of the Association

fame are far fewer [than those of the Rugby game]. 1885

HEARMAN & ViNCENT Footiall 45 Before the days of the

Rugby Union and Association rules. Ibid. 53 The ball, .is

several ounces heavier thaman Association ball. 1898 G.O.
Smith /Vo/^o// 49 Association Football.

Associationist. Add : Also attrib. or as

adj. = next.
1886 A. Weir Hist. Basis Mod. Europe (1889) 500 fie

associationist psycholog]^.

Associationistic (asoutjidifani stik), a. [f.

Associationist -i- -ic] Of or relating to associa-

tionism or associationists.

1901 W. Iames Mem. ^ Stud. vii. (ipii) 148 AH ps^xho-

logy, whether animistic or associationistic, was written on
classic-academic lines.

Assortative (as^-itativ), a. [f. AssoBT V. +
-ATivE.] "ihat assorts. Assortative mating, sexual

selection.

1900 K. Pearson Cramm. Set. (ed. 2) 429 We are largely

thrown back for our quantitative determinations of assorta-

tive mating on man. 190J W. F. R. Weldon in Encycl. Brit.

XXXI II. 637/1 Assortative mating exists when individuals

which mate are not paired at random, but a definite cor-

relation is established between the characters of one mate
and those of the other. 1903 BiomeMka Nov. 373 Wecould
hardly want stronger evidence of the existence of assortative

mating in man.

Asso'rter. U.S. [f. Assoet v. ¥ -er i.] One
who assorts.

1897 Scribner's Mag. Jan. 17 /a The assorter, who dis-

triljutes the bundles [of goods] into lots to go to the different

parts of the city.

Assuetude (ee-swi'tii^d). Delete t Obs, rarr"^

and add quots.

:

1830 Marrvat King's Ovm xxxvi. To whose.. beauty,

from assuetude, he had. .been blind. 1873 Contemp. Rev.

XXII. 699 The petrified assuetudes and porcelain effemi-

nacies of the Chinese. 1890 Daily Neivs 15 Nov. 5/6 At the

same time, .the effect of assuetude may become apparent.

Assumingly (asia'mirili), adv. [f. ASSUMINO
ppl, a. -)- -LY <!.] In an assuming manner, pre-

sumptuously.
1839 J. P. Smith Scripture <$• Geol. 215 What I may, not

assumingly, call the whole body of geologists. 1937 Scots

Observer 12 Mar. 3/5, 1 ken him fine commented the other

assumingly.

Assnmptionist (asirm^Janist). [f. AssDMP-
TION -f-IST.]

1. One who bases his arguments on assumption.

1891 G. A. Denisom Let, 9 Mar., in Fifty Years^ at East
Brent (1902) 344 He is a remarkable assumptionist—he is

no logician.

2. R. C. Ch. A member of the congregation en-

tilled Augustinians of the Assumption, ' which had
its origin in the College of the Assumption, estab-

lished at Nlmes, in France, in 1843' {Cath. Encycl,),

1898 Westin. Gaz, 30 SepL 6/2 An article in the Croix by
its editor, the Assumptionist Father Bailly. 1901 Daily

ASTBAIj.

Nezus 7 Jan. 4/7 The Assumptionists, who hav^ played soch

an infamous part in French politics the last three yeais.

Assuring, ///. a. Add :

2. That takes out a policy of assurance

1891 Tebbutt in Charity Organis. Rev. VII. 262 Each
assuring member secured a small payment at death.

Astatki (sestte'tki). [Corruptly ad. Ross.

ocraTom. ostatokH remainder.] The waste pro-

duct of the distillation of Russian petroleum

atomized with steam and made combustible for nse

as fuel. Also attrib.

1898 B. Redwood Rep. Schibaieff's Petrol. Refinery 3
Storage is provided for . . kerosene, astatki, and lubricating

oils. 190a Encyct. Brit. XXXI. 646/1 Large quantities (if

refuse were produced—known by the Russian name of

astatki. Ibid. 646/2 Practically all the steam power in

South Russia, .is now raised from astatki fuel.

Aster. Add:
4. £iol. A star-shaped karyokinetic division-

figure of a cell, esp. of one dividing by mitosis

;

also attrib., as aster rays, the radiating fibres of

this in certain organisms. Also, the group of

chromosomes when forming a star-shaped figure

during mitosis.

1881 RoLLEsTON & Jackson Anim. Life p. xxv, A star or

aster with a pronucleus as a centre. 1909 J. W. Jenkwson
Exper, Embryol. 107 Each sperm forms its own aster, and
these combin" with one another to form various irregular

miotic figures (triasters, tetraslers, and so on).

5. Zool. A star-shaped spicule.

1887 Encyct. Brit. XXII. 417 The rays of an aster as of

other spicules may be spined. 19*0 L. Dokcaster Introd.

Study Cytology in. 31 The ccntrosomc with its system of

rays is called an aster, and the two asters with the sheaf of

fibres connecting them are the achromatic or mitotic spindle.

Asterisked (pc-sterlskt), ppl. a. [f. Astibwk
V, or sb, -H -EI).] ^larked with an asterisk.

1897 Weslm. Gaz. 20 July 2/2 An asterisked speedi [in

* Hansard 'J.

Asteroid, a. and sh. Add :

A. adj. 2. Zool. Of, belonging to, or character-

istic of the Asteroidea.
1888 Rollestoh & Jackson Anim, Life 5 The Asteroid

larva closely resembles the Holotburioid. Z900 £. R. Lam-
kester, etc. tr. Bather's Echinoderma 5 No sharp 'inecaa

be drawn between Asteroid and Ophiuroid structure.

B. sb. 4. Zool. A Star-fish of the class Aste-

roidea.
1840 E. FoBBls Brit. Starfishes L 3 The Crinoids as

analogues of the Pol>-pes are lower than the Asteroids.

18S8 RoLLESToN & Jackson Anim. Life 563 The apical

system of plates is well defined in the young Asteroid, xooo

E. R. Lankester, etc. tr. Bather's Echinoderma 14 The
Asteroids were probably the last group to branch off from
the fixed Echinoderms. 1921 Chambers's Jrnt. 502/1 The
mauve of these beautiful asteroids blends perfectly with the

soft gray sands of the North Pacific.

Asthma. Add :

2. attrib. asthma herb Austral, (see quots.).

1887 Moloney Forestry W. Afr. 411 Australian Asthma-
Herb (Euphorbia pilulifera, L.). 1889 J. H. Maiden Use-

ful Native Plants .4ustraiia 183 Queensland Asthma Herb.

Astigmatism. Add :

b. Optics. A similar defect in a lens.

i8S9 Parkinson Optics (1866) 51 When a pencil of rays is

reflected or refracted at the surface ofa medium, the reflected

or refracted rays will not, in general, pass accurately through
one point. This peculiarity is sometimes called astigma-

tism. 189a J. T. Taylort^^rW Pliotogr. xxiii. Astigmatism is

a serious fault for a lens to po.ssess in any marked degree.

Astonish, v. 4. Add : Also absol.

1904 L. T. Meade Love Triumphant in. i, There mi^ht
come to you a knowledge which would astonish and terrify.

Astrsean (aestrf-an), a. [f. mod. L. Astrxa +
-AN.] Pertaining to or resembling Astrsea, a genus

of stone-corals, the type of the family Astrteidm or

star-corals. SoAstrsa'ida.and^^. ; Astree'lform a.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 383, 2 Holocystis is also composite

and astraeiform. 18S4-S Trans. R. Soc. Ediu. XXXIl. 551

Astraiid and brain corals. Ibid, 558 Imbedded in the base

ofthb cliff of coral limestone were two dome-shaped masses

of Astraean corals of different species. 1886 J. J. Quelch
Rep. Reef-Corals 8 (Challenger Rep., Zool. XVI), Moseltya
laiistellata .. is .. undeniably Astrasid in its characters.

Astrakhan. Add :

b. A kind of cloth (see quots.) used chiefly as an

edging or trimming for garments.
sXXnCasselts Fam. Mag. Oct. 698/1 The curled cloths or

woollen Astrachans used for trimmings and for entire jackets.

X904 Tailor 4- Cutter 4 Aug. 479 Astrachan : A doth made
of worsted material, with a long and closely-curled pile, in

imitation of the fur of that name.

Astral, a. (and sb^. Add :

3. Theosophy. Pertaining to or consisting of a

supersensible substance considered to be next above

the sensible world in refinement and held to pervade

all space. Astral body, the ethereal counterpart

or shadow of a human or animal body.

1877 Helena P. Blavatsky Isis Unveittd in Seer. Doe-

trine(\%iX) II. 74 When those circulations—which Eliphas

Levi calls 'currents of the astral light*

—

inthe universal

ether.. take place in harmony with the divine spirit, our

earth..enjoys a fertile period. 1880 Anna Kisgsfokd in

Life (1913) I. 401 In man the astral fluid becomes trans-

formed into human life at the moment of conception. Ibid.,

All they whose bodies have decomposed lea\'e, or have

left, their shadow in the astral space. i88x Sinnett Occult
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f^0rU 163 Even our antral bodies, pure ether, are bat illu-

sions of matter so long as they retain their terrestrial outline.

4. Cytology. Of or pertaining to an aster.

190X Calkins Protozoa iti. 82 In others they [the rays] are
focu95cd in a central or * astral * granule {GymmatfJutra,
ActiM^firyt, SfhitrtLstrmm^ ctc-X which in some cases has
been seen to divide like a ccntrosoine and to formanamphi.
aster. Ibid, viii. 278 In some cases this structure resembles
the astral system of Metazoa.

B. sK 2. An astral body.
z88o Anna Kikcspord in Li/t (191 3) I. 400 The Astral is

not an entity, for it cannot reproduce itself. It is an imprint
only, a sh.-uiow, a reflect, an ecboi iISS Helena P. Bla.
VATSKT Seer, Dtctritu (ed, ») L 639 Our more intimate
astral, or inner man.

Astrally, adv. Add

:

2. As an astral body.
i8«6 5<iA Rev. 4 Dec. 751 Wkether the Thibetan Adepts go

spooking astrally through tbe world.

Astream (asir«-m), adv. [f. A- 2 + Streak
sb.\ In line with the itreain.

tgo6 Daily Ckron, 29 Aug. 6. 6 The swimmer commenced
to lose ground,- .the bearings showed him to be astream of
the Varnc buoy.

Astrographic (3estn>grse-fik), a. [f. AsTBO-
OBAPHT + -ic, after photographic.

"l
Of, pertaining

to, used in, or produced by astrt)graphy.
1893 fVitim. Caz. 5 June 6, 3 With the astrographic eqtia>

torial 722 photographic plates . . were taken. >fl9S A tJun^uns
8 June 743 t The shutter of the avtrographic dome »-a« torn
off and blown into the courtyard. 1903 H. H. Turnkk
Aitrfgrapkic Chart 13 Th« real work of the Astrographic
Chart cansi-.li in measuring the paakioasoftlie stars, which
will tell us ultirr^ately tlieir Htntioms

A:8trophotO'gi:aph7. [C Abtbo- + Photo-
CSAFHT.] The application of photography to
astronomy. SoAstrophato^nkphie, -rrcpliioal
o^x., of, pertaining to, used in, or produced by
astrophotography.
iMf Wiimajui.Tr.« ititU) The Intermtiooal Astropboto.

graiibic Congress. OifftPaltMaU C„tx.i)\ni.il\ llw astro-
phncacraphic ulescope. IHd., The dcw utropholocraph.
ical ukscope is . . controlled Djr aa docnic camot. s^sj
hcxmx M. Clkke PrtiUmt in Attrwfkftia 5 Aitrapboto-
graphy is an art, andfaasa tfpi^ininiiff ofUS own.

Astrophysioa (sMiWi-ziks). [f. Asno- «
Physics.] That branch of astrooomy which treats

of the physical and chemical compositiun of the
heavenly bodies. Hence Astnq^liyslelat, a stu-
dent of utroGomical physics.
^tffSat.R€a.atMt. >A'> Tba new idcDC* of 'astio-

pl>T>>e>'> i9>* niwcoM* Stmn xo Tlie attroaoaer, or
astrophysicist ai ha ucm caUs hiiawlf. a«a6 Watm. Cmm.
IJune 12/1 That wonderlnlsdcncaeraatroffayskswtiicb has
enabled asirooamets to see cleatats praeot in our own
•artb. .in the abaorbent Tapoors •urraaadinc the. .stars.

Aatropyl* (z-slropail). Zttl. [{. Gr. iarfor
star + »vXi7 gate.] A tubular aperture or funnel-
like membranous projection found in some ladio-
brians (see quots.).
iMi RouarroK ft Jicksom Anim. ijft l7« Or acain

tacre is a laain oral aperture or avtrofiyle.. .The astropyle
consists of a tnfa«lar profaoscis rising from the centre of a
radiallrurialed disc wopereukun. sysi Calkins Prti)>i,vi
Va. ToTbe Caaoop^lea, b which the membrane around the
pens is drawn oat into faaoet-like projection* miascl astro-

Astrosphere (Kitmfiej). CytoUgy. [CAano-
+SrHnc] The central portion of the aster in the
kuyoUBelic figure inclusiye of the regioo in which
the centrosome lies, but exclusive of the astral
rays, b. The whole aster exclusive of the centro-
some.
i«es Calkiks PrtU—a ayg This ttiucture resembles tbe

astral system of Meiazoa, la nnrtin i iig ofan otitcr soberical
aiaas with radiating processes (astnsphan).

A-SWirl (iswsil), mdm. [C A prtpX 11 >
SwiBL v.] In a swirl, swirling.
i9oy H. G. Watxs Ttmr-BuHfrnj n. ai. The water all

s-swirl with the wash ofdiippinK. sars C C MAirnin>ALE
l" GtiTM Anmy, CmmmmmJm iu Ckirf \ti Oespiu tha..
isis that set tha imagination a-swirL

Path. [{. A- 14 +
co-ordination of parts or

ocgans normally acting in harmony.
itM Daauua> tttd. Diet. (ed. s). i«ot PrmclilimurDec

ls< Tha laiynBtis of singos. . is made evident ..by muscular
liuuUes (vocal asynerfy).

At, pr^. Add : L b. Used with the cardinal
points of the compass, as at tht Eastward (later

Eati), to mdicate puts of the country. V.S.
s«l« WiMTMaoF L4tt. (ta«9> 357 Some hurt was done hen .

.

much fish and salt lost at eastward. i«7a Kr'xiMry Rtc. 1 10
A great Eclipse of tha Sim, which at the eastward was lotaL
s«ga EiM* Intt. Hiit. Coil. XLII. 14s Marke How that is
now dead, who dyed at the Eastward, ttfj lUil.\l.if,\n
niag over a reaver ( = river) at ye Soathwaid. 17*1 irmlt.
Ho. Rtfr. htatu III. 94 Mr. Secretary brought down..
Letters from several of the Inhabitants at the Eastward.
176a F.iitx Intt. Hilt. ColL I. 13 J My company being at
the S<itherd, the money was drawn for them for 3 months.
ifaS J. H. Ingsahah Souti.»al IL 213 The opinion,
that their sons can be edocatad at the south by northern
PfoKsws as well aa at the north, ita Hawtmoiiie //o.
Stvtm Gaittt aiii, A still uaaaltted claim to a very large
extent of territory at the eastward. 1(83 J . QriNcv Fijfurei
of Pait (1884) 343 Characteristic of slava-holders when*> tbasr good behavior at the North.
a Naut. Indicating the quarter of tbe wind.

AMjmiBeST (arsinaidji).

SmaoT.] Lack of co-ori
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«*3S R- Mather yrtil. 18 Afore noone the wind waxed
strong at north. 1733 Franklin Poor Rich. Aim. loCIouds
antl winds at southwest rySo Henth Paptrs 93 The wind
which now blows at east. 1S48 J. F. Coorn Oak 0**h. II.
aiv. ao3 Ihe wind stood at the westward.

d. Used superfluously after where. U.S.
1859 Babtlett Did. A mrr. (ed. 2),.^/is often used super-

fluously in the .South and West, as in the question ' Where
IS he at?' 189S A. Nicholas IJyl ofWaiasA etc. 14W here does he live at J 1903 N. Y. Shu 8 Nov. 6 The busi-
ness world wants resL ft wants to know where it is at.
»9" E. Feebek Da-nn O'Hara xx. 294 This is where I get
off at. 1914 G. ArHEiTON Ptrch o/Dtvili. 8 She. .disliked
. . not knowing where she was at,

13. o. esp. with verbs of speaking, with implica-
tion of indirect attack.

•7.' 'Preaching at (in Dirt.]. r836-7 Dick-ens Si. Baz, Tales
T. 11, Mrs. Parsons talked to Miss Lillerton and at her better
half. i»37 (see Talk r. 3 dj. 1863 CowdenClarke.S'*<i*t.
CA(jr.v.i33lhelatter..alwaysinakeherspeako<herhusband.
Ataman, var. Hetman.
J835 CourtMag.W. 8./1 'We maynot do this ', repTied one

of theCossacks, 'without theconsentof our Ataman." 1930
ClasgotvHerald 18 Auj. 7 The Ataman of the Don Cossacks.
1914 BlaeMa. Mag. Feb. 171/j The Ataman had been
waiting a mile away. .&» the last of tbe attackisK party to
come in.

Atap, var. *Attap.
Atavistically (artaTt-stitili), adv. [f. Ata-

vistic a. : see -icallt.] In a manner exhibiting
atavism.
iM* A''. Amer. Rer. Sept. 353 Tbe ancient types crop ont

auvatically. 1898 E. P. Evass Evol. Ethics i. 33 The
lower classes.. reflect auvistically tlie ideas and passions of
primitive man.

Atelectatic (settflektartik), a. Path. [f. At«-
LECTASis.] Characterized by atelectasis. Also
Atele-ctio a.

1875 Gamgee Xx.HermartH's HumanPhysii>i:\tiii1hK\m\^
left to themselves contain noair: tliey are a/a/«/i<: [sic], like
the lungs of the ftitns before it has ' breathed '. 1880 Fukt
Pritu. Med. (ed. 5) 1 87 Occlusion of the bronchi immediately
connected with the atelectatic spots can be demonstrated.
Ateleiosis, ateliosis (atelsi-, itili^-sis).

[f. A- 14 + lEUEiosis.] Defective or arrested
development.
1903 Med. Record i3 July 96 (Cent- Diet. SuppL). saxy

Timej (Weekly ed.) aS Apr. 475/2 Tbe existence in an adult
(a-telaiosis) of child chamcteis (dves).

A teat. £^-S. [£,thelelterA,fromitsshape-] A
tentwithsides slopingdownwards from a ridgepole.
«.•• CeMtnry Mag. Jan. 447/s Three wall tents.. and

twiceasmany 'A'cr'wedge orcommontents. tgoaELir.
Roams MeiptetU tftrtk zvL 184 Down in the desolate hol-
low a ragged A tent sagged away from the prevailing winiL
Athematic (se-, /i>lmse-tik), a. Gram, Jf- A-
14 + Thematic a.] Characterized by the forma-
tion of verb-forms by the immediate adtlition of
suffixes to the verb-stem withoat a connecting
(thematic) voweL
r896 LiMDSAV Short Latin Grmm. 86.

Atlievinic(.'e-,;')>9'tmik),<z. ltd,T.atitrmigtie,
f. Gr. a i>riv.(secA-/A-</Sj:i4) t-tifiai heat +-IC.J
a. That is not pervious to heat or beat-rays. Cf.
AmATHMiiHO a. b. Without fever or rise of tem-
peratmre (Dorland 1901). O. (See qnoL 1911.)
tt6a Cata/. tntemat. Exkih. II. xiii. 16 Melloai^appara-

tus for illustrating the athermic and diathermic character of
minerals. 1911 WBasTsa,^</bnwK,beatlese; as, an ather-
mic rrxAor,

Athetesis (8e))ft»"^is). [a. Gr. ieirriait, I.

ittrttr ^aee next).] The setting aside or rejection
(of a pasaaee) as nnrions.
i«7 J-& Ram ia CAunoi/ Xm. lane 1 3 5 /a He is jodici-

ously conaamtiva and takes no notice of such extravagant
athcteut as those put CsrwaiA hv Latjohann ia a paper on
the (.ate Maier. iSai Liar lOmt 11. 435 Aristarchos'
athetesis of 614-7 has bsea generally accepted, but..en
inadequate grounds.

AtlMtua (a-^aiz), V. [C Gr. a«<Tot set aside
+ -M : fanned to render Gr. iBtrw to set aside,
reject as sptirious.] trans. To set aside (a passage)
as spurious. Hence Atkstiser.
1886 JF.VOHS in Jrnl, HtlleHicStuHiet VII. 306 The solu.

Uoa is to athetiie B 3ysi (of tbe lliad\ satt Leaf Iliad
IL 433 Tba openiae paasaxc (1-30) contains an onnsual
number of lines which have been suspected on undeniably
valid gronnds since tbe time of Arislardton, who athetized
no less than fourteen. 3889 AtMetutum 16 Oct. 553/1 Dr.
Leaf, .controverts with success the athetizers and abjiKli-
cators of Homeric verses.

Athetosis (3C>A*i-sis). Path. [f. Gr. &Stros
without position or place t--oei8.] An aiTection
t^aracterized by involtmtary movements of the
hands and feet, which cannot be retained by the
patient in any position in which they are placed.
Hence Athstotlo (iB{iftf>nik) a., characteristic of
or resembling athetosis.
i8ti W. a. Hammond Trtmt. Die. Iferfoui Syit. 654

Under tbe name of athetosis. . I propoee todcscribe an affec-
tion which .

. is mainly charaaenzed by an inability to retain
the fingers and toes in any position. 1897 Trans. Amer.
Pediatric Soc. IX. 158 In the analysis of 151 cases of cere,
bral paralysis in children. .h« foand .. athetosis sis times.
1898 I>Awsoa Wiluams Mod. Dis. Inf. 562 The general
character of athetotic movemenls.

Athleticise 'a-)>Ietis9iz). [C Athlxtic a.

+

-I7.E.] trans. To make athletic

ATOITAIiITY.

1896 Godefs Mof. Apr. 447/1 Are we to be so athleticired
that we will disdain all fripperies ? 1897 Eclectic Mag. Oct
523 France,superlicially,has become Anglicized, athleUcised!
At home. Add

:

A. 4. Cribbage. (See qnot)
1877 H. Jones in Encjcl. Brit. VI. 577/1 (C«Wa«) Each

player ought to reckon slightly over six in band and play
and five in cnb, or seventeen and a half in two deals to be
at home. A player who scores more than the average and
leaves bu adversaiy six or seven points in arrear is si^c at
home. When at home it is best to play off; when the
adversary is safe at home it is best to play on.

Atixhoo. A representation of the characteristic
noises accompanying a sneeze.
1873 Miss BaoucHTON Nancy iii, I sneeze kjudly and

irrepressibly. Atcha 1 Atcha ! 1878 Punch 26 Jan. 36 A
cough teats yonr ludgs, but a sneeze tears you through—
V,''~;S™°*=^'~" ' cubbi'g—a.tschoo-A-tischooI [i8s8Hoods Comic Ann. 54 I've got such a coW. Er-tchiou—er-
tchioul] 189a Zancwill Ckildr. Ghetto I. n. Ezekiel
sneezed. It was a convulsive 'atichtio'. X9Z0 Punch
30 Nov. 383_Thete, that's all right. A«-a-tishoo 1

AtUuitic, a. 1. Add : Atlantic states, those of
the United States situated on the Atlantic coast.
'.**?"?? J- P- Kennedy Svtallow B. II. xiv. 233 Old Nick

.IS falling into the sere and yellow leaf, especially in the
Atlantic states.

Atmosphere, sb. Add : 4. b. Characteristic
environment

; surroundings or setting of a character
appropriate or peculi.ir to the thing in question.
>886 Harry's Mag. Nov. 831/2 The constituent parts of

literary society, .are obliged to house themselves transiently
in the most incongruous spots, with little, if any, 'atmo-
sphere about them. 1916 Boivee Phantom Herd i. i Such
wanted several rehearsals of ' atmosphere ' scenes before
turning the camera on them. JbuL v. 66 There's a tot of
atmosphere you couldn't get, anyway-

Atmospherics («etm*fe-riks'), si. pi. [pi. of
Atmosphebic, after acoustics, etc.] Atmospheric
disturbances of electrical origin causing interference
with aerial communication, esp. in wireless tele-
graphy. Also occas. r»«^.
i9i3K«i^i4. If/>.Atjr r<iiyr. 334 No signal nor atmosphe-

nc can put it out of action. r9is Wireless World Apr. 55/1To protect the condenser from strong 'atmospherics', a spark
gap should be connected to the two plates of the condenser.
1919 R. Staklev Text-hk. Wireless TeUgr. I. 173 Irregubir
noises are produced in 1 herctativer telephones which seriously
interfere with the reception ol the regular signals ; they are
due to ' Atmospherics

', or ' strays ', or Xs. I9aa lath Cent.
Apr. 619 It was pos^iUe, atmospherics or no atmospherics, to
communicate daily both waysbetweenEngland and Australia.

Atmosteon (setm^-sti^). Omith. [f. Gr. iritis
air + uariw bone.] Any ossified tube by which air
passes into the bones of a bird ; an air-bone.
.t884 CouE-S Kry A'. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 168 Tbe siphon-
like tube . . may ossify, .resulting in aneat tubular 'air-bone'
or atmosteon.

Atocha (atf-tJS). [Sp.] Esparto. Mio altrii.
as atocha grass, plant.
t86( Ref. U.S. Commissioner Agrie. (1869) 362 There are

two classes of this plant, the ' atocha ', properly so called,
antl the coarse or 'bastard' atocha... 'I'hc atocha grass,
which ia called esparto, is not tnit like ordinary grass, but is
polled np from its socket. Ibid. 264 It is at about this eleva-
tion [ic. 3,500 feel] where the snow usually commences, that
the atocha plant ceases to grow.

Atoke («)-t/J«k). lad. Gr. aroitos, i. d- priv.
(A- 14) + riieen birth.] The sexless part of certain
polychxtous worms. Hence Atokal (a!-tt>kal)

[-al] a. , non-sexual.
1903 J. S. KiKtMLEV tr. Hertmigfs Zool. iir The atoke..

forms chains of dimorphic individuals which later separate.
ifO^yml. R. vI/iVr<>K.i<>c.Apr.i83Thetoullength[oftha
marine^ worm palolo] averages 400 mnu, about one-fourth of
which is in the anterior atoKal part.

Atomise, v. Add :

2. b. To reduce (a liquid) to very small particles
or to the condition of spray. Hence A'tomized
ppl. a. (Cf, Atomtzsb.)
1865 MosElL Mackenzie in Lancet 25 Feb. 202/2 (heading^

On the treatment ofchronic disease of the lungs by the inhala-
tion of atomised liquids. Hid. 203 i The author observed
that bis own atomiser is very simple and can be used very
easily. The liquid is driven from a fine glass pipe on to
a projection in a bell-shaped tube, by the descent of a
piston. i86s Williams /iiJ. 303/j He believed that ato-
misiitg the fluids was unnecessary, on the ground that they
could be introduced in the simplest manner by ordinary
inhalation. 1866 Beicel On Inhalation v. 49 "The minute-
ness of atomiration. 1871 Holmks S^st. Surg. (ed. 2) IV.
530 The inhalation of atomised fluids', or spray. X90S
Encyct. Bn'l. XXXI. 646/2 Utilizing the waste pr(>dllct [of
petroleum] as fuel by spraying or atomizing it with steam.

Atonal (wtJu-nal), a. Mus. [f. A- 14 + ToHAL.]
Applied to a style of composition in which there
is no conscious reference to any scale or tonic. So
Atonallty (tetanse'llli).

I9aa A. E. Huu. in Musical Opitum. Oct. 48/1, I have
been working (or two years at a system ofnon-tonal harmony,
which I had long been unable to christen. Now, after visit-

ing no less than seven foreign countries I not only find
that the thing is widely known as Atonality^ but [etc.].

Ibid. ^8/3 Keyboard chord'Wriling as well as linear, tonal
as well as Atonal. 1983 Mus. Assoc. Proc. ig2>-J 67 We
find the principle of poTytonalily or atonality superseding the
old key system. 19B3 Oburi'er 1 1 Nov. 8/4 Modem musicin
Vienna. _ 'Atonal' and otherwise. I9a8 Ihid. 18 Mar. X3/5
His music isdistinguisbcd by simplicity, melody, and genuine
feeling. Despite the dicta of the ' atonal * composers, signifi-

cantly enough, he reverts to fugues with marked effect.



ATOXYL.

AtOZyl (Stp-ksil). Chcm. [a. F. atoxyU, f. A-

14 + Tox(lc + -TL.] A compound of arsenic with

an aniline derivative used hypodennically in skin

diseases.

1906 Daily Chnm. 18 Sept. 3 • The treatment of the

patients was based on the simultaneous use of atoxyl and
strychnine. Ibiil. 21 Dec. 5/3 Professor Koch decided to

employ atoxyl injections of half a gramme. 191 1 Alliutl's

Syst. Med. IX. 104 Optic atrophy caused by arsenical in-

jections, in the form of atoxyl. 1910 J- M. H. Maclkod
Diseases 0/Skirt iii Arsacetin and orsudan have the advan.

taee over Rtoxyl of being_ more stable and capable of being

boiled without decomposition.

Atriopore (^triijpo'j). Zool. [f. L. Atridm +
Gr. vopot passage, Pobe li.'] The posterior opening

of the atrium or cavity in the body of the lancelet.

1S91 Atkemrum 13 Aug. J27/2 There are no buccal cirri,

and, so far as can be made out, no atriopore [in a certain speci.

men of Amphioxus]. 1896 Boas' Text Book Zool. 355.

Atrioventricnlar (^i-tri<7|Ventri-ki(Jlaj), a.

[{. atrio-, comb. f. Atridm + Vbnteiodlab a.] Of
or belonging to the atrial and ventricular cavities

of the heart.

1*79 St. Georre's Hosp. Rep. IX. 93 The heart showed.,
very slight thickening of the atrio-ventriciilar valves.

A1aK>c]ial (ae-trokal), o. Zm)1. [f. A- 14 + TKO-
CHAL a.] Having no definite rings of cilia.

1880 F. M. Balfour Comp. Emhryol. I. ^^^ The atrochal

forms are to be regarded as larva; which never pass beyond
the primitive stage of uniform ciliation, Ibid.^ The atrochal

larv£ are not common.

Atropliyiiig (se-tr^fi|iq),///. a. [f. Atrophy
V. + -INO ^.J That atrophies.

Atrophying cirr/u>sis, cirrhosis characterized by shrinkage

and shrivelling of the organ.

t8M Brit. Med. JmL 3 Oct. 650/2 Atrophying cirrhosis

was diagnosed.

Atta (se-ta). Anglo-Ind. [Punjabi atta^

Wheaten flour or meal.
i860 Russell Diary India II. 206 Each man with his

viaticum of atta in skin-bags tied over his hips, zgxo
Blackw. Mag, Oct. 445/2 Sacks of atta for the troops.

Attaboy (K-taboi), int. U.S. Also ata boy.
[Careless pron. of that's the iojif] An exclamation
expressive of encouragement or admiration.
1917 C. Mathewson Sec. Base Sloan xxii. 298 *Ata

boy !
' called the Damascus catcher. Z935 H. L. Foster

Trop. Tramp Tourists 101 The marines rose from their

chairs to encourage the new performer : 'Attaboy, soldier 1

Attaboy I Shake em doggies 1
' 1936 S. Leacock Jf7«-

nowed Wisdom 79 Full of pep they all shouted, ' Attaboy,
Lizziel* larj Blackw. .l/tr^. July ^/2Cries, also, of 'Attaboy

!

leave no doubt that the greeting is not entirely British,

attrib. 1926 S. Leacock Witmovjed Wisdom 73 The new
Attaboy language.

Attacll, V. Add

:

6. b. Mil. and Naval. To allocate for service to

a particular unit : chiefly pass.
180S C. James Milit. Diet. s. v., Officers and non.com-

missioned officers are said to be attached to the.. army,
regiment, [etc.J..with which they are appointed to act.

1900 Regulatiotis /or Mobilization 8 Tne equipment .

.

which he would take with him when transferred or attached
to another unit.

Attach.^ case (*tae-J«t k^is). A small rect-

angular case (such as attaches use) for carrying
papers, documents, and the like, usually made of
leather, and often fitted with writing materials.
x^ia^ Army ff NcovyCo.f}p. Soc. Price List^ *Attach6 * cases.

Green and brown leather, double-action lock. Z918 H.
Walpolb Green Mirror II. i. 146 The two young men in
perfect attire and attache cases.

Attachment. Add:
10. Mil. The fact or condition of being attached

to a particular unit.

]^ Regulationsfor Mobilization 18 Units which do not
exist as such in peace are completed in officers by special
appointments made at the War Office, and as regards other
ranks by attachments or transfers from existing units, and
by reservists. 191^ Daily^ Exfress 5 Oct. 5/1 Each man
wearing an armlet indicating bis attachment to these special
siege batteries.

Attack, sb. Add

:

2. b. Lacrosse. The attatk: the 'attack fields'

collectively. Attackfield : see quot. 1892.
xtm Outdoor Games 507 The players stand all down the

field, from goal-keeper to goal-keeper, a defence man watch-
ing one of the opposite attack. Ibid. 508 The three men
nearest the opponents' goal (they are called the ' home ',

first, second, and third, first being nearest the goal) should
practice throwing at goal...The two players next nearest
axe called the ' attack fields '. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 28 Apr.
7/3 His place in the attack field.

7. Mus. [after It. attacca.'] The action or manner
of beginning a piece, passage, or phrase, in respect
of precision and clarity.

1880 Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 100 Attack, a technical expres-
sion for decision and spirit in beginning a phrase or passage.
18^1 Durham Univ. Jml. n Nov. 216 There was a cer-
tain want of precision in the attack. 1905 Westm. Gaz.
«2 Dec. 3/2 Mr. Runcie has fancy, verve, and what artisu
call * attack '.

Attack, V. Add :

7. Mus. intr. and trans. (See quot. and cf. prec.)
1835 C«(r< Mag.Vl. 264/1 The instruments do notaltaek

properiy—that is to say, they do not come in simultaneously
with sufficient precision to form a sharp, crisp chord, as if
proceeding from a single instrument.
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Attap (EP'tap). Also atap, adap. [Native

word.] The name used in Malayo-Javanese regions

for any palm-fronds used in thatching, esp. those

of the palm Nipafruticans \ hence, a thatch made
of these. Also attrib.

(1671 BALD-«usC<j'/tf«i64 HetHuys is van Leem gemaakt^
ende gedekt met Atap^ ofte bladeren von Palmcer-boomcn.)
1817 Raffles Java I. iv. i66 In the maritime districts

dtap^ or thatch, is made almost exclusively from the leaves

of the nipa oxbilyu. Ibid., The leaves ofthe^/^a«^. .are too

large and brittle to form durable dta^. x886 ymi. Anthrop^
Inst. Feb. 293 The roof is thatched with the common Brcttam
attaps in the same way as Malay houses. 1897 Blackw.
Mag. Nov. 637/2 Overhead lizards ran in the attap thatch.

\^t%lbid. May 647/2 A shed .. thatched with attap palm.

19x4 Choftibers^s jml. 72/1 The atap-thatched, pile-perched

native hutches. 1928 Daily Express 13 Mar. 12/2 The
coolie women of Bangkok, who cook their food.. over an
open fire in front of their 'atap' houses.

Attemptf sb. Add :

2. b. A concrete result of an attempt,
X871 L. W. M. LocKHART Fair to See xxiii, His first

attempt [sc. a letter] ran thus.

Attention. Add

:

3. b. More widely : The action of taking special

notice of a person, whether favourable or unfavour-

able. Often//, euphemistically.

1771 Town 4- Country Mag. Jan. 12/1 The particular

attention paid to her by a certain northern potentate. x888
GuNTER Mr. Potter 11. viii, To shield her from the atten-

tions of the thoughtless or the vicious. 1930 Rose Macau-
lav Potierisfn v. § 4. 187 An egotistic craving for attention,

even unfavourable attention. 1929 Morn. Post 26 Mar. 14/5
By submitting to the attentions of a Roman officer.

6. b. To stand {at^ to) attention : to stand in the

military attitude assumed at the word of command
* Attention !

* Also to draw oneself up^ spring, etc,

to attention.

x86o Whvte Melville Holmby House xviii, He..stood
gaunt and dripping at * attention *. x866 — Cerise i, Like
a soldier who springs to 'attention *. 1879 H. Hartican
Stray Leaves Ser. il 146 He drew himself up to attention,
and performed the lance exercise. Ibid. 181 The old man
was standing at attention. x89a Kipling & Balestier
Naulahka 259 A trooper, .stood to attention at the horse's
head. i^-^St. Nicholas Mag.lzxi.iZ^fx^^ .. stoodatten*
tion * respectfully. 1895 Comhill Mag. Dec. 633 He..
saluted, and stood at attention. 1896 Merriman Solvers ix,

The..keepers..standing stiffly to attention. 1899 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. VIII. 8 Make the patient * stand attention *.

Attentional (ate*njanal), a. [f. Attention +
-AL.] Of or pertaining to attention,

X90X TiTCHKNER Exper. Psychol. I. :i. 206 The experi-
ments on attentional time-displaccment form one of the most
interesting.. chapters of experimental psychology.

Attennity (seteniw'iti). ff. Attenuate after

tenuity.'\ = Tenuity i.

1830 J. Wilson in 5/rtcAa/. Mag. XXVIII.'387Notsomuch
as the taperest wine-glass wire-woven into almost invisible
attenuity. i86x Temple Bar HI. 437 No cotton-yarn of
such attenuity as this can be . . woven. 1898 Echo 22 June 1/4
Drawing his thin willowy form.. to its full attenuity.

Attest, V. 5. Add :

To enrol for military service (see quot. 1812 in
Diet.) ; used esp. in connexion with the * Derby
Scheme' of 1915. Also intr, to enrol oneself as
ready for military service when called up. Hence
Attested///, a.

191S Ld. Derby in Times ao Oct. lo/i They would be
medically examined, and, if found fit, attested there and
then. 1917 J. H. Worrall Tribunal Hand.bk. 128 Police
magistrates who..wijl not-. see that the attested man before
them is shorn of justice, because, unfortunately for him, he
attested. 1922 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 212/2 In Oct. 1915 the
* Derby Scheme * or ' Group System ' was initiated by Lord
Derby,.. Between Oct, 25 and the middle of Dec 2,000,000
men were attested under this system.

Attic, sh.^ Add

:

4. Anai. Theupperpartofthetympanum oftheear.
1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet, (citing Leidy). i8ot Med.

Ann. 159 Pathological Changes in the External * Attic* of
the Tympanic Cavity. 1901 Dohland Med, Diet. (ed. 2),
Attic, the part of the tympanum that is situated above the
atrium.

Attid (se-tid), sb. and a. Zool. [ad, mod.L.
systematic name Attidse.'] Any one of the family
Attidx of short-legged spiders ; a jumping spider.

Also as adj.

1889 in Cent. Diet. 1995 E. F. Norton Fight/or Everest
ig24 287 We found little Attid spiders, immature, minute.

Attingent, a. Delete t Obs, and add :

1895 Story.M askelvne Crystallogr, ii. § 15. 16 To each
octant there will correspond three adjacent octants, which
have each one axial plane in common with the original
octant ; three attingent octants, in contact with it only ^ong
an axis.

Attitude. Add

:

2. C. Aeronautics, See quots.
1910 R. Ferris How it Flies 455 A ttitude, the position of

a plane as related to the line of its travel. 1914 Roy.
Engineers yml. Nov. 311 Attitude, a^ aeroplane's or wing's
posiiion relative to the direction of motion through the air.

Attxraction. Add : 10, attraction sphere,
= *Centrospheiie.
1896 E. B. \yiLSON Cell in Developm. ^ Inker. 36 The

centrosome. .lies outside, though near, the nucleus, in the
cyto-reticulum, surrounded by a granular, reticular, or
radiating area of the latter known as the attraction-sphere
or centrosphere. Ibid. Gloss. 334 Attraction-sphere, the
central mass of the aster from which the rays proceed.

AU COUBANT.

Attribntal (ae'tribi«tal), a. [f. Attbibutkx^.
-(- -AL,] Of the nature of an attribute.

1894 Standard 30 July 6/6 Why do not Welshmen take as
surnames .. the attributal adjectives by which they are
known ? William Thomas, distinguished by Tynawern (the

house in the wood) would always be identified as William
Tynawern. 190a yrnl. Amer. Folk-lore Jan.-Mar. 14 It is

oftentimes difficult to discover their identities, since they bear
many attributal or descriptive names.

Attributeless (ae-tribiwtles), a. [f. Attbi-
BUTE Ji5. + -LESS.] Without attributes.

1894 Thinker Mag. VI. 448 The Vedantin is more drawn
by the fascination of that attributeless immensity. Z914
Expositor F^h. 107 Esotericaily he holds that nothing is real

but the attributeless Brahman-

Attnition (3eti«|i*j3n). Psychol, [f. L. ad (see

Au- prefix) -k- Tuition.] A hypothetical appre-
hension higher in order than mere animal sensation

and lower than human perception ; animal con-
sciousness. Hence Attni'tloual a. So Attnent
(0eti«-ent), a. [L. tuent-^ pr, pplc. of tuert to look
at], that has the function of, or is characterized

byattuition. Attiilte(seti«'it)z/. /ra«j., to become
conscious of (an object) by attuition. Attuit,
something of which one becomes conscious by
attuition. Attu'itively cuh.y by attuition.
X884 S. S. Laurie Metaph. Nova et Vetusta 6 note. This

word (Attuition) is here coined, in order to indicate that
state of Consciousness which lies between Sensation-proper
and Perception-proper. Ibid. 11, I may now define Attui-
tion to be the reflex co-ordination of the elements or units of
Sensation into an image or synopsis : it is a synthesis in and
ybr the Conscious Subject. Ibid., The range and character
of attuitional intelligence.^ Ibid. 29 The Will then hat now
affirmed the attuited totality in perception as a one totality.

Ibid. 49 The Attuent consciousness at the moment of receiv-
ing the * impression' of Extension^ locates it as outside
i^tself. Ibid. 143 An animat is attiutively conscious of the
a posteriori categories, but it cannot categorize, because
it cannot affirm. They are present to it as sense-attuits.

x888 Martimeau Study Relig. I. 11. i. x8o In the higher
quadrupeds, .a state is reached which may be called Attui-
tion, marked by discrimination of particular objects from
each other in space.. but without corresponding discnmina-
tion of them from the attuent subject. Ibid. 1S4 How 1

should feel if I were .. reduced to the 'attuent ' condition,
I find it impossible to judge. 190s Encycl. Brit. XXX.
677/2^ Supposing, .that a man, or a dog, through association
*attuites sequence and invariable nes-<t of succession.

Attune, V. Add

:

4. Wireless Telegr. To tune in. (Now disused.)
1900 R. Routledge Discov. igtk C. (ed. 13) 546 A Geissler

tube, when its circuit is properly attuned, can be lighted up
by the magneto-electric disturbances propagated without
material contacts, and this itself would constitute a method
of signalling to a distance. Z901 Westm. Gaz. 23 Dec s/i
The message,. would reach every attuned recorder within
that distance. 1902 Ibid. 30 Apr. X2/2 Inventions covering
the attuning of transmitters and receivers.

Atypical (ae-, ^iti-pikal), a. [f. A- 14 + Typi-
cal a!\ Not typical; not conformable to the
ordinary type. Hence Aty-pically adv»y in an
atypical manner.
x886 Faggb Princ. Med. I. 100 Carcinomala can be. .dis-

tinguished from other epithelial growths by their being
•atypical', 29x6 Times 25 Oct. 7/3 The cases up to this
time were mostly mild and atypical. 1918 Saturday Westm,
Gas. 13 Apr. ji/i She,.. something aiypically for a woman,
appears to be more interested in places than people.

Anbei^fine. Add

:

b, A purple colour resembling that of the fruit.

Also attrib. and as ad/.
Aubergine purple, a shade of purple found in Oriental

porceLiin.

1895 Windsor Mag. I. 109/1 An aubergine silk lining.

1898 Daily News 29 Sept. 3/4 Cashmere in a tone of
Burgundy that is sometimes called aubergine, from the deep
reddish mauve of the vegetable. 1903 Daily Ckron. 31 Oct.
8^4 Aubergine.. is a tint with some claret and a touch of
violet in it. X900 Ibid. 20 Jan. 4/5 Aubergine coloured
cloth. X9a7 Daily Tel. 5 Apr. X3/3 Examples of the Ming
dynasty., vases, jardinieres, bowls,..an aubergine fish-bowl.

Anbrietia (9:bri,f'Jia). Also very freq. in

erron. form aubretia. [mod, L., f. the name of

Claude Aubriet, after whom it was named by
Adanson in 1763 : see -lA i.] A genus of spring-

flowering dwarf perennial plants belonging to the

order Cruciferie, of trailing habit, bearing flowers

of various shades of purple, grown as a rock plant

or garden edging; also, a plant of this genus.
x8s9 LovDos Encycl. Plants (1836) 544. 1883 F. M. Peard

Contrad.^ I. 227 Lilac aubrelias clamber up the meadows
behind Titian's house. 1911 A, Marshall Eldest Son xxx.
The station-master's arabis and aubrietia..were making a
fine show.

Aubnsson (^b»son). [Name of a manufac-
turing town, dept. Creuse, France.] Tapestry
made at Aubusson, esp. a tapestry carpet made of
this, more explicitly Aubusson carp>et.

1851 lUustr. Exhibitor p. xxx. x866 A rgosy Jan. 142 The
elegant Aubusson carpet. x9ooEuGlyn I'isits Eliz. (1906)
110 The room., is hung with aubusson. 1918 Vachell
Some Happenings xii. 194 Throwing delicate shadows upon
the Aubusson carpet. 19*7 J. B. Priestley ./4</<tot in Aloon-
shinevx. 101 Wasn't that the dreadful hairy, smelly one [a
Russian conspirator] who spoilt your Aubusson?

Au COnrant {o kwran). [Fr., K in the

(regular) course (of events).] Acquainted with
what is going on ; const, with or of.



AUCTION.

^840-50 Thackikav PcnJt'inis xv, Doctor Portman and

Smirkc were both cautious of informing the widow of the

constant outbreak of calumny which was pursuing poor Pen,

though Glanders, who was a friend of the house, kept him

au courant. iWs Law Q. Rev. Apr. 138 To keep them-

selves fairly itM courant with what was being decided in the

various Courts. taiA Dtiily Tel. 23 Oct. 1 1 ,'3 It would have

been wiser if the United States had been kept au courant of

the negotiations from the very outapt.

Anction, !l>. 5. Add : auction-room, -sale
;

auction bridge, pool : see *Bbidgk sb.^, *Pool si.

1779 Shibioan Critic I. i. Like the bidders in their own
alction rooms. 1791 Boswill Jahnstm 8 Apr. 177s, [That]

a certain celebrated actor was just fit to stand at the door

of .in auction-room with a long pole, and cry ' Pray gentle-

men, walk in '. 1898 Daily Newt 3 Mar. 3/3 Auction sale

of rights of patronage was absolutely prohibited.

Anctorial '9kt5»Tial),<J. [f. U <j»K-/<?rADTHOR:

see -OBiAu] Of or pertaining to an author. (Cf.

AUTHOBIAL.)
igai i?;r.i»«/i»/r 300/1 Pricked to it .. by auctorial jealousy.

MaBlacJhv. il/a/-. July74/a Miss Hannah More'sauctoiial

merits excited Peter's crlUcal ire. 1900 Spiei mans KutlitH

61 What is his reflection on his own auctorial life? 1916 A.

Bbemt Smith Studies Caprices 153 Auctorial bias.

Audad, var. •Aoddad.

Audile If'dsil), a. and si. [Badly f. L. audire

to hear + -iLt] A. adj. Pertaining to or received

through the auditory nerves. Of a person : Capable

of hearing.

1897 K}lh Cent. Aug. 129 The phenomena .. may be dicho
tomised as (t) audile, (3) visual. The aadile subdivide into

(i) Foouteps. (j) Voices. .(3) Raps. .(4) and (O Noises. .(6)

A detonating noise. 1909 Daily Ckrmi. M Feb. 4/7 Unlea
vou are a microcephalous idiol^ you arc either Audile,

Motile, or Visile.

B. sb. A person in whom auditory images are

predomin.-int over motile and visual presentations.

s886 .Viwl July 415 M. Paulhan, an audile, declares, .he

can represent the auditory images of 1 and u while the

motor presentation of a is oeing presented. 1917 J. Adams
StH:/ent'i Cuiile 33 Some prefer to le.arn through the eye,

others like to learn through the ear, still others through the

sense of touch. The first kind are called vitiials, the wcond
audilei, the third taelileu

Anoion (5di<in). WireUsi Teltgr. [Corned in

1906 by C. D. Babcock, assistant to the inventor,

Lee de Forest ; f. L. audtre to hear + -on."] A trade

name for a three-electrode thermionic valve, used

as a detector and an amplifier.

191S E. H. AlMSTBONG [title) Some Recent Developments
in the Audion Receiver, iai< Chamberi'i Jrnl. b)l\ The
audion, or wireless lamp, which plays >uch a (lart in wire-

less telephony between Arlington, Hawaii, California, Paris

and other distant parts. im6 EncycL Brit. New Suppl.

I.I3V1 De Forest, l.ee...The most important of his inven-

tions was the Audion amplifier, which made possible long-

distance telephony.

Audiat (§-dist). [Badly i^ I. audire to hear -i-

-I8T.] (See quot.) Cf. ViaoiLlBT i.

1898 /"»/. Sci. MoHlkly Apr. 73s ' Audists '—thos* whoM
memories were of things heard, whose auditory seas* was
paramount.

Audition. Add

:

1. b. A trial by hearing of an applicant for em-
ployment as a Tocalist or instrumentalist.

1908 EveHimg Newt 18 June 3/3 When she was nineteen

she was given an 'audition ' at the Santa Cecilia Conserva-

loirSL 1^ Wtttm. Com. 30 Jan., The plaintiff gave audi.

tioiM to several girl saxophonists to fill the vacancy.

O. Chromatic '01 coloured)aiidition: the mental

impression of a colour excited by sound.

1898 Daily .VetLV 6 May 4/7 ' Coloured audition ' is an-

other mental phenomenon.

Auditisa ({'ditaiz), V. PtycM. [f. L. audit-,

ppl. stem of audire to hear + -IZE.] trans. To
image or represent in sounds. Hence Anditliatlon

(9^itsizri'J»n), the action or process of auditizing.

l^on A mer. Jrnl. Fiyckal. XII. 119 Particular parts of a
context are often visuatiied as printed, or heard out separ-

ately (* auditixed *}. 1901 Ibid. 30^ That in silent reading

there is a similar phrase motorization (or auditixation, or

both as is most usual) followinc behind the eye.

Auditor. 4. Add : Also see quot.

1919 MoorK'.Andcbsom Sir Robert Anderson i. 4 Of his

University life (Trin. Coll., Dublin) he. .cherished pleasant

memories, .associated with the College Historical Society, of

which he became Auditor, a |iosition corresponding to that

of President of the Union at Oxford or Cambridge.

Augmentor (^gmcnt^j). Anat. [f. AuoMENT
V. -t--oB.] Applied to the nerves by the stimulation

of which the cardiac contractions are increased.

sfea Nature 6 Nov. 3 The anabolic inhibitory and the

katabolic aitgmentor parts. 1907 Prmctitiontr Nov. 693.

An^stal, a. Delete f Obs. and add :

Aiigustal Prefect (L. prtefectus Augiistalis), the

title of the prefect of Kgypt.
1731 l/ist. Lilteraria 1 1. 57 The great power that was

lodged in the Aususul Praefect of Egypt. 1907 W^ Cf,

HoLMBS Are of Justinian Sf Ttuodora vii. if. 475 The
Augustal Praefect resigned the control of all Egypt for that

of Alexandria and the adjacent country.

Auguatanism (ogr-siiniz'm). [f. AtiGusTAX
a. + -i.'iM.] The condition of being Augustan.
19M T. WArrs-DuwroH in Chambers^t Cyct. F.ng. Lit.\\\.

j/x tOray's] chief poem, the famous elegy, furnishes a strik-

ing proof of the poet's slavery to Aufnstanism.
Aul, var. *AoOL.
Anburian, a. Add : Pertaining to or character-

41

istic of a hall in a university, esp. in respect of its

power of self-administration.
c 1849 stranger's Guide O.x/ord 9a Hote^ .\s the foundation

of this establishment marks a new era in the academical
annals of this University, it is not without reason, . . that, .

.

the name of New College should still attach to this erection.

Before this period, however, the Aularian system was
generally prevalent. 1895 Rashdall Universities Enro^
Mid. Ages II. 634 Aularian Statutes at Oxford. U'td.

626 Even these Oxford Statutes which had for their very
object to assert the authority of the University and of the

Principals contain traces of the old Aularian self-government.

An naturel (o natyrjl). [Fr.] In the natural

state ; cooked plainly ; uncooked ; undressed.

18^ Bregion & Miller Pnut. Cook t^ Au naturel.—
Plain done. 186s Thackerav Philip xvi, I . .forget whether
it was a cold dagger au naturel. or a dish of hot coals a
la Romaine, of which they partook. 1905 Mrs. H. Ward
Marriage W. Ashe II. x. You would have preferred ankles

aunalurell ifoi Practitioner Apr. 563 In Bulgaria, where
milk, .is never taken au naturel.

Aunt. Add: L o. U.S. (See quots.)

183s LosGSTREET Georgia Scenes no ' There they are. Aunt
Glory '. Footnote : ' Aunt ' and ' Mauma '. .are terms of re-

spect commonly used by children to aged negroes. 1864

J. T. Trowbridge Cudja's Cave xxxiv. C1868) 160 'Where
if Aunt Deb!'..' Here Iisl'..It was the voice of the old

negres.s who had hid herself in the chambers. 1869

Atlantic Monthly Oct. 479/3 A pleasant, industrious

'Aunt Sally,' a mulatto. 1888 Farher Americanisms,
Aunt, a familiar name often given in the States and West
Indies to negresses advancing in age. 1904 HAHMMGeorgians
106 .\ negro woman, Aunt Amanda, .. passed in and out,

5. My {sainted) aunt! a trivial exclamation.

1888 Boy's Otun Paper Summer No. 35/3 ' My aunt !
' ex-

claimed Guy, with a start. 1888 Kiflinc Soldiers Three,

etc. (1880) 180 Prince Kraft a stable-boy—Oh, my Aunt !

9S1 P.G. WoDXHousa Jill Reckless 301 ' My sainted aunt
!'

he said slowly.

Auntio. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
i8» J. H. Ikcraham South-West II. 341 Nor are planters

inditlcrent to the comfort of their gray.headed slaves . . They
always address them in a mild and pleasant manner as
' Uncle' or * Aunty '. x8ss Knickerbocker Mag. Oct. XL.
326 So long as the race of good old colored * aunties ' do
the cooking. i8A< G. W. Nichols Story Ct. March 133

[To negro-woman] ' What was it that struck you, aunty T
'

Au pair {o p/r). [Fr., = on equality.] Ap-
plied to an arrangement between two parties by

which mutual services are rendered without con-

sideration of money payment
I9a8 Sunday Express 33 July 15 To have a German lady

on * an pair ' terms in my house to teach German to my
children in return for education in English.

Aura. Add: A supposed subtle emanation from

and enveloping living persons and things, viewed

by mystics as consisting of the essence of the indi-

vidual, serving as the medium for the operation of

mesmeric and similar influences. So Anral a.2

1874 P. B. RAKixiLrM Seertkip 77 Peculiar substances can
be cnarged with the efflux or aura of the human being.

Ibid, 78 The sul»tances thus chargeable, can be filled with

the aura of hadean lust and passion. 1903 Beatrice Har-
XADEM Katk. Frensham 35 my aura docs not match with

Marianne's aura. 1918 Violet Twexdalk Veiled Woman
vii 83 (His] personality happens to be very distasteful to

me. Our auras don't blend. 19SO Rose Macaulav Pot-

terism III. i. Unless.. the immorul soul wraps itself about

in some aural vapour that takes the form it wore on earth.

Aurantia ^ne-nfii). [I., aurantia : see

Obangk.] An orange-yellow dye colour.

18^ Woodbury Encycl. Pkotfr., Aurmnlia, a beautiful

orange dye, the ammonia salt of an add. It is used as a
sensiliser in orthochromatic photography. .. To make an
aurantia screen for orthochrotnalic photographic purposes.

1899 Orthochromatic Phot. (ed. Tennani) 381 Aurantia is

an oiange- yellow coal-tar d>*e much used in dyeing Isathcis.

Aureole '5*rr,5«l), v. [f. Aureol« sb.'] tram.

To encircle with or as with an aureole or halo.

Chiefly in /a, pple.

laaa ftacm. Mag. July 188 Their forms are intertwined

with rainbowsand aureoled with light. 1896 Mary Cowdem-
Clarkx .My Long l.i/e 13 Hisseraph-Iike face,, .aureoled by
its golden hair. 1905 C. XxxHAHAM Visions 340 The cloud-

rack which aureoled the moon.

Aureus (Jn'ii's), PI, aurel (-ai). [L., subst

use (sc. nummus) oi aureus golden, f. aurum gold.]

An ancient Roman gold coin of the value of 35

denarii or 100 sestertii,

1609 Holland Ww/«. MarcelX. xx. iv. 149 He. .promised

unto them all throughout five aurei apeccc. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 6 May an, 1645, As to Coins and Medails, 10 Asses

make the Roman Denarius S the Quinarius, 10 Denarii an
Aureus. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 653/1 Augustus struck

the aureus at 40 to the pound, e<iual to 35 denarii at 84 to

the pound. 189s G. Allen The Womeui tuha did xy. His
profile was clear<ut, like Trajan's on an aureus.

Au revoir («:r»vwa'r . [Fr., - lit.' to the seeing

again ', i, e, in anticipation of seeing (meeting) you

again.] An expression implying farewell for the

present ; hence as sb., a. farewell of this kind.

1694 N. H. Ladies Diet, lilt He must kiss bis landlady
...and so parting, says a Revoir, Madam, till I see you
again. 17*1 Chesteri'. Lett, to his Son 5 Dec, Au revoir,

as Sir Fopling sa)*s, and God bless you. 1800 Mar. Eixsr.

WORTH Belinda xv, Instead of adieu, I shall only say a«
revoir. 188 . Popular Song. Say au revoir but not goodbye.

1905 Daily Mail 5 Aug. 6/1 The King and (Jueen, after an

au revoir of ceremonious courtesy, left for their own yacht.

Auxio (jrik), a.i [f. AUEA + -ic] Of or per-

taining to an aura ; aural.

AUSTRALIAN
1889 in Cent. Diet. 1910 Westm. Gnz. 13 Apr. 5/3 An auric

veil, i^fj 14 Lessons in Yogi Philos. 66 Providing he under-
stands the language of the Auric colours.

Aurijpiacian (9riny<'f'an), a. [f. the place-

name Aurignac (France).] Of or pertaining to

the Aurignac cave of the Pyrenees ; belonging to

the Aurignac era or period, that indicated by the

remains and works of art found in the cave.

X9S0 J. Ritchie Influence Man Anim. Life Scot, vi. iii,

344 The Aurignacian painting of two Reindeer fronting

each other. 1^0 Q. Rev. Oct. 377 The course of Art, from
the Aurignacian era (circa 35,000 B.C.) till to.day. 1936
Times Lit. Suppl. 2 Sept., During the greater part of the

upper paleolithic age tne culture of Europe was what is

termed Aurignacian.

Ausaba, var. »Auscbo.
Anslaut (ou-slaut). Phihl. [G., f, aiu-

denoting termination + laut sound.] 'Ihe final

sound of a syllable or word.
189a Classical Rev. Feb. 3/3 It is further probable that

the form -endus for -vettdus arose primarily in verbal roots

with vocalic auslaut.

Ausonian (gs^R'nian), a. and sb. [f. L. Atisonia

Lower Italy, poet. Italy, Gr. Aiaovia poet. Italy,

f. Aiawv, son of Ulysses, who was fabled to have

settled there.] Of or pertaining to Ausonia or to

the Ausonians, the primitive inhabitants of middle

and lower Italy ; hence, Italian, Also sb. a native

of Ausonia, an Italian.

1667 Milton P. L. i. 739 .And in Ausonian land Men called

him ftlulciber. 1819 Byron Proph. Dante 11. 131 The .Vuso-

nian soil. 1837 K. Dicby Broadst. Hon. (1848) III. 326
Ausonian skies. 1833 Tennyson Pal. Art iit Or., stay'd the

Ausonian king to near Of wisdom and of law. 1876 Dis-

raeli Let. to Lady Chesterfield 31 Mar. in Life (1920) V.

xii. 473 "The spring of Ausonian lands. 188a Encycl. Brit.

XIV. 344/3 The Auruncans, or Ausonians as they were
termed by Greek writers.

Aussie (fsi). [Hypocoristic f. Australian : see

-IE.] An Australian ; esp. in pi. the Australian

troops which took part in the war of 1914-18.
1918 {.title) Aussie. The Australian Soldiers' Magazine.

Ibid. 3/1 A certain Aussie Unit. 10S7 Daily Express 30
May j7/i Aussies in Singapore. Tne match between the

Australian cricket team and Singapore, .ended on Saturday.

Austenian (9st< nian), a. and sb. A. iz<^'. Of
or iwrtaining to Jane Austen, novelist, 1775-1817,

or her writings. B. sb. = *Ac8Tenitb1. So
n>t«nlsli (j'stenij) a., characteristic of Jane

Austen's work. Anatcnlte ^ (g'stensit), an admirer

of Jane Austen's writings.

1898 J. Jacobs Jane Austen's EmmaX'cAxoA., If'Emma'
is not the most striking of Jane Austen's works, it is the

most Austenish. 1901 Westm. Gnz. 1 1 Dec. 3/1 The Auste-

nian topography seems to me tolerably complete. 1^3
Daily Chron. 16 May 3/7 With Mr. Peru^ini Austenites

will have a quarrel. 1^8 Observer 32 Jan. 6 The claim that

this unknown book is at least better than 'Sense and
Sensibility ' is calculated to prejudice Auslenians against

it frum the outset.

Anstenite ^ (J-stenait). Metallurgy, [f. the

name of Sir Roberts Austen^ = Troostite 2.

Hence Anatani-tlo a., of, pertaining to, or cha-

racteristic of austenite.

190a (see Troostite 2]. 1905 Nature iS May 69/1 The
polyhedral or 'auslenitic' type of structure has never been

obtained alone in a pure carlion steel. . .The auslenitic struc-

ture appears to be that of the nose of the tool in actual use.

19S7 Observer 1 1 Dec. 23 The so-called ' auslenitic ' varieties

of corrosion-resisting steels,

Austinian (9Sti'ni&n), a. Of or pertaining to

John Austin (1790-1859) and his theory of govem-
I ment. Hence Anati'nluilam,

188a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 359/1 So far as the mere siie of

I

the comniunity is concerned, there is no difficulty in ap-

plying the Austinian theory. 1917 Laski Stud. Probl.

\
Sovereignty ii. 66 It goes back to that passionate Eraslianism

I of Luther which was the only answer he could make to the

i Austinianism of Rome. 1981 Coutemp. Rev. Dec 858 The

I

unified, mechanical, Austinian Sute.

Austral, c Add : Of or pertaining to Australia

or Australasia.

i8a3 Wf.ntworth Australasia 21 Grant that yet an
Austral Milton's song.. flow deep and rich along;—.\n
Austral Shakspeare rise. i8sj W. HowlTT Two Years in

Yictoria I. 43 Every servant in this Austral Utopia thinks

himself a gentleman. 1898 E. E. Morris (title) Austral

English. A Dictionary of Australian Words, Phrases, and
' Usages. 1904 Westm. Gas. 30 Mar. 7/2 TheAustrnI Club

at 44, Queen's House, St. James' Court, Buckingham Gate.

191a (/<V/f) The Austral Avian Record. A scientific journal
' devoted primarily to ihe study of the Australian avifauna.

I

Australasiatic (9:strfiUifi,K-tik), a. [(.

! Australasia (see Australasian) + Asiatic o.]

Consisting of or characterized by a mixture of

Australian and Asiatic elements.

S819 AVru Whig Guide in BMctm. Mag. V. 96 Crafcal-

lee, which is a kind of Australasiatic Delos. 1890 Cornhiil

Mag. July 98 It was neither Cockney nor Yankee, but a

nasal blend of both..: in a word, it was Austral.isiatic of the

worst description.

Australian, a. Add : b. Australian ballot

(sec quot. 1903.
1888 Nation (N. V.) a Aug. 91/3 By introducing the secret

'Australian lallot ' in Congressional elections., the use of

bribery in the choice of Congressmen might be discouraged

to some extent. 1889 lioston Alderm. pamphlet lltle-p..

The so-called Australian ballot Uw. 1903 A. B. Hart
Actual Government 74 The so-called Australian baltot



AUSTBALIANISM.
system, tinder which all the candidates appear open one

ballot, prepared and distributed by the state, and the voter

indicates on the ballot his choice of candidates.

Aastralianism (pstr^-uaniz'm). [f. Acstka-

WAN + -ISM.] An idiom or mode of expression

peculiar to Australian English. So Aiurtrala'-

x8oi Daily News 36 June 5/2 He appears to think that

our 9eecb is in danger of being invaded by Aiistralianisms.

bSu iV«r>^V J/rt^. July 215/1 The commg degradation of

the EncI^ language by the invasion of Australasjanisms.

toosDmfy CkroH, aa Nov. 6/7 There are ' Australian isnis

encwgh to make a dictionary an essential for the proper

understanding of an Antipodean journal.

Australianize (gstr^i-lianaiz), v. [f. Austra-

lian + -IZE.] (rans. To naturalize as an Australian

;

to make Australian in habits, customs, etc

X8B3 St. Jawus'sGaz, 10 May. Are the latter wronged .^n

having to become for instance, * Australian ized t 1888

D. B. W. Sladen Australian Ballads (ed. 2) 280 Even in

his own particular line of ' Australianised Calverley • »9<»

Sm H. Jones in Hetherington Life <V Lett. (1924) 213^ She is,

1 think, the wife ofan old Scot who has been Austrahanized.

Austrianiae, v. [f. Austrian a. + -ize-J

trans. To convert into an Austrian type ; to affect

with Austrian methods.
x86o I-owELL Election Nov. Pr. Wks. 1890 V. 39 Speech is

no longer free, the post office is Austrianiied.

Austro- (9'str<?), comb, form oi Austria.

1851 Frastr's Mag. Feb. 141/2 The Austro-Russian

ascendancy over Germany. x866 Macm. Mag. XIV. 387

'ITie state of public opinion which preceded the Austro-

Prussian war. 1868 A^pUtons Amer. Cycl. 57/2 The whole

Austrian monarchy is now officially called the Austro-

Hungarian empire. 2904 Life 0/ Hugh Price Hughes
X. (1905) 233 natey The Austro-Hungarian Club, whose evil

practises were notorious even in Soho. 1910 IVestin, Gaz.

9 Apr. 2/1 The links between luly and her ally can hardly

be strengthened without provoking a fresh outburst of

Austrophobia in Italy, or weakened without making the

Austrophobes rather more dangerous. 1018 Current History

May p. vi, Our exaggerated AustrophiUsm. i9«o Glasgow

Heraldb Apr. 7 Austrm>hile inhabitants. loao Q. Rev. July

flo4 The endeavours of far-seeing Austro-German patriots.

19x1 Coniemp. Rev. Oct. 493 Carducci, the most prominent

c& Austrophobes.

Ausubo (ansii'btf). Also ausaba. [W. Indian

native name.] The name, used in Porto Rico, of

the mastic tree, Sideroxylcm faddissimum ; also,

the timber obtained from this tree.

X900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 603 The wood may be one
of several native varieties, probably ausaba—a hard, tough,

and durable timber.

Autlieiltic, « 9- Add : Also, composed in

an authentic mode. Authentic cadence : that form

of perfect cadence in which the (major) chord of

the dominant immediately precedes that of the

tonic Opp. to Plagal.
1806 Callcott Mus. Gram. 160 The Dominant.. derives

its name from the ancient Church Tones, in which it was the

Fifth in the .Authentic, and the Octave in the Plagal Scales,

but always a Fifth above the final or modern Tonic. 1873
[see Diet.]. 1880 Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 105/2 *Ein feste

Burg ' and * Eisenach ' are examples ot ' authentic * melodies,

and the Old looth and Hanover of * plagal ' ones. Ibid. II.

18/1 When first employed in polyphonic music, the Authentic
scale was usually transposed.

Authigenic (9J'id3e*nik), a. GeoL [f, Gr,

avOf^fvili born on the spot, native + -ic.] Origi-

nating where found.
1890 C- R. Vak Hise in Bulletin Geol. Soc Amer. I. 931

It has been seen that much if not all of the mica is anthi-

genie. 1893 Geikib Text-bfr. Geol. (ed. 3) 65 note. Such
crystals, which are obviously more ancient than those form-

ing the general mass of the rock, have been called allogenic^

while those which belong lo the time of formation of the

rock, or to some subsequent change within the rock, are

known as authigenic.

Authorf sb, 6, Add : Frequent in appos. use,

as author-actor y -artist^ -manager,
Ay^ Court Mag. VL 51/1 His peculiarity as an author-

actor. 1898 Daily News 21 May 3/2 My friend the author-
statesman. 1903 Book Lover Sept. 4/1 The author-artist
has been as successful with his pen as with his brush. 1903
Daily Chron. 16 Dec. 8/5 The brilliant young author.
manager. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 15 Dec. 1/2 There was only
one author-producer in his experience in whose judgment
the actor could always trust implicitly.

Authoritarianism (g^J'frites'ri&niz'm). [f.

Authoritarian + -ism.] Authoritarian principles.

19x4 Streetek Restatement 4- Reunion \u 47 Logical
arguments in defence of authoritarianism. X9a7 W. R.
Selbie in British Weekly 30 June 285/5 ^ decided drift to-

warfis authoritarianism, whether Catholic or fundamentalist.

Autism (9'tiz*m). Psychol, [ad. mod.L. autis-

mus (also used), f. Gr. ovrdj self-f--l3M.] Morbid
admiration of oneself. Hence Anti'stlo a.

,

characterized by this ; also Auti'sticaUy adv.
tQiMhuLVLEn'inAmer. ^rnt. Insanity hAlX..&y4V/lien we

look more closely we find amongst all normal people many
and important instances where thought is divorced both
from logic and from reality. I have called these forms of
thinking autistic, corresponding to the idea of schizophrenic
autismus. Ibid. 884 The unconscious can think lo^cally or
autistically. 191a A. Hoch Ibid. 888 The chief traits which
had existed before the mental breakdown were those which
I at that time called the shut-in tendencies—tendencies to
which Professor Bleuler has recently applied the term
autism. 1913 tr. Jung's Analytical Psychology 203 Autism
(Bleuler) = Auto-eroticism (Freud). For some time I have
employed the concept of intraversian for this condition. 1917
tr. O, PJister in W. McDougall Outline Abnormal Psychol.

42

(ioj6) 45a If an idea accompanied by strong emotion is

repressed and fortified by its autistic gain of pleasure.

Auto (2'to). J/5., abbreviation of Aoiomobile j*.

after F. auto ; also attrib. and ConA. See also

Auto- *.

1809 Boston Herald g July 6/3 Tbe accident to Mr. W. K.

Vanderbilt's'aulo'. i^az Aeronautical lVorld(V . S.) i Oct.

60/1 Cycles, autos and all other contrivances for rapid transit.

1900 IVeslni. Gaz. i2 Oct. 5/4 A mysterious automan. 1910

Daily Chron. 12 Mar. 6/4 The auto-manufactunng business.

191S Literary Digest 4 Sept. 467/1 Busy autos and delivery

wagons are about all the time. 1917 Black-M. Mag. Nov. 646/2

The auto-trip to Ixtlan del Rio. Ibid., The auto stage man
informed me that he would leave at eight in the morning.

sgA Sunday E:epress 24 June 8/2, I was raised in Canada

sixty odd years ago, when.. the country was not safe for

slick autO'tourists.

Auto (9'to), V. US. Shortened form of Auro-

MOBILK V. Hence Autoing (g-trig), vbl. si.

1909 Cent. Did. Suppl., Autoing, the use of automobiles

for business or pleasure traveling. 1919 Mencken Amer.

Lang, no Auto is almost unknown [in England], and with

it the verb to auto.

Anto-. Read Auto- 1 and add : In free com-

position as a prefix element, its chief meanings

are : (a) of oneself, one's own ; self-
; (*) self-pro-

duced or -induced, (pathologically) within the body

or organism ; {c) spontaneous, self-acting, auto-

matic (cf. esp. b below).

Autacanthid (jtakse-nfid), a. Zool. \Q,x.S.icav9a

spine], of a starfish, having spines on special

plates, as distinguished from ' typacanthid '. Auto-

abstraot, a speaker's own abstract of an address

or speech prepared for publication. Antoeata*-

lysis Chem., catalysis of a substance by one of

its own products ; hence Autooatalytlc a.

Autocla«tto (-klse-stik), a. Geol. [Clastic a.],

of a rock, composed of its own fragments produced

by crashing or granulation. Antocytotoziii

(-ssitot^-ksin) [Cytotoxin], a cytotoxin formed in

the body. An'todiairno-sls, diagnosis of one's

own disease; hence Au;todlagno'«tic a., of or

pertaining to diagnosis. An:todlge"Btion = Auto-
lysis. Au:tohypno-sls [Hypnosis 2], Aato-
hypnotlsm, a self-induced hypnotic condition.

An:toliypnotlza-tio&, the inducing of hypnosis

by auto-suggestion. Auto-lnfe'ctton, infection from

within the organism, self-infection; so Auto-lnfex-

tive a., Anto-infe-otant sb. Anto-inocnlation,
inoculation of a person with a virus from his own
body. Auto-into-xicant, a toxic sub.stance gene-

rated in the system. Auto-lntoxloa-Uon, poison-

ing by or resulting from toxin produced within the

body. Also fig. Antomorpli (9"tOTncjf), Math.
[Gr. /top<^ij form], (see quot). Antopbo'tograph
= autoradiograph (see below). Antopoi-sonlng,
poisoning caused by a virus formed within the

body. Antopol'sonons a., that is poisonous to

the organism within which it is formed. Anto-
ra'diotr^raph, a photograph or picture of a mineral

or other object produced by the radio-action of the

thing itself on a sensitive surface. AntoscTipt, a

communication received by a medium by means of

the planchette, Antosoterio (-sote'rik), a. [Gr.

tromjpta salvation], relating to salvation by one-

self; so AutOBoterism. Antotelic (-te-lik), a.

(see quot.). Autotrophio (-trp-fik), a. [Gr.

-Tp<xp6s + -ic. Cf. Gr. TpoipiKos nursing, tending],

of a plant, self-nourishing, as distinguished from
parasitic and saprophytic. Antotropism (jt^-tri^-

piz'm), Bot. [Tbopism], (see quot.).

1881 Proc. Zool. Soc. 502 The forms in which the spines

thus rise from special plates may be distinguished as *auta.
canthid. xyoj Nature 15 Jan. 253/2 It is pleasing to note
that a considerable number of these are *aulo-abstracts, for

this method of summarising is tbe only one which ensures
that the really essential points in the various investigations

are brought forward. xSox Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LX. Abstracts
1 151 *Autocatalysis...Tne presence of a salt of tbe acid, for

instance the sodium salt, in the solution, retards the formation
of the lactone very considerably, and the amount of free

acid in tbe solution, as determined alkalimetrically, remains
constant for days t<^ether. 29x3 Dorland Med. Diet.
(ed. 7), Autocatalysis.., catalysis, or alteration of tbe
veloCTty of a reaction, produced oy products formed during
the course of the reaction. *^w/oC£r/a^/ic. ., pertaining to or

producing autocatalysis. X903 Lampldgh Geol. Isle ofMatt
70 The *autoc!astic structure occurs where strata of different
characters are in juxtaposition. 190a Science 2 May 697
In a few instances *autocytotoxins for blood.cells have been
produced. 1894 Gould Diet. Med., *A utodiagnosis .., self-

diagnosis; tbe morbid impression sometimes possessed by
a patient that he is affected with some particular disease.

190. Med. Record LXIII. 169 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The same
hand must not be used for "autodiagnostic purposes all the
time. X913 DoKLAND /l/f^. Z>tVr. (ed. 7). 1890 Billings ^/iff.

DicL^AutotUgestion, self-digestion of stomach by gastric

juice. 1896 yml. Chent. Soc. LXX. Abstracts 616 In autodi-
gestion, xanthine.like substances are formed. 1003 Cohen's
Syst. Physiol. Theretp. VIIL 275^ *Aato-hypnosis.. relieves

the cortex of the corrective restraint imposed in tbe waking
condition by tbe contact of the senses with tbe outer world.
19x3 DovLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7), *Autohypnotic . .\. Per-
taining to self-induced hypnotism, 2. One who can put him-
self into a hypnotic state. 1894 Gould Diet. Med., *Astto.

AUTOCAB.
hypnotism.. tTDiKtiXaX stupor induced by dwelling intensely

upon some all-absorbing delusion. 190s Encycl. Brit,

XXXU. 53/2 They \sc. our witch-burning ancestors] could

scarcely have reasoned otherwise . . in certain cases of

hysteria and "autohypnotization. 1887 A.M. Brown i4mmr.

Alkaloids p. iii, 'ibeir action as *auto-infectants. 1878

T. Bbvant Pi-act. Surg. I. 135 *Auto-infection . . is not

seen equally in all the sorts of infectious tumours. 18^7
A. M. Brown Anim. Alkaloids 136 The body escapes dis-

turbance and disintegration by processes purely "auto-in-

fectivc. 1874 Van Buken & Keves Dis. Urin. Org. 19
*Auto-inoculable. Ibid,, *Auto-inoculation is thcproper test.

1901 DoKU^ND Med. Diet. (ed. a), *Auto-intoxican^ a
poison generated within the system. X009 Nation 29 Apr.

427/2 They have ceased to get very much excited since they
have learned that seliishne^ and greed are auto-intoxicants.

1887 A. M. Brown Amm. Alkaloids p. v, Le&sons on
*Auto-intoxication in Disease. i8j)3 Sir J. C. Browne in

Times 3 Oct. 9 The practice of introsi>ection not rarely

results in autointoxication or the generation of doubts and
perplexities that work like poison in the blood. 1901 H. H.
Foster in Amer. Jml. Psyckol. Jan. 160 The common
starting point of auto-intoxication theories is the influence

of certain products of decomposition of living substance upon
the continuance of cell activity. 1901 W, James Memories
^ Studies \\\. (191 1) 163 Slight organic alterations, intoxica-

tions, and auto-intoxications. \^;AQK\^'«09.i:wtSivanSong
I. vii. 55 You suffer from anto-intoxication in that House
ti. e. Parliament]. 1901 Rep. BriU Assoc. Advancem. Sci.

552 Mere *automorphs of tbe same form, f. e.^ products
of the form by its unit-form, .are not to be considered as

distinct forms, x^ Nature 25 Feb. 403 Thorium with less

than a trace ofactinium produces an ''auto-photograph. 1934
ChaJfibers's Jrnl. "jTi/i Constipation is. .responsible for more
ultimate disease or *auto-poisoning than anything else. 190.

Buck's Handbk. Med. Scu IV. 184 (Cent. D. Suppl.) •Auto-
poisonous. 1903 Dublin Rev.Ja\y 170 *Auto-radiographsof
thorium. 1909 Reznew of Reznru's Feb. lai/i *Autoscript

from ' F, W. H. Myers". 1909 Daily Chron. 10 Feb. 6/5

A friend of mine who has a remarkable faculty 01 automatic

writing sends me the following autoscript which she received

this morning. 1894 *Autosoteric [?ee heterosoteric s.v.

Hbtero-I. X9M B. B. Warfield Calvin as Theologian iil 31

'l"be logic of Socinianism gave us., an auto-sotcric reli-

gion. Ibid. ii. 18 There is nothing against which Calvinism

set its face with more firmness than. .*auto-$oterism. 190X

Baldwin Diet. Philos. 4- Psychol. I. 96/1 •Autotelic is sug-

fcsted as serving, in the phrases autotelic function, process,

;c., the meaning indicated by the German Sclhstzweck.

1901 I. B. Balfour in Rep. Brit. Ass9C. Advancem. Sci.

820 The root•difference between plants and animals is one
of nutrition. Plants are *autotrophic, animals heterotrophic.

x8^ Nat. Science June 387 By *autotropism is implied the

inherent tendency of vegetable organs lo grow in a straight

line.

b. Used frequently in the names of self-acting

mechanisms, machines, instruments, etc. ; esp.

Auto-cohe'xer EUctr, [Cohebkb], a coherer that

spontaneously recovers its resistance. Auto-oon-
veTter Electr. = auto-transfornur (see below).

Auto-Bta*rter j?/^c/r., an auto-transformer used for

starting motors. Anto-trazLvfcrmer JiUctr., a

transformer or compensator in which a part of the

primary coil is used as a secondary, or a part of the

secondary as a primary coil. Au*to-valTe, the valve

that shuts off the supply in an automatic gas-meter.

x88s Jml. Chem.Soc. XLVIII. Abstracts^s^ New Pile, or

Auto-accumulator. 1895 S. P. Thompson Polyphase Electric

Currents x. 186 The aulo-transformer (or * one-coil 'trans-

former) merely consists ofa coil of wire wound oti an iron core,

and connected across the mains. 1898 tr. L. Lockert's Petro-

leumMotor.cars 3 Such benefactors to the cause ofauto-loco-

motion as Papin, Cugnot, Watt, [etc. J. 1898 Daily News aa

Jan. 3/2 A so-called auio-regulator, the objea of which is to

maintain the straight course of torpedoes. 1899 Motor.Car
World Oct. lo/i Electricity, which seems to be the ideal

power for auto-locomotion. S9oa W. J. Dibdin Public

Lighting 176 The auto-valve, which is not affected by coo-

densation or grit. 1903 Daily Chron. 25 ScpL 3/9 A
novelty in cash registers is .. the * Auto-Check*, xga^ Elect,

Rev. 17 Sept. 459 (Cent. D. Suppl.) An ' oil-break auto-

starter switch. 1908 Installation News II. 162/a Auto,
transformers converting the pressure to, say, 25 volts, will

be employed, xjp? Observer 16 Oct. 11/4 Auto-electric

advertising machines.

Auto-^ {^'^)i abbreviation of Actomobile used

as comb, form, chiefly in the names of vehicles.

See also *Ai;tobus, Actocab, Autocycle.
X807 N.y\ Herald 19 Sept. 2/1 The introduction of an

efficient autocab ser\*ice in the streets of Paris. 1899 A'.K
JmL 17 June 5/2 The New York Auto-Truck Company.
1899 lyestm. Gaz. 4 July 6/3 The auto-conveyances of mem-
bers of ParliamenL X900 G. D. Hiscox Horseless I'ehicles

212 The Canda auto-quadricycle. X900 Engineering Ma^.
Aug. 733 The auto-waggon, which provides just that rapid

and cheap form of independent direct transport [elc.]. 1904

Westm. Gaz. 23 Sept. 7/3 Mr. W. K. Vanderbilt, junior's

auto-boat 'Mercedes the Sixth'. 1909 Daily Chron. 22

Nov. 9/1 The Wall auto-wheel, which offers a compromise
between cycling pure and simple and the ordinarily accepted

motor cyclinK. i9«7 South America May 137 a The aiuo-

coacli is much needed to replace the horse-coach.

Autobiographist (^^tt^ib^i ,p-grafist). [f.

*AUT0-1 -t-BlOGRAl'HIST.] = AtJTOBlOGBAI'HER.
X840 Eraser's Mag. XXII. 579 We must first describe this

volunteer autobiographist. 1850 Tail's .Vtig. XVil. 525 2

Our autobiographist betakeshimsclf to Ix)ndan. X9S0 Westm.
Gaz. 26 Nov. 8/2 Too indiscreet a candour in autobiography

..may .. involve unfortunate consequences upon the auto-

biographist.

Autobus (9tobi?s). [f. *AuTO-»-fB08 J*.2] An
automobile omnibus, a motor bus.
1900 Motor42ar World Nov, 33/x.

Autocar (g't^^kai). [f. *Auto-* + Cab sh.\ « «

Motor car. Also attrib.



AUTOCHKOMB.
itoc IVeltm. Gaz. ij Dec. 3/1 We congratulate the police

authorities . . on having convicted the owner of an autocar

for proceeding along a road at a pace exceeding three miles

an hour. i«»6 Standard 5 FebL 3/5 An autocar .. was

tieated a* a locomotive, and the owners were summoned for

not cirrying in front the necessary flag of warning, xgrj

C*am/vr,s Jmt. 375 li Yon can . . enplore the French side .

.

from end to end by safe, strong, comfortable autocar.

Antochroxne (9"t«kr^«m),ic. and rf. Photogr.

[f. Gr. auTo- see *ADT0-1) + XP^M" colour.]

A. adj. Defining a process and a plate used in

colour-photography, invented by Messrs. Lumiere

of Lyons ; also, a slide produced by this process.

t007 Dcuty Chnn. 12 July 6/4 The new plates are called

' The Antochrome PUtes '. 1907 Brit. frHl.PioUier. 3 Aag.

Srj/l The Lumiere '.Antochrome' Plates. 1910 Glaigmu

Htrald I Mar. 13 A series ofautochrome slides.

B. sb. A photograph produced by this process.

na7 Brit. JmJ. Photogr. 3 Aug. 573/1 The reproduction

ofXumiire ' Aotochromes ' on ' l/'to ' paper. 1910 M tztm.

Gu. 16 Apr. n /a An excellent collecuon of autochromes.

Ant0Chtlx01l0nsly(9t<rkJ>6n3«li;,a<ft'.[-LT-.]

As originatini; in or from that part of the body in

which they occur.

t»ii Eiuyci. Brit. XVIII. 361/3 The larger number of

maladies do not arise autochthonously or ' under a whole

skin ', they are generated by certain morbific causes.

Autoclave. Add :

2. A vessel used for heating liquids tmder pres-

sare.

•t* ymL Cktm. Stc. II. <5i Saponification of Neutral

Fats in Autoclave*. itt6 lUd. L. Atttracis 113 High

Piessuie Digesters (Anlodaves) for Chemical Laboratories.

..The apfiuatu coosisu of a cylindrical copper vessel, pro-

vided with a cover, which is firmly fastened down by a
screw.

Autocopyist (pt«k(>pi,ist). [f. •Anro-i +
CoPnsT.] An apparatus for producing facsimile

copies of written matter.

iM Entycl. Brit. XXIV. 697/3 In prinuple the auto-

copyist is like the bektograph. 1907 Daily Chron. 31 Ian.

3/s Sketch maps, .have been reproduced by means of aa
autocopyi^t.

Autocracy. Add :

2. o. Autocrats collectively ; the realm of auto-

crats.

1905 Smart Set Sept. isvpf all the fish tlni swim orswidi

In ocean's deep autocracy There's nonepoaicss soch haagfati-

Deis As the codfish aristocncy. ifat tfancM. Cuardian
WuJUy 19 Oct. vi/s Slw is creditad with wiser views of

Rnssian policy than were eooimanly foand in the haads of

that fated autocracy.

Antocratism (otfrkritiz'm). [f. Aotoobat -i-

-U¥.] The prtodpfes or practices of antocrato.

sM Fraur's Mag. XXXVIL «« To libval senriMrnts b<
ttnitcd the instincts of antocratism. 19B6 Sia V. Ho«si.av in

S. Facet Li/t iiL iii. (1919) yi It is interesting to appre-

ciate tae sensation ot an autocraiism.

Antocritieal (§t<*ritik4l), a. [f. •Atm>-i +
Chitical o.] Critical of oneielfor one's own work.

lft4a FulUr Aartv. tt Ftrju 14 Thau the peculiar Privi-

ledge of Gods word to be autocritical, its own last judge.

itaf Blackw. Mag. X. 116 We differ, .from the antocritieal

jonto who are willinjg to dictate to u«. tlga L. Uukt Auto,
biogr. 1. p. vi, Coleridge's Littrmry Li/€ is professedlyauto-

critical.

Antocycle (
j'taiailc'l). [f. 'Ai'io-* + Ctcut.]

A cycle propelled by a motor, a motor cycle.

190$ Daity Chron. 31 July j/s. V> miles an hoar. Wonder-
ful Performance on an Aulocyde. 19*0 Daity Mail a^ Nov.
I The Antocralt Bovd, which ha* an Aato.<:yde sacaoo.

AutOdidaotio (§:t«|didx-ktik;, a. [f. AUTO-
siDACT + -ic] Self-Unght ; acquired by teaching

oneself.

ia«7 S. Aumx RanJm'i Hiit. Rtf. III. sM Aniodidactk
artisans. 187S Tinstty't Mar. XX 111. S93 AlHodidartic
stodies. 18M ComUmf. KtT. Keh. 393 He Ik. Meaasl] was
from the begimiing an auto-didactic realist 1 be drew and
painted as be saw.

AntOMSionB (qU'^J'm), o. Stt. Alsoknteoioua,
autolooiia. [f. Gr. avrit same + olxia house : see

-lOLs.j a. Of parasitic fungi : Inhabiting the same
host throughout their life. b. Having both sexual

organs on the same pl.int, monoecious.
sits Vmcs Sachs' B«t. 333 Suchforms (of parasitic ftin^i]

a thcst arc said to h« licteTcecioos (metaidoos), to dis-

titiflsh Ikam fton tbe*«..wtiicfa inhabit the t»me host

tfaronghoM thdr whola Nfa (aanecioas). S9oe B. D. JacaaoM
Clots. Bot. 1 $rmt^ AmtmcouM. in Bryophytcs, the male and
female inflorei.ccDces on the same plant.

Auto-«rotic {gmjifuk), a. [f. *Auio-i +
Krotic a.] Pertaining to auto-erotism.
1991 Havslocx Euja in AUcnitt 4- Neurai. Apr. s6o

Among anto.erotic phcoooMsa . . we most further inclnde

those religious sexual nmailirsraiions for an ideal object, of

which we may find evidcnca in the lives of saint*.

Auto-exvtinix (9:t«,e-rAii'm> [f. *Aim>-i +
EsonsH.] Spontaneous erotism, aroosed without

the presence or thought of another persoo.
i<9S Haveiock Ei-lis in Alimttt t Nmroi. Apr. >6o (title

of paper), Auto.£rocism, a Fsycfaotogical Study, liid.^

By auto^erotism ' I mean the phenomena of spontaneous
sexoal emotion gcr>eraied in the absence of an extomal
stimulus proceeding, directly or indirectly, from another
person. 1910 — Stiidie* Paychot. Sex (1933) I. 161 In a

wide sense. .auto.craii*mmay besaid toinclode those trans-

Ibmiations of repressed sexual activity which are a factor of

soose morbid conditions as well an of the noriaa] manifrsta.
lion ofartand poetry. 1910 /'r'w/r//,f7..^a^/. 16 SapC. 603/3
Th«,.w«ll.considered treatment of autoerotism at ichools.
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Autogamous (jt^gamas), a, Bot. [f. Gr.

auTo- (see *ALro-l) +7<i><os marriage: see -ous.]

Characterized by self-fertilization.

1894 Gould Did. Med. 1935 Glasgow Herald 20 June 4
Dtslomum hepalicum is an autogamous hermaphrodite.

Autogaxay. Add :

VaBioi. The mating of like with like. Antosamic
(ipt<>gaemik) a. Biol., of or pertaining to autogamy.
1900 K. Pearson Gram. Sci. (ed. 3) 437 Is there any form

of sexual selection such as autogamy, endogamy, apolegamy,
or homoganiy, tising these terms in their broadest senses ?

lt<id. 501 Variations do not occur accidentally or in isolated

instances : autogamic and assorutive mating are realities.

Autogenesis fjtadje-nfsis). [f. *AnTO-l +
Gknesis] Origination within the organism.
1890 BiLLiwGS Med. Diet., Autogenesis.., spontaneous

generation.

Au^togene'tic, a. [f. prec. ; see Gehitic.]

1. Med. Developed by or due to autogenesis;

produced within the organism. Hence Anrto-

irenetlcaUy adv.
1IIS6 Brit. yied. Jml. 10 Apr. 694/1 Aotogenetic puer-

peral fevers. Mental worry from illicit pregnancies and clan-

destine marriages was a common source of autogenetic em.
poisonmenL Ibid., Some septic poison, either from without

or autogenetically, might cause the same series of symptoms.

2. Phys. Gcogr. Of or pertaining to a system of

drainage developed by erosion of the stream itself.

190a in WrasTKE SuppL

Autogenic,". Add: -Adtogkkous invarious

senses (in quot. = self-induced).

189a MzaciEK Sanity 4 Insanity xiiL 343 The melancholy

. .is a spontaneous and autogenic melancholy.

Autogiro (9:t«id53i»T»). Also auto-gyro. [f.

•Alto-1 + It., Sp./jVo Gtbe.] a type of flying-

machine supported by overhead windmill sails

instead of wings.
i9as Daily Nemi 13 OcL 8/3 Senor da la Cierva j the in-

ventor of the • Autogiro '. l_9a7 Observer 17 Apr. 10/3 The
wider range of control promised by such types as the 'auto*

gyro'.

Au-tographed (-graft),///, a. [f. .\dtookaph
V. + -EI)"] Oo which the person's autograph is

written ; signed.
190s Daily Ckron. 10 July 3/5 Autographed |>hotographs

of celebrities. 1908 Lo. KosEBaav in Begbie Lt/e W. Bootk
(i'j3o) 11. xxviiL ^yS Send me your autographed photograph.

Autograpnic, a. Add

:

2. I'lUh. ^bee quot.)

1894 GoiiJ> Z>i</. MetL, AHtografkic. .&(iu,aconditioiiof

vaw>motor paralysii, usually in hysterical patients, in which
markings made upon the skin form quite persistent and in.

tensely red traces. A . vtoman, one with an W utogra^kic

Skin.

Autogmpllirai (jt^gtiifiz'm). Path. [f. Adto-
GBAPU + -I8M.] A condition of the skin in which

tracings leave an elevated mark. Hence Asto'>

IpntphlBt.
189a Clobt 13 Jon* 6 Antographism, as this phsecwieoon is

called, is believed to be due to a iiei »uu* tusceptibifity

which may exist for years in a patient. 1894 Gould Diet.

Med., Autogra^kitt . ., one who has an autographic skiiu

Autogravurtf 9:ttfigTSviii»-i). ff. *AoIo-l^
Y.gravurt, v^ixcx photogravure.'\ A pnoto-mechani-

cal modihcation of the etching process. Used
attrib. in autogravure process. Also, a picture

produced by this process.

1885 Alkttuntn 31 Jan. 156/3 Plates, produced by the

autogi a yyie procew of the Autotype Company. |8<8

Ckamitrt't Emcfil. I. 606 Autogroanm,ik peculiar process

of photoengraving patented by y R. Sawyer, Londoo, on
Novambv is, 1884. S889 Guardimm S3 Jan. 137/1 An auto-

gravure frtMn Correggia

Autoharp i,5-t»hajp). [f. •Auto-i + Hakp si."]

A musical instrument of the zither type provided

with tlampere for the mechanical prodnctioo of

arpegeio effects.

i894W'«r433jniM 365/3 An auto-harp can be bought from
almoa any dealer w musical instruments. 1897 Masy
KiNCaLav IF. /^/rita 83 Captain Heldt. .produced an auto-

harp, an instrument upon which he was himself proficient.

Autoist J'tffiist). U.S. [f. ACTO .fi. + -18T.]

One who uses or drives an automobile ; a motorist.

1903 Sci. Amer. 31 Feb. iWi Bills giving et|ual rights 10

autoi-vts and the drivers 01 horses. 1904 ^en Yorn dohe
39 Mar. 4 A protest against the young lawbreakers who
stone autoists.

AntolithographyCs 'ol'I'pe'i'')- tf-*AD*o-*

+ LiTHoaKArHY.] A form of lithographic printing

in which the drawing, etc, is Brst made on transfer

paper, then put on stone for printing. Hence
Aa:toUtlioffr»iihlc a., of or belonging to auto-

lithography. AntoU-tlioffxapli sb., a picture or

print produced by this process. AntoUtlioffrapli

v., to produce by this process.

1874 (/iV/<) The Lenoir Collection of oriijinal French por.

traits at Stafford House. Auto-lithographed by Lord Ronald
Gower. Ibid. Pref., This collection of portraits which 1 have
attempted to reproduce in autolithograpby. Ibid., Auto-
lithographic copies aiding me in the production of these

AutoTithographs. 189^ Daily Nevis 33 Nov. 6/5 An auto.

lithograph by Mr. Whwtler. 1905 Edwards Catal. No. 370.

85 Ten Anlo-Lithogranhs of the Lower Thames, by C. K.

Holloway and T. R. Way, signed Artist's proofs.

Gr. ouTO- (see

Self-acting dis-

Autolysis (9t<'-lisi9). [f.

'AcTo-') -f A.i;(ru a loosing.] a.

ATTTOMIfESIA.

integration of tissue, b. The destmction of cells

of the body by the action of its own serum. Hence
Antolytic (jtolitik) a., belonging to or of the

nature of autolysis. Autolyae (g'tolaiz) v., inlr.

and trans, (causative), to undergo or cause to

undergo autolysis.

190a 7r?il. Ckem. Soc. LXXXU.Aislracts 3i Afker auto-

lysis, the same organs yield solutions which hinder blood-

clotting. 190a Science 28 Nov. S58 Autolytic ferments.

190^ Flkxner Ibid. 3 July 15 An acute lobar pneumonia in

which the inflammatory exudate.. failing to antolyze per-

fectly cannot absorb, and hence undergoes organisation.

1911 Encycl. Brit. XX. 932/1 Autolysis is a disintegration

of dead tissues brought about by the action of their own
ferments, while degeneration takes place in the still living

cell. The study ofautolytic phenomena, .has thrown much
light on these degenerative processes.

Automatic (ottymsetlk), sb. Abbreviation of
' automatic pistol : see next.

K9oa in Webster Suppl. 1914 Gebtrude Atherton Perch
ofDevil 11. vii, I've even bought an automatic I suppose.

.

I should call it a gun. 1915 R. H. Davis With the Allies

34 We were arrested by a smart . . ofhcer, who rode up to the

side of the taxi and pointed an automatic at us. 19x0 Blackw.
Alag. .^ug. 154/1 A German automatic hung at his side.

Automatic, ". Add :

2. b. Of a firearm : Furnished with mechanism
for successively and continuously loading, firing,

and ejecting a cartridge as long as ammunition is

supplied.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXX. 401^3 In the modem * automatic

'

machine gun the loading, firing, extracting, and ejecting

are all performed automatically by the gun itself. Ibid.

XXXII. 640/2 No nation has yet armed her forces with an
automatic rifle. Ibid. 658/3 The Colt Automatic Pistol,

calibre '38.

6. Spiritism. Of or pertaining to automatism
;

performed by unconscious or subconscious action.

188} W. S. Moses Sfirit-Teackings Inlrod. i Automatic
Writing is a well-known method of communication with

the invisible world of what we loosely call Spirit. 1889

Barkwohth in Proc Sac. Psychical Fesearck Dec. 85 It is

only the execution and not tlie initiation of the move-
ments which is automatic, the suggestion for them being

external to the subject's own personality. Mvers Ibid. 189

Automatic writing occurs . . under more forms than any single

observer has yet noted. 190a A. Lang in Encycl. Brit.^

XXXll. 52, xThe information nominally given by 'spijiu'

of the dead through the mouth or by the automatic writing

of Mrs. Piper (Itoston, U.S.) and other mediums.

Automatism. Add :

4. Spiritism. Any psychic phenomenon that

appears spontaneously in consciousness ; any action

performed subconsciously or unconsciously, un-

directed by the mind or will of the normal person-

ality ; also, the mental state in which these pheno-

mena occur.
S887 MvEss in PrK. Ste. Ptyckical Research 38 Jan. 309

The phenomena of automatism,—the indications given by
tmwilled or unconscious action of mental processes going

on within us. 1889 iJAaxwoiiTH Ibid. Dec. 85 The actions

of the hypnotic state . . are largely characterised by what
may be called automatism ; that is to say,^ being started

by suggestion they seem to be carried on without volition.

Ibid., We have.. instances of complete automatism in the

case of the sleep-walker who goes through a variety of com.
plicated actions entirely selfsuggested. 1903 A. Lang in

Encycl. Brit. XXXll. 53/3 This leads us to the chief field

of research in ' automatisms ', or actions of the subconscious

or 'subliminal' self. 1903 KIvkrs Hntttast Personality U
Gloss. ».v., Sensory automatism will thus indutle visual

and auditory hallucinations; motor automatism will include

messages written without intention.

Antomatist. Add :

2. Spiritism. One who experiences the pheno-

mena of automatism.
1887 MviRS in Proc Soc. PsyckiceU Researck 38 Jan. 31a

Let us simply suppose, .that the automatist can atany time.,

induce insignificant messages, mainly rescmbUng each other

in handwriting and signed with the same name. 1889 /^/'</.

Dec. 184^ M. Janet supposes that my automatist is partially

anjcstbetic . . But be is not in any degree anxsthetic . . ;

he has the full sensation of the movements. 1903 — Human
Personality 1. 38 The ordinary consciolLsness of the auto,

matist appears to be suspended ; he passes into a state of

trance. 1914 Teixeika tr. Maeterlinck's Unknotun Guest

iiL s Sometimes even the 'automatist' speaks or writes

languages of which he is completely ignorant.

Automatization (jti^matsiz^'-Jsn). [f. Auto-

MATizi! -i- -ATioN.] The action of making or con-

dition of being made automatic or an automatcjn.

S9a4 Ptycke July 87 The pointing method in localization

..docs not tend so readily toward automatization.

AutomatOgraph (gtomsetiJigrof). [f. Gr.

airiitaros acting of itself -H -7/>a^oi writing, writer,

-GBAPH.] A scientific form of the planchette, used

for recording the involuntary movements of the

hand and arm. Hence Antoma'to^am.
189a J. Jasthow in Amer. Jml. Psyckol. Apr.m This

apparatus enables us to record all movement inthe hori-

zontal jilane, and, inasmuch as its cliief purpose is to write

slight involuntary movements, we have given it the name of

the atUontai^rn^k and may speak of such a record .is an

automatogram. 1901 Titchener Exper. Psychol. I. L 95

AutomatOgraph. Tliis consists of a light but strong board,

. .carrying at one end a small block of wood, . . hollowed out

to take the elbow, and pierced at the other end bya circular

hole, tbruugh which the stylus pas.ses.
^

Automnesia(ot<7mn<'°zia). /\sc/iol. [f.Gr. auro-

(sec 'AuTO-i) -i-iiyiiais memory.] (See quot. 1903.)



AUTOMOBILE.

1897 tr. Riiol's Psychol. Emctioiu 153 By some pheno-

mcnon of affective automnesia, this same event reproduced

itself. 1903 MvKBS Human Personality I. G\o&s,., Autom-

ntsia, spontaneous revival of memories of an earlier con-

diuon of life. Ibid. II. 139 Littre .. described what he

calls the 'affective automnesia '—or spontaneously arising

flow of emotion. „ -i% j 1

Automobile (gtcm^u-bil, (^.XomSbfl), a. and !b.

[a. F. automobile (1876 in Littre Suppl.), f. Gr.

owTos self+ F. mobile : see *Auto-1 and Mobile a.]

A. adj. Ttiat moves by means of mechanism

and power within itself, esp. of a vehicle, self-

propelling as distinguished from horse-drawn.

1886 Harttr's Mag. June 25/2 These vessels besides

their equipment of auto-mobile torpedoes, are provided witli

power&l batteries. 1895 Daily News 15 Oct. 5/3 Signer Cleto

Brena has arrived at Naples with his automobile carriage

from Milan. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 12/1 France has

undoubtedly led in the development of the light automobile

B. ib. An automobile or self-propelled vehicle
;

a motor vehicle. (Little used In Great Britain.)

189s Pall Mall Gaz. 15 Oct. 3/3 Three miles an hour gives

theautomobile little chance of displaying the powers it

doubtless enjov-s. 189a Motor.Car W-orliVi I he theory

and practice of automobiles, igot EMycl. Bnt. X.li.1^1. 11 /t

On the Continent of Europe and in the United States the

usual expression for these vehicles [motor-cars] is auto-

mobile*. ^ ,. f. . / Tl.
attrii. 1896 Jtfaxciester- Guardian 24 Sept lo/i 1 he

Automobile Club of France. 1901 Daily Naus 16 Feb. 6/r

The French have shown themselves keenly interested in the

subject of auto-mobile races.

Aatomobile (gtomfl^u-bil), v. [f. prec] tntr.

To travel or ride in an automobile or motor car ; to

motor. Hence Automo-biling vbl. sb., the action

or practice of using an automobile ; also aitrtb.

1898 Cosmopolitan Sept. 485/1 Mr. Tiffany assures the

writer that he finds ' automobiling ' more interesting than

coaching. 1901 W. R. H. Trowbridge Lett. Iter Mother to

F.liz. xii. 54 Blanche spent the morning, .automobiling with

the Vicomie and the Marquise. 1901 C. N. & A. M.William-

son Lightning Conductor 51 While I was reflecting that

automobiling, like fishing, is a pursuit whose followers are

peculiarly ready to sacrifice truth on the altar of picturesque-

ness. 1903 Ne-M York Times 19 Dec. 9 Here is a hat for

the skating girl and the automobiling woman. 1934 Public

Opinion 24 Oct. 403/2, 1 have lately automobiled in Corn-

wall, Devonshire, Somerset and adjoining counties.

Aatomobilism (gtamJu-biliz'm). [f. Auto-

mobile -(- -ISM after F. automobilisme.'\ The use of

automobiles or motor vehicles.

1898 Cosmopolitan Sept. 483/2 As a sport, automobilism

now occupies the foremost rank. 1899 Motor-Car World
Oct. 8/1 Automobilism will be the method of locomotion of

the future. 1901 /'a//.J/n«j1/a/-. Sept. 62/2 Automobilism
was popular in France before it was practical.

So Antomobilist (gtomJabilist), one who uses

an automobile or motor vehicle, a motorist.

j897 Daily News 26 July 5/5 The hour's rest at St. Ger-

main was improved by the automobilists to see that their

machines were in order. looa C. N. & A. M. Williamson
Lightning Conductor \\\ "the old peasant, .exclaimed that

if all automobilists were like us there would never be com-
plaints. 1907 F. Miltoun(//^/^) The .^utomobilist Abroad.

Antomobility (2:t«mi;nbi-liti). [f. Automobile
¥ -ITY.]

1. The use of automobiles or motor vehicles as a

mode of locomotion or travel.

1903 Times Lit. Suppl. 16 Oct. 295/3 To come. .upon a

book.. packed with suggestions for the well-being of the

walker is, in thisyearof grace and automobility, no small joy.

1936 Daily News 29 Oct. 6/7 The automobility of society.,

has helped many Englishmen to discover England.

2. Mobility by means of automobile vehicles.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 18 Mar, a /3 The interesting experiment
of conveying troops by motor vehicles to Hastings, .proves

what may be called the automobility of a defensive force.

1926 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 309/2 The small expedition, being

totally inadequate to its purpose, achieved nothing but auto-

mobility.

Antoiuobilue (gtomtfubilaiz), v, [f. Auto-
mobile -H-izE.] intr. To use an automobile as a

means of locomotion ; to ride in or drive a motor
car ; also trans., to travel to or through (a place)

by automobile ; to visit by motor car ; to supply
with automobiles ; to conveit into an automobile.
1898 Cosmopolitan Sept. 480/1 It is scarcely an exaggera-

tion to say that Paris is becoming * automobilized'. 190a

N. Y. Times 26 Mar. (Cent Diet. Suppl.). 1906 Church Tim/s
13 Jan. 35/2 They have auto-mobilised their pulpits in order

to preach at large those doctrines of party politics which
have become, . the religion of Dissent

Antomorphic, a. Add -.

2. Math. Characterized by automorphism (sense

3 below}.
189B E. T. Wmittaker in PhiL Trans. (1899) CXCII. i

The only automorphic functions known hitherto which have
been applied to uniformise forms whose genus is greater
than unity, are those given by certain sub-groups of the
modular group. 190s — Mod. Analysis 339 Two classes of

automorphic uinctions are known by which this uniformisa-

tion may l>e effected.

3. Cryst. = iDiOMOBPHica. (Webster A<///.i903.)

Automorphism. .K&&- :

2. Math. ' The property of remaining unchanged
by all the substitutions of any group of linear trans-

formations ' {Cent. Diet. Suppl.).

190J Science 5 June c^4 Class of a jjroup and degree of

transitivity, automorphism, representation, index notation.
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3. = Anthbopomobphism I b.

1894 H. M. Stanley J'/irrf. Evol. Psychol. Feding-2<)i But

wh^we come to interpret the psychoses of the lower animals

in connection with sexuality we may still more easily slip

into a doubtful automorpliism.

Automotive (gt^mifu-tiv), a. [f. *AUTO- ^
-I-

MoTivE <z.] a. Of or pertaining to an automotor.

b. Self-propelled, autom.obile.

J898 tr. Z.. Lockert's Petroleum Motorcars p. ix. His work

isread with satisfaction by all amateurs of automotive

touring. i90l[5ee*AuTOMOTOR]. 1921 Puilic Opinion 7 Sept.

222/1 He chugged up the street in an automotive contrap-

tion. ^ r^ J. . o
Automotor (gtome-u-t^j, -sj). [f. Au'to- 2

-i-

MoTOR.] An automobile motor or motor vehicle.

189$ Daily Neius 30 Nov. 5/1 To apply the new principle

of the ' automotor ' to road-waggons, heavy drags, hunting-

traps, and stage-coaches. i^Htitle) The Automotor Journal.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 4 Mar. lo/i There is to be the auto-

motor, and attached to it a couple of vans. 1901 (title) 1 he

Automotor and Horseless Vehicle Pocket-Book of Auto-

motive Formulie.

Autonomism (yt()-n6miz'm). [f. Autonomy

-I- -ism.]

1. The principle or system of autonomy or self-

government.
1874 FiSKE Cosmic Philos. II. 205 The two feelings known

to the Greeks asPan- Hellenism and Autoiiomism,represented

respectively by Athens and by the Doric communities.

2. ' The theory that the forms into which animals

and plants develop are determined by an inward

agency' {Cent. Diet. Suppl.).

Autonomistic (gt^nomi-stik), a. [-ic]

1. Of or pertaining to autonomism or the pnn-

ciple of self-government.
a 1870 Gen. R. E. Lee in Wettm. Gaz. (1898) 25 May 3/1

The Autonomistic Cabinet.

2. Biol. Of or pertaining to autonomism or the

theory of self-determined development.

1904 BioL Bull. (Mass.) Sept aoi They Isc. changes] re-

semble in character certain of the phenomena which have

led Driesch to assume the existence of an autonomistic

principle or entelechy governing form.

Autonomously (gtjj-nomasli), aafc. [-lyZ.] In

an autonomous position, as an autonomous state,etc.

1881 G. S. Hall German Culture 183 We must know and
autonomously will to follow non-egoistic absolute ends as

essentiallyourends. li^ Gi.hisSTOKRLet. Dk.Westminstcr

14 Why should not Crete be autonomously united with

Greece, and yet not detached in theory from the body of the

Ottoman Empire?

Autonym (2 'ttlfnim). [f. Gr. airo- self(*Adto-1)

+ vvv^ia, ovofia name.]

1. A real name or one's own name as distinguished

from a pseudonym or anonym, esp. the real name
of an author ; also, a book published under the

author's real name. Also attrib.

1867 O. Hamst Mart, Bibliogr., Autonym, a book pub-

lished under the author's real name. 1895 Daily Ne^ys

23 Dec. 5/1 Autonym works, anonymous works, and special

works.

2. The name by which a tribe calls itself as dis-

tinguished from that by which it is known to other

tribes.

189s in Funk's Statulard Diet,

3. = Homonym 1 a.

1889 in Cent. Diet.

Autophone (g'tof^n), sb. Short for automatic

telephone (cf. *AUT0-1 b). Hence Au-tophone v.

intr., to use an automatic telephone.

1917 Daily Express 28 Oct. 3/1 Mysteries of the New
Aiitophoncs.. .London's first automatic telephone exchange
will be opened this year. 1928 Ibid. 25 Apr. 11 /3 How to
* Autophone '.

Autopiano (gitoipiise-no). [f. *AuTO-l + Piano.]

A piano with a playing apparatus.

i^o6 Strand Mag. Jan., Advt. igaZ Sunday News 17 }vi\w

4/4 Their sale bargains including several auto.pianos.

AutOplast (gtaploest). [f. *AUT0-1 -I- -PLAST.]

a. Embryol. An autogenous cell as distinguished

from a cleavage cell. b. Physiol. Bot. A chloro-

phyll grannie.

J883 Fl. Ray Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 682/2 In
addition to the layer of cleavage cells, .additional cells are

formed. ., each cell having a separate origin, whence they
are termed ' autoplasts '. 1885 [see /r(y>/(t7//ai/s.v.TROPHO-].

Autoplate(9't(»pl«it). U.S. [f.*AuTo-i -^ Plate
J*.] A curved stereotype for newspaper printing,

made by an autoplate machine ; also, the machine
itself. Autoplate meuhine, a machine for auto-

matically casting, shaving, and bevelling stereo-

types.
x9oa Westm. Gaz. 33 May 9/1 The Autoplate, a wonderful

revolution in stereotyping. \^io*Census Bulletin 28 June 51
(Cent. D. Suppl.) A device known as the autoplate was
invented in 1900 by means of which the time required for

casting plates was. .reduced.

Auto-portrait, [*Auto-1. Cf. G. selbst-

porlrdt^ A portrait of an artist by himself. (Cf.

quot. i8a8 s.v. Auto-.)
z9» Glasgozo Herald 20 Apr. 6 The thirty or so British,

born painters whose auto.portraits are in the Uflizi. 19x8
Observer 15 Jan. 10 It is scarcely credible that the ill.con.

structed head of Mrs. Smith.. and many another portrait

come from the brush that shows such authority in the auto-
portrait.

AUTOTOXIIf.

Autopsic (5t(;'psik), a. [f. mod.L. autopsia

Autopsy -)- -ic] Of or pertaining to autopsy ; based

on personal observation ; spec, in Med., obtained by

means of the post-mortem examination of a body.

Also Anto'psical a. = prec.

i88z tr. von Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. Suppl. 561 Basing
his opinion upon the autopsical examination of five patients.

\W6 Alienist ^ Neurol. July 533 The autop^sic and the com-
bined ante-mortem testimony to his insanity was not more
confirmatory. 189a Lewins inG. M. M*^Crie Miss NadetCs
World-Scheme 29 ttote,'^^ are only self-inspecting (autopsic),

even when seemingly occupied in apparently far other

regions of thought.

Autopsy (jtjjpsi, §t(/'psi), V. [f. Autopsy sb."]

trans. T o j)erform an autopsy on or make a post-

mortem examination of (a body).
1900 JrnL Exper. Med. V. 257 One of the pigs was killed

and autopsied, with the result that its organs.. were found
to be entirely free of lesions. 1919 Sachs in S. Paget Sir V,
Horsley 11. iv. 190 It was the first walrus that had been
autopsied in London for many years.

AutoSCOpe. Add

:

2. (See quot. 1903.)
ijoo Daily News 10 .\pr. 6/2 The so<alled Divining Rod

.. is only one of many ' autoscopes,* which perhaps bring into

observation what is passing in the mysterious entity styled
' the subconscious self.* 1^3 Mvebs Human Personality

I. CSloss., Aittoscope, any instrument which reveals a subli-

minal motor impulse or sensory impression ; e. g. a divining

rod, a tilting table, or a planchette.

Autosite (gttJsait). [f^ Gr. outoititos bringing

one's own provisions (used jokingly of a ' parasite ' ),

I. aiiTos self -f mros food.] The larger twin of a

double monster, which supplies nourishment to the

smaller (called the parasite) ; also, a single monster

capable of independent life. Hence Aatosi'Ue a.,

that is, or is of the nature of an autosite.

1848 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7), Autosite.., a single

monster, capable of deriving nourishment from its own
proper organs, in contradistinction to Omphalosite. X894

GoLLD Diet. Med., -Autosite. Ibid., Autositic.

Au^to-SUgge-stion. [*Auto-1.] Subcon-

scious suggestion ; spec, in Psychol., the subcon-

scious realization of an idea suggested to oneself for

adoption. (Cf. Self-suggestion a.)

1890 Standard It Apr. 5/5 The greatest criminals.. may
be the responsible victims of a * suggestion ', or even of an
•auto-suggestion', 1896 Academy 21 Nov. 416/1 A man
who bad the power of auto-suggestion in a remarkable

degree, and could persuade himself to believe anything.

1907 J. CoATES (////<) Self-Reliance: Practical Studies in

Personal Magnetism, Willpower and Success, through

Self-help or Auto-Suggestion. 1911 Punch CLX. 238/2

Though we cannot all of us be born at Newmaiket, we can

by auto-suggestion and psycho-analysis . . persuade ourselves

that we have been born there.

So Anto-Bug^estionist ; Anto-saffge-BtiTe a.,

arising from or due to subconscious suggestion.

1908 S. McCoMB Relig. >! Med. 102 The auto-suggestionist

must have the intellectual act^uisitions in connection with the

idea which he seeks to realize. 1910 Atlunxum 5 Mar.

273/2 An hysterical girl under autosuggestive influences.

1926 Spectator 26 June 1074/ 1 No one.. will care to deny
that llrs. Besant's auto-suggestive hallucinations are sin-

cere.

Autotlieistic(9t<'Ki'*stik',<». [f. Autotheist

-I- -ic] Of or pertaining to the autotheists or to

autotheism.
1854 Eraser's Mag. XLIX. 708 There is this boundlesl

diflference between the healthy and godly ' subjective ' style,

and the unhealthy autotheistic subjective style. x8£8

Contemp. Rev. IX. 75 Emerson's doctrine, too, is.. essen-

tially autotheistic. 187a A. M. Fairbairn Ibid. XX. 49 \n

principle they {sc. the H indu philosophies] might be Theistic,

Auto-Theistic, Pantheistic or .Atheistic.

Autotomy (Jtptomi). [f. Gr. airo- self-H

-To/io! -cutting, -cutter : see *Auto-1 and -tomy.]

The casting off or ejection of some part or parts ot

the body as a reflex action peculiar to some animals

when disturbed or in order to escape. Hence Anto--

tomons a., pertaining to or of the nature of auto-

tomy. Anto'tomize v. intr., to practise autotomy.

1897 Proc. Zool. Soc. 911 The autotomous break occurs

between femur and coxa. Ibid., The autotomy of the

jumping-legs takes place at the femoro-trochanteric suture.

1899 Q. Riv. July 281 The self-mutilation (autotomy) met

with in lizards. 1901 T. H. yiov-OKH Regeiuration 153 In

this way the arm m.->y be autotomized, piece by piece, to its

very base.

Autotoxsemia (2;t<7l<»ksrmia). Also-toxemia.

[f. *AnT0- 1 + To.x.EMiA.] Toxaemia or poisoning

by a virus generated within the body.

1890 Billings Med. Diet. 1914 Psyche July 67 A form of

blood poisoning due to the development of autotoxaenua

from over indulgence in flesh foods.

Autotoxic (gtutp-ksik), a. [f. *AuT0-l + Toxic

a.] Causing or caused by an autotoxin. Hence

Aatotozication (-tcksik^-Jan), poisoning by a

virus generated within the body. Antotoxlii

(-tpksin), a poisonous substance formed in the body

itself.

1894 Gould Diet. Med.,Autotoxin .

.

, any product oftissue-

metamorphosis within the organism that has a toxic effect

upon that organism. 1903 .Med. Record 30 May 857 (Cent.

D. Suppl.) We believe the excitant is a toxic or autotoxic

agent. 1907 Times Lit. Suppl. 5 Dec 371/3 Thus regarded,

senility is an autotoxic phenomenon.
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Autotypic (9t(^tipik), a. [f. Autotype + -10.]

1. O/, pertaining to, or reproduced by the auto-

type process.

188s A tkenaeum 14 Mar. 351/3 The ' Little Devil's Bridge

'

..could hardly be surpassed in autotj-ptc reproduction.

2. Of the nature of an autotype or reproduction

of an original.

S904 G. S. Hall Adolescence I. lAt Man. .is more auto-

t)-pic than he knows, reproducing in his representation of

the human form the type of his own race.

AntOxidiBe C^tpksidaiz), v. Physiol, Chem.

[f. *Alto- 1 + Oxidize ».] intr. To oxidize by

direct conabination with oxygen at ordinary tem-

peratures. Hence Antoxidi-sable a., capable of

oxidizing by contact with the air. Autozld(lx)a*-

tion, oxidation by direct combination with oxy-

gen. Anto'xidator, a substance in an active cell,

oxidizable by water, producing hydrogen dioxide.

1883 Science 30 Mar. 229/3 Autoxidation in living vegetable

cells. Ibid,, Autoxidizable substances, . .those bodies which,

at a low teinpciature, and by the action of free» passive

oxygen, can be oxidized. Ibid, ty^/i In everj* active cell,

autoxidators are formed ; that is, substances which, at a low
temperature, and by the action of molecular oxygen, can be

oxidized in the presence of water. 1903 A titer. Chcift. Jml.
Mar. 170 Where hydroperoxide has been observed among
the prooucts of autoxidation.

AutOSOOid (^t^z^'oid), ZooL [f. *AuTO-l +
Zooii>.] The normal zooid in Alcyonarians, as

distiognished from the siphonozooid.

sIBi [see iipkcnoto^d %.v. Sifhomo-). x888 AthsMMum
3 Mar. 279/3 Dr. ^ *^* Fowl*' Iread a paper] on a new
Pennatuta from the Bahamas, the most interesting feature

of which was the presence of immatare autozooids at th«

donal end of the leaves.

Anzanometer (^ksftn^mA^j). [f. Gf. a^ii-

r«r to iacrease + -OMETER.] An instrument for

measuring growth in plants.

iStC MASTBas HeHfrty's EUm. Bat, (ed. 3) 6ia Where
great accuracy and the measurement of minute spaces (in

growth] are demanded, racourse must be had to special in-

struments called Auxanometers. xM? Bateson & Daiwim
in Jrrtl. Lintt, S^:, Bat. XXIV. a The increase in length

was measured by means of an auxanometer.lever.

Auxetophona (oksetfTf^Ton). [i, Gr. cSt^rirot

that may be increased + ^otki; soandJ A pneumatic
recorder for a phonograph; also, a phonograph
6tted with this recorder.
X904 Daiiy ChroM, o June a ^6 The Hon. C A Parsons.

.

has recently aroused himself by devising a little valve called
the auxetophooe which promises.. to advance the phono-
graph. 1907 /bid. 6 Aug. 4/7 An instrument . .known as the
Auxeiof^one, gives .. vocal and tnstrumenul^ selectsocn.

loii Musicml Assoc. Proc. 73 They will be required to ling
their pans, .into some reproducing medium of the pbooo*
graph order., (but with Parsons' auxctophones attached).

AlUCOClirOIUO (^ks^kr^m). [f. Gr. ahihfWf
to increase + x^M^ colonr.] Any salt-forming

atomic groop that, when combined with achromo-
gen, produces a dyestuff. Hence Anzoohroinio
(-krJ<i*mik), Anzocliromons (-kr^*m9s), adjt,^

defining sach groups.
it93 Athenmum is July loo/i They \tc. chromoi^ens) be-

come troe dyestnffs oy the introduction of. what Witt terras

anxochromes. sigs^«'-'<*'»*iCA//«.(ed.8)66a Anacidatuo-
chxwne will yiekfan acid dycstuS', capable of being li xed by
a basic mordant (alumina, ftc). 1900 Brit. Jrnl. l^kotiygr.

It Apr. »99 AtuocbfOmic groups, ifoe EmycL Brit.

XXVll. 564/a Socb coayounds cootaining chnKnopboroos
groups are termed cfaromofcns, because, although not dy^
stuffs tbensdves, theyan capable of generating such by the
furibsr introdtKikm of salt-fbrnung atoouc groaps—«.^.,
OH, N Hs. 'lliese Witt terms auxochromoos groups.

Anxospore (§'ksMpo*i). Bot. [f. Gr. o^ftv to

grow + awopos Spobx.] A spore formed in diatoms

by the union of two cells or by the excessive growth
of an indiridoal cell. Also, the resting-spore of

the diatoms.
iM^ Mashu^ & BsMNCTT Henfre^'s EUm. Bot. (ed. ^ 495

The individoals must.. constantly diminish in sire, until the
orudnal siie is restored by the production of auxospores.
iWrnEmcyci. Brit. XXIV. ia6/a /7/'>/#/'f«:^«. .. Reproduc-
tion,vegetative by division or by means ofasexuallf'produced
spores (aiutospore«). 1904 G. S. Wut Brit, rrtskwmttr
At^m 369 A normal auxospore can be r^ardod as one pro-
duced by the conjugation of two cells lor gametes), those
produced without conjugaitoo being ^artbeoogeoetic

ATSil, sb. 6. (Earlier U.S. example.)
iSis A. Stoddard Lauisiana (Bartlett) Expecting to sub-

sist on the bounty of government, rather than on the avails
of their own industry.

Availf V, 6. a. Add quots.

:

SS99 Wtttm. Gax. 35 Aug. 4/1 It is now definitdy settled
that the Admiralty, .will avaU of the opportunity.. for the
renewal of the subsidies, xys^ Dtuljr Tel. 30 Aug. 8/6 The
wonderful system of drainage is bein^ availed of.

ATailabilitv. 1. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
XS44 Congress. Globe 4 June 6S3 App. (Th.) The Eastern

Ai^Ms describes the following as the traits of character
which, in the estimation of the A'higs, constitute the nefiu$
ultra of ' availability '.

Available, a. Add

:

3. b. U.S. Politici, That the party can avail

itself of, for special reasons apart from statesman-
ship, as a candidate for election. (^Cf. Availa-
bility I b.)

1840 Congressionml Gloht 6 Mar. (Thornton) Goody Har-
rison, a gossiping old lady, and an available. it4a H. Makk

Fourth yuty Orai. (Boston) 66 If we would have better
times, the available school teacher must be sought for, as
anxiously as the available candidate for office. 1848 N. Y.
Tribune May (Bartlett) Mr. Clay is a great man—able
statesman—all of us prefer him to anybody else if he could be
elected, but I'm afraid he isn't available. 1864 Holland
Lett, to yoHCses 278 Occasionally a patriot has been ' avail-

able * for carrying out the purposes of politicians. Htit often
imbecility and rascality have been found ' available '. 1888
Bryce Amer. Comnnv. in. Ixx. II. 550 The man fittest to
be adopted as candidate, .is the man most likely to win,
the m.-in who, to use the technical term, is most ' available *.

1906 Westm. Gaz. w Jan. a/i What the Americans would
call an 'available' man—that is to say, a man of sufficient

prestige and authority to be well in the front rank.

Availingly (av^i-HijU), adv. [f. Availing/^/.^.
+ -LT 2.] In an availing manner ; so as to avail or

profit.

1853 Faber Ess. Lives ofSaints 116 Its intrinsic beauty
pleads availingly with the man of letteis. 1871 Contem^.
A'cT'. XIX. 136 Neither the royal Placet,, .nor the right to
convene synods, could be availingly employed.

Aval (^'val), a. [f. L, tfZ'wj grandfather + -al.]

Relating to grandparents.
1884 Science 21 Mar. 345/2 There is reason to believe that

aval heredity b relatively more frequent than direct parental
heredity.

Avalanche (se'vilonj), v, [f. Avalanchb sb^

intr. To descend in or like an avalanche ; aUo
trans.j to carry by or as by an avalanche.
1897 Dail^ A'cJvs 31 Mar. 6/5 He was gently avalanched

downstairs into the streeL 1899 Somervili.r ^ Ross Irish

B. M. 344, I avalanched down the companion. 9x3 Daily
Mail 33 ^une 7 The boulders on the edge are continually
avalanchmg down.

AvaUuELcliy (se-valonjl), a, [f. Avalakche sb.

+ -T 1.] UaWe to descend in or be swept by an
avalanche.
1894 Fenn In Alpine Valley 1. vi. 117 Rather an avalanchy

place, this. 1894 Contemp, Rev, Aug. ai8 SDOW.slopes, of
which one was rotten and avalanchy.

Avalite (ieviloit). Min, \^^.Q.avalit{\%%4^,

f. Avala^ name of a mountain near Belgrade, its

locality + -iTgl.] A green carthymineral containing

chromiam oxide.
1889 in Cent. Diet. 1896 CHESTEa Diet. Afin.

A^YBX (a-vaj). .\ member of an Ural-Aliaic

race, prominent in sonth-eastern Europe from the

6th to the 9th c A.D. Hence AvarlAn (avarian),

a., of or pertaining to the Avars.
i88« Frkemam Lect. Amer. Autiiences 3^9 The Empire

which had beaten back the Persian and^ the Avar lo&t its

pro\'inccs to the Saracen and the Bulgarian. 190a Encycl.

Brit, XXVII. 341/a The Avarian is a sort of inter.tnbal

tongue. 1911 Wkbster s. v., Avarian rings, vestiges

of Avarian fortifications formed by stakes surrounding a
tettlemenL 19*0 H. G. Wells Outline of Hist. vi. xxxi.

i I The Avars and Slavs struck down urom the Danube
country towards the Adriatic

Avanolitll (Svrn^li)>). Path, [irreg. f. "L.avena

oats + Gr. \i$os stunc, -LITH.] An intestinal cal-

culus or concretion formed aroimd a grain of oats.

1897 [see 0mi-ttom4 %, v. Oat sb. 6 b).

Aventnrine. Add

:

4. ayenturina aealing-wax, sealing-wax of a
translucent brown colour speckled witli gold.

1900 KiruNG in Daily Express 99 June 4/6 In one hand
he held a stick of avanlurine sealing-wax, and in the other

a. .seal.

Avenue, sb. 4. CKxamplcs of U.S. usageO
1780 J. Mason Jr. in Boston Orai, (1785) 135 1 ill oppres*

tioD Stalked at noonday through every avenue in your
cities. 1999-1801 Deb. Ct>ngrtis (1851) 1336 Four thousand
five buDonn of which lots shall be to the southwest of Mas-
sachusetts avenue. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 147 Only the

leading avenues were maiked out and graded. 1891 J. A. R 1 is

How othtr kaJfliv€S 160 East of Second Avenue and west
ot Ninth Avenue as br up as the Park. 1901 Munsey^s Ma^.
XXIV. 530/t Somewhat wider streets, termed avenues '.

Avenned (K*v<^i»d),^/. a. [f. Avsihte j^^.or

r.] Furnished with or haring an avenue or avenues.
1870 Rtnanc Varona {31 One paradiae of lovely pasture

and avenned forest of chestnut and bloasomed trees. 1899
Daily Ntvos 7 Nov. 3/5 An open, avenued, highly<uUivatcd
plateau.

Average, v. Add

:

4. intr. with out : To work out so as to produce
an average. Also trans, in corresponding sense.

1910 Shaw Hfisaliianct (1945) 41 Averages out the human
race. Makc^i the nigger naif an Englishman. Makeit the
Englishman half a nigger. i9aa Times Lit. Sufffl. 38 Sept.

610/4 I^B particular oostacles will vary from time to time
and from tpedcs to species, but on the whole will average
out. lyei BritastCs industr. Future ( Liberal Ind. Inquiry)
v. XXXI. f 5. 446 Any attempt to average out burdens.

Aversant, a. Delete f Obs, rare^^ and add :

I/er. Turned to show the back (said of a righthand).
1830 RoBSON Brit. Herald 1 1 1. GXoM., Aversant, ovDorsedi

a<«, a riicht band dorsed or aversant, when turned to shew
the back part. 1889 Klvim Diet, Her.

Avertive (ava-Jtiv), a, [f. AviKT r. + -IVE.]

Designed to avert or ward off.

18S9 Cornkill Mag. May 491 A series of avertive and vio-

lent sweeps of a table-napkin. 1895 Q. Rev. July aii We
are not convinced that the heraldic animals were originally

*a%'ertive ' amulets.

Aveeta (ftve'sta). «- Zend-Avesta, q. v. Hence
Ava'stan, AT«->tlo aiijs,^ of or belonging to the

Avesta ; sbs. the language of the Avesta.

x868 Chambers's Encycl. X, 344/1 Old sayings in the Ave&ta,
1881 Ogilvie (Annandale), Avestan. s888 Encycl. Brit.
XXIV. 775/2 Although the Avesta is a work of but moderate
compass, .there, .exists no single MS. which gives it in its

entirety. X9aa Times Lit, Supfl. 27 Apr. 279/2 Kurmanji is

in consonance with Pahlevi and New Persian in many of
its. .developments from Avestic

Aviate (^vi^it), v. [Back-formation from Avia-
tion.] intr. To navigate the air in an aeroplane j

to* fly*.

1900 Manch. Guard. 4 Apr. 9/2 In the event of the sudden
failure of the aviating meclianism. 1908 Punch si Oct.
305/a ' To aviate ' is nauseous enough, and * planing ', in the
atmospheric slang of country-house parties, is pietty bad

;

but we do draw the line at ' aerogation '.

Aviatik (aviatrk). [G. (= aeronautics, flying),

f. aviat' as in Aviation.] A type of aeroplane made
by the Aviatik und Automobil Aktien Gesellschaft

of Leipzig (1910-1932).
X914 Scotsman so Oct. 3/3 A duel in the air., between two

biplanes—a Voison (French) and an Aviatik (German). 19x5
Morning Post aa July 7/4 Three aviatiks were put to flight

by our pursuing aeroplanes, x^ma All the IVorId's Aircraft
175 a, Aviatik aircraft.

Aviation (^Wi^ijan). [ad. F. avialiony irreg. f.

L. avis bird + -ATION.] Aerial navigation by means
of an aeroplane (see *Akroplane 2) ; * flying \
1887 tr. y, Verne's Clipper ofClouds iv, Robur the con-

queror had flown, as if some apparatus of aviation had borne
him into the air. 1891 Daily Nfivs 27 Aug. 5/1 The fre.

qucncy of the term * aviation ' as a synonym for aerial

navigation. 1891 Century Mag, Oct. 829 notCy The French,
I believe, have agreed on the term 'aviation* in case they
ever succeed in flying. 1910 R. Ferris How it Flies 455
^r'/rt//o«— Flying by means of power-propelled machines
which are not buoyed up in the air, as with gas bags. X91Z
Daily Express i^ June 1/3 The Home Secretary has issued

an order prohibiting aviation in specified areas.

aitrib. 1908 Daily Report is Sept. 4/4 Santos^Dumont..
won the first aviation prize. 1909 iVestm. Gaz. 9 Mar. 4/3
The Gordon.Bennett Aviation Cup. Ibid. 14 Sept. 7/4 A
new aviation motor of 30-h.p. 1909 Daily Chron. 18 Mar.
15 i he King, .drove by motor-car to the aviation ground.

1909 Ibid. 18 Aug. i/i The great aviation week at Rheims.
1915 T. F. Farman in Biackxv, Mag. Apr. 435/2 'Ihe ever-
increasing number of avioiis and aviation pilots.

Aviator (^'vitfitaj). [ad. Y. aviatettr^ {, L,avis

bird + -ateur -atob.]

+L A flying-machine ^cf. *Abboplane 3). Also
atirib. Obs.
1891 Brooklyn Morning Jrnl. 2a July 1/6 (Funk) Mr.

Maxim's invention is called an Aviator. It is in form like

a huge kite of silk, to which hangs a platform carrying the

engines and the screw propellers. 189a Sci. Amer. 13 Feb.

105 Mr. Trouv<5 considers liis apparatus a.s the lightest avia>

tor that it is. .possible to construct. 1895 Knowledge 2 Dec.
376/1 Mr. Maxim represents gunner^' and the aviator flying

machine. Ibid. 976/3 It appears.. impracticable.. to sup*
pose that aviators could be put to any other use, for purposes
of war, than that of observing an enemy (etc-l. 1901 Flying
Dec. 13 'I'he non-routive motor for use with wing-propcUra
aviators.

2. The pilot of an aeroplane.
In early use, as distinguished from an aeronaut.

1896 Uestm. Gnz. 15 Sept. 1/3 Intending aviators and
aeronauts. 190a Daily Chron, 18 Sept. 3/3 Thus the aero*

naut has so far accomplished more than the ' aviator \ 1908
Westm, Go*. 13 Aug. 6/3 Mr. Wilbur Wright.. made an-
other ascent with his aeroplane. . . The aviator then decided
on makine a new experiment. 1909 /^it/. a6 Oct. 1/3 Other
'aviators —the word has forced itself into the vocabulary,
atid it seems futile to resist it any longer—liad other

machines, i^ti Vorksh. Post 3 Au^. 9/6 At height of 1,000

mciies an aviator can (ind a submarine.

HenceAviatrass, -trice, -trlx, a female aviator.

X910 Daily Chron. 5 Jan. x|^ The aviatrice made a bad
turn. 1911 Aero June 74/3 Various articles on the subject

of ' Aviatresses ' which liave appeared fiom time to time.

1919 The Vote i Aug. 375/a A ramous Avialres-t [Baroness
de la RocheJ 1991 Olasgmv Herald i^ Oct. 10 Miss Made-
leine Davis, a well-known aviatrice m the States. S9>x

Blackvo, Mag. Dec. 716/1, 1 bad been an aviatress. ia>7
Glasgow Herald 39 Sept. 11 The £nglish aviatrix, Niiss

Evelyn Spooner.

Aviconnift (aviscnia). [Named after Avi^
centtOy Arabian physician (980-1037).] A plant

of the genus so named, esp. A, tomenlosaj the

White Mangrove.
18*9 Loudon Encycl. Plants {iS^6) $22. 1871 Kincslky

At Last xiii. The statelier Aviccnnias, or white mangroves.

1883 Encycl. Bfit. XV. 481/3 'Ihe * white mangrove',
Avicennia, a vcrbenaceous plant.

AviColOUS (&vi-kiJl3s), a. \i.\^,avis bird

+

-coius inhabiting + -ous.] Living, as parasites, on

birds.

1895 Cambr. Nat. Hist. V. 349 The greater portion of the

avicolous species have two claws.

Aviculoid (avi-kiwloid), a. [f. mod.L. Avicula^

dim. of avis bird + -on).] Resembling (that of)

bivalves of the genus Avicula, which have pearly

shells.

s886 Amer. Jml. Sci. Ser. iii. XXXI. X40 Strophodonta
pianulata (?) occurs in a blue stratum not far below the

Oriskany, associated with an aviculoid shell probably Me-
gambonia aviculoidea,

Aviculturist (^ivikirltiurist). [f. Avicultobk
+ -I8T.] One who practises aviculture ; a bird-

fancier.

S904 Nature 31 Mar. 507/3 His work forms an excellent

history of these beautiful birds, and is alike interesting to

the field naturalist and the aviculturisc 19*3 Glasgow



AVIETTE.

Herald 13 Oct. 6 Probably Mr Firrar thinks that only

avtculturists will concern tbemsdres with his writing.

Aviette (^vie-t). [Fr., I. avion + -ette.] An

engineless aeroplane or glider.

I9i< Daily Mtmt I June 1/4 It is called an aviettecoin-

peTition, an aviette being a flying machine propelled by

miHCular force alone. 1923 IVai^i-G^ 7 Apr-. The

'Aviette ', as the new glider with an auxiliary motor threatens

to call itself. • u- j . «»n.. 1

Avifonu (ei-vi[pim),a. [f. L. avts bird + -rOKM.J

Bird-like in stnictare and form.

iS7« HuxLKV Led. Evot. in Essays (1893) IV. no These

more or less avi.form reptiles of the Mesozoic epoch.

Avion (avyon). [*"• avion, i. aviateur AviA-

TOB, app. after ballon Balloon.] A flying-machine,

esp. a French aeroplane.

1808 Sci. Alter. 27 Aug. 137 The * Avion' in its position

of flight. 1015 T. F. Fakman in Blackw. Maf. Apr. 435/1

How many avions the French and British military autbori-

ties possessed when war broke out. igtj C/utniiers

Jml. J53 2 Less easy prey they may be for the avions.

Avoidance. Add

:

7. b. Anthropology. The custom prevalent among

many primitive tribes by which one member of a

family is forbidden to meet and address another

member.
(1865 Tylor Early Hist. Matt. x. 287 Their object seems

to be m general the avoidance of intercourse or connexion

between parents-inlaw and childreo-in-law. . . But the

reasons for this avoidance are not dear.] a 1903 J- J*

Atkinson Primal Law 269 Avoidance would arise at the

same time between mother-in-law and son-in-law. 1903

Lancet 22 Aug. 532/2 The conditions in which he lived with

the female members of his own family gave origin to the

curious etiquette of ' avoidances ' which is still to be found

amongst some savage races.

Avro (aevro). [From the name ol A. V. Roe,

the designer.] The name of a type of aeroplane

designed by A. V. Roe.

1909 Bolton (Lanes.) Jrnl. f, Gttardian 15 Oct., A breezy,

natured young man of 31 or 32, he has named his_ flying

machine the Avro-plane, the first three letters forming his

own initials and, further, 'avro' being akin to the Latin

words which relate to flying. 191Q Glasgow Herald 10 July 5

A baby Avro (which won the aerial Derby in 1919). i9aa

Raieioh War iVi the Airl. 355 An Avro, with an 80-horse.

power Gnome engine.

Awakenedness (aw«i-k'ndnes). [f. Awa-
kened ppl. a. + -SESS.] The condition of being

awakened.
1869 J. M. Cahfbell CArist the Bread ofLife (ed. 2) 61

Some measure of awakened ness on the subject of religion.

1883 Meredith Earth ff Man xxxiii, With awakenedness
of glee To feel stern joy her origin,

Awakeningly(aw^i*k'nir)li),<zfl'». [f. Awaken-
ing ///. a. -t- -LY 'T] In an awakening manner ; so

as to awaken.
1865 Meredith R, Fleming xlii, ' Hoy, Gammon 1 * he sang

out, awakeningly to ordinary ears. x866— Vittoria xx. The
intentness sent that last falling . . note travelling awakeningly
through their minds.

Awareness (awe» mes). [f. Awarb a. -^

-BESS.] The condition of being aware (^something
or that something is).

x8x8 MoiR ^dutnV IVavchxyXu Myawarenessofthedanger
of riding in such vehicles. x88o [see Diet.]. 1883 Sat Rez',

31 Oct. 590 The most pig-headed Englishman and the most
stolid German have.. an awareness (if we may_ be granted the

word) of the existence and manners of foreign barbarians.

189a Monist 1 1 . 239 The fall ofa stone may be characterised

as a blind motion without awareness. 1904 Daily Chron. 16

Sept. 3/4 He has the peculiar ' awareness ' of a soundly cul-

tured Catholic. 1915 C. C. Martindale In God's Army 1 25
An ultimate awareness that right is right. lat^Punch 20May
559/1 And, since 1 own his charm of style, I can't be saodled
with unfairness For wishing he had spared those vile New
cliches, * glimpsing ' and * awareness.'

A-wash, awash. Add: Also as attrib. adj.

X897 StrandMag. Christmas No. 641/1 Acoasting schooner
had. .come to grief on the just awash rocks. X901 IVestiti.

Gaz. 14 Mar. 8/2 The boat will be brought to an awash
condition. X903 Motorist's Ann. 281 Making, with her sub-
mersion tanks empty, an average speed of Sf knots ; in the
'awash' condition, 8 knots.

Away, adv. Add

:

11. and V. In reference to games or matches
played away from the home ground; so away
point, one scored in such a match.

x8o3 Abinrdtm Sch. Football Clui Fixture Card, Oct. 18,

St. John's School. Away. 1902 The OusetChn%tmAs i^lo..

Only losing to Dulwich (away) by ig runs. 1907 Daily
Chron. 14 Jan. 9/1 Thirteen drawn games and three away
wins. /^iW;280ct. 9/4 Arsenal's 'away' point. Ihid.tSTi^c.
1/7 Chelsea won their first victory 'away', 29x3 Daily
Mail II Jan. 9 West Ham have played so well in recent
away games.

11, b. Usedwith intensive force, chiefly withadvs.,
as away back, down, up, etc., = far. U.S.
1873 J. H. Beadi^ Western Wilds xxix. 450 Tourists by

the Pacific Railway think themselves away up when at
Sherman. 1891 Marah E^ Rtan Told in Hills III. vii. 234, I

allowtbat—a d—d good man. .and a fighter from away back.
1903 W. F. JouHsOK Century of Expansion 8r He insisted
upon this away back in the Revolution. 1903 N. Y. Sun 26
Nov. 5 Turkeys are away up in price. 1904 A^. K Tribune
15 May 8 The next American port.. is away down in the
twenty.first place. 1906 N. Y. Even. Post 28 Apr., Manu-
facturers of all good cars are away behind in their deliveries.
191a W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 217 That.. pony in front
belongs to sheriflf Forbes, or I'm away wrong.

o. From away, from a distance. U.S.

46

1888 Boston Jrnl. 6 Nov. 1/4 It is rumored that capital-

ists from away are making an efl'ort to establish an industry

in Rockland. , „ _

Awedly (S'dli), adv. [f. K^-EDppl. a. -f -ly 2]

In an awed manner.
1927 Chambers's Jrnl. 301/1 ' He's afraid 1' the girl re-

peated—rather whisperingly, rather awedly.

AwetO (aw^'-ttf, awj-tf). [Maori.] The vege-

table caterpillar of New Zealand, consisting of a

fungus which fastens upon caterpillars and mummi-
fies them ; dried and burnt it produces a pigment.

1889 [see vegetable caterpillar. Vegetable a, ^]. 1896

A. B. Jones in Pearson's Mag. Sept. 290 The dye.. was a

solution of burnt or powdered resin, or wood, or the aweto.

Awfol, a. 4. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1814 J. Lambert Trav. Canada ft U.S. (1816) II. 505

Every thing that creates surprise is attfiil with them ; what

an awful wind I a-aful hole ! awful bill ! awful mouth 1

a7i/«/ nose 1 &c.' i8i« Pickering Vocab. 42 ,4 ii/a/. Dis-

agreeable, ugly. New England. In New England many
people would call a disagreeable medicine, aitftil; an ugly

woman, an awful looking woman... This word, however, is

never used except in conversation, and is far from being so

common in the sea-ports now, as it was some years ago.

b. As adv. = Awfully adv. 3.

1846-51 Mrs. Whitcher Widow Bedott P. ix. 89, I never

thought that was so awful handsome as some folks docs.

1848 Bartlett Diet Ainer. S.V., It is even used in this

sense adverbially.. . Thus we not unfrequently hear such ex-

pressions as 'an awful cold day '. 1876 ' Mark Twaik ' Tom
Sawyer ii. 17 You see. Aunt Polly's awful particular about

this fence. 1891 Marv E. WiLKlNsiVirH/ England Nun 123

I'm awful glad you've come. Ibid. 129, 1 did an awful mean
thing marryin' you. 1911 R. D. Paine Coinr. Foiling Ocean
iii. 39 A prairie town called FoUansbee that looks awful

good to me.

Awfully, adv. 3. (Earlier U.S. example, in

sense * very badly '.)

1816 Pickering i^ocab. 42 A perverse, ill-natured child,

that disobeys his parents, would De said to behave awfully.

Awheel (ahw;-l), adv. [f. A />r</>.l (- Wheel
sb.'\ On wheels, on a cycle, cycling. Cf. AwHEELS.
1888 Pennell in Pall Mall Gaz. 25 Oct. 5, I have looked

forward to my annual trips awheel, .with.. delight. _ 1890
Pictorial World ^ Dec. 706/2 The average cyclist will not

perhaps be tempted awheel on a dirty day. 1^3 .Arthur

Jose (title") Two Awheel and some others afoot in Australia.

Awkward, a. Add

:

7. c. Phr. The awkward age ; the time of life

when one is no longer a child and yet not properly

grown up. (Cf, F. rdge ingrat.)

1895 Windsor Mag. I. 705/1 She was, .at what ladies call
' the awkward age . 1938 Daily Mirror 7 Dec. 11/2 ' How
old are you, Bobbie?' 'I'm just at the awkward age.*

'What do you call the awkward age?' ' I'm too old to cry

and too young to swear.'

Awn (9n), zi.s [Back-formation from Awning.]
a. intr. To hang as or like an awning, b. trans.

To cover or shelter with an awning. Said also of

the awning itself. So Awning ppl. a.

0x839 Galt Demon Destiny vii. 48 The awning clouds

were as a cavern's ceil. X844 Thackeray May Gambols
Wks. 1900 XIII. 420 Trafalgar Square is to be awned in.

1890 Longm. Mag. Apr. 630 Trust Mrs. Robson for seeing

that her guests are well awned on a night like this. X904
Daily Chron. 8 July 7/3 Theballrested.,on the canvas that

goes to awn the first floor.

Axe, sb. Add :

The axe (fig,) : the cutting down of expenditure

in the public services ; also, a body appointed to

do this. Hence Axe v. trans., to remove (officials,

etc.) to save expenditure ; to cut down (expendi-

ture) by means of ' the axe '.

xgaa Glasgow Herald 5 Oct. 7 Another class of military
officers for some of whom assistance .. may be needed are
those who are the unhappy victims of the Geddes economy
'axe.' /^rrf.,The' axed officer. 19»3 Lieut.-Col.W. Guin-
ness Sp. Ho. Covtm. 15 Mar., Under the Geddes recom-
mendations fifteen hundred officers had been 'axed*. 1923
Times 16 Mar, 12/1 Army and the 'axe'. Limit of
safety reached... No fewer than 1,500 officers had fallen

before the Geddes axe. 1933 Daily Mail 28 June 10 Lord
Inchcape, the chairman of the Committee which recently
' axed ' the expenditure of the Services in India. 1926
Encycl. Brit. New Suppl. II. 160/2 Sir Eric [Geddes]
himself was appointed in Aug. 1921 chairman of a small
committee, later known as the * Geddes Axe ', to recom-
mend public economies to the Government 1926 Times Lit.
Suppl. 21 Jan., The Inchcape Axe has not deprived students
of the Memoirs issued by the Archaeological Survey.

Ax(e)iuail. 1. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
X67X Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XX. 145 The time of meeting

for ax men is 10 be by the sun half an hour high. X777
Maryland Jml, x8 Mar. (Th.) Five hundred good car-
penters, with ax-men and sawyers in proportion. 1785 A,
Ellicott in Life 4- Lett. (1908) 45 From a Hill where our
Axe-men are now Encamped we have a most beautiful
Prospect.

Aidllailt (seksilant), a. Sot. [f. Axilla -f

-ANT.] Of or growing from the axil.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. S41/2 A bud with itsaxillant leaf.

1899 Nature 15 June 149/1 Buds are protected by means of
developments of the axillant leaf.

Axite (ae'ksait). [f. ax in bonax, pritnax, names
of sporting cartridges manufactured by Messrs,

Kynoch (I.C.I. Metals Ltd.)4--»Ve of Cokdite,]
A smokeless powder for sporting rifles, composed
of strip cordite in which a little of the gun-cotton
is replaced by potassium nitrate.

X904 Trade Mark Jrnl. 19 Oct. 1905 Kynoch Jrnl. Jan.-

AZOTED.

Mar- VI. 86 ' Axite ' Service cartridge. 1915 A. MAasRAU.
Explosives 239 Kynoch Ltd. in axite have rqplaced a portion

of the gun-cotton by means of potassium nitrate or oxalateg

of potassium and barium. 19x9 E. de B. Barnett Ex.
plosives 78 Axite.. is practically Cordite M.D. to which 3

per cent, of potassium nitrate has been added. X9>x Blackw.
Mag. Dec. 802/2 A higb.velocity axite charge.

A3CHlillster(s:'ksminst3i). [Thenameofatown
in Devonshire.] Used attrib. in Axminster carpet

or rug, a seamless carpet formerly manufactured at

Axminster, noted for its thick and soft pile resem-

bling that of a Turkey carpet. Also used absol.

x8x8 Public Ledger <5- Daily Advertiser x Apr. 1/4 Capi-
tal Axminster, Turkey, Brussels, and Kidderminster carpets,

1845 Disraeu Sybil 11. i, 'the Axminster carpets [etc-]^

imparted even to this palatian chamber a lively and habiu
able air. 1833 Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 4) I. 380 Fabrics with
a cut pile, like the Axminster or Wilton rugs or carpets.

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. X31/1 Patent Axminster Carpets owe
their origin to Mr James Templeton of Glasgow, who
obtained a patent for his invention in 1839.

Axon (ae'kf^). Allot. Also axone, pi, axonea.
[ad. Gr. o^ow axis.] a. The body axis. b. An
axis cylinder process of a nerve cell.

1848 DuNCLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7), Axon, axis. 1884
Wilder in N. Y. Med. Jrnl. 2 Aug. 113 Axon, the mesal,

longitudinal, skeletal axis, represented in Brauchiostoma
and embr>"os by a membrano-gelatinous notochord. 1899
L. Hill Human Physiol, xxix. 337 Each [nerve-] fibre con-

sists of a soft central strand of protoplasmic substance called

the axon or axis cylinder- 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 394/1
A neurone consists of three parts . . (2) A single filament or

axon, starling from the perikaryon.

Axoueme (ae'kson/m). [f Gr. afan' axis -t- f^/ia

thread,] One of the threads or strands in the

central portion of the contractile stalk of Vorti-

cellidse.

1901 G. N. Calkins Protozoa 179 The strand has three

threads which Entz calls spcLsntoniitu, spironeme, and
axoneiiie.

Azaleine (az^'U'iin). Chem. Also -in. [f.

Azalea -h -INE 6.] = Rosahilike.
1894 Gould Diet. Med., Azalein.., same as Rosanitin.

1900 G. Iles Flame, Electricity fr Camera 283 "The dyes
at prestnt used in the preparation of orthochromatic plates

are chiefly eosin, . .azaleine, and croculein.

Azau (aza-n). [Arabic ^jlil cufan invitation.]

The Mohammedan call to public prayers, made by
the crier from the minaret of the mosque.

185s R. F. Burton ElMedinah xvii, U, 142 Here he
prayed, hearkening to the Azan, or devotion-call, from the

roof, 1923 Blackw. Mag. Dec 821/2, 1 was wakened by the

sound of the Azan from the village mosque close by.

AzelaiC (aez/Ui-ik), a. Chem. [f. Azo--hGr.
iXcuov oil + -ic] In Azelaic acid = Avcaoic acid.

iSTfi British Annualfor J^g (ed. R. D. Thomson) 350
Azelaic acid. 1885 Remsen Org. Chem. 142 Azelaic add,
C7Hi4(CO,H)3,
Azilian (azi'lian), a. Archseol. [f, ,^2»VinMas

d'Azil (dept. of Ariege, France), where discoveries

were made by Ed. Piette of primitive civilization

;

cf. F. ipoque asylienne, etc (f. med.L. Asylum

:

ieeVAnthropologic, VI. (1895) 151).] Of or belong-

ing to the transition period between the palaeolithic

and neolithic ages. Also sb.

1899 A. H. Keane Man : Past >, Present 30 M. Piette,

,

states,, that * i3outof 23 Phoenician characters were equally
Azilian graphic signs.' xoso J, Ritchie Inft. Man Anim.
Life Scot. 30 The shelf-mounds of the Azilian or early

Neolithic settlers in Oronsay. 1930 H. G. Wells Outline

of Hist, x, § 4 For a time there were in Southern Europe
drifting communities of some little known people who are

called the Azilians. Ibid., These Azilian people have lefi be-

hind lliem a multitude of pebbles, roughly daubed with
markings.

Azo-. Add

:

3. b. Azo-coloors, -dyes, a group of coal-tar

colours or dyes.

1879 Witt in Jrttl. Chem. Soc. XXXV. Trans. i3x The
variety of azo-colours in the market, and the number of

patents, .are constantly increasing. 1884 Ibid. XLVI, Alt*

stracts lyj The preparation of azo-dyes from the trisulphonic

acids of^-naphthol. 1894 Gould Diet. Med., Azo^yes, a well

defined group of the coal-tar colors, all containing the dia-

tomic group —N = N — , bound on either side to a benzene

radical, 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXVII, 559/x Azo colours

which are developed., upon the fibre itself (usually cotton)

by the successive application of their constituent elements-

A^oimide (cezi^ii-msid). Chem. [f. Azo- -^

Imide.] Hydrazoic acid.

Z89X Athenaeum 24 Jan. 126/1 Prof. Curtius. .has obtained

the compound N3H, to which he has given the name
azoimide or hydrogen nitride. >894 [see Htdrazoic a.i

Azolla (axp'la). [mod.L. ; said to be f. Gr.

ofeiy to dry -^ oXXvvtu to slay.] A genus of small

floating plants of the family Salviniacex ; a plant

of this genus.
X873 Domktt Ranolf xiv. 221 Minute azolla-stains of

ruddiest hue, X877 tr. F. von Mailer's Botanic Teachings

130 Of Marsiliacese we have examples.. in the Azollas..

which in large often purplish sheets float like duckweeds.

Azotea (ajwtea). [Sp.] Tlie flat roof of a

house, used as a place of resort in hot climates.

1931 Chambers's Jrnl. 257/2 Roses and carnations . . trailing

from every azotea. X935 Ibid. 469/2 This space.. to which
he ascended in pleasant summer evenings was his azotea.

Azoted (se-zouted), a. [f. Azote -h -ed.] Nitro-^

genized, arotired.

1848 DuNCLisoN Med. Lex. (ed, 7), Axottd, nitrogeniied.



AZOXY. 47 AZYGOSPORE.

iSti Aitkkn Sd. * Pract. Med, (ed. 6) II. 1061 In propor-

tion as animals are fed on animal diet or on azoted substances,

their urine becomes more and more loaded with lithic acid.

Aaoxy (se'z^ksi), a. [f. Az(otb + Oxt(gen.] De-

finiog a compound containing the azoxy group of

elements consisting of an azo-group into which an

oxygen atom has been introduced.

18^ Re^. Brit. Assoc. Advancem^Sci. 245 Very interest-

ing m point of fastness to light are the azoxy colours.

Axtec (se'ztek), sb, and a. An Indian of the

Nahuatian tribe, which founded the empire of

Mexico. Also aitrib. or as adj\ = A'xtaoan.
ij67 CuLLCN tr. Clax'igero^s Hist. Afcxico I. 11. iia The

Aztecas or Mexicans, who were the last people who settled

in Anahuac. 1814 Helen M. Williams tr. HumholdCs
Researches I. 81 The ToUecks, the Cicimecks, the AlcoU
huans, the Tlascaltecks, and the Aztecks, who, notwithstand-
ing their political divisions, spoke the same language. Ibid,

83 Tezcatlipoca, the first of the Azteck divinities after Teoil.

\Zyi Penny Cyd. III. 208. 1ZS6 Science 5 Nov. 403/2 Its

circular ornamentation is not Aztecan. 1920 Sdiru Rev.
Oct. 350 In the Aztec mind, stone was symbolic of the
atonement of sin. ipu W. R. Inge Outspoken Essays
Ser. II. 74 The half-civilised Aztecs practised humaa sacrifice

and cannibalism.

Amriuev sb. Add

:

Dyeing. A base obtained from aniline black, giving

a bluish black shade in printing; also the colour

itsell

1878 Jrnl. Chetn. Soc, XXXIV. Abstracts 573 Azurine is

characterised by the blue fluorescence of its solutions. 1894
Gould Diet. Med.^ Azurin . .%zxix^2& Azulin. 190a EncycL
Brit. XXVII. 563/2 There are several oxidation products
ofaniline. The first, .is.. emeraldine. .which by treatment
with alkali yields a dark blue base called azurine.

Azygospore (az3ig(?spoaj, azig-). Bot. [f.

k.' prefix 14 + Zygospore.] A spore not formed
by conjugation but by direct conversion (see

quot.).

1894 in Gould Did. Med.^ etc. 1898 H. C. Porter tr.

Strasburger's Bot. ^48 Although the conjugating hyphs
meet in pairs, no fusion takes place, and their terminal cells

become converted directly into spores, which arc termed
azj^ospores.



B
B. m. Add : B. and S., brandy and soda ;

B.B.C, British Broadcasting Corporation (before

1937, Company).
a 1878 WhytE'Melvillk Black But comely xxvii. (1879)

II. iia Now for a B-and-S, one quiet cigar, and then bed.

i88s Punch 11 Feb. 69/1 He'll nothing drink but * B. & S.'

and big magnums of 'the Boy', 1915 Ibid, aa Apr. 440/1
The daily wireless programme of the B.B.C. 19*6 Encycl.

Brit, New SuppU I. 454/a The ' B,li.C.' is constituted as a

limited company, the shareholders being wireless manu-
facturers and traders.

Baas (bas). [Dn. : see Boss sb.^'\ In S. Africa

:

A master, employer of labour. Often as a form of

address.
In quot. 1625 used for a ship's captain.

1615 PuRCHAS PilgHmes 1. n. 117 Our Baase (for so a
Dutch Captaine is called). 1785 G. Forster tr. SparrmntCs
Vt^. I. 55 The steward (or as they call him there, the baas)

presented me with a glass of strong-bodied wine. 1801

jyamberge^s Trav. (Dublin) I. 26 The officers who do not

serve in the regular military force, and called bas (or bas-

officieri), 1850 R. G. Cijmming Hunter's Life S. A/r. \, At
the door he is met by the baas, or master. Ibid, ix, The Hot-

tentot replying, ' Like so, baas '. 1885 Rider Haggard K.
Solomon s Mines XX, Don't you know me, Baas? I'm Jim
the hunter. 19*0 Chambers's Jml. 25 Dec. 59/2 Jeri stated

that he believed the baas to be bewitched.

Babelish, a. Delete t Obs, and add :

i8as New Monthly Mag. XIII. 406 He may know a
Babelish confusion of languages. 1898 Daily News 24 Aug.
3/2 A perfectly Babelish commingling of tongues fell upon
the ear.

Babi (ba-bO- Also Babee. [Pers., f. Bab-tA-

Din ( = * gate of the faith '), the name assumed by
Mirza Alt Mohammed ibn Radhik (1820-50).]

The name of a pantheistic Persian sect, whose doc-

trine and practice combine Mohammedan, Chris-

tian, Jewish, and Parsee elements. Hence BaMsni,
the doctrine or practice of this sect ; Ba bist, an
adherent of Babism, a Babi.
x^^Contemp. Rev. XI 1. 245 {heading) The Bab and Babee-

ism. Ibid. 246 He., learned the principles and substance of

the Babee doctrines. Ibid, 266 Faithful Babees. 1877 M.
DoDS Mohammed, Buddha, and Christ 105 The martyrs of

Babism. i8oa Daily Neivs 5 Feb. 5/5 The two conflicting

sects into which Babism is now divided, 1896 Ibid. 30 June
6/1 The Babis of Persia. 1904 Daily Chron. 6 Aug. 3/6
He. .spoke with hope especially of the spread ofthe Babists.

Babicbe (babfJ). N. Amer. [Canadian Fr.,

said to be ad. Micmac ababich string, cord,]

Thongs or thread made of raw hide, sinew, etc.

1836 in Life T. Simpson (1845) x. 189 Babiche for snow,
shoe lacing. 1899 O. T. Mason in Rept. Smithsonian Inst.

1&/7 73a Fine babiche or rawhide string for the webbing
of the snowshoe.

Babul, babool (bab«*l, ba'bwl). Angio-Ind.
[Hind, babul, babiir, Pers. babul^ A thorny

mimosa, Acacia arabicaj common in India.

x8s4 Heber Naj-rative 12 Dec. (1828) I. 529 A formid-
able underwood of cactus and habooL i86x Bentlev Mau.
Bot. 531 The barks of A[cacia] arabica and A. Catechu .

.

are used extensively in India under the name of Babool.
x886 Kipling Departm. Ditties, Moon of Other Days, In
place of Putney's golden gorse The sickly babul blooms.
X9ZI Times Lit. Suppl, 8 Sept. 574/3 Babul seeds.

Baby, sb. Add :

^- b. fig. Applied to a person*s invention or
achievement.
1890 'JrnL Soc. Arts^\N\\\.tsl\ Count Chardonnet..

was then shewing his new-born baby, which he called sole
artijicielle,

C. slang. A girl.

191X H. S. HARBisoN^««(/xiii. 167 Bad-eyed young men
who congregate . . to smirk at the working girls . .

* Where you
goin', baby?' 19x8 C. Sandburg Corn Huskers 60 My
baby*s going to have a new dress. X9a7 Vachbll Dew of
Sea etc. 269 I'm beginning to think that baby b half vamp
and half floosie.

8. trans/. The youngest or most junior of a family
or group of persons.
X897 P. Warung Tales Old Regime 2^^ Blake was twenty>

five, Clyde was twenty-four, and Entworth forty-one. . .Short
was the 'baby'. X914 Daily Express 19 SepL 5/1 The
'babies' of the Southern League, Croyt'on Common, will
face Crystal Palace. Ibid. 20 Nov. 5/4 [He] was only eight-
een jrears of age, and was known as ' the baby ' of his
company. ioa6 Deeping Sorrell i^ Son xxiv. § 2 There was
one young Pentreath,—the baby.

b. In trivial expressions, chiefly of U.S. origin.
X9a7 Daily Express 8 July 6 Disclaiming responsibility

for all the financial misfortunes of the country, he found him-
self confronted by Mr. Jack Jones, who told him that he
was * carrying the baby ' anyhow. xgj7 A. E W. Mason
No Other Tiger xxiii, He certainly has had the baby to hold
all his life, Tiasn't he? X9a7 Observer 31 July 6 In the
course of the last month we have shown that, in the expres-
sive American phrase, we do not intend to ' hold the baby*.

That means the suspension of policy while China remains

in the grip of animosity and chaos. 1928 Daily Express
i4.Jan. 11/7 If other bidders enter into competition, they

find themselves run up to a high figure, and are then left to
* hold the baby'. 1918 Observer i July 6/4 There is always,

of course, when reactions are * on , a risk of throwing out

the baby with the bath.

B. 1. passing into adj. — young ; small or di-

minutive of its kind,

1873 Aldrich Marj. Daw etc. 120 Can you fancy a
schoolmaster going about conjugating baby verbs out of a
dratted little spelling book? 1877 Design ^ Work i Dec.
602/2 Gas bags,. floating high over their heads, by means
of baby screws, .and the like. \^% Ibid. 16 Feb. igo/s^He
was surprised at the strength displayed by the baby iron

rope, X899 Daily Neivs 17 Oct. 6/6 [He] decided that her

baby-jib must be responsible for the Shamrock's poor point-

ing. 190X Daily Chron. 27 Sept. 5/6 Both yachts then
carried mainsails, big jackyard topsails, jibs, babyj^ibs, and
staysails. X908 ¥\^ii\.Ki^vt.Crossriggs iv. 28 Slieledhim out of

the nursery.. 'There's a babier baby than Mike,' she said.

1909 Dcdly Chron. 12 Oct 4/4 Baby beef, which is grown so

little in thiscountry. X917 W. Perr Ridgk Amazing Years
vii. One attractive baby grand that Millwood picked up.
I9>6 Dail;y Express 30 July 9/5 Imported films for use in
' baby * cine-cameras, X9J7 Daily Tel. 6 Dec. 9/2 The
heaviest baby beeve among Red Polls. 1938 Daily Express
II Oct. 1/1 Wonderful improvement in the 'baby car' of
seven horse-power.

2. baby a^t U,S.j an act or statute for the pro-

tection of minors ; to plead ike baby act, to enter a
plea that one is not legally responsible by reason

of youth or inexperience; baby-carriage, baby
ooaoh U^S.y a perambulator or bassinette ; baby-
house, a doll's house (later U.S. examples); baby
jumper (examples); baby lace (see quot.);

baby powder, a skin powder for babies; baby-
ribbon, narrow ribbon such as was used for babies'

clothes ; baby walker, a device for enabling

babies to walk.
X873 Congress. Globe Feb., App. igi/t fMr. Bingham] did

not plead ignorance or the *Baby act. x888 Congress. Rec.
Aug., App. 440/1 [Mr. S. S. Cox] admits the authorship..
but pleads the baby act, and says he was a boy when he
wrote it. 190X Foriitn Jan. 592 One minute reading the riot

act of manly independence, and the next pleading the baby-
act of thoughtless irresponsibility. X903 N. Y. Sun 3 Nov.
7 It gave a chance for a lot of jokes wliich were so distinc.

lively British that a *baby carriage was called a 'perambu-
lator '. 1909 Eaton & Underhill Runaivay Place 155 To
their astonished eyes, beseemed to slip directly through a
baby carriage. X903 N. Y. Times i Oct. 3 English ''baby
coaches.,. The carriages are a distinctly English idea—they
dub them ' Perambulators '. 1843 Carlton AVzy Purchase i.

ix. 60 As neat as a little girl's *baby-house. 1861 Mrs. Stowe
Pearl Orr*s Isl. I. xii. 106 Mara and Sally ..were revelling
in apronsful of shells and seaweed, which they bustled into
the other room to bestow in their spacious baby»house.

185s Trans. Mich, Agyic. Soc. (1856J VII. 81 Wm. Phelps
..[exhibited] 1 baby walker, i *baby jumper. 187a A'. Y.
Times -2^ Apr. 8 Advt. (Hoppe) Cradle, Baby-Jumper and
Nursery Chair Combined. 1883 Caulfeild &SawardZ>/(7.
Needlework, *Baby Lace^ an English pillow lace, formerly
made^ in Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire, and called
English Lille. ..The name Baby Lace was given, as, on ac-
count of the narrow width of the lace, it was chiefly used for

trimming babies' caps. 1914 G. Atherton Perch of Devil
1. 63 She . , rubbed the puffon her face. 1 1 was ordinary '*baby
powder ' for the bath. X893 CasseWs Fam. Mag. Feb. 175/1
Various ways in which skilful fingers can utilise the *baby
ribbons, for which there lias been such a rage of late,.. the
width seldom exceeds a quarter of an inch. 1906 IVestm,
Gaz. 28 Apr. 14/1 Baby-ribbon velvet. 1909 Daily Chron.
I June 7/5 A sandwich which was tied up with pink baby-
ribbon. 1855 *Baby walker (see above].

Baby, v. Add -.

2. intr. To act as if dealing with a baby.
X913 Mrs. Stratton-Portkr Laddie x\. (1Q17) 211 III

wager a strong young girl like the Princess will laugh at you
for babying over her,

Ba'^jy-farm. A place where the lodging and
care of babies is undertaken for profit. Hence
Ba'by-fa:rming z*^/. sb., the keeping of such a farm;
also///. a.\ Ba'by-farmod///. a.-, Ba-by-£A:r2ner,
one who keeps a baby-farm.
1870 Times 16 June 12/4 Two children, .alleged to have

been brought from a baby-farming establishment. 1878
W. S. Gilbert II.M.S. Pinafore 11, I practised baby-
farming. x88o Encycl. Brit. XIII. 4/2 The infamous rela-
tions between the lying-in houses and the baby-farming
houses of London. x88o Webster Suppl., Babyfann, a place
where board, lodging, and attendance for babes are offered.
Babyfarming, the business of keeping a baby-farm. x88i
pGiLViE (Annandale), Babyfarmer, a woman who receives
infants, generally illegitimate, from their parents, on the pre-
text of bringing ihem up, the object being to have the child
removed from sight ; one who lives by baby-farming. X896
Daily Nfws 26 Apr. a/3 The great ledger in which are kept
their patiently accumulated records of the baby farmers. 1896

JFeslm. Gaz. 30 May 3/1 The baby-farmed child. 1899
Ibid. 28 Sept. 8/2 For keeping an unregistered baby-farm
and neglecting five children under her care.

BabyleSS (b^'biles), a. [f. Baby sb. \- -less.]

Having no babies, without a baby.
X87X Christina G. Rossetti Sing-Song 125 Motherless

baby and babyless mother.

Bacoa, clipped form of Tobacco, (Cf, Bacco,
BACCY.)
X858 Tough Yams, Greenwich Hospital -j He whips out

his old quid, flings it into the fire, and we sported a fresh
bit o' bacca.

Baccalaureate. 1. (Later examples.)
x8^ Cat. IVesleyan Univ. 22 (Hall, College Words) The

Seniors will be examined for the Baccalaureate, four weeks
before Commencement. X895KASHDALL Univ. Middle Ages
I. 210 note. The institution of the Baccalaureate or pupil-
teachership. X907 Elem. Sch. Teacher Mar. 372 All of these
four baccalaureates extend practically the same privileges
to those who have obtained them.

3. Add quot. :

1891 p. C. Oilman yokns Hopkins Univ. 66 The manifold
forms in which the baccalaurate \sic\ degree is conferred.

Baccbiac (bseksi'sek), a. [ad. L. bacchiacus,

Gr. ^a«x«*°«'>5'] Of the nature of a Bacchjus ;

consisting of or characterized by bacchii.

1766 LowTH Larger Confut. Bp. Hare 36 Bacchiac and
Cretic Feet. 1857 Parry Terentii Comoed. p. lix, Cretic
and bacchiac measures. x86x Paley ^schylus (ed. a) Pers.
67 1 note. The bacchiac metre also suggests rt Toura for rt

Bach (bKtj), sb. U.S. slang, [Shortened f.

Bachelob 4.] A bachelor. Also phr. to keep bach
for earlier to keep bachelor^s hall = next.
1857 W. Chandless Yisit Salt Lake 11. vi. 236 Mormons

look upon a 'bach' with great suspicion .. because they
consider all men should marry. X879 Miss Bird Lady s

Life Rocky Mts. (1885) 157 A cabin., where two brothers
and 'a hired man 'were ' keeping bach '. 1883 £. £gcleston
Hoosier School Boy xvi. 106 Don't you know..any place
where we could keep bach' together? 1904 Harben
Georgians 188, I.. thought now was the time fer me, old
bach that I am, to.. show them ladies I'd been about.

Bach (bsetj;, V. U.S. slang. Also batch,
[f. prec] intr. Of a man : To live as a bachelor

;

to live alone and do his own cooking and house-
keeping. Also with it.

X879M1SS Bird Lady's Life Rocky Mts. (1885) 156 The
men don't like ' baching ', as it is called in the wilds—i. e.

'doing for themselves'. x888 Century Mag. Jan, 412/2 He
had always * bached it ' (lived as a bachelor). Next winter
his nephew was coming to live with him. 1898 LeU.fr.
Canada viL in Times Nov.,*l'o batch' upon the prairies
represents perhaps the »«iM//««ffr of pleasure in existence.
1900 H. Lawson Over SUprails 45, 1 hurried home to the
tent— I was batching with a carpenter. I9»7 P. H. Pearson
Praitie bikings 13 For two years they ' bached ' as hunts-
men along the creek banks.

Bachelor. Add :

4. c. trafisf. One of the young male fur-seals

which are kept away from the breeding-grounds by
the adult bulls. (These are the seals which may
legally be killed for their fur.)

x88x H. W. Elliott Senl./sl. Alaska 43 The 'hollus-
cliickie ' or ' bachelor ' seals. Ibid. 44 Sports and pastimes
of the young ' bachelors '. X897 D'Arcy Thompson in Pari.
Papers CIl. 442 We saw a body of about 200 bachelors,
ntostly young or old, those of intermediate 'killable' size

being very few. 1898 D. S. Jordan Fur Seals i. 50 '1 he
bachelor seals begin to arrive at about tlic same time as the
bulls... The older bachelors come first.

6. bachelor girl, woman (orig. U.S,^, an un-
married female who has her own income and lives

independently, apart from her family or relatives;

bachelor(*s) hall U.S.^ apartments for bachelors
(see also *Bach sb.^,

X833 H. Barnard in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 369 He
keeps bachelor's Hall. 1835 Ingraham South-li'est II. 60
Here are congregated stoie-houses, boarding houses, and
bachelor's halls. 1857 W. Chandless I'isit Salt Lake 11. vi.

235 Several ofthem kept ' bachelors' hall ' togetlier in a small
house. 1899 Tit-Bits^ Sept. 452/3 A latch-key—that prized
possession and mark of identity of the American bachelor
girl. 190a Daily Chron. 15 Sept. 3/6 The bachelor woman
who earns from two guineas a week, 1906 Queen 10 Nov.
808/2 The term ' old maid ' is now seldom or never heard ;

the expression 'bachelor girl ' has taken its place. xoaS
F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial i. 25 He keeps bachelor half in
a small bungalow near the village.

Bachelorism. Add

:

2. The condition of being a bachelor or un-
married man ; the behaviour, conduct, or character
characteristic of this. Also old bachelorism.
X834 Black7v. Mag. XXXV. 769 Bound in the triple steel

of resolute bachelorism. X838 New Monthly Mag. LIV. •

442 This omission may be looked upon as by no means char-
'
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acteristic of old bachelorism. 184s J. ArrOH DomnL Econ,

(1837) 83 A prim correct son of bacbelorism. \t^ American
VIII. 336 The oddest theor>- of voluntary old bachclorisni.

Bb^'^IIh-i' (basi'lar), a. [ad. mod.L. bacillaris :

see -AB '.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

bacilli.

104 E. Klein Micro-organisms 72 The bacillar growth .

.

b thus reuioved from the surface. 1884 Blackmore Toinmy
Ufimyrr .t.\!civ, The great bacillar Atperimenl. 1887 A. NI.

KfLOWsAuim. Alkaloidi \ii Bacterial andbadllar biologies,

BacillArTi «• Add

:

Of, pertaining to, or caosed by bacilli.

1804 LatKtl 3 Nov. I022 I A further attempt on tbe part

of i{ie organism 10 protect itself against bacillar)- attack.

ibid^ ion 2 A drying process incompatible with faadllary

life. 1908 R. T. HlWLETT Hacttriologjr (ed. 3) 351 In one

type ofdysenlery, the so.^udled epidemic oc bactilary form.

BaciUicide (basi-lisaid). [f. Bacillds +
-cideI.] An agent or substance that destroys

bacilli. Also atlril). or atij. = Baellllcl-dal a.

a itta DIsinfeclaitIs 19 (Cent D.) A combination of lime

with chlorine, perhaps the best of all the bacilliddes. 189a

BiLUNGs Med. Did. 1894 Laitctt 3 Nov. 1021/1 Antiseptic

or bacillicide mea-^ures. ihid. loal/a BaciHicidc treatinent.

Ihid. 1022 3 .Sunshine and pnre air are the best badllicides.

1894 GoLi-D Diet. Med., BmeilliciJat . ..Atslnuxm to bacilli.

Bacillus. Add : freq. inyf/. use.

naS Si> W. Lie-Wa>ne« is Anti-Slmnry X^frttrJaoK-
July 63 We must not allow this bacillus of slavery to take

1907 Jemsh CkrvH. 15 Mar. 19/1, 1

i-S«mitic faacilU wMcfapoisofi the

whole air of Rbmm. tf)» Tkt Crimu IL 145 Thejr found

a more virulent form,

efer to the cxisuiuaof anti-

afatteriagsa<l..oa whick ibabadUoaof war ooold tlcrclop

unhinderecL

Back, J^.i Add:
3. b. Used ellipt, (qnasi-d^'. or adv,^ in om-^

tw<y-^ three-pair i<uJk, a room at the back of a

house on the tirst, second, third floor. (Cf. Frobt
s6. II.)

183s [see trtMf'/Mr.Two IV. 3). 1838, 1883 (see Thvbs-
vaibI. 1873 J.

H. Bkadle Undrvtt. West ztiL 333 Cicy
pastorals, written in a third story back, by dmo reared in

the city.

o. To talk out (fox throtigh the beuk ofon^s neck :

to talk nonsense, slar^g.

f^n PmS MaliCax. 1% Apr. 3 '3 Anybody who gets np in

this Hoose and talks about oniv«rsal peace knows be ts

talking throogh the back d hu neck.

23. g. back- to-back \ advb. phr. nsed attrib.

S870 h*«d ymL 5 Feb. 34 So kmg as back-to*faack houses

34. a. 7> bnak the baeko/^fig,) : (a) to cripple

;

(3) to get over the worst or hardest part of.

OK. O. HoLTHAM £^Ai Yemrt im ym^tm vu. 151 That
b^lcr Mick to mv oaward roole, wM. any imte tsit 1 had

* farokan tbe back * of tbc joaracy ovartaad to KiyOta
iSpt KiruMC Li/£*i Hmndicap (1915) 1. A Yoor Banks are
nmntaclad for two miles. I think we've orokandM bade (^
IMS divWoa. sooi Wtttm. Cmc 9 »lar. a/s The fa^k of

tbe ire was brolccn at nooo. s^i H. S. Haaaisosi Qweed
vt, 40 The very next day, tbe back of the monungf maaX
being broltta, (etcl.

b. 7> fmt omds back into, to employ the whole
ttrcngth of one's back in (rowing, liUing» haul-

ing, etcX AUo Jig:

1881 STevnaow AVw jirmb. /^ta, (1884) 301 Tbey pat thcsr

back into tbetr work, tbey san| kiod and kmder. 1883
RiDSi HaGOAan JC, S iem0m*aMmee xviii. Tackle on, and
pot yoor back faito it t yoe are aa strong as twob S889 Dovls
Micmh Clmrka iv, Pull. Micabl Put yoor back into it I

Back,'?. Add:
1. a Phonetics, Of a soond : Formed by restric-

tion of the oral passage at the back of the mouth

;

formed by the back or root of the toogne. Also
Comb.f as back'/ateraJf -rvtrm/ adjs.

sMf A. M. Bau. yin'^le S/. 61 The * shet ' oooaonantt are

Crane & Sohicr having given np tbetr office in the Town
bonse,—to bo notified to settle tbeir back rent wkh tbe
Treasurer. 1874 ' Mark Twaim * SJke/ehet Wks. XIX. 408
Nearly all the back pay Membeii contemplate making the
round trip with us. x888 A.C Guirmi Mr. Pottert^TeJtta
xviii. He was paying bim bade wages. 1890 C L. Nonroa
Pot. A meriennUtru96 Tbe act . .cave back-pay for tbe aotWe
1* iiiion to tbe veryn»awho had tbe rnsi aiiifarcwi riera-
cioa. seagM Y, Even, PmtwqHow. loWenily fa»handred
cUims for back pay have bona left wkh the conauUta, 1906
/AfV. 9« F)cc g It M a disiirTace to tb« city that be sbouki

saffiaently distinguished .. by the four radical varieties

•Back»*Front', '^Poiat', 'Up'. /**rf.'Hack ,* rront ,
* t^at ,

' Up . /#«tf. n Ibe voweU..are
divided into three claaMsoTpalato-Unguaffonnatioas,accord-
iag aa tbe oral cavity is moulded mainly by the Back ',

the * Front '. or the ' Mixed * (Back and Frontj altitudes of
the tongue. The ' Back ' vowels have tbe largeu osal

cavities. 1877 Swear Handik, Pkonttict 11 'Back' (gut*

tural) vowels, in which the tont;ue is retracted as much a.t

possible. Ibid. 31 By place there are five main classes (of

coosooants|. (1) Back (guttural) formed by the root of tbe
ton«eand tbe soft palate., .(s) Fieal (palatalV. .(3) Point. .

.

(4) Teeth. . . (5) Up. s^so MotL Lmmg. Rev. V. 91 A hach-
'Sad gKde or murmur vowel devciops between a kifig

I aad a back-lateraL

8. Of rent, tales, etc (Earlier \5S. examples.)

Back pay, payment to corer a past period of time

;

also Sack talary, toagts, etc.

wn% Pree. Mass, Hi*t, See. Scr. 11. 11. 460 (He) received
soo lasbea, it being back allowance due to him. 1788 G. R.
MiMOT InsurrectiMitimMafj. (1810) 59 Tbey completed an
act providing for the payment of the back taxes in «pecifick
articles (17*61. sSii Hoaton Srtfctm. 14 Auk 25 Mcs!

I pay have bona left erkb the coasulaM.
[ It M a diserace to I

be compelled to sue Ux faadt salary.

bUPTT.

3. b. Belonging to past time; see also *6ack
NUMBER.
1869 Contemp. Rev. XI. 343 It is the duty of the resident

governess, .to see that the knowledge of back work is care-

fully kept up. xqio ' Dehan ' Dop Doctor xxxix, To its back-
files I myiAX. refer those who seek a fuller account of the
function.

Back, V, Add :

2. b. Photography, To coat the back of (a

plate) with some substance which will absorb light

and so prevent halation. Hence Backed///, a.

;

Backing vbl. sb.y often concr. » the coating applied
to the plate.

188a W. K. BuRTOW A, B. C, Mod. Phot. 59 It is well to
* back ' tbe plate ; that is, to paint or otherwise cover it at
the back with some substance which will absorb light. 189a
PhotoFr.Ann. 1 1. 50 Back your plates with caramel, as there
is no doubt it forms the most cnectual backing. 1906 R. C.
Baylbt Cempl. Phatogr. 95 A thick coat of backing is quite
unnecessar>-. Ibid* 330 If there be one purpose for which
backed plates are more then ever necessary, it is in interiors.

O. Bookbinditig, To force the backs of the

sections of (an nnbonnd book) outwards on each
side so as to form grooves or ledges into which
the edges of the binding boards will fit. The
sheets are clamped in a press, after roonding,

between two bevelled boards, and the backs struck

with a hammer. Hence Backing vbl. sb. ; also

attrib, in backing^doard, 'hammer, -machine.
1738 Chambers Cyd. s.v. Book-binding, Then the back

is turned with a hammer, the book being fixed in a press be.

tween boards, called backing-boards j in order to make a
groove for fixing the paste*boards. 1818 Art BookhindiHg
13 Place the b.ncking-boards a little below the back on each
side, iltid. 13 'ilte centre must only be well rnbbed over with
the face of the backing-hammer to make it smooth. 1846
DoDD Brit* Mttmuf. Vl. 89 In the process of * backing',.,
tbe book is laid on a bench,, .and hammered near the back
edge, with such a peculiar movement of the left hand as
causes the back to become rounded while the hammering
proceeds. Ibid., When the book is ' backed \ It b placed
between twojMcccs of plank called * backing-boards'. 1880
7,hXMWMDO%waeeidtiMdim£44The boards required Cor backing,
called backing boards, should always be th*: same length
as the book. iUd, i6f BetekiHg Machitu.—A small machine
introduced for backing cheap work.^ X90S D. Cocksrfxl
Bfutkhinding 118 Rounding and backing are be»t done after

the glue has ceased to be tacky.

12. b. (Mod. U.S. examples.) Also U.S., to

address (a letterV

1^9 Bartlttt Diet. Amer. (ed. *) s.v.. To bmci a letter,

u \Vestem for to *direct* it. 188^ TAttitEMLAmericaMimis s-v..

The frequently-heard commcrcul phrase of to back, in the
sense of *to endorse*! liierally, to write 00 the bsick of a
letter, bOl, or cheque. 190a Cu^riN DicL Amer. 30 To back,
often heard, in parts of the West and tbe South, in sense of to
address a letter.

15^ b* To back Vioier (earlier U.S. example).
i8e6 Asms Trw. Am^r. xjocvii. (1B08) 303, 1 asain took the

helni,aodordctedtbsiBCDtofaack water with sdl their might
16. b. To back and fill (see Fill v. a c, d\ to

recede and advance ; to go badcward ana forward.

KXiofig, US^ (Earlier &.v. *Backikg vbl. sb, 4.)
1848 Di-KIVACB & BiRNHAH Strmjf Subj. 174 (Th.) The

steam was well up on both boatft, which lay rollings and
bacldng and filling, from tbe action of the paddles, at tbe
dock. 1894 Cei^rns. Globe 1 1 Dec. 57 Boen wilt be sent
10 Congress who wiU not ' beck and nil *, and be on one
principle for oneweek, .and vpoa another principle another
week. iMa *M*aK Twaim' /numc Abr, xxul^ How in the
werld he iths gondolier] caa back and fill, shoot strmigbt

absadt..is a pn^em to me. stpa Hmfef's Mag. SepL
f9i/a Kimbk stewards back and fiU fron galley to pantry.

sass AC K^sva./'Mtf a4 Oct, The engina was backing and
filltng oa a sidetrack.

17. Said of a railway train, etc.

1804 Idier July 609 Sometimes be would pnll oot when he
cotua bear tbe express ooniog^ and make her back down to
the next sution. x^et Gtir Booth by Myst. Cims^d /lands
iv. At la.st the train backed into the station.

19. Tobackdmm.Orif^, U.S. (Earlier examples.)
SS49 CI Lakiiaii Lett. Allegknnr Mount. xL 90 When we

got np about half way. .tbey all three of 'em backed down
and sakl I mmt not keep on. 1850 Barttrtt Diet. A mrr.
(ed. 9) 17 7> bmek damm.10 withdraw a charge, eat one*s
own words ; as * I adced Jenkins, before wiinswei, if be bad
called me a dieat | and be backed right down.* stM Stock-
TON Rj»Mer Grmngg x. 113 WeVenoC going Co back down.

20. Of a building, eta : To be so sitnated that

the bttck abuts on a particular piece of land or

property.
1891 Fcwif Makm* AVacrar 11. xv. 357 This opening backed

on to the forest and tbe escaping party passed in at once
among tbe trees. i9ai Edin. Rrt>, Jan. 190 In St. James'
Square, on which the club backs, tbe attack was more serious.

VII. 21. To carry on the back. U.S,
S840 R. H. Daka Be/. Mast xx. We started off every

rooming . . and cut wood .. and after diimer , . carted and
* backed* it down until sunset. xS6i G. W. Wit^xa MS.
Diary u Feb., AH turned out and backed rails. 189S
£7«//Vif (U.S.)XXVII. 47/a These hardy woodsmen backing
packs of from eighty to one hundred pounds each.

Back, adv. 13. Back andforth, (Illustrations

of U.S. usage.)
s8stf PiCKKuao Vecab. s. v., Bmck mmd Ferik, backwards

aad forwards. Ex. He was walking back and forth. This
is awy coaisMn expression in New England ; but it is tiscd

only in conversation. 1836 DuNtar Metm, Water Drinker
(18^7)1.57, 1 am not one of your brook trout to be played back
and forth with a hair line as her httsband catches urn. 1857
Hammond Wild Northern Scenes 138 (Th.) They would run
here and there, back and forth, at full speed along the sand^

187a Congress. Rec. Dec. 243/1 Various propositions were
made [between the U.S. and France] back and forth. 1899
Ibid. Feb, 1743/1 Some of you .. remember when at Vicks-
burg our boys got so close to the Confederates that tbey
talked back and forth. 1907 U. Sinclair Industrial Re*
public xii, I would find myself comparing.. tbe two eras,

and transposing its leading figtires back and forth.

14. Backoff (Earlier examples.)
2694 Col. Virginia St. Papers I. 44 We Ranged on Acko-

quane and so back of the Inhabitants and ye 5o[u]th.

1755 L.> Evans Geogr. Ess. 15 If tbe French settle back of
us, the English must either submit to them, or have their

throats cut. Ibid. 16 If we secuie the Country back of
Carolina in time. 17;^ Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XXI. 231
Said Braish shall build a wharfT back of tbe old wharff.

1779 £. Parkman Diary 110 Tbe work of straightning the
Rood through my land back of the Meeting House. 1&33
G. W. OcDEN Lett. /r. West 76 The uplands back of the
Oak Hills of the Ohio river. S840 Dana Be/. Mast xx. The
mission stands a Uttle back of tbe towa
Back-action. [Back- ii.] Backward or re-

verse action. Also attrib. and_/^.
187J E. Eggleston End cf World v.\\. in She's told pay-

tent [= patent] double-back-action lies that worked both
ways. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undcvel. West 800 That sort of
detraction has an awkward back-action about it. 1874
Knight Diet, Meek. 305/a Back-action Steam<engine.
So Back-aotloned a.

187s 'Stonehhnge' Brit. Sports i. t xL | t The* back-
actioned lock does not speak so well as the old bar-lock.

Backage (bas-ked^). [f. Back sb,\ after Fkont-
AGB.I The back part of a building or row of

bnildings ; the line or outlook of buildings or plots

of land on the rear side.

1887 Fens This Mart's Wife \i. xviii, A high wall right
and left to complete the btankness of the frontage. It ought
to have been called the backage ; for Sir Gordon Bourne's
bouse was very pleasant on the other side. 189a Pail Mall
Gaz. 33 Mar. 3/3 Converting slummy * backages ' into hand-
some frontages. 1894 Du Mauriek Trilby vi. 11. 191 Tall
trees, whose Hghtly-falling leaves yellowed the pavement for

at least a hundred yards of frontage-—or bacicage, rather;
for this was but tbe rear of that stately palace.

Back benck. [Back a, i, Back- A. 4.] Any
one of the benches in the House of Commons or

similar assembly occupied by members who are

not entitled to a seat on the front benches on either

side. Usu. attrib. (with hyphen). Hence Ba^ok-
1>a*aclMT, a member who occupies a seat on the

back benches on either side of the house.
x^am T. W. H. Cxosland Outlook Odes a You look em-

barassed, turn tail, retire to yoor back bench. 190$ Daily
Chron. 13 July 6/1 Back-bench Memlters on the Minis-
terial side of the House. 1906 Outlook 7 Apr. 474/1 Tbe
Colonial Ofhce is at present palpably at the mercy of any
back-bench rhetorician who [etc.]. 19*3 Dailf Mail 93 May
6 Mr. Baldwin filled tbe modest rCte of a back-bencher in

tbe House for many years. loaS Daily Tel. 13 Mar. 0/3 The
situation was obviously developing into general bacK-bench
communal hiukering.

Back blocks,^/. Austral. [Back a. i^'Block
sb, 14 d.] Eand in the remote and sparsely-inhabited

interior. Also, land distant or cut off from a river-

front Also Baok-Uook attrib. or euij, ; Back-
Mocker, a resident in the back blocks.
187a Glimpses ofLife in Victoria iit. 31 We were doomed

to see the whole of our river.frontage selected and purchased
by two gentlemen newly arrived in the colony. The back
blocks which were left to ns were insufficient for the support
of our flocks, and deficient in permanent water-suppl;^. 1890
E. W. HoemiNG Bridefr. Bush xix, 398 ' Down in Vic ' you
can carry as many sheep to the acre as acres to the sheep up
here in the ' back-blocks*. 1891 * R. Boldbswooo * Sydney-
side Saxon xii. 215 One of the back-block youngsters. 189a

E. W. Hornunc Under Two Skies ai Sitting on his heels

over tbe fire in an attitude peculinr to back-tMockers. 1893
Marv Gauot in Eng. Illustr. Mag. Feb. 194/1 The back
blocks are very cfFectoal levellers.

Backbone. 2. Add: esp. U,S, of moontain
ranges.
1816 U. Brown in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. aSo On tbe

West Side of the Alcghany Mountain, tbe Back-Hone of
A merica. Ibid. XI. 359 Baker informed us, that Fairfaxes
Stone.. lay between what was called the Back-bone and
the AIleeKany Mountain. 1835 Southern Lit. Messenger I.

615 In the distance, the ' back bone ' of the Alleghany. 1885
' C. E. Cradixx:k ' Prophet Gt. Smoky Mts. xii. 234 *Over
yandcr on the backbone *, returned the guileless Jacob, .

.

pointing toward the base of the mountain. 2930 Hunter
Trail Driz'ers ofTexas 150 When we arrived 00 the divide
or the backbone, ..we passed along.

4. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
stS7 Republic (Bartlett) Backbone is the material which

is d^ugncd to make an upright man. 1859 Bartlett Diet.

Anter, (ed. 2) 17 Backbone, moral stamina ..a figurative ex-

piwion recently much nsed in political writings.

Backboneless, a. Add quot.

:

xga^ German Ambitions 89 Backboneless sulxnissiveness

to Britain.

Back-cap. 1/.S. slang. Togive one a back-cap,

to disclose or state something to one's detriment

;

to run clown. Also as v. trans.

1883 • Mask Twain * Life Mississippi lii. 463 Now I didn't

fear no one giving me a back-^ap (exposing his past life) and
running me off tbe joU 1908 Clapin Diet. Amer. 31 To
back cap, to speak evil of some one, so as to spoil his game.

Back-chat, slang. [? orig. soldiers' slang;

cf. Back- A, i a c] Sancy or impertinent replies to

a superior ; abuse, insulting speech ; altercation,

heated talk. iS:.i.
* to answer back * in Back adv, 8,

and *Back-talk.)
4



BACK-CLOTH.
1901 Sniaiterm's Lett, Wife 108 * I'batll do, Sergeant

Jones ', I heard one of our colonial officers remark ;
* I don't

want any more of your back-chat *. i^aa Sir D. Maclean in

Daily Mail^^ Oct. 9 It was very amusing to hear public men
described as * cabin boys ' and * kitchen staff ' ; it was what
children described as 'calling names' and soldiers 'back-
chat '. x9»« W. J. Locke Tale of Triona viii, ' Here you
are, you biackmailing thief.' ' None ofyour back-chat .

.

' said

thetaximan. 19*4 £. Maksh Fables La FontaineZs Ham-
mer and tongs the back<hat starts again.

Back-cloth. [Back a, 4, Back- A. 4.]

L Tfuair. The painted cloth hung across the

back of the stage as the principal part of the

scenery. Also transf. and j?^.

x886 ComK Mag, Oct. 435 They gazed awestruck at the

backcloth and the flies. \^ Spectator 10 July 44/2 Thirty

acres or so for a stage and the whole firmament of heaven

for a back-cloth. 19*7 Observer^ Nov. 9 The background

. .is not a carefully constructed scene, but only a flimsy and
dim back-cloth.

2. Calico-printing. A cloth placed between the

fabric that Is being printed and the * blanket ', in

order to keep the latter clean. Otherwise called

*Back-grey.
1874 Knight Diet. MecK 1897 C. F. S. Rothwell /'riH/.

Textile Fabrics 34 The back tenter's work is to guide the

piece ^d back cloth into the machine, x^x A. Sansone
Print. Cott. Fabrics (ed. a) 420 For keepmg the blanket

clean, the back cloth is allowed to go between the blanket

and the printing cloth.

3. Nat*t, * A triangular piece of canvas fastened in

the middle of a topsail-yard to facilitate the stow-

ing of the bunt of the topsail* (CV«/. Diet. 1889).

Back country. Chiefly U.S. [Back a i.] The
country lying towards or in the rear of a settled

'

district.

1755 Washington Z*/. to R. Orme 2 Apr., Writ. 1889 1, 145
I herewith send you a small map of the back country. 1784
A. ELLrcoTTin Life ^ Lett. (1908) 20 The greatest consola-

tion which I have in this Back Country. X789 Morse
Atner. Geog. 415 The mistletoe is common in the back
country. 1817 S. R. Browm Western. Gaz. 206 The back
country for several miles is reported to be swampy. 1831

Peck Guidefor Emigrants in. 292 It. .has an abundance of
excellent water, and a back country as range for stock.

1868 Putnam's Mag. Nov. II. 562 The hotel was a roomy
log-house, . . and commanded a view of the back country—

a

prairie stretching oflf into the western horizon. 1876 Con*
gress. Rec. Jan. 668/2 West point for all practical purposes
js an isolated place. There is no back country to speak of.

Z9oa Westm, Gaz. 6 Aug. 2/1 The unappropriated back-
country of Tunis and Tripoli.

b. attrib.^ as back-country district^ gentleman^
Indian^ etc.

1787 in Amer. Miiseutn (1789) II. Chron. 1/2 The back
country people have killed three hundred Indians. 1806
Deb. Congress 15 Apr. (185a) 1043 Back-country gentlemen,
who live inland all along from New Hampshire to Georgia.
x87a Eggleston Hoosier Schoolm. Pref. 5 Describing life in

the back-country districts. 1887 Harpers Ma^. Jan. 328/1
In a back-country town. .there chanced to die one of the
members of the community. 1895 Century Mag.]M\y 323/1 To
make this New Jersey holiday, assemble a thousand back-
country vehicles, of all sorts,^ 1901 ' Linesman * Words by
Eyewitness (1902) 161 Imaginations so crude as those of
the back-country Boers.

Hence Back-conntiyinan.
1796 Gaz. U. S. iq Nov., Advt. (Th.) A new Ballet Dance,

called the Back Countryman, or the New Settlers. 1845
W. G. SiHMS Wigivam ^ Cabin 22 The boatman, who.,
knew by his dialect and dress that he was a back country-
man, came to his relief.

Back county. C/.S, [Back a. i.] A county
lying in the inland part of a state. Also attrib.

x'nS Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 317 Finding it difficult to
go thro' the back County. . he agreed to accept a Commission,
1788 Massachusetts Spy ir Nov. (Th.) A back-county
correspondent informs us that [etc.]. 1803 T. M. Harris
fml. 7'(3«r6 June {1805)59 l" the back counties of Virginia.
i8ax Massachusetts Spy 24 Oct. (I'h.) [The cattle were) all

purchased from back counties. 1904 W. H. Smith Pro*
ntoters xx. 290 The little book agent, .was working one of
the brethren from some back county in great style.

Baxk-down. colloq. [f. Back v, 19.] A com-
plete surrender of claims ; a retreat from a position
taken up or from a stand made.
x886 Sat. Rev. 25 Dec. 853 The present crisis, end as it

may—in a general ' backdown ' or a cjeneral war—is essen-
tially a small business as compared with much that Europe
has seen in its day.

Ba'ck-draw. U,S. = Drawback 4.
1883 Century Mag. Oct. 815/2 There are great back-draws

tothe bee businesSjthe irregularities of the flowers being chief.

Backen, v. 2. Delete t Obs. and add (U.S.)

:

1904 Euz. Robins Magnetic North ii. i8i Butts had
backened a step behind the stove-pipe.

Back-fire, sb. [f. *Back-piring.]
LA tire purposely lighted ahead of an advancing

prairie-fire in order to deprive it of fuel and so ex-
tinguish it, U.S,
1905 U.S. Forestry Bureau Bull. No. 6i s.v., The back

fire is intended to burn only against the wind.

2. A premature ignition or explosion in a gas or
oil engine, causing the piston to be driven in a
direction reverse to that in which it should travel.

1897 G. D. Hiscox Gas etc. Engines 86 Misfire or back-
fire explosives. looa A. C. Harmsworth, etc. Motors 169
These ' back fires are the result of what is called * prema-
ture ignition '. ^ 1903 Mecredv Diet. Motoring s,v., An ex-
plosion in the silencer is also called, but incorrectly^ a back

50

fire. 1904 FiLSON Young Compl. Motorist ix. 215 This is

necessary in order to prevent a back-fire of the engine in

starting it.

Back-firey v. [Back-formation from *Back-
riBING.]

1, intr. To light a fire ahead of an advancing
prairie-fire in order to deprive it of fuel. U,S,
1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

2. Of an explosive-mixture burner or engine : To
ignite or explode prematurely,

1906 Westvu Gaz. 23 Oct 4/2 Some engines are obstinate

starters. Others haveanastytendency to back-fire. xgo^Ibid.

13 Oct. 7/4, I think the gas had backfired. 1932 Ibid.

24 Nov., A mechanic started the engine on a car, which
back-fired, setting the car ablaze.

fig, X913 C. Mathewson Pitching xiiL 300 One of Mc-
Graw's schemes back-fired on bim.

Back-firing, vbl. sb. [Back adv*y Back- A. 10.]

1. The lighting of a fire ahead of an advancing
prairie-fire in order to deprive it of fuel. U.S,
1891 E. Eggleston Faith Doctor iv. 49 So, as he rose to

go, like a prairie traveller protecting himself by back-firing,

he said [etc.]. 189a Boston (Mass.) Jml. 10 Oct. 9/3 Uy
back-firing, the people of Hitchcok yesterday saved their

town from being destroyed by the great prairie<fire then
r^ing.
2. Premature ignition or explosion in a motor-

engine or other mixed-combustion device,

1897 G. D. Hiscox Gas etc. Engines 86 Back-firings in the
mumer and exhaust pipe, zoo? Daily Chron, 11 Nov. 7/4
The air enters the working cylinder in advance of the com-
bustible mixture, thus preventing backfiring.

Backforemost, a. Perverse, wrong-headed.
1889 Stevenson Master of Ballantrae iv, Perhaps because
he knew he was by nature inclining to the parsimonious, he
took a backforemost pleasure in the recklessness with which
he supplied his brother's exigence.

Back-formation. Fhilol. [Back ij:(Z'z;.,BACK-

A. III. (Hence G. riickbildungT)] The formation
of what looks like a root-word from an already
existing word which might be (but is not) a deri-

vative of the former,
X887 N", E, D.J Burgle. .A back-formation from Burglar.

1907 A thenaeum 5 Jan. 7/3 * Narration * is fifteenth century,
' narrative *. .and * narrator • as early as Bacon, so that, like

many verbs of the same termination, it [' narrate '] may have
been a back-formation.

Back-&Oilt. [Back a. i, Back- A. 5.] The rear
boundary line or elevation of a building.
c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 293 The back Front goes
out into a Garden or Court. 1724-37 De Foe Tour thro'
Great Britain n.{iyS3) ^- 116 On the liack-front of the House
was to be a noble Range of Stoves for tender Exotic Plants.
17*6 Leoni Alberii^sArchit. I. Wa From the middle of the
Fore-front ofthe Work I draw a Xme quite thro' to the Back-
front. x8oo Hull Advertiser 28 June 3/4 The workmen
employed in modernising the backfront of the house. 1806
T. Thornton Sporting Tour through France II. 104 A
Sporting palace... The back-front is decorated with a pro-
fusion of horns of stags, deer. xB5a-6z A rchit. Publ. Soc.
Diet., Backfront (Pr.face de derri^re).

transf, 1900 Kipling in Times 15 Mar. 8/1 The home
Government.. maintain intimate relations with all sides,
with the front, and the far more important ' back-front
which begins at Pretoria.

Ba'Ck-furrow, v. U.S. [Back adv^ trans.

To plough (land) so that a second furrow-slice is

laid against the face of the first by ploughing in the
reverse direction. Also back-furrotving vbl. sb.
1861 Trans, III, Agric. Soc. IV, 113 Mr. K. K. Jones. . had

his land plowed deep, [and] back furrowed it in IJeds twenty-
four feet wide. Ibid. 392 This mode of plowing (called
* back-furrowing') is always to be observed when the track
of the road is plowed. 1873-4 ^<^- Vermont Board Agric.
II. 239, I plow and harrow again, and then in a few days
back-furrow In ridges with a side hill plow.

Back-gate. [Back a. i, Back- A. 5.] A gate
at the back of, or leading to the rear part of, a
house or other premises.
1441 Extr. Aberd. Reg. {1844) I. 9 Al man that has back

yettes close thaim. 1709 (see Back- a. 5]. 1873 E. Eggleston
Myst. Metrop. xxxvl 307 When Mrs. Ferret came home
from prayer-meeting she entered by the back gate. 1905
Jack London Warofthe Classes ^j^t 1 battered on the drag
and slammed back gates with them, or shivered with them in
box cars and city parks.

Back-grey. Calico-printing. [Backo.!, Back-
A, 4, Grey so. i b.] = *Back-cloth 3.

i8q6 G. Duerr Bleaching »f Calico-print. 22 Very often
unbleached pieces of cloth (called back greys) are used for
the purpose of keeping the blanket from getting dirty too
soon;.. the 'back greys' are run between the blanket and
the pieces which are being printed. 1897 c. F. S. Rothwell
Print, Textile Fabrics 34 These pieces, or back-greys as
they are called, are afterwards bleached and printed with
their own patterns.

Background, sb. Add : attrib. or as adj.

{colioq.)= keeping in the background, retiring,
1896 Westm. Gaz. 9 Dec. 2/1 A reticent, background kind

of lover. 1904 Daily Chron. 11 Feb. 8/6 'Cultivate a back-
ground manner,* is the advice of a lady.. to governesses
seeking situations.

Background, v. Add quots.
1768 S. Benti.ev River Dove 8 Far distant as Vision can

go, High Weever back-grounds the gay Scene. 1891 C.
James Rom. Rigmarole 75 The 'antique spires' of the
College Chapel, backgrounded with crimson sunset. 1904
Westm, Gaz. 17 Nov. 4/2 Planted on to the material like a
raised embroidery, and backgrounded with manipulations of
tulle or chiffon. 1905 Ibid. 4 May 4/3 Hair. .well dressed
can background these (feaiuresj with such effect that the
face, .may become almost beauty.

BACK-PEDALLINa.

Back-handed, a. 3. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1800 Deb. Congress (iS.^i) 83a In a back-banded way, and

not in the fair regular manner.

Backing, vbl. sb. Add : 4. Backing and filling

(see *Back v. i6b).
1777 Essex Inst. Hist. ColL XLII. 315 He was then

order'd .. to Stillwarter, then ordered from Stiilwarter to
Benington...This, in the Salers Frase is Backing & filling,

[andjmakesbut poor way ahead. i854A'.K //wa/^f 15 June
(Bartlett) There has been so much backing and filling, not
only upon the Cuban question, but upon every other. 1869
Semmes Service afloat 255 The reader need no longer wonder
at the backing and filling of the Iroquois around the little

Sumter.
attrib. i9osClapin Diet. Amer. 31 A backing and filling

policy is one which is shilly-shally, trifling, irresolute.

6. d. Backing-out (^see Back v, 18).
x88o ToUBGEE Imris. Empire v. 413 In explanation of the

backing-out process, he says it consisted simply in not going
to any more meetin'^s.

Back-load, back load. [Back- A. 3.] An
amount that can be carried on the back.
i7»S [see Back- A 3J. x8«3 Massachusetts Spy 3 Dec.

(Th.) A black fellow was taken up on suspicion, with a back
load of live turkeys. 1853 B. Young Jmi. Discourses I. 255
You might go round exhibiting a back load of gold. 1856
Ibid. III. 323, I have myself seen them take back loads of
wood, 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 88/1 She had brought us
a large back-load of wood.

Back-mark, v. Sporting slang. [Cf. next.]

trans. To put (a competitor) back at the start of a
race. Hence, to leave far behind in a contest.
1890 Farmer .S/aw^ s.v., TV ^.r^«:*wrtr>t^rf.. (pedestrian),

in handicapping to receive less start from 'scratch' than
previously given—even 10 being put back to 'scratch '. 189$
J'ield 24 Aug. 315/3 Jersey men eagerly awaited the issue
of the race between the amateur champion of the world and
their own island champions, not that they ever expected
them to back mark Tyers. 19x8 Sunday Express 17 June
20/3, 1 venture the opinion that he would readily back*mark
any man in Scotland over a mile course.

Back-marker, [f. back mark (Back a, i,

Mabk .TiJ.i) + -eb1.] One who starts * scratch ' in

a game, match, or race.

18^5 Daily News 5 Sept. 7/3 The back>markers were well
up in the last lap. iSm Westm. Gaz. 14 Mar. lo/i One
day there was an exhibition game of billiards. . . Captain
Johnson took 150 in 300 from Cook, and had been passed
y the 'back-marker'. 1903 Daily Chron. 26 Dec 5/3 The

crowd favoured the back-markers.

Back number. [*Back o. 5 b, NuHfiEB sb. 6.]

A number of a magazine, periodical, etc., earlier

than the current one ; hence colloq. (orig. U.S.) one
who or a thing which is behind the times or out
of date.

z866 Bo/s Friend HI. 575/2 All the back numbers of the
Boy*s Friend are in print. 1888 A<»//£>«(N.Y.)9 Aug.ii5/3He
needs to be thrice armedwho steps into the arena.asMr. Lowell
has done, laden with ' back numbers '. 2890 Harper's Mag.
Feb. 439/2 Whereas if Galen should appear among us to-day,
. . he would be told he was a back number. 189a Congress.Rec.
Apr. Hf^^/xyic have not many Indians left in Minnesota.
The Indian is a back number there. 1893 Advance (Chicago)
ai Dec, It [Russia] b a back number by several centuries
X896KNOWLES & hioKion Baseball 89 The season contained
many surprises, and pitchers who were sarcastically refeiTed
to as ' back numbers ' sprang up when least expected. 1907
Westm. Gaz. 4 Dec 2/3 There are now so many competing
forms of transport, .that the steamboat seems to be doomed
to be what is in current terminology called a ' back number '.

19x4 Galsworthy White Monkeyi. iv, Lady Alison. .finding
a certain poignancy in contact with the New Age, on Fleur's
copper floor. On that floor she almost felt a back number.
attrib. 191X H. Quick Yellowstone N. xi. 286 Let us say

repugnant to some back-number criminal law.

Hence Ba'ck-nu:2nbeT v. trans. ^ to treat as a
•back number*, to set aside as useless.
19x4 A. J. Small Frozen Gold vi. 140, 1 said, you lied when

you told me Norvice was back numbered.

Back of (or o') beyond (orig. Sc:) : sec Be-
TONU C. b.

x8x6 ScoTT Antig. ii, Yon..whirrd them to the back-o-be-
yont, to look at the auld Roman camp. i8a8 Moir Alansie
tVauch vii, Like an auncient hermit far away among the
hills, at the back of beyont. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Back-o"*-beyond. Said of an unknown distance. 1889 * R.
BoLOREWOOD ' Robbery under Artns xvii. These far-out
back-of-beyond places.

Ba'Ck-Ont. U.S, [Back v. i8.] An act of
backing out or withdrawing from a position ; in-

clination to back out.
183a Paulding Westw. Ho II. 136 He could whip his

weight in wild cats, there being no back out in him or any
of his breed. xZ^tCKocK^Tt Exploits ^ Adv. Texas {iZ^f)

4 Now that idea .. was a sort of cornering in which there was
no back out. 1855 Barnum Life 35 I'll do as I say, and
there's no back-out to me. i^S Boston Weekly Globe 28
Mar. (Farmer) Mr. Barker's back>out has not much sur-
prised me.

Back-pedaUing, vbl. sb. [Back adv. 5.]
Cycling. The action of pressing down upon the pedal
as it rises, in order to check the movement of the
wheel. Also attrib. Hence (as a back-forma-
tion") Back-pedal v. intr, and trans.
1887 BuRV & HiLLiER Cycling 377 This form of clutch.,

does not admit of back-pedalling. 1891 Ibid. (ed. 2) 373 A
break should always be used—it is absurd to do hard work
back pedalling down-bill. 1897 Encycl. Sport 1. 268/1 Do not
back-pedal too suddenly, or you may break your chain. 1898
J. PENNELL in Fortn. Rev. Jan. 60 1'he machine can be back-
pedalled. Ibid, 63 An endless number of back-pedalling
brakes have been brought out during the last year.



BACK-BEST, 51 BACTERIOLYSIS.

Ba-ck-rest. [Back- A. 3, 4.]

1. A contrivance to snpport or ease the back of

a person when seated or engaged in manual work

Te.jj. at a lathe). Also, provision for snch support.

^iSto Holtzapffel TumiitgW. 20 The turner using the

pole lalhe. .requires the back rest to steady and support his

body, 1909 Daily Chron. 13 Nov. 9/6 Neither does it mean
that the passengers have their comjort curtailed in respect

of insufficient back-rest.

2. A guide attached to the slide-rest of a turning-

lathe and placed in contact with the work to

steady it.

1907 O. E. Pefrico .Vorf. Atfttr. Laike Prmctk«\t^ There
are two classes of these rests which may in a general way be

called ' center rests ' and ' back rests '. The center rests

usually have jaws bearing upon the work at three points

spaced equally around the circle, while a back rest bears

upon the work generally at the back and on top only.

3. Weaving, A bar over which the warp passes

from the warp-beam.
1894 T, W. Fox MicK Wttanng 369 Each warp beam .

.

must be parallel with back rest, breast beam, and taktng-up

roller.

Ba'ck-scra^tcliixi^f vbl. sb, vulgar colloq,

[f. Back j^.1, Back- A, i + Scratching vbi, j*.,in

allusion to the saying, * You scratch my back, and

ril scratch yours'.] The performance of mutual

services ; always with the suggestion of doubt as

to the legitimacy of the transactions. So BA'ok-

•erartcher.
(See also hack-scraic)ur,-scr^Uhimg\n Diet. «.¥.Back-A. i.)

1897 Daily News q Jan. 4/7 Docs it not rather oartake of

the ethics of the bAck-tcratcher and the log.roller?

^bCk seat. [Back a, i, Back- A. 4.] A seat

towards the l^k of a hall, etc, or at the back

of a vehicle ; hence coUoq, a position of inferiority

or comparative obscurity (orig. U,S, in phr. to

take a back seat].

{a) i96o HoiXAND Mits Cilhtrfs Career xiiL 2*7 The
double of Mrs. Gen. Cadwallader took the back scat to her-

self. 1873 Aldbich MarJ. Daw t\c 36 The colonel drove,

with my Uther in front, Miss Daw and I on the back seat.

KS9S H. S. Canfield Maid0/ Frontier 1-76 We took a back
scat [in the meeting], me and my girl did.

{b) a 1M3 Seutkern Hist. S^. Pa^s 1 X. 131, 1 tell you,

those able-Dodied men who are sleeping in feather beds to-

night,., mtist be content to take back seats when we get

borne. 1M6 Conrress, Cipb€ May a^ot/a When (be].. was
acting with the Unioa party, b« proclaisrad to tb« world
* that traitors should take a faitck seat *. sMs ^^AciVifr 7 f'h.
9 (Fanner, Slai^) This great batting achicvenicnt mnst, bow.
erer, take a back seat. iJoo * R. BoLDeswooo' CoL Rt'
farmer {xZ^i) 9a * Bouncing Bob * [was] relegated to a * back
•cat ' as wit and "iTy«L*^ bully of the camp. 1904 PittS'

hngGma. 8 Aoa^ 4 This bd for the Pomeranian .. has given

the Drokco^oeed pofia back seau

Baok-Stone. Lead Manuf, [Back- A. 4.] The
piece of cast iron at the back of an ore-hearth.

(CI PiPl-OTOKi a, WoBK-j/<w/, and •FoBi-
SToiri.)

1839 U«K Did. ArU 756.

Back-talk. (orig.<ftW.) = *Back-chat; retort

or reply which Is regarded as superfluous or im-
pertinent.

i%i DUUogi$4 in UUttr JmL Archmal. VI. 41 Oh. in.

deed 'twas yerself 'at be^un it. So All give ye back.ulk till

yeVe tired. 1880 Antrim ^ Dcvm Ciou., Back talk^ saucy
replies from a child or an inferior. \Vh J. D. BiixiNct
Hard Tack 4 Caffkt (iBSS) 1^ Back talk,.. which .mean«
answering a superior officer insolently, was a prolific cause
for puntshmenta. s88B Harper's Mag. Nov. 973 i That'll

do, my friend, I don't want no back ulk. 1890 Kifunc
St^ky 304 I've heard more back.talk since this voiunteerin'

nontente began than I've beard in a year in the service.

no3 G. H. LoKiMKi Lett, Stt/tmtdt Aferckami aiii. 177
That order for a car-k)ad of Spotless Snow Leaf from old

Shorter is the kind of back talk I like. 19*1 CO'Domovam
Vtcatwnt viii, ' *Twaa enough to disturb any ^irl,' her
mother said. .. * rmoffcommnnion myself this morning, with
all the b«ck talk 1 had with your father over it last nighu*

Back to ilia land. [Back adv. 5.] A catch-

word applied to schemes for turning some of the

dwellers in crowded cities into rural settlers. Hence
Back-to-the-landtr, a townsman thus converted
into a rural worker.
tQoj Times Lit, Sh^I. i6 Oct. v^/i The common instincts

that our ' back-to>tbe-landers ' itnve to relcarn with arduous
art. lysa Dmiiy Ckren, 16 July 4/7 7*his is the way the
tucceWiFnl small bolder sct4 about the business. But it u not
tbe fumbling, ineffective way of the townsman Back-to-the*
Lander. 1909 H^esttM. Gas. 1 5 Aug. 3/a FarmeriL who are
paying so misch heavier rates than ' Hack-to the Landers *.

1905 Sfectaior 33 Dec. 1076/1 ' Back .to-the-land I ' is a cry
full not only of pathos, but of cogency. 19060. Hassittcin
Times \% Feb. is/6 By doing so you may make tbe catch-
words \sic\ * Back to the Land ' a reality.

Back track* U.S. [Back <z.] A track l^ing

or leading towards the rear ; esp. in phr. to take

the back iraekf to return or retreat ; alsoyf^.

17*4 Leuicaster Rec. 330 We kept scouts upon our back
tracks to see if there would any pursue. 180a Balance
(Hudson, N. Y.) 6 Apr. 106 (Th.) I must have been uking
the coufM which hunters would call the Back Track. iSag
Massachusetts Spy 14 Jan. (Th.) Tbe dogs, although on a
back track of tbe animal, were fortunately in hearing at the
time. 1834 W. G. SIMMS Guy Rivers L 88 You know tbe
back track to my bouse. 1846 Sacb Scents Rocin Mts.
(1850)44 Two of our party, .wivly resolved to take the back
track, and accordingly left for home, i860 Congress, Glebe
Feb. 1606/1 We all have occasionally to take the back track.

None of us are so proud as never to confess that we are
wrong. 189s liiii. June, App. 444/2 You are arresting pro*
gress and taking the back track on civilization.

Hence Back-track v, intr., to return.
X904 Eliz. Robins Magnetic North IL 164 Now IM advise

you. .to back.track home.

Back traiL ^^^S*. [Back a] = prec.
1869 C. L. Brace New IVest viiL 99 There's that darn'd

mule on the back trail agin ! 1891 Marah £. Ryan Told in
Hills II. ix. 954 You can strike the back trail as soon as
you've a mind to. 1908 Mulford Orphan xi. 13a One of his

men . . knelt behind a rock, his rifle covering tbe back traiL

Hence Ba*ck-trail v, trans, ^ to trace back.
Z9a4 A. I. Small Frozen Gold i. 33 They back trailed htm

as far as r ive Fingers and there the trail ended.

Back-turn. Mus. [Back- A, ii.] - inverted
turti : see Tukn sb. 5.

1876 Stainkr & Barrett Diet, Mus. Terms s.v, Turn^
The common turn . . takes a higher note first in the change.
. .The back'tum taking a lower note fa%\. in t>ie change.

Baxkveld. [Back o. i, Back- A. 4.] In S.

Africa, the primitive or unprogressive rural dis-

tricts lying away from the towns. Also attrib.

Hence Ba-ckvelder, a dweller in the backveld.
1908 Times 4 Mar. 7/1 So far as their backveld followers

are concerned, the general opinion is that Ministers have
finally burned their boats. 1908 Westm, Gaz, 4 Mar. a/3 The
back.veldt members of Het Volk. 191X E, London Disf,
38 Oct. 3 (Pettman) To present the rugged backvelder m
his true colours. Ibid, 8 Nov. 6 (Peltman) A few visitors

from the back veld, loao Content^, Rev, Feb. 19^ In the

dorfs and the backveld^ society, business, religion, and
politics are closely interwoven.

Backwater, sb, 2. (Later U.S. examples.)
i8x6 U. Brown in Maryland Hist, Mag. XI. 49 [I] was

obliged to pay. .for ferry over on the back water forced into

said gully oy the River. 1857 Olmsted Journ, 213 At the

last freshet, the whole roof of the mill. .was covered by the

back water of tbe river. 1878 J. H. Beadle Western wilds
XXV. 399 But tlie Columbia often rises so as to cause back*
water, giving the Willamette a variation of thirty-two feet.

Backwater, v,

1. intr, « the phr. back water : see Back v. 15 b.

i8a8 Examiner 56/1 They won't backwater when he
endeavotirs to give way. i9aa Short Stories Feb. 141/3
He beckwatercd so that the canoe patised at the foreman's
feet,

2. trans. To bring into a backwater, away from
the stream. In quot.^^.
loee Galsworthy Forsyte Sa^a 11. i. viil, What on earth

did such a woman do with her hfe, backwatered like this ?

Baok-wind, v. To be taken, or cause to be

taken, aback. Hence Baok-wind sb,^ a gust that

lays a sail aback.
1899 Daily NewstOct, 7/3 At this %tage both yachts were

compelled lo close haul to avoid back'winding. /bid.

31 Oct. 3/4 IIm Coltunbia's (spinnaker].. behaved badly,
back-winding the defender constantly. 190^ West/n. Gas,
30 Jan. 9/1 A whaleboaC,, capaiaed,..the sail being caught
by a twdc-wind, as th« coarse was being changed.

Backwoods. (Earlier examples.)
174a Cat. yirgiitia St. Papers I. 935 Severil of ous that

were the 6rst settlers of these back woods. 1968 Boston Gas*

35 Jan. (Th.)The chain of forts through tne back woods,

>77S Pensuyiv. Com, 16 Aug. 3/3 Upwards of 130 Men from
the Mountains and back Woods. 1807 Re^tary (Boston)

15 Dec (Th.) The members from the back woods seem to

be tbe deepest skilled and most active men in Congress.

b. Also backwoods peer « next, b.

1907 J. A. SrcNOBR Lt/e^ youmeUism »r Politics X. a36
TIte backwoods peers said that if they had to submit they
would rather go down fighting than have their privileges

bartered away in secret.

Backwoodsman. (Earlier examples.)
« 17M Frkmkau /'(M'mi(i8o9) II. 20 To Crispin 0*Conner.
A Back-woodsman. 1798 Monthly Mag. Mar. 165/1 The
Back Woodsmen, as toe whites all along the interior line of
tbesiaiesare termed, are almost gupmtic. S803T.M. Harris
ymi. Tour 6 June (180O (Th.) Most of tbe * Back.wood's
men ', as they are called, are emigrants.

b. In modem politics applied to tbe members
of the Hoase of Lords who rarely, if ever, attend

meetings of that body, but are prepared on occa-

sion to assert their political rights.

1909 Daily Ckroa. 11 Sept. 1/5 Tfats speech will un-
doubtedly encourage tbe Ubckwoodsmen in the House of
Lonts to take strong actiotL 1918 Observer 15 July 10/4 It

bas £een saved by 'backwoodsmen' in ibe Lords from
undersoing the indignity of being itupected . . by county
councillors.

Back yard, back-yard. [BACK-.5.] A yard

or enclosure at the back ot a house.
1670 [see Hack- 5), 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger III.

23A, 1 found myself on alittle piazza, in a back yard. 1S60
O.W. Houucs /'fv^ Break/.-t. x. 311 Astone with a whitish

band crossing it, belooging to tbe pavement of tbe back-
yard. 188a [see Back- 5I.

Bacon, sb. 6. Add : bacon-curer ; baoon-hoff,
-rind (modem U.S. examples).
1867-9 Tra$u, III. Agric. Soc. VII, 432 Hogs for *bacon-

curers and city consumption, /bid.t The weather became
much warmer, thus lessening the demand for *bacon hogs.

1873 J. H. Beadlb C/Mdevet. West xxiv. 4g3 He suggested
'bacon rind to mitigate thirst and.. it proved quite effica-

clous.

Ba'COn, v, U.S. [f. Bacon sb."] trans. To
convert into bacon.
1890 Congress, Rec. Aug. 8887/1 We consumed or sc^ our

own pork, and we baconml it ourselves.

Baconian, a, and sb. Add :

2. In recent times used with reference to tbe

theory that Francis Bacon wrote the plays attri-

buted to Shakspere. Also Baccnianism.
x886 P. M. Wallace in sgth Cent. May 697 What is known

as the * Baconian movement \ Ibid.^ The ' Baconians ' do
not rely upon this Cipher for the unflinching belief which
theyaccord to their theory. t^xGh^azTv Eftg.Lit. 11. 201
Baconians talk as if Bacon had nothing to do but to write
his play at his chambers and send it to his factotum, Shake-
speare, at the other end of the town. 1904 Dail^ Chron.
14 Jan. 3/2 If Baconianism had no more cogent evidence to
encounter, the game would be in its hands. Since Bacon, on
the Baconian hypothesis, certainly broke all other records,
why not this one as well ? 1907 Doyle Through Magic
Door viii. 165 Even Shakespeare may be jostled in his throne
of honour by plausible Baconians. 1987 Observer 18 Sept.

15/^ * The Shrew ' is a wonderful tester of mood. One can
see It and love it, or come away convinced that Baconianism
is no dubious theory but gospel truth.

Bacte*rially, adv. [f. Bacterial + -ly 2.] By,
with, or in regard to bacteria.
xSgs Daily News 16 Nov. 5/4 The Thames at Hampton

was, both cnemically and bacterially, in rather a bad con>
dition, owing to the autumn decay of vegetation. 1908
Daily Chron. 24 July 5/5 Bacterially-infect^ food.

Bactericidally (bsekterisai-dali), adv, [f.

Bactericidal + -LY 2.] So as to destroy bacteria.
1S99 G. 'iiv.vtwA^ BacteHa u 34 The blue and violet rays

acted most bactericidally.

Bactericide (bsekti»'ris9id). [f. Bacteridu
+ -ci!>E I.] A substance that destroys bacteria,

1884 Therapeutic Gag. 15 Dec. 561 [Permanganate of
potash] is not a bactericide ofgreat activity. iSg^Athenseu/n
II Aug. 199/1 A solution of formaldehyde.. appears to bea
very powerful bactericide.

Bacteride (bae-ktcraid). [See definition.] A
micro-organism of the genus Bacteridium or the
family Bacterids^.

[1886 E. Klein Micro-organisms (ed. 3) 144 Pollender
[etc] recognised in the blood of animals dead of malignant
anthrax the presence of stiff short and long rods, which
Davaine called bactiridie du charbon.] 1887 A. M. Brown
Atiim. Alkaloids 114 In the same way bacterides at a low
temperature may remain in contact with albumen without
exciting putrefaction.

Bacteriform (baekti»*rif^jm), a. [f. Bacterium
+ -F011M.] Resembling bacteria ; rod-shaped.
x8^8 Pat kes" Tract. Hygiene (ed. 5) 63 note. Bacteria,

vibnonM, or microzymes. \_Note\ Fret^uently spoken of as
Bacteroids and smaller forms as Bactenform puncta.

Bacterioid (bsektlsriioid), <7. [f. Bacterium +
-oiD.] — Bacteboid a.

i88q in Cent. Diet. 1896 Hbmslow Wild Flowers 91 The
nodules found on the roots of leguminous plants contain
bacterioid fungi.

B. sb. An organism shaped like a bacterium

;

spec, the branched form of bacteria fotind in tbe

root-nodules of leguminous plants.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Baoteriolo'gic, a. >= next.

189I M'^Farlani^ Pathogenic Bacteria (cd. 2) 164 The
bacteriologic examination of the air. Ibid.^ In our bacterio-

If^c researches.

Bacteriological (baekti^rii^^V-djikai), a. [f.

Bactkkiologv : see -ical.] Pertaining to bacterio-

logy.
1886 Brit. Med. Jml. i\ Aug. 383/1 A number of little

bacteriological accessories. 1886 £. M. Crookshamk Bac'
teri^gy 3 'i he apparatus commonly employed in a hacterio-

logicallaboratory. 1898 R. T, ^kwv.^ti Betcteriology 165
The bacteriological study of diphtheria.

Hence Baotarlolcglcaliy otiv.

1891 A. C. Abbott Bacteriology 239 Typhoid fever is

bacteriologically one of the most unsatisfactory of tbe in-

fectious diseases.

Bacteriologist. Add quots.

:

1891 G. S. WoouHEAD Bacteria ^\^ Another great stand.by
of bacteriologists is fuchsin. 1898 M'^Farlano /'a/^A'^n/c
Bacteria (ed. a) xz'j A very convenient simple apparatus
used by bacteriologists,

Bacteriolysin (b3ekti»ri|^"lisin). Also erron.

-ine. [Formed as next + -IN 1.] A substance formed
in the body during an infectious disease which has

the property ofdestroying the specific bacterium of

the disease.

1900 tr. P. Ebrlich Immunity in Proc. R. Soc. LXVI. 441
The specific bacteriotysines, which dissolve the bacteria.

1908 R. T. HKWi.e.Tr Bacteriology [cd. i) 157 The protection

anorded by the anti-serum is therefore due to the destruction

of the microbes by solution, the process being known as

bacteriolysis, and the bodies which bring it about being
termed bacieriolysins.

Bacteriolysis (b2ektl»riip*lisis). [f. bactetio-f

combin. f. Bacterium + Gr. Xt/ffis dissolution.]

L A name proposed for : The artificial liquefaction

of solid organic matter in sewage by means of

certain bacteria.

1897 W. E. Adenev in Trans. R. Dublin Soc. Aug. 270

Tbe two stages by which organic substances successively

suflTer aerobic fermenutive change in waters... It has been
numested to me to employ the terms bacteriolysis or aero-

biolyiis for the first sUge, and to restrict the use of the

term nitrification to the second stage, of change. 1898

E. C. S. Moor Sanitary Engineering 474.

2. The destruction or dissolution of bacteria by

an anti-bacterial serum (* lysin ' or * anti-serum ').

1900 tr. P. Ehrlicb Immunity in Proc. R. Soc. LXVI. 443
The Pfeiffer phenomenon of bacteriolysis, i^a R. T. Hitw-

LETT Bnctertolojpf (ed. 2) 138 The protection afforded by

the anti*serum is therefore due to the destruction of the

microbes by solution, the process being known as bacteno-



BACTEBIOIiYTIC.

l)-ss. 1906 A. C. Abbott Bacteriology (ed. 7) 568 The

endotoxins, .are associated with the bacterial cells, and an:

only liberated through the solution of the bacteria—that is,

through bacteriolysis.

Bacteriolytic (b^tI»ri,oli-tik), a. [Formed

as prec. + KvTuciK able to loose or dissolve.] Capable

of causing the destruction of bacteria ; pertaining

to or of the nature of bacteriolysis.

laoi DuNGUsoK Med. Diet. Suppl., Baetcriolyttc, pro-

ducing decomposition of bacteria. 1903 Therapeutic Goa.

15 May loa It was found that in nearly every case the

bacteriolylic power of the blood was sufficient to destroy the

tTOhoid bacillus. 1910 R. Mum in Encyct.Brit. UI. 177/2

Lysogenic or bacteriolytic action. 1911 R. T. Hewlett
BacterioU'gy (ed.4) 207 Some anti-microbic sera, <.^. anthrax

serum, are not bacteriolytic.

BacterioSCOpiC (b«lJti»r,i<;sV-pik), a. [f.

Bacterioscopy + -ic] Pertaining to bacterioscopy.

Hence Bacterloscoplcally adv.

18S6 P. F. Feankuind in />A<V. Trans. CLXXVIII.B. 119

The bacterioscopic examination of air. 1896 E. Klein

Micro-organisms (ed. 3) 67 Bacterioscopic Examination of

Water. 1903 Nature 19 FeK 370/a The City Corporation

has therefore caused a number of samples [of shell-fish] to be

bacterioscopically examined by Dr. Klein.

BacteriOSis (b«kti»ri^u*sis). [mod.L. :
see

-osis.] Any disease of plants ascribed to the action

of bacteria.

1899 G. Massee Plant Diseases 338 Bacleriosis oftomatoes.

//•iJl^iig Pink bacteriosis of wheat. 1900 M. C Potter in

Prvc. Ji. Soc. LXVII. 456 Arthur ascribes the action of

bacteria in the bacteriosis of carnations to an enzyme.

Bacteriotherapentic (bsekti.ri|t)l>erapi«-

tik), a. [See next and THEKAMniic a.] Of or

pertaining to bacteriotherapy.

1886 Medical News 10 July 41 Dr. Ballagi has carefully

followed the bactcriotherapeulic details advised by Cantani.

Bacteriotherapy (bsekti'riiffjwrapi;. [Gr.

SfpaTTua medical treatment.] Treatment of disease

by introducing bacteria into the system.

1886 Medical Nnvs 10 July Heading) Bacteriotherapy of

Phthisis Pulmonalis.

Bacterinria (bffikti»riyuv>'ria). Fa^k. Also

bftoteruria. [f. Bacteridm + -DBIA.] The presence

of bacteria in the urine.

1890 Billings Med. Diet., Bacteruria, 1901 Borland
Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Bacteriuria. 1907 Practitioner Aug. 328

Septic bacteruria.

Bacteroid, a. Add

:

B. sb. A micro-organism of bacterial character;

spec, one found in the root-tnbercles of leguminous

plants.

T878 [see*BACTERiFORM]. 1887 H. M.Ward in Phil. Trans.

CLXXVIII. B. 552 The gemmules or ' bacteroids ' [in the

Leguminosffi]. 1898 R. T. H^vti-^rT Bacteriology 26 If the

roots of a pea, bean, or vetch be examined, numerous little

nodules will be found upon them; on examining these

microscopically small irregular bodies are found to be

present, which have been termed bacteroids. On inoculation

into culture media the bacteroids give rise to a growth of

organisms resembling bacteria ; these ' fix * the atmospheric
nitrogen.

Bactriau (bse-ktrian), a. {sb.) [ad. Gr. Bok-

rpiiyoijl^ Bactridnus.'\ Of or belonging to Bactria,

an ancient country of central Asia, lying between

the Hindu-Kush and the Orus. Also sb., a native

of this country.
Bactriau camel, the two-humped camel of central Asia.

1788 Encycl. Brit. (1797) II. 728/1 The Bactrians differed

little in their manners from the Nomades. X83J Blackw,

Mof. XXXI 1. 207/2 The priests of Mithras.. offered him.

.

their Bactriau dromedaries, if he chose to depart. 1908
Animal Management 276 The double humped camel, also

called the ' Bactrian,' is found in Turkestan, and through,
out central Asia. 191a H. G. Rawlinson Bactria i. 15
The Bactrians were famous for thdr pithy proverbial say-

ings. X9a7 W.J. Turner Aesthetes 14 On a Bactrian Horse,
T'ang period.

Bad, a. Add

:

Used to indicate a decided or pronounced degree

of a thing which is evil or undesirable in any case
;

as, a bad blunder, a bad headache. Also colloq.

in phrases : bcul egg (see Ego sb. 4), bad form
(FosM sb. 15 b), bad hat (Hat sb. 5 c). Not bad,

not so bad, not half bad : used pred. of a state of

things, the result of an effort, etc : Less bad than

it might be (or have been) ; hence, by meiosis,

fairly good, deserving some praise or congratula-

tion.

x83< Naut. Ma^. IV. 689 The idea of a sailor's chemise is

notbad. 1838 in Emily Eden Up the Country (1866) 1.

129 These [letters] are five months old, but that is not
so bad. 1839 Mag. Dotn. Econ. May 332 Leaving out
the cheese, the thing itself is not so very bad. x86o English.
luoman^s Dotn. Mag. Oct. 26 ' Not bad !

' Eloomfield replied

with a loud laugh. 1867 Field 6 Apr. 246/3 This is not half

bad,, .afish a-piece, although we were clean till four o'clock.

1891 E. Roper By Track fc Trail vi. 81, I asked..' How
do you like it ? ' They said it was not so bad ; some day it

would be better. 1899 Kipling Stalky Sf Co., Last Term
320 * Not half bad years, either,' said M^Turk. X900 Sir
W, R. Kennedy Hurrah Life Sailor xii. (ed. 3) 180 We
had bagged three bulls before breakfast, which was not so
bad. S9S6 W. DEEeiHG Sorrell ^ Son xvii. § 3 *Did they
make it rather beastly—for you ?

'

' O, not so bad, pater.'

6. b. Difficult, hard (const inf.). slang.

X884 H. Smart Post to Finish xi, I have heard yon say
..that. .their very temper makes them bad to beat.

52

C. adv. Delete f Obs, and add U.S. examples.

i8t6 U. Brown in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 273 Land of

not much account, farmM bad. 1845 J. J. Hooper Adv.^

Simon Suggs \\\. 94 'Pshaw!' said Suggs, 'you aint bad hurt.

1854 Susan Hale Lett. (1919) 7 The children, .during that

time act as bad as they can I 1859 P.artlett Diet. Amer.
(ed. 2) S.V., I want to see hira bad, 1870 Trans. III. Agric.

SocWll. 238 This speaks bad for our application of the art.

1888 Daily Inter-Ocean 9 Mar. (Farmer) As the case now
stands, the defense want Myers, and want him bad. 1901

Marah E. Ryan Montana 3 There is one thing I want in this

world, and want bad.

b. Bad off, badly off (Badly adv. i).

1817 U. Brown m Maryland Hist. Mag. XI, 371 Land
full of Lime Stone, .bad off for Timber andWater. 1845 J. J.

Hooper Taking Census i. 152 Yes» send for your marshall

..ifyou'rebadofFto. 1879 Tourgee Foots Err xxix. 179,

I told him how bad off I was.

Badger, sb:^ Add

:

2. fEarlier example.)
1833 Hoffman Winter in IVest (1835) \. ^07 A keen eyed,

leather-belted ' badger* from the mines of Ouisconsin.

4. b. To draw the badger : to entice (an oppo-

nent) to come into the open.
1890 Daily Chron. 19 Sept.,The Parnellite taunts regarding

Balfour's indifference have at last drawn the badger.

5. badger plane (see quot.) ; Badger State

U.S., the State of Wisconsin.
1874 Knight Diet. Meck.^ *Badger Plane^ a panel plane

whose mouth is cut on the skew, and from side to side, so as

to work up close to a corner in making a rabbet or anking.

1871 ScHELE DE Verb >47«tfr/Vrt«Mwj (1872) 662 Wisconsin,

abounding during early days in badgers, has ever since re-

tained the name of *Badger State. 1904 N. K Titnes 26

July 3 The Speaker will make several speeches in the Badger
State.

Badger, sb. 3 [f. Badge sb. -i- -er i.] One who
wears a badge (of a specified kind).

1890 Farmer Slan^, Badger.. 6. (Wellington School). A
fellow who has got his * badge ' for play in the 2nd xv. at

football. 1920 ychn Bull 38 Aug. 16/1 There are idle

Badgers at Elmswell, where the job of Rate Collector was
going the other day. 1925 Glasgow Herald 12.-^ July 7
A Doggett badger is a man to be reckoned with io the row-
ing world.

Bad lands. U.S. [Bad a. 4.] (See qnots.)

1868 W. F. Ravnolds Explor, Yellowstone 8 The bluffs

bordering the valley are throughout the much-dreaded and
barren 'bad land.s '. 1871 Schele de Veke Americamsms
(1872) 180 It is different with the5arfZ,a//(/j,which border the

Missouri for about twenty miles, and were called by the first

French settlers, Mauvaises Terres. 1885 Proctor in Know-
ledge 28 Aug. 171/2 Badlands, waste lands unfit for any sort

of agriculture, and hard to travel through, i^t Harper s

Mag. May 870/2 At four o'clock that afternoon, they entered

the Bad Lands of the Little Missouri 1895 C. King Fort
Frayne ii. 20 Two Indian Scouts.. had made their unerring

way. .through a labyrinth of Bad L-ands.

Bad man. U*S. [Bad a. 5, after Sp. malo
hombre^ A desperado. (See quots.^

1888 RoosE\*ELT Ranch Life Far West in Century Mag.
Feb. 504/1 The ' bad men , or professional fighters, and
man-killers, are of a different stamp, quite a number of them
being, according to their light, perfectly honc-st. 1891

E. S. Ellis CJicck No 2x34 ix. 59 It is much more pleasant

to relate how such a young gentleman outwitted a * bad
man '. 1906 N. Y. Even. Post 9 Nov. 6 He even appointed a
typical ' bad man *—that b, manslayer—to office as a proof
of his fondness for Arizona. 1910 Mulford HopalongCassidy
i. 9 They were good bad-men and bad bad-men, the killer

by necessity and the wanton murderer.

Bael, bel (bel). Also 7 beele, bille, 9 bhel,

bel, b61. [Hindi bel, Mahr. bailx—^Vx. bilva^

vilva.'\ An Indian tree, Aegle marmtlos, or its

aromatic fruit ; the Bengal quince. Also, the

medicinal extract of the fruit.

1618 in Foster Eng, Factories India (1906) 10 Greene
ginger, nurabilons, and beeles. 1619 Ibid. 76 Mirabilons
and billes in conserves. i8s4 Hookek Himal. Jmls. I. 50
The Bhel fruit, lately introduced into English medical
practice, as an astringent of great effect, in cases of diarrhoea

and dysentery. 1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. (ed. 4)

219 Indian bael has obtained much reputation in India in

the treatment of diarrhoea and dysentery. 1877 D. Wright
Hist. Nepal 33 Every Newar girl, while a child, is married
to a bel-fruit, which after the ceremony is thrown into some
sacred river. 1910 Encycl. Brit. HI. 191/1 Bael fruit {Aegle
vtamtelos').

BsstyL Add

:

Also in Gr.-L. form baitylos, beetylos, -us; also

bsetylion (pi. -id) (Gr. ^airvKiov). Hence Bsety*-

lie a. , of the nature of a bsetyl.

1B84 Proc. Soc. Psychical Research II. 117 Aerolites were
scouted as a kind of fetish in excelsis—a transcendental

baetyl
—

' the image which fell down from Jupiter.' 1889
W. R. Smith Rdig, Semites 193 note. The use of baetylia,

or small portable stones to which magical life was ascribed.

1901 A. J. Evans in Jml. Helle7i. Stud. XXI. 106 The
rough pyramidal pillars of the Bhuta Spirit, . . and many
other rude ' baetyls ' of the same kind . .are commonly set up
beneath holy trees. ISid. 113 An artificial pillar image of
the divinity, it may be even the actual ' baetylos ' of remote
tradition. Il>id, 118 llie sanctity of baetylic stones and
pillars is due to a variety of causes. 1903 G. F. Moork in

Amer. yrnl. Archmol. VII. 200 He found the stone cooled
off, and, recognizing that it was a baetyl, took it home with
him. 19J3 Trans. Scott. Ecclesiol. Soc. 97 The Clack or stooe
[at Clackmannan], .is a true Fetich or Baitylos.

BafF (bffif), z'.2 Sc. [Cf. Baff sb.'\ To beat,

strike ; spec, in Golf, to strike the ground with the

sole of the club-head in making a stroke. Hence
Ba-fllng-spoon = *Bafft.
1858 Chambers's Jml. X, 157/1 The names of the wooden*

BAGGAGE.
headed clubs principally used at St. Andrews . . are as

follows : the play-club, long-.'ipoon, mid-spoon,, .putter, and
bafiing-spoon. i88x R. Forgan Golfer's Handbk. 10 The
' Baffing Spoon * is so called from the sound produced by it

as it smites the ground in making the stroke. Ibid. 53 Baffl

1890 H. G. Hutchinson Golf ^^^ Baff.

Baffle, z'- Add : 8. d. In technical uses.

1883 Gbeslky Gloss. Coal'm., Baffle^ to brush out or mix
fire-damp with air in order to render it non-explosive; a
dangerous practice, and not now allowed. 1885 Marine
Engineer x Apr. 3/2 The corrugations serve to break up the

volume of steam, and also baffie the water passing through
the condenser. 191Z Webster s.v., Plates are used for

baffling the steam.

Baffle-plate. [Baffle sb^ 5.] A plate hin-

dering or regulating the passage of fluid through

an outlet or inlet, or the direction of sound.

Hence Baffle-plated <2., having a baffle-plate.

Similarly Baffle-disc.
188a Nature XXV. 220 A kind of baffle plate bung at the

back of the grate. 1906 Daily Chron. 3 Mar. 3/6 A system
of tubes or baffle-plates which break up the hot gas. 1908

Westm. Gaz. 31 Dec. s^i In this Radiator the Baffle Plated
Hood replaces the Frieze and Trivet. 1920 Chambers's
jfml. Nov. 767/1 [Gas] is passed upwards through water
dripping from a series of baffle-plates in chambers known
as scrubbers. 19*6 Ibid. Apr. 270/1 The oil rises through

a series of perforated baffle discs to the top of the tank.

Baffy (b^-fi). Golf. [f. Baff sb. or *v.^ A
short wooden clnb used to hit the ball into the air.

Also baffy spoon.

1888 Daily News 22 Sept. 5/1 The old ' Baffy, a funny
little toy club, with a sloped face. 18^ H. G. Hltchinsos
Golf 59 The * baffy ', very short and stiff and with face very

much laid back. Ibid. 335 To Allan was due.. the intro-

duction of irons and cleeks for the approach to the bole,

these shots having been previously played with baffy spoons.

Ba^, sb. Add : II. U.S. In Useball : (see

quot. 1874),
1874 H. Chadwick Base Ball Man. 9 The other three

bases are canvas bags, fastened to posts sunk in the ground
on each comer of the square located to the left, the right,

and the rear of the pitcher's position. 1917 Mathewsox
Sec. Bitse Sloan xiii. 177 Hunt was two yards from the bag
when the ball reached third base.

9. fig. Add quots.

:

1900 Daily News 9 June 5/5 Our bag was 4 engines and
84 trucks, with a quantity of coal. 19x7 Gibbs Battles of
Somme 105 * Wc took bags of 'em \sc. GermansJ,' said an
officer,

16. Bags is now a common colloquialism for

' trousers '.

18. To give (a person) the bag : Tariant of phr. U
give the sack (Sack sb.'^ 4). Similarly to get the bagj

to be dismissed.

1^0, etc. (see E. D. D.J. 1913 ' Ian Hay ' Happy-go-lucky
i,

' Your fag, isn't he ?
'
'1 gave him the bag two terms ago.

. .Tiny has him now.'

Bag, v.'^ L b. Add : Said esp. of trousers which
become out of shape at the knees.

1913 AscoTT R. Hope Halfand Half Tragedy 32 {Sent to

Coventry iv.) The Captain of the school has a pair of new
breeches. . ; but they bag at the knees.

Bagaty, ba'ggety. Sc. The lump-fish.

X794 Statist. Ace. Scotl. XII. 521 (Dysart)The fish caught
here are.. mackerel, baggety, sand-eel [etc]. 1838 Fleming
Hist. Brit. Anim. 190 Lump-fish. .Hush, Bagaty. 1867
Shyth Sailor's Word-bk., Lump . .ih< trivial name of the

baggety. Cyclopterus Iwnjmi.

Baggage. 1. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1748 VvASHiNGTON Diaries I. 5 We sent our Baggage to

Capt. Hites. 1753 C Gist Jmls. 80 He. .lent us a canoe
to carry our baggage to the forks. Ibid.y We met our bag-

gage, and swimmed our horses over Allegheny, a 1793
Freneau Poems (1809) I. 52 My baggage was stow'd in a
cart very snug. iSia J. Russell in Boston Gaz. 23 Now.
(Th.) I shall set off as soon as I can obtain my baggage.

X84SJ.S. Buckingham .S/oftf StatesW. 173 The cart he was
driving contained their baggage. i8sa Bristko Upptr Ten
Thousand 81 An American never uses the conversational

term luggage, but always speaks of his impediments as bag-

gage.

b. ellipt. A baggage-car on a train. U.S.
19*6 J. Black You Cant Win vii, 82 It was a warm night,

and riding the front end of the baggage was pleasant enough.

C. 2. (Earlier and additional U.S. examples.)

1871 Schele de Verk Atnericanistns (1872) 357 I'he

stamped marks are entered into the •baggage-agent's books.

X884 H. S. CuMMiNGS Sk. Class i8(i3 Dartmouth Coll.

45 From this position he was promoted to the responsible

place of General Baggage Agent. 1835 J. H. Ingraham
Sffu/h'West I. xvi. 172 A long train of *baggage or cargo

cars were on the rear of these. 1846 Mass. Statutes 16 Apr,

c 251. 176 For passenger and baggage cars. 1878 B. F.

Taylor Between Gates 26 A Babel of trunks is surging

towards the baggage-cars. 1843 J. S. Buckingham
Slave States II. 173 A barouche .. and a * baggage-cart

following with five trunks. x888 Harper's Mag. Oct.

760/1 The detail that most impressed me was the racks

and rows of *baggage-checks. 1887 C. B. George 40 Yrs.

on Rail'w. 58, 1..moved to Reading, Massachusetts, where
I was *baggageman on the Reading train. 1904 Atlantic

Monthly Mar. 381 A baggageman .. was making much ado
over the single parcel left on the hot plank-s. ia49 D. Nason

JmL 112 The *baggage master said he should charge (or

the tool-chest, i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career xxv.

443 Moustache leaving the car.. and coming back from
ceitain interesting conferences with the baggage-master.
186S-3 E. E. Balk If Yes, ^ Perhaps (1868) 25 Some iwrate

from the pier. .had seized the waiting trunk, .while the

baggage-master's back was turned. xSya J. S. Ingram
Centen, Expos. 701 It contained.. coat and *baggage room.
X859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. a), *Baggage-smaslter, a
man who transfers baggage to and from railroad cars, steam-
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b^UI^etc 1*71 G.A. Towssend ^f^rmon Trials 9 (They}

resemlded a parcel ofbaggage smashers warming themselves

in a railroad depot between trains. 1879 Stocktom Rudder
Grange vii. 75, I went up-stairs and got a 'baggage tag. 1791
Washington Diaries IV. 149 My equipage and attendance

consisted o(a Charriot..a light "baggage Waggon and two
horses. 1849 D. Nason yml. 78 [1] got a ride in a baggage
wagon, for which 1 paid 37^ cents.

Ba'ggageleSB, a. Haring no baggage;

havini; lost one's baggage.
1891 Daiiy Krws 28 Nov. 3/6 On Sunday he wandered

about alone and baggageless. 1905 Wtstm. Gat. 6 Dec. 9/1
Drenched, weary, and baggagele>s travellers.

Baggager. Add : A bcist that carries bag-

gage ; a baggage horse, camel, etc.

1*59 BUckm. Mag. Apr. 459/" Whack goes the long whip,

aimed at the rearmost faaggager. The aggrieved horse flies

out with a bounce. 1908 Animal Managtmtnt 279 The
orrlinary pace [is] two and a half miles an hour for * baffffa-

gers ', and up to twelve miles for riding camels.

Baglet (bae-gla). [See -lbt.] A small bag.

sMs Graphic 3 Jan. 18/3 He has brought back in bis

faaglet . .a dozen new-laid eggs, some milk, and a loaf of

brvtd. 1996 CluuHbtrs^s Jml, loi/a She opened a black

baglet she carried—« silken affair with an amber hoop.

Bags I. [Bag zi.l 6 ; cf. the vulgar ' says I '.]

A formula used (orig. by childien) to axsert a claim

to some article on the groond that one is the first

to speak for it
itM .\. DoBSOM Bab Trmr / n. in Bttton's Ahh. 215

Deep in a hole, .gleaoied the clear water of a shallow well.

' Bags I first drink,' wyl Bob, according to the polite prac-

tice of ichoolboy*. iMt Cktshirt Glatt., Bags /,. .an ea.

{MO Mad by bay* in rfaiii»i«g the fint place in a game 1

or in laying claim to any traamrc trove. 1899 Ktrtjao

SUUkf 35 There's a itaats Crisio in lilat lower shelf. I saw
it. Bags 1, next time we go to .Avcs 1 19*1 A. A. MiLllS

Stcand Plays 7 Bags I all the presents.

Bag-worm. U.S. [Bao sb. i.] The larra of

American lepidopteta of the family Psychidx (esp.

Thyridopteryx and CEce/uut), injurious to trea^

which builds as a portable habitation a silken ease

or sac covered with little twigs and leaves. Called

also iasitt-wtrm, drop-worm.
iMa Cmgrttt. GMi Jan. 131 On the avenue and in the

uorin yon will find the evergreen trees..beiacdcura*ad Iqr

tbebas-mm. i»fi»Um.SftommOlM—mnrttitkSt»ritt
(iSyi) 158 Tka yowic Hokums was jest liin faarwunHL the

men they aiuwod the mat* tlwy et. 1*8$ H. C McCook
TttmmttOU Farm 184 Basket or be«.«orma. 1897 J. H.
Coaaioca ImmkI L^ft 104 Tbc Ba(.warms, bmi^ PtydtuiM.

•Im D. Saaar Istutit a. 394 Oae of the North Amerkan
baSet- or hm-woms ThjrriJafUryx t^lusmtrmt/mlsslt.

BahnfllT (bah9'dai). Angl<y-lnd. Also 8 b«-

hsadar, balut(a)door, bahAwder. [Hindi

ioAdthtr hero, champion.] A great man, dis-

tinguished personage. Often affixed as a title to

an officer's name.
'AsjUiAu-and SinUr BtMJitr tntiaoibm ofictal titles of
members of the and and istdasscsrespoctively of tbc Order
of British India, estabfisbed (or nat{«« oOocis of the army
in ««37 ' fVole).

I7*i J. LnroSAT in Ld. lindsay Uvet (1849) IIL >q6

Sbeilcb Hussein.. tells me that our army has beat tbe

Bebauder [L : Hyder Alii 1841 TUAcaaaAT M^ftrGahm.
rmm iv, Tbe Ii|ia of the Bahawder an cloud
Bahndcr has seen the dr<«Ual Faringhofc

iv, Tiie liia'of the bahawder an clond...Iiobbacb^
^^-iwdcr has seen the dr<«Ual Foringhofc (M Mtnt
Lmrix. no While he, a oiaa of geains, moM be oooient- Cni^with the empty title of Bafaador (or ItnifbiV 1(79 in T. H. S.

Escoa Pillars Emf. 175 Then is nothing of the freat
tmlkmmltr about him 1 ha is easy of SK em, civil, and obliging

to aU who appfoach haL Sfaa Blackw. Mag. Oct. ;ig/s He
was a Bahadur, which is Indian for 'ball of a fellow .

Hence Bahadnx v. intr., to play the bahadnr.

i8<a W. H. Ruasux Diary India L a?* They had been
curvetting, prancing, and hahadonring with their swords in

the air.

Bahai Cbahit). Also Beha'l. [Pers.] A
follower of Baha-ullah ( 1 8 7-91) and his son Abdul

Boha (1844-1931;, propagators of a religion based

on *Babibji. Also oUtH. Hence BaJia'laat,

Baka-lst, BakAlte.
189a E. G. Baowva in Rtttg. Sysi. Ifor/i/jsi Solar these

Behi'is, as they are now called, the writings of the BAb
became an old tegument. 1003 M. H. Phelps AMas
Effitntti p. axis, Tbe religion of Babism, or Beha'ism. IbU.
p. xxxiil. The Bahia, who have siace that lime generally

styled tlienMchKS..'Jicha'is'. saeoE. HAiiiioHo5/&a<£n<r

rfGad 10 Balia!s..clatm that Bahaism has. .the Light of

Love. IMa H. Dmivrva Bakaism s6 The Bahai theology.

nU. 71 when finally they left the oetghbourhaad of

Baghdad,, .the Babis had become Bahais. 1914 Cacvxc
Rtaneil. Rous ^ Retig. 131 Tbe confinement of the

Behaitei at Acre. 1914 F.xpmilar Feb. 151 The BabaiMs
. .have been turning their aitentioo to the Western wtxid
and its Christianity.

Baianism (b^'yfariz'mX Also Ba^-. [CC
F. (Jo/am'jwM (1738), bdianute (1730).] The he-

retical teaching of the Ix>nvain theologian Michel
de Hay TLatinized as Baius^, 1513-89, a forerunner

of the Jansenists. Su Bal-aalst, a supporter of

tliis teaching, a follower of Bay.

•^ J. Goaooa Misa. (tiile-p.). Wherein., the History of
Bwelliam, Janeentsm, and the Constitution l/nigtmitus, (is]

iaipartially relaled. /bid. (1734I 33 The Bull, .did not meet
with the same Keceptioo from the Secular Clergy, who for

a cunsidrrable time opcaly opfMe'd it, and wbo for that
Rcaion were called Baiantsta. 19^ \. l>iu>DRica Card*

allied to BaienisfB,

68

Baixnliood. [Batrn.] Childhood, ^r. or

affected.
a 1835 If^/iisile-Siniie (1890) n.i6i The broomy hill,Where
we used to stray in baimhood's day. 1894 R. Ford {titU)

Ballads of Bairnhood.

Baister, Baisting : var.fT. BastebI, Bastins
vbl. sb.l

1881 Inslr. Census Clurks (1885) 74 Braider, . . Stitcher,

Bai<tter, Button-bole Maker. 1890 Daily News 2 Jan, 5/3
Baisting cotton. 190a Daily Chron. 5 Mar. 10/5 Coat
Machinists, .wanted, baisters and finishers. 1906 Ibid. 28
May 11/ 7 Tailoresses wanted ; must be good coat baisters.

Bait, bate (b^'t), rf.^ slang, [f. Bait i/.l] A
fit of bad temper ; a rage, ' wax '. Hence Bai-ty a.

1857 {A. L. Mavhfw in Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v. Bate sb.^
* He was in an awful bait ' was common in the Clapham
Grammar School, 1857I. 188a ' F. Anstev * Vice Vers& iii.

(ed. 4) 46 It would put him in no end of a bait. 1899
Eden Phillpotts Human Boy r^s I've just left M illy, and
she's in a frightful bate, igai Sylvia Thom^n Rough
Crossing ii. §3 Jolly lucky the CO. didn't notice it yester-

day—he gets Mity ' on these occasions. 1935 Chattibers''

s

Jml. 838/ 1 Now I must be going, or else dad'U be baity

with me.

Baitable (b^i-tab'l), a. [f. Bam i/.i + -able.]

Ser^^ceable as cattle fodder.

189a W. Cairuthsbs in JmL R. Agric. S'oc. 756 At
Meldon not only was there clover, but also a considerable

quantity of iKlilable grasses. Ibid. 759 Grasses which are

rejected when the stock has a su flicient supply of ijoiuble

food to permit of a choice.

Baitless, a- Add

:

2. Not furnished with bait (for fish) ; unbailed.

t8s4 Tail's Mag. XXI. 275/1 HoMing in his hand the

listless line, whose baitless hook, three fathoms down, has
become a jest and a laughing.stock to. . tbe finny tribe.

Baitylos : see *B.ettl.

Bake, r. 5. Of land. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 357 When

tbe proportions of clay and sand are such that the soil will

not uUce,. .it may properly be called loam. 1873 J. H.
BcAOLa l/tidevel. Ivest xxxiiL 710 The land is never water-

soaketi, never * bakes ', and 1 never saw a dod as big as my
fist.

7. (Earlier examples of bake-kettle, -oven. U.S.)
s8ta M.issachnseUs Sty a Sept. 3/4 (He) threw it in the

bake-oven, which had jujt before been heated.. to bake

bread. iSstf Sac* Scents Kteky Mts. (18^ 187 On one
occasoo they carried off a bake-kettle to a distance of

several hundred yards. 1859 BAXTLrrr Diet. Amer. (ed. 3)

10 Bake-Oven. Inis term is often used in the West for the

simple word ovtu in a bakery. It is also applied to the iron

bake pan.

Bake-apple. U.S. [Bakb v. 7.] The (dried)

fmit of the doudberry. Also baktd-appU.

1889 Century Diet. s. v. Baked-a^U. 189$ Outsng(V.%.'\

XXVII. 18/1 Theoutlying islands furnish the curlew-berry

and bake-apple in prolusion.

Bakalita (bfi-k£Uit). [ad. G. bexkelU (Chem.
Zentralblatt, 1909, 1478), f. the name of L. H.
BaeJttlaitd its inventor + -itkI.] A condensation of

phenol or other phenolic bodies and formaldehyde

used as a plastic and for insulating purposes.

19IJ G. MaaxiM lud. 4 Uaau/. Chem. sii Bakelite

(•p. gt. lis) is very hard, not clastic, and an excellent in-

svlatorof heat and electricity. 1911 yrnl. Soe. Chem. Ind.

563/3 Bakelite varnish has been suggested for usel«j

Bellarmine 1. iv. 74 He
BaUy's beads : see Bkao tb.

as an antiseptic in hospitals. 1901 THOara Diet. AffUed
Ckene. I. sof/i There are..bakelita plants in Germany,
France and Eiwland, and several factories where bakelite

goods, such as Duttofis, are manufactured under licence.

Baker. Add:
L b. A fmit or vegetable that bakes (well, etc).

saga Da QvracBT CaitfimU Wks. 1871 XVI. 191 Not but

the apple* micfat have been ' good bakers '.

3. K^: (Examples^
1841 Z,<mw// (Mass.) Offering I. SS7 (Th.) A peep into the

baker told that the potatoes were cooked. 1897 Thoieau
Maine W. (191s) 310 Somebody had left . .on a deserted log

..a baf of bread baked in a Vankee.baker. 1897 Outing
(U.S.) XXIX. 489/1 The cooking ulensib consisting of three

dripping pans, one patented baker and one large coffee-pot.

Bakhara, var. of 'BooKATsa
Baking-powder (s.t. Bakino v6/. sb. 3). Add

quota.

:

lS6}-M«s. BiETOM Bi. Housek. Managtm. 8j6, i tea-

spoonfuls of baking-powder. 1878 E. B. 'V\!n\.t. Border
TeUnas Flour biscuits, made np in a hurry, and ouite light

with ' baking powder ' or soda. 1887 I. R. Lad^ s Rancht
Life Monteuus 30 We have been living, .on bakmg-powder
bread, but everyone told us it was unwholesome. 1909
Weslm. Gas. 1 June 7/4 Baking-powder beer.

Baku ;b^-ku). Also -oo. A fine kind of straw

grown in the Philippines and woven in China.
1997 ypgue Mar. 40 Baku, a linen-like straw. sosS IHd,

4 Apr.. Advt. vb Natural I'akou Straw, trimmed with a
feather cockade, som Ibid, so FeU 5» Toque of beige

btku straw. 19*9 Chicago Tribune 9 May, Bakus and
balibuntals.

Balaclava. Balaclava helmet: a woollen

covering for the head and shoulders worn esp^ by

soldiers on active service; named after Balaclava,

the site of a battle fought in the Crimean war, 35

October 1854.
189a C. T. Duct Momitainttring (Badm.) 48 A knitted

woollen Balaclava (Templar) cap is useful for sleeping out.

1900 Queen 10 Feb. aaa/i Uataciava Helmet in crochet.

|«I4 StcUman 17 Sept 8/5 The articles which at the

moment will be most usefuf to ofiicers and men in ships

afloat ate Cardigan javkeu.. Balaclava helmets, mufilers.

BAZsD.

I9s6 Blackiv. Mag^ Mar. 398/ 1 Baa's balaclava helmet and
woolly muffler were flaitcd with white.

Balakliaiia (baelaka'na). Also -khaneh,

-han6. [Pers. wL» ill> bdld-kkana upper room,]

An upper room in a Persian house^ in which
travellers are lodged.
1S40 }. B. Fbaser Trav, Koordistait \. \\. 31 Desiring

that this Khan should have such a suite of rooms. .and
another such a dell&Jt, or haiakhaneh, x88a O'Donovan
Merv Oasis L xxiL 369 Above the arch was a square-topped
room known as the bala kani^ which served as quarters for

the better class of travellers, as well as a kind of watch-
tower and look-out station. 19*1 Blacktv. Mag. Dec 825/2
Very soon our horses were tethered, and champing good
dry lucerne under the bala*khaneh of a two-stoned guest-
house.

Balalaika (bselabi'ka). [Russ. 6ajiajiaitKa.]

A musical instrument of the guitar kind, with a

triangular body, popular in Russia and other Slav

countries.

X788 tr. Stxklin's Anecd, Peter Gi, 319 In his youth he
had never heard any [music] but that of drums, fifes,

balalaikas, and bagecs. 1864 Encfx Mus. Anc. Nat,s$
ITie Russian balalaika, an instrument said to be of high
antiquity. 1885 A. J. C Hare Stud. Russia L 27 Formerly
the pea-sants used to dance the Barina. .accompanied by the
Balalaika. 1913 H. H. Mlnro When IVilHam Came iii,

The thrummmg music of a balalaika orchestra coming up
from the restaurant bclow«

BalancOf sb. Add

:

17. C. Phr. On balance (or upon the balance) :

taking everything into consideration.
i86x upon the balance [in Diet.]. z^a& Britain's Industr,

Future {Liberal lud. Inquiry) 11. vii. 89 We believe that

these provisions would be, od balance, overwhelmingly in

the interest of the investor.

20. a. Balance in kand^ fig., * something to

spare.*

1876 Coursing Calendar 5 Wheatcar . . working with great
smartness, won with a nice balance in hand.

21. Orig. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1805 Deb. Compress (1853) 1043 The balance of the year

[i. e. from 15th Oct] is appropriated to hunting. 18x7 S. R.
Brown H-'estern Caz. 167 The inhabitants are more than
half French ; the balance consists of emigrants . . from vari-

ous parts of Europe and America. 1833 Sketches <$• Eccentr,
D. Crockett <i834) 82 The balance ofthe dogs buckled in,

and oiT they went right upa hollow. 1S4S S. Jvdd A/argartrt

I. xiii. 96 Deacon Hadtock himself, hearing Obed's entreaties,

consented to remit the balance ofthe penalty.

Balancer.
4. Add: In technical use (see quots.).

1904 S. P. Thompson Dynamo-Electric Me^h, (ed. 7) I.

775 Uses of Motor-Gei>erator Combinations.. .Equalization

of voltages in a 3<wire or ^-wire system of distribution ; in

which case, the apparatus is termed a Balancer. 19x3 Daily
Mail 17 Feb. 4 'Ihc Lanchcster balancer incorporated with
the five-bearing crankshaft. .. The balancer consists of two
weighted drum^ driven by a helical gear wheel fixed to a web
of the crankshaft. They revolve at twice the crankshaft's

speed and ensure its perlect balance and baroiony.

Balata (bae'lati). Also 9 ballata. [S. Amer.

Sp., prob. ad, a native word. So Fr. (1777).]

L The dried juice or gum of Mimusops balata

and M. giobosa^ sapotaceous trees of Guiana, used

as a substitute for gutia-percha. Also altrib, and
Comb.
x86o yml. Sac. Arts 74 Aug. 71J 2 A few months ago it

was announced in the French journals that M. Serres,

Pharmacien, at Paiis, had been so fortunate as to prepare

gulta percha from the Balatas ofthe sapotaceous plants tn

Guiana and Central America. i86a Catai. Contrib. Br.

CuiaM4s to Intemat. Ejckib. in R. Duff <Sr. Guiana (1866)

99 The leaves, branches, and trunk (of the bully tree] pro-

duce a whitish milk, forming tbe gum, now known as

twllata. X864S1R W. Holmes in Jy^L Soc» Arts 4 Mar.
B*5/a, 1 believe. .that Ai/a//i,. .will supply the gre.it want
01 the day, as a good insulating medium for telepaphic

purposes. 1866 visE«s El Dorado ix. 9^ The balfala-

gatherer . . may thus bleed a great many trees in a single day.

1900 W. T. Braknt India Rubber^ etc. 311 llie manufacture

of batata belts is analogous lo that olrubber belts. X9ss

Cliambers^s ymi, 550/1 Wandering balata-bleeders from the

lower forests.

2. Any of several sapotaceous trees of Guiana

and the W. Indies, esp. Alimusops balala, M. glo-

bosa, and Bunulia retusa* Also balaia-tree,

1858 Dk Vebtec'IL TrinidAd loi Balata {Mimusops). The
Balata, or Bullet>wood, is one of our best and most useful

timbers, i860 JrnL Soc, Arts 24 Aug. 713/a It appears

also that the Sapoia Mulleri. the tree producing the gutta

percha of Surinam, is called Balata in French Guiana, Les

Antilles and elsewhere. 1864 Grisebach Flcra Brit. IK
Ind. Isl. 781 Ballata tree (Dominica): Bumelia reiusa,

1871 KiNGSLEV At Last 1. vi. 233 A huge dark-headed

Balata [n<>t£ Mimiuops BalataJ. Ibid. vii. 257 (^/r./«<u^
ing) 1 he B.d.-iia Tree.

Balayeuse (bal^^). Dress-making. [Fr,,

fcm, oioalayeur sweeper.] (See quot. i88a.)

x8aa Caulfkilo & Sawabd Diet. Needlexvork, Balayeuse,

or Sweeper.^K French term to signify the frilling of

material or lace which lines the extreme edge of a dress

dcirt to keep the train clean as it sweeps along the floor.

The balayeuse is allowed to project beyond the edge of the

dress, so as to form a decorative as well as a useful trimmmg.

X894 Daily News 20 Jan. 5/7 Three flounces of pink, green

and cream-coloured silk forming a richly rustling balayeuic

beneath the hem.

BaldfJ^- [f* Bald a.]

1. A species of domestic pigeon ; - Bald-hkad

(quot. 1867).
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1854 Poultry Chtvn. I. 21/2 For the best pair of Balds or

Beards. 1876 Fulton lUustr, Bk. Pigeons (1883) 172 Ihere
are plenty of the pheasant-faced Balds which are all that

could be desired in colour and marking. Ibiti. 173 The Bald

has so many white flights in each wing.

2. A mountain summit or region naturally bare

of forest, esp. in the southern Appalachians. U.S.
[tZ^aC.'L\siSKiiLetl.Alie^kanyAfo7tnt.hdd.iZ^'YYitis\dci

ofthcRoan, the Black, the Bald, and others, are covered with

a deep rich veeetable mould.] 1877 Field ^ Forest III. 40
'i'hese ' Balds "cover most of the summits of the mountains

over 6000 feet in height, .and are a marked feature of the

Southern Appalachians. 1885 ' G E. Craddock ' Prophet

Gt, Smoky ^fis. i. 2 She paused often, and looked idly ..

at the great 'bald* of the mountain. xZ&t— Keedon Bluffs

169 For they were in truth near the summit, not ascending

the great bald, but in a gap between two peaks. 1890

Buckskin Mose xi. 163 Another signal had been kindled on
a large bald or bare mountain on our left.

Bald, a. 4. a. nnd c. (Later examples.)
a. 1840 C F. Hoffman Greyslaer I, x. 116 There's a lede:e

of bald rock to the left yonder. \969 A trier. Naturalist II.

647 A few clumps of willows.. are the only objects re-

maining ..except the bald bluflfs. 187a E. Eggleston
End 0/ IVorld xlL 257 A large bald hill overlooking the
Ohio was to be the mount of ascensi6n.

c 1856 Trans. Mich. Agric Soc. VII. 805 He .. raises .. the

old-fashioned bald or bearded wheat.

Bald eagle, bald-eagle. U.S. [Bald a. 2.]

The American eagle. (Cf. Eagle i b.)

169s R. Frame Descr. Pennsyh'. 27 The Turky-Buzard
and Bald-Eagle high, Wild Ducks, which in great Com-
panyes do fly. 1705 Beverley Virginia 11. (1722) 133 The
Bald-Eagle no sooner perceives a Hawk that has taken his

Prey, but he immediately pursues. 1775 A. Burnabv Trav.
N. Amer, 28 The bald-eagle, which is generally upon the

watch, instantly pursues. 1836 T. Flint Recoil, 6 The
wolf, the bear, and the bald eagle, were the most frequent
emblems on the tavern signs [among the Allegheny moun-
tains]. tdSSAtner. Naturalist II. 194 So cautious is he lest

the Bald-eagle {Haliaeins leucocephalus) . .ias.y approach.
1878 J. H. Beadle Western IVilds xxx. 483 Small is the
pleasure one can take., in the sweep of the bald eagle, where
the next occupation ofthat eagle may be in picking the meat
from his bones.

Bald-face. U.S. [Bald a. 2.]

1. The widgeon (also called bald-head^ -pale).

1709 T. Lawson Ne^v Voy. Carolina 151 The bald or
while Faces are a good Fowl. Marg. Bald-Faces. 1768
Washington Diaries I. 253 Went a ducking between break-
fast and dinner and killd 3 Mallards and 5 bald faces.

2. A variety of whisky.
X840 Daily Pennant (St. Louis) 28 Apr. (Th.) He called

lustily for a horn of bald-face and molasses. 1848 Knicker-
bocker Mag. Nov. XXXII. 402 What is classically denomi-
nated ' bald-face ', or old brown whiskey. 1871 Schele de
Vere Americanisms (1872) 581 Bald-face, one of the many
slang terms under which bad whiskey passes in the West,
3. attrib. (See quot.)
1876 Fur^ Fin ^ Feather Sept, 142 Green Martin tells of

a bear, rarely seen in the mountains which old hunters call

ihe bald-face bear.

Bald-faced, a. [Bald «.] Having a bald face.

1657 [see BALDrt. III.]. x86i Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV.
341 The nest of our bald-faced hornet is occasionally sus-
pended in a house to kill off the house-flies. 1885 Century
Mag. Nov. 6o/'2 He jogged along on his bald-faced bay in
the bleajc untempered light.

Bald-headed, a. Add :

b. coUoq. phr, (orig. U.S>) To go bald-headed

{for, fl/), to dash or charge forward, without heed-
ing danger or obstacles. Hence Bald-hea'dedly
adv. (in similar sense).

1846-^ Lowell Biglow P. Ser. i. vi, ' Pious editor ' x, I

scent wichpaysthebest,an' thenGointoitbaldheaded. 1867
Ibid. Ser. ir. Introd., 'To^oit bald-headed': in great haste,
as where one rushes out without his hat. 1888 Pall Mall
Gaz.32 June4/2 The Chicago Republicans, to use an Ameri-
canism, have gone ' baldheaded ' for Protection. 1915 W. J.
GokDON Flags of World 77 Warburg, where the colonel
of the Blues, the Marquis of Granby, after a high trot of five

miles led them hatless in the charge, * going bald-headed
for the enemy', and thus originated the well-known phrase.
19x0 W. J. Locke //(?w«^j5a/^a:z(Z7-v,Quong Ho. .tried
. . zealously, then desperately, then bald-headedly, but never
a wild blow could pass the easy guard of his smiling master.
I9a7 Daily Express 28 Feb. 7/3 It is the way of a woman
to go bald-headed at her objectives.

Baldness. 2. Add earlier U.S. quot.

:

1840 C. Lanman Lett. Alleghany Mount, ix. 72 The legend
.

. accounts for the baldness of the mountain.

Baldwin (b9'ldwin). i/. 6". [The personal name.]
A common variety of eating apple.
1826 Catal. Fruits in Gard. Hortic. Soc. Lond. 108 (Apples)

Baldwin's. 1842 Ibid. (ed. 3) 5 Apples... Baldwin. 1848
Lowell Biglow P. Ser. \. ix. end. Looking out through my
study window, I see Mr. Biglow. .busy in gathering his
Baldwins. xZ^Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. (i86o) X. 254 Bald-
win is a very popular market fruit in New England. 1861
Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 468 Our farmers set in the early
orchards of Wisconsin a large proportion of Roxbury Rus-
sets, Baldwins,.. and Spitzenbergs. 1887 Mary E, Wilkins
Humble Romance 238 On the right of the garden were two
old apple-trees, a B^dwin and a Porter.

Bale, J^.3 3. Add : bale-band, -hook, -sack,
-sling (see quots.). b. bale-cloth U.S.^ cloth
used for covering bales ; bale-rope 6''.^'., roi>e
used for securing bales.
1891 Patterson Naut. Dict.^ *Bale-band, a big shackle,

shaped iron at the mast-head, supported by the cap-band,
and to which the sUnding part of the flying jib-stay is bent
on. x86a Trans. III. Agric. Soc, (1865) V. 159 We have
pressed the sirup from the sugar through fine *bale-cIoth.
x8a4 Deb. Congress 16 Feb, (1856J 1542 But in selling

cotton, the bagging and *balerope are all weighed and sold

as cotton. 1837 AJass. Statutes 12 Apr., A corporation, by
the name of the Goulding Patent Bale Rope Manufacturing
Company, for the purpose of manufacturing bale rope. 1883
Century Mag. Oct, 817/2 This man flung them into an
enormous *bale-sack, swinging wide-mouthed from a derrick.

1883 Man. Seamanship for Boys 93 There are several

methods of slinging a cask, either with a pair of butt
slings, *bale slings, or a bowline knot. 1891 Patterson
Naut, Diet., Bale-sling^ a simple strap passed round a bale

or bag, the two ends meeting on top, one dipping under the
other.

Baledi ppl* a. Add : esp. U.S. in baled hay,

straw.
1872 E. KGGLEsroii Fnd0/ World XXX. 197 [The steamer]

took on a new cargo of baled hay and corn and flour. 1891
C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 1^5, I was fortunate enough to
be able to stow myself away in a car that was partly filled

with baled hay. 1918 Nation (lii.Y.)y Feb. i68/i The baled
straw for the mattresses.

Baleei^ 3. Add : baleen whale, a whale-
bone whale ; any member of the Mystacoceti.
X878 J. Murie in Casselts Nat. Hist. \\. 257 Scammon

says that three or four (killer-whales] do not hesitate to

grapple with the largest Baleen Whales. 1883 Encycl.Brii.
XV. 303/1 The Baleen Whales or Mystacoceti.

Balibnntal (bselibr'ntT). Also balli-, bally-,

-buntl(e (as one word or as two) ; also shortened

to bal(l)i. [Short for Baliuag buntal, a weave of

*BoNTAL originating from Baliuag in Bulacan,
Philippine Islands.] A fine straw of a very close

weave, used for hats. Also aitrib.i and short

for balibtmtal hoi.

I1911 C. B. Robinson in Philippine Jrnl. Scienre June 115
The Baliuag buntal hat is. .more closely woven than that of
Lucban, and is consequently stronger.] 1918 A'. V. Times
25 Apr. 5 (Advt.), Lignt as a feather and as flexible as a
Panama, the Bally Buntle is one of the strictly new,
extremely modish Hats. 1025 Ibid. 1 Mar. (Advt.), Hats
of Horse Hair, Balli Buntle, Bankok. 19*7 Observer 13June
1 1/4 A bali-buntal in mauve. 1928 N. K. Times i Ai)r,

7 fAdvt.), Baku and Ballbuntal are favorite straws for
Easter Wear. Ibid. 11 Apr. (Advt.), This Untrimmed
Ballibuntl Needs Little Adornment. Ibid. 15 Apr, (Advt.),
Balibuntal hat with velvet petals.

Balisanr (b3e*liso»j). [Native name.] A badger-
like animal of India, Arctonyx coUaris.
x88i in CasselTs Encycl. Diet.

Balisier (baUzy*?). [Fr.] The West Indian
musaceous plant Heliconia bikaij with very large
leaves and brilliant orange flowers,
1858 DeVerteuil Trinidad qs BaWzicr {Heliconia). 1871

KiNGSLEV At Last I. vi. 232 Under the shade of great
Balisiers or wild plantains, [note] Heliconia. Ibid. vii. 266
Above these, again, the Balisiers benti their long leaves,
eight or ten feet long apiece.

Balistio, -ios, var. ff. Ballistic, -ics.

Balk, sb. Add :

5. b. U.S. In baseball : Tsee quot.),
1867 H. CHADwiCK^rt^tf Ball Players^ A balked Ball.—

Should the pitchermove his foot in delivery—thereby making
a 'balk '—and the Umpire call a * balk ' until the ball is

returned to the pitcher, [etc].

9. attrib. uses :

1830 [in Diet.]. 1896 W. Bboadfoot Billiards ix. 283
{keading) Safety and baulk play. Ibid. ix. 285 A few
examples of safety and baulk strokes. 1506 Daily Ckron.
19 April 4/7 The 18.1 in. baulk-line champion.

Balk, sb."^ [f.BALK v,l in the local sense of 'to
leave unfinished *,] Of cloth : In the raw or un-
finished state.

1841 R. W. Hamilton Nugai Lit. 357 (Yorksh, Dial.)
5a/*,.. cloth in an unfinished state, i860 S. Jubb Hist.
Shoddy-Trade 40 Short Ends were sold to the merchants.

.

in the grey raised (not balk state). 1876 Cudworth
Bradford 519 These clothiers attended the Leeds White
Cloth Market., selling their cloth in the 'balk', or raw state.

Balk, v."^ 3. Add : Also/^. {coUoq:) To * shy
'

or ' jib ' at.

1908 J. M. Dillon Motor Days Eng. xx. 241 It was the
only time I ever saw Maud balk at gooseberries,

Balkan (b§*lkan), a. Of or pertaining to the
peninsula bounded by the Adriatic, JE^ean, and
Black Seas, or to the countries or peoples of this
region ; spec, with allusion to the relations (often
characterized by threatened hostilities) of the
Balkan states to each other or to the rest of Europe

;

so in the derivatives, Balkanio (b^lkre-nik) a.,

Ba-lkanlsm, Balkanize v., Baakanizatlon.
1922 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 370/2 *Balkanic Italy (country of

Gorizia E. of the Isonzo, W. Carniola, Istria, Trieste and
Zara). 1935 Contemp. Rev. Apr. 476 Matters that, like everj'.
thing Balkanic, lie very much on the knees of the gods.
1925 Public Opinion 23 Jan. 86/2 His swarthy face with its
cunning Balkanic eyes, jgz^ Scribner's Mag. Jan. jo/2
Patches of glaring ' Westernism'.. merely emphasize Bel-
grade's fundamental ' *Balkanism '. 1920 Niueteenth Cent.
Mar. S36Great Britain has been accused by French observers
of pursuing a policy aimed at the *Balkanisation of the
Baltic provinces. 1921 S. Graham Europe—WhitherBound^
vli. 95 Hungary avers that a large stretch of Hungarian
territory, .is being »Balkanized. 1923 Edi7t. Rev. Jan. 170
It was preparing to play its part in Balkanising Europe at
the Versailles Conference. 1925 Cofitemp. Rev. Sept. 353We talk glibly about a Balkanised Europe.

Balked, />//. a. Add : 4. U.S. In baseball

:

(see *Balk sb. 5 b).

Ba-lkiness. [f. Balky a.] The quality in a
horse, etc., of being balky.
1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 349/1 The mules were the

very embodiment of balkiness. 1909 J. C. Luicoln Keztalt
Coffin X. 143, I, bcin' a Hammond, with some of the Ham-
mond balkiness in me, I set my foot down as bard as bis.

Ball, J/5.1 Add:
L b. Ball and chaitiy a heavy metal ball secured
by a chain to the leg of a prisoner or convict, to
prevent escape. (Cf. *Chain sb. 2.) U.S.
1873 J. H, Beadle Undeveloped West vil 132 Those who

had hned and imprisoned culprits, or sent them to work with
ball and chain. 1902 Hakben Abner Daniel 94 Tliey put a
ball an' chain to one of his ankles an' sent him out with the
nigger gang. 1904 Brooklyn Daily Eagle 10 June 4 Tam-
many^ was.. made work for him under ball and chain and
in stripes. 1904 Newark Even, Neivs 3 Aug. 6 Hammontoii
. .has resolved to see what the ball and cmiin gang system
will do in the way of driving off the tramps and vagrants.

10. d. Metallttrgy. A mass of puddled iron
formed by the workman into a pasty lump, to be
hammered and rolled when taken from the furnace.

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Meek. 334 When the iron is de-
prived of the carbon . .the furnaceman rolls it up into balls
of one half or three quarters of a cwt. each. 1852 J. A.
Phillips Metallurgy 285 It now only remains for the work-
man to form the iron into balls. 1855 W.Truban Iron Manuf.
134/1 After 8 or 9 minutes raking of the iron, now in the
condition of pasty lumps,., the puddler commences the
formation of the puddle balls. 1892 F. Jovnson Iron <V Steel
^ff^^rSgTheworkof the puddler is.. confined to.. the pro-
duction of the lumps or masses of metal technically called
' balls ', and sometimes, though rarely in this country,
'blooms'.

21. ball-fiehi, -game, ground^ play^playersplaying,
'Sticky -team (U.S. quotations),

1903 N.^ Y, Times Sat, Rev. 22 Aug., When he excels
others fairly in schoolroom or on the 'balUfield. 1849 C.
Lanman Lett. Alleghany Mount, xiii. 100 Since my arrival
here the Indians have had one of their "ball games, 1888
A', y. Life II Aug. 18 You know it is the Sabbath day and
you have been to the ball game. X898 Susan Hale Lett.

33s These men were just litce . , Harvard men, after the ball
game has gone right for us. ij>03 Susan H. Ward Life
G. H. Hep-worth 19 The two friends did not join in ball
games. 1904 N. J'. Times 2 May 9 Cheering like rooters at
a ball game. 18*5 J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs ix. 112
An Indian ball-play was announced to 'come off ',.at the
*ball ground near the river. 1829-32 J. P. Kennedy Swal.
loiv B. I. xviii. 186 The Indians pretended they were going
to have a *ball play. 1892

J.
L. Ford Dr. Dodd's School \.

18 Although, like most of his race, [Monsieur Valcour] was
no *ball-p!ayer. 1849 C. Lanman Lett. Alleghany Mount.
xiii. 100 The manly game of *ball-playing is still practiced
after the ancient manner. 1845 J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon
Suggs ix. 113 They . . knock down their antagonists with their
*ban-sticks. 18^ A. H. Qvina Pennsyiv. Stories ^-j Harvard
had sent down its *ban team, with an enthusiastic crowd of
rooters.

22. ball-fringe, a fringe used esp. for mantel-
pieces ; ball-headed a. ; ball-peen, -pome (see
Teen sb„ Pome sb. 3) ; ball-race (see Race j^.i

8 g) ; ball-trap (see Tbap j3.1 8 and cf. ball-valve').

1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Buugay l ii. § 4 Stuff with 'ball
fringe along the mantel. 190a Ho-w to make useful Things
48/a With a "ball-headed hammer strike the petals of the
discs. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., *Ball.peen Hammer, a
metal-worker's hammer with a spherical peen. 1884 Ibid.
Suppl., Ball-peen Hammer^ one whose peen is round, or
ball-shapd. 1922 Weekly Dispatch 17 Dec, 15, i-lb. *BaH-
pome Hammer. 1907 Wesim. Gaz. 18 Nov. 7/2 ITier'ball-
races fitted between the springs and the axle on which the
long semi -elliptical springs are carried. 1908 Ibid. 30 June
4/2 Of the three Ariels [one] had the misfortune to break a
ball-race in the hub. 1873PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 4)
344 Tlie *ball-trap is used in some special cases only; a
ball is lifted up as the water rises, until it impinges on and
closes an orifice.

BaU, z-.i Add:
2. b. To clench (the fist) tightly. Also with up

:

To roll up in a ball-like lump or mass.
1813 Nrm Monthly Mag. VII. 542 Ball'd up to a m«ss, in

a moment uncoil'd They rose, and again disappear'd in the
dark. 1889 Clark Russell Marooned xvi, A spun-yarn
winch was rattling on the forecastle! and the half-blood
Charles.. was balling up the stuff as it was manufactured.
1889 liARlNG-GouLD Armmell \\, With teeth clenched, and
fi.sts balled in his breeches pocket. 189a Tem/le Sar Jan. 120
He dropped his sword, balled his strong hands. 19x5
Chambers's Jrnl. 581/1 No one had ever seen a balled-up
swallow.

O. Metallurgy. To ball up : to form (molten iron)
into ' balls' in the puddling furnace, for hammer-
ing or rolling. Also Balling up vbl. sb.

1855 W. Truran Iron Manuf. 134/1 The period for
balling-up arrives. 1868 Jovnson Metals 62 The metallic
matter is.. balled up and shingled. 1887 J. A. Phillips
Metallurgy (ed. 2) 294 When the whole charge has been
balled up. 1895 T. Turner A/c/a//. Iron f, Steel 291
Balling up stage, which occupies some twenty minutes.
4. b. (Earlier U.S. quot.)
1788 Washington Diaries III. 297 Apprehension of the

Horses balling with the Snow.

5. Of bees : To surround (the queen) in a dense
cluster, often with the result that she is suffocated

or crushed to death.
1888 F. R. Cheshire Bees II. 426 If very many pass the

guards [of a strange hive] unchallenged, they are likely to
ball the queen, and possibly destroy her. 1919 T. W. Cowax
Beekeepers Guide Bk. (ed. 23) 141 It is sometimes very
difficult to introduce queens into hives having no young
bees, as the old bees frequently ' ball ' the queen and hug
her to death unless she be released.

6. To ball up (U.S.) : a. intr. To become
clogged. (Cf. 4 b.) Also_/ff. (see quot. 1889).
1889 Farmer Americanisms, Ball uf (College) at Middle.



BALLAST.
bury CoII^^, to fail at recitation or examination-^Hair^
College Words and Customs. 190a Clapin Diet. Amer. 35
It probably comes from the * balling up ' of a horse in soft.

Dew fallen snow, when a snowball forms within each shoe.

b, trans. To bring into a state of entanglement
or difficulty.

1887 Harper's ^f^V- Sept. 605/a ' You seem balled up
about something.'..* Halted up!..|*m done for.' 1896 G.
Ade Artie xL o& She had him balled up till be couldn t say
a word. 1911 H. Quick Yellowstone N. ix. 338 Every lime
old Hen stepped, he balled things up worse. 1993 Watts
LHthtr Sichcls 2S0 They're always getting in the way of
liberal government and baiting things up.

Ballast, sb. 6. b. Add :

ballaat-Bn 6''.5'., a fin-shaped metal extension of

the keel of a jracht serving to ballast her and to

enable her to sail close to the wind.
ai^Outhu[IXiS.') XXIV. 194/3. 1 have not a word to say

against the faallast-fiD so far as racing is concerned.

Ba'llastless, a. [Ballast i^.] Withont
ballast ; fig. unsteady.
itSs WiNCFtiLO Bariara Philfct III. ii. 34 She was

unstable and ballastless subject to delusions. 1886 Btd/ord
Times ip Oct 5 Tbey serve the purpose of ballast to a
I«llast4ess leader.

Ball8r. Add : 1. spec. A workman who charges
pnddled bars into a balling or reheatinf; fnraace.
iHl /nstr. Ctttstu CUris (iSSs) 104 Bailer (Tin Plate).

3. a. One who makes yam, etc. into balls ; one
who attends to a balling machine, b. A balling

machine.
iMi ruslr. CtHSm Clirks (1S8;) 104 Bailer (Carpet).

bM^ M^^Larcn Sfiinning 216 The balling bead and creel
motion ranks along with Blamtre's as the best. . .The sliver

before going into the bailer can be drawn off the doflfer in

two ways. Ibid. 2ao This is a side.drawing system, and, on
oar former suppositioo of speeds, would have the same
Buraber of doublings per sliver as in the bailer.

Ballck (bs-let), 1^.3 Hist. [16-1 7th c spelling

of BalijUx] a form of madrigal in dance-rhythm.
'995 1°. Mmlcy (titU) The firat booke of balletu to fiue

Toyces. 1507 [sec B.>uju> \\ iggS T. WiEijcn {HlU)
Ballctts and madrigals to fiue voyces. 1879 GaovK Diet.
Mus. 1. 139/a BaiitU, conposttions of a light character, but
omewhal in the madrigal style, frequentTv with a * Fa la

'

burden which could be both sung and (lanced la igai
E. H. FnLOwn Exf. Mmdrigml Ctn^tttn 57 An essential

feature of the Ballet..was tM introduction, at the end of
eachsectioa,of a florid and rhythmical passage vocalized to
the syllables Fu Im la.

Balling, vil. s6A Add :

1. spinning. .Additional quofs.)
1SS4 M^Laben S^iniuMf 116 Balling, or makin|^ into

* lope '. /Ud, 117 As this balling bead moves from side to
side quickly, the ball is made by ib« sliver ooaalaatly pasting
bom side to side. /iid. nx With the Blaaif* and balling
systems one card can run while the other tt standing.

8. Farriery. The administration of medicine to

a bone in the form of a ball (see Ball sb^ 1 1),
which he is made to swallow. Balling iron, pistol,

instruments sometime* osed for this purpose.
1^1 YouATT Htrtt 3(5 The balling iron, while it often

woonds and permanently injures the ban, occasions the
Itorae to struggle more than M otherwise would against the
adminislration of the ball. iMi M. H. Havis Vtttrin.
NtUt (ed. 3) 4s6 The balling irmt is an instnunant for keep-
ing tbe mouth open. lUd.m A bailingfUlfl i* useful for

giving balls to ftactiens animals, Hfdt Antmat Managtrntitl
308 Balling.—TjiM the toogue in the left hand . . and push
the ball as far as poiaible over the root of tbe tongue.

Ballistic, a. Add :

o. ba!.isti( galvanometer, one in which damping
is minimized, tiied to measure transient currents.
ttit Kncnm ft Paaav in Rif. Brit. Attx. 487 To obtain

a ^vaoometric arrangement of sufficieot sensibility to
measure the small capacity of aach an air condenser, and
saSctently ballistic that the air damping should be almost
inappreciable. /^V., The arrangement of a ballistic galva*
nometer 10 fulfil the two conditions mentiooed..was very
troublesome. 1879 — in f'kitps. Mag. Apr. 087 Thera was
alwa)-s some slight damping even in our ballistic galvano.
meter. 1880 J. £ H. GosooN Pkri. Trtat. F.llctr. n, Magn.
1. S40 In order to diminish the resistance of the air as much
»i possible, a * balistic galvanometer * has been used.

BaUi'StioaUy, adv. In relation to or in the
way of ballistics.

\in AraroK & Pr»«v in Pkilm. Mag. Apr. 384 But this
arrangement[of the galvanometer], .had far too much damp,
ing for being used ballistically. 1889 J. A LoKcaiiKi
Internal BaJlistitS 16 Although there i;. no positive evidence
of ' Disaocialion ' in a gun, it may be well to examine what
would be the eflect ballisucally, if it did lake place.

Ballistica. Also baUst-. Add :

t.xuritr halliilict, tliat branch of ballistics which deals
with tbe fitght of the projectile after leaving the gun.
tnttritr (or inlmat) ballillict. that branch which deals
with the (iropnlsive effect of a charge and the action of the
proiectQe in the bore of tbe gun.
1840 Civil Eng. \ Arch. yml. III. 11 'a They afford

positive data, and the bases of experimenul balislics, 90
necessary for artillery practice. 1873 V. HASHrorrH ttttitn
<jfPrrjtctiltt Pref. pw viii. On the institution of the Advanced
Class for Ofiiccrs of the Royal Artillery in 1864, iboe was
no satisfactory work on ballistics. i88« J.M.I ngalls Wilt)
Exterior Balistics in the plane of fire. 1889 J. A. Lomcridge
{lilU) Internal Ballistics. 1893 Armi t, KxtlDtivet Aug.
144/1 Interior balliiiics, exterior ballistics, and the ballistics
of penetration. 191^ W. H. TacHArrAT Ordnance t Ounnrry
IV. io8 Interior ballistics treats of the motion of the projectile
while still in tbe Ijore of the gun. Ibid. ix. 424 Exterior
Ballistics treats of the motioa of a projectile after it has left
Use piece.
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Ballistite (bae-listsit). [f. Balltsta + -ITK 1.]

A smokeless powder invented by A. Nobel, consist-

ing of gun-cotton and nitroglycerine in about equal
parts.

iSoa Arvis Sr F.xplosiz'es Oct. 11 'i The new explosive
'Ballistite', which the Italian War Office has lately been
experimenting with. 189SO. Guttmann Afa>ij</;.£j-/>/<7iir'«

11. 254 Nobel's ballistite, which has soluble gun-cotton as
its base. 1896 P. G. Sanford JV7/ro-£".r//o«r*r 171-a. 191a

J. M_. lnGf.i.LS Interior Ballistics (ed. 3) 140 The ballistite..
was in the form of cubes 0.3 of an inch on a side.

Ballon d'essai (balond«{). [Fr., = trial bal-
loon.] An experimental project or piece of policy
put forward to test the feeling or attitude of a per-
son or body of persons.
1883 Standard 24 Jan. 5 (Stanf.) The contents [of the

letter] would make it appear a sort of ballon ^«-rrai',designed
to throw light on the prospects of an Orieanist Restoration
in France. 1905 Mrs. H. Ward Marriage IV. Ashe 11. xiii.

In the early morning she had sent her note to Kitty—

a

ballon tfessai, dispatched in a horror of great fear, 1938
DMly Tel. 18 Sept. 11/5 I'lie rumours about Mile. Lenglen's
future plans have recently died down. This one may be
in the nature of a ballon d essai.

Ballonnet, ballonet (bse-1/net). Also bal-
lon(ii>tta. [ad. F. ballonnet, dim. of ballon

Balloox.] a balloon inflated with air, placed
inside a gas balloon to enable it to keep its shape
if deflated.

1901 ^E. P. Lylb in Smithsonian Re^. 583 The ballonet
fills with air automatically from a pump worked by the
motor. if)03 Daily Ckron. 21 Sept. 3/6 In the central com.
partment b an internal air balloon, or ballonnttte. 1907
G. H. Brvan in Cornh. Mag. May 60Q An internal balloon
or ' ballonet '. 191;; C. C. Ti;rner Aircraft of To-Day
xiiL 203 All non.rigid and semi-rigid airships are provided
with ballonDcts.

Balloon, sb. Add

:

7. b. A lofty hit or kick given to a cricket-ball,

base-ball, or football, colloq.

1904 Daily Chron, 8 June 5/3 With his scire at 45 Jackson
was misMd off a * balloon ' in tbe long field by Gooder. t9aa
Dtsily Mail 8 Dec. 1 1 For tbe most (>arl the ball was kicked
anywhere—for choice high in the air. ' There's no one up
there,* shoaled an ironical spectator after one of many
balloons.

10. b. balloon sleeve (earlier U.S. example);
baUoon-tyre, a pneumatic tyre used on a motor
vehicle ; also balloon-tyred a. ; balloon vine
6^.5'., a handsome tropical American tree, which
bears large balloon-like pods.
iB^ Southern Lit, Messenger III. 3 Women come to the
-^"ig for water in great 'balloon sleeves and prunella
loes. 19B4 Motor 27 May 715 1 The low.pressure or 'bal.

loon lyre manufacturers in the United States have adopted
the straight^idcd type of rim exclusively. 1895 Daily Nervs
t June 3/ 1 llM Princess Maud, .here mounted on a 'balloon-
tired ' safety*.

^ 188I Ref. U. S. Commisiioner Agric. (1869)
206 'Balloon vine (Cardios^ermum halicacabum).

Balloon, v. Add : 3. b. trans. To puff out
or cause to be inflated like a balloon ; spec, to dis-

tend with air, gas, or water, as the atxlomen in

tympanites, or the rectum or vagina with specially

constructed apparatus.
i88a(iee 'Balloohiiio vN. $i. t\ uo6 Moan, Mag. Dec

119 The wind..balloaned his cassock and carried his hat
into tbe ditch. 1909 Practitioner Dec 807 Several equal
lengths of rubber tubing, .were obtained, and at about the
centre of aoase of them aneurysms. . were ballooned. I9a6 W.
THmnaSomtH Son \L%t Sonell saw the Ubounng of
the hellooiwJ waistcoat.

A. trans. To hit (a cricket-ball) or kick (a foot-

ball) high in the air. collof.

lfD4 Das'ly Chron. so July 7/2 As be did not quite get to
tbe ball, he ballooned it to Garnett in the out. field, who
brougbl off a well-judged catch. I9a7 Daily Tel. 8 Feb.
16/3 As for the hall-backs, they Ucked method ; it was not
a light or flighty ball, but they were for ever ballooning it.

BallO0n<t (bUfi-net). Also -ette. - *Bal-
LOITNET.
190* Weetm. Com. it Apr. 8/1 Within the main halloon

thvn is to be a smaller balloon. Tliis can be filled with air.

If^ therefore, the balloon becomes slack, it can immediately
be B^de taut by pumping air into the balloonct. 1909
H. G. Wells H'ar in the Air iii. i $ A long internal bal.
loonette of oiled and toughened silk canvass.

Ballooning, vbl. sb. Add

:

2. Dilatation of the walls of a cavity of the body
as a symptom or for therapeutic purposes.
1889 T. BavAKT in Lancet 5 Jan. 8/t On the diagnoetic

value of ' ballooning of tbe rectum ' in cases of stricture of
the bowel. . .The surgeon will often find, .that he has entered
a cavity, the walb of which are expanded or ' ballooned '.

.

.

'ITie extent of ballooning will be found to vary in every case.

1890 BiLumu Med. Diet., Ballooning, vaginal, distension
of vagina a* by tampons, water- or air-bags, etc. 1893 A. S.
EccLas Sciatica 3 In the remaining nine cases there was
more or leas balkwaiog of the rectum.

8. (See qnot.)

19H T. Lawstw Woallen Yam Production Introd. p. ix,

Ballioning, extenaoo of the arc of the axis of tbe spinning
thread.

BaUotff.i Add:
6. tram. To procure the vote by ballot of(a body

of voters) on a s]^cific motion.
1898 Daily SevifS 25 June 6, 6 The Llirynpia colliers to-day

rejected a motion to twllot the men for or against a sliding
ftcale. 1S99 tbid. 9 Jan. 7 '3 If the textile unions are to be
balloted on the question of raising the age.

BALSAM.

Bally (bae'li), a. and adv. slang. A euphemism
for bloody (see Bloody a. lo), used as a vague
intensive of general application ; 'jolly *, ' con-
founded '.

1887 S. BtrrLER in H. F. Jones Life xxvL (1919) II. 54 No
one in those days gave him or herself any bally airs about
it. 1889 jF.aoMi Three Men in Boat li, 'Ah, the bally
idiot !

* you hear him mutter to himself. X898 Steevens
With Kitchener to Khartum 112 I've been in this bally
country five years. 1919 Christine Orr The Glorious
Thing V. 56, I . . talked gaily abouL the bally old war. 19x2
H.WALfOLKCathedrail. vi. 103 All the time behind you and
them some force was insisting on places being taken, con-
nections being formed. One was simply a ^llypawn..a
bally pawn.

Ballyhoo (bselihw), sb. U.S. A 'barker's'
speech; publicity in advance of a project; hence,
blarney, ' eye-wash '.

ifi^ Philad. Even. Post May, A live, little park full of
side show tents . . with . . barkers spieling before the entrances
and all the ballyhoos going at full blast, loss H. L.
Foster Tro^. Tramp Tourists 36 Above all, don t let them
use a megaphone. It's too much like a ballyhoo. 1927 Daily
Excess 21 Sept. 1/2 Mr. Wiener, chairman of the Pennsyl-
vania State Athletic Commission, .calls Dempsey's letter
' mere ballyhoo '. 1918 Ibid. 3 Mar. 9/3 Mr. McAndrew char-
acterised Mr. Thompson's charges as ' lies and ballyhoo '.

attrib. 1928 Weekly Dispatch 20 May 15 To make the
season pay Sir Barry would have had to descend to bally-
hoo standards.

Hence Balljrhoo v. trans., to commend, urge, or
the like, in the manner of a ' barker'.
1917 Scots Observer 28 May, Otir people will not be bullied

and bally-hoed into churchgoing or anything else. 19x8
Weekly Dispatch 6 May 15/2 How the late P. T. Barnum
would have enjoyed ballyhoo-ing this new Drury Lane
spectacle

!

Balm, sb. Add : IL b. The balsam poplar
{^Populus balsamifera). U.S.
1784 Cutler in Mem. Amer. Acad. (1785) I. 491 Populus

..The Black Poplar, commonly called, in the northern
states, the Balm of Gilead. 1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc.
IV. 448 The Balm of Gilead is hardy thousands of miles
north of this. 1897 G. B. Sudworth Nomencl. Arbor. Flora
U.S. 130.

c. The balsam fir I^Abies balsamea). Also attrib.

I8S4 Shillaber Mrs. Partington 27 The balm-of-gilead
buds and rum that (x:cupied their position in the buffet, were
not prepared for her. 1887 ScrUner's Mag. Dec 731/1 Just
. .
pick me a handful o' balm o' Gilead buds- I want to

put 'em in a half a pint o' new rum- xooa Clapin Diet.
Amer. 35 The tree itself is also known as Balm 0/ Gilead,
in imitation of the Eastern terebinth.

Balmy (ba-mi), a. Add :

7. 'Soft ', weak-minded, idiotic. Also as ji. (see

quot. 1903). slang. See also 'Babmy a.
i8si Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 217/2 (Street-patterers'

slang) Balmy, insane. 1859 Slang Diet., Balmy, insane.
1891 Farmer Slang II. 224/1 Balmy in one's crumpet. 189a
Daily Nctcs 17 Nov. 6/6 Regarding the old ' balmy ' crimi-
naLs, they arc poor creatures, far more to be pitied than con-
demned. 1903 Ld. W. Nfvill Penal Sermtiide 150 These
are officially classed as 'W. M.'—that is, weak.minded

—

but are invariably known colloquially as ' balmies ". Ibid.
yi A man who appears to be playing * balmy '. 191a

asefiblo Dauber 11. in English Rev. Ckt. 350 Painting's
a balmy's job \ed. 1913, p. 21 a balmy job] not worth a nail.

Balneary- Add :

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the bath or bathing.
1883 H. Jakes Portr. Places vii. 142 The French do not

treat their beaches as we do ours—as. .places animated
simply during the balneary hours. 19x4 Weekly Westm.
Caz. 29 Aug. 510/3 In fantasy I view and loathe each bal-
neary station— I have been down at Pebbleton-on-Sca.

Balneologist (b:elni^7-l5d,;;ist). [f.L. balneum
bath -t- -OLOoisi.] An expert in balneology.
190a Timet 22 Jan. 2/^ Applications are invited for the

appointment of balneologist under the New Zealand Govern-
ment in connexion with the Thermal Springs of the Colony.
19x1 Times Lit. Suppl. 6 Ocl. 646/3 Dr. Herbert.. in 1902
was appointed as Government balneologist to advise on the
development of the health resorts of New ZeaUnd.

Ba:liieothe'rapy. Add quots. Hence
Ba:liiaotharap«n°tlo a.

1881 tr. von Ziemssen's Cyel. Med. Suppl. 184 Balneo-
therapy, when there was no mercury used, has proved of no
greater worth. 190^ Practitioner Dec. 764 The initiation
of balneo-thernpeulic measures. 1907 SlE H. & F. P.
Weber {title) Climatotberapy and Balneotherapy.

Balsa. Add :

2. A bombaceous tree of tropical America, Ochro-
ma Lagopus, with very light wood (corkwood).
1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Ochroma, The very buoyant rafts or

balsas, the unsinkable properties of which caused such sur-
prise among the discoverers of America, are likewise made
of it, whence the tree is called Balsa in some parts of America.
19x4 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 9^ The balsa tree, a wood which,
from its extreme lightness, is specially suitable in the con-
struction of aeroplanes.

Balsam, sb. Add : 7. balsam flr, poplar
(earlier U.S. examples). Cf. Balm sb. 11 b, c.

1807 P. Gass Jml. 138 The country is closely timbered
with . . what some call *balsam-fir. 1849 Willis Rural Lett.

L 18, I showed the first symptom., by ordering my breakfast
under a balsam-fir. 1819 D. Thomas Trav. 93 The true
*balsam poplar differs greatly in the leaf. 183a D. J.
Browne Sytva Amer. 254 This tree which is a genuine
Balsam Poplar, is commonly seen growing before the nouses.

8. Balsam 0/ Gilead (see *Balm sb. 1 1 c).

183a D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 95 This species of spruce
..is called Silver Fir, Fir Balsam, and Balsam of Gilead.



BALTIMORE. 56 BATQ^DOLIEBEI).

Baltimore. (Earlier example.)
1709 J. L-^wsoN New Voy> CaroltHm 145 The Baltimore-

Bini, so call'd from the Lord Baltimore, Proprietor of all

Maryland, in which Province many of them are found.

BaltimOTeaU, a. [f. Baltimore, the capital

of Maryland, U.S.A.] A resident or native of

Baltimore.
x8i6 U. BaowN in M^eryUnd Hist. Mag. X. b8o Balti-

morcans look ; Land selling in the middle of the Alleghany
Mountains. 1830 Deb. Cot^rcss 25 Mar. 679/2 Last year the

Legislatare of Pennsylvania . .refused to permit the patriotic

Baltimoreans to make a milroad up into that State. 1876

D. C. GiLMAH Umversity ProbL (189S) 38 A Baltimorean

»iU living provides for the foundation ofan astronomical ob-

servatory in Yale College,

Balto-Slavic (b^:lt<?sl3e*vik), a, and sb. Also
-Slavoiiio. [f. Balto-, nsed as comb, form of

Baliu.'] The designation of the group of Indo-

Enropean languages which comprises the Baltic

branch (Lithuanian, Lettish, and Old Prussian)

and the Slavonic branch (Russian, Polish, Czech,

Serbian, Bulgarian, etc).
[1891 A. L. Mayhew O. E. PkottoL p. xJi, Baltic-Slavonic,

including Old Prussian, Lithuanian, Lettish, and Old Bul-

garian.) XMI O. F. Emersom Brief Hist. Eng. Lang.Z
The Balto-Slavic branch consists of two divisiot>s. 19x0 P.

Giles in Encyd. Brit. XIV. 495/1 North of the Black Sea .

.

comes the great Balto-Slavonic group. Ibid. XVL 246/1

The words mentiri^ rds, ignis have close equivalents ia

Balto-Slavooic.

Baluch (balw-tp, Baluchi (bal«'tji). Also

7 BoUoch, Balloch, Buluch, Boloch, 8 Bal-
lowch, 9 Beloooh(e,-ee, Bloach, Bilochee, Bal-
ooohi. [Pers. Balilchi.^ An inhabitant or native

of Baluchistan, a country lying between the lower

Indus and south-east Persia, b. The Iranian lan-

guage of Baluchistan. Also attrib. or as adj.

16x7 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage (ed. 3) 550 The Persian Gulfe
bath beene awed, and the Arabike or Red Sea tamed, in re-

quitall ofthe Tui kes and Buluches Trecheries. 1619 in Foster
Eng. Factories India (1906) 84 ['lliey blame the] Bolloches
[for the disaster], itw A, Hamilton Nem Ace. E. Indies
I. 107 They were lodged in a Caravanseray, where the
Ballowches came with about 300 to attack them. x8i6 H.
PoTTisGER Trecv. Beloochistan 53 The Belooches, who form
the great bulk, or perhaps, very strictly speaking, the
whole of the population throughout Beloochistan, are a
people whose origin is so obscure [etc.]. 184B L. R. Stacv
Narr. Beloochistan tf Affgkanistan 7a The Brahooe and
Belooche tribes. 1875 Encyci. Brit III. 300/1 {Baluchistan)
The country derives its name from the Baluches, but the
Brahoes are considered the dominant race. x88a Floyer
Umxpl. Baluchistan 158 One tribe of Baluchis will
' chapao,* or plunder, another tribe directly they get a
chance. 1885 Encyci. Brit. XVIIL 655/2 Baluch, the
language of Baluchistan, .very closely akin to New Per-
sian, bat especially distinpiished from it in that ail the
old spirants are changed into explosives. xfi86 Ibid. XX.
X09/2 Baluchi is spoken on the same frontier, farther south,
adjacent to Baluchistan, x^o Blackio. Mag. Aug. 185/x
He spoke only Baluchi and indiiTerent Persian. 1925 Ibid,
Apr. 490/2 He knew exactly the line of conduct which
would most effectively appeal to the Baluch nature.

BalnchitlxeriTlIXl (bah7tji>T»Ti2;m). Paixoni,
[mod.L., f. prec. + Gr. BTjpiov beast.] A gigantic

extinct land mammal of which remains have been
foimd in the upper oligocene deposits of the Bugti
hills of Baluchistan.
X913C. FoRSTEK-CoopER m AnM. 4" Mag. NeU, Hist. XU.

I376 Thaumastotherium osborni, a new Genus of Perisso-
dactylcs from the Upper Oligocene Deposits of the Bugti
HiUs of Bahichistan. . . During an expedition to Baluchistan
in igii I found..a mammalian atlas and dcx'sai vertebra re-
markable for their unusually large size, Jbid. 377, J pro-
pose the generic and specific names Thaumastotheriuin
osborni. Ibid,] 504, I Icam that the generic name Thauma-
stotli£rium proposed.. is preoccupiwl. The generic name
Baluchitheriuin IS therefore proposed as a substitute. X9SS
Chambers's yrnl. sjjfz It was a baluchitherium, the great-
est of all varieties of rhinoceros. It stood thirteen feet at
the shoulder, and its neck, relatively as long as a horse's,
gave it an additional reach c^ four or five feet when it raised
its great head.

Baluster. Add :

6. attrib. and Comb. : baluster column or shaft
(see quot. 1853) ; baluster-stem (of a cup, chalice,
etc.) ; baluster-skaped adj.

X844 baluster shaft [see BALUsrKR i bj. 1853 Archit,
Publ. Soc. Diet., Baluster column^ the name given to a
pillar used in the so-called Saxon architecture of England
lor a divisional support in windows. 1871 Nesbitt Calal,
Siadc Coll. Glass 120 Goblet, with a, .baluster stem, X878
W. J. Cripps O. Engl. Plate x. 292 The foot is much like
those of earlier cups, but the stem is different, being formed
as acanthus or otner leaves, the tipper part of it baluster-
shaped. X9ia Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. 832 A rather early
baluster-stem cup.

BamboO) sb. Add :

2. Cane-coloured porcelain biscuit, invented by
Wedgwood. Also bamboo ware.
1787 Jos. WttDGwoOD in I* Jewitt The IVedgwoods (1865)

310 Bamboo^ or cane-coloured bisqu^ porcelain, of the same
nature with the porcelain No. 3 [/. e. a fine white biscuit
waret x86s I* Jewitt The Wedgwoods 410 note^ An open
basket of bamboo. X904 W. Burton Hist. Eng. Earthen'
•ware 163 The simple patterns of lines and foliage in blue and
peen enamel which he [sc. Elijah Mayer] used on his bam-
boo wares.

3. [= 2 in Diet] bamboo joint, an intemode of
bamboo (with its nodes) cut and fashioned into
a Tcuel for canying water, cocJcbg rice, etc.;

I

bamboo palm (see quoL) ; bamboo rat, a rodent

belonging to the genus /f!Aizomjfs, found in Malacca

;

I

bamboo ware (see 2 above).

I

1924 Mrs. Leslie Milne Home of Eastern Clan iii, 47
[ Water is carried in large *bamboo joints. These are pierced

near the top, a string is passed through the holes, and the

joints are hung on one end of a pole, which rests on the
shoulders. X891 Keiv Bulletin }z.n. sThe * *Bamboo' palm,
or Raphia viniferat is perhaps the commonest tree in the
swamps [of Lagos]. x88x CasselCs Encyci. Diet., *Bamboo-
rat, a rodent mammal belonging to Gray's genus Rhizomys.
1914 Brit. Mus. Return 135 An Ashy Bamboo Rat iRhiso'
i}tys canescens) from the Shan States.

Bamboo, v. Add :

2. trans. To furnish with bamboo or bamboolaths.
1925 Black^v, Mag. Apr. 537/2 The roof was bambooed

and ready to be thatched.

Bamboos (bsemb?i-s). S. Afr. Also-oua. [ad.

Dn. bamboes Bamboo.] A wooden vessel for milk,

water, etc. (Cf. *Bamboo sb. 3.)
x8s2 J. Campbell Trav. S. Africa \. 46 (Pettnian) They

brought us three bambooses.. .A bamboos is a deep wooden
vessel, .cut out of a block of wood. 184a R. Moffat Mis^
sionary Labours S. Africa x. 144 A kind housewife would
hang a bamboos, or wooden vessel filled with milk.. near
my head. 1844 J. Backmouss Narr. Visit Mauritius ^
S. Afr. 565 Bambouses. .are a sort of jars made of willow-
wood.

Ban (ban). [Fr.] (See quots.)
X900 DailyNews 14 Aug. 8/2 On the falling of the curtain,

however, when a ' ban ' was called for, the ice was broken.
The * ban * is the characteristic ovation of the French stu-

dent. 1906 Daily Chron. 20 Aug. 6/5 At the end it was
' Vive * everybody, and a perfect salvo of * triple bans ' was
given.

Banag'lier (bse'nagoi). [Name of a town in

Ireland, which is said to have become proverbial
as a ' rotten borough '.] Phr. To beat (or bang)
Banagher : to surpass everything. (Cf. Bang z*. 6.)
a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg, Scr. iii. House-^vartning^

Whose name.. in the records of fame., beats Banagher.
1890 Farmer ^^«^s.v., He beats Banaghan^ an Irish say-
ing of one who tells wonderful stories. 1928 Weekly Disp.
24 June 2 *You beat Banagher, Pat/ said Willie, admir*
ingly, ' and Banagher beat the Divil *.

Banana. Add

:

2. b. The yellow colour of a ripe banana. Also
banan ( == F. banane).
X923 Daily Mail 3 Apr, to In shades of. . Banana and

Cream. Ibid, 7 May i In Pale Jade, Banan, Tuscan,
3. banana birti, banana oriole, names given by

early writers to some South American and West
Indian species now included in the genus Icterus

j

containing the so-called American orioles ; banana
fly (see quot.); banana liqtiid (see quot.);
banana quit, a name applied in Jamaica to any
bird of the genus Certkiola, esp. C.fla^eola^ the
black and yellow honey-creeper ; banana solu-
tion, asolutioUf having the odour of bananas, used
as a vehicle in applying bronze pigments.
1713 Sloane in Ray Synopsis Avium 187 Passer coeruleo-

fuscus. The *Bonana Bird. .Arbores Bonanas dictas fre-
quentat, unde nomen. X734 Albin Nat. Hist. Birds II. 37
The Banana Bird from Jamaica . . of the Bigness of our Eng-
lish Starling. 1756 P. Browns Jamaica (1789) 477 Icterus
j/iajor..'Dm large Banana Bird. 1847 Gossk Birds cf
yamnica 226 Banana-bird. Iciems teucopteryx... Fruit is

his principal diet ; a ripe banana, or orange. X93X Conquest
Sept. 493/2 The common *Banana ¥\y {Drosophila ampeto-
phita). X916 L. A. Flemming Practical Tanning (ed. 3)
474 Because of its characteristic odor the amyl acetate
solution is frequently called *banana liquid. X809 Shaw
Gen. Zool, VII. 431 ^Banana Oriole. X847 Gosse Birds oJ
yamcuca 84 Black and yellow creeper. *Banana Quit. X894
'^^:viToyt Diet. Birds 761 The Banana Quit is the Sugar-
bird.

Bana'naland. [See quot. 1898.] A colloquial
Australian name for Queensland. Hence Bana-na-
laader.
1898 Morris Austral English, Banana-land, slang name

for Queensland, where bananas grow in abundance. Banana-
/off^iVr, slang for a Queenslander. 1900 Daily Nezvs 3 July
3/2 He's a brave Bananalander. X90X Westnu Gax. 2 Apr.
1/3 The Bananaiand capital, xoox Daily Chron. 4 Apr. 5/1
[He] was bom in •Bananaiand', Ibid, 18 Not. 5/1 The
Bananaiand statesman.

Banausian (ban^-sian), a. [f. as Bakausic a,

+ -IAN.] = Banausic a.
x^i Laurie Training of Teachers 235 The occupations

which to the Greek sages were banausian, if not degrading.

Bancal (banka*l). [Sp., f. banco bench.] A car-
pet or other decorative covering for a bench or seat,

? Misused in quot. 1891.

X891 DovLE IVhite Company I. xi. 275 He caught a quick
shimmer from the corner of a high-backed bancal in front of
him. X893 — Refugees i. It was thesort ofwindow which was
common in Paris about the end of the seventeenth century...
Inside, the window was furnished with a broad bancal of
brown stamped Spanish leather.

Banoo: see * Bunco,

Band, ^^.2 in. Add:
band-brake, a brake consisting of a band operat-

ing on a spindle ; band-knife, an * endless 'knife;
band-sawyer, an operative who uses a band-saw.
1889 Century Diet,, *Band-brakc. 1908 Daily Chron. ai

Nov. 9/4 A band-brake operates on the balance gear. X026
Glasgow Herald 12 July 8 Following the sewing machine
come the *band-kntf& 1909 Daily Chron. 25 Sept. 7/6 ^Band
Sawyer wanted.

Band, sb.'^ Add : 3. b. A herd or flock. U.S.
X859 Bartlett Diet. Anter. (ed. a) ».v., A troop or herd

of bisons is called, in prairie parlance, ' a band of buffalo *.

a z86x T. WiNTHROP John Brent ii. 13, 1 had come upon a
band of horses feeding on the prairie. 1671 Schkle de
Vebe Americanisms (1872) 210 California for instance.
forms its vast flocks of sheep into bands, of about a thousand
each. 1920 Hunter Trail Drivers of Texas 319 How
many of the * band ' (meaning the herd) are gone?
4. b. Phrases. When the band begins to play,
when matters become serious. To beat the battdi
lit. so as to drown the noise made by the band

;

hence, to exceed, surpass, or beat everything.
i8{>aKiPLiNG^rt?7'a<:-fe-r,5a//fl(£r 6 It's' Thank you, Mister

Atkins ', when the band begins to play. 1000 G. lk>NNKR
Hard Pan iii. 81 Doesn't that beat the band ? 1910 W. M.
Kaine B. O^Connor 24 It's send for Bucky quick when the
band begins to play. Ibid. 336 Eating together like brothers
and laughing to beat the band.

7. band-playingy -wagon (U.S., freq. fig.\
1855 Barnom Life 205 At Vicksburg we sold all our land

conveyances excepting four horses and the 'baud wagon'.
1905 N. Y. Sun 23 Nov. 12 Advt., We're abreast the band
wagon—plenty of our,. suits have a brownish tinge. 1905
N. V. Even. Post 21 Oct. i Jerome's band wagon began to
move over the town to-day. 1915 Lit. Digest (N. Y.)
21 Aug. 337/2 There has been no howl about impending
calamity, no call to arms, no band-playing or trumpets
blowing.

Band, vX 4. a. Add : Also, to form (cattle or
sheep) into a herd or flock. U.S,
X878 B. F. Taylor Between Gates a66 O leave him to

* band * his sheep and herd his bees as he pleases.

Bandabtist, var. *Bokdoblst.
Bandar (b»-ndai). Also bunder. [Hind.]
The Rhesus monkey, Macacus rhesus. Also in
Bandar-log [Hind, log people], Kiplings nation
of monkeys (see quot. 1895) j hence^^., any body
of irresponsible chatterers.
x886 KiFLiNC Other Verses (1899) 54 It ^as an artless

Bandar, and be danced upon a pine. 1895— 2nd Jungle Bk.
63 Men are blood-brothers of ^^Bandar-log. 1917 * Ian Hay'
Carrying On xiil 313 'that is just what the Bandar Log
overlook, when they jabber about the dreadful indnstrial
upheaval tiiat is coming with peace. 19x2 Chambers''s JrnL
June 353/1 He was too used to the wordy clatter of the
bunderlogue to notice it. Ibid., Their attentions the un-
happy bunder would gladly dispense with.

Bandbox. Add : Also applied allusively to
a fragile or flimsy structure or one in which the
accommodation is restricted (cf. next),

1875 H. Lee The Octopus viii. 81 The vessel was lightly
built—a mere bandbox of a craft.

Bandboxy (bse-ndb^ksi), a. [f. Bandbox +
-Y 1.] Resembling a bandbox in the fragility of
its structure or its restricted accommodation. (Cf,
Bandboxical.)
x89x Comh. Mag. Feb. 160 Houses, , .light and small and

bandboxy, 1896 C Allen Papier M&chi 80 Sheds, and
bandboxy houses all tilted up on stumps.

Bandeau (bse^ndt;). Add :

C, A strip of velvet or other material generally
made up in a circular form to be stitched inside the
lower part of the crown of a hat that is too large
for the head.
1908 Daily Chron. 19 Jan. 4/7 With the right sort of

'bandeau \.you need not wear a hatpin at all

Banded, ///. a. Add : Also in specific names
as banded drum^ sttnfish.

1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer. 165 Gmnier, one of the
popular names of the fish called by naturalists the Banded
Drum. 1870 Amer, Naturalist IV. 102 The banded Sun-
fish {.Bryttus Chaetodcn).

Bandie (bae-ndi). Sc. and ttorlh. Also bandy,
[perh. derived from Bakstickxe.] The stickle-

back, Gasterosteus aculeatus.
i8as Jamiesom. 1854 Miss Baker Narthampt. Gloss.

1876 Smiles Sc. NeUur. L 14 ' Mother,' said he, ' where are
m^ crabs and bandies?* 1921 Glasgow Herald 25 Mar. 7, '2

Little boys poking in their depths for bandies.

Banditism (bae-nditiz'm). [f. Bakdit + -ism.
Cf. F. banditisffie (Flaubert, 1853),] The practices
of banditti.

i88s A/a«<rA. Guard. 25 May 8 In England they rc-eitab-
lish the fusillade, in Russia torture, in Germany banditism.
X9ai t^th Cent. Sept. 407 The resistance of the peasantry to
the Communist system of food supply is one of the causes of
the development of banditism.

Banditry (bse-nditri). [f. Bandit + -by.] The
practices of banditti.

1923 Q. Rev. July 157 Already they have made short work
of banditry. 1984 Glasg^ow Herald 3q Oct. 8 The ponderous
banditry which the Chinese dignify by the name of war,

Bandobast, var. *Bundobi;3t.

Bandolero (bsendfjlea-r^). [Sp.] A highway-
man or robber. Also attrib.

ic X645 HowKU. Lett. I, xxiii. (1650) 38 These parti of the
Pyreneys that bordo- upon the Mediterranean, are never
without Theeves by Land (call'd BoMdoleros).] 183a \V.
i^viKG Alhambra liSg6)qTlM solitxry bandolero, armed to
the teeth . . hovers about thenu X9a4 Glasgtnv Herald 2 Feb.
4 He confuses picadors with bandoleros. i9a7 Chambers^

s

^''''A 733''2, I was soon rigged out in the costume of a
Spanish villager; that is, rope-soled shoes, white woollen
stockings, bright yellow knickerbockers, a frilled shirt, and
a bandolero hat.

Bandoliered(b3pnd^i«-jd),^//. a. [f. Bahdo-
LEEK, -lER + -ED 2.] Wearing a bandolier.



BATTDYMAN.
1900 Dmly News 29 Jan. 7 5 The clashing bandoliered in-

vader. t9«i Blaikw. Mag. OcL 458/1 A baQdoliered and
sheep-skin cloaked policeman.

Bandyxnan (bx-ndims-n). [r. Bandy sb.--¥

M.^N ^i. '] The driver of a bandy (see Bawdy sb.'^\

a s88i Caldwell (Ogilvic) When aUo, as all over India,
our white kinsmen speak of band>'incn and bandies, the
word thus anglicized is simply the old Tamilian one. 19**
OtJuT Lands Apr. 7^. 2 The shout of ' Ho, Bandyman*.
Banesman '.b^'oznixn'. pseudo-arch. Also
baneman. [Rendering of ON. batutnudir, i.bana,
gen- of bani Bane sb^ + madr Man s6A'] A mur-
derer.

sSto Magnussom & Moans tr. y^imtiga Saga it, (18B8) 3
He had slain all his father's b^inesmen. 19x6 TroHs. Scett,
EccUsioI. Soc. 74 He prayed, not only for himself and his
friends, but still more for ' bis foes and banemen *.

Banff, sb.^ Add :

4. coJuq. A 'thumping' lie, a banger. Bang-
words : explosive epithets, ' swear ' words.
1879 MsKEnrTM Egoist xxix. Every crack and bang in a

boy's vocabulary. 1906 Wtttm. Gax. ao Jan. a/i When the
recipient of a letter has to . . go in for a comparative analysis
of the different letters.. he is justified in usmg hwig words.

Bang, V. Add :

6. c. Sioci Exckangs. To depress CP"ces, the
market). Cf^ Hammer v. lA {i).

snt(aee Diet.). 1907 Daily Cirwi. lo Dae 5/4 What
prompced the selling IS unknown. It appears like an attempt
10 bang the price. 19*^ SuruUiy Tittua 13 Feb. a Attcnpts
to bang prices failed to induce mttch selling.

7. b. (Later U.S. example.)
>9ia C. Mathrwsom Pitthine »iL 26t Baker balanced by

banging the hoaie run into the right field bleacben in tbe
ninth iiraing.

8. d. humorous (with allusion to ' bang goes
saxpence ' as in 8 c Mod.) : To spend (' saxpenoe *)

all at oDce in a lit of extnvagance. HentxBaiiK-
ing vbl. sb.

1897 iVtslm. Gaz. 17 May lo i The desirability ofavoiding
• ' _ Daily

—
m friends look twic

bang ' their 'saxpencea'.

any unnecessary banging of saxpences, 190Z _ _ , .

.

11 Nov. 3 7 Our Northern friends look twice bchire they
•Uy Ckran.
lefor

Bang, adv. dial, and U.S. [See Bano v. 8, and
cf. .Slam-bano.I Thoroughly, completely ; exactly.
iMS TunmoM S/imtler's Swut-»rti x, Steevie be right

good minnffs bang tbrtif lo the tip o' the taaiL I9a4 A. J.
Smau. Fmtm GtU x. 38 H«i« they were right bang on hand—and .. they might as well b« a tboosand miles away.

Bangalow (btei)gi1^). Alio ••lo. [Native
name.] Either of the Australian palms, Ptycko-
sperma tUgans or P.cunninghamii, haring feathery
leaves. Also aitrii.

it5S I. HnnnaoM Exasru If. S. WaUt II. ix. aso Th«
Bangalo..iaapalm,anda aattve of the brushes... Iu Much
of laifa leavas, sanMustinc a fine, uraiiihi stem, baa a varr
he—llfa l stflCL sM W. R. Guilt'ovlc Austral. B*t. <
Tba Ahnripari of W«w Sooth Wales and Queensland.. eat
tbeyoong leaves of the cabbage and bai^alowpalais. itM
KitiiMU. Pmmt in Yoa sac, ha was bred ia a bangalow
wood, And bancalow pith was the prindpal food. 1905
ff^tHms.Cmx. u Mar. 1/1 The fecest of lofty guns and iioi>.
baifcs, and daaips of graoefal bangalow palms.

Banger. Add: A bludgeon. 6^-9. /^M^(at Yale).
1*43 ilitU) The Yale Baoger (Th.). t»gi Volt Lit. Mag.

XXt. 182 (Th.) Brandishing aWnget above myhead, I came
ontotbcitacewithayel. 1^ SfriMg/UU WtMf RtfiU.
10 May I Me.. has rescued from suae amseiiai of Yak
antiquities, .his old * banger * of stodant days.
Bang:hy, var. •Banoy.
Bangkok 'bsEqkj*). [Name of the capital of

Siam.] A kind of woven straw for hats.

rSkttcli 9 Apr. p. vii. Charming Hat in Chinese bang-
19S7 Obstn-rr sS Aug. 17/1 It matters liule whether it

\u. a hat-shape) be carried out in felt or bangkok or manilla.

Bango Cbx-iiKo}. An East African reed.
1899 WE«m» Caftaiu tf l^ccHtU 15 His dug.ont canoe.

.

was found.. among the bmmf in a sheltered backwater.
ibid. 66 Sleepy natives.. were ttnuing aver oa their h^tgt
mats, saey Mntm. Maf. Uay 525 AB the bango teed was
dead ana httmt.

Bangorian (bsrqgSs riAn), a. [f. BaMgor +
-IAN.] Of or pertaining to liangor, N. Wa&t, in
Bangorian controversy, a religious controrerey
raised by a sermon preached before the king in 171

7

by Benjamin Hoadly, Bishop of Bangor, directed
against the non-jurors.
l(jS PtmiyCycL XII. SS4/1 The celebrated Baofocian

cootruvcTsy . . , one of the bkM remarkable in the bialary of
the Protesunt cbuich of England, ifce Encrcl. Brit. III.
s8o/a It wa« the year (17171 in which BUhop Hoadley
preached that fiuaous sennon on Tlu Kingdvtn s/Ckritt,
wUcfa gave rise to the..lheokicical war known as the
'Bangorian controversy'. sWi Ibid. XII. 79/1 A war of
pamphlets known as the Bangorian controveny.

Bang-up, adi. phr. and sb. Add : [Illustration
of the orig. advb. phr. bang up — quite close up

:

i«SS LvTTOM Wkat mil ht do vritk it t i. i. Smart a>>d
sharp, baag up to the day. 1914 J. Jovci Duiliatrt, T/u
Dead(i9at>\ tjf Drive bang 141 against Trinity College gates.)
(Later U.S. examples.)
*trf BArrtrrr Diet. Amtr. (ed. 4) s8 This doth is hang-

op. S9ei K. I). PAiNr Comr. Kollusg Ocauk vii. 118 The
sala ries are bang-up nowadays.

JB. f^. a. A man of fashion.
1811 L€x. Balatronicwn Pref, We trust, .that the whole

ttibe ofsecond.rate Bang ups will feel grateful (etcV 1884
>. ramimer 613/1 Our Connlhians, Rou/t and llang-up^
1888 Pumch 22 Apr. i85/'i The '1 rio turned into the Arcade,

57

and saw a number of gay sparks and fair ones promenading.
. . These then arc the dandies, the fops, the goes, and the
bang-ups, these the Corinthians of to-day.

b. A heavy overcoat (see quot. 1903). U.S.
183s Frasers Mag. XI. 298 Dames in hang.nps. Shawls

swath d round men. 184a Spirit of Titius (Philad.) 13 Jan.
(Th.) A gentleman dressed in a dark coloured fashionable
bang-up. 1843 Lever f. HintoH xxi, A green coat..over
which he wore, .a white ' bang-up ', as it was called. 1846
J. KeeqanZ^^. Ifr Poents (1007) 396 His old grey frieze bang,
up. 1853 Public Ledger (Philad.) 11 June (De Vere), He was
attired in an old bang-up, black vest, grey pants, and straw
hat. 190S Clapin Diet. Amer. 36 Btitig-uf, an old word for
a heavy overcoat, still surviving in some parts of the Union.
Bangy, bangliy (baijgi). [Hind, bahangl,

Marathi batigf [Slat, vihamgika).'] A yoke for
carrying loads ; such a yoke with its pair of baiets
or boxes ; hence, parcel post.
1789 R. Brooke Lett. Simpkin the Second ti III gi\-e them

Two Thousand, with Bangies and Coolies. 1809 Viscr.
Valentia yoy. fr Trav. India 1. 67 We take .

.
, in six bangys,

sufficient changes of linen. 1810 T. Williamso.n E. India
yade-.Mecutn 1.325 The bangy-wollah, that is, the bearer who
carrifs the bangy. 1837 T. Bacon First Imfr. Hindostan
11. vital 8 A weighty banghi-load of provisions. 1841 Narr.
Three Mentht' March Iitdia vii. 200 Hindoos carrying small
baskets.. in bangy-fashioo. 184a in Baron Colchestt^r Ind.
Admimislr. Ld. EUeHi. (1874) sai, I will forward with this,
by bhangy dak, a copy of [a book^
Bani y)a, var. •Bdnnia.
Bai^O. Add

:

(Earlier U.S. examples of mod. form.)
"774 P- V. FiTHiAM yrnl. (1900) 103 In the School-Room,

. .several Negroes & Ben & Harry are playing on a Banjo
& dancinK. 1801 Pert Folio (Philad) I. 270 (Th.) The
sound of Banneker's banjo would be as tuneable as Gallatin 's

spoken French. 1836 SoHtlum Lit. Messenger 11. 162, 1
found a crowd of negroes. . dancing . . to the music of a banjo.
2. trans/. Applied to contrivances of the shape

I

of a banjo : see quots.

]

1867 SuYTU Sailor's U^erdM., Bemjo, the brass frame in
which the screw-propeller of a steamer works, and is hung
for hoisting the screw on deck. ..'ITie banjo is essential to
lilting the screw. 190a Emeycl. Brit. XXXI 1. 147/2 (Rail-
}oays) The enclosed disc signal, commonly called a ' banjo

',
is a circuUr box.. with a gU^s-covered opening, behind
which a red disc is shown to indicate stop,

b. attrib., with the meaning ' banjo-shaped ', as
banjo axle ; taojo-fhime, -signal : = *Banjo 3.
1888 l.ockwmfs Diet. Mtch. Engiii., Bow Connecting-

Rod..oe BesHJo Frame, a form of connecting-rod employed
in steam "pumps. s9aa Autocew to Nov. 96a A vertical
banjo ty_pe of back axle. /iW. 98s A neat banjo axle.

Banjolin 'banda^nin). [f. Banjo -h -lin of
Manixilin.J A musical instrument combining the
characteristics of the banjo and mandolin, used in
rag-time music.

^•i PeUl MeUl Cetx. 4 July s/i An instrument that
appeared to be a cross between a banjo and a mandolin—
dubbed on the spot a ' banjolin '. I9a3 Atkore 4- AJloat
.\ug. (.AdvL), Banjolins or Jaxs Banjos.

Banjalele i>end3iil^i-lj> Also banjo-, [f.

BA.VJU + -uUlt of Ukouii.1.] a stringed musical
instrument of a type between a banjo and a ukulele.
I9as Gteugom Herald 7 Apr. 8 A native band playing on

hanjoldes, a sort of rithet, (raai wUcii the tones are
provided by gounis filled with varying aaMonts of water.
I9a« BuUtths wj Feb. 10 Alvin D. Keech, from Hawaii, has
secured a British patent for his invention.tlie banjulele. 19*6
Wettm. Com. i July, A youth, .strumming 00 a banjulele.

Bank, jA.' Add

:

12. AeronatUits. The lateral inclination of an
aeroplane when taming or rounding a curve.
>9>3 C. Mkllor Airman vi. Illustration 29 A lett-banded

turn with plenty of bank. 1908 C. V. S. Gamsi e Story N.
Sea Air Station xiii. 225 When turning with a heavy bank.
m. bank-bait, the may- fly; bank-bearer (see

*Bkavkb 'lb); bank-ensine, also, a locomotive
used to assist in taking a heavy loa!d up a steep
incline (cf. 'Banker 3 5).
>a79 E. P. Wbight Animal Li/e (1885) 485 A great many

[nay-flies] &11 into the water a prey to fi»he«.. . Hence the
name *haak.bait. 180s Funk's Diet., 'Bank-cngine.
Bank, sb.^ AdcT:

7. b. optical bani : an optical bench, a graduated
bench; ustuiUy of steel, on which the holders of
lenses, prisms, etc, may be set up in abnement.
,t888 Sia O. LoDGa in EUctrieian 21 Sept., Toorderexpen.

sive and highly polished optical banks and other apparatus
from an ittstrument maker.

Bank, sb.^ Add : 8. a iani-monger, -president,
•robber, -snalcher,

1814 JsFTissoN Let. to y. Adams s^ Jan., Writ. r854 VI.
305, 1 was derided as a maniac by the tnbe of 'bank.mongers.
igea McFaul Ike GlidJen iiL i3 The 'bank president was
(iilly satisfied with the confidence he had pUced in Ike.
1199 Aurora (Philad.) 15 Mar. ffh.) Groups of pukpockels,
'bank-robbers, and ben-pecked dotards. 189a Harper's
Mag. Feb. 473 One of the most daring 'bank snatchert in
the dty effected two robberies in the course of a single day.

b. bank paper (later U.S. examples); bank
roll US., a roll of bank-notes.
•tit U. BsowN in Marylemd Hist. Mag. X. 356 This

nomiog.. receives in 'Bank paper of him t2s.oa. 1836
Samtkern Lit. Messenger 1 1. 461 A sobatitute for bank paper.
iat6 BoK'xi Pkanicm Herd XX. 333 But, belieTe me, boys,
she'* sha^ung up like a 'bank rail.

Bank, v.* Add

:

8. b. spec. To pile up (l(>g») at a landing, etc,
for transport by water or rail U.S. and Canada.

BANKING.
1856 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc VII. 828 There will be logs

enough cut and ' banked ' for 100,000,000 feet of lumber. We
are informed that the amount now banked daily, will amount
to 2,500,000 feet. 1888 B. C. Moon 21 Apr., Wright & Davis
. have purchased the logs hanked at West Superior a 1904
5. E. White Bltszed Trail Stories iii. 40 The firm agreed
to pay. .for all saw-logs banked at a rojlway.

13. trans, a. To ascend (an inclined surface).
b. To canse to travel an ascending track ; also in
vbl. sb. (attrib. in bankins; ensine = bank-engine,
•Bank sb.^i- III).

^

180S Live Stock JmL Aim. 34 They ascended a steep hill,
banking fieM after field to a flag-post at the top. 1908
Model Engineer ^ EUctr. 11 June 570 Where banking
engines are employed for assisting trains on inclines. Ibid.,
Wherever banking assistance is taken. Ibid., The practice
of ^king trains out ofEuston, up the Camden incline.
13. Aeronautics, trans. To tilt (an aeroplane)

sideways in turning. Also intr., to incline inwards
in turning. Also with up.
'»•" GaAHAME-WaiT« & Harper AeroMane 133 He
banked' his biplane over too sharply, 19x3 C. Mellor Air-
man \'\. 29 We swung round left-handed and the machine
banked ' up to the right. 19S0 Blackw. Mag. July 72/2
Adam Smythe . . then banked left-handed towards Delhi Fort.

Bank, z'.^ Add : 4. o. To ' put one's money

'

upon; to count or rely upon with confidence or
assurance. Also const. thcU. orig. U.S.
1883 Nye Baled Hay 127 The man who ranks as a digni-

fied snoozer, and banks on winning wealth and a deathless
name. 189s Congress. Rec. Apr, App. 249/2, I am not
banking heavily on (hinij..as an honest man. 1898 A'^ Y.
Sun 14 Sept., The Democrats are banking upon this move-
nient to help ihem out this fall. 1903 A. .Adams Log Cowboy
vi. 79, I was banking plenty strong, that next year. . I'd take
her home wiih me. 1910 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor ^8 The
one friend you would have banked on to a finish.

Bankable, a. (U.S. examples.)
i8a8 Webstkr, Bankable, receivable at a bank, as bills

;

or discountable, as notes. (Of recent origin.) 183a Con-
gress. Deb. 7 Mar. 204 .\ currency .. perhaps not bankable
at all places. Ibid., Any broker .. would make it bank-
able any where in the Union. 1848 Bahtlett Diet. Aiiier.
22 In New York, at auction sales, the auctioneer, .invariably
states, that the money must be bankable;

Bank-bam. U.S. [Bank .r*.i 2 b.] (See
quot. 1909.)
1894 Congress. Rec. Jan. 1036/1 On my father's farm, when

I was a boy, there stood a big bank.barn. 1903 Forest <J-Stream 21 Feb., Advu l^ Century Diet. Suppl., Bank,
bam, a barn built on a hillside or sloping ground, so that
three sides of the lower story are surrounded by earth, the
fourth being unbanked. (U.S.)

Banker '. Delete t Obs. and add : Nowarf>S.
or dial.

1870 BorrasiL Trad. W. ComweUl 257 The cosy, old,
panelled settle, but now without the bankers and dorsats, or
thecushions, for the seats and back. 1890 W. Morkis in Eng.
lliustr. Mag. Juljr 755 Some went to the chests and brought
out the rich hangings, the goodly bankers and dorsars.

Banker >. Add:
4. A card game in which the banker divides the
pack into a number of piles placed face downward,
and each punter bets on the chance that the bottom
card of the pile chosen by him is higher than the
bottom can! of the pile left to the banker.
ta9r Daily News 3 Dec. 7/6 A hoy. .was charged with

gambUng with cards at ' banker '. 1903 Daily Ckron.
14 Mar. 7/5 He ^ot ;£iso during the voyage home on the
troopship by playing ' banker ' and ' the crown and anchor '.

Banker'!. Add:
1. (Later U.S. example.)
.«•'$ \- Q- Adams DuflicaU Lett. (1822) 210 Those
descriptions of vessels are not so valuable as the bankers,
more particularly those ihat go from the District of Maine,
Connecticut, and Rhode Island.

6. Banker {engine), a locomotive used to assist in
taking a heavy load up a steep slope. (Cf. bani-
engitte, 'Bank sb.^ III.)

1907 IVeslm. Gax. 3 Dec. 7/2 A ' banker ' engine had been
fixed to the rear of the mineral train to help to take the load
up a steep incline. After going some 300 yards the ' banker '

was cast off.

Banker'', b. Add:
atIrib. banker-mark (see quot. igaS).
1910 Encrcl. Brit. III. 319/2 Banker.marks are..to be

found on all old buildings of consequence, ecclesiastical or
otherwise. 1918 G. G. Coulton Art tf Reformation viii.

143 ' Banker.marks', that is, the mason's sign-manual which
be set on his finished stot>e before it left the banker, or
working-bench.

Banket (bseijket). [ad. Du. banket banquet,
also a confection resembling almond hardbake (see
quot. 1887).] A gold-bearing conglomerate found
in the Witwatersrand district of the Transvaal.
1887 Ckambers's yry*/. Apr. 284 The conglomerate, .b a

peculiar formation c^almond.shaped pebbles, pressed into a
solid mass in a bed of rock of an igneous nature, and is called
* Banket * on account of its resemblance to a favourite Dutch
sweetmeat known in England a.salmond rock. The'Banket'
is also rich in gold. 1897 Brvck Impressions S. Africa 217
lo 1885 the conglomerate or banket beds of theWitwatersrand
were discovered. 1900 Times 13 Feb. 13/3 The banket
formation of the Witwatersrand.

Bank holiday. Add atirib.

1899 Doyle Duet (1900)9^2 If he bad to travel all the way
from Edinburgh with a Bank.holiday crowd.

Ba'nkinif, />^/. a.^ [f. Ba.nk o.l 9.] Forming
into banks.
« 18(7 'Mask Twain ' Sketches Wks. XIX. 37a A weird



BANK-NOTE.

picture, that small company of frantic men fighting the

banking snows.

Bank-note. Add : b. bank-note detector,

table, a list of notes issued by the various banks,

giving the current \'alue of each, C/.S,

1834 Con^rtss. Deb. 33 Tan. 2533 Examine the bank note

table which is almost daily furnished us m the public prints.

1894 Congress. Rec. 5 June 5790/2 One of the old bank-note

detectors which have been so often referred to.

Banksian (ba?*i]ksian\ a, [f. the name Banks :

see below and -ian.] Epithet of: {a) a Chinese

species of climbing rose, bearing small white or

yellow flowers in clusters, named after Lady Banks;

{b) the Labrador, Grey, or Jack Pine, PinusBanksi-

ana or P. divaricaia, named after Sir Joseph Banks.

1841 Mrs. Loudon Ladies' Comp. FL Gard.j2$2/i The
Banksian Roses, .which are of two kinds. 1864 S. Hibberd

Rose Bk. 31 The Double White Banksian was introduced

in 1807, and was so named in honour of Lady Banks.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 851 The Banksian Rose is a

Chinese climbing species, with small wliite or fawn-coloured

flowers of great beauty. 1930 iQth Cent, July 175 The little

yellow Banksian is still incomparable.

Banner, sb."^ Add

:

1. e. A flag awarded as a distinction. (See quot.

1840 and cf.*6b.) U,S.
1840 Lo£ Cabin (N. Y.) 5 Dec. 2/3 It is known that the

|

Ladies of New Orleans early in the late contest offered a
1

splendid Banner to the State which should ^ive the largest '

relative majority for Harrison and Tyler in its popular vote

for Presidential Electors. 1900 Century Mag. LIX. 636/1

Local authorities.. united in the belief that.. Ashtabula

County might be accorded the banner.

3. b. {a) Each of the eight divisions, with dis-

tinguishing flags or banners, into which the Manchu
army is divided, {b) A military subdivision of

Mongolian tribes.

1848 S. W. Williams Middle Kingd. (1857) L vii. § 6. 333

The Manchu army.. was assisted by Mongols and Chinese,

the three nations were divided into eight corps or ' banners '.

x88o J. Ross Manchus xv'u 610 Up till 1613 the Manchus
were divided into four banners—yellow, red, blue and white;

but they had become so large an army, that for efficiency in

manoeuvring they were sub-divided into as many more

—

bordered yellow, bordered red, bordered blue, and bordered

white. Ibid. 611 In 1635, the Mongols were separated from

the Manchu banners, under eight banners of their own.

1894 New Review Nov. 528 The Banner troops received

donations from the Emperor. 1898 [see *Bannerman 2).

e. b. Entitled to a banner as a distinction (orig.

in banner state^ county) ; hence, pre-eminent, su-

preme. U.S,
1840 Nihs's Reg. 5 Dec. aio/i Which is the Banner

State ?—The Whigs . . proposed to designate whichever state

should give the Harrison ticket the largest majority, as the

banner state. Ibid.^ The banner county. Designation is

claimed by Worcester, Massachusetts. i866 Congress. Globe

Ian. 241/3 [Mr. Price] came within a few votes of losing the

banner county of his State. 1886 Harper's Mag. June 78/2

The Magnolia Plantation.. which claims to be one of the

banner plantations of the State. 1887 Ibid. July 237/2 She
had the banner crop of tobacco in that county last year.

X890 Congress. Globe June 6522/1 One of the arguments.

.

is that Newcastle is the banner town ofCrook County. 1003

N. Y. Even. Post 21 Sept., The earnings of all Vanderbiit

lines had a banner month in August. 191 x S. E. White
Bobby Orde x. (1916) 128 On his banner day he brought

down two fox-squirrels.

Bannerman. Add : 2. A soldier belonging

to any of the eight banners of the Manchu army.
1898 Mrs. H. FraserZ>;>/, /K(/&m ^^a/aw II. i33Shin-no-

Shiko nodded to his green bannermen to slay them. 1908
Westm. Gaz. 17 Dec 7/3 The Manchu 'Bannermen*
(soldiery) of Pekin.

Bantam. Add :

1. c. Bantam weight (Boxing) : see quot. 1897.
1894 Outing (U.S.) XXiy. 71/2 An attempt to match the

coxswains for a bantam-weight contest. 1897 Encycl.Sport
May 139/3 Boxers are divided by the Amateur Boxing
Association into five classes, according to their weights, as
follows :—Bantam Weight, not exceeding 8 st. 4 lb,

d. Applied to battalions (etc.) of small-sized

soldiers.

X914 Daily Express 20 Nov. 5/5 * Bigland's Bantams ' will

probably be the pet name of a battalion which is being raised

of men who are just too short to enlist under the ordinary
conditions.. .The Bantams Battalion has been recognised by
the War Office. 1914 Scotsman 1 1 Dec. 7/4 The Edinburgh
Rotary Club, .has now completed arrangements for the rais-

ing ofa * Bantam Battalion *. io»7 Observer 30 Oct. 7 The
35th was a bantam division which went out to France very
early in 1916.

Bantengy banting (bse-ntet] , bse-ntii]).

[Malay.] A species of wild ox ; = Tsine.
z86o Chambers^s Encycl. I. 674/a Banteng..^ native of

Java and Borneo, .black, with white legs. x2So Encycl. Brit,

All. 742/2 The tsine or banting (Bibos sondaicus\io\XT\d in

Burmah. x8<>4 Field q June 815/3 Blood-curdling tales are
told in Batavia of the ferocity of the rhinoceros and banteng.

Banter, ^^. 4. U.S. (Illustrations of usage.)

1835 LoNGSTREET Georgia Sce>ies 26 No, said Peter, you
macie the banter, now make your pass. az86i Winthrop
yohn Brent ii. (1862) 20 I'm goan to make ycra fair banter.

187X ScHELE DB Vere Americattisvts (1873) 439 We had a
fine lianter, but the match was postponed till spring.

Banter, v, 6. U.S, (Illustrations of usage.)
j834CARRUTHERsAV«^M^A/aM(«A'', K. 1.183,1 wasthinking

of walking out into the country and bantering somebody for

a footrace. 1836 CoL Crockett in Texas 83 The black.leg

set to work with Iiis thimble again, and bantered me to bet.

x86o Knickerbocker Mag. Aug. LVI. 221 The farmer again
bantered him to buy his berries. 1873 £. Eggleston End

58

0/ IVi>r/d xxvl IT! The cards were put face down, and the

company was bantered to bet the wine. 190a Harben Abner
yAiM;>/ 163 Colonel Barclay has. .bantered me for a trade

time an* again.

Banting, var. *Banteng.

Bantu (bse'nt«). [In certain Bantu dialects, pi.

(also abantu, etc.) of -ntu man.] The name of an

extensive group of negroid races inhabiting the

equatorial and southern region of Africa, and of

the languages spoken by them.
l86a Blkek Compar. Gram. S. A/r. Lang. 1. 4 The South

African division of the Ba-nlu family of languages consists

of one large middle body, occupying almost the whole known
territory between the tropic of Capricorn and the equator.

Ibid. II The abandonment in the Bantu languages of such

syllabic elements as are more difficult of pronunciation.

i«io Encycl. Brit. XIII. 820/2. 1884 Ibid. XVII. 319/1.

1936 Coiitemf. Rev. Mar. 298 The Bantu, or Native races,

numbering 4,698,000.

Banya, var. Bdnnia.

Banzai (banzai-), int. [Jap., literally, ten

thousand years.] A shout or cheer used by the

Japanese in greeting the emperor or in battle.

1904 Daily Chron. 12 Feb. 5/5 The crowd sang national

songs, and shouted ' Banzai ' continuously. 1905 Times

7 Oct., Enthusiastic banzais were given for King Edward
and the Emperor of Japan.

Baptism. Add :

2. D. Baptism of fire: after eccl. Gr. fiivTiafia

nvpos (e. g. Macarius .^gyptius //om. xxvii. 1 7 ; cf.

Matt. iii. 11) (a) the grace of the Holy Spirit im-

parted through baptism, as distinguished from the

sacrament or rite ; (*) martyrdom, esp. by fire

;

(c) the undergoing of any severe ordeal or painful

experience ; (d) a soldier s first experience ' under

fire' in battle (so F. bapteme de feu). CL fire-

baptism (Carlyle Sartor Res. 11. viii.).

1857 Lawrence Guy Liv. xiii. It's only in their baptism

of fire that the young ones shrink and start. x88i CasselVs
Encycl. Diet. s. v., When during the Franco-German war of

1870, Prince Louis Napoleon, .was first exposed, by direc-

tion of his father. Napoleon III, and with his own consent,

to the fire of the enemy at Saarbruck, the event was called

a ' baptism of fire ',

Bar, sb.'^ Add :

5. Stars and Bars : see Stab sb.l 6 b. [/.S.

b. Bar of Michael Angelo, the superciliary ridge

or prominence of the frontal bone at the base of the

forehead, characteristic of the heads of Michael
Angelo's statues.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. Ixxxvii, And over those ethereal

eyes The bar of Michael Angelo.

8. b. spec, in pi. A set of wooden rails which
may be withdrawn to afford an opening through a

fence or wall. (Cf. Dkaw-bak.) U.S.
z66o Rec. Providence^ R.I. II. 139 Provided that they

Keepe a Sufficient inlett of Barres at Each End of the high-

way for A cart to passe through. X670 Charlestown Land
Rec. 186 From Deacon Stitson s to the B^rresat Mr. Nowel's
pasture in sixteene foot. 1703 Rec. Providence, R.l. V- 109

[He] shall set up a Gate, or inlet of Barrs in said fence. 2743
Macsparran Diary ^ She sent Jack to open ye Gates and
Bars. 1856 Trans. Mich. Aerie. Soc. VII. 805 He. .uses

bars instead of gates between nis inclosures. 1887 Mary E.
Wilkins Humble Romance 515 The younger of the two old

women let down the bars which separated the blooming field

. .from the road, and they passed through.

25. b. The counsel retained in a particular case.

189X E. KiNGLAKB Australian at Home 36 He had as
strong a Bar as could be retained on his side. 1893 Daily
News 25 Mar. 5/2 There has rarely been such a Bar in any
modern case, either for quantity or for quality. Sir Charles
Kussell, the Attorney-General, the Solicitor-General, Sir
Henry James, Mr. Inderwick, and Mr. Tindal Atkinson
were but a few of them.

30. bar-bell, a steel bar weighted with a ball of
iron at each end, used as a dumb-bell ; bar-boat,
also, a boat adapted for carrying goods across the

bar of a river ; bar-outter, a shearing-machine for

cutting metallic bars into lengths ; a workman
who passes the metal through the machine ; bar-
frame (or -framed) a., of a beehive : fitted with
bars instead of sections ; bar-head(ed goose,
a goose found in India and Central Asia, Anser
indicus ; bar-hive, a bar-framed beehive ; bar-
keel, one composed of rectangular bars of iron

or steel ; bar-keep, a bar-keeper; bar-soap,
soap made np into bars as distinguished from soap
in cakes or tablets ; also attrib. ; bar-super, a
super hive in which the honeycomb is hung from
bars instead of stored in sections.

1887 Hojtr Glass I. 17 A complete set of dumb-bell, *bar-
bell, marching and running exercises. 1895-6 Cat, Univ.
Nebraska 252 The gymnasium, .is well equipped with
clubs, wands, bar bells, and dumb bells. 1883 Moloney
tV. African Fisheries 17 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) *Bar-boats
of seven to eight tons have been used at Lagos. 1897
Mary Kingslev IV, Africa 635 (It is] too bad a bar for

boats to cross ; but a steamer on the Lagos bar boat plan
might manage it. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek., *Bar.cutter
(Metal-working), a sliearing-machine which cuts metallic
bars into lengths, 1904 IVestin. Gaz. 13 June 7/3 He gives
bar-cuttersan advanceofahalfpenny per ton. x^tGarden-
ing lltustr. 7 May 123/3 There would be no difficulty
whatever in putting swarms of bees into a *bar-frame hive,
provided it has a movable top and floor-board. 189a Garden
27 Aug. 188 Two and three-quarter supers from each bar
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frame hive have not been uncommon takeii, 1906 Daily
Citron, 18 June 6/6 Bar-frame beehives. Ibid. \ Sept. 64
*Bar-framed hives. 1914 Glasgo^v Herald 29 July 8 The
"barhead goose and the ruddy sheldrak collect in flocks

on the Tibetan swamps. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 777/2
The *Bar-headed Goose {Anser indicus). 1884 Phin Diet.

Apiculture 70 Bars, strips of wood to which combs are

attached, and from which they hang in *bar*hivcs. 1874
Thearle Naval Archit. 69 The 'Bar Keel. .is generally

of hammered iron, made in pieces as long as can be con-

veniently forged. 1918 H. A. Vachell Some Happenings
\. 2 Hobo listened attentively to the *bar-keep. 1996 B.

Cronin Red Dawson vii, There's no one with her but Lee
Wing and the bar-keep. 1893 Earl Dun.more Pamirs I. 64
Somecommon yellow *bar-soap. x^ Westm. Gaz. 25 Oct.

7/2 Bar-soap sellers. 1884 Phin Diet. Apiculture 70 A 'bar
super is simply a case or crate in which the honeycomb is

hung from bars.

Bar, J^.* U.S, [Of doubtful origin : cf. 'Beab
j3.<>] a mosquito net.

1835 J. H. lNGRAHAM6VKM-(fVj/ II. 243 To -suspend their

'bars '..that they may not be troubled with musquitoes.

x866 Grkcg Life in Army xv. 140 Nothing can exceed the
luxury of lyin§ down inside your 'bars' of a midsummer
night, and feehng secure from their voracious bills.

Bar (baj),Ji^,fl Meteorol. [ad. Gr. ^opos weight.]

A unit of barometric pressure equivalent to a pres-

sure of 29*53 inches or 750-1 mm. of mercnry at

32° F in latitude 45°.

1914 Q. jfrnl. R. Meteorol. Soc. Apr. 160, 1 \sc. Bjerknes]
therefore coined the terms * bar ', ' decibar ',

* centibar ', and
* millibar \ as names for the units of pressure. . . I employed
these expressions for the first time in a paper published in

1906 [in Beitrage zur Fhysik derfreien Atmosphdre^ Strass*

burg]. Ibid. July 187 The bar, with its multiples the micro-

bar, millibar, centibar, and decibar. 1918 Meteorol. Gloss.

s. v.,The meteorological bar is thus one million chemical bars,

and what chemists call a bar we should call a tnicrobar.

One bar is 100 centibars or 1,000 millibars.

Bar, V. 9. (Now frequent.)

1914 Daily Express 26 Sept. 3/3 Angry London crowd
bar the enemy's goods.

Bar, prep. Add :

b. In Belting. Bar one : excluding one horse,

in such phrases as tivo to 09ie bar am.
x86o Slang Diet. (ed. 2), Bar, .. in common use in the

betting-ring ; * I bet against the field bar two '. 1874 Ibid.

s. v., 'Two to one bar one ', i.r., two to one against any
horse with the exception of one.

Barsesthesiometer (b3e:res]>i'si^m/t9j). Also
bares-, [f. Gr. ^apos weight + ataOrjais percep-

tion + -OMETEB,] An instrument for measuring the

sense of pressure. Hence Ba:r8dstbe8ioi]ie*trlca.
1876 tr. von Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XI. 213 Eulenbm-g has

materially facilitated the testing of the sense of pressure by
constructmg a barjesthesiometer ..,on which, by var>'ing

pressure upon a string, different degrees of pressure may he

read off on a dial. 1885 Stirling tr. Landois' Human
Physiol. 1092 In order to avoid the necessity of changing
the weights, A. Eulenburg invented his baraestbesiometer,

which is constructed on the same principle as a spiral spring
paper-clip or balance.

Barasinffha (barasi'ijga). Also barasingh.
[Hind, barah singd lit. twelve-hom.] The East

Indian deer Cervus wallichii\ also, C. duvatuelij

the Swamp Deer.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XII. 742/2 The swamp deer at' hara-

singha..yt\\\ch is common in Lower Bengal and Assam.
1895 Kipling snd Jungle Bk. 37 The barasingh, that big

deer which is like our red deer, but stronger. 190a (see

s^vamp deer, s. v. Swamp sb. 3 b]. X9ai Brit. Mus. Return
98 A Kashmir Barasingha (Cervns cashmiriensis).

Barathoa (b3era))z'a). Alsobarrathea. [Oiigin

unknown.] A cloth of a fine texture composed of

a silk warp and woollen weft, also of cotton and
wool and entirely of wool.
x86a Catal. Intemat. Exhib., Brit. II. No 3958, Cobourg,

paramatta, barathea, reps, cords, cloths. X897 Daily Aews
^o Oct. 6/5 V'enetian crape . . has taken the place of the old
baratheas, Balmorals, bombazines, &c.

Barbf v. Add :

6. To bend into hook form the points of wire

teeth nsed in carding textile fibres.
' 1890 Nasmith Mod. Cotton spinning Mach.g4 There are

two evils to be guarded against—the barbing or hooking of

the wire points and the striation of the sides of the teeth.

Ibid. 95 Striated sides and barbed points are common in this

series.

Barbadoes. Add : Barbadoes gooseberry
(see quot.).

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 626/ 2 Pereskia aculeata, or Barba-
dos Gooseberry, the Cactus Pereskia of Linnxus.

Barbarianess (bajbe»*rianes). [f. Bakbabian
+ -ESS.] A female barbarian.
1868 M. Arnold Lett. (1895) I. 387 As a very cliarming

Barbarianess, Lady Portsmouth, expresses a great desire to

make my acquaintance, I daresay the race will bear no
malice. x88s F. Hall in Nation (N.Y.) 4 June 466 This
perilous feat [sc. that of eating peas with a knife] he has, in

person^ contemplated as performed by a charming Viennese
barbarianess.

Barbecue, sb. 4. (Earlier examples.)
X769 Washington Diaries I. 326 Went up to Alexandria to

a Barbecue and stayed all Night. 1773 Ibid. 124 Went to a
Barbicueof my own giving at Accatinck. X774 P. V. Fithian
JrnL (1900) 249, I was invited this morning by Captain
Fibbs to a Barbecue : . . instead of Fish the Dinner is roasted

Pig, with the proper appendages, but the Diversion &exercise
are the same at both.

Barbecue, v. 2. (Later U.S. example.)
x9ao Hunter Trail Drivers of Texas 82 We killed and

barbecued a beef.
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Barbed, ppl a.^ Add :

4. b. Barbed wire : see \Vire sb, i e.

Barber, sb. Add:
L c, transf. In Canada, a storm accompanied

by snow and spray which freezes upon the face

;

also, the vapour rising from the water on a frosty

day, esp. locally, the haze w^icb rises from the

waters of Halifax Harbour.
€ 1890 [ Known in Halifax, Nova Scotia]. 1899 Wtstm.

Gaz. 1 Mar. 10 \ Our searching cast winds arc nothing in

comparison with the Canadian * barber '.

2. barber-shop (earlier U.S. example).

1819 J. P. Kennedy 5u>>a//<w^. Introd. £p. 8 A thorough
going violin, .in an illuminated barber shop.

3. Barber i itch or rash : a disease affecting the

face and neck, caused by a fungoid organism

resulting from the use of insanitary shaving appa-

ratus.

1890 BiLLiMGS Med. Diet., Barbers itch, tinea barbae. X906

Dtuly Ckron. a Jan. 6/2 A skin complaint known as' barber's

rash '.

Barbiers (teubiaiz). [Fr. alteration of Beri-

B£Bi.] A form of paralysis frequent in India.

1698'VitYEK Aec. E. India 4- Z'. 68 Whence follows Fluxes,

Dropsy, Scurvy, Barlners. 1768 Lind Ess. Dis. Hot
Climaies 360 The barbiers, a spectes of the palsy. . . lu attack

is generally iuddea» and entirely deprives the limbs of their

motion. sSaa (^qom Study Med, (1829) IV. 49J Beriberv.

Barbiers. 1833 CfcL Pract, Med, 1. 343 Hart»ers ts generally

a chronic diocase.

Barbital (baubitiU). The equivalent in the

U.S. Pharmacopoeia of *Babbitonk.
san E. pHiLLroTTS Grey Room viiL 1 83 A woman, who had

taken morphine and barbital, was found apparently dead.

1916 T. SotXMANN Man. Pkmrmncoi. {tA. 3) 757 Barbiul
(veronal : diethyl-barbituric acid). This was introduced by
E. Fischer and Mering, 1903 and 1905... Barbital is used in

oervous insomnia, mania and delirium.

Barbitona (baJbtt^n). [f. as next + -OK£.]

A synonym of Vebowal.
1914 Brit. PkMrmaco^etia 62 Barbitonum. Barbitone.

Synonyms—Diethyl-barbituric Acid : Malonurea: Diethyl

iDalonyl-urea..C«HisNtOs. 1918 Nontem:l. Dis. (ed. 5)

ChkMral and other Hypootic Drugs. Salphooal, Trional

Tetrooal, Barbitone, ProponaL igajBrit. PMarmac. Codex
175 BarmtoDc was introduced and first tested, pharmaco-
logically and in clinical practice, under the trade-name
Veronal. 1917 Daily Ex^ss 30 Dec 7/7 The chemist
..supplied a bottle containing twenty-five tablets of barfat-

lone, which was the equivalent of veronal.

Barbitnrio (biubitQ**rik), a. Chem. [ad. F.

barbiturique 'Ann. dc Chimie et dc Physique,

]865,, f. G. barbUnr in barbUurs4uert (Baeyer in

Ann. d. Chemie und Pharm. 1863),] Bariiiuric

ticidj a crystalline compound obtained by heating

alloxantin with sulphuric acid ; malonyl urea.

i864 Odumc Anim. Chtm. \i% Bae>-er has increased the

list of compounds by bis discovery of.. the violuric and
barlNtaric adds. sM Rbms«m Org. Cktm. (1B86) 904 Bar-
tituric add . . is a product obtained nom uric add.

Barbison (ba'jbizpn), a. [The name of a
village near the forest of Fontalneblcan, France.]

Epithet of a French school of painting of the

middle of the 19th century associated with the

village of Barbizon.
1891 D C. Thomson {title) The Barbtaoa School ofPainters.

1^ M«CiHre's Mmg. Vl. 471/9 Corot, Daubigny, Dupr£,
Troyon, Diaz, Jacqtic, and others who(m), wich our mania
for cfawsification, we call the * Barbiaon school '.

Barbola (bajb«^lA). In foil barbola work,
decontive work composed chieHy of flowers and
fruit modelled in a plastic paste and coloured, used

to embellish small articles ofwood, glass, pulp, etc.

S9S7 Daily Express 36 Sept. 5/5 Tiny porcelain^woking
flowers, .for the newest buttonhofes.. which are really a form
of barbola «ork, are arranged in small round pOMes. t^aS
ibid. 79 Feb. 5 3 The latest designs in barbola work mirrors.

..l*he l«rbolaor other wood-carvingdecorationissparingly
a^cd—'just a cluster of the painted raised flowers.

Barbotine. Add :

b. Barbotine ware : pottery with omameotation
in barbotine or slip.

sS88 Atalamta Sept. 693/a 'Barbotine' work is like

very rough painting with thick imf'astc, 1891 M*^- Art
351/1 Inere is 'barbotine* for tba«e who like it—rich in

ooloor. 1914 Ox/. Univ. Gas. 573 1 (Rep. Ashmolean Mas.)
Fragments of barbotine ware, showing that this tjrpe of
pottery was popular in Memphis as well as in the Sudan

Barb ivire : sec Wibk sb. i c.

Barcelona. Add

:

Used eUirib. in Barcelona nut or as short for this.

1851 Mathkw Lend. LaboMr I. 89/r I'be * Barcelonas

'

are from ^\ti. to td, a quart to the street-sellers. s88o
Emcycl. Brit. XI. 549/1 HazeUnuts, under the name of
Barcelona or Spanish nuts, are largely exported from France
and Portugal, and especially Tarragona.

Barohian (baika-n). Also bftrkhan, barkan.
[Native name.] A crescent-shaped dune of shifting

sand such as occur in the deserts of Tnrkestan.
tttB Etuyc/. Brit. XXIII. 511 aShifting sands blown into

barkhans, or elongated bill«, Msmirtimcs ^ and 60 feet in

height. 1900 Geog;. Jml. X V. 94 On the higher portions of
the foreland, to leeward and further from the river Uuxhans
(or medanos) cxcur.

Bardolatry (baidp-Utri). [f. Bard sb.^

(sense 4) + -ouitbt.] Worship of the * Bard of

Avon *, i. c. Shakspcrc ; Sbaksperolatry. So Bard-

olatav (-(J*lat3j) [-olateb], a worshipper of the

Bard, a Shaksperolater.
1901 G. B. Shaw Playsfor Puritans Pref. 31 So much for

Bardolatry I 1903— Mati ^ Supenitan Ep. Ded. 30 Foolish
Bardolaters make a virtue of this after their fashion. 1911
Times Lit. Suppl. 9 Nov. 440/3 Playing for the sympathy of
the * bardolaters '.

Bare, sb. Delete f Obs.y and add to i :

1906 Westtn. Geo. 29 Dec. 16 'i The downtrodden slippers

tied on with string, toes out, and hardly any sole : the child

is walking 'on the bare ', as the saying is.

Barefoot, a. Add : U.S, in fig. use (see qnots.

and of. *Bake-footkd b).

1866 Lowell 5/^/<?7t/ P. Ser. Ii. Introd., *I take my tea
barfoot *, said a backwoodsman when asked if he would
have cream and sugar. x8S8 Chicago Herald (Fanner)
Never touch coffee unless you like it barefoot, that is, with-
out sugar or milk.

Bare-footed, a. Add :

Of a horse : Having a shoeless foot- Hence
Barefoctedneas.
1756 loLDERVY Hist, a Orphans I. 74 Many worthy gentle-

men are become egregious sufferers, both by the barcfooted-
ness of their horses and the loss of their hares. 1891
Athtnaeum 38 Nov. 714/ 1 The barefootedness of the women
and children. i9o6boUBKviLLE & ^oss Some Irish }'estcr-

days 88 * Ye're barefooted ', he said. I found that I [my
hunter] had indeed lost a foreshoe.

b. C/.S. (See quots. and of. *Barefoot.)
1847 Paulding Amer. Comedies (Pbilad.) 194, I thought

even a Yankee knew that *stone fence barefooted' is the

polite Engli.sh for whisky uncontaminated,—pure, sir ! 1878

J. H. Bkadls i^tstem IVilds xu. 183 It was sod corn
\tc. whiskey] barefooted.

Baren (ba*ren). [Jap.] A pad used in wood-
block printing.

1916 V. M. Flktchkr l^ood-block PrintingW. la Pressure
is tnen applied to the back of the paper as it lies on the wet
block. This is done by a round pad called the baren by the

Japanese. It is made of a coil of cord covered by bamboo
sheath. 1914 H. Furst Mod, It^oodcitt 94 The Japanese
manner of designing in map-like spaces and printing from
the pUnk by ruobing with the * baren '..became generaL

Bargain, J^.^ Add:
3. b. In certain coalfields in England, a piece of

work let to the workmen making the lowest offer.

Also Comb., as bargain-letter, -man, 'tacker^ -taker,

-work (sec quot 1851 in sense 8 in Diet.).

x8as F" Mackenzie Hist, Northumh. (ed. 2) I. 100 These
bargains are taken in partnershi^is, consisting of from two
to eight men. 18^ Simmonds Diet. TrW/^ Bargain-men.
t88s Instr. CemsusClerks (1885) 84 Copper Mmer. .. Bargain
Man. 1897 Daiiy New* 18 Mar. ^/4 'Iliey cannot take
special bits of work, known as bargaws, but must go to the
bargain<takers and ask them for rock to cut up. 1897 H^fstm.

Geu, X Sept. t/i Bargain-letting recommenced lo-day at
Lord Pcnrbyn s Carnarvonshire slate quarries.

8. barg&in-GOonter U.S,, a counter at which
goods professedly marked down in price arc offered

as exceptionally good bargains ; also fig, and
ailustvely, bargain-day U,S„ the day in each

week on which bargains are on sale at the bargain-

counters; bargain-hunter, one who is on the

look-out for bargains in shopping (cf. bargain-

hunting in Diet) ; bargain-price, a profe^edly

marked-down price of an article, esp. at a sale

;

bargain-sale l/.S,, a sale at which bargains are

offered. Also aitrib,

tan Scrihut*t Mag. Ill 65/9 All the 6ner\- that the
**bainin counters* of Fourteenth Street could furnisli.

1890 CongrtBS. Ree. a8 Aug. 9358/1 You may go into any of

the large mercantile establishments, .and you wilt find what
they call a bargain-counter. 1900 Ibid. Feb., App. 77/3
Were the Spaniards right in their tlcriMve epithets calling us
' pigs * anJ a * bargain counter nation * 7 1903 A'. V. Times
8 Sept., Men may sniff at the bargain counter and bargain
counter habits. 1904 Hockester Post Expre%s aa July 4
The bargain counter rates for steerage traffic 1898 C. A.
Bates Ctothsug Bk. No. 1173 Instead of 'Dog Days' these
twenty-four boars should be called "bargun days*. x868
Gremi l/nwm*hed Q14 * What will you takefor these? ' a^ked
the •bargain-hunter. 1886 A. Lang in Longm, Mng. VII.
A47 Last month was a lucky one for bargain-hunters, 1904
Westm, Gas. 7 Jan. 6/x Jewellery and chiffons and laces

are there, going at ^tMrnzain pnces. s8^ C A, Bates
Clothing Bk, Na jaii Garmenu for which you pay the

additkmsl price at widely advertUed* "bargain 'sales, a 1906
* O. Hkmry ' Trimmed Latup^ eta 1 15 ' Have I ever chucked
any bargain sale stuff at you, Moll f ' asked the Kid, with
calm dignity.

Bargef-f^' Add: 6. b. A large carriage. U.S.
s88i HowRLLS Modern Instance xxvii. 378 Marcu watched

him drive off toward the station in the hotel bar^e. 1903
Boston /^rrwA/io Aug.,The visitors were conveyed in barges
to the crest of High Pole hill. 1907 Sprim^tld Weekly
Republ. ai Feb. 16 (A sleigh-ride] which required every
four-horse barge in the north half of the county.

Bartfe* sb% (See qnot)
1908 Animal Management 306 A piece of leather . . running

from the fore-wale beneath the after>wale [ofa horse*s collar]

is known as the ' barge '.

Barge, v. Add

:

3. intr. To bump heavily inlo (a person), to

knock roughly against ; to go roughly and heavily

through, intOj along, about, or against (a place,

etc.) ; also with advs. about, around, AUo to

barge one's way.
1888 Boy's Own Pa^r Christmas No. 56 a Dig your

heels in, old chap. . . and barge into the bank ! i8m FAtMER
Sieuig i. ia4'i ^or^tf..(Uppingham School)—To knock

against a person ; to come into collision with. 1899 Daily
News 10 July 9/a Defendant denied that the cocks were
fighting. They were merely ' barging* as it was called in
Lancashire. 1904 Kipling Traffics <S- Discov, 318 You
ought to have summoned me for trespass when I barged
through your woods. 1904 — in Windsor Ma^. Jan. 234/3,
I remember, .the dropped jaw of the midshipman in her
whaler when we barged fairly into him. 1906 Westm, Gas,
4 Oct. 4/a Old Bubblyjock barges backwards and forwards
through the midst of us. 1911 C. E.W. Bean ' Dreadnought *

of the Darling xxxvlii, A crowd of men came barring into
the hut. X919 Christine Obr Glorious Thing w. 63 His
first mishap was to barge into Isabel's fianc^, his second to
be barged into by Isabel i9S4 Chambers's Jrnl. 394/3
Pattering donkeys barge their way through the crowded
alleys, x^s^ Blackw, Mag. June 751/2 The camel. .is an
awkward and troublesome creature on a narrow road,
especially if he takes fright, barging about to the danger of
everybody.

b. transf. and fig.im Chambers's Jrnl. . , . „_ ___

world then, x^ Observern Mar. 14/5 There is a sort of

X9a3 Chambers's jrnl. 718/2, I hadn't barged about the

masterful way in which a theme is made to barge its way
through its surroundings.

o. trans, I'o cause to move forcibly or heavily.

1913 Public opinion 19 Jan. 61/2 Heaven knows I'm
always trying to barge it at you. i9a7 Observer 3 Apr. 27/6
Scotland bore down ui a boay, and Morton barged the ball

past Brown.

Bar^e (baidg), vJ^ slang, 'i dial, [? Back-
formation f. Bargkb, as if * to use the language of

a bargee'.] trans. To abuse or 'slang' (a person).
a x86o Alb. Smith Med. Student (1S61) loa Whereupon

they all began to barge the master at once; one saying *his

cottee was all snuffand chickweed.' x88i V^z^az Six MotUhs
in Meccah iv. 98 My informer. .blaming thoi>e 'Shaitan*
English, and barging them in choice Arabic.

Bargemaster. Add quots.

:

X664-5 in C. Welch Hist. Company o/Pe7vterersii(yy2)l\,

132 The salar>' of Mr. Pike, barge master, was fixed on 16th
March at 3/. yearly. 189a W. C. Hazlitt Livery Com-
panies ^75 The duties of the Bargemaster, which, after the
discontinuance of water-pageants, have been confined to the
supervision of the swans on the Thames. 1898 Daily News
31 Apr. s/aThe Fishmongers* Company's late Bargemaster.
—The office of bargemaster is one of the most ancient in

the annals of the City Companies.

Barge-pole. A long pole with which a barge

is propelled (see also quot. 1890) ; frequent in

colloq. phr. IwouldnU touch him (it) with a barge-

pole, I refuse to have anything to do with him (it).

1877 [remembered in use at Harrow School]. 1890 Farmer
Slang I. 131 Barge-Pole. (Winchester CoUege.) A large
stick or thick bough, of which there was one in each fagot.

Also generally used for any large piece of wood. 1915 A. H.
GiBBS Persistent Lovers W, Hideous little beast ! 1 wouldn't
touch him with the end of a barge pole. 1918 Mrs. H.
Ward War 4- Elisabeth v, If he tries to leave me this

funny old place . . there are two can play at that game. 1

wouldn't toucli it with a barge pole.

Barging (ba-id^iii), vbl, sb. [f. Barge sb. +
-ING 1. Cr Bargs z/.J Transport by barge.

1904 Daily Ckrtm, 99 j[an. 3/6 The barging is done by
contract. 190s Westm. Gas, 9 Mar. 9/3 The cost of * barg*

iuK ' and transport.

Barhal, variant of *Bubheu
Bark, f'^.^ Add:
6. b. fVilh the bark on, in a rough or unpolished

form. 6^1^.

187a 'Mark Twain* Roughing it xv. 134 That is tlie

word with the bark on it ! 1903 A'. V. Sun 38 Nov. 7 Vour
Westerner with the bark on is fond of.. picturesque figures

of speech.

10. bork-beotle, any beetle of the family Scoly-

tidSf the members of which burrow beneath the

baik of woody plants ; b&rk-borer (/.S., a species

of bark-beetle ; bark-hut, a hut built with the bark

of trees ; also aitrib. ; bark-i>eeler, an implement
for peeling bark (see quot.).

186a T. W. Harris Insects injur. I'eget. 85 Though these

cylindrical *bark-beetlesare of small size, they multiply very
fasL 1857-8 Trans. Ill* Agric. Soc. (1850) III. 345 Another
species is that sometimes called the *bark borer, from its feed-

ing exclusively upon the cambium immediately beneath the

bark. 1843 K. Carlton New Purchase i. 2 We.. talked of

*bark huts and bows and arrows. X890 * R. Boldrewood '

Mitur's Right vi. 61 Bark-huts, of which both sides, and
sometimes dows are composed of sheets of the flattened

eucaU'ptus bark. 1904 Daily Ckron. 35 May 3/5 Nomad
bark-nut settlements of the natives (during a Siberian

journeyj 190* Encycl. Brit. XXV. 376/1 All textile work

tof American Indians] was done by hand ; the only device^

mown were the *bark-peeler, the shredder [etc).

Bark. z'. I Add:
2. To bark up tht wrong tru. (Earlier examples.)

1833 Skttchts 4- Eatntr. D. Crockett (1834) 58, I told

btin..that he reminded me of the meanest thing on God's
earth, an old coon dog, barkine up the wrong tree. 1833
I. Hall Leg. West 46 Vou are barking up the wrong tree.

Johnson. 1641 Conpxss. Globe 25 Jan., App. 153 The stoclc-

jobbers were barlcmg up the wrong tree when they wrote
those letters.

b. To call out or ' spiel ' at the entrance ofa cheap

shop or show to attract customers. (Cf. 'Babkkb 1

2 b.) U.S.

3. b. Of a fire-arm : To go off with a sharp

report. (Cf. Babkeu 1 4.)
1907 S. E. White Aritona Nights iii. xiiL 342 The Colt's

forty-Ave barked once, and then again.

5. Delete f Obs. and add quots.

:

tSii Clauk Vill. Minttr. II. 33 The dog bark'd a wel-

come. 1864 TmKvsox BoSdicea 13 Bark an answer, Britain »
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raven ! 19x6 Boyd Cable Action Front 131 Both the
mnzzles tilted a Utile and barked off another flight of shells.

zgu N. .$• Q. I2th Ser. XL 206^2 A stable secret which
has leaked out and is common property is referred to as ' the

dogs are bariuag it '.

6, To drive txway or back by barkin|^.

18*9 Miss Mitford in The Gem 195 Frisk's own doggish
exploit in barking awa^ a set of pilferers. 1891 Meredith
Ofu ofcur Conq. II. iiL 42 The Dog. .would have barked
the breathing; intruder an hundredfold back to earth.

Baxk canoe. V,S, [Bark sb}- lo.] A canoe

made of birch-bark.

i7« Lttncasttr Rec, 232, 27 day we traveld down the river

and found a bark cannow. 1755 L. Evans Anal. Ma^
Colomies 27 (i) Toby's Creek, is passable with Bark Canoes
a good uray up. 1817 S. R. Brown U^estem Gaz. 253 This
renders the communication impassable in summer, except
with small bark canoes. 1848 J. F. Cooper Oak Ofien, I. i.

j2 A score of resf)ectable families patiently waited for the
arrival of the capacious bark canoe. 1888 Harper's Mag.
Mar. 537/1 But only a bark canoe now and then comes along
from one of the thirteen rivers.

BaTken, a. [f. Bakk sb?- + -kn 4.] Made or

consistinjj of bark.

1835 R. M. Bird Hawks o/Hatvk-h. I. v. 6i Perhaps some
tall and tawny hunter .. may yet . -urge his barken canoe over
some c>*press-fringed pool. x8oo Harper^s Mag. Aug. 365
A sword-iungc of assailant thunder Slashed down thy barken
maiL

Barker ^. 2. Add: One who * barks' at a cheap
shop or show: see *Babk ».l i b. Chiefly 6''.^.

a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew, Barker, a Salesman's
Servant that walks before the Shop, and cries, Cloaks, Coats,
or Gowns, what d'ye lack, Sir. 1833 [see Diet.]. 1859 Slang
Diet., Barker, a man employed to cry at the doors of gaffs,

shows, and puffing shops, to entice people inside, 1897
H0WELI.S Landlord at Lion's Head 2^7 The barker began
to fill the night with hoarse cries of * Miss Lynde's carriage ;

carriage for Miss Lynde !
' 1903 N. V. Times 28 Aug.,

Conditions were so dull that barkers had to be enlisted to

call the public's attention to the boats. 1910 H. A. Franck
Vagtibond Jotim. 276 The secretary was a man, .with the
voice of a side-show barker.

Barking, vbl. sb.^ 2. Barking irons (add
quot.).

1845 S. JuDD Margaret i. iii. ra Here were a draw-shave,
a cross-cut saw . . barking irons, a scythe.

Barking,///. a!\ 2. b. Add :

barking deer, the Indian muntjac, Cervuius
muntjac, found in India, Burma, and Tibet; so

named from its call; barking-iron (earlier U.S.
example); barking-wolf ^..S*. (see quot.).
xWoEncycl. Brit.'Kll. 742/2 The "barking deer or muntjac

{Cervuius vaginalis). 1898 Geog. Jrnl. XI. 502 The small
barking deer, called ' pause ' by the natives. 1825 Paulding
JohnBullin Amer.^S Seeing the *barking iron [he] shrunk
back. iB&jAmrr. Naturalist I. 289 The Prairie or *Barking
AVolf {Cofiis latrans. Say), is by far the most abundant car-
nivorous animal in Arizona, as it is also in almost every part
of the West.

Ba*rk-loiLSe. U.S, [Babk sb^ ic] Any one
of a number of aphids infesting the bark of tiees.

185* Trans. Mich. Agric. Sac. III. 199 Bark lice and
Caterpillar; wash them (apple trees] with lye. i86a T. W.
Harris Insects Injur. Vegetation (ed. 3) 248 Bark-lice
{Coccidae). 1884 Rep. CouunissionerAgrie. 35a The ordinary
food-pldnt of this species of bark-louse is the Soft or Silver
maple.^ xZ6^ Ainer. Naturalist I. 223 Fruit-trees should
be again washed and nibbed to kill off the young Bark-lice,
of which the common apple Bark-louse .. is a too familiar
example.

Bark-milL U.S. [Bark j3.i 9.] A mill in

which tanning bark is ground.
1824 Rouse's Print Harbinger 17 Feb. 4/2 ABark-houspp

and a good iron Bark-mill. 183a I, P. Kennedy S-walloia
Barn I. xxi. 309 He. .goes at it with the reluctance of an old
horse in a bark-mill. 1831 Louisville Publ. Adv. i Sept.,
Bark Mills. Wind Mill Irons.. .A supply of the above article
on band. 1861 Clemens in O. J. Victor Hist. Southern Reb.
I. 270 He must recede as submissively as a blind horse in a
bark'mill. 1885 [see Babk sb} 9a].

Barkometer (baikp-mrtai). [f. Bark sb,^ -1-

-OMETEB.] A tanners* hydrometer for testing the
strength of bark infusions.
x8«i J. Swan {titU) Explanation of improved mode of Tan-

ning;.. intended to accompany the New Invented Barktro-
meter \sie\ Ibid. 40 Though you show us, by the assistance
of your new Barktrometer that there is a something derived
from the bark of which it shows the quantity. 185a Morfit
Tanning If Currying (1853) 329 A barkometer . . is specially
adapted to testing the suength of bark lyes. z88a [see tan-
liquor s.y. Tan/o,* C. iJ,

Barlow knife, 6^.^. [From the name of the
maker.] A large single-bladed pocket-knife.
1779 New-Jersey Jrnl. 12 Oct., Advt. in N. J. Archives

Ser. II. III. 676 Barlow penknives. 18x9 Massachusetts
Spy 29 Dec. 3/2 A barlow knife, bloody, and another knife,
rusty, lay along side of him. 1845 S. Judd Margaret i. vi.

36 On the left were cuttoes. Barlow knives, iron candle-

new* Barlow' knife. 1896 J. C, Harris Sister Jane 229
There on the side of the pew were the letters W. W, which
many years ago 1 had carved with my barlow knife.
ellipt. 1890 Congress. Rec. Aug. 8818/2 He did not want

to carry a cheap and nasty knife, but the little fellow has to
carry a ten cent Barlow.

Barminess (baumines). [f. Babmy o. -i-

-NESS.] Weakness of intellect,

x8o6 [see next]. 1908 E. V. Lucas Over Benurton^s vi.

U>, I heard what sounded like a sarcastic sniff deprecative
of her uncle's barminess.

Barmy, cu Add :

2. b. = *Balmy (of which it is an altered form,

after Babm J(5.2). slang,

1896 Westm. Gaz. 30 May 8/1 Should not 'balmy' be
'barmy'? I have known a person of weak intellect called

'Barmy Billy.'.. The prisoner in the paragraph meant to

simulate semi-idiocy, or ' barmineis,' not ' balminess '. 1902
Ibid. 8 Nov. 2/1 All the boys think him barmy.

Bam, sb. Add : 1. C. A stable or cattle-house.

U.S.
1838 Mrs. Rovall Black Bk. II. 71 Every_ farmer has his

small wooden barn, under which name they include stables.

X901 M. D. Babcock Thoughts 17 Locking a bam seems no
longer commonplace when the horse is stolen. 1904 N. V.

Even. Post 28 Jan. i Cattle were found frozen stiff in the
barns by farmers this morning.

2. barn-boss, a horsekeeper. U.S.
1902 S. E. White Blazed Trail xxix. So Shearer had

picked out a barn-boss of his own.

Bambrack (bajnbrsek). Ir. [f. Ir. bairtn

cake of bread + breac speckled.] A cake or loaf of

bread containing currants.

X77J Vallancey Ess. Antiq. Irish Lang. 22 On Sl Briget's

Eve every Farmer's Wife in Ireland makes a Cake called

bairin-breac. 1867 P. Kennedy 5««>&f^i)'i»r(J xlii. 349 Piles

of hot griddle-baked wheaten cakes.., barn-bracks, and
other varieties of the staff of life, 1901 G. B. Shaw Plays
for Puritans, DeviVs Disciple i, Two green ware plates, on
one of which she puts a barnbrack. 19*8 Universe 3 Feb.,

A loaf of curious, very sweet currant bread is made and
sold for All Souls Day. Even the poorest household manages
to secure one of these Barn-bracks.

Ba*m dance, orig. U.S. [Babnj^.] A dance
danced in a bam ; applied spec, to a kind of schot-

tische in which the partners advance side by side

for a few steps and then dance a waltz or schottische

step.

X892 Daily News 28 SepL 5/5 The now inevitable bam
dance figured once on the programme. 1895 Mrs. Lilly
Grove Dancing 424 (Badminton Libr.) * Barn dance* is an
American designation ; but as many other dances take place
in barns out West, it is difficult to see why the title is

specially applied to this Scotch lilt and schottische hops.
allusively. 1898 Kipling Fleet in Being 7 We of the tight

horse did barn-dances about the windy floors.

Ba'rn-yard. Chieily Sc, and us, [Babn sK a,]

The yard attached to the bam on a farm.
1473 Acta Auditarum (1839) 28/j The wrangwiss occupa-

cion of a heme, .and a bernejaide. X49X Acta Dom, Cone,
(1839) 184/2 Awaytakin. .out of his barne jarde and feilde
..of all the cornez. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I, 392
To collect and gadder the teind schaves..and place tlie

samyn within the berne yaird. 16x0 Reg. MagniSig. Scot.
106/2 Cum horreo lie bameyaird eorundem. X656 Suther-
land Charters 1^% Of victual! the excrescens of his Maynes
in bairne and bairneyaird. 1683 Connecticut Probate Rec.
I- 344. 1 give my Bam Yard equally to my sons, 1805 Scott
Last Minstrel iv. vi, Barn-yard and dwelling, blazing
bright. Served to guide me on my flight. 1838 H. Colman
Rep. Agrie. Mass. 67 AH the washings of the barn-yard are
received into the lower story or cellar. 1859 Trans. Mich.
Agrie. Soc. {i860) X. 552 What sites are usually selected for
barn-yards?
attrib. 1840 J. BuEL Farmer's Comp. 196 A load of barn-

yard manure. 1863 Trans. III. Agric. Soc, (1865) V. B67
Panicum Crus-galli, Barn-yard grass, is a coarse weed.
1897 KiPLTNC Capt. Courageous vi. 129 You barn-yard
tramps go hoggin*^ the road on the high seas with no blame
consideration fer your neighbours.

BarOCCO (bar^-k^?), a. [IL] = *Baroque.
1877 Symonds Renaiss. in Italpi, Fine Arts ii. (1882) 09

Palladio was followed by the violent reactionaries of the
barocco mannerism. Ibid. x. 503 Stucco, fresco, and gilding
in a style only just removed from the barocco. 1882 S.
Butler Alps tj- Scutct, Piedmont 332 The architecture is

late, and barocco, not to say rococo, reigns everywhere,
a 1902 — Note-Bks. (1912) 260 The band played the barocco
music on the barocco little piazza and we were all barocco
together. 1^23 L. Pullan Religion Since Re/orm, vii. 221
Peter the Great, .pronounced the name of his new capital
as if it were Dutch, and his architects built it after the
manner of the Dutch and German barocco cities.

Baxocyclonometer (baetwsaikliin^mrtaj). [f.

Gr. ^apo-i weight + Cyclonb -f -meteh.] An aneroid
barometer with diagrams and directions for detect-
ing the existence of a storm at a distance of several
hundred miles.
X906 Month Dec. 562 The ships that sail the seas of the

Far East are equipped with the Barocyclonometer.
Baron. Add

:

2. b. A great merchant in a certain commodity,
defined by a qualifying word, as beef baron, coal
baron, (Cf. king, magnate,) U.S.
1887 Harper's Mag. Apr. 823/1 When the great * coal

barons . .deliberately combine to put up the price of coal.
x888 M V. Life 18 Feb. 27/2 One of the ^several limes'
a millionaire lumber * Barons of Michigan. X895 J. L,
Ford Lit. Shop iv. (1896) 46 Magazine barons. 1903 Westm,
Gaz. 17 May 5/2 Nearly 150,000 coalminersare on strike in
the anthracite region of Pennsylvania. .. The coal barons
have built barricades and barbed wire fences around the
shafts. X904 'O. Henry' Cabbages .5- Kings 4 A rubber
prince, a sarsaparilla, indigo, and mahogany baron, 1907
Westm. Gaz. -20 Dec. 9/4 The Amerrcan beef barons,
Armours, Swift's, and Morris, are.. the greatest captains
of commerce in any market.

C. sla4ig. (See quot.)
1919 Atfu:na!um rs Aug. 759/1 Slang in Wartime. ..Baron,

army commander.

Baronetize (bos-ronetaiz), V. [f. Baronet -I-

-izE.] tram. To confer a baronetcy on, make a
baronet.

i86x_ Meredith Evan Harrington xjv. Third son ! Don't
commit yourself there. We dare not baronctuse him. if^
Gordon Hake Mem. So Years Ixv, 276 We have no '^
Barry ' nowadays

; premiers do not build houses, so that
they do not baronetize architecture.

Baronian (bar^-nian), a, [f. Barony + -an,]
s Bauonial a.

1656 Prynne Fund. Rights of Eng. Freemen 31 The
particulars whereof would amount to many Baronian Tomes,
if at large recorded. 1905 Daily Chron. 14 June 4/7 The
castle is built of granite, in the Scotch Baronian style,

BarocLue, a. Add :

Applied to a florid style of architectural decoration
which arose in Italy in the late Renaissance and
became prevalent in Europe during the i8th cen-
tury. Also iransf. in reference to other arts.
This term and rococozi^ not infrequently used without dis-

tinction for styles of ornament characterized by profusion,
oddity ofcombinations, or abnormal features generally,
J869 Baedeker's Central Italy ^ Rome (1B81) p. lix. The

authors of the degenerated Renaissance known as Baroque
were really Vlgiiola (1507-73) and Fontana's nephew Carlo
Maderna (1^56-1639)... An undoubted vigour in the disposi-
tion of detail, a feeling for vastness and pomp, together with
an internal decoration which spared neither colour nor
costly material to secure an effect of dazzling splendour;
such are the distinguishing attributes of the Baroque style,
1928 Times Lit. Suppi. 15 Mar., French -Canadian art.. is
being recognized, .as a baroque style which is other than
the European baroques,

Barotaxis(bcer(?tae-ksis), Physiol. [f.Gr.^apoj
weight + Td^is turning.] 'Stimulation of living
matter by change of the pressuie relations under
which it exists ' (Dorland).
1901 Calkins Protozoa 300 A general result of mechanical

stimulation is a motor response followed by the tendency to
turn away from the source, and the general reaction,
whether positive or negative, since it deals with the question
of pressure in some form or other, is called barotaxis (Ver-
worn).

Barrack, sb. Add :

2. c. Also attrib. : barrack school, a disparaging
term applied to a large district school for poor-law
children.

1894 E. Hart in Brit. Med. Jrnl. 21 Apr. 870/a The
system of pauper district schools organised on the ' barrack

'

principle should be mended or ended as soon as possible.
Ibid 28 Apr. 938 Poor Law Barrack Schools. 190a Encycl.
Brit. XXXL 635/1 Adverse criticism, .in 1874. .has been
directed against these large, or, as they are invidiously
called, barrack schools.

d. iransf, A large plain building or range of
buildings, tenements, or flats in which a number
of people are housed ; also, any strikingly plain-
looking building suggestive of a military barracks.
Also attrib. as barrackflat,
x886 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 329 The railway has come

close under the walls of the chateau, while an Mly barrack
has sprung up on the other side. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 20 Oct,
1/3 A feature of German housing which reformers desire to
abolish : that is, of the many«toried barrack-fiat system.

Barrack (bae-rak), z;.3 [orig. Australian ; alter-
ation of *BOBAK, q. v.]

intr. To shout jocular or sarcastic remarks or
words of advice as partisans^^ or against a person,
esp. a person, or side collectively, engaged in a
contest. (Said of a section of the crowd of spec-
tators, orig. Australian.) Also transf. b. tram.
To shout in this way at (a player). Hence
Ba'rracking vbl. sb. andppl, a. ; also Ba'rracker.
1890 Fakmer Slang, Barracking (Australian), banter,

chaff. 1890 Melbourne Punch 14 Aug. 106/3 To use a foot,
ball phrase, they all to a man 'barrack ' for the British
Lion. 1893 The Age 27 June 6/6 (Morris) People wer«
afraid to go to them [sc. football matches] on account of
the conduct of the crowd of ' barrackers '. Ibid., The ' bar-
racking' that was carried on at football matches. 1895
Westm. Gaz. 1 Mar. 5/1 A spontaneous burst ofcheering ana
* barracking,' with loud cries of ' Bravo, Stoddart ! ' were
heard. 1900 H. Lawsom On Track 89, 1 was too shy to go in
where there was a boy wanted and bajrack for myself pso-
fierly. 1901 Westm. Gaz. lo Aug. 6/2 1 he crowd had abso-
utely no right . . to * barrack the players by yelling in concert
now and again, at a critical moment, X904 Warner How tvc
Recovered the Askts 73 Hayward and myself bad to under-
go some 'barracking ' for playing slowly. Ibid. 167 They
will grow up into the type of man who ' barracked * Crockett
so disgracefully at Sydney. 1926 Cftandfers's JrnL 543/2
Only once . . was a querulous barracking voice raised.

Sarraooat, var, barrow-cocu -. see Barrow sb,^

Barrage (b3£-ra3, -edg,
]j
bara-g). Add: In

modern miUtary use : A barrier of continuous
artillery or machine-gun fiie concentrated in a given
area, used to prevent the advance or retreat of enemy
troops, to protect troops advancing against the
enemy, to repulse attacks by aircraft, and for
destructive purposes. Creeping or mcving barrage,
a curtain of fire moving before and directed from be-
hind advancing troops. More explicitly barragefire,
1917 Times 11 July 5/5 The German barrage fire on the

trenches, though it lasted so short a time, was of extreme
severity. Ibid 26 Sept. 7/6 The barrage was effective in
keeping the raiders at a great height 1918 Boyd Cable
Atr Men o" War ix. 118 Next instant he plunged at, into,
and through the barrage, his machine rocking and pitching
and rolling in the turmoil of shell-torn air. 19*3 EncycL Brit.
XXX. 250/1 This breakdown of communications, .led to
the general introduction of the ' creeping barrage * (French
barrage roulani, German FeuenvaXze). Briefly, i( is a
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I ofshells bursting on and close to the ground, which

is nu>ved forward across tlie country by short leaps accord*

ioff to a pre>determined time-table.

D. tratisf. andyij?'.

1918 Daily Ckron. 30 Dec. (Weekley) Field-Marsba] Sir

I>ougIas Haig passed into Xx>ndon through a creeping bar-

rage of cheers. 19*0 W. J. LocKB House ofBaitazarxxiv,
If the barrage of silence is maintained. 19*1 Spectator 19
Mar. 360 2 It seems to me like lirijig both barrels simulta-

neousiy at a partriiige ; but if it sbt^Id be regarded as put*

ting up a barrage, then, of course, it would be better to fire

botli l»rrels.

Hence Barrag-a v, trans., to pnt a barrage upon

;

irUr. to put down a barrage.

1918 Boyd Cabi.e Air Men o' tfar xvii. 330 The only bit

of the whole line they managed to barrage properly. 19x8

E. A. Mackintosh /F«r, tA4 Ltbcratwr 124 'Ihe artUlery

will barrage at x. 20.

Baxrelff^- Add:
5. d. A cylindrical button used in coDJtinctioa with

a loop of tnaid as an ornamental fastening of a coat.

1898 Daih News la Nov. 6,'3 Frt^s and barrels are
adapted to the otherwise plain rrd coats. 1000 Ihid, 99 Dec
6 6 The fr>>nt5 are titled out with braided frogs and barrels.

U. barrel cactus, the genus Echifwautus;
barrel-fish, the Black Rudder-6sh, Lirus perci-

formis, found off the U.S. coast; barrel house,
barrel shop U.S., a low-class drinking-saloon.
1881 Afu^r. Saturediet XV. 964 The * nigger-liead * or

* •barrel' cactus* 1884 Goode, etc. Nat.tiist. l/se/ul

AqMmiic Anitn. 1. 334 This 6sh is also called by the fishermen
* Lc«-fish * and * iJarrel-fish '. 1884-5 Stand. Nat. Hist,

(1888) 1 1 1- i^tThefisbermencaUtbembarrel-fish, though the
most usual name is rudder-fish. x888 Missouri Rep^lican
sx Feb. (Farmer) I'he West-side police are stUl arresting

*barrel-bou5e loafers. 1904 Chicago Trilmiu in N. Y. Even.
Post 3 June 3 The tramp, .could go his way in the morning
to the iMjrrel bouse or toe beer saloon. 1904 JV. K. Triimne
13 Oct. 1 A puuonous substitute for whiskey sold in the low
* •barrel .shops ' along Tenth Avenue.

Barrelage (bs-r^Ied^). [f. Babbkl/^. + -aoi.]

The total amount of any commodity* espccLilly

beer, as measured by barrels in a specified period ;

output estimated in barrels.

X890 Certific<\te ofvtsluatiam. 0/Brtmi€ritt^ The barrcUge
for the same period was, for the year x888/o.. 313,392 bis.

1893 Star 10 J.in. 3/5 The increase in barrelage ttnce the
company was forincd in 1887 amounted to 43,40a 19x7
Tunes 36 Feb. 9 '6 It is. .tmpos^ble for us to guarantee the
focMl of thb country without making a very mt^h deeper cut
into the barrelage of the cooutry.

Barrel-organ. Add to def. *. Also extended

to similar instruments not of the organ type but
producing the notes by means of metal tongues
which arc struck by pins fixed in the barrel. The
tone resembles that of a piano ; hence they are

distinguished as ' piano organs *. Hence Barrel-
orfan v. intr.^ to play a barrel-organ.
1871 Lk Fanq aUcktmate xxxiii. The guitarrtng, tinging,

barf«l-orfaaiM>- '^H make a curioM and ncrry BaoeL ifaB
Twtn*t Dec 15/7 TboMwbo have banel-orgiuiediaa hard
December.

Barremian (b&r^^-miin), <2. Geol. {tF.ffar-
re/m, canton in department of Basses-Alpcs + -IAN.]
a» Urgonia.v.
1903 Geikir Tejct-hi.Ceoi. (ed. 4) 119^ The abandonment

of the term Urgonian and the adoption u its place of ' Dar-
remien \ 1914 Brit. Mus. Retmm atoTheBamMuan Badi
of Sandown Bay, L of WigbL

Barren, a. Add

:

4. b. Barren Grounds^ the district lying between
Hudson Bay and Mackenzie River in Canada, used
attrib. in Barren-Grtmnd Bear (see quota.)

;

Barren-Ground Caribou^ any of the several

varieties of reindeer found in the Barren Grounds
and Grceiiland» esp. Ran^fer arcticus and R,
granlandicus.

>8as J' kicMABDsoif in Parrys Jmi. amd Ker, App. 339
The cetrarijf, eormicMiarim, and cenamycest which ciotbe
the barren-grounds like a carpet. Footnctt^ Tbe Barren
Groooda C Hi Itt^iene obeiti canpt quos Terram Damnatam
dicereC peregrinos *, Flor. Lapp., pL 374). iSag — Palmes
B^r.'Amt^r. 1. 33, I have given tms one tbe eul interitn
name of Barren-grootid Bear, ukU its diffcrmce from, or
identity with the Urstu mrctot of Ltnnaiiii be folly estab-
lished. Ihtei. 341 Ccrvus taraodna var. «., arctica. Barren
GrooodCanboo. 1877 Emycl. BHt, VIL 35/ 1 The Barren
Ground Ckriboo, and the Woodland Caribou. i897LYDCKKaa
in Prac. ZMi. Sic. Lomdmn 43? Umss etrttmt Rickawiiiwmi
Barrea-GroaDd Bear...This Bear..difiefa from th« Grisly
in the shorter sknlL

B. sb. 3. b. attrib, as borrexu oak (see quot).
1838 D. J. BaowNE Syifis Amer. 360 In New Jersey and

Pennsylvania it [tbe Black Jack Oak] is called Banrns Oak.

Barrette (bare-t). [a. F. barretU, dhn. of
hep're Bab sbA"]

L The crossbar of a fencing foil or the hilt of a
rapier.

r»
Cent. Diet. Suppl.

A bar for supporting m woman's back hair;
also, a hair-ornament
1905 lyestm. Cms. 6 Apr. 4/t Tb«dog.conar of opals with

diamond barettes. 1908 /h'J. 39 Feb. 1 3/3 The front part of
the b.-»rette forms a bandeau. 1908 Ladies' Fields Apr. 197/1
The farourite [hair-ornament] >«ems to be Grade barrettes
over hair cnmbed low.

Barricading, vbf. sb. Add : b. ccno', A bar-
ricade or tlie materials of a barricade.

1890 J. Watson Con/, Poacher (1893) 159 Quietly as we
could, we undid the barricading. 19x0 iVesttn. Gaz^ 24 Jan.
8/1 Some of the barricading was thrown among the crowd.

Barristress (bse'ristres), [f, Babbisteb +
-ESS.] A woman barrister.

X898 Fortn. Rcz'. LXI V. la? The modern barristress. 1899
Westm. Gas. 8 June 1/2 Barristeress-at-law,

Barsac (ba-issek). Also barsaok. [a. F. (see

below).] A white wine, sweetish, but with a bitter

flavour, made in Barsac, department of Gironde,
France.
x8ao Btackw. Mag, VIII. 44 To lawyers I would give the

sharp Bar-siic. 1827 Mirror II. 164/1 Elephants don't drink
barsack. 1S45 'fait's Mag. XII. 698 Barsac, champagne,
hock, and claret. 1877 Temple Bar XLIX. 359 [He] drinks
a mixture of barsac and quassia.

BaT-share, -shear. U.S. [f. Bar 5b^ i +
Share sbj^ i.] A plough having a bar extending
backwartis from the share. Usu. eUtrib.yAih. plough.
1785 Washington Diaries II. 438 Tools and Implements.

..Bar Shear Plows, 9. X786 Ibid III. 80, 1 ordered. .the
Bar share plow to be used, till the comnwn Corn was all

crossed. 1857 Trans, Hi. Agric. Soc. II. 365 Tbe shovel
plow. .was superceded by the bar^hear. i86» /W<i (1865)
V. 507 Tlie bar-ihare plow,

Baxtender (ba-Jte:ndaj), dial, and U.S. a. A
keeper or manager oi a refreshment bar, b. A bai-

attendant or barman.
1864 G. A. Sala in Detily Tel, 31 Nov., The bar-tender is

a person of great gravity of countenance. 1876 J. Hahtley
Seets i* Lundun (ed. 2) 53 (E.D, D.) Aw axea ih* bartender
if he'd onnj. 1883 [see lENDaa j^.' %\

Barterable (bft'rtarab'l), a. [f. Bartkr v. +
-ADLE.] Capable of being bartered; suitable for

trading by exchange.
185a MuNDY Antipodes (ed. 3) 11. 334 They found it a

barterable commodity. 1890 H. M. Stanley Darkest
Africa 1. viL 155 Trifles.. were easily barterable for sugar-
cane.

Barokhzy (bar»-kzi). [Bdrakziy name of an
Afghan tribe.] The Afghan hound.
1895 Deuiy Netut ii Dec 3/x An Afghan Barokhzy bound.

I9a7 Daily Tel. ij May 15/6 Every sort of dog—frtun tbe
barukhzy of Cabul. .to my lady^s Pekingese.

Banun. ^ Barnstaple (Devon). Used attrib.

X809 lyestm. Gas. 6 Mar. 6/a They presented to 'Barumites
in London * one of the choicest production of the Royal
Barum ware pottery.

BaJ^TSphere (b8eTi»fi»j). [f. Gr. fiafivs heavy
+ ffipmpa Sphkbe.] The internal substance of tbe

earth enclosed by the lithosphere.
190S Science 15 Not. 747 It was argued by Posepny that

Ihe ores came from tbe baiysphere. X9a6 Encycl. Brit. New
Suppl. II. 173 The bulkof the earth consists of a nickel-iron
mass, tbe barj'spbere, which is enclosed fay a rocky crust,

the Iithospbere.

Basally (b^-s&li), adv. Addt
2. Nat. Jlist. In a basal position, at the base.
190. Buck's Handbk, Med. Sei. V. 868 (Cent. JX SoppLV

BascolOgy (baskplSd^i). Also Baak-. [£,

Bas4:-, used as comb, f. Ba8QCB-*--ou>gy.] The
fttudyofthe Basques and their language. SoBasoo**
legist, a student of, or one Tcned in Bascology.
1896 Academy 18 July 52/3 This Bascoloffist is incorrect.

1901 E. S. DoocsoM in N. ^ O. 9lh Ser. VUI. 377/2 The
following cospiementary details concerning the book . . will

be of interest Co Baskokwists. S903 Ibid, XI. 355/a Mr.
Hutchinson Iws dooe good service to Bascology.

Base,^.! AdJ:
15. o. esp. in Baseball^ each of the four stations

at the angles of tbe * diamond*, all of which the

batsman has to touch in succession in order to

score a run. Bau on ba/ls, a base allowed to the

batsman when the pitcher has delivered foar balls.

1869 Chadwick Game Base Ball 34 He has also to look
sharp after a base runner, when he is trying to run to second
base. 1S74— Base BeUl Manual 93 The bases must be
four ia mnnber, and they must be placed and securely
fastened upon each comer of a square whose »des are re-

spectively thirty yards...The first, second, and third bases
saall be canvas l>ag% painted white, and filled with some
soft material ; the home base shall consist of white marble
or stone. 1891 N. Crank Saeehall x. 79 Base on balls.

When a batsman b awarded first haw; by the umpire on
'four halls ' called on the pitcher, the batsman is said to
* take his base on balls *.

19. In sense 16, base camp, censor, port, ship.

(898 Daily News 3? May 7/5 The boats will be used as
base camps, seoo Blackw, Mag. Sept. 4.42/1 If. . tbe senior
officer commanding tbe Channel Squadron . . brings bis fleet

into one of its natural base.ports. 1915 Daily Express
13 Nov. 5/3 It bad been reseated in the customary way with
the printed label showing that it had been * Examined by
Base Censor '. lasS /^'«/^i3 June 1 It was sent by wireless

to the expedition s base-^hip.

20. baae hospital AHL, a hospital at some
place distant from tbe area of active operations ;

base-line, ' a line, as of frontier, sea-coast, or
forts, taken as the base of operations of an army,
that is, from which operations advance, supplies of

food, ammunition, and men are sent to the front,

and to which the army may retreat in case of

disaster* (O^ilvie) ; baae rate (see quoL).
sS9S Deuly Hewe 89 Apr. 5/3 It was intended to divide the

**Bmc Hospital * amoa^ several of the larger sUtions within
easy reach of the frontier. 189^ Westm. Gam. 30 Dec. 5/

1

There are no dangerous casesof illness at the base bo'^pital.

i8oa James Miiit. Did., *Base-line, the line oa which tro<H»

In column move, the first division that marches into the
alignement forms the base line, which each successive division
prolongs. 1805 Ibid. (1810), Base-line also signifies the tine
on which all the magazines and means of supply of an army
are established, and from whence the lines of operation pro-
ceed. xgf3z Daily Chron. 25 July 3/3 A definite base-line
from which the future progress of Irish industry can be
measured. 19*3 J. D. Hackett Labor Terms in Manage-
titent Engineering May, *Base Rate, the ordinary day rate
of wages guaranteed, in scientific management, whether the
standard task is accomplished or not.

b. In Baseball^ as base-player^ -p^<^yi^gj -stealer,

-stealing', base hit, a hit from which the ball

cannot t>e fielded in time to prevent the batsman
from reaching his base; base-line {a) the line,

three feet wide, marked on the turf from base to
base of a baseball field ; {b) the line at each end of
a lawn-tennis court, 2\%cy attrib. > as base-line game,
driver-, hence base-liner, one who drives from
the base-line, also a base-line drive ; base-runner,
the player who, having made a fair hit or in other
contingencies specified in the rules, is running the
bases.

1874 Chadwick Base BallManual %i All ordinary errors,

such as dropped flyballs, bad muffs, wild throws, and failures
on the part of base players to hold balls thrown to them

—

all count in preventing *base hits being made. Ibid. 26When
(the ball] is flying about inside the *base lines or from base
to base. 1875 Encycl. Brit, 1 1 1. 406/2 [Base ball] The position
of the bases and base lines may be likened to a 9ofeet square
shaped diamond. 1875 ' Stonehrnge * Brit. Rural Sports
690/1 {Lawn tennis) The player who wins choice of courts
serves ; i.e. delivers the ball, standing with one foot outside
the base line. 1878 La-ws of Latvn-tenttis 7 At each end of
tbe Court, parallel with tbe net, and at a distance of 39 ft.

from it, are drawn Base-Lines. 1905 Westm. Gaz. ag June
S/s Urisurpassed as a base-line driver. 1903 Ibid, 27 July
lo/a Ritchie displayed remarkable activity and resource in

fretting back most of bis opponent's lightning ' *base-
iners . 1869 Chadwick Game Base Ball 34 The first *base
pla>-er has the least active fielding to do, and the second
base player the most. Ibid., We now come to *base playing,
and we propose to show that each position has its pecu-
liar points of play. Ibid., *base runner [see 15 c above].

187S Encycl. Brit, III. 407/1 Directly a striker has fairly

struck a fair ball he becomes a base.ruimer. 1917 Mathew-
soN Sec. BaseSloanxx. 157 He . .developed an almost uncanny
ability to out-guess the base-runner. 1874 Chadwick Base
Ball Manual 83 No runs can be earned by chances given
for successful "base-running through fielding errors. 1886
Chadwick {title) Tbe Art of Batting and *Base Running.
x888 (^n/in^Aug. 407 It b only by..a lucky act of base-
running, .that a siti^le run is obtained. S9ia Mathewson'
Pitching in a Pinch 372 Merkle..is a great *base stealer
because he has acquired the knack of 'getting away '. 1917— Sec. Base Sloan xi. 145 He got to first and gave a very
pretty exhibition of *base.stcaling a moment later.

Baseball. Add: b. attrib., as baseball fields

game
y
player, practice, reporter.

1857 in Chadu ick Base Ball ManuaKiS-j^) 7 The National
Association of Base Ball Players. s86o {title) Beadle's Dime
Base-ball player comprising [etc). 1867 Chadwick {title)

The Base Ball Player's Book of Reference.. By Henrv
Chadwick,.. Base Ball Reporter of the Principal New York
Weeklies. Ibid. 119 Base Ball Practice. 1874 — Base Ball
Manual g A base b.-ill field. 1911 H. HARtttsoN ^^^^xviij.
935 On the following Saturday,, .he look Miss Weyland to
another base-ball game.
Hence Bft'B«lMaUr, -baUUt.
x868 (Jitle) New England Base BalUst. A weeklyjournal.

x886 Congress, Rec. 2 Apr. 3043/2 [He is well known] as a
baseballist among constitutional lawyers, and a constitu-

tional lawver amon;^ basebatlists. 1888 Battle Creek Jrnl.
13 Dec, Western Base Bailers. 1896 Knowlks & Morton
Baseball 70 He. .at once became a London baseballer.

Base-DUmer. C\S. (See Base sb."^ 20 and
quots.)
SS74 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 243/1. 1877BARTLETT Diet.

Amer. (ed. 4) 3a Base'bumer, a sheet-iron stove for burning
anthracite coal, which is only fed at the top, while the fire

is confiiKd to the base, or lower part of the stove. 1893
*0. Thanet ' Stories Western Town 34 We got to keep a
fire in the base-burner good, all night, or the plants will

freere. 1908 S. E. Wiiitk Riverman xxx. 188 When the very
cold weather came and ibey had to light the base-burner
stove. Ibid, 189 He shook down the base-burner vigorously.

I9as Tnrus Timber iL 98 A gaunt man.. was putting wood
in tbe base burner.

So Base-lmrnlnff a. (with furnace or stave),

SS74 Knight Diet. Mech. I. aWi.
BtMed(b^st),/a.//^. [1. HASE.f^.1 j6 + -SD.]

Established as a base.

1933 E. F. NoRTOW Fightfor Everest rg24,^j No. i party
was to. .remain based there for the purpose of getting the
next camp on to the North CoA.

Baseman (b/i-smaen). [f. Base sb.^ (15 c)-}-

MAN sb.^'\ Each of tbe Welders who stand near the

first, second, and third bases in baseball.

1874 Chadwick Base Bali Manual 13 The positions in the
field are as follows :—Catcher, pitcher, first ba.seman, second
baseman, third baseman, short-stop, left fielder, centre
fickler, and right fielder. 1893 Stones ef the South 54 He
had been an excellent first * baseman ' at college. 1899
Tarkincton Genii, Indiana v. 64 Tom Meredith . . the thin,

red-headed third baseman. 1917 Mathkwson6V«:. Base Sloan
xi. 145 A dexterous hook-stide tliat kept him far out of reach
of th<e baseman's sweep.

Basil (baej),».3 local. *To fill with rubbish the

spaces from which the coal has been worked away*
(Gresley Gloss, Coal-m. 1883). Hence Ba*ahing
vbl. sb.

1905 Daily Chron. 26 June 6/5 A * bashing '—a barricade

of coal and rubbiab.



BASHAW.

Bashaw. Add :

3. Local name for a very large catfish of the

species Laptops oHvaris, Also called Bashaw cat
;

the mud cat. l/*S,

x888 G. B. GooDE Anier. Fishes 378 Leptops olivaris, the
« Mud Cat ', ' Yellow Cat \ * Goujon ', or * Bashaw ' is found

in all the large rivers of the West and South. 19*3 Public

Opinion 12 Oct. 357/3 A good-sized fish, itself Carnivorous,

called a basha.

Bashed (b*xjt), ppL a.^ [f. Bash z^.2 + -ed 1.]

Having the surface beaten or smashed in.

1830 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. xxv. Wks. 1856 III. 16 Like

a heap o* bashed and birzcd paddocks. 1898 Westm, Gaz,
31 Mar. 7/2 A bashed mask.

Basher (bx-Jai). [f. Bash z;.2 + .er'.] One
who gives, or strikes with, a smashing blow ; spec.

a pugilist.

xS8a Dailv Tel. x6 Dec. 2/6 The professed 'basher'.

t886 lyoriii II Aug. 8 This bruiser of the police court, this

basher of a little foreign Jew. 19*7 Daiiv T<L 11 Oct. 12/6

He fights as if he enjoys fighting; and there is much of a
basher in him.

Bashinsf (bse-jlrj), vbL sb, [f. Bash v,'^ +
-IXG 1,]

L The action of striking so as to dint, bruise, or

crush ; an instance of this.

»733 W. '^\.\.\s Ckiltem ff Vale Faint. 45 Its hard and
crusty Surfece, so made by the Weights and Bashings of the

heavy Rains. 19*1 Public Opinion 21 J[an. 62/2 One would
have expected 10 find a studious cultivation of more scientific

methods of bashing,

2. A flogging (with the cat-o'-nine-tails).

1877 Five Years* Penal Servitude iii. 157 There were the

evidences of former floggings, or 'bashings , as the prisoners

call them. 1898 Daily Nezvs 23 Feb. 3/5, I got a bashing

as well.—What do you mean by that?—On, I had the

'cat\

Bashlik (bse-]lik). Also beshlik, bashluik,

bashlyk. [Russian.] A kind of hood with long

side-pieces worn by Russians in inclement weather

as a protective covering for the head. Also transf,

a light covering for the head, worn by women in

the U.S. {Cent. Diet.).

1884 0*DosovAN Aferv ii, ao Hanging between the shoul-

dei-s, and knotted around the neck, is the bashlik^ or

hood, worn during bad weather. 1884 A. Forbes Souvenirs
0/ Some Continents (1885) 330 The flames danced.. on the

sombre hoods of beshliks, 1904 Daily Citron, a8 Mar, 3/1
The bashluik, or hood, worn to protect the ears.

Basic, A- Add

:

1. b. That is or constitutes a base or starting-

point in a scale of remuneration or the like.

X9SS Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 392/1 When trade unions fix

the length of the working day, they mean the basic work-
day, with a higher rate of pay for overtime. X9a3 J. D,
Hackktt in Management Engineering May, Basic Eight-
Hour Day, that period of time for which a specific wage
rate is paid, beyond which a higher rate, generally 'time
and a half,* is paid. Mod. The examiners in the School of
English Language and Literature receive a basic sum oi£ 50,

C. Gram. Of or belonging to the base or theme
of a word. See Base sbj^ 14,

1885 Cook Siruers" O. E. Gram, § 86. 38 The development
of the bisic vowel into a diphthong.

2. d. Basic stagy slag from the basic or Bessemer
process of steel manufacture, used as a fertilizer

when finely ground.
x888 Chambers's ^rnl. 28 July 478/2 The value of basic

slag as a manure. 1930 Conqttest Aug. j^Zj/^ Owing to the
cattle grazing . . phosphates and lime are withdrawn from
the soil, but a dressing of Ijasic slag, .replaces this loss.

Basically (b/i'sikali), adv. [f, Basic a. : see

-ICALLY,] As a basic or fundamental principle,

condition, matter, etc. ; essentially ; fundamentally.
X903 Academy 11 Apr. 364/1 Accent, .though usual, is not

invariable, not basically indispensable. X905 Chesterton
Heretics 270 The basically democratic quality which belongs
to a hereditary despotism, xoig Protectionist (Boston) June
71/1 A protection tariff is basically correct. 1920 W. J,
Locke House o^Baltazar xvW, They were so much alike^
from the feminine point of view, basically children, xga^
Observer 30 Mar. iy/7 The author's thesis that airship navi-
gation is basically impracticable.

Basicity. Add

:

^ 2. (See quot.)
x888 Lockwood''s Did. Terms Mecfu Engin.^ Basicity.

Refers to the proportion of metallic oxide present in, and
the absence of silicon from a furnace lining, a cinder, flux,

or slag. The fettling of a puddling furnace depends for its

efficacy on its basic character.

Basilar, a. Add

:

b. Of or belonging to a low moral nature or
condition.
X884 H. W. Beecher in Chr. World Pulpit XXV. 235/2

Rousing men and lifting them out of the basilar into this
higher spiritual condition, 1899 Westu. Gaz. 9 June 2/1
He make? evident the disgust of his own higher nature for
the past excesses of his basilar passions.

Basilian (bazi-Iian), a. [f. L. Bast/iusjSt. Basil

the Great + -AN.] Of or pertaining to St. Basil or
to the order of monks and nuns following his
monastic rule.

"75<H> A. Butler Lives Saints (1780) VII. 344 note, A..
convent of Basilian monks, X847 Manning Pius tX II. ii. 59
The Basilian nuns of Minsk. 1890 Athenmum 8 Feb. 182/2
The Basilian monk and savant Father Cozza. 1923 L.
PuLLAN Reli^. since Reform. App. 278 In it there were seven
Greek Basilian monasteries in the fifteenth century.

62

Basin. Add

:

15. Hort. The depression at the apex of a poma-

ceous fruit, in which is situated the calyx or eye.

X909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Basion (b^-sifm). An<U. [mod.L., f. Gr. ;3a<r(y

Base sb.^'\ The riddle of the anterior border of

the occipital foramen.
1878 Bartlev tr. Topi'tard's Anihrop. 234.

Basis. III. Add : basis wine, a fermented

liquor obtained chiefly from raisins or concentrated

must and used as the basis or main constituent in

the manufacture of various wines.

X905 A. Chamberlain Sp, in Ho, Comm. 10 Apr., Wine
manufactured .. partly from imported grape must, more
largely from currants and raisins, .known to the trade as

basis wine. X905 Daily Chron. 21 Dec. 6/3 Fraudulent

wines, containing what was called * basis * wine.

BaskerviUe (bse-skwvil). The name of John
Baskerville (1706-75), type-founder and printer,

applied to types of his founding re-cut.

Basket, sb. Add : 2. A basket ofchips, used in

comparisons, esp. with reference to smiling. ^^.S".

x8o6 Spirit of the Public Jrnls. (Baltimore) 115 (Th.) She
smiled like a basket of chips. X819 Moore Tom Crib'sMem.
Congress 25 On which the whole Populace flash'd the white

grin Like a basket of chips. 1827 Massachusetts Spy
28 Nov. (Th.) The Yankee will say of a young lady. ' She
is a real pretty girl, but she is as homely as a basket of

chips.* X878 Rose T. Cooke Happy Dodd xxvi. (Th.)

They'll make up to-night, and she'll be as pleasant as a
basket of chips, x89a Congress. Rec. Mar. 2367/1 My ticket

was handed to me at once and the seller looked as pleasant

as a basket of chips.

B. 1. b. basket-bodied a., having a wicker

body.
1903 Daily Chron. 19 Oct. 3/2 The wax-headed basket-

bodied lady in a draper's window. 1908 Ibid. 25 Aug. 7/3
The slender-wheeled basket-bodied chairs.

2. basket chair, one made of wickerwork, a

wicker chair; basket-clause U.S., a clause of

a general or comprehensive nature ; basket coil,

winding Wireless Telegr. (see quots.) ; basket
dinner, lunch, picnic (7.3,^ one for which the

provisions are brought in a basket ; basket mat (see

*Mat j^.l)
; basket-meeting U.S. (see quots,);

basket-plant, an orchid of the genus Stanhopea^

grown in baskets through which the flowers pro-

trude; basket sugar, basket-worm (see quots.).

a 1631 DoNNK Elegies i. 22 When he swolne, and pamper'd
with great fare, Sits downe, and snorts, cag'd in his *basket
chaire. X783 E. Parkman Diary 298, i great chair 3/- Six
lath basket chairs 24/-. 1896 Mrs. Caffvn Quaker^ Grand*
;K(;M^r2oHesank intoa well-cushioned basket-chair. 1883
Congress. Rec, Feb. 2580/1 This "basket-clause seems to be a
sort of Prophetic fine-comb with us. x^-j Ibid, Mar. 367/2
If we strike, .[an itemj from the dutiable list, we transfer it

to the * basket clause ' at 25 per cent. X9a3 Daily Mail 28 Apr.
5 Those compact multilayer coils called "basket,' ' pancake,'
or ' honeycomb * coils. X904 CharlotteDaily Observer 2 1 Aug.
8 After tlie speech a *basket dinner will be enjoyed by the
picnickers. 1905 Springfield Weekly Republ. 11 Aug, 14 At
noon a bountiful *basket lunch was served under the trees in

the park. X859 Bartlett Diet, A mer. {ed. 2), *Basket-meet-
/M^, in theWest, a sort ofpic-nic,generally withsome religious

'exercises'. 1871 Schele dk Vere Americanistns 191 A
corn-husking is announced, .and the neighbors from far and
near assemble, each bringing his provisions in a basket. From
the latter feature these pic-nicsclerive their names of Basket-
meetings, X874 Eggleston CinrwiV Rider xx\\\. 215 He had
been to Jenkinsville t'other day to what the Methodis called

a ' basket-meetin '. 1889 Fkrher Americanisms, Basket-
meeting,,. It sometimes occurs in sparsely populated dis-

tricts, that a clergyman's stipend is largely paid in kind, and
the occasions upon which the obligation thus incurred is

carried out, are called in the West basket-meetings. In the
East they are Donation-Parties. 1904 Boston Herald
22 Aug. 6Along political speech in the open air. .at a* basket
picnic meeting in Ohio. 186a Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1S65)
V, The stanhopea sigrina (or *basket plant) is exceedingly
rare and fragrant. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 45/1 In
certain districts, notably in the Straits Settlements . . it [syrup]
is slowly boiled up in open double-bottom pans. .. 1'he
sugar thus produced, .forms a species of small-grained
concrete. It is called * *Basket Sugar',.. In the Straits

Settlements the ' Basket Sugar ' factories are ofconsiderable
importance. 19x0 H. M. Hobart Diet. Electrical Engin,,
Winding^ '''Basket, more often known as the chain type of
winding.., in which the coils belonging to the three
separate phases are laid out in two ranges, the centre ofone
coil or set of coils being occupied by the side or sides of the
adjacent coil or coils on opposite sides. i86a Harris Insects
Injur. Veget, 415 A case or cocoon, .covered with a few little

sticks longitudinally arranged. It contained a female chrys-
alis, with the remains of the caterpillar. In Philadelphia.,
these are . . popularly called drofi-worms and *basket-worms.

Ba'sket-ba:ll, A game played indoors or

out of doors with a large inflated rubber ball

covered with leather, which is thrown from player
to player, the object being to score by casting it

into one's opponents* goal, a basket fixed ten feet

above the ground at the end of the field of play.
X893 BirkenheadHews 9 Dec. 7/5 Interesting Basket-Bail

Match. X898 Daily News 8 June 5/2 Vassar, Syracuse,
Cornell, Wellesley, and Rosemary Hall have each their
teams of girl basket-ball players. 1901 Westm, Gaz, 1 May
7/1 A game of ' basket ball,' played by ten over-heated and
dishevelled ladies in—bloomers ! X9a6 Encycl. Brit. New
Suppl. I. 337/2 Basketball has become the national indoor
game of the United States... It was invented in 1892 by
Dr. James Naismith, at the V.M.C.A. Training School,
Springfield, Mass.

BAST.

Baskish, var. *Basqui8H.

Baskonizev v. trans. To turn into Basque.
1904 iV. -V Q- 10th Ser. I. 18/2 Castilian rtf2= voice would

be baskonized by boz.

Basophil (b^*S(!ffil), a. and sb. Biol. Also
-phile (-fail), [f. Gr. &dais Base ji.l + <piKos loving

:

see -PHIL, -PHILE.] A. adj. Applied to cells having

an affinity for basic substances; that stains readily

with a basic dye. B. sb. A cell of this nature.

Hence Basophi'lic, Bascpliilons adjs.

X890 Billings Med. Diet,, Basophile, staining well with
basic aniline dyes. X894 Gould Diet. Med., Basophilic..,

combining readily with bases; stainable by means of basic

dyes. Basophilous

.

., stained by basis rather than by acid

dyes (applied to certain cells and tissue-elements). 1898
Allbutt sSyst, Med. V. 402 The further division of the latter

[the granular form of white blood-corpuscles] into basophil

and oxyphil. X908 Notes on Books X. 340/2 The cyto-

genesis or origin of various blood cells (neutrophil, eosi-

nophil, basophil, and other forms of leucocyte ..) in the

marrow, is discussed.

Basc[tieles8 (ba 'skies), a, [f. Basque sb.+

-LESS.] Without a basque (Basque sb, 4).

x89^ Daily News 3 SepL 6/3 A tight-fitting coat .
.

, basque-

less in front and at the sides, but with a full one at the

back. 1909 Daily Chron. 8 Dec. 9/2 A basqueless blouse.

BasCLuisll, a. and sb. Delete f Obs. and add

:

(Also Baskish.)
1706 J. Stevens Sp. ^ Eng-, Diet. Pref., This Basquish is

so different from all the other European Languages. Ibid,
Arriugurridca, it signifies red Stones in the Basquish
Language, 1910 E. S. Dodgson {title) 'Jhe Lcijarragan
Verb. From the Baskish New Testament of 1571. 19x8
Trans. Scott. Eccles. .Soc. 229 They .. spoke a language
probably akin to the Baskish,

Bass, sb:^ Add :

1. o. A fibre obtained from the leaf-bases or leaf-

stalks of certain palms, used in the manufacture of

brushes, ropes, etc. ; also the palm from which this

fibre is obtained. Also comb. : bass-broom (of.

*Bast sb.^ I b).

x88x Instr. Census ClerksiiZZs) 7^ Bass Broom Maker. X883
Casselfs Earn, Mug. 222/: The coarse familiar bass-brooms.
t89X Ke7v Bulletin Jan. 3 (hea<iing) Extract of Minute by
the Governor of Lagos on the Bass fibre of the Bamboo palm
{Rnphia vinifera). Ibid,, The 'African Bass' is., a stiflf

and wiry fibre, varying in colour from dark brown to light

red. X895 Army ^ Navy Co-op, Soc. Price List p. xx,
Bass Brooms. Ibid. 182 Bass Heads. .. Handles for Bass,

each extra, 0/2. 1901 Hannan Textile Fibres Commerce
145 Bass, Monkey, or Grass, Leopoldinia Piassava or Para
Piassava. 19x4 Daily Express 8 Dec. 4/5 'Ihe connection
between the war and bass brooms seems at first sight some*
what obscure, but broom manufacturers.. explain that the
bass comes principally from Germany.

Bass (ba:^), sb»^ [Proper name: see below.]

Bass*s ale or beer, the * India Pale Ale * or * Bitter

Beer * manufactured by Messrs. Bass& Co. of Burton-
on-Trent. Also with a and pl.^ a bottle of Bass.
1849 Illustr. Lond News 26 May 356 Ihe consumption

of Bass . . is Iwyond belief. t^/o^Daily Chron, 3 Feh 4/6 The
first signs of returning vitality given by the Prince was to
ask feebly for a bottle of ' Bass '.

Bassalia (bastfi-lia). Zoogeogr. [mod.L., f. late

L. bassus deep, Base a. + Gr. dAca assembly, with
allusion to oXy sea.] The region of the deep sea.

Hence Bassalian (bas/i'liau), a., of, {>ertaining to,

or found in this region.
X884 T. Gill in Rep. Nat. Acad, Sci. Washington (1885)

6 On the Ichthyological Peculiarities of the Bassalian
Realm. 1884 Science 23 May 621/1 A special realm, which
has been called * Bassalia* or the * Bassalian realm \
Bass-court, var. Base-coubt.

Basset, sb,'^ Add : attrib. in basset-hound,
1928 Morning Post 20 Oct. 61 Basset Hounds—those

wholly delightful miniatures of the classic Bloodhound.

Bassine (bsesf'n), [f. Bass ji^.2 -i- -ine* ] A
fibre obtained from the leaf-bases of the palmyra
Borassus Jlabcllifer, used in the manufacture of
brooms, ropes, etc. Also attrib.^ as bassine broom.
IOCS Hannan Textile Fibres Commerce 149 Bassine or

Palmyra Fibre. X9J3 Daily Midi 16 June 10 Best Hair
broom, bassine broom [etc.].

Basso-profondo, usually -profando
(b3e*s^,prtfli?-ndi7). Mus. [It., = deep bass.] A deep
bass voice, having a compass of about two octaves

above D below the bass stave ; also, a singer

having a voice of this compass. Also attrib,

X860-3 Thackeray Round. Papers {12^3) 34 (On ribbons)
Why not a singing artist f Why not a basso-profondo ? 1909
Deuly Chron, 19 Jan. 4/4 The basso-profondo thunderer
of the church choir, X9a4 N. ^ Q. 22 Alar. 321/1, I heard
a song sung by a bassoprofundo, once a professional.

Bass-wood. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1670 Rowley Rec, 210 The Northwest Angle is a basswood

tree. x'jABoston Town Rec. 25 June VIU. 222 We are of
Opinion That no. .Black ash, Basswood. or Ceder Shall be
Corded up. 1779 Narrag. Hist. Reg. I. 41 [I] made a hoe
handle of bass wood. X805 Massachusetts Sp^ 17 July 3 i

The main body [of birds]., appeared to be hovermg round the
top of an old bosswood [sic\ tree. X814 Pursh Flora A$ner.
Septentr, \\. 362 7'rV/« ^/a3ra.. Basswood ; Spoonwood,
Bast, sb.^ Add : 1. b. Bast-broom (cf.

*Ba8S sb^^ \ c).

1867 £/«'* Diet. Arts Ced. 6) I. 2S2 Bass or 5<w/...The
name is also used for the bark or tough fibres of the flax and
hemp plants of which Bast brooms are made. X877 Design
fif Work II Aug. 235/2, I have b«n making some last
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Sast, si* [Persian.] Sanctuary, refuge, asylum.

So B»«tl, a refugee.

1(94 SAfAn Nameh PrrsiaH Pkt. 32 Across the gateways

a chain is drawn, denoting that the garden is Bast—sanctuary

and into these the European may not ga 1913 Blacku\

Mag. Jan. 49/1 In Persia the system of 'bast , or asylum,

was the only means whereby the oppressed could do some-

thing to right., his grievances. /HtL^g 3 The refusal of bast

to anyone with a legitimate grievance would be an affront

to public opinion, ll'id. 56;! Ihe Bastis had not come to

the Consulate by my invitation.

Bastardt a- Add : 6. £ Bastard sugar (cf.

sb. 10). Bastard trout: see Tbodt j3.1 3.

1S33 B. SlLLlMAH Mail. Sugar Caxei)-iTh^ language of the

sugar refiners appears to be tolerably uniform, in applying

the term bastard sugar to that which is formed from the first

dripping of the lump.

Bastardy. Add :

5. allrid. , as bastardy lam ; bastardy order, an

order made by a magistrate for the support of an

illegitimate child by the putative father.

187a Actxiti 36 Vict. c. 65 An Act to amend the Bastardy

Laws. iMo Act 43 « Vict. c. 3a I a This Act may be

cited as the Bastardy Orders Act, 1680. 191a G. .Stone

QtuiU Nalienal Imsur. too Will the fact that the mother.

.

IS receiving maternity benefit make any dilTerence to the

amount of the bastardy order ?

BastaUisite (bx-stn^ssit). Min. [a. F. basl-

naesiU (1841), f. the place-name Z'aj/nar, Sweden,

its locality : see -itk 1 3 b.] A fluo-carbonate of

cerium, occurring in small imbedded masses, with

a greasy lustre and wax-yellow colour.

OijM Dama Min. App. L *. 1914 Brit. Mut. Xttum sag

CnretaU of betafite, tMutnisite^ columbite [etc).

Baatosa (bx-st^as). CAem. [L Bast sb.^ + -OBc]
- Lignocellnlose (see Ligho-). Also aitrib.

iWa Ckoss & BevAN in Jrnt. Cktm. Sx. XLI. loa We
propose to give the name of Bastosc to this transition modi-

fication of cellulose, at the same time observing that as there

are many celluloses, so there would be necessarily corre-

sponding forms of liastose. 190a Hakman Tmlitt Fibrts

17 The blending of the ba^tose and plumose^ fibres to make
one complete yarn is not feasible to begin with.

Basnto (bisu'to). A member of a S. African

tribe of tlie Bantu stock. Alto cUtrib. or adj.

it76 Encycl. Brit. V. 47/1 The Basutos, sometimes called

Mountain Becbwanas, tie fragments of several broken tribes

of the Becbwana Kaffres. i(^ Wiuoicombe 14 Yrx. Batiila-

land n. 30 The Basuto Christians in communion with the

Eniliah Choreb are called Matkurckt. ifaa EiicycL Brit.

XXVI. 166 I The uplands form excellent grating grouitds

ror..hartes(tbehaidyandsure-rootad'BasiiIopaaM*> ifs6
Btackw. Mar. June 8a6/i He b a Baauo.
Bat,x*.l Add:
L b. Phrase. To hav* bats in the btlfry : to be

crazy or eccentric. Snnilatly to take the bats.

IMI (see •BeUTiv 4 ej. 1917 A. E. W. Masom So Othrr
Tigtr XIX, 'On this sort of eipedition I' Pbyllil Hanncr
exclaimed, looking at Strickland as if he was a natural.
* Dear man, you've got bats in the belfry.' 19*7 Chamb<rt't
Jmt. 740 Have you taken the 'bats' or what! loaS
Blackvi. Mar. Jan. 17/a The sahib had bau io his belfry,

and must be numotired.

2. bata-winc, applied to that part of the human
(ace which surrounds the eyes and nose.

laoS Prmctiliantr Jan. n The hat's-wing area of the face,

Batsi^.^ Add: 3. o. In baseball. Hence in li);.

phrases, at bat, hot off the bat. U^.
iM^ Nra Baled Itay j> An um|Hre. .to decide who is at

bat. .in a conversation. 188S Oating May li8/a Ferguson
won tb* loaa, sent Ihe Cincinnalis Io the bat, and at three

r.H. .. the conioi began. lUd. 119/1 The Reds went to

tbc bat, got in two nina, and look the lead by 7 to s. 1904
Ckicagt Even. Pott aj Aug. a The Democrats, of course,

claim they were first at bat. 1910 W. M. KaimeA CCawoor
65 Turn looae your yarn at me hot off the bat.

V. bat-willow, a species of willow from which
cricket bats are made.
S907 Kew Bulletin Na 8. 311 Tbe lopplics of the best

' Bat Willow ' have bacome seriously limited. 1910 Weitm,
Gas. 6 Apt; 4/a Tbc £ast growing hat-willow.. a firit-croea

between two common varieties of willow., appeared in Nor-
folk about 1700. It is still chiefly obuined from East Anglia.

Bat, St.* Also batt. C'.S. slang. fOf obscure

origin : cf. *Battib sb.*'^ A spree or frolic.

itaS DURIVACS ft BuBNHAM Stray Snb^. loa (Th.) Zenas
had oecn 00 ' a faai ' during tbe night ptevious. 1869 W. T.
WASHBUavs Fair Harvard 6q CHl) 1 went to a 'hat' in

S.'s roooa, and we smoked and drank till three. 149s

Harfer'e Mag. Oct. 7781 He had bean on a bat, and all

on earth that ailed him was that speaa. 1901 (P. L. Foso]
Houit Party i38 We defied the Head and went off on the
meekest and stupidest little bat yon ever taw.

Bat (baet >, sb.t' [Hindi, • speech, language,

word.] The bat : the colloquial speech of a foreign

country ; chiefly in phr. t» sling the bat.

li9S Kirl.>MC Barrack'r. Ballaot. Rattte Marckin* iv.

An' ow they would admire for to near us tling the l>at.

1919 AthenMiim 18 July 633, 1 Native words picked up by
the soldier in India who learned 'to sling tbe bat '('bat*
itself being another native word for * the language *). 1^19
W^ar Terms'xn Atkenmum 8 Aug. 710/1 A variant for 'sling

tbe bat ' (speak tb« lingo) u ' spin tbe bat.* 198^ Glasgow
Herald 14 Apr. 10 He continued eagerly .

.

' that in the bat

of the Arab " Shmallock " and " Amenak " mean " left

"

and '* right *".

BataTia (batetTil). [Name of the capital of

the Dutch East Indies.] A kind of shot silk mate-

rial. Also attrib.

1907 Dailjr Ckron. 10 June 8/1 A new shot silk, known as

'Batavia '...Smart little coats carried out in this Batavia

silk look particularly well 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. s.v.

Weave, Batavia weave, a kind of twilled armure weave
made on four harnesses.

Batch, J*. » Add:
6. o. The quantity of stricks or bundles of jute

laid out at one time for treatment. (Cf. 'Batch
v.i.)
1880 EKcycl. Brit. XIII. 803/1 These batches [of jute],

which generally contained from 4 to 5 tons each, were
allowed to lie from twenty-four to forty-eight hours. i8p3
W. Leggatt Jute Spinning 31 The batch put down for

ordinary bessian warps shoiud be composed of six bales.

d. Calico-printing and Dyeing. The mass of

material collected in 'batching' (^cf. *Batch v. 3).

Also attrib.

191X Trotmam & TnoKt Prine. Bleaching and Finisking
Cotton xxviii. 304 The chief use of the machine is to transfer

cloth from the lap to the batch form, ibid.. The bearings of
the batch roller work in vertical slides under the pressure of
springs or weights, and can be raised and held with a pawl
to unroll a part of the batch for detailed inspection.

Batch (bxtj), V. [f. Batch jA.i]

1. trans. To treat (bundles of raw fibre of jute,

wool, etc.) in batches for various purposes. Hence
Ba'tching vbl. sb., the action or process by which
this is done. Also attrib. Also Ba'toher, an

operative who does this.

18S0 Chemical News XLI I. 77/a The fibres are matted
together by a resinous constituent, and in order to fit them
for the operations of combing they are subjected to the pre-

liminary treatment of* batching '. This consists in moisten-

ing the fibre with a mixture of oil, (etc}. 1880 Encycl.
Brit. XIII.8oa/a(Jute) Batching or Softening. 1881 Instr.

C/«/»* CZrr*k» (1885)71 Jute preparing: Preparer. Catcher.

iHa P. SHAir Fleix, Tom^ ^ Jute S/inning 158 la this

svstem the jute is batched in the same way as tow. 1893
W. Leggatt Jnte Spinning jgTht batchers.. break up the
large streaks or heads into streaks ofabout two pounds each.

Ibid., The jute warehouse, which will be seen from a reference

to the ground plan to adjoin the batching house. 1^x0

H. R. Cartir Fla-r, Hemf, t, Jute Spinners' Catechism
XI For common sacking wefts, a cheap batching mixture.,
will serve the purpose. 1^1 Mackisnon So:ialff Indttstr.

Hist. Scot. It. 115 This u done in the_ * batching room*,
where the raw material is sprinkled with oil and water.

X9ai Dict.Occupalional Terms {iq^-j)i y^A Batcher (flax and
hemp) t (i) arranges difiTcrent qualities uf tow in layers to

(kciliute mixing of tow for carder ; (ii) applies water and oil

to opened out oemp, to soften fibre and to prevent it from
' licking up 'during, .carding.

2. Calito-printing and Dyeing. To collect into

a ' batch ' or mass. Hence Ba'tching vbl. sb.

(also attrib.).

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 685/3 In printing, the white calico

is batched at C, and the cloth D passes inwards over tension

rails. 1911 H. R. Caster llleaching. Dyeing 0/ Flax, etc
90 Tbe cloth . . is.

.
' batched * on to a larger roller, upon which

It is removed for subsequent procestes— washing, dryine, &c
toil Trotmam ft Thorp Princ. Bleaching 4 Finisking
Cotton xxviiL 304 When wound up, the bearings of the

batching roller are racked up and the roll unwound or

removed, /bid.. The winding-on frame, or canroy, is a frame
with tensioning staves,rollers, and scrimp rails,ud batching
tackle.

Batch, variant of Bach p.

Batea (baetriX C..?. mining, [a. Sp. (also

Pg.) ba/^ tray, trough.] A shallow wooden vessel

used in the washing of ores in California and
Mexico.
lBs9 MowRY Ariaaiia 4- .Sanora (1864) 44 In the rubbish

which was thrown out of the old mine, a comfortable sub-

sisunce is gained by washing in bateas. 1S74 Raymond
Sixtk Rep. Mines 315 In these they wash the gravel and
earth, by meant of wooden bowls or Bateas. 1I97 Engineer-

ing Mag. XVI. (I Wooden bateas about eighteen inches

in diameter (probably used to carry tbe ore out of the

mine).

Bateau. (See also •Batteau, *Battok.) Add

:

2. lUtrib. : bateau {neti-) line, in Dressmaking,

a dicolletage having a bow-shaped curve from
shoulder to shoulder.
igaj Daily Mail ao Feb. 14 The bateau neck-line.. .This

d^conetage still retains its popularity. Ibid, i Mar. 15 The
bateau line is still seen on smart gowns.

Sateless, a. Add : 2. Unabating.
1886 1". H. Hayhb in Harper'sMag. May 884 From heaven

of neavnis above God sgeaketh with bateleas breath.

Batelenr (ba:'fl6r). [F., = 'juggler '.applied

by Levaillant to this eagle.] (in full bateleur eagle.)

A species of eagle found in South Africa character-

iied by the shortness of the tail feathers.

itTS C. J. AHDiaaaoN Notes Birds Damaraland 10 Helo-

tarsut ecaudatus . . Rufous-backed Bateleur eagle. 1895
LvoEKXaR Roy. flat. Hist. I V. ai i The handsomely coloured

bird known as the bateleur eagle ._. differs from the sea-

eagles, .by the extreme shortness of its tail. 19x4 R. C. F.

MstJCHAM IVild Game in Zanibetia 333 The bateleur eagle

is easily identified as he soars aloft in the clear African sky.

Bath.J'i.l Add:
9. b. in tbe hydropathic treatment of disease,

any yielding medium, as water (natural or medi-

cated), mud, sand, etc, in which the body is bathed

or immersed, or with which it is sprayed or

showered : for examples see DouCHB-*a/A, MuD-
bath, NKXDLI-Jiz/A, SA.VD-BATH 3, SHOWIB-BATH,
TuBKiSB-^o/A, etc.

IL b. spec., foot-bath, a. small metal bath of oval

shajie and about one foot deep used in bathing the

feet ; hip-bath, a metal bath with a back in which
one may crouch or sit immersed to the hips ; sponge-
bath, a large shallow metal bath in which one may
crouch or stand and pour water over the body with
a sponge.
i8aa-34 Hip-bath [see Hifi^.' 4b1. 1858 Foot-bath [see

Foot so. 35]. 1859 Sponge-bath [see Sponge sb.^ 11].

16. b. spec. \n dung-bath : seeTlvsasb.^c; long
bath, a dilute bath in which chemical action is

comparatively slow; short bath, a concentrated

bath ; single bctth, one in which the whole opera-

tion is completed ; standing bath, one that is used

continuously ; while bath : see White a. i i e.

VI. bath-bed, -brush, -gown, -mat, -robe ; bath
cubes, salts, toilet preparations for softening or

perfuming bath-water ; bath-vat poet. = Bath
fi.l II.

1894 Daily News 8 Oct. 7/1 The appliances for treatme.it
of special diseases, such as *bath beds for typhoid. 1900 H.
Lawson On Track 73 In the other hand she carried her
tooth-brush and *batn-brush, and soap. X909 Westm. Gaz.
19 Aug. 5/3 The dressing- and "bath-gowns. 1895 A rmy
* Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 190 Felt "Bath Mats.
S905 Smart Set Sept. 155/a A red eiderdown *bath-robe.
19x4 Anne D. Seik:wick Little French Girl n. v, One un-
dressed in one's room and ran out over the cliflF-top in

espadrilles and bath-robe. X874 Swinburne Bothwell 11.

xviii. (1882) ai6 A cover for his *bath-vat. 1887 Morris
Odyssey viil. 456 He gat him up out of the bath.vat.

Bath, sb.^ Add :

1. b. As a place of consignment for a person one
does not wish to see again, in the phrase to go to

Bath, chiefly used imperatively.
X837 Bakham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 1. Grey Dolphin (1905) 48

* Go to Bath 1
' said the Baron. 1859 Thackehav Virgin, xvi.

She may go to Bath, or she may go to Jericho for nie. 1908
Daily Ckron, 37 Oct. 6/6 A later use of the expression was
' Go to Bath and get your head shaved *.

2. Bath Oliver, an unsweetened digestive biscuit

said to have been invented by William Oliver

(1695-1764), a physician of Bath ; formerly simply
Oliver. Bath White (butterfly), a rare butterfly

of the species Pieris daplidice, having the under
side of the lower wing of a greenish colour spotted

with white.
1900 M.A.P. 10 May in Ware Passing Engl. s.v, ' Bobs

'

fights on "*Bath Olivers*. X9a8 Comfton Mackknzie .£x-

trevtes Meet 133 We had a periscope scare about five hotirs

out from Malta. ..This time it was a Bath Oliver biscuit tin.

S83S J. Renkii Consp. Butterfl. * M. Index, 'Bath White
B. 1885 Kane F^uropean Builer^ies 9 Pieris Daplidice L,
The Italh White.

Bathing, vbl sb. Add

:

1. b. The conditions under which bathing can

be carried on at a watering-place, etc. (including

the quality of the water, the character of the beach,

accessibility, and the like).

1880 Seaside i^atering Places 18 The bathing is good and
safe, tni Diet. lfa/fri'//^/*/d<-/r 108 The sands and bathing

[at Westward Ho] are good, machines and tents abundant.

2. bathing-house, -robe.

1816 U. Brown in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 367 Bath or

Bathing Houses for each Sex are provided. 1835 J._H.
Incraham Soutk-lVest 1. xvi. 174 The long white bathing-

houses, which stretched along the south side of the pier.

X9a4 Anne D. Sedgwick Little French Girl 11, ix. When
they came to tbe rock where, with safety, the bathing-robes

might lie deposited.

Bathless (ba*))les), a. [f. Bath sb.'^ + -less.]

Without a bath or baths; not taking or having

taken a bath. Ba'thlassnass, bathless con-

dition.

s88^ Century Mag. Aug. 503/3 A bathless, brcakfastless

Mexican smokes his cigarette. 1907 Daily Chron. 14 Oct.

4/4 A crowd who have worked for a hot week, bathless. 1909
H. G. HtrrcHiNsoH in Comhill Mag. Aug. 330.4bout the fact

—ofthe bathlessness of the Pickwickians—we may infer that

here is no doubt whatever. 1914 W. J. Lockk Jaffery 386

IVith three days' bathlessness of my domestic staff upon
my conscience. 19x3 Blackw. Mag. May 605/1 We both
regretted our bathless decision.

Bathmic (ba:']>mik), a. [f. Gr. 0a$is6t : see

•Batumism + -ic] Of or pertaining to bathmism ;

exhibiting or caused by bathmism as a form of

evolution.

187a Cope Origin ofFittest i. (18S7) 26 It is a nice point

of phylogeny (or the science of genealogy) to ascertain

whether adaptive or strictly * bathmic ' (or embryonic grade)

characters came first in a time in a given ^roup. 1879

Ibid. vL (1887) 339, 1 compared the transmission of bath-

mic force to that of the phenomenon of combustion.

1905 G. A. Reid Princ. Heredity i. 1 3 The Bathmic (doctrine

of racial change], which attributes it to an ' inherent adap-
tive growth-force '.

Bathmism (bse'Jimiz'm). [f. Gr. fiaB/iSs step,

threshold (f. root of fiaivur to walk, step) -h -isii.]

A term invented by E. D. Cope to denote a form

of chemical force which is active in the processes

of growth.
1^1 Copa Origin 0/ Fittest v. (1887) 305 The Vital forces

arc (nerve.force) Neurism, (growth-force) Bathmism, and
(thought-force) Phrenism.

Batholi'th (bae-Jwli))). Geol. Also (now disused)

bathylith (f. Gr. ^oSiis deep), [f. Gr. ^dSor depth :

see -lith.] Each of a series of masses of granite

or anorthosite in a mountain ranged in the direction



BATHOLITHIC.

of its axis, having been brorght np from great

depths. Hence Batholi'thle a.

190S Chahbeilin & Sausbury C€oL I. 477 Great masses

of irregular or undetermined forms, .are called bathyliths,

l^lbid. II.i3iTheArchean batholilhs. iju R. A. Daly
Ccol. N. Amir. Cordillcrn 11. 726 Ihe batholithic axes may
have indefinite relations to axes of earlier and later crustal

deformation.

Bathonian, a. Add :

2. Geol. Denoting a sub-division of the Jurassic,

of which the formations at Bath are typical.

»*S7 Q- 7ml. Gtol. Sx. 17 June 100 The Oolitic rocks.,

may be thus ubulated . . Portland Oolite. Portlandian.

. . Combrash, Forest Marble, Bradford Clay, Bathonian.

1003 Gmkik TtxtJik. Geol. (ed. 4) 1140 The Great Oolite

(Bathonian), between Dorset and Somerset on the west and
Oxfordshire on the east. 1914 Brit. Mus. Return 201

Ophiuroidea from, -the Bathonian of Ardeclce.

Bathy- (bae'fi), comb, form of Gr. &a6is deep,

as in Bathtmetmo: Batthysesthe'sia, muscle sen-

satioD produced by muscular movement (Dorland,

Mid. Diet. 1901). Bathyco-lpian a., a more
normal form of BATHnKOLPiAN (deep-bosomed).

Ba.-thyllnme'tio a. [Gr. Ai'/iwj pool], pertaining

to or inhabiting the depths of freshwater lakes

(AVebster, Suppl. 1903). Ba-thyUte [-lite], =
'Batholith. Barlihyorogra-pMcally adv., so as to

depict the variations of level in the depths of the sea.

i8s8 O. W. HounES Aut. Brcak/.-t. iv. (1859) 6fi The
•bathycolpian Here.. sent down Ins. 190a Encycl. Brit.

XXVI. 528/2 The Rocky Mountains.. comprise, however,

in their central parts . . great masses of granite that have
welled up as ' *bathylites along the axis ofelevation, igal

Timts Lit. Suffil. 6 Oct. 646/3 This map of the Pacific, on
Mollweide's homolographic projection, is *batbyorographic-

ally coloured in shades of blue and brown.

Bathybial (bajii-bial), a. [f. BATHTBros +
-AL.] Of or pertaining to bathybius or the depths

at which it is found ; belonging to or living in the

deepest parts of the sea. So Bathy-bian, Bathyblo
adj's.

1876 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 774/a [Sharks] known to lielong

to the bathyhial fauna, 1881 Arc. Cruise of Corwin 14
(Cent. Diet.) The use of the dredge resulted in finding the
usual bathybian forms. 1891 G. W. Field tr. HaeckeVs
Planktonic Studies in Rep. U.S. Fish. Conim. xvii. 583 The
deepest part of this zonary fauna forms the bathybic plank-
ton. 1898 Athenaeutr 4 June 729/3 Bathyhial and pelagic
life.

Batik (bae'tik). Also battik. [Javanese 'mbatik

writing, drawing.]

1. The Javanese art and method (introduced into

England by way of Holland) of executing designs

on textiles by covering the material with wax in a
pattern, dyeing the parts left exposed, and then

removing the wax, the process being repeated when
more than one dye is used. Also, a fabric dyed in

this way; the kind of pattern, consisting of a
medley of colours, characteristic of this art.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 604/2 Another mode is to cover
with melted wax or damar the part ofthe cloth not intended
to receive the dye... The 'battiks', as the cloths thus treated
are called, are in request by the wealthier classes. 1^06
Daily Ckron. 26 Jan. 4/6 Java is the home of Batik, which
is a kind of colour-printing on fabrics. 192a Daily Mail
8 Aug. 3/3 Exact in detail, faultless in design, brilliant in

colour, good batik is joy. X924 Times Lit. Sv^fiL 20 Nov.,
* Batik ' is a Javanese word, and the art was originally prac-
tised in Java, whence the Dutch brought it to Europe over
three hundred years ago.

2. attrib. passing into adj. Executed by the art

or method of batik ; of, or ornamented with, batik
work ; hence, loosely, characterized by a fantastic

colour-pattem.
1914 studio Z4 Mar. 154/2 Examples of embroidery and

batik work. Il}id. 155/1 Batik Shawl. 1920 Brit. Museum
Return 64 A piece of batik cloth, dyed with Chinese
design.s, from Java. 1923 Advt. (Nonesuch Press) in Times
Lit, Suppl. 27 Sept. 627 [Volumes] bound in quarter-vellum
with batik sides. 1937 Punch ao Apr. 424/3 He removed
his horn-rims and began polishing them vigorously, pro-
ducing for the purpose a large silk handkerchief of chaste
design. There is nothing batik about Edward.

Hence Ba't(t)i]cinK vbl. sb., the production of
batik work.
liSa Encycl. Brit. XIII. 604/2 A more rapid process of

battiking by means of hand stamps has begun to be cm-
ployed both by native and Chinese workers.

Batoid (bae-toid), a. and sb. [f. mod.L. Baits,
genus of fishes (a. Gr. &aris flat fish) -1- -OID.] A.
adj. Of or lielonging to the genus Batis or sub-
order Batoidei. B. sb. A fish of this genus or
sub-order.
X{>x4 Brit. Mus. Return 109 A series of large specimens of

Chimaeroids and Batoid Selachians haw been mounted.

Batologist (batjclodjist). [f.Gr. ^aros bramble
-h -ologist : see -OLOGT.] One who makes a botani-
cal study of the genus Rubus, esp. the blackberry
bramble. So Batology ; Batological a.
1889 Cent. Diet. 1897 G. C Druce Flora Berks. 187 Boar's

Hill, that very interesting locality to the batologist. 1899
Hanbubv & Marsuaix Flora of Kent 109 Our leading
English batologist.

Baton, sb. 2. Add : attrib. esp. in baton charge,
a charge made by police coastables with drawn
truncheons.

64

S900 Westm, Gas. 12 Nov. 5/1 There a laj-ge force of police

was gathered, and, a baton charge taking place , several

people were badly injured. 1906 Daily Ckron. 3 Nov. 7/6
Bleeding, .from stick and baton wounds. 1908 Ibid. 38 July

1/7 The police.. first attempted to disperse the mob by a
baton charge.

Batonless (baetanles), <?. [f. Baton sK +
-LESS.] Withont a baton.

1885 [m Diet. 8.V. Baton sh, 6]. 1906 Daily Chron. 7 May
4/5 Batonless conductor. 1909 Westm, Gaz. 32 Oct. 5/2
M. Safonoff conducted, and the chorus-singers seemed a
little bewildered by his batonless movements.

Bi.tonn6 (baton^r). Philately. [Fr,, pa. pple.

of bdtonner to beat with a stick, f. bdton stick.]

(See quot, 1897.)
1899 R. B. Ear^e Album Weeds (ed. 2) p. ix. 1897 O.

Fjrth Postage Stamps 15 The thin laid paper commonly
called * foreign note is known in the stamp world as

b&tonni\ if it be plain between the lines for writing on, it is

known as 'wove&I/tfww^' ; if filled with the usual lines, ' laid

bdtonfW, Ibid. 16 The local Mexican stamps of Guada-
lajara., are to be found printed upon these bdtonni and
gnadrilU papers ofvarious colours. 1938 Stanley Gibbons*

Catal. Siattips, Foreign Countries 13,

Batonnier (batony^). [Fr., =* staff-bearer',

f. bdton staff.] The title ofthe doyen of the Bar of

Paris and of Quebec.
1907 IVestm. Gaz. 26 Nov. lo/i It b from circumstances

connected with St. Catherine's festivals that the ' batonnier'

of the Paris Bar derives his curious designation. 1918 Sir
E. CvKRKR Story o/tny Life xxviii, 368, I was entertained at

dinner by the Quebec Bar; Mr. Donald MacMaster, the

batonnier, presided. 1921 Q. Rev. Jan. 23 The riding in

which he [sc. SirW. Laurier] had practised as a lawyer ; in

which he achieved the only prize m his profession that ever

fell to him—election as batonnier by the Bar of the county.

Batrachiatd (batr/i*ki^it), sb, and a. [f. Ba-
trachia + -ate2.] = Batrachian.
z^oxEncycl. Brit. XXVIII. 139/2 In the batrachiateAm-

phibia, Heron Royer succeeded in 1883 in rearing.. a few
hybrids.

Batsman. Add : Also in baseball.

1874 Chadwick Base Bait Manttalg The batsman* posi-
tion is witliin a space of ground three feet by six feet.

Batsmansliip (bactsmsenjip). [f. Batsman
+ -SHIP.] The batsman's art ; the art of batting at

cricket ; batting performance.
J907 Wesitn. Gaz. 30 May lo/i The Rev. F. H. GilHngham

..has done splendid service for Essex by his vigorous bats-
manship. 19x1 C, B. Fry \^titU) Cricket : batsinanship.

Batteau, var. of Bateau. Also attrib.

1775 Jmls. Cant. Congress III. 447 About one Regiment.

.

are still employed, .as batteau-men on the lakes. XTj^Ibid.
IV. III. 1815 V>v^KVi^ Cincinnati \. 34. 1834 R. Carlton
Netti Purchase viii. 43.

Batten, sb?- 1. Add : esp., a strip of wood
carrj'ing electric lamps; also attrib. batten {lamp)
holder, a. wall socket for an incandescent lamp-
holder,

1899 Army ^ /lavy Auxiliary C. S. L. Catal. 384 Batten
lampholders. For use on low ceilings, such as lavatories, &c
190a Daily Chron. 19 July 6/1 That electric light * battens'
should be substituted for gas. 1926 Electrical Educator
(ed. J. A. Fleming) I. 138/1 The Batten Holder.. is just a
simpler, .form of backplate holder. 1926 Sun ElectricalCo,
Catal. Electr. Supplies 328 Angle Batten Lampholders for
window and showcase lighting.

Batten, v^ 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1675 Plymouth Rec. 147 He is to batten the waUes and

to make a small paire of staires.

Ba'tter, ^^.* slang^. [Of obscure origin: cf.*BAT
J^,4] A spree.

1839 A. Rodger in W7iistle'Binkie Ser. it. 17 My hat was
smash'd . . Ae night when on the batter. 1856 Knickerbocker
Mag. Nov. XLVIII. 502 Ellis had. .just returned from a
prolonged batter in Paris. 1865 JV. 4" Q' Ser. in. VIII. 369/2
It was among working-men that I first heard ' on the batter

'

employed as an equivalent for going * on the spree '•

Batter, v'^ 2. (U.S. example.)
1815 Drake Cincinnati liL 138 To the height of 40 feet,

the wall is battered, or drawn m.

Battery. Add : 4. c. In baseball, the pitcher
and catcher. Also attrib. U*S.
1888 H. Chadwick in Outing May 117/1 The champion

team.. included Asa Brainard and Douglas Allison as the
battery—pitcher and catcher. 1896 Knowles & Morton
Baseball 101 Battery, The pitcher and catcher. The term
has its origin in telegraphy, the pitcher being the trans-
mitter, and the catcher the receiver. 1897 Daily News 29
July 9/2 So good was the fielding and battery work., that no
scoring took place.

6. c. An oblong box or boat submerged to the
brim, used in wild fowl shooting; —Sink sb.^12 a.

Also attrib., as battery-gunner, shooting. U.S.
i8s9 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2) 24 Battery^ a sort of

boat used for duck-shooting in the Chesapeake, m which the
shooter lies below the surface of the water. 1859 {see Sink
sb.^ 12 a]. x866 Game Laws Va. in Fur, Fin St Feather
(1872) 144 Any person shooting or using a skiff, box or battery
while hunting wild fowl. 1874 J. W. Long Wild Fo^vl
Shooting 71, I shall describe that in reference to battery-
shooting. 1875 Fur, Fin * Feather x-xo But this is nothing to
the numbers slain by the battery; and we have known one
battery to kill over three hundred fowl in a tide. lind. 122
The battery gunner, .has a great advantage over the fowler
who shoots from the shore. 1885 Forest fy Stream 1 Jan.
441 One of the commonest and most succes.sful methods of
killing fowl along the seaboard is from batteries. Ibid., Some
plan of action by which battery-shooting could be wholly
done away with.

7. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1861 HiTTXu. Mining in Pacific States 160 la the Sierra

BATTIiEWOKTHY.
Buttes mills two-thirds of the gold is caught in the batteries.

187a *Makk Twain' Roughing it xxxvl (1882) 19^ These
[six rods] rose and fell, one after the other,.. in an iron box.

called a "battery '.. .One of us stood by the battery all day
long.

12. b. A set of pans used in sugar-boiling.

1833 B. SiLLiMAN Man, Sugar Cane 33 The largest [kettle]

is called the grande .. And the last the battery. 1886
Harper's Mag. June 80/2 These processes, .are effected by
what is known as a ' battery * of open pans or * tacbes '.

Batting, vbl. sb. 1, b. Add: attrib., as in

batting-glove.

19x0 Westm. Gaz. 14 Apr. 7/4 Cricketers will have to pay
a trifle more for batting-gloves and bat handles.

Battle, sb. 13. Add : battlefleet,front, battle-

practice (also attrib. in battle-practice target).

1898 Kipling Fleet in Being ii. 17 That a cruiser at 7.30
that morning had reported to the Battle Fleet. .' Enemy to
the Westward '. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 6 Jan. 4 73 So long as our
battle-fleet is able to keep the seas. 1903 Ibid. 13 Aug. 6/a
Rear-Admiral Domvile himselfcannot get a battle fleet ready
until foura.m., twenty hours after Wilson ha.s started. 1905
Ibid. 20 June 2/2 Bat tie-practice has for 1905 been ordered
on more regular and practical lines than hitherto. 1909 Ibid.

p Feb. 1/2 Mr. Solano, the inventor of the new system of
battle-practice targets, which has received the approval of
the War Office. 1914 Scotsman 6 Oct. 4/1 The latest news
from the two great battle-fronts affords no ground for dis-
satisfaction.

Ba'ttle-Cmi'Ser. An armoured cruiser or
cruiser-battleship (see *Battle8HIP b).

1911 Times ^-2 Nov., In order to distinguish the armoured
cruisers of earlier dates from those of the * invincible' and
later types the latter vessels are to be..classifltrd as battle
cruisers, x^x^ Daily Express 9 Sept. 1/2 The Nuremberg,
a German cruiser, is said to be flying from a British battle
cruiser.

Ba'ttleplane. [f- Battle sb. ¥ *Plane sb.^,

after battleship^ An aeroplane designed for use in

warfare, carrying a gun or guns, borate, etc; a fight-

ing aeroplane.
[1915 Daily Express 15 Oct, 4/3 The French Govenuneot

has now no objection to the world at large knowing that
battle-aeroplanes of large size are being built in France.]
Ibid. 16 Dec. 4/5 Genuine battleplanes were first heard of
officially in the German communiauds, 1917 'Comtact' Au
AirmatCs Outings 180 The Foickers were satisfactorily
dealt with by the de Haviland and the F. E. * battleplane ,

as the newspapers of the period delighted to call iL 1917
Observer ix Mar. 10/3 The effort of each side b bent on
producing not giant battleplanes but faster and better
climbing sn^all craft.

Battleship (bse'tTfip). [Shortening of A«<f-^-

battle ship : see below.] A warship of the largest

and most heavily armoured class designed to meet
the most powerful ships in battle.

\Lim-of-battle ship (also irreg. lim of battle-

ship)i a ship of war designed to fight in line of
battle: see quot. 1867.
xyoS Admiralty Sec in Lett. 5249 (P. R. O.) The capital

ships and line-of-hattle ships are often laid up in the winter.

1745 Observ. cone. Navy 48 It would be of great use on
boardevery Line of Battle Ship. x8oo Nelson in A. Duncan
Zy^ (1806) 121, I saw the Alexander in chase of a line of
battle ship. 18*9 Marrvat F, Mildmay iii. One of the
French line-of-baitle ships, x^ Penny Cycl. XVI. 118/2
The French force in serviceable line-of-battle ships in March,
2803, was 66. x8.. Adm. Ld. C E. Pagkt Antobiog. vi.

(1896) 193 [In 1859] I protested that the day of liiie-of-oattle

ships was past. . . I had given my evidence before the royal
commission strongly urging the construction of ironclads.
Ibid. 196 Our armour-clads were on the scantling of linco^
battle ships, but with the addition of considerable beam or
width. i86x Sat. Rev. 7 Dec. 582 We leave out of view
entirely the sailing line-of-battle ships. 1867 Smyth Sailo^$
Word-bk., Lim-of-battle ships, formerly those of 74 guns
and upwards; or in these iron days, any vessel capable of
giving and taking the tremendous blows of the larger
ordnance. 1894 times (weekly ed.) 19 Jan. 50/1 A heavily
armoured line-of-battleship. 1809 R. Routledgk Discor:
4- Invent, igth Cent. 167 Before the close of 1894, the British
navy possessed no fewer than eight of the largest armoured
line of battle-ships.]

1884 Marine Engineer i Apr. 4/2 The very heavily>armed
battle-ship. sS86 Harper*s Mag, June 24/1 Capable of con-
tending on equal terms with the heaviest European battle

ships. 1889 Morning Post 15 Apr., The new battle-ships.

1898 Harper's Mag. XCVl. 830 She has eight battle-ships
built. 1903 Encycl, Brit. XXXI. 92/2 At that time (1901]
British naval practice . . was to put 9-inch armour on to the
sides of battleships and 4*inch on to the sides of cruisers.

b. Cruiser-battleship or battleship cruiser : a
battleship of the type designed for speed, less

heavily armoured than a ship of the line.

X909 Wkitaker's Aim. 681/2 Modem vessels of this class
are_ no longer, save in official phraseology, * armoured
cruisers ', but ' cruiser-battleships ', or * cruiser-Dread-
nouEihts '. 1909 Westm, Gaz. 18 Mar. 7/2 Armoured cruisers,

or * battleship cruisers,* as they have been popularly termed.

C. attrib.

1901 Westm. Gas. 8 Aug. 6/1 To choose his own time and
place for the battleship action. 1904 Ibid, n Feb. 8/2 The
battleship strength of the Russians at Port Arthur. 1908
Ibid. II Feb. ^3 When the Dreadnought appeared battle-

ship building in foreign yards paused. 1908 Daily Chrpm,
21 Ai^. 1/7 The American battleship fleet.

Battlesome, a.^ (Modem U.S. example.)
1888 Harpers Mag. Apr. 690 Of battlesome wit. .the

author has so much of bis own that he has given some to all

of his characters.

Battleworthy (bae*t'lw»:i5i), a. [f. Battlk
sb, + Wobthy a. ; after seaworthy."] Of a ship.



BA.TTLINO.

That is in a perfectly fit condition for fighting.

Also trans/. Hence Ba'ttlewo:rtliinesB.
X889 MuNDtLLA 5/, in Ho. Comm. 33 Feb^ A realty good

battleu'orthy sword. 1892 Palt Mail G. 13 Sept. 3/3 If the

ship is not battte-worthy, the best thing is to sell her or break
her up at ODCC 1904 Times (weekly ed.) i Jan. 7/1 Battle,

worthiness—a, .compendious term/including all the essential

qualities required of a vessel intended to tight in line.

Battling, vtl. s6.< Add : baitling-betuh, -board,

-stick.

1845 J. J. Hooper Taking Census II. 1S3 John Green's
sister.. goes to her battlin bench. 1851

—

IVitiirw Rv^y's
Hus/t. 96 What a devil of a paddlin' the old woman gin him
with the batttin*.sttck. 1887 Harper's .Mag. July 373/1 The
splay legged battling.boards fastened themselves into the
earth under the blows of the bats.

Ba-ttoe, freq. obs. U.S. var. of Batkao.
1758 Essex Insi. Hist. CM. XII. 135, 1 went up ye River

in a Battoe with the Baggage. 1770 Washington Diaries
I. 381 Got the Battoe, and the two Boats round to the Mill

with Stone. 1774 P. V. Fithian Jrnt. (1900) *oo It tsa light

neat Battoe elegantly painted and is rowed with fotir oars.

Hence Battoe man y<A. batleau-man s.v. *Bat-
lEAU), Battoelnf vbl. sb.

l7«o Esi<t Inst. Hist. Coll. XX. 109 This Day )-e Battoue
men marched off. IbieL^ To Day there was a Draught out
of our Company for faattowing from fort Miller to fort

Edward.

Batty (bac-ti), a. ceHoq. or stang. [f. Bat j*.1 +
-Tl.] 'Balmy', 'dotty'. (Cf. *Bat jiS.l I b.)

losa Short Stories Feb. 1S/3, 1 must be getting batty as
well as gray. 19*6 British Wukly 35 Nov. 343/3 He's a bit

batty every now and anon,

Bauera (bau-jri). [mod.L., f. the name of

Franz and Ferdinand Batter, botanical draoghts-

mcn.] The Tasmanian name for a shrub of the

tpedes Bauera rubioidts, one of the three Austra-

lasian species of the genus, N.O. Saxifragacem,
Also attrib.

i8m Ross's Hohart Tfiwm Aim. 70 Bttuera mhlm/otia.
Madder leaved Bauera. 18S8 K. M. Johnston Ceot, Tas-
imoMta Introd. 6 I'he n.iuera scrub.. is a tiny, beautiful
shrub. 19*7 Chamifers's Jrni. .May 34s.' t An impcnetrabla
thicket of bauera.

Bauhinia (b9hi'nii). [mod.L. (Linnseus 1737),
named after Jean (1541-1613) and Gaspard
Bttukin (1560-1614).] A genus of plants (N.O.
Ltgumitusm) of which there are many tropical

species. Also attrib.

sflja Penny Cvii. L 447/1 (America) Bauhinias . . ding
roDnd the trees like enormous cables. 1849 CArr. C Stvkt
Nmrr. Exped. C. Aus.'raii.t I. 359 The Bauhinia here grew
to the height of 16 to ao feet. 1I87 Moi.on«t Ftrettry W.
Afiiees 1S7 Plaintain and Bauhinia fibres. 19** Chambers^

s

Jml. Dec. Is9/a Tree* .. with a good dul of Bauhinia
r ail over.

BaxudtS [F. bauxite, 181 1], var. Bxauxitb.
O/f Jmi. Ckem. Soc. XXV. 4S7 Bauxite fron the Wochein

(Auttna). |8>3 ibid. XLIV. Abstracts 397 The practical
vahic of bauxite depends on the high amount of alumina
in praportioD to the silica, I9*a Buidtw. Hag. July 18/1
A pink vein of baiuite ore.

Bavarian (bftTCcriin), a. [f. Bavaria + -aw.]

Of or belonging to Bavaria ; in special collocations

(see qoots.).

iMe WKesTca SuppL i.t. Cream, Bavesrian creesm, a
prepacatioQ of gelatine, milk, cream, and eggs. Havered, and
catea eoM. itie Brncycl. Cctkerr (e<L T. FT Ganett) I. alt
Abnood Bavaraoe, or Bavarian Oeam. lUd. 87/1 Beeoeertan
beer. . .Thn average beer brewed u not of a very high
akobolic characler, and b said to obtain some of its charac-
terislic flavour from the pitch nsed to line the casks, /bid.^

Beevesriait eremsnt, a great variety of these are to be found
under the name of Bavaroisn. nn IbU. 1 1. 385/1 Bavarian
Sauoe. sin Knicht, Rawsom, ft LocwairrHAL Itlais.

Afo'v ^79 Dipbenylamine-blue. CnHieNj.Q. Bavarian
Bute, .gives a finer blue shade than, .any other blue.

Bawl, V. Add: 3. c. With out: To reprove
or reprimand loudly or severely. US.

t^ftj Rex Beach Atrrirrxvii. (1908) 370 If youll go back
on^ your word like this youll 'bawl me out* before the
priest. 1917 .Mathewson .'iec. Base Sfoan xv. 303 Youll get
bawled out when you pull a boiKr. ibid, xviil 339 Wayne
thought that the manager's ' bawling out ' that forenoon bad
done good. laas H. C Foaraa Adv. Tref. Tramp ix. 119
In private GriSs bawled nw om for my rashness.

Hence Bawl^ovt sb. a ' taking-down '. US.
I9a6 J. Ki ACK You Can't Win vi. 70, [ ..don't want to.,

give myself a bawl^wt in front of the woman.

Bawley (bv'li). total. Also bsuley, baully,
[Of obscure origin.] A fishing smack peculiar to

the coasts of Essex and Kent, Also attrib., as
bawliy-boat.
iHi Sal. Rev. 34 Mar. 349 A little creek where barges and

bawley- boau can ride. Oigis E. A ngt. Gloss., Bantey Boats,
Harwich fishing-smacks. i9al Spectator 7 May 589/1 !

LeighH>n.Sea is the producer of the bawley, a type of craft 1

which has a k>oec-footed mainsail, but would otherwise be I

called a cutter.

Bay, J*.' 4. Add : bay-gall U.S. see qnots.);
I

bay-rum (earlier U.S. examples) ; bay-swamp
j

U.S. = Bat/*.* 4 b.
stin ScHKLB oa Vcaa Americanisms (1873) 440 'Bay.

Galu are large, gloomy, almost impenetrable swamps in
Florida, full of deer, bear, and catamount. 1889 Century
Diet., Bay.geUl, a watercourse covered with spongy earth,
mixed with matted fibers, and ioipregnated with acids. 190a
WueTEa Suppl., Bay.fmil 1. (Btt.) The red bay (Persea
Barionia, syn, P. Carolinensit). 3. A tract of boggy land,
asp^ one overgrown with bay uees and gall-berry bushes
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(Southern U.S.). 1846 U.S. Statutes IX. 44 Ale, beer, .

.

•bay rum. 1859 Bahtlett Did. Amer. (ed. 2) 25 Bay Rum
..is chiefly used for the purposes of the toilet. 1765 J. Bar.
TBAM Jml. (1769) 7 Then savannahs and ponds,.. together
with the cypress and *bay-swamps. 183a D. J. Browne
Sylva Amer. 164 I'hese spots are entirely covered with the
loblolly bay, and are called Bay Swamps.
Bay, sb.'i Add : 4. b, (Earlier examples.)
x8o6 Webster, Bay .. land covered with the bay tree

(Carol.). 184s W. G. Sim.ms lyigivam l^ Cabin 17 He
wandered along the edges of a dense bay or swamp-bottom.
5. bay-bird U.S., a shore-bird that frequents

the bays and estuaries of the Atlantic coast ; bay-
oraft U.S., a vessel or vessels used in the naviga-
tion of bays ; bay-ice (earlier example) ; bay-
snipe U.S. - bay-bird; Bay State U.S. (earlier

examples) ; bay-vessel U.S. = bay-craft.
1789 Maryland Jrnl. 3 Jan. Advt (Th.) Within a Quarter

of a iSlile of BcarM:reek, which is navigable for *Bay-craft to
its head. 1835 Latrobe Rambler in Fi. Amer.^i^-ik^W. 103
Many a settler loads his small bay-craft with planks and
shingles in the spring of the year. 1818 Scoresby in Ann.
Reg. iS/J, Ckron. 534 This is termed *bay-ice. 1875 Fur,
Fin .^ Feather ju It is also a capital place for *bay.snipe
shooting in summer. 180X Spirit 0/ Fesrmer's Museum
198 Down here in the "Bay Stale and all about the
country. 1837 R. M. Bud Nick 0/ iVoods I. 132 He was
from the Down-East country; a representative of the Bay
State. 1789 Maryland Jml. 34 Feb. (Th.) I will exchange
a small 'Bay Vessel for a large one, and give the difference.

Bay, sb.i Add

:

5. b. A section of a trench in which the line is

modified in order to allow more space for passing.
1916 Boyd Caeuc Action Front 73 The trenches.. with

ba)'S and niches cut deep in the side to permit the passing
of anyone meeting a line of pack.burdened men in the
shoulder.wide alley.way. 1918 E. A. Mackintosh War, the
Liberator 154 • Don't put It in so high up, boys,' he said,
' They'll see it and knock this bay to hell.'

6. A side or subordinate line of railway at a
station ; also attrib. in bay-line, a line at the side
of, and terminating in, a railway station.

1906 Westm. Com. so Sept. 7/1 A bay line out of Grantham
Station crosses some of the roads. 1907 ibid. 10 June 9/1
The passenger sution has not been interfered with, except
in No. I bay-line. 1918 W. G1LI.ETTE Astowtd. Crime
Torringion Rd. L 7 Kept an eye on him through the station
when we got in—South Station, not Back Bay.

Bay, o.> (and sb."). Add :

2. b. The Bays : see quots.
i83|7 Hist. Recorelt Brit. Army, Second Dragoon Guards

64 About this period [1767I the regiment was mounted on
Bay Horses j and as the other regiments of heavy cavalry
were mounted 00 black horses (except the Scots Greys) the
(Jueen's Dragoon Guards were commonly styled the (Queen's
Bays. s8^ R. Trimbn Regiments Brit. Army 14 Second
Dragoon Guards. . . Being mounted on bay horses about 1767
caused it to be called the ' Queen's Bays '.

. . It is now com-
monly called * the Bays *.

Bay, v.* [f. Bav j4.2] inir. To spread oufm a.

bay-like form.
1906 A. HorB Sophy 0/Kresvonia viii, The town was no

more than one long street, which bayed out at the farther end
into a market-place.

BayacMre. Adil:

2. Any textile fabric having stripes running across
the material. Also attrib. or as adj., defining a
material striped in this way.
l<79 CasstlTs Feun. Mag. Apr. 313/1 Poinpadour silks with

Bayadiie stripes beneath the bunches of flowers are some-
what new.

Bayberry. 2. (Earlier examples.)
1687 .l/<i>u:^i//r(Maas.) Rec. 33 The sd. tree being near

Vincsonsbaiberrymedow. iittnastachuuttsCat.3i Dec,
Advt. (ThJ Bayberry.wax candle*. ifTiBostonGat,tg}aU,
Advt. (Th.) Mould, Dip, and Bayberry Candles. 179s J.
Belkhaf New Hamfsk. III. 133 The bay berry {myriea
c/n/rra), the leaves ofwhich yield an agieaable perfume, and
the fruit a delicate green wax, which » made into candles.

Bay-lik« (b^-Uik), a. [f. Bat j^.>! + -uks.]
Resembling a bay,

1874 DisRAEU in Buckle Li/e (1930) V. ix. 354 Tbe waters
glittering in the bay-like coast. 18^ Ma«y Kingsley W.
Africa 130 The great fore»t sweeping away in a bay.like
curve.

Bay-man, bayman V [Bat sb.^ 5.]
L A resident beside a bay (usu. some specific

bay) ; one accustomed to navigating a bay. (In
early use with reference to the mahogany-cutters of
Honduras.)
vji% Ann. Ref.,Chron. loi/i Numbers of the baymen's

slaves desert dally to the Spaniards. 1779 (see Bay sb.* 5I.
sSta Ann. Reg. iSto, 621 This is the bay.man's greatest evil,

for the wood more particularly subject to this inconvenience
is invariably the largest and of the finest quality. 18..
Sht>re Birds 43 (Cent.) When the birds are traveling with
the wind, or as Daymen call it. a ' free wind". 1904 N. V.
Even. Post 11 June, Somers Pint, as tbe baymen call it, is

one of several very attractive summer resorts that have
grown up about the bay in recent years.

2, U.S. Hist. An inhabitant or native of Massa-
chusetts Bay.

1773 ^- Coaw)" Hist. Amer. Rev. (1788) I. 373 (These
publications] suited the too levelling disposition of the Bay-
men. 1775 ibid. U. 33 There is too great a nationality
among the Bay.men.

Bayman '''. U.S. [Bat sb.3 3.] A sick-bay
nurse.

1888 Churchward Blackbirding 35, I stole a beautiful
knife from the sick bayman's locker. 1891 H. Patterson
Naut. Diet. 346 Bayman, a hospital nurse.

BEAD.

Bayonet, sb. Add : 5. Also layornt plant.
i8j3 W. Faux Memorable Days 82 Hedges of bagonet

plants and myrtles.

6. bayonet-capped a., fitted with a cap for fas-

tening in a socket as a bayonet joint ; bayonet
catoh, the spring catch by which a bayonet is

secured to a rifle.

1904 Daily Chron. 18 June 2/6 *Bayonet.capped [electric]
lamps. 1901 ' Linesman ' Words Eye^vitness (1902) 317
They have struck as true and hard as any, right up to tbe
*bayonet-catch.

Bayou. Add: Alsobyo, bayeau,//. bayoux.
Earlier and later examples are :

—

i8o« Ashe rra?'. Amer. xl. (1808) 323 Below the Red
River, five miles, is one of the most dangerous bayeaus on
the Mississippi. i8ia Brackenridce F/«(;iZ,(»«/«rt«rt (1814)
162 On some of these bayoux the land is sufficiently high to
admit of settlements. 1834 Crockett Narr. Life vi. 53A small byo, across which there was a log. 187a Amer.
Naturalist VI. 725 A peculiar feature of the bottom lands
of the western and southern riveni, locally termed bayous.
i9*r S. E. White Westerners xiii. 93 In a word the broad
sea of the wilderness has shrunken to bayous and bays,
attrib. 1886 Harper s Mag. Aug. 483/1 The following

bayou version of one of the negro folk.lore stories.

Be, V. Add :

4, b. slang phr. (derived from the music halls)

Now we shan't be long I: expression denoting
satisfaction with an arrangement, state of affairs,

etc. : often used sarcastically.

i897_ Maugham Liza of Lambeth v, ' Now we sha'n't be
long 1

' she remarked, as she handed him back the pot. 1897
0.xfDrd Mag. 37 Jan., By the time he's through the trem-
bling bard has written half his song. While his tyrant
watching grimly mutters ' Now we shan't be long '.

6. o. Bee7i and {gone and) — : vulgar expletive
amplification of the pa, pple, of a verb, used to
express surprise or annoyance at the act specified.

1837 Dickens Picket', xxvi, Lauk, Mrs. Bardell, . .see what
you ve been and done 1 1848 Thackeray Van. Fairxv, Sir
Pitt has been and proposed for to marry Miss Sharp. 1891
Temple Bar Aug. 470 That I should actually have been and
gone and told him so t

Beach, sb. 4. Add :

beach orab, any crab of a species living on
sea-beaches, esp, Ocepoda arenaria ; beach cusp,
a cusp of gravel or sand found at intervals of
about 20 to 30 feet on a beach ; beach gown, a
biithing wrap ; beach-grass (earlier U.S. example)

;

beach-man, ' a person on the coast of Africa who
acts as interpreter to ship-masters, and assists in
conducting the trade' (Ogilvie 1881); beach-
plum US. (see quot.) ; beach-wagon (U.S.
quot.).
ipoo J. C. Branner in fml. Geol. VIII. 481 (/>//*) The

Origin of "Beach Cusps. 1900 Ceog. Jml. Dec. 704 The
author comes to the conclusion that beach cusps are pro-
duced by the interference of two sets ofwaves of translation
on the beach. 19x8 Sunday Dispatch 3 July 16 When
getting a bathing suit, don't forget a *beach-gown, wliich is

now worn with a monk's hood, on the shore. 1833 Mass.
Statutes 31 Mar., An Act to prevent the Destruction of
*Beach Grass in the towns of Provincctown and Truro. 1877
Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 4) 550 Sand-Plum,. .2i 'beach-
plum. A plum growing on plum.trees whose habitat is sandy
beaches. 1868 Miss Alcott Little WomensiiOi)) II. iii. 35,
I shall hire a •be.ich.wagon.

Bea,-ch-co:mbing, vbl. sb.

1, Living as, or following the occnpation of, a
beach-comber (see Bkach sb. 4),

S91S W. J. Locks Rough Road iv, An old hand who
knew the whole thing backwards, from company promoting
to beach ccmbing.

2. Mining. Working the sands on a beach for

gold, tin, or platinum.
190a Coal and Metal Miners' Pocietbh. (ed. 6) Gloss.

Beach-la-mar (bfij la mii), (Also bioha-.)
[Alteration of Pg, biclio do mar *BficHE-DK-MBB.]
The jargon English used in the Western Pacific.
191a in Bohun Lynch isles of illusion (1933) 61, I will

omit the Biche-la.mar and give you the gist of his story.
1911 W. Churchill {title) Beach-la.mar.

Bea'chward, -wards, advs. [see -wakd,
-WARD.s.] In the direction of or towards the beach.
1831 Blaciv). Mag. XXIX. 883 A neap-tide comes flow,

ing beacbward. 1896 KirLiNC Seven Seas, Song of Banjo,
Tbei^ndam ofmy grandam was the Lyre. .That the Stealer
stooping beachward filled with fire. 1909 Daily Chron. 3x
Sept. 7/4 He put the dinghey about and ran beachwaids.

Beaconed, a. (Modem U.S. example.)
S890 Harper's Mag. Sept. 596/3 The beaconed ledges and

buoyed reefs, .slip helplessly into the Powder Fog.

Beaconite (brksnait). [f. beacon in the title

of I, Crewdson's A beacon to the Society 0/ friends,

1835 + -ITB 1.] In the history of the Quakers, one
of a party who, following the lead of Isaac Crewd-
son, held that the current Quaker doctrines were
contrary to Scripture and seceded in 1836.
1836 J. SoUTHALL in yrnt. Friends Hist. Soc. (1920)

XVfl. 83 Tbe Beaconites preach up charity so exclusively.
ibid. 83 A .. man .. labouring under disadvantage from
Beaconite associations. 19x1 R. M. Jones Later Periods
OueUterism I. ix. 310 Tbe position of the * Beaconites '

—

i.e.

the position of literalism and ultra-orthodoxy.

Bead, sb. Add : 6. spec, of sweat, esp. on the face.

1888 A. C GUNTER Mr. Potter ofTexas v, ( HeJ wipes the
great beads of exhausted toil from his forehead, ibid., The
beads of perspiration,

s



BEADED.

8. bead lightning (see quot.) ; cf. *beaded light-

ning; bead-plane, a carpenter's plane for mnning
a bead on moulding ; bead-stone, also, see quot.

1899 Ref. Smithsonian Inst. (1901) 129 *Bi;ad lightning.,

is a very beautiful luminous appearance, like a string of

beads hung in a cloud. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Traiit,

* Bead-ptaiu^ a moulding plane of semicylindrical contour.

tSois Trans. Victoria liist. XXVIII. »o6 *Bcad-stone is also

called St. Cnthbert's beads, Kairy beads, .and St. Boniface's

money. They are the ring-like transverse sections of the so-

called Vertical Column of stalked Echinoderms.

Beaded, ppl. a. Add :

5. Beaded-edge, defining a kind of pneumatic

tyre with bead or thickened edge that fits into the

tnmed-over rim of the wheel. Beaded lightning,

bead lightning (see *Bead sb. 8).

igoa Windsor Mag. May (Advt.), Wired or 'beaded edges

optional. 1904 IVestm. Gaz. 19 Sept. 9/1 The Bartlett beaded-

edge—or, as it is more generally known, the Clinclier

—tyre. 1889 Momiug Post 29 June 3/7 Photographs of

lightning . . arranged . . according to their form—stream, ,

.

'beaded, .lightning.

Beader (brdaj). [f. Bead sb. or v. + -eb l.]

1. a. Oue who sews beads on fancy work. b.

One who puts a beading on an article.

18S1 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 105 Beader (Coach),

Beader (Lace), Beader on Net. 1886 Besant Ckitdr.

GibeMt n. iv. She was a beader she w.is that clever with
her fingers she could do all kinds of things. 1921 Diet. Occu-
pational 7Vr»;« (1927) § 254 Beader. .a press hand who places

machine folded body of tin..on block of beading machine
and operates lever to form a beaded edge. liiid. 407
Beader, liead trimmer, bead worker, . . sews beads, by hand,
ujjon a fabric foundation. Ibid. 414 Beader. .applies waxy
mixture .. round edge of sole [etc.].

2. A machine for cutting or stamping a bead or

beading.
1884 Knight Diet Meek. Suppl.

b. A woodworker's tool resembling a spoke-

shave, having a number of interchangeable irons

for cutting various forms of beading.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Beadingf, vbl. sb. 3. Add :

spec, in Arch, and Joinery, a bead ; also collec-

tively, the beads of a moulding. Also altrib., as

beadingplane = bead-plane (see *Bead sb. 8).

1858 S1M.M0NDS Diet. Trade. 1875 Carpentry and Join.

27 The beading planes are made of various widths.

Beady, a. Add

:

1. b. Comb., as beady-eyed adj.

1873 M. F, Mahonv Ckron. Fermors I. xiii. 249 That
beady-eyed,.. lanthorn-cheeked little lady. 1897 Kipling
in Pearson's Mag. Dec. 615/2 The 600 quick-footed, beady-
eyed rank and file. X904 Daily Chron. 15 Sept, 4/4 A
beady-eyed inscrutable stare.

2. b. Of a garment, material, etc.

x89a Longman's Mag. May 76 Beady and buttony girls.

1897 Daily News 25 June 3/1 Cheap black, sheeny cloth,

very beady, much trimmed.

Beagle. 3. beagle-hound (mod. U.S. example).
190a S. E. White Blazed Trail xxxi. 221 He left behind

him four little long-eared, short-legged beagle-hounds.

Beaglinff (b?-gUi)), vbl. sb. [f. Beagle sb. +
-ING l.J The sport of hunting with beagles. Hence
Bea-gle v. intr., to hunt with beagles ; Bea'gler.
1889 Pall Mall G. 24 Oct. 7/1, I am in the habit of

accompanying my brothers out shooting and beagling.
X896 Daily News 20 July 8/2 Coursing—which, with
' beagling ' and * harriers,' takes up a large part of the book.
1910 Humanitarian Mar. 21/1 Beaglers' manners. 1915
Oxford Mag. 5 Mar., He beagled and played cricket. 1^3
J. O. Paget Beagles <5- Beagling i. 15 The sport of beagling
IS every day becoming more popular.

Beak, .(3.1 Add:
1. 0. transf. The long snout of a fish.

1889 in Cent. Diet. 1947 Observer 24 July 22 A 38-lb.
cock-salmon. . . I was obliged to measure it, and 1 made it

over 50 inches, from tail to beak.

Beak, sb.^ Add :

b. transf. {Schoolboys^ slang.) A schoolmaster.
1888 Pall Mall G. 9 Feb. 5/1 One of the Eton masters, or

'beaks', if we may be allowed to use a schoolboy phrase.
1918 E. F. Benson David Blaize ix, Vou can have your
crib spread out..and he won't see it. He didn't ought to
beabeakatall. tga&Spectatm-w Sept. 383/1 This scholarly
Irishman and Eton ' beak'.

Beak, v. Add

:

4. trans. To ram (a vessel). Also absol. Hence
Bea-king vbl. sb.

1898 Kipling Fleet in Being 55 We could run in and beak
'em while it's thick. I believe in beaking. . . Oh, he'd beak
like a shot, if he saw his chance.

Beaked, ppl. a. 2. c. Add :

Beaked whale (see quot.).

1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 280/2 The Hyperoodontidie, or
beaked-whales, are widely distributed in L->rthern, southern,
and tropicil seas.

Beam, sb> Add :

24. Wireless Telegr. In full wireless beam : Wire-
less waves sent as a beam, i. e. undispersed, from
a special aerial system, part of which acts as a
reflector ; used attrib. in beam (wireless) system,
-station.

[1899 Marconi in yml. Inst. Electrical Engin. XXVIII.
274 Should jt be necessary to direct a beam of rays in one
given direction I prefer to use an arrangement similar to a
Righi oscillator placed in the focal line of a suitable cylin-
drical parabolic reflector.) 1924 (July 2) Marconi in jfritt.
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R. Sac. Arts 25 July 607/2 The transmission and reception

of intelligible signals over a distance of ij miles of a beam
system employing short waves and reflectors. 1994 IVestm.

Gaz. 24 July, Arrangements had been made for the erection

of a beam station in Canada. 1924 Daily News 14 Nov.

7/4 Beam wireless. 1928 Morning Post 23 Mar. 14 Beam*
cable fusion {sc. of the Eastern Exchange Cable Company
and Marconi Company].. .The beam system of telegraphy.

IV. beam-action, the action of a beam-engine,
a steam engine having a vibrating beam through

which the piston effort is transmitted to the crank.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 312 The "beam-engine of

6-horse power. 1874 Knight Did. Meek., Beam-engine..,
an engine with an oscillating beam, to whose respective ends
the connecting-rod from the piston and the pitman from the

crank are attached. 1896 Daily News 7 Jan. 6^5 The.,
beam-action locomotives of that extremely primitive line

[Stockton and Darlington Railway]. Ibid.., A slow moving
and dignified beam-engine.

Beam, v. Add :

3. b. Of a person : To smile radiantly.

1893 Illustr. sporting ^- Dram. News 11 Mar. 28/2, I..

tried to beam on a friend—albeit, a poor beamer at the best.

i^ioo Elinor Glvn Visits Eliz. (1906) 14 He ..jumped off

his horse and beamed—just as if we had parted the best of
friends.

III. trans. To transmit by the beam system of

wireless telegraphy. (Cf. *Beam j^.l 24.)
1927 Daily Express 5 July 3/3 The King's message, .was

almost instantaneously * beamed ' to the receiving station

at Milnerton, seven miles from Capetown.

Beamage (bfmedg). [f. Beam j^.1-i--age.] A
deduction for loss of weight by evaporation in

cooling, made in weighing the dressed carcass of

a beast.

X902 in Webster Suppl.

Beaming, 'vbl. sb. 2. Add .-

Comb.., as beaming-tool \ beaming machine
{a) a machine for beaming and working hides;

(^) a machine for filling the beams of looms with
yam ; also called beaming mill.

1874 Knight Did. Meek. 257/2 Beaming-machine.
(Leather.) Ibid.^ The beaming-lool y" is brought in contact
with the leather or raised therefrom by means of the
eccentric-rods. 1878 Sci. Amer. Suppl. 1938 Self.stopping
Beaming Machine. 1884 Knight Did. Meek. Suppl, 85/1
Beaming Mackine^ oue for filling yarn beams of looms.

Bean. Add

:

4. Queensland or Iieiclxhardt's bean, Austra-
lian names for a tall climbing leguminous plant
Entoiia scandenSj bearing long scimitar-shaped

pods, which are used to make match-boxes, snuff-

boxes, etc. : the seed is also called match-box bean
(see Match sb.^ 5) and scimitar-pod (see Scimi-
tar 3).
1889 J. H. Maiden Useful Native Plants Australia 175

Entada scandens . .* Q\xQf:n%\axidBGSin^, 'Leichhardt Bean*.

5. b. The head. U.S. slang.
X9SX R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean x. 168 If these

Dutchmen get nasty, bang their blighted beans together.

6- e. Slang phrases. To know beans (U.S.) : to
know something, to be well-informed \ not to

care beans^ not to care at all. A kill of beans
(U.S.) : a thing of little value. To spill the beans
(U.S.) : to make a mess of things. To be full of
beans : to be full of energy, and in high spirits (cf.

Beany a,). To give (a person) beans : to deal
severely with, to punish heavily ; so to get beans.

Old bean (cf. OlAia. 8), a familiar form of address.
1855 Yale Lit. Mag. XX. 192 (Th.) Whatever he knows of

Euclid and Greek, In Latin he don't know beans. 1857
Knickerbocker Mag. Feb, XLIX. 138 (Th.) I don't care
beans for the railroad. 1863 * E. Kirke ' My Southern
Friends v. 80, I . .karn't take Preston's note

—
'taint wuth a

hill o'beans. i888C/4rc<2^(?//ffra/rf(Farmer)Onehas to know
beans to be successful in the latest Washington novelty for
entertainment at luncheons. 1901 Harben iVesterfelt 5 He
didn't care a hill o* beans fer no gal. 1904 ' O. Henry '

Cabbages <5- Kings xii. a 16 He wasn't a hill of beans to her.

1919 T, K. Holmes Man/r. Tall Timber xxviii. 355 * Mother
certainly has spilled the beans I ' thought Stafford in vast
amusement. X9sz R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean viii.

136 The beans are spilled, and that is what Maddigan
guessed the moment he set eyes on you.
x88i Earl Granville in Fitzmaurice Z^ {1905) II. 237

* Full of beans*, an 'ossy' phrase. 1911 Galsworthy
Patrician i. x, Versatile, * full of beans ', 1925 Daily Netvs
20 Aug. 7/1 He does it—being full of grit, And also full of
beans, sir 1 1927 Josephine Elder 7"<%ffwa.i/«a Toddy yixux.
226 We start off—oh, full of beans—and then we stop.
x^xPunck 24 Sept. 133 Bad enough if you 'ave to wolf one,

but it fair gives yer beans when 'tis two. 1900 Daily News
5 June 3/4 We started shelling them in the open, and gave
them beans. 1903 Daily Chron. 16 Oct. 5/6 Sir Henry., was
invited to give ' Old Joe,' ' beans,' and ' beans * the Leader
of the Opposition proceeded to adnunister to the ex-Colonial
Secretary. 1914 Evening News 29 Sept. 2/2 We can't get
them in the open, only on very rare occasions, and when we
do, by gum, they don't half get beans !

190S H. G. Wells Kipps vi. § 4 When this here old Bean
told me, you could have knocked me down with a feather.
[Said of a ciiaracter named ' Bean '.] 1918 Blighty Christmas
No. 27 * What made you join the air service ? ' ' No earthly
reason, old bean ! Why did you go into the submarines ?

'

' Oh !—divers reasons, you know 1
* 1920 Punch 1 Sept. 168/1

The anxiety of the ' Bewildered Parent ' who complains of
the child of two and a-half years who addressed her learned
parent as * Old bean'. igxoGlasgmu Herald 2C)^cpi. sThe
story is., told.. in the patois of Piccadilly of the 'old bean'
and ' old thing ' variety.

BEAB.

£ Formerly, a sovereign or a guinea; now only
in phraseological use, a coin, a bit ol money {not
a bean, no money whatever, not a stiver), slang.
x8ix Lex. Balatr.,Beatt, 3. ^u'lnc^ 1834 Ainsworth tiook-

wood III. vi. As yellow as a bean. 18:78 Ibid, ix, Offering a
bean tokal/aguid^va other words,a guinea to a half-guinea).
1885 D. C. Murray Rainbow Gold v. vi, ' Here's some of
the beans *, he continued figuratively, as he drew five
sovereigns from the same pocket. X903 A. Adams t.og
Co7uboy xii. 80 Flood, who had anteed up his last bean. 1928
Galswokthv .Swan Song 11. iv, 'I'bey. .never .saved a bean,
having no beans to save. 19x8 D. L. Sayeks Bellona Club
iii. None of the Fentimens ever bad a bean, as 1 believe
one says nowadays.

7. e. in the names of various machines for har-
vesting field beans and preparing them for use, as
bean-harvester, -mill, -shelter, -thresher.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Bean-mill. 1874 Kkight
Diet. Meek., Bean-harvester. .Bean-sheller.

8. bean cake, a material consisting of com-
pressed beans, or some substitute, deprived of oil,

used in China as a food and fertilizer ; bean curd,
paste, a thick jelly or paste made from beans,
eaten in north China and adjacent countries ; bean-
fed a., fig. living on the best of everything ; bean
metal Salt-mining, marl in the form of granules
(cf. beany metal, s. v. *Beakt 2) ; bean oil, oil

expressed from beans in the manufacture of bean
cake, used as an illuminant ; bean-shooter U.S.,
a blow-gun used for shooting with beans.
1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 733/2 'Bean.cake. .is also im-

ported in large quantities from New-chwang, Chefoo [etc.].

1889 KiFLiNG From Sea to Sea vi. Wks. 1900 1. 289 The
*bean-fed, well.groomed subaltern with the light coat and
fox-terrier. 189a Corn/,. Mag. Sept. 263 A shaft is sunk till

the * flag ' or *
' bean metal ' has been pierced. 1908 IVestm,

Gaz. 15 Oct. 13/a According to reports from Chefoo,..
* Bean-oil is giving place to kerosene. 1904 R. J, Fabbbx
Garden oXAsia 146 Buns stuffed with the cloying miistioesB
of "bean-paste. 1890 Congress. Rec. Mar. 1920/1 Some boy,
with a *bean-shooler.. struck Mr. Benjamin.

Beanfeast. Add earlier quots. (also beattfeast
day) :

I he earlier quots. give conclusive evidence of the ortgiD
of the word from Bean.

1806 Sfirit Publ. Jrnls. X. 248 A few daj-s ago, a
Gentleman'railor. celebrated for hix liberality, gave a rich
treat to his men, at his occasional country resideoce.
It was called a Bean Feast j but, exclusive of the beans,
the uble literally groaned with bacon (etc.). 1875 W. T.
Vincent Warlike Woolwich 49 The holiday..on the
second Saturday in July, which is a special and extra
holiday, known as * Bean-feast day ', and is usually spent
in excursions to some country place and a dinner, at
which beans form an indispensable dish. 1897 Daily News
23 Sept. 8/5 A beanfeast party from WooIwicL

1908 VV. J. \jcx.Kr. Belorved Vagabond iii. He.. alluded to
* the regular beanfeast ' they would have when they were
inarried. Z9aa Mrs. A. Siix;wlcK Victorian xxix, * Won't
life be a beanfeast ? * she said. • We shall enjoy ourselves.'

Beano (bfna). slang, orig. Printers' abbrevia-
tion of Beanfeast, liter, in gen. use, a festive

entertainment frequently terminating in a noisy
frolic or spree.
1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocah., Beeuw, a slang abbreviation

for ' beanfeast ', which is, however, usually termed * goose *

or wayzgoose by compositors. 1897 N. * Q. 8lh Ser.
XII. 175/1, I can remember hearing a street song, some
years ago, in which one of the lines ran something to the
effect that We don't have a beano every day. 1914 Evening
News 15 Oct._4/6, 1 wish you could hear the men on their
first morning in the hospitals. . .

* Fighting's a beano with this
sort of thing for dessert.' 1910 W. J. Locke House of
Baltazar ii. 111 get hold of Dorothy, and you and I and
she'll have a little beano at the Carlton. 19x4 Black-a/.
Mag. Oct. 494/1 There had been one of those awful last-
night-of-leave beanos in town.

Beany, a. Add : 2. Salt-mining. Beany mart
or metal = bean metal (*Beak 8).
z886 Cheshire Gloss., Beany marl. xSga Comh, Mag. Sept.

258 After a while what is locally termed ' beany metal is

reached.

Bear, sby Add :

2. To play the bear with (coUoq.) : to play the
deuce with, inflict great damage upon.
i88i Leics, Gloss, s.v., The hail has played the bear with

the apple-blossom. 1889 ' R. Boldrewood ' Robbery under
Arms xxiii. Chaps that have got something on their minds
can't stand idleness, it plays the bear with them. 1891

J. M. DtxON Diet. Idiom. Phr. S.V., The last storm has
played the bear with my crops.

10. bear animalcule, a microscopic animal of
the group Tardigrada, a water-bear ; bear-fight
V. intr., to behave rowdily ; bear-lead v. trans.,

to act as bear-leaderor travelling tutor to (a youth)
;

hence, to supervise the conduct of, arrange the
affairs of ; hence bear-leading ppL adj. ; bear oak
U.S., the black scrub-oak, ^««>r«« ilicifolia ; bear-
pit, a sunk enclosure in which bears are kept for

exhibition ; bear-sign U.S., the track of a bear,
esp. as shown by its droppings ; also transf. dough-
nuts ; Bear State U.S., the State of Arkansas

;

bear-trap, a trap set for bears, in which logs are
propped up; bear-wallow U.S., a hollow in the
ground attributed to the wallowing of bears.
1889 Cent. Diet. s. v. yJrcrtjc<i, "Bear-animalcules, tSga

Daily News 23 Feb. 4/8 Did she *bear(ight and play



BEAR.

pnctical jokes on the Lord Admiral? tqoo tbitf^ 94 Oct.
10/2 A don ctHed Bedmynster used to bearnght in ball. 189Z

C. DoNSTAN Quita i. i, I do call it hard, .to condemn me to

•bear-lead a savage. 1898 Daily Srws 31 Aug. 5/5 It was
he who bear-led Admiral AvclUne and his officers. 1901
'Linesman' Words Eye-witness (1902) 289 A guard of honour,
and a bear-leading general officer to see the creature safely

and comfortably down to the sea. losz Times Lit. Supp>L
8 Sept. 576/3 For a space he [Mat. ^PriorJ bearleads Lord
Exeter's sons, 1918 DeUly Tel. 7 -Aug. 6/5 There are.. more
applicants for what used to be called * bear-leading ' than
there are bears to be led. x83a D. J. Browne Sylva Atner.

363 This diminutive species is known in the Northern and
Middle States by the name of 'Bear Oak. 1893 Torrky
Fa^tp^k^Way Si The rest of the vegetation was more or less

familiar, I believe : bear oak ; chinquapin. 1849 Near Hotue^
Berne 207 In the city [Bernclthere is a "bear pit with three

fat lazy living bears. 1857 F. Lockkr London Lyrics (iB6a)

66 The Bear Pit at ihe Zoological Gardens. 1887 .Vcri^wr'r
^fag. Sept. 305 I They reported any amount of "bcar-stgn

on toe slopes leading to the river. 1903.-^ Ada.ms Ao'/'Ctfru-

hey xviii. 380 .She asked me to make the bear-sign, dough*
nuts she called them. 1859 Bartlftt Diet. Amer, fed. 3) 36
*Bear Stat^, a name by which the State of Arkans.is is

Icnown at the West. 1871 Schkle de Verb Americanisms
Ci8n) 658 Arkansas is called the Bear State, although within
its limits and throughout the West, the name is pronounced
Bar State. 1835 R- M- Biro Haivks f/HawkJk. I. xx.a69
You are in a 'bear-trap, and the Ic^ will soon be on your
back. 1849 C Lamman Lett. AUcsnany Mount, xviii. 149
Having come to one of bis bear.traps. .he thoughtlessly.,
went under the trap to Arr-mge his bait. 1859 Bartlett Diet.
Anttr. (ed. 2), * iieitr-li^'allou: 1889 Farmkr AmericoMisms^
Bemr Wailmvs . .2tx^^ howeverj purely natural phenomena.
iSgt Marah E. KtKH Pagan f/All^ghaHtesy.t^ He rode..on
through the columns of white-oak, whose feet are caressed
brfeathen and fern in the long, desolate ' bear-wallow *.

Beart sb.^ Add : 3. Bear-up (U.S. coUoq.) :

the act of ' foUowing * a woman.
loee H. Lawsom On Tmck 73 You don*t expect I'd ' fox

'

a feller I see doing a bit of a bear.up to a girl, do you ?

Bear, sbfi C/.S. Also baire. [Perh. the same
as Hear i^.*, but cf. Bab r^.5] (See quot. 1775.)
177s B. RoUAN*i Florida 338 note, Baires are a kind of

lent made of a light coarse cloth, like canvas gauie, called

by the French villetnontiert. 1797 F. Bailky yrnL Tour
(1856) 309 Over the whole [bedj there is a large gauze net
(called a tear\ which is intended as a defence against the
mosquitos. 1798 .\. ELLicorr in Li/e ^ Lett, (1908) 158 Our
beds are all surrounded with a kind of thin curtains called
bears to keep ttaem off when we go to rest.

Bear, v^ Add : 11. b. Of ice : To lapport the

weight of a person, etc
1768 Wabhimcton Diaries I. 346 Attempted to go iiUo the

Neck on ibe Ice, but it wd. not bear.

16. Delete f. Add Obs. exc. arch.
X874 SwfNBUKNS BotkwtU iL L (iSSs) 97 It may be you

do welt to bear me hard.

23. Add : Phr. To bear date : to be dated (as

•pecified).

1446 in Treoehmm Papers (Camden) 37 Your letters.,

bcryng date at Westm the xx day of Juyl the xx» ycre of
your..regne. 1503-4 [in Diet.). 171s, 1837 [see Date rA* 1 1.

1875 Encyct. 5r//.l I.593 3 Bcirlngdate the i6th April 1871.

Bear, v.S Add : trans/, zndji^. Also, to afiiect

(the market) in this way. Hence BeaTing vbL sb,
,

in qaot. aitrib,

SS4S W. Armstrong St0cks 19 This is perhaps the naiMl
theatre for bulling and bearing stocks. iWi N. K. Tnkmu
ao Nov. (Bartlett) His Lordship is wh<^ly guiltbu of tbe
cbargc which the * Herald ' in its anxiety to bear the market
has broogbt against him. 1867-9 Trans, ill. Agric. Soc.
VII. 431 'I*he strong influences which were used to *bear*
Iba bog market. tM^ Pall Malt Com. 36 Nov. is Bulling
and B«iring Men's I^ves. t897 Century 'V^* XXllL yxi
Even tbe best regulated thermometer will have its vagarieA,

aodtbcre is no protection against it when it does 'bear
tbe weather. 1^97 Daily yetet 96 Apr. 5/4 * Bearing

'

influences are encouraged, and those whose interest is tn

forcing down prices are very active in that direction.

Beardedness (b!*-rdednes). [f. Bearded
ppl, a. •¥ -NE88.] Bearded condition.

sS88 Timus 18 Aag. 9/t Tbe beardedneu of tbe chief.

1917 W. J. Locut Rm Platut xii, Tbeir composite puunchi-
ness, beardedneH,scragginess, . .impressed me uniavourably.

Baardie. Add:
2. A local Anstralian nickname applied to a body

of Soatbcotians, foUowen of John Wroe, who
called thenmclTes diriitian Israelites.

i^t^ Melhouru4 spectator ix Au^. 190/1 The Beardiesor
Christian Israelites of Ballarat. i9c^ ^"V^ Ckron. 8 .Mar.
4/7 There i< only one founder ol a retii;ion buried in
Australia—JohnWroe. who started the 'Christian Israelites,*

nicknamed the * Bcardies,' since tbcy never cut their bair.

Bearer. Add

:

L f. Bearer company^ corps, a medical division
for military fitld service.

1876 {title) Stretcher-Bcaren and Bearer-Companies.
Marmal of Exercises for, Horw Guards. 1899 Daily News
37 Nov. 5/3 More assistance will be necessary, both in skilled
attention to wounded, and in carrying them from the field.

This is provided for by • bearer companies.* 1901 Empire
Sev. I. 433 The work of the bearer compiiny is intermittent,
having to collect the xick and woundedafter a ficht, and to
bring them to the field bospitaL 1908 Encycl. Brit, XXV.
353/1 Tbe bearer companT..is coo^osed of three officers,
thirteen non-commissioned oAicen, and forty-eight privates
of the Royal Army Medical Corps, witb a detachment of
the Army Service Corps for transport duties.

3. b. Bearer security^ an onregistered secnrity
the title to which is vested in its possessor and is

transferred by simple delivery. So bearer bond,
warrant.

67

1897 IVestm. Gas. 5 Aug. 6/3 These bearer-warrants arc,
we venture to imagine, part of the ;^ 140,000 in fully-paid
share^ 1906 /Sid. 12 July 9/2 All kinds of bearer securities.

iV. 12, Geom. A space of any sort which is the
locus of a collection of geometrical objects of any
sort ; e. g. a straight line is the bearer of the set of
all points on it.

1909 in Cent, Diet. Suppl.

Bear-grass. U.S, [Bear sb.'^ ic] One or
other of several species of Yucca (esp. Yucca fila-
men/osa), or of some similar plants.
1807 P. Gass Jnil. 167 One of them had a hat made of the

bark of white cedar and bear-grass. 183a Louisville Direc-
tory loa The commodious harbor presented by the bend
of the river towards the mouth of Beargrass creek. 1859
Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Bear^Grass, som^iim^scaiWcd
Silk Grass, from the fibres which appear on the edges of the
leaves. It is not a grass. 1909 Century Diet. Suppl., Bear,
grass 2. a bunch.grass, Slipa seiigera, ranging from the
mountains of California^ where it is consider^ valuable, 10
Oregon and Texas.

Bearing, wJ/. J^. Add : 14. C. Lim ofbearing:
the direction in which a thing lies or moves.
1839 Una Diet. Arts 967 WTien the line of dip, and con-

sequently tbe line of bearing which is at right angles to it,

are unknown, they are sought for by making three bores.
X9ao Discovery Nov. 330/1 Collingwood signalled to some
of his ships to spread out. ., the result being a partial resem-
blance to what IS called a line of bearing.

Bearillg, ppL a.l 6. Add : Also of years, etc.

1859 Trans. Mick, Agric. Soc. (i860) X. 61^ Of fruits,

although it was not a 'oearing year*, the exbibition was
very fine.

Bear-meat. C/,S, Also bear's meat. [Bear
sbA] The llesh of the bear used as food.
1816 U. Brown in Marylaml Hist. Mag. XI. 47 Dined on

Bears meet and Wild Turkey. 1836 Soutfurn Lit, Mes-
seuger 1 1. 597 Animal food, both of beef and pork, of venison
andf bear mtat. 1856 [see Bkar s6.^ q], 1890 Marah E.
RvAN Told in Hills 96 Jimmy brought out..some bits of
s-ilt meal—evidently l)€ar-meat.

Bearskinned (be^jskind), a. [f. Bearskix
+ -EO

3.
J Wearing a bearskin.

1691 S. S. Loyal \ Impartial Satirist 14 When Bear-
skin d Men in Floating Castles land, i^pq Daily Ckron.
I Oct. 4/6 The bearskinned heroes.

Beaxwood. (7.S. [Bkar sb.^'\ (See quot.)
1870 Atner. yaturalist III. 407 Oregon Bearwood {Fran-

gula Purskiana),

Beast, sb. Add

:

6. b. ^g. applied to things ; also in colloq. phr.

A beast ofa . . . : an abominable or disgusting . . .,

a beastly . . .

iB6s StniAN Hals Lttt, 13 (rm always afraid about your
poor eye.. .It seemed to act like a beastj. Ibid., One thing
shall 1 rejoice at,—my own bed,-~for this huslc thing we
sleep on is a Iteast. 1878 W. S. Giukrt Pinafore 1, It's a
beast of a name. 189B ll^estm. Gas, 4 May 2/3 I've had a
beast of a time.

IV. beastman, a cattleman.
1899 yorksAire Post 36 Dec, Wanted, beastman, .. on

farm, near Hull I9ai Diet. Occupational Terms (1927)

I 23, CattlcMan, beastman, byreman.

Beastly^ ''• 6> ^*^^
' Also with weakened

emphasis, as a mere expletive.

tSn A. C. Gi'NTKR .V/r. /'otter xx'm, I. .came to tell her
that itory of her father's flying to escape arrest is all

beastly rot.

Beat. ^3.1 Add:
7. /« or out of beat, off the beat : making a

regular or irregular succession of strokes.
1883 BacKerr Clocks^ IVatckes, ^ Bells (ed. 7) 79 When

a dock witb any kind of anchor escapement . . sounds ' out
of beat 't it wants either one side lifting or the crutch bend*
infr 1M9 Hasluck Clock 7o/»b<r'» //amtyhk. v. 94 Put 00
the pendulam.and set the clock 'in beat*. The meaning
of 'tn beat'^ is, that the escape takes place at equal di.s-

tanccseach side of the pendulum's centre of gravity.. .When
* in beat ' the tick sounds regular, and nearly equal, differ,

cnces of the drop making it slightly uneveti.

8. b. i-Vireiess TeJegr. (Seequots.)
1918 W. H. Eccixs WireUst 'f*l*gr- Gkns., Beats occur

when two oscillations of differing trequenctes occur simuN
taneously In the same system. The gradual change of
phase difference causes the amplitudes to be opposed at one
instant, and to concur at a later instant, witb all tbe inter-

mediate stages in the interval; the time between two suc-
ceaive oppositions* >>. between two instants of minimum
resultant amplitude, is called the time of a beat. The beat
frequency is therefore equ.il to the difference between the
frequencies of the two oscillation'^ /bid.. Beat Reception
(or Interference Reception) is tbe process of making high-
^equency oscillations received by an antenna audibly evident
by combining with them other oscillations of suitably differ-

ent frequency. losi L. B. Turnkr ii^ireless TelegT. 74
During a signal, tbe two oscillations are combined, with the
interference or beat effect familiar in acoustics when two
mutical tones of slightly different pitch are mingled.

10. O. (/.S. (See quo(.)
1876 Fur, Fin ^ Featker Sept, 124 The bear goes to and

from his den., by certain paths called 'beats'... A bear will

use tbe ^ame ' beat ' for years.

d. ' In Alabama and Mississippi, the principal

subdivision of a county; a voting-precinct *(C«i/.

Did. 1889).
1893 Congress. Rec, Feb. 2398/1 The evidence shows that

bis tickets were brought to the polls by friends of I'urpin,
and peddled there by them. This i^ shown to have been the
case at Steep Creek beat,.. at Hopewell beat, in Loundes
County. 1896 /bid. Mar. 2788/1 Testimony was taken to
show that fraud was committed in certain beats,—the River
beat, Union, and one or two others.

BEATEMEST.
14. The action or an act of beating in order to

rouse game.
x^T Encycl. Sport I. 84/2 The Sloth Bear., except when

driven out in the course of a beat, .will not be observed dur-
ing the day.

15. U,S. (chiefly dial.') a. That which sur-
passes, excels, or outdoes (something). Only in
phr. to see, or hear, the heat {of).
1834 S. Smith Major Downing 129, I never see the beat

of it. i84<^5a Mrs, Whitcher IVidow Bedolt P. 112 But
here's that silk, did ye ever see the beat on't? 1847 Gnat
Kalamazoo Hunt (Philad.) 100 ('I'h.) You don't tell me so !

Did I ever hear the beat o' that \ 1878 M rs. Stow e Poganiic
P.x. (1890) no That Bill is saassy enough to physic a horn-
bug. I never see the beat of him. 1888 ' C. E. Ckaddock '

Broomsedge Cave v. 80 Waal, sir, eatin' supper by a tallow
dip—who ever hearn the beat I <i 1906 'O. Henry' Trimmed
Latitp^ etc. 212 Count Fernando Mazzini was his name. I
never saw the beat of him for elegance.

b. To get a beat on : (see quot.).
1889 Farmer AtnericanisMS s.v.. To get a beat on is to

get the advantage of.. As used by thieves and their asso-
ciates, to get a deal on one. .also implies that the point has
been scored by underhand, secret, or unlawful means.

C. A success scored against rivals by a reporter
or newspaper ; an item of news secured and pub-
lished in advance of competitors.

187s Mrs. Stowe iVe * our Neighbors xxxi. 292 If any
one of them gets a bit ofnews before another, its a victory—

a

beat. 1887 Detroit Tribune 27 June 3/2 They finally suc-
ceeded, and cheered lustily as the Ocean King steamed for
New York with a big * beat ' for the Times. The office was
safely reached, and the ' beat ' appeared that morning. 1895
St, Louis Start May 4 This was the largest price paid for a
newspaper ' beat * up to that time. J899 Howells in Litera-
ture \ July 691 Within the limits of liction or of fact the
highest achievement of a reporter is to make his story a beat.

16. [f. Beat///, a.] An idle, worthless, or shift-

less fellow, (Cf. Dead-beat sb.^) U.S.
1877 J. D. Billings //ard Tack -V CoJ^ee 95 (Th.) The

original idea of a beat was that of a lazy man or a shirk who
would by hook or by crook get rid of ail military or fatigue
duty that he could. 1881 A. A. Hayes A'rw Colorado vi. 93
But be said that these beats, when they were at home, had
old squirrel rifles.. with flintlocks. 1887 Harper's Mag.
Dec. 107/1 The inevitable squad of ' beats ' with ble.-uyeyes
and wolfish faces infesting the doorways ofthe saloons. 1903
Boston Herald 19 Aug., He would not loan money to
policemen or firemen, stating that they were the biggest
beats in the country.

Beat, z/.i Add

:

3. b. 7(7 beat oneU way : to travel, or make one's
way, spec, by illicit means. 6''.^.

18B7 M. Roberts U-^estern Avemus 235, I could walk or
' beat my way ' on the train. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer.
53 To beat one*s way, or to beat the conductor or the rail-

road, are equivalent phrases for travelling in the cars withoat
paying any fare. /bid. 195 There was nothing for it but to
start out and beat my way there. 1904 A^. K. Tridttne 3 May
10 [They should] slop trying to ' beat their way ' by stealing
a right of way that belongs to other people.

c. 'Jo beat it; to go away, to * clear out \ U.S,
1906 A RuHL Other Americans ii. 10 He'll be beatin' it

for Paris pretty soon where the rest of *em all went. 1917
Mathewson Sec. BaseSloan xiv. 193 You get your boss to let

you oflT for that long, beat it over to HarrUville tomorrow
lught. /^/d^ xxi. 283 Beat it ! Get out of here. 19S6L.EACOCK
Iviuno^ved li^'isd. 79 *To your posts, all of you!' she
(Tied, ' Beat it,* she honked.
10. d. To get the better of (one) by trickery ; to

cheat or defraud. U.S.
s886 Century Mag. Feb. 513/2 How do I know you ain't

tryin to beat met 1888 Dnily /nter-Ocean 23 Mar. (Farmer)
Two boys., were each fined twenty-five dollars,. .They have
been beating boarding-houses all over the West Side. 1891
Jsee 3 b above). 1904 Columbus Fven. Dispatch 29 June 4
The. .people who try to beat the street car conductors out
of their fare.

e. To get ahead of. To beat (one) to it : to antici-

pate in doing something. 6^.^.

i<9t H.S.CAnv\E.\.o Maid0/Frontier I. 21 He s watching
the rangers, . . and will probably try to beat them here. 1911
H. Quick i'ello7vstofte N. xii. 321 She found that Reddy'd
beat her to it. 19*3 Watts L utker Nichols 158 Ifthe sheriff
don't beat me to it.

f, slang phr. To have (a person) beat : to be sure

of his defeat ; hence gen. to have got the better of.

19x6 Boyd Cable Action Front 30 Why. .you can't make
your hands do what your tongue says 'as me l)eat.

40. f. To beat soundly, to ihrash. U.S.
a 1906 ' O. Henry ' Trimmed Latnp, etc 159, I wouldn't

have a man . . that didn't beat me up at least once a week.
191S MuLFORU & Clav Buck Peters i. 24, I found that I'd
lieat up a couple of policemen when I was drunk.

Beat,/>//. <7. Add:
2. Beat hami, knee., elbow ; injuries incident to

miners caused by the jarring and friction of the pick.

190S Daily Ckron. 17 Mar. 5/6 Judge Greenwell decided
that 'beat hand' could not be classed as an accident... He
found similarly in a claim with respect to * beat knee '. 1907
/bid, 17 May 5/3 ' Beat hand, 'beat knee*, and * beat elbow .

Beatable, a. (Modern example.)
1893 Atlantic Monthly Mar. 331 A more beatable child

than Samuel Taylor it would be hard to find.

Beatemesty a, U.S, dial. Also -omest,
-in'est, -enes*, -enest. [app. f* beat *em + -est

super I. suffix; later apprehended as f. beating ppl.

adj.] Most excellent or splendid.

"833 J* Neal Down-Easters 1. 62 Old rugged-an'.tough
they used to call his dad, famous wrastler he was too,.,

beatemest fellow ever you see for some things. 1838 B.

Drake Tales 30 Your the beatomest shakes I ever seed. 1874



BEATER.

EccLESTOK Circuit Rititr 147, I reckon I am tha beatin'est

man to ax questions in this neck of timber. 1889 Harfer
Mag. Dec 1 30/1 Thet thar rock house o' his'n, . . I 'low it s

the beatenes" house in creation, 1908 Eliza C. Hall Aunt
7ant of Kentucky ii. 33 Of the preachers that ever I beard,

he certainly is the beatenest.

Beater. Add

:

a. b. Paper-manuf. A pulping machine. Also

atlrib. and Comb.,%% beater plate, roll; beater-

man, the operative who has charge of a pulping

machine or beating-engine.

iSis J- Nicholson Oper.it. Mech. 368 (Paper manufacture)

The only difference between the washing-engme and the

beater is that the teeth of the latter are finer. 1880 J. Dun-

BAR Pritct. Pafermakir (1881) 44 Two chests should be

used, the beatei man emptying into the one. and the machine-

man working from the other. Ibid. 71 The beater roll and

plate should . . be in good order.

3. A person or thing that beats or excels others.

U.S. dial.

1845 S. JuDD Margaret 11. v. 283 Take it by and large.

.

and she is the beater of all. 1886 Harper's Mng. Sept. 580/s

I've heerd news that beats the beater I Itid. Nov. 835/1

Well, for getting sunthin outer northing, she's a beater 1

Beatmg, vbl. sb. 6. Add : beating-engine, a

machine (o) for preparing the materials used in the

manufacture of paper, strawboard, millboard, etc.

;

{b) for opening, beating, and cleaning cotton in cot-

ton-manufacture ; beating frame (seequot. 1915).

iSj5 J. Nicmolsos Operat. Mechanic 368 (Paper-manu-

facture) The beating-engines, .are seldom provided with

these waste-pipes. 1846 Dodo Brit. Manuf. VI. 21 The
rags are .conveyed tothe washing-engine,., then let offinto

the beating-engine. 1880 J. Dunbar Pract. Papermaker
(1881) 6i Alum intended for the beating-engine should be

perfectly pure. 1890 Nasmith Mod. Cotton Spinning Mac/t.

30 The cotton, which, as it is impelled by the stroke of the

beating blade, will very readily roll past the projections.

1915 R. Beaumont IVoollen ^ If-'orsted 6:^1 'Beating ..is

done on the beating frame, consisting of a roller, round

which the piece is wrapped face downwards.

Beatitude. Add

:

1. b. An honorific title (rendering Gr. ftaKaptdTijs)

applied to ecclesiastics of the Eastern Church of

patriarchal rank.
1658 J, BuRBURV Nisi. Christina Q. Swedland 127 When

his Beatitude had declared four extraordinary Nuntii, to

receive her on the confines of the Ecclesiastical State, 1751

Chambers CycL s. v, Holyness, S. Gregory compliments some
of his cotemporary bi;,hops with, your beatitude, and your

holyness. zgm^ Gtasgmv Herald -j S^^itl. 11 His Beatitude

the Lord Photios, Patriarch and Pope of .Alexandria.

Beau geste (bo a^st). [F., = fine gesture.]

A display of magnanimity.
1912 H^eslin. Gaz. 9 Dec, I think Germany can pay,., and

Italy is too poor to make the beau geste of abandoning her

claims. 1916 W. Deeping Sorrell 4- Son xv. § 3 He gave

in., . He was not going to quarrel with a beau geste.

Beaujolais (bojolf). [Name of an ancient

district of France.] A light red Burgundy wine.

1863 T. G. Shaw Wim viii. 258 .Ml common cheap French
red wines seem now to have got the name of Beaujolais, as

white have that of Chablis. 1879 Stevenson Trav.Cevennes,

I have a Goad, I uncorked my bottle of Beaujolais, and
asked the host to join me.

Bea/nmontage (bJ"m(mt«i"g). Also -mon-
tague. [iaid to be f. name of Elie de Beaumont
(i 798-1851), French geologist.] A composition

(of various mi.ttures) used by cabinet-makers,

pattern-makers, and iron-founders for the conceal-

ment of cracks and holes in wood or metal work.

Alsoyf^. (see quot. 1895).
z886 Elworthy /K. Somerset IVord-bk., Boman teg.

1888 Chambers''s Encycl. II. 3 Beaumontague is a com-
position.. which is used to fill up cracks in an iron casting.

1895 Brewer Diet. Phrase fy Fable, Beaumontague (pro-

nounced bo-mon-tai^ bad work, especially ill-fitting^ car-

penter's work; literary padding; paste and scissors litera-

ture. 1890 Hasluck Wood Finishing \K..tTVytiZ.umoxA&%^..

is generally called * stopping-out wax ',

Beaune (boon). [The name of a town in the

department of Cote d'Or, France.] A red wine of

Burgundy, produced in the district around Beaune.
i8s8 Moore Fudge Fam. Paris iii. 51 Some glasses of

Beauite. X84X Thackeray Mem. Gormandising Misc.
Essays, &c. (1883) 386 Always drink red wine with beef,

steaks., good Beaune, say. 1863 T.G.Shaw Wiiu viii.

255 Beaune, 1858, first growth, nigh flavour, much body,
fine. 187s Ure s Diet. Arts III. 1143 Haute.Burgogne..
produces the most famous wines in Burgundy. , . Here grow
the renowned Volnay, Pornard, Beaune, Nuits.

Beaut (bi»t). U.S. slang. AUohute. [Abbrev.
of Beauty 5.] Something fine or splendid.
1896 G. Ade Artie i. 5 They was beauts too. 190a Clapin

Diet. Amer. s,v. Bute. 1910 O. Johnson Varmint i, 16
The tin one was easier, but it's a beaut. Ibid. v. 67 Some
of the fellows have perfect beauts. i9tx H. Quick Yellow.
stone N. xii, 318 Verily, Aconite was a b'aut.

Beautician (biati'Jsn). U.S. [f. Beauty +
-ICIAN.] A specialist in cosmetics.
]9s6 Glasgow Herald 12 Tune 8 The immense growth of

* b^uty parlors ' in the United Slates has added to the
American language the word ' beautician *.

Beauty, sb. Add :

5. c. In various collectors' names of butterflies.

183a J. Rennie Consp. Butter/!, t, M. 104 The Oak
Beauty {Biston prodromarius. Leach). The Brindled
Beauty {Biston hirtarius, Leach), igai Conquest Sept,

495/3 The Pale Brindled Beauty (Phigalia pi/osaria) . ,hSLS

a particularly handsome black form.

68

6. b. p/. In the titles of collections of the beau-

tiful or choice passages of a writer or speaker, or

examples of art.

,75a W. DoDD Uitlg) The Beauties of Shakespcar. X767

(tiMoThc Beauties of English Poesy. Selected by Oliver

Goldsmith. 1786 (tiile) Beauties of the British Senate, from

the Beginningof the Administration of Sir R. Walpole, to

the Second Session of the Administration ofW. Pitt. x86o

Athensum 31 Mar. 442/t It might have been fancied that

the days of ' Beauties ', ' Gems ', ' Anthologies ' were over.

1865 \tHU) Beauties of Poetry and Art.

III. b. beauty doctor, specialist, one who
practises the art of applying cosmetics, face mas-

sage, etc. ; beauty parlour U.S.^ an establish-

ment in which this trade is carried on ; beauty

spot, a locality conspicuous for its beauty,

1921 Diet, Occupational Temts (1927) § 920 Beauty

specialist, *beauty doctor. i926*beauty parlor [see *Beauti-

cian], 1927 Daily TeL i Nov. 9/7 'Slaves of Beauty'..

enables . .a large audience to play the role of Paul Pry

in an American 'beauty parlour*. 1917 W. Pett Ridge

Amazing Years viii, There are *beauty specialists in bond
Street. 1919 Times (weekly ed.) 5 Sept. 864 A former

Middlesex *beauty-spot—Hanworth Park.

BeautyllOOd (bi«-tihud). Also beautihood.

[f. Beaut V sb. + -hood.] The period of a woman's
* reign ' as a beauty ; society of beauties, also

beauties collectively.

1889 Mrs. H. IXs-RTX^ CommonCiay III. XV. 240 The short

season of her beautihood in London, 1889 H. F._ Wooi>

Englishman Rue Cain xvi, Initiation into tlie Fashionable

Beauty-hood.

Beaver ^. Add

:

1. b. Bank heaver^ a beaver living in a burrow

apart from the colony,

1903 Windsor Mag. Sept. 405/t Some people who write

stories for the papers say that what are called bank beavers

are lazy old males that have been forced out of the house by
the rest of the family.

c. coll. Beavers, U.S.
1770 Washington Diaries I. 441 Then Bever catch it in

there way up. 1789 Morse Amer. Geog. 198 In this country

are. .beaver, otters, sables. 1840 C. F. Hoffman Greyslaer

I. V. 60, 1 had gone clean up to Racket Lake . . hoping to get

a few beaver. 1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xii. 188

Then Clear Creek, Colorado, was lively with beaver, 1890

L. C. D'OvLE Notches 66, 1 knew that beaver were plentiful.

d. Phr. to work like a beaver: to work hard. U.S.

a X77S in J. T, Buckingham Specifn. Nervsp. Lit. (1850) I.

131 The very best Negro Woman, .as brisk as a Bird, and
will work like a Beaver. 1835 Col. Crockett's Tour 73
Ingham worked honestly, like a beaver. 1877 Raymond
Mines 225 Mr. Baldwin.. has worked like a beaver since he

assumed the management of the mine. 1915 Lit. Digest

(N. Y.) 21 Aug, 347/2 Every one knows what * working like

a beaver ' means.

2. o. Beaver-pelts as an article of exchange or

trade, or as a standard of value. U.S.

1630 Rec. Mass. Bay L 76 It was ordered that those, .who
bought certayne cattle shall pay 9 1. of beaver, a 1649 Win-
THKOP Ne2V Eng. 1. 165 They have a great trade of beaver,

—

about nine or ten thousand skins in a year. 1658 Essex Inst.

Hist. Coll. IL 46/2 Beaver is exceedingly low at this time,

1686 Sewall Letter-Bk. (1886) I. 32 A small trus of Bever
in a box weighing sixteen pounds or better. 1903 S. HX

White Conj'uror''s House m. 26 He too reported of the

trade—so many ' beaver * of tobacco, of powder, of .ead.

fd. A beaver's skin. U.S. Obs.

1677 New Castle Court Rec. 53 The Pl't. demands of the

deft. ..the sume or quantity of fifty five Bevers or thirteen

hundered and twenty Gilders. x68o Ibid. 381 Twoo Bevers,

makeing in all fourtheen Bevers,

2. e. A shade of brown colour resembling that of

the fur of a beaver ; more explicitly beaver-brown.

1895 CasseWs Fam. Mag. Feb, 234/1 A picture hat . . of
beaver brown velvet 1914 Scotsman 26 Oct. 12/2 The
shades are Steel, Oxford and Parson Grey, Mole, Beaver,

Fawn.
6. beaver-canal, -meadow^ -skin (earlier ex-

amples); beaver-eater (seequot.); beaver finish,

a finish giving a resemblance to beaver fur ; hence,

a finish in which the fibres are all laid in one
direction ; so beaver-finished a. ; beaver-sign
(=s tracks); beaver-tree, Magnolia glauca^ the

Sweet or White Bay of the U.S. ; beaver-wood,

(3) the hackberry tree of the U.S., Celiis occiden-

talis \ (b) the wood of the beaver-tree; beaver-
works (see quot.).

1889 Harper's Mag. Jan. 234/2 It is not so easy to deter-

mine what isand what is not a *beaver canal, x-j^-j Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 692/2 The luscnsy or wolverine.. .In
America it is called the *beaver.eater. 1904 Technol. Hf

Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), *Beaver Finish, 1909
Beaumont Finishing Textile Fabrics 11 The lateral sur-
faces of the fibres mainly resist the friction in the *beaver.
finished cloth. 1876 Fur^ Fin <V Feather Sept. 141 While
walking through an old 'beaver meadow .. he saw .. that
some large body was approaching htm. a 1848 Ruxton
Li/e Far West (1849) 28 Thar plans is plain to this child
as *beaversign. 1890 L. C. D'Ovle Notchesf^^ 1 had taicen

good stock of the beaver ' sign * and such things. x6z6 Caht.

J. Smith Descr. New Eng. (1865) 20 Wee got for trifles

neer iioo'Beuerskinnes. 1654 E. Johnson //«/. A'tfw £'k^.
xvii. 38 Having some small Trading with the Indians for

Beaver-skins. it-jZNeiv Castle Court Rec. -ziZ Mr. Tom.,
was debtor, .ye sume of seven pound and one bever skin.

1859 Bartlett /?/c/. Amer. (ed. 2), *Beaver-tree {Magnolia
glauca). Called also Heaver-wood, and sometimes Castor-
wood, probably from the preference shown by the beavers
for the bark as food, or for the wood as useful in their struc-
tures. 1866 Treas, Bot. s.v. Magnolia^ Magnolia glauca

BEDAZEMENT.
..is also known by the name of Beaver-tree, because the

root is eaten by beavers. 1833 D. J. Brownc Sylva Amer.
209 in Philadelphia and New York and in their vicinity,

this tree is called Magnolia, which denomination has

entirely superseded those of Swamp Sassafras and "Beaver
Wood, 1841 Rhind IHst. Veg. Kingd. ^s^/i Ihe Small
Magnolia... From its[wood] obtaining the name of 'beaver-

wood ', it is probable these animals at one lime were inhabi-

tants of the localities where it grows. 1880 Encycl. Brit.

XI. 360/1 [The hackberry tree] is also known under the

name of * beaver-wood ', and 'nettle tree*. 1889 Harper's
Mag. Jan, 230/1 ' *Beaver-works ', as the trappers call the

range of land and water occupied by a colony of bcavers-

Bea'ver-dam. A dam made by beavers.

1664 Plymouth Rec. 75 A small brooke. .called the beaver
dam brooke. 1676 [see Beaves '

6J. 1703 Col. Virginia St.

Papers I. 83 To three white oakes, by the East side of the
Tuckahoe Bever Dam. 1849 Parkman Oregon Trail 293
The stream was clogged with old beaver-dams. 1878 J. H.
Beadle Western Wilds xii. 188 It was the good old time.

,

when beaver dams adorned every stream in the mountains.
1903S. E. White P'orest xvi. 231 He knows the beaver-dams,
how many animals each harbors.

Beaverette (bfv3re*t). [f. Beaver i + -ette,]

An imitation beaver fur; also, cloth with a beaver

finish (see Beaver i 6).

1922 Daily McUl 12 Dec. 1 Pelt in superb quality pulled
Beaverette. I9a3 ISid. 16 Jan. i Beaverette stoles. Ikid.

29 Jan. I Rubber on strong Beaverette Cloth.

B^che-de-mer. for etym. read : Quasi-Fr.

of Englisli origin, altered from biche de 7nerj a. Pg.

bicho do mar, lit. sea-worm. And add : Also =
*Beach-la-mar.
1908 Jack London Cruise of Snark xvi, Bccbe de mer

English was the product of conditions and circumstances.

BeCC|.uerel (be*krSl). The name of a French
physicist, Antoine Henri Becquerel (1852-1908),
used attrib. in Becqttereli^s) rays (see quots,),

1896 S. P. Thompson in Philos. Mag. July 105 W'hile

agreeing with the Ronlgcn rays in the property of pene-
trating aluminium [etc.j, the Becquerel rays differ in the

circumstance that they can be refracted and polarized.

1897 — Light yisible -V Invis. 279 Becquerel 's rays possess

., the property of diselectrifying charged bodies. 1898
Physical Rez'. Apr, 239 Becquerel rays, or uranium raj-s, as

Becquerel himself called them.

Bectiiba (b/kwrba). [Tupi bicuiba, bicuhyba.'\

Used attrib. in becuiba nut, the fruit of the Brazi-

lian tree Myristica Bicuhyba ; beouiba tallow or

fat, a balsamic product of the becuiba nut,

1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 744/2 Becuiba tallow. [Source]

Myristica Becuhyha. (Principal use] medicine candles.

1889 Cent. Dict.^ Becuiba-nut.

Bed, sb. Add : 12. f. The body of a cart or

wagon, dial, and U.S.
CX700 Kennett,^/5. Lansd. rojj, Beddo{&ca.Tt, the body

of it. 1854 Miss Bakek North^npt, Gloss., Bed. , . 3, The
body of acart or waggon. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West
xxiv. 491 In this [bayou] we encountered dangerous whirls

and jump-offs, the wagon often plunging in up to the bed.

X904 W. H. Smith Promoters xviii. 270 Some of these beds
will hold more than a hundred bushels.

19. bed-book, a book read in bed ; bed-cord
(modern examples) ; bed-cover, (fl) a covering or

case for a feather- or flock-bed, etc. ; (*) a bed-

quilt ; bed-plane GeoL^ the junction between' two
layers or strata; bed-plate (U.S. quot.); bed-
sitting-room, an apartment serving both as a

bedroom and sitting room ; in University slang,

bed-sitter; bed-slip = ^^i/-c<?Z'tfr (a) ; bed table,

a small table or tray usually with a ledge at the

back and sides, adapted for placing on or over the

bed of an invalid person.

%^Z Publishers' Weehly g June 9373 *Cranford' was one
of the favorite "bed-books of the late A. C. Benson. 1874

j. W. Long Wild-Fowl Shooting 107 All you need to carry

besides your ordinary bedclothes is a common *bed-cord,

1886 Harper's Mag. June 58/2 Traces are made of hickory

or papaw, as also are bed-cords. 1837 United Serzice Jml.
June 107 Those *bed-covers which our grandmamas were
delighted to cobble together. 19x4 Sale Catal.y 100 Bed-
covers (or *Bed Slipsas they are sometimes named). x8m
Dana Manual o/Geol. (ed. 4) iii *Bed.[jlane faults are sull

another kind in which the plane of displacement is that

between two layersor strata. 1850 N. Kingslev Diary 107

Putting in timbers to set the "bed-plates to the Engines.

X91X H. S. Harrison Queed x. 119 The •bed-sitting-room

into which he now ushered his ^csts. 1916 W. Deeping
Sorrell <)r Son L § 2 A bed-sitting-room for me and the

boy. 1894 Daily News 28 June 6/3 In while enamelled
wood are some *bed tables...They arc for resting on the

knees while sitting up in bed.

Bed, V. Add : 6, b. To bed dawn, (of cattle)

to be bedded for the night. 6^^.

1903 A. Adams £.<7^C<'«'i<7j' viii. 110 Not a hoofwould bed
down. 1920 M ULFORD y. Nelson xxvL 267 After . . the great

herd had bedded down,

17. rejl. and intr. Of eels (see quots.).

1758 Binrults Descr. Thames 194 [They] get into the

soft Earth or Mud. .and bed themselves. 1883 G- C. Davies

Norfolk Broads xxxi. (1884) 239 Big and little [eels], start on

this singular voyage, . .and ' bed ' themselves. 190J Cornish

Nat7tralist Thames ^16 In winter the eels 'bed', i.e. bury

themselves in the mud.

Bedazement (brd^zment). [f. Bedazk v. +•

-MENT.] Bedazed condition.
1887 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. Ser. ii. ix. (188S) 311 This

bedazement with the infinite. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 30 June
7/2 The Unionist Party is bein^ caught in the Protectionist

toils before it can recover from its bedazement. X9x8 A. T.



BED-BUG. BEG.
QiriLLER-CoucH Foe-Farr^U x. 175 He followed me .. in

mere bcdaxement, speechless.

Bed-bag. [Bed sb.^ = I5ug sb.t 2 a.

Freq. in U.S., on account of the use oi bug in the general
sense of * insect '.

1809 R. B. Thomas Farmer's Almanac (Boston) July i

Ladies, for mercy's sake, see about the bed bugs. 1813 [:%ee

Bed j^. 18). 1834 S. Smith Maj. Dorvnitt^ 159 [He has]

gone back, .to New York. . with a bed bug in bis ear. 1863
BoUDHYE Fifth N. v. Cax^alry (1868) 348 With wise dis-

crimination be can trace The difference 'twixt the louse and
bedbug race. 1883 Nye Bated Hay 58 It seems the house
..has a lot of bedbug tonic. 1909 Century Diet, Suppl.,

Betibug'huuter, a rcduviid bug, ..which inhabits bouses,

where It preys upon bedbugs.

Bedder (be-dai). Universityslang. [See •-«B« ]
A bedroom.
1897 ^^'tstm. Gas. % Feb. 13 She*d want to come up to

my bedder and give me Somebody's beastly food for infants.

Bedding, vbL sb. III. Add :

bedding-ground U.S. = *UKr>-GRODXD ; bed-
ding-plane = bedpiam (*Bed sb, 19) ; bedding-
plate - bed-plate (Bed sb. 19).
1884 W. SHEPtieRO Prairie Exfier, 199 For the "bedding-

ground a bare open spot..away from (famp. 19*0 Hunter
Trail Drivers of Texas 215 It looked hke a 'round up*
when turning them off of the bedding grouod. xaoA Daily
CJkr^M.i^ Eteci/s Originally . . horizontal, the "bedding plane
now dip* gently to the south, loao X^ V. Pirsson Physical
Ge^l. (ed. a) 371 'Woe two layers will be separated by a dist inct

juncture pUuie..; this is stratification, and the juncture
plane ts called a bedding plane. 1879 Man. ArtilL Exerc.
aSS'lTie racer is secured to the •beddmg-plaie by steel bolls

with wrouKht-iroii nuts.

Beddy (be di), a, [f. Bed sb. + -y 1.] Of stone

:

Having natural cleavaees, with liability to split.

1709 T. K08INSON A'a/. Hist. Westmld, <y CumblH. xvt. 79
Umler this white Metal, comes in a beddy Free-stone,
which Is alwa)-s of a grey Colour. 18*9 Ctaver's Hist.
Deriy I. 88 The freestones, .. often called building stone..

(in (iistinctton from beddy stone, Aags or paviers). 1887
Baring-Goulo R. Cable xlii. He may discover, when he's

half cut it \sc. granite^ that it's beddy (liable to split). 189a
Sorthumbld Gloss, s.v., * Beddy freestone * is thus disiin-

guished from a compact, granular deposit.

Bed-ffronnd. U.S. [Bed sb, or v.] Ground
on which cattle are bedded for the night,
USD MuLroBD y. AV/iMixxvi. 367 The bed ground was

wol dioien and the nigbt oromiscd to be a good one. I9>i
— Hmr-io Three xvii. zaoThe best bed-ground on the ranch.

Bedlamer. Add: 2. A seal-hunters' name for

a hooded seal of one year old and a harp-seal of

two years old.

s8«4 Chmuiberes yrmi. I. 76 The bedlamer, or old hood
[loia >>99 Outing (U.S.) XXVII. n/i The harp seals.

.

post a tentmel, usually a bedlamer or two-year-old harp,
on one of the highest pinnacles of the Aoe. Ibid, 23. 3 The
* Scalp *

. . of the harp and bedlamer will average one hundred
and finy poands.

B^dUagton (be-dUntso). [Named after Bed-
lington in Northumberland.] In full Bedlington
terrier : A short-haired terrier characterized by a
narrow head, short body, and longish legs,

iMrgm in Daldel Brit. /^/^(iSSg) II. 33a Of the breed of
dogs for which this kxaJity ia noted, none has cau>«d k>
modi oootrovcrsy as the Bedlington Terrier. 1875 tn

V, Shaw iUmtr. Bk. Da^ x\x. (1S84-6) 14^ The Bedlington
Terrier should be broad m the nostril, with a flesh-coloured

noet. >ttA-6 Ibid. 143 llie support of the p*iblic at targe

baa not hitherto exteiidcd much Dcyood afforatng prizes for

lledlingtons.

Bed-post. Add ; Between you ami me and the

bed-post : in all confidence or secrecy.

1830 Mas. RovAix Leit.fr. Alabama 136 Between you
and I and the bed post, 1 begin to think it all a plot of the
prieKta. stja Lyttom Eugene A. tv. i. Ah, Mr, all very well

to &ay so ; hut, between you and me and the bedpost, young
inauer's quarrelled with old master.

Bed-rock. orip. U.S, (See Bed sb. 19.)
1850 N. KiNCSLSV Dmry 154 We are in for teeing the bed

rock all along the bottom. 1^1 Scheub dk Wmm% American-
ismu (1S7S) 171 The miner, .hopes to reach bed-rock, where
gold k Kwnd in qoantitiet. SS7

~

lestid i8x The material iavanal
the * bed-rock * is oewed. liM [see bko j». 10).

fi^ SW9 S. BowLSS OurNew West v. 99 Wc came down
to * Dcd-fock' as the miners say. t e. an extra flannel shirt

and a pocket-comb. iM} Nvs Baled Hay 65 Whenever tbe
dcad'beat poet strikes badrock. tfifoy 'O. Hf.nry] Roeuis

of Destiny iiL 53 From general topics the conversation con-
ccntraied to the bed-rock of grim personalities.

Bedside, Add

:

b. attrib.y as bedside boot, literature \ becUddd
manner, the deportment of a medical man at the
bedside of a patient.

1869 pNKymss Ste^^ing Heavemsmrd xxv. (1870) 337 He
wa^her'pct-doctor , be bad Mich 'sweet, l)ed-side manners*.
1884 Punch 15 Mar. isi Lmdy Visitor. *Oh that's your
Moctor, is it T What sort of a doctor is be 7 * Lady Resident.
MJh well, I don't know much about his ability 1 but hc'«

got a very good bedside manner !
' 1907 lyestm. Go*. 4 l>cc.

3/3 Sir Kay I.ankcster [at inaugural dinner of The Koyal
.Society of Medicine, Dec 3] claimed that . . to-day . . even
the ' bediide m.-inner ' was strictly guided by scientinc know-
ledge. 1907 Brit. Med. Jml. 38 Dec 1845/1 The ordinary
rKXion is that a good bedside manner consists of suavity
rarried 10 the verfre of civility. 1990 Comkill Mag, July63
Bedside Book«. Ibid. 64 Beds.ide literature.

Bedspread > be-d<ipred). Qx\^. U,S. [f. Bkd sb,

+ Spread sb, 8a ; cC Du. bed'de.sprei,'\ A light

thinnish coverlet for a bed, usually removed when
the bed ia occupied.

1873 (G. A. LawaaNCc) Sihrer-
jiauy waxes greatly richer as
Im (see Bkd jJ. 10).

1848 Bartlett Diet. Atner., Bed-spread^ in the interior
parts of the country, tlie common name for a ^^ti'-qiiilt, or
coverlet, 1887 Queen 29 Oct. ssS/i For bedspread and chair,
seats in your pink room. x888 Missouri Republican 24 Feb.
(Farmer) Mattresses, pillows, bedspreads,eic. xgi^Event'n^
Nems 15 Oct. 7/6 You will have a pretty, light.and warm bed-
spread at a cost of is, 74d. 19*6 British IVeekly 24 June
350/5 Silk bedspreads in rich colourings, with shot effects.

Bee ^ Add : 4. (Earlier example.)
1^6^ Boston Gas. ttOct. (Th.) Last Thursday about twenty

young Ladies met at the house of Mr. L. on purpose for a
Spinning Match ; (or what is called in the Country a Bee).

7. bee-balm, (a) the balm or balm-mint, Melissa

officinalis ; {b) American bee-balm^ Oswego tea
;

bee-ffum, bee-line (earlier U.S. examples) ; also

attrib. ; bee-loud a., resonant with the hum of
bees ; bee-louse, an insect of the family Brau-
lidsRj parasitic on bees, esp. Braula caeca i bee-
man, a bee-keeper or bee-master ; bee-martin
U.S,^ the king-bird {Tyrannus tyrannus)\ bee-
moth U.S.y Galleria mellonella : = wax-moth (see

Wax j^.l 12); bee-range U.S., a row of bee-

hives ; bee-smoker, a bee-keeper's apparatus for

driving smoke into a hive to stupefy the bees

while the honeycomb is being removed ; bee-tree
(earlier U.S. examples) ; bee-van, a van fitted with
the apparatus necessary for the use of an itinerant

lecturer on bee-culture.
190a Mary E. Wallkr Wood-Carver vL 364 Stalks of the

•bee-balm. x^ZMaJor Jones's Sk. rror. (Philad.) 143 (Th.)
.\ fisherman's house . . lookin* *bout as big as a *beegum agin
the everlasttn stone wall behind it. 1859 Bartlett Diet.
Amer. (ed. z), Bee-gunt^ in the South and West, a term
originally applied to a species of the gum-tree from which
bee-hives were made; and now to beehives made ofany kind
ofboards. 1830 Massachusetts S/y 24 Nov. (Th.) The squirrel

look a *bee Ime, and reached the ground <»ix feet ahead. x86a
LoWKLL Biglovi} P. Ser. 11. ii. 20 An' Concord Bridge, thet

Davis, when he came. Found was the bee-line track to

heaven an' fame. 1891 W. B. \%kt^ Lake Isle ofInnisfreex^
Poemt (1001) 126, [I will] live alone in the *bec<loud glade.

187s J. tiuMTCR Man. Bee-keeping %xx. 198 On the Con-
tinent of Europe a small insect known as the 'Bce-lowie,
Braula Ctrca. often infects the Bees. 1861 Trans, III.

Agric Soc. IV. 8a Our best 'bee men. i9a8 Daily Tel. 11

Biay 19/5 Uncontrolled swarming.. is not permitted by the
experienced modem beeman. iffai J. B. Grant Our Com.
men Birds 81 '{"he honey-bee aflords a most highly*prizcd
tidbit to the Kingbird, and the gratification of the bird's

taste has earned for it the name, *Bee-martin. x8ao Massa-
chusetts Spy 37 May (Th.) In&tinct teaches the 'bee^moth
to secrete herself, during the day, in the comers of the hive.

1837 Coi-MAM Rep. .-tgric. Mass. (18^8) 71 Tbe bee moih
is to be guarded against by making the crevices of tbe hive
tight with putty or glue. i86a Harris Insects injur,
veget. (ed. 3) 480 The group called Crambidse, or Cram-
hians, among which the bee*moth or waxmoth is to be
placed. 1B45 S. JuDD Margaret iii. 403 In the garden is a
Urg« ^Bec'ranye. t897 Westm. Gas, 7 Aug. 8/t A "bee-

smoker filled with tobacco and brown paper. 1817 J. BiiAt><

Bt;BV Trav. 33 llie hunters.. had found a *bee*tree, and
were returning to ihe boat fur a bucket, and a hatchet to cut
it down. 1834 BaACKCNRiix;e Recoil, xii. 139 A harmless
fellow, who followed bunting bee trees on the mountains for

a living. 1896 NeUural Sc/ence Oct. 3^3 County Councils
have alrtady done good work in providing lecturers.. by
mcaitt of tcaveUuig *bce>vans to many rural districts.

3^9 3. The name of the letter H. Bee aitck «
B.H., abbreviation of ' bloody hell '.

S9a6 Galsworthy Swan Son^ 1. vii, Mr. Blythe*s con-
tinual remark : * What the bceattcfa are they all about?*

Beech. 4. .\dd

:

beech disease, beech-wood (see quots.) ; beech-
drops earlier U.S. quot.).

190^ Daily ChroH. 3 July 9/ 1 * Beech disease {cryptococcus

fafi)u widdy distributed throughout England. 1815 Drake
Ctmcinmesti ii. 86 * Beech drops. 1^3 Dorlakd Med. Diet,
919/1 *Beeckmeed augmr^ xylose.

Beef, sb. Add : 3. b. Common !n U.S.
tjifi Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. Will. qj Six men .. put under

Guard on suspicion of killing a young Beef and 3 Calves.
•8 Richmond /nouirer ao Aug. 4/3 (Vh.) So little was
tbe faith of tboee wbo knew him, he could not be trusted for

a beeC it|| Southern Hist. Soc. Papers VI. 313 Behind
these came a beef, driven by soldiers... The beef was imme-
diately shot at and butchered. 1904 CLAiBousr. SeJ-euty-^ve
Vrt, Old Virginia 389 A beef. . was driven up and shot.

4. beefanimal^ cattle Examples).
1837 CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1858) 73 They agree to

pay 39 cents, for tbe offal of erery 'beef animal there
ftlaiigntered. S769 Washimgton Diaries IV. ^i Four droves
of *Beef Cattle for the New York Market. i8ot in C Cut
Cincinnati (1841) 188 To kill beef cattle. 1831 Pkx Guide
for Emigrants 169 The amount of beef cattle that Illinois

u capable at producing. 1890 L. C D'Oylb Notches 58 As
they go along ibey cut out, from among the * beef.cattle

',

tbe beasts that they branded yesterday. 1899 Scribntr's
Ma^, XXV. 116/3 We passed a herd of fine beef cattle on
their way to Santiago.

6. beefessence (see qaot. 1890) ; beef extract,

an extract of the solable fibrin of beef.

18*7 DtmcusOM Med. Lex.^ 'Beefessence. 1890 Bn.lings
Med. Dict.t Beefessencet cooked juice of beef, prepared by
introducing lean beef in small pieces into a bottle, and sub-

jecting it to heat of a boiling water'bath for an hour. 1894
GouLO Diet. Med, *Beefextractt tbe soluble fibrin of lean
meat partly desiccated.

Beefy V. Add : 2. To pat more muscle into, to

diive harder. U.S. (College slang.)
i860 Yale Lit. Mag. XXVI. 81 (Th.) The first boat in is

the winner of the race, so round they turn, and * beef her
'

for tbe home stretch.

3. To slaughter (an ox, etc) for beef. Also iransf.,

to knock down, U.S.
1889 Farmer Americanisms ^Z^ To beef, to kill oxen and

convert their flesh into beef. 1916 B. M. Bower Phantom
Herd xvi. 268, I calc'late I'd better beef another critter.

Z9a6 J. Black You Can't Win xiii. 185 When one of them
got peeved, .some hard-fisted miner beefed him Ukc an ox.

Beefy, a. Add :

Formerly used coUoq. in depreciatory sense of
* carrying an excess of flesh *, now usually with
favourable implication = heavy and muscular.
x86o All Y. Round No. 66. 367 There are no beefy boys at

these schools. 1865 Slangr Dict.y Beefy, unduly thick or fat,

commonly said of women's ancles. 1889 Cent. Diet., Beefy .

.

2. Brawny ; muscular ; hardy.

Beega(h, var. ff. Bigha.
Beehive. 3. Add: beehive tomb, a dome-

shaped subterranean tomb of the Mycenaean age.
1887 Mahaffv RatPibles Greece xv. (ed. 3) 417 A race.,

who constructed great beehive tombs. 19*8 Encyci. Brit.
XXX. 181/1 At Tiryns .. a beehive tomb, perfectly pre-
served and used throughout the classical period.

Beer,j3.l 4, Add : beer drink ^. Afr., a Kaffir

gathering for the purpose of drinking Kaffir beer.

189s Scully Ka^r Stories 182 Lukwazi rode .. from beer-
drink to beer-drink, and he was drunk most of his days.
i8m W. H. Brown On S. Afr. Frontier xv. 213 When the
bnde reaches her new home the event is celebrated with a
big dance and a ' beer drink '.

Beerless (bia-jles), a, [f. Beeb sby + -less.]

Without or unprovided with beer.
5846 Ford Gather. Spain xv. 169 This..tealess, beerless,

beefless land. 1909 Daily Chron. 24 ^unc 4/4 A beerless
public-bouse, where sugary non-alcoholic beverages are sold.

Beestie : see Bueesty.
loaa Blackw. Mag. Sept 408/3 A beestie . . splashed a

little water from his massack on his upturned face.

Beetle* sb.'^ 5. Add : beetle-orusher,
-squasher slang, a boot or foot, esp. a big one

;

an infantry soldier (Farmer Slang) ; so beetle-
crushing a,, wearing big boots ; belonging to the

infantry ; beetle-stone » Septabium 2.

1869 W. B. WooDGATE The O.V.H. xxi, The infliction

which the *beetle-crusher of a recent arrival bad just in-

flicted on his pet corn. 1870 Miss Brouchton Red as
Rose XXXV, What howible boots 1 Whoever could have had
the atwocity to fwame such beetle-cwushers ? 1897 Funck
30 Oct. 195/1 If you need a meal, you can boil your beetle-
crushers. 187X G. A. Lawrence Anteros xiv, The possi-
bility .. of exchange into a sedate, *beetle-crushing corps.

1859 Page Ha$idbk. Geol. Terms s.v. Septarium, Such
..nodules.. when split up. .exhibit very curiously marked
sections ; hence the names *beetle-stones, turtle-stones.

Beeve (biv). [sing, form derived from beeves^

pi. of Beef.] An ox ; = Beef sb. 3.

5847 Whittier Drovers 61 Each stately beeve bespeaks
the hand That fed him unrepining. 1890 Daily Neivs 4
Dec 8/3 Herefords are a noble type in all tbe points that
are expected in the modern beeve.

Before. Add : A. 2. (Later U.S. quot.)
1870 T. D. Price MS. Diary 34 Aug., Had Barney \sc. a

horse] .shod before [= on front feetj.

E. L b. The prep, in comb, with a sb., used a///7^.

1898 Daily ScTus 28 Sept. ^\ The * before luncheon * re-

hearsal. 190a Mabel Barnes-Grundy 7ViawMCd»'/ 83 These
before-brrakfast expeditions. i9o6B*nbssvon \lMTi^^What
becatne ofTarn 11. x, The oblieatory before people bravery of
good brwding. loao P. G. Wooehouse Damsel in Distress
iv, A fellow with the appearance of a before using advertise-
ment of an anti-fat medicine.

Begy ^b' [f- Beg ».] Card-playing, In Seven-np,
an act of begging (see next).

S897 R. F. Foster Complete Hoyte 289 {Seven-up) No
second be^ is allowed, but when only two play, if either

player is diaiaUs&ed with the new trump he may propose to

Dancb tbe cards.

Bafff V, Add :

2. n. Card-playing, Tn Seven-up, to ask for a

point, or three additional cards and a new trump
(said of the eldest hand).
X890 .Marah E. Ryan Told in Hills 255 Why^ you are

begging on a full hand, Mister. 1897 R. F. Foster
Complete Hoyle 289 If tbe eldest hand is not satisfled, he
sa>'S : I beg ; and the dealer, after examining his own
hand, has the option of giving him a point or running the
cards. I^d. ago Begging is resorted to by a player who
holds DO trtunps.

i. Said of a dog trained to sit ap and hold up its

fore paw» when told to beg,

1837 J AS. Vkiok Ltfe Goldsmith 1 1. 33 Teaching a favourite
dos to sicuprieht upon its haunches, or as is commonly said,

to beg. 1854 Wooo Ani/n. Life 98 Four cats ,. had taught
themselves the an of begging like a dog. ..They waited
until they saw the dog sit up m the begging position, and
immediately assumed the same attitude. 1884 Century Mag.
Dec. 108/3 To squat back and raise his front legs from the

f
round, much in the position of a ' begging ' poodle. I9a7
« V. Lucas Stray Ess. Dogs iv, 32 He begs even when

there is no meal in progress.

3. b, ellipt. for beg leave.

1767 WitKEs Corr. fiSos) III, 197, 1 shall very soon beg to

call the public attention to some points of national impor-
tance. 1698 Westm. Gaz. 99 Oct. 7/3 Ycu say, * I beg to

take exception *, which, of course, is not English at alt.

You mean, ' I beg (leave) to take exception *.

7. To make (one's way) begging.
1840 DicKKMs Old C. Shop xliv, To-morrow we will beg

our way to some quiet part of the country.

Bdge, variant of ^Bjeiqe.



BEGIN.

Begin, v. Add : 1. e. Usu. with preceding

negative : To make any (or the least) approach to,

to come anywhere near. C.S. colloq.

l8^ WitmingtOH (N. C) Commercial 5 Apr. »/' We
can't begin to come up to the prospectus. 185J J. Weir
Simon Kenton (Philad.) 13 Bust my buskins., if them

ar' kind of tactics would begin to do with the redskins.

186s Congress. Gloie Feb. 664/1 New York does not begin

to have sixty-nine thousand squ.^re miles. 1888 Harper's

Mag, Sept. 545/3 He got Bret to take her picture,, .and he

viid it didn't begin to do her justice. 1907 Howells
Through Eye o/Needle 43 Often there's a. .dinner that you
couldn t begin to get for the same price anywhere.

f. To compare in any degree with. U.S.

1897 ' Maiik Twain ' Fotlmnng Equator xxxviiL 347 In-

deed, our working-women cannot begin with her as a road-

decoratioa

Beginner. Add : 4. Arch. The lower part

of a inullion worked on the stone I'onning the sill.

1886 WlLUS & Clakk Cambridge II. 514 The mullions of

the four-light window.,do not correspond with tlie * begin-

ners ' on the sill.

Begoniaceons (b/gami^'-Jas), a. Bot. [f.

yao&IL. Begoniiuese: see-ACEOUS.] Of or belonging

to the family Begottiaceai.

1889 in Cent. Diet.

Begorra (b^gf^ra), int. Also begarra, be-

gorrah. Irish alteration of the expletive By God
(see God sb.'^ i.^, 14) ; cf. Begar, and dial. begor{z.

1839 Carlkton Fardorouglta xvi, Begarra, Captain dear,

it seems that good pteople is scarce. 1842 Lever J. Hinton
ii, ' Begorra, you're in it ', was the answer. 1856— Martins
of Cro' M. X, Be gorra ! when a man would give four

hundred for a bull, there's no saying what he'd stop at.

189s Jane Barlow Strangers at Lisconiieiit Finecompany
they'd be for anybody begorrab.

Begrudgingly (fe'igrf-dsigU), adv. [f. be-

g!-uJging ppl. adj. + -Lrii.] In a begrudging

manner or spirit.

i8s3 Fraser's Mag. XLVIII. 159, I looked begrudgingly
OM them as they occupied the whole pool. 1878 Hardy Ret.
Native VI. iv. The original owners . . cackled begrudgingly at

sight of such a quantity of their old clothes. 1890 Itlustr.

Land. Ne^.vs 29 Nov. 686/1 It was a narrow little way
begrudgingly left between these sullen hedges.

Behaviourism (bj'ih^i-vyariz'm). Psychol, [f.

Behaviode + -ISM.] A theory and method of

psychological investigation based on the study and
analysis of behaviour. Hence Beha'viourist, one
who practises this method ; also attrib. Beha-
Tionri'stic a. , of or belonfjing to the behaviourists

;

characterized by l>ehavionrism.

1913 J. B. Watson in Psychol. Rev. XX. 158 Psychology
as the Dehaviorist views it is a purely objective experimental
branch of natural science. Its theoretical goal is the pre-

diction and control of behavior. Ibid. j66, I feel that
behaviorism is the only consistent and logical functionalism.
1916 Boston Even. Transcript 26 July 116 A behavioristic
psychoIo<;y. 1921 Edin. Rev. Apr. 351 Psychologists are
divided into several camps, one of which, the American
* Behaviourists ', cares very little for the social aspects of the
subject. 1922 Titties Lit. Suppt. 20 July, The determinist
is logically driven to ' behaviourism '. Z924 J. B. Watsoh
in Psyclu lM\y 11 Behavioristic psychology.

Behind. Add

:

A. 7. (Later U.S. quot.)
1873 T. D. Price MS. Diary 19 Nov., Had Barnej' \sc. a

horse] shod behind [—on hind feet].

B. prep. 3. c. To be behind the times : see

Time sb. 5. Also attrib.

1905 Daily Chron. 14 Feb.6/3 Aslow-going, old-fasliianed,
bebind-the-times country,

C. as sb. 2. Australian Football. A point scored
when the ball is kicked behind the goal-line, within
a. specified distance on either side of the goal.
1888 Pall Mall G. 23 July 6/2 The visitors won by five

goals and ten behinds to four goals and eight behinds. 1890
Melbourne Ptinch 14 Aug. 107 '2 South Melbourne 3 goals
xo behinds.

b. (See qnot.)

18518 Encycl. Sport II. 743 (Eton football) Each side
consists^ of the * bully ', outsides, and behinds, but all except
the behinds are commonly spoken of as * the bully *. Ibid.^
The * behinds ' are ' short * and ' long behind ' and * goals '.

Behiuder (bftai-ndar). [f. Behind adv. +
-EB 1.] An operative in certain trades, as a tin-

plate worker whose work lies behind the rolling-
mill, and the man who works at the back of a
welding-furnace in a tube mill.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 105 Behinder. Tin Plate

W'orker. 1906 IVestttt, Can. 10 J une 2/ 1 Behinders [tinplate
millmen].

Beige (b?3), sb. and a. Also formerly bdge, [a,

F, beige adj.] A. sb.

1. A fine woollen fabric used as a dress-material,
originally left in its natural colour but now dyed
in various colours. Also beige cloth.
1858 SiMMoNDs Diet. Trade, Beige, a French coarse cloth.

1879 Casselfs Fam, Mag. Sept. 634/2 'I'he young lady..
is in bege and silk. Ibid. Nov. 755/t Her skirt is of siik
and beige cloth. 1882 Caulfeit.d & Saward Diet. Needle-
work s.v. Beige or B^ge, Beige is made of undyed wool, is an
extremely soft textile, graceful in draping, and employed for
morning and out-door wear. . . There is a description of this
textile, called snowflake beige, of a neutral ground. 1890
DoYlE Sign of Four ii. The dress was a sombre gtayish
beige, untrimmed and unbraided.

2. A shade of colour like that of tindyed and nn-

70

bleached wool ;
yellowish-gray. Also beige colour^

whence beige-coloured adj.

1879 Casseirs Fam. Mag, Mar. 249/1 Beige snades go
with moss-green- Ibid. 250/2 The hat. -is of bcge-coloured

Clush. iS^S Daily News g May 8/6 The colour of grass

iwn is technically known as beige. 1899 Ibid. 19 Aug. 7/4
Beige is the coolest possible colour.

B. adj. Of wool or woollen fabric, etc. : Of a

natural yellowish-gray colour.

1879 (implied in 2 above]. 1899 Daily News 20 Mar. 8/7
The creamy lace .. will be deep enough in tint to be beige.

1926 British IVeekly 24 June 250/5 The dress of beige lace

is very much liked just now.

Beignet (b^y^). Cookery, [F.] A fritter,

1892 Encycl. Ptact. Cookciy (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 132/1,
II. 34/2. 1901 Daily Chron. 7 Sept. 8/4 Cheese beignets.

Beisa (bai'sa). [Native name.] An African

antelope, Oryx beisa.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 454/2 Widely different. .is the

African group o^ Hippotraginai...Among these are ..the

Stlaight-horned gemsbok and beisa iOryx). 1921 Kdin. Rev.
July 105 Others, .are driving ostriches, gemsbok, and beisa

antelopes.

BejiLCO (bffh«ki7). [Sp.] A liana, esp. the vine

of tropical America Ilippocratea scandens.
iBaSViIhittikr Sla7-es 0/ Martinique 19 As the serpent-

like bejuco winds his spiral fold on fold Round the tall and
stately ceiba, till it withers in its bold.

Bekko(-ware). U^P-] Tortoise-shell.

1889 Rein Indtistrics Japan 421 Bekko, tortoise-shell,

comes principally from Chelonia imbricata^ L., the genuine
loggerliead turtle.

Bel : see *Bael.

Belar (bJ-lai). Also beela, belah, beala^
billa, beal. [Native name.] The Australian name
for the she-oak Casuarina glatica^ which the Colo-
nists name the bull-oak ; also, the wood of this tree.

i86a H. C. Kendall Poenis^ Kooroora 14 A voice in the
beela grows wild in its wail. 1868 J. A. B. * Meta * ip
Blazing fire of beal. 1874 Ranken Doin. Australia vi,

110 'i'hese scrubs ,. sometimes crown the watersheds as
•belar'. 1911 C. E. W. Beah The * Dreadfiought* 0/ the
Darling x'xx.. 188 Mulga trees, and belar.

Belatedly (bila-tedU), adv, [f. Belated///, a.

+ -LY i*.] In a belated manner.
1896 IVesim, Gas. 21 Sept. 3/3 A fact, .which her allies.

.

appear now somewhat belatedly to recognise. 1910 H. G.
Wells /iist. Mr. Polly ix. 240 He came belatedly in. 1917
Chesterton ShoH Hist. Eng, 219 Gladstone.. rather be-
latedly realized that the freedom he loved in Greece and
Italy had its rights nearer home.

Belatedness. Delete f Obs. and add

;

T.^'V^ Letter to F. J. Fumivall 7 Feb. (MS.), So please
forgive the belatedness—to coinaword—of my good wishesl
1922 Glasgow Herald 13 Oct. 9 Considerable comment is

being aroused by the long delay. ., but this belatedness is, I
understand, unavoidable.

Belay (bi'l^-), sb. [f. Belay v!\ A turn or
fastening of a rope by belaying (see Belay v, 5),
1908 IVestm. Gaz. 12 June p/i A special knowledge of

knots and roping method and belays might be their [sc,

mountaineers ] only .salvation.

Bel canto (bgl ka-nt^?). [It., = fine song.]

Singing characterized by full, rich, and broad tone.
X908 Daily Chron. 9 May 4''4 In New York musical critics

complain that audiences do not want Wagner, . . and that the
public flocks to tlie Italian bet canto. 1920 G.'asgow Herald
14 May 8 For pure bel canto the English blackbird is hard
to beat.

Bel&y. Adi: 4. e. The head. See also *Bat
sb.^ I b. slang.
191X H. S. Harrison Queedv'ii. 84 Something loose in his

belfry. 1911 R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter vl. 123 It's a
case of bats in his belfry on that one subject.

Belga (be'lga). [L., fem, of Belgus Belgian,

so. pectinia or i?ionHa.\ A Belgian unit of ex-

change equivalent to five francs ofBelgian currency.
1926 Tivtes 27 Oct. 21/3 Dealings began yesterday in the

Foreign Exchange market in the new Belgian currency unit,
the belga. 1927 Sunday Times t^ Mar, 14 When the
Belgian Government stabilised their franc, they established,
for the purposes of international exchange, a unit called the
* belga '...Tlie belga was established at 35 to the pound
(reckoning the pound as 4.86 2-3 dollars).

Belgravia (belgr^'-via). [f. Belgrave, a town
in Leicestershire, ground landlord of the site + -lA.]

A fashionable residential district in I..ondon, south
of Knightsbridge. Hence Belgrra*viaxi a. and sb.^

pertaining to or characteristic of, a resident in,

Belgravia.
1848 Thackeray Van. F. Ii, Ask the Reverend Mr. Thurifer

if Belgravia is not a sounding brass, and Tyburnia a tinkling
cymbal. Ibid.^ Her [sc. Semele'sJ myth ought to be taken
to heart amongst.. the Belgravians. 1851 Knight Cycl.
Lond. 758 Architecture.. in the Belgravian style. iSgx
Mayhew Lond. Labour (1861) XL 395/2 The patrician
squares of what has Ijeen called Belgravia and Tyburnia.
1864 M. Arnold Lett. (1895) I. 232, Ijust get here, within
reach of the Belgravian paradise. 1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV.
851/1 The fashionable Belgravia was built about 1825. 1891
Athemeum 27 June 824/2 That ineffable Belgravian, Lady
Galbraith. Ibid.^ The De Moleyns are excellent conven-
tional Belgravians.

Believe, v. 5. Add : Believe vie, used to
strengthen an assertion.

1807-3S Moore Ir. Melodies^ Beliez'e me x Believe me, if
all those endearing young charms..Were to change by to-
morrow Thou wouldst still be ador'd. X918 C. Sandburg
Cornhuskersy> Pike's Peak is a big old stone, believe me.
Belittle, v. I. (Earlier U.S. example.)

BELIi-BIBD.

J782 Jefferson Notes Virginia (1787) 107 So far the
Count de Buffon has carried this new theory of the tendency
of nature to belittle her productions on this side tbe Atlantic.

3. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1836 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. i. xxii. (1837) 226 When.,

they began to raise my dander, by belittling the Yankees.
"843 — Attachi vMiix. II. 39. I won't stay here and see you
belittle Uncle Sam, for notbin'.

Belittler (b^li't'lai). [f. Belittle v. + -eb >.]

One who belittles or depreciates.

1887 Daily News 27 Jan. 6/'3 The belittlers more than
half confirm the story they would be delighted to con-
tradict. 1898 Pop. Sci. Monthly LIU. 396 His bclittlcrs

emphasize Gerarde's ignorance of the classic writers on
botany.

^
ip20 Contemp. Rez'. Aug. 171, 1 protest against all

the patriotic belittlers of their own nations.

Bell, sb.'^ Add :

7- C. To ring the bell {co\\o(\.)'. to cany off the

prize ; to be the best of a lot : in allusion to the
ringing the bell attached to a strength-testing

machine.
1928 Piiblisliers' ll'eekly 26 May 2094 This [book] liberally

illustrated, with a great jacket, rings the bell.

12. bell-bottomed a., of trousers, having a
considerable increase in width from below the

knee to the bottom of the leg, giving a bell-

shaped appearance ; also, of an individual, esp.

of a class accustomed to wear such trousers

;

bell-bottoms sb. pl.^ bell-bottomed trousers;

bell-crater Gr. Antiq.y a bell-shaped bowl (see

Crater i) ; bell-hop U.S. and Cattada, a hotel

page-boy (cf. *Bell-boy) ; bell instrument, one
for signalling by means of a bell ; bell-mouth v.

trans. t to furnish with a bell-mouth, to expand like

the mouth of a bell ; bell-punch (see quot. 1884);
bell-push, the button that is pushed to ring an
electric bell ; also, a table bell to be nmg in this

way ; bell-shade, a bell-shaped light-shade ; bell-

signal, a signal transmitted by the bell-telegraph
;

so bell-signalling ; bell-skirt, a bell-shaped skirt

of a garment ; bell-telegraph, an instrument in

which two bells are used to transmit a message,
one indicating (by its tone) the movement of the

needle to the right, the other, to the left ; bell-

topper, a * topper ', top-hat, or tall hat, esp. one
of old-fashioned type with bell-shaped crown.
189Z Argus 5 Dec. 13/2 (Morris) The *belI-bottomed

baliottee. 1904 Daily Chron. 6 June 4/5 The crews were not
less smart in.. blue jackets and white bell-bottomed ducks.
1910 IVesttn. Gaz. 20 Jan. 2/3 A navvy with a three weeks'
beard and bell-bottomed trousers. 1029 DailyNews 10 Apr.
7/3 An official [of the Admiralty] said :. .' 'Bell-bottoms are
the Navy. Abolish them and youaboH.-*h the Navy.' 1921
Brit.Mus. Return 61 *Bell-crater,latered-fieure style. 1922
Short Stories Feb. 21/1, 1 ran into a ^bell-hop who was
paging me.^ 1926 Anita Loos Gentlemen Prefer Blondes 83
i'he boy friend of ours who is the bell hop, waked me up
at ten o'clock. X007 IVestm. Gaz. 29 Oct. 9,1 He used the
*bell instrument for the Kilbum signal-box. z88o Encycl.
Brit. XII. 463/2 It is often desirable to "bellmouth the
ends of pipes. 1883 Ogilvik SuppU *Bell-punch. 1884
Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Bell Punchy a hand-punch, for

perforating a ticket or trip slip. It secures tbe piece
punched out, and rings a bell ; in some instruments it also
registers the fares collected. 1894 IVestm. Gaz. 26 Sept. 2/2
Thanks to the bell-punch, the number of passengers carried
can now beestimated with tolerable accuracy, 1887 Casselfs
Fajn, Mag. 703/2 An indicating disc, which by its vibra-
tions tells the 'bell push.. of tbe person who has rung up.
imiBlacJcw, Mag. June 739/2 Pressing the bell-push to call

the steward. i^»o W. J. Gordon Foundry 140 At one
chair here some large *bell-shades for lamps are being made.
1905 fVestm. Gaz. 19 Apr, 8/1 He announced the fact..

by sending to him the block telegraph *belUsignal ' Vehicles
running away on right line ', 1905 Daily Chron. 16 Nov. 7^3
*Bell-signaUing between torpedo craft and submarines in

night-time. 1916*0. \iy.v.K^' Strictly Business -xx^Wt^ latest

thing in suitings with side vents and *bell skirt. 1874 Knicht
Diet. Mech.y *Bell-telegraphy . . invented by Sir Cbarlci
Bright. 1859 W. Kellv Life Victoria I. 263 note, *BeU-
topper was the derisive name given by diggers to old style

hat, supposed to indicate the dandy swell. Ibid.y Merchants
ventured to the Chamber of Commerce in the regular British
'bell-topper ', some of the nattier going the length of sport-

ing kid gloves. 1871 Simpson Recti, 6 A bell-topper hat.

1888 Far;EOS Miser Farebrothtr II. i. 3 On his head the
shiniest of belltoppers.

Bell, v.^ Add : 2. b. inir. with out. To spread

out like the mouth of a bell.

i<^ Blacktv. Mag. June 73i,'2 The skirt belled out like

an nverted campanula bloom.

Belladonna. 2. Add attrib.

1869 G. Lawson Dis. Eye (1874) 148 A fold of lint., kept
moist with.. the belladonna lotion. 1885 Buck's Handbk.
Med. Sci. I. 486;'2 The clinical history of a case of bella-

donna poisoning. Il'id.^ The patient.. had eaten.. about
thirty belladonna berries. 1890 Billings A/cd. Did., Bella-

donna-leaves. . . B. plaster, 1896 Daily A'civs 10 Sept. 2, 6
Belladonna poisoning, /bid.^ I'he belladonna liniment.

Belladonnin, -ine (beladf>*nin, -in]. C/um.
[f. Belladokn.v + -iNi^E.] An alkaloid obtained

from belladonna.
1880 yrnl. Chcm. See, XXXVIII. 410 Commercial bclla-

donnine appears to be a nuxtuie of beiladoiinine and atro-
pine.

Bell-bird. Add quotations :

1825 Waterton IVand. S. Avier. 117 The celebrated
Campanero of the Spaniards, called .. bcU-bird by the
English. X839 E. J. Wakeiield Adv. N. Zealand (1S45)



BELL-BOY.
I. 43 The melodious chimes of the bell-bird were especially
distinct. i84s /Aj(N'.S.) I. 90 The CosU-Rican Bell-biid
(Chasmorbynchus tricarunculatusi, 188a W. !« HuiXBR
Birds A'. Z. It Anthomis melanura- Bell-bird. Mocker.
Korimako. Malcomako. 1888 IbUi, (ed. a' I. 9a Anthornis
Melanocephaia. (Chatham-Island B*^ll-Bird.) 1903 Wtxtm.
Gaz. i3 Ocu 12 J The Banded ^xXX-Kizi. .(CaUngacincta),

Bell-boy. US. [Beu. sb^ i.] A boy who
answers the bell in a hoteU
18W Harfer's Mar. Dec 147/3 Neither of them had

observed the bell-boy s face as Beryl ordered her ice-water.
1893 Kate Sanbohn S. Califtrmta 10 Brought tack by a
passinK bell-boy, I shall nou keep a lighter rein. 1890 G.
Adb Doc. Hamt it to Lusk sent the bell-boy for a bottle of
whiskey. 1903 Smart Set IX. 13J3 A bell-boy arranged the
Irav on the taDle.

Belleter ,be-letai}. ma. [= bellyetter (^kll
i*.' 13).] A bell-founder.
1891 AlktHXum ij Sept. 360/1 On the tenor at Great

Bradley we recognire the time-honoured name of a belleter
whom Mr. Staiilschroidt. .restored to renown. lA^lbid.
16 July 103 The Van den Gheos, of Louraia and Malioes,
were hclleters of renown.

Belletrist. Add : attrib or as ndj. = Belle-
TuisTic. B«Uetri'>tioal o., Belletri'sticallyaa^'.
1840 Frastrs ,Maf. XXI. 199 No historical, biographical,

geographical, or belle tettristieal book . . would now have
much chance. 1889 J. ^L RosEnsoN Ea. Crit. MeHuni
40 The belletrist essays of Mr. Lowell have had a wide
poblic. iS^ J. Daviosom Bailouts H SoMgs 38 Heed not
bellethrist jargon. 1894 H'eslm. Gaz. 25 June 3/1 He
trifles bellettn-itically aitxind ghosts,..and the relation of
ghosts to rclifi:ion.

Belleville (belvil , in full Belloville boiler,
a large-tubt marine boiler, named after its designer.
Hence BelTtUed, BelvtUe-bollered ao>>., having
a lielville boiler.

1899 BfLLZx Waj' ir,m 84 Our fitne« is also a gland
tesUmoaial in {avour of the circular boilers, just as the
cniiltn'deficiencies are the reserse forthe Bcllevilles. Ibid.,
The many glaring defects of the Belleville boilers. 1901 Daily
Ckm. »7 June 3/7 In the Uitest Hyacinth (Belleville) and
Minerra(cylindncal)lrialstheBelleTilledshiphasbeenanall.
loond victor, ijos HmcjkI. Hril. XX VI.383 j The large-tube
type hitherto generally used is the ' Belleville ' boiler (which,
however, has been adversely criticized, and was reported
against by the Admiralty Boiler Committee in 1901). 1903
WtUm. Gax. i3 Feb. 73 The Belleville-boiiered 'Hyaciull?
has.. broken down. 1904^ Dait^ C/iron, 4 .Aug. 3/3 The Com.
auttee experimented with cylindrical lioilers in the Minerva
and Saxonia, with Bellevilles in the Diadem and Hyacinth,

Bellite (bebit). [ad. Sw. btllit.^ An ex-
plosive consisting of a mixtare of ammonium
nitrate and metadinitro-benzene, invented by Carl
Lamm of Stockholm.
•Ma DaUy t/mt a Fsb. 6/7 BcIIita was bmt in a fira,

•washed by a bwry weighi. dropped from a height of
it fat, and plaod beaida blastii« powder, whidl was find.
With no explosion of the bellite.

BeUnm {be-Xfm). [a. Pers. balam; cf. balaum
%. r, Baloon in Ynle Hobscn-Jobson, and see Bal-
LOOK j4.*] a small boat or canoe used in ports
along the shores of the Persian Gnlf.

l:tpi Wide Wrrld Mag. VI. 4*4/1 Queenie was landed
easily enough in a Mlnm. uiA Si« V. Hoesley in Li/e
(1914) 310 The whole real traffic of ibe plaoB is doaa. .by
' bcllnnu : these are exactly like dngonls.

Bellwort. (Earlier examples.)
..•••^ *- *«>' CleusM. Btl. «5 tMmlmHapeTf0liat<i.
Mealy Bellwon. . . U. grmmdiflcra.\jutfi^iiKnA Bellwort.

Bell^, sb. Add : The sonnd-board of a piano.
Also Comb., as belly-bar, -bridge ; bellyman, the
workman who makes antj fits the ' Ijelly '.

, «•« C. Dodo Brit. Maim/. IV. 155 The 'bellyman ' or
'soonding-boaid maker'. 190S Hasluck Piaivis 21 Prick
Ihraogh die belly about every s in. with a small bradawl;
thb will help in putting on the belly bridges. vua^Sci.
/ftaw. 5»//. 6 .May 24 <3«The sou nd-hoard . . hsiTed bmeath
with batons.. technically 'belly-bars', which strengthen the
belly. 1910 Daily Chran. 19 Jan. i»'7 Pianos. Bellyman
and marker-off contractor wanted.

Belly, V. Add : 4. To remove the wool on the
belly of (a sheep) before shearing. Australia,
ion in WcBSTSB.

Beloid (b«-loid\ a. [f. Gr. fiiXen arrow, dart^
-OID.] Arrow-shajied ; spec, in Craniometry,
having a broad occiput and narrow frontal region.
1901 G. Sekci MedittrraneoH Race v. no These six

photographs present one (skull] of beloid shape.

Belong, V. 4. b. Substitute : With an adv.
or advb. phr. (esjx here, where = to this or these,
to which), also without const : To be related or
connected ; to have a certain connexion indicated
or implied in the context, orig. i/..?.
I«6i (in Dictl 1*66 Augusta Wiijon Si. Etmt x. To re-

place It in the glass box where it belongs. 1889 Walt Whit-
KAK in C«/«rT. ;V,^r. (,9, , ) , , !»„. ,j6/aHe was not a ckjset
man, belani;ed out-of-doors. 1897 N.EJ). i.t. Pit ».' aTbe
first example given under .. 3 may belong here. 190a E. Car.
rxarxx Cniitualum ii. 58 'Ihe theories of Science geneially
bsloog under the second head. I9a4 D. H. Lawsaxca
Emglandtyt He was still in the choir of Morley Cbapel—
•ot very regnUr. He belonged just because he had a tenor
«>«ce, and enjoyed singing. 1984 Anna D. Sf.i<;wicic Little
French Girl I. x, I saw yon took to each other. I saw
you belonged with each Mber. Ibid. 11. xiv, From the first
moawnl 1 saw her I felt that she belonged

Below, adv. L Add: Phr. Belnv tlure! a
warning addressed to persons to beware of a
descending object.

71

1896 Bnv Belts 6 Mar. 164/2 One man was t\ ing a paint-
pot to the rung of the ladder, the cord slipped,' down came
the pot, the man singing out ' Below there V
3. (Earlier and later U.S. examples.)
1&45 SprifvfieU Rec. I. 164 The Brooke in the longe

meddow. .and the Brooke a little below on the other side.
1817 Essex Inst. Hist. Call. VIH. 238 Mr. Lefavour of
Salem, who was Uving below, had come up here on business.
1845 biMMS IVignwi tr Cabin Ser. 1. 16 There's ne'er a
house either above or below for a matter of fifteen miles.
6. = below zero (see B. 6 a).
1904 M AKY E. Wali-kr iVood-Carver ii. 82 (It was] twenty.

,
seven below this morning.

!
Belt, f*.l Add : 1. &. To tighten (etc) one's

belt : to stave off hunger for lack of a meal.
."?'. L^'^? C. O'Malley XX 'Perhaps not' lisped Mel.

yille, tightening his belt; 'but It's devilish convivial". 1876
BtsANT & Rice Golden Butterfly Prol. i, ThU pilgrim
has tightened his belt to stave ofl" the gnawing at his
stomach. i8<s Ride* Haccahij A'. Solomon's Mines vi,
UmboM..with a leather belt strapped so tight round his
^omach to make his hunger small', as he said. 1891
Kirusa Life's Handicap 290, I also was once stan-ed, and
Ughtened my belt on the sharp belly-pinch. 1907 Mulforu
Bnr.30 V. 46 They's three things that's good for famine..
Yu can pull in your belt, yu can drink, an' yu can eat. 1987
Obsert'er 24 Apr. 15 '3 A travelling troupe who quoted
Comeille while tightening their belts.

2. d. A zone or district. Usu. with defining term
as black, com, cotton, wheat bell. US.
'•71 R- SoMEas SouthemStates xxxvii. 263 The 'Cotton

Bell of the Southern States. 1875- [see • Black belt). 1891
tiarfers Mag. Aug. 446. 2 A fierce storm swept over the
whole gold belt. 1903 A. B. Ha«t Actual Got't. 116 Illinois
IS divided into a wheat belt, a corn belt, and the city of
Chicago.

3. b. In a machine gun, a length ofwoven fabric
or of metal plates pinned together, fitted with
cartridges and revolving on the feed-block.

r
'?!^,'*'"<3':/- Brit. XXX. 403 I Figs. 7 and 8 show the

feed.block and method of packing the cartridge belts.
The greatest number usually earned in a belt is 250. Jbid.
406/1 A belt of cartridges.. has been placed on the feed-
wheel. 1914 Scotsman 26 SepL 5/6 The belt of the gun
[k. a Maxim] was still charged.

6. b. bait-driven a, Aleck., driven by means of
a flexible endless belt ; hence belt drive, driving
mechanism of this type ; b«lt-knife, (a) a knife
carried in % belt for use as a weapon, hunting-
knife, etc; (*) U.S., a revolving knife on the
band-saw principle, used in splitting hides or
skins ; belt line, a railway or tram line that makes
a complete circuit of a city; so belt tram.
1906 .Molar Cycles ^ horn to manare them (ed. 10) 80

Types of -Belt Drive. 1907 Daily Clknm. ij Oct 8/s A
motor cycle. . wiih belt drive. 1893 Jmt. SocArts 5 May
6»»/i Seventeen dynamos, all •belt-driven. 1906 IVeslm.
CoM.ti Mar. lo/s The old belt-driven Bern [motor car) of a
prehistoric past, taog Ibid. 30 Jan. 4 i A belt-driven fan.
89a Nasmith SluJenfs Cotton Sfinning; Index 428 •Belt
Driving, ttgg Daily Neiusti Mar. 5/7 That they had not
. .so much as a 'belt knift 1909 H. G. Bennett Manuf.
leather 279 There are three types of splitting machine, the
union ', the vibrating knife, and the hand-knife (or belt-

knife) machine. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 6^ The
helt-llne railway, running largely in cuttings and under-

graand. 1894 J. Dal« Rimnd ike World 333 The 'belt
tram took us round the city, 8 miles.

Belt, rM colloj. [f.B«WP.(sen8e4).] A heavy
blow or stroke.

,1899 SoHEEViLU & Ross Ejc^r. /rish R.if. ai7 Will I
give hun (jc. a horse) a couple o" Ijelts, your Honour ? 19S7
Clnsgem HermU ai Aug. 11 [He] took three mighty belts
at the ball.

Belt, V. Add : 2. sfec. to girdle (a tree) by
stripping off the bark. U.S.
. ••SS St«othe« Btaciweaer Chrtm. xiv. 216 One man,..
in a hundred days, would belt or deaden one hundred acres.
0. trans. To connect with a machine-driven belt.

Also aiiol.

»J-S. TnoHnoN Mech. Lim>ty^ xxir. (1908) 169 The
of tha pulley on the motor to which it is belted will

decrease the speed. Ibid. 172 To drive the machine by
belting directly to the intermediate shafL

7. inlr. To hurry, to bustle, dial, and U.S.
xtvt' Cloncesler CUss. (E. D. S.), Belt v. to racket orbu^ about. 1894 0»/i«r (U.S.) XXIV. 57/2, 1 belted along

as ast as the waders and treacherous footing would allow.

Be'ltfbL [f. Belt sb.^ + -ful.] As many
cartridges as are contained in a belt
1916 BtiYD Cablx Action Fronlin Tbe first [aoti-airciaftl

gun opened with a trial beltfuL

Belting, vbl. sb. Add :

1. b. Beating, thrashing.
ltS4 Miaa Baker rforlhamfl. Clots. s.v. Belt, • He got a

good belting'. 1896 A Morrison Child of Jage 33 The
belting was bad . . very bad. 1907 Westm. Cns. 16 Aug. s '2
He u a very had boy. . . After a ' belting ' he seems worse.

2. (Add quotations.)
t88f A. Damisli. Princ. Phyt. i«s Bell inf!.—There is a

very interesting and familiar case in which friction serves as
a means for the transmission ofenergy—that is, transmission
by machine-lielting. 1898 H'eslm. Gat. 14 J.-in. 9/3 Men
mounted the belting of llie ship, x^xalbid. 11 Jaiu 5/a The
snapping of some of the steel belting.

Bematist (b»m4tist). [ad. Gr. 0rifuiTiaT^s, f.

fifinari^uy lo measure by paces, f. e^na pace, step]
An oflicial road-mc.isurer or surveyor in the time
of Alexander the Great and the Ptolemies,

190BJ

BENCH-LEGGED.
187s Encycl. Brit. 1 1. 7,8/2 The bematists or surveyors of

Alexander and the Ptolemies. i88« Sheldon tr, filauberl's
SalammM x. 242 The bematists of Euergates, who measured
the heaven by calculating the number of their paces.

Bemusedly (btoia-zedli), adv. [f. Bbmosed
tpl. a. -1- -LY 5.] In a bemused or bewildered
manner or condition.
1896 A. lHosRiaott Child o/yago 141 'Lor', she said be-

musedly. 1921 A. S. M. Hutchinson I/Winter Comes iii.
iL § I He spoke bemusedly. No need for caution that he
could see.

Beiniiseinent (b/miw-zment). [f. Bbmcse-i-
-MENT.j Bemused condition.
1907 Galsworthy Country House I. viii. The devilry,

mockery, admiration, bemusement, had gone out of his
face. 1921 A. S. M. Hutchinson Ij Winter Comes 11. iv.

9 9 She threw away the bemusement in which she had sat.

Benab (be-naeb). Also benaboo. [Arawak
{u)bannabuhu.'\ In Guiana, a shelter made of a
framework of poles, covered with branches and
leaves.

1899 RoDWAY Guiana Wilds 251 The benab was the pro-
perty of the Mission, and had been put up for the accommo-
dation of visitors. i9aa Blndnu. Mag. July lo/i There are
Indian benabs, close by in the forest.

Benatlira (benatw-ra). [app. alteration of
BenITIEB on some wrong analogy.] A holy-water
stoup, benitier.
.t*8 j. Maclean Hist. Trigg Minorl. 508 On the eastern

side of the south door b a fine Benatura, . . well carved.
1891 Athenaeum 28 Mar. 412/3 Dr. Fryer, .reported the
discovery of the site of an ancient Benatura in the south
porch of St. Mary Redclifie.

Bench., sb. Add

:

7. (Illustrations of U.S. use.)
i8«i Deb. CongressMsi) 2116 Towards the left flank this

bench of high land widened considerably. 1846 E. Bryant
Jf.ia/ / sam in California (1849) 133 The mountains on
both sides rise in benches one above another. 1873 J- H.
Beadle Undevcl. li'estxxiv. 481 We turn south-west, rising
by successive ' benches ' to a vast barren table land. 189a
Harper's Mag. lune 100/2 The hills and upper benches, all
covered with selfcuring bunch grass, will still remain. 19x0M ULFORD 7. Nelson xii. 129 Right on them benches on th'
east end of th' mountain.

b. Geol. A natural terrace marking the outcrop
of a harder seam or stratum.
1884 Science 13 June 729/1 On this rest argillaceous, splen-

dent, siliceous talc schists. . % and on these, thi ee benches of
conglomeraies.tufl's.and argillaceous schists and lime-stones.
189S Westm. Caz. ao May 9, i The same feature will doubt-
less exist as each bench is worked.

O. "The ledge or floor upon which the retorts
stand in a retort-house ; also, a set of retorts ; also,
the complete furnace or oven containing a set of
retorts.

1841 Civil Eng. 4 Arck. fml. IV. 100/2 The works are
laid out in eight distinct sections of ten ' benches ', or thirty
retorts each, igso Conquest May 320/3 In a large retort-
house the settings are built in benches containing as many
as 150 'through retorts.

9. benoh-man, an operative who works at a
bench, in various trades, as a joiner ; also, a cabinet-
maker who assists at bench-work, a labourer who
works at a coke bench; bench-root Agric., 'an
abnormal root development due to the presence of
tough seed coats ; the roots are often twisted to-
gether or badly formed ' (Webster Wu'i/rtia'n 1918) ;
benoh-ahow(U.S. quot.); bench test, a test of
a motor engine carried out in a workshop before
fitting it to a motor body ; benoh-wagon US.,
an open carriage with seats across it; bench-
warrant (mod. U.S. example).
1901 Daily Chron. 7 May 10/6 Boot trade.—Good 'bench-

man wanted for repairs. 1887 Harare Mag. May 934/

1

The American "bench shows furnish an opportunity to
most readers to see the best mastiffs in the country. 1909
Westm. Gaz. 6 Apr. 4/2 Their . . 38 h.p . motors which
recently underwent a 132 hours' continuous running •bench
test at Coventry. 188c Howells Silas l.afham (1891) I. 88
Lapham arrived.. in his four-seated 'bench.wagon. 1878
J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxxii. 514 Another called for
the immediate arrest of Brigham on a bench warrant before
he could fly the country.

Bencll, V. Add

:

3. o. tram. To put (a dog) on a show-bench
for exhibition ; to exhibit at a dog-show.
1891 Times 28 Oct. 11/5 .Almost every breed of spaniel is

benched, \ttfi Standard 1 Dec. 26 Possibly the soundest
coloured Chow ever benched. 19S4 Westm. Gas. 22 Oct.,
Among those benched at the Toy Dog Show., will be black-
and-tan miniature dogs,

5. trans. To turn off, to discharge. US. slang.
1917 Mathewson Sec Base Sloan xvi. 234 Some of you

stuffed sausages will be benched mighty quick if you don't
wake up.

Bench-land. ^..S". [Bencb r^. 7 : see above.]
Land situated in, or forming, a ' bench '.

1857 W. Chandless fisit SaltLakeu. x. 326 Bench.land
fifty or hundred feet above the water-level. i86a B. YouNt;
frnl. Discourses IX. 169 We can gather from this bench
land—this gravelly .soil—thirty bushels of wheat to the acre.
i8<8 Life among Mormons 71 The entire valley, with all

the bench-lands and the mountains surrounding these. 180a
Harper's Mag. June 96/2 The bench lands form the bulk
of what remains.

Bench-legged, a. U.S. [Bench sb. i.] Having
the fore-legs witlc .Tpart.

z866 C H. Smith BillArp 159 Dodds says,, .he'd have his



BENCH-TABLE.

soul transmigrated to a Unch-lrg'd fice (dog). ^^"P»''''f
V«- Aug. 485/:. Selling his little bench-legged mule to a

ra«fo"^ showman. .903 A. Adams Log C""*^-^^"- 79

The Indians-little bench-legged I?""'" «f'5,"rTl „Uh
them. Ibid. XV. 100 A long bench-legged black dog with

a Dutch name. .. „ , rri.„, „ t

Bench-table. HUt. [f. Bench rf. + Table .*.

8 c] An official body of benchers of the Inner

Temple : see quot 1896.

\6^C<d. Innir TcmfU Rcc (.90O '
j
'^
'."Oj^"'!^'

tlKbinch table that Kenricke Eyton..and Ralph Sumner,

do by?he beginning of Michaelm^ term next wnte a court

hand i69» Sherlock (///&) A Sermon Preached at the

Temple-cSurch, May 29- >69^- And Printed at the Desire of

thefcnch-Table of the Honourable Society of the Inner-

Temple. 1896 Col. Inntr TcmpU RccA. Introd. p xxxiu

The officers of the house, .met together frequently at what

was and is known as the Bench Table, when orders were

made for the governance of the Inn.

Beild,^*.* Add:
2. b. The bends : a disease incident to those who

work under high atmospheric pressure, charac-

terized by paralytic and apoplectic symptoms.

Also called caisson-disease.

1804 IVeshu. Gaz. 16 Oct. 3/2 The pressure.. is quite

enoMh to give the men a dose of the ' bend U«l as It is called,

igoa /<//«- July 485 That.. terrible air-pressure disease

kUwn as the • binds \ 19.3 Pembrey * Ritchu's Cm. Path.

«4These pains Uc. in Caisson disease] pass off in a few hours,

and are known to the workmen as 'bends', apparently be-

cause of the flexed positions which they induce.

5. b. The curve of a gun-stock, shaped to ht the

arm of the person for whose use it is made.

1850 'Stonehence' (J. H. Walsh) Shot-gun /, Sportvig

Rifle IV. i. 220 In addition to the adaptation in length

and bend of the stock, it is also.. bent sideways. 1891

Greener Breech Loader 73 The distance from a to heel,

and from b to comb. This is the bend.

c. A curved drain-pipe. .

1884 Knickt Diet. Mech. Suppl., Bend, a flexed pipe,

changing the direction. 1908 Animal Manngem. 53 Any

change of direction being made by curved pipes or bends .

d. In a carding machine, the semicircular frame

which carries the brackets in which the rollers are

borne ; also, in a carding machine of the revolving

flat type, the curved surface which sustains the

chain of flats.

i88< SpoHs' Encycl. Iiiduslr. Arts V. ao73 As the peri-

phery passes round to the cylinder, the teeth are then in

the act of ascending (the bend being thus in the opposite

direction), and presenting facilities for being stripped of the

wool they have acquired, ligotf>.sk\th Mod. Cotton.Sfinn.

Mach. 64 The phrase 'bend' should only be applied to

that portion of the mechanism upon which the flats actually

travel, xtg^— Student's Cotton Spinning loi The whole

of the rollers are borne in brackets fixed to a semicircular

frame boiled on the lower frame P, and known as the bend
,

the brackets having open bearings formed at their heads.

in. 10. Phrases. On the bend : by means that

are not straightforward, ' crookedly '. To go on the

(or a) bend : to go ' on the spree
' ; cf. "Bender 5 b.

slang.

1863 Jeaffreson Live it Doiun xxviii, I'll order my
executor to buy my coffin off the square. He shall get it on

the bend;somehow or other. 1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle <5-

Mocassin 84 They do say as he was 'customed to go on a

scoop—on a bend, occasionally, as itwere. 1891 Kipling City

Dread/. Nt.yi The gallant apprentice maybe a wild youth

with an earnest desire to go occasionally ' upon the bend .

1S91 — Life's Handicap (1915) I. B2, I went on the bend

with a intimate friend.

b. Above one's bend : beyond one s powers. U.ii.

183s Crockett Tourdown East 44, I shall not attempt to

describe the curiosities here [at Peak's Museum); it is above

my bend. 1848 J. F. Cooper Oak Open. (De Vere) It would

be above my bend to attempt telling you all we saw among

the Redskins. 1871 Schele de Vere Americanisms iiSj2)

577 Above one's bend means, above one's power of bending

all his strength to a certain purpose.

Bender. Add

:

4. b. A leg. U.S. slang.

1849 LoNGF. Kavanagk xii, Young ladies are not allowed

to cross their benders in school.

5. b. A bout of drinking, a spree ; a riotous feast.

U.S.
i8»7 Neviip. in Bartlelt Diet. Amer. (1859), A couple of

studenu of Williams College went over to North Adams on

a bender. 1848 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. l. Introd., 'Two
Gunners * 39 * 1 won't agree to no such bender,' Sez Isrel

;

' keep it (the goose) tell it's tender.' i8«i Ibid. Ser. 11. i. 272

To go off on benders, .an" waste their time in foolin'. 1886

J. Hatton Old Ho. Sandwich I. 11. iv. 82 The boss of

Drummond's Gulch may be said to have begun his ' bender
',

as a bout of drunken dissipation was called in these regions.

190a A. D. McFaul lieClidtien xv. 177 Jim took the money,

and started for the city on an old fashioned bender.

7. A big or good specimen of its kind ; a

' whopper , ' bouncer', ' corker ' (j.ai. dial.).

184X Daniel Bride of Scio 190 (E.D.D.) Ma vice t=fistl

es wat I kal abendur. 1891 Hartland Gloss. s.v., ' A proper

bender, an' no mistake!" itoS Kipling Day's IVori,

William the Conqueror iBo By Jove, it's a bender of a night.

Bendin{f, vbl. sb.^ Add

:

2. b. spec. The curvature of a beam. Bending

moment, the moment tending to produce curvature

in a beam. Bending stress, pressure that causes

curvature in a bar, beam, etc.

i8g8 Bending moment (see Moment si. 8 b). 1876 Encycl.

Brit. IV. 290/1 The moment of this couple must be equal to

the moment of the couple tending to bend the beam at this

section, or to what is called the bending moment. 1887

n
Ibid XXII. 604/1 The strain produced by bending stress in

a bar or beam. jSH Lociwood's Diet. Terms Mech. Engin.,

Bending, or Flexure, the curvature of a beam about its

axis or central plane. . , . , .

7. The action or process of shaping wood, iron,

or other material by pressure instead of by cutting

or casting. Chiefly attrib. and Comb. :
bending

machine, rolls ;
bending cradle (see quot. 1874);

bending form, a kind of bench anvil used in bend-

ing steam, gas, and water pipes ; bending slab,

an iron floor upon which ships' frames are bent.

1874THEARLK Naval Archit. 132 The 'bending cradle is

composed of a pair of stout iron vertical frames, between the

bars of which transverse beams of iron, bent to the neces-

sary curvature, are secured. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.

Suppl. 97/1 Bending and Straightening Machine. Ibid. 97/2

A French bending machine, for cart and wagon tires. 1888

Lockwood-s Diet. Te,-ms Mech. Engin., bending Rolls

heavy rollers of cast iron or steel set in strong standards, and

used either for the straightening of crooked plates or lor

bending them into arcs of circles or into complete cylin-

ders. Ibid., Straightening machine,. .2. machine in which

channel, angle, and bar iron are straightened or bent, in

boiler and smiths' shops, by squeezing. ..Since it will bend

as well as straighten it is also called a bending machine. 1890

W J. Oonuo^ Foundry taX\x ' bendmg-slab —a pavement

of square masses of iron,.. large enough to take any frame

required in the ship to be built.

8. Horsemanship. (See quot. 1891.)

1801 I. M. Brown Polo 323 The 'bending' course is a

capital institution, of which I believe the Earl of Harrington

was the originator about eight years ago. Two lines ot

sticks should be set up 20 yards apart and parallel to each

other. The sticks should be about 7 feet high and 8 yards

apart. . . Then begin by cantering your pony up one side and

down the other zigzagging between the posts. Ibid., I may

here remark that this ' bending ' c6mpetition is the most

invaluable practical test of a really good polo pony. 1900

Daily News 16 Mar. 3/4 The bending competition, in

which the considerations of pace, precision, riding, and

'make' (of a pony] are joined in equal importance. 1908

AnimalManagem. 153 The ' bending ' lessons of the riding

school. loza Times 20 June 7/2 Both [polo ponies) being

particularly handy at turning and bending.

Bendy (be-ndi). Also bendee, bendi, bindy,

banda. [Hind. (Hindi) bhindi.'] The plant Hi-

biscus (or Abelmoschm) esculentus, also the fruit

of this plant. Also attrib. = Okbo.
i8ia Maria Graham Jrnl. Resid. India 24 The bendy,

called in the West Indies akree, is a pretty plamt resembling

a holyhock. 1813 J AS. Forbes Oriental Mem. I. 32 The

banda (hibiscus esculentus, Linn.) is a nutritious oriental

vegetable. 1866 Treas.Bot. ir35/i Tetrameies. . .This tree

is the Jungle-bendy of India, and the Weenong of Java.

1927 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 678/2 Flanking the western slopes

were the dense bendi scrubs.

Bendy-tree. (See quot.)

i88« Yule & Burnell Hobson-Jobson, Bendy-tree, \'R\s,

according to Sir G. Birdwood, is the Thespesia pofulnea.

Benedictiness (ben/diktines). [f. Bene-

dictine + -ESS.] A nun of the Benedictine order.

187a J. Morris Condit. Cath. under Jas. /p. ccvii. note.

Father Gerard. . took one (image) to Ghent,which he gave to

the English Benedictinesses there. 1909 Dublin Rev. Jan.

61 We liave Benedictinesses at Ea.st Bergholt (etc.).

Benedictional (ben/di-kjanal), a. [f. Bene-

diction + -AL.] Of or pertaining to the pronouncing

of a benediction.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 238/2 Small benedictional

crosses belong to each altar, and processional crosses are

common [in the Coptic Church).

Beuedictionally (ben/dikjanali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY 2.] In or by way of benediction.

1911 W. De Morgan Likely Story 208 I he old lady . . kissed

her benedictionally.

Benefact (be-n/Tsekt), V. [Back-formation f.

Benefactor.] trans. To help or endow as a bene-

factor.

(1594 O. B. Questions 3 Whose benefacting .. extended

chiefiie to their supposed children and Paramoures.) 1898

E. W. B. Nicholson in Westm. Gaz. 10 June 2/3 Mr. Glad-

stone.. offered to try to get one of the richest men in the

world to benefact us. 1913 Chamb. 'jrnl. Aug. 507/2 He
did not want to benefact Hamborne in any kind of way.

1914 Serena Blandish vii, The benefactress was gone, and

the benefacted remained alone to ponder her benefactions.

Benefactrix (be-ni'fsektriks). [mod. L., f.

Bbnefactoe after lector, lectrix.'\ A female bene-

factor.

1614 Day Festivals xi. (1615) 301 The Widowes that

wept so much for the Death of Dorcas their Benefactrix.

X713 Loud. Gaz. No. 5124/4 The great Benefactrix unto the

Nations of the Earth. 1775 Challoner in E. H. Burton

Li/e (1900) II. xxviii. 116 God reward the good Lady, our
benefactrix. 1907 W. Dk Morgan Alice-for.Short xxxii, The
expedient of merging her personality in that of an imagined
benefactrix.

Beueficiaire (Ixnrfjsyfr). [a. F. bineficiaire,

f. binefice benefit.] A player who is taking a

benefit (Benefit sb. 4 a).

1905 Daily Chron. 13 July 3/5 Fifty baskets of flowers.,

were brought on the stage and surrounded the beneficiaire.

1927 Daily Tel. 23 Aug. 5/3 Sandliam's Benefit Match...

I'he beneficiaire was not destined to do well.

Benefit, sh. Add

:

4. d. That which a person is entitled to in the way
of pecuniary assistance, medical or other atten-

dance, pension, and the like, under the National

Insurance Act of 191 1 or as a member of a benefit

society; more explicitly /wa/e^wVy, medical betufii

.

BENTHOS.

igxi Act 1^-2 Geo. V, c. 55 5 8 Payment in the case of the

confinement of the wife.. of an insured person, .of a sum of

thirty shillings (in this Act called ' maternity benefit '). Ibid.,

In the case of insured persons who have attained the age of

seventy,the rigijt to sickness benefit and disablement benefit

shall cease. Ibid. § 10 His right to medical benefit, sana-

torium benefit, and maternity benefit shall be suspended.

1927 Carr.Saunders & Jones Soc. Struct. Eng. f, Wales

150 The applicant may at the discretion of the Ministry of

Labour receive ' extended ' benefit for the remainder of the

benefit year.

e. Something beneficial or profitable; an agree-

able occupation and the like ; a fine time, a fine

job : used ironically, colloq.

Benevolence. Add

:

2. b. Love of benevolence, in religious use : see

Love sb. 2.

Bengal. 2. Add:
Bengal isinglass = *Agab-Agab.
1863 [see *.\gar.agar].

Benealese (beng9l2-z), a. and sb. [f. Bengal

-I- -ese^ = Bengali a. and sb.

1778 Halhed Cram. Bengal Lang. p. xxi. The native

Bengalcse. 1871 Calveklev Fly Leaves (1903) 91 A patient

of Skey's, Who is prone to catch chills, like all old Bengalese.

Benignant, a. Add:
2. b. Of a disease : Not malignant or recurrent;

= Benign a. 5 b.

1897 (see Siphoned a. 2). 1901 Dorland Med. Diet.

Benish (brnrj). Also 8 beniche, 9 beneesh.

[Turkish binui, bunui (properly = riding-habit ,

f. binnek to mount a horse.] An outer garment of

cloth with very full sleeves.

1797 Encycl. Brit. VI. 403/2 [The Mamlouks] have an

outer covering called the beniche, which is the cloak or robe

of ceremony... Thus when the beniche and other accoutre-

ments are on, the whole body appears like a long sack 1836

LKVt.Mod. Egypt. I. 34 A beneesh, or benish-, which is a

robe of cloth, with long sleeves. 1840 J. B. Fbaser Koor-

distan II. 404 Ihe furred /tjdV^j and flowing bentshes of

former days.
. / , , j

B^nitier {heaixye). [Fr., f. bimt{e blessed -h

-ier -ER ^ 2.] A vessel to contain holy water.

1858 SlMMONDS Diet. Trade, Benitier, a holy-water pot or

vessel, sometimes a large shell, used in Calholic countries.

1907 Connoisseur r Oct. 4/6 For benitiers—especially of the

domestic type— Flanders will safely bear the palm. 1908

Beatrice Habraden Interplay 11. i, A photographic series of

binitiers and drinking horns. 19*3 Blackw. Mai. Aug.i56/a

Marie took it to the church and dipped it into the benitier.

Benitoite (benftoait). Min. [f. San Benito

County, California, where found : see -ITE 1.] A
sapphire-blue crystallized barium titanosilicate.

1911 Brit. Museum Return 196 Benitoite crystals.

Benjamin^. The name of the patriarch

Jacob's youngest son. Hence allusively, the young-

est (and, consequently, favourite) son of a family.

Benjamin's mess : the largest share or portion (with

allusion to Gen. xliii. 34).

i8sa H. W. Geeville Leavesfr. Diary (1883) 417 Another

person was chaffing Lady Colchester.. upon the Govern-

ment being designated ' Benjamin's Mess (with allusion to

Benjamin Disraeli). 1913 Ascott R. Hope yf « Old Fnend
viii. in Halfami Half Tragedy 219 The new uncle being

my granny's Benjamin. I9a6 W. Deeping Sorrell Ir Son

xviii. § I Kit was his Benjamin of pupils.

Benne (be-nr). Also beni, bene, benni,

benny, [ad. Malay btf'en.] Sesame, the East

Indian plant Sesamum indicum. Chiefly attrib.,

as bentte-seed, -oil.

1874 FLtJcKiGER & Hanburv Pharmocogr. 425 Oleum
Sesami. Sesame Oil, Gingeli,. .Til or Teel Oil, Benn< Oil.

1885 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. I. 487/j The Benn< plant is

a native of Africa, and probably also of .Asia. Ibid. 487, 2

The leaves of Benni are very mild and mucilaginou.s. i88y

Moloney Forestry W. Afr. 50 Beni-seed {.Sesamum indi-

cum).

Beno (brno). [Pseudo-phonetic representation

of Sp. t;j«<» wine, with bilabial ».] In the Philippine

Islands : = »Aguardiekte. Also exttrib.

1903 Med. Record 4 Apr. 547 (Cent. D. SuppL) The vile

whiskey and ' beno* selling dens.

Bent, sb?' 10. Add

:

Building, Carpentry, etc. : A section of a frame-

work or framed building.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Bent, one section of the frame

of a building, which is put together on the ground . . and then

raised. 18^ Engineering Mag. XVI. 91 The cradle is com-

posed of forty-three inverted bents, twelve feet apart.

'Beia.t,ppl. a. Add:
1. d. in the names of articles, work, etc. in which

the materials are bent to shape, asbent iron work,

the making of ornamental ironwork as a home

occupation, by bending strips of iron to form the

various parts of the design ; also, the ornamental

ironwork thus made ; bent-panel, one that is bent

to shape instead of framed , in quot. attrib.

1858 SlMMONDS Diet. Trade, Bent-timber Manufacturer,

a shaper of timber by steam and pressure. 190a P. N.

Hasluck {title) Bent Iron Work. 1909 Stratford-on-Avon

Herald 7 May 4/3 For sale, excellent Bent-panel dog cart.

Benthos (be-nlps). Biol. [a. Gr. ^tySos depth

of the sea.] Haeckel's name for the flora and fauna

at or near the bottom of the sea. Abyssal benthos,

plants and animals of the deep sea : littoral benthos.
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those of the sea near the coast. Hence B«'&thic,

B«iitho'al, BanUio'iiic adjs.

189s G. W. Field tr. HatckfCs Fiauktonic Studies in Hefi.

1/.S, FisM. CosuuL. XVII. 582 The abyssal benthos. 1895
iVo/. Sii. julv 29 The greatest part of the. .discoveries.,

concerns the Benthos. 1897 T. J. Parker & H aswmn.2ool.

II, 600 Others [sc. marine animals], .are either permanently

6xed, lilte Zoophytes and Stalked ^rinoids, or move by
creeping over the sea-bottom, hke Starfishes, Holothurians,

Ouetopods, etc.; such forms constitute the Benthos, or

'bottom fauna *. x9oa EncycL Brit, XXXIII. 933 Each of

the three benthic groups is well characterized by a special

fauna. 1905 Q. yrni. Geol, Soc. LXI. Proc. p. Uxiv, The
beothoal organisms existing in tracU where the physical

conditions . vary rapidly, are limited as to their horizontal

range by the distribution of those conditions which determine

their station, ijii Discovery Oct. 365/1 Marine organisms

can be roughly divided into . .plankton or drifters, the nekton

orswimmers, and the ^«/A,'f or fixed organisms. 1^3 W. A.

Heromas Founders Oceanof^r. 337 The demerston upon
which hordr^ of benthonic animaU can browse.

Bentonite (be-ntanait). Min, [f. Benton (see

bclow^ + -ITE 1.] A clay found in the Fort Benton

strata of the Cretaceous of Wyoming.
1S98 Kugin, + Min. Jml. 23 Oct. 491 (Cent D. Snppl.).

Benturong, var, •Bintueong,

Benzenoid (be-nzihoid), a. [f. Benzene +
-oiD.] Derived from or related to benzene.

1887 Standard 16 Sept. 3/3 Transition from tars of the
paramnoid to those of the benzenoid t^- ordinary gai^ tar

varieties. 1900 AV/. Brit. Assoc. Advanctw. Set. 166 Like
hexamethylene, tetrahydrobenzene shows no selective ab-

sorptioa. The examination of these two substances thus
confirnis the conclusion previously reached, that the banded
spectrum it shown only by subfttajiccs which possess the

true benzenoid structure.

Benzine (be'nzih), sb, Cfum, Also -in. a. The
name originally given to Benzene, b. An in-

flammable liquid (petroleum ether) prepared by
purifying, deodorizing, and distilling natural \>c-

troleum, and used as a solvent ; it is a mixture of

hydrocarbons of the paraffm series.

1885 Buck's Handbk, Med. Set. I. 487/3 Benzin U tioC used

in medicine, but ts u&eful to the pharnuu:tst for its s<^vent

powers over fats, resins, volatile oil«, and other bodies. 1887

J. W. RicHAKOS A/umtHsunt 336 .Mourey. .recommeDds the
employment of benzine in the melting of all the noble metals.

ilM BUxnm's Chctn. (ed. 8) 515 llenzine (»p. gr. 0741, a
solvent which must not be confounded with benzene, the
coel<tar product. 190B Cketmst 4- Druggist 35 July 144 3

Benzine.. in U^. meant always petroleum benzin, while
betuote is the name for the coal-tar product C^H*. 1913 G.
MamM Imi. Chem.^Org. 8 Coal-Tar Naphtha, Benaone or
Benzol, CcHg, is quite a different product from bensine or
petroleum naphtha, being obtained by disiitUnf coal-tar.

Koat Obsttittr a6 Aug. 6/4 Another fuel.. called Stciger>

wcnnstoir. . contains no benzin or benzol at all

Bensine (benz/'n), v. [Formed on the sb.]

tram. To clean with benzine. BanBi-ned///. a.

1886 W. J. TucKEB K. Europ* 371 Benzined dress-suit of
well-to-do. .relative re-benzined this moniing.

Bensoline (beuzJI/Ti), v. [f. BENzoLnn /^.]

trans. To clean with benzoUne.
18M W. J. Tucxaa K, Europe 4 1 11 send yoa the old dress-

suit, .which, tborougbty benzolined, will prove presentable.

Bepuzzled (brpzrz'ld). ppi. a. [f. Bepuzzle v,

¥''¥.\> r] Uilerly or completely puzzled.
18^ Examiner 647/3 The bepuz/Ied scribblers. 1888

lyestfu. Rru. July 3 The bepuzzled claimant f<>r a vote.

Ber (be*i). Also bher, bir. [iimdi.1 TbeCbinese
date or jujube, Zityphus jujuba. Also aitrib.^ «s

ber-fmit^ -tree,

1874 Stswabt & Bkanois FortU Flora India 87 All B£r
trees of North and Central India. s886 Yuuc & Bukmku.

1887 MoLONKY Fertgtry
1805 Mrs. Ckokek yillage

lit above in the old bhcr tree.

1908 Nem Reformer I. 414 'I*he Ze%yphus Jujuha^ the Bir
universally known in India. 19*4 Btaekiv. Mag. Oct. 478/t
lluckeu of btr and acadas. i9s$ IbitL Jan. 66/a These
Ibcars) bad fallen oat to-night over their sapper of Arr>fruiu

sfss Countries of tko World Na 33. 3341/s The almost
onivenal scrub jangle on the low hills, as welt as the bh^r are
all in evidence.

Berberine. Add : berberine troe, an African

tree, Xylcpia poiycarpa, which yields a yellow dye
containing berberine.

s86i Bnrrunr Mmm. Bot, 440 The Berberine or Yellow.d>*e
tree of Soudan.

Berberine* (bSjbarrn). [prop. pi. used as

sing., f. HftBBEB -(- Arab. pi. suffix -i«(cf./r//aA««,

pi. of Fellah}.] A Berber. Also •-rb^rln//.,
Ikrbert; B«Tb«r««-, a Berber; B«-rb«rln v.

trans.., to impart a Berber character to.

1875 EtuytL Brit. I. 360/9 The BarAbra or Berberinesare
a people well known in K^ypt. 1900 Conam Dotlx Green
FlagtTkret Corr.^jo In front rode the three Berberee body-
serviint^ upon donkeyA. 1906 Daily Chron. as Sept. 3/7 'llie

municipality of Alexandria arc now endeavouring to induce
the surplus Berberin, &c, to return to their own country, on
the upper reaches of the Nile. 1914 F.tigl. Hist. Rev, Oct.

786 Many Arabs, had Mttled down [in TiiniMa, Algeria,
and Morocco]and become in part Bcrberi/ed. i^aA Blackiv,

Mag. Mar. 406; i This., was given to me., by a grateful Ber.

Beret. Add : b. A Basque cap, or one resem-
bling it, worn by men and women, especially as part

of a costume suitable for sports or holiday wear.
(1835 Fanmv Kemble ymi, I. 68 Saw a woman riding

to-day ; but the luut gotten a black velvet beret upon her
bcad.~Only think of a beret on borae-back !] 1901 Daily

trees 01 nonn ana v,enirai inouL le

//«AaM«-7«AitfM,Bear'<ree, Bair,&c 18
IK v4A.a99 Jujube or Ber Tree. 1805
rtf/cf (1896) 33 The sahibs shall sit abo^

73

Ckron, 3 Aug. 10/3 The beret so specially becoming to a
young face. Ibid. 7 Sept. 8/3 The beret shape is always
modish on the moors. 1909 Ibid, 18 Jan. 7/5 A beret of sable.

19*6 Sketch 7 Jutjr 6 Borotra, the active young Frenchman
who always plays in a Basque b^ret.

Bei^Ji (baak). .S*. Afr. [Du., = OE. bcorg, etc.

Bakbow sb.^'\ A mountain or hill,

X9oa De Wet Three Years Wari$ As there was no water
to be obtained nearer than a mile from the berg, we suffered
greatly from thirst.

b. Comh. '. berg ed^e \ berg-battered, -imprisoned
adjs. ; berg adder, a S. African adder, Bitis

atropoSj found on high ground and the hillsides
;

berg cypress, a mountain shrub, Widdringtonia
cupressioidis, found growing from Cape Town to

Natal ; berg winds, the hot, arid winds preva-
lent in the neighbourhood of George, Cape Colony,
towards the end of the winter.
1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Story of Ung im Men of the

berg-battered be-iches. Ibid,, Song Engl. 5 Hear now the
Song of the Dead—in the North by the torn berg-edges

—

They that look still to the Pole, asleep by their hide-stripped
sledges. 1897 Sir J. D. Hooker in Z,//lr (1918) II. 364 The
Elacier-clothed and Berg-impri:>onedmountainchainofSouth
Victorian Land. 1905 IVestm. Gaz. 9 Oct. lo/i Patches of
berg cypre.ss .. afford splendid cover for that magnificent
antelope the eland. «^o7 T. Sim Fc^rtsts Cape Gd. Ho^e 38
'Ilie enect of berg winds cannot under ordinary conditions
be coiuidered beneficial to forest vegetation. 19x9 Fitz-
siMONS Snakes S. Afr. 343 The venomous Berg Adder (Bitis
<t/r<»/<7i')which inhabits the mountainous parts ofSouthAfrica.
Ibid. 343 The Berg adder is as venomous as the Puff Adder.

Berghaan (b^-rxhan). S. Afr, [Du., f. berg

see prec.) + haan cock.] A South African eagle,

esp. the black eagle, Heiotarsus ecatuiatus,

X867 Lavaro Birds S. Afr. 18 Heiotarsus Ecaudatus..
Berghaan (cock of the mountains) of the Colonists. 1889
H. A. Brydbn A''/(»ij/'4- A'firo*» 373 Suddenly., comes., a great
black mountain eagle. We know him at once for a berghaan.

1893 Newtom Diet. Birds, Berghaan (Mountain-cock), the
name given to some of the larger Eagles, and especially to
the beautiful Heiotarsus ecaudatus . .by the Dutch colonists

in South Africa. 1910 J. Bochan Prester John viii, A brace
of white bt rghaan circled far up in the blue.

Bergschmnd (bfrkjrunt). Phys. Geogr,

[G., f. berg (see Babuow sb.^) + schrund cleft,

crevice] A crevasse or series of crevasses often

found near the head of a monnt.iin glacier.

1897 Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 339 Crevasses.. varying in

width from fiinires that a child could easily step across, to
yawning * beivschmndi,* ten or twelve feet wide. 190a
Eneyct. Brit. XXXI. 74/1 At the foot of a snow or ice slope

is generally a big crevasse, called a bergschrund.

BergeoniaiL (bsjgsJu-ni&n), a. [f. the name
Bergson (sec below) +-IAN.1 Of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of the French philosopher, Henri
Bergsoo. So BergsoiLlsm(ba'igsJ'niz'm), the philo-

sophical doctrine of Bei^on.
1919 H. Bkcbib W$m. BocOt X. 146 Bergsonism has here a

most admirable example of its thesis. 19*4 Contemp. Rrv,
May^oS According 10 the Bergsonian doctrine, an animal .

.

knows more of liberty than roan does.

Beriberio (bc:ribe'rik), a, [f. BEaiBERi -t- *ic.]

Infected by beriberi.

1898 P. Mamion Trop. Disease$ xiv. 84a A healthy, itoa-

benoeric, high-lying locality.

Berkshire (baukjaj). Name of an Elnglish

county, applied to a highly esteemed breed of pigs.

1848 1>. Low DotM, Anim, Brit, IsL I. Hog 17 l*he true

Bcrkaharts are of the bvser races of Swine,though they fall

short in tin of some of tae older breeds. /^</.,The Berk*
shire breed has., been croned and rccTus>ved with the
Chinese. ^iBgtf MoaroN Cyci.Agri^. II. 941 The Berkshire
breed of pigs has probably been the best known, and had in

the highest estimation of any of our British breeds. i9oe
Encycl, Brit. XXV. 195/1 Tlie Berkshire, though a black

pig, usually has a white blaze or mark down the face, a white
tip to the t.-iiJ, and feet white up to the ankle joint.

Berlin. 4. Add : Berlin spirit (sec quot.).

1878 Ckattib. Enrycl.t Berlin Spirit^sx coarse whisky made
chiefly from beetroot, potatoes, &c
Berlin^ (bojU'n). Also -Ine. [After F. berlifte;

see Berlin i.] A limousine automobile having the

driver's scat completely enclosed.

i9ia*H. J. Butler Motor Boities 6 Limousines are some-
times built with a square, or I>>front, when they are properly
called a double, sqnare. or D-fronted limousine, a< the ca<^e

may be. WiiKlows may be arranged all round the upper
part without any relief of panelling. Such a body ts often

referred to as a * bcrline *.

Berm. Add

:

3. A ledge or flat of land bordering cither bank of

the Nile and inundated when the river overflows.

1891 Daily Nrms^i Oct. 6/4 To raise the Nile at the apex
of tne Delta to a level sufficient to flood the islands and
berms of the two branches in the Delta. 1900 iVestm. Gam,
10 July a/a The water level in the winter was some fifty centi-

metres below the general level of the berm.

BeraiOXiey (b^'imAii). Sc, local. Also Beard-
money. (See quots.)
1856 in Macqu^en's Rep. (i&1866) IV. 536 The mode of fishing

by The use of Bermoney or Bwdmoney boats, with fixed

stakes, pins or anchors placed in the tidal bed of the river.

1863 Ibid. «4 That an individual having the right of fishing

had no right to construct a permanent towing path in the

river or a gani;way in order to facilitate hiit operation of

fishing, and they describe this Bermoney apparatus (as it

iscalled) as being in reality a towing path or gangway. Ibid.

«56 Tlie Bermoney boat.. was not introduced into the Tay
before iSai.

BERTHING.

Bermuda. Add

:

Bermuda(^s cedar, a species ofjuniper,yit/«/^r»«

virginiana ; Bermuda lily, a lily of the variety

Liliutn longijiorum eximzum^ known to florists as
Liliuni ^armw, originally obtained from Bermuda

;

Bermuda rig = *Bermddian rig.

i8a9 Loudon Encycl. Plants 848 Juniperus bermudiattay
•Bermudas Cedar. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 3S6 The Bermuda
cedar., used in joinery and in tlie manufacture of pencils.

191X Sutton's Aniateur''s Guide in Hort. 195 Liliuni
Harrisii (*Bermuda Lily). A large and elegant pure white
Lily.adaptedfor forcing or growing in pots. 1853 R. Kippikg
Masiing S/ii/s ii. 5 Brig Forward, Common, and •Ber-
muda Rig.

Bermudan (b3jmi»-dan), a, [f. Bermuda +
-AN.] = *BERMUDIANa.
ijps Public opinion 34 Aug. 180/2 Her lofty Bermudan

mam-sail. 19*8 Daily Express 20 July lo/a The Astra
and Cambria . . carry the Bcrmudan-rig—a high tapering sail

like the wing of a gigantic bird.

Bermadian (bdjmiu-di^), a. and sb. [f. Ber-
muda + -IAN.] A. adj. Ofor pertaining to the Ber-

mudas or their inhabitants. Bermudian rig, a rig

for a yacht, carrying a high tapering sail, called

a Bermudian mainsail. So Bermudian-rigged adj.,

litted with a rig and sail of this kind. B. sb. An
inhabitant of the I^rmudas; a Bermudian ship.

1781 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XIIL a28Vessels now in port
or Bermudians with salt. 1859 Bartlett Diet, Atner, s.v.

Chicken Grape, Tiie sterile vine is cultivated for iis sweet-
scented blossoms, and is then called Bermudian Vine.
19x5 C. P. Lucas Brit. Emp. 163 The little Bermudian
Assembly is.. the oldest Parliamentary institution in the
British Empire outside the United Kingdom. igM6 Clasgo7u
Herald 90 Aug. 9 She is Bermudian rigged. X9a6 Blackw,
Mag. Nov. 698/1 By implicitly obeying the Bermudian, we
escaped this danger. i9a8 Obserx'tr 15 Apr. 39/5 The xs-

nietre yachts. .with a Bermudian rig of moderate area, can
be sailed efficiently with four paid hands. 1938 Daily Tel.

I Mayi6 6 The Cambria will be Bermudian rigged, carrying
a licrmudtan mainsail.

Berrugate (berug^i't). [f. Sp. verruga wart.]

A fish, Lobotes pacificus^ found on the Pacific coast

of Central America, used as a food.
1898 Jordan & Evermann Fishes N. ^ Mid. Amer, iii.

8858 Abundant at Panama, where it is known as Berrugate,

ierryingtpp/.a. l/,S, See Bebey v. li, Berry-
ing vbl. sb.^

sSgoMAKAiiE. Rvan Toldin Hillss. 58 A berrying crowd
from the Kootenai tribe.

Berryless (bc-riles), a. [f. Berry sb. + -less,]

Without producing berries; not berried or fur-

nished with berries.

iXAnSat. Rev. 30 Apr. 624 The female plant.. berryless,

may be said to have suffered a gi ass-widow)lood of some
eighty years. 1984 Glasgow Herald 3 Jan. 6 Berryless holly.

Berth, sb. 5. b. (Earlier example.)

1745 MarylandHist. Mag.Vl. aaoWhen the old parson dies,

wRii ]ch he will in a very little time, I hope he'll get the Birtb.

Berth, r.i Add:
2. b. intr. To occupy a berth or berths.

1886 Stevenson Kidnapped vii. 6i The round-house, where
he berthed and served. 190a Westm. Gaz. 13 Sept. 6/a
The accommodation is very Mmple, consisting of berthing in

two tiers ill the women's ward, and feeding and living in a
separate salooiL

Bertha. Add

:

2. A small cape or wrap worn by women, nsnally

crossed in front and open at the throat
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Bertha * (b5*jj)i). [Named after Frau Berta

(or Bertha) Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, head

of the Krapp steel works in Germany.] A soldiers'

name for a German gun of large bore, used in the

war of 1914-18. Big bertha^ a long-range gun,

esp. one used to bombard Paris in 1918.

1914 Scotsman 30 Oct. 9/6 This mortar of 43 centimeters

Germans have baptised * Bertha
the Zealous), Bertha bein^ the name of ^fadame Krupp von
Bohlen. Ibid.^ * Bertha ' is not the delicate plaything that

~di//li
of ^fa(

eissige^ (Bertha,
was made at the Krupp works and for this reason the" "

ised it * "

1 being t

rtha * IS

it has sometimes been represented to be, and the maximum
of 150 shells that they say can be fired from the gun is

!>elow the truth. 1915 E. Fraskr & Gibbons Soldier 4-

Sailor IVords 22 Big Bertha.

Berthage. Add : Also, the dues payable for

mooring a vesseL

189s in Funk's Stand. Diet,

JSerthiug, vbl, sb.^ Add

:

1. b. The occupation of a berth or mooring

position ; also, mooring position.

1891 Daily Neivs 15 July 5/8 There being a high wind from
the north north-east.. the berthing was vciy uncomfortable

for the., launches. 1906 l^esini. Gaz. 9 July 4/2 Herthing
accommodation will be provided for about 300 boats. 1908

Ibid. 26 May q/i The. .Railway Company's boats. .have

changed their berthing from North Wall to Carlisle Pier.

1009 Daily Chron. 6 Dec. 6/7 1 hey. .came up practically to

the berthing which the Elian Vannin used to occupy.

2. The arrangement of berths or the provision of

sleeping accommodation; accommodation in berths.

1863 Luck Seamanship xv'i. 297 Berthing requires the

earliest attention, and the operation may be facilitated by

having a plan of the decks, a 1871 C. F. Hall Polar Exp.

(1876) 123 The special object of these (changes] was the

economy of fuel, and the berthing of the whole crew

below deck. 1890 Allan Line Advt. Bk. 7 Arrangements

for the berthing of Steerage Passengers.



BEBTII.I.ONAGE.

Bertillonage (bertiyona-j). [K., f. the name

of the inventor ;see below).] 'Ihe system of identi-

fication of criminals by anthropometric measure-

ments, finger-prints, etc., invented by Alphonse

Bertillon, the French criminologist.

iSgx F. Galton FingerPrints 156, ibi prisoners who gave

false names in the year 1890 were recognised by BertiUonagt.

l»atAtluiixnm 24 Dec 893 '3 An interesting part ofthe work

is the criticism of Bertillonage. 1901 Hknkv Finger Prints

(ed. 3) 63 The system suggested by Mr. Gallon.. failed to

deal as effectively as Bertillonage with primary classifi-

cation. J9J0 Discovery Apr. 124/1 Extended examples are

giitn of the possibilities of variation curves, variation

'steps', and ' gradation curves ' ; the combination of such

data, constituting a quantitative diagnosis of a species,

is defined as ' Bertillonage '.

Bertrandite (bautrandait). Mm. [Named,

1883, after E. Bertrand,viho first noticed it: see

-iteI.] Hydrous silicate of gluciuum.

1887 Dana Man. Mitt. * Petrog. (ed. 4) 27s Bertrandite

ii related to phenacite in composition. 1914 Brit. Mus.

Ketum 222.
, re

Berycoid (be-rikoid), a. and sb. Ichthyol. [f.

mod.L. Berycoidea, f. Beryc-, Beryx, generic name

:

see -OID.] A. aJj. Belonging to the superfamily

BerycoiJea. B. sb. A fish of this family.

1880 GUNTHE8 Fishes 420 Fossil Berycoids show a still

greater divei-sity of form than living. Ibid.. Berycoid fishes

have a wide horizontal range. 1887 Athemeum 9 July 58/3

The genus had hitherto been erroneously associated with the

percoids and berycoids.

Besiclometer (besikVfrtsj). [f. F. besides

sjiectacles + -ometeb.] (See quot.)

19*1 Did. Brit. Set. Instruiit,, Besiclometer^ an instru-

ment which indicates the proper distance of spectacles be-

tween the hinges : that is tlie breadth of the forehead.

Besiegement. (Modem U.S. example.)

1885 U. S. Grant Mem. I. xxxiv. 495 It is not probable.

.

that Pemberion would have permitted a close besiegement.

Bespeak, sb. Add :

2. An application made by a subscriber to a

lending lilirary for the loan of a book when it shall

become available; also attrib., as bespeak system.

\ga Clnsgow Heraid 28 Dec. 9 In the past year the

number of ' bespeaks ' was 4153, an increase of 650 on the

previous year.

Bespell (Wspe-1), V. [f. Be- 6 + Spell sb^^

trans. To cast a sp-;ll on ; to bewitch literally and
figuratively. Hence Bespe'lled ///. a.

1894 Meredith Ld. Orjnont iv. If his glory bespells her.

1897 A. NUTT in Voy. Bran II. 6 A bard.. had threatened

to bespell his land. 190a — Leg. Holjr Grail 58 The be-

spelled kinsman appears in a hideous guise. 1926 Coniemp,
Krf. Oct. 503 We were gazing, bespelled at the fair scene.

Bespoke (brispju-k), ppl. a. [See Bespeak v.'\

Of goods : Ordered to be made, as distinguished

from Ready-made. (Cf^ Bespoken ppl. a. 2.)

Also said of a tradesman who makes goods to

order. Also sb., a bespoke article.

1865 G. Measom lUustr. Guide G. E. Railway 69 The
Bespoke or Order Department. 1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIII.

O91/1 The .shoemaktng trade.. is divided into two depart-

ments—the bespoke and the ready-made or sale business.

1907 W. 'De Morgan Alice-for-Skort xlvii, His boots may
have been * bespokes * for anybody, except himself. 1908
Daity Chron. 13 June 4/7 A * bespoke tailor *. J938 Ptiitch

30 May Advt. p. xv, Lotus Bespoke Model Shoes.

Besport (bi'|Spo»Jt), v. [Alteration of Dtspoki
z^., by exchange of prefix (Be- i).] refl. To disport

oneself. Also intr. (for refl.").

185s Chamb. ymi. IV. 65 Living gems of light, besporting

themselves on the bosom of the lake. 1906 W. J. Bkyan in

tVestm. Gaz. 7 June 9/2 And surely Shylock never besported
himselfmore ostentatioiLsly. 19J5 A. S. Alexander Tramps
across Watersheds viii. 256 The famous golf course, where
ladies and gentlemen besported in the glowing sun.

Bessemerize (be'simsrsiz), v. [f. Bessemer
+ -IZE.] trans. To treat by the Bessemer process.

1901 Prospectus Mond Nickel Co., Plant of the most
modern type for Roasting, Smelting and Bessemerizing this

ore-

Best, a. and adv. Add :

A. ddj. X, c. spec, noting a certain grade of
wrought iron ; also best best adj., of a higher quality

than the best ; best best best adj., treble best.

x888 Lockivoot£s Diet. Terms Mech. Ens^in., Best, or B.—
A brand of wrought-iron plate or bar equivalent to No. 3
quality, or that grade which is only just superior to the
commonest. . . I'he ' best * plates of the iirst-class houses are,
however, equal to the ' best, best * and * treble best ' of other
firms. Ibid., Best, Best, or 5.5. ..obtained by piling, re-

heating, and rerolling 'best' or No. 3 bars. Ibid., Best,
Best, Best, or Treble Best, B.B.B.

d. Spec, in best boat, a racing boat on the Thames,
as distinguished from the heavier types ; esp. used
attrib. in best-boat race, racing, regatta, rowing.
Also best~and-best boat, punt : a boat of the lightest

and narrowest construction, used for racing.
1890 Lock to Lock Times 23 Aug. 162/2 This year the

amateur oarsmen have ungrudgingly given up their boats to
the watermen, who have ^en rowing in the past regatta

;

wager, or ' best ' boats, being in special demand by the fleet

of scullers, who were attracted by the liberal programme.
1894 Daily News 5 May 6/5 The race will . .be decided in
be-st-and-best punts, ii^ Ibid. 30 Aug. 5/1 No best-boat
racing will be attempted. 1900 tbid. 25 Sept. 9/3 A sculling
match, in best and tiest boats. 1902 Daily Chron. 19 July
8/6 Only three best-boat races are included. 1904 lyestm.
Gaz. x8 June lo/i The l>est-boat regatta season. 1927

74

Observer 24 July 26/2 The best-boat rowing season.. is all

too short.
. ^ 1

2. b. Best girl (Girl sb. 2 c), favounte female

companion, orig. W.S, Also ellipt, (U.S. slang)

for best girL
1904 Democrat (Celina, Ohio) in Daily Chron 23 Feb._5/2

Win. Londen and best were at church Sunday evening.

X004 Indicator (Merriweather, Georgia) in Daily Chron.

21 May 4/5 Messrs.Bub Peary and Pierce Biggers called on

iheir best girls last Sunday afternoon.

6. To give (a person or thing) best : to admit the

superiority of, give way to.

1902 A. B. Paterson Man from Stiowy Riz/er ijfjod) yt

My country joker, are you going to give it best? Are you
frightened of the fences?

B. adv. 2. b. best-abused, -discussed, -hated,

X864 Blackiv. Mag. XCVI. 188 Daniel O'Connell used to

say that he was the best abused man in Europe. 1869

Church Times 26 Feb., [Pusey] for years and years the be.st

abused man in England. 1900 Daily Nezus 16 Feb. 7/2

Englishmen are the best-hated people in the world. 1903
Mc^v.i\.\, Egregious £ngl. 100 The best-discussed and best-

described man 111 England.

3. b. Best looker {0'.S.)y a very good-lookinj;

person ; Best seller (orig. 6^".*$*.), one of the books

having the largest sale of the year or the season;

also, a writer of such books ; also attrib. Hence
Best-selling «., that is a ' best seller *. Also Best-

sellersMp, the position of a writer of best sellers.

1911 R. W. Chambers Common Laiv L 10 There's always

something wrong with the best lookers. 191a — Streets of
Ascalon vi. 143 His book had passed into the abhorred class of

best sellers. 1913

—

Gay Rebellion ii. 28 Go on with the dolly

dialogue.. you third-rate best seller. 1915 (^iV/^) The Baker
& Taylor Co.'s Monthly Bulletin ofthe Latestand Best Selling

Books. i^zoChaiub. JrnL 8 May 363/2 [He] i^romised to

reach the doubtful altitude of best-sellership without diffi-

culty. 19Z4VV, R. InG&Lay Thcughts{i<^26) 190 Best-selling

novels. 1925 Punch 20 May 560/1 Fiction of best-seller

quality. 1918 Daily Express i J une 5/3 ' A house can be full

of sweet scents. .* writes one of our best-sellers, and he is per-

fectly right. 1928 Ibid.. 16 July 8 A ' bcst-selljng ' biography.

Set, sb. Add : 1. b. In Card-games. Heeled

bet', see *Heelkd///. a:.

1891 ' L, HflffniantCp Cycl. Card Games 202 If a player

bets, or raises a bet, and no other player goes better, or

calls him, he wins the pool. 189a Florence Centl. Hand-
bk. Poker 59 When a player puts in only as much as has

been put in by each player who has preceded him, that '\%

called 'seeing the bet. 1909 Cent. Diet, SuppL, Bet^ in

faro, a card which is a case, that is, the only one of that

denomination remaining in the box; so called because the

player cannot be split.

Bet, V. Add :

c. in various (orig. U.S^ slang asseverative

phrases meaning : To stake everything or all one's

resources (upon the truth of an assertion).

These expressions, as well as Yoti bet I (see Dict.)i have
long ceased to be peculiarly U.S.
a 1868 Bret Harte Poems etc., Tale 0/a Pony 78 Smart I

Vou bet your life 'twas that 1 x868 AH Year Round
31 Oct. 489/2 ' You bet ' or * You bet yer life *, or * You bet

yer bones , while to ' bet your boots ' is confirmation strong

as holy writ—in the mines, at least. x888 Daily Inter-Ocean
Mar. 7 (Farmer) Well, sir, it is the right kind of bravery:
you may bet your bottom dollar ou that.

Beta. Add :

2. e, .^Wff rayj or ^-roy^, the second class of rays

emitted by radioactive substances, having greater

penetrating power and stronger photographic action

than the alpha rays.

1899 Rutherford in Pkii. Mag. Jan. 117 All the com-
pounds of uranium examined gave out the two types of
radiation, and the penetiating power of the radiation for both
the a and ^ radiations is the same for all the compounds.
1904 SoDDY Radio-Activity 12 The ^-rays resemble ordinary
X-rays in penetrating power, and pass with ease through thin
metal foil, glass, etc. 1904 Rutherford /^flf/Zt^-atr^nvV^ loi

'I'he ^ rays of uranium, thorium, and radium. 1908 Soouv
Interpr. Radium 55 In ordinary circumstances radium ap-
pears to be expelling both a- and |3-particles together.

Betacism (brlasiz*m). [ad. mod.L. betacis-

muSf f. beta (see Beta), after L. iotacismus, etc.]

(See quot. 1926.)
[1885 Amer. JrnL Philol. VI, 501 Even these forms were

threatened with destruction by the spread of Betacismus,
wherebyrtwawV was pronounced like aw/a^/^and vice versa.]

Ibid.^ In Africa, especially where betacism flourished, the
*need of new substitutes for the future made itself early
felt. i9a6 Plater & White Gram. Vulgate 43 note^ What
is called betacism (the interchange of b and z'J causes great
confusion in verbs of the first conjugation.

Betafite (brtafait). Min. [f. Betafo in Mada-
gascar, one of its localities + -ite 1.] A niobate
and titanate of uranium, etc.

1913 Jml. Chem. Soc. CI I. n. 567 Radioactive Uranifer-
ous Columbotantalotitanites from Pegmatite.s of Madagas-
car. .. Betafite, D4, i7,isdark green, and shows rudimentary
cubic faces, igax British Museum Return 155 Minerals
from . . Madagascar (chrysoberyl, betafite, columbite, etc).

BeteL 2. Add:
Betel(nut)palra, the Aieca palm, Areca catechu,

from which the ' betel nut ' or areca nut is obtained.
l86l Br.NTLEY Man. Bot. 684 The Catechu or Betel Nut

Palm. 187s Encycl. Brit. III. 616/3 The betel nut is the
fruit of the Areca or betel palm, Areca Catechu.

BSte noire (b^ nwar, b^it nwaj). [F. bete noire

black beast ; Jig. insufferable person.] A person
or thing that is the bane (of a person or his life) ; an
insufferable person or thing ; an object of aversion.

BETWEEN-MAID.
1850 Houseltold Wds. 6 July 359/1 You or any one else^s

betenoire is apt to get polished on with a few'exira touches
of blacking, i860 Russell Diary IntHa I. 209 Jung Baha-
door, who is evidently the present bite wo/V of our General's
life. 1866 Mrs. H. Wood A7j/rrV Folly xiv, It was the
bcie noire of Clerk Gum's life. 1905 Spectator, Lit. Svppl.
28 Jan. 118/2 [His] bite-noire is the submission of niiUiary
affairs to the control of ' political exigencies.'

Bethdiu (b^t din). [Heb. bith house, din
judgement.] A triJjunal composed of the rabbi

and two or more dayanim before which are brought
cases in dispute among orthodox Jews.
1795 Sir W. ScoTT in J . Haggard Rep. Cases Consist. Crt.

(182:^) I. 344 The Answers of the Bethdin to the Questions
proposed by the Court. 1897 Daily Newsyi Jan. 3/3 Are
you in competition with the Chief Rabbi in his Court the
Beth Din?
Betol (b/tf)l). Med, [f. Bet(a -i- Naphth)ol.]
A white powder, derivative of beta-naphthol, used
as an intestinal antiseptic and antizymotic.
1S91 MedicalAnnual 130 Betol, which divides into sali-

cylic acid and betaphoL 1895 Buck's Ilandbk. Med. Set.

Suppl. 90/1 Betoly the beta-naphthol ether of salicylic acid.
analogous to saloL

Betray, v. Add

:

4. b, esp. To induce (a woman) to surrender her

chastity by false promises ; to seduce.
1891 Hardy Tess xvi, A conviction not so entirely un-

known to the ' betrayed * as some amiable theorists would
have us believe.

Better, a. Add :

1. o. Comb, with sbs. used attrib., as better-class,

-guality.

1890 Sir W. F. IWtler SirChas. Napier 7 Merchants or

local better-class farmers. 1908 IVestin, Gaz. 12 Aug. 11/3
Better.quality leas.

4. b. Youd better believe : you may be assured.

U.S, colloq.

1856 Yale Lit. Mag. XXI. 171 (Th.) You'd better believe,

I'll live in the clover. x86a Major Jack Downing 26 May
(1867) 70 You'd better believe we've been in an awful excite-

ment here. 1872 O. W. Holmf.s Poet Break/.-i. x. My old

gentleman means to be Mayor or Governor or Piesidenc

.

you'd better b'lieve.

(/i) With i^aoT omitted. U.S, colloq.

1845 J. J.
Hooper Taking Census i. 154 You better mind

the holes in them ere rocks. 1910 Mulford H. Cassidy x\.

73, I reckon you better pull out—you ain't needed around
nere. x^ix R. D. Saunders Col. Todknnter iv. 54 You
better mind your own business and let my affairs alone.

6. o. For better^ for worse : see WoKSE B. 3 a.

Betterment. Add :

2. b. Enhanced value (of real property) by reason

of local improvements. Betternunt taXj an assess-

ment made on this.

1896 J. H. B. Browne & Allan Compensation 683 ' Better-

ment ' as a principle is only a proposal to tax the increment
when it clearly and directly an!>es from an improvement
carried out by a public authority and at the public expense.

Ibid. 6S4 A betterment charge in respect of improvements
affected by local authorities. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVlI.
182/3 The principle of 'betterment', according to which
promoters would be allowed to set off against an owner's
claim for compensation any enhancement of the value of his

land by the use of the land taken by the promoters. 1928
Britain''s Industr. Future {Liberal Ind. Inquiry) iv. Kxvii.

377 A share of the increased values given to these lands by
such improvements should be obtained, by means of better-

ment taxes.

Better-to-do, culj. phr. [Comparative of

Well-to-do.] Above the well-to-do in social

condition or worldly circumstances ; more pros-

perous. Also absol.

1898 Daily Nexvs 6 Dec. 5/6 To the new L.C.C. buildings

there had come many better-to-<io workmen. 1905 Daily
Chron, i Feb. 6/2 Children.. of the better-to-do. 1905
Westm. Gaz, 31 Jan. 3/3 Better-to-do parents.

Betty SflCartin. In phr. {^All) my eye (and)

Betty Martin : (all) nonsense.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. 7*. s.v. Betty Martin, That's my
eye betty mania. xSxa H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr., Macbeth,
The knife that I thought that I saw Was nought but my eye,

Betty ilartin. 1819 Moore Tom Crib*s Mem. Congress 2

All my eye, Bett^-. 185^ Slang Diet, i All my eye, answer
of astoni.shment to an improbable story; All my eye and
Betty Alartin, a vulgar phrase with similar meaning.

Between, prep, and adv. Add :

B. adz/, 4, between-lens shutter Photogr.j

a type of shutter that is fitted between the com-

ponents of a double lens ; between-time (delete t
and add quot.) ; between-times, in the intervals

of time : = Betwekn-whiles.
1909 Westni. Gaz. -20 Feb. 14/3 The popular *between-lens

shutters. 1910 Ibid. ly Mar. 14 2 The shutter is of the

beiween-Iens pattern. 190^ Ibid, 10 Aug. 63 There is no
question of any *between-time. Immediately the day ends,

the night's work begins. 1907 Ibid. 13 SepL 2/1 The Fairj'

Queen sat *between-times, when she was awear>', beside the

Fair>' King.

C. 1. Also pi., intermediate things or events.

1872 Eggleston End of World xkv. 167 A chapter ot

betweens.

Betwee'n-maid. A maid-ser\ant who assists

both the cook and the liousemaid : = Twekst.
Also between girl, servant.
1890 Daily Nervs 23 June 7/5 Between servant . . to assist

cook and housemaid. Ibid. 9 Dec 7, 6 Between-maid
wanted. 1891 Ibid. 11 Nov. 8/4 Wanted.. good Plain Cook,
also Between Girl. 1903 J. M. Barbie Admirable Crichton
I, A tweeny; that is to say, my lady, she is not at present,



BETWEENNESS.
strictly speaking, anything ; a between maid : she helps the

vegetable niaid. I9»3 Daily Maii 25 Jan. 5 All of the

general servant class tnasquerading as pariout •maids, cooks,

between-niaids, or olhcrsof experience.

Betweenness (b/itwrnines). [f. Bet\vi!en +
-KE8S.] The condition or fact of being between ;

spec, in Math., the ordinal quality possessed by

one of every three points oa a straight line, in

virtue of which it may be said to lie between the

other two points.

189* Mrnist U. 243 In reality there are not two things

and, in addition to them a betweenness of the two things.

iqmScMUf 11 Mar. 410 (Cent. D. Suppl.) Of Hilbert's be-

tweenness assumptions, axioms of order, one of the Bve is

redundant.

Bevel, «• and sb.l .\dd: B. sb. 4. A piece of

melal used by stei«otyp«i» to form the beTclled

edge of a plate.

1874 K MIGHT Did, Meek.

C. bevel hub, a short connecting pipe bent to

a bevel angle; bevel jack, an intermediate gearing

consisting of a bevel wheel and pinion ; bevel

plater, a machine for rolling the bevelled circular

plates nsed for shingling- and veneering-saws ; bevel

protraotop, a protractor with a sliding arm, nsed

for marking off bevel angles.

18S4 KsiGiiT Did. Mich. SuppL

Beveller (.bevilaa). [f. BcvEi, V. + -EB 1.] An
operative in various trades, esp. one who bevels

the edges of plate glass or steel plates ; one who
cuts stereotype, electiot)-pe, or process plates and

bevels them ; one who cuts, bevels, and (when

necessary) gilds cards.

iMi Imtr. CtntusCUrkt (1885) 55 Plate and Looking Glass

Silvner: Beveller, Dipper. IH,!. 83 Card, Pattern-card..

Perfotator, Beveller. 1890 W. J. Govdok FciinHry 131 We
may as well follow the plate to the bevellecs, where the

edgesare again ground and smoothened. i^iDid. Occu^at.

Tlrmt (19*7) I 558 Card beveller. .arranges a pile of cards

so dkat edge Of pile sk^pes at required bevel angle.. and
scrapes slojted edge with sharp knife.

Beveren (be'v^rin). [Name of a town in

Belgium.] A breed of labbiL

1919 Bmsaar, KxtliMMtt 4 Mttrt 18 Jan. Suppl. 14

Bevcrcits for sale, bucks and does. i9ao Ibiii. ig Mar. SuppL
34 'a Unique snow white Bevcrcns, with sky blue ejxs.

Bewrite, v. Delete t Obs. and add :

2. trans. To write about. In pa. fple.

s*7S SwiKBimm in Timet Lit. Su/ft. (1009) J
June 104 '«,

1 have probably been more be-written and belteid than any
RUin since Byron, ft^ Critic 1 June 3^/3 I'amnuuiy has
been much be-written of late.

Beyond, aiiv. and prep. J). Add : beyond
nuui, early synonym of St'FiKMAX.
slo* A. TlULi tr. Sittztcht't Wlii. WW. 5 .BehoU, I

teach you beyond-man ! Be)*ond.mao is the significanceof .

earth. Your will shall say : lieyondnnan shall M the si^fi- '

cancc of earth. Ibid. ia< Never yet beyond-man existed,
j

1 have seen them both tuiked. the greatest and the stnalle^t !

man. sM T. Common u. Nittztcli^t Twilifht efIdttt Wks.
XI. 198 To be set up. .as a ' higher man\ asakind ofbeyofKU
man. 1^ AUuHMum 13 June 7*9/1 The ' Super-tiamp ' ti

. .the oppoute ci the * ovenool * or * beyond.man '.

Bhljcti (bv'kti). J/induism. [Skr.] Keligious

devotion, piety, or devoted faith, as a means of

salvation.

SS77 MoxiBi-WiLLIAMS Hinduism ix 115 The doctrine of
hkeiti, or ' salvation by faith '. 1911 E. B. Havkll tJeetU

Ind. Art ft; Bkaklt is tl>e moving spirit in all great

religious art, in the West as in the East. 1915 N. Macmicol
Ind. Tkeiim ]u Those in India whoae hearts are 6lled with

bkakti or ' loving faith '. t9sl T. R. Gl/>VEa Jtnu Ejcfer.

Men iiL 41 Tuka and oiher mystics of India believed that

from this a man might be saved by Blutkti, by selfHtnnihilal-

ing devotion to a fricndtf god. A'anwaand/IAiU/iare the 1

two poles of IiMlian religious thought.
|

Bhoosa (b«'sa). £./»</. Also bhooa. [Hindi ;

bhus, t/iHsa.] Husks and broken straw, used as food

for cattle. Also a/trii.

1819 Too in Amialt tttn) 1. 700 Bktot stacks are eicned
to provide provender for the cattle in scanty rainy seasons.

ton* Daily Chrtn. a8 Apr. 5/a Two hundred aixl twenty-

three maunds of bhooaa and 560 pooiMli barley. sgeS

A-imml Mniiorrm. w Tow, straw, bhooaa and sacking.

1^ Blackw. .flaic. Oct. 449 a Having to wait weary hours

sitting on a bfaoosa bale.

B'hOT. U.a. Also bo-hoy. [Irish pron. of

Boy j*.'] a rough or rowdy.
i84fS Kniclk.'ri.xier Maf. May XXVII. 467 A mile on

his lips peculiar to one oif the bo-hoys. 1847 flxd. Mar.
XXIX. ao^ (He) had lived loo long in the 'wire-grass'

region to misunderstand the character of that peculiar class

of b'boys who dwcU there. sCss Bsistcd U^r Ten
Thcutnmt so Of not-to-be-aistakcn Bowery cut—veritalile

' biwys •. iSMA ttantic MtHtUjr Dec. 7=7 ' ' ""nt ', said the

stranger, ' to see a blioy,—a real blioy.' i»68 If. V. Hume
JmL >7 Dec (De Vers) The blioy is fast disappearing from
among us, and the day b not far off, we apprehend, when
the bowery will know nim no more.

Bias, •". Add ; 4. tratu. To cut bias. i'.S.

1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 960/1 Voa may baste, yoo may
bias (he ( >ore if you will

Biaxial, a. Add

:

2. Geoni. (See quot.)

,8*9 CAYLtVif/«f*. Hi^rt (1807) XIII. M Each conic

meets each axis in two points; and at each of these ^points

the axis and the tangent to the conic form with the lines to

I, J a harmonic pencil '1 be binodal quarlic is in this case

sua to be biaxial.
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Bib, shy b. Bestbib and tucker {ezxWa c^cA%^.
r793 Isee TucKta $b. 3I. xSza Massachusetts Spy 27 Feb.

(Th.) It is not in the evenings only that they are to be
encountered in • the best l)ib and tucker." 1833 Crockett

.puts on Its

Sk. yj Both girls and boys had on their best bib and tucker.

i8ss Sharpes I.ond. Mag. V. 92/2 .'^U-London.
best bib and tucker.

Bibble-babble, v. intr. [f. the sb.] To in-

dulge in bibble-babble or idle talk.

x888 DouGHTV Trav. Arabia Deserta I. 256 They all

love to bibble-babble their inlirnuties in the wholesome ears

of the hakim. Ibid. 596 They sat out long hours bibble-

babbllng.

BibHBOCk. [? f. Bib sby\ A cock or tap with a

turned-down nozzle, as distinguished from a stop-

cock. So bib-nozzle, -valve.

1797 J.
Curb Coal Viewer 63, 1 Piston cock (i)ib)..l Air

cock (bib) to fix in the sink pipe. 1853 Did. Archit., Bib.

cock, a term used ..to distinguish a cock which delivers

Huids out of a pipe, from a stop-cock which is placed in the

length of a pipe. 186s Cntal. lutemat. Ejckib., Brit, 11.

II. X. 55 Bib cock. 1874 Knight Dicf. Mech. s.v., c is a
bib-valve, the closure being by a reciprocating slide.

Bibelot (bibb). [Fr.] A small curio or

article of virtii,

t88a 'Ol-ida' Resurgo vL in Betgrania XLVI. 453 His
soul never rises above brocades and bibetfits 1 1886 F. M.

|

Crawford 7'ate Lonely Parish xviii. The spectacle of her
i

pictures, her furniture and her bibelots. S900 Harland
Cardinals Snuff-^ex xix. The table, with its books and
bibelou.

Biberon^ (b/bron). [Fr.] A drink ing-vessel

with elongated spout, for the use of travellers,

invalids, and children.
i8<* CeUaL Inttmat. ExIiU),, Brit, II. 11. xvii. 127 ITie

Biberon, a new patent invention, adapted for a lady'.s

travelling cl>mpanioiu S90S Westm, Gaz. 27 May 15/3 The
biberon is wrought in ruck-crysta]..and is in the form of a
grotesque animal, of which the head is utilised as the spout.

Bibl, variant of Biebek.
xgaa in Yule & Bumell Hobson-Jobson 5. v. Beebee.

Bible. 1. Add : Tht open Bible : tlie Bible ac-

cessible to all in the vulgar tongue.

1837 Ck. Eng. Mag. 9 Dec. (The BibIeK Bear witness,

mart>TS of the olden days, How your true hearts the open
Bible priz'd. X908 TiLBY Engl. FeofU Overseas I. 48 The
persecution of .Mary and the open Bible worked a change.

Bible-back. U.S. and dial. [Bible III.] A
humi>-backed or round-shouldered person.

1S90 Bntkskin Mose x. 145 Pitching our camp . . at La
Due Very's, generally known as ' Old Bible-back '. 1896
Warwicislare Word.Bk. (E.D..S.), Bible-back, t. person

with broad, rounded shoukleis. * Here comes old bibleback 1'

1903 (Amer.') Dial. Notes II. 349 Bible-back, Rockland Co.

NTy. Bergen Co. N.J.
So Blble-bMkad a.

1857 Olym/ia (W. T.) Pioneer tt Democrat 11 Dec (Tb.)

We might, in con-seouence, become somewhat round.
shouldered and ' biblcU-icked." 1873 A'. 4- Q. Ser. iv. XII.

227 What kind of shoulders ? Rather high. Anything else'/

He was humpy or bible-backed.

BibliOGlaat. Add quot. and Blblloola-stloa.
1880 BlJ^DES Enemies Bks. 96 Such a u icked old biblio.

clast as ^ohn BagfortL 1887 Longjnan's Mag. Dec. 239
The biblioclastic dead.

BiUiope'gically, adv. [f, Bibliopegic : sec

-ICALLY.] As regards bookbinding. So Biblio*-

peglam = Uibliofecy.
itiy DiBDiM Decain. II. 513 The art and craft of biblio-

pegism. 1896 Gossx in Content^. Kcv. Jan. 98 His own
library, .was not conspicuous bibliopcgically.

Bibliotbecanal (bi:blio)>ike> ri&l), a. [-AL.]

•• BuiLioTHKiAUnsj a. (under Bibuothkcaht).
lli9 Alhesumm 27 Apr. 339/2 Of the two sets of terms

that are so constantly, confounded, one may be said 10 be

bibliographical or scientific, the other bibliothecarial or

practical. 1893 F. Madam Bks. in MS._ vii. 75 The one

great bibliothecarial fact of antiquity is the Library of

Alexandria. 19x8 Boitteian O. Eec. 31 Oct. 15s So little has

happened in Hodley in this Lon^ Vacation that it is lawful

to extravagau a little in Oxonian (and not purely biblio-

thecarial) pastures.

BiUiotlieoaLry, sb. 2. (Modem U.S. example.)

l8*7 O. W. H01.MSS Hundred Days vL 218 These two
experu in book*, the bibliopole and tlie bibliothecar}-.

Bibliothetic (bi:bli<;))e-tik), a. [f. Gr. ^ma
boojis + etriKui concerned with placing or setting.]

Kelating to the placing and arrangement of books

on the shelves of a library.

s^t E. C. RicMARoaoN ClastiAcation (1912) 46 The
systems for classifying books on the shelves of a library,

which if you need a technical name, may be called * biblio-

thetic '.

Bibovine (laib^'vain), a. Zool. [f. Bi- * +
BoviNK.] Designation of the group of bovine

ruminants which includes the Oriental species, gaur,

gayal, and banteng (forming the subgenus Bibos).

X889 Nicholson & Lyukkker I'tdxofitol. (ed._ 3) II.

1151 The genus Boi. .may be divided into the Bibovine and
I'anrine groups. In the former are included the wild Oxen
of India and Burma. X891 Flower & Lvdkkker Mam-
mals 365 The Bibovine group.

Bibulo'sity. [See BlBt:L0U8 a. and -oslTT.]

Addictedness to tippling. So Bl-bnlonanesa (cf.

BiBOLODS a. I, i).

1844 Jml. R. Atric, Soc V. 1. 125 Their colour ;.. their

bibuloiisness ; all lAese properi ies conspire to the determina.

tion of the temperature of a given soil. X901 Rashdall&
Rait Nni College xyj The common-room which Spence
occasionally adorned could not have been wholly given up
to uncultivated Ubulosity. sgaB Daiiy Ejcfrtu 2 OcL 6 He

BIEBEHITE.

caught the man under the arm and affected a slight bibu.
lousr.ess hinistlf.

Bicircular, a. Math. [Bi- 2 1 and 2.]

1. Applied to a class of quartic curves each of

which passes twice through each of the circular

points at infinity, and thus resembles (analytically,

and sometimes in form) a pair of circles.

1867 J. Casey Bicircular Quartics in Tra/is. R, Jr.

Acad. XXIV. 1. 458 A bicircular quartic; that is,., a quartic
having the two circular points at infinity as double points.

187a li. Williamson Dijff'. Calc. xi. 195 A curve of the
fourth degree of the class called * bicircular quartics '. 1879
G. Salmon Higher Plane Curves (ed. 3) 241 Quartics w-ith

two nodes, in the case where these are the circular points
at infinity, have been extensively studied under the name of
bicircular quartics.

2. Geom. Bicircular coordinates : coordinates

formed by the intersection of a pair of circles meet-

ing at a constant angle.

Bick. Short for bick-iron, the horn of .in anvil.

See Bbak-ibon, Bickern.
X896 Farriers^ Price List Suppl., Farriers' Anvils, with

Steeled Bick.

Bicollateral (baik^ae-teral), a, Bot, [Bi- *.]

Of a fibro-vascular bundle : Having two masses ot

phloem on opposite sides of the xylem. (See Col-
lateral A. I e.) Hence Bicollaitenlily.
1881 Eucycl, Brit. XII. 18/1 In Cucurbita, Solanum,

and others the bundles are * bicollateral ', there being an
additional phloem portion inside the xylem. 1883 Vines
Sachs' Bot, (ed. 2) 949 Bicollateral bundles, in which ..

there is a layer of phloem on the inner as well as on the outer

side of the xylem. 1884 Bowek & Scott tr. De Bary's
Plutner, 319 A special subordinate form, to he called the

double collateral or bicollateral. is distinguished from the

usual one by the fact that two phloem groups lie on opposite

sides of one xylem group. 1900 W. Wallace in Ann. Bot.

Dec. 640 Most Cucurbitacea: have bicollateral bundles.

Ibid. 641 Weiss adopts ibis conception of bicollaterality.

Bicolonr, -color (bai'kclaj), a, and sb. Bot.

[ad. L. bicolor or F. bicolore adj. : see Bi- 2.] A.
adj. Having two colours. B. sb, A two-coloured

blossom.
X898 [C'tess von Arnim] Elizabeth tt Germ, Card. 56 The

Persian Yellows and Bicolors have been, as 1 predicted, a
mistake among the teas.

BicO'nical, a. [f. Bl- * -^ Conical.] Similar in

shape to two cones placed base to base.

X875 Encycl. Brit. III. 775/1 Eggs of the Grebes. .which

also have both ends nearly alike but pointed, are so wide in

the middle as to present a biconical appearance. X9a8 V. G.
CimjjK Most Anc. East viii. 19X Biconical faceted beads.

Bicnrsal (bsikS'isal), a. Geom. [f. Bi- * -I- L.

ctirsus course + -al.] Ofacurve : Having two paths.

X873CAVLEY Math. Papers (1895) VIII. 181 A curve ofdefi-
ciency 1 may be termed bicursal. X876 Ibid. (1896) IX- 582
Tht; bicui.sal sexlic has in general 9 nodes.

Bicuspidal (baikp'spidal), o. Geont. [f. Bl-*

+ Ci:sPlUAL.] Of a curve: Having two cusps.

1867 CAVLEY;l/a//i. Papers (1893) VI. 528 A bicuspidal or

Cartesian curve. X879 G. Salmon Higher Plaite Curves (ed^

3) 241 Quartics having the two circular points as cusps have

also been much studied under the name of Cartesians, the

properties of which may similarly be generalized and stated

as properties of bicuspidal quartics.

Bicyclette (baisikle-t). [F., dim. of bicycle.^

A low-wheeleil or safety bicycle.

X89S Columbus (O.) Dispatch 17 Jan. 4/3 There were two-

seated and four-seated vehicles and a petroleum bicyclette.

1895 Blackm. Mag. Nov. 646/2 If Nature, .be more to you
than bicydcttes and German bands.

Bid, sb. fig. Add : phr. To make a bidfor : to

make an attempt to secure, ' have atry ' at getting.

x88s Century Mag, Dec. 179/2 He was a little ashamed
of making such a baie-faceJ Did for her sympathy. X893

CasselCs Earn. Ma^. Apr. 357/2 The Colonel makes a good
bid for the hole with the odd. and lies by the rim. 1895
Geogr. Jrnl. May 415 To make a bid himself for the throne.

Bidarka, -kee (bsidaaka, -k/). Also bidarra.

[Contamination of Russ. 6aft;iaifb baiddk' and

6ai1,iapa baiddra, names for kinds of canoes.] A
portable boat of stretched skins, used by Eskimos.
X879G. B. GooDE Catal. A nint. Resources (/.S. X44 Umiaks

orbidarras. X894 Outing{\J.S.) XXIII. 389/1 A oiie-baich

bidarka, or hunting bi^t, of the Aleutian Islands, X898

Century Mag. LV. 67a Their kayaks and bidarkeea.

Biddy '. U.S. Add quots.

s8^ O.W. Holmes /4 k/. Brtnkf.-t. xii. 363 Poor Bridget,

or Biddy, our red-armed maid of all work ! 1865-6 Trans.

III. Agric. Soc. VI. 294 Two dollars a week would not tempt

even tile greenest lliddy to leave her Churcli.

Biddy-biddy. Also biddy-bid. [Corruption

of Maori piripiri\ The New Zealand name for

the troublesome bur of Acitna ovinam .i. Sangui-

sorba.

1880 T. H. Potts Out in the Open in AVio Zeal. Country
yml.Xil. 195 (Morris) Piri piri (a<:<w«a l<J/<fr<"<>'<*r).by

the settlers has lieen convened or corrupted mtobiddy-biddy.

1896 Otago IVitness 23 Jan. II. 36 (Morris) Biddybids

detract very matei iaily from the value of the wool, and the

plant should not be allowed to seed where sheep arc de.

p.istured.
.

Bieberite (br-berait). Min. [Named (G. bte-

berit, Haidinger 18.45) f™"" Bieber, near Hanau :

see -itkI.] Suli)hate of cobalt, found as a red crust

on other m'merals.

i8s4 Dana Min. (1868) 647. «80a — Mineral. I, Lithol.

(ed. 4) 168 Bieberite or Cobalt Vitriol.



BIELID.

Bielid (brlid). Aslron. [f. the name Bula (see

below) + -ID a, as in Leonid, etc.] An Andromede.

So called because supposed to come from the

remains of Biela's comet (named after the German

astronomer, W. von Biela). Also atirib.

1899 Eiiin. Kfv. Oct. 318 Displacements of the Bielid orbit

are no abnormal events. 1899 Sci. Amtr. 9 Dec. 379/3 A
Shower of Bielids. A well-marked shower of Biehd meteors

was observed at Princeton on the evening of November 24.

Bif, int. fcclamation uttered when something

strikes an object : cf. next.

1905 H. G. WE1.1.S Kiffs I. iv. 5 I When I go to turn, if I

don't remember, Bif I—and I'm/wto something. X917 H. A.

Vachell FisAfingle xi, Hamlin bowled straiglit and true

for the middle stump. The youth smote and missed. ' Bif I

'

yelled Lionet

Biff, sb. slans- [f. the vb.] A blow, whack.

Also fig.
1889 BAimiiiiE & Lelasd Diet. 5/<K<f,£yf(Americanism),

To give (one) a 'biff in tlie jaw.' igoa Clapin Diet.

Amer. 50 Bif, Biff, Bift. 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters x.

165 What an idiot a man can be when he gets a biff that

takes his wind. I9a6 Biackiv. Mag. Feb. 224/1 Contusions

on top of head, .biff on the—bruise on inside of knee.

Biff, V. slang. [Imitative.] trans. To hit, strike.

1888 Jui/y 18 Jan. 27 He playfully biffed him with a
brick. 1894 KiPUNG Walking Delegate in Day\ Work 71

Ef we all biffed you now, these same men . , 'u'd call us

off. 190a Clapin Diet. Amer. 50 Bif, Biff, Bift, current in

several parts of the States in sense of to strike, and espe-

cially to give a quick blow. ' He biffed him on the car '. I9a4

Scribiurs Mag. Jan. 60/2, 1 gave Tim one between the eyes

and 1 biffed his brother in the block.

Biflecnode (baifleknoud). Math. [f. Bi- 2 +
Flecnodk.] A point on a curve that is both a

node and a point of inflexion for each branch

passing through it. Hence Biflecno'dal a.

1874 G. Salmon Analyt. Geom. (ed. 3) p. xvii. Number of

points at which two tangents are biflecnodal. Ibid. 521

BiRecnodal points. Ht^ — Higher Plane Curves (ed. 3)

217 Such a node may be considered as the union of an
ordinary node with (in the first case) a point of inflexion,

and with (in the second case) two points of inflexion ; and
the node may be termed a flecnode or a biflecnode in the

two cases respectively.

Bifocal, a. [Bl- 2.] Having two foci. Used
to designate spectacle-glasses with two segments

of different focal lengths, the upper for distant, the

lower for near, visior.

1894 Gould Diet. Med. 205/1 Bifocal lens. 1895 Pof. Sci.

Monthly Aug. 470 Ordinary bifocal glasses.

Big, a. Add :

3. e. fig. phr. Too big for one's boots (J>reeches,

trousers), inclined to sw.ngger and play the great

man among one's fellows.

(1879 : see "Boot sli.* i b.J 1905 H. G. Wells Kipps iil ii.

00 hie for *is uri

, ,. j_j For the firs

big for his boots.

i I He's getting too hie for 'is britches. 1915 Times (weekly... ..... .,g^ed.) II Tune 523 For the first few weeks he was 'rather too
'
ig for his boots.'

7. In designations of operatives, denoting the

chief or senior men ; cf. Big Four in B.
X910 Westm. Gaz. 9 Mar. 4/1 There are over 40,000 male

cotton-piecers who earn from 8s. 6d. to 15s. 6d. as littie-

pieceis (youths), and from 13s. 6d. to 32s. 6d. as big-piecers

(young men), igax Diet. Oecupational Terms (1927J § 363
Big tenter. Ibid. 365 Big piecer,. big spinner.

D. Of things : On a large or grand scale.

1928 ^^^w«f/'tfr/ 4 Dec, Oxford's Big Rugby. 41 Points
Against Edinburgh.

B. In collocations: big bird, noise (see the

sbs.); big dog (earlier example) ; big figure 6'^.?.

(see quot. 1848) ; big fotir U.S., a combination of

four important things, persons, or companies ; spec.

the part of the New York Central Railway system
connecting Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St.

Louis; similarly big five; big gun, a person of

importance; f Big Knife f!.?., awhiteman,esp.
a Virginian (so called by Indians) ; big laurel

U^., species of magnolia and rhododendron ; big
money, orig. U.S. large sumsof money, high wages
or salary ; Big Muddy U.S., the Missouri river

;

big pay U.S., high wages or salary; big smoke,
{a) Austral., aboriginal name for a town ; {b)

London (see Smoke sb. i d) ; big stick U.S.,

a display of force ; hence big-sticker, -stickism

(the currency of this is app. due to a speech by
"I". Roosevelt on i Sept. 1901) ; big tree ^''..S'.

(earlier examples).

184s J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs x. 126 Pointing to
the reverend gentleman who . . was the ' *big dog of the tan-
yard'. 1836 CrockettExploits^ Adv.Tejeas {i8s7)3o'Wiien
a man sets about going the *big figure, halfway measures
won't answer no how. 1844 IW. J. Thompson] Major fones'

s

Courtship (Bartlett) It's monstrous expensive., to do things
on the big figure tliat's she's on now. 1848 Jartlett Diet.
Amer., Bigfigitre. To do things on the big figure, means
to do ihem on a large scale. 1868 Pickingsfr. Picayune
326 (De Vere) When I saw that, I thought I might as well

go the big figure. 1886 Outing (U.S.) Nov. 156/1 The trial

races proved beyond a doubt that the Mayflower was tlie

queen of the ' *big four '. 1890 Congress. Rec. May 4540/1
I'be monopolist who usurps and controls the markets, as
the 'big four' have controlled the beef market of the
country. 1894 Ibid. Aug., App. 1355/1 Ihe conferees, .went
back and reconferred with the ' big four ' of the Senate. 1896
R. G. Knowles& Morton Baseball ()S Spalding was engaged
to serve the Chicago Club at his own terms, and this eventu-
ally led to the secession ofthe 'big four 'of the period—under

76

Strict business rules—from tlie Boston to the Chicago Club.

1898 A. N iCHOLAS Iiiyi of iya/>as/t 208 Joe Little, brake-man

on the Big Four railroad. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 18 lune 2/j In

each State contingent the four * delegates at large '—the
* Big Four', to give them their current title—are the men
who really count. 1913 N. K Even, Post i May 1/6

A head-on collision between a Big Four passenger train and

a freight train, i^zj Agatha Christie (tiiie) '1 he Big Four.

1865 Susan Hale Lett. 16 The •Ijig guns of the parish.

1867, 1880 [see Gun sb. 7 b]. x888 Texas Si/tzn^s 13

Oct. (Farmer, Slang) You don't consider tliat insignificant

ink-slinger. .a big gun, do you? 1750 C. Gist yrn/s.

36 Upon his understanding I came from Virginia, he

called me the *Big Knife. 1786 Massachusetts Gaz. 17 Oct.

(Th.) General Clarke of Virginia, whom the Indians dread,

and stile the Big Knife. 1817 J. F. Cooper Prairie (1836)

II. i. 6 It is farther to the towns of the Big-knives. 183JI

D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 210 At Charleston, .this tree is

commonly called Large Magnolia ; but it is more generally

known in the country by the name of *Big Laurel. 1853

D. H. Strother BlackivaterChron. vii. 8g This dale is girt

round.. by a broad belt of the Rhododendron—commonly
called the big laurel out here. 1888 N. V. Life 28 Jan. 3/1

ni bet my bottom dollar it would be worth 'big money to

know what Alec just told Chauncey. 1907 Westvi. Gaz.

16 Aug. 2/1 The skilled artisan has always been, .well paid

in Belfast. He makes what he calls * big money.* ,1857-8

lyans. III. Agric. Soc, (1859) III. 352 Most of the orchard
I

trees north of the *Big Muddy. 1868 Cougress. Globe J une

2755/1 The train., comes back to Missouri with coal superior

even to that of the Big-Muddy, xgifi Lit. Digest (N. V.)

21Aug. 362/1 Advt., Our course trains you to get and keep the

*big pay jobs. 1848 H. W. Haygarth Busk Life Australia

i. 6 As he gradually leaves behind him the ' *big smoke * (as

the aborigines picturesquely call the town). 1904 Springfield

Weekly Republ. 26 Aug. 1 Happily the revolution in

Paraguay is too far down in South America to arouse the

**big stick' in Washington. 1915 Lit. Digest (N. Y.)

21 Aug. 352/2 Mr. Joyce Kilmer, known as a poet and a
critic, ..on this occasion performs in the latter capacity

with *a big stick.' 1905 Springfield Weekly Republ.

9 June 1 A *big-sticker after Mr. Roosevelt's own heart.

X9a6 Spectator 3 Jan. ig/i There is nothing in the British

record to compare with Roosevelt's robust *big-stickism

in the Alaska boundary case, 1869 C. L. Brace New West
ii. 33 We can see the gigantic trunks of the superb * Red
Wood'.., a near relative to the *Big Trfes. 1875 Field

ff Forest I. 44 Equalling the largest known specimen of
the 'big tree* proper.

b. In collocations used attrib.

zgog Daily Chron. 7 May 1/4 The big-fleet party inVienna.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 27 Apr, 11/2 Big-print headlines in news-
papers. Ibid. 20 Jan. 2/2 Whether we be * big-Navy ' men.

or * little-Navy men.

Bigamize, v. U.S. [f. Bigamy.] intr. To
commit bigamy,
a i86x T. WisTHROP John Brent\\. 61 When he came back

the pretty girl had bigamized.

Big bug. orig. U.S. [See Bug sb^ i b.] A
person of importance ; a great man.
1830 Mrs. Royall Lett.fr, Alabama 42 One of them, ,

.

being asked rather peremptorily by one of the big bugs to

rub down his horse, cursed him. 1835 W. G. SiMMs/'ar-
tisan 323 Meant for great occasions when I am entertain-

ing some of the big bugs in epaulettes. 1840 J. P, Kennedy
Quodlibet 127 There are the mandarins, our big bugs, and I

could name them to you. X871 Schelede VERE^w/^nVaw-
isms (1872) 392 Persons of great wealth and distinction are
irreverently called Big Bugs, and ' I-street, in Washington ',

is thus saitl to * be inhabited by the foreign ambassadors and
other big bugs.' 1896 J. C. Harris Sister Jane 24 He don't
belong to the big-bugs.

Bigeminous (baid^cminas), a. [f. L. bige-

minus doubled (f. bi-^ Bi-^-i-geminus double):

see -ous.] Of a tooth : Imperfectly double ; half-

way between a single tooth and two teeth.

X894 W. Bateson Study of Variation 238 Since the bi-

geminous teeth are not completely divided, ihey must be
reckoned as single teeth,

BigenOUS (bai"d3en3s'), a. [f. L. ^/-, Bi-2 +
-genus born : see -ous, Cf. Bigeneh.] Inherited

from both parents.
X894 K&Riisi in Fhil. Trans. Set, B. CLXXXVI. 784 We

may be allowed to introduce two denominations for the two
species of natal probabilities, naming those which regard
only one sex as monogenous, and those which take into con-
sideration the age-combinations of both parents as bigenous.
Ibid.^ A complete bigenous table of natality.

Bigha(brga). Alsobeega(h, begah, biggah.
[Hindi.] A measure of land area in India varying

locally from \ acre to i acre.

1763 in Gleig Mem. Hastings (1841) I. 123, 1 never seized
a boga \sic\ or a beswa of the land belonging to Calcutta.
i8a3 Malcolm Central India 11. 15 notet A Begah has been
computed at one third of an acre, but its size differs in

almost every province. The smallest Begah may perhaps
be computed at one third, and the largest at two tliirds of
an acre. 1877 Meadows Taylor My Life xii. (1878)251 It

would be a noble sheet of water, and very profitable, as it

would irrigate upwards of 10,000 beegahs of rice. 1895
Mrs. Croker Village Tales (1896) 167 Two biggahs of
land, planted in rape and linseed. 1905 Statesnian^-z \xi%,

2/4 All that piece or parcel of vacant land containing by
measurement one bigna fifteen cottahs more or less.

Big head, big-bead. U.S. [Big a. 3.]

1, A disease in cattle, characterized by a swelling

of the head.
1805 Lancaster (Pa.) Intelligencer 3 Dec. Advt. (Th.) A

Brown Steer, having ' what they call the Big Head.' X867
Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc. (1868) 730. 1 have not lost but two of
the bovine species . . ; one in 1861 had big head or jaw, 1889
in Farmer Americanisms.
2. Jig. * Swelled head

' ; arrogance, conceit,

1853 Daily Morn. Herald (St. Louis) 2 July (Th.) Mayor
How s ungallant attack upon the little boys of our city is a

BILIIQ^aiTAIiISM.

weak emanation of a *big head,* 1856 B. Vou.ng in fml.
Discourses IV, 69 They need to be careful, or they will

have the *big head,' and become as dead . . as old pump*
kins, X896 Congress. Rec. Mar. 3030/2 [Such] men holding
subordinate places in the government of the U.S. to^Iay..

have got the 'big head* and got it bad. tSgSSat.Rev.ti
Apr. 451 Suffering from an acute attack of wjiat the Ameri-
cans call big-head.

Big-bom, bigbom. U..S. [Big a. B. 2.] A
Rocky Mountain sheep.

x8o6 P. Gass jfrnl. {1807) 222 They saw a number, .of the
ibex or big-horn. 1837 W. Ikving Capi. Bonneville jiL

68 Flocks of the ahsahta or bighorn, an animal which fre-

quents these cliffs in great numbers. izx86x Winthrop JoAn
^rent iv. (1862) 47 He turned butcher of buffalo, bears, and
big-horn. X879 AIiss Bird Rocky Mis. 89 Here, in the
early morning, deer, bighorn, and the stately elk, come down
to feed, 1926 Chambers^s frnl. July 449/1 It had been the
regular route traversed by large droves of bighorn.
atirib. X873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xxx'u 676 A day

..will bring one to the range of larger game, such as cinna-

mon bears, mountain lions and bighorn sheep.

Big-side. (See quot, 1900.)

1845 Rules Footb. Rugby School § 21 Two big-side balls

must always be in the Close during a match or big.side.

1848 Recoil. Rugby 133 *Thc Laws of Football', which
were * sanctioned by a Levee of Big .Side', on the 7th of
September, 1846. 1856 Rugby School 154 Allowing the
blood to flow out freely in that most glorious channel—

a

Big-Side Match. Ibid. 157 The tuft of trees, .bordeiing

Big-side. 1892 F. AlarshaiPs Football 16 Up to the year
1858 or therealx)uts all the school who were not *caps had
to stand in goal during Bigsides. 1895 Athemeum 30 Mar.
402/3 In. .a big-side. .in 1858. .80 old Rugbeians played
120 of the school [at football]. 1900 J. S. Farmer Public
Sch. Word-bk. 21 Big-side (Rugby and elsewhere). The
combination of all the bigger fellows in the school in one
and the same game or run. Also the ground specially used
for the game so denominated.

Bijwoner, bywoner (bai'w^najV S. Afri-

can. Also beiwoner, bywonner. [Du,, f. bij-

wonen to be present at.] An authorized squatter

on another man's farm (rettman).
x88g H. A. Bryden Kloofs Karroo ^$2 A beiwoner (a sort

ofsub-farmer on the estate of arichcr fanner, who is expected
to perform certain duties for the privilege of running his

stock). X916 F. E. Mills Young {title) The Bywonner,
19x6 Times Lit. Snppl. 24 Aug. 406 The ' poor-white [ by-
woner, who won't work for wages, and often uses a native's

oxen.

Bi^e (baik), sb.^ CoUoq. abbreviation of Bi-

cycle. Also Bike v,, Bl'ker, Bi'king.
X890 Daily News 19 Nov. 5/6 Washington has been called

the Mecca ofAmerican wheelmen. . .* Bike ' is the slang term
in use there for bicycle. xZa^Ibid. 10 Sept. 7/1 Young girls..

who are learning to ' bike . 1895 Westm. Gaz. 14 Oct. 7/a
The * biking * craze seems to grow. ..Lady Warwick, .was
one of the * bikers '. 1896 R. S. S. Baden-Powell MatabeU
Campaign xix. The other, .can use his revolver—which can-
not be done by single bikers, xoox W. R. H. Trowbriixsr
Lett, her Mother to Eliz. vi. 25 Daisy hiked over to Exeter
this morning with Mr. Frame,

Bilabial, a. Add

:

2. Phoiutics. Of certain consonants (e.g./, 3, »/,

Vy w) : Produced by the juncture or apposition of

both lips. Also sb.f a bilabial consonant.
1894 W. M. Lindsay Lat. Lang. 47 At some time before

the fifth cent, A D... initial t^. .seems to have passed from
the bilabial spirant (Spanish b) to the labio-dental spirant
(our v). 1898 W. RiPPMASN EUm. Phonetics (1910) 82 The
labio-dentals and the bilabials. Ibid. 90 In general the lip

stops are bilabial, i. e. formed by a closure of both lips. X91X

P. Giles in Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 830/1 1 he Latin V. .was
not a labio-dental spirant like the English r, but a bi-labial

semivowel like the English "w.

Bilge, sb. Add :

1. c. Nonsense, 'rubbish', * rot', slang.

X921 A. S. M. Hutchinson IJ Winter Conies 11. viL \ 6
And they didn't talk any of this bilge about fighting us in

England. 1925 P. G. Wodehocse in Strami Mag. ScpU
816/2 *Oh, i know he writes the most awful bilge,* said
Anastatia.

Bilgy, a. Add U.S. quot :

1890 Harpers Mag. Sept. 594/2 Living in qtiarters as
crowded and bilgy as a slaver's' hold.

Bilbarzia (bilha-jzia), [mod.L., named by
T. S. Cobbold after Theodor Bilharz^ a German
physician who discovered the parasite in 1851.] A
genus of trematode worms parasitic in the veins of

the pelvic region and urinary organs of human
beings, esp. in Egypt and other parts of Africa.

Hence BUba'rxial, BUba'rsio adjs. ; BiUuur*
sia'sis, -osis, the disease produced by the presence

of this worm in the bladder.
X864 T. S. Cobbold Enlozoa 203 The blood . . forms

the proper habitat of the BUharxia. 1877 Huxley
Anat. Im: Anim. 202 Dioecious Trematodes arever>* rare,

the most important being the formidable Btlharzia, X903
Phil. Med. Jml. 31 Jan. 208 (Cent. Suppl.) Bilharzic.

1903 F. C. Madden in Jml. Trop. Med. 1 Jan. [title) The
presence of living adult bilharzia worms in bilharzial papillo-

mata. 1906 Lancet 27 Oct, 1178/2 The liver proved to be
a typical specimen of advanced bilharzial cirrhosis. Ibid.,

A remarkable case of bllharziasis, 1907 F. C Madden (/zV/r)

Bilharziosis. 1913 A. R. Ferguson in Glasgo^v Med. Jml.
Jan. 15 Egypt has well been termed the 'home of bilharzio^ ',

BiHau (bi-lian). Also billian. [Malay.] The
ironwood of Borneo.
x88sDEWiNDT.E^u<x/<>r 63 Loading 'bilian' or iron wood.

X887 Daly Digging S. Austr. 272 Forests of bilian.. in

British North Borneo. X906 Macm. Mag. Nov. 42 That
wonderful wood billian, the Bornean iron-wood.

Bili'ngualism. [f. Bilingual + -isic] Ability



BILITERAL.

to speak two languag^es ; the habitual use of two
languages colloquially.

il^ A. J. Butler tr. Ratztts Mist. Mankind II. so The
bi-lingualism of the Carib tribes whose women speak
Arawak and the men Carib. \^t Encpfcl. Brit. III. 114 The
eflfects of biitngualism deser%'e attention, especially in those
areas where pernianent contact is established between two
different famiiies of speech, as in India. i9»7 British
Weekly la May 135/4 WeUh billAgualists [decreasedj by
more than two percent.

Biliteral, a. Add :

2. Of an inscription : Written in two different

scripts. Also sb.^ a biliteral inscription,

1877 Skene Celtic Sept. 1 1. 450 Several of those [sc. ogham
inscriptions) in Wales being biliteral, and having a corre-

sponding inscription in debased Roman characters. 1878
SroKE'i !*(: Petrik CArjstia/i InscHpt. II. 165 The biliteral

inscriptions on our stone monuments. 1887 S, Ferguson
Ogham Inscript. 114 Other biliterals of. . mere British origin.

-bility [F. -biiiUt L, 'bilitdUfn\i a termination

forming abstract substantives from adjectives in

-BLB.

Bilk, sh, 4. (Later U.S. examples.)
1869 A. K. M'^Clurb Rocky Mts. an A bilk b a man who

never misses a meal and never pays a cent. 1873 J. H.
Beadlb Undevtt. West iii. 73 Nineteen hotels and restaur-
ants were in operation, and at every one of them ' bilks

*

abounded.

Bilker (bi-lkai). slang, [f. Bilk ». + -er1.]

One who practises cheating; €sp^ one who evades
payment of a cabman's fare.

1717 Daily Cffurani rj Dec-, A Diamatick Entertainment
of Dancing, call'd. The Cheats, or. The Tavern Bilkers.

i8$7 Tit-Bits 25 June 172 Cab Bilkers. 189a Daily News
6 May 6.-5 Fares who tried to evade payment, known as
'bilkers'. 1898 l&id. 8 Jan. 3/5 The London Cab Act, 59
and 60 Victoria, chapter 37, commonly known as the Bilkers*
Act. 1909 H. G. Wells Ann yervnicaxvi, Ann Veronica,
you're a bxlker 1

Bill, s&:^ Add :

5. O, At Harrow school, properly,the list ofboys;
hence, the calling-over of the list. Also tittrib.

1814 W. C. Tbevelyam Diary in G. T. Warner Harrow
in Pr. ^ yerse ( 1914) 107 Locked up at 8 o'cloclc, placed at the
a bill. iii$ fifid. 113 Dr. Bshowedusabiilof Harrow School
for 1770L 1818 N. Carlisle Descr. Endowed Gram. Sch,
£nr. ^ WaUs II. 148 The Absences for Hills.. are regu*
tarfy called every Two hours by Ihe Head Master, stto
Mkkivals Autohiog, (1898) 40 'IIm writing of this Hill was
entrusted to two of the moftC owritorious boys, who also
wrote good bands. 1804 Heurvtnan 15 Nov. 103/3 From
tbe^BilUyard to the Old Station. 1894 R. C Welch Harrow
Sik, Kef. 17 Our present Bill Books. 1898 Howsom ^
Wartters Harrow School 275 The 4 bill in summer is

double, Mrt on the cricket-ground (cricket-bill}... At yard,
bill the Doyi pass one by one in bill order before the bilU
master of the wecL answer their names, touch their hats,
and walk on. IHeL, For a master to get through bill in
ten minutes is smart work,—there are well over too names
to be called,—a quarter of an hour is the usual time.

8. O. Tofill the bill: to ful51 the necessary re-

quirements ; to come up to the requisite standard,
orig. US, rCf, Fill r. 7 c)
1860 Tresns. III. AgHc. Soc. (1861) IV. 471 Austin .. Seed-

ling, Dr. W. hopes well from t>ecause of its great v^or, but
doubts if it filU the bilL i88x A. A. Haves New Colorado
ii. 33 With this requirement in view does Colonulo *fill

the Bill •? 1890 Hamper's Mag. Feb. 441 /i TTiey filled the
bill accordins to their lij^htv 100a Clamm Diet. Amtr. 5a
Some one * nils the Bill ' when ne comes up to the descrip-
tion, or ts able to accomplish what is undertaken. S904 W. H.
Smith Promoters i. so, I don't think I ever saw a word
used that. .filled the bill quite so completely as this word
* experimentally ' will do for us.

9. a A buik-DoU. U,S,
sSiy S. R. Brown Western Com. 1 is The notes of this bank

are in ezccllenlcredit,but bills from theneiKhbouring states.

.

have a free and exten<>ive circulation. 185a M ks. Stowe (^w^//
Tom's C. 438 She unlocked the desk, took from it a roll of
bills, which she counted over rapidly. 1905 y. K, Even,
Post 1 Sept. T The coin.. is ceriainly cleaner than the
nimpled-up bilU that prevail in the out-of-the-way places^

10. Hill 0/ costs (sec qxxot, 1911).
tSj4 AVzv Monthly Mag. lu 109 (Hel made the invitation

an item in his bill of costs. i8i59 Vng. Men Gt. Brit. 14
May S60/2 An attorney, about to furnish a bill of cok.ts.

1911 Encjtct. Brit. HI. 932/2 A Bill 0/ Costs ban account
setting forth the charges and disbursemenu incurred by a
solicitor in the conduct ofbu client's biMOcss. The delivery
of a bill of cosu is by statute a coiKtitioa neotssary befoie
the solicitor can sue upon it.

U. (Sense 3) btll-dra/Ur, -drafting \ bill-board
US,^ a notice-board, a hoarding ; bill-book
US.^ ft pocket-book; biU-olerk US,, a clerk
who makes out the bills at a hoteL
A 1S77 in Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 4) 4^ People who fail to

edit a 'bill-board are firmly convinced that they could edit
ancwspaper. 1898 M. DBLAMDOA/C>Uj//r 7Vi/« 245 Well,
I was advertised all round; you ought to have seen the
bill^boanU. 1904 Atlantic Monthly Mar. 205 An ordinance
vbich demands that no billboard be erected on a rcMdence
street [etc J. 1905 iV. Y. Times 3 Feb. 3 In a *billbook in an
inside pocket were manychecks. .on Plainfield banks. 1909
*0 HfcMRv' options (19161 77 Young New Voikcrs who
might be millionaires or *bill clerks. 1886 P. Kobikson
Teetotum Trees 65 The most experienced of *bill-draugh-
lers. 1804 Wtstm. Gax. 6 FeK a/a The kind of misuke
for which even a Hill-draftcr can hardly be expected to
provide. iSm /bid. 8 _Jan. 2/2 Ministers have led ..a quiet,
If busy and '^Bill-draftinf;, existence.

Billabong (bilaboi)). Austral. Also billy-
bonu, bilU-bong, [Native name, f. billa river +
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^««^dead.] A branch or effluent ofa river, forming
a blind channel or backwater or stagnant pool.
x86a W. Landsboroi'gh Ejcplor. Australia vi. 31 In the

south, such a creek as the Macadam is termed ^billy-bonri.
1865 W. HowiTT Discov. Australia I. 298 Their way on was
intercepted, by., what the Major calls, .anabranches of the
river, but which the native-; call billibongs, channels coming
out of a stream and returning into it again. 1911 C. E. W.
Bkan * Dreoitnought ' of Darling \\w. 133 Australian rivers
..often have a long arm or two wandering oflf into the plain,
and either coming back to the river again in the end or else
straying off for perhaps a hundred miles and ending nowhere
in particular, i'bose arms are what they call billabongs.

Billed (bild),//>/.rt.2 [f. BiLLv.3]
1. Entered in a bill or list ; spec, (see qnot.).
»873.W. W. Kmollvs Z)/V/. Mil. Terms, Billed^ a term

exclusively confined to the Foot Guards. It means that a
man's name is placed in the list or bill of those who are to
undergo drill and confinement to barracks. Hence a * billed
man '.

2. Announced or advertised by a bill. (See
Bill r.3 4.)
1895 J»i////.C/TS.i8July8/i The. .train reached Aberdeen

at 6.46 . .or fourteen minutes before the billed time of arrival.
1897 Daily News ^^ May 5/7 The establishment of a boldly
billed enclosure for lost children.

Billet, sb,'^ Add :

4. b. A place in which a soldier is billeted ; a
soldier's lodging or quarters. Also gen.
1858 Billets «v Bivouacs 246 Thou long-suffering reader, .

.

tarry with me yet a moment in the last billet we shall ever
share together—my dark abode on the dreary shores of Old
Father Thames. 1875 Encyel. Brit. II. 571/2 The army
lived in barracks, camps, or billets. 19*0 Wodeiiousu
Damsel in Distress \ii. So George toe k up his abode . . in
the plainly-furnished but not uncomfortable cottage. ..He
mignt have found a worse billet.

C. Irons/, An appointment, post, or 'berth',
app. orig, US, or Colonial.
1870 Casselfs Mag. II. 58/1 The private. .doesn*t see why

..he should give up his billet as pioneer or canteen waiter to
do sentry, go. 1887 7"ajtr*r-i« 135 If youareout of work, or
out of a situation, as we say, here [N. Zealand] it b called
•out of billet '. 1890 HoRNUNG Bride/r. Bush xvii. If ever
she went hack to Australia, she'd remember my young man,
and get him a good billet. 1891 Chas. King T%vo Soldiers
(1892) 120 (Funk) A billet as clerk in the recruiting rendez-
vous.

Bi'Uiardist. [f.BiLLiA&D-a-f-iST,] A billiard-

player,

1^9 H. Y. Even. Ex^r, Alman, 171. 1888 St. Louis
Globe Democrat 34 Jan. (Fanner) Each competitor has put
up fifty dollars entrance money in Billiardist Daly's hands.
1901 Daily Chron. j Apr. 6/6 A player, like a billiardist,

would require practice to be successful.

Billiards. 2. Add :

biUiard-room (earlier U.S. example) ; billiard-

table, used aitrib. to describe a perfectly smooth
road, fjreen, etc
1816 U. Browm in Maryland Hist, Mag. X. «65 Dined and

fed at Jesse Brown's Hotel, an Inn kept in High Stile with
Billiard Room. 1905 Westm. Geu. 6 June 4/2 A land of
billiard'Uble roads. 1907 ibid. 13 Mar. 4/1 It is easy
enough.,to make a car that will successfully operate on the
billiard-table roads of France and England. 1909 Ibid. 3
Mar. i2/a The billtard.tabte smoothness of the ptUling
green.

BilliMn (biiikin). colloq. [f, Billt > f i c) +
-Kin, or alteration o{ billy-can.

"l
A small ' billy ' or

tin can used as a kettle.

t^ Sp0etest«r 13 Feb. 267/3 They drank tea made in a
biliikin.

Bimng, f^/. x^.s Add:
b. Annotmcing or advertising by bill or poster.

Also ttttrib,, as billing mailer,

187s Chambers's Jmi. 112/1 Advertisements, which most
likely to-^ik the form of ' billing *. 1900 Dtsily News 4 Dec.
3/3 No billing is attempted m the City, and hence the
urgent necessity for a thorough distribution of election litera.

ture. tyoa Daily Chron. mo Mar. 7/4 If plaintiff did not
send .

.
particttlars of her performance for billing purposes

S905 Ibid. 28 June 6/3 The defence wax that Nlr. Elen did
not send on ' billing matter ' two weeks in advance of his

engagement.

C. Comm. The act of making out or drafting a
bill, invoice, etc. Also comb., as billing machine
(an automatic typewriter),
1906 Westm. Go*. a6 Feb. 9/3 The billing machine.. will

produce half a dozen business documents at one operation,
and will toul up automatical t]r the various items entered.
Ibid. 29 Feb. 7/1 The special Oliver for Billing and
Invoicing.. .Combined Billing and Adding Machines.

Billion. 2. (Earlier example.)
ste Congress. Globe 6 Jan., App. 89/1 We may begin with

the hundred and twelve iniltiotis aiid then proceed.. until
we have bought and divided that billion of acres.

Billow, V. Add :

3. trans. To raise into billows or folds.

1885 WiNCFtELO Barbara Philpot I. x, 290 The cold air
rushing in billowed the curtains and extinguished the lights.

Bi'Uowlet. [See -LKT.] A small billow.

1867 J. Maccmecor ^<]i^ ^<^ ^<i///)f 99 The dancing billow-
lets of the lake. 1898 Temple Bar iia. 392 The bay., with
its sheltered succession of crescent-shaped billuwlets.

Billstead. U.S. t^Sce qoot.)
xSja J. K. Watsom Hist. Talee N. Y. 164 (Th.) The

general furniture \c 1780I was made of 'billstead ', another
name for maple.

Billy ^. Add :

1. b. A policeman's baton. U,S.
a 1899 -^< y> Htrrnid in Bartlett Diet, Amer, <ed. 3) 33

BIMOLECULAR.
A poor German was taken to prison, and, on examining him,
it was discovered that he was a victim to the billy. 1903
A'. K Times 11 Sept., Eight men set upon a policeman iliis

morning, . . taking his revolver and billy away from him,
o. Also biliy-can, (Cf. •Bilukin.)

Z885 Mrs.C Pkaed HeadSiat. xxiii, 1 lost the billy-can-lid.

d. = BiLM'-GOAT.
1938 Daily Tel. 9 Oct. 4/6 The Ministry of Agriculture,

through the agency of its stud goat scheme, has now placed
103 ' billies ' at the disposal of smallholders.

Billy Fairplay or Playfair. Coal-mining.
(Seequot. 1883.)
1876 Patent Specif. No. 4387, Machines for weighing

small coal known by the name of * Billy fair play '. 1883
Gresley Gloss. Coal Minine, Billy Boy (South Wales), a
lad who attends to the working of a Billy Playfair. Billy
Playfair or Fair-^lay,. .a mechanical contrivance for

' weighing coal, consisting of an iron trough with a sort of
hopper bottom, into which all the small coal passing through
the screen is conducted and weighed off and emptied from
time to time. 1889 Laiv Rep. 14 App. Cases 281 The coal
was shot down on a screen called Billy Fairplay.

Billy-o. collog. Also -ho, -oh. Used in the
intensive phr. like billy-o (see Like adv, i b). Cf.
like Old Harry — like the devil ; see Harry sb^ 4.
1885 Referee 9 Aug.in Ware Passing Engl. s.v„ Shure it'll

rain like billy-hol 19x4 W. J. Locke Fortmmie Youth iii,

•And they fight?' * Like billy-o,' said Paul, sga-j Observer
II Dec. 26 The Holy Rollers were going it like oilly-oh to
a tune which sounded like * My old man^ a fireman .

Biloculine tbdilp-kii3Uin),a. Zool. [ad. mod.
L. Biloculina, f. bi- Bi- 2 + L. locultis, dim. of loctes

place : see -inkI.] Having two chambers or com-
partments ; characteristic of the foraminiferous
genns Biloculina,
1898 Skogwick Zool. I. 9 In the genus Biloculina {Milio-

lid<t\ while the mode of growth of the megalospheric form
is. .on the biloculine plan from the first, that of the micro-
spheric form is at first on thequinqueloculine plan, and it is

not until many chambers have been formed that the bilo-
culine plan, characteristic of the genus, is assumed.

Bilophodont {h^i\p-id^pnx.\ a, loot. [f. Bl-2
+ lophodont (see Lopho-).] Of the molar teeth in

certain ungulates : Having two transverse crests or
ridges on the grinding surface.
1868 Owen Anat. Vertebr. 111. 343 The * bilophodont *

sub-type becomes more marked in Dinotlurium. Ibid. 358
Certain huge fossil bilophodont grinders, which seemed to
indicate a gigantic Tapir. 1891 Flomer & Lvdekker
Mammals 373 Molars brachydont and bilophodont.

Bim (bim). Also Bizxun. Colloq. name lor an
inhabitant of Barbados.
1851 C. W. Day Five Yrs. W. Indies T. 15 The Barbadians

are familarly known as ' Bimms *, x86oTrollope W. indies
xiii. 207 One soon learns to know a Bim. That is the name
in which they themselves delight, and therefore, though there
is a sound of slang about it, I give it here. 190a Daily Chron.
1 Feb. 5/1 Mr. Bosan()uet's team of English cricketers, which
has lately been playmg in Barbados, and making but an
indifferent show Etefore the doughty * Bims *.

Bimanual (bdimse-nival), a. [f. Bi-2 +
Mandal fl.] Performed with both hands; in

which both hands are employed. Hence Bima'nu-
Uy adv,^ by means of both hands.
1898 G. E. Herman Dis. Women 50 Bimanual examina-

tion. Ibid. 63 There are cases in which.. you cannot hi-

manuallyfeel the distinction. 190a D.J. Cunningham i^iuxA
1233 By the bimanual examination the pelvic organs are
steadied and pushed downwards towards the pelvic outlet
by the pressure of the left band applied in the hypogastric
region.

Bimbashi (bimba'p). Also bimbaahee,
binbashi. [Turk., lit, * one who is head of a
thousand' (^m thousand,^JjA head; cf. Bashaw).]
A Turkish military captain or commander. In
Egypt, an Knglish officer in the seiTice of the
Khedive.
S819 T. Hope Anastasius (1820) II. xv. 329 A Bimbashee

\Hote Turkish colonel], with about eighteen hundred men.
1876 Gladstone Bulgarian Horrors 31 Their Bimbashis
and their V'uzbachis, their Kaimakams and (heir Pashas.
1896 Daily News 28 Mar. 5. 3 ' Bimbashi ' is the general
name for the English officers attached to the Egyptian army.
1899 Kipling Stalky 107 He did not know that Wake . .would
be a bimbashi of the Egyptian Army ere his thirtieth year.

BiinbO. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1837 Baltimore Commerc. Transcript 5 Sept. 2/3 (Th.)
The (/. S. Gasette asks what is bimbo r. . Bimbo is a rascally

compound of brandy and sugar, flavoured with lemon peal
{sic\.

Bimeby (boi'mbai), adv. U.S. Reduced form
of By ANn BY A, 4, (Cf Bywkby.)
i8a4 Nantucket Inquirer 5 Jan. (I'h.) Well, bimeby he

took notion to hab my daughter. . , Well, bimeby I found em
out. 1848 lx>wKLL liiglow P. Ser. i. Courtin' 41 When Ma
bimeby upon 'em slips, Huldysot pale ez ashes. 1878 J. H.
Beadlk Westerft Wilds ii. 3& Bimeby one chap says: *0h,
yes, I know Mr. Darnell.'

Bimetalli'stic, a. [f. Biuetallist + -ic.]

Relating to, inclining to, bimetallism.
1889 in Cent, Diet, (citing Contemp. Rev.). iS^j Daily

News 5 Feb. 10/5 The Agriculturists, with their.. bimetal-
listic h.-inkerings.

Bimolecular (bdim^le*ki(iflai), a. [Bi-2.]

Designating a chemical reaction in which two oi

the reacting substances are transformed.
1899 J. Wai.kkk Introd. Phys. Chem. 256 Saponification

of ethereal salts by alkalies affords us an example of a bi-

molecular reaction. Ibid. 257 A bimolecular reaction, which
is, strictly speaking, a balanced action, but proceeds very
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iwarly to an end in aqueous solution, is the formation of urea
from ammonium cyanate. 1904 J. W. Meli.or Chem. Stat.

^ Dyttam. 35 The hydrolysis of ethyl acetate by sodium
hvdroxide is a bimolecular reaction.

Bi-monthly, a. and sb. \&\- pref.^ ^, 4 b.]

Occurring or produced every two months (every

other month) ; sb. a bi-monthly periodical. Also
used = occurring (etc.) twice a month (cf. semi-

monthly s. V. Semi- 5 b).

1878 Print. Trades Jmt. xxv. 4 A new Spanish bi-

monthly journal. iBygGi-KDSiosEiaDat/yNnusj Dec. 6/5
Annual as opposed to bi-monthly or tri-montlily budgets.

1891 [title) The Record of Technical and Secondary Educa-
tion. A bi-monthlyjournal. r906 Daily Chron. r r Sept. 3/2
The slip-shod quarterly—bi-monthly, sometimes—produc-
tions that some of our novelists turn out. 1946 (/tV/f) Vogue
Fashion 6i-Monthly.

Binary. A. f. Add : Of a quantic : Having
two variables.

1858 Cayley ^fath. Papers (t88g) II. 527 Certain binary
quantics, viz. the quadric, the cubic, and the quartic.

Bind, sb. Add :

7. A bruise on a horse's foot caused by the pres-

sure of a nail on the sensitive parts.

\yA Animal Mana^em, 239 ' Pricks ', wounds from nails

dnven into the fleshy part, and ' presses,' or * binds,' from
their being so close that they bruise them.

Bind, V. 17. b. Add : Also absol.

1917 Oxford yrnl. Illustr. 17 Jan. 8/3 The prisoner was
bound over for twelve months.

Binder. Add : 3. (Additional examples.)
1880 Plain Hints Needleivork 92 In plain-work, the linings

[are] generally called ' binders,' e.g. the binders in a shirt, or
night-dress, or shift. iBBj Northern N. ^ Q. Dec. 150 Small
heart-shape brooches .. fixed to the binders of babies to pro-
tect them from the witches and fairies.

7. b. In road-making (see quot.).

1911 Emycl. Brit. XXIII. 392/r Upon theconcrete founda-
tion is first spread a layer of fine bituminous concrete called

•binder', jjin. thick, to unite the wearing surface to the
concrete foundation. Upon the binder the asphalte is laid to
a thickness of 2 in.

Bing-bangf. colloq. An onomatopoeic redupli-

cation expressing a repeated heavy thump or a
continued banging noise.

1914 W. J. Locke Fortunate Yonth xiii, Lets 'em have it

bing-bang in the eye. Don't he, Jane? 1926 Glasgow
Herald I Mar. 10 Bing-bang, cling-clang clatter.

Binffe (bing), sb. slang (orig. dial. : see

E.D.D.). [Special use of dial, binge to soak (a

wooden vessel).] A heavy drinking-bout ; hence,
a spree. So Bintre v. refl. and pass., to drink
heavily, ' soak

'
; trans., to raise the spirits of.

1854 Miss Baker Nortliampt. Gloss. s.v., A man goes to
the alehouse to get a good binge, or to binge himself.
1889 Barricre & Lei.andZ?/W. Slang, ^z«^^ (Oxford), a big
drinking bout. 1915 H. A. Vachell Quinneys xi. § i. 155
It binges me up when I feel blue. 1922 Chambers^s Jml.
Sept. 569/1 This is only a binge—just a jolly old bachelor-
party. _X9a5 Sunday at Home Dec. 146/1 One man was so
Dinged in drink and so enchained by the craving for it. 1938
WoDEHOusE in Strand Mag. July 4 Eh 2 What about our
Monte Carlo binge?

Binion (bi-nia). [Breton, pi. of benvek tool,

(musical) instrument.] The form of bagpipe used
in Brittany.

1901 Westm. Gaz. 20 Mar. lo/i A toast was followed by
such music as the native biniou can produce. 1925 Blackiv.
Mag. Sept. 359/2 When Lommic took the biniou under his
arm he made the pipes sing.

Binitarian (b3inile»-rian), a. and sb. Thecl.
[f. L. bmi (])1.) twofold, double, after Trini.
TABIAN. Cf. G. binitarisch (Loofs 1S98).] A.
adj. Of or belonging to a belief in a Godhead of
two persons only. B. sb. A believer in this doc-
trine. Hence Binlta'rianism.
1908 Sir W. R. Nicoll in Zjr« (1925) 360 There are Trini-

tarians, Biniurians, Arians, and Unitarians. 191a Sandav
Christologies Anc. g, Mod. i. 12 The same alternation of
TriniUrian and Binitarian language (the conjunction of
Father, Son, and Spirit by the side of Father and Son). 1928
K. E. Kirk in Ess. Trin. .jr Incarn. 207 I'he two strains of
thought—the binitarian and the trinitarian. Ibid. 215 The
binitarianism of TertuUian's earlier Catholic thought.

Binocular, a. 2. Add : In Phologr. - stereo-
scopic ; also = binographic (see *1jInogk.iph).
1889 E. J. Wall Diet. Photogr. i8 Binocular Camera,

another name for Stereoscopic Camera. 1901 Amateur
Photographer 26 July 70/1 The binocular portraits of JNI.

Fred. Boissonnas. /^/t/.. Binocular photography. Ibid.'jo/^
Binocular photographs.

Binodal (bDinJu-dal), a. [f. Bi-2 + Nodal a.]
1. Bot. Having two nodes or joints.
1848 L1NDI.EV Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) I. 324 The cyme of

Dicotyledons is binodal, or multinodal.

2. Geom. Of a quartic curve : Hanng two nodes.
i87» Cayley Math. Papers (1895) VIII. 139 The binodal

qnartic curve. 1887 R. A. Roberts lutegr. (falc. 1. 244 The
curve with two nodes, .or binodal quartic, as it is called.

Binode (bai-njed). Geom. [Bl- 2.] A point
on a surface at which there are two tangent planes.
1868 Cayi.ev .Vath. Papers (1893) VI. 330 Conical and

biplanar nodes, or, as I call them, cnicnodes and binodes.
1^4 G. Salhom Aualyt. Geom. (ed. 3) 457 The quadric cone
may degenerate into a pair of planes. Such a node may be
called a binode.

Binograph (b3i-n%raf). Photogr. [f L. bmi
two each -f -o- -h -graph.] A photograph in which
the two elements of a stereograph are united in one.

78

Also Bino^a'phlc a. ; Bino'iri:apli7, the pro-

duction of binographs.
1902 IValCs Diet. Photogr. (ed. 8) 81 Binocular Portraits

or binographs. Ibid., Binographic portraits. Ibid., Bino-
graphy.

BintlirOUgf (bi'ntiurj?!]). Also benturong.
[Malay.] A prehensile-tailed civet, Arcticlis

(formerly Viverrci) binturong, also called Ictides

ater (or albi/rons), fonnd in southern Asia.

1875 Encyct. Brit. II. 695/1 The benturong {Arctictis).

1883 Ibid. XV. 436/1 The Binturong, an inhabitant of

southern Asia from Nepal through the Mal.Ty peninsula to

the islands of Sumatra and Java.

Biny (bai ni), a. [f. Bine -h -y l.] Of hops :

Abounding in bine, running much to bine.

1881 C. Whitehead Hops 36 It will be found in *biny'
years that many of the hops are light and * white Uvered *

from sheer lack of .sunshine.

Bioce'ntral, a. = ""Biocentric a.

1905 Athenxum 8 Apr. 436/2 The study of synthetical
chemistry from the biocentral point of view.

Biocentric (baime-ntrik), a. [f. Bio- + Cen-
tric a.] Centring in life ; regarding or treating

life as a central fact. Hence Biocentrically tzt/z/.,

from a biocentric point of view.
1889 in Century Diet. 1899 R. Meldola in Nature 5 Jan.

217/1 In brief, there has arisen a set of ideas which are even
broader th.^n 'anthropocentric *, and which might fairly he
designated biocentric. 1^04 — Vital Products I. 6 Organic
Chemistry from the Biocentric Standpoint. 1913 L. J.
Henderson Fitness Fnvironm. no Water is the one fit sub-
stance for its place in the process of universal evolution,

when we regard that process biocentrically, 7^/^.312 The
biologist may now rightly regard the universe in its very
essence as biocentric.

Biocliemical (baic^ke-mikal), a. [f. Bio- -h

Chemioal, after G. biochemisch.^ Of or pertaining

to biochemistry ; chemicophysiological.
1867 R. E. Walms tr. DelitzscKsBibl. Psychol. 273 With-

out wishing to substitute for Scripture a knowledge of that
bio-chemical process. 1897 A. ^. OnlFFnii^ Respir. Proteids
107 The foundation of all life, the biochemical processes.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 539/1 A constant constructive and
destructive bio-chemical process occurs in the neurones of a
healthy nervous system. 1904 R. Meldoi.a Vital Products
1.5 It is doubtful whether this compound [furfural] is really
a biochemical product.

Hence Bioclie'itiically adv.
1887 A. M. Brown ^ «/;«. ./i/>&a/£77Vf 147 That which might

seem a priori evident, is now bio-chemically proved to
demonstration.

Biochemist (bai^e-mist). [After next.] One
who is versed in biochemistry.

1913 [see *BioPHvsics]. 1922 Encycl. Brit. XXXII, loo/i
The problems of the biochemist.

Biochemistry (baidke-mistri), [f. Bto- -(-

CesMisTRy, after *Biochemical. Cf. G. biochetiiiel\

The chemistry of living organisms; biological,

physiological, or vital chemistry.
1901 Nature 14 Aug. 381/2 The chair of biochemistry

recently founded in University College [Liverpool]. 1904
R. Meldola Vital Products I. p. v, I am not without hope
that it may he found of service as a step towards the founda-
tion of a more exact science of Biochemistry. 1916 A. P.
Mathews Physiol. Chem. Pref., The science of physiological
chemistry, or bio-chemistr^-. 1926 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. I.

373/2^ Biochemistry may be defined as the study of^ the
chemical or physico-chemical processes which play a part in
the life phenomena of plants and animals.

Biogen (bai-^'d3en). Biol. Also -gene. [See
Bio- and -GEN.]

1. (See under Bio-.)

2. [G. biogen (Max Verworn).] A hypothetical
protoplasmic unit. (Cf. *Biophor.)
1909 Westm. Gaz. 23 Oct. 6/3 First, the hiogene, . .secondly,

the cell, composed of a great number of biogenes. 1911
Encycl. Brit. XXI. 557/2 These combinations have hi^^n
termed ' biogens '. 1915 W. M. Bayliss Physiol. 18 A certain
theory, that of ' biogen molecules ' has attracted many in-
vestigators (Verworn, 1903). 191S A. P. Mathews Physiol.
Chem. 261 A molecule which may he called a biogen. Ibid.
844 The biogenes or large molecules of the cell.

Bitogeoeraphy. [Bio-.] The science of the
geographical distribution of living things, animal
and vegetable. Hence Biogeographio, -ioal adjs.
1899 H. R. Mill Internat. Geogr. 4 Living things possess

the world, and the purpose of Biogeography is to trace out
the reasons why particular species occupy the regions where
they are now found. 1910 MitCs Guide Geogr. Bks. no
This is also the aspect of biogeography usually dealt with in
ordinary text-books.

Biograph, sb. Add :

2. An earlier form of cinematograph, introduced
from the United States of America. (Cf. *Anima-
TOGRAPH.) Also attrib.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 19 Mar. 3/3 The exhibition of the
American biograph at the PaUice Theatre .. is another step
towards the perfection of the animatograph. Ibid., It
cannot be claimed that the biograph is free from vibration,
nor do the pictures rest as steadily on the .screen as they
might. 1898 Brit. yrnl. Photog. Aim. 655 The exhibition
of animated photographs on a larger scale than usual, by
the biograph, the invention of an American, Mr. Casler.
1901 W. R. H. Tkowi)RidgeZ«//. her Mot/ierto Eliz.x\\\\.
8g The Palace [music-hall] in place of the ballet [at the
Empire] has a Biograph, which wiggles and makes you feel
cross-eyed. 1912 C. N. & A. M. Williamson Heather Moon
II. IV, They're going to take photographs of a Gretna Green
wedding.. for a biograph show.
Hence Bi-ograpliz>. trans., to make a biograph of.

BIONOMIC.
1898 IVfstm. Gaz. 27 May 4/z The 6nish of »be Derby on

Wednesday was ' biographed ' for the Palace 'Jheatre. 1901
IMd. 14 Jan. 8/2 'Jhe experiment of biographing a battle is

not absoiutely new.

BiO'grapliyy v. [f. the sb.] irons. To write
the life of; to make the subject of a biography.
Hence Bio'graphied ///. <z., Bio'graphying
vbl. sb.

1844 Fraser's Mag. XXX. 518/1 If.. the biogmphied be
of low birth. 1858 [see Biographying in Diet.), 1887 Vpoot
Merc. \o Mar. 4/5 Capuin Burton is to be biojjraphied,
1909 Westm. Gaz. 29 May 5/3 Diane de Poitiers, Lola
Montez [etc.] are nearly all much-biographied ladies. 1908
Fabian Nems XIX. 22/2, I cannot help a sneaking regret
that G. B. S. has mounteti above as into the regions of the
biographied.

Biologism (baip-lod^iz'm), [f. Biology +
-TSM.] The interpretation of human life from a
strictly biological point of view.
Motley*s use of the word fsee quot. 1852) is app. obs.
185a Motley C<7»^. 18 May(i88g) 1. 143 Whenever a char-

latan can't find any to believe in hi.s tricks of mesmerism or
biologism, or whatever may be the latest neologism. 19x4
Public Opinion 25 J[an. 81/3 When we try to force all the
facts of human society into frameworks of zoology we are
guilty of a biologism. 1926 J. A. Thomson Man in Light
Evol. 32 A biologism is an attempt to ignore the uniqueness
of man by forcing his activities in their entirety into the
framework of mammalian physiology. . . 1 1 is a biologism to
picture an average man as the slave of his hormones.

Biolysis (bsip-lisis). [f. Bio- + Gr. Kvai^ dis-

solution.] Chemical decomposition of organic
matter brought about by bacteria, etc.

1897 ScoTT-MoscBiEFF in Prof. Papers Roy. Engineers
XXIII. 213 {heading) Purification of Sewage by Biolysis.

Bi:omatheiua'tics, sb. pi. (See quot.)
1923 W. M, Feldman BiomatJumA. \ Biomathematics is

the science and art of rapid and accurate computation ap-
plied to the study and investigation of biological problems.

Biometric (bai^me-trii;), a, and sb, [f. Bio- -f-

Metbic a.]

A. oilj. Of or pertaining to biometry. So Bio-
mo'trical a.

1901 Biometrika I. 3 The collection of biometric data.
Ibid.d Biometric workers. 1903 Encycl. Brit, XXVIll.
344/2 Biometric investigation. Ibid., Biometrical inquiry.
1909 W. Bateson Mendel's Princ. Heied. 235 The misuse
of statistical method so frequent in biological attempts to
investigate heredity.

B. sb. pi. = *BlOMETRY.
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 344/1. 1933 W. M. Feldman

Biomathem, xxx. 327 Biometrics is the application ofmodem
statistical methods to the measurements of biological (vari-
able) objects,

Biometrician (baii^ymetri-Jan). [f. *BlOMETBic
+ -IAN : cf. vtetrician^ One who is versed is

biometry ; one who applies statistics to the pro-
blems of biology, esp. that of variation. So Bio*
znetricist.
1901 F. Galtojj in Biometrika 1. 10 Biology could soon be

raised to the status of a more exact science . . , ifeach of many
biometricians would thoroughly work out his own particular
plot. 190a Encpici. Brit. XXVIII. 344/2 The biometricist
demands statistics to show the range of the v.triations and
the mode of their distribution. 19x4 K. Peakson {title)

Tables for Statisticians and Biometricians. 1922 W. R, Ingk
Outspoken Ess. Ser. ir. 263 It seems to be established by the
biometricians that children who are bora after their fathers
are fifty seldom attain distinction.

Biometry (baip-metri). [See Bio- and -metry.]
The science which deals with the quantitative
measurement of biological facts, esp. with reference
to the problems of variation.

1901 F. Galton in Biometrika I. 9 The primary object of
Biometry is to afford material that shall be exact enough for
the discovery of incipient changes in evolution which are too
small to be otherwise apparent. 1917 Haldane & Huxley
Anim. Biol. X\. 72 The science of biometry deals with studies
of this sort.

Biomo'lecule. [Bio-.] (See quot)
X901 J. G. AIcKicNDRicK in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 810 The con-

ception of a biomolecule, or living molecule, that is to say the
smallest quantity of living matter that can exhibit some of
the chemical phenomena of life.

Biomorph {hsvlfmpif). [f. Bio--i-Gr. fiofxpTJ

form.] A decorative form representing a living

object. Hence BiomcrpMo n.

1895 Haudon E?'ol. Art 126 The biomorph is the repre-
sentation of anything living in contradistinction to the
skeuomorpli. /b/d. 188 Biomorphic Pottery.

Bionomic (bai^ynf^-mik), a. and sb. [f. B10-,
after Economic] A. a<//. Of or pertaining to the
conditions under which an organism lives in its

natural habitat ; of or pertaining to bionomics
(see B).

1899 J. A. Thomson in Internat. Geogr. 85 Bionomic Re-
lations. Z919 F. A. DiXEY Addr. to ZooL Sect. Brit. Assoc.
9 The formation of a great collection of butterflies—a most
valuable a.sset for bionomic research.

B. sb.pl. The branch of biology which deals
with the mode of life of organisms in their natural
habitat, their adaptation to their surroundings,
etc. ; oecology.
X888E. R. Lankester in EncycL Brit. XXIV. 803 a

Bionomics . . including thremmatology, or the science of
breeding. 1895 Naturalist 337 The old out-door ornitho-
logists are to-day's sportsmen, who study the bionomics
of their quarry that they may outwit them. 1903 Westm.
Gaz. 6 Dec. 8/1 The bionomics of the North Sea ; in other
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words, the relationships of the various forms of life to one
another and to their surroundings.

BionoinicalttT. Of or pertainlag to bionomics

(see prec. B) ; oecolofrical.

x9oa Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 34^/1 Bionomical investi-

gators. 1909 AthenseutH 17 July 73/1 The bionomical stores

contained in its pages.

Biophor (b3i-Jf(5i). BioU Also -phore. [G.

biopkor, f. Gr. ^ios life + -<^o/)os -bearing.] la

Weismann's theory of heredity : A supposed ulti-

mate unit of living protoplasm.

2893 tr. WeismanH^t Gertn'Plas$m X. L 40 We have to

nnagtne that., protoplasm.. consists of groups of molecules,

each of which is composed of diflerent kinds of ciiemicai

molecuIe-4, I shall call these units the 'bearers of vitality*

(• Lebenstragcr *)or' bJophors*, because they are thesmaliest

nnits which exhibit the primary vital forces, viz. assimilation

and metabolism, growth, and multiplication by fission. 1894
Nat. Set. Sept. 185 His [Weismann's] germ-plasm is made
up of primary units, the biophores, which are built up into

determinants, a determinant existing for each independeotly
varying cell or group of cells in the adult organism.

Biophysics. The science which applies the

laws of physics to explain the phenomena of biology.

Hence Blopl&ysicist.
sSga K. Peakson Gram»t. Set, 470 This branch of science

which endeavoors to show that the facts of Biology, .con-

stitute particular cases of general physical laws has been
terraed Mt£ol<^. It would perhaps be better to call it

Bio-^^tictm 1913 L. J. Henderson /V/m<:i^ Environm. 310
While biophy&iciits like Professor Scliafer follow Spencer in

a.ssuming a gradual evolution of the organic from the in-

organic, biocbemisu are more than ever unable to perceive

how such a process is possible. 1906 Encycl. Brit. SuppL
II. 675/1 His main work is 00 the fundamental problem of
biophysics—the stimulation of living matter.

Bioscope (bsi'^k^p). [See Hio- and -SCOPE.]

"t 1. A view or survey of life. Obs,
181a Gramville Pbnm (titWs The Bioscope, or Dial of Life,

explained. ite4 [see under Bio- in DicL^
a. An earlier form of cinematograph. (Cf. *Bio-

GBAFH 2.)

1897 WtUFs Diet Pkatagr. (ed. 7) 75 Bhtce^. See ^fl*-

tr^pt. i^oa ibiti. (ed. 8) 81 Bwscof^e. See Ci'mmatograpfu
1901 Dtuiy Ckr^n, 37 Dec 6/1 The^ Bioscope views are not

so much inciilents of the day as exciting adventures. 19^
Public Opimon 4 Sept. 234/^ No use to try and blame your
poor digestion Nor yet the bioscope's tinnerving scene.

Hence Biosoo'plo a. (alsoJ^^.,\

1903 Atkenmutm 13 Dec 799/1 The utility of the bioacopic
camera in zoological work. lyaB Daily T^i. 18 Sept. 6 It is

•veaMcnc to have bioaooptc presentations of the eminent, but
Hott Ludwig's film is too long.

aios« rb9i««). C/um, [f. Bi.a + -osE2] (See

qvoCs.)

ligS BUxmmUCIum. (ed. 8)708 The Disaccharides.—The
MCMotrs of thb class of sugars are characterised by being
convened by hydrolysis into two molecnlesoffIticoMSptenoa
the synonym, biout). 1903 Jrnl. Chnm. S«c^ LXXXIV.
1.713 By the action of alcoholic hydrogen chlorida on bioteii
b^'drolysis occurred and gtucosides of the monoses vera
formetL 1916 A. P. Mathews Pkynal, Cktm, 18 The mooo-
accharidei are in their turn classified by the nomber at
carbon atoms, or more properly by the aldenjde, ketone and
akohol groups they contain into bioaes, trioseS) tatroaca,

pcntooes, bexoaes, heptoses, octoses, oonoees, etc

Biosphere ^.b9iv5sfT»j). [f. bio-^SFBiRSi^.,
after atmosphere.'l The totality of living things 00
the earth (see quots.).

sifV H. R. MiU. tnttmAt. Cr^Sfr. 4 Some geographers
«vcn bring ia the layer of living matter to comp&te four
parts of the lAvsi^u globe—the lithoMihere, hydrosphere,
atmoapberc and oioapbcre. 1909 H. B.C. Sou.Astr. ^iuttsM
Fmt* 0/Emrtk IV. 637 It brings with it the idea of a bio.
sphere, which assigns to life a place above the lithospher^
Biatedinics (bsLiFte-kniks), sb, pi. [f. BlO- •«-

technics : sec Technic B. 3 b.] (Sm qaot.)
I9B< GcDDKS & Thomson Biol. 345. 1936 Encyet. Brit,

Snp^ L 384/1 ff«^«nbwVx.^This term, proposed by ProC
Patrick Geddas, may be usefully applied to man's control c^
otfaniiriM for bis own ends.

Biotron h^\-9\.j^\ WireUss Teiegr. [f. Bl-

pref.^ + -otron after •PLIOTKOX.] (Sec qnot.)
19116 .S. O. Pearsok Did. Wirrl^ts Teckn. 7*.. Biotron^ a

oombinationoftwo thermionic tubes connected in such a man-
ner aa to prodnce a particularly steep characteristic curv«,

Bi'-paok. [Bi-^.] In cotoar photography, a
pack of two sensitive plates used to obtain colour
separation.

S9a4 Brit. Jml. Ph«togr. Soppl., Sept. «/a The staining
of the front member of a bi-pack with aniline orange.

Bipartite, a. Add:
1. a. Math. Of a curve (see qnot. 1879).
1858 CATLaY ^fatk. Papery iiBSt^) II. 537 Bipartite binary

quaotics. iM^lbid. (1893) VI. 464 The quantic is unipartite,
bipartite, tripartite, Ac, according as the number of sets is

one, two, throe, &c. 1S79 G. Sai.mom Higker PlmiteCurvts
(ed. 3) 16B We »hall then call the curve we have been con-
sideling a bipartite curve, as consisting of two distiixrt

continuous series of points.

Bipartisan, a. Rei^esenting, or composed
of members of, two Apolitical or other) parties.
t^^Gla^tmHtr^dii Feb. 10 Tbe 14 Republican reser-

vations, as modified by the Bipartisan Conference.

Bi*-pa7ty« Used attrib. = consisting of, or
representing, two (political or other) parties.
1S98 U^estm. Caz, 17 Feb. 3/1 British institutions presup-

pose the British character, with.. its faithful adherence to
the bi-party system. 1900 /bid. 3 July 3/1 Philosophers
cKb( with tbe same pathetic insistence as membcnrs of

Parliament to tbeir traditional bi-party system. I9a6 Con-
temp. Rev. Apr. ^54 The bi-party system [in Canada].

Bipasclial (baipa'skal), a. Hist. [f. Bi-2 +
Paschal a,] Including two consecutive passover
feasts.

Applied to tbe view that limits CThrist's public ministry to
a little over one year.

1883 ScHAFF Hist. CA., Apcstol. Chr. 1. 131 The bipaschal
scheme confines the public ministry to one year and a few
weeks or inontlis. x893BROADUs//ar»/.G(jj/c/j(i9o3)243'l he
Bi-pasclial theory make-S the time of the public life of Jesus
one year, allowing only two Passovers to the Gospel of John.
Bipedal, a. Add :

4. Of a lizard : Running on the two hind feet.

Hence Bip« dally aJv,
1896 Savii.le-Kent in Nature^j Feb. 397/r The absurdly

grotesque appearances these lizards presented when pro-
gressing in this bipedal fashion. 1898 Ibid. 10 Feb. 341/1
The Mexican Iguanoid Lizard, .also runs bipedally,

Bipe'rsonal, o. Of the godhead : Existingin
two persons ; also, relating to this system of belief,

binit.orian.

X9a8 K. E. Kirk in Ess. Trin. J^ Incarn. i6a natty 'Bi-
personal', *ditheistic*, or *dyarchian'are occasionally em-
ployed also as synonyms [of binitarian]. Jbid. 196 The
cosmogony of Poimattdres is fantastically pluralist.. ; its

religion is strictly bipersonal.

Biplanar (boi'pl/iinaj), a. (and sb^. [f. next +
-AK » ; cf. planar^ Lying or situated in two
planes. Also j^., a biplanar node or double point.
z86a ScHAFU in Phil. Trans. CLI 1 1, 307 Cubic surface of

the ninth class with a biplanar node. x86a G. Saumon
Analjrt. Geom. 380 A cubic then can have only three such
biplanar double points. Ibid., Each orlinary double point
reducing the degree by two, and each biplanar by three.

Bip&ne (bai-pl^ln). [f. Bi-2 + PI.ANB j^.3]

1. Math, (pi.) A pair of coincident planes (see

quot.).

s868 CAYt.cv .^fatk. Papers (1893) Vt 335 The binode. .is

a biplanar node, whete instead of the proper quadricone we
have two planes ; these may be called the oiplanes, and
their tine of intersection, the edge of the binode. The hi.

planes form a ptane-pair.

2. An aeroplane having two ' planes ' or maiu
supporting surfaces, one above the other.
(Cf. 1874 agro^i-ptati€ s,v. *Aeho-.)
1908 Wtstm, Giix. 14 Aug. 10/3 Mr. Wilbur Wright is

busy experimenting with his greatly successfid bi-plane.

tgioK^Fmnmif //tmf it Plies 13 In March [1908I, Delai^range
flew in a V<Hsin biplane 453 feet. 191X Gkahame.White &
KAmTTn AemptaHe 17 He ILilienthal] abandoned the mono*
plane type of glider in bvour of a biplane, ibid. 18 One of
Chanute's biplane gliders was fitted with a stern rudder.

Biplate (boipl^it). Optics, [Bi-*.] A com-
bination of two glass plates used in polariscopic

observations.
1890 T. Pkestom r^. Light 121 6i-plates A beam of

light may be subdivided by refraction through two plates,

of tbe same nature and equal thickness, placed at an angle.

1904 A. ScHUSTsa Tk. Optics (1909) 84 The 'bi-plate'..
ervea either to separate or to bring together two parallel

beams of light. It consists of two phuie parallel plates of
glass cemented together at an angle.

Bi*pcrism. [Bi-^.j a glass prism with a
reiractiDg angle of nearly 180 degreeSi used in

observing the interference of light.

1884 A. Damisll Prime. Physics 486 Such a beam may be
divided m two parts.. by refraction throofih a bipnsm.
iteoT. PassTOK Tk, Ltfht 119 Fresnd's Bi-prism...Let
CUE repratent a |[Iaa prism with a veryobtusa angle E..

.

The whole prism u as if made up of two prisms CE and
DE of very mmll angle (at CandD) placed baae to base at
£, and beooe the name bi-prism. X904 A SoroiTSK Tk,
Cftict 60 Kresnel's Biprism.

Bipnnetiial, a. Add :

2. <jeom. Bipurutual coordinates^ coordinates
determining the posilion of a line, or of a point, by
reference to two fixed points and a fixed direction.

Biquarts (b3i"kw9its). Optics, [Bi-«.] A
iiouble quartz plate nsetl for detecting polarization.
1878 LocKvsa StarxaziMf^ 4$3 There is also another instru-

ment for detecting polarization which is perhaps more
commonly used than thebiquartz. 1884 A. Dasihu. Princ.
Pkytus 510 A double-quarts plate, or Biquartz. 1890
T. PaaaroN Th. Light 373 1 he biq^u-trtz. .consivts of two
semicircular plates of quartz placed in juxtaposition. 191

1

Encyel, Brit, XXI. 938/1 The chief features of Soleil's

aaccnarimeter are the nquartz and the compensator.

BigTiatemion (bsikw^td-inif^O- M^^th. [Bi-s.]

1. A (jtiaternion with imaginary coefficients (Sir

\V. R. Hamilton).
1851 Rep. Brit. Assoc. (18^3) Notices & Abstracts a On

Biquaternionii. By Sir William R. Hamilton. 1853 W. R.
Hamilton Led. Quatern. p. Ixviii, A biquatemion may be
considered generally as the sum of a biscalaranda bivector.

2. A combination of two quaternions (\V. K.
Clifforcl).

1873 W. K. CurroKD Math, Papers (1883) 1B8 In this

y + fttd

way the ratio—;— . is expressed in the form a + wr, which
« + *tp

expre^-sion may conveniently be called a biquaternion. 1876
lii'L 394 T!)is combination of two quaternions I have called
a Hiquatcniion.

Bi-ra'Cial, a, [Bi--.] Containing or com-
posed of two races.

x^^Coniemp. Rev. Feb. 243 Belgium is bi'lingual and bi-

raci.il.

Biramose (bdir^'m^us), a. Zool, [f. Bi-3 +
K.^U08£.] « BlRAHOOS.

1877 H. Woodward in Encycl. Brit. VI. 652/1 Behind
these are six pairs of powerful biramose natatory feet. 1888
RoLLESTON & Jackson Anivt. Life 539 With a bivalve shell
and large natatory biramose second antennae.

Birational (bairse'Janal), d!. Math, [f 61-2 +
Rational.] Designating a transformation in which
each of two sets of variables is expressed rationally

in terms of the other. Hence Blra'tionally adv.
190a in Webster SuppL 1915 R. A. P. Rogers SahrtotCs

Anoint. Geom. (ed. 5) II. 268 Such a correspondence is called
biraiionai. Ibid., Any surface which can be birationally
transformed into a unicursal stirface is itself unicursal.

Birchy sb, 4. Add : birch-builder U.S.^ a
maker of birch-bark canoes; birch, oanoe U.S.y

a canoe made of birch-bark ; birch-lauds U,S,,
ground mainly covered with birch trees.

<zi86x T. WiNTHROP Life in open Air (1863) 49 These
aborigines are the 'birch-builders. 1697-8 S. Sewall Diary
I- 475 Went to Hogg Island with Mr. John White in his
*Birch canoe. 1758 Essex InsL Hist. CoU. XVIU. 197
Major Rogers returned and brou't in two Burch Canoes.

177s in Proc. Alass. Hist, Soc. Ser. 11. II. 281 Here I found a
fine BirchCanoeCarefully laid up. a 1861 T. Winthrop Life
in open Air (1863) 48 Abirch canoe is the right thing in the
right place. 1875 Holland Sevenoaks xvi. 229 A birch canoe
whose hiding-place Mike Conlin had revealed to him. 1789
MohseWw/^/-. Ci.V(»f. i430ne species generally predominating
in each soil, has originated the descriptive names of. . *birch,

beach, and chestnut lands.

Birchp V, Add : 3. intr. To voyage in a
birch-bark canoe. U,S,
41861 T. Winthrop Life in open Air (1863) 50 He had

birched it down to Lake Chesuncook in bygone summers.

Birch bark. U,S, [Biuch sb. 4.]
1. The bark of the birch tree, employed esp. in

the making of canoes.
Z674 JossELYN Two Voy, NewEng.vj Kn Indian-Plnnuie.

.

made of Birch-bark. 1759 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XIX. 190
He found 5 Indians Coniioes of burch Bark. 1789 Morse
Amer. Ceog. 224 He. .provided several strips of birch-bark.

\Zy^ Southern Lit. Messenger III. 733 Along the shore were
Indian lodges, ofa conical form^ and covered with birch bark.

b. atlrib. esp, with canoe,
a tiooSpirit o/'Ptirwer's Museum (jBoj)2^ With panniers

..laden with birch bark boxes, c 1805 J. J. Henry Cantp.
agst, Quebec (1812) 29 The birch-bark canoe is the most in-

genious piece of mechanism. 1843 Carlton New Ptirckase
175 To float in birch bark canoes on the swelling bosom of
fiee waters ! 1853 Mrs. Moodie Life in Clearings 16 The
old bishop was crossing the Rice Lake in a birch l^irk canoe.

1903 S. E. White Forest x. 128 'Ihis birch'bark package
contains maple sugar.

2. A birch-bark canoe.
Z9aa S. E. White Conjuror's House ii. 16 As the swift

rush of the birch-barks brought them almost to tbeir

journey's end, they burst.. into whoops of delight.

Bircher (bsjijaj). [f. Bibch v, +-kb1.] One
who administers a birch-rod ; a flogger.

1888 Ch. Tinies 13 July 6*3 Tbe renowned bircher [Dr.
Keatc). 1908 Dixily Chron. 18 June 4/7 The vicarious cane
is considered by birchers of experience to be an uiisatis.

factory substitute for the birch rod itself.

Bi'rch tree. [Bibcb sb, 4.] A tree of one or

other species of birch.

1578 LvTE Dodoens vi. Ixxvii. 758 The Birche tree hath
taglcttes or Cbnttons for bis blo^om, lyke as the Hazell.

1654 Hec. Prar'idence 1R.I.) II. 78 On the South Corner a
small birch tree. 1785 Rec. Providence (R. I.) XVI. 399 A
birch tree standing at the Edg of the hill. X9a4 Miss C
Oman Rood RoyeU xiv. { 3 She was made ready for bed and
was all white as a moonlit birch tree.

Birdf ib. Add

:

1. e. Jocularly, A man, a * cove * ; esp. in old bird.
Often in tbe punning collocation dorimy bird; see Downy

1853 'C. Bkde ' Verdant Green vi, I suppose the old bird

was your governor. 1873 [see Downy a.' 5I. a 1885 ' Hugh
Conway* Living or Dead \'x\, AU^v i\\, Philip,, .your father

must be a queer hird^-excuse slang, mother. 1899 Kiplimg
Stalky 131 The Htad's a downy bird. i9>8 Wouehouse
Money^^ Nothing W, 34 After they have been taking the
treatment for a while, most of these birds would give their

soul for a coflin-naiL

4. b. An exceptionally smart or accomplished
person (freq. ironical) ; a first-rate animal or thing.

U.S. slang,
184s Spirit of Times (Pbilad.) la Feb. (Th.) Chippendale

slept in the watch-house... Chippendale is certainly a bird.

185a Knickerbocker Mag. Oct. XL. 320 Talking of fast

men, that Williams is a bird. i8f6 Ibid. Apr. XLVII. 429
A sleigh, drawn by a 'perfect bird' of a tl)ree-iiiile bay
mare. 1907 S. E. White A rizona Nights i. vii. 129 A little

place, .in the Colorado mountains. Fellows, she was a bird.

19x1 H. Quick Yellowstone N. ix. 330 He's got a disguise

that's a bird.

5. b. To get the {big) bird : of an actor, to be

hissed by theandience, (Cf. Goose ^6. i g.) Hence
gen, to be dismissed, get the sack. Similarly, to

give (a person) the bird,

1865 Slang Diet. (ed. 2) s. v., * To get the big-bird ', /. e.

to be hi&swl, as actors occasionally are by the 'gods'.

1884 Age Jan. in Ware Passing Engl. s.v., Professor

Grant, Q.C., had both 'the bird' and the needle 'at the
Royal on Monday. 1886 Graphic 10 Apr. 399/3 'i'o be
* goosed *, or, as it is sometimes phrased, to 'get the big bird *,

is occasionally a compliment to the acior's power of repre-

senting villainy. 185^5 People 6 Jan. (Ware), Three or four

of the moit prominent artistes, .have been, .threatened with
' the bird '. X9a4 (Jalsworthy White Monkey 56 Mr, Danby
had • given him the bird '. Ibid. 155 When you were ill,

I stole for you. I got the bird for it. I9«8 Wodkhouse
Moneyfor Nothing vii. 137 Would a Kudge audience have

given me the bird a few years ago?



BIBDEEN.

O. Like a bird: with swift and easy motion on-

wards ; easily ; without resistance, difficulty, or

hesitation.

1*73 W. S. Gilbert Bat Ballads, Modest CoufU xvii,

' Miss Emily, I love you—Will you marry? Say the word !

'

And Emily said ' Certainly, Alphonso, like a bird !
' 1870

CasstttsFam.Mag. Mar.i97/20verhewent likcabird.and,

with his fair burthen yet in the saddle. 1890 ' R. Boldre-

wooD ' Col. Reformer xi, (His horse] to use Jack Windsor's

expression, 'went like a bird '. 1911 Shaw Fannys First

Play Induction, I told hiin Trotter would feel lonely with-

out htm ; so he promised like a bird.

7. bird of Proodom U.S., the American eagle.

1848 LowKlx Biglom P. Ser. 1. ii. (end), Yourn, Birdofredom

Sawin. 190* Harper's Mag. Mar. 638 The short story is

peculiarly an American institution, and we are as proud of it

as we are of the ' Bird of Freedom '.

9. bird-oatohing spider = *bird-spider ; bird-

glasses, a field-glass for observing birds; bird-

land, the land or realm of birds ; so bird-folk,

bird-world ; bird-louse, any of the small wing-

less insects of the family- Mallophaga, parasitic

on birds and mammals ; bird sanctuary, an

enclosed piece of wooded land where birds are

protected, and encouraged to build and breed

;

bird-seed (add quots.); bird-spider, a large

hairy spider {AfygaU or Avicularid) of tropical

America, which kills small birds; also bird-

caiching spider; bird-spider fly (see quot.);

bird-tick, a fly {Olfersin) parasitic upon birds

{Riverside Nat. Hist. 1888 II. 433); bird-

watching, the study of birds in their homes and

haunts by a naturalist or bird-lover ; also bird-

watcher, one who thus observes the ways of birds
;

bird-wittedness, the condition of being bird-

witted (see Diet.).

180S BiNGLEY Anim. Diog. III. 489 The "Bird-catching

Spider. 1870 KiNGSLEV At Last xvii, A live ' Tarantula ,

or bird-catching spider. 1901 F. T. Bullen Sack of
Shakings, The Orfhan 10 The hovering *hird-folk gathered

in myriads. 19*4 Anne D. Sedgwick Little Frenck Girl
I. vi. Yes, 1 can see him.. And with his "bird-glasses. He
would have been watching birds. 1934 Rose Macaulay
Orphan Island iii, William, .produced his bird-glasses and
said no, it would, on the other hand, be a frigate-bird.

J900 O. G. Pike (title') In "Bird.Land with Field Glass and
Camera. 1815 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xii. (1818) I. 387 Some
make their repast upon birds only, as the fly of the swallow,

and other Ornithomyise, Latr., and the*bird-louse(/?r<:/«MJ,

Dc Geer). 18*7 Buck's Haniibk. Med. Sci. V. 751/t Matla-
(haga (Bird-lice). Distinguished from the lice by possess-

ing three- to five-jointed antennx. [1909 Compar. Legist.

Protect. Birds 24 The formation of protected areas or
sanctuaries in this country was initiated by the Wild Birds
Protection Act of 1896.J X9aa (title) "Bird sanctuaries in

Royal Parks. 1937 Obsemer 7 Aug. 3 Cannon Hill

Common, Merton, Surrey,.. is to have a bird sanctuary.
1865 G. Measom Guide Gl. East. Railw. Advts. 68 *Bird
Seed, viz.—Canary, Hemp, Rape, Millet, &c. Z909 Daily
Ckron, 25 Sept. 5/3 A bird-seed company. x8a6 Kirby & Sp.

Entomol. III. xxviii. 40 In the class Arachnida, the "bird-

spiders (Mygale) are amongst the principal giants. Ibid,

xxxiv. 491 The enormous bird-spider (Mygale az'icularia),

l88s Riverside Nat. Hist. (j888) II. 120 The large Bird
spider of Surinam reaches a length of two inches. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 856 The smallest insect on the
same cut is the "Bird.spider fly, Omitlwmyia avicularia.

1905 E. Sei-ous (title) The *Bird Watcher in the Shetlands.

1901 — (title) "Bird Watching. 19S0 Edin. Rev. Jan. 63
Bird.Watching as a Hobby. 1918 E. W. Hendy (title) The
Lure of Bird Watching. 1904 Raymont Princ. Educ. x.

231 The deliberate cultivation ofmere irrelevance and "bird-

wittedness. Z910 'Mark Rutherford' Mr. Whittaker^s
Retiretn. in More Fages/r. yrnl.oo The birdwittedness,

the absence of resistance and of dimculty, were intolerable.

1904 ll''estm. Gas. 20 Aug. 2/3 In the "bird-world the lark

has an exclusive and singular reputation for early rising.

X907 Dait^ Chron. 16 Feb. 6/7 The albinos—those freaks
of nature in the bird-world.

Birdeeu (bsjdrn, ba'jdfn). [f. BiBD sb. -^ -een,

Ir. -in dim. suffix : cf. colleen^ A young bird
;

also, a young girl (used as a playful form of
address).

189s ' Fiona Macleod * Mount. Lovers 4y She was like a
birdeen lured by the dancing sunrays. Ibid. 61, 1 am sure,
birdeen. 19x6 C. A. Renshaw Eitgland's Boys 58, 1 can
bear your sleepy birdeensin their swaying moonlit nest. X9aa
IsA J. PosTGATE (title) Robin in Khaki : A Book of Birdeens.

Birdie. Add : 2. In golf: The fact of doing
a hole in one under the par score. Chiefly U.S.
193Z Glasgow Herald 14 Sept. 10 Brown squared with a

'birdie* 3 at the second. 1933 Daily Mail 13 June 10 Then
he went all out to ' shoot birdies '

. . the American colloquial-
ism for aiming at doing holes in a stroke under the par scores.

BiTdman. coHoq. {temporary.) An aviator,

airman. So Bi°rdwo:nian,
1909 Daily Chron. 27 Oct. 4/4, I shall say : ' I saw the

first bird.men in England, my dears.' X917 'Contact'
Airman's Outings 244 Intrepid blrdmen.

Bird-nesting. Add : Furring of a passage.
(Cf. *Biud'3-ne.st 5.)
I^i Daily Mail 26 Aug. 3/5 The cap ferrules of the

Minerva's tubes were found to be partially choked from
•bird.ncsting *.

Bird's-eyed, a. [f. Bied's-ete.] Of maple

:

Havinj; small eye-like markings.
1855 Trans. Mich. Agric. ."ioc. VI. 528 Much of this maple

timber is curled and some bird's-eyed.

Bird's-nest. Add : 5. Path. (See quots.)
1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 500 A tubular epithe.

80

lioma. .con.sisting of numerous tracks of epithelial cells

(without any birds* nests). 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Birds nest
bodies, a name given to a condition of arrangement of the
scaly cells of epithelial cancer, in which they are placed in

nest fashion around a circular central space, which contains
amorphous colloid matter or degenerated cells. 1885 Buck's
Handbk. Med. Sci. I. 771/1 Concentric fortnations known as
'birds' nests ', which characterize tlie typical squamous epi-

thelioma. 1894 Gould Diet. Med., Bird's-nest Bodies, or

Ceils, the cells of certain forms of carcinoma, distinguished

by the concentric arrangement of their cell-walls.

6. Bird's-nest spider = bird-spider (*Bird sb. 9).

1910 E. R. Lankestkr in Encycl. Brit. II. 307/1 'I'he

larger species of Bird's Nest Spiders {Avicularid) .. un-
doubtedly attack young birds.

Ei'rd's-ne ster. One who goes bird's-nesting.

c 1825 Uit/e) Ben the Birdsnester. 1896 Brit. Birds, Their
Nests 4- Eggs I. 35 A trick which . .renders the birds-nester

more satisfied that he is on the right scent.

Sirei^ingeuce (bair^ri'nd^ens). optics. [Cf.

F. birefringence^ -en}."} «= double refraction (see

Refraction 2). Also Birefiri-ng-ent a.

x88o Cent. Dict.^ Birefringent. 1902 Webster Suppl.,

Birefringence. 191 z Encycl. Brit. Index, Birefringence:
see Refraction, double.

Birl, V, Add : 3. b. spec. Among lumbermen :

To spin a log in the water while standing on it.

Hence Birler; Birlinff vbl. sb. U,S.
1903 S, E. White Forest viii. 96 The birling matches,

wherein two men on a single log try to throw each other into

the river by treading, squirrel fashion, in faster and faster

rotation, a 1904 — Blazed TrailStories i. 7 Suddenly with
one accord they commenced to bid the log from left to right.

Ibid. 10 The indomitable Darrell still trod the quarter-deck
as champion birler for the year.

Birman, var. *Burman,
Birotation (b3ir<3^t^*J&n). Physical Chem,

[Bi- 2,] The power possessed by certain sugars of

changing their rate of optical rotation according to

the length of time they have been in solution.

Now usually called *Mutarotation.
1889 in Cent. Diet. 1893 Jml. Cliem. Soc. LXIV. i. 125

Birotation and Hydrazone Formation of some Sugars. 1896
Ibid. LXX. II. 139 The birotation phenomena of glucose.

1907 J. B. Cohen Org, Chem. 100 Freshly prepared solutions
of certain sugars change in rotation on standing. The specific

rotation of glucose sinks to one-half before becoming con-
stant. The phenomenon was therefore termed birotation.

Birth, ^^.1 13. Add:
birth control, the name given (by advocates of

the system) to the artificial restriction of birth or
the prevention of conception, recommended to be
practised by married persons in ways that do not
render them liable to criminal prosecution ; hence
birth controller; birth-rate, the ratio of the

number of births to the population (usually calcu-

lated per thousand) ; birth-root (U.S. examples).
X914 Marg. Sanger in The IVoman Rebel Apr., *Birth

control. X9ax Ld. Dawson ifitle) Love—Marriage— Birth
Control. 1923 Mai Edge Arti/icial Birth Control 15 An-
other reason the *Birth Controller gives in support of his
theory is, that we are over-populated. 1927 Daily Express
10 Feb. I The pernicious doctrines and expedients of the
birth controllers. x868 J. Timus Notable Things 192 {head'
ing) *Birth And Death Rate Of The World, x^ii Encycl.
Brit. XXII. 95/2 The crude birth- rate.. is in general
harmony with that of marriage, 1919 W. R. Inge Out'
spoken Ess. 69 In the Rhondda Valley the birth-rate is still

about forty. 1930 G. U. Yule (title) The Fall of the
Birth-rate. 1855 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc, VI. 149 In the
lower grounds are skunk cabbage, *birthroot, wilci turnip.
1862 A. Gray Man. Bat. (1866J 464 Trillium erectum.
Purple Trillium, Birthroot

Birthday. 3. Add : birthday honours, the
titles of honour conferred by the King on each
anniversary of his birthday ; so birthday gazette

;

birthday suit, (also) slang, a state of nature,
nakedness ; so birthday attire^ gear,
i860 G. & P. Wharton IVits ^ Beaux of Society I. 127

In ' *birthday attire ', 1731 Swift Streplwn <V Chloe 228 To
see some radiant nymph appear In all her glitt'ring *birth-
day gear. i<^io Beatrix Gatacre General Gatacre xvii. 262
On the 24th in the *Birthday Gazette, his name appeared as
a recipient of the Gold Medal of a New Order, the Kaiser-i-
Hind. x888 Kipling Departnu Ditties 8 Then the *Birth.
day^ Honours came. Sad to state and sad to see, Stood
against the Rajah's name nothing more than CLE. I 1897
Sat. Rev. 5 June 626/2 In any list of Birthday honours or
New Year honours one expects to see the name of at least
one distinguished man. 177X Smollett Humphry CI., To
Mary Jenkins 7 Sept., We bathed in our *birth-day soot,
after the fashion of the country. 1874 Slang Diet, 83
Birthday Suit, the suit in which Adam and Eve first saw
each other, and ' were not ashamed '.

Biscuit. Add

:

1. (Examples of U.S. sense.)
i8a8 Webster, .5/jcw//,. .a composition of flour and butter,

made and baked in private families. 1843 R. Carlton New
Purchase v. 27 Hot rolls,., a novelty then, but much like
biscuits in parts of the Far West.

b. iransf. (a) (See quot.)
x88i Encycl. Brit. XII. 836 The flat rounded cakes of

[South American] rubber made in this manner are known in
the London market as ' biscuits *.

{b) Military slang. A square brown palliasse

or mattress.
x^x") Times 21 Nov. 11/4 Sleeping on the floor on army

* biscuits '—as they had already learned to call the military
mattress. \^\q Atlienmuni 22 Aug. 791/2 ' Biscuits.' These
were the palliasses—square in form and brown as to colour

—

of which three went to each bed.

BIT.

o. The characteristic light-brown colour of bis-

cuits; biscuit colour; often a//r?^. = of this colour.

1884 biscuit colour, biscuit satin [see Diet. s. v. sense 3].

X893 Daily News 16 Sept. 3/3 A biscuit straw hat. 1896
Ibid. 18 July 6/3 White, cream, and biscuit-fawn. 1897 Ibid,

15 Sept. 6/6 Biscuit-tinted lace insertion. 1923 Daily
Mail 15 Jan. 6 Newest shades, including: Pale Pink..
Scarlet Fuchsia, Biscuit, Mauve.
3. biscuit root U.S., the quamash {CaTnassza

esculenta) of North America, or other esculent roots
similar to this.

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville (1895) II. 57 The cowish,
also, or biscuit root, about the size of a walnut, which they
reduce to a very palatable flour. 1845 De Smet Oregon
Missions (1847) 116 The bitter root. .grows in light dry,
sandy soil as also the caious or biscuit root.

BisenSOry (baise-nsori), a. [Bi-2,] Of an hal-

lucination : Affecting two senses.

X894 Proc. Soc. Psych. Research X. xxvi. 194 In these
' bisensory ' or * trisensory ' cases, the constructive imagina-
tion seems to have reached a higher point than in simple
visual or auditory hallucinations. 1003 F. W. H. Myers
Hum. Pcrs. I. 254 Visual, auditory, bisensory, and triscn.

sory hallucinations.

Bishop, sb. 10. Add : bishop('s) sleeve, a
sleeve in a woman^s dress made full and gathered
in at the wrist like the lawn sleeves of an Anglican
bishop.
1829 Mirror 26 Sept. 205/2 The mistress. .conceived the

idea of bishops' sleeves, an article of dress which precludes
all hope.. of imitation in the kitchen. 1861 Engl. Worn.
Dom, Mag. III. 6^/1, i. A bishop sleeve, with a narrow
wristband. 2. A bishop sleeve, the fulness gathered in to

a band the length of the arm, this band bein^ shown on the
upper part of the sleeve. 1894 Daily News 22 June 6/6
The bishop sleeves were gathered into a wide cuff.

Bi'shopless, a. [-less.] Lacking a bishop.
X909G. T. b. Fabquhar Three Bishops of Ditnkeld I. xiii.

142 During this the darkest period of all there were no
Ordinations for the Diocese. There was, however, one for

Bisbopless Edinburgh.

Bisoutine (bsisfTntain),^.! [ad. h.*bisontinuSj

i. bison, bisont- Bison, after elephantinus Ele-
phantine.] Pertaining to or resembling the bison,

1885 E. Balfour Cyd. India (ed. 3) III. 1104/1 The
general aspect of the yak is distinctly bisontine. 1887
Blackw. Mag. CXLL 795 The Bisontine group.

Bisoutine (bai-s^^ntgin), fl.2 [ad. L. BisontmuSf
adj. of Bisontium Besan9on.] Of or pertaining to

Besan9on.
x{j03 Bookseller*s Catal., Some pieces, .touching bisoatine

society about 1550.

Bisque K Add

:

3. A light brown colour or tint. (Cf. *BiscuiT \ c)
X92X Glasgou< Herald 17 Aug. 6 A dress ofpale bisque. 1923

Daily Mail 15 Jan. x In Navy, Bisque, Rust, Champagne,
Orchid, Flesh, Silver, Natder Blue, Black, Jade and Ivory.

Bit,j<^.i Add:
8. d. On the bit : (of a horse) pulling at the bit.

Up to the bit : up to the full speed allowed by the

degree of restraint in which a horse is held by the

bit. Also transf. (Cf. Bbidlk sb. i.)

X928 Daily Tel. j6 Oct. 19/1 He was going so strongly
and * on the bit * that it took Dines nearly two furlongs to
pull him up in his own time.

1859 Ari 0/ Taming Horses viiL 126 Your legs are to be
used to force your horse forward up to the bit.. .Unless a
horse rides up to the bit you have no control over him. 1875
Whvte Melville Riding Recoil, v. (1879) 92 Keeping the
rebel up to his bit with legs and spurs if necessary. 1889
Lady C. Campbell D. Blake v. 95 ' It's the only way to treat

women', he thought; 'they will always come up to the bit

if you show who is the master '. 1890 Field 6 Sept. 393 At
the top of the hill we cast off our leader, the remaining four

go in their collars and up to their bits.

e. bit-chain.

1902 Daily Chron. 26 Sept. 3/6 Something wrong with
the bit-chain. 1908 ll'estm. Gaz. 5 June lo/i Bombardier
Mueller deposed that Thamme had struck him several times
with his fist and bit-chains.

Bit, J^.2. Add:
4. d. A short extract or * cutting ', such as forms

the staple of certain popular periodicals. Bi'tty a.
x8o2 Idler May 483 Once on board ship, I tried a course

of 'bits', pictorial, philosophical, scientific, conundrumistic,
and otherwise. Ibid. 484 It is an awful thing to be shut up
for a week with all the ' bitty * papers of the day. 1896
Daily News 4 Nov. 2/7 This is a weekly journal called
' Gems *. As its title suggests, the new paper will be of the
* bits ' order.

O. A bit : a sum of money ; money as ' I could
do with a bit'. (Cf. 8a.)
1894 A. Morrison Mean Streets 214 Bill had been 'left

a bit , and 'a bit * means money, all the world over. 1909
Ware Passing Engl., Bit on, To have a (Sporting), to have
a bet on—a ' bit ' of money on—a race. 1908 Galsworthv
Swan Song^ 11. iii. 124 He knew that everybody had 'a bit

on' something now-a-days. For one person who ever went
racing there were twenty . . who didn't, and yet knew at least

enough to lose their money.
£ Various coUoq, and slang tises containing a bit

of ~ Si small amount or a small specimen of (see

quots.). A bit ofblood : a mettlesome horse. A bit

ofcavalry : a horse. A bit of all right : something
highly satisfactory. A bit ofmuslin {see M.VSl.\K 2);

similarly a bit offluffs a bit of mutton (cf. Mutton
4). To take a bit ofdoing: to require all one's efforts,

to be difficult to do. Notabitof it\ not at all, not
so. Also to do one's bit, to take one's proper share
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o£ work (in the war of 1914-18), to serve one's

country either in the fighting forces or as a civilian.

1819 >(0OR« Tom Crib (ed. 3) li A showy, but hot and
unsound, bit r/biood. xSai Moschieff Tont fr Jtrry u vi,

1 shall here buy a bit of cavalry—tiiat U a prad. 18*3 [see

Muslin 2]. 1844 Dickens Mart, Ckuz. xxxvi. We rather

put the bits of blood upon their mettle. 1853 C R. Read
Austral. Gold FiiUis 133 A good paddock, in which are a few
titif/bUad. 1853-4 1-EVE» DfiUFaM. Abr.xxu, Tmsorry ',

.*iaid he, ' that the " bit of stiff
"

', meaiilng the bill, ' wasn't

for five thousand francs." 1874 Slang Diet., Kit^ff-Stuff,

overdressed man ; a man with lull confidence in his appear,

aiwe and abilities ; a young woman, who is also called a bit

0/ muslin, a 1889 J. Gkkenwood Gaol Birds at Large
(liarrere & L ) Because the convicts to a man set such

a high value 00 a bit of leaf. 18S9 BAiutiRE & Lelanu
Diet. Slang, Bit 0/ blixid, a spirited horse that has some
bloocL i(// ^^r/ifo/rr, a saddle horse. Bit 0/Ua/ [ft\v>a),

a small quantity of tobacco. Bit of mutton (common', a

nice woman, generally in a questionable sense... ^//-yj/Zf'i'f

(sporting), a copse. . . Bits ef stiff (popular), bank notes.

190S H. G. Wriis Ki^s I. iv. fi That was a Fair Bit of

All Right. 191a — Mr. Pollj U, This beef is a Bit of All

Right, .Ma'm. 1919 Ctess vo» Auiih Ckris. Ctt. xxx.

3J4 Those cunning little bits of youngness, the Twiokler
sisters.

Bitang^nt (bsitse-ndjent), a. and ib. Gtom.

[Bi- 2. Ci. K. bilangmU.'] A. adj. Of a straight

line or plane : Touching a curved line or snrface

at two different points. B. sb. A straight line

which is tangent to a curve at two different points

;

a double tangent. Hence Bitajifre'ntial a.,

designating a curve which passes through the

points of contact of the double tangents of a given

curve ; also sb., a bitangential curve.

1S74 0. Salmom AnsUjrI. Gtom. (ed. 3) Index, Bitangent

Unas. . . Bitanjtent Planes. 1875 K. PuaSEB in Q. Jml. Math.
X 1 1 1 . 138 On bitangenU to the surface of centres of a quadric.

1879 G. SaLMOK HigluT Plane Curpts (ed. 3) m A non-

siiwular qoartic has 38 bitangents. Ibid. 351 The oitangeo>

liaT curve of a quintic. Ibid. 353 If the equatioa of this

tangential curve were ones formed, then, by forming the

coodition that the given tangent should touch this curve, we
shoiiU imraadiately have the equation of tlie bitangential.

Bitch, si.^ A primitive form of lamp naed in

Alaska.
1904 Euz. RoaiMS Magttttic Ntrth 1. 133 ' 111 light »fA»ct

of fiit pine ', shouted the Boy. .

.
' W here s jrour bitch ? ' laid

DDIon. ..' Haven't you got a condensed ouUt can with «Mne
becoo grease in it, and a rag wick t

'

Bite, r. Add:
2. b. Ti bi/e an (fie.) ; to ' set one's teeth into ',

to take or get hold of (something substantial).

1904 W. H. Smith Prtmattrt i. aoTheyll bite on anything
flat promiMS water west of either of those place*, igae
Timut Lit. Swffl. 15 Nov.tjo'j These two writers are not

.
." Academics . .and there is plenty to * bite on * in their

ctiticisma.

18. b. To exercise, excite, worry. V.S. ttanf.
1911 H. S. HAaaiaoM Quadin. 84 Libetlie*—what's Utin*

ye, man?
16. To bite off more than om can chew : to tmder-

take too much, to be too ambitions, otig. 1/.S.

l»t» J. H. BtADLE Wetttm lyildt it. 4a Men, you're bit

ofTmore'n you can chaw. 1898 Hamblsn Grw. Mamagtr't
Story 115 111 tell you one thing,, .you've bit off more'n you
can chew this time, 1905 HartfordCourant 10 Feb. 8 Yuung
Lawyer Comcrford . . bit off more than he couid chew, . . He
could not make good when called on for prooC

17. T» bUt back : to restrain (speech) by biting

the lips.

iMx Mrs. Riddell Senior Parttur xav. 11. *ti Hot and
strong was the reply which rose to Robert's lips but he bit

it back. 19*3 Joan Sutmrbland Gariand 0/ Otm xxv.

Hunt bit back his sharply released breath.

Bi'tingnesB. [r.BiTi.<<G///.a. -t--5Ess.] Biting

quality.

1B94 Contem/. Ret: July 43 Hisartide, by its very shaip.
neis and bitingness, will help to wake oor people up.

Bitten, />^/.<>. Add:
6. Engraving. BUlen-in : see Bin v. 1 1 b.

\trfi Amkt Treat. PMologr. 183 'Fhe plate has to be. .again
heated to slightly melt the bittunen, so as to allow it to flow
down the sides 6i the bittcnHB linc^

Bitter, j*.i Add:
1. b. A bitter part.

tMe O. W. HoLMU Prtf. BrtmJ^.-L iv. 104 When yoa
can get the hitter out of the partridge's thigb, yoa can make
an enlightened commonwealth of Indian*.

3. colloo. » bitUr betr.

iSgtt * C. Beds ' VtrdtMni Grten iii. x, Mr. Verdant Green
and Mr. Bouncer .. turned into the cofice-room of *The
Mitre' to *do bitten', as Mr. Bouncer phrased the act of
drinking bitter beer. 1865 Slang Diet., BitUrt^ *to do
bitten ^ to drink beer.

—

Oxfffrdm 1874 ibid. s-V., *To
do a bitter ', to drink beer,^—Originally Oxford, but now
general. 1896 H. G. Will* W^hteU o/ChmM£t ix. Every
public-bouse .. meant a lemonade and a dash of bitter.

/Nd. xviii, * \ lemonade and bitter, please *. 1901 Wfsfm.
Gaz. S June 6/t A bitter having been brought, he quaffed it

to his Mcond's health.

Bitter,^. 2. b. ^;//^r<r«</(earlyU.S. qnots.).
1S49 Congrtti. Glob* la Dec 23, 1 am unfortunately among

tbotc who voted for the gentleman from Indiana, even ' to
the bitter end.' 1850 Ibtd 9 Apr. App. 434 Our defence is

a juM one, and will be mainuiocd by us to the ' bitter end.*

Bitter, v. 2. (Kecent U.S. example.)
I9II J. C. LiMCOLM Caf'*m f^arren's Hoards xr. 245, I

inanaged to come out of it withotit lettin* it bitter my whole
life.

SUPPT.

Bitter-. 2. Add : bitter-nut (example) ; also

biiternut hickory.
183a I>. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 170 Tlus species is gener-

ally known in New Jersey by the name of Bitternut Hickory.
Ibid,, The inhabitants of New Jersey give it the name of
Biuemut, which.. indicates one of the peculiar properties
of the fruit.

Bi tter-e'uder. colloq, [See Bitter a. 2 h
and -EB 1.] One who fights or holds out * to the

bitter end
' ; one who refuses to yield, give way, or

compromise. Hence Bitter-enderlsm (Webster
SuppL 1934).
1850 Cojtgress. Giobe la Mar., App. 303 The disunlonist

looks forward to a southern confederacy ; the bitter-ender to
the triumph of his party. 1996 Contetup. Rev. Jane 687 The
trade union world hes shattu^ and in ruins[after the General
Strike). There is fierce controversy between volunteers,
* scabs ', ' hands-uppers ', and ' bitterenders '.

Bitterling ^bi-taiUr]'). [G., f. bitter Bittkb a.

(transl. L. amarus) + -ling, -ling 1.] A small
carp-like freshwater fish, Rhadeus amarus^ of
Central Europe.
1880 GUnthbs FisJus 601 The European species is known

in Germany by tbe name of ' Bitterling *. x^ii Encyci.
Brit. XX. 794/2 Rkcdnts amarus^ the bitterlmg, . .injects

its eggs into the mantle'Ca%ity of pond-mussels, where the
fry devclup.

Bitters. Add : Also^^. (in snrcasm).
i8ia in Maryland Hist. Mag, iX. 70 You might get yotir

bitters in Baltunore Town.
Biane (.bdi'yun), a. rare, [C Bi- ^ + L. i/ffiif

one, after triune!\ Two in one.

1897 F. Thompson Orient Ode in New Poems 34 Yea,
biune in imploring dumb. Essential Heavens and corporal
Karth aMaic. 1900 G. W . Allbm Mission of Evil 75 This
Edcnic Man was. .male and female in one; that is, 'bi-une*.

Biurate(b3iyu»*r^). Chem, [f. Bi-^ + Urate.]
An acid salt of nric acid.
189Z F. TayLOB Prmrt, Med. (ed. a) 70a TheyU£-. nratesi are

decomposed in the presence of water into free uric acid and
biurates. 1908 Fnutitioner Apr. 517 The writer is doubtful
that the cause of the pain, in gouty arthritis, is the result of
the deposit of crystals of sodium biurate.

Biaret (baiyoret). Chtm. [f. Bi- * + Ubea : see

quot. 1916.J A compound formed by beating area.

Biuret base, rttutian^ test (see quots.).

1874 Jrttl. Chem. Soc. XXVII. 683 Silver Compounds of
Biuret. 1877 Koscou & ScuoRLKMMKa Chem. I. 652 Biuret,

CzOxHsNs. ThU compound, discovered by Wiedemann,
is formed when urea is licated for some time to 150-160**.

xgtA Bio-Chem. Jml. I. 391 Albnmoses or peptone (biuret

test). 1907 J. B. CoHKM U^. Chem. 410 '1 riglycylglycine
(biuret baset. 1908 W. T. HAtx tr. AbderMaldens PhysioL
Chem. 163 Tbe to-called * Biuret•reaction '. If we freely

add caustic soda or potash to an albumin solution, and then
carefully, drop bydrop, a dilute solution of copper sulphate,
abhwioroM-violet cokiratioa appears. 1916 A. P. Mathsws
PkytioLCkgim. 145 Biuret, a auMtanoe.. formed by tbe con-
denntion of two molecules of urea (hence binrea or biuret)
with the elimination of ammonia.

Bivalve, «• 1. Delete t Obs. and add:
1875 Knight Dtct. Mei.k. s.v. SpeculMm^ Webber's

ma;;nifying bivalve car-speculum. 1908 Practitioner Aug.
364 There was no appreciable difference obtained in the
r«rsult$ by using a bivalve speculum in order to avoid contact
with the external meatus.

Bivariant (bdive**riiat), a. Pkyiical Chem.
[Hi- 2.1 Having two degrees of freedom.
190* ). E. Tbivob in JmL Phys. Chem. VI. 136, I would

tlierefore suggest, .that when the variance is successively
a«o,onCLtwo, three, and morelhnn two, the system belaid to

be in an InvarianC, Untvariant, lti\-ariant, 'Invariant, Multi*
variant, state. 1904 A. Findlav PkMse Kwle iL 16 We may
also sp«sk of tbe variability or vaKance of a system, and
describe a system as being invariant, udivariant, bivariant,

mulUvariant, according as the number ofdegrees of freedom
is nought, one, two, or more than two.

Biroltill (bsiv^ltin), a. Also -ine. [a. F.

bitfattin, f. bi-, Bi-* + It. tw/ta time.] Of certain

silkworms : Producing two broods per aimnm.
1887 I AS. Paton in Encyel. Brit. XX 11, 58^1 I'he com-

moo silkworm produces as a rule only one generation during
tbe year t but there are races in cultivation which are bivol-

tine, or twcvgeoerationed, and some are multivoliine. 1888

E. A. KuTLEK SiUknHfrmt 69 Mo>t of the other species pro-
duce two, three, four, six, or even ei^ht broods per annum,
aitd in the commercial world are., distinguished as *1mvo1-

tins '. * trivoltins', *quadrivoltins ', elc

Bivouacker (bi-vMi^kaj). [-eb i.] One who
bivoaacs,
spsS Hakot Dynasts in. i. iL 3S9 With tbe advance of day

the stK>w resumes its fall, slowly burying the dead bivou-
ackers.

Bivy, biwy (biTi). Army slang. [Short f.

Bivouac] A temporary shelter for troop,
f9ao Blmckw. Mag. May 596/3 'Ilie Egyptian Camel

Corps and Gurkhas arrived, bringing * Bivics* and other
luxuries. Ibid. 606/1 Tying his horse to my bivy-pole.

*9*5 Glasgow Herald 30 Mar. 10 That word was 'tambu ',

meaning a rough and ready ^belter made of branches,
planks, corrugated iron, a ' bivv^- ', in fact.

Bis (biz). CoUoq. contraction, orig. V.S.y of

BUBINBSfi.
1865 Artsmus Ward His Bk. (1906) 141, 1 must forth to my

Biz. 1873 Lblamd Egypt. Sketck-Bk.yy No. IV, made it his
* biz * to ull upon the old hands. 1878 J. H. Headi-K IVeitem
Wilds iii. 46 He had what he called a 'big biz' al each
snccesatve terminus town. 1889 Fasmks Americanisms s.v.,

* Good biz * is protiuble business. 1890 Harper's Mag. Apr.
Sii/i ni go Down to the sale, if I can Itave my bi/. t9as

iVukiy Diapmick 19 Nov. 9 ' There is to be nothing of the

limelight order in my conduct '...'! am out for real sober
"biz" '.

Biza'rrely, adv. [f. Bizarre a. + -lt 2.] in a
bizarre manner. So Biza'rreness ( - Bizarre rie).

1884 Rider Haggard Dawn v. This woman so bizarrely
beautiful. 1920 Edin. Rev. Oct. 255 Of his faults he was
perfectly conscious—the over-intensities, the dualities, some-
times the bizarreness, which we have shadowed.

Black, sb. Add :

3. o. Deposit of dirt on the body, dial,

>753 Washington Diaries 1. 49 You say this land belongs
to you, but there is not the Black of my Nail yours. 1870
RoBsON Evangeline Introd. (E.D.D.) Aw ha'e wesht baith
maw feet frae the black. 1889 Yrks. Prov. in Eng. Dial.
Diet. 5, v.. He weant pairt wi' t black afore his finger-nails.

7. d. A pigeon of a black variety. 6. A black
postage stamp.
\Zst Poultry Ckron. II. 515/3 A pen of short-faced bald

head Tumblers, Blues, Blacks,. .Almond, of rare quality.
1907 Daily Ckron. la DtiC. 6/6 A 13d. black ofCanada, 1851.

8. The Blacks. In Italian histor}'. a. The poli-

tical faction of the Neri, composed of adherents of
the Donatl family, the opponents of the Bianchi
(Whites), b. In Rome, the supjiorters of the
Vatican as opponents of the Italian monarchy ; the

clericals.

{i«8ol, 1849 (see White sb. 19]. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI.
811/3 A quarrel had arisen in Pistoia between the two
branches of the Cancellieri,—4he Bianchi and Neri, tbe
Whites and the Blacks. The quarrel spread to Florence,
the Donati took the side of the Blacks, and Cerchi of the
Whites. X903 [see White a. 6 b], 1909 Daily Chron. 29 Jan.

j^/6 Most of the skaters are of the Vatican party. .

.
' Black '

is the local name.
9. A black horse.

1845 J* J- Hooper Taking Census u 153 Mounting our old
black, we determined to give the old soul a parting fire.

a 1861 T. WiNTHROP yohn Brent iii. 31 The black was within
the corral, pawing the ground, neighing, and whinnying.
1875-4 Rep. Ver/nont Board Agric. II. 211 They are able
to nde in grand carriages with their three minute blacks
hitched thereto.

10. Short for Blackleg 3. (Cf. *BLACKtf. lib.)
1866 Sat. Rev. 90 July 59 The lists of ' blacks*, and the

victims of the picket system.

11. attrib.f AS black-maker (Black sb. 2); bl&Ok-
traoker, a native policeman employed chiefly in

tracking down fugitive blacks and criminals.
i88s /fistr. Census Clerks (1885) 58 Dye, Paint manu-

fiwrture. ..*Black Maker. sgMi Diet. Occupniional Terms
(1937) 1 158 Black mtiker. a colour mixer.. preparinjg; black

Eigments or paints from charcoal, graphite, calcined ivor>' or
orn, carbon black, drop black, etc. 1867 Austral/a us it is

88-9 (Morris) The native police, or **black trackers',. -are

a body ofaborigines trained to act as policemen. 1870 A rgtis

s6Mar. 5/4 (Morris) The troopers, with the assistance of two
black trackers, pursued the bushrangers. 1890 ' K. Boldkk-
wooD ' Miner's Right xvii, The sooner we get the black
trackers on the trai!^ then the sooner we shall have a chance
of seeing some of it back.

Black, a. Add : 6. b. in the names ofartificial

flies used in fly-tishing.

I
1799 [see Midge 3). lAj^Ki^KVStwtxNori/um Angler -^s

The Black Midge, or Gnat,.. cannot be made too fine and
smalt, /bid. 51 liie Black Palmer, .is made with a body of

j

black ostrich harle, ribbed with silver thread, /bid. 57 The
Black Spinner.. has acquired a high reputation, both as a
lake and a river-fly. 1983 Daily Mail 11 Aug. 7 The Lea
should yield some good specimens of these fish to tbe black
gnat.

11. b. Short for *Blackleo 3 b.

1987 Daily Tel. 12 Nov. 12/2 The Waterside Workers'
Federation to-day declared as * black * the steamer Kaknkiri.
ios8 Daily Mail 17 Apr. 12/4 The Maritime unions have
threatened to declare *bbck ' all the Government liners.

14. b. Black and Tans : popular name for an
armed force specially recruited to combat the

Sinn-Feiners in 1921, so named from the mixture

(black and khaki) of constabulary and military

tmi forms worn by them.
19S1 Times 38 Jan. 7/5 *God Save the King 'and *(jod

Bless the Black and Tans '. 1931 Ld. Brave Sp. 33 Mar. in

fewness 0/my Days (1927) 528, I rise to ask His Majesty's
Government., whether they will, .recall the Black-and-Tans.

15. o. Also ailrib.f as in black-and-white artist,

drawings sketch.

x8os C G. Harper Et^, Pen Artists 60 Such excellent

black-and-white renderings of dog life. Ibid. 178 llie arts

of black-and-white drawing, /bid.^ Colourists or black-and-
white artists. 1895 Pfnnell Mod. /llustr. Introd. 3 'Ihe

amount of black-and-white work which he \sc. DQrer] pro-

duced. 1896 Daily News 29 Sept. 6/6 The well-known
black-and-white artist, Mr. Fred Barnard.

18, black-clothed^ -draped^ -spotted^ -striped (s^qq.

of the perch), -veiled Rdjs,

i9n W, CoKY Lett. 4- ^mls. (1897) 322 Our parson bends
his *black'<lothed back in thesun. 1898 If^'estm. Go*. 28 May
xo/i Tbe bowed, *black-draped figure passing sadly from
the shadows in the Abbey. 1904 Daily Chron. 6 Dec. 3/2

I'he black-draped scaffold at Whitehall. X59X Tnnti. Raigne
K. yohn I. iv, •Black-spotted Periurc as he is. x6fia R.
Smith (title) A Wonder of Wonders:, .an In\-ective against

Black-spotted Faces. 1783 Latham Gen. Syn, Birds II. 11.

613 Black-spotted P[igcon]. 1901 H'estm. Gaz. 27 June r/a

filack-spotted white foulard. 1908 /bid. 21 Nov. 16, 'a The
finest perch of the week (2^ Ih.) also hails from this part,

though some nice specimens of the "black-striped (ish have

been secured from the Thames. 1631 "blacke veyled (in

Diet.]. 1906 tVestm. Gaz. 18 Aug. 11/2 These black-veiled

children of tbe East. 1906 B'nk.ss von HtrrrEN ii'hat be-

came 0/ PeuH iiL i, A black-veiled nur&ing-sistcr.

6



BLACK.

19. Blaok Army (see quot.) ; Black Brigade

(see quot.); black-buck, a name used by sports-

men for the antelope proper {Antilope cervicaprd) ;

also, the South African Hifpotragus niger; Blaok

Coats//, (a) German mercenaries of the i6th and

17th centuries {Cent. Diet. 1889); (*) see quot.

;

blaok-coated a., spec, defining clerical or profes-

sional asdistinguished from industrial or commercial

occupations ; hence, of or composed of persons en-

gaged in such occupations; blaok code U.S. , a code

or body of laws relating to negroes in some Southern

States before the abolition of slavery ; black

counties U.S., those counties in the Southern

States in which negroes predominate ; blaokcurlew

(see quot.); blaok doctor (see quot.) ; blaok dress

attrib. (see quot) ; black-earth attrib. in black-

earth country = *Black belt ; blaok fast EccL, a

fast which includes abstinence from milk and eggs

;

blaok fellow, also^w*. = *Black man ; blaok flesh

U.S., negro slaves ; black frost, a hard frost with-

out snow or rime ; blaok gang, a gang employed

on such work as coaling, stoking, etc ; black gown
U.S., an Indian name for a Roman Catholic priest

;

blaok growth U.S. (see quot.) ; Blaok Hand,
(o) defining a .Spanish revolutionary society of

anarchists ; (*) defining a secret society of Italian

immigrants in U.S., concerned chiefly in levying

blackmail; henceBlaok Hander, a member of such

a society ; black helmet, a mollusc shell used in

the making of shell-cameos ; blaok knot, (a) a

fast knot as distinguished from a running knot

(Ogilvie, 1881); (*) any of certain kinds of fungus

in the U.S.; blacklaroh 6'l.S"., an American variety

of larch, the hackmetack ; blaok-lark (see quot.)
;

blaok liquor, acetate of iron used instead of green

copperas as a mordant in dyeing (
Cent. Diet. 1889);

blaok-plate (see quot.) ; black pope, a nickname
for the Superior-General of the Jesuits ; blaok print

Phoiogr. [Print sb. 1 3], a print giving black lines on
awhiteground ; blaok process /%fl/()f?-., the process

by which black prints are produced ; also attrib.

in black process paper, actinic paper used in this

process ; black rubber vine, an African plant

producing a black juice which is used as rubber

;

black saddler, a workman who cuts out, blacks,

and polishes leather for driving harness ; black
scab (see quot.) ; blaok sheets //., ungalvanized

sheet iron ; black silk, used attrib. to define a

period of mourning during which black silk is worn
instead of crape ; black spot, a disease incident to

rose trees when attacked by the fungus Asteroma
rosse, which causes the leaves to become spotted

;

black spring Austral, (see quot.) ; black stripe, a
disease of the tomato-plant, produced by the fungus

AUerrfaria solani; black tongue, a form of

anthrax affecting horses and cattle; black tooth
U.S., a condition of pigs in which the teeth become
black ; black trader factory, a native African

factory ; black wart = black scab; black widow
(see quot.); blaok woman, a black-skinned or

coloured woman ; blaok work, (a) blacksmith's

work ; also, forgings, rolled work, etc., that has

not undergone a finishing process ; (b) undertakers'

work (cf. *Black man 3 and *Blackmastee).
1917 Obterver 27 Mar. 18/3 The '"Black Army ' (a secret

force which was inaugurated to supplement the German
Army after the Armistice). 1896 Daily News 18 July 5/1
The puny sacerdotalisu, known in Parliament as the *BIack
Brigade. 18S8 W. T. Blandfokd Mammalia 521 Antilopc
cervicapra. The Indian Antilope or *hlack Buck. 1902
Eitcj/cl. Brit. XXV. 453/2 Antelope.. properly denotes the
Indian black buck, which alone constitutes the genus Anti.
lofe, with the title oiA. ceriiicapra. 1927 DailyTel. 26 Apr.
10/3Gangsof'*BIack Coats 'or gunmen, whogobefore to pre-
pare the way [for China's Nationalist Army]. 1893 Jrnt. Soc.
Arts 14 Apr. 506/1 The young fellow who will devote him-
self to agiiculture.,in New Zealand.. may do even better
than the youth who wins his way to the *black-coated
servitude of a bank. 190a Wtstm. Gaz. 1 1 Aug. 7/3 A serried
rank of the black.coated. 19x8 Obsen-er 17 June 20/5 The
present system influences cluldren in favour of the 'black-
coated ' occupations. 1938 Britain's Industr. Future iil.

xiv. 5 6. 158 The workers are apt to be suspicious of ' black-
coated ' unions. x866Gkegg Life in Army xxviii. 238, I will
present a synoptical view of the pertinently named "Black
Code of Louisiana. tSy6 Congress. J?ec. Aug. 53^7/1, I hold
in my hand the laws of the Legislature of S. Carolina passed
in the session of 1865-66. . .Among the -cry first acts that
they passed was the act which is known all over this county
and all over the world as the ' black code * of S. C., a code that
should disgrace every one of its authors. 1879 Tourgkh
Fool's Err. xxi. 119 It was done in the very face of the
• Black Codes '. 18S8 Congress. Rec. Sept. 8947/1 Justices of
the peace in the "black counties, .converted their offices into
engines of oppression to both races. 1889 H. Saunders
Man. Brit. Birds 379 The Glossy Ibis. I'ligadisfalcinellus
(Linnaeus).. .was known to gunners and fishermen as the
' "Black Curlew

[. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 22 Oct. 4/2 When..
there is no possibility of catching a salmon except by that
engine of death, the ' "Black Doctor '—the three big hooks
tied back to back and dragged along the floor of a pool.
X899 Daily News 3 July 5/6 The convict Billinge is what is

82

known as a '*Black dress' man, being thus distinguished

because of bis bad conduct. 1905 Atkenagum 5 Aug. 175/1
The *biack-earth country of the south. 1577 R. Barnes in

Newcastle Tracts (1847) ^6 That no. .superfluous fa-ste be
vsed as those called the Lady fast saint trinyons fast, the

*black faste. 1738 F. Moore Trav. Africa 191 Natives,

who had been got up together at the Persuasion ofa *BIack
Fellow. i8»8 New Monthly Mag, XXIII. 220 The fish are

so abundant that a black fellow with a seine, can load a
bullock-cart at one or two hauls. 1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie

(1836) I. viii. 125 The newspapers of Kentuck have called you
a dealer in *black flesh a hundred times, but little did they
reckon that you drove the trade into white families. 1787
Washington Diaries III. 108 This Morning there was a
small wliite frost and a *black one wch. was so severe a.s to

stop brick laying. i8z8- in Eng. Dial. Diet. 1851 [see

Frost sb. i]. 1921 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean
iii. 44 There wasn't a smarter man in the *black gang
(=stokers). 1847 De %w&'t Oregon Missions 18 Thesavages
assembled., to behold the *black gowns of whom so much
had been said. 187a Amer. Naturalist VI, 94 Everywhere
among the western Indians the Jesuits were known by
the name of Blackgowns. 1851 S. Judd Margaret i. xvii.

137 Yet there are, what by a kind of provincial misnomer
is called the *black growth, pines and firs. 1904 N. K.
Tribune 31 July 2 For months the *black band society has

been forcing Italians to contribute to its treasury with threats

of death. 1905 IVestm. Gaz. 5 Jan. 6/3 The notorious Italian

blackmailing gang which has been given the name of the
' Black Hand Society'. 1906 Ibid. 2 June 0/3 La Ma^to
Negra, the famous revolutionary Black Hand Society. 1923

L. J. Vance Baroque viii. 49 The Wop detective that used

to play horse with the *Black Handers. 1861 Chambers's
Encycl. s.v. Cameo, The *Black Helmet , , has a dark onyx
ground. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 740 The black helmet
{Cassis tuberosa) of the West Indian sea.s. 1856 Trans.
Mich, Agric. Soc. VII. 714 In the eastern States the *black

knot not only disfigures the trees but is sapping their vitality.

1884 Miller Plant-n. 252 Sphairia rnortosa, * Black knot

'

Fungus, X908 Board Agric, <5- Fisheries (1919) No. 313
Gooseberry Black-knot (Plowrightia ribesia^ Sacc). The
fungus, .causingthisdisease is closely related to Plotvrightia
fnor&osa, Sacc, the widely distributed 'black-knot *of plum
and cherry trees in the United States and Canada. 1837
CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass, (1838) 116 The Larch .. there

called the German Larch, is the common or White Larch
(Larix Communis), and resembles our Hackmetack or '"Black

Larch (Larix Pendula) in the value of its timber and bark.

1907 IVestm. Gaz. 11 Mar. 13/1 At the last meeting of the
British Ornithologists' Club, three examples of the *black-
lark {Melanocorypha yeltoniensis) were exhibited. 1858
S1MMONDS Z^iV/. Trade, *Black PlateSy..t\im?,h^ct.s of iron

not coated with tin. 1877 O'Reilly Li/e Pius IX xiv. (1878)
168 Beneath the eyes of the Superior-General of the Jesuits,
whom they were wont to designate as ' the *Black Pope *.

x88o Encycl, Brit. XIII. 648/2 The general [of the Society
of Jesus] has usually stood towards the pope much as a
powerful grand feudatory of the Middle Ages did towards
a weak titular lord paramount .. ; and the shrewd Roman
populace have long shown their recognition of this fact by
styling these two great personages severally the ' White
Pope *^and the Black. 1888 Lockwood's Diet. Terms Meek.
.£«f/«.,*Black Print. i9oa[see^/«tf/?7«^,*BLUEa. 13]. 1887
MoLONEY/^(7?-«^rj'^*^»'^y''-9oThe*black-rubbervine, known
to the natives as ' Duah Kurrie '. 1904 Board Agric. ^
Fisheries (1919) No. 105. 1 Wart Disease (*BIack Scab) of
Potatoes. {Synchytriutn endobioticum .) . . In recent years a
variety of other names such as Black Wart and Potato Wart
have been given to it. 1895 Daily News 18 Feb. 2/5 *Black
sheets forgalvanisers. i8g^l6id. 22N0V. 8/1 Deepcrapeand
distinctive headgear have been dropped at the end of six
months, the period known technically as * *black silk * then
setting in. 1928 Daily Express 7 July 4/2 The blotch, or
*black spot as it is sometimes called, appears on the upper
side of the leaf, and the rose tree speedily loses its foliage.

1848 H. W. Havgakth Bush Life A ustralia ix. 98 A narrow
rill, rising out of some rich dark soil, known in Australia as
a '"black spring '. 1927 Smallholder 26 Mar. 104/2 If any
\sc. tomato plants] have very finely cut, lace-like leaves, take
them out. ..These plants nave contracted *Black Stripe
disease. 1853 C Flint Milch Cmvs, etc. 281 Typhoid fever
.. is sometimes followed by diseases known as 'black
tongue, black leg, or quarter evil. 1877 Rep. Vermont
Dairym. Assoc. VIII. 107 *Black tooth is a popular disease
of swine. 1897 Mary Kingsley IV, Africa 310 One of
these *black trader factories is an exceedingly interesting
place to stay at. 1861 Trans. Ill, Agric, Soc. IV. 454
It is sometimes affected by the *black wart. 1927 Daily
Express 21 July 2/7 A small black spider known to ento-
mologists as *latrodectus mactans, and commonly called
the '*black widow ' or ' shoe-button,' which has been intro-
duced from Oriental ports into North America. 1788 A.
Falconbridge Acc. Slave Trade Africa {ed, 2)41 Observing
with what ..eagerness a *black woman seized some dirt from
off an African yam. 1837 J. E. Alexander Narr. Voy.
Observ, I. v. no The audience, principally black women.
1859 Sala Gaslight 8f Daylight xxvi, A florid man who..
sometimes takes a spell in the *black work, or undertaking
line of business. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Black-work,
the work of the blacksmith in contradistinction to bright-
work or the work of the silversmith. 1888 Locktvood^s
Diet. Terms Mech. Engin., Black Work, work which has
not been machined or polished. In some instances the
term would apply to metal work which had been machined
on a bearing section, but not elsewhere. And in other
cases where no portion, working or otherwise, had been
machined.

b. esp. in Ceramics,
1766 Wedgwood in L. Jewitt The Wedgwoods (1865)

187 Basahes or black ware; a black porcelain biscuit. 1787
Ibid, 332 The black basaltes having theappearanceofantique
bronze.. is excellently adapted for busts, sphynxes, small
statues, etc. 1832 G. K. Porter Porcelain ^ Gl.ij Basaltes,
or black ware. 1865 [see blue printing, *Bluk a. 13,] 1875
Meteyard Wedgwood Mttndbk. sgi Black Marble, a crystsil-

line terra-cotta body. The colour is black shaded. Black
painted. Single stems and flowers painted on black glazed
visiTc. .. Black printed. Cream-ware printed over or under
the glaze with patterns in black. 1884 Knight Diet. Mec/u
Suppl., Black-basalt Ware. 1885 Encycl, Brit.'HilX. tis/^
Etruscan Black Ware. Ibid. 618/2 Black Pottery is usually

BLACKBOY.
made from a very silicious or sandy clay. Ihid. 61 9/1 Roman
black ware decorated with groups of dots in relief.

Black ash.. U,S. [Black a. 6.] A North
American species of ash {Fraxinus nigra)^ also
called basket-ask and hoop-ash. Also attrib,

1673 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. VI. 178/2 A forked Black ash
which is also Osmund Trask his bound. 1765 J. Bartram
yrnl. (1769)6 Here and near the river's bank grows the., elm
and black-ash, with most of the South-Carolina plants. 178a
Boston Town Rec. VIII. 222 We arc of Opinion That no
Poplar,.. Black ash, Basswood, or Cedar Shall be Corded up.
1832 D. J. Browne Sylva Amer, z^y The black ash requires
a moister soil than the while ash. 1872 Rep. Veriiiont Board
Agric. I. 154 An experiment had been tned by a Cornwall
farmer, packing butter in spruce, oak and black a^h tubs.

Black belt. 6^.^. [Black a. i c, *Belt sb,

3 d.] That portion of the southern United States
(see quot. 1905) in which the coloured population
is most numerous. Also attrib,

187s Congress. Rec. JAn. 242/1 During this campaign I made
a number of speeches in Georgia. I spoke in what is known
as the * Black Belt '. 1887 Harper's Mag. July 243/1 We will
soon skirt the ' Black Belt *, which is full of rich plantations.
1898 Congress. Rec. Feb. 1594/x The Fourth Alabama
Congressional district.. was composed entirely of Black
belt counties. 1905 N. Y. Even. Post 21 Nov. 3 The Black
Belt has a curiously irregular shape. Extending from Vir-
einia across North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, to
Mississippi and Southern Loui.siana,it stretches a narrow arm
across the river and up into southern and central Arkansas.

Blackberry (bisekberi), v. [f. the sb.] intr.

To gather blacKberries.
[1861-: see Blackberrving vbl. sb.^ 1902 Mrs. Babmes*

Gbundy Thames Camp 152 Those golden September days
on which we blackberried.

Black bircb. U.S. [Black a. 6.] One or other
of several North American species of birch, esp.
Betula lenta and B, occidentalis.

1685 Manchester [Mass.) Rec. 20 From thence Esterly to a
black burch near ye river. 1711 Boston Town Rec. VIII.
86 A blackburch on the Side ofa Swamp. 183a D, J. Browne
Sylva Amer. 118 Wherever it grows in the United States, it

is known by the name of Black Birch. Ibid. 119 The wood
of the black birch, when freshly cut, is of a rosy hue, which
deepens by exposure to the light. 1889 Century Diet. s.v.

Birch, The black birch, Betula occidentalis of the Rocky
Mountains and westward.

Black-bird. 1. (U.S. examples.)
X643 R. Williams Key Lang. Amer. xv. 89 Which

mysiicall Fowle follow the sowing of the Word.. as these
Black-birds follow the materiall seed. 1659 Dedham (Mass.)
Rec. IV. 7 Killing blackbirds according to lowne order.

1697 Portsviouth Rec. 309 Every housholdcr. .Shall kill

twelve blackbirds. 1708 Braintree Rec. 68 Any person..
[who] shall.. kill or destroy any old Black birds.. shall be
paid two pence pr. head. 1807 P. Gass JrrU. 103 There is

in the bottoms a great quantity of spear-mint.. .Also multi-
tudes of blackbirds. 1836 Southern Lit. Messenger 11. 358
They possess two qualities.. in common with certain birds,

such as rooks, crows, and blackbiids. 1868 J. Burroughs
Wake-robin v. (1895) 137 Among the first birds that make
their appearance in Washington is the crow blackbird. Ibid.

13S All parks and public grounds about the city are full of
blackbirds,

Blackbirder (blse-kbsidaj). [f. Blackbibdino
-»--erJ.] a man or a vessel engaged in Black-
BIBDING or slave-traffic.

x888 Churchward Blackbirding 126 You see the harm
those cussed blackbirders do in the islands. Ibid, 163 That
chap whose throat I cut on board the blackbirder. 1928
Ncvj Statesman 28 July 507/2 Polynesians in their wild
state . . were . . shipped to Australia by enterprising gentlemen
called blackbirders.

Blackbirding, vbl, sb. Add quots.

:

x888 Churchward (title) Blackbirding. 1898 W. C. Mor-
row The Ape t/ie Idiot, FaithfulAmulet 214 'Blackbirding*
(which is kidnapping Gilbert Islanders and selling them to
the coffee-planters of Central Amei ica). 1908 Daily Chron,
6 Nov. 4/6 ' Blackbirding '..is not yet an entirely extinct
industry [in the Pacific Islands].

Blackboard. Add : b. attrib,, as blackboard
clerk, drawings lesson, rubber.
1870 Medbery Men ^ Myst, Wall St. 21 The 'marker*

or black-board clerk writes oflf the prices upon the tablet.

x88o Plain Hints Needlework 33 These three strips can be
sewed, .together, and thus form a dish-cloth or black-board
rubber. 1890 Gordon Foundry 8g To see the service com-
plete we should have been in the great hall, and heard the
blackboard lesson. 1895 Daily Neivs 26 Apr. 3/2 ' Black-
board Drawing *., seemed to him to be useful .. for .. the
student, the teacher, and the child. 1905 H. H. Stephens
{title) Black-Board and Free-Arm Drawing.

Black-book, v. [f. Black book 4 b.] trarts.

To enter in a black book.
1828 Mrs. Rovall Black Bk, II. 92 But I shall Black,

book them all.

Black bottom. U.S.

1. [Black a.\^ Bottom j^. 5.] A low-lying area

inhabited by a coloured population.
19x5 Lit. Digest 4 Sept. 500/2 Uncle Mose aspired to the

elective office of justice of the peace in the ' black bottom '

part of town.

2. The name of a dance. Also as vb,

x^x-j Observer 6 Feb. 15/7 The accounts of the new dances
are discouraging. There is the Black Bottom, the very
name of which spoils a spring morning. X9a7 Daily Express
25 May, Miss Bradhurst had black bottomed nineteen miles
. . before she collapsed-

Blackboy (blae-kboi).

1. An Australian grass-tree of the genus Xa$i^
thorrhcea.^ having a thick dark trunk and a head of

gra^s-like leaves, esp. Xanthorrhcta freissiu



BIiACK-BROWED.

iBj^ Hooker^s Jrni, Bat, II. 344 One of the most striking

plants 10 a stranger Is our common Blackboy, a fine abores-

ccnt species of Xanthorrhoea. 1840 Pereira EUm, Mat.
Med. II. 658 A red roin, probably from X\aHtkorrcea\
ar6ifrea..t has been recently imported under the name of
black-haygum. 1846 Stokes Discaz\in Australia II. 132

Black boy. .gum on the spear— re^in on the trunk, /kid,

^ioufittj These trees, called Blackboys by the colonists,

from the resemblance ibey bear, in the distance, to natives.

iSto W. H. Knight If^. AusiraJia 46 A resin got from the
• black boy *, or grass tree, {xoHtharrkea dntmntondii),

2, (As two words.) A kind of black tobacco.
1898 Daily Ncivs 8 Oct. 3/3 She had been addicted to the

ase of the weed, in the specific shape of ' black boy,* for over
forty years. 1908 Daily Chron. 10 Apr, 4/7 A black boy
tobacco much in favour with marinerSi

Black-browed, a. Add :

b. Black-browed Albatros {Diomedea vulatio-

phrys),

[186s GootJ> Birds Australia II. 438 Diamedea ntelana-

^krys. , Black-eyebrowed Albatios.] 1883 Emycl. Brit. XV.
334/2 All the re^t of the plumage is white, except a du&ky
superciliary streak, whence its name of Black-browed AI-

bairos.

BlackbaTnian, a. U.S, [f. the name of Mrs.

Blackhurn .] Blackbumian warbUr, a North
American warbler [Dendroua bl^ukbumix). Also
tlHpt. as sb.

1783 Latham G4m. Syn. Bird% 11. ii. 461 BUckbumian
Warbler. 1868 Amer, Suturaiixt II. 179 The Blackbumian
Warbler i.D. Blackhtrniat) is one of the most beautiful.

1893 'I'oRKEY Foat^tk-Way 6 We.. soon were in the old
forest listening to bay^breasted warblers, Blackburnians,
black-polls, and so on. Ibid. 16 A Blackbumian warbler
perched as usual, at the very top of a tall spruce.

Blaokbutt (blae-kbzn). Austral, [Black a..

Butt sb.^ a.] An Australian timber tree, Eucaiyp^
ius piluiaris. Earlier, black buttedgum,

~
> J. OxLty Jmii.Two Exftd. N. S. IK 331 The limber

was chiefly black butted gum. 1847 Leichhardt yrm/, iu

40 The range . . having, with the exception of the Blackbutt,
all the trees, .of Moreton Bay. 1901 Daily Ckrtnu 3 Sept.

7/4 Fencing post of blackbutt, forty-five years in the ground.

Black-cap. Add : 6. A variety of raspbeny

;

the Black Raspberry, Rubus occidentalis. U.S,
18&7 8 Trans. Ill, Agric. Sac. VII. 512 Home beds of

raspberries, particularly the Purple Cane and Black Cap.
have been Tuil crop<i. 1871 Ibid, VIII. 173 The principal

varietMS that are cultivated in the West are the Black-caps.

s8i6 Hmrpen's Mag. July 281/2 There is another American
species of raspberry IXttbus accidtmt-tlis) that is almost as
dear to memory as the wild strawberry—the thimble-berry,
or black-cap.

Black-capped, a, [Cf. Blace cap 3.] Of
birds : Having the top ofthe head black.
a 1813 A. WiLSOM Amer. Omitk. (1631) II. 315 Partis

mtricapillus. . Black-capt Titmouse. i9S^Amer,Naturaiist
IL 175 The Green Btack*capped Warbler KMyiodioctts
(usiiiMt). sa7o/^M£ni.74l'hecriesandbabttsofallthese
Dtack^cappeaspedea. Ibid. IV. 543 In the depths of winter
they and . .the Black-capped T\imcKxait{.PmrutAtricMpilIu4\
enliven the woods.

Black currant. Add :

b. Biack currant mitf, an insect pest that attacks

currant trees and gooseberry trees, but especially

the black currant tree, living chiefly inside the

bods and producing the disease known as ' big bud '•

1894 B^ard Agric. 4 Fiskeries (1916J No. i. i The disease
known a« ' btg bud ' in Black Cturants, caused by the Black
Currant Mite, was fir^t recorded in these islands in the year
186^
Blaokee, var. of Black t sb, i,

xtjs J. H. Ikcbaham South- IVest I. io3 The shining face of
a bUckee may be seen glistening from among his vegetables.

Black eye. Add : 2. b. yi^. a severe blow
or rebuff. U.S.
S79S Massackusttts Spy xB FeK (Th.) Massachu^ietts

beaten : and a black eye for Connecticut 1876 Coitgrtss.
Rtc, Feb. 654/1 Some body was threatening to give a black
eye to these boods. tMt BmitU Creek Jrtd. 39 Feb., It is

a subject lor..confrstulatton that one gigantic monopoly
was given a black eye, Thursday. 1900 C onsets. Rec. Jan.
1004/s, I hope the Pension Committee will give a black eye
to vt^rt bill of that kind. 1908 G. H. I^simer J. S^urlack
X, 357 It would give the (gambling-] house a black eye if it

were known that there bad been such a suspicion even.

8. The black-eyed jwa. C/,S,

17M Wasminctom Diaries III. 357 Finished planting of
Pease here yesterday . .two(lot«] . . were ofthe Urge and early
black eye.

Black-eyed, a, [Black a. i8.]

1. Havin;^ tilack eyes. Cf. Ulack ETB I.

a 1667, 177s [see Black eyk \\.

b. Having a black eye ; spec, ofa variety of pea.
1786 Washington Diaries III. 56 They proceeded to sow

the small black eyed pea. 1857 Texas AlmnHesc 13 Plant
Black*Eyed. . Peas. i8iVa Ckambrrt's Emcyct, %. v. DolLkos^
I), spkaerotfermus (Calavaoa or filack*eyed Pea), a native
uf the West Indies.

a Bla<keycd Suscm{\5.%.^\ a. (Sec qnots.)
1889 Century Diet. s.v. TkHnt>ergia^ The hardy annual

T. alata^ known locally by the name black-eyed Susa/t from
its buff, orange, or white flowers with a purplish-black
center. 1006 H. D. Pittman Belle a/Blue Gr.tss C xvi. 34 1.

1 found all of the waste places now covered with black•eyed
Susans. 1909 Century Diet. Suppl., Blackeyed Susan^ one
of several plants havmg flowers or heads with a dark center.
One of these is Flemingia ala.'a..-, another, the flower>of-
an-bour. Hibiscus frianum \ a third, Rudbeckia kiria,

b. slan^, (Sec qnot.)
1889 FAfUf AmeruanisfMSt Black^eyed Susan.—Texan

for a revolver.
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Black fisk. Add:
1. (U.S. examples.)
X859 Bartlett Diet. Amer, (ed. a), Tauiaug or Tautog

{Tautoga atnericaiia^ the name of the Blacknsh caught in
the waters of Rhode Island... In New York it is called
Black Fish, from the color of its back and sides. j888
GooDE Amer, Fishes 39 The Sea Bass is also known south
of Cape Hatteras as the ' Blackfish *. 1897 Outing (U.S.)
XXX. 160/2 These fishermen, who think that God made
blackfish for them exclusively.

4. The freshwater fish Gadcpsis marmorcUus,
found all over Australia.
1850 Clittterbuck Fort Phillip iii. 44 The Schnapper,

blackfish and eel. 1885 M^^Coy Zaol. Victoria I. 39 Gcuiapsis
gracilis,, ,The Yarra Blackfish. 1890 Melbourrte Argus
9 Aug. 4/5 You could catch a few blackfish in tlie pools.

Black flaff. Add quots.^ 3.V. :

17S0 Db Foe. Capt. Singleton xiii. We let them soon see
who we were^ for we hoisted a black flac, with two cross
daggers on it. i8ai Scott Pirate xl, Up goes the Jolly
Hodge, the old black flag, with the dcath*s htrad and hour-
glass. 18*7 P. Cunningham A^ S. Wales II. xiii. 30a Every
effort ought to be made to impress, .upon.. the multitude
the terrible nature of our punishments, without permitting
them to be. .spectators.. .The having..a black flag with
emblems of death hung out [etc.]. 1870 Brewer Diet,
Pkras4 4r Fable {ed. 20) 301 To unfurl th* black fiagy to
declare war. 1887 Longm. Mag. Nov. 105 In the New
Princeton Review (Sept. 1887) Mr. Brander Matthews
alleges that certain English publishers can also run up the
Molly Roger * on occasion, and sail under the Black Flag.
Correspondent. Black flag hoisted as a signal of pestilence,

as in London for chulera in 19th cent. I rememuer this la
Golden Square in 1853.

Black fly. [Black a. 6.] L (See quot. 1889.)
1845 S. Ji;dd Margaret ii. vii. 309, 1 recollect when we was

in the Provinces down to Arcady, where the Black Flies come
out as thick as birds arter a thunder storm. 1876 Fur, Fin
<^ Feather Sept. 139 At Calais, Maine, last fall rugged
grouse were as thick as black flies in August. 1889 Centuty
Diet. S.V. Fly, BlackJJy, any one of the species of the genus
Simuliumy some of which are extraordinarily abundant in
the northern woods of America, and cause great sufiering by
their bites.

2. A nnme given to various insects infesting

plants, esp. to an insect of the species Frankliniella
robusta (formerly Thrips pisivord) and Aphis
rumicis: used collect, in sing, for thripscs or aphides
when infesting certain plants and giving a blackish

appearance to the part aficcted, as the top of a
bean-plant when infested with the Bean Aphis.
1837 Annual Scrap-Bk. 83. 1850 Working Man's Friend

13 July 55/1 To Remove the Aphides, or black fly. 1884
.Sutton s Cult, I'eget, <V Flowers 269 The Blue and the Black
Fly are common plagues ofthe Peach-house and the orchard.
1898 Board Agric. 4>^ Fisheries (1918) No. 4S. 1 The small
insects known as Thrips, Black Fly, or Thunder Fly. 1904
Ibid, (1019) No. 104. s lite Bean Aphis, known variously as
Black Fly, Collier, and Black Dolphin.

Black-grass. [Black <7. i.]

L A species of foxtail grass, Alopecurus agrestis^
X79B W. CuBTis Flora Lond. II. Plate 16 note, The

Farmer also distinguishes th^ A loPecurns agrestts,.hy the
name of Black Grass. iSsa Scoreiy Farm ReP. 6 in Ilusb,
(L.U.K.).

2. A species of rush {Junctts Cerardt) growing
in salt-marches. U.S.
1837 CoLMAN Rep, Agric. Mass. (1838) 18 Black-grass
icemed the best product) grows on the higher parts of the

marsh. 1871 Schklc de Vekb Americanisms (1872) 408
Salt-Hay, a very important product of salt-marshes, is of
two prini.ipal sorts, called salt-grass and black-grass,

Blackffuard, V. 2. (Karlicrexarople, in//AA.)
1789 in C. Cist Ctncinttaii iiZ^i) aox One answered, in a

blackguarding manner.

Black gum. U.S, (Also hyphened and as one
word.) ri)LACK a. 6.]

1, A North Ametican tree ofthe genus Nysscu
X76S Washington Diaries II. 346 Planted alt the.. Black-

gums io my Serpentine Walks. 183a 1). J. Browne ^Au
Amer, 333 It is designated by the name of Black Gum,
Yellow Gum and Sour Gum. 1835 J. If. Incbaham Soutk-
IVest II. 79 A fme though dusty road, .bordered with noble
forests of oak, black gum, etc. 1885 * C. £. Craduock *

Propkei Ct, Stnoky Mts. xv. 281 The hickory trees. . were a
lustrous contrast to the sombre piike..or the vivid crimson
of the black'gum. 1901 C. Mohs Plant Life Alabama 3s
Chestnut..aiM black gum {Nyssa tylvatica) are common.
Ibid, 117 The deciduous black gum {.\'yssa Hfiorti).

attrib. 17^ Washington Diaries II, 392 The black Gum
Trees, .which put out leaf and looked well at first, are all

dead. 1868 Amer, Naturalist II. 122 When mast is not
plenty, they \s€, bears] lap black-gum berries. B87S in

Tourgee Invisible Empire viit. (18S0) 444 One of them took
a bundle of black gum switches.

2. The berries of the black-gum tree.

1868 Amer. Naturalist II. 123 Only severe hunger will

force him to eat the meat ofa bear that haslapped black-gum.

Black kaw. U,S, [Black a. 6.]

1. a. A North American species of viburnum, esp.

V.pruni/olium, Also attrtb. b. A species of haw-
thorn, C. One or other of two species of .^Hm^/zVz.

1785 Washington Diaries II. 346 Puinted..all the black
haws, all the large berried thorns. 1817 S. R. Bkown
Western Gas. 26 Spice wood, sassafras black and white
haws, are common to the best soils. 1857 Trans. III. Agric.
Sac. II. 631 They are also very fond of the berries of the
h\3ick'hAWj (l^ibumum lentago), 187s Eggleston End if
World xxu 145 The black-haw bushes hung over the road-
side. X901 C. MoHR Plant Life Alabama 88 An under-
growth of dogwood, black haw, sourwood, and sumach.

2. The fiuit of one 01 other of these.

BLACKLEG.
X891 Fitr^ Fin ff Feather Mar. 169 A bear likes wild plums

and black haws.

Black-head. Add :

4. = Comedo. Also attrib,

[1847 Sir W. J, E. Wilson Dis, Skin 342 A little white
cylinder.. having the appearance of a small white maggot
with a black head.] xSBs (see Comedo J. \^\o Daily Chron.
15 Jan. 9/1 Sometimes blackheads gather in the forehead
lines, .. they must be pressed out with the blackhead instru-
ment, if steaming and massage fail to remove them.
6. attrib, = next.

1835 J. Martin Gaz. Virginia 483 A great variety ofducks
BS..tlie red head shoveler, the black head shovcler.

Bla'Ck-kea=ded, a. Having a black head :

used in the names of birds and beasts.

1774 [see Black a. 18]. X783 Latham Gen. Syn. Birds II.
I. 198 Black-headed B[untmgJ. Emberiza vielanocephala,
X785 Pknnant WriT/, Zool. II. ^98 Black-faeaded Warbier.
ai8x3 A. WiLSOS Amer, Omiih. (1831) II. 217 Having shot
him.. I found it to be the btack-hcaded titmouse. 1870
Amer. Naturalist III. 75 The habits of the Black-headed
grosbeak are quite different. Ibid. 234 The Black-headed
Gull, a southern and somewhat rare species. 1880 Encycl,
Brit. XI. 274/2 The Black-headed or 'Peewit' Gull, Larus
ridibutulus. X90S Ibid. XXXI I. 109/2 The Black-headed
Rock Snake (As/itiiatcs), one of the Pythons.

Black heart, black-heart (see quots. and
Black a, 19).
1786 Washington Diaries III. 13 A black heart May

cherry, grafted at the same time. X833 H. Barnard in
Maryland Hist. Mag, XIII. 377 Here were.. numerous
trees of ripe cherries, black hearts and red hearts. x86o
O. W. Holmes Prof, Breakf.t, iii. 64 His eyes Uke black-
heart cherries.

Black-hearted, <x. [Black<z. i8.] (See quot.)
187a Rep. P'eruiant Board Agric. I- 94 The lower branches

are suffered to grow until of such size that a dry, dead knot
is left when they are cut off, which sometimes kills the center
ofthe tree, making it 'black-hearted'.

Blackinff , vbl, sb. Add :

1. b. Blctcking-ottt : see Black v. 3 b,

190S Miss Betuah-Edwards in Academy 27 May 562/1
Maternal censorship is rigid, the Russian olacking-out
system not more so,

3. C. Applied to boot-leather which is to be
blacked as distinguished from patent leather.
1896 Daily Neivs 2 July 8/7 H igh glace boots have patent

leather golo&hes, and others have plain ' blacking ' leather.

Blackjack. Add:
3. (^Earlier examples.)
178a Jefferson Nates yirginia (lyBf) 62 Black jack oak.

Quercus aquatita. 178^ Morse Amer. Geag. 415 A species
of oak grows in the moist, gravelly soil, called Black Jack.
It seldom grows larger than 8 or 9 inches diameter. 1834
Carkuthkrs Kentuckian in N. Y, I. 166, I never saw
weeping pines and black-jacks (scrub oaks] before 1 came
into South Carolina.

6- The black cateq^illar of the turnip saw-fly,

Athalia centi/olia or A. spinaruin,
1840 [see NicCEK sb. 3].

7. A hooked seed of the South African plant

Bidens pilosa.

1877 Lady Barkek Year's Housekeeping S. Africa vii. 130
An innocent-looking plant., beating a most aggravating tuft

of little black spires, which lose no opportunity of sticking
to one's petticoats in myriads. They are familiarly known as
* black jacks *.

8. = Black flao as the ensign of a pirate.

X867 Smyth Sailor's Ward-bk.

9. Caramel or burnt sugar used for colouring
spirits, vinegar, coffee, etc.

'tM SiMMONOs Did. Trade.

10:10. A trade name for adulterated butter,

1858 SiMMONUs Diet. Trade,

11. A binck portmanteau.
1885 in Ware Passing Engl. i.v., Burton also brought

another second-hand portmanteau called in the trade * Black
Jack '.

12. (See quots.) l/,S.

1863 * E. KiRKE * Mv Southern Friends ix. 112 "Then he
does pray better for a little whiskey?* * Yes; a mug of ** black
jack^ helps him amazingly.' 1877 Bartlett Diet. Amer.
(ed. 4), Black-yack , ,3, Rum sweetened with molasses. New
England.

13. A weapon consisting of a heavy metal or
weighted head and short pliable shaft or strip of
leather used as a bludgeon. U.S.
1895 Denver Times 5 Mar. 8/5 During the scuffle Miss

Alderfer, Knapp's niece, saw the * black jack ' up his sleeve,

. and as a result, swore out the concealed weapons charge.
1904 N, Y. Even. Past 10 Mar. i This position, .was not
such as the body would have taken haid Newman been
struck with a blackjack or other weapon.

Hence Blaok-Jaok v., to strike with a blackjack.
1905 -V. Y. Even, Past 2 SepL, ' 1 got a partner tbere'[in

the penitentiary], Red said,..' blackjacked a man.'

Blacklead, v. Add :

b. In Electrotypingy to brush (the mould) over

with blacklead. Hence Blaokleading vbl. sb. ;

attrib, in blackleadiitg machine,
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 703/2 The mould, having been

finished, has to be blackleaded...To facilitate this opera-
tion, a blackleading machine Js used in large establish-

ments...The process of depositing a copper solution upon
the blackleaded surface of the mould is continued until a
solid plate is formed.

Black-leg, lilackleg. Add:
1. b. a. A potato disease (see quot. 1904). b. A

disease that attacks cauliflowers.

Itto Encycl. Brit. XII. 381/1 To prevent the cauliflower*



BLACKLEG.
from getting the disease of ' black legs *. 1904 BoardAgric.
<V Fisheries (1919) No. 117. i * lilack-Leg' or Black Stem-

Rot of Potatoes. i^BaciUnsphytophtkorus or allied species.)

3. b. Used attrib. or as cuij, to denote persons

who are willing to work when others are on strike,

1890 Daily A>w*j 8 Sept. 6/1 There were hundreds of men
..being subjected \o blackleg competition. 1694 /h'tf. 31

May 7/5 There were two * blackleg ' cabs discovered on the

rank. 1907 7?«x/AC*n?«. 5 Sept. 1/7 The organisation ofblack-

lea expeditions in this country to break up strikes abroad.

Blackleg (bU-e-kleg), V. [f. Blackleg sd.]

a. irans. To take the place of (a worker who is

on strike), thereby helping the employer to carry

on his business and defeat the ends of the strike.

X897 Daily Nexus i Sept 2/4 They would be able to get

many German engineei-s to * blackleg ' their Enghsh
brethren. 1904 Daily Chr^m. 23 Apr. 5/7 The employers
are permitted to persuade other workmen to ' blackleg ' the

men on strike.

J^i"- 1893 Daily Nezvs 10 July 5/2 Is it fair to * blackleg

'

these industrious men, as it were,.. and adapt their re-

searches to the needs and purposes of romance ?^ 1006

G. B. Shaw in Fabian News XVII. 2/2 One result is that

the dead dramatist blacklegs the live one: Shakespeare can
charge no ro>'alty. 19*7 Daily Tel. 6 Sept. 7/3 Mr. Wilson's

record was a brilliant one, but he was now blacklegging the

trade union movement.

t). ahsoL To act or work as a blackleg. To
blackleg it : to return to work before a strike is

settled (said of a trade-union workman).
x888 Baltimore Her. 6 May (Farmer) Knights of Labor

who had determined to blackleg it, regardless of the jeers

and threats of their companions. 1893 Chambers's^ yftil.

17 Feb. 08/1 Volunteeis were al.so obliged.. to satisfy the
leaders that they never * black-legged' in any Australian
strike. 1907 Daily Chron. 9 Mar. 6/6 If the alternative is

to ' blackleg ' or to starve.

So Blacklegging vbt. sb. [partly from Blackleg
sh.'\

1839 Thackeray Misc., Capt. Rook (1856) II. 454 Black-
legging is as bad a trade as can be. 1909 H. G. Wells
Ann Veronica x, It's a sort trf" blacklegging to want to have
a life of one's own.

Black list, sb. Add :

1. (More recent examples, and of wider use.)

1788 Gibbon Decl. ^ F. xlviii, His memory was stored
with a black list of enemies and rivals. 1841 2fid Refi. Book-
binders' CohsoL Union. 1886 LD.WALSiNGHAM,etc. Shooting-
(Badm. Libr.) xii.CiSgi) 274 Vermin. ..To begin with the first

or ' black list '. 1913 * Ascott R. Hopr' Aft Old Fricfid xi.
in Half Sf Hat/ Tragedy 261 Running into the arms ofNew
Janie, who had me down on his black-list. loxo Nature 37
May 392/3 A chapter is devoted to beasts which the author
would place in a black list as having many undesirable pro-
clivities.

b. Naut, A list of delinquents to whom extra
duty is assigned as a punishment. Also, the punish-
ment of being put on the black list.

1837 UnitedService Jml. 11. 10 The cleaning, polishing, and
black-list methods of wasting time. 1902 Sir W. Kennedy
Sport in Navy 76 Ten days black list for the boat's crew for

not giving way. 1914 Ld. Chas. Beresforu Mem. I. 120
Such a process {sc. spit-and-polish system] involves perpetual
extra bother and worry and black-list.

C. A list of persons convicted as habitual drunk-
ards under the Licensing Act of 1902. Hence
Black-lister, one who is put on the black list.

[Of. 190a Act 2 Edw. VII c. 28 § 6 [Habitual drunkards)
Whether an order of detention is made or not, the court
shall order that notice of the conviction, with such particu-
lars as may be prescribed by a Secretary of State, be sent to
the police authority (within the meaning of the Police .'Vet,

1890) for the police area in which the court is situate.] 1903
Daily Chron. 7 JaiL 5/2 A,. suitable word is wanted by
magistrates. . to denote a drunkard on the * black list ' under
the newAcU..The word 'blackltster' is one that readily
occurs. vjf>% Ibid. 19 Jan. s/7 The first number of the
' Black Lbt , issued under the new Licensing Act, was sent
out from Scotland-yard on Saturday. 1904 Ibid. 16 Feb.
6 7 It was suggested that on the approach of a known
* black-lister ' the police should give warning to the publican.

d. (a) An employers* list of trade-union work-
men whom, as such, it is undesirable to employ.
{b) A trade-union list of employers for whom their

members are instructed not to work,
x888 Atlantic Monthly Nov. 611/2 He had got his name

taken off from the black-list. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII.
786/2 The . .dreaded weapon known as the * black Hst ', by
which combinations of employers, .drove employees inclined
to 'agitation' out of emplo>*ment. 19*3 J. D. Hackett
Labor Terms in Management FngifieeringMay, Blacklist^
a Hst of union workmen circulated by employers to prevent
such workers from being hired.

Black-list, v. Add quots. Also Black-listing
vbi. sb.- aho allrib. Black-listed///, a.
1888 Atlantic Monthly Nov. 608/1 The manufacturers.,

had retaliated for some Mabortroubles*..by 'black-listing*
about thirty men. Ibid., Mr. H. informed us that he was a
' black-listed ' man. Ibid. 608/3 The increase of evil in the
world thus re.suUing from the black-listing scheme. xSga
Pall Mall Gaz. 29 Nov. 7/a There are heavy penalties, too,
for black-listing, or in any other way trying to induce per-
sons to leave their employment [in Russia). 1898 Westm.
6(^8. 15 Nov. 7/3 They have black-listed me, and I will
black-list them, unless they make it worth my while to keep
quiet. 1899 Daily News 18 Jan. 4/5 The Plasterers' Union
..prohibiting their members from working for certain black-
listed firms. 1902 F-ncycl. Brit. XXX. 105/2 There are,
nevertheless, statutes aimed at.. the prevention of intimida-
tion, coercion, boycotting, and blacKHsiing. 1903 Westm..
Gaz. 8 Jan. 7/2 A stoker in the Royal Navy, who has been
black-listed for several weeks as a deserter. 1909 Ibid.

29 Jan. 9/x Another of the black-listed M.P.'s. .whose local
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association.. withdrew its support from him owing to his

Free Trade principles.

Blackly, adv. Add quots. for additional uses :

1876 KusKiN Fors Clav. Ixix, A perfect example of the

special type ofyouthful blackguard now developing generally

in England ; more or less blackly pulpous and swollen in

all the features. X894 H. Nisbet Bush Girl's Rom. 105
Mysterious ledges high up, which yawned blackly at the

spectator below. 1898 H. S. Salt in Did. Nat. Bio^. LVl.
256/2 His writings are blackly pessimistic in the main. 1900
H. Lawson Over SUprails 27 He went and stood before the

fire.. and looked blackly at a print against the wall before

his face.

Blackmailed (blae-km^il'd ),///. a, [f. Black-
mail V. + -ED 1.] That is subjected to blackmail

;

also absol. (with the) the person on whom blackmail

is levied.

189s Westm. Gaz. 18 Feb. 2 'i There must be a distinct

threat, a direct menace of the blackmailed by the black-

mailer. 1898 Ibid. 10 June 6/1 The blackmailer naturally

keeps his own counsel as well as the money, and the black-

mailed submits in silence.

Black man.
1. A man having a black or very dark skin.

1591 [see Black a. i c]. 1738 F. Moore Trav. Africa 102

After which came on Shore the Captain, four Writers, one
Apprentice, .. and one Black Man. 18*0 Hist. N. Amer,
II. lo Two slaves, the one a black man, a native of the

place. X894 F. A. Stkel Potter^ Tkuvib iv, He wondered
. .what certain politicians at home would say to this candid
distrust of the black man.
2. An evil spirit ; also, the evil one, the devil

;

also, a fictitious spirit or bogey invoked in order

to terrify children.

[1591 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials Scotl, (1833) 1. 246 pe Dewlll
start vp in ^ pulpett, lyke ane mekill blak man, with ane
blak baird stikand out lyke ane gettis baird.j 1658 tr.

Bergerads Satyr. Char, xii. 48, I send the Goblins.. the
nightbat-s . . the black men. X85J Fraser's Mag. Feb. 240/a
' The foreigner*, who is to the farmers what the Hack man and
the sweepof nurse-maids are to children. 1861 G. Meredith
Evan Harrington iii, Rich as Croesus, and as wicked as
the black man below I 1873 J. 0*:;g Willie Waly 123
(E.D.D.) Nor will the black man get ye. 1878 Folk-Lore
Rec. I, 19 What nights of misery does that name, the black
man, bring back to my memory 1 x886 W. Somerset Word-
bk.f Black-many a terrible object ; a bog>' ; a nursery terror.

(Very com.) Now you be good chillern, else the black-
man '11 come down the chimley arter ee.

3. A local equivalent of *Blackmaster.
1921 Diet. Occupational Terms (1927) § 925 Undertaker

;

blackman (Lancashire),

Black Maria.
1. A prison van for the conveyance of prisoners.

1874 Slang Did. X877 Five Years'' Penal Sirt'itude \. 60
The usual black Marias, some four or five of which were
drawn up in the prison yard. x88o G. R. Sims Three Brass
Balls xvii. (1882) J03 Black Maria, the prison van, stands
waiting at the door. zgz^PitncA 17 Sept, 309A Black Maria
containing twelve prisoners.

2. A name used by soldiers in the war of 1914-18
for a German gun shell that on bursting emitted
volumes of dense smoke, and for a German gun.
zgi^ Scotstnan 12 Oct. 10/5 The 16-inch * Black-Maria *

shells of the heaviest German artillery. 1916 Ld. E. Hamil.
TON First 7 Dit>. (1917) 139 The enemy were all this time
steadily outranging our artillery with its big ele\'en-inch
guns, popularly known as 'Black Marias'. 1919 Way-Slang
\n Atliemeum 11 July 583/2 For hisbor low velocity German
shells, as substitutes for ' marmite ',the British soldier came
out with *coalbo.\', ' Black Maria ',

* Jack Johnson', 'heavy
stuff'.

Black mass. [Mass sb^'\ A mass for the
dead, at which the vestments and drapings are

black. Also, a travesty of the rite used in the cult

of Satanism.
1896 A. E. Waite Devil-^iiorship in France 4 To say .

.

that Black Masses are celebrated . . will not enhance the credi-

bilityor establish theiutelligenceof the speaker. 1904 Rolfe
Hadrian the Seventhii<^2g) 61 My first Mass must be a black
mass, Excellency.

Blackmaster (blas*kmcf:st3j). [Black sb, 5.]
A funeral furnisher, an undertaker.
190X Daily Chron, 14 May 12/3 To Blackmasters and

Undertakers. 1904 Ibid. 12 Nov. 6/7 'What is a black*
master? '..' That's a well-known term in London *, said the
applicant, 'and means an undertaker*. 1905 Ibid, ii Feb.
9/3 Goodwill of a Black Master's Business.

Black-neb. Add

:

3. = *Blacknob.
1887 Scott. Leader 7 Oct. 4 Hundreds of men and women

met the police and blacknebs.

Blacknob (blse-knpb). Sc, [prob. f. Black a,

(after Black-lkg 3) + Nob sb.^ Cf. Knobstick 2.]

A blackleg.
(ZX889 Scotsman (Cent. Diet), Reports were submitted

from the various works, which showed that all the men
emplo>'ed by the iron companies were on strike, with the
exception of six black-nobs. 1890 Farmer *S7rt«f.

Black oak. U.S. [Black a. 6.] One or other
of several North American species of oak having
a dark foliage or bark. Also attrib.

1659 Portsmouth (R. I.) Rec. 377 Fortie fower acres of
land . . bounded . . with a Httel black Oake. 1671 Rec. Provi-
dence (R. I.) I. 25 So to range to a small black oake Tree,
which is also marked. 1699 Rec. Derby (Conn.) 207 The est
corner is a black oak buch upon a rock. 1723 Rec. Provi-
dence (R. 1.) IX. 6g Thence south fifteene degrees East ten
Rods to a black oake pole. 18x7 S. R. Brown Western Gaz.
12 The trees post oak,white and black oak. 1829 J. F. Cooper
IVish'ton-tvish iii. 39 Walls that were wainscoted in the
black-oak of the countrj', 1837 J. M. Peck Gaz. Illinois i.

BLACK-TAILED.
x8 Of oaks there are several species, as., black oak of several
varieties. 1868 Rep. U. S. Com/nissioner Agric. (1869) 100
The larva of our native Centronopus calcarajus {Lee.) in*

habits black-oak stumps. 1882 Econ. Geol. Illinois II. 105
Some regular post-oak flats . . covered with post oak and
blackjack, and a few black-oak, 1884 W. Miller i lant-n.
238 Qiicrcus Kobur, Black Oak, Common Oak.

Black-poll. U.S. [Black a. i.] A North
American warbler {Dendroka striatd)y the male of
which has a black bead when in full plumage. In
full, black-poll warbler,
1785 Pennant /4>r/. Zool, II. 401 Black-poll Warbler...

Inhabits during summer, Newfoundland and New York,
\^l& Amer. Naturalist II. 180 It is very quick, scarcely
less so than the black-poll. 1872 Coues Key N. A mer. Birds
100 BlackpoU Warbler,, ZJ^wrf^o-ca striata. x8«>3 Tobbev
Footpath-li 'ay 6y^^..-wfire in the old forest listening to bay-
breasted warblers, Blackburnians, black-polls and so on.

Black-pot. Delete t Obs. and add :

2. A black pudding. (Cf. Pot sb.'^ 8.) local.

1825 Jennings Obserr. Dial. W. Eng.^ Black-pot, black-

Eudding. x88o Hardy Trumpet-Major x\'u Seventy rings of
lack-pot. 1891 — 7Wj I. i, I shoufd like for supper,—well,

lamb's fry if they can get it ; and if they can't, black<pot.

189s — Jude VI. viii, I shall have to m^e black-pot and
sausages.

3. Coarse Danish crockery-ware exposed to dense
smoke in baking as a substitute for glazing.
1889 Cent. Diet. 1901 in CasselPs Suppt.

Black rubric. An inaccurate term for the

declaration explanatory of the rubric concerning
kneeling at the reception of the Holy Communion,
which was first inserted at the end of the Com-
munion Office in the Book of Common Prayer of

1552 (omitted in 1559, and restored in 1662).
The term can have arisen only after the practice of printing

the Prayer Book rubrics in red became current in the
igtb century, when the Declaration on Kneelmg was distin-

guished by being printed in black.
1866 J. H. Blunt Annot. Bk. Com. Prayer 199 They

retained the protest against Transubstantiation, whilst they
removed all risk of the Declaration, or * Black rulmc ' as tt

was sometimes called. 1877 E. Daniel Prayer-Book 533
The Black Rubric explains the intention of the rubric, which
prescribes that communicants should receive the Holy Com-
munion kneeling. x^^CV<lH\tAv.iiKStud.AidPrayerBk,i^^.

Blackskirt, Black Shirt, [tr. It. camida
nera.'\ A black shirt as the distinctive mark ofthe

uniform of the Fascist army ; hence transf. and
gen. = *Fa8CI8T.
1923 Sir p. Phillips ititle') The *Red' Dragon and the

Black Shirts. 1924 Contemp. Rer. Sept. 300 The Black-
shirts were discounted as * extremists ' and ' reactionaries '.

1927 Daily Express 12 Aug. 7 Yon were in plain clothes
and I took you for a Blackshirt.

Blacksmith. Add: b. Blacksmith's (U.S.
blacksmith) shop, a smithy.
(a) 1781 in Maryland Hist. Mag. V. 130 They came on

board, took out the prisoners and carrj'in^ them up to a
blacksmith's shop, there had them put in irons, xflij

Paulding 7- Bull^ Br. Jon. xxiii. (ed. 2J 123 At the taverns,

blacksmith's shops, and.. at the church-doors. 1849 W
Douglas Life 04 Fred, go to the blacksmith's shop and get
me a new punch. 1872 Egcleston Hoosier Schooim. xxix.

195 He got to the blacksmith's shop.
{b) 1816 U. Brown JmL in Maryland Hist. Mar. XI.

151 This morning.. carrys Cumberland to the Blacksmith
Shop ; Gets him shod. 1835 Pauluing Hist. Uncle Sa*n
186 Then another chap..set up a blacksmith shop. 1877
Habberton Jericho Roadxvl. 145 He walked so fast that the
boys at the blacksmith shop stopped work to stare. 1889
Haipers Mag. Aug. 390/1 Perhaps he had better ride over
to the blacksmith shop.

Blacksmithery (blse*ksmi))dri). U^S, \i.

Blacksmith -t--EEY.] Blacksmith's work.
1869 Overland Monthly III. 10 In North Carolina, as in

the North, blacksmithery, wa^on-making, coopery, and
other sorts of hard-handed industry, were in noisy blast.

X889 Advance (Chicago) 21 Mar. 229 Carpentry, black-

smithery, wheel and carriage making are also chief indus-
tries for the Indian on the plain.

Black-snake. 2. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1869 J. Ross Brow.ne Adv. Apache Country 40 He would

start up with a sudden yell of anguish, whirl hi^ black-snake,
and let fly at the mules. 1873 J. H. Beadlk Undci'el. U est

V. 98 The writer., wielding a big-bellied 'blacksuake* over
the backs of six mules.

Hence Blaclcsnalce v. trans., to flog with a black-

snake whip.
a 187s ' Mark Twain * Sketches \\Tcs. XIX. 360, I lay ITI

blacksuake you within an inch of your life.

Black-taiL Add : 3. The black-tailed deer

(see below). Also cUtrib. with deer^ buck. U.S.
1871 Schele de Vkre Americetnisms (1872) 371 TTie

variety found on the Pacific coast {Cer-vus columbianusi is

more commonly designated as the Black-tail Deer, from the
black tip to its tail. 1887 I. R. Ranch Life Montana 107
With the certainty of a good day's sport. .and a possibility

of white and black tail deer. 1890 L. C. D'Oyle Notches 60
It was the best place out for elk and 'black-tail'. 1895
OuiingiV.S.) XXVIL 45/2 We.. had two large black-tail

bucks aud a doe.

Black-tailed, a. [Bl.\ce a, iS.] Having a
black tail. Black-tailed deer, the Columbian deer

[Cervus columbianus)^ or the mule-deer {Cervus
inacrotis) of North Aaierica. Black-tailedgodwit \

see GoDwiT.
1807 P. Gass Jrnl. 40 The black-tailed, or mule deer ha\x

much larger ears than the common deer and tails almost
without hair, except at the end, where there is a bunch' of
black hair. 1837 W. Irmsg Capt. Bonneville (1895) 1. 3^



BLACK-THROAT.
In these. .cl«vated regions they began to see the black*

laileil deer, a species larger than the ordinary kind. 1845
Dk Smet QregoK Missions (1847* 134 The black-tailed roe-

buck, as well as its red-tailed relative. 1863 Black tailed

f^odwit (sec GodwitJ. 1867 Wood lUustr, AW. Hist. 693
The Black-tailed Godwit. 1879 EncycL Brit, X. 720; 2

The lilack-tailcd Godwit, Limosa xgoctphaieu

Black-tliroat. ^..S*. [Blacks, i.] A black-

throated warbler. Tn full, black-throat warbler.

ijBs Peshawt Arct, Z0O/. I!. 3<)9 Black-throat Warbler.
..Inhabits, during summer, Canada and other parts of
.-Vmerica, to the south. 19M S. E. White Blaztd Trail x\i\.

a^ Wilson's warblers.. pine creepers, biack-throats.. passed
silently or noisily.

Black-throated, ^ [Bl.ack o. 1 S.] Of various

birds : Having a black throat.

fj%$V%sHKs-t Arct. Zeoi. II. 363 Black-throated Bunting.
..Inhabits New York. i86o[see Bi^ck a. iS]. x96AAfuer.
Saturaiist II. 173 The Black-ihroated Blue W.-irbler (Z>«a-

(iroica Canttdtn^is) arrives.. in May. 1870 Ibid. III. 189
The only other bird of interest seen east of this was the

pretty Black*throated Finch. 1803 Toekky Fifot^tUk-Way
16, I .. saw and heard ooly \% kinds of birds. .. Canada
warblers (near the base}, black'throated blues, black.throated

greens letcj.

Black-wasll, sb. Add : 3. The opposite of

\Vhite\v.\sh sb. 3. Also Bla'ok-wa:shixig z/^A .f^.

1859 KiNGSLKV Misc, II. 48 To remove .. the modern
Uyer& of ' black- wash *, and to let the man himself, fair or

foul, be seen. 1877 Ckambeti^s Jnti. 28 Apr. 258 '2 A skilful

counsel- us:n>: as much whitewash as be can for the accused,

and applying plentiful blackwash to the witnesses for the
prosecution. 1890 Literary WorttiXH. 388 1 By giving

Cromwell another plentiful coating of blackwash. 1905
CANDLk:ft ititle) The Black-washing of Dante.

Black water.
L A stream stained brown by the peat of the

mosses from which it flows.

i676WALTON&CoTTOMC^jw//.^/i^^rii. 11. 14 This River
[Trent] from its head fora Mile or two is a black water. /&/J,

16 The River Wye.. a black water too at the Foootaiii. ..

Derweot, m black water too.

2. A disease incident to sheep and cows.
iSoo TuKB A^n'e. N. RidiHf Varks. 272 There is another

disorder to which lambc are liable in autumn ; it is called

the blacfc-water. iflas hovoon EncycL Agric f 6363 The
black water is only the afgravated and latter stages of [red

water). 1879 J. Lik:as in Zoel^st Ser. 111. III. 356 Many
[sbeepldie in «dd nights, when tmy contract a disease known
as * bUckwater '.

3. In full, bla^kwaier fever, a tropical fever to

which chierty white people are subject, charac-

terized by a brown or blue-black colour of the

urine.

x884 J. F. Easuom (/(//r) 'Ilie nature and treatment of
blackwater fever. 1897 Mary KiMCSLar W, A/ricm 645
Two extremely deadly forms of fever have come into notice

here, malarial typhoid and blackwater. I9a6 Blackni. Mag,
Nov. 663/1 The ooctor bad died three weeks before of black-
water.

4. aitrib. Producing water of a black colour.
1S48 BiKKLEY iliad 151 Agamemnon arose, shedding tears

like a black-water fouaCaio.

Black-wood. Add: b. Evergreen trees collec-

tively. \C{. black growth, ^^xj^GVi a, 19.) U.S.
1871 .ScHSt.F. OB Vkre Americnmismt (1873) 430 Bbck

Wood i<i, ill the Northern States, used as a grneric term for

the evergreens hemlock, pine, >pnioe, and fir.

Bladder, sb. 10. Add

:

bladder lard, lud put np for sale in bladders,

used spec as the trade name for laid of the best

quality ; bladder worm, the larva of a tapeworm
in its encysted state ; a hydatid.
ia« Eng. Mtck. II Oct. 8>/3 The fourth (lamplc) (a

bladder lai d) contained lo per cent, of water. it77 Huxlkv
AtULt, Inv, Anim. iv. sii A cystic worm, or blaxlder-worm.
liM EtujKt.Brit. XXI 1 1. 49/3 The nurKS develop from
little roand kix-hooked embryott in a more or \es& complicated
fn*hion as fo-called ' bladder.womu *.

Blade, si- 12. Add :

blade-conaonant PhonetUs, a consonant formed
with the blade of the tongue ; also blade-point
(see quot. ) ; blade-spring, a form of spring tised

to hold piston rings in place ; blade work Oars-
manship, work done with the blade of the oar.
1890 SwECT Vrimtr of Spoken EttgL 8 The *^ladt-coa-

uoant I i> formed with the ^ blade ' or flattened point of the
tongue ; if the tongue ii retracted from this poaitioo, and the
point raifod, ve get the 'Uadt^^iiit mmonant/ in ' fish '.

1863 CAMfiM Mtch. Enfin. 130 Four aniu, which serve a
double purpoie, connecting the boos with the lop and bottom
of the piston, and carrying at their extremities the *bhule-
springl. 190S Dailf Ckm. 30 Mar. 6 7 Their "blade work
is not pretty, the finish Dot being clean, and the feather frc.
queiitly under water.

Bladeless bl<>i'dlte), a. [f. Blade ti. + -less.]
Without or lacking a blade.
i»S7 BUcktD. Mat. Oct. 4M/1 Only the bladeless [«.*.

giasslcssl rocks rang hollow mocking replies to his despair-
ing 'Altehl' sM I. A. MiTCHtu. Amos Jiidd viiL 161
A biadetesa jack-knife. 1917 Ctatfim Herald 16 Apr. 9 A
bladelcsa safety raxor.

Blado (bI/i'd/»). TyPegr. A fount of type named
after Antonio Blado, at Asola, printer-publisher at

Rome 1516-67.
«?•• Scktilartit Press Catnt. July, The text being in 16

point HIado.

Blah(bla). a.y. [? Fanciful.] Pretentious talk
or writing ; blagtie. Also blahilah.
•»i6 .V. y. Totut Batk Rev. 22 Aug. 4 There is usually a

85

disgusting blah of important high-sounding words, xgay in
Observer lo July 28/1 England isn't fooling anyone with so
much * blah about the world's greatest tournament.

BlakOy the name of the inventor of a sewing-
machine,as in Blake-sewn, -wYiQiicQBlake-sewery tic.

189s Daily ^VVrt/j 26 Mar. 6/7 A Levant a;oat quarter, whole
satin golosh, blake sewn. 1931 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927)
§ 414 Machine operator^ Blake; Blake server, Blake sole
sewer, a sole attacher who stitches sole of boot or shoe on to
insole .. with a Blake sewing machine, Le. heavy sewing
machine worked by power.

Blame, v. Add : 7. dial, and US, Used as
an imprecation: a. In the inoperative mood.
183s LoNGSTREET Georgia Scenes \\\. 26 * Blame my

buttons ', said Blossom, ' if I like them eyes !
* 1865 W. S.

Banks iVakefitld Words 8 * Blame it ' is equivalent to
* confound it'. 1875 Parish Sussex Gloss. 19 Blame ye 1

ye be always at something. 1876 'Mark Twain' Totn
Satt/yer viu 67 Blame it, 1 ain't going to stir him much.
1886 Harp^^s Mag. June 52/2 Blame me if them ain't the
darnedest beans / ever seen 1

b. In passive, in phr. (/V«) blanteJ if (etc)

.

1867 R. Young ffabin Hill ii (E. D. D.) I'm bleamed if

we beant in a mess. 1876 ' Max Adeler ' Elboiu Room xv,
Biamedif I haven't forgotten that word. 1883 S. K. Hocking
Dick's Fairy it ii Blamed if you're not a pretty little gal,
anyhow, c 1904 H. R. Martin Tillie 323 I'm blamed if 1
dare adwise you.

o. as adv, = *Blaiied 3.

1843 R- Carlton New Purchase xvii. 134 * Blame close,
stranger,* said the old hero, a 1861 T. WimHROp John
Brtmt vui. 85 It's a free country, and 1 shall say what I blame
[>lease. 1876 * Mark Twain * J'o/n Sawyer vii. 67 He's my
tick and I'll do what I blame please with himoraie I 1904
G. H. LoRiMSR Old Gorgon Graham 160 You know blame
well that 1 don't onderstand any French.

d. as aafj, — ^Blamed i.

1886 J. C Harris in Century Mag. Jan. ^a?/!, I got a
dockyment here that II fetch you a blame sight quicker'n
your dockyment 'II fetch me. a 1909 * O. Hemry * Koeuis 0/
Destiny xxi. 351 You're a blame Yankee, ain't youT 1911
R. O. Saunders Col, T^hnnter i, 5 'Ihat*s nobody's blame
business but mine. 1913 K\ri.isG Diversity 0/ Creatures
(1017) 263 The blame thing jarred off—spiteful as a rattler 1

Blamed (bl^rimd), ///. a. and ativ. dial, aad
US. [Cf. Blamb v. 7.]

1. ppl. a, Coofoimded.
1840 HALiBt;RToN ClocktH. Scr. iiLvi. 84 Yes, John Bull is

a blamed blockhead. x86 . Will Carlston Farm Ballads
(1873)6 Andso that blamed cow-creature was alwavsa-comiii
up. 1876 * .Mark Twain * Tom Sawyer ix. Drunk, same as
autal, likely—blamed old rip 1 1904 G. H. Lorimem Old
Gorgon Grmham aoo They've an ache or a pain in every
blamed joint.

2. aJtf. Confonndedly, excessively.

iBi^ Mrs. Kirklavd lyettem Clearings (1846) 70, 1 wasn't
a Koin' to let Dean know \ because he d ha* thought him-
self so blam'd cunning. C1845 Paulding .Vol>ie Exile \y^
1 advised you not to answer tlial Invitation, .but you're so
blamed fierce, yoa would do it. 1876 * Mark Twain * Tom
Sawyer viii. 79 Well, it's blamed mean—that's all. 1876
'Max Aoelbs* Eibcw Eoom xv, 'Ibe pistol looked so
blamed dangerous when 1 cocked it that I changed my
mind.

Blanch, v-^ 1. o. Add : spec, in coining money.
1883 EiuycL Brit. XVI. ^89/2 The removal of a small

portion of the alloying metal in this way constitutes ' blanch-
ing ' or * pickling the coin.

Slanoo (bhc'ijki;). parade name, f. F. blanc
white] A white preparation for whitening accoutre-
ments. Also khaki bianco, applied to a similar

preparation of khaki colour. Hence Blanoo v.

trans.^ to treat with bianco.
t89S in Army ^ Nary Co-op. Soc. Prke-tist. 1906 Detily

Ckron. 30 Mar. 3^ The sleeves get covered with 'bianco*
offthe belt. t9a4 Glasgow Hermld^ Mar. 10, 1 was reminded
of Army days and the power of a careful use of the bianco
brush. 191S E. Wallack Pte. Selby viii. 75 One unhappy
mortal, ' wanted ' (or guard . . was lugubriously * blancoing

*

his straps.

Blandander(bl3end2e*nd9i),2'.<-0/^^. [Jingling
formation on the stem of Blakdish v.] irons. To
tempt by blandishment {inid) ; to cajole.

i8M Kjpuno Soldiers Three (189s) 70 I've blandanthered
thim throtUEh Um nwht somehow. iM^Linh 3/ 1 When yoa
bullied andbUndanJeretl me into learning how to ride. 1914
Times Lit. Snppi. 4 June 367/a [European diplomacy]
refused to be blandandered by King Nicholas.

Blandishingly, adv. [f. Blandibhino ppL a.

+ -r.Yi^.] With blandishment.
1861 MhREDiTH Evan Harrington iv, Blaodishlngly she

smiled on him.

Blanditnde. Delete f Obs. and add :

i^yas Obsener 16 Apr. lO/ 5 Then Mr. Lloyd George rose
. .in wise fun and paternal blanditude.

Blank, sb. Add

:

5. o. In. blank [after F. en b/anc] : with blank
spaces for the tilling in of details.

184s Stephen Comiit. Laws Eng. II. it. v. 164 A bill,

payable to order, is indorsed in biaiik by the payee. 1^58
J. W. Smith Law 0/ Billst etc. 27 Another way in which
the holdrr of a bill or note indorsed to him in blank may
transfer it without incurring personal liability, is by writing
over the indorser's signature the words, *Pay A. B. or order .

i88s BiTHELL Couuting-ha. Diet. ^5 Bills and Notes of this

description are said to be drawn * in Blank '.

6. Delete t and add: Now chiefly U,S.,li^*
with defining term.
1805 D. McCtURE Diary (1899) 83 Dr. Wheelock..had

^iven us blanks, for bills of^*xchange, on the School's funds,
in Scotland. 184A J. J. Hoofaa Taking Census i. 151
Drawing our blanks from their case, we proceeded [etc.).

i860 Holland Miss Gilbtrt's Career x. 181 You've bad to

BLANKET.
write the whole of this. How long have we been out of
blanks? 1904 P. H. Hanus Mod. School 128 By means of
question blanks sent to the parents, much information.. is

secured by the teachers. 1904 N. V. Times 24 Nov. 1 "The
messages were always on regular telegraph blanks. 1905
Atlantic Monthly ^o\, 716,1 wrote a story. It was returned
with a printed blank that decapitated my hopes.

9. b. A sheet of glass upon which a subject is to
be worked.
1899 Daily News 14 June o 'i In the blowing of the opal

glass surface of the ' blank ' a blister or bubble may be caused.
13. A zero score in a game. U.S.
x888 Outing (U.S.) May 1 19/2 The tenth innings had seen

both sides retire for blanks.

Blanki a. Add : Cards, In Sixty-six, a form of
Bezique. (See quot.)

189s Manson sporting Diet., Blank, a card in hand is said
to be blank when there is no other cird of the same suit in
hand with it. The term is also applied to a king and queen of
the same suit, in which case the twenty of that suit is blank.
4. c. Also const, of.

19x4 A. E. W. Mason House ofArrow viiu 97 Hanaud's
eyes., were blank of all expression.

Blank, v. Add : Cards. (Cf. *Blank a.)

1884 ' Cavendish ' Whist (ed. 14) 100 It is dangerous to
unguard an honour, or to blank an ace.

I Blank U.
! 1. Used as a verbal expression of the dash em-
' ployed as substitute for a proper name, or for some-
thing which one is unable or miwilling to specify.

1773 GoLDSM. Stoops to Cong, v, I, Anthony Lumpkin,
I Esquire, of blank place. 18x8 Scorr Rob Roy xi, A dispen-

sation . . to Diana Vernon to marry Blank Osbaldistone, Esq.
1837 Dickens Pickiv. xxiv. Here's my authority. Blank

! Tupman, blank Pickwick—against the peace of our suffeiin
Lord the King. x86x Two Cosmos v. ix. H. 83 She was
married, though—blank—^years younger than Miss Lam-
bert. x888 Co-operative News 24 Mar. 266 Our adjoining
neighbours at blank—the place shall be nameless.

2. Used euphemistically as a verbal representa-

tion of a dash put instead of an oath or profane
word. So (as adjs. or advs.) BlazOcety (bl£E*r)keti ),

which represents an adj. derivative, such as bloody ;

less freq. Blauky (blse'qki), rarely Blanked
(blccqkt).

1873 Rbadk Simpleton xxili, Blank him I that is just like

bim. 18^ Krep Harte Gabriel Conroy vi. vl, Blank me, if

she was inclined to show some attention 10 Colonel Star-
bottle. /e^»/. vii,But whatinblankareyou waitingfor? 1888
Troy Daily Times 1 Feb. (Fanner) He bad known vessels
to be hindered thirty days; yes, even three mor.lhs, by that
blankety blankety bar! x888 Owoiso (Mich.) Press Apr.
(Farmer) * I'm.. Just as good as dead,' said he, 'or you
wouldn't kick that do^ in that way with safety. Not by a
blankety blank blank sight.' 1889 LiverpoolEcho 5 Aug. 3/2
"The veteran lawyer who compared untruthful witnesses as
liars, blanked liars, and experts. 189a Thotogr. Ann. 1 1. 42
'I'he blankety blankness that ensues when the tyro.. finds

that he has forgotten.. his tripod top, &c. ! x8<96 Daily
Neita 15 Feb. 5/1 He. .is called *a blanky capitalist '. 1900
H. Lawson On Track 31 And do you think I'd tell you a
blanky lie? Ibid. 40 ' What does he want to do that for?'.
' To get it blank;^ well analysed t You ass 1

* 1000 Westm.
Gets, 25 May 2/2 Then he lay hack, swearing at toe blankety
blank young blanker, a 1904 S. E. White Blazed Trail
Stories ill. 45 What's eood enough fer th' bos* is good
enough fer any blank blanked scaler. 1908 Maud Divkk
Great Amulet xviii. Colonel Stanham Buckley .. inquired

ticturesquely of a passing official when the blank this btan-

ety blank train was supposed to start. X014 Locke P'ortu-

Hate youth i. What cared he for the blankety little blanks
who gibed at him'^

Blank book, blank-book. U.S. [Blaxk a.

2.] A book of clean writing-paper in which to

make entries, keep accounts, etc. Also Comb.
ty69 in Maryland Hist. Mag; X. 132 To a Seven Quire

Blank Book for a Register. \y^ Nevf^yersey ynil. 12 Oct.,

Advt. m N. y. A rchives S^r. w. III. 676 Blank books, x8os
in C. Cist Cincinnati 193 For a blank-book to record
ordinances. X83X Boston Directory Advt. 18 Blank book
manufacturers. 1841 in C. Cist Cincinnati Advt., Pa|>er
Ruleraod blank book manufacturer. Ibid., Every descrip-
tion of blank books, ruled to any pattern. x8B6 S. W.
MiTCHRLL R. Blake ii. (1895)14 He spent a few minutes more
over the details of daily duty set out in a little blank-book.

Blanked : see *Blakk H.

Blanket, sb. Add

:

2. c. (See quot. 1859.) Hence allrib, « blanket-

wearing. U.S,
iSfg BART1.ETT Diet. Amer, (ed. 2), Blanket, a term used

distmctively for the clothing of an Indian. To say of one's

father or mother that they ' wore the blanket *, implies that

they were but half civilized Indians. Western. X891 Marah
E. RvAN To/din Hillsni. iii. 166 You should hear her talking

Chinook to a blanket brave. 1905 A. Adams Outlet 3i On
our left was the reservation of three blanket tribes of Indians.

dL cUtrib., with the meaning 'that wears a

blanket*, as blanket Kaffir \ hence, by extension,

blanket vote (S. Afr.), the Kaffir vote.

189s MiTFORD 'Tiueen Stunv 4- Fire xxxvi, There were a
few muttered jeers about . . getting into the Assembly on the

strength of ' blanket votes'. 1904 Daily Chron. 13 Alay 3/3
The 'compound' system is essentially degrading even for

'blanket' Kaffirs.

e. Army blanket, a coarse, stout, grey blanket

made for use in the army. Mavy bl&nket,a heavy,

white, woollen blanket used in the navy,
X909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.

f. ' Com. Any piece of cloth used as a sample

by which to sell goods. U.S^
1895 Funks Stand. Diet.



BLANKET.

7. blanket-hidden, -tossed adjs. ;
blanket-tossitig;

blanket fish 6^.^. (see qnot.); blanket flower,

popular name of the Gaillordia ;
blanket pack,

a pedestrian traveller's kit with his blanket rolled

about it ; blanket roU MU. {U.S.), a soldier's

equipment of blanket and kit made into a roll lor

use on active service instead of the knapsack and

blanket bag ; blanket shawl U.S., a thick

woollen shawl ; blanket sheet U.S., a newspaper

in folio form ; also attrib. ; blanket stitoh, a

buttonhole stitch worked on the edge of a blanket

or other material too thick to be hemmed.
i8?o Amer. NatnralistW. 597 Large numbers of '

•blanket

fish
' (a species of Tkymallus) were to be seen ascending the

small rivers. 1903 Kipling Fm Natiims 131 Ihe fuiierals

through the market (•Blanket-hidden bodies). 1910 Cham-
itris Jittl. Apr. 22o/t Only one small tin of corned beef

remained in his •blanket.pack. 1899 Scribiicr s Mag. XX\

.

37/1 These men . . were . . making ready to disembark, carry-

ing their 'blanket.rolls and rifles with them. 1837 ioul/iern

Lit. Mtssenger HI. 660 The •blanket shawls with their

varied coloring looked prettyand comfortable. 1843 S. Marg.

FuujiR .Summer on Lakes 41 England sat up all night

wrapped in her blanket shawl. 1888 Encycl. Bnt. XXllI.
'65 '2 The old "blanket-sheet' newspaper, cumbrous to

.landle and slow in .-Ul its ways. 1889 Ctnt. Diet, (citins A mer.

Bookmaker), Blanket-sheet, a large newspaper in folio form.

i88a Calxfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, ''Blanket

Stiteh, used in crewel work and other embroideries for

edging woollen, linen, and silk materials, and for forming

ornamenul lines. U is a variety of button-hole worked wide

apart in long loops. 1881 DuFFiELDZ)OT<?";.ro/< I.374 Ihe

•blanket-tossed Squire. Ibid. 369 Never a word did he say

of the *blanket tossing,
. ,

b. Used adjectivally in the sense of ' coverrag ,

' inclasive'. U.S.
1896 Congress Rec. May 4783 Messrs. Morgan & Co. had

I

rin
To

be no blanket certificates issued. 1905

12 May 5 The Bureau of Construction .. has received a
' blanket ' order to do everj'thing which is absolutely neces-

sary, loio Outlook II June 273 Should Congress pass a

blanket law making all Porto Ricans citizens of the United

States.

Blanket, v. Add :

1. (Examples of fig. use.)

190S HoLMAN Hunt Pre.Rafh. I. 478 The heavy mist

blanketing the uprising shore. 1895 Kipling 2nii Jungle Bk.,

Red Dog 198 The face of the water was blanketed with wild

bees buzzing sullenly and stinging all they found. 1897
— Capt. Cour. 106 Just before the fog blanketed the sea

once again. 1910 Sir J. Simon in Times ii Oct. 10/2 Itwas

a free country, . . and he had no intention to blanket his

opinion.

2. Also/^.
1913 Weekly Dispatch i Apr. 2 T>ord Curzon's chief ambi-

tion has been to become Prime Minister, and he has been

known to complain to his intimates that he has always been

blanketed by Arthur Balfour, who was just a little ahead
of him.

b. To interfere with (the gunfire of one's own
fleet or squadron) by getting in or near their line

of fire,

>9 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

To supply with blankets; to furnish with

blankets.

1874 Contemp. Rev. XXIII. 466 Schemes of clothing and
blanketing whole districts. 1899 Daily Neivs 21 July 8/6

The beds are amply blanketed hammocks.

5. U.S. fig. a. To in<;lude under one head or

category.
189a A'. Y. Law Jrftl in Law 7'//««XCIII.4i3/i AbonS

fide immigrant ..blanketed the aforesaid quarter-section

with bis own claim and the court held that the blanketer..

was/c/zVr injure.

b. To suppress; to put in the shade.

1903 N. Y. Sun 6 Nov. 6 In this way the Republican cam-
paign was blanketed. 1908 Spiingfield Weekly Republ.

17 Dec. 4 It so happened that Mr. Taft was completely

blanketed bj- the San Francisco earthquake.

Blanket-coat. [Blanket sb. 2.] (See quot
187 1.) Also, one wearing a blanket-coat.

c 1805 J. J. Henrv Camp. agst. Quebec (1812) logHaving
on a fine white blanket coat.. made me, a3_it were, invisihle

in the snow. 1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie i, The buttons of

his rude and soiled blanket-coat were of the glittering

coinage of Mexico. 1837 R. M. Bird Nick of Woods I. 58

Tm for any man that insults me !.. leather-breeches, green-

shirt, or blanket-coat. 1871 Schele de Verb A viericanisms

(1873) 194 Mackinaw blankets .. being very thick and well

made, . . served not only for beds but also for overcoats, which
were called Blanket-Coats. 1888 T. Roosevelt in Century
Mag. Oct. 834/2 A powerfully built trapper.. who wore a
gayly colored capote, or blanket-coat.

attrib. 1831 Mrs. Rovall Southern Tour II. 125, I could
not but admire the gallantry of. .one of those blanket-coat

stage drivers.

Blanketed, //^. a- 1- (Earlier U.S. example.)

1835 J. H. In<.kaham South-West II. 176 His blanketed
s.-id(ile i-s his cabriolet

Blanket Indian. U.S. [Blanket sb. 2.]

a. (See quot. 1859.) b. A semi-civilized Indian,

who receives blankets and rations from government.

1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Blanket-Indian^ a
wild Indian, whose principal article of dress is the blanket.

1875 Congress. Rec. Feb. gia.'a [This] argument applies to

reservations made for what we call in the West 'blanket

Indians'. 1886 Ibid. Mar. 2273/1 [The young Indians,

leaving school] go back to barbarism, back to the tepee,

back to the blanket Indians. What have you done toenablc

86

him to go back to anything but a blanket Indian? 1898

Ibid. Jan. 104/1 Even among Indians tbere are two parties.

There is the * hat ' Indian and the ' blanket ' Indian. .. I he

Indian who carries a bow and arrow and a tomahawk and

wears a blanket is called a ' blanket ' Indian. 11)06 Atlantic

MonthlyVixi. 328/2 Only 26,000 blanket Indians are left in

the United States.

Blanketing, sb. 1. Add: Also, as a dress

material.

igo-i Daily Ch ron. 20 June 8, '4 Wraps .. made of fine cream

blanketing with big sleeves brought into high cavalier cuffs.

1908 Ibid. 21 Sept. 7/2 The warm Witney blanketing, .makes

exceedingly cosy coats for girls.

5. The action of covering with, or as with, a

blanket.
1806 rop. Set. Montklj' L. 24s There's a blanketing of the

earth's heat.

Blanketing (blse-qketiq),/;/*/. a. [f. Blanket

V. + -ING ^^.3 That covers as with a blanket. Also

trans/.

1904 Farrer Garden Asia 244 The smoke descends densely

upon the volcano in blanketing clouds, igas Joi-V Surfaee-

Hist. Earth vi. 103 The blanketing effects of continental

radioactivity.

Blanket(t)y, Blanky : see *Blank T.

Blast, sb. Add

:

8. o. Golf. (Cf. *Blast v. 5 b.)

1927 Daily Express 29 Oct. 3/4, 1 described three kinds of

shots which I employed from the sand : the blast, the chip,

and. .the cut shot.

10. blast-lamp, {a) see quot. 1884; («) a lamp

in which the flame is driven on to a surface by a

current of air ; a blow-lamp; blast-pot (see quot.).

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Blast Lamp, ont with

an artificially produced draft of air to aid combustion. 1901

Mrs. Babnes-Gbundy Thames Camp 57 A benzolme blast

lamp which would fetch off any varnish in the world. 1887

Harper's Mag. Apr. 670/2 Before the war only seven small

furnaces—' *blast.pots ' they were called—having a total

capacity of 20,000 tons, were in operation in all Tennessee,

Blast, v. Add :

6. b. Golf. intr. To hit a ball out of a bunker

by an ' explosive ' shot, causing it to jump up as if

a mine had been exploded beneath it.

1927 Daily Express 29 Oct. 3/4 Here you areinabunker .
.

,

the only thing you can do is blast.

10. fieq. in imprecations in the imperative or

optative form (for God blast . . .).

a 1634 Chapman Revengefor Hon. v, And thus I kiss'd my
last breath. Blast you all. 1751 Fielding <4«/<?//a x. v, But,

blast my reputation, if I had received such a letter, if I would

not have searched the world to have found the writer. X760-J

GoLDSM. at. W. cv, ' Blast me 1
' cries Tibbs, ' if that be

all, there is no need of paying for that.' 1824 Srorr St.

Ronan's viii, ' As I think, he laid hands on your body '..

.

'Hands,.. no, blast him—not so bad as that neither.'

Blasted, ///• «• 8- Add : Also used adver-

bially.

1854 Marv J. Holmes Tempest f, Sunshinexv. 204 Ix)rd's

sake be spry, for I'm blasted hungry. 1886 Leslie's Pop.

./l/o;;M/)'Jan.XXI.67/2 He's too blasted smart for anindian.

Blasting, vll. sb. Add :

6. blasting cartridge, a cartridge containing a

blasting charge, usually exploded by electricity.

1889 Cent. Diet. 1899 Westm. Caz. I June 4/1 Several

cavalry horses have been injured by blasting cartridges ex-

ploded under their feet.

7. IVireless Telegraphy. (See quot. 1926.)

1926 S. O. Pearson Diet. Wireless Techn. Terms, Blasting,

term used to denote the distortion which takes place in loud-

speaker or telephone signals on extra loud notes, due to

working beyond the straight portion of valve characteristic.

X928 Observer 29 Jan. 22/5 When the definite minimum
level of sensitivity is given, so that the softer passages are

not lost, heavy passages cause most distressing blasting.

Blastingly (bla-stir)li), ailv. [f. Blasting

ppl. a. + -LY ».] In a shattering or withering manner.
1903 R. Langbridge Flame 4- Flood xvii, 'Really !' s£ud

Susette blastingly.

BlastO-. Add : Blasto'pliaglne a., of or be-

longing to the Blastophaga, a genus of fig-insects

;

Blasto'poral a., of or pertaining to the blastopore.

1921 Brit. Mus. Return 133 Notes on Fig Insects, in-

cluding. .a new "Blastophagine Genus. 1881 E. Ray Lan-
KESTER in Encycl. Brit. XII. 557 The ciliated *planula * ..

fixes itself, probably by the *blastoporal pole.

Blastogenesis (blsestOjdgenesis). Biol. [{.

Blasto- + Genesis.]

1. Reproduction by gemmation or budding.
1889 in Cent. Diet.

2. The theory of the transmission of inherited

characters by germ-plasm, as distinguistied from
' pangenesis .

1895 in Funk's Standard Diet.

Blastogenic (blaestoidge-nik), a. Biol. [f.

prec. : see -genic] Of or pertaining to blasto-

genesis; pertainingto origin from, or that originates

in, the germ-cell or germ-plasm.
1889 Sir W. Turner in Nature 26 Sept. 531/1 Characters

which are produced in the germ-plasm itself by natural

selection, and all other characters which result from this

latter cause, he names blastogenic. He further maintains
that all blastogenic characters can be transmitted. 1893 tr.

A. li''cismanns Germ.filas7n 174 The same is true as regards

the formation of a new polype from a blastogenic cell and
from an ovum. Ibid. 392 (1] contrast theml^c. 'somatogenic'
characters] with the ' blastogenic ' characters of an indi-

vidual, or those which originate solely in the primary con-

stituents of the germ.

BLAZEB.

Blastoid (bl^'stoid), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.

Blastoidea, i. dt.^KaoTus sprout, germ + eiSot form

:

see Blasto- and -oiD.] A. adj. Of or belonging

to the Blastoidea, a group of fossil echinoderms.

B. sb. An echinoderm of this group.

1882 Geikie Text.bk. Geol. 722 The blastoids or pentre-

mites, which now took the place in the Carboniferous waters

that in Silurian times had been filled by the Cystideans.

1914 Brit. Mus. Return 202 Newly-described Blastoids

from Somerset.

Blastula (blae'sti«<la). Embryol. [mod.L., f.

Gr. $KaaT6s sprout -( dim. suffix. Cf. Blastule.]

An embryo, typically composed of cells arranged

in a sphere enclosing the blastocoele. Also attrib.

xSgj'l'vcKEy Ampkioxus^^ An equal segmentation leading

to a blastula without any welMefined main axis.

Blat, sb. U.S. ff. next.] A bleating sound.

1904 M. E. Waller Wood-carver 71 Not a sound outside

except.. the thin blat of a sheep beneath the barn._ ^1911

H. Quick Yellowstone N. xii. 313 Every one swellin' the

chorus o' blats.

Blat, Z". U.S. [Imitative.] zn/r. To bleat, or

make similar sounds. Alsoy^. to talk noisily.

1888 San Francisco Nruis Lett. 4 Feb. (Farmer) One of

these insects of an hour rears up and blatts. X907 S. E.

White Arizona Nights I. viii. 149 Perhaps the calf blatted

a little as the heat scorched. 1916 R M. Bower f'hantom

Herd ii. 24 The stockyards where a bunch of sheep bbtted

now in the thirst of mid-afternoon.

Blather (blae-Sar), v. orig. dial. [Variant of

Blether.] intr. To talk foolishly, talk nonsense.

Often in ///. a.

1825 Brockett N. C. Gloss. 18 He blathers and Ulks, is a

common phrase where much is said to little purpose. A
person of this kind is . . styled a blathering hash. 1891

Kipling Light that Failed iv. (1917) 50 If you were only a

mass of blathering vanity, . . I » ouldn't mind. 189a CasselCs

Fam. Mag. Dec. it/i Hold your tongues, you blathering

idiots, igoo Century Mag. Feb. 504/1 Morland had a blather-

ing contempt for nobility and society.

Blay (bUi)i ". Variant of Blae a., esp. in sense 5

( = unbleached), frequent in Irish use.

1783 Ann. Re^., Prcj. 85/1 When I mention white flax,

I do It in opposition to that which . . has the appelbtion of

blay. i860 O'CuRBY MS. Materials (1878) 38 .Some with

. .green or blay or white cloaks. 1913 ' G. A. Biemincham '

Gen. John Regan xvii, They draped it.. ia a large sheet of

blay calico of a light yellowish colour.

Blaze) sh.^ Add :

7. rhysiol. An electric current passing along

living tissue in response to mechanical stimulus.

Also attrib. in blaze current. Hence blaa reaction,

response, reaction or response so obtained.

190a Nature 18 Sept. 491/2 The blaze reaction, .requires

short strong currents for its manifestation. 1903 Ibid. 9 July
238 This * blaze ' response is the algebraic sum of post-anodic

and post-kathodic currents. 1903 Jml. Roy. Microsc. Soc.

Oct. 599 A crystalline lens is a good object upon which to

study the nature of blazeH:urrcnts.

8. In poker : (see quot.). U.S.

X889 Farmer Americanisms, Blaze (in Poker\ a hand
which consists of five court cards, and which, when played,

beats two pairs.

Blaze, sb:- 2. (Earlier example.) Also attrib.

in blaze-mark.
i66a Croton Rec. 7 The meetinge house shall be set. .bya

small whit oak marked at the souwest side with two notches

and a blaze. 1885 Mrs. C. Pbaed Head Station xlvi, Here
were new blaze-marks ; and here, upon a bottle-tree,—the

bark unhealed—that old trace of Durnford's tomahawk.

Blaze, vX Add :

1. To blaze out : fig. of an angry person.

X903 R. Langbridge Flame 4" Flood xii, 'I can't do it,

man. .,' she would blaze out.

9. trans. To blaze (off) : to cause (the grease) to

flash in the operation of tempering steel ; also, of

the grease, to flash; to temper (steel) by this process.

Hence Blazing (oflf) vbl. sb.

1823 New Monthly Ma^. IX. 121 The cast steel articles

. . may be quenched in this composition, in order to harden

them ; and then be blazed off. 1854 67 Tomlinson's Cyel.

Useful Arts II. 477/2 Each saw is heated over a coke fir«

until the grease inflames, an operation which is called blazing

off. If the saws are to be rather hard, only a small portion

of the grease is blazed off. Ibid., Large saws . . are . .
moved

to and fro over the fire until the grease begins to blaze off.

Ibid., Moving them over a fire for the blazing-off. 1885 Spons

Mech. Own Bk. 66 They are then heated.. till the grease

inflames. This is called being * blazed '.

Blaze, »'••' (Earlier example.)

1777 Anburev Trav. Amer. (1791) I. 263 For the more

easy discovery of their way back again, their tomahawks
are continually blazing the trees, which is cutting off a small

piece of the bark.

b. freq. fg. in to blaze the way {path, trail,

etc.) ; esp. tl.S.

1901 L. Mead lVord.coinage \'i,Vro(asox Br&l has blazed

the way for future explorers in the wilderness of philology.

1910 G. H. Blakeslee in Adz'oc. Peace Dec, 263 Lord

Morley.. is following along the path which America has

blazed in the Far East.

Blazed, ppl. a.^ 1. (Later U.S. examples.)

1787 Washington Diaries III. 155 A sorr«l mare, blazed

face, off hind foot white. 1869 Overland Monthfy HI. 126,

I had seen, .an old gray mare, considerably flea,bitten, with

a blazed face and a docked tail.

Blazer i. Add :

2. Something that attracts attention. U.S.

1845 Mrs. Kirkland IVestem Clearings {iSi6) 127 T'other

gal is likely enough, but the mother'sa blazer ! 1903 A. Adams



BLAZER.
LogCffwhcy\\, 5i Are j-ou sure you wasn't runnine a blazer
yourself?.. inquired Durham. 1906 Springfietd Weelily
Rfpubl. 19 Apr. I The Kaiser's telegram.. recalls some of
his blazers in the past.

3. A small cooking apparatos. U.S.
189S llarptr's Ma^. May 885/1 Delicacies which Tom

prided himself on being able to prepare on a blazer.

4. A sheet of metal placed agninst the bars of
a grate to create a draught and cause the fire to

blaze ; a blower, north.
\i^Northuwbld. Gloss., BUeter, ai\iood to blowupafire.

'Put the blcezer up, and let's hev a lowe.' i^sx T. Bu'Rr
Aittiibwgr. (1924) 177 Women and children .. armed with
' blazers and tin-cans* which they used as cymbals.

Blaser ''. [Blaze z».3] One who blazes trees.

1775 B. Romans Florida 195 These same two men serve
as chain.bearers, and two as blazers.

Slazing, vbl. st.^ (Earlier example.)
1799 j^Mrpra (Philad.) 22 May (Th.) Gashing, iK>tcliing,

and bta/ing, are fallacious, futile, hurtful.

Blazingf, ///. a.l Add : Used as a substitute

for a profane epithet.

18W KifLlNO P/aiH Taltsfr. Hills, Tknrwtt Amajr (1890)
19 Once I said, 'What's the blazing hurry, Major?' 1916
Boro Cable Actiitn Front 66 You have the blazing cheek
to keep me lying here in the filthy muck.

Bleach, sby 3. Add : A bleaching process

;

also, a bleached condition.
1887 Sci. Amer. 16 Apr. 249/3 What is known as 'the

three-quarter bleach ' with flax, laao Disctn-erjf Mar, 86/2
A perfect bleach is almost impossible to secure.

5. A bleaching liquor or powder.
1898 Daily Nrtus 15 Dec 6 ^5 A quantityofbbach escaped

from a tank at one of the paper mills. 1910 Datly Cnran.
23 Apr. 73 lliere are several good nail bleaches that are
safe to use.

6. collect. Bleached goods.
1901 Daily Chrcn. 21 Nov. 7/3 Russia takes mors Britoh

bleaLb th.in any other country except the United States.

Bleacher. Add : 3. A plank-seat for spec-
tators at baseball or football games, bleached by
exposure to the sun ; also, a bleachery (see below).
Kiioaitrib. U.S.
189a Alumni Weekly (>few Haven) i Mar., Thess Yale

patrons. .buy se.its for the game. .on bleacher & the gr.ind
stand close to the enemy's goal, looo A F, West Amer.
College a^ Or they are thronging to fill the 'bleachers ' at a
baseball or football game that is about to be played on the
collegs grounds. 1904 N. Y. American 5 May 13 Th«
bleachers of tbs club grounds have been so enlarged this
season as to accommodate about 1 2000 persons. . . Tlie largest
of these open bleachers is about 323 feet lona and 28 seats
deep. 1917 M ATMiwsoN See. Beut Sltam xviiL 237 The two
boys settled themselves in their places oa the oleacbeis.
/hid. 338 .More than half of the bleacher scats w«r« smpty.
Hence Blea-oliarlt*, a frequenter ofbteacben. U.S.

Blaa-cherjr, an open-air stand for spectators. 1/.S.
S909 Ceyil. Did. .SupoL, Kleacherite. Bleacberv. 1917

^Iathrwson Sec. Base Sloatt xviii. 339 'Sailor' wasagraod
Ikvourite with the bleacherites.

Bleachy (i^l/'tn), a.i Jial [{. Blkacb si.l or
f.l -t- -V 1.] Blcacned, pale.
llsi Ct.A«K Ff/i Minstrel H. 194 Nodding lands of wbe.it

in bleachy brown. 1835 — Rnrat Mutt 106 The mowers
swept the bleachy com.

Bleacliy (bl/nO), <i.< dial Brackish.
i8sg JcNNiHcs ObuTv. Died. IK Kng. 1879 Hasdv Wttsex

T., Distracted Preeulur (1888) II. 148 It makes the stuff
\ie. runij taste bleachy.

Blea^ (blfti), a. [f. Bleat sb. 4- -t 1.] Having
a sound like the bleat of a beast.
i9>S W. G. WMtTTAKU Cteus-Simgiiirn ' A ' (a* in 'au ')

is.apt to ba 'bleaty ',

Bled, fifl. a. [f. Bleed v. 9,] Drained of blood
or sap.

1894 PDf. .M. UtmtUy Tune 284 .A series of tests and ex.
amitiations of bled and unbled timber has been carried on.

Bleed, v. Add : 2. b. Irani/. Of a dye : To
' run ' or become diffused when wetted.
slfs E. Kruckts Mast. Dytiitrja^ Fastness to washing

and to bleeding or running should be determined with water
alone and with soap^ /Hd. 735 Most of the direct cotton
colours bleed very much when dyed on cotton.

O. ' To leak ; especially, to leak an iron-stained
liquid, as the seams of a boiler' {Funi'j Standard
Dut. 1 895). Hence Bleeding vbl. s6. (see qnot.).
l88( LtckaieecTs Diet. Terms Meek. EngiM,, Blading, the

red streaks of rust which weep through the scale adherent
to tha insides of boilers, and which reveal the preaeoca of
corrosion in the plates underneath.

8. (Modem ex.imple.)
1874 Ref. Vermont Hard Agric. II. 989 If pruned later

the trees will often ' bleed ', thau.;h it is staled that a perfectly
healthy tree will not bleed if pruned at any season.
10, (Recent example.)
1901 S. .MsawiM & I{. K. WnsTH Calumet K xiL 124

Men will take every opportunity to bleed a corporation.
13. Bookbinding. To cut into the print of (a

book) in trimming the margin. Typogr. (.Seequot.)
187^ Knight Did. Meek. 1917 fjBiss ly^grafky (ed. 2)

126 Ihis plate can then he printed in color on gummed
paper and the paper trimmed so as to ' bleed ' the edges of
the printed background.

14. To allow (liquid) to drain away or (gas) to
escape through a cock or valve. So in BleadinK
vbl. sb. (also allrib., as bleeding-valve).
189s Funk's Standard Diet., Bleeding valve. 1918 Daily

Tel. 17 Jan. 5 Wbsrs tuxbina ' bleeding ' is resorted to for
feed baaung.

87

Bleeder. Add :

1. b. One who extorts money.
1894 Columbus (O.) Dispatch 5 Oct., It seems that the

police of New York were not the only bleeders.
3. (See quot.) low slang.
1890 Farmer Slang, Storfi-r (University), a duffer beyond

compare
; asuperlative fooU . . A euphemism for 'bloody fool '.

Bleeding, ppl. a. Add :

5, bleeding heart (examples) ; bleeding tooth,
a neritoid shell {Nerita peloronta) with a red mark
on the columella tooth.
i8ss BaiTTOK Beauties 0/ Wilts. III. j7t Bleeding-ktart,

the wall.flower. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 318/2 She held
out a rose to Fereuson, but to Jonathan she gave a bleeding-
heart. 1913 E. F. Wyatt Irnds. Gods l ii. 16 The sprays of
bleeding heart.

6. A substitute for Bloody a. 10 (and adv. 2).
low slang.

1858 FuKNiVAu. in Alkenarum 24 July 118 Costermongers
have lately substituted the participle 'bleeding' for the
adjective [' bloody 'J. 'My bleeding barrow' is the latest
phrase in vogue. 1876 Besant & Rice Son 0/ Vulcan 11.

xxiii. When he isn't up to one dodge he is up to another.
You inake no bleeding error. 1896 A MoaaisoN Child of
jago i. 4 This is a bleed'a' unsocial sort o' eveoin' party.

Blending, vbl. sb. Add

:

b. spec. The action or process of mixing (mate-
rials used in woollen manufacture).
18S4 W. S. B. McLaben Sfinningix. (ed. 2) 184 Blending

. . IS one of the most important operations in the whole
manufacture. . . Blending may mean many things. It may be
different colours of dyed wool, or wool and shoddy, mungo
or flocks, or wool anti cotton, or wool and silk, or all these
toeelher.

BlepliarOplast (ble-faroplast). Biol. [f. Ble-
PHAKO-4-.PLA8T.] a. A centrosome-like protoplas-
mic body found in the sperm-cells ofcertain plants.
b. In protozoans, a minnte granule at the base of
each flagellum.

1897 H. J. WsBBiR in Btt. Gat. Oct. 233, 1 would . . suggest
the name blefharoplast to distinguish them from other
organs of the celL 190s £'«0'c/- jSnV. XXVII. 339/1. 1908
Dractitioner Feb. 227 Flagellated forms [possess] a nucleus
and blepharoplasL

Blessing, vbl. sb. Add :

4. o. Phr. A blessing in disguise : said of a mis-
fortune that works to the eventual good of the
recipient.

Ti
•74«,Hi-«yi!T Hymn, ' Since all the dovmnvtrd Tracts 0/

Ev'n Crosses from his sov'reign Hand Are Blessingstme , £.vn crosses Irom bis sov'reigi j,_
in Disguise. i873C«»z/i7'/^^.VI. 296 sLike manysimilar
disa^ters, this great calamity was in truth only a blessing in
disguise, raxtjml. Soc. Arts 15 June 505 We find that the
Pacific cable scheme h-is really been a blessing in disguise
to those who dreaded it most. 1907 tVestm. Gaz. 3 May 2/1
Reli^on would gain greatly if the clergy would inake a more
sparing use of the hlcsstng-in-<lisgutse ajgumenL
Blethering, ppl. a. Add

:

2. = •Blithebino ///. a. colloq. or slang.
I9«5 A, KlMBOss in Times Red Cross Story Bk. 148 If my

boy ever gets married on the quiet and plays the fool, I '11

break his blethering neck for him.

Blen-de-roi(bl0d»rwa). Ceramics. Also -da-.
[Kr., = king's blue.] The ultramarine blue of Sivres
porcelain ; also called bleu de Sivres. Also attrib.
1848 H. R. FoasTii Sttrwe Catal. 38 A coflee-cup and

aaticer—Meu da RoL 18M Sai-a Notes I, Sk. Paris Exkib.
xiii. IJ3 A Stvres vase, bleudt-rti. sgoa C«i«KitsM»rJao.
70/t Sevres bleu du rtM china.

Blew, variant of •Blue ».S

Blight, sb. 6. Add :

blight-bird ^xr/ro/,, a settlers' name for a bird
belonging to the Australian genus '/.oslerops.

i8aa 1'. H. Potts OM/r>>M/0>/<ai3a(.Morris; The white-
aye or blight-bird.. clears away multitudes of small insect
pests. 1888 NiWTON in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 824/1 In 1856
It was noticed . . as occurring in the South Island of New
Zealand, when it became kiiown..to the English settlers
as the * Blight-bird '.

Blighted, ///. a. Add : b. Used as a mild
substitute for Ulasteu ///. a, 3. slang.
1914-15 Lociat yesffery xxi. 271, I think he's a blighted

ni;iliiii;crcr.

BUghter. Add :

2. fAfier prec.] A contemptible person. Oficn
merely an extravagant substitute for 'fellow', slang.
1898 A//*r Mar. 283/1 ' L«ny ', says they, 'you ain't going

to let that bli,ihter throw you '. 1900 Westm.Gat. 28 Mar.
03 Down with the dirty blighters who will not remove their
Iiau. 1904 Kipling in Windsor Mag. J.-in. 226/2 'There's
an aceommodatin' blighter for you 1' said PyecrofL loso
LocKK House of Baltazar KvWi. 218 He could buy up this
old blighter ofa lord twice over. l^aB .Mancltester Guardian
Weekly 5 Ocu 274/2 Why was the blighter Uc the prose-
cuting counsel] allowed to make the witness say just wliat
he wantd him to say?

Blighty (bbiti), sb. Army slang. [Contracted
form, originating in the Indian army, of Hind.
bilayati " wUHyati (,ij5l.) foreign, and esp.

European, fttuVaya/prop.Arabic.inhabited country,
dominion, district, Vilavkt, in Hind, esp, foreign

country (cf. Arab. ^il. loalt governor of a

province, Vali, Wau).
a.' Bilayutee pamnee, Bildtee panel. The adject. 2//a.

.>">// isapplied speciflc-illy to a variety of exotic articles,..
and most especially biliyati pans, ' European water ', the

BLIND.
usual name of soda-water in Anglo-India (Yule & Burnell,
Hobson.yobson).\

England, home. (Used by soldiers on foreign
service.)

1915 Times (weekly ed.) 8 Oct. 853 The only thing they
looked forward to was getting back to ' Blighty'' again. 1916
in A^. f, Q. 19 Feb. 151/1 One poem I have recently seen
begins :—Oh, send me back to Blighty. 1917 P. MacGili.
Ct. Push xix. 238 I'll send out the money and fags when
I go back to hlighty.

b, attrib. or adj. < Home ', as distinguished from
' foreign '.

1918 A ussie Aug. 9/2 The CO. endeas-ours to persuade
Private Hardcase to accept Blighty Leave. 1926 Mom.
Post 8 Dec., An Exhibition and Sale of Blighty Industries.

o. In the war of 1914-18 applied to a wound
that secured return to England.
s9s6N.^Q. 4 Mar. t94/2, I believe that 'B.B.' is the

regular, though unofficial description of any non-fatal wound
serious enough to send its victim back to a base hospital-
Blighty Boy. 1916 Daily Mail 1 Nov. 4/4 So-and-so
stopped some shrapnel and is back at the base in hospital, .

.

he wasn t lucky enough to get a blighty. 1918 Lock e Rough
Roadwx, Mo says he's blistering glad you're out of it and
safe in your perishing bed with a Blighty one. 1927 Daily
Express 18 Oct. i/i Soldiers are visiting the battlefields.

.

in the hope of finding trenches, dug-outs, or the exact spot
where they received their ' blighties '.

Blightjr (blsi'ti), a. [f. Blight sb. -h -yI.]

Affected with blight, blighted.
*9oe Standard 9 Nov., The acorn crop is an abundant

one, the fruit being rather blighty and undersized.

Blimey (bbi-mi), int. Alsoblymy. Short for
*GoBBi.iMr (=. God blind me I) : a vulgar impre-
cation.

1889 Badrere & Lelano Diet. Slang. 1894 Punch 27 Oct.
103/1 Bl);my, you're a knockout ! i^ H. Fields Hit the
Deck, Blimey, that ain't matey—you invited us and I'm
hungry.

Blimp (blimp). [See quot. 1918.] A small non-
rigid dirigible airship invented early in the war of
1914-18 and consisting orig. of the fuselage of a
dismantled aeroplane supported by an elongated
gas bag, used as a submarine scout.
1916 Kosher In R.If.A.S. 14S Visited the Blimps this

afternoon at Capel, 1918 lllustr. Lontl. News 27 July 96
Nobody in the R.N.A.S. ever called them anything but
Blimps , an ononiatopceic name invented by that genius

for apposite nomenclature, the late Horace Shortt. igaS
GAMBlJt North Sea Air Station x. 149 The Submarine Scout
non-rigid type. The name was abbreviated to S.S. airships,
but they were generally known as ' Blimps '.

BUnd, sb. Add :

3. (Examples.)
1848 Congress. Globe 30 June, App. 820/r (Mr. Polk] was

worked into tlie Presidency with Oregon and I'exas on either
side, as a horse is worked with blinds. 1901 Munseys Mag.
XXV. 739/1 A halter has a soft leather covered bit, and is
without Ijlinds.

6. spec. A hiding-place in which a hunter conceals
himself from the game. U.S.
1869 Game LawsiPenn.) in Fur, Fin * Feather {tiji)g^
No person shall.. build blinds for the purpose of killnig..
any wild turkey. 1874 J. W. Long Wild-fo^vl Shoolitig 45
Ingenuity in the providing of proper ambush, or blind, as all
such hiding places are generally termed by wild-fowlers.
1887 Nation (N. V.) 31 Mar. 271 Along the Atlantic coast,
among the gunners who often hunt in parties stationed near
together behind blinds, waiting for the flock of migratory
birds. 1894 t;«//»jr (U.S.) XXIV. 73/2 A glance.. discloses
the fact that no time should be wasted in getting started
for the blinds.

8. blind bridle (earlier U.S. examples).
l8«l Trails. III. Agric. .Soc. IV. 376 A blind bridle may

be tolerated on a blind horse. 187s Ecgi.eston End 0/
World ix. 65 I'm dead sot in favor of charity,., but I a'n t

a-goin' to have her put a hlind-bndle on to me.
0. In Poker, a stake put up by a player before

seeing his cards (see quots.); cf, *1Jlind a. i h.
Also attrib. in blind-motuy. Also fig.
187s 'Mabk Twain" Iniioc. at Home ii. (1882) 268 Now

j-ou ulk I Von see my blind and straddle it like a man. i88a
Poker 49 The straddle is nothing more than a double blind.
Ibid. 9t It is an error on the part of the Age to fill the
Blind simply because he has already invested the Blind-
money. l88s Encycl Brit. X I X. 283/2 ihe next player [to
the age) may doMe tht bliml, i. e., raise to double what the
age staked ; the next may straddle tlu blind, i, e. double
a^ain,. .and .so on. Only the age can start a blind. 1889
Farmer Americanisms, Blind (in poVcr), the ante deposited
by the age previous to the deal. ..To make a blind good costs
double the amount of the ante, and to make a straddle good
costs four times the amount of the blind. 1894 Congress.
Rec. May 4408/2 Put up your blind. It's my deal. 1898
Hoyle't Games Motlemited (ed. Hoflfmann) lat [Draw
Poker.J 'Ihis stake [put up by the elder hand, the 'Age 'J,

from the fact that it is niade without seeing the cards, is

known as a 'blind *.

10, Something mis-sorted oroverlooked in sorting.
1898 Daily News 30 Dec. 3/3 Able to sort the whole 500

[addressed cards] in 30 minutes with not more than 30
blinds ' or mis-sorts, that is.

Blind, a. Add

:

1, In comparisons, as blind as a bat or brickbat.
i8so Dickens Dav. Copt, xlii. The old Scholar. .is as

blind as a brickbat. I9a6 w. Deepino Sorrell .? Son xviii.

I 2, I was blind as a bat. Pushed into a job by my people,

£ (See quot.)

_ 1879 Encycl Brit. IX. 292/2 The side [ofa flat-flsh] which
IS turned towards the bottom.. is generally colourless, and
called * blind ', from the absence of an eye on this side.
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g. Short for hlimi drunk (see 15). Also as sb.y

in Univsrsity slangy a college * wine '.

x6*aj. Taylor (Water-P.) /Ka/<'r-Cf'rwi7ra«/ \Vks, 163011.

5, 1 For though he be as drunke as any Rat, He haih but

catcht a Foxc, or Whipt the Cat. Or some say hee's bewitcht,

or scratcht, or blinde, Which are the fittest tearmes that I

can findc. 1845 Mrs. S. C. Hall Wkiteboy v. 40 They'll be

all hiind by the time they get home from G. F. s wedding.

1903 McNeill E^eg. EngL 145 The artisan .. improves
the shining hours, by ' getting blind ', to use his own elegant

phrase.

h. In Poker, To go blind-, to put up a blind (see

Bund sb, 9) ; hence to go (a specified stake) blinds

Hence applied to forms of Poker in which this is

done ; so blind hand,
1871 [see i b-rlow). i88a Poker 88 For some reasons players

never give the blind hand credit for a good or even an average
hand. 1883 EncycL Brit. XIX. 283/2 The age is sometimes
alloMred to go blind, i. e., to raise the ante before he sees his

cards. 1885 B. L. Y\9.iw:iHSacred NnggH xvi, He put in

[the pool] a bank-note, and said, ' Five pound blind '.

Antonio., put in an I.O.U.forten pounds, saying * I straddle

you'. Ibid.^ Mike Patchett went ten pounds blind; he
\sc. Antonio] straddled it with twenty.

i. fig. To go it blind: to act without previous

investigation of the circumstances ; to plunge with-

out regard to the risks involved. Also to go blind

{on—). Orig. in U.S. political use.

1846 Congress. Globe App. 120 All I ask of him is that he
will not 'go it blind' upon Oregon. 1848 Lowell Bigtirw
P. Ser, I. viiL 155 It gives a Party Platform, tu, jest level

with the mind.. Of. .honest folks thet mean to go it blind.

i86a Ibid. Ser. 11. iv. 10 An' agin to impress on the poppylar
mind The comfort an' wisdom o'goin'it blind. 1871 Schele
DE Vese Avuricnnisms {1872) 328 Poker, when played by
betting before looking at one's hand, is called Blinti Foker,
and this has given rise to the very common phrase, to^t?
// blinti^ used whenever an enterprise is undertaken without
previous enquiry. 1875 Gen. Sherman Mem. I. 342, I know
that in Washington I am incomprehensible, because at the
outset of the war I would not go it blind. x888 Chicago
Ledger 13 May (Farmer), I didn't go it blind, I employed
a detective. 1909 Daity Chron. 8 Feb. 4/4 If that be true,

shall we be quite wise to * go blind * on Dreadnoughts alone ?

7. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1784 Washington Z>/arrVj II. 304 The path it is said is very

blind and exceedingly grown with briers. 1796-1806 B.
Hawkins itf/^. 112 Continue on a blind tract thro' hilly.,

land and down a stream.

d. Bookbiftding, Ungilt ; of. blind-blocking

y

-tooling in 16 in Diet., *Blind v. 8.

x8||6 DoDD Brit, Manuf. VI. 105 The block, .imprints the
device j whether it be gift or ' blind*.

10. c. Ofan alphabetic letter: Written or printed
with a closed loop : spec, in Typogr. defining the
paragraph mark with a closed loop (also as ib.^.

1888 Jacobi Printers^ Vocab.^ Blind P. A paragraph mark
5 so called from the loop of the P being closed. 1905 F. H.
CoLUNS A uthor ^ Printer 34 Blind "H. Mod. He invariably
makes his ^'s and fs blind.

d. Of a baggage car on a train : (see quot.

1901). U.S.
190X Scribfier's Mag. XXIX. 429/1 The train's got a blind

baggage-car on. ..That's a car that ain't got no door in the
end that's next the engine. 191a Mathewson Pitching xu
249 He 'had come all the way either by side-door special or
blind baggage. 1936 J. Black You Cant Win ix. 120 With
much caution I made my way. .till I got near enough to the
depot to get aboard the blind end of a baggage car.

e. Of a photographic plate : Not sensitive to
light. 19x1 in Webster.

f. Of a shell : That fails to go off,

1916 BovD Cable Action Front 182 The wail of the falling
shell ended in a muffled thump that proclaimed the missile
* blind 'or 'a dud*.

12. (Earlier U.S. example.)
i86i Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 479 The blind eyes are

the best for fruit.

16. blind booking, the booking of films without
previous selection on their merits by cinema pro-
prietors ; blind creek (see quot.) ; blind-eyed a.

(lit.sixidfig.) ; blind hazard, hole Golf{see quots.);
blind hookey (earlier example) ; blind ink,
literature f see quots.) ; blind-pj« 6^;^., a place
where liquor is illicitly sold ; hence blind-pigger^
•pigging', blind poker U.S. (see *i h) ; blind
spot, also (b) Cricket, that spot of ground in front
of a batsman where the ball being pitched by the
bowler he is in doubt whether to play forward or
back ; (c) Wireless Telegr. (see quot. 1923) ; blind
staggers (see Stagger sb.'^ 2) ; bUnd stitch j^^., a
stitch taken on one side of the material so as to be
invisible on the other; blind-stitch z;. trans. , to
sew or fasten with blind stitch ; blind tiger U.S,
-> *blind-pig.

19*7 Glasgow Herald 20 Jan. 7 * *P»lind-booking * was re-
s^nsible for a very large percentage of the machine-made
pictures which came from America to this country. 1927
Daily Tel. 15 Mar. 9/2 The Labour-Socialists.. are in favour
of the proposals for the abolition of blind booking and re-
strictions on advance booking. 1886 J. W. Anderson /V<?j-
fedoras Handbk. 115 *Blind Creek, a creek, dry, except
daring wet weather. 1887 Morris Odyssey x. 493 Tiresias .

.

The *biind-eyed, the foreseer, whose steadfast mind bides
still. 1902 Daily Chron. 18 Feb. 3/2 Are we to suppose,
then, that Goethe . . was a blind-eyed fool ? xooo Yng. Sports-
w/<2«(ed.A. E. T. Watson) 315 A *Blind hazard is also a
hazard which is bidden from his view. Ibid., A "Blind hole
is one of which the putting-green is not visible to the player

as he plays his shot. 1840 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. iii. xi.

J52 What do you say to a game at all-fours, * blind-hookey,
odd or even,, .just to pass lime ? 1884 Knight Diet. AJech.
Suppl., *Blind Ink. Invented by Edison. An ink which.

.

swells up into relief on the paper, igai Post Office Guide
Aug. 15 ' *BIind Literature *. Papers of any kind, periodi-
cals, and books, impressed in ' Braille ' or other special
type for the use of the blind. 1903 N. V. Even. Post
23 Sept., But a ' 'blind pig ' is at best but a sordid institution.

1904 Harper's Weekly 30 Aug. 1272 Six non-commissioned
officers have been reduced to the ranks for running what is

technically known as a ' blind pig *, or unlawful canteen.
1894 yoice (N. Y.) 6 Dec. 1/5 Headed by one of the *blind-
piggers whotwas under arrest. 1918 Webster, Addenda,
*Blind'Pigging, n. 1937 Blackw. Mag. June 833/1 Amongst
the common herd two crimes ranked as serious—'blind-
pigging' and' high-grading'. 1891 Grace Cricket iii. 73
loo often would come a ball on the * blind spoL 1923
Daily Mail 13 Feb. 7 Wireless blind spots, where distant
broadcasting is heard more clearly than that nearer at hand.
1838 H. CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1839) 75 Having no
exercise, it tends to produce the ^ blind staggers. 1874 ReP.
Vermont Board Agric. II. 431 The disease is frequently
called * blind stagqers '. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.,
*Blind Stitch. (Harness). ..A stitch that is shown on one
side only of the leather. 1909 Daily Chron. 14 Jan. 7/5
Facings should be *bliiid-stuched into place. 1903 N, Y.
Even. Post 16 Sept., It will be interesting to note the effect
[of the beer gardens] on the '*blind tigers', which have con-
tinued to flourish in spite of executive vigilance. 1926 D. L.
CoLviN Prohibition in U. S, 297 Some effort was made to
suppress blind tigers which were then chiefly supplied by
moonshine stills.

Blind, V. Add :

2. b. intr. To go blindly or heedlessly, slang,
1923 Daily Mail 21 June 12 Motor-cyclists who blind

along the road. 1928 S. Kaye-Smith in Daily Express 19
May 10/6 By recreation I do not mean blinding along the
Brighton road at fifty miles an hour.

3. (Additional quot)
1859 Bartlett Diet. Aitzer. (ed. 2), To Blind a trail, to

conceal a person's foot-prints,orto give them the appearance
of going in a different direction ; and, figuratively,todeceive
a person by putting him on the wrong track.

8. trans. In Bookbinding, to stamp in (a pattern)
without gilding.

1901 CocKEHELL Bookbinding 2iz The pattern is blinded in
through the leather.

9. To cover the surface of (a newly made road)
with fine material. Cf. Blinding vbl. sb, 4.
i8xs Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. i. 66 No large

stones to be employed, .nor sand, earth or other matter, on
pretence of blinding [the roadj, 1880 Antrim ^ Down
Gloss, s. v., To 'blind a road ' = to spread small stones or
cinders so as to cover up the large stones with which a new
road has been ' pitched , and to fill the interstices.

Blind alley. An alley closed at one end (see
Blind a. 11); a cul-de-sac; also^^., a course of
action that fails to effect its purpose or from which
there is no resultant benefit.

1724 [see Blind a. n]. 1854 Bavle St. Johh Purple Tints
Paris II. 2 When. .he. .is compelled to become one of the
blind-alleys of the species. 1882 P. H. Fitzgerald Recreat.
Literary Man ii. (1883) 7 .\ familiarity with all the blind
alleys..and passages of letters. 18^ Sir E. Grey in Wesim.
Gaz. 6 June 2/5 Many of Lord Salisbury's concessions were
blind alleys which ledto nowhere. 1926 W. Deeping Sorrell
<5- Son ill § 2 No blind alleys, or office stools.

b. attrib. : blind alley employment, occupation,
etc., an employment, etc., that Meads nowhere',
i. e. offers no opportunities to young workers for
the earning of an independent livelihood as adults.
1909 Westm. Gaz. 27 Oct. 2/1 * Blind alley ' employments.

1910 Ibid. 6 Jan. 3/3 The number of lads between the age
of fifteen and twenty who are engaged in what have come to
be known as ' blind-alley occupations '. 1928 Daily Express
19 July 8/4 The girl who talces an easy, blind-alley, ill-

paid job.

Bliudfbld, <7. Add:
L c. Of a match at chess : Conducted by a player

without seeing the board but not necessarily blind-
folded ; hence blindfoldplayer.
1850 liROWNlNG^'ajj'erZlay vi. 50 Playing pawns at blind-

fold chess. 1869 Yng. Men Gt. Brit. 28 May 302/1 A blind-
fold match took place during the Congress,.. between Mr.
Blackburne and Herr Steinitz. 1900 IVestm. Caz. 31 May
2/1 In almost all these blindfold games I have the move...
Occasionally I overlook something, .in a blindfold match...
The blindfold player, .cannot see so far ahead as if he were
looknig at tiie board.

Blinding, vbl. sb. Add

:

4. The process of covering the surface of a newly
made road with fine material to fill up the spaces
between the stones ; also, the material used for this
purpose. Cf. *Bi,ind v. 9.

, ,?*43
Civil Eng. f, Arch. Jml. VI. 274/1 The stoning and

blinding is conducted in the same manner as in ordinary
roads. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. igzS United Free Ch.
Miss. Rec. May 224/1 The fierce wind tore the blinding from
the hard clay roads.

Blinding, ///. a. Add : b. fig. That dazzles
the mind by excessive brilliancy.
18. . .'\ndrew Lang, Only a man of the most blinding

orit^inal genius could have written them.
Blindness. Add : 4. Of a plant : Abortiveness.
I9»i Times Lit. Suppl. 24 Feb. 130/3 The Frit Fly, which

produces blindness in oats.

Blink, J*.2 Add : 1. d. On the blink : on the
point of becoming extinguished; in a bad state.
U.S. slang.

'904 ' O- Henry ' Cabbages >t Kings m. 51 This cafe looks
on the blink, but I guess it can set out something wet. igai

R. D. Paine Comr. RoUing Ocean xvi. 273 The engines had
to be stopped and the first assistant reported that the con.
denser was tinally and totally on the blink '.

2. b. The action or an act of blinking,
1924 Galsworthy White Monkey I. xii. He did not miss

the shift and blink in the manager's eyes.

Blink, sb.^ U.S. A fisherman's name for the
mackerel when about a year old.
1856 [see Tinker sb. 3].

Blink, V. Add :

2. b. trans. {.Coursing:) To elude (the dogs)
temporarily. (Cf. *Blinking vbl. sb. 3.)
1876 Coursing Calendar 197 The hare blinked Grace at

the fence. Ibid. 252 Hylactor and Blue .Sea ran very
evenly for some distance, but, as puss blinked them in a
hollow, Hylactor was so well placed that he made a few
weak points before effecting the death.

4. d. trans. To send (tears) away by blmking.
190S Elinor Gi.vm Viciss. Evang. 215 Tears kept rising in

my eyes, and 1 did not even worry to blink ihem away. 1934
Rose Macaulay Orp/utn Islandxxu i i Rosamond blinked
away tears, with the salt Pacific, from her eyes.

10. To look upon with the evil eye, to bewitch.
Sc. and Irish.

1886 Folk-Lore Jml. IV. 253 Cattle can be fany-struck or
bewitched.. the first is called 'sheetin ' and the second
'blinked'. 1893 Ballytnetta Observer iE.D.U.), BUitk. to
bewitch cattle and cause them to have little or no milk and
butler. 1936 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 479/1 Perhaps we are be-
witched or blinked, as Shamus BjTne would say. 1937
Scots Obserucr 15 Oct. 2/5 Mrs. Hazelton ..had indeed
blinked William Blair's cows. Ibid., He had set fire to the
wisp of straw and had put it under a blinked cow's nose.

Blinker. Add

:

4. A sporting dog that refuses to see and mark
temporarily the position of game.
184s YouATT Dog iii. 91 The chastisement, .would make

the setter disgusted, -and leave him a mere blinker. 1848
W. N. HtrrcHlNSONZ)ff^5rra*/n^§4 Excess of punishment
has made many a dog of good promise a confirmed blinker.

5. An intermittent flash-light.

1931 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean xvi. 285 Take this
bug-light \sc. an electric torch] and use it as a blinker. You
learned the Morse code at Camp Stuart.

Blinkered (bli-qkajd), ppl. a. [f. Blinker sb.

or V. + -ED.] Of a horse : Provided with blinkers.

h\%ofig., having a limited range of outlook.
1867 Hardy Timers Laughing Stocks ' iq&j ' o A centory

which . . Will show . . A scope above this hi inkered time. 1897
Daily News 19 June 9/1 The colt . . could not quite with-
stand the rush of the blinkered El Diablo. 1898 IVestm. Gaz.
27 Aug. 1/3 The padded, blinkered life of her spinster sister.
1936 Spectator 20 Mar. 529/1 Our blinkered country takes
a lot of beating.

Blinking, vbl. sb. Add

:

3. The faiilty action, in a sporting dog, of refusing
to see and mark the position of game.
1848 W. N. Hutchinson Dog Breaking 10 The unreason-

ableness of not always giving initiatory Lessons. Causes
Blinking. 1865 Ihid. (ed. 4) 202 Some argue that blinking
arises from a defective nose, not from punishment. 1897
H. Dalziefs Brit. Dogs HI. 336 Blinking. .is caused. .by
undue severity or punishment administered for chasing
game or poultry.

Blinking, ppl. a. Add : 4. Used as a sub-
stitute for a strong expletive, slang.
1914 .Scotsman 12 Oct. 7/5 One. .Guardsman . .declared .

.

that His Majesty seemed to carry the ' blinking Army List
in his 'ead . 1937 Observer 21 Aug. 17/5 The type of
golfer who .. hurls the bag of clubs after it, accompanied by
the remark, * Go on, have the blinking lot '.

Blister, sb. Add :

2. b. A disease incident to peach-trees, caused
by the fungus Exoascus deformans, which pro-
duces a distortion of the leaves.
1889 Cent. Diet. 1904 Board .Agric. ff Fisheries (1919)

No. 120 'Curl' or' leaf blister' proves verj' injurious to
peM-icbes and nectarines during certain seasons.

4. blister-fly (earlier U.S. example); blister
furnace, a furnace for the conversion of copper
regulus or matte into blister-copper ; blister pearl,
a pearly excrescence of irregular shape found on
the shell of a pearl oyster.
1836 Edward l/ist. Texas 88 Next comes the Spanish or

*blister fly. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXVU. 237 i The multiple
system anodes are sometimes cast directly from the ' blister
furnace or the converter. 1885 Ibid. XVI IL 446/2 The
mollusc .. depositing nacreous matter.., thus forming a
hollow body of irregular shape known as a ' *blister pearl '.

1910 Daily CkroH. 4 .Apr. 4/5 Overdress of gauze encrusted
with blister pearls.

Blister, v. Add :

5. Used as an imprecation.
1840 CocKTON Val. Vox xxvi, Blister 'em ! Where can

the scoundrels be got to?

Blistered, ppl. a. Add :

1. b. (liarlier U.S. example of blistered steel)
1770 CarrollPafersm Marylattd Hist. Mag. X I IL 65 My

Smiths say the Bristol or Blister'd steel sent to us is very bad.
c. Made of blister-copper or -steel.

X938 Daity Ejcfress 21 Nov. i /i The methods of defence
employed by surface craft consist of anti-aircraft guns.,; of
reinforced or * blistered ' bottoms .

.
; and of manoeuvre.

Blistering, ///. a. -\dd

:

2. Used as a substitute for a strong expletive.
1900 Daily Neivs 30 J uly 6/4 One blistering J'oung woman

actually unstraps her kodak and begins operations upon the
great white mountain. 1918 Locke Rough Road xix. Mo
says he's blistering glad you're out of it and safe in your.
perishing bed.
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Blither (bli'tS3j),J^. [f. *Blither v.] Nonsense.

Cf. Blether sb.

1901 Daily Chrtm. 10 Aug. 4^7 We have heard a lot of

blither tand, perhaps^ a little sense). 1911 E. Ferbek Z>a-:vn

O^H»ra V. 68 * What utter blither
!

' I scoffed.

Blither (bli'Saj), 2/. [var. Blether z*,] inir. To
talk nonsense ; = Blether v, i. Hence Bli'tlier-

ing vhl. sb.
*

1868 Vfrney Stffne Edge i. What did the imp come
bliihcrin* and bolherin' there for? 1903J. K. Jerome 7Va-
TatU Talk i- 20 If he vras to blither, it was only fair that

»hc should bleat back. 19*1 BlturJhv. Ma^. Oct. 455/' The
inevitable pa^ty-faced babu waddled up, blithering about the

delay. 19*5 Public Opinicn 13 Mar. 258, 2 He ignores all

their blitheriu!^.

Blithering (bU*5arii)), ppl. a. [f. *Blithkr v,

+ -ING^.] Senselessly discursive or talkative,

babbling; esp. of a person, used chiefly as an

intensive adjective, with the meaning * consum-
mate* (freq. m blithering idiot) \ also niore widely
=: despicable, c<wtemptible.
1889 PuMck 9 Feb. 65 ni state pretty clearly that his son

is a blithering idiot. 1895 llnd. 30 Mar. 153, I had thought
that you.. would have bad a soul above blithering detail.

1903 McNeiix Egrer. En^t. 179 These soni;s..are of the
most blithering and bathetic nature. 19S3 Black-w. Mag,
Jan. 70/2, I wai cursing myself for the blitheringest ass
that ever was boro. »9«S O. Frankau Masterson xxix,

I was Utthering idiot to get in—knowing you as well as

I do. 1916 Rebecca West Straftge Necessity 310 The
blithering incompetence of English statesmen during the
War of Independence.

Bli'thesomelyy ^dv* [f. Blithesome a. +
-LT -.] In a blithesome maimer; cheerily. So
BU'thesomenesa.
1858 WtiiTTiFR Pi^es at Luckncm 63 Full tenderly and

*blithev>mely'i he pipes of rescue blew ! i888.-\nkibS. Swav
P>orit Ckeyne xvii, ' I should scold you .

. , but I am so glad to
see you that I have not the heart', she said blithesomely.
t886 Nciv Princetcn Rev. 1 1. 78 K glad 'blitbesomeness be-
longed to her, potent to conquer even ill health and suffering.

nissarcL U.S. [Etym. note. For * Esher-

ville. III.' read ' Esthersvillc, Iowa'.]

1. Alter def. to : A sharp blow or knock ; a shot.

Also/r.
stay Virginia Lit. Mutmtii 16 Dec., Bliaxard. A violent

blow. 1834 Crockett Li/e 1 ^2. 1 s.-tw two more bucks, very
large fellows too. 1 took a blixzard at one of them, and up
be tumbled. i8$6 Sacrament4> City (Cal.) Item n*h.) When
some true archer, from the upper tier, Gave him a * blizzard

*

00 the nearest ear. 1871 Schele dk Vere Atmericamitwt
(1879)443 Blizzard . .xae^a^'ui the West afCanning blow or
an overwhelming argument.

2. (Earlier examples.)
1870 Nmrtk. Vindicator aj Apr., in Amtr. Speech (1938)

III. 2ot Campbell has bad too much experience with north-
western * bliiardi ' to be cauebt in such a trapu Ihid, 30 Apr.,
ibid.. The unfortunate victim of the Marco * blizzard *..ta

rapidly improving. 1871 Hid. a Dec, ibid. 307 Blizzards^
Old Boreas dvrinc tbe past week has come down upon as
like the * wolf 00 Oc fokl '. !•:; Uid. 97 Jan., iUd., A Blia-

zard is ragiBg as we go to press, with a prospect ofcontinuing
its rwrolar scauon m three days. 1876 Afonlkty IVeafkcr
iP^v.Dec.424, ibid-atzllie very severe storm«known in local

parlsDOsas * blizzards* were reported on the etha» prevailing

in Iowa and WiM^osin.

Hence Xll*iBu;d«d pa, ppU,, a more emphatic
form of * biowed* (Blow v.^ 29); BUsnrdjr a,

(fig.).

stga Gcnrras Miss Dividends (>893) <^7 Then he suddenly
ejaculates * Well I*m blizzarded ! 1888 Saa Francisco NrttfS

Lttttr { Farmer), 1 should like to have seen the Colonel's (ace
when he ^ot that very cold hjlzzardy letter.

Bloat (bli^t), sb. [f. Bloat a.2]

1. Hloatednets,
x88o G. B. Shaw Irrational Knat xL (1909) 336 He. .had

noted with aversion a certain unhealthy hloat tn her Csce.

2. One soaked in liquor; a drunkard. U.S.
a iS8i T.WiKTMtor Life in C^n Air^xc (1863) 147 When

1 think., what a mean bloat I was, going to the ntuh tail dogs
witk my hat over my eyes. i8yt Confess, Globe Feb., Appw
139/1 ^i^ whippers, pentteniury birds, street vagabomu^
lieastly bloats, aind convicted felons 1889 Farmek Amtri'
canisms. Bloat ^nt). A drowned body ; also a drunkard.

Bloat, r.S Add: L b./^.
1896 J. A. HossoH ProhL Unempl. 1 WelKmeantng. .social

reformers stretch the term ['unemployment*] ana bloat it

potato gigaotic proportions.

Blob, sb' Add :

4. b. Cricket, coihq. A batsman*s score of no
runs, so called from the zero placed against his

name in the score-sheet ; « Duck's kog b. Also in

5g. phr. to make a blob : to accomplish nothing.

^ 1903 Punch 27 May yfA To come home and be treated as
if Vd made a bra- e of blob^ 191s F. R HosBS Recov. Ashrs
19 Mr. Foster, .taking the 6rst wicltct of the tour by bowling
.Mr. K. R. Mayne for a * blob'.

Blob, sb^- local. A bait asetl in fishing for eels,

consisting of a worm strung on a worsted thread.

(Cf. Bob j^.l
7.)

s474 E. Peacock 7. Mmrken/ield vii, Aking o* my runnin*
away wi* her crewell ball, and makin' a blohb for eels wi' it.

1909 Westm. Gas, a6 Apr. 3/1 Your plan is now, when the
eel 15 iha* grmbbiog the worm, to lift the ' blob ' very gently.

Blobbinff {\^^h\vi), vbl. sb. local, [f. prec]
The method of fishing with a bob for eels (c£
prec. and Bobbing vbl, sb. 3").

187* A^. IV, Line. Gloss., Blohbtng,*. method of catching
eck by means of worms strung on a worsted thread. 1905
Wosim, Got. s8 Apr. 3/ 1 That is ' blobbing ".

Bloc (h\pk), [F., = Block sb.'] In continental

politics, a combination of divergent political

parties which supports the government in power.
Also trans/,, a combination of groups, parties, or

nations formed to foster a particular interest.

1905 Spectator i^ Jan. 38/1 It is more probable, .that when
the votes are open the members of the ' Bloc ' will shrink
from turning out M. Combes. 1907 IVcstm. Gas, 5 Dec. 5/1
Prince Bulow. .summoned the leaders of the ' bloc ' parties
to a meeting. 1908 Daily Citron. 20 .Apr. 3/2 The support
of the bloc policy by the Liberal party in the Reichstag.
/bid. 9 Oct. 4/6 Cl^menceau, who was. . the man of the Bloc,
who had invented the name. i9« Daily Mail 29 Mar. 6
France also can stand apart from Great Britain. She can
join a Continental bloc y/\.xh Italy and the Little Entente
and Belgium.

Block, sb. Add

:

6. e. A shaped piece of wood forming part of a
shoeblack*s equipment, on which a customer places

his foot.

187a Casselts Mag, V. 84/1 The boys are provided with
their uniforms, their block, blacking, and brushes by the
society.

f. Drapery. A roll of material wound on a
board : now called piece,

1905 H. G. Wells Kipps i, vi. § 4 Being subsequently
engaged in serving cretonnes, and desiring to push a number
of rejected blocks up the counter.

10. b. (Earlier and later U.S. examples.)
1870 Medbery Men ffMyst. Wall St, 134 Block. A number

of shares, say 5,000 or 10,000, massed together, and sold or
bought in a lumo. 1901 Mcrwin & Webster Calumet K
iiL 40 A big bloclc of treasury stock.

O. A number of sheets of paper gined together

on the edges, presenting a top sheet for sketching
or writing upon, which may be torn away after use.

Also attrib. as in block calendar.

1874 Sketching'block [see Sketching vbl, sb. 2]. 1893
Sketch-block [see Sketch sb. 6). 1908 Scribbling-block [see
Scribbung vbl, sb.^ 4I. 1910 Jirif. Empire Paper 'Praties'

yrnl. Feb. 66, a Blotting pads, books, etc, note books, note
blocks, address book!t,etc Ibid. May 1E6 Portrait and Figure
Studies, with D.-iily Tear*oflf Block and Quotations for every
day in the vcar. Ibid, 187/1 A new scries of larger size

shilling block calendars.

d. The carcass of a bullock ; also attrib.^ as block

test, ascertainment of the dead weight of a beast

when on the butcher's block for cutting up.
1893 iVtstm. Gas. 8 Mar. 9/1 The 'block test*.. used by

.M r. M 'Jannet, of Stirling. .. A set of tables by which^ when
the weight of the live bullock is ascertained, the weight of
the ' block * as it hangs up in the flesher's shop for sale can
be established within about a couple of pounds. 190a
EneycL Brit. XXV. 188 In 189^ the Smith6etd Club insti-

tuted a carcase competition.. .The cattle and sheep entered
for this competition are shown alive on the first day, at the
close of which they are slaughtered and the carcases hung
up for exhibition, with detaiUoflive and dead weights, llic
competitioo constitutes what is termed a * block test '.

12. O. Arch, A projecting division in an entabla-

ture ; transf.y each of the sqaare<l pieces above and
sometimes below the columns of a chimney-piece.
1777 Wedgwood in Life (1866) II. 373, 1 told Mr. G. we

were making some metopes, tablets, oval bas-reliefs for

fricscs, blociBS &c for wood chimney-pieces. 1873 Eliza
Metsvaed Wtdpioood Hemdbh, Gloss, s. v.. The more ordi-

nary dtimney-pieccs had only a tablet and blocks...Occa-
sionally the uiae of the columns had blocks also.

14. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1796 Aurora. (Phitad.) 13 Dec. Ob.) The whole Uock of

buildings included between that slip, Front Street, and the
Fly MarkeU 1817 S. R. Brown Weston Caz. 101 Each
block of lots has the advantage of two 16 feet alleys. 1837
Knickerhotker Mesc> Jan. I X. 73 Paved thoroughfares and
manu&ctttrinc or commercial blocks.

C A fasnionable promenade outside a par-

ticular bloclc of baildings and shops in some
Australian cities ; hence on the block, on the pro-

menade ; to do the blocks to lounge in the fashion-

able promenade.
1869 Marcls CuiBKB Peripatetic Philosopher 13 (Morris)

If our Victorian youth showed their appreciation for domestic
virtues, Victorian womanhood would *do the Block* less

frequently. 187s * Resident ' Glimpses of Life in Victoria

3^9 A certain portion of Collins Street, lined by the best

dfaperh^ and jewellers* shops . . is known as ' The Block *, 1696
Argus 17 July 4/7 (Morris) Just as the busy man, who
geiterally walks quickly, has to go slowly in the crowd on
the Block, loea Daily Chron, ao Oct. 52 Sundowners..
who once enjoyed fat berths in Melbourne, 'doing the
block * every afternoon in Cotlins-strret.

d. Each of the large lots into which land for

settlers is divided by the government. See also

*1UCK BLOCKS. Austral.
1858 StMMONDS Pict. Trade, Block,.. Xn colonial parlance

a piece of land. t9i6li-y Acts S. Australia 30 Vict. No. 21 16
No., lease shall be granted at a lower yearly rent than at the
rale ofTen Shillings for every block or Section, and no such
block or Section shall exceed one sqtiare mile of land therein

comprised. B87S Ibid, 35 & 36 Vict. No. 18 1 24 No person shall

bold. . more than three separate and detached blocks of land ;

and such area shall . . be comprised in one block. 1909 B. R.
Wise Comnno. Australia 100 Some far.seeing men. .would
have set aside de5ned blocks for agricultural settlement.
Ibid. 113, 37,000 acres, in forty-acre blocks. Ibid. 127 There
has.. been some 'dummying ', but the majority of the block-
holders are bonA'fid* occupiers.

6. il/Mfxi^ (Austral.). See quots.

1890 * R. Bolokrwood ' Miner's Right viii, The law said,

if the ground was under a hundred feet deep it was no
frontage, and must be worked on the block. . . The Liberator

Lead was no frontage lead—but block, that is, ground to be
worked in ordinary block claims. Ibid., The ground will
then be open for taking up claims in the block form.

f. A blockhouse. t/.S,
i8a9 J. F. Cooper Wisk-ton-wisk vii. loS He that is wise,

however, will uke but little of the latter, until his head be
safely housed within some such building as yon block. 1845
W. G. SiMMS Wigivatn ^ Cabin Ser. 1. 57 As it was only a
short mile and a half from the block, and we could hear of
no Indians.

23. block ball 5t7jtf^(z//, a ball, either hit or thrown,
which is handled or stopped by a non-player;
block bond Bricklaying (see quots. and Bond sb."^

13); block capital, a capital letter written in

imitation of a printed capital; block chain, an
endless chain composed of alternate blocks and
links ; block coal, coal that splits easily into
blocks ; spec, an American bituminous furnace
coal ; also, coal in large lumps; block coeflScient
Naval Arch, (see quot); block dwellings //.,

dwellings consisting of sets of rooms for working-
class families in large barrack -like buildings several

stories high ; hence block dweller ; block letter,

also = block capital \ block model Shipbuilding, a
model of a ship shaped from a block made up of

flat pieces of wood fastened together, the lines of
junction showing, on a reduced scale, the water-lines

of the vessel to be built ; block plane (see quot.);

blook test (see 10 d, above) ; block train, a railway
train, the component parts of which form a complete
train ; block working, the working of railway
traffic on the block system (see Block sb, 19 c).

189X N. Crane BasebeUl 79 *Block ball, a batted or thrown
ball handled by an outsider. 1864 Webster (1S86) s.v. Boud,
English or "block bond. loox Stubgis Did. Arch. s.v.

ifi^M^, Block Bond. Same as rlemLsh Bond. \^om Combined
7 raining {Vi/ar Office) 61 Names of places and persons will

be written in "block opitals. 19x4 Contcmp. Kev. April 482,
1 published an article in the Noime Vremyawwdcr the title
* Bread ', which appeared in large block capitals. 190^
Technol. * Sci, Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), *Block
Chain (Qt/w). 1871 Auter. Naturalist V. 177 A visit will

be made to the celebrated *Block-K:oal field (iron smelting
coal). X873 Amer. CycL (1881) IV. 726/2 The splint or block
coal of north western Pennsylvania. 1883 Gresley Gloss,
Coal-m. 1904 Technol. ^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild &
Tweney). 190X Eeilden^s Mag, IV. 421/1 In every case it

is advisable al^o to calculate the value of the * "block
coefficient * or so-called coefficient of fineness, 190s EncycL
Brit. XXXII. 551/1 The block coefficient is the ratio

of the volume of the immersed portion of the ship to
the volume of the parallelepipedon. 1903 Daily Ckrom.

LJan. 3/3 No . . dreams of impossible millennium will

,unt the "block-dweller of the future. 1899 Daily Nnvs
'7 J*"*"' 3/2 The slums are sickening, .. and the "block
dwellings often more like warehouses than homes. x9oa
Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 673/2 Slum dwellings have been
cltrared under Cross's Acts 1875-82, and the Housing of the
Working Chisses Act, 1890; and.. block dwellings have been
elected. 1908 Installation News II. 115/2 The cost of
current for a Ivgc "block-letter sign is frequently six or
Seven pounds a week. 1^*9 Humorist 5 ^an. 682 Name
and address should be written here in plain block letters.

1901 leiUien^s Mag. IV. 426/1 The angle of entrance ..

may either be measured from the "block-model or calcu-
lated. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech, Suppl., * Block Platte,

a plane, the bit of which b set at a very acute angle to the

working surface, to enable it to plane across the grain of the
wood. 190S Encycl, Brit. XXaII. 154/2 In "block -trains,
where the component coaches are permanently coupled to-

gether, one dynamo sometimes lights all the carriages. 1904
Westm. Gaz. 19 Jan. 10/2 With 'block working, onlyabout
95,000 miles.. are at present worked in America on the
block s>'stem.

24. cUtrib. and Comb.^ with the meaning * in a
block or mass \ * inclusive \ * solid ', etc.» as block

rate, vote, etc. ; block-booking (see quot.) ; hence

block-booker ; block closure, the legislative

closure of the clauses of a measure in a block or in

blocks; block grant, a 6xed inclusive parlia-

mentary grant made to Board Schools imder the

New Education Code of 1900.
19J7 /?aj6'^*-»/*''f«25july6TheWicked' "Block-booker*.

19S5 Weekly Westm. 29 Aug. 444/3 "Block-booking is the
system whereby American producers refuse to let the English
exhibitors have one important film unless they take also a
* block * of others, which they may never have seen. 19S6
Manchester Guardian Weekly Mar. 221/3 The Govern-
ment are prepared to remove the block-booking grievance
by legislation if necessary. 1901 Daily Chron. 14 Aug.
3/ 6 There was a "block closure to which the Government
could resort. 1900 Westm. Gas. 24 Mar. 2/2 Schools earning
the very highest grants will suffer because their "block grant
will be less than the old variable grant. 190s Encycl. Brit.

XXVII. 66a/3 In place of a variable grarjt [there is to be]

one block grant payable to all schools alike. 1909 Westm.
Gas. X Mar. 10/3 The insurance offices are reducing the

"block rate oi £1 per cent, that has been charged in the

fire-zone of the City, 1901 Daily Chron. 15 July 7/3 Welsh
miners, who, by the "block vote, were enabled to return a
Welshman to the Vtctoriati Parliament.

Blooky V, Add : 3. c. Draughts, To force

(one's opponent's men) into such a position that

they cannot move without being captured.

1867 Bohn^s Handbk, Games 408 The game is won by hint

who can first succeed in capturing, or blocking up, all his

adversary's men. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 445/2 The game
[sc. draughts) proceeds until one of the players has all his

men and kings taken, or has all those left on the board

blocked.



BLOCKADE.

d. Cards. (Seequot. 1898.)

188s 'Cavendish' M'hiit Devil. Pref. p. t. All good

pbvers know that it b disadvantageous to block their

partner's long suit. Ibid. 57 If the lead was from ace, queen,

knave, ten only, B would block his own suit. 1898 M ki.kose

Scientific Wkist 24 The t«taininE of a high card against a

partner's command is termed ' blocking ' or ' obstructing

bis suit.

4. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1844 G. W. Kendall Santa F( Exped. II. xiii. 260 Soon

after [he) ordered his own men to leave the gambling cot of

the leper, and by this means ' blocked the game '.

b. To block off: to stop, to head off. U.S. colloq.

1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories 86 The two opposing

crowds. . swept across the diamond ' blocking off the owners

of the two dogs. 1899 A. H. QuiNN Pennsylv. Stories 190,

I tried to fix up two or three things with Miss Fitzgerald

and she blocked me off each time, very nicely, it is true, but

still she blocked me off.

9. (Additional U.S. examples of block out.)

17S3 Washington Diaries I. 59 They. .told 50 [canoes]..

besides many others which were blocked-out, in Readiness

to make. 1819 Massachusetts Spy 16 Dec (Th.) There arc

portions [of the message) which bear the marks of having

been 'blocked out' by General Jackson. 1879 F. R.

Stockton Rudder Grange xvi. 194 I've blocked out the

whole of the rest of it. 1911 H. S. Harrison Queed iv. 49,

1 wish you would block out a series of articles.. designed to

prepare the public mind for a thorough-going reform.

10. b. Drapery. To make into a block CBlock
sb. 6 f).

1905 H. G. Wells Kipps i. iii. S a With hands much exer-

cised in rolling and blocking. Ibid. ill. iii. One whole piece

most exquisitely blocked of every possible width of tape.

11. b. To pave (a street) with blocks.

1891 Argus (Melbourne) 25 Nov. 7/8 Only those streets in

which the most traffic takes place will be blocked.

12. Sheep-shearing. To block out : see quot.

1886 C. Scott Sheep/arming tjx The sheep should be..

shorn on the new wool. Blocking them out on the old wool

is often done, but . . any old wool left may disqualify a winner.

Blockade, sb. Add : 3. spec, in U.S., a stoppage

or block on a railway by snow or some accident.

(Cf. qnots. 1881 in 3.) Also atlrib.

ii&2~9' Trans. Hi. Agric. Soc. VII. 419 An effectual snow
blockade around the city, and on nearly all our Western
railroads. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xix. 350
With the snuw sheds since constructed, and other pre.

cautions, we may re.TSonably expect no more blockades.

1904M Y. Times 5 May 3 After it had become known that

the system was paralysed ' blockade signs ' were hung out at

all the stations. 1910 N. Y. Even. Post 13 Dec. 3 When a
drawbar on the middle car of a third Avenue elevated train

broke.. a long blockade began.

b. A barrier on a river. U.S.
1871 Gajrie Laivs (A^ C.) in Fitr^ Fin ff Feather (1872)

153 It shall not be lawful for any person to draw a seine.

.

between the blockade near Hill's Point.. and the falls at

Wm. S. Battle's factory.

Blockade, »• Add : 2. spec in U.S., to block

(a road or railway).

187a Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. 24 An exceedingly
severe snow storm having completely blockaded many of the
roads, many were prevented from attending the meetings.

Blocker. Add :

1. Also in Hat-making (cf. Block sb. 4 a, v. 8).

1894 Daily News 26 Apr. 2/5 A straw hat blocker. 1898
Daily Chron. 14 Oct. 10/5 Blocker, .for felt and straw hats.

Blockhouse, sb. Add :

1. d. (Earlier U.S. example.)
i8ai Z. Hawley ToJir (Ohio) (1822) 52 (Th.) A block-house

differs from a log one in this particular in the former the

logs are hewn square, so that they are smooth within and
without, and the latter are hewn, only within, having the
bark on the outside.

3. bloothouse system, the system of separating

the theatre of war by chains of blockhouses, devised

by Lord Kitchener in Ihe later stages of the South
African war, 1899—1902.
1901 Daily Chron. 4 Sept. 5/3 The section of the line

south of Pienaars River., is not yet fully protected by block-
houses, the blockhouse system having been fust applied to
those sections most requiring such protection.

Blockhouse (blf>khQUs), v. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To cut off from occupation or attack by a
line of blockhouses under the blockhouse system, q.v.

190X Daily Chron. 4 Sept. 5/3 Two thousand miles of rail-

way are already ' blockhoused '. Ibid. 27 Dec. 4/5 General
De Wet.. is doing his best to prevent the ' blockhousing ' of
the north-eastern angle of the Orange River Colony.

2. To furnish with blockhouses.
X903 Appleton's Ann. Cycl. 629/1 All ihe 2300 miles of

railroad were blockhoused.

Blocking, vbl. sb. Add :

1. b. Signalling by the 'block system' (see

Block sb. 19 c). Also atlrib. , as blocking inspector.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 26 Oct. 13/1 Blocking inspector between
Eastwood and Bradford. 1908 Tkatman Railway Track
(ed. 3) 266 In some cases a third position [of the semaphore
arm) is introduced for permissive blocking. 1908 W. G.
Raymond Railroad Engin. 121 The foregoing description
introduces no distant signals, and in early automatic block-
ing there were none. 1909 H. R. Wilson Safety Brit.
Railways 59 The signalman must give what is known as
the blocking-back signal.

C. Bookbinding. The impressing of book-covers
with ornamental designs combined on one plate and
impressed by machinery ; also attrib., as blocking-

machine, -press, -shop.

1846 DoDD Brit. Manuf. VI. 103 Thus is .. effected .. by
means of a small blocking-press. Ibid. Z05 Tlie punches or

90

small devices .. are fixed .. to a metallic plate, ^v\6. thus

impressed on the book at one blow by a press. This b then

called 'blocking'. In the 'blocking-shop ' are [etc.]. 190a

Encycl.Brit. XXVI. 302/2 Blocking Machine.. .A blocking

press is now, in consequence of the size ofmany of the blocks,

a large and cumbersome machine.

d. Hat-making. The shaping of a hat on the

block (see Block sb. 4 a) ; also attrib,, as blocking

-kettle^ -machine (hence -machinist).

1845 DoDD Brit. Manu/. V. 170 The shaping of hats, from

the first rough ' blocking ' to the production of a flat and
smooth-edged brim. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Blocking-

kettle, a hot bath in whicli hats are softened in the process of

manufacture, so as to be drawn over blocks. 1884 Ibiit

Suppl., Blocking Machine, a machine in which tlie crude

cone-shaped hat-body is brought to shape. 1921 Dict.Ocat-

piiiional Terms (1927) § 409 Blocking machinist ; (i) (felt

hats) pulls felt hood by hand on to block [etc.J; (ii) (straw

hats) presses hat.. in a gas-heated machine [etcj.

e. Bootmaking. (Seequot. 1874.)
X874 Knight Diet. Mech.^Blocking, . . the process ofbending

leather for boot-fronts to the required shapes. 1889 Shaw
Fabian Ess. Socialism 67 A visitor to a shoe factory to-day

will see the following machines.. for blocking.

6. Blocks collectively.

1901 Daily Chron. 3 Sept. 7/4 Karri blocking.

BlOCkman^ (blp-kmsen). [f. Block sb.^ A
butcher's, fishmonger's, etc., shop assistant em-
ployed chiefly at the block in cutting up meat,

filleting fish, etc.

1903 Daily Chron, 16 Sept. 8/5 Fishmongers.—Good block-

man wanted.

Blochy (bV'ki), a, [f. Block sb, +-Y 1.]

1. Of the nature of or resembling a block, esp,

a. Of a person or animal : Of solid build, stocky.

b. Defining a commercial grade of shellac.

1879 MissJackson Shropsh. IVord-bk., Blocky.., f.hort and
stout. 1895 Daily News 4 Sept. 7/5 Shellac... Ordinary to

good second orange cakey and blocky 115s. to 119s. 1900

Westm. Gaz. 11 Dec. 7/3 A most shapely beast \sc. hejfei],

..being grandly filled up, and of a most blocky type through-

out. 1904 .A^. K Tribune 15 May, A blocky pair of forty,

seven inch ponies.

2. Fhotogr, Having the appearance of being

printed in blocks, from an unequal distribution of

light and shade. 1889 Cent. Diet.

iBloudinette (bl^ndine-t). [f. Blond + -INK 2

-f -ETTE.] A breed of oriental frilled pigeons.

1879 U Wright Pract. Pigeon Keeper 177 Blondinettes

. . are . . peak-crested and plain.headed. 1881 J. C. Lvell
Fancy Pigeons 234 The blondinette has been produced in

recent years, according to Mr. Caridia. .. The blondinettes

bear the same relation to the satinettes, in their several

varieties, as the jc///f/^/ or whole-coloured Triganicas do to

the gazzi or pied ones. Ibid., The blondinettes are grouse-

legged and generally peak crested.

SlOOd, sb. Add :

1. f. Bhrase.
( y'ou cannot get) blood ottt of a

stone (fig.), i. e. pity or sympathy from the hard-

hearted, or money from the avaricious.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. xv, You can't get blood out of

a stone, Riderhood. 1889 Stevknson & Osbourne IVrong
Box 8 You cannot get blood from a stone,' observed the
lawyer, 19J9 Observer 21 July 15 This Court has no
machinery that I know of for extracting blood from stones.

3. d. Bloodandthunder, bloodshed and violence;

used attrib. in blood-and-thunder book^ tale, etc.,

one describing the murderous exploits of des-

peradoes, (orig. 6^.5.) Also shortened to ^/£?(7(/ (esp.

in //.), as in blood books
j
{penny) bloods,

1870 F. Fern Ginger-Snaps 206 Some blood-and-tbunder
novel. 187s Congress. Rec. Mar. 106/1 All the rest of these

blood-and-thunder .stories he does not profess to know.
1876 Portland TranscHpt May (Farmer) Beware of the
cheap, trashy romances, the blood and thunder tales. i88x
A. A. Haves New Colorado xi. 149 A hero for a juvenile
* blood-and-thunder * weekly. 1887 Century Mag. Dec. 194/2
I'm not likely to hold myself accountable to any blood-and-
thunder reprobate who tries to influence my conduct. 1894
Daily Ne^vs 29 May 6/4 ' B!ood and thunder books';..
' blood books '—briefand brutal—is the expression in general
use. 1897 Locke Derelicts iii, A writer of 'penny bloods.'

1927 Observer 1 1 Dec. 15/2 This play is a blood-and-thunder
piece.

e. Blood and iron [G. blut und etsen'], mili-

tary force as distinguished from diplomacy, esp. in

the man of blood and iron^ Prince Bismarck, who
advocated the use of this as his policy. Hence
Blood-and-ironness.
1872 New Dominion Monthly Oct. 195/1 You will find

him indeed a man of 'blood and iron*. 1877 Gentl. Mag.
CCXL. 64 Sayings whichj with Bismark's signature
afiixed, have become . .

* winged words ', Some . . like .

.

'blood and iron', .he.. repudiates. x88a J. C. Morison
Macaulay v. 158 Mr, Carlyle has been heard to say that
Rhadamanthus would certainly give Macaulay four dozen
lashes when he went to the Shades, for his treatment of
Marlborough. This is quite in character for the Scotch
apostle of 'blood and iron'. 1889 H. P. Hughes -SWza/
Chr. V. 74 ' l]here ', they are saying, ' nothing succeeds like

a blood-and -iron policy.' 1891 Sat, Rev. 16 May 605/1 The
blood-and-ironness of Bismarck. 1898 A. J. Butler tr. Bis-
marck's Refl, <V Rcmin. I. 310 We should be unable to avoid
a serious contest, a contest which could only be settled by
blood and iron.

12. b. with a qualifying word.
1894 C. B. Lowe Breeding Racehorses 180 He will alwa>'s

do best with a strong return to his stout Blacklock, Bird-
catcher, and Glencoe blood. 1901 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 190/2
When Sborthora breeders of to-day talk of * Booth blood ',

BLOOD
or of 'Bates blood', they refer to animals descended from the

respective herds of Thomas Booth and Thomas liates.

15. O. At public schools and universities applied

to those who are regarded as setting the fashion in

habits and dress ; also, a youthful member of a
party, etc.

18^ Pall Mall Gaz. 8 Mar. 7/r The result was that the

new party won by 127 to 103...A great triumph for the

Bloods—as we are accustomed to call them—who mustered
in great force to defeat Mr. Childers. 1893 Granta 9 June
374/2 A Committee, consisting of a blood, a Girtonian, and
a resident married M.A., shall supervise all flirtations. x8^
Ibid, 16 May 310/1 Mifflin and 'is friends talked. .an' said

*ow much belter Cambridge'd be if there wasn't DO * bloods
'

to spoil things. X901 Wykehamist 27 June (tr. Martial,

Epigr. iii. 63) O Cotilus, you are a blood.

19. blood-alley [see Ally], a boy's white marble
marked with red spiral lines ; blood-beet, the

red beet-root ; blood boat (see quot. 1914), also

attrib. ; blood cell, a corpuscle of the blood, esp.

an oval nucleated one ; blood count, the action

or process of cotmting the number of the cor-

puscles contained iii a definite volume of blood

;

differential blood count, the determination of the

relative numbers of the different varieties of white

corpuscles ; blood culture [Cl'ltdbk sb. 3 c]

Bacterial., a culture made with blood serum as a
medium ; blood disc, a red blood-corpuscle

;

also, a blood plaque ; blood-drinker, a primitive

savage who killed and feasted on his ' kill '
; fig,

one who has a lust for blood ; hence blood-drink-
ing ppl. a. ; blood dust, a collective name for the

minute refractive bodies found floating free in the

blood plasma ; blood-flow, the flow of blood
through the human system ; blood groove, a

groove cut in the head or the shaft of an arrow or

spear, supposed to increase the flow of blood from
the wound made by the weapon ; blood islands//.,

reddish patches in the vascular area of the embryo,
where blood vessels are forming (Billings 1890) ;

blood-lust, lust for the shedding of blood ; blood
orange, a variety of orange having the pulp
streaked with red ; earlier blood-red orange ; blood
pheasant, a species of pheasant (see quot.) marked
with red on the throat and breast ; blood plaque,
plate, platelet, a minute disc-shaped body found
ill large numbers in mammalian blood ; blood
plasma, the colourless fluid of the blood containing

the blood corpuscles (Billings 1890); blood-
poisoning, a morbid condition of tlie blood due
to the introduction of poisonous matter from with-

out ; esp. toxaemia ; blood pressure, abnormal
pressure on the walls of the blood-vessels ; blood-
pump, (a) see quot. 1902 ;

{b') Pugilistic slang,\\ie

heart ; blood-red orange = *blood orange ; blood
revenge = Vendetta ; blood spoor, the trail of

blood left by a wounded animal ; blood sports sb.

pi., sports involving the killing of animals, esp.

sports of the chase ; blood-stream, the stream

of blood circulating through the human system

;

blood-striking, a disease incident to cattle see

Stkiking vbl. sb, 2b; blood sugar, glucose con-

tained in the blood ; blood-tax, a derogatory term

for military conscription.

1854 Anne E. Baker Northaiiipt. Gloss, s.v. Al, *Blood
alleys. iHx Leic.Glcss.s.v. Alley, Ifslreaked with red veins

it is called a ' blood alley '. 19x3 Daily Mail ag Jan, 8 I'he

most skilful English errand boys that ever shot a blood-alley.

1831 Peck Guide /or Emigrants il 141 The *blood beet

[is] less deeply colored. 1837 Colman Rep. Aerie. Mass.
(1838) 39 Other milk men speak of trials with the common
blood-beet for the feed of milch cows with great advantage.

1889 Barr^:re & Leland Diet. Slanz, *Blood boat (naval).

1899 BuLLEN Log Sea.weuf 250 Half the crew . . looked
as if all the ways of ' Western Ocean blood-boats

'

were familiar to them. 1914 Ld. Chas. Beresford Mem.
I. 2 The 'blood-boat' (the jolly-boat bringing beef to the

ship) midshipman of a man-of-war. 1866 Aitken Pract.

Med. II. 57 Salts.. in which the "blood-celU ultimately

become dehcient. 1878 Bell tr. Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat.
172 In many Nemertina the blood<elIs have a red colour.

igol DoRLAND Med. Diet., 'Blood-count. 1907 Practi-

tioner Dec. 852 A blood-count, made two years ago, showed :

Red cells, 5,000,000, [etc.). 19*5 Pollton, Svmonds, &
Barber Taylor's Pract. Med. (ed . 13I 87 'Blood culture gives

a high proportion of positive results. 1845 Todd & Bow-
man Phys. Anat. I. 60 Certain particles, the •blood-discs,

which float in it \sc. the blood] in great numbers. 1879
yrnl. Anat. <V Physiol. XIV. 295 All cells, .from which red

blood-discs may spring. 1898 Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 16

The *blood-drinker*s madness fast upon her. 1899 Daily
News 28 June 8/4 The primitive ' food group ' of hunters,

who, like the beasts they killed, were ' bloodsirinkers.' 1903
Edin, Rez'. Oct. 307 *Blood-drinking savages. 1901 Dohland
Med. Did. S.V. Blood, * Bloodniust, or hemoconije. 1873
T. H. Green Introd. Pathvl. 329 Thrombo-sis from Retarda-
tion of the *Blood-flow. 187s Hi,'XLEY& i.\KMTm Elem. BioL
(1883) 210 The blood-flow in the small arteries of the web.
1897 Geogr, Jml. (R.G.S.) X. 156 Arrowheads and spears,

many of them curiously barbed and twisted, and some
showing a knowledge of the value of the ' *blood-groove '.

1896 Daily Neios 21 Jan. 5/4 "The fiercest fighting I ever
saw—the most envenomed *blood.lust. 1907 tVesttn. Gaz. 29
Aug. 7/3 It is a sort of blood-lust, and is well known to

students of the psychology of crime. z86a Hereman I'int ^



BLOOD. 91 BLOUSE.
Fruit Tret CmIHv* 43 Maltese *Blood Oranges. 1893

Grunta 14 May 321/1 The piles of blood oranges were
diminishing rapidly. 1864 J erdon Birdt India III. 52a

Ithagiuis cmentus^ .. the Green *Blood-Pheasant. 1884
Encycl. Brit. XVII. 341 2 Among the birds [of Nepal] are

the blood pheasant {Ithafints cruentus^ etc. 1889
Buck's HoMdbk. Med, Sa\ VIII. 6a6/3 *Blood-plaques,
methods of studying, 1885 /h'd. I. 554 ''i The 'blood-

plates are not products of tbok degeneration of white
corpuscles. iteS W. S. Lazarus-Barlow Gen, Pathol. 153
The number of *bIood-ptatelets in normal blood has been
variously estimated from 180,000 to 500,000 per cubic milli-

metre. i88a Ktitle) *BIood poisoning by water works filter

beds. x886 EncycL Brit. XXI. 666/3 After a wound.,
blood-poisoning may occur. 1874 Garrod Mat, Med.
(nl 4) 133 Small doses raise the *blood -pressure. x888

Enc^ci. Brit. XXIV. 97/3 The blood-pressure gradually

dimmishes from the heart to the peripher>'. 19*0 Wode-
HOL'SE Damsel in Distress iv, His blood-pressure at a far

higher figure than his doctor would have approved of.

S898 Daily News 15 Nov. 8/4 Ryan [a boxerj kept to work
at hi« little target over the *blood-pump. 190a EncycL Brit.

XXX. 379 I For the purpose of his researches on the gases

in the olood, he (C. F. W. Ludwig] designed the mer-
curial blood-pump. 1838 LotDOM ArSor. ft Fruticetum
Brit. I. 396 The kinds are, the common, Seville, and *blood-

red orange. 1855 Martineau tr. Gregarovius's Corsica i.

X. 144 Many a case is known of one bandit having .. slain

another.. for "blood-revenge. 1877 Gentl. Mug. Apr. 478
The vendetta or duty of blood-revenge. 1863 W.C. BALDwrs
A/r, Hunting v. 129 The •blood-spoor of one of the wounded
koodoos- 18^ KiDKR Haggard .S'7t>a//(^i' iv, Tbey started to

follow the btood spoor up the kloof. 189$ Humanity Oct. 58
If a poll could be taken, we believe (hat 'blood sports would
be condemned by a larger number of persons than could be
mustered on any other humanitarian issue. 1873 T. H.
Green Introd. PathoL (ed. s) 109 The reproduction of the
malignant growth in dis(anttissuesis..owing to the entry of
its elements into the 'blood-stream. t9a8 Daily Express
6 June 5/3 .Mkaline citrates, which are changed into alka.

line carbonates in the blood stream. x86i *Blood-striking
^e Striking x>bL sb. 2 bj. s86i Chatnb, EncycL II. 135
Black Quarter, .. Blood Striking. ..An apoplectic disease
peculiar to cattle. X997 Haloane & Huxley Anim. Biol.

vii. 156 A dose of 100 grams will make the *blood'sugar
me above 0.1^ per cent. 1890 H. P. Hitches Philanthropy

ofGod -v. 75 trance is the mother of Conscription. What
has slie gained by that *btood-tax? 1901 Shee Briton*s 1st

Duty 350, I app«U to ibe working men of Great Britain .

.

00c to be milled by catcb-pbraM* about * the liberty of the
•ubicct ' and the ndiculotu cant about a * Blood Tax ' 1

BlOOdt V. Add :

6. To apply a coat of blood to (leather in leather-

GOlonring, in order to obtain a good black.
n.. Mm^. Amtr. Teutming 110 (Cent. Diet. SuppL).

a. inir. with U : To play the < blood *.

XI JoAO Highbrows v. 179 Wben I waan*t ' bk>odtng * it

the scoood-ycar men. .yoax ioout..itted to bring your
loDch down into my roomt.

Blooded, a. 3. Add : Chiefly l/,S. (Earlier

examples.)
iTTt Maryland 7rml. ao Jan., Advt. (Th.) Several

blooded marcs and fillic4 will also be sold. sSag Massa-
chtiutts Spy 10 June nil-) {He] presented Colonel Gardner
Chandler with a fine blooded colt. 1836 Southern Lit,

Messenger 11. 161. I will get one of the blooded plough-
boracSf and he will make out as well as any,

Bloo'dphorse. Chiefly 6^.^'. [Blood x^. 1 3 b.]

A thoroQghbrcd or pedigree horse.
1800 [sec B1.00D sh. 13 ct SI41 H. S. Foots Ttxas ^

Texans II. 383 They [u- wild horses), .are. .inferior to the
American bTood*bone in volume of muscle. xSgft Mrs.
Stowk Dred II. 14s The fleet blood-borae was whirling
Harnr and Lizetie past bu«h and tree. s86o O. W. Holmes
Pro/.BreeUi/,-t. iiL 65 Admiral Sir lauK CoAo aent oat two
fine blood-horses.

Blood-money. Add

:

O. ' A bonus paid to other workmen in a news-
paper office for the privilege of setting fat copy

'

\Funi^s Standard Dut, 1895). lyinUrs' slang.

Blood-root. (Additional U.S. examples.)

. sSss R- M. BiBU Hawks 0/ Haurk-kollow I. v. 62 There
is such an array of azaleas betuw, with blood-roots, and
wind-flowers. iSgi C Cxwr Cincinnati an Jacobs Merrel
. .prepares. . extracts.. »uch at.. blood-root. 189B B. Torret
in Atla/ttic Momthlr Apr, 460/ 3 The sun's beat,.iDeltiDg
the Miow of the shad bushes and the blood rooC

Bloodshot, ^^- 1- (Later example.)
1801 in C. Cist Cincinnati 1841) 187 They. .will to gorge

them^Ives with the film, or blood'^hots, that, in the mcHU-
ing, they will be discharged dead from the eye.

Bloodstock (bls-dst^k;. [f. Hl.00Dx3. (13 c)

-t- Stock x^.l (54).] Thoroughbred or pedigree
horses collectively. Also altrib,

t8M W. Day Horse 9 llioAe engaged in breeding blood-
stock only. 1905 RtixiEWAY TharouglAred Herse 7t6 The
effect prtxluced on Ilittitc horwrs by the blood stock im-

forted through .Solomon. 1909 Westne. Go:. 15 July la/a
lesirs. 1 aitersall's bloodstock sales at Newmarket. 191s

i^tie) The bloodstock breeder's review.

Blood-snckor. L Add :

sp€c. a. A lizard belonging to the species

La£erta cristaia^ the individuals of which change
their colour, especially about the neck, from grey
to dark red. b. A lizard of the genus Amphii'c-
lurus{Grammatopht»v)t csp. of the species A. mttri-

cata,

a. 1819 J. MorroM Poet. Hem. Leyd*n p. xc, A Uree lizard,

termed a blood.«ucker. smm EmejKL Brit. XIV. 736/3
Catotes is another genus of agmmoidi peculiar to the East
Indies ; it comprises numeroos spcdea well known in India
fay the name of 'blood^adtert.'
D. 185* Mrs. C. Mbrkoith My Home in Tasmania II. 37
AiMtbcr descxiptioa of Uxard is here vulgarly called the

'blood-sucker*. 1886 F. McCoy Zool. Victoria (1890)11.
XII. 47 Grammatophora murtcata...The Blood-sucker.

Bloody, a. Add

:

2. b. bloody cardinal = Cardinal-flower;
bloody chasm U.S,, tbe estrangement between
North and South caused by the Civil War ; bloody
shirt 6^.^., the symbol of hostility between North
and South ; also in general use.
185a D. G. Mitchell Dream Z,r/ir i99The *bloody cardinal

of the swamp-lands. 1876 Congress. Rec. June 3791/1 This
measure is one of conciliation. It reunites; it fills up the
'bloody chasm '. 1888 Ibid, Dec. 161/1, I hope I will be
excused to-day from again shaking hands across the * bloody
chasm '. 1890 Farmer ^/««^s.v.,To bridge the bloody chasm,
a favourite expression with orators who, during the years
immediately succeeding the Civil War, sought to obliterate
the memory of the struggle. 1976 Congress. Rec. Apr, 2533/2
The '"bloody shirt ' is freely used at oneend ofthe Capitol, and
here at this end is the bugaboo of State rights. 1887 Nation
CN. Y.) 29 Dec. SM^t J' [the speech] was devoted to the
waving of the bloody shirt. 1889 Farmer Americanisms
S.V., To wave the bloody shirt, .is a political phrase used in

tbe States to signify the opening anew or keeping alive of
factious strife on party questions. 1904 Indianapolis News
33 June 6 To those that remember campaigns a few years
ago, this is very much like the * bloody shirt ', which did
duty for so many years.

C. 2. bloody-nosed beetle (see quot.).
1880 EncYcl. Brit. XIII. 150/1 Timareha (the Bloody-

nosed Beetle).

Bloom, sdJ^ Add :

4. d. ,^See quot.)
1908 Animal Managem. 134 In no case should, .the work

[be] so hard, that the colt's 'bloom,' f.r., bis round and glossy
sleekness, disappears.

8. The perfume exhaled from wine, bouquet.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 602/3 The smell common to

all wines (which remains in an empty wine cask after the
bloom proper has gone).

Bloomer ^ Add:
3. [for blooming Utter : see *Bloomiho/>^/. a. 6.]

A floriated initial letter of the alphabet.
1899MACKAIL fKA/tfrrrj II. 356The large floriated initials,

or * oloomers *, in the slang of the pre:»5. 1901 Sunde^
Times 91 Apr., This book will be in the new type, with a
fresh set of ' bloomers ' specially designed for it.

4. siang. fSce quot. 1889.] A very great mis-
take : chiefly in phr. to ntake a bloomer.
1889 BAKitfcitK & Leland Diet. Slangy ^/<vw/r (Australian),

prison slang for a mistake. Abbrevi.iied from the expres-sion

'a blooming error'. 190* IVestm. Gat 35 Nov. 8/1 '1 he
defendant replied, ' You have made a bloomer, old chap

;

you never made a greater mistake in your life *. 19*0 Wode-
HOUSK Damsel in Distress xv, I think you are making the
bloomer of a lifetime over iiU bat-swatling chappie. 19*8
Daily Express 19 Apr. 15 His mount, Cl^mount, made a
terrible bloomer at the last fencb

Bloomer^. Add: L (Earlier examples.)
1851 Boston Transcript a6 May a/3 (Th.) The Bee says the

daughter of Dr. Hanson, of tliis city, appeared inthe Bloomer
»iiit..Ust week. 1851 Ibid. 39 May 3/4 (Th.) The first

* Bloomer * made it< appearance in our city yesterday. 1855
Kansas Tribune (l^i.) Perhaps Lawrence [Kansas] is the
only city to America where the majority of the ladies wear
Bloomers.

b. Loose troosers reaching to the knee or knicker-

bockers worn by women for cycling, gymnasium
practice, etc ; called also ' rational dress*.

•895 IVesttm. Goj. 3$ July 8/f Female teachers who have
been riding bicycles in male attire, commonly called
bloomers. 1906 GAtswoRTMY Man 0/ Property in. i. 289
She could tell you. .what they were doing in Paris alx>ut

wearing bloomers. 1909 Daily Chron, 5 Auij. 73 Tl he
hockey girl] inber short skirts, bloomers, flannel blouse, and
cloth cap.

2. (Earlier examples.)
185s Knickerbocker Mag. Sept. XU 341 The Bloomers

once trinmpliant, jo prophetic ken will be required to read
their future tactics. 1854 Congress. Globe va May, A{^. 717
Bloomers wearing the apparelof men, and men wrapped in
the apparel of women.

Hence Bloo*aiMr*da., wearing bloomer costume;
Blocmvrlsm (earlier example) ; Blocmeria* v.

trans, to dress in bloomers ; tiXto Jig.

1900 Daily News 4 Dec. 6/5 In these da>*s of Lady
Wranglers and *bloomered 'sportswomen*. 1907 iVestm.
Gess.% Oct. 1/3 The outer lines were marked by companies of
. . bloomered lirailteurs. 1851 Knit. kerbockerMag. Sept.XL.
S40 We consider 'Bloomerism as the most dangerous of
modern 'isms'. 1885 Mbs. Lvnn Linton Chr. Kirkland
in. i. 18 Doubtful whether they were girls 'Bloomcrized or
boys in feminine tunica 1897 Daily Nrtvs 3 Feb. 6^4 The
New Woman.. has fairly bloomerised journalism in the
United States

Bloo*mfill, a. [f. Bloom f^.i] Rich in bloom.
\%^ Lippincott*s Mag. Mar. ^93 Btoomful maidens. 1913

Mas, ST«A7TON-PoBTKit Loddte XV, Then she leant toward
me all wavery, and shining e>-cd, and bloomful.

Bloomineas (blw'mines). [f. Blooht a.l -f

•NESS,j The condition of being covered with bloom
or havmg a bloom-like surface.

1889 *Thko Gift* Not for the Night-time 75 A canary-
coloured gown^ with a white bloominess on the edges of tt.

1895 \y^ettm. Gax. 22 Apr. 3/1 In the lanes where the wood-
bine leaves are showing tbe brown bloominess on the backs
of their unfolding leaves.

Blooming, vbl. sb.'i- attrib. Add : blooming
maohine, blooming rolls (see quots.).

1869 Sfims' Diet. Engin. 1. 367 The ''blooming machine, in-

vented by Jeremiah Brown .. consists of three large eccentric
rolls . . placed horizontally in the strong holsters . . ,the centres

of the rolls being arranged in a triangular position, and the

bottom roll . . being nearly central between the two top rolls.
1888 Lockwootfs Diet. Terms Mech. Engin. ^

*Blooming
Roils, see Puddling Rolls, . . Puddling Rolls, or Forge
Train^ the first set of rolls through which a shingled bloom
is passed.

Blooming, ppl a. Add

:

6. Blooming {initial) letter : a floriated initial

letter of the alphabet ; = *Bloomer 1 3.

1713 Jas. Watson Hist. Printing Pref. 9 Curiously cut
Head-Pieces, Finis's, Blooming-Letters [etc.]. 178^ W. Her-
bert Typogr. Antiq. 527 The chronicle of each reign begins
with a blooming letter. 190a Sayle Init. Lett. Early Eng.
Prifiled Bks.'m Trans. Bibliogr.Soc. VII. 18 The bloomers
or blooming initials as Herbert calls them.

Bloomsbnrian (blwmzbiOo-rian). [f. Blooms-
bury i^see below) + -an.] A dweller in Bloomsbury,
London, formerly a fashionable residential district.

1903 Daily Chron. 24 Nov. 4/4 The flippant playwright who
made one of his characters say that ' the Bloomsburians live
mainly on a dish called " smoked *addick." ' xga/ Weekly
Dispatch 33 OcL 11/3 A horde of minor Bloomsburians.

Blossom, sb. Add : 1. b. Also said of grain,
grass, etc.

X769 Washington Diaries I. 327 The head [of the wheat]
was shot out, and in many places in Blossom. 1868 Rep,
U,S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 423 F. V. Stewart, .states
that his practice has been to commence cutting the grass
when in the * second blossom '.

3. a. (Example.)
1883 J. H. Beadle l^'estern Wilds xxxiv. 560 We are cer-

tainly near the outcrop from which the ' blossom ' was broken.

4. blossom-rook U.S. (see sense 3 a).

1878 J. H. Beaule Western Wilds xxx. 479 Men were let

down from above to * prospect ', a crevice was found with
blossom rock. x88i A. A. Hayes Netv Colorado vi. 79 If
he had only had a keen eye for 'blossom rock' and other
indications,, .bow differently history might have read.

Blossom (bV'S3m),z/.2 dial. [var. Blissomv.]
intr. Of a ewe : To be desirous of coupling with
a ram.
1808 Compl. Grazier (ed. 3) 47 Various expedients have

been resorted to, in order to make the ewes blossom. 1833
E. Moor Suffolk Words.

Blossomry(blp-sdmri). [f. Blossou ^^. + -by.]

Blossoms collectively.

1901 Abp. Armagh in Westm. Gaz. 3 Jan. 8/3 Such souls
predestined have not one high range, One climate's blossomry
alone.

Blot, J^.i Add:
4. Painting. (.See quot.)
1910 Edin. Rev. Apr. 371 Painters are accustomed to

speak of the * Blot * of a picture, meaning its immediate
appearance as colour, line, massing, or flat space.

Blotch, 5^. Add:
1. c. A disease of fruit or leaves, characterized

by the formation of spots. Sooty blotchy a disease

of the apple. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Blotter. Add: 1. d. A* brand-blotter'. U.S.
19*0 MuLFo«D 7. Nelson xii. r36 There ain't no sense in

totm' it by th* glass to a crowd of blotters. They'll hold
more liquor than a gopher hole.

3. (tarly U.S. examples.)
1769 Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Ma^. XII. 284

In looking over the blotter I found your agreed with Rumsey
to sell Deerhill for j£ 50 Pen' currency. 1770 /^/</. XIII. 61
Pray let me know the sum you charge in y' Blotter as paid
you by me when I went downe.
4. A record of arrests and charges in a police

office ; a charge-sheet ; also gen* a record-book or

list. U.S.
1887 Harm's Ma0.yi.2ix. 500/3 Everj- item of police duty,

and of civil or criminal occurrence, is inscribed on the
* blotter '. 1901 Munsey's Mag. XXIV. 540/3 It isa month
of uncommon virtue when the blotter shows as few as a
hundred arrests. ij»o6 Atlantic Monthly Feb. 264 It was
necessary.. to examme the day-book or blotter in tlie chief
clerk's onice [at the Patent Office J. 1910 Washington Times
14 Dec. I Tliree more additions were made yesterday to the
hospital blotters.

Blotting, vbl. sb. Add :

4. techn. Material for blotting-paper ; also, the

finished article.

1873 Eng. Mech, 15 Nov, 228/3 [To] give to used.. or dry
..blotting its original absorbent power. 1880 J. Dunbar
Tract, Papermaker 73 For pink blottings furnish two thirds

of white cottons and one third ofturkey reds. Ibid.^ In thb
way the author has made blotting which was considered
a good article. 1930 Printers' <V Stat. Yr. Bk. 13 Calf Papers,
Blottings. Knamelled Blottings.

Blotting-paper. Add attrib. uses :

1894 H. NiSHEr Bush Girl's Rom. 68 Acid with the soup,
salt and warmth with the fish to intensify its brain-feeding
and blotting-paper qualities. 1904 Daily Chron. 6 Feb. 9/1
Blotting-paper pink and turtle-dove drab. 1906 Westm.
Gaz. 23 A pr. 4 '2 A quaint touch of pale blotting-paper pink
W(»rsted embroidery upon stone-coloured muslin.

Blotto (blf7't£)), a. slang. [Obscurely f. Blot.]

Fuddled with liquor; 'soaked*.
19S9 Winter's Pie PI. 17. loai Blackzv. Metg. Feb. 157/1

The evening's potations left nim, by bed-time, in a state

somewhere between 'blotto' and ' blithero-blotto.' 193^
Daily Mail 13 June 13, I got properly ' blotto ' and don t

know what I uicf.

Blouse. Add :

4. A woman's loose-fitting dress-body worn tucked

inside the skirt at the waist. Also called blousC'

bodice (of. *Blous6e).
1870 Vng. Ladies* Jml. 1 Oct. 626/1 A costume for a

young lady. ..A blouse, or tunic, of white and pink-

slriped silk. 2887 CasselCs Fatn. Mag. Sept. 63t/x



BLOirSEE.

Frenchwomen show just the same fayonr to the blouse

bodices as their sisters across the Channel . 1899 Daily Nt^'s

14 Jan. 2/4 The fashionable blonse, or ' blonse-bodice.' 1909

WestjK. G«s. 15 Feb. 53 Blouses will be more in evidence

this season than ever, for the mere strap that forms the

bodice of the newest gowns, and the high waists, and
bretelles, all demand the finishing touch of a blouse.

b. aitrii. and Comb., &iblouse-cladsii)., -maker,

-mating {a\sQ attrib.) ; blouse coat, a blouse with

some of the characteristics of a coat, to be worn

outside the skirt at the waist ; blouse length,

a piece of material sufEcient for the making of a

blouse, cut off for sale ; blouse slip (see Slip sb.i

4 c) ; blouse suit, a blouse and skirt finished com-

plete, and ready to wear.

189s Daily Neivs 3 July 6/7 K comparison between the

*blollsc-clad ladies and those who wear habit-bodices. 1898

U'estm, Gas. 16 June 3/2 Blouses and *bIouse coals of Irish

lace. 1910 WiVi'. 29 Jan. 3/3 Who. .would venture to buy a

blouse-length with the fate of the Budget hanging in the

balance? 1905 Daily Cknn. 18 Oct. 3/5 A wife who was
employed at a •blouse-maker's. 1905 rtarsms Mag. July

105/1 The *blouse-making industry. X908 IVestin. Gaz. 21

.\ng. 8/2 Working at blouse-making. 1907 Ibid. 21 Feb. 8/2

How to make a *Blouse.Slip. 1909 Daily Chrox. 22 Feb.

7/5 With these cashmere gowns, blouse-slips of various kinds

can be worn. 1905 Ibid. 20 Oct. 8/5 *Blouse-Suits in Vel-

veteens, Silks, and Various Cloths.

Blous6e (bI«-«), 3. [f. Blocsb -F F. -^^.] In

bloiisie bodice = *Blodse 4.

Z899 If^ts/m. Gaz. 24 Aug. 3/2 The simple blouse, or I

might say blousie bodice, which will probably be the favour-

ite for indoor wear. 1903 Ibid. 19 Feb. 4/2 The becoming
blortsee bodice for gowns.

•B\0^,sb^ Add:
1. c. A stroke of the shears in shearing sheep.

Austral.
1890 Mdhcumt Argus 20 Sept. 13/7 The shearers must

make their clip clean and thorough. If . .a * second blow ' is

needed, the fleece is hacked.

d. An ontcrop of mineral. Austral.

1895 Prospectus^ There are three large outcrops of quartz,

locally termed * lilows.' 1912 Chambers*s JmL Nov. 704/1

Silver-lead (galena) outcrops standing out in great ' blows.*

Bl0W,J^.2 Add:
6. Secret information or warning, slang.

T^ Sunday Dispatch 9 Sept. j/i 'We've hsid the 'blow'
that the * Busies ' are coming.

Blow, sd.'i 1. Add qnots.

:

1866 M. Arnold Tkyrsis 66 And stocks in fragrant blow.

1895 Meredith Amazing I^Iarr. iv. (1904) 45 Purple crocuses

in bud and blow.

Blow, v> Add:
1. b. Blow high^blow loio\ whatever may happen.

1774 P. V. FiTHiAN Jrul, (1900) 235 Ben is in a wonderful
Fluster lest be shall have no company to-morrow at the

Dance—But blow high, blow low, he need not be afraid

;

Virginians.. will dance or diel [1776 C. Dibdin Song \

Blow high, blow low, let tempests tear The mainmast by
the boa^.] a x86z T. Winthrop yokn Brent vi. 63 I've

booked Brother John fur Paradise ; Brother Joseph's got a
white robe fur him, blow high, blow low 1 igsx R. D. Paine
Comr. Rolling Ocean x. 171 There were three musketeers.

.

who were blithely resolved to stand by each other through
thick an4 thin, blow high, blow low.

3. Spec, of a deer.

^86SAmer. Naturalist n.467The hunter says he [iT.the

buck deer] * blows ' ; it may be a note of anger or defiance.

10. b. To lay out or get through (money) in a
lavish manner ; to squander. Cf. *Blue r,2 slang.

Also refl. (U.S. dial.) : see quot. 1896,
1874 Slang Dict.^ Blevj, or blovj^ . . to lose or spend money.

1892 Daily Ntivs 5 Sept. 6/3 Sometimes you'll blow a little

money . . but another week you may make a lot. 1896 {A tner.)

Dialect Notes I. 412 *To blow oneself, to spend money
freely. 1902 S, E. White Blazed Trail xxviw. 193 'Well,
bub,' finally drawled a voice from the corner, 'blowed that
stake you made out of Radway, yet?* 1904 W. H. Smith
Promoters v. 100 The Church people in England were the
folks that had the money to blow, 1921 R. D. Paine Comr.
Rolling Ocean iv. 57 When I pick up easy money, I just
naturally have to blow it.

0. To blow in : to spend, squander. Also absol,

U.S. slang.

1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle <V Mocassin 144 * Sam went off
onabend.* * Toblowin? ' Jakelaughedassent. iJS^Amer.
Nfivspaper^ 'Ihe third ' blows in * bis money in a glorious
drunk at the saloon, tgo^ Outlook j Nov. 586 He had blown
in all his earnings in a grand frolic 1912 Thornton Atner.
Gloss.f Blow in, to waste one's cash riotously. Modern slang.

12. b. (Later U.S. examples.)
1868 Susan Hale Lett. 4a She is a picturesque looking

creature. .. Why she blows up and down the Nile year in
and year out,. . I dunno. 1903 E. C. Waltz Pa Gladden 61
The kitchen door opened and the wind-tossed farmer fairly
blew in.

d. 73? blow in: to appear or turn up, unex-
pectedly; to drop in. orig. l/.S. coUoq,
1904 G. H. LoRiMER Old Gorgon Graham 47 Yesterday

our old college friend, Clarence, blew in from Monte Carlo.
t9io W. M. Raise B. O'Connor 97 Him and York Neil.

.

blew in last night from their mine, 19x1 H. Quick Yelloiv-
ston£ N. ix. 241 A witness, .from outside the jurisdiction
had blowed in, 1924 Galsworthy White Monkey 11. iii. If
anything blows in, I'll remember you.

18. b. To proclaim or praise boastfully. (Cf. 6.)

1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds viii. 126 This [State]
the most loudly blowed and persistently advertised of the
whole sisterhood, has been knocking for admission into tlie

Union since 1849. ll^id, xiii. 194 In Kansas or Nebraska
we should see. .one or two live journals blowing the place
as the ' future metropolis of the boundless West .
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17. c. Also^?-., to expire, die.

1845 W. G. Si.MMS Wigivam S( Cabin Ser. i. 58, I reckon

I was clean gone, if it hadn't been that she blowed out

before me.
19. b. To blow on : {trans.) to solder on by

means of the blow lamp.
1893 Spons' Mec/tanics^ Oivn Bk. (ed. 4) 641 Lead the pipe

away to the main supply, and ' blow ' it on by means of a
union suited to the case.

c. Electr. {intr.) Of a fuse: To melt under an

abnormally high- voltage electric current; to fuse.

Also with out.

1902 in Webster Suppl. 1908 Install.^ News II. 86/1 A
fuse has blown owing to a fault on the circuit.

24. C. To blowp-om {the mouth of) agun, etc. : to

execute summary justice on (a traitor, etc.) by bind-

ing him to the muzzle of a gun and firing the piece.

1857 Blackw, Mag. Sept. 389/1 That if there be 10,000

who refuse to use them, they are to be blown away from
cannon. Ibid. Nov. 609 The mutineers, .were all sentenced

to be blown away from guns. 1885 Century Mag. Jan. 411/2
That Black Idol.. Was, .Blown hellward from the cannon's
mouth. 1891 W. S. Gilbert Jiose'icranlz <y Guild, u. The
Bench of Bishops seize you. .And blow you from a gun.

d. Sporting. To shatter (a game bird) in shoot-

ing ; more explicitly to blow to pieces. So (U.S.

slang) to blow apart.

1892 Greener Breech-Loader 275, I defy any one, after

a day's shooting, to point out a single bird that has been
'blown.' My experience has proved beyond doubt that the

choke-bore does not blow pheasants or any other game to

pieces at 20 yards. 1920 Mulford J. Nelson iv. 45 *Squint,'

said his captor in a hard, level voice, 'if you give me th*

least excuse I'll blow you apart *.

e. To remove by the force of an explosion ; with

advs. away^ back, off.

1899 Westm.Gaz. 13 July 7/2 Cartridges in which the caps
have been blown back when the ride was discharged.

f. To blow the lid off{Jig.) : To expose (a state

of affairs). V.S.
1928 Daily Tel. i May 0/5 He ' blew the lid * off a noto-

rious national condition of affairs.

g. To blow out : (of a cock, valve, etc.) to be
driven out by the expansive force of gas or vapour.
X9XX in Webster.

h. To produce by blowing or shooting.
1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 153 If you talk to me like

that ril blow a hole through you.

26. C. Said also of veins of metals ; andyf^.
1857 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. II. 364 Quantities of the

public lands were entered to cover the supposed copper
mines. It has all blown out. 1873 J. H. Beaols UndcTel.
West xvlii. 333 The fluid turned aside to existing crevices,

or 'blew out' through hollow chambers.

Blow-. Add : blow-back a. and sb. (cf. *Blow
v.^ 24 e) ; blow lamp, a lamp designed to give a

condensed hot flame, directed by air-pressure or gas

on the spot to be heated ; used chiefly by plumbers,

gas-fitters, and painters ; blow-off, the action or

operation of ridding a boiler of water or sediment

by the force of steam ; used attrib. in blow-off

apparatus^ cock, pipe\ blow-over Glass-makings

the surplvis glass forced out of the mould in blow-
ing (Knight Diet. Mech» 1874); blow-room =
blowing-room ; see *Blowing vbl. sb.'^ 5 ; blow-
through, («) the process of blowing steam through

the cylinder ofan engine, etc., to clear it of air ; used

attrib. in blow-through cock, valve ; {b) defining a

jet or lamp for the blowing of oxygen through

a flame against lime or magnesium to produce a

brilliant light ; blow torch = blow lamp. See also

*Blow-out, *Hlow-up.
1899 Wesim. Gaz, 13 July 7/2 Foul barrels were the cause

of ineffectual shots and '*blow-back' caps. 1905 Kynoch
yrnl. Jaii.-Mar. 10 The cracks.. will at once develop into

fissures when the cartridge is fired, cause ' btow.backs ', and
seriously reduce the velocity of the projectile. 1907 Daily
Chron. 22 July 7/1 His cartridge being a defective one

—

what is called a ' blow back '. 1896 J. W. Hart External
Plumbing Wk. 259 The tinning can be done best by
means of a *blow-lamp of some kind. 1901 — Hints to
Plumbers (ed. 3) 253 The solder is sweated in the joints by
means of a blow-pipe, where gas is obtainable, otherwise a
blow-lamp is used. 19CN) Westm. Gaz. 27 .Apr. 12/4 He was
filling a blow lamp with motor spirit when it exploded,
1843 Civil Eng, <5r Arch. yrnl. V. 367/2 * Blow-on cocks.

1859 Rankine Steam Engine § 305 The blow-off apparatus
consists, in fresh-water boilers, simply of a large cock at the
bottom of the boiler. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Blow-off
Pipe. 1899 Daily News 9 Mar. 5/3 The blow-off pipes into

the sea being broken, the chief engineer, .had to let the
water run out of ihe boilers into the hold. 1908 Daily
Chron. 5 Aug. 1/6 The card and *blow room hands. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech., *Blow.through Valve. \Z^ Pkotogr.
Ann. II. 231 Blow-through jet. x^i6 Westm. Gaz. 24 Nov.
14/2 A blow-through lamp. X909 Century Diet. Suppl.,
*Blow-torch. 1921 R. D. Paine Comr, Rolling Oceoftxvi,

274 Down to the engine-room went Briscoe and returned
with.. a blow-torch.

Blow-down. U.S. [Cf. Blow- I.] A place en-

cumbered with trees that have been blown down.
1895 Otf^/«^XXVI. 448/2 A tine of blazes wanders erratic*

ally back and forth up the side of the mountain dodging
' blow-downs ' and ledges. 1900 Scribner's Mag. Sept. 264/1
The horses picking their way carefully over blow-downs.

Blower J. Add :

3. b. esp. An apparatus for creating an artificial

current of air by pressure, used as a ventilator,

BLOWN.
dryer, etc., and to produce a blast of air in a
furnace, etc. attrib. ^ as blower-engine, -fan^ -pipe.

1838 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade^ Blower,.. a fan used on board
American river steam-boats, to increase the current of air.

1875 Encycl. Brit. Ill- 552/2 The rotary blower, invented

by Me.ssrs. Root of Connersville, Ind., is one which has of
late years found extensive use both in America and Europe.
1900 Everybody's Mag. \\\. 528 The waves, breaking over
the blower-pipes, poured through in such quantities as to
dampen the belts of the blower.engine. 1903 Daily Chron.
9 Dec. 6/3 The air is first filtered. .. Afterwards it passes
through a blower-fan.

O. A blowing-machine: {a) for cleansing and
* opening* the fibres of cotton or wool; (b) for

cleansing and separating rabbit fur.

x^j C/ia^nb. Encyel. IX. 46/2 The cotton or wool.. is..

taken to the 'blower' or 'opener', and being put into a shaft,

is there acted upon by a stream of air. . which blows it for-

ward, removes extraneous matters,[etc.]. 1874 Knight Diet,
Meek., Blower, a machine for separating the hair from the fur

fibres [in hat-making].

Blow-hard, a. and sb. U.S. [Blow t/.i 6.]

A. adj. Boastful, blustering,

185s Oregon Weekly Times 21 July (Th.) The Oregonian
. .has a blowhard article on the subject. 1921 R. D. Paise
Covtr. Rolling Ocean vi. 105 He don't get by with his
blow-hard stuff, but I'll have to say he is entertaining.

B. sb. A blustering person ; a brat;gart.

1889 Farmer Americanisms, Blowhard, a Western term
of revilement, the precise meaning of which it would be
difficult to explain. 1894 Congress. Rec. ^an. 1238/3 Any-
one who will read the whole testimony will see that [this

man) was a mere braggart, a pretender, a blow-hard. 1910
W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 48 He's the worst blowhard ever.

Blow-hole. 2. Delete ^^Obs. and add :

1878 l/re^s Diet. Arts IV. 835 The following experiments
were made in. order to prepare solid steel without blow-holes
by the crucible process. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 29 Aug. 2/1 The
way to prevent steel rusting.. is to have no blow-holes.

Blowing, vbl. sb.^ Add :

1. b, Cotton-nianuf, The cleansing of cotton.

187s Ure's Diet. Arts I. 955 The willowing, scutching, or
blowing, an operation which removes the seeds and dirt, and
prepares the material in the form of a continuous lap.

0, The shattering (of a bird) in shooting. (CC
Blow v?- 24 d.)

X892 Greener Breech-Loader z-jx No one could detect the
* blowing ' of a single bird.

d. (See quot.)
1881 CasseWs Diet,, Blowing ofFirearms (Sjwnuery), the

art or operation of constructing firearms in such a way that

the vent or touch-hole is run or 'gullied', and becomes
wide, allowing the powder to blaze out.

e. Blowing off: the action or process of firing

(a rifle) to cleanse the barrel.

1893 Daily News z Feb. 2/6 The ammunition . . was issued

in packets of ten, thus allowing for blowing off and for one
compulsory sighting shot.

f. Jig. Boasting, bragging, dial, and Colonial.

1873 A. Trollope Australia ^ N. Z. I. 387 A fine art

much cultivated in the colonies, for which the colonial

phrase of ' blowing ' has been created. 1878 J. H. Beadle
Western Wilds ix. 134 Its bright and 8.iucy editorials ex-
celled all specimens extant of Kansas blowing.

2. C. The formation of bubbles or blisters in the

texture of a manufactured article.

1872 Spons* Diet. Engin. v. 1547 As the pressure is kept
on the metal until it is well set and solid, such a thing ai
blowing will never, or very seldom take place.

6. blowing-cone, a volcanic cone by which
vapours escape from a subterranean molten lake;

blowing-engine (add quot.) ; blowing-machine,
(a) any mechanical contrivance for producing a
blast of air ; {b) a machine for cleansing and
separating fur in hat-manufacture ;

{c) an apparatus

forming part of the machine for cleansing the cotton

in cotton-manufacture ; blowing-pot, a vessel con-

taining clay paste which the workman 'throws' on
(pottery) by blowing ; blowing-room, a room in

which the cleansing or separating of materials is

done, esp. in a cotton factory ; also attrib., as {card

and) blowing-room hand, machinery, operative.

X89S Dana Man, Geol, (ed. 4) 279 In cases, outside of the

lava-Iakes, where the bubbles are bursting beneath an open-

ing in the bottom of the crater, the vapors and lava driblets

escape from the aperture with a rush and a roar. The
driblet-cone, thus made, is sometimes called a *biowing-cone.

1845 DoDD Brit. Manuf, V. 159 *Blowing-Engine. 1839
Uke Diet. Arts I. 345 Batting {beating), scutching, and
•blowing machines. 1845 Dodd Brit. Mannf. V. 158 *llie

* blowing-machines' ..act as follows. 1874 Knight Diet.

MecJu »87S Ure*s Diet. Arts III. 622 Common earthenware
is coloured by means of. -the •blowing-pot. 1845 Dodd Brit.

Manuf. V. 158 The fur. .is conveyed to the *bIowing-room,
finally to effect the separation [of the coarse from the fine

fur]. 1887 J. E. HoL-ME Cotton Spinning Introd., The
blowing-room machinery should be Kept well oiled. X892

Daily y'ervs 14 Apr. 3/4 The card and blowing-room hands.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 23 Dec. 7/3 The Card and Blowing-room
Operatives Society.

b. With advs. : blowing-off, -through = bltrto-

off, -through (see Blow-).
1863 Atkinson Ganot's Physics vi. 32S Blowing off taps,

for use when the pistons are in motion. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech., Blowing-off. , . Blowing-through.

Blown,///. a.i

3. Delete f and add : (Of food) Stale or tainted

from exposure.
1899 Daily News i6 Jan. 3/3 The sanitacy inspector ex-



BLOW-OUT.
i>Uin«d that the contents of a ' blown * tin n-ould ' not taste
so bad after the gas bad come out '.

6. a Filled with bubblesorthelike. (Cf.prec. 2c)
ttji S/tms' Did. Engin. v. 1548 The.. result is »hat

moulders term a blown casting ; that is, its surface becomes
filled with bubbles of air, rendering its texture porous and
weak.

6. a. Plumbing. Of a joint : MatJe with a blow-
pipe, b. EUclr. Of afase (see *Blowi;. 19 c).

1904 Technol. >, Set. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),
Blown Joint, \^fi^ Install. SewsWX. 137 We will allow 33^
per cent, of the nect price for all ' blown * cartridge fuses of
our manufacture.

7. With advs. as tltnvn down, blovm up. For
blown in and out see Blow ».1 19.
1878 Moams in Mackail Life (1699) I. 360 The blown-down

tree wasa fine branchy tree. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 13 Sept. 6/3
The blown.up steamer.

Blow-oat. [Blow- i.]

L An outbreak of anger ; a quarrel, distarbance,
row. dial, and U.S.
il^ (see Blow. i]. 1838 J. C. Neal Chanoat St. (De

Vere) He has a prompt atacnty at a blow.out, and has been
skyed in a blow.up. 1841 Spirit tf Times (Philad.) 15 Feb.
(Th.) I've had five breezes, seven blow-outs, nine shindies,
and a doicn ructions on this $ 1 Relief note.

2. A dinner, «up[ier, or other entertainment for
which an abundant supply of food and drink is

provided or at which it is consumed ; a ' feast ' or
'feed', colloq.

T^m^SKxrrr Si. Rman's xxxiii, ' She sent me a card for her
bloWKJUt,' said Mowivay, *»nd so 1 am resolved to go.'
««37 IlvlNO Ca^t. KennevilU (1895) I. 191 Captain Bonne-
ville now gave the men what, in frontier phrase b termed 'a
regular blow out I ' 1840, t856(see Blow, i J. \^\i M ui.roau
Coming o/CassiJy vii. 11 a HI dean you out an' have a real,
genuine blow^jut OQ yotir money.
3. a. Mining. A portion of a lode where the

mineral appears to have been dislodged by some
eruptive force. Also fig. U.S.
1873 J.

H. Bl^ADLl i'nd'nrl. IK^r/xviii. 333 AH the strange
terms in minine [larlance :

* true lodes,., blow-outs', 1901
5. E. White H''tstemen xxiii. 314 He saw that.. a third
(claim]., gave indications of being nothing but a blow-out.

b. A bnttc, the top of which has been blown out
by the wind until it resembles the crater of a
volcano; a hollow in an area of shifting sand,
earned by the action of the wind, local US.
ilM P. A. RroHRo in 1/.S. Nat. Heri. III. 1,5 It

lometimes happens that settlers (in the sand-hill region] a
few years after breaking their Und find a field Iramiormed
into a big blowout. 1899 ia use in weuera Nebraska and
•diaceat territory.

4. A buret in a pneumatic rubber tyre caused by
air-pretsnre from the inside. Al»o^,f.
1901 H^atm. Gaz. 7 Jan. 4/1 Miraculum' will no» seal a

Mow-oot. 1911 R. W. CiiAMSiKS Common Lnn i». 117
Yoar young man has me in the ditch with two blow-outs
and the gas afire ! 1915 Lit. Digest (N. V.) ji Aug. 387/1
The Gooilyear Cord Tires, without a blow-out, took the car
back to Detroit. lUit 4 Sept 482/1 Advt., No domestic
punctures or blow-outs—just easy running over smooth
iokIs to Health and Happiness.
6. EUftr. A device for suppressing an arc in an

electric circuit, etc. Also attrib.

190* F.neycl. Brit. XXVIII. 97/1 A magnetic blow-out °u 1

simply a small maftnet so arranged that the arc caused by
breaking the circuit takes place in the magnrtic field. 1916
StmmtardizatioH Rules 0/ Amer. fnst. EUclr. Engin. 28
Jnite f 731 Fuses of the magnetic blow-out t)'pe,

6. EUclr. The blowing of a fuse.
»9«« ^a/// Express 35 June 13 Two of the municipal em.

pkiyecs injured at the Johannesburg Power Swtion when a
mouse caused a blow-out, have both died.

Blow-pipe. Add : 1. o. (See quot.)
S894 E. L. WiLsoii C«/. Pkotogr., Blon-Pife. ti>ed for th«

magic-lantern or for iilanunatiiig purpoacs by the use of th«
oxy-hydrogen light.

Blowaer (blao-zu). local. Also blooser. A
landsman who assists in working the seine nets in
pilchard-fishing time. Also Blowains -rA
i8i< Pasm .HenHfi Bm/r 01 It Ire. the net] is moofed, or

where the shore is sandy and shelving, as in Saint Ives Bay.
drawn into shallow water, by a number of men, who are
called 0/<rwirrr. 1*77 Frmter't Hag. XV. laoThe whole is
warped nearer to the shore by blooseii, who are landsmen
. .employed on land during the pilchard taaaa for general
porpoalL 1870 Encycl. Brit. IX. .54/1 Undittg and
carrying the ti~h to the curing houses is done by men termed
blowiers . i8(o W. Comm. Gloss., Blowsing, working in

seine boats.
•

Blow-np. Chiefly U.S. (Blow- i.]

L - 'Blow-out i.

1809 Sia \V Geu. in C. K. Skar^^s UtI. (iggS) I. 355
I heie won t be any quarrel, so you need not fear. The only
chance is Keppel making a blow up when she abuses me
"•J. '"M t>« Blow- i], 2846 Sol. SutTM Tktettrieal
Affrent. 13J When we had got their jealousy and hatred
excited to a proper pilch, it was agreed that a regular ' blow
up between the two should end the jolie. a\t^ Nnutf.'iw
Bartlett Diet. Amer., 'Ihere was a regular blow-up at
Tammany Hall,., which ended in a row, and broke up the
meeting, 1900 H, Lawsom Over Slitrails 46 Some others
were making a night of it . , as they'd been doing pretty often
lately-and went oo doing till there was a blow-up about it.

b. An explosion.
i«67 M. AaijoLO Lett. (1895) I. 37* Every one is foil of the

tjlerkenwell blow-up.

o. A scolding (cf. Blow r.l je b).
a38 (see *Bix>w-out 1}.

2. ^ •Blow-oot 3.
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1807-8 W. laviKC Salmagundi xiiL 2S8 Our citizens did
not refuse the invitation of the Society to the blow up.
a. Sugar-vianuf. The place where the raw sogar

is dissolved
; also ttttrib. in blcnu-up cistern, pan,

a vessel used in dissolving raw sugar by ' blowing '

or forcing steam through it.

i8j3 B. SiLLiidAN Man. Sngar Cane 77 The vats, or blow.
ups, as they are called, containing the sugar,, .are heated by
steam tubes passing through them. 184s Dodd Brit. Monti/.
V. 108 A steam-pipe, in communication with a boiler, is
enclosed within the ' blow.up cistern ' (for dissolving sugar]

;

and. .steam is forced or ' blown ' by its own pressure into the
solution. 1874 Knight Did. Mech., Blow-up Pan {Sugar.
Machinery.) 1886 H.irfer's Mag. June 82/2 These ' mixers

'

or blow-ups ' are really great stew-pans set in the ground.
Blowzily (blau-iili), arfz/. Also blowsily. [f.

Blowzy -I- -Lv 2.] In a blowzy way, coarsely. So
Blowsiness.
1866 Miss Bradimn Lady's Mile xxii. She was a very

handsome lady, .in spite of a little blowsines.s. 1905 Daily
\

Chron. 5 .Apr, 4 7 Daintiness would certainly pay better than
i

the present blowziness [of the flower-seller], 1914 Locke
Fortunate J 'outh i. Once blowsily good-looliing.

!
Blub (blob), ib. £t Bllb v.\ A fit or spell of

' w<!eping,

1894 Do MAtntin Trilby II. 155 It would do him good
once more to have a good blub.

Blub, V. Add : 4. Shortened form of Blcbbeb v.
in sense 3, to weep, cry.

1873 Pnisch 8 Mar. 97/1 The sentimental gentleman who
blubs over bellowing garrotters. 1884 Blackmobe T. f>-

" "
b.

.. i/
Spy, Paris $ i He was blubbing in her arms.

Bludgeon, v. Add

:

b. Af. To strike heavily, as with a bludgeon.
To bltsdgcon in : to drive in as with a bludgeon.
Hentx Blu'dgeoning vbl. si. and fpl a.
'•?» Stevensom & OsBoUEXE IVrecker xvii Repentance

bludgeoned me. 1894 /)M<n7>i»/i4 July 551 It is not. .the
artful bludgeoning that gels the prai.se. S906 K. Whiteinc
Ring in New 338 The militant knifing and bludgeoning
men. laaS E. Bi«M Limit. Music 37 A truth that has no
need of literal bludgeoning-in.

Bla'dgeoned,///. a. [f. Blcdoeon v. + -ed 1.]
Struck liown or wounded with or as with a bludgeon.
1887 Stkvehson Misadv. J. Nickolsen vi. Next bludgeoned

vanity raised its head again, with twenty mortal gashes.

Blndgoonist (blv-d^mist). [f. BLUDOEoir sb.

f -I8T,] One who strikes with or as with a bludgeon.
i8«t Ann. Reg. tSof 680 No hired bludgeonists astound

him. 1903 Daily Chron. aj May 3, 3 Critic is a mild word
to use. Bludgconist would suit the case better.

Blno, sb. Add

:

1. With qualification denoting a particular shade
of the colour, as Cambridge bltu.
1883 Casselts Fasn. Mag. Mar. ao6/a A huge wooden

spoon, ornamented with bows of Cambridge blue. 1895
lyindsor Mag.l. 403 a A youth . . , dressedin knickerbockers
of dark blue velveteen trimmed with Cambridge blue.

b. spec. (See quot.)
aetAmer. SaturalisI 1 1. 468 The fawn is similar In color,

with two rows of white spots, and scattering ones on each side,
which it retains often loiijj after the winter -coat is assumed.
This ia called the blue. It ia rather ash)-gray,or , , slate-color.

2. O. A cake or ball of blue powder for laundry
use : also <i//>7*. in blue bag, a bag containing
one of tbeie for such use. See also Powueb-blue i

,

Stosk-bluk I.

.^f^.^f- •''»"'- Eco^ I- 6 Make also a proper flannel
"«•>•« «8e9 Mai. BlETOM Bk. Hnetk. Management
'098 To remove a Bee Sling, pull the sting out at once. . wipe
the place, suck it. and then apply the blue-bag. S904 H. G,
Wells Food o/Cods 1. ii. § 5 She 'athen't even got a Blue
Bog, lliir. I9a8 Daily E.tpressg Aug. 3, 3 The Uue bag
that truly rural remedy fur wasp stings.

3. esp. of blue uniform, e.g. of policemen,
wounded soldiers in hospital, {U.S.) the Northern
or Union soldiers (contrasted with the Southern
or Confeder.ite grey).
1831 Tlu Olio June 34rj A young olTsir—a likely

youngster he would have been in blue, 'stead o' red. 1867
F. M. FlKCH in Atlantic Monthly XX. 369 {title) The Blue
and the Grey. iSnTouacES Foots Err. xxv. 153 He wore
the blue. 188^ Eng. Illustr. Maf. Dec 167 Answered the
warder. He's m blue, so he's in his last year '. 1891 Maeah
E. RvAK TolJin Hills ill. vi. 209 [The] petticoats.. were of
regular army blue, their only trimming belt and bands of
'jraller '. 1893 CatselCs ham. Mag. Apr. 338/2 My little
friend in blue (messenger boy). 1895 C. KlNO Fort Frayne
XX. 290 tarrar was., just about the happiest fellow that wore
the army blue, 1918 Reveille Aug, 94 The discharged men
. .no longer cut the handsome gaudy fi|fure oTthe man in blue.

b. The nun (genlltnun or boys') in bltu: (a)
policemen ;(^) sailors; (£) American Federal troops,
l8si F. Staee 7Wn/r yrt. Trav. Lift xxxii. 317, I was

not long mana^ng my exit, .whilst the'gentleman in blue
'

was busy examining other tickets. 1857 Sir H. Lawrence
in W. Brock Biogr.Sk.Sirll. Havelixkym. (1858) I25'lhe
gentlemen in blue-lhe sailors. 1866 I„ P. Brockett Camp,
Battle, etc. n. 264 Tread lightly, oh ! loyal-hearted, the boj-s
in blue are lying there. 18M Congress. Glokt 27 Jan. 460/1
The brave ' boys in blue ' fought manfully and through their
efforts the Union has been preserved. 1881 A, A. Haves Nevi
C^orado iv, 60 Uncle Sam gave the soldiers in the Civil
War the right to 160 acres each. ,, Some of the boys in blue
only took up portions, i88a Besaxt All Sorts xliii. You
must now begin to think seriously about handcuffs and
prison, and men in blue.

BLUE,

4. (Qtiots, illustrating senses of: policeman, blue
or blue-and-white china, etc.)

1844 Hood University Fend 122 Whether this here mob-
bing,. Will grow to such a riot that the Oxford Blues {i e
Pwcemen] must (luell it, 1848 H. R, Korster SivmeCatai
1 Twelve fruit dishes, of old blue and white, i860 Slang
Did. (ed, 2), Blue, a policeman, 1877 Five Years' Penal
Servitude iv. 257 'Bilking the blues,'— evading the police,

'??* '^"''-"'° Fleet in Being 'm. 40 Next time you see the

J'c
"'''"'^ y°" do not stare unintelligently. 1903 Miss

F, Simpson Bt. Cat xi, 126/2 As tiny kittens blues frequently
exhibit tabby markings. 19x8 Sunday Express 6 May 19
^t" 'wo 'blues' took no notice of him. 1939 Woman's
^r.: f^°- 1° The old Chinese blue-andwhite porcelain
which has been the delight of the collector of ' old blue '.

O. A blueberry or bilberrj-. U.S.
'7<^ J- Lakson New V'oy. Carolina 104 The Hurts.

Huckle- Berries, or Blues of this Country are four sorts,..
1 he first sort is the same Blue or Bilberry, that grow s
plentifully in the North of England.

d. A ' bine chip' in the game of poker. U.S.
? '906 ' O. Henry ' TrimmedLamp etc. 243 A good thing

with a Van to his name threw me over with some other bills
to buy a stack of blues. 19x0 M ulford J. Nelson xxi. 228
Iwop,iirs...We!l I'll see it an' add a blue.' 'Any time you

raLse a blue, you got two pairs, all right I

'

Blue, a. Add :

1. b. Magnetism. Defining the south pole of
a magnet (of a steel-blue colour) as distinguished
from the north (red) pole; also, the magnetism of
this pole.

1893 Sloane Eledr. Did. 345 A two-fluid theory of mag-
netism has been evolved. ..It assumes north fluid or 'red
magnetism ' and a south fluid or ' blue magnetism '.

£ See also Gbet-blue, Powdeb-blue i, smalt-
blue (SiiALT sb. 4), Stonk-blue 3.

g. Defining a quality of sheep's wool (see quot.).
1888 EiuycL Brit. XXIV. 656/2 In the worsted trade the

classification (of wool] goes.. in descending series, from fine,
blue, neat, brown, breech, downright, seconds, to abb... The
freater proportion of good EngUsh long wool will be classi-
ed as blue, neat, and brown.

8. Bluefear, a variant of bltufunk. Also lilue-

funk school, a jocular perversion of ' blue-water
school '.

1883 Stevenson in Longm. Mag. Apr. 683 The s-ery name
of Paris put her in a blue fear. 1908 Daily Chron. 24 Feb.
4/6 The identification by Mr. Harvey, M.P., of the ' blue-
water school ' with the ' blue funk school'. Ibid. 20 July
4/3 The Jingo,, is a nobler being than the disciples of our
' blue-funk ' scbtx>l.

b. Of affairs, circumstances, prospects : Dismal,
unjiromising, depressing. Chiefly in a blue look-
out, lo look bltu.

1833 Mirror 25 May 350 ' Why it's a blue look out. Master,'
said he, 1858 Trollohe Three Clerks xxix, Charley replied
that neither had he any money at home, ' That's blue ', said
the man, 1873^. H. Beadle Uudevel. West xxv, 528 The
Agency employes had not been paid for a year, and as they
have to buy their own provisions, things looked blue for them,
1878— Western Wilds xi, 175 Night came on suddenly, .and
the situation looked blue. 1879 Hartioan & Walkek Stray
Leaves Ser. 11. xv, 257 If our present oflicers are like Ihein
.,il's a blue look-out for the Afghans! 1888 ' R, Boldre-
woOD ' Ro6it7y under Arms xxxv. It seemed a rather blue
look-out.

8. BUie murder, used in intensive phrases; as
Like blue murder, at a terrific pace, at top speed.
To cry blue murder : see Mckdeu sb. 3. slang.
1914 Evening Xetvs 1 OcU a/i They were off' down the

road like blue murder.

12. a. Blue Albion (see quot.) ; blue oat, also
(fl) a North American species of cat-fish ; (*) a blue
Persian cat ; blue fly Sc. and U.S., a blue-bottle
fly ; Blue Grey (see quot.) ; blue heron U.S., a
North American species of heron.
19x3 Daily Mail 12 June 10 An innovation in the cattle

clas.ses IS the inclusion of • Blue Albions, a Derbyshire breed.
1855 W, G, SiM,'ws Forayers (N. V.) 275 In this (dug-
out) sat a youth, fishing for 'blue-cat and perch. ., The
blue-cat of the Kdisto is one of the nicest fish that swims,
1877 R. I. Dodge lIuntingGraunds Ct. West 250 The blue
cat IS also common in all the plain streams, attaining .some-
times a weight of fifteen to twenty-five pounds- 1003 Daily
Chi on. 28 Oct. 3,'2 Blue cats. 1759 Goldsm. Bee No. 4 p 30A large *blue fly fell into the snare. 1856 Mrs. Sto» e Dred
160 He just puts me in mind of one of these blue-flies.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 191/2 The cross between the Short-
horn and the Aberdeen-.AngiLS (breed of catllc], known as tlie
' "Blue Grey '. 1893 Torkky Footpath Way 198 Here let
me say that the great *blue heron is . . a big bird.

b. blue ash U.S., a North American variety of
ash

; blue spike, a North American aquatic plant
bearing a dense spike of blue flowers (see quot.) ;

blue star Krass (see quot.).
1819 D. Thomas Trav. 93 1'be "blue ash.. is a fine stately

tree of two or three feet diameter, generally of a straight
grain, and maybe easily split into rails. 183a D.J. Browne
Sylva Amer. 156 The Blue Ash is unknown to the Atlantic
parts of the United States. 1784 Cutler in Mem. Amer.
Acad. Arts«f Sci. (1785) I. 433 Pontederia. . . Pickerelweed.
'Blue Spike. 1886 Encycl. ISrit. XX. 174/1 The "blue star
(grass, of Queensland), Chtoris ventricosa.

13, blue baby, an infant suffering from con-
genital cyanosis ; blue bag, a barrister's (orig. a
solicitor's) brief-bag of blue stufi'; blue band,
a band of glacier ice of a blue colour due to the
absence of air-bubbles ; bluebeak, a young bird

;

jocularly applied, in Army slang, to a young
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recruit ; Blue Blouses s6. pi. (see qnot.) ; blue
boys st. pi., the police : alteraative form of boys

in blue, see *Blue sb. 3b; blue butter = blue

ointnunt; blue earth = blue ground; Blue Flag
movement, Blue Force, blue gas (see quots. )

;

blue ground, the dark soil, normally greyish-blue,

in which diamonds are found ; blue measure (see

qnot.) ; blue Monday (earlier U.S. example)

;

blue-mouldy a. (Jig-); blue norther U.S., a
north wind blowing in Texas ; blue oil (see

quot) ; blue ointment, mercnrial ointment (see

Mercbmal a. s) ; blue pencil, a blue ' lead

'

pencil used chiefly in marking corrections, oblitera-

tions, and the like; blue pencil v. trans., to

mark, score through, or obliterate with a blue

pencil ; hence, to make ' cuts ' in ; to censor ; hence
blue-penoilling vbl. sb. ; blue pill U.S. slangs a
bullet ; blue print, a photo-print composed of

white lines on a blue ground or of bine lines on a
white ground, used chiefly in copying plans,

etc. ; also, a blue-toned photograph ; blue-
printing, {a) the process of printing in blue beneath
the glaze on china, as distinguished from ' black-
printing '

; {b) the action or method of making a
' blue print ' ; blue process (see qnot.) ; blue
(prooess) paper, a sensitized paper used for copying
maps and plans, made by saturating the paper with
potassium ferrocyanide; blue streak U.S., a con-
tinuous stretch; blue-w^ashed a., (a) washed by
the bine sea

;
{b) covered with a blue wash.

1837 Dickens Plckw. xxxiii, Mr, Pickwick . . followed Mr.
Pericer and the *blue bag out of court. 1853 — Bleak I/o.

\, A battery of blue bags is loaded with heavy charges of
papers and carried offby clerks. X9oa [see brie/.bag, *Brief
sb. 11]. 189s Dana Man. Geol. (ed. ^) 243 Lamellar or
stialiculate structure of glacier-ice modified by. .the **blue
bands', or 'veined structure'. x8g8 lyestm. Gaz. 7 Apr.
4/j He is very rude to ' *bluebeaKS,' as he terms recruits,

1927 Observer 16 Oct. 12 Soviet Russia's ' Living News-
paper '.. appeared _for the first time this week in Berlin.
It was a small edition only.consisting of eight men and four
women, grouped under the title of **Blue Blouses'. 1883 Jas.
Greenwood OddPeople in Odd Places 68 The instrumental
• *blue boys * belonging to several metropolitan divisions.
Z9xa A, S, M, Hutchinson Hapfiy Warrior v. vii. § 2 The
Blue Boys from the police-station. .scoured the country.
1874 Slang Diet., *Blue Butter, mercurial ointment used
for the destruction of parasites. 1897 Westin. Gaz. 22 May
3/2 The well-known '"blue earth * of the diamond mines.
1928 Daily Express 12 July 3/4 The "Blue Flag movement,
an organisation for the purpose of getting people's minds off
parlj; politics.^ I9a7 Ibid. 27 Dec. i The ' *Blue Force,'

—

that is, the uniform branch of thepolice. 1902 Encycl. Brit.
XXVI I L 602/1 Water gas in its original state is called ' *blue
:as ', because it burns with a blue, non-luminous flame. 1886

_. Noble Handbk. Cape Good Hope 192 The * *blue ground'
. . far from being barren of diamonds . . yielded even better
returns than the upper layers of * yellow ground '. 1911 Daily
Ckroit. 25 Mar. 3/2 Of very great rarity is a piece of ' blue
ground ' with a diamond embedded in it, . ,The 'blue ground'
..is.. not uncommonly black or brown. 1891 Daily News
27 Apr. 3/^2 The '*Blue* Measure. ..A measure called the
blue (which contained two-thirds of a pint, and was uni-
versally used in Wales). 1869 C. L. Brace New iVest xvii.
2i8 They never have, like the whites, a Sunday spree and a
**blue Monday '. 1900 Daily News 3 Apr. 2/5, 1 was ' "blue,
mouldy for want of a batin ,' as they say in certain parts of
the Empire. 1900 IVestiu. Gaz. 31 May 2/3 Bluemouldy from
Ennui. 1871-3 Texas Almanac 98 There is evidently in
these dry ' *blue northers * (as they are called) a state ofhigh
electrical condition of the atmosphere. 1878 J. H. Beadi.k
Western iVilds xxvii. 430 Warm, moist weather is generally
followed very suddenly by a ' blue norther ' that pinches one
fearfully. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVI 1 1. 242/2 The oil from
which hard and soft para(!in are separated, .exhibits a Ijlue
fluorescence, and is hence called *blue oil. 1839 R. Hooper's
Lex. Med. (ed. 7) 268/1 *Blue ointment, the mercurial oint-
ment. 1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. IV. 738/2. 1893
Kipling Many Invent., Matter 0/ Fact 167 The 'blue
pencil plunged remorselessly through the slips. 1899
Daily News 17 Feb., The actor will have a better chance
after the blue pencil has eliminated the unnecessary verbiage
in the dialogue, a 1904 S. E. White Blazed Trail Stories
iii 48 One log had not been "blue-pencilled across the end.
« 1909 ' p. HENRy ' Hoads of Destiny xi. 173 Robbins was
..detecting.. the envious *blue-pencilling his own stuff had
received. 1914 G. Cannan Old Mole 39 He blue-pencilled
false quantities in Latin verse. 1923 Mus. Assoc. Proc. 60
He would blue-pencil an unprepared chord of the seventh in
a motet in the style of Palestrina. 1861 N. Y. Tribune 10
Nov. (Farmer, Slang) Between 'blue pills, hatters, and the
penitentiary we shall soon work off this element of rascaldom
and horse-thieves. 1887 U.S. Postal Laws I, Reg. % 364.
152 "Blueprints' reproduced only as copies of the original.
1892 Pltntogr. Ann. 11. 102 Blue Prints can be obtained on
albumenised paper. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 703/2 For
architects and engineers, cyanotype and ferrogallic papers
are prepared . . for the direct reproduction of tracings and
drawings, as blue or black prints by these methods. 1865
L. Jewitt The Wedgwoods 391 "Blue Printing was intro-
duced at Etruna at an early date, and has, of course, with
black, etc., been continued to the present day. iKgCentiiry
Diet., Blue-frintiug, a method of photo-printing [etc.]. 1884
Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl., 'Blue Processfor Copying, a
mode of copying tracings in lieu of re-tracing them. 1895
Century Ma^. Sept. 676/1 He calmly lied to me a *blue
streak, and he knew that I knew he was lying. 1895 Susan
Hale Lett. 289, I.. drove in her sort of. .carryall, .talking
a blue streak two miles to her house. 1913 Mr.s. Stratton-
PORTER Laddie ix. (1917) 178 He talked a blue streak about
the money. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 18 Nov. 6/3 A small stone
aty, set round a "blue-washed bay. 1906 /bid. 13 Jan. 4/3

5:

Out in the blue-waslied bay. /bid. 14 Nov. 2/1 From the
blue-washed wall an unshaped lamp shone brilliantly.

Blue (bl«), ».2 slang. Also blew.
1. trans. To spend or get through (money)

lavishly or extravagantly ; = *Blow f.t lob.
1859 Slang Diet. s.v. Ble^ved, ' I blewed all my blunt last

night ', I spent alt my money. 1884 Daily Tel. 28 May 5/1
He took to horses, and blewed the blooming lot L^ 1,700] in
eighteen months. zB&y Punch 10 Sept. iii/i, I never minds
blueing the pieces purwided 1 gets a good spree. x888
Farjeon Miser Farebrother II 1. 1. 5 You brought down two
thousand pounds with you, and you blued iL 2896 Westm.
Gaz. 5 Dec. lo/i A debtor who had some funds. ., instead of
paying his just debts, went to London and ' blued the lot '.

X916 Locke Wonderful Year ii, ' I'm going to blue twenty
pounds,' she replied. ' I'll have a kummei glac^,'

2. To make a mess of, spoil, ruin.
x88o Punch's Almanac 2 This top coat would blue it.

Blueback (blabsek). [f. Blue a. + Back sby\
1. Chiefly//. Paper money issued by the Trans-

vaal Government in 1865. .S". AJr.
1878 Trollope South Africa II. 225 The blue-backs as

they were called were printed. 1884 Martin At Home in
Transvaal yi\ (Pettman) They were not at all anxious to
return io the time of blue-backs, igoo Daily News 17 Sept,
5/2 President Kruger has deserted them, taking all the gold,
and leaving them only 'blue-backs.'

2. A legal-tender note issued by the Confederacy
during the Civil War. U.S.
1871 S. DE Vere Americanisms (1872) 47 During the Civil

War. .the original Blue Ba<:ks of the Confederacy (so-called
in opposition to the Green Backs of the Union) soon became
known as Shucks.

3. A species of trout, salmon, or bird, having a
bluish back. Also attrib.

1858 SiMMONDS Did. Trade, Blue-backs, a name for the
North American herring Clupea elongata. 1871 Game
Laws in Fur, Fin, t, Feather (1872) 158 This section .shall

not apply to the taking of blue back trout in Franklin and
Oxford counties. 1881 Amer. Naturalist XV. 178 Of these
species, the blue-back predominates in Frazer's river. Ibid.
180 Little blue-backs \sc. salmon] of every size down to six
inches are also found in the Upper Columbia in the fall.

1883 [see Blue a. 12 a].

Blue Tjaaf : see ""Blue sb. 2 c, and a. 13.

Blue--biU. U.S. [Blub a. 12 a.] A North
American species of wild duck.
l8«7 Game Laws (Ohio) in Fur, Fin, ^ Feather (1872) 58

It .shall be unlawful for any person. .to catch, kill or destroy
. .any wild goo.se. .blue.bill, or other wild duck. 1874 J. W.
Long Amer. Wild-fowl Shooting Introd. 16, I shall treat
of the., blue-bill or broad-bill. 189S Outing (U.S.)XXVII.
211/2 Then through the willows came a Hock of blue-bill.
1908 R. W. Chambers Firing Line x, The little blue-bill
ducks came swimming in scores.
attrib. 1874 J. W. Ijo^o Amer. Wild-fo^vl Shooting xxvii.

273 Blue.bill shooting, .is one of the prettiest of sports. 1894
Outing (U.S.) XXI v. 73 [A friend] had asked us to join him
in a day s Ijluebill shooting.

Blue book. Add examples of general use

:

1848 Uitk) The Blue Book of the British Manufacturers.
1909 B. Ward Dawn Calh. Revival I. i. 2 It is described in
the Third Blue Book as follows. Note, The Blue Books
were the official publications of the Catholic Committee.
1928 Dealy Tel. s May 7/6 The ' Blue Book ', the directory
. .of the electrical engineering and allied trades.

Hence Blue-booky a., Blue-bookiness.
1894 .S^irdr,4r^?-9 June 649/1 A dry, blue-booky article. 1909

Fabian News XX. 76/1 His volume is.. readable, notwith.
standing the complete blue bookiness of its contents.

Blue buck. [ad. Du. blaauwbok Blauwbok.]
The smallest of the S. African bucks, Cephalophus
monticola.
1834 Penny Cycl. IL 88/2. 183s Moodik Ten Years S.

Africa II. 139 The woods also abound with . .an elegant little
antelope, ..called the ^ blaawe bock' or blue Inick. 1893 J.
Noble's Handbk. Cape ft S. Afr. 62 The diminutive blue-
buck, not bigger than a rabbit.

Blue-cap. Add : 2. b. A soldier belonging to
the Dublin Fusiliers, which served under Havelock
in the Indian Mutiny as the Madras Fusiliers, and
were known as ' Havelock's Bluec.ips '.

1897 Z?<z//v JVtfTwj 25 June 6/2 The author was. .gazetted
to the 1st Madras Fusiliers, subsequently known as Have-
lock's ' Bluecaps '.

Bluecoat. Add : 1. b. A bluish colour of
the coat in deer at a certain period.

_ 1870 Amer. Naturalist IV. 190 The spike-horn was shot
just as deer were attaining the ' blue coat '.

2. c. A soldier in the Federal army during the
Civil War. U.S.
186s G. W. Nichols Story Gt. March xxiii. 154 So we

jogged on for awhile, and then . . we descried a blue coat and
a white-eared mule approaching. 1879 Tourgee Foots Err.
xxi. 122 But only wait until the States are restored and the
' Blue Coats ' are out of the way. 1887C, B, George ^o Kri.
on Rail vi, J03 My train began to carry the ' blue coats '.

3. blue-coat girl.

169s Pepys Let. to Mrs. Ste!uard 20 Sept,, Two wealthy
citizens are lately dead, and left their estates, one to a Blue
Coat boy, and the other to a Blue Coat girl, in Christ's
Hospital. 1894 Daily News 30 Mar. 5/1 To many .. the
notion of a Bluecoat ' girl ' will be somewhat strange. It
appears, nevertheless, that the Hertford establishment now
shelters no fewer than 112 scholars of that sex.

Blued (blwd), ///. a. [f. Blue v. i-)--ed1.]
Made blue ; tempered to a blue colour.
1902 ' O. Henry ' Rolling Stones (1915) 67 The blued drills

and punches of the finest temper.

Blue eye. Add : d. An Australian species of
honey-ealer (see quots.).

1848 J. Gould Birds Australia IV. pi. 6f Entomyia
cyanotis. Swains. Blue-faced Entomyza. Blue-eye of the
Colonists. 1861 Chamb. Encycl. II. 171/1 Blue.eye {Ento-
myza cyanotis), a beautiful Uttle bird, abundant.. in New
South Wales.

Blue-eyed, a. (See Diet. s.v. Blue eye.)
Add : allusively, innocent.

1929 Star 21 Aug. J5/4 The teacher's blue-eyed boy who
can do no wrong I

Blue-fish. (Earlier examples.)
c 1622 Porv Plymouth Jj- New Eng. (1918) 39 As concern,

ing the blew fish, in delicacie it excelleth all kinds of fish
that ever I tasted. 1639 Plymouth Col. Rec. XI. 34 To
erect wares to take fish at Mortons hole, Blewfish River.
1672 JosSELVN New Eng. Rarities 96 Blew Fish, at Horse.
.

.
It IS common in New-England and esteemed the best sort

of Fish next to Rock C^od.

Hence Blaefishlug, fishing for blue-fish.
\iS6 Outing (\S .S.) IX. 73/2 From him we learned .. that

the best bluefishing was to be bad right there.

Bluegrass,blue-grass. U.S. [Blue a. 12 b.]

1. A field-grass {Poa compressa or pratensis),
characteristic especially of Kentucky and Virginia.
(See also qnot. 1902.)
I7S« C. Gist frnls. 47 It is.. full of beautiful natural

Meadows covered with wild Rye, blue Grass and Clover.
1782 Jefferson Notes Virginia (17B7) 63 The grasses are
Lucerne, St. Foin,, .greenswerd, blue grass, and crab grass.
"80s J. J. Henry Camp. agst. Quebec (1812) 168 A basket-
full of the ordinary blue-grass of our country. 1831 Peck
Guide for Emigrants 11. 161 A species of blue grass is
cultivated by some farmers for pastures. 1862 Congress.
Globe Apr. 1692/1 Blue grass has.. brought large profits to
graziers. 1873J. H. Beadle Undevel. Weitxxx.6s6, 1 found
good blue grass, which is very rare everywhere in the Rocky
mountains. 1889 Harper's Mag. Jan. 259/1 The blue.grass
. .blooms toward the middle of June in a bluish, almost a
peacock blue, blossom, which gives to the fields an exquisite
hue. 1902 Cla PIN Diet. Amer. 60 In Maryland the terra
blue grass is applied to a species of grass very injurious to
wheat and clover, and hard to eradicate.

2. The region of the bine grass; spec, the State
of Kentucky.
1871 Schele de Vere Americanisms (1872) 407 Both the

region where it grows naturally, and the settlers there are
known as Blue Grass simply, and hence the State of Ken.
tucky especially is often thus designated. 1887 Harper's
Mag. June 48/2 To that pleasant land of the Kentuckian,
the ' Blue-grass .

3. attrib., as blue-grass country, pasture, region,
seed; Blue-grass State, Kentucky.
1788 Washington Diaries III. 322, I sowed 3} bushels of

Blue Grass Seeds. 1831 Peck Guide for Emigrants 11. 161
Blue grass pastures may be kept green and fresh until late in
autumn. 1871 A'.K 7'ri»;«Kr6 Apr.(DeVere) Itdoesnotspeak
well for the condition of the Blue-Grass Region, that [etc.].
1886 Harper's Mag. June 50/2 It is but a short distance
from the blue-grass country to the eastern mountains. 1895
C. King l''ort Frayne vii. 95 The blue-grass county she so
fondly loved. 1907 .Springfield Weekly Republ. 3 Oct. 3
Missouri, which adjoins the Blue Grass state along a stretch
of the Mississippi river.

b. ellipt. as adj. Belonging to the blue-grass
country.
\ii^ Harper's Mag. Aug. 459/2 Bud rode into the yard on

Mollie. .

.

' Blue-grass all over. I wonder how he came by her.'

Blue Hen. U.S. The State of Delaware;
chiefly in Blue Hen's chickens (see quot. 1840'),

Blue Hen .State.

1830 -Mrs. Rovall Lett. fr. Alabama 69 He told one of
our party he was 'One of the blue hen's chickens '. 184a
Niles' Nat. Reg. 9 May 154/3 In the revolutionary war
..Giptain Caldwell [of Delaware] had a company called
by the rest 'Caldwell's game cocks,' and the regiment
after a time in Carolina was nicknamed from this ' the
blue hen's chickens

|
and the 'blue chickens "...But after

they had been distinguished in the south the name of
the Blue Hen was applied to the sute. 1864 Congress.
Globe June 2968/2, 1 remember the early history of the Blue
Hen's Chickens and it is a proud one. 1897 Congress- Rec.
Mar., App. 68/2, (I thank] the gentleman from the 'Blue
Hen Stale ' for his suggestion. 1^ N. Y. Even. Post
10 Nov. I The most reliable information, .from the Blue Hen
State indicates [etc.].

Blue jay, blue-jay. U.S. [Blue «. 12 a.]
A North American jay yCyanurus crislatus).
1709 Bristol Rec.in .Yarrag. Hist. Reg.Ul. 211 The same

order shall extend to the kilhng of blew Jawes («V). 179a
J. Belknap Hist. New Hamfsk. III. 173 The blue jay, the
wood pecker and the partridge, .are then seen flying. 1807
Repertory (Boston) 2 Jan. Clh.) The blue jay, that is

charmed by a bbck snake into its very jaws. 1838 [see
Jav I b). 184s S. JuDD Margaret I. ii. 8 She saw a blue-jay
washing itself. 1886 Harper's Mag. Nov. 877 2 1 he bell
note of the blue-jay comes up from some mysterious haunt.
1888 Congress. Rec. 4810/2 A day-school among the
Comanclies. .would not be any better than having a school
of blue-jays.

Blue-John. Add: 1. b. (See quot.)
^iig Overland Monthly III. 129 North Carolinians call

skinimilk 'blue John'.

Blue-joint. [Blue a. 1.] Bltu-joint grass, a
tall bluish-stemmed grass, CcUamagrostis canaden-
sis, or (in the Western states) Agropyrumglaucum

;

also Andropogonfurcatus (cf. *Blue-st£U).
Z849 Pres. Mess. Congress II. 427 A little meadow filled

with tall bluejoint grass. 1870 Amer. Naturalist III. 162
'1 he buffalo grass is replaced by others of a more vigorous
growth, especially by the blue-joint ^.TSs. iSy^ Rep. t'er-
mont Board Agric. 1 1. 548 The blue joint grass was already
a foot high, and in September I cut a heavy crop of it. 1884
Encycl. Brit. XVII. 308/1 (Nebraska) Blue-joint (Andre-
pogonfurcatus, &c.) grasses.



BLUE LAWS.

Blue laws. U.S. (See Bll'e<z. 13.)

1781 S. Peteks Hist. Coitmeclicut (1877) 44 Even the

religious fanatics of Boston and the mad zealots of Hert-

ford, .christened them tlie ' Blue Laws '. Jiid. 61 They .

.

were very properly termed Bine Laws : i. e. blooiiy Laws \

for they were all sanctified with, .whippings, cutting off the

ears, burning the tongue, and death. 1805 Rtferlory

(Boston) 8 Jan. iTh.) The Connecticut Ctrurant retaliated

by publishing some of the obsolete fciaclments of the ' Old

Dominion', under ihe heading of ' Blue Laws of Virginia .

181S Fessendes I.adits' Monitor Zi His blue laws never

sanctioii'd by rewards, Seem form'd by .Athens' sanguinary

sage. 18x9 L. Dow Omnifarious Lain Exenipl. 13 One o(

the blue laws of Conn, was, neither to give meat, drmk, or

lodging to a Quaker, or to tell him the road, i860 S. S.

.ScHMUCKKR ititle) Blue Laws ofConnecticut,, .with an intro-

duction. 1871 Barkum Strugites Triumfkssi The fol-

lowing scene makes a chapter in the history of Connecticut,

as tlie State was when 'blue-laws' were something more

than a dead letter. 1906 SfrinifitU Weekly Republ.

v> Dec 5 He is not of those Puritans who bound the moral

tield by the Ten Commandments and the Blue Laws.

ntirib. 1854 Congress. Globe 6 July 1618 (Th.), I know that

Connecticut, in the olden time, was libeled by a Tory rene-

gade., as the Blue Law State.

Blae li^htfs}. [See Blue a. 13.] Employed

allusively in U.S. politics.

The allusion was to the exhibition of blue lights, attributed

to traitorous Federali-ts, on tlie heights above New London,

Conn., as a signal to the British fleet in the war of i8ia. An
account of the incident is given in Nites' Weekly Reg. (1813)

V. 380, 30a.

iSjl Dei. Congress IJ Mar. Jit6 Mr. Jfenifer] said he

did not expect hereafter to hear any more in relation to

the 'federalists', 'the Hartford convention', or 'blue

lights', from that quarter. 1834 Louisville Publ. Ativ.

13 Sept., Send us a blue light or two to examine them by.

1838 Dkaki Tales/r. Queen Cily gt An adventurer from

the land of ' blue lights ' and Hartford Conventions. 1847

Congress. Globe JO Jan., App. 352 1 Where, tell me where,

have you buried the sins of these ' old blue lights ' of New
HmiD|l*hiie! Wiih what maeic wand have you changed their

Federalism into modern Democracy ?

attrib. 1844 Congress. Glob* 6 Mar., App. SOJ/J [He
was] as rank a blue-light federal whig as ever justified the

Hartford Convention, or worshipped a coon. 1847 ibid,

I Mar- 4i8/» The late war with Great Britain was un.

popular with the blue-light Federalists.

Blnenesi. Add : 5. A state of depression or

melancholy.
1911 J. C. LiNcom C«/''i Wmrrtn't Wemlsix. 147 Befor*

evening bis blueness baa disappeared.

Blue-point. U.S. [The name of a headland

near Great .South Bay, Long Island.] Used altrib.

or ellipt. to designate a small well flavoured oyster

from the south shore of Long Island ; orig. one

from a bed off Blue Point
183a I. F. Watsok Tales Olden Times 165 The largest

' Blue-Point * oysters could be bought. 1897 Desily Sews 19

Nov. 5/a The menu will include such national dishes as.,

blue points, and pumpkin pie. ^190^*0. Hehrv ' Roads o^
Destiny xx. 343 He got along fine with the olives and celery

and the bluepoints.

Blues (.bliJz). Orig. U..'!. [A use of the pi. i/ua

(see BtOK si. jj).] A melody of a mournful and

haunting character, originated among the negrot^ of

the Southern U.S. ; hence, the name of ceriain dance

tunes of this character and the dances themselves.

t^i Outward Bound Mty 58 2 These ' labour songs '.
.

.

like the 'blocs ' of to-day, were rather humorous. ig«3 Daily

jV/ii/»8joly TNoisy ' jajn ' music. is being driven out.. by
the soft pulsing of muffled melody in new tunes known as

'Bines'. /*«<i, A special 'Blues Trot 'has been devised for

dancillg with the tunes, which are slower than (those of]

a fox.trot. I9B7 Daily Ex^st 1 1 Aug. 3/1 The Yale Blues.

19a Oxf. SItif. 1 Nov. 84, a llic use of a blues foe the slow

movement is interesting.

Hence Blnaa v., to dance a bines.

ifal Sunday Express 17 May 15 Shall she Charleston,

Blues or Bridge that evening?

Blne-skm, blueskin. U.S. [Blde a. a.]

(See qnot 1848.)
S7*3 FaiKlAU Poems fiSoq) II. 157 I-et hira stand where he

is...And hell turn a true IJlue-skin, or just what you wilL

1830 Mus. RoYAii. .'ioulhern Tour I. 7 We laughed at my
race from Betsy Chase and the Blueskins. (846-u Mas.
Whitches Widtrw Bedolt P. ix. 93 They call 'em ' Harring-

ton blue-skins'. 1848 BARTLm Did. Anier., Blue.skius,

a nickname applied to the Presbyterians, from their alleged

rave deportment- 1871 Basnum Strufglesli Iriumpktyi
"he congregation would sit and shiver till they really

merited the title the profane gave them of ' blue-skins '.

Blue sky, blue-sky. U.S. [Blok o. i ; the

allusion is snppo9e<l to be to one ready to sell the
' blue sky ' to a credulous buyer.] Used atlrib. to

denote dealing in doubtful or worthless securities,

or legislation relating to this.

191a N.Y. Ei'tn.Post 13 Jan., Financ. Soppl. 3 The ' Blue
Sky ' law of Kansas prohioits the sale, .of stock or bonds of

any company chartered outside the State, unless [etcl.

1919 Detective Story Mag. XXVIII. 59 That's where old

Johnny McOrue had it on you blue-sky merchants. loax

Stringfittd Weekly Repuil. 3 Mar. i The origin of ' blue

skv law'—legislation providing for State regulation of the

sale of corporate securities—is middle western.

Blue-stem. U.S. [Blue o. i i b.] A North

American grass, esp. AnJropcgon furealus and
Agropyrtim glaucum.
1888 Harpers Mae. Feb. 348/1 The beautiful carpet of

natural grasses, buffalo, gramma, and blue stem. 19S7 P, H,
PlAaaOM Prairie Vikings 24 On the high prairie . , the settlers

found queer little oases of rank blue.stem showing up in

tnarktd contrast against the buffalo giass.

95

Bluestoue, blue stone.
1. A basalt used in Australasia for building and

other industrial purposes.

1850 Australasian Oct. 138 A stone not unlike the

trap or bUieslone around Melbourne. 1883 J. Hector
Handbk. N. Z. (1886) 58 Basalts, locally called 'blue-

stones *, occur of a quality useful for road-metal, house-

blocks, and ordinary rubble masonry. 1908 Daily Chron.

16 Nov. 4/7 He was a stonemason, and he continued to

work at his trade after becoming an M.P. ' 1 hammer blue-

stone by day and the squatters by night ' was one of his

sayings.

2. ' A more or less argillaceous sandstone of

bluish color, extensively quarried at various points

along the Hudson river, and used for building

purposes and for flagging' (Cent. Diet. 1889).

l8gs Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 4) 593 The thicker layers [of

flagstones] are called bluestone, from the bluish gray color.

1906 Chambirlin & Salisbury Geol. II, 559 Bluestone

formation .. Purple shale and thin red sandstone, with

calcareous beds.

3. Sulphate of copper.

1839 R. llooptr'i Lex. Med. (ed. 7) a«8/i. 1877 Encycl.

Brit. VI. 351/2.

Blue tongue.
L [Cape Du. blaauwtoiig.'] A disease affecting

horses and slieep, in which the tongue becomes

swollen and blue. S. Afr.
1886 Rider Haggard Jess viii, It's a beautiful veldt ..

no horse sicknes.s, no blue-tongue. 190S Nature 4 SepL
j02/a Catarrhal Fever of Sheep : Blue Tongue.

2. An .\ustraUan lizard, Cydodits gigas and C.

nigro-luteus.

1883 F. McCoy Zod. Victoria (1885) I. vm, ij These
Lizards are very sluggish, so that the popular name ' Sleepy

Liz.ird ' as well as 'Blue-tongue * conies to be applied to

both. 1904 Daily Chron. 28 Jan, 6/2 The ' Australian Blue-

Tongue is a . .lizard, with a curious habit of thrusting forth

a long tongue as bright as turquoise blue.

Hence Blna-ton^nad a., having a blue tongue.

Bltutottpted lizard = a above.

1883 F, McCoy Zool. Victoria(i%%^ \. viii, 13 Cyclodus

Gigas. . .The Northern Blue-tongued Lizard, 1887 — Nat.
Hist. Victoria II, 120 'Blue-tongued Lizard' or 'Sleepy

Lizard '.

Bluetts (W«/e-t). A breed of oriental frilled

pigeons ha\-ing a white body and blue or silver

wings.
18^ L, WaloKT Pigeon Keeper 180 This is almost exactly

the marking of the Bhiette. 1S91 R- Woods Figton Culture

138 Brunettes, Illwettes and Silverettes are . . subvarietiea of

the Satinetle, differing only in txilour and markings.

Blue water.
1. The deep sea, the open sea.

1834 Mahryat Peter Simple xxviii. We are not sorry when
we once are fairly out of harbour, and find ourselves in blue

water. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI, 603 I Blue water, clear

of the English Channel 1 at a distance from shore,

2, itttrib. and Comb. : as blue-water battle, torpedo-

boat; blue-water school, a collective term ap-

))lied to politician! or political students who regard

a strong navy and the command of the sea as

essential to the security of the country, or as the

chief or the only sufficient defence.

1905 Daily Chron. 13 May 4/3 It is quite likely that no
such •bloe-water battle . . may lake pl-ice. 190a Westm.

Gax 13 Jan, 3/2 Mr. Roosevelt is revealed, .as convinced

a member of the 'blue-water school as Mr. Clowes m
England. llfl Daify Newt 29 Mar. 3/'a The "blue water

torpedo-boats.

Blue-winff. [BLrEa, l,] A North American

variety of tealT .Mso atlrib.

1731 Catt.sby Nat. Hist. Carolina etc. (1754) I- 9* Anat
Americaiius latt rostro. Tlie Blue-wing Shoveler. Ibid. 99
Querquidula Americana fusca. The Blue-Wing Teal,

f7«8 Washimctom Diaries I. 294 Went into ihe Neck and

up the Creek after Blew Wings. 1874 J. W. LoKC Amer.
Wild-fowl Shooting xv. 192 They are a trifle smaller than

the blue-wings. 189S Outing (U.S.) Oct. XXVII. 43/1 A
bunch of blue-wing teal rose from the ice-pond.

Blue-winged, «• [Blce a. n b,] Having

blue wing» ; spee. of certain species of birds.

173s (see Shovkllrr' 2]. i78oMo»SEy4/"«'.Cr<y, sgThe
Blue winged Teal, lUd., The Blue winged shoveller, 1874

Long Wild-Fowl ShooUng 185 Thefle»hof the blue-winged

teal is considered, to be superior. 1878 (see Blui o. ii bj.

Bluey, "• (adv.) AAA quots. :

1889 Pall .MaJlGat. I May 3/1 An exquisite efTect in bluey

grey. 1900 Daily Newt 11 May 5/2 A bluey green colour.

Bluff, J*-* Add : <i//r»*. (see quots.)

1861-4 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. V. 628 The term loess is

applied to a deposit which. .has been sometimes called the

'bluff' deposit. i8Sd Daxa Man. Geol. (ed, 3) 549The loess,

..In the Mississippi valley, it covers the 'Orange sand*,

forming with it the Bluff formation '—so called because

standing in bluffs in Missouri, i88s Encycl Brit. XIV. 42 'a

(Kentuaey) A homogeneous buff<oloured siiicious loam
known as the ' bluff' or loess formation, 1884 Ibid. XVII.

309/3 (Nebraska) These so<alled ' bluff lands', composed
of loess materials.

2. Canada. (See qnot.')

t89< Timet 13 Sept. 12/3 (Manitoba.] Level or rolling

prairie with scattered ' bluffs ' (small patches of wood) in some
di^ricts.

Bluff, sb.- Add : 3. b. In fig. phrases, as to

call tie bluff, to run a bluff on.

1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle Mocatsin 130 ' You yot the

stock, though !' 'Oh,—yes ! t run a bluff on 'em. 1891

Chamber! I Jml. 26 Sept. 618/2 A man may have a big name
as a fighting man and yet not be able always to run a bluff

SO.

on people so easily. 1910 N. Y. Even. Posi-^s Mar. (Th.)

The Canadians, .regarded it as a bluff; and if they did not

actually call the bluff, tbey came as near doing so as could

be done.

O, attrib. as bluffgame.
184s J, J. HooPKR Adv. Simon Suggs x. 129 * No !* said

Simon .. ' the bluff game ain't played here 1
' 1888 St. Louis

Globe Democrat 29 Apr. (Farmer) They, .thought he could
outnumber them. It was a bluff game, and be won.

4. A bluffer.

a 1904 S. E. y/nn^ Blazed Trail Stories iL ay ' You're a
bluff

!

' said he, insultingly.

Bluff, a. Add :

1. e. Of other objects: see quots.

?l637 Trav. P. Mundy (MS. Rawl, A. 3r=), Peeces of

wood, .bluffe or blunt att both ends. 1920 Discovery M.-ir.

78/1 The streamline form for a kite balloon is rather bluff.

.

and short compared with an airship.

Bluff, v.^ 2. (Earlier example.)
a 1859 iV. K Spirit of Times (Bartlett), ' I goes you five

dollars this time,' says Jim,, ,' I, ,goes you ten better,' said

Bill; 'you ain't agoin' to bluff dis child.'

3. intr. (Earlier example.)
1854 Congress. Globe 3 May 1070 We both know how that

game (of brag] isplayed, I thought I wouldbluff backon him.

Bluffer. 2. (U.S. examples.)
1888 Detroit Free Press 5 May (Farmer) The American

man-of-war. -could be blown out of the water in five minutes

by the guns of the Moors, is Uncle Sam a bluffer ? 1895

C, King Fort Frayne\\. 24 The Eleventh, .had surrounded

and disarmed Tall Bull's little band of ugly ' bluffers ',

Blu'ffing, vbl. sh. [f. Bluff d,i 2.] The action

of using bluff; also attrib.

1850 Congiess. Globe 14 May, App. M)/i, I cannot look

upon the effort of Texas in any other light than a bluffing,

brow.beating game, 18,. Sout/ieni Sketches 137 (Bartlett

1859) Jim. .tried the bluffing systein;_but Joe said he..

would put up with no more insults from bis bullying neighbor.

Bluggy (hlfgi), a. Pretended infantile pro-

nunciation of Bloody (see quot. 1877) used

subsequently as a euphemistic pronunciation of

'bloody', esp. to define literature of the blood-

and-thnnder type. (See Blood sb. ^ A.)

1877 J, Habbkrton Helen's Babies 68 BliafTs head was
all Muggy, an' David's sword was all bluggy—bluggy as

everyfiiig. 1890 Scott. L-eaJer 17 July 4 The shriek with

which Mr, Hall Caine greeted ^Ir. Grant Allen's protest

against bluggy novels, itu Spectator 12 Oct. 483/1 This

very ugly word, which . . was first used, we believe, as a mis-

pronunciation of 'bloody' by one of 'Helen's Babies', is

creeping into literature as a short expression for the fondiiess

for blood which is displayed by some modern writers of fiction,

taai iQth Cent. May 770 East End ambuscades where the

air is thick with the smell of fried fish and Yiddish and
bluggy rhetoric

Hence Bln-g^inen.
1894 Punch -.0 June 305 It is not poesy, culture, wisdom,

wit,—i'batmaTite ihe literary world go round.—Much 'bliig-

fincss ' has more to do with it, 1901 Academy a Nov, 404

n the close it falls sheer into rant and ' blugginess *.

Blukar (bl«-kaj). [Malay^A,;.] A secondary

jungle or forest in Malaya.
1906 .Macm Mag. Aug, 777 A tiger had taken up its abode

in a patch oi bluker, or secondary forest, behind the village.

1983 Chambers s Jml. Sept. 563/2, I took niy gun and
tramped through the blukar in the hope of putting up some
game. x^Blacktu. Mag. Apr. 505/t Land previously culti.

vated by the native and left grows up into secondary jungle

called 'Blukar'.

Blunder, v. Add

:

7- b. trans. To bring or cause to fall into a state

by clumsy or inept behaviour ; to use blunderingly.

1901 Westm. Caz. 27 June 4/3 They believe that Mr.
Chamljerlain has blundered the country into war. t9ia

A, S. M, HuTCHiNSOM Happy Warrior 1. x. t i, 347 He.,
hated to have blundered ail his dullness on so rare and
exquisite a thing.

Blunt, a. Add

:

6, blunt head, a snake belonging to the family

Amblycephalidm.
1870 G1LL.M0RE tr. Figuier's Reptiles if Birds 51 The

Amblycephatiiim, or Blunt Heads, comprise a few species of

moderate or small size.

Blurb (bli>ib). Originally U.S. slang. [Of un-

known origin.] A brief descriptive paragraph or

note of the contents or character ofa book, printed

as a commendatory advertisement, on the 'jacket'

or wrapper of a newly published book.

I9a4 Spectator 27 Sept. 426 The note of vanity is ominously

acccntuatetl by the publisher's blurb on the dust-cover, as

silly and vulgar as the present writer has ever seen. 1914

Galsworthy White Monkey 214 What shall I do? It sso

darned crude, ' Couldn't let you go, old man, without —
blurb ! S915 Daily Sketch 22 May 7/3 A book reviewer

who probably neglects to read the publishers' blurbs on the

jackets. loaS 7i<w» Lit. Suppl 21 Oct. The paragraph

briefly setting forth the merits of the book (known in ' the

trade ' as a * blurb ').

Hence Blnrbed pa. pple., furnished with blurb.

I9a8 Publishers' Weekly 10 Nov. 1982 Only a fraction of

books issued each year are worth while—Yet each is blurbed

and ballyhooed as an authentic masterpiece.

Bluster, v. 4. Delete + Obs. and add

:

1891 C. Graves Field of Tares (N.Y.) 181 He blustered

out another oath as he looked at her.

Blustery, a. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1774 P, V. I ITIUAN frnl. (1900) 105 The day veryblustry

& cold.

Bo (bJu). U. S. slang. Used vocatively to a male

person.



BOAGAKE.
0x905 *0. Henry Heart of IVest ix. (1913) 126 Why,

say, 'Bo, I wish I had a dollar for every game of pinocle

me and Heine has played on Sunday afternoons. 1916

Lincoln Even, Ne^vs i Jan. in Dialect Notes IV. 272

The s«-aggere&t rag you can put on, bo, is one of the non-

skid, full.dress shirt bosonis. 1Q16 yudge (Ibid.), The man
who tells the bootblack * Keep the change, bo .

Boagane (bJugan). [Manx : cf. W. bwgaUy Ir.

bocan goblin.] A Manx goblin.

1887 Hall Cainb Deemsterxx, The men craythurs that hang

up their hats over the straw to fright the boaganes.

Soa3rdf sb. Add :

I. In Colonial technical senses : see quots.

1890 Ch:imberss Jml. 17 May 310/2 Down each side[ofthe

Australian wool-shed] is a clear space some ten feet in width,

tecbnicaiiy known as * the board '. Here the shearers work.

z89> Ilnd. 5 Mar, 159/1 (Prince Edward Island) The boat is

carried out across the ' board ' or standing ice some time

previous to the arrival of the geese. 1893 Herald (Mel-

bourne) 23 Dec. 6 i (Morris) 'The board' is the technical

name for the floor on which the sheep are shorn.

6. O. Also often trmisf. ^vAfig. , to carry off all the

stakes or prizes ; hence, to carry off all the honours.

188a H. Smart in Li-quor Christmas Ann. 11. 7/1 We
ha\'e swept the board so far (in racing]. 1884 Live Stock

Jml, 25 July 83 3 Mr. Parry Thomas swept the board in

Any Variety Sheep-dogs with his Sir Guy and Welsh Boy.

19« HoRNUSG Thief in Nighty Spoils of Sacrilege (ed.

Nelson) 289 The bloated Guilleuiard usually sweeps the

board with Lis fancy flyers Uc horses].

8. b. A committee. Also, the stock exchange

(hence board member). l/.S.

1905 Dailj^ Chron. 28 Apr. 4/4 None of the * board mem-
bers '—as the Stock Exchange men are called—ever

appears on the kerb.. .While fortunes are made and lost on
the kerb, it does not seem so serious a business as *on the

board.* 1909 Ibid. 3 May 4 ''6 A 'board' appears to be a
* committee' in the United States while their word com-
mittee is applied to what we should call a board,

12. e. Board and board '. (sailing) by a snccession

of close tacks.

1936 Rex Clements Stately Southerner 156 She met with

a severe hammering off the Horn, but clawed her way to

windward, and, after a week of board and board, managed
to slip round.

14. Hence board-ship used attrib. or as adj.

185a Life in Bombay 216 The board-ship habit of taking

brandy and water at night. 1894 Mrs. Dvan Man's Keep-
i«g'(i899) 228 The liberal allowance of 'board-ship' flirta-

tion. I9a4 Blackiv. ."lag. June 743/2 In the curiously inti-

mate routine of a board-ship life, .we became very friendly,

18. board bill U.S.^ the charge made for board

;

board-work, -worker (see quots.).

1890 Harper s Mag. May 008/t All these brothers were
earning their own *board bills. 1887 Creer {title) *Board
work, or the Art ofWig making. Ibid. Introd., Board-work,
in the fullest extent of itssigniftcation, means all that which
is done by clever hairdressers and wig-makers in the work-
shop and at the work table. X9«7 Daily Express 5 July
5/4 Students are taught the general principles of dressing

hair and the technique of board-work, or preparation of

hair for making transformations, wigs, and curls. 1921

Diet. Occupational Terms (1937) § 428 *Board "worker \

hair-dresser's model maker, perruquier, postiche worker,
posticheur, wig-maker

;
general terms for all workers

engaged in..making wigs [etc.].

Board, z*. Add: 7. d. To treat (leather) with

a graining-board.
x86o Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 5) 691 The sttffer parts being

boarded both on the grain and flesh sides. x88a Encycl.
Brit. XiV. 3S7/1 When dry enough for the purpose, the

skin is boarded, ..the effect of which is to bring up the
grain, . .and also to make it supple.

8. b. To put up and feed (horses). U.S,
XQ05 N. V. Even. Post 24 Feb. i The owner of a large

stable, .said that, .be bad recently had some seventy horses

to board.

9. b. To boardround ": to board in succession in

different houses. U.S.
1839 Mrs. Kirkland Neio Home xlv, 301 Mr. Cyrus

Whicher, . .a dignitary who had 'boarded round ' till there
was very Uttle of him left. 1858 Knickerbocker Mag. Jan.
LI. 31, X 'boarded round', a significant phrase, whose
meaning every poor country schoolmaster learns, with all

its variations, 187* Eggleston Hoosier Schcobn. 15 It was
as well for Ralph that he began to * board round ' by stopping
at Mrs. Means's.

Boarded, ///. a. Add : (to sense i) boarded-
up (see Board v. 7\ (to sense 3) boarded-out.
1890 Harpers Mag. Dec. 102/2 It was not long before the

dismal little, boarded-up, spidery coquina house was as clean
as a whistle. 1896 Daily News 4 Apr. 3/1 Amongst boarded-
out children ophthalmia is almost unknown. 1905 Daily
Chron. 26 Jan. 5/1 The boarded-up shop fronU and broken
windows.

Boarder. Add : 1. b. A horse that is put up
and fed at a livery-stable, U,S.
1903 N. V. Tribune 20 Sept, Advt., Boarders wanted at

Rochville Boarding Stable,

Board-fence. U.S. [Boabd jj. 1 7.] A close

fence made with boards.

17*5 Manchester (^Iz&s.) Rec. i65 0n ye esterlyadebyye
highway as the stone wall & board fence now stand. xSoa
Charleston Land Rec. 252 From Col. David Wood's board
fence over to Dea: John Larkin's wall is forty feet. 1820
Boston Selecim. 29 Mar., On condition they build a sub.
stantial board fence, lay a plank walk and leave the street

thirty feet wide, i860 O. W. Holmes Prof. Breakf.t. xi,

331 When the boys used to make pictures of me with chalk
on the board-fences. 1917 Mathewson Sec, Base Sloan xi,

X43 It had a board fence around it.

So Board-fencing'. U.S.

96

X87J Trans. HI. A,^c. Soc. VI 1 1. 232 By means ofhedging

and moval)te board fencing keep up a great deal of pasturage.

Boarding, vbi. sb. 7. Add : boarding-knife
;

boarding-car U.S., a railway carriage fitted with

sleeping, cooking, and dining accommodation

;

boarding foreman, master, oflttcer (see quots,);

boarding-house (earlier examples) ; boarding-

place (J,S., a boarding-house ; boarding-stable

U,S., a livery stalAe.

1891 C. 'Ko^^.^Ts Adrift Amer. 87 The *boarding cars had to

be fitted up, the cooking appliances put in order, &c. Z9SX

Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 731 *Boardingforeman^ board-

iiig officer, is responsible to harbour or dock authority for

seeing that ship's papers, etc., are in order before allowing

her to enter dock or harbour. 1789 New Ann. Reg. 1. 126/1

They might as well. .send him to one of those *boarding

houses that take in unfortunate invalids. 1799 Deb. Congress

16 Feb. (1850) 2924 The gentleman from South Carolina ..

had no information on this subject, except what he got from

boarding-bouses. 1807 Maryland Hist. Mag. V. 176 She
proved to be a small Pilot Boat. ., with 50 Muskets ready

loaded, about 18 *'Boarding knives, &c. 1904 Daily Chron.

31 Mar. 7/6A Greek "boarding-master boarded a vessel in the

Roath Dock with sailors. i88i Instr. Census Clerks (iSSs) 36

^Hoarding Officer. 1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest/^ Sun-
shine iv. 5a Mr. Middleton set off for Frankfort to find ' as

smart a *boarding.place for his gals as anybody had *. 1911

H. S. Harrison Queed iii. 28 She runs this boarding-place,

and people of various kinds come to her. 1903 *Boarding
stable (see *Boardkb i b]. 1905 N. Y. Even. Post 27 Sept. 5

Many horses were suffocated, .when fire destroyed the two-

story boarding stahle.

Board-nail. In later use U.S, [ME. bordnail,

perh. alteration of brodnail (Beod sb^^ Bbad) by
assimilation to bord^ Board sb^ A nail of the brad

type, or suitable for nailing boards. Also in phr.

to bite a board-nail off or in two (see quots.),

1303-4 Ace. Chamberl, Chester (1910) 4a Bord-nail^

schingelneil, latnall. 1334-5 Ely Sacrist Rolls (1907) II.

72 In V cent, de bordnaylempt. apud Bernewell prec. cent,

xiiijd. i^*-2 Abingdon Ace. {CTi.mA&n) 97 In lathnail et

bordnail emptis iijj. 1530-1 Durham Household Bk.
(Surtees) 72 Pro 1000 burdnayle. 1540 Ludlow Churchw.
Ace. (Camden) 3 Borde nayle and lathe neale for the same
cofer. 1770 Massachusetts Gaz. 29 Jan., Advt. (Th.) A Moses
Boat, with the Larboard Gunwale broke, and mended with
Board Nails amidships. 1833 Seba Smith Major yack
Downing (i860) 226 (Th.) Mr. Van Buren marched out of

the room, looking as though lie could bite a board nail off.

1854 — W^ay Down East 62 Then Father would look gritty

enough to bite a board-nail oflT. 1867 Lowull EitzA ilam's

Story 417 He had been known to cut a fig in two, And
change a board-nail for a shingle-nail.

Board-walk. U,S, [Board j^.i.] Afoot-way
or walking-path constructed of boarding,

[1883 • Mark: Twain' Life Mississippi xxx. 295 The board
sidewalks on the ground level were loose and ruinous.] 1888
Amer. Humorist i Sept. (Farmer) Perhaps the greatest

attraction of Asbury Park is the board-walk. It runs along
the beach for over two miles. 1895 C. King Fort Frayne
vii. 98 The back gate stood open, .and the board walk lead-

ing from it to the rear door was visible for half its length.

1906 Harper^s Mag. June 61 A few days later, on the board-

walk at the sea-shore, she came face to face with Hugh
Wilberding.

fig:. 1909 'O. Henry* Options (1916) 61 That is a board-
walk made of men like old Jerome.

Boardy (boaudi), a. [f. Board j^.-h-tI.]

1. (See quot.)

1893 Jacobi in Trans. Bibliogr. Soc. 1. 197 Thickness has
to be studied—a stout paper being clumsy, and handling
very * boardy '—an expression applied to cardboards.

2. Of the wire teeth of card-clothing when worn
down : Stiff, not pliable.

1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Boast, 2^.2 Add form best, and :

3. IVood-cafving. To model roughly the details

of(the design). Also with «'« or <?«/. Also Boa*sted

///. a., Boa'sting vbi. sb.

1867 G. A. Rogers Wood Carving ji When the stalk and
leaves have been hosted into the agreeable curves they
assume in nature. 187S Sir T. Seaton E'ret Cutting 36
Every piece of work ofany importance must go through the
three stages—blocked out, bosted, finished. Ibid. 97 The
leaf having been bosted it must now be finished, so let my
readers take pencil in hand, and.. let them sketch on the
bosted mass each leaflet, division, and part. 1890 C. G.
Leland Wood Carving 50 The three stages of blocking
out, hosting,and finishff^. Ibid. 56 In commencing or hosting

out this pattern. 1907 li. Rowe Pract. IVood'Carving vi.

68 The next step is to bost in the ornament.

Boast (b^ust), v.^j sb.^ Tennis and Rackets. [? f.

F. bosse the place where the ball hits the wall. (Cf.

Boast z^.^)] trans. To hit the ball not directly-

over the net but by striking it first against the side-

wall ; also to make (a stroke of this kind). Also
sb. = the stroke. Also Boa'sted///. a., Boa'st-
ing vbl. sb.

1878 J uu Marshall A nn. Tennis 156 This stroke is called

a boast, or boasted stroke. Ibid. 176 What is called boast-
ing the ball. Ibid., We. .call them all boasts or boasted
balls indifferently, whether struck from one or the other
side of the net. 190a E.Miles Racquets^ etc. 194 This is

called 'boasting,' and it gives the ball a powerful twist.

Ibid. 231 The Boasted Volley, the Volley hit direct onto the
Side-wall.

Boat, sb. 3. Add

:

boat-bearer, a man or boy who carries the

incense-boat, in attendance on the thurifer ; boat-
bed, a boat serving as a bed ; boat-boy, {a) a boy
t^g^gcA to help to manage a boat ; (b) a boy who

BOB.

carries an incense-boat ; boat-car, {a) a wheeled car

used for launching or beaching a boat; {b) an air-

ship-car built like a boat ; boat-bat = *J5oatee
;

boat-load (add quots.) ; boat-quarters, the

quarters taken up by members of crew detailed to

man the boats ; boat-sponge, a fine sponge of the

Bahamas and Florida (see quot.); boat-stretcher
= Stbetcher 7.

1899 P. Dearmer Parson's Handbk. 128 The thurifer and
*boat-bearer enter with the censer and boat. 19x8 A.
FoRTEScuE Cerem. Rom. Rite 35 note, The boat-bearer will

stand or kneel at the thurifer's left. 1897 Outing (U.S.)

XXX. 257/1 As I looked over the gunwale of my *boat-bed.

1889 Gretton Memory's Harkback 78 One day I set out
with a *boat-boy to sail and row to Ely. 190a P. Dearmek
Parson's Handbk. (ed. 4) 245 There is no English autborit)
for a *boat-boy'to accompany the thurifer. 1907 Westm.
Gaz, II Sept, 8/3 A dozen soldiers hung on by the "boat-
car. .to keep it down. 1909 Daily Chron. 1 June 1/2 The
two boat-cars which cany the engines. i88j} Gkettok
Memory's Harkback 310 The dandy of that time m Anglesea
*boat hat, blue coat with brass buttons, high velvet collar,

and swaliow-tails. 1837 Flemish Hush. 21 in Libr. UseJ.
KnoTvL, Husb. Ill, 'Ihesc tanks are generally filled by
^boat-loads brought from the large towns. x868 Rep. l/.S.

Comm. Agric. (1869) 321 Several boatloads of fish were
brought ashore. x888 Daily Nevjs 5 Nov. 6/1 A boatload,
it appears, means thirty tons, or ten waggonloads. 1904
IVestm. Gaz. ag Dec. 8/2 The crew were kept at •IxkU-
quarters in readiness for immediate launching. 1883
Saville Kent in Fisheries Bahamas 47 The so-called

Velvet, Abacco-velvet, or * Boat-sponge {Spongia equina,
van meandriniformis). x888 Churchward Blackbirdings
xii, 220 If they tried to shirk rowing, the chap in the bows
or stern would fetch them a crack with the * boat-stretcher.

Boater. Add ; A stiff straw hat with a flat

crown and brim suitable to wear when boating.

Also boater straw,
1896 River 8 Aug. 5/1 The news has gone forth from one

end of Wood-street to the other that the Prince ofWales has
purchased a ' boater,' and will wear it., for the rest of the
summer. 1905 Daily Chron. 2 June 4/7 In a shop on Lud-
gate-hill, there are placards announcing 'straw boaters.'

X910 Wells Mr, Polly vii. 151 Boater straws, imitation

Panamas, (etc.). 1926 Blackw. Mag. June 735^1 That
horrible and obsolete form of head gear..known as a
'boater'. X9a7 Daily Express 23 Sept. 1 It will be
remembered that the Prince led the post-war revi\'al of

shepherd's-plaid trousers, and in Canada recently adopted
the straw boater fashion.

Boat-horn. U.S. [Boat sb. i.]

1. A horn used for signalling by boatmen on the

Mississippi.

1835 Cot. Crockett's TVwr (Phllad.) 87 One fellow tried to

sing, that was not half up to a Mississippi boat-horn. x888
Harper's Mag. Dec. ^8/1 The outline of his long boat-horn
caught his eye, and picking it up be sounded its winding
largo voice

2. (See quot.)

1843 C. Mathews IVrit. (1863) 71 A boat-horn .. consists

of the horn of an ox attached to the e^' .emity of a wooden
handle, and is used in sloops and other river craft to wet the
sails.

Boatiu^f///* a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1870 Medbkky Men ^ Myst. Wall St. 290 The start was

what boating-men call a ' spurt *.

Boat-load. [Boat sb^ As much as a b<!>at can

carr}\

x68o AVw Castle Court Rec. 442 Wee have sent away a
boat load. X74S MacSparran Diary -77 In the last Boatload

..I lost my dear Servant. 1777 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll.

Xm. 2og ni Brought three Boat Loads of Household
Furniture Belon^in to Mr. Tolman. 1789 Morse Amer.
Geog. 49 The indigo planters carry them away in large boat

loads. 1814 Log of Chasseur in Maryland Hist. Mag. I.

168 Received two Boatloads of water. X847 C. Lanman
Sununer in Wilderness xxvi. 159 You may accuse me of
telling a large story when I speak of boat-loads of trout.

Boatswain, 3. Add:
boatswain's chair, cradle, a board on which

a sailor sits when at work aloft.

X9oa Webster Suppl., Boatswain's chair.
__
I9a8 Daily

Express 19 Nov. J 1/7 When you have been sitting up in a
bo'sun's cradle playing hell with a pneumatic riveter.

Bob, sb.^ Add

:

2. c. A short sleigh-runner. U.S.
1889 Farmer Americanisms, Bob or Bob Sled or Bob

Sleigh, a sleigh used in the West forconveying large timber,

its special characteristic being two pairs of bol's or short

runners. 19*7 Atlantic Monthly Mar. 335 We sat on some
boards nailed on the front bob of his old bobsled.

d. Abbrev. of Bob-sled, -sleigh. U.S.

1887 Harper's Mag. Dec 113/2 The Captain's sleigh went
townwaid toward evening, and the butchers * bob ' tore an
ugly groove along the lower edge. x888 Ibid. May 973/1
Telling the Uttle ones how they might have been nian^led

by one of the swift ' bobs '. 1906 N. >'. Etch. Post 19 May
9 The same spruce and hemlock logs drawn ou bobs.

e. In plural form = prec. U.S.
19XX S. E. White Bobby Orde xvii. (1916) 194 At last Bobby

.'law.. a magnificent bobs that had not before appealed.

Ibid. 195 If the bobs upset, or the horse went too fasL

f. Also attrib. in bob-run.
19317 Observer 18 Dec. 9/4 Long and well-made bob-runs.

7. U.S. (See quot.) Cf. *Bobbing z^^/, jiJ. 3.

1883 Century Mag. July 383 i The 'bob', which is

formed by tying three hooks together, back to back, and
covering their shanks with a portion ofa deer's tail.

Bob, sb 1 Add : Short f. Bob-white.
1883 Century Mag. Aug. 483/2 The European partrid|pft

. .weighs twice as much as Bob White, but he has not Bob's
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sturtly.rapid . .night. 1901 E. Sandys UptanHCanit Birds 9
Then brave, brown Bob. .enters Love's fateful lists.

Bob, v.'i Acid : 2. b. To cotiie or go in, into,

up, etc.

,836-7 Dickens Sk. Boi, Pass. Life Mr. IVatkiHs Tattle

(i3q2) 415 ' Please, Sir, missis has in.-ide lea', said a middle-

aged female servant, bobbing into the room. 1914 Gals-

woiTHV White Mtmkcy i. viii, I'hanks, old man, awfully

good ofyou—will you bob in, then? 1918 FmIiHc Ofiniaii

19 Oct. 37t/j E\-erytlii"g but the kitchen stove, as our

idiom has it, is likely to bob up for notice.

Bob (bpbX v:= [f. Bob sb.'^ (sense 5). Cf. Bob

a. 1 and Bobbed a.]

1 To dock, cnt short (a horse's tail, etc). Also

with off. 1U.S. ....
i8n J. Fowtjn Jrjtl. 112 Two of Ibem Xk. wild horses]

must have been in Hands, as their tails were Bobed short.

1889 CtHtiiry Diet., Boi ' V. 2. To cut short ; dock : often

witii off: as, to bch or bob off 9, horse's tail.

2. To cut (the hair ofa woman or girl) short and

even all round the head.

lOlB Punch as Sept. 193 Alarming spread of bobbing.

1919 Home Notes 8 Feb. rw, I went to a hairdresser's. ..

He bobbed my hair. 19*0 Rose NUcaui-w Potterism 1. 1,

When ibe lime came to bob the hair, she bobbed it.

Bob (b(>b), vfi [f. Bob ji.«] trans. To polish

(metal) with a bob (see Bob ii.«).

i«79 Casstirt Techiu Eiuc. IV. 4m'i Our spoons. .will

be first ' bobbed ' with fine sand on an ordinary buff-covered

poli«hing wheel.

Bob,!'-'' [See *B0B sb.^ ad.] a. trtun. To carry

on a bob-sleigh, b. intr. To ride on a bob-sleigh.

Also Bo'bbing vbl. sb.

1904 Windsor Xaf. Jan. aij i Bobbing can be practised

on any high-road having a sufficient length of suitable slope.

S909 Crntiiiy Diet. Suppl., Bob, v.l. To transport (a load,

i of lo.;4) on a bob or sled. 1918 Evtii. Standard 5 Jan.

6/3 Bobbing is carried out either on bobs (five passengers)

or boblets (three passengers).

Bobachee (b()batjn. Angle-InJ. Also ba-

baohy, bobarobee, bobba-, bobberjee. [Cor-

inption of Hindi bawarchi.] A male cook.

t8ia T. WiLLiAMSOK E. Ind. Viidr-Mtcvm I. J38 It

being in the power of ihe hahachf to baste any part with

great precision. 1863 G. O. Trkvilva."* Dmvk BungaJoiu

18 And every night and morning The Bobarchee he shall

kill The aenpiternal Moorghye, And well all have a grill.

1881 E. H. AlTKiin Tribes on Erotitier Uift) 35 He was

only a itiiiistry, or more vulgarly a bobberjee. lyao Outward
Btimd Nov. 67/t Here, you, bobbajce, Vha niamnwh , send

up a sack of potatoes.

Bobbed, «• Add later U.S. qnots.

i7«8 Wasmisctox Diaries I. 256 Hunting acain, and
caf bd a fox with a bobd Tail and cut Ears. 1(94 Ouliug

(U S.) XXIV. 193/1 There is nothing moie hideous than a

bobbed jib. 1897 lUd. XXIX. 464 1 Small boy< .strutting

about in tall botvers with boblMd-off coats, looking.. like

UultcM sparrows.
. ,, , . ^ , ,

b. Of a woman's or gtrl s hair : Cut short and

even all roond. (Ste 'lioB r.* J.)

1918 Home Chat 3 Aug. io«'i There is quite a erase for

'bobbed' hair, for big and little girls alike. 191a Phk:/i

iS .\ug. 135 Are your tresses luxuriant or 'bobbed '? 1^4
GAt-twoiTHV White Monkeji 63 Her bobbed black hair,

crinkly towards the ends.

BoDb«r-> (b^baj). [f. *B0B r.<] One who
poliihes articles on a bob or polishing-disc.

lJ8l/«»/r.C/i«n«C/«'*J (1885) 53 Locksmith, Bellhanger.

Bobber and Grinder. 1906 Daily Chnm. 33 Apr. 10 6 Good
eraery bobber : mast be used to cycle work. 1911 Diet.

O^euf. Terms (19a;) i 237 Emery bobber (foundry). Hid.
2^8 Bobber and polisher.

Bobber* (h^'bJJ,. [f. •Bob*.''] One who ritles

on a bob-sleigh.

1904 Windsor .Mug. Jan. 148 '9 Thus spoiling manyarace
aiMimporting many a ri»k to the bobber, i^ Tribiint

16 Jan. 3/7 (Turlers and skaters have been enjoying them-

selves but skiers and bobbers., are srumbling.

Bobbery ;b<>b3ri), a. Ani;lo-/nd. [?f. Bobbeiit

sb.'\ Of a pack of hounds : Miscellaneous in breed

or quality. Also more widely : Poor, of indifferent

quality, ' scratch '.

I<7< Li/e in the Mofussit L 142 On the mornings when the

'bobberee' pack went out. 1894 Mac Dvam .Mans Keep-

ing i. The daily drills and 'the hunts with the bobbery p.icks.

SMI 'Li»*B*liA!i' ^Ki^rifx^yf^'rtfi/w^M (1902) 334A mounted
officer pushing forward here, another there trying to turn

bis ' bobbery horse to get back.

Bobbing, vbl. tb.^ 3. Add : U.S. (seeqnot and

•Bob jA.i 7;.

1883 Century Mag. July 383/t Bobbing has been practiced

in Florida for more than a century, and is a very simple but

remarkably 'killing ' met hod of fishing. x888 ( '.oode ^ nur.

hishet 6> Trolling with the rod, ^
skittering ', and * bobbing

'

are other modes of local popularity.

Bobbing, vbl. tb:t [f. 'Bob rA.» 2 d.] The
pastime of riding on bob-sleighs. WiO allrib.

ttn Troy Daily Times 31 Jan. I Farmer) All the village

bobbing clubs will participate in the carnival at Albanv to-

morrow...Tliere are seventy.eight entries for the bobbing
parade. t88a Harper's .Mag. Slay 973/1 Ruby and Ned
displeased their mother by joining a * bobbing ' party on a
neighbouring * hill ' street.

Bobble (b(>b'l), ,i.2 [dimin. of Bob j*.i
: lee

-LE I.] A small woolly ball used as an ornament

or trimming for ladies' dresses.

I9>3 Daily .Maili-i Feb. i Knitted Wool Jumpers, finished

cord and bobbles. Ibid. 17 Apr. 1 Trimmed with bobbles of

own material arranged in sets. 19*7 Rl-sskli. 'i hornoiks
Tk4 Shpe vi, A black gaberdine with bobbles on it.

SurPT.

97

Bobble, V. Add quot. (ill Golf). Also Bo'b-
bling/;i/. a.

189a Z^a/Vy A'lfrfJ 20 SepL 6/4 Ifthey must -shoot something,

let them pop away at bottles, .in a hobbling sea.
_ 1896 W.

Park Game ofGolf \, 202 It is absolutely essential that a
putting.green be firm and smooth, and the turf close and
short, so that the ball will roll on it and not 'bobble' or

jump, as it certainly will if the turf be brushy and uneven.

Bobbly (b^bli), a. coltoi]. [f. Bobble v. + -v 1.]

a. Jumpy, uneven, b. Loose and undulating.

1900 Westm. Gaz. i Feb. 12/2 The bard ground, the

bobbly putting, and .-ill the other horrors of golf in frosty

weather. I9at Chambers's "jml. Jan. 3' 1 The fully-opened

door revealed the white coat and bobbly trousers of a veri-

table bed-room steward.

Bobcat. U.S. [Bob rf.' 5, in allusion to the

short tail.] The bay lyn.x, Lynx rufus. Also tram/.
1888 Roosevelt in Century Mag. Mar. 656 We also keep

heus, which, in spite of the damaging inroads of hawks, bob-

cats, and foxes supply^ us with eggs. 1901 O. Wister
Members of Family vii. (191 1) 250, I came for a bo.t of

matches, y'u bawim' bobcat. 1906 Springfield Weekly
Republ. ao June a The creation of this new commonwealth
on virgin soil, where for centuries the wolves, bob-cats and
Indians had leisurely roamed.

Bob-haired, a. [See Bob a. I and *BoB v.^ 2.]

Of a woman or girl : Having the hair cut short

round the head.
X9at Mrs. A. SitxswicK None.Go-By xvii, The bob^baired

female gazed at bim as if she wished to probe into his soul.

I9a5 Daily News 7 Sept. 5/4 A bob-haired brunette.

Bobolink. U.S. Add : Also bob-a-link,

bob-o'-linck, bob-a-Unkum.
x8a6 T. Ft.tsr Keeoll. 243 Those merry and chattering birds,

that we call bob-a-link, or French blackbird. 1840 C F.

Hoffman Greyslaer III. i. 104 There he goes. .singing for

all the world uke a Bob-a-linkum on the wing. 1847 Tom
Pepper I. 115 (Th.), I heard her voice, which was sweeter

than a bob-u'-linck's.

Bob-sled, -sleigh.. Add qnots. Also Bob-
Bl«lghln^z'/'/.j*.,the sportof ridingon a bobsleigh.
1889 [see "Bob si.' 2 c). i8aa Eiig. Illustr. Mag. Sept.

883 1 he logs are loaded on boS-sleds and taken o the mills.

1894 H. (jiBSON Toiogganing 16^ Bobsleighing is another
amusing form of tobogganing which has become very popu-
lar during the last few years. Ibid., A Bobsleigh con-

sists of two machines, .connected together endways by a

. board, upon which the crew sit or lie. Ibid., The Bobsleigh,

Bobsled, or double-iipper. 1907 Ladies' Field 19 Jan. 278, 2

A bob-sleigh smartly turned out with a varnished and
' cushioned seat, a steering-wheel, brake, and motor-horn

: complete. 1910 Daily ChroH. 13 Jan. 7 a An English bob-

;
sleigh team..dashed down the bobsleigh run and route

; above (irindelwald at a great speed.

Bob-ttdL Add : B. allrib. bobtail <s»p U.S. (see

<]iiot. 18S9); bobtail discharge U.S. (see quot.).

1887 Harper's Mag. Sept. 646/1 In a New York "bobtail

car. 1889 rARHEE W«rfr/tfrt«/i///j, /)'(»^/a/Vtfrtr,_the popular

I
name for a small tram-car horsed by a single animal,_and on

I which the only official is a driver, whose office it is to

i collect fares and generally perform the duties of conductor

1 in addition to his own. 1886 0«/i«^ (U.S.) Dec 227/3 Upon
1

the expiration of his first enlistment, be was given what is

I called a 'ioiteut discharge, a discharge without character.

i C. si. 4. Also//, (cf. quot. 1785 in Diet.).

\
1916 J. BuiCK You Can't Win xiii. 180 She poured liquor

I

into the bums, beggars, ragtags and bobtails that hung
around the saloons.

5. A four-card flush or straight in the game of

poker. U..S. 1909 Century Diet. SuppL

Bob-tailed, a. Add : Applied to vehicles.

Bobtailtd car — bobtail car (see above). U.S.

lt»i Century Diet. 1901 S. E. WnrrE lfVrrmurii.4 He
owned.. a light, two-wheeled wagon of the bob.tailed t>'pe.

I
Bob-veid. U.S. [Bob iJ.'] Veal so immature

as to be unfit for food.

s888 San Francisco Weekly Exam. 32 Mar. (Farmer) It

j
is time this traffic in..bob.veal was stopped. 19x1 N. V.

I Even. Post 1 3 Oct. 1 A former butcher wxs sentencetj . . for .

.

I shipping, .the carcasses of five bob veal calves to this city.

BoOCOnia (bcktps'nia'. [mod.L. ; named after
' the Sicilian botanist, Paolo Boccone (1633-1704).]

I A tall herbaceous plant or shrub of the papavera-

ceous genus of the name, with large \o)xi leaves

and panicles of flowers. The favourite species is

B. cordnta, with cream-colourjj} flowers growing
on tall stems.
I9aa W. P. Weight Casults Diet. Card. I. n8 The

herbaceous Bocconias like a rich, heavy soil.

Boche(b<;J). Also«rrff«. Boech(e. [Fr. slang, =

rascal, German, said to be shortened from cahoche

head, or from Alboche, modification of Allenuutd

German.] The French soldiers' name for a

German. Also attrib. or adj. German.
(Cf. 18S9 BARRtRE, Bochr, rake, 'rip', ' molrower ', or

'beard splitter". Tlte dc boeht,..^ dull-witted person.

Literally wooden head. Also a German.) 1914 Daily
Express 30 Sept. 4/2 Monsieur had better come under cover.

The ' Bosches are still firing this way. 191S National Ret>.

Mar. 31 £a.ster passed without the promised bonne-bouche

for the Boscbes. 1919 Bovd CA»t.E Old Conlemftibles viii.

130 A Boche.. proceeded to drop bombs all over the place.

iMo Punch 30 Oct. 305/1 Boflcb aeroplane observers.

Bock vll'k). [Fr., a.G. bock, in full bockbUr,

shortened f. Eimhockbier, now Einhecker bier, f.

Einbeck, Eimbeck, a town in Hanover.] A strong

dark-coloured variety of German beer. With a

and //. , a glass of this or any other beer.

i8«7 SiHHONDS Diet. Treuit Suppl., Bock-ieer, a favourite

BODY.

Bavarian double strong malt beverage, of the best lager
description. 1879 Sac.a /'art's Htrself Again I. 183 A
' bock ', or glass of light and frothy beer. Ibid. 186 Allsopp
at fifty centimes the *bock'. 1883 Standard 3 Jan. 6
(Stanford) U'hose * after hours ' when briefless barristers and
journalists out of work congregate over their coffee, their

absinthe, or their backs. 1911 igih Cent, May 924 You can
drink bock at 75 centimes.

Bodach (bo*dax). Also -agh. [Gaelic bodach,

Ir. bodagh^ A peasant, churl.

1865 Dublin Rev. July 73 It admits of no doubt that the

Gaelic is withering away.. .The coarse Bndach nlinost alone

retains it as ilie language of common life. 1903 li''est7n.

Gaz. 18 May 4/3 Father Diimeen's play 'The Enchanted
Well ' dealt with a rivalry in love between a rich * bodach *

and a poor poet.

Bodacious (b(?d/i*ps), a. U.S. dial. [Peril, a

variant of Eng. dial, boldacious^ a combination of

bold and audacious^ Complete, thorough, arrant.

1887 ' C. E. Craudock ' Keedon Bluffs 153 Air ye turned
a bodacious idjit, Skimp?

BodaxiOUSly, (tdv. U.S. dial. Also bodya-
ciously. [See prec] Completely, thoroughly.

a. 1840 Congress. Globe 20 Jul^ 545 (Th.) [It has been
proclaimed abroad] that the Administration is bodaclously

used up. 1843 Cari.ton A'rrc Purchase 143 It was now
snowing so bodaclously fast. 1878 J. H. Beadle Western
lyUds viiu iiS, I saw a man., who had been ' b&daciou.sly

chawed up,' to use his own language, by a grizzly bear.

1887 ' C E. Craddock ' Keedon BliTffs 104 He drug two
needles bodaciously out an spiled fowerrows. 1004 Habbkn
Georgians vii. 69 You was ruinin' yoreselves bodaciously,

0. 1833 J. Hall Leg. West 82 It seems Uke it would jist

use me up bodyaciously. 1833 Sk. D. C^rockett Pref. p. v, A
constant repetition of the terms bodyaciously, teetotaciously,

obflisticated, &c.

Bodegon (b^d^go-n). PI. -ones (o'n^s). [Sp.,

f. bodega Bodega.] Properly, a Spanish tavern-

piece ; hence, any Spanish picture representing

still-life or 2. genre subject
{1-7^ Earthquake at Li/na{cA. 2) 317 Those who keep the

Bodegones, (a Sort of Taverns, wliich are no belter than

a ChandlerVshop ; for besides Wine, they sell Candles,

Fish. Salt, Cheese and Bacon).] 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI.
189/1 Beginning with subjects of still-life,, such as meat,
vegetables, and kitchen utensils : hence the generic name
Bodegonesy by wliich they are still known. 1848 W. Stir.

LING Artists 0/ Spain II. 580 'Ihese 'bodegones* of his

early days are worthy of the best pencils of Flanders. 1896
W. Akmstronc Li/e Velazguez 12 His earliest independent
works were bodegones—kitchen and tavern scenes.

Bodoni (lid^u"n«). A book produced by the

celebrated Italian printer Giambattista Bodoni

(1740-1813% Also attrib. in Bodoni type.

1880 A. Lang Ballades in Blue China, Bock-hunter^ In

rich men's shelves they take their ease—Aldines, Bodonis,

KIrevirs ! 19U D. H. Updike Printing T^Pfs II. 235 The
* Bodoni * type of contmerce is a composite picture of many
of Bodoni's lonts, rather than a reproduction of any one of

them. 1998 Scholartis Press Catal. June, Printed by the

Glasgow University Press in Bodoni type.

Bod-stick, variant oi bott-stick: see •Bott a,

1883 T. D. Wkst Ainer. Feumiry Pract. (ed. s) 531 The
melter..runs the bod-stick without any clay on it into the

running iron. 1900 [see *Bott 3].

Body, sb. Add

:

7. The foundation of a felt or silk hat. Also

Comb, body-maker.
1845 DoDD Brit. Manuf. V. 159 The ' body ', or ' founda-

tioir , of a good beaver bat is. . made of eight parts rabbits'

fur [etc-l. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 519/3 A silk hat consists

ofa light stiff body covered with a plush of silk. 1881 Instr.

Census Clerks (1885) 74 Silk Hat Making: Body Maker.
Finisher. Shaper. 1006 Watson Smith Ckem. Hat Manuf.
65 The stiffening and proofing of hat forms or ' bodies '. 19SS

Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) 5 409 Body-maker [of hats).

8. b. {a) Further examples, {b) Used for the

corresponding part in a motor-car and in an

aeroplane, {c) attrib, and Coftib.y as body-strut,

-work ; body-builder, -maker^ -mate ; body-build-

ing, -makiugy -painting.

(a) 1761. 1794 [see Carriage a8]. x88i J. W. Burgess
Coa*jh-i>uildtiig 42 The body is a species of l>ox, fitted with

doors and windows, and lined and waddtd for tlie purpose

of comfort. iSg^ J, Phii.ipson CoiichbuHding 2 The body ts

the most essential part of the carriage.

(b) 1896 Horseless Age May 20 Width of body [of motor-

carj 32 inches; Icngtn of body 8 feet 6 inches. 190a

Lavekgne & Hasluck -^w/tf/"<»^/< 352 Before all else the

body should be solid. xqo6 Motors 53 The 'lonneau body
was till lately most popular. 1909 A. Berget Conquest of
Air 166 The body .. is the space designed to carry the

motor, propeller, and the aviator. 1913 Aeroplane 13 Feb.

151/2 Ibc pilots.. are cosily plated in comfortable seats in-

side protective bodies. 1930 Jones & Fkier Aeroplane
Desipt 109 The main function of the body or fuselage is to

provide accommodation for cargo, pilot, passengers, flying

instruments, and a reliable bearing for the power unit.

(<:) 1846 DoDij Brit. Manuf. VI. 113 * Body-makers' [are]

employed principally on delicate framework and panelling.

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 137/1 Body-makers, who build up
the part in which persons sit. 1891 Daily News 29 Dec.

64 The body-making and harness departments, 190a

Daily Ckron. 5 Mar. 10/3 Omnibus.—Goo*l body mate, at

once. S908 Westm, Gaz. 10 Mar, 4/1 A large number of

chassis.. fitted with every c1a.ss of bodywork. 1909 Ibid.

17 June 4/1 The body-painting, smithy, and upholstery

shop*. 1914 C. W, Terrv Motor Body-butiding 58 Materials

used by b<Kly-builders. 1980 Jones & Fkier Aeroplane

Design 99 The outer, inner, and body struts, 19U A utocar

10 Nov. 948 The production of vehicles with slightly larger

and more commodious bodywork.

21. b. spec. A massor deposit ofmetalliferousore.

1909 Westm, Gta. 9 FeU 11/4 The opening of an entirely

7
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new body curying on an average 3 per cent, copper and 15

ounces of silver to the ton. 151*9 ^V;«« 25 Jan. 12/3

A number of ai-eas [in Great Britain) are worth prospecting

in the hope of discovering new ore bodies.

22. o. The paste or clay (of a particular kind)

used in the manufacture of porcelain.

1830 Mortar body [see Mortar i^.* sbj. 1893 Bone body
tsee"*BoNK ^^. 17 J.

80. "body-box, a brood-box, brood-chamber

;

body-btiilding, the feeding and strengthening of

the human frame by diet and exercise ; also attrib, or

adj.\ body-cavity 2iw/., the ccelom; body-face =
*&>dy-typ€\ body-line bowling, fast bowling de-

livered persistently on the leg side, first so termed in

Australia with reference to test-match cricket in Jan,

1933 {Tini^s 19 Jan. 12/6); body-mark, stroke.

Printings the stem or * thick-stroke ' of the face of

a type-letter; body-rope Naut, (see quots.);

body-type, the type used for printing the body of

a book ; body-wall ZooL^ the general envelope of

an animal body ; the cell-wall of a lower organism.
1881 T, W. Cowan Bee-keeper's Guide Bk. 37 A second

hive, having eight frames the same size as those used in the
*body-box, is provided for use on the top of the other. 1888
F. R. CHESHrRE Bees ^ Bee-Keeping II. 76 A body-box.

.

arranged to lake from ten to thirteen frames. iSpg Modern
Bee- keeping fed. 8) 22 The body-box or brood-chamber.
X904 E. Sasdow {title) *Body-building, or Man in the
Making. 19x0 Daily Chron, 5 Apr. 9/2 Rich in body-
building or proteid elements. 1875 Huxlev Elem. Biol.

100 The *body-cavity [in Hydra], 1888 Rolleston &
Jackson Anim. Lifa Introd. p. xxix, The cavity, or series of
cavities, known as body cavities or coelome. loox SHrpLEV
& MacBridr Zool. V. (1904) 83 Coelomic cavity or body
cavity. 1927 Haldank & Huxley Anim. Biol, i, 10 The
stomach and intestine lie in a space, thegeneral body-cavity
or coelom. 1898 J. Southward Mod. Printing 1. 134 'Body
or text faces. 1896 Dk Vinne Moxons Mech. Exerc, Print-
ing 414 Stem is the thick-stroke of a letter, sometimes called

by type-founders the *body-mark. 1883 Man. Seamanship
Boys 41 The ropes [for royals] are of two sizes only—viz.,

head rope, from earring to earring, and a "body rope on the
foot and leeches. Ibid. 46 The largest or body rope..and
the head rope. 1898 J. Southward Mod. Printing I. 140
The thick lines.. are called the *body strokes. Ibid. 134
*Body or text types, used for plain paragraph matter. 1888
Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 357 'I'he *body wall [in

Vertebrata], X898 A. Sedgwick Zool. I. 549 The soft part
of the body-wall [i 1 Polyzoa], which consists of ectoderm
and mesoderm. 1909 Westni. Gaz. 28 Aug. 13/2 A special
series of muscles in the body-wall.

BOGT. Add : b. Short for Boer tobacco^ a brand
of tobacco produced in Rustenbnrg, South Africa.
x^oo Westvi.Gaz. 14 July 8/1 A smoker may keep his pipe

gomg from early morning till late at night if he uses good
' Boer ',

Bo£f, sb^- 4. Add : bog-garden, a piece of
ground laid oitt and irrigated to grow plants whose
habitat is bog-land and a peaty soil; bog ore
(later U.S. examples).
X883 W. Robinson .ff^/. FlenverGardenpAxnifi Amore

perfect *bog garden is made by forming a basin of brickwork
and Portland cement, about one foot in depth. 1908
R. Farrer Alpines Sf Bos:-plants 154 The prime, .necessity
of the bog-garden is the most perfect drainage. 1805 D.
McClure Diary (iSgg) 131 The country abounds with sand
or *bo_g oar. 1840 in Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. (1855) Vi. 278
Deposites ofbog ore occur in limited quantities in many places.

Bo^ v^ 2. (Modem examples. Also with down

X900 Smithwick Evol. State 325 The animal had bogged
in crossmg the little creek. 1^03 A. K-aKsxs Log Cowboy ^\\.

77 Bob Blades attempted to ride out of the river below the
crossing, when his horse bogged down. 1936 Satttrday
Even. Post (N. Y.) 12 May 184/2 On a clean sheet of paper
he wrote the words * We know ', and there he bogged down.

Bogey (bJi-gi). Golf. Also bogy, bogie. [The
following story reproduces the current accoimt of
the origin of the term :

—

One popular song at least has left its permanent effect on
the game of golf. That song is ' The Bogey Man '. In
1890 Dr. Thos. Browne, R.NT., the hon. secretary of the
Great Yarmouth Club, was playing against a Major Well-
man, the match bemg against the ' ground score ', which was
the name given to the scratch value of each hole. The
system of playing against the • ground score ' was new to
Major Wellman, and he exclaimed, thinking of the song of
the moment, that his mysterious and well-nigh invincible
opponent was a regular * bogey-man '. The name * caught
on ' at Great Yarmouth, and to-day ' Bogey* is one of the
most feared opponents on all the courses that acknowledee
bun (190B M.AJ^. 25 July 7S/1).]

The number of strokes a good player may be
reckoned to need for the course or for a hole.
(Assigned toan imaginarypartner *Colonel Bogey*.)
i8m Field 2 Jan. 6/1 A novelty was introduced in shape

ofa Bogey tournament for a prize. . . Fourteen couples -started
but the Bogey defeated all. XB93 H. Hutchinson GolfinkH4 Bogey. Usually given the title of Colonel. J903 IP'estm.
Gaz. tti Feb. 6/2 Jones, with a handicap of 17, receives an
allowance against Bogey of 13 strokes. X910 Encycl. Brit.
XII. 231/2 There is also a species of competition called
bogey play, in which each man plays against a ' bogey *

score—a score fixed for each hole in the round before starting.

BogOmil, -mile (b^u'g^mil, -mail). I/tsl. [ad!
med. Gr, Boy6fj.iX.os, of disputed origin ; the first

syllable may represent Russ. Bog- God,] A member
of a heretical Bulgarian sect which arose in the
loth or nth century, whose main tenet was that
God the Father had two sons, Satan and Christ.

Hence Boeroml'lian a. and sb,j Bo'ffomilism,
Bo'goiuilist.
[1574 R. Bristow Motives Cath. Faith To Rdr. * iiij b, In

the twelftli hundred [year after Christ], the Bogomili, the
Petrobusians, the ApostoUkes.) X84X Penny Cycl, XX.
271/1 The sect of the Bogomiles^ which was well known
in the Greek empire. 1851 J. Tokrky tr. Neander's Ch.
Hist. VIH. 351 The sect of the Bogomiles. Ibid. 356
The Bogomilian view of the Trinity, a 1876 Finlay Hist,
Greece (1877) III. 68 The Bogomilian heresy. Ibid. 69
A Bogomilian who was put to the torture by the imperial
officers. X887 M. Gaster Greeko-Slavonic Lit. 17 Bogo-
milism.. rilled Bulgaria for not less than five centuries.
Ibid, 20 NIkita, the bishop of the Bogomils of Constanti-
nople. Ibid. 35, 1 will here give the version which comes
nearest to the original Bogomilist form. X920O. ^^z'. Jan. 71
.He invited the Bogomile heretic, Basil, toaprivate colloquy.

Bogus, sbA and a. Add : 1. b. Bogus press

^

fnackitie = sense i in Diet.
X844 Spirit o/the Times (Philad.) rz Oct. (Th.) A bogus

press for making counterfeit money. 1850 Frontier Guar-
dian (ed. O. Hyde) 23 Jan. (Th.) We employed that same
Bill Hickman to ferret out a bogus press and a gang of
counterfeiters. . . A part ofthe bogus machine has been found.

C. Counterfeit coin. Also Comb.
1844 Naiivoo Neighbor 12 Tune (Th.) To bolster up the

interests of blacklegs and bogus-makers. 1848 W. E.
Burton Waggeries (Philad.) 90 (Tli.) No luggage, nor no
nothing, but a roll of bogus. 1853 B. Young in yml. Dis-
courses I. .270 The Magicians of Egypt, .produced a very
good bogus, but it was not quite the true coin.

2. adj. (Karlier examples.)
183^ Mrs. KtRKLANoiVcw Home xxxli. 212 The boxes..

contained ., half-dollars, 'principally bogus'. X&43 J. A,
Clark Glean. Way 340 (Th.) Guilty of. .cheating, selling
bogus money (base coin).

Boll (bJu), Anglo-Ind, [Burmese bo^ A chief
or leader of dacoits.

1890 Kipling Departm. Ditties, Grave ofHundred Head
(ed. 4) 82 Bohs that were brave departed. 1923 Chambers's
JrnLOcX, 650/2 He would ask which was their Boh, or leader.
1926 Ibid, Feb. 85/2 A man, obviously the Boh, or Chief.

Bohairic (hohsiB-rik), a. and sb. Also Bahiric.
[f. Bohairah, Bahirak {Boheiraj BeheraK)^ the

Arabic name of Lower Egypt (Arab.^**-*. buhair

lake).] The designation ofthe classical or standard
form of Coptic spoken in Alexandria and the north-
western Delta, and of the version of the Bible (the

official version of the Coptic Church) written in

this language. (= Memphitic.)
X830 H. Tattam G7'am, Egypt. Lang. 135 The Coptic, or,

as it has been cailed, the Bahiric, but more proprerly the
Memphitic, was the Dialect of Lower Egypt. 1874 Light-
foot in Scrivener Crit. N. T. (ed. 2) 327 The Bahiric or
Memphitic Version. 1898 {title) The Coptic Version of the
New Testament in the Northern Dialect otherwise called
Memphitic and Bohairic.

Bohemianize, v. Add : trans. To make
bohemian in life and habits.
i899_Watts-Duntok Ayiiuin W. 52 To run the risk of

becoming bohemianised like Cyril Aylwin.
Bohereen, var. of Boreen.
1899 SoMERViLLE & Ross IHsh R.M. 138, T thought you

were a dead man when you faced him at the bohereen.
1920 Cornhill Mag. Oct. 494 A campaign among bogs and
bohireens. 1921 Blackw. Mag. Jan. ii/i The grass.grown
bohereen leading over the crest of the hill.

Bohunk (b£7ht?-i]k). U.S. slang. [Of obscure
origin]. A Southern European of inferior class

;

hence, a low rough fellow.
A correspondent writes :

' In igio, when the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway was being constructed out of Prince Rupert,
B.C., it was a word in everyday use to describe the type of
men (of foreign extraction) who passed along the right of
way, presumably looking for work.'
1914 Gertr. Atherton Perch ofDevilx. 58 The ' Bohunks',

or 'dark men \ an inferior class of Southern Europeans.
1921 Chambers's yrnl.S^B/^ To condemn his girl to a yellow
bohunk like Milroy. 1927 Daily Tel. 24 May 17/6 A
contractor for railroad ties employing hundreds of the
roughest of bohunks to hew and carry them for him.

Boil, J/^.2 Add:
4. U.S. (See quots.)
i8a6 T. Flint Recoil. 87 The Mississippi . . is full of singular

boils, where the water rises with a strong circular motion.
1853 Putnam's Monthly Aug. 188/2 These 'boils', as the
boatmen call them, are immense upheavings of the moving
waters [of the Mississippi]. X883 ' Mark Twain ' Life
Mississippi ix. 120 Those tumbling ' boils ' show a dissolving
bar and a changing channel there.

5. Angling, A sudden bold rise of a fish at a fly.

1893 Field 17 June 894/3 A fish had made a boil at my fly.

1894 Daily Neivs 22 Aug. 5/1 The only hopeful sign is when
salmon now and then break the surface of the water with a
' boil,'. a movement like the rise of a trout.

Boil, V. Add :

11. Angling, Of a fish : To rise boldly at a fly.

1898 J. A. GiBBS CotsTvold Village viii. 164, I see one'ljc.
a trout J boil up just above that mess of weed.

Boiled, ppL a. Add ; 2. Special comb, boiled
crow (see Crow ^3.1 3); boiled dinner, a dinner
of meat and vegetables boiled together ; boiled
shirt, a white or dress shirt, ^..S".

X878 Harper's Mag. LVU. 575 Slabs of fat..adding
savour and strength to a *b'iled dinner. X897 Howells
Landlord Liangs Head \\\. (1908) 14 The woman brought in
a good boiled dinner of corned beef, potatoes, turnips, and
carrots.

_
1906 W. Churchill Coniston 120 He attacked the

boiled dinner with a ferocity which should have been
exercised against Jethro. 1869 A. K. ^IcCi^j&k Rocky Mts,
413 la order to attend the Governor's reception, I borrowed

a *boiled shirt. 1876 F7ir, Fin ^ Feather Sept. 129 If a
member puts on a ' boiled shirt ' it signifies he is not going
fishing again. 1905 N. Y. Even. Pott 22 Sept., The fact is

that Tammany HalT has merely progressed from shirtsleeves
10 the * boiled shirt *.

Boiler. Add

:

2. C. To burst one's boiler (fig.), to come, or
bring, to grief. U.S.
1824 in Thornton Amer, Gloss. 1834 Carruthefs

KentuckioJi in N. V. I. 218 That'll make th-^m think some-
body's busted their biier. c 1845 Paulding Madmen All 189
May my boiler be eternally busted, if there isn't that are lady.
5. boiler-deck U.S., the lower deck of a

steamer, lying immediately above the boilers;
boiler plate U.S., stereotyped matter issued to
the newspaper press.

1830 Steamboat Disasters UZ^6) 127 *BoiIer-deck,—being
that part of tiie upper deck situated immediately over the
boilers. 1838 R. M. biRD Peter Pilgrim I. 86 He had
followed his friend, the Kentuckian, to the boiler-deck. 1876
Habbf.rton Jericho Road'x. 10 The new hand reached the
boiler-deck, and reported to the mate. X893 Congress. Rec.
Aug. 465/1 The country weeklies have Iwen sent tons of
* *boiler plates' accompanied by. .letters asking the editors
to use the matter as news, xpos D. G. Phillips Plum Tree
190 He attended to the subsidizing of news agencies that
supplied thousands of country papers witii boiler-plate matter
to fill their inside pages.

6. In the West Indies and Bermudas, a sunken
coral reef into which the sea breaks with foam and
spray. 1909 in Cent. Diet. SuppL

Boiler (boiUi), v. trans. To furnish (a steam-
ship) with its boiler or boilers. Also Boi-Xerinir
vbl. sb»

1890 Whithy^ Times 3 Jan. 4/4 The steamers built and
launched at this port have to go elsewhere to be engined
and boilered._ 1897 United Service Mag. June 226 The
special conditions which.,govern the hollering of warships.

Boiling, vbl. sb. Add

:

3. b. With down : The process of condensing or
abridging literary matter ; concr, a condensation or
epitome. (See BorL v. 8.

)

X898 Daily News 27 Jan. 8/4 The book is little more
than a boiling-down of the vast literature on the subject.
liut the boiling-down is well done.

^ M' (Earlier U.S. example.)
X786 New Hapten Gaz. 13 Apr. 75/3 The d—1 ran a hunt-

ing with the boiling of them.

Boiling, ppl. a. 4. Add :

1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories iiB The conflict was
at its height, when dead Cxsar appeared, boiling drunk.
Boina (biJzna). [Sp.] A fiat cap worn in Spain.
1904 Gallichan Fishing in Spain 19 In his blue boina, a

cap resembling the tamo'-shanter, he looked like a ' braw
Scot *. X9S2 Chambers's jT-nl. 15 July 519/2 He wore a bat
of soft black felt or else a Boina {the Biscayan bonnet).

Bois brtl6 (bwa bnVl^). U.S. [Fr,, * burnt
wood '.] An American Indian half-breed, esp. one
of French and Indian extraction.
In popular use corrupted into bob ruly,
1840 C. F. HoFFAiAN Greyslaer III. xiv. 260 Of Guisbeit

or Guise, as the * liois-brule \ or half-blood child was
generally called, we have as yet been enabled to gather but
few traditions. X878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxix.
380 Most of the drivers were of the pure Bois Brules stock.
x88i Amer. Naturalist XV. 123 Buffalo make good tractable
work cattle when caught young, and the Bois Brules fre-
quently use them as such.

Bois d'arc (bwa dark). US, Also bow-dark,
bodok. [F., *wood of bow*.] The wood of the
osage orange, used by American Indians for
making bows.
1805 [see *Bow-wood]. 1848 Bartlett Diet. A mer., Boof

dark tree {Fr. bois d'arc), a western tree, the wood of
which is used to make bows with. xSsa R- B. Marcv &
McClellan Expl. ofRed River 98 (Bartlett) The bows [of
the Comanches] are made of the tough and elastic wood of
the bois d*arc, or osage orange. x8^ Texas Almanac 6g
The surface is rolling, .. supplied with elm, ash .. and
especially bois d'arc, 1877 R. I. Doewe Huntitig Grounds
Gt, West 348 The best wcK>d [for bows] is the Osage Orange
{bois d'arc of the old French trappers, corrupted into *bow
dark ' by plains Americans).

Boko (bJu'ki?). slang. Also boco. [?] The nose.
X874 Slang Dict.t Boko^ the nose. Originally pugilistic

slang, but now general. x88o Besakt & Rice Seamy Side i,

'Conk or boko', said Nicholas the vulgar. * It's all the
same '. 1903 Daily Chron. 19 Mar. 5/2 AVith his * boko on
the bolster be may find bliss in bed between the blankets.

Bola (bJo'la). [Cf. Sp. botado cake of clarified

sugar.
]

1. A kind of sweetmeat,
xSps Zangwill Ckildr. GJtetto L 14 The confectioners'

shops, crammed with ' stuffed monkeys ' and * bolas '. Ibid.
18 Those who kneaded the toothsome bolas.

2. An iced * cup * compomided of hock, soda-
water, etc
1905 Mrs. C. S. Peel Still Room Cookery 46.

Bold-face, -faced. Add : Used to designate
type with a thick or 'fat* face, such as 'Clarendon*
or * antique \
1902 T. L. De Vinne Pract, Typogr. 50 A bold-face with

hair-lines and serifs too weak. Ibid. 331 A bold-faced
clarendon with strong bracketed serifs. 1905 F. H. Collins
Authors^ ^ Printers' Dict.^ Boldface /^j*^. .indicated in
MS. by wavy underlining. 1911 H. S. Harkison Queed
xviii, 22S Close beside this, lest the reader should fail to
grasp the full meaning of the boldface, was a three-column
cartoon.

Boldo {hp-\dio). Med. [Sp., a. the native Chilian
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word.] The leaves and stem of Peumus Boldiis, an

everijreen shrub of Chili, used as a tonic Hence
Boldin, -ine (also boldoin) [see -in l, -ink 5]^

a bitter alkaloid contained in boldo, used as a

hypnotic
iS^i J. V. Shoemaker i1/^i/.^r<il II. 481 Boldo.. Boldoin.

i89> Lbosard & Chkisty Diet, Mui. Med. 64 Boldo..

Boldine. zooS Practitioner Aug. 339 Slight cbolasogues,

such as . . boldo.

Bolero. Add :

2. A short jacket coming barely to the waist

:

a. worn by men in Spain.

1909 ' O. H«NRY * Roads 0/Destiny ix. 151 He wore a suit

of coarse brown ducking, the coat being a sort of rakish

bolero. X9a4 Cffuntries 0/ World 2495/3 Fanners and
peasants .. with wide-brimmed black felt hats, boleros,

coloured sashes, and tight-fitting trousers.

b. worn as a fashionable garment by women,
usually over a blouse or bodice.

x%^ DailyNtms i Apr. a ''4 The Zouave is quite as popular

as it was last year. ..Sometimes it is pure bolero. 1894 Fall
Mall Gas. 33 Oct. 4/3 Close-fitting boleros of sealskin. 1906

Wtstm. Gaz. 7 .^pr. 18/3 Few fashions of our day have been
so tenacious of life as the bolero.

Bollf sK'^ 3. (Earlier examples refciring to

cotton.)

X796-1806 B. Hawkins Lstt. 301 The staple of the cotton

good, ttu»' not so much as it would have been, had it been
hjfi^ and toped. The lx>wU or pods would then have
be«a larger. 1835 J. H. Incraham SoutM-U'eii II. 284 The
pericarp or boll of cottoa..is generally matured in eight or

ten weeks.

6. boll-weevil, a weevil {ArUkonomus grandis)

destructive to the cotton-plant ; also fig. ; boll-

worm ^examples).

1903 Wtftm. Cms. 36 Nov, ta/t The *bolI weevil.. has
caMed Aaierica a loss of £ 14.000,000. 1906 /h'd. 19 Dec
x/S The Mexican cotton boll-weevil. 1906 Springfield
Vvttfy MeJtmil. 19 July 16 The ' bolUweevil democrats ' is

the term of opprobrium which a southern paper applie« to
democrats who favour Hearst. 19*8 Mafickestcr Gtmrdian
tyuAiy^i Auf. 160. I Reports of boll weevil damage and
crop (wCerioration. x88o Congress. Rec. May 3216/1 If tlie

prodncen of cotton were greatly suffering from the ravages
of*boU-warauand caterpillars 1888 Ibid, is May 4070Then
come< the * army worm , and then the ' boU-worm *.

Bollock (bf>-bk). Naut. [var. Ballock.] Either

of two blocks fastened to the topsail-yard, for the

topsail-ties to reeve through,
1M9 Cent. Diet., Bollock-block. 1898 Anstxd Diet. Sea

TermUf BolUcks^ blocks secured to the middle of the topsail

jrards in large ships ; the topsail ties pass through them, and
thereby gain an increase of power in lifting the >'ards,

Bolo ^ (bi^ob). [Sp.] A kind of cutlass used in

the Philippine Islands for agricultural and domestic

work and as a 6ghting weapon. Comb., boh-
maker ; bolo-znan, one armed with a bolo.

S90S WeUnu Com. i Oct. lo/i, 400 bolomen attacked the
nrxiaoo of terenty-two Americans. 1901 Daily Chrott, it

Oct. 5/7 Insargenu, who were armed only with b^oa. 1905
Lx Roy Pkilifpiiie Life 8« The local bUcksmilh and bolo-

malter, as he generally is (km* the bolo is the cfatef working
i«[4ereent of the Filipino in the thicket or the field or about
the boose, as well as being, in another form, his principal

weapon). 1906 MeumiUan'e Mag. Oct. 903 We had never
Ttsiied the (Mace before, and, for all we knew to the contrary,
it was full ^ ^io'awen.

Bolo ^ (bja>lf>). 1. One who pursues anti-patriotic
' underground ' activities like those of Paul Bolo,

a French adrenturer shot for treason, April 17,

1918 ; one suspected ofengaging in pacifist propa-
ganda in favour of Germany during the war of
1914-18.
1917 tgtk Cent, Dec 116$ The actirity of those whom

we might call the British and Gernwn Bolos, nalaraltsed
or not. Ibid. ta66 As far bock as 1907 these Bolos were
working under the guidance of German agents.

2. Misu9e<l for : A Bolshevik. Also colUct, sing.

» the Ik>lshcvist enemy. Also atlrib.

19x9 Blackw. Mag. June 743/1 The Bolo was ignorant of
the fate of our raft gun. IbitL Nov. 733/1 A party of Bolo
pnsoners. X9ao Ibid, Mar. 396/1 'Ilie mUsJng Bolos from
delmenga. 1914 Ibid. Sept. 387/3 Bolo and anti-Bolo pro-
paganda,

Boloffna. Add : Short for Bologna sausage, U.S.
1916 O^AiiDBiTMi Chicago Poems 34 The dago shovctman

finishes the dry bread ana bok)gna.

Bolograpli Cb^uhygraf). fSec Bolometer and
-GRACH.] An automatic recora of the indications of

a bolometer. Hence Boloffra*phio a., pertaining

to this.

X903 S. P. LAifct IT in Astrophys. yptl. Mar. 9^ A study
of the yearly variations of the selective abitorption of the
Karth'ji atmoMjhere hy the aid of a long series of holographs.
X903 Agnrs aI. Clkiikc Prodi. Astrophysics 33 IJsing a
' boTographic ' method, in which the camera registers what
the \x\0TSkctKr/eels.

Boloiam (b^'U|iz*m). [See'BoLO^.] Nefarious
anti-patriutic activities resembling those of Paul
Bolo ; esp. the engineering of underground pacifist

propagan<la in favour of an enemy country. Also
erron.y Bolshevism.

^ 1917 Lloyd Gaoacs Sp. 33 Oct., See what has baf^xned
in France, .and look out for Boloism in all its forms. 1919
War Slang in AfAenrum i» July 583/2 In his [se. the
British »oldter*s] linguistic ba7tne«s bett.<wd * Boloism* as a
synonym for * Itolshevi^m,' and found an etymology for both
in ' Bolo,' a variant of ' dtabolo,* the deviL

Bolshevik (b^-lj/vik), sd, and a. Also rarely

-ic. [a. Russ, BojauieBHiCb boPshevik^ f. Bo:ibinift

b^fshiy (predicative Eo:iu>me bSPske). compar. of

BCTtraofl bdPskoy big. The Russ. pi. BoJltraeBHiai
boVshcvikl has been used by some English writers.
The name was first applied to the section which favoured

a maximum socialist programme (cf. *Maximaust) at the
Second Congress of the Russian Social-Democratic Party,
held in 1903, It was later interpreted as referring to the
section which formed the majority. Cf. '^Menshf.vik.]

A. sb. A member of the extreme wing of the

Russian Socialist Party, which seized the supreme
power in Russia after the revolution of March 191 7.

(Now called the Communist Party.)
19x7 /0A Cent. Jul]f 141 The Mensheviki or Mini-

malists (Moderate Socialists).. .The Bolshevik! (Extreme
Socialists). 19x7 AVtv Europe 6 Dec. 336 It was from this

Conference [of Socialists at Stockholm, 1903] that the
cleavage between Bol^eviksand Men^viks dates, the former
being those who held a ' majority ' at the Conference, the
latter a ' minority '. 1918 E. J. Dillon Eclipse ofRussia 10
The Bolsheviks; at once outbid the Cadets. Ibid. 33 After
the triumph of the BoUheviki. 19x8 C. £. RussEtJ. Un-
chained Russia 353 The Boishevic was in Russia the most
natural fruitaee.

b. trans/, and fig. A person of subversive or

revolutionary views ; an out-and-out opponent of
the existing social order or accepted codes.
X9a6 W. R. Ingk Lay Thoughts ofa Dean 39 The cliques

of fiterar)- Bolsheviks, who seem to be inspired bya destruc-
tive hatred. .of civilisation.

B. adj, -« *BoL8HEViST adj,

1917 New Europe 8 Nov. 113 The BolSevik mentality.
X918 C. E. RussKLL Utu:hained Russia 361 The Bolsbevic
movement. 19x9 J. Pollock Bolshevik Adventure p. xx.
The part played by the Jews in Bolshevik Russia.

Hence Bo'lslieTlkism ^'Bolsheyibu; Bolalie-
Ikise V. ~ *B0L8HKVIZK V,

X918 Nation (N. Y.) 7 Feb. 135/1 What Germany is_ re-

solved upon is that tliese lands shall not be Bolshevikized
economically, xoio H. S. King Russia during War 49
The rising tide of Bolsbevikism.

BolshoTisia {bp\jlvi-zia,). [C Bolshevism +
-lA 1.] The land of Bolshevism ; Russia under the

rule of the Bolsheviks.

1919 T. Pollock Bolshevik Adventure 195 A producer [of

stage-plays] in Bolsbeviiua. igmo C/tambers's yruL S^aJ^
Life in Bolshevisia—such as it was in July 1916.

Bolshevism (b^'lj/viz*m). [f. *Bolshev(ie +
-ISM.] The doctrines and practices of the Bolshe-

viks; the communistic form of government adopted
in Russia since the revolution of March, 191 7.

X9X7 New Europe 8 Nov. 113 The good sense of Russian
democracy threw offthe yoke of BoUevistn. 1910 J- Pollock
Bolshevik Advemimrt y^ They would turn Bolshevism looce

on Europe. I9a6 W. R. Ikck Lay Thoughts ofa Deem 159
BoKbevixm is no new thing there \se. in Russta].

BolslldViJlt (b^rlj/vist). [f. *Bolsuet(ik, by
substituting the sufHx -1st.] A Bolshevik ; a sup-

porter of ^Ishevism. Also trans/.y as a terra of

reproach for an out-and-out revolutionary. Also
attrib. or otdj,

19x7 /9/A Cent. Dec. 1106 The reign of Bolshevists and
Terrorists. X9ao Edin, Rrt'. July 33 The Government of
Styria, which, having a large indu<itrial population of its

own, is particularly sensiuve to the * Bolshevist Peril '. s^ao
Cheue^ers's JtsU. Aug. 513/ 1 Packing the meetings with
Bolshevist agents.

Hence Bolaliavi-stifl a., of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of, tlie liolshevists.

sgee Glmegom Herald 14 May 9 London han established the
alarnung pceoatlent of applying such words as * horrible

*

and * BoUievitttc ' to the wcll-inteutioned proposals of cer-

tain pious Churchmen, xoao Punch 13 Oct. 383/1 In these
Bolshevistic days I shovia have preferied of course to have
started oflf with 'Comrade * or ' Brother *.

Bolshoviaa (b^'lJ/Vaiz), v, \i, Bolshev(tk +
•ui.] trans. To make Bolshevist in character; to

reduce (a country) to a Bol&hcvistic form ofgovern-
ment.
1919 Observer 33 Mar. 10/5 Unless we want to bolshevise

tbe Boche and the world. loao igtA Cent. Mar. 536 'I'akin^

her chance that Germany will be Bobhevised before Russia
is Gernunised. 1980 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 368 Thereby pre-

venting these people from being BoUhevized.

Henoe Bo'lshevised//A^ a. ; Bo'Uhevizing vbl.

sb. and ^/. a. Also Bodsli«vii»*tion, the pro-

cess of making, or becoming, Bolshevist,
s9ao igth Cent, Mar. 5^6 Great Britain has been accused

..of pursuing a policy aimed at the Ballunisatlon of the
Baltic provinces. It may appear that we h.ive only achieved
their Bolshevbiation. igMo Glasgmv Herald 15 Apr. 7/1
S>iidicalists of a Bolshevik or BoKhevising hue. loid.

3 Oct. 7/2 The withdrawal of the Bolshcviscd troops from
Asia Minor. X9st Inid. 6 Apr. 9/1 Western Bolsheviks or
Bolshevisers. X9a7 Daily Tel. 16 Aug. 11 '5 With a view to

the Bolshevising of the 4oox>oo,ooo of Chinese. Ibid.^ A
BoUhevised China would be the world's greatest peril.

Bolsheyy (b^-lfrvl). [f. *BoLaHiT(iK, after

Musctmy.'\ The land of the Bolshevists.
X9S1 Times Lit. Supfil. i8 Mar., Bolshery from within.

XQta Tittifs i3 Apr. 12 1 The Bondmaid of Bolshevy.

Bolshy, Bolshie (bplfi). [-yB] A jocular

and contemptuous name for a Bolshevik.
xoao John Bull 1% Aug. i We can quite understand the

Bolshies* repugnance to labour—except with the jaw. X9ao
Tutuk JO Nov, 373/1 Mr. Stanton could think of no better

retort than the stereotyped * Bolshie !
' X9sx Hichbns.S"//W/

^the /xMfxii, Those kussians.. breed more princesses than

we do. .but they seem to be giving them toko over there

—

the Bolshies, I mean. 1913 D. H. Lawrence Kangaroo i. i

A comical-looking bloke ! Perhaps a Bolshy,

Bolson (bJu-ls^n, llbols^n), U.S. [Sp., aug-
mentative of bolsa purse.] In the southwestern
U.S. and Mexico, a basin-shaped depression sur-

rounded by mountains. Also bolson-plain,
1838 ' Texian ' Mexico v. Texas 9 A desert known, in the

maps (of Mexico], under the name of 'Bol.son of Mapimi*.
1847 RiJXTON Adv. Mexico xiii. ()6 The sun was fast sink-
ing behind the rugged crest of the * Bolson ', tinging the
serrated ridge.. with a golden flood of light. 1904 Auter.
Geol. Sept. 164 The bolson plains may be considered as
sections of an upraised peneplain surface in its earliest
infancy, at a stage in which they are as yet untouched by
stream-action.

Bolster, sb. Add

:

4. d. An excrescence left on the stem of a plant
by the fall of a leaf. 1895 in Funk's Standard Diet.

6. atirib.^v\d Comb.: bolster-shaped 2J^].\ bolster
collar, a bolster-shaped collar of a woman's coat
or cloak.
X900 Westtn. Gaz. 16 May a/i The bolster-shaped kit bag.

X904 Windsor Mag. Jan. s^S/s Long bolster-shaped sweets,
1913 Daily Mail 19 June i New short coat.. with smart
finely pleated bolster collar.

Bolstered, ///. a. Add: 2. b. With up in

sense of Bolhteb v. 4 b.

1901 Westm. Gaz. 17 Sept. 7/3 There is a fearful lot of
over- trading and bolstered-up credit., in German industrials.

Bolty sb.^ Add : 10. b. A block of wood from
which smaller pieces are cut or split. U,S.
1639 Portsmouth Rec. 10 A shipp load of.. pipe staufFes
& dabboard hoults. 1646 Braintree Rec. 4 In case any
shall make sale of it \sc. timber]. .either in boards or bolts.

i6aa Plymouth Rec. 172 Making of shingles or bolts. 1853
Trans. Mtch, Agric. Soc. IV. 156 This machine cuts, dresses,
and joints a stave,, .feeding itself from a bolt of wood.

Bolt, sb.Z Delete f Obs. and add

:

2. A hypothetical law case propounded and
argued for practice by students of the Inns ofCourt,
(Cf. Bolting vbL sbA a b.

)

iJTO in R. J, Fletcher Pension-bk. Gray's Inn (1901) I. a
Item it is ordered, .that upon the other dayes not appointed
for the moting it shalbe lawfull to the utter baristers to keepe
bolts. XS9W in Douthwaite Gray's Inn (1886) 83 None
shall be called to the barr but such as. .have put Cases at
Bolts in Term six times. X598 Stow Surv. viii. 59 Young
students.. hauing performed the exercises of their owne
houses (called Boltas [read Boltes], Mootes, and putting of
cases), .proceed to. .become students in some of these foure
houses or Innes of Court x88o Encycl. Brit. XIII. 8^/t
Bolts were of an analogous character, though deemed inferior

to moots. Both had fallen into desuetude until lately.

Bolt, I'.- Add:
2. c. Hawking. (See quot.)
x886 Salvin & Brodrick Falconry Brit. Isles Gloss. 149

Boli^ to fly straight from the fist at game, as Goshawks and
Sparrow- Hawks do.

d. HorticuHtere. To * run to seed * prematurely.
1889 in Cent. Diet.

8. a. Spec, Of a rabbit, fox, etc. : To escape from
its burrow or earth.

1576 TuRBBRV. renerie 179 Put in a Ferret close musseled,
and she will make the Conies bolte out a;;aine into your
purscnets. Ibid., It will make the Conies bolte out of the
earth, xtei (see *Bolt-holk 1 J. x^oo Voung Sfiorisman (ed.

A. £. T. Watson) 334 A rabbit will bolt much sooner from
a ferret that is free. Ibid., A rabbit will sometimes decline
to bolt, and will be killed in the burrow.

C. U»S, (B^irlier examples.)
1633 Louisville Daily Herald 17 Oct., Does the Doctor

apprehend that theetiitor is about to 'bolt '? 1854 Knicker*
bocher Mag. ^^y XLIII. 522 Uncle R. was not much of
a politician ; . . but he would oflen ' bolt ' and carry tbe
town with him. 1871 St. Louis Democrat 3 Apr. (De Vere)
Several of oiu- contemporaries have announced.. that Carl
Schurz has bolted from the Republican party.

4. b. Spec, To cause (a fox, rabbit, otter, etc.) to

retreat from its hole or burrow. Also trans/. 2x1^fig,
t6^ Guii.LiM Heraldry in. xiv. (ed. a) 176 You shall say

Bowit the Conie. 1864 Atkinson Stanton Grange 301 He
mtended to dig at his leisure until he bolted him \sc. an
otter]. sBqb Mrs. J. E. H. Gordon Eunice Anscombe 176
The terrier . . was put into tlie hole to ' bolt ' the otter. X9oa
Daily Chron. 13 Mar. 8/3 A brace of foxes were next bolted
from an artificial earth. 1914 R. Curle Life is a Dreatn
999 Tbe does became wildly excited, pawing at the sand
around the bole, bolting the crab, and then biting it. xgn
K Phill»otts Grey Roomsxx. 179 He'll bolt it \sc, the evil

spirit] yet, ..tike a ferret boltsaiat.

d, (a) Arcfiery, To loose too soon after drawing
the bow.
1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

\b) Golf, To putt with so much force that the

ball will go some distance past the hole if it fails

to go into it.

X009 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

7. [/,S. (Earlier examples.)
rtx7 Portsmouth (N. H.) Oracle 20 Nov. 2/3 (Th.) Others,

..witiiout sufTicient courage to do their duty, bolted the

fuestion. 1847 Congress. Globe 4 Feb. 333/2 [I said] that

had never bolted a regular nomination of tbe Democratic

farty, from President to constable. 1867 Ibid. Apr. 847/r,

did not follow fMr. Fesscnden] in his leadership on that

occasion. I have no recollection of ever having bolted my
leader until that time, hut then 1 did.

9. C. absol. or intr,

X847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest ii. We can bolt and bar.

Q, intr. ioT pass.
X907 Smart Set Feb. 77/1 The door bolts on the inside.
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Bolter*. Add:
1. b. A fiif^itive from justice. Now Austral.
a 1700 B. EL Diet. Cant. Cretv, Bolter of White Friers^

one ihat Peeps out, but dares not venture abroad, as a Coney
bolts out of the Hole in a Warren, and starts back again,

1737 Dyche Diet. {ed. 2), BoiUr, a Cant Name for one who
hides himself in his own House, or some priviledged Place,

and dares only peep, but not go out of his Retreat. 1855
Ar^-us (Melbourne) 19 Jan. 5/4 'Jhe arrest in London of a
well-known bolter from Melbourne. 1897 P. Wabung Tales

Oid R^^me 160 One of the 'bolters*, advertised by Mr.
F. A. Hcly, J.P., Principal Superintendent of Convicts, in

the Sydtuy Gazette^ in the year 1827.

2. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
x8ia Salem Gets. 10 July 4/1 (Th.) D. Tompkins would.

.

send home the bolters by new prorogation. 1858 N. J'.

7r/3»/;^ 12 Jan. 2/3 (Th.) An attempt, .to make the people
go into the election .ind harmonize the bolters.

3. One who swallows (food) hastily or whole,
1895 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 178 Pettifogging strainers

at gnats and bolters of camels. 1833 T. Hamilton Men ^
Manners in Amer, ii. (1843) 26 The most expeditious bolters

of dinner.

Bolt-hole- [Bolt v,^
1. A hole or burrow into which an animal bolts

or runs for safety ; trans/, and fig, an avenue of

escape. Also attrib.

1851 Sternberg Dial. Northampt,^ BoH'hole^ the hole
from which the rabbit makes its escape; or, in the phraseo-
logy of theciaft, ^baits', 1877 N. IK Line. Gloss., Bolt-
koUy (i) the hole by which a rabbit makes its escape when the
ferret pursues iL (2) Any unknown hole by which a person
makes his way into or out of a house. 1887 Kipling Lett.
Marque V. in From Sea to Sea (1900) 49 A figure in saffron

came out of a dark arch into the sunlight, almost falling into

the arms of one in pink. ..The pink and satfron figures..

disappeared into separate bolt-holes, 1891 Major Grant in

Pall Mall Gaz, 4 June 6/2 We left them no bolt-hole,, .so
every man fought till he was killed. 1893 Dk. Argyll
Unseen Found. Soc. xi. 351 The bolt-hole postulate.. out of
which Kicardians seek to escape from the absurdity of the
dogma. 1901 * Linesman ' Words by Eye^vitness (1902) 248
There are bolt-holes to north and east. 1924 E. Marsh La
Fontaine's Fables 71 [The hare] heard a rustle, And took
the hint to bustle Off to his bolt-hole.

2. Coai'fnining. A short connecting heading or
opening.
1839 Ure Did. Arts 981 Two, three, or even four bolt-

holes open into a side of a work, according to its extent.
i860 Eng. <V For. Mining Gloss., Bolt hole, a passage from
a gate-road into a side ofa work. \Zti Encycl. Brit.yi. 66/1
Trom the gate road a heading calleci a bolt-hole is opened.

Bolting (b^^-ltir)), ppl. a. [f. Bolt z;.2 -h -ikg 2.]

That bolts or nms to cover,
X907 Daily Chron. 28 Nov. 8/1 Some of the bolting escort

were returning. X908 IVestm. Gaz. 31 Jan. 4/2 The bolting
rabbit.

Bo'ltless, a. [Bolt j^.^] Without a bolt or
bolts (in various senses).

183a I. Taylor Saturday Even. xv. 248 The boltless
thunders of the mere man of rhetoric, c 1877 Theodore
Watts in Westin. Gaz. (1900) 15 Feb. lo/i Mid boltless
thunder, igoz * Monkshood' & Gamble R. Kipling 259
The boltless door. 1903 Kipling Five Nations, Song 'of
Wise Children 75 We shall go back by boltless doors, "lo
the life unaltered our childhood knew.

BOm {hpm). The sound caused by the discharge
of a gun, less deep and sonorous than a * boom \
1906 Westm. Gaz. 11 June 8/2 A faint distant IJom I and

everybody murmurs with one accord, ' First Gun !

'

Boma (bJu-ma). [Swahili.] An enclosure or
stockade used for Iierding beasts and for defensive
purposes in Central Africa.
Now also, {a) a police post, {6) a district commissioner's or

magistrate'?! office.

1878 Stanley Dark Cont. I. vi. 137 grom the staked
bomas.. there rise to my hearing the bleating of young
calves. 1898 Geog. Jml. (R.G..S.) XI. 389, I went out on a
sandspit into the lake and camped, cutting down the bush
and placing it across the shore end of the bank so as to form
a boma. 1903 Stordy in yrttl. Soc. Arts 10 July 691/2 The
construction of the boma employed fifty hands for the space
of nine weeks. 1920 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 59/1 It [sc. the fort]
was a typical Boma, built of bricks and plaster.

Bomah. (b^n-ma). Also boomah. [Cf. Zulu
imboma aloe-berry.] Bomah nut^ the seed of a
southern African shrub Pycnocoma vtacrophyllay
used in tanning.
1866 Treas. Bet. 943/1 Boomah Nuts. 1887 Moloney

Forestry W. Africa 417 The Bomah Nut.. is extensively
cultivated by the natives near the Victoria Falls.

Bomb, sb. 6. Add :

bomb-maker ; bomb calorimeter (see quot.)
;

bomb-carrier, gear for carrying bombs in a bomb-
ing aeroplane; bomb-carrying sb., the carrying
of bombs (by an aeroplane) ; also attrib,, as bomb-
carryinggear \ bomb-crater, a cavity in the earth
caused by the explosion of z. bomb ; bomb-
dropper, an aeroplane equipped for dropping
bombs ; bomb release, an apparatus for releasing
a bomb from an aeroplane; also aitrib.^ as bomb-
reieasegear, slip ; bomb sight, a device for sighting
the target in bombing from an aeroplane ; bomb-
thrower, {a) one who throws a bomb as the weapon
of an assassin, anarchist, or other anti-social
fanatic, or as a weapon of war; {b) a mechanical
device for throwing a bomb in warfare ; bomb-
throwing, (a) sb. the action of throwing bombs

;

(^) adj. that throws bombs.

19x8 A. B. Callow Food <5- Health 29 The apparatus used
for this laboratory oxidation is a small calorimeter which Is

known as the *bomb calorimeter, because the oxidation
takes place inside a thick-walled vessel which in some ways
resembles a bomb. X9a8 Gamble Story N. Sea Air Station
vii. log The only standard *bomb.carriers in service at this

period were the single 16-lb bomb and the 20-lb gear for two
Hale 20-lb bombs. Ibid., Equipping all the machines with
*bonib.carryiiig and release gear. 1920 Blackiv. Mag. July
76/1 Ploughed up with * bomb-craters. 1928 Gamble iVtJrv

N. Sea Air Station vii. 104 The last three machines were
classified as ' Ciun Machines ' and ' *Bomb Droppers *. 1905
Westm. Gaz. ig June 5/1 The * bomb-makers., were inex-
tricably tratjped. 1928 Gamble Story N. Sea Air Station
V. 87 Very little work had been done with *bomh releases.

Ibid. vii. no Bomb-release gears. Ibid. xiii. 224 Bomb
release -slips. Ibid, v. 87 Of the available "bomb sights, the
most practical and successful were those invented by Lieu-
tenant Scott, U.S.N. , and Zeiss. 1891 Pall Mail Gaz.
14 Dec. 5/2 The "bomb-thrower, who lost his life in attempt-
ing that of Mr. Russell Sage. 1916 BovD Cable Action
Front -2^ The bomb-thrower seized the missile quickly,.,
threw the bomb, and jumped back under cover. 1905
Westm. Gaz. 13 Alay 7/2 The workmen [of St. Petersburg]
practised shooting and *bomb-throwing. 1908 Daily Chron.
14 \yx^. 4/4 The attack from bomb-throwing airships is very
little, if any, more alarming than from a gunboat.

Somb, V. Add : 1. b. To attack with an ex-

plosive bomb placed or thrown for the purpose of

destruction
;

(of aircraft) to attack with bombs
from the air ; to drop a bomb or bombs upon. To
bomb one's way : to advance by bombing. To bomb
out : to clear by bombing,

1909 Daily Chron. 25 Feb. 1/6 Attempts had been made.

.

to bomb trains known to contain Europeans. 1915 Dra*
conian Apr. 1683/1 They bombed us periodically during the
day and night. j9i6_Bovd Cable Action Front 174 He
himself had known a Hne bombed out. J9iS£. A. Mackin*
TOSH War, the Liberator 97 When we're bombing our way
up the streets of Berlin, Ibid. 133 He turned to oomb the
big dug-out.

Bombard, sb. Add : 4. b. [Also in Fr. form.]

A foot reed-stop of an organ.
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms. 1884 Encycl.

Brit.X.Vll. 833/1, 32 contra trombone, posaune, bombarde,
sackbut (reed).

Bombard, v. Add :

4. * To subject (a body) to the impingement of
small particles or rays ; also, to cause (small par-

ticles or rays) to impinge upon' (Webster, 1918).
So Bomba-rdment (Cent. Diet, Suppl. 1909),

Bom.bay (b^mb^-). The name of a western
Presidency and its chief city, British India, used
attrib. in: Bombay chair (cf, Bombayfurniture);
Bombay duck (see Duck sb.^ 10); Bombay
furniture, a style of furniture combining European
forms with Indian ornamentation; Bombay hemp
(see Hemp 5) ; Bombay pearl (see quot.) ; Bom-
bay shell, the buU's-mouth shell, Cassis ru/a, used
for cutting^ shell cameos.
1896 Pall.MallMag, Mar. 309 IThey] succeeded in installing

themselvL-s in two immense *Bombay Chairs. 1885 Encycl.
Brit. XVIII. 447/1 Most of the products of this fishery
\sc. in the Persian Gulf] are known as '"Bombay pearls',
from the fact that many of the best are sold there, XB58
SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, *Bombay Shells.

Bombe (bonb). Cookery. [Fr. ; see Bomb jy5.]

A conical or cup-shaped item of a dish, confection,

etc. Also attrib.

1892 Encycl. Pract. Cookery I. 40/2 Apricot Bombe with
^Maraschino.. .Set two freezing-pots and a bombe-mould in
some pounded ice and bay-salt. 190a Daily Chron. 24 May
54 Fish bombes are made with any kind of cooked white
fish. Ibid., Turn it out on a hot dish, place four little
* bombes* round it.

Bombed, PpL a. Add : b. spec, in Ethnol.
1896 A. H. Keane Ethnology i. viii. 185 The small flat

concave [nose] is usually correlated with high cheek-bones . .

;

the short with wide nostrils and depressed root, with everted
lips and bombed frontal bone (Negro).

Bom.ber (b^'mai), [f. Bomb j-3. or zf. -H-Elll.]

1. One who throws a bomb ; esp. in military use,

one of a bombing party.

1915 BucHAN Hist. War V. 25 The bombers, .seizing one
of these rocket-like bombs from their belts . . hurl them high
above the parapet. 1927 Daily Tel. 8 Mar. 12/2 A fifth
attempt to dynamite the Roman Catholic Church of S. Peter
and Paul, San Francisco, ended yesterday in the killing of
one bomber.

2. An aircraft equipped with bombs for bombing
an enemy, his positions, territory, etc.

1923 Sir S. Hoark Sp. Ho. Comm. 14 Mar., Five service
squadrons [of which] only one consisted of fighters and
four were bombers. 1923 Daily Mail 19 Mar. g Goods-
'planes—all capable of transformation into bombers,

BombiUa (b(?inbi-Ua). [Sp., dim. of bomba.l
A vessel from which mate is drunk in South
America.
1921 Glasgow Herald 11 Feb. 9 A bombilla manufactured

specially for the South American market. 1921 Chambers's
jrnl. June 382/1 Mate circulates in a small gourd-shaped
vessel, each person taking a pull at the bombilla, a kind of
spoon-strainer perforated to let the liquid pass.

Bombing, vbl. sb. Add : The action or opera-
tion of throwing or dropping bombs. Chiefly

attrib. J as bombingparty {yi'\\.), a party of infantry

equipped with bombs for attacking an enemy

;

bombing raid {a) an air-raid for dropping bombs

on an enemy, his position, territory, tic. ; {b) a raid

by a bombing party of infantry.
19x5 Morning Post 29 May 8/1 A bombing party present";

a weird sight... The men carry 5 or 6 grenades each. xoi6
Boyd Cable Action Front 68 He only gave the. .briefest
account of his successful patrol and bombing work,

Bom.bolo {hg'vahdXo). [ad. It. bombala pitcher.]

A bomb-shaped flint glass vessel in which camphor
is sublimed.
1851-4 Totnlinson's Cycl. Arts (1866) I. 986/2 This process

[si. the sublimation of camphor] is carried on in spheroidal
vessels, c.-iUed bomboloes.

Bomb-proof. Add : A. aitj. b. fg. Not
exposed to the dangers of war. (Cf. below.) U^.
1868 Putnam^s Mag. I. 715/1 During the late war the

Simminses did their share of the fighting, for., none of them
had influence to get ' Ijorab-proof ' places, and keep in the
rear. 1869 Congress. Globe Feb. 950/2 These sleek, bomb-
proof patriots, who fight the battles of their country by
strutting about the avenue here. 1895 Congress. Rec. Jan.
887/2 He asked to be relieved from a bombproof situation
under the Govt., in order to join his regiment.

B. sb. b. In the Southern states, one who
stayed away from the fighting-line during the Civil
War, U.S.
1869 Overland Monthly III. 128 In the cis-Mississippi

States they were generally dubbed 'bomb-proofs'. 1871
ScHELE DE Vebe Amerteanlsms {liji) 281 Officials who were
iiot expected to expose themselves to the fire of the enemy,
like quartermasters, commissaries, etc. were nicknamed bomb-
Proo/s. 1876 .Southern Hist. Soc. Papers II. 229 While the
war lasted, it was tlie delight of some of the stoutly built
fellows to go home for a few days, and kick and cuff and
tongue-iash the able-bodied bomb-proofs.

Bomb-shell. Add : Often Jig. (or in fig. phr.).

A shattering or devastating act, event, etc.

1926 May Sutherland One o' the Herd vii, Do you think
it was kind to let her think she had plenty and then drop
down on her like this? It's a regular bomb-shell. 1928
Manchester Guardian Weekly 26 Oct. 337/1 'Ihe letters do
not drop any historical bombshells.

Bon, a. Add :

Bon enfant (bon anfah). lit. * Good child '; an
agreeable or jolly companion.
1836 H. Greville Leavesfr. Diary (1883) 105 He is very

merry and bon e't/aiit, and quickly enters into conversation.
1848 Thackeray Ka«. Fair Ixiv, Look, Madame Crawley,
you were always bo?i enfant, and I have an interest in you,
parole d'honneur. 1883 Sat. Rev. 6 Jan. 3/1 He was always
and to every one bon en/ant.

Bon jour (bon gwr). lit. ' Good day
'

; a form of
salutation on meeting in the daytime; hence, a

civil greeting.
a 1577 Gascoigse Fable ofleronimi Wks. (1587) a6o Who

after theyr Boniure dyd all sceme to lament the sicknesse of
Ferdinando. 1588SHAKS. Tit. A. 1. 1,494 To morrow..With
home and Hound, Weele giue your Grace Bon iour. 1592— Rom. <5- yul. II. iv. 46 Signior Komeo, Bon iour, there's
a French salutation to your French slop, 1595 Gooowine
Blanchardine K 2, After Sadony had royally presented
himselfe to the veiw of all, giuing a princely boniure
to the Lordes. 1833 Scott Quentin D. lii, The landlord
entered,—answered MaitrePierTe's/5(?«yi7wrwith a reverence.
1854 Thackeray Nerucomes v. I, 50 The sea being recom-
mended to him Mrs. Newcome. .transferred him to his
maternal aunt at Brighton. Then it was bonjour.-

Bon vivenr (bon v/'vor). [F. viveur liver,] A
pseudo-French substitute for Bonvivaxt.
1865 ' OuiDA ' Strathmore xx. I. 297 A cosy bachelor-villa,

that had been long inhabited by an old English bon viveur.
x888 Athenxttm 11 Feb. 171/3 Mr. Rogers has said and
eaten as many good things as those excellent bons viveurs.

Bon voyage : see Boox a. 2.

Bonanza. 1- (Earlier examples.)
1847 l-ittxTON^^/z/. Mexico x\. 79 The, .famous black vein

of Sombrerete yielded the greatest bonanzas of any mine
on the continent of America. 187S .Vtn'^wrr'j xMag. July 27a
But a bonanza with * millions in it ' is not struck every week.

Bon-bon. Add : 3. In full cracker bon-bon :

see CuACKER 6 b. Also attrib.

1894 H. NiSBET Bnsh Girts Rom. 287 Gilt paper and
coloured bon-bon stuff. 1901 Daily Chron. 10 Aug. 10/3
Frieze suits in the loveliest bon-bon shades of blue and red.

Bond, sb.'^ Add :

11. Phr. To go (a person's) bond', to be or go
surety for (him).
19*2 J. A. Dunn Man Trap xiii, ' He knows who I am.

He knows where to secure vouchers for me.* ' Would he go
your bond t ' It was the hotel detective who spoke,

13. d. Electr. A metallic connexion between
conductors forming part of an electric circuit, as

between the abutting or adjoining rails of an
electric railway line.

1903 [see *Bonder' 3]. 1904 Weslnt. Gas. 14 Dec. lo/a
To provide electric continuity [both] are connected togethei'

by flexible strips of copper called ' bonds \

14. bond paper, a paper of superior manufacture
used for bonds and other documents. (Also simply
bond in some trade-names of writing-p.iper.)

1874 Knight Diet. Mecfu, Bond-paper. 1909 Buckeye
Informer IX, 214/2 A small quantity of Japan dr>'er added
to heavy black inks will accelerate their drying on linen
and bond papers.

Bond, ^(^.3 Add: See also *Africander. Also
attrib. Hence Bcndite, a member or supporter
of the Bond ; Bo'nd(s^nian, a member of the Bond.
1884 Bondsmen (in Diet.]. 1890 Pall Mall Gaz, 4 Feb. 2/2

Smith sits for Graaffrcinet, is an extreme Bondsman, and
cannot speak English. 1896 C. Garner f S. Cumberland *)



BOND.
H^/iai t think fl/S. Africa xi. 150 The slave-owners of (he
Southern States, too, were angels of goodness as compared
with the Boer bondsmen-holders. 1808 Daily Neivs 22 Mar.
5/1 Two Propre-^ives were elected, and one Bondman.
uoo ihid. 83 July 5/7 Bondites are largely influenced in
the adoption of obstructive tactics by the desire to obtain
the Tnaximum Parliamentary allowance.

Bond, V, Add

:

»

6. Electr, To connect with an electrical bond.
(See*B0NDj*.li3d.)
190^ JmL Franiiin Inst. Apr. 987 My experience in

bonding rails is that [etc.], i^o& /tufnUiztiitnNnvsW. 103/2
Care should be taken to maintain the continuity of the run
.

.
by m^ans of hooding round the block with a piece of

copper wire.

Bonder i. Add :

3. One who fixes or adjusts the metallic bonds of
an electric circuit. (Cf. 'BoXD sb.^ 13 d. and v. 6.)
1903 H'fstm. Caz. 30 Jan. 9 'a The bonders being lold off

to attend to the copper bonds uhich make the electrical
connexion between each of the three rails.

Bondite, Bond s man : see *Bond ji.3

Bo ndmaid, -maiden. [Bo.vd o.] A slave
girl. So Bo'ndservant, -s«rvloe.
IS«< TiNDAi E Cat. iv. 11 Abraham had two sonnes, the

one by a bonde mayde, the other by a fre woman.
»S3S CovriDAi K Lrv. xxv. 44 Yf thou w>lt haue bonde
seruauntes and maydens. 1551 Abp. Hamiltok Cateclt.
(18S4) 193 Behald the bound maidin of our Lord. 1591Snmn Virg. Guat 489 Th'one was ranisbt of his owne
bondmaide. 1(96 .Shaks. Tain. Shr. 11. i. 3 To mate a
bondmaide and a slaue of mee. s6ii BihU i Kings ix. 21
A tribute of bond'Seruice. 1814 Scott Lord(^ItUs II. xxv,
Like a . . bood'inaid at her master's gate.

Bondon (bondon). [Fr., = bnng.] A soft Neuf-
ch&tel cheese.
i9n EhctcI. Bril. XXVIL sjj/j. 1911 Diet. Ocaif.

Terms ii^tj) I 44S.

Bone, lb. Add

:

2. Phrase (always with negative). To {live ie)
ftmie oldbonts : to live to an old age.

_ 1873 (in Diet). 1886 Miss Eraddos One Thing tfttd/ul
I, Lord Lashmar would never make old bones.

3. b. To feel ...in one's bones : to have a sure
intuition of (something). To be in one's bones : to
be felt as certain.

18^ in T. W. Rames Mem. TkurUn Wr/f (1884) 113 It
wasm my bones all summer. 1875 Holland Scvenoaks xxiii.

315, I know the thine is coming. 1 can feel the thing in my
bones. 1877 J. H. Beadle H esUrn HMg ii. 41, I felt in
my bones no good could come of it. 190a H. L. Wilsom
Stenders xx.iviii. 466 It it a happy man who has divined
the leisure of eternity, so he feels it, like what yon say, "in
his bones', ifla MuLPosn & Clay Bu>:k Pttirt iii. 57 .Son,
there's a big time due in these parts; I feci it in my bones.
»9a3 r. A. Sp«ND«a in Wtiliii. Oaz. 13 Oct, They know in
(iieir bones it is Dcosense.

6. £ Golf. (Seequot.)
190a Younn Sfartsman (ed. A. E. T. Watvm) 315 Bant,

the piece of born, vulcanite, or other material let into the
sole of wooden duba to protect the lower edge of the face.

12. b. The • skeleton ' of a novel, play, or other
literary work ; basis of literary style.
iSn Sat. Rev. 15 Dec. 714/1 There are ' the bones of

something like a novel of some merit in The Je^'t Kr^ii.
'atian. 1905 ll^eslm. Cat. 13 Mar. 7 3 Counsel did not
allege that Mr. Tanner bad copied plaintifT's dialogue, but
the bone' wa< the same. igiS Puilithiri Weekly 9 June
»373 M/ o»i> bed-book is Mrs. Ca-skell's 'Cnnford ', and as
I read it again that night I could find no bones in it at alL

C. A hardness of the gronnd dne to frost.
S906 Wtitm. Gai. jj Fehu 3/1 The night'A frost had left

a great deal of ' bone "^in the ground. 1917 Obtrrver 18 Dec.
a5/» The ground had been protected by titaw, bat there
seemed to be a good deal of boo* in it.

17. bone-bleached «., bleached to the whiteness
of bone; bone body, a p.iste containing phosphate
of lime used in the mannfactnre of certain kinds of
pottery ; bona-boller, a workman who performs
the operation of boiling or steaming bones used in
the manufacture of glue, bone meal, etc. ; bone-
oell, -corpusole, an osteoblast ; bone china,
china-ware made of cl.iy mixed with bone-dust or
phosphate of lime ; bone-digeater, a tank in
which bones are boiled down in the manufacture
of bone manure, etc. ; bone-dry a., dry as a
weathered bone ; now U.S. absolutely without in-
toxicating liquor ; bone-fat, fatty matter extracted
from fresh bones for use in the manufacture of
soap ; bone-flour, a flour obtained by sifting
ground bones, used as a fertilizer ; bona-forceps,
a surgical forceps nse<l for removing portions of
bone

; bone-framework, the bony framework of
an animal bo<ly, tlie Iwiiei as distinguished from
the muscles and flesh ; bone-bead U.S., a block-
head

; bone-headed a. U.S. eolloq., thick-headed,
stupid; bone-heap, a heap of bones; spec, in
Arthxol., a refuse pile of bones, etc., of a pre-
historic village {Funk's Standard Diet. 1895);
bone-idle «., idle 'to the bone', downright idle
(cf. Lazt-bone.1)

; bone (manure) man, an em-
ployee of a bone manure factory ; bone-marrow -
Marrow ri.l i ; bone-meal, the coarser siftings
ofgronnd bones, used as a fertilizer; bono naphtha
(see quot.) ; bone phoapAte, a commercial name
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for tricalcinm phosphate, the phosphate that forms
bone-tissue; bone-pit U.S. (see quot.); bono
porcelain = bone china ; bone pot, (a) an ancient
funeml urn ; {h) a jiot used in making animal
charcoal

; bone powder, powdered bone, used as
a fertilizer ; bone-saw, a surgical saw for severing
a limb

; bone-seed (see quot ) ; bone-tired a. , ex-
cessively tired; bone turquoise (seeTi'RQuoiSE 4).
J-^^^^^'''^<^S'^'"SeasTi*]ionf^.h\ta.QyatA mydecks. 1893
fc. A. Babbkr rettery ^ Parcetain of V.S. \^^ The propor-
tion of phosphate of lime, .being, .a very much smaller per-
centage than in the English "bone body. 1843 Chit Eng.
I, Arch. ymt. VI. 316/3 Any trade or business such as.,
•bone-boiler. 1006 Daity Cliron. 36 May 3/7 Bone boilers
and tallow meflers. 1839-47 TotliCs Cyct. Anal. lU.
856/1 1 he *bone-cells.. form the outer layer of cells in the
Haversian system. 1903 M. h.Sou>v Brie/ Hist. OldEng.
Porcelain 1^0 Josiaii Spode. .composed a new china body
which, .from the nature of its chief constituent, .received
the vulgar name of ' 'Bone China '. Hid., This evergreen
'bone china' has remained unaltered ever since the first
pieces of it came out of Spode's oven. 1875 Encyct. Brit.
1. 854/1 The lacunae look like solid, black bodies, and. .were
erroneously called by the earlier observers "bone-corpuscles.
'^j^'"'"- ("* 31 Aug. 7/3 A large cylinder, technically
called a "bone digester". 1847 Halijwkll, 'Bone-dry,
perfectly dry. 1865 J. YottiG Homety Pict. 128 (E.D.D.)
An auld neebor hove in sight. Bane dry himsel' An spread
abune me, drookit wicht His big umljrell'. 1919 Bovd
Cable Old Conlemptibies xvi. 368 They was like a good
long drink to a bone-diy man. 1873 Spon H'orkskof Rec.
Ser. L 373/3 For purifying 'bone fat, melt the fat and a
sm.nllqu.-intity of saltpetre together. xtH-j Jmt.Soc.Chtm.
Imliistry VI. 835 i IxKs of Nitrogen in the M.inufactureof
Lone-fat and the Analysis of Bone-fat. 1888 /i.'rf. VII. 81/3
The bones

. .are first broken up more or less finely, and go to
produce what are known as— J inch bones, i inch bones.
Crushed bones. Tonedust. Boncmeal. "Boneflour. 1879 j'/

Cear^e's lUsf. Re/: IX. 359 One of these presented a bony
growth., the end of which w.is cut off with "bone-forceps.
190a n estm. Cm. n Aug. 7 '3 The horses were different, for
their *bone-framework was no longer visible. 1913 Biccrrs
.'terpen Keys Baldfa:e viii. Still that "bonchead from the
woods sat there, his mouth open. 1914 A. J. Small FrczenCM 1. 36 Can't understand Norvice doing a fool thing like
that. ..Norvice isn't a lonehead. 1903 Smart .Set IX. 96You talk like a "bone-headed fool 1 1836 Carlyle New
Lett. {1904) I. 8 For the last three weeks! have been going
what you call •Ar^.idle. 1891 Kmunc Light that Failed
(1900) 84 Bone-idle, is he? Careles.% and touched in the
temper? 1913 Daily Mail iB June 8 i hey are bone-idle and
pleasure-saeking. 1899 D„Hy A'ews 31 July 5/3 Defendant
gave instructions for the 'botiemantotakeawaythe had me.1t,
1908 W. E. a DlCKSOM {title) The 'Bone .Marrow. 1937
Haloani it HuXLIY y^niMi. BiaC ix. 189 An extra production
ofredblood^orpusclesbythebone-mariow. i8«8 A'r/. U.S.
Cammissianer Agric. (i86<j) 401 "Bone-meal prepared by
high-pressure steam contains not much less nitrogen than
ordinary bone dust. 1884 Enrycl. Brit. XVII. 175/1 "Bone
naphtha, or tmne oil, known also as Dippel's animal oil. Is a
most offensively smelling product of the distillation of bones
in the preparation of animal charcoal. 1848 Craig, * Itnne-
fhaspkate. 1869 RoscoR Elem. Chem. (1871) 319 Calcium
phosphate, or bone phosphate. 1889 Fakmer AmeticnnisKis,
*Bone-pits, Indian places of interment. These bone.ptts are
found scattered throughout the United States and Canada.
1884 KsicHT Did. Mech. Suppl., •Bont Porcelain, a w.ire
into the composition of which emersphosphateof lime in the
form of bone dusL 1889 Century Diet., "Hone-pot. |8<8
Jrnl.Sac.Chem. Industry \ll. 133/1 The 'bone-powders
of commerce are not always products of manufacture solely
derived from the grinding of Iwnes. 1884 Kmcht Z>iW. Meek.
tiuppl., 'Bont Sm<: 1898 Dailr News 13 Apr. 5/5 And all
because of her skill with the knife and the bone.saw. 1908
Harov Dyneuls 111. vil v, A surgeon's horse.. laden with
bone-saws, . .and other surgical instruments. 1866 Trens.
Bot., *Bane-seed, the common name for Osteospennuni. 191a
A. S. W. Hutchiksom Ha(fy Wanior 1. L I 3 Egbert was
"bone-tired. sgaS Deuly Ejcprus 7 Aug. 3/4, 1 returned .

.

bone tired, thoroughly weary.

Bone, v\ Add :

4. intr. To apply oneself diligently or deter-
minedly. Also with in. U.S.
m 1861 T. WiNTiiRop Li/e in open At'rttc (1863) 148 We

was aliout sick of putty-heads and sneaks that, .didn't daiB
to make us stand round and bone in. 1883 H. A. Beers in
Century Afag. June 373/3 I'm going to bone right down to iL

'*• J^g'- To bristle «/ or stifTen. d/..?.

t888 Mrs. CusTRa Tenting on Planes ix. (1893) i8t, I have
known the General to ' bone up ', as bis West Point phrase
expressed it, on the smallest details.

Boneen (bsnfn). /rish. [ad. Ir. banabhin
sucking-pig, f. banabh -1- -in dim. sulTix.] A young
P'fT-

1841 Lcvaa C. CMaltey Ixxxv, What's that you have
drag^ng there behind you? A Ixineen. sir. 185a Mlndy
'*.''/'/™" <''S7) '95 The tvrelched shieling of poor Paddy,
with his dudeen, his caubeen, his boneen. 189a Emily Law.
LRss Crania I. iv. aa The relative number of cows, turkeys,
feather.beds, boneens, black pots and the like.

Bone-fish. Chiefly U.S. [Bone sb.\ A name
applied to various fishes (see quots.).
«734. «8o9 [see Bosx «*. 17). 1884 Goods, etc. Nat. Hist.

Agnatic Anini. 379 1 he ' Bone.fish ' of Key West, according
to Steams, belongs lo this (sturgeon) family and genus.
Ihid. 6u With us it [x. Albttla viilies] is usually called the
'Lady.fish 'i in the Bermudas the 'Bone fish ', orCrubljcr.
/bid. 674 In Southern New England this fisii Isc. dogfish) is
called the ' Bone.fish '. 1897 Outing U.S.) XXIX. 331/1 I he
bone-fish somewhat resembles a whiting in sha,/e, with the
mouth of a sut.krr and no tcelh.

Bonelessness (bciu-nlesnes). [f Boneless a.
•--NESS.] Boneless condition. k\io transf. zx\Afig.
1885 spectator 30 June 805 They weary of the besetting

defect of modern English statesmen, bonelessness. 1895

BONY.
Athenxum 2 Mar. sSg/i The partial bonelessness .. is rner-
haps) due to them. 1938 ZJor/i' Express g Nov. 15/1 The soft,
ness of this chair I.. And its bonelessness and bendabilityl

Boueyard. U.S. [Bone .r,^.] A yard or place
where the bones of dead animals are collected •

also, a cemetery.
187a • Mark Twain ' Innoc. at Home ii. (1882) 270 When

some roughs jumped the Catholic bone-yard, and started in

'i-^}j
°",' ."""-'ots in it. 1903 W. J. Long Beasts of

J-'eld 70, I have met men., who speak of 'bone yards'
which they have discovered—places where they can go at
any time and be sure of finding a good set of caribou
antlers. 1903 A'. Y. Even. Post 7 Oct. 7 A dilapidated
horse saved from the bone.yard.

Bongo (bP'Og")- [Cf. Bangi mbangani, Lingala
moiigu.} (In iwW Bongo antelope.) An African bush-
buck belonging to the genus Boocercus, esp. the
East African lion^o, B. eurycerus {isaacioi) israali;
also the West African Bongo, B. eurycerus.
''?! ^" Thomas in Ann. ^ Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. vii X.

y)9 No evidence as yet exists as to whether the true western
"ongo has horns in the female. 1910 Weslm. Caz. 1 Mar.
li/i Next come nine white rhinoceroses and a couple of
bongos, a specimen of the latter animal never before having
fallen to the gun ofa white man. 1911 Roosevelt in Cham,
wood Li/e (1923) 243 He had killed a bongo, a bulk

BonhomoilS (hp-nSmss), a. Also {rare) bon-
homni(i)ou8. [f. Bonhomie -i- -ous.] Full of bon-
homie or good-fellowship. Hence Bo-nhomously
adv.

190S spectator 18 Feb. 357/2 A delightful bonhommious
person. 1917 R. Fahrer On Eaves 0/ World II. 301
Gentlemanly bonhomousness of outlook. 1937 Obsertfer
10 July 6 The hearty and bonhomous J. D. Marstock. 1938
E. Wauch Decline

,J-
Fall x. 109 Lady C's hardly what you

might call bonhomnious.

Bonify, V. Add : S. To give a bonus to.
(1876 : cfT Bonification 2. ] 1905 Glasgow Herald 3 Nov.

6/s 1 hese preferences are given not to bonify one German
trader competing with other German traders.

Bonism (b/rniz'm). [f. L. bonus good -)- -ISM.]
The doctrine that tlie world is good, but not tlie

best possible. So Bo-nist, one who favours this
doctrine ; hence Boni-stlc a.
l88a

J. W. Barlow Ultim. Pessimism 5 So we see that
Optimist and Pessimist are no longer suitable names..; and
the positive forms Bonist and Malist would certainly be more
appropriate. 1893 Mvebs Sci.^ Future Li/e 10 The view of
the universe loosely styled optimism, but which some now
\KTmbonism, with no greater barbarism in the form of the
word, and more accuracy in its meaning. 1896 Tollkmachk
Jowelt ot Jowclt's optimism verges on pessimism, or, let us
say, his ^^«(i;// verges on malism. lbid.i)$ After putting
side by side the bonistic and malistic sayings of Jowett.
Bonnaz (bp-nacz). [Name of J. Botmaz, of

Lyons, inventor (1863) of a chainstitch embroidery
machine.] A kind of machine-made embroidery.
itSl Inslr. Census Clerks {1885) 75 Bonnaz Machinist.

1903 Daily Chron. Mar. 9/6 Bonnaz Machinists.. . Bonnaz
Braiding .Machines, sgai Diet. Occup. Terms (1937) { 278
Boiiiuu hook maker.

Bonner (b^rnsj). University slang, [f. Bonfire
k- •-KiiS.l A bonfire.

1898 Oxford Mag. 19 May, While the Bonner burns, make
haste to pass The Revellers firework-scattered on the Giass.
1808 Westm. Cax.b Dec. lo/i The authorities of a certain
college gave permission for the turf of the quadrangle to be
taken up in order to make better provision for the 'Conner'.
1^1 Daily Tel. 15 Mar. 10/4 We should be rightly appre.
hcnsive if we were to hear of no more ' r,igs ' or ' bonncrs '.

Bonnet, sb. Add :

e. f. 'The hood over the platform of a railroad-
car' {Cent. Did. 1889).

er. The protecting hood over the machinery of a
motor vehicle.

190a Harmsworth Motors 9[ Motor- Driviftg 181 If you
have a flare-up, .. take off bonnet to save the paint, and
smother the flames. 1904 Young Contpl. Motorist (ed. 2)
III The engine, instead of being placed vertically under a
bonnet in front of the car, lies bortiontally immediately in
front of the dash-board. 1915 'Bartimeus C^ii^/*(7/jiv. in
A Tail Ship i. 3iThe fragments of the shattered wind-screen
tinkled down over the bonnet and footboard.

10. bonnet-box (earlier U.S. example^.

«*S4 Mary I. Holmks Tempest Hr Sunshine xxv. 347 Up-
setting the pile of bonnet boxes, which rolled promiscuously
over the floor.

Bonnet, v. Add : 4. To provide (a safety
lamp) with an iron bonnet or shield.

1901 yml. Inst. Elect. Engin. XXX. 834 In appearance it

Is a bonneted M ueseler lamp.

Bonsense (b<7'nsSns). [f. Bo.v a. -i-Sense jA,
after nonsense^ Good sense.

1713 Craig in R. Smith Poems {/Controversy (.\i^-^ 11 As
to thy Poetry its nonsense, and therein not a uord of bon-
sense, Z900 H. Harland CardinitCs Snnjfbox xxi. Noil,
sense or bonsense, that is the sober truth.

Bont tick. Also bonte tick. [f. Du. bont
variegated -h Tick j*.1] A South African tick,

Amblyomma hebrveum, parasitic on cattle, ostriches,

and man.
1881 Douglass Ostrich Farming 17 (Pettman) The large

Bonte tick that .. produces terrible sores on all animals.
1900 C P. LouNsBURY in tWoc. Assoc. Econ. Ent.41 (Cent.
pict._ Suppl.) 'I'he tick of greatest importance, because of its

injuries to stock, is A mblyontma hebrmnnt Koch, commonly
known as the bont tick.

Bony, sb. U.S. mining. [Cf. Bone sb. 13.]
1874 Ravmond Statist. Mines .5 Mining jg It[jc. the coal]



BONY.
is interstratified with sand-rock and shale. In some of the

mines the roof consists of a mixture of the two. called by the

men ' bony '. Ibid. 41 The Black Diamond vein has for roof

and floor shale, slate, and ' bony'.

Bony, a. 3. Add : bony-fish U.S., the men-

haden or moss-bunker {Brevoortia tyrannus),

1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Menhaden.. is also known
by the names of Bony-fish, White-fish, [etc.]. 1871 Game
Lazvs N. V. in Fur, Fin ^ Feather (1872) 21 Bony fish, or

moss bunkers .. are exempted from the operation of this

section. 1884 L. F. Allen A>7o Amer. Farm Bk. 80 1'he

moss-bonker, or bony-fish [etc.].. are caught in seines, and
sold to the farmers by the wagon load.

Bonzer (banzai), a. AustraL slang, [Perhaps

from BoNAJfZA.] Excellent, extremely good,

1915 C. J. Dennis Sentimental Bloke 18 An' on the air

a sad, sweet music breaves A bonzer song, igaa Glasgow
Herald Z Nov. 8, I have.. heard Australians described as
' Bonxers,' probably owing to the way they have of over-

working that strange compound. It is used in the various

States in place of the adjectives good, great, and splendid,

as, for example, ' Massenger is a bonzer player; he .scored a
bonzer try.' 19*7 Daily Express a Apr. 2/2 ' Oh ! Ain't they
both bonzer/ remarked one woman spectator, using a familiar

Australian expression of appreciauon.

Bonzo (hg'nzo), [Arbitrarily formed by Capt.

Bmce S. Ingram, editor of ' The Sketch '.] Tlie

figure of a comically-shaped puppy which came
into vogue through a series of drawings by G. E.

Studdy (the first ofwhich appeared in * The Sketch

'

8 Nov. 1922), and used in various forms, as toys,

etc Hence {trivial) Bcnzoid a.

1937 Bttlletin 11 Oct. 5/4 The craze for vanity bags in the

form ofTeddy Bears, Bonzos, and other zoological specimens.

1928 Galsworthy Swan Song 11, vi, You're ' for it ', as they
say in this Bonzoid age.

Bouzoline (bfJ-nzJlfn). A composition used as

a substitute for ivory in the manufacture of billiard

balls.

1896 Daily News 18 Apr. ^fx During the last two or three
years the balls have been made of a new composition called

bonzoline. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 10 Nov. 5/2 Bonzoline bil-

liard balls.

Boo, V. Add : 2. trans. To assail with cries

of *boo!* as an expression of dissatisfaction or

disapproval ; to condemn by booing. Hence
Booer.
1893 Daily News 27 Jan. 5/1 It was not a booing that

booed the piece to immediate perdition. 1904 Daily Chroit.

ig Nov. 4/6 The 'booer,' she argues, does not make himself
heard at the opening of all new hotels, banks, and public
buildings. What indeed would be thought of the man who
' booed his dinner at the Carlton because his appetite failed ?

1923 Daily Mail iZ Sept. 6/3 Then., the booer will learn to
give vent to his feelings in a more civilised way.

Boob (b«b). U.S. slang. Shortened f. Booby.
1912 R. W. Chambers Streets ofAscalon t. 16 I'm talking

like a writer, that's all. That's how you boobs talk, isn't it,

Karl ? 19S0 Chambers's Jml. May 282/1 Of course war is

wrong—any boob knows that. 1931 J. F. Fbaser in Glasgow
Herald 4 Apr, 8 The belief that the United States was made
to appear a poor boob in the eyes of the world. 1922 J. A.
Dunn Man Trap xiv. As for this boob, Royce, he's through
with his star as far as this town is concerned.

, Booby. 3. Add :

booby-hack = booby-hut, -hutch U.S. (earlier'

examples) ; booby prize, a prize (of no value)
awarded in ridicule or fun to the player with the
lowest score ; booby-trap (see also quots.)
1888 Boston Daily Globe (Fanner) They collided with

Crowley's *booby hack, knocking the horse down and de-
molishing the front of the vehicle. 1812 Boston Gaz. 28
Dec. (Th.) He has on hand, for sale, a number of *Booby-
Huts and Carriages. 1846 G. Warburton Hochelaga 11. vi.

146 A covered convej-ance, enclosed partly with glass;, .it is

called a ' Booby-hut . 1766 Boston Gaz. 29 Dec. (Th.) A very
neat *Booby-hutch to be sold cheap for Cash. 1900 Ellen
T. Fowler Farringdons iii. Your prize would have been no
better than a *booby-prizc. 1918 P. Gibbs From Ba/mume
to Passclundaele 4 The enemy left .

.
' *booby-traps ' to blow

a man to bits or blind him for life if he touched a harmless-
looking stick or opened the lid of a box. 1922 Chambers's
JmL 217/1 Every kind of booby-trap and delay-action
mine.

Boodle ^ Add: 1. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
Freq. whole kit and boodle,

1833 J. Neal Down.Easters I. 61, 1 know a feller 'twould
whip the whool hoodie of 'em an' give 'em six. 1847 D, jp,

Thompson Locke Amsden 76 [He] stumped all the rest to
come on, one at a time, and there wasn't a soul of the whole
boodle that dared do it.

2. [For def. read :] U.S. a. Counterfeit money.
1858 Harper*s Weekly 3 Apr. (Th.) Boodle is a flash term

used by counterfeiters.. .The leaders [of the gang] were the
manufacturers and bankers of the boodle.

b. Money acquired or spent illegally or im-
properly, esp. in connexion with the obtaining or
holding of public offices; the mi^terial means or
gains of bribery and corruption,
1884 Mag. Amer, Hist. XII. 566 [Boodle] has come to

mean a large roll of bills such as political managers are
supposed to divide among their retainers. 1887 Congress.
Rec. Jan. 1025/1 [In Rhode Island] the man who is bribed
you could not punish, while the man who furnished the
boodle' was liable to indictment. 1894 Ibid. Jan. 667/2
Republican conventions have always * pointed with pride

'

to any channel that floated boodle their way.
attrib. 1887 Nation (N. Y.) 14 Apr. 307/3 Nfew York is

better known all over the., world for boodle Aldermen and
municipal rings than for anything else. x888 Fnck's
Library May3(Farmer, Slang) You're convinced .. That he
ponders of divorce. Or of boodle cases great.

102

Hence Boo'dle z*., to bribe; to practise bribery

;

Boo*dleisni, bribery and corruption, embezzle-

ment of public funds ; Boodlei'stic a., addicted

to boodleism; Boo'dleize v, trans. , to bribe;

Boo'dler, one who practises boodleism ; Boo'dler-
ism, Boo'dlery, Boodling = boodleism.

1904 W. H. Smith Promoters iv. 86 If you're going to

*boodle you've got to do it on a party basis. If I wanted
to boodle an Illinois lesislature, [etc.]. 1894 Congress. Rec.
Aug.. App. \-2i(^li What we call the government of the
people, .has become a government of boodlers, by the use
of boodle for the benefit of *boodleism. 1904 Minneapolis
Tiines 6 July 6 If they say he has been making war qx\.

boodleism for political efl"ect, good citizens , . reply [etc.],

1898 Congress. Rec. Apr. 4385/1 The barking of this mangy
Wall-street *boodleistic cur , . reminds me of a lonely

coyote baying the moon. 1886 Ibid. July Tzttl\ There
are no seven men in the state of Ohio, unless they were
'boodleized, who would agree to any such proposition. 1887
Nation (N. Y.) 17 Nov. 386/3 It is suspected that ' ^boodlers

'

are at work undermining the enterprise, so far as public

officials control it. 1888 Omaha IVorId {FaTmer) We have
elections and campaigns, and political parties, and bosses,

and ringsters, and boodlers. 1896 G. Ade A rtie xii. 108 He
turned out to be a boodler, eh ? 1887 Advance (Chicago) 30
June 408 * *Boodlerism ' in the management of our city and
county and State afiairs. 1887 J. C. Ambrose Ibid.^ Let her
not plead great conscience., but grant open licence to *bood-
lery. \Zyo School Board Ffih.y Something akin to '*hood-
ling' has been unearthed in the public educational system
of New York city. 1903 N. Y. Even. Post 31 Aug.j We
fancy that the people of Missouri will conclude to diminish
boodling rather by taking from than adding to the powers
of the dominant machine.

BooJTUU (bw'dgym). [Invented by * Lewis
Carroll' (C. L. Dodgson) in The Hunting of the

Snark (1876).] An imaginary animal, a particu-
larly dangerous kind of * snark *.

1904 B'ness von Hutten Patn in. vi, We are both too
obstinate. .. I am a boojum, and 1 know. 1932 Edin. Rev.
Oct. 241 Both these beautiful abstractions are in reality
boojums. 1925 5/at:Aw.iI/a^. Mar. 345/1 A solitary Boojum-
like person.

Book, sb. Add : 3. d. transf. of things com-
posed of * leaves ' or ' plates *,

1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxix. (1841) 85/1 A large
' book ' was made of some twenty-five to fifty hides, doubled
at the backs, and put into one another, like the leaves of a
book. 1885 J. S. KiNGSLEY in Q. j7-nl. Microsc. Sci. Oct
538 The primary stigma formed by the insinking of the
respiratory book is not the functional one of the adult. 1893
Photogr. Ann. II. 327 To put the book in camera, the camera
is tilted front up. Ibid. 328 The book of plate-holders.

e. An angler s pocket-book for fishing-tackle.

1847 Stoddart Angler's Comp. 61 Angler's trouting book.
9. c. West Africa. (See quots.)
1863 Frasers Mag. LXVII. 146/1 It was resolved., to

renew his 'book*. 1897 Mary Kingslky W. Africa x. 203 In
order to . . simplify this goods traffic, a written piece of paper
is employed—practically a cheque, which is called a ' bou '

or ' book ' and these ' bous ' are cashed— i. e. gooded, at the
store. Ibid. xii. 286, I would give the creditor a book on
Hatton and Cookson for the coat.

H. b. The cards forming a complete set in
' Authors * and similar games.
1895 in Funk's Standard Diet.

15. To sziit (a person's) book : to fall in with his
plans or answer his requirements, be agreeable to.

Orig. a bookmaker's phr. ; see sense 10, Cf. 1860 Gentl.
Mag, July 231 He wins your money with a smile, will accom-
modate his book to suit what bets you may choose to make.
1851 MuRCHisoN in Z;/f^/*?tT/zi/zVA (1899) 83 Would it

suit your book to make a run ofa day or two to the other side
of the Weald? 1852 F. E. Smedley Lewis Aruniiel\\f By
which time he expects to be so hard up that he must marry
somebody, and as there will be plenty of the needful she
will suit his book as well as any other. 1895 CasselCs Fam.
Mag. 462/2 It suits the owners* book that this steamboat
should be lost. 1928 Britain's Industr. Future {Liberal
Ind. Inquiry) 420 The actual results have probably been
variable in any given year . . to suit the book of the Chancellor
of the Exchequer for the time being,

b. Like a book : see *Like adv.

18. book agent U.S.^ one who pushes the sale of
books ; book-boy, a boy employed to fetch books
for readers in a library ; book canvasser, one who
canvasses schools, public offices, etc., for the sale
of books,, esp. on the subscription system; book-
cloth, a cloth manufactured for the bindings of
books ; book-club, delete {obs^ and add qnot.

;

also, a society which produces booksfor itsmembers,
such as the Warton Club, the Roxbnrghe Club, the
First Edition Club ; book concern ^..S"., an estab-
lishment engaged in the printing and sale of books

;

book-edge gilder, marbler, a bookbinder's work-
man who gilds or marbles the edges of books

;

book ends sb. pl.^ a pair of (ornamental) book
props (see below), used to keep a row of un-
shelved books in an upright position ; book-
farmer, one who farms with knowledge acquired
from books; so book-farming; book-folder,
{a) a printer's, bookbinder's, or stationer's em-
jiloyee who folds the paper sheets into page-size

;

{b) the paper wrapper of a newly-published book

;

book-form, in advb. phrase in bookform (see sense

16) ; also attrib. ; book-gill, tlie respiratory organ
of the king-crab ; book hand, the hand or writing
used by the official transcribers of books before the

BOOK.

invention of printing; bookhLmtz/. intr.^ to follow
the pursuit of a book-hunter or searcher of old and
rare volumes ; book-label, a label bearing the
title and author's name, the owner's name, etc,
affixed to the cover of a book ; book-louse (U.S.
example) ; book-lung, the lamellate respiratory

organs of a scorpion ; book mite (see quot.)

;

book name, a name of a plant or animal, other
tiian the scientific name, used only in books ; also

transf ; book-ntunber, ' in library-cataloguing,

a particular number (or a number and a letter)

designating the book in its proper sequence in the
smallest division to which it belongs' (Cent. Diet.
.Suppl. 1909) ; book piles, a type of book-plate in

which piles of books are used as the design ; book
prop, support, an angular support for the end of
a row of books, esp. in a partly-filled shelf; book-
stamp, a stamp for embossing the covers of books

;

book-table, a table intended solely or mainly for

books; book type (see quot.) ; book value ^i^i?^-

keeping, the value of a commodity as shown by a
firm's books, as distinguished from its market
value; book-world, the world and the affairs of
life as described in literature.

1848 Philadelphia Almanac Advt. 2 •Book canvassers and
agents wanted. 1886 Harper's Mag. Dec. 162/1 They niay
both be glad to invoke the aid of the despised book apent, who
carries literature from door to door. 1910M \ii.vovioHopalotig
Cassidy vii. 50 Wasyou ever an auctioneer . . or a book agent ?

1903 Daily Chron. 13 Feb. 5/1 His first situation was as
*bouk-boy in the Hbrary of tlie Bristol Law Society. 1848
*Book canvasser [see book-agent, above]. 19x1 Diet. Occup.
Tertns (1927) § 774 Book canvasser, canvasses schools,
public offices, etc., for sale of technical or other books on
subscription system. 1891 Pall Mall Gaz. 30 Nov. 7/r
Makers of *book-cloth. 1905 Times 20 Sept. 5/5 The privi-
leges of The Times *Book Club are offered to those only
who subscribe to The Times for a year. 1929 H. Williams
{title) Book Clubs and Printing Societies of Great Britain
and Ireland,. published by the First Edition Club. Ibid. 7
The prototype of the book club, the Roxburghe. 1851 Con-
gress, Globe 4 Jan. 170 This House has become the greatest
**book concern' in the Union. 187a Congress. Rec. May
3909/3 Every book published by the Methodist Book Con-
cern . . is published on sized paper. 1900 Ibid. Mar. 3096/2 TTie
little fellow who is attempting to establish a book concern at
another place might be crushed, i858SiMMONDsZJ/V/.7>«rf*,
*Book and card-edge gilder and marbler, a workman who
ornaments and finishes off the edges of books, etc 1898
Daily Chron. 24 Sept. 10/6 Book-edge gilders wanted. 19*1
Did. Occup. Ter?ns (1927) § 548 Book-edge marbler. 1856
Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VI 1. 806 A notorious *book fanner
succeeded in making one of the best farms in the State of
New York. 1859 Ibid, (i860) X. 573 Another man..sum-
marily pronounces all *book farming a humbug. 1867 Refi.
Iowa Agric. Soc. (1868) 125 The reason that so many take
no particular pains to improve their stock is.. they don't
believe in book-farming. 1903 Daily Chron. 24 Febu 8/5
*Bookfolder. Apply. .Printing Dept. 1935 Public Opinion
5 June 538/3 Blurbs, those interesting little paragraphs which
appeared on bookfolders. 1893 Photogr. Ann. 333 A light
camera, with., ^book-form double dark slides, xgoz 'Monks-
hood ' & Gamble Kipling 161 This story passed from ' Lip-
pincott's Magazine ' to the pomp and pride of a b»ok-form
Edition. tgogCent Diet. Suppl., *Book-gill. x86sFncycl.
Brit. Will. 143/2 Down to the time of the introduction of
printing, writing ran in two lines—the set *book-hand and
the cursive. 1893 E. M. '1'hompson Handhk. Gk. ff Lot.
Palaeogr. xix. 301 We find it convenient to treat the cursive
or charter-hand as a separate branch of mediaeval English
writing apart from the literary or book-hand. 1938 Daily
Tel. iQ July 15/5 Lord Delamere sent a fifteenth century
English manuscript.. with others written in a vernacular
book-hand. x88o Lang Ballaties in Blue China, Ballade of
Bk.'hunter, He *book-hunts, though December freeze. \^^
Daily Chron. 19 Dec. 6/2 An interestingcopy of the worksof
Horace, having John Keinble's leather *book-l:ibe! on both
covers. x^^-jAvicr. Naturalist I. 312 The little wingless
*book-louse (Atro/'os) scampering irreverently over the
musty pages of his Systema Naturae. 18^ Parker &
Haswell Zool. I. 604 The organs of respiration are some-
times tracheae, similar to those of Insects, sometimes *book-
lungs or sacs containing numerous book -leaf-like plates.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XVL 528/2 Ckeyletidx, the so-called
^book mites,.. quite unconnected with books. 1885 Lisbon
(Dakota) Star 27 Mar. 5 A Chinaman, .gets a *book-name
when he goes to school. x886 Bhitten & Holland Diet.
Engl. Plant-n., Aconite; a common book-name (or Aconi'
turn Napellus. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI. $05/1 '•Book-
piles ', exemplified by the ex-libris of W. Hewer (Samuel
Pepys's secretary). 1895 Funk's Standard Dict.^ * Book-
stamp. X909 CvRiL Davenport {title) English Heraldic
Bookstamps. 1895 G. Stikeman Adjustable Book-Shelving
4 *Book supports, for partially filled shelves. 1905 Daily
Chron. 23 May 4/6 A lovely inlaid *book-t.ible. 1888
EncycL Brit. XXMI. 699/1 Types are divided into two
classes—*book type, including Roman and Italic, and job
type.

_ J905 Daily Chron, 18 July -^i The whole *book-
world is a commonwealth lo which certain first, fixed prin-
ciples apply. 1906 Ibid^ 7 May 3/5 The book-world, which
is the edited reflection of life, brings the great facts of con-
trast into added prominence.

Book, V,

2. c. To enter orders in an order-book for goods
to be supplied on credit,
X889 Swallow in Co-operative News 15 June 611 The per-

nicious system of booking has been allowed, .to creep in.

d. To pat (tackle) in a fishing-book.
1893 Field 18 June 922/3 We therefore book our cast, and

wind up for the day.

3. b. To enter (the an"ival or departure of an
employee) in a book ; % to book in^ out. Also .



BOOKABLE.

intr. to hook off^ to sign an attendance 'book on

going off duty.

I9cn Daily Chrem, 13 May 10/5 Baker's. .Bookkeeper.

—

Young lady required, with good experience, lo book men
and keep books. Ibid.^ Wanted young lady...one able to

book in, ibid,, Shopwoman wanted, capable of booking out

men. 19*8 Observer 3 Feb. 12/7 To-night he drives his

engine for the last time. To-morrow hh ' books off '..and the

Line knows him no more.

4. b. Also intr. 71? book through : to obtain a
raihvny ticket to cover the whole journey.

1844 Dickens Mmri. C'tuz. W, The other Iman], seating him-

self on the steps of the coach, remained tn conversation with

Slyme. ..' He's booked '.observed the man. 'Through,' said

Siyme. 1858 Penny Cycl. and Suppl. 565. a A man may now
*book through' from London to so many continental cities.

1884 [in Dict.1.

Bookable (bnkab'l), a. [f. Book ». +-ablk.]

Thai may be booked.
1903 Daily Chron. 30 Mar. 6 '6, 1 tliink wme [seatsl should

be bookable, and <K>me should be unreserved. 19*6 Music 4-

Letters .\pr. 102 The house . . would be designed. . to accom-
modate the largest po<.:iibIe audience, .with all seats bookable.

Sookbindery. U.S^ (Earlier examples.)
1S17 S. R. Brown WesternGas. 311 Zanesville..bas a..

post-office, book.bindery [and] two printing-offices. 18*7
Drake & Mansfield Cincinnati viii. 64 Six Book Binderies.

Booked,///, a. Add:
4. Entered in an official book or list ; scheduled.
X893 Daily Nrtus 3 June 5/4 That the Board ofTrade shall

have compulsory powers.. to order a railway company to

revise the booked time of the men. 1898 Ibui, 15 Dec, 7/4
Certain booked trains will be disconttnoed.

5. Having (a specified amount of) orders or
engagements in one's l)ook or books. Also with
up ; and in transf. aense : Having engagements,

engaged (cf. 3).
X905 lyestm. Gas, 3 Oct. 9/x The iron, steel, and allied

trades are heavily booked. 1911 John Vincf.nt in ^ir/.£<i^»r
Sodal Cemd, Germany I fI. Nos. vi and vii. 52^We found

..the trades were busy and well booked up with orders.

Mod, I am booked up every night next week.

Bookftal, a. Delete f Obs. and add

:

2. Full or stored with books.
1896 Literary t^crldj Aug. 115/3 Coleridge, in this book-

ful age, is.. getting to be more and more notninis umbra,
S004 Daily Chron, 3 Oct. 3/4 In bookful loneliness.

Bookie (bu'ki). Alsobooky. Colloquial modi-
fication [see -T «] of Bookmaker 2.

iMs [ace -y ]. 1887 PallMallGas. i s Scot. 5/1 Both pla^
their parts so well that they collared Dotb the ' boolues

'

without any trouble at all.

Book-store. (f^-S. [Book i^. 17 a.] A book-
shop.
1763 Boston Even. Pott 3/3. n6s A. Elucott in Life

Lett. ( 1908) 5t Kxamtned several Book stores. 1768 Matsa~
chusette S/y 3 Apr. 4 Printed at Worcester (Massachusetts)
by Isaiah Tbootas, Printer, Bookseller and Stationer. Sold
at his Bookstore. xBi8 W. Dauby Ti^ur to Detroit (1819) aa
Bookstons afford.. the best data from which can be aucu-
latad tb« sute of public literary improTement. 1834 H.
Bbacbbniuoo Recoil. viii.8oThts gentleman.. bad set up
a book store and library in a wing of the bouse, i860
UoiXAMD Mitt Gilbert'e Career xxiv. 430 There are none of
his laae dacks here,. .for boolcMores are not abundant.
iMi Hmrpe**i Mag. Aug. 436/s The town has at least one
book-«tora of the first cIsm. 1904 Critic May 4^ One book-
store sold four hMndrsd cofM«s a month.

Booky, a. (Earlier U..S, example.)
1833 Palldimg BanJks 0/ Ohio I. 194 (Th.) What I Voo're

one OT the booky fellcrsL, that ihiak on one thing while they
are talking about another.

Booliaii (bM-li&n), a. [f. the proper name Booie
(see below) + -IAN.] Of or pertaining to the theories

of George Boole (1815-O4), mathematician and
logician.
i8m Funi^g Stantiartt Did. s.v., BooUan algebra;

Boofian notation in logic. X9aa EncycL Brit. XXV. 312/2
Ateelraic forms.. .The BooUan Sy^eo.
Boom, ib.'^ Add :

3. b. //. The floating timbers placed between
portions of the lines of piles marking the regatta

course at Henley-on-Thames, to prevent the en-

croachment of boats during a race.

1899 Daily XfTos 5 July 4/7 It will be impossible to pro-
nounce deftnticly on the success of the booms until the
recatta is in full swing. 190s Entycl. Brit, XXXII. 306/a.

4. b. FntdtTy ^ancing^ or shear boom, a boom
erected to guide logs in the desired direction. (J.S.

1696 U. S. Monthly Weather Rev. Nov. 407 (Cent. Diet.
SuppL) 'llie driving of piles. .to hold a sheer boom for the
purpose of running the togs.

6. boom end v. trans., to run out a boom or
spar at the end of a yard so as to extend the foot

of a sail ; boom mat (cf. Mat sb.^ 4) ; boom
net, a fishing net c(mnecte<l with a boom.
1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxvii. 90 The stoddmg-sail

halyards were let go, and the yards 'boom.endcd. 1890
Clark Rcssell Ocean Trag. I. viiL 164 Then boonuendint;
her fore- 1op n).1st studdingsail she backed her main topsail.

1883 Man. Seamanship for Boys xZ-z In making a heavy
*boom mat 3 fiddle is used instead of a loom. 19*5 Glasgow
Herald 35 Aug. sThereUtioniibip^ of the young yearclasses
canght by 'boom.net aiidseine-net to the mature herring in
the drift-net fisher)'.

Boom, sb,^ For 1/.S, read * orig. U.S,\ and
add

:

1, (Harlier example.)
1873 Scribner's Ma^. July 177 in Ytsmtx Slang, Another

boom in prices is to be looked for.

loa

3. A msh made by * boomers * or settlers into a
newly opened district or region of Indian land.
1891 Daily Xezvs 23 Sept. 5/1 The ' boom * of 1889 was the

occupation of part of the above named district by settlers
who were lucky enough to be first on the spot.

4. aitrib. and Ctf/«^.,as boom magic, 'Titaker^pruCj
time, value, etc. ; boom city, town, one that owes
its origin, growth, or prosperity to a boom in a
particular trade, mining, etc.

x886 Leslie's Pop. Monthly XXI. 306/T Cities..whose in-

habitanLi had yet to be gathered in from the four corners of
the earth by boom magic. 1B91 Anthouyh Photogr. Bull.
IV. 23 The old town of San Juan Capistrano I found had

I

been divided in the * boom ' times. 1895 Century Mag. Aug.
638/2 The troop of booni-makers has actively given its

perennial leisure to extravagant schemes of town-platting.
I 1897 Daily Ne^vs 23 June 15/2 Supposing . , that you bad a
i boom time, .and your trustees lent on the boom values, xooo
Smithwick Evol. State 19 Colonel De Witt was as enthu*

!
siastic as the real estate dealer in a boom toxvn nowadays.

j
190a Daily Ckron, 24 Mar. Vs The boom prices did not come
off. 1903 /^lif/. 18 Dec. 5/ .'l^^rapid growth. .resembles very

j

closely a ' boom ' mining town in America. 1904 Philad.
I Public Ledger 14 June 6 No * boom city * of the West can

boast such a record of amazing., growth, iqo^ Daily Chron.
7 Nov. 4/4 Such, .are the common incidents of a boom city.

1906 ^. Y. Even. Post 4 Aug. 4 Quite as melancholy . . are
the frame-built ' boom ' towns of the West, located where the
railroad was once expected to gD| but did not.

Boom, v.^ Add :

2. 6^^^. (Earlier example.)
I _«798 Boston To^vn Rec. 45 [That] the Aqueduct Corpora-

tion be allowed the privilege of securing by booming their

logs on such part of the beach at the foot of the Common .

.

as the Selection ..may appoint.

b. To protect (a regatta course) from encroach-
ment by pleasure boats during a race, by placing
floating booms (*BooM sb.^ 3 b) between the piles.

Also with off. Hence Boo'minff vbL sb,

1899 Daily Neros ag Apr. 7/3 It is proposed to * boom ' the
whole length of the course along the Bucks side and for some
distance on the Berks side. 1900 Ibid. 6 July 7/4 Owing
to the booming of the course, ihe expenses of the regatta
are much heavier. 190a Eticycl. Brit. XXXII, 306/3 This
proposal to boom off the [regatta] coiu^e was very severely
criticized.

BoonXt V. s For U.S, read * orig. U.SJ' and add

:

1. Earlier examples.)
1873 ' Mark Twai.-* ' * C D. Warnem Gilded Age xxvii,

There's 8300,000 coming, and that will set things Dooming
again. 1875 Scribner's Mag. July a7J Stocks may * boom
to-day, but droop to-morrow.

Boom-boat. (Also bomboat.) [BooiC sb,^
Any of the boats stowed in the booms of a vessel.

1B87 Smyth Sailor's li^tfrd-bk. 1875 Bedford Sailer's
PocMet Bk. vii. 27 1 By placing lx>ais inside her present boom
boats. 1893 Daily K'rufS'^ July 5/6 Seeing the critical cun.
dition of the Victoria, .. boats were immediately prepared
and boom boats got rudy to be hoisted out.

Boomer >. Add:
2. A trappers' name for the North American

rodent Haplodon rufus.
1890 Cha$mbers's Encycl. V. 550 The trappers call it the

* Boomer' or * Mountain Beaver *.

Boomer^ (b^-mdj). [f. Boom sK^ ^ -br 2.] A
settler who takes part in a boom or rush to occupy
a newly opened region.

i8f}0 J. K. Bancs in Harfei^s Mag. Dec. 160/1 Donkey
parties in the temporary canvass residences of the fashion-
able booBMra had been held. 189s Daily Nevus 93 .Sept. ^/i

A rash of* boomers * into a newly-opened region of Indian
land is one of the strangest. .sit;hts in the world.

Boomlet (b»*mlet). [f. Hoou sb,^ -f -let.] A
small hoom on the Stock Exchange.
1897 (Dec 10) H. BoTTOsojcY in Ware Passing English

(1909} S.V,, I may mention that during the recent West
Australian boom—or, as some of my StocK Exchange friends
prefer to call it, ' boomlet *—we succeeded in realuoing, etc.

189B IVestm, Cos. 33 Apr. 9/3 A very favourable feature has
been a recovery in Wesiralian sioiiks. Something tike a
boomlet prevailed at first. >ooo London Stock Market Rep.
18 Aug. 5 What may be called a Kepablican boomlet has
been started in the Yankee comer. 191a Throne 7 K\x%.

238/3 The probability of a boom or a boomlet during the
present month.. appears to be very remote.

Boomslang (bu-msb?i]). S, Afr. [Du. hoom-
slang, f. boom tree -i- slang snake.] The Tree
Snake, Disphoiidus typus.
1849 Andrew Smith lllustr. Zool. S. A/r., Reptilia Plate

xiii. The natives of South Africa regard the Boom-slange as
poisonous ; but in their opinion we cannot concur. The
Boom-slauge [Bucephalus eapensis] is generally found upon
trees. 191* FirzsiMONs Snakos S. Afr. 136.

Boonifaiy (bw'ijgftri), [Native name: bangaray
in the Port Jackson dialect] The tree-kangaroo of

North Queensland, Dettdrolagtts lumkoltzH.
1889 C. LuMHOLTZ W///<^//^Caii////>a/i xviii. 337 Upon the

whole, the boongary is the most beautiful mammal 2 have
seen in Australia.

Boorg:a, Boorka, var. *Buroa, Bubka.
Boost, J^. 2 us. ^Earlier examples.)
i8»5 J. NKAL^rtf. Jonatheui. 11. 101 (Th.) Shall I give

him a boost ? or no T 1830 Seba Smith Major Jack Dawn-
ing (i860) 11^ (Th.), I got a pretty ^ood boost in Boston, by
the editors giving me recommendations.

Boost, V, Add :

1. Also, to assist over obstacles, to advance the
progress of; to praise up, extol by puffing; also

absoL orig, U. S. colloq. Hence Boo -atlntf vbl, sb.

iaa6 Mauachusetts Sfy 39 Nov. (Th.) The crooks, in

BOOT.

danger ofbeing boasted [«V], were compelled to knock under.
1834 Seba Smith Major Jack Downing 139 You. .give me
a lift into public life, and you've been a boosting me along
ever since. 1845 Yale Lit. Mag. XI. 34 (Th.) There is one
poor fellow getting his comrade to boost him, while he hangs
to the skirts of the one above. 1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle
ff Mocassin 121 If you think that I'm trying to boost the
place up because it belongs to us. 1903 K. Norris Respous.
Novelist 299 Considered at first as a fad, it has been at
length boosted and foisted upon the public attention, 1907
Wesim. Gaz. a6 Aug. 3y'2 ' Ihey seem to give Nature a
boost ' ;

' The man who boosts himself over a tough place

'

will jump into his regular place without *any let-up*;.,
phrases such as these simply conceal the thought of the
author. 1909 Daily Chron, ai Oct. 3/5 In times lUce these,
when trade and other factors are batl, it is the duty of the.
Press to 'boost' in the interests of the nation, for when
trade is good it will ' boost ' itself. 1910 -V. Y. Even. Post 24
Feb. (Th.) Kindliness, optimism,, .the national inclination
to ' boost ' and not to ' knock ', are admirable virtues. i9aa
Chatftbers's Jml. Aug. 557/2 These arrangements are sup-
plemented by • boosting * fans at intervals of about 2000 feet-

i9aS Bennet Copplestone Dead Men's Tales ix, Though.

.

he dared not give her more than a reefed lug foresail, she was
boosted along by continuous gales. 1926 Publisher's Weekly
16 Jan. 147 Perhaps advertising might help boost their sales.
19S8 Ibid. 29 Sept. 375/2 Many important reviewers were
boosting it as the more brilliant of the two books.

2, Electr, trans. To regulate (the electromotive
force in an electric circuit),

1909 Installation News Jan. i/a With the result that the
station man is seeking 'pastures new' whereby he may
boost up his load, xgzx Engineer 10 Mar. 237/3 It is far

more profitable to boost the pressure at the generating
station.

Booster (b«'st3i). [f. Boost v. + -erI.]

1. One who boosts, orig. and chiefly U,S.

^ 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. xgaoGlasgow Herald 2;^ Aug. 7 It

is not suggested that we should become 'blatant-boosters'.
iQsS Observer i July 11/2 President Coolidge, a true
* booster ' of his country.

2L Electr. A machine interposed in a circuit

for the purpose of increasing (or decreasing) the

electromotive force acting in the circuit.

X896 S. P. Thompson Dynamo-Electric Mack. (ed. 5) 726
A third service for which motor-dynamos are employed is to
compensate the drop in voltage on long mains by inserting
into the main at a distant point a series motor driving an
armature placed as a shunt across the mains. Lahraeyer
calls this device a * far-leading ' dynamo (Fernleitungs-
dynamo). American electricians term it a * booster '. 1903
Encycl, Brit. XXV. 34/1 Taking the current from the
mains to the battery through a * booster ', that is, a dynamo
arranged so that its E.I^LF. is added to that of the mains.
1906 Times, Engineering Suppl. 22 Aug. 267/3 The use
either of a largefull-voltagebattery for regulating purposes,
a set of cells as back £.M.F.'s for the near feeders, or as a
third alternative, the provision of extra boosters. 191X
Engineer 10 Mar. 237/3 A booster in use for boosting the
pressure of an overhead conductor of an electric tramway
system.

3. aitrib. Booster club (^.5.).
i9aa S. Lewis Babbitt i. § 4. 19 He stuck in his lapel the

Boosters' Club button. X9S3 Glasgow Heredd 7 June 4 The
deadening influences of a wife, a family, a motor car, and
a Booster Club. I9a9 Daily Tel. 8 Jan. 9/3 While other
cities over the country are organi^ing * booster ' clubs, New:
York [has] started a ' back to main street movement.'

Boosy. Add

:

aitrib. boosey close, the close in which the cow-
sheds stand; boosey or boozy pasture, pasture

land lying near the cow-sheds.
X794 T. Brown Agric. Surv. Derbysh. 45 A specified

close, which the waygoing tenant has for foddenng his

cattle in, under the name of a Hoosey pasture, 1844 Jnd.
R. Agric. Soc. V. i. 86 Tenancy commences.. on the 2nd
of February as to all the other lands, except the boosey
pasture. i86a Catal. Jntemat, Exhib. II. x. 27 Boosey or
manger bricks. 1905 Oszvestry i\ Border Counties Adver-
tiser (AdvL), 6 acres of Boozy Pasture. i9» Wevman
Ovifi^ion's Bank xxxvi, A countryman, whom the news hadl

only just reached in bis booscy*close or his rickyard.

^Ootf J^>^ 2. Add: Later and U.S. examples are :

2811 A. Gravdon Mem. (1846)30 He picked up six or eight
of my marbles, and throwing me down three or four times
the number of his own, the amount of boot being apparently
wholly unworthy of calculation, he decamped in a twinkling.

1831 Mrs. RoVALr. Southern Tour 11. 183, I asked no boot
in the world. 1846-^* Mrs. Wmitcher Widow Bedott P. xt.

IIS I'll he darned if I wouldn't offer to swop for a small
matter o' boot. x888 *C. E. Craddock * Brootnsedge Cove
vi, 105 7'be horse-trade was complete, the exchange raadej
the boot paid.

Boot, sb.^ Add :

1. b. The boot is on the other leg (delete + and'

add quots.). Also the boot on the wrong legorfoot,
1834 Carruthers Kcniuckian in N. Y. I. 97 He's got the

boot on the wrong leg. x86x Mrs. Riddem. City ^ Suburb
385 That's what 1 call putting i he boot on theother leg with
a vengeance. 1863 {title) The Boot on the Other Leg ; or,

Loyalty above Party. 1870 {title) The Boot on the Wrong
Foot. 1899 [see Lkc sb. 2 a].

e. (Additional phrases.)

. "873 }• H. Bbadle (fndevel, West xxii. 43s It will be said

in Western dialect, 'They died in their Boots. 1879T0URGKB
Pool's Err, xvL 84 They are gittin so big in thar boot*
they can't rest Icf. 'Big a* 3 e]. xB88 Denver Re/ubl.g Apr.
(Farmer, Slang) When in liquor he was quarrelsome and
the prediction was commonly made that he would die with
his boots on. 1890 Adrian Times 6 Mar., ' Gov. Luce/ he.

said, *
. .can beat Barnes out of his boots.'

d. To give (a person) the boot or the order of the

boot : to ' kick out', dismiss, * sack ', So toget the

boot.

z888 Rider Haggard Col. Quaritck xii, There'll be the
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money to take over the Moat Farm and give that warmint

ganter the boot. 1904 Minister's Gaz. Fashion Dec. 219/2

His vivacious accounts of 'padding tbe hoof, getting the

*boot', [etcj.

4. O. (Later examples.)
1868 Li/e Among Mormons 41 The mail is carried in the

boots of stage-coaches. 1886 Lesiit-'s Fop. Monthly XXI.
66/1 '1 he great boot was securely strapped down over the

baggage-

d. U.S. (Seequots.)
iSsS'U Webster, Boot. 3. .. An apron or leathern cover

for a gig or chair, to defend persons from rain and mud.

This .. appFtcatiott is local and improper, 1911 J. C,

Lincoln Cap*n li^arren's IVards i. 9 'Ihe 'boot' was a
rubber curtain buttoned across the front of the buggy, ex-

tending from the dashboard to just below the level of the

driver's eyes,

6. e. Omitk. An entire tarsal envelope charac-

teristic of the le^s ot some birds.

1871 CouES A''. Amer. Birds 71 Typical Thrushes. With
the tarsus, in the adult, enveloped in one continuous plate,

or ' boot *.

f. The feathered legs of some varieties of pigeons

and poultry.

1855 Poultry Chron, III. 348/2 The boots, or as Shanghai
fanciers would style it, the vulture hock, must be white.

187s Contemp. Rn>. XXVI. 949 Instances, .in which tlie

feet of pigeons or fowls are abnormally feathered, or, as it is

termed, furnished with ' boots*.

g. Agric. The uppermost leaf-sheath, just below

the brush or head, of a broom-corn plant ; also

the lowest leaf-bearing intemode on a stalk of

wheat. U,S, 1909 Cent. Did. Suppl.

7. attrib., as boot-upper : = Upper sb. i.

1874 [see ifoot-crimp in 8 belowj. 1879 Birmingham
Weekly Post 21 June 5/3 Charged with, .stealing a quantity
of boot-uppers, 1906 Times 13 Dec 4/3 The [stolen] boot

uppers were found at the shop.

8. boot-clamp, -crimp (see quots.); boot-grain,

a cowhide leather used for heavy boots ; boot-hole,

the place where boots are cleaned in a large estab-

lishment J boot-hook (U.S. example) ; boot-jack,
also {b) a part of a railway line in which the boot

of an unwary person is liable to become fixed

between the rails
;

(c) Theatr, slangy an actor of

utility parts ; boot machine operator, boot
machinist, any person engaged in any machine
operation in the manufacture of boots; bootnaan,
a dealer in boots and shoes ; boot powder, a

powder, as of soapstone, used for dusting the inside

of a boot or shoe ; boot-strap, the strap by which
the skill of a lady's riding habit is held down by
the toe of the boot. See also *Boot-leg.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., *Boot-clamp^ a device for hold-

ing a boot while being sewed. Ibid., *Boot-critnP, a tool or
a machine for giving the shape to the pieces of leather de-
signed for boot uppers. 1906 Strand Mag. June 683/1 If

your man gets returned they will put him into the *boot-hole,
where he will have to clean the other members' boots I

1855 .M. M. Thompson Doesiicks xxxiii. 297, I could forgive
thy Shanghae coats,.. thy pantaloons so tight thou hadst to
pull them on with ''boot-hooks. 1890 T. M. Cooi-ev, etc.

Railways Amer. 222 At all places where two rails cross or
approach each other.. dangerous *boot-jacks are formed by
the rail-heads. 1895 Fmtk's Standard Diet., Boot-Jack, a
general utility actor in a theater, 1898 Engineering Mag.
XVI. 161/2 The ' Bootjack ' Signals of the Lake Shore and
Michigan Southern Ry. 1891 Daily News 30 Dec. 3/2 *Boot
machinist. 1927 Daily Express 27 May 6[r [Obtainable]
from all *Bootmen. Fixing Extra. 1908 Daily Chron.
II Sept. 7/5 He put her up, adjusted *boot-strap and skirt.

Boot, v,^ Add:
4. To kick (a person) as a punishment or as a
method of attack.

1883 D. C. Murray By the Gate ofthe Sea II . ix. 43, 1 have
felt, .an electric sensation in the right foot, indicative, .of a
desire to boot a noble swell or two who hover in her train.

1891 Daily News 11 Feb. 7/3 At him, lads I Boot and kick
him ! Kill him I 1893 Stevenson IVreckers xiiy I saw a big
hulking beast of a Dutchman booting the ship's boy. 1013
' Ian Hay' Happy-go-lucky i. You will be booted for that
afierwards, my lad.

b. To kick (a person out ofz. place).
1909 Westm. Gaz. i Oct. 7/2 Burgess literally booted him

out of his office,

^* fiS' To * kick out % get rid of, dismiss.
190a Westm. Gaz. 13 Nov. 2/2 Who flocked together in

the House of Lord*, .to 'boot* the Home Rule Bill. 1907
Daily Chron. 5 Nov. 10/4 That German scrub wants me to
boot [him].

5. To kick (the ball) with more than the usual
vigour. Football colloquialism.
1914 Morning Post 2 Mar. 4/1 The ball was booted too

bard and the defence got the touch down.

Boot-black. (See Boot sb? 8.)

1817 Essfx Inst. Hist. Coll. VIII. 246 They had a boot-
black and barber. 1849 D. Nason 7r///. 112 The bootblack
..came round very cautiously. 1855 Barnum Life 125 The
boot-bUck asked us to remember him. 1869 S. Bowles Our
New West xiv. 279 The boot-blacks and baths and barbers
are of European standards, 1883 [see Boot sb.^ 8),

Bootee. (U.S. examples.)
1799 Aurora (Philad.) 15 Nov. (Th.) For sale, 180 pairs of

bootees. 1800 spirit 0/Farmer*s Museum (1801) 262 He is,

literally, made up of marechal powder, cravat, and bootees.
1844 Congress. Globe 11 Mar. 361/3 Men's boots or bootees
of leather,.. women's boots or bootees,, .children's boots,
bootees, and shoes, 1848 Bartlett Did, Amer., Bootee,
dimin. of boot, a boot without a top, or a shoe made like a
boot without a leg.

104

Boot-leg, bootleg (bwtleg). C/.S. [See Boot
sb.^ 7.] The leg of a tall boot, or the leather cut

out for this,

1855 M. M. Thompson Doesticks xxi. 181 The man who
would .. hopefully^ essay the concoction of a satisfactory

stew from jack-knife-handles and bootlegs. 1887 Harper s

Mag. Dec 78/2 Timothy, .drew his 'shooting-iron' from
his boot-leg, and cocked it with a metallic click. 1888
' C. E. Craddock ' Broomsedge Cove Jv. 65 He., paused only
to slip into his long boot-leg a ' shootin* iron '.

b. attrib, with reference to illicit trading in

liquor, d. *Boot-legger.
a 1889 Omaha Herald (Bairere & Leland) There is as

much whisky consumed in Iowa now as there was before,..
' for medical purposes only,' and on the boot-leg plan. i9>z
W. D. Newton in Chambers's Jml. Mar. 154/2 Joe left him
apparently sleeping the solid sleep of ' bootleg * whisky in

his shack, 19x2 C. Sanobuhg Slabs oj Sunburnt West 25
Burnt like a shot of bootleg booze, 1929 Mom. Post 7 June
1 1/2 Alleged bootleg ring.

Hence Boot-le^^er, one who carries liquor in his

boot-legs ; hence, an illicit seller of liquor ; Boot-

leirETinsr, illicit trade in liquor; also attHb. and
ppL a. ; wlience Boo'tle^ v. trans,., to traffic

illicitly in (liquor) ; also trans/.
X890 l^oice (N. Y.) July 17 The 'bootlegger' is a grim

spectre to the anti-Proiiibitionist.. . He is a man who wears
boots in whose tops are concealed a flask or two of liquor.

1904 Topeka Daily Capital 29 May 4 A United States
marshall arrested a boot-legger at Osborne for selling whisky
without a government licence.. . Bootlegging is a bad busi-

ness, X919 T. K. Holmes Manfr. Tall Timber \\. 59 Who's
got the forty-rod, Steve ?. .There's a bootlegging place some-
where, I'll be bound. 1923 Glasg<yw Herald 16 Sept. 9 He
denied that he had been engaged in ' bootlegging ' along the

American sliore. 1927 * Sax Rohmer ' Moon of Madness 14
A deck load of Dagos .. that would have frightened a
Chicago bootlegger. 1927 Saturday Even. Post (N. V.)

24 Dec. 44/2 It would make me into a bootlegging grand-
father. X928 Obsei-ver 5 Feb, 18/2 Negroes who carried
bootlegged liquor. Ibid., The result is that books are boot-
legged 111 Boston as liquor is bootlegged in other cities.

1928 Saturday Even. Post (N. Y.) 10 Mar. i6g/i Since
1924 an unknown number [of Mexicans] have been 'boot-
legged across the border.

Bootlick,^^. (b/?-tlilc). orig. U.S. [f, UoOTj^.S
+ LiCK V.'] A toady. Also (in British use) Boo t-

lixker, in same sense. So Boo'tlick v. intr. and
trans, (orig, U.S.) to toady (to) ; also Boctlicking
vbl. sb.

18^5 J* J- Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs v. 5S A young man
was inclined to boot-lick anyuody suspected of having money.
1846-52 Mrs, Whitchkr Widow Bcdott P. xxvii. 331
Sweezer'svery intimit with the squire's folks—a kind o' boot-
licker tew 'em. i860 Bartlett /)/W. A mer.ied.j), Boot-l/ck,
one who cringes to and flatters a superior for the purpose of
obtaining favors; a lickspittle, a toady. 1890 Farmer Slang,
Boo/lick, subs. (.Anierican), a flunkey, hanger-on.. .In Eng-
land such a one is called a * bootlicker*. l^erL 1 toady

;

to hang on; to undertake 'dirty' work. 1891 Pall Mall
Gaz. 12 Dec. 5/1 Debased boot-lickers. iBo^Curr-ent Hist.
(Buffalo, N,V.) IV. 472 Working his way by scheming and
bootlicking into the good graces of . . a young idiot of a lord,

1906 ll'estm. Gaz. 27 June 2/1 If boot-licking became per-
manently fashionable, we should in course of time have
various grades of boot-lickers. 1915 A^. V. Tribune 2^ Mar.
5/3 It ..accused 'The Spectator's* staff of grafting and
bootlicking their advertisers. 1924 B. J. Hendrick Life of
Walter H. Page 1, 19 That the recipient is either a humbug
or a bootlicker.

Booze, sb. Add :

1. b. Alcoholic drink, chiefly beer; U.S. qs\\

spirits,

1859 Slang Did. 1895 Daily Tel. 2 Dec. 5/1 She beard
•some men shout that they wanted some more booze.
Mr. Justice Wright 'What?* Mr. Willis: 'Booze, my
lord, drink', Mr. Justice Wright : *Ah!* 1896 F£>/«(N.Y.)
16 July 1/6 The Duckworth club, .consumed large quantities
of booze, 1900 Daily News 8 T)tc. 6/2 On his way home he
drops into a pub, and gets some 'booze '. 1904 Omaha Daily
Bee 6 July 3 A large number of those who expected to cele-
brate the Fourth simply had to go without booze.

c. altrib. and Comb.
1896 G. Adk Artie xii. no He's. . dug up the long green

and he's puitin it out at the booze joints. 1916 C. Sanduukg
Chicago Poems 170 A bricklayer and a booze-fighter. 1922
H. L. FosTiiR Adv. Trop. Tramp v. 60 After that the police
had a private booze-party of their own on the proceeds.
Ibid. ix. 127 Riotous booze-fights.. were less in evidence.

2, b. Phrase. To be on Ike booze : to be having a
spell of hard drinkinf^.

1889 ' R. Bot,DREWooD ' Robbery under Arms ii. (1890) 11
Poor old -Mr. Howard wasn't always on the booze.

Bora 2 (bora*). Also bor(r)ah. [Hindi ^(?/;nr.]

A Mohammedan trader. Also altrib.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <$• P. 03 Schisms they have
made, as Bilhim^ Jemottee. and the lowest of all is Borrah.
x8i2 Maria Graham Jml. Res. India 33 Ihe inside of
a Borah's box is like that of an English country shop.
1863 Badger /«_/r(7^. tol'arthema (Hakl. Soc.)p.xlix, A con-
siderable trade is still carried on, chiefly by Borah merchants
of Guzerat and Cutch. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 537/1 Boras,
a class of commercial Mahometans.

Bora S(b6«TS.), [Aboriginal Australian,] A rite

amongst the aborigines of eastern Australia, con-
stituting the admission of a young black to the
rights of manhood.
1875 W. Ridley Kamilaroin^ Girdle-boror bOr. (Hence

Bora, the ceremony of initiation into manhood, where the
candidate is invested with the belt of manhood.) 1885
Mrs. C. Praed Austr. Life 24 The great mystery of the
Blacks is the Bora—a ceremony at which the young men

BOBDEB-LIIfE.

found worthy receive the rank of warriors, 1892 J. Fkaseh
Aborigines ofNew South ll^'ales 6.

BoraciferOUS (b6«rasi-fer»s"^, a. [f. borac-,

lioRAX -*- -(i)ferous.] Containing or yielding borax.
1886 Sci. Amer. Supp. 27 .Sept. 9093 The boraciferous

basin of the Sulian Chair, near the Simaov River,

Borak (bp-rsk). Also -ack. Australian. [' Ab-
original word of New South Wales' (Morris Aus-
tral English), See *Barrack z*.] Gammon, chaff,

banter ; esp. in to poke borak, to make or poke fun.

1845 T. M<^CoMB[E Arahin or Adv. Colonist 272 Borack,
gammon, nonsense. 1898 in M. Davitt Life ^ Progr. Aus-
tralia XXXV. 192 A jest is ' poking borac ', 1904 Blackw.
Mag. June 832/1 One of the crowd was poking borak and
said something pretty bad to him at tbe beginning.

Bo'rated, tz. [f. Borate + -ed.] iSeequot.)
1901 DoRLAND Med, Diet. (ed. 2), Borated, combined with

or containing borax.

Borax, Add :

3. borax carmine (see quots.).

1887 Amer. Naturalist XXI. 50 For staining* borax-
carmme was used, 1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet., Borax
carmine, an aqueous solution of borax and carmine, . . A pure
and intense nuclear stain if bleached with an acid.

Bordeaux. Add:
2, Any of several red azo-dyes derived from beta

naphtiiol ; the shade of red so produced,
1904 Westm. Gaz. 10 Mar. 4/2 Bordeaux-coloured straw.

J909 Ibid. 1 1 Jan. 5/2 The various shades of violet.blue, and
what we have called Bordeaux.

3. Bordeaux mixture : a mixture composed of

blue vitriol, lime, and water, used for the destruc-

tion of fungi,
189X R. Vf.itch & Son Prez'. Potato Dis. 4 The Bordeaux

Mixture, or *BouillieBordelaise', i92iZ)/j^(7rrriMay 130, i

Bordelaise, or Bordeaux mixture . . was first used to cover
grapes growing alongside paths and roads to prevent 'finger

blight'.

Border, sb. 12. Add : border ruffian U.S.

(see sense 3 c and quots.); hence border-rufflanism
(of. 3 c) ; border states US, {a] the southern

States bordering on the northern; {b) the northern

States bordering on Canada,
1856 Congress. Globe 5 Mar. 585/3 The Missouri * *border

ruffians \ as they have been termed. 1857 J. Taylob in

yml. Discourses V. 116 A great majority of the people
of the West, on the borders, may be emphatically termed
' Border ruffians ', The Extern people call them by that

name. 1864 Congress, Globe June 3234/a We in Kansas
have carried on a war for years against Indians, against
border ruffians and against rebels. 2870 Ibid. Apr. 3391/1
While Senators were denying the existence of "border-
ruffianism in Kansas, border ruffians were laying waste and
murdering people. 187a Eggleston Hoosier Schoolm. vi.

71 It is out of these materials that border ruffianism has
grown. 1849 Niles^ Rfg. 14 Feb. 97/3 The *border States

of the South, i860 Congress. Globe 10 Dec. 139 ? It is an
intimidation to the border States, alluding especially, I sup*
pose, to Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky, and Missouri. 'J hey
constitute the first tier of the border slave States. 1863
*Gail Hamilton' Gala-Days 92 For these Border State

men.. I have found a profound contempt. 1888 A. C
GuNTEH Mr. Potter \\x\ Miss Potter still keeps her Border-
State accent and her Border-State manners. 1904 Louisville
Courier Jml. 12 July 4 The Free Silver Fetish, .drove us to

close quarters in the Border States. X916 U. S. Weather
Bureau (Boston) Aug. 3 (Canadian frontier).

Borderland. Add :

b. Often in sense * debatable ground *; the * land
between tliis world and the next.

1894 F. PoDMORE Apparitions <$- Tkought-TransfereKCe
xi. 249 The voice in this case awoke the percipient, . .but it

w.ns of the ' borderland * tyi>e. Ibid. 257 The hallticination

should be classed as a ' borderland ' case. 1898 Daily News
"o J uly 5/5 One thing about the deceased deputy may interest
'^ Borderland * readers. 1909 Times Lit. Suppl. 14 Jan. 9/1
It is a vague, borderland word.

3. altrib. = *HoRDER-LmK 2.

1896 Brit. Med. Jml. 25 Jan. 61/1 Mental or Borderland
case. 1904 E. G. Younger Insanity in Every-Day Pract.

99 Borderland states, .are cases of nervous weakness which
do not quite fit in with any of the recognised forms of
insanity. Ibid. loi Dr. Walsh has told me of a borderland
case under his care which benefited greatly under his treat-

ment. 1904 Westm. Gaz. i Dec. 6/3 He regarded liie

deceased's as a ' borderland ' case.

Border-line.
1. The strip of land along the border between
two countries or districts ; a frontier-line ; oi\.^x\fig,

1869 CasselCs Mag. Dec. 31/1 On the very border-line of

the Black Country. 189a Kipling Barrack-r. Ball., East \
West 8q Thou must harry thy fatlier's hold for the peace of
the Border-line,

2. attrib. or as adj. Occupying a border-line;

esp. (a) Verging on the indecent or obscene ; (J>)

Verging on insanity.

1907 F. J, PovNTON in Edin. Med. Jml. Sept 2^2 There
are border-line cases which are well worthy of consideration
by tho*ie who are interested in this form of arthritis. 1908
Practitioner Aug. 2S0 The so-called 'border-line' cases in

which it is doubtful if the entire growth can be taken away.
1913 R. H. Cole Mental Dis. 223 Many come within the
range of the so-called 'Border-line' cases. 1917 E. F.
Ballard Epit. Mental Dis. 10 Therapeutic suggestive
conversation with these early or border-line types of dis-

order is never wasted. 1927 Observer -7,0 OcL 7 A highly
interesting borderline subject between Law and economics.
X938 Sunday E.xpress 29 Apr. 3/4 Men are fond of ' thrillers '.

Girls prefer rather shocking ' border-line * books, 1998
Daily Tel. 11 May 7 [He] described the cases., as border-line
cases, and bound them over under probation for two years.
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Bore, V. Add :

1. £ intr. * To be pierced or penetrated by an

instrument that tarns ; as, this timber does not bore

weir.
i8s8-3a Webster.

Boree (b(>'ri). [Aboriginal hooreah^x^.'\ Avariety

of myall/>/i-tf^ia /vWw/a, fourtd in Eastern Aus-

tralia.

X8S9 J. H. Maiokn Uitf. Native Plants 363 * Weeping %
or 'True myall'.. .Called •Boree' by aboriginals, and often
' Boree ', or * Silver-leaf Boree \ by the colonists of Western

New South Wales. x8oo * R. Boldrewood* Sguatter't

Dream iil 30 Myall and boree belts of timber.

Borer. Add: 1. d. A bagman, drummer. l/.S,

1836 Philad. Public Ledger -i-^ Aug. (Th.) [Drummers in

Philadelphia] are called borer*, probably from some resem-

blance in qualities to a worm that infests fruit trees. 1856

Knickerbocker Mag. Oct. XLVIII. 407 Fclicien B. blessed

the drummers and borers of New York.

Boresome (b6«-JsiJm), a. [f. Bore ji.2+ -some.]

Tending to be a bore, boring. Hence BoTeaome-
n«u.
1868 Ld. R. Goweb in Rec. * Remin. (1Q03) 150 So little real

enjoyment to make up for so much lossof timeandboresome-
ness. 1895 Nineteenth Cent. Sept. 474, I spent a boresome
fortnight at Aden. 1905 Elinok Glyn Vicisi. Evaitgelint

152 They were all casual and indifferent to their poor wives I

and borcAome, and bored ! ! xgaS P- A. Scholes Second Bk,
Gratufi^one Rec. p. xii, There is . . a degree of boresomenesa

in some of Beethoven's compositions.

Borinfff i'*^- J*-^ Add : 1. b. pi. The chips or

dust proouced in boring ; also called bcring-^ust,

1847 in Webster.

Boring, /^/. a.^ 1. Add : boring aponge, a
saltwater sponge of the genus Citatta, which bores

shelU.
t88x Casuin Etuycl Vict, 1885 Rncycl. Brit, XVI II.

107/3 Cliona, the boring sponge, destroys the shells and so

injures the oyster.

BoTingness. [f- Boring ppl, a* + -hiss.]

The quality of being boring or annoying.

1893 Sketch 316, 3 His boringness is a quality inherent in

him. . .Boringness spritigs, surely, in some measure from
want of tact. 19*7 Observer 28 Aug., Our priggisbnessand
boringness.

Born, p<i' ppU, Bom and bred', see BbUD v.

II. Bortt in th^ purple i see Pubplk sb, 2 d,

Bom6 (bom^), a. [Fr., pa. pple. of bomer to

limit.] Limited in scope, outlook, mental equip-

ment, or the like.

1890 HffMsth. WtfTiis 3 Aug. 434/1 The Rockvilles re-

maioed hi^h, proud. bigotted,and twrrU. 185a W. R.Gaxo
Misc, Ess. Ser. 11. (1&84) 334 Lord Sidmoatb—the shallowest,

narrowest, most bomi^ and moat benighted of the old Tory
crew. 1883 Macm. Mag. Dec. 97/3 A mind so bcrn4 upon
some sides of it.

Bomean (b^'-m/^), a. and sb, [f. Borneo (see

below) + -AN.] Of or pertaining to, a native of^

Bomeo.thelargestisland in the Malay Archipelago.

1076 EncycL Brst. IV. 59/1 The Chinese, .form, .one of
the most valuable elements in Borncan civilization, ibid^

llw former class (of Chinese] are called Kehs by the Bor-
neani. igao ^. /i <T'. July 175 Their ancient Italian fore-

faiben . . were clearly once at much the same grade of social

development as the Bortiean thbea.

Bomite (b6«*Jnoit). Min. [ad, G. homit

(1845), f. the name of Ignatius von Bom^ an Aus-

trian raineralogist(i743-9i) : see -iteI.] A brittle

reddish-brown sulphide of copper and iron ; also

called purple copper ore or erubesciU, Hence
Boml-tlo a.

t868 Daka ^fin. (ed. 5) 44- »»77 Pt^cycL Bnt, VI. 347/3
Erubescite, burnite, or horseflesh ore is a sulphide of copper
and iron mucli richer in copper than ilie ordinary pyrites.

1896 Times i\ Aug., The great bomite mine at Nelson
< British Columbia). 1898 Daily News 8 Mar. 3/7 The im*
mense rich bomite ore body,

Boronia (bor^nii). [Named after Francesco

Borone^ an Italian botanist (1769-94).] A plant

of the rutflceous genus so named, a sweet-scented

Australian shrub.

iSsa Mt;Mi>y Antipodes I. 76 The Boroniat shoot op their

slender stems, .towards the sun. 1896 Tfu Metbumian
38 Aug S3 (Morris) The Sf ent of boronia and the odour of
wattlc^Iossom greet us from baskets of the flower-girl.

Borough. Add :

3. d. An incorporated town or village ; a town
having a warden or chief burgess as its official head,

U.S,
i8aS-3a Webster lv., In Connecticut,thitword, bt^eugk^ is

used for a town or a part ofa town, or a village, incorporated
with certain privileKes,<li-tin(.tfromthos«ofoihertown*at>d

of cities ; as the Borough of Bridgeport. 1841 Stat. Connec*

tants and not more than 9 square miles in area. In

Victoria, such a municipality of not less than 300
inhabitants.
1865 Bailliere's Victorian Crt^/Z^^r 59 Brunswick is a

borough township,.. in the.. electoral district of E. Bourke
boroughs. 1867 Acts Nexo Zealami 31 Vict. No. 24 § 29
There shall be in and for each single borough a council con-

sisting of nine councillors. 1874 Stiver's Handbk, A ustralia
4- Ne-w Z. (ed, 2) 131 At the end of 1871 there were sixty-

four corp>ornte towns and boroughs, containing within their

municipal limits about one-half the population. A borough
must not have an area of more than nine square miles,

7. c. borough court, a court of limited juris-

diction held in a borough by special privilege

;

borough flossions, a court held by the recorder of

a borougli, usually quarterly, established under the

Municipal Corporations Act of 1835.
J769 Blacksto.ne Comm. Index, Borough courts. 183S

Act 5 4-6 Will. IV c 76 { no viarg.^ Offenders committed
to Borough Sessions whose Jurisdiction is uken away to be
tried in the adjoining County.

Borrow, v^ Add :

1. d. trans, nnd intr. Golf, (See quots.)

1897 EncycL Sport I. 472/1 Borrow^ to play a ball up a hill

or slope, instead of straight across it, so that the <dope will

cause the b.^ll to return towards the hole. 1909 Vaile Mod.
Col/ K^x^ Vou allow for the slope., and the curve., will be the

result if you ha\'e correctly estimated length and the amount
you ought to 'borrow'. .. In golfing language, 'always
borrow enough *. Ibid. 64 Both these cuts may be used when
putting across a slope to hold the ball up against the natural

tendei>cy to run down a hill. If they are used it will

obviously be unnecessary to ' borrow * so much la allowing

for the slope.

e. To borrow (rouble : to go out of one's way
to meet trouble, (olloq.

2. b. In organ-building : see next.

1894 T. EtxisTON Organs 4- Tuning 76 Borrowing from
one stop to form part of another is undesirable ; the wind
coming sometimes from one source, and at other times from
another, or from both sources at once, make it impossible for

the note to be always in tunc. . . The Pedal Ors-in is somewhat
exempt from the faults of borrowing, inasmuch as usually

only one note is used at a time 190a J. W. Hintoh Organ
Constr, (ed. 2) 64 Borrtrunng^ arranging a certain number
of pipes so as to be common to two or more stops. 1905
T. Casson Pedal Organ 94, I once tried the experiment of

borrowing the Quint from a manual Bourdon, ibid. 37 The
borrowing must be economical 1 that is, it must cost less in

room or money, or both, than actual independent pipes.

io»7 Skth Bingham in The Organ VII. 75 While he was
about it, the builder might have borrowed this * creamy

'

bourdon into the pedaL

Borrowed, ppl a. Add :

2. b. In organ-building, said of a pipe, ft stop,

or a set ofthem which is sounded at the expense

of another or is incomplete of itself and is eked
out by the use of pipes of another slop or set.

1840 in Grove Diet. Mtis, (1880) 11. 600/3 'Borrowed*
Solo Organ, 1880 Ibid s'js/i Choir Organ, a real stops;

4 borrowed.. .Borrowed by communication from the Great
Organ, Jbid. 595/3 The extra department consisted of a
complete borrowed orsan of 13 stops derived from the Great
Organ, ibid.. Second Great Organ. 13 borrowed stops.

Bo*rrow-pit. [aj^p. f. Borrow r.l] In civil

engineering, an excavation formed by the removal

of material to be used in filling or embanking.

Also Bcrrow-hola.
1898 KifLiNC Day's Work • The raw earth-ends were.,

alive with hundreds upon hundreds of tiny asses climbing

out of the yawning borrow-pit below with sackfuls of stuff

S90X Mansom in Practitioner Mar. 338 ' Bonow-holes ' in

I

railway embankments, x^/crj Notes on Books j^inaft-j/^ \xi

I easily applied check on lx)rrow-pit measurements.

BorflCll(bpjJ, 11
borjij). Also borsh, bortsch,

bonoht. [Knsbian borshck."] A Russian ragout of

several ingredients, coloured with red beet-juice,

1887 Scott, l.etuier 15 Sept. 5 Gentle reader, have you ever

partaken of bo(rl>hT x89a Zasgwill Childr. Ghetto v, A
favourite soup was Borsch^ which was made with beetroot,

fat taking the place of the more fashionable creanL I9»7

/xVii/(iS54i 339! he wardens and a majority ofthe burgesses
of any such borough, may. in like manner, authorize such
an alley to be kept at any place in any «uch cit3ror borough.

1919 H. L. McNCKBM Amer. Lang. 306 This is now Alle-

fany for the Maryland county,. ana Allegheny for the

'ittsburg borough and the Pennsylvania county. 19SS
G. P. KaAff Eng. Lang, in Amer. I. 178 Now that the

word Manhattan has been legalixed as the name of the
Borough of .Manhattan, it is p<>ssibte it may become color-

lessly oflicial and lose some of ts romantic glamour.

e. (a) In New Zealand, a village, township, or

town having a special governing body called

a borough council ; (^) In New South Wales, a
municipal corporation of not lest than 1,000 inhabi*

beetroot.

BonMlla(bf7Jse'la). [Perversion of IlPbocello.]

In glass-making, an instrument for modifying the

form of vessels,

11699 tr, H, Blancourfs Art ofGlass -^x The Instruments
mark'd £. serve to finish the Work, which the lulians rait

Ponteglot Passage, Procello, Sfiiei, and al.so Borsello,

whereof we want the Figure. J 1813 Cbabb Tecknol. Dict.^

Borsella (Mech.), an instrument with which glass makers
contract Of extend their glasses at pleasure. [In mod.
Diets.)

Borstal (b5«'istal). [Name of a town near

Rochester in Kent.] Now in full Borstal InstitU'

tion: A reformatory for * juvenile adults*, con-

ducted according to the method put into practice

at Borstal prison in 1902 and adopted afterwards

elsewhere. So Borstal prisoner^ system, etc.

S90S EncycL Brit. XXXII. 8/3 More positive and more
Ungible results arc hoped for from the less ambitious

methods to be pursued at BorsUl. 1907 Deuly Chron.

6 June 5/4 The ' Borstal prisoner '. 1907 Borstal System a

Every lad who is impritoned in Dartmoor or Borstal passes

into the care of the Borstal Association on his discbarge.

1909 Weitm. Gas. 31 Jan. 1/3 When in 1895 the experiment
of separating the juvenile from the adult criminals was made,
Bedford Prison was the cbosea theatre. Had it been con-

tinued there we should row be hearing of the Cedford instead
of the Borstal system. . . I n a year or two the experiment was
transferred to Borstal, where the whole prison.. was given
up for the purpose. 1917 Times j Feb. 5/6 Four youths
have escaped from the Borstal Institution, Rochester. 1930
Giasgozv Heraiii 14 June 10 Reports are furnished by the
Governors of Barlinnie Prison and Duke Street Prison,

Glasgow, on the Borstal sections. 1921 Ibid. 15 Nov. 6 The
Borstal boys have live meals a day at Portland.

Bomssian (btfuro-Jau), sb. and a. [f. med.L.
Borussi pi. or Borussia (app. etymologizing per-

version of stem Priis-, as if f. Slavonic po by,

alongside -t- Russia) : see -ian.] = Prussian.
i88a EncycL Brit, XIV. 702/1 The Lithuanian stem was

divided into three main branches :—the Borus<iians or Prus-
sians; the Letts.. and the Lithuanians. Ibid.^ The Borus-
sians soon fell under the dominion of Germans. 19x1
Trans. Scott. EccU-s, Soc. 126 So far as they are free fionx

Wendish or Borussian admixture. x^^Coniemp. Rez: Jan.
72 The country was occupied by aboriginal tribes of Finns,
Letts, Lithuanians, Borussians, and Poles or kindred Slavs.

Borzoi (b^'Jzoi). [Russian Bop30tt swift.] A
breed of dog, also called the Russian or Siberian

wolf-hound.
x^z Pall Mall Gaz. 11 Feb. 7/2 The Grand Duke own<;

seventy of these barzois [jiV] or Russian wolfhounds. 189*
Fields Mar. 325/1 There seemsto be a general feeling among
owners of Borzois that the time has now arrived fur the

successful starling ofa special club. 1895 Weatm.Gaz.g Oct.

7/2 The Borzois Club is going to be remodelled, but I am
glad to hear . . that there is no immediate intention of altering

the existing scale of Borzoi points.

Bosch(e, erron. ff. *Boche,

Boshf sbA slang, [ad. Romany bosh- to crow,

fiddle, etc, a. Skr. vdl- to low, bellow.] A fiddle.

Comb, : bosh-faker, boshmau, one who plays a
fiddle.

1859 Slang Diet., Bosk, a fiddle. Bosh-Faker^ a violin

player. 1865 Nixon Peter Perfume 102 ' Boshman ' in the

old-hand vernacularsigniliesa tiddler. 1876 HindleyCA?<^
Jack 231 Can you rocker Kouianie, Can you fake a boshf

Bosh^ (b(?-J"i), a, [f. Bosh j^.3 + -t i.] Of the

nature of bosh ; contemptible, trumpery.
188a ' F. Anstey * Vice Versd iv, There was no dancing,

only bosby games and a conjuror.

Bosniac (.b^zniaek). Also -ak. [ad. F. Bos-

niaquej or G. Bosniake^ ad, Russ. Bociuiict.] =
Bosnian sb,

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 331/j The inhabitants of Bosnia are

composed of Bosniaks, a race of Sclavonian origin. x86x

Chambers's EncycL II. 257/1 The Bo<;nians, or Bosniaks,..

aie partly Mohammedans, .and partly of the Greek and
Roman Catholic Churches. x886 Fortn. Rev. Jan. 146 All

this petty persecution has made Austrian rule odious among
the Bosniacs. 1930 Edin. Rev. Oct. 218 The ruling race
absorbed large numbers of Christians, Greeks, Slavs, and
later on Albanians and Bosniacs.

Bosnian (,b(/*znian), a. and sh, [f. Bosnia*, see

-IAN. a.Y,bosnien!\ A. tuij. Of or pennining

to Bosnia, a province lying west of Serbia. B. sb,

A native of Bosnia.
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 230/1 The Verbas, another Bosnian

river, rises in the heart of the country. 1847 Mrs A. KFHRtr.
Ranke's Hist, Setvia 167 He opjKised to the great Bosnian
army about 1503 men. 1934 Coniemp. Rev. Nov. 630 * The
Bosnians are never satisfied , we were told*

Bosonit sb» Add :

3. d. The front of a shirt. U,S.
187a N. Y. Times 24 Apr. 8 Advt. (Hoppe) Shirts made to

order, with beautifully embroidered Bosoms. 1903 N. Y.
Tribune 27 Sept., The waiters did not wear., shirts with
soiled bosoms. 1905 A^. K. Even, Post 26 May 12 Men's
Unlaundered Shirts. .. Three-ply linen bosoms reinforced

b.ick and front.

0. bosom-knee, *a knee secured to a vessel's side

and the after side of a deck-beam ; also called lap-

knee^ (Cent. Diet. Suppl, 1909).

"BoSBf sb.^ Add:
3. g. A soft pad used in ceramics and glass-

manufacture for smoothing and making uniform the

colours applied with oil to a glass ur porcelain

surface, and for cleaning gilded surfaces.

x86o Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 5) IH. 506 The * boss * is made
of soft leather. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s, v. Bossing, The
bossing is laid on with a hair-pencil, and leveled with a boss

1879 K. C. Hancock Amateur Pottery 49
The boss consists of a lump of cotton wool, screwed up, as

it were, in two or three thicknesses of fine soft linen.

h. (Seequot.)
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Boss, a P^»tft of cast>ir<»i

secured to the back of the hearth of a traveling-forge.

Boss* ^b.^ (Eatlior examples.)
1806 W. Irving Lif- ^ Lett, (1862) I. 96, I had to return,

make an awkward apology to boss, and lock like a nincom-

poop. z8i8 H. B. Fearon Sk. Amer. 59 My boss.. ordered

me to turn out every coloured man from the store right away.

C. (Eorlier examples.)
1840 J. P. Kbnnedv QuodUhet 221 Charley Moggs, long

known as the boss loafer of Bickcrbray. 1848 W. E. Burton
Waggeries (Philad.) 63 (Th.) * How d'ye do, folks ? *

. .
* is the

boss devil to hum?'

B0>8« sb."^ U.S. [app, the same word as Eng.

dial, (south-western) oorse^ boss^ buss six-months-

old or half-grown calf (1790 Grose Brov. Diet.,

etc.),] A word used in addressing a cow. (Cf.

Bossy j^.) Also, the American bison.

1848 Babtlett Diet. Amer., Boss, among the hunters of

the prairies, a name for the buffalo. 1874 Kep. i ermont

Board Agric. II. 706 So-0-0 boss I There, you've kicked xt



BOSS. 106 BOTTLE-NECK.

over—All that milk, now, I declare ! a 1895 Trowbridge
Evenin^at Farm iii. (Funk) When to her task the milkmaid

goe-s Soothingly calling, ' So, boss ! so, boss I so ! so 1 so !

*

Boss, "vy Add :

2. b. Ill ceramics, to smooth a surface of boiled

oil on pottery by means of a boss (*B0S3 sb^- 3 g).

i860 Ube Diet. Arts (cd. 5) HI. 506 A coat of boiled oil

adapted to the purpose being laid upon the ware with a
pencil, and afterwards levelled, or as it is technically termed
• bossed *, uniii the surface is perfectly uniform. 1879 [see

•Bossing vbL sb} d]. 18&1 [see Boss ».' a, where this quot.

is wrongly placed].

Boss (b^),v.3 diaLznA slang. [Cf. *Boss-eyed,

*Bo3S-8HOT.] trans. To miss or bungle (a shot)

;

gen. to bnngle, make a mess of. Also absol,

1887 N. <V Q. 7th Ser. III. 236/2 To boss is schoolboy

siang for 'to miss*. 1889 Barrere & Leland Dici.Slang^

s,v.. To boss anything, to make a mess of it, to spoil it. 1698
E7tg. Dial, Did. s, v., He had six shies at the cocoa-nuts,

and he bossed every time. 1903 Fluff-Hunters 74 You're
simply bossing up the whole show by philandering with a
widow.
Hence Boss sb.^ = *Boss-shot.
1898 Eng, Dial. Diet, s. v., He then tried to jump the

ditcn to the big stone, but in his hurry he made a boss and
fel! into the water.

Bossdoni(b£7-sd3m). [f. Boss j^.« + -DOM.] The
condition of being a boss, that which constitutes

the sphere of inflnence of a political boss, the con-

trol of politics by bosses,

x888 Bryce Amer. Convnw. Ixiii. II. 462 The extinction

of the Boss himself and of bossdom. 1893 Black ff White
I Apr. 383/1 He was going to make John Bull realise that

his days of bossdom were over. 1894 Citizen (Albion, Mich.)

293 It is not healthy for a party, if the few are allowed to do
all and say all. That way Rings and Bossdom lie.

Boss-eyed, a. dial, and slang. [Cf. *Boss v.^^

Boss-shot.] Having only one good eye ; squint-

eyed, cross-eyed, Also^^. oblique, crooked, one-

sided.

i860 Slang Diet (ed. 2). 188a Chamberlain W. Wore.
Gloss.^ Boss-eyed^ squinting. 1890 [see *iioss-SHOTl. 1898
Eiig^. Dial, Diet. s. v., The horse shied and we ran up against

the gate-post, and knocked the step of the cart all boss-

Bo'SSible, a. U.S. [f. Boss z^.2] Capable of

being bossed,

19*6 D. L. CoLviN Prohibition in U.S. 563 The liquor vote
was the largest . . bossible and corruptable vote which existed.

Bossing, vbL sb.^ Add :

d. In ceramics, the process of smoothing the

surface of colour applied to pottery over a coating

of boiled oil ; also, the coating of oil used for this

purpose.
1874 Knight Diet. Meeh.,BossinZt ground-laying the sur-

face of porcelain in an unfinished state, to form a basis of
adherence for the color. ..The bossing is a coat of boiled

oil, to bold the colour. 1879 E. C. Hancock Amateur
Pottery 49 When the oil has become somewhat set, so as to
be ' tacky ' to the finger, it is ready for the second process,

called * bossing '.

Bossship (t«?-sjip). 6^.^. [f. Boss sb.^'\ The
rule of a boss in politics.

1894 Voice (N.Y.) 6 Sept., It was thought to be an auspi-

cious time to shake off the ' bossship ' exercised by Mr, Piatt

for many years. 1904 N. V. Even. Post 16 Dec. 6 [To]
make the time ripe for a party to revolt against a hideous
boss-ship.

Boss-shot. dial, and slang. [See *Boss v.^"]

A bad shot or aim ; fig. an unsuccessful attempt.

1890 Farmer Slang, Boss, to miss one's aim ; to make such
a shot as a boss-eyed person would be expected to make.
Boss-shot is a common phrase. 1898 Eng. Diai,Dict. s. v.,

A bad shot with a stone is called a boss-shot.

BO'SSy, sb. U.S. [Eng. dial, (south-western),

dim. of ooss^ *Boss sb3^ used in the same way.] A
call to a calf; a calf or cow. Also bossy^calf,

1844 'Jon. Slick' High Li/e N. Y. II. i8i Like a great
bossy calf, I had to jine in agin [in crying!. 1848 Bartlett
Diet. Amer., Bossy, a familiar name applied to a calf. 1863
' Gail Hamilton Gala-Days 95 Bossy starts from the post,

tail up in a hand gallop. 1907 N. Y. Even. Post 25"Feb. 3
He. . will go out to interview a bossy [ = cow] who has eaten
her last wisp of hay. 1911 H. Quick Yelloivstone N. xii. 314
A notion o' what it means to incorporate the fruit of the nest

I = eggs] with the bossy. 191a Mulford & Clay Buck Peters
xiv. 138 Domesticated 'bossies' in pasture.

Bost, variant of *BoAST v^
Bosthoon (bf)st«*n). Irish English. [Irish

bastun whip made of green rods, soft or spiritless

fellow.] An awkward fellow ; a tactless, senseless

person,
x83o-a Carleton Traits (1843) I. 348 Sure only for this,

I say, you bosthoon . . where 'ud the purty colleen be ? 1841
S. C. Hall Ireland I. 75 Ye grate Bosthoon. 1903 Daily
Citron. 30 July 7/1 If they had you in Tipperary they
would duck you in a horsepond for the cowardly Saxon bost-
hoones you arc

Boston -. Add :

2. A variation of the waltz. (Found 1883 in Fr.)
X9XX H. S. Harrison Queed ix. jo8 Of her infinite poetry

of motion it is only necessary to say that she could make
even 'the Boston ' look graceful. 1913 E. Scott All about
the Boston 21 Mr. Henry Zay wrote: ' I have danced the
•' Boston " for twenty years (I am an American) and say
emphatically that there is no set figure that can be called
the "Boston '*, It is a series of steps or figures^-such as the
ordinary waltz-step, the " dip ", the *' run ", the ** reverse ",'

etc. Ibid. 24 At the present time the terra * Boston ' is

applied to the kind of movement that in its best and most

graceful form would be far more consistently described as
Rectilineal or Diagonal waltzing.

fBo'stoner. U.S. Obs. [f. /y^j/^«, Mass.

+

-ERI I,] A Bostonian.

1758 Micmakis 9f Maricheets 65 On condition of the
Bostoners returning to Petitpas.

Bostonese (bfJstiJ'nrz). U.S. [f. as prec. + -ESe.]

a. coll. Natives or inhabitants of Boston, b. (See

quot. 1889.)
x888 *V1 Y. Herald -2^ July (Farmer) There were a number

of people present, principally Bostonese. x88g Farmer
AtnericanismSy Bostonese . .is a method ofspeech or manners
supposed to be specially affected by the residents of that city.

Bostonian (b^stiJu-nian), a. and sb. [f. as prec]
A. adj. Belonging or native to Boston.

1698 C. Mather {.title) The Bostonian Ebenezer. 1781

S. Peters Hist. Conn. (1B29) 202 The New York and
Bostonian merchants. 1794 Humphreys Industry 15 Where
Bostonian maids, with songs, prepare, The canvass wings to

wanton wide in air O'er Seas unknown. 1920 Chawbers's
Jml, 15 May 374/1 His carefully nuanced Bostonian accent,

B. sb. A native or inhabitant of Boston.

1698 C. Mather Bostonian Ebenezer Title-p., The Bos-

tonians. 17M(J. Allen] i^title) An oration upon the beauties

of liberty ; . . By a British Bostonian. c 1845 Paui_.ding Noble
Exile 107 Nay. .we Bostonians have the reputation of being
Bostonians wherever we go. 1897 Flandrau Harvard
Episodes 18 ' When I say "a Bostonian "..I mean of course

a Bostonian that one knows.'

Hence Bostcnianism, features or traits charac-

teristic of Boston.
c 1845 Paulding Noble E.vile 107 We do mingle a little

Bostonianism in every style we assume.

Bosun, var. of Boatswain, representing the
common pronunciation.
1869 W. S. Gilbert Bab Ballads 85 And a bo'sun tight,

and a midshipmite, And the crew of the captain's gig. 1928
Daily Express 19 Mar. 3/3 Men swinging perilously in

bosun's chairs,

BoswelHa (bf^zwclia). Bol. [f. the name of
Dr. John Boswell of Edinburgh : see -ia l.] Any
tree of the genus so named, native to northern and
eastern Africa, Arabia, and India, distinguished by
triangular winged seeds, esp. the frankincense-tree,

BoswelHa carteri, the incense-tree, B. ihnrifera

{glabra or serrald)^ and the elemi-tree, B^
frereana.

1852 in G. W. Johnson Cottage Card. Diet. 144 The brittle

resui of BoswelHa.

Boswellian. Add :

B. sb. A student or admirer of Boswell. Also
Bo'SwelUze v. trans. , to treat in the Boswellian
style ; Bo:sweUia'na, the literary works of, or

matters connected with, Boswell.
1908 Daily Chron. 11 Nov. 3/4 Their appearance in print

was hailed with pleasure by Jolmsonians and Boswellians.

1921 GlitsgoTv Herald Q-t) Jan. 13 Jolmsonians and Boswel-
lians alike will therefore receive with joyful gratitude
Dr. J. T. T. Brown's paper, igar Spectator 20 Aug. 239
The Queen's early Diaries wherein she Boswellized Lord
Melbourne. 19^7 Glasgo^v Heralds June 4 A Boswellised
life of Carlyle. 1^^ Daily Tel. 22 Jan. 6/5 The personal
papers of James Boswell . . are being published. . . Sixteen or
eighteen volumes will eventually be needed to hold all the
new Boswelliana*

Bot. 3. Add : bot-worm.
1877 Rep. Vermont Dairym. Assoc. VIII. 105 Grub-in-

the-head is a bot-worm, . .cousin to the bots in horses.

Botallackite (b^Jtas-lakait). Min. [f, the
Botallack mine, Cornwall ; see -ITE 1.] A name
given by A. H. Church in 1865 to a variety of
atacamite containing a large proportion of water.
1865 A. H. Church in "^rttl. Client. Soc. Ser. 11. III. 213.

i868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 121 Botallackite occurs at the
Botallack mine, Cornwall, in thin crusts ofminute interlacing

crystals, closely investing killas.

Botany. Add : 2. b. Short for Botany wool,
1884 W. S. B. McLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 116 When the

material is very short Botany, the advantage is not so great.

..It is confined to commission combers and Botany spinners.

1900 Daily Ne^vs 16 Oct^2/6 In the botany trade it is diffi-

cult for spinners to obtain orders.

Both.. 3. C. Add: To have it both ways : to

have advantages from two opposed or contradictory

positions ; to make use of alternatives or contra-

dictories according as it suits one; to *eat one's

cake and have it '.

1911 Shaw Fanny's First Play n, Then I suppose what I
did was not evil ; or else I was set free for evil as well as
good. As father says, you cant have anything both ways
at once.

Bothrodendron (bp})r(?de'ndrf?n). Bot. [mod,
L., f. Gr. ^uOpos ^\t + h^vZpov tree.] A genus of
fossil plants, found in coal measures (cf. Lepido-
dendbon) ; a plant of this genus.
1833-5 LiNDLEv & HuTTON FossH Flora Gt. Brit. 11. 97

Botnrodendron. Stem not furrowed, covered with dots.
Scars of cones, obliquely oval. 1868 Burton Bk. Hunter i.

2 Your other hard names—your ichthyodorulite, trogonthe-
rium, lepidodendron, and bothrodendron. 190a Encycl.
Brit. XXXI. 413/a The cuticles of a Bothrodendron.

Botryogen (bf^'trii^'dgen). Min. \zA.<^j.botry-

ogen (W. Haidinger, 1S28), f. Gr. ^orpvs a bunch
of grapes + -GEN.] A red or deep yellow mineral
found at Falun, Sweden, composed of the hydrous
sulphates of iron, magnesium, and calcium.
X865 Brande & Cox Diet. Sci. etc. 306.

Bott(b(7t). {?F.botte.1

1. The name given by lace-makers to the cushion
on which lace is woven.
2849 in Craig.

2. In founding, a clay plug used to close a hole
against molten iron (Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909). Also
attrib. Hence Bo"ttinff z'^/. sb. (see quot. 1874).
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Batting, restopping the tap-

ping-hole of a furnace after a part of its charge has been
allowed to flow therefrom, 1888 Lockwood's Diet. Mech.
Engin., Bott Stick, z^oo J. Sharp Mod, Foundry Pract.
144 A round ball of this [loam] is placed on a disc of iron at
the end of an iron rod, and is forced into the tap-hole., when
it is wished to stop a tapping out with the bott or bod stick.

Bott-Iiamzner (bpt,hae:m3j). [ad. G. bottham-

merj f. boiten to break flax + hammer Hammer sb^
A wooden hammer used to break the stalks of flax.

1858 SiMMONDs Diet. Trade, Bott-ltaiiimer, a wooden
block with a long bent helve or handle, and having channels
or Hutings under its face used to beat flax. 1874 Knight
Diet, Mech.t Bott-hammer, a wooden mallet with a fluted
face, used in breaking flax upon the floor to remove the bocnu

Bottle, sb:^ 5. Add :

bottle-arsed a. Printing (see quots.) ; bottle-
baby, a baby reared by means of a feeding-bottle ;

bottle-end, a round of glass resembling the bottom
of a bottle, used in windows ; bottle-fed a., (of

an infant) brought up on the bottle (see Bottle sb^
I e): cf. *breast'fed; bottle-grass 6''.^., a variety

of fox-tail grass, esp. Setaria viriJis; bottle-
imp, also, a Cartesian devil, a hollow figure sus-

pended in a bottle of water; bottle-jack, {b)

applied to an escapement in a clock or watch
resembling that of a bottle-jack

;
{c) a kind of

lifting-jack (Knight Diet. Mech. 1874); bottle-

shaker, an apparatus used in centrifugation; bottle-

shop, a shop licensed to sell wines and spirits only

in the bottle ; bottle-swallow, an Australian

bird, a species of martin ; bottle-washer (earlier

U.S. example) ; bottie-windowed a., having

windows made up with * bottle-ends * (see above).

lyjo'LvcKOMBF- Hist. Printing 2^-} It [i^.the type] drives out,

or gets in, either at the head, or the foot, and is, as Printers
call it, *Botile-arsed. 1838 Timpeuley Printers' Man. 64.

1890 Farmer Slangs Bottle-arsed, type thicker at one end
than the other—a result of wear and tear. 1893 Daily
News 9 Mar. 2/7 Was it what you call a ^bottle-baby ? 1905
IVestm. Gaz. 23 Oct, 4/1 Wanted, nurse for night duty
only ; one thoroughly accustomed to bottle babies. 1907
W. De Morgan Alice-for.Short ix. A.. window.. filled with
what some called *bottle-ends, and others German rounds.
X907 Westtn. Gas. 10 Apr. lo/i This might be one of the
causes of. .infantile mortality, especially amongst *bottle-fed

children. 1909 Ibid. 23 Aug. 5/2 With bottle-fed infants it

is highly important to get the quantities as well as the
nature of the food right. 1863 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1865)

V. 867 Setaria viridis. Green Fox-tail or *Bottle-grasa,
is from the South of Europe, x86a CataL Intemat. Exhib.,
Brit. II. No. 5598 "Bottle imps. 19*8 Daily Tel. 17 Jan.
10/6 He was seized with stage fright,.. he was left to do
as best he could with his 'bottle imp\ 1850 Denison
Clock S( Watchm. 50 The *bottle-jack or * vertical ' pallets.

td6o Ibid. (ed. 2) 35 The botile-jack escapement is prepisely

the same as in De Vlck's clock. 1913 Oxford Univ. Gaz. 4
June 943/2 Motor driven centrifuge and *bottle-shaker. 1999
Times 30 Jan. 9/7 These were what were known as ' *bottle

shops ', and could not sell less than a bottle of spirits and a
ball-bottle of wine at any one time. x8o8 Morbis Austral
Engl., *5tf/^/*-i"7fa//(?w, a popular name for the bird Lageno-
piastis arielf otherwise called tlie Fairy Martin. .. The
name refers to the bird's peculiar retort-shaped nest. 1837
Southern Lit. Messenger III. 656 They have yet founded
no city to themselves, .but are willing to remain the boot-

cleaners and the *bottle-washers of the whites. 1B99 Kipling
Stalky22i, A little *bottle-windowed, half-dairy, half-restau-

rant, a dark-browed, two-hundred-year-old house.

Bottle, v.^ Add : 3. intr. with up. To be-
come confined as in a bottle.

x88x A. A. Havks Nevj Colorado v. 70 If I had to live

here, I'd just bottle up and die.

4. Printing. To make bottle-arsed.

1877 Design ^ ll'ork 15 Sept. 341 The letters stand fair

and square on the shank—that is, not * bottled ', as we say
in tlie trade. * Bottling * arises from the following cause

—

imperfect locking up, or lines badly spaced out...The risk of
getting 'bottled' letter is, however, not very great...

Amatein-s are in. .danger of ' bottling ' their own letter.

Bottled,///. «. Add:
2. b. Iraizsf. ai\^fig. Stored ap, concentrated.

1872 W. W. Reade Martyrdom ofMatt 399 Life is bottled

sunshine.

Bottle-neck (b(n*l,nek). [f. Bottle sb^^ +
Neck sbX\

1. A narrow entrance to or stretch in a road,

compared to the neck of a bottle in shape ; ^n. a
narrow or confined space where traffic may become
congested. Also attrib.

X896 Daily Ne^vs 26 Dec 3/1 The widened portions at

Holtoway and elsewhere are rendered useless by narrow,

bottle-neck approaches to Finsbury-park. 1907 li'estm.

Gaz. ai Aug. 5/2 The bottle-neck, known as London-road,
at the Elephant and Castle. 19x4 W. J. Locke Jajffiery x.

123 Through the bottle-neck of Brentford,, .we crawled as
fa.st as we were able. 1908 Britain's Indtutr. Future
{Liberal Ind. Inquiry) iv. xxiii. 314 Any failure to maintain
dock and harbour facilities.. results in delays.. .Ports then
become the * bottle-oeck&' of ocean traffic and congestioa '

results.



BOTTLE-TREE.

St fig. Any narrow opening or avenue.

r^Otservtr 15 July 10/3 It is hoped to make one side

of the higher science forms of the school a bottle-neck

through which boys of special intelligence., may pass.

8. attrib. and Comb, in general use.

1898 Daily Nms 19 Oct. 3/1 (He] called Old Jewry 'a

bottfe-neckshaped street." 1908 Daily Graphic si Mar.

13/3 Qui desire at present is to loo)f so feminine that bottle-

neck shoulders are praised.

Bottle-tree b? t'l,triO. [f. Bottle j5.2 + Tree

j4.] An Australian tree of the stercnlia family,

either the Queensland tree Sterculia rupestris or

the similar Sterculia divenifolia of Victoria, so

called from the bottle-lilce shaiw of its tnmk.

184$ C. P- Ho[x;soN Rcmin. A Hstralia 264 The sterculia or

bottle-tree is a very singular curiosity. It generally varies

in shape between a soda water and port wine bottle. 1885

Mits. C. Pkaed Heatl Stat. 179 In dense scrub, where the

bottle-trees rose weird and white. 188a J. H. Maiden Use-

ful Native Plants 60 A ' Kurraiong . The ' Bottle-tree

'

of N. E. Australia, and also called ' Goury-stem '. 1891
' Coo-Ei ' Tales Asatral. Life 284 A great white bottle tree,

its trunk perfectly bare.

Bottom, J*. Add : 4. b. Nowesp. U.S. (with

later examples'). Also in pi. form.

1817 S. R. BaowN Western Gaz. 12 Pea vine on the hill

sides and in the bottoms. 1837 Peck Gaz. lltimris I. 3 The
term ' bottom ' is used thioujjhout the west to denote the

alluvia] sotlon the margin of rivers, usually called 'intervals'

in New England. 1851 C Cist CincinHati 18 Cincinnati

itself is built on an ancient alluvial plain, lying in two levels

called the * upper and lower bottoms '. l88j Econ. Geol.

Itliiioit II. 59 These bottomsaremostlyprairie, with narrow

belts of timber skirting the streams. 1896 J. C HAKRts
Sister Joite 204 Some, who. . went west, some to Alabama,

and some to the rich Mississippi bottoms. 1907 Mulford
Bar'20 XX. 200 They crawled to the last line of brtish and
looked out over an extensive bottoms.

O. In gold-mining, the channel of an old river

containing rich deposits of gold ; also called the

gutter. Ausira/ia.

1887 Havte« Chrittmas Adv. 5 We reached the bottom,

but did not find gold.

5. d. Mining. Usually//. The lowest workings

in a mine. Also atlrib., as bottom captain, coal,

worker.
1778 Pnvot Mill. Cormui. 174 The Bottom.Captains, whose

bnsiocss is to see that the common men perform due labour

down in the mine. iSSo Eng. for. Mininf Ghu. (ed. a) 5

Bottmu, the lowest workings either in a slope, level, or

elsewhere. 1883 Guil-av GIms. Coal-miHing, Bttttm, the

bottom of the shafts and roadways, &c., near the shafts.

s8aa Daily tfmt 26 Feb. 5/6 It caopnies about 280,000

Bmefs, ofwhom aao,ooa are ' botlfm worken.' igoo Daily

Mxfrtn >8 June 7/3 There is an immense (]nantiiy of coal

known locally as * bpottom coal ' practically inuct.

«b The part of a boot or shoe below the uppen;

the sole, heel, and shank.

1(41 Ptmty Cycl. XXI. 410/2 The empknring master.,

prepares and sorts the sole or bottom-stuff for the maker.

iMt Inttr. Cenns Cltrkt (1885) 76 Bottom Finisher. ilW
Eneycl. Brit.Wl. 831/1 He th«o pares offineqnalitiea and
' Icwb the bottom* '. i«ii, 1911 (see bottom-sourer in 19I.

10. o. The bed of calcined sand and ore in a

copper-smelting ore- furnace.

iMi Jonnoii Metals i)s The calcined (copperl on is

placed oo the ' boltinn ' of the hearth.

d. AdyeusedasafoDndationforasubseqiiaitdye.
itT* CeUvtrtt t>yti»t * Calico-priitting 131 Saodal wood

is employed, chiefly on the continent, to give a bottom to

woollen doth whicn is to be afterwards dyed with indi(OL

e. The support upon which an article is placed

in a scale to be weighed.
1884 KaicMT Diet. Meek. Suppl.

11. o. In fig. phrases. The bottom falls out of:

there is a collapse of. To knock the bottom out of:

see Kkock v. 6 b.

1*37 RuTMisrosD Lett., To EarlCassili 9 SepL (1671) 144

The bottom hath fallen out of both their wit and conscience

at onre. i8»a * Mark Twain ' InniK. at Heme xiii. (1882) 341

Gould and CaiTyscMuedtostx thousand three hundred dollars

a foot I And then—all of a sodden outwent the bottom, and
everything, .went to min and destruction t S9a6 Ethrl M.
Df.u. Bletck Knight t. x, ' 1 try to take things as they come.'

..' And when the bottom falls out of everything—what do
you do then t ' ifit ManJustrr Giiariiian Weekly 1 Nov.

3y>/3 Prince Max thought, .that once this became an agreed

point in British and <jerman war aims the bottom would fall

out of the British home front.

16. b. Delete t and add qaot
itM Rr^. US. Coiiintissioner Agrie. UWe)) »88 The twist-

ing or ' throwing ' process tt done by passing the thread of

raw silk ftom an upright bottom through the eye ofa craned

wire flyer.

18. a. bottom-discharge ; bottom rock, also fig.

;

bottom-heavy adj. b. bottom-liver.

1*74 Knioht Diet. Mech., Botlom-Jischarge Water,
wheel, a turbine from which the water u di-vcharged at the

bottom instead of at the sides. 1887 C H. Geokck ^ Vrs.

on Rail V. 93 About the time I bad reached bottom rock in

my financial troubles,.. I met A. B. Pullman. 190a Daily
New 24 iyx. 7/7 Orders for 160 bottom-discharge trucks have

been placed in America. I9a7 Haldane & H vx\.xi Animal
Biol. xii. 30a They are all marine and essentially bottom,

livers. 19S7 Snmiay Times 6 Mar. 7/3 T"he double baises

are generally too plentiful at these concerts, arKl..they too

often made the music sound bottom-heavy.

18. bottom-bad, the lowest stratum of a forma-

tion of rocks; bottom-boarila, boards at the bottom

of a boat serving to protect the outer planking

;

bottom-boarding, the buttum- planks of a boat;

107

bottom dollar U.S., (one's) last dollar, usti. in

allit. phrase with bet ; bottom facts U.S., the

ftindamental facts; bottom fermentation, that

during which the yeast cells collect at the bottom

of the liquid ; also attrib.; bottom-gear, the lowest-

speed gear (see Gear sb. 7) in a motor ; bottom-
line, the lower part of a fishing-line ; bottom-
plate, (a) an iron plate in a printing-press ; (4) the

set of knives forming the bed of a pulping machine
in paper-making; bottom-planks, the outer plank-

ing of the bottom of a boat ; bottom prairie U.S.,

a prairie lying along the bank of a river ; bottom-
scourer, an operative who smooths the 'bottoms'

of boots and shoes ; bottom side = sense I ; bottom
timber U.S., timber growing in bottom-lands

;

bottom-tool, a tool used in wood-turning ; bottom
wool (see quot.) ; bottom yeast = bottom fer-

mentation yeast.

184s P. B. Beodie Hist. Fossil Insects 58 Hard blue lime-

stone,;''bottom bed') with Ostrea, Modiola minima, and other

shells. 1883 .Man. Seamanship for Boys 84 Q. What are

bottom boards ? A. Long pieces of wood nailed together,

which lay from the stem sheets to the bow. 1895 Kipling
iiid "Jungle Bk. 103 He would take a boat in the evenings

and shuffle with his feet in the bottom-boards. 1900

G. SwiiT Somerley ito At the risk of tearing out what was
left of the *bottom-boarding, we hauled her on to the

besich. 1866 Congress. Cloie Mar. 1474/1 His opinion is that

a Slate can go out of the Union and he is willing to bet his

'bottom dollar on his judgment. 1888 Inter-Ocean 7 Mar.
( Farmer) It is the right kind of bravery ; you may bet your

bottom dollar on that. 190a Haeben Georgians v. 43
You bet yore bottom dollar 1 m open to criticism myself

1877 iV. y. Tribune 17 Mar. (Bartlett) Curiosity has been

on the tiptoe these many weeks to know the *bottom facts.

1883 ' Mask Twain ' Li/e Mississippi xlii. 393 Though there

ain't only one or two ways when you come down to the

bottom facts of it. 1905 J. L. Baker Brvwing Industry 100

Brewers* yeast {Sacchaj'omyces cerevisix) is divided into two
classes top ferraenution and "bottom fermentation yeast.

19S3 Westm. Gaz. a Feb., A stiff climb on "bottom gear

brings Mosul. .in sight. 1837 KiKKHtnonN'ort/iem Angler

91 'Toe 'bottom or casting-tine must consist of three lengths

of twisted gut. 1891 Kipling /.ight that Failed (1900) 23

The whale-boat, -chose to hit a hidden rock and rip out half

her "boltom-planks. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., *Bottom-
plate (printing), a plate of iron belonging to the mold of a
printing-press, on which the carriage is fixed. X884 Ibid.

Suppl., Bottom plate (paper-making), the gang of knives

forming the concave or bed beneath the cylinder of a rag-

grinding machine or pulping engine, 1807 P. Gass yntt.

36 We., passed a bandsocne 'bottom prairie. s88s Econ.

CeoL Illinois IL 73 The latter are the so-called 'ridge

prairies ', while the former are sometimes^ designated as
* bottom prairies '. 1911 Fkedkrick Sellers in Rep. Labour

i Social Conditions in Germany III. 95 'Bottonyflcourers

24J. (Frankfurt per week). t2J. to i6s. (Leeds per week).

S9SI Dict.Occup. Terms (1927) i 429 .fciwnrr,.. designated

according to parts upon which he works, e.g. bottom or

naumkeag scourer, heel scourer. 1856 Cozzens Spetrro^gr.

Papers vii. 83 It was vexatious enough 10 see our lawn
*faottom-!»ideupon a festive occasion. iBB&Rep. U.S. Com.
missiontr Agric. (1869) 327 Put the box in a pan of water

and turn it nearly bottom-side up. 1837 PacK Geu. Illinois

II. 135 The "bottom timber consists of oaks (etcl. s^4J- W.
LoMO Anur. Wild-fowl Shooting ix. 150 How much better

walking it is in this hottom-iimber than in the woods of

New England. 1874 Kmight Diet. Mock., 'Bottom-tool... a

turning-tool having a bent-over end, for cutting out the

bottoms of cylindrical hollow work. 1848 H. W. Haycarth
Busk Life Australia v. 47 The wool nearest the skin, or, as

it is called, the ''bottom wool,' which is the hardest to cut,

but the most weighty and valuable. 1910 T. I- Bakee in

Entyct. Brit. X. a78/i It has not . . been possible to transform

a typical top yeast into a permanent typical *bottom yeast.

Bottom, V. Add : 1. b. To use a pieliminary

dye as a foundation for another.

188 . Fibre «r Fabric V. 16 (Cent. Diet.) Tbey[M. worsted

goods] should be bottomed with ilhiiga

o. To underlie. U.S.
1877 Raymond Statist. Mines tr Mining 56 The company

is extending and straightening the bcd-roclc tunnel, so that

it. .will ' bottom' all the land on this end of the claim.

4. O. fig. Of prices, etc. : To fall to the lowest

level.

tiyi Deiily News 17 Nov. 7/1 Discount rates appear

to have bottomed for the time. 19x0 Glasgow Heratd
6 Sepc 9 Others with shallower purses are content to wait

until prKes have bottomed.

6. trans. In gold-mining, to reach the bottom of,

to reach a point (in a mine) beyond which further

mining is useless ; also absol. to get down to the

bed-rock or clay. b. intr. Said of a claim, etc :

To be worked to the bottom. Atsstralia.

1858 McCoMBia Hist, yictoria xv. 219 In their anxiety

to bottom their chiims, ihey not seldom threw away the

richest stufl. 1890 * R. Bolorewood ' Miner's Right viii.

As soon as the main body of bltxk claims be|;an to Dottom,

gold flowed in with almost fabulous profusion. Ibid, xiil.

Though they bad a week's start of us, we bottomed on

the same day, and by nightfall the field was aware that

Olivera's halt4hare men had bottomed another duffer. 1900

H. Lawsoh On Track 143 One day Peter, told us that his

party expected to 'bottom' during the following week...

Later came the news that ' McKeiixie and party ' had bot-

tomed on payable gold.

e. Mech. intr. To suike or touch the bottom or

far end (see (juot.).

i874Knight/'iV/.^«/i. 5. v.. Cogs are said to bottom when
their t<7ps impinge upon the periphery of the co-acting wheel.

A piston which strikes or touches the end of its cyfutder is

said to bottom.

BOULANGISM.

Bottoming. Add

:

1, d. «//Wi^., as bottoming-hole, the open mouth
of a glass-making furnace ; bottoming-tap, a

sqnare-edged tap for cutting an internal thread uni-

formly to the bottom of a hole.

1839 Ure Dici. Arts 582 This spheroid having become cool

and somewhat stifF.is next carried to the bottoming hole. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech.y Bottomiug-hole^ the open moutli of a
furnace at which a globe of crown glass is exposed during
the progress of its manufacture, in order to soften it and
allow it to assume an oblate torm. 1884 Ibid. Suppl.,

Bottoming tap, one for carrying the thread of full size to the

bottom of the hole.

2. The process of reaching bed-rock. Australia.
z8oo * R. BoLDREWOOD * /l/;«rr'j .ff^A/viii, The bottoming

of three or more shafts on the supposed line of lead shall be
a sufficient test.

Bo'ttom-landy bottomland. (Also as

two words.) U,S, [Bottom ^^. 4 b and 18.] A
stretch of level land beside a river ; an alluvial

plain forming a river-bottom. Also attrib.

X785 A. Ellicott in Life Sf Leit.{\(j/o9>) 40 The Bottom-lands
on this stream are very good but they are narrow.^ 1817 S. R,
Brown IVestem Gaz. 52 Its branches, upon which there is

some of the best bottom lands in the western country. X841

C. Cist Ciftcinnati 66 The larger streams are now found
meandering through alluvial plains called ' bottom lands '.

X874, J. W. Long Amer. VyHd-foivl Shooting xv. 193 If the

sportsman is desirous of shooting them, .he should visit the

low overflowed bottom-lands, 1888 Harper's Mag. Feb.

399/2 The navigable [art of Red River meanders through
heavily timbered alluvial bottom-lands of the most prolific

character. 1903 N. V. Even. Post 12 Sept., The tract con-

sists of a bottom land along the Ohio River, and a plateau

elevated 300 feet above the bottom land. ibid. 19 Sept.,

To completL- the maturity of the bottomland crops.

Botnline (bp'ti»l3in). Med. [f, L, botulus

sausa<ie : see -INE 5.] A poisonous ptomaine found

in decaying meats and other foods. Hence Botu-
ll-nic a. Also Botulinus (bf>ti«l3i*n^s) [mod. L.]

,

specific name of the bacillus of botulin, used attrib,

1809 Clinical JmL 7 June 112/2 An efficient antitoxin for

the botulinic poison. 1901 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. a),

Botuiin, a poisonous ptomain sometimes found in preserved

I meats : it is produced by Bacillus botulinus. 19*9 W.
i Bulloch in Syst. Bacteriohgy III. 380 In preserved

1 vegetables .. antigenic substances are formed capable of

1 absorbing complement in the presence of ordinary botulinus

j

antitoxin. Ilnd. 386 Botulinus toxin is unaffected by peptic

I digestion. Ibid, 394 Botulism can hardly arise from the

I ingestion of botulinus spores. Ibid. 397 The botulinus serum

I
should be a polyvalent one.

i

Botulism (bf?-ti«liz'm). Med. [f. L. botulus

1 sausage + -ism, after G. botulismus.'] Poisoning

I
caused by eating decomposed foods, esp. preserved

meats, and due to Bacillus botulinus (discovered by

Van Ermengen in 1S96),

(1878 tr. van Zieinsstn's Cycl. Med. XVII. 539 In the

larger towns, botulismus occurs extremely seldom.] 1887

A, M. Brown Anim. Aikaloiiis 156 Intoxication by the

alkaloids, that is to say, those cases in which hypothermia

is present. In Germany it is known by the term botulism, a

form of poisoning of the organism observed to result from

the ingestion of putrefying meats. 1899 Clinical JruL

7 June iia/i. I9aa Times 6 Sept. 7/3 He had no doubt the

deaths in this ca.se were due to_ botulism, for which disease

antitoxins..bad proved di^ppointing.

Bought v.^ Delete \Obs. and add: c. With
down (sec quot.). U.S,
a 1861 T. Winthrop Life in Open ^«r (1863) 89 Igleaias

and I stripped off armfuTs of boughs and twigs from the

spruces to 'bough down ' our camp. ' Boughing down ' is

shingling the floor elaborately with evergreen foliage.

Bought, ii^.l 2. b. Delete fO^J. and substi-

tute : Now poet, (revived by Tennyson).

x87a Tennyson Garcth .V Lymtte 229 The dragon-boughts

and elvish emblemings Began to move, seethe, twine and
curl. X906 C M. Dough rv Dawn in Britain xv. IV. 148

Like as sume serpent, which . . in the sun, displays her glitter-

inc bought^.

Boughten, ppl. a. (Later U.S. examples.) See

also Kng. Dial. Diet.

X844 * Jon. Slick ' Ilig/i Life N. Y. I. viL 104 Fifty dollars,

enough to rig out all the gals in Weaihcrfield with boughten

finery. X687 Mary E. Wilkins Humble Rom. 121 She could

not think of such things as boughten trimming for her poor

little wedding outfit. X906 H. D. Pittman Belle of Blue
Grass C. X. 146 To come m next week and get some boughten
stuff for herself.

BcuillabaiSBe (b«yab^-s, -b^s). [Fr., ad.

mod, Prov. bouiabaisso.l A dish of Provencal

origin, composed of fish stewed in water or spiced

white wine.
ax863 Thackeray BaU. <5- TaUs (1B69) 46 This Bouilla-

baisse a noble dish is. x9oa IVestm. Gaz. 9 July a/i Let it be

noted that the greater variety offish employed to fashion

a bouillabaisse, the greater tlie crace and excellence of the

same. 19x1 R. W. Cha.mbeks Common Law x. 305 Only
art is one delicious bouillabaisse to him.

Bouillon. Add : 1. b. A broth used as a

medium for the culture of bacteria. Also attrib.

X90X Dobland Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Bouillon .. m^A ., ^^

a bacicriologic culture-medium. 1903 Daily Chron. 21 OcL
lo/i Five cubic centimetres of a hiyhly poisonous bouillon

culture of certain bacteria (streptococci J was injected under

the skin of the ears of rabbits. 1909 Practitioner Nov.

591 Five decigrams of a bouillon culture of streptococcus

of erysipela^. ,,,..„ ,

Boulangism (bwla-n.5iz'm). l&d. V . Boulan-

gisme, f. the name of General Georges Ernest Jean

Marie Bouianger (1831-91).] The principles and
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methods of Boulanger and his party who, from about
1886-1889, advocated a policy of militarism and
revenge against Germany. Hence Bonla'iiglat, an
advocate of Boulangism.
1888 Times i6 Mar. 5/4 Nothing proved that Boulangism

had anything in common with Honapartism. 1889 F. Turner
Cetural Boulanger i<yj Another method invented by the
Government to crush out Boulangism was the employment
of numbers of police spies to watch the General, Count
Dillon, and all the principal members of the National party.

1S89 St, '/ames's Gaz, 16 Jan. 10/2 The source of the
Boulangist election expenditure is a burning question in

France, /bid, 3 Aug. 9/2 Fifteen telegraph clerks, reported
to the Postmaster.General as Boulangists.

Boulder, sb.^ 4. Add :

boulder-strewedJ -strewn adjs. ; boulder-belt, a
belt of boulders deposited by a glacier on melting

;

boulder-cracker, a heavy iron rod used to break
rock encountered in a deep boring for a well

;

boulder-fans, a series of boulder-trains with
divergent lines of direction; boulder-pavement, a
bed of boulders naturally arranged ; boulder-train,
boulders deposited by the melting of a glacier.

1894 J. Geikir Gt. Ice Age (ed. 3) 742 In some instances
these *boulder-belts are lul the marginal morainic repre-
sentatives that can be detected over considerable tracts.

Ibiti. 523 Here and there ' *houlder-pavements * occur. 1897
O Itting' iV.S.) XXIX. 339/2 A wearisome tramp over the
*bonlder-strewed mountain side. 1897 Daiiy News s May
3/1 Arta Hill, bleak and *bouIder strewn. 1899 IVesdn. Gaz.
II Dec. 8/1 The precipitous boulder-strewn heiglits.

Bou'ldered, a. i/.i". [f.BouLDER ji^.i i.] Laid
with cobblestones.

'873 J* H. Beadle Undevel. West xxx!. 682 There is not
a foot of regular turnpike, a rod of bowldeied street, or a
mile of na%'igable canal in the entire Territory.

Boule ^ (bau'l/, bwU). [a. Gr. ^oyX^ senate.]

A legislative council of ancient Greece, originally

aristocratic and consisting ofthe heads of families,

later consisting of representatives chosen by lot.

1846 Grote Hist. Greece i. xx. II. 8q The Boule, or council
of chiefs, and the Agora, or general assembly of freemen,
1905 spectator 4 Mar. 318/2 The Boul^, which answers
practically to the House of Commons.
Boole * (b«l). [app. a use of F. boule Bowl

j3.2] a game resembling roulette.

1927 Daily Express 3; Aug. 4 Boule, that anaemic varia-
tion of roulette. \tj^ Daily Tel. 10 July 15/5 Rooms for
boule .Tnd baccarat.

Boulenterion (bciuli;?tl«'ri^n). PI. -ria. [a.

Gr. $ov\€vTTjpiov, f, ^ovkev€iv to deliberate, f. fiov\rj

counsel.] The house of assembly of the *IJoule3,
i86a E. Falkenf.r Ephesus i. iv. 68 The bouleuterion of

Elis was attached to the pymnasium.
Boulevard. Add: Now freq. in U.S. as a

designation of wide and well laid-out main streets

or roads.

1875 Scrihnet^s Monthly Sept. 541/2 The boulevard which
started from Lincoln Park, connects the Central and Douglas
Parks, and then continuing [etc.]. x888 Harpers Mag. May
874/1 These parks are ail connected by broad boulevards.
1903 A. B. Hart Actual Govt. 328 Hence liave grown up
systems of boulevards, broad, winding, and we 11-surfaced,
reaching from park to park and often from city to city.

Boulevarded (bwlvarded), ppl, a, [f. Boule-
vard + -ED ^.] Provided with boulevards.
1891 P(dl Mall Gaz. 21 Dec 1/3 An ideal of a boulevarded

London. 1897 igth Cent, June 931 It has no boulevarded,
Parisiaiiised streets.

Boulevardeer, var. of Boulevabdier.
X916 H. L, Wilson Somezuhcre in Red Gap \x. 374

Roystering blades from Pittsburgh or boulevardecrs from
Bucyrus—not a New Yorker in sight.

Boulter (bJa-lt9j), v. [f. Boulter sb."] inlr.
To fish by means of the long fishing-line known as
a boulter.

1907 Daily Chron. 9 Nov. ^16 Many of them have begun
boultering for conger and whiting.

Boulton (bJultan), a. [The name of a firm of
glove-manufacturers.] Of the thumb of a glove :

Cut with a shaped piece extending upwards into the
palm,
igaa Daily Mail 12 Dec. i Real Kid Nappa Gauntlet

Gloves,. . boulton cut thumb. Ibid. , Mocha Gloves. . . Pique
sewn, boulton thumb. 1939 Penberi/iy's Sale Catal. Mar, 24
An ideal Glove for hard service. Boulton cut. Ibid. 26
Men*s English Tan Cape, . . Boulton cut.

Bounce, sbX Add: 3. b. An act of bouncing
or ejecting. Alsoy?^. U.S.
1877 Bartlett Diet. Affier. (ed. 4) Add., Bounce. To get

the grand bounce is to be dismissed from service; par-
ticularly from an o65cc under government. 1910 ' O. Henry '

Rolling Stones (1915) 122 ' Had you ever thought * I asks
* of giving her the bounce your.self?'

'"

Botinoe, sb.'^, short for Cherry-bounce.
183s R. M. Bird Hawks 0//lawk'hollow II. xv. 171 Here

I've mixed you a brandy cock-tail, and you've spilled the
bounce into it.

Bounce, v. Add : 8. b. To eject summarily.
U.S.

^

x88s Washington Republ. 28 Jan. (Tb.) {heading), Gibson
bounced. A Blackmailer kicked out. 1891 C. Roberts
Adrift Amer. 128 Here I jumped another train and got
'bounced 'at Bernalillo. ^1906 'O. Henry" Trimmed
Lamp etc. 48 A certain man named Adam, whom the
cherubim bounced from the orchard.

O. To throw over (as a suitor). U.S.
i»93 *0. Thaket' Stories Western Town 213 You don't

suppose it would be any use to offer Esther a cool hundred
thousand to promise to bounce this young fellow ?

Bouncer. Add : 6. One engaged to eject un-
desirable or unruly persons from a saloon, ball-

room, etc. ; a *chucker-out *. U.S.
x888 A. C. GuNTER Mr. Potter xx, Several of the fighting

brigade of the establishment,that in American slang would be
termed ' bouncers '. 1903 A. Adams Log Cotuboy xiii. 204 The
bouncer of the dance hall of course had his eye on our crowd.

Bouncing, vbl. sb. Add :

5. Firework'manuf. (See quot.)
1888 \y. H. Browne Firervork Making 15 Furnishing the

squib with its report is called bouncing. Ibid. 43 Bouncing,
or giving to the saucisson its report.

Bouncy (bou'nsi), a. [f. BoONCE z;. + -y1.]

1. That bounces; having a buoyant manner.
192 1 Chambers's yml. Jan. 1/3 The Htt le,bouncy man waved

his umbrella in excitement. \aA Sunday Dispatch 2 Sept,

15 Once more George, .forestalled the bouncy irishman.

2. Resilient.

1916 Sunday at Home Jan. 220/2 This big, old house with
the bouncy sofa and springy chairs.

Bound, sb.'^ Add :

2. c. //. The limit or boundary beyond which
soldiers, sailors, students, school children, etc.,

resident in a particular building, quarters, or area,

may not pass. Now chiefly in oi4t ofbounds^ outside

or beyond this boundary.
1681 R. Knox Hist. Ceylon iv. ix. 156 Plain reason would

tell him, that we being prisoners were without our bounds.
X7S0 De Foe Capt. Singleton xviii. (1839) 228 He would
easily suspect they were out of their bounds, being captives.
ciZos Regul. Sherborne .School^ Every other part of the
town is out of School bounds, except the Ciiurch-Yard.
1857 Hughes Tom Brown i. ix, The chief offendeis, .were
flogged and kept in bounds. 1864 H. C. Adams White
Brunsivickers xii, He found out that old Giles's house
was a hundred yards or so out of bounds. 1863 Blackiv.
Mag. Apr. 472/1 The reason of putting the river out of
bounds was the danger incurred by boys who could not
swim. 1890 Doyle Finn of Girdlestone v, A lad coming
up to an English University, .must be within bounds at
a fixed lime. 1893 Leland Mem. I. 91 Freedom from bad
marks, and being ruled into bounds, and sent to bed at early
hours. 1909 Douglas Sladen Trag. Pyramids xiii. 201
The decree of tlie General, which made the Considines out
of bounds for the Army, like a Mohammedan festival.

6. bound(s)-beater, one who takes part in the
ceremony of beating the bounds ; bound(s)-beat-
ing, the ceremony of beating the bounds,
1909 Essex Rev. XVIII, 188 After the perambulation

there was a dinner, jointly with the Little Leighs bounds-
beaters, at the inn. 1927 Sunday at Home June 553/2 The
religious part of the l>ounds-beaiing was prohibited.

Bound,///, fit. 2 7, b. Add: also (U.S.) ^(ww^/
boy, girl.

1846 Congress. Globe 6 Feb. 3*2/3 He has to stand by,
as we say in the West, ' like a bound boy at a husking *.

187a Eggleston Hoosier Schoolm. iv. 51 Ralph recogjuzed
Hannah, the bound girl at old Jack Mcans's. 1888 J. Kirk-
land Mcl-'eys S4 Hyer comes Widder Tansey's bound gal.
1891 Congress. Rec. Jan. 1890/1 [In the House of Commons]
it rarely happens that more than two-thirds of the members
are present, and when they are, all but 360 must stand round
like ' bound boys ', as that number exhausts the sitting space
on the floor.

Boundary. Add

:

1. b. boundary line (earlier U.S. examples).
170S Rhode Island Col. Rec. III. 528 I'he boundary lines

between this her Majesty's Coilony..and her Majesty's
Province of the Massachusetts Bay. 1784 A. Ellicott in
Life fy Lett.UgoSt 19 We shall.. begin to run ttie Boundary
Line between Virginia and Pennsylvania. i83aJ.P.KEMNi:DY
Swallo^u />'. II. ii. 67 Who but amaii of geniuscould unravel
the occult darkness of the boundary line?

2. ellipl. A boundary tree, 6^1^.

177a Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag. 5CIV. 365
The Post placed in the roome of a White Oake & Hickory
Boundaries of Kendalls Delight. Ibid.^ At tlie White Oake
a Boundary of Dryere & Dodderize.

3. Cricket. The bounds or limits of a match
enclosure.
X889 M. C.C. Laws ofCricket (1892) Rule 44 [The umpires]

shall pitch fair wickets, arrange boundaries where necessary,
and the allowances to be made for them. 1899 W. G. Grace
Cricket. Remin. ii. 23 I'here were no fixed boundaries
at Lord's when I first played there, 1900 Young Sportsman
(ed. A. E. T. Watson) 137 The boundaries and the times for
stopping having been arranged, the captains, .toss for the
choice of innings. 1905 Vachell TheHillxix, [He] cut the
sixth ball to the boundary,

b, A hit to the boundary ; also, the number of
runs allowed for the hit,

1896 Westtn. Gaz. 24 July 5/2 His placing on the leg side,
especially off Giffen, was extremely fine, and gave him
several boundaries. 1900 Upward Eben. Lobb 74 'Ihe
wicket simply got in the way of my bat, as I was preparing
to hit a boundary. 1910 Westm. Gaz. 26 Feb. 16/2 A four
boundary is often the result.

O. attrib.y as boundary-hit^ 'pi<^y^ -stroke.
1896 Westm. Gaz. 7 Feb. 3/1 A splendid display of true

cricket relieved by free 'boundary * play. 1900 Young Sports-
man (ed. A. E. T. Watson) 137 Three runs should never be
recognised for a boundary hit. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 15 June
7/1 It was notuntil the third over of the match that he
opened the scoring with a boundary-stroke.

Bounder (bau-ndai), sb.^ slang, [f. Bound v.^
+ -ER.1]

1. A four-wheeled cab or trap, so called from the
bounding motion of the vehicle in passing over
rough roads.

1842 Hints to Freshman (Slang Diet. 1865) The man who
drives has a well-appointed 'bounder' of his own, 1859
.Slang Diet., Bnunder, a four wheel cab. 1865 Ibid.^
Bounder^ . .a University term for a trap.

2. A person who by his behaviour places himself
outside the pale of well-bred society. Also in

milder use as a term of playful abuse.
01889 i" Barrere & Leland Diet. Slang %.\., If I ordered

the particular hat I desired I should be taken for a bounder.
1889 Ibid., //<jw«^/tfr (university), a student whose manners
are despised by the soi-disant ilite, or who is beyond the
boundary of good fellowship., .(society), a swell, a stylish
fellow, but of a very vulgar type, 1890 Farmfr Slang 307
Bounder, . . 2. A student who^e manners are not accept-
able ; one whose companionship is not cired f..r. ,.4, A
vulgar though well-dressed man ; a superior kind of * 'Arry '

;

one whose dress and personal appearance are correct,
but whose manners are of a questionable cliaracter. 1890
Times 2 Alay 13/5 To speak of a man as a bounder is 10
allude to him as an outsider or cad. 1899 W. Archer Study
4- Stage 48 That is an anti-socia! proceeding, the conduct of
a 'bounder'. 1899 Star 11 Jan. 1/5 Bounder. .a man with
•bounce ' about him; an outsider, because he's outside the
fringe of society and wants to be m the reserved enclosure.
1904 spectator 31 Dec. 1089/1 His iniimatcsarc ' bounders'
or Bohemians. 1917 J. Adams Student's Guide 27 A prig
is one who has too much self-respect, a bounder one who
has too little. 1920 Wooehouse Damsel in Distress vi. He
had been marched up the Haymarket in the full sight of all
London by a bounder of a policeman.

Bouuderish. (bau-nd9rij), fl. [f. •Bounder j^.^

2 + -ISH '.] Having the character or characteristics
of a bounder. Hence Bou'nderishuess.
1899E. Phillpotts //;««a«j9^35 With all his bounderish-

ness, he was awfully clever. 19S8 Sunday Dispatch 23 Dec 12
An awfully bounderish and unbearable sort of young man.
Bounding,///, a. 2 Add: b. Of the pulse.
X879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 783 A very bad illness,

marked by headache, bounding, hardly compressible pulse.

c. Jig, Increasing by leaps and bounds.
1887 C/iarity Organis. Rev. III. 230 And yet, those..

bounding vagrancy returns !

Boundless. Add

:

B. sb. That which has no bounds, the illimitable,
X909 Westm. Gaz. 10 July 3/2 We, a handful of men, con-

cerning ourselves deeply in small matters, arc brought face
to face with the boundless.

Bounty. Add

:

5. e. King's ox Qzeeen^s bounty : a sum of money
given from the royal purse to a mother who has
given birth to triplets.

iQio Encycl. Brit. IV. 324/2,

o. bounty-jumping.
x88i Congress. Rec. Feb. 1292/2 We bad in some of our

large cities men who were pur^uing the very profitable
industry of ' bounty jumping '.

Bouq^uet. Add ; 1. b. To throw bouquets : to
pay compliments. U.S. colloq.

1904 Journalist a8 May 89 We do not wish to say ' I told
you so ', or to * throw any bouc^uets ' in our own direction.
1905 A. Adams Outlet 230 Qumce.. threw bouquets at mc
regarding my ability always to find water.

Bouquetier (b«k3tl»-j, ||b//kty^). Also erron.
-idre. [Fr. : f. Bouquet.] A small holder for a
bunch of flowers, esp. one carried in the hand.
1787 Wedgwood's Catal. (ed. 6) 61 Of root pots, as well

for bulbous as other roots, and of flower pots or bouqueticrs,
there is a great variety. 1871 Nesbitt Ca/a/. SladeColl.
Glass 80 Large Blue iJouquetiere. 1875 .Metevard Wedg-
wood Handbk. 392 Bouquctier. A flower-pot, . .often with a
pierced cover for the insertion of the stems of flowers,

Bourbon. Add

:

2. U.S. Karlier examples.)
1859 Olympia (W. T.) Pioneer ff Democrat 15 Apr. (Th.)

The * Bourbon * family have attempted to rule this territory
from the earliest hour of its creation. 1877 A'. Y. Tribune
15 June (Bartlett) Ex-governor Humphreys is an irredeem-
able Bourbon.

3. b. Aclass(A'tfja2«<^/Va^<j«r^«m«(i)ofmonthly
roses, believed to liave originated in a hybrid intro-
duced from the Isle of Bourbon c 1825; also, arose
of this class, o. A. rost, Kosa borbonica. (\V, 1911.)
i8«9 Loudon Encycl. Plants 446 Rosa centifolia. . .G^r-

den Varieties. .. Bourbon. 1841 Fenny Cycl. XX. 158/1
Bourbon rose.. is a natural hybrid between R. Indica and
a variety called red four-seasons. 'Ihis hybrid was found
among a number of the latter plants in a hedge in the Isle
of Bourbon. 185a Miss Warner Queecfiy Wv, 1 he air was
full of the sweetness ofdamask and Bourbon varieties. 1869
S. R. Hole Bookahout Roses 173 Of the Bourbons.. there
are several which are valuable additions to a general collec-
tion of Roses. Ibid. 174 Catherine Guillot, with Louise
Odier,..are. .two winsome maids of honour in waiting upon
the Bourbon Queen.

d. Bourbon lea : see Tea sb. 6.

1861 Bentlev Man. Bat. 667 Angrxcumfragrans.—The
dried leaves of this fragrant species are used as a kind of tea
in the Mauritius. This is commonly known as Fahatn or
Bourbon tea.

4. Whiskey of a kind originally made in Bourbon
County, Kentucky. Also attrib. with liquor,

whiskey. U.S.
1857 T. H. Gladstone Englishman in Kansas 40 When

a barrel of Bourbon, or Monangahela, or Double Recti-
fied was accessible, they forgot even in some insunces
to ask the politics of its possessor. 1861 Congress. Globe
May 2288/3 t)nc barrel of genuine Bourbon liquor. 1880
Congress. Rec. May 2938/2 [Every man who] makes deals
in, or drinks Bourbon whisky knows very well that it re-
quires nearly three years to produce a Bourbon whisky
which is ready for consumption. 1886 Harper's Mag. June
5S/i A.. discrimination between its effects and those of 'old



BOUBBONISH.

Bourbon', .after imbibing inconlincmly. 1891 C Robe«ts

AdriftAmer. 1 50 Taking an occasional overdose of Bourbon

was bis one particular failing.

Bon-rbonish, a- U.S. [f. Bocebox sb. a.]

Having the character of Bourbon democracy.

1906 SpriHgJieU Weekly Kepuil.^l Nov. 8 On this matter

that section is to^y more exclusive and bourbonish and

reautionar>- than it was 30 years ago.

BouTboiiized,///.a. ^5'. [f- Bodrbos sb.2.\

Converted to or aflected by Bourbonism.

loot A'. K. Eitii. rost 7 May 6 This difficulty in bringing
' Bourbonized ' Republicans around to a successful advocacy

of the old Democratic doctrines.

Bourdon-' (bQ»ud<>n). The name of Louis

Bourdon of Paris, designalint; bis inventions

:

Bourdon barometer, a metallic barometer con-

sisting of an elastic tube bent to a circular shape so

that tlie ends of the tube separate as the atmospheric

pressure decreases and approach as it increases

;

Bourdon tube, a coiled metallic tube which tends

to straighten out when pressure is exerted within it

SS74 KSEGHT Diet. Meek. s.v. Bourdon Barometer, The
Bourdon is commonly known as the metallic barometer.

locu Satiire II Dec. 140/1 The Hergesell instrument

having a tube of German silver, instead of the Bourbon [kc]

tube filled with alcohoL
,r rir i t

Bonxdonnft ^\)VM^^fne), a. Her. [Fr.J Ter-

minating in knobs or balls.

i«ia Pracham Oentl. Exerc. 153 Cosm. Be there no more

crosses then one borne in Armes ? End. Yes. .
.
The most

ordenary are these.. . Ooisei. . . Compose*. . . Bourdonnei.

iTsa NiSBiT Htr. L 119 A Cross Bourdonee, as if it were

made of Pilgrims Staves, which use 10 have a round Ball at

the Top. i7«oEt)MoilDSO!«//^<iW'5'II. Gloss. iWoEncycl.

Brit XI. 696/1 Originally, .the arms of the cross ended in

knobs like the handle* of a pilgrim's suff, thence called

' bourdonnee ', « . .

Bonrr^ (b«r<f). {Fr. ; see Bobek.] a. A
lively dance, of either \ rench or Spanish origin, in

common time (two beats in a bar), b. A musical

composition, written usually in duple rhythm and

in two-measure phrases, in which the character of

the lively dance so named is represented.

1776 Hawkims Hilt. Muiic IV. 390 The Bouree is apposed

to come from Auvcrgne in France ; it seldom occurs but in

cooiposilions of French masters. iMo Crme'i Diet. Alue.

I. 264/1 '1 *** bourr^e is often to be found in the older suites.

..In Bach's suites, a second bourrce frequently follows the

fir..t, b the same way as in a symphony or sonata, a trio

follows a minuet, after which the first bourrce is repealed.

liqlQtuen 3jan. 18/3 Minuet in D (No. i) is fairly interest,

ing. Bourrce in G (No. s) b rather wild, ilgi Lefli .Mere.

s5 .May 5/s A charming minuet from 'Berenice',and a grace-

ful bourrce from the Water Music.

Bouraanlt ^ba>-is9lt). [The name of a Parisian

rose-grower.] A species of climbing roses origi-

nating from the Alpine rose (Rosa alpina), inlto-

daced in 1683 ; also, a rose of this species.

i8«4 S. HiB»i«D A'«< a*. J9 The Boursault roses. . . TheOld
KedBoursault . . was the first double variety of Rota ai/ina.

Bout, I*.* Add:
5. The inward curve of a rib in a violin or similar

instrument, by which the waist is formed.

ia«9 Ce7it. Diet. 1803 l-idJler't Haiuibk. 4 Bouts,.. the

sides of the fiddle.divided into the lower, middle, and upper

bout^ t90S Hawiis Old yiotiiu 35 The curve of the bouu
tilled, contracted, or ckngated. /*iV/. 38 Observe the im-

proved purfling, the boau and mitres cut with clear intention.

Bout (bout), V. [f. Bout st:^ 1 b.] trans. To
plough in such a manner as to make bouts. Hence

Bou-t«d/>//. a., ploughed in this manner.

"733 W. tujs Chittern H ytUe Farm, 36 Bout it up at

Allbollantide. Ibid, xi In June harrow it down and bout

it tlie same way ; in July hack it overthwart, or bout it up
across. lt44 Jml. R. ArrU. Ste. V. i. 16 Two of these

harrows cover a single ridge of four furrows ; four cover an
eighlMfurrow stretch, consisiing of two ridges bouted into one.

1864 /ad. X\V. II. 391 The fallows are broken up in the

autumn.., ploughed back in spring, then twice across, and
bouted in 37-incn ridges.

Boutade. Delete f Ois. and add :

i»6s • OtiuA

'

Strathmt«re X. 1. 164 Oneof thoeeianulising

touladei that were her most cruel and certain wilcheries.

190s Spectator 28 Jan. 141/1 Miss Bumey had the good

fortune to see only the better side of the Doctor. . ..She was
seldom witness of his boutades. tfH Biackta. Mf. }\a»
jsVa A certain notoriety for boutades tnumf my aasocutes.

Bouting, vbl. sb. Add : also attrib., as bouiing

rmo. (Cf. BoiJT v. in Eng. Dial. Diet.)

i)M Washixctoh Diaries III. 43 It should have been

observed that the fiekl intended for eapetiment at this

Plantation is divided into 3jperls, by bouting Rows running

croMwayv ijM IHd. 440 Both Pk>w5 and Hoes were em-
p^ed in breaking up the bouiing Roes along the fence.

Bouton ' baton). [Kr., - button.]

L In pearl bouton, bouton ftarl, anglicization of

ptrle bouton, a round pearl with a flat back marking

tlie place where it was attached to the shell.

iSji lltustr. CateU. GL Ex/iii. ill. 689 Brilliant tiara,

ornamented with fine orienul pearl droi.s and boutons.

1907 Daily Ckron. 5 Apr. 4/5 An exquisite pearl and
brilliant necklace, formed as fifteen gradu.-\led drops, each

composed of one bouton pearl, one bnlliani, and one pear.

shaped pearl drop. 19S7 Daily Expreti 9 May 5/3 If it IS

a round pearl, wilh a flat Ixick showing, where It was at*

tacbcd to the shell, it will be called a ' bouton ' pearL

2. The button-like end of a honey-bee's tongue.

iSW Chishiii! Bees ^ Bn-Ktl^'ng^i The central and side

ducts run down to that part of the tongue where the spoon,

or bouton is placed.

109

Boutonni^re (bwlony/r). [Fr.]

1. A spray of flowers worn in the buttonhole.

£1867 B. Harte Story o/a Mine xi. She had distributed

it to make boutonniires for other gentlemen. 1907 Daily

Chroit. 2 Sept. 2/7 The lapel of his coat was almost invariabi y
ornamented with a boutonniere. 1919 Hist. Anter. Lit. U.
368 He had worn a high hat, cane, and boutonniere.

2. Surg. An incision made in the urethra in order

to extract a calculus or remove a tumour.
1884 Thompson Tumours 0/Bladder 76 The high opera-

tion is a much more formidable and hazardous proceeding

than the simple boutonniiie. 1908 Practitioner Feb. iSo.

Bouvardia (b«vajdia). Bot. [mod.L., f. the

name of Dr. Charles Bouvard, superintendent of

the Jardin du Roi, Paris : see -lA.] Any plant of

the nibiaceous genus of this name, which was intro-

duced from Mexico and Central America, bearing

handsome red, yellow, or white flowers.

1846 LiNDLKV Veg. Kingd. 764 The fragrance or beauty . . of

the Gardenias, . . Bouvardias, (jatesbacas, &c is unsurpassed

in the vegetable kingdom. i87sMKS.\ViiiiNEYOMw(;iWrvi.

64 Scarlet bouvardias and snowy deulzias. 1907 lyestnuGax.

9 Oct. 2/1 The garden, with odorous bouvardias all awake.

Boviander (b^i-viiendsj). [Etym. doubtful.]

A name given in British Guiana to the people of

mixed race who live on the river-banks.

1875VSNESS Jen Vrs. Mission Li/e Brit. Guiana 10 Some
families of mixed race, called ' Bovlanders ', whose progeni-

tors—ofnegroextraction—had intermarried with the Indians.

i88a Timekri June 145. i8ys Sat. Rev. 21 Dec 828 The
|

• boviander ' is almost amphibious.. . He may be a pure negro,
1

a mulatto, or an indistinguishable compound of black, red,
|

and white races, but, whatever his ancestry, he is always at
j

home on or in the water. 1899 Rodwav Guiana Wilds 21

A boviander with whom he could chat about bunting and
fishing on Ibe rivers.

Bovinely(b<»'v3inli),fl(A'. [f. BoviNa + -LT2.]

In a bovine, dull, or inert manner.

1900 CaoCKETT JoeiH o/Sivord Hanti xxxiv. aa/ Seydel.

mann.. simpered bovinelydown upon the girls. 190s Daily

Ckron. 1 Nov. 5/2 The slow-witted politician, bovineljr

chewing the cud of his correspondent's schemes. I9aa

Detective Mag. Nov. 39 The bovincly expressionless face of

the detective.
/ x r

Bovxilize (Iv'vribiz), v. [f. Bovril (f. L. bos,

bovis ox, cow), trade-name of a concentrated essence

of beef, invented m 1889 by J. Lawson Johnston.]

trans. To concentrate the essence of; to epitomize,

condense. (Cf. Tabloiu.)
I9as Daily Nevis 11 Jan. 5/1 Here.. is one of these

'bovrilised ' announcemenu. . : Warned, Sit. as Comp. by
Eng. lady, 35 ; good Fr, j good rerj. ; would trav. R.R., 100.

igos Daily Ckron. 22 Aug, 8/7 He must give us not life, but

the essence of it—a bovrilised version, as it were. 1901

Academy 13 Dec. 655/2 His fondness for bovrilising thought

..into so small a compass of words that the sentences are

really too 'mealy'. 19S8 Musical Times Nov. 1003 The
exercises,, are short enough not to fatigue the altenlion,and

they bovrilise the difficulties or virtues admirably.

Bow, 'b.'^ Add

:

4. e. Cupid's bow : fee *Cupid.

11. d. A curved piece of metal used to make
conuct with an overhead wire in electric traction ;

= bow trolley (see 19 below). Also attrib.

S909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., Bow-s^ing, in elcctr. traction,

the spring which keeps ihe bow spread out, when a bow is

llsed to lake curient from a trolley.wire.

e. A leg of a pair of spectacles ; also, the frame

of either of the lenses. U.S.
sMA^Lo^or.EvoJig. u iii. 4 Glas.ses withborn bows Sat astride

on hnnose. 1890 t/anfer's Mag. Oct. 720/1 A pair of ancient

silver.rimmed spectacles from which the bows were lost.

19. bow-ond-arrow attrib., belonging to or

characteristic of the period when the bow and

arrow was the chief weapon of war ; bow-Iron

(see quot.) ; bow-key U.S. - bow-pin ; bow-plu
(quot.); bow-«pring, a bow-shaped sprmg; bow-
tie, a tie made up into a bow ; bow trolley, a

device for collecting the current from an overhead

wireinelcctriclraction; bow-whip 6';.y.(seequot.).

1899 Wetlm. Gaz. 27 July 2/2 We may yet work back to

the •bow.and-arrow period if modern inventions make war

with their aid too grotesquely horrible and difficult. 1907

Uacm. Mag. Oct. 935 Bow.and-arrow men. 1874 Knight
Diet. .Meek., 'Bom-iron, the staple on the side of a wagon-

bed which receives the bows of the till or cover. 1857 J.

YouMO in 7ml. Discourses VI. 230 You that have on such

a yoke had better pull out the 'bow-keya 1857 F. D.

RicHASDS Ibid. V. 47 You will not be so likely .. to lose

your 'bow-pins, chains, or axe- 184a Civil Eng. ^ Arch.

Jml. III. 56/j A vertebraled carriage, .with "bow.spring

bearers and buffers. 1910 Westm. Gas. 24 Jan. 3/1 He wore

a check suit, and apink cotton *bow-tie. 19x1 iglk Cent.

May 022 Two young Frenchmen in American jackets and
bow-ties. 1901 Trans. A mer. Inst. Elect. Engin. 1 1 1 (Cent

Diet. Supfl.t.y. Trolley) "Bow irolley. I9as Encycl. Brit.

XXVIII. 98 On the continent of Europe considerable use

has been li^e of bow trolleys, which consist of light metallic

bow-shaped structures. .running along on the under side of

the wire against which they rub. 1890 Harper's Mag. Oct.

718/1 His whip waslbe fashionable "bow whip' of the period,

common enough now, to be sure, with a long lash, upering

down to a fine silk ' snapper ' on the end.

Bow, sb.^ Add

:

L d. Bow{s on, with the bow of the vessel turned

towards the object considered or in view.

(1858 T. Willi aus Fiji fr Fijiansl. vi. 205 1 he commander
ordered it to be run with its bows on the shore.] 1877

Design fr Work a 18/ 2 To hit a craft coming bows on.

il«3 KirUMO Masiy inv€nt., Fiiust Story 104 A galley

BOWLESS.
coming up bow-on. 1903 Weitiii, Gaz. 15 June 3/1 The
' stand.-ird type ' has equal offensive strength in all directions

—whether bows-on or broadside.

3. (Examplesof some obvious combs.)

1877 W. H. White Man. Naval Archit. 339 The armour
and bow-plating. Ibid. 450 The position of the crest of the

last wave in the train of w.aves that follow the bow wave,

and lie along the side of the ship, exercises a very sensible

effect on the resistance. Ibid. 457 Accelerations which lead

to the production of the bow-wave. Ibid. 699 Of the auxiliary

appliances fitted to increase the steering power of ships, the

most important are bow rudders. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 14 Apr.

j/i The bow-angles and lines of vessels. 1907 Macm. Mag.
Feb. 316 The bow-wash broadened to a roaring water. 1908

Westm. Gaz. 16 July 4, 3 The motor.boat, almost hidden in

her bow spray. 19x0 Discoz'eiy Nov. 328/1 Bow-fire was
then limited to a couple of light guns.

Bow (biJu), designating a make of china origin-

ally manufactured at the Bow China Manufactory

at Stratford-le-Bow in Essex.

1879 E. C. Hancock Amateur Pttttery 195 Bow china.,

is often embossed and of quaint devices. 1898 Binns Story
0/Potter 169 Advantage was taken, , of the printing carried

on at Liverpool to have the Bow ware .so decorated. X906

Westm. Gaz. 18 Apr, 3/1 An unusual , . mark on Worcester is

the Dresden ' crossed swords 'on the saucer lielonging to

Dr. Crowe of Worcester, which appears with the Bow -marked
Worcester among the illustrations.

Bow, v^ 7. C. Add : Also with oneself a3 obj.

1888 Rider Haggard Co/. ^Kar/ic/i x.vxi, He. .handed the

squire a fully addressed brief envelope, ..and adding that

there was no answer, bowed himself out.

Bowel, sb. 6. bonvel complaint (examples).

1831 Peck Guide for Emigrants 11. 84 The bowel com.

plaint is more commonly fatal. 1850 N. KiNOsLEV Duiry
156 Indisposed by a bowel complaint.

Bower, j*.-* 2. Delete t Obs. and add :

19x1 Diet. Occuf. Terms (1927) S 278 Bouicr, _fish hook

/oti^tfr,. .sets, feeds and operates small fly press which bends

fish hooks and forms ring at end.

Bower, sb.^ (Earlier example.)
1858 Congress. Globe 28 May 2460/2 He uses terms which

1 do not understand : talking about the ' rijiht bower ', and
*ace *, and all that sort of thing.

fig. 186 . B. Hakte Tennessee's Partner Wks. (1872) 43
'What have you got there?— I call 'said Tennesseequietly.

*Two bowers and an ace,' said the stranger, showing two
revolvers and a bowie knife. 1870 Congress. Globe 17 Nov.
( De Vere) As their Right Bower, CJeneral Butler, was absent,

the stratagem would have succeeded.

Bowery, sb. U.S. Delete t Obs. and add

:

b. attrib.

186a O. W. NoRTO:) Army Lett. 48 The Twenty-fifth New
York is composed of New York Roughs, Bowery boys, ' Dead
Rabbits ', etc. 1909 [see *Boy sb.^ 6 bj.

2. (See quot. 1878.)
Both examples refer to Salt Lake City, Utah.

1869 S. BowlesOur Mew West xii. 244 An audience of four

or five thousands spread out under the ' Bowery' adjoining

the Tabernacle where the summer meetings are held. 1878

J. H. Beadle Western Wilds x\\. 341 At once the brethercn

were called together in the bowery—an open shed where

they usually worshiped.

Bow-head (b^u-hed). [f. Bow sb.'^ + Head sb.'[

The Arctic right whale, Balxna myslicetus.

1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 8 Sept. 2/2 A bowhead whale pre-

paring to 'sound '. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 523/2 The
bowhead ' of the Okhotsk Sea and Behring Strait. 1896

KirLiNQ Seven Seas 129 Haih he.. Spoke on the ice witli

theBow-head—followed theSabre.tooth home* ifoS Westm.
Gaz. 28 Dec. 2/1 Nothing can possibly prevent the exter-

mination of the bowhead whale.. but the discovery of an
adequate substitute for whalebone.

Bowie ''. Cl.S. (Earlier and later examples.)

1846 E. Brvant Wkat 1 saio in Cali/ornia xx.\i. 11849)

337 A leathern girdle surrounds the waist, from which are

suspended a bowie and a hunter's knife. 1853 J. G. Baldwin
flush Times Alabama 190 Most men would h-ive seized

their gun, or Bowie, on such terrible aggravation. 1886

Onting (U.S.) Nov. 109 I With bare arms 1 drove the

'bowie ' deep inlo the grizzly's carcass.

Bowie-lmife. (Earlier examples.)

1836 I'hilad. I'ubl. Ledger 12 Aug. (Th.) Our infamous

B.:)wie knives, have made us a reproach to civilization.

1838 Jeffersonian (Albany, N.V.) 8 Sept. (Th.) The Louis-

viile Journal chronicles 'a challenge to fight with Bowie
knives, toe to toe'.

Bow-knot. = Bow J*.l 16.

1547 Salksburv Welsk Diet., Kivlwm deUen, a bowe knot.

1671. 1768 [see Bow j*.' 16]. i8ii Mrs, SrowE Pearl

Orr's Isl. I. V. 30 When he had once seated himself in a

double bow.knot at a neighbor's evening fireside. 1896

Godey's Mag. Apr. 446/a A wonmn with her back doubled

into a bow-knot.

Bowl, sb.^ Add : 2. e. A delivery of the ball

in cricket ; now usually ball.

i86a Ckambers's Encycl. III. 320/1 At the end of every

four bowls, the bowler, wicket-keeper, long-stop, and fieldeis,

change places.
,, . ,

f. A turn or the delivery of a ball m the game of

bowls.
1889 in Cent. Diet. 1893 E. T. Avers Bowls (1894) 80

* Driver ' on such occasions often comes in for reproach

after an unsuccessful bowL

Bowl, i-.l Add :

5. d. To put on (a player) to bowl, at cricket.

1898 W. G. Grace in Daily News 20 July 7/5 l.hey

never bowled the poor fellow again. 1901 Field ii Feb.

251/3 That the committee unanimously indorse the actron

of the captain of Ihe team. .and the other captains. .in

agreeing not to bowl certain bowlers in 1901.

BowleSB, a. Add quots. : . „^ , ,
. ,. .

a 1847 Eliza Cook Hint to Lovers xy\. The howless blind

boy (viz. Cupid). 1861 Temfle Bar I. 282 His bow-less



BOWMATT.
white neckcloth. 1905 Daily Chron, 25 Mar. 3/2 Her
slippers were even bowless.

Bowman ^. 3. Add U.S. qnot.

:

iSis D. Drake Cincinnati \\. 87 Bowman's root.

Bowsprit. Add : 3. (Examples of obvious

combs.)
1867 Sm^th Sailors JVord-Bk., Bowsprit-hiits are strong

upright timbers secured to the beams below the deck..,

Btnvsprit-cafi, the crance or cap on the outer end of the

hawspTxx.. . .BoTvsprit-horsts, the ridge-ropes which extend

from the bcwsprit-cap to the knight-heads. BowspriUladtier^

dcids over the bowsprit from the beak-head in some ships,

to enable men to run out upon the bowsprit. Bcnvsprit-

nettings, the netting placed just above a vessel's bowsprit,

for stowing away the fore-topmast stay-sail. . . Bowsprit.

shrouds, strong ropes or chains leading from nearly the outer

end of the bowsprit to the luff of the bow, giving lateral

support to that spar. 1883 Man. Seamamhip for Boys 21

A Dowsprit, made out of a single spar, has only two hoops

on it,, .one on the head. .abaft the tenon or bowsprit-cap.

IHd. 32 Q. What are bowsprit shrouds ? A. Ropes or chains

leading from the outer end of the bowsprit to the bow giving

lateral support to the bowsprit.. .Q. What are bowsprit

collars? A. Strops round the bowsprit with thimbles for

bowsprit shrouds, stays, and bobstays.

Bowstring', V, Add : In surgical use.

1907 Practitioner Nov. 633, A valve, or a vessel-leash,

bow-stringinj the ureter.

Bow-wood. U.S. (See quots. and Bow j^.l 19.)
1805 Deb. Congress 1806-7 (1852) 1138 One or two slips of

the hois d'arc, bow wood, or yellow wood, from the Mis-
souri. i8j3 E. James Rocky Mt, Exped. U. 344 The bow-
wood, or, as it is sometimes called, the Osage Orange, is

found upon the southerly tributaries of the Arkansa. 1847
Daruncton Amer. IVeeds (i860) 297 Maclura aurantiacat
. . Osage-orange. Bow-wood.

Bow-wow. Add

:

2. d. The dogmatic tone in speaking or writing;

the stating of opinions in an arrogant manner. Also
attrib.y as bow-wow style,

1889 Gbetton MejHory's Harkback 207 Without any
bow-wow or assumption of superiority, he would prove to

demonstration that our fancied arguments were good for

nothing.

e. To go to the bow-wows : to go to * the dogs '.

jocular colloq.

X838 Dickens Nich. Nick. Ixiv, It is all up with its hand-
some friend ! He has gone to the demnition bow-wows. 1893
W. K. Post Harrard Stories 114 Everything was going to

the bow-wows. 1897 advance (Chicago) 9 Aug., Panmixia
would, .send society reeling and stumbling right hack to the
bow-wows. 19x7 H. A. Vachell Fishpingle xiii, He was
going fast to the bowwows before I went to India.

Box, sb^- Add : 3. b. box briar, a tropical

American shrub, Randia aculeaia, with fruits and
leaves resembling those of the box ; also called

inkberry^ indigo-berry \ bor-edged a., having a
border of box plants ; box-gum Austral. ^ applied

to various species of Eucalyptus (cf, c below).
1888 D. Macdonald Gum Boughs 7 The clumps of box-

gums clinging t<^ether for sympathy.

C. Applied to many Australasian species of
Eucalyptus (see quots.), Tristania conferta (Bas-

tard, Brisbane, Brush, Red, or White Box), and
some other trees : see Morris Austral English.
i8ao J. OxLEY Jrnl. T1V0 Exped. into N. S. IVales 15

The timber, dwarf box, and gum trees (all eucalypti), with
a few cypresses and camarinas. Ibid. 227 The country..
thickly timbered, chiefly with the species of eucalyptus
called box. 1866 Treas. Bot., 5tfjr. .White, of Australia,
Eucalyptus alSens. Yellow, of Australia, Eucalyptus melti-
odora. 1889 J. H, Maiden Usff. Native PI. Australia
121 Native box. .isgreedily eaten by sheep,., usually a small
scrub, in congenial localities it developes into a smull tree.

Ibid. 468 Eucalyptus hei'tiphloia, . .This is acommon * Box *

of New South Wales and Queensland.

Box, sb.i Add :

3. g. (Seequot.)
\^9 Atalanta June 597/1 For flower.painting never use

what is technically termed * box', viz.: the muddy colour..
that is left on the sides of the colour-box from former usage.
IV. Various uses (see quots.).

x8a5 J. Nicholson Oper.Mech. 390 The front rollers
belonging to one division, or box, as it is commonly termed.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1287 Iron plates, forming the bottoms
of ihe^ shuttle-boxes... Small pegs or pins, planted in the
posterior faces.. of the boxes, round which the levers turn.
^84<>-5o Weale Diet. TertnSy Box, for mitring, a trougli for
cutting mitres. .. B.3X, of a rib-saw, two thin iron plates fixed
to a handle, in one of which plates an opening is made for
the reception of a wedge, by which it is fixed to the saw. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech., Box..^ a drain with a rectangular
section. .. (Weaving.) a. The pulley-case of a draw-loom
on which rest the small rollers for conducting the tail-cords.

b. The receptacle for the shuttle at the end of the shed.
.XVise.') The hollow screw-socket of a bench-vise. x8gz
Lockwood's Diet. Terms Meek. Engin. 373 Three-part
Box^ a moulding box or flask consisting of three parts, and
used for moulding those patterns in which .he middle section
must be distinct from the top and bottom, as. .in the case of
a grooved pulley.

2L So to he in the same box : to be in a similar
(unhappy) predicament.
Z884 Rider Haggard Dawn xlvii, Well, we are in the

same box. 191T H. Walpole Mr. Perrin v. i, He always
told himself that all the members of the staff were in the
same box.

24. box-bridge, an enclosed bridge ; box-cage,
a bird-cage which opens only in front ; box-camera,
{a) see quot, 1842 ; (V) a photographic hand camera
of the form of a box, one portion of which slides
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telescopically into the other; box-canon U.S., a

narrow canon with flat bottom and nearly vertical

walls ; box-eart U.S., a cart having a box-shaped

body ; box-ohisel, a double-bladed chisel used for

opening wooden boxes; box-ohuok, a chuck re-

sembling a vice, used by workers in brass in turning

small flanged articles ; box-churn, a churn re-

sembling a box in shape ; box-oloth, a thick

coarse cloth material, usually of a buff colour, in

which riding garments are made ; also applied to

the colour; box-coil, a heating apparatus consist-

ing of a coil of straight tubes joined at the ends,

and occupying a cubical space ; box-ooloured a.,

coloured by immersion in a box or tray of dye

;

box-outter, a person employed in cutting out the

material for boxes ; box-desk, a desk of a box-like

shape ; box-dresser, a person engaged in lining

and trimming boxes ; box-fitter, a worker in an

iron and steel foundry who attaches fittings and
adjusts the parts of the moulding boxes; box-
food, food which is given to animals in a box ; box-
£rame, the enclosed space in a window-frame for

sash windows, in which the balance-weights are

hung; box-front, a plain unfitted front of a gar-

ment ; box-gauge, the usual form of gauge for

measuring the tide, consisting of a vertical box with

measuring apparatus ; box-gear, a differential gear

used in motors and in other machinery ; box-girder
(quots.) ; box-grain, a grain given to leather in

which lines are crossed in rectangular fashion ; box-
hand, (a) a person engaged in the manufacture or

packing of boxes ; (i) the compositor who sets up
the type for stop-press news ; box-hardening, the

process of case-hardening metal by cementation in

a box ; box-head, (a) an indented heading in a
printed article; {If) the fresh-water squaw-fish,

PtycJiockeilus oregonensis ; box-honey, honey
stored by bees in boxes ; box-hook, a hook used

to handle, close, or raise boxes ; box-house U.S.,

a square-built house suggestive of a box ; box-key
= box-spanner ; box-kite, (a) a toy kite having the

form of a box; ((5) a kite invented by Lawrence
Hargrave, of Sydney, Australia, consisting of two
light rectangular boxes secured together horizon-

tally, much used in meteorological experiments

;

(<:) = box-kite aeroplane, an early form of biplane

in which the arrangement of the planes resembles

a box-kite ; box-letters U.S., letters placed in a
private box at the Post Office in place of being

sent out and delivered to the addressee; box-
level, a surveyor's level consisting of a glass-

covered box instead of a level and tube; box-
loom, a loom with more than one shuttle-box at

either end of the lathe ; box-loop, a long leather

loop worked into a square form, used in harness

;

box-mangle, a mangle consisting of a rectangular

wooden box, weighted with stones, which is run over

the rollers on which the material to be mangled is

placed; box-master Sc, a treasurer; box-meat,
meat packed in boxes for transport; box-mill,
a modified form of box-tool ; box-motion, the

machinery for operating the shuttle-boxes ofa loom ;

box-nut,a screwnutwith a closed end; box-offloe,

the office at which seats may be booked in advance
for a theatrical performance (orig. for the hiring of

a box) ; box-oyster local U.S., a fine large oyster,

formerly packed in boxes instead of barrels ; box-
packing, material such as cotton waste used for

packing axle boxes ; box-piston, a hollow piston
;

box-relay, a portable relay instrument ; box-rent
U.S., the charge for a private post office box ; box-
room, (a) a room for storing boxes, trunks, etc.

;

{b) the dust-guard seat of a car-axle ; box-seat, the

driver's seat on the box of a coach (see sense 6)

;

box-set, a theatrical scene closed in with walls and
ceiling ; box-shutter, a shutter that folds back into

a box, also called boxing-shutter; box-snuffers,
snuffers having a box-like receptacle for the cut-off

wick ; box-spanner, a spanner used to turn nuts

and bolts which cannot be reached by an ordinary

spanner ; box-square, a metal-working tool used
for marking parallel lines on round shafts ; box-
stair (see quot.) ; box-staircase U.S., a closed

staircase ; box-standard, a hollow standard form-
ing the main frame of a machine, combining strength

with economy of material (Lockwood) ; box-staple,
the staple on a door-post into which the bolt of a
lock is shot, when the staple is so shaped that it

covers the end of the bolt; box-step, in a car, a step

or steps having closed-in sides ; box-stew U.S., a
stew of box-oysters ; box-stone Geol. (see quot.)

;

box-stoop U.S., a raised platform in front of a
building, the steps of which are divided into two or

BOX.

more flights ; box-strap, a flat bar bent at right

angles to confine a square bolt or projection ; box-
string, a string-board of staircase in which the

ends of the steps are entirely boxed in, also called

close string; box-swivel, a swivel designed to

prevent a fishing-line from tangling; box-tail, a
box-shaped stabilizer of a biplane ; box-tappet, a
cam for working the shuttle-boxes of a loom ; box-
tenon, a tenon at an angle ; box-toe, in boots and
shoes, a toe with a stiff, strong lining ; box-tool(s,
an attachment to a lathe consisting of tools secured

in a box-shaped holder (Lockwood) ; box-trap, a
trap, shaped like a box, used for capturing animals

;

box-trick, a conjuring trick produced with the aid

of a box ; box-trioyole, a tricycle with a box in

which articles can be carried ; box-tubular a., de-
fining a tubular boiler in which the enveloping shell

consists of flat surfaces designed to resist bulging

;

box-valve, a short rectangular section of a pipe,

containing a valve ; box-van, a van with a flat roof

;

box-wagon, (fl) a closed van for the conveyance
of goods on a railway ; {b) an open wagon with a

box-shaped body ; box-wrench, a spanner with a
socket-head to fit over the nut or bolt to be turned.

184Z Francis Did. Arts s.v. Cavtera Obscura, The *box
camera is constructed as follows ; procure a box, about 14
inches long £, having another box sliding in it F; the
inner box having but one end, and in the centre of that end
a double convex lens. X902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 690/1
Single.magazine Box Camera, 1885 Outing (U.S.) Oct, 17/1
About noon of the 15*^. we had descended into a small *box
canon, where we were met by two white men. 1890 Harper s

Mag. Apr. 725/1 Here the mountain torrents.. pass for the
most part through dark precipitous box canons. Ibid. Mar.
569/3 Jim.. returned with the ^box-cart and horse. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. Farm II, 341 For a *box,churn, whether
horizontal or vertical, the plunger should make about 60
Involutions per minute. 1853 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIV. I.

70 In the box-chum the whey often escapes through the
spindle-hole. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek. 1. 550/1 Box churn
. .has two dashers revolving at different speeds. 1894 Daily
News 10 Sept. 6/5 Fawn and *boxcloth seemed to be the
favourite colours, 1898 H, Graves, etc. Cycling "za We are
not aware of the existence ofall-wool box<loth, 1900 ' LucAS
yihi.'ex'Gatdess Barrier 115 Her purple, boxxloth coat and
skirt. 1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl., *B0X Coil, a steam
or hot-water coil ofmany members, occupying a cubical space
comparable in its proportions to a box, 1903 L. A. Flem-
MiNG Pract. Tanning 80 Sumac-tanned skins, ,are usually
*box-colored, that is, dyed in trays or dye boxes. 1901 Daily
Ckron. 10 Sept. 10/7 *Box cutter, .wanted, for box factory
at Watford, 1905 Ibid. 21 Nov, 5/6 Two ' paltry pieces ' of
silk and a *box.desk were among the gifts, 1921 Diet.
Occup. Terins (1927) § 949 *Biix dresser, lines wooden boxes
with paper ; labels box, and attaches lace paper edging. 1920
Glasgow Herald 18 Sept. 8 An agreement under which
fitters, pattern-filers, and *box,fitters in the Glasgow area
are to receive an advance of 5J. bd. per week. 1886C Scorr
Sheep'/aniiing 129 If it be intended to use *box food, the
sheep require to be trained to eat from the boxes when boggs.
1874 Knight Diet. Meek., ^Box-freitue, a casing behind the
window-jamb for counterbalance-weights. 1865 Bbande &
Cox Diet. Sci., etc, *Box Girder, a form of girder resem-
bling a box, made out of boiler plate, fastened together by
means of angle irons, which are riveted respectively to the
top and bottom plates. 1874 Theari.e Naval Arckit. 73
The complex and varied systems of box.girder keels and
keelsons. J^i^ H. K. Proctkr Maying 0/ Leather 133 If

the drawing down is repeated across the skin, a square or
' *box ' grain is formed. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927)

§449 *Box hand, box ?,'/««,. .fills monorail bogies with
masse cuite. Ibid. § 522 Box hand, /udge box hand, a com-
positor who sets up type, for 'latest news ' or 'stop press,'

which is put into a box and inserted in stereo cylinder.

Ibid. § 554Box hand,box tnaker, ., turns up, to form box side,

pieces of cardboard already cut to shape and creased, 1909
Jacobus, etc. Standard Bible Diet. jj. xxii, The larger articles

[in the Standard Bible Dictionary] will be found to be divided
into sections by *box-hcads. , . This is done to facilitate easy
cross-reference. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl,, *Box
Hook. 1, A hook used in handling boxes; somewhat like a
cotton-hook, which see. 2. A hook made on the plan of a
cant-hook ; used in closing boxes packed full of fish. 3.

Hooks u-sed in pairs in swinging boxes from a lifting-

tackle. Z909 'O. Henrv' Options (1916) 230 There was
a four-room, unpainted *box house in which the family
lived, 1874 Knight Diet. Mech,, *Box.key, an upright
key, used for turning the nuts of large bolts, or where the
common spanner cannot be applied. X908 Westnu Gaz.
II May 4/1 The double *box-kite aeroplane with which
Mr, Farman won the Archdeacon Prize in Paris recently.

1918 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks PI, vi. In 1909 came the
semi-Wright biplane,,. Then the first box.kite flown by Mr,
Grace at Wolverhampton. Ibid. PI, xii, The Curtiss bi-

planes, ,the box-kite type, 1909, on which Mr. Curtiss won
the Gordon- Bennett Race at Reims. 1928 C. F. S. Gambilk
North Sea Air Station xx. 351 By means of a 5-foot

linen box-kite and spare aerial with which I had been ex-
perimenting at Yarmouth we were able to get into and
keep into [sic] constant wireless communication with Yar-
mouth. 1832 U.S. Postal Regul. 43 *Box-letters. 1909
Century Diet. Suppl,, *Box,loom. 1884 Knight Diet,
Aleck. Suppl., *Box Mangle, one of which the weight
is formed by a box containing stones or blocks, 1873 Con-
temp. Rev. XXI. 741 The treasurer of an ordinary Friendly
Society, in Scotland, is sometimes its ' •box-master.' 1885
D, Beveridge Culross II. 155 The privilege of having a
deacon and box master of their own. 1895 D, M. Forrester
At ilie Edge of Heather ii. 23 The annual choice of a Box
master (as the Session Treasurer is still called), 1906 Daily
Chron. 7 June 5/4 The import of ' *box ' meat, 1909 Cent.
Dict.^ Suppl. s,v. Box-tool, A modified form [of bjx-tool)

carrying several cutters is called a *box-mill. 1894 T. W.
Fox .Mech. Weaving 393 The cver-incieasing number of
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different "box motions. x888 Lurckwotkfs Did. Meek, Engin.y

*Box Nut. x8is Ejcafniner 5 Oct. 631/2 Those who apply

first for places at the "Uox Office. 1907 Daily Ckron.

16 May 3/S The box-olTice value ofeveiy artist ofprominence.

X8S4 Knight />/V/. Meek. Suppl., *Box Packing., nbrous waste

saturated with oil for the packing of axle boxes. Ibid,^ \^9^
Relay (Electricity), a portable relay instrument which is in-

closed in a box. 1841 Congress. Globe 20 Feb., App. 343/2

(I proposed) to cure the abuse growing out of *box-rents.

i88x Congress. Rec. Mar. 2283/1 Postal funds are such funds

as arise from box rents and from the sate of postage-stamps.

J849DEQUINCEY Eng. MailCoach Wks. 1862 IV. 294 The
public took to bribing, giving fees to horse-keepers, etc., who
hired out their persons as warming-pans on the *box.seat.

1^ ' C. Bf.dk ' VerdantGreen x\\, M r. Verdant Green tipped

for the box-seat, 1888 Lock-a^ootCs Diet. Meek. Engin^
•Box Spanner. 190a Marshaix Metal Tools 18 A •box-

square is an elongated form of square, the chief use of

which is for marking parallel limBon round shafts or spindles.

100a Sturgis Diet. ArcA., *Bi:'X Stair, one made with two
ci^ed strings, so that it h.« a boxlike form of construction.

1907 -M. H. NoRRis Tk^ Veil i. 5 Returning to the hall he
opened the door of a *box stair-case, ascending unconsciously
on tiptoe a broad flight of shallow stairs to an immense attic.

1874 Kmigitt Diet. Afeek..'Box-stable {CaTpentry), the box
or Keeper on a door-post, into which is shot the bolt of a lock.

X893GEIKIK Geo/, fed. 3) 1009 Hounded pieces ofbrown sand-
stone, known as ' 'box -stones', evidently derived from the
denudation of a single horiron, and enclosing casts of marine
shells. 1874 KsiCHTDiet.Afeck., *5<7jr.i/r<7/*, a flat bar, bent
at the middle, to contine a square bolt or similar object. X847
Stoddabt Artglrr^s Com/. 138 The "box-swivel is a very
necessary part of the minnow-tackle. 1856 'STOfOERSNGE *

£rii. Rural S/oris 235 Box-Swivcis and Hook-Swivels.
1909 IVfstm, Gax. 2^ Oct. 9/t His Voisin biplane,., with its

•box-tail wagging htgh in the air. 1894 T. W. Fox Meek.
H^eazfing 287 A I^eral motion . . is given to the short shafts by
"box UpF>ets and lever connections. 1911 Websteb, *Box
toe, 1913 W. H. DooLEY Ma^t, Sk-Hmaking 181 Box Toe,
u&ed to hold up the toe of the shoe so as to retain the shape.

It is generally of sole leather, but often made of canvas or
other material and stiffened with shellac or gum. s8;r6

J. BuBROUGHS Winter Sunshine i. 22, I come upon their

snares, dead-falls, and rude *box-traps. 18^ Wfstm.Gas.
16 Dec. 2/2 The claimants of the j^soo had, tt was admitted,
produced a *box trick which to the naked eye was exactly
like Mr. Maskelyne's. i8s»6 Daily News 8 Oct. 0/2 The
Iktberctfthedcceasrdsaid his son was in the habit of riding a
•box tricycle. 188^ Ksicht Diet. Meek, Snppl,,*5tfx Valve,

a box sectioo in a ptpe containing a valve, and having a cover
for access. X908 tt' estm. Gas, 30 Mar. 5/a A light *box-vaii.

187^ Congress. Ree. Apr. 3377/a A small, .covered carriage,

sufficient to enable a Bureau officer to come to th« Capitol..
i^KMi a rainy d.iy like this, and not be soaked in a'*box-
wagoo*. iSSd^xtryc/.^rt/. XX. 247/1 Opener box waggoa.

Box, v,^ Add: S, C, To box in or v/: To
cticlosc in a box or casine.
S6A4 ymL R. Agrie. Soc. XXV, ti- 354 pTOTision should

be made, when practicable, to fence in or * box up' the
fnoving parts. . . It would be very easy to box up the eear-
iDg of a 6xed thrasher... It would atv) be impossible to
completely box-tn a chaff-cutter. ^\a Autocar i/amii>k.
<ed.9) 129 In other cars the motor ts Doxed in nearly air-

tight by a shield underneath and a closed bonnet above.

d. To mix op or allow to be mixed up (different

flocks of sheep). Also ahsol. Austral.
1881 A. C. Grakt Busk Li/t ist Queonsland I. 353 AU

the mobs of different aged lambs which bad been hitherto
kept apart were boxed up together, a 1S89 in Barrcre
& Leland Diet. Slang i.v., Now, mind vourscmx, for if you
box, Voull play the mischi^with the flocKs. 1890 ' K. Boldrk-
wood'Co/. Re/onner ix, At nightfall the Atteea flocks of
sheep were all brought in, and * boxed *, or mixed together.

e. printing. To enclose within rules ; to print

Tipith a border. Also with in.

1904 TecknoL 4- Set. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney).
Box in, a term indicating that rules should be placed round
as a border. 1^ W. M. Raine Troubled Waters xxii,

A leaded advertisement.. boxed to draw more attention,

7. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1678 Springfield Rec. 1 1. 75 Whatever Cart way . . shal be

ttoped .. by reason of anv Persons boxing of Pine treat, tbe
Improvers of «*. Trees shal remove such nusances.

10. b. To provide with inside planking to prevent
caving in, or ' to bring to a required shape, usoally

with out, up* (Webster). U.S.
i8s6 Boston SeUetm. 18 Apr., To box the ground in making

a welL xSsi Ibid. 7 Sept., Digging and boxing a cellar.

14. To m.nke in or into the shape of a box.
1889 Cent. Diet.^ Box, to form into a box or the shape of a

box : as, to box the sceiws on a st^e. 1911 Webstek, Box,
to make in the shape of a box ; su, to box a cushion.

Box. odv. NomU. - •Abox, (CL Box-haul,
Box v\ 15, Boxixo vhl. j^.i

5.)
i886 Eneycl. Brit, XXI. 603/1 Box. or braced abox, the

head-yirds croescd tbe reverse way 01 the after*yards.

Sox and Cox. The name of a farce written

by J. M. Morton in 1847, in which two characters,

John Box and James Cox, occupy the same apart-
ment (the one by day and the other by night), etc.;

hence applied allusively to an arrangement in which
two persons take turns in sustaining a part, occu-
pying a position, or the like.

s88i Punch 3 Sept. loo/i This sort of Box and Cox life in
a cahiri. 19J7 Kavv.h Creator Spirit lii. 78 Representing
jnind and body as playing a perpetual game of Box and Cox.

Box-calf. [Named about 1890 by Edward L.
White, of White Bros. & Co., Mass., U.S. A., after

Joseph BoXj bootmaker, of London. (The picture

of a calf in a box was adopted as an advertising
device.)] A calfskin tanned with chrome salts and
having a grain of rectangularly crossed lines.

[1690 Moniteur de la Cordonnerie 437 (Bonnaflfe Dict.).'\

1904 P. N. Hasluck Leatker IVorking^ 15 Box Calf.—The
grain side is the face of this leather. It is somewhat like firm
ooze calf, only black. 1905 E. F. C. Swayslano Boot ^ Skoe
J)esign 87 A box calf skin measuring 13J feet. 1906 Boot .y

Shoe Trades Jrtil. 36 Jan. 69 Box Calf., manufactured by
White Broihers&Co., Boston, Mass., U.S.A., who originated
both the name and the make. 1906 A. Watt Leather
Manuf. 356 In box-calf it is usual to grain two ways only,

once /rom the head to the tail, and then from belly to belly.

i9o8TKOTMANZ.*a^Arr Trades Chettt.1^2 Ordinary chromed
box-calf shavings containing 5"7 per cent, of chromic oxide.

Box-car. (/.S. [30x^^,224.] A large closed-

in railway goods wagon. Also attrib,

1856 Trans. Mtch. Agric. Soc. VII. 334 There are on the
road.. II four-wheeled box cars. 1863 Southern Hist.
Soc. Papers (18S3) XI. 299. I made my bed on the top of
a box-car, and slept soundly. x888 Harper s Mag. Mar.
565/2 The construction train contained box (ars two and
three stories high. 189B Engineering Mag. XVI. 69 The
Illinois Central equipment was of the standard box-car type.

1917 Mathbwson Sec. Base Sloan'x. 3 An hour ago they bad
been rudely awakened from their sleep in a box car.

Boxed, ///. o. Add : Applied esp. to eatables

packed in boxes.
1900 KiPUNG in Times 1$ Mar. 8/1 The boxed machinery.

1905 IVgstnt.Gaz. 39 Aug. zo/i The reception and despatch
of the boxed fruit. 1905 Daily Chron. 12 Dec 8/4 Boxed
figs are. .commanding fairly high prices. 19x6 Citambcrs's
yml. Apr, 224/ 1 Boxed luxuries for the good folk of Portree.

Box elder. US. Also box alder. (See Box
sb.^ 3 b.)

1819 E. Dana Geogr. Sk, 171 The timber growth .. con-
sists principally of..DOxe!deT. 183a D. J. Brownr Sylva
Amer. 103 In the country west ofthe Alleghanies, where this

tree is uncommon, it is called Box Elder. 1845 J. Palmer
yml. (1847)30 The streams arc lined with cotton wood, willow,
and box-alder. 1878 J. H. Beadle H'esiem IVilds xxii. 351
About 10 P.M. three figures appe.^rcd in the shadow between
the ward meeting-hou^e and the line of box-ciders beside tC.

Boxer S (b^-ksai). Add:
b. A member of a Chinese secret society organ-

ized about 1900, whose primary aim was to save
the Chinese empire (and was consequently anti-

dynastic) ; the movement ultimately became
strongly anti-foreign. Also attrib,

llie name represents Chinese i Mo chumn oc ckntn, lit.

rigbteoiu baraiony boxers (fists).

iS|oo Wgstfn. Cax, 26 Apr. 8/4 A number of Boxersattacked
ft viil*^ where some Chinese Catholics live. Ibid. 25 May
5/2 The 'Boxer' menace in China continues to excite
anxiety. Ibid. 7 ^une 5/7 A Boxer force was for several
weeks drilling. . wit liin sight of the forei'^n concession. 190a
.fwrr^^^^'T'-XXlX.aaS/aThe faith which hetjc. Sir Robert
HartJ put in the Chinese made him turn a deaf ear to the
warnings of the threatening Boxer movement in 1000.

Hence Bozerisxa (bf*ks9riz'm), the conduct and
practices of the Boxers in China.
190X IVesim, Cax, 11 Apr. i/a It is scarcely surpriung..

that Boxerism is still lurking beneath the .surface. 1007
Daily Ckron, 2S SepL x/7 An outbreak of Boxcrism has
taken place in China.

Boxera (b^ks^j). [f. Box j^.^ + -er i.] A box-
wood peg-top.
1840 Pettr Parlf/s Ann. Z$ 1*11 eive you my two pegs for

your boxer. 1853 ^- Q' >*' Ser. Vlll. 63/1- z88i Vqung
£v. MiiK his tnvn Meek. 9 377-

Bcxer^. Austral, [?f. Box j^.2 + -£r1.] A
bowler or billycock hnt.

iBgf Argus9 Jan, 14/a ( MornR) And will yon wear a boxer
that ts in a battered state 7 1904 IVcstm. Gas, 9 June 12/1
In Melbourne, .a. .man in the ordinary Sunday suit of a
worker, a boxer bat, and a blue shirt wuh a white collar.

Boxmg. vbi. sb.^ Add :

I. Various technical uses : see qaots.
1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Boxing,.. the fitting of the

shoulder of a tenon in the surface of the timber, which is

mortised for the reception of the tenon. 1884 /bid, Suppl.,
Boxittg Maekine, a machine for boring out the boxes of
bubs. 1900 Coal <V Metal Miners' Pocketbk. 574 Boxing, a
method of securing stmfu solely by slabs and wooden pegs.

\^% Daily Ckron, 10 Mar, 10/5 Wheeler, .oneusedtorivet-
tmg and boxing. 1913 W. H. Doolky Man. SkotmaJking
iBo Bojnmg, a term used to deUgnate the stiffening material
placed in the toe of a shoe to support it and retain the shape •

sacbasleather,composixion ofleatherand paper,wirencL.etc.

4. b. A wooden casing, conduit, etc, constructed

after the manner of a box ; the lining of a well.
1865-6 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VI. 31^ A water pipe or

boxing eighteen inches in the clear is laid under ground to
the centre of the yard. 1907 M. H. Norris The Veil v. 44
Its [1.*. the well's) slimy, nioss-covcrcd stone boxing.

7. The words, figures, or signs written or printed
above or at the sides of the columns of a table of
statistics or the like, to indicate or explain the
character of the contents. U.S. Cf. box-head (a)

s, V. *Box sb.^ 24.
01889 »nd Attn. Rep. Interstate Com. C(*mmission a^\

(Cent. Diet. s.v. Table) The um of miscellaneous intbebcuc-
inz of this table requires a word of explanation,

o. pi. Among millers, coarse flour separated in

the process of bolting.
x86o in WoBCESTKK (citing Brande).

Box-tree. Add :

b. Applied to many Australasian species of
Eucalypttts. Cf. *Box sh^ 3 c.

i8«7 Heixykr in BischofT Van Diemrn's Land(iSj7) 168,
I found the stump of a withered box tree. 1849 Sturt
J^arr. Exped. Central Australia I. 116 The flau of the
Darling.. are. .lightly wooded, having low and useless box-
trees (the Gobero of Sir Thomas MitchcllJ, growing on them.

1883 Keighley Who are you ? 43 Resting fast in a box-
tree's folic 1886 Kkndall Poems 19 Keen, fitful gusts,,.
Fleet down by whistling box-tree butt.

Boxy (b^-ksi), a.2 [f. Box sb.^ + -y l.]

1. Resembling a box in shape; comparable to a box.
ai86i T. WiNTHROP yoktt Brent xxvi. my A frowsy county

town, with a dusty public square, a boxy church, and a
skittley court-house. 1883 Sir W. Harcourt in A. G. Gardiner
Ei/e (1923) I. 492 A tall boxy house will not look well there.
19*8 Observer 26 Feb. 20/2 A very covered and boxy effect.

2. Of thefeetof ahorseorinule: High and narrow.
1908 Animal Managetn. 224 ' Mule,' ' boxy,' ' narrow,* or

' club ' feet are the opposite of ' flat '. Ibid. 271 The feet [of
the mule] are narrow and boxy, as compared with the horse.

Boy, sb.'^ Add

:

3. e. In S. Africa, a coloured labourer or servant
of any age or race. Cape boy^ a half-breed resulting
from the union of a native black and a white settler.

183^ \V. C. Harris Wild Sports S. A/r. 15 The. .boisterous
singing of a lame Irish cobbler, who was ' keeping it up *.

.

with two Hottentot ' boys ', neither ofwhom was under fifty

ycarsof age. i896^/r£:^a^<?r 2 May629 A Cape 'boy* fight-
mg at Bulawayo is..a coloured native enlisted and drilled
within the Colony, zqoo Daily Xeivs 13 July 3/1 Admirable
service has been done for the British troops by native dispatch-
runners, several of the 'boys '..losing their lives.

6. b. A rough or rowdy (e.g. of the streets) ;

esp.//. in the boys = the thieves and swindlers that
frequent race-courses, Cf. *B'hoy.
iB^sPT/ncA 29 Apr. 179/2 The comments and cheers of

those very important members of street society, the boys.
i86a [see *Bowerv]. a iSito in Barrere & Iceland Did.
Slangy CIeansi:ig the rings from, .those criminal scoundrels
known as the boys. 1800 Farmer Slang s-v. Boys, Book-
makers speak of their fellows . . as the boys. 1909 Cent. Diet.
Suppl. S.V., Bo7very Boy, a young rowdy of a type once com-
mon in the Bowery, in New York city, x^zN.ff Q. 12th Ser.
XI. 206/2 5(yj(/^tf) ; the*legs\ the three-card trick, pick-
pocket, dishonest Ttu-f flotsam and jetsam.

O. The boyy champagne, slang.
It is said that at a banquet where champagne was handed

by a boy, a lady, invited to choose her wine, said she would
* wait for the Boy !

* (Cfl Farmer & Henley's Slang &.v,)

x88a Punch 1 1 Feb. 69/1 He'll nothing drink but ^^.^^*
and big magnums of ' the Boy ',

Boyam (boi-am). [Native name.] 'A native

Australian name for the bulbous roots of certain

orchids, esteemed for the viscid mucilage they con-
tain ' (Simmonds Diet. Trade).
1834 G. Bennett Wand N.S.W. I. 81 The little creatures

would readily recognize their favourite '^tyaww* among the
specimens 1 bad collected.

Boyey (l^oi-i), a, [f. Bot j^.I + -t ^.] Having
the characteristic qualities of a boy (as contrasted,

e. g. with a girl).

1885 Mrs. Molesworth Carrots i, He was a very boy-ey
boy, very much inclined to look down upon girls in generaL
X908 Lond, Mag. June 494/2 A delightfully boyey boy.

Boyla (boila). [Native name.] An aboriginal

Australian sorcerer.

1865 W. HowiTT Discev. Australia I. 386 A superstitious
notion that by eating them be should subject himself to the
absolute power of boylas, or evil sorcerers.

Boy Scont : see Scout sb,^ 2 c.

Bozeman (b^u-zman). Geol. [Place-name in

Montana.] A late Tertiary formation in Montana.
1906 Chambermn & Sai-ISburv(7^(»/. III. 267 In Montana,

the Pliocene sediments (Bozeman formation) are described
as lacustrine.

Brace, ^^.2 20, Add ; brace-rod, a connecting

rod used to support or give rigidity to any part of

a structure ; brace-shot U.S., = *Bbacket sb. 5 b.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm I. 428 In this plough.. there

is usually applied a brace.iod V. 1907 IVestm. Gaz. orj Dec
4/a On a special collar of tiie enclosed propeller-shaft are
two brace-rods, extending triangular fashion to the sleeves

of the live axle. 1915 R. H. Davis With t/ie Allies X34 To
fliid the ran^e the artillery sends what in the American
army are called brace shots.

Brace, i^.* US. [f. Biu.CEi'.lsb.] Totake
a brace : to brace oneself up.
1910 W. M. Raine S. O'Connor 49 You want to take a

brace and act like a man.

Brace, a. U.S. slang. [? attrib. use of Brace
sb.'^\ Brace game y a game in which there is con-

certed cheating. Brace box^ a ' trained ' box at faro,

^ 1901 H. L. Wilson Spenders vii. 73 * Billy.'says he, ' cash
in and come out ; that s a hrace game.' 1908 S. £. White
Rivermanyu 58, ' 1 tell you, you can't win 1

' cried Newmark
disgustedly. ' It's a brace game pure and simple.' 1908
G. H.L0KIMER y.Spitrlockw. J 16 Life's not even a gamble in

this age ofcommercialism, fo' Fo'tune deals from a brace box.

Brace, v.^

6. Add quot* ; also pass, (without up), to feel

encouraged, to be * bucked '.

x9oa Mhs. Barnks-Obundy Tliames Catnp 219 Zac and I

are going to the seaside to be 'braced up . X915 Roshek
In R.N.A.S. (1916) 78 The CO. was awfully braced.

b. Also freq. with up.
1887 Marie Cobei,i.i Thelma l. xvii. He paused—then

suddenly bracing himselfup, added [etc.]. 1891 HARDv(7r<'«/

ofNoble Dames ix. 330 It gave him an opportunity to brace

himself up. 1903 iS Years in 17 Prisons by AV, 7 xiii. 125

When 1 heard the words *.«ad news '..I braced myself up,

clenched my teeth . . and prepared to hear the worst.

O, intr. To brace up : to brace oneself; to pull

oneself together for an effort ; also, to take a drink

for this purpose, U.S.
i8og Deb, Congrtss 20 Jan. Z148 We have been. .bracing
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xxp I we have had plenty of good wine. 1817 S. R. Browh
Westertt Gaz. 354 If the stomach be foul, .take an emetic,

and then brace up with bark. 1845 Mrs. Kirkland lyesiem
CUarin^s 62 He braces up for the occasion. 1856 E. G.
Parker 4 yuiy Orat. (Uoston) 7 We may brace up for one
day. x888 Texas Siftinss 18 Aug. (Farmer) I^t's go over

to the saloon and brace up with a snifter, 1893 Strand
Mag. VI. 216, 1 At the end of the week she braced up again

and soon got over her passion. 1896 G. Ade. Artie x. 88

Wy, you big stiff, brace up and get through with it before

you go daffy. 1898 ' Mark Twain ' Mys!. Stranger dg 16)

130 AH that was needed. .was that Wilhelm should brace

up and do something that should cause favorable talk.

8. {See quot. 18S9.) Also, to charge extoition-

ately. (/.S. slang.

X889 Farmer ^;//«?rrVa«/jwff, Brace^ To (Cant.), to get credit

by swagger. — To brace U ihrou§;h, to succeed by dint of

sheer impudence. 19*3 Watts L uiher Nichols 269, 1 haven't

quite the cheek to brace you for board and lodging both.

Brace, v,- Delete t Obs. and add : b, trans.

To assume a defiant attitude towards, U.S.
3922 ZaneGkey To Last Afan v'li. 165 He must have been

crazy or drunk—to pop up there—an' brace us that way.
/Sid. xii. 263 Ever since that cowman, Blue, braced us an*

said he was King Fisher.

Sracelet. Add : 1. b. Palmistry. A wrinkle

crossing tlie wrist at its junction witli the hand.
1883 Frith & Allen Chiromancy 125 The Rascette or

* bracelets '..will be found in two or three distinctly marked
lines underneath the hand. 1891 Chamb. Encyct. VII. 727
These List (the braceleis),if well marked, strengtlien the effect

of the line of life, each bracelet indicating thirty years of life.

O. A narrow band of hair left on the legs of an

animal after it has been clipped,

1904 Windsor Mag. Jan. 290/1 The only sign of hatr being
on the ears and the * bracelets' around the legs.

Sracer ^. Add : 3. b. A drink taken to brace

one up, U.S.
J839 Savannah (Ga.) Mercury i July (Th.) If I take..

a

cooler at nine, a bracer at ten, a wheiter at eleven, . . wlio h.as

a right to complain? 1889 Century Did., Bracer
-^i. . .sped'

ficaily, a drink taken early in the mornin;^. (Colloq.) 1931
IMuLFOKU Bar-so Three vii. 87 Fisher, .pushed through the
thinning crowd to get a bracer at the bar.

JSrachial. Add sd. 1. One of the calcareous

plates in the branches of a crinoid.

t888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 572 The joints of
the arms [in Crinoids] are termed brachials.

2. One of a series of bones in fishes to which the

pectoral fins are attached.

1873 MivART Elem. Anat. 162 The fourth or lowest of the
four bracliials which together may represent the humerus,
and to which the fin-rays are attached.

Bracliycephal (brse-kis/fxl). [Back-forma-
tion from Bkachycephalic] A brachycephalic
person. So Brachycra'nial a.

1907 P>acti:ioner h-\x^.. 318 Short-headed orbrachycranial.
1928 V. G. Childe Most Anc. East x. 234 The European
beakers were made and used by brachycephals.

Biracliyodoilt fbrce'kiJdf'nt),^. Also braohy-
dont. [f. Gr. ^paxvs short + o5ous (oSovt-) tooth.]

Designating teeth with short or low crowns and
well-developed roots.

1883 W. H. Flower in Encyct. Brit. XV. 430/1 Modifica-
tion of [the selenodont form] from a brachyodont to a
hypsodont type. 1884 Geol. Mag. 548 Detached upper
molars of a smaller form, with a hrachydont. .structure.

Ibid., Several lower molars and a fragment of a mandible
from Hempstead indicate a hrachydont anthracotheroid.

Bracket, sb. Add

:

5. b. trans/. The (specified) distance between a
pair of shots fired, one beyond the target and one
short of it, in order to find the range for artillery

;

chiefly in the phrase to establish a bracket,

1899 Daily News 6 Dec. 5/7 At first I fire at 3100 yards,
and if I find that my shot is short I fire a second round, say
at 3300, in order to §p beyond the object. If I see that my
shot does go over I am satisfied that I have established what
is called * a long bracket ', that is to say, I have found two
ranges, 300 yards apart, between which the object must lie.

. . I . . fire another shot to shorten the distance within which
I can then know that the target must be. This we call, on
the same principle as tlie other, *a short bracket*. 1916
BovD Cable Action Front 42 The German gun had got its
bracket. 1927 Blackiv. Mag. Apr. 476/2 The shell passed
over the ship, to be followed by a second one which fell short,
establisliing a ' bracket,* which.. is all that a gunner desires.

6. bracket bearings
^ principle \ bracket fungus,

mushroom, any fungns which grows on trunks of
trees forming a bracket-like projection ; bracket
system, in naval architecture (see quot, 1874),
1898 IVestm. Gaz. 11 Nov. 1/2 Boring out the vessel's stem

tubesand ^bracket bearings. 1927 Observer iZ Aug. 18/1 The
so-called *bracket mu^shrooms that cliiefiy flourish in rotting
trunks have been platforms rather than brackets. 1907 Westjit.
Gaz.ii May 6/3 The plans being based on the cantilever or
"bracket principle. 1874 Thrari.e Navi I Archit. 86 The
•Bracket System is the development.. of the transverse and
longitudinal systems combined, by which iron-clad ships
have been built since their introduction. 1909 Cent. Diet.
Suppl. s.v. Bottom, Cellular Double Bottom on the Bracket
System of a War-ship.

Bracket, v. Add

:

3. intr. To project like a bracket.
1855 Fercusson Handbk. Archit. ix. iv. 428 A number of

small imitations of arches, bracketing one beyond the other.

4. In findingthe range for artillery, todrop one shot
beyond (the target) and one short of it, (The nauti-
cal term \% straddle.') Hence Bra'oketing z;^/. sb,
i^igAihenxnm 23 May 360/1 For a well-known method

112

of range-finding the Army has the term ' bracketing '. xgad

J. J. CoNNiNGTON Dcat/i at Sw-iytitUng Court xvi, I took

the liberty of bracketing the Lethal Ray machine,, on
Swaythling Court.

Bra'CketleSS, a. [-less.] Not having, or in-

volving the use of, brackets (Bracket sb. 2).

19^6 Glasgow Herald 24 Mar. 13 The Bracketless Ship. .

.

The Bracketless System., .A saving of about 5500 pieces

would be effected—these pieces being brackets and their

connecting angles. Ibid. 6 Aug. 8 The ' bracketless ' ship,

introduced by Sir Joseph Isherwood, /bid. 14 Sept. 9 The
British Inventor, the first 'bracketless ' oil tanker to be built.

Braconid (brse-k^^nid), a. and sb, [f. mod,L.
Bracon + -ID 3.] A, adj. Of or belonging to the

BraconidsSj a family of small ichneumon flies. B.
sb. A lly of this family,

1895 Standard Diet. 1913 Ox/. Univ. Gaz. 4 June96i/i
The Braconids Caelinus niger and Pezomachztsjasciatvs.

Bradbury (brse'dbari). [The name of John
Swanwick Bradbury., Secretary to the Treasury

1913-1919.] Colloquial name for a currency note

Of^l, (Cf. *Fl8HER.^
1917 Punch 22 Aug. 128 Parting with three Bradburys and

three shillings. 1920 Oxf. Treuts Eton. Subj. xxvii. 4 The
' Bradbury *, nominally a pound, and by statute legal tender
for a pound of debt, bas lost, from its abundance, a part of its

purchasing power. 1920 Q. Rev. Apr. 430 Men and women,
who had never dreamt of inquiring into the mysteries of the
currency, are now eager to learn about the ' Bradbury ', the
franc or the mark. 1925 G. Frankau VI/tw-/^rj(7«xvi, Cynthia
liad decided to ' risk a couple of Bradbury's each way '.

Bra'dded,///.^. [f. Bbadj^. + -ed'-^.J Furnished

with brads.

1897 Wesim. Gaz. 26 Apr. 4/2 Various tips, and pelts, and
bradded soles, all described as wear-resisting articles.

Bra'dding, vbl. sb. [f. Brad v. + -ing i.]

Fastening with brads.

1901 y. Black's Carp. ^ Build., Home Handicrafts 29
Some folks prefer to glue the mitres first, and this certainly
renders the bradding more easy.

BradOOU (bradw-n). Modern form of Bridoon.
1862 Catat. internnt. Exhib.^ Brit. II. No. 4693 Safety

Springs, fur riding and driving reins, to both bits, and one
rein in hand, to act on tlie bradoon. 1889 Catal. New Civil
Service Co-operation 271 Weymouth Bridle, with Stitched
Noseband, Steel Bit, Curb and Bradoon.

Bradshaw(br3e*dJ5). Colloquial designation of

'Bradshaw's Railway Guide*, a time-table of all rail-

way trains running in Great Britain, the earliest form
of which was first issued at Manchester in 1839 by
George Bradshaw(i8oi-i853),printer and engraver.
1851 Eraser's Afag. Jan. 126/1 It is always dangerous to

travel upon the faith of an old Bradshaw. 1855 Trollopk
Warden xvi, He was at breakfast at nine, and for the
twentieth time consulted his ' Bradshaw . 18560^0. Eliot
Ess. (1884) 229 The word railways, for example, will probably
call up, in the mind of a man who is not highly locomotive,
the image either of a 'Bradshaw*, or of the station with
which he is most familiar. 1884 'Edna Lvall* IVe Tivo
xix. She went at once.. for the Bradshaiv. [1887 Mrs. D.
Daly Digging ^V Squatting S. A ustralia 253 IVlr. Westgarth
says :

' If the through route of Central Australia is some day
to be Bradsliawed '.] 1914 'Bartimeus' Ararat Occasions
xi. {1916) 77 The young Doctor looked up from the year-old
* Bradshaw ' with which he was wont to enliven moments of
depression by arranging mythical week-entis at friends'
houses in various parts of England,

Bradycardia (brsedikaudia). Path, [mod.L.,f.

Gr. /3/>aSi;sslow + Kapoia heart.] Slowness ofthe pulse.
1890 in BiLi.iNGS Med. Diet. 1892 A. E. Sansom Dis.

//eart 137 Slow Pulse (Bradycardia). 1908 J. Mackenzie
Dis, Heart 133 True bradycardia.. only occurs when all

the chambers of the heart participate in the slow action.

Bradyphrasia (brsed i fr^i -zia). Path, [mod

.

L., f, Gr. ppaSvs slow-t <ppaats speech.] Slowness
of speech due to mental defect or disease.

1878 tr. von Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XIV. 816 We find
bradyphrasia and paraphrasia developed in a similar manner
in conditions of morbid hebetude and intellectual weakness.

Bradyseisin(br£e*disaiz'm). Geol. [f.GnyS/jaSiJy

slow + Seism.] A slow rise and fall of the earth's

crust. Hence Bradysei'smic, Bradysei*sin.ical
adjs.^ pertaining to such a movement.
1896 Daily News 11 Feb. 6/2 The slow movements, or

bradyseisms. .were those which had resulted in the forma-
tion of continents.

Brag, sb.'^ 6. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1845 Congress. Globe 30 Dec. 112/2 [This] looked like

playing the game of brag, while the negotiation was pending.

Brag, a. Add : 6, Prime, first-rate, surpassingly

good. U.S.
1836 Jeffersonian 5 May 96 (Th.) The Moselle was a new

brag boat, and had made several quick trips. 1857 Knicker-
bocker Mag. Sept. L. 292 Isaac had once been the * brag
hand ' of the plantation, 1893 Outing (U.S.) XXII. 92/1 His
\sc. the pup's] sire was the brag runner of the country. 1904
Harben Georgians xvi. 160 A boy that blowed an army
bugle come, an* the brag singer, a young man that sung
' Whar is my wanderin' boy to-night f'

Braga-beaker (bra-ga,brk3j). [f. ON, braga-
in bragaftill tlie cup drunk at funeral feasts.] A cup
from which a toast is drunk.
1854 W. B. J EKROi.D {title) .\ Brage-Beakcr with the Swedes,

or Notes from the North in 1852. 19S1 Public O^in. 15 July
6r/3 Wielding 'ihor's hammer and drinking from the braga-
beaker in the hall.

Bragger. Add ; 2. Card-playing, In the
game of brag, a nine or knave.
1807 W. Irving Salmag. 31 Dec* 502 Presently one of
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them . .exclaimed triumphantly,' Two bulletsand a bragger !'

and swept all the money into his pocket.

Bragite (brae'gait). Min. [ad. Sw. bragit{\^^f),

f. Bragif a Scandinavian deity : see -ite ^
.] Avaricty

of fergusonite found in Norway and Sweden.
1868 Dana Min, (ed. 5) 276, 525.

Braguette (braege't). Also brayette. [OFr.]
A piece of armour of the fifteenth century corre-

sponding to the cod-piece,
1867 W. M*=DowALL Hist. Dumfries xxviL 349 His balky

dagger-proof coat of green velvet and scarlet braguette. 1895
Oracle Encyct. I. 180/1 Brayette and loin-guard.

Brahmi (bra'mi"). [Skr.] The name of one of the

oldest alphabets of India, perhaps of Semitic origin,
Cf. Biihler, On the Origin, of the Indian Brahma Alpha-

bet, 1898.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 901/2 The alphabets of India
all spring from two sources : (a) the KharosthT, \J>) the Brahml
alphabet. 19x0 Blackw. Mag. May 621/2 A long inscrip-
tion in Brahmi characters of about 150 b. c.

Brahmoisnx (bra*m^z'm). [f. Brahnto in

Brahmo Samaj (Bengali) = society worshipping
the supreme spirit (Brahma).] A reformed Hindu-
ism of a theistic character founded by Ram Mohun
Roy in 1830. So Brahiuoist; also Brali'mo in

same sense.

1857 XiKf^s Supreme Being ofBrahmo Theol. (Calcutta) 7
There_ is an impassable gulf which separates unitarian
Christianity from Brahmoism. i86x C. H. Manlei. Destiny
ofHuman Z,//^ (Calcutta) 17 Brahmoism—pure Theism—is

essentially anti-idolatrous. 1870 Contemp. /\ev. XIII. 232
Which has raised BrahmoJsm from a small Hindoo sect into
a comprehensive religion, /bid. 239 A congregation of
Brahmos. /bid. XV. 131 The Brahmoists of both sections
may already be numbered by thousands. xS^ Ram C. Bosk
{title) Brahmoism.orhistory of Reformed Hinduism from its

origin in 1830 to the present time.

Brailed, ///. a. Add : C. Hauled (up, etc.) by
means of brails. So Brai*llng vbL sb. (alsoy?^.).

1840 R. H. Dana Bef Mast 226 These trades., blowing
steadily on our starboard quarter. .without our starting a
brace, or even brailing down the skysails. 1849 Cuppies
Green Hand xiv. (1856) 138 The brailed foresail. 1902
Cornish Naturalist Thames 8 A furling and brailing-up of
the rain-clouds. 1921 Spectator 7 May 589/1 The brailing

up of the loose-footed sail. 19x4 Weekly Westm, Gaz.
13 Sept. 568/3 The brailed brown mainsail of a barge.

Braille (brtfil). The name of Louis Braille

(1809-1852) used to designate a system of embossed
printing for the blind, perfected by him in 1834.
In this system the symbols for the letters are composed of

raised dots arranged in different ways. It was adopted as
the standard system in England by the British and Foreign
Blind Association, 1869-70.

1871 '1'. R. Armitage Educ. Blind i. 8 A modification of
the Braille system has been suggested by Dr. Russ, of New
York. /bid. iii. 31 'I'he reasons which have induced the
Council to adhere to the original Braille, are briefly these :

—

1st. The Braille type is very generally diffused letc.]. 1891
Daily Ntws 21 Feb. 5/4 'ihc assistant transcribed her
answers, written in Braille, into the ordinary characters.

Brain, sb. Add : 3, b. To have (something)
on the brain, (Early U.S. examples.)
i26q Congress.^lobe }3kn. 182/2 The Gazette seems to have

the franking privilege 'on the brain'. 1870 /bid. Mar.
1643/3 '^^^^ somewhat notorious 'peace commission', who
seem to have ' Indian on the biain .

6. brain-axis = brain-stem (Borland Med, Diet.

1901); brain-ball, the brain of an enemy slain in

combat made into a ball by mixing it with lime and
preserved as a trophy ; brain-dressed a., of skins,

dressed with a liquor prepared by boiling deer

brains; brain-fag, exhaustion of the brain by pro-

longed mental strain; brain-fagged a., suffeiing

from brain-fag ; brain-fever bird, a bird having
a persistent irritating cry ; brain-racking, racking

of the brain ; also ppi, a. ; brain-sand, minute
particles of gritty substance found in the pineal

gland ; acervulus cerebri ; brain-stem, the nerve

fibres which connect the upper and front parts of

the brainwiththe spinal cord; brain-stone(quots.);
brain-storm, *a succession of sudden and severe

paroxysms of cerebral disturbance' (Dorlandi90l);
brain-sugar = *Ceu£Bbose ; brain-wave, (a) a

hypothetical telepathic vibration which conveys a
thought from one mind to another without recourse

to the usual methods of communication ; [b) colloq.

a sudden inspiration or bright thought.
1904 IVestm. Gaz. a July 5/1 The old king, who sat with

the ^brain-hall in his head. S007 Folk-Lore June 22S
Mesgegra's brain-ball, an object that could be slung from a
sling. 1887 /iofpers Mag. June 61/2 These {deerskin leg.

gingsj were prepared of *brain-dr€ssed skins that perfectly

turned the rain and dew. 1857 Dunglison Med. Lex.f *Brain
Fag. 1876 Congress. Rec. Aug. 5124/1 Prostrated bya pro-
tracted attack of ' brain-fag '. 1884 \V. James in .Vind IX.
17 In states of extreme brain-fag the horizon is narrowed
almost to the passing word. 190a McFaul /ke Glidden
ii. 13 He continued in this *brain-fagged and mentally-
deranged condition for several weeks. 1903 Daily Ckron.
20 Feb. 5/2 Nine weary brain-fagged City men were enjoy-
ing their pipes. 188^ in Dufferin Viceregal Life in India iu

(1S90) 30 The ' "bramfever ' bird repeats his name over and
over again until he nearly gives you the malady itself, xgoi
Badminton Mttg. Mar. 243 I'he ceaseless, irritating cry of the
brain-fever bird. X902CROKER Cat^s-Patuxm, The 'copper-
smith ' and the ' brain-fever bird ' were indefatigable. 1897
Daily Nctvs 30 Mar. 8/1 It is this that causes the English
in South Africa so much * brain-racking. 1905 IVestm. Gas.
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•3 Mar. 1/3 It wasa noisy.. monster..and b^an its tortur-

ing, brain-racking persecution at eight in the morning. 1905

Dmiy Ckron. ao Sept. 3/3 Some less brain-racking railway

guide. 1909 ibid. 10 Mar. 9/2 A brain-racking problem, zgio

Ibid. 9 FeU e/5 An eternity of brain-racking dulness, 1873

T. H. Grkem Introd, Paikol. (ed. 2) 75 Ihe corpora amylacea

..are very liable to become calcified, and they then consti-

ttite one form of * "brain sand '. 1890 Bilungs Med. Dict.^

•Brainstem. i9a7HALOANE& HuxLrfT Anim. Bio/, vi. 142

WTien we are * doing nothing * the cortex is all the time in-

hibiting the postural centres in the brain-stem from pro-

ducing rigidity. x68i Grew Mns^tum 11. v. i. 244 A flat

Homey Shrub.. Rooted in a kind of *Brain- stone. 1758

BoRtj^E Nat. Hist. OfTHTv. 240 The fossil corals, .such as

brain stone. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus 3^ A beautiful madre-

pore or brainsione on your mantelpiece, brought home
from some Pacific coral-reef. 1870 —At Last i. Huge.,
sea-urchins, huger brainstone corals, 1871 T. R. Jones
Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 112 The beautiful structures known as

Meandrinx, or 'brain-stones'. 1907 Daily Ckron. 13 Feb.

7/5 Ordeals of mind which formed a 'brain-storm or mental

explosion. 1907 N. K Even. Post 23 May 4 Referring to

Mr. William's discussion,.. [he] declares * it is the result of

a brain-storm '. 1908 H'estm. Gas. 8 Aug. 4/3 In the dosing
years of his active life, Ruskin bad suffered from recurrent

brain'Storms. i9aa Daily Mail 3 May 5/4 If he were

crossed he had brain storms which took the form of violent

temper and tlepres-»ion. 1901 Dorland Med.^ Did. (ed. a),

Ccrcbrose. 'brain-sugar, CsHijOe; a principle derivable

from the brain-substance, and sometimes found in diabetic

sugar. 1871 Anne Thackeray Lett. (1924) 147 You must
have sent a 'brain wave, for oddly enough we had all iust

read ttw book.. when your letter came saying you too nad
been reading it. x886 Proc. Soc. Psych. Reuarch Oct, 178

Such exprcssioru as ' brain-waves ' (Knowles), * nientiferous

ether ' (.Maudsley). .testify to this natural, though premature,
desire to ticket or identify a force which, .cannot at

be correlated with nerve-force [etc J. 1800 Harper s Mag,
Apr. 744/1 Lucilla, with what she was ^nd of terming a
brain wave, comprehended the situation. 1904 Slaocm
Playing the Gattu vii. There was a brain-wave between Rich
aad myaelC 19x6 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 264/1 Then the wirers

coc brain waves, saw the fjlly of their first orders,..and
began to panic terribly. 1915 Maixoky in £. F. Norton
Fightfor Everest 1034 319 I've bad a brain-wave—no other

word will describe the process by which 1 arrived at another
plan for climbing the mountain.

Brainily {Jbte^-nlM), adv. [f. Brainy -h -ly ».]

In a brainy fk&hion ; with clever use of the wits.

So Bral*nlaess,
190* Daily Mail 21 Nor. 10 Lewis's tactics, .were ex-

tremely tod. There was no suggeuion of braininess. 1^3
Ihid.rt^ May xa Against Lewis,, .be certainly fought biaiiuly.

Brako, ^-^ 2- Add later qoots. and : br&ke-
(break-)m&n. brakesman, a man who operates a
baker'skneadin^-machine brake-staff(aeeoaots.).
1834-6 Barlow in Encyl. Metrop. (1845) VIU. 8oi/a

[The dough] is deposited on a strong wooden platform or
table, called a Ifreak^ to be operated upon by thebreaksman,
who aetzcs a strong lever called a breiUt^stafft with which he
presses down the duuch. X837 S. Gkahah Bread 93 llie

Boachine which the bakers call the break, used in making
crackers and sea bread. 1845 Doi^n Brit. Manuf, V. 33
Ships' biscuits. .made by band...T)ie dough was. .taken
from the trough and put on a wooden platform called the
break. On thb platform worked a roller, called the break-
stair... Orw end., was loosely attached by a kind of scaple

to the wall, and tbefarsaktaan, riding or sitting on the other
end* worked the roller to aiKi fro over the doui;h, by an
uncouth jumping or sbaflUng movement. X9ax Diet. Oecnp.
Terms (1937) I 433 Brmkt 0ptrator^ brmktsman^brtmiumaH,
..is ooe of two men who operate brake machine for com-
prasiiig^ with rollers, kneaded paste into sheets, preparatory
to biscmt stamping.

Brakdf ^b^ 3. Add : brake-drum, -h^rse^pcwtr,

Uter\ brake-oyliuder (cf. brakepipe)\ brako-
gear, the whole braking apparatus of a motor-car
or train ; brake-handle, a band lever controlling;

a brake, taking the place of the usual brake-wheel;

brake-pii>e, the pipe of an automatic air-brake,

which conveys compressed air to the cylinders

operating the brakes of a railway train ; brake-
strap, a strap which surrounds the pulley of a
brake worked by friction,

1074 Knight Diet. Meek, I. 356/3 The air-pipe under each
fax makes connection by a branch with..a.. OTake-cylinder.

1896 C^snufpplitaH XX. 430/1 A *brake-drum of peculiar
construction placed under the seaL X90S ll-'estm. Gaz.

4 Jane 4/3 Inside the brake.dnim..are four stout spiral

springs. xooB Daily Ckrpn, % Jan. 6/4 It was far more
important fur a man to look to bis *bnute gear tlum to bis
speed gear. 190a Ibid. 16 July 8/4 The woman dimbed out
at the back, u^ing the *brake-nandle as a step. 1908 IVestm.
Gaz. 16 July 4/2 For showing the 'brake-horse-power actu-
ally developed at the road wheels. x886 Encycl. Brit, XX.
849/1 The brake can be at once releawd by restoring the
messure in the *brake-pipe. 1839 Uke Philot. Manuf. 53
The frame. .act«. of course, upon the sikle-pieces..which
hold the 'brake-strap. 1897 (?m//m^(U.S.) June 363/1 Right
thumb on spool of reel, leit thumb in leather brake-strap.

Brake* v,^ Add : b. intr. To act as brakes-
man on a train. C/,S.

1B90 Gl'ntkk Miss Dividends 963, I*m braking 00 the
Burlington again, and we're bouixj for Chicago.
2. To slow up by menns of the brakes.
xSoi £. S. Kllis Check No. 2134 ii. X3 He Celt the train

braking up for the Station.

BraJceisman. 2. C/.S. (Earlier examples.)
X843 I'roc. IVeitern Railroad Corf. 4S Amount paid

Brakemen on all the trains. 1848 W. Temtleton Loctmuit,
Eng. (ed. s) 81 The amount of wages for breaksmen.

Brakey. U.S.coUoq. Also brakio, breaky. [f.

Brakkmav : sec -T 6] A brakesman on a train.

X887 M. Rossrrs Wutem Avemus 338 The brakie came
SUPPT.

down a step and made a kick at him. 1891 C Roberts
Adrift Amer. 92 Jumping on an east bound freight..!
managed to. .keep on it till I got to.. Alameda, where 1 was
spotted b>^an avaricious 'breaky '- 19x1 H. Quick Yellow-
stone N. xii. 315 An' me ostrichized by the very brakey in the
caboose.

Braking (br^i-kii)), vbi. sb. [f. Brake zf.S-f-

-ING 1.] T he action of applying a brake (to a
wheel) ; also attrib.

X904 Daily Chron. 15 June 6/7 A clever braking arrange-
ment secures a representation of the difficulties encountered
in running on the metals. 1905 Ibid. 13 Feb.3/7 Frictional
braking is jarring, uncertain, dilBcult of gradual application,
and most destructive to the parts concerned. X909 VVesttn,
Gaz. 16 Sept. 5/1 Fixed to these chains is a braking band.

Bramantesque (bramante-sk), (Z. [ad. It.

BramantescOj f. tne name of Brantante d* Urbino

(1444-1514), a celebrated Italian architect.] De-
signating the style of architecture now known as
Renaissance.
X883 C. C Pkrkins Hal. Sculp. 182 note^ The artist who

introduced Renais&ance architecture, then called Braman-
tesque, into Lombardy. 1908 Mrs. E. Wharton //^-w/Z/ietc
162 The Library cupola assumed a Bramantesque grace.

Bramlin^(br3e*mUq). iocal. Also Brambling.
[The name of Bramling Farm, Ickham, Kent,
where the first sets were raised.] A species of hop.
X890 IVestw. Gaz, 15 Sept. 0/3 In many of the important

parishes the Bramlings arc all picked. X90J Times 22 Sept.
xi/6 Both the Bramlings and the Goldings have groMm out
fairly satisfactorily.

Bran, sb.i 3. Add

:

bran-dance Z7.^.(seequot. 1833); bran-drench,
a bath of bran and water in which leather is placed

to remove the lime used in liming ; bran-duster
(early U.S. examples); bran-pie (see Pu sb.'^ a)

;

bran-tub = bran-pie.
X833 Sk. D. Crockett X48 This is the famous *bran-dance

of the west, and derives its name from the iact that the
ground is generally sprinkled with the husk of Indian meal.
x^x Arkansas Doctor (Philad.) 52 (Th.) lucre I stood,
looking kin to a fool at a bran-dance. X887 Harper's Mag.
Dec. 61/3 It all kem about from that thar bran dance.^ 1883
Haldanb Workshop Rec. Ser. 11. 373 'Bran-drench.. is pre-
pared by soaking wbeaten-bran in cold water, .and straining
the extract, x^ Trans. Mich. AgHc. Soc. IV. 35 E. R.
Benton, Cleveland O. [exhibited a] *bran duster. x8^
Bartlktt Did. A mer. (ed. s), Bran-Duster^ a sort of bolt in

which the bran is freed from adhering flour. 1889 Peel City
Guardian 38 Dec. 7/4 Sometimes what is termed a * *bran
pie ' is employed .. for storing the presents in. 1904 Daily
Ckron. 27 r eb^ 3/3 It is all very well to laugh over inept and
tasteless fiction. . . But let the parents remember to be careful

what toys they allow in the bran-pte. 1858 C. Parry in

E. Parry Mem, vii. (1870) 173 It quite reminded me of the
*bran-tab itself as I unpacked each separate article. X909
Wesim, Com, 23 Apr. 8/3 Sideshows will contain the ever-
popular phr«ook>gist*s tent and bran-tub.

Braaoh, sb. Add : 2. b. C/S, (Earlier and
later examples.)
X674 in Maryland Hist. Mag, I. lo Ronning north and by

east fifty perches to a bounded oak by a small branch. 1699
Cal. yifrinia St. Papers \. 64 We came to a broad Branch of
about Any or &ixty yards wide. 1796 Washington Diaries
III. 9 Found a rox in the Branch within Mr. Thomson
Mason's Field. ^796 B. Hawkins Lett, 35, I came to a
branch covered witn reeds. 18x7 S- R. Brown IVestem Gas,
12 Cane on the creeks and reed on braiKhes. 1833 J. Hall
Leg. West 97 He proceeded cautiously towards a rivulet, or
in the vernacular of tlie country, a branch, that meandered
alon^ the foot ofthe hill. xSTa Kcct.KSTON i!oosier Sckoolm,
xxviii. 187 It was ju&t by thebroolc, or as they say in Indiana,
the 'branch*. x8B7 *C. E. Cbauiwck* Keedcn Bluffs 109
He was the first fellow to fall into the briars and to flounder
into the branch. 1917 Mathewson Sec. Base SImh v. 67
An' there's a branch close by it too* mighty nice tastio
water, Mas Wayne.
10. (Earlier U.S. example.)
tjBi Mass. Stat. 11 July, To give to each of tbe said

pilots branches or warrants for the due exetnitioo of the
duties of their respective offices.

12. o. bratuh bank (early U.S. examples)

;

branch hotiae, an ofTshoot of a religious com-
munity, business firm, etc.

X796 Bo*t0m Dirtctory ad fin., 'Branch bank. State bank.
183s Dtk, C^mgrtss 8 Mar. 3073 Their great rival competitor,
a atanch&f the Bank of the United Sutes,.. discounted at
six per cent. . . Hence this branch bank was thegreat burden of
thetr complaint. 1835 J. H. Ingrahah South-West II. 165
It contains also a branch bank,court-house, gaol [etc]. 1840
K. H. DiGBv Mores Cath. x. i. (1847) IH- 229/1 Cistc.iux,

the mother bouse of ihe order, founded . .in 1098... La Fert^
was the first 'branch bouse. x87a Gko. Eliot Middltm. Ixi,

There was a branch bou»e at the west end.

13. branch-out Mat/i,, a line which may not
intersect itself, which joins two branch-p>oints or

one branch-point to intinity; branch-grasa C/^.
(see quot.) ; branch-island, an island beside a
river formed by an *Anabrakch ; branch pilot
(earlier U.S. example) ; branch-point Math.^ a
^xed point upon a Kiemann's surface round which
two or more branches of an algebraic function of a
complex variable move in such a way that the values

of the function are interchanged ; aUo called the

point of ramilication ; branch-water U.S.^ brook-
water.
X837 Colman Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) 18 *Branch Grass,

a short reedy grass, resembling much the fox grass .. branches
much and from this circumstance derives us name. 2834
Jacicson in JnU* R* Gteg, Soc, IV. 79 Thus, such branches

of a river as after sef>aration re-unite, I would term anasto-
mosing-branches ; or,ifa word might be coined,ana-branches,
and the islands they form, *branch-islands. 1783 Mass. Stat,
1 1 July, Every *branch pilot being commissioned and qualt.
fied as aforesaid. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 823/2 ^Branch-
point (verzweigungspuiikt). 1893 Forsvth Th. Functions vi.

§ 71, HI All the smgularities (and the branch-points, if any)
lie on the discriminating circle. 190a Clapin Diet. Amer.
S.V., *Branch--wat£r, a Southern expression for stream-
water, as distinguished from well-water. 1903 A. Adams
Log Cowboy wxi.-zooy 1 had scarcely drunk anything in three
months but branch water.

Branchite (biK-qkait). Min, [ad. G. branchit

(1842), f. the name of Professor J. Branchi olY\s,tL :

see -ITK 1.] A mineral resin found in fossil pine wood.
i86a Dana Man. Min. 97 Branchite^ found with coal,

especially brown coal, and resembling wax or taliow. 1883 En-
cycl.Brit. XVI. 429/1 Branchite,., is similar (to Scheererite].

Brancllling (bra-njlii)). [f. Bkanch sb,-V

-LING i.] A small branch.
19x0 Bellxx: On Something 272 The ovals of white where

the branchlings had been cut away.

Brand, sb, 4. c. (Earlier U.S. example.)
17*8 Braintree Rec. 126 It was also voted that the Brands

of the Town for Shingles & Clapboards be a small [B].

d. spec,^ a mark of ownership impressed on cattle

or horses by branding. Also attrib. and Comb. :

brand blotter, one who steals cattle and oblite-

rates the ownership-marks, U.S,
X834 yisit to Texas vi. 59 As the brands on horses afford

the only evidence of their identity,, .the rules observed in

respect to them are very strict, i86g C. L. Brace New West
xxii. 388 Tbe brands, both of cattle and horses,.. are con-
trolled by law in California. x888 Roosevelt in Century
Mag. Apr. 860 A man must have natural gifts, as well as
great experience, before he becomes a good brand-reader.
1889 Farmer Americanisms^ Brand, a niaik of proprietor-

ship placed upon cattle, in the West especially.. .All brands
[of cattle] are registered, and brand-readers are appointed
as inspectors. Ibid.^ Brand*book , a register of the multitu-
dinous marks used in branding. Ibid., Brand-bunchy a small
herd ofcattle. 1841 C. Kouerts Adrift Amer. 193'Ihere was
some very shady business carried on, such as brand-altering.

1910 W. M. Raink B. O'Connor 107 You red baided [=
headed) son of a brand blotter.

6. (Earlier U.S. example.)
169a Connecticut Probate Rec. I. 456, I.. give unto my

beloved son Samuel Halle..my two Horse Brands.

6. b. A Steer or other animal bearing a particular

brand-mark. U,S,
1903 A Adams Log Covuboy vii. 90, I must have inspection

papers before 1 can move a brand out of the county in which
tt IS bred.

Brandt v* ^- -^^^ : -f^* '^^ mark cattle or

borses in this way. orig. U.S,
1644 Connecticut Public Rec. I. 118 Owners. .shall eare-

markc or brand all their Cattle and swyne that are aboue
halfe a yeare old. \66g SpringfieUi Rec. II. loi There are
many horses to be branded. 1765 Washington i^mr/Vf 1. 216,

23 Calvesand Yearllinjgs branded on the Right ShoulderGW.
I77« Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist, Mag. XIV. 364 A
darkish Grey Horse . . Branded on the near Shoulder CC. 1834
yisit to Texas vi. 59 They are . , purchased for three or four

dollars, branded, hobbled [etc]. 1869 C. L. Brace New West
xxii. a88 Kach owner., lassoed the cattle which were his,

branding the calves and those whose marks were somewhat
obliterated.

Brandenbnr^fa Add : b. (also brande-
bourg). Ornamental trimmings (see quot. 1S83) on
a woman's dress in fashion from about 1880 to 1910.
i88a Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needletv. 44/3 Bran-

denbourgs. Synonymous with ' Frogs.* A button formed
somewhat in the shape of a long and narrow barrel^ smaller

at the ends than the middle, and made of silk on a wooden
foundation. x8oi Queen 17 Jan. 103^1 Costumes of Hussar-
blue cloth with black braid brandebourgs. lyoa Daily
Chron, 8 Nov. 8/3 '1 he fulness of the fronts is finished with
brandebourgs of silk cords. 1909 Westnt. Gaz. 17 July 15/1
It bangs rather full from the waist, is open in front, or

caught with Brandenburgs of braid or tinsel.

Brandified. Add :

2. Mixed or treated with brandy.
184X Thackeray Mem. Gormandising Wks. 1900 XIII.

576 A brandyfied liquor called sherry. 1877 Geo. Easton
iVine ofCana^ Brandtfied and whiskeyfied wines.

Branding, vbl, sb. 2. Add : branding-pen
;

branding-chute U.S., a gradually narrowing en-

closure into which cattle are driven to be branded.
1893 Futtk's Stand. Did.^ *Branding-chute. 1900 Con-

gress. Rec. Jan., App. 32/x Standing on a branding sliute

backed up against a sod corral out on the range. 2911 Mul.
FORD Bar-ao Days xx. 197 Johnny Nelson waited .. on the
platform of the branding chute. 1903 'O. Henkv* Rolling
StonesUgtsi&S He proved to be.. as good., in tbe "branding
pen as mo^t of them.

Brandisite (brse-ndisdit). Min. [ad. G. bran-
rfirVf/( 1 846),f.thetitle ofClement,Count of^ra«(//j,

after whom the mineral was named : see -ite K} A
variety of seyljcrtite.

1866 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 506. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.
413/2 Brandisite is similar [to Clintonite].

Brandtite (bras*n**t3it). A/in. [ad.Sw.brandtil

(1888), f. the name of Georg Brandt, Master of the

Swedish Mint: see -ite l.] Hydrated arsenate of

calcium and manganese occurring in crystal form
near Pajsberg in Sweden.
1896 Chester DUt. Min.

Brandy, sb. Add :

L b. Wth a and pi. A drink of brandy. Simi-

larly brandy-and-soda, pi, brandies-and'Sodas,

8



BEANNER.
X884 G, MooRK Mummer's Wife (1S87) ros The brandies

and sodas supped in the dressing room. 1900 Miss Glvn
Visits Eiizaheth (19061 05 Charlie had two brandies-and-

sodas instead of his usual glass of milk. 1903 Daily Chron,

II Nov. 5/2'J"ook a brandy before going to kirk, lest I

should smell of whisky in the house of the Lord 1

2. brandy-smash 6^^*. (.see quot 1909 and

Smash sb^ 5).

1855 M. Thovivso^ Dcesticks xxxii. 29o[A]man followed me
in, and as I was taking a * brandy-smash ', he stepped iipand

asked me my name. 1869 ' Mark Twain * Itiuoc. Abr. xv.

149 Our general said . .
* Give us a brandy smash !

' 1909

Century Diet, Suppl., Brandy-smash, a drink made by

mixing brandy with crushed ice and putting a few sprigs of

mint in the glass.

Branner (brpe-naj). [f. Bkan sb.^ + -ER 1.]

1. An operative who cleans tinned plates with bran.

1881 Instr. Certsus Cierks (1885) 94 White Branner. 1921

Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 279 Branner^ a tinman's helper

attending branning machine, . .sometimes specifically desig-

nated according to whether black or white plates are being

cleaned, e.g., black branner, white branner.

2. A machine for removing the oil from tinned

plates by means of bran and slaked lime.

190a Sci. American 1 Nov. 290/2 As the plates leave the

tin pot, they have upon them a thin coating of oil which has

to be removed. . .They are put into a branner which is located

conveniently at the side of the tinning machine.

Brash, aJ^ Add : (Illustrations of U.S. usage.)

1837 R. M. Bird Nick0/Woods I. viii. 120 Strannger that's

as brash as a new hound in a b'ar fight. 1888 ' C. E. Craddock '

Broouisedge Cat'e \\. 27 Ye notice how turrible brash Josiah

Preen be,—can't wait fur pa'son ter summons him.

b. Hard, harsh, rough. Also as adv. U.S.
1868 Pntnam's Mag, Aug. (De Vere) See here, you are

playing this a Utile too brash. 1871 Schele de Vere
Americanisms (1872) 446. 1896 G. Adv. Artie iii. 23, 1 swore

I'd get next, no matter what kind of a brash pla^ 1 had to

make. 190X Munseys Mag. XXIV. 481/1 Ordinarily be

had an impudent swagger, and was inclined to be ' brash
*

towards bis fellow men.

2. Active, quick. Also as adv, U.S.
1887 'C E. Craddock' Keedon Bluffs 63 'Whar's that

buckeye tree ye war a-goin ter cut down fur me so brash ?
*

1891 Marah E, Ryan Pagan 0/ Allegkenies viii. 118, 1 ain't

so brash in the timber as I'd like to be.

Bra'ShueSS. [f- Brash ay\ Brittleness.

1864 Ret.Agric. Soc. ^az«tf54They [.vc.sheepj become very
fat in the summer, which increases thebrashnessof the wool.

1929 NuTMAN in Am. A/'Pl. Biol. XVl. 41 The term 'brash-

ness' arose in America, and is now in common use in the

timber trade of both this country and tlie U.S.A In this

paper its use will be restricted to that condition of timber.,

which produces a peculiar ' carroty ', short, fracture.

Brasque (brask), V, [f. Brasque sb.'] trans.

To line with brasque. Hence Brasqued ///. a.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 319/3 The bed of this latter

\sc. linery] is ' brast^ued ' or lined with charcoal powder moist-

ened and rammed m. 1883 Sports* Mec/ianics' Own Bk. 17

If brass be lieated in a brasqued crucible.

Brass, J*. Add:
5. b. Phr. To come (or gef) down to brass nails

ot tacks; to come to facts or4£alitie5. orig. 6^.^.

1903 N. y. Sun 28 Nov. 3 This bold sister was the first.

.

to get down to brass tacks in a discussion of the scandal.

X904-G. H. LoRiMER OldGorgon Graham 217, I cut it short

there, and asked her to get down io brass tacks, as I was
very busy. 19x1 H. Quick Yellowstone N. xu 288 Wlien
you come down to brass nails.

6. brass-helmeted a., wearing a brass helmet.

1897 Westm.Gaz, 22 Nov. g/i The brass-helmeted fire-

men. 1904 ibid. 26 April 5/1 At times the great masses of
fire seemed to envelop the brass-lielnieted men.

7. brass-blacking, a dead black surface givea

to brass ornaments by treatment with chemicals ;

brass-bounder, {a) see quot. 1890 ; {b) an appren-

tice on board ships of English companies, so called

from the brass on his uniform; brass-colour, a pre-

paration of oxidized brass used to stain glass to

various tints of blue and green ; brass-hat j/aw^, an
officer of high rank in the British army, so called

on account of the gilt ornamentation of his cap

;

brass-plater slangs a man of the merchant class

;

brass-po-wder, a powder consisting of copper or

one of its alloys used in varnish ; brass-rag, in

slang phr. to part brass-rags^ to quarrel ; brass-

Tubbing fl., that takes rubbings of old brasses

;

so brass rubber, -rubbing vbl. sb.

1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl., *Brass-blacking, a dead
black color; used freely with French optical instruments.
X890 Farmbr Slang, ''Brass-Bounder (nautical), a midship-
man. 19*7 Blackiv. Mag. Sept. 374/2 There were none but
sailors, brass-bounders, ste-wards. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 169
•Brass Colour, .is prepared Ijy exposing for several days thin
plates of brass upon tiles in the leer or annealing arch of the
glas-s-house, till it be oxidized into a black powder. 1803
Kipling Many Invent., In the Rukh 210, I tell youdcrbig
*btass-hat pizness does not make der trees grow, 1904
Defence 0/Duffer's Drift 16 Whether some 'bra.-»shat' might
not come round and inspect us next day. 1927 Bulletin
2^ Sept. 5/2 A Rolls-Royce car containing two military
'brass-hats.* 29x1 Glasgow Herald f) Apr. 6 Steelworkers
and bankers, ship-plat'^rs and ' *brass-platers *, 'workers' and
* parasites', we shall al! have to take off our coats. 19^7 Scots
Observer 16 July 9/1 Brass-platers and fund-eaters areliving

spaciously in the southern counties of England. 1839 Uke
Diet. Arts 169 Only so much of the *brass powder and
varnish should be mixed at a time as is wanted for immediate
use. 1904 KiHLiNC Tj-a^rs ^ Discov. 49 Or you and me'll

parfc*brass rags. 1916 Punch t.^ Mar. 186/2 Ihcy had
paited brass-rags 'over Gallipoli.it was true. 19*2 Mrs. A.
SiDCWiCK i^'ictotian vii, If you dare to use that word flapper

114

in my hearing., we part brass rags. jZtfi Atkenmufn ry May
626 The quiet haunts of tlie *brass-rubber. 1893 GiyVs Own
Paper May {headinp, Brasses and "Brass-rubbing. 1897

{title) Journal of the Oxford University Brass-Rubbing
Society.

Brass, sbj^ Modern form of Bkaoe sb^'^ 2

(fathom).
1887 Bombay Port Trust, Prince"*s Dock Extension Wks,

Progr. Rep. No. 28, 1,426 brass were built during the

month, making a total of 46,528 brass since the commence-
ment.

Brasserie (brfe-sar?). [Fr., orig. = brewery,

f. brasser to brew.] A beer-saloon, usually one in

which food is served.

188a Ess.fr. Critic (N.Y.) 124 (Stanf.) His comrades were
singing in the brasserie. xZ^f Atkenmnm i Jan. loAtThey]
are delighted to earn a cheap reputation at the eafS or the

brasserie. 1888 Pall Mall Gaz. 6 Mar. 4 Tlie employment
of girls in brasseries, which have so evil a name. 1899 H'estm.

Gaz. 21 Sept. 10/2 At last London has a brasserie worthy of

the Metropolis. igxSSunday at Home June 536/1 You are

impiessed at once by the contrast of the innumerable bras-

series and restaurants with our wretched public-houses,

Brassia (brse'sia). [f. the name of Brass, a

gardener who collected plants and seeds in Africa

for Kew Gardens: see-iAl.] An orchid of the genus

so named, the species having yellow, brown, or

purple flowers.

1899 RoDwAY In Guiana, WUds u, Here also Allan found
his nrst orchid, a Brassia.

Brassiere (brse'sieaj). [Fr.] A woman's
underbodice worn to support the breasts,

191a Queen 27 July 10 (Advt.) The Stylish Figure of To-
Day requires a Brassiere.

Brassily (bra-sili), adv, [f. Brassy a. +-LY''i.]

1. With a brassy noise,

1898 Kipling Z>rtyj IVork 94 Its band playing dashily
and brassily a popular but impolite air,

2. With impudent or brazen confidence.

Brassy Cbrze-si), j^,2 Golf, Also braasey,

brassie. [f. Brass .y^. + -y
^.J A wooden club

shod with brass.

x888 Daily News 2 July 5/1 The golfer will bunt for his

*brasse>;' in vain. 1895 Linskii.i. Golf iii. (ed. 3) 20 \
brassey is very similar to a wooden niblick, but., the sole

of the head is shod with a plate of brass as a protection to

the wood and bone.

b. ellipt. for brassy shot.

1906 Daily Chron. 22 May 9/5 He sliced his drive badly,

but played a perfect brassey to within four yards of the

pin, XQ09 //'/{/. 22 Apr. 8/4 His tee shots and brassies being
of line length and direction.

e. attrib.f as brassy player, shot, stroke,

1894 Westm. Gaz, 21 Dec 7/2 To the third hole in, he
got away a fine tee shot, which he follow ed by a good brassy

stroke to the green. 1897 Ibid. 30 Dec, 7/3 Mr, Ramsay
Islay., killed a seagull on the wing with a brassey shot, 1904
Ibid. I Jan. 3/1 He is a good brassy player.

Brassy, a< 3. Add In medical use, describing

a cough,
i88oBarwei,l Aneurism ^1 Severe brassy cough. 1895

Oracle Encycl, II. 221/2 The patient, .awakens. .with a
peculiar cough, called by physicians 'brassy*.

Bravaisite (brav^'zait). Min. \2iA.Y . bravai-

site (1878), f. the name of Professor A. Bravais :

see -ITE*.] A hydrous silicate of aluminium occur-

ring in crystalline layers in the coal-measures of

Noyant, Allier, France.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 425/1.

Brave, z'. 7. Delete t^^J- and add; Now in /^

brave it out,

185s Tennyson Maiidi. iv. V, However we brave it out,

we men are a little breed.

BraveneSS. Delete ? Obs. and add :

X927 T. R. Glover in Daily Neivs 14 May 4/3, I was much
moved by the braveness and sincerity of the works I read.

Bray (br^), sb^ Her, Also brey. [a. OP', braie,

brayCj *breie, now broieJ]

1. A semicircular figure representing a barnacle

or bit to restrain a restive horse.

1863 BouTELL Afan. Her. 45 Breys, barnacles for a horse's

nose, used in breaking the animal. 1864

—

Her. Hist, if

Pop, XV. (ed. 3) 175 Three breys or barnacles in pale ar.

2. (Corresponding to F.) A tool used for break-

ing hemp, used as a bt.'aring.

i88x CussANS Handbk. Her. 109 A Hemp-brcy is really

the same instrument as a Horse-brey, except that they were
used for different purposes, and that the former is in Armory
always represented as being upon a wooden stand.

Brazeless (br^fzles), a. [f. Braze v.^ + -less.]

Without solder, unsoldered.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 6 Dec 9/1 Among the other novelties

are the brazeless but fixed joints shrunk together. 1898
Ibid. 16 Apr, 6/1 The other process, which is described as

brazeless. Ibid. 21 May 6/3 Has your lordship heard of

another company which intends to erect a brazeless jointing

factory in London 1

Breach, J^< Add : 3. c. In colloq, and journal-

istic use, short for breach ofpromise.
1840 Dickens 0/f^ Cw^', Shop viii, There's the chance of

an action for breach. 1905 Daily Chron. 16 Aug. 6/7 'The
breach action was not brought by her,' said Mr. Burnett,

opening the present proceedings on behalf of the major.

Ibid., At the breach trial.

Breach., v. Add :

1. c. intr. To develop a breach, to become
broken through.
1894 Sir C. McNCBiEFpin Jf>^. J/<«'jCi»/Z. 5^r«/. 153 If by

BREAK.

any chance an embankment breached and a province was
flooded.

Breachy, «.^ (Earlier and later U.S. ex-

amples.)
1780 E. Parkman Diary 275 To my sorrow, my Oxen have

been breachy at Mr. Isaac Parker's and let in Cattle with

them into his Cornfield. 1846 Lowell Bigloxv P. Ser. i. vii.

61 Pledges air awfle breachy cattle. 1864 Ret. Agric. .Soc.

Maine 66 They \sc. sheep] become breachy and trespass upon
neighbors. 1874^^/. Vermont Board Agric. 11. 378 The
cows are unusually gentle, , . Never knew one to be breachy.

Bread, sb. Add :

3, b. In full altar-bread^ chiefly pi, : A sacra-

mental wafer.

1849 altar-breads [see Altar B. II], 1877 J. D. Chambers
Div. Worship 352 The Breads being now on the Corporal.

1899 W. J. S. Simpson Mem. W. S. Simpson 154 An iion in-

strument for stamping the altar breads.

6. b. In good bread : in a good living or position

(? obs.). ]n bad bread: in a bad state, in difficulties

;

in disfavour with a person, dial, and U.S.
J763 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIX. 139 Mr. Barnard. .is

now in good bread, and seems loth to affront his people by
telling them plainly of these public sins. 1778 Ibid.'iilAW.

11 Old England I believe is got into iiad Bread. Ibid. 16

Hope it is the French Fleet, if not we shall be in Bad Bread,

but we must see it out with them. 18*5 Jamieson Suppl.

s-v. Bread, To be in bad bread, to be in a dilemma, or in an
evil taking. i83i Sakgisson jfoe Scoap 13c) (E. D. D.) That's

hoo he gat inteh sec bad bread wih t'niaister. 1895 P. H.
Hunter f, Imvick xviii. 223, 1 saw fine I was gaiin to be in

bad breid wi' baith sides.

10. bread-line 17.3.^ a queue of poor people

waiting to receive bread ; alsoyf^.

1900 Lippincott's Mag. LXV. 3 iSiory by K. B. Paine
entitled] The Bread Line. Ibid. 12 That's the bread line.

They get a cup of coffee and a loaf of bread every night at

twelve o'clock. 1904 Charleston News 5 Sept. 4 The ' bre-ad-

line' which nightly forms in front of Fleischmann's bakery

in New York. 1909 H. N. CAbSON Life C. H. McCormick
12 This, .republic could not develop beyond the struggle for

food. It was chained to the bread-line.

Breadf z'- c. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
184a J. S, Buckingham Slave States II. 167 He always

grows enough to bread his own people for a year at least.

and sells the balance. 1857 H. C Kimball in B. Vouug's

frnl. Discourses V. 20/2 It now takes about one thousand
bushels of wheat to bread my family one year.

Bread and batter. Add:
2. (Earlier examples of phrases. ) Also aitrib,

173J Swift Let. to Duchess Queensberry 12 Aug., Your
quarrelling with each other upon the subject of bread and
butter is the most usual thing in the world. iy8o Mirror
(Edinb.) No. 69. 4 Jan., How did she show superior sense by
thus quarrelling with her bread and butter? 1809 Deb.
Congress 20 Feb. 1467 Quarrelling with our bread and
butter. x8ao Jefferson Let. to Pinckney 30 Sept., If they
push it to that, they will have quarrelled with their bread
and butter. 1939 Publishers* Weekly 30 Nov. 2588/1 The
old stand-bys, the bread-and-butter books in every depart-

ment.

4. bread-and-butter letter, a letter of thanks

for hospitality written after a visit, a Collins.

i$>oi HowELLS Pmr of Patient Lovers 82 His prompt
bread-and-butter letter. \^t Scribner's Mag,}\3\y 80/2 He
was the solemn sort who always writes his bread-and*butter

letters the day after he has ftnished a visit.

Bread-crumb, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To dip

in bread-crumbs in preparation for cooking.

1846 SoYER Cookery 103 Egg and bread-crumb each piece.

1854 — Shilling Cooktry 35 The heads when cooked may be
egged and bread-crumbed over. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 16 Dec
12/2 Bread-crumb the fillets and fry them in boiling fat.

Bread-kind (bre*d|k3ind). [f. Bbead sb,+

Kind sb.] A West Indian name for yams, sweet

potatoes, and other food-stuffs.

1697 Dampier I'oy. 311 The Mindanao People live 3 or 4
months of the year on this food for their Bread kind, jyia

\V. RoGEKs I'oy. Ed. World 376 At which Allowance we
have not above 12 Days at most, being all the Bread Kind
we have in the Ship. 1891 Bunting in Wesleyan Meth.
Mag. May 362 A brown woman., with a load of *bre.id-

kind ' on her head. Z899 W. P. Livingstone Black Jamaica
v, The principal food consisted of what is locally called
* bread-kind '

; yams, sweet potatoes, cocos, plantains.

Breadth. Add :

2. b. (Earlier U.S. example of agricultural sense.)

X785 W.ASHINCTON Diaries II. 361, 1 sowed half a bushel

of orchard grass seed, .in a breadth through the Field.

4. b. Undue freedom or lack of decorum in deal-

ing with indelicate matters; grossness or licence of

exi)ression. (Cf. Bboad a, 6 c, Hroadness 2.)

1873 W. C Hazutt Feudal Period Pref. p. ix, A few of

them exhibit a breadth which is scarcely consonant with

modern ideas of decorum.

Break, ^*.i Add:
1. O. The breaking or grinding of grain ; tlie

coarse particles leftwhen the flourliasbecn removed.

1888 PowLES tr. Kick-s Flotty Manuf. 223 The coarsest

middlings are somewhat smaller than break, and thus only

differ in size from first scalped. Ibid. 236 The break coming

from the millstone passes into the separating cylinder s*

(sizing reel), the meal falls through, that is, all the finer

particles, the flour, dunst, the whole of the middlings, fine

or coarse, whilst the scalped break falls out at the end of

the reels.

d. fig. A break-away or break-down ; a collapse

or failure. U.S.
1827 J. Randolph To Dr. Brxkenh-mgh 3 Mar. in Li/i

(1851) II. 289, I am of opinion that (as we .-.ay in VirgMBa)

we have made a 'great break '. In (act. the administration

have succeeded in no one measure. x888 Cryck A:/;er.



BREAK,

CtfMiMtv. 11. Ixx. $68 One balloting follows another till what
is called 'the break* comes...The break, when it comes,

comes with fierce intensity.

4. b, A break-out ; a rush, ^^..S*.

1834 Sir. J^ Eccenir. D. Crockett 82 Just before I got there,

the old bear made a break and got loose. 1845 J. J. Hooper
Adv. Sii'ioH Su^gs xii. (1928) 03, I made a brake on a bee

line for Urwinion. 1878 E. B. Tuttck BonUr Tales 46
Finally, the leader [elk] will make a break in one direciioii

or another. ..Having made one break. .their wits arc ex.

hausted. iWg Farmer Aiutricanisms s.v. Breaks [Bears]

can smell a man a long way off, and as soon as they can do
this they make a break for him. 1910 Mulforo J. Nelson
iv. 47 Ob, if you'll only make a break, or give me half an
excuse to throw lead I

6. C. A continuous or unbroken nin. coUoq,

1898 Daily News 30 June 7/1 We understood thatWaterloo

and Exeter would be a * break ' accompUshcd by at least one
of the South Western Company's West of England ex-

presses. Ibi'l., This is a ' break * of 130 miles at the speed

of 53 mites an hour.

8. b. 5p^c. of a racehorse, the act of breaking away
from a level stride. (CC •Brb.vk z/. 38 c.) U.S.
1868 H. Woodruff Trettins Horse of Anur. L 41 The

penalty of a break was such that the rtder. .would be afraid

10 push Ms horse up lo the top of his speed. ^j^Rep.
VermoHt Board Agnc. 1 1. 143 His superior trotting motion .

.

is not disturbed byany attending circumstances into a break.

1890 Harper's Mag. June 50/3 But Lucifer was still ahead.
There had not been a * break ' yet. I90> Mc Paul Ike Gliddem
xxiL 300 When rounding into the home stretch his horse

broke, and suddenly went to a wild swerving break that

carried him to the complete outside of the track.

e. A bad break: a serious mistake. U.S,
1883 Nyr Baled Hay 200 Possibly science may be wrong.
We have known science to make bad little breaks. 1887 P.

Framcis Jr. Saddle > Mocassin 146 ' Sam ', he says, * you've

made one or two bad breaks hince you've been in town '.

1897 Congress Rec. Feb. 2364/1, I believe he made a bad
break as a lawyer, but I believe him to be a good lawyer.

1911 S. E. White Ruies of Game 1. xvii. You made one
had break just now. 19x6 Cosmo Hamiltom in Good House-
keeping July 187/1, I wish you had told me how to addre-^s

him before you went away. As it was I made a fearful

break when ne came to fetch me.

t. Boxing. The act of separating after the

ccHitestnnts have come to grips.

19*8 Daily Express a Aug. 13/5 Lewis was disqualified

for hitting on the break.

g. A short play>time between lessons in the

middle of morning or afternoon school.

1^1 Sylvia Thompson Rough Crossing ii. | i. At ' break*
Elizabeth met Lilian again. i9a7 Josephine Eldrr Tkottta-

sina Toddy xvii, The next day the trio and Stella spent
* break ' walking arm.in'.arm round the garden together.

h. The angle between the brim and crown of a hat.

i88t in OciLviE.

i. On the Slock Exchange, a sudden decline or

falline off of prices. U.S.
1870 Medberv Men 4- Myst. IVallSt. 203 To endure no

occasional * break* in stocks. i9oaCtj^piN Diet. Amer. s.v.,

BreaJty .a Wall Street term fora sudden decline in the \-alue

of stocks.

j. A freak or abnormal development from the

parent stock.

X9«s Conquest Sept 491 !i These ' mutalioos ', ' sports * or
* breaks *, as they are variously called.

10. Spec, a broken or disturbed portion on the

surface of water. U,S,
185* Trans. Mick. Agric. Soc. III. 231 They will make a

bre^ in the water near the shore with their taiL 1883
'Mark Twain' Lift Mississippi xxx. 378 Beaver Dam
Rock was out in the middle of the river now, and throwing
apnxligious ' break '. 1890 Harper's Mag, Apr. 715/1, I run
off once wiih my tackle, an' 'd jest tbrowed in my line an'
seed a break, when mother calls ouL 1897 * Mark I'wain

*

following Egttaior ix. 109 With.. the 'break' spreading
away from its head, and the wake following behind its tail.

C. The combination or junction of different styles

or designs in the same building.
1889 in Century Diet.

d. J'ortif. A brisure.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., ^r/«^, a change from the general
direction of the curtain near its extremity in the construc-
tion with oriltons and retired flanks.

e, U.S, (See quota. 1902.)
189c C. Kino Fort Fravne ii. 37 And here, amcmg the

breaks of the Mini Pusa, r'arrar haid thrown his little com-
mand, .square across the path of the foe. 190* Clafin Diet,
Amer. 74 Break, a rouKh, irregular piece of ground. (Neb.)
190* Wkbstek Suppl., Ar<cAir.. A line of cliffs, and associated
spurs and small vaJleys, at the edge ofa mesa. {Westtrtt UJS.)

IL b. US. (Seequot.)
1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed, a), Breaks a regular wle

of tol.>«cco at the ' breaking ' or opening of the hogsheads.
Local in Virginia.

14. An even break : an equal chance. U.S,
S911 H. Quick YelloTvstone N. v. 126 It's alius an even

brnk whether they'll >tan' and freeze in their tracks, or
chase afier some bunch of. .natives. 1911 Mulfokd Bttr-io
Days xxiiL 231 Now he wanted an * even break ' where once
be would have called all his wits into play to avoid it. [19x8— Man fr. Bar.go xiii, ia8 If th' stakes are high an' the
breaks anywhere near equal, 1*11 risk my last dollar or my
last breath.] 1^1 Watts Luther Niehols 198 If I get an
even break on it lor live years, it's as much as I'm expecting.

b. A fair break', a fair chance. U.S.
1916 J. Black Vom Cant li^in xx\. 331 After gathering

every scrap of information available, I was *.urc I could
' take ' the spot if I got » fair break on the luck.

16. A portion 01 a crop of turnips set aside for

sheep to feed on. local.

1805 R. W. Dickson Praet, Agric. II. 67a Removing

115

themfjt:. sheep] to fresh portions or breaks every eight or ten
days. 1886 C. Scott SlteeP-farming 48 A certain breadth or
portion of the turnips, called a ' break,' the extent of which
IS regulated by the number of sheep to be put on.

16. The quantity of hemp which is prepared in

one year, U.S,
1796 Mass. Mercury 29 Apr. (Cent. D.) Best St. Petersburg

clean Hempof the break of the year 1706. 1907 Daily Chron,
7 Mar. 6/6 A * break ' of hemp, which in America means the
quantity sold in a year.

17. la type-founding, a surplus piece of metal
remaining on the shank of a newly cast type.
1683 Moxos Meek. Exerc.^ Printing 370 Break^..^^

Mettle that is contiguous to the Shank of a New Cast
Letter: This Break is formed in the Mouth-piece of the
Letter-mould, and is called a Break, because it is always
broke from the Shank of a Letter. 1843 Holtzapffki.
Turning I. 324 The breaks, or the runners, of the types are
fir^t broken off. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek,
18. Electr, The action of breaking contact in an

electric circuit ; the position in which contact is

broken (in phr. tU break), Cf. Make sb."^ 9.

187s Guthrie Magn. \ Electr. \ 235 The automatic make
and break. Fig. i8t shows the 'nainmer break*. 1876
Nature XIV. 63/2 The increase of excitability was mani-
fested towards make, and scarcely at all towards break.

19. Electr, and Telegraphy, A commutator or

apparatus for interrupting or changing the direc-

tion of an electric current.

1854 Tomlinson's CycL Useful Arts I. 580/1 The other
pole, .communicate^;, .with the little wheel, called the break,
the circumference uf wliich is partly of metal and partly of
wood or ivory, so a<i to interrupt and renew, twice in each
revolution, the metallic connexion. 1874 Knight i^iV/.^l/^^A.

20. cUtrib. ', break-lathe, a lathe having a portion

of its bed open or removable so as to admit work
of larger diameter; break-line Typogr.^ the last

line ofa paragraph.
J883 A'w^rj-c/.^r/V. XV. 154/1 'Break lathes., were made by

Mr. (now Sir Joseph) WhiiwcMth as long ago as 1840. x8o8
Stower Printtf^s Gram. 163 Part of a word, or a complete
word in a *break line, if it contain no more than three or
four letters, is improper. 18*4 J. Johnson TyPt>gr. II. 90 To
take a comprehensive view of the copy, ..to notice .. the
number of break lines. 1893 Hart Rules for Compositors
22 Brcaklines should constat of more than nve letters except
in narrow measures.

Break, sb.-^ [var. Bbakb sb.^ 3.] A bench on
which dough is kneaded by machinery.
t834-6 Barlow in Encyci. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 8ot/a It

[sc. dough] is removed from the trough and deposited on a
strong wooden platform or table, called a break. 1845 Dodd
Brit. Manuf. V. 33. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.^ Break, a
wooden bench on which dough is kneaded by means of a
lever called a bremk-steiff.

Break, v. Add : 2. e. (U.S. example.)
i8ss ^1' M. THOursoM Doesticks vi. 44 ' I had no ftuther

change *, so was necessitated to get a bill broke.

1. In leather manufacture, to scrape a skin

smooth and clean on the flesh side.

184a Penny Mug. XI. 215/3 Ihe lamb-skins having been
steeped in water, * broken on the Ae&h side, and dratne<J.

1845 DoDD Brit, Manuf. V. 187 The goat.skins are. .soaked
in water .. to soften them, and then undergo the process of
' breaking *.

j. To break the wicket (Cricket) : to dislodge a
bail or the bails in stumping a batsman.
1901 Strand Mag. June 616/1 The ball was thrown in from

the field, the bowler took it, and broke the wicket, so as to

run the batsman ouC
8. o. On the Stock Exchange, to decline sad-

denly in value. U,S,
X899 Daily News 15 May 2/6 Under the influence of Mr.

Flower's death, what are known as Flower stocks broke in

overwhelming volume.

9. esp. To defeat the object of (a strike) by en-

gaging other workers.
1903 [implied in ttrike-breaker^ Strike sb, ao^ 1914 Round
Tmu Mar. 367 The farmers contributed the bulk of the
power that.. broke the strike.

b. To nullify or set aside (a will) by legal

methods.
iSoi Melbourne Argus ii Dec 11/8 (New York.) Under

the law [she) would be entitled to one-half of the estate,

shoittd the will t>c broken.

10. f. 'To break ship : to fail to rejoin a ship on
the expiration of leave.
S905 *Q' (Quiller-Couch) Shining Ferry in. xviti, I

brought across a sailor,looking chap. .. Thinks I, 'You've
broken ship, my friend '. 1907 Daily Chron. 3 Apr. 1/7 The
serious offence of * breaking ship.' 1909 Ibid. 38 June 6/7
In the afternoon he broke ship, but was undiscovered.

26, C. Naut, trans, lo free and shake out (a

flag or sail) which has been furled ; also with out,

1889 Titttes 6 Aug. 6/3 The Royal Standard was broken
on board the Victoria and Albert, and immediately H.M.S.
Valorous, .began to fire a salute. 1899 Daily News 9 Oct.
6/3 The Columbia broke out her spinnaker. 1901 N. if Q,
?ith Ser. Vil. 176/3 When a standard is ' broken ' it is un-
urled after being hoisted, i^^os Daily Citron, 26 Feb. 7/4
As the yacht slid gracefully into the water the American
flag was broken out at the taffrail. 1914 Times 33 Dec. 7
After breaking a Union Jack at the head of a flagstatf. X9S8
Daily Tel. 20 .Mar. 13/7 The Afghan standard was broken
from the Majestic's mainmast.

33. C, To break the slate '. to refuse to allow one's

name to stand as candidate for some office. (.See

Si.ATE sb.^ 2 c.) Also trans/, U.S.
1888 Bbvce Atner,Cotntnw. ill. Ixiii. II. 458 The list so

settled is now a Slate, unless some discontented magnate
objects and threatens to withdraw. Xo do so is called

BREAKABLE.
'breaking the slate'. z888 A. C. Gunter Mr. Potter xxii.
It's a desperate dodge, but I think it'll break the slate ! [/did.
xxiii, Her emissary had destroyed the document, though
he'd left the wrapper whole, and so I tricked her and busted
the slate !]

38. b. To make a dash ; to set off at a run. U.S,
1834 Crockktt Narr, Life ii. n Finding me rather too

slow about starting, he gathered about a two year old
hickory, and broke after me, 1883 'Mark Twain' LifeMississippi xxviii, 500 If your boat got away from you, oti

a black night, and bioke for the woods, it was an anxious
time with you. 1893 Congress. Rec. Jan. 655/2 When a man
is working for wages in the hot harvest field there is nothing
more delightful to him than a little fall of rain whicli will
drive him in. So these harvesters broke for the barn.

0. Of a horse, esp. in racing : (see quot. 1908),
U,S.
1868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse of Amer. t, 42 When

he breaks, he is to be immediately pulled to a trot. 1876
B. Harte G. Conroy vi. v. The springs creaked, the wheels
rattled, the mare broke. 1890 Harper^s Mag. June 51/1
Lucifer can do no more. He ' breaks ' —breaks badly. 190a
McKaul Ike Glidden xxii. 198 They went along steadily..
until near the upper corner on the back stretch, when the colt
broke and his head went up into the air. i9ci8 Springfield
Weekly R^publ. 8 Oct. 2 A trotter in a race breaks, that is,

loses his jevel stride and reverts to an impossible kind of
gallop which is not permitted by the rules of harness racing.

^g. 1904 N. y. Even. Post 17 May 1 Kane County deserted
Yates... Will County broke also, and gave twenty-.si,\ votes

for Lowden. 1908 Springfield Weekly RepubL 8 Oct. 2 The
word ' break ' applied to political campaigners has the same
meaning [as in horse-racing],

44. e. Boxing. (See quot.)
1897 Ene^cl. Sport I. 139/1 Break ground^ to take up a

fresh position to the right or left.

49. Break away. d. Of the weather : To clear

up. ^Obs,
X768 Washington Diaries I. 249 Very like to Snow but

broke away abt. Sun Set, 1816 U. Browk Jml. in Mary-
land Hist. Mag. XI. 221 This morning rams very much,
about Ten o'CIock breaks away.

e. Boxing. (See quot.)

1897 Encyci, Sport 1. 139/1 Break away^ to get away from
an opponent.

50. Break down. d. Also of an engine, a
machine, vehicle, or the like : To cease to function,

esp. through the fracture or dislocation of a part.

1837 UnitedService yml. May 112 One of her engines
' broke-down ', as it is technically called.

52. Br^ak in. g. In paper-mannfacture, to sab*
ject (rags) to a process of washing and pulping.
1865 Chambers's Encyci. VII. 24^ They are thoroughly

washed and partly pulped ; or, as it is technically callect,

broken in,

54. Break out, g. trans. To open up (a recep-

tacle) and remove its contents. Also with the

contents as obj.

(1833 Mabbyat p. Simple v, He was breaking Casks out of
the hold.) 1849 N. Kingsley Diary 22 Broke out our chests
tOKlay, found all our things in good order, ibid 73 They
broke out the baggage room to-day to get iron for various
purposes. 1877 Eraser's A/ag. Xv. 221 Afterwards the fish

are broken out and washed, and then packed in wooden hogs-
bead casks.

66. Break up. h. Of any kind of weather : To
change.
1544 Late Exped, Scot. (1798) 10 And for asmoch as the

myst yet contynued, and dyd not breake . . we concluded, ifthe
wether did not breake vp, to hnue encamped our selues vpon
the same ground, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11, ix (1912) 203

The weather breaking up, they were brought to the maine
landc of Pontus.

Break-. Add

:

1. L break-circiiit, a device for opening and
closing an electric circuit ; break-pieoe, = *Bbeak
sb, 19 ; b^ak-wind, a screen or protection against

the wind.
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Break-circuit^^ an

arrangement on an electro>magnetic or magneto.electric in-

strument, by which an operator can open or close the circuit

at pleasure. i84aFKANCisZ72V/.Wr/f Q2 b/i The fore part of
the spindle is terminated by a wire, and a "break piece at

the end of it. 1863 Eraser^s Mag. Mar. 282/2 What the
Australians call a * *breakwind *,/.«., a pent roof, looking like

the falling flap of a large bird-trap. 1875 Eneycl. Brit. II.

317/a 'the Norway maple., is a hardy tree, used as a
breakwind in expohed situations on the east coast. 1890
Athenstnm 18 Oct. 516/1 [Tasmanians] were frequently con-

tent with a mere break.wind in lieu of any covered struc-

ture. 1900 H. Lawson Over Sliprails 135 Two sheets of
bark had been raised as a break-wind.

2. break-front, having a front of which the line

is broken by a curve or angle.

1998 Daily Tel. 34 July 13/2 A large break-front sideboard.

II. break-point, the point where an electric

current is interrupted ; break-signal, a signal used

to separate distinct parts ofa telegraphic message.
1879 G. Pbescott Sp. Telephone 192 The *break.point,

where the current is interrupted. 1876 Pkeece Telegraphy
287 These parts are separated from each other by a distinct

signal, called the *break signal.

Breakable. Add : B. sb. pi. Things which
are capable of being broken,
i8m IJvron in Engl. Stud. (1898) XXV. 149 Mother

Mocenigo will probably try a bill for breakables. 190A H.G.
Weli.s Food ofGods 1. Iv. 117 The child was born with good
intentions. ' Padda be good, be good,' he used to say as the

breakables flew before him. 1909 — Tono-Bungay i. ii. fi 4
*Tbere was a plaster of Paris horse to indicate veterinary

medicines among these breakables.



BBEAEAGE.

Brealcasre^ 1. (Earlier U.S. examples.")

1775 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XIII. 189, I think it is prob-

able all the muster did not end in Breakage .-ilone. 1805

Ibid. XXXIX. 331 There is a violent brakage \.stc\ among
the Democrats. , ,

Break-away (br^-kSw^i). pi. breaks-away.
[f. phr. to break away : see Break v. 49.]

1. The action of breaking away, severance.

1807 Badminton Mng. IV. 421 A big break.away occurs in

the ranks (of flying rooks]. 1909 Daily Ckran. 13 July 1,4

The o»Tiers report that there is no ' breakaway from the

agreement. 1913 Giasgrji Herald i Feb. 6 S. challengmg

breakaway from rhythm. Z913 Daily Mail ^i May 13 There

is a natural breakaway of the water on one side mto a bog.

loaS Miwckester Guardian Weekly 7 Dec.. Suppl. p. k/2
But Mr. O'Neill's revolt from the familiar methods of

presenting a modern prose play is an interesting accom-

paniment to Mr. O'Casey's break-away towards fantasy and

symbolism. . • t

2. A panic rush of animals, usually at the sight

or smell of water, a stampede. Australia.

1(91 ' The Breakaway," title of picture by Tom Roberts at

Victorian Artists' Exhibition (Morris Austral Eng.).

b. An animal that leaves the herd. Australia.

1893 Argiis 29 Apr. 4/4 (Morris) The smartest stock horse

that ever brought his rider up within whip distance of a

breakaway.

3. The or an act of breaking away or getting free.

a. Atldetics (.Running). A premature start, h. So.ving.

The getting away from one's ojjponent or the separating of

the combatants after a spell of in-fighting. C. Football. A
sudden rush of players with the ball towards their opponents

goal, after a period of pressure.

jSas Times 4 June 10/3 .\fter several breaks away the 12

competitors were despatched to an excellent start. igo6

Daily Chron. 7 Sept. 9/4 They scored from a breakaway.

1909 IVestm. Caz. 39 Nov. 12/2 The visitors fully deserved

their win, for, save for a few spasmodic breaks-away by the

home team, they were pressing continually.

Break-back, a. Add: 2. Of a roof: having

the lower portion at a different angle from the upper.

Also ellipt. as sb. U.S.

1857 Goodrich Recoil. 1. 78 The bouse . . was a low edi6ce,

two stories in front ; the rear being called a break-back, that

is sloping down to a height often feet. 1859 Bartlett Diet.

Atner. (ed. 2), Break-back, a term applied to a peculiar roof,

common in the country, where the rear portion is extended

beyond the line of the opposite side, and at a different angle.

The addition thus acquired is used as a wash-room, a store-

house, or for farming implements.

Break-down. Add :

3. attrib. : breakdown product, a product re-

sulting from the disintegration of a substance.

1919 Birmingham Post 22 Feb. 5/4 Maltose and cellobiose

..were to be regarded as definite breakdown products of

the polysaccharides.

Breaker 1. Add:
4. c. In paper-manufacture, a machine in which

rags are washed and partly pulped. Also attrib.,

as breaker-plate.

x68o J. Dunbar Pract. Papermaker 71 It may be men-
tioned that the breaker-plate ought to be sharp when starting

to blottings. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 456/1 The next

step is that of washing and * breaking in,' which takes place

in act engine called the * breaker '.

d. Ill anthracite mining, an apparatus for break-

ing, sizing, and cleaning coal for the market.

i88s Encfct. Brit. XVIII. 501/2 The ' breaker ', an anthra.

cite invention ami a monster of destruction, is an edifice of

wood and iron 100 feet fai^h,. .with rollers set with teeth to

crush the larger lumps, with bolting screens to separate the

sizes. 1900 Coal ^ Metal Miners Pocket-bk. 574 Breaker
Boy, a boy who works in a coal breaker.

e. In cheese-making, an implement for breaking

the curd into small pieces.

1844 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. V. 1. 88 The first process of

breaking down the curd in the cheese-tub is. .performed by
a breaker or curd-cutter.

7. A horse that breaks (*Bre.\k v. 38 c). U.S.
1868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse in Amer. xxiii. 201

Although a trotter of remarkably fine speed and power, he
was such a bad breaker. Ibid. 1. 388 Whether you shall

suffer him to become a bad, losing breaker.

Breaking, fbl. sb. Add :

1. c. Phonology. [After G. brechung^ A sound-
change consistingofthe development ofa diphthong
from a single vowel due to the influence of certain

following consonants ; also called Fbactubb (5).
1883 March A. S. Gram. 20 Breaking is the change of

one vowel to two by a consonant. 1885 Cook Sievers* O.E.
Gram. § 77. 34 Breaking, according to Grimm, may be de.
fined as the cbange of a short e to eo, and that of a short a
toea.

d. In woollen manufacture, the operation by
which short combed slivers are combined and made
into continuous lengths. Also breaking-in.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 554/1 The breaking being thus

cfi^ected, the sliver of wool proceeds to a large bobbin or
c>'linder. 1915 R. Beaumont Woollen ff Worsted 631 The
piece, having been scoured, milled, dried, and tentered, is

evenly damped, raised, or raised across before being passed
on to the teazle machine. This is called ' breaking-in *.

6. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1867 Putnam^s Mag. May (De Vere) Wide spaces of

breaking showed the tender green of young wheat.

8. breaking-plough, -strain; breaking-engrine,
(a) in paper-manufacture, a machine for washing
«nd pulping rags, a breaker

;
(i) in woollen-manu-

facture, a carding-machine ; breaking-off boy,
the boy who removes the piece of surplus metal

116

from newly cast type; breaking-rollers, an appa-

ratus for the mechanical kneading of dough.

1874 Knioht Diet. Mech., 'Breaking.engine, the first of a

series of carding-machines, to receive and act on the lap

from the lapper ; it has usually coarser clothing than the

finishing-cards. 1880 J. Dunbar Prnct. Papermaker 71

When furnished in the breaking-engine, wash thoroughly

before letting down the roll. 1839 Urk Diet. Arts 1261 From
the •breaking-off boy the types are taken to the rubber.

1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) §279 Breaker ... breaker-off,

breaker-off boy [also Itreaking-off boy], breaks off super-

fluous wedge-shaped piece of metal, which adheres to lower

surface of type when type leaves casting machine, by pressing

lower surfaceoftypeagainst table. 1891 C. Robbbts Adri/t

Amer. 43 There had been an old 'breaking plough left just

outside the house. 1845 Dodd Brit. Mamif. V. 24 The
dough is.. placed under the 'breaking. rollers, .which per-

form the office of kneading. i886S. W. Mitcheix /f..5/a^

xix. (1895) 181 The engineer speaks of the *breaking.strain in

materials; the breaktng.strain in morals was near for

Octopia. 1888 [see Strain sb? 9].

Break-neck. A. Add:
b. jig. Blundering or lumbering headlong.

1887 Saintsburv Hist. Elizab. Lit. i. 6 Wyatt's awkward-
ness IS not limited to the decasyllabic, for some of his most
breakneck work is in shorter lines.

Break-up. Add :

b. attrib. : break-up price, a price at which

assets are sold upon the break-up of a concern.

1899 Weslm. Gaz. 4 Dec. 10/2 A trade valuer was ex.

amined to show that he had advised the (jrices to sell their

business. .at a break.up price. 190a Ibid. 15 Nov. 7/1 At
breaic-up values the assets of the company would pay los. in

the pound to preference shareholders. 1909 Ibid. 19 May
2/2 Yesterday the plant of the Works Department of the

London C^ounty Council was scattered at break.up price.

Bream, sb. Add: 2. b. Applied to various

species of sunfish, of the genera Lepomis and Eupo-
motis. U.S.
1791 W. Bartram Trav. Carolina 176 The golden bream

or sun-fish, the red bellied bream,, .also abound here. 1862

LowHLL BiglowP. Ser. Ii.ii. I ntrod.,The river's edge,Where
I've sot mornin's lazy as the bream.. (We call'em punkin-

seed). 1871 S. S. Haldeman in Scheie de Vere Americanisms
{1872) 382 To the name of Bream, used in New England, it

has no title whatever. 1884 Goodk Nat. Hist. Aguatic
Anim. 406 The Blue Sun-fish—Le/omispnllidus..ii known
as the 'Blue Bream '.

Breast, sb. Add :

9. h. A large roller or cylinder in a carding-

machine. Also attrib., as breast cylinder.

18.. T. Lister in McLaren Spinning (1884) 229 A breast

large enough to entitle it to the name of a cylinder. 1888

Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 659/1 Against the licker-in revolves

the ' angle-stripper *, the function of which is to remove the

wool..and deliver it over to the great breast cylinder.

11. breast-fed a. ,
(of infants) fed at the mother's

breast ; so breast-feeding (opposed to bottle-feed-

ing) ; occas. breast-feed vb. ; breast-shore, each

of a line of props supporting a vessel transversely

in dry dock ; breast-stroke Swimming, the stroke

in which the breast is squarely opposed to the water

;

also as vb. ; so breast-swimming.
1903 Daily Chron. 15 Jan. 5/2 That the death rate was

thirty times as high in children fed on cow's milk as in those

*breast-fed. 1904 Fabian News XIV. 25/1 The decline of

breast-feeding. 1909 Daily Chron. 3 June 6/4 This figure

including those breast-fed by the mothers. 1938 Deuly
Express 29 Feb. 3 Taken regularly—both before and after

the birth—[it] enables nearly every mother to breast-feed

her biiby. 1S94 W. H. White Man. Naval Archit. (ed. 3)

322 The shores under the bilges and bottom take part of the

weight, and the ' 'breast shores ' assist in maintaining form.

1867 C. Steedman Man. Stvimming 93 There are four

distinct kinds of motions for the arms, and the same number
and kind for the legs, used in the common plain or •breast-

stroke. 1904 Ralph Thomas Sivimmiyig (passim). 1922
E. Raymond y^/Z^M^/^M/^ll. vii. 237 Other flies fell into my
tea, and did the breast-stroke for the side of the mug. 1928
Daily Express 18 Feb. 5/1 He. .breast-strokedaway toward
the setting moon. 1867 C. Steedman Matt. Swimming io6

Its superiority [sc. of side swimming] over 'breast swimming.

Breast, v. Add : 7. To excavate from the

breast of a slope or mass.
i88a Rep. Prec. Met. V. S. 641 The gravel is.. breasted

out from that side of a block farthest from the main drift.

Breasting, vbl. sb. Add :

2. b. In paper-making, the curved trough, armed
with knives, against which the cylinder of a rag

engine works.
1874 Knight/?/^/. Mech., Breasting,. .the concave bed

against which the wheel of a rag-engine works ; between the
two is the throat.

3. A method, used by deer-hunters, of riding

abreast and shooting from the saddle. U.S.
<ii889G. B. GRiNNEij.G»«^^«</i52(Cent. Diet.) Breast,

ing is employed where the deer make their home in very
high grass.

4. attrib. breasting-knife, a shoemaker's knife

for cutting a cle.in face on the side of a boot- or

shoe-heel next to the waist. U.S.

Breastwork. Add: 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1747 Maryland Hist. Mag. IX. 52 (The Vestrymen]

Ordered, That a Breast-Work be erected in the Chapel of

this Parish, before the Clerk's scat.

3. The brickwork or masonry forming the breast

of a fire-place.

1806 Massachusetts Spy 23 July CTh.) Onthe breastwork
over the fireplace was the distinct impression of a bloody
hand. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Arcliit. % 79 The fire-places

BBEEZE.

to have each a strong Iron chimney-bar (bar for suppottiiig

the breast-work, or front side of the flues).

Breath. -A.dd :

5. o. To take a person's breath (away) : to cause

him to hold his breath owing to sudden emotion;

hence, to dumbfound, flabbergast.

1898 'Mark Twain' Myst. Stranger (igiS) 14 He said it

placidly, but it took our breath for a moment and made our
hearts beat. 1905 T. Dixon Claiisntan 351 The daring cam-
paign these men were waging took his breath.

11. breath-catching, -taking (whence -takingly

adv.) adjs.

189;? M'^Conkey Threefold Secret iii. 112 What a far.

reacliing, heart-searching, breath-taking cbange this is.

1908 Westm. Gaz. i Apr. 7/3 This breath-taking assertion

was made to a ' Westminster ' rcpresentativti. Z9a8 Pub-
lishers^ Weekly 16 June 2442 The visit begins with a five-

]
story trip on tlie elevator which transports you at once, .to

' a breath-taking spectacle. 1928 Daily Tel. 6 Nov. 14/5
Green, Wood and Violet (who do some breath-catching
tumbles). 1928 Manchester Guardian Weekly 31 Aug.
175/3 Breath-takingly faeautifuL

Breather. Add :

3. b. In recent use, a short rest in which to

recover breath, a breathing-space. (Cf. Bbeathe
V. 13.)
lyai Daily Chron. 15 Oct. 5/4 But the horses have had

their breather, and we must on. 190a Ibid 21 May 3/3 A field

battery on the left had a hot time of it just at this moment,
and drew out of action for a breather quite close to our guns.
1920 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 547/1 There they halted for a well-

earned breather.

Breathing, vbl. sb. 10. Add :

breathing mark Mus., a mark to indicate the

place where the singer may take breath.

1889 in Century Diet.

Breck. 2. Add quots. and attrib. tises.

1837 Penny Cycl. VI 11 . 282/1 The naked brecks (or undu-

lating downs) of Norfolk. 1840 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. I. Iv.

360 The first damside breck meadow on the plan. 1879
Lubbock Fauna ofNorfolk Inlrod. p. viii. On tlie ' Breck

'

district the lordly Bustard roamed. 1897 W. Rve Norfolk
Songs 124 Such cramped wild country, half rough breck

land and half marsh.

Bredbergite (bre-dbargait). Min. [f. the name
of B. G. Bredberg, who first described it : see -rrE 1.]

.\ name given by J. D. Dana in 1868 to an iron

garnet found at Sala, Sweden, which contains a
large amount of magnesium.
1868 Dana Min. 270 Lime-Magnesia Irongamet : Bred-

bergite.

Bredi (br,?l-di). [Cape Du., from Malagasy.]

A South African dish of meat and vegetables

cooked together.

1815 Lichtenstein Trav. II. 8a note, Breeeti signifies in

the Madagascar tongue Spiuage ; the word is brought
hither by the slaves, and at present, throughout the whole
colony, every sort of vegetable which, like cabbage, sptnage,

or sorrel, is cut to pieces and dressed with Cayenne pepper,

is included under the general term Breedi.

Breech, sb. 8. Add :

breecbes-boiler, a boiler in which two furnace

tubes unite beyond the bridge (Webster 191 1) ;

breeohes-flue, a flue composed of two conduits

which unite and discharge into one stack (Funk's

Stand. Diet. 1895); breeches-pipe (seequot).
1888 Lockwoods Diet. Mech. Engin., Breeches Pipe, a

bend pipe having two legs or branches.

Breed, sb. Add :

2. e. A person of mixed descent, a half-breed.

1901 Munseys Mag. XXV. 339/2 The breeds sullenly

lying in their second line of defense. 2905 D. WaU-ACe
Labrador Wild iii. 47 Eskimos and ' breeds ', the latter

being a comprehensive name for persons whose origin is a
mixture in various combinations and proportions of Eskimo,
Indian, and European. Ibid. 48 Tom Blake, a breed, who
had trapped at the upper or western end of Grand Lake.

4. breed-cup, breed-prize, a prire given to the

best animal of its breed ; breed-society, a society

which is concerned with the production of a par-

ticular breed of animal.
xtSi Pall Mall Gax. 10 Dec. 8/2 There are seven silver

*breed cups for the cattle classes. 1896 Dnily News 8 Dec.

5/1 The Breed (I^up for shorthorns was taken by the Earl of

Rosebery's 'Proud Madam'. Ibid. 4 Mar. 8/6 Mr. G.
Jackson, of Birmingham, has the *breed prize. 189a Ibid.

14 Sept. 5/5 The future of stock fairs will be in some degree

a^ected by the 'breed.societies.

Breed, v. .\dd

:

9. c. To put (a ram) to a ewe, etc, for breeding.

1S86 C. ScoTT Sheepfarming 161 The ewes to which he is

bred.

Breeze, sb.^ 5. Add : breese-swepi adj.

187a Calvebi.ey Fly Leaves (1903) 4 Lingers on, till stars

unnnmber'd Tremble in ibe breeze-swept tarn. 1890
' R. Boldrewood' Miner s A'r.xxix, The breeze-swept ocean

beach. 1894 Sapar Nameh Persian Pict. 48 On the thres-

hold of bis breeze-swept dwelling.

Breeze, v."^ Add : 1. b. To move or proceed

briskly. U.S.
\geri Chicago Even. Post 4 May 9 He breezed through the

Louvre at such a pace that he broke all the rapid sightseeing

records. 1922 J. A. Dunn Man Trap ix. 129 If they show,
bree2e right along and forget me.

2. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
175a Washington i>/ar7>r 1. 31 At noon theWind breezedup

at So. and clouded. 1849 N. Kingsley Diary io Sun Esoter

day not much wind, quite pleasant, bfoend up ia the eveaia^.



BREEZY.

Breesyf ''• 2. fig. Add : esp,. Characterized by

brisk vigour or activity.

z8g6 Mrs. Caftvm Quaker Grandmother \\i A strong,

vigorous breezy, old woman. 1901 IP'estm. Gaz. 8 Mar. 4/a

A brawny, breezy-voiced man.

Breitsch.waxi8 (braitjvants'i. Also breit-

swan t>. [G., = broad tail.] Iwitation sable.

10*3 Doiiy Mail 16 Apr. 15 The frilled coat had a satlor

col^ of dark blue breilschwanz. 19*7 Daily Nrws ?6 Sept.

2/4 Especially good is the imitation or broadtail known as

breitswanz. ibitL 31 Nov, 2/3 Another black outfit was of

face cloth and breitswanz. 1998 Daily Express 24 Jan. 5/4
Shaved Iamb, breitschwantz, caracul, and astrakhan are

seen in beige and light shades of golden brown.

Brekker (brckai). University slang. [f.

Breakfast + *-er *.] Breakfnst.

1889 Rarrere & Leland Diet. Slang. X900 G. Swift
Somerley 66 Have you had any brekker? 1905 Vachkll
The Hill xiv, Scaife gave hw farewell 'brekker* at the

Creameries. 1008 Daily Ckron. 20 .Apr. 4 '7 -A. young man
who looked like an undergraduate wrondered when his
* brekker * would be ready.

Brer. U--^- Negro pron. of Brother.
x88o J. C. Harris CTmrle Remns \. (1881) a Arter Br«r Fox

bin doia* all dat he could fer ter ketch Brer Rabbit. 1890
*Mark Twaih' in Harper's Mag. Feb. 440/1 If you read
..what this author says about Brer Albucasis.

Bretelle (bretcl). [Kr.] Each of the orna-

mental shoulder-straps extending from the waist-

belt in front to the belt behind of a wonum's dress.

Chieay pi. Also atirib,

i88a CAULFEiLoft Saward Diet. Netfilewtrrky Br^teltes^

a French term to signify an ornamental shoulder-^trap.

1890 Daily Ne^s 21 Oct. 2/1 Bretelle-shaped lines of fine

passementerie in green and gold. 1896 Ibid. 4 July 6/3
The bo<lice..has mlU of black chiffon passing over the
shoulders in breiclle fashion, 1908 Daily Chron. 25 Nov.
4/5 The Ducheas of Portland . . looked \-ery Iwautiful in

black velvet, with <tab)eft and bretelle^ of tbe t?old-lace re-

vived by the society. 1909 IHH. 1% FeK 7 '5 The*e are
arrmnced bade and front nretelle-wise to fall over tbe deep,

folded taOetms belt.

Breton (brctan), sb. and n, [ad. F, Breton

(see Bbiton).] A. sb. A native of Brittany ; the

Celtic language of Brittany. B. adj. Belonging

to or characteristic of Brittany, its inhabitants, or

their language.
t Breton tackU (Naut.), app. the earlier form of BintT<M

tadtte.

X49S Naval Ace. Hen. Vir{\%<^ i38 Bry-tton takles. tbid,

198 Bretton takles. tbid. 210 Breton takles. [i^oa Surv.
«r T^pcgr. Deter. France 4a The other three dioceses do
nteake a mixed langnai^e, sometimes French sometimes
Britton. tbid. 44 The Brtttains are generally tractable, but
tfaote that are neerer the sea coast are fwic so courteous as
the rest, t^s* Hcylim Cmmpgy. 1. 168/1 The Britains..

were questionless one of the first Nations that possessed any
part of Gaul. See also Britain sb. 1, a. 3, Briton t6. 2.)

1797 Encycl. Brit. (cd. 3) VII. 421 '2 Louis had driven the
Bretons from the posts they occupied in Normandy before
tbe duke of Burgundy could pass tbe Somme, x8x8 Mrs.
Stotharu Lett. Tmtr Normetmdy (iSao) 253 The Breton
language appears to me. .far more corrupted than the \Vel»h.

Ibid. 254 Tne Bretons do not resemble in countenance either

the Normans or French, nor have they much of the Welsh
character. tZytCumManQ.Mar. II 192 The Breton-speak-
tog Brittany, t^d. 197 If the Welsh and Breton lasKUWca
bear so near a resemblance toeachotherasisgeneranyiifMier-
stood. 1855 Temnvson .Maud 11. 11. iv, Here on the Breton
strand ! Breton, not Briton, i86t Chambers*s Encycl. 1 1.

3^/1 The Breton has generally a tinge of melancholy in his

dt^oatioa. 1S76 Eneycl. Brit. IV, 334^2 A few seaport
townst which are rather French than Breton. IU3

J[.

HoRKia Jonas IVelstkGram. Introd. t Keltic. .I'he P divi.

^on, consisting of Gaulish, and tbe British group, comprising
Welsh, ComUh and Breton.

Breunnerite (broi-nsrsit). Min. [f. the name
oi Count ^rtf««»^r of .Austria: see -FTB '.] A name
given in 1825 to a carbonate of magnesia and iron

found in the Tyrol.
iSss Haidingcr tr. Mak/ Trtat. Min, III. Index 993.

iS6s Dana .)//». 34S.

Breviary* Add : 2. O. fig. phr. Matter of
breviary ( — maiiere de breviaire, Rabelais, Panta-
gmel IT. viii) : a thing that admits of no question
or doubt.
1889 Sat. Rev. IS Jan. 99/1 It Is matter of breviary with

Giad^tonians tl^iat Unionist journals are not to be trusted.

1894 Ibid. 37 Oct. 463 1« it not., rat hermatter of controversy
than matter of breviary whetber the diiktinctioo applies f

Brevicite ;bre*vis»it). Min, piAjncd Srezncit

(1854) by P. Stiom^f. Srevigin Norway: see -iTil.]

A hydrous silicate of aluminium and sodium.
it6a Dana Afin. 167.

Brew hiu). Ix>cal variant of Bbow sb.^ 6 b.

1887 Hall Caine Deemster xxviL 176 Nearer the cliff I

found this, and this; and then down the brew itself. .1 saw
this othrr one. 1891 \., Kkitm Hallettt 11. v, 107 He'll
stand quiet enough ;. .it\ the grass on the brew he's after,

1917 Chamhert'x Jrnl. FeU 126/ 1 The brews of tbe ditches
or hedge-bottoms.

Brey, variant of *Bb.vt sh.^

Brick, j^. I Add:
2. Now extended to blocks or slabs made of

sand and lime, concrete, and other materials.
1875- ala^ brick (see Si.ac sh. 5). uea D. M. Liddkll

/landbk. Ckem. Enf^ineering 1 1. 948 Common brick were
formerly made of clay pres««] into molds by hand or ma-
chinery a;'d baked in kilns. At present bricks made from
sand and lime are extensively used, while ibey have been
used in Europe for 50 years.
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4. b. Brick couching^ in embroidery, couching in

which the laid threads or cords are secured by
cross stitches resembling, in their arrangement, the
vertical joints of brickwork. Hence in bricks^ in

divisions resembling bricks.
t88a Caulfeild & Skwaro Diet. Needlew, 180/1 The chief

varieties of Flat Couching are Brick,Broad, Burden,Diagonal,
and Diamond. 1911 Alice Dryden Church Embroid. 112
Theco'.nmonest form of stitching the gold is in bricks, each
couching-stitch being in between the two stitches of the pre-
ceding line.

o. The colour of brick, brick-red.
19*3 Daily Mail 16 Jan. i Blanket Cloth Magyar Wrap

Coats... Cream, Beaver, Mole, Nigger, Brick. Ibid. 17 Apr.
13 Colours: Brick, Grey, Mauve, Nigger.

5. Also, like a thousand (occas. Hundred) of
bricHs). orig. U.S.
184a Mrs. Kirkland Forest Life I. xiii. 135 If folks is

sassy, we walk right into 'cm like a thousand o brick. t86o
Ne-M Orleans Picayune 27 Apr. {De Vere) WTien we wanted
to turn him out, he fell upon us like a thousand of bricks.
1867 Congress. Globe Feb, 1513/3, i had no expectation.. of
bringing down upon myself, Mike a thousand of brick ' the
torrent of his indignant eloquence. 1896 C James Yoke of
Freedom 161 Once let a man play me false, I'm down on him
like a hundred of bricks.

b. To have (or wear) a brick in one's hat : to be
under the influence of liquor. U.S.
X848 DtntivAca & Burnham Stray 5"«^>.(Philad.) 61 (Th,)

He wore a ' brick ' within that hat. 1859 Bastlett ZJ/t:/,

Amer. (ed. 2) s.v., ' He has got a brick in his hat,' is an ex>
pression aj^lied to an intoxicated person,

O. To drop a brick : to commit an indiscretion,

make a * bloomer *. slang.

19*3 Punch 3 Oct, 334 It was hinted to me pretty plainly
that I had dropped a brick, as you say. 1934 Gai,sworthv
IVltite Monkey iii. xii, IVe got to keep my bead shut, or
I shall be dropping a brick. 19x7 .Sunday Express 16 Oct.
1 1/5 Might I suggest as an appendix to entries giving all the
bricks we havedropped, that we add the names ofthe people
who have helped us out of any difliculiies. x^^ 'Sapper'
Female of Swedes xvti. 307 The stones of Stonehenge are
little pebbles compared to the bricks you dropped, out 1

forgive you.

10. brick-bread, -loaf U.S. (early examples)

;

brick-pond U.S.^ a pond in a brickfield; briok-
stitoh = brick couching (see 4 b above).
176s Boston SeUctm. 39 Nov., A 4^/. loaf tA *brick bread

is 3 oz. less than a 4//. white loaif. xj^x Ibid. 15 Apr., Four
penny *brick loaf. iSif Miissachuseits Spy 9 Jan. 3/;^ Two
toys. .were, .drowned m a "brick pond in the vicinity of
tbe city [ PhiUdetphia]. 1850 li^ilmingtoni'S. C.) Commer^
ciai% Sept. » 3 Water brought from the neighbouring brick-
ponds (at Philadelphia] in backets. i88a Caui.prilo &
.Saward Diet. A''cedlew<yrk ^.v.^ 'lirick stitch was largely
used as back grounds in ancient embroideries. x89S Cmssel/s
Fam. Mn^. May ^45/2 What is known in modern canvas
embroidery as * bnck *<stitcfa.

Brickbat. Add

:

189a Ranyabo Proctor'sOtd if KemAstron.64omotet Clerk
Maxwell used to describe tbe matter of the ringst of Saturn]
as a shower of bridcbats. amongst which there would in-

evitably be continual collisions taking place. 1898 Agnks
Clrrkb, etc AstroH. 340 It may be ttwt collisions are jnfre.

quent in this congloracratioa of ' brickbats '. xgad Macthbr-
SON ^Fod. Astron. 78,

Bricking (btikig). [f. Bbick i^.l + -ncoi.]

L Building with brick ; brickwork. A\so attrib.

1770 Marylamd Hist. Mag. XI I. 368 Pray defer y* Suble,
Bricking in y* Garden or any other Jobs untill you have
compleated the stone Wall 1914 Glasgmv Herald 20 Mar.
13 But between him and hU coal, bckire ever he had sunk
his bricking ring, intervened the war.

2. An imitation of brickwork, as on a plastered

or stuccoed surface; in embroidery, brick-stitches

collectively.

1874 Knight Diet. MecK^ Bricking^ the imitation of brick-
work on a plastered or stuccoed surface, x^tt Alice Drvdrm
Church Embroid. iia For ordinary bricking use about tea
stitches to the inch.

Brickishf a. Add

:

2. Resembling brick in colour.
MOO EuHoa Glvm Visits Eliz. (1906) 98 She has quite a

different coloured chest to the top bit that shows above her
pearl collar, which is brickish-rcd from biuiting.

Brick waU,j^.i Add:
2. fig. as a type of something dense or an impasse.

as in phr. to tatk to a brick xtfoll, to be up against

a brick wait,
X898 fVestm. Gas. tg July 1/2 We have been patting this

dilemma to Liberals and Irish and the answers which we
have obtained from both have brought us to what we have
called the * Irish brick-wall *. 1909 Jeromr They a>id I vii,

We mustn't have to tell 'em the same thing over and over
iigain, like we was talking to brick walls.

'

Bricky, a. Add :

d. Like a * brick * or good fellow.

1864 J. C. Atkinson Stattton Grange i, Old Milburn was
the 'biickiest* master.. at Elnidon.

Bridge, ^b.^ Add :

3. c. A causeway of logs, a corduroy road. U.S.
(Cf. •Bridge v.i ab.")

Uh9 Mas. KiRKLAND New Horn* ti. 19 The 'beautiful

bridge*, a newly-laid causeway of large round logs. Ibid.
viL 40 A marsh which we were crossing by the usual bridge
of poles, or corduroy as it is here termed.

11. a. bridge- butUer ; bridge-building.
X77a C. HuTTOM Bridges 6 A Bridge-builder should be

employed. X873 * Mask 1 wain * GildedAge xxiii, He wrote
some papers.. upon bridge-building.

BRIDGING.

b. bridge spectacles (see sense 6).
1833 J. F. Watson Tales Olden Times 154 In early years

the only Spectacles ever used were called 'bridge spectacles'.

Bridge (bridg), sb.'^ Also 9 biritch, britch.
[Etym. unascertained ; prob, of Levantine origin,

since some form of the game appears to have been
long known in the Near Kast ; the origin of the
seemingly Russian forms biritch, britch, is un-
known.] A card-game based upon whist. The
dealer or his partner (dummy) names trumps,
dummy's hand is exposed after the lead, and the
odd tricks vary in value according to the suit

named as trumps.
The game is s.iid to have been played In Constantinople

and the Near East about 1870. Formerly also called bridge
•whist. Biritch in quots. 1886 is applied to the call of * no
trumps ',

jS^ Biritchy or Russian W'Aw/ a The one declaring may,
instead of declaring trumps, say ' Biritch ', which means that
the hands shall be played ivithout irumfs. Ibid, 3 The odd
tricks count as follows :—If ' Biritch ' is declared each [odd
trick counts] 10 points, Ibtd. 4 There are four honours if
* Biritch ' is declared, which are the four aces. 1894 {title\

The Pocket Guide to Bridge.. by *Boaz'. 1^98 Nat. Rev.
Aug. 8og At a game oKwint or bridge. X90X ' Scam* Mod.
Bridge Introd., * Bridge *, known in Turkey as ' Britch *,

"b. Auction bridge^ a variety of tlie game which
has superseded the original form. The right to

name trumps and to play with the dummy goes,

for each deal, to the player who undertakes to

make the highest score. Dummy bridge (cf. Dummy
sb. 3). See also *Contbact bridge.

1903 O. Crawford in Times 16 Jan. 5/6 ' Auction bridge *

..is more lively than dummy bridge. x9o8Dalton ^wc/m»
Bridge p. iii, Auction Bridge is really a clever combination
of the two games of Poker and Bridge. 19x0— ' Saturday '

Bridge xvi. 227 Auction Bridge was invented in India as
far back as 1903, but very little was known of it in England
until it was taken up by the Bath Club somewhere about
1905. Ibid. 2s8 At Bridge the declaration is confined to the
dealer and his partner. At Auction, every player in turn
has the right of over-bidding the previous declaration. 191X

R. W, Chambers Common Law xviii. 528, I think I'll take
Annan with me—^just for company—or—dummy bridge on
the way up.

O, attrib. and Comb.
X899 A. G. Hulme-Beaman Pons Astnorttm 46 As in

Bridge Whist everybody plays his own game. Ibid. 50 No
amount of rule and precept will suffice to make a first-class

Bridge player, X905 Daily Chron. 37 Dec. 4/5 Are we, as
they say at the bridge-table, * content ' ? X906 Westm. Gaz.
4 Aug* 15/1 Bridge hand No. VII. is another of those hands
that look very simple but really are rather tricky. 1907
Macm. Mag. Sept 805, I tried to slip away into the bridge,
room. X9ax Punch 19 Jan. 49/1 The psychology of the Bridge
partner. i9a8 Observer x Apr. 1 1 /a The suburban wife who
•plays the exchanges* is present at every Bridge ', as bridge
parties are called in this country of short-cuts.

Hence Bridff« v^ intr., to play bridge ; Bri'd^er
(cf. F. bridgeur, 1893), a bridge-player.
X907 Mrs. H. De La Pasture Z-i^ttf/)/ ^^a^/f xvi. 379 Miss

de Courset, come and play billiard-6ves,.. unless you are a
bridger. Are yoy a bridgcr? 1908 Daily Chron. 14 Nov.
6/4 We must dine and we must ' bridge *. 1998 Sunday
Express 37 May 15 Shall she Charleston, Blues or Bridge
that evening 1

Bridge, vy Add

:

2. yy.spec.xtiU.S. (Seequot. Cf.*BBiDOE j/^.^ac.)

X809 Kendall Trav. I. 235 But here, a sufficient, though
not very agreeable road, is formed by causeys of logs ; or, in

the language of the country, it is bridged.

4. To join (a piece of land) /<? another by a bridge.

1904 Sladen Playing the Game i. ix, Islands .. each
bridged to each.

6. intr. To arch tbe recumbent body. U.S.
1913 MtLFORD Coming ofCassidy i. 21 The under man.,

bridged so suddenly as to throw the hunter off him. Ibid,

ux. 58 Tr>-tng in vain to bridge on his head and heels.

Bridgeable (bri-d^abl), a. [£ Bbidgk v.i +
-ABLE.] That can be bridged or spanned by a
bridge, tit. andjig.
x865CARLVLE/V*rt'*.(7/. xvnLiii.fi873)VII.i35Wadeable,

bridgeable. iSjjo Advance (Chicago) 13 Mar., Intervening

i-ilands break this distance [60 miles] into bridgeable lengths.

1898 Daily Nezvs 27 July 6/2 From the young officer to the
preacher ofnon-resistance, there is a great gulf, but bridgable.

Bridgetin. Add the ctirrent forms : Bridget-

tine, Bridgittine, Brigittine ; also the attrib. use.

x^5&-9 A. BuTLKR Lives of Saints 6 Oct. S. Bruno, The
Bngittm nuns of Sion. 1873 Blunt Myr. Oure Ladye p. xii,

A Brigittine community of nuns. 190s F. M. Steele C<7Mrr«/j

Gt. Brit, 63 The Bridgettinc Kosary consists of seven Paters
and sixty-three Ares.

Bri'dging, ///. a. [f. Bridge v,'^ + -ino 2.]

L Constructing or appointed to construct a bridge

or bridges. (Perhaps oiig. attrib. use of the vbl. sb.)

X891 Daily News q6 May 3/7 The bridging battalion ^f

Royal Engineers, 1901 'Linesman' Words by Eyewitness

(1903) 94 Losing eleven men of the bridging party, and having

every pontoon and plank struck by the Boer marksmen.

2. bridging species Bot.^ one of a series of

plant-species on which a parasitic fungus may be

trained or adapted to infect species otherwise

immune. Also brid^ng host.

X903 H. M. Ward in Phil. Trans. B. CXCVI. 34 A cer-

tain species of grass (A) may be capable of infection by
means of spores from two other host-plants (B and C),

neither of which is predisposed to reciprocal infection, though

both may be infected from such a * bridging ' species (A) as



BBIDLE.

is referred to above. i9sa Encycl, BriU
^
XXX, 478/3

• Bridging species *. Ibid.^ * Bridging hosts ',

Bridle, ^^. Add: 6. g. (See quot. 1906.)

Z899C. F. Marvis Usee/ Kites 211 The one-point attach-

ment of bridle., is better suited to strong than light winds.

X906 A. F. Collins Man. ll't're/ess Telegr. 709 Bridle^ a
cord attached to a kite that holds the latter at the proper

angle in the wind ; the kite-cord is attached to the bridle.

6. bridle stricture i^/^i/., a stricture caused by

a narrow band stretched across the urethra.

1894 Gould Did, Med,

Bridle* v. Add : 4. intr, of a horse : To rise

to or answer the bridle.

19x9 Daily Express 5 Jan. 7/5 Mr. Wroughton's horse

never bridled well at the fence... It slipped and brushed
through the fence, hardly rising.

6. trans. See *Bkidle sb. 5 g.

1809 C F. Marvin Use of Kites 210 Two methods of
bridling the kite.

Bridle-patll. (See Bridle sb, 6.)

i8n [s.v. Bkidle sb. 6]. 1835 Southern Lit, Messenger I.

615 Our way, although little more than an indistinct bridle

path} was more pleasant than that by which I had before

ciossed. 1B40 C. F. Hoffman Greyslaer II. iii, 198 The road

he was traversing could scarcely, indeed, be dignified with

the title of a biidle.path. 1895 ' C. E. Craudock ' Myst.
Witch-Face Mt, i. 30 Thar's a man. .killed yesiiddy in the

bridle-path.

Bri'dle-wise, a- ^.•5'. [Bbidle j^. i.] Of a

horse, readily guided by a touch of the bridle.

1843 Carlton New Purchase ^\ A spirited horse, scarcely

broken, and certainly not bridle-wise. 1879 Tourgek Foots
Err, X, 42 Comfort had gone into town early with my little

bridle.wise mare Jaca. 1895 Century Mag. Aug. 626/1 His
bridle has one rein, his horse is bridle-wise. 1921 Chambers^s

Jml. Oct. 629/1 Quick-step, .was the smartest and most
bridle-wise pony that ever went on shoes.

Hence Bri*dle-wi:sdoni.
1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVI. 477/1 Not that in the heat of

play one relies upon this bridle- wisdom.

Brie (brr). A kind of soft cheese made in Brie,

an agricultuial district in the north of France.
1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 456 The principal kinds of cheese at

present known in commerce. .. Caniembert, Parmesan,
Gruyere, Brie, Roquefort [etc.]- "Qoa Encycl. Brit. XX VI I.

355/2 The best known of the soft unpressed cheeses are IJrie,

Camembert, and Coulonimiers. 1920 Tisdale & Jones
Butter <y Cheese 88 Soft Cheese (unpressed).. Brie, [etc].

Brief, sb. Add

:

7. Also fig,^ as to hold a brieffor (a person) : to

write like an advocate rather than an unbiassed

and critical appraiser. Often coUoq. in to hold no
brieffor', to be no advocate or supporter of.

x888 M. Arnold in igth Cent. Jan. 24 Professor Dowden
holds a brief for Shelley ; he pleads for Shelley as an advo-
cateplcadsforhis client 1918 R. A. Knox Spiritual Aeneid
215 When I was at Balliol, we used to adapt the phrase * I

hold no brief for So-and-so*,

U. brief-bag, the blue or red bag in which a
barrister carries his briefs to and from court.

1865 G. Measom Guide G.E.R. Advt. 4 Brief Bags.
1895 Casselfs Fam. Mag. 323/2 Brief-hags carried by .

.

lawyers' clerks. 1910 Encycl. Brit. IV. 562/1 English brief-

bags are now either blue or red. Blue bags are those with
wliich barristers provide themselves whcTi first called, and it

is a breach of etiquette to let this bag be visible in court.

The only brief-bag allowed to be placed on the desks is tlie

red bag, which by English legal etiquette is given by a
leading counsel to a junior who has been useful to him in
some important case.

Brief, v.^ Add : 2. To relate briefly.

1904 Lynue Grafters vii, He briefed the story of House
Bill Twenty-nine for her. pointing out the probabilities.

Brief, v:^ 3. Add : also^^.
x866 Levkr Sir B. Fossbrooke xllv. They had not been

well 'briefed ', as lawyers say, or they had not mastered
their instructions.

Brier, briar, sb."^ Add : Also very freq. short

for briar-root^ -wood^ which were formerly used ~
briar-root or -wood pipe.
i88a Graphic 16 Dec. 683/2 Nowadays, every third man

you meet has a cigarette or a * briar * in his mouth. 1883
Miss Bkaddon WytlarcCs iVeinlx^ He sat.. lazily puffing
at his black briarwood. 1891 L. Keith The Halletts xxviii.
Pass me the brier-root. 1909 Daily Chron. 23 July 3/3 A
briar being his constant companion while writing.

Brigade, v, 2. Add mod. examples.
xpo8 Daily Chron. 17 June 7/7 You cannot brigade

British industry. Mod. A man asked to do a certain part
of an cncyclopaidia article will say * they have biigaded me
with so-and-so'.

Brigadier. 1. Add : The rank of brigadier
general was abolished after the war of 1914-18 and
superseded by that of ^f7/f7«^/-(ri?///W(Z«(/a«/'. In 1928
this was superseded by brigadier,
t^x^ Even. Standard 13 May 13/2 Officers holding the

new rank of Brigadier introduced in the Army last summer
are still commonly known as * Generals '.

Brigalow(bri-gab«). Austral. Also bricklow.
[ad. native name bilriagalah.'] Any one of several
species of acacia, esp, A.harpophylla. h\%oattrib.
1847 Lkichhakot Jritl. i. 4 The Bricklow Acacia, which

seems to be identical with the Rose-wood Acacia of Moreton
Bay. 186a Kendali, JWms 79 Good-bye to the Barwan
and brigalow scrubs. 1885 AIhs. C. Phaed Heoui Stat.
xvii, We are not fit for anything but store-cattle, we are all
blady grass and brigalow scrub. ]90X F. Campbell Lo^e
263 Long shafts of silvery moonlight creep in between the
waving hi anches of blue gum and brigalow.

Bnghamite (bri-gamajt). U.S. A follower of
lirigham Young; a Mormon. Also altrib.
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1878 J. H Beadle Western Wilds xxi. 3^2 The cannon
and long range rilles of the Brighamlte mihtia completely
raJced the interior of the camp.

Bright, a. Add : 1. e. Also, hopeful, encour-

aging, cheering.
i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 41 The look out. .is not a

very ' bright ' one. 1917 C. Mathewson Sec. Base Sloan
xiii. 174 Tooiialta's chance to pull the game up high and dry
looked bright.

10. bright-line, applied to a discontinuous spec-

trum consisting of bright lines resulting from radia-

tion from an incandescent vapour or gas.

1890 G. F. Chambers Handbk. Astron, (ed.4) II. 371 The
spectra of bright-line stars. Ibid. 372 The meteorites in

nebulas giving a bright-line spectrum. 1901 Nature iz Dec.
134/1 The bright-line stars and bright-line nebula;.

Bright, adv. Add :

1. c. Jocular phr. bright and early {oi'i^. "[].S.),

1871 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VIII. 79 Thursday morning,
bright and early, we took a ride around the premises. 1887
Maky E. Wilkins Humble Rcvtonstr. 133 I'll speak to 'em
bright and early. 1891 Fur^ Fin 9f Feather Mar. 168 So I

hitched up bright and early and started back. 1900 Dail^
Neius 18 July, Persons desirous of being present at this

gathering should be there bright and early. 1920 P.G.Wode-
HousE Daviselin Distress vi, And this morning, bright and
early, the beak parted him from ten quid. 1086 J. J. Con-
NiNCTON Death at Sivaythling Court xv\. 286 Next morning
I got up bright and early.

Brilliantined (brilyantf*nd), (Z. Dressed with
BlULLIANTINE.
1906 Daily Chron. 6 Apr. 9/5 Their adipose cheeks and

brilliantined hair. i^6 Chambers's Jrnl, Rlay 315/2 A sleek

and pear-shaped gentleman heavily biilliantinedandscented.

Brim, sb.^ U.S. [Var. of *Bueam sb. 2 b.]

The long-eared sunfish {Lepomis auritus).
1887 Harper's Mag. July 270/1 If they could slip away,.,

there would be a diminished number of * brim ' and * goggle-
eye,* in tlie ditch. 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIII. 403/3 The
brim, a small, red fish, which is excellent fried.

Brizue (broim). V. [See Buimikg (Cornwall).]

intr. Of the sea : To be phosphorescent.
1893 Kipling Many Invent, u Dowse could see him of a

clear night, when the sea brimed, climbing about the buoys
with the sea-fire dripping off him.

Brimfulness. Add :

189X Hardy Tess xxvii, The brimfulness of her nature
breathed from her.

Brimmer, sb. 3. Delete fObs. and substitute

:

Now chiefly loeal; spec, a straw hat.
x888 LowsLEY Berkshire Gloss.^ Brimmer^ a hat. 1893

IFiltshire Gloss., Brimmer, a broad-brimmed hat. 1902
Fall Mall G02, 14 Apr ._ 2/3 The early brimmer marked a
conspicuously daring spirit here and there against the crowd
of silk hats.

Cf. Local rhyme {Birmingham). Straw brimmer, Ate the
donkey's dinner.

Brimm.y (bri*mi), a. [C Brim j3.- + -y1,]
Having a wide brim; broad-brinimeil.
1896 A. MoRKisoN Child ofyago 112 The brimmy tall hat.

1908 IVestm. Gaz. 28 Mar. 2/2 The cult flew, .to big buttons
on parachute-skirted coats,., to brimmy hats, briminierhats,
brinuniest hats, brimless hats, i^xq Daily Chron. I2 Mar,
4/4 He sported the brimmiest of liats,

Brim.stone, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To smoke
with brimstone.

^ 1868 Rep. U, S, Commissioner Agric. C1869) 275 The yield
is principally derived from hives that are ' hrinistoned ' in
the fall, or from old combs that are unfit for use.

Brim.stony, a. Add : transf and fig, ' Sul-
phurous ', * fiery \
1885 Chambers's Jml. Aug. 22 That brimstony old repro-

bate next door. 1924 Schoi.ks ist Bk. Graiuo/honc Rec, 93
The betrayer, .came to a bad and brimstony end.

Brixi (brin, as ¥. brceii). (See quots.)
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Brins, a French name for

coloured threads used in tapestry ; the radiating sticks of
a fan, which may be from 12 to 34 in number. i^6& Sir T.
Wahdle (title) An Examination into the Divisibility of the
Brin or Ultimate Fibre of the Silk of Bombyx Mori. 1909
Century Diet. Suppl.. Briu, one of the two circular fibers
that issue from the silkworm. It consists of two parts, the
inner of fibroin, or true silk, and the outer of sericin, or silk-

glue.
^ 1911 Wkbstek, Brin, a kind of stout cloth of linen^

sometimes partly cotton.

Bring, v. Add

:

1. d. To bring home the bacon {9ig.) : to succeed
in an undertaking ; to achieve success, slang.
1924 P. G. WoDKHOUSE Ukridge\m, It may be that my

bit will turn out to be just the trifle that brings home the
bacon. 19*8 Daily Express 10 Aug. 3/5 If I fail to ' bring
home the bacon ' 1 will give j^ 10 lo any charity selected by
your ladyship. 1929 Publishers' Weekly 30 Nov. 2590/1
There's a trio of names that will bring home the bacon...
Jesus, Papini, and Dorothy Canfield.

18. j. KUo gen.
1865 Merkdith Rhoda Fleming x\\\\, He's mad... There

ain't a doubt as t' what the doctors d bring him in. . . Lunatic's
the word 1

19. BringofEL d. To entry to a successful issue.

23. Bring round, c. To convert to an opinion.
189a Mrs. H. Ward D. Grieve iv. (1901) 285 '2 He talked

to Lucy, and with great difficulty persuaded her in the
matter of the hundred pounds.

, .Ultimately, however, he
brought his wife round. 1894 Bridgi:s Feast of Bacchus
IV. 1055 You've got. .your father Brought nicely round : and
all through my good management.
25, Bring to. f. To bring (land) into good con-

dition. U.S.
1837 CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) 77 One of these

gentlemen.. has found this sort of land after it was thus
* brought to ' extremely favorable to the growth of rye.

BRISKEN.

27. Bring up. a. Also, to cause (a person) to rise

to his feet to answer a statement, etc,

m. To lead (troops, etc.) to the scene of action
1885 U. S. Grant Fers. Mem. I. 415 The troops from

Corinth were brought up in time to repel the threatened
movement without a battle.

Bringing, vbl. sb. Add :

2. bringing up {Naval) : see Brikg v. 27 f.

1908 Westm. Gaz. I July 7/4 The * Patrol lost her anchor
and cable in bringing up.

4. altrib. bringing money, money paid by a
recriuting officer to a recruit on his joining the
forces.

1892 Rep. Comm. Tertns ^- Cond. Service in Army 63
The Committee have found a strong consensus of opinion
that the reintroduction of bringing-money would probably
give a great stimulus to recruiting.

Briny, a.'^ Add : B. sb, (colloq.) The briny =^

the ocean, the sea.

1865 Slang Diet., Briney, the sea. 1880 H. Evans
Brighton Beach Loafer {\%%Z) 6 Tales of unutterable woe
and adventures undergone on the 'briny '.

Briquet (brrk^j. Her. [Fr.] A steel for striking

light from a flint ; one of the ornaments used to

form the collar of the order of the Golden Fleece.
1920 Edin. Rev. Oct. 314 The cross and briquet of

Burgundy.

Briquettage (brlketa-^). [F. briquetage^
Objects fashioned of burnt clay.

1908 Athenxum a8 Mar. 391/3 The clay objects mentioned
above, to which the Committee have provisionally given the
tion-committal name of * briquettage .

Briquette (brike-tj, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To
form (coal-dust, etc.) into briquettes. Also Bri-
quettiug vbl. sb.

1898 Engl. Mechanic 7 Oct. 194/1 Briquetting Sawdust.
1916 Franke's llamibk. Briquetting 1. 621 Briquetting of
Sawdust, and other Waste Wood. These materials can
generally be briquetted fairly readily without a binding
material. 1928 Daily Tel. 25 Sept. 11/5 The Yallouru
briquetting plant of the State Electricity Commission of
Victoria.

Brisance (brrzans). [f. F. brisant, pres. pple.

of briser to break.] The shattering effect of such
high explosives as nitroglycerine and gun-cotton.
1915 A jMakshall Explosives 390 It has been proposed by

Bichel to use the expression —''—
for the ' brisance ' or vio-

3
lence of the blow given by an explosion, m being the mass
of gas evolved and v the velocity of the detonation. Ibid.

320 For the brisance test quantities of 10 g. were used. Ibid.

407 marg., Brisance meter.

Brisant (br/zan), a. [Fr, : see prec] Of ex-

plosives : Shattering, smashing, breaking.
1905 Larsen tr. Bichets New Meth. Test. E.xplosiTCs

jS note, In this translation the word * brisant ' (explosives)
has sometimes been used in preference to the rather inade-
quate expression 'high*. 1906 Times 14 Mar., Although
these brisant su]>stances belong directly to chemistr>'. 1918
CoLVER High Explosives 594 '1 he genuine brisant explosives
can only be detonated by means of the energy of a primary
explosive.

Bris6 (brrztf), a. Her. [Fr.] Of a l>earing :

Broken, depicted as torn asunder, b. Bearing a
mark of cadency or brisure.

[1780 Edmondson Her. II. Gloss., Brisi, in French
armory, signifies broken.. .The English blazon it by the word
coupcdi as tlius, a bend couped.\ 2828-40 Beray Etuycl.
Her. I.

Brise-bise (brrzb/z), Alsoerron. brise-a-bise,

bris-a-bris ; colloq. brisby- [Fr., lit. * break-

wind *.] A curtain of net or lace for the lower part

of a window.
X9ia Queen 10 Aug. 266 'i Brise-bise curtains of striped net.

X9a3 Advt. in Daily Mail 14 Feb, 1 Cre.im Hemstitched
Lace and Insertion Casenienisand Brise Bise. Ibiti. 17 Apr.
14 Insertion Brise a bise. Ibid. 29 May 15 The Brise-bise
Lace Curtain (familiarly called a ' Bri-^hy '). Ibid. 14 Aug.
1/3 Cotton net . .suitable for gowns, bris-a-bris.

Brisement (brrznian). Surgery, [Fr.] A
breaking asunder.
[1885 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. I. 201/1 Pyaemia and

tearing of the nerves and vessels and soft parts about the
joint were the not infrequent results oi briiemeut forci.\
X90X DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Brisement. the bieaking
up of anything, as of an ankylosis. {Brisement ford, the
breaking up of a bony ankylosis by force.]

Brisk, t'. 2. Add:
To brisk np : (also gen^ to beconie brisk, behave

or move in a brisk manner.
1885 L. B. Walford Kan II. 76 After this adventure, »-e

Seemed, .to brisk up afresh. 1903 R. Langbridck Flame <$•

Floodx.v\i\, Miss Lydia..bri.sked up suddenly and continued
her narration. 15)15 H, L. Wilson Rugi:ies <fRed Gap iii.

(1917) 40 As I brisked out of bed the following morning at
half-afier six. 1916 Bovd Cable Action Front 170 'I'he

rattle of rifle fire dwindled away at times to separate and
scattered shots, brisked up again and rose to a long rolL

Brisken (bri*sk*n), v. [f. Brisk a. + -en ^.]

1. trans. To make brisk or lively. Also with up.

1799 [A. Young] Agric, Line. 451 Let your fuel be coke,
which bears the bellows to brisken the fire, without raising
a flame. 1838 Eclectic Rev. I. 551 Briskeninj; the then dull
tenor of periodical criticism. 1895 Chambers's Jml. XII.
667/2 0ur movements were briskeiied painfully by the singing
of bullets about our ears. 1901 Daily Chron, 27 Dec. 3/3 fhe
Coronation, they think, may brisken up trade generally.
1905 E. F. Benson Image in Sa$tdi, 8 Sir Henry briskcned
his pace a little.



BRISKENING.

1^. intr. To become brisk, to speed up.

1876 W. Mathews Getting on in the World Ser. 11. iii.

(1384) 63, I heartily wish that business may briskeii a little.

«i9ii Scribncr'i Mag. (Webster) Meanwhile our artillery

fire briikened.

Hence Bri'skening vhl. sb.

1907 At'ienxum 23 Mar, 364/1 'l"his piece, with briskening

of the action, will prove diverting. %9«7 Hcots Observer

4 Jur.e 17/2 A briskening of the air.

Brisky, a. Delete -^Obs. rare~^ and add :

Z894 Cornhiil M^. Jan. 43 As we proceed, stopping

regularly at every wayside public-house, many of the

pa-isengtrs betray symptoms of becoming * brisky '. 1905

Dmly Chron. 14 Mar. 6/7 The lamb soon got used to the

new limb, and gambols about the farm in as brisky a manner
as any of its companions.

Brisling (bii-sliy). Also bristling. [Norw.

brisling sprat.] A small Norwegian fish of the

herring family, resembling a sardine, which is ctued

and tinned for use as a table delicacy.

19M Wkbster Suppl., Bristlin-s. 1913 Times (weekly ed.)

14 Nov., Mr. Charles 'late Regan, of the Fi-.hery Depart-

ment of the South Kensington Museum, gave evidence that

'Skipper Sardines ' were bristling, or sprats. 1915 La7v Rep.

K. B. Div. III. 7^3 The Court of quarter sessions held, first,

that the description 'Norwegian sardines* applied to the

brisling packed in oil in the respondents' tin* was a trade

desci ipiioii as to the material ofwhich the re-vpondents* ^oods
were coiapoa*d. iMd^. 740 The Norwegian brisling were pro-

cessed as sardines, labelled as Norwegian sardines, or smoked
sardines, and pu'. upon the Lnglish market in 1834. ibid.

742 '1 he brisling is the nearest approach to the sardine which
the Norwegian sta< provide. 1926 Sptctator 9 Jan. 11 'a If

the brisling fisheries fail the Suvanger Theatre shows a loss.

Brisqne (brisk, brisk). [Fr.j In bezique and

other card games, a privileged card, such as the

aces and tens in b^ziquc.

1870 * Cavendish' Biziqui 8 Brisque (queen of spades and
knave of diamonds, now called bdzique), scored 40. Curi-

ously enough, brisque did not exist in the game of Brisque
itself. 1890 * Brkkki-ky* H^ti^ne <y Crib6age 10 If the

loser's score, with bis brisques, is less than 1,000, be U said

to be rubiconed.

Bristle, J^ 6. Add:
bristlo-bird, a name given to certain Australian

reed-warblers ; bristle-rat, another name for the

hedgehc^ rat ; bristle^worm, a chxtopod.
i8s7 Viooiis & HoBSFiF.LD in Tram. Liwim.tn Soc, XV.

3JZ He \sc. Afr. Caley) calls it in bis notes ''Bristle Bird *.

1865 Gould Birds Australia I. 343 Sphenura loiigirosiris. .

.

I^ne-billed Brisile-bird. 1911 A. H. S. Lucas & Lk Souef
Bird* Australia 330 Hht Bristle-binls have a shy disposi-

tion, and live in reed-beds and thickets. S908 li'estm. Ons.
8 Aug. 16/3 There is., a similarity in the eyes of the 'bristle-

worm to tho>e of the 6y.

Bristletail. Add :

2. A name or the ruddy duck, ^'rij/Wii/wrafwWt/a.
S909 in Crnt. Diet. SuppL

Bristling, variant of Bkisling.

Bristol, Add : 2. b. In full Bristol aeroplane :

a type of aeroplane constructed by the British and
Colonial Aeroplane Co., Filton, Bristol.

1911 Aerp May 53/1 In the new Bristol biplaiw all tb«
supporting surfaces run in the slipstream of the screw.
M13 A. £. BtiitHiMAN Aviation xv. 148 '1 he Bristol mono-
pume was similarly in the air in less than eighteen minuics.
itts^ Aeroplixne as Jan. 76/3 We already have mttchines
wnicb land fairly slowly—for example, the Avros and Sop-
witbs, and the latest Brutols. 1916 C WiMCHf.srE« J'iyistg

Mem at5 A Bristol scout. sas4 Giasgow Htmtd 30 June 11

Relay races were flown by Avros, Bristols and Snipes.

Brit, j3.3 Colloq. shortening of Bbitov.
^ 1901 1 LiNESsiAK ' lytfrds fy Eyewitm^u (190a) 6a The Brit

is at his old game. (1904 Sladun Plnying the Game 1. v,

* Imperial Government ! I call that too damned funny t Dj
you mean the Japs ? * * That word is roost oOensiTe to them.
How would we like to be called Brits ? *]

Britain, sb. Add : //. with reference to the

several dominions and dependencies of Great
BriUin ; cf. Britt, {Ontft.) (« of (all) the Britain*)

in the legend on coins.

1897 Eahl of RosEst- ry in Daily AVmr 5 July 4/5 ' Rej^ina
Briianniarum '—tbeQueen ofthe Uritains . . She u sovereign,
not of one or two, but of numberlesi Hritains, all self->up-

poriitig. 1901 Westm. Gas. 11 Dec. 3/a Lord Kosebery has
succeeded with his cry of 'All the Britains*, as the three
letters 'Omn' oti tlte new coins are to testify.. .Our King
henceforth is to be King of All the Britains.

Britannia. 9. Add : also ellipf, » Britannia
metal.
1887 Maby K. WiLKiNS IlnmbU Roineuice 107 Pouring

the tea from the shiny britannia teapot into the best pink
china cups.

Britannicixe britsenisoiz), v, [f. Britanitic
a. + -izjl] trans. To make Britannic or British in

form or character.
(«8«i Ann. Reg. i9oQ Pref p. iv. Such measures as may

Britannize, as it were, all the other Grecian Islands.]
1887 \V. F, Kak Miss Bayle's Rt>manc4 xvii, American

gentlemen are * brittannicized Indians*. 1991 .Spectator
»6 Apr. 487/3 St. Paul did not fight a lifelong battle aeain^t
judaizirig the Christian Church in order that we should
brilaimicize it nowadays.

Britholite (bri-Jwbit). Min. [f. Gr. ^^o^
weight, in allusion to its high ipccinc gravity,

+ -LITK.] A rare silicate and phosphate of the
cerium metals and calcium, found in southern
Greenland.
1909 E- S. Da»a & W. £. Foao Sec. App. Dana's Syst,

119

Mhi. 19 Britholite...Orthorhombic. In pseudo-hexagonal
prisms.

Briticism. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1868 R. G. White in Galaxy Mar. 335 This use of the

word is a widespread Briticism.

British, a. Add :

2. Also spec, as connoting certain characteristics

of true-born Britons, as in British matron (hence
British rnatronism)^ British workman.
1889 Stamiard iZ July 3/7 An outbreak of some epidemic

of Biitish matronism.

b. British Empire, The empire consisting of
Great Britain and the other British possessions,
dominions, and dependencies.
1604 J. V>zv. Ptrt,tt} Kingy The Almightie and most mcrcifull

God. .make your Maiestie to be the most blessed and
Triumphant Monarch, that euer this Brytish Empire
enioycd. 1768 Utile) The present state of the British
Empire in Europe, America, Africa and Asia, containing
a concise account of our possessions in every part of the
globe, [etc. J. 1783 J. Galloway (title) Political refleciions

on the late coloiuaf governments; in which their original
con>titutional defects are pointed out, and shewn to nave
naturally produced the rebellion, which has unfortunately
terminated in ibe dismemberment of the British empire.

1784 {title) A view of the British Empire, or more especially
Scotland. x8«3 Hhctoh Campbell ititle) 'Ihe Impending
Ruin of the British Empire, its Cause and Remedy con*
sidered. 1876 Ertcycl. Brit. V. 336/a In 1871 the first

Imperial census of the British empire was taken.
aitrib. 190a Encyct. Brit. XXXIII. 303/1 'Ihe United

TCmpire Trade League, the British Empire League, [etc]
endeavour to promote inter-Imperial trade.

5. British warm : see Wabm sb.'- 2.

Britishism (bri*tijiz'm). ff. liBiTi8H + -isM.]

The characteristic qualities of the British; with a
and //. any of these ; a British peculiarity, form of
expression, or the like.

i8f>4 Hnrper's Mitg, Jan. 315 Doubtless he could use
* Briti<ihisms ' if he ctiose. Ibid.^ Nor should we advise an
Amt^rican sutesman to attempt a * Britishism *. 1906
Daily Chron. so Oct. 4/4 Americanism yet Britishism,
cosmopolitanism but Imperialit^m. 1915 Sandav Meaning
f/ liar 80 For the Knglishmnn, Britishism (Britcntum)
and civilization, the idea of humanity, the peace of the
world, and the idea of English world-predominance are one
and the same, loao Puolic Opinion 23 Apr. 409/3 This
sensibility and aefaptability form, .the cnicfdislingnishing
feature between Britishism and Prussiar>ism. \^f Observer
30 Nov. ii/i These are a few of the concrete Britishisms
which engage the vigilance of Chicago's mayor.

Britishly (bri'tijli\ adv, [f. BiUTisH a. +
-LY 3.1

+ L In the ancient British tongue. Obs. rare.
x65|| ViLVAiM Enckir. Epigr, vu xxiii, Glasscnbury,

Bryti&hly cald Itus Avaloo.

2. After the manner of the British, in British

fashion.

S89S Stevknsom & L. OsBouBKE Wrecker xxiii, Brilishly
chuckle-headed. S89S Frances EL Trollofx That Wild
Wheel xiv, I shall come home, .to grumble, Britisfaly,on my
half-pay. 1900 Daily NtVis 3 Mar. 6/1 As he took up his

position, very Britishly in front of the fire. 1904 Windsor
Mag. Jan. 294/1 A certain sedate and Britishly respectable
old codger.

Britishness (bri-tijnes). [f. BitmsH a. -i-

-Ntsi*.] fa. Tiie conditions of the ancient Britons.

b. The ouality or character of the British.

i68a W. Richards l^'allogr.ZS Primitive Brittishness was
never acquainted with the habiliment of a Shirt. 1871
W. C1.ARK RussKLL Perptexity xxvi. There were Frank's
pure eyes, hu clear-cut nose,, .his manliness, his high-bred
air, and, if I may coin a word, his thorough Brittshness.

1904 Daily Ckrom, 9 Sept. 3/2 As Napoleon pulverised
ancient kingdoms.. so Haxlitt hurled hiinsclf courageously
at the solid mass of cocuplaoeut Britishness.

Brito- (bri't^), comb.lorm f. L. Brit{t)e Bbitox,
used :

1. In sense ' belonging to the ancient Britons

and, ,*, as Brito- J^ictish, Brito-Roman adjs.

165^ ViLVAiN {title) Encbiridium Epigrammatum Latino-
Angltcum; an epitome of essais, Englished out of Latin...
Containing six Classes or Centuries of i. 'I'hcologicals.

a. Historicals. 3. Hetero^eneals. 4. Bryto-Anglicals. 5. Mis*
cellaneaU. 6. Mutuatiti.^Is. i860 Chambers's Ettcycl. I.

376/3 OPKoman or Brito*Koman manufacture. 19S6 C/at*
/vTv^ Herald as Oct, 6 A long list of British or Brito-

Pictish ministers.

2. In sense ' British and. .*, as Brito-arctic^ Brito-

Japanese, Also Brito-centrio a., having Britain

as the centre.

1898 Ceogr. Jml. XI. 1 34 It is evident, therefore, that tlie

basalts ofCape Flora and Hooker island are similar \q types
widely distributed in the Brito-arctic volcanic province.

1905 Westm. Gax. 1 1 Sept. a/3 ' Anglo-Japanese ' certainly
is an easier form than * Brito-Japanese *. 1984 Rose Macau*
LAV Orphan Island xvi. { 3 The world, as viewed from
(trphan Island, wore a curious, Brito-Centric aspect.

Broach, sb. Add :

4. b. A shuttle used in weaving tapestry,

1783 Encycl. Brit. (ed. a) X. 8536/1 They serve to keep
the warp open for the pas^ge of broaches wuund with silks,

woollens, or other matters used in the piece of tapestry.

1878 Mrs. .Skf.tchlrv tr. ^. de Cha>uptaux''s Tapestry :i

'Ihe matrrial for the woof is wound on a wooden shuttle,

called a 'broach* or 'flute*. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII.
aia/i The design [of tapestry and pile carpels] is formed l)y

short stitches knotted across the warp witii a wooden needle
called a broach.

HI. as(scnse 5) ^i?flt'//-r>z'tfr; broach-splitting.
X899 Rider Haggard in Longman's ^fag. Mar. 410, 1 found ^

BROAD ALLEY.
. -Rough Jimmy, .employed in splitting broaches to be used
for thatching stacks. This is the process of broach-splitting.
ijjar Diet. Occufi. Tenits (1927) §499 Broach river; rives
timber wiih a cleaver, and shapes the pieces of timber with
a hand knife to form broaches, i. e. pointed implements used
in thatching.

IV. In various technical senses : see quots.
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Broach, a tool or fitting for

an Argand g.is burner. 1889 Cent. Diet., Broach . . 14. That
part of the stem of a key which projects beyond the bit or
web, r,nd enters a socket in the interior of the lock.

Broach (brJutj), sb:^ in 7 baroche. [Place-
name.] A Surat cotton grown in the Broach dis-

trict, Bombay Presidency, India.
1617 R. Cocks /J/ary (Hakl. Soc. i88p I. 330 We gave

our host . . .1 peece of backar baroche to his thiiti 1 en to make
them 2 coates. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 482/2 The principal
sorts [of Surats] are HingunghSt, Ooinrawuttee, Broach,
DhoUera, and Dharwar.

Broach, v.^ Add :

9, To enlarge and finish (a drilled hole) with a
* broach' or boring-bit. Also with adv. out.

1846 HoLTZAPKFEL Tumtng II. 572 Flutes and clarionets
are first perforated with the nose-bit, and ilicn broached
with taper holes. iSyg/bid. IV. 363 The work beiii^ removed
from the chuck, the hole is broached out to size. 1889
Hasluck Model Bugin. llandybk. (1900) 91 'Jhc hole in
cross-head for piston-rod will have to be broached out,

Broacher, Add :

8, One who broaches holes.
X9RI Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § aoo Broacher', brotKhtug

machinist ; a driller who enlarges or smooths out core hole,

a hole previously drilled, using a broach or reamer in a
drilling machine.

Broachin^f, vbl. sb. Add : 6. The action or

operation of enlarging and finisliing a drilled hole.

(Cf, *Bboach z;.1 9.) Also aitrib.^ as broaching
niackiney machinist.
1846 HoLTZAPFFEL Tttming II. 575 For large works,

broaching machines are employed. 1888 LockwoocCs Diet.
'J'trms Mech. Engin. s.v., Broaching is chiefly done in a
drilling machine or a lathe, xqsx broaching machinist [see
*Broacher 3),

Broad, a. Add :

1. e. Of bran : Consisting of large particles.

x^/cA Animal Manes^evi. 98 Two \-arieties are distinguished
as ' broad ' or * fine '

; m * broad ' bran the wheat husk is more
or less whole and gives the article a flaky appearance.

B. sb» 7. 7 timing. A tool having a disc or

angular end with a sharpened edge used for turning

the insides and bottoms of cylinders.

1846 Holtzai-ffkl Jumiug II. 515 The broad. -requires

to be held downwards or underhand.

iD. 1. a. (sense 7) broad- brogtied^ -tongued Zi(\]i.

X889 Grf.tton Memory's Htirkbuck 73 A broad-tongued
North-countryman. X900 Daily Neivs 8 Oct. 6/6 One broad-
brogued Irishman.

2. broad-banded a., having broad bands of

colour as a distinctive marking, csp. defining a

species of armadillo ; broad-billed a., having a

broad bill, esp. defining a species of sandpiper

;

broadhead, in full grubber broadhead, an anchovy
of the species Anchovia proditcta ; broad-headed-
11088 Ethnol.y brachycephaly ; broad jump = long

jump (see Jump j^.l i b) ; broad-laoe, a woollen

material about four inches wide, used as an orna-

mental border in carriage upholstery ; broad-leaf,

(also) a settlers* nanie for a New Zealand tree

Criselinia littoraiis; broad stone ^ Ashlar i,

Fuee-stone' I.

X904 Westm, Gaz. 8 Sept. lo/i The "broad-banded species

{Xenurus unici/ictus) is a rare creature [sc armadillo] from
Surinam. 1886 Nkwton in Eucycl. Brit. XXI. 261/1 'ihe

*Broad-billcd Sandpiper, Trlnga platyrhyncha, of the Old
World. 1890 Huxley in igth Cent. Nov. 758 In the extreme
north., marked *broad-headcdness is combined with low
stature . . in the Lapps. 1846 Doud Brit. Mamtf. VI. 132 The
hice employed.. is used as a binding or edging for various

parts of^thc interior [of a coach]; the finest is called ' •broad-

lace '. 1879 W. N. Blaik Building Materials o/Otago 155
Ihere are few trees in the bush so conspicuous, or so well

known as the *broad-leaf. 1703 T. N.C/<y«5C. Purchasers^
*Broad-sione.. the same with rree-stone,. .so called, because
they are raised broad and ibin out of the Quanics, 184a

Gwilt Archit. GloNS., Broad Stone, the same as free-stone.

Broad-acres. The {land ofthe) Broad-acres :

Yorkshire. So Broad-acred a., of or characteristic

of Yorkshire.
1898 Windsor Mag. VII. t'^6'2 Yorkshire has in recent

years., played its matches in various parts of the broad-acred

shire. 1007 Minister's Gaz, Fashion Oct. 182/1 'There's

a trip in Ira' Leeds, my lad,' explained the man from broad
acres. 1908 A. N. Cooper {title) Acroi-s the Broad Acres.

19*8 Sunday Dispatch 8 July 22/3 The youth of the

Broad-acres. ios8 Sunday Express 17 June 12/6 A red-

faced . . man of the broad-acred type.

Broad aisle. US, [Aisle 4 b.] The passage

down the middle of a church or meeting-house.

1807 Massachusetts Spy 25 Mar. 4/1 (For sale :] Another
Pew at the right hand of ihc broad aisle, esteemed the

pleasantest in said house. 1809 Ripertory (Boston) 16 June
(Th.) For sale, a Pew in the broad I le of the Chapel Church.

184s S. JUDD Margaret i. xiv, 108 She stood at the foot of

the broad-aisle and looked in. 1887 Harper's Mag. Dec.

161/2 Miss Flint shall have pew No. 40 in the broad aisle.

X890 Ibid. Oct. 719/1 He then pas.scd up the broad aiile in

the wake of the procession.

Broad alley. U.S. [Alley 5.] « prec.

1763 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLII. 139 With what face



BROAD-AXB.

can you require a young woman to stand in the broad alley

and there confess fornication . .? 1775 Trumbull McFingal

1.704 While, should you offer to repent, You'd need.. more

confessions than broad-alieys. 1806 inUlligencer (Lane, Pa.)

ai Oct. (Th.) Mr. Dcming was sitting in the Pew east of the

broad Alley.

Sroad-axe. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1641 Connecticut Publ. Rec. I. 444 A broad axe, 2 narrow

axes. 1676 NcTv CasiU Court Rec. 361, 4 axes, one broad-

ax, one hatchett. 1777 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIX. 106

Sold. .broad axes at ^is. i-p^ Maryland Jml. i-z June,

Advt. (Th.) A scar cut with the corner of a broad-axe, x8ia

Massachusetts Spy 1 2 Dec. (ibid.) [She] had from the window
observed the negro sharpening the broad axe upon the grind-

stone. 1836 Crockett Exploits ^ Adv. Texas vi. (1837) 52

A chap ju>t about as rough hewn as if he had been cut out

of a gum log with a broad axe.

Broad-bill, broadbill. [SeeBROAca. D. 2.]

1. The scaup-duck {Fztligula marila)^ or related

species. U.S.
1848 Bartlktt Diet, Amer.^ Broadbill {Anas viarilii), the

common name of a wild duck, which appears on our coast in

large numbers in October. 1874 J. W. Long Avier. IVild-

foTvl Shooting Introd. 16,. I shall treat of the red-head, blue-

bill or broad-bill, tufted duck, and buffle-head or butter-ball.

2. A passerine bird of the family Eurylsemidse,

1889 Century Diet, s.v.. There are nine or ten species of

broadbills peculiar to the Indian region.

Broad-brim. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1774 J. Adams Diary 20 Oct., Wks. 1850 II. 400 Two or

three broad-brims over against me at table.

Broadcast. C. sb. Add : 2. The action or an

act of broadcasting by wireless telegraphy. Also
attrib.y as broadcast programtne,
Z9sa Daily Mail 8 Aug. 7/3 (heading) World Broadcast.

2924 IVireless IVorld 3 Sept. 662/2 He was fined £-2 for

interfering with broadcast programmes. Il>id. 664/1 Broad-
cast Announcements in Two Languages. 19Z4 IVestm, Gaz.

4 Dec., The Postmaster-General's power to include control

over broadcast receivers. 1924 Reith {title) Broadcast over

Britain. 1926 Glasgoiv Herald 16 Nov. 9 The ban on the

broadcast of controversial topics.

Broadcast, v. Add :

3. To disseminate (a message, news, a musical

performance, or any audible matter) from a wire-

less transmitting station to the receiving sets of

listeners ; said also of a speaker or performer. Also
ahsol.

Inflected pa. t. broadcasted, pa. pple. broadcast{ed.

1921 Discoz'ery Apr. 92/1 The [wireless] station at Poldhu
is used partly for broadcasting Press and other messages to

ships, that is, sending out messages without receiving

replies, igaa Daily Mail 8 Aug. 7/3 The largest and most
powerful wireless station that can broadcast to the world.

Ibid. II Nov. 7 Government arrangements for broadcasting.

1933 Glasgow Herald 3 Feb. 8 In cities the * broadcasted *

entertainment can never prove a serious rival to the theatre

and concert hall, 1924 Daily News 13 Dec. 6/7 The speech
broadcast to our homes to-day.

Sroadcaster (brg-dkastai), [f. Bkoadcast V,

+ -EB 1.] A broadcasting company, station, or

instrument ; also, a person whose speech, perform-

ance, etc. is broadcasted.
T932 Daily Mail 30 Nov. 8 The Prince of Wales, .made a

great hit as a 'broadcaster*, .when he delivered a message by
wireless to the Boy Scouts. 19*3 Contetnp. Rev, Dec. 707 The
universal 'broadcaster '..might effect a greater control over
our thoughts and views thaji the most powerful newspaper
proprietor. 1918 Music Bulletin May 131 Performers who
have achieved very highly as recorders or broadcasters.

So Broa'dcasting' vbl. sb.^ the action of the

verb; also attrib. or 2&ppl, a.y as British Broad'
casting Corporation (abbrev. B.B,C. : see *B. III.),

1922 Glasgow Herald-2z Apr. 10 The * broadcasting ' of pre-

determined material of public interest from central stations.

Ibid. I May 10 Whether the * bro.^dcasting * station itself

shall beunder or.independent of official control. 1933 IVesttn.

Gaz. 19 Oct, The British Broadcasting Company will

broadcast news, Information, concerts, lectures, educational
matter, speeches, weather reports, and theatrical entertain-

ments. 1926 Encycl. Brit. New Vol. Ill, 1046/2, Feb. 23
1920 saw the opening of the first wireless telephone broad-
casting service In the world, when a programme of vocal
and instrumental music. was transmitted.

Sroaden, v. 1. Add : also with out,

1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Elsmere ill. I. 79 Her round com-
fortable face brightened and broadened out into a beaming
smile. 1894 Beatrice Harraden In Varying Moods vii,

The narrow, dull, everyday existence broadened out into
many interesting possibilities.

Broa'd-hom, broadliorn. U,S. [Bboad
a. I.]

L A large flat-bottomed boat formerly used on
the Mississippi and Ohio rivers. (See quot 1820.)
1819 W. B. Dewees Lett./r. Texas i. 11 The vessels upon

this nver consist in part of barges and keel boats ; but mo.stIy
of upper country flat boats, (generally called broad-horns).
1820 J. Hall Lett. JfV5/(i828) 324 The fiat- bottom boat is a
mereraft. ..An immense oar is placed on the roofon each side,
near the bow (which has given these boats the nickname of
* broad horns *). 1833 Deb. Congress. 20 Feb. 1764 It was too
late to force his broad-horn against the current back into the
main channel 1843 Carlton New Purchase 34 The usual
mode then of going down [the Ohio river) was in ark's, broad-
horns, keel boats. 1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds 27 He
went off on a broadhorn. You don't know what a broadhorn
is. No? Well, it's a flat-boat of the old rig. 1883 lincycl.

Atner. I. 440/2 When the coal mines in the vicinity of Pitts-

burg began to ship coal to Southern markets, the ' broad-
horn,* or ' coal-boat,' was Invented.

2. The mountain-sheep or bif»horn.

X847 Knickerbocker Mag, Aug. XXX. 141 He had wan-
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dered some distance «p the [California] mountains m search

of wild sheep or 'broad-horns.'

Broadland (br^-dlsend). [f. Broad sb, 5 -J-

Land sb^ The district of the Broads ; East Anglia,

or a section of it. Also attrib, Plence Broa'd-
lander.
1889 {title's Summer in Broadland. 1899 Daily News 27

Dec. 6/4 The sluggish streams and low meadows of the

Norfolk Broadland. 190a N. Everitt {title") Broadland

Sport. 1903 W. A. DuTT Norfolk Broads vi. 78 Among the

characteristic Broadlanders. .the wherrymen are the most
numerous and conspicuous. 1926 Daily Tel. 6 Aug. 5/2

Broadland bream at this season are particularly partial to

stewed wheat.

Broadmindedness. [f. broad-minded (see

Bkoad D. i) + -NESS.] The condition of being

liberal or tolerant in thought or opinion.

1893 Aihenxum 2 Dec. 770/3 There was a rare combina-
tion in him of bigotry and broad-mindedness. 1910 W. J,
Locke Simon the yesterxv, Haven't I felt myself thesame
swelling pride in my broadmindedness?

Broadtail (brg-dt^U). In full black broadtail

= *Breitschwanz.
1898 Westm. Gaz. 13 Jan. 3/2 A broadtail cycling suit is

the latest whim in the Bois. Ibid. 3 Nov. 3/2, I can as

strongly commend black broadtail. It is a fur very easy to

manipulate. 1899 Ibid. 21 Sept. 3/2 The coat of black

broadtail, or caracal, or Persian lamb or astrachan, all

varieties of a species, is prophesied as the pet garment this

winter. 1927 Observer 20 Nov. 21 Long waistcoats of
ermine or squirrel or broad-tail.

Brocade, sb. 3. Add :

brocade-matting, a floor matting of Japanese
manufacture consisting of a texture of reeds and
cotton yam with a coloured design woven upon it.

looa Encyct. Brit. XXIX. 696/2 The 'brocade-matting*
industry of Okayama.

Brocadi'lla. [ad. Sp. brocadillo,'\ = Bboca-
TELLO. Also attrib,

187a Rep. Vermont Board Agric. 658 No other marble
quarried m Rutland county resembling it except the broca-
telle, known to the trade as ' brocadilla ', Ibid. 660 The
6th layer is of brocadilla marble, green and white varied.

Brocatelle. 2. (Modem U.S. example.)
1872 Re^. Vermont Board Agric. 66i The presence of

small particles of flint as in the brocatelle.

Brocll^ (brJu'Jtf, llbrojV), a, [Fr., pa. pple. of

brocker to stitch,] Of a material, esp. silk : Woven
with a pattern on the surface. Also sb.j a material

of such a texture.

1874 Knight /?/c/. Mectu^ Brocks-goods, goods embroidered
or embossed. i88a Caulfkild & Sawabd Diet. Needlework,
Brochi, a French term denoting a velvet or silk textile, wltli

a satin figure thrown up on the face. 1S98 Queen i Jan, 31/2
Some silk crepon gau2es, rich broch&, and fancy velveteen.

Brochette. Add :

2. A pin or bar used to fasten medals, orders,

etc., to the coat or uniform of the wearer.
1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxv. He wore three little gold

crosses in a brochette on the portly breast of his blue coat.

1896 Daily News 5 Mar. 7/5 M. Faure wore his brochette
of Russian Orders,

Brodder (brfj'dsj). Sc. and north, [f. Bbod v,

+ -er1.] One who brods or uses a brod. I^ug-
brodder {stQ <\not, 1 921).
1877 Covenant Times 200 This torture consisted in the

free use of the ' brodder's ' needles. 1885 W. Ross Aher-
dour ^ Inchcolme xi. 328 'Who', you say, * was the
Brodder?'.. His office was to settle the question, whether
those accused of being witches were so or not . . by searching
for the 'devil's mark' on their bodies, by 'brodding' or
pricking it with a sharp needle. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms
(1927) § 398 Rug brodder (Yorks. term).. makes rugs, by
hand, on a canvas ground, by piercing canvas with an awl
and inserting cloth cuttings.

Broderie Auglaise (brodrz angl^). [Fr.,

= English embroidery.] Open embroidery on
white linen or cambric.
1853 Illustr. Lend. News 26 June 504/2 The ^a^-t^^-^jwj,.

.

trimmed with broderie A nglaise. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward
Diet. Needlework s.v., True broderie .Anglaise patterns are
outlines of various sized holes, arranged so as to make fioral

or geometrical devices. 1905 IVestnt. Gaz. 11 May 4/2, I am
perfectly charmed with these embroidered lawn and Hroderle
Anglaise petticoats. The Broderie Anglaise muslins are
simply everywhere. 1907 Daily Chron. 25 June 8/2 Coats
in Broderie Anglaise.. .A plain full skirt, .finished at the
hem with a band of the broderie.

Brodrick (br^-drik). The name of the Secre-

tary of State for War (1900-3), the Rt. Hon. W.
St. J. Brodrick, afterwards Viscount Midleton,
applied facetiously to : a. a soldier enlisted under
the lower standard of physique introduced under
his regime ; more explicitly little Brodrick ; b. an
army cap invented and introduced by him.
1903 Westm, Gaz. 19 Mar. 8/1 * Brodricks ' in South Africa.

1903 Daily Chron. 17 Sept. 7/2 There were comparatively
few so-called 'Little Brodricks' in these sturdy Hne bat-
talions of the jst Army Corps. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 25 May
8/2 The other half in undress uniform, with. .its fatigue
jackets. Its ' Brodrick ' caps, and riding whips.

Brogan. (7.S, (Later examples.)
1886 Harper's Mag. June 62/1 One may see them out in

snow knee-deep cladin low brogans. \%%t Ibid. Mar.618/2
Stout and rough-looking brogans enveloped the foot up to
the ankle.

BrOggeriteCbrb-garsit). Min. [Named 1884
{Broggerif) after W. C. Brogger^ Norwegian

BROKE.

mineralogist, who discovered it: see-IT£l,] A
mineral allied to uraninite.

X884 Jml. Ckem. Soc. XLVI. 1102 The mineral, which
has been named broggerite by the author, is closely related
to cleveite. 1901 Ibid. LXXX. 11. 396 The specimen of
braggerite. .from which radioactive lead was obtained, .had
a hardness 5*5 and a sp. gr. 9-06 at 15*.

Brogue, sb:^ Add :

1. b. In full brogue shoe, A strong shoe for

country and sports wear.
1906 Hasluck Boot fy Shoe Pattern Cutting 57 Brogue

Shoes,—The gentleman's brogue Is always a strong shoe for
shooting, golf, fishing, etc. The wing of the vamp and cap
are longer.. than for a lady's brogue. 1917 Alod. Boot 8f

Shoe Maker III. 234 Highland Brogue Shoe. ..The general
design is similar to a very heavy golfing brogue. 1925
Blackw. Mag. Jan. 35/1 An enormous pair of unlaced black
brogue shoes.

4- brogue heel, a low heel like that of a brogue
shoe ; brogue vamp, a stout vamp made like that

of a brogue shoe.

19*7 Chambers's yrnl. XVI L 286/2 She'd only brogue
heels on her feet ; and her. .shoulders were just about on a
level with his. 1909 Boottnaket^s Frice-list^ Gentleman's..
Lace Boot, brogue vamp.

Brogued, a. Add

:

b. Of a boot ; Made with a strong vamp like

that of a brogue. Cf. brogue vamp (*Bbogue sb.'^

4.) Hence Brogtiing (br^u'g^O) '^^^- ^^'t ^^^ manu-
facture of brogued shoes or brogue vamps; the vamp
itself.

1894 Standard 11 Apr. 3/r Strong brogued walking boots.
iZ^ Queen 17 Nov. 870/1 White kid laid under the black
broguing. 1906 Hasluck Boot ^ Shae Pattern Cutting 2a
In all cases where outside fittings are to be brogued.

BrO'guer 2, (See quot. and cf. Brog sb. and 7/.)

1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 262 BroguerX a solderer
who hermetically seals tins of meat after preserving process
is complete, by soldering over brogue hole left for escape of
air and steam while tins are in preserving retort,

Broguish (br^u-gij), a, [f. Bkogue sb.^-¥

-I8H 1.] Inclined or tending to a brogue.
z8o9 Echo 6 July 1/5 A bright and intermittently brogue-

ish Irishman. 1921 Glasgow Herald 25 Apr. 8 fine big,

broguish fellows, mostly from Ireland. 1928 Daily Express
II Aug. 8/5 He has no car at all and we all laughed at his

broguish cacophonies.

Broil, bryle (broil, brgil). Min, (Cornwall.)

Loose fragments, often of a metallic nature, found
lying on the surface above a vein or lode.

1778 Prvce Min. Comub. 125 Upon the top of most Tin
Lodes .. Is that mineralized substance, which is called the
Broil or Bryle of the Lode. 1818 W, Phillips Geol. 310
Loose fragments or portions of earthy or stony substances,
having generally more or less of an ochreous tinge, .called

the ' bryle of the load'. 1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Corn-
wall, etc. XV. 528 note. The upper part of a lode is usually
now termed the broil, or bryle. 2859 Forfar Pentowan v,

Sometimes we do discover the lode by a broiL

Broiler i. Add :

1. b. A gridiron or similar utensil used in broil-

ing. Now U.S.
X63S Sherwood, A broiler, gril. x8z8— Webster, a 1906

'O. Henry' Trimmed Lamp cic. 64 Two minutes longer
on the broiler would have made this steak fit to be eaten
by a gentleman, Francois.

2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1876 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. III. 244 The cockerds

should be sold for broilers when large enough.

3. An American railway carriage fitted with a
grill-room. U.S.
1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Broke, ppl' a. Add :

3. In predicative use : Ruined financially, bank-
rupt

;
(often less seriously) penniless ; also broke to

the world. (Cf. Broken ppi. a, 7.) slang. Often
with qualifier, as clean, dead broke (Dead C. 2),

stonc'broke (Stone sb. 20), stony broke (Stony a. 6).
[Cf. the following, which are property Instances of Break

V. ir, II b : 1665 Pepys Diary 6 July, It seems some of his

creditors have taken notice of it, and he was like to be broke
yesterday In his absence. 1668-9 ibid, 12 Mar., Being newly
broke by running in debt.]

1851 N. KisGSLEY Diaty 173 To day men have come
along * dead broke ' and have gone to work for 4 dollars
pr, day. 1866 Cincinnati Enquirer 17 July (Scheie dc
Vere) When he left the gambling-house, he was observed
to turn toward a friend with the words, Dead-broke ! 1886
H. Smart Outsider vii, Well, sir, I was broke—so broke as I

hope I never shall be again—'dead stoney', barely expresses
it. ai889in Barrere& Leland£*/V^. .S7a«^s.v.,Thencame the
yiasco. And Ben cried 'Carrasco! I'm bested, broke, busted
—or partly I ' 1889 Fall Mall Gaz. 14 Aug. (Farmer) I see
that Sullivan made 21,000 dols. out of his figbt, but as he
was 'dead broke ' before the battle, there won't be much of It

left. 1890 Buckskin Mose 1. 1 8 We were * dead broke '. 1907
S. E. White Arizona Nights 1. viL 133 A^'ell, it took me six

weeks and two days to go broke. 1908 Wesirn. Gaz. i Feb.,

Ten and six for being manicured, and I'm absolutely broke.
19H J. C. Lincoln Cap'n Warren s Wards xxi. 337 I'm flat

broke. 1918 W. J. Locke Rough Road ill, I believe you
good people think I've come back broke to the world. 19*6

J. Black Vou Can't Win v. 53 [The landlady] wanted ihe
rent. I told her 1 was broke. 1927 Observer 18 Sept. 8/5
The twins will not be completely ' broke ' until they get to
France.

4. Of animals : Broken to harness. U.S,
1833 Mary A. Holi-ey Texas v. 97 This brutal process {%•

repeated until the animal is thoroughlj- broke and rendered
docile. 1850 W. Miles ^rrtl. (1916) xa, joo broke mules
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wire to be in readiness. 1856 Trims. Mich. Arrlc. Sac. VII.

275 Oxen exhibited as working cattle, for their being the

best broke, must be hitched to either a wagon or cart.

6. (See *Bbokk!J///. a. 1 h.)

Broken,///. "• Add

:

1. o. broken letter Typagr., distribnted type.

1770 LucxoMBE Hist. Priming 4^ By broken Letter is.

.

meant.. the breaking the orderly succession the Letters

stood in..and niinghng the Letters together.

e. Phonetics. (See qnot. 1887.) =»FRACTrRKD.

J84S J. M. Kemble in Prx. Phital. Sx. II. 135 A tendency

in the vowel to become dulled or broken when placed in

particnUr positions. 1887 Skkat Princ. Elym. 45 Ihe
symbol ta denotes that the vow^l was, to speak technically,

' broken ', Le. was resolved into the diphthong t-a.

f. Of a bird : Shot down or killed in accor-

dance with the rules, in trap-shooting.

18^ GtUKBii Brteck-Loadrr 361 Judges, .shall raise the

red flag to indicate a ' broken * bird.

g. Broken {over): in bookbinding, applied to

the creasing down of a small part of an inserted

print near the binding margin, for the purpose of

giving support to the binding thread.

1880 ZAtHSSDO«F Arl Bcolc-Hruiing 169 Broken over.

When plates are turned over or folded a short distance

from the back edge, before they are placed in the volume,

so as to facilitate their being turned easily or laid flat, they

are said to be broken over. When a leaf has been turned

down the paper is broken.

h. In paper-making, seriously damaged, de-

noting a quality of defective paper inferior to retree.

(Also broke.")

iBoj [see RetieiI. 1880 J. Dukbar Pracl. Paptr.

maktr 48 This method is a perfectly successful one, the

author having had it in constant use when making tbinpapers.

It saves broken [paper! and can he worked so near the edge

thattheimpressionist.ikenoffalthecutter. 1888C F.Caoss

& BxvAN Pa^-makinr 104 ' Broke ' Paper.—Under this

head may be included all the partially formed paper which

is always obtained in greater or less degree when a ,P*P^*
machine is started, or such portions as are occasionally

unavoidably damaged in in passage over the drying

cylinders. Ibid. 105 ' Broke ' paper may be advantageously

disintegrated by means of an edge-runner. 1907 tbij. (ed. 3)

150 Under the crushing and milling action of the stones, the

fibres of the broken paper are not only separated, but are

also ftutber reduced and disintegrated.

12. e. Hort. Of a breeder tulip: That has

developed into a striped or variegated flower. (See

Bbkak v. 32 c)
1731 Miu.E« Card. Ditt. 8 D/i If one of these Flowers

\u. of the tulip] is quite broken.. it will n^sw lose its

Stripes. i8a4 LotJooM Encyct. Card. (ed. a) 832 Save seed

IroBi these in preference to the finest of the variegated or

broken sorts (of tulips).

£. Broken time, time lost from regular employ-

ment.

189J Wetlm. Gaz. 8 Nov. i/j The formation of a new
Union on the basis of payment for * broken-lime,' as it is

called by courtesy. 191a R. W. Poulton in Li/liiai^) al4

A carefully arranged payment for 'broken time' for men
who are paid weekly or monthly for the hoars they work.

1917 SuiuUy Exfreis 37 Nov. 13/^ The resolalioM passed

at the recent Stadium Club meeting..on tbs qaeattoa of
* broken time '.

17. broken-ap (earlier American examples).

1637 Camkridtl Prep. Ric. 4s, ao acfres) of broken upp
groiinde..& 25 ac(res] unbroken upp lying by iL \i^ Essex

Itut. Hill. Coll. IV. 68/j He should have lil>erly to make
use of part of the improved & broken up ground upon the

said farme.

BrokereSS. Delete t Ois. rarer^ and add :

iZ*j Ca>i.ti.e Gtrm. Rom. I. 31 The talking brokeress..

was far from giving him a true disclosure of Der blabtnng.

1865 SwiNBURNK Ckasttlard 11. i. Yea, and she said, the

Ilatian brokeress, She said such men were good for great

queens* love. 1871 Schele DE Vehk /4m«/c<««M//M (1873)

65s A couple of ladies having established their 'Exchange
Office ' in . .Wall-street, tliey were at once spoken of in the

New York papers as bankeresses or brokeresses.

Brolga (bip'lgS). [Native name] The Austra-

lian Native Companion Crane, Grus austraJasia-

nus.
1896 Wistm. Got. 6 Oct. s/t The native companion crane,

otherwise known as the brolga. 1911 Beam * Dremdnought
of Darling xvii. Far up one of the Darling tributaries, the

brolKa (native companion) and crane and ibU scgmed fairly

thick.

Brolly (br(>'U). colloq. Clipped and altered form

of Umbhklla.
S874 .Sisuig Diet., Brolly, an umbrella. Term used at both

Oxford and Cambridge Universities. 1885 Punch 6 June
373/2 Pair o* pattens and brolly are more in your line. 189^
KipljNG .Stalky 300 What are you stealin' trie gentleman s

brolly for? 19SS Suiuiny at /A?m* July 595, I Tlie lass was
a clever thief who had hooked his brolly.

Brom- - Bbomo-. Add :

s88o Jrnl. Chtm. Soc. XXXVIII. ;376 In both cases,

bromamylene, CsHsBr. is the principal product. 1865

Remseh Org. Chem. (i838) 131 Two brom-propionic acids.

xSoa Ditily Xrws 39 Jan. 5/4 To be treated with large doses

of orom-kalium to calm them. X90X H^eslm. Gaz. 37 Nov.
8/1 The waters hold chlormagneslum, bronima^nesium, and
calisalt. 191} Jrnl. Cktm. Sx. CIV. 1. 1033 Iwo Bromo-
substituted Acidykarbamides : Bromural and Adaline.

Bromelia (brtmirlii). [Named by Ltnnsens

after Olaus Bromel, a Swede.] A plant of the

genus Bromelia, or of the family Bromeliacese, con-

sisting of plants indigenous to .S. America and
W. Lidies, the species of which have short stems,
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and generally lance-shaped leaves with spiny

margins.
1833 Penny Cycl. I. 447/1 Orchideous plants and bromelias

overrun their limbs,

b. attrib. : bromelia water, water contained

in the rosette of leaves of a Bromeliad.
1908 Smithsonian Misc. Coll. V. 73 The species was also

bred from bromelia water near Tabernilla.

Bromeliad (bramrlised). Bot. [f. mod.L.
Bromeliacese, f. *Bbomelia : see -ad.] Any plant

belonging to the family Bromeliaceie.

1866 Treas. Bot. 170/1 Some of the Bromeliads grow
attached to the branches of trees, and are called Air-plants.

looa Encycl. Brit. XXV. 438/1 In some aerophilous
Bromeliads the rosette of leaves forms a cup in which
water collects ; into this debris both organic and inorganic

falls, and produces a nutrient solution. i^jGtasgmu Herald
33 July 4 fhe ' vegetable horse hair ' (TiUandsia Usneoides)

is a rarely flowering Bromeliad that hangs in grey festoons

from the branches of the trees.

Bromelin (br^iimilin'). Chem. [f. '•Beomelia

¥ -IN 1.] A digestive ferment obtained from the

juice of the pineapple.

1894 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXVI. it. 63 Bromelin. .appears to

be associated with a peculiar proteose-like substance. 1901

/iid. LXXX. I. 355 Bromelin.. readily forms leucine, tyro-

sine, and tr>-ptophan, even in acid media.

Bromide. Add

:

2. A dose of bromide of potassium taken as a

sedative.

1903 Smart Set IX. 14/1 I'll give you a bromide when
you're ready for bed.

3. Jig. A person whose thoughts and conversa-

tion are conventional and commonplace. Also, a

commonplace saying, trite remark, conventionalism,

orig. U.S. slang.

i^ G. BusGESs {title) Are you a Bromide T 1909 Si« W.
Raleigh Lett. (1936) II. 340 Bromides are dull partly

because everyone pretends to understand them. 19*4

HicHENS A/ter- the Verdict II. xvii. For once NIrs. Hara- '

trie gave way to a bromide. She said: * How good little Clive

was ! ' I9as Contemf. Rev. Oct. 469 There is the rise of

slums whicti 'ought not to be in a newcountry], butwhich,

in spite of thb oft-quoted bromide, certainly existed in still

earlier days. I9a6 Publishers' Weekly 30 Feb. 563 The
old bromide that poetry never sells is once again proved

to be wrong. 1939 Evening^ News ^ Jan. 9/3 This is one of

those self-evident propositions which used^ to be called

cliclUs and are now referred to as ' bromides '.

4. Photogr. Bromide emulsion, a gelatine emul-

sion impregnated with a bromide, esp. silver

bromide. Bromide paper, a paper coated with

gelatino-bromide emulsion, tised for contact printing

and enlargements. Bromide developer, a developer

suitable for bromide paper. Also bromide print,

printer, printing (of or with reference to bromide

paper).
1885 Amateur Pktiographer i^ Mar. 409 Britannia Bro-

mide Paper, specially for enlargements. 189a A. BaoTHBas
Man. Pkotigr. 78 Opal glass and paper are coated with

silver bromicfe emulsion. Ibid., Bromide-Printing Process.

190S Bromide Monthly Jan. 10 One well-known Bromide
printer we know of makes his exposures in contact printing

to the light of an ordinary candle from preference, 1904
Teckmol. .Sri. Diet. (ed. GoodchiU & Tweney), Bromide
Prints, .are developed and fixed like dry plates. I9>3S. E.

Sheppard in Photography 165 Characteristic Curves for

Bromide Papers.

Bromioia (bromi'dia). [f. Beomide -H -lA '.] A
proprietary hypnotic and anodyne preparation.

1901 in DonLANO Med. Diet. (ed. 3). 190a ti'estm. Cm.
38 Apr. 5 /a Syncope brought on by an overdose of bromidia.

190a Daily Chron. 39 Apr. 10,1 He., had suffered from

sleeplessness for some years, and as a remedy had been in the

habit of taking an American preparation called ' Bromidia .

Bromidio (brt>niidik),a. slang, [f. •Bromide

3 -(•-10.] Of the nature of a bromide; commonplace

or conventional.

1906 G. BuBGESs Are you a Bromide f 10 The Bromide
can't possibly help being bromidic. igtx H. S. Habbison
Queed xix, 'Did genius fail to burn !

' Be asked, employing
. a bromidic phrase. 1^ "Wit-i-mi Early Ch. Portraits ai

Athanasius did not desire the office of Bbhop, in spite of the

bromidjc and venerable injunction of the Apostle.

Bromo-. Add :

1837 Brit. Annual (ed. R. D. Thomson) 345 Bromobenzoic

acitf ia6*Catal. Internal. Exhib., llrit. II. No. 3150, Hard-

wich's faromoHodized collodion. 1866 Odlisg Aniin. Chem.

137 Convertible by succes-iive hydrogenalion into bromo-
barbituric, and barbiluric acid. 1878 .\bnkv Photogr. xi.

8} With a bromo-iodised film more caution is required. 1878

Jml. Chem. Sx. XXXIV. 403 The action of baryta-waler

on bromomucicacid. 1881 Ibid. XL.614 BromocafTcine, CgHg
BrN403. i88a Ibid. XLI I. 038 Rromochloral, Chlorobromal,

Bromocbloroform, and Chlorobromoform. Ibid., Bromo-
chloral and chlorobromal. like chloral, combine directly with

amides, [bid., Bromocbloroform, CHBrClj, is a colourless

liquid . . which gradually becomes yellow on exposure to light.

1M5 Ibid. XLVII. 141 Action of Nitric .^cid on Bromostrych-

nine. 1899 l^aily News ya May 4/6 Bromo-iodine baths.

1901 jfrnl. Chem. Sx. L30CX. 11. 88 Velocity of Intramole-

cular Migration of Bromoamides under the Influence of

an Alkali. 1901 Dobland Med. Did. (ed. 3), Bromoseltzer,

a proprietary remedy for headache, etc. 19*0 .\. B. Baxtek
Parts Men Play x. i i Lord Durwent read the MonuHg
Post as a sort of ' prairie-oyster ', or ' bromoseluer .

Bromoil (br5»-moil). Photogr. [f. BR0M--t.

Oil jA.] In full bromoil print, one obtained by

bleaching a bromide piint and restoring the image

by applying pigment with a brash. Bromoil

BRONCO.

transfer, a picture in reverse taken from a freshly

pigmented print.

X909 Amateur Photographer 3 .\ug. 108/3 Most workers
in the bromoil process not only use, but advocate, smooth,
platino-matt. 1909 Westm, Gaz. 9 Jan. 14/3 How many.,
camera-users ever attempt work in gum-bichromate or in

bromoil ? 1910 Ibid. 12 Mar. 14/3 When the photographer
has grown tired of his silver-prints. . Let him try platinum,

carbon, bromoil. X9ai Glasgtrw Herald 13 July 7 A little

knowledge of (art] may tend to convert a sound technical

worker into a hopeless dabbler with bromoil or other media.

Brompton (bro-mptan). [Name of a former

hamlet distant one mile from London, where the

Brompton Park Nursery was founded in 168 1.]

In full Brompton stock, a biennial variety of the

stock (see Stock ii.l 43).
1731 Miller Gard. Did. Zzzz/3 The Brompton Stock-

July-flower is by many People most valu'd, for the Large-
ness of its Flowers, and the Brightness of their Colour. 1796
C. Marshall Gardening xix. (1813) 352 Stock, Brompton,
scarlet, blush, and white. 185a (j. W. Johnson Cottage
Gard. Did. 583 For the latter purpose [re. spring-flowering]

none [of the Stocks] beats the intermediate. Queens, Bromp-
tons, and other biennials. 1880 Encycl. Z-'r/V. XII. 3^9/2
The Brompton Stock (Matthiola incana simplicicaulis) is a
robust plant, growing 3 feet high, with a long central flower

stem bearing very large flowers, which are crimson, purple,

or white.

Bronc, broncll (brjnjk). U.S. Also bronk.
[Abbreviation of Bbonco.] A horse. Also attrib.

1901 S. E. White Westerners i. 8 He's got a mighty good
line ofbroncs. 1908 Mulfobd Orphan v. Keep it up, bronchs

!

..Well win ! 191a W. M. Raine B. O'Connor Ti You're

going to . . learn 10 stick to your saddle when the bronc and
you disagree. 1911 H. C^v\QY.Yello-ivitone N. x.245 Old Jim
Bridger was obliged to go up f 'r three days on his bronk one
lime. 1918 MuLFORD Man fr. Bar.20 xiv. 137 A man on

a bronc looks as big as a hot.e. 19S4 Glasgow Herald j^

June 9 The champion bronk riders, steer wrestlers, and trick

horsewomen of America, ilbid. 4 July 9 The international

bronk riding contest., took place yesterday afternoon at the

I
Wembley Stadium.

Bronchitis. Add : b. attrib. : bronchitis

kettle, a kettle with a long tube and a detachable

medicator used for keeping the atmosphere of a
room humid and for giving a medicated vapour

inhalation to a patient in a case of bronchitis.

1888 Marcet in Key. Meteorological^ Soc. May, On the

measurement of the increase of Humidity in rooms by the

emission of Steam from the so.called Bronchitis Kettle. 1896
Lancet 18 Apr. 1056/1 The unfortunate patient is kept in

a room with the atmosphere saturated with moisture from

a bronchitis kettle.

Broncbo-. Add : Broncho-cavemous a.

(seequot. 1890); Broncho-constriction, stricture

of the bronchi ; Broncho-pneumonic a., per-

taining to broncho-pneumonia or inflammation of

the bronchi and the lungs ; Bronclio-pulmonary
a., pertaining to the bronchi and the lungs (cf.

bromhio-pulmonary, s.v. Bbonchio-); Broneho-
veslCTilar a., bronchial and vesicular.

1890 Billings Med. Did., '^Broncho.caTernous respira-

tion, sound heard from consolidated lung surrounding a
cavity. I9aa in F. W. Price's Textbk. Pract. Med. 905
Broncho-cavernous breathing Ls incomplete cavernous

breathing, inspiration being bronchial, while expiration is

cavernous. 1910 Practitioner }n\\c 859 An amount of air

may be sucked through the *hroncho-constriction. 1883

G. S. Woouhead Pract. Pathol. 249 It [sc. capillary bron-

chilisj only occurs in connection with the ^broncho-pneu-

monic process. 190. Buck's Hamlbk. Med. Sci.V.B^S (Cent.

V. Suppl.) "Bionchopulmoiiary. 1916 OsLER & Macrae
Princ, 4- Prael. Med. (ed. 8) 636 lironcho-pulmonary ha:nior-

rbage. 1887 Buck's I/andbk. Med. iV/.V. 733/2 The "broncho-

vesicular breathing. .becomes. .tubular in dyspnoea.

Bronchoscope (brc-qkoskJup). [f. Bboncho-

+ -SCOPE.] An instrument for inspecting the interior

of the bronchi.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 20 Dec. 10/3 Kilian's (Berlin) broncho-

scope was. . introduced into the trachea. 1904 Electr. World

* Jingin. 16 Jan. 140 (Cent. D. Suppl.) A bronchoscope,

which consists of a tube, the inner surface of which is highly

polished to serve as a reflector, with an electric lamp
arranged so as to throw a strong light on the tube.

So Broncho*cop7 (br^i)k^'sk<ypi), the use of a

bronchoscope.
1903 Therapeutic Gaz. Jan. 60 (Cent. D. Suppl.) Broncho-

scopy allows the whole bronchial tree to be searched.
_
1917

Daily Express 6 July 9/2 The chair of bronchoscopy in the

University of Pennsylvania.

Bronco, broncho. (Earlier examples.")

1869 S. Bowles Our Ne^v West v. 101 A well-broken

Indian pony or a ' broncho ' (a California half breed horse)

can begot. 1871 Schelede VERE^/f«rica«ir/«r (1873J 131

The horses, mules, and bronchos, as the packhorses are

called. 1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds 454 Our bronchos

carried us with ease and safety.

b. attrib., as, bronco-mule, -pony, -team, -type;

bronoo-grass, a brome-grass of the Mediterranean

region introduced into California {Cent. Diet.

Suppl.).

s8&) S. Bowles Our Neiu West v. loi The mule and the

Indian and ' broncho ' ponies will live on the rich grasses of

the country. 1881 A. A. Haves AVn> Colorado iii. 36 1 hey are

provided with swiftand sure footed horses, geneially,inlhese

days, of the broncbo type—a mixture of the American horse

and the mustang. lSs»a Gunter Miss Dividemis 163 You

can drive down in a day with a good tough broncho-team.

189s Outing (U.S.) XXVII. 244/2 Their pack tram com-

posed of hardy little broncho-mules.



BRONTEAKA.

C. Comb. : bronco-buster, a breaker-in of

broncos ; so bronco-busting.

z888 Roosevelt in Century Mag, Feb. 507 The flash riders,

or horse-breakers, always called * *bronco busters ', can

perform really marvelous feats. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 8 Oct.

1 3 Those who saw Buffalo Bill's show will remember the

riding of the broncho-busters. 1891 Harper's Mag. July
aoS'i *Bronco busting is a distinct art. 1911 H. Ql'ick

Yelirnvstone N.yi\\.-^\^ I had been asked to give a exhibition

of broncho bustin.

2L As adj. Wild, uncontrollable,

1887 F. Fran'cis Jr. Saddle »5- Mocassin 146 Sam's too

broncho: he gets all-fired mean sometimes when he*s full.

Bronte&na (brpntia'na), [See -ana suffix. '\

Literature connected with or bearing upon the

Brontes.
X900 Daily Ne^vs 17 Aug. 6/1 ' Charlotte Bronte and her

Circle * seems . . to have fiualiy exhausted the vast and well-

explored mines of Bronteana. 1928 Obsert'er 22 July \-i.l^

He wished the collection to be restored to Yorkshire after

his widow, .had taken any Bronieana for herself.

BrOnto-, comb, form of Gr. ^povT-q thunder, as

in Brontogram (hxp'niogrxm), the record made
by a brontometer or brontograph ; Bro'ntograph,
a recording brontometer; aUo, a chart of the

phenomena recorded by that instrument ; Bronte- i

lo-gical<z., pertaining to Bhontology ; Bronto*-

meter, an instrument for recording the phenomena
associated wiih thunderstorms ; Brontoplxobia,
intense dread of thunder and thunderstorms.
x888 Symcns* Monthly Miteorol. Mag. June 71 Our

German friends.. were clearly the first as to thunderstorms,
or rather *BrontoIogical research. Ibid. May 50 Messrs.
Richard Frere^ of Paris, are constructing for Mr. Symons a
very complicated apparatuf ("B7ontometer). .for recording
the details of thunderstorms. 1905 W. G. Holmes yustinian

<V Tluodora I. iii. 298 note^ He was affected with *bronto-

phobia in bis later years.

BrOntosaumS (brfTnt^s^'ri^s). Paleeont. [mod,
L. (O. C. Marsh, Notice of New Jurassic Reptiles

in Atner.Jml. Set. & Art Ser. in. (1879) XVIII.

503)7 f* Gr. ^povT-fj thunder + uavpos lizard.] An ex-

tinct genus of dinosaurian reptiles existing on all

the continents during the Jurassic and Cretaceous
jieriods ; also, a reptile belonging to this genus.
1907 IVesttn. Gaz. 3 Apr, 8/1 A brontosaurus, or a chondro-

steosaurus. 1924 Public Opinion 28 Mar. 300/3 [The
Anglican Church] is going the way of the dinosaurus and
the brontosaurus.

Bronze, sb. 7. Add :

bronze-backer U.S.j angler*s name for the black

bass; bronze-founder, one who founds or casts

bronze, or fashions articles of bronze ; so bronze
founding ; bronze-winged (also bronzed-winged)
pigeon = bronze-wing.
\&l&GooD^ Aiiief. Fishes ^6 '* Bronze-backer * is one of

its pet names among the anglers. 1894 Outing (U.S.)
XXIV. 452/1 'l"his old bronze-backer t^*:. small-mouth bass]
weighed.. six pwunds and five ounces. 1839 \J»B, Diet,
Arts 335 The *bronze-found'^r should study to obtain a
rapid msion. 1885 English Illustr. Mag. Mar. 413/1 There
are two' methods of *broiize founding. 1897 Daily News
18 Jan. 6/4 Two works wliich lienveimto Cellini wrote.. on
bronze founding. 183a in hUchoff yan Diemen's Land li.

31 The pigeons are by far the most beautiful birds in the
island; they are called *bronze win;.:ed pigeons. iSsaMuNuv
Antipodes xviii, I killed., a few bronzed-winged pigeons.

1897 Daily Neivs 24 May 9/4 A pair of Smith's partridj;e

bronze-winged pigeons {Geophaps Smithi) from Northern !

Queensland.
|

Bronzer (br/7-nz3i). [f. Bronze z;. -f- -eu "i,] One
j

who coats with, or colours like, bronze. I

1865 Congress. Globe Feb. 682/1 The bronzcr then [in the
j

U.S. Treasury Department] puts the paper tiirough his !

bronzing machine, and when it is all bronzed it is counted
j

again by the man bronzing it.

Bronzing, vbl. sb. Add : b. (See quots.)
1868 Lea Photography 42 By this time the dark sliadows

ought to show the greenish, almost metallic look known as
'bronzing'. 1885 W. K. Bukton Mod. Phot. Index 127
Bronzing of prints. 1889 E. J. Wal:. Diet. Photo^r. 33
Bronzing^ a peculiar metallic lustre seen on looking at
the shadows of some prints at a certain angle. 1903 H. R.
Procter Leatlter Manuf. 404 ' Bronzing ', the dichroic effect
produced by light reflected from the surface of many colour-
ing matters, complementary to that transmitted by them.

(Examples of bronzing machine.^
x86s (sce*BRONZER]. 1874 Knight i>/<:/. Mech., Bronzing"

machiru, a machine for bronzing wall-papers or printed
sheets. 1884 Ibid. Suppl. 1889 Century Dict.^ Bronzing
viachine, a machine for decorating wali-papers, fabrics,
labels, etc. with bronze-powder.

Brood, sb. Add :

1. f. Of bees and wasps : The larvae while in the
brood-cells. Foul brood-, see Foui a. 1 b.

1754 Templk-man Remarks /'^^jzc etc. (1755) II. 82 Tillall
the brood have sallied forth in the form of bees. 1806 tr.
Huber's Nat. Hist. Bees (1808) 109 Another piece of comb,
containing the brood of workers. 1869 Good IVords for
Young 1 Sept. 515/1 At length the first brood [of wasps] is
hatched.

6. brood-box = body-box (*Body sb. 30) ; brood-
cell, {a) a cell in a honeyconab, made for the
reception of a larva, as distinguished from a honey-
cell ; (^) Bot.^ an asexually produced reproductive
cell (Funk*s Standard Diet. 1895") ; brood-cham-
ber, (a) a chamber for holding the eggs or brood
of an animal, etc. ; {b) a chamber folded off from

122

the uterus and closed around the embryo in some
species of Peripalus (Cent Diet. Suppl.) ; trood-
food, a prepared food for young bees ; a substance

derived from pollen by digestion, and serving as

a pap for a brood of bees; brood-lamella, * in

crustaceans, a part of an appendage modified to

form a protective cover for the eggs or young

'

(Cent. Diet. Suppl.) ; brood nest, the space in-

side a hive occupied by the queen and brood

;

brood-space Anai,^ a cavity in the body of an
animal, in which eggs or young are received and
remain for a time ; brood spot (see quot.\
1888 F. R. Cheshire Bees^- Bec-KeepingW. ggThesection-

ra(;ks..are constructed on the general plan of the *brood-
chambers.. ; their edges, .abut accurately upon the •brood-
boxes. 1901 SuTRO tr. Maeterlinck''s Life of the Bee iii.

§ 60. 163 There were both *brood-cells and cdis full of honey.

1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 494/1 In the early spring, if a clean

empty piece of drone comb be put into the centre of the

*brood nest, the queen will usually fill it witli drone eggs.

1878 Bell tr. Gegenbaur's Conip. Anat. 268 An Egg in the

*brood-space formed between the body and the mantle.

1896 tr. Boas' Text Bk. Zool. 450 Usually the sitting Bird
is provided with *brood spots, regions from which the
feathers have fallen off, so that the eggsmay come into direct

contact with the warm skin.

Brooder. Add :

2. A hen, etc., that broods or hatches eggs.

1599 T. M[oufet] Silk^vortiies 26 Now what are seedes
and egges of wormes or foule, But recrements of preexisting

things..? Yea, from tbemselues corruption onely springs,

Vniesse by brooders heate. .They changed be to belly, feete,

or wings. 1854 Poultry Chron. 1. 153 An anxious Brooder.

3. An apparatus for the artificial rearing of young
chickens and other birds. U.S.
1880 H. ToMLiNSON A rtificial Incuhati(m vii. 32 [Chickens]

may.. be transferred to an artificial mother, or brooder as
the Yankees call it. 1896 J. Rankin Incubator ^ its Use
58 The chicks.. are then ready for tlie brooder and food.

1901 Westm. Gaz. 10 Oct. 4/1 The incubators and the
accompanying ' brooders '.

Brooding, vbl. sb. Add :

1. d. The action of cherishing young under the

wings.
1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 14 May 3 Ducklings .. need no

brooding.

Broodless (brw-dles),^. [f. Brood^^. + -LESS.]

Without a brood or progeny.
186a D. Gray Poems 84 The broodless nest.

Broody;, a. Add :

3. Brooding, meditative.
1900 H. Lawson Over Sliprails 52 He . . watched my brush

for a while, as if be was thinking, in a broody sort of way,
of. .going in for house-painting. Ibid. 83 She took it all

with broody cheerfulness.

B. sb. A broody hen.
1904 Daily Chron. 30 July 4/7 He would.. defer putting

the 'broody' on them \_sc. the egss] till dusk. 1923 Daily
Mail 20 Jan. 11 Broodies of these highly developed strains
are . . unreliable sitters.

Brookless (bm-kles), a, [f. Brook sb, + -less.]

Having no brooks.
1903 Y^\vu.v\Q Five Nations 71 Our broad and brookless

vales.

EroO'k-side. [Brook j^.] The side or bank
of a brook. Also altrib,

C1403 Clanvowk Cuckoo Sf Night. 60, I. .held my way
doun byabroke-syde. 1548 Tuunkr A'a/nes //erbes (E.D.S.)
61 It groweth in broke sydes. i6a8 Burton Anat. Mel.
(ed. 3) Abstr. Mel. **2, When to my selfe I act and smile,.

.

By a brooke side or wood so greeiie. x66a Plymouth Rec.
55 Att Maiiomett ponds att the brooke side. i66d Ibid. 103
A great white oake tree standing by the brooke syde. 1863
Atkinson Stanton Grange (1864) 17 In the course of their

brook-side ramble. 1902 Cornish Nat. Thames 177 These
brookside jungles.

Broom, sb. 6. Add : broom-croft, a croft or
field in which broom grows.
1870 KiNGSLEY At Last X, Grand masses of colour.. are

supplied by a heather moor, a furze or broom-croft.

Broomstick. Add :

2. trans/. //, Applied to thin undersized limbs.

colioq.

1806 ' Edna Lvall ' How the Children Raised the Wind
iii, 'Give it to me ', said Fay, holding out her tiny arms,
her 'broomsticks ', as the boys irreverently called them.

Broom-straw. U.S. [Bkoom sb. 3.] The
straw of broom corn ; also the plant itself. Also
ailrib,

1785 Washington Diaries 11. 365 [I] had the Roots, shrubs
(which had been grubbed) and tussicsof broom straw, .raked
oflf] and burnt. 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger III. 217 In
the centre of a large field of broom-straw . . stood the house.
1840 BuEL Farmer's Compatiion 18 Theystill produce what
we call hengrass, broom-straw, and, ever and anon, a starve-
ling pine. 1845 J. J. HoopKK Adv. Simon Suggs iii. (1928)
30 In two houis more he wont be able to step over the butt
cut of a broom straw. 1889 Bruce Plant. Negro 220 A growth
of briars or broomstraw. 1890 Harper's Mag. Dec. iii/i
All who are so lucky as to liave first seen the light amid its

broom-straw fields and ragged forests. 1895 Outing (U.S.)
XXVII. 76/1 We dropped silently in a patch of broom-straw.

Broseley, the name of a town in Shropshire,
used in Broseley porcelain^ a soft-paste porcelain

made by Thomas Turner ( 1
749-1 809) of Caughley,

near Broseley, esp. the blue transfer-printed china
of Oriental design, in which the Broseley dragon
was extensively used.

BROWLESS.
1831-3 Encycl. Metrofi. ( 1 84 5) VU 1 . 464 /a THe blue colours

aresupplied by the oxide ofcobalt,. Blue. .Weak, (Broseley.)

— Blue caic 20, flux 80. (Flint 70, nitre 9, borax 21 ;)or, calc

15, petuntse 85. 1878 L. Jewiti- Ceramic Art I. 43 The
white.. is made of what is commonly called Brosely clay.

Ibid. 268 The 'Broseley Blue Dragon
'
pattern,

Brosier, brozier (br^^'ziaj, braa-^iw), sb.

a. A bankrupt, dial. b. A boy who has spent all

his pocket-money. Eton slang. O. The custom of

brosiering ; see *Bkosiek v, 2.

1826 WiLBRAHAM Gloss. Cheshire (ed. 2), Brositr, a bank-
rupt. It is often used by boys at play, when one of tiicm
has nothing further to stake. 1850 N. ^ Q. 1st Ser, II. 44/1
A boy at Eton was a ' brosier ', when be had spent all his

pocket-money. 1907 Daily Chron. 17 Dec. 3/4 You have
heard of the Eton custom of a * brozier ' ? The attempt to
eat out of house and home. 1926 Glasgoiv Herald 27 Dec. 6
It was reserved for Eton, .to invent the..' brozier ', where
eating even to beyond repletion is indulged in to gratify a
sense of injury,

Brosier, brozier (br^u-ziaj, br^^iai), v. [f.

prec]
1. pass. To be bankrupt, dial.

179(5 T. Morton Way to get Marriedi, i, I am completely
brozier'd, cut down to a sixpence, and have left town.

2. trans. In Eton College phraseology : To
attempt to exhaust the suj^ply of food at a meal,
as an expression of dissatisfaction with the fare

provided ; esp. in the phrase to brosier my dame ox
my tutor,

1850 iV. <5- Q. ist Ser. II. ^(4/1, 1 well remember the phrase,
' brozier-my-dame ', signifying to ' eat her out of house and
home '. z888 W. Rogers Ke/nin. 15, I joined a conspiracy
to 'brozier' him. There were ten or twelve of us (at break-
fast], and we devoured everything within reach. 1899 C. K.
Vavl Mem. iir If atutorora dame was suspected of being
niggardly, it was determined to * brosier ' him or her.

Broth, sb. Add

:

4. Comb. : broth culture, a broth prepared for

the culture of bacteria.

1899 G. Newman ^«c/^r7iziL 65 Aloopfulof young typhoid
broth culture. 1909 Practitioner Nov. 596 Over the surface
of the agar.. pour a two-days old broth culture of bacillus
prodigiosus.

Brother Jonathan : see Jonathan.

Brotherliwise (br^-Sailiwaiz), adv. [f Bbo-
THERLY a, + -WISE.] In brotherly fashion.
i8gx Kipling Life's Handicap, Head Distr. iv. Who

brotherliwise bad followed his kinsman's fortune.

Brotherly, a. Add : L O. City of Brotherly
Love (U.S.), the city of Philadelphia. (Cf, Phii*a-

PELPHIAN, PhILADELPHY.)
1799 Aurora (Philad.) 28 Sept. (Th.) A great wonder

appeared in the city which is called Brotherly Love. 183s
Deb. Congress la June 348 During a short stay of mine in
the city of brotherly love. 1887 Harper's Mag. Oct. 658/1
There arrived a dog . . from the City of Brotherly Love.

Brouffhazn. Add :

1. b. Brougham-hansom^ 2. {oxT[\o{\\\^ hacsom-
cab in which the driver's seat is placed at the front,

the entrance being at the rear.

1909 in Cent. Diet. SuppL
2. a. A closed electric automobile with accom-

modation for four or five passengers, b. A petrol-

driven automobile having a limousine body but
without a roof over the driver's seat,

1903 A. H. Beavan Tube, Train^ etc. xv. 213 The lemoD-
coloured electric broughams of a few years ago.

Brouillon (br«yon). [Fr.] A rough draught.
1678 Sir W. Temple Let. to Sir J. Williamson 19 Aug.,

What was signed at first was rather a brouillon than any fair

and formal drauglit. 1735 Pope Let. to Ld. O.rford 17 June,
Your lordship has still in your custody the brouillons of
verses. 1735 Pope's Lett. I. 37 uote^ The firNt Brouillon of
those Verses, and the second Copy with Corrections, igai
Blaeku'. Mag. Feb, 251/2 ' Papa Cr^micux ' was called in
to furnish brouillons for letters to duchesses and authors.

Brow, sb."^ Add:
6. g. Entom. That part of the bead of an insect

which lies between the clypeus and the vertex,
1889 in Cent. Diet.

10. brow-ridges //,, the supra-orbital ridges

which overhang the eyes in the skulls of some
monkeys; brow-spot, the interocular gland of a
frog or toad.
1898 Guide Mammalia Brit. Mus. 15 Enormous *brow-

ridges give them a ferocious and savage appearance. 1917
Peake & Fleure Hunters Sf Artists 60 'ihe ereat frontal
torus or overgrown brow-ridges of Neanderthal Man. 1875
Huxley & Martin Elem. Biol. (1877) 195 The *browspot or
inter-ocular gland.

Brow, z'. 1. (Later U.S. example.)
j886 Harper''s Mag. Nov, 863'a Its crumbling walls are

filled with trees and banked with weeds, its borders browed
with lilacs.

Browallia (br^jw^-lja). Bot, [Named by
Linnaeus after J. Browall (1707-55), Swedish
botanist.] A plant of the genus of South American
annual plants so named^ bearing violet, blue, or

white flowers.
X767 Abkrchombie Ez\ Man his o^vn Gardener (jyB2) 84

Tender Annual Flowers. The choicest kinds are.. bro-
wallia, &c.

Browless, a. Add :

2. Without eyebrows.
1823 Neiv Monthly Mag. VIII. 531 A compo-iition which

, . utterly destroyed the hair, and left him literally browless !



BBOWN.
X90S Ede» PntLL-POTTS Sfcref Womoft 11. ix. 179 Browless
eyes. 1906 B'ness von HuttEN Jt^'Aai became o/Patn 1. iv,

1 he large . . eyes, . . so almost browless and la-^hlftss.

Brown, sb. Add

:

3. C. Delete f ^^^ ^^^ -

x8oo H. M. Field ^n^A/ ^^iVf 147 In Jamaica. .they are
disimguished as the whites and blacks and the browns.

4. The brown : lit. the browhi-coloured mass of

a flock of game-birds ; in phr, tofire into the brown
{ofthem) ; to fire into the midst of a covey instead

of singling out a bird ; also transfix to fire, or launch

a missile, indiscriminately into a mass.
1871 Punch 16 Dec. 256/a Sportsmen, whose sport must

mainly consist in * firing mto the brown '. 1885 Ibid, 31 Jan.
53 ' Pop 1 Bang! Whose bird?' 1 hat's the French notion
of a lag, as the husband looses off ' into the brown * of his

wife's adorers. 1889 Kipling FhoHiom Rickshnw^ Man
fvko ivould be King (cd. 3) 87 We three Martinis firing into

the brown of the enemy. 1897 Maby Kingslev IV. Africa
xxiiL 545, I fired two., stools, .into the brown of it, and the
meeting broVe up. 1899 Daily News ^ May 8/2 The sports-

man., not firing mto the brown, but talcing careful aim at
some particular bird. 1908 T. N. Walker Through the
Mutiny V. 90 Our officer.. treated the General and his
followers to some volleys fired right into the brown of them.

Brown, a. Add : 6. Comb, : qualifying the

name of another colour, as brown-gold.
Z909 Daily Chrom% j May 4/4 The sun. .glittered on her

brown .gold hair.

7. brown alg«e, the algae of seaweeds constituting

the class Thssophycese, which contain a brown
colouring matter in addition to chlorophyll

;

brown-banded snake, brown-footed rat (see

quots.) ; Brown Betty (/.S.j a preparation of
apples ; brown house C/.S. — brown-stone house
(see *Bro\vn-stonb) ; brown moth, an artificial

ny used in angling by night ; brown-rot, a disease

of vegetables ; also as vb. ; brown-tail (moth)
(see quots.) ; brown top, a species of Australian

pasture grass (see quot.); brown tubes //. (see

quot.).

1903 EncycL Brit. XXV, 972/1 A white efflorescence
which appears <»i certain *Brown AIgs..wben they are
dried in the air. 1869 Krkfft Snaket AustrtUia 5^ The
large-scaled snake . . is confounded, in Victoria tn particular,

with the Tiger or *Brown*band«l Snake {Hoi^ocefthaius
curtus\ i8»7 EncycL Brit. XXII. 197/1 The Brown-
banded Snake Hie/iocephalut curtus), with asimilar distri-

butioo[throaghout Australia },andaIsocommon in Tasmania,
fnMn 5 to 6 feet long. 1864 I'a/e Lit. Mag. XXIX. 187 (Th.)
(In training,] tea, coffee, pies, and "brown Betty must
next be sacrificed. 19x1 S. £. White Bobby Orde x. (1916)
ia6 It was the season of. .apple-tapioca and Brown Betty.
Btt4 EmneL Brit.X\l\. 5/2 A/nt /us'i/es, Waterh., the
*Brown-footed Rat of western and southern Australia. 184s
S. J VDO Margaret 11. viii. 334 The I->eacon's..wa'« a small,
one story 'brown house. i86x Mks. Stowk Puwl Orr's ItL
I. ii. 10 Down near the end of Orr's Island.. standi a brown
house. 1837 KiRKBRiDE Xorthtm AngUr 48 The *Brown
Moth.. is made with a feather from the wing of the dark-
brown owL 1899G. NxwHAMifjurZ/Wa i.37 (bacterial 'brown-
rot of pouioes and lom^oes is another plant disease pro-
bably due to a bacillus, ibid.. The bacillus.. brown-mts
them from within, i^rfa W. Curtis Brovm*tailMotk 10 The
*Brown-tail Moth. .is about two-thirds of the sise of the
Moth produced from the .Silk-worm. 1815 Kirby & Sr.
Ent0moi. vi. (1818) 1. 207 The brown-iail moth {Bombfx
phmorkMtt, F.). 183s J. Rrnnie Butterfl. /f Moths 4,1 The
Brown Tail \Porthesia AuriJJua^ Stephens) appears in
August, looe EncycL Brit. XXXI I. 10S/2 Some [Queens-
land] stockholders con^der tttac the 'Sugar grass* or
** Brown Top* {.Pollimia fulva) surpaiws tnem (i.e. the
* MitcbeU grasses*] in iu quickness of bursting into leaf.

Ibid. 6yj/x The excretory organs (of the Sipunculoidea] .

.

serve as chanikeU by which tn* reproductive cells leave the
body, and they are sometimesspoken of as "brown tubes'.

Brown, v. Add :

3. trans, (from *Beowx sB, 4), To fire indis-

criminately at (a covey of birds or a mass of men).
1873 .S a/. Rev. Sept. 310 We seldom did ourselves any-

thing like justice until the coveys were out on the feed to>

warai evening, when we were apt to brown them as they
rose in little douda. x88s Ridke Haggard K. Solomon s
AffMf xiii. Good .. began to fire,, industriously 'browning*
the dense mass before him with a Winchester repeater. 1888
— CoL Quaritck xxii, I suppose.. that the last covey twisted
up and you browned thenu 19*1 Blmckm. Mag, Jain. 123/3
He waited till the troop was some hundred and fifty yards
away, and then he * browned ' iL

Brown-back. ^.-S". a. (In full brown- back
snipe.) Tbe red-breasted snipe, Macrorhamphus
gri5et4s. b. Thegreatmarblcdgodwit,/.i/Wi7jflyir(/i?a.
187s CoiJBS N, Amer, Bird* asa MacrorJuunphu$, Red-

breasttd Sni^, Gray Snipe. Brown-back. 1893 Outittg
(U.S.) XXII. 96/a * Brown-back ' snipe.

Brownie ^. Add

:

2. .A member of the jiuiior section of the organi-
zation known as the * Girl Guides*. Also attrib.
X916 Home Chat 30 Sept. 558 For the younger girls who

are nut eleven, and therefore not old enough to become
Girl Guides, the Brownie movement has been started.
i9t8BAUB.s-PowKLLGiW^M/<//»^33 In the Brownte Pack
every Brownie obeys the wi.^hes of the leader. Ibid, 3^
When a girl has pasBed ber test as a recruit she is admitted
into her Six as a Brownie. X9a3 Daily Mail 13 Feb. 7, I

must not cry, for I am a Brownie and Brownies do not cry.

Brownie ^i browny (brauni). [Subst. use of
Bhowny a.\

1. Currant bread. Austral.
t8go E. T). Clbland White Kangaroo 57 (Morris) Cake

made of flour, fat and sugar, commonly known as ' Browny '.
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z9q» Melboitme Argus 20 Sept. 13/6 Tea and * brownte *

(a bread sweetened with sugar and currants). 1900 H. Law-
son On Track 129 Pile of 'brownie' on the bare black
boards at the end of the ubie.
2. An angler's name for the trout.
19*8 Obsemer 32 July 28/2 It is a difficult matter tocreel

a brace or so of brownies. The trout are there,. but they
stir not.

Brownin^f (braunii)). [The name of John M.
Browning of Ogden, Utah, U.S.A.] In full

Browning revolver or pistol^ a form of automatic
pistol ; = *CoLT j3.2

\^^ Daily Chron. g Feb, 5/2 Hohental fired all the seven
chambers of a Brownmg revolver at Herr Johnsson. 1906
Ibid. 6 Jan. 8/1 The party of freedom have to depend on
revolvers, especially the * Brownings '. 1906 Westm, Gaz.
6 Apr. 6/3 They were armed with Mauser pistols and
Brownings.

Browningesqne (braunirje'sk), a. [f. the
surname Brownings -ya^X}^^ Of, pertaining to,

or characteristic of Robert Browning or his style.

1896 WestnuGaz, 1 June 3/1 He can weave-in.. tbe most
..far-fetched rhyme-words, and this without straying into
the grotesque or the Browningesqne. 1901 Daily Chron.
29 June 3/1 Monologues.. which tracetheir lineage to Z.r>^
Lippi 3cnd, the rest of that most Browningesque series. 19x0
H. Walker Lit. Vict. Era 320 A Browningesque Touch*
stone, or Aguecheek,..is hardly conceivable.

So Browning'ese (brauniqfz), a, = prec. ; sb,

the language or style of Browninj^ ; Brownlnfflte,
an admirer of Browning ; eXsoddj, = *Buowi*iNG-
ESQUK.
r s88s Browning in W. Sharp L(/e E, B, C1890) 169, 1 am

quite other than a Browningtte. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec,
[He] translated them all into Browningese forms. Ibid,^
You never lose the Browningite manner of deliverance,
S910 H. Walker Lit. Vict. Era 320 Tborold, Luria,
Dj.ilial, Valence, all speak Browningese.

Brown-stone, brownstone. U.S. (Also
as two words.) [Brown a, 2, 7.] One or other
variety of dark-brown sandstone employed as a
building m.aterial. Freq. in attrib. use.
1868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1B69) 191 The mate-

rial is pressed brick, with brownstone base, belts, trimmings,
and cornices. 1871 Schele db Verb ^m«rt'fax/jwj (1S73)

447 In New York, .a brown-stone front ta apt to be looked
upon as a sign of gentility. 1888 Brycb Amer, Com$Hw.
111. Ixiu II. 44iHotrt The so-called * brown-stone districts*
in New York City, i^oa Clapin Diet. Amer. 77 'Living in
a brown stone house * is apt to be looked upon as a sign of
gentility.

trans/. \$fai^N. V. Stm 3 Nov. 6 The ' brownstone vote *,

as it is called, is cast as rompleteiyas is the vote of the most
crowded tenement house districts.

Browny, a. Add

:

2. Comb, : with the name of another colour, as
browny-green, -grey.

190s tVestm. Gaz. 5 Aug. 10/9 It is a very becoming tone,
that bronze browny green, 1906 Daily Chron. 10 Dec. 4/4
The browny-grey soldiers of Russia. 1907 Ibid, 12 Apr. g/3
The browny-grey back of her sharply-pointed wings.

Browse, v. 3. (Later U.S. example.)
iSj6Rep. Vermont BoardAgric, 111. 74 It was customary,

in years past, when farmers were short of hay, to browse
their cattle, as it was called.

Brosier, variant of 'Brosisr.

Bmgmansia (brugmx*nzia). Bot, [mod.L.,
named after S. J. Brugmans (1763-1819), Dutch
botanist : sec -lA^.]

L A plant of the solanaceous genus so named,
native to S. America (formerly included imder the
genns Datura), the species of which have white,
orange, or red tubular blossoms.
s88s IJadv Bbassev The Tra<les 352 The aarden contains

some.. pretty ' lily-trees \ as they call them here; although
I should describe them as a sort of datura or brugmansia.
2. A plant of a genus of parasitic plants of the

family Cytinacemj found in the Malay islands, each
plant of which consists of little more than a flower.
1885 EncycL Brit, XVIII. 265/2 Raffelstaand Brugmansia

consists one may say of a single flower.

Bruiser. Add

:

6. A machine, tool, or other implement used for

bruising or crushing; also, an operative who
pulverizes materials.
In quot. 1828 applied to a tooth.
iSm Fli£minc Brit. Anim. 9 In the lower jaw [of the

badger], the bruiser is small, the chewer lar^e. i88> Ogilvie
(Annandale), Bruiser

.

.^x\\k: name of various machines for
bruising grain, &c., for feeding cattle. 1931 Diet. Occup,
Terms (1927) f 056 Satnple oruiser\ pulverises average
sample of ore with fiat-headed hammer, ready for sampler.

Brumby, bmmbie (brZ7mbi). Austral. Also
brumbee. [Origin unknown,] A wild or un-
broken horse,
z88o Australasian 4 Dec 712/3 (Morris) These our guide

pronounced to be ' brumbies ', the bush name here \sc. Queens-
land] for wild horses. 1890 Kipling Plain TaLs/r. Hills
153 People who lost money on him called him a ' brumby '.

1895 Chambers's fml. 702/1 The term ' with the Brumbies *

is a common one throughout bush Australi.i to signify hope-
lessly lost. 1899 Skmon In Attstral. Bush 95 When one of
the brumbies begins to moveali the herd follow. 1911 Bean
' Dreadnought ' ofDarling xxviii. 244, 1 had a brumby there
at that time—a wild little horse dropped from a lot going
through,

b. attrib., as brumby colt^ horse, mob, trail.

1895 Chambers's yrtil. 702/1 The Brumbie Horse of
Australia. . is tbe descendant of runaways of imported stock.
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1897 Pall Mall Mag, Feb. 190 And so to the unknown in.
terior, past the points where sheep-tracks become brumby-
trails. 1925 Chambers's jfml.8io/i Wild or ' brumbie ' mobs,
which consisted of mares and one lord of the harem. 1926
Brit. Weakly 19 Aug. 412/5 An unbroken, raging devil of a
brumby colt.

Brummellian (brz^me-lian), a. [f. the proper
name Brummel + -IAN.] Of, pertaining to, or
characteristic of * Beau Brummel * (G. R. Brum-
mell, 1778-1840), leader of fashion in London.
So Bm'nunelism.
1831 Carlvle Misc, Ess., Characteristics (1872) IV. 26

Wertensm, Byronism, even Brummelism, each has its day.
183a lbiii.,Boswelts Johnson 127 Pharis.iical Brummellean
Politeness. 1908 'Lewis Melville' Beaux 0/Regency II.

70 The last three carried on the Brummellian traditions.

Brxunmer. Brummerfly (see quots.).
1913 Pettman A/ricanderisms 92 Brummer fly, Cynomyia

picti/acies. . . Kn insect somewhat like the common house-
fly, but considerably larger. It is useful in the destruction
of locusts. 19x4 Chambers s Jrnl. 314/2 The brummer fly
(Wol/ahriiabrimispaipis) lays its eggs in the neck of the
locust.

Brunch (bnmj). University slang. [A * port-
manteau * word f. Breakfast and Lunch.] A
single meal taken late in the morning and intended
to combine breakfast with lunch.
1900 G. Swift Somerley 93 Brunches (/.*. breakfast-cum-

lunch). 1900 Westm. Gaz. ig Dec. 2/3 Perish Scrambling
breakfast, formal lunch I Hardened nicht-birus fondly
cherish All the subtle charms of * brunch . 1914 Blackw.
Mag. Apr. 465/j We proposed to have a substantial ' brunch

'

at eleven.

Brune (br/Vn\ [a. F. brufie, fern, of brun
brown,] A dark-complexioned girl or woman, a
brunette.
1870 Miss Broughton Red as Rose is She xiii, Priscilla,

a beady-eyed, brisk brune. 1891 Murray's Mag. Oct. 565
Blondes and bruncs. 1894 Meredith Ld. Ormont x, Brunes
are exceptional in England.

Brunet (br«net), a, and sb. [a. F. brunet, dim,
of brun brown.] A. adj. Dark-complexioned,
B, sb, A dark-complexioned person. Hence Brtu
ne'tness.
1888 Dole tr. Tolstoi"s Russ. Proprietor 247 But I should

like to see what sort of a man this hussar is,—whether he is

brunet or blondin. x8oo Huxley in igth Cent. Nov. 757
The brunet broad-heads now met with in central France.
Ibid, 767 The present contrast of blonds and brunets existed
among them. 1899 Ripley Races Eur, 147 Our map of the
distribution of brunetness.

Brunette, sb. Add : b. A variety of the
satinette pigeon.
1879 L, Wright Pract. Pigeon Keeper 174 Brunettes are

lighter Satinettes. Z891 R. woods Pigeon Culture 138.

Bruno {hxH'no), in St. Bruno's lily, a bulbous
plant of the species Anthericum {Paradised) lili-

astrum, cultivated for its white sweet-scented
flowers, which resemble small lilies.

1760 J. Lek Introd. Bot. App. 325 Saint Bruno's Lily,
Hemerocallis. x88a Garden 3 June 391/3 St. Bruno's Lily
'v> beautiful in a glass by itselL

Brunsvigite (br»*nzvigait). Min. [f. Da.
Brunsvig Biunswick + -ite l.] A kind of chlorite

occurring in gabbro in the Radauthal, Germany.
Z914 Brit. Mus. Return 229.

Brunswick-black, v, trans. To varnish
with Brunswick black ', fig* to blacken.
Z908 Daily Chron. a6 Mar. 3/3 Wide enough of eye to see
how he Brunswick- blacked the greys of life.

Brush, x^.l Add: 2. (U.S. examples.)
180X Massachusetts spy 23 Dec. 3/4 The imprudence of a

person who set on fire a quantity of brush, vS:c. near Cam-
bridge. 1817 S. R. Bkown Western Gm. 58 Urush, and full

grown trees. 1868 Rep. U. S, Commissioner Ap-ic. (1869)

255 Alt trimming should be performed by striking, .in the
direction the brush leans. i8iB7 I. K. Ranch Life Alontana
8 The bright red of tlie brush by the river-side.

4. brush house, stable, tent, whisky. (J,S,

1853 B. Young in Jml. Discourses \. 166 Families went
there and lived in wagons and *brush houses. 1835 Southern
Lit. Messenger \. 581 The pony.. moves homeward with
accelerated velocity, leaping every obstacle in his way to bis
•brush stable. 1878 J. H. Bkaolk Western Wilds xix. 310
John A. Lee . . had his wife living there in a sort of "brush
tent. i88< * C. E. Craddock * Prophet Gt. Smoky Mts.
XV. 975 The constable's heart was warmed by the *brush
whi.skcy.

Brush, sb.^ 12. Add

:

brush borer = 'brush driller ; brush-colour
(see quot.) ; brush discharge EUctr. -• Brush
sb? 6 a ; brush drawer, an operative who pats in

the bristles in ' drawn brushes '
; brush driller, an

operativewho drills the holes in the stocks of brushes

and brooms ; brush-grain, a grain produced in

painting woodworlc by drawing the brush over a wet
coat of paint so that the undercoat is seen through

the brush-niarl<s; brush hand, a house-painter;

brush-hat (see quot. ) ; brush-holder (see qnot.)

;

brush-varnish (see quot.) ; brushware, goods
consisting of all kinds of brushes ; brush work,
painting, as distinguished from drawing ; sptc. the

characteristic method (of a painter) of laying on
the colonrs.
I9>l Diet. Occup, Terms (1927) 8 688 'Brush liorer. 1845

G. DoDD Brit. MtxHu/. IV. 130 Floor-cloth manufacture...

A second coating of paint is laid on. .wholly with a brush ..



BRUSH.
Hence it is called the * *brushHx>lour *, to distinguish it from
the first or 'trowel-colour*. 1B49 Noad Electricity (ed. 3)

43 The difference between the *brush discharge and the spark

is, that in the former discharge begins at tlie root [etc.].

soa3 Gloss. Radio Ttrms in Popular iVireUss 13 Oct. 11

Brush discharge^ a discharge of high-tension electricity,

which takes the form of a luminous glow. 1900 Daily News
6Nov.9'i *Brushdrawer. 1^1 Diet. Occup. 7'erftis (igz-j)

g 688 'Brush driller, igot JV, ^- Q. gth Ser. VIII. 310/1 In

the painting of woodwork, when the second coat, say of

vermilion, is made to show through the third, say of brown,

by passing the brush over it while tlie last coat is still wet,

the result is spoken of as * *brush-grain *,
^ 1900 H. Lawson

Over Sliprails-^, I did a deal ofhouse-paintingatonelime ;

I was a pretty smart *brush hand. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech.^ 'Brush-hat^ one in which the surface is continually

brushed by a hand-brush, during the process of sizing.

1894 W. P. Maycock Electric Lighting i. vi. § 114 (ed. 2)

179 Construction of. .*Brush-holders. 1904 TeclinoL ^ Sci.

Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Brush Holder^ the support

or frame carrying the copper (or carbon) strips by which the
current enters or leaves a motor or dynamo. 1875 Sir T.
Seaton Fret-Cutting -t,^ Should you wish to varnish the work
that lias been fret cut or carved, ^ou must do it with "brush-
varnish, made with spirits of wine.. laid on with a camel-
hair brush. X9s6 Ironmonger Suppl. 16 Jan. 52 British

Alade *Brushware. 1886 Eneycl. Brit. XX. 218/2 Works.

.

vanting in the trenchant "brush-work.. of subsequent pro-

ductions. 1893 Daily News 8 Apr. 3/6 The brush work of
this incomparable painter.

Brush, sb:^ Add :

1, b. At or after the first brush : at or after the

first encounter or meeting.
J815 ScoTT Guy M. Hi, So you intend to give up this poor

young fellow at the first brush? 1857 Hughes Tofit Brtnvn
lu ii, The people were., civil to you if you were civil to them,
after the first brush.

C A rapid run or race ; a contest in speed, dial.

and U.S,
«86o Trollope Framiey P. xiv, Mark.. would enjoy a

brush across the country quite as well as he himself. 1868
H. Woodruff Trotting Horse of Avier. ix. 105 _He may
have a couple of brushes of a quarter of a mile each.
X9oa McFaul Ike Glidden iii. 20 Mellowed his boss ud
beat mine 'n a half mile brush. 1903 N. Y, Times 7 Sept.,

Mr. Dodgcgot into a brush with a passing horseman... His
horse continued the brush for about ten yards. 1906 N. Y.
Even. Post 16 June, Apart from the annual regatta, there are
endless minor ' brushes ' foi' the 'fresh-water sailormen '.

Brush, v\ Add : 2. b. To force on (/^,) ;

to drive hard. U*S.
I7SS Conmcticitt Gaz, 29 Nov. (De Vere 2^5) As tending

to beget ill will, and brushing a disunion in the several
governments in America. 1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie x,

1 have at this moment a dog brushing a deer. x868 H.
Woodruff Trotting Horse of Avier. v. 70 Eight or ten
days prior to the race. .brush him a half mile. 1904 N. Y.
Times 28 Nov. 5 The drivers . . spent a couple of hours before
dusk brushing their fast steppers on the upper stretch.

4. b. To brush round: to bestir oneself. U.S.
colloq,

1875 Holland Sevenoaks x. 127 If the feller that only had
one talent had brushed round, he could ^a' made a spec on
iL Ibid. xii. 156 You an' me has got to be brushin* round.

Brush, v.^ Add :

1. e. To go over with a brnsh-harrow.
1857-8 Trans. III. Agric. .Soc. III. 490 The ground should

be fresh f)lowed, harrowed and rolled, or brushed.

2. b. inir. To make oneself more presentable or

ready for action ; to refresh one's memory. UtS.
1844 [W. T. Thompson] Major Jones's Courtship (Bartlett)

When Miss Mary came, I brushed up, and was determined
to have a rite serious talk with her. 1878 J. H. Beadle
Western Wilds %\\. 265 We here overhauled our kit, brushed
up a little, and put on our best gear for a visit. 1903 Dial
I Sept. Advt., If you wish to brush up on your English,
you will find nothing better, 1904 Hartford Cottrant 5 Oct.
8 The ex-governor must brush up a bit on his ecclesiastical

studies.

7. To trim (a hedge or tree, the sides of a ditch

or path), local.

«Si3 [implied in Brushing vM. sb. x\. 1809 Warehome
Highway-bk. 29 June (E.D.D.) For brushing the footpath,
xs.od. 184s yml. R. Agric. Soc. VI. 11. 479They[jc. hedges)
are carefully brushed, or clipped, twice a year, zS86
Cheshire Gloss. ^ Brush, to trim a hedge.

8. To beat (a covert). Also i7itr, in vbl. sb.

1876 Coursing Cat. 223 Our long dragging beats taking
us..round the far side by Fliskoe Forest, in proximity to
which the ranges were brushed, but with no good results.

1895 E. Angl. Gloss.^ Brtish^ to beat a covert; *a day's
brushing with the governor *.

9. Hunting, To take the * brush ' from (a killed

fox) as a trophy of the chase.

1879 Tinsley's Mag. XXIV. 334 As they then rode in the
master 'brushed' him \_sc. a fox], while the hounds were
baying. 1893 Field 11 Feb. igi/3 Some twenty minutes
later he had the satisfaction of brushing his fox.

10. Painting. To brush (in): to put in with the
brush, to paint in.

1897 Daily News 16 Jan. 6/3 For flesh painting, the torso
..is so firm, so luminous; the draperies, too, are decisively
brushed in. 1901 /did. 7 Mar. 6/6 These are vivid, quickly
brushed impressions by an artist who has au eye for..
Italian landscape.

Brushed (br27jt), a. US. [f. Brush sb.i +
-ED 2.] Overgrown with brushwood.
x888 Century Mag. Jan. 453/1 A caSon, liberally wooded

or * brushed ' with wild plums.

Brushing, vbL sb. Add:
4. Coal-mining; The action of, or the work

involved in, cutting or blasting down the roof,

building supporting and blocking walls in a coal
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mine. AX^oaitrib. and Ccmb., as brushing con-

tractor \ brushing-bed (see quot. 1883).
1883 Greslky Gloss. Coal-jit., Brushers (Scotland;, men

who brush the roof, build packs and stoppings, which work
is called brushing. Brushing-bed (Scotland), the stratum
brushed or ripped. 1913 Glasgow Herald 16 Oct. 9 The
* brushing * contractor.

5. Brush-work, as distinguished from drawing.
1896 Dcu'ly News 6 Apr. 6/5 No incompleteness of draw-

ing, of brushing, or of line.

6. The action or process of applying the enamel
in the manufacture of enamel-ware. Also attrib.

1893 Daily News 15 Dec. 5/4 The brushing department of
enamelled plate works.

7. Brushing'offy the action or process of removing
superfluous sugar from the base of a mould.
1845 DoDD Brit. Manuf. V. J24 A man.. scrapes the base

, . of the sugar with a small instrument ; a process which is

called 'brushing-off'.

Brushing, ///. a. 3. (See Becsh sb:^ i c,

Brush 2;.i 2 b.) U.S.
1868 H. Woodruff TrottingHorse cfAmer. xii. 124 Paul

Pry was at no time a horse of brushing speed.

Brushlet (br2J-Jlet). [f. Brush .r^. '-^ + -1.1:1.] A
little brush; spec, the stiff hairs on the legs of

various hymenopters, as bees, used to cleanse the

body (Westwood in Cent, Diet.).

Brushy, a,^ (Earlier examples of U.S, use.)

1658 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. IX. 221 A swampy brushy
meadow in the great swampe near Wenham. 1693 Mass,
Prov. Ads (18^2) VII, 397 Though ye way [was] now most
hideous, sometimes swampy, then stony and horibly Brushy,
scarce passable for Horses. 1706 Rcc. of Derby., Conn, 390
Bounded, .east by a brushye hill side. 1785 A, Ellicott
in Life ^ Lett. (1908) 47 The Hills extreme brushy, and no
inhabitants within many miles.

Brut (br/Vt), a. [Fr.] Of wines : Unsweetened.
XS9X Longman's Mag. Aug. 417 An especial brand of brut

champagne. Ibid., Brut wines. 1896 Pall Mall Mag.
Mar, 399 Tell my man to bring me a quail, broiled, and a
pint of Piper Heidsieck, brut.

Brutalitarian (brwtuelitee-rian). [f. Bru-
tality, after humanitarian^ One who practises

or advocates the practice of brutality,

1904 {title) The Brutalitarian, a Journal for the Sane and
Strong. 1909 Chesterton Tremendous Trifles 215 It is

only these two types, the sentimental humanitarian and the
sentimental brutalitarian, whom one hears in the modern
babel, xoio — Shaw 83 And in this the brutalitarians hate
him not because he is soft, but.. because he is not to be
softened by conventional excuses.

Brute. Add : A. adj. 4. Crude, unrefined.
a x86i T. WiNTHHOP yohn Brent i. 6 The precious metal

was to the brute mineral in the proportion of perhaps a
hundred pin-heads to the ton.

B, sb^ 1, An animal, as an ox or cow. U.S.
1867-9 Irans. III. Agric. Soe. VII, 223, I. .did not lose a

brute until the past summer.

Brutedom (brw-tdam), [f. Brute sb?- + -dom.]
Brutish nature,
1890 A R. Wallace in Fortn, Rev. Sept. 331 In propor-

tion as men leave brutedom behind and enter into the ful-

ness of their human heritage. X904 Westm. Gaz. 29 June
2/1 The paths that lead to. , the depths to which sheer brute-
dom may descend.

Brutin^ (br«-tir|), vbl. sb, [Rendering F. bru-
tage, f. brut rough, unworked, unformed (cf. *Brut
a., *Brute a, 4) as in diamant brtttS\ The roughing-
out of a diamond (see quot.). Hence Brute v,^

Bm*ter.
1903 L. J. Spencer tr. M. Bauer^s Precious Stones 82

Brutmg.. consists in rubbing together two diamonds, each
being cemented at the end of a stick or holder, until the
desired form is obtained. Ibid. 24^ The stone to be bruted
is fi,\ed to a handle. Ibid. 244 I'he three operations .. are
entrusted to., skilled workmen, namely cleavers, bruters, and
grinders or polishers. 1906 Claremont Gem-cutter's Craft
41,42,

Bryle, variant of *Broil.

Bnal (bi«al). A madeira made from a variety

of grape so named.
1883 Eneycl. Brit. XV. 178/1 {Madeira) Other high-class

wines, known as Bual, Sercial and Malmsey. ioa7 J. B.
Priestley Adam in jMooushine vii. 134 'Old Aladeira..,
Bual, they cat I it.' 'What !' cried the Baron. ..* An old Bual 1'

Bub, sb,^ U.S, colloq. [See Bubby 2.] A form
of familiar address to boys or men. (Cf. *BuD j^.3)

1845 St. Louis Reveille 4 Aug. (Th.) Letters from a Baby,
[signed] Bub. 1846-52 Mrs. Whitcher Widow Bedott P,
XXIV. 2S7 Come here and see me, bub. 187a ' Mark Twain '

Roughing it V. 51 Well, I shall have to tear myself away
from you, bub. 1896 McClure's Mag. VI. 485/2 Shealways
called him ' bub ' when she wanted to vex him. 1902 S. E.
White Blazed Trail xxviii, 'Well, bub,' .

.
* blowed that

stake you made out of Radway, yet?'

Bubaline (bi«-balain), a, [ad. mod. L, baba-
linus, f. biibalus Bubal.] Belonging to the genus
Bubalis.
1827 Griffith tr. Cuviet^s Anim. Kingd. IV. 378 The

Bubaline Group. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 2 Jan. 10/2 The
Bubaline antelope is uniformly coloured bright bay.

Bubble, sb. 6. Add : bubble-foot, an insect

of the order Thysanoptera or Physopoda ; bubble-
trier, an instrument used for testing the accuracy
of the tubes of spirit-levels ; bubble-tube, the glass

tube of a spirit-level containing spirit and enclosing

an air-bubble ; bubble-weed, a kind of seaweed.
1904 ^;«^>'./«z'r?i/<7riJune 244 (Cent. D. Suppl.) *Bubble-

foot. 1874 Knight Diet, Meck.^ *Bubble-trier^ an instrument

BUCK.
for testing the delicacy and accuracy of the tubes for holding
the spirit in levcling-instruments. 1890 W, F. Stanley
Surveying Instr. 88 The Hubble Trier is a bar or bed 12 to
20 inches long, with two extended feet ending in points at
one end, and a micrometer screw, the point of which forms
a resting foot, at the other end, thereby forming a tripod.
1888 Lockwood's Diet. Meek. Engin.^ *Bubble Tube, or
Spirit Glass, ih^ tube of a spirit-level which contains the
enclosed spirit. 1890 W. F. Stanley Surveying Instr. 86
Level Tubes, or Buljble Tubes as they are technically termed,
are used in nearly all important surveying instruments.

Bubblement (b^-bUment). [f. Bubble 2;.+

-MENT.] Effervescence {lit. and/?^,).
\Zgo Pall Mall Gaz. 24 Mar. i/j Berlin Is In a state of

bubblement. 1893 Field \q June 895/2 A flash, and swirl,
a bubblement. 1902 J. H. Skrine Pastor Agnorum 200
The wicked man.. was an etymologist and knew that zeal
means bubblement, effervescence.

Bubbly, a. Add : Bubbly water (slang), cham-
pagne ; also sb. short for this.

iQio Daily Chron. 9 Apr. q/3 *Too much bubbly water ',

so he explained, was responsible for the breach of the rules.

1930 Chambers's Jrfil. -^ifili It goes to the head like bubbly.
1927 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 231/2 [He] had finished up at
dmner with some capital oysters and a bottle of bubbly.

Bubonic, a.^ Add: Also as sb. short for

bubonic plague.
iQci Daily News 11 Feb. 5/3 A native child died last night,

and the post-mortem proved the existence of bubonic. 1907
Kipling Lett. Trav. (1920) 121 A rot at what is called' head-
quarters' may spread like bubonic, with every steamer.

Bubu(c)kled (bi«-b»kUd), a, pseudo-arch, [C
BuBUKLE (only Shaks.) + -ed.] Covered with
* bubnkles ' or large pimples.
1832-9 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) IL 357 A welky or

bubuUled face. 1893 Stkvenson Across the Plains iv, 163
Poor bubuckled Commissary!

Bucchero (buke^T^?). Archmol. [It] A type
of pottery, characteristic of ancient Tuscany, of a
uniform black, neither glazed nor painted, but
decorated with figures in low relief, or, in later

times, with figures moulded separately and applied
to the pottery. Also attrib,

X889 in Cent. Diet, zqqs H. B. Walters Anc. Pottery II.
295 In the earlier chamber-tombs no ^wrc/itfr^ is found. 19x0
Eneycl. Brit, V. 722/1 Bucchero ware—the national pottery
of Etruria. xozz Edin. Rev. July 54 Some goblets of finely
modelled and burnished black bucchero.

BUCCO- (b»-k43), used as comb, form (for the
correct bucci-) of L. bucca cheek, with the meaning
* relating to the cheek (or mouth) ', as buccocervical,

-facial^ 'labial, -lingual, -nasal, -pharyngeal adjs.

(see quots.).

1892 Pkil. Trans. B. CLXXXIII. 98 Dastre and Morat find
that the vaso-dilator fibres for the bucco-facial region of the
Dog issue by the iind., iiird., ivth.,and vth. thoracic nerves.
1903 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 3), Buccocenical^ pertain-
ing to the neck and the buccal surface of a tooth. Bucco-
labial, pertaining to the cheek and lip. Buccopharyngeal,
pertaining to the mouth and pharynx. 1907 Practitioner
Dec. 813 The bucco-pharyngeal fascia, igii St. Clair
Thomson Dis. Nose ff Throat (1916) 121 The hucco-nasal
membrane,

Buchan (bxrkan). The name of a Scottish
meteorologist, Alexander Buchan (1829-1907),
used to designate certain specified periods of cold
weather foretold by him as of annual occurrence.

^ 1923 Daily Mail 11 May 7 The period from May 9 to 14
is known as * Buchan 's Winter '. Buchan, an old meteoro-
logist,. ,50 years ago laid down six periods of which May
9-14 is the coldest. 1929 Daily Nezvs 17 Apr. 8/7 Is it not
a fact that the proposal to fix the date of Easter will mean
that this holiday will in future coincide with * Buchan's Cold
Spell' which we are at present enjoying?

Buchauite (br-kanait), f/ist, [f the name ot
Mrs. Elspeth Buchan (i 738-91), commonly known
as Lucky Buchan -^ -ite 1.] A member of a sect

which arose in 1 783, in the Relief Congregation,
Irvine, Ayrshire, Scotland, and became extinct in

1848 on the death of the only surviving member.
Mrs. Buchan believed herself to be the woman of Rev. xii
1846 Train {title) The Buchaniies from First to Last, 1904

J. CAMERON(////c)History of the Buchanite Delusion : 1783-
1846.

Bucholzite (b»-k^zait). Min. [ad. G. bucholz-

it (Brandes 1819), f. the name of C. Y, Bucholz^ a
German chemist : see -ite l.] A variety of tibrolite.

1854 Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 4) 265 Bucholzite and tibrolite

are generally fibrous massive, sometimes approaching dis-
tinct prisms.

Buck, sb."^ Add : 1. a. (Modem example.)
1869 C, L. Brace Nevo West xviii. 237 In the fall of 1861,

\V. Landrum obtained two bucks from a grower in the State
of Georgia.

C. Also, the male of the ferret.

1904 Westm. Gaz. 11 Oct. 3/1 An old buck broken out ot
bounds is selfishly disposed.

d. A ram. Also attrib, U.S.
1851 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. (1852) III. 95 Sheep...

Best buck over a years old. Ibid., A lot consisting of i buck,
3 ewes. 185a Ibid. 25 Best pen of 5 buck lambs. 1867-8
Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VIL 455 Our friend, .crosses the
fine wool buck with a coarse wool ewe. 1881 A. A. Haves
Netu Colorado iv. 60 His ' bucks ' (say about three to each
hundred ewe-i) will generally be merinos.
2. d. (Examples of senses, {a) aboriginal Indian

of Guiana (cf. *Buckeen 2)^ (5) negro, {c) North
American Indian.) Chiefly U.S.
{a) z8o6 FiNCKARD Notes West Indies II. 405 Tbeaccuracy
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of tb« Bucks, in shooting with the long arrow, and in blow-

ing the short poisoned one.

$} 184a Philad. Sfiirito/Timts 18 Apr. (Th.) The most
proounent object was a * fong nine ' with a fierce looking

Kick of a colored fellow hanging to the end of it. x88o Con-

^«j.^*t". June 4147/1, 1 told the boys that we wanted 20,000
* bucks*, buck niggers, in Indiana this year. 1904 Hasben
Gforgia^ts 1 16 A big black buck, was a*leanin' over the side

fence with a cigar in his mouth.
(c) i860 J. C. Adams AcH>. too (Th.) The bucks became

lively and shouted, hallooed, ana whooped, as if mad. x88a

Cwgrtss. Rec, July 5921/2 The cattle.. are left by the

bucks until the squaws can go to them. 1890 Harper's

Mag. Apr. 736/1 So out he rcJde, .. feeling pretty confident

that.. some young 'buck' would stab hini in the back.

S903 A. AuAMS Log CoTviH>y x. 136 When the lead came
within a few hundred yards of the Indians, one buck, .rude

forward a few rods.

3. buck-fawn (earlier example) ; buck-lTidian,

'tugro^ -niggeTj -warrior (see a d above) ; buck-

agi*e^ -fever (see quot, 1871).
X844 G. W. Kendall Santa Fi Ex^d. I. 17a There is a

vcr)- common disease prevalent among young and inex-

penenced hunters in Texas, which is known as the ' *buck
^ue ', 1871 ScHELE DE Verk Amrrt'coM'sws (iiy2) 20S The
i^k. .makes htm speak oi buck ague, or buckfever vihcn he

wishes to describe the nervous agiution of the inexperienced

Kwrtsman. 1894 Outing (U-S.) XXIV, 3441 My confu-

sion., was the direct result of buck-ague. 1786 Washington
Diaries III, 11 The largest of my * Buck fauos . . came home
after dinner with its left knee broke. 1857 S. H. Hawhond
hyiid Sorth, Scents 127 Smith acknowledged to a severe

attack of the 'buck fever. i89sO«//V(U.S ) XXVI.403/1,
I bad beard of the buck fever before but I never knew wbat
it was until that moment. 1911 H. Quick Yellinustone N.
ix. 340 My mind was so full of curlicues.. that I went into

Imck fever. 1840 C F. Hoffmann Creyslaer II. xiL 54
There they lay on the grass, six big "buck Injuns, likely

fellows all. x86o Congress. Kec. Feb. 1707/3 Chasing the

fourteen year old buck Indians across the plains. x88s

Ibid, July 6s4o I A pound of striped candy {kx each buck
Indian, i860 Richmand Enquirer 30 Nov. 2/4 (Th.) He
let drop from the canvas an unmistakable small, oappy-
headed 'buck negro. 1871 Saskville Bwtner 8 Jan. (Dc
Vere) A big buck negro was found in a hollow, la>^g [sic]

on his (^ce, playing possum. 1863 * iC Kibkk ' ify Southern
Friends iv. 66 Yer scented, bedcvilled-up *buck niggers.

1876 Congress. Rec. June 3505/1 As soon as these *buck
wanion smell tbe war-path.

4. ellipt. « Buckshot. U.S.
iMm^W. G. SxMHU Wigwam i

big buck, he numbered two mvcoa for a load ; the small
f ^ Cabin Ser. n. 107 On tuing

buck, three, 1876 Fur, Fin ^ Feather Sept. 135 The
doctor soon drew a bird charge from his gun and loaded it

with buck and fired. 1889 Century Diet., Buck-and-beUI.
a cartridge for smooth-bore firearms containing a spherical

bullet and three buckshot : now little used.

Back, sb.^ Add : On the river Thames, a

wooden {ramework at a weir, supporting cel-

baskets. d. eel-buck {)Lzh 6). Also buck ^aU.
1694 Act 6^7 /f^iV/. -V .''^"fy c 16 Preamble, For the.

.

conveoietice of the Navigation [of the Thames and Isis]

there.. are diverse Lockes Weares Buckes Winches.. and
other Engines. 1791 Re^, Committees H0. Cmmm, (1803}

XIV. vb-i It {.Thames <v Isis) The difhcuUies made by the
millers arid fishermen, of drawing their bucks and sluices.

1791 R. Mylmk 2nd Rep. 'J'hamrs Nttvig, 12 Nuneham
Wear.. is now u:%cd as a Fishery only, having a Tambling,
•olid Wear, and two sets of Buck Gates. 190a Thames
Conserv. Bye-Laws Rtgmt. Thames 33 No persoa shall

witboDC tbe previous cooaeot of tbe Conaenmlon eica any
Dew buck or weir.

Bock, sb.t Add earlier example :

x83S C F. Briccs Harry Franco II. \. a There were also

wood lawyers sitting listlessly on tbeir bocks,

Bnckf sbfi [Cf. Bock v^^] - Buck-jump.
1906 SoMKHViixB & Ross FurthtT Exp. Irish R. Bf. y.

The white horse goc over tbe grouikl in btidcs like a rabbit.

Buck (tjvk), s6.9 slang. Also bukh. [a. Hind.
itakj Hindi buk buk."] Talk, conveisation ; spec,

boastful, bragging talk.

1805 Mrs. CttOKKs Village Tales (1&96) to Having a
* bukh ' with the elders, sola A. Neil Lyons Clara x. 99
We've 'ad enough of your old buck.

Buck (bvk), sbS^ An earthenware pot found in

parts of British Guiana. Also buck-pot,

S851 lliustr. Cat.U. Gt. Exkib. iv. i. 986/3 Buck pot, usod
in preparing pepper pot. 1898 KtRKtc 2$ Yrs. Brit. Guiana
App. 349/t (Glossary of Creole Words).

JBaok, J*." C/.S. [f. Buck z/.3] An act of

bucking ; the power to buck.
1880 Cent. Diet. 1890 L. C. D'Orut NoUhss 34 In two

months from now the worst * buckcn * amongst them will

oot have a * buck ' left 10 them.

Buck, sb^-^ U.S. [Origin obscure.] In the game
of poker, any article placed in the pool with the

chips. To pass Ike buck /('(fig.) : to make a scape-

goat or dupe of (a person) ; to shift responsibility

to (another).
sSts'Maiix Twaim* Innce. at f/onte W. (1B83) 267 You

ruther bold over me, pard. I reckon I can't call that hand.
Ante and pass the bock. 1801 ileffmanns C^cL Card^
TeihU Gafttes 303 Straight Poker.. .To avoid dispute as to
whose turn it may b^ a pocket-knife, known as the * buck ',

is pasAcd rouod, resting with the player whose turn it is to

'chip ' for the remainder, soao MuLroRU J. Selson vt. 60
Bein' a stranger down here I reckoned they'd pass th' buck
to you. 19*4 A. J. Small Frozen Gold iii. 9a Xiaybeyoull
have time to get up to your location before tbey realize

Ifaey've been presented with the buck.

Back, J-J.13 U.S. siang. [Obscure.] A dollar.
i8g6 G. Aoa Artie xtL 106 Jimmy can affoi^ to buy wine

at four bucks a throw when he's only getting three a week
out o*tbc job. 1903 McClitre'i Mag. Feb. 428 A roan..

125

passed around some gold watches.. .Twenty bucks they cost
you over the counter. 1921 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 264/2, I

wonder if I've done right forking out five bucks.

Buck, v.^ Add : Also refl.
i9»3 Outward Bound Mar. 408/2 Many ambitious 3K>img

horses have bucked themselves to a finish without dislodging
my cargo.

Buc^, v.^ U.S. Add : (Later example.)
1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxv. 402 On all rapids

tbey \5C. salmon] are found ' bucking against the stream \
2. iiitr. Of persons. Chiedyy?^. with against.
X859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), To Buck. Used

instead of ^»//,.. metaphorically of players at football and
such games, pugilists, etc 1870 San Antonio paper (De
Vere) You'll have to buck at it like a whole team, gentlemen,
or you won't hear the whistle near your diggings for many
a year, a x88a Arkansa^v Traveller (Barrere & L.) W'y
how de work o de Lawd gwine ter prosper when de white
folks bucks ergin it dis way? 1900 G. Bonner Hard Pan
ii. 41 There's no good bucking against bad luck. 19x0
W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 220 Some men, .have to buck
against so much in themselves.

b. spec. To play at a game of hazard.
187X ScHELE DE Vere A ffuricanisms (1872) 327 The fact

that players at Three-Card Monte.. zik said to buck at
monte, causes the familiar phrase of backing at anything.
1876 B. Hamte G. Conroy iv. iv, I don't like your looks Jack,
at all, I'd buck against any bank you ran, all night. 1890
L. C D'Oyi.e Notches 164 Now and again he threw the
dice ;. .he was inviting his friend to * buck '. But, to tise a
local vulgarism, Woddell didn't buck worth a cent.

3. trans. To butt into or against. Freq. fig, to

come up against, find oneself op]>osed to, oppose.
1891 C Roberts Adrift Amer, 114 There was a snow

plough with two engines to it * bucking the snow * (as the
expression goes here). 1904 G. H. Lorimer Old Gorgon
Graham 307 There's no use bucking that idea. 1904 C. J.
Steedman Sticking the Sagebush ii. 14 If any convert..
bucked the authority of the Church, he disappeared from his

'sphere of influence '. 191Z J. C. Lincoln Cap'n Warren's
Wards vii, 109 If this big-hearted, simple-minded country-
man bad come to New York to buck the stock market, it was
time to sound a warning. 1918 Mulkord Man/r, Bar.30
xii. 131, I ain't so harmless myself... An' now I know what
I'm buckin'. 19*3 J. A. Dunn Man Trap iii. 39 As I can't
buck natural law, the inference is that if we are to meet and
mate, we are. 19*9 Publishers' Weekly 14 May 2456/2 It is

wasted time and energy to try to buck any legitimate move-
ment, and I think it is time and energy wasted for you men
to attempt to bux:ktbe book clubs.

b. To push or thrust in.

1897 Flandbau Har^mrd Episodes 140 It was when every-
body was tired of fighting that I bucked in McGaw.
4. To btuk the tiger; to play against the bank at

faro : see Tigkk sb. 9 a.

1863 Rocky Mt. News 39 Jan. (Th.) At night [in Denver]
you have a choice of. .most anything, even to bucking the
tiger, which we wouldn't advice any one to do. s888 Hotel
Mail (Farmer) He will find the sport most tame Compared
with bucking the tiger At dear Long Bra.nch. 1904 Elu.
Rosins Magn. North it. 124 You've got to a place where
you can.. go buckin' the tiger between whiles. 19x0 W. M.
Raikk B. O'Connor^ Chinaman and cowpuncher,.. tourist

and tailor, bucked the tiger side by side. X9ia Mlxford &
Clay Buck Peters xiii. 1 27 Where in thunder was be 1 Maybe
bucking tbe tiger at Little Nell's.

Bnok, v.^ Add :

2. Th buck up, a. intr. To cheer up, be en-

couraged. Also trans, in causal sense.

1889 BarrIers ft LtuMO Diet. Slasig s.v., (Winchester
College).. to 'buck up* is to be gUd. 189D Farmer Slang,
j9««AiVft,..(Wincbe»tcr College), to be glad; pleased.. .The
usual expression i* H>h buck up ', a phrase which at West-
minster School would havea Tcry different meaning, namely,
*exeri yourself*. 1894 Pittuh 37 Oct. 193/1 Buck up, mate ;

you've no caB to be yaller, dot a perminent btoo, beiiber \

1901 Winchester Coll. Notions 14 Buck w/. Hurrah I The
original meaning, which is still used. Hence later :—Cheer
op, hurry up. 1906 B'ness von HtnTEN What became of
Pa»n u. u. Don't spoil it all by bcins: weepy. ..Come, buck
up, like a dear, and wish me joy. 1909 H. G. Wt:u.s Tono-
Bungay 11. ti. | i Never saw her so larky. This has bucked
her up something wouderfui. 1910 W. J. iiOcica Simon the
fester xviii, Now and ^gain one does help a lame dog over
a stile which bucks one up, you know. i9aa Inge Lay
Thoughts ifa Dean {i()^6) 233, 1 asked the medK:al members
..in particular whether it uas impossible that microbic
diseases . . might be benefited by * bucking up ' the jjatieot.

b. intr. To make an effort, to * brace up'; to

hnrry up.
xSgoTsee a). 1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay 1. i. ( 8 It was

equally impossible for him to either buck-up and beat me, or
givcin. xoioW. J. LocKK Simon the yesterxx, Vou must buck
up a bit, Simon, and get your name better known about the
country, lyij * Ian Hav' Mappv-go-lucky i,

' Hallo, you
fellows-^finuhed ?

'
* Yes, buck up !

' commanded Rumbold.

Buck, v,^ slang. Alto bukh, bukk. [Cf.

*BucK sb,9'\ intr. To swajjger, talk big or bump-
tiously, bra^.
1880 G. AberigH'Mackay All Baba 164 He bucks with a

quiet, stubborn determituition that would fill an American
eiditor. .with despair. 1893 Kipling Many Invent.^ Confer,
ofPowers 7-j You're ordered to bukh. 1895 Mrs. Croker
Village Tales (1896) i57Tho*e who were wont to assemble..
of an evening to smoke, argue, and bukh. 1899 Daily Neivs
6 June 8/4 There is not much in this for Etonians to ' buck

'

about. 1908 Miss Bkoughton Mamma xvii, ' Vou thought
I bucked too much about it ? ' he answered in eager interrup-

tion. I9>i Biacktu. Mag. Apr. 517/2 Arthur and 1 have
'bukked* till we're hoarse. 19SS Chambers's Jml. 464/a
I'd come back here and we'd * bukk ' about Palestine till it's

time to go.

Bnck-and-wing. U.S. [?f. BtrcK t;.3 +
WiNo z/.] A dance of a lively character, usually

performed by a single person.

BUCKET.
1907 MuLFORD Bar-20 x. no In the centre of the room was

a large man dancing a fair buck-and-wing to the time so
uproariously set by his companions. Ibid, nz Up by the
door Bigfoot Baker, elated at winning the buck-and-wing
contest, was endeavouring to learn a new step, a xoio
' O. Henry' Rolling Stones 231 He heard, .the lightstirring
staccato ofa buck-and-wing dance, 19X6J. Black youCoJt i

Win v. 6i The two girls . . that did the buck-and-wing dance.

Bnckayro, buckaroo. U.S. Also bakhara,
buckhara; buokeroo. [Corruptioa of Vaqueeo.]
A cowboy. Also attrib.
18x9 W. B. DEWEiis Lett./r. Texas x. 66 These [ranch-

eros] are surrounded by. .peons and bakharas or herdsmen.
1889 Cettinry Diet., Buckayro...{Vlc!H.iiTn U.S.). 1890
Vakm^k Slangy Buckhara (American), a name given in
California to a cattle-driver or cowboy. 1904 iV. K. Tribune
17 July, He was herding a big bunch of cattle there with
the help of half a dozen buckayros, 1910 Jek. Hart Vigi-
lante Girl iv. 60, I can talk what they call * buckayro

'

Spanish. 19x6 H. L. Wilson Someivhere in Red Gap iv.

129 Nothing ever did worry that buckaroo as long as his
lingers wasn't too cold to roll a cigarette. 1919 — Ma Pet-
tengillx. 10 A mere scrub buckeroo named Sandy Sawtelle.

Bu'Ckboard, sb. U.S. [See Buck sb.^ 3.]
1. A plank slung upon wheels, forming the body
of a light vehicle.

1839 C. F. Hoffman Wild Seems I. 10 Did he ever see
a teamster riding upon a buckboard? a stout, springy
plank, laid upon the bare bolsters of a waggon ! 1885 [see
Buck sb.^ 3].

2. A vehicle of this description. Also Comb.
X878 Congress. Rec. Mar. 1915/2 Upon the whole of that

route there was only one mule and a buckboard. iBSo/bid.
Feb. 1165/2 The mail (in Kansas] is carried in buckboards
drawn by one or two mules. . .Two horses or ponies in that
country can draw a light buckboard twenty miles a day
with perfect ease. x886 Outing (U.S.) Oct. 57/2 For some
reason or other, the buckboard driver, who usually brings
us our mail, did not bring it yesterday. 1904 N. Y. Even.
Post 18 June, When the mountain roads were in less per-
fect condition than they are to-day, the most comfortable
vehicle was found to be the buckboard.

Hence Bu'ckboard v. intr., to ride on a buck-
board.
X904 F. Lynde Grafters L a Two men who buckboarded

in ahead of the track-layers.

Bu'ck-brush. U.S. [Buck j^.i] One or other
variety of brush on which deer feed.

Differently applied in various parts of the U.S.
1874 J. W. Long Atner. Wild-foivlShootine ix. 153 Hang

up your cartridge bag on a branch of the buck-brush. Ibid.

xiii. 179 He may tind good shooting.. when tlie buck-brush
is so close that the boat cannot be easily pushed through it.

loaa Z. Gbkv To last Man iv. 78 Through an opening in

the fringe of buck brush she could plainly see the promontory.

Bucked (b»kt), ppi. a. slavg. [f. Buck v.'^ +
-KD 1.1 Cheered, encouraged, elated.

1907 varsity 31 Jan. 194/3 " « ^^^ very * bucked ' that he
fitted in a visit this Term. 1909 Sladen Trag. Pyratnids
i. (ed. 8) 39 So bucked at being with you again. 1933 A. A.
.Milne Red House Myst. vii. 61 He was unusually bucked
with himself this morning. 19x8 Punch 23 May 562/2, I am
so bucked that you have asked me what to wear when you
are accompanying at the concert next month.

Buckeen ^ (bvkrn). [ad. Guiana Du. *bokin,

fem. of bok goat, buck (see Buck sb.^ 2 d),j A
female aboriginal Indian in Guiana.
x8o6 PiNcKARD Notes West Indies II. 405 The morning

was. .spent, .in bearing M.Heynemann relate hisadventures
amoni; the Indians; whom he termed Bucks and Buckeen.
x868 W. H. Brktt fnd. Tribes Guiana 34 note. The
Indian men and women were called by the Dutch * Bucks'
and ' Buckeens *. 1899 Rodwav Guiana Wilds 39 They
called her a * buckeen ; how much prettier than the word
squaw.

Bucket, j<5.i Add:
3. b, A scoop operated by power, used for

hoisting coal, grain, etc, and in dredging and
excavating.
1874 Knight Did, Meek., Bucket, (3) The scoop of a

dredging machine. 1884 [see Grab sb.^ 4]. 1902 Encycl,
Brit. XXVII. 53i/2Grabs or buckets for dredging purposes.

6. bucket-door, the cover of an opening which
gives access to the buckets of a pump ; buoket-
(ladder) dredger (see qnots.) ; so buoket-dredg-
irx^vbl.sb. ; buoket*pitoh, a circular line passing

through the elbows of the buckets of an overshot

water-wheel (C^«/. Did. 1889); bucket- seat, in

a motor-car, a seat resembling a bucket in shape

;

bucket-TPheel, also, an overshot or breast wheel
operated by the impulse and weight of the water
falling into the buckets or receptacles on its rim.

1797 J. CtJRR Coal Vieiver 74 Cross Bars and Bolts for

•Bucket and Clack Doors. X9oa EncyrL Brit. XXVII.
530/z Where it is necessary to nnish off the dredging work
to a uniform flat bottom . . *buckct dredjiers are better

adapted. S909 Westm. Gaz. 5 Nov. 7/3 A twin.:^crew, self-

propelling bucket dredger. 1898 Engine^rittg Mag.'j^W.
116/1 The *bucket-dredging-apparatus. 1877 Encycl. Brit.

VII. 464/a The main feature of tbe machine \sc. steam
dredger) is the "bucket-ladder. , .Along this ladder a series

of buckets traverse which cut into the bottom .. and return

loaded with the excavated material. 1885 Marine Engineer
I Nov. 200/1 The bucket ladder dredges to a depth of 35 feet.

19M EncycL BHt. XXVII. 529/1 Bucket- I-adder Dredgers.

1908 Westm. Gas. 29 Oct. 4/1 One is fitted with a luxurious

body and the other left bare with two *bucket -seats. 1919
Autocar Haiuibk. fed. o) 229 Bucket or armchair seats arc

sometimes fitted. xSSoEncycl. B>it. XII. 523/1 When. .the

water supply is from 3 to 25 cubic feet per second, it is

possible to construct a 'bucket wheel on which the water

acts chiefly by its weight.
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Bucket, J^.3 Ronviftg. [f. Bucket v. 5.] ' A
plunge forward with the body when the stroke is

concluded before the arms have been straightened

out, and the hands at least passed the knees

'

{Encyci. Sport).

1898 RowE, etc. Ra-.ving' {Badni. Libr.) 35 The swing for-

ward should be kept as slow as Is reasonably possible, and
a 'bucket* avoided.

Bucket, V. Add

:

4. b. To move irregularly or haphazardly from

place to place. Also intr., to be moved in such a

way, to be jostled along or tossed about,

1879 WiSGRKLD My Lords o/Sirogue iv, He. .was pain-

fully alive to the possibility of finding his daughter stolen

one day, . . to l>e bucketed about the country without a change
of linen till his reluctant consent was wrung. 1904 Westni.

Gaz. 13 Dec. 10/2 He.. was bucketed about the garrisons

from the Canadas and Cape Breton to the Mediterranean.
igtx Bean ' Dreadnought ' of Darling i. 10 The coach
bumped and bucketed over boulders. losx Blackw. Mag.
Feb. 333/1 Poor preparation.. for bucketing about the

Baltic all the following day. i^aa Chambers's Jrnl. 437/3
The envious beggar . . buckets his old boat along for nothing.

Bu'Cketed, a. [f. Bucket sby\ Having the form

of a bucket.
1886 B. Harte Snffiv-hound 124 A vast niche or bucketed

shelf in the hollow flank of the mountain.

Buck-eye. U.s, Add:
1. (Earlier and later examples.)

1784 J.
FiLsoN Kentucke 23 Here also is the buck-eye, an

exceeding soft wood, bearing a remarkable black fruit. 1807
P. Gass Jml. 18 On the north the land is level and well

timbered, with.. buck-eye, cotton wood and some other
timber. x8;r8 B. F. Taylor Betiveen Gates 214 Beneath
avenues of line-oaks, among the junipers, the buckeyes and
the buckthorns, 1886 B. l^KR-xvi^ Snow-bound 0.21 The trail

was passable yesterday, for I went as far as the buckeyes.
attrib. 187a Eggleston Hoosier ScJwolm. 139 He didn't

butt his brains out agin a buckeye-tree. 1878 B. Habtk
Man on Beach log Looking down upon me through the
buckeye bushes.

b. A chestnut from the buck-eye. Also attrib,

178s Washington Z'/arr« II. 360 Sowed.. the following
things: Box No. i, partition No. i, six buck eye nuts. 1884
'C. E. Craddock* In Tenn. Mts. I. x. 60 Buck-eyes were
falling. 1896 Ella Higginson Fr. Land 0/Snow-pearls
(1857) 218, 1 kep' a buckeye in.my pocket tell it wore a bole
and fell out,

2. (Examples.)
CX819 S. H. Long Exp. Rocky Mts. (1823) L 20 In allu-

sion to this circumstance, the indigenous backwoodsman is

sometimes called buck-eye. 1843 Carlton Netv Purchase
45 We discovered on a bank, just about 'sunup' a full-

grown male Buckeye, .watching our progress. 1871 Barnum
Struggles <5- Triiiniplis 34;^ You may fool the New Orleans
folks, but you can't come it over the Buckeyes. x88a Con-
gress. Rec. July 5811/1 The regenerated statesmanship of
the modem Buckeye.
attrib. \ZAfi> Buffalo Commerc. Advertiser \i Sept. (Th.)

Queer carryalls did these Buckeye boys construct, 1888
Troy Daily Titnes 8 Feb. (Farmer) A Buckeye damsel,.
decided she'd see about it. 1894 Congress. Rec. Jan., App.
7q/i The very author of the tariff plank in the Chicago
platform was last fall buried beneath more than 80,000 votes
in that grand old ' Buckeye * State,

3. A variety of potato.
x868 R^p. U.S. Comviissioner Agric. {i86q) 240,

4. A type of canoe or schooner. (See quots.)

188s C. P. KuNHARDT .S"wa// Yachts 234 (Cent.) The buck-
eyes . . are an exaggeration of the dugout canoe. . . The primi-
tive builder bored two holes, one on each side of the stem,
through which to pay out his cables. These were simply
two round holes, bored with a large auger, and, when the
boat was coming head on, resembled to the fancy of the
negroes the eyes of a buck. 1889 Century Dict.^ Buckeye. .

.

A flat-bottomed centerboard schooner of small size., decked
over, and with a cabin aft, used in oyster-fishing in Chesa-
peake Bay. Also called bugeye,

6. An inferior oil-painting, made for the picture-

trade or for auction-rooms. Also attrib. slang,

^ i88x N. V, Even. Post 7 June (Th.). 1906 J. H. Collins
in Atlantic Monthly Nov. 640 The despised 'buckeye'
painter who paints for department stores and cheap picture
shops.

Bnck-lioru. Add

:

4. In full buck-horn sight : a branched form of
sight of a rifle or sporting gun. U.S.
1877 R. I. Dodge Hunting Grounds Gt, West \\\. 105

The very best sight, and the one almost universally in use
by sportsmen and professional hunters on the plains, is the
plain * buckhorn '. Ibid.^ Sportsmen who use the * buck-
horn ' must learn to sisht *on the barrel *.

Buckish (bD-kiJ), iz. [f. Buck 2;.3 + -isH 1.] In-
clined to buck; hence, high-spirited, in good
fettle {siang, of persons).
X9XZ Scott's Last Exped. xiii. (1913) I. 392 The ponies

are very buckish and can scarcely be held in.

Bucklandite (bo-klsendait). Min. [f. the name
of Dr. William Buckland\ see -itrI.] A variety

of allanite or the related mineral epidote.
z8a4 Levy in Ann. Philos. Scr. 11. VII. 134 At the sugges-

tion of Mr. Hculand, I propose to give the name of Buck-
landite (in honour of the celebrated Professor of Oxford), to
a mineral substance, the crystallographical characters of
which I find to differ from any hitherto described. 1854 Dana
Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 208 Bucklandite is from Achmatowsk,
Arendal, and Lake Laach. 1863 — Man. Min, 183 The
mineral Bucklandite is an iron-epidote.

Buckle, sb. Add :

1. b. To make buckle and tongue meet : to make
both ends meet. U.S.
x888 Harper'sMag. Apr. 703/1 Beginning without money,

be had as much as he could do to make ' buckle and tongue
meet ', as the phrase goes.

d. An iron loop for fastening the blade *:o the

frame of a wood-saw ; a turn-buckle.
1846 HoLTZAPFFEL Turning II. 725 The chairmakers' saw

is in general a diminutive of the ordinary pit saw, and has
a central blade strained by buckles and wedges.

e. [app. f. Buckle v. 2 c] A vigorous struggle

or conflict.

1845 Keegan Leg. Sf Poems (1907) z68 Master Tom and
the girls running out to. . welcome me home, as if I was just

returning from a buckle with the Terry Alts, or a rencontre
with a scalping party of Huron Indians. 1876 CoursingCal.
6 Wheatear and 'I'he Pet had a tremendous tight buckle
for the lead. Ibid. 181 Liberator and Controversy made a
tight buckle for pace.

Buckle, V. Add

:

6, A\%oJig. in pass,
1921 Contemp. Rev, Mar. 291 It [sc. the ordinary Budget]

may . . for practical purposes, oe considered to be * buckled ',

c. To buckle up : to become warped and bent, to

collapse. Also^^. (cf. 7).
1866 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc, Sen il II. i. 140 Its expansion

and contraction . . rendering it \sc. plane iron] liable to ' buckle
up'. 1^*7 Daily Tel. 1 Nov. 12/2 Such a man as Biquet
is not given to buckling up.

Bucko (b»*k(?). PI. buckoes. Nautical slang.

[f. Buck ^^.l + -o.] a. A blustering, swaggering,

or domineering fellow ; sometimes used as a term
of address. Also attrib. or as adj, «= blustering,

swaggering, b. Swagger, bluster.

1909 Times Lit. Suppl. 9 Sept. 325/2 Hudson was included
among the victims because he was given to * bucko * (to use
a piece of sea slang). 1919 P. Macgill Glenmornan ii. § 5
' Shake yer legs, me buckos ! ' Oiney shouted. 1924 Times
Lit, Suppl. 6 Nov., Bucko skippers. 1926 Spectator 6 Feb,
22^/2 A youngster who went to sea as apprentice and
finished bucko mate ofa Yankee packet. 1927 Blackw, Mag.
Jan. 5/1 A great big bucko of a man.

Bucksh.ee (b^'kj/). Army slang, [Alteration

of Baksheesh.] An allowance above the usual
amount, as extra rations ; hence attrib, or as adj,^

and adv.^ gratuitous(ly), free, gratis.

19x6 Daily Mail i Nov. 4/4 ' Buckshee ' (probably derived
from back-sheesh, meaning extra rations, or anything over
after an issue has been made—buckshee loaf, buckshee
' fags ', etc.). 1919 War Terms in A thenaeum i Aug. 695/2
' Buckshee 'deserves attention as probably, with ' scrounge',
the most popular slang towards the end of the war. 1920
Outward Bound Nov, 66/2 The police help themselves
freely to buckshee refreshments, it^zxGlttsgowHeraidi^ov.
5 To. .give the goods almost buckshee to our cut-throat
friends, the tribesmen of the N.-W. Frontier of India, 1927
Ibid. 27 Dec. 8 There is a curious relish in the action, for, of
course, it is all ' buckshee ' virtue.

Buck-shot. 2. Add : buckshot soil US,
(see quot.) ; buckshot war US,, an outbreak in

Pennsylvania in 1838, arising out of election dis-

putes, so called because orders were issued to the
troops to have cartridges loaded with ' buckshot
and ball *.

_ 1871 R. SoMERS Southern States since War 144 The soil

is a dry deep red loam—what is called, in the language of
the country [j;:. the state of Mississippi], 'a "buckshot soil

',

with a good deal of lime in it. 184a Congress. Globe 16 June
609/1 Mr. Benton believed that was the phrase used in
Pennsylvania, in time of the *buckshot war. 1871 Schele
DE Vere Americanisms (1872) 279 A Whiskey War in
Pennsylvania.. followed by the so*called Buckshot War,
Buckskin. Add

:

1. (Later U.S. example.)
1878

J.
H. Beadle Western Wilds xxxi. 510 They finally

gave him some buckskins, and then began skinning the ox.

4- Also attrib.

^^Z\ Freneau Poems (1809) II. 147 Teach me to take the
true-born Buckskin side. 1835 R. M. Bird Hawkso/Hawk-
hollow I. iii. ^2 It was there sir, I first looked in the face of
George Washington—a poor colonial Buckskin colonel then.

5. A horse of the colour of buckskin. US,
1889 Century Diet. 1891 H. C. Bunner Zadoc Pine etc

174 The man on the queer-looking buckskin, .is McAlpine.
1894 0«//«^ (U.S.) XXIV. 101/2 That Clip of hers (she's got
him back now) is a pretty mustang. He's a bright buckskin
with a dark stripe. 19x0 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 40 The
young man riding townward on a wiry buckskin.

6. A kind of strong twill cloth,
X894 Tailoring 3 Felj. i/i Coatings.— Black and Blue

Serges, cut and covered in every sizeof twill,.. Buckskins. loj.

1895 Oracle Encyci. I. 528/2 Buckskin^ a strong twilled
woollen fabric for trouserings. Ihe web is usually about
27 inches wide, and when finished the pile or nap is so
shorn that the texture is seen through it.

7. As adj. Of the colour of buckskin, spec, of a
horse. U.S.
1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 402 The buckskin

McClellan was a regular hollow or swayback. 1899 T. Hall
Tales 263 ' Buckskin Nell ', they called her, because of the
buckskin pony she rode with all the dash and skill ofa cow-
boy. 1902 McKaul Ike Glidden iii. 23 Only thing he has
against him *s his color : says he can't bear buckskin.

Buckstick (bo'kstik). Anglo-Ind. [f. Buck
sb."^ or 2^,8 + Stick sb,'^ 12.] A braggart, boaster,
i^z^Blackiv. Mag. Apr. 451/2 He was .. a bit of a self-

conscious play-actor, of the order of * bucksticks *,

Buck-tail. US, [Buck sb.\ i,]

1. The tail of a buck.
xBis [implied in 2). 1885 C. L. Norton in Mag. Amer,

Hist. XIII. 98 The members wore bucktails in their hats-
X889 Harper s Mag. May 977/2 The citizens who march and
sing nonsense, ..or wear a corn-skin or a buck-tail, are in
deadly earnest.

2. A member of a political faction, originatingin

New York in 1S15, the members of which wore
buck-tails in their hats. Also attrib.

1820 B. F. Butler in W. L. Mackenzie Lives Butler <$•

Hoyt {1845) 26 We have no Commissioner at our village (the
men fit for it being chiefly Bucktails). Ibid. 27 Education,
habit, inclination, and principle, all conspire to make me a
Bucktail. 1842 J. D. Hammond Hist. Pa/it. Parties (1852)
1.451 The party opposed to the administration of Mr. Clinton
were for a long time called the Bucktail Party. Ibid. 466
The New York Bucktails. .formed an organized opposition.
1845 W. L. Mackhnzie Lives Butler /^ Hoyt 129 Walter
[Bowne] was a delegate to the bucktail convention at Herki-
mer in 1828,

3. pi. A Pennsylvanian regiment which took part
in the Civil War.
1863 O. J. Victor Hist. Southern Rehell. II. 470 (Th.)

The Kentuckians first showed themselves, when the fiery
Bucktails advanced upon them. 1876 Southern Hist. Soc,
Papers I. 436 We awaited with beating hearts, thesureand
steady approach of the ' Pennsylvania Bucktails '.

Buckwheat. Add : 1. b. attrib. esp, buck'
wheat cake (U.S.) ; also buckwheat meal^ straw.
1774 J.

Adams Diary 21 Sept. (1850) II. 381 Mrs. Yard
entertained us with muffins, *biickwheat cakes, and common
toast. 1809 W. Irving Kntckcrb. II. 187 To these .. we
are indebted for the invention of slap-jacks, or buckwheat
cakes. 1831 Peck Guide/or Emigrants \i. 152 Pancakes.,
are a fine substitute for the buck-wheat cakes of New-
Jersey._ 187a }i,GCLEsroh Hoosier Schoolm. xxiL 156 Ralph
was doing.. justice to his Aunt Matilda's hot buckwheat
cakes. 1787 Washington Diaries II. 230 That *Buck
Wheat Meal made into a wash is most excellent to lay on
fat upon hogs, a 1793 Fkeneau Poems (1809) II. 205 The
horse . . Not fed with oats, but filled with wind, And *biick-
wheat straw.

c. ellipt, = buckwheat cake,
1854 in Brewster Life of J. T. Whitney (1909) 141. 1859

S. S. Cox Eight Vrs. Congress {1Z65) 114 Even our Quakers
are willing to drink cheap damnation in their coffee-cups,
and eat it on their buckwheats. 1904 G. H. Lorimf.r Old
Gorgon Graham 227 A fellow'll load up with pie and buck-
wheats for breakfast, and go around wondering about his
stomach-ache.

Bu'ckwood. Cr.S, [Buck sb.'l i.] The Buck-
eye or American chestnut.

1797 Morse Amer, Gacetfeer {iSto) s. v. Ohio, Hickory,
cherry, buckwood or horse chesnut, (etc.).

Bucolicism (bi«k(?-lisiz'm). [f. Bucolic +
-ISM.] Bucolic qualities or characteristics ; the
bucolic style,

^ 1879 M. Pattison Milton iii. 41 This factuious bucolicism
is pervaded by a pathos, which, like volcanic heat, h:is fused
into a new compound the dilapidated debris of the Theo-
critean world. 1893 Temple Bar Jan. 63 Beer, brandy and
bucolicism notwithstanding.

Bud, sb.^ Add : 3. d, A girl who is just
* coming out ' ; a debutante. Also more fully bua
of promise. U.S.
1881 [see 3 b]. 1888 CharUstown Enterprise (Farmer)

The young, unmarried girl, in sport, Is called a bud of
promise. 1889 Harper's Mag. Sept. 571/1 As dashing a
belle as there was in the rooms—not a bud—a belle of some
six or seven years standing. 1894 Outing (U.S.) Apr. 43/1
[Picture of] A Chinese bud. 1903 .V. K Tribune 4 <Dct.,

Among the latter \sc. the debutantes] will be Miss Enid
Shaw, the only bud of the Cabinet circle.

Bud, sb."^ U.S. [Childish or negro pron. of

BiiOTHER. Cf, BuB sb.^^ Brother, used as a form
of address,
XS51 Polly Peasblossom^s Wedd. 19 (Th.) *An*t you joking,

bud ? ' asked Polly of her boy brother. 1889 Harper s Mag.
Aug. 459/1 He said that his name was * Bud ' Lightwood...
' It s brother *, he said . .

'*
' bud * and * sis ', you know.'* 1896

J. C. Harris Sister yane 99 Just tell Mandy that Bud wants
to see her. Z9S0 Mulford /. Nelson iv, 46 But, say, bud,
we don't have to go to Highbank at alL

Also Bu'ddy, in the same sense.
1850 'Premium' Eight i'ears Brit. Guiana 218 Buddy

(brother) how you can fink me sha' talk so to you? 1897
Scribner's Mag. Dec. 727/1 Say, Buddy, you ain't a pedlcr,

areyou? igaoMuLFORD y. NelsoMiv,4s ' I agree with you,
buddy,* answered Johnny.

Budda (b£7-da). Also buddah. [Native name.]
An Australian myoporaceous plant, Pholidia mit'
chelli.

1902 Webster, ^«/^/. 19x1 "Qv-Mt* Dreadnought^ 0/Dar-
ling XV. 141 A feathery little bunch of light green. .which
we often saw alonj; the Darling banks; the stumpy budda.
I9a3 Chambers's yrnl. 24/2 The air was rich with the scent
of sandalwood and buddah.
Buddawong, variant of *Burbawang.
Buddleia (b»dh"-a, bzJ-dlJa). Bot, [mod.L,,

f. the name of Adam Buddie (died 1715), botanist

:

see -iaI.] Any plant of the genus of shrubs and
trees of this name, natives of America, Asia, and
South Africa, introduced in 1774; esp. the orange
ball tree B. globosa, an ornamental shrub bearing
orange-coloured globose flowers.

x88s Encyci. Brit. XVIII. 673/2 The5«(fi//««. .flourishes

at a height of 12,000 feet round the shores of Lake Titicaca
[Peru]. 1924 Blackiu. Miig. Apr. 446/1 Red admirals in

August sunning themselves on the buddleia. X9a7 Times
(weekly ed.) 22 Sept. 337/3 Purple buddleia.

Budgeree (by-d^ari). Austral. Alsobudgery,
boojery, boodjer-re. [Native word : cf. next.]

Good, excellent.

^793 J* ^^iiiV-^Portyackson viii.2i3They very frequently,
at the conclusion of thedance, would apply to us,, for marks
of our approbation, .which wc never failed lo give by often
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repeating the word loojery^ which signifies good ; or hooj'ety

caribberie^ a good dance. 1848 Haygakth Bnsh Life in

Australia x. 112 A black.. has at once declared it to be
•bale budgery* (no good). Jbid. xiL 134 ' tJudgery you'
(clever feiloWj you), said the black.

Bnd^engar (bp:d.:53riga-j). Also betcherry-

gah, betshiregah, budgregore, budgery gair,

budgeragar, budgereg(h)^, bougirigard,

(beauregard), [Native Australinn (* Port Jackson

dialect', Morris Austral English), f, budgeri,

boodgeri good + gar cockatoo.] The grass or zebra

parakeet, MelopsUtacus undulatus,

1847 V.}L\Q^HK%^T OverlandExped. 297 The Betshiregah

(Melopsittacus undulaius, Gould) were very numerous. 1848

Haygakth Bush Life in. Australia xil 139 A most biitlianc

little parrot .. about the size of a bulltinch, . . called the

budgery garr. 1857 \V. Howitt TallaMgetta ii. I. 48 Young
paroquets, the green leeks, and the lovely speckled budgre-

gorcs. 1857 HoRT in Lt/e »f LettAi^) I. 388 A small

green creature like a miniature cockatoo, called a Budge-
ragar. 1889 Times 16 Feb. 4/3 Crystal Palace Caeebird
Show 188^ . .Two Australian budgerigars, i^aa E. V. Litcas

Gen€vra^s Monty xix. 133 Little foreign birds for the most
part, avadavats, Java sparrows, budgerigars.

Budget, sb. Add :

2. d. A pouch or pocket used by carpenters and
tilers for carrying nails.

1849-50 Weale Did. Terms 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.

7. budgot-trimmer, a man who prepares and
fixes in position the leather fittings on coaches and
carriages-

z88i Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 184. 1909 Deuly Ckron.

4 Mar. 4/7 W.mted . . Budget Trimmers, accustomml to head
work. X9SI Diet. Occup, Terms (1927) % 504.

Budget, V. Substitute for b :

intr. To draw up or prepare a budget (Budget
sb, 4) ; esp._/^a certain supply or establishment,

oxfor a particular financial result.

1884 Daily News 9 Oct. 4/6 An army of 6/100 men and a
force of 7,757 police were budgeted for in 1883. 1893 Ibid,

24 Mar. s/6 Although the Government of India are most
unwilling to budget for a deficit. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 23 Mar.
3/2 Every Chancellor of the Exchequer budgets with the
fear of the Irish members before his (eyes J. 1901 /bid. 4 June
a/a When Sir Michael Hick-vBcach Budgeted for 1901-1903.
19** G. A. Gkebnwood England tO'day 28 l'bere..i« the
inevitable wear and tear of the home to be budgetted for.

Add : c. To arrange for in a budget.
1890 Sat. Rfv. 16 Aug. 191/1 General revenue, as btidgeted

for ttie years 1890^1, Joes not maintain the improvement of
the previous year. 1909 li^estm. Gas, 10 Feb. 2/3 A budgeted
decrease for the whole year of a millions. 1909 D. Llovd
Gkokgs in Daily Chron. 33 Oct. i/i 'Ilie increment duty,
which 1 budgetted to yield ^^s^iooo this ye.ir.

Budzat (bz^'dzat). Angl^-IndiOH. Also bud-
mart, [a. Hindustani e.>\jjj bad^dt * evil-race*,

low-bora, f. Pcrs. bad evil + Arab, t^lj tfdt sub-

stance, nature.] A low fellow, scoiudrel, black-

guard.
i863TRKVCLVAMr<'m/^/. fVa/laJk (1866)1^ I bad provided

myself with one disparaging epithet, which seldom came
amiss, * Budjnrt*. Ibtd. 248 The muiders were perpetrated
by the 'budzarts,' or black sheep, of the regiment. 1863
•^ Detwk BungaUnu i, Why the thaitan [devil] didn't you
cooie before, you lazy old budzart ?

BuiF, sb,^ Add :

6. b. In full /?«^C^Aj«, a variety of the Cochin
fowl, in which both cook and hen are of a uniform
buff colour.
s8$5 Poultry Chron. HI. 173 Our old fiiends, the Cochins

mustered pretty >trong, . . the buffs. . were very good. 187a
L. WmcHr Bh. Poultry 210 We have several shades in the
Buff Cochin cock. Ibid. 213 The earliest and greatest
breeders of Buff Cochins, 1899 Nokris*Eltk Brmkmas 9t
Cochins 61 Evenness of colour u perhaps the greatest diffi-

culty in breeding, .buff Cochins.

6. (Royal assent was given to the restoration of
bolT facings to the East Kent Regiment on 19
August, 1890.)

Buff, sb.' Short for *BurFALO i c.

1879 The Buffalo 16 Jan. 3/3 'I'he great scheme of a
technical university now being taken up by the City com-
paniet, was first started by Buffs. 1897 Buffalo World
SepC 3/3 It should, .be the aim ofevery loyal ^fr..to show
his desire to help on the catue for whicn we are fighting, viz.

Progress and the Brotherhood of man. 1909 Daily Citron.

31 July 4/6 A. .belief, .that the ' Buffs,* as it is generally
called, originated at the Harp Tavern, in RusselUstreet,
Drury-lane, in iSaz, where about this time a convivial dub
H-as held, with the smnewhat appropriate title of the ' City
of Lushington.'

BufF, v."^ Add : 2. To impart a buff colour to.

1807 RoTHWEU. Textile FahricM aw The pieces are to
be 'buffed' or 'slop-padded* with substantive dyestuOfs in
solutions containing aoap^

Buffalo, sb. Add

:

L c. (Eailier examples.)
1635 Relat. Maryland liL aj In the upper parts of the

couDtrey there are Bufeloes, Elkea, Lions, Beares, Wolues,
and Deare there are in great Store. 174^ Catesbv Nat.
Hist. Carolina etc. (1754) II. App. p. xxvii, Bison Amert.
eanus, the Bufalo. 1770 Washington Diaries I. 434 On
this Creek many Bufialoes use, according to the Indians
acclounjt'

d. ccUut.

^ 1770 Wasmisctok Diaries I. 437 This Country abounds
in Buffalo and wild game of all kinds. 1817 S. K. Bkowm
H^estem Gaz. 30 Tlie buffaloe .. have lately disappeared.
«s86i T. WiMTMBor yolin Br^nt xx»i, 275 We crowded
through the buffalo. 1895 C. King J'ort /•raytuxviil a6o

I A deep cleft in the foothills through which the buffalo in
1 bygone days had made their way.

e. A member of the Royal Antediluvian Order
of Buffaloes, founded ^1875 for the purpose of

I promoting brotherhood among men. Hence Bu'ffa-

I

ioism.
i 1879 The Buffalo 16 Jan. 3/3 Bro. Barrett, the Buffalo
Bootmaker of Walworth. 1881 UHle) The Buffalo Review
aiid Lodge Reporter. 1897 Daily .Veins 16 Mar. 8/3 A room
in which certam ' Buffaloes ' were holding a lodge meeting.
1897 Buffalo World Sept. 3/1 Buffaloism can boast an
existence of 300 years at Itasl.

£ A leather hamper used for carrying the
bobbins used in cotton-manufacture.
1874 Knight Diet, Mech,., Buffalo^ . .a hamper of buffalo-

leather used in a factory to convey bobbins from the throstle.

3. (Earlier example.)
Z840 Knickerbocker Mag. Apr. XV. 326 Don't forgit to Put

in as many Seats as you can, and All your Buffaloes.

5. (Earlier and additional examples.)
Also buffalo-bull^ -^^/t -ctirt, -cow^ 'hide^ •hn'n^ -kuvip^

-huntf -Ituntcr, 'hunting^ etc
1805 T. M. Harris ^/d/f o/Ohio 179 There are found open

cleared spots on the summit of hitis, called '"Buffaloe beats'
because supposed to be occasioned bv the resort of those ani-
mals thither in fly time. 18317 J. F. Cooher Prairie ix, The
man who denies that "buffalo beef is good should scorn to
eat it. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mis. (18591 69 A good supply
of buffalo-beef. %Zo^ Massachusetts S/>y 17 July 2/3 Scions
of a new discovered berry, called the "buffaloe berry. 18^
Sack Scenes Rocky Mts. (1859) 257 Buffalo-berrj-. ,. This
berry is about the size of and similar in shape to the common
currant, thereare three kinds the white, yellow,and I'cd. 1887
I. R. Ranche Life Montana 20 Two afternoons we spent in

"buffalo-berrying and shooting combined. 1844 J. Gregg
Commerce on Prairies I. 65 On some occasions caravans
have been obliged to construct what is called a "buffalo

boat, which is dune by stretching the bides of these animals
over a frame of poles, or, what is still more common, over an
empty wagon^body. x88i A. A. Haves Neiu Colorado x.

ij8 Men Wing sent ahead.. to fabricate 'buffalo boats' of
hides stretched over frames of poles and empty wagon
bodies. 1841 Catlim N. Amer. Indians I. 7a Tne "buffalo

bu&hcs, which are peculiar to these northern regions, lined

the banks of the river. 1889 Farmer Americanisms^
Buffalo-bush,, .n shrub, the fruit of which ts called the bulU
berry. 1901 IP-'ide World Mag, VIII. 206/3 The annexed
photo, represents a Philippine "buffalo-cart, used for con-
veying women and children over the awful roads of the
interior. 1846 E. Bryant What I saw in California (1849)

84 Bacon broiled on a stick over a fire of 'buffalo chips.

1903 S. E. Whitv Forest iv. 35, 1 once slept, .before a nre
of dried buffalo chips and mesquite. 1871 Schelk de Vehe
Americanisms (187a) 367 "Buffalo-cider is the ludicrous
name given to the Hquicl tn the stomach of the buffalo, which
the thirsty hunter drinks, when he bos killed his game at a
great distance from water. 1763 WASHtKcroN Diaries II.

J
36 Also sowed about a tablespoonful of the "Buffalo or
Lentucke Clover. 1788 M. Cutler in Li/e^ yruls. «v Corr.

(1888) 11.385, I likewise wish p.articularly to know what you
6nd the May-apple, Kich-weed, and Buffalo-clover to be.

183s J. H. Ingrahau Soul/t-West II. 88 The white clover of
Kentucky, known by the name of Buffalo clover, i860
Holland Miss Gilbert's Career vii. 117 With whip in hand
and *buffalo-coat still unbuttoned. 19x1 Alice Brown Old
Croto \\\. Ti He saw Jerry Slate there ..enveloped in the

buffalocoatbe had worn through the winter months. 1807-8
W. Irving Salmagundi xii. loa This spot was inhabited by
a race of aborigines, who..danced "buffalo dances. 1841
Catlih N. Amer. huiians I. 83 The head and horns of a
buffalo. . which he u»es as a mask when called upon . . to join

in the buffalo dance. 1784 J. Filson Kentucke 26 The fish

common to the waters of the Ohio are the * buffalo- fi.sh, of a
large size, and the catri:th. i8sa J. Woods F.ngUsh Prairie

337 We had no 'buffalo gnats. 1837 W. Irving C«//. Bonne'
ville <i89s) I. 33 Kxce.ssively annoyed by musquiios and
buffalo gnat& 1904 Westm. Gas. n Aug. 8/1 The minute
Mack fly of the Mioissippi Valley, commonly known as the
buffalo-goat, from a fancied resemblance in outline to the
buffalo. 1831 Peck Guide for Enngrants 11. 103 Hor.ses

find, ."buffalo grass..and oiber herbage for the summer
raiige. SS45 rssMONT Exped. 109 The short sward of the
buffalo grass which now prevailed everywhere. xZyo Amer,
Naturalist III. 16a The Buffalo grass . .does not grow more
than three or four inches high. 1837 W. Irving Capt.
Bonneville (1895) I. 146 Their united force was not sufficient

to venture on the "buffalo grounds. 1807 P. Gass yrnl. 45
Their band of musick, or orchestra, was composed of about
twelve persons beating on a "buffalo hide. 1895 Century
Mag. Sept. 6^/1 He.. was required to procure a buffalo*

bide from which the hair had been removed. 1841 Cailin
N, Amer. Indians I. 34 Mounted on his favorite "buffalo

horse (t. e. the horse amongst his whole group which is best
trained to run the buffalo). 1868 Amer. Naturalist II. 315
The Indians offer a big price (a large buffalo hor%e) for the

dog. 1859 Bartlett Diet, Amer. (ed. s), *Huffalo nut
(Pyrularta oleifera\ oil nut. Western. 1806 T. Ashe
Trav. Amer. xxxvii. (1808) 305 There was no possibility

of ascending them..except through "buffalo-paths. 1846
Sage Scenes Rotky Mts. (1859) 151 We continued our
course by a winding buffalo-path. 1837 W. Ikving Capt.
Bonneville (1895) I. 33 They had reached also a great
"buffalo range. 1859 Marcy Prairie Jraveler v. 161 It

will be a wise precaution in passing through the buffalo
I range, to lay inasupply of jerked meat for future exigencies.

1750 T. Walker Jml. of Exploration :^ Apr. (18S8) 44 To
the Eastward are many small Mountains, and a "Buffaloe

Road between them and the Ridge. 183a Louisville
Directory 106 There would be found alx>ut a certain

distance and course from a well known buffalo road a
beech tree. 1849 Pritts Mirror Border Life 434 It was
about one hundred yards frum a large buffalo road. 1806
VxviV. Sources Misiist. 9 Feb. 68 'ihe rider wraps himself

up in a *buffalo robe. .. havint; a cushion to lean his back
I

against. 1845 Fremont ExpecU 145 It is only within a very
recent period that they have received buffalo robes in trade.

1869 S, Bowles Our New West v. 100 My bedding., con-

sisted of two pairs of heavy blankets, a buffalo robe, a rubber

blanket and a pillow. 1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds
ix. 131 The siirface. .is largely dotted with ' "buffalo stamps'.
These are said to have been caused by buffaloes, .stamping
and licking the ground. 1837 R. M. Bird Nick of Woods
I. 38 You've as.. broad a trace before you as man and beast
could make. ..a "buffalo-street through the canes. 1831
Louisville Directory 106 Tlie party, .turned off the road
some 300 yards about west of the * buffalo trace. 1887
Harpers Mag. June 48/1 A broad smooth turnpike that has
replaced the ancient buffalo trace. 1841 Catlin N. Amer.
Imiians II. 18 We will take that "buffalo trail, where the
travelling herds have slashed down the high grass. 1878
J. H. Beadle Western Wilds iv. 66 We descended through
a side gorge into the canon of the Cimarron, winding along
a buffalo trail. 1843 Fremont Exped. 21 In the ^buffalo.

.

wallows, I remarked saline efflorescences. 1875 Fur^ Fin
^ Feather 109 We made a little fire in an old buffalo wallow.
1901 S. E. Whitr Westerners vii. 46 Drinking muddy water
from buffalo wallows which providential rains had filled.

1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mts. (1859) 79 The big white, or
"buffalo wolf.

b. buffalo-bean, a milk vetch of the western
United States {Astragalus crassicarpus) ; bufifalo-
born, an African tree {Zizypkus mucronata).
1911 Webster, *Buffalo bean, the ground plum, zgsa

Chambers's Jrnl. 219/1, I .. became acquainted with a
creeping plant that grows a bean. ..I have since heard it

called buffalo-bean. 1887 MoiXiH^^ Forestry W. Afr.yxi
* *Buffalo.Horn ' (Zizypkus mucronata, Willd.).

Bu-fEialo, V. U.S. slang, [f. the sb.] trans. To
overpower, overawe, or constrain by superior force

or influence.

1904 N. Y. Even. Post 35 Oct. 10 All the rest [of the news-
papers] were what we used to term in the Southwest ' buffa-
loed ' by the McKinley myth—that is, silenced by the fear
of incurring the resentment of a people taught to regard
McKinley as a saint. 1910 W. Al. Raine B. 0*Connor tj
O'Connor admitted that he was * buffaloed' when he at.

tempted an analysis of his unusual feeling. 19x3 Mulfokd
Coming ofCassidyxm. ai4 It ain't his fault that Waffles
buffaloed you fellers out of th' Hills, is it? loso Bok
Atnericaitization of Ed. Bok {1931) 321 That fellow Bok
certainly has the women buffaloed for good.

Buffe (buQ. [See Buff sb.^ In ancient

armour, a chin piece pierced with breathing-holes,

worn with the burgonet,
1600 [see Buff sh.*\ 1885 Fairholfs Costume (ed. 3) II.

xoa A separate and distinct chin-piece called a buffe is so
often as.sociated with it \sc. the burgonet]. 1909 C. Ffoulkks
Arm. ff Weapons iv, 83 The face-guard, when used with the
burgonet, is called the Buffe. \^» Daily Tel. 12 June 20/3
The ' Buffe ' of French 16th century work, which belongs to
the * Colbert ' casque.

Bn-ffel. O.S. [var. BUFFLE.] A small North
American duck, Charitonetia {Bucephala) albeola.

Also called bttffel duck, *Bufflehead, etc.

1731 Catesbv Nat. Hist. Carolina, etc. (1754) I. 95 The
BuffePs Head Duck. Ibid. ,The length and looseness of these
feathers make the head appear bigger than it is, which seems
to have given it the name of Buffd's Head, that animal's
head appearing very big by its being covered with very thick
long hair. 1784-7 Pknnant Arctic Zool. (1792) II. 283
Buffel Duck, a X813 A. Wilson & Bonap. Amer. Ornith*
(1831) IV. 351 Red headed buffel duck.

Buffer''^. Add:
2. buffer-state, in international politics, a state

lying between two others, owing allegiance to

neither, and serving as a means of preventing hostile

collision between them. So buffer-duchy, -zone.

[1876 B. Fkebe in Worsfold Life (1923) 43 Using the
Afghans as a * buffer' to avoid immediate contact between
our frontier and the Russian.] 1883 Daily News ay J u\y
5/1 The 'buffer' State^to borrow a simile from Indo-
Afghan politics. 1897 Daily News 30 Dec. 5/5 Buffer States
are of not the slightest real use, 1^08 Westm. Gaz. 7 May
1/3 A ' buffer ' zone, inhabited by independent tribes, lies

between the boundaries of British India and Afghanistan.
19S0 Discovery May 1 33/3 'Ihat treaty settlement of
neutrality which regulated the status of Luxemburg as a
buffer-duchy.

3. buffcr-bankf -salt \ buffer-block, (r?) a frame-

work of timber set up at the end of a railway line

or siding ; {b) a block on the end of a coach, which
acts as a buffer; {c) the flat head of a buffer;

buffer-box, -case, the case which encloses the

buffer-iod and -spring ; buffer-knot, an arrange-

ment of two knots joining two parts of a fisher-

man's line in which the strain is taken by a piece

of waxed silk which acts as a buffer; buffer-

plunger, the portion of a buffer which slides in

the buffer-case and carries the shock to tlie spring

;

buffer-stop = buffer-block (a).

X900 Westm. Gaz. 31 Aug. 6/1 The accident at Kent House
Station, near Peiige (in whichatrain ran intoa *buffer-bank,

injuring eleven people). 1889 Century Diet., "Buffer-block,

xh^ Daily News 14 Jan. 3/4 The effect was to cause the wag-
gon furthest from the engine to mount the fixed buffer block.

X874 Knight Diet. Mech. s.v. Buffer, The buffer bar or beam
is attached to the framework of the car, and carries the
* buffer-box, in which is the buffer-rod. 1880 Engineering
XXX. 394 Piojeciionsh' on the 'buffer case. 1885TRKHKKNE
in Pennetl Fishing (Badm.) 41 Although I can lay no claim

to be the inventor of the * 'buffer knot ', I can honestly say
that I had never seen or heard of it before. 18^ Bicker-
dyke Sea Fishing (Badm.j 69 The buffer knot is another

good one ;. . I learnt the wav of tying it, shown in the illus-

tration, from an Irish friend, who has greatly improved on
the old original buffer. x88o Engineering XXX. 2^4 Tijon'a

mode of securing *hufferplun;;ers. igaa Encycl. Bnt.XXXl.
59/1 Recent investigation suggests that death [after a long

fasti will be due to acid poi.soninc, and it is stated that the

adjiinistratiunofwliat are called ••buffer salts *, forccampie



BUFFER.
acid phosphate of sodium, is instrumental in postponing the

fatal issue. X878 Engineer XLVI. 7 The standard *bufrcr

stop on the London and South-Westcin Railway. 1906

Westm. Gaz. 30 July 7/3 The Reading train, .ran into the

buflTcT-stop with considerable force.

Buffer^. Add:
d. A farrier's shoeing tool having a blunt chisel

at one end to remove clinch nails and a point at

the other to punch out nails embedded in the hoof.

1902 * Violet Jacob' Skeep-stealers xiv, A smith's buffer.

Buffer (birfdj), V. [f. Buffer 2.] trans. To
lessen the impact of, as by means of a buffer.

X894 speaker 16 June 658/1 The crude . . opinionativeness

of the permanent official—which is used to being discounted

and buffered by a lay chief.

Buffering (b27*f3rii)), vbl. sb. \t Buffbb 2 or

*v. + -ING 1.] The action of bringing the buffers

into play ; also, buffers collectively.

1898 Times 6 Jan. 7 The buffering up of the wagons
caused one of them to tilt over. ipz8 Daily Express 29
Dec 9/4 The use of side buffering with screw couplings.

BufBllg, vbl, sb.^ Add : c. The operation of

reducing the thickness of a hide by shaving off the

grain surface with a currier's knife or splitting-

machine ; also, the thin pieces ofleather so removed.

Also Comb., as buffing-macAim^ buffing-slicker.

1884 Knight I>/c/. Meek. Suppl., 5//^m^ (leather), taking

off thin shavings from the gram side with a buffing-slicker

until the skin is very thin ; the object being to make cow-
hide imitate calfskin. The operation is finished by whitening,

1885 C T. Davis Leat/ter{iZ^j) 444 The buffings which are

not required for japanning are sold in russet for making
stained buffings. T920 Chambers's Jrnl. Sept. 622/1 Leather
buffings and shavings.

BufB.sh (bo-fij), a. [f. Bttfp a, + -ISH l.] Some-
what buff, approaching buff in colour; also in

comb, with other adjs. of colour.
x8o6 Brit. Birds, TheirNests ^ Eggs I. 3 The cheeks, .are

huffish white. X900 Elinor Glyn Visits EHz. 38 Harvey
announced ' Mrs. and the Misses Clarke,' and a thin, very
high-nosed person, followed by two huffish girls, came
forward. X903 — Reji. Atnhrosine 83 Terra-cotta and
huffish brocade. 1910 Wesim. Gaz. 39 Jan. ii/i The white
and huffish brown or ashy streaks.. of his plumage.

Bufa.ehead. Add

:

2. A species of wild duck. U.S, (See next.)

1870 Amer. Naturalist IV. 49 Buffel Head {Bucepkala
albeola Baird). 1874J. W, ^o-^o Amer. Wild-fenvl Shooting
Inlrod. 16 In the deep water varieties . .1 shall treat of the.

.

buffle-head or butter-ball. Ibid. xxix. 281 Buffle-heads are
exceedingly quick-motioned in all their action.

Buffle-lieaded, a. Add

:

3. U.S. (See quots, and prec.)

a 1813 A. Wilson & Bonap. Amer. Omith. (1831^ III. 332
A nas albeola . . Buffel-hcaded D uck. 1840 Cuvier^s Anim.
Kingd. 264 The little Buffel-hcaded Garrot {Anas albeola
Lin.), common in North America, is nearly allied [to the
Golden-eyed Garrot], 1874 J. W. Long Amer. Wild-fowl
Shooting '^jt^ Buffle-headed Duck {Fuligula alvesta).

Buffum (b»'fym). [Origin obscure.] A mixture

of inferior oils used to adulterate linseed oiL
i88z Encycl. Brit. XIV. 677/1.

BufiEy (b2?'fi), (1.2 slang. [Origin obscure.]

Intoxicated, squiffy.

1859 S. Brooks Story ofGordian Knot viii, I must have
conducted myself with extreme propriety, and not as you
did at the ClJssolds, when you came in buffy. x866 Yates
Land at Last i. vi, Flexor was fine and buffy when he came
home last night. 1871 Besant & Rick Ready-money Mort.
xlii. When I feel a little buffy, in the morning. 1924 A.
Huxley Little Mexican 225 She did like boasting about the
amount of champagne she could put away without getting
buffy.

Bug, J*.2 Add:
1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1785 Washington Z)wr/>jIL 404 Indeed some kind of fly,

or bug, had begun to prey upon the leaves before I left home.
b. A crazy idea; a craze. U.S. slang.

a 1909 *0. Henry' Roads of Destiny xiii. 208 He's got
bugs. Sitting on ice and callin;:; his best friends pseudonyms.
1911 R. D. Saunders Cot. Todhnnter ix. 123 He's perfectly
harmless. He's got a bug on political celebrities, sir.

3. bug-h.unter colloq.^ one who engages in the
collection of entomological specimens, an entomo-
logist ; more widely, a naturalist ; so bug-liunting;
bug-juice U.S., bad whisky; bug-trap Naut.
slang (see quot.).

1889 Mary E. Bamford Up ^ dozvn Brooks 46 It seems
sometioies to the *bug-hunter as though there would be
but very few vacant rooms to rent in Nature's house. 1892
Sir J. D. Hooker in Bates' Nat, Atnazon Mem. p. xlviii,

From Darwin to the merest bug-hunter. 1898 Kirkk^j Yrs.
Brit. Guiana 171 A bug-hunter who visited the Denierara
River had been assisted by Blunt. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus
7 The naturalist was looked on as a harmless enthusiast,
who went **hug-hunting ', simply because he had not spirit
tofollow a fox. 1905 IVesim. Gaz. 19 May 4/2 The pur-
suit that in schoolboy days of irreverence we used to call
* bug-hunting '. a 1877 Osborne (Kansas) Farmer (Bartlett)
We have taken.. *bug juice on subscriptions in our time.
1889 Farmer Americanisms, Bug-juice, the Sclilechter
whiskey of the Pennsylvania Dutch—a very inferior spirit.

Also called bug-poison. These terms are now applied to
bad whiskey of all kinds. i8«^7 Kipling Copt. Cour. 140
A fifteen-gallon cask o' bug-juice. 190X S. E. White
Westerners xxxiv. 313 ' Plain case of bug-juice,' said one,
1895 Boy's Oivn Paper XVII. 427/1 Small vessels are.,
commonly called

*
' bug-traps ', because they soon get filled

upwith cockroaches.

Bog, Z'.^ U.S. coiloq. [f. Bug j^.- I.] a,, intr.

128

(see quot 1889). b. To clear (plants, etc) of

insects.

1877 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. IV. 113 This ' bugging
the potatoes *., was the only effectual mode of combatting
these insects. 1889 Century Diet., Bug..^ to hunt for bugs;
collect or destroy insects : chiefly in the present participle

:

as, to go bugging. i8<)S Voice (N. Y.) 8 Aug. 7/6 While
* bugging * potatoes this season I came across a number of

beetles, .that I have never seen any mention of,

Bug, 2^.- U.S. intr. To bulge out,

x884^Mark Twain* Huck. Finn xix, Jim's eyes bugged
out, when he heard that ; and I reckon mine did too. 1903

O. WisTER Virginian xxxii. 408 Can't you tell a man what's

making your eyes bug out so?

Bugaboo. Add : c. Loud talk, insolence*

X914O. B. Shaw in N. Y. Times Current Hist. 12 Dec 2a

Smouldering revolt against swank and domineer, gaff and
busaboo.

Bugeye. U,s. [?f.BuG^«J.2 1.] = *Buck-eyb4.
1889 [see *BucK-EYE 4]. 1894 Columbus (O.) Dispatch

17 Oct., A small skiff, .was coming to the wharf from the
Bugeye . . when a heavy sea caused it to capsize.

Buggy, sb.'^ Add : 1. b. attrib., as buggy-

cushion^ 'harmless, 'horse^ 'ride, -sleigh, -trip.

184a E. E. Hale If, Yes ^ Perhaps (1868) 84 The dear
girl.. agreed to go to Mrs. Pollexfen's ball that evening
ready to leave it wiih me in my buggy sleigh. 186a Catal.

Internat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 4743 Gig, carriage, and
American buggy harness. 1863 Trans. 111. Agric, Soc. (1865)

V. 255 The one on the gang plow would have a fine buggy
ride. 187^ Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 401 He had no
more trainmg than we give our common buggy horses. 1881

Ww^r.iVa^wra//^/XV.760nabuggy tripfromStatesvilleto

Hickory. 1900 H. Lawson OverSliprails ag She, .returned

with a buggy-cushion, which she slipped under his head.

Bu'ggy, sb,^ [Elliptical use of Boggy a.]

Tailoring, In a coat, the piece of lining which
covers the back of the shoulders.
Known in the trade from at least c 1880.

Buggy, ci. (Earlier example.)
1669 b. Sewall Letter Bk. 166 Her child had a Pea in the

forhead, circumstanced as a Bujjgy Pea uses to be.

Bu'ghouse, a, US, slang, [Cf. *BCQ sb,^

I b.] Crazy.

189s Cimiury Mag. June 291/2 How's that for bcin' bug-
house, eh? 1896 G. Ade Artie xvii. 161 If I don't get
mine inside of a week I'll go bug-house. Z904 N. Y. Even.
Post 4 May 6 The soldiers out here [in the Philippines] are
getting ' bughouse ' drinking the native wine. X917 DovlkNis
Last BoTv (1922) 292 It's enough to make a man bughouse.

Bugle, z'* ^ Add : Also, to make a sound
like a bugle. Also Bu'gling vbl. sb. and ///. a,

1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 93 Too much bugling .. is to be
avoicied. i88i W. Wilkins Songs ofStudy 76 The cheerful
fields, the bug!ing winds, the azure-g!eaniing bays. 1891
Mekedith One ofour Cong, iv, He blinked, bugled in his

throat,, .and smiled. 1895 Chambers's Jml. XII. 648/2 The
eternal bugling on the Canea walls still continued.

Bugler. Add : b. A Tasmanian name for the

trumpet-fish, bellows-fish, or snipe-fish, Centriscus

scolopax,

1889 Century Diet, 1898 Morris Austral Engl,

Bugology (b2?g^-16d3i). U,S, humorous, [f.

Bug so.^ i .j The science of ' bugs ' or insects ; ento-

mology. Also Bugro'logist.
1843 R. Carlton New Purchase 1. 171 Chemistry, botany,

anatomy, conchology, bugology. 1888 Grass P'alley (Cal.)

Tidings {^zxm.^t) Entomology, or bugology. iSgli Congress,
Rec. Apr., App. 455/2 Those.. acquainted with bugology
know there is rather a disreputable bug that looks one way
and rolls the other. 1901 G. S. Hall Confess. Psychol. 110
The *Bugologist ', .has long been the stallung horse or awful
example of. .narrowness.

BugOng (bM*g^q). Also bougong. [Native

name!] An Australian noctuid moth, Danais lim-

niace or Agrotis spina^ highly prized by the natives

as an article of food.

1834 G. Bennett Wand. N,S. W. L 265 It is named the
' Bugong Mountain *, from the circumstance of multitudes of
small moths, called Bugong by the aborigines, congregating
at certain months of the year about masses of granite on this

and other partsof the range. 1859 H. Kingsley G. Hatnlyn
xxxix, To collect and feed on the great grey moths (Bou-
gongs) which are found on the rocks. 1878 R. B. Smyth
Aborig. Victoria I. 207 The Bugong moths.. are greedily
devoured by the natives. 1906 Daily Chron. 5 Oct. 8/5 No
European seems to have found the courage necessary to
taste bugong cakes.

Buhr, var. of Burr sb^ i.

1857 Trans, III. Agric. Soc. 11. 36a Edgar's mill, .was for
the time, a fine flouring mill, with French buhrs.

Build, V, Add :

3. Built like a castle : said of a horse having a
strong and sturdy frame.
1835 Sir G. Stephen Adv. Search of Horse i, He [sc, a

cobjwas, to use the accepted phrase, * built like a castle !'

x88a Illustr. Sporting ^ Dram. Ncivs 4 Feb. 502/1 Mi,-;s

Bell's colt is built like a castle, and full of massive strength
fironi head to heels.

b. To be built {that way, etc.) : to be (so> con-
stituted or naturally disposed, colloq, orig. U.S.
i88a Amer. Humorist 12 ^Iay (Farmer) Even womankind

is not built as she was a few brief years ago. 1888 Missouri
Republ. 25 Jan. (Farmer) * Why didn't you roll down 2 ' 'I
wasn't built that way.*

c. In card-playing : (see quot. ] 901). US,
1901 Mu7isey*s Mag. XXIV. 871/2 To build down. .is to

place a card upon one of the next higher denomination. To
build up .. is to do just the opposite—that is, to place an eight
on a seven. 1903 A. Adams LogCoivboysx. 76, 1 built right
up to him.

BULB.

Buildable (bi-ldab'l), a, [C Build z*. +-ABtE.]
Capable of being built.

1927 Times (weekly ed.) 10 Nov. 527/3 [A design] compact,
orderly and simple—and eminently buildable.

Builder. Add

:

to. Builder's paper^ a strong paper sheeting used
in building. U.S,

1917Mathewson Sec.Base Sloan vii. 88 Red builder's paper
superseded the boards across the window frames.

C. That part of a spinning-machine which regu-
lates the yarn as it is wound on the bobbins.
188^ McLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 136 The Ufter, or builder

as it is called, moves more slowly as each layer is placed on
the bobbin.

Building, vbl. sb. 4. Add : building-land,

-lot, -material, -7?iover, -stone; building bee US.
(see Bee l

4) ; building berth = building-slip
;

building-block, {a) one of the temporary supports
for a ship's keel while the ship is being built

(Knight Did. Meek. 1874) ; {b) a block of build-

ing-material {Ibid, Suppl. 1884); {c) a child's
* brick'; building-iron, a tool for heating and
applying wax in the preparation of an electrotype

mould (Knight 1884); building motion, in

Cotton-spinning, apparatus for winding and
shaping uniformly the roving on the bobbins of a
fly frame or the yam of a cop on a mule ; building-
slip, an inclined plane on which vessels are built

(= Slip sb,'^ i b); building-wax, beeswax used
to build up the blank spaces in an electrotype

mould (Knight 1884).
1849 RuxTON Life in Far West 257 (De Vere) A*buildin*

bee or a raisin' bee is, when they want to set up the frame or
the logs of a house or barn. 1902 EncycL Brit. XXXII. 595/1
A framework of wood is built up over the entire 'building
berth. 1905 IVestm. Gaz. 12 May 7/1 The LCC purchased
squaresat *building-land price. 1831 Peck Guidefor Emi-
grants HI. 295 "Building lots sell from twenty to one hundred
dollars. 1851 C. Cist Cificinnati 153 An effort had already
been made which secured $1500 toward a building lot on
which to erect the necessary edifice. 1807 Daily News 29
Nov, 3/5 Messrs. J. Glover and Sons, *building material
dealers. 1904 Technol. <$- Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild &
Tweney), *Building Motion. X874 Knight Diet. Meek.,
*Building-mover, a heavy truck on rollers or wide track-

wheel, used in moving houses. 1846D0DD ifr7V. ManufW.
147 Every ship-yard has got one or more'*buitdin£-slips'.

1837 PeckCjxz. Illinois 11. ii6Coal,and*building stone, arc
abundant.

'Built, ppl. a. Add:
1, esp. in built-up, constructed of parts, esp. of

parts that are separately prepared and afterwards

joined or welded together ; also, erected ; built-

up butt, a raised as distinguished from a sunken
shooting butt ; built-up gun, a gun whose parts

are constructed separately and united in such a way
that the elastic quality of the metal is fully utilized

;

built-up rope (see quot. 1908).
x8m [see B^Jivrppl. a. i] A built-up lens. 1865 P. Barry

Shochuryness Sf the Guns vi. 86 The bnilt-up system de-
mands the same care, .as the Krupp blocks. 1887 CasselVs
Fam. Mag. 509/1.̂ Built-up File. 1895 G.J. Burns Gloss,
Techn. Terms, Built-up beam, a targe beam built up of
several smaller pieces. 1896 Daily News 12 Dec, 6/6 Guns
with barrels all in one piece, which would require . . half the
ex[>ense of a built.up gun of the same size. 1904 Westm.
Gaz. 36 Aug. 3/1 A built-up butt. zaoR A ni7nai Managem.
(War Office) 145 The ' built-up * [picketing] rope, a portion

i£ which is carried by each man.

b. The simple bidlt is used in the same senses.

i860 [see Built///, a. i) A built gun. 1874 Knight Diet.
Meek., Built-beam.., a compound beam made up of a
number of planks, or thin, deep beams, laid parallel and
secured together. Ibid., Built-rib. ., an arched beam made
of parallel plank laid edgewise and bolted together. 1908
Westm. Gaz. 14 Nov. 10/2 The built all-in-one frock of
lace net. 1909 Ibid, so Mar. 8/3 Three-bladed propellers
of the ' built ' tyi>e.

Bnisson (bwrson). Jlort, [Fr.] A fruit-tree

on a very low stem with the branches closely

pnmed,
i88x in OciLViE (Annandale).

Bukh, Bukk, variants of *BocK j^.', ».8

BTab,j3. Add:
4, In full electric light bulb, the glass bulb-shaped

container of the incandescent filament used for pro-

ducing electric light in a glow lamp.
x88a Electric Light i Sept. 70/1 Volatilized carbon being

deposited on the inside of the bulb. 1883 Electrical Engineer
I May 14/1 A vegetable fibre, .mounted on platinum elec-

trodes and sealed into the bulb. 1890 J. W. Urquhart
Electric Light Fitting 170 It becomes a question whether
it is economical to run such blackened bulbs longer after

a certain percentage of light has been so cut off.

b. Bulb of percussion, the convex protuberance

on the fractured surface of flints.

1895 in Ftink's Standard Diet. X90S Sir C H. Read
Guide Antiq. Stone Age (Brit. Mus.) 115 A 'bulb of per-

cussion ' is the characteristic mark of a worked flint. 1910

Encycl. Brit. II. 344 Even the one feature that is com-
monly held to determine human agency, the ' bulb of per-

cussion ', cannot be considered satisfactory without colla-

teral evidence of some kind. i9a3 Discovery Dec. 3162
Even the bulb of percussion which arises when a flint is

broken by a violent blow, owing to the elasticity of its sub-
stance, can be produced by [natural] forces.

5. bulb-fin, bulb-koel, a keel of a yacht having
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a cigar-shaped attachment which in section presents

a balb-like appearance ; aXioeiiipi. a yacht having

sDch an attachment.

1994 Sia E. Sullivan, etc ] acA/fV/^(Badm.) I. 91 She
was very deficient in stability when the lead slab forming
the keel was recast in the form of a bulb on the bottom of

the plate, the completed design simply forming one of our
modern bulb fin keels. 1895 Outing (U.S.) Sept. 481/1 The
great bulb-fins JubiUe and Filgrini. 1895 Boy's Otvn Paper
XVII. 190/3 ' X canoe-body and a bulb^keel ', the sheer plan

being not unlike a chopper.

Bolberry (bu-lberi). US, Also buU-berry.

[? f. Bull sby\ The fruit of the bufialo-bosh. Also

catrib.

1880 Libr. Univ. KmrnoL IN. Y.)X. 159 Bulberries* which
resemble red currants, grow by the rivers [in Montana). 1889

FarsizrA rtirricanisrns, Buffaliybmhy . .a shrub, the fruit of

which is called the bull-berry. 1896 Advance (Chicago)

13 Oct. 541 The pretty growth of timber and bushes and the

clumps of bulberry trees altogether made a landscape,

Bnlbosity (brllysiti), [f. Bulbous : see -itt,

-OSITY.] The condition or quality of being bulbous.

1901 * G. DouGtjis * House tc. Gr. Sk, 309 He had . .a body
of such bulging bulbosity, that all the droppings of his

sp<:x)n. .were caught on his. .waistcoat.

Bulgar (bjrlgaj), sb. (a.) [ad. med. L. Bui-
gurus {¥. Bulgare^ G. Bulbar), ad. OBulg. BI&-

garinU (Bulg. BlGgarin^ Kuss, BolgarinA, Bui-
garH)^ Any memt>er of an ancient Finnish tribe

who conquered the Slavs of Moesia in the seventh

century a.d. and settled what is now Bulgaria,

becoming Slavonic in language ; a native or in-

habitant of Bulgaria. Also cUtrib, or as adj^

Bulgarian.

1759 Mffd. Part Univertmt HisU IV. iv. L 408 Bul^n,
1806 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 78/3 The Bulgars, whose ongin
still remains doubtful, lyae Q. Rtv. Jan. 63 Itasil II, whom
the Greeks of to-day still admire as the Bulear-slayer '.

I9» S. Gbaham Ettrc^—Vyhither Bound f a/The Bulgars
have certainly hit on a novelty. Ibid. 33 Refugee Bulgars
from the lost Bulgar territories.

Hence Ba*lff»rlse v. trans., to make Bulgarian

in character ; so Bnlffarixatloa.
1869 TozRR Higki. Turkey I. 183 They become denational-

ized and Bulganxed. Ibid., The Bulgarians are endeavour,
ing the eccle&iastical superiority over them. and., will bring
atnut their Bulgartsatioo. 1903 Daiiy Chnm, 9 Nov., The
BulgarisatioQ of rao»<livided Macedonia. 191^ Glasgow
Hrraid 3 OcC. 5 Fully Bulgariied Macedonians.

Bnlf^arian (bt'lgev'rian), a, and sb. [f. med.L.
Bulgaria, f. Bulgarusx see prec and -ian.] A.
adj. Of or pertaining to the ancient Bulgars or to

Bulgaria, a principality of the Balkans. B. sb.

a. .\ny member of the Bulgarian race; a native

of Bulgaria ; a Bulgar. b. The language of BuU
garia. Old Bulgarian : the oldest extant form of

the Slavonic group of languages, also called Old
Slavonic, Church Slavic or Slavonic (G. kirch-

siavisch),

'555 £»KN Decades {\Th.) ^1% The Slauon lounge-. vsed
of.Vthe Mysians, Sernians, Bulgarians, c 1769 Encjrci.

Brit. ((797) III. 769/1 The Bulgarians anciently inhabited
the plains of Sarmatia that extended along the Ltanks of the
Volga. Ibid., Bulgarian Language the same with the
Sclavonic 1845 Encycl. Metro^. XI. 413/9 A suddea..
invasion of the Bulgarians, .struck terror into the heart of
Justinian. 186s Ckantbett's Enc^l. 1 1. 418/3 The Bulgarian
language is divided into two dialects—Old Bulgarian and
New Bulgarian \ the former, the riche>t and best of the
Slavonic dialects. 1869 Tozaa Highl. Turkey I. 183 Even
the priest, a Bulgarian, did not know a word of Greek.
Ibid. 199 Children are taught to read and write both Greek
and Bulgarian. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 613/3 The old Bul-
garian (commonly called the Ecclesiastiou Sclavonic).

So Bol^ario (bclgse'rik). a., of or pertaining to

the ancient Bulgars or their modem representatives

;

j3., the languaj^e of the ancient Bulgars. Bu'lgaro-t
comb, form of •Buloab, Bulgaria or *BuLOABiA!r,
as in Bulgaro-lVallackian adj., BalffAroplttl(«,

-phlllam, -phob«.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. ito/t The BuIgaro^Wallachiaa

kingdom. 1888 Ibid. XXIV. 360/3 The Bulgaro-Vlach
Empire. 1917 Observer 15 Apr. 4/2 The war of 1913 made
Bs Bulgaropbil ; the war of today makes us—with much
better reason—Bulgarophobe. i^i Gleufow Herald ya'D^c
6 His passionate Bulgarophilism.

Bulge, sb. Add : 3. b. A slight swell made
on the surface by a fish moving through water as
it feeds on flics, etc
i8«C. Hkllock S^orfsmafi^sGa*etteer{Cmit. Diet.). 1889

F. M. Halfobd Dry.fly Fishing y/i. i»a [l"he angler] knows
only too well that the apparent rises are bulges. t8tta
Field 16 luly 104/3 The rises, splashes, and bulges of burly
brown Ash.

a Usually with lh€ : The advantage or upper
hand, the superior position, slang, (orig. C/.S.)
s86o Richmond Enquirer 30 Nov. 4 5 (Th.) It U in this

respect [of field products] that the South has ' the Imlge ' on
the North, and will always have it. 187a * Mark Twain '

Imioc. at Home ii. (iSSa) 267 Well, you ve ruther got the
bulge on me. Or maybe we've both got the bul^e somehow.
189s Idler I. 555 A master can call you an idiot, aitd you
can't call him anything back again ; so he has the bulge.
1S93 Columbus (O.) Oitpatch 38 Dec., The conductor kicked
at what seemed a wholesale business, but the mother had the
bulge on him. 1911 K. D. SaundbbsC^. T0<ihuftter%%\. 306
They've got too big a bulge on us. Everything's fixed now
to steal the . . vole for old Steve Yancey, and that'll Kltle iu

SoPPT,

129

^ fiS- A rise in shares. U.S.
1908 G. H. LoRiMSR y. Spurlock xi. 27-? The city house

which the Bonsalls had occupied just before the big bulge
in Southern Pacific landed them on top.

Bulge, V, Add : 3. b. Of a fish : To make
a bulge (see prec. 3 b). Hence Bnlffer, Bn*lgljiff
vbl. sb. and ppl. a,

i88j) F. M. Halford Dr^-Jly Fishingy'i. 116 A fish taking
caddu, shrimp, or snaib is said to be tailing, from its taU
appearing at intervals above water,, .when feeding on larvae
or nympbx it is described as bulging, from its motion
through the water. Ibid. 133 A bulging fish is feeding and
looking out for food. Ibid. 124 At times trout bulge at
shrimp, snail, and caddis. 1889 Sat. Rev. 18 May 612/3
Mr. Halford ,, mentions a short way with bulgers, which
he condemns as unsportsmanlike. 189a Field 4 June 838/a
The fish were smutting or bulging on the shallows. 1899
Sir E. Grey Fiy Fishing g-^ ' Bulging * trout in particular
are generally not shy, and will stand any amount of fair
fishing without ceasing to feed. 1899 '9'^ Cent, Jan. 120
A moderate performer with the rod . . will . . pick up . . a
bulgcr here, a tailer there. 1904 IVestm, Gaz. 13 Dec 4/3
The question of herrings * bulging ', as it is called.

5. inir. To rush m, make a rushy^. Also /ran;,

(causative). To cause to rush off, l/.S.

183^ Crockett iVorr. Li/e xiv, 96 My dogs, .bulged in,

and in an instant the bear followed them out Ibid. xvL
105 As soon as we struck, I bulged for my hatchway. x868
H. Woodruff Trotting Horse Atner. xxiL 207 Brooks and
Harry Jones bulged them [sc. the horses] off in the lead at
such a rate i was forced to let them take the pole on the
turn.

Bulger (b^-ld^aj). [f. Bclge v. + -er i.]

1. Golf, A wooden club with a convex face.

1889 Sat. Rev. 35 May 622/2 In golf there is little to note
beyond the apparition of the Bulger. This club is the in-
vention of a fresh and scientific mind. 18^ W. Park, jun.
in Goi^\j Oct. 70/1, I know for a fact, which I can prove,
that I invented the bulger.. ;and I am undoubtedly entitled
to the honour of producing the first bulger cleek (rva^club^
1907 ii^estm. Gas. 15 Feb. 4/2 The ' bulger *. .that club with
the round face which was designed as an aid to straightness
of hitting, but has now. .been quite discarded.

2. (See 'BuLOK v. 3 b.)

Bulgily (bp-ldgili), adv, [f. Bdloy (I. + -lyZ.]

In a bulgy manner.
1891 CoTFS Two Girls on a Barge 156 Settling down

bulgily, much as the robins do before they go to sleep.

I

Balgingly (br»-ld5ii]U), adv. [C Bulging//>/. a.

j

+-LY:i.] In a bulging manner; y?^., prominently,
1896 Daily Nrws 25 Feo. 4/7 They only onend persons in

whom the moral sense is so bulgingly hypertrophied M to
prompt them to yell * Plagiarist I'

Bnlk^^^.i Add:
1. (Delete f Obs^ A pile of tobacco made up to
undergo sweating. U.S.
849 Rep. l/.S. Commiss. Patents (1850) 323 Two rowsor

buodles are put in a bulk. 1863 Rrt. Agric. Soc. Main* 163
Let the tobacco. . be . . laid straight in a bulk or pile. Ibid.,

Taking more care to . . make the bulk much wider. 190a
17. S. Dept. Ap'ic.j Fatrmers* Bulletin Na 60. 14 Before the
sweat is completed the bulk is pulled down and built up eight
or ten times.

attrib, S693 Cal. yirgim'a St. Papers I. 48 An answer to
a former metsage of your* relating to the Act of Pcms &
Bulke Tobacco.

o. (Earlier American example,)
1678 New Castle Court Rec. 353 Tobacco which was strode

ft Lav in bulke.

7. allrib. -« in bulk, esp. with reference to the
supply of electric power, us b9tlJk supply ; also, of
transport ^cf. *BnLK p.i 6).
xSgs Daily News 13 May 5/8 The North of England

Steunihip Owners' Association . . would prevent 'bulk
transport altogether, on the ground that oulk transport
threatens ' danger to the security, safety, and freedom
from interruption of the Suez Canal '. 1897 Ibid, 18 Nov. 2/3
A bulk sample of about a feet of the lode on the hanging
wall. 1906 Daily Chron. 3 Mar. 4/4 Bulk power generation.
Ibid. 13 June 4/6 A monopoly of the bulk supply [of
elecuictty).

b. bulk barrel, a barrel of 36 gallons of wort
or beer without regard to specific gravity (as dis-

tinguished from standard barrel^ ; so bulk gallon,
1889 in G. Birch Handbk. Gauging (\it^') 67 When the de-

duction for tenths reduces bulk gallons to less than those of
next lower inch. 1905 Daily Chron, 39 July 4/5 The discre-
paricy between the number of* standard' barrels of beer upon
whicD duty is paid and the number of ' bulk * barrels actually
brewed. 1909 Ibid. 13 May 1/4 The bulk barrel may be of
any specific gravity. The average is, I should say, about
1^3.
Bulk, t;.l Add:
4. To pile (tobacco) in the course of preparing

it for use. U.S.
1849 ^*P* ^'S. Commiss. Patents (1850) 333 Stripping

should never be done in drying., weather, unless the
tobacco is bulked up almost as fast as it is stript. 1863
Ret, Agric. Soc. Main* 163 When the weather again be-
comes moist,, .talte it \k. tooacco] down and carefully bulk
it away as before directed. Ibid., Care must be taken that
the tobacco docs not .. get too high in case before it is bulked.
S9oa U. S. Dept. Agric, Farmers' Bulletin No. 60. 17 These
are tied up into hands and bulked down for a short time.

6. trans. To put together (two or more consign-

ments of goods) for transport as one. Also absoL
1^08 Modem Business Sept. 164/3 Had they been ' bulked *

—t.e. sent as one consignment, from one consignee to an
agent to deliver—the company would have had no alterna*
tive but to charge the lower rate. Ibid. 165/1 If a merchant
can, by bulking several parcels get them through at a much
lower rate. i9a8 Sir H. Walkf.r in Daily Express 10 Mar.
9/4 Bulking means . . that two or more consignments for

BULL.
different consignees in one town, forwarded at one and the
same time, can be charged together as one lot.

Bulker ^« Add : 2. One who makes up tobacco
into piles for curing, 6'".*$'.

1863 Ret. Agric. Soc. Maine 163 This [bulking] is done by
lapping the bundles over each course . . the bulker having his

knees upon the bulk. Ibid.^ Under the pressure of the
bulker's knee.

Bull, J^.l Add:
1. O. Like a bull at a {Jive-barred) gate : with

direct violence or impetuosity. So bull-at-a-gatey

used attrib. to describe a direct and vigorous attack.
1896 IVestm. Gaz. 14 Oct. 5/3 [He] cross-examined in his

usual blusterotis bull-at.a-gate sort of fashion. 1900 Daily
Ntrrvs 22 May 3/1 They were accustomed to * biill-at-a-gatc

*

tactics, frontal attacks, and vigorous operations against
almost impossible positions.

7, b. A locomotive engine. US.
a 1889 On the Trail {^zxxhx^ & Leland) Had just touched

a bloke's leather as the bull bellowed Tor the last time. 1889
Farmer Americanisms, Bull (Cant), a locomotive; the
word b sometimes lengthened into Bullgtne.

O, A policeman. U.S.
19*9 J' London in Contemp. Rer'. June 699, I noticed the

bull, a strapping policeman in a grey suit... 1 never dreamed
that bull was after me. 1910 N. V. Even. Post 7 Dec. 6 No
sooner bad the little knot of special police scattered. .,than
there arose the cries that have warned gangs of the approach
of a ' bull ' for many a year.

8. b. bull-pomt colloq., a point of advantage or
superiority, a great ' score *.

S900 tVestm. Gaz. 27 Sept. 9/3, I am afraid that Lord
Lansdowne has proved anything but a bull point to the
House. Ibid. 17 Nov. ii/i The optimists make of the fact
a bull-point. 1933 Daily Mail 12 Oct. 7/a The great bull
point of our manufactures is their reputation for quality.

10. a. bull-charge, -meat^ -team ; b. bull-voice ;

bull-bodiedy -brained^ -bredj -mouthed, -throated
adjs.

190X IVestm. Gaz. 18 Apr. 2/1 He is a *buIl-bodied, •bull-

brained man of violent temper. 1896 Daily News 24 Nov.
5/1 English *bullbred courage. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. 18 July
6/3 Even the wildest lion is a coward when confronted with a
*bull-charge. 1843 Fremont Exped. 24 Tough "bull meat
without salt. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mts. (1859) 64 Bull-
meat at this time., is unprecedentedly tough, strong-tasted,
and poor. 1806 Kipling Sci>m Seas, Last Chantey iv,

When the 'buU-mouthed breakers flee. 1881 A. A. Hayes
Netv Colorado ii. 25, i wonder what they'd *a said if they'd
had to ride in a *bull team or drag a hand cart all the way.
1888 San Francisco Weekly Exatn. 23 Feb. (Farmer), I gave
instructions to the wagon boss, and the long bull-team moved
mway. 1890 Kipling Departm. Ditties, etc., Ball. Fisher's
Brdg.'Ho. iv, Hans the blue-eyed Dane, *Bull-throated,
bare of arm. S9a8 Daily Express 12 Sept. 8 Bull-throatcd
foremen bawled for more and yet more labour. x89a Daily
News 13 Feb. 5/6 A gigantic *buU-voice.

IL bull-ant «= oulldogant (Bull-dog 4 b) ; bull-
bat (earlier example) ; bull-beef, bull-fly (later

examples) ; bull-hole ^Z.^*., a small pond or water-
hole ; bull-net, a large hoop-shaped fishing net

;

bull-nose - butts nose (sec 1 1 b in Diet.) ; also

adj. ; bull-nosed a. (see quots.) ; bull-pine, a
pine, Pinus ponderosa, common in the western
United States; buU-punoher 6^.5*., a cowboy,
cow-puncher; ^o bull-punching \ bull-pusher (see

quot.) ; bull-rope (earlier example) ; bull-strong
a. 6^.5*., strong enough to resist a bull,

1900 Daily News a6 May 3/5 As eager for fight as a *bull
ant on a hot plate. 1908 IVestm. Gaz, 10 Dec. 1/3 His first

bite from an Australian * bull-ant*. 1851 Mavne Reid
Scalp-hunters xxxviii, The voice of the "bull-bat wails
through the air. 1851 J. J. Hooper Widoxu Rugby's
Husb. 33 You was feedtn' us soap.taiU on *bull-beef. 1853

J. G. Baldwin Flush Times Alabama 51 So scarce were
provisions—buU-bcef excepted, .. that we were forced to
eat green corn. 1^81 S. Peters Hist. Connecticut (1899)

195 The 'bull'fly is armed with a coat of mail, which it

can move from one place to another. 1887 Harper^s Mag.
Feb. 350/1 These little ponds are called ' "bull-holes '. The
trmveller is told that they are started in this watery soil by
the pawing of bulls. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.,
*Buil Net (Fishing), a large hoop-net, worked with ropes
and blocks. 1858 Skyring's Builders' Prices 41 Circular
styles to *bull-nose corners. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.
SuppL, Bull-nose Rabbet Plane, a plane with the bit at the
end, in order to enable it to work up close into comers. 1895
Funk's Stand. Diet. s.v. Loiomotix-e, Bull-nose or front

coupler. Ibid, s.v. Nose, Butl-mtse, a front coupler on a
locomotive : named from its shape i a bull-nose coupler.

1904 Technol. 4- Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Twenev),
*Bullnosed Bricks (Build.), bricks having one angle on the
end rounded off. Bullnosed Step (Carp, and Join.), a step
with a rounded end. 19*0 Cltambers's Jml. Sept. 594/'
Immense *bull'pines. 1874 /^I'd^. 5^3/2 Commissariat beeves,
guarded by the commissariat ' *bull-punchers'. 1887 M.
Roberts Ivestern Avernus iL 19 He followed the profession

of a * bull-puncher ', that is, he went in charge of the cattle

destined for slaughter and canning in the distant Northj and
made money at it. Ibid, ao, I found this 'bull-punching a
very wearisome and dangerous business. 1887 Chambers's
Jml, 359/1 The cattleman .. product of the Atlantic trade
—the ' *bull-pusher *, as the sailor terms him. 1851 Mavne
Reid Scalp-hunters xxx, Lamm him I .. Warm his collops
wi' the "bull-rope I 1878 J. H, Beadle Western iVitds i, at

A fancy article \sc. fence] was made with six strands, which
rendered it in local parlance 'horse-high, "bull-strong, and
pig-ti^ht'. 1879 TouRGEE FooTs Err. xxx. 104 The split-

board paling. .was 'horse-high, hog.tight, and bull-strong'.

Bull, sb.^ Add : 2. b. transf. A bad blunder.

1904 N. Y. Times 4 July 3 They arc going to nominate
Parker, and they are going to make a bull by doing it.

Bull (bul), sb,t [Short for Bull's-kye.] The

9
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centre of a target ; - Bdll'8-ete 7 ; also, a shot

hitting the bull's-eye.

iQoo IVcslm. Go:. 13 Jane 5/2 Even suppose every adult

dtuen was able to hit a two-foot bull five tunes out often at

500 yards. 1916 Bovd Cabls Action Front 41 ' You see

that target there, don't you? ' ' See it a fair treat 1
'
said

Donovan. .
;

' I'll bet I plunk a bull io the first three shots '.

Bull ^bul), sbfi [Origin obscure.] A game re-

sembling quoits. Also atlrib.

1H3 Trkvilyan Comftt. Wallah 16 In search of sport

these join the circle full That smokes and lounges round the

gameof 'Bull'. iS^Pall MallGaz. m June 3/2 We tried

to help on the dreary time with . .a game called ' bull '—a kind

of seajjuoits. lOaS Blackw. Mag. Mar. 418/2 Indifferent to

the calf of the ' Bull-board ' or the deck-quoit.

Bull, ellipt. for Bull-dog.
1*78 J. H. Bkadle Westcyn Wilds xiL 185 He went into

the backyard .and onloosed a regular old English bull. 1901

S. E. White Wattmers xxii. 207 Your bull wouldn't be ace

high. Look at the teeth on him.

Bull, v.^ Add : 3. intr. To advance in price

;

fig. to be in the ascendant
igaS ViNis Humours Unrecon. 252 Music was ' bulling

'

iiijapan and the Conservatory crammed to bursting poinL

BuU.-. Add : bull-nettla U.S., a pernicious

weed {Solatium carolinense) of the night-shade

family ; bull-nut, -thistle U.S. (see quots.) ;

bull-weed U.S., the knapweed (Cmtaurea nigra).

1876 Congress. Rec. May 3166/2 (He) beat down the wild-

brier and *bull-nettle,. .felled the forest, and hewed out his

bumble home. 1871 Schklk de Vere Americanisms (1872)

416 A larger kind of hickory-nut isknown as "Bullnut. 1871

Ref. Vermont Board Agric. I. 282 Circiiim Lanceolatura,

*Bult Thistle, is a biennial of pastures and road sides every-

where. 1884 W. -Miller Ptant.n., Bull Thistle, Carduus
lanceolatus. 1597 "Bull weede [see Boll-]. 1888' C. E.

Cradoock ' Broomsedge Cone iii. 35 A tall bull weed, that

swung, purple and burly, among the rocks was dry.

Bullamacow (bu-lamakau). [Fiji combination

of bull and cow\ a. Cattle, b. Tinned meat.

1887 W. B. Churchward My Consulate in Samoa xxiii.

277-8 ' Bulli-ma-cou ', applicable both to the meat and the

animal...On the first animals being landed the natives..

were told that the beasts they saw before the-m were a bull

and a cow: so combining the two English words they made
one of their own. looa Westm. Gaz. 30 July 2/1 Their
supper of rice and bullmacow [sic], J9«S Chambers's Jrnl.

Feb. 87/2 If they wanted bullamacow . .\iX. would readily

provide that food. 19*7 Observer 6 Feb. 19/5 The Fijians

had no words for bull or cow and now have only one
portmanteau word, *bulumacau'.

Bnll-dog. Add : 4. a. (Earlier example.)

1836 R. King Narr. Journ. Arctic Ocean 1. 82 Horse-flies

(significantly called * bull-dogs *).

9. attrib. : bull-dog fly = Boll-doq 4 a ; bull-

dog pipe, a short tobacco-pipe of brier-wood.

189s H. S. SoMRRSKT Land o/Musteg 6iThe mosquitoes

and *bull-dog flies. 1895 /Irw/y ^Navy C0.0J*. Soc. Price List

134 Pipes. **Bull Dog.' Briar, Horn or Vulcanite Stem.

1899 W, C. Morrow Bohemian Paris 306 Three-days-in-

Paris English tourists wearing knickerbockers and golf-

caps, and always smoking bulldog pipes. 1901 Westm. Gaz.

6 Nov. 4/2 When he enter-s a room he is always stuffing a
bull-dog pipe with tobacco.

Bull-dog, V. [f. BuLL-Doo sb.'\ trans. To
attack like a buU-dog ; to assail or treat roughly.

1841 Congress.Globe 29 Apr. 457/3 Mr. Stanly of N. Carolina

said that Mr. Whitney had not been ' dogged ' to the door
of the committee.room, but, when inside, he had been ' bull-

dogged ' with a vengeance. Ibid. 478. 1883 Meredith Lett.

(1912) II. 344 Greenwood .. is bull-dogging France. 1897
Daily Ne-ws 23 Sept. 3/3 For conspiring to injure, intimi-

date, blackmail, arrest, imprison, poison, and biill-dog_ me.
1921 MULFORD Bar-zo Three iii. 35 Me an' you ain't goin' to

bulldog that gang at alt. / am.

Hence Ba'll-do:er?iiig' vbl. si., wrestling with

and throwing a steer or other animaL U.S^ So
Bu-ll-do:g'?er. U.S.
1907 S. E. V/hitk A rizonaNightsLviil. 148 The two* buU-

doggers' immediately pounced upon the victim. Ibid, isr

One of the men seized the tightened rope in one hand,
readied well over the animal's [sc. a calf^s] back to get a
slack of the loose hide next the belly, lifted strongly, and
tripped. This is called ' buU-doggmg '. 19*4 Glitsgow
Herald 17 Jan. g The Society's efforts to stop steer-roping
and bull-dogging.

Ball-dogged (bu-ld^gd), a. [f. Bull-dos j*.]

Characteri.stic of or like that of a bull-dog.

1904 Daily Chron. 4 Jan. 9/1 The face has become pushed
back, or ' bull-dogged '. 19x1 Galsworthy To Let in. 11. xi,

All that was bull-dogged in Soames stared for a moment
out of his grey eyes.

Buller (bu-lai), i4.3 University slang. [See
*-EB 6.] _ BOLL-DOO 2.

X906 'Varsity i Feb. rfis/s There's a buller over there.

Wonder if he's waiting to spot anyone. X919 Isis 5 Nov.
7/2 The Proctor., on a motor-scooter, accompanied hy a
couple of attendant ' huUers ' on a push-bike. 1923 Weekly
Dispatch 4 Mar. i The* Bullers' were reinforced and under,
graduates were refused entry into the college.

Bullet, sb.'^ Add : 1. b. A small nugget.
1889 K. MuNROE Golden Days x. 1x2 In the clay he was

• .likely to strike * bullets ', lumps,.. or pockets of pure gold.

3. b. Jig. (See quots.) Workmen's slang.
1841 Savage Diet. Art Printing s.v.. When a workman,

Kt case or press, either for neglect, want of punctuality, or
for gross misconduct, is discharged instanter, and the usual
notice of *a fortnight' is not given, it is said, He has got the
Bullet. 1868 Great Univashed 254 [One] who has . . got ' the
buUet ', as the formal note intimating that, * owing to a re-

duction of our establishment your services will no longer
be required *, is called among working men. 1874 Slang
Did. «.v. To shake the bullet at any one, is to threaten
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him with ' the sack ', but not to give him actual notice to

leave. 1887 Punch 17 Sept. x36/iv I have just got the
' bullet ', Male—sacked without notice.

C. A high-speed type of aeroplane, e.g. the small

Bristol scout,

X916 RostutR In R.N,A,S. 136 plate^ A Bristol Scout
Biplane (or ' Bullet '). 1918 H. Bakbkk Aeroplatu Speaks
pi. xvii, In 1912 camcPrevost's Gordon- Bennett 'Bullet'.

1928 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea Air Station x. 149 Tlie

Bristol * Bullet ' was a high-performance, single-seater,

tractor machine.

8. bulkt-pouch ; bullet-riddled^ -swept adjs.

1843 Carltom New Purckfue 100 Otter skin "bullet-pouch

with a tail gracefully pendent. 1849 Parkman Oregon Trail

20 His bullet-pouch and powder-born hung at his side.

1905 Daily Chron. 10 Jan. 4/5 The head of the drum was
so *bullet-riddled that it resembled a sieve. 1897 IVestm.

Gaz. 3 June 2/2 The *bullet-swept square. 1899 Sin R.

Buller in Daily News 12 Sept. 5/3 A bullet-swept ground
in front of them. 1901 * Linesman ' IVords by Eyewitness
(T002) 33 The bullet-swept hills above Ladysmith.

BuUetin. Add : 2. b. attrih. esp. in bulletin-

board U.S.,, a notice-board.

1873 Lf.land Egypt. Sketch'Bk. 265 Sometimes a notifica-

tion to this effect is posted on the bulletin board. 1886

Harper's Mag. July 192/1 The little crowd of daily reporters

gathered in front of the bulletin-boards calls attention to

their contents. 1897 ' Mark Twain ' Following Equator \v.

75 To-day i>er the bulletin-board at the head of the com-
panionway, it is September 10. 1914 Gertrude Atherton
Perch 0/ Devil i. 188 A crowd had formed about a bulletin

board to read the latest news.

Bullet-wood. [Cf. F. bois de balle and bottlet

decancn.l The wood of the bully tree (Bully sb.^).

1843 Holtzapffel Turning L 77 Bullet-wood, from the

Virgin Isles, West Indies. Ibid., BuIIet-wood, another

species so called, is supposed to come from Berbice ; its

colour is hazel brown . . ; it is . . well adapted to general and to

eccentric turning. 1858 [see *Balata 2].

Bull-frog- (Earlier examples.)
1704 Petiver GazopkyL iil xxv, Rana Caroliniana

tnaxinui, voce Taurino \sic\. The American Bull- Frog. 1705
Bf.verley Virginia iv. (1722) 260 In the swamps and running
Streams, they have Frogs of an incredible bigness, whichare
called Bull-frogs, from the roaring they make.

Bnlllxead. Add : 1. b. An allied North
American fish {Amiurus nebulosus) ; the bull-pout

or horned pout. U.S.
1856 CozZENS Sparrowgr. Papers v. 62 Cat-fish, perch,

bullhead and sucker, darted through the gap, 1871 Schele
DE Verk Ainericanisitu (1872) 382 Its thick head, with its

long feelers, has procured for it \sc. the catfish] the names of

Bullhead and Horned Pout. 1886 Leslie's Pop. Monthly
June XXI. 742/2 It is now a penal offence to place bullheads,

perch or pickerel in waters where they do not exist. 1897
&«//m^ (U.S.) XXIX. 574/1 Just then. .the men appeared,
bearing a string of bulUheads and one immense pickerel

4. (Later U.S. example.)
1840 W. G. SiMMS Border Beagles 487 We've time enough

to scud and run to-night, and to-morrow we can turn upon
that bullhead, Rawling.

BuUhood (bu'lhud). [f. Bull ^^.i -j- -hood.]

The condition of being a bull.

184s Yqvlo Hand-bk. Spain 1. 290 The priest.. selected a
bull and christened him ;. .but.. on the morrow he relapsed

into his former bullhood and brutality. 1885 Fortnight in
Waggonette 92 He was destined never to reach the full

maturity of bullhood.

Bullion ^. Transfer fC^j. to i and 3, and add
to 2 :

x88i Spons' Encycl. Industr. Arts 1064 Pressingthislump
upon an iron point, so as to give it the form of a litde cup,
he fits it, when thus shaped, on to the bullion-point, to which
it soon becomes firmly attached. The lump thus formed is

called the 'bull's-eye or 'bullion* of the developed plate.

1885 spons* Mechanic^ Own Bk. 630 ' Roundels ' and
* bullions* are small discs of glass, some made with a knob
in the centre, and used in fretwork with cathedral glass.

4. Comb. : bullion-bar, the bar on or against

which the end of the sphere of glass is pressed in

blowing crown glass ; bullion-point, the point or

end of a bulb that is being worked on a blow-pipe
;

also, the thick centre of a disk of blown glass, the

buU's-eye; bullion-rod = bulHon-bar,
1852-4 Cycl. Use/. Arts (ed. Tomlinson 1866) I. 773/2 In

again blowing out the bulb, the man supports it on a hori-

zontal smooth iron rod, called the *bullion-bar. x88z
*Bullion.point [see above]. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.,
Bullion Point (glass), the thick portion at the center of a
disk ofcrown glass. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 143 The
globe is heated and again blown, and becomes a Florence
flask, the ' bullion-point', the apex of the old cone, being
still conspicuous. 1862 Chambers's Encycl. IV. 780/1 The
workman.. next roa[r]vers it, without, however, using the
*bullion-rod.

Bullioued (bu-Iyand), a. [f. Bullion ^ 3 -f-

-ED 2.] Ornamented with bullion.

1902 Daily Chron. i Feb. 8/3 Of clear white muslin.,
heavily bullioned up the centre breadth. 1905 Westm. Gaz.

13 July 5/1 The well-known ball dress of the British Navy,
with its heavily bullioned epaulettes.

BullisbneSS (bu*lijnes). Stock Exchange, [f.

Bullish «.i
-t- -UEsa,] The quality or condition of

being bullish.

1895 Daily News 9 Feb. 8/4 * Bullishness ' is a thing
almost unknown. 1903 Westnt. Gaz. 3 Jan. 7/1 The Kaffir

Circus has come to a pause in its rakish career of bullish-

ness. 1932 Daily Mail i Nov. 10 American Futures closed
steady after recent bullishness.

Bulli son. Australian* A kind of earth from

BuUi, a town south of Sydney, New South Wales.
X904 Westm. Gaz, 18 Apr. 3/1 This Bulli soil is wonderful

BULL-SNAKE.
in its reEistance to wet. . .The wet does not run through the

Bulli ; it runs off it on either side of the pitch, which Ls

slightly higher than the rest of the ground. 1907 Daily
Chron, 19 Dec. 4/7 The famous rain-resisting ' Bulli soil ' of

which the pitch on the Sydney Cricket Ground is com-
posed. , .

* Bulli soil ' Is of volcanic formation.

Bullock, sb, 6. Add : bullock-car^ -carriage^

-cart J 'gear.

1830 iMooRSOM I^tt.fr. Nova Scotia 241 The Portuguese
*bullock-car of Peninsular memory. 1903 Daily Chron.
11 Mar. 8/2 Mr. Chamberlain. .subsequently proceeded to

Mount Church, partly by municipal bullock-car. 2839/.^/.
/r. Madras (1843) 299 All the poor widows, with their

palanquins and *bullock-carriages covered with black cloth.

1828 New Monthly Mag. XXIII. 220 A black fellow with
a seine, can load a *bullock.cart at one or two hauls. 1858
[in Diet.]. 1848 Havcarth Bush Li/e Australia ii. 19
Every sort of saddlery, *buIlock.gear, and harness of every
description.

Bullock, V, Transfer \Obs. to i and add :

2. intr. To work like a bullock, i. e. strenuously

without intermission. Austral.
1888 ' R. Boldrewood ' Robbery underA mis vii, It would

have paid us better if we'd read a little more and put the
' buUocking ' on one side, 1900 H. Lawson Over SUprails
12 You'll never make money, except by hard graft—hard,
buUocking nigger-driving graft. Ibid. 19 We've . . come down
to have a bit of a holiday before going back to bullock for

another six months or a year.

3. To bullock otte's way : to make one's way with

heavy violence.

1909 Westm. Gaz. i June 1/2 Sir William has frequently
been referred to as ' buUocking ' his way through Parlia-

ment. X921 Public Opinion 10 June 538/2 To bullock hit

way through a British Amateur Championship.

Bullocker (buUkaj). [f. Bullock sb. otv.+
-erI.] a. A bnllock-team diiver. Austral, b. A
ship used for carrying cattle between Madagascar
and Zanzibar.
1889 Barr£:re & Leland Diet. Slang s.v. Bullocky^

Bullockirs in Australia are as proverbial as bargees or
Billing.sgate fishwives in England for the forciblencss of
their language.

BuUocky, a. Delete nonce-wd. and add :

2. Resembling (that of) a bullock in shape or

build.

1890 Temple Bar Jan. xi8 With more enthusiasm than
persons of his bullocky conformation commonly exhibit.

1892 Illustr. sporting ^ Dram. News 27 Aug. £62/3 Deer
get bullocky if fed on ordinary cattle rations.

3, Having to do with driving bullocks or

managing cattle. Austral.
a 1889 in Earrere & Leland Diet. Slang s.v.. One of

the sunburnt bullocky men. 1890 * R. Boldrewood' C0/.

Reformer xii. 121 By George, Jack, you're a regular

bullocky boy.

B. sb. A buUock-team driver. Austral.
1889 Barrere & Leland Diet. Slan^. 1900 H. Lawson

On Track 49 The party had been increased by Jimmy
Nowlett, the bullocky. 1911 Bean ^Dreadnought^ of
Darling xxii. 208 There would be no love lost between the
Afghan camel driver and this lonely bullocky. 1926 Kath.
S. Pkichakd Working Bullocks i. Red Burke was the
youngest bullocky in the Karri to own his team.

Bull-pen. US. [t Bull j^^.l
-i- Pen j^.i]

1. A pen or enclosure for bnlls ; spec, a sqnare

enclosiu^e made of logs, freq. used in early times as

a place of confinement ; hence, a lock-up or prison.

1824 P. Horry Li/e 0/Marion xxviL (1833) 225 The tories

Were, .confined together under a centinelin what was called

a bull-pen made of pine trees, a 1845 W. G. Simms H igwatu
4- Cabin Ser. 11. 93 It is a common place of safe keeping in

the absence ofgaols and proper offices. It is called technically

a ' bull pen 'j and consists of huge logs,, .crossing at right

angles, forming a hollow square [etc.]. 1879 Congress. Rec.
May 1626/1 The cow-yards and the bull-pens. 1891 Ibid.

Feb. 2693/2 (TheyJ would coax these illiterate white men,
weeks before election, and cage them in places called bull

pens, a 1909 * O. Henry ' Roads 0/ Destiny x. 162 Unlock
him at seven in the morning, and let him come to the bull-

pen. 19x2 N, Y. Even. Post 5 Sept. 2 '5 Rioting convicts

who broke out of ' bull pens ' here are gathered in the prison

yard, considering further steps,

2. A schoolboys' ball game, played by two
groups, one group outlining the sides of a square

enclosure, called the * bull-pen', within which are

the opposing players.

187a EcGi-ESTON Hoosier Sckooltn. iv. 48 He could not

throw well enough to make his mark in that famous western
game of bull-pen. 1883 — Hcosier School-Boy iii. 25 What
did a boy that had lived on Wildcat Creek.. know about
playing bull-pen.

Bull's-eye. Add

:

7. b. A shot that hits the bull's-eye of a target

;

fig. a ' shot * that hits the mark.
1904 Sladen Playing the Gtane 11. iii, *You know you

were just made to fool about in the open air, and spend
money.' * Bull's-eye 1

' he said.

13, A fish of New South Wales, Priacanlkus
mcuracanthus^ excellent for the table.

1883 E. P. V^M.\%KsFoodFis}u5 N.S. W. 9 The ' bull's-eye ',

a beautiful salmon-red fish with small scales.

14. An old-fashioned type of watch, with the case

partly enclosing the glass. Also attrib. U.S.
1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Break/.-t. ix. 221 With some

trouble he dragged up an ancient looking, thick, silver bull's-

eye watch. X859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), BulVs-eye,
a small and thick old-fashioned watch.

Bu'U-SXiake. U.S. [Bull.?^.!] A large North
American snake {Pityopkis melanoiiucsts); the pine-

snake.



BULL-TONGCTE.

1791 W. Bartram Trav, Carolina (179a) 272 The pine or
bull snake is ver>' large and inoffensive with respect to man-
kind. 1817 S. R. Brown iVestem Gaz. 357 Palmetto flatts,

fit only for the present occupants, gouffres, salamanders, and
bull snakes 1878 J. H. Beadle H'eiftrn l^ilds ix. 133 The
most formidable looking is the 'bull-snake', so called, an
immense thing of four or five feet in length, which gets its

name from its blnnt head and thick chimsy body. 1891 C.
Roberts Adrt/t Aittcr. 239 The bull snake is said to grow
to an enormous size, and is a kind of North American python
or boa. 1907 S. E. ^\\\TK Arizona Nights \. xvi. a 19, 1 mind
when they catched the great-grandaddy of all the bull-

snakes.

Bu'll-tonffne, -r^. US. [Bullj^.I] A simple
form of plougn. orig. attrib,

1857-8 Trans, ill Agr-k. Sac (1859) m- 3^ It *»" »'?<>

serve to explain.. why a bull-tongue or shovd ploi.v..wiU

raise more com than a mouldboard plow. 1861 Ibiti. IV.

204 It is planted.. and covered with double shovel planes
and ' bull tongues '. x868 Ke/>. U. S. Comtnissioner A^ric.
(7860) 4i4The tield was plowed with a turning plow, followed
in the same furrow with a long bull-tongue plow. 1885
•C E. Cradi>ock • Fropfut Gt, Smok^ Mtt, 1. a They \sc. the
ploughs] are of the bull-tongue variety and are sometimes
drawn by oxen. 1886 Harper's .l/a^. June 5S/2 Ploughing
is commonly done with a * bull-tongue, an implement hardly
more than a sharpened stick with a metal rim.

Hence Bu'll-tongne v. trans,, to go over (land or

crops) with a bull-toogoe plough.
1861 TroMs, m. Agric. Soc. IV. 348 Whether hoeing the

small corn or roiling or bull-tonguing or hilUng-up.

Bull-whack. (/.S. [Blllj-^.I i.] (Seequot.)
1885 C. L. Norton in Mag. Amer. Hist. XIU, 98 In

Texas and western Louisiana tbe*bull-wback* it a terrible

whip with a long and very heavy lash and a short handle. It

is used by drovers to intimidate refractory aiiimab.

Bn-ll-wliacker. U.S. [Boll sb.^ Ct prec]
a. A driver of cattle; a cowboy, b, ••buLL-
WHACK.
1899 A/tn CiUi/omia 17 Aug. (Th.) Gentile and Mormon,

bull whacker and Pike's Peaker, all seem to mingle freely.

1883 NVE BaUd Hny 48 The bullwhackers' straw hat of *79.

1887 Mrs. Cvstek Ttnting oh /'laiHj(iSSg) 229 There is no
sound like the Mimp of the lash of a * bull-whacker '. i^n
A- Adams Ltt Cowboy ix. 129 * When I was boss bull-

whacker,' be began, 'for a big army sutler at Fort Concfao^
I used to make two round trips a month with my train.*

Bully, J*.2 Add:
2. Hocluy. The procedure of putting the ball in

play by two players, one on each side, who strike

with their sticks, first the ground then their op-
poooDt's stick, three times mternately, after which ;

the ball is in play. Also buHy-oj^.
itS6 Rttiet 0/Gnrttf flfHaekty 1 1 After each goal and after

half lime, there shall be a bully in the centre of the ground.
tigs BArnta^T Hockty 92 From the bully off until his

oppooents'*twenty-five i^ invaded. 1897 Encycl. S^rt I,

516/3 A penalty bully is given Tor delitierately unfair play
by the def&ding side in tncir own circle. 1901 Daily Neivi
a8 Feb. 7 't, The Oxford cetUre-forward got away directly
after the bully-oC

Bully, <2.^ 2. Add : also spec, in the earlier

bully-boat. U.S.
tM^ScriSS/ings ^ SJk. xZt fTh.) A two days* race with bully*

boats combines erery sort of pleasing exdtemenL It were
well 10 inform you that a bully-t>oat means a boat that beats
everyihing on those [Mbsiisippil waters. 1846 W.T. Porrns
(htaH^ Rme* Kmtucky 196 (11l) Our 'bully' boat sped
away like a bird.

Bulljr (bu-li), r.« ff. *Bin,LT *^.« 3.] I/ockey.

trans. To put (the ball} in play by a bully. Also
inir. with off, to start play in this manner.
1886 Rults 0/ Gamt of HocMey 11 The gams shall be

started by one player of each side bullying the ball in the
cenue of the ground, 1900 ffVj/ML Gmm, 30 Mar. la/a
When two players are bultying-off tbey stand perfectly
square.

Bult(bult). S.Afr. [a. Du. ^«// hump, hunch.]
A hillock, ridge.

sS88 Jab. Chapmam Trmf, II. 16 A vuccession of sandy
bults or ridges. 1901 Turmbuix TnUi from Naiai 149
Thottch hiddeo from view by a slight bult he was then
ascending, he could tell it was approaching him. 1911
Souik A/ricnm Aerie. Jml. Aug. 2^6 (Pcttman) Most of the
vines are big and strong, especi-illy on the bultjes, where
they are simply splendid, and l>ear very hcabnly. 1996
Biiickw. Mag. May638/i, I was horrified toseewhat I took
to be our herd of dairy cows grazing on a rise or * bult' (.-u

these are called kxally) which I had sprayed on the previous
day.

Bnltong, var. of Biltoxo.
x88) OuvK ScHREiKCR A/r. Farm 1. it. Did not Tant*

Sanme keep in the loft 'bultongs*, and nice smoked
sausagss?

Bum, sb.^ U.S. collcq. [Ct Bum thy 2.]

L A lazy and dissoloie person ; a babitnoi loafer

or tramp ; » Boant 3.

l8W Detroit Frti Priu (FarmCT) Twenty per cent, are
chronic bum«, who bejf or steal the price of their lodgings,
itfi Cy.o%%m A Jri/t Atiur.bi,\ don't believe in feeding
profeuiooat bums. ISid. 139 Near to me came and sat down
a couple of tramps, real bonA fide * bums*, loia Mulforu
ft CtAT Biick Peltn i. 14 I found myself in a cell in a
Philadelphia jail, along with bums and crooks.

2. A debauch or spree.
1S90 Htmt Miitionary^S. Y.) 531 A christian miner, .kept

his men at work on Sunday, thinking it preferable to the
Sundav ' bum '. a 1909 ' O. Hcxiir Roadt 0/Dfttiny avi.
871 All the heroes on the bum carry the little book.

b. transf. A sute of disorder.
1806 G. Adk a rtie iii. 38, 1 sized it up that the booae was

OQ tile bom and she didn't want me to see it.
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Bum, a, US. coUoq. [Cf. prec.] Of poor,
wretched, or miserable quality.
1888 Nation (N. Y.) 31 May 439/2 One of them . . heard B.

called a ' bum actor *. 1896 G. \x>^ Artie yCxi. 109 Hedidn't
have a sou markee except what was tied up in a bum little

grocerystore. 1909*0. HKNRY'p^/i^«i(i9i6)3i Amanicure-
painter contd tell it was a bum picture in a minute. 1911
H, Quick Yeihnvstoni N. \'\\. 190 A stranger that had seen
better days and had a bum lung and was used to dressing
for dinner. 1913 R. W. Chambers Gay Rebellion ii. 26 ' A
sharp crack is

—
*. ' Every bum novel begins that way.*

Bum, v.^ U.S. colhq. [? back-formation from
Bummer 3. Cf. *Bdm jM, *Bum a.]

1. intr. To knock about ; to wander around^ loaf.
1883 C S. Keens in Layard Li/e 4- Lett. (1802) 350 I've

been Dumming around all day. .and haven't caught a darned
fish. 1897 KiFUNG Capt. Cour. 72 You ought to hev more
sense than to bum araound on deck this weather. Z904
Harben Georgians 218 The fust night I got to bed late,

after bummin round with a feller tl»t I met on the train.

1990 MuLFORo y. A'elson xxiii. 256 A yearling bummed
among them, ..making life miserable for its elders as it.,

butted its erratic way.

b. (Also with t/.) To go * on the bum *
; to act

as a * bora ' ; to sponge.
1889 Century Dict.^ Bum^ to sponge on others for a living

;

lead an idle or dissolute life. 1890 L. C. D*Oyle Notches
168 Qualiticaiions which eminently fitted a man to ' bum it

*

on such a community, a 1906 *0. Henry* Triturned Lamp
etc 47 OflF every ni^ht playing pool and bumming with the
boys instead of staying home with her.

o. trans. To sponge on {k person).
I9a3 H. L. FosTKR Beackcom^r in Orient x. a Then he

bummed me for the price of a 'square meal*.

2. trans. To travel on (a train) without a ticket.
1806 Pop. Sci. Monthly L. 954 Several of the * lads *had been

' pulled * at the Rapids for ' bumming the freights *.

Bumble, ^^^.^ Delete ^Obs. cxc dial, and add :

2. o. An angler's artificial fly.

1880 F. M. HxLroRD Dry.Fly Fishing vi. 123 An ormng»
bumSUy floated occasionally over the feeding fish, may be
successful.

Bumble, sb.i Add

:

3. A beatlle; a member of a mnnicipal corpora-
tion, parish cotmcil, or the like, to whom official

pomposity and fossy stupidity are attributed; a
consequential jack-in-ofTice.

1856 [in Diet.}. t86< Slang Diet. (ed. 3% BumbU, a beadle.
18. . Punch iX^^imhte s LeUnd) I'he apish antics of a bumble
crew. 1890 Fabmek Slang s.v., Bttmble.Crrw^ a collective
name for cor(x>rations vestries, and other ofilicial bodies.

1895 Moaais in MackaU It^. M. (1B99) II. 308, I hope we
shall beat our Bumbles.

4. bumble-foot, (also) a disease of the feet of
domestic fowls, etc
1854 Poultry Chron. I. 105 Btimble-foot comes from the

ball of the foot. 1886 J. W. H ill Dis. Poultry 87 Occasion-
ally the lolc of the foot becomes the seat of a thick corn-like
growth, which ultimately festers and exposes a ragged
ulcerated wound. Such a condition is commonly termed
•Bumble- Foot'.

Bumble, r.l Delete iObs. and add to sense i

later literary examples

:

1916 ' Iam Hay* Riekt StuJ^tgS The bees were bumbling
in the heather. i9MiC.DoDD Fmrthing Spisut^r 040 Grass-
hoppers sang, bees bumbled.

Bumble, v.^ Delete fObs. and add

:

1876 ComrsingCml. 213 Merry Girl beat Unknown in good
style, the latter bumbling very much at his fence*. 1886
Mrs. Lynn Lirton teuton Carev/ ix. The rector's only son,
a big bumbling voong fellow. X9a6 Chambers's 7m/. 87/1
Ploughmen or tbirty^Wming to hold a pen aod'humtnel
through the Single Carritch .

Bumblepupper. [f. Bcmbue-fcfft + -er i
.]

One who inlays unscientific whist. So BninbU-
pnpplvt.
t88o Pkmbbiiwe If^Atst, etc 2 The Bumblepappist only

admh^es his own eccentricities. 1891 Daily News 30 Sept.
5/1 The careless Humblepupper dreads the experL

Bumble-puppy. Add

:

O. A game in which a ball slung to a post is

struck with a racket by each player in opposite
directions, the object being to wind the string

entirely round the post.
i9«» L«'B. Walford (>n4 ef(hirs*lves xiv, They had had

a great game of ' bumble-puppy '. 1918 AI^Ci/ddem Five
Yrs. R.F.C. 327*

Bumbo (birmh^). Also bombo, bumboo,
bungo. [Native name.] A fabaceous UtCyDanuilia
thurifera^ of Sierra Leone, yielding a fragrant resin;

also bumbo-, or bungo-tree. Also, the gum or resin

obtainable from this tree.

1874 Treas. Bot, SuppL s-v. Damillia.

Bum-bum. Echoic representation of the sound
of monotonous music. (Cfl Tcm-tom.)
1878 C TtTTTLS Border TmUs 67 The mu&ic seems to him

. . nothing but a bum*bam.

Bumbyfe, adv. US. dial. [Var. of *Bimkby,
BymehyJ By and by, presently.
1786 Boston Exchange Advertiser 19 Oct. (Th.) (Negro

talfc.] Oh ! he say, land dear now, bumbye buy him five

dollars nacre. 186a Lowkll liiglow P. Ser. it. it. 188 * You'll
see nex* time !

' an' ' Look out bumby 1' Ibid. 216 Shell
come out right bumby.

Bumf (btmif). slang. [Short for bumfbtider
* anitergium ' (see Bum jd[l 4).] Toilet paper

;

hence, paper (esp. with contemptuous implication),

documents collectively.

BUMPEK.
_ 1889 Barrere & Lei.and Diet. Slang s.v., A bumf-hunt
is a paper-chase. 1890 in Farmer Slang.

Bummer ^. (Earlier examples.)
1856 San Francisco Callus Dec (Th.) Pon my word I'm

no bummer. I never ate a lunch in all my life without taking
a square drink. 1857 Ibid. 28 Apr. (ibid.J The irreclaimable
town ' bummer ' figured in the police court. 1861 Marylami
Hist. Mag. V. 324 We have a fair sprinkling of bummers,
but instead of demoralizing their betters by their presence,
they are only laughed at.

Bummer ^ (bu-mai). (See quot.)
1905 Tertns Forestry 4- Logging 32 Bummer^ a small

truck with two low wheels and a long pole, used in skidding
logs. Syn. : drag cart, skidder.

Bummerism. U.S. [f. Bumxier 3.] Habits
characteristic of a bummer. Also Bn'nim.ery.
1889 Farmer Americanisms s.v. Bummer^ Also BuiU"

vterism to express habits of loafing and petty stealing. 1894
^(/»awtf (Chicago) 3 May, Petitions in Boots and Bummery.
. . To some these straggling adventurers have been a sort of
..abnormal lesson in bummerism and vagabondage.

Bu'mmintr, vbl. sb. U.S. colloq. The action of
BoMzTe
i860 Yale Liu Mag. XXV. 598 (Th.) Another great sham

connected with our social life is that of spreeing or ' bum-
ming '. 1891 C. RoBtRTS Adrift Amer. 66 The idea of
l>egsing or 'humming 'as it is popularly called out there,
went strongly against my stomach.

Bump, sb.^ Add

:

1. b. (See quots.)

^ 1883 Greslrv Gloss. Coal-m., Bump, a very sudden break-
ing, sometimes accompanied by a settling down, or upheaval
of, the strata, during the working away of the mineral,
accompanied by a loud report or bumping noise heard in the
mine. 1893 Trans. Fed. lusdt. Mining Eng. V. 381 A bump
(or earth explosion) occurred on November 5th, 1892. 1908
Colliery Manager's Pocket Bk. 89 Have you formed any
opinion as to the cause of 'bumps 'in the thick coal, and
have you any suggestion to make as to prevention?

C. Aviation. A variation of air pressure, causing
an irregularity in the motion of an aeroplane; for-

merly called air-pocket.
X914 RosHEH In li. N. A. S. (1916) 15 While flying at 200

feel, the machine suddenly bumped [Note, Met an air-

wave]. . , These bumps are due to the sun*s action on the air
and are called 'sun bumps'. 1918 E. M. Roberts ^/j/iw^
Fighter 279 When correcting bumps or small erratic air
currents one has often to resort to his inclinometer. 19*7
ETeti. Standard »3 Jan. 6/4 The Air Ministry acknowledges
such words as * bump *, 'contact *, and ' pancake '.

d. Cricket. The rise of a ball from the pitch to

a greater height than is usual : see *Bdmp v.l 3 b.

0. The comer of the stock at the top of the
heelplate of a gun (KmghiDiit.Mech.Svi^^X. 1884).
IIL bump-absorber, a contrivance for mini-

mizing the impact of a flying-machine with the

ground ; bump-ball Cricket^ a ball hit hard upon
the ground close to the bat, coming with a long
hop to the fieldsman, and having the specious
appearance of a catch.
1908 ll'estm. Gaz. 2 Oct. 3/3 Pneumatic "bump-absorbers.

1897 EucycL Sport I. 345/3 'Bump-balL

Bump, J^.3 Add attrib. uses of bump-mill.
x88i Insir.Census Clerks {1885)68 Burap Mill Worker.

1981 Diet. Occup. Terms (1937) % 365 Spmner, bump mill.

.

spins candle wick yarn from coarse cotton waste.

Bump, v.^ Add

:

1. b. To bump off: to remove by violence, to kill.

U.S. slang.

S9S0 W. M. Rainr B, O'Conndtr 117 I've got several good
reasons why I don't aim to get bumped on just yet. 1916
C. Wells Vicky Van iv. 53 ' A friend of hers named Somers
has been bumped off.' ' What ? Killed ? ' * That's iu' 1927
Cleveland Press 39 Jan., Senator Thomas J. Heflin.. in-

formed his colleagues that a thug had threatened to * bump
him off*.

2. b. Cricket, inir. Of a ball : To rise abruptly

to an unusual height, trans. Qi a bowler: To
cause (the ball) to bump,
1888 Grace in Steel & Lyttellon Cricket (Badm.) 310

Emmett was in his glory, his bowling bumping and kicking
up as I have never seen it since, 1891 — Cricket 130 The
first ball .. bumped and hit him on the head. 1897
Rakjitsinhji Jubilee Bk. Cricket 122 He has three slips

for Hareless, who dislikes a bumping ball. Ibid. 131
Throwing is bad, because it is dangerous owing to the

terri6c pace and bumping power it makes possible. 1899
Grace Cricket Remitt. 31 The batsmen had to look out (or

shooters, and leave the bumping balls to look after them-
selves. 19*9 Times 34 May 6/1 A pitch which, apart from
the fact that two or three balls bumped in the afternoon,

was beautifully easy.

o. Aviation. To move irregularly owing to an
inequality of air pressure.

1924 [see *BuMp sS,^ x q\

8. b. To make a noise like that of an explosion

;

hence as in quots. (cf. *Bi;mp sb^^ i b).

x88j Cent. Diet., Bump, in chem., to give off vapor in-

termittently and witli almost explosive violence, as some
heated solutions. 1925 Eraser & Giubons Soldier tf Sailor
iVords, To BumPy to shell, <'.^., 'The gunners are doing
a tot of bumptngto-day.* *That village looks well bumped.

O. trans. To explode (a mine or mine-field).

1915 'Bartimrus' Tall Ship ix. Chummyships 160 W*
haven't bumped a mine-field. Ibid. 168 It was the manoeuvres
.. all over again, with the chance of 'bumping a mine'
thrown in. i9>5 E. Eraser & Gibbons Soldier <$- Sailor
Words 15s The mine bumping squadron. The name given
to the Third Battle Squadron of the Grand Fleet.

Bumper, sb.^ Add : 2. esp. freq. in attrib.



BUMPER.

use « exceptionally abundant. Also httmpergame

(see quot. 1865).
1865 Slang Diet, s.v^ A match at quoits, bowls, &c., may

end in a * Bumper game ', if the play and score be all on one

side. 1885 ' bumper ' crop [see DicL}. 1898 IVestm. Gnz.

18 Nov. S/i The past fortnight's bumper traffic. 1901 /hid.

11 Feb. 9/i A bumper increase of^7,72i. 1908 Daily Ckron.

8 Jan, 4/4 So far as the foreign trade of this country is con-

cemed, 1907 was a bumper year.

6. b. {a) See quot.

x868 Fairlev Gloss. Terms Coal-vt. 11. 5 A massive piece

of iron, so heavy that when the cage is at the bottom of tlie

cut, it will draw it empty to the top, and when the cage at

the top is laden, it will act as a balance as the cage descends

:

this piece of iron is called the bumper.

{b) A log, bar, etc. serving as a fender or shock-

absorber. Also attrib.

1883 Greslky Gloss. Coal-in. 38, 45 Bumpers.

.

. Catches. .

.

Projecting blocks of wood attached to pump spears for pre-

venting damage in case ofa break down. 1889 Century Diet.,

Bumper-timber, in some locomotives, a timber to which the

cow-catcher or pilot is fastened, designed to receive the shock

or blow of a coUision. 19*6 Morris Owner Feb. 1600/3 The
front face of the bumper bar is attractively finished in bright

nickel plate. 1918 Dail^ Express 21 Aug. 9/6 The new
bumper consistsof a specially prepared rubber bar, attached

to the motor-car by movable steel arms.

6. One who or a thing that bumps; an operative

employed in * bumping' ; Cricket, a bumping ball.

1881 Insir. Census Clerks (1885) 43 Rocker or Bumper.

1889 C. C. R. UpforSeason 267 Up at Oxford by eights on

the IsiSjThe gloom ofbumpeesandofbumpers the glow. 1904

IVestm. Gnz. 24 May 3/2 That with the likelihood of. .an

occasional ' bumper even such great batsmen as Mr. C. B.

Fr>*and K. S. Ranjitsinhji might have failed. 1911 Diet.

OecuP. Terms (1927) S 279 Bumper (tin boxes, etc.), packs
into bundles, scrap tinplate left from stamping or cutting,

by shovelling it into iron box, ramming or Dumping it into

compact shape with long-handled iron ram. Ibid. § 409
Bumper, a planker who operates a bumping^ machine j

places felt forms in a sort of trough, sets machine in motion,

so that forms are bumped about against arms of machine.

7. Athingthat administers a bump or blow. U.S.

1871 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VIH. 247 He uses the wheel-

barrow curculjo bumper, his own invention.

BU'mper, J^.** ci?//^'^- r*-ERC,] Abumping-race.
1910 Rec. Ro-Ming Club S. Philip Sf S. jfames', Oxf. 1 3 Each

of Its two crews secured four bumps in the City ' Bumpers '.

Bumpety (bt»*mpeti). Also -ity. Child's word
for bump ; bitmpety-bump, with repeated bumps.
1874 Hardy Far fr. Madding Crowd Ivii, Souls alive,

what news I It makes my heart go quite bumpity-bump !

1894 B. Pain Kindn. Celestial 190 You could almost fancy

that you heard the man going bumpety-bump down the

stairi;. 190a W. de la MARE5c«ff ofChildh. loA bumpity
ride in a wagon of hay.

Bumping, vbL sb. 3. Add : bumping-post,
bumping-table (see quots.).

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Bumping-post (Railway Engi-
neering), a timber or set of timbers at the termination of

a railroad track, to limit the motion of the train in that

direction. 1889 P. Milford Diet. Mining Terms (ed. 2) 13
A bumping-table is an appliance used in a stamp-mill for

treating tailing;;. It consists of an inclined table, which is

given a bumping or jerking motion which serves to force

upwaitls by each successive bump the mineral or heavier

portion of the slimes, while the lighter portion is washed
off the lower end of the table. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXXI.
371/2 Bumping Tables.—Rittinger's table is a rectangular

gently-sloping plane surface which by a bumping motion
throws the heavy particles to one side while the current of
water washes down the quartz to another.

BumpO'lOGfist. humorous, [f. Bump sb."^ 4 +
-OLOGIST.] One who is learned in bumpology. So
Bumpolo'gically adv,
1824 Black^v. Mag. XVI. 237 He you recollect is one, not

of the Bumpologlsts, but of the Fistologists. 1837 Southern
Lit. Messenger \\\. 107, I once had my head examined

—

bumpologically—in a regular way. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. 3 Jan.
8 '2 ft is not only porters who patronise the bumpologisl.

Btuupy, ci. Add : b. Of a cricket ball : That
rises abruptly from the pitch, c. In aviation, full

of bumps or variations in air pressure.

S906 IVestm. Gaz. 8 May 2/1 He delivers a very fast

bumpy ball, igxi H. R. P. Reynolds in Berriman Avia-
tion {iqi 2) 166, Iscarcely moved my control lever until I got to
Bletchley, where it [sc. the air] began to get rather * bumpy '.

1918 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks (ed. 6) 33 'Bit bumpy
here under these clouds ', is all the Pilot says as he heads for

a gap between them.

Bun, sb.^ Add :

L b. trans/. Hair coiled at the back of the head
in a shape suggesting a bun. A\so attrib,

189^ Daily News 26 May 6/4 The fashionable ladies to be
seen in the Park with their bun-chignons. 189^ CasselVs
Earn. Mag. Dec 73/1 The days of the 'bun ' coiffures are
over. X9SI Chamhers's Jrnl. Dec. 782/1 His chief glory
was, however, his head, the hair of which was dressed in

a large 'bun '. 19*9 Chureh Times 19 Apr, 400/3 Victorian
fashion, with hats perched on the head, permitted a free view
of chignon, *bun ', or curls.

2. bun-andtniik^iiixih.jbttn-shop; bun-struggle,
-worry, jocular expressions (orig. military) for a
tea-party (of. tea-fight^.

1906 B'ness vos Huttes What became of Pant i. v, The
*bun-and-milk establishments. 1903 Daily Chron. 25 May
3/3 *Bun-shop waitress. 1906 Westm.Qaz. 18 Sept. 8/1 The
proposed addition of ' bunshop * facilities to ordinary public.

nouses. 1889 BARRfeRE & Leland Diet. Slang,*Bi/n-struggle
ot *worr^ (army), a tea meeting ; an entertainment [for]

soldiers in a garrison. 191X \V. De Morgan Likely Story 224
Madeline, .bad been going to a Bun>worry.

132

"ptut, sh.^ Canadian. A boat, resembling a punt,

with fiat bottom and square ends {Cent. Diet. iSSg).

Bunch, sb.^ Add

:

1. (Delete "YObs., and add later U.S. example.)
1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 428 Their bite is

poisonous to a certain extent, as bunches can be left around
their bites.

2. b. A certain quantity fastened together for sale,

as a bundle of flax, or of shingles (250).
1874 Knight Diet. Mech.^ 5k«cA ., (Flax-manufacture),

threebundles,ori8o,oooyards, oflinenyarn. x88s P. Sharp
Flax, Tow ^ Jute 145 The bunch generally weighs about
40 lbs., the number of hanks depending on the size of the

yarn,

4. Also, a company or band of persons. In later

use esp. U.S.
1B40 C F. Hoffman Greyslaer I. v. 93 You'll find them

pretty much here and there, in bunches, helping one
another, 1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 11 Jan., A bunch of
temporarily idle members of the li^mma Abbott company.
X9oa McFavl Ike Glidden xii. 91 He met a bunch of railroad

laborers on their way to their tent. 1913 Mrs. Stratton-
Porter Zrtr/(j'i>viiLAi9i7) 148 But she said., with the bunch
of us to educate yet, we'd need the money.

6. d. Bunch offives (pugilists' slang) ; the fist

clenched; also^^w. the hand,
x8a5, 1863 [see Fivf. sb. 3 b]. 1847 Lvtton Lucretia n. vii,

\?, this a h.arm, and this a buncli of fives? 1883 Sala in

Illnstr.Lond. News 27 Jan. 87/2 Glovers" bunches of fives'.

189S Cornh. Mag. July 23 He did not find the bouquet of
Tim Kelly's bunch-of-fives an agreeable perfume.

6. b. Mining and GeoL (See quot. 1849-50).

Cf. *BaNCH v.'^ I c.

1815 [see Diet
J.

1849-50 Weale Diet. Terms, Bunch, or

.S'^»(t^,.. a quantity of ore, of small extent, more than a stone
and not so much as a course. 1883 [see *Bunch v."^ i c).

7. bunch bean U.S.j a dwarf kidney bean, also

called busk bean ; bunch evergreen, the ground
pine, Lycopodiuin obscurum ; bunch flower, a
liliaceous plant of N. America, Melanthium vir-

ginicum ; bunch greens, greens sold by the

bunch ; bunch-knot, a knot joining broken ends

of yarn ; bunch-oyster, a wild oyster which
grows in clusters; bunch pink, a name for the

Sweet-william.
x8» J. Woods English Prairie 304 There are some dwarf

ones, called •bunch-beans, i860 Darlington Amer. Weeds
107 The. .Dwarf or Bunch Bean. 1884 Miller Plant-n.,
* Bunch Flower. Melanthium Virginicum. 1899 T. W.
^K^Vi^Rs Encycl. Gardening {fiA. 3), Melanthium {Amcucan
Bunch.fiower). 1884 M*^Laren Spinning (ed. 2) 238 When
one end of yarn breaks or runs out, the other must be
broken too, and what is called a *bunch.knot tied. 1877
Rep. Vermont Board Agric. IV. 99 *Bunch pinks and
candytufts coming from self>sown seeds.

Bunclly v.^ Add :

1. o. Mining. Of a vein or lode of ore : To form
an irregular mass. Cf, *Bunch sb.^ 6 b,

1883 Baring-Gould y. Herring xlviiL III. 102 The vein
* bunched ', and the bunch of nearly pure metal was before

him. 1889 Temple Bar I.XXXV. 26 The lode ran under
Orleiijh gardens and promised freely to 'bunch 'under the
mansion.

d. To crowd together in a body. Also with up.

Chiefly U.S.
1887 F. Franxis Jr. Saddle <$ Mocassin vii. 124. I knew

at once that they had got scared, and had bunched up like

a bevy of quail. 1888 Century Mag. Jan, 455 By the time
the dumbfounded brutes had * bunched \..^^ were right in

among them. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 23 Dec. 12/3 The result..

is to force the opposing defences b.nck to their own goal and
so bunch. 19x4 Galsworthv White Monkey i. ii. The really

big people don't talk—and don't bunch— they paddle their

own canoes in what seem backwaters,

e. To push in among a number.
i^a H. L. Wilson Spenders ix. 86 They,.came down the

stairs and I bunched into the crowd and let myself ooze out
with them.

2. (Earlier example.) Also absol. (See quot. 1887.)
1873 ' Mark Twain *& Warner Gilded Age \. (1903) 16

The speaker bunched his thick lips together like the stem
end of a tomato. 1887 Overland Monthly (Farmer) Two
men often bunch on the march, /'. e. unite their herds for con-
venience in driving.

b. In technical use (see quots.). Chiefly U.S»
1889 Cent, Diet, s.v., To bunch the hits in a game of base-

ball. 1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging 32 'I'o bunch load,

to encircle several logs with a chain and load them at once,

by steam or horsepower. To bunch logs, to collect logs in

one place for loadmg. 1911 Webster s. v., To bunch.. shots
(in target practice),

Buncii-be rry. U.S. [Bunch j^.i 7.] A ben y
ofthe dwarf cornel (Comus canadensis)^ ofa bright-

red colour when ripe ; the shrub bearing this.

1845 S. JuDD Margaret i, xiv. 106 She came to the shadows
of the woods . . where she got boxberry flowers and fruit,

bunch-berry and star-of-Bethlehem flowers. 1887 Harper's
Mag. July 303/1 The bunchberry made mounds of creamy
bloom at the roots ofancient trees. jBg$ Century Mag. July
328/2 A wild-wood garniture of * bunch-berries * and moss.

Bunched,///, a- Add : d. Bot. Having convex
protuberances, e. Clustered, gathered into bunches.
1776 J. Lee httrod, Bot. 378 Fascicularis, bunched. 2900

B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Bunched^ gibbous. 1904
Fakrer Garden Asia 42 The ground is thick with the
bunched stars of a wee blue gentian.

Buncher (bynjai). [f. Bunch sb?- or v^ +
-ER 1.] One who or that which bunches ; spec, a

machine for forming bunches or collecting things in

bunches.

BUND.
iMf Instr, Census Clerks (1885) 74 Straw Plait Buncher.

19x1 Webster s.v., An asparagus buncher. 1921 Diet. Occup.
Terms (1927) § 399 Buncher^ yarn buncher; (i) ties several

hanks of yarn into bunches, in readiness for succeeding
processes, bleaching, etc.; (Ii) [ = 1 crofter.

Ba'nch-graSS. U.S. [Bunch sb.'^ 7,] One or

other of various grasses of western North America
characterized by growing in clumps.
X837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville (1895) I. 139 The up-

land bunch grass, which grew in great abundance, and,
though dry, retained its nutritious properties instead of

losing them Hke other grasses in the autumn. 1845 I^R^-

MONT ExPed. 160 A valuable nutritious grass, called bunch
grass, from the form in which it grows, which has a second
growth in the fall. 187a Congress. Globe Jan. 660/2 The
vegetation . . is principally sage-brush, interspersed with
bunch-grass. 1891 Marah E. Ryan Told in Hills ii. it

32 Where the ' bunch-grass ' of the grazing levels bends even
now under a chance wild stallion.

attrib. 1878 J. H. Beadi.e Western Wilds \\\i. 125 One
may ride all day through good bunch-grass pasture and hb
horse be walking in sand all the time. 1899 Scribner's Mag.
XXV. 114/1, I have never seen such luxuriant grass any-
where. ..It is of the bunch-grass variety.

Buncllilllf, vbl. sb. c. Add technical examples.
1901 Waterhouse Conduit Wiring 51 The system of

bunching which, with wood casing, is objectionable from a
;

fire insurance point of view. 1906 Dkwar /orry IVor 27

]

bunching up of the cress for local retail business.

I

Bunchy, a. Add :

I

1. b. Mining. (See quots.")

I

1778 pRVCE Min. Cornub. 88 The Ore in this nidus is

bunchy and uncertain. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II.

\ 173 The surface often uneven and bimchy. 1849-50 Wkale
Diet. Terms s. v. Bunch, A mine that is sometimes rich and
at other times poor, is said to be bunchy. t9&jUre's Diet.

A rts (ed. 6) 504 s,v. Bunch, A lode is said to be bunchy when
the metalliferous ore is found in irregular and sparsely dis-

tributed masses.

BU'UCOi sb. U.S. slang. Also banco, bunVo.
[Said to be a. Sp. banca, a card-game similar to

monte.] A swindle perpetrated by means of card-

sharping or some form of confidence trick. Also
,

attrib. (as bunco-case, -game, -ntan) or as adj.

1876 [see *Bunco-steerer1. 1883 (see BunkoJ. iBSi Daily
Inter-Oceeut 2 Feb. (Farmer) The recent bunco game in

1
which William Murdoch, .was robbed of io,ooodols. 1889
Farmer Americanisms s.v., From this we get such com-
pounds as bitnco-case, bunco-game, etc. Ibid.^ The men who
thus swindle, are termed bunco-men or bunco slecrers. i5»ox

S. E. White Westerners xiii. 04 Bunco men can clean him
out in a gambling joint. 1904 Harben Georgians ^^t^ I jest

axed you how much money you've turned over to this bunco
shyster? 1906 Springfield Weekly Republ. 13 Dec. 1 The
bunco nature of the Briti:^h House of Lords is exposed, .in

LfOrd Lansdowne's speech.

BuiICO, V. U.S. slang, [f. prec] trans. To
swindle or cheat.

1883 [see Bunko?'. J. tB^z Congress. Rec. Mar. 8651/2 The
farmer is always buncoed by the three<ard monte, green-
goods protection shouter. ii^% Ibid. Mar. 3315/1 If the old
rarmer goes to thecity, and is buncoed once, I have consider-

able sympathy for him. If he is buncoed twice [etc.]. 1910
W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 214 Unless I can fix up a cieal

with him, Mr. Reilly's wise play buncoes us and himself out
of thirty thousand dollars. I9«6 J. Black Vou CanU Win
xiii. 174 The way to sell a brass brick is to bunko yourself

j

first into the belief that your brick is solid gold.

I

Hence Buiicoer, Buncoist, = *Bukco-steebkr,

j

1894 Colnmbns (O.) Dispatch 28 May, A noted buncoist,

I

who attempted to turn a trick on Farmer Abel Comstock, of

Wood County. 1904 E. Lefevre in Bookman Apr. 145 The
great bankers became great buncoers and went into all

> manner of scliemes during the boom.

Btmcombe, buukum. L a. (Earlier ex-

!
amples.)
x8s8 Niles Reg. XXXV. 66/2 Now Mr. Huskisson did not
know. .that American Tobacco .. was subject to a duty of
three shillings per lb. on consumption in Great Britain, and
was ' talking to Bunkum !

' Ibid.^ 'Talking to Bunkum I

*

—This is an old and common saying at Washington, when
[

a member of Congress is making one of those.. Mong talks'

which have lately become so fashionable.

i Bu'UCO-Stee^rer. U.S. slang. Also banco,
[f. Bunco sb."] A swindler.

I

1876 Besant & Rice Golden Butterfly xxxi. III. 8 * Per-

haps., you would explain what a Banco Steerer and a
Roper are.'..'The Roper orihc Banco Steerer, gentlemen,

i will strip you so clean that there won't be left the price of

a four-cent paper,' 1886 Leslie's Pop. Monthly Apr. XXI.
423/2 The victims, like those of the ' bunco steerers * in our

cities, are usually very loath to make their grievances

known. 1890 Congress. Rec. Mar. 2378/2 Such a man
would certainly become the victim of a bunco-steerer or a
confidence swindler before he got out of town. 1910 O.

Johnson Varfnint iv. 55 Why, there's a bunch of young
Stock jobbers around here that would make a Wall Street

bunco-steerer take to raising chickens.

So Bu*nco-stee:rmg vbi. sb. and ///. a.

I 1889 Kipling From Sea to Sea (1904) I. xxiii. 481 Would
you play a straight game.. let me know something about
bunco-steering. 189a Daily News i Jan. 7/3 Obtaining a

'• sum of money.. in Albany. New York, by what at first ap-
i peared to be a variation of the confidence trick, locally known

as 'bunco-steering'. 1929 Atlantic Monthly Sept. 378/8
I'm glad we got Aggie by a bunco-steering trick.

Bund (bunt), sb.^ [G. ; related to Band sb.^.

Bind z*.] A league or confederacy ; spec, the con-

federation of German states.

1851 Eraser's Mag. Feb. 144/2 The new 'Bund', with

all the motley crew of his fifteen nationalities. 1903 Forest
.5- Stream 24 Jan. 78 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The institution «f

revolver shooting is regarded likely to create much interest,

as many members of the bunds favor this sort of work. 1905 ^



BUND. 183 BUNKER.
IVtstm. Gas. 4 July 4/» After the mat^sacre at Kischineff,

after the bloodsncd at Home), the idea of self-defence took
root. .and the *Bund' was organised. lotSC. G. Robertson
Bismarck ii. 81 German Liberalism called for the abolition

of the Bund and the DieL

Bund(b»nd),». [f. BcND j(5.] /ra/ij. To embank,
1883 Day Indian Fish 41 Rivers ivliich can be easily

bunded. 1917 K. Dollar Mgm. xiv. 141 The riverfront had
been substantially bunded.

Bunder, var. *Bandab.
BundesratCll) (bu-ndazrat). [G., f. gen. of

Imttd •Bund sd.'^ + ra/{A coiuicil.] a. A federal

council of 58 members appointed by the govern-

ments of 26 states of Germany, b. A federal

conndl of 7 members in Switzerland.

1879 Encrci. Brit. IX. 62/1 Deleiiates of the various con.

federated Governments form the Bundesrath. ibid. 62/3

The emperor.. has power, with consent of the Bundesrath,
to declare war in name oi the empire. 1887 Ibid. XXII.
795/3 (Switzerland,!.

Bundle, sb. Add :

2. f. Two reams of printing or brown paper, a
quantity iixed by statute.

171^ Act II Geo. / c 7 p. 367/1 Brown Paperj the Bundle
containing 40 Quire.. 3^. 4^

g. Bundle of ten y a collection of articles con-

sisting of a set of ten.

19*5 Fraser & Gibbons Soldier * Sailor Words^ Bundle
often, a packet of ten cigarettes. The tens of various suits

in a pack ofcards. Also, Army blanketS|always rolled in tens.

h. {Sec quot.>
19U .V. ^q 1 2th Scr. XI. 206/a Packet,^arceUnd bundle,

a considerable sum of money. To say a person * won a
packet ', &c, or * had a parcel (or bundle) on a horse ', infers

that a considerable sum has been won or laid.

4. bundle-wood, fire-wood made up into

bnndles.
1S79 G0od ll^ordi 781/1 These great yards are the storage

ground of the 'bundle' firewood trade. Ibid, y^i/2 'i'h«

bundle wood coming into his own boiuehold.

Bundle* f- Add:
6. inlr. To bump heavily or barge m/o (a

person).
X916 Hugh Wai.k>lr Dar^ Foreit l vi, An officer bundled

into him, apologized, but quite obviously cursed him for

being in the way.

Bundleman (bvndMm^n). slang, [f. Bundle
sb. + Man j<^.*] A married seaman : see quoC 1935.
X899 United Service Mag. 518 If one of the officers is on

the sick list it is well to have a spare room in the bundle.

man's bouse, where the inv.ilid can l>e put up, i9«5 Fraskr
& GiBBOMS Soldier ^ Sailor IVortlsy BnndU'tnaKy a I-ower

Deck phrase for a married tr.an, apparently suggested by the

sauUI bundle tied up with a blue hand leerchiefwhich married
wmrn in a Home Port usually take ashore with them when
foiac 00 leave, lya? Blackw. Mag.\\xr\^ 7i3/> Many of

my iiniMiiHti 1 were * bundle*men *, atxl were busy arranging
pABsages for tbeir families to Malta.

Bundler. Add: I. (Examples of technical

uses.)

1879 Good Words 781/a Qiildren, workinc shifts as half*

timers, 'pile* for the bundler. 1S81 Instr. Census Clerka
(ift8s)7o Flax, Linen Mill :..Dryingaiid Bundling : Dryer.
Bundler. lysi Diet, Oamfi. Terms {x<^9j) % yjr) Bundler,
waste, makes waste from various departments of mill up
into bundles.

2. U.S. (Example.)
1774-5 (Jankt Schaw) youm. Lady o/Qitality (1993) 135

The Lady is a fair American... None ot yo\u bundlers a
faith for me.

Bundlinif, vSl. sb^ attrib. Add

:

187^ KNicHr Diet. Me<k., Bundling.machine , one for

grasping a number of articles into a bundle ready for tying.

1879 Good Words 7S1/3 A chopper and chopping; block, and
a bundling machine. 1800 Jos. Nasmith Mod, Cotton
S^mmiug Mack. 067 Tlie hanks being reeled, they are, if

cross reeled^ dyed or bleached, and, if in leas, bundled.
This operation is effected in a machine called a ' bundling
press*. 1906 Daily Ckrou, 15 June 7/4 Princess LouiM
Atugusta. .sanrad a huge chunk of wood, afterwards chopping
it into firewood and working the bundling machine. 1900
Cent. Diet. .Suppl., Bundling-wire, baling>wire; wire osed
for securing bundles or bales.

Bundobust, bandobast (hcnd^br^t).

An^lo- Indian. Alsobundo-, bundoo-, bunder-,
bunda-. banda-, bando- ; -buatt, -buatt -bast.

[Hind, (Pers.) band-o-bast lying and binding,] An
arrangement, settlement.

S776 Trinl fos. Fotuke, Depositions 17 /a In the year
) 180.. when the Bundobustt of the farm^i took place. 1813
Gloss. sth Rep. Set Coinm. E. India 10/1 Bundoobust.. .A
settlement of^the amount of revenue to be paid or collected.

1880G. AsbsicH'Mackav T-.venty'One Days India 181 This
unhappy creature whuse mind is a perfect blank regarding
Faujilari and 5ai«^<9^ai/.. will, .actually presume to div
cuss Indian subjects with you. 1896 A. Forbes Camps.
Quarters etc 370 George Martetl did not makeouiteso bad
a bandobast after alL i9ao Blackw. Mag. Sept. 319/a
'Sahib, what butsdobast frr dinner?* asked Khuda Bux.
IM E. F. NoBTOK Fight for Everest ig24 163 [WeJ set off

with a minimum bandobast to penetrate lu far down into
Nepal as we could. i9»7 BlackvK Mag. Aug. «7,'a An
Indian regiment whose water bundobust had somehow gone
wrong.

Bundook (bxrndfik). An^o-Indian, [Hind.

^^Jj;j bandua^ a. Pers, bumlikq filbert nut, musket
or cannon ball, firearm, ad. Gr. WovnKuv (sc icapvov

hazel nut) Poktic a.l] A musket or matchlock.
t8B6YuLJt& hxjKHSLLL Ilobsou-yobson. 1916'SAPPEH M/^M,

IVomen jy Guns (1917) ia9, I had words with a sentry at
the frontier, but I put it across him with his own bundoolc

19S3 Blackiu. Mag. May 574/2 Those old bundooks were a
source of perpetual nerves to us, 19S6 Ibid. Nov. 664/2 For-
tuiiately bundooks. .do not shoot very straight.

Bung, sb.^ Add :

3. b, A brewer, or landlord of a public house.
Also, the brewing interest (as in politics) ; hence
attrib. or as adj. favouring the brewers or their

interests in politics.

x86o Slang Diet. (ed. 2), Bting^ the landlord of a public*
house. 1884 Graphic 23 Feb. 170/1 'Ihat .Sir Wilfrid Lawson
had turned * Bung ', and applied for a spirit licence, a 1889
Truth (Barrere& Leiand) Within the last few years several
bungs have been made Peers. 189s Fall Mall Gaz. 31 Aug.
2/3 It is true that the temperance organizations rendered
yeoman service, but as a consequence the ' bung ' party put
forth its full strength on the other side. 1910 Daily Cliron.
I Feb. 1/4 Since the power of ' Bung ' has been so demon-
strated in this constituency.

6. Various attrib. uses of sense I.

1847 Webster, Bung-drazuer,& wooden mallet, .for taking
the bung out of a cask {Local). 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Bttng-borer (Coopering), a conical auger for reaming out
a bung-hole. Bung.cutter, a machine for cutting bungs.
. . BuHg'Vent, a passage for admitting air through the bung
of a cask, to allow a free flow of liquid from the tap.

1876 Catal. Sci. App. S. Kens. Mus. \ 10 For finding the
bung diameter and diagonal of a cask. Z884 Knight Diet.
Meek, Suppl., Bung Bucket, also known as a veltnche, water
thief, thieMube, ac.Bung Bush, more correctly, bung-
hole h\xs\\. . . Bung Latlut a lathe for turning taper bungs.

Bunff, sb,-^ slang. A lie, falsehood.
i88x ^^ Brookfielo Autob. Thamas Allen \. v. 6z 'And

for having told a bung,* said Fisher. * A beastly bun^,'
cried at! the judt;cs. 1913 .M. Baring l^st Diarits (1927)
8 Mac reported htm for telling bungs.

Bun^, a.2 Austral, slang. Also bong. [Native
word.] a. Dead, b. Bankrupt. Also in phr. to

go bung : (a) to die ; {h) to fail, go bankrupt.
188s A. J, Boyd Old Colonials 73 Just afore you hands ^m

Ssc. the horse] over and gets the money, he goes bong on you
i. e. he dies}. s88s A ustral, Frinters' Keepsake 40 H is

musical talent had gone bung*. 1885 H. Finch^Hattos
Adv, Australia x, 14a Directly me bung (die) me jump up
white feller, tig^ Argus 15 Apr. 13/2 (Morris) All flesh is

gras'f, says the preacher, .. And we gaze on a bank in the
evening, and lo, in the mom *tis bung. 1893 Melbourne
Herald 25 Apr. 2/4 (Morris) One member of the mischief-
making brotherhood wrote the words * gone bung ' under a
notice on the Government Savings Bank.

Bun^iZ'.^ slang, {ox'xg, dial,) [Echoic] trans.

To throw forcibly, * plug*. Alsoy^, Also with i«.

1815 Iamikson, Hobungy to throw with violence, Aberd.
X89B Eng. Dial. Diet. 1903 Daily Chron. 8 Dec. 9/a * We
are police officers. What have jou in that parcel?* Stevens
replied,*! don't know; I have just had it bunged on to me.*
lasj Glasgow Herald ^ Oct. 12 The cinema, .can. .take
the skeletons of * Macbeth,* [etc] and make very entertaining
films of them with..a good deal of photographed natural
scenery bunged in. 19S3 UlacJtiv. Mag, Dec 768, 2 A spec-
tator roused the boar . . by bunging in a clod of mud through
ibe window.

Buxifff adv, [Cf. prec.l In or into the very

midst of things ; * all of a neap *
; straight, right.

s8m Kipling Stalky A> Co, 133 They have babies and
teething and measles and all that sort of thing right bung
in the school Ibid. 154, I used to go bung off to sleep on a
form sometimes.

Bunifaloid (t^p-ijgiloid). a, [f. BuNGAto(w-f
-oiDaftcr_/«//f)Mi/.] Having the appearance or style

of a bungalow. Also sb, a bungaloid growth.
1917 Ingk in Daily Express as Nov. 1/3 Hideous allot*

ments and bungaloia grow/ths make the approaches to any
city rcpuUive. I9a8 Sunday Dispatch 30 SepL 11/2
Mr. Shaw designates our modern urban communities
' bungaloid promiscuitias,' and refuses them the more digni-
fied term of civilisations. X9a9 Mom, Pott 4 May 1/3 Will
somebody.. pay rsMoaable cash price for freehold and pre-
serve its besAity ficom bungaloids.

Bungalow. Add : b. attrib. and Comb,
1903 Arch. ^Contr. Re^orter^^ Apr. 372/3 The buildings

have been designed in abunealow type. 1906 Daily Chron.

9 Mar. 8 '-^ The bungalow village. 1907 Westm, Gaz. 6 Apr.
9/1 At the meeting of bungalow-holders.

Bungarum {hv^gkiSm), Also bungarus,
bungar, bongar. [ilengali (Skr., neut. sing, of

bhangura bent, curled (sb. bend of a river), f- bhatij

to break, bend).] Any of the venomous snakes of

the genus Bungarus ; csp., the krait of India.

1835 Encycl. Metrop. XXIII. 640/1 I\s€udobod\ Feuciata,
. .A native of India. In Bengal is cilled Bungarum Famah
and Sackeenee. 1870 Gilxmork tr. Figuier's lieptilcs «V Birds
ii. 71 According to Cantor, ihe Bungarums are capable of
darting nearly the anterior half of the body. 1887 EncycL
Brit, XXII. 106/2 The fangs of the bungarums are shorter
than those of tfie cobras.

Bungee : = Pongee.

Bunglesome, a. U.S, [f. Bungle t;.] Awk-
ward and troublesome.
1889 in Century Diet. 1897 Congress, Rec. Feb., App^

55/1 An inexcusable and bunglesome fraud or mistake on
the part of some one handling [the ballots). 191$ Mks.
Stratt!)M-Portfh M. O'llalloran xv, 337 But this sheet is

going to be rather buriglesome. Ma, could you do anything
about it ?

Bungo^: see BuHBO.

Bun^own. U.S, [app. a fictitious local

name, associated with Rchoboth in Massachusetts
(Scheie de Vere Americanisms 587).] Bungtown
copper or cent^ a counterfeit English halfpenny or

other spurious copper coin.

1787 Newport Mercuty 13 Aug. in Mag. Amer. Hist,

(1885) XIII. 206 We are informed that all Coppers by law,
in New York, except Bungiowns, are fixed at 160 for a
Dollar. 1840 KnickerbockerMag. May XV. 385 [He took] a
five cent piece and two bungtown coppers out of the till. 1845
S. JUDD Margaret I. iv. 17 These flowers wouldn't fetcli a
bung-town copper. 1853 Oregonian 13 Aug. (Th.) What is

the currency of the U.S. ?—Coppers, bogus, Bungtown cents,
pennies, fips, [etc.).

Bungy (bp-ggi), sb, Anglo-Indian, [tlind.

bhangt7\ In Bombay, a member of the low caste

of sweepers.
18x6 Trans. Lit. Soc. Bombay III. 362 The KaZpa or

Skinner, and the Bunghee or Sweeper, are yet one step
below the Dher. x886 Yule& Burnell Hobson-Jobson%.\.,
The colloquial application of the term bungy to such ser-
vants is . . peculiar to Bombay.

Bunk, sb,^ Add : 1. (Earlier examples.)
1780 Heath Papers 28 The bunks and Uneing of the bomb

proof were taken out. 1809 Deb. Congress 1810 (1853) 244S,
20 bunks at $3-50 each [among expenses in military hospital,
New Orleans}^

b, attrib, , as bunk-car^ 'room.
1855 M. M. Thompson Doesticks xii. 09 The black boy

who sweeps out the bunk roonu 1898 P. L. Fobd Hon,
Peter Stirling 236 By the light one of the superintendents
found the bunk-cars gone. 1934 Mulford Rustlers' Valley
vi, The cook was busy in the bunkroom.
2. (Example.)
x86x Once a Week 4 Jan. 51/1 One end of the stick is

canted up with handspikes on to the * bunk * of the sleigh.

3. A log car or truck. U.S,
1895 Standard Diet, 190S Terms Forestty <$ Logging 3a.

4. Comb,y as bunk'Chain, -hook, -load^ 'Spike^

•^truss (see quots.).

x9g$ P'unk's Standard Diet. t Bunk-truss, an iron strap
to strengthen the crosspiece on which lumber is loaded, as
on a logging-car. 1905 Terms Forestry /( Logging^* Bunk
hook, the hook attached to the end of the bunk un a log^Mng
car, which may be raised to hold the logs in place or lowered
to release them. Bunk load, a load ofTogs not over one log
deep ; Le., in which every toe rests on the bunks. Bunk
spikes, sharp spikes set upright in the bunks of a logging
sled to hold the logs in place. IbuL 5 1 Toggle chain, . . bunk
chain.

Bunk, sb.^ [f. Bunk ».2] in slang phr. To do a
bunk : to make an escape.
c 1870 Broadside Ball., * Peck^s Bad Boy ' (Farmer) The

keeper tried to catch him, but the bad boy did a bunk. 1919

J. B. Morton Barber ff Putney ix, 'All right, son,' said
Curly. * They [sc. Germans] done a bunk.' 19*3 Chambers's
JrHl. Dec 833/1 Now I'm spotted, I'll do a bunk.

Bunk, J^.'* [Abbreviation ofBumkum.] Humbug,
Donsense.
19x8 in Webster Addenda. 1919 Rebel Worker (N. Y.)

X Feb. 3/3 The usual bunk about 'disloyalty ' is being em-
ployed to .. blind them to their own interest. X9S1 Glasgffiv

Herald
"i May 3 As an Amtrican friend said .. *Tell your

people at home it is all bunk the United States intends to

keep out of European affairs *.

Bunk, V-^ Add: 1. (Earlier examples.)
1840 K. H. Dana Bef, Mast viii, We turned in to bunk

and mess with the crew forward. 18^ H. C. Watson Camp-
Fires Revol. 250 It's about time for us to bunk.

2. trans. (See quot.)
X905 Tertns Forestty 9( Logging -^i Bunk, to place upon

the bunks, as to * bunk a log .

Bunked (brijkt), a. [f. Bunk sb.^ -t- -kd s.]

Furnished with or having a bunk or bunks.
s8qs Stevenson & Osboukne Wrecker xiii, A double

bunked division for the cook..and second mate.

Bunker, j3.1 3. Delete {Sc.) in def., and add :

X9«x Diet. Occup, Terms (1927) | 279 Bunkerman . . tips

Wagons to discharge coal or iron into hunkers at ironworks.

D. pi, « bunker coal (see 5 below),
i88iGitESLEY Gloss* Coal-m., Bunkers, steam coal con-

sumed on board ship. xZqfi Daily Nru/s 18 Apr. 11/5 More
money has to be paid for steam, bunkers, and gas coals. X905
Spectator tZ Jan. 132/1 The annual output has increa.sed

very largely since 1870,. .and iL<t rate ofgrowth., has been 2^
per cent, per annum (and that of the exports, including
bunkers, 4) per cent, per annum).

O. — bunker-man (see 5 below),
X9ax Diet, Occup. Terms (1927) § 744 Bunker, tips coal from

baskets or trucks into coal bins or bunkers as they are lowered
by hoist... CW/<Vr.. includes bunker, trimmer, loader.

4. Now, an artificial sand-hole with a built-up

face ; also, any natural obstruction (as water, long
grass, etc.) on a golf-course.

189} H. G.^ Hutchinson Golfing 60 Sometimes you may
be driven to invent hazards, by throwing up banks, cutting
bunkers or planting bushes. 1807 Encycl, Sport I. 458/1
Between the teeing-ground and the putting-green should be
found, whether they be natural or artificially formed, various
'hazards'in the shape of sand-pits or * bunkers '. Ibid. 472/1
Bunker, originally a natural sand hole on the ^olf course.

Now used also of artificially made hazards with built-up
faces.

X90S Westm. Gaz. 28 Oct. 16/1 The Princess frock is a
bunker not to be cleared by any economies or adaptations.

5. attrib, and Comb., as (sense 3) bunker-capacity,

'hatch, 'hold, -man, -plate, 'room (sense 4) bunker-

iron ; bunker coal, spec, steam coal ; also, coal

carried by a steamer for its own use and not as

cargo.
189a Daily News 28 luly 6/7 That her "bunker capacity is

2,000 tons. x88s 'bunker coal [in Diet.]. iWi Daily Ne^vs
ioJuly5/2The exports of *bunker* coal., show an improve,
ment. X907 Daily Chron, 24 Jan. 6/4 The result of having
a thing Tike this tangling our machinery is that we use

an enormous quantity of bunker coal for very little speed.

1904 Westm. Caz. 16 July 5/a A low 'bunker-hatch. 1890



BUNKER.
Daily Keivs 13 Oct. 3/6 The men at the *bunker hold of the

Grecian. 1886 A. Lang in Longwans Mag. July 332 The
iron bead makes it more like a *bunker iron than a play

club. X9at Diet, Occup, Terins (1927) § 089 *Bunkennan^

in charge of bunkers at coke ovens where coal is stored.

ibid, % 279 BunJctnuan (blast fumace). .tips wagons to dis-

charge coal or iron into bunkers at ironworks. 1888 Lock-

xooo^sDict. Terms Mech, Engin. 53 * Bunker Piatc, a plaie

of sheet iron which encloses the area utilised for the deposit

of boiler fuel. 1894 Daily //eivs 18 Dec 5/4 *Bunker room

for 1,400 tons of coaL

Bunker, sd.'-^ local US, Short for mossbunker,

the menhaden.
x888 GoooE Attur. Fishes 386 New Jersey uses the New

York name with its local variations, such as * Bunker '
and

' Marshbanker *.

Bu'nker, v, [f. Bunker sl>X\

1. trans. To fill the bunkers of (a steamer) with

coal for its own consumption. Also with the coal

as object.

1891 Paii MallGaz. 19 Jan. 4/1 Many, .of the great steam-

ship companies of Liverpool were simply begging for coal to

either bunker or cargo their steamers. 1893 Times 11 July

3/6 The ordinary rate of bunkering coal by manual labour.

19*5 Biackw. Mag. June 836/1 She was bunkered for the

twenty-nine days* run to Batavia.

b. intr. To take in a supply of coal for con-

sumption on a voyage,
1803 li'hiiby Gas. 3 Feb. 2/6 The foreign coaling clause

in the outward coal charter bound ihcin to bunker with the

agents of the charterers. 1805 Il^id. 11 Apr. 3/2 We
bunkered at Malta at four o'clock in the morning. 1925

Chambers's Jrnl. Dec, 778/3 There was some delay at Dur-
ban, where she bunkered.

2. Golf, pass, a. Of the ball: To be hit into

a bunker. Of a player : To have one's ball in a
bunker.
1;^ H. G. Hutchinson Hints Game GoI/^oYomy adver-

sai-y is badly bunkered. 189Z— Fatnous GolfLinks v. 56 His
hall lofted on Mr. Maitland's, knocked it out of the hazard,

and lay bunkered in its place. 1903 Punch 22 Apr. 1^83 On
,.the Golf Links.. watching the Colonel, who has been
bunkered for the last ten minutes.

b. To be furnished with a bunker or bunkers.

1907 Daily Chron, 17 Aug. 7/2 The point of controversy.

.

is as to how such a hole should be bunkered, or rather as to

whether it should be bunkered at all.

O. Jig. {colloq.) To be placed in a situation from

which it is difficult to extricate oneself.

1894 Baron Ribblesdai-E in IVesiin. Gaz. 6 SeiJt. 4/2 The
Liberal peers were powerless. To use a golfing simile, they

were bunkered. 1899 Geog. Jrnl. May 474 In the long

narrow ice-bound valleys which lead up from the Hindu
Kush to the Pamirs, .we were once, to use a familiar term,

fairly bunkered, v^ Westm. Gaz. 27 Dec. 1/3 The truth

is that Mr. Balfour is bunkered by his own record. 1913
KiFLiNG Diversity o/Cre^itures (1917) 253. ^ gu«s he was
kinder bunkered for the minute. 1917 H. A. Vacheul Fish-

pintle ix, ' Perhaps you regard golf as a sort of epitome of

life?'. , • I suppose I do,' ' Ifyou found yourself " bunkered *',

you would not lose heart ?
*

Bunkerin£f (b»*r|k3rig), vbL sb. [f. BUNKBB z*.]

1. The action of filling a steamer's bunkers with

coal. Also attrib.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 7 Nov. 9/3 It is thought that the North
counti^ coa! will be used by transports for bunkering. 1920

Act 10 ff II Geo. V c. 50 5 3 Regulating the export of coal

and the supply of coal for the bunkering of vessels. 1922

Daily Mail 9 Nov. 3 A group of foreign bunkering depots.

2. The action of furnishing (a golf course) with

bunkers.
1909 Westm. Gaz, 8 Mar. 12/2 The final bunkering of the

course.

Bunbery (b^-qkari), a. [f. Bunker sb>- + -y1.]

Full of or abounding in bunkers,
1890 Sat. Rev. 31 May 665/2 That mountainous range of

bunkery sandhills. 1894 Biackw. Mag. Oct. 561 The sand
was. .strewed in a thick bunkery mattress over all the ladies*

links.

Bu'nk-liouse. U.S. [Bunk sby or vy\ A
house in which miners, lumbermen, or other

workers are lodged.
1877 Raymond Mines jxyi Outbuildings. .Bunk-house.

1901 S. E. White Claim Jumpers xxii. 374 The old * bunk
house* now accomodated a good-sized gang of miners. 1913
MuLF(Hto Coming ofCassidy iiL 58 The lioss went in the
bunkhouse, and Soon returned.
attrib. 19*8 E. W. Bradwin ifiile) The bunkhouse man j

a study of work and pay in the camps of Canada 1903-1914,

Bimko, variant of *Bunco.

Bu'nky, bu'nkie. U.S. colloq. [t Bunk sb,^
One who shares a bunk with another.
1858 ViELE FoUmvittg the Drum 218 Which triumph over

paternal love I rewarded by giving him Jack for his 'bunkie'.

1903 -V. Y. Even. Post 10 Oct., In a logging camp in Maine
a lanky Yankee had been uriburdening himself of his past
life for the entertainment of his ' bunky'. 1910 W. M. Rainr
/>'. O'Connor 58 If it is certain that my old bunkie came to
his death foully.

Bunnia (b»*nya). Anglo-Indian, Also btm-
eeya, bunia, -ar; bunneah, bunniah, bunnya;
bania, -(i)ya. [Hind, banyd, a. Gujarati vdniya
(see Kantan).] A trader or merchant.
1793 Morse Amer. Geog, (1794) 687 The tribe of Belse,

who are chiefly merchant^, bankers, and banias or shop*
keepers. x8a9 Encycl. Metrofu XX. 33/2 Some of the
Banyas are Awaks, or seceders frbm the Br^bmanical faith.

1879 Mrs, a. E. James Ind. Housek. Managem. 77 The
native bunnia/is..do not give long credit. x88o Encycl,
Brit. XII. 760/1 In the interior of the Bombay Presidency,

business is mainly divided between two classes, the Baiiiyas

134

of Guzerat and the Marwaris from Rajputana. X9*6 Biackw,
Mag, Dec 79Q''i The Hindu Bunia in remote villages is

still buUicd by the wealthy zamindar of the neighbour-

hood,

Bu*niiy-hti:g. [f. BunntS la + Huc j^.j An
eccentric ragtime dance. So bunnyhugging vhX. sb.

X9xa Daily Mirror 6 Jan. 7/1 Fashionable society in New
York.. is fighting upon the great question as to whether..
* The Bunny Hug '. . shall be . . allowed. 1914 Chambers's

Jrnl. May 310/2 The fox-trot or the bunny-hug of your
London restaurants. 1928 Galsworthy Sivan Song 11. xiii.

He had often . . watched the dancing on deck—funny busi-

ness nowadays, shimmying, bunnyhugging, didn't they

call it?

Bunodont (biw'ntydfJnt), a, and sb. [f. Gr.

Povvos mound + oSoj't-, odovs tooth.j A. adj.

Designating molar teeth whose crowns are elevated

into tubercles ; having tuberculate molars. B. sb,

A mammal with teeth of this pattern.

1S83 Flower in Encycl. Brit. XV. 429/2 The grinding

surfaces of the molar teeth either of a distinctly tubercular

(bunodont) or of a crescentic ridged (selcnodont) form. 1887

E. D. CoPK Orig. Fittest 243 Bunodont type; ciown sup-

porting tubercles, /bid. 244 The Bunodonts, except some
Carnivora, are all of the former or isognathous type. i9<'"

Nature 25 Sept. 523 A series of six cheek-teeth, distinct and
bunodont in type.

BunOW (b;;nau'). Also bunnow, banau. [a.

Hind. ^Hindi) bando preparation, used in the sense

of bandwat fabrication, invention, sham.] A fraud,

sham.
1853 W. D. Arnold Oakfield 11. 58 You will see within

a week if this is anything more than a banau.

Bunt, sb,"^ Add : (Earlier U. S. example.)

1767 Boston Gaz. 19 Jan. (Th.) [The black ram] will some-
times come behind a great Weather, .and give him a paultry

Bunt at unawares.

b. Baseball, An act of stopping the ball with

the bat without striking. Also bunt-hit,

1896 Knowles & Morton Baseball 114 A bunt hit is a
deliberate attempt on the part of the batsmen to hit a ball

slowly within the infi.eld so that it cannot be fielded by any
fielder in time to retire the batsman. 1902 Encycl. Brit.

XXVI. 162/1 A batsman is put out. .if he make three foul

bunts (that is, attempts to block the ball with the bat).

1904 Charlotte Observer 30 June 4 Base hits or even suc-

cessful bunts are not to be despised by the leaders. 1906

Spaldin^s Base Ball Guide 116 A * bunt ' bit is made when
the batsman simply holds the bat up to meet the thrown
ball, thereby allowing the ball to rebound fiom the bat to

the ground. 1917 Mathewson Sec. Base Sloan ii. 169
Despaigne started out poorly enough, trickling a bunt to

third.

C. attrib. bunt-rush U.S., Mn foot-ball, a rush

made by all the attacking side at once * (Cent.

Diet. Suppl. 1 909).

Bunt, v.^ Add :

2. Baseball, To stop (the ball) with the bat without

swinging the latter. Also absol. Hence Bu'nted
ppl. a,, Bu'nting vbl. sb.

1906 Spaldin^s Base Ball Guide ji6 The new rule thus

describes a bunted ball. Ibid.^ If the attempt to bunt
result in a foul not legally caught, a strike shall be called by
the umpire. 191a Mathewson Pitching ii. 23 Doyle bunted
and was safe, filling the bases. Ibui. xiii. 298 Once,..
McGraw planned a bunting game against Overall.

Buntal (b»'ntal). [Philippine name. See also

*Balibuntal.] a straw prepared from the fibres

of the petioles, or leaf-stems, of the talipot or buri

palm {Corypha timbraculiferci)^ used for the manu-
facture of hats in the Philippine Islands.

1910 Hugo H. Miller Phili^ine Hats 38 Very lately,

buntal straw has been imported into Baliwag and there

woven into very beautiful hats in the Baliwag weave. 1911

C. B. Robinson in Philippine Jrnl. Science June 114 Until

the beginning of 1909, all buntal hats were made in one
weave, that of Lucban, Tayabas, 1936 Co7nmerce «( in-
dustry Jml. (Manila, P.I.) Nov. 11 Ihe hat manufacturers

of Cliina..are making hats out of buntal fibers from the
Phtlippines.

Bunter *. U,S. A buffer or fender of a railway

carriage.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech, Stippl., Bunter^ the bumper or

buffer of a railway car. The bar on the front end of the car,

which strikes against a similar bar on an adjacent car in

coupling.

Bunting, sb^ Add :

1. b. Applied by extension to any bird of the

finch family, and to similar birds of other families.

U,S.
a 18x3 A. Wilson Amer. Omith. (1831) II. 242 Black-

throated Bunting... In their shape and manners they very
much resemble the yellow-hammer of Britain, ibid. 245 Frin-
gillaGrantinea,..E}>iberizaGraminea..^^y-\v\n%fid Bunt-
ing. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 459 Indigo-bird,., a well-

known North-American species. . . American ornithologists

give full accounts of the habits of this bird, together with
Uiose of. .the still more gaudy Painted Bunting.

4. attrib.f esp. bunting lark, the common bunt-

ing ; also bunting-larkfly y an angler's fly.

i8ot Montagu Or«/M. Diet. I, Bunting-lark. j8^ Kirk-
bride Northern Angler 25 The Bunting Lark riy. 1876
Newton in Encycl. Brit. IV. 525/2 The true Bunting for

Corn-Bunting, or Bunting-Lark, as it is called in some dis-

tricts). 1884 CouES A^. Amer, Birds (ed. 2)356 Bill very
small and truly conic, well exhibiting ' emberizine * or
' bunting * characters.

Bunting, sb^^ Add: attrib, bunting-tosser
Naval slang, a signaller.

1905 Daily Chron, 33 Jan. 3/1 From which breathless

BUEAW.
catalogue it will be gathered that the path of the ' bunting-
tosser ' is not an easy one ! 1909 Ware Passing Esiglish.

Buntingf-iron, illiterate alteration of punty-

iron (PuKTY 3), a glass-blower's tube,

1874 Knigmt Diet. Mech.^ Bunting-iron., ^ the glas»-

btower's pipe.

Buntline. 2. Add

:

i86;7 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s.v. Buntltnes^ To this

buntline-toggle, the buntline attaches by an eye or loop.

1883 Man. Seamanship/or Boys 38 The buntline patches,

four in number, are placed at equal distances apart along
the foot, extending from foot to middle or belly band. Ibid.

53 Q- What are buntline toggles? A. Toggles ai the foot

of the sail to which the buntlines are toggled. Ibid. 159 The
bnntline-whip' is rove through the lowtr sheave of the bunt-
line-block. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., Buntline-lizard, a piece

of rope having two legs, with thimbles spliced into the
ends, through which the buntlines reeve.

Buntons (bz?-nt»nz). [orig. in sing, buntings

a piece of squared timber, of obscure etym.
1633 Gateshead Church Bks. in Hcslop Northumb. Words

S.V., It. p^ for one bunting and two sparres to a yeat and
the makeing it, 4s. 4d.]

Strong balks of timber placed crosswise in the

shaft of a mine serving to divide it into compart-
ments and to support the guides on which the

cages run, etc. (Rarely sing,^

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 971 In quadrant shafts the bunions
cross each other towards the middle of the pit. Ibid. 986
I'lie compartment intended for the upcast is made air-tight

at top, by placing strong buntons or beams across it. i860
Eng. 4- For. Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) 51 Buntons, strong balks

of timber. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 450/2 Pieces of timber
parallel to the end-pieces (buntons or dividings) are fixed

across the shaft, and serve to stay the wall-plates. 1888
Gkeenwelk Coal-trade Terms Northumb. .y Durh. (ed. 3)

81 A cistern which stands on a strong oak bunton.

Bxinty, a. [f. Bunt sbJ^ -* -y l.] Of grain

:

Infected with bunt.

1853 Morton Cycl. Agric. I. 363/z A year or two since, we
saw a very bunty crop in the fields of a first rate farmer.

1896 Chron. 19 Dec. (E. D. D.) If he sowed bunty seed he
should expect to reap bunty crop.

Bunya (bp*n>S). Also bunya-bunya. [Native

name.] An Australian tree, Araucaria bidwilliit

which bears a fir cone of great size yielding a

pleasant nnd nutritious vegetable pulp. A\so attrib.

1843 L. Leichhardt Let. in I. D. Lang Cooksland {1847)

83 The bunya-bunya tree b noble and gigantic. 1844 fbiil.

89 'Ihe kernel of the Bunya fruit. 1844 Port Phillip I'atriot

25 July 4/4 ITie Bun^a Bunya or Araucaria on the seeds

of which numerous tribes of blacks arc acciutomed to feed,

1870 Braim New Homes vii, 348 The Bunya Bunya grows
..sometimes as high as 200 feet. 187s Encycl. Brit. II.

tio/2 The Bunya-Bunya pine, found on the mountains of

Eastern Australia. 1885 Mrs. Praed Australian Life 23

The bunya is a handsome tree of the fir species. 1885 —
HeadStatiou 179 In dense scrub,.where the stately bunya-
branches drooped. 1887 J. Mathew in Curr Austral. Race
III. 161 In laying up a store of bunyas, the Blacks exhibited

an unusual foresight, a 1889 Hill in J. H. Maiden Use/.

Native PI. Australia 7 Tlie bunya is remarkable as being
the only hereditary property which any of the aborigines arc

known to possess, and it is therefore fwotected by law.

Bunyip (b»*nyip). Also bunyup.
1. The aboriginal name of a fabulous monster

inhabiting the rushy swamps and lagoons in the

interior of Australia.

1848 Westgabth Australia Felix jgi Certain large fossil

bones.. have been referred by the natives., to a huge animal
of extraordinary appearance, called in some districts the

Bunyup, in others tiie Kianpraty, which they assert to be
still alive. 1888 Athenaeum 14 Jan. 47/2 1 here arc plenty

of sea-gods, little better than salt-water kelpies or marine
bunyips. 1888 Andrews Temple Mystic x In the forest

dim, where the black bunyip cretps, roused from the dank
morasses. 1891 'Coo-ke' Tales Australian Life ^-j^yi^hca

a black fellow disappears, it is generally understood that the

Bunyip has got bold of him. 1894 A. Robertson Nuggets,

etc 61 A weird boom, frouk bittern or bunyip, came isom the

swamp.
2. An impostor. Hence attrib,

185a MuNDY Antipodei ix. (1858) 215 Bunyip became, and
remains a Sydney synonyme for impostor^ pretender, hum,
bug^ and the like. 1853 W. C. Wentworth in Sir H.
Parkes I'i/ty Vcofs Austral. Hist. (1892) I. 41 A mushroom,
a Brummagem, a bunyip anstocracy.

Buoy, sb. 3. Add:
1870 Lhambers's Jml. 15 Jan. 34/3 This 'buoy-shifting'

is a duty which calls forth all the skill and energy of the

officers and men. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Buoy-safe, a
metallic body divided into compartments, by which it is

braced, and having water-tight doors opening to the inside.

X921 Diet, Occup. Terms (1927) 5 731 Buoy master.

Buoyag'e. Add to def. : Also, buoys collec-

tively, a series of buoys which mark out a channeL
i8s5 in Ogilvie SuppL

Bar, "burr, sb. Add :

6. b. An ornamental veneering wood or veneer,

esp. of walnut, containing knots. Also aUrib., as

burr-walnut, Cf. *Burl sb. 4 b.

1885 Spons* Mechanics' Oum Bk. 357 Walnut burrs are

best cut with scissors. 1901 Traiiesman s CataL i Bedroom
Suite, in solid American Walnut and Burr. 1908 Daily
Report 5 Sept. 8/2 A burr-walout armoire. 1933 Daily
Mail 23 Jan. 1 Sideboard in oak . . with finely figured panels

of burr walnut.

Bnran (b»Tan), [Central Asian Turkt.] In

Central Asia, a snowstorm, esp. one accompanied
by high winds; a blizzard.

x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 76 Gales with snow {burMi,
tttyatels\ lasting from two to three days..are especially



BUBANO.
1898 J. T. BlALBT tr. Sven

nese burans or snow-
dangerous to man and beast,

tiedin's Through Asia viiL I. 99 Tl

hurricanes come on with startling suddenness.

BnrailO Cb«ra"n<»). The name of aa island

near Venice, used attrib. in Burano lace, a needle-

made lace having a net ground, resembling Alenfon
and Brussels lace.

l88a Caulfeilo & Saward Diet. Nudlrwork 56/1.

Burberry (bojbari). The trade name dis-

tinctive of cloth or clothing made by the firm of
Burberrys Ltd.

1903 Burherty Yam Proi/s 3 Burberry Yam Proof Coat-
ings. 19x5 T. CASSEI.S Men Knitted Heart iii. 37 Somebody
presented to him once a Burberry. X919 C. Orb Giffrions
Thing iii. She was clad in a drooping burberry coat.

Burble, si.^ Delete fObs. and add :

3. .\ murmnrons flow of words.
189B G. W. Stievens With Kitchener tu Khartum 33 An

inarticulate burble more like the sound of a distant railway
train than any known form of human speech. 1909 J. H.
Skrike Fastor Ovium 140 What 1 listened to was a tnirble

of platitudes in a honeyed voice. 1^3 Btackw. Mag. Dec
767/1 The low burble of petition<reaaingand the murmurous
flow of false evidence were still proceeding.

Burble, v.^ Add

:

2. a. intr. To speak mormnrously. b. trans.
To say (something) mnrmorously.
1891 KirLiMC Light that Failed viii. Yon only burble and

call me names. 1906 B'.stss vox Hi;ttkk ii'hat became of
Pom ill. iv, Miss Wantage .. began to burble, and then to
roar. 1910 Mllforo J. Nelittn vii. 67 ' Forty feet of rope
an" a sycamore tree,' burbled Smitty. loai Btaekw. Mag.
July 31/2 A sleepy dinner it was. We burbled a few plans for
next day, and fell asleep by the Are. X9aa Shi>rt Storiet
Feb. 57/2 'Good old Uacle Alfred !' he l,urbled.

Hence Bu'rbUoK vil. sb.

191a Blaciw. Mag. July 44/2 They, .hold his answering
burblings to be the divine voice of KalL

Borbung (bSubw]). Also bnrbons. [Native
name.] Tlie ceremony of initiation into the privi-

leges of manhood practised by aboriginal natives
of New South Wales.
1904 G. S. Hali, Adolescence II. 240 Some Australian

tribes have typical and elaborate initiation ceremonies,
called Burbting or Bora, for their adolescents.

Burdekin (ba-idekin), the name of a river on
the eastern seaboard of Queensland, Australia ; used
attrib. in Burdtkin plum, an Australian timber tree

(see quots.); Burdekin vine, an Australian vine,

Vitii ( Cistus) opaca, bearing large edible tnben,
also called Round Yam.
iail9 J. H. Maioim Usefnt Native PL Australia 67 Vitit

Otaca, ' Burdekin Vine ',
' Round Yam '. /iid. 599 S/imdias

/teagrna, ' Sweet Plum ', or ' Burdekin Plum'. 1909 Encycl.
Brit. XXXI 1 . 108 Other orders . . furnish equally serviceable,
l>rf»ailcd timber, particularly the following :—* Harden
Flnfll* {^leiatynium Solattiitrt).

Burden, ib. Add

:

2. phr. The white maris burden: a rhetorical
expression for the responsibility of the white for
the coloured ratxs.

i8(y Kirum White Mast's Burden vi. Take up the While
Mans burden—Ye <lar« not stoop to less. 191a Joao
Ctmimtss S4sue TlUatoty 135 Little n.uianalised Jingoes who
are ready enough to adopt any parrot cry such as * The
White Man's Burden ', or lite iCaltur of the Fatherland'.

VI. 13. pi. The floor boards of a rowing boat.
SitU burdens, the side seats in a rowiiig boat.
1857 P. CoLQUHouN Comp. ^Oartmas^t Guide* 29 The

floonng is termed ^/<^A^j«r. Ibid. 31 SidebwriAgnsatnexir^
thvraru laid in provisiooally to carry sitters : burthens are
the bottom boards. tSoS Aiisnco Did. Sea Tertni 37 la
boats the burdens are the foocwaUn|^

Burdensome, " Add

:

2. Cap.iblc of carrying a good burden. 1/.S.
"7*3 Bcstan Even. Post 9 May (ThJ A very good and

burthensome Schooner for sale. 1834 M. ScoTT Cruise
Midge xviii, ' Pull under the stern of that large ship '. ,

.• A
fine burdensome craft that, sir.' iSk Hoffman Winter in
West 1 1. 68 The burthensocne steamCoacs from New-Orleans
reach here at the lowest suge of the river.

Bure. Delete t Obs. and add :

2. (.See quots.)

1909 ll'estm. Gaz. 4 Sept. 15/1 A favourite material with
some of the best French designers is the coarse sacking of
which nuns make their dresses.. .Itis called bure; the finer
makes of il are coiabioed with velvet. lUd. 9 Oct. i s/i The
fabric of the aeaseo i* ondaobudly the coarse bure which
takes its name fitjiB the ataffand lor the onstumes of monks
in the Middle Ages.

Bureau. Add : L b. A chest of drawers. U.S.
i»i9 St. Ltnit Enquirer ij Sept. (Th.) Ixwk in the

boreaui and trunks of modern men of fashion and see the
Biunbcr ofcoats, waistcoats, pantaIooiu,&c iMfgi Somtlusns
Lit. Messenger 111. 333 The only bureau and the only roclt-
ing<hair were in Charlotte's room. 1890 Mas. CuSTia
Folltnving Gtiidon 253 Our bureaus were lllways called
bureaus; but they were in fact packing boxes.

C. attrib.

»»S4 Marv J. HocMES Tem^t «, Sunshine xxiii 328
Safely stowed away at the bottom of her bnreau.drawer .

.

wasabigdauuerreo-type. 1863'GAiL Hamilton 'Co/a-Z^o^j
20I They are lyin^ .. wr.ipped in oiled-silk in the upper
bureau.drajrer. 1866 .Mrs. Whitney L. Gttldthmaile L
Sunding there with her hand upon the bureau-knob. /Hd.
vi,_Bits_of most delicate ferns. .filled a great shallow Iiulian
china dish upon her bureau-top.

Bureaucrat, (tjirlier example.)
i(4a MorLEV Crrr. m Jan. 1. 94, I don't know whether I

18S

have ever described to you the great bureaucrat [Count
Nesselrode] of the great autocrat [Emperor of Russia].

Bureaucratize(biu»r(;-krat9iz),i». [f. Bureau-
CKATic + -IZE.] trans. To govern by a bureaucratic
administration or system. Hence Bureau'cra-
tizing vbl. sb. ; Bnrean:cratixation.
189s ScHAFFLE Impossibilily Soc. Deiiiocr. 39, I do not by

any means contemplate the bureaucratizing and nationaliza-
tion of industry. 19SO Times Lit. Supfl. 2 Sept. 559/2 The
centralization ofpower, .was. .accompanied by a progressive
system of bureaucratization, igao Contemf. Rev. Dec. 882
I [ proved itself to be a mere bureaucratization ofdistribution.
Burette. Add

:

3« A cruet used for the wine or the water at the
Eucharist.
1856 J. C. RoBiiMoN Invent. Objects Miis. Ornamental

Art sj Plated Flagon or Burette. Ibid. App. 11 Pair of
Sacramental Cruets, or ' Burettes '. 187a O. Shifter's Gloss.
Beet. Terms 79/r.

Bxu^. Add

:

2. A town or city. U.S. coUoq.
1846 Sou Smith Theatrical Ap^ent. 189 You will have

the greatest congregation ever assembled in this burg. 1874
J. C. McCoy Historic Si. 44 The business of the burg
(.Abilene in 1867] was conducted in two small rooms, ibid.
64. 1888 Basils Creeh Weekly Jml. 8 Feb., If successful, it
will make a lively burg in the next few years. 1903A Adams
Log Comboy vi. 71 The wagon and a number of the boys
went into the burg. ibid. 264 We were less than five miles
from the burg.

Burgh, var. of *Bdeo 2.

1901 Marah E. Ryan Montana viiL 114 Well, I think I'll

rc»t my weary body in this ' burgh ' for a few weeks to come.
Burga, boorga (bu«-aga). [app. dial. var.

\<\\yi. purga^ A storm of wind and sleet in Alaska.
1896 Kipling Seven Seas ji Ever they wait the winter's

bate as the thundering baorgm tails.

Burgeon, sb. Add

:

4. (.Mso burgen.) A boss tised for the cover of
a book, to prevent injury to the binding.
1889 Cinl. Diet.

Burgher, sb. Add :

4. A citizen of the Transvaal Republic or of the
Orange Free State before the South African War of
1899-1902. Also attrib.

lifn BaRTlE F>K*i, etc. Speeches Cape Tovm 24 To en.
courage the brave Burghers and Southey's Volunteers to do
their best to put an end to the war on the northern border of
the Colony. 1879 (////r) Interview between . . Sir Bartle Frere,
and the Deputation from the Boer Committee, At the
Burgher Camp, April. 1879. 1881 F. R. Statham Blacks,
Boers, t, British in. 43 To save them from annihilation at
the hands of the Free Slate burghers, the Basutos were, in
i868,taken under British protection. 1898 Krugee in South
Africa i Jan. ii/t Burghers and fellow-countrymen, the
times are such thata wise and judicious development of our
sources of aid requires the most earnest consideration. 1899
Weitm.Gax. II Dec. 6 a Earl Grey, late Administrator of
Rhodesia, deduces one ler^n from the war—the immense
value of thr burgher principle, which found its counterpart
in lCn:;Iand in the V'oluntecr movemenL
Buxvheress (bs-jgarwi). [f. Bitrgher sb. +

-Ksal.J A female burgher.
19SI Westm. GoM. 7 May 2/2 Stoat German burgheresses

Suiolling the slieeU in whaleboned uniforms. 191a Miss
ROIHSHTOH Between two Stools ix, A tender.bearted

butgher-eas of Caiterwell.

Burgherly (bougaili), a. [f. Bdbohkb sb. ^
-Lvl.] Of or belonging to a burgher.
176a tr. Buiching's Syst. Geog. IV. 445 The town consists

of what are called free aiMl burgherly bouses, as also of free
ami burgherly inhabitants, and of the garrison. The free
inhabitants are exempt from all burgherly burden.s. Ibid.
V. 381 Other vilbges, hamlets, and subjects,, .over which it
formerly enjoyed burgherly jurisdiction, laai Daily Chron.
19 Feb. 3 There met tn Bruges, .a princely and tiurgherly
splendour.

Burglar (b»JgUj),». [f. thesb.] a. trans. To
steal (goods) or rob (a placie) as a burglar, b. intr.
To commit a burglary. Cf. BnitOLi v. Hence
BuTgUrod, Ba-Txlaring/y/. adjs.
1890 .Mrs. HuHGEEroai> Btrti Cofueite II. xiii. 128 He

ceriainly burglared Nan. He broke into the house, .and stole
her away. 1890 Mercury (Tasmania) 27 Dec, A news agency
. . was bur^red yesterday morning. 1909 Daily Ckron. 31
Aug. yi.* Raffles* remains a more endeared and far more
possible character than the hurglariuK * Duke '. 1930 W. T.
GazMrxLl. Lalrrador Doctor iv. 76 He . . got alarmed when
busy burglaring. 19S8 Sunday Dispatch 22 July 12/4 The
bur.;larcd shop.

Burglarize, v. (Earlier examples.)
1871 Southern Mag. Apr. (De Vere) The Vankeeisms

donated, collided, and burglarized, have been badly used up
by an English magazine-writer. 1876 Congress. Rec. July
4419/2, I found that the house of a lady moving in good
soaety had been burglarized.

Hence Bu-rglsrizing vbl. sb.

1871 ScHELE DF. Verk Americanisms (1872) 655 In like
manner the burglar's otxupation has been designated as
burglarizing.

Burgle (birig'l), x*.2 [f. BuBOLB v.] An act of
burgling ; a burglary.
18^ Punch 26 Jan. 17/2 The Burble Song. 1898 Tit-Bits

26 Feb. 418/1 This aftenKX>n we did a little burgle on our
own account.

Burgomaistersliip. [-ship.] The office of
burgomaster.
tSgfi Daily A'rrvs .'8 .^pr. ^/5 Dr. LOger.. proceeded to the

Town Hall and communicated his renunciation of the
Burgomastership. 1909 Daily Chron. 25 May 6/7 The burgo-
masienhip of Breslau.

BTTBKA.

Burgoo. Also burgout. Add :

2. U.S. A soup made with a variety of meat and
vegetables, used especially at outdoor feasts in
some Southern states.

1889 Century Diet. 1S89 Farmer Americanisms. 1906
Washington Post 16 June 6 Who, excepting Kentuckians
and their favored Southern friends and kinsmen, has ever
really known the bliss of genuine burgoo? 1906 H. O. Pitt-
man Belle ofBlue Grass C. xix. 272 The old timers smacked
their lips as they,. .in fancy,.. tasted the burgout.

Burgoyne (bSugoin). A iointed trenching tool
used as a spade or an axe, with a perforated blade
enabling it to be used as an extemporized mantelet.
1884 Knight Diet. Meeh. Suppl. 147/2.
Burgundy. Add

:

2. c. A red wine resembling the Burgundy of
France, made in and imported from other wine-
growing districts, esp. Australian and Califomiau
' Burgundy '.

l88« Ccttal. Colonial ^ Ind. Exhitition, W. Australian
Court S3 One dozen Burgundy, vintage 1882. Ibid., S. Aus-
tralian Court 36/2 Number of gallons manufactured last
vinuge 18,000 ; of Burgundy type. 1888 W. ^ A. GUbey's
Wine List n Australian Wines—..Burgundy Red. 1894
C. V. Oldham California Wines 8 Of natural dry red wines,
the Burgundy types are perhaps the best.

d. A shade of red of the colour of Burgundy wine.
1881 House/told Words 9 July 215/2 New colours in gloves

are steel and burgundy. 1891 Daily Nevis 30 Dec. 2/2 Every
tone of red, from brilliant military scarlet to the deep claret
and burgundy tones. 1897 Ibid. 14 Dec. 8/7 The tint was a
deep rich burgundy, with amethystine hues in the high lights.

6. Burgundy mixture, a preparation of soda and
copper sulphate used for spraying potato-tops to
destroy fungi.
Z894 Board ofAgric. «r Fisheries, Leaflet No. 23 By the

use of Bordeaux or Burgundy mixture, the spores of the
fungus are prevented from germinating.

Burhel (b»-rel). Also burrell, burrhel,
barhal. [Hindi biara/.} The wild sheep of the
Himalayas.
1838 Proc. Zool. Soc. 79 A skin of the Burrhal Sheep

from the Himalaya Mountains. 1840 [bid. 68 The Burrhel
would seem to inhabit a much loftier region of the Himalaya
than the Nahoor. i88a Encycl. Brit. XII. 742 The barhal,
or blue wild sheep. 1886 Ibid. XXI. 785/1 In Nepal and
Little Tibet, is . . the burrhel. Oris nahoor. 1887 Field
19 Feb. n-i/i, 1 had a shot at a small burrell and missed.
1914 H. Whistler In High Himalayas xiii. 165 We found
the tracks of burhel on some bore soil.

Buri 1 (bus-ri). [Tagalog.] The talipot palm.
Also attrib.

'899 J- Foreman Philippine Isl. ^-s-j Tall buri palms.
Ibid. 448 The canoe . . was gaily decked out with festoons
o( buri. 1911 C. B. Robinson in Philippine Jml. Science
June io6 'Ihree different parts of the leaves of the buri
palm are used for hats. I9S< Commerce » Industry Jml.
(Manila, P. I.) Nov. 6 In the trade, 'bun hats' refer only
to those made of the blenched btiri leaf, as distinguished
from those made from the unbleached leaves which are
known as the ' Arayat hats '.

Buri * (bfl»-ri). [Native name.] An amygda-
laceous tree, J'arittarium laurinum, native to the
Fiji Islands, producing a nut from which putty is

made {Cent. Diet. 1889).

Bunal. 5. Add : burial-case U.S. (examples)

;

burial permit U.S., a certificate authorizing the
burial of a deceased person.
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 191 Every possible variety in

which iron can be cast, from a butt binge to a *burial case,

1853 Trans. Mich. Agrie. Soe. IV. 108 Stevens & Tug,
Detroit, [exhibited] two metallic burial cases, a valuable
improvemenu c 1870 ' Mark Twain ' Sketches Wks. XIX.
259, I am ulking about your high-toned, silver mounted
burial-case. 1888 St. Louis Globe Democrat (Farmer)
Yesterday's "Burial Permits. 1908 Daily Chron. 22 May
x/3 The case.. has developed sensational features through
the refusal of the authorities to grant a burial permit.

Buriat (b«Tiat). Also Buryat. A member
of a race of Mongolians inhabiting the borders
of Lake Baikal, Siberia. Also attrib. or adj.
= Btula'tlc a., belonging to the Buriat race.
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 29 The Buriates constitute one of

the three great divisions of nations into which the Mongols
are divided. 1895 Westm. Gat. 23 Nov. j/i The thirty
Mongolian Burials who, on the Emperor's initiative, have
been brought to St. Petersburg for their education, s^a
Ibid. 28 Feb. 2/1 Disguised as a Buryat, and accompanied
by one Buiyatic Cossack . . I set off. 1903 Daily Chron. 18
^fov. 3/2 He made the experiment . . in disguise as a Buriat
Lama.

_
S9SI jfith Century May 871 The bonbons of the

new faith were cast indiscriminately amongst Circassians,
Hindoos, Kirghizes, ..Buryats and Negroes.

Burka ' (bn-iki). Also burqa, boorka, burko.
[Hind, (from Arabic) «Jj burqae-.] A long veil

worn in public places by Asiatic women to screen
them from the vie^v of men and strangers.

1005 HoLMAN Hunt Pre-liaphaelitism I. 386 His pleadings
to l>e allowed to satisfy his eyes as to the features hidden
under the black burko. 1905 Daily Chron. 16 Nov. 5/4
The Begum was clothed in strictest purdah costume, and
wore a burka. 1917 Blncbvo. Mag, Alay 755/1 A burka with
netted eyeholes. 1929 Daily Express 15 Jan. i/i 'I'he Queen
[of Afghanistan] is wearing the boorka—a heavy shapeless
garment which effectually hides her beauty.

Burka 2 (b^p-iki). Also boorka, bunia.
[Knss. BypKa.] A short round cloak of a coarse

material worn by Russians, Poles, and Moldavians.



BUBL.

iot« J. Y. Smpsoil Stlf-Discm. RuaU 138 Caucasian

Cossack officers with.. black burka sweeping behind them.

sou Btackzv. Mar. Feb. i8o/a The ample folds of the ankle.

tone burqa. loa? Hid. Sept 299/' Broad-built men, like

giants in their hairy boorkas and astrakhan caps.

Burl, sb. Add : 4. b. An overgrown knot or

excrescence in walnut and other woods, used in

veneering ; also, a log or piece of timber containing

such a knot ; also, a veneer made with this wrood.

Cf. »BUR, BDBB, sb.zh.
tSSs Spoxs' MechiHia' Oam Si. 356 French walnut burls.

7*1.1'., The ash burls.. avoid the necessity of a stay log by

having a sufficient part of the trunk on which the burl grew

left to serve for this purpose.

Bn-rlap, v. [f. Burlap j*.] rrans. To wrap

round with burlap.

xor? Latiies Home JrnL Dec 109/2 Evergreens should

be balled and burlapped, if they are to be successfully trans-

planted. Ibid., Insist on carefully balled and burlapped stock.

Hurleys' (bo-Jli). U.S. [? personal name.] An
American tobacco, of which there are two varieties,

red and white.
iMi Seutktrn Plcuitcr in B. W. Arnold Tohacco Ind.

(1897) 35 The White Burley produced in the west has now
thoroughly substituted our dark grades. 1900 in Yearbk.

1/.S. Deft. Agric. 435 The White Burley is entirely air

cured, except in exceedingly damp weather, when wood

fires may be used. 1909 lyntm. Gat. 10 Feb. 5/2 From the

Blue Grass also comes most of what is called the Burley,

another fine ejuality, which is made into chewing tobacco

for the American and German.

Bunnan (bo-imsen), a. and si. Also f Birman,
Burmhan. [f. Burma + -an.] Of or belonging

to, a native of, Burma ; also, the Burman language.

tSoo M. SvuES Embassy to Ava 7 The Birmans. .became

masters of Ava. 1814 F. Carey Gram, Burman Lang, i The
Burman alphabet consists of forty-five letters. Ibid. 39 This

mark U is the only stop the Burmans have. i8ai Hiram Cox
^,titlc) Journal of a Residence in the Burmhan Empire. i8»6

Pop. Dcscr. Burma 1 The vast region of Asia, .comprehend-

ing the Birman empire, the kingdoms of Siam and Anam.
Ibid. 10 The Birman, which is spoken in Ava and Arracan,

\^yi Penny Cyct. IV. 439 Among the vegetable productions

of the Birman forests the teak holds the first place. 1883

A. P. Phayrk Hist. Burma i The Burman people . . were

formed into a nation by the union of Mongoloid tribes.

Surmese (b»Jrarz),<j. and sb. Also tBirmese.
[f. Burma + -ESE ] A. adj. Of or belonging to

Burma or the Burmans.
i8a3 A. JuDSoNinF.Waylandj1/</«. (1853) I. 256 Translated

from the Burmese original. i8a7 H. G. Beli. in Constable's

Misc. IX. (title) A Narrative of the Late Military and Poli-

tical Operations in the Birmese Empire. x84a A. Judson
Burmese Lang. 5 The Burmese alphabet consists of ten

vowels, .and thirty two consonants. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV.

551 Tile Burmese empire with its present limits contains no

maritime districts, igao Blackxu. Mag. Oct. 519/2 Adorable

Burmese babies.

b. in the specific names of minerals, fauna, etc.,

found in Burma, as Burmese naphtha. Burmese
squirrel, a squirrel native to Burma and Tenas-

serim, closely allied to Sciurus caniceps. Burmese
worm, a mulberry-feeding silkworm founddomesti-

cated in India.

1858 FowNES Man. Chem. (ed. 7) 655 The Burmese naphtha
(Rangoon tar) .. consists principally of li(]uid homologucs of

marsh gas, associated with small quantities of hydrocarbons

of the benzol-series, (etc.1. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 60

Bombyx arracttnensis^ the Burmese worm. Ibid. 438 Bur-

mese squirrel.

B. sb. L Natives (also, a native) of Burma.
i8s4 in W. James Naiial Hut. Gt. Brit. (1837) VI. 465

The Burmese jumping overboard to save themselves,

1842 A. JuusoN Burmese Lang. 9 The character * .. is

reckoned among the consonants, by the Burmese. 1876

Encycl. Brit. IV. 551 The sugar cane appears to have been

long known to the Burmese. Ibid. 552 The Burmese in

person have the Mongoloid characteristics. X876 J. Bradley
Trav. 4- Sport ii. 29 These people, like all other Burmese,
were vivacious and noisy. i88J G. C. Whitworth Anglo-
Ind. Diet. 54/2 Burtnan. a native of Burma, a Burmese.

2. The language or literature of the natives of

Burma.
xSas A. Judson Burmese Lang. 6 The pronunciation of the

cerebrals and the dentals, though different in the Sungskrit,

is the same in the Burmese. x8o4 R. F. St. John Burmese
Reader Pref., It is a great mistake to suppose that Burmese
. .can be learnt properly from a phrase-book.

Burmite (boumsit). \i. Burma y-\'rs,'^.'\ A
variety of amber found in Burma, used by the

Chinese in the manufacture of objects of art.

X909 in Cent. Diet. SuppL

Bum, sb.^ Add

:

L b. spec. An instance of burning the vegetation

on land as a means of clearing it for cultivation.

(Cf. Burning vbl. sb. 8 a.) c. A place where the

trees or brush have been burned ; a clearing in the

woods made in this way. 6'^^'.

x86x Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 489, 1 considered two crops
of small grain equal to a burn. x868 Amer. Naturalist
Oct. 468 'i'bey \sc. deer] resort always to a recent burn,
when grass and weeds are just shooting again and are soft.

xSya Rep. Vermont Board Agric, 350 Mr. Hoyey.. spoke
of the injury resulting from heavy burns in clearing land.

4. The quality of tobacco-leaf as indicated by its

greater or less reduction to ash when smoked.
: xgox Yearbk, U,S. Dept. Agric 165 (Cent. D. Suppl.).

. 5. An injury to which tobacco-leaf is liable in

186

the process of curing, as the result of excessive

moisture in the air.

X909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Bum, vy Add :

8. d. To spend or use freely; esp. /« Aaw 'money,

etc.) to burn, to have in abundance or to spare,

orig. U.S.
X897 Congress. Rec. Mar. 400/1 Mr. Simpson:—You have

plenty of time. Mr. Payne:—No; I have not got time

to burn. X904 Louisville Courier Jml. 2 July 5 She has

..already had literary experience to burn. X909 ' O.

Henry ' Options (1916) 76 The gentleman of the family had

owned plantations and had slaves to burn. X9X0 W. M.
Raine B. O'Connor 39 We'll keep an eye on the gambling

hells and see who is burning up money, xgxx H, Quick
Yellowstone N. ix. 240 The gall of my swearing against

these big men that had money to burn. X915 ' Ian Hay
First Hundred Thous, xvi. (1916) 220 Vou will get baccy

and cigarettes to burn out there. X9X7 H. A. Vachell Fish-

fingle X, Why not ? I have money to burn. X928 Sunday
Express 6 May 6 People in the Sutes have ' money to bum .

9. b. To burn the earth or wind: to go at full

speed. U.S.
1903 A. Adams j^o;- C(»w^(»y iii. 37, I washalf a milein the

lead burning the earth like a canned dog. 1910 W. M.Raine
B. O'Connor so So burn the wind, and go through the car

on the jump. Ibid. 57 When he finds out how the horse he s

after is burning the wind, his suspicions grow stronger.

13. C. To bum on : to add (a part) to an injured

or incomplete casting by running in a stream of

molten metal.
x8S8 Lockwooits Diet. Terms Meek. Engin. 53 A sand

mould of the portion to be burned on is made and placed

in proper juxtaposition to the old casting in the bed of the

foundry floor.
. .

f. To vulcanize (india-rubber) by mixing it wUh
sulphur or metallic sulphids and heating it.

1900 Sadtler Handbk. Indust. Chem. (ed. 3) 106 In vul-

canizing by the first process, that of ' burning ', as it is

termed, the crude caoutchouc is mixed with varying amounts

of sulphur.

14. f. To swindle. U.S. slang. ? Obs.

X844 Philad. spirit of Times 19 Aug. (Th.) Two negro

burners were arrested in the act of trying to burn two Potts-

ville boatmen with a plated chain worth about fifteen cents.

15. (Later examples.)
x8sx C. Cist Cincinnati 250 Henry Albro, who was burnt

out some months since, on Front street, has recently put up

new veneer and saw mills, a 1861 T. Winthrop Jokn Brent

i. 7 They had been burnt out, they had been cleaned out,

they had been drowned out.

18. To bum out : to fuse by means of an electnc

current. Cf. burn-out b, s.v. *BURN- 3.

X9S4 Discovery June B3/2 The Germans were using some
objectionable form of frightfulness that burnt out the mag-
netos of French planes flying across German zones.

Bum-. Add :

3. With the verb + adv., as burn-out, (a) a com-

plete destruction by fire ; (b) Electr. the fusing of

a wire or other electric conductor by excess of

electric current ; also attrib., as burn-outfuse, alloy,

one that melts at a comparatively low temperature

and serves as a safeguard against damage by excess

of current.

1903 Daily Chron. 29 June 7/5 It has been a bum-out of

three floors and roof destroyed. X907 Installation Ne^us

Mar. 4/1 Incipient fires and burnouts, due to the earthing

of high voltage systems on building fronts, etc.

Burner. Add:
1. o. A swindler. ? Obs. U.S. (Cf. *BnRN v. 14 f.)

X838 Lexington Observer ^ Reporter 3 Nov., He pulls out

his pocket book, it is seized by the burner who makes oflf

with it. iSaa Pkilad. Spirit of Times 15 Jan. (Th.) The
burners make better plots than most of our dramatists.

1845 Congress. Globe 6 Jan. App. 1 18/1 The Empire Club lof

New York].. consisted of gamblers, pickpockets, droppers,

burners, thimble-riggers and the like.

4. b. Welsbach incandescent gas burner, a burner

devised by Auer von Welsbach for producing an

incandescent light by means of a mantle (see

Mantle sb. 5 g) and Bunsen burner. Also called

the Auer, incandescent, or Welsbach burner.

X894 [see Incandescent a. i dj. _X9oa Encycl. Brit. XXX.
260/2 Incandescent Burners. The invention of the ^Velsbach

mantle places at the disposal of lighthouse authorities the

means of producing a light of high intensity.

5. A blow-lamp for heating old paint to facilitate

its removal {Cent. Diet, Suppl. 1909).

Burnet, sb,^ Add :

3. In the names of species of moths belonging to

the genus Anthrocera ; cf. bumet-tnoth in 2.

iSu J. Rennie Butter/l.tf Moths 22 The Melilot Burnet.
..The Trefoil Burnet. ..The Five Spot Burnet. \^\ igtk

Cent. Feb. 273 The Zygaenidae, or Burnets.

Bumliam (bS-jnam), name of Harry Lawson
Webster Lawson, first Viscount Burnham, who
was chairman of the Standing Joint Committee of

Education Authorities and Teachers, set up on the

1 2th Sept., 1919 ; hence applied to the scale of

salaries, etc. recommended by him.
X9X0 yml. Education Jan. 18 The notable modesty of the

proposals of the Burnham Committee on Salaries. X9ax Ibid.

July 426 The Burnham scale of salaries.

Burning, vbl.sb. 8. b. Add: Also, the quantity

of bricks burnt at one operation.

1901 Pall Mall Gai. a Dec 8/2 No two burnings (a burning

is a kiln fuUof bricks) nave exactly the same shade of colour.

BUBRA SAHIB.

Bumsian (bc'Jnzian), a. and sb. [f. the name
of Robert Bums (i 7,59-96) -H -IAN.] a. adj. Of or

relating to Bums, his works, or his style, b. sb.

An admirer of Burns or his works. So also Bnm-
Bia*sia [-ana], things connected with Burns.

Ba'mslte = ^Buunbian sb.

1904 Daily Chron. 22 Aug. 3/1 The accumulating litera-

ture of Burnsian topography. 1905 iVestm. Gaz. 13 Apr.

12/1 Collectors of Burnsiana. X909 Daily Chron. 14 Aug.
3/1 All Burnsites—common or peculiar. Ibid., Devotees
of the Burnsian cult. 1920 Glasgow Herald 28 July 6

A representative gathering of Scottish Burnsiaiis.

Bumsides (bcunssidz), sb. pi. U.S. [f. the

proper name : see below.] ' A style of beard such

as that affected by General Bamside (1824-81),

consisting of a mustache, whiskers, and a clean-

shaven chin' (Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).
1930 Publishers' IVeekly (N. Y.) 8 Feb. 679 In the days of

copper-toed boots and bumsides .. our grandfathers were
buying this book.

Burnt, ppl. a. .\dd : 6. C. (See quot.)

X909 Daily Chron. 23 Feb. 7/2 The buyer should beware
of. .burnt furs. Such furs have been over-dyed, and the

hair will soon become rusty and fall out.

7. burnt almond, an almond enclosed in burnt

sugar; hence, a fashion shadeof brown ; burnt cork
sb. used attrib. in burnt-cork artist, a negro minstrel

(see Nboro 3); burnt-cork v., to blacken (the

face and hands) with burnt cork in imitation of the

negro complexion ; burnt feed Austral, (see quot.).

x8«> Family Friend III. 327/1 Put a 'burnt almond.,
in the centre. zSoa Encycl. Pract. Cookery 14/2 Pound
the Burnt Almonds .. in a mortar. X89S CasselCs Fam.
Mag. June 554/1 [A bonnetj of burnt-almond straw.

X913 * Ascott R. Hope' Half and HalfTrag. 121 Treat-

ing me to twopence worth of ' burned almonds*. 1873—
Night Before Holidays (1874) 98 We had one very fine false

beartl,.. and there was plenty of *burned cork to be had.

X909 Daily Chron. 31 July 6/1 He was among the earliest of

the 'Christy ^Iinstrcls , and., was in the front rank of bumt-
cork artists. X885 Jeroixe On tktStage 3 We . . *bumt^:orked
our hands and faces. 1898 Daily NeTvs 6 May 2/6 For money-
making it is necessary to wear masks or to burnt-cork the

face. X848 H. W. Haycarth Busk Life Australia vil 73
A patch of * *burnt feed ' (as the young herbage is called

which springs up . . where the old grass has been .set on fire).

8. Burnt {colour), a deep shade of yellowish

brown ; hence burnt, burnt-coloured adjs.

X896 Daily Neivs 2 July 8/7 Hats of * burnt ' straw, this

being the technical name of a deep shade of yellowish

brown. X899 Westm, Gaz. 20 Apr. 3/3 Bumt-coloured
straw. X9J3 IVeekly Disfatch 25 Feb. 14 Colours : Navy,
. .Nut, Mastic and Burnt

b. Of a colour or shade of colour : Having the

appearance of loss of brightness by scorching rather

than by fading.

X9a3 Daily Mail 15 Feb. 5 Coloured Shantung... In a full

range of new colourings, including. .Rose, Burnt Orange,
Almond, [etc.]. Ibid. 19 Mar. 1 Burnt Gold.

Bumwood (be Jnwud). A species of sumac,

Rhus Metopium, fotmd in the West Indies and
southern Florida.

1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl., Bumwood of the West Indian
negroes. Rhus Metopium.

Bur-oak, burr-oak. U.S. [Bur sb. 8.] A
North American variety of oak {Quercus macro-

carpa), so called from the appearance of the acorn ;

the overcup or mossycup oak.

o. x8x5 D. Drake Cincinnati iL 82 The most valuable

timber trees are the. .bur oaks. X83X Peck Guidefor Emi-
grants 11. 122 Several oaks—as, over cup bur oak, (etc).

,845 J. Gregg Commerce ofPrairies 1 1. 194 Large black and
bur-oak. x88a Econ. Geol. IlliiioisW. 3 The timber, .consists

principally of the swamps white oak, pin oak, bur oak, [etc].

fi. x8x8 in Trans. III. State Hist. Soc. 1910, 157 The most
Common timber is . . Pin and Burrh Oak, Walnut, [etc].

183s Hoffman Winter in IVest I. 218 A pile of burr-

oak, which makes a capital fire, flames up the enormous
wooden chimney before me. 1848 J. F. Coofes Oak Open.

I. i. 10 The uees..were what is called the 'burr-oak', a

small variety of a very extensive genus. x86i Trans. III.

Agric. Soc. IV. 452 Railroad men regard it as only second

to the Burr Oak for railroad ties. 1873 Congress. Rec. Jan.,

App. 7/3 Large quantities of live-oak, white-oak, burr-oak.

attrib. X840 in Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. (1855) VI. 275
Marl was examined . . in a dry burr oak plain.

Burqa, var. *Bukka 1.

Burr, J*.* Delete + Obs. and add quots.

;

x8s6 P. Cartwright .^k/o^. viii. (1858) 46, 1 struck a sudden

blow in the burr of the ear and dropped him to the earth.

1918 S. French In Valley 121, I whammed him in the burr

of the ear and piled him.

Burr, sb.'' Add : 1. a. (Earlier example.)

t6$z' Dedham Rec. 210 "Things tendered to be -sold.. the

mill itselfe,..the burze bought to make a new millstone, [etc.].

5. burr millstone (U.S.).

18x9 S. CuMMiscs IVestern Pilot 23 This, .is famous for its

quarries of stone ; from which are manufactured burr mill

stones. xSji CtST CincinneUi 182 James Bradford di Co. ..

manufacture yearly seventy-five pairs burr millstones.

Burr (bw), v,^ [f. BoRBji.''] a. intr. To use a

burr. b. trans. To excavate (a tooth) with a burr.

Hence Bu'rring vbl. sb. attrib., as burring-

engine, a dentist's machine for driving a burr-drill,

etc ; burring tool (see Borb sb.^ 2 b).

X87S Dental Cosmos XVU. s^aV/ilb the burring-engine

I ground off enough of the cusp.

Burra Sahib (bcraisa-ib). Anglo-Ind. [Hind.

bard, great, fShib master (see Sahib).] X title of
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respect used by Indians in referring to the head

of a family, the chief officer in a station, the head of

a department, etc.

1863 Trevelvan Dawk Bungalow i. Chota Sahib one
rupee give. Burra Sabib two rupee 1885 Lady Duffebin
yiceregal Life india (1885) I. 57 Ibe great lords and
ladies (Burra Sahib and Burra Mem Sahib). i9sa Bloikw.
Mag. Sept. 283/2, I made my way to the burra Police Sahib.

x^^Chitmbirs's 'Jrnl. Feb. 180 2 The Hindu.. announced
it to be the habitation of a very burra (high in station) sahib.

Burrass. (Earlier example.) Cf. Babras', and
barras sh.- in Eng. Dial. Diet.

1770 Carroll Fa/^n in ^ft^ryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 66

Pray write for 6 strong matrasses .. strongly Quilted &
Covered with Hurras or a Coarse strong Canvass.

Burrawan^ (brrawxr]). Ausiralia, Also

buddawoDg. burrowan, burvsn. [f, the name
of Mt. Biidawang^ New South Wales.] An
Australian tree, Macrozamia spiralis ; the nut pro-

duced by this tree.

18*7 P. CuMNiNGHAM ,V. S. Waits I. 221 The burwan is

a nut much relished by our natives. 1851 J. Hesdesson
Ejccurs. y, S. lyaies II. 238 The Burrowan, which grows
in a sandy soil. 1877 Emilv A. Hekom Balatut Pain^
BitdJa-wong't Cr07un 1, A Huddawong seed-nut fell to earth.

1889 J. H, Maiden Use/. Naiivt Plants Australia 41
* Burrawang Nut ', so called because they used to be, and
are to some extent now, very common about Burrawan};,

N.S.W.
Burred (b^jd), a. [f. Bub sb. + -ko 2.] Rough

and prickly like a bur.

1906 Westttt. Gaz^ 8 Sept. a/i He falls furiously on the

ball. . until it is hopelessly burredfand gashed, x^^ Glasgow
Hertdd 4 Apr. S The burred fruits are accounted for by
their clinging to the feathers of birds.

Burrell, burrhel, var. •Bukhel.

Burring, vbl. sb}- Add : burring roUera />/.,

an apparatus for removing the burrs from wool in

preparing it for carding.
itfta M'Lakkn .S/jMiuM^ (ed. a) 83 The burrs. .lie along

the fibres of wool. ..To clear them off, burrin>; rollers are

fixed oa the top of two of the lickers<in. 1888 Encycl. Brit,

XXIV. 658 The swift as it travels round is met by a aeries

of three burring rollers rotating in an opposite direction.

Burring (brrig), vbL sb,^ \l. BuBB v.3 +
-INO 1.] The pronunciation of r by uvular vibration.

i86| A. M. Beu. Prime. S^tck 190 The uvular vibration
CQHstiiutes what is called burring.

Bu*rrite. (^*^- IHsi' [f< the name of Aaron
i^Krr ; 1756-1836).] rSee quot. 1885.)
i8<M Balance (Hudson, N. Y.) 10 Aug. a5o(Th.) Burrites I

Clintonians ! Democrats I hear me or my family. 1841
KooTE Texas ^ Ttxans I. 148 Hlennerbasset's Journal..
aaserts that ihey were both Burriles. 1885 C. L. Nobton
in Afag^ Amer. Hist. XIII. 98 Hurrites, an independent

folitical party organized and led by Aaron Burr in 1797.
is existence was khort-Iived, terminating with Burr'i over-

whelming defeat at the polls the sante year.

Burro. Add to dcf. : Now esp. C/.S. (common
in Western states).

Z845 T. J. Gkeem Jnil. Texian Exptd. xii. i«6 The sick
were permitted to ride upon 'burros' (jack -asses). i88s
AV/. Frtc. Met. U.S. 569 With these atuched a borro or
horse runs the machine.

Burr-oak : see *B(jb-oak.

Burrow, sb\ Add : L a trans/.

1910 /'ractitirtur Junt 8^8 In patients who-^e occupation
necessitates frequent washing 01 the hands and arms the
tvpical burrows so usually found between the Angers and oa
the anterior aspects of the wrists may be entirely absent.

Bursati, bursautee {bos%a.-ti, boji^ti).

Anglo-Ifidian. Also bursatti, -ea. [Hindi bar^
sd/i adj., relating to rain, f. barsdt the rains.]

L A disease incident to horses during the rains,

characterized by pustular eruptions on the head and
fore-parts of ihe body.
1886 Kipling De^rttn, Ditties (1888) 62 Blister we not

for dursatil

2. A waterproof coat or rain coat.

s88o Pioiuer Mail 8 July la/i The scenery has now
been arranged for the second act of the Simla season. .and
the appropriate costume for both sexes is the decorous
bursatti.

Bursiculate (bf7isi'ki/7l?t\ a, Bot. and Anat,
[ad. mod. L. bursiculatus, f. bursicula^ dim. of I^

bursa purse.] Resembling a purse or pouch, bursi-

form.
1880 in WrBSTEa SuppL
Bursitis (brjs^i 'tis). Path. [mod.L., f. Bursa
+ -ITIS.] Inflammation of a bursa.
1857 DuMcusoM Mtd. Lex., Synofitis. . ."When it afTects

the burse it is sometimes called BursitLs. 1908 Practitiontr
June 86s Myositis, phlebitis, bursitis.

Burst, sb. 7. (Earlier example. See also

Bust sb,^)
184a T.T. jOHmoH Sights in Cold RegioHxxx. 183 Bill and

Cus had come over from the Middle Fork for a particular,
general and universal ' burst '.

Burst, V. Add :

2. d. \Viih »/. To become 'broken* or bank-
rupt
1865 DicKKNS Mut. Fr. in. xil. Then yoa think, Mrs.

Lammle. that if Lammle got time, be wouldn't burst up?—To
use an expression, .which is adopted in the Money Market.
21. To spend (money) extravagantly; esp, to

fil>end it * on the burst* or * on the spree '. slang.
189* A. Murdoch Ymskiwara Episode 37 It sounds odd to

betold^that a fellow's conscientious scruples arc lax enough

to permit him to ' burst ' $6 50c. on the very much off-chance
of ever seeing a cent of his investment again. 1908 Westm.
Gas. 31 Mar. 10/3 Two natives, .returned to visit their old
relative.^ at home, and burst a little money on the spree.

22. In pin-pool billiards, to go beyond the score

of 31. In ball-pool, to smash at the pyramid.
1890 C. C. Moore Games a/Pool 71 Burst Players. If the

player has knocked down pms whose aggregate number.

.

exceeds a total of thirty-one,, .he is then * burst ', and must
drop out of the game. Ibid, 72 When a player bursts and
a privilege is taken, the player so bursting retains the original
number in the order of its play.

Burst, ppL <7. 1. Add : Also with advs., as

burst-oulj burst-up,
1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 746/1 The bur&t-up condi-

tion of the decks.. showing.. the behaviour of the lyddite
shells.

Bursted,///. a. Add : b. 'Cleaned out, broke.*

6'^.V. colloq, (See also BuSTEi*.)
1873 Chicago Daily Tribune 30 June (Farmer, Slang)

Four lank and bursted frontiersmen.

Burster. Add : 3. Mining. A blast-hole

bored in coal not previously prepared for blasting

{Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).

Bursting, vbl. sb. Add : I. o. fig, A financial

break-down. U.S.
1834 H. Clav in Congress. Deb. 97 Feb. 747 You must

lend us I300.000, to prevent a general bursting.

Burtou^ (br-it*n). Place-name (in full Burton-

on-Trent) used attrib. in Burton aU — *Bass sb.^

ijjfi in WestM. Gaz. (1903) 24 Feb. a/3 Genuine Burton
Ale, Brew'd to (he Greatest Perfection for Keeping by Sea
and Land. 1846 Tizard Brewing {fid, 2) 114 The Burton
ales principally owe their superior qualities and uniform
permanency to the nature of the water there used. i88a
E. G. HoopiR Man. Brewing {td. 2) 118 The Burton beer

has been long noted for its hi^h character. xZ^Glassof
Pale Ale 16 The Burton Ale diamond label was not issued

until. .1857. 1896 H. G. WE1.1.S Wheels o/Chanctr\i^B\inon
and biscuit and cheese he had, which indeed, is Burton in

its proper company.

Burton^ (bout'n), Xaui. [Cf. Burton in Diet.]

A term denoting the thwartship stowage of casks,

bags, etc Also &-burton (see quots. 1846, 1867').

1846 \. Young Naut. Diet. s.v. A^burton^ Casks are said

to be stowed a>burton, when placed athwartships in the hold.

1867 Shvth Sailor's Word-bk., A •burton, the situation of
casks when they are stowed in the hold athwart ship, or in a
line with the beam, x^i Observer -2^ July 10/7 Terms as used
by stevedores.. .* Burton * to describe tlie thwart-ship stow,

age of bags, as against the fore and aft method. Ibid.

39 July 7/3, 1 have . . both stowed and worked out * Burtons

'

many scores of times during the tweuty>tive years I spent
along the East End waterside.

Burtouise (b»-Jt*n3iz), v. [f. *Bcrton1 -t-

IZE-.] trans. To harden (water for brewing) by
treatment with gypsum, salt, and sulphate of mag-
nesia.

188a E. G. HooPKR Man, Brewing (ed. 3) 120 Burtonls-

ing...A hardening mixture giving solids similar to those

of the Burton water may l>e made as follows:— Four
parts of gypsum [etcj. 189* H. E. Wright Handy Bk.
Brewers it6 The presence of bicarbonates or carbonates
may explain certain negative.. results which sometimes
attend the v> called * Btutonising * of brewing water.

Hence BiirtoaiB«r {hv'ii nsizdj) : see quot.
w^al^ Dmify Ckron, la Nov. i/a Burtonisers. .are chiefly

sulphates and chlorides of calcium and magnesium.

Bury^ V, 4. b. Add : Of a vessel : To plunge

the bows under water. U.S,
xm Outing {V .^.) Nov. 117/1 It was asserted that she

[sc. the keel schooner] was too fine forward,., that she would
bury in driving hard.

Buryat : see *BusiAT.

Bus, sb.'^ Add

:

1. b. Phr. To miss the bus (5g.) : to lose an
opportunity; to fail in an undertaking, slang.

1915 G J. Dennis Sentimenial Bloke 118 The deeds and
words of some un'appy bloke Who's missed the bus.

I9a« Daily Mail 38 Oct. 8/3 The Prime Minister has
* missed the "bus*. ..He has thrown away the greatest oppor-
tunity ever offered., to any statesman.

2. €olioq, a. An aeroplane, esp. a heavy one.

b. A motor car,

191I Aeroplane 6 Feb. 134/2 The cnstial pilot calls the
machmea 'Tjus'- 1916 C. Winche»tkr Fl)iiig Men 213
We were about a^oo feet above the * 'buses', x^x^^ AthenMum
33 May 360/a What may be called air-lingo comprises, .such
terms of affection as * the old bus '. 1911 Times Lit. Suppl.
34 Feb. 113/4 Cadets.. marching in their companies and
battalions or gadgeting with 'buses on Port Meadow.
3. attrib. and Comb, : simple attrib.. as bus

company, conductor (Conductor 7) ; bus-riding
adj. ; bua-bar, -conductor, Electr.^ a system
of conductors in a generating station on which
all the power of all the generators is collected

for distribution or, in a receiving station, on which
the power from the generating station is received

for distribution ; also attrib, (cf. Omnibus a. a c) ;

busman, the driver of a bus; a busman*s holiday

^

leisure time spent in occupations of the same nature

as those in which one engages for a living ; bus-rod
«= bus-bar; bus-top, the top of a bus, furnished with

seats for outside passengers ; also attrib,

xBg^StOASK Stand, Elect. Dict.,*Bus Rod... Synonyms—
Omnibus Rod, Wire or Bar—"Bus Bar, or Wire. 1897 Daily
News Dec 10/3 The currents of electricity generated at

these aynamos are led to one common conductor called * the

bus-bar*, igxx Engineer 10 Mar. 238/3 The busbar voltage
suddenly drupped. 1905 Times 9 Mar. 13/4 The London
and District Motor *lius Company 1846 Chambers's Jml.
V. 28/2 The only cry heard would be that of the * 'bus-con-

ductor for Paddington and Holloway. 1886 Punch 27 Nov.
254/1 Bus Conductor (shouting from the Foot-board). Wes'«
minister ! 190s Webster Suppl. s.v. Bus, Bus. .conductor,

etc. {,Elec.'). 1919 Barry Pain Problem Club x. 187 A more
obliging set of men than the London bus-conductors couldn't
be found. 1851, 1887 *busman [in Diet.]. I9«i TiWi (weekly
ed.) 19 Aug., The proverbial ' busman's holiday* is nothing
to that of the man who retires from business. 1917 Obsen'er
31 Aug. 13/2 The U.S.A. Secretary for War.. said..' No, I

did not go to see the military manoeuvres. Busmen's holidays
do not give me any delight,' Ibid, 9 Oct. 16/6 A Foreign
Secretary's holiday is in some degree a busman's holiday.
1808 Daily News 14 Apr. 7/2 The "'bus riding public.^ 1905
Vvestm. Gaz. 3 1 May 10/2 ' The Delights of London ', intro-

ducing various amusing 'imitations —in a tea-shop, on a
*'bus-top, and so forth. X9a7 Glasgow Herald 18 Aug. 9
The most interesting 'bus-top ride which London can offer.

Bus, V, Add : Also without //.

1889 Punch 3 Mar. 107/1 ' Btu *.ing on the cheap.

Bnsaim (b«zau"n). [G.] A soft reed stop on
the organ.
X876 Stainer & Barrett Diet, Mus. Terms (1898) 65/2

Btisaun. Busain. Buzain.

BuS6r (brr-sdj). (Disused.) Also busser. [f.

Bus sb.^ + -ER 1.] A bus horse.

189^ Daily Tel. 10 Nov. 10/5 [For sale] By order of the Star
Omnibus Company, six useful busers. xooo Jbid. 5 Sept.

7/2 The English ' bussers'. .performed their part admirably
as heavy artillery horses. 1901 Mom. Post 9 Apr. 8/1 Active
short-legged bussers. All warranted quiet in harness.

Bushy sb^- Add : 1. d. U.S. in pi. «= sense 9.

1879 TouRGEE FooCs Err, xxii. 130 That refuge of free

thought at the South, the woods (or ' the bushes ', as the
scraggly growth ts more generally termed). 191a Mathewson
Pitching X. 210 The youngsters, who have come from the

bushes and realize that this is their.. chance to make good.

6. b. A signalling instrument used in Cornish

pilchard fishing, local,

1880 Miss M. A. Courtney W, Cormv. Gloss, 189*
Graphic 13 Au^. 194/1 The huers on land making signals to

the boatmen with two instruments called * bushes , which
are hoops crossing each other, and covered with a white
bag, and fastened to the end of short rods.

C. The cat-o*-nine-tai!8. slang.

1895 Daily News 13 Sept. 7/6 Ihey might give him
twenty years, and he should not care, so long as they did
not order him the bush.

10. bush'<lailf -covertdy -fringed adjs.

S909 Westm. Gaz. 4 June 5/3 The *bush-clad plains of the
North-Eastern Transvaal. looi 'Linesman' Words Eye-
witness (1903) 81 The rocky *bush-covered foot of Schwartz
Kop. 1891 J. Evelyn Baffied Vengeance 47 The river

between its *bush-fritiged banks.

IL bu8h*baby, an African lemur of the species

Gaiago senegalensis (or G, moholi) ; bush-bean
(examples) ; buah-beater, (a) » Bushwhacker i

;

\b) (cf. Bush sb\ i b, fig^ ; bushboy, a native

Australian or South African bushman ; Bush
Brotherhood^ a society of missionaries, clerical

and lay, whose object is to evangelize the inhabi-

tants of the Australian bush ; bush-car (sec quot.

1936) ; bush-coral, a bushy gorgonian, esp. Acan-
ella nortnani, found in the North Atlantic (Funk's

Standard Diet. 1 895) ; bush cow, {a) a wild cow of

the bush ; {b) the tapir (see quot. 1 85 1 ) ; bushcraft,

skill in matters pertaining to life in the bush
;

bush dassie, a S. African cony, Procavia arborea ;

also attrib. ; bush deer, in W. Africa, a gazelle

;

bush dog, {a) see quot. ;
{b) a lemur of the species

Perodicticus potto (Cent. Diet.) ; bush-dray
Austral, (see quot.) ; bush-drive, a drive of game
in the South African bush ; bush eel (see quot.)

;

bush flea, a variety oi Pulex so called in Natal

;

bush-goat, a S. African warbler (see quot.) ; bush
gourd, the squash gourd, Cucurbita Melopepo\

bush-hawk (see quot.) ; bush-honeysuckle (see

IIoNEYSUCKLB 3); also, any bushy st>ccies of

Lonicera ; bush-hook U,S, (earlier example)

;

bush-light U.S, (see quot.); bushloper U.S.,

one who tramps through the bush or wilderness, a

pedlar; bush-magpie, a name given by Australian

townsfolk to the crow-shrike of the bush, genus

Gymnorhina, as distinguished from one tamed or

domesticated ; bush-meeting US. (sec quot.)

;

bush partridge, a S. African name of a species of

francolin, Fratuolinus subtorquatus \ bush pea, a

leguminous plant of the genus Thertnopsis,t%^. T.

Montana ; bush-pig, a species of S. African swine,

Potanwchctrus charropotatnus\ bush poppy, in Cali-

fomitxn oiwhilcbush poppy, a papaveraceous plant of

the species Komneya coultcri, a bushy plant bearing

large poppy-like white flowers ; bu8h-q.uail, {a) a

Hbmii»od; {F) an Indian bird of the genus /Vr^Z/cw/a,

Ophrysia, or Microperdix (Stand. Diet. 1895);
bush-rat U.S. (seequot.); bush-scythe (mod. U.S.

examples); bush-sheep U.S. (seequot.); bush-
shrike, a South American ant-eating bird of the sub-

family 7>4(7/«w^/i«/i««; bu8h-sickness(seequot.);

bush tea, the leaves of certain shrubs, dried and used

as tea in S. Africa, esp, thoscof a species of Cy^/<p/W|
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used as tea and medicinally; bush telegraph
/i//j/ra/,, bushrangers* confederateswhodisseminate
information as to the movements of the police

;

bush-tick (see quot, iS86) ; also attrib. in bush-
tick berry, the fruit o{ Osteospermum inoniliferufn\

bush-tit, a bird of the genus PsaltHpanis ; bush-
titmouse U.S, (see quot.) ; bush- warbler, {a) a
bird of any of the species belonging to the genus
Cetiiay found chiefly in Asia ; {b) see quot. ; bush-
water, rain water that collects in the low-lying parts

of tropical forests ; bush willow, in S, Africa, a

plant of either of the species Combretum erytJtro-

phyllum or C saluifolium ; bushwoman, a woman
living in the Australian or African bush ; bush-
wood, Schimper's term {busckwald) for woodland
in which the trees are so separated by shrubby
growth that their crowns do not touch ; bush-
wren, the New Zealand colonists* name for a bird

of the species Xenicus hngipes,

190X A. R. R. TuRNBULL Talesfr. Naial%z The occasional
cry of a *bush.baby alone broke the awful silence. 1928
Daily Tel. 15 May 14/3 T»^ bush babies, the pels of
Baroness deTuyll. i86a TraHs. III. Agric.Soc. (1865) V. 51

S

We usually plant *bush beans in garden drills. 1887 Harper's
^f'^S- J^n- 307/2 Those who need much instmciion in regard
to bush-beans_ should remain in the city. x8og W. Ikvisg
Knickerb. vi. iv, Such was the legion ofsturdy *busli-beaters
that poured in at the grand gate of New-Amsterdam. ^Z^^
W.C Hazutt Ourselves v. 64 [Girls at bazaar] Many bush-
beaters, one hare-catcher—the dear, good rector I <i 1834
T. PsiNGLE Poet. Wks. (1839) 3 Afar in the Desert I love to
ride, With the silent *Bush-boy alone by my side. 1850
R. G. CoMMiNC Hunter's Life S. Afr. (1902) 32/r, I found a
funny little fellow in the shape of the Bushboy before alluded
to,awaitingrayarrival. 1899JAS. Milue Romance Proconsi/l
xiv. 149 He would.. shoulder his rifle, and start off, with a
couple of bush-boys for gillies. 1903 Daily Ckron, 7 Nov.
5/5 Founding a *Bush Brotherhood under the direction of
the Bishop, igai United Free Ch. Mission Rec. Apr. ii6/t
She left at midday in a "bush-car. ipz6 Ibid. May 227/1
The bush-car is an arm-chair placed high above one wheel,
excellent for the narrow paths and high grass of Africa. 1851
W. H._ Brett Indian Missions Guiana 37 The tapir or
maipuri, called the *bush-cow by the settlers. 1897 Mary
KiNGSixv IV, Africa 7^4 The bush cow came on, and drove
its horns through his thigh. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 22 July 4/2
Leichardt perished, .because he lacked the rudiments of
•bushcraft. 1911 Bban *Dreadnought'0/Darling xxxv\. -^2^
Real scouting and bush-craft will always be part ofthe station
life. 1911 East London Dispatch 20 Dec. 5 (Pettman)
•Bush dassie flesh was the staple food for the Hottentots.
3897 Mary Kingslev W. Africa 734 He. .put his net into the
forest, and caught "bush deer (gazelles), x^^ Encycl. Brit.
XV. 438/2 Icticyon-, with one small species, Canis venaticus,
the *Bush Dog, from Guiana and Brazil. 1848 Haygakth
Sush Life Australia v. 48 The *bush-dray, the only
vehicle used in New South Wales for the conveyance of
wool and other produce, is open and low, more resembling
a, brewer's dray than any other description of dray known
in England. 1899 Proc. Zool. Sac. Land, 831 At the*bush-
drives so common in the [Cape] Colony, Blue-buck are
seldom turned out. 1828 Honb Table-book [1833) II. 224 At
this season when persons, at inns in Lincolnshire, ask for * eel
pie ', tl^ey are presently provided with * "bush eels * ; namely
snakes, caught for that purpose in the bushes. X899 G.
Russell Old Durban 503 The "Bush Flea.. is quite con-
tent to share your camp blanket if you do not resent his
liberty of action. 1908 Haagner & Ivy Sk. S. Afr, Birds
79 This Warbler is called the "Bush-goat on account of the
plaintive goat-like call to which the bird gives utterance.
iSu "Bush gourd [see sguash-melon pumpkin s. v. Squash
J*.* 4]. 1882 EncycL Brit. XIV. 54 No Kestrel is found
in New Zealand, but an approach to the form is made by
the very peculiar Nieracidea (or Harpe) novae-zelandiae..
the 'Sparrow-Hawk', 'Quail-Hawk*, and '"Bush-Hawk'
of the colonists, i860 Holland Miss Gilbert iv. 55 The
old man took down a "bush-hook that hung upon a post
near the mill. 1838 Caroline Gilhan Recoil. Southern
Matron 82 A *bush-Iight was flaming near Jaque's habita-
tion. iNote\ A fire of light wood kindled on a small mound
of earth, a 1909 E. Eggleston Duffels Pref. (Cent. D.
Suppl. ) * Bushloper. 1889 CasseU's PicturesqueA nstralasia
II. 235 The College precincts are sacred to the classic muse
and the omnipresent "bush-magpie. 1889 Farmer A merican-
ismtj *Bttsk meeting, a gathering in the woods for the
purpose of open-air preaching, and other religious exercises.
1904^ South African Fi^ld 30 J\i\y 141 (Pettman) My com-
panions called it (Coquifrancolin) the "bush partridge. 1844
J. Backhouse Narr. Mauritius ^ S. Afr. 213 The Bosch
Vark, *Bush Pig. 1910 John Buchan Prcster John xiv, I
was inclined to think him a very large bush-pig. 1899 T. W.
Sanders Encycl. Card, (ed, 3), Romneya (White "Bush
Poppy). 1900 Bk. Gardening (ed. W. D. Drury) 281
Cahfomian Bush Poppy. 1893 H. A. Bbvden Gun .5- Camera
in S. Afr. 158 Tiny •bush-quail ( Tumix lepurana\ dainty
creatures, scarcely bigger than sparrows. 1867 Amer.
Naturalist I. 390 The "Bush Rat {Neotoma Mexicana) is
abundant throughout the territory (Arizona). 1856 Trans
Mick. Agric. Soc VII. 54 D. O. and W. S. Perry..'
[exhibited] three "bush scythes. 18724 ^fp- Vervtont
Board Agric. II. 194 It is possible to subdue them. .by
cutting them off near the ground with a bush-scvihc.
1867-8 Trans, ill. Agric. Sac. VII, 457 Sheep shipped
in for sale because they 'didn't flourish ' on prairie grass.
These **bush sheep', as they are called, have been in
abundant supply. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 21 The large
genas Thamnop^ilus, containing upwards of 50 species, is
one of the most imporUnt of the so-called ' "Bush-Shrikes '.

1939 Tifites I July 15/6 Lack of minerals in pastures causes
innumerable diseases, such as. .'"bush-sickness*, .in New
Zealand. Ibid. 16/2 Able to.. identify 'Nakuruitis* as
similar to ' busb>sickness * in New Zealand. i8sBSimmonds
Diet. Trade^ *Bush Tea, the leaflets of a species of
Cyclopia, probably C. /a/j^/ia, . .supposed to possess ex-
pectorant and restorative properties. 1903 X. C. Everyday

138

Life in Cape Colony ix. 122 In most of these Colonial stores
' bush ' tea can be bought. 1878 Australian I, 507 (Morris.)
The police are baffled by.. the number and activity of the
"bush telegraphs, i»93 K. Mackav ' Out Back ' v, A hint
dropped in this town set the bush telegraphs riding in all

directions. 1865 Harvev & Sonder Flora Capensis III.

4^6 A large bush.. the Colonial name is "Bush-tick Berry.
1886 Pall Mall Gaz. 22 July 4/1 The carrapato, or
bush-tick.. is a degenerate spider. 1893 Newton Did.
Birds S3 note, Chainxa. . .**Bush-Tit* and* Ground-Wren '.

i88x Amer. Naturalist XV. 213 That diminutive little bird,
the least "bush titmouse {Psaltripams miuitnus), 1898
Mo'Anis Austral Engl., Gerygone... In New Zealand they
are called "Bush-warblers. 1808 Aim. Reg. 1806 856 Some
were cutting wood for firing—Some collecting "bush-water
with a calabash. 1871 E. Jenkins The Coolie ix. 120 That
strange ebonised ' bush-water ', which . . anon curls and eddies
round us like the smiles on a Negro's face. 1891 Eng. lllustr,
Mag. Feb. 383 The plantations.. were surrounded by four
dams or embankments ; . . one behind to exclude the ' bush
water', the accumulated rain of the interior. 1863 Lyi:ll
Antig. Man 484 The human brain here given.. is that of an
African "bushwoman. r^os Daily Chron. 16 Dec. 4/7 Bush-
men and bushwomen within a radius of forty or fifty miles
ride to these functions. 1888 W. L. Buller Birds N. Z. I.

115 "Bush-wren [Xenicus longipes].. is generally met with
singly or in pairs.

Bushed, ///. a^ Add :

5. b. trajisf. and Jig, Lost as in the bush. Aus*
tralian colloq.

188s Mrs. Pkaed Australian Life 39, 1 get quite bushed
in these streets. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 29 Sept. 3/2 He tangled
himself up and got 'bushed', and frantically implored.,
everybody. . to helphim with his contract. 1900 H. Lawson
Over Sliprails i The deeper you read.. about things that
end in ism.. the more likely you are to get bushed.

Bushed (bujt),///. a.'^ [f. Bush v.^ -i- -edI.]
^Fitted with a bush or lining; lined.

T-90J I?tsiallation Ne-ws May ii/i Bushed outlets. 1909
Ibidtlll. 121 These-.boxesare provided with bushed holes.

Bu'Shel, ^^.3 l/,S. [? Transferred use of j^.l or

sb.^J A tailor's thimble. Hence Bu'shel v, trans,
and i7ttr.y to repair (garments); Bu'shelman,
-woman, a man or woman employed in repair
tailoring.

1889 Century Diet. 1909 *0. Henry* Options C1916) 03
You would say he had been brought up a bushelmaii m
Essex Street.

Bush-fighting, vbl. sb, (Earlier U.S. ex-
amples, )

1758 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XVIII. loi [I] improved this
Day chieHy in y" exercise of Bush Filing. Ibid. 187 The
Kangers exercise in Scout marches and Bush fighting.

Bush-harrow, ^^ (Earlier U.S. example.)
1788 Washington Diaries III. 328 He was sowing Seeds

with intention to Bush harrow them in,

Bushido (b«*J"zd<7ti). [Jap, : see quot. 1899.]
In feudal Japan, the ethical code of the Samurai or
military knighthood.
1899 I. NiTOBfe Bushido 3 Bu-ski^o means literally Mili-

tary-knight-ways—the ways which fighting nobles should
observe m their daily life as well as in their vocation. 190a
Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 709 It is essential to know something
of the ethical code of the samurai, the hushi-do (* way of the
warrior •) as it was called. 1913 jgth Cent. Jan. 133 The old
samurai spirit of busitido will prove equal to stemming the
tide of radicalism. 1028 Present-day Japan, Corona.tion
Number 33 * Bushido , the hereditary noble spirit ofchivalry
which is in her blood.

Bushman. Add :

3, The language of the aboriginal bushmen of
South Africa.

1869 Bleek Bushman Zattg. in Cape ^ its People (ed. R.
Noble) 277 Many nouns in Bushman vary in their termina.
tions according to their position or use. Ibid. 278 The
Bushman nouns do not appear to possess any representative
parts. 1874 J. M. Orpen m Folklore {igtg) XXX. 146 Then
he sent another bird, the tlnktinki..—qinqininyq in Bush-
man,

Bushveld (bu-Jfelt, -velt). [a. Da. hoschveld\
see Bush sb, 1 and Veld.] a. Veld composed largely
of bush. b. The *Low Country' of the Transvaal.
1879 Chambers s Jrnl. 1 Mar. 134 /a For big game, the low

country and Bushveld is that part of the Transvaal which
the hunter must seek. 1887 Atalanta Nov. 80/1 The roar
ofaUon..in the solemn bush veldt. x888 A. A. Andkrson
Tiventy.five Vrs. in IVag^on 153 The Notuane River, in
what is termed the Bush Veldt. looi Contemp. Rev. Mar.
333 An efficient guide, whose knowledge of the dense bush-
veld proved of great value. 1903 Kipling Five Nations,
Wilful-Missing V, The Low Bush-veldt that sends men
stragglin* unaware. 1903 * Indicus ' Labour S. Africa 19
Their farm is of about 5,000 acres in extent, on the lower
or Bush Veldt. 1907 Sir P. Fitzpatrick Jock oft/te Bush-
veld 14 Between the goldfields and the nearest port lay the
Bushveld.

Bushwhacker. U.S. 1. (Later example.)
1843 Cahlton Ae-.v Purchase II. xHi. 86 Do you think, .all

oureastern dignitaries combined could have compelled young
bushwhackers to wear coats and shoes in reciution rooms?
Bushwhacking, ppl. a. (Earlier example.)
1813 Massachusetts Spy 27 Jan. (Th.) These bush-whack-

ing Yankees won't do For me to be dwelling among.
Bushy (bu-Ji), sb. Austral, [f. Busa j3.l -h

-tC.] a dweller in the bush; a bushman as distin-

guished from a townsman.
1900 H. Lawson Over Sliprails 12 In the dress and

character of busbies.

Bushy, a. Add :

3. c. Ent, Of antennae : Covered with long, erect
hairs {Cent. Diet, 1889).

BUSKER.

6. busky-iailed slO.].

1868 Amer. Naturalist II. 535 It seems widely separated
..in habits from its nearest relative Nycterts ocdtuntalis^
or bushy-tailed Bat.

7. Concerned with the (Australian) bush.
1900 H. Lawson On Track 37 The foreman was a bush-

man j his sympathies were bushy. 1904 Daily Chron,
ig Apr. 3/5 Her stories are of the bush bushy.

Business. Add

:

11. rhrase. To make it one's business : to under-
take as a self-appranted task {to do something).
1643 [in Diet.].

13. c. To mean business (quots).
18S7 tin Diet.]. 1879 Spurgkon Serm. XXV. 359 The man

who means' business must sail whether it is dark or light.
1886 Lowell Wks.{\%(^)y\, 140 They look as if they meant
business. 1897 Daily News 26 Oct. 5/2 ' We mean business',
said one of her Majesty's Ministers... He admitted that
meaning business meant also some .. increase in the Army
Estimates.

d. (Later examples.)
1759 Essex Inst. Hist. ColL XLIX. ai They did the

Business for him with an Iron Crow. xTj-^GoxM^yi/Stoops
toConq. v. (Mrs. Hardcafitle),Oh, Tony, I'm killed!. .That
last jolt, that laid us against the quickset hedge, has done
my business. 1883 J. Greenwood Odd People in Odd
Places 7 It was the bricks and mortar that did his business,
poor chap. 1891 J. M. Dixon Diet. Idiom. Engl. Phr. 47
His last imprudent exposure of himself to the night air did
the business for him.

15. d. Letters of business : a royal letter autho-
rizing Convocation to transact business.
[1839 Cardwell Doc. Ann. Ch. Eng. U. 359 note. No

business can be undertaken in convocation, unless it has
been specially proposed to them by royal license. 1843 Lath-
bury Hist. Convocation 350 Parliament was summoned in
February, 1713 : and the convocation met on the 16th.. .On
the 17th, the convocation was authorized, by a royal letter,
to proceed to business.] 1873 Philumore Eccles. Law 1934
In 1713, convocation had royal letters of business, and con*
sidered various subjects,—penance, excommunication, forms
for the visitation of prisoners. 1906 Convocations Cant. ^
York in Parlt. Papers LXXXIV. 805 You may see your
way to advise His Majesty the King to direct that Letters
of Business be issued.

2L c. Action having a commercial basis or
value,

1897 ' Mark Twain* Following Equator \i\. 53 He did a
mighty thing for civilization,, .but it was not ' business ',

d. Bridge. (See quots.)
19*5 A. E. M. Foster A uetion Bridge 46 The two players

with the better cards are going to get the contract, or they
are going to force the others into a bid when a real ' business '

double for penalties can be made. . .A double of four or mora
is always a 'business* double. Ibid. 51 Ihe Business Re-
double is seldom sound business. 1926 Foster & Hervey
Auction Bridge L 13 In the early days of Aurtion Bridge
the double was used simply and solely to defeat the
opponent's contract and, by so doing, increase the penalties.
Ihis double.. is now known as a Business Double to dis*
tinguish it from, .the Informatory Double. Ibid. iv. 45 By
passing, known as the Business Pass, B announces that the
penalty to be obtained will, in his opinion, be worth more
than can be got by a bid. 1927 Observer 6 Mar. 25 This
Business Pass is one of the most formidable weapons. It
converts the Informatory Double into a Business Double.
24. busifiess agent, centre^ college, commtlee,

proposition, suit, world; business doctor U.S,
(see quot.) ; business man (earlier examples) ; so
business woman; business manager, a manager
of the business or commercial side of an enter-
prise.

1849 C. Lanman Alleghany Mts. xi. 85 The ' guide ' coun-
sellor, and friend of the Indians, as well as their "business
agent. 1901 S. Mebwin & H. K, Webster Calumet K i.

15 All that remained was to wait until the business agent
made the next move. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 31^ *Business
centre. x888 J. Kirkland il/cF*'jj4 In the 'busmess centre*
one might see an occasional tall, narrow, straight-sided bride
structure. 1903 McFaul Ike Glidden xvi. 124 He had just
graduated from a *business college, and claimed to know
how to do business ' in a business like manner '. 1838
W. L. Garrison in Life (1885) II. 227 A 'business com-
mittee was then appointed. 1908 Accountant 8 Aug. 157/2
The methods of so-called ' *business doctors '. 1909 Modern
Business Jan. 606/1 In America, .there exists a body of men
who are known as ' Business Doctors ', men who are called
in to give advice upon the proper conduct of business. 183a
Congress, Deb. 30 Jan. 1511 Having been in the practice of
the law..and somewhat conversant with *business men.
1847 (title) The Business man's Assistant, i860 O. W.
Holmes Prof. Breakf.-t. x. 16 Peopleof culiivation,of pure
character, . . shrewd business-men, men of science [etc. }. 1870
Ann S. Stephens Married in Haste Ixiv. 324 I'm going to
be the agent and *busincss manager of this concern. 1906
B. Stoker Pers. Remin. H. h-ving\\. Ixxiil. § 3. 319, 1 was
Sir Henry Irving's business manager. 1907 Daily Chron.
9 Nov. 6/5, I would have suggested .. the desirability of
your becoming my business manager. 1901 S. E. White
Claim Jumpers v. 70, 1 have a plain *business proposition
to make. You and I are going to be great friends. 1909
'O. Henry* Options (1916) 11 He had been used to having
his business propasitions beard of. X004 'Alan Dale"
Wanted: A Cook 66 That horrible garb known as a '*busi-
ness suit', with a rude, short coat. 1863 'Gail Hamilton*
Gala'Days 65 Some of these were, I suppose, what Winthrop
calls '"business.women '. 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger
III. 391 An extra-ordinary convulsion in the *business*world
prostrated bis hopes.

Busker 2 (b»-sk3j). [f. Busk 2^.2 + -kb 1.] An
itinerant musician, etc
1859 Slang Diet., Busker, a man who sings or performs in

a public house. Scotch. 18S4 Referee 29 June (Cassell) Iht.
words and tune of which I remember heanng from the lips of
a busker at Margate. 1901 W^«/7;/.<;«j. 19 Jan.2/3 Anything .



BUST. BUTT.

approaching a hint to tax the * busker ' has always raised a

siorm of protest from the patrons of the particular health

resort involved, 190B Daily Chrou. 1 Sept, 7/4 * Buskers'

..can be counted as belonging to the most genuine of the

professional vagrant fraternity.

Busser, var. *Buskb, bus horse.

Bust, J^.^ 4. Add: bttst costume^ "imprtfver.

1910 Mags^* Catal. No. 255. 85 Etchings Illustrating the

Hcad-Drcss and *Bust-Costume Worn by Ladies during the

Early i7th Century. 1905 Daily Chrvn. i July 4/5 Many
artificial aids have been devised, such as hip pads, *bust

improverst

BlUSt, sb."^ Vulgar and U.S. pronunc. of BuBST

sl>. Plir. To go on the bust.

X764 Essex Inst. Hist, Coll. X LIX. 284 SlrayM or stolen .

.

a Bay mare, with a cut main, and a Bust on the near Side

ofthe Hind Flank. \ZxftKnick€rh9ckerMaf:.OcK.yAy\\\.

405 Mr. Carl Benson, . .while reading one of my pieces,

went off on a regular bust, and had hi* pocket picked of

ninety-aeven dollars. 01860 [see Bust in Dict.l. x8go * R.

BoLDREwooo ' Col. Re/ormtr vii, There would be a slight

probability of some of the party going *on the bust ' after

three or four months' tectotalism. 1909 If'estm. Caz, 4 Sept.

a/3 We wish to go on the bust mildly.

inmt^v:^ Vulgar zn^ U^, ( = BoBSTZ',) Add:
(Examples.)
1839 Dickens Nicklehy Ivii. His genins would have busted

all bonds. 1844 — Mart, Chu^ xvi, Keep cool, Jefferson.

..Don't bust I Ibid, xxxiv, If the biler of this vessel was
toe bittt. Sir. 1845 J. 1 . Hoon':R Taking Census i. 163 Tlie

fiirr a flyin' . . Kke you'd a busted a feather bed open I xSu
Makv J. Holies /Vm/fj/<v.b'«»i^'>'«'xv. 206, 1 wassofearea
Bill would bust hi> jacket open, x^so P. G. Wodehousb
Damsel in Distress iii, 1 shall infallibly bust you one on the

jaw. !oid.^ The possibility of somebody someday busting

you on the jaw.

b. sp€€. To break (a horse). Cf, *Buster 4,

X891 Harper's Mag. July 208/2 The whole secret of

*bti»ting*..ues in completely exhau-uing the bronco at the

first lesson, tbid. 210 i Two rides will usually bust a bronco

so that the average cow-jAinchcr can use him. 1903 IVidf

IVorld Mag. Apr. 545 It is upon the cowboys that uie ta-ik

falls of breaking to the saddle, or busting, thealmmt intract-

able * bronchos' that are raised, .for the open market.

Bu-Sted, ///. a. C/.S. colloq. [f. Bl 8T v.- to

btirst.l Burst, broken ; bankrupt or ruined. Also

husted-up,
i8ii A. A. Havks .V^w Colorado vi. So It was a regular

amalgamaiion of busted people. X889 Century Did. a. v., A
busted bank ; a busted miner, a 1909 ' O. Henkv * Roads
of Destiny xiii. 21a There was a buck coon.. who had
drifted down there from a busted.up coU>red colony. loao
MuLFOND 7- Stlson VL 58 X^tey took him over to ta* Sv to

Set or Arnold's busted big.

Suster. Add : 2. a. (Earlier example.)
xft45 J. J. Hooper Takin^Census '\\. 178 Seizing the oppor*

tunity..we kissed Miss Wmny.. .* Ha !' exclaimed the old

fellow. .
.* Well 'twas a husUr anyway.*

4. A horse-breaker. (Ct brmtco-buster s.v,

•Bbonco.) U,S,
1891 Harper's Mag. July 9o8/a The buslermDHbecareful

to keep well away from sbedsand timber. 1903 ii^ide H'orld

Mag. Apr. ^45 On a large ranch which employs many cow-
boys, there u mucli rivalry among them as to whom is the

best rider or buster.

Bustle, sb."^ (Earlier VS, example.)
X786 AstGAiL .Adams Lett. iS July (1348) 994 Pray, does

the fashion oi merry thoughts, bustles^ and protuhHisHcet
prevail with you? I really think the Kngli^ moce ridiculous

than the French in this respect.

Bustle. f.» Add:
2. d. Of a place : To be full of activity or bnstle

;

to be alive with.

iSto /<// IVar /ftfM«</j Oct. 514 Transports .. bustling with
nitoiSk X905 Sir F. Treves Other Side of Lantern a. 85
Those who walk along its empty terraces, .see it as it was
when it bustled with men antfwomen three centuries ago.

Bustler, obs. (or erroneous) var. of Bustlk sb.^

The article cited appears to be the sole authority for the
statement that the word origiiiated in the visit to London in

17S3 of the German duchess of Bustledorse Ct/r).

1^ Nrofport (K.I.) Herald xn Amer. A/»xrnwr (1789) II.

4Sa. I hope that the fair of this town will follow tbe example
of their sex in that large and polite city (London]—nolooger
disguise their beautiful forms with boop&or buktlers.

Bust-up (bp-st,pp). [See *BC8T r^.3] « hunU
up (sec BuKST sb. 3 b) : an explosion {lit, and^fy.) ;

a flare-up ; excitement.
X899 KirUMC Stalky *r Ca, Moral Reformers, Then there's

a big biiAt'Op and a row that gets into the popeis. 190S
W. Dfi MoaCAM SpmMhtw Goodxi, There are hundreds of
Eo^iali •qaivaleois lor ictmirvisssment. I'here's hust-up.
SM4 Hn^lisk Rev, Scpu 350 It \sc. this war] is the * bust-up

*

01 MMtiatism.

Busy (bi-zi), J^,2 slang, [f. BcsY a.] A detec-

tive.

X004 Daily Ckron. 17 Sept. 6/6 We had better slidej he
loc«s like a 'busy', i^idi Sunday Dispatch 2 Sept. 3/1
A porter, .replied: 'Not to-nifcht, sir. ..You see, we ve had
tbe " blow " that the ** Busies " are coming *.

Busy, a. Add

:

1. 7o get busy : to become active; to begin to
act. colloq. orig. U.S.
1904 LoMtrtrilU Courier-Jmi. 27 Sept. 3 It was necessary

to call upon the sergeani.at-anns.. .When that functionary
cot busy there came near being a riot. 1906 * O. Henkv '

/•our Miilion 121' Ikcy,' said he, . .* get basy with your car.

It's drugs for me if you've got the line I need '.

8. b. Of ornamentation : Full of detail.
%^ia% Burlington Mag. III. 86 '1 'I'he decoration, in dealers'

language, being too * busy * for t;road effects.

Butalaniue (biutx'lanln, -Jh). Ckem, [f.

Bi;t(ane + Alanine.] Araidoisovaleric acid found
chiefly in the pancreas of the ox.
1879 Watts Diet, Chem. VI. 372.

Butane (bi«t^n). Chem. [f. Butyl + -ane 2 b.]

Butyl hydride, C^H^o ; = Tetrane.
1876 EncycL Brit. V. 557 Butane or tetrane.. can be

written in two ways, and two isomerides arc known. 1877
/>if«^j' Chem. (ed. 12) 47 Normal Butane, Diethyl, or
Methyl-propyl. 1918 Colver High. Explosives 60 The pro-
pane, butane, and pentane hydrocarbons in the form of
gases and vapours which can only be condensed with
Uifiiculty.

Butcher, sb. Add

:

3. b. A vender of sweets, fruit, etc, in a railway
train. U.S. colloq.

a 1899 Detroit Free Press (Barrere & Leiand) On a
Michigan central train the other day as the butcher came
into the car with a basket of oranges [etc.l 1904 Coluinbns
Even. Dispatch 16 Aug. ^ The days of tbe ' butchers' are
numbered, and their privileges have been so restricted that
they are able to do little, if any, business. 19x4 W. M. Raine
Troubled Waters viL 70 From tbe train butcher he bought
a magazine and settled himself for a long ride.

5. butohsr-boots pl.^ high boots without tops

(see Top sb.'^ 10) ; butcher-crow, a crow-shrike

{Standard Diet, 1S95); butcher's sleeves, short

sleeves covering the forearm from elbow to wrist,

worn by butchers as a protection against soiling

the sleeves of their ordinary wearing apparel.
x86z Whvte MELvu.t.x Market Harb. v, My friend sharing

with me a strong prejudice against what have been termed
* Hutcber-boots '. 1X66 Engl. Illustr. Mag. Mar. 414/1 A
man in a round hat and butcher-boots is as out of place at

a hunt as a man in a tweed suit at a ball. iSqj Badminton
Mag. IV, 397 Men in cords and butcher boots, tweeds and
gaiters. 18. , Dickens Nat>eU if Tales I. 218 (Hoppe) After
a long delay the doctor came in with scientific "outcher's

sleeves on his arms, and an apr<xi tied round his waist.

Butcher, v. Add :

4. To cut up or divide (an animal or flesh) after

the manner of a butcher ; to cut ^or out in this

fashion. ^'.-S".

i8aa J. Fowler fml. 121 The former killed two Elk, and
left the latter to butcher them. 1843 Faknham Trav. Gt.
H'estem Prairies I. 243 We butchered our meat. and..
loaded it upon our anim^iU. a 1848 Ruxton Life Par West
iv. (1S49) 118 The. .body of one of the Indian squaws, with
a Urge portion of the flesh butchered from iu /aid. 160 Bill

. .called to him. .to butcher off a piece of meat and put it tn

tbe pot. 1855 Mavnk Keid Hunters' E'east xxxix, I'he fat

cows only were * butchered *. The bulls were teft where they
had fallen, to become the food of wolves,

6. intr. To do butchering. U,S,
1896 Scrikmr's Mag. VI. 484/

1
' Don't butcher next week.

Friday is Ch r iitmas day.' .
.
' Well, we always butcher Christ-

mas week, don't we I

'

Bntcherdoni (bu-tjajdam). [f. Butcher sb. +
'i>oH.] Butchers collectively or tneir trade.

1889 Century Diet. 1904 R. Hasiis Remin. Sir H.
HawkinsW. 109 The botcher*s slander was one that seemed
io<>hakethe very foundations of butcherdom throughout the
world.

Batchering, vbl, sb. Add :

L Th£ butchering^ the trade of a butcher, colloq,

1904 Daily Ckron. 31 Dec. 4/7 You will alwaysbear, * 1 am
in the butchering', or *lhe tailoring'.

3. The slaughtering of cattle. Also a/trib., as

btitchen'ffg cow.
1900 Daily Xews to Apr. 8/6 Fat butcberiog cows.

Ba-toh«r-k]Life. U.S. [Butchbb sb. 5.] A
large knife used by butchers.
x8as Massachusetts Spy as Dec (Th.) Her foot slipt, and

she fell upon a large butcher-ktufe which she tiad in her
hand. S&A5 Sack Scenes Rocky Mis. (1859) 38 A belt of
leather, holding encased his butcher-knife and pistols. 1853
P. pAXTOH Stray Yankee in Texas 289 One of the hands
of the dead man grasped a long butcher.knife. s868 Con-
gress. Globe Dec, App. 66/3 Butcher knive.^, cook's and shoe
knives, and spatulas and palettes. 1878 J. H. Ufadle
Western Wilds xviii. 204 There we fell to with our tinM:ups

and butcher-knives and dug several holes.

Bute, variant si>elling of *Braut. US,
1903 A. H. Lr.wis 'The Boss 272, 1 know that gang of card

sh.irpSf.'.an' they're a bunch uf butcs at tliat I

Butea (biii*ty&). [mod.!., named after John
.Stuart, Earl of //«/tf (1713-92).] A genus of East

Indian leguminous plants yielding a valuable gum
resin, esp. B. frondosa (or mofU>spernta), the dak
or palas of India. Also the gum (more fully buiea
gum, kino).
a 1815 W. Roxburgh Flora /ndica (1874) 537 Here it [sc.

the gum of Fterocarpiis santalinus] differs from Bulea gum.
1863 Watts Diet. Chrnt. (1879) I. 686 Butea gum. Bengal
kino—Tbe juice of Buteafrondosa^ Roxb., often sent into

the market instead of genuine kino. x866 Treas. Bot. 183
Butea kino or gum butea.

Bntenyl (bi«-unil). Chem. [f. Butkkk + -yl.]

The radical C4H,, of which butylene is the hydride.
1884 RoscoE ^% ScHORLRMMER Treat. Chenu IIU it. 377

Butenyl Alcohol, C^Hf^OH}^
Bntic (biw'tik), a, Ckem, [f. L. but{yrum

Butteb sby + -ic] Derived from butine or from
butter. Butic acid, a solid fatty acid obtained

from butter (see quot.),

1857 MiLLES Elem. Chem., Org, iv. 1 1. (1862) 261 Accord-
ing to Heint2, the solid portion of butter contains. .another
acid, termed by him butic acid, HO, C4oH890s.

Butine (bi?7-tin). Chem. [ad. G. butin, f. L.
butyrum Buxtbr sb^ + -1^*5.] The hydrocarbon
QH,.
1867 Bloxam Chem. 582 Butter.. contains also htttine,

which yields glycerine and butic acid. X895 Thomson &
Hloxam Bloxtun^s Chem. (ed. 8) 524 The hydrocarbon
CiHg {buiine') can exist in two fonns.

i8lltlerisll(,botl3riJ),a. [f.BuTLERj*. + -ISH1.]

Helonginij to or characteristic of a butler.

1923 Aldous Huxlev Antic Hay ii:. (1924) 45 He moved
with a certain pomp, a butlerish gravity.

Butt, sb.'i 3. Add : butt-howel. a howeling-
adze used by coopers (Knight Diet. Mech. 1874).

Butt, J*.3 Add:
6. butt-adjuster, an appliance for squaring

the butts of tbe sheaves in a self-binding

harvester ; butt-out Forestry and Logging, (a) the
first log above the slump ; {b) the section of tanbark
taken from the butt of a tree before felling it for

further peeling (Terms Forestry & Logging 1905)

;

butt-hole, a blind hole, a cul-de-sac ; butt men
pi.. Mil., the men who handle the butt or foot of

a scaling ladder.

1901 Eitcycl. Brit. XXV. 174 The butts are at the front of
tbe machine and are evened up by a device called a "butt
adjuster, which is. .given an elliptical movement. .thus
squaring the butt of the sheaf. 1905 IVestm. Caz. 3 Mar. 3/2
Tne old dog's got bim [sc. the badger] in a *butt hole. 1884
Instruct, ytit. Engin. \. 11. 95 The *butt men,when the ladder
is turned over, pull the butt out 18 inches from the wall.

7. The piece of the inner margin of a single leaf

of a book, which projects as a narrow strip beyond
the sewing or other fastening when thebook is bound.
X9ax A. KsDAiLR in Library Dec. 185 The last leaf of B,.

is a single leaf, whose butt is visible after B^ 1.

8. The fag-end of a cigar.

1847 Paddiana I. 235 Will yer honor give me the butt?
1886 Kipling Defartm. Ditties, Betrothed, Like the Butt
of a Bead Cigar.

9. The metal ring at the end of a hose-pipe, either

of a half-coupling or that to which the nozzle is

screwed. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.

10. a. The surface of coal at a right angle to the

face. b. A place where the stratum of the rock to

be quarried is cut off by other rock.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., End n^ <:<>«/, ..sometimes

called the butt. 1900 Coal tr Metal Miners' Pocket Bi.
(ed. 6) 576 The butt of a slate quarry is where the overlying
rock comes in contact with an inclined stratum of slate rock.

Butt, sb.*' Add :

L (Later dial, and U.S. examples.)
1838 W. HoLLOwAY Diet. Provine, 23 Butts and Bounds,

the borders of a person's estate. E.Sussex. 190s McKaul
Ike Gliddeit v\\. 44 Have you any documents for reference in
order to fix tbe butts and bounds ?

7. In grouse-shooting, a position either sunken or

on the level ground, protected by a wall or bank
of earth behind which the sportsman may stand

and fire unobserved by the game.
1900 Marqi;is op Granbv in Eitcycl. Sport I. 489/2 The

butts, or batteries, as they are indifferently called, 190s
Eiicycl. Brit. XXXIL 604/1 Where possible, the 'butts'
should always be placed in a hollow of the ground. 1904
It^estm. Cos. 36 Aug. 3/1 The depth of the butt will be such
that a man of moderate height may iire comfortably over
the heather topping the wall.

Butt, sb.^ 2. Add :

butt-chain (see quot.) ; butt-joint v. trans.,

to join with a butt-joint; butt-rlvetting, rivetting

in which a butt-strap is used ; butt-strap sb., the

metal strap that secures the abutting ends of rails

and plates ; v. trans., to weld (two pieces of metal)

so as to form a butting point {Standard Diet. 1895);
butt-strip = butt-strap (iA.) ; butt-weld sb., a

butt-joint made by welding ; v. trans., to join with

a butt-weld (Webster 191 1); butt-welded a.,

joined with a butt-weld.

S874 Knight Diet. Mech., *Butt-chain (Saddlery), a short

chain which reaches from the leather tug to the single-tree, to

each of which it is hooked. 1885 5/<7nj Mechanics' Own B/:.

361 There are 3 or 4 ways of ^butt-jointing curbs. 1904
Teehnot. * Set. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), 'Butt
Riveting, a riveted joint where the plates touch at the edge
only, and a strip overlaps and is riveted to both of them.

1898 Kipling Day's IVork iii. (1904) 93 He started all

his friends on the same "butt-strap, and the plates opened
like a furnace door. 1904 Technol. ir Set'. Diet. (ed. Good-
child & Tweney), 'Butt Strip, the strip of plate used to cover

a butt joint. 1864 WtesTKR s.v. /fW^, •IJutt-weld, or jump-
wtld. 19*7 Glasgoiu Herald 27 Aug. 12 *Butl-welded tubes.

Butt (brt), J*.l* dial. Also but. A shoe-

makers' knife. Also attrih., as butt-knife.

1847 Halliwei.l, 5«^, a shoemaker's knife. North, 1905
DaityChron. 7 l''eb.3/t Butt-kuivcs. .of French and Swedish
makes.

Butt, f.1 Add :

1. d. 7o butt in : to thnist oneself into (an affair,

discussion, etc.) unceremoniously and uninvited ; to

intrude, interfere without good reason, orig. U.S.

1904 Phitaii. Even. Telegraph 8 June 8 To the victors

belong the spoils, and not to those who butted in when the

smoke of the battle had cleared away, a 1905 * 0._ Henry
'

Strictly Business xvii. (1910) 179 Don't j;ou butt in. ^1909
— Options (1916) 29 Beg p.irdon . . for butting into what s not

my business. 191$ W. J. Lockk Jajfery viii, If a man loves

a woman, .he ought to know what to do with the guy that
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butted in, without being told. 19*0 Rose Macavlay Potier-

ism IV. i. § a I've not gone there or written, or anything yet,

because I didn't want to butt in.

Butty vJ^ 1. (Later U.S. examples.)

1816 U. Browi* Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 361

This [40,000 Acres] is butted and bounded and described

dirertlyas the grant is from theCommonwealth of Virginia.

Ibid. 367 This John Hall . . Butted and Bounded of the 2 first

lines with our 70,000 Acre tract.

3. (Later U.S. example.)

1853 D. H. Strother BlacktvaterChron, i. 6 A large spur

—apparently the Backbone itself—keeps straight to the

south, and butts down on the Cheat.

Butt, ».3 2. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1850 S. JuDD R. Eiiney 41 Richard took an axe and very

neatly proceeded to ' butt ' a log ; that is, to cut the end of

it square off.

b. To compete with in butting.

1884 K.\iiGE.KSOi.i. Country Cousins \.{Ccnt. Suppl), I had
an uncle . . who was a famous chopper. . . When he was past

seventy, he had a man working for him. .and my uncle

offered to butt htm.

Bu-tt-CUt. U.S. [Butt sb.'^ 2.] The cut of a

tree containing the butt-end. AXsoJig.
1830 Northern Watchman (Troy, N.Y.) 19 Oct. (Th.)

IHe] weighs little short of 450 lbs. and is familiarly known
as the But-cut. 1840 J. P. Krnnedy Quodlibet 173 Nebu-
chadnezzar couldn't beat him at a speech. He's the Butt
cut of democracy. 1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds x.

143 The * butt cut * of the tree Ues as it fell, the top reached
by means of a ladder.

Butt-eud, V. Delete noncc-wd, and add : trans*

To knock down or kill by striking with the butt-

end of a gun or pistol.

1807 Daily News 18 June 8/6 They were shot, run through,
or butt-ended. 1897 Kipling Copt. Cour, 131 You butt,

ended inucho bono !

Bu'tt-ended, <3r. [f. Butt-end -f-ED 2.] Having
a blunt end ; having ends that butt or come flat,

the one against the other.

1898 Cycling 72 A hopeless single-tube tyre may be slit

open at the valve and a butt-ended air-tube inserted.

Butter, J^.l Add:
3. c. A perfumed fat obtained by infiowering or

maceration with a heated fat.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XVI 11. 526 For the manufacture of
perfumes for the handkerchief the greases now known as po-
mades, butters, or phitocomes are treated with rcctiBed spirit

of wine. .which practically completely abstracts the odour.

4. c. atirib.^ similative, as butler-smooth adj.

1930 Galsworthv In Chancery 11. v, His grandfather's
first gold hunter watch, butter-smooih with age.

5. butter-bush, an Australian tree, Pittosportim
phyllirs^ides^ of which the wood is used for turnery

and the leaves as fodder ; butter carrier, a refri-

gerator for transporting butter ; butter cloth, a
thin loosely-woven cloth with a fine mesh used
primarily as a wrapping for butter; butter colour,
a preparation used to give a good colour to butter
and butter substitutes; butter cow U.S.^ a cow
that yields rich cream ; butter-duck U.S. (see

quot.). ; butter fat, the essential fats of pure butter
;

butter-knife (U.S. examples); butter letter, a
letter issued on ecclesiastical authority giving per-

mission to eat butter in Lent ; butter muslin =
butter doth ; butter oil, that part of refined cotton-

seed oil which is used in making oleomargarin
;

butter paddle = butter spade ; butter paper, a
semi-transparent waterproof wrapping paper for

butter, cream cheese, etc. ; butter press, a press for

extracting cacao-bulter from ground cacao in the
manufacture of confectionery; butter rations, a
special food given to cows to enrich their milk

;

butter salt, fine common salt in small crystals

obtained by rapid evaporation of brine, used in

salting butter ; butter scoop (see quot.) ; butter
spade, a wooden spatula used in cutting butter
from a firkin or other vessel, or used (in pairs) for
making up butter; butter stamp = Butter-print
I ; butter-stick, a wooden implement used in
working butter; butter substitute, a substance
used as a substitute for butter in food, e.g. mar-
garine ; butter tongs (see quot.); butter tower,
* any of various church towers reputed to have been
built from the proceeds of the sale of Lenten privi-

leges, esp. that of using butter' (Webster 1911);
butter trier, a segment of a tube used to pierce a
firkin of butter for sample; butter week, a period
of Lent during which relaxation from the fast is

allowed; butter-worker (U.S. examples); butter
working, the moulding of butter into rolls, prints,

pats.etc, forsale; butter yellow, a coal-tar colour
used for colouring butter, oils, etc.

1885 i9K//V{U.S.)Nov. 180/2 Athick hedge of*butler-bush.
1900 Daily News 16 Feb. 6/7 The veil should be. .of. .any
of the bright colours as produced in *butter cloth. 1877 ^*'A
yermonl Board Agric, IV. 46 \Vc.. believe that the Jersey
as a *butter cow has the advantage of at least the average
life time of man. 1857 J. G. Swan Northwest Coast 357
U'he Colonel saw a * *butter-duck * in a shallow creek. , . These
ducks are the black surf-duck (Fuligulaperspicillata). 1899
Daily News 17 Feb. 8/3 The sample.. afforded no evidence
of the presence of fat other than 'butter fat. 1906 Mac-
millofi's Mag. June 612 If wanting in butter*fat| it [sc. milk]

was not fit for the purpose for which it had been sold. 1B56
Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VII, 268 Eleven "butter knives.

X870 F. Fehn Ginger-Snaps 54 Some houses contain only
silver soup-iadles, others a superabundance of butter>knives.

1893 West/ft. Gaz. 25 Feb. 5/3 In Italy, butter is prohibited
[ill Lent].. .The Northerners, however, ..would have none
of this, and special * *butter.leticrs ' were consequently dis-

patched to them from the obliging Vatican. 190a Connoisseur
II. No. 8. p. xvii, Frilled *Hutter Muslin. 1903 Walker*
T1SOALE& ^oai'^isos So/^t Cheescinaking^ i^ Instead of paper,
the cheese is done up in butter muslin. 1906 — Butter-
making 55 Place a damp butter-muslin over the roller and
butter-board. 1907 Farm Butter'tnaking 5 Wrap a wet butter
muslin round the roller of the worker. 1894 Dairy Rev.
Aug. 46/2 Some makers used to prepare the annatto in

*butter oil. 18S4 Cheshire Gloss.^ *Butter salt, salt-making
term. A fine boiled salt, not stoved, used specially for making
up butter. 189s Cornhill Mag. Sept. 264 The unmoulded
salt—locally termed * butter-salt '—is sent away in trucks.

i^z Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 358'l'hc*butter-scoop is of wood,
and is sometimes perforated ; it is used for taking the butter
out of the churn. x88i Ocilvie, *Butter-stamp^ a piece of
carved wood used to mark cakes of butter. 1836 Southern
Lit. ^/«««£^tfr 1 1. 480To beat the collected ends of the fingers

with an implement.. made like a ^butterstick. 1906 Mac-
uiillan^s Mag. June 607 What are termed **butter-substi-

tutes ',—in other words, fraudulent adulterants. 1908 Westm,
Gaz. 5 Aug. 2/2 Vegetarians use very extensively a butter
substitute derived from the fat of nuts. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech,^ *Butter-tongs, an implement for cutting and trans-

ferring pieces of butter. 19*3 Daily Mail -^ Mar. 10 Mas-
lenitza, or "Butter Week, as the Russians call the fortnight

preceding Lent, is always celebrated with feasting and
drinking in Russia. 187a AV/. Vermont Board Agric. 1. 152
Work [it] again in *butter-worker. 188a Rep. Maine Board
Agric, XXVI. 153 A good butter worker of some kind
should be provided, and also a thermometer, j^toft Daily
Chron. 25 Sept. 2/6 One is reluctantly obliged to conclude
that *butter-working is a lost art amongst grocers' assistants.

Bn*tter-ball.
1. A ball of butter ; butter moulded into a ball.

1893 J. C. Harris Plantation Printer 58 She wur a fine

cow too, ez fat ez a butter-ball. 190a Gkeenough & Kiti-
BEDGE Words 177 Thus we have butterball, a ball that con-
sists of butter.

2. The buffle-head or buffle-headed duck, Clan-
gula albeola^ of North America, so called from its

exceeding fatness in autumn. U.S.
1859 S. F. Baird Catal. N. Amer. Birds 595 Butter Ball.

187a CouKS Key N. Amer. Birds 290 Buffle-headed Duck.
Butter-ball, Spirit Duck. 1874 J. W. Long Amer. Wild-
/owl S/wotiug Introd. 16 In the deep water varieties..! shall

treat of the . .buffle-head or butter-ball. 1895 Outing (U.S.)
XXVII. 212/1 Over me they went, so close that I could tell

that they were butler balls, ipoa S. E. White Blazed Trail
xiii. 85 He followed the trail by the river. Butterballs and
scoters paddled up at bis approach.

BU'tter-bean. A variety of the bean, Phascohts
iuiiatiis, of which the ripened seeds or the imma-
ture pods are used as a culinary vegetable. Also
attrib.

1884 Miller Plaiit-n. s.v. Bean, Butter Bean, a tender-
podded variety of Phaseolus vulgaris. 1899 Daily News
4 Nov. 7/6 Broad beans, haricots, butter beans, and delicious
flageolets. 1904 Daily Chron. 28 Jan, 6/1, I asked for butter-
beans ; they oflered me the little white haricot instead. 1906
Mcumillan'sMag. July676Butter-beanssomewhat resemble
white fish in colour and the task of turning out a butter-bean
fritter.. to look like a fried sole would not be a difficult one.

Butter-box. Add : 1. (U.S. example.)
1877 Rep. Vermont BoardAgric. IV. 189 This gentleman

has also invented a very neat butter box.

b. transf, (See quots.)
1840 Daka Bef. Mast ix, She was the Loriotle,..and was

engaged in the hide and tallow trade. She was a lump of
a thing, what the .sailors call a butter-box. 1893 Clark
Russell List, ye Landsmen ix. Why the deuce don't the
shipwrights ease off when they come aft, instead of holding
on with the square run of the butter-box to the very lap
of the taffrail ? 1909 N. V. Even. Post a8 Jan. (Th.) What
New York youngster ever heard of a butierbox? This is

the name applied [in the country] to the spring wagons of
farmer and grocer, divested of wheeb and set up on runners
for the winter season.

3. = *BUTTEB-BALL 2. U.S.
1817 Ann. Reg, Chron. 567 This is believed to be the same

species of duck common to the Atlantic coast, and called tlie

butter-box. 1874 J. W. Long Amer. Wild-Zinut Shooting
xxix. 281 Local names [of the buffle-headed duck]: butter-
box, butter-ball, and little whistler.

Buttercapped (bo-taak-ppt), a, [f. Butter-
cup + -ED 2.j Abounding in or covered with butter-

cups.
187a Calverley Ply /.eaves (1903) 89 Looking far over

buttercupp'd leas. 1888 RIks. H. Ward A*. Blsmere xliv,

A wavering rainy light played.. over the buttercupped river
meadows. 1924 Public Opinion 9 May 400/1 Banks all
buttercup'd and burning.

So Buttercuppy (.b27*t3Jkz7pi)^ a.

1871 MoKRis in Mackail Life (1899) \. 237 The fields are
all butter-cuppy.

Buttered, ///. a. Add :

2. c. Buttered eggs \ eggs beaten up and cooked
with butter; now applied to the dish otherwise
called scrambled eggs.

CX410 Master oj Game (MS, Digby 182) xii, Buttured
egges doth hem moche goode. 1865 Mrs. Beeton Diet.
Everydap/ Cookery 113/1 Buttered Eggs. Ingredients.—
4 new-laid eggs, 2 oz. of butter.

Bu'tter-fish. Any of several fishes having a
slippery coating of mucus, esp. the Gunnel, found
in British waters; the Murray-Perch, Oligorus
mitcheiti, a fresh-water fish of Australia ; the Kelp

fish of New Zealand (see quot. 1880) ; the Dollar-

fish, Stromaleus or Porotwtus triacanthttSy a food-

fish of the eastern U.S. ; etc.

1674-1883 (see Butter sby 5J. 1850 J. B. Clutterbuck
* Port Phillip ' iii. 44 In the bay are large quantities of.

.

butter-fish. x88o GUnther Fislus 533 The * butter-fish ', or
'Kelp-fish' of the colonists of New Zealand {.C\pridodax\
pullus), is prized as food. 1883 E. P. Ramsay Food Fishes
N.S. Wales 12 H\aplodactylus\ obscurus,. .Vno'v/n to our
southern fishermen as the 'butterfish', is highly esteemed.
188S G. B. GooDE Amer. Fishes 'ii\ The ' Butter-fish ' of
Massachusetts and New York, Stromateus triacanthus.
Ibid, -zyz [Selene setipinnis] is a frequent summer visitor all

along the coast as far north as Woods Holl, Mass., where it

[is called] ihe ' Hump-backed Butterfish *,

Butterfly, sb. Add

:

2. c. Applied to persons whose periods of work
or occupation of a place are transitory or seasonal.
1890 Chambers's Jml. 10 May 289/2 A * *buiterfly ' man

rests for a moment to wipe bis streaming brow, when the
warder's stern voice bids him proceed with his work. x8ot
Daily Nezvs 29 Dec. 6/4 The' butterfly man ',who is givencaw
by the proprietors in the height of the season. 2894 Labour
Cotnnt. Gloss., Butter/ly cabman, cabdrivers whose actual
cab-driving extends over about as many months of the year
as the existence of a butterfly. 1895 Westm, Gaz. 8 Mar.
3/1 Those cabbies who come upon the streets in the fine days
and disappear with the autumn leaves are called ' butterflies '.

1902 Daily Chron. 2 June 7/1 Chelsea will welcome the return
of the truant •butterfly' [it:. Mr. Whistler] to a region always
tobe associated witli his artistic fame. jgitStandard 1$ Apr,

6/7 It was stated, .that the word 'butterflies' was a 'technical
term* for painters and decorators who worked upon bank
holidays.

4. b. In full butterfly bow, a bow made-up or

tied with the loop and end on each side spread
apart like the expanded wings of a butterfly.

1870 Young Ladies'' JrnL x Mar. 138/2 The butterfly
bow.. is of black or coloured velvet. x888 CasselCs Fam.
Mag. Feb. i8a/i A bonnet k la Folle, with a tricolourcd
butterfly bow at the lop. 1990 Punch 4 Aug. 97/2 The
wearing of a butterfly bow with a double event collar was
a solecism past forgiveness.

6, Also attrib.y as bittterjly apparatus^ catch.

\^T Daily News 11 Jan. 2/7 The butterfly apparatus.,
had acted, but.. the bolts.. were torn away. 1909 Daily
Chron. 8 Jan. 5/3 When the winding rope was detached the
safety * butterfly ' catches failed to act.

8. butterfly aeroplane (see quot.) ; butterfly
conch, a Tasmanian mollusc, V^oluta papulosa
(Morris Austral Eng. 1898); butterfly gurnard,
a gurnard of the species Lepidotrigla vanessa, found
in Tasmanian and Australian seas; butterfly kiss
(see quot.) ; butterfly lily = Mariposa lily

;

butterfly lobster, a marine crustacean, Ibacus
Peronii, found in Tasmanian waters ; butterfly
lupus, lupus of the skin of the nose and cheeks

;

butterfly nose, a dog*s nose when spotted or

mottled; butterfly-pea (see Pe\1 3); butterfly
ray, a kind of sting-ray, Ptcroplatea maclura, with
very broad pectorals ; butterfly shell, (a) a uni-

valve of the genus Voltita; (b) ^ bullerjly snail',

butterfly snail, a mollusc of the sub-class Plero^

poda^ a sea-butterfly ; butterfly tulip = MabU'OSA
LILY.

1909 Daily Chron, 10 Aug. i /s The Stewart-Browne 11 com-
bination, .have been preparing, .what they call a * "butter-
fly aeroplane'. 19*3 Daily Mail 14 Mar. 5 **Butierfly
kisses '. . . \iti you know what they mean ?—Yes, kisses with
the eyelashes. 1880 Mks. Meredith Tasmanian Friends
<V Foes 248 **Butterfly lobsters '..the shell of the head and
body ..expands into something like wing-forms. 1913 Dob-
LANU Med. Diet. s. v. Lupus, ^Butterfly lupus. 1890
Chatnbcrs's Encycl. V. 110/2 The yet more closely allied
' *butterfly-snails ' or Pteropods. 1899 T. W. Sandebs
Encycl. Gardening (ed. 3), talochortus (*Butterfly Tulipj.

Butterfly, v. Add

:

b. flg. applied to flirting or philandering,
1893 Chambers's yrnl. la Aug. 504/2 The young graduate

was only butterflying after all. 1006 B'ness von Hliten
What becatne 0/Paui 111. ix, *What about Wantage^'..
* He is still butterflying,*

Butterick (b»*t3rik), [The name of a New
York dealer in patterns for fashionable clothing.]

(See quots.)
190X J, L. FoFD in Munsey's Mag. July 534 What is

technically known as the 'butterick', a picture of two or
more persons in conversational attire \,sic\ and usually amid
the most luxurious surroundings, a 19x0*0. Yi^s^Y' Rolling
Stones (1917) 178 A buttonlcss flannel dressing sacque whose
tines had been cut by no tape or butterick known to mortal
woman.

Buttennillc. O. Add : Also quasi-o^*. in

buttermilk land U.S.
1843 ^- Cabltoj* Nc7o PurcJiase ix. 58 They had been

sufficiently fortunate as to get a taste of ' buttermilk land '

—

'spouty land '.

Butter-nut. 3. and 3. b. (Earlier U.S.

examples.)
x8oa Massachusetts Spy 17 Nov, 3/1 The stockings were

changed., to a brown, or what is commonly called a butter*

nut color. 1810 Idid. 21 Feb. (Th.) Two pair home-made
pantaloons, tlie one dark-colured, the other light butternut.

. Butter-print. Add

:

3. The Indian mallow, Abutzlon AbutHotty bear-

ing a round seed-capsule marked with radiating

furrows.

1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.
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Butt-in. U'.S. One who butts in (see *Bott
».' I d) ; an intruder. So Butt-iaer.
<ii9XO 'O. Henry' Rolling Stones (i9i5> 194 Any of the
Flat bush or Hackensack Meadow kind of butt-jners. 191X
J. C. Lincoln Ca/>'« If-'arrtx's IVariisym. 134 If 1 had my
way the old butt-in should undersund exactly what 1 think
of him.

Butting (b»-tii)), vbl. sbA [f. Bott r-.s + -ikgI.]

1. The extraction of the butts or stumps of felled

trees.

19x8 Daily Exfrets 3 Aug. 3/4 A man , . gave me a job at
'butting*... He had some tree stumps that he wanted up-
rooted.

2. The action or process of trimming or squaring
the ends or butts of timber ; also comb. : butting-
machine, a planing-machine for rounding and
smoothing the ends of small timbers ; butting-
saw, a cross-cut saw for squaring the ends of logs
in a saw-mill.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech,

Buttle, V. Add :

b. To do a butler's voiV. jocular.
1918 JUs. H. Ward ll'ar .5- Elizabeth iii, The under-

housemaid ' buttles ' for him like a lamb. 19x3 F. H. Kitchin
Diversions 0/ Dawson 292 Nobody could buttle like James
who had not been born in a pantry and taken pap out of
silver spoons. 1919 W. J. I^ocKl Ancestor Jorieo xvi,
Peters—the head steward—is a tat fool. . . Seems he buttled
for decaying noble lamilies.

Buttock, s/>. Add

:

8. Coal-mining. The portion of the working-
face of coal to te broken out next. Hence Bat-
tooker, a man who works at the buttock.
1884 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining.

Button, sb. Add :

L e. In phrases expressing xveakness of intellect,

as, Not to have got all his buttons on, to be a button
short. Similarly he has all his buttons ifiii) : he is

sound in intellect, ' all there '.

i860 Slang Diet. (ed. a) 109 Not to have allone's heltons,
to be deficient in intellect. 1890 Daily Ne-wsii May 6/3 He
is 83 years ofage. hut as we say hereabouts, has all his buttons
on. 189a Leetis Merc. Siifpl. 23 Jan. (E.D.D.) In Wilsden,
one lacking full mental capacities has* some of his buttons
off". 1893 .Mrs. A. Kes'naid Diogenes' Sandals xi, They
«aid . . he had not * got all his buttons ', meaning that he was
HOC 'all there '.

t. (*) Button and eye : a form of shackle for
a hone.
M08 Animal Managem. 145 Button an't eye pattern.—

A loop of leather or webbing, one end of which is doubled
iuto an eye, and the other gathered into a toggle or button.
h. A button of a particular colour, or bearing a

distinctive design, worn as a party badge.
1908 Westm. Caz. 3 Nov. a/j The donning of buttons ia

very far. .from being either a modem or an American in-
vention, for it mav be l^elieved to be traceable backtoearly
Jacobite limes : while * Repeal buttons' were highly favoured
m Irelandduring the closing years of O'Conneltsascendency.

4. b. Phrase. To press the button : to push back
the disc, pin, knob, or the like and thus produce
the required result by completing an electric cur-
rent, operating the shutter of a camera, etc Often
/ig. in colloquial use, to perform an action that
automatically brings about the required state of
affairs.

18A5 Mech. Mag. 10 Mar. 155/1 On pressing one of these
buttons with the linger, the bell.. is rung loudly. 1867
T. SrcicHT Brought to Eight I. iv. 97 To open the Secret
Closet, press gently the fifth marble button from the top.
i»93 CatselCs F.im. Stag. .Mar. 318/1 Then he pressed trie
button of the camera. 1893 Jrnl. Soe. .iris XLI. 639/3
President Cleveland.. presMd the button wliich started all
the.. machinery... The button.. was of ivory. 1893 W. S,
Gilbert Utopia l. it You only need a button press. 1905
Minister's dat. Fashion July 138/1 Pressing the Button.
A Plea for Modern Methods.. .When the art of cutting wiQ
be reduced 10 a mechaniciU science. 1914 Sir E. Grey in
Europ. Crisis.Corr. (Park. Papers CI.) 46 ^Iediation was
ready to come into operation, .if only Germany would ' press
the button ' in the interesu of peace. — Sir E. Gokhen
I^id. j9 'llie Chancellor told me last night that he was
'pressing the button ' as hard as be couldl

c. The leather projection on an oar, by which it

is kept in position in the rowlock,
190a Eucycl. Brit. XXX 11. 307/3 The only universal change

in the pattern of oars has been the introduction of Messrs
Ayling s patent button. . . Formerly the leather button where
we oar rests in the rowlock was attached by two long nails.

d. In an organ, a round piece of leather that
keeps the tracker from jumping out of place.
i8i« Staimer & Barrett Diet. Miis. Terms s.v. Organ. A

tracker, a strip of light wood provided with a tap wire and
ealher button at the end. it}» Staiker Organ 17 The
little wire passing from the end of the tracker into the hole in
the backfall is made like a screw, . .so, where it appear* below
the backfall, a little leather button can be screwed on to it.

e. Kach of the keys of an accordion.
i87«Stainer & Barukti Diet. Mns. Terms s.v. Accordion

T he first instruments had only four buttons, or keys, each of
which acted on two reeds.

t. IValchmaking. The winding-knob of a keyless
watch.
1904 Technol. ^ .<!ci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Twenty).
11. b. Bagdadbutton : a kind of \>o\\,fummulus

orientalis, endemic in Asia and Africa. So also
Aleppo, Biskra button.
1897 Daily Nius 18 Sept. 6/» They say in the East that
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if you visit Bagdad and escape the ' Bagdad button ' (a pain-
ful species of boil), it will catch you in the world to come.

c. Path. Any small, rounded elevation on the
cutaneous or mucous surface.
1900 yrnl. Exfer. Med. 15 Dec 259 More characteristic

lesions, .are the so-called ' buttons '.

12. button balance, one for weighing assay
buttons

; button blanket, a blanket ornamented
with pearls worn by British Columbia and Alaska
Indians at festivals {Cent. Did. Suppl. 1909);
button brass, (a) see quot. 1884; (*) a strip of
brass slippeti under a metal button to shield the
garment while the button is being cleaned ; button
bud, a bud resembling a button ; button cautery,
a cauterizing iron in the form of a disc ; button
ear, an ear, of a dog, that laps over and hides the
inside; hence button-eareii adj. ; button fastener,
(a) a spring loop, the free ends of which are passed
through the shank of the button to keep it in place

;

(*) (see quot. 1S84) ; button-gaU (see quot.);'
button-grass (see quot. 1898) ; button key =
buttonfastener (a) ; button metol, a metal used
in the manufacture of buttons ; button-nosed a.,
(a) = star-nosed {see Star sb.^ 31) ; (*) having a
small roundish nose ; button-quail (see quot.)

;

button-scar, a scar drawn np into button-shape,
used for ornamentation of the body by African
negroes; button scurvy, a skin disease charac-
terized by button-like excrescences (Dorland Meil.
Diet, 1901); button shell, a small marine univalve
of the genus Rotella, with a lenticular polished shell
{Stand. Diet. 1895) ; button-suture, a modifica-
tion of the twisted suture used in operations for hare-
lip {Stand. Diet.) ; button-tool, (a) an instrument
for cutting out leather ' buttons ' (see quot.)

; {b) a
tool for cutting out buttons or blanks for buttons
(Knight Diet. Mech.) ; also, see quot. ; button-
worm (see quot.).
1900 Coal tr Metal Miners' Pocket Bit. (ed. 6) 576 'Button

I.alance. 1884 Lock Workshop Rtc. Ser. ill. 16/2 For 'button
brass, an alloy of 8 parts of copper and s ofzinc is commonly
used by the Birmingham makers, under the name of ' platin .

1899 Daily News 37 Dec. 8/3 The ' button brass '. . . This little
plate tucked under the button with its shank in the slit enables
the button to be well rubbed without mischief. 1869 Black-
more Lorna D. xvii, The opening cones were struck with
brown, in between the 'button buds. 1890 Billings Med.
Diet., "Button cautery. tSM Mrs. "Wm-rKEt E.Goldihwaite
X, She had hooks and eyes, and "button.fasteners, when these
gave out. 1874 [see intlon hey]. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.
Suppl,, Button I'astentr, a clasp which hooks over the eye
of a shoe button and is then clinched to the shoe. 1879
Encycl. Brit. X. 4$ The '•button-galls' of Neurolerus
numismatis, Oliv., are eaten by pheasants. 1898 Morris
Austral Eng., 'Button-grass, Schmiis sfliwrocephalus.
Poiret, N.O. <:yteracex...%o called from the round shaped
flower (capitate inflorescence), on a thin stalk four or
five feet long, like a button on the end of a foil. 19R7
Blaekw. Mag. Oct. 470/1 A steep raxorbacked hill, covered
with ragged clamps of button-grass and dwarfed ti-lree.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., 'Button Key or Fastener,
a spnng loop.. to.. keep the button in place. 1884 Lock
ij^^.

-* ^«- Ser. III. 14 Cu-(-4Zn White 'button metal.
"Vil^t'"'dard Dicl.j'Suttan-nased, star-nosed: said of the
condylure. 1900 H. G. Wells Tone-Bungay iii. ii, Button-
no"* Pink-and-while Aunt Susan. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX-
M/ '•":«» another [group] ..often termed Quails or
Button-Quails... This is that comprehended by the genus
/ urmx, or Hemipodiu% of some authors. 1897 A. J. ButlerU.Ratiers Hist. Mank. II. 394 In the so-called "button-
«»" larovofbutton-shaped warty scars runs from the edge
of the forehead to the tip of the nose; this is found both on the
Congo and on the Zambesi. i8m Ocilvie Suppl., 'Button-
toot, an instrument used chieflyTor cutting out the disks or
buttons of leather, which serve as nuts for the screwed wires
in the mechanism connected » ilh the keys of the organ and
pianoforte. i847SronoART Angler's Comfi. 11 1 The Black-
Head, or 'Button-Worm, .whose nature it is.. to coil and
knot Itself up in the form of a ball or old-fashioned hutton-

Button-ball. l/.S. [f. Button sb., from the
form of the fruit.] The plane-tree or 'sycamore'
of the United States ; the button-wood.
i8»4 i. TiioMrsoH Gazetteer Vermont 34 Platanus oecid.

Button ball tree. 18^4 De Smet Oregon Missions UB^y) 83 In
no part of this region have I met with a more luxuriant
growth ofpine, fir, elin, oak, buttonball, and yew trees. 1849
N. P. Willis Rural Lett. ii. 31 • Is it that big button-bail
you II have cut down, sir? ' 'Call it a sycamore, Tom, and
III come and see.' 1837 A. Gray First Less. Bot. (1866) 80A round or roundish cluster of flowers.. as in the Button,
ball. Button-bush . . and Red clover. 188a (see BtrrrON sb. 12].
1906 Springfield Heekly Reputt. 23 Feb. 16 The large
buttonball tree standing in front of the Field place at North-
field h.is recently been cut down.
Button-busli. U.S. (SeeBuTTOx j^. 12.)
17II4 Cutler in Mem. Amer. Acad. (1785) I. 409 Cephas

/<3/iM»j. ..Globeflowersbrub. PondDogwood. Button Bush.
••45-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. 144 The Button-bush,
((.el>luUantlius,\ of about five feet in height, aflbrds a good
ex.imple of this natural order. 1871 Schele de Verb
Americanisms Mn'Hn The Butlon-bush (C///i<./a«M«,r
cccidentalis) has its name from the resemblance of its
globular catkins of flowers to round buttons. 1878 Scritner's
Mag. XVI. 734/3 Bordered by willows and button-bushes.
loid. 725/1 The button.bushes and the pickerel-weed are sere.

Button-hole, sb. Add

:

1. O. spec. Jhe or one's buttonhole : the button-
hole in the lapel of a coat ; also colloq. = bntton-hole
/lower (see ^ in Diet.).

\

BUY.
1848 Dickens Dombey xxxi, The Major.. wears a whole

geranium in his button-hole. 1863 [in Uict., sense il. 1876Miss Alcott Rase in Bloom ix. Bending his head to kiss the
hands that put a little white rose in his button-hole. 1879-
1883 [in Diet., sense 3]. 1918 C. Mackenzie Sylvia.'icarlelt
vii. How nice you look, Arthur, in that buttonhole. 1918
Edington Sludio Murder Mysi. xvii. The white gardenia
in his buttonhole.

2. b. Surg. ' A small straight incision into a
cavity or organ' (Dorland Med. Did. 1913I.

LW '''''^'•t'oner Oct. 526 Without making a ' button-
hole through the muco-perichondrium.
4. button-hole cutter, hand, twist, etc. ; button-
hole globe, light, an electric bulb to be fastened
in one's button-hole as a reading light.
1868 Rep. ITS. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 289 Button-

hole twist is the same, with a tighter twist. 1874 Knight
I

-i^"^'-.^'"'-, Button-hole Cutter. 1890 Zla//y AVifj 27 Jan.
}'\ \V\ apparatus is about the same as that of the button-
hole light, only that instead of a buttonhole globe at the end
of a thread there is a fine, minute drill. 19^ Daily Chron.
12 June 9/6 Tailoring,—Wanted button-hole hand for coats
and vests.

Button-hole, v. Add :

1. o. To make bntton-hole openings in.
1908 Practitioner Oct. 322 The hand is kept in that position

.. by long strips of adhesive plaster.
. ; these are button-holed

over the knuckles to adapt themselves to them-
d. Stirg. To make a button-hole incision in.

1907 Practitioner Oct. 5J0 It may seem impossible to strip
oft the muco-chondriuin without buttonholing it.

3. intr. Of the texture of bread : To become full
of holes suggesting button-holes.
1917 W. Deeping Doomsday viii. { i, Finding the loaf

rather too new and the knife too blunt for the c.irving of
slices of ideal thinness. The beastly things would button-hole!

Button-wood. 6^.-5". [Button sb.] The
plane-tree or sycamore; the button-ball. Also
altrib. with tree.
(a) i68o Conn. Hist. Soc. Coll. XIV. 472 Two Button

"ood Irees one by each river. 1766 J. Adams Diaty Wks.
1850 II. 194,1 saw., a likely young button-wood tree, lately
planted on the triangle made by the three roads. 183s R. M.
Bird Hawks 0/Hawk. hollo^v II. xx. 355 His ride on the
back of the butlonwood-tree. 1837, 1851 (see Button j*. 12I.m l«9l Plukenet Phytogr. Tab. Ixxvii. Fig. 4 Arbor
Americana triphylla .. Lignum fibularium (i.e.) Button.
KW</nostr.itibus dicta. 1778 J. Carver Trav. N. Amer. 499
J he Button wood is a tree of the largest size, and might be
distinguished by its bark, which is quite smooth and mottled.
1831 Vi.QV.Giiidefor Emigrants II. 122 The sycamore is the
button wood o( New England. 1837 Colman Rep. Agric.
Mass. (1818) 64, I think.. that button wood (the Plane tree)
and the white ash may be cultivated to as great profit on my
land as any kind of forest trees whatever. 1858 O.W. Holmes
Aut. Break/.-t. viL 177 The butlon-wood throws olT its
bark in large flakes. 1906 Harper's Mag. Mar. 560 She
w-atched him.. come back,.. walking very slowly under the
mottled branches of the buttonwoods.

b. attrib. Built of button-wood timber.
1799 Aurora (Pbilad.) 21 May (Th.) The old button.wood

meeting house in Philadelphia was made into a military
riding-house.

Buttress, x<5.1 6. Add:
buttress thread, a screw-thread having one face

at right angles to the axis of the bolt or shaft.
1887 \xiii Machine Dranu.diiji) 15 The Buttress thread, is

designed to combine the advantages of the V and square
threads.

Bully. Add

:

4. A second barge or freight-boat in tow by the
first. More explicitly butty-boat.
1909 ' Q True Tilda ix. With two horses hauling at the

first (barge), and the second (which Sam called a butty-boat)
towed astern. 1913 Blackiu. Mag. Nov. 663/3, 1 overhauled
two barges, the foremost with its little steam-engine towing
the second or ' butty '.

Butyro-. Add ; Batyro-refractometar [see
Refbactometkr], a refractometer for testing the
refractive power of butter-fat as a test of its purity.
c 1900 Newspaper, The Finance and Parliamentary Com-

mittee recommended that the Borough Analyst be em-
powered to obtain a Butyrorefractometer.

Butyrometer (bi«tii/»-m/t9j). [f. Bdtyro- +
-METEii.] An instrument for estimating the per-
centage of butter-fat in milk. Cf. lactobutyromeler
s. v. Lacto-.
[1863 "Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXIV. 11. 315 Marchand's laclo-

butyrometer.) 1901 .£«<><:/. AW/. XXVII. 360/1 Themachines—often termed butyrometers—are commonly made to hold
from two up to two doren testers, /bid.. The butyrometer
is extremely u.seful, alike for measuring periodically the fat-
producing capacity of individual cows in a herd, for rapidly
ascertaining the percentage of fat in milk delivered to
factories [etc.J.

Buvette (biVVet). Add : Also, a. refreshment
bar or room. Cf. Buffkt sb.3 3.
l88s Cornhill Ma^. June 597 We.. went into the stove-

stifling heat of the little buvette of the station to keep our-
selves warm.

Buy (bai), sb. orig. U.S. [f. But ».] A purchase

;

a bargain. On the buy : actively buying.
189a Van Dvke Millionaires o/a Day s^f Biggest buy in

town. 1911 H. Quick Yellowstone N. vii. 191, I believe
it's a good buy ! 1919 Star 31 Aug. 18/2 His clients are * on
the buy '.

Buy, V. Add !

15. To buy money: (Racing slang) see quot. 1922.
1906 Fox.Davirs Dangerville inheritance vii. 99 The

public bad left off buying money, and the wagering had
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become slack. 19W iV. ^ Q. 12th Ser. XI. 206/4 Buying
m<MWv,laying heavy odds on a favourite, x^^Daily Express
13 July 12/3 Backers, .had to buy moticy over On Avon and
Kainbow Bridge.

Buying^, vbU sh. Add :

5. The purchasing of shares on the stock ex-

change. Buying'in day, the day on which, owing

to non-delivery within the appointed time of shares

bought, the buyer may purchase the shares on the

market. Buying-in rule, the rule with regard to

buying-in day.

1900 IVesim. Gaz. 24 Mar. 7/1 'Buying-in Day.'..He im-

mediately delivers the shares, usually on the day after the

buying-in takes place. 1903 Encycl. Brit, XXXII. 865 Ihe
' corner ' in Northern Pacific common shares produced, .the

suspension for two or three weeks of the ' buying in ' rule,

SnzZy sb.^ Add :

L b. Phomiics. A voiced hiss (see Hiss sb, 1 b).

X877 Sweet Hatuibk, Phomiics 79 The voiced buzzes admit

of more variety than the voiced stops. 1887 Encycl. Brit.

XXII. 383 Glides to and from Hisses, Buzzes. Ibid,, A hiss

(sX followed without a positional glide by the buzz (z). 1888

Sweet Hitt. Eng, Sounds 24 Some consonants.. are pro-

nounced with . .a complete absence of buzz. 1908— Sounds

cf English 43 The English ^ is vowellike in sound, being

quite ^ee from buzz.

c. Phrase. To go with a buzz (fig.) : to advance

rapidly or * swimmingly \
1899 DovLK Duet^ Two Solos^ By Jove, it simply went with

a buzz from tlie word * go '.

d. A round game in which each player in turn

utters a number in numerical order, with the ex-

ception that ' buz ' must be substituted for 7, mul-
tiples of 7, and numbers containing a 7, or pay a
fine for its omission.
1865 Slung Did., Buz, a well-known flash game. 1868

JIiss Alcott/-//^/^ IVomtn iii, They. .were in the midst of

a quiet game of ' buzz '.

6. buzz-planer, a small wood-planing machine
(Knight Diet, Mech. Suppl. 1884).

SUZZ, sb,^ 2. b. Add : Also quasi-izi^*. of an
artificial fly (see quot. 1877).
1877 HALLOCK SportstttO.n's Gctzetteer 599 A fly is said to be

buz when the hackle is wrapped on thick and it looks 'hushy

'

as we Americans would term it. 1889 F. M. Halford Dry-
Fly Fishing ix. 205 Arguments in favour ofdressing spinners
backle or buzz fashioii.

Buzz, v}- Add

:

6. b. Phonetics, To pronounce as or with abuzz.
1877 Sweet Handbk. Phonetics yj (j) in N[orth]Glerman)

is often distinctly buzzed. Ibid., Buzzed (j) is the ordinary
G. ^ in * liegen ',

' regen '.

9. To telephone or signal (a call or message) by
the * buzzer . To buzz off; to ring off on the tele-

phone. Also intr, of a message : To come in by
the buzzer.
19x4 Pears* Christmas Ann. 20/2 Sx^yoM^e Bainhridge^

Then buzz off!,. You there—have you had a call from the
Bainbridgel 1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 173 The tele-

phonists. .
* huzzcd ' even more monotonous strings of longs

and shorts on the buzzer. Ibid., The messages that had just
' buzzed * in over their wires. Ibid. 183 It's bad enough, .to

get all 'these messages through by voice. I haven't a dog s

chance of doing it if I have to buzz each one.

b. To go <?^or away quickly, slang.

1915 Aldous Huxlev Those Barren Leaijes, yonrney v.

(1927) 313 So I buzzed after you till I saw old Ernest wiv ve
car at ve side of ve road. 1930 Diary Public Sch. Girl 46
Buzz off, you idiot, or James Ml see you.

10. To cut (wood) with a buzz-saw. U,S.
19*5 British Weekly 5 Mar. 554/5 His home-built con-

traption for * buzzin" wood.

12. To throw swiftly or forcibly, colloq,

1893 Kipling Many Invent, ii. 35 Dennis buzzed his car-
bine after him, and it caught him on the back of bis head.
19x8 E. A. Mackintosh War, the Liberator 113 If we
cannae throw a live We can aye buzz a dud.

Buzzard, sb?- Add

:

1. b. (Later examples.)
1813 Paulding J. Bull ^ Br. Jonathan xix. (1835) 87 He

. -was between hawk and buzzard, as they say. 183a J. P.
Kennedy Swalloiv B. (1860) 17, I entered Richmond be-
tween hawk and buzzard. 1893 Breiver's Did. Phr. ^
Fable 193 Between Hawk and buzzard. Not quite a lady
or gentleman, nor quite a servant. Applied to tutors in
private houses [etc.].

c. The species of vulture more fully called
turkey-buzzard. U.S.
1851 Mavne RErc Scalp Hunters xxx, Twur turkey-

buzzart, then : that's what it war. Ibid., And when did ye
eat the buzzard, old boy? 1871 Schele de Vere Avieri-
canisnts (1872) 373 Similar confusion prevails here about the
name of Buzzard, which is commonly misapplied, being
given to a vulture instead of a hawk. 1876 Burroughs
WinterSunshine L (1892) 16 But the worst thing about the
buzzard is bis .silence.

2. (Examples of recent U.S. use.)

1889 BarrI:re & Leland Did. Slangy 2/«zzan/(American),
an oppressive, arrogant person, jealous of rivalry, and vin-
dictive. 1918 MuLFORD Man Jr. Bar.20 viii. 77 ' Pop', he
said, sharply, ' who is this buzzard ?

' Ibid. xi. 108 You two
buzzards are about as cheerful an* pleasant as a rattler in
August.

b. Applied to things : (see quot. 1871). U.S,
1871 Lancaster Intelligencer 6 May (De Vere) Said the

venerable Mr. G. to one of his jours : Sir, J pronounce that
job an unmitigated buzzard. 1871 Schele de. Vers A meri-
coitisnis (1872) 587 Buzzard is the half*facetious half-con-
temptuous term applied in several mechanical professions
to a badly-spoiled piece of work.

142

4. buzzard dollar U.S. slang, the silver dollar

coined under the Bland bill of 1S78, so called from

having the figure of an eagle on the reverse;

buzzard lope U.S. (see quot.).

a 1889 Chicago Ti-ibune (Barrere & Leland), The waiters .

.

will take anything you give them, from a nickel up to a
*buzzard dollar, and look happy. 1890 Standard 1^ Apr.,

*Iiuzzard Lope— ' the latest social institution of America.

.

a dance tauglit to a Georgian negro by tlie turkey buzzard '.

Ba'zzardy, a. [f. Buzzard sb.^ + -y 1.] Re-
sembling a buzzard.
1885 'C. E. Ckaduock' Prophet Gt. Smoky Mis. xiii. 242

An' 1 don't want ter stay in jail, an' be tried.. an' mebbc
hev them buzzardy lawyers fix suthin' on me ennyways.

Buzzer i. Add

:

4. An electric mechanism for producing an inter-

mittent current and a buzzing sound or series of

sounds ; used chiefly as a call or signal. Also attrib.

1884 Knight Did. Mech. Suppl., Buzzer, a telegraphic

call in which a vibrating hammer strikes a sounding piece

and gives out a buzzing sound, which, in certain cases, is

preferable to a bell. 1901 'Linesman' Words Eyeivituess

(1902) 203 The little station, with its brave air of business,

itsstationmaster, and its electric 'buzzer'. 1926 Boyd Cable
Action Front 183 He could hear the morse signals on the

buzzer plain enough. 1918 E. A. Mackintosh War, the

Liberator 99 If. . his bloody baiTage-fire 's Broken all your
buzzer wires Don't get flurried. 1920 C^w^ki^j^ June 404/1
There is a local buzzer-circuit in the call box. 1928 C. F. S.

Gamble Story 0/North Sea Air Station Introd. 22 Abuzzer
worked oflTdry ceils.

Jig. 1916 H. NicoLsoN Swinburne 1. 11 Although, so to

sptak, this olwtruction exists only on one line of communi-
cation, yet it acts as a buzzer which disturbs tlte rest.

5. EUctr. The trembler of an induction coil.

1888 Chambers's Jrnl. 1 4 Jan. 25 It is called a * buzzer *.
.

.

It is a rapid current-breaker.

6. Applied to various machines that make a
buzzing noise in operation, a. A polishing wheel,

b. A circular saw.
1884 Knight Did. Mech. Suppl., Buzzer, a small, rapidly-

revolving wheel, used in grinding or poiishing small objects.

1923 British Weekly 5 Mar. 554/5 His ' buzzer,* as he calls

it, is not ' boughten '.

Bll'ZZ-saw. U.S. [Buzz r^.l 5.] A circular saw.
i860 \ioi.i.Mio liliss Gilbert xix. 35olf you'll take thunder

and lightning and a steamboat and a buzz-saw and mix 'em
up. 188a Congress. Rec, June 5240/2 Gentlemen may com-
miserate the South,, and wish they might hear the * buzz-

saw' humming and the spindle twirling there. 1883 NvE
Baled Hay 24 We should learn from this never to lean 011

the buzz saw when it moveth itself aright. 1894 Hai-per's
Mag. Apr. 807/2 A man . . has got to . . ride a race, or manage
a buzz-saw, or be an expert farm hand.
attrib. 1897 'Mark Twain' Foilo^ving Equator xxxiv.

313 One of those whizzing green Ballarat flies.. with his

stunning buzz-saw noise.

Hence Bu*zz-saw v, trans., to cut with a buzz-

saw. Alsoyf^.
1883 Landon Wit (5" Humor ji8, I was buzz-sawed, sure.

Bwana (bwa'na). [Swahili,] A term of respect-

ful address or reference used by the Swahili, equiva-

lent to * (the) master', * Mr.', or * Sir*.

1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cent. iii. (1880) 38 Bwana,you
see these scars. /^;V.6.28 It is Bwana Stanley's expedition that
has retnrned. 1886 E. C. Dawson yames Hanniugton (1867)
212 Theories of 'Run, bwana, run !* were accentuated by a
double roar. 19x1 Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 119/1 He had not been
able to tell his Bwana about the bustard. X9sx Chambers's
yrnl. Apr. 220/1 He might be called to account by the
bioana at the Government camp.

]By,J^.^ Add: An instance of a place-name in -^^.
\ZZ^ Pall Mall Gaz. 20 Feb. 5/1 Dr. Taylor, .had already

taught us to recognize the general tokens of Scandinavian
settlement in \^ti..bys where they [^c, the pirates] made tlieir

solitary, .homesteads. 1908 W. G. Collingwood J)Va7/^:'/-

navian Brit. 113 ' Thorpes ' indicating villages as opposed
to ' byes ' or isolated farmsteads . . are found.

By ^f bye, sb. 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1801 Massachusetts S/>y 29 July 3/1 For fear of being

drawn into a bye, he put to shore at a steep bank.

By, prep. Add ; 26. Phrase. I)o as you would
be done by : see Do v. 37.

29. Also with omission of the verb. BythtTtame
of: see Name sb. 13,

1676- [see Name sb. 13). z'jZ'j GenerousAttachment III.

229. 1826 Syd. Smith in Lady Holland Mem. (1855) II.

265 A very agreeable, clever woman, by the name of Quesnel.
1869 Sir j. T. Coleridge Mem. Keble 217 Dialogues, in
which a mason by that name [sc. Richaid Nelson] bears
a principal part.

o3. c. Used for : "Written, painted, executed by
(an author, painter, sculptor, etc.).

iS-jo {title) The Scholemaster..1]By Roger Ascham. 1593
{title) Colin Clovts Come home againe. By Ed. Spencer.
tS-^^ititle] Poems, &c. upon Several Occasions. By Mr. John
Miiton: Boih English and Latin, &c. Composed at several
times. ^ 1779 Mirror No. 24 Can the representations of
moon-light, even by Homer, Milton, and Shakespeare, be
more exquisitely finished ?_ 1832 Disraeli Cont. Flemingw.
xiv, I must get ' Manstein ' directly, if it be by young
Moskoffsky. 1901 Lincoln City <5- Cathedral 154 The latter
(window], by a Nuremburg executant, is poor and feeble,

d. Of a public house, etc. : Kept or managed by
(as licencee).

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxix. This is the Valiant Soldier,
by James Groves. 1885 Henley & Stevenson Macaire
I. iii, Auberge des Adrets, by John Paul Dumont. 1919
Masefield Reynard the Fox 2 The meet was at ' The Cock
and Pye By Charles and Martha Enderby '.

34. b. From, after, according to (a model).
a 1650 E. NoitcATE Miniatura (1919) 84 When the Italians

BYE.

have not the Ufe to draw by, they make use off Models.
Ibid. 86 By these and such others they draw. 1654 Vaughan
Discourses Wks. led. Martinj 260 Pictures that have not so
much as an ayre of those faces they were drawn by.

B. adv. 5. Over in duration, finished, at an
end. Of time ; Past, gone by. Also by with, Sc.

and north.

1784 Burns Ep. Rankine x. As soon '5 the clocking-time
is buy, And tlie wee pouts begun to cry. 1846 Alex. Laing
Wayside Flo^vers 20 Whan the buryin' was bye, an' relation*

a' gane. 1896 Crockett Grey Man xii, The days of curses
are by with.

b. Of a person : Done for, ruined, dead : esp. in

to be by with it, Sc, and north.
1890 Service Notandums vi. 34 When the dykes are

broken yon 're bye, ye ken,—ouay ! foirly bye ! 189a Steven.
SON Catriona xxx. You're by with it, James More. You
can never show your face again.^ 1900 Kipling in Daily
Express 26 June 4/6 I'll not call it farmin'—up yonder, but
ye'ie by with that even.

By-. Add

:

2. b. by-child, -son, a bastard, dial.

Cf. Bv-BLOW 3.

1894 Hall Cainf. Manxman in. xvi, You'd be hearing of
the •by-child, it's like ? 1887 A. E. Babr Border Shepherdess
xii, * That play-acting *by-son o* the Graeme.' ' He was no
by-son.'

3. a. bye-spct. d. by-practice.

1887 Mabel Wetheral Tivo N.-C. Maids xxiv. 170 Gale
Syke Tower is a bit lonesome, being what mother calls a
'bye-spot'. 1913 C. Read in Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 48
Walsingham believed that his \sc. Burgliley'sl by-practice
through Hunsdon with Arran was influenced by these con-
siderations.

4. bye-betting, 'Wager ; bye-election in attrib. use.

j886 H. Smart Outsider IL i. 2 On no race of late years
had there been so much bye-betting, that is to say, wagers
in which one horse was backed against one other. Ibid.,

Others., who had laid these heavy bye-wagers, looking upon
the horse as having no possible chance, had never taketi the
trouble to secure themselves. 1897 Daily News 6 Jan. 4/5
Very actively engaged in by-election work. 1899 IbiiL

10 May 9/4 If the Executive through its bye-election Com-
mittee, .decides not lo help. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 29 Apr. 3/2
He attacked it [sc. the Bill] in the true by-election style.

6. by-legislation
J
-pointy -port ; by-stake, each

of the short intermediate stakes used in basket-

making; hence by-stake v., to furnish with by-

stakes.
1^6 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 231 The Friendly Societies Act.,

gives powers of *by-legislation on specified matters,. .all

which has only to be certified by a Crown registrar. J577
W. Bourne Regiment Jbr Seal. B Beiweene euery one (rf

these inferior poynls, and euery one of the head wynds
there is a *bypoynt or winde. 1883 Afan. Seamanship for
BoysfjZ By-Points. Socalled because they derive their names
from the nearest cardinal or half-cardinal points they are
near or by. 1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 3 Aug. 2/1 I'hese nice
little four or live thousand ton coasters take in and discbarge
more cargo at . . these by-ports than any regular cargo boat

. .fiying \sic\ from port to port.

By and by- Add

:

B, 2. The name by which cannon are known to

the natives of Natal.

1857 J. Shooter Kaffirs ofNatal 112 They believe that
the fearful by-andbye eats up everything. 1893 B. Mitfobd
Gun.runner xxiv, We laugh at their bal-nbat. What are
guns, big or small, against the broad shields and devouring
spears of the ever-conquering Amazulu? 1894 C. H. W.
Donovan With Wilson in Matabeleland x. 234 '1 hey used
to call common shells * by-and-byes,' because they could see
the smoke, and by and by a shell would explode in their

midst.

By and lax*ge, advb. phr. orig. U.S. [Originally

in nautical use ; see By adv. i d.] To take . . by and
large : to take or regard in a general aspect, with-

out entering into details. Also in later use without
take \ ^ on the whole.

1833 J. C. Neal DoTvn-Easters I. 23 A man who feek
rather perplexed on the whole, take it by and large. 1845
S. JUDD Margaret n. v. 283 Take it by and large.. and she
is the beater of all. 1869 ' Mark Twain ' limoc. Abr. v.

(1897) 47 'i'aking it by and large, as the sailors say, we had
a pleasant run. 1878 B. F. Tavlor Bettveen Gates 281

Those who sail over the old parallels of latitude by-and-
large believe in fair play. 1890 Congress. Rec. May 4376/a
By and large all of us who live there.. know the immense
benefit that has been derived from it \sc. the prohibition law).

1926 Publishers' Weekly 18 Dec 2255 By and large the
book-store in the South is a sorry institution.

By-bidder. (Earlier U.S. example.)
2848 Bartlett Did. Atner., By-bidder, a person employed

at public auctions to bid on articles put up for sale, to obtain
higher prices.

Bye, sb. Add

:

1. d. esp. in Cockfigkting \ in full bye-battle^ as

distinguished from the * main ' : see Maik sb."^ 3.

1716 Loud, Gaz. No. 5429/4 There will be By- Battles,.

.

And in the Afternoon will begin the main Match. 1859 Lord
W. Lennox Pictures Sporting Life fy Char. I. 175 Eleven
n-head on the main and byes seven. Ibid., On the usual

fighting night, Tuesday, at the same pit, for bye battles,

there was very capital play. 1883 K, Caldecott Graphic
Pict. 13 There were carpet-dances on off-nights by way of

byes.

e. Golf. The hole or holes of the stipulated

course that are unplayed when the match is finished.

1887 Golfing 92 Bye. Any hole or holes that remain to be
played after the match is finished, are played for singly;

unless the sides agree to make another match of them. 1890
Sat, Rev. 31 May 666/1 Prestwick golfers of to-day Ao no*

Elay for such stakes as a soul on the round and a nose on the

ye*



BY-ELECTORAL.
3. = •Bywater.
1938 J. R. Sutton Diamond 34 Yellow Ouunond. Fine

White. White. First Cape... First Bye.

By-electoral (boi|ile-kt6ral), a. [f. By- 4 +
Electoral, alter by-tlution.'\ Of, belonjjing to,

or characteristic of a by-election.
189a I'all Mall Cnz. 6 July i/i By l^is device the Liberals

are deprived of their by-electoral successes altogether. 1905
iVtUm. Gas, 10 Oct. 2/3 By-electoral oratory. 1938 Daily
TtL 25 Sept. 12/2 He was breaking the rule that. .party
leaders should not take part in by-elcctoral contests.

Byerite (bsi-arait). Mill. [Named after \V. N.
Bycrs : see -ITE '.] A mineral coal resembling
albertite and torbanite, first found in Colorado,
U.S.A.
1892 E. S. Dana Dana's Sysl, Jlfin, (ed. 6) 103^
Bygone. Add

:

B. sb. 1. d, sing. A person or thing ofthe past.
1891 Hardy Test xlv, Bygones would never be complete

bygones till she was a bygone herself. 1891 D.iily A't^vs
6 ilar. 5/3 That, however, is a byegone, and it is needless
to eo back upon it. 1891 l^'rslm. Gat. 24 July 4/2 We
would let the bygone of the Rae Mine, whatever its case,
be a bygone.

Bymety, a^fv. l/.S. dial. Also : by*in by,
bym by, by-am-by, bye'm by, byme-by. [Re-
dnced form of Br akd bt 4 ; the earlier stage by'itj
by occnrs in 1708 '^Deplor. State New Eng. 35).
See also »BmEBr and *Bomby(k.] By and by,
presently.

l8»S J. Neal Bn. Jcnatlutn 1. ic6 Eym by; naiteral
enough j there they go. llrid. 195 You'll believe what I say,
by m by. 1844 .' Jon. Slick ' High Lift If. Y. I. viL 101
They give ail sich strangcr^rritters a name, and 1 s'pose
you'll git one by-amby, as well as the rest on 'em. IHil.
X. 152. 18^ J. F. Cooren Oak Ofen. I. iii. 41 Have yankee
scalp, bye m by. 1857 Holland Bajr Patk (1864) 156 It's
a thing thatll come round byme-by. Ibid. 334 Byme-by I
looked up, and there stood the widow crying. 1873 ' M»«k
Twain * Gilded Age ii. 32 But bymcby she roused up like,
and looked around wild^

Bynedestin (bin«"de-stin). Physiol. Chem. [f.

Gr. /3i!k7 malt -h *EnKaTiN.] A typical globulin
present in barley malt.

Bynin (bai-nin). Physiol. Chem. [f. Gr. ^vvr)
malt + -IN '.] A protcid soluble in alcohol, con-
tained in barley malt.
tt^ Kevinv f/ Rer ieits Nov.Advt.p. xvii/i Liquid Bynin

Malt. 1891 J/<-,&«/w««uii/ 540.
I ofbyaia with cod-liver oiL

> Byool,. .aaotlier mmhina.

143

Byon (by(»un). [Burmese brun refuse, as of
grain, peas, etc., the matrix earth of rubies and the
rejected stones ; app. related to prun, phrun to be
worn out or exhausted.] The ruby-bearing clay of
the Ruby Mines district of Upper Burma.

'S** ^l ^X-
Stmkter Free. Stones (ed. 5) 153 A brown or

yellowish clay, known locally as Byon, seems to be the
typical Ruby-bearing earth. 1895 Standard 24 July, The
valley byon beds of Mogok, Tagoungnandine, and Loodah.
igz* Ciusmiers s Jmt. July 447/1 Coolies will still. .be
required to take the ' byon to the sluice.

By-pass (bai-pas), sb. Also bye-sass. Tf By-
B. 3b + PAS3 1il.l]

"

L A secondary pipe issuing from the main or
service pipe below a stop-tap or cock, allowing the
free passage of a small supply of gas, steam, etc.,
when the main supply is shut off; esp. the small
tube and pilot light of a gas-jet, which remains
alight when the jet is turned off. Also atirib.
1848 E. Alban Steam Engine 264 It is a sort of by-pass to

allow the steam to travel freely from the upper into the lower
box. 1876 Amer. Gas-L. Jml. 3 July 20 (Knight 1884)
Farmer s hydraulic main, with dip-pipe and bye-pass. 1888
.Morning Post 12 Jan. 2/3 The only service from the stage
stipply that was open being one halfinch bye-pass for the pilot
light of audiloriumsun burner. 189S Daily A'm'S 10 Oct. 6/4
The innovation

. . consists of a little ' by-pass ' arrangement by
which a tiny flame is always kept going. 1901 Daily Chroit.
29 Oct. 3/4 A by-pass is provided, so that if the pump creates
a higher pressure th.in is desired the surplus oil merely
passes back into the large supply tank.

2. A road diverging from and re-entering a main
road, esp. a new road constructed as an alternative
route to relieve congestion of traffic on the main
road. Also attrib.

I9sa Daily Mail 2 Dec. 5 New roads and by-passet, which
should remove some of these danger spots. 1913 Times
(weekly ed.) 25 Jan., The Kingston by-pass will begin at
the Robin Hood gate. 1919 Times 13 Nov. 9/4 It was
recommended that the proposal to make a by-pass road be
dropped.

By-pass (bsi-pas), V. [£ *BT-rAa8 sb.'\

1. trans. To furnish with a by-pass.
i8S« .V<ri. Amer. Stiff. ^ Dec. 9099/3, I next by-passed

the outlet valve with a one Inch pipe. 1^ Even. Standard
12 Mar. 6/2 King's Langley and Tring by passing Bushey
and Watford, ign Timet 2S May 17/4 Schemes are on foot
for by-passmg both Leatherhead and Dorking.
2. To conduct (liquid, gas, eta) by means of a

by- pass.

BYZANTINIST.
1909 Cent. Diet. S>it>pl. 1924 Clasjro^u Herald 6 Nov oA small portion of the gas . . is by-passed to a boiler.

Byronesciae (b3i»rane-sk), a. [f. the name of
the poet Lord Byron -h -esqub.] Having the cha-
racteristic style of Byron,

e 'S?e
^""'''' ^"' '*°''- 33S This eminently Byronesque

Bysmalith (bi-zmali». Geol. [f. Gr. Biaaa
plug-i-Aieos stone: see -uth.] A large body of
Igneous rock which, when it was forced upward
lilted up the overlying rock.

'

1S99 iDDiNcs & Weed Descr. Geol. Gallatin Mountains 18By this mode of intrusion the vertical dimension of the in-ruded mass becomes still greater as compared with the
lateral diniensions, so that the shape is more that of a plue
or core. Such an intruded plug of igneous rock may betermed a iysmalitk. 1905 Chamberi.in & Salisbury Geol
I. 4.77 Letween the bysmalith and the Uccolith there are
various gradations.

Byssogenoas (bisp-d^rn.-is), a. [f. Byss-us -i-

-GEN 2 -H -ous.] That (normallv) produces a byssus.
i8<» Caini. Nat. Hist. III. 453 Foot with byssogenous

slit, but no byssus.

By-th.e-way, sb. [f. phr. by the way : see By
prep. 13 b.] An incidental remark.
1896 Punch I Feb. 52/1, 1 think I may indulge myself with

a short by-the-way on the subject of hampers. 1907 Daily
Chron. 2 Oct. 33 Here are two ' by-the-ways ' from her
pages of observation.

Bywater (bai-wgtsj). [f. By- B. 5 -i- Water sb.

(20).] Applied to a diamond of inferior water,
yellowish in colour.

189s IVestm. Caz. i Oct 2/1, I. .woke up to consider two
fresh lots of treasure, ' whites ' and * by-waters,' so termed
from their colour. 1916 F. B. Wads Diamonds 25 Yellows,
or by-waters.

B3rwoner : see *BijTvoirER.

By your leave, sb. [f. phr. by your leave

:

see Leave sb. 1.] An expression of apology for
not having asked permission.
1924 W. M. Raine Troubled Waters \. 13 ' With not even

a by your leave. You're a claim jumper," she said.

Byzantimst (bai-, bizas-ntinist). [f. Byzan-
TI.NE -I- -1ST.] A student of or an expert in Byzantine
matters.

1891 Nation (N.Y.) 21 Apr. 306/1 The collaboration of
Greek, English, and Italian ' Uyzantinists* is already
pledged to support it. 1917 Observer 24 Apr. 30/3 The
Congress of Byzantinists has concluded its work.



c
C. Add : H. 1. b. C 3 : the lowest grade in the

scaleofphysical fitness formilitary service employed

in the classification of recruits conscripted under the

Military Service Act, 1916 ; hence yf^. of the lowest

grade, of highly inferior status or quality.

1918 D. Lloyd George in Times 13 Sept. 8/2 You cannot

maintain an Ai Empire with a C3 population, 1933 Daily
Mail I Mar. 7 He would agree prisoner's left arm would be

a Cj left arm. Jbid. 11 July 13 Sunshine all the way, no C3
affair but a magnificent blaze of light. 1934 Galsworthy
White Monkey i.viii, Eight years her senior and C3 during

the war !

HI. 3. c. = cubic; as in c.cm, = cubic centimetre;

C (American), % 100; C.B., confined to barracks,

as a punishment in the army; C.G.S. = centi-

metre-gramme-second ; c.i., cast iron ; C.I., Chan-

nel Islands, (Order of the) Crown of India ; C.I.D,,

Committee of Imperial Defence, Criminal Investi-

gation Department; C.I.E., Companion of the

Order of the Indian Empire ; C.I.F., c.i.f., Cost,

Insurance, plus Freight; CI.G.S., Chief of the

Imperial General Staff; C. in C, Commander in

Chief; C.Q.D., in wireless telegraphy, the signal

formerly used by ships in distress, consisting of C.Q.,

the international sign for * all stations ', followed

by D indicating * urgent
'

; since 1908 superseded

by S.O.S. See also C.O.D.
1890 Kipling Soldiers Threty Godfrom Machine^ Now

I put ut to you, Sorr, is ten days' C. B. a fit an' proper trate-

ment for a man who has behaved as me? 1893 — Barrack-
room Ball., Cells ii, O it's pack-drill for me and a fortnight's

C.B. For 'drunk and resisting the Guard'! 190* Times

7 July 3/3, 90 per cent. f.o.b. invoice on the basis of 52s. 6d.

ci.f. sawn pitch pine 35 cubic feet average Blaenavon, 1907
W'estm. Gaz. 7 May 2/2 The United Kingdom figures are

c.i.f. at the ports of arrival. 1909 Daily Chron» 17 Feb, 3/5
Among the ships responding to the * C.Q.D.' message were
the Lucania, [etc.]. X914 W. Churchill in World Crisis

(1923) xii. 267 The situation . , is entirely different from
those which have been discussed in the Invasion Committee
of the C.I.D. 1919 War Slang in Athensenm 8 Aug. 727/2
When doing C.B. . . he [sc. the soldier) was doing 'jankers

'

or * Paddy Doyle '. X9a8 Manchester Guardian Weekly

LDec. 450/3 Ihat.. when his ship took a list.. [he] should
Lve sent out a peremptory C.Q. call.

Caatingfa (ka*tir)gS). [Tupi, f. caa natural

vegetation, {oxtsX + tittga white.] A forest con-

sisting of thorny shrubs and stunted trees.

1846 G. Gardner Trav. Brazil 166 Woods.. consisting of
low trees and shrubs, .called by the inhabitants Catingas.
1869 Burton Exf>lor. Ilighl. Brazil I. 61 Low woods known
in Brazil as Caatingas and Carrascos. 19*^ Kendrew
Climates of Continents 328 A region of caatinga or dry
thornwood.

Caby sbJ^ Add: 1. Applied also to motor-

driven vehicles (see Taxi-cab).
1899 Westm, Gaz. 15 Nov. 4/3 The cab-without-a-horse.

3. cab'bodyj •mtJider^ -user, 'Washet:
1908 Westm. Gaz. 30 Mar. 5/2 All Humber *cab-bodies

'are interchangeable. 1898 Daily News 16 Nov. 5/4 C. B. .

.

described as a *cab minder. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 22 May 5/3
The ins and outs of the matter are but imperfectly under-
stood by the mass of *cab-users. 1897 Daily News ig Oct.

2/3 The death of C. W., .a *cabwasher.

Caballada (kaebala*da). U.S, [Sp., f. caballo

horse. Cf. *Cavallada and Cavallard.] A train

of horses.

1845 T. J. Green Texian Exped. vii. 75 Whether these

gains be in the way of a caballada or baby-clothes. 1851
SIavne Reid Scalp-hunters xlii, I saw the camp and the

caballada far above me on the bank, a x86i Winthrop
John Brent iii. (1862) 31 The black, .closed in with the
caballada. Ibid. xii. 133 We shifted our little caballada to

fresh grazing-spots sheltered by a brake. 1900 Smithwick
Evol. State 22 He had his caballada driven in for us to choose
from.

Caballero. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1848 E. Bryant California xxiv, 314 In the rear were two

caballeros, riding fine spirited horses.

Cabana. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1840 W. G. SiMMS Border Beagles 65 I'll goaqtiart and a

dozen cabanas upon it.

Cabaret^. Add: 2. Revived latterly to denote:

A restaurant where an entertainment consisting

mainly of song and dance is provided as an accom-
paniment to an expensive evening meal. Also short

for cabaret entertainment or show.
1915 T, HuRKE London Nts,, French Nt. (1919) 188 Those

melancholy places, the night clubs and cabaret'^, whicii

had a boom a year or two ago. 1933 Daily Mail 13 Nov.

7 Cabaret, as exemplified by the Midnight Follies at the
Hotel Metropole, also broke all records. . . This cabaret

form of entertainment is very popular just now. Ibid.

25 Nov. 13 The new cabaret show which was to have been
started od Tuesday has been rehearsed for a fortnight.

19*3 Weslm. Gaz. 22 May, There is to be a super cabaret

at the Hotel Metropole on Friday evening. 19x8 Even.
Standard 2 Feb. 6/4 Cabaret . . has . . come to mean . . a res-

taurant where a song-and-dance -entertainment .. accom-
panies an expensive. .supper.

3. A tea, coffee, etc., service, sometimes accom-
panied by a small table or tray.

1856 J. C. Robinson Invent, Mus. Ornamental Art 32
Old Sevres porcelain.. .' Cabaret ', rose du Barry ground.,
the set consisting of four pieces. 1904 Daily Chron. g June
3 '2 A cabaret, painted with flowers, fruit, and trophies.. by
Lene pere.

Cabbage, sb.'^ Add

:

6. cabbage-bed^ -seed', cabbage land U.S.^ land

bearing the cabbage palm ; cabbage-palm, palm-
tree Austral. = Cabbage-tbee i e ; cabbage-
palmetto, the West Indian cabbage-tree.

1840 Cottager's Man. 40 in Libr, Usef. Knowl,, Husb. HI,
He will soon find out its value, if he diligently water his

*cabbage-bed, 1837 Williams Tejy. of Florida 54 Avery
crooked rise of 'cabbage land. 1847 Leichhardt yrttl. iii. 72

My companions suffered by eating too much of the •cabbage-
palm. i8sa MuNDY Antipodes {iZsy) 194 The cabbage palm-
tree, .[is] becoming scarce. 1833 B. Silliman Man. Sugar
Cane 19 Large evergreen oaks .. magnolia and *cabbage-
palmetto. 1849 Rep. Comm. Patents (1850) 250 Adaptation
of the branches of the *cabbage palmetto tree to the manu-
facture of brooms. 1840 Cottager^s Man, 44 in Libr. Usef
Knowl.^ Husb. Ill, When the first "cabbage-seed is sown.

C. In the later years of the 19th century used to

render F. chou (see *Chou) in the description of

large (orig. green) bows or knots of velvet, etc.

x888 Daily News 21 Sept. 5/6 A large ' cabbage ' bow of
surah in the same colour. 1895 Ibid. 19 Oct. 6/3 'J'he toque

worn with this had a large green velvet 'cabbage ' at either

side, 1896 Ibid. 14 Nov. 6/5 Folds of black satin, held

down by ' cabbage ' knots. 1899 Ibid. 3 June 8/3 The in-

evitable chou, or cabbage-bow, of blaclc or dark green
velvet.

Cabbaffe-tree. 1. a. (Later example.)

183s R. M. Bird Hawks of Hawk-hollow I. xv. 213 The
cocoa-nut is, in every way, a much finer palm than the

cabbage- tree.

Cabin, sb, 8. Add : cabin-ship, a vessel carry-

ing only one class of cabin passengers.

igaS Saturday Even. Post 4 Feb. 89/4 The George
Washington, now the largest Cabin ship. 1929 Even. News
18 Nov. 5/5 The American ships, .are to steam at 20 knots,

an unusual speed for a cabin ship.

Cabinet, -fi^. Add: 13. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1806 Deb. Congress 5 Mar, (1852) 561 My answer was

(and from a Cabinet Minister too) 'There is no longer

any cabinet.* Jbid. 13 Mar. 765 The gentleman's \sc,

Mirabeau's] fondness for Cabinet rank and Utopian glory.

iSi^ Ibid, 31 Oct. 1568 Occasional conversations.. prior to

the cabinet meeting on the first of July last. 1834 Ibid. 21

Feb. 631 If we were to ask, the Executive might tell us it

was a cabinet secret.

14. cabinet finish C/.S., a superior style of

finishing interior woodwork ; cabinet furniture

C/.S.f furniture made by a cabinet-maker ; cabinet-

puddingj a pudding made of bread or cake, dried

fruit, eggs and milk, usually served hot with a

sauce; cabinet shop l/.S.^ a cabinet-maker's

shop ; cabinet ware, vrork &,S.t cabinet-makers'

work,
1837 Brake & Mansfield Cincinnati viii, 59 Our Steam

Engines, Castings,*Cabinet furniture, .are sent to Kentucky,
Alabama, Louisiana. 1839 Kitchiner Cook's Oracle (ed. 4)

451 Newcastle or *Cabinet Pudding. Butter a half melon
mould, or quart basin, and stick all round with dried cherries,

fine raisins, and fill up with bread and butter. iSai Ude
French Cook (ed. 7) 348 Cabinet Pudding or Chancellor's

Pudding. 1817 S. R. Brown Western Gaz. 93 There are.

.

five ^cabinet shops. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 197 The
ordinary *cabinet-ware coffins. Ibid, 200 Blending the
chair business with what is called cabinet ware. 1874 Rep.
Vermont Beard Agjic. II. 460 The consumption of valuable

wood in large manufactories of fine cabinet ware. 1818
Kearon Sk. 24 Mahogany is used for cupboards, doors, and
banisters, and for all kinds of *cabinet work.

Gabinetable (kse'binetab*!), a. colloq, [f.

Cabinet sb. + -able.] That is fit to be a member
of a political cabinet.

\%^ Daily Neivs 28 Nov. 4/7 The Prime Minister is.,

chosen, .practically by public opinion, and a small knot of
what we may call 'Cabinetable ' men. 1905 Westm. Gaz.
5 Dec. 4/3 There is rather an unusually strong reserve of
'Cabinet-able ' men,

Cabilie*tte. [Cabin sb. 2.] A small cabin,

1879 E. Ingersoll in ScHbner's Monthly Oct. 822 Can I

ever forget that low-cowled cabinette, , . up on the hill-side ?

Ca'binless, a. [f. Cabin sb, 5 + -less.] Not
furnished with a cabin,

1849 D. J.
Browne Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 310 Small

dirty, cabinless shallops, of a few tons burthen. 1890
Harper^s Mag. Mar. 558/1 The topi . . arc decklcss and
cabtuless.

Cable, sb. Add : 1. c. e/Hpt. A cable-car

(see 7).
189X Susan Hale Lett. 269 There are cables, and electrics.

..I mounted a cable, took a transfer (etc. J.

6. (senses i , 2) cable-driving,ferry ^ -g^py g^'^pp^^*

-gripping^ -hoist, -nipper, stopper^ tramway
\ (sense

3) cablecitttingj -layer, '^^yi^g^ -user,

X897 T. E. Holland Lett, to Times {1909) 138 The
question as to the legitimacy of ''cable<uitingb covered by
no precedent. 1897 Daily Neius 15 Jan. 7/4 Our fleet

would deal with cable-cutting craft. 1887 J. B. Smith Cable
Traction 89 The *cab!e-driving drums are 13 ft. in diameter.

1900 Daily News 19 Jan. 5/3 Parties being sent across

by the *cable ferry. 1887 J. B. Smith Cable Traction 17
Elevated cable traction systems, for which he devised an
ingenious *^cable grip or catch. 1874 Knight Diet, Mech,^
*Cable-gripper^ a lever compressor over the cable-well,

and by which the cable is stopped from running out,

1887 J. B. Smith Ca^/e* Traction yi 'i'he intermediate slot

through which the cable gripper passed into the interior

of the tube. Ibid. 16 An independent 'leading car *_ pro-

vided with a *cable-gripping apparatus fitted with vertically

moving clamping jaws, t^oo Daily Nctvs 18 Jan. 5/3 A
*cable hoist was.. established up the slope, enabling am-
munition to be brought up. 1908 Daily Chron. 25 Aug. 3/3
'i'here is only room in the hearts.. of men for. .one "cable-

layer. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 17 Aug. 3/2 The primary object of
*cable-laying is to facilitate communications.

_ 1874 Knight
Diet, Mech.t *Cable-nipper (Nautical), a device ser\'ing to

bind the messenger to the cable, and composed of a number
of rope-yarns or small stuff marled together. lbid.,*Cahle-

stopper.
.

, a device to stop the paying out of the cable, 1887

J. B. Smith Cable Traction Inirod. 2 A ' *cable tramway,*
or in other words a tramway on which the cars are drawn
or hauled by means of a cable or rope receiving its motion
from a stationary and distant source of power. 1888 Encycl.
Brit, XXIII. 508/2 Cable tramways. Street tramways
worked by means of a wire rope have been in successful

operation in San Francisco since 1873.. The motive power is

transmitted from a stationary engine by a rope of steel wire.

190a Daily Chron. 26 May 4/5 Melbourne and Brisbane
merchants and other *cable users in Victoria.

7. cable-car, a tram-car moved by an endless chain

or cable ; cable-carrier, a tub or bucket slung

from an overhead cable for the purpose of carr)'ing

heavy materials across a space ; cable-coating,

the material, such as gutta percha, rubber, or other

insulating substance, used to encase submarine

cables ; cable pattern (see quot.) ; cable rail-

road, -railway, -road, one along which the

carriages are drawn by an endless cable ; cable-

rope (later U.S. example) ; cable screw (see

quots.) ; cable-ship, a ship used to lay a sub-

marine cable ; cable-station, a station from which
a cable may be sent ; cable-stitch, a kind of stitch

in knitting and embroidery ; cable system, a

system of traction by cable or of telegraphy by
submarine cables; cable-tier (earlier U.S. ex-

ample); o&hle-w&yf {a) = cable railroad; (^) an
overhead cable and apparatus for the transport of

materials.

1887 J. B. Smith Cable Traction 42 The excellent control

of the *cablecars is. .admirably demonstrated upon this line.

x888 Susan Hale Lett. 200 Two rival processions which
encumbered the streets . .almost prevented our getting there

in the cable-car. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 13 It was
here that 1 first saw cable cars in operation. 1897 ' Mark
Twain* Following Equator xvi. 161 It has an elaborate
system of cable car service. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 337/1
The actively inclined will enjoy cable-car athletics in bang*
ing on to the slippery bilge of an egg-shell center-boarder,

190a Eliz, Banks Newspaper Girl 254, 1 ..took a cable car

for Capitol Hill. 1884 Knight Diet. Alcch. Suppl., *Cable
Carrier^ a means of transporting rough materials; stone,

sand, lime, coal, earth, by a suspended bucket traveling

on a wire cable. 1904 Westm. Gas. ai Nov. 82 Mr. Wall
has discontinued the use of the overhead cable-carrier. 1902
Jbid. 22 July 9/1 African rubber is . . useless for anything but

*cable-coating. x88s Caulfeild & Sawahd Diet. Needle-
work 287/1 *Cable Pattern.—This is also known as Chain
Stitch. 1887 J. B. Smith Cable Traction 33 The Clay-
street *cable railroad was opened for public traffic in

August, 1873. Ibid. 15 The success that attended the
working performances of early *cable railways. Ibid. 42
In January, 1882, the Union, Presidio, and Ferric's 'cable

road commenced running. 1838 J. F. Cooper Home as
Found x'lK. (1873) 316 You will confer an especial favor on
me by not using such phrases as *cabIe-rope. . . No sea-

man uses them. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Cable
ScreiVf a fastening for boot-soles ; a wire in shape of

a twisted cord. Cable Screw Machine, one for putting
screw pe§s into boot and shoe soles. It goes round
the sole in 15 seconds, putting in 80 to 85 wire pegs.

1907 Daily Chron, 18 Jan. 7/4 The *cableship Henry
Holmes left here for Jamaica yesterday... She goes., to
repair the Colon cable. Z9S0 Blackiv. Mag. Aug. 181/2
Chahbar was not a *cable-station. 1899 W. G. P. To'fi^s-

%^i> Embroidery 95 *Cable-stitch..,The first stitch of all is

to make a small link. \^A Daily Express 5 J u\y 9 The
white sweater of the season will be the favourite cable-
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stitch. 1W7 I. B. Sstrra CaUe Trmclien IntnxJ. 3 From th«

capabtlhies of the * •cable sjrstcm,' it is now quite feasible to

effect tramway communication in tiie most hilly districts.

jgoj Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 213/2 This spread of the cable

iyitcm has naturally followed trade routes, i/j* EsstJC

Inst. Hist. Coll. XXVI. 105 They drove us on board the

frigate, and down in the 'cable tier we must go. 1899 Daily

Aew% II Mar. s 2 .\ 'cableway right miross the river. 1904

AHiiu Jrnl. Nov. 336 The road which connects the Wetter-

horn Hotel with the starting-point ofthecable-way is finished.

1904 Techiul. i Set. Diet. (ed. Goodcbild & Tweney), Cable

Ways.
, , „

Cabler (ka-blaj). [f. C.^ble v. + -erI.] One

who sends a cable message.

1890 Daily i\'cws 12 Dec 6/3 The next I heard was that

one of the cablers was among those who forced the offices.

1910 Discmnry June 173, 2 Those who held the view that

the majoritT of cablers require speed without regard to cost

were entirely mistaken.

Cables*, a. Add : also of railway engines.

1W7 C. B. Georgb ./O Yrs. cm Rail viL 129 The cables*

engines gave no shelter for engineer or 6remaiu

Cabling, vil- 'l>. Add

:

2. The transmitting of a message by electric cable.

1903 Ifestm. Gaz. 9 .Mar. 10/2 Cable Chess : Great Britain

V. America. . . The cabling will he done in the room.

3. collect. Lengths of cable,

1917 Daily Til. i Nov. 10/7 The mechanical apparatus

consists of a generator, an air-screw.., cabling, [etc.>

CaboclO (kab^klc). [Brazilian Pg., derived

by some from Tupi i-aA»r»Z» depilated.] A civilized

Amerindian descended from aboriginals of Brazil.

Also applied to varions mixtures of the redskin

with a negro or white race.

1I16 KosTna Trm. Brazil 387 Indians in a domesticated

stale, who are called generally Caboclos. i8»S Cahxtleuom
TrttD.S. Amtr. I. SoCabodos. A'**/^, Mixrcirc of the Indian

faces. I«74 R. K. Bukton in Caflitity 0/ H.Sia,ie (Haiti.

Soc) 45 nottt Mamalucco, meaning the offspring of a white

man by an ' Indian ' woman, is oi»olete in S, Paulo, where

CaboclO. .has taken its place. iMS Pall Mmlt Gat. 76 May
ii/i The Cabodoor aboriginal becoming thenceforth incor-

porated with the dominant Portuguese colonist. 1918 Timet
Lit. Su/fl. a Mar. 146/4 The Portugue»:-speaking natives

[in Brazilj.. Caboclos intlie south or .Mulatto* further north.

Caboodle (kab»-d-l), slang, (orig. £A..S-.) [Sup-

jiosed to be a corruption of the phrase ktt and
bocdle (see 'Boodle ' i ).} The whole caboodle : the

whole lot fof persons or things).

a iSa* Okia State Jrttl. (Bartlett, Add.) The whole
cabooole will act upon the recommendation of the Ohio
Sun. t8<8 AVjk Orhaiu Ticavuiie 23 Feb. {De Vere) The
whole caboodle came out and fell upon me. 1873 B. Haste
Fiddletown 3 She had more soul than the whole caboodle of
them put together. 1894 Oittiiit(\i.%.'t XXIV. 101/2 How
could 1 help bein' when she did so much better than the

whole caboodle of them. 1904 Daily CkroiL, 6 May 8/4
' Give them a week's notice and start them.* ' What, the

whole caboodle ? ' S910 O. JoHssoN V^armiMt v. 71 This is

the best thing m the whole caboodle. 1919 J. R. Mo«tom
Barber efPutneyffX- 259 If weknowthpy'recomin*,yoacan
bet your sweet life them as runs the 'ole caboodle (ic. war)

knows it too. 1913 Strand Mag. Oct. 351 Actually, the

whole caboodle, sold, not pawn^, produced seventy, not

fifty—hundred ar>d twenty m all

Cabook (kabr/k). Also ksbook. [' Perhaps

the Port, cabotuo or cavoueo a quarry. It is not in

Singh. Dictionarie* ' (Yule).] The name gi*en in

Ceylon to a reddiib gneitsoid building- stone, soft

when qnattied bat hardening by exposure to the

air ; Uterite.

1834 S. C CatTTT Ceyim Gmtetlttr 75 The houses are

built 0^ cabook, and tteatly whitewashed with chanam.
1838 Penny CjreL VI. 452/3 A reddish loan resulting from
th« decoroposttioo of day iroo-sCon* oUvi^caiMA. 1858

SiMSSONDS Diet. Trade, iCab
........

Ctytan I. 17 Laterite, or,

product of disintegrated gueisa.

Caboose. Add : 1. (Early U.S. examples.)
1747 Eaex Inst. Hist. Cttl. XLVI. 91 They shipp'd a sea

whicn carried overboard .. their boar and carpoose [hVJ,

Ibid., Another (heavy sea] carried away their boat. cab.

bouze and one carriage fun. X766 Boston Even. Pott
vo Nov. (Th.) 'Twas unagtned she took fire at sea, as b«r
cabouse was burnt.

b. (Karlier U.S. examples.) Also attrib.

S779 in Almon Remembrancer y\\\. 297, s camboaseSL
17K Maryland Jml. n June (Th.) For Sale, One elegant
patent caboose. 1809 U. Lewis & Claskk Trast. (1817) I.

217 When the btacksnilh cut up an okJ cambouse of sheet

iron. i837CF.B«CGa/Air77>>«,c#lL vi.71 Acamboosa
factory.

2. (EailicT and later U.S. examples.)
187X ScHKt.K DB Veke Americanums (1872) 343 The ship*s

caboose..has lent its mutilated name.. to a small rmilroad.

car, used Cos variotu special purposes, and not known on
English railways 1871 Basnum StruggUi 4* Trinmfkt
670 If you can stand it to ride to Fort Wayne in the
caDooMof a freight train. 1901 S. MitRWtN& H. K. Webster
Calumet KM. 24 ' Did you make the train T * * Caught the
caboose just as she was swinging out.* X9a6 J. BuicK Vou
Cant Win xviL 23A The boy hid between box cars while I

went to the top oftne caboose.
attrib. l86a Atkcro/t^s Railway Dirtctcry 76 No. of

Caboose Cars [on the Central Railroad of New Jersey], 6.

1869 Chicago Tribune 10 Mar., A caboose car, hitched on to
a freight train. 1903 Nem York Even. Post 25 Aug., The
rut of the crew, .saw from the caboose windows the bodies
. -lying along the tracks.

3. A hut, U.S.
1839 Congress. GUbe 15 Feb. App. 343/r We have a post-

master in our village..and in his little caboose of a post
office 1 found electioneering interferences. 1874 Opetika

SUPPT.

abook. s>M S" J- '^ Tenxkht
iinCBakas (all it, caiook, a> the Sin

145

(Ala.) Times 30 Sept., [Such) a coloured man.. should be
preferred as tenant of our bouses, cabooses on the farm,
[etcj.

4. (See qnot.)
t9so Hunter Trail Drh'ers of Texas 213 Under a camp

wagon is usually suspended an old cowhide called the
' caboose ', and id that we tbrow stray ptei:es of wood, [etc.].

Cabotinage (kabotina*^). [Fr., f. caboiin

strolling player, perh. ultimately f. eaboter to coast,

because of the resemblance between players who
travel from town to town and coasting vessels.]

The life or behavionr characteristic of low-class

actors, with implication of * playing to the gallery *.

1894 Nation (N. Y.) 23 Mar. 21X We can find the spirit of
•cabotinage '..even in the Church. 1895 Daily News q May
6/2 Dickens, yielding, .to his native cabotinage, descended
so low as to give readings from his own books ! Ibid.,, We
cannot . . blame the undeniable cabotinage of the great Napo-
leon. S9*i Times Lit. i»*i>/'. ^9 Sept. 626/2 In the narrow
life c^ cmhoiifutge there is nttte scope for originality.

Cabre (k^'bdi), v. To fly or glide at an ex-

cessive angle of incidence ; to tail down.
Z917 H. Barber Aergpiant Speaks 135.

Cabriole (kze-briJul). Transfer ^Obs. to senses

I, 3, 3 and add:
4, A form of curved leg, frequent in Queen Anne
and Chippendale furniture, so called from its

resemblance to a qtiadraped's front leg making a

leap or caper. Chiefly attrib. and Comb,
zi%x English Citron. rj-Jp J»n. i/a The .. original

Manufactory for all sorts of Cabriole Chairs. 1848 H. R.
FoRsm Stowe Cmiai. Terminal Advl. j^ Cabriole Draw-
ing Room Chairs. sSSS J. Makshall tn Catnl. Ejcliib.

Decor. Handiwork,, Edtn. 59 Settees and chairs with their

cabriole legs and lion-claw feet. Moa L. V. Lockwood Col,

FumitMrt Amer. 56 Walnut and Inlay Cabriole-le^ed
Drewng'table. 1907 H. C. Candke Decor. Styles 902 The
cabriole leg is the one great point of thb decorative period
with which collectors, .must arm themselves, sou H. A.
Tipping {titU) English Furniture of the Cabriole Period.

Ca'canny (kaika^ui). Also (after noithern

dialects) -conny. [See Call v. 15, Canny «. 10.]

The practice of* going slow * at work ; a deliberate

policy of limiting output of work. Often attrib,

1896 Westm, Cms. »5 Mar. 1/3 He was tbc first English

Labour leader to reduce to a fine art the 'ca'conny' policy

so well known in Western America. 1896 Seamen's Ckron.
S4 Oct. in Times iS Nov. (1901) lo/i What is ca'canny 7 It

i«a simple and handy phrase whtcb is itsed to describe a new
instrument or policy which may be u.sed by the workers

a place of a strike. 190a Westtu. Haz. 95 Apr. 8 i

A *ca<anny* policy said to have been deliberately adopted
Inr certain trxie unun offidab. X9*a J. I>. H acuett Lal'or

Tertm* to Memmgem, EMgimttsrim£ May, Ca'C«M»>,. .taking

it easy at work as a protest against labor conditiom 01 the

geneial policy of the employer.

Hence Cft'oa-unrUm, ca'canny policy.

sgax Glasg9W Hernld 17 June 6 Mr Ramsay Macdonald
recoauttnds * a magnificently organised system of pawvc
resistance,' which,plainly inierpreied by hi& foliowcrs^mcans
Ca*<<aoayism. 1^ W. Sw Bblck SaU if Stnu 186 To-day
we have a new word for a novel disease, which began first

on the Qyde. It is called ' Ca*cannyism *.

Cacao. Add

:

4. cacath^sh^ '/(^rnij -plani^r, -powder ; cooao-

bean, tbc seed of the cacao-tree ; oacao-niother,

a tree used to protect the delicate cacao-tree.

1839 Ua> Diet. Arts 29s The cacao-bc»ni It« in a Crait

fomewdias bks a cwc—ihii, iSt* Kimcsliy At Lmst vii,

I^mbardv pophitil .. tfc« bcwMv of these 'Madrcs de
Cacao%CMWMBoCfcMt as Aey call them here because their

shade ta luupaiid to shelter Uk Cacao-trees. Ibid, xiii,

llw cacao-Diish which produces chocolate. Ibid, rvi. Can
nothing be done to increase the yield of the cacafr-farmsT

1908 H. H. Smith Cacmo Plettitimg iB As long ai cacao
powder is so much ia vogve. Ibid, 41 Tb* Janatca cacao
planters.

Caccabine (kx-kabdin), a, [ad. mod. L. Ca£C€^

Hnm, f. Gr. KamKafiit partridge : see -ink •.] Belong-

ing to the subfamily Ca^cobinx of gallinaceous

birds which includes the partridges.

1894 Newton Diet. Birds 696 The groups of birds known
as rrancolins and Snow-partridges .. probably belong to

the Caocabiae groupL

Caoh^, sb. L (Delete quot. 1595, which belongs

to Ca«b sb.^ I.)

b. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1817 J. BRAOBumr Trav. 118 The Aricaras conid not spare

any provisions, a^ the excessive rains had penetrated into

their caches, and spoiled the whole of their reserved stock.

Caclie* V, orig. C/S, (Earlier examples. See

also Cahh zf.)

18^ Mafl. VicToa River of West (1870)80 The manner of
caching furs isthb : a pit i^ dug [etcL^ z843FAit3(HAM Trav.
Ct. it'esterm Prairies I. 388 It wasnecesaary to recover tbem
{sc. horses], or cache, that is, bury in sone lecrcl place ia

the dry sand, their remaining property.

Hence Cached (kojt)///. a.

loot S. E. White H'^estemers vii. 47 Lone Wolfs band
took up quarters within striking distance of the cached
schooners, a 1006 'O. HF.irRy' Trimmed Lamp etc. 234
The man from Nome, loyal to her who had resurrected his

long cached heart, .followed her.

CUMbe-peigne (kajpjn'). [F. cacke-peigne,

t caehtr to hide+/«r?7w comb.) A bow or hat

ornament, usually worn under the brim at the

back of a woman s hat.
1806 Westm. Gaz. 7 May 3^1 A pretty Parisian toque.,

finished ..with ..a cache-peigne of peach-coloared roses.

j^o$ Daily Chron, 8 May 8/3A very becoming.. bat, which

CADY.

has a wreath ofroses. .finishing in the form ofa cacfaepeigne
at the back. 1906 Ibid, 9 Apr. 8/5 Hats.. tilted up at the
back by a cachc-peigne of tulle.

Cacbet. Add : 4. A covering of paste, gela-

tine, or other digestible material, enclosing (nau-

seous) medicine; = Capsule 5.

1884 Pharmac. yrnl. XV. 42/2 Cachets are.. sheets of
unleavened bread cut to a round or oval shape with a. .con.
cave towards the centre, . . intended to receive the powder to
be taken. 1898 Q. Hogg in Ethel M. Hogg Biography (1904)

349 My experience and cachets were of use to him. 1901
Contemp. Rev. Mar. 405 One cachet . . to be taken with the
midday meal and one in the evening.

Cacbou. 2. Add quots.

:

1880 in Webster SuppL 1898 Aruty ff Navy Co-op. Soc*
Price List, Cachous, Atkinson's White Rose, Violet, Helio-
trope, Citron, .per box 0/8. 1909 Daily Chron. 23 Feb. 5/6
The tabloids might easily be taken for *cachous,' 1923
Glasgow Herald 3 Apr. 4 He carried a little round, flat

gilt box of Prince Albert cachous.

Cacique. Add

:

2. In Spanish politics, a man who owes his

ascendancy to his power or influence ; a political

* boss ' ; transf. a political system in which the

power is in the hands of such a man or men. Also
attrib. Hence Caci'eiTi(e)iain, the cacique system.

1903 Times 3 June 3/5 Caciquism, the Spanish equivalent

for the methods of Tammany. 1923 Glasgow Herald^ Oct.

7 This decree,.. of great importance for the destruction of
' caciquism ', will be applied to about 500 towns. 1923On.
temp. Kev. Nov. 613 The cacique whether an employer
of labour or a moneylender has the majority of the constitu-

ency under his thumb. 1933 Glasgow Herald 13 Dec 12

The whole cacique system is..an immense satire on local

authority in Spain.

Cacody'late. A salt of Cacodtlic acid.

1908 Practitioner Aug. 338 Arseniate of soda is more
brutal, as it were, than cacodylate, the action of which is

prolonged and deliberate.

CaCO^enic (ksek^d^e-nik), a. [f. Caco- after

•Eugenic] The reverse of negenic,

I9a^ R. R. Gatfs Heredity in Man 280 Out of 399 fertile

marriages about 176 might be classed as eugenic matings
and 223 as cacogenic

Cactns. 3. Add : cactus wren 6^.^., a North
American wren of the genus Campyhrkynckus^
frequenting cactus plants.

1870 Amer. Naturalist III. 183 The Rock Wren and
Cactus Wren.. chirrup loudly from the tiled roof or dense
thickets. 1881 /bid. XV. 211 The cactus wren, so called

from its habit of nesting in the cactus whenever available.

Cadaver. Add : O. A sculptured representa-

tion of a corpse on a monument.
t88S [communicated by correspondent]. B9ai F. H.

CsossLtv Eitgl. Ch, Menum. 79 To place a shrouded figure

or cadaver in the space beneath.

Caddy, sb.^ Read i| for i^ lb., and add:
oaddy-spoon, a spo<Mi of a special shape used foi

measuring tea out of the caddy.
19*7 Daily Express 31 Ang. 4 Old silver caddy-spoons that

have survived from Georgian days.

Caddy, V- [f< caddy ^ var. Caddix sb,'\ intr. To
act as caddy to golfers.

1908 Daily Chron. 26 Aug. 4/7 You've caddied for me
bclore. luS Daily Tel. 39 May 9/4 The Prince had
a local caddie named WtUiam Everett. .who caddied foe

him once before. I9a9 Times 6 Feb. 15/5 Does such a
man do nothing but 'carry' for us? Of course, he does
infinitely more. He 'caddies ' for us, bless him.

Cadelle (kade-l). [Kr., ad. Pr. €adello:\ The
larva or adult of a beetle {Trogosiia mauriianica)

very destrtKtive to grain.

>86i Chambers's Encycl. 1 1. 484/1 Cadelle ( Tro^osiia MaU'
ritanica . . ),an insect sometimes found in granaries inBritain.

Cadet. Add

:

4. A boy in an ordinary school who receives

military training with or without a view of entering

the army. Alsoa//ri^.,as oadet corps, a company
of schoolboys who receive such training.

1873 Pr(vramme of Retnew at Charterhouse School
6 Aug., 'llie young gentlemen (or Charterhouse Cadets)
will l« drawn up in Line at Open Order on the Cricket

Ground. 1901 Public School Mag. Mar. 215 The Cadet
Corps paraded in front of the school and stood ' at rest

'

while the band played * The Land o' the Leal *. loor

W. H. Danikl Milit, Forces Croivn 114 Every public

school (in New Zealand} has its cadet corps.

Cadet ^ (kade't). [a. Russian Kadet^ pi. Ka-
detif repfesenting the pronunciation of K, Dti
( = K. !).'&), abbreviation of Konstilutsionalnyie

Demokrati ConsxiiuixoiaX Democrats.] In Russian

politics, a member of the Constitutional Demo-
cratic (or Liberal) Party.

This party was formed about 1905 by a fusion of the group
favouring autonomy for Poland and a federal constitution

for the Russian empire with the (so-called) Independence
Party formed by political exiles at Paris in 1903.

1906 Daily Chron. a2 May 7/5 The 'Cadets ' (Constitu-

tional Democrats), .have decided., to wait until the agrarian

question comes on for discussion. Ibid. 10 Sept, 4/4 Pro-

fessor Miliukoff.. has been the leader of the Constitutional

Democrats, or moderate party of reform, from the first...The
' Cadets *, as his party was called for short, formed a large

majority in the assembly. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 19 Aug. a/r

The more brilliant Zemstvo Liberals, who did so much to

found the Cadet (or Liberal) Party.

Cady (U^i-di). local. Also cadey, -16. [Of un-

ascertained etym.] A hat or cap.

S869 N, 4- Q. 4lh Ser. III. 406 In Lancashire, .a straw hat

10
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ps vulgarly called] a cady or straw cady. tSSy Walfor^s
Antiquarian Mag. XI. 251 note^ Cadey found iis way
into a music-hall song some years ago. The chorus was
something like this:— ..Sixpence I gave for my cadey,

A penny I gave for my stick. 1887 jfainieson's Scot, Diet,

Suppl., C^ie..^. A boy's cap; generally applied to a

glengary. 1909 Daily Chron. 8 Dec. 6/7 '1 he British navvy

IS never prouder than when he has, stuck in the ribbon of

his best * cady *, a spray of the fateful [peacocks') feathers.

Csenogenesis (sin^dae-nesis). More regular

f. Kenogexesis (1879). So Caenoflreiie-tio a.

1909 Cent. Did, SuppL. Caenogenesis. 1930 G. R. de Beer
Embryol. ^ Evol. i. 6 Haeckel concluded.. that a new or

caenogenetic stage had been intercalated in the ontogeny.

Ibid, XV. 102 The api)earance of characters in the early

stages of development is caenogenesis, and these characters

which loom so largely in neoteny and deviation are flies in

ihc Haeckelian ointment of recapitulation.

CsBSar. Add : 2. C. To appeal to Cassar (with

allusion to Acts xxv. 11): to appeal to the highest

authority, esp. in politics, to appeal to the nation

in a general election.

X894 T, B. Reed Difg with Bad Name xv. 156 * Can't she

come, FatherT* said Percy, adroitly appealing to Caesar.

1903 J. Chamberijiin in tVestm. Caz, 22 Oct. 5/1 If this

policy., were not accepted as the policy of the Government
. . I should feel it my duty to appeal to Caesar.

CfiBSareanist (s(ze>'rianist). [f. Cesarean -e

-1ST.] One who advocates the use of the Caesarean

operation.
x88S Buck's Handbk, Med. Set. VI. 700/2 The medical

profession became divided into Symphysiotomists and
C«sareanists, each advocating the one plan of delivery to

the disparaging of the other.

Csesananisni (szzeaTianiz*m), [f. C^sarian
+ -ISM.] = C.ESARISM I a.

1866 W. p. Dickson tr. Mommsen^s Hist. Rome v. xi. IV.

466 Construing our judgment respecting Csesar into a judg-
ment respecting what is called Csesarianism.

C8BSarO-papisiXl(s/":zar<7«ip^*piz'm). [f.C.ESAR

+ -o- + L. papa Pope i + -ism.] The supremacy
of the civil power in the control of ecclesiastical

affairs. So CeBsaro-pa'palism.
1890 Edin. Rev. Apr. 349 Such a regime as the Cssaro-

papism of Justinian. 1903 Fairbairn in Catttbr, Mod. Hist,
\ I. xvi. 567 A bill which went the full Henrican length in its

Ca»aro-papalism and its severity. 19x4 Foakes-Jackson
Studies in Life Early Ck. 240 Another effect of the
triumphant way in which Christianity won the respect and
recognition of the Roman government was what is called

Casaro-papalism. 19x6 Spectator \$ May 849/2 The Church
. .with all debasements into Caesaro-papismj was the salva*

tion of mediaeval Europe from anarchy.

Caf6. Add:
2. attrib. and Comb., as cafi-habit, •haunting Sid.].

x866 M. Arnold Friendship''s Garland (1871) 167, I do
not wish them [sc. my countrymen] to be the caf(£-haanting,
dominoes-playing Frenchmen. 1910 Daily Chron. 5 Mar.
4/4 Any slight modification in the national temperament
which the cafd habit might, .bring.

3. caf6 chantant (Jantan), [lit. * singing cafe
']

a cafe in which the customers are entertained by
singers or other music ; caf6 noir (nwar), lit. black

coffee, i.e. coffee taken without milk.

1854 Bayle St. John Purple Tints Paris 1 1, iii, 67 Go out to
the Luxembourg, to a "^ca/i ckaulantj..oT to the country.

1896 Mrs. H. Ward Sir G. Tressady xvi, I suppose you don't

go to cafis chantantst 1906 W. De Morgan Josepk Vance
xliv. 447 We went into a cafi chantant to see some real life.

X909 iVestm. Gaz. 25 Aug. 8/2 A cafe-chantant pianist. 1863
Mrs. Breton Bk. Housek. Managem. 879 *Cafe noir. 1898
Cornhill Mag. Aug. 255 Never shall I forget the first occasion
when the widow brought our cafi noir to us after dinner,

19x4 Daily Express 29 Sept. 2/7 Men the colour of ebony,
caf^ noir, caf<£ au lait.

Cafe au lait (ksetf^if^U'*). [Fr., coffee with
milk.] Coffee taken with (approximately) an equal
quantity ofhot milk; also, the colour of caf^ au lait,

a brownish cream colour.

x8x8 J. Griscom Year in Europe (1893) 1 1. 32We . . refreshed
ourselves .. with an excellent cup of *caflFe \.sic\ au lait.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 420 Red with yellow^ produces
orange. .. To this shade may be referred flame colour,..
cafi au ^2'/,.. marigold. 1840 Thackbrav Paris Sketch
Bk. Wks. 1879 XVI. 10 Milk-wonien ..selling the chief
material of the Parisian cafi-au-lait. 1863 M rs. Beeton Bk.
Househ. Managem. 878 Cafe au lait. 1^3 Casselfs Fam.
Afag. Apr. 304/2 The faintest tinge of cafi au lait with
a dash of yellow in it. 1899 Daify News 7 Oct. 8/5 Tones
of nut-brown, cinnamon, ..coffee, cigar and cafe-au-lait. 1907
Westm. Gaz. 13 Nov. 12/3 Caf^-au-lait brocade.

Cafeteria (k3ef5ti»-ria). orig. U.S. [Sp, cafe-

teria coffee-shop.] A restanrant in which the food
is fetched from a counter by the customer.
1918 Webster Addenda. i9>3 Mod. Lang. Notes Mar. 188

Every one knows by this time that a cafeteria is a ' help
yourself restaurant. X9S5 Glasgow Herald 30 J uly, Cafete-
rias, although a commonplace in Ameri\.a, arc just beginning
to have a hold in Paris. X9a6 Public Opinion 2 Apr. 345/1, I
beheld over against the hotel a Cafeteria and I went thither.

Caffeism (kas-f/iz'm). [f. Caffeine + -ism.]

A morbid condition arising from the prolonged or
excessive use of beverages containing caffeine. So
Ca'ffeinisiu.
\Z86 American XII. 269 That class of diseases in which

morphinism, caffeism and vanillism are found. X889 Cf»/.
Diet., Caffcinism. 1906 IVestm. Gaz, 27 Sept 4/2 The i

beverage— I even hate its name : Guess it who can !—That
\

makes the direful cafifeism rage.

Cage, sb. 10. Add : cage aerial (see quot.).
19x6 S. O. Pearson Diet. IVireless Techn. T., Cage

146

Aertaly an aerial in which a number ofcomponent wires are
held in [wsition round small star-shaped spreaders or round
small hoops in such a manner as to form a ' cage '. This is

done to reduce the high-frequency resistance of the aerial.

Cager (k^i'da;ej). [f. Cage v, or sb. + -er l.]

1. One who encloses in a cage, rare,
X889 Browning Asolando, IV/u'c/i '{ 5 Boy-Cupid's exem.

plary catcher and cager.

2. An operative who attends to a cage (in

various trades).

X908 Daily Chron, 34 Apr. 7/5 The cager was., engaged in

another part of the mine, 19SI Did. Occup, Terms (1927J

§§ 043. 056, 339, 399.

Cahier (kay^. Add

:

2. Hist. The instructions prepared by each of the

three representative bodies as a guide for their

policy at the National Assembly of 1 789 in France.
1847 C. Cocks Ir. Michelefs Hist. Fr. Rev, 77 The

uniformity of the memorials (c<iA«ri) in which they recorded
tlieir complaints. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 597/1 Early in 1780
all France was busy with the elections to the States-General,
and in drawing up the cahiers, or papers of grievances.
x886 A. Weir Hist. Basis Mod. Europe (1889) 114 When
justifying the acts of the National Assembly by comparing
them with the demands of the cahiers, he cites more sug-

festions of. .reform from the nobles than from the Tiers

;tat. 1887 Leckie Eng. in 18th Cent. V, xx. 430 The
cahiers of the clergy showed a frank willingness to surrender
allprivileges.

Cahoot. Add : Usually in pi.

1834 S. S. Prentiss in LrfeiiBS^) 239, I will splice the
member from North Carolina to you, and for a short lime
will consider you in cahoot. x86a G. K. Wilder MS.
Diary 14 May, [He] wished me to go in cahoots in a store.

189a Congress. Rec. 16 Mar. 2133/1 Let's go into cahoots and
go a coon hunting. 1899 G. Ads Doc Home xxv. 280, I

have good reasons for thinking they were in cahoots.

attrib. X845 J. J. Hooper Adv, Simon Suggs iii. 37 If. .1

could only get the township and range, I'd make a cahoot
business with old man Doublejoy.

2. A confederate.

1869 Congress. Globe 6 Apr. 538/3 Fisk and his 'cahoots

'

have got at cross purposes, and he has been put out of bed.

Cahoun (ka'h»n). Also cahoon. Frequent
variant of Cohune.
x86i Bentlev Man. Bot, 685 From the seeds of A[ttaled\

Cnhouni, the Cahoun Palm, a fatty oil may be obtained.

1867 Ure /)/£/. ^r/j 524 Cahoun Nut«. The fruits ofW//<i/^<»

funiferay ihe A ttalea cohitne of Martius. 1880 Encycl. Brit,
XII. 133/2 The cahoon or coyol palm, .producing clusters

of nuts, from which is extracted a valuable oil.

Caid. Add: kayed, kaid. Hence Cai'dship.
1843 [see KaidJ. X9S0 Glasgow Herald -z-j, Sept. 6 Kaid

of Tangier. 1920 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 74«/2 His half-brother
was already nominated to the kaidship. 1915 Ibid. Nov.
622/2 Presently the Kayed will appear, walking with his

chief villagers.

Cailcedra (kailjse'dra). [Origin unknown.] A
lofty tree of West Africa, Khaya senegalensisy of

which the wood is specially adapted for joinery

and the bark furnishes a bitter tonic.

1866 Treas. Bot.^ Cailcedra-tvoodt the timber of Flinder-
sia australis. x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 662/1 The wood
of the cailcedra.. is used in joiner's work and inlaying.
1887 Moloney Forestry IV, Afr, 297 Cail-c^dra or Maho-
gany Tree of the Gambia.

Cain 2. Add : 1. b. To raise Cain : to make a
disturbance, orig. U.S.
[1840 Daily Pennant (St. Louis) 2 May (Th.) Why have

we every reason to believe that Adam and Eve were both
rowdies ? Because, .they both raised Cain.] X848 Dow Jr.
Patent Serm. I. 247 (Th.) They will feel that they have
been raising Cain and breaking things. 1869 Mrs. Stowe
Oldtoxvn Folks xx. 242, I expect Susy's boys'll be raising
Cain round the house. X901 R. D. Evans Sailor's Log
245 The Yorktown raised Cain, because she had a heavy
following sea which made her roll very badly.

C. What in Cain :
* what on earth '. U.S,

1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest ^ Sunshine xii, J72 It had
been there two weeks, and he didn't know what in cain to do
with it.

Cairene (kaiorrn), a. and sb. [f. Catjo (cf. F.
Caire)y ad. Arab. El-Qdhirah the Victorious (fern.,

scil. Mi^r Egypt) -j- -ene^ after Nazarene, etc.] A.
adj. Of or pertaining to Cairo, the capital of ligypt.

B. sb, A native or an inhabitant of Cairo.
x84a Sophia Poole English-woman in Egypt xi. (1844) 156

If we were conducted by a Caireen, no Turkish ladies were
likely to address us, 1854 B. Taylor Lifefr. Egypt xv.
205 A harem of Cairene ladies. X85S R. F. Burton El-
Medinah I. 270 The people of Suez are a finer and a fairer
race than the Cairenes. 189a S. Lane.Poole Cairo \. 26 The
rose and oleander and the other favourites of Cairene horti-
culture.

^ \^T * 0\)\XiK* Massarenes v, Did our forefathers
want Cairene winters? s^ot S. Lane-Poole Story ofCairo
i. 14 The Cairene tucks his legs up under him on the divan.
1907 D. S. MARGOLiotrrH Cairo \\. 94 Some of the Cairene
monuments date before Hasan's resumption of the sove-
reignly.

Cairn 2 (kewn). [Said to be so named from
being used to hunt among cairns.] In full Cairn
terrier^ the smallest breed of terrier in Great Britain,

somewhat long in the body and deep in the ribs,

with short straight legs and a shaggy coat.
19x0 Kennel Christmas No. 464/1 Cairn terriers promise

to rank high in the near future, and already they are being
bred to a fairly uniform standard. 1^24 IVestnu Gaz. 31 Oct.»
The handy little Sealyhams and Cairns. io»7 Brit. IVeekly
27 Oct. 87/2 My small Cairn.. makes a rush for the frog.

Cairngorm. Add : attrib, and Comb,
X87X Mesroith H, Richmond I. 136 In satisfying Janet's

CAIiABAZILLA.

wishes for riding-whips, knives, pencil<ases. Cairngorm
buttons, and dogs. x88x Jnstr. Census Clerks (1885) 91
Lapidary. Cairngorm, Cameo.. Cutter, Worker. X9ss Diet.
Occup. Terms (1927) § 638 Cairngorm grinder.

Cairo Ck3i»r<7u). [The name of a town in Egypt.]
A variety of the game of bridge, invented by F.
Comber in Egypt in 1917.
xw Observer 10 Apr. 25 Little coteries.. play variations

of Bridge, such as Contract, Cairo, Standard, and so forth.
ibid. 13 Nov. 25/2 This system of graduated penalties makes
Cairo quite the fairest and soundest form of Bridge I have
ever yet played.

Caisson. 4. Add : caisson sickness = caisson

disease,

X9XI Engineer lo Mar. 243 Caisson Sickness and Com-
pressed Air.

Hence Oaissonier (k^sania'j), one who works in

a caisson ; so Cai-asoninff.
X903 Strand Mag. Jan. 98/2 The lives of ' the men in the

box ', i.e. the caissoniers, are in the greatest danger. Ibid,
loxl-z After all these terrors it is perhaps astonishing to be
told.. that caissoning would be sought by any considerable
number of men.

Cajian, aphetic form of Acadian a,
X906 Springfield Weekly Republ. a8 June n Broussard is

what is known in Louisiana as a 'Cajian ', That is, he is..

a descendant of the French Canadians who were driven out
of Acadia.

Cake, sb. Add :

4. spec, in Artificial Silk Manuf. (see qiiot.).

j^tjT.'WQOViHovsF. Artificial Silk 4,2 An annular package
of yarn is gradually built up by the succeeding layers of
yarn. This annular package is called a 'cake .

7. To take the cake (earlier U.S. example).
X884 Lisbon (Dakota) Starii$ July, Sherriff Moore takes

the cake for the first wheat-harvesting in Ransom county.

9. cake-batter, -plate, -stand, -wagon, -woman.
1890 Harper's Mag. Jan. 282/2 She sat on the door-step

beating *cake batter in a deep pan. x866 Mrs. Whitnkv
L. Goldthivaite x, *Cake-plates were garnished witli

wreathed oak-leaves. x8sx J. J. Hooper Widow Rugby's
Husb. 106 Here he went, .clearing an old woman and her
*cake-stand at a jump. x866 Gregg Life in Army xv. 139
Farther on, you come in contact with candy shops, peanut
stands, *cake wagons. 1836 Southern Lit. Messenger IL
303 Justices and jurymen,—counsellors and client*—.,
constables and ""cake women.

Cake« V. Add : 3. trans. To entertain with
cake. U.S,
x86x J. R Jones Rebel War Clerk's Diary (1866) I. 35

[The ladies of Richmond] wine them and cake them—and
they deserve it.

Cakelet (k^-klet). [f. Cake j^. -h-lzt.] A
small cake.
X839 Ure Diet. Arts 458 These cakelets must be dried

upon laths. 19x4 Findlater Crossriggs xix, Bits of cake
and stale cakelets. 19x8 Daily Express 13 June 3/6 These
elusive cakelets \sc. cookies] are evolved by mixing [etc.]*

Cake-walk (kifi-kiw^k), sb, [f. Cake sb,-^

Walk j^.]

1. a. * A walking competition among negroes, in

which the couple who put on most style ** take the

cake"* (Thornton), b, A dance modelled on this.

It originated among the negroes of the southern United
States.

1889 Farmer Americanisms s.v. Cake, In certain sections
of the country, cake-walks are in vogue among the colored
people. It is a walking contest, not in the matter of speed,
but in style and elegance. 1894 Howells Traveller fr.
AUruria 161 It is the man with the most money who now
takes the prize in our national cake-walk. 1897 Blackw,
Mag, Mar. 3^ti/2 * Cake-walks ' and frolics and preachings
filled the cabins with sound and merriment. X899 Westtn.
Caz. 4 Feb. 8/2 Willie K. Vanderbilt recently gave a nigger
cake-walk. 2909 Eli2. Banks Newspaper Girl 143 In the
midst, doing an amateur ' cake-walk ', was Dinah, hugging
a blue tin can. 1903 Harben Abner Daniel 53, I was doing
the cake-walk with that fat Howard girl from Rome.
attrib. X90X West/n, Gaz. 3 June 3/1 Although there is a

painful amount of cake-walk music 1903 Daily Chron,
21 Apr. 7/3 The closing number in the bill will be a grand
cake-walk promenade.

2. A form of entertainment consisting of a
promenade moved by machinery on which people
walk to the accompaniment of music.
X909 Oxford Times 11 Sept. 9/5 In dealing with the fidr

itself there were really no new features., except that of the
Brooklyn cake-walk, an ingenious rocking platform which
gave those who patronised it the sensation of a cake-walk
dance. .. The novelty was in operation at the White City
last year. X914 /bid. 12 Sept. 10/3 The absence of the
popular joy-wheel, the cake-walk [etc. J.

Hence Ca'ke-wallc v. intr,, to walk or dance in

this manner ; Ca*]ce-walker.
x8s>8 Westm, Gaz. 3 Dec. 7/7 The cake walkers at Covent

Garden. X904 Daily Chron. 22 Mar. 4^7 The genuinely
tip-top men Were those who never cake-walked, 1905
Westm, Gaz. 17 Aug. 8/1 French singers, cake-walking
coons, and fifth-rate English dancers. 1905 Daily Chron,
22 Sept. 2/6 A street male musician, .'cake-walked with a
whirling of skirts '. X909 ' O. Henrv ' Roads ofDestiny xviL
282 That's why you can see me cake-walking with the
ex-rebs.

Calabar-bean. -'\dd to def. : Used as a
remedy in certain diseases.

CalabaziUa '^kalaba)>i'Iya). Also calabioillo.

[Mexican Sp., f. calabaza Calabash.] A wild
squash of California and Mexico.
190a Webster Suppl. 1908 H. H. SuirnCacao Planting

39 Strong growing forastero or calabicillo, bearing the finest
criollo beans.



CALABOOSE.

Calaboose* ^'x^. (Earlier nnd later examples.)
1757 F. Uailv Jml. y^wr (1856) 389 [He threatened mcj

with the horrors of the Callibouse if! any longer disputed his

authority. «8o6 Amtr. St. Pa^rs^ lud. Affairs (1832)

727 Others.. followed the merchants;, .then the church and
jail (callaboose), and now nothing of the old town is left.

1908 S. E. White Kirtrman iii. 32 ni just get along and
bail the boys out of the village calaboQ^. 19*6 J. Hlack
yV« Can't IFiH vii. 86 The big bum now led us out and to

a near-by box car that served as a calaboose.

aittib. 183s Coi. Crockett's Tour 146 Sam he got off to the

boat, but the Calaboos men got Joe,

Hence Calaboose v. trans., to pnt in prison.

1857 Cincinnati Commercial (Bartlett) CoL Titus,. was
calaboosed for shooting at the porter of the Planters* House,

Calamarian (kselame^'rian), a. [f . mod.L.
Calamarix or -aria + -AX.]

1. Of or pertaining to plants of the family Cola-

marine.

1894 Naturalist 237 The general character of the speci-

mens must be attributed to some pathological development
in a calamarian axis.

2. Of or pertaining to the genus Calamaria or

family Cfl/awar;i<ivofsnakes(^/i7Wan/Z>/V/. 1895).

Calamistnun (kxlami'str^m). PI. -a. [L.,

curling-iron.] A comb-line structure on the last

joint but one of the hind legs of certain spiders,

used to card and curl the silk as it issues from the

spinnerets.

1866 Miss E. F. Stavklev BHt. Sliders 14 These [spines]

are called calamistra. and are used in the construction of the
web. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II, 292 The function of the cnla-

mistrum has been proved.. to be the carding, or teasing and
curling, of a peculiar kind of silk, secreted and emitted from
the fourth pair of spinners.

Calamitean (kselimai-t/an), a. [f. CvLAHTTS I

+ -AU.J Belonging or relating to calamites.

1895 Naturalist 337 The histology of calamitean leaves.

X904 Amer. Nat. A\>t. 250 Thus such transitions are well

knowTi^ though of a relatively simplitied form in the struc-

ture of the calamitean stem.

Calamitously, adv. Add quot.

:

1896 //<?///* .l//«itf««»y(N.Y.) July 145 Churches, .brought
suddenly and calamitously into missionary conditions.

Calami'^. Add: 3. attrib. and C0fnb.^z% ca-

iamity-howfer^ -howling, -prophet y -shouting ( U. S. ),

i8ai Co'igrgts. Rec. a Mar. 1654/1 We had some ' calamity
bowlers* here in Washington as well as in Kansas. Ibid,

17 Mar. 2160. 2 Calamity-shouters whose occupation ia gone
unless they can prove that cilamity stalks abroad. 1S9S in

Kep. Camp. Text Bk. (1894) 329 The cabmity prophets of
both patties. 1905 D. G. Phillifk Plum Tree 264, I . .sent
Wooaruflf East to direct a campaign of olamity-howling in

the eastern Dress. 1911 J. C Lincoln Cap'n it^arrgu's
lizards I. 3 The pair of calamity prophets broke oflf their
lament.

Calander. Add : Also in It. form oal&ndrft.
1906 U'estm. Gas. 19 Apr. la/t In Milan, and also in

Fk>rence,. . be saw enormous masses of small birds., field atid

cnlandra larks, and robin-redbreasts. 1914 Countries o/tht
World iGsj/i The most characteristic forms of bird-life.

wch as the little and great bustard, partridge, quail aiul
the calandra.

CalcieolonB (kaelsi-kJlM)« <z. \i. L. <alc{t)'

lime, CxLX + coUrt to inhabit.] Growing upon
limestone. So Ca'loicol* a.

iXb» Euepfcl. Brit. XIV. 563/1 As to saxicole lichens, .they
may be divided into two sectioni^ viz. caicicoU and calct'

/ugous. To the former belong such as are found on calcareous
arid cretaceous rocks. >886 Bagnall Hmndhk. Mosses 35
Another very characteristic calctcolotu moss is Eucladium
verticil laturn.

Caloicreta (kse-lsikrA). Also oalorete. [f.

L. caic'jy lime, Calx + Con)cbetk.] A calcareous

mass formed on the sea-bottora by marine animaU.
190s Irish Naturalist Oct. aji Over the Boulder-clay and

the calcrete is a bed of limestone sand and gravel. 1901
GeoL Mag. Mar. i j9 No one would be likely to quarrel wiifi
• calcicrete ' and ' silicicrete ', of which one would be two, the
other three, letters longer [than * calcrete*, 'silcrcte*]. 1903
Nmiurt 33 Oct. 614/t In the Gulf of Mannar, calcareous
maisei ('calcretes') of great extent are formed in situ on
the sea-bottom by the cementing of sand and other loose
material by calcareous incru»ttng Pulyzoo.

CalOUUi&tt. Substituteforctym.anddef.: Later
modification of *KAL80iii.\B, after L. calci-^ calx
lime. Hence as vb., to distemper with calcimine.
tMiSpcns* Mechanics* Own Bk. 6ta The wash or calcimine

can be used for ordinary purposes. S903 il^estm. Gas. 23 Jan.
4/3 The old-gold cal' imine. .that covers the wall of the
drawing-room, lyii H.S. Habrison ^w^</ xL 134 Sharlee
tapped the calcimine with her pointed finger-nails.

Calcrete : sec •Calctcbetk.

Calculate, v. 6. (Earlier U.S. example.)
iSos in Maclean ///*/. Co/l. N. Jersey (1877) II. 38 We

calculate on your taking the lead in promoting subscriptions.

7. U.S, (Earlier examples.)
itos Pike Souress Mitstss. II. 152 We had rcawn to cal-

cnlate, that they had good guides. 1810 J. Lambrst Trav.
Canada -V US. (1813) II. 506 'ilie crops arc progressing,
says Nathan, though I calculate as how this is a propitious
weedy soil. ai8ts J. Bermarii Ketrosp. Amer. (1887) 307
CafNtal, gentlemen, capital, .. you are right humorsome, I

calcniate. What's to pay? i8sa j. Woods Engl. Prairie
345 Times are dull ; I calculated to sell my creature there.

Calculating, vbl. sb. Add : calculating
machine, any ol various machines designed for the
mechanical performance of mathematical opera-
tions.

i8j4 Mechanics' Mng. XXII. 192/1 Calculaling Machine.

. . A cabinel-malcer is stated to have constructed a machine
[etc]. 1835 in Babbitge's Cakut. Engiius (1889) 5 A Letter
from Mr. Babbage announces that he has for six months
been engaged in making the drawings of a new calcu-
"'ing machine of far greater power than the first. 1855
Ibtd, 26^ Report of a Committee appointed by the Council
to examme the Calculating Machine of M. Scheutz. 1889
CoNAN DovLE Sign a/Four ii, You really are an automaton
—a calculaling machine. 1901 Nature 11 July 268/j The
advantages of the calculating machines.. are so great, and
they are in so many ways preferable to logarithms where
they can be used.

Calcnliform (kse-lki/aif^jm), a. [f. L. calculus
pebble + -(i )fobm.] Pebble-shaped.
1900 S/ec/ator 24 Mar. 417/2 The people are still known

as the Mayas, and the writing is called calculiform.

Calendarist. Delete i06s., and add quot.

:

187s O'Hanlos /ris/i Saints I. 379 AH our calendarists
agree ill .issigning St. Fechin's feast to the 20th of January.

Caliban. Add: Cemd., as caliban-like adj.

So Calibanisli a.

1909 Ladys Realm Feb. 465/2 He was a *Caliban.like
creature, primitively ugly, i^i Chmiibtrs's Jml. ii/i A
lunatic. indulges in Caliban. like gambols unheeded.
1839 Kemble Ktsiti. in Georgia (1863)222 The Calibanish

wonderment of all my visitors.. is very droll. 187a Du
Chailuu Country 0/ Dwarfs 62 The fiendish countenances
of the livmg calibanish trio.

Calibrate, v. .Add : Also in Wireless tele-

graphy. So Callbra-tlon.
1930 Daily Mail 4 Jan. 7/t To get the set to do its best it

most be calibrated, liiii.. With calibration you can tune in
at will to any foreign programme that is within the receptive
powers of the set.

Ca'librated, ///. a. [f. Calibrate v. + -kd >.]

Tested and graduated with allowance for irregu-

larities ; standardized. So Ca'librating vil. sb.

(attrib.").

1897 lyestm. Gat. 14 Jan. 6/3 The tul>e was handed on to
a calibrating machine, which accurately * shaped * it. 1900
InstalL News 111. 95/1 A very accurately calibrated check
meter. Ibill. 160 A complete Testing and Calibrating Plant.

Calibre. 1. b. (Later U.S. examples.)
1868 C. B. Nohtom & Valentime Ref. Munitions War

47 Mr. Burton's rifle is adapted for central-fire cartridges;
calibre 0*577 inch. 1908 AluLPoao Orphan xiii. 169 My
breech-loading Sharps, -50 calibre. iSid. 170 It heaves
enough lead at one crack to sink a man.of.war, being a -60

calibre. 191^ Sumlay flermld (Boston) 33 .\ug. 5/8 The
rifle is -yt calibre—that is the diameter of the bore is thiity
one-hundredths of an inch.

Caliche (kalrtr<r). Min. [Sp. caliche pebble in

a brick, flake of lime.] Any of various mineral
deposits {spec, native Chile saltpetre) containing
from 50-75 % of lodiom nitrate.

iSgS SiUMOKD* Diet. Trade, Ca/iclie, a name for nitrate
of soda found in Peru. 1883 R. Haldane trorJksAo^ Rec.
Ser. II. 349/3 Iodine occurs in caliche or law nitrate deposit,
as iodate of sodium. 189a Ditnas Syst. Min. (ed. 6) 871 In
the district of I'arapaca, northern Chili, . .the dry pampa..is
covered with beds of this salt (caliche) several feet in thickness.

Calico. Add : 3. b. Coloured in a way sag.
gestive of printed calico; variegated, piebald.

Chiefly of horses. Also air^., a calico horse. U.S.
i8o7-i W. Ikvino Sitlmag. xviii.^413 Bantering nature

fairly out of countenance,— representing her tricked out in
all the tawdry finery of copper skies, purple rivers, calico
rocks, red grass, (etc.). 1809— Kaickerh. vii. iii. (1820) 458
Behold.. Van Cotlear, mounted on a. .calico mare. 1835 J.
Mabtim CoMttter yirginia 37 I'he <»rvcd or calico rock of
Kanawha. «tMs T. Winthrop Canoe 4- Saddle x. 203
A hundred bona, roaiu, calicos .. blacks and whites. 1878
B. F. Tavlo* Between CtUes xyj There would be scant room
for the calico horses to canter. 1901 Munsey's Mag. XXIV.
508/2 Jim McCoy was riding a calico ' mare—a fractious
beast covered with white and brown blotches of hair.

4. calioo-baok U.S., (a) the turnstone {Are-
naria interpres) ; (4) the harlequin cabbage-
beetle; calico-basa U.S., a species of sun-fish;

oallco-buah, the .\ merican mountain laarel( A1r2/»;<(i

latifolia) ; oalioo flower U.S., one or other species

of Kalmia ; oalico-tree U.S. (see quot.).
1871 CouES Key N. Amer. Birds 346 Stiefsitas...T\irn-

stone. Brant Bird. "Calico-hack. 1877 C. Hai ixick Sforls-
luem's Gatettter 16^ [The name] Calico-hack (has reference]
to the curiously variegated plumage of the upper parts. 1895
COMSTOCK Man. Insects (1923) 145 The Harlequin Cabbage-
bug or Calico-back .. is very destructive to cabbages,
fadtshes, and turnips in the Southern States. 1884 Goodk
Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 406 The 'calico Bass. Fontoxys
s^roides. 1819 LouiMN Encycl. Plants 356 Kalmia tati-

^//4 "Calico-bush. \%JoAmer.NaturaltstlW. 317 Moun-
tain Laurel Calico-bush, Spoon-wood.. is one of the most
beautiful shrubs ever created. 1839 Monthly Chron. 1 1 1. 5 1

3

I'he Kalmias are called by the Americans Xalico flowers, a
name admirably adapted to express the peculiar appearance
of the flower. 18^ D. J. Hrown Sylva Amer. 191 The
Mountain Laurel, .indifferently bears the name of Mounuin
I.aurel, Laurel^ and "Calico Tree.

California (kaelif^-miii). The name of the
State on the Pacific Coast of North America, nsed
attrib. ; esp. in names of various species of animals
and plants. (Common in recent use.)
S840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xiv, A few hides were brought

down, which we carried off in the California style. Ibid.,

Telling us that it was ' California fashion ' to carry two on
the head at a time. 1846 in W. H. Emory Notes Mil. Reeon-
neitsoJice (1848) 575 The California quail.. differs from the
quail of the United States. t96g Amer. Naturalist III. 518
California Hawk. Buteo Coo^ris. 1874 Couis Birds 0/
.Xortkruettyb-i Ferrugineous Buzzard, or California Squirrel
Hawk, tmi A^leton's Amer. Cycl. Xll. 312/2 Ceaitothus

CALL.
thyrsiflorus is a small tree producing an abundance of light
blue flowers, and known as the California lilac.

b. California fever colloq., laziness ; Cali-
fornia Jack, a card-game ('a variety of seven-up
for two players ') ; California toothpick, a
bowie-knife ; California widow (see quot.).
1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxi. If the ' "California fever

'

(laziness) spares the first generation, it always attacks the
second, igai Mulford Bar-20 Three iii. 39 For two hours
they sat and played "California Jack in plain sight of the
street, 1856 W. G. Simms Eutaw 142 A weapon only
inferior in size and weight to the modern ' "California tooth-
pick

[. 1889 Farmer Americanisms, *Califiimia luidow, a
married woman whose husband is away from her for any
extended period.

Hence Califo-rnlaized ppl. a.

1873 J. H. Beadle Undnel. West ix. 156 Most of the
business men were ' Californiaized Jews',—an improved
variety^ of the race.

Californian (kselif^unian), a. and sb. [1. prec]
A. adj. Of or belonging to, native or peculiar to,

California ; esp. in the names of species of birds,
beasts, and plants.
1801 Latham Gen. Synop. Birds 2nd Suppl. 281 Californian

Quail. 1839 A. Forbes California 192 Many of the [Indian]
baskets are ornamented with.. the black crest feathers of
the Californian partridge. Ibid. 251 The wheels of the
Californian ox-cart.. are of a most singular construction.
1841 Loudon Encycl. Plants Suppl. 1218 Eschscholtzia call-
fomica Californian Eschscholtzia. 1846 E. Brvant What I
sarv in Cali/omia x. (1849) 121 Some four or five hundred
Californian norses, which he intends to dispose of in the
United States. Ibid. xxiv. 267, 1 tasted here, for the first

time, aguardiinte, or brandy distilled from the Californian
grape, a 1861 T. Winthrop John Brent iii. (1862) 31 ' Mucho
maficho !' cried Gerrian to Jose, not |cnowing that his Cali-
fornian Spanish was interpreting Hamlet. 1869 Amer.
Naturalist III. 477 My inquiries about the Californian
opossum found along the Mexican boundary did not indicate
its existence in this valley. 1873 Ibid, VII. 327 Next, we
have the Californian 'M.ocV\n%''Y\\TM^{Harporhynckusreiii-
vivus). 1874 CouES Birds o/Northwcst 634 Californian Gull.
1885 Lock Workshof Rec. Ser. iv. 93/2 The chain pump
known as the Chinese or Californian pump.. is in common
use in alluvial gold diggings in America and Australia.
1900 Bk. Gardening (ed. W. G. Drury) 237 Platystemou
californicum (Californian Poppy) is a beautiful plant on
rockwork and in flower-borders.

B. sb. a. A native or inhabitant of Califomi.i.

b. A red herring, slang,

1789 MoRSK Amer. Geo^. (1792) ^79 The characteristics of
the Californian, are stupidity and insensibility. 1840 R. II.

Dana Be/. Mast xiv. We saw three men . . dressed partly like
sailors and partly like Californians. 1870 .^Wfr. Naturalist
1 1 L_ 354 A * one-cow town ' would certainly astonish the most
stolid Californian. 1873 CeuselCs Mag. VI. 245/2 About the
lime of the gold discoveries, some one applied the term
Californian to these. The word was appropriate, and Cali-
fornians such highly coloured herrings are called to this day.

Calina (kalr-na). [Sp.] (See quot. 1887.)
1887 Eucycl. Brit. XXII. 296/2 In July and August the

plains of New Castile.. are sunburnt wastes;,. the atmo-
sphere is filled with a fine dust, producing a haze known as
calina. 1917 Kendrew Climates e/Continents 244.

Caliology (kielip-lodji). [f. Gr. KoAiii wooden
dwelling, hut, nest (• -olooy.] That department of

ornithology which is concerned with birds' nests.

Hence Callolo-^oal a.

1875 Nkwton in Encycl. Brit. III. 772 note, There are not
many works on nidiflcation, for ' Caliology ' or the study of
n^ts has hardly been deemed a distinct branch of the
science. 1884 Coues N. Amer. Birds 227 One of the most
delightful departments of ornithology, called caliology. 190a
C. Dixon Birds' Nests Introd. 4 The late J. G. Woods'
popular treatment of birds' nests, .practically exhausts the
special literature of caliology.

Calix. Add : Gr. Antiq. = CyLlx.
1849 A. Rich Diet. Rom. i Gr. Antiq. 191a H. B.

Walters Catal. Gr. i^nses B. Mus. 1. 11. 228.

Call, sb. Add :

1. d. orig. the call ' Hallo 1 ' made by the user

of a telephone to the operator ; so, to put a call

through (said of the operator) ; hence gen. a con-
versation over the telephone. See also attrib. uses.
i879PHESC0TT.S/^rt*/«^7V/f//wfi/i. 33 It being necessary

to keep the vibratory bells at each station in circuit.s, in

order th.it the calls may be heard. 1883 J. E. K. The Tele-
^/it7^rfi9The number of calls made upon the Exchange clerks.

1884 Kouttedge^s Every Boy's Ann. 199/1 Before we follow
the series of operations forming a complete call, let us
examine the system of telephones used in the Broadway
Office. This, .allows these batteries to be used for the calls

to the subscribers by means of ordinary electric bells. 1899
Post Office Guide July 533 This deposit is refunded If the

call is not extended. 19*9 Morning Post 11 Jan. 13 'J'he

charge for a three-minute call between London and Warsaw
will be 15s. 3d.

8. Close call : see *Closk a, C. 3.

I. Also in poker, ' a demand for a show-down ;

the show-down itself (C<«/. Did. 1891).
1853 J. G. Baldwin Flush Times Alabama 8 A negro

ante and twenty on the call, was moderate playing.

15. call-book, (also) a book in which calls are

entered ; oall-boz, a box or small enclosed erection

containing a telephone for public use ; oall-boy,
oall-man, a boy or man who calls up the members
of a staff or fire brigade for duty ; also trans/.

;

call-button, a push-button or other device for ring-

ing a call-bell or alarm ; call disk, a disk indicit-

ing the identity of a telephone call-signal ; oall-

loan (earlier U.S. example); eall-meeting U.S.,a.
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meeting speciallysummoned; call-offloe, (a) a tele-

phone office or central station where the call signals

are received and where the connexions necessary to

intercommunication are made; (3) = call-box; call-

over, (also) in betting parlance, a calling over or

reading aloud of a list of prices ; oall-room, {a) =

call-box ; {b) U.S., the room in the Exchange where

calls are announced ; call-sign, the conventional

sign used at the beginning of a wireless message to

indicate the identity of the sender; e.g. aLO =

London ; so oall-lettar ; foall signal, (a) a signal

forcallingup on the telephone; (*) a call-sign; call

slip U.S., the slip on which a reader or borrower

in a library enters the book or books required ( Cent.

Diet. Suppl. 1909) ; oall-station = call-office.

1893-4 Kept. Unemployed 46 (Pari. Papers LXXXII)
•Call books are kept at the lodge.house for members out of

work to sign. 1893 CassrlCs Fain, lilag. .\pr. 318/3 Thus it

»-as that I first became introduced to the •c.ill-bo.v system.

189s Daily Ktwi 21 Nov. 9/5 The first calls received

from call-box holders were from Messrs. Maple and Co.

1900 Ihid. 1 Aug. 7/1 A licence, .which enabled them \sc. the

District Messenger Company] to erect call boxes in the

houses of their sukscribers. 1917 Observer 16 Oct. ii.'4

Auto-electric advertising machines are about to be placed m
2,500 public telephone call boxes in London. 1868 Cassetl s

Mag. 15 Aug. 256/1 Some of our great iron-clads have been

furnished with electrical 'callboys. i88t fnstr. Census

Clerks (18S5 IS) Theatre and Opera,. .Call Boy. 1887 ibth

Ann. Rep. Ox/. Volunteer Fire Brigade 9 The improved

method of calhng by electric bells, instead of by call boys.

1911 Diet. Occuf. Terms (1927) § 709 Catllioy, caller, calUr-

up. . mu,st receive answering call from each man knocked up.

l88a J. E. K. The Trteptianc 19 The moment a subscriber

pre-sses his ' 'call button ', the catch is drawn up by an

electro-magnet. 1884 KoiitleJge's Every Boy's Ann. 12^/2

The circles in the figure are the little windows at which

the *call-disc makes its appearance. 1913 Year Bk. lyire-

less Telegraphy 286 Combinations of ' "call letters ' which

are in turn allotted to ship and land stations, a 1859 N. Y.

Herald (Bartlett 1859) To speculate in fancy stocks on *calt

loans is simply to put your hand in the lion's mouth. 1903

Westin. Gaz. 19 Apr. 8/1 When instructions were sent to

*call.raan Hills to order out all the fogmen. 1904 Harbem
Georgians 31 That afternoon they held a "call meeting of

Republicans in the parlor. 1895 Daily Ifeivs 13 Sept, 5/3

The charge for conversations, .within a distance of 25 kilo-

metres from the *callK)ffice, ,has so far been sd. 1899 Post

Office Gnide ]u\y 533 The following additional charges ,

.

aiso apply to conversations between call offices. 1927 Daily

Tel. 8 Mar. 15/1 That all such bets transacted at the club's

• *calls-over* would be free of tax to the backer. x88a J. E. K.
Telepkoite -^l *Call-rooms have been established in different

parts of London, in which are placed telephones connected

with the Exchanges. i88« Harper's Mag. July 213/1 The
Call Room daily presents an impressive spectacle of the

traffic in grain. 1919 Times (weeitly ed.) 17 Jan., She sig-

nalled the letters of her ' *call.sign ' and our wireless picked

up her message. 1921 Glasgoio Herald 4 Feb. 9 Shortly

after two o'ckxk she was called, but did not answerher call,

sign. iS&^Rontledge's Every Boy's Ann. 120/2 This system

can make a Bell telephone . . speak loud enough to be heard

throughout a room ; and it comprises besides a *call.signal

within itself. 19H in Year Bk. Wireless Telegr. (19131 52

The call signals must be differentiated from one another,

and each one must consist of a group of three letters. 1907

Lancet 27 July 240/2 The telephone *call station.

Call, V. Add :

1. f. To make a telephone call.

i88a J. E. K. The Telephone 19 The means by which the

Exchange operator knows which subscriber rs calling is very

ingenious and very simple. Ihid. 38 An anxious mother.,

called through the Exchange (pr the doctor.

4. b. fig. To summon to another world.
1886 Leslie's Pop. Monthly May XXI. 611/2 All the

doctors in Christendom, .can't save him. He's called.

m. To transmit a wireless message to.

1921 [see call'Sign above].

22. Call for. e. To claim the existence of.

X939 R. Fletclur's Catal. Sept. 16 Mr. Sadleir, in his

Bibliography [of Wilkie Collins], calls for bright green cloth.

23. Call on or npon. C. (b) To require or urge (a

horse, etc.) to exert itself further. Cf. '"Ask v. 2 b.

1850 ' H. HiF.ovER ' Pract. Horsemanship 163 In the last

few strides [of a race], where sudden and^ increased exertion

is called for, and the horse is, in technical phrase ' called

upon '. x886 Eari. Suffolk, etc. Racings. (Hadm. 1889) 86

Romanus is seen to.. lose his pace. Wood calls on him
without mending matters. 1894 Custancf, Riding Recoil.

xi. 162 When I called on the gallant animal for the final

effort, he got up and won.

26. Call back. e. intr. To revert to type;

= throw back. Throw v. 38 d.

1853 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIV. I. 112 Isolated individuals

appear, which, in the phraseology of breeders, 'call back'
to their more remote progenitors. 1855 Ibid. XVI. I. 22 The
offspring are said., to call back to their grand parents.

27. Call down. e. To rate or reprove ; to chal-

lenge sharply. US. colloq.

1899 G. .^DE Doc Home viii. 83 I'll call anybody down
on them statements. 1904 F. Lynde Grafters v. 58 He. .so

far lost his temper as to get liimself called down by the
judge, a X906 *0 Henitv* Trimtned Lamp etc. 213 When
Fernando wanted to give me several thousand dollars for

my trousseau he called him down something awful. X923
Watts Luther Nichols 65 No one should ever have the
chance to call him down.

30. Call off. o. trans. To rescind (an engage-

ment), draw back from (an undertaking) ; intr. to

draw back, back out of an engagement, etc.

x888 Mfs. Oliphant Second .^on v. Why, in the name of

all that's idiotic, do you call off now, and disappoint her .

.

148

and defy me? 190a Daiiy Chron. 17 Oct. 5/3 The delegates

of the Miners' Convention must fir.st pass a vote upon the

question of calling off the strike. \^*^ Observer 14 Aug. 6

That he would have been profoundly relieved if the whole

expedition had been called ofT, 1928 Wtekly Disp. 27 May
17/3 The American fly-weight champion, whose fight with

..the British champion has been called off.

32. Call out. b. esp. To summon to actlre or

permanent service in a campaign or in a state of

emergency.
1779 Digest of Militia Laxvs 112 Every such person.

havnig served in the Militia when called out into actual

service. 1798 Lady's Mag. Feb. 68 Before I have a regi-

ment called out tor the purpose of being reviewed. 1805

Gordon Address Volunteer Corps p. xvi, It b intended to

advance to each Non-commissioned Officer, Drummer,
Trumpeter, and Private so called out, in proportion to the

Length of Time for which they may agree to a.ssemble.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. iii.291 When the trainbands

were called out against an enemy. 1853 Bunn Old Eng.

II. 53 note^ Shot by the military, who had been called out

for the occasion. 189c Chaynbers's Jrnl. 5 July 433/1 The fog-

signalmen..are often called out for a night's ' fogging ' just

as they have finislied a hard day's work- 1899 Atteridge
Wars of Nineties 551 The 1st Reserve was called out to

bring the active army up to war strength, igax Act 1 1 .y 12

Geo. Kc 15 § 9 Where. .a man of the Naval Reserves. .is

called into actual service or called out for permanent service

. .on an occasion of great emergency.

35. Call up. f. To call to battle ; spec, to sum-

mon to the colours according to military status or

grade.
1830 Scott Bonnie Dundee, Come saddle the horses and

call up the men. 1857 Blackw. Mag. LXXXII. 2S1/2 The
landwehr of the first band are liable, .in the event of war,

to be called up. 1877 Gcntl. Mag. Jan. 36 My driver . . in-

formed me that he belonged to the Slobiles, that he had not

yet been called up. 1899 Atteridge Wars ofNineties ^$<^I%

Thus Japan had an army of nearly 70,000 men on a peace

footing, which by calling up the reserves could be expanded
into a war force of more than a quarter of a million. 1914

Engl. Rev. Sept. 258 We saw young Belgians crowded in

trains en route for the front, men who were * called up

'

against the enemy.

g. To summon up (Summon v. 7).

1889 Illustrations, a Pict. Rev. 143 Calling up whatever

remnants of valour were left to me, . . I advanced.

h. To summon (a person) on the telephone;

now more usually ring up.

1898 [implied in *caller-np\ 1916 ' O. Henry* Strictly

Business ii, Kelly went to the nearest telephone booth and
called up McCrary's cafd.

Calla. 1. (Examples.)
1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 298 Calla xthiopica. Ethio-

pian Calla. 1845-50 A. Wood CleissSk. Bot. 520C. Palissiris.

Northern Calla. 1869 C. L. Brace New West i. 18 The
callas and exquisite water-flowers in the pools. 1885 Outing
(U.S.) Nov. 178/2 An interesting plant is the wild Calla,

growing in cold, wet places.

Callable (k^-lab'l), a. [f. Call 7;. + -able.]

That may be called (called in, called upon).

i8a6 Exatniner 673/2 Judges called, or callable, rural.

1889 Sat. Rev. 16 Mar. 313/2 Without a cash reserve, or

without callable loans with hill-brokers, i&^zlbid. 11 June
678/2 As there is no callable capital, the shareholders cannot

suffer more than the loss of the capital paid up.

Called, ppl' a. Add

:

b. Baseball. See quot.

1874 H. Chadwick Base Bali Man. 49 A called ball is the

penalty inflicted on the pitcher for sendmg a ball to the bat

out of the striker's legitimate reach. Ibid. 85 No called

balls can be justly charged as pitching errors unless they
come under the head of * wide balls ',

Callee (kolr)- U* Call v. + -ek.] One who is

called or called upon.
187a Butler Erewkon xxi, 197 The callee would have

been deaf to the caller. 1883 Cambridge Staircase v. 73
Our callee suggested that there were more comfortable seats.

Caller, sb. Add : 1. G. One who makes a call

on a telephone. Also caller-up.

1898 Daily News 6 June 6/2 The caller-up knowing whether
he is through or not by the ringing or not ringing of his bell.

1899 Post Office Guide July 533 If a deposit has been made
by the caller in the first instance to cover the fee for the

second period of three minutes.

f. A man or boy employed to knock up for duty

the members of a railway staff, usually at their

homes. Also caller-up.

1921 Did, Occup. Terms (1927) $ 709.

CalliardCkse'liajd). local. [Ofdoubtful origin;

perh. connected with F. caillott pebble, and so

ultimately with L. calculus. But cf. the later

Galliabd sb.^\ A hard, smooth, flinty gritstone.

1781 J. HuTTON Tour to Cai'es (ed. 2) Gloss. (E.D.S.)

Callierd^ an hai-d stone. 1833^-4 J. Phillips Geol. in

Encycl. Metrop. {1845) VI. 587.2 Some less regular sand-
stone beds, called ' Cankstone ', approach very nearly to the

nature of the ganister or calliard rock-s of the coal strata.

1859 Pace Handbk. Geol. Terms (1865), Calliard. ., a
local name for any hard siliceous stone ; often applied by
Knglish miners and quarrymen to beds of cherty or siliceous

limestone. 1876 Woodward Geol. Eng. ^ Wales 81 Some
of the beds contain gritstone or greywacke, provincially called
'calliard*.

Callid, a. (Late U.S. example.)
1887 LowKix Ep. to G. W. Curtis Postscr. 4 Found lately,

I have pieced it out, or tried, Since lime for calUd juncture

was denied.

Calligrapliy. Add : 1. b. With reference

to the use of the fine-hnir brush by an artist for

outlining. Hence CalUsrra'plLic a.

1930 Tintis Lit, Suppl. 9 Jan. 25/3 Leonardo displays his

CALORIE.

extraordinary gift of enclosing a volume \y a flowing and
calligraphic line.. .The calligraphic beauty of line.

Calling, vbl. sb. Add :

8. With up.

1877 Design ^ Work III. 713/3 Fo' calUng-up purposes

I have a bell in the bedroom of a very drowsy domestia 1890

Petri City Guardian 12 July 6/1 The calling up of constables

on probation. 190a Electr. ^ Magn. xviii, 226 (Govt. Milit.

Bk.) Calling-up may be done by means of an ordinar>- bell

and battery. 19x8 Act 8 Geo. f^ c. 5 § 4 (2) With a view to

preventing.. the calling up of himself. .for any form of

military service.

III. (Cf. Call v. 2, 2 b, 4 c.) calling card

U^S., a visiting-card ; calling list, a visiting-list.

1890 Kipling Plain Tales from Hills, Beyond ike Pale

163 [He] put on his calling-clothes and called on the ladies

of the Station. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 19 Apr. 6/2 There will be

four calling stations. 190a /bid. 13 Aug. 2/1 The dreamless

sleep of the outdoor worker till calling-time next morning.

1905 A', v. Times 7 Feb. 5 Advt., We'll execute calling cards

to your order in conformity with the very latest require-

ments of fashion. 1908 Wes/m. Gaz. 27 Apr, 10/2 To ensure

regularity in arriving at the various calling ports. 1908 Daiiy

Chron. 24 Feb. 4/6 His seeing the Union Jack at every caU-

ing-porL 1909 Ibixi. 16 Sept. 7/5 Constitutionally sleepy at

calling-time. 1921 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean \-\\\.

129 And you decided to drop him from your calling list?

Callitliunip (kas-lii)J?mp), sb. and v, U.S.

colloq. [App. back-formation from next.] (See

quots.)

1871 ScHELEDE Verb A mericanismsiiS-jQ) sB^ CalUthump
seems, .to be of American origin. It represents the French
charivari, the German Katzenmusik. 1889 Farmer Ameri-
CtinismSf CalUthump, To, to caterwaul ; to produce dis-

cordant 'musical' sounds by means of instruments, either

incongruous in themselves or in conjunction—such as tin

kettles, bells, rattles, etc.

CallitlLTL'lupiau, sb. and a. U.S. colloq. [Proh.

a fiinciful formation,] (See quot. 1848 and prec.)

1848 Bartlett Did. Amer. s. v.. It is a common practice

in New York, as well as other parts of the country, on New
Year's eve, for persons to assemble with tin horns belLs,

rattles, and similar euphonious msiruments, and parade the

streets making all the noise and discord possible. 1 his party

is called the Callithumpians or the Callithumpian Band.
1886 Harper's Mag. July 213/2 The call [on the exchange]

lasts ten or fifteen nunutes, and occasionally has the accom-
paniment of callithumpian discord. 1004 -^- J^- Times
25 May 1 The calithunipian band had kept up the music
without interruption ail night.

Callosal (kaUu-sal), a. Anal. [f. L. calldsus +
-AL.] Of or belonging to the corpus callosum.

1889 \x\ Century Did. 1890 Sir W. Turner in Jrnl. Ana/.
XXV. 116 Marginal, callosal and hippocampal gyri are all

difiereiitiated.

Calloused, ppl. a, (Earlier U.S. example.)

X819 Massachusetts Spy 2^ Mar. 2/1 One, more bold than

the rest, with calloused sensibility, comes forth in the Salem
Register, .and with unparalleled effrontery boasts that the

loaves and fishes of office are what some of his parly seek.

Callousing (kaebsii)), ppl. a. [f. Callous o.

or V. + -IMG 2.J That makes callous.

1931 Sunday at Home Jan. 214/1 My fellow-citizens are

eng.aged on labour which is hard and callousing, x^
Sunday Express 8 Jan. 9/1 The hardships and callousmg

brutalities of a mercenary force.

Callovian(k2e!ffa*vian), fl. Geol. Also *Kbllo-

vian. [mod.L. Callovia,sA.Kelloways'm\\'A\.^\dTt.

So F. callovienJ] Defining a subdivision of the

Oxfordian division of the Jurassic system.

1882 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. 793 Oxfordian, divisible into

two sections : (a) a lower zone of calcareous abundantly
fossiliferous sandstone, known from a place in Wiltshire, as

the Keilaways Rock (Callovian). 1903 Ibid. (ed. 4) II.

1157 Over the northern half of the country \sc. Russia] the

various formations from the Callovian up into the CreUceous
system have been identified. X914 Brit. Mus. Return 201

Crinoidea from.. the Callovian of Ardeche and Neocomian
of I sere.

Callus (kae-l^s), V. [f. Callus 3.] inir. To
form a callus.

1864 HiBBERD Rose-bk. 284 In all cases keep cuttings and
eyes alive and fresh by sprinkling their tops frequently

rather than making the soil they are in very wet, ibey will

in fact callus quicker if the soil is nearly dry.

Calm, sb:^ 2. Delete t an^ add quots.

:

i88s P. J. Davies Preut. Standard Plumbing 31 Put the

sharpened end of the calme in between the cutters and turn

the handle. 1885 Spons* Mechanics* Own Bk. 630 The use

of lead ' calmes * for fixing window panes Is of venerable

antiquity. 1923 M. Drake Doom Window i. 15 Gleaming
strips or * calmes * of lead . . shone like limp silver snakes.

Calm, a. Add : 1. e. Quietly insolent ; un-

abashed, impudent, colloq.

1888 Atalanta XI. 119/1 The critic on the hearth has the

calm audacity to announce that [etcj.

Calmingly (ka-miqli), adv. [f. Calicng
ppl. a. + -LY '-i.] In a calming manner.
1908 A. Bennett .^Mm^^.^ /aw viii,' Ofcourse you haven't',

she said calmingly.

Calorie. Substitute for def. : (More IviWygrsai

or major calorie) The amount of heat required to

raise the temperature of i kilogramme (= i litre) of

water one degree centigrade. In later use also (more

fully lesser calorie) ^ the amount of heat required to

raise the temperature of i gramme (=1 cubic

centimetre) of water one degree centigrade,

1870, 1880 [in Diet.]. 1889 M. Foster Text Bk. Physiol.

(ed. 5) 11. 802 The following results expressed in calories, that

is in gramme-degree units of heat. 189a Pall Mall GaS, ^2

June 6/1 A pound of beefsteak contains .. S70 calories of
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energy. 1901 IV'esiui. Gat. 93 I>ec. 3/3 The average energy-

value of the food required by a. .soldier must. .be. .more

than.. 3,500 Calories. 19*6 Public Opinion 13 Aug. 156/3

When ihe costomary meaiure of calory value is applied to

calceand bread, it is found that there is very little diJTcrcnce

between these two staple foods.

Calotte. Add : 6. GcoL An ice-cap or a glacier

coTcring a large land area. >

1894 J. W. Ghkcory in Q. Jml. Geci. Sec. L. 515 A 'calotte'

or snow-cap, similar to those on Kibo . . and Chimborazo.

Calpy (kaelpi), a. \t Calp + -Y i.] Of the

nature of calp.

1895 Woou-Mastih Pagwi IreL 108 A floor.. of calpy

limestone fla^s.

Caltrop. Add :

4. In the nomenclature of the spicular elements

of sponges, a tetraxial spicule with four equal arms

radiating from a central point, so called from its

resemblance to a caltrop (sense 2),

1887 SoLLAS in Emyci. Brit. XXII. 416/a Tetraxon

Quaciriradiate Typ« fCalthrops). 1888 — in Cftmilen^cr

Ktf. XXV. p. Ixxii, l"hc calthrops may have been denved
from a triaene by shortening of the rhabdorae, or from a
micrcxalthrops by increased growth.

Calxunet. Add : b. «//n'^. calumet eagle C/.X,

au eagle with black and white tail-feathers.

i«i7 Ann, Rtg. i8tb, Ckron. 564 With these feathers the

natives decorate the stems of their sacred pipes or calumets,

from whence the name the calumet eagle is derived. 1841

Catlim -V, Amer. Indians I. 63.

CalvOy z'*^ Add: To calve down \ to breed from

(a cow). Also inir, - pass.

sSsfi yml. R. Agric. Soc. XIX. 1. i-t These stock are

generally calved down when little more than two years old,

or else sold. Ibid, 28, I have myself known stock costing

6 /. per head worth at the end of the same year 1 3 /. or 14 /.,

and the increase is just as great when they calve down.

Calycate (kx-lik^t), a. Bot, Also calioate.

[ad. mod.L. calycaius, f, L. Caltx : see -ate ^.]

Provided with a calyx.

1866 Treat. BoL^ CaticaU, furnished with a calyx.

CaJyx. 3. Add : calyx-bursting, bursting of

the calyx, a defect in carnations ; calyx-crater Gr.

Antiq.^a. crater or large bowl of the shape ofa calyx.

1900 Westm.Gaz. 7 May 42 *CaIyx-bursting is a fatal

objection to many varieties otherwise superb. 1896 C. H,
Smith Caial. Gr. Vases B. Mut, III. 280 'Calyx-form
Craters. i9tS'ia J. D. Beazlby in Ann, Brit. Sck, Athens
235 The pattern No. 15 does not occur on any other rf.

katyx-kratrr. 1915 O^f. Univ. Gaz. 3 Feb. 378 2 The other

vases include two Ayi/rix,..two amphorx, . .and a calyx-

crater. 191B BcAZLKY A ttic Red'/i^ured Vases Amer. Mux.
xiv. 153 The painter of the Villa Giulia calyx-crater,

Cam« shy b. Add :

cam-box, a frame surrounding a cam and de-

signed to compel the rod which the cam drives to

follow the return motion of the projecting lobe

;

also, a casing enclosing the cam and its rollers in

order that copious lubrication may be secured by
having the cams revolve in a bath of oil (Cent.

Diet, Suppl. 1909) ; cam-cutter, a machbic-tool

specially adapted for cutting and finishing cams ;

ewn-pninp, a pump in which the valve motion '

is given by a cam ; oam-yoka, a frame attached :

to a valve stem or other reciprocating piece to which I

it gives intermittent straight-line motion from a
1

cam on the face of a rotating disk ; used in steam- .

cnnoe valve-gears (Standard Diet. 1895).
W$^ Kkicht Diet, Meek. Suppl. 156 *Cam Cutter. i9ss

Jaoom Catm Design 74 The hand-made master cam is now
nliccit in position on the cam cutler bead spindle. 1884
KmcKT Diet. Meek. Sn;^l. 157 Drayton *Cam Pump.

Camaldolese (kftmaeld^'z), a, and sb. Also \

Camaldulese. - Camaldolitk, q. v.

iSsStn I!. Ward Ev* Cmth. E$nanc. (igia) III. xlv. 198

Two have embraced the Order of Camaldolcse Hermits.
1850 in Uikaw Mag, (1907) Mar. 62 In Rome the Candeta

\

delt K^voMOfu 19 t»ed by the Camaldole«e only. 1873
NcwMAif MtsMn Bened. Ord*r (1908) 75 Monte Ca&sino
excelled in iidnintura and mosaic, the Camaldotese in

pttinCtng, and the Olivetans in wood-inUytng. 1880 H.
\"

Heetvem Opened 11. xix. 247 The Carthusians and 1

ha%-e but one fixed recreation in the week. 19*9
D. GwvMM Cdl. iViseman i. 16 Clothed in his white robes as
a CamaUolesc monk.

CanUklot^ (kx-mal^t/V Also camelote, -a.

[American Sp.] A water-lily.

1881 E- W, WHrri Cantem/r. SHver-Lmmd I. 843 When
the river is hifh, it is no very uncomnum circumstance to

«c the whole surface of this archipelago covered with the

debris {cantetotas) of these mud^ifonrcd iUands, buoyed
up by matted roots. siBa fhid. 1 1. 3 Bine-flowered camalotcs.

S905 K. B. CtmMiiiCHAMS Gnaham Progress 63 Camelotes
brought down by tbc flood were wreathed about them like

gigantic eels. N9t4^ The camelote is a very thick-growing
water-lily, which sometimes chokes small streams. 1918
W, H. Hldsos Far Anay ^ Long Aga xx. a6i The fourth
lakelet . . was . . covered with a luxuriant growth of the
floating camatot^, a plant which at a distance resembles
the wild musk.

Caman I'kx'min). Also camman. [Gaelic.]

The stick or club used in shinty.

1891 Daily S^not 12 Oct. 5,6 The camman is the club.

.

with which the Gaelic athletes play their favourite game.
1900 tgth Cent. Aug. 307 Each man has a caman or
hurley—a stick, about three feet long, with a bend or curve
at the end. 1905 Shebhan Gienamaar \, The crack af the
camans as they croMod in the air above or on the grass be-

Camanchaca (kam^'ntjaka). A heavy mist
on the Peruvian coast.

1908 Enock Andes <$ Amazon fed. 2] 5 The heavy mist
upon the coast, known as Camanchaca. 1939 Daily Mail
17 Nov. 8 In the Northern rainless zone, the catnanchacas,
or heavy, overhanging mists, became much denser.

Camara^e (kse-mara^). [ad. Sp. cafoaraje, f.

camara storehouse :—L. camara^ camera vault : see

-AG£.] Rent paid for a granary.
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade,

Camaron (ksemar^an, k:e*m&r/n). Also
camznaron. [ad. Sp. camaron slirimp, f. L. catn^

{ni)arus sea-crab.] A freshwater shrimp or prawn
resembling the crayfish,

1880 Huxley Crayfish 329 These fluviatile prawns (known
in many places by the name of ' Catnmarons *) are not un-
frequently confounded with true crayfishes. 1920 Glasgow
HereUd-^\ Dec. 12 Camarous arc excellent when boiled.

Cantata (kamata, -^I'ta). [It.] The com-
mercial name for the half-grown acorns of Quercus
^Egiiops^ dried and used for tanning. Cf. next.

iBsS SiMHONDs Diet, Trade. 1866 Trtas. Bot. 950/1.

Camatina (kaem&trna, -di'na). [dim. of prec]
The commercial name for the incipient acorns of

Quercus ^Egilops,
1858 SiMHOsos Diet. Trade. 1866 Treas. Bot. 950/1.

iK^ Encycl. Brit. XVII. 694/2 The valonia of conmerce,
one of the richest of tanning materials, is the acorn of
Q{uerctts\ ^giiops. . . Immature acorns are sometimes ex-
ported urider the name of camatina.

CftMlber, sb* -Add : 1. b. The arch of a road.
S905 Westm, Gaz. 13 Oct. 2/7 Another suggestion is that

the ' camber * (L e., the upward curve) of roadways should
be lessenetL 1907 /iiii. 30 July 8/1 The heavy camber of
the sides, .is the cause of very many mishaps. I9>5 Public
opinion 11 Dec. 53S/2 Hodge has always allowed his horse
to take the top of the camber.

O. The curvature of the wings of an aeroplane,
1918 H. Bakber Aeroplane Speaks (ed. 6) 5, I must have

a certain chord to make it possible for my Camber (that's

curvature) to be just right for (he Angle of Incidence.

Cambdredf //A a. Add recent <juots.

:

1909 Flight 20 Feb. 104/t Catnbered, this term denotes
that the plane or wing has a curved transverse section. 1919
Autocar Haiuibk, (ed- 9) 223 When driving a car on a much-
cambered or arched road. X9a7C L. M. Hsown Ctnqnest p/
th4 Air 46 That a slightly concave or.

.

' cambered * forma-

tion of the wiog surface would obtain greater * lift ' from
the air resistance than a perfectly flat plane surface.

Cambrio. O. Add: cambrie needle % cambric
tea U.S.^ a drink composed of hot milk and water,

given to children in place of tea.

it69 Msa. Stows Oldttrzon Folki \. 2 Israel Cran*5 store,

where everytbini; was sold, from hoe-handles up to cambric
needles. 18M l/niffn Signal (Chicago) ar Jan. 3 [She] gave
me a vast easy chuir to sit in . . and offered me tea, cambric
tea to be sure, but in a beautiful c\x\\

Canbridlfd (k^*mbrid3), the nan>e of a Uni-

versity town in Kngland, used attrib.y as Cam-
bridge bluo, a light blue (see *Blui j3. i); Cam-
bridge oalf(see quot 1S95); Cambri(i«:e chimes,
the composition of Joseph Jowett and William
Crotch, first employed in 1793 at the Church of St.

Nfary the Great, Cambridge ; Cambridge copro-
lite, greenaand Geol, (see quots. 1881, 1882).

ifao Dknisom Cl^ck 4> WeUck-m. t6 A dock made for a
nowMiian a few years ago, who intended to have ihe Cam-
bridge chines M\SMms^ Encyct. indmstr. Arts IV. 1260

'Ihe moat valuable beos of tlic mineral in tliis country are

in the Upper Craaosand formation, lying chiefly in Cam-
bridg^eshire, and merging into Buckinghamshire. I'besc
arc known as * Cambndge * coprolites. 188a Gkikik Text*
bk. Giol. 809 The Kxmlled 'Cambridtje Greensand '—a bed
al>out I foot thick lying at the base of the Chalk of Cam-
bridge, and l.u'gely worked for phosphate of lime derived

from coprolites and booes. 1883, 189s Cambrtdite blue [see

•Blue tb. i]. 1895 ZAKtnrsnoitF Sk. Hist. Bookbinding
20 Cambridge Calf.— Fine and dark sprinkled calf of two
tints, a square panel being left in centre of sides. 18^
Westm. Gaz. 3 Mar. 9/2 The bulky liiile volume, .in its

Cainbridge-Uue cover. 1909 Daily Ckrtm. 16 Feb. 4/6 As
the 'Cambridge Chimes* at St. Stephen's strike 2 p.m. the

King will arrive to open Parliament.

Cambridgeahir6 (kc^*mbrid,;Jai). The name
of the eastern county in which Newmarket (q. v.)

is situated, used attrib. in The Cambridgeshire

Handicap (Stakes) as the name of a horse-race

originated in 1S39 ^^^ '^^ annually at Newmarket

:

usually abbrev. The Cambridgeshire,
1840 J. C. Whyte f/isf. Brit. Turf 11. 482 The Cam-

bridgeshire sukes. 1856 ' Stonkhewge '

(J.
H. Walsh) Brit.

Sportt ?73/i Cambridgeshire Course . , 1 mile 240 yards. 1891

SrK G. Chbtwvkd Racing Remin, 1. to The next day Vest-

minsier won the Cambridgeshire.

CambrO- (krembr^?;, mod.!.. Cambro-, as in

CambrO'Briiannicus (1592), used as combining
form in the sense * pertaining to Cambria, Welsh '.

1711 P. Mr.TCALF LifeS. lyine/ride U917) 69 Doctor John
David Rhes, a Cambro-Kritatn. 1853 W. f. Rees (title)

Lives of the Cambro British Saintf 1871 Lowell Study
IVind.^ Swinburne's Trag. 164 Tennyson in the Cambro-
Breton cyclus of Arthur. 19*5 J. Joly Surface-Hist. Earth
iii. 57 Almost complete submergence of North America in

Cambro-Ordovician times.

Caxuelf sb. Add: 1. d. The characteristic

colour of a camel, a variety of fawn.
i9aa Daily Mail 11 Dec 14 Brushed Woo! Scarf-wrap..

Can be supplied.. in plain colours—White,.. Camel, Beige,

Grey. 19*3 tbid, 26 r eb. t In good shades of Grey, Camel,

Fawn. 1934 Ttfwrrr^ Winter Sports No. 20 Sports hats.,
ofcamel ciieck Tweed with scarves to match.

2. b. A type of aeroplane (see quots.).

1918 M«CuDDEN Five Yrs. R. F. C. 278, I saw a derelict

Sopwith 'Camel 'which had apparently been shot down
several weeks previous. Ibid. 310 On one of the Gotha
raids I saw a Camel pilot firing at a Gotha at over half

a mile range. 1925 Fkaser & Gibboks Soldier S( Sailor
Words, Camelj tht\ the nickname of a type of Sopwith scout
aeroplane carrying Vickers and Lewis guns, (From its

distinctive appearance). 19*8 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea
Air Station xv'x. 290 The Sopwith Camel—a single-seater
fighter.. derived its name from the hump which it carried
on the forward top-side of its fuselage.

4. camel-carty -dung^ -guide., -skin,
1900 Daily News 25 Sept. 3/4 Our caravan.. included..

six "camel carts for the ladies and children. 1907 IVestm,
Gaz. 25 Nov. a/i The most striking.. convej'ance is a
camel-cart. 1903 Clark Russell Overdue vij Recollec-
tion reeks of the flavour of the *camel-dung cigarettes of
Alexandria, c 1450 Capgrave Life St. Aug, 38 >e haue
girdilis Itch knytys ; and J^ei with Jjongis of 'chamel skynnys,
as Hdy and Ion, go girt in her lendes. 1497 Bp. Alcock
Mons Per/eccionis E i b/i Clothed in a camell skynne,
1903 Month Aug. 165 St. John in his camel-skin robe.

5. oaxnel-giin, a gun, as a machine gun, made
light and short so as to be transportable by camels

;

camel-swallovp-er, -swallowing (see Camel sb.

I c) ; camel*trot, camel-walk, a dance resembling

the walk of a camel.
1891 Kipling Light thaiFailed {jfyx>) 24 Aren't the *camel-

guns ever going to begin? 1840 C. H. Townshend Facts in
Mesmerism 332 The gnat-strainers and *camel-swallowers
may be content to accept this story. 1858 Dickens Lett.

(1880) IL 82 All manner of "caniel-swallowing and of gnat-
straining. 19x3 IVetkly Dispatch 8 Apr. 8 They call the

modern dances *cameUtrots. 1911 Ibid. 31 Dec. 9 The
Chicago, *camel-walk,. .and shimmy dances must cease.

Camelious (kamrlids), a. [f. Camel sb,-^

-lous.] Jocular word invented by Kipling to

describe the hump given to the lazy camel in Just
So Stories. Hence allusively (to Hump sb. 3).
f90s Kipling Just SoStories 27 If we Kiddies and grown-

ups too-oO'Oo, haven't enough to do-oo-oo. We get the hump
—Cameelious hump—The liump that is black and blue !

1909 * Ian Hav ' Man's Met>t xvi, Th
camelious hump.

XVI, The men have both got
immel

Camellia. Add: oamellia-red, a bright red,

the colour of red camellias.
1890 Daily News 21 Oct. a/i Camellia red felt,

Cameloid (kas'meloid), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.
Cameloidea : see Camkl sb. and -oid.] A. adj. Of
or pertaining to the Cameloidea or camel family of

ruminants. £. sb. An animal of this family.

188^ O. Schmidt Meunmalia 156 The cameloid type of
Rummant. 1888 Longman^s Mag. July aoS That the exist*

in;^ cameloids should he so strangely distributed. 19x4
Glasgow Herald 8 Nov. 4 Herds of camels., trekked across

..to Europe, leaving North America., with a glorious grave-
yard of oimeloid progenitors.

Camelote, var. *Camalotk.
Camemberl; (kae*manbe»i). [Name of a

village near Argentan, France.] In ixiWCamembert
cheese : a rich soft cheese made in the vicinity of

Camemi>ert ; also, any cheese of the same type,

wherever mnde.
1878 CasselVs Earn. Mag. IV. 535/1. 1690 J. Macdonald

Stephens's Bk. Earut icd. 4) IV. 518/1. 19O& iVeslM. Gaz.

5

Aug. 3/2 These foreign cheeses consist, .of fancy varieties..

Gruyere, Camembcrt, Roquefort, Gortionaola, &c.^wbich
please the epicure. 1909 /bid. g Dec. 4/2 Roquefort, Gruyl-re,

and Camembert are probably the three French cheeses best

known in this country.

Cameo. Add :

b. Special Comb. : cameo-embossing (see

quot.) ; cameo glass, an artistic glass consisting of

layers of different colours, the outermost being cut

away so as to leave the design or designs in relief, an

example being the Portland vase; cameo-incrusta-
tion, the art of producing bas-relief casts within a

coating of flint-glass ; oameo-type, in photography,

a name formerly given to a small daguerreotype

which could be mounted in a jewelled setting
;

caxneo w^are, pottery with figures in relief on a back-

ground of a different colour, as in Wedgwood ware.

1878 EncycL Brit, VIII. i6o/a In the second variety [of

colour embossing]—called *cameo embossing—the colour is

applied to the flat parts of the design Ij^' means of a small

printing roller, ancl the letters or design in relief is left un*

coloured, 1879 Ibid. X. 649/2 The first place among those

processes in which one oolotir was superimposed on another

may be given to that by which the "cameo glass was pro-

duced, loio Ibid. XII. Q3 a The carved or ' cameo ' glass,

introduced by Thomas Webb of Stourbridge in 1878, 1874
Knight Diet. Meek., *Cameoincrustation. lbid.^*Cameo-

t^pe, a fanciful name given to a small vignette d.iguerreo

type for mounting in a jeweled frame like a cameo.

Camera. 3. b. A<ld : camera booth (see

quot.); camera-man, a man provided with a

camera to take snapshots or cinematographic

photographs, esp. for the press,

1999 Photoplay Apr., ^Camera booth, the movable sonnd-

proof box wuh a glass front, in which cameras are enclosed

tn a talking picture studio in order that the sound of the

camera may not intrude in the picture. 1908 IVestm. Gaz.

21 Apr. 7/1 After both had posed to the inevitable "camera-

men. i9aoC'. ^fv. July 183 The camera-man will film you

anything. 1998 S. Vinhs Humours Unreconciled x\iii. 233

Swarms of little camera-men came down from Totsuka.



CAMERATA,

Cani6rata (ksemera'ta). [inod.L., f, camera

Chamber.] Each of the groups into which students

of English theological colleges at Rome are

divided,

1846 Newman in W. Ward Life (1912) I. iv. 132 The
whole body of students is divided into eight classes or por-

tions (cameratas?)—who are ne%*er allowed to speak to each

other. If you and Christie and Penny went, they would of

course put you into three separate cameratas. 1913 B.

Ward Eve Cath. Emanc. III. xxxiv. 13 The students..

likewise felt aggrieved at having to walk out in * Camerata '.

Camerist - (kse-marist). Chiefly U.S, [f.

Camera 3 b + -iST.] One who uses a camera, a

jihotographer ; a camera-man.
1890 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. III. 19 Theoretically, all

camerbts believe in a good negative. 2891 Ibid, IV. 85

A steady head is often needed 10 keep an enthusi.istic earner-

ist from being unduly depressed or exalted, j^oo Boston

Transcript 23 Feb. (Cent. Suppl.) When a high wind is en-

countered, the cloth at one end can be buttoned . . around the

head or face of the camerist. 1906 Westm.Gaz. 15 May 12/3

Many of the pictures .. are excellent examples of artistic

photography. ..They have been taken by camerists. .whose

names are thoroughly well known. 1921 Chambers's Jml.
Aug. 547/1 The camerist determines on some other makeshift

foreground.

CamerlingO (kjemajU'qg*?), Also camer-

lengo. [It. camerlingo : see Chamberlain.] a.

The Pope^s chamberlain and financial secretary;

the highest officer in the papal household, b. The
cardinals* chamberlain, the treasurer of the sacred

college. Hence CamerU'ztgute, the office of

camerlingo.
i6as PuRCHAS nigrinis II. x. 1834 The Inhabitants are

gouemed by a CaniarlingOy in the behalfe of Venice. 1753
Chambers CycL Su^p. s. v., The camerlingo is the most
conspicuous officer in the court of Romc.The^ cardinals

have also their camerlingo^ or treasurer of their college.

X756-9 A. BuTi-ER Lives Saints (1845) XI. 77 St. Charles.,

absolutely refused the camerlingate, the second and most
lucrative dignity in the Roman court. 1913 Glasgow Herald
JO May 9 He was all confused when taken to the presence

of Her Majesty by a camerlengo.

C&]X16rOSt01Xie (kse^mer^^st^um). Zool. [ad.

mod.L. camerostoma^ irreg. f. L. camera vault +
Gr, (JT6fia mouth.] The anterior part of the body
of arachnids which forms an arch over the mouth.
1S80 RoLLESTON & Jackson Anim. Life 523 A well-

developed chitinoid piece—the camerostome . . overhangs the

mouth anteriorly.

Cami- ^kse'mi), abbreviated form of *Camisole,
used in CV»w^., as cami-booker [f, {knicker) bocker"],

an undergarment which combines camisole and
knickers ; also called cami-kuicker ; so cami-
petticoat, etc.

x^^ Good Housekeeping "^vX-^ ^% *Cami-bocker in cotton

Crepon. 1915 Home Chat 30 Oct. 239 My new "cami-
knickers. Quite a new pattern. 1923 Daily Mail 2 May i

*Cami-petticoats made of. .heavy Artificial Silk Stockinette.

Camion (kgcmian). Delete Obs. and add quots.

:

1885 Warren & Cleverly IVand. Beetle 102 The ponder-
ous camion thundered over the uneven pitching of the
streets, j^xz BlackTv. Mag. Jan. 23/2 The French.. had
in their turn a splash of khaki on each of their camions.
19x4 Scribfters Mag. July 40/2 We found that we were
about one camion short to the company.

Camisole. Add : 2. b. An underbodice, often

embroidered and trimmed with lace.

1895 Army <( Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 1062 Tucked
Camisoles. 1903 Daily Chron. 14 Mar. 8/4 There are many
camisole patterns. 1906 Ibid, 7 May 11/6 Camisole ma-
chinists.

Camman, var. *Camax.
Camote (kamJa-t^). [Mexican Sp., ad. Nahuatl

car/iolU.I A name in Mexico and other Spanish-
speaking countries for any one of several tuber-

bearing plants, e.g. the sweet potato and yam.
1885 E?icycl. Brit. XVIII, 751/1 Sweet potatoes (camote)

..are pretty generally grown (in the Philippines]. 1909
Teachers' Assembly Herald \\. 44/2 [To] relieve the Igorot
girls from their laborious toil in the camote patch.

Camoudie (kamM-di). Also -di, oamoodie,
-oedi, -udi. [Native name.] A boa constrictor.
1851 W. H. Brett Ind. Missions in Cuia?ta 35 The reptile,

a large camudi, sprang upon him. x866 R. Duff Brit^
Guiana 42 The camoedi was killed with a cutlass. 1887
Timehri Dec 202 A very fine skin of a large Land-camoodie.
Z898 H. KiRKK 2£ Yrs. Brit. Guiana 90 A camoudie
shot over him and wrapped itself round his body. 1899 Rod-
WAV Guiana Wilds 201 The passage of a real camoudi or
boa-constrictor. 1904 W. H. Hudson Green Mansions ii, If
dangerous creatures had existed there—tigers, or camoodis,
or soliiary murderous savages.

Camouflage (kse-mKfla^), j^. [Fr., {.camonflet
(see Camouflet).] The disguising of any object
used in war, such as camps, guns, ships, by means
of paint, smoke-screens, shrubbery, etc., in such
a way as to conceal it from the enemy ; also, the
disguise used in this way ; freq. altrib. Also fig.,
a means of putting one off the scent.

1917 Daily Mail 2$ May 4/4 The act of hidintj anything
fromyour enemy is termed 'camouflajje*. 1917 /^;rf. 16 July
5 '3 The King paid a visit to what is called a camouflage
factory. 1919 Atlwnxum 23 May 360/1 * Camouflage', a
word that.. has met with more wear and tear in a few
months than many receive in a century. 19x0 Rosk
Macaulay Potterism i. iii, It's a very laudable object, and
needs no camouflage.

150

Hence Ca*monllair« v., to conceal by or as by
camouflage.
1917 Daily Mail 16 July 5/3 ITie King saw all the latest

Protean tricks for concealing or, as we all say now, for
* camouflaging ' guns, snipers, observers. loso Btackw. Mag.
Mar. 332/1 Number One, ensconced in the Tittle camouflaged
control. 19*1 Spectator 23 Apr. 518/2 The house telephone
. ., its extremely ugly box * camouflaged ' with the pattern of
the paper. 1913 W. J. Lockk Tale 0/ Triona \\. 21 These
are real eggs, although they're camouflaged in a Chinese
scramble. 1922 Inge Outspoken Ess. Ser. 11. 99 The princi-

pate was from the flrst a carefully camouflaged autocracy.

19x4 Galswokthv IVhite Monkey 11. xi, Queer how Nature
camouflaged her schemes.

Camp, sb.'^ Add : 6. b. A local division or

lodge of a society or league, U.S.
1880 TouRCEE Invis. Empire v. 415 Sometimes several

* camps * or ' dens ' [of the Ku-Klux] would, independently
of each other, direct a warning to be sent to the same indi-

vidual. 1904 Harben Georgians 132 The general is invited

to address nearly all the veteran camps over the State when
the badges of honor arc presented once a year.

Vn. a. (Examples.)
a 1841 O. RussEL yml. xii. (1921) 55 The camp keeper's

business in winter quarters is to guard the hors6s, cook and
keep fires. x86i O. W. Norton Army Lett. 21 Some say
he expects to have us there on the fourth, but I think that s

all camp talk. i86a Ibid. 80, 1 ..took my regular turn in all

the work of the regiment except camp guard. Ibid, j 10 The
hardships of camp life. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 374/2
This style of camp-house has proved thoroughly useful.

1903 Kipling ^/V^ Nations 43 Heave the camp-kit over 1

1991 spectator 19 Mar. 356/2 We loaded our two pack -horses
with camp-bedding. 1926 Blackw. Mag, Dec 835/1 The
camp-keeper for the day paddled us off.

b. camp-fever (later U.S. example) ; camp-
preacher U.S.t a preacher at a camp-meeting.
1848 E. Brvant Califo7tiia ix. 128 The fatal febrile com-

pKiint known among them as ' *camp-fcver '. 1845 S. Judd
Margaret I. xv. 152 In the midst of all.. might be heard
the voice of the *camp Preaclier.

Camp, v.'^ Add

:

2. c. trans. To excel or surpass in a contest.

Austraiian,
1886 C. H. Kendall Poems 207 At punching oxen, you

may' guess There's nothing out can * camp ' him.

Camp, z'/'i Add

:

1. b. With down, lit. andyf?*. ^•^•
1781 T. Johnson in G. Powers Hist, Sketches 0/ Coos

(1841) 197 Camped down on the River Lamoille this night,

1868 Miss Alcott Lit. Women (1869) II. vii. 100 1*11 be
hanged if I camp down before her table afterward.

2. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1748 in Washington Writ. (1889) I. 3 We camped out in ye

field this night. 1803 L. Dow Trav. Wks. 1806 I. 229 Where
I missed the trail, and w.is necessitated to camp out with-
out any company. 1817 S. R. Brown Western Gaz, 28
Travellers are obliged to camp out two or three nights.

3. (Modern example.)
19S0 Hunter Trail Drivers 0/ Texas 63, I told the cook

..to take the wagon and camp it up the river.

b. intr. To squat.

1908 Animal Managem. 267 The long periods camels are
compelled to squat (camp) during rail or sea journeys.

Campaign, J^. 5. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1857 S. Bowles Let. to H. L. Dawes i6 Feb., We should

get those amendments out of the way l«fore we strike out
for the summer campaign. 1871 Schele de Verb Ameri-
canisms (1872) 266 Whenever an election is to take place..
a regular campaign is inaugurated.
attrib. 1871 Congress, Rec. 2 June 3543/1 It is said that

we get all our campaign documents from the public printer.

1898 P. L. Ford Hon. Peter Stirling 281 They've flooded
it [the ward] with campaign literature, which has served to
light fires. 1900 Congress. Rec. 8 Mar, 2670/2 The wearing
of a campaign button is a harmless sort of decoration.

(Z 1909 'O. Henry* Roads 0/ Destiny xviii. 301 New York
has got the finest lot of campaign managers m the world.

Campaigned (kcemp^nd), ///. a, [f. Cam-
paign V. + -ED 1.] Of estates in Ireland which came
under the Plan ofCampaign (see Campaign sb. 5 c).

1889 Daily Nenvs 24 July 3/3 Much light has been thrown
on the grievous state of affairs..on the ' campaigned * estate

of Mr. Leader in county Cork. 1893 Sat. Rev. i Oct. 381/2
Neither Mr. Dillon. .nor Mr. Redmond, .has as yet made
it bis business to stump the * Campaigned ' districts.

Campaigning, vbl. sb. Add : b, trans/. The
conductint^ of a political campaign.
1905 D. G. Phillips /*/«;« Tree 273 A stickler for the

etiquette of campaigning. Ibid.^ 276 The exigencies of
campaigning, the necessity of rousing the party spirit.

Campan (kse-mpsen,
{[ kanpan). [Name of a

town in the French Pyrenees.] A marble of which
there are several varieties.

1796 KiRWAN Elem, Min. (ed. 2) I. 115 The sp. gr. of green
campan is 2,741. liy^CiTil Eng. ^ Arch. Jml. II. 452/2
Campan marble proper unites all these three varieties by
very large stripes.

Campanularian (kcempEeniwle^-rian), a, and
sb. Zoo!. [f.CAMi'ANULAKiA + -AN.] Pertaining to,

a hydroid of, the genus Cafupanularia. So Cam-
panula'ridan.
1883 Science I. 1^97/1 The Leptomedusae..from the cam-

panularian hydroids. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim.
Life 247 In addition to the possession of hydrothecae, a
Campanularian differs from a Tubularian in three important
respects. Ibid. 766 The destruction of Campanularidan
colonies by parasitic Protophytes. 1898 Naturalist 218
The empty campanularian cups.

Campbellite. (Earlier U.S. examples. In
def. for ' of Virginia* read * in Pennsylvania '.)

1830 Massachusetts Spy 22 Dec. (Th.) Elder Rigdon, one

CAMP-MEETING.
of the early Mormons, is described as having been * a Camp*
belite leader of some notoriety '. 1837 Peck Gaz. Illinois i.

73 The 'Reformers', or Campbellites as some term them.

1845 J. Palmer yml. 23 A Campbellite preacher, named
Foster, was reading a hymn.
2. transf. A sunfish of the Mississippi region.

1884 GooDE Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim, ^Q2 The Crappie

—

Pomoxys annularis. . . Other names are, .
' New Light and

* Campbellite * in Kentucky and Indiana.

Camper 2. 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1805 L. Dow Trav. Wks. 1806 II. 61 We held Quarteriy-

mectmg on Clarke's creek ; some supposed I would get no
campers. ..This prepared the way for the Camp-meeting.

Camp-ground. U.S, [Campx^.ZJ a camping-
ground.

180s L. Dow Trav. Wks. 1806 II. 94, I viewed the Camp<
ground, and preparations making for the meeting. 1816
U. Brown JmLxw Maryland Hist. Ma^. XI. 360 Their Pilot

mist bis way, and never could find their campground. 1856
Mrs. Stowe Drcd 279 A fatted coon [was] to serve as the
basis of a savory stew on the camp grounds. 1895 Outing
Dec. 254/2 The soil of the camp-ground is light and sandy.

Campll-. Add : ca-mphane, campha'nic acid^

ca'mphate^ ca-mphic acid, ca'mphoid^ ca'mpkoiem,
campho'lic acid, ca'mpholide, catnpholytic acid,

1850 FowNEs Elem. Chem. (ed.3) 538 An acid body termed
campholic acid, white, crystalline, and sparingly soluble in

water, containing CjoHivOajHO. Uy distillation with
anhydrous phosphoric acid, this acid gives a volatile hydro-
carbon, campholene. x86o Watts tr. Gmelin's Hand-bk.
Chem. XIV. 353 Camphate of potash is an uncr^-stallis-

able deliquescent syrup. Ibid.^ Camphic acid is readily

soluble in alcohol. 187a Jml, CJiem. Soc. XXV, 496
Camphic acid obtained by Berthelot's process (fusion of
camphor with cau.stic potash).. b a syrupy liquid, which
contains a feebly acid resin. Ibid., The calcium salt furnishes
on distillation, campholene, CflHig. Ibid. 821 Camphic acid
is a resinous product ofthe action of potash on ordinary cam-
phor. 1885 Ibid. XLVill. I. 669 Camphanic acid can be most
conveniently prepared by heating a mixture of 10 grams of
camphoric acid with 12 grams of bromine in sealed tubes at

J20**. 1896 //iV/. LXIX. I. 6s Pure camphanic acid melts
at 201**. Ibid. LXX. i. 385 When an alcoholic solution of

camphoric anhydride is reduced by means of sodium
amalgam, the liquid being kept acid byaddltion of sulphuric
acid, a small quantity of camphotide, Cio^i602, is obtained.

1900 Ibid. LXXVII. I. 251 If the saturated hydrocarbon,
CioHjg, of which camphor is a ketonic derivative, is spoken
of as camphane. Ibid. 574 By the action of alkalis on the
dibromide of campholytic acid, a bromohydrocarbon is pro-

duced. 1901 DoRLAND Med. Dict.y Camphoid, a thick paste

of camphor, 20 parts, and pyroxylin, i part, dissolved in

alcohol : used as a vehicle for the external application of
medicines.

Camplior, sb, 3. Add : oamphor-chest,
-trunk U,S., a clothes-chest containing camphor
as a protection against moths ; camphor ice ^'.^S*.,

a solid preparation of camphor.
1861 Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr*s Isi. \. viii. 59 That ar shawl

your mother keeps in her *camfire chist. 1889 Mrs. Rose
T. Cooke Steadfast v. 59 Mrs. Dennis was packing away
blankets in the camphor chest upstairs. 1880 A. A. Haves
Neiv Colorado xv. 197 In the alkali regions glycerine, or
what is called * *camphor ice', should be used on face and
hands. 1895 Century Mag. July 323/2 Cedar-chest and
^camphor-trunk and flowered bandbox have been called

upon to di.sgorge their treasures.

Campiguian (kaempi-nyan), a. Archmol, Of
or pertaining to Le Campigny (Seine Inferieure,

France) ; characteristic of the palaeolithic and
neolithic remains discovered there, or the period to

which these belong.

19*7 Peake & Figure Hunters ^ Artists 114 Cam-
pignian picks have been found in must parts of Europe
except the extreme south. i(>28 C. Dawson Age ofGotis ix.

193 The Campignian flint*using culture of Northern France.

Campimeter (k^mpi'm/lai). [f. L. campus
field + -METKR.] An apparatus designed to measure
the field of vision, or the sensitivity of the retina

to colour and space in indirect vision. Hence
Campixnetry, the use of tlie campimeter, the

measuring of retinal areas ; Caxnplxne'trical a.

1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VII. 660/1 The campi-
meter of De AVecker. 1901 Titchenea Exper. Psychol. I. 9
The Distribution of Colour Sensitivity over the Retina

:

Campimetry. Ibid. 10 The campimeter must be set so high
a3»ove ilie mixer that no sh.^dow is cast by it upon the spot

of colour seen through the circular opening. Ibid. 12 The
experiment may be repeated with as many combinations of

the cok>ur discs as the time allotted to cainpimetrical work
permits.

Campine (kaempr-n). [The name of a district

of Belgium.] A breed ol domestic fowl, resem-

bling the Hamburgs.
189a SiMMONDS Diet. Trade Suppl., Campine, a Belgian

breed of fowls. 190a Encycl, Brit. XXXI. 876, i The hardy
Campine or Braekel, resembling the pencilled Hamburgh in

plumage, but larger and with a sin^-le comb, and laying

a large egg in great numbers. 19x4 Glasgo^v Herald 26 Apr.

t
Few birds make a prettier show than the still uncommon
itver Campine, a gallant little Belgian.

Camping, vbl, sb.- 2. camphtg-grototd (earlier

U.S. examples).
1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville (1895) I. 319 Btu-nt

patches of prairie, and deserttrd camping grounds. 2845
Fremont Exped. 261 They halted at tnc Archilette, one of

the customary camping grounds.

Ca*mp-mee:ting. (U.S. examples.)
1803 L. Dow Trav. Wks. 1806 I. 220 A camp meeting, the

first I ever attended, was held on Shoulder-bone-creek.
1856 Mrs. Stowe Dred i6 They'll all be taken with a very
pious streak, to go to camp-meeting. 1878 B. F. Taylor



CAMPO.

Bthvfeu Gates 281 In no state in the union is a_ camp*

meeting., more exempt from interference than in Catifomia.

attrii. 1804 Philadelphia Gai. aS Sept. 3 a, 38 carts were

counted on the camp-meeting ground on Sunday last.

»853 J* G. Baldwin Flush Times Alabama^ to3 His voice

was . . modulated according to the camp-meeting standard of

elocution. 187a Egoleston End o/WorU xX\x. 270 They had
passed to an excited shoulingof the old camp-meeting ditty.

CampO. Transfer ^Obs. to seose I and add :

2. A held or plain ; the Portuguese name for the

grass plains of Brazil, which appear in the midst

of the dense forests of the country.

1M3 Bates Nat. Amaxmt (1S64) 176 The country around

Santarem is a camfo region : a slightly elevated and undu-

lating tract of land, wcKXied only in patches, or with single

scattered trees.

Campo, var. *CAMPor.

Campodean (kaemp^u'dfin), a. Ent. [f.

mod.L. CampKhiea, I. Gr. Katim) caterpillar -f -ySip

-formed : see -an.] Of or pertaining to the genus

Campodea of insects.

189$ Saturaiist 63 The rediscovery of the blind campo-
dean Lipura stillicidii.

So Cunpodeiform (lt:emp*>di',if^im) a., resem-

bling insects of the genus Campodea, used spec, of

the larva, which resembles the adult insect of this

genns-
1888 Roi-LESTOM & Jacksom Anim. Life 150 There are two

t>-pes of larval (or young) Insecta: one known as Campodei-
form, from a more or less close resemblance to the genu-*

Campodea among Thysanura \ the other as cruciform, of

which a caterpillar may be taken as a good example. 1895

Nature 19 Dec- 155 Lubbock's far bolder attempt to derive

his Campodeiform larva from a Rotifer-like ancestor.

Campoi (Icxmpoi-). Also campo. [Can-

tonese pronunc. of Chinese kien picked, selected -t-

pti fire.] A fired variety of Congou tea.

1858 SiMMOKDS Diet. Trade, Campti, a kind of tea. iSte

Uris Z>K<. Wri:i(ed. sJlII.SssTotheblacktea belongs \sic\

the varieties known as Bohea, Congou, Campoi, Souchong,

Caper, and Pekoe.

Caup-out, ib. U.S. [f. Camp p.» j b.] An
occasion of camping out.

>879 F. R. SrocKTON RMLIer Grangt x\. \ta If it gives

you a good camp out, I don't mind.

Campshed (kae'mpjsd). Also 6 cambshide,

6-7 camshed(d, 7, 9 oampahead. Early variant

(the second element = Sbide ib.") of Camp-shot,

whence Camp-shed v., Camp-shkcdiko [camp-

shtoiiing), q. v.

l«l Lett. 4 Paf. Irest. VIIl\. 183. a lawien Mnuigen,
sawing with the tawers of the ordinary waigis, as nedylles,

byndera, ancker«, camp ihedcs, grete postes. planckes, and

other necesares for the new frame of the est juttye. 1570

Crt. Mia. Surrey Kent Seviers Comm. (L.C.C 1909) 85

To fill and to planke iiij roddes of the Cambshide aeaintte

the Thames. i«as Admir. Crt. Misc. 1410, If. 16 (MS.) The
end of three piles at the toppof yt {ic. the wharf I ar« out

of the campshead. i6ja in E. B. jupp Cetrpentert' Co.

(1887) 301 'I'be making of Wharfe^ Cam^hedds Cranes and
bridges of limber. 18^ Civil Eng. ^ Arch. JrnL IV. 106 1

These piles are placed from 3 to 4 feet apart from centre

to centre, and have a capping or campshead 7 inches square.

18SS Timts 36 Mar. 4 'Ine starting boats were moored in

mid^tnam at Putney opposite tbe end of the campshed on
the FollMuntide.

Camptonite 'kse-mptanait). A/in. [f. Campion,

a town in NcwHampshire,U.SlA. -H-ml.] A name
given by Kosenbuich iniSS; to certain porphyritic

rocks, somewhat resembling basalt, which occur

chiefly in dikes.

iSig Daka .Van. Geo/, (ed. 4) 87 Camptotiyte.—Rock
ntembling diabase and doleryte. Consisting of hornblende

(as an original mineral of the rock) and probably anorlhite.

1901 iV,t/wm9 Sept. 51^/1 Tbe sills ofcamptonite and felsite

iiitrttsive in the Cambrian rocks.

Cajupiui (kac-mpiSs). l/.S. [L. campus field.

First used at Princeton.] The grounds of a college

or univenity ; the open space between or around

the buildings.

*774 '" J- f* Hageman ffist. PriHceton (1879) J- '*"

Having made a lire in the Campus, w* there burnt near a
dozen pounds (of teal ii>6 R. Milu Statistics S. Cart-
Una 701 The whole disposed so as to form a hollow square
containing about ten acres which is called the Campus.
i8« J. FmcM Trav. U.S. 1^ Canada -At In front of the

College is a fine campus ornamented with trees. 1879 H. J.
Vamovke Jr. in Princeton Bk. 38a The central point of the

Campus, tne bub of the college world, is undoubtedly the

big cannon. 1897 Scribner^s ESag. July 33/1 Groups of men
begin to thicken about the campus. 1904 H. N. SsvoEa in

Sewanee Rev. Jan. 87, 1 am almost willing to shut my eyes
!• the excesses of the noisy strenuo^ity of the athletic mood
if it bring into the campus life a warm, vital sense of
college unity.

Can, sb.^ Add

:

L o. A revolving cylinder open at the top to

receive tbe sliver from a carding-machine. Also
altrib. and Comb.
•S J.N1CH01.SON Oper. Mech. 38a The roving.frame . . used

..where mule.spinning is carried on.. is termed tbe can
rovinf./rame. 1844 6. Dodo Textile Manu/. i. 30 In the

*can.roving frame ,..lhe cardings coming from two cans,

and passing between the pairs ofrollers, become elongated

and fall into the can. 18J3 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 6j)7 The
ussing band or sliver was supplied out of a can, being the

produce of a single carding-cngine working into cans« t88a

Sptnf Encycl. Imiustr. Arts v. 2091 The several drawings
art passed into a coilingKran, by which they are loosely

IwilMd into one. ifta A. F. B*aua & PalESTUY Wool

151

Carding; 201 A * can ' delivery apparatus. Ihiei., If the box
is a 'can ' box the sliver passes through a funnel and press

rollers into a cylindrical can. lind. aaS The slivers are fed

into the comb just as if they were fed out of the can-coiler

from the carder.

4. can-opener US, (see quot.).

1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,, Can-opener^ a domestic imple-

ment for opening cans containing fruit, oysters, and what not.

Can. Z'.^ Add :

A. 7. 6V^rf/tf (<?«/(/: a common phrase in certain

dialects of England and in the United States for :

used to be able to.

i8«7 J. F. Cooper Prairie 11. xvi. 257 A small and triBing

matter is it, to what I used-to-could offer in the way of
bargains. 1848 Bartlbtt Diet. Amer. 372 Used to could^

a vulgarUm used in the Southern States for could formerly.

1848 A. B. Evans Leicestersh, Words. 1871 Schelk dk
Verf. Americanisms (1873) 646.

B. 6. b. To be allowed, to be given permission.

1894 T. B. Reed Dog »"'''* ^'^ Name xv. 1 56 Father says

you can come. 1905 Ch. Times 3 Feb. 136/3 No one can play

ibe organ during service lime without the consent oftbe Vicar.

rV. Can-doing \ €afCt~doing\ canU-eat, canU-

work : one who cannot eat, work, etc.

x84a J. AiTON Dom. Econ. (i 857) 242 Let me have a first-rate

goer, a good ' can do ',—not that i mean in general to ride

fast. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 15 Dec, 1/3 Achievement .. is

open to fewer persons than can't-doing. Ibid. 2/1 That the

art of can*t-domg has sprung from (i) the difficulty; (2) the

barrenness ofcan-doing. Ibid.,, Can't-eat, when applied, say,

to lobster, b one thing; can't-eat, when relating to bread,

is quite another. 1904 Daily Chron. 24 Feb. 6/5 We have

then the * Can't Works '. [19x4 P. Vaux Sea-Salt * Cordite

viii. 86 ' You'll never get your intelligence away. You'll
—

'

'Can do [ ' interjected Torrington curtly.J

CftU, v.^ orig, U.S. (Earlier example.)
1861 Trans. Ill, Agric. Soc. IV. 511 Good fruit., is always

marketable in large citici..and much will be dried^ or

canned, for export.

2. slang. To discharge from a situation ; to expel

from school or college ; to * cut out ', U.S^
i9it H. Quick Yellowstone N. ii. 37 Did you get canned

for letting me in? 1914 Gertrude Atherton /'frcA <»/"/?«'//

ii. 269 They would merely be. .canned— I beg pardon, fired.

I9ai R. D. Paine Comr. Roiling Ocean \'\. 99 He bad a
trouble in prep school and was canned, and be tutored for

Princeton and flunked in Freshman year. 19*6 Ladies'

Home Jml. July a6 Can the bud stuff. Blank verse, old dear.

Cafia (k2e-ny4). [Sp., = cane.] A spirit resem-

bling rum made from the sugar cane.

1881 E. W. White Cameos fr. Siiver^La$td I. 40 Cafia

(White Rum). 1904 Galuchan Fishing Spain 211 A poor

ftulntitute for whi»ky ta tbe spirit called cafia. 1918 Btitck^v.

Aleig. Apr. 446/1 Supper and the tot of cafia sacred to such

occasions.

Canaok, var. *Cancck.
Canada *• Add : O. golden-rod, Soiidago

canadensis ; C. Jay, Perisoreus canadensis ; O.

Uustle, the creeping or corn-thistle, Cnicusarven^

sis \ O. violet, Viola canadensis,
X9M-9 F.S. Mathews Field Bk. Amer. Wild Flowers

483 'Canada golden-rod. a 1813 A. Wilson Amer. Ornith.

(1831) 1. ^6aCorvus canadensis, Linnxus. — 'Canada Jay.

1873 Trippe in Coues Birds 0/Northwest 222, I have never

seen the Canada Jay below 9,ocx> feet, even in midsummer.
1901 S. E. White Westerners xvi. 126 Occasionally she

threw a remnant to the few silent Canada javs. 1799
Massachusetis Spy 31 July (Th.) A torvous, stubborn, and
vexatious weed, known by the name of the *Canada thistle-

xSif Ibid. 16 June (Tb.) A labourer pointed out to m« a piece

of ground covered with the Canada thistle. i8«o Congress.

CMo 13 May, App. 565 '3. 1 should advise him to keep
his Canada thistles at home. 1873 Trans. Dep. Agric. III.

X. 908 'An act concerning Canada Thistles ' approved and
in force March 15, 1873. 1894 Congress. ^«. 17 July 7578/1
The Canada thistle.. is said to be (asl destructive to affri-

culture as the Russian thistle is. 18516 A. Grav Man. Bot.

(1860) 44 K. Canadensis, "Canada Violet. 1871 Amer,
Naturalist V. 215 Pale Canada violets are bloommg.

SL ellipi, a. A Canada goose, b. //., Shares of

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
1894 Outing (U.S.) XXI V. 74 2 We see four old Canadas

winging their way diagonally towards us. 1909 Westm.Gaz,
8 Sept. 10 2 Canadas steady.

Ganader (kan/t-dai). University slang, [f,

CANAD(lAif + *-EB •.] A Canadian canoe.

1893 H. W. Gkekne in Oxford Mae. 18 May, Beneath the

Magdalen shadows, Well drift in a ^Canader * When after*

noons are warm, ift^ A. D. Godley Lyra Frivota 34 O it's

Vouth in a Canader with the willow boughs to shade her,

1019 R. B. Dawson Light ^ Shade in Saraumk iv. 33
'Get in carcfully,oUl man', said be; 'it's like climbing intoa
Canader at Oxford.*

Canadian. Add in etym. [after F. canadien]

and quots.

:

1568 Hacket tr. Tkevel's New found World Ixxvi. 133

marg., 'I'he amiable maners of these Canadiens. Ibid, 124
marg.. How these Canadians doe chase the dere & other

wilde beastes. c 1789 Encycl. Brit, (1797) IV. 76/2 The
commodities required by the Canadians from Europe arc,

wine, or rather rum ;. .linen ; and wrought iron. Ibid. 7^/3
The many specimens of profit to be made by the Canadian
trade, at last induced (he public to think favourably of it.

i836/'/««^C>c/,VI.2i5/i The Canadians further urge that

tbeprovincecontainsnoariitocracy. 1855 Kincsi-KvC/akcw
14 TheCanadtan Ledum. x9»$}.}oviSur/ace'lIist. Earth
viii. 131 The mountains themselves have long ago been base-

levelled by denudation to the existing peneptanes of the

Canadian Shield, where they extend over an area of at least

a million square mites.

b. O. golden-rod, violet (see 'Canada i);

C. poplar, the cotton-wood, Populus canadensis,

c 1816 Rees Cycl. s.v. Soiidago, The Canadian golden.rod

CANALIZATION.
(Soiidago canadensis). i8« D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 253
[Cotton wood] was probably introduced into France from
Canada ; such at least is its origin indicated by the name
Canadian poplar. 1845-50 A. Wood Class-bk. Bot. 177
V. Canadeftsis. Canadian Violet.

B. sb.^ A Canadian horse.

\Zj6 Rep. Vermont Board A^c. III. 132 The result of
the cross of the Morgan upon this Canadian has been agreat
improvement to the Canadian.

Canadianize (kan^'dianaiz), v. [f. Canadian
+ -IZE.] trans. To render Canadian in character.

Hence Caiia:dianixa*tion. Cana'dianism, the

condition of being Canadianized ; the spirit of the

Canadians ; a Canadian idiom.
1Q99 Daily News 17 Nov. 6/6 He declares that Afrikander-
dom is the very opposite to Canadianism. 190a Monthly
Rev. Oct. 55 When ne calls himself French-Canadian', he
simply wants to differentiate his racial origin from that of his

English, Scotch, or Irish fellow citizens, who, in his mind,
are but partially Canadianised. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 20 May
13/1 It IS quite likely that what is called Canadianism may
grow more pronounced with the growth of population and
the expansion of the country. 1925 Contemp. Rev. Nov.
605 They are in process of rapid 'Canadianisation *. 1936
Brit. Weekly 30 May 1^0/5 [He] had aflat in Charing Cross-
road, London, from which he cultivated his virile Canadian-
ism. I9a8 Daily Express ^ Dec. 10/3 Perhaps one of the
most descriptive Canadianisms is the word 'kick ' instead
of thrill.

Canaiffre(kan^'g3j). [Mexican Sp.] A species

of dock, Kumex hymenosepalus, which is grown on
sandy soils from Texas to Lower California, and
whose roots are rich in tannin ; also, the tannin

obtained from this plant.

884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 401/3 The cafiaigre has long
been known to possess

f.
owerful tanning properties. X90X

Westm, Gas. 2t Oct. 5/1 A plant indigenous to New Mexico,
Arizona, and Lower California, known as Rumex hymeno-
sepalus, or * canatgre *. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 629/1 Con-
siderable promise attends.. tbe experiments upon canaigre
as a source of tannin.

Canal, sb. Add

:

1. b. iransf, A passage or groove.
1891 Daily Nezvs 3 Feb. 7/3 One . . nad ploughed along tbe

flesh, and made its exit again, the 'canal' of the wound
being larger than the opening.

2. (See quots.)

1848 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7), Canal, Hyaloid, a
cylindrical passage, described by M. J. Cloquet as formed
by tbe reflection of the hyaloid membrane into the interior

of the vitreous body around the nutritious artery of the lens.

..Canal 0/Schlemtn,9> minute circular canal., situate at the

point of union of the cornea and sclerotica. 1890 Billings
Med. Dict-t Canal 0/ Cloquet^ hyaloid canaL 1907 Prac-
titioner Aug. 333 Tbe lymph then passes into the canal of
Cloquet. a tubular lymph space running from the posterior

part of tne lens capsule to the optic disc. Ibid., The aqueous
now filters througn the corneo-iridic angle into tbe venous
plexus, which forms tbe canal of Schlemm,

6. b. Any of the markings on the planet Mars,

which are considered by some astronomers to be

due to vegetation, which in turn presupposes the

presence of water.
A misleading rendering eA It. eettusli (Schiaparelli) —

channels.
1888 Edin. Rev. Jan. 26 Indications derived as to the

nature of the mysterious Martian canals. 1891 E. Dunkin
Midnight Sky (new ed.) 253 Networks of dark lines, to

which Schiaparelli has given the name of * canals * [orig. It.

canali channels], were noticed by him, in 1877 ^^d 1883, to

overspread the continents. .of the planeL

10. oanal incline, oanal-Uft, an incline or ele-

vator used instead of a lock for transferring canal-

boats from one level to another ; oanal-mouldins
(see quot.).
188a L. F. Vernon-Habcourt Rivers «V Canals I. loa

*Canal inclines are similar to inclines so common in mines.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI, 555/1 Canal inclines were early

adopted on canals where loss of water in lockage was of im-

portance. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, "Canal-lift. 1876
Min. Proc, Instit. Civ. Eng, XLV. 107 Hydraulic Canal
Lift at Anderton, on the River Weaver. 190a L. V. LocK<
WOOD Col. Furniture Amer. 56 The moulding, .is formed by
bordering an applied strip about halfan inch wide with a bead-

moulding. This is sometimes known as a *canal-moulding.

Canal, v. Add : intr. To make canals, trans.

To make (a river) navigable by furnishing it with

locks like a canal.

i8a8 Deb. Congress 9 Jan. 225 To canal across lofty

mountains must be consi(»red as a physical impossibility.

S905 Daily Chron. 29 July 9/a The river .. has now been

canalled, and is controfled by fourteen locks.

Canalet (kaenalet). [f. Canal f<J. -h -kt, Cf.

It. canaletto,'] A small canal.

189a Q. Rev. Jan. 3(^4 Ship-timbered houses are a frequent

evidence of former neighbouring canalets.

Canaliform (kance-lif^jm), a, [f. L. canalis

Canal + -form.] Having the form of, or resem-

bling, a canal.

i8a6 KiRBV & Sp. Eittomol. xlvi. IV. 349 Canaliform..,
when it[i<r. the postscutellumj isadeepish elongate channel

running from the postdorsolum to the abdomen. 1830

R. Knox BiclartCs Anat. 132 The villosities do not appear

conical, or cylindrical, or canaliform. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 16

Sept. 3/1 The 'canaliform illusion . 1916 H. Macphbkson
Mod. Astron. 75 Canaliform appearances.

Canalization. Add

:

3. transf, A furnishing with (underground) ducts

or channels for the conveyance of cables, etc.

X889 Daily News 7 Oct. 3/1 This is what Mr. Crompton,
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boiTowing a French expression, calls his system of nnder-

surface ' canallzatio:! *.

Caiialise> Add :

8. trtnsf. To furnish with tindergronnd ducts or

culverts for the conveyance of cables, etc.

l8Sg DailyNms 7 Oct. 3/1 He has 'canalized' nearly the

whole length ofthe principal streets in the South Kensington-

Knightsbridge region.

4. Jig. To lead in a desired direction, so as to

control or regulate.

ran J. R. MoiR Skurt Hist. Brit. Commtn. II. ut. v. 359

The development of means for ' canalising ' the nation s un-

spent wealth. 1918 BriUun's Industrial Future (Liberal

hid. Inquiry) 11. Argt. 61 The stream of national investment

should be canalised by a Board of National Investment.
'

b. ittir. To take a certam direction, to form a.

channel.

I9«7 Observtr 13 Nov. 8/5 A latent crisis in civilisation,

a crisis which should have canalised into a religious revolu-

tion.

Canalling, vbl. sb. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

i«i3 N. Hampshire Gaz. 1/4 The subject of Canalling is

revived in Philadelphia. 1819 E. Dana Geogr. Sketches 20

The operation of canalling and locking the falls has lately

been commenced. 1834 Boston (U.S.) Post 8 Au^. 2/3

Canalling Extraordinary.— . .A small boat containing a

family of 12 souls.. passed through.. on the Erie Canal.

Caiiap6 (kje-napi). [Fr.] A piece of bread, fried

in butter, on which anchovies, chicken, or mnsh-

rooms are served.

189a Mrs. Beeton Cookery Bi. 4/1 Anchovy Canapes.

Z908 Ditily Chron. 10 Apr. 7/5 As an appetiser nothing is

better than a canape of chicken.

Canard. Add

:

2. A type of aeroplane in which the elevator,

rudder, etc., are in front of the main lifting surface.

1918 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks 137 Canard, literally

*duck ', the name which was given to a typeofaeroplanepf

which the longitudinal stabilizing surface was mounted m
front of the main lifting surface. Someiimes termed ' tail-

first ' aeroplanes, but such term is erroneous. 1928 C. F. S.

GKtJmtJi North Sea Air Station Introd. 11 These mono-
planes were of the ' Canard ' (or ' tail first ') type.

3. A bright, deep blue, like the colour which is

found on a duck's wing.
190a Daily Chron. 13 Dec. 8/4 The peculiar bright, yet

deep, blue known in Paris as ' canard *. 1908 IVestm. Gnz.

28 Feb. 13/3 Cannrd-—i. new shade of blue inspired by the

lovely patch ofiridescent greeny blue that occurs on a duck's

wing. 19*3 Daily Mail ar June i Over 40 shades includ-

ing Ivoiy,.. Apricot, Canard.

Canarese (kxnarf-i), a. and sh. Also kana-

rese, [f. Canara (see below) + -KSE.] A. adj.

Of or pertaining to Canara in western India, or its

people. B. sb. L A native of Canara. 2. The
language of Canara, belonging to the Tamnlic class

of the Dravidian family, nearly allied to Telugu.

Also called Kamata.
iBjS-^ncycl. Brit. III. 513/3 Marathi and Kanarese are

both spoken. 1880 Ihid. XII. 428/2 In the different parts

of the [HydeiabadJ territory the Marathi, the Kanarese,

and Telugu languages are spoken, ipao Public Opinion

fl6 Nov. 521/2 Instruction io the following tongues, Hindu-
stani, Kaffir, Kanarese. 1921 Q. Rev. Oct. 328 That Indian

kings were deified after death is placed beyond doubt by a
Kanarese inscription.

Canariau (kane»Tian), a. and sb. [i. Canary
J*. + -IAN.] A. adj. Ofor pertaining to the Canary

Islands. B. sb. A Canary Islander.

z9oa Temple Bar CXXVL 86 The trend of the Canarian

character. Ibiii, 87 The lotos-eating Canarians. 1922 L). A.

Bannerman Canary Isla'ids i. 13 Carrying with him a

number of the Canarians as captives. Ibid, iii 57 The
commoner forms of Canarian bird-life.

Canariensis (kaneorie-nsis). [app. popular

alteration of the specific name canariense in Tro-

pxolum canariense, a former systematic name of

T. aditncum. (^Canariensis occurs as the specific

name of canary seed, Phalaris canariensis, and

canary wood, Persea canariensis. )\ Canary-

creeper, Tropseolum aduncum.
1901 ' Lucas Malet ' Counsel of Fer/ectimt iv, Vivid

scarlet and orange flowers of climbing nasturtiums and
canariensis. 1908 Dailf News 2 1 Sept. 4/2 They frequently

attack both the nasturtium, .and the canariensis,

Canarine (ksenarin). Chem. [f. Canary -1-

-ISE 5.] A compound obtained by oxidizing

potassium sulphocyanide with chlorate ofpotassium

in the presence of hydrochloric and sulphuric acids,

which is used to produce a fast yellow dye.

1884 yml. Chem. Soc. XLVI. 797 Prochoroflf of Moscow
found that pcrthiocyanogen may be employed as a colouring
matter, and has patented the preparation of this compound
under the name of 'canarin . 1893 Athenxum 15 July
100/2 Canarine. obtained from potassium thiocyanate, is

employed in dyeing cotton yellow from an alkaline bath,
when It serves as a mordant for basic colours.

Canary, sb. Add : 3. b. At Eton College, a
chorister.

1896 A. D. Coleridge Eton in Forties 194 The Colets and
Lord Tenterdens who started in life as * canaries *.

5. b. A gold coin, so called from its colour.

1890 Pall Mall Gaz. 8 May 6/2 ' Canaries ', or promissory
notes, were returned for rx)nsiderably over ;£ 2,000.

5. o. A convict. Australian slang.

i8»7 P. CoimiMGHAM tf. S. Wales II. 117 Convit:t« of but

recent migration are facetiously known by the name of

canaries, by reason of the yellow plumage in which they

152

are fledged at the period of landing. 1870 T. H. Braim
New Homes ii. 72 The prisoners were dressed in yellow-
hence called ' Canary Burds '. 189a ' R. Boldrewood ' Col.

Ke/ormer vi. 49 Can't you get your canaries off the track

here for about a quarter of an hour and let my mob of

cattle pass?

7. canary-moss, canary-weed, a name for the

lichens, RocctUa tirutoria, etc., which yield litmus

and archil.

1884 Miller Plant-n., Parmelia perlata, Canary Moss.

Canary-bird. Add : 3, attrib. : canary-bird

plant, canary-creeper.

1864 Grindon Brit. * Gard. Bot. 153 The light and graceful

Canary-bird plant, or Tropxoium Canariense.

Canaster. (Later example. See also Knasteb.)
1879 F. R. Stockton Rudder GrangeX. 17, I had.. taken

to a tall pipe and canaster tobacco.

Canaveg, variant of Candavaig.
1847 Stoddart Angler's Ccrmp. 366 A variety of the salar,

termed canavegs.

Cancel, sb, 3. Add: Sense b (-*Cancel-
LANs) is now the prevailing use (as in quot. 1906-8

below) ; more explicitly catuel-leaf.

X906-S Madan in Trans. Bibliogr.Soc. IX. 62 Cancels are

newly*printed leaves intended to take the place of caoceiled

leaves. 1908 P0LI.ARO & Greg Ihid. 44 When we speak of

a cancel nobody else ever knows wjiether we mean the leaf

cut out and destroyed or the leaf inserted as a substitute.

If we are careful we distinguish between a cancelled leaf

and a cancel-leaf, but the person to whom we are speaking

probably does not catch the subtle di.stinction. A change
of terminology migiit be desirable. 1914 R. B. McKekrow
Ibid. XII. 299 in one case the leaf has been simply cut out,

but in all the others it b replaced by a cancel-leaf, 1924

R. W. Chapman in Library Ser. iv. V, 249 Notes on Cancel

Leaves.

Cancel, v. Add : 2. Also with out.

1924 HicHENS A/ier the Verdict ii. xix, Her_ will, so it

seemed to her, had been cancelled out by little Clive's death.

b. Delete f and add following quot.

:

1925 IVireless Weekly July 449/1 There will be a position

where the effects of the two field coils cancel ouL

Cancellandnm (ksenselse-ndzJm). Printing

and Bibliography. Also anglicized ca-ncelland.

[neut gerundive (sc, folium leaf) of L. cancellare

Cancel v^ A leaf, or portion thereof, for which

another is substituted. So Ca'sicellans [pres.

pple.], the substituted leaf, etc
igaj R. W. Chapman in Library Ser, iv. IV. 173 The

function of a signatiu-e on a cancel is not to distinguish the

cancellatts from the cancellandum, but to tcU the binder

where the cancel is to be placed. 19*7 McKERBOw/w/rtw'.
Bibliogr. 223 It is convenient to have a means of distinguish-

ing clearly between the original sheet or portion of a sheet

which is intended to be cancelled and what is intended to

replace it. We may call the former the cancellandnm or
' cancelland ', the latter the canctllans or simply * cancel '.

CancrizanS (kse-qkrizsenz). Mus. [med. L.,

pres. pple. of cancrizare to walk backwards, f.

cancr-^ cancer crab : see -ize.] A canon in which

the theme or subject is repeated backward in the

answer.
18S0 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 302/2 Sometimes a canon is

both cancrizans and by contrary motion. z^a6 A. B. Smith
Studies '"(• Caprices 53 Inversions, diminutions, cancrizans

exist only on paper.

Candidate, v.^ U.S. (Examples of verb.)

x^Z\ Century Mag, June 308/1 Let him put the question

to some [choir-singers! who every spring have to candidate

for a situaticMi. 1909 Sirinsfield Weekly Republ. 2 Sept.

14 Mr. Seccombe candidated in the Goschen church last

spring.

Candidating, £'^/. f'^. US. (Earlier example. 'l

1848 Lowell Billow P. Ser. i. vili. 122 The can'idatin'

line, you know, 'ould suit me to a T.-.So I'll set np ez

can'idate fer any kin' o* office.

Candle, sb. Add

:

1. d. Also, with prefixed numeral, = candle

power (see *7).

1880 J. W. Urquhart Elecir. Lt, 270 Aa/xxj-candlelight,
Ibid. 282 A hundred-candle Sugg gas-burner.

©.An arrangement of carbons in an electric light.

1877 Design ff Work III. 20 M. Paul JablochkofF . . has

worked out his results in the form of an electric candle.

x88s Dredgers Electr. Ilium. 530 When a candle is almost
entirely bnmt out, the voltaic arc and the incandescent

portion of the carbons are brought into very close proximity
to the strip.

5. i. A lighted candle : put symbolically for a

place of social gathering or entertainment.

19*8 LadyWai-burga Paget Linings ofLife 1. 248 Lady G-
Codrington's silver hair and dowagery face appeared under
every lighted candle- 1928 Correspondent. Not long ago
I heard a lady say of a man-about-town 'he went to every
lighted candle*.

6. candle-dish, -shade ; candle-lit adj.

1899 Pall Mall Mag. Jan. 77 Two silver *candledishes.

1Z90 Pall Mall Gaz. 22 Oct. 2/3 This *candlelit old hall.

Z916 H. G. Wells Mr. Britlvtg ii. §9 Equally unexpected
was the supper on a long candTe-Vit table without a cloth.

1780 Mickey s Bengal Gaz. 8 Apr. (Y.) Borrowed last Month
by a Person or Persons unknown, .a very elegant Pair of

*Candle Shades. 1914 H. James Middle Years (1917) 76

Milford Cottage, with its innumerable red candles and
candJc-shades.

7. candle-balance, an instrument used in photo-

metric research for measuring a burning candle's rate

of consumption ; oandle-bomb, a sphere which ex-

plodes in the heat of a candle, giving out a brilliant
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light ; candle-bush., a South African plants Sarah
canton Burmanni, so called from the readiness

with which it bums ; candle-foot, the intensity

of light produced by a standard candle at the dis-

tance of one foot, a unit of illumination ; candle-
metre, the illumination of a standard candle at

the distance of one metre ; candle power, the

illuminating power of an electric lamp, etc.,

reckoned in terms of the light of a standard candle.

1876 American Gas-light Jrnl. 3 July 6 (Knight, Suppl.)

*Candle balance.^ 1868 Model Steam Engine 14 In *Candle
Bombs the stem is long enough to admit of being fixed into

the fat. X890 Annie Martin Home Life Ostrich Farm 60
Ta^ kerzbosch, ox "candle-bush, a stunted, thorny plant, if

lighted at one end when in the green state, will burn steadily

just like a wax candle. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 83,'2

In order that street surfaces may be well lighted, the
minimum illumination should not fall below o-i *cand1e-foot.

19x8 Sunday Dispatch 30 Dec. 7/5 (L.C.C. Regulation) The
lighting maintained in no part of the auditorium shall be less

than -025 candle-foot. 1877 Engineering XXIV, 333 In
measuring the *candle power of the light produced by each
machine. 1880 J. W. Urquhart Electr. Lt. 257 The rigid

exclusion of all reflected or diffused light, .will, .account in

a great degree for the lower candle power obtained in these

experiments. Ibid. 278 Six electric lights of 460-candle power
each. Z894 Saix)hons Electr. Lt. Install, (ed, 7) II. 248 The
amount ofenergy required to incandesce the lamp determines

its candle-power efficiency. 190S Westm. Gaz. 27 Oct. 6/1
Employing the smaller candle-power tights upon circuits of

high voltage.

Candleberry. (Eariier example.)
1731 Catesbv Nat. Hist. Carolina (1754) I. 13 The

broad-leaved Candle-berry Myrtle.

Candleless (kse-ndMiles), a. \i. Candle sb,

+ -LESS.] Without a candle or candles.

X906 Westm. Gaz. ao Jan- 5/1, I am left soapless, candle*

less, and forlorn. 1920 Santavana Char. ^ Opin. U.S. i. 6
Like those candlesticks, probably candleless^ sometimes dis-

played as a seemly ornament in a room blazing with electric

Ught.

Ca*ndle-li=glltmg. (Later U.S. examples.)
1696 S. Sewall Diary I. 439 Just about Candle-lighting

the news of it is brought to Town. 1784 Maryland JmL
17 Sept. Advt. (Th.) Said School to begin at Candle-lighting,

and continue till Nine o'Clock, p.m. 1835 Longf. /'r, Wks,
(1857) 355 A short time after Candle-lighting. 1869 Mrs.
Stowe OldtoTvn Folks xxxiv. 449 Designing to bring up at

the red school-house., at 'early candle-lighting'. \W&Amer,
Humorist Aug. (Farmer) They were late, for the meeting
was alus appointed for early candle lighting.

Ca'ndler. [f.CANDLEz/. 2.] One who tests eggs

by the light of a candle or an electric bulb.

1906 N. v. Even. Post 5 June 9 The candleis say ten

hours' work on a stretch is harmful to tlieir eyesight. 1921
Diet. Occup. Terms (1927J § 449 Egg Candler,

Candle-wood. 1- ^'..S'. (Earlier examples.)

1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosp. (1665) 19 Out of these

Pines is gotten the candlewood that is so much spoken of.

1645 Springfield OAz&%,) Rec. I. 164 The bounds that is set

for gathering candlewood into the woods. 1650 Connecticut
Pnbl. Rec. I. 214 No perticular person, shall buy of the
Indians, .any timber, candlewood, or trees of any sortc.

Candroy, variant of *CAifROT.

Candy, sb\ 2. Add : candy-girl^ -rnerckant,

-shopj -stick ; candy-pull (earlier example) ; also

as vb. ; candy-pulling U.S. — candy-piilL

1855 M. M. Thompson Doesticks xxxiii. 299 With what an
affectionate air couldst thou.. box the ears of the little

*candy-girl. 1863 Mrs. Whitney Faith Gartneys Girlk,

xxxvi, The shivering little candy-girl, threading her way.

.

among the throng. 1870 ' Fanny Fern ' Ginger-Snaps 61 To
the delight of these youngsters and the *candy-mercbants.

1873 Eliz. S. Phelps Trotty's Wedding Touriy)' A •candy-
pull', Rye suggested. Ibid. 181 Nuts too. Once I "candy-
pulled some of my own. 1854 Shillaber Mrs. Partimgiou
20 "Candy pulUngs, with tlieir customary consequences to

broad shirt-collais and cheeks sweeter than roola-^ses. x886
Harper's Mag. June 93/2 A considerable portion of the

refined sugars find their way to the *candy shops. 1863 B.

Taylor H. Thurston xviii. (1864) 234 Rows of glass jars full

of *candy-sticks.

Candy, z^. Add; 4. b. To smear with candy.
a 1906 'O. Henry' T'r/ww/tfrfZ-flw/ etc. 94 Sticky children

tumbled, howling under his feet, candying his clothes,

CanCf sby Add : 1. C. Canes collectively. U.S.

1836 J.
Hall Statistics of West ii. 27 The inhabiunts

drive their cattle to the cane in the autumn. 1847 in

D. Drake Life Kentucky \. 14 Their practice was. .to..

lodge separately among the cane, which flourished in great

luxuriance, f^ Bartljett Pers. Narr. Texas, etc II.

xxix. 187 The raules ate with avidity the cane which grew
on the river's banks.

9. a. cofie-seat (attrib. with chair) ; b. cane-

carrying.
1852 MuNDV Antipodes {1857) »7 They laughed at the

*cane-carrying soldiers. 1924 Glasgow Herald 16 Apr. 10,

I had not imagined, .that cane-carrying was pecuUar to

some nations and not others. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 205

*Cane-seat and rocking chairs are made.

10. cane bottom U.S., low ground abounding

in canes ; cane-carrier U.S. (see quot.) ; cane
colour, the colour of cane as applied to pottery

ware, or pottery of this colour; alsoasadj.; so cane-

coloured a. ; cane-fruit, a commercial name for

such fruit as raspberries and blackberries which
grow on canes ; cane grass U,S., the plant Arundi-
naHa macrospertnay forming the cane-brakes of the

southern United States ; cane knife U.S.^ a large

knife used in cutting cane ; cane land £/^., land on
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which sugar-cane flourishes; cane meadow U.S,

= *Cane-bbake; cane-mill f/.^.(example); cane-

rat, a South African rodent, Thryonomys swinde-

renia»us\ cane-stab, a puncture made by a cane-

stem ; cane swamp U.S.t a swamp overgrown

with canes ; cane-telescope, a small telescope

attached to a walking-stick ; cane-top 6^^^. (see

qnot.); e&ne trash (also, see quot.); cone-work,
strips of cane interwoven and used to form the

backs of chairs and other articles of furniture

;

oane-worker, one who makes articles of cane.

1819 E. Dana Ceo^. Sketches i88 The river *caDe boUom
land. X833 in Life Betijamin Lutuiy{\Z^i) 37 The land here

[on the Brazos Rivcrjiscanc-bottom. X833B. Sillimas jfl/tffl.

Sugar Cam 31 The canes are brought up to the mill by
means ofa machine called the *Can« carrier. i8fl6MeTEYAKD
y^g. Wedgxttood II. p. xxiv, *Cane-co!our Inkstand. 1875
— Wtdgwood Httndbk. Gloss. 393 Cane<tUoury ware the

colour of cane.. .Cane-colour was applied both to ornamental
axKl to useful puiposes. 1787 Jos. Wkdgwooo Catalogiu 2

Barjifaoo, or *canc-coloured bisqu6 porcelain. 1865 L. Jewitt
The WtJiT't'ccds pi The ' bam^xjo, or cane^oloured ' ware.

184s W. G. SiMMS Wigxvam ^ Cabin Ser. I. 15 Thkkets of

low stunted shrubbery, 'cane grass, and dwarf willows. 1798
A. ELucorrin Life fr Lett.(i^) 159 [Tbecoantrj-] couid

only be explored by using the 'cane knife and hatchet. 1887

Harper's Mag. July 272/1 The children, .squabbling for the

possession of one canc-kaire to split kindlers. 1S31 Mrs.
HoLUtv Ttxas Lett. 1 1833) 51 Hence when a colonist wishes
Co describe his land as nrst rate, he says it is all peacfa and
*canc land. 1791 W. Baitbam Traxf, Caroiitut etc. (1792)

331 The most extensive Cane-break \,Fo0tnote : *C^De
meadows, so called by the inhabttaoU of Carolina, &c.}.

t823 B. Sjllcmam Man. Sugar Catu 30 The *caae mill con-
sists of three cast iron cylinders. 1876 H. Brooks Natal 1 16

Tlie 'cane-rat or ground>raC, that feeds upon the suKM--c.ines,

is property more of a porcupine than a rat. 1849 Pritts
JUtrr, SortUr Life 434, I got a 'cane stab in my foot which
occasioned my lei; to swell. 1737 Wesley ymL 2 Dec, They
are here of tnree sorts—cypress, river, and "cane swamps.
zSt? S. R. Bhown Western i,az. 1 1 The Alabama Ls margined
with caoe iwamps. 1884 Ksicht Diet. Mech. SuppU *CaJU
TtU9a^, an instrument with seats for the eye and object
gUsMsnpon a walkings-tick. 1833 B.Stluman Man. Sttgar
Cant 13 But a part of the planting is done with *cane top«,

or that portioa of tbe Cane which is rejected in cutting iC

Cor tbe milL 1790 Castlis in Fhil. Trams. LXXX, 349
Burning tbe *cane tra^^h (or straw of the cane). 1(5$ Terksa
ViELK FtUrmiftg the Drum 53 Divans dt *cane-work. iSij
FoBBKS Iniulituie 25 The backs of the open canework chaink
185S SiMMosDs Diet. Trads, *Cant.\vorktr^ a maker of
articles in rattans, Spanish and other canes ; a basket'makcr.
1901 Dittly Chton. 24 Aug. 5/6 W.Y. . .cane-worker, pleaded
guiUy. I9>i Did. Occuf. Ttrms {1977) % ^j 2 Caner, cant
vaorktr^ . . fills in framewrork cf( baskets, wicker furniture, and
other basket ware by interweaving cane.

Cane-brake. C/S, [f. Caxc si,^ i+Bbaks
sd.'i^ A tract of land thickly overgrown with canes
{AruttdiMaria mdx^rosperrna)*
I7«4D. BooKEin C B. Hartley /:/>5r (1B65) 335 We lay in

a thick caae- brake by a large fire. I6id. 336, 1 .. often

reposed in Chick canebnkes to aroid the savages. 1796
B. Hawums Ltti, 15 Continued up 5 miles to a canebrake ;

here 1 encamped. 1817 S. R. Brown li^esterm Gat. 125 The
wild lands are finely timbered with pine,..wUlow, ai>d

occasioaally impervious cane brakes. 1849 Pbitts Mirr,
Bordtr Life 545 While roving carelessly from canebrake to
canebrake.. tbey were alarmed by a party oflndians. i88s
Ouiimg{}3.%.) Oct. 64/3 A large track, which led into the
canebrake, .. was evidently made by some targe anim«L
mitrib, ilSg OvtrUmd MmUhly 1 1 1 . lao When yon see a

naa . . gat a cold boiled tweet potato . .and a piece of 1

Iwakc dieese . .you may be certain he is a North C.voUnian.
1909 Century Diet. Suppl., Cane-brake region. Cane-braks
soil.

Caney, variant of Caitt a,

Canezou (ka-nzM). Hist. [Fr., of unknown
origin.] A woman's blouse-like garment of muslin
or cambric.
iter Lady's Mag. SepL 510/a A canezou spenoer of em-

broidered muslin. Ibid. 511/1 Muslin canezous over hi^h
dresses. i8{f3 Georciana Hill Hist. Engl. Dress II.

341 A cambric canezou .. with sleeves full to the elbow.
1898 Daily Srvis 26 Sept 6/4 When the Restoration came
in 1815, .. Fleur-de-Iyt af^Kared on everything. .. Tbe cane-
zou replaced the hideous spencer.

Canfieldite (kz-nf/ldsit). Mi?u [f. the name
of Y. A. CatiJUld: see -IT^I.] A rare sulphide of
silver and tin.

1893 Amer. yml. Sci. Ser. in. XLVI, 113 There can be
no doubt that canfieldite and argyrodite have the same
chemical composition.

Cangan (k^-ijgin). Also kansan. A coarse
cotton cloth woven in China,
1858 SiMMOMDS Diet, Trade^ Cangan^ Kangatt a piece of

coarse Chinese cloth, thinly woven, 19 inches broad, aod
6 yards long, which has a fixed currency value.

CangO kx-i)gtf). S, Afr. [Nameofadistrict in

South Africa.] A local name for a variety of Cape
brandy.
i88o F- G. Browning Fighting ff Farming S.A. 119

Two fellows had been drinking pretty freely (principally
*cango*and 'Cape smoke'). i8i9 H. A. Brydem KUtcftr
Ar«rwR 84 Cango . u the best kind of ccrfonsaU-niade brandy

;

it is ofa rich yellow colour, is produced in (be Ondtshoom
district, and when matured, is really a very reasonable sub-
stitute for the more expensive foreign liquors.

Canine, a. Add : 1. o. Canine UtUr - Dog's
LETTER.
1890 HowELt fi SMadtruf c/ Dreant 34 ' Hermia* said

Faulkner, sonnding the canine letter in her name with a
Wostern strength.

Canities (kani*Ji/z'). PatK [L.] Whiteness or

greyness of the hair.

S848 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7). 1890 Science 3 Oct,
x86/i The sudden change in canities, when due to violent
emotions.

Cank (kaeqk). local. The name in the Midland
coalfields for a hard ferruginotis sandstone. Also
cankstone,

"833-4 J. Philups Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. {1845) VI.
587/2 Sunic less regular sandstone beds, called ' Cankstone',
approach very nearly to the nature ofthe gantster or calliard
rocks of the coal strata. x86o Engl. ^ For. Mining Gloss.
(ed. 2) 34 Cank, whinstone. 1877 [sec Galliard s6^\.

Canned, ///. «. Add : (Earlier U.S. example.)
X859 R. B. MARCY/'raiVrV TV^svfZ^^r 3iCauDcd vegetables

are very good for cainpaigning.

b. jig. Well-preserved. U.S.
1893 Harper's Mag. LXXXVI. 969/2 Many 'canned'

reputations have bran destroyed, and many m^igned
characters have been lifted to honour.

o. Intoxicated, 'tight*, slang.
X9IX Black-w. Mag. Feb. 157/1 By the dinner hour he was

pretty well 'canned'. X9a6 J, J. Conningtoh Death at
Sruaythling Court iv. 70 Being rather canned, he sticks the

candle on the table, arid forgets all about it. 19*8 S. Vines
Hutttours Unreconciled y, 71 'Good God !' Podler said to
himsel£, * the woman 's canned 1

'

2. Having a can tied to the tail.

1903 A. Adams LogCtnvboy iii. 37, I was Waif a mile in tbe
lead, burning tbe earth like a cuined dog.

Cannel^, variant of Canella.
'83* J. M. Gully Magendie's Formul. (ed. «) 91 Cannella

powder. X887 A. M. Brown Anim. AUtaicids 53 A pre-
ci[>itate of a cannella colour.

Cannelon (kanloii). Cookery, [Fr.] (See

quots.)
189a EncycL Prod. Cookery (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. aSi/i

Cannelons..are composed chiefly of nouille paste in the
shape of small pipes about 3 in. long and ^ in. in diameter.
They are generally made by rolling tbe paste out very thtn,

cutting into strips 3 in. by a in., and rolling up round small

Bieces of wood, which are removed after baking, /hid. 3S1/2
Loll tbe Cannelons on the board to a cork jhape. 1936

Mrs. Marshalts Cookery Bk. 542 Cannelon of Beef.

Canner. Add :

b. A beast fit only for canning. U.S.
it^ Pali Mali Gas. 8 Dec «/z ' Caaoers *, which is the

desigttation of all animals collected at the Chicago and
other markets, that are refused by the butchers as unfit for

their trade. 1906 Daily Chron. 13 June7/3 A 'canner '. .is

an animal with little, if any, fat on it, in fact often nothing
more than skin and bone. 1911 H. Quick Vellotostome AT.

xn. 303 A collection of skips an* culls an* canners that was
stue a frattd on the Injvns.

o. A machine for canning food.
X988 Daily Express 6 July 5/3 Until now qmning has

been beyond me for want ofa canner.

Cannery* Add : atlrib.

t^py ^yestm. Gas. ts Sept. 10/3, 130 Oriental cannery
hands. 1906 Daily Chron. 24 Sept. 8/4 The cannery ship.

Ca'nnibal^. [?Comiption of Camdeboo: see

Pettnian AfticoHdirisms (t9i3)-] Cemnibai stink'

wood, a South African name for Celtis kraussiana.
iSk9 R. J. Mams Xa/al 156 (Pettman) There is a variety

of this wood known under the name of the Cannibal stink*

wood. 1877 Law Barker i'r.'s Housekpg. S.A. ^25 What
rhjroM or reason, what sense or satire can there be w such a
name as 'Cannitial Stink-wood '?—applied.. to a graceful,

handsome tree whose bark gives out an aromatic. .perfume.

Cannoni s6.^ 7. b. Substitute def. : trans/.

An act of cannoning (see C.\nnon r. 3 b); a

collision between persons or animals (as in racing).

1806-7 [in Dict.^ 1876 Coursing Col. 35 Bellini came
best out ofa cannon, and never let Hawkseye have a look
in, except to kill.

9. Add: QajxnoTi-foA^eT [XT.G.kanonenfutter

\

cf, Shakespeare's yiW yir powder (i Hen. IV,

IV. ii. 73)] : men regarded merely as material to be

consumed in war.
1M8 T/, E, D. i.T. B9a8 Observer 1 1 Mar. 1 2 ''4 Frederick's

Ambassador, vetoing the sale of cannon-fodder under paiu
of civil war in Germany,

Cannon-balL Add: aUrib.
S910 TtLOKM Lawn Tennis 146 A fast cannon-ball smash.

Canoe* sb. Add : 2. See also Paddle v. 2 b.

3. canoe had\ canoe-mem (earlier U.S. ex-

amples) ; canoe-ahell, a shell shaped like a canoe,

spec. Scaphander iignarius.
1691 Annals ofAlbany (1850) II. 115 Ye deft accused

him of stealing 1/2 *canoe lend of water millions. 1753 in

Washiitgton Writ. (1889) I. 15 They were sent from New-
Orieana with . . 8 Canoe-Loads of Provisions. 1809 A. H enry
Treat. 63 Several canoe-loads of fish were exported. 1774
D. ToMKS T'^it^S) 490ur*canoe-men.. made themselves
half drank. 1809 A. Henry Trav, 109 I'be goods., would
have been saved if the canoe-men had called them French

froperty. e fjtx Pctiveh GazophyL vi. Tab. Uii, Small
ndian '*Canoe-she1l...It's of an odd Shape, and sticks to

larger Shrlls. 1850 Miss Pratt Common Things Stet-side

3i6 The Tufted Canoe-shctL

Canoeable (kanM'ab'l), o. [f. Canojcv.] Capa-
ble of being navigated in a canoe.

1755 L. Evans Anal. Map Colonies 28 Tis canoable [Wf]
about twenty miles farther. 1756 J. Maury in J. Win^or
Miss. Basin (1S95) 216 1 he navigable, or rather canoeable
parts of the rivers.

Canon (kac-nan), v, [f. Canow sb.^ 7.] trans.

To treat (a masical theme) in canon fashion. Also
absol. or inlr.

SS94 Du Matuiiaa TriUgr 1. 42 Tbey . . fugtsed and canooed

and countetpointed [that simple melody]..and exhausted
all its possibilities of beauty. 19^7 Music i^ Lett.Jn\y 347 The
phrases [of bird singing] were more often alike and several
times canoned one into the other in a most delightful way.

Canon, sb. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1834 A. Pike Sketches 20 Two caflons ran up into the

bosom of the ridge (by which word cafion the Spaniards
express a deep, narrow hollow among the mountains). 1846
R. B. Sage Scenes Eocky Mts. itB$g) 151 TliePlaUe forces its

way through a barrier of table lands, forming one of those
striking peculiarities incident to mountain sLreaniSf called a
cafion.

b. cafion-flnch (see quot.).
1881 Auttr, Naturalist XV. 212 The canon finch {Pipilo

mesolencus).

Canon (kicnyan), v. [f. Canon sb.]

1. inlr. To form, or flow in, a canon.
1851 Mavnb Reid Scalp-hunters v, I soon came to a bend,

where the stream, after running parallel to the ridge, swept
round and cafioned through it. 1853 — Rijle Rangers xlv,
We had struck the water at a point where the stream
ca£ioi>ed !

2. trans. To pierce with canons.
1886 J. S. DiLLER in 8th Awt. Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv.

1886^87 1. 426 Deeply caiioned by numerous streams.

Canoned, a. [f. Canon sb^ Formed into a
canon : intersected by a canon or canons.
1846 £. Bkvaht Whett I saiv in Califomia{\Z^<i)) 303 The

shore is hilly, aiid caiioned in some places. 1846 in W. H.
Emory Notes Mil. Reeonnoissance (1848) jj43 We reached
the * Ocate ' ; as it is caiioned^ that is, is enclosed with
high rocky walls, we were forced to go two miles up stream
in order to reach the crossing.

Canonizable (kse'ndndizabl),^. [f. Canonizi
V. -f -ABLE.] Worthy of canonization.
19x3 Nation (N.Y.) 16 Jan. 58 A fictitious Crispi— . . wise,

righteous, canonizable.

Canonry. Add :

2. An establishment of canons or canonesses.
1877 Skene Celtic Scot. II. 343 Boys and youths who are

educated in the canonry. 1995C S. Durrant Fiem. Mystics
I. ix. 130 John Husch himself travelled across Germany with
three nuns of Bronope to reform an Austin Canonry, that of
Marienburg, near Hildesheitn.

Canoodle (kan«-d'l), v, slang, (orig. U.S.) Also
toonoodle. [Origin obscure.] inlr. To indulge

in caresses and fondling endearments. Also for-

merly traus. to persuade by eudearmeuts. Hence
Canoo'dler, Canoo'dlin^ vbl. sb.

1859 SAI.A Tw. round Clock 11 a.m., A sly kiss, ar>d a
squeeze, and a pressure of the foot or so, and a variety of
harmless endearing blandishments, known to our American
cousins . . under the generic name of ' conoodling '. 1864 — in

Temple Bar Dec. 40 He is an adept in that branch of
persuasive dialectics known as * conoodling *. He will

conoodle' the ladies, .into the acquisition of whole packages
of gimcrack merchandise. 1879 Punch 15 Mar. 1 17/3 Then
he and the Matchless one struggle, snu.cgle, and generally
conoodle together rapturously. 1894 Mexborough Sf SwintoH
Times 2 Feb. 3/7 The money which he had lent in return
for the privilege ofcanoodling his daughter. 1894 Idler Sept.

307 She is not to be overcome by courting or canoodlins;:

1903 * Marjokibanks * Fluff-Hunten 49 Though each couple
occupied a skiff, they used it for purposes of canoodling.
ibid* 172 Two canoodlers tied up in knots and fa^^tened

I

with sealing'Wax at the lips. 1911 H. Walpolb Young
I Enchanted 111. iii. She's in there. She "Jl be out in a minute.

I *m off on some business of my own for an hour or two, so
>*ou can canoodle as much as you damned well please.

I

Canopllilist (kan^tilist). [irreg. i. L. canis

\ dog + -i'HiL + -iST.] A lover of dogs.
18^ W, L. Lindsay Mind in LouverAnimals \. \, m. 24

I

A distinguished author, well known as a canophilist. 1889
MacM, Mag. Apr. 463/1 A great comfort to those who
devote themselves to canine pets, and to caiiophilistt

generally (a pretty new wora).

Canopic. Add : Canopic jar, = Canopic vase,
{ 1893 BuncR Mutnpny 171 At each of tbe four comers or

sides of the bier, is placed one of the so-called Canopic jars.

j
1898 Nature 17 Nov, 50/2 Sets of Canopic jars, in which
the principal intestines of deceased were placed.

Canopy, sb. Add :

I

2. b. Also in phr, under the (or God's) canopy,

\
used as an intensive — * on earth*. U.S.
186s Congress. Globe 33 May 2309/3, I do not suppose

that any one under God s canopy would make any such
decision. 1869 Mrs. Stowe Oidtoivn Folks x\. 131 \Vhat
under tbe canopy are you up to now, making such a litter

on my kitchen floor? 1886 Harper's Mag. bepL 581/3 But
where under the canopy did you drop from ?

4. A hood over a carriage or motor car. Also
atlrib.

1906 W. W. Beaumont Motor Vehicles II. 150 A. .car with
a closed tonncao b(xiy or limousine with canopy lop and
wind guard. 1907 IVestm, Gax. 19 Nov. 4/3 A 38-b.p.iaiidau

with canopy extension.

6. NatU, A light awning over a boat
1867 Smyth Sailor's tVord-bi., Canopy, a Ught awning

over the stem-sheets ofa boaL
Canroy(ka-nroi). Also candroy. A machine,

used in calico-printtng establishments, through

which cotton-cloth is passed before printing. Hence
Ca'nroyer, one in charge of a canroy.

1836 Penny CycL VI. 151/2 If they are not calendered,

they are run through a machine called \u Lancashire the

candroy, which spreads them smoothly in the act of rolling

them upon a cylinder. 1896 Duf.kk Bleaching ^ Calico-

printing 26 After being sewn, each batch is uken to the

shearing and winding-on machines, generally called a ' can-

roy ". Sometimes the shearing machine and canroy are two

separate machines. 19*1 Diet. Occup. Terms (ig^j) §384
Canroyert a calenderer minding a canroy calender, having
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two iron rollers through which cloth is passed to break down
siilTness Jifi«r starching.

Cant, sd.i Add

:

4. b. One segment of the rim of a \vooden cog-

wheel,
1874 Knight Dicf. Mcch,
ISL cant-board, also, a division in a shoot of a

flour-bolt, which separates different grades of Hour

;

cant-chisel, a strong chisel bevelled on one side

only; cant-flle, a file with cutting faces at an

obtuse angle to each other ; oant-line, a rope

taken over the head of a lower mast in a sloping

direction; cant-rail, a horizontal timber bevelled

to fit the angle of the roof which supports the

roof of a railway carriage ; oant-splice, a splice

made by cutting off a piece of rope and joining its

ends to the body of the rope so as to make a loop,

1874 Knight Did. Meck^ *Cant'boardt a division in the

conveyer-box of a flour-bolt, to separate grades of flour or

offal. *Cant'Chhel^ a long and strong chisel with the

basil and a rib on one side. Ibid.^ *Cant-/ile^ a file having
the shape of an obtuse-angled triangle in its transverse sec-

tion ; used in filing the inner angles of spanners and wrenches
for bolts with hexagonal and octagonal heads.

^ 1867 Smvth
Sailors Word-bk.y *Cant-lifie, synonymous with girt-line,

as to cant the top owr the lowermast-head. 1S71 Saddl,
Ham. <V Carriage Builder's Gaz. i Dec. 12/2 Levers and
links, aided by springs, to throw open the * *cant rails ' and
•uprights' of carriage heads by inside pressure. 1874
Knight Diet. Meek. s. v. Splice, The cut or *cant splice is

made by cutting a piece from a rope and laying open the

ends of the strands.

13. cant-fall, tackle connected with the cant-

blocks of a whale-boat.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Spike-tackle and cani-

fallsy the ropes and blocks used in whalers to sling their

prey to the side of the ship.

Cantabrian (k0enl?i'brian\ a. and sb. [f. L.

Cantabria : see -tan.] A. adj. Pertaining to the

Cantabri, an ancient warlike tribe of northern

Spain, or to Cantabria, the region formerly occu-

pied by them. B. sb, L Oneof the ancient Can-
tabri. 2. The language of the Cantabrians.
X746 Akenside Hymn to Naiads 144 The rough Cantabrian

surge. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I V. 122/1 The Cantabrians
had waged war with the Romans for upwards of 200 years.

ibid. 122/2 The Canrabrian does not appear to have any
affinity with any other known language. 1813 Q. Rev. Oct.

256 Classes and Families of Languages... Indoeuropean.
..Cantabrian. Sclavic. \^i Chajnbers's Encycl. W. $tz/i
Their bravery was evinced in the Cantabrian war, a six

years contest with the Romans. Jbid., Cantabrian vtoun-
tains, the general name of the several ranges of coast and
boundary mountains. 1904 1", R. Glover Virgil vH. 145 In
the course of the Cantabrian war he wrote to the poet from
Spain letters full of playful entreaties.

Cantabrigian. Add : Also (one) belonging

to Cambridge, Mass. C/,S.
' j9&j Har/er'sMag. Mat. sSg/i Mrs. Sainsbury was Boston-
born, as well as Mrs. Pasmer, and was Cantabrigian by
n:arriage. 1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories 26 The New
Haven men struggled to the Cantabrigian twenty-yard line.

Cantal (kse-ntal). [Name of a district in the

south' of France.] Canlal cheese^ a hard cheese

made chiefly in the Auvergne, France.
1890 J. Macdonald Stephens's Bk. Farm (ed. 4) IV. 517/2

The Cantal cheese, .is an extremely important one upon the
Continent. 190s Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 355/2 Cantal cheese
. .is a product of the midland districts^ and is made barrel*

shape.

Cantalonp. Delete ' Chiefly U.S* and add
quots. :

1739 Miller Card, Did. II. s. v. Melo^ The Cantaleupt
\sic\ Melon:, .the Flesh, .is of a rich vinous Flavour. 1763
Mills Pract. Husb. IV. 169 The Cantaleupe,.is held in the
greatest esteem by all the curious in Eurojje. 1777 Cowper
L^t. to J. Hill 23 Oct., The melon is a crimson Cantalupe.
X786, 1813 [see Rock sb} Qe]. iSjjo Daily News 18 Sept.

3/1 The very first item on the list is *iced cantaloupes'.

1999 S. Elliott Napier in Times 3 Aug. 14/1 Melon or
bailer sheHs.. are almost exactly the same shape, size and
colour as rock melons, or canteloups.

Gantarist (kse*nt&rist). Antiq. [ad. med.L.
cantarista^ f. cantaria Chantui* ; see -1ST.] A
chantry priest.

1800 Gentl. Mag. Mar. 201 The almshouse, .for one chap-
lain, or cantarist, and three almsmen. 1894 Fishwick Hist.
Lane. ix. 213 Many of these cantarists, as they were called,
were now pensioned off for life.

Cantate (k3ent,?i't«, ksenta-t^). [a. L. cantate

sing ye, the first word of the psalm.] The ninety-

eighth psalm (ninety-seventh in the Vulgate) used
as a canticle (e.g. as an alternative to Magnificat

at Evening Prayer in the Church of England),
Cantate Sunday^ the fourth Sunday after Easter, so called

because the introit for that day is taketifrom this psatm.
£^1550 Bale K. Johan (Camden) 6^ Now may we synge

Cantate, And crowe Confitebor with a joyful! Jubilate.
1880 Grovels Diet. Mus. I. 305/2 The 17th canon of the
council of Laodicea appointed lessons and psalms to be read
alternately; and on this principle the * Cantate' is to be
considered as a * responsory psalm ' coming between the
lessons. Ibid., 'Cantate Services ' are.. rare.

Cant-dog^. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1850 S. Jldu R. Edney 272 Leaning on a cant-dog, he

could talk wiih Melicent and Barbara.

Canteen, Add :

1, b. In extended use.

Z908 PaHsh Councils 13 At Ltmpsfield (Surrey) the school

manager appointed by the parish council personally started

a canteen, which fed 60 children who came from a distance.

3. b. A chest or case containing a set of table

knives, forks, spoons, etc.

1895 Army i^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 756 Canteens
for wedding presents, yachting, college use, &c.

Canter, sb.^ Add : 1. b. In a sawmill, a
machine placed over the carriage and used to cant or

roll over the log on the carriage in making the first

cuts; a canting-machine (f^«/. Z>*VASuppl. 1909).

Cantb.ar (kse'n^ai). [ad, L. caniharus.l —
Cantharus I,

1873 Leland Egypt. Skctc/t-Bk.66 Old patera and canthars.

Canth.arus, kantharos (ksenfarrJs, -^.s).

PI. canthari, kantharoi. Also cantharos, [L.

cantkaruSy Or. Kav6apo^.'\

1. Classical Antiq. A large, two-handled drinking

cup.
1853 Diet. Arckit.^ Canthants^ the name of a peculiarly

shaped drinking vessel particularly consecrated to the per-

sonifications of Bacchus. 1875 Eliza Meteyard Wedgwood
Handbk. 393 Cantharos. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 180/1

Silver Cantharus from Rhodes, with gold mounts.

2. A fountain or laver placed in the courtyard of

an ancient church for the use of worshippers.

x84a GwiLT Arckit. Gloss. 943. 1902 Encycl. Brit.

XXXIl. 626/2 A court enclosed the whole; near the porch
was a laver {cantharus) for the ablutions of intending

worshippers.

Cant-hook. Add: 2. b. 'A sling with hooks
for raising and tilting casks, to empty them'. U.S.

1874 Knight Diet. Meek. s. v.

Canting, vbl. sb.^ Add : d. atlrib.

1883 M. p. Kale Smv-Mills 9 Where the logs are few in

number and light, they may be got into position with some
good hand canting dogs, itfogCent. Diet. Suppl., Canting'
j/iacltine, same as canter.

Cantino (kant/*n<?). [It.] The treble string

upon a violin, the E string.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet, Mus. Terms.

Cantle, ^^^ 5. (Later U.S. examples.)
1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy ii. 15 The indispensable

slicker [waterproof]-. securely tied to our cantle strings.

1910 MuLFORD y. Nelson xxv. 284 The cantle of the saddle,

striking the barrel of the Winchester, tore the weapon from
its owner's hands.

Ca'ntly, adv,*^ [Cant sh."^ 4 e.] In canting

phraseology ; in slang.

s8s8 Niles' Reg. 27 Sept. XXXV. 66/2 This is cantly

called * talking to Bunkum ', 1890 Field i Nov. 655/3 They
become open professionals, and ' go for the pieces , as it is

cantly termed. 2906 Chesterton Dickens xii.^288 In

attempting to decide whether an author will, as it is cantly
expressed, live, it is necessary to have [etc.J.

Canton, sb\ Add :

2. C. A comer of a building, emphasized by the

presence of projecting quoins or pilasters,

Ca'nton, sb:^ The name of the city in southern

China used attrib, to denote various manufactured

articles, as Canton crape,fiannel^ matting.
i860 Texas Almanac 244 Shirts, Carpets, Canton-Matting,

shoes. 1889 Century^ Diet. s. v. Matting, Canton matting.
Same as India matting. Ibid. s. v. Crape, Canton crape,
China crape. iZ^ Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 381 A good
quality of canton flannel.

Cantonese (kaent^nrz), a, and sb. [f. Canton^
China + -ESE.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to Canton
or its inhabitants. S. sb. a. An inhabitant of

Canton, b. The dialect of Canton.
1857 Bombardment 0/Canton 39 Betweenyou and our-

selves, the Cantonese, there have been relations of friend-

ship. 1857 * Asiatic China Question 10 The Cantonese
stir will be for the benefit of humanity. x86x Cliafubers^s

Encycl. II. 575/2 The Cantonese are notorious for their

turbulence and hatred of foreigners. 1877 Eitel {title) A
Chinese dictionary in the Cantonese dialect. 1883 J. D.
Ball {title) Cantonese made Easy. xSg^ A thenaium 27 May
668/1 The book of English phrases compiled by a Cantonese
for the use of those of his countrj-men who aspire to become
Hong Kong * boys', xosi Outward Bound July 17/1 He
converses freely m Hakka, Cantonese, Mandarin.

Cantoris (kgent6»'ris). [L., genitive of cantor

CantobJ Of or belonging to the cantor or pre-

centor. Cantoris side^ stall., the side occupied by the

cantor, the north (exceptionally, the south) side.

In Music used to indicate that side of the choir in

antiphonal singing. (Correlative to Decani.)
17J4 Croft Thirty Select Anthems 118. 1760B0YCE Catk.

Mus. I. 67, x88o Grovels Dict» Mus. I. 306/1. 2894 [see
Decani].

Cantns(k3e'nt:^s). Mus. PI. cantus(-iws). [L.]

A song or melody, especially ecclesiastical melody
;

also, the principal voice.

1590 WHyTHORNE(^///^)Cantus.(Bassus.) OfDuos, or Songs
for two voices... Of the which, some be playne and easie to
be sung, or played on Musicall Instruments. 1597 Morley
Introd. Mus. 20 In this Canius there is no difficultie if you
sing yourSemihreefes three Minymsa peece. x666J. Forbes
{title) Cantus, Songs and Fancies, To Three, Four, or Five
Parts, both apt for Voices or Viols, With a brief Introduc-
tion to Musick. 1887 Athenxnm 25 June 842/1 The work
is written for cantus, altus, and tenor—a rather unusual
combination of voices.

Canuck (kanz^'k). U.S, Also Kanuck
(K'nuck), Canack. [App. f, the first syllable of

Canada."]

\. A Canadian ; spec, a French Canadian,

1855 Knickerbocker Mng.h^t. XLV. 341 fWe gave] our
donkey into the keeping of a lively Canuck. 1857 Ibid.

Jan. XLIX. 40 My grandfather, .got fifty lold French
crowns] at once from a Kanuck in trading. 1884 Harper's
Afag. June 125/1 A * Kanuck' or French Canadian. 189$
Century Mag. Sept. 674/2 That would be convenient over
the line among the Canucks. 1917 Mathf.wson Sec. Base
Sloan 243 I^ Croix was a thick-set, hook-nosed Canuck.
2. A Canadian horse or pony. Also attrib*

i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career ii. 29 1*11 hang on the
tail of it and try legs with that little Kanuck of his. x86x
Congress. Globe 29 Apr. 1867/3 They went, .from Su Louis
to Canada to buy the little Canuck ponies at S130 apiece.

Canvas, sb. 8. Add : canvas duok U.S. =
Canvas-back 2 ; canvas-top US., a wagon with
a canvas tilt.

1813 Paulding Sc. Fiddle v. (i8i^) 102 Twelve canvas
ducks, at morning play. By that discharge all found their
grave. X902 S. E. White IVestemers xix. 174 Molly was
by now . . used to the narrow confines of her canvass-top.

Canvas-back. 2. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
178a Jefi-krson Notes yirginia 130 Besides these [birds}

we have./lhe Widgeon, Sheldrack, or Canvas back. Black
head. 1809 W. I^rwho Knickerb. II.282Thegastronomical
merits of. .canvas-back ducks.

Canvass, sb. Add : 4. b. A scrutiny of votes

in an election, U.S.
1888 Bryce Amer, Commw. II. App. 682 If all the returns

have not been received, the canvass must be postponed...
Upon the completion of said canvass and returns, the said
Board shall immediately certify the same. 1903 N. Y. Sun
20 Nov. 5 The official canvass of the vote in the borough of
Brooklyn was practically finished yesterday.

CanvasSi V' ^ 6> Add : Also, in early use,

to challenge or dispute (an election). Now U.S.
1791 Massachusetts Mag. Sept. 590/1 General Jackson is

canvassing the election of General Wayne. 179a Jay Corr.
(i8gi) HI. 428 Tiogo will most probably not be canvassed,
as the box was delivered by a person deputed by a deputy,
i838 ^vtc% Amer. Commw. II. App. 682 The officers., whose
duty it is.. to receive and canvass the returns from the
several precincts of their respective counties . . must then and
there proceed to canvass the returns.

Canvasser. 1. d. (Recent U.S. example.)
1904 Ne^vark Even. Ne7vs 25 Nov. 5 Governor Murphy

has appointed. .as the State Board of Canvassers.. .The
board will, .officially determine the number of votes which
were cast for the different candidates.

Canvassy (kse*nvasi), a. [f. Canvas sb. + -T 1.]

Made of canvas, resembling canvas.
1891 Dram. Opinions 13 Jan. i/i The scenery, .does not

come up to the Lyceum standard, being more palpably
canvas^ than usual. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 12 Feb. 4/2 That
nice crisp softness in the way they hang peculiar to things
canvassy. 1923 Blackw. Mag. July 4/ijThe material was
quite loosely woven and canvassy.

Cany, a. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1831 MBS. Hoi.LEY Texas Lett, (1833) ^7 Cane-break creek

or Caney, as it is usually called, winds its way through this

tract.

Canyon, ^^. (Earlier example in form ketiyon.)

1843 Farnham Trav. Gt, lyestem Prairies I. 267 About
midway from the Great Gap and the Kenyon of the south
Fork of the Platte. Ibid. 368 This Kenyon terminates
thirty miles above the Gulf.

Ca*nyon, v. [f. the sb,] trans. To cut into

canyons.
1879 Miss Bird Lady's Life in Rocky Mis, (1885) '95

Rocks, cleft and canyoned by the river.

Caoine (kfna), Irish form of Keen sb,

x^i6 Stanford & Forsyth Hist. Music (1925) 212 The
principal styles [of Irish folk.music] are the songs, reels,

jigs, caoines.

Caoline, var. of Kaolin.
1895 Barinc-Goulx) Noitni x, 140 On the tops of the

plateau . . lies a film of caoline.

Cap, sb.^ Add

;

4. e. Also spec, the cap, of a special form or

colour, denoting selection as member of a repre-

sentative team, crew, etc. ; hence, one who is

awarded such a cap.
189* [see *Big^ide]. 1895 Casselts Family Mag. June

518/2 He may possibly be one of the crew, and the vision of
the Light Blue cap flits before his enraptured eyes. 1898
T^iyiA^G Day's Work, Brushwood Boy (i(j/oa)3,()(>'^^c*x\cw

•caps' of the team. 190a Football Who's Who igoi-a 133
Cowan, James.. .Earned caps and medals galore. 1906
A. Gibson (^ Pick/ords Assoc. FootballW . 3^ He was eight

seasons with the grand old club, and won his English cap.

19«3 W, y. A, Davies' Rugby Football Pref. x6 In the sea-

son of 1911 he gained his Navy cap for the first time.

6. Delete "^Obs. slang siadi add quots.

:

190a Westm. Gaz. 9 Dec. 3/2 Masters of Hounds are

naturally averse to that method of enriching their treasuries

which consists in taking a ' cap ' from strangers. 1903 Daily
Chron. 6 Mar. 5/2 The Cheshire Hunt, .instituting a 'cap'
of ;£i from all non-subscribers (excepting landowners and
farmers). X9a8 Daily Mail 5 Nov. ia'3 If a visitor goes
out with a pack like the Quorn he will have to pay a cap of

;C3 3S. per day.

10. d, Omith, The pileum or top of a bird's

head, especially when distinctively coloured.

1890 CouES Omith. 142 ' Top of the head * is a collective

term for all the upper surface, from base of bill to nape, and
laterally to about the level of the upper border of the eyes

;

thisisthe/z^irwm or 'cap '. .; it is divided into three portions.

e. The calyptra of mosses.
1864 Oliver Elem. Bot. 281 The sporange is covered at

first by a cap {calyptra). 1900 B, D. Jackson Gloss. Bot.
Terms,
11, o. (Also blue cap^ In coal-mining, a circle

of bluish flame appearing above and around the
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wick of a safety lamp when a dangerous quantity

of fire-damp is present.

1S49 Greenwell Coat Tr. Gl. (Eng. Dial. Diet.), tiri

EncycL Brit. VI. 72 2 When a lighted candle is exposed

in a non.explosive mixture of this g.as Ur. fire-damp], the

flame gradually eIon::atet, forming a conical cap, floating

above the wick. 1883 Greslev Chss. Coal-m. s. v. BlMt

Cafit To carry on work in an atmosphere which shows a

cap b unsafe. 1887 Good ll^oriis 99 i The marsh gas is

revealed.. by the appearance of what is known as a cap

upon the flame. 1893 Lurros Minixg; 284 If there is 2 per

cent, of firedamp in the atmosphere, a small blue-cap may
be observed.

12 and 13. Various technical uses.

18S4 Knight Did. Mich. Suppl., Caf, a short terminal

section of a pipe, with a removable stopper called a plug.

1886 Cassilfs /am. Mag. 638 i An outer cap protecting the

point [of a fountain jjen). 1895 BtKXsC/<7ir. Teclin. Terms

18 Cap and lining, in gasfiuers' work a joint used for con.

necting a composition pipe to an iron pipe. 190a Wtstm.

Caz. 4 June 5 1 The effect of fitting shot or shell with a

forged steel cap. 190$ Kynxh yml. Jan.-Mar. 37 A bullet

with a thick brass cap in front. I9C« Lift .Story Wattr-

matt't Ftmiilnin ftn 6 A. Waterman Ideal, .consisting.,

of a barrel, cap, point section and feed. 1913 F. C. Morgan
Artill. Matiritl (ti. 7) 105 Caps for A.P. shell are made
of mild steel The cap supports the i>oint of the shell, and

weakens the plate, thus reducing the work to be done by

the undamaged point. 1919 Coitgutst I. 93 i The rcicrvoir,

cap, leic.) of a fountain pen. I9«i Diet. Cccup. Ttrms

(1927) { 154 Cap makrr (electric lamps) ; a draw presi band
making brass caps for electric lamps in a die pre^s.

13. O. Mining. In (the) cap : see quots.

18S4 Khight Diit. Meek. Suppl. s.v., A %ein is 'in the

cap ' when it is much contracted. 1889 P. M ilfobd Dict^

Miming Ttrmt <ed. 2) 14 A mine when the vein matter is

barren or when the vein is pinched, or contracted, is said to

be * in cap '.

14. b. The paper percussion cap of a toy pistol

(formerly called anurce).

i«77 Design t, Work III. 52r '3 Those sm.-ill caps.,

called French amorgies. 1883 Wham Weekly Post 15 Dec
7/5 These toy pistol caps . . were made of a very dangerous

explosive. 19SI Diet. Oeciif. Terms (1927) § 149 Snap cap

tiiaker, tends machine which makes snap caps, for toy pi:>Cols.

18. a. cap-border (U.S. example).

sSTt Ml». Stowe Pogantu P. xxii. 246 A thin old delicate

iace, with iu aureole of white hair and its transparent

cap-border.

18. cap-bar Spinning, an attachment to a

drawing frame supporting the bearings of drafl

rolls; cap-cell Bol. (see quot.); cap-chamber,

the chamber cont.iining the percussion cap in

cartridges; cap-frame, a type of spinning-frame

in which the guide for the yam takes the form of

a cap; cap-man, a man who inspects the lamps

attached to miners' caps ; cap-screw, a screw with

a cubical head.
1S97 W. S. Taocaiit CtHim Spiiiningll. 91 It was foTmerly

the practice to make the 'cap bars of cast-iron.
^
1898 /^fV.

III. 241 The cap bar, for keeping the top rollers in position,

is pivoted. .so that it can readily be moved over out of the

wayiwhen the rollers require attention. 188a 'cap-cell lin

Dict.V 1900 B. D. Jacksok Gttss. Sol. Terms, Cap Cells,

the upper >ister.cell$ of the embrj-o-sac in the ovule which

are compressed as the embryo-sac develops and for a time

^ure as * cap on its apex. 1875 Eiuycl. Brit. I. 745/> The
cases [of cartridges] are made of sheet brass, with_ a thick

base disc containing a *cap chamber, cap, and anvil. 1899

Treat. Ammunition 387 A brass cap chamber, pierced with

a fire hole. 1884 W. S. B. M'Lasim Spinning {td. 2) 160

For fine Botany yarns the 'cap frame is always employed.

losi Diet. Occnp. Terms (1927) I 365 Spinner, cap; cap

frame tenter; minds a spinning frame in which guide over

spindle is in form ofa cap. Ibiti. 1 047 'Capmnn l a Umpman
who attends to lamps attached to miners' caps; used only

in a non-fiery mine. 18*4 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., 'Ceip

Screw, a machine screw with a cubical head, used for screw-

ing on the c)-linder bead.

CaPi f-^ Add

:

1. o. To award (a player) his cap ('Cap ii.l 4 e);

to select a representative player _/»/- a country, etc.

1901 Footkill Who's Wh> tgoi-l 131 He was first capped
as far back as 1893 against Ireland. 1906 A. Gihsan 4*

PickfortCtAsttc. poottallll.6s He was nine times 'capped'

for England. I9a$ Gtasgtnu Herald 31 Mar. 6 No fewer

than seven of the players are capped against Scotland for

tbe first lime.

4. O. (hjirlier and later U.S. examples.)

1804 Lancaster (Pa.) intelligencer 21 Feb. ClTi.) Yoor
correspondent caps the climax of Misrepresentation. 1891

pur. Pin 4- Feather Mar. 158 A section of country.. that

caps the climax for quail, especially along tbe little creeks.

7. b. To free from husks.

190* H. D. PiTTMAK Belle o/Blue Grass C. ix. 129 Oose
beside ber sal a great basket of fresh strawberries which
mu^t be capped before she could set out for church.

10. To t.ike cap-money (see Cap ri.l 19).

1843-S4 R. S. SuKTEES llanittey Crass xxxiv. (1901) 1. 372
Mr. Jorrocks allowed Pigg [his buntsmanj to cap when they
killed.

Capabls. Add : B. sb. A capable person.

S901 Contemp. Rev, Mar. 410 A few hundred serioos.

niiiided capables.

Capacitance (kSpx-sitins). Electr. [f. Capa-
CiTr 4- -AXfE.J Klectrostatic capacity.

1916 Slamiardis. Kutes Amer. Inst. F.lectr.Enpnttrs 18

It IS. .recommended that, .the term 'Capacitance be used

when referring to the electroetalic capacity of a device.

IHfl. S3 Machinery of Low Capacitance.

Capacitive (k4pie'sitiv),a. Electr. [f. Capa-
city -I- -IVK.] Pertaining to electrostatic capacity.

1916 Slan^lardit. Rules Amer. Inst. Electr. Engineers ^t

155

Capacttive Coupler. An apparatus which, by electric fields,

joins portions of two radio frequency circuits.

Capacity. Add

:

1. a. The power of an apparatus to store static

electricity, measured by the quantity of electricity

which can be forced into the apparatus by the

pressure of one volt ; also, any apparatus which
gives additional capacity, as capacity cage, earth*

1903 lyestm. Gaz. 35 Feb. 5/1 The oscillatory circuit con-
sL-its of a light wire cage, or 'capacity*, suspended in the
air at no great height, together with a condenser and two
tlat capacities near the ground, one of which may be the
earth itself. 1906 A.F. Collins Mttnuato/Ii^iretess Teleg,

209 Capacity cage^ a cylindrical cage made of wireand
placed at the top of the aerial wire to give it additional

capacity. 1913 Daily Mail x Mar. j If you are particularly

bothered by the proximity of wires it is worth while to try

the effect of substituting a ' capacity earth * for the ordinary
earth connection. Thecapacity isa wire or wires stretched out
below and parallel to the aerial above but insulated from the

earth and connected to the ' earth * terminal of the receiver.

e. Ability to provide accommodation (for the

discharge, transport, etc.) of a certain amount or

volume; also spec, in Phys. C'w'^n, ability to carry

away detritus, measured by the quantity which passes

a j;iven point in a given time.

1885 Engl. Illttstr, Mag, SepL 813/a The Nene does not
discharge its waters so rapidly as it ou^ht. ..Cut off the

bends if you want a more efficient dischargin;? capacity.

189a Jrnl, Soc. Arts XLI. 96 2 The capacity of the present

tunnel is sufficient to provide 100,000 horse-power applied

to the turbines. 1900 /^itl. XLVIII. 835/1 The capacity

of the larger canal would be over 30,000,000 tons a year.

190a Wkbstks Suppl.

IL attrib, and Comb., capacity-catching.

1904 Westin, Gaz, 17 Sept. 7/ 1 A certain groundwork of
school knowledge, enougn..to serve for what Professor

liuxley called 'capacity catching ', 1905 Daiiv Ckron. 31

Jan. 4/5 If you are out for what Mr. Sidney \Vebb would
style * capacity-catching *.

b. passing into cuij* = That reaches or rises to

the utmost capacity.

1990 Times (weekly cd.) 17 Sept., Profits are not unduly
large in view of the fact that it is necessary to play almost

to capacity business, igas Times Lit. Suppl. 27 Aug. 554/1
Both the play and film arc now drawine capacity houses in

London. 1996 Wettm. Gas. 13 Aug., Unless the play has

a long run with 'capacity' houses. 19*8 Morning Post
ao Oct, io'6 A ' capacity ' audience greeted the appearance
of M.RaveL 19*9/^/1/. 38 Aug., Swimming baths, of course,

attracted capacity crowds throughout the day.

Cap-boz. [CapjM 14.] A box for holding per-

cussion caps-

1&43 Faknham Trar: Ct. Western Praifies I. a CulleU
were moulded ; pcwUer*homs and cap-boxes filled.

Cax>ei ib'^ Add

:

3. b. Capt and sword {ti\%o capeand cloak) \-^x,

used to characterize romantic fiction or drama with a
more or less historical background. Cf. *Cloak sb, 6.

Cf. F. roman d* cape et d'^P^e.

;
1898 Westm. Gas. 3 Nov. 3/3 Plaj-sof poetry and passion,

Cape and cloak, are all the fashion. 1898 Daily News
' 4 Nov. 3/5 The drama of the 'Cape and Sword', i^to

U'estm. Gas, 3 Feb, 6/4 'i he capc-aJid-«word romanticism

of Anthony Hope.

1
o. transf. The short feathers on a fowl's back

i
falling below the hackle.

1899 A. H. EvAKS Birds 548 Xanikcmelns murtus, .has a
. . hjack throat, tail, and part of wings and back, and a cape
of hackled plumes Calling over the U>t.

4. cape-bottnet (earlier example).
sSaSC. GiLMAN Recolt. Southern Matron 131 A young girl

..dressed in hotnespun, with a irr«ci<r or cape bonnet of
the same material.

Cap«, r*.3 4. Ad.l

:

Cape blue aabestos, crocidolite occnrring in

Ctpe Colony ; Cape boy (see *BoT sb^ 3 b)

;

Caps oart, a two-wheeled horse-drawn vehicle

})eculiar to South Africa ; Cape doctor, a common
South African name for the strong south-east

winds ; CajM Dutch, (a) South Africans of Dutch
extraction ; (*) the Dutch spoken in South Africa,

taal, Afrikaansch ; Capo Jeasamine, (o) see quot.

1804; -{J))
= Capejasmine; Cape people, South

African natives of mixed descent ; Cape wagon
(see quot. 1850). (See also Pcttman Africandtrisms

fur many other specific names.)
19*8 Observer i July 3 The hi-slory of the industry begins

with the mining of crocidnlite, commonly known as "Cape
Blue asbestos, in the Cape Province, in 1891. 189a CouPER
Mixed llumewity il 20 Cape carts, driven by Malays and
•Cape boys, rattled tip and down the streets in numbers,

1896 F. C. SElx>t'S Sunshine ^ Storm V) This force was,

however, augmented by about 150 Cape bo>-s, chiefly

Amaxosa K.-i!iri and Zulus, 1S77 Lauv Baiker Yenrt
Housekeeping in S. Africa i. (1894) 17 It was decided that 1

ought to take a drive in a * Cape cart. 1881 Statham Blncks,

Boers, 4- Brit. 53 Do you know what a Cape cart is ? It is a
peculiar, but pleasant, institution—something like what was
once in England called a ' Whitechapel '. 1910 BucMAH
Prester John vii, The halfK3wie who called him * Sir ' and
drove his Cape<art. 1878 A. K. Johnstons A/rica nxiii.

38J With the 'south-easter' or "Cape Doctor '. blowing

most frequently from November to March. 1881 Statham
Blacks, Boers, + Brit. 54 For it is here that the celebrated

»outh.easter—the ' Cape Doctor ', as Anglo-Indians were in

olden days wont to call it—blows its strongest. And the

'Cape Doctor's' strongest is no joke. 1890 Annie .Ma>tin

Home Life on an Ostrich Farm 15 That rough but benevo-

lent south-east wind, which, owing to its kindly property of
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sweeping away the germs of disease, is called 'the Cape
doctor '. 1836 New Monthly Mag, u. 45S The *Cape Dutch
..possess many estimable qualities. 1850 ArPLEVARo Kafir
Lang. II note^ A grammar, [with] ' Proeve van Kaapsch
Taaleigen \ where the peculiarities of Cape-Dutch usage are
exposed. 185a Punch 3 July ig/i They've christened me
Zekoe—that's Cape Dutch for Sea-Cow! 1804 J. Barrow
7'rav. Southern A/rica l?g7S II. 82 The Gardenia
Tkunbergia, or the wild *Cape Jessamine. 1858 'J'eresa

ViELE Following the Drum 58 Cape jessamine hedges.

1900 Ralph Towards Pretoria i. 58 * *Cape people *, who
look like negroes, but are a mixture of Dutch, Hottentots,
and Bushmen. 1798 Lady Anne Barnard S. Africa a
Century Ago (igroij 157 Of course, it was a *Cape waggon;
any other sort, .is impossible, .for such an excursion. 1837

J. E. Alexander Narr. Voy. Obsen>. xiv, 348 It is quite

astonishing to a stranger what severe work Cape wagons
undergo without injury.^ 1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's
Life S. Afr. (1851) 1. ii. 22 The Cape waggon is a large
and powerful, yet loosely-constructed vehicle, running on
four wheels.

Capelet (k^i-plet). [f. Cape j-^.2
-i- -let.] A

small cape.
i^xa Home Chat i June 444/2 The new Ptirltan capelet of

white lawn.

Capeliue. 3. Add : In recent times, a hat for

a girl or woman, having a wide brim often consist-

ing of many folds of muslin, or the like.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 13 July 3/2 A girl.. in a black muslin
capeline with a band round the crown and a big front how
of vivid cerise. 1901 Daily News 11 Feb. 3/2 The black
tulle capeline made with a brim of perhaps twenty to thirty

double folds of tulle. 1998 Observer 12 Feb. 33 Later on,

brims will widen, andcapclinesofa particularly picturesque

type will accompany the dainty dresses worn in the afternoon.

Capellina (kapel'rna). U.S. [Sp.] A name
given iu the western mining districts of the United

States to the bell or cover under which mercury is

separated from the amalgam by distillation.

ax87s H. W. Halleck (Cent. Diet.).

Capetian (kap/*Jian), a. [ad. F. Capitien^

Pertaining to the third dynasty of French kings,

founded by Hugh Capet in a. D. 987. Also as sb.

1836 Penny CycL VI. 964/1 The third, or, . . Capetian
dynasty of French princes. 1839 K. H. Digby Mores Cath.
IX. xi, (1847) III. 161/3 The Capetians, whose title dates

from Robert-Ie-fort. xoag Belloc Joan ofArc it- 39 From
him all the Kings were descended, and that Crown Capetian
which was the centre and prop of the world and the eye of
Chiistendom.

Capilotade* Delete t*?^-*"- and add later quots.

:

189a Encycl. Pract. Cookery (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 284/1

Capilotade.. is literally the French term for a hash or ragout,

consisting usually of giblets and pieces of cold meat or

poultry, \^A Mrs. MarsltalCs Cookery Bk. 121 Capiloude
of Sweetbread.

Capital, a. and sb,^ Add: A. 6. O. Delete

\Obs. and add quots.

:

x^^XnMariners Mirror (i()26) XII. 39(> They are between
the I. of Wight and Portland with 45 sail, 12 of which are

capital ships. 1679 Pepvs Mem, Koyal Nany (1690) 8 A
Force additional to all this of Thirty Capital Sliips. 1793
Ld. Howk in Barrow Life (1B38) 214 Under a repeated fire

from three or four of their capital ships. 1803 D. Macpher-
»oN Ann. Commerce III. 250 They, .took from our English

East'India company their most important fort..; they also

took one of that company's capital ships.

x^o^ Hansard's I*arl. Deb. 1. 11 10/2 Mr. Robert Harcourt
asked the First Lord of the .Admiralty if he was prepared

to give an official definition of the term capital ship?^ Mr.
M'Kenna: Ihe Board of Admiralty have never sanctioned

the official use of the term, and they do not deem it ex*

pedient to do so. 1919 Daily Tel. 11 Aug. 9/6 The battle-

fleet force became a vast assemblage of capital ve.ssels,

cruisers, light cruisers, destroyers and submarines. 1933

igth Cent. Jan. ao There is no structure which employs so

many trades in its building and equipment as a capital ship.

19*8 Britain's Industr. Future {Liberal Ind. Inquiry) v.

XXX. 426 A capital'ship base at Singapore.

B. 3. Also, the general body of capitalists or

cmployersof labour, esp. with regard to its political

interests and claims. (Cf. Laboub sb. 2 b.)

1869 Lftgt. Mechanic 4 June 237/3 We might feel inclined

to despair over the chances of Giant Capital and Dwarf
Labour ever working harmoniously.

6. (attrib. use of 3.) capita/ bonus, a pro rata

bonus distributed in shares ; capital goods, com-
modities forming capital; capita! levy, the confisca-

tion by the state of a proportion of all property.

X89S Min. Proe. fnst. Civil Eng. CXXII. 224 When the

North-Iilastern Railway Company. -includes the cost of

between three and four hundred locomotives, which had pre-

sumably been charged to revenue, in the capital stock without

any increase in capital account. Ibid. 234 The engine-miles

run (excluding those by 'capital* engines) were 58,202,648.

1919 Sir D. Maclean in Hansards Pari. Debates CXVI.
235, I do not see how you can have a capital levy under war
conditions. x9ao R. SIuir Liberalism <y Industry 178 If

a capital levy can be proved the best way.. out of our

difficulties. X9a8 Britain's Industr. Future {Liberal Ind.

Inquiry) L 1. 1 1 Ihe iron and steel and the engineering trades,

which are largely concerned with providing capital goods.

1939 Evening News 18 Nov, 14/3 A capital bonus of 20 per

cetii. was distributed in 8 percent. Second Preference shares.

Capitalistic, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1873 in Doc. Hist. Amer. Industr, Soc. (1910) IX. 371 The
growth of capitalistic association and monetary institution.

Capitalistically (kse:pitaU*stikali), adv. [f.

Capitalistic: see -ically.] In a capitalistic

manner.
19SX Glasgow Herald 24 June 9 When the concern was

capitalistically owned. 19*4 Lkys Kenya 360 Those tropical

industries that are capitalistically conducted.
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Camtalization. Add :

1, b. The snm or fignre resulting from the action

of converting into capital.

1906 Dmily Ckrcn. 13 Feb. 5/1 The companies have a
capitalisation of SoiOoo,ooo dols.

3. (Modem examples.)
190X Sampson in MiiiotCs Lyr. if Dram. Pomis p. v, The

text follows the first editions as closely as modern speUing,

capitalization and punctuation permit, 1906 R. L. Ramsay
in SkeUcn^s ilf*^w^(E.E.T.S.) p. xx, The orthography is

that of the original ; punctuation and capitalization ate

modern.

Capitalize, v. Add :

1. D. To invest with capital, U,S,

X89S Detwer Times 5 Mar. 8/4 The I.X.L. Candy com*
pany . . is capitalized, and has 100 shares of stock. 1897 Daily
Ntwt 13 Mar. 2/2 This Company is very moderately
capitalised at j£ 80,000 in Shares of j^i each.

C. To make capital out of, turn to account. Also
absol, as.
1996 Publishers* JVeekiy 22 May 1701 The book-stores and

the libraries can capitalize on that same interest. Hid.
29 May 1795 The publishers., do not intend to capitalize the
publicity.

3. (Earlier U.S. example.) A\%omvbl.sb.=nQxt.
X764 Ace. Coll. New Jersey 25 All these compositions.

.

are critically examined with respect to the. . pointing, capi-

talizing, with other minutiae. x8q<> W. CuNNrNCHAM Jr. Let.
to 7. Adams 23 Sept., I capitalized the prophetic parts of
the letter.. and italicized the Latin.

Capitalling (krepitaliij), vbl. sh. [f. Capital*

ji.2 + -iNGl.] The furnishing of a word with a
capital letter.

X683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc.y Printing 261 The Correcter.

,

examines the Proof, and considers the Pointing, Italicking,

Capitalling, or any error. 1770 Luckombe Hist. Printing
249 Some [authors] give tliemselvcs no concern about
capitaling. 1904 Athenxutn 13 Feb. 210/2 The first varia-

tion, apart from detail of pointing and capitalling, is in line

17. 1905 Ibid. 14 Oct. 507/3 The 'copy' is marked by
Shelley's usual peculiarities of spelling.., capitalling, and
punctuation.

Capitao (kapz'ta'o). Also capitow, capito.

[Pg., = Captain.] A head-man, leader of a gang,
etc., in Africa.

X899 Daily News ai Mar. j/j Parties of villagers who
elect to work on the lines are in charge of the ' Capitows ',

or gang-leaders. 1925 Cftambers^s Jrnl. OcL 655/2 Accom-
panied by ray ' capita^ ', I reached the river bank. 1926
Blackw. Mag. Apr. 550/1 Our Safari consisted of A. an<l
myself, two capiios (headmen), a few personal boys and
gun-bearers, and forty-six porters.

Capitol. 2. 6'".^. (Earlier and later examples.)
X699 Acts Assembly Virginia (1727) I. 205 An Act direct-

ing the Building the Capitol and the City of Williams-
burgh, &c. x7o6 Col. Virginia St. Papers 1. 109 The main
street . . extending from the Capitol to ye utmost Limits of the
City Westward. 1782 Jefferson Notes Virginia (1787) 254
The only public buildings worthy mention are the Capitol,
the Palace,. .all of them in Williamsburg... The Capitol is

a light and airy structure. 1795 J. Scott U. S. Gazetteer
s-v. IVaskiugton (D.C). The capitol is now building and is

situated upon a beautiful eminence. x8i8 Melish Trav.
U.S. Z44 Soon after this, the stage stopped, at Steele's
hotel, nearly opposite the CapttoL 1878 J. H. Beadlb
IVestem Wilds xxvi. 415 On the crest of the central one,
which slopes evenly toward all the cardinal points, stands
the capitol. 1888 Harpers Mag. June 50/1 The part of tlie

Capitol which is completed (Senate Chamber, House of
Representatives, Library, Historical Society, etc.).

etttrib. xBjs J. Mauris Gazetteer o/' Virginia 189 Beside
the statue it is still in contemplation to erect a superb monu-
ment to the memory of Washington on the capitol square.
1869 S. Bowles OurNew IVestiv. 89 Aquarter section just
out there on the blutf.. where the capitol buildings and the
fine residences will all be located.

Capitoline, a- Add : Also, of the Capitol at

^Vashington.
1906 Nation (N.Y.) 9 Aug. 120 The descent of that grave

historian . . upon the capitoline lobby.

Ca^itulum. Add :

3, D. BoL In characeous plants, a head-cell borne
by each manubrium.
1875 Bennett & Dver tr. Sachs* Bet. 520. 1875 Huxley
& Martin Elem. Biol. (1877) 45 At the free end of the manu-
brium is a rounded body, the capitulum^ wltich bears six
smaller, secomiary capit^la. 1898 tr. Strasburger's Bot.
339 Each manubrium terminates in a knob-Uke cell or
capiiulum, from which a large number of short cells grow
out into the cavity of the antheridium.

Capless (kaeples), a. [f. Cap sb."^ + -less.]
Without a cap, having no cap,
X840 Galt Demon Destiny viii. 53 His hoary hair

streamed capless. 1891 Daily News 30 July 2/7 He could
not have a capless maid to answer the door. 1904 H. G.
Wells Pood of Gods i. ii. 22 A very little old woman,
capless, with dirty white hair.

Capo tasto (ka-po ta*sto), Mus. Also capo-
dastro. [It., lit. ' head stop '.] A device consisting
of a bar or moveable nut attached to the finger-
board of a stringed instrument for the purpose of
raising the pitch of all the strings at once.
1876 Stainer & Babrett Did. Mus, Terms 75 The capo

tasto, or capodastro as it is sometimes called, is screwed
over the strings on to the finger-board and forms a tem-
porary nut. xS8o Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 306/2 The con-
struction of a capo tasto varies according to the stringing
and shape of the neck of the instrument it is to be applied
ta 1897 AT^nyff NavyCo^. Soc. PriceLisi, Capodastros.

Cappa (kae-pa). EccL [It. : see Cape sb:^ A
cloalc (cf. Capa) ; a cloak forming part of a reli-

gious habit; a cope.

X859 J. Morris S. Thomas Becket viL (1885) 79 (S. Thomas
of Canterbury] put on a black cappa, which was closed all

round and reached his feet.. .The black cappa with lambs-
wool.. was not the monastic habit of his monks of Christ
Church. It was that of the Black Canons Regular, to which
order Merton Abbey belonged. 1867 R. Paijmer Philip
Howard 15 In tropical climates where the cappa is less

worn. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 14 July 7/2 The rich, flowing
'cappa' of the Archbishop.

Cappadocian (koepad<?u*Jian), a, and sb. [f.

Cappoiiocia : see -an.] Of or pertaining to, or an
inhabitant or native of, Cappadocia, an ancient

kingdom of Asia Minor, now a part of Asiatic

Turkey.
c X789 Enc^cl, Brit. (1797) IV. 139/2 The Cappadocians

at. first fancied themselves obliged to their new protector.

Ibid, 141/1 We have now no system of the Cappadocian
laws, 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 272/1 The Cappadocians were
very generally known during the Roman occupation of their
country for their unprincipled and vicious character. 1845
Etuycl. Metrop. XIV. 253/1 The Cappadocian horses have
been the theme of much deserved panegyric from the jiens

of several historians. 1876 Enjycl. Brit. V. 74/2 In the time
of Herodotus, the Cappadocians occupied tne whole region
from the chain of Mount Taurus on the south to the shores
of the Eu.xine. 1924 D, G. Hocartii Kings of Hittites
(1926) 7 Between their Cappadocian honieUnaand their
south-Tauric client-states.

Capped. Add

:

3. D. Of a projectile ; Having a soft steel cap or
nose to facilitate penetration,
1902 Westm. Gaz. 28 May g/i The superior penetrating

power of capped shot. 1905 Kyitock fml. July-Sept. 127
We have shown you that at 300 yds., if you want * shock',
what the Axlte capped bullet will do.

4. {Kx^Ta'^lG oi capped elbow.

^

igcA Animal Managem. 330 Capped elbo7v is the term
applied to the swelling which results from a bruise to the
skin at the point of the elbow from lying on hard ground,
sharp stones, and in shod animals sometimes on the shoe.

Capper, sb.'^ Add :

4. One who or that which caps ; in various tech-
nical senses.

1884 Knight ZP/c/. Mech. Suppl., Capper, a tool used m
placing the priming cap on its seat in the rear end of the
metallic .shell. 1890 Pall Mali Gaz. 28 June 4/3 Emplo>'ed
by the prosecuting firm [of perfumers] as 'cappers'. 1921
Diet, Occup. Terms (1927) § 138 Glass cafper, cuts ofT glass
as it leaves tubes of glass blowing machine. Ibid. § 459
Capper^ bottle,.. ^xts a small paper, tin, or lead foil cover
over corks of bottles.

5. A confederate in a gambling game ; a dummy
bidder at an auction. U.S. slang.
1871 ScHELE DE Vere Americanisms (1872) 319 Cappers

they [' strikers'] are called, when the game is the famous
'X'hree-Card Monte. 1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds i'li.

51 Crowd of.. gamblers, * cappers', and saloon-keepers.
1893 Harper's Mag. Apr. 712/2 Professional 'boomers*
with a retinue of surveyors and cappers and strikers, in-
vaded the State. iqi^Mulfokd Coming of Cassidyvii. 109
He glanced around swiftly, trying to locate the cappers,
but tiiey were not to be seen.

Capping, vb/. sb. Add

:

1. d. The practice of taking a definite sum of
money for a day's hunting from si non-subscriber
to the hunt. (See *Cap sb.l 6.)
1890 Pall Mall Gaz. 26 Feb. 3/1 The proceeds of the

capping should go to a damage fund. 1897 Daily News
16 Jan. 7/6 It has just been decided by the Hunt Committee
to introduce the 'capping 'system into the Quorn country
next season.

Cap-slieaf. [Cap sb.^ 1 9.]

1. 1 he top-sheat of a shock or rick. Also^;^.
1800 Aurora (Philad.) 8 Apr. (Th.) Goodrich a cap-siieaf,

won't be led. 1805 K. W. Dickson Pract. Agrlc. II. 793
These [hattocksj. .are exposed to the action of the sun and
air by taking off the hood, or cap-sheaves, in the day-time.
1844 W. Baknes Poems Rur. Life Gloss. 292 Capsheaf^
a small sheaf of straw forming the tip of a thatched rick.

2. Something which is the climax or acme. Phr,
To put the cap'Sheaf on, U.S,
181s Massachusetts Spy 31 May (Th.) This is the crowner,

the cap-sheaf. 1834 Georgian (Savannah) 26 July 3/2 This
is indeed the cap sheaf of outrage^ 1840 J. P. Kennedy
Quodlibet 26 The commissioner came this way and put the
cap-sheaf on Michael's worldly fortune. 1846-52 Mrs.
WHiTCHEEfK/V(7wi.V<&///'a/tfriix. 88 (Jfall the strains ever
I heerd of I should think that was the cap sheef. 1871 Mrs.
Stowe Sam Lawson 185 That put the cap-sheaf on for Bill

Capsian (kae*psian), a. ArchaeoL [f. the place-
name Capsa^ old form of Gafsa, Tunis.] Of or
belonging to the palaeolithic period of culture
following the Mousterian, as represented by the
flint implements found at Gafsa in Tunis.
I92X R. A. S. Macalister Textbk. European Archxol.

I- 537 1"o the Mousterian succeeds the stage to which de
Morfjan has given the name Captian or Capsian...The
Capsian thus corresponds chronologically to the European
Upper Paleolithic, and culturally to the Aurignacian stage.
X928 C. Dawson A^e of the Godst, 17 The contemporary
art of South-east Spain, the region of the Capsian culture.

Capsize, z/. Add: 2. b. Of wines (see quot.).
x888 EncycL Brit. XXIV. 603/3 Sometimes a wine will

' capsize '
: the alcohol and the acid disappear and what was

wine becomes an insipid undrinkable liquid.

Capstan. 2. Add .- capstan labourer^ -man
\

capstan table, a round table on a column, often
with a revolving top.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 94 ^Capstan labourer.

X889 P. H. Emerson Engl. Idyls 67 On deck, a country-
man who had shipped as '*capstan -man, was standing

for'ard with the master. 1921 Did. Occup. Terms (ig2j)iyo$
Capstan man. ., moves trucks in gocxis depot by depressing
foot lever actuating automatic capstan. Ibid. % 741 Capstan
man, operates capstan,, .allows capstan to revolve,, .etc.

1921 Glasgow Herald i June 9 Cranemen, capstanmen, and
others. 1927 Daily Tel. 31 May 4/1 An old EngHsli
' ^capstan ' writing table.

Capsuli-, capsulo-. Add : Capsule*tomy,
the incision of the capsule of the eye, spec, in

operations for cataract.

1907 Practitioner Dec. 778 The operation of capsulotomy
for some cases of acute nephritis with threatened suppres-
sion of urine.

Capsulitis (ksepslMbinis). Path, [f. Cap-
sule 4- -rns.] Inflammation of a capsule (e.g. of the
eyeball).

X848 DusGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7). 1899 W. F. Nonis
if C. A. Oliver's Dis. Eye IV. 235 Aqueous capsulitis.

Captaincy. Add :

4- Captaincy-general = *CAPTAiM-GEliERALCT,
1846 Worcester (citing Murray).

Captain-generalcy. The office or province
of a captain-genernl. So Captain-g'eneralship.
X846 Worcester (citing Sat. Mag.), Captain-generalcy.

1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 412/1 'Ilie captain-generalcy of
Venezuela had then been under the Spanish crown two
hundred and forty years. 1898 Daiiy Nezvs 28 Nov. 7/4
Before the colonies had secured their independence four of
them were rated as Vicero3'alties, and five as Captain-
Generalships. Ibid. 10 Dec. 6/1 Promotion to the Captatn-
Generalshtp of Cuba. 1900 Ibui. 9 May 9/3 .\. headquarter
[cj'clist] corps in London, of which hit. A. J. Balfour had
accepted the Captain Generalcy.

Ca'ptaining, vbl. sb. [f. Captain v. + -ing i.]

Acting as the captain of a side.

1903 iVestm. Gaz. 28 May 8/2 On fielding and on cap-
taining. 1904 Daily Chron. 10 Aug. 7/3 Their captaining
capacities.

Caption, sb. 2. Delete ^Obs. and add quot. :

X922 Public Opinion 14 July 36, i Genius like hers stands
above envy and caption.

4. Add earlier U.S. examples and examples of

recent English use, now esp. associated with cine-

matographic productions.

1789 J. Madison Writ. (1904) V. 355 You will see in the
caption of the address that we have pruned the ordinary
stile of the degrading appendages of Excellency, Esqrs.
&c. X82X Mttssachusetts Spy 24 Oct. (Th.) [The statute] is

under the caption of * tees m the Secretary's office '. 1836
G. 'I. Chapman Serm. 256 The result Mather gives us
under this caption :

—
' Determination given by a late assem-

bly ' [etc.).

1920 Glasgow Herald 23 July 7 The Speaker said that
this part of the bill—the caption, he believed was its pioper
title—was not submitted to the House. 1923 Yorkshire
Post 17 Dec. 6/8 A continuous alternation of pictures and
those pieces of text that are, one believes, known as captions.

Caption, v. £f. the sb.] trans. To provide with
a caption, heading, or title ; to entitle,

toai Science 22 Nov. 808 An effective poem.. captioned
'The Song of the Innuit '. 19x2 Jack London .S'on of Sun
VII. ii. It uieans the feathers of the sun. Thus does this base
interloper caption himself. 1927 Observer 37 Nov. 14/5
[His] article captioned * Cecil Sharp*.

Captivate, v. 1. (Later U.S. example.)
X840 C. F, Hoffman Greyslaer I. x. 114 Wc can captivate

those chaps complete,.. if they only move a little further
down stream.

Captive, a. and sb. A, 1. b. Add quots. for

captive ballooti and the like. Captive mirror^ cap-

tive purse ^ etc, fittings of a Lidy's hand-bag which
are secured by means of chains.
X878 Sci. A mer. Sufpl, VI. 2429 The great *captive balloon

at Paris. 1885 Sci. Amer. 21 Nov. 32S/3 The .first captive
balloon of Mr. Von's make, provided with his hydrogen gas
apparatus and windlass for ascents and descents. 1905
Aeronautical Jml. IX. 14 Captive Balloon Photography.
1898 Army Sf Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List No. 67. 971
•Captive Golf Ball. X923 Daily Mail 12 June 7 Silk hand-
bag. . . Fitted *captive mirror. 1923 Weekly Dispatdi 13 May
14 Crocodile Calf handbag... Fitted ^c^tive purse.

Capture, sb. Add :

1. b. Physical Geog. The process by which a
stream by headwater erosion encroaches on tlie

basin of a stream at a higher level, and diverts the

upper waters of the latter into its own channel ; also

the point of such diversion ; said also of a glacier.

1898 Geogr. Jml. (R.G.S.) XI. 441 M. Meunier explains
the distribution of erratics in the neighbourhood of the Alps
by the 'capture' of one glacier by another, the head of
which has eaten back through the dividing wall, and thus
tapped the ice-supply. 1908 J. Lo»as m. Nature Book I.

265 Standing at the elbow of the capture of the Hodder,
and looking seawards.

Capture, v. Add :

b. Physical Geog. Of a river or glacier: To
divert by capture (see prec. i b).

1900 Geogr. frnl. (R.G.S.) XVI. 36 It may then have
happened that whole basins, like that of Lake Mascardi,
tiramed formerly towards Nahuelhuapl, have been captnred
towards the Pacific slopes. zoo8 J. Lomas in Nature Book
I. 166 Along the Vale of York, where the rocks are softer

than those of the Pennines or East Yorkshire, the l>on sent
up a tributary and successively captured the rivers to form
what is now the Ouse.

Caput. 4. Add : caput lupinum (lit., wolfs
head), an outlaw : see Wolf*s-head 2.

ici-ji^ Encycl. Brit. (1797) IV. 156/1 .\n outlawed felon
was said to have caput lupinum.\ X841 Macaulav £"«,,
W. Hastings (1861) 603 Did it lie in their mouths to contend



CAB. 157 CAKBORUNDITM.
that a foreign settler who establishes an empire in India b a

cafiut iupinum 1 iS8SGttart£tan 4 Apr. 488/2 The National

League, if it did not fonnally decree the death of Fitzmanrice

for disobedience to its orders, at least proclaimed him as a

Car, sb,^ Add

:

1. e. = Motor cak.

S896 D. Farman Auto-cars 133 TIN latter drove with a
daring which may have been dangerous to himself, but

which never affected his car. Ibid, 135 The three cars

which came in next after Mr. Levassor's were all Peugeot

cars. 1900 W. W. Bf.acmokt Motor Vehicles 1. 615 Hiil-

dimbing trials alone would not of course be sufficient as

« test of the vrearing power or durability of a car. 1909
Harmswokth Motors ^ Motor Driving 23 The first car

built by the Daimler Company at Coventry.

2. (Earlier example.)
1831 AV/«' Register to Sept. XLI. ai The cars now leave

Schenectady at a little after 12 M.
b. ellipl, A car-load.

1867-8 Trans. IlL Agric. Soc. VII. 446 A fanner had far

better send.. one car of good sbeep in the twelve months,
than six cars of each of bad breed.

4. b. The cage of an elcTator, U.S,
1004 iV. K Even. Post 2 Feb. 2 The elerator man seemed

to lose control of the elevator at the fifth floor. The car

ninide a sheer drop from the fourth story to the basement.

6. car-constittction, -drive., -owfur,

1907 IVestiii. Goi, 98 Aug. 42 The whole lines of "car-

consiraciion arc changing. 19*4 Geikie Long Life's Wk.
220 We had long walks and still longer *car-drives. 1905
Daily Ckron, la July 6/3 It is now proposed that all "car-

owner members shall have commissions, and that motor-

O'dc members shall have the rank of sergeant.

b. car-body,'door., -fare^-korsey -hous€, -line,-'ridt,

-shed, 'trackj -wheels -window, (U.S. examples.)
1838 Civil Eng. <V ArckU. yrnl. 1. 390/1 The truck is

gui<Ied by the 'carbody with . . mathematical precision.

1863 ' G. Hauiltom' Calt-Dayt 23 'Ihe heads of the two
columns collide near the •car-door. 185W ' Fanny Ferm '

Cinger-SHa/t 183 What troubles me most is, whether I am to

pay six cents for "car-f-tre. 1808 Marc. Dkland Olii Chester
Tales 243, I might not be able to get back in a hurry, I

mightn't have my car-fare, i^oo (A mer.) Dini. Notes li.

16 A fish-scale.. is the nickel with which a [Yale] student

pays bis car-fare. 1901 Scribners Mag. XXIX. 423/1 If I

should spend my savings in car-fare from place to place.

19*7 M. H. NoMii Veil V. 38 A *car'horse, sure-footed and
genctally weaihcrbeaten.. completed this part of bis pur-

chase. xSjo Boston Almanac 72 From the 'Car House in

Boeton to Uie Car House in Salem. 1859 Bartlett Diet,

Amer, (ed. 2), CarJtouse, a building in which railrOM) cars

are kept. ifta8 P. L. Foru Hon. Feter Stirling 365 All the

*car lines took off their cars. Trucks disappeared from the

streets, x^iom Vihn^K-H Abner Danitl q$ Now 1 havealong
•car-ride before me, and it's growing late. Jbid. 36 It was
near the ancient-looking brick *car-shcd under which the

irmam of two main lines ran. 187s Field f^ forest I. 36 One
can hardly fail to notice theihrifty young trees.. as they line

each wde of the 'car tracks. i89i L/S. Kep. Free. Met. 6»
The kind of car track employed can be allowed to control the

grade within certain Kmits. 1887 C B. Gkorck 40 Vrt, 0m
^A/V iv. 67 Richard Norton Allen, the inrentor of the famous
paper *car.wbeel catted by his name. 1854 Mary J. Houtss
Tempest ^ Sunshine xvii. 239 From the car windows Fanny
watched the long bine line of bills. 1973 J. H. Bcadlb
Untieuel. West xx. 53 From a car window one may note a
curious though very gradual, .change in soil and climates

CaTf F. Add : KXsointr. : To go by car,

if07 Daily Ckron. 23 Sept. 4/4 Yoo just get out of your
train, walk or 'car* toyouf bold.

Carabideons (kjer&bi-dAs), a. Ent, [f. Caba-
Bll> -I- -Eous.] Of or pcrtainm^ to the Carabida^
S83S J. Duncan Beetles (NaL Lib.) 119 The majority of

caraoraeoos iitsects secrete an acrid and caustic fluid. 1835
(see Square a. \\. 1889 A. K. Wallace Dartoinism 44 The
cnrioas little carabideous beetles of the genas Notiop^ilua.

Caracal (kse-rdkMl). Also -oule, karacul.
[Ross.] A kind offar, avariety of aslnkhan; alsoa

kind o? cloth made in imitation of this. AlaoalfriS.
xS94 U^ettm. Gas. 20 Sepc 3/3 Here ts fashion's forecast for

the winter season :—Bloc the leading colour. . . Caracule the
popabr fiir. Ibid, 4 Oct. 3/3 The nnost striking of this

season's productions te caracule-^liKb, which doccly re-

aenablct me fisr o( that name. 1894 Qu^sm 97 Oct. 739/3
A * Caracule' plush, which simulates that fashionable fur.

1895 Army 4 Neevy C^^^p. Soc. Friee List 1095 Asirachans
&c. . . Black Caracul. X898 Detily News 15 Oct. 6/4 A tight-

fitting caracul with revers of chinchilla. 19*9 Daily Express
a6 Jan. %Jtl The smarter coats are generally collared with a
flat fur. These include astrachan, krimma, aad caracul, in

black, beige, or grej^

Caramel, sb. Add

;

d. The colour of carame}, brown.
1^)09 Deuly Mirror a Oct. 10/3 Caramel is the oane for

vario«is ftew shades o{ brown. 19*7 Daily Express 12 Mar.
3/5 Carajnel, a useful li^i browrii suitable for all kind^ of
walking costumes.

Caramel, v. Add : intr. To turn into caianael.

1887 Century Mag. Nov. 114/1 He s«eks to keep the
temperature down 10 130*. If K is too high some of the
sucrose will 'invert* or 'caramel' into glucose. >^97
Year^, US. Pept. Agric. 515 The sugar in the milk
carameH in baking and browns the cm.U.

Carancha, vanar.t of *CARiiAzrcHA.

Caraaffoid (karx-ijt^oid), a.aDd sb. [f. mod-L.
CarangiJm, a family oi fi&he&-f -oix>.] Pertaining

to or resemblioj;, or wie of the, Carangidse.
1888 GoooE Amer, Ftshts 226 The Cavally and other

Carangoids.

Carapacial (karrap^/t&i), d. [f. Ca&apagm +
-lAL.] Of or pertaining to a carapace.
1880 Huxi.RY Crayfish \v, S17 The lateral portions of tbe

carapocial tidge;.

So Carapacic (kaerap^"sik) a,

1903 Ann. .5- Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. VII. XI. 44a The cara-
pacic portion of the dorsal scute.

Carapato, v.-iriant of Carrapato-
Caravan, sb* Add : 3. b. A company of tra-

vellers, traders, or emigrants, with their wagons,
mules, or packhorses, esp. in the Western States;
a train (^wagons, etc.), U.S.
1791 W. Bartram Trav. Carolina etc (1792) 376 Our

caravan consisting of about twenty men and sixty horses,
we made a formidable appearance. 1S05 L.. Dow Trav,
Wks. x8o6 II. <jo They, with their caravan, took the right-
hand road to Pittsburgh, to go down the Ohio, to Natchez.
1817 S. R. Brown IVestem Gaz, 77 General Harrison
..was accompanied in his inarch through the wilderness
by a cara^-an of waggons. 1843 Faknham Trav. IVestern
Prairies I. 34 He also divides the caravan into two parts,

each of which forms a column when on march. X87Z
ScHEtE DB Vere Americanisms (1872) 105 The earaz>an
is quite at home in New Mexico and Sonora, although fre-

Juently called there by its Spanish name, conducia. 1897
. L. Allen CJwir /nvisiblen., (1918) 9 A company of travel-

rs with pack-horses—one of the caravans across tbe desert
of the Western woods,
attrib. 1846 Sage Seems Rocky Mis. (1859) 37 The cara-

van animals securely picketed, .occupied an area of several

acres. ax86i Winthrop jfohn Brent xi. (1862) 120, 1 must
wait for some artist., who can perceive the poetry ofAmeri-
can caravan-life.

Caravan, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To convey by
caravan.
1898 G. W. Stekvbks With Kitchener to Khartum 118

The Greek gets his stuff up everj'where :..he caravans it

with a double-barrelled rifle on his shoulder.

Caravaueer. Add: b. One who lives or

travels in a caravan.
1893 Comkill Mag, Mar. 3S8 The joy of the caravaneer

was ours.

Caravanner (keen^avcenai). Also -aner. [f.

Caravan j^. + -ee1.] a. One who lives and travels

in a caravan (esp. on a pleasure toar). b. The
conductor of a caravan in the East. (Cf, prcc.)
19x6 C'tess ^-on .Arnim {tide) The Caravaners, ^ 1913

M eekly LHspatck 21 Jan. 5 Victor Maclaglen, who gives a
magniticent performance as a gipsy king in tbe story, was
urged to prolong his stay by the caravanners. 19*9 Daily
Tel. 22 Jan. 11/3 There is flttlc doubt that information
which caravanners gave me yesterday has now reached
Kabul.

Carbide. Add : ip€C, Short for * calcium car-

bide '.

1898 \V. E. GiitBS Lighiine by Aeetylens yo Water from
a:) elevated reservoir enters T until the carbule is reached.
S904 A. B. ¥. Young Compi. Motorist 257 Carbide lamps give
a beautiful light when they are working property.

Carbo-* Add : carbo-hydrogen ; -kydrous, -nu-

thylic adjs. ; caxbo-cjolic a.^ containing a ring of

carbon atoms only ; carbo-dynan>it6, a patented

explosive, in which iii>e charcoal is used as the

absorbent.
1899 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXXVI. 1. 59 •Carbocyclic Com.

ponoos. 1004 Nature 11 Aug. 341 i The stability of carbo-
c>'clic and beterocyclic chains. t888 Times 3 Oct. -^x Some
*cartxM]ynamite, which had lain for eight months ui water.

s866 Odlihg Anim. Chem. 75 The *carbo-hydrogen of vege-
table tiuue. 1881 Ann. Rep. Smithsonian imstit. 393 The
*carbohydroas material which is present in the plant. 1838
R. D. Thomson in BritishAnnual 323 *Carbo-aiethylic acid.

Carb<^yclratai Add : Also attrib.

i880 frnt. Chem. Soc. LIV. 972 Acid in Healthy and
Disordered Stomachs during a Carbo.hydrate Diet. 1900
U'estm, Gas. 21 Dec. 3 'a Concerning malt liquors, we are

told that the large quantity of carbohydrate matter in them
letcl. 1906 Camegre Trust Rep. 22 The carbohydrate mate-
ri.al and ferments of blood. 191* Practitioner Jan. 129, I

want toIn^Bt that pyorrhoea atveolaria is a local diseasedue
to germ, or carbohydrate-germ.

Carbolic^ o. Add : Also ellipt. for r. acid.

1907 M. C. Hasris Tents of Wicksdness 1. iv. 58 The stone
fl'^urs are so cold, and there is such a smell of carboUc

Carbon, sb. Add

:

1. b. A form of diamond, the black diamond or

carbonado.
1869 Engl. Mechanic 20 Aug. 475/x Diamond or carbon

(the latter name is preferred) stands the severest tests for

mechanical purposes withont afiporent wear. 1903 Westm,
Gas. 6 Jooe 9/s 'Black diamoDds'..technically Known as
* carbons*.

o. Short for *carbon-paper. Hence attrib. tarbon

copy.

1805 CotxvNS Typists* Mesn. 55 Errors mtist not be erased
while the carbons are in the machine. Ibid.^ Carbon copies.

S913 E. P. Sabcbkt Technique c/Phot^lay 1$ For carbon
copies get tbe carbon second sheets, soso Kosk Macaulay
PoiteristH t. iv. 46 Jane extracted carbons from a drawer
and fitted them to her paper.

3. a. carbon-bronse, an alloy used ki jonmal-
bearings to prevent friction ; carbon-paper, {a)

in photography, paper used in carbon-printing; (^)

thin paper coated on one side with a preparation of

lamp-black, used between two papers to make a
duplicate copy of what is written on the upper
sheet fearlier called *carbonic paper).
1S84 Knight Diet. Mech. SuppL, *Carbon bronze. 2876

*}rnl, Chem, Sot. XXXIV. 919 'Carbon-paper rendered
Sensitive without a Chrome-Hath. 1895 Collyns Typists'

Man, 55 In correcting the carbon copies, a narrow strip of
carbon paper should be placed upon the ribbon to prevent
the corrections being conspicuous.

Carbon, v. [f. the sb.J intr, or pass. Of the

engine of a motor car : To become coated with
carbon deposit. Const, with up.
19x2 Daily Mail 28 Nov. 6 [A motor engine] longer to car-

bon up and easier to decarbonise than its rivals. 1925 Mot-Hs
Oitmer's Man. 70 Thanks to good carburation, the Morris
engine carbons up very slowly. 1938 Detily Express 3 Aug. 9
Even if the engine is carboneii up, you get wonderful pulling.

Carbona (kajbJu--na). Mining, An irregular

mass of ore, usually found in the vicinity of a lode.

185s Leifchild Corn-wall ^q The formation of the tin ore
in this mine is very singular, and is provincially termed
carbona. 1875 J. H. COLUNS Metal Mining G]oss.

Carbonado (kaibon^i'df?), sb.^ l^g] A dark,
opaque variety of diamond, found near Bahia in

Brazil, used in rock -drilling and stone-polishing.
1852 J. Tennant Gems^- Prec, Stones 94 A considerable

quantity of a black substance was found, of specific gravity
like the Diamond, but lamellar... It was termed 'Carbon-
ado ' by the discoverers from its charcoal like appearance.
1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 345/1 The dressing and grooving of
millsiones is generally done by hand-picking, but sometimes
black amorphous diamonds (carbonado) are used. 1895
BloxatH^s Chem. (ed. 8) 71 A dark amorphous diamond
{Carbonado) found at Bahia in the Brazils.

Carbonatation (kauban^u^i-Jdn). [f. Cab-
BONATX Z/.l + -ATION.] = CaRBONATION.
1887 American XIV. 24 The process of carbonatation, or

removing the excess of lime ased in defecating the juice l^
carbonic acid gas. 1888 Har/'cr's Mag. June 47 The best
method of ' carbonatation ' of the saccharine juice.

Carbonate, sb. Add

:

2. More explicitly called carbonate ore.

1890 W.J. GoiiDOsi^:»i*«^r;'96The haematite,., unlike the
carbonate ores,, .requires no roasting. 2892 Daily News
29 Oct. 6/4 The new bodies of carbonate ore
3. = *Carbox sb. I b.

1883 Gresi.ey Gloss. Coal'tn.j Carbonates^ black imper-
fectly crystallised form of diamond used for rock boring ; the
abiasion of the diamond removes the rock in an anniUar form,
producing cores.

Carbonator (Vauban^taj). [f. Carbonate v^
+ -OR.] One who carbonates.
1896 Voice (N.Y.) 21 May 4/5 {title) American Bottler and

Carbonator. 1921 Did. Occt/p. 'Terms (1927) § 459 Carbona-
tor^ is in charge of closed tanks into which beer b run in
preparation for bottling.

Carbonic, a. Add : 1. C. Carbonicpaperf^^rly
name oi *carhon-pap€r (b).

1876 pRERCB & SivEWRiGHT Telegraphy 289 The rest of the
message . . is transcribed on the public copy b j- carbonic paper.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 82 Carbonic Paper Maker.
1884 Lynd Pract. Telegraphist 26 The carbonic paper must
be changed sufficiently often to admit of a clear and distinct

impression being made. 1895 Army ^ Nazy Co-op. Soc.

PHce List 5j8 Carbonic Paper, For Tracing and Transfers,
Illack both sides.

Carbonite (kaubanait). [f. Carbon -f-iTE^.]

A name for two different explosives (seequots. 1891,
189J).
189X Thorpe Diet. Applied Chem. II. 83/3 Carbonite is

nn explosive introduced by HelUioff, of Berlin; slated to be
composed of nitrobenzene, potassium nitrate, sulphur, and
Kieselguhr. 18$^ H. W. Hvgh^s Coal-tttiningj^ Carbonite
is another explosive of late introduction. It is said to be
composed of nitro-glycerine, sulphur, and nitro-benzol. 19x0

Encycl. Brit. VIII. 764/1 C.^rbonite contains 25 % of nitro-

clycerin. loss Ibid. XXX. 86/3 Bombs of a type known as

'Carbonite .

Carbonisable (kaub^naizfibM), a, [f. Car-
bonize V. +-ABLK.] That can be carbonized.

1883 J. W. Swan Provis. Specif. Patent 31 Dec. (Pat. Off.)

Carl>onis;il)le in.-iterial in a plastic or scmi-liquid state.

Carbonize, v. Add

:

4. To destroy vegetable impurities in (wool, etc)

by treatment with an acid and heat, which reduces

the vegetable matter to carbon dust. Hence CaT-
bonizing vbl, sb., the action or process by which
this is done. Ca'Tlranlser, an operative who per-

forms or assists in the operation.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1920 Glasgow Herald 6 July 7
Australian wool. ..There will be a considerable surplus of
low and medium cross-breds and carbonising wool. 1921

Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) % 361 Piect carboniser; car-

b^jiiises woollen fabrics in the piece.

Carbonizer (kaubansizdj). [f. Carbonize v.

+ -Ku 1.] One who or that which carbonizes. See
also *Cabbonize v. 4.

1908 Daily C/iron. 34 Aug. 9/6 Foreman (Working) wanted
for gas works; must beagoodcarboniscr.^ x^i^C Martinis
Industr. 9f yi/(j:«ij/CCA<-w/., (?r^. 392 Continuous carbonisers,

such as Woodall.Duckham and Glover.Wcst, have also been
tried. 19*1 Did. Occup. Terms (1937) 9 693 Charger, . .car-

boniser^ carbonisingman ; (i) general terms for men charging
retorts and furnaces either by hand or machine.

Carbonizingff vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Add

:

1898 Wcsttn. Gaz. 17 Feb. 8/3 The company. .pays 3s. 6d.

per ton of coal for carbonising wages. 1908 IbieL 7 Feb.

5/3 In 1888 the difference between the carbonising wages
paid by the South Metropolitan and the other two com-
panies per 1,000 ft. of gas sold was very slight. 1921 Diet.

Occup, Terms (1927) §693 Gas Stokers... C/mwr, retort

charger; carboniser^ carbonising- tnani general terms for

men charging retorts and fm-naccs.

Carbomndnm (kaJbor^Tidi^m). Chem, [f.

Caebo(n + Co)KlTNDtJM.] A Crystalline substance,

SiC, consisting of carbon and silicon, used either

as a powder or in blocks for polishing and scouring.

1893 Amer. Jml. Sci. Ser. ni. XLVI. 47a While examining

the hardness of 'carborundum \ a carbide of silicon, made
by Mr. Acheson of Pittsburg, it was found that it readily
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scratched red, blue, white, pink, and yellow corundum in

the form of fine gems. tSos Bloxam's Cketn. (ed. iJ) 127

Silicon c*rbide (carbonindum). .is prepared by heating

silicon or silica with carbon in the electric furnace. 1917
Mod. Boot ff Sho€ Maker III. 250 The rough scouring on
the coarse sandpaper roll or the felt roller covered with

carborundum. 19x4 Chambers's Jrtil. 39/1 The cutting edge
is bestowed by grinding on a carborundum wheel.

Carburaut (kaubi«rant). [f. Carbur(et v.

+ -ANT 1.] A liquid or vapourized hydrocarbon

used to carburet air or gas for the production of

light or mechanical energy. Also Ca'rbaretaut.
1895 Funk*s SioHtiard Dict.^ Carburetant, 1909 Cent

Diet. Suppl., Carburant. 19*8 Daily Tel. 4 Sept. 9/3 To
find a carburant less inflammable than petrol.

Carburation (kaibi«r^-j3n). [f. Carbur(et +
-ATlox.] The process of charging air with hydro-

carbon in a finely divided liquid form, the resulting

gas being burnt for the production of energy.

s8a6 B, DoNKiN Gas^ Oil^ ^ Air Engines 11. xxi. (ed. 2)

503 The carburation of the air takes place in the middle divi-

sion. 190s Harmsworth Motors ^ Motor-Driviugx66 There
may be a slight flare up, but this will assist the carburation.

i9ao IVestut. Gas, i Apr. 4/2 Few improvements have been
made to the various carburation systems.

Carburetted. Add : Carbtiretted air, air

which has been impregnated with fine particles of

hydrocarbon, and which provides the power by
which motor vehicles are driven,
X896 B. DoNKis Gas, (9//, ^ Air Engines ii. xxi. (ed. a)

a^8 Inflammable petroleum essence.. is perhaps best dis-

tinguished by the term usually applied to it abroad—'car-
buretted air , 1898 tr. L. Lockert's Petroleum Motor-cars
143 The carburetted air inlet valve., must be shut off. 1899
Motor-Car IVorld Oct, 9/1 A * carburettor 'j the function of
which is the production of a saturated mixture of spirit,

vapour, and air, known as 'carburetted air*.

Carburettor. Add : (also carburator).
b. In motor vehicles the apparatus for the pro-

duction of carburetted air (see prec).
J896 yrnl, Soc. Arts 27 Nov. 22/1 Where a vajwriser is

employed, or a carburettor. 1898 tr. L, LockerCs Fetroleuin
Motor-cars 145 The carburator, in which the petroleum
essence.. is vaporized. 1900 Motor-Car IForld Aug, 254
Supplemental exhaust tube for heating carburettor tank.
190X Harmsworth Motors ^ Motor-Dti-Jtng 166 Too rich
a mixture may be caused by the presence of too much petrol
in the carburator. 1912 Motor Matt. 12 To obtain an ex-
plosive mixture of pa.afHn and air a special form of car-
buretter is required.

Carbyl (kaubil). Chem, [f. CxVRb(on + -yl.] A
name given by Magnus to the hydrocarbon ethylene
when it forms a basic radical, as carbyl sulphate.
Z844 FowNES Ckem, 395 Carbon, hydrogen,and the elements

of sulphuric acid. ..Sulphate of carbyle. 1890 Bloxam's
Ckem.{^d. 7) 479 1'he compound formed by SOs with ethy-
lene, .is termed carbyl sulphate or cthionic anhydride.

Carbylamine(kajbilge-m3in). Chefn. [f.CARB-
+ -YL^-AMI^'E.] A basic substance, consisting of
a hydrocirbon radical, also called carbamine and
isocyanide.
i87» Watts Diet. Chem. VI. 522. 1887 A. M. Brown

Aniiu. Alkaloids 36 Heated wiih potash and chloroform,
cadaverine does not give carbylamine. 1895 Bloxam's
Ckem. (ed. 8) 679 Isocyanides.orcarbamincs (carbylamines).

Carcajou. 1. (f.S. (Earlier example.)
1744 A UoBBs Hudson's Bay 40 The beavers have three

enemies, man, otters, and the Carcajou \sic\.

Carcass, Z'. Add: b. To make a carcass of,

1^06 Daily Chron. 7 June 5/4 These animals realise only
one-third as much as those fit for carcassing,

CarceL Add: 2, A French unit of illumination,
equal to the light emitted by a standard carcel lamp
burning 43 grams of colza-oil an hour and with
a flame 40 millimetres in height,
X884 Knight Diet, Meek. Supp!., Carcel-hec^ the French

unit of illumination. Given the preference over candle-
power., at the Electrical Congress, in Paris, 1881. 1884
HiCGS Magn. ff Dyn.-Electr.Mack. 119 The expenditure of
work per second per Carcel-burner (7-4 candle power).,. An
iiluminatins power of i'4o Carcels (lo-je candles). 190a
Encycl. Brit, XXX. 260/2 The values are expressed in
carcels (9*5 candles) per square centimetre of the mean hori-
zontal focal plane of the luminous source,

Carcbarodoilt (kaikse-r^ydf^nt), a, [f. Gr.
KopxapoSoii', f. Koipxapos sharp + odovs {oSovt-)
tooth.] Having pointed teeth, having teeth resem-
bling those of the extinct genus Carckarodon.
x^6Encycl. 5r;/.XX.432/3tAristoilesays] AUSnakesare

'carcharodont'.

Carcinogenic (kausini^d.^e-nik), fl. [f. carcino-
in Carcinoma + *-GENic.] Cancer-producing.
19*8 Observer la Feb. 22 The carcinogenic substance.

X9s8 Daily Tel, 19 July 9/1 Carcinogenic properties.

Card, sb:^ Add: 2. b. To have a card up
one^s sleeve : to have a plan in reserve.

18^ Tit-Bits 23 July 3289/3, I took the precaution of
baving what, I believe, you sporting men call a card up my
sleeve, 1907 E. Phillips Oppenheim Secret xxxvii, 231 If
Guest has yet another card up his sleeve, he lias kept it

secret from me.

O. Also without adjective.
19x1 Arnold Bennett {title) The Card: a Story of

Adventure in the Five Towns. 1920 W. Dreping Roger's
Roto xxi, * What the Widlanders call '* a card " *. * What's
that?* 'An original, a person.'

d. To play with or lay one's cards on the table :

to reveal all one's resources,
J907 E. Phillips Oppenheim Secret viii. 55, I began to

think that I had been rash to lay my cards upon the table.

lotx Shaw Fannys First Play in, Tramps are often
shameless; but theyre never sincere. Swells— if I may
use that convenient name for the upper classes—play much
more with their cards on the table. 19*5 Aldous Huxley
Those Barren Leaves^ Mrs. Aldwinkle iii. (1927) 36 The
cards are all on the table, nothing's left to fancy. All's

above-board and consequently boring.

5. b. A card held by a delef^ate of a trade union

meeting or congress and representing a certain

number of his constituents : cf. card vote in *i4.
1908 3Jth Ann. Rep. Trades Union Congress 69 A vote

by card was then demanded, and resulted in the Committee
being supported by 796,000 to 375,000. Ibid. 85 The method
of voting shall be by card, to be issued to the delegates of
trade societies according to their membership, and paid for

..onthe principle of one card for every 1,000 members or
fractional part thereof represented.

Ctransf, Anythinghavingtheformofacard. U.S.
1853 J. G. Baldwin ^/wj/i Times Alabama 103 He dis-

tributed., a plug of tobacco there, or a card of /<??('« ginger-
bread to the little snow-balls. 1881 Mrs. R. T. Cooks
Somebody's Neighbors 393 Cards of yellow gingerbread.
1884 Phim Diet. Apiculture 30 Card^ a frame filled with
honey comb. A sheet of honeycomb.
7. U,S. (Earlier examples.)
1769 Boston News-Letter 2 Feb. (Th.) A Card from the

London and British Merchants to the American Merchants.
1788 Gen. Even. Post (London) 1-3 Jan. 2/3 A Card. Dr.
Norris., desires to inform the public [etc.]. 1880 Toukgee
Invis. Empire xiL 512 Dr. P. J. McCormick, .published a
card declaring that Dixon was the leader of the mob which
hung Patterson,

13, card-dealer^ -exchangin^^ -having, -plate.

190a O. WisTER Virginian iii. 31 Into my thoughts broke
the voice of that *card-dealer. 1899 IVcstm. Gaz. 26 May
lo/i The Hague, in the opening days of the Peace Conler-
ence, was simply a mass of *card-exchanging foreigners,
z^z Daily Chron. 23 Apr, 3/3 Advice on such matters as
*card-Ieaving_. 1906 Ibici. 28 Aug. 4/4 Visits, servants, dress
and card-leaving—all the minor courtesies of life come under
notice. 1875 Mrs. Stowe We 9f Neighbors v. 60, * I see you
have cards here for M rs.Wat Sydney s reception this winter *,

said Aunt Maria, turning her attention to the *card plate.

14. card catalogue, a catalogue, esp. of a
library, the items of which are entered on cards;
card-edge gilder, a man who, or machine which,
gilds the edges of cards; card-index j3., an index
recorded on separate cards ; card-index v., to

make a card-index of ; also_/f^,; so card-indexing;
card vote, in trade union meetings, a method of
voting by which the vote of each delegate counts
for the number of his constituents,
1876 Rep. Public Libr. U.S.A. (Washington) 496 "Card
Catalogue. The catalogue cards having received the shelf
marks [etcj.

^ 1877 Trans. 4- Proc. Confer. Libr. Loud.
(1878) 70 The importance of printed card-catalogues ofold.

.

books, 1903 F. A. Bather in Mttseujns yrnl. Apr. 291 The
card-catalogue.. is the form always used in America. 1917
FicKZR /ndustr. Cost-Ending 183 A card catalogue of all

gauges in the factoiy should be kept. 190a IVestm. Gaz.
I Jan. 1/7 Book *Card-edgc Gilders. 1931 Diet, Occup.
Terms (1927) § 538 Cardedge gilder;. . places cards in press
after they are trimmed..; brushes them over with size, lays
on gold leaf and allows it to dry; burnishes gold leaf by
hand with agate or bloodstone burnishing tool. 1900
Engineering Mag. XIV, 767 Those who desire to clip the
items for *card-index purposes. 1911 H. S. Harrison Queed
yi. 67 She had touched the spring of the automatic card-
index system, known as his memory. 1937 Daily Express
31 Oct. 13 The film is an interesting example of the 'card-
index' method of film construction. \^^ Modem Business
Dec. 544/2 *Card indexing has become nowadays an essential
requirement of modern business. 1917 Twvford Purchasing
iff Storing 16 Card indexing them [sc. specifications], .will

make themavailable for rapid reference, 1930 Rosa Macau-
lay Potterism i. iv, Jane, sitting in her father's outer office,

card-indexing, opening and entering letters, x^z^ Sunday
Dispatch 13 Jan, 5 The little books have made it po.ssible to
* card-index * my mind and systematise my memory. 1903
jSth Ann. Rep. Trades Union Congress 74 Should a *card
vote be demanded,it would of course be taken. 1934 H.G.
Wells in IVestm. Gaz. 8 Mar., Should its [j^r, the League
of Nations'] members have a card vote after the pattern of a
British Trade Union Congress ?

Card, SV.2 Add : 4. To affix by means of a card,
1844 PoE Oblong Box Wks. III. 233, I observed that his

name was carded upon three state-rooms.

Cardan (kaudan). The name of Cardan
(Geronimo Cardano, 1501-1576, an Italian

mathematician), used attrib. in cardanjoint^ a uni-

versal joint, a joint permittinjj free motion of ihe
different parts of the mechanism; cardan shaft, a
shaft having a universal joint at one end or at both
ends for transmitting motion from one shaft to
another not in a direct line with it. Also absol,

1903 Harmsworth Motors ^ Motor'Driving 191 In order
to permit of the free vertical movement of the wheels under
the springs, two universal or 'Cardan' joints. .are fitted
within the length of the shaft. 2906 Daily Chron. 14 July
6/4 The cardan shaft, which connects the gear-box with the
differential gear that works the driving wheel. 1906 IVestm.
Gaz. 2 Oct. 7/1 While oiling his motor as it was running,
M. Santos-Dumont caught the sleeve of his leather jacket
in the cardan. 1907 /bid. 13 Nov. 9/2 The 15-b.p. is the
only model having a cardan drive, 1908 /bid. 16 Apr. 4/2
A very short cardan-jointed shaft. 191a Motor A/an. (ed. 14)
82 A ' cardan ' shaft drive, i^z Autocar 10 Nov. 974 The
double brake fixed at the front end of the cardan.shaft.

Cardanic, a. Delete f Ods. and add : Car-
danic suspension, a form of support in which an
instrument is hung on gimbals, so as to allow free

movement in all directions.

t^qx Revie7v Rev. (U.S.) July 7i8(Funk) A highly sensitive
vibrator, with cardanic suspension.

Cardboard. Add : fig. Unsubstantial, unreal,

'pasteboard '.

1893 Jml. Soc. Arts XLI. 476/1 When his cardboard
empire of the East fell to pieces. 1938 [title 0/play) Her
Cardboard Lover.

Carded. Add

:

4. Entered on a programme card (Card sb,^ 6 e)

or score-card.

1900 Daily News 18 Aug. 7/3 The next race carded was
for the Rear-Commodore's Cup. 1937 Daily Express ig
Oct. 3/4 Nine times out often the carded distance is wrong.

Cardinal, sb. Add :

1. d. Either of two (Senior and Junior) of the
minor canons of St. Paul's Cathedral.
1748 Chamberlayne Pres. St. Gt. Brit. 11. in. 231, 12

Minor Canons [of St. Paul's Cathedral],. .The Rev. Mr.
William Rayner, Subdean, sen. The Rev. Mr. Dechair sen.
Cardinal, The Rev. Mr. HilmanJun. Cardinal [etc.]. z868
Walcott Sacred Arelixol, 113 Cardinal. The word, wlien
applied to an altar, means the high or principal altar, and
from their attendance upon it two minor canons at St. Paul's
are still called the senior and jnnior cardinak. 1877 J. D.
Chambf.rs Divine Worship 90 At S. Paul's, London.. there
were four Vicars called Cardinals.

Cardinalize (kaudinaUiz), v. Transfer "iObs.

to 2 and add to i :

X931 S. Lesi-ie Manning xiiL 196 Meantime CuUen bad
been Cardinaliied.

Carding, "ubl, sbX 3. carding-machine (early

example).
1789 Washington Diaries IV. 41 In this Manufactory

they have the new Invented Carding and Spinning Macliines.

Cardio-. Add : Ca:rdlo-diaphTa^]na'tic a.,

pertaining to the heart and the diaphragm. Ca*r-
cUogTam, the tracing made by a cardiograph. Car-
diogrra*pliic a., of or pertaining to the cardio-

graph ; hence Catrdiogra'phicaUy ctdv. Ca:rdio-
luhi'bitory a., checking or arresting the heart's

action. Ca:rdiolo'gical a., of or pertaining to

cardiology, Cardio'loglst, one versed in cardio-

logy. Gardio'lysis, resection of portions of the

cardiac area. Ca:rdionio*tor a., pertaining to the

action ofthe heart. Ca:rdiopto*sl8, displacement of
the heart downwards. Ca:rdio-pn*linonax7(Z., per-

taining to the heart and lungs. Ca:rdio-re*]iaia.,

pertaining to the heart and the kidneys. Ca:rdlo-
respi'ratory <7., relating to the action of both heart

and lungs. Ca:rdiosclero'sis, induration of the

tissues of the heart. Cardio'tomy, dissection of the

heart. Cardiova'scular a., relating to both the

heart and the blood-vessels.

1907 Practitioner .^pr. 528 A smaller movement of the
right *cardio-diaphragmatic angle. 1888 Buck^s Handbk.
Med. Sci. VI. 05/2 The •Cardiogram.—A graphic record of
the impulse ofthe heart against tbechest-wall can be obtained
by means of sphygmographs constructed on the principle of
Marey's; or by modifications of the same for their better
application to the thorax, as Galabin's cardiograph. 1893
A. E. Sansom Dis. Heart 493 Dr. Hercules Macdonald
obtained cardiograms from the posterior a^-pect of the heart.

1884 B. Bkamwell Dis. Heart 751 *Cardiographic tracings
are usually obtained from the pulsations of the left apex-
beat, IJ07 Practitioner Nov. 610 Both *cardiographically
and clinically, its duration is well defined. 1884 Hramwell
Dis. Heart 31 The *cardio-inhibitory centre in the medulla.

1907 Practitioner Nov. 693 The conservative influence of
cardio-inhibitory action. 1933 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 350, 2
Another aspect of the 'cardiological problem . . is the so-
called ' nervous or irritable heart '. 1937 Daily Tel, 21 June
15 The cardiological department contains an electrocardio-
graph. iEl8s Lancet 26 SepL 576/1 Being near the great
'cardiologist, he thought he would hear what he had to say.
X903 /bid. 18 July 188/2 Dr. Braucr performed an operation
which has been called *cardiolysis and which consists in
resecting some costal cartilages and a part of the sternum
so that the heart would have more freedom of movement.
1918 F. W. Price Dis. Heart 346 The advisability of per-
forming the operation of 'caidiolysis* tn some cases of
severe adhesions between the pericardium and the chest
wall. 1934 R. W. G. Kingston in E. F. Norton Fightfor
Everest, 1^24 250 The 'cardiomotor mechanism of the
vigorous man at a height of 16,000 feet closely resembles
that of the physically ineflicient person at sea-level. 1905
Medical Annual 1S5 Palpitations, attacks of vertigo,

and occasionally inability to lie on the left side, are
the principal symptoms. ..*Cardioptosis does not endanger
life. 1918 F. \V, Pkick Dis. Heart 24 'I'he apex-I>eat . -may
be displaced downwards in cardioptosis, emphysema, and
pneumothora.x. 1908 Practitioner ^\ax. 334 Such murmurs
are louder during inspiration, and are literally *cardio-pul-
nionary, the pulmonary artery being compressed by the
flattened chest-wait through the medium of the lung. 1913
yrnl. Chem. Soc. CIV. i, 102a Respiration and Metabolism in

•Cardio-renal Disease. 1893 Osler Princ. Med. 72J The so-

called *cardio-respiratory murmur. 1908 J. Mackenzie Z>«.
Heart 26 A cardJo-respiraiory reflex. 1894 Gou ld Diet, Med.^
*Cardio-sclerosis. 2908 J. Mackenzie Dis. Heart p. xviii,

The term cardio-sclerosis, unless qualified, will always refer

to the group with arterial degeneration. 1933 Encycl. Brit.
XXXI. 348/1 Doyen attempted *cardiotomy on a patient
believed to be suffering from mitral stenosis, x^g St. George's
Hasp. Rep. IX. 798 *Card io*vascular pulsation. 1909 Prac-
titioner Nov. 617 The card io-vascular hypertrophy. 1918
F. W. Price Dis. Heart 70 Those articles of food which
especially stimulate the cardio-vascular system.

Gardol (kaudpl, -^1). Clum. Also 9 -ole. [f,

(Ana)cabd + -ol.] a vesicatory oil obtained from
the pericarp of the casliew-nut,

1857 E, Balfour Cycl. India^ Cardole, 1863 Watts Diet.



CARE.

CAtni. I. 803 Cardol. 1913 7r>i/. C/it'ti. Sot. CIV. 1. 885

Cardol can be distilled iu superheated steam or under

reduced pressure.

Care, sl>-^ -^dd

:

4. In care of (U.S.) : = care of.

191) iV. 4 C- 4 Aug. 90 I f owners of such letters will write

to me in care of the Oiford University Press. 1919 Scienct

Hewt-Litttr JO Apr. Mi Mail the sUp 10 the Secretarj-,

Clarendon Press, Oxford ..or in care of Science Service,

Washington, D.C.

6. oare oommitteo, a committee which charges

itself with the care of the poor.

xooB Times 3 Feb. 11/5 He had been told to devote the

whole of his time to assisting the 'Care Committee. 1909

M. FiiEiiE Ckitdren't Cnrt Committtes 35 In 190J the name

\iC. Charitable Funds Committee) was changed to Children s

Relief Committee, and finally, in 1908, to Children's Care

Committee. 1914 Pkpleb Care CommitUt Pref. p. lii. The
' after care ' 01 children as tliey le.ive school is the most

hopeful side of Care Committee work.

Cared (ke«Jd), ppl. a. [f. Cabb f. 3 + -ED '.]

In comb, with adv., as ccurtd-for, attended to,

looked after.

1911 Re^. Labfurlt Sxial Coiulit. Cermanjr vi-vil. 190

The,. cared for appearance of the children. 19*4 Rose
Macaulav Orphan, tiland xviii. He., had a cared-for

loolcing white skin.

Careen, z-. 4. Add: Also//i««^. ;esp.(6'.5'.)

of a motor car.

1883 G. MtanDiTH Pmrnt, Lucifer in SlarHrkt 7 Now
his huge bulk o'er Afric's sands careeneil. 1916C H. Stago
High Speed ix. (19J0) 153 A hundred times their throats

choked as the car careened on a bank. Ibid. xiv. 351 The car

should h.-ive careened until it almost turtled. Ibid. xv. 372

A sickening skid,.. a careening lurch that brought a cry

from Dan.

Careenage. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1779 B. Franki in Wkt. (1889) VI. 43J, I approve of the

c.ireeiiage for the Alliance as a thing necessary.

Careenex (.kan-nai). One who is employed to

careen a ship.
j

19SS Sunday at Heme Oct. 37/1 Along ber barnacled keel

ganijs of carecners plied their slimy task.
j

Careerist (kari»Tist). [f. Cabkee sb. + -I8T.J

One who though holding a pnblic and responsible

position is yet mainly intent on personal advance-

ment !

[191a H. G. Wilis Mr. Ptlly vii. 165 He called him the
j

'chequered Careerist'.) 1917 Timet 5 June 7_J Half the
1

present unpopularity of the •lawyer.poliiician ', .is due to

the fact that he is too often a * carpet-baMer' and a
|

• careerist '. loag G. B. Shaw in Timet 6 Aug., There were

already.. members of it [ic. the labour party] who were
j

* careerisu '—men who wanted to have a politiad career and
joined the party they thought would give them the best

prospects. 1

Carefree 'ke»-ifr/), a. [f. Cabe jA.' + Free a.]

Free from care or anxiety. Hence OaTsfraaness.
ltS4 B. lAVLoa Li/e Landtcafet/r. Egyft vii. 96 We .

.

wander.. as happy and care-free as two Adams in a Para-

dise without fcves. 1901 Scribtur't Mag. XXIX. 436/1 '

Snatches of strange song fell from him.. expressing his care,

free mood. i9I9£.G«usb Relig. Exper.jix. 133 this joyous,

care.free, self-abandoning life. 1910 P. (>. Wodehoijse
Damtel in Dittrett xx. 231 Nothing could have been more
care-free and debonnair than the demeanour of these men.

19S4 Public Opinitn 31 .Mar. 393/3 It makes for joyous

indolence and carefreeness of heart. >9a8 G. Cooke Theory

ofMntie 75 The apparently carefree joyousncss of individual

perform-ince.

Caretaka (kerjl/ik), v. [Cack-formation f.

Care-takeb.] tram. To take charge of, watch

over, and keep in order (a house, estate, business

premises, etc.) in the absence of the owner or

costomary occupants. Also ahsol.

1S93 Cornkili Mtig. Nov. 507 Martha caretakes a decrepit

City warehouse. 1904 Daily Chron. 16 -Apr. 9/5 House-
keeper (Working): . . occasionally to carelake. laai Glaagffw

Herald 6 Aug. 6 They have to be electrical and mechanical

engineers, and to ' care-uke * the whole esublisbment, as

well as to operate.

Care-taking, vbl. sb. and ///. a. Add later

quots. , esp. in the sense of taking charge of a
house, etc.

tt79 'E. Gamett' Hmuehy Werkt I. 174 There will be
none to send to market but that caretaking Avoman, 1883
* Aknie Thomas' Mod. Houtevjt/e 139 To rely solely up-jn

..•trusty ' servants, or care-takmg models, li^ Atlantic

tfoHlhJr July 61 The feeding and caretaking mseparable
from life in the nest.

Carf. 1. (Recent U.S. eJtamples.)

1889 Farmer Americatiitmt, Car/, a 'blaze' or mark
made on a tree destined to be felled. 1897 HowELLsZ./tW-
lord Liont Head vii. He lifted bis axe, and struck it into

the carf on the tree.

Cargador (kargado-r). [Sp.] In Spanish
America : A porter.

1889 K. MuNROK Golden Days tv. 36 Nearly naked carga.
i^oret, or native porters JbentJ beneath heavy burdens.

1904 Conrad Sostromo viii. 81 A cargador would fly out
head first and bandsabrt^d. I9«7 Blackui. Mag. Aug. 331/3
Toiling as a eargadar on the malecon, he had seen the first

Chilian squadron tossing in the bay. Ibid. Nov. 644/3, 1 gave
the cargador the keys and asked him to put the baggage
through whilst 1 bought a ticket.

Cargo, ib.^ 3. Add :

159

homeward bound cargoman. 19*5 Rex Clements Gipsy of
Horn 151 Making the harpoon-iine fast to the cargo-fall.

Ca'rgO, V. [f. Cabgo Ji.l] trans. To load.

189a Congress. Rtc. 18 Mar. 2188/1 Pelts and peltries, and
anything else the teamster may be cargoed with. 1934
Rose Macaulay Orphan Island i. They were for leaving

the island with the two boats, cargoed with fruit and cocoa-
nuts.

Cariacine (kse'riasain), a, [f. Cariacus (see

def.) -f-lNEl.] Pertaining to a group of deer typified

by Cariacus virgimaiius, the Virginian Deer.
1891 Flower & Lvdekker Matnmals 339 The typical

Cariacine group, as represented by C. virginiainis.

Cariama : see Sebieha.
1889 Daily Setvs 4 Dec. 2/7 A pair of cariamas.. peram-

bulate their cage in a dignified fashion. 1889 Athenmnnt
14 Dec. 826/2 Burmeistcr's cariama {Ckunga burmeistert).

Carian (k/i-rian), a. and sb. [f. 1« Caria, Gr.

Jtopt'o-h-AN.] A. iiij. Of or belonging to Caria,

an ancient province of Asia Minor. B. sb. A
native or inhabitant of Caria.

187* Encycl. Brit. V. 102/a The Carians are spoken of by
all ancient writers as a distinct nation from their neighbours.

190a Ibid. XXXIII. 896/2 Symbols exactly like , x. +••
are found in the Carian alphabet.

Caribe (kar/b*, kse-rib^O- Also cariba. [Sp.

:

see Caeib.] A characinoid fish of the genus Serra-

talmo, in the rivers of tropical S. America, noted

for its voracity and sharp bite.

1880 GuNTHER Fishes 613 The fish hooked is immediately

attacked by the ' Caribe ' (as these fishes are called), looa

BouLENCtR in Cambr. Nat. Hist. VII. 578 The ' Piranha

or 'Cariba' (.S'^rrAM/wff)..whose bite ha-s been compared
to the cut of a raior. 1916 Chambers's frnl. Aug. 509/3
The caribe is no more than three or four inches in length.

Caribon. (Earlier examples.)
s69a JossELVN Neiu Eng. Rarities 20 The Maccarih,

Caribo, or Pohano, a kind of Deer. 1^3 tr. I. a Hontnn't

yoy. N. Anur. I. 59 Harts and Caribous are kill'd both

in Summer and Winter. 176^ tr. Charlevoix in Lett, to

Dutchtss o/Les Diguieres 66 Champlain speaks of. . hunting

..caribous.

b. attrib., as caribou pua!, shank, skin.

1779 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIX. 112 Sold .. 82 caribou

skins, at 2* >o. o. 1887 Harper's Mag. Feb. 458/2 The
hunter, .covers his feet with.. a pair or moose or caribou

shanks, with the hair ouuide. 190a S. E. White Con-
juror's Htmst viii. 94 She felt, -the hunger that yet could

not stomach the. .hairy, black caribou meau

Caridea (kiri-d/a), pi. Zool. [mod.L. (neut.

pi.), f. (jT. mpit icapiS- shrimp.] A tribe of macrn-

rouf decapod crustaceans, containing the shrimps

and prawns. Hence Carld (kae-rid), a member of

this tribe. Carl-daan, Oa-ridldat^/., of or belong-

ing to the Caridea. Ca'rldold a., resembling the

Caridea.
185a Dana Crtistace* 1. 538 In arranging the Caridea into

groups, much stress is usually laid upon external form and
lengtn of beak. 1877 Thomson yoy. Challenger II. iii.

193 Scarlet caridid and peneid shrimps. 1904 Ann. *r Mag.
.Vat. Hist. Ser. vii. XIII. 147 This combination of characters

tin Malacostraca] goes to make up what might be called the

caridoid 'facies'. 1907 /bid. XIX. 460 The absence (in the

Penxidea] of the Caridean bend in the abdomen. /bi,t. 461

The gill.series in the lower Reptantia are fuller than in

either Pemeids or Carids. 1909 O. Smith Cmstacea 158 Two
of the Caridea, vij. the Shrimp, .and the Prawn.

Carilloner (^kiri-lysnsi), anglicization of

Cakillo.nki/e.

1930 Aberdeen Press ^ ym/. 30 J[an. 6/6 Again and again
the c-irilloner had to give encore pieces.

Caritative, a. Add

:

8. Gram. Endearing, hypocoristic.

t9otf Driver yertmiah 368 It seems mon

10)4 M*CuLLOCH Diet. Commerce ^5 There is an immense
variety in the oualities of rice, 'lliat which is principally

exported from Itengal has received the name of cargo rice.

1907 Motor Boat 19 Sept. 190/3 A good, simple, and cheap
cargo winch, loao Blackw. Mag. Mar. 316/3 The cargo-
holds were refurbished. 19SS Glasgow Herald 14 June 13 A

I yeremieUt iti It'seems more probable that it

has a diminutive, caritative force.

CarlaiS (ka-jles), a. [-LESS.] Not possessing,

or unprovided with, a (motor) car.

I9«7 Btaclno. Mag. Nov. 696/1 The transport problem

—for of course 1 was earless—was solved by the anival of

Bosworth, one of whose cars I instantly seized.

Carlioue, var. of Cublicue.
1840 C F. Hoffman Creyslarr 1 1, x. 37, I soon saw, by

the way in which the white man's track doubled and doubled

again.. that the fellow could not be cutting such carlicues

for nothing. 1848 Bartlhtt Diet. Amer. Add., Carlaeue,

a caper orlwyish trick. ' To cut up carlacues *, is a com.
moil expression, equivalent to ' cutting up didoes *. Used in

New York, it^ Literature 17 Sept. 363/2 In Canada.,
the English-speaking country people, .often used the word
..to signify a trifle or a thing of little value.—e. g.' 1 don't

care a carlicue.' ' It is not worth a carlicue.*

CaT-load, [Cab;^.1] A load carried or capable

of being carried in a car.

1868 Rep. U.S. Comm/ttioner Agric. (1669) 40 Loss six

head, in two car.loads brought from Chicago. 1887 Sation
(N.Y.) 20 Dec- 516/1 Several car-loads of flour ,. consigned

to the Philadelphia Grain Elevator Company. 1898 Daily
Newt a May 5/9, 30 carloads of provisions. 190a Harbkn
Abner Daniel n No parental objection, everything smooth,

and a car-load of silverware. 1904 Daily Chron. 3 Feb. 6/5,

10 per cent discount for carload lots. 19x6 H. G. Wells
.\fr. BrittingVi. I9 ' Come to hockey 1

' shouted Mr. Britling

to each departing car-load.

Carlowits (kS-jWvits, -wits), [a. Ger. kar/o-

witzcr.] A red wine of CarlowiU on the Danube
(above Belgrade).
19*0 G. Saintsbury Notes Cellar-bk. 03 The commoner

vintages were not intolerable ; you coulaannk Carlowitz if

you tried, and the Austrian Vr>slauer was not to be despised,

Carmelite. Add : Belonging to, or a member

CABOTINOID.

of, an order of nuns organized on the model of the

Carmelite or White Fri.trs.

1710 Gray Lett, i Apr. (1900) I. 17 We saw the chapel

of Minims and the Carmelite Nuns. 1888 H. J. Coleridge
St. Teresa III. 9 St. Mary Magdalene of Pazzi was a ' Miii-

gated' Carmelite. 1909 Dublin Rev. Jan. 61 We have..

Carmelites at Lanherne, Darlington, and Chichester.

Carmined (kaumind), a. [f. Carmine sb. +
-ED 2, after rouged.^ Reddened with carmine.

1893 Scribiier's Mag. June 702/2 These coarse carmined
Dehlahs. 190a G. M EREDiTH in IVestm. Gaz. 4 Mar. 8/2

Warfare with carmined savages. 1930 Chambers's Jrul.

344/1 Two parted, carmined lips.

Carminophilons (kaiminp-filss), a. Biol. [f.

Cabmine sb. 4- Gr. ifiAos loving -i- -ous.] Epithet

of those cytoplasmic granules which are readily

stained by carmine.
1901 G. N. Calkins Protozoa 143 Carminophilous granules

..are easily stained by carmine and many aniline colours.

1903 E. A. MlNCHiN in Lankester's Zool. 1. 11, 182 The
so-called carminophilous granules, . . composed apparently

of an albuminoid substance which is stained red by picro-

carmine and acetocarmine.

CarmOot (ka'jm«t). Also karmouth, bar-

moot. \^hx. garmut.'\ The native name for the

cat-fish Clarias lazera, common in the Nile.

1880 GOkthee Fishes S63 Clarias. . .The vernacular name
of the Nilotic species is ' Carmoot '. xoio Encycl. Brit. V.

S13/1 The common Nile species, the 'Harmoot' (.Clarias

(nzera), occurs abundantly in the Lake of Galilee.

Carnalize, v. Add :

3. inlr. To become carnal or unspiritnal.

1873 W. R. Greg Enigm. Life Pref p. ix,Tlie Great Idea

. .congeals and carnalises, the moment we endeavour toem.
body it, into something which is vulnerable at every point.

Camary. Delete t Obs. and add : Still used at

Norwich as the name of the crypt below the chapel

of the cathedral grammar school, formerly one of

the monastic buildings attached to the cathedral.

1911 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 820/1 The grammar school is a
Decorated edifice, formerly a chapel ofSt. John, olc. 1316,

with a 'carnary ' or crypt below.

Carnival. Add : Hence Ca-rnlvaliner, CaT-
niTalizinif vbl. sbs. Also Ca'xnivalite, CaT-
nlvallar, one who takes part in the carnival.

1841 Thackeray Shrove Tuesday in Paris Wks. 1900

XIII. 570 When they grow old, perhap.s, they leave off

gallantry and carnivalising. 1881 Pop. Sci. Monthly XIX.
151 All shouting and cheering, merry as carnivallcrs.

1893 ll'estm. Gaz. 35 Feb. 5,/j Feasting on wonderful and
uncanny— but very dainty—dishes is another important part

of carnivalin^. 1896 Daiiv News 19 Feb. 3/4 These fashion-

altle Shrove.tide carnivalites.

Camotite (ka-jntJ'tait). Min. [Named after

Adolphe Camot, French mine-inspector general

:

see -ITE 1.] A yellow earthy vanadate of potassium

and uianium, found in south-western Colorado, and

worked as a source of vanadium, uranium, and

radium. Also attrib.

1899 yrtiL Ckem. Soc. LXXVI. 11. 434 Carnolite, a New
Uranium Mineral. By Charles Friedet and E. Cumenge. .

.

A new mineral containing uranium and vanadium, to which

the authors give the name camotite, is found in yellow,

friable ma.sses, mixed with very variable quantities of silica,

together with malachite and chessylite, in pockets at the

surface of a grit in Monliose Co., Colorado. 1910 Discovery

May 143/1 'fhe carnolite beds on the borders of Uuh and
Colorado.

Carolean (k.ir<n;an),a. and sb. [f. L. Carolus

Charles + -eah.] A. adj. - Caboline a. i b. B.

sb. One who lived in the reign of Charles 1 or II.

1911 Chambers's Jrnl. 15 July 513/1 The rapacily and

meanness of the Ministers in ihe Carolean era. \^vjObserver

8 May 15/3 The spirit that animated the restored Caroleans

in their exhumatory operations againsi the regicides. I9a7

Daily Tel. 13 July 5,/5 A Carolean Poet (Marvell).

Carolina. (Additional U.S. examples.)

a 1813 .\. Wilson & Bonap. Amer. Ornith. (1831) III. no
Rallus caroliiiensis,. .CiToWaa Kail. i8>l Mrs. Royall
Lett.fr. Alabama xliv. (1830) 138 This is the region of the

Carolina pinx. 1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Carolina

potato, the sweet potato.. so called in the Eastern States.

1858 J. A. Warder Hedge Manual 11. 2:19 Carolina Laurel

is a native evergreen found from Virginia to Louisiana.

1871 SCHELE DE Vere Amcricanisms {1872) J99 The Pink.

root.. is quite generally known as Carolina Pink also. 1681

Amer. Naturalist XV. 316 Ihe Carolina dove l/.enaidura

carolinensis) is very numerous. Ibid. 522 The Carolina wax.

wing, close cousin to that big Bohemian.

Carolinian, a. and sb. b. (Earlier examples.)

S705-6 Penn Let. to Logans Dec. in Corr. (1873 )II. 105

The Carolinian lords. 1707 J. Archdale in Narr. Early
Carolina (191 1) 297 By the Encouragements of several

Carolinians then in England, my Going was concluded on.

x83a D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 951 The Carolinian poplar

blooms in March or April.

Carotin, -ene (kx-nftin, -m). Also oaiTOtin.

[f. L. carota Cabbot : see -IN ', -ENE.] A red

crystalline compound contained in carrots and

tomatoes. Hence Carotlnold a.

i8«3 Watts Diet. Ckem. I. 805. 1895 Naturalist 24

[Berries of mounUin ash.) Their colouring matter is due 10

carotin. 1897 JmL Chem. Soc. LXXII. 11. 335 The author

does not attempt to decide whether the crystals formed in this

reaction are all xanthophyll or all carotin crystals, or whether

these are identical or whether they consist in part ofcolouring

matters nearly related to carotene. 1898 M. I. Newbicin

Colour in Nature 19 In plants the best known lipochrome

is carotin. 1930 Brit. 'Jml. Exper. Pathol. Apr. 81 The

relation between the carotenoid pigments and vitamin A.
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Carp, s5A 3, Add : carp-louso, a name for

various small crustaceans of the sub-order Bran-
chtura or family Argulidae^ parasitic on fishes

(1889 in Cent, DicL\
1909 Lister in Sed^vick^s ZooL III. 410, 413. X9XX W, T.

Cai.man Life tyfCrustacea.^u
Carpathian (kajp^']>ian), a. [f, Carpatkos :

see -IAN.] Of or pertaining to Carpathos, the

ancient name of the island of Scarpanto in the

Mediterranean.
1634. Milton Covins 872 By hoary Nereus wrincled look,

And the Carpathian wisards hook. 1:178^ Ettcycl. Brit.

11797) IV. i^/i The sea whidi, from this island, is called

ihe Carpathian Sea. I9>5 Glasgova Herald 30 July 6 In a
spell of Carpathian silence.

Carpenter, sb. 5. Add : carpenter work,
carpentry, ^^ofig,
ISS3 Respuhlica (Brand!) v. vl. 59, I woulde ere long of

yowe made suche carpenter weorke, That yeshoulde have
saide Policie had been a clerke. 17K1 in jfrnl. Derhysh.
A rcAatoI.Soc. {1005) XXVII- ai6 Carpenter work 1 60. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. Farm 1. 168 They embrace the particulars

of mason-work, carpenter-work, slater-work,.. smith-work.
1909 Daily Ckron, 2 June 5/2 The play is at best a piece of
very crude carpenter-work.

Carpenter, v. Add : fig. To cut to a certain

shape, manipulate, or get tip in a certain way,
1908 Daily Chroii. 23 Oct. 6/1 The acting may be bad, the

play cribbed and carpentered, but if people are genuinely
moved the essence is there. X909 Mrs. Stratton-Porter
Girl of Liniberlost xi. 212 When I think of how you are
carpentered, I'm adoring the result.

Carpet, sb. 5. Add: carpet shark, a shark
having spots on the back suggesting the pattern of
a carpet ; carpet slipper, a slipper tlie uppers
of which are made of carpet-like material ; also

used aitrib. to express a homely, fireside, easy-

going, or slip-shod method of work,
1929 S. Elliott Napier in Times 2 Aug. 14/1 The

* Leopard *or * "Carpet 'shark. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour
I. 157/1 The large *carpet slippers that served her for

•hoes. 1902 Chambers^s Jmt. 10 May 353 Etymologists
relieve the tedium of a hard day's work by a relapse into the
carpet-slipper side of their science, Ibid.^ The old monks
were adeptsat carpet-slipper derivation. 1905 H. A.Vachell
The Hill\\. (1923) 17 He slimes about in carpet slippers

—

the beast '. 1907 Daily Chiron. 6 Mar. 3/6 Her disgust at
the carpet-slippers and the old aunt's bonnet. 1918 J. C.
Snaith Maiy Planta^enet i, The miserable Joe took off his
boots and put on a pair of carpet slippers,

Carpet-ba^, (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1830 Boston Directory Advt. 28. 1840 Ibid. 11. 1843

Carltos Ne7o Purchase I.ii. 5 The lower tier was composed
of saddle-bags, valises, sniall trunks, and carpet-bags.

b. U.S. (Earlier exam.ples.)

1857 Herald of Freedom (Lawrence, Kansas) ig Sept.
(Th.) Early in the spring several thousand excellent young
men came to Kansas. This was jokingly called the carpet-
bag emigration. 1870 in Tourgee Invis. Empire xii. (i83o)
504 As to the carpet bag members of the Convention, .they
were thirteen in number.

Hence Ca'rpet-bag- v. (Cf. Caupet-bagger.)
a889 Century Did.., Carpet-bag^ to act or live in the
mann^ of a carpel-bagger. (U.S. slang.) 1890 Confess.
Rec. 4 Tune 5598/2 It has been stated that Mr. McDuffie
carpet bagged from somewhere down into Alabama. . .Now
I will tell the House how Judge McDuffie happened to
carpet-bag down into that district.

Carpet-bagging. U.S. Travelling with only
a carpet- bag to contain one's effects ; spec, the
practice of carpet-baggery.
1869 Atlantic Monthly June 747 After three weeks*

delightful Carpet- Bagging. \ZS&'Bryck Amer.C:fmmiv. in.

Ixxv. n.621 Negro suffrage produced, during the few years
of 'carpet-bagging 'and military government which followed
the war, incredible mischief. 1904 N. V. Even. Post i Feb.
Let. to Editor, The infernal ' carpet-bagging * system at pre-
sent in vogue should be done away with.

Carpet-baggisnx. U.S. (Earlier example.)
187Z .\'. y. Herald 16 Dec. 5/1 Carpet-Bagism in Alabama.
Carpeting, sb. 2, (Earlier U.S. examples.)
J758 B. Fbanklin Corr. Wks.1840 VIL 165 Some carpeting

for a best room floor. 1784 Indep. Ckron, (Boston) 13 May
3/3. 1790 U. S. Stat, at Large L 181 Carpets and carpeting.
1794 Jbid. 391 [Duty of) Five per cent ad valorem , . On
carpets and carpeting.

Carpincbo (kajpi*ntj<?). [Native name in
Uruguay.] The capybara.
1839 Darwin Jrni. uL 57 These great Rodents are generally

called 'carpinchos'. 1879 Casselfs Nat. Hist. III. 145.
1904 Westm. Gaz. 6 Sept. lo/i When alarmed the carpincho
utters a kind of grunting cry.

Carranclia (karse-nt^). Also carancha,
carancho. [Native name.] A South American
caracara or carrion-hawk, Polyborus tharus.
1839 Darwin Jrnl. iii. 64 Polyborus Braziliensis

. . is most
numerous on the grassy savannahs of La Plata (where it
goes by the name of Carrancha), i88g Sclater & Hudson
Argent. Omithol. II. 81 Polyborus /"Aarj/j .. Carancho
Carrion-Hawk. 1911 Encycl. Brit. XX. 901/1 The car-
rancha or carrion-hawk . . is one of the characteristic features
of a Patagonian landscape.

Carrapato (karapa-t*?). Also carapato ; and
in Sp. form garrapata. [Pg.] A tick of the genus
Ixodes. A\soaltrid.jTLScarrapalodzsease{qu(^.igo$).
189a G. Fleming Neumann^s Treat. Parasites 103 These

are popularly designated by such names as Ticks, Prickers,
Garapattes, and Carapatos. 1903 Jrtil, Iropical Med. 2
Nov.^ 341/1 The carapato disease of the Zambesi basin is

certainly prodticcd by the bite of a t\c\i—Argas moubata.

1906 F. C. Glass Through Heart Brazil 20 The carrapato
is a kind of minute tick.

Carrel(l (kse-ral). Hist. Variant of Carol j^. 5
(a monk's study in a clcwster) frequent in recent

historical writers-

1890 J. W. Clark Camhr. 2^4 They, .retired thither for
study after dinner, each sitting in his *carrell as it was called.

1893 F. Madan Bks. in MS. 34 These carrels were fully
open on one side of the cloister walk. 1899 Trans. Bristol
^- Glouc. Archseol. Soc. XXII. 262 The carrels were. .in the
inner wall of the cloister walk.

Carrel(l, early variants of Corral sb,

1845 Joel VhXMv.'a.Jptt (1847) 28 (Th.) On the eastern side
of the i^ort is an additional wall, enclosing ground for stables
and carrell. 1850 W. Miles Jml. (1916; 15 Our mules and
cattle .. might .. be made secure within this canel or yard.

Carretera (karatf ra). [Sp.] A high road.
1900 Engineering' Mag. XIX, 683 .A carretera., or mac-

adamized road is the * best road ' or route of the ' fast mail

'

in Porto Rico. 1923 Biackiv. Mag. Aug. 178/1 The extreme
provincialism of the Spanish carratera. 1924 Ibid. June
804/2 Very pretty they look sailing slowly along the dusty
carretara to do the day's marketing.

Carriage. Add : 33. (Earlier example.) Also
aitrib.

1744 A. DoBBS Hudson's Bay 34 The River., having about
30 Falls.. where they must carry their Canoes. Two or
three of them are Carriages of a League or two. 177S
J. RIelvin jfrnl. (1857) xo The carriage-place is about a
mile in length.

34. carriage-hire, -maker^ -window.
1855 M. M. Thompson Doesticks xvi. 138 If there is any

(money] left after pacing expenses and the Committee
don't spend it in *carriage-hire. 1875 Mrs. Stowe We f^

Neighbors il. 27 Carriage-hire costs money. X848 E.
Bryant California vi. 77 With the aid of these, Mr. Eddy,
a 'carriage maker by trade, was soon busily at work. 1870
Mrs. Ann S. Stephens Married in Haste xUx. 253 She
looked steadily through the *carriage-window,
35. carriage cradle, a luggage rack; carriage-
house (earlier U.S. example),
1866 Chambers''s Jrnl. 28 July 466, 1 saw [him] clutch at

the *carriage-cradle above his head, as though it would have
relieved his mind to climb. 1858 Teresa Viele Following
the Dntni 183 Arches.. opened, .into the ^carriage-house,
there stood the massive family coach.

Carrier. Add

:

1. e. A case in which letters, etc. are enclosed for

dispatch by pneumatic tube. Also, a small bag
or case containing messages, attached to a homing
pigeon.
1871-a Min. Proc. Inst. C. E. XXXIII. 7 The carriers for

the reception of telegrams, letters, or light parcels, consist
of small cylinders made of gutta percha [etc.], 1875-6 Ibid.
XLIIl. 60. 189a Pall Mall Gaz. 18 Aug. 1/3 The actual
form on which the message was written is put into a little

cloth box, called a carrier, and blown through a tube to the
central telegraph office. 1908 H. R, Kemfe Engineer's
Vear-Bk, 253 The carriers in which the messages are placed
consist ofa cylindrical tube of gutta-percha covered with felt.

1930 Blackiv. Mag. Dec. 762/1 He took a message form,
wrote a few words on it, and taking a pigeon from the basket,
fixed a carrier to its leg.

f. A device for filling the magazine of a gim or
rifle with a group of cartridges ; a charger.
1885 Marine Engineer i July 95/2 The carrier which

draws the cartridges out of the belt, and deposits them in
the feed wheel. 1901 IVestm. Gaz. 21 Mar. 4/3 By means
of the carrier the cartridges are dropped into the magazine
receptacle and the empty carrier thrown away. 1903 C. B.
Mayne Infantry Weafion 139 This.. can only be done by
rapidly loading the rifle by means of groups of cartridges
temporarily held together by 'clips' or by 'carriers', also
called ' chargers '. \Note\ The ' carrier ', or ' charger ', is a
strip of tin that grips the cartridges by their projecting bases
only; the 'clip' is a tin framework that, more or less, grips
the whole cartridge-case.

g. A box, metal plate, or other contrivance at-

tached to a tricycle or bicycle for carrying parcels,

luggage, or a pillion-rider.

x'SZs Naturalist's World Jan. 6 A 'carrier can be fixed
on to the rod supporting the seat. 1887 Bury & Hillier
Cycling 201 Luggage..should be carefully affixed [to the
machine] by means of one or other of the carriers described
elsewhere. Ibid. 429 The Carrier Cycle. 1911 C. S. Lake
Motor Cyclist's Handbk. 253 Luggage Carrier and Stand.
It is common practice to make the earner of tubular material.
1915 B. E. Jones Motor Cycles 137 A verj* light carrier can
be fitted.as this machine is not strong . .enough for passenger-
carrier riding.

h. gen, A holder or receptacle for carrying
articles in the hand or on one's person-
1904 Windsor Mag. Jan. 273/2 You can have breakfast,

luncheon, tea, and dinner brought piping hot to your table
in patent carrier trays. Mod. Advt, Pocket (I^arrier [for a
patented drug in tablets].

i. A vessel which conveys fish from the fishing-

ground to a port or market.
X883 R. F. Walsh Irish Fisheries 16 (Fish. Exhibw Pnbl.)

Many plans of steam carriers have been devised and pro-
posed. .. Amongst [them] is the vessel with false hold or
bottom, which allows the water to pass through with a view
to bringing the fish alive to market. 1896 Daily Nems 27
Feb. 8/7 The fish, .arrived in eight carriers. 15)07 Westtn.
Gaz. 25 Feb. 6/3 The ' Speedwell,' a steam earner.

j. A person or animal that carries and dis-

seminates disease-germs.
1 1899 Leisure Hour 1^6/2 Two-winged flies, .act as carriers

of disease.] x9o6^4f(/iVa/^4M««a/i82Carriers[ofdiphtheriaJ
without symptoms or demonstrable contact. X907 Ibid. 609
Prominence has been given during the year to the importance
ofwhatareknownas* carrier 'cases ofdiphtheria. 1909OSLER
& M'^Crae Syst. Med. V. 818 Crbronic Carriers.— In many

cases the typhoid lMu:illus maybe recovered from the gall-
bladder years after an attack of typhoid fever. 1910 R. Ross
Prevent. Malaria 195 If the local carrier belongs to a
species .. which feeds almost entirely upon man. S9S2
Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 896/1 Such arthropoda, .. being
specific 'nurses' or intermediary hosts of the parasite
actually causing the disease, are known as 'carriers' or
• vectors '.

k. An insoluble substance (e, g. barytes, china
clay, gypsum) used as a base to receive the colour-
ing matter in the preparation of certain pigments.
x89a G. H. Hubst Colours etc. 268 ITie base or carrier

exerts a most important influence on the value of the lake as
a pigment. 19x5 J. C. Smith Mannf. Paint 170 Many so-
called lakes consist simply of a carrier.. saturated with a
soluble dye.

1. Chem, A catalytic by whose agency a transfer
of some element or group is effected from one
compound to another (Webster).
1892 Bedson Si. Williams Meyer's Theorei. Chem. 214

Certain bodies act as carriers of chlorine in a similar way to
the oxygen carriers. 190a J. B. Cohen Tlteoret. Org. Chem.
368 If chlorine or bromine acts upon benzene in presence of
a * carrier ', substitution occurs. 1910 N. V. Sidgwick Org.
CJuvt, Nitrogen 182 In neutral solution bromine has scarcely
any action except in the presence of a carrier, such as iron
wire. 1921 D. Ll. Hammick Org. Chem. 156 [The iron]
probably acts as a halogen 'carrier', ferric bromide being
first formed, and then ' handing on ' bromine to the benzene
molecules.

m. Telegraphy and Telephony, A high frequency
current, or each of a set of currents of varying
frequency, used for multiplex transmission. In full

carrier current. Also cUtrib.^zs carrierfrequemy,
wave.
I9ax yrnl. Inst. Electr. Engin. Apr. 402/2 The most valu-

able feature of the high-frequency caiTier-wave system is
its adaptability to multiplex telephony, xoax Colpitts &
Blackwell Ibid. 412/2 Carrier-current Telephony and
Telegraphy. 1933 Encycl. Brit. XXXH. 712/1 The high
frequency current serves as a 'carrier' for the telephone
current over the line. xoa8 Daily Mail 35 July 8/3 The
noise of London is .. becoming more rhythmic This
enables certain sounds which are inaudible to act as canier
waves to others.

n. A small low detached cloud, betokening
rain, local.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm I. 251 The ominous send is
the usual harbinger of the rain-cloud, and is therefore
commonlycalled 'messengers', 'carriers', or 'water-waggons'.
X884 Uplon.on-Severn Words.

Carriole. 1. a. (Earlier U.S. example, in form
carrieU'. cf. Carby-all.)
1170 Carroll Papers in Maryland Hisi. Mag. XHI. 55

Nothing is done to y' Carriele, Because the wheelright is

more usefully employed.. .The Carriele is kept on the Floor
above the Dry well.

2. (Earlier example.)
1803 Harmon yrnl. Voy. N. X/wr.Ci82o) 109 Occasionally

I visit our neighbours, drawn in a cariol by horses, if the
snow is light, or by dogs, if it is deep.

Carrioling, vbl. sb. (Eariier example.)
x8o8 T. AsHi: Trav. III. 30 In winter, cariolingorsleying

predominates.

Carrion. C. Add : carrion-beetle, any beetle
of the family Silpkidx, wliich feed on carrion.
1815 KiRBY & Sp. Entonwl. viii. (1816) I. 228 A carrion-

beetle {Silpha lapponica^ L.). 1817 Ibid xxi. II. 247 The
carrion-bee ties {Silpha and Necrop/wrus^ F.), . .defile tis, if
handled roughly, with brown fetid saliva.

Carro (kaTi?). [Pg.] In Madeira, a car or sledge
on runners, drawn by bullocks.
x88« E. M. Taylor Madeira 198 Those Mount sledges, or

carros, in which people are impelled down the steep Mount
road at a very rapid rate. 1900 Biddle Madeira IsL 1. 118
The carros (bullock-cars mounted on runnersX

Carrollese (kse-ralfz), Carrolline (k^era-
bin), adjs. [See -ese, -ink l.] Resemblmg, or
characteristic of, the style of C. L. Dodgson (1832-
98), author of * Alice's Adventures in Wonder-
land *, who adopted the pseudonym of * Lewis
Carroll'.

1907 Westm. Gas. 25 July 2/3 There is nothing Carrollese
about the lines. 1927 Observer 3 Apr. 8 The book has the
Giibertian or, rather, CarroUine, title of ' Ships and Sealing
Wax '.

Carrot, sb. 2. Add : To dangle a carrot (before

a donkey), a proverbial method of tempting the
animal to move on; alsoyf^. in allusion to this.

1895 Westm. Gaz. 24 Aug. 2/2 Among other carrots dangled
before the electors last month was Bimetallism. (X9X6 E. \V.
GRECORy Fumit. Collector 228 The spectacle of an other-
wise intellectual individual engaged in trying to plumb the
depths of duplicity to which dealers can descend in faking
old furniture is like that of the donkey presising eagerly
forward after the dangling carrot. It would..be very
pleasant to possess the carrot of complete knowledge, but
the conditions render it impossible.]

2. b. (Later U.S. examples.)
X857 Trans. Ill, Agric. Soc II. 360 The Creoles manufac-

tured the tobacco into carrots, as they were called. A carrot
is a roll of tobacco twelve or fifteen inches long, and three
or four inches in diameter at the middle of the roll, and
tapered towards each end. X890 Congress. Rec. 27 Aug.
9213/2, I have here some carets [sic] of Cuban tobacca

Carrot (kse'rat), V. [f. Carrot sb., from the
yellow colour imparted to the fur.] trans. To treat

(fur) with nitrate of mercury (see quot. lyo6).
Hence Ca'rroting' vbl, sb. and Ca'xxotage >

SsCitETAGE.



CARBOTY. 161 CABTEI..

iBjQ Encyd. Brit. IX. 837/1 Furs, .of the hare and the

rabbit,.. dressed, carroted, and cut from trie skin. 1880 [see

Cakrotinc in Dict.J. 1906 Watson Smith Chem, Hat
Mann/. 17 I'hc s/crttngi or 'carrottiiig ' process..consists

in a treatment with a solution of mercuric nitrate in nitric

acid, in order to improve the felting qualities of the fur.

Carroty, (7. For sense * red-haired ' addquots.:
1887 Daily NtrvfS Dec. 8/5 He wasta tall, carroty man.

iQiaC N. & A. M. WiLUAMSOS Hrather Moon in. 297 The
plainest, oldest, and carrotiest of the three red-headed maids.

Carry, sb. Add

:

4- b. Golf. The distance between the spot from

which a ball is driven and that where it first lands;

also, the trajectory of the ball.

1887 Sir W. G. Simi-son Golf 113 Getting both hands
well under the club also produces a low carry. 1890
H. G. Hutchinson Golf {\^i\ 540 Carry.—The distance

from the place where the ball is struck to the place

where it pitches. Hence a long carry, and a short carry.

1896 VV. Park Golf 104 A well hit drive should be almost all

carry ; the ball should not run any distance afier it falls.

Ihid. 767 A long carry or a short carry are used to signify

the distance a ball must be lofted usually over a hazard. 1899
Golflllnstratcd 2/^ Dec. 319/2 I'he carry alone is estimated

to have been close on two hundred and fif^y yards.

5. 6'".^". (Earlier e.tamp!e.)

1857 Knickerbocker Mag. Nov. L. 494 From this place we
were to walk over a 'carry'.

Carry, t'. Add: L d. intr.ijoxpass,') Of soil:

To stick to the feet, or to horses* hoofs.

189s /'ieM 30 JsLti. 155/2 The frost.. caused the fallows and
scetu to 'carry a good deal, and they could only hunt very
slowly. /6iil. 156/3 An expanse of ploughed soil which
* carnes * considerabfy.

9. b. Golf SLnd Cricket. Of the ball, or the player

hitting it, or the bat, etc. : To cover (a distance)

or pass (a point) at a single stroke. Also absoL
\9rj^Gol/{ei\. R. Clark) 213 The balls carried considerably

higher than the weathercock. 1887 Sir W. G. Simpson
Gol/ 155 Many prefer it [sc. a dragging shot] to an ordinary
loft at shortish distances, the latter being more difficult

within, say, thirty yards than wlien the player has further

to carry. Ihi,i. 184 His game is easily insulted by being
made to go round, or play short of, a bunker, it ought to

be allowed to try to carry. 1903 J. Bkaid Bk. Gol/yo At a
greater distance where the mashie will not carry I should very
often u*e an iron. 1919 Morning /*ost 17 June 16/2 Off the
next ball—a full-pitch—he only just failed to carry the ring,

16L C To ^ain (a district, etc.) in an election.

(Cf. 17.)

1905 D. G. PHii.urs Plum Tree 122 \Ve, our party, carried

the state, as ustiaL Our legislative oujority was increased
by eleven,

36. d. rhr. To cany ones lift in onis hands

t

to be exposed to fatal risks in the performance of
one*s regular duties or occupation.
191a Times Lit. Suf/l. 4 Jan. a/a The Transatlantic

' railway-man *, whatever his rank,, .must at timci carry bis
life in his hmdi.
37. b. To cany guns : taid of a ship, to be
armed with (a specified number of ^ guns. Hence
in fig. phrases to cany too manygunsfor \ to carry
the biggest guns : to be too well or best eqnip[)ed

with the means of attack or defence in argument,
debate, etc.

1687 [see Gun tb. i\ if^ Titnet 35 Mar. 17/3 The Chan-
cellor—whose, .concern IS to make the two ends of his
Budget meet—necessarily carries the biggest guns.

38. O. Comm. Toholdor keep on hand (securities,

merchandise^ a stock, etc) ; to bear the charges or
risk of holding (such property). Also, to keep (a

customer) on oiie*s l>ookt as a debtor, orig. U,S,
1848 W. ABMsmoNC Stocks 10 It is nominally con<iidered

(hat the stock is nieanwhile 'carried * or possessed by the
seller. 1869 J. H. Browme Gt. Metm/. iiL 48 (Funk)
Operators can. .carry such an amount of stocks as astounds
the weaker ones of the street. 1870 Medbkrv Mem ^ Afyst.

WeUi St. 77 When a broker agrees to 'carry* stock, he
tars. Seven per cent, unless the market tightens. 1899
Irettm. Gaz. 14 Nov. 11/3 They [sc. shops in Capetown)
carry enormous stocks of goods from England, Germany,
and America. 1905 .V. V, Even. Fott 1 Sept. 7 One hotise

in this city carries twelve hundred in picture post cards.
S9i7TwvFoiD Purchasing 4- Staring ^^2$ It is not econo-
mical to carry in stock several variations of articles of a
similar tuture. 1917 Atwood Exch, ff S^ecuL 51 In common
parlance the customer trades on a * margin '. Expressed in
another way the broker * carries * the customer for all except
a small part of the co«i. 1930 Publishers* Weekly i \ Jan,
3(4/1 Air. Brady explained that he did not carry the book.

40. Also, to maintain 'a population).

190^ igth Cent. Nov. 816 Mackay, with bock country
carrying about 15,000 people.

b. Of a journal : To print (an article) in its

pages. U,S,
189a (Remembered in use). 1996 Publitkers' Weekly a^

May 1676/1 There are many towns in which the newspapers
do not Ciirry book reviews. I9a7 /kid, 12 Feb. 609 /'/tb-

tixArrs' lyeek/y of January 8th carried a letter signed by
a committee of the American Booksellers' Association .

.

which commented adversely on the Literary Guild.

43. b. To have (a specified dimension or weight).

AUo pass, with the same meaning.
s993 J. D. Kp.noali. /r#// Ores 388 The same ore is mined

by means of day levels, the headings being carried 9 feet
wide. 1904 Daily Chron. 17 Aug. 4/7 The machine indicated
that the Member for East Sydney 'carried ' iSst. 4ilb. 1908
Daily Report 20 July 3/1 llie 1,350-ft. level . . is carrying
3! ft. of quartz.

52. Carry on. d. Also, in military use, to con-
tinue as before, resume the former situation or

SUPPT.

occupation ; to proceed to carry out instructions.

Hence gen.^ to 'keep going*; to make the best

one can of abnormal conditions or difficult times.

1909 Daily Chron. 34 July 4/4 ' Carry on !
' is a word they

have in the Navy. It is the 'great word ' of the Service...
To-morrow the workaday life of i he Fleet begins again, and
the word will be, 'Carry on !

' 1915 * Bartimkus' Tall Ship
i. 14 The ship. .began to heel slowly over. The Captain.,
raised the megaphone to his mouth. * Carry on !

' he
shouted. ' Every man for himself.* 1915 ' Ian Hav ' First
Hundred Thou. xiv. 190 'Do you understand my order?*
thundered the Colonel. .

.
' I do, sir/ replied Blaikie politely,

'but— ' * Then, for heaven's sake, carry on !
' 1918

—

Last
Million vii. 97 I'm not one to ask for sympathy when there's
others needs it more.. .Carry on—that's my motto! 19*7
C. E. Montague Ki^ht ojf the Map 156 'We'll let the men
carry on resting ', said Wilian.

e, (Earlier U.S. examples.) Also j/^c. To engage
in flirtation, esp. of a dishonourable nature.
See also Carrving vbl, sb. 3.

x8s8 Mrs. Rovall Black Bk. II. 27 They romped and
squalled, and to use a Yankee phrase, ' carried on ^ at such
a rate that he and Mrs. C. were greatly annoyed. 1834 S.

Smith Sel. Lett. Major Dinvning\Z These Legistaters have
been carrying on sow 1956 [in Diet.]. 1876 Bksant & Rick
Golden Butter/ly xxxv, She and I carried on for a whole
season. People talked. 1903 Daily Chron. ig Feb. 7/5
Plaintiff accused him of 'carrying on ' with another girl at
the same time as he was engaged to ber.

63. Carry oat. O. Cricket. Also freq. with
omission of out,

1884 Boy'sOwH Paper Summer No. a6 Keep your weather
eye peeled, and just mind what you're at. And ev'ry man
Jack of you'll carry his bat. 1888 R. H. Lvttelton Cricket
(Badm. Libr.) 336 His runs for seven innings came to a total

of 6t, or an average of 10 runs per innings, as once he carried

his l»t. 1B95 IVestm. Gaz. 18 May 7/1 Grace has carried
his bat twenty-two times when scoring centuries.

54. Oajrry over. c. To transter.

1^9 E. Carpkntkr Civilis. W. 105 The ideal passion of that
period . . was that of comradeship, or male friendship carried
over into the rezion of love.

Carry-alL C/S. ^Earlier examples.)
1714 J. SroDDARD 7r«/. in A^. E. Hist. ^ Gen. Reg. V. 37

Mr. Longuille sent a carryall for us. 1775 in Proc. Mass.
Hist. Soc Ser. 11. II. 288, I rode out in a Carry'al with my
Landlord. Ibtd.f I could not walk from the Carriall into
the House without help. i8aS Motlev Corr. 1

.
3 We went to

ride in a Nutshell, otherwise a monster of acarryal), with hve
seals in it.

CaTry-away: . U* ^^rry away. Cabby v. 46 c]
In Yachtings the breakage of a spar, iope» etc.

1901 Westm. Gas. 23 May 5/1 The 'carry-away '..was the
most serious that could have happened. Fir>t bowsprit
snapped, and topmast bent to leeward. 19*8 Daily Tel. 11

Sept. 15/6 Mrs. Percy Sabel's Widgeon had a carry-away,
and was forced to give up when well placed.

Carry-f6rwmrd. Comm. [(. carry forward^
Cabbt V, 49.] The balance carried to the next

account after declaration of dividend. (See CAHur
V. 49.)
1898 iVestm. Gaz. 17 May 8/1 The last carr)'>forward was

j^t3X sooi Ibid. 7 Aug. 7/1 This is one of the few com*
panies which does not announce its carry forward with the
dividend- 19*9 Evening News iS Nov. 15/a After paying
the Preference and Ordinary dividend the carry forward is

j^34,2;2 .-igainst iC43.654 brought in.

Carrying, vbl. sb. Add : 2. oarrying-over
• •Cabby-ovkr.
S907 PoLEV & Gould Stock Exch, 168 The General Con*

tango IHy (these days are also known as Continuation or
Carrying-over Da)[s). /bid. 175 Where the broker is himself

the taker-in renderine a carrying-over note, he is not entitled

to charge both commissina and contango. 1910 H. Witmkrs
Stocks 4 Shares 377 If no charge is m.ide for carrying
over, a full cummtsaion is usually paid when the bargain is

finally closed.

4. carrying ohair, a chnir in which a person is

carried ; oanying oharges, the charges Incident

to holding goods for future sale (see *Cabby v.

38 c) ; carrying-place (eailicr U.S. examples).
\99^0uiing\.\}.^) XXIV. 139/3 The Chinese mandarin..

wh«i seatea proudly in his fancy *carrying-chair. 1905
Westm. Gas. *s Feb. 16/3 The carrying-chair used by Leo
XIII. c 1707 in G. Sheldon Hist. Deerfield (1895) I. 361
At which time they got to the last *carr) ing place. 1711
ymls. Ho. Repr., Mass. 111. so Fifty able Souldiers..
constantly Scouting, .the Rivers, Ponds, Carrying-places
and Hunting Grounds. 17*$ Lanceuter Rec. 340 We ..

came to ye carrying-place, where ye Indians carry their

conoes. 1753 Washington Diaries I. ^5 It is iso Miles to

thecarnring Place at the Fall of Lake Erie, ij^ Essex /nst.

Hist. Coll. XIX. 143 The ginorals Horg [ = barge) was.,
drawn acrost ye Carring Place and put into Lake Champlnin.

Carr3rin^, ///. a. Add : carrying comb
Spinning (see quots.) ; carrying party J///., a
party detailed to carry or bring up supplies.
1868 Patents, Abridgm. Specif, Spinning w. 356 A pulley

carried by a pillar placed within the main circle of 'carrying
combs. 1884 W, S. B. M^Laken Spinning (ed. a) ^4 'I'he

carrying-comb carries off" the wool from between its two
plates. 1S89 BuRMLF.v Wool ^ Woolcon/blng afx) The CAtry.
ing comb advances in as near as possible a perpendicular
position close to the nipper mouth and takes off the tuft of
fibres. 1884 Milit. Engin. I, 11. 109 A certain number, .will

be told off as 'carrying party. They will be provided with
bags of hay, shavmgs, wool, &c., board<i, fascines. 1919
G. K. Rosr a'4th Ox/. ^ Bucks Lt. In/ty. 72 When the
evening's 'carrying parties' were finished.

Carry-over. [f. cany over, Cabby v. 54 b.]

On the Stock Exchange : Postponement of pay-
ment of an account until the next settling-day

;

the amount so kept over. Also attrib., as carry-

over day
J
price, rale. Also trans/, of other kinds

of business.

1894 Daily News 29 Jan. 2/5 Grand Trunk stocks are from
3 to 4 per cent, higher than at the last * carry over'. 1895
/bid. 19 Oct. 2 The carry-over price was fixed at 3J. 1809
Westm. Gaz. 7 June 8/1 Monday is the carry-over day in
mines.
trans/. \^% London Teacher ^ Land, SchoolRerr. 13 Nov.

393/2 The Board in igai announced suddenly that they would
not pay grants on the full carry-over of the three Burnham
scales. 19J7 Obsen>er^-j Nov. 21/2 A very heavycarry-over
of work from the adjournment on December 21 is inevitable,
ashundredsof cases are awaiting trial in th- King's Bench
Division. 19x8 Daily Express 6 Jan. 6 Every session has its

carry-overs, but there seems to be nothing this year to rival
the importance of the Trades Disputes Bill.

Carstone (kaust^un). Geol. [app. =! *carn'
stone^ for quam stone, local form of Quekn-stone.]
A species of the Lower Greensand.
181S W. Smith Mem. Map Strata Eng. tf Wales 43 Iron

Sand, or Carstone. i8aa Convbeare & Phillips Outl. Geol.
Eng. Jff Wales 136 Iron Sand. ..We are able to trace and
identify the present series throughout the island. In different
counties it has received the name of Carstone and Quern
stone. 1840 Spurdens Suppt. Forhy's Voc. E. Anglia
(1858), Car-stone, a peculiar stone, found principally near
Swaffham. 1876 Woodwahd Geol. Eng. .y Wales 230 The
hard beds, locally termed Carstone (or Quern stone), are
worked for building-purposes. i88> Geikie Text-bk. Geol.
830 The Upper Neocomian 'Car-stone'. 1885 /bid. (ed. 3)

£23 The Upper Neocomian sub-stage (Carstone) ranges into
Norfolk.

Cart, sb. Add

:

4. b. The carapace or upper shell of a crab,

coUoq, or dial.

i860 Slang Diet. (ed. a) s,v. Carts^ In Norfolk the cara.
pace of a crab is called a crub cart. 1887 GirVs Ozim Paper
16 July 661/3 Pick the meat from the cart, the breastplate,
and the claws.

5. In the cart : (put or left) behind, in the rear,

i. e. in a losing position, slang.

18^ Evening Standard 25 June (Farmer) It was alle^^
that in two races. .Sir George Chetwynd—to use a vulgarism
—had been put in the cart by his Jockey. 1908 Puttck
12 Feb. 110 We were simply alt over 'em, and had 'em
in the cart in no time. ibid. 4 Nov. 334 Something.,
tells me I am fairly in the cart. S009 W. S. Maughah
Smith (1914) 13 Emily was left in the cart. 191X W. J.
LoCKK Clementina Wing xxi. 363 Lena Fontaine and
Huckaby had put them in the cart. They were left, they
were done, they were stung. 19*4 J. B. Hohbs Cricket
Mens. 156 We made 338, which was enough practically to
put South Africa hopelessly in the cart.

6. cart-body (examples) ; cart-road (earlier

U.S, example).
c 1315 Gloss. W. de Bibbestv. in Wright Voc. (1857) 167 Le

chartil^ thc*carte body. 1407 in Kennett Par.Autiq. (1818)
lI.3i3Et pro snrrattone et dolationeuniusCartbod>r..vil*J.

«779 in Narrag. Hist. Reg. I. 93 Went to Tower bill for a
cart body. X834 W. G. Siums Guy Rivers 414 The con-
fL-\gration . . destroyed his cart-body and calicoes. 1700 Cat,
I'irginia .St. Papers 1. 72 From thence alonge y« *Cart
Kuade until it comes..beyonde yu ITrench Ordinery.

Cart, V. Add :

L To cart off or away : to carry off or away in a
cart ; hence gen. to carry off, take away, remove.
t88i Punch 8 Oct. 166/3 Napier and Havelock might he

leaned off to join the poor Duke of Kent at the top of Port-
land Place. S89Z Farmer Slang.

O. Anglo-Indian. (See qnot.)

1837 T. Bacom First /mpr. Hindustan I. 137 Carting a
girl, or riding out with her, ts considered in Indiaas a regular
publication of the banns.

4. trans. To defeat easily in a game or match,
slang, (Cf. prec. 5.) 1891 Farmer .S"/a«f.

Cartaffa. Add examples of attrib. use :

1901 Daily Nnvs 24 Jan. o/i The prisoner was doing some
cartage work at Drayton Park. 2903 Daily Chron, 7 Jan,
8/1 A cariage contractor.

Cartel, sb. Add :

3. o. AiXAxG. kartell {auY. cartelOT It, cartelh)\

In Germany and Austria^ an agreement or associa-

tion between two or more business houses for regu-

lating output, fixing prices, etc. ; also, the houses
tlius combined together; a trust or syndicate.
i|^ Daily Chron. 34 May 6/3 He laid stress on the injury

which would be done to the Indian industry if thecouniry
were flooded with * Cartel ' sugar. 2903 Pol. Sci. Q. XVI f.

381 'i he cartel, or producers* syndicate. 190a Westm. Gaz.
34 Nov. lo/i The new cartel includes practically every im-
portant iron and steel Interest in the Dual Monarchy. i^A
BritaitCs /ndustrial Future (Liberal ind. /nquiry) ii. viit.

93 Trusts, cartels, combinations.

d. Hist. The combination formed in 1887
between the Conservat i ves and the Nat ional

Liberals in Germany to support each other*s can-

didates, for the furtherance of Bismarck's military

and imperial policy. Hence as a name for similar

combinations in other countries.

1918 C. G. RoBKRTSON Bismarck 453 The Chancellor's
political cartel was complete! it consisted of the Con-
servatives, the old National Liberals, and the Centre;
and the union gave him a decisive and obedient majority.

1918 A. W. Waro Germany III. 125 The entire Cartel,

this time with the Centre, agreed to proceed with the

loan. 19*6 Encycl. Brit. II. 94/1 The Radicals, RadicaU
Socialists and Socialists formed a Cartel [France, 1924].

>9»7 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 154 Hence an electoral cartel was
inevitable, and to this the Transylvanians and Tsaranists

consented. 1938 Daily Tel. ai Aug. 8/3 The 'cartel* of

Republican parties formed by him [sc. M. Veniselos],

11
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Hence Ca*rtel(l)i8in, the system of (political)

cartels ; Ca'rtel(l)ist, a member or supporter of

a cartel ; Cartel(l)iza*tion, the system of trade

cartels ; Ca*rtel(l)lze v. trans. ^ to combine into a
cartel, bring under the control of a cartel.

n^t^Contemp. Rev. June 716 Hitherto textiles were not
regarded as favouraUe fields for cartelisation. XQ35 Glasg<nv
Herald 16 Apr. 9 Passionate Cartelist though he is. 1926
Jbid. 4 Jan. 7 The leading exponent of Cartellism. 1937 A'.

Liefmann's Internat. Cartels g8 Baron Tibbaut (Belgium)
believed that cartelllzation spelled the death of ' protection-
ism '. Ibid. loi In the face of a cariellized industry, strong
organization of the consumers. . wa-^ necessary. 1939 I'Unes

5 June 15/3 la the late Council Anti-Cartellists and
Cartellists were exactly balanced.

Cartel, cartle, var. ff. Kartel, a hammock.
x88o. 1885 [see Kartel]. 1910 J. Buchan Prester yokn

\*iii, [I] flung my karosson the cartel which did duty as bed.

Carter ^ Add:
4. In full carter spider: A spider of the family
Pkalangiidm\ ~ Harvbstman 2.

1665 HooKR Microgr. ig8 The Carter, Shepherd Spider,
or lon^-legg'd Spider. 1746 B. Mabtin Ess. Electricity 12:1

That Sort [of spidcrl we call a Carter, or Father Long-legs.

Cartesian. Add : Cartesian coordinate : see

C00RDIN.\TB sb. 2.

Carton^ (kautan). [ad. F. carton : see

Cartok in Diet.] a. A box or case made of light

pasteboard or cardboard, for holding goods. Hence
Cartoned (kautand) fl., packed in a carton,
1906 Daily Ckron. 24 Oct. 6 6 A pound carton [of soap].

192X C. C. Martin Export Packing 559 Sundry Cartoned
Goods. 1924 Public Opinion 12 Sept- 258/3 Motorists' sand-
wich papers and cigarette cartons. 1996 Spectator 18 Sept.
412/t The Ash.. are packed in specially designed cartons.

b. Light pasteboard or cardboard used for

making boxes, etc. Also attrib.

1891 Mahaffv Flinders Petrte Pafiyri^ The coffins . . were
made of layers of papjTus, . . stuck together so as to form a
thick carton, painted within and without with designs and
religious emblems. These carton-cases were made to fit the
swathed body. 1908 J. H. Judd {title) The 'A.L. Carton
Work. 1910 — Carton Designing for Juniors. 1913 Bk.
School Handwork I. 188 Domestic Handicraft for Girls in
Paper, Carton, Cardboard, and Woodwork. Ibid. 195 Paper
folding and carton work, .in the making of toys.

Cartonna^e (ka-jtsned.^). ArchmoL Also
cartonage. [Fr., f. carton : see prec and -age.]
An Egyptian mummy-case made of layers of linen
or papyrus tightly pressed and glued together and
fitting closely to the embalmSi body ; also, the
material thus used. Also attrib.

1834 T. J. Pbttigrew Egypt. Mummies 116 The case I am
describing is called by the French the ' Cartonage ', from the
resemblance of its composition to pasteboard. 1841 J. G.
Wilkinson Anc. Egyptians Ser. ii. II. 477 The innermost
covering of the body, .was the cartonage. This was a paste-
board case fitting exactly to its shape. 1881 Rawlinson
Hist. Anc, Egypt. I. 512 The swathed body was covered by
a *cartonnage ', consisting of twenty or forty layers of linen
tightly pressed and glued together, so as to form a sort of
paste-board envelope, which then received a thin coating
of stncco, and was painted in bright colours with hiero-
glyphics and figiires of deities. 18^ Petrie Hamara, etc.

15 Mummies with gilt cartonnage heads. 1891 Edwards
Pharaohs^ etc 156 The material of the mummy-case is the
usual 'cartonnage'.. .This cartonnage is impiessed all over
the arms, shoulders and head-dress, with a. .pattern. 1894
TiKARD Erman's Anc. Egypt -^is The inner coffins which
were of wood or cartonage. 1908 Athenzum 21 Mar. 360/3
The cartonnage mask which decorated the inner coffin.

Carton-pierre (karton pyfr). [Fr., = * card-
board (of) stone*.] A kind of papier mach€
made to imitate stone or bronze. Also called
Carton-pate (Cent. Diet. 1889).
x«5< illustr. Caial.Gt. Exkib. III. 747/1 Bracket-table,

. . the figures supporting it of carton-pierre. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Carton-pierre . . has been used for roofing, and
is composed of the pulp of paper mixed with whiting and
glue. i86x Catal. Internat. Exhib,^ Brit, II. No. 5752,
Ornamental furniture, in carton-pierre and papier-machd.
1885 Spans" Mechanics' Own Bk. 608 Carton pierre is

a species of parHer-macb^ made with paper pulp, whiting,
and size, pressed into plaster moulds.

Cartoon, sb. Add :

2. (The term is no longer restricted to full-page
drawings: see qnot. 1910.)
1843 Punch 24 June 258/2 Punch has the benevolence to

announce, thiU in an early number of his ensuing Volume
he will astonish the Parliamentary Committee by the
publication of several exquisite designs, to be called Punch's
Cartoons ! Ibid. 15 July 22/2 Substance and Shadow.
Cartoon No. I. 1910 Daily Chron. i Mar. 6/6 The cartoon
nowada;rs..is merely party political. You find a scratchy
sketch in the corner of a paper devoted to the week-end
football matches or the spring handicaps, or Mr. Asquith's
breakfast with the King. ' Cartoon I

*

Cart001ier;y (kaJta-nari). [f, Cabtoon sb.'\

The making oi cartoons; cartoons in general.
X911 Webster, Cartoonery^., sict or art of cartooning.

X914 N. v. Herald 16 June 10/7 Typical of a vast amount
of cartoonery.

Cartooning, vbl, sb. [f. Cartoon v. + -wq\1
The drawing or execution of cartoons ; representa-
tion in a cartoon.
1846 Browning Lett, o July (1899) II. 319 Then comes the

rest from cartooning and exhibiting, xgz-j Sunday at Home
June ^o/i The cartooning of nature has been aided by some
touching up from a tricksy human hand.

Cart-wheel, sb. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)

162

iSss Barnum Li/e ii Talk of ' cart wlieels ', thare was
never one half so large as that dollar looked to me.
4. A form of fire-work.

1840 R. H. Dana Bg/. Mast xHi. 72 We had .. everything
..from Chinese fire-works to English cart-wheels.

Cart-wlieel, v. intr. To move like a rotating
wheel; esp. of an aeroplane which makes a bad
landing on one wing-tip.
19.0 Btackw. Mag. July 85/1 He cart-wheeled round right-

handed to get behind iier again. 19.5 E. F. Norton Figkt
for Everest, igz4 1 14 Somerveirs axe slipped from his numb
fingers and went cart-wheeliiig down the slopes below. 19.8
Daily Express 24 Sept. 7/4 The machine continued to lose
height, and suddenly cartwheeled vertically to the ground.

Cart-whip. (Later U.S. example.)
1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldttnvn Folks xii. 136 He bad helped

himself to a lons^ cart-whip which stood there.

Ca'rncated, ppl. a. Hist. Measured and as-

sessed by carucates.
1908 \V. G. CoLLlNGWOOD Scandin. Britain in Leicester-

shire. , was a carucated district.

Carval (ka-jv'l). Isle ofMan. Also carvel.
[Manx carval.'\ A carol.

1887 Hau. Caine Deemster xxxiii, Sometimes be crooned
a Manx carvaL 1910 Encycl, Brit. V. 639/2 Most of the
existing literature.. consists of ballads and carols, locally
called carvels.

Carver. Add : 3. O. A carver's chair.

1927 Daily Tel. 3 May 3/3 A set of Hepplewhite chairs
and carver upholstered in pigskin.

Carvingf, vbl. sb. 4. Add : carving horse
U.S. (see quot.).

1920 Hunter Trait Drivers of Texas ^t^y The specially
trained horses used (to cut out cattle], .are called * carving
horses '.

Caryo- : see Karto-.
Casa (ka'sa). U.S. [Sp. casa house :—L. cdsa."]

A country-house in the Western States.
1870 B. Harte Notes Flood ^ Field n, His ' casa ' 's built

too high.

Casaqae (kazak). [Fr.] A kind of jacket or
jumper worn by females.

^ 1894 Daily Ne7vs2o Oct. 6/6 The 'casaque*. or Louis XVL
jacket, in brocade or very handsome fancy cloth, is another
revival of this season. 19.3 Daily Mail 19 Feb. Advt.,
Knitted Wool Cas.iques.

Casaquin (kazakaen). [Fr. : see Cassakin.]
A kind of bodice or jumper.
192. Daily Mail j^ Dec. 15 The casaquin bodice was joined

to a full anicle-length skirt. 1923 Ihiii. 18 Jan. 11 Another
frock from Paris has a casaquin.. over a plain skirt. Ibid.
12 Feb. 15 The casaquin jumper of this three-piece suit.

Casca-ding, ppl. a. [f. Cascade v. + -ing 2.]

Falling in or as in a cascade.
1889 C. Edwardes Sardinia 159 The cascading stream.

1916 BovD Cable Action Front 179 From overhead, .there
came, .the clatter and rattle of cascading bricks and tiles.

1923 Glasgow Herald 9 May n Climbins and cascading
plants.

Cascalho (kaska-lyo). Also -hao. [Pg.] In
Brazil, a deposit of pebbles, gravel, and ferruginous
sand, containing diamonds or gold.
1812 J. Mawe Trav. Brazil 77 The gold lies . . in a stratum

of rounded pebbles and gravel, called cascalhao, 18x3 —
Diamonds (1823) 35 In one part of the Diamond District
the cascalho forms a solid breccia. 2867 C. W. King
Precions Stones (ed. 2) 59 The gravel—cajca/'/Saa—filling
their beds is dug out. 1910 Encycl. Brit. VIIL 160/1 The
diamond is found . . in the gravels of the present rivers, em-
bedded in a ferruginous clay-cemented conglomerate known
as cascalho.

Cascara. Add

:

2. Med. The bark of a Californian buckthorn,
Rhamnus purshiana, used as a cathartic or laxa-
tive. Popularly pronounced (ka^ska-ra). In full

Ca-scara Sagra-da, ' sacred bark '.

1879 A. O'Neill in Neia Preparations (Detroit) IIL 14a
1885 Brit. Pharmacopeia 151 Extract of Cascara Sagiada.
/did. 152 Mix the cascara with two pints of the spirit.

Case, sb.'^ Add

:

3. b. A case : an instance of what may be ex-
pected under the circumstances, slang.
1924 J. B. Hobbs Cricket Mem. 30 A. E. Relf was batting.

* Razor ' sent down an off-spinner, and appealed. It looked
a case. ' Not out,' says Albert Trott.

4. b. In the case of: as regards (a specified thing
or person). In that case : if that is true ; if that
should happen ; that being so. Similarly, in the
first case, etc In any case : whatever may happen,
whatever the fact is. (Cf. 13.) In many cases : in
a number of instances. Similarly, in some cases.
1791 J. Walker Pron. Did. s.v. Medicinal, Poets..who

have, and, perhaps, in some cases, ought to have, a language
different from prose. 1881 Spons' Encycl. Industr. Arts
IV. 125a In many cases, flax-spinning establishments have
weaving branches in connection with them. 1893 E. S. Gunn
Business Training Man. (ed. 2) 55 In the case of liquids,
should there be any appearance of leakage, if the receipt is
signed without any remark, it is called a ' clean ' receipt.
1894 Sweet Anglo-Saxon Reader (eA. 7) 227 The parts of
speech are not marked in the case of adjectives, pronouns and
weak verbs. 1894 Thudichl'M Wines 92 In the case of an
excellent young Palatinate wine we found that the beating
diminished the albumen from 0*3550 per cent, to 0-2448
per cent. Ibid, t^b When he comes to his vineyard he
finds his crop either eaten by flies and other vermin, or
rotten, or overripe, and in any case it yields him a lesser
quantity or quality of wine. 1896 L. Fletcher lutrod.
Study Meteorites 36 lu some cases the cbondrules consist

CASH.

wholly or in great part of glass. 1909 Eevnon Drapery
^6 ' And if 1 can show you cheaper lines than you are Duy-
ing, you won't buy?' 'No, I will not buy even in that
case.' 1912 C. N. A: A. M. Williaiuso.s f/eatter Moon 11.

iii. 128 ' It didn't seem to me there was anything rontanlic
about Mr. Douglas, except bis name.' ' In that case, you
are a little flirt,' said he. 19x6 E. W. Gregory Fnmit.
Collector 227 But in any case worm-eaten furniture is not
at all desirable. 19x7 Atwood Exchanges <5- Spectil. 66 In
most cases the broker serves the banker gratuitously. 1921
A. L. Sjmon IVine 59 In the first case, the wines are sent
over here, as a rule two years after vintage. 1929 Pineko
in The Eighteen-Se^'enties 133 ThedifficuUies of great men
are intensified in the case of little ones.

5. b. In U.S. spec, of toliacco.

ifna Maryland Archives I. 98 Bad 'I'obaccosball be judged
..[whatis] sooty, wett, or intoohigh Ca.se. 266X Maiylatid
Hist. Mag. VIII. 7 [Two hogsheads] struck m too high
case and in a rotting condition. 1800 W. Tathah Cult.
9f Com. Tobacco 37 It must be stretched gently over the
ends of the fingers and knuckles, and if it is in good case,
i.e. plight, or condition, it will discover an elastic capacity.
l8«3 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1865I V. 667 The fires should
be suffered to go out, and the tobacco be suffered to come in
case, or get soft again. IHd. 66g.

8. d. U.S. In the game of faro, the fourth card
of any denomination, when the other three have
been taken from the dealing-box. To keep cases :

to note the cards as they come from the box ; hence
fig. to keep watch. To come down to cases : to get
down to the point.

1896 G. Ade Artie iii. 24, I conid see that a Johnny-on-
the-spot with a big badge marked * Committee was tryin'
to keep cases on ber. X903 A. Adams Log CoTvboy xiii. 199We found Quince Forrest and Wyatt Roundtrce playing the
faro bank, the former keeping cases. 19x8 .Mulforo Man
fr. Bar-zo ii. 21 Comin' down to cases, you ain't really a
cow-puncher. 1920 — J. Nelson xiv. 144 I'm keepin' cases
on these cattle.

10. b. {in ease.) Sometimes used brokenly
without a following sentence, to indicate an un-
specified apprehension of accident.
1898 KiPLisG Fleet in Being 28 One leg over the edge of

the bunk —in case.

14. case-keeper U.S., one who 'keeps cases' in

faro (see *8 d) ; the device used for this purpose.
X909 Century Diet. SuppL, Case-keeper, infaro, the player

who marks the cards as they come fiora the dealing-box...
Small buttons are pushed along wires for this purpo-se. 1913
MuLFORD Coming of Cassidy vii. 115 Why weren't there
cue-carJs, so the players could keep their own tally of the
cards instead of having to depend on the cue-box kept by
the ca.se-keeper ?

Case, z".^ 4. (Later examples.)
>82x J. Fowler 7rnl. 44 The Hunters killed two deer,

[and] Cased the Skins for Baggs. 1900 Shithwicx Evol.
State 17B The vessels for carrying water were made of deer
skins cased—stripped off whole—the legs and necks tied
tightly with sinews.

Casease (k?-s«|^is). Ciem. [f. Casein: see
*-ASE.] A proteolytic ferment formed by certain
bacteiia, capable of decomposing the casein of
milk and cheese.

1899 J. R. Green Soluble Ferments 218,

Caseate (k^'-s»>it), v. Pathol, [f. L. cdseus
cheese + -ate 3.] intr. To undergo caseons degene-
ration. See Caseatiok b.

1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2) 79 In.. fatty
degeneration.. subsequent changes invariably take place;
the part either softening, caseating, or becoming the seat
of calcifiouion itself. 1907 Practitioner Dec 737 If the
appendix is subsequently removed, you may find a caseating
centre near it. 19x0 Ibid. June 743 Caseated glands.

Casement. Add : 1. b. The matrix cut in
stone to receive a monumental brass.

1454 in Dugdale Antig. IVurwicksA. (1656) 354/1 Either of
the said long plates for writing shall be in bredth to fill justly
the casements provided therefore. 1890 J. T. Fowler in Prvc
Sac. Antig. XIII. 34 note. It has been proposed to reviv*
' casement

', an equally good word at one time in use.
J891 W. H. St. John Hope Ibid. 213 Beneath the figure is
the casement of the inscription. 1903 Vorks. ArchaeoL
Jml. 307 The top slab with the casement of the brass taken
up and inserted m the north wall
5. casement cloth, a cotton cloth used primarily

for casement curtains, but also as a dress material,
etc. ; so casement fabric, which is of wider
application ; casement curtain, a curtain of the
kind made to fit a casement window (see sense 2).
1908 Home Chat 6 June 572/2 Linen, or <^casement clotfa,

empluyed as concluding note to a skirt of the same. 1830
Tenhvsom Mariana ii. She drew her *casenientK:urtain by.
X9IO Daily Chron. 5 Apr. 9/4 Our windows arc furnish^
with casement curtains, z^ia Queen 27 July 180/2 Patterns
of Sundour *casement fabrics and washirig materials. 19.0
Home Chat 4 Dec 428 Casement Fabrics made to measure.

Cash, rf.l Add: 2. b. Cash on delivery:
applied to the forwarding of goods to order, pay-
ment being made to the carrier or postman when
the goods are delivered. Abbreviated C.O.D.
1899 Pitman s Office Routine 2nd Stage 139. 1904 Dedly

ChroH. 13 Apr. 6/3 The cash-on-delivery system of trans-
mitting goods by parcel post.

f. Cash down (Down adv. 12): ready money.
i8ss Haliburton Nat. ^ Hum. Nat. II. iii What's the

price, .cash down on the nail?

3. cash-article, girl; cash account (earlier

examples) ; cash carrier, conveyer, railway, a
device employed in shops liy which money is carrieu
in a receptacle rimning on a line between the cash-
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desk or connting-house and the several counters

;

cash-price (early example) ; cash register, orig,

U.S,t a till furnished with an apparatus which

visibly records the amounts put into it; cash-sale

(examples); cash-store, orig, l/.S,^ a store in

which credit is not given.

tTJo Carroll Papers m Maryland Hist, Mag, XII. 295
Do not give y'seif the Trouble of sending me an Extract of

jr» "Cash Ace*. 1771 Ibid, XIV. 36^, I have a Regular Cash
Ace' in an old Book Here. 1835 Southern Lit. Messenger

I. 339 But a man was a *cash article there. 1889 Century
DicLy *Cashcarrier. 190s Btdgs. Worlds Columbian
Expos, a/i The Transportation exhibits . . range . . from a

•cash conveyor to a balloon, a 1906*0. Henkv' Trimmed
Lamp etc 78, I wa<: a •cash-girl and a wrapper and then

a shop girl 1781 Cat. Virginia St. Papers I. 438 '1 he

articles were furnished at 'cash prices. 1886 Casselfs

Family Mag, 123/1 The 'cash register which is represented

in the woodcut is only twelve inches in height. 1911 H. S.

Harrison Qveed v\\\. 103 He was as definite as an adding*

machine, as practical as a cash register. 1816 U. Browm
JrHl. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XL 350 [He] advises me to

sell the whole of Clement Hrooks property for cash, or at a
•Cash Sale. 1837 Colman Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) 90 At
the same time we are always sure of a cash sale. 1879
TouRCKE Foots Arr<i»/viii. 36 'llie plantation would never

have brought that price at a cash -^le. 1911 R. D.Saunders
Col. Todkunter viii. 109 Quit setttn' there lookin' like a poor
man at a cash sale. 1830 PAt/LoiNc Cltroit, Gotfut$n 156 The
Honourable Pclcg Pe-hell,*cash-siore keeper at Pe«ihellville,

Ibid. 159 Passing a unanimous resolution, not to buy any-
thing at his cash-store. 1849 Willis Rural Lett, xviii. 156

Yoa do injustice to the 'cash stores * of Oswego.

b. Applied adject ively to (a) commodities pur-

chasable for cash, (^) tradesmen or commercial
houses doing business for ready money only. CC
cash-article, saU^ etc, al>ove.

1898 Daily News 15 June 6/2 Mr. Armour to-day bought
all .Mr. Leiter's cosh wheat in the north-west. 1903 DaUy
Ckrom. 7 Apr. 5/2 Cash Dispensing Chemists.

Cash (kaej"), sb.* Anglicized f. Cache s^.

1835 N. Wteth yrnl. 336 Camped - . just above the mouth
of the Utalla where I have a caah of traps.

Gash, r.2 Add:
2. l/.S. Ca«h in, to settle accounts in the game

of poker; hence in gcnenil use, to clear accounts
;

to close up a matter. (Sometimes trans, with

chtcks as object.)

1S89 Kansas Tililts fr Star ao &far.. The market valoe
now IS about I1.700 a front foot, and many members favor
* cashing in ' at kuch a fancy price, and building elsewhere.

1891 [see below). 1896 G. Adk Artie v. 46 If you're struck
• on him 1*11 cash in xv^K here and drop out of the game.
SS99 — Doc Home xxL 333, 1 lost back the 83,500 and
cashed in. a 1904 S. E. Whitk Rlased TrailStorin xU. 334
By all the rules of the game, Peter should have failed long
since, sboukl have 'cashed in and quit* some five yvats
back.

^•A?' To <^'c. (Also withont /*«.)

iSqx Karmkr Slaifg, Cask or pass in one's Ckeckt verbal
phr...todie. T908 vAvuovlo Orphan xix. 350 The Orphan
not only saved me but also some of them, fur I'd a gotten
some of them before I cashed. 19*0 — y. Selson xx. 320
HaV beeo Collerin' me around steady since Wolf cashed in.

O. To get in with ; to stake money or capital

tm, U.S,
a 1904 S. E. WwrrB Blazed Trail Stories riiL 146, 1 don't

stack very high in the bluechips when it comes to cashin* in
with th' gentle sex. 19*7 Daily Express 13 Sept. ix An
enterprising American company. . 'cashed in*Qa Mc Arlea
by acquiring the screen-rights of one of hit earliest stories.

S930 Publislurs* Weekly i Mar. 1040 Cash tn on this

tremendous wave of interest and enthnsiasm ! A targe
national advertising campaign will start the novel toward
a big sale 1

d. trans. To pay in to a bank ; to earn, gjain.

AS906 *0. Hf.nrv 7'r//«//K'i^/^rt«^ etc 213 With his gold
dust cashed in to the merry air of a hundred thousand.. the
Man from Nome sighed to set foot again in Chilkoot. 1910
W. M. Kainc B. O'Omn^r 31, 1 know your kind—hell-bent
to spend what you cash in.

3. To pay aver or up. Now U,S,
iSas AVa* Monthly Mag. XIV. 193 When it came to

* cashing-up ', affairs assumed a soberer complexion, ibid.

u6 The call to*cash up 'is unheeded By holders of Mexican
Scrip. 1831 ^Jrtwi«raj6/2 A certain Alderman. .did not
cash up to his supporters on the former election. 184a
Bakham Ingol. Leg. Ser. lu Merck, Venice, He could not
cash up, spite of all he could do. 18^ Mary J. Holmks
Tempest «f Suttskine xxi. 227 Tempest \s in a desput hurry
to know whether I'm goin to cash over and send her to
market in New Orleans. 1890 Buckskin Mose xvii. 346 He
might run to Tom Long's, and inform him of our use of the
ccfUentsof hts cellar, without cashing up.

Cash (k»/}, 9.8 Anglicized f. Cachk v.

sSsi J. Fowler yrnl, q We this morning Berryod or
Cashed, as the frcnch call it, 3a Bever trapt. s84a M.
Crawford yrnl, 14 Finished makinf{ packsaddlea, cashed
goods and preparing to start tomorrow. Ibid,^ Stopped
early for dinner, cashed liquor.

-'Cashable (kaejabl), a, [£ Cash t/.2 + -able.]
Capable 01 btrint; cashed.

xflioi Pall Mall Gaz. 31 Sept. a/i The money card would
not be cashable. X9SS Daily Express s July 10/2 Cashable
orders on retail or manufacturing firms.

CashawCk^J^O- ^'^- Alsocushaw^kershaw.
[Algonkin.] A variety of pumpkin.
1705 Bkvkrlv Hist. Virginia (1732) 124 Their Cushmms

are a kind of Pompion, of a bhieish green Colour, streak'd
with White, when they arc fit for Use. 1859 IlAxTLrrr Diet.
vlMtfT. fed. z), C(i«A«tc, sometimes spelt ^rr//«w, a pumpkin.
WCBlMU,

Casher-box (kse'Jaz b^ks). In crown glass

manufacture, a table covered with coal cinders oxs

which the globe of glass rests while the blowing
tube is detached and the pontil attached to the

flattened side of the globe.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 582 The flattened globe is removed

from the fire, and its rod , . rested on the casher box covered
with coal cinders. 1879 Emycl, Brit. X. 660/1 When.. the
glass has been allowed to cool a little, it is rested on the
* casher box ', and an iron rod, called a * pontil *

. . is applied
to the tlattened side.

Cashless, a, (Earlier U.S. example.)
1833 Niles" Register 20 J uly X LI V. 347 They with rich land,

and staple productions .. are becoming poor and cashless.

Casinese, variant of Cassink.se.

Casing, vbl, sb. 2. o. U.S, Mining, (Earlier

example.)
1872 ' Mark Tvfw^* Roughing it xl. (1883) 318 It's a blind

lead . . I—hanging wail—foot wall—clay casing^i—everything
complete I

d. The framing round a door or window. 6^".^.

1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel, IVest xxii. 449 Grasping the
casing I got in at the door. 1S87 Toukgeb Button's Inn
ao3 A hand touched the casing, and a footstep.. fell upon the
floor. 1910 Atlantic Monthly Jan. 36 Ellen leaned her
head against the casing, 1913 Mrs. Stratton.Porter
Laddie iL (1917) 38 All the casings were oiled wood, and
the walls had Just a little yellow. Ibid, xviii. 364 He care-
fully loaded bis gun, and leaned it against the front casiug.

Casing, ///. a. Add : casing rock ^ Casino
vbi. sb. 2 c.

187a * Maj{IC Twai:< Raugkiug it xxix. (1882) 160 The
wall or ledge of rock . . was perfectly distinct from the casiug
lock on each side of it.

Cask, sb, 5. Add : cask-body^ -head, ^steamer^

-washer,
1874 Sp/ms* Diet. Fngin, viii, 3919 Having thos far

followed the shaping of tlie staves, and the conversion of the
same into *ca.\k bodies, it will be necessary to direct our
attention to the formation of *cask-hcads. 1905 Daily
Ckron. 10 Oct. 3/5 The old-fashioned cask-beads with the
Eamiliar legend of * Fine old Port '. 1881 Jnstr. CeitsHS
Clerks (1S85) 61 *CasIc W.isher, Steamer. 189X Daily Neius
13 Feb. 2/8 A cask-washer, employed at the Berkshire
Brewery. 1911 Diet, Occup, Tert/tt (1927) % 459 Washer^
barrel; casktvasher. .(!) cask steamer\ rolls barrels to feed
end of washing machine.. (iij cleans barrels by pouring
water and stone into them.

Casket, sb,^ 3. Add to def. : spte, one of a
rectangular form.
1863 tiAWTHOBNE Our Old Hoiitc^ About Wani^ck loa

* Caskets *
I a vile modem phrase, which compels a person .

,

to shrink, .from the idea of being buried at sJL

4. Comb. I oasket lens (see quot. 1895).
s89a J. T. Taylor Optics Pkatogr. 88 Casket lenses are

now being made by several manufacturers. 1895 J. A.
Uoocts Photographic Lenses xviii. 113 'Casket tenses.,

are not usually 'combination* lenses, .. the casket usually
containing three or more doublet lenses. . . The casket system
..provides the novice with several lenses of various focal

lengths.. so that tliflferent angles of view may be included
upon the same plate.

Caslon (k.x-zUn\ Typography. The name of
William Caslon^ fatner( 1693- 1766) and son (1720-

1778), applied to the tyf)e fotmdry established by
the father, and to the oUl*frice type cut there, or

(later) one cut in imitation of this. Also Comb,,
as Caslan-shaped nd],

iSasX. C Hamsaro TyPogra^a\%i The Caslon foundry
is still uptiekL sijift GeniL. Mag. May 537/3 'Ihe printers,

whose omcas ware generally stored wuh the Caslon founts.

ibid, 558/1 The true Caslon.shaped Klzevir types. 1877
Caslon's Circular July, WiJliain Ca-^^lon, Founder of the
existing Caslon Letter Foundry in ChisweU Street. Ibid.y

E^lyCaOonLead Mould. 1898 J. Southward ^f/W./'riM/-
///^(iQio) I. xxii. 136 Ilie Elzevir types prevailed for a long
time all over Europe ; and the tir^c William Caslon adopted
them as his modeli^^hence bis types are known as Caslon
Elzevirs. i9sa Updike Priuting Types 11. ic6 Caslon types
are .. beautiful in mass and above all .. legible. X9a7
M^Kerrow Introd. BUiliogr, 300 note^ It may perhaps be
well to warn the reader that 'Caslon' as applied to type has
not an absolutely precise connotation. Though, for example,
the founts of diiierent sizes cut by Caslon himself are ia the

same general style, the forms of the letters do not correspond
with mathematicail exactness. ..When it Is added that
* Caslon * founts have been repeatedly cut in modern times,

it will be evident that we must be prepared for a certain

range of variety, ibid, yyt The Caslon iralic reinined some-
thing of theaneularity of the carrent script. Ibid. 30$ The
thick strokes of ' old style * are on the whole thinner than in

Caslon.

Cassab (kiisa-b). Also cuBsab. [Hind.^ a.

Arab. t^J^a* qassab butcher.] A seaman of Asiatic

nationality employed in the merchant service.

i88t Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 35 Cussab or Cassab. .in

P. and O. Service. 1911 Diet. Occup. Terms (1937) f 735
Cassubf cussab ; a member of Asiatic crew employca, either

as lamp trimmer (on deck) or as storekeeper in- steward's
department. 1984 Glasgow Herald 17 May 4 There is

usually an elder, not necessarily a Haji, who carries a copy
of the Quran. On board ship he is, as a rule, the cassab.

Ca8^8)alty, -elty, dial, ff. Casualty.
1886 Corn/till Mag. June 583 A Cas'alty Corner is a

feature of ever>' district of outcast London, is lo be found
wherever the poor of the great city most do congregate.
Ibid.f Cas'alty labourers. s89a Tewnyson Churck-.vf, ^
Curate i. Nasty, casselty weather \

Cassandx^ (ka-sscndr^). [L. Cassandra^ Or,
KaG{a)avhpji.'] A daughter of Priam, sought in love

by Apollo, who gave her the gift of prophecy and

when she deceived him ordained that no one
should believe her prophecies, though true,

1670 Lassels Voy. Italy Pref. a x, Other Govemours
(Cassandra like] telling their Pupils many excellent truths,
are not believed by them. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 130
F 2 A Cassandra of the [Gypsy] Crew.. told me. That I
loved a pretty Maid in a Corner. 1837 CTarlyle Fr. Rev.
II. I. ii, A Cassandra-Marat cannot do it. 1874 W. K,
Greg {title) Rocks ahead; or, the warnings of (Jassandra.
Ibid. I The part of Cassandra can never be a pleasant one
for any man to play. It makes others uncomfortable and
himself unpopular. 1901 N. Aiiier. Rev. Feb. 336 Far be
from me the Cassandra task of attempting to persuade my
countrymen that an army of any given size is a necessity for
the Republic. 1926 Chestekion Incredulity 0/ Fr. Brown
V. 177 t.ady Diana bad recovered a little from her trance of
Cassandra.

Hence Cassa'ndrian a.

ax876 Eadie Comin. Thess. (1877I 347 Baxter, .accused
Grotius of a design to reconcile Papists and Protestants in
a Cassandrian Popery. 1903 H. Begbie in Daily Chroru
28 May 3/7 Remembering the Cassandrian comparison which
has been made between the Transvaal and Ireland.

Casse (kses,
II
kas). [Fr., vbl. n. f, casser to

break.] Incipient souring of certain wines, accom-
panied by loss of colour and a deposit of sediment.
1883 y. Gardner's Breiuer^ Distiller^ etc. 226 If the

Iveakage, or ceuse^ as it is termed, has not exceeded 7 or 8
percent, by the time August is reached, he. .lets the wine
remain, ign Encycl. Brit, XXVIII. 720/r The disease
known as toume or casse is generally caused by the wine
having been made, .from grapes affected by mildew.

Cassel (kjE'sel). The name of Cassel (now
Kassel), a town in Germany, used attrib. to desig-

nate various pigments, as Cassel brown, Cassel
eartli, a brown prepared from impure lignite,

Vandyke brown ; Cassel gireen, a green consisting

chiefly of barium manganese ; Cassel yelloir, a
patent yellow pigment,
i860 Ube Did. Arts (cd. 5) I. 805 Vandyke, Cappah,

Rubens, Cassel, and Cologne Browns. 1875 Sir T, Beaton
Fret-Cutting 105 The brown pigment is well known to
artist's colourmen .ns Casse! earth. t88s Encycl. Brit,
XiV. 379/1 Another oxychloride, PbCl2' 7PhO, known as
*-Cassel yellow \ 1885 Ibid. X I X. 88/1 Cassel Green, called
also Rosenstiehl's Green, is a fine innocuous pigment made
by melting together sulphate of baryta and oxide of man*
ganese. ..Vandyke brown and Cologne or Cassel brown,
peaty ochres. ..Real Vandyke Brown, .ought to be a kind
of bituminous peaty earth .. allied to which are Cologne
and Cassel E.arth.

Casserole. 1. Add : Also h la casserole^ now
usually en casserole. Also attrib, ^ as casseroli

cookery, dish, pan.
1870 M. Dubois Cosvwpol. Cookery % 727 Capon of Caux,

roa>ted * ^ la casserole '.
. . Braised or roasted in a stewpan.

1898 Mrs. RoundelCs Pract. Cookery Bk. 264 Chicken i
la Casserole. 1904 C. H. Sxnn {title) Chafing Dish and
Casserole Cookery, 1905 A. Kenmev-Hebbert Common'
sense Cookery 292 A poulet^ or pheasant & la casserole,

1906 FiuppiNi Iiitemat. Cook Bk. 378 Heat one tablespoon
butter in an earthen casserole pan. Ibid, 565 Sweetbreads
en Casserole. Blanch and trim six heart sweetbreads. Place
in an earthen casserole dish [etc.],

Cassican (kse'sikan). [f. rood.L. Cassicus +
-AN.] Any oriole of the tropical American genus
Cassieus.

1840 Ctnder's Anim. Kingd, aoa The Cassicans {CetssicuSf
Cuv.). i86x Ciuunbers's Encycl. II. 654/1.

Cassie2(kae*s?). U,S, [Fr., ad. Pr.cfl«V? acacia.]

The ilowei -heads of Acaciafamesiana.
1905 Yng. Woman Apr. 230/1 Mignonette, and cassie.

Cassinese (kaeslnrz), a, and sb. Also Casi-
nese. [ad. It. Casinese, f. Monte Casino^ near
which the earliest Benedictine monastery was
founded : sec -esk.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to

the Benedictines of Monte Casino. B. 5^, A monk
of the monastery founded near Monte Casino, or of

any monastery connected therewith,
1881 B. Wei-don Ckronol. Notes Pref. p: x, The reigning

Pope Julius II gave the name of the Cassinese Congrega-
tion to the whole body of the reformed Benedictines of Italy.

1884 Addis & Abnolo Catk. Diet. (1897) 82/2 There i^ a
monastery at Ramsgate belonging to the Cassinese branch
of the order. 1910 Haile Life Pole 12^ The Benedictines
of St. Giustina at Padua—who were beginning to call them-
selves Casinese to denote their union with Monte Casino.

Cassinette. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1817 S. R. Brown Western Gaz.q^ The articles manu&c*

tureu consist of. .chambrays, cassincts, sattinets.

Cassiri (kaesI»T{'). Also kasiri, aa8iri(e, cas-

siree, cas8eri(e. [a. Carib cassiri : see Cassakeep
(etym.).] An intoxicating liquor made in Guiana
from sweet potatoes fermented.
i796STKDMAN6"«rx«*x/«I. 393 Another drink called ca«/r«

is also much used by these Indians. 1851 W. H. Brett
Indian Missions Guiana 103 There is another drink made
in a more cleanly manner from potatoes, called Kasiri. 1855
H, G, Daltom Hist. Brit. Guiana 1- 82 They have also

another intoxicating beverage, called cassiri. 1879 Boddam-
Whetha.m Roraima 248 The favourite beverage among the

inhabitants was a disagreeable-looking compound called

cassiree. 1904 \V. H. Huijson Green Mansions L 26 More
cups of casserie followed this outburst.

Cassolette. Add:
3. A small casserole, an outer edging of rice of

smaller size than the casserole.

i8a7 !>. E. Ude French Cook 401 Mind that the cassolette*

are to be quite cold before you take them out of the mould.



CASSONE.

1898 Mrs, RoMttdc'irs Praci. Cookery Bk. 195 Scoop out the

insides and fill iheni with mince and sauce, after heating the

Cassolettes in the oven. 1905 A. Kenney-Hekbert Comtnon-

sense Cooi-ery 177 Potato cassolettes.

Cassone (UassJ-n^). PI. -ni (lu*). [It., aujr.

menlative of cassa chest.] A large Italian coffer,

esp. one made to hold the outfit of a bride, often

elaborately carved and decorated.

X883 J. W. MoLLETT lUnstr, Diet. Art ^ ArchaeoL 60

Cassone, an Italian chest, richly carved and gilt, and often

decorated with paintings, which frequently lield the trous-

seau of a bride. 1904 Studio Sept. 303/2 The collectinc of

wedding<offers, or 'cassones'as they are sometimes called.

igas iQth Cent. May 803 The fourteenth century round-

b.ickcd chair and the cassone attributed to Ammannati,
which are shown in the same room.

Cast, sb, 42. Add : cast-net, a net which is

cast and drawn immediately, as distinguished from

a net which is set and left.

1647 Hexham Dutch Diet. (1660) s.v. AV/, A cast-net, een

ivcrp net. 1767 Fawkes Theocritus xxi. 13 The seine, the

cast -net, and the wicker maze, 1883 Day Indian Fish (Fish.

Exhtb. Publ.)46 In some places several cast-nets are joined

together, to stop up all passage of fish along a stream.

Cast, V, Add : 6, d. To throw the line over

(a piece of water). Hence Ca'stable a.

189s Field 16 July 104/2 A fairly strong stream of only

about 2 ft. in depth, and just a nice * castable ' width. Ibid.

I Oct. 532/2, I therefore began to cast the lower portion of

the pool. 1900 IVestm. Caz. 19 Jan. 3/1 On Nov. 30 they

can cast the classic waters of the Tweed.

23. Of crops: To yield, bear fruit, produce, dial.

1890 GissiNG Village Havtpden vii. They tell me as the

lemmas wheat be a-castjng badly. 1893 FieU 8 Apr. 530/1
A dry March.. is of universally good omen for the coming
corn crops. These never ' cast ' so well as they do wlien a
warm soil causes the under ground progress to be earlier

and quicker than is that above the surface.

79. CnaX oft. ^. Printing. To estimate how much
printed matter will correspond to (a piece of MS.
copy). Also absoU (Cf. *Cast-off sb.^ 2.)

1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc, Printing xxi;. P 9 Casting off

Copy. .is to examine, .how much. .of Printed Copy will

Come-in into any intended number of Sheets.. ; or how
much Written Copy will make an intended number of
.Sheets.. : Therefore if I shew you how the Compositer
Casts off Written Copy, I do at the same time inform you
how to Count off Printed Copy. 178^ B, Franklin in Ann,
Reg. (1817) Chron. 389 The compositors in your chapel do
not cast off their copy well. x8o8 Stower Printer^s

Gravtw. 135 To cast off manuscript with accuracy and pre-

cision, is an essential object. x8a4 J. Johnson 'I'ypogr. II.

89 To cast offmanuscript..isa task of a disagreeable nature,

189a Olofield Man. 'iy/>ogr. xii. 97 Sometimes copy is so

badly arranged that it is almost impossible to cast-off accu-
rately.. . In castiiig-up allowance must be made for chapter-

heads, &c.

Cast, ppl' rt. 1. Add : Cast shadow, in painting,

a shadow cast by an object within the picture, and
serving to bring it out against the objects behind it.

1B49 J. D. Harding Less. Art liii, In shading this Lesson
care must be taken to make the cast shadow GHF darker

at the points G and F, and also sharp on the ed^e. X89X

tr. Adeline's Art Did. 362/1 The cast shadow is always
darker than the shadow, properly so called, if the body
caslirrg the shadow and the surface receiving it are of the
same toiiahty.

Castanite (k.x'stansit). Min. [f. L. castauea

chestnut + -ITE^.] A hydrated ferric sulphate of

chestnut-brown colour, found in Chile.

189a Dana S^st. Min. (ed. 6) 964 Castanite. . . Monoclinic,

with a prismatic angle of 82**.

Casteless (ka-stles), a. \i. Caste j^. + -les3.]

Having no caste or castes,

x886 (in Diet. s. v. Caste sb.], 1898 Daily A'eivs 15 Aug.
6/2 Reformed casteless Hindoos. 1906 Afacm. Mag. July
714 While heffc:. the Maharajah of 'iravancore] journeyed
over the black water to distant, and to them casteless and
almost godless, Britain.

Castellated, ///- a. Add :

1. c. transf. Of a nut or disc : Having grooves

or recesses on its upper face.

1904 A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist iv. (ed. 2) 73
Castellated nuts are nsed throughout, with split pins, igaa
Times 20 June 8/5 The wheel and consequently the castel-

lated shaft will be rotated.

Caster. Add : 2. b. (E.irlier U.S. example.)
X793 Ship Oiuner's Manual (1795) 141 Many seamen, keel-

men, casters.

C, One who takes or makes a model by running
some liquid or forcing a plastic substance into a
mould.
xgai Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 105 Potters ; ware-makers,

Casters and finishers. Ibid. § 414 Caster, takes plaster cast

of foot where any special form of boot is required, as in case
of malformation, etc.

d. (See quot.)
K9S1 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927^ § 04^ Caster^ examines coals

sent from screens, and removes splints, i.e. slaty coal, io

readiness for ^e as house coat

Castice (k^e'stis). Also castize, castees, cas-

tess. [ad. F", castice == Sp. castizo, a. Pg, casli^o,

i. casta Castk.] An inhabitant of the Kast Indies

bom of Portuguese parents.

x66a J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 11. 103 iGoa) Those
of the third Generation [of the Mestizes] are as black as the
Inhabitants of the Coimtry, which happens also in the fourth
Generation of the Castizes. 1889 Cent. Diet,

Casting, vbl. sb. Add : L esp. Tlie action or

process of lounding (metal or glass).

164

C. Casting ofdrapery^ the proper disposition of

the folds of garments, in painting and sculpture.

(Cf. Cast j;^. 3 7 , v. 47 b and F. jet dune draperie.)

1842 Francis Diet. Arts, Casting of Draperies. 190.

R. Sturgis Appreciation of Sculpture 25 (Cent. Diet.

Suppl.) Note, in the draped female statues, tlie casting of

the drapery.

d. In sail-making, the calculated dimensions and

shape of each cloth in a sail.

x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 154/2 There is got out what is

technically termed a 'casting', which simply means the

shape, length, &c., of each individual cloth in the sail.

d. In ploughing, the method and operation of

turning all the furrow-slices of a ridge in one

.direction, and those of the adjoining ridge in the

opposite direction.

1837 J. F. RuRKE B7-it. Husb. II, 46 (L.U.K.) It is some-

times desiral)le to throw two ridges into one.. .This opera-

tion is called casting. 1836 Mokton Cyel. Agric. II. 646/1

The mysteries of 'gathering up', 'rownand furrow' plough-

ing, 'casting', 'yoking or coupling' ridges [etc.].

3. a. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1817 S. R. Bkown Western Caz. 112 They [jt. manu-

factures] consist of. .castings, nails. 1831 Peck Guide for
Emigrants in. 310 An iron foundry for castings, the only
one in the State. 1841 C. Cist Cincinnati 131 Among the

manufactures, .were castings in brass and iron.

4. casting-ladle, an iron ladle used for convey-

ing the molten metal into the mould in casting
;

casting-xnachiue, (a) in a blast furnace a machine

used in casting metal
;

{b) a machine for founding

type ; casting-pit, that part of a foundry where
the moulds are placed and the castings made;
casting-plate = casting-table ; casting-pot, {a)

a box in which a stereotyi>e plate is cast ; {J>) a

crucible ; casting-press, an apparatus for subject-

ing metal to pressure during the process of casting

;

casting-reel, the reel of a casting-line ; casting

sand, black moulding sand that has been nsed for

castings; casting-shop, the place where the

operation of casting metal, etc., is carried out;

casting-slab, -table, a table of polished metal

with raised edges which serves as a mould for

plate-glass,

x86i Fairbairs Iron 157 No sooner is the mixture of the

metals effected than the *casting-ladle is brought under the

mouth of the vessel. xSHo Encycl. Brit. XIII. 345/1 The
casting ladle into which the contents of the converters are

emptied. 1899 Chambers's Jml. 25 Nov. 829/2 Pig-iron

*casting.machines. 1901 Census Bulletin 216, 28 June
58 (Cent. Diet. Suppl.) The monotype .. consists of two
machines—a perforating device operated by a keyboard,
and a casting-machine, igai Diet. Occup. Terms (1927)

§ 524 Monotype caster nttr>/daut.. optraies and adjusts

casting machme. 1884 W. H. Greknwood Steel ^ Iron
(ed. 2) 469 In the centre of the (Bessemer] *casting-pit is

fixed a hydraulic crane, zoii Diet. Occup. Terms (1927)

§ 279 Moulder, castingpit . .shapes moulds in sand, in casting

pit. 1881 Spons Encycl. Industr. Arts iii. 1061 The im-
pressions are given by projections on the *ca-.ting-plate,

which acts as a mould. 1846 Dodd Brit. Manuf, VI. 60

Tlie *casting-pot, with the mould, ..is gradually forced

down into the molten mass. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks

(1885) 88 Casting Pot Maker. 2874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
*Casting-press, one in which metal Is cast under pressure,

as in the car-wheel press. i8^a Niven BHt, Angler's
Lexicon 192 The 'Malloch' ^casting reel is used for spinning

only. 1849 N. KiNcSLicv Diary 30 Our sugar is black enough
for *casting sand. 1871 Daily Ne^vs 2 Jan. 3/5 He was
carrying some lead from one part of the yard to the *casting

shop. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., *Casting-slab. 17*8
Chamdkks Cy^r/. s.v. C/<U5,When the first Annealing Furnace
is full, the *Casting-table is to be carried to another. 1838
Penny Cycl. XI. 256/1 The cuvette is withdrawn from the

furnace and taken to the casting-table.

Castle, sb. Add :

3. f. A heap of brushwood or slicks under which
rabbits hide when being hunted.

1898 Encycl. Sport Mar. 175/1 The whole space is laid

out in lines of some 20 to 30 yards in breadth, marked out
by heaps of sticks or brushwood euphemistically termed
'castles '. Ibid, 175/2 When three or more residents turn out
together from the same * castle ', and perchance bolt back-
wards, then complications ensue.

g. *The principal village of an Indian tribe.

New York State' (Webster).

1693 Col. Pec. ofConn, IV. 87 In possession of two of the
neerest of the Maquas castles. X779 Mass. Hist. Soc. Ser. 11.

II. 456[Wel cut of three Indian Castles at Onidauga. Ibid.

468 The Indian fields continued near 5 miles on our way
from this Castle. 1704 S. Williams Hist, Vermont 142 The
Indians., have no other fortification but an irregular kind of
fortress, which they call a castle or fat.

Castlet. Delete •\Obs. and add qnots.

:

1813 ^uiTUUS Metrical Remarks 22 These walls so thick,

..With castlets by their sides, squat shapeless things. X907
E. H. Coleridge Christabel 24 Trierniain Castle must have
been but a castlet compared with Nawortb.

Cast-off, sb."^ Add :

2. Printing. A calculation of the amount of

space which will be required by a given amount of

copy, (Cf. *Cast v. 79J,)
1898 J. Southward Mod. Printing i. xlii. 263 These two

lines must be reckoned for in the cast off. 1917 F. S. Henry
Printingfor School Sf Sltop iii. 32 If the casi-ofF leaves but
two or three lines on the last page, it is better to have the
few previous pages each a line long.

Castor 1. Add:
1. b. Among French Canadians, a member ol

CASUAL.

the party which called itself the national party,

the beaver being the national emblem of Canada.
1889 Cent. Diet.

6. Glove leather made from goat-skins; it is

given a very soft fmish of a gray colour.

1897 C. T. Davis Mauuf. Leather (ed. 2) 519 When
finished, [they] bear a close resemblance in texture and
quality to deer-skin or castor. 1910 Fi.rmming Tanning
(ed. 2) 292 The tanner who wants to make mocha castor

glove leather from kid and goat skins. 1923 Daily Mail
j^Fei). II Ladies' good quality Washable Castor Gloves.

7. A light drab colour.

X904 Daily Chron. 24 Oct. 8/4 Castor*coIoured cloth (a

sou beaver shade). 1923 Daily Mail 5 June 1 Colours

:

Nude, Fawn,.. Mouse, Castor, Dark Tan,

Castor 2. Add :

3. attrib. and Comb.j as castor-stand\ castor-

sugar, powdered sugar, so called from its suitability

for use in a castor; castor-wheel, a small wheel
which turns on its own and a vertical axis, used to

support or steer an agricultural machine, or enable

it to be turned short round.
1867 F. S. CozzENs Sittings iii. 13 The reflected sunshine

from those cut bottles in the *castor-stand. 1885 Catal.
Cookery i<f FoodExhib. 32 *Castor Sugar, specially prepared
for the London trade. 1894 Encycl. Pract. Cookery (ed.
1'. F. Garrett) II. 533/1 White [sugar], .being sometimes
sold in the form of a powder as * caster Sugar *. 1809 £. £.
Mann Vpool Sch. Cookery Recipe Bk. (igir) 87 Sift over
with castor sugar to dry the surface, 1805 Dickson Pract.
Agric. I. Plate ix. to face p. 4o'l"he profile of a six-shared
horse-hoe on the principle of tlie pentagraph, improved by
Mr. Amos by the addition of two "castor-wheeb to regulate
depth. X874 Knight Diet. Mech. s.v., The caster-wheel is

used as a support to the front parts of machines, such as
harvesters, .and plowing machines, to enable them to be
steered or to turn short around at the end of the row.

Castor^ (ka'st/jj). Applied to ancient British

pottery made in the neighbourhood of Castor in

Northamptonshire.
x868 C. R. Smith Collect. Antigua VI. 175 *Upchurch

pottery * and 'Castor ware* are terms .. denoting certain
classes of fictile vessels made near Upchurch on the Med-
way, and at or near Castor on the Nen. 1924 Collikgwood
Rotnnn Britain 73 The imported Samian ware.. provoked
the British manufacturer to.. put on the market a style of
pottery which resembled it in having ornament in reliefand
a highly glazed surface. Thus was produced what is known
as Castor ware.

Ca'stor-bean. C/,S, [See Castok oil.] The
castor-oil bean.

183s J. Martin Gazetteer Virginia 250 There is here [sc.

Northampton, Va.] an article of culture which is not much
,

met with in other parts of the state—it is the palma christi,

called castor bean. i86» 'Trans, III. Agric, Soc. (1865) V.
508 The cotton plant in its habits of growth is similar to the
castor bean. 1901 C. Mohr PLuit Life Alabama 56.

CastorlesS (ka'stojles), a. [f.CAST0K2 a +
-LKSs.J Having no castors.

1883 [m Diet. s. V. Castor H 1891 Miss Dowie Girl in
Karp. 143 A castorless arm-chair. 1906 IVestm. Gttz. 28 July
3/1 In the affectionate embrace of our stutfed arm<hair

—

now we love its scarred skin, its castorless immobility !

Castor oil. b. Add : oastor-oil bean, the

bean or seed from which the oil is obtained ; also,

the castor-oil plant.

1831 Peck Guidefor Emigrants 11. 158 The Palma christi,

or castor oil bean, is produced [in Illinois]. X846-50 A. Wooo
Class-bk. Bot. 488. xooi C MoHR Plant Life Alabtuna^^
Ridnus communis* Castor Oil Bean.

Castor-pomace. 1877, 1878 tsee Pomace abl.

Castrate, sb. Delete \Obs. and add:
X782 Klvuinston Martial i. iii. 3 No castrate or suborner

shall ihere be: Erewhile the castrate was the debauchee
1905 W. G. HoLMKs fnstinian ff Theod. I. 134 note^ The
emperor cannot even uncover his head without the castrates

closing round him to intercept the gaze of rude mankind.

Castrensic (koestrenzik), a, [f. L. castrensis

(f. castra camp) -f-ic] Of or pertaining to a camp;
military; = Castrensian.
1840 Keightley Rom. Emp. iii. iv. 348 The emperor dis-

tributed civiCf naval, and castrensic crowns to those who
had most distinguislted themselves.

Castrum (kse'stri^m). PI. -a. [L.] A Roman
encampment or fortress.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 353/2 Roman Castra were probably
sometimes formed on the sites of British works. 1850 C. R.
Smith Antig. Richborough 31 The remains of the castrum
at Richborough. x886 Athenaeum 13 Mar. 365/2 Another
characteristic of a Roman castium, ..a huge wine cellar

filled with thousands of amphorse.

Cast-steel. [Cast ///, a. S.] A hard steel

made from brokeu-up blistered steel melted in a
crucible and run into ingot-motilds; crucible-steel.

Also attrib.

x8oo Repertory of Arts XIV. 177 The general principles

of my process or processes are the fusion of malleable iron

or of iron ore in such manner and by >uch means as im-

mediately to convert them into cast-steel. tSia, 1858 [see

Steel sb.^ 1 c]. 18*4 [see Cast ///. a. 81- 184* Penny CycL
XXIII. 3/1 The celebrated wootz, or Indian steel, is cast-

steel. 1851 Watts tr. Gmelins Nand-bk. Chem. V. 207
Specific gravity., of hardened cast-steel, 7-6578. 1868 Jrnl.

Chem. Soc. XXI. 281 Cast-steel containing less than 0*3 per

cent, of carbon is no longer capable of being hardened.
x88o Encycl. Brit. XIII. 356/2 Cast steel products.

Casual, a. {sb.) Add :

1. d. Golf. Casual 2vatcr : see quot. 1899. •

1899 Rules of Golf, St. Andrews 7 ' Casual Water ' shall

mean any temporary accumulation of water (whether caused ,



CASUALTY.
by rainfall or otherwise) which is not one of the ordinary
and recognised hazards of the course. 190a Encycl. Brit.

XXIX. 27/1 Standing as far behind the hazard or casual
water as he may please.

6. b. Showing unconcern or lack of interest (real

or assumed).
1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 105 [SW] answered Toffee,

with an attempt to appear as off-handed and casual and at

ease as his questioner, 19x4 Rose Macaulay Orphan Island
xvii. 230 She was casual and indifferent, but Rosamond..
stood up and said ' Yes *.

9. Casuallabour \ see quot 1923, So casual handy
labourer,

1851 Mayhew Lend. Labour II. 248 '2 This mixture of
constant and casual hands is. . a necessary consequence of all

trades which depend upon the seasons...Those who have
paid attention to the subject of dock labour and the subject

of casual labour in general. Ibid. 380/1 Greenwich may be

looked upon as the first stage or halt for casual labourers, on
their way to London. 1889 C. Booth Li/e ^ Lahourl, 42 In
East I.«ndon the largest field for casual labour is at the Docks.
1005 Daily Ckron. 25 July 5/4 He would not admit that

the policy of the guardians had increased the casual labour
sj-stem. 1908 H. W. Caslon Letterprrss Printing 64 Casual
labour is, and must be, a di^tu^bing element in the costing

of work. 1913 J. D. Hackett Labor Terntx in Manage-
ment Enginetrineyi^y

t
Casual Labor. 'Unskilled help,

employed and discharged at frequent intervals, and de-

pendent upon the varying demand of the labor market from
day to day, without any prospect of continuous employ-
ment.* (WhaCs Witat in the Labor Movement^ Waldo R.
Brown, p. 59.)

b. Ofa soldier detached from his unit (so c. campy
company y etc., composed of such men), US,
iw Pocket Oxf. Diet. (Amer. ed.).

B. sb, 3. = casual labourer,

x8si Mavhew Lond, Labour II. 246 1 The 'casuals 'being
mostly paid by the day. /bid. 246/2 Of thescavagers proper
there are .. two distinct orders of workmen, *the regulars
and casuals' to adopt the trade terms. 1887 Beatrick
PoTTEK in igth Cent. Oct. 488 The true casual is seldom
employed. 1889 C. Booth Ltyk ^ Labour I. 20a The work
of the casuals was a dead loss to the contractor.

Casualty. Add

:

2. o. used of an individual killed, wounded, or

injured.

1898 W. P. Diiuiv TaH^oie of Archaiiftl 17;? A girls'

school would shoot stniifchter. . . We haven't had a single

casualty yet ! 1900 W. S. Chubchill Loudon to Ladysi/iith

393 Id spite of more than a hundred casualties, the advance
never checked for an instant. 1916 Boyd Caslr Action
Front 144 Such casualties as could walk Inck walked. 1910
G. K. Rose 2/4th Oxf. ^ liucJks Lt. Infty. 86 Nearly 40 rank
and file were casualties. 19*$ E. F, Nobtos bight for
Everest^ 9(^4 87 With half a dozen porters to wait for our
letarn in case there should be casualties to carry down the
glacier.

6. Similarly casttally hospital, nurse^ sister
\

oaaualty insurance (cf. accident insurance, •Acci-
dent s/t. 16); casualtj list, a list of the dead,
wounded, etc in an engagement or campaign; so

casualty returns ; casualty man ^ *C\aVAL sb. ^,
1808 tVatfring + Sea-bathing Places 47 The Casualty

Hospital is intended for such anfortunate persona as suffer
by sudden accidents. 1846 United Service Mog. May 127
Casualty Return. 1864 Standing Orders, Dress ReguL
AriilUry 73 The casualty returns being the documents on
which the correctness of Bri*'ade Records mainly depends.
Jbid. 173 (in Li<t of Periodical Returns) Ouualty list. 1887
Beatricr Hotter in tQth Cent. Oct 489 A considerable
number of men, possessini; a preferred riiiht to employment,
act as an intermediate class between the permanent stalF

and the 'casualty* men. 1896 Daily Xews ij June 8 3
The casualty nurse, 1901 Punch 4 Sept. 163/1 The casualty
lisU a(K>ear about as long asever. 190* Encycl. Brit. X\lX.
509/3 Another large class of casualty insurance applies to
various forms of damage to proi>erty. 190a lyestiu, Cax.
lo^une 10/3 Casualty msurance is yet in its infancy. 1907
Ibid. 3 .Apr. 7/j In view of the avowed determination of the
fire offices to go into the casualty business. 191a Shaw
Heartbreak House (1927) p. xxii, The emotional strain,

complicated by the offended economic sense, produced by
the casualty lists. 19S6 Warwick Dkepinc Sorrell 4- Son
xsXx, 294 He perfurmed three minor operations, with the.,
casualty- sister assisting htm with critical and voiceless com-
posure.

Casnistics (kaezifiii'stiks)^ sb,pL [See Casu-
istic and -R's.]

1. — Casuistry i.

i88r Pop. Set. Monthly Sept. 660 The question is raised
in the casuistics of .Mohammedan ritual, whether it is right
to eat the flesh of the Nesn^
2. = Ca8DI8TRY 3.

189s Funk's Stand. Diet. 1903 PhiL Med. frta. 31 Jan.
ao3 (Cent. D. Snppl.)The casuistics of niatignant growths
of the abdominal cavity.

Casus belli (k^sife beUi). [f. L. casus Care
sb.^ + belli, gea. oi bellum war.] An occasion of
war ; an act justifying or regarded as a reason for

war ; gen. a ground of quarrel.

1853 H. Ckkvillk />/rtO' 32 June (1884) 60 He thought the
Russians would soon occupy the principalities, which, how-
ever, the other Powers would not pronounce to be a casus
belli. 1878 Timet 2 Feb. 6/3 He did not say what was to
be the casus b^lli or the casus annandi.
Casus foederis Mc^-^^ f/-den»). |T. L. casus

Ca.se sbA ^ faderis, gen. o{/aed$islTczty7] A situa-

tion or occurrence covered by the provisions of a
treaty or compact, and so requiring the action of
the parties thereto,

1780 J. Adams /-*/. 31 Dec, Wlcs. 1853 VII. 348 These
powers will not be duped by the artifice of the British
Court, and adjudee this war not a casus Jaderis, 1834 H.

165

Grkville Diary 30 July (1883) 16 A quadripartite treaty, of
which your person is the casus feedcris, iB8a Standard
20 Dec. s/ylheTreatyof Alliance with the Austrian Empire,
including those paragraphs. . which define the special obliga*
tions of each contracting party under a casus foederis.

Caswellite (kse-zweUit). Min. [Named after

John H. Caswell of New York: see -ite^.] A
micaceous mineral of a copper-red colour, probably
an altered form of biotite.

Z894 A. H. Chester in Trans, X.V. Acotl. Sci. XIII. 49.
1896 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXX. 11. 309 It is supposed that
the caswellite has been derived by the local action of water
containing manganese and calcium on this biotite.

Cat, J^.l Add :

4. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1705 Bkveblv Virginia (1722) 129 Conger-Eels, Perch, and

Cat;;. 1760 Washington Diaries I. 149 Hauld the Sein
again, catched 2 or 3 While Fish, .and a great Number of
Cat-;. 1765 J. Bartram Jml. (1769) 6 'Tis full of large fish,

as cats, garr, mullets. 1790 Mossachusetts Sfy 16 Sept.
('l"h.} Perch, pike, eel, and cats of a monstrous size.

11. b. pi. The salt which crystallizes round the
edge of the pan or beneath the holes in the bottom
of the trough in which salt is put to drain.
«886 Cheshire Gloss., Cats, salt-making term. Afasses of

salt formed under a pan when it leaks. 189a Cortthill Mag,
Sept. 365 The * cats ', or salt that has become encrusted round
the edges of the pan, is sent to the pottery works for glazing
pipes and pitchers.

13. To make a cat laugh : said of something
excruciatingly funny. Kot a cat*5 chance : no chance
whatever,
i9DaCuTCUFFE HvNE Mr. Horrocks Purser 100 Crutches

by themselves wouldn't have stood acat'schance. 1907 W. W.
Jacobs Short Cruises 330 It would ha' made a cat laugh.
1909 Punch 14 July 26 It's enough to make a cat laugh,
19JW Daily Express 13 Dec. 16/6 There did not seem a
cat s chance for Oxford on comparative form. 19x8 Ibid,
6 .\ug. 2/5 * Is there any likelihood of food prices being con-
trolled bythe Government?*.. *By the record of the existing
Government there is not a cat's chance.'

18 and 19. Cat-and-mouBO Act, nickname for the
Prisoners (Temporary Discharge for Ill-health) Act
of 191 3 to enable hunger- strikers to be released

temporarily ; cat-berry, the gooseberry ; cat-
burglar, a burglar who enters by extraordinarily

skilful feats of climbing ; cat-caatle (see C.VT sb.^ 6
and quot. 1907); cat chain (see quot.) ; oat-
footed a. a) stealthy in movement; {b) (see quot.

1884); oat-footodness, sure-footedness; cat*s-

head fern, Aspidium aeuleatum ; cat(*«)-lick,

colloq. expression for a perfunctory manner of
washing oneself; also as vb.; cat-squirrol (earlier

examples) ; oat(*8) whisker, a fine adjustable

copper or gold wire in a crystal wireless receiver,
I9«3 Punch 3% July 81/ 1 Plural Residence, which will still

be permitted after the abolition of Plural Voting, is being
encouraged by the * Cat-and-Mouse Act. 1884 .Millar
/•/«!«/.«., *Cat.berries, Kibes Grossularia. 1886 Britten &
HoLLMiD Plant'n.t^t, tgoj Daily Chron. i& Apr. i/7 0win^
to his skill in climbing he was known as ' the 'cat burglar *.

io«7 Daily Express 24 Mar. 3/6 A 'cat' burglar broke into
the bouse ..by climbing a stackpipe. 1861 Chambers^s
Encycl. 11.668/ 1 Cat, or *cat-castlf, in the military engineer-
ing of the middle ages, was a kind of movable tower to cover
the sappers as tbey advanced to a besieged place. 1907
CoLUNCwooD in Trans. CumbLi, 4- iyestmld. Archa^ot.
Soc. (N.S.) VUI. too 'Catcastle' 10 local [Kendal) dialect
is the second figure in the game of Cat's-cradle. 1883 Man,
Seamanship Boys 195 Q. What is a 'cat chain ? A. \ chain
which is rove through the cat block, and shackled on to the
upper end of ground chain to bring the anchor to cat head.
1998 *Cat-footed Isee Cat sb.^ 17 in Diet.]. t88^ G. Stables
Our Friend the Dcg viL 59 Cat-footed—Having the toes
well knuckled up, making the foot short and round. 1919
W. J, LocKe Jorico 94 He had the peculiar, sure 'cat-
footednesA of those who follow the sea. 1880 Louisa A.
Mp.RKDirH Tasm. Friends, etc. 220 The 'cat's-hcad fern, .is

full of beauty—the pinnules so exquisitely formed and in-

dented (etc. J. 1839 Gko. Eliot A, Bede xi, 'ih' men ne'er
know whether tha floor's cleaned or *cat-licked. 189* Leeds
Metx. Supf-L la Mar. (E.D.D.) 'i'hah's nobbut gien thisen
a cat-lick asteead ov a reight wesh. 1898 Eng. Dial. Diet.
t.v. Cat sb.', Ver may cv catlickcd the flooer; ycr hevn't
weshed Iti 1906 W. De Morgan Joseph Vance vii. 65
Anne.. soaped me with a vigour far be>-ond any experience
of washine I had had up to that date. My method had
been Cat-licking, she said. 1834 M*Mu«TniK Cuvier's
Anim. Kingd. So The *Cat Squirrel (Sciurus cincretts, Lin.)
of America iscinerous above, white beneath. 1855 jNIaynf.

Rrio Hunters' Feast xix. The species found in these woods
was the large 'cat-squirrel' (Scinrus cinereus), one of the
noblest of its kind. 1915 A. F. Collins lih, of H^ireless 205
Adjust the wire until the pointed end presses on the crystal
and you will have what is called a *cnt-whisker detector.

1993 Daily Mail 3^ June 13 A crysul called * Radiocite ' ..

used with a * cats-whisker' contact, and the pressure neces-
sary is extremely lighL

Catf sb,^, variant form of Kat.
1877 kucycl. Brit. VI. no/? In Arabia the beverage [sc.

coflfee].. only supplanted a preparation from the leaves of the
CAt, Celasirus edu/is. 1904 l/,S. Consular Kep. No. 285.

54Q The cat is a plant containing a m<rdicinal principle
which acts as a tonic upon the muscles of the heart.

Cat. f.l Add:
1. Also absol.

1890W. CvarkRl&ski.l Ocean 7n^. iii, They had cattedi
and were fishing the anchor forwards.

6. intr. To be deposited in the manner of salt,

etc. round objects, in crevices, or the like. (Cf. *Cat
sb.^ II b.)

CATALEXIS.
ax909 Buck's Handbk. Med, Sci, VIL 901 (Cent. Diet.

Suppl.) The material which cats here is in a state not capable
of ready absorption, and must act locally.

Cat, v:^ U,S, [f. Cat sb^ 4 b.] intr. To fish

for cat-fish.

1834 Carruthers Kentuckian in N, Y, IL 21^ Tm jist
now like I've been at times when I've been out catting. 1859
Barti>:tt Diet. Amer. (ed. 2) s.v. Catting,

Cata- : see also Kata-.
Catabolic(k2etab(7-lik), a;. Biol. = Kataboltc.
1887 Atheiuxum 7 May 611/3 The interpretation of all the

Ehenomena of male^ and female sex as the outcome of
atabolic and anabolic preponderance.

Catabolism (katae'bi'llz'm). Biol. = Kata-
BOLISM.
1889 Burdon-Sanderson in Nature c6 Sept. 525/1 The

words in question, *anabolism*, which being interpreted
means winding up, and ' catabolism *, running down, are the
creation of Dr. Gaskell. Prof. Hering's equivalents for these
are * assimilation ', which, of course, means storage ofoxygen
and oxidizable m.iterial, and ' disassimilaiion ', discharge of
these in the altered form of carbon dioxide and water.

Catabothron: see Katabothbon.
Cataclastic (ksetaklsestik), a, Geol. [f. Gr.

KUTa/fAaCTToy, f. Kara down + «Aa<7Tos, f, K\av to
break.] Designating a structural character due to
intense crushing.

1896 J. W. JuDD The Studenfs Lyell 560 ^^any meta-
morphic rocks exhibit a similar ' cataclastic ' structure. 1903
Geikie Text bk. Geol. (ed. 4) 421 When the temperature is

300* C. or 400* C. no cataclastic structure is observable.

Cataclysmically (ksetakll^zmikali), adv, [f.

Cataclysmic: see -ically.] By a cataclysm.

_ 1889 I. Taylor Aryans iii. 132 The civilization .. was not
introduced cataclysmically, by the immigration ofa new race.

Cat-a-comered, variant of cater-cortured (see

Cater adv^,
190a S. E. White Blazed Trail \i\. 53 When the log had

been cat-a-cornered from its bed, the chain was fastened
(etcl. 1906 Harfier*s Mag. July 252 'You do leave things
so catacornered,' Martha observed.

Cataded, -did, obs. ff. Katydid,
i8a9 T. yi.\>iT George Mason 11 Ihe measured creaking

of ihe crickets and catadeds. 1839-33 J. P. Kennedy
Su>a/lo:v B. I. xxviii. 311 The littlecatadid pierced the air
with his shrill music
Catagenesis (ka?tad5e*nesis). [See Cata- and
Genesis.] Ketrogressive evolnjtion.

1887 E. D. Cope Orig. Fittest 434 'Ihe process of creation
by the relrograde metamorphosis of energy, or, what is the
same thing, by the specialization of enert^y, may be called

eatage/tcsis, 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms,
Hence Catagenetlo (kteaad.^eiienik) a., of the

nature of retrogressive evolution.
1896 E. D. Cope Org. Evol. 48a If the tendency of the

catagenetic energies is away from vital phenomena.

Catalan. Add : so Catalanfurnace^ hearlh,€tc.
1861 Faihbairn Iron 41 The disposition of the Catalan

hearth during the proccssof reduction. 1867 Bloxa:^! Chew,
321 In the Pyrenees, where the Catalan process is employed.
1874 Knigm 1 Diet. Mcch., Catalanfurnace^ a blast-furnace
for reducing iron ores, extensively used in the North of Spain.

Catalanist (kse-t&Isenist). [f. Catalans- 1ST.]

One who favours the independence of Catalonia;
usually alli ib, or as adj. So Oa'talanism.
1905 Daily Ckron, 23 Sept. 5/3 The Catalanist Agitation.

1907 l^estm. (>az. 25 May a/i The 'Catalanist Home
RuU-rs. 1933 Glasgovu Herald 8 Oct. 9 The suspension of
..more or less seditious Catalanist journals. 1930 S. or
Madariaga Sf>ain xviii. 304 Catalanism is, above all, a
Barcelona affair.

Catalase (k3e*taU^s). Chem, Also katalase.
[f. Catal(ysi8 + *-ASK.] An enzyme capable of

decon>posin<; hydrogen peroxide by catalysis.

1901 yrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXX. i. 431; Catalase occurs in

an insoluble (a-catalase) and in a soluble form 03-catalase).

1904 l>rit. Med. Jml. so Aug. 28 Yeast contains.. nuclein,
zymase, etidotrypsin, and katalase.

CatalectiCf a. Add : Often in postposition

in imitation of L. b. sb, A catalectic line or
verse.

1635 B. JONSON Staple ofNews iv. iv, Pentameters, Hexa-
meters, Caialecticks. 1843 /'^w/zyO'c/. XXIV. aa8/i. 1887
Goodwin 6"^. Cram, \ 293 The tetrameter catalectic

CatalecticantCksetale'ktikaent). Math, (See

quots. 1S53, 1S60.) So Catale'ctio <z., Catale'c-
tioally adv,
1851 J. J. SvLVESTEB Canonical Forms Coll. Math. Wks.

1904 I. 211 The theory of the catalectic forms of functions
of the higher degrees of two variables. Ibid., If. however,
certain further rclatiot^s obtain between the coefficients of
F^ the canonical form reappears catalcctically, the function
becoming in fact representable as a single cube. 185a Ibid.

293, I shall hereafter refer to a determinant formed in this

manner from the coefficients offas its cataleciicant. i860
Caylev Coll. Math. Papers (1891) IV. 606 The name
catalecticant denotes a certain invariant of a binary quantic
of an even order.

Cataleptize (kaetalcptaiz), V. [f. Cat.vleptio

+ -izii.] trans. To throw into a cataleptic fit;

to remler cataleptic.

1887 Fortn. iiev. May 733 The corresponding side of the
body is calaleplized. Ibid. 739 We read of priests being
cataleptized..in the attitude of elevating the sacrament.

Catalexis (kaetaleksis). [f. Gr. /faroAiyfiy ter-

mination, f. Kara^-iiyuv to leave off.]

1, Absence of a syllable in the last foot of a verse.

1830 SitACFR tr, Hermann*s Metres ir. xix. 46 Cieltc verses

are Tor the most part terminated by that same foot, and have
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no other catalexis. 1898 Saintsbury Short Hist. Engl.
Lit. II. iiu (1900) 77 Halidon is told [by Minot] in octave
eights admitting catalexis. \^\ Edin. Rev. Apr. 331 lotro-

ducing furtlier variety by the frequent use of catalexis.

2. A catalectic verse or line.

1850 Mure Lit. Greece III. 55 The combination of a
single short verse or 'catalexis* with one or more longer
verses.

Catalo (kjetal^). U.S. Also cattalo, cattelo.

[f. Cat{^tle + Buff)alo.] a cross between the

male buffalo and the domesticated cow.
a 1889 C. J. Tones in H . Inman Buffalo Jmies* Forty Years

o/Adz'. 243 To these cross-breeds I have given the name,
* Catalo \ from the first syllable of cattle and the last three
letters of buffalo. 1889 Kansas Times <V Star 20 May«
Colonel [Charles] Goodnight was the first man to experi-

ment with crossing buffalo and cattle. A big herd of the
hybrids, called * cattalo ', is now on his Texas ranch. 1906
Harper^s Mag. Apr. 798 [The buffaloes] sad captives sinking
to slow extinction in the hybrid cattelo with his mongrel
name. X9S5 Chantbers^s Jrnl. 167/1 The resulting cattalo
will populate the northern prairies.

Gatalosn^able (kic-taVgab'I), a. [f. Cata-
logue V. + -ABLE.] That can be catalogued.
193a Times Lit. Suppl. 28 Dec. 866/3 There are no moral

or immoral actions catalogued and cataloguable.

Catalogue, sb. Add : 3. a. A list of college

or tmiversity graduates, alumni, or teachers, b. A
university or college calendar. U.S.
i68x J. Bishop in Mass. Hist. ColL Sen iv. VUI. 3it,

I lately received..a Catalogue of Harvard's sons. 171a J.
Lkverett Diary 43 The Catalogue of Graduate[sJ. 1786
in J. Maclean Hist. Coll. N. y. (1877) I. 344 Ordered. That
a complete catalogue of the graduates of this College
be prepared and published at the expense of the present
Senior class. i8xa {iitle) Catalogue of the Officers and
Students (of Harvard]. 1823 {title) Catalogue of officers

and students in Yale College November 1823. 1842
Z. Thompson Hist. Verjnont 11. 155 Middlebury College..
Catalogue of Alamni and Honorary Graduates. 1873 J. H.
,!Beadle Undevel. West xxxi. 686 The 'University of
Descret ' puts forth a pretentious catalogue, with a lengthy
list of professors. 1899 E. E. Hale Loxvell 4- Friends 170
In 1856, the year when Lowell's liame first appears as a
professor in the Harvard catalogue.

4. Miscellaneous attrib. uses.

189X Phctogr, Ann. II 127 Each of the catalogue plates
will have two exposures. 1894 Daily Netus 11 Apr. 6/4
Taking the breeds in catalogue order. 1899 lind. 29 Apr.
7/3 A Piccadilly firi,i have offered to buy at catalogue price
the picture by Policeman Jones, of Leeds, accept<3 for the
Royal Academy. 1009 Daily Chron. 5 May 1/2 The gross
catalogue value of all extracts.

Catialogae raisonn^ (katalog r^zon^). Also
formerly erron. raisonn^e. [Fr., = carefully studied

or methodical catalogue.] A descriptive catalogue
arranged according to subjects, or branches of
subjects ; hence gen. or loosely, a classified or
methodical list.

1791 C. Smith Desmond (17g2) IH. 169 He had glided
away OD a descriptive tour to his own seat near Bath; and
was giving a catalogue raisonnie of its conveniences, 1803
Edin. Rev. OcU 79 A catalogue raisonniey if executed with
judgment and impartiality, would be a very useful appendage
to every work. i8t8 Hazlitt Engl. Poets viii. 0/tlie living
Poets 1 1929) 252 'I'here is no Gay in the present time to give
a Catalogue Raisonni of the performances of the iiving
undertaker of epics. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 380/2 The best
specimen of a Catalogue Kaisonni that we know of any of
the more considerable collections of this country, is that of
the library of the writers to the Signet in Edinburgh,
published in one volume quarto in 1805. 1B36 C. Fohstek
Jebb \. ii. 135 Having written my list, which I have en-
deavoured to make a sort of catalogue raisonni

Cataloniau (ksetal^i*nian), a. and sb. [f.

Ca/a/<3«M;: see-iAN.] = Catalan. Also Cataln-
nan (-l«-nyan) a. [Sp. CalaluHa, Cat. Cala/unya.].
1781 Lett. Engl. Trai'eller in Spain 2778 v. 63 The

Aragonians and Catalonians adopted the Castilian dialect.

1836 Penny Cycl. VL 361/2 During the war of the Spanish
succession, the Catalonians. .took the part of the Archduke
Charles of Austria against Philip of France. 1847 tr,

BouieKwek's Hist. Span. Lit.-^ In the kingdom of Arragon,
the language in general use was the Catalonian. 1875
Encycl. Brit. II. 433/2 This Catalonian work of the 14th
and 15th centuries. 1876 Ibid. V. 217/2 The Catalonians
are a frugal, sharp-witted and industrious people. 1899
Daily Neivs 24 Nov. 4/6 The extreme Caialuiiau party is

clearly schismatic.

Catalpic (katse'lpik), a, [f. Catalpa + -tc]
Catalpic acid', an acid derived from trees of the
genus Catalpa. Also Cata'lpin, a crystalline

glucoside of similar origin.

1885 Jml. Chem. Soc. XLVIII. i. 272 The analyses of ihe
acid and its^ barium and silver salts point to the formula
CuHhOj ; it is proposed to call the substance catalpic acid.
x8S8 Afner, Chem. Jml. X. 329 Catalpin forms radial
aggregates of white acicular or silky, slender, and often
curved crystals.

Catalyse (kse-tabiz), v. Also kata-, -lyze.
[f. Catalysis after analyse, analysis^ trans. To
dissolve, break down, decompose. Hence Gata-
lysator, Catalyser, a catalyst ; alsojf^.
xZqia Nature 13 Nov. 25/1 Every micro-organism produces,

from the substances which it katalyzes..a material or
materials, which, on accumulation, inhibit its growth. 1893
Ann. Rep. Smithsonian Inst, zyj Numberless specific
catalysators exist which act only upon certain phenomena.
X904 Jml. P/iys. Chem. May 373 Mea-vuremenLs were made
of the effect of catalyzers on the formation of CgHsCI and
CeH«Clc from benzene and clilorine. 1904 tr. Haeckets
Wonders of Life \\. 47 Many recent chemists and physio-
k>£ists are of opini<m that plasm is a colloid catalysator.

19*6 spectator 21 Aug. aSo/i [Advertising] is.. the great
mover of merchandise, the catalyser of commerce.

Catalyst (kEctalist), Chem. [f. Catalysis,
on the analogy of analyst.^ A catalytic agent

;

a catalyser.

Z902 Nature 3 Apr. 523/1 No reactions are possible under
the influence of catalysts that could not take place in their
absence without a breach of one of the laws of energy. 1920
Chambers*s Jrnl. 2Z4/1 Nickel is used as a ' catalyst ', or a
carrier of hydrogen in the hydrogenation. .of oils for use in

the manufacture of margarine. 1927 Haldan'e & Huxley
Anim. Biol, viii. 169 We have begun to isolate many of the
intermediate products of metabolism and the catalysts that
govern the course of the reactions by which they are formed.

Catalytic, a. Add sb. (see quot.)
1885 Buck's Haitdbk. Med. Sci, 1. 125/2 Alteratives. (Syn.

:

Catalytics, eutrophics.) Theclassof remedies thus designated
are agents wliich, promoting nutrition, so alter the course
of morbid processes as to lead to the elimination of disease
and a return of the organism to a normal, healthy condition.

Catalytical (kjetali-tikal), a. = Catalytic a.

1889 in Cent, Diet. 19*3 Glasgow Herald ya May 8 Cata-
litical salts.

Cataphoresis (kse:taf6rf'sis). Med. Also
kata-. [f. Gr. Kara down + tpoprjcts being carried.]

The action of causing medicinal substances to pass
through the skin into living tissue by the use of
an electric current. Hence Ca:taphore*tio a.

(Dorland Med. Did. 1903).
1890 Billings Med. Diet., Kataphoresis. 1895 Buck^s

Handbk. Med. Sci. Stippl. 267/1 The use of iodine by cata-
phoresis has been attempted in cases of goitre. 2908 Times
9 Oct. lo/i The possibility of using cataphoresis as a means
of conveying foods and drugs to the system.

Cataphoric (k3etaff?rik), a. = Kataphokic.
1891 M. A. Starr in Electricity in Daily Life 271 The

second action of a continuous galvanic current is to move
along with it the fluids which lie in its path. This is called
its cataphoric action. 1895 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci.

Suppl. 267/1 The cataphoric transfer of molecules of proto-
plasm and liquid from one cell to another.

Cataphractic, a. Add to del : Covered with
or as with armour.
1891 Meredith One of our Cong. I, v. 67 Not even the

flower.. would hold constant, as they, to the constantly
unseen—a trebly cataphractic Invisible.

Catapophysis (ksetap^-fisis). Anal. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. Kara dovin -k- airotpvais outgrowth, process.]

Any protuberance or process, usually of bone or of
brain tissue, esp. one of a pair of processes deve-

loped on the sides of tlie ventral face of the cervical

vertebrze in birds. Hence Ca:tapophysial a., of
or pertaining to catapophysis.
xB^ Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 21 Mar. 406 Catapophyses of

cervicals never meeting in mid-ventral line to form a canal.
1901 Ibid. 371 All Storks that I have examined, except
Anastomus and Dissura, possess a catapophysial canal
occupying a varying number of vertebra.

Catapult, sb. Add :

3. Applied to mechanical contrivances by which
objects are shot out at a great speed : cf. next.
X9a7 Daily Express 12 Dec. 11/4 B^arn, new aircraft

carrier, will carry forty airplanes to be launched by a com-
pressed air catapult at forty-seven miles per hour alter a run
of sixty-five feet along the deck, 1928 Times 38 Aug, ia/6
Catapult Air Mail.

b. catapult fruit (see quot.),
1900 B. D. Jackson Closs. Bot. Terms, Catapult Fruity

those fruits dispersing seeds or fruit segments by the elasticity
of their peduncles.

Catapult, v. Add

:

d. To discharge by means of a 'catapult' con-
trivance.

19x8 Dailjf Express 39 Ang. 8/2 The Post Office has
just announced that for a special fee it will accept British
letters and postcards for the United States on the under-
standing that before arriving in New York they are to
be catapulted from the ship by seaplane. 1928 Scotsman
30 Aug. 9/6 The aeroplane will be catapulted into the air on
approaching the American coast,

Cataractal (kjctarsektal), a. [f. Cataract +
-AL.] Of the nature of a cataract (///. and^^.).
x888 W. Claric Russell Death Ship xxxviii, A cataractal

roaring of water. 1891 /llustr. Lond. News 17 Jan, 74/2
The sea swept.. with a cataractal fury. X926 C. L. Wabr
Principal Caird ^yj The outburst of popular indignation.,
was simply terrific in its power of cataractal denunciation.

Catarrhed (kataud), ppl. a. [f. Cataruh sK
+ -EI»2,] Infected with catarrh.

1890 'R. BoLDREWooD* Col. Reformer xxiv, A lot of
catarrhed sheep.

Catatonic (kaetat^^-nik), a. Characterized by
Katatonia.
1908 PreKtitioner Jan. la There may be catatonic stupor,

automatic obedience, and occasionally impulsive auto-
matism.

Catavothron. = Katabothbon.
1869 TozEii Highl. Turkey 1. 160 The Medisevals . . had the

idea of there being a caiavothra from the lake. 1878 Encycl,
Brit. VIII. 685/2 The subterranean course of the streams is

frequently indicated by peculiar vents or pits caused by the
subsidence of the soil ; they are popularly known in Greece
as cataziothra.

CatawampOUS, a. U.S. (Earlier and later

examples.)
1843 Carlton New Purc/iase I. xxviii. 265 The tother one

what got most sker'd is a sort of catawampus (spiteful). 1844
DiciCKNS Mart. Chuz. xxi. There air some catawampous
chawers in the small way too, as graze upon a human pretty
strong. 1885 ' C. E. Craddock* Prophet Gt. Smoky Mis. ix.

153 She got me plumb catawampus. x888 — Broomsedge
Cove iii. 44 But it's a powerful differ ter please this man ao'
not git that one set catawampus.

Catbird. Add

:

b. The name given to several species of Austra-
lian birds whose cry resembles the mewing of a cat.

\ZifiJ.Co\}l.iy Birds Australia\W.p\. it Plilonorhynchus
Smithii..,Cat Bird. /^/V/., Situations suitable to the Regent
and Satin Birds are equally adapted to the habits of the Cat
Bird. 1888 D. Macdonald Gum Bottghs 36 One of the
most peculiar of birds' eggs found about the Murray is that
of the locally-termed ' cat-bird ', the shell of which is veined
thickly with dark thin threads as though covered with a
spider's web. 1889 C. huKHOvrz Among Canm'balt vu..q6
The cat-bird {/Ehtrxdus vtaculosus\ which makes its

appearance towards evening, and has a voice strikingly like

the mewing of a cat. 190s Enci,cl. Brit. XXXII. iog/2
A second characteristic [of Queensland] is the great develop-
ment of that quaint company, the Bower Birds, among them
the Regent Bird, Satin Bird, Cat Birds, &c., constructors
of theelaborate playgrounds which have excited so much
attention.

Cat-boat : see Cat ^,2

Catch, sb.'^ Add :

1. c. In Rugby football and baseball (see quots.).
1867 Routledge's Handbk. Football 47 A Fair Catch is

a catch from a kick, or a knock on from the hand but not
from the arm of the opposite side, or a throw on. 1896
R. G. Knowles & Morton Baseball 14 He.. must be as
proficient in making running catches as in bringing off
standing ones, x^n Encycl. Sport I. 431^1 If a player makes
a fair catch he shall be awarded a free kick.

d, Hawing. The grip of the water taken with
the oar at the beginning of a stroke.
i88c Standard 30 Mar. 3/7 The shallow waters of the Cam

, . make it very difficult for a crew to iniiiate the catch at the
beginning of the stroke. 1898 Encycl. Sport II. 273/2 The
beginning must be caught with full power (it is a grip rather
than a catch, certainly not a snatch). Ibid. 296/2 Catch, the
instant application of the weight and muscles of legs and
body to the oar at the moment it enters the water,

2. C. A crop (with reference to germination and
rooting). U.S.
187a Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. iz6 A moderately wet

season is more favorable to a good ' catch ' of grass than
a dry one. 18^ L. H. Bailey's Frinc, Agric. 81 On bard
and poor lands, it is often difficult to secure a ' catch 'ofclover.

d. A stretch of water in which fish may be canght.
X891 Field 7 Mar. 342/1, 1 am standing by a charming catch

on the noble Wye, which catch I have been thrashing for a
good houi and a half.

e. A place where something is canght.
1920 Hunter Trail Drivers of Texas c^Z Our camp was

the catch and cut-out for all the other bosses.

3. Calch-and'bowl, a catch made by the bowler.
1907 Westin. Gaz. 20 July 15/1 Hence the number of

catches-and-bow Is he used to bring off.

7, b, A hidden element (in a proposal, etc.) de-

signed to take advantage of another person ; some*
thing concealed with the intention of catching or

tripping one up ; hence, an imforeseen difficulty or

awkwardness, a * snag \
1855 Barnum Life 120 The old fanner, who was pretty

'cute, was sure that there was some * catch ' in this offer.

19x3 Punch j8 June 474/1, I say, I'm a burglar. There is

DO catch in it. 2914 Daily Express 32 Dec. 2 Itishotatoy
or a 'catch *, but a genuine game. 1916 H. L. Wilson Some-
where in Red Gap vi. 252 She says .she knew there must be
some catch about it [sc. a card-game]. 1919 Wodehuusb
Damsel in Distress x, Tliere's nobody 1 think a more corking
sportsman than Maud, if you know what I mean, but—this

is where the catch comes in—I'm most firightfully in Love
with somebody else.

11. Similarly, N^o calck^ a bad bargain, an un-

welcome acquisition, colloq.

b. colloq. A person matrimonially desirable on
account of wealth or position,

1837 Marhvat Snarieyymv xx, She.. fully proved to his

satisfaction that, independent of her beauty, she would be
a much greater catch than Frau Vandersloo^h. X84X Comic
Almanack 333 (Farmer) AngeUna .^nipletin was one of the
prettiest girls in Pimlico, and . . very far from one of the worst
catches. 1888 A. C. Gunter Mr. Potter \\\\, Something in

this catch-of- 1he-season's manner has set this young English
barrbtqr hoping for what rich dukes had hoped for in vaia.

1917 H. A. VACHELL Fishpingle x, Matrimonially he was 00
great * catch ' for an heiress of quality.

Catch, V. Add :

12. b. Rowing. To grip the water with the oar

at (the beginning of a stroke).

x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 32/1 The oar should be struck
down firmly and decisively into the water, ., and the weight
of the body be thrown entirely upon it, by which the b^in-
ning of the stroke is caught. 1898 Encycl. sport 11. 273/2
The beginning must be caught with full power, 1902
Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 307 2 Swivel rowlocks. .are con-
sidered unsuitable to eight-oared rowing, where the beginning
of the stroke has to be tirmly and smartly caught.

C. Of a crop : To germinate and grow. U,S^

(Cf. *Catch^^.1 2C.)
1909 Cent. Did. Suppl.

14. Also in wider application.
1924 G. L. Mallory in E. F. Norton Fightfor Everesty

tQ24 213 The wind and sun between them have fairly caught
us all these last three daj's.

16. b. To fasten, attach (some object) back or up.

189s Funk's Stand, Dict.^ To catch up, to raise by attach-
ing something; festoon; loop up; as, her dress was caught
up with ribbons. 189S Daily News 11 May 4/4 [Her] rose-
tinted brocaded train was caught back at one side.

24. c. Also caught and bozvled (abbrev. c and
b.), caught by the twwler.



CATCH.
l88l [in Diet]. 1897 Encycl. S^rt I. 345/. Caughtmd

Bowled, caught by the liowler who delivered the ball. 19x4
I B. HoBas Crickit iltm. 169 Then Mr. Sinams got rid of
WooUcy with a magnificent ' caught and bowled *.

d. Baseball.
i»74 Chadwick Base Ball Man. 88 There be was when

Mills was caught out on the fly. 1896 R. G. Kkowles &
MoRTOM Baseball y^ J voa\d. have t»eant 'caught out*.
1901 Encycl. Btit. X.KVI. 160/2 In base-ball if the ball is
knocked in a certain direction it is called a foul, and the
player who knocked it has not the privilege of making a
run, but may be caught out.

e. intr. I'o act as catcher in the eame of base-
ball.

1890 Will Cahleton City Legends yt ' An' will yon pitdi
or catch? ' Says I, ' 111 catch, if so desired '.

38. b. CcUckas-catch-can, the Lancashire style
of wrestling. Also altrib.

itSg W. Armstrong Wrestling Introd. p. xiv, In 1871,
the late Mr. J. G. Chambcis. some time editor of Landand
Water, endeavoured to introduce and promote a new system
of wrestling at the Lillie Bridge Grounds, West Brompton,
which he denominated, ''liie Catch.a-i.catch<an Style;
first down to lose'. i8g8 Encycl. Sfort II. 548/a TTie
principal chips associatetl with catch as catch can wrestling
are the double Nelson, the half NeiMn, the heave (etc).
Ibid. 549/2 Turkish wrestling is principally carried out in
catch as catch can style. 190s liaUy Chron. 21 Dec 9/5
A calcfa«s-catch<an wrestler needs to be wonderfully
actire.

49. Catch off. b. To get to sleep. U.S.
ifrj I'cctet Ox/. Diet (Amer. ed.).

51. Catch out. o. fig. To catch in a mistake,
catcli napping or in the act.

stis Jahi Ausnx Emxta II. xiv. Wks. imS IV. 279 Ah I

there I am—thinking of him directly. Always the first
person to be thought of 1 How I catch myself out I iMi
Mai. LvNii Litrros .My Lne xvii, Randolph caught himself
out in the vilcness of wishing that she was just a trifle lefts
superior.

53. Catch up. e. Also in non-physical senses,
and intr. esp. in to catch up on, to, with.
1M6 Calcutta Fngliskman in J. M. Dixon Diet. Idumatic

Emtl. Phrases 58 He has not caught up (overtaken) his rival
by tlje time earlier educational honours are distribu ted. S9as
E. F. NoiroM Fight far Hverest, igif 114, I had to wait
quite half an hour for him to catch op. 19x5 Times weekly
ed.) 26 Nov, The police caught up on the men just a< they
entered a dark archway. 1916 16id. 5 Aug, Its sanitaliuo
can never catch up to its nc«ls.

Catch-. Add

:

1. catoh-water, a vessel desired to catch water.
188I Lackwamfs Diet. Terms Mech. Engin., liittrceftor,

a T-shaped cylindrical vessel employed in connection with
marine engines to prevent particles of water from being
CMnad o*er with the steam into the cylinders. Called also '

MJi Mer. 1901 M. W. Tiuvk.s Ex^. Study Oases 33
Xfce smter runs into a ouch-oater below the bulb, and a
coadncted away.

8. a. catch-bar, -btlt, -itom, -pot, ratlind (see
RATUKfE 3), -tank ; catoh-baain, (b) a reservoir
for catching and retaining surface-drainage over
large areas; catoh-box, a box-like clutch of a
spinning machine ; oatoh-fake (see quut.) ; oatch-
feeder (see quot.) ; oatoh-motion (see qnot.)

;

catch-point, a throw-off or derailing switdi on a
railway siding to prevent a train, truck, etc. from
running on to the main line ; oatch- wheel, a
wheel capable of motion in one direction only, a
ratchet-wheel; catch-work, used attributively to
de6ne a system of irrigation in which the water
drains into a fee<ler or feeders at a lower level.

'*t» ^'^•. ^^ Ccmm. Patents (.850) 170 The second
crank to slide the 'catch bar. 1S74 Kmight OiVf. Mtch.,
Calek-bari Knitting-machine), a bar emplojed to deprea the^i •••4 Sciemct III. 372/1 Whether any. .system of
CMch-bexiis or reservoirs, could. mitigate. .SBch..flueds.
?•? '^f'°"T ^'''- Mech, 'Catch.lKdl, a cupboard or door
boll which yields to the pressure in clo-ing and then springs
uilo the keeper in thejamh. U.ually retracted by a small
knoU 190S litems Forest'y + Logging 33 •Catch bomt, a
boom fastened across Mream to catch and hold floating k»s.
ifcS J- NiCHotsoN O/vr. Mech. 426 When the •catcb-bojnr4
a ui contact with the -heeve s. 189a Nasmitm Student?
Cfltfm Sfimmvig jx, The wheel., is provided with a catch

S"::,"?? 9! "* ;"**"* <•''»"''"« sbafL 1867 Smyth Saltor's
Werd^ik., L</<«/a^,anun«eemlydoublingina haillycoiled
rope. i«74 Kmight D:cI. Meek., 'Catch Feeder (Hydraulic
Engineering), an irrigating ditch. Ibid., •Catch-inatim
(Machinery), a motion in a Uthe by which i>peed is changed.
stM DmelyNems 7 Llet 7/7 That 'catch point* should be
more clearly indicated. 1898 lbi.t. 14 Mar. «/» It cut

'i'^vv'i.""''','^'";' •** ^^^ »«°I»- '9<» £»cycl.
arit. X.X.AI I. 144/2 A throw-offor derailing switch Ccatch-
points ). «»3i-j Kucyct. Melrtf. (1845) VIII. 619/1 This
cylHx^er carries a 'catch wheel, .the leech of which engage
the click, .aiucbed to Ibe wheel C by a screw. 1799 TWaiUHT Art Floating Meadows it, I have seen theToml
moo pUa of catch, work watering resorted to. 1805 R. W.
UlCKaOM Pract. Agnc. 11. 930 I here is another descripti.,n
of watering, usually denominated Catch-work. iSu
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c. catoh question, g. question that catches one
up or has a catch in it ; also as vb.
a i860 Alb. SMrrH Med. Student (1861) 14 Legendary
catch questions'. Ibid. 116 The inquisitors.. are willing to

help a student out of a scrape, rather than ' catch question
'

him into one. 190$ Westm. Gaz. 22 Apr. 3/1 The critics
and commenutors for centuries have been, like the philo-
sophers, fooled by the catch-question of the Stuart King con-
ccrningthe weight of a live fish in a bucket full of water.

•1. That is or may be taken or ' caught ' to one's
advantage.
1905 Spectator 7 Jan. 5/2 To put the policy of develop-

ment at the mercy of a catch vote. 1907 Daily Chron. 15
Aug. 7/s There was a strong catch tide in favour of the
swimmers.

4. oatch-weight, also in Boxing and Wrestling
(see quots.).
it6i Psmch XLV. 86 The Archimandrite Nilos hasoff'ered

to fight the Bishop of London for 20 pound a side, catch-

*i' D '^ f-"cycl. Sfiort I. 139/1 Catcbiveight {To box
«r)—Boxing without restrictions as to weight. 1907 Daily
Chron. 18 Oct. 9/3 To wrestle the best of three falls for /so
a side at catch-weight.

Catch-all, s6. {a.) U.S. [Catch- i.]
L A general receptacle.
1838 Congress. Globe 16 Apr. App. 275/1 (The party includes)

old ['ederali»ta,..Antimasons, and Abolitionists. They have,
sir, been a kind of catch-all, or omnium gatherum. 1866
Vlas. Stowk Lit. Foxes 27 The general catch.all and mena.
gerie. .for all the family litter. 189a Harper's Mag. June
»9/l A shrewd spider.. had spread his gossamer catch-all
Mneatb the bramble. 1897 'Mark Twain' Folltmiing
F.ouator xli. 38^ 1 1 seemed to have been designed as a catch-
all for every thing that can damage it. 1913 J. L. Vance
Barofuexiv. 86 The tenement yard was a simple black hole,
for generations a common catch-all.

2. Mech. (See quot.)
iWt Knight Did. Mech. Suppl, Catch-all, a tool for

withdrawing from drilled wells broken tools or bars which
have fallen in.

B. adj. .Serving as a general receptacle.
1875 HowELLs Foregone ConcL xviiL (1882) 296 They

hunted out Ferris's property from a catch-all closet in the
studio of a sculptor with whom be had left them.

Catcher. Add:
2. a In full torpedo or torpedo-beat ccUcher : a tor-

pedo gun-boat for destroying enemy torpedo-boats.

J*" Chambers's yml. 30 Jan. 77/2 The establishment of
the torpedo s>3tem has necessitated the introduction of.

.

torpedo catchers 189s Miii. Proc. Inst. CtrilEng. CXXI I.

5" The. .torpedo-boat catchers as they were then (1886)
^led—<he name has since been changed to torpedo gun.
boat. Hid 79 They had been called torpedo-boat destroyers
or catchers. i9ae Daily Chron. i3 Apr. 3/3 The various
•'•K'jof the catchers, the destro>-er», and the scouu. I9a5
Blachw. Mag. Aug. 208/1 These catchers are most efficient
little ve^sel^ last, handy, perfectly equipped.

Cateh-hold. Wrestling, [t phr. to catch hold:
see Catch v. 45.] (.See qnot. 1889.)
1883 Encycl Brit. XXIV. 690/2 The 'citch hold, first

down to lose' style of wrestling. 1889 W. Armstrong
tyitstlinjg 34 The catch-hoM fashion is a most rational style
of wrestling, as the competitors are., at liberty to catch each
other as they please, .provided they do not hold by the legs
or clothes 1898 Encycl. Sfort II. 546/1 A style 00 the
catch hold pnnciplc.

Ca°tchineBa. [f. Catchy o.] The quality of
being catcliy.

. 'H* Century M„f. .Mar. 773 In spite of its dangerously
instantaneous catchiness, it [sc. an c'tudej expresses just the
sentiment of AalUry in all its shades.

Catching, vbl. sb. Add : o. altrib.
1874 KNicHr7>i<:<. Mech., 'Catching-hooh, a crochet-hook.
A"ook or aniraal-catching hook. 1874 Hardy Madding
k^"*^

''**'' '" **"* *"K'e a *catching.pcn was formed, in
which three or four sheep were continuously krpt ready for
the shearers to seize without k>ss of time. 1804 A. Robcrt.
son Ni • ...... T-.

SS^** 'tf" -^"'A'm in hbr^'ule/. A^^/'^/'iir*. ' l?, i

*••••'• "I acres of water mead'>w on the ridge or bed
gntaa, and about loi on what is termed catch-work. 1844
B. STErMtNS Bh. I-arm III. 1022 Catch-work irrigatioo.

b. catch-cry
; catch title, an abbreviated title

sufficiently expressive of the full title to identify
the book.

'

S9M Daily Chroiu ao Kor. 4/5 Some very sound remarks
;.?* "'H"" <»'<:h-cnes of the day. 1911 WaanxR, CaUh
title, a short expressive title used for abbreviated book lilts.

Catching, ppl. a. 8. (Later U.S. example.)
l87« A'c/. Vermont Board Agrie. III. 481 The ' catching

'

reins of h.irvesi time.. will always fetch a lugubrious wail
from any farmer.

Catchy, a. 2. Add : Also, liable to ' trip one
up ', difjictilt to manage or execute.

xtrfi Coursing Calendar 38s Mr. Medley, for the second
bme, pleased everyone with his judging ; whilst Johnston,
who slipped for the first time on such catchy ground, per-
formed his duties welL l88a CasselCs Emycl Did., Catchy,
. .difficult, not easy to learn or to execute. {ColUx/uial.}

Cat-claw. [Cat j*.1
; cf. cat's claw (19 b).]

A prickly shrub of the south-western United States.
i8g8 H. S. Canfield Maid 0/ Frontier 204 The catclaw

owered into while after each infrequent rain.

Cat-cry. [Cat r<>.n = Cat-caj-l sb. 2.
1898 Marc;. Delano Old Chester Tales 53 The audience

came stamping and scuffing in,.. and much loud, good-
natured raillery, and some cat-cries.

Catdom (kae-tdsm). [f. Cat fi!.l -f-DOM.] The
condition or (duality of cats ; the world of cats.
1888 Pnll Mall Gaz. 25 Oct. 3/1 A charming specimen of

caldom in one ' Jimmy.' 1890 lllnstr. t.ond. Nnvs 10 May
S99/3 1 he winning ways of ' catdom ' and ' kittenhcod.'

Catechol (k«-tftj;»l). Chem. [f. CATicHD-f
-OL.] = pyro-catechin (s.v. Pyro- 2 b).
1880 yrnL Chim. Soe, XXXVIII. 417 The author denies

the presence of catechol in the \t3ty^o( Amfelofsishedera-
eta. 189a Photogr. Ann, II. 87 Catechol in dilute solution
develops slowly, but gives excellent detail and opacity.

Catechu. Add : Also cUlrib. or Comb. : cate-

CATHABSIS.
ohn brown, a brovm colour produced by the use
of catechu as a dye.
i860 Ure Diet. A rts (ed. 5) I. 805 Catechu Brown, rich and

transparent. 1880 J. VlmiiK^ Pract. Papermaker ^l Catechu
dyed paper.s. 190a Enc,cl. Brit. XXVIl. 564/t Catechu
browns are fast to a variety of influences.

Catechnmenal (kset/kia-menal), a. [f. Cate-
chumen -f-.AL.] Catechumenical.

I
'?*^ ?; *- Pl"""''S Italian Sculpture Introd. p. liv. He had

laid aside his white catechumenal robes.

Catenist (katrnist). [f. Cate.va -I- -1ST.] A
maker of a catena of authorities or evidence.
'**?, ^"^TK Theodore ofMopsiiestia on St. Pauls Et. 1.

240 iheodoret followed his master, without, however, con.
descending to the level of the mere catenist.

Catenoid (kie-t/hoid), a. and sb. [f. Catena
+ -0IU.] A. adj. Catenary, chain-like. B. sb.
Math. The surface formed by the revolution of a
catenary about its axis.

'*?* ^'""y^^ ^"t. V. 68/2 This catenoid.. is in stable
eqiulibiiuin only when the portion considered is such that
the tangents to the catenary at its extremities intersect be.
fore they reach the directrix. 1901 Calkins Protozoa 156Such i>seudoconjugation frequently leads to the formation of
catenoid colonies.

Cater (k^itsj), ji.s [f. Catebi-.I] The act or
habit of catering.
188S Voice (N. V.) 23 Feb. 3 '2 One of the many steps in the

long continued Republican cater to the beer-garden.

Cater, adv. Add: Cater-oornered (earlier
example)

; also Cater-comerlng a. (See also
*CATTY-CORIfEREn.)
1843 Carlton Ne-.i> Purchase xxvii. 261 With directions

how.
.
to secure by two .strings diagonally fastened, or as he

better understood it—' kalterkorner'd-like '. 1885 Century
Mag. Nov. XXXI. 64/1 He just takes them records. .and
bniigs his side line down catercomerin'—that way. 1888
J. KiRKLAND McVeys 59 Now, suppose the railroad runs
diagonally across a field, 'cater-cornering ', as he says.

Catering (k^i-tsriij), ///. a. [f. Catee ^l.l-^

-INO i!.] •{ hat caters.

»9»3 Glasgow Herald 21 Mar. 11 A large London catering
firm.

Caterpillar. Add

:

1. b. In (nW caterpillar tractor: A type of tractor
which travels upon two endless steel bands, one on
each side of the machine, each fitting overtwo cogged
wheels, a device which enables the tractor to travel
over vei7 rough ground. Also caterpillar car, etc.
191S Lit. Digest 4 Sept. 467/1 Government road-building

throughout the interior has (javed the way for automobiles,
caterpillars and traclion-engines. i9aa Other Lands July
119/1 It has caterpillars and motor-ploughs. 1923 Contemp.

^^yl 'I"' **' "^^ arrangement of 'calerpiflar ' traction,
with which they were fitted. I9a8 Haakdt & AutwulN-
DuBUUlL Black yomrney i. On the 28th of October, 1024,
the eight caterpillar auto trucks left Colomb.Bechar.
6. b. oaterpillar wheel, a wheel of a heavy

vehicle having a broad tread divided into separate
sections for use on rough or uneven ground ; hence
oaterpillar-wheeled a.

1914 lllustr. Lomt. Sews 5 Sept. 369 A 2i.centimetre
sieBT-niorUr—with 'caterpillar' wheels, igsa Westm.Caz.
38 Dec, From In-Salah the caterpillar-wheeled cars will
cross the plateau of Tidikelt.

Cat-flsh. Add: Alsoapplied to various species
of fish in Australasia and S. Africa.
1851 J. Hekduson Extnrs. N. S. W. II. 207 The Cat-
"i, which I have frequently caught in the McLeaj-, is

fish.
. , _ __ ^_ _

a large and very ugly animal' 187I Cape MoiitlJy Mag.
(N.S.) 11. 135 A most horrible creature called a 'catfish',
but which ought more properly to have been named ' a sea
devil ', ..as it was all arms and legs, and huge goggleeyed
head, itm T. J. Parkir & Haswell Textbk. Zeol. II.
212 The Cat.fishes (Siluridx). 1900 H. A. Bbvdrn Anim.
Africa i(j6 When.. African rivers dry up, there is nothing
left for the CZat-fish but to burrow in the mud.

Cat-foot, V. U.S. [Cat j*.1 -f !• got sb.'\ intr.
To walk stealthily or noiselessly.
1916 H . L. Wilson Someiohere in RedGap iii. 119 Mebbe

it's a BUckhander's camp, I think j so I didn't yell any more.
1 cat.footed. And in a minute 1 was up close. 19^ Collier's
Mag. 10 Nov. 42/2 Tichenor arose and nonchalantly cat-
footed down the field for a deceitful touchdown.

Cathar (kse-)iii). Also -are. [ad. med.L.
Cathari.'] = Cathakan. Also adj.
1637 (see Catharan]. 1907 Cath. Encycl. I. 557/1 The

Catfiares and the Patarines. tm F. J. E. Kabv Hist. Chr.
Lai. Poetry xiii. 416 Based like the Catbar and Waldensian
[religions), on poverty and renunciation.

Catharsis. Add : (also katharsis) :

b. The purification of the emotions by vicarious
experience, esp. through the drama (in reference to
Aristotle's Poetics 6). Also more widely.
1904 Dowden Broutning 289 Balaustion, stricken at heart,

fei feels that this tragedy of Athens brings the tragic
atharsis. 19S4 L. Coopf.r Aristotelian Tlieory Com. 180

Ari.stotle.. would recognize some sort of catharsis, and the
resultant pleasure, to be the proper end of comedy. 19S4
Selbik Psychol. Relig. 159 There may.. be cases where
experiences of this kind produce a moral catharsis which has
good results.

C. I'sychotherapy. The process of relieving an
abnormal excitement by re-establishing the associa-
tion of the emotion with the memory or idea of the
event which was the first cause of it, and of elimi-

nating it by ' abreaction '. 1918 Webster Addenda,



CAT-HAITIi.

Ca-t-hanl, J^. U.S, [Cat j^^.l 17.] (Seeqoot.)

Also Ca't-haul v. trans, y to subject to this punish-

ment ; Jig. to examine stringently.

1816 ' A. Singleton * l.elt.fr. South <V fr«/ (1824) 79 The
cat-haul ; that is, to fasten a slave down flatwise, .and then

to take a huge fierce tom-cat by the tail backward, and haul

him down along the . . bare back, with his claws clinging into

the quick all the way. 1840 Congress. Globe 12 Jan., App.
99/a White people of the South, .hunting slaves with dogs

and guns,—cat-hauling slaves, S:c. 1881 Congress. Kec. 28

Feb. 2202/2 You begin to ransack and examine and cat-haul

the whole navy, big and little.

Cathayan (kajjt'ian), a, and sh. Also -aian.

[f.med,L.Ca/(^)aya + -AN. Cf.CATAiAN.] Chinese.

1667 Milton P.L. x. 293 Mountains of Ice, that stop th*

imagm'd way Beyond Petsora Eastward, to the rich Cathaian
Coast. Ibid. XI. 388 Caml}alu, seat of Cathaian Can. 1876
KncycL Brit. V. 628/1 The identity of these Cathayans with
the Seres of classic fame. 19x8 Biackio, Mag. Jan. 1/1 To
push back a Cathayan encroachment.

Cat-liead, -f^* Add: 3. C. 'An attachment to

a lathe to assist in supporting long bars when they

are being turned' {Cent. Diet. Suppl, 1909).
4. attrib., as cat-head stopper (see small-type

Note ad fin.).

1899 Patents in Ann, Reg. 551/2 Improvements in the
construction of cat-head stoppers. 1883 Alan. Seavianship
for Boys 10 For lifting the anchor from the water's edge to

the cat head in order to pass the cat head stopper.

Cat-headt v. Add : (Earlier U.S. example.)
1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxv, Everything was sheeted

home and hoisted up, the anchor tripped and cat-headed.

Catliedral, sb, 3. Add : cathedral glass^

coloured glass leaded after the fashion of the stained

windows of churches, used (e.g.) in the panels ofthe

vestibule doors of houses.
1858 SiMMONDS Did. Tradft Cathedral Glass, stained or

painted glass for church windows sold either in sheetsor small
squares. 1885 Spons' Mechanics' Own Bk. 630 'Roundels*
and 'bullions 'arc small discs ofglass., used in fretwork with
cathedral glass. 1905 H. A. Evans Highways ff Byways
Ojcf. i^ Cotsivolds 329 The exquisite pale green transparent
glassofthe windows, ..displaced to make room for the vulgar
abomination known as * cathedral glass '.

Catherine wheel. Add

;

1, b. In embroidery, a design resembling a wheel.
x88a Caulfeild & Saw^ard Did. Needlework 62 Catherine

li^heel,—This wheel is also known by the name of Spider
Wheel or Sfjider Stitch, and is chiefly employed to fill up
round holes in embroidery on muslin.

Gatheterize, ^^ Add : trans. To employ a
catheter to.

1908 Practitioner Jan. 44 A true stricture, . .forming an
irregular channel, through which urine passes with difficulty,

and which it is almost impossible to catheterise.

Cathexis (ka}>e*ksis). Psychol, [a, Gr, Kde^^is

holding, retention ; intended as a rendering of G.
besetzung (Freud).] The concentration or accu-
mulation of mental energy in a particular channel.
I9SI Strachev tr. Freud's Group Psychol. 48 Dread in an

individual is provoked ejiher by the greatness of a danger
or by the cessation of emotional ties (libidinal cathexes [orig.

Libidobesetzungen^), X9a3 E. Jones in Intertiat. y7-nl.

Psycho^Aualysis IV. 299 In hetero-suggestion. .a hyper-
cathexis of the idea of the operator is correlated with
a hypo-cathexis of all ideas in conflict with his. Ibid. 302
The intense concentration of attention (which Abraham
terms Besetzung^ i.e. cathexis) or self-absorption.. is ex-
clusively concerned with the.. conscious sexual phantasy.

Cathisma (kaj^izma). PL oathiflmata. [a.

Gr. xaBia^a seat, f. wara down + X^tiv to sit.] In the

Greek Church : A portion ofthe psalter, containing
from three to eleven psalras. Also, a short hymn
used as a response.
1850 J. M. Nkale Holy Eastern Ch. i. 844 The Greeks

rarely sit in church : the cathismataare tlierefore pauses for
rest; and are longer than the tisiial troparia. 1880 EncycL
Brit. XII. 580/1 In various parts of the services solitary
troparia are sung, under variousnames, * coniacion *, *cecos ,

'cathLsma ', &c-

Cathode. Add:
O. altrib. and Comb. : cathode dark space, in

a vacuum tube traversed by an electric discharge,

the dark space immediately surrounding the cathode
and separating it from the negative glow; also

called cathodic dark space, Ceookbs dark space ;

cathode photograph, photography, = *Catho-
DOGRAPH, Cathodographt ; cathode rays, rays
issuing from the cathode of a vacuum tube having
a very high vacuum when an electric discharge
takes place, moving at very high velocities in

straight lines unles.s deflected by a magnetic or
electric field, and producing X rays by contact
with an obstruction.
J9» Difrcovery }\x\y 217/1 The dark space around the

negative pole, which has since been referred to as the
Crookes or *Cathode Dark Space. 1896 Daily News ^^i Jan.
7/2 Experiments in *Cathode photography. 1905 yrnt.
Chem. Soc. LXXXVIII. 11. 224 With copper, nickel, gold,
and bright platinum, the *cathode potential for a given
current density goes on increasing for hours. Ibid.^ *Cathode
process and anode liquid are opposed to each other. 1897
Nature 25 Feb. 3B6/2 Lcnard s famous researches on the
*Kathode rays. 1900 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXVIII. u. 587
Electrical Conductivity in Gases traversed by Cathode Rays.
x^MTj N. V. Sjdcwick Electronic The. Valency 7 The wave-
length of the X-rays given off by various elements when
bombarded with cathode rays.

168

Cathodic. Add

:

3. Elcclr, Of or pertaining to a cathode, as
cathodic dark space, cathodic rays (see prec.).

1896 Daily Nctus 18 Jan. 5/4 Taking photographs with
cathodic rays, 1896 Review Rev. (U.S.) Mar. 303 Professor
Roentjjen provisionally designates his peculiar form of
cathodic rays,

Cathodo- (kse'Jj^di?), used as combining form of
Cathode.
1909 Physical Rev. XXVIII. 349 With regard to the de-

pendence of kathodo-luiiiinescenceupondiscliarge potential
and current strength. 1914 /(I'/rf.Ser. 11. IV. 21 The brightness
of the crests of the red and blue bands of the white and pink
kunzite under kathodo-excitation. 1923 Amer. Jml. Sci.
Oct, 373 The minimum energy required to excite cathodo-
luminescence.

Cathodogfraph (kab(?*d<?graf). Also cathode-
graph, kathodograph. [f. Cathodo- + -graph.]
A photograph of normally invisible objects taken
by means of cathode rays, an X-ray photograph.
Hence Catho'dogrraph d. trans., to take an X-ray
photograph of; Cathodogrraphy (ka*))<?cl/?-graii),

photography by cathode rays.

x85[6 Century Mag. May 120/1 No school or college has
considered the day well spent in which.. it has not taken
'cathodographs ' of hands and coins. Ibid, i^i/i Key
cathodographed through a book of 526 pages. Ibid. 126/2
A cathodograph picture. Ibid., Cathodography of corked
bottles would uncork them. 1897 Daily News 1 Feb. 5/2 Its

transparent honesty was recognised by the 'cathodegraph*
showing only the setting, the diamond being represented by
a white space.

Cat-hole. Add : 2. (Later U.S. example.)
1867 Amer. Naturalist July I. 255 She brushes against

a lid which hangs from above, not imlike an old-fashioned
swinging door of a cat-hole, as sometimes seen about barns
or corn-cribs.

4. A bog-hole.
1857-8 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. IX. 578 The very im-

fjortant work of draining our swamps, marshes and cat
loles, has been fairly commenced.

Catholic. Add :

A. ad/'. 11. Comb., as CathoUc'tninded z.^}.

^ 1879 T. E. Bridgett in Dublin Rev. Jan. 95 The learned,
irresolute, yet pious and Catholic-minded men at the bead
of whom was fisher's friend, Cuthbert Tunstal.

B. 2. Examples of English Catholic - English
Roman Catholic.
1584 in Foley ^^£:.j5'«^./»>-^?7/..9.7, VI. 740 Hesaid..thatall

English Catholics were bound to pray for the King of Spain.
1641 J. Louth in A. H. Matthew Convers. Sir T. Matthew
{1904) 176 The innocency and loyalty of English Catholics to-

wards others. 1715-15 in J. O. Payne Eng, Catk. Nonjurors
o/'/7iSUBB$) 8, 1, Henry Englefield, do declare that I am, by
the grace of God, an English Catholic. 1800 C. Butler Li/e
Alban Butler xw\, A person would deserve well of the
English Catholics whoshould translateit into English. 1889
J.O. Paynb {title) Records of the English Catholics of 1715.

b. Old Catholic, a teim introduced after the

secession of John Henry Newman and others to

distinguish hereditary Roman Catholics in England
from converts.

1847 A, St. John in W. Ward Li/e Newman (1912) I, v,

174 As to Dr. Griffiths or the old Catholics they are not.,
in good odour here at all. 1857 Newman Let, 19 Jan. in
Gasquet Ld. Acton p. xxiii, Suddenly I find that there is a
great split between old Catholics and converts. 1909 Dublin
Rev. Jan. 56 The friction between converts and old Catholic*
..was inevitable.

Catholicization (Ica]>f7:lis3iz<?i-j3n). [f. Ca-
tholicize V. + -ATION.] The actioa of making
Catholic.

1905 Nation (U.S.) 28 Dec. 522 The catholicization of
France by Clovis.

Catholyte (kge-JxJflait). [f. Cath(ode + Elec-
tr)olytk.] That part of the electrolyte which
adjoins the cathode.
1904 Electrochem. Industry Mar. gg (Cent. D, Suppl.).

Catilinarian, sb. Add examples

:

1889 Skrine Mem. Thring 155 The senate which quelled
the Catilinarians met in the Temple of Concord. 1925
Glasgoru Herald 1 6 Apr. 9 H e is still a sort of Catilinarian
doomed to reckless experiments,

Catocalid (kEeta^ka-lid) , a, Ent, ff. mod.L.
Calocala, f. Gr. Karoi below + tfaAo? beautiful: see
-ID 3.] Belonging to the genus Catocala of beautiful
noctuid moths.
1913 Oxf. Univ. Gas, 4 June 960/2 A fine set of 28 Cato-

calid moths.

Catostomid (katp-st^mid), a. and sb. Also
catastomid. [ad. mod.L. Calostomidae, a family
of fishes, f. CalostomuSj the typical genus, f. Gr. icaro}

down + CTofia mouth.] Pertaining to, a iish of, the
family Catostomidde, of which the American suckers
and mullets are the chief representatives.

X908 Smithsonian Misc. Coll, V. 97 This character suggests
a cyprinid or a Catostomid.

Catpiece (ka"-t,p/s). U,S, [f. Cat sb.^ + Piece
sb.] In logging, a jierforated bar of wood fitting

on the tops of uprights in floating booms, so that

the space between the booms may be narrowed when
necessary.

1905 TermA Forestry ff Logging 33.

Cat-rigged, a. See Cat sb.^ and add U. S. quots.
1885 Outing (U.S.) Nov. 2o=;/2 She.. was an open centre-

board boat, cat-rigged. 1886 Ibid. Apr. 58/1 All half-round
yacht-built boats, cat-rigged or sloop-iigged.

CATTLE.

Cat's-eye. 2. Add attrib. uses.

1874 yrnl. Chem. Soc. XXVII. 555 Theso-callcd Cat's-eye
and Fibrous Quartz. 1899 'J". M. Ellis (^///^), The three
Cat's-eye Kings. 1903 Daily Mail 8 Sept. 7/4 A. .narrow
edning of cat's-eye green.

Catskin. Add :

1, b. Catskin earl, each of the three senior earls

in the House of Lords, viz. the Earls of Shrews-
bury, Derby, and Huntingdon.
1869 Hook Lives Abps. VIII. 264 note. The Ear! of Hunt-

ingdon is one of tlie three catsk in earls of the present day,

—

one of the first three earls in the House of Lords.

Cat-stairs, dial, and U.S. Also cat's-. [Cat
sb.^ 19.] (See quots.)
i8«5 Jamif-son Suppl., Cat's-stnirs, a plaything for

children, made of thread, small cord, or tape, which is so
disposed by the hands as to fall down like steps of a stair,

Duinfr., Gall. x8s8 Carr Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) 64 Cat-stairs^
Tape, &c. so twisted, that by its alternate hollows and pro-
jections it resembles stairs. x886 Leslie's Pop. Monthly
Feb. XXI. 150/1 'Twere vain to tell what sylvan treasures
accumulated in our back yard that summer. The flights of
catstairs [etc.].

Cat-stick. (Modem U.S. examples.)
1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Catstick, a stick or

cudgel used by New England boys in a game at ball... In
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and further south, the term is ap-
plied to small wood for burning. 1867 Lowell Fitz Adatn's
Story 466 And more to abate the price, his gimlet eye Would
pierce to catsticks that none else could spy.

Cat-tail : see Cat^s tail 3 b.

1857 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VI 1 1. 649 Upon land which
..was originally a cat-tail swamp, we saw a field of corn.
\ZjzAmer. Naturalist VI. 77 Tlie long strap-shaped leaves,
and the dark cylindrical spikes of Typha lati/ola \ the
veritable cat-tail flag. 189: Scrilmer's Mag. X. 470 The
tangled growth of. .cat>tails, elder and salt-grass.

Cattalo, variant of *Catalo.

Catted (kae'ted), ///. a. See Cat v. 1. So
Ca'tting* vbl. sb.

1867 Smvth Sailor's IVord-bk., Catting, the act of heaving
the anchor by the cat-tackle. 1883 Man. Seamanship /or
Boys 210 When stowing the anchor for sea after the second
catting. 1901 Daily Chron, 12 June 7/2 The 'catted* port
anchor of the schooner.

Cattimandoo (lc£etimse*nd«). Also catte-
tuundoo, kattimandoo, kattiznundoo, calle-
mundoo. [Telugu kattimattdu, the name of the

plant.] A resinous substance obtained from the

milky juice of Euphorbia cattimandoo or other

species of Euphorbia ; used as a cement and as

a cure for rheumatism. I). The plant from which
the gum is obtained.
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Cattemundoo, Callemundoo.

x866 Treas. Bot. 1880 Encycl. Brit.Xl. 339/2 Many of the
euphorbias yield milky juices...The chief among these are
the cattimandoo. .and the Indian spurge tree.

Cattiness. [f. *Catty ^z. -h-NEss.] = *Cat-
TISHNES3.
1920 /9//1 Cent. Nov. 752 Her antagonism to her own sex

—

known colloquially as 'cattiness*. 19x8 Sunday Express
6 May 4 Manx folk arc wonderfully good-natured,, .and
cattiness. .is practically non-existent.

Cattish. Add:
b. Of a sly or spiteful character, (Cf. Cat j^.^ 3.)

X883 Black Yolande III. vii. 127 The cattish temper of an
old woman. 1893 ^KwrjsMadam Sapphira 15 Thestealthy
air and cattish smile of the mother.

Hence Ca'ttishly adv., in a cattish spirit ; Ca't-
tis3iness,thequalityof being 'cattish \spitefnlness.
X894 Meredith Ld. Ormont xxii, Thither he walked.,

prepared for cattishness. i^ Daily Chron. 8 July 3/2
Thus. .was Mrs. Steel's cattishness brought home to ber.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 8 June 3/2 Elizabeth, we arc afraid, is

developing into a Utile 'cat,* as her female friends would
probably say... That is where the *catti^hness ' of Eiizai>eth
shows itself. 1923 ' M. Arliin ' These Charming People 180
* Society Hostess Robbed.* It's almost worth it for her, be
thought cattishly, to be called a Society Hostess.

Cattle. Add :

8. a. cattle-drivings -grower^ 'maiming^ -minder,
-raiding, 'falser^ -raising, -rustler, -rustling,

-thief.

1834 Visit to Texas xiii. 121 He had had experience in
*caitle-driving long before I had ever seen Texas or a wild ox.
1886 Harper's Mag. July 252/1 Ihe English *cattle-grower
views with indignation the incursions of American beef on
the English market. 1907 hVestnt. Gaz. 6 Sept. 5/1 The
renewed outbreak of •cattle-maiming in this parish [sc. Great
Wyrley]. t9o& Daily Chron. i June 5/5 Eye Green, near
Peterborough, is becoming as notorious as Great Wyrley for
cattle-maiming outrages. 1846 in Clairborne Li/e 4- Corr,
y. A. Quitman 284 A place for "cattle-minders and goat-
herds. 1899 Daily Nius 13 Nov. 7/4 The real object of
this *cattlc raiding expedition. 1870 Meddery Men 4-

.'^lyst. lyall St, 2 The heavy *cattle-raisers of Texas.. are
the veriest victims of circumstance. tSj* San Francisco
IVeekly Bulletin 17 May (Hoppe) It costs the Texas cattle-
raisers $339,500 per annum to feed that one Mexican town.
1896 Daily NeTus 16 Jan. 5/6 All the \ictims were well-
known cattle-rai-^ers. j^&^Athenxum 2 [nne 693 In Galicia
*cattle'raising is rapidly superseding tillage. 1896 Daily
Nezvs 16 Jan. 5/6 Horse-ste;ding and cattle.rai>ing are un-
pardonable crimes in the eyes of ihc Slav peasantry. 1993
Daily Mail IS t'cb. 8 A great crisis has fallen upon the cattle-
raising industr>| of this Republic. 1925 Chambers's yr$U.
168/1 Regions in the plains, where canle-raising ceases to
be profitaljle. 1903 A. Adams Log Co7vbry vii. 86 'ITie

stampede . . was the work of *cattle rusi lers. 1907 S. E. White
Arizona Nights i. iv. 81 There couldn't be much doubt that ,

cattle rustlers was at work. Ibid, iii. 60 We. .saw the be-
ginning of the 'cattle rustling. 1903 .\. Ai;>a.ms LogCowicy



CATTLEYA,

viu roi Th« biggest *cattle-thief ever bom in Medinab
County.

b. catth'COitntry^ -path^ -show^ -track \ cattle-boat^

•ship.

i860 Sala Make your Game 14 Not a •cattle-boat

luckily, though, in some pens forward, there were a few
sheep. 1889 C. Edwaroes Sardinia 375 This Black Hole of

acattle-boat. 190X H'estut. Gas. 38 Aug^4/2 In the Canadian
and American trade the loss [ofcattlelworks out fractionally

at o-a or o-i, so complete arc the cattle-boat arrangements,

1907 S. El, White y4r/i«j«a Nights L vi, no The ponies stood

where we left them, ' tied to the ground ' in the cattle-

country fashion. 1887 d?K//K^ 1 U.S.) May X. 117/2 The bank
was worn away on the other side by a "cattle-path just » ide

enough for one. 1891 Scribuers Mag. X. 610 'Ihe loading

of 'cattle-ships. 1838 Colmam Re^. AgHc. Mass. 9a A
•cattle show and exhibition is annually held in some town
of the county. 1871 Mrs, Stowe Sa/u Laivson 184 Each on
'em sent a bull to tlic cattle-show. 1858 Mrs. Viele FoUojv'
ing the Drum 150 It was a beaten *cattle-track cut thru the

chapparal.

9. cattle-bird U.S. (see quot.) ; cattle-bush,

an Australian tree, Atalaya hemigiauca, used in

periods of drought as fodder for cattle ; cattle

chips U.S., dried cattle-dung used for fuel ; cattle-

duffer, an Australian term for a man who steals

cattle by altering the brand ; cattle-egret, a small

Egyptian heron belonging to the genus BubulcHS\
cattle-fever = Texas fever \ catUd-killer, an
instrument for slaughtering cattle, a ' humane
killer* ; cattle king U.S., an owner or rearer of

cattle on a large scale ; cattle lick U.S.t a salt-lick

lor cattle ; cattle-puncher, a * cow-puncher *

;

cattle-racket (see quot.) ; cattle-ranch, -ranoh-

ingf -range (examples); cattle-road, -way, a road
made by man for the use of cattle.

1837 Brit. Cycl. Nat. Hist. II. 158 Cow-bunting or
*Caitle-bird ihlolothrus pec^ris SwainsonX-. The American
cattle-bird..u a small bird about the si/e of the European
sky-lark. 1889 T. H. Maiden Uie/ut Native Plants 116
"Oittle Bush., .'ihe leaves of this tree are eaten by stock, the
tree being frequently felled for their use during seasons of
drought. 1903 A. Adams Log Coxvboy xiii. 210 We were
frequently forced to resort to the old bed grounds., for 'cattle

chips. 1886 Metbournt Punch 15 July (Morris) 'Caltle-

dulTers on a jury may be honest men enough. But they're

l^ound to visit lightly sins in those who cattle duff. I9ai
Chambers't Jml. 791/2 Chatting awayal>out these infern.-il

caitteKlufferx. 1905 Spectator 14 Jan. 47/1 In Egj-pt the
*cattle-egret,asniall white heron, ispointeaout by thedrago*
man, and accepted . . as t he true sacrcil ibis. 1909 Wrstm, Gaz.
6 SepC 7/3 The •cattle-fever epidemic. 1907 Daily Chron,
3 Aug. 6/4 The woman picked up a patent *cattle killer and
shot her husband tn tlie back. t886 Har^rs Mag. Nov,
883/1 Hundreds of men who. .went into the business with
exceedingly limited means have become "cattle kings'. 1888
RoosevtLT in Century Mag. Feb. 500 Anything more foolish

iban the demagoific outcry atcainst 'cattle-kings' it would
be difficult to imagine. i9ai NIutroRo Bar-io Three ix. 106
Soon a bundle of handbills was on its way to the office of the
cattle king. 1887 Harper's Mag. Feb. 349' t Large blocks of
it [sc. salt! are sent to the We-^tern Plains for * 'cattle licks '.

S9a8 Collier's Mag. 18 .Aug. 19^1 We wasn't horse breakers}
we was 'cattle punchers. 1847 [Alex. Hariis] Settltrt
4> Convicts 394 A *Cat tie-racket. The term at the head of
this chi^iccr was originally applied in New South Wales to
ibc agitation of society which took place when some wbol^
talc systam of plunder in cattle was brought to light. It is

now commonly applied to any circumstance ul this sort,

whether greater or less ^>tf whether really springing from
a felonious intent or accidental. 1837 Olmstkd yottrn.
Texas 160 Some live upon the produce of farm-i and
*cattle-ranches owned in the neigtiborhood. 1879 Hoodam-
Wmetham Roraima 114 Two boatmen who once rowed us
over.. to vi-^it a cattle ranch, were both generals, d 1887
Mary £. Wilkins Humble Romance 338 He was reported
to be running a cattle ranch in one of those distant terri-

tories. 190a A. D. McFaul Ike GiiiiJen v. ^i The estate of
Joruithan Wiggins, consisting of immense mining properties

and cattle rancbcs in the WesL 1884 Standard 13 July
Advt., By far the best results tn *catile ranching have been
attained with the largest herd-i. 1S88 RoosKVKLT in Century
Mag. Feb. 500 Cattle-ianching can only be carried on in its

present form wbiie the popuiaiioa is scanty. 1640 Essex
Inst. Hilt. Colt. V, 1701 Otdered that none of the land
within the 'cattle range shall be granted . . to any man. 1835
C. F. HorrMAN Winter West 1 1. 130 We entered at once upon
a Urge and beautiful park or cha.ve {Sotc^ called a cattle*

range,if I mistake not, in Kentucky). tgoiS/fC.'ator iS Feb.
348/1 The important feature which the cattle-roads make
even to-day in modern embankmen t«. 1905 A. &G. Hubbard
Neolithic Deiv-Prnds ^ Cattle- Ways 38 The length of the
ascending 'cattle-way is a quarter of a mile or more.

Cattleya (k^tlia). Bot. [mod. L.,f. nameof
William Lattiey, an Knglish patron of botany : see

-lA.] An epiphytal plant belonging to the orchi-

daccoas genus CaiHeya, native to Central America
and Brazil, bearing handsome violet, rose-coloured,

or yellow flowers.

|&|C Chambers's Jrnt. 31 Oct, sBa/a Several of the superb
tribe, the Cattleya.^,. .were in full b-auty. 1864 GRiNtx>N
Brit, ft Card. BjI. 668 Cattleyas, in their finest species, have
prodigioas blossoms of two or more shades o^ deep rich lilac

and purple. 1917 Times (weekly ed.) 2 June 603/1 An
absolutely clear yellow catileya.

Catty (kxti), fl. [f. Cat j^^.i+.tI.] Of or
pcrtaiumg to cats ; concerned with the breeding or
exhibiting of cats.

1903 F. Simpson Bk. Cat v. 84 The question ofopen judging
at cat shows has frequently been discussed in catty circles.

b. a •Cattish b,
i8M Mrs. Akcles Lady Branksmere ix. There is a sly,

caity look about her. 1909 /f 'estin. Caz. 1 1 Dec. 16/3 A noted
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prelate, .said recently in addressing a community composed
of the fair sex that all such communities bad the temptation
to be catty '.

Catty-cornered, -cornering, varr. of Cater-
COKNEKED, -CORNERING.
1837 J. C. "S ¥.A.i. Charcoal Sk. 196 One of that class., who,

when compelled to share their bed with another, lie in that
engrossing posture called ' catty-cornered ', a 1854 Dow
Jr. Patent Serm. IV. 79 (Th.) All the cris-crossings,
meanderings, trianglings, and catty-comerings (of a dance].
188a Susan Hale Lett. 135 One, a big salon of a catty-
cornered description, with windows looking all sorts of ways.

Cattjrman (kae'timaen). U.S. In logging, one
who is expert in * driving * or floating logs.
1905 Terms Forestry ff Logging 33,

Catydld, var. Katydid,
i8js Paulding J. Bull in Amer. iii. 35 The frogs

croaked, the caty-dids caty-didded it, the crickets chirped.
1838 E. Flagg Far West 11. 214 Even until the morning
dawned did a concert of whippoorwills and catydids keep
up their infernal oratorio. 1859 Auce Carv Pictures
Country Life iv, 92 The caty-dids. . were noisily welcoming
the early autumn.

Caucasic (k^kse-sik), a. [f. Caucasus ^ -xc^
Caucasian. So Canoasoid (k^'kasoid) a., resem-
bling the Caucasian race.

1895 Funk's Stand, Diet., Caucasic 1898 Q. Rev. Apr.
418 That particular offset of the Caucasic stoclc 1899 A. H.
Kkane Man xii. 449 Fresh accessions to the original and
later (historical) Caucasic domains. 190a Encycl. Brit.
XXV. 372/2 There is lacking any biological evidence of
Caucasoid or Negroid blood flowing in the veins ofAmericans
before the inva<iions of historic times.

Canchero (kautje»r(?). [f. next + ~ero^ A
rubber-gaiherer.
1898 Adamson in Board of Trade JrnL June 674 Many

of the 'caucheros ' (or rubber collectors) are working on
Brazilian rivers. i9ti Glasgow Herald 3 May 3 The
cauchero would laugh immoderately were it claimed for him
that he is a civilising agent,

Caacho (kau-tjo), [S. .\mer. Sp., a. Peruvian
cahuchu : see Caoutchouc] A variety of rubber,
esp, that prepared in the Amazon oasin from
sj>ecies of Castilloa. Also attrib.

1899 Board of Trad* Jml. June 673 Jhe 'caticho*
rubixr of Peru. A despatch received at the Foreign Office
from H. M. Consul at Pari states that the tree which pro<
^duces the quality of india-rubber exported from Peru
through Pari under the name of caucho, has recently been
determined by M. Hubcr. ..The total shipments of caucho
from Amazoni.in ports amount to al>out 2,000 tons annuHlly,
Ibid.tT4 It would now. ..ippear that ihc caucho tree of Peru
is a castilloa, 19x1 Glasgorv Herald 3 May 10 The caucho
trees are smaller than the sbiringas.

Caucus, sb.

1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1760 Boston Gaz, Suppt. 5 May, The new and grand

Corcas...The old and true Corcas.

3. (Karly U.S. examples,)
17^ O. Tmacher in Proc. Mass. Hist. .S»c. (1884) XX.

48 Ihe connections and discords of our po1iticiaT>&, corkus-
iiien, plebeian tribunes, &c. 1809 Deb. Cougress 7 Feb. 1421
We are to meet to-morrow here to attend the registering
of the election of a caucus President. Ibid., The caucus
bulletin or general orders. iSa4 Niles' Reg. 7 Feb. 353 The
caiicus-p»rty have resolved to bold one [sc. a meeting).
ibid. 3o Mar. 39/1 They would oppose the caucus nomina*
tion. 1841 H. Mann Boston Oral. 10 Our N.-xtional Songs,
our Fourth of July Orations and Caucus Speeches.

Caucus, V. (Karlier U.S. examples.)
x8as Afnrr. Beacon (Norfolk, Va.) it July 3/2 ToCanctit

and nominate candidates for the Presidency and Vice-
Presidency. itB4 Massachusetts Spy 14 Jan. (Th.) A
tavern is a little republic, where you may caucus and nomi>
nate, and vote for yourself without a dissenting voice, 1837
Wiumra in Life (1S94) I. 199 We have caucused in season
and out of Keason.

ilence Cau oasinff, vb/, sb, (additional quot.).

Also €?aa-ous«r. U.S.
i8a3 Niles* Reg. 18 Oct. 101 The choice would not come

before the bou^, if caucusing had legitimate caucussing
power. /bid.,Thc dangerof a choice., would not be dreaded,
even by. .the great caucussers of the day.

Cauda (k§*da). Ana/, and Zoo/, [L.] A tail-

like appendage, as Cauda equina, the bundle of

nerves at the base of the spinal cord {— Mabe's
TAIL 3);

18^ Quain's Attat. (ed. 5) II. Sao The nerves of the aiuda
eq.uina are vertical. i8f^ Oslsii Princ. .Med. 855 Cases of
injury of the cauda equina.

Hence Can'dad a. [*-ad], towards the tail, in the
direction of the tail.

S889 Buck's Haudbk. Med. Set. VIII. 135/2 At the
meson it is seen as a raised transverse band, but laterad, on
account of its deflection caudad, it is divided obliquely.

1898 proc. Zool. Soc. 973 At the level of the posterior
border of the palatine instead of a little caudad of this.

Caudated. Add :

b. caudated rime -^ tailed rime (see Tailed ^

I d); caudated sonnet, a sonnet with an
additional couplet.
1886 W. Sharp Sonn. Centuiy 108 For all their structural

drawbacks they [xr. stanzas in G, Meredith's * Modern Love 'J

are in other things essentially ' caudated sonnets '. 1898 G.
WvNDHAM Poems Shakt. 248 A caudated sonnet with two
couplets instead of one after the third quatrain. 1007
E. IC. CiiAMBKHS F.arly Engl. Lyrics 286 A habit of translat-

ing the couplets of a caudated poem.

Caught (k^t), ppl. adj. of Catch v.

1883 K. W. Dixon .Mano I. xiii. 44 But she, like a caught
addcr^ stood aghast.

CAVAI-IEB.

Caul, sh.^ (Earlier U.S. example.)
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 206 The glue and cauls.. are

heated by steam.

Cauliflory (k9*lifl5«ri). Bot. [f. L. f<i«/« stem
+y?(?j,y/Jr/j Flower.] The production of flowers

directly from the tiunk or branches,
1903 tr. A. F. W, Schimper*s Plattt-Geog. 536 In cauliflory

the flowers appear sometimes only on main stems, some-
times only on branches, sometimes, and this is most usual,
on both main stems and branches alike. Ibid., In constantly
humid tropic forests cauliflory, that is to say, the formation
of flowers on old wood, is not rare, 1908 tr, Strasburger"

s

Text'bk. Bot. (ed. 3) 625 The flowers are borne on the main
stem or the older branches, and arise from dormant axillary
buds (cauliflory).

Cauliflower. Add

:

1. b, trans/. A thing which resembles a cauli-

flower in shape.
189* Daily Ne7vs 31 May 2/3 A tiny fan of black lace with

a 'cauliflower ' of yellow baby ribbon. 1904 Amer. yrnl.
.'ici. Jan. 34 The reddish dust * cauliflowers ' accumulated
about every half-hour and rolled down the gorge of the
Riviere Blanche from the cone,

2. catilijiower-like adj.; cauliflower-bow, a bow
of ribbon resembling a cauliflower in shape ; cauli-
flower-cloud, a cloud, esp. a volcanic cloud, which
takes a massed shape,
1893 Daily News 31 May 2/3 A very small ' *cauliflower*

bow. 1903 Heilprin Mont Pelie xv. 223 The majestic
^cauliflower clouds rose on all sides. 1873 Ralfe Phys.
Chem. 8 The crystals, .aie arranged in "cauliflower-like
groups consisting of oblique prisms.

Cauling (k^lig). [f. Caul J(5.* -(--ing 1.] The
action of applying a heated board in veneering.
1885 Spans Mechanics* Own Bk. 361 Before cauling, raise

the veneer and glue the ground well.

Caulker. 2. Delete -fObs. and add :

1899 Daily A^etus lo June 8/7 The pneumatic caulkers.

CaurUS (k^-riJs). [L.,also Cortes.] The stormy
north-west wind, often personified.
c 1374 Chaucer Boethius i. met. iii. (1868) 9 .\ swifte wynde

bat ny^t chorus. 1696 PHiiLn-s World of Words, Caurus, a
Western or Northwest Wind blowing commonly out of the
British Sea. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. ii, Ixxviii, The
ground, by piercing Caurus seared.

CausationiiCkjz^'j'anal), a. [f. Causation +
-AL.] liclonging to the law or doctrine of causation.
19*5 .J- E. Turner Theory of Direct Realism 9 The

causational aspects of perception. 1930 G. R. de Bkkr
Embryology ff E'>-olution \. 7 The causational idea that the
succession of palingeneiic stages in ontogeny is due to these
stages having succeeded one another in phytogeny.

Cause c61dbre (kJz strl^br), [Fr.] A cele-

brated legal case; a law-suit that excites much
interest.

1858 TaoLLOPE Three Clerks xli, Of course a cause cilebic
such as this was not going to decide itself in one day.
i860 Once a Week 22 Sept, 363/2 Well-nigh all the great
murders—the causes c^lebresoi blood in our day— liave been
most deliberately planned. 188a Standard 16 Dec. 5/6 In
the Criminal Court of Inn^pruck to.day proceedings were
opened in a cause cHebre of a. .most painful character.

Cau«eri6 (k^u-zdri, ||k<7zr/). [Fr., f. causer Xo

talk, ad. 1- catts&ri to plead, dispute, f. cause Cau-sk
$b.'\ Informal talk or discussion, esp. on literary

topics; also, a chatty article or paragraph.
^ iS>7 F.din. Rev. Oct. 386 The volume which has been the
innocent cause of ail this causerie. 1841 C*te.ss Ui.essinc-
TOH Idler in F'rance I. 269 The lively causerie of the
habitues de maison supersedes the constraint of ceremony.
18^ Zangwill Childr. Ghetto i. xvL 154 He was specially
polite.,. There was an intimate, tender tone about these
causeries.

Causeway, v. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
170a Proprietors' Rec. Cambridge (M.ass.)(i896) 330 Those

Barrs yt lead into ye sd Meadow on ye easterly Side where
it is Caswayed with Gravel & timber.

Causse (k^). [Fr] A limestone plateau.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 8/2 By the Dordogne and Lot the

surface is divided into a number of Iinie.->tone pLiteaus
known by the name of 'causses '. i9aa Glasgow Herald 5
Aug. 4 1 he weirdly sombre causses of the Cevcnnes.

Caustic, a. Add :

1. e. oaustio creeper, an Australian name for

Euphorbia drumniofidii, the milky juice of which
is used by the natives as a remedy for various

diseases, but which is poisonous to sheep ; oaustio
plant, an Australian name for Sarcostemma auS'
traiis, a plant poisonous to cattle and sheep,
1889 J. H. Maiden Useful Native Plants 127 Euphorbia

Druminondii, ..Called 'Caustic Creeper' in Queensland.
Called 'Milk Plant 'and ' I'ox Plant * about Bourkc. This
weed is unquestionably poi-'Onous to sheep, 1898 Morris
Austral Engl. 84 Cau>;tic-Plant, or Caustic-Vine.. Cattle
and sheep are poisoned by eating it.

Caustic (k9'stik), V. [f. Caustic sb^ trans.

To treat with a caustic.

1888 Mrs. H, Ward R. Elsmere xii, I causticked all the
diphihciitic throats, .with my own hand.

Cauterizing, /*//- a. Add : Alsoyfp*.

1903 K. Langbridgk Flame ^ Flood xiv, There was a
cauterising comfort in the cruel finality of that first sentence.

Cavalier. B. adj. 4. Add : cavalier cuff,

a curt of gauntlet shape.
190a Daily Chron. 17 Aug. 8/3 The cavalier cuff of

stiffened velvet, 191^ Daily Mail 1 Mar. 6 Sleeves that end
in a flounce. ,—gowns with no sleeves at all—Cavalier cuffs

—there is infinite variety.



CAVALLADA.
CavalladOy var. of *Caballada. (Cf. next.)

16440. \V. Kendall 5^att/a Fi Exped. (1855) 1. 97 Nothing
can exceed the grandeur ofthe scene when a large cavallada,

or drove of horses, takes a * scare '. lb. d. 1 1. 47 An arid and
sandy plain., with but scanty picking for the large cavallada
of horses, mules, and cattle.

Cavallard. Also cavalyard (For 18 . . read

1846.) Add:
1836 W. E. Deuers Lett.fr. Texas xx. 208 They.. soon

obtained a fine cavalyard of horses, which they drove into

Arkansas for sale. 1846 Sage Scenes in Rocky A/is. 80
Stealing our whole cavallard, consisting of ten head of horses

and mules, 1878 J. H. Beadle IVestem IVilds iv. 69 All

hands sprang up only to witness our noble cavallard under
full headway before a body of Mexican horsemen.

Cavalxy. 4. Add : cavalry officer ; cavalry
curate, a curate who rides on horseback to perform
his duties in an extensive and scattered parish.

1838 Anmtal Scrap-Book 19 The amount of a tailor's bill,

on ntting out his son as a cavalry officer. 1854 Thackeray
Ne^vcomes vi. This distinguished cavalry officer swore very
freely. 1855 E. B. Hamlkv Story Sebastopol vii. 49 Some
luckless cavalry officer. 1894 G. H. Hamilton Charge 8
Missioa Chapels—where the 'Cavalry Curates' ought to
reside. 1898 IVestm. Gaz. 14 Jan. 1/3 The immense extent
of many parishes, into some of which * Cavalry curates ' have
been introduced with advantage. 1903 Ibid. 5 Oct. 1/3, I

bought him on the advice of two cavalry-officer friends who
knew him.

Cavayado, var. of *Cavallada.
S90X in Kansas Hist. Coll. (1902) VII. 52, I was driving a

cavayado... The Mexicans always drove their cavayado in
front of their trains.

Cavayard, cavy-yard (kseva-, k?e'viyaid).

U.S, Also cavvi-, cavvie-yard, caviarde

;

cawieyeh, caviya. [Var. of Cavallard, with^
for Sp. //.] A drove of horses.
a, 1847 W. B. Dewees Leii./r. Texas 3 Mar. 301 Two

hundred dollars would be sufficient to purchase a cavayard
of twenty [mares], a 1848 RtJXTON Life in Far West (1849)
12 But before we get to the fires, the Injuns were among the
cavayard. 1851 Mavne Reid ^ca^-^ww/^rj xxvi, How are
'ee gwine to get at it with this cavayard 'ithout makin* sign ?

B- i824W. B. Dewees/^^/Z./t. yV^ra^ vtii. ssCorasco. .was
driving a large cavyyard of horses and mules to Louisiana.
1836 Edward Hist. Texas 107 When this powerful tribe
wishes to raise the wind as the saying is, they will cavy
back a Mexican cavy-yard. 1843 Faknham Trav. Western
Prairies I. 187 The Indians, .make an annual levy upon the
cav^'-yard ofthe fortress. 1853 S. '^- H ammett Stray Yankee
in Texas 07 Two or three more [darkies] were mounted, and
sent into the prairie in search of the ' caviarde ' of horses

—

and we went in to dinner. 1874 J. C. M<^Coy Hist. Sketches
II The extra horses not under the saddle are called the
cavvie-yard, and are driven behind the camp wagon. 1901
Munseys Ma^. XXV. 404/2 Each man roped a fresh horse
from the cavviyard.

Y- X908 Mllford Orphan ii. 24 He was soon able to count
seven warriors who were driving another ' cawieyeh * of
horses. 1920 — J. Nelson xxiv. 267 The caviya of a hun-
dred and thirty saddle horses.

Cave, sb.^ 5. Add :

cave-dweller Jig., a person who exhibits the
characteristics of a prehistoric cave-man; similarly
cave-man^ -woman.
1906 P'ness von Hutten What became of Pam 11. xiii,

You will always be a *cave.dweller, ..for you always were a
little savage. 1897 Marv Kingslev W. Africa x. 208 These
pots have a *cave.man look about them ; they are unglazed
unlidded bowls. 1924 W. M. Rainh Troubled Waters
xxviiL 280 He was a throw-back to the cave man. 1926
Westm. Gaz. 7 Au^., The devotion of the modern girl to the
*cave man' of fiction. 1927 Daily Express 5 Sept. 8/3,
I simply refuse to believe that every woman does admire
a cave man. 1903 Ellen Thorsevcroft Fowler Place

-Ij-

PoToer V, Miss St. Just.. belonged to the *cave-woman
species.

Cave, sdA [f. Cave z'.S] A fall of earth, a
cave-in.

1876 B. Harte G. Conroy vl viii, Gabriel was amazed to
find that during the earthquake a ' cave ' had taken place in
the drift. 1877 Raymono Statist, Mines ^ Mining 2,1^ A
very serious cave occurred about 170 feet from the entrance
of the drift. 1887 Farhell Hoiv He Died 164 A 'cave ' had
happened in a aiine.

Cave, f.3 Add : 1. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1707 S. Sewall Diary (1879) II. i86 Grave was caved in.

1738 J. Comer Diary (1923) 57 This day a man. .digging
a well after he had dug 20 feet deep, it cav'd in upon him
1764 Boston Even, Post 30 Jan. (Th.) The People found the
Well caved in.

b. Without in,

X848 Thoreau \tv Atlantic Monthly {\Zc)-2') LXIX. 744 His
cellar.. has caved and let one end of the house down
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West iii. 69 He had dug two
wdls, . . but struck sand which * caved so he could not curb

'

i88t U. S. Rep, Prec, Met. 639 Wherever the rock in the
tunnel has a tendency to cave.

c. tramf. To yield to outward pressure.
1898 Hamblen Gen. Manager's Story 32, I was caught

between the corners of the cars, .and heard ray ribs cave in.
2, b. (Earlier U.S, examples.)
1858 N. y. Tribune i May 4/2 One..of the six South

American opponents of Lecompton caved ; the others stood
firm, i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career xxii. 390, I tell
you when a man gets in front of him Sunday, he catches it-
no use dod^ng—might as well cave.

3. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1857 Knickerbocker Ma^. Mar. XLIX. 278 He would

feel like caving my head in. if he knew. x86a 'Artemus
Wa»o*///j5^. (1865) 45, I kin nevertheles kave in tnny
man's bed that calls me a obtoos.

b. To cave dowtt : to bring down by an excava-
tion caving in. U.S,
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1851 C. Cist Cincinnati ^^^^ I obtained permission to open
a sand-pit, which had long been closed for fear of caving
down a house, by further excavation.

o. To cave in : to cause to fall in.

1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 56 * If we can plant a bomb
or two in the right spot, it will bottle up any Germans
working inside?" * Sure to !' said Ainsley. 'It will cave
in the entrance completely.*

Hence Caved ppl. a.

1865 ' AiiTEMUS Ward ' His Bk. (1906) 57 A old kaved in
hat. x87a 'Mark Twain ^ Innoc, at HomeVn. (1882) 309
An Hour In the Caved Mines,

Cave (k^'*vz), int. School simtg. [L., imper, of
cavere to take care, beware.] Beware ! : a signal
of warning, e. g. of the approach of a master,
1868 CasselCs Mag. \n Oct. 390/1 [Title of Poem] Cave I

1873 * AscoTT R. Hope A'/^fA/ Before Holidays {iZ-ji) 110
There was a heavy footstep sounding along the passage..

.

^CaveV ^Cattetn,' responded Lessing, burying himself
under the bedclothes again. 1883 Miss Bsaddon Phant.
Fort, xxxvi, That indefinable air. .which gives society as fair

a warning as if the man wore a placard on his shoulder with
the word Cave. 1922 Blackiv. Mag. May 557/2 One of their
number doing seniry-go gives the native equivalent for the
schoolboy's ' Cave ' on the reappearance of their employer.

Cavea (k^i-v^a). Rom. Antiq. PI. -ae. [L.]

The auditorium of an ancient theatre, so called

from its concave shape ; also the whole theatre.
x86o Donaldson Theatre ofGreeks (ed. 7) iii. i, 222 The

cavea of the theatre at Catana as seen from the stage. x886
Athenseuvt 4 Dec. 751/2 The peculiarity of this theatre [at
Lauriuni] is the strange form ofthe cavea, which sweeps in-

ward in a loop to the right as viewed from the proscenium.
1889 Haicii Attic Theatre iii. 113.

Caveat, sb. Add :

1. b. Caveat emptor (lit,, let the purchaser
beware) : let the purchaser examine the article he
is buying before the bargain is completed, so that
in case of disappointment after purchase he may not
blame the seller,

1523-34 FiTZHERB. Hnsh. § 118 He \sc. the horscj is noo
chapmannes ware, if he be wylde ; but if he be tame, and
haue ben rydden vpon. than Caiieat emptor^ beware the
byer. i6i6 T. Adams Pol. HuntingV^V^. (1629) 118 We
compell none to buy ourWare; Caueat emptor, igoa Eco-
nomic Jml. XII. 12 Caveat emptor. It is the employer on
whom the responsibility rests of testing the quality of the
article he buys.

Cavernicolons (kjevami-kiyiss), a, [f. L.
caverna Caveun + -coltts inhabiting.] Cave-dwell-
ing.

1929 Nature 28 Dec. 1004 Two Reduviid bugs are recorded
and a dozen beetles—none markedly modified for a caverni-
colous habit.

Cavernous, a. Add : 3. b. Path. Applied
to respiration marked by a prolonged hollow
resonance. (Cf. *Broncho-caverkous.)
1853 W. O. Markham tr. Skoda s Auscuit. 94 * By the

term cavernous respiration/ says Laennec, ' I understand the
murmur which occurs during inspiration and expiration in
a cavity formed in pulmonary tissue.*

Caviare. Add :

2. siang, A passage blacked out by the Russian
Press Censor by the use of a stamp which when
inked and applied to the paper leaves a close net-
work of white lines and black diamonds, resembling
to some extent the appearance of caviare spread
upon bread and butter. Hence Caviare v, irans.j
to block out or censor in this way.
1890 .SV. Jcunes's Gaz. 25 Apr. 7/1 Every one of Mr.

Kennan's articles in the Century has been ' caviared '. Z&94
Westm. Gaz. 2 Nov, 1/2 The Czar. .had.. to seem as if he
had blotted the assassin's menace out from his mind as
completely as his own censors 'caviared* it out ofthe news-
papers. 1899 GissiKG Crown of Life xix, We call caviare
the bits blacked out in our newspapers and periodicals.
1920 S. CoLviN in Times 5 Nov. 13/4 Surely there would
have been ample time to prevent its appearance in the book
itself., either by cancelling the leaf on which it was printed
. .or by the process called ' caviare *.

Cavil, variant of Kevel sb,^
1842 GwiLT Archit. Gloss, s.v. Nidged Ashlar^ It is

brought to the square by means of a cavil or hammer with
a sharp point.

Cavil, V, 2. b. Delete f and add :

1863 LvTTON Caxtoniana I. 01 Nurse, cherish, nevercavil
away, the wholesome horror of Debt.

Caving, vbl. sb:^ (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1800 Massachusetts Spy 25 Oct. (Th.) Mr. Benanuel

Bucklin was killed by tlie caving in of a fountain which
he was stoning, t&s* Congress. Globe 17 May 1385/3 The
result.. will be a universal 'caving in' upon the part of
Southern Whigs.

Caving,///, a. Add: Also caving-in.
1857 '^- li- OuNN N. y. Boarding Houses 98 (Th.) An

especially uncomfortable chair with a caving-in seat and
rickety back was assigned to me.

Cavitate (kaevit^it), V. [Back-formation from
Cavitation.] intr. To form cavities or spaces in

a fluid by the rapid whirling motion of a propeller.
190^ Westm. Gaz.j Jan. 4/2The..difficuhy. .ofobuining

a suitable screw-propeller that will not cavitate at such
speeds as one wishes to attain.

Cavitation (ksevita-J^n). [f. Cavity : see
-ATioy.]

1. The formation of cavities in a fluid by the
rapid motion of a propeller, thus causing a loss of
efficiency.

CECROPIA.

189s Min, Proc. Inst. Civ. Engineers CXXII. 67 'Cavi-
tation ', as Mr. Froude has suggested to the Authors
that the phenomenon should be called, appears lo manifest
itself when the mean negative pressure exceeds about
6ilbs. per square inch. 1902 Nature 6 Nov. 24/1 The name
cavitation is given to the phenomenon met with when a
screw is driven in water at speeds aboveaceriain limiting
value. 1916 Yorkshire Post 18 Apr. 8/1 'Cavitation'.,
does not begin suddenly.

2. Path, The formation of phthi^cal cavities in
the lungs.

1909 Practitioner Dec. 862 * Post-tussive suftion'..is a
very distinctive feature in advanced cavitation. 1913 Dob-
LANi) Med.^ Diet. (ed. 7), Cavitation, the formation of
cavities, as in pulmonary tuberculosis.

Cavort, V, U.S, Add: Also covault, and
earlier examples.
1830 Mrs. Kqyki.\, Lett.fr. Alabajna laa Covault is of

Tennessee birth and not inaptly applied in the sense they
use it. It signifies an unruly or ungovernable man ; ahio an
unianie horse, or anything that cannot be controlled. 1834
W. G. SiMMs Guy Rivers 283 What became of that beautiful
young girl from Carolina. . . You were then cavorting about
her in great style. 1835 Longstreet Georgia Scenes {iSy i J23
In short, he cavortcdrnost magnanimously (a term which, in
oor tongue, exp^e-^ses all 1 have described and a liule more).

Hence Cavo*rtisli a.

1835 LoNGSTRKET Georgia Scenes {1871) 30 Bullet became
more and more cavortish, insomudi that, when the blanket
came off, he had reached the kicking point in good earnest.

Cayenne. Add :

c. Cayenne whist, a variety of whist in which
the dealer's side names the trumps and in which
the suits have different values.
1887 Beatty-Kingston Music * Manners II. 953 As

much
]
cayenne * wliist as their means will pcnnit of their

indulging in.

Cayeute, cayote, variants of Cotote.
K846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mts. (1859) 79 The cayeute, or

medicine.wolf of the Indians, a x8^ Kuxton Life Far
West (1849) 250 One may safely wager to sec a dozen
cayeutes or praiiie wolves loping round. 1850 W. R. RrxN
Upper if Lower CaJifomia 1 . 250 Our horses . . were set free
by the cayotes—^a species of animal something between a
fox and a dog. 1884 W. Shepherd Prairie Exper. 42 The
cayote will sneak in, and have his pickings on the offal,

Caynse. U.S, Abo kiyuae. (Earlier ex-
amples.)
1857 Oregon Weekly Times Jan. (Th.) All manner of

wrought and cast worlc,. .down to Shoeing a 'Cultus*
Cayuse Horse. 1869 A. K. McClubk Rocky Mts. 302 Twice
our kiyuse broke nearly out of the harness.. -The kiyuse is

never perfectly tamed. 1873 J. H. Bkadle Undevel. West
XXXV. 750, 1 mounted a cayuse smd rode seven miles over the
hills.

Casa (ka-za). [Turkish LaJ ^^^, related to

^l5 ^d^t Cadi.] A district in Turkey subject to

a judge's jurisdiction.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 20 Aug. 7/2 In the Caza of Lerin.
1920 GlasgOJV Herald q Aug. 7 The reincorporation with
Lebanon of the four cazas of Haalbek, Bekkam, Racha>-a.
and Hasbaya. 192a Ccmtemp. Rev. Dec. 705 The local
bishop, vicar or priest has been an ex-ofiicio member of the
governmental Cotincil of the viiayet, sanjak or c;isza ia
which be resided.

Cease, v. Add : 6. d. To put a stop to, bring
to an end, discontinue.

1894 Westm. Gaz. 3 May 5/1 He appealed to those
present who had ceased their connexion with their Union
to again join it. 1899 Ibid. 24 Apr. 3/2 This plan of ceasing
the edition, after a certain number. 1907 Ibid. 24 Aug. a/i
In the United States, where players begin and cease the
game years earlier than they do here.

e. Campanology. To bring (a peal) to aa end

;

to let (a bell) down.
1684 R. H. School Recreation (1696) loi For Ceasing a

Peal of Bells; let them fall gradually from a set Peal. 1753
Camianalogia Impr. 12 The learning to Raise and Cease
a Bell in Peal. 1852 B. Thackrah Art ofChange-ringing %
The raising and ceasing (or settling) a bell in peal, 1904
BuLWER Gloss. Tcchn. Terms Belts 33 Ceasing in order,
letting the bells down together, but in regular order of
striking, as in ringing * rounds ' or some other sequence.

Ceased. Delete \Obs, and add :

J937 Obserr-er lo July ii/i New stations .. numbered
32,100, and ceased statioos 13,044.

Cebian (srbiau), a, (f. CEBITS + -lAK.] «
Cebine.
1893 Athenaeum 18 Mar. 349/3 The pitbeclan and cebian

monkeys.

Cecropia (s/kr^a-pia). [mod. L., f. CecropSy

early king of Attica.]

1. Any tree of the genus so called of moraceons
trees of tropical America, yielding a milky juice

which furnishes caoutchouc.
1833 Penny Cycl. I. 447/1 Among the airy foliage of the

mimosa, the cecropia elevates iLs giant leaves and heavy
candelabra-shaped branches. 1875 EncyU. Brit. II. 98/1
1\izCecropiay or trumpet tree of Central America, is tenanted
by ants.

2. A large silkworm moth of the eastern United
States, Samia {Attacas) cecropia.
1868 Amer. Naturalist II. 313 It is not a soft, flossy

cocoon, like that of Cecropia. 1884 Ibid, XVIII. 1046
Poison Glands in the skin of the Cecropia caterpillar. 1883
Ibid. XIX. 1142 The anatomy ofthe Cecropia moth. 1909
Mrs. StrattoS'Portkr Girl of Limberiost \\\\. 157 Hii;
gray Cecropias come from this kind, brown PcJyi^emus
from that.



CEDAR.

Cedar. 4. Add: cedar knob U.S. (Knob

ji. a) ; cedar bird (earlier example) ; oodar-chost

U.S., a chest made of cedar-wood as a protection

against moths ; cedar-oloset U.S., a closet lined

with cedar-wood ; cedar cooper U.S. (see quot)
;

cedar-lot U.S., a piece ol land jji a cedar-swamp ;

cedar-root U.S. (a plant-name); cedar-wood,

also, cedar trees.

1791 W. Bartham Trar. Carolina etc (I79'> =88 Ampelis

garrulus ; crown bird or 'cedar bird. 1891 ' C. E. Craddock

in Harptr's Mag. Jan. 319/1 the simple furnishings—

a Vedar chest, a few garments. 189S C^/iOT- Mag. July

31J/3 Cedar<hest and camphor-trunk and flowered band-

box have been called upon to disgorge their treasures.

1M6 E.E. Halk If, 1 «,( rcrhap! (l863) as*. I was "P
in the 'cedar closet one day. iSJa D. J. Beowne Syiva

Amtr. 148 The superior fitness of this wood (jc. white cedar)

for various household utensils, has given rise, in Phlla-

ddphia, to a distinct class of mechanics called 'cedar

coopers. 1838 Dkake Tain f, Sk. 33 He was a full grown

Kentuckian. bom on the 'cedar knol>s of the Blue Licks.

1813 Afaisaciuset/s Sfy 14 Apr. 4/4 To be sold . .
two 'Cedar

Ix>ts, lying in the Great Cedar Swamp. 1805-9 J. J. HknRY
Camp. agil.Quiitc 41 The 'cedar root was in plenty under

our feet. iSj? W. Chasolf.ss Kij/V Salt Lakt L v. 64

'Cedar-wood is sprinkled thinly over the bluffs.

Ce'dax-swamp. US. [Csdab 4.] A swamp
in which the cedar is the prevailing tree.

1637 Ptymoulh Col. Rtc. I. 51 Aparcellofbnd. .between*

the twocedjr swamps at Hand Creelte Pond. iTliCoil. Mass.

Hist. Sot. Ser. 11 1. J33 At 2 o'clock I crossed the 3d pond

and encamped in a cedar swamp. 1840 in Tratis. Mich. Agnc.

i'<x:.(i8ss) VI. 291 Sandy ridges, with intervening swales, and

cedar swamps. 1871 Schele db Vrre Amenctnisms (1872)

4»> The Cedar Swamps.. in the South are uniformly low

grounds under water, and filled with cypresses, a 1904

S. E. White BlaziU '/rail Stories vi. 87 The high beech,

iidgc.. ended in a narrow cedar-swamp.

Cednla. Delete O/is. and add :

igao J. M. Kevmes Econ. Comstf. Peace 164 Germany ha.<

also sold certain overseas securities, such as Argentine

cedulas.

Ceil, »• Add :

5. Aviation. To climb to a great height.

1919 Gloigam HeraU 10 Dec. 10 After a loftier entile than

usual he may admit that be was * ceiling-'.

Ceile (ky^-ls). Irish. Also kyto. [Olr. «/,r.]

In ancient Irish society, a vassal.

xtn Maike Early Hisl. Insltt. 158 It » br taking stock

that the free IrisH tribesman becomes the Ceile or Kyle, the

vassal Of man of bis Cbief^ owing him noc only rent but

scrrica and homage.

Cailing, vil. si. Add :

2. b. Avialim. The action ofascending to a great

height, high flying ; ako, the maximum altitude

above sea-level to which a given aeroplane can attain.

1917 Jam'i All Ihe Worlds Aircm/I gn't The e.^ctreme

height to which an aircraft will rise,, .familiarly known as

the 'ceiling' or 'roof of that particular machine. 1^19
Parlt. Papers X. 49 In a long flight it is most economical

to climb an aeropUne in the attitude corresponding to the

tiiajiimum value of the lift-drag ratio until it approaches

ixsceiling. 1919 MAj..GEM.TkKNCHABoin Loriti.Ga*. i Jan.

136/2 Ceiling was of more tmponance than speed for long,

distance day boml.ing work. 19>1 Fortn. Rev. Dec 764 Its

ceiling when fully loaded was sometimes far under 10,000 feet.

7. ceiliQK rose, rosette (see quot. 1910).

1901 U 'aUrhauu Conduil Wiring 36 The ceiling rose boxes

would generally be in the run of the conduit. 1907 Imtal.

lotion Aews Ian. 16 'i Ceiling roses, switches, wall sockets,

etc 1910 N. Hawkins Electr. Dicl„ Ceiling rose, or

Jiottlle, an ornamental ceiling block for suspending an
incandcicent lamp.

C«lanefle(seliiu'z). [Arbitrarilvf.CKLLnLOSK.]

A proprietary name for artificial silk twist and for

a woven fabric of artificial silk made by British

Celanese Ltd. (formerly British Cellulose and

Chemical Manufacturing ConipanyV
19S3 Daily .Mail 20 Feb, 1 Celanese Artificial Silk. Ibid.

97 Feb. 16 Like silk, 'Celanese' is lustrous, with an even

more beautiful sheen. 1916 Speditor 24 Apr. 751/1 The
other ptoccfts is Ibe Celanese, by which cotton is combined
with acetic acid to alter iu organic composition.

CdelKrate, v. 3. Add : Also absol.

19x9 Randolph Enterprise (Elkins, W.Va.) s6 S«p«. s/s
[Hr] came over. .Sunday ni^ht to celebrate a little.

Celebratory (scl/briitari), a. [f. Celebrate
V. * -OBV •*.] Serving to celebrate, usol in or de-

iigned for the celebration of an event, etc.

t9>6 Gleugim Herald i June 7 Without a celebratory or

consolatOTy bite and «up. 1917 Radio Times 22 Apr. 153/1

Imperial March.. Sullivan... This »asSullivan"sceli:btat<xy

msec lor the opening by Queen Victoria of the Imperial

Institute at South Kensington, in 1893.

Celebret (seln)ret). [L., = ' let him celebrate ',

3 sing. prcs. subj. of ceUbrare to Celebrate.] A
document, signed and sealed by the bishop, giving

a priest perinLision to say mass in a certain parish.

1A44 ICKATius Spf.ncer in Fr. Puis Life Fr. Ignatius

(1866) xiti. aSa, 1 had forgO|tten to get credentials from
Dr. Wiseman, and so be hesitated, but gave the celehret.

t^firj G. TvRRBt.L in Daily Chren. 25 Sept. 4/6, I am told

that the Pope will give me a celelnet. i^oS Calh. Encycl.

III. 477/1 ITieabsenceof the celebret dots not suffice for

the rcfttsal of permission to say Mass, if persons worthy of

bcUef bear positive testimony to the gooid standing of tbe

priest. 1918 M. D. Petre Modernism 137 The sufaKquent
refusal, on the part of his bishop, to grant him a ceUbret.

Celery. Add : oelery-Ieaved, -topped, or

-top pine, any Australasian tree of the genus

171

Phyllocladtts, in which the upper part of the

branchkts resemble the foliage of the celery.

1883 [see TanekahaJ. 1889 T. Kirk Forest Flora New
Zealand (^ The tanekaha is one of the remarkable 'celery-

topped pines', iga? Blojckw.^ Mag. Oct. 464/1 Graceful

featherwoods and celery-top pines.

Celesta (siesta), [app. pseudo-latinization of

F. cUeste (cf. Celeste).] A keyboard instrument

with piano-like action, having hammers that strike

upon steel plates placed over wooden resonators,

invented by Anguste Mustel of Paris in 18S6.

1899 E. Prout fht Orchestra 1 1. 158 Only a few of the

strings are employed to accompanying the celesta. 1987
Grave s Diet. Mus. (ed. 3) 1. 591 Uhe tone of the celesta

itself is of exquisite purity.

Celestial, sb. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1849 T . T. Johnson Sights Gold Region xxiv. 238 The
Canton Cafe was kept by Chinamen, who were real celestials.

Cell, J*. » Add:
4. b. //. Imprisonment in solitary confinement

as a punishment for offences against military law.

1891 Kipling Life's Handicap 23 You 'ave been absent

without leave an' you'll go into cells for that. 1918 W. J.
Locke Rough Road xs-ii, At the worst they might give him
cells when he recovered.

9. o. Mali. See Peal'CKLlieb cell.

14. d. /i^. A centre or nucleus of propaganda.
t^yoOiser:-er4 May 13 Among the [Russian revolutionary]

methods employed are attempts to create_ 'cells within the

[Indian] regiments by enlistment of seditionists.

15. cell-Jebris, -degradation, etc. ; cell-layer =
Germinal layer ; cell-spot, a spot of colour occur-

ring in the spaces between the nerves in the wings

of certain lepidopterous insects.

1907 Practitioner Sept. 456 The histocenous wandering
cells, .are peculiarly active as regards other cells and 'cell-

debris. 1908 Ibid. Mar. 389 This indication of excessive

"celWegradation. 1907 Ibid. Aug. 195 The result of trans-

plantations of 'cell-grafts from Jensen's original tumour.

1908 Ibid. Jan. 10 The membranes and perivascular spaces

showed some "cell-infiltration. 1893 Tuckey Amphioxus 55

All changes from the blastula onwards can be traced to these

primitive 'cell-layers, a 1909 Buck's Handbk. Meii. Sci. 1 1.

685 (Cent. D. Suppl ) 'Cell-nesting. 1901 Proc. Zotl. Soc.

1. 49 111* black 'cell-spots on ike primaries.

Cell, f. Transfer AObs. to senses a and b and

add : c. trans. To store in cells.

l8so WiFFF.N Aonian Hours (ed. 2) 75 Honey, which the

bee (Jells beneath briery boughs. 19S7 Chambers's Jrnl.

Feb. Qo/i Last autumn one of my stocks celled twelve

pounds in twelve hours.

Cellar, sb. 6. cellar-way (earlier example).

1854 SniLt-ASEE Mrs. Partington 56 Avoid the coal-holes

and cellar-ways that are open for your unwary feet.

Cellarlesa (se-lsiles), a. [f. Cellab a. 4-

-LE.-i.s.] Having no cellar.

l8« R. S. SuRTEts Sponge's Sf. Tour (1893) 11 Little

cellarless wine-merchants. 1900 n'estm. Gat. 9 May 2/2

All this legislation is passed by the cellared population and
not by the cellarless pupulation.

Cellifagal (selifi/Jgal), a. [f. «//»-, comb,

f. L. «//a CELLiA.i-t-/«^f^« to flee see -AL.] Of
the nerve-currents in a ganglion-cell : Passing from

the body of a cell. So CelUpetal (seli-pftil) a. [1..

pttere to seek], moving towards the body of a cell.

1904 TlTCHEXca tr. Wundt's Physiol. Psychol. 1. 42 The
dendrites are devoted exclusively to ceUipetal, the neurites

to cellifu;;al conduction.

'Cellist (tje-list). Shortened f. ViOLOSCELLiST,

after 'Cello. Also 'Celloiat (tjeloist).

1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. F.lsuure v. xxxi. Ihe 'cellist with

the hair. 1897 Daily News 25 Mar. 9/2 The pianist came,
but the 'celloist did not turn up at all.

Cellobioee (selobai-ues). Chem. [f. Ckll(clo8K
+ .0- + 'llioSE.] A biose, C„H„Ou. obtauied

from cellulose by the action ol sulphuric acid and

acetic anhydride followed by saponification.

190a 7r«i Chem. Soc LXXXl I. 135 The name cellobiose

is now used for the substance previously termed ccllose.

1919 Birm. Post 22 Feb. 5/4 Over 50 % of starch can be

converted into maltose, and .. cellulose can be uansformed
uito the. related disaccharide cellobiose.

Celloidin (seloidin). [f. Celloid * -IM 1.] A
pure form of pyroxylin, soluble in ether, used in

microscopy for embedding specimens of tissues so

that sections may be preijared, and for a photo-

graphic film.

ilM Jmi. Royml Micrtsc. Soc. Ser. 11. VI. 350 The celloidin

layers are slow in dehydrating. 1II9S Plutogr. Ann. II. 107

Making an enlarged transparency, .on a rapid celloidin film.

1908 Practitioner Feb. 201 Three healthy^ foetuses, .were

hardened in formol, two of them being cut in celloidin.

Cellophane (se-l«f^in). [f. Cell(dlosk -t- -o-

+ -phane, ns in tryptophane^ A proprietary name
for a transparent material made of wood pulp and

used as a wrapper for boxes of confectionery, etc.

19SI Spectator 23 Apr. 522/3 Cir<, raffia, . . tinsels, cello-

phane, and other ornaments. 1939 Publishers' Circular

aa June 739/1 A. .book jacketed in cellophane.

Cellose. An earlier name for 'Cellobiose, q.v.

1901 Jrnl. Chem. Soc LXX. 370 Cellose, a Biose from
Cellulose.

Cellular. Add : 2. b. Of open texture, as

cellular linen ; also sb., a material of open texture.

i88S Casselfs Fam. Mag. Dec. 60/1 Cellular Clothing.

Under-clothing of every kind is now being made ofa cellular

CELTIC,

doth. 1889 Pall Mali Gaz. 5 Jan. 7/1 Cellular linen...

Gentlemen have tennis-shirts of real silk cellular now.

Cellulase (se'li»l^s). Chem. [f. Celhil(ose
+ *-ASE.] A ferment which brings about the

decomposition of cellulose.

1905 fml. RoynlMicrosc. Soc. Feb. 98 He \sc. Van Itersen,

jun.l finds that the destruction of cellulose by moulds is due
to an enzyme, to which he gives the name of ' cellulase *.

Cellule. Add : 1. b. A small room or cell.

1894 A. Morrison Tales Mean Streets 222 The family
should take a whole house, .instead of the two rooms and
a cellule upstairs now rented. 1908 IVestm. Gaz. 12 June
8/1 ' E.-ich go into a cell and shut the door

!
' ordered a

warderess, indicating a row of tiny cellules.

Cellulitic (seliwli-tik), a. [f. Celldlitis -I- -ic]

Pertaining to cellulitis.

1906 Ferguson in Trans. Edinb. Obstet. Soc. XXXI. 127
Where there is no cellulitic abscess which can be evacuated.

Celluloid. Substitute for def. : A solid material,

rigid when cold, and plastic when hot, consisting

essentially of soluble cellulose nitrate and camphor.

In the United States a trade name for the product of

one manufacturer, in Europe a general designation.

Cellulose. Add : b. Now esp. as the basis of

important commercial products. In popular use

the word commonly designates compounds of

cellulose, particularly cellulose acetate and cellu-

lose nitrate, solutions of which form the 'cellulose'

finishes used in varnishing metal, woodwork, etc.

Also allrib., as cellulose dope, varnish.
1898 Daily Ncivs 9 Nov. 46 A sawmill and a cellulose

factory have just been set up at Mitrovitza. 190s li'estnt.

Gaz. 6 Jan. 2/1 The sulphite cellulose process is due to the

lal>ours in the laboratory of Al. Milscberlich and Tilghmann.
19S7 Obsert>er 16 Oct. 27 Bodies finished in cellulose.

O. cellulose acetate, any of several compounds
formed by the action of an acid on some form of

cellulose, esp. cotton, used in tlie manufacture of

artificial silk, electric insulators, varnish, etc.

;

oelluloae nitrate, a compound formed by the

action of nitric acid on a cellulose ; nitrocellulose.

1884 RoscoE & ScHORLEMMER Treat. Chcm. III. 581
Cellulose Dinitrate, Ci2Hi8(N03)20io, is formed as the

first product of the action of the hot dilute mixture of acids

upon cotton-wool. 1895 Cross & Bevan Cellulose 35 The
cellulose acetates about to be described are of undeter-

mined molecular weight. Ibid. 39 Although gun cottons,

or pyroxylines, are generally spoken of as nilro-celluioses,

they are perhaps more correctly described as cellulose

nitrates. 1909 Keane Mod. Org. Chem. 199 Conditions..
Civourable to explosibiUty are present in gun-cotton, a
mixture of cellulose nitrates, and in blasting gelatine.

Celosia (s/IJu-sia, -pa). Hot. [mod.L., f. Gr.

Ki\\^o% burning, mjAos dry, so called from the burnt

appearance of the flowers of some species.] A
plant of the amaranthaceous genus so named, esp.

the cock's-comb, Celosia crislata.

1807 T. Martvn Miller's Card. * Bot. Diet. I. 7 D/8
Celosias or Cock's.combs, are all herbaceous plants. 1899
IVestm. Gnz. 16 Aug. 4/2 A very fine collection of celosias,

a handsome feathery flower, in shades of gold and dark
crimson.

Celsius (se'lsii^s). The name of a Swedish
astronomer, Anders C>/j«»i(i70i-44), the inventor,

in 1743, of a thermometer, of which the scale runs

downwards, the boiling-point being marked 0° and

the freezing-point 100°. Also, and more commonly,
applied to the centigrade thermometer, of which

the scale runs upwards.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 497/2 Celsius's thermo.

meter. 1850 Weale Did. Terms 451/2 The Celsius, or

Centigrade thermometer. i8«3 E. Atkinson tr. Ganot's

Physics i 235011 the continent, .this division [into 100 parts]

is called the centigrade or Celsius scale. .11938 in Gamble
Story North Sea .-iir Station 410 My attitude was. .about

5,800 metres, the temperature 28° Celsius.

Celtdom (se'ltdam). [f. Celt 1 -i- -r)OM.] Celtic

peoples collectively ; the Celtic spirit or genius.

1895 A. NuTT Voyage Bran 206 That natural magic which

we seek in vain outside Celtdom. igso Glasgow Herald
85 SepU 6 An Comunn Gaidhealach has done much to un.

veil the heart of Celtdom.

Celtiberian (seltibi»'rian), a. and sb. [f. L.

Celtiberia: sec Celt 1 and Iberian.] a. adj. Of
or pertaining to Celtiberia, an ancient province of

Spain lying between the Tagus and the Kbro, or

to its inhabitants the Celtiberi, a union of Celts

with Iberinns. b. sb. An inhabitant of Celtiberia.

l6sa Peacuam Compl. Gent. 48 How Titus Sempronius

Gracchus subdued the Celtiberian Spaniards, c 1789

Encycl. Brit. (1797) IV. 284/1 The Celtiberians were very

cruel towards their enemies. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXV.
1345/1 The Celtiberian alphabet, of which there are several

specimens in insci iptions and on coins, has not as yet been

fully deciphered. 1934 Glasgirm Herald 28 July 5 Nuniantia,

the capital of the powerful Celtiberian tribe, the Atevaci.

Celtic. 2. Add : Celtic fringe, the Scots,

Welsh, Cornish, and Irish, as occupying the fringe

or outlying edge of tlie British Isles.

This phrase was coined by the 3rd Marquess of Salisbury.

1899 A. H. Keane Man Past f, Present 523 The ' Keltic

fringe ', that is, the strips of territory on the skirts of the

Teutonic and NecLatin domains in the extreme west.

1904 Westm. Gaz. 8 Jan. 9/2 They had welcomed him

greedily—a free import from Wales and one of the chiefest

ornaments of the Celtic fringe. 1907 A. S. T. Griffi-th-

Boscawen Fourteen Y'rs. in Parlt. u. 11 Their majority [in
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1892!, .came entirely from Scotland, Wales, and Ireland, or,

as Mr. Balfour apily said, ' the Celtic fringe '. 1908 li^estm.

Gaz. 2 June 2/2 Apparently he has now got tired of his

Celtic-fringe seat.

Celticist (se-ltisist). [f. Celtic] = Celtist.
191X /risk ;K(?r/</i2 June 7/2 The celebrated philologist

and Celticist,

Celtish (se-ltij), a. [f. Celt i.] = Celtic a.

iWAN.E.D. s.v. CeltK 1906 Daiiy C/iron. 6 Jan. 6/5
The Celtish melancholy and the Cehish gleam in his eyes.

1914 RuPFRT Brooke in Marsh Mem. (1918) 136 Where our
huts are was an Iberian fort against the Celts—and Celtish

again'vt the Romans—and Roman against Saxons.

Celto-. Add : Celtoma'iiia, excessive regard

for or devotion to Celtic matters (cf. Ckltomaniac).
Similarly Ce'ltophobe, -pho'bia.
1848 A. Herbert in Todd Itish Nennius Notes p. xlii,

Dr. Owen Pugtie, under strong Celtomania, invented.. the
gloss [etc. J.

Cembalo (tjembab). Mns. [It.] A musical

instrument, consisting of wire strings which are

struck by hammers, b. A similar instrument

operated by a key-board, the harpsichord : an
abbreviation of *Clavicembalo, (Cf. Cembalist.)
1864 Wrbster. 1928 Radio Times 23 Nov. 520/1 A

cembalo, the delicate-toned ancestor of the pianoforte.

Cembra (se*mbra). Also -o. [mod.L., f. G.
dial, zember^ zimber^ var. o( zimmer TiMBEU.] In

full cembra pine : The Swiss stone-pine, Pinus
Cembra. Also atirib.y as cembra nut.

1796 W. Marshall Pianting{td, 2) II. 440 Pimis Cembra^
Cembro Pine. 1807 T. Maktvn Millers Gard. tf Bot, Diet,

II. 8 G/i The Cembra Pine grows higher up the Alps than
any other Pine. 1848 Dunglison Med. Lex. (ed. 7) s. v. Pinus
Cembra^ The nuts, Cembro nuts, have an eatable kernel.

a 1895 SvMONDs In Black ^ White iv. 2 (Funk) The deep
wide walls with Cembra-plank and pine Are timbered. 1909
Westm. Gaz, 9 Oct. 14/2 Two bent and stunted cembras.

Cement, sb. Add

:

5. b. See quot. (cf. cement-gold).
1874 K.SIGHT Diet. Mech., Cement,. .3.. .a. The brown de-

posit in the precipitation lank, wherein the soluble chloride
of gold, obtained by thechlorinalion process, is deposited by
the addition of sulphate of iron to the solution, b. The material
in which the metal is imbedded in the cementing-furnace.
1889 [see next].

Cementation* Add: attrib.^ as cementation

furnace^ process.

1884 W. H. Greenwood Steet 9( Iron (ed. 2) § 689 The
Cementation process for the conversion of bar-iron into
cementation or blister steet.. .The process is conducted in a
converting or cementation furnace. 1887 D, A. Low Machijte
Draw. (18.^2)79 In the cementation process, bars of wrought
iron are imbedded in powdered charcoal in a fireclay trouijh.

1889 Q, Rev. July 137 This is known as the 'converting' or
' cementation ' process, and the charcoal employed as tlie re-

carbonizing agent is termed * cement '.

Cemented (s/me-nted), ppL a. [f. Cement sb.

or V, + -ED.] Treated with cement ; united with or

as with cement.
1874 Knight Diet, Mcck.^ Cemented-back Carpet. 1903

Daily Chron, 16 June 7/4 To realise tiie fair dream of a
cemented Empire. 1909 Ibid, 10 Apr. 3/4 Dry cemented
roads. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 30 Sept. 4/1 Krupp cemented
armour.

Cementer. Add quots. illustrating technical

uses

:

1903 Daily Chron. 24 Feb. 8/5 Envelope Cementers,.
wanted, ibid. 9 Dec. 9/6 Tcrtoiseshell Worker.—Good
cementer, used to repairs. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927)
§ 429 Solutioner (boots); cementer; uses a rubber solution
or cement, on lining of upper.

Cementite(s/^me"nt3it). [f. Cement 5^5. + -ite1.]

A hard and brittle carbide of iron.

1889 [see Pkarlite].

Cementoma (s«ment^a*ma). Also ceme*n-
tome. [f. L, cementum Cement sb, + *-oma.]
(See quot. 1893.)
1893 J. B. Sutton Tumours 35 When the capsule of a

tooth becomes enlarged,, .and these thick capsules ossify,
the tooth will become embedded in a mass of Cementum.
To this form of odontome the name cementoma may be
applied. Ibid., The largest cementome from a horse known
to me. .weighs seventy ounces. \^\ti Practitioner Jan, 124
The cui ious odontomaia known as cementomata.

Cenacle. Add

:

b. A place in which a group of people meet for
the discussion ofcommon interests ; also, the group
of people so meeting, spec, any of several literary
cliques. [After F. cinacle.'\

_ [ 1879 Encycl. Brit. I X. 676/1 The famous cMacle or clique
in which Hugo was chief poet, Sainte-Beuve chief critic]
X889 H. F.Wood En^lis/imtin Rue Catn xiii. The pundit of
some cenacle in Garrick Street. 1899 Lvall Asiatic Studies
Ser. ir. 61 Within the philosophic cenacle I .should entirely
concur. x^Contevtp. ^rr/. Jan. 85 In England and France
schools and 'c^riacles' of literature >piang up round the
great write/ of the moment.

Cenomanian (sJ'n(7m^*nian, sen-), a. Geol.
[ad. F. cSnomanien, f. med.L. Cenomania, now Le
Mans, France, L. Cenomani, an ancient Gallic tribe

of northeni Italy : see -ian.] Designating a sub-
division of the Upjjer Cretaceous period, corre-

sponding to the Lower Chalk and Upper Greensand
of British geologists; of flora, etc., belonging to
or found in this strata.

x88s Geikir Text-bk. Geol, 829 The Cenomanian formation
consists in Hanover of earthy limestones and marls, 1902
Mncycl. Brit. XXXI, 434/2 The Cenomanian flora ofcentral

Europe. 19x4 Brit. Mus. Return 206 The Cenomanian
Chalk Marl of Cambridge.

Cenosite (se*n<«3it). Min. Also kainosite,

cainosite. [Named ^fl?/wj?V(Nordenskiold, 1886),

f. Gr. Kaivo^ novel, in reference to its unusual com-
position, + -ITE^.] Ahydroussilicateandcarbonate

of yttrium, erbium, and calcium, occurring in Nor-
way and Sweden in the form of greasy, yellowish-

brown, prismatic crystals.

1B88 Jritl. Chem. Soc. Abs. 234 Kainosite. X89S E. S.

Dana Dana's Syst. Min. (ed. 6) 698 Cenosite.

Cenotapll, sb. Add : The Cenotaph, the

national monument erected in Whitehall, London,

as a memorial to the British who fell in the war of

1914-18.

Cenotaph, v, [f. the sb.] trans. To honour

or commemorate with a cenotaph.
1891 Kipling Light that Failed iv, The oblivion that is

preceded by toleration and cenotaphed with contempt.
a 1895 J. H. Boner Poe^s Cottage vii. (Funk) And fate that

then denied him, And envy that decried him, And malice

that belied him. Have cenotaphed bis fame.

Cenote (sen^'i-t(f). [Yucatan Sp., f.Mayar(?«(7/.]

A natural underground reservoir of water, sucli as

occur in the limestone of Yucatan.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 379/2 The cenotes or under-

ground reservoirs were the important factors in locating the

ruins of Northern Yucatan. 1902 Auier. Anthropologist
IV. 128 Offerings..were cast into. .the deep cenotes, or

natural wells, to appease the gods believed to dwell therein.

Cense, z'*^ 2. Delete -^Obs. (cf. Censing vbl,

j^.i) and add:
1873 J. B. DvKKsin Fowler Z/>t (1897) 306 The prevalence

of the practice of censing in the diocese.

Ce'nsin^, ///. a, [f. Cense v?- + -ing ^.] That
censes or offers incense.

1893 Athenxuin 26 Aug. 296/2 A censing adult angel.

Censor, sb. Add:
2. b. More explicitly dramatic censor^ film censor,

1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 227/2 The master of the revels

appears to have been the dramatic censor from 154510 1624.

1930 G. B. Shaw in Times 17 Feb. 15/5 Mr. Edward Shortt,

who lately succeeded the late 'i'. P. O Connor as Film Censor.

e. An official whose duty it is to censor private

correspondence (as in lime ofwar : cf. *Censorz'.).

\^\^ {Stamped on envelope 0/ Soldier's Letter froin the
Front) Passed by Censor. 1915 ' Ian Hay ' First Hundred
Thou. xix. 290 These \sc. letters]. .are stamped with tiie

familiar red triangle and forwarded to the Base, where
they are supposed to be scrutinised by the real Censor.

1918 B. MiALL tr. A. Hanion^s Lessons of World-war 146
In a letter written from England tea French non-commis-
sioned officer, the censor cut out all that concerned the

miners' strike in Wales I Ibid. 147 Correspondence from
neutrals was examined and bore the paper band now well

known in the United Kingdom :
* Opened by the censor'.

4. Psycho-analysis. A power within the soul

which represses certain elements in the unconscious

and prevents them from emerging into the con-

scious mind.
1913 Brill tr. Freuds Interpretation ofDreams v\. 287

We may state, as a second condition which the elements
must satisfy in order to get into the dream, that they must
be withdrawn from tlie censor of resistance. 1926 Coster
Psycho-Aiialysis 200 The endopsycbic censor, the judge
within the soul.

aiirib. 1930 B. Low Psycho-Anal. 63 This force of the
Unconscious.. at times so powerful that the Censor-barrier
..is swept aside.

Censor, v. Delete rare and add quots. having
special reference to the control of news and the de-
partmental supervision of naval and military private

correspondence (as in time of war) or to the censor-

ship of dramatic or cinematographic productions.

Often in ppl. a.

1895 Blackiv. Mag: Feb. 320/1 The severely censored
columns of the Russian daily press. 1897 /?«//>' A'rwj 13 Sept.

5/2 All news is being rigorously censored. 1899 Westm. Gaz.
9 Mar. 5/3 Everything read to him is careiuHy censored.
Ibid, 22 Nov. 2/1 Finally the correspondent is handed back
his censored despatch, probably reduced to a mere sequence
of words conveying little intelligence, z^o^ Daily Chron.
13 May 4/4 Censoring is very strict during the war. No
news is allowed to be published which has anything to do
with the movements of the army. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 21 Oct.

9/2 Ibsen's censored play entitled 'Ghosts'. 1915 R. Brooke
Coll. Poein^ (1918) Mem. p. cxlviii, I must go and censor
my platoon's letters.

Censorable (se-nssrab'l), a, [f. Censor v. +
-ABLE.] Subject to censoring, in need of censoring.
1906 Westm, Gaz, 27 Jan. 2/2 To avoid Censorable refer-

ences to prominent politicians. 1926 Spectator 30 Oct.

767/2 Mr. Giihooley is not more censorable, and not less
suitable for what used to be called family reading, than
psycho-analytic text-books.

Censorial. 2. Delete -^Obs. and add :

_
1866 Bp. Gott Lett. (1917) 145 The very nature of a creed

is personal, never censorial of others.

Censorship, Add

:

2. b. (See Censor sb, 2 h.)

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 143/r A notable incident in the
history of the stage, inasmucii as it led to the institution of
the dramatic censorship. X917 A'ettf Europe 13 Dec. 287
The Berliner Tageblatt (extremely popular : has come undtr
ban of censorship for pacifist tendency]. 1018 B. Miai.l tr.

A, Hamon's Lessons o/ World-ivar 146 The censorship of
all correspondence was a stupendous task. 1930 Times
17 Feb. 15/5 Mr, Shaw on Film Censorship.

3. Psycho-analysis. (See *Cen80R sb. 4.)
1934 W. IJ. Selbie Psych, Relig. 80 Unpleasant experi-

ences., driven out of consciousness, and kept there by
means of what Freud calls a censorship. Ibid. 90 The
repressions and censorships of which Freud and others
make so much arc connected with changes in the nervous
system.

Census, sb. Add: 3. (Earlier U.S. example
of mod. use.)

1777 N. Y. Constit. 5 5 A census of the electors and in-
habitants of this state shall be taken, under the direction of
the legislature.

b. attrib.y as census-table^ 'taker.

1831 Peck Guide/or Emigrants 199 The *census table of
last autumn. 1845 J. J. Hooper Taking Census \, i^(^ The
popular impression, .caused the *census-iaker to be viewed
m no better light tlianthatof a tax gatherer, i^^ Harper's
Mag. Oct. 807/1 The writer met. .a forlorn census-Uker who
had been six weeks in the saddle.

Cent^. 4. a. (Examples of depreciative use.)
1836 Hai.iburton Clockm, Ser. 1. vii. (1837) 4^ As for Latin

and Greek, we don't valy it a cent. 1848 Lowell BigloivP.
Ser. I. Introd. ' Gunners ' 29 Sez Jsrel, ' 1 don't care a cent.'
1887 TouRGEE Button's Inn 131 Your dying wouldn't do
her a cent's worth of good. 1901 Harben Abner Daniel 59
He'd cut her off without a cent. 1904 — Georgians 116,
I don't care a red cent how many schools jj'<?« build.

Centanrea (sentgrra, sent9*r/a). [med.L, ceti-

taurea ; see Centaury.] A plant of the genus so
named.
1835-6 Maund Botanic Garden VI. No. ^ Chiron, the

wise centaur, having been represented as using the original
Centaurea in the cure of a wound. 1864 Oliver Elem. Bot.
190 Corn Centaurea, or Bluebottle. 1900 Daily News 5 May
4/S The centaurea lias for long been regarded as only half-
hardy. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 18 July 6/3 An exceedingly fine
show of roses and cetitaureas.

Centavo (sentav^,
II
))enta'Vi)). [Sp., f. L. cen-

tum a iiundred.] A small coin of Spain and
Portugal, and of Central and South America.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 733/1 Chili—100 Centavos =

I Peso. X896 Westm. Gaz. 18 Mar. 8/1 The i-centavo
stamp is orange-yellow, . . the 20-centavos black. 19x0
Chambers's Jrul. 465/2 'two centavos to the escudo is the
'assistance ' tax in hotels and restaurants.

Centering, vbl. sb. 4. Add : centering cup.
1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 346 We do not

claim.. a cup to intervene between the bail sptndte and
fixed centering cup.

Centesimal, a. 2. Add : Centesimal anni-
versary.

1807 in Publications Col. Soc. Mass. XXVI. 415 Report
of the Proceedings of, .the Second Centesimal Anniversary.

Centibar (.se'ntiba-i). Meteorol, One hundredth
of a bar (see *Bar jd.6).

Centimetre. Add : Centimetre -gramme-
second^ used altiil). to designate a system of measure-
ment introduced in 1874 in which the unit of length

is the centimetre, the unit of mass the gramme, and
the unit of time the mean solar second ; commonly
abbreviated C. G.S.
'875 J- t)- EvKRETT (title) Illustrations of the Centimetre-

Giamme-Second System of Units. 1883 Encycl. Brit, XV.
699/1 In the Ceniinietre-Gramme-Second system of units,

the absolute unit of force produces in one second, in a mass
of one gramme, a velocity of one centimetre per second.
1884 HiGCSil/a^«. ff Dyii.-Electr, Mach. p. xiii, The abso-
lute or C. G. S. (ceniimetre-gramme-sccondj units.

Centime (Jjent/m^). [Sp.j A Spanish coin of

the value of yj^ of a peseta.

1900 St. Bahbe Mod. Spain 64 Countless fivecentimo
cigars. 1926 British Weekly 20 May 125/3 Dr. Irwin ex-

hibited an indulgence which be bought for 70 centimes i^d.)

in Madrid.

Centipede. Add

:

C. A device consisting of a long piece of wood
pierced witli holes through which ropes are rove,

used for suspending an awning. Also, a strong

piece of rope running the length of the boom, with

short cross-pieces used in stowing jibs.

1883 Man. Seamanship for Boys 138 A Centipede, or, as
it is sometimes called, a Euphroe..is used as a crowfoot,
fitted with a number of legs, for ridge ropes of awnings.

Central. Add

:

1. Central Slate^ the state of Kansas. U.S.
1888 Harper's Mag. June 39/1 The Central State. Its

physical features and resources. Ibid., When they think of .

.

her geographical situation, then Kansas is the 'Central State'.

4, Central heatings a system of beating a build-

ing by hot water or bteam conveyed through pipes

from a central source. Central school (see quot.\
1921 R. \licnv.-^s Spirit cf Time n\, There was no •central

heating on. 1919 A. W. Nhwton E"g. Elementary School

167 ^Central schools.. are intended to attract the best

scholars from the upper classes of neighbouring schools, and
to provide a higher course than the ordinary school can
offer.

Centralism. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1831 Deb. Congress 2 Feb. 51 A system of centralism,

hostile to the federative principle of our Union.

Centralist. (Karlier U.S. examples.)
1836 Edward Hist. Texas 125 'J'he second faction of this

party, called the Centralists, wish to. . form a central govern-
ment. 1849 Tail's Mag. XVL 241/2 A federalist must in

Texas be a welcome man, simply because General Santa
Anna was a centralist.

Centre, sb. Add

:

6. a. spec. A place forming a central point in a
district or neighbourhood. U,S,
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1843 J. Havward Gaz. U.S. 48 Buxton Centre. Ihid. 49
Cumberland Centre. 1855 E. A. Charlton New Hampshirt

agS At Meredith Centre are a meeiinff house,. and three

stores. 1889 Mrs. Rose J'. Cooke Steati/ast k.x\\\. 293

•Jempy Hopkins had come down in the chaise with Parson

Dyer from Pickering Centre.

IL d. In various gatnes, a player on each side

whose position is the middle of \i line or field of

players; esp. in association football and hockey =

centre-forward (see *i9); in other games, the

player in the middle of the field.

x868 ChaiiiUrs's EncycL X. 597/i I^ Crosse... In the

arrangement of the men on each side.. centre is in the centre

of the field. 1891 Youn^ England Sept. 442/1 The big

•centre', talcing in the situation at a glance, slips round.

1897 EncycL Sport. 1. 41 1/2 [ Rugby football.] Three Three-

quarters.—The Centre—A centre b the correlative of the

half-back. Ibid.^ The centre will, of course, be on the

look out for a drop at goal, t^z Daily M,til Z Dtx^. 12 M. A.

Ap-Rhyi Pnce, Marlborough's best centre, was unable to

play.

e. A pass or kick from either of the wings to-

wards the middle of the line of forwards.

1900 H'tittfi, Gaz. 23 .Apr. 8/3 The greatest fault of the

forwards was that they were never where they should have

been when centres, .were put across. 19*7 D.tiiy Express
30 Apr. 13/2 H. met with his head a glorious centre by \V.

19. centre-buUy,a bully taken in the middle of

the field at the start or re-start of play (see *Bui,ly

sh:^ a); centre-fire,/^, (sec quot.) ; centre-for-

ward, (a) a player in association football, hockey,

and other games, who plays from a central position

in the for\vard line; {b) the position occupied by

that player ; centre-half, centre half-back, {a) a

player who plays from a central position among the

half-backs ; {6) the position of that player ; centre-

line, any line passing through a centre ; sp^c.j in

drawing, a Ime from which measurements are made,

and in ship-building, a line passing lengthways

through the hull and dividing it into two sections;

centre-piece (earlier U.S. exam pie); centre-plate,

(fl)each of the metal plates composing the bearing

for a railway carriage or engine on the centre of the

truck ; {b) each of the metal plates used to hold a
dowelled pattern while it is being turned in the

lathe; {c) a metal centre-board; centre-school

(/.S.y a school serving a particular centre or neigh-

bourhood ; centre-seated a., placed in the centre

of the boat ; centre-square, a straight-edge for

finding the centre or arc of a circle.

1910 U^tstm. Gaz. 1 Mar. 16/2 From lb« •centre-bully

Cunbridge again pressed. 1907 S. E. Vt' nut. Arizona Nights
111. iv, 288 A 9.ideMddle had anived.. .It was * Ventre fire*,

which is to say it bad but the single horsehair cinch. 1891

Feci City Guardian IX. 7/3 t'he teams were as follows :..

•centre forward (ctc-l- 1897 Emirci. Spoit 1. 471/1 'J he
centre-forward is in the middle of the other four ; the two on
each side of him form the wings. 1891 Pttl City Guardian
IX. 3/4 Our friend John at "centre-fuilf. 1908 li^estm, Gaa,

£Nov. 14/4 If he were to stick to centre-liatf always. 1890
W. Alcock Eoat6ait viL 46 An inside man can give him

a pass when he is clear from the 'centre half'bacK. 1^39
IVestm. Gaz, 7 Aug. 2/2 Close inshore a fleet of racing

dinghies.. spun round like top* upon their *cenire-kccls.

1777 Monthir Review LV. 306 Section through the 'center

line of the Register Office, from North to South. 1874
Knight Diet. Mfch.^ Center-Hnf, a central, longitudinal,

vertical section of the hull. 1887 D. A. Low Machine Dratv.

2 After drawing the centre Hneof any part the dimensions of

that part mu^t be marked off from the centre line. 1803 Deb.

Congrtss ioJan.(i85t} 345 An appropriate and charactcrittic

equestrian statue, .as a beautiful *centre piece for the entire

plan, 1875 M. N. Kosnev Catech. Locamoiive (1S83) 316 The
weight of the front end of the engine rests on a cast iron

•cent re plate. 1884 Knight /?/W. ^/cM.Suppl. 185/1 Center-

plate. i894C7W/«^(U.S.)XXIV. 104/2 The movable center-

plate will always let you know wnen you get on a shoaU
1860 Holland Mist Gilbert's Career vii. 125 A fit person to

take charge of the "centre school. Ibid. xL 18^ Dr. Gilbert

..knocked at the door of the centre schooUhousc. 1906

lyettm. Gaz. 13 Aug. 5/2 Their craft is fined with •centre.

seated slides arid swivel rowlocks. 187s Knight Diet. Meek.

2294/1 S.V. Square, I'he "center-square, for finding the center

of a circle. x886 [see Rauius-findu).

Centre, v- Add :

4. AlsOf to occupy, distinguish, or mark the

centre of ; Jig. to be the central point of.

1886 W. J. TucKEK E. Europe 260 There b the eternal
* Kugclhupf ' (a genuinely Austrian coffee-cakej centring the

table. 1894 Daily .\'e-.vs 2 July 3/4 When the scarlet liveries

of Royalty are seen centreing the procession across the

bridge. 1898 /bid, 27 May 4/6 Centring the Hall was
tlie dais, looa C N. & A. M, Williamson Lightning Con.
ductor^l This chateaux country of the lx}ire. .cenUeing as

it did the old court life of France.

b. In association football and hockey, to kick

or hit (a ball) towards the centre of the line of

forwards. Also absoi,

1890 C W. Alcock Football vii. 47 When.. the ball is

centred . . from the left wing. 1891 Peel Chron. 14 Mar. 5/4
RadcliflTe neatly centred. 1897 Daily News 22 Feb. 8/6
llic latter, as.. the Cambridge back dashed at him, a^ain

centred the ball, x^a^ Daily Chron. 15 Feb. 8/4 WrigbC
ran smartly down on the left and centred.

% To centre or to be centred rounds around^ about :

an illogical phrase, now very frequent — to have its

centre in or on (cf. sense 6), to move or revolve

round (something) as a centre.

s868 [in Diet., sense 2J, 1870 Chambers t Jtnl. 12 Nor,

73t/i The only man she had ever loved—around whom
centred her most precious memories. 1878 Harper's Mag.
308/2 The real interest of the story centres about the lives

of four personages. 1886 Chambers's Jrnl. 17 July 449/2
The assistant's chief hardships centre round the abnormal
length of his working-day, 1893 H. B. Clarke SpanisJt
Lit, 163 The plot invariably centres round the love intrigue

of persons in the middle or upper classes of life. 1898
KiFLiNG Day's Workt Btidge'BuHders 7 Tlie little cluster

of huts where he and his gang lived centred round the
tattered dwelling of a sea-priesi. J909 Daily Chron. 27 July
4/6 Its most enduring traditions centre round the ancient
cathedral. 19x9 Times Lit. Suppl. 3 Oct. 753/2 The group
of gifted men and women who centred round Henry Adams.

Centre-board. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1849 Rep. Commissioner 0/ I'atents (U.S.) 221 What I

claim.. as my invention.. is suspending in a jointed frame
a centre board composed of one or more pieces capable of
being turned with either their edges or sides to the bottom
of the ves>el.

Centre-boa^rder. [f. Cektbe-boabd.] A
bont with a centre-board.
1886 (9j*//"/»^(U.S.) VIII. 58/1 The boats are necessarily of

light draught and center-boarders. 1897 Ibid. XXX. 337/1
The slippery bilge of an eggshell centreboarder.

Ce'ntre-ta^ble. Chiefly 6^.^. [Centre j^. 6.]

A table intended for the centre of a room, esp. a
parlour or drawing-room, and commonly used for

the display of books, albums, etc.

1835 Southern Lit. Messenger I, 298 You should have an
elegant centre-table iti your drawing-room. «8sa G. W.
Ci;rtis Lotus-tating 22 1 he choice centre-table and crimson-

covered lounges, i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career
xiii. 240 The moment she retired he went to the centre-table

[and) turned over the cards and billet-doux. x868 [see

Centre sb. 18J. 187s Im'^v.h. Among my Bks. Sen 11. (1899)

276 A book .for the student, and.. more likely to find its

place on the library-shelf than the centre-table. 1896 J. C.
Hakris SisUr Jane 64 [Ihe Bible] seU right on the centre-

table in my parlor.

Centriciput (sentri'sippt). Anat. [mod.L., f.

L. centrum centre + caput head.] The middle part

of the head, that part of the head which lies between
the sinciput and the occiput. Hence Oentxloi'*

pital (I., pertaining to the centriciput.

a 1889 A titer. Cycl. X [ 1 1 . 424 (Cent. Diet.) His [sc. Carus's]

three principal cranial vertebrae correspond ut the three

cerebral masses, and are the occipital, ceaUicipital, and sin-

cipital.

Centrifugal. Add :

6. Ubtainccl by the use of a centrifugal machine.
\Wo Army ^ Navy Co-op, Soc. Frice List 34 Sugars..

Centrifugal, or White Crystals. 1900 Year-bk. U.S. Dept,
Agric. 613 (Cent. D. Suppl.) Fresh butter, made from sweet
centrifugal cream.

6. As sb, A centrifugal machine.
1904 Brasst tr. Bi-rsch's Cellulose ix. 221 The bleached

skclu^ of silk :irc. .dehydrated in a centrifugal.

Centrifagalization (sentrifittgabiz^-Jan).

[f. CEKTBiFUiiALiZE : scc -ATION.] The proccss of

subjecting to centrifugal action.

1^1 Science 29 Mar. 513 Juices, bloody etc., taken at
various stagci of^the disease, with atid without ccntrifu-

galixation. 1908 Practitioner June 830 Sedimentation and
centrifugali^atiuii.

Centrif^galize, v. Add : To subject to a
cenirifuj^al pioccss. Also absoi,

X903 Science 6 Mar. 369 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The blood was.,
centnfu^alizcd 10 get lid of the stroma. 1910 Practitioner

June S66 Hyaline casts may be found.. if the urine be
centrifugalised. 19*5 C. H. Browning Bacteriology vi, 122

By.. re-suspending the sediment in-. sodium chloride solu-

tion and again ccntrifugalisiug, the corpuscles are freed

from, .the scrunu

Centrifogute, v. Add : b. trans. To expel

from the centre, spec, by centrifugal action.

1851 A. J. Davis in Pcmber Earth's Earliest ^^^1(1884)

35 j She cenirifugated it in a thousand forms of expression.

a 1909 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sti. I. 564 (Cent. D. Suppl.)
'1 he fluid should be ccntrifugaied, the sediment spread on
cover slips.

Centriltlge (sc-ntrifiwdj), v. [f. the sb.] -
Ckntbifl'oalize. Also in///, a. and vb/. sb.

lyoj Nature 3 Dec. 111/3 By mixing bacteria with the
white cells of the hlood obtained by centrifugingand adding
blvodtenim. 196B Practitioner )3Ln. 12 If thecerebro-spinal

fluid withdrawn by this operation is centrifuged, and a de-
posit found,, .we can certainly exclude neurasthenia. 1910
Jbid. Apr. 447 Centrifuged specimens, lyao L. Doncastkr
Introd, Cytology ^4 Owing to the ceninfuging, the polar

spindle of an egg is greatly enlongaied.

Centriole (sc-ntri^^ul). Cytology, [ad. mod.L.
cefttriolu/fi, dim. of centrum centre.] A minute
granule in the centre of the astrosphere, regarded

by some scientists as identical with the centrosome
and by others as contained within it.

190Z G. N. Calkins Protozoa 358 The centrosome (includ-

ing ilic centriole).

Ceiltripetalisxil(sentri*peta1iz*m). [f.CEXTUi*

PETAL + -ISM.] Movement towards a centre.

1887 IVestm. Rev. June 409 I'he plague of centripetaHsm
is a curse which has come to us [viz. New Zealand] across
the seas fruni older countries.

Centrist. Add quois. illustrating recent politi-

cal situations. Also attrib.

i9»3 E. A. Ross Russian Soviet Republ. 23 To Lenin
Trotsky wrote. . . The * Berliner Tageblatt * and the * Vossiche
Zcituiig ' demand an understanding with Russia by alt

means. The Centrists favor an agreement. 19*8 lllustr.

Hist. Rust. Rev. I. 135 nottt In tntetnational Social Demo-

cracy ' Centrists 'are those who swing to and fro between
the Jingoes.. and the Left suchas:..MacDonaldand Co. in
England. 1938 Manch. Guardian Weekly 7.1 Sept. 224/1
The 'Temps* shows some uneasiness, .at the attacks on
Herr Miiller in the Centrist and Populist press.

Geutro-. Add : Centroffe'nesis, evolution

from the radiate or peripheral type of organism
assumed by plants and some of the lower forms of

the animal kiiigtlora ; hence Ce^ntroiroiie'tic a. ;

Gentrole'cithal a. Biol., having the food yolk in

the centre of the ovum ; Centroso'ma, Centro-
sonLe BioL, one of two protoplasmic corpuscles

in a fertilized ovum, supposed to have an impor-
tant function in connection with its division ; Ce'n*
trospliera Biol., a mass of cytoplasm surrounding

the centrosome when present, from which the rays

extend and which forms a karj'okinctic spindle

during the division of the cell ; Geol. the nucleus

or central portion of the earth ; Centro'tylote a.,

of a biradiate sponge-spicule, having a central

swelling.

1896 L. H. Bailey Survival of Unlike L 17 We may,
therefore, contrast these two great lines of ascent which,
with so many vicissitudes, have come up through the ages,

as Dipleurogenesis and *Centrogenesis. Ibid. 19 With this

development has come the perfection of *centrogenetic form.

1880 Balfour Comp. Embryol. I. iii. 90 The food-yolk is

however placed, not at one pole, but at the centre of the
ovum. This group of ova I propose to name *centrolecitlial.

1888 RoLLESToN & Jackson Anim, Life p. xxvi, Centro-
lecithal ova are confined to .\rthropoda. 1889 Gedoe^s &
Tho.mson Evolution of Sex xi. 146 Both Van Beneden and
Boveri have recently agreed on the existence of two ' central

corpuscles* (*centrosomata) in the protoplasm [of a ferti.

lized ovum]. 1893 Ir. Weismann^s Germ.Plasm Introd. 23
We now know. .that even in Phanerogams asmall cell-body
surrounds the nucleus [of the male cell in fertilization],

and that a special structure, the ' *centrosome *,—which is

absolutely essential for the commencement of development,
—is contained witliin it. 19x7 Haloank is: Huxley Anim.
Biol. ii. 53 A group of spermatids, produced at the close of

the maturation divisions. Each has a nucleus and a centro-

some. 1896 Wilson 'J'he Cell 232 The "centrosphere has a
radiate siriiciurc, being traversed by rays which stretch

between the centrosome and the peripheral microsome-
circle. 1899 Geog. Jrnl. XllI. 228 Ihe Earth consists of
three parts: there is the vast unknown interior, or 'centro-

sphere * [etc.]. 1887 S0LI.AS m Encycl. Btil. XXII. 417/2
A *centrotylote microxea. 1900 Proc, Zool. Soc. 131 The
microstrongyles..are occasionally centrotylotc.

Centrum. Add : 2. Geol, The place frotn

which an earthquake originates.

1887 Nature 31 Oct. 657 The determination of earthquake
origins, the depth of * centrums * [etc.],

Centnriate, a. Delete + Obs. and add : also

in cenlttriale comitia ; also, of, pertaining to, or

divided into centuries or hundreds.
1901 K. F. Abdott Hist. ^ Descr. Rom. Pol. Instit. 27

The action of the centuriate comitia in electing magistrates,

in passing laws, and in deciding appeals was of no great

immediate value to the plebs. Ibid. 76 The reformed cen-

turiate assembly was csseniially democratic. 1918 Havek-
FiELD in Eng. Hist. Rev. XXXIU. 296 The boundaries of

Roman centuriate land.

Centuriate, v. Transfer t Obs. to sense i and
add : 2. In Roman colonization, to divide and
assign land (see next).

1918 Haverfibld in Eng. Hist, Rev. XXXIII. 289 It

would follow that ihc territorinm o(. .aprovincisLlcolonia.

.

would be centuriated when first surveyed and laid out.

Ibid. 296 The whole of northern Essex.. would have been
surveyed and centuriated on one general scheme.

Centuriation (senliuwri^i-Jsn). [ad. L. cen-

turiationem, n. of action f. centuridre to Centuki-
ATE.] (See quot. 1869.)
1869 H. C. CooTE in Archxologial^XAX. 133 The territory

having been thus appropriated to the colony, the next step

was to divide and assign it. .in centurix^ or private estates,

to and amongst the colonists. '1 his centuriation^ as it was
called, was the legal and constitutional act whicii perfected

the change from public land into orivate property. 1918
Havekfikld in A'w^. y//j/. Rev. XXXIII. 2^1 Numerous
attempts have been made to detect centuriation, or some-
thing like it, in Britain.

Centurion. Add :

3. Sport, A player who makes a hundred or more
runs in an innings at cricket ; one who has ridden,

etc, a hundred miles in one journey. Dottble

centurion^ a player who makes a double century

(see next).
1886 Graphic 31 July 107/2 Some other 'centurions* have

been Chatterton (108) for M.CC., A. Shuker (103 not out)

for Trent. 1897 (^«//«f (U.S.) XXX. 346/1 There arc long-

distance riders, too galore in the N.Y.A.C. and not a few

centurions. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 18 J uly a/3 This is the third

lime he has been a double ccuturioo.

Century. Add

:

3. b. spec, in Cricket^ a hnndred or more runs

made by one player in the same innings. Double

century^ two centuries by the same player in the

same cricket match. Also in Bicyclings etc., a

hundred miles in a race or ride ; double century

,

a cycling run of two hundred miles.

i8iB3 Graphic 11 Aug, 13B/3 His batting this year has been

of the highest order, as witnesses among his many good per-

formances that against the Players, when he marked his

'century'. 1897 t?«//V (U.S.) XXX. 343A The probability

is that he will place to bis credit on the (cyclingj club records

one or more double centuries. Ibid. 348/1 The more
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enthnsiastic indulge in century runs. 1909 Daily Chron.
13 May 8/5 Putting the new Huniberto a test of a century
run.

O, Sporting slang, A hundred pounds.
1864 Derby Day 131 (Farmer) 1*11 lay you an even century

about Nimrod. 1883 Echo i Nov.4/2 (ibid.) Golding. .pur-

chased Passaic fiom F. Archer for a century. 1888 F. W. J.
Henning RecolL Prize Ring 155 Having made up his mind
that he was going to pocket the ceittury.

9. century-plant (earlier examples).
X84&-50 A. Wood Class-bk. Bot. 539 American Aloe.

Centur>' Plant... It is a popular notion that it flowers but
once in a hundred years. 1857 A. Gray First Lessons Bot.

fiS66) 53 This takes place.. very strikingly in the Aloe and
in the Century-plant. 1869 C. L. Brace Neto West xxiii.

399 A beautiful product of the south of California—the
Century Plant, or Agave Americana.

b. pi. (sense 5) in comb., as centuries-old 2.^y

1908 Daily Chron. 15 June 1/3 The centuries-old division
which has separated man and woman. 1908 IVestm. Caz.
»9July 1/3 Giant centurtes-old plane trees.

Cfepiisd- (se'lal), combining form of Gr. irc^xiXi;

head, as Ce:pliallimiiato*ina, a bloody swelling

or Tumour beneath the pericranium ; Ceplial-
hy'drocele, a serous or watery tumour outside the

cranium.
X908 Practitioner Apr. 467 *Cephalhaematoma situated

beneath the peiiosteum usually takes some weeks to absorb.
Ibiti. 466 I'he conditions necessary for the formation of a
*ccphalhydrocele are a fracture with laceration of the
dura.

Cephalad (se'falzed), adv. [f. Gr. Kt<paX-q head
+ *-AD.] Towards the head.
1887 Wilder \n Ainer, Nat. June 545 In Ceratodus alone

..is there a prerima,—that is, a rima extending cephalad
from the margin of the porta.

Cephaletron (sefal/'trfjn). PI. -tra. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. Ki(pa\Tj head + ^Tpov abdomen.] Owen's name
for the head or anterior division of the body of some
of the crustaceans, as the king-crab.
1872 [see thoracetron s.v, Thoraco-1.

Cephalin (se'falin). Zool. [f. Gr. Ki<paXrj head
-f--IN 1.] = *CEPHAL'tNT.
1888 RoLLESToN & Jackson Anim. Life 858 A Polycystid

possessing all three segments is known as a Cephalin or
Ctphalont.

Ceph.alization. Add

:

b, A supposed correlation between an increase

in the size of the brain and mental development.
1899 Amer. Anthro/>ologist }xi\y 410 These changes repre-

sent a process o^ cephatizaiion, discussed long ago by Dana
as manifested chiefly by lower organisms, and more recently
by Marsh as manifested chiefly by the higher vertebrates,
1908 IVestm. Gaz. 8 July 2/z What Dubois called ' the co-
efficient of cephalisation .

Cephalize (se-fabiz), v, [f, Gr. K€<pa\rj head -*-

-IZE.] Iraus. To develop the head of, to cause
cephalization of or in.

i88<) Cent. Diet. 1901 G.Gissing Our Priend theCharla-
tan li, Evolution is engaged in cephalizing the political
aggregate.

CephalodisCUS (se:fal(7di-sk;5s). [mod.L., f.

Gr. K€(pa\Tj head (see Cephalo-) +S1W0S Disk.]
A deep-sea animal belonging to the genus of that

name.
XS82 M'Intosh in ^m«. ^ Mag. Nat. Hist. X. 343 Cephalo-

discus also diverges in regard to the thin postoral lamella.

188s Encycl. Brit. XIX. 435/1 The dwelling of Cephalodis-
cus is a gelatinous, irregularly branched, and fimbriated mass.
X90X Ibid. XXIX. 251/1 Dorso-ventral section of an adult
CephalodisCUS. 15(15 E. IC Lankestkr Divers. Naturalist 8
One of the most interesting deep-sea creatures discovered
by the 'Challenger'. .received the name Cephalodiscus.

Cephalon (se-fal/n). [mod.L., f. Gr, «€<^a\ij

head : of. Kncephalon.] The region of the head in

a crustacean.

187s HuxLKY & Mahtin Ekm. Biol. (1877) 128 An anterior
division, which belongs to the head or cephalon.

Cephalont (se'fal^t). Zool. [f. Gr. xc^aX^
head + alv, oi'tos being, pres. pple. of Hvat, to be.]
That phase in the development of a septate gre-
garine in which an epimeiite is attached to the
anterior cyst.

ZS85 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 854/1 The epimerke serves to
attach the parasite to its host... The phase in winch it is
present is called a ' cephalont ', the phase after it has broken
offa*sporont*. xj^t G. N. Cai.kins Protozoa 145.

Cephalophine (se*faUfain), a. [f. mod.L.
Cephalophinm^ a subfamily of antelopes of the
genus Cephalophus : see -ike 1.] Having the cha-
racteristics of the Indian and African antelopes of
the subfamily Cepkaiopkinx.
1891 Flower & Lvdekker Mammals 337 Cephalophine

Section. Small or medium-sized African and Indian Ante-
lopes.

Cephalotic (sefaV-tik),(Z. Biol. [f. Gr. ««<^aXi7

head + oSi, a^- ear-h-ic] Characterized by the
presence of the ears on the middle line of the head.
Z894 W. Bateson StJ4dy of Variation 458 Dareste also

declares that the cephalotic state is similarly first indicated
by a premature union of the folds in the region of the
medulla, taking place before this part of the brain has
widened out.

Cepheid (se-f/id, sKf*id), a. and sb. Astr. [f.

L. Cepheusj Gr. Krj(p€V5 Cepheus, a mythical king
whose name was given to a constellation, + -id 2, as
in Leonid^ etc.]

A. adj. Pertaining to or resembling the variable

star S Cephei. B. sb. 1. A variable star of the type

of 5 Cephei. 2. Any of a shower of meteors which
appears to radiate from the constellation Cepheus.
192X Discozfery Feb. 38/1 To determine the absolute

magnitude., of every Cepheid variable in the heavens. I9a7
Gtasgoiv Herald'] Oct. 11/2 When a Cephcid's period was
noted its brightness could be stated. 19*7 A. S. EDotNCTON
Stars ^ Atoms 93 In 1924 Hubble discovered a number of
Cepheid variables in the great Andromeda nebula,

Ceppo (tje-ppi?). [It.] The cemented glacial
gravels of northern Italy.

i88x J, Gkikit. Prehistoric Europe 316 Those wide-spread
masses of conglomerate, which are called Ceppo by the
Italian geologists. 1894 — Gt. Ice Age (ed. 3) 562 The highly
denuded * Ceppo ' underlying the great terminal moraines of
Ivra:a, Como, etc.

Ceramicist (srrse-misist). [f. Ceramic + -1ST.]

= Ceramist.
1930 Observer 25 May 1S/3 Many countries have great

ceiamicists capable of building up a great pottery industry.

Ceramidium (seramrdi^m). Bot. [mod.L., f.

Gr. K(pafxiSiot/j dim. of Kipayus earthen vessel.] A
cystocarp.
1882 CasselCs Did. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 270/1 In

Rhodomelacex there is a special urn-sliaped envelope sur-
rounding the sporogenous filaments. This is a ceramidium.

Cerastium Csirse-stiom). Bot. [mod.L., f. Gr.
KfpdffTTjs horned.] A plant of the caiyophyllaceous
genus of that name, characterized by small leaves

and white flowers with bifid petals, and comprising
the mouse-ear chickweed and other weeds.
1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 1059 Caryophylleee.-.Many

are common weeds, as most of the Cei-astiums, Spergulas.
and others. 1925 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 35/2 He had
observed., what he knew to be a very rare cerastium.

Ceratioid (s/r3e*tioid), a. and sb. [f. Ceratias,

a genus of fishes : see -OID.] A. adj. Of or per-
taining to the family Ceraliidx. of tishes (or the
genus Ceratias^. B. sb. A fish of this family.
1889 Cent. Diet. 1925 Glasgow Herald 21 Mar. 4 The

fishfts.. belong to the Ceratioid section of the Angiers.

Ceratodus (sfrie-t^dys). Zool. [mod.L., f.

Gr. ukpa^, Hfpar- horn + oSovs tooth.] A fish of the
genus of that name, belonging to the oiMv Dipnoi.
1874 Dakwin Desc. Man (ed. 2) 37/2 The opinion lately

advanced by Dr. Gunther on tlie paddle of Ceratodus.
1897 E. R. Lankester in Times 8 Feb. 10/6 The lar\til

stages of the remarkable fish ceratodus of Queensland. 1899
Daily Nezvs 10 ."^pr. 8/2 The ceratodus, a fish with lungs,
which, though its fossil remains are scattered over the world,
is now confined to two rivers in the south of Queensland, the
Mary and the Burnett.

Ceratosaurus (setrat^sg-r^s). [mod.L., f. Gr.
K€pas, Kfpar- horn + <ravpos lizard.] An extinct

dinosaurian reptile such as those reconstructed

from remains found in the Upper Jurassic rocks of

Colorado.
1893 H. N. Hutchinson Extinct Monsters Zi Externally,

also, the Ceratosaurus differs from other members of the
Carnivorous group. 1927 HALnAliE & Huxley Anim. Biol.
xi. 243.

Cereal, sb. Add : b. An article of diet (esp.

a breakfast dish) made from some cereal. 6^".^.

1906 R. W. Chambers Fighting Chance 145 To breakfast
all aione was delicious, .to loiter over cieam-jug and cereal.

Cerealist (si»-r?alist). [f. Cereal sb. + -ist.]

1. One who advocates a cereal diet.

1905 Daily Chron. 7 Aug. 4/5 Cerealists preach absolute
abstention from pheasant, turbot, and turtle.

2. One who makes a special study of cereals and
the conditions necessary for their cultivation.

1907 L. H. BAU,F.YCyc/. Amer. Agric. II. 663/2 Cerealists
as well as practical producers of grains. 1920 Glasgow
Herald 29 Sept. 9 The present year's wheat yield is nothing
of which to boast, but it relieves the apprehensions of cereal-
ists. 1924 Ibid. 13 Sept. 6 Dr. Saunders had been the Dominion
cerealist.

CerebellO- (se-rrbeb), used as comb, form of
Cekebellum = pertaining to the cerebellum (and
another part).

^ X901 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2),Cerehellospinal, pertain-
ing to the cerebellum and spinal cord. 1903 Ibid. (ed. 3),
Cerebcllo-olivary, connecting the cerebellum and olivary
body. 1907 Practitioner Apr. 584 The disturbing influ-
ence exerted by the tumour upon the cerebello-vestibular
apparatus.

Cerebralize (scT/bralaiz), v. [f. Cerebral
+ -IZE.] trans. To pronounce as a cerebral letter.

Hence Ce:rebraliza'tion.
1869 W. H. Kehrar Compar. Gram. I. 340 Cerebralisation

is a phenomenon that has arisen within the limits of the
Sanskrit language.

Cerebricity (sern^ri-siti). rare. [f. Cerebrum
brain, after electricity.

"l
Brain-cell power,

1890 O. W. Holmes Over Teacups L 15 Your incident is

a typical example of cerebral induction from a source con-
taining stored cerebricity. 1 use this word, not to be found
in my dictionaries, as expressing the brain-cell power corre-
sponding to electricity. 1894 Arena IX. 336 Mere mani-
festations of psychic power, referable to the dark field of
cerebricity and clairvoyance.

Cerebrize (se-r/brsiz), v. [f. Cerebrum : see
-IZE.] = Ceuebbate v.

1887 Science 2 Dec. 269/2 The normal process of cerebris-
ing ' consists of an ever-changing focusing on one set of im-
pressions, then a diffusion of these. 1901 G. Gissing Our
Friend the Charlatan xxi, ' Morality ', he says, * depends

upon cerebral oxidation'.. .If I am not cerebrally oxidised,
or oxidally cerebrized, in the right degree, it's all over with
my hopes of leading a moral life,

Cerebro-spinal. Add : esp. in cerebrospinal
meningitis oijever, inflammation of the meninges
of the biain and the spinal cord, otherwise called

spottedfever.
1889 OsLEU Cerebral Palsies j8 Cerebro-spInal meningitis

was stated to be the cause of the trouble. 1897 Trans.
Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX, 189 Four ounces ofturbid cerebro-
spinal fluid were collected and measured. 1901 Osler Princ.
4- Pract. Med. (ed. 4) loi Sporadic cerebro-spinal fever
occurs in all the larger cities. .of this continent.

Cered, Add : 2. Equipped with a cere,
187a CouEs N. Amer. Birds 199 Birds with strongly

hooked and truly cered bill.

Ceremoniarius (se:rimtfunie»*rids). Eccl. [L.,

sb. use of adj. f. cxrimonia Ceremony.] An official

who superintends the ceremonies and assists the
ministers in a liturgical service.

X865 F. G, Lee Direct. A'iglicanum 264 The ceremoniarius
should be vested in cassock and cotta. 1898 IVestm. Gaz.
10 Nov, 5/2 Before the prayer for ilie Church Militant the
ceremon[i]arius.. again said the requiem a:temam.

Ceriman (serim?en). Bot. A West Indian
climbiijjij plant, Monslera pertttsa\ also a Mexican
plant, M. deliciosay yielding an edible fruit.

1871 KiNGSLEv^//,rtjjrvii, Up the next [stem] the Ceriman
spreads its huge leaves, latticed and forked again and again.

Geme, sb. Add : 2. A method of hunting
buffalo by surrounding a herd.
1839 C. .'\. Murray 'J'rav. N. Amer, I. 336 A 'ceme * or

'surround ', in this part of the wilderness, requires a great
deal of arrangement to render it successful.

Cero (siaj(7). [Altered f. Sp sierra saw, saw-
fish.] A fish of the mackerel family, Scomberomorus
regalis or S. cavalla^ found in the West Indies.

1884 GooDE Nat. Hist. Aqunt. Anim. 307 The Spotted
Cero, or King Cero, Scomberomorus regalis.

CerOOn. 6^.^. (Examples.)
183a Louisville Public Adv. 3 Mar., 8 puncheons Jamaica

rum; 3 ceroons indigo, a 1861 T. Wikthrop Isthtuianoy
ChitrdSj A young ragamuffin, who had come into town on a
nag between two hide ceroons, full of mami apples.

Cert (sajt), sb. slang. [Abbreviation ofCertain
or Certainty.] gen. A certainty (e.g. a dtadceri)\
spec, in hoise-racing, a horse that is considered
certain to win.
x^&^ Man oftlie World 29 June (Farmer) I hearHoneer isa

cert, for the St. James's. 1894 li^fjfw.Gaz. 10Aug. 8/2 'Special
snips,' ' paddock wires,' and other forms of what the sidver*
tisers, with unintentional humour, describe as ' certs.* 1899
T. M. Ellis ^ Cat's-eye Rings 32 Tatwood, you know—the
trainer—he tipsnie alt the certs. 19SX A. Graham Voyage
Home xxi. Honiton has admitted the whole thing to Miss
Upton, so it's a cert. I9a7 S. Kave-Smith in SundayExpress
11 Sept. 9 They had guessed for a cert where he was.

Certain, a. Add : 7. e. Also, {a wopian) of
a certain description^ i. e. of the demi-monde ; in
a certain condition^ pregnant.
i8oa Lemaistke Rough Sk. Mod. Paris xiv. 122 Women,

too, of a certain description, do not ply for custom. Ibid.
xxviii. 232 When I first came here, I supposed that these
ladies were of a certain description.

C. adv. 1. (Later U.S. examples.)
1850 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Certain, for certainly.

' He s dead certain '. ' 1*11 go to-morrow sure and certain *.

Very common. 1871 Schele de VtRE Amet icatiisms {iZ-j2)

450 He*s done it sure and certain.

Certifiably (sautifaiabli), adv. [f. Certifiable
+ -LY 2.] In a certihable degree ; so as to admit
of being certified.

1891 Daily AVa/j 12 Mar. 2/3 The evidence showed that
as soon as Kirs. Stoney became certifiably insane the defen-
dant took measures for her removaL
Certificate, v. Add

:

2. b. intr. ~ Certify v. 4.
1907 W. De Morgan A licefor- Short xxvi, Verrinder died

of the chloroform, of course. But Fludyer will find enough
fatty heart to certificate on.

Certify, V. Add : 2. c. To transfer or convey
(land) by formal certification.

1845 J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs ^d. 71 Her father
must 'certify * his land to him.

4. b. Law. To give a certificate for costs on a
certain scale.

1887 J. E. Davis Pract. County Crts, (ed.6) 12a Where a
Judge certifies under sect. 5 of the County Courts (Costs and
Salaries) Act, 1882, a minute of the certificate.. shall be
entered on the minutes of the Court. 1889 C. A. White
A rcldfolds County Crt. Pract. 13 =; A judge has no power t©
allow costs on a higher scale unless he certify under the
above section. 1910 Encycl. Brit. VII. 224/2 In every
indictable case in which the committing justices or the coiurt

of trial certify for legal aid.

Ce*rtif^^ing, ///. cu [f. prec] Giving certifi-

cation.

1845 J.J. Hooper Adv. Simon St^gsvu 71 The certifying
agent saw a thousand silver dollars paid to the Indian.

Cerolignol {sUxiulvgupl). Ckem. [f. L.
csE,ru{leus dark blue + //]f«(«ff« wood + -OL.] A
colonrless compound obtained from beech-tar oil.

1909 Century Diet. Suppl. 1923 Nature CXI. 763/1 The
presence of cerulignol in these tars, giving a bine coloration
in alcoholic solution with lime or baryta.

Cervicitis Ci>ajvisai'us). Path. [mod.L., LL.
cervix^ cervic- neck + -iTis ] Inflammation of th<.

n«ck of the nterus; trachelitis.



CEBVICO-,

I90X DoBLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2). 1910 Pttutitiofur Mar.

395 Every cervical erosion, cervicitis, or iintating leucor-

rhoeal discharge.

Corvico-- Add cervico-dorsal adj.

1008 Fractitionfr ScpL 404 The cervico-dorsal spine.

Cesarewitcb. (sezea*revitj). [Named after the

Russian prince who became Alexander II.] A long-

distance handicap horse-race rnfe at Newmarket,
instituted in 1839.
1840 J. C. Whvtb Brit. Turf \\. xl 481 Newmarket

Second October Meeting.. .The Cesarewitcb stakes. 1856
* Stonf.hence '

(J. H. Walsh) Brit. Sporisy}-^i\ Ccsarewitch

Course. .3 miles 2 furlongs, 28 yards. 1891 Sik G. Chet*
WVND Racing Remin. I. 2p It was at Warwick, too, that

the big Cesarewitcb commissions usually made their first

appearance in the market. Ibid, 31 At the next Newmarket
meeting Cardinal York won the Ces.'uewitch by six lengths.

CSeteris paribus (srl5ns p2e*ribi5s). [L.]

Other things being equal, other coaditions corre-

sponding.
1604 T. Wpight Passions Pref. A 4 b. Yet my meaning is

alwayes, cxteris paribus, because [etcj. 1659 Baxter Key
Catk. II. iv. 445 General Councils of (rue Pastors caeterispati*
*;«,are to be most reverenced by the Princes and people. 1751
Chestekf. /,<//. (1774) II. 124 Kn6 caeterii pariSiiSfSi. French
minister will get the better of an English one, at any third

court in Europe. 1887 W. J. Hariis in Xat. Rev. Dec. 454
The wonder is ihat France is not in a far worse state than our-

selves. Cxteri* paribus y she ought to be, with her unsettled
government [etcJ. 1907 W, De Mokcas Alice-for-Short
xxxvi, * Would you guarantee her surviving the operation,

Johnson?' *No, I wouldn't I Nor your mother's either,

caeteris paribus.
*

Ceylon (sll/f-n). The name of an island in the

Indian Ocean, used attrib. in C«7lon moss (see

Moss j^.l 4) ; Ceylon pumpkin, a large pumpkin
found originally in Ceylon ; Ceylon rose, the Natal
name for Nerium Oleander^ the common oleander

or rosc-bav, a poisonous flowering shrub of the

Levant.
t86i B(^KTLEY Man. Bet. 731 Gracilarta. Ucken^idet or

Piocaria eaitdida, is our commercial *CeyIon Moss. 1875
Entycl. Brit, V. 508 'a Gracilarim lichenoides, under the

name of Ceylon moss >s used for soups and jellies. 1913
Pettmam A/riceuuierisms 118 *Ceylon /'uttifkiH, a Urt;e,

oval-shaped pumpkin with orange-colourrd flesh. 1858 Irons
Settler's Guide Cm^ G. Ho^ ^ NeUal 96 i Pettman) I^mon
trees interspersed with acacia and oleander or the 'Ceylon
rose. 1B68 Jas. Chafman Tnev. S. Africa 11. 15, 1 find

that the Ceylon rose.. is. .the other pouon with which the
Damaras lip their arrows in war.

Ceylonese (sil^fz), a. {sb.). [t Cetloit -f-

-E-SE. (An earlier, now disused, form was Ceyh-
/»/a«,)] Of or pertaining to the island of Ceylon or

its inhabitants, Cingalese. Also as sb.y an inhabi-

tant or native of Ceylon.
This form is now in ofl&cial use preferred to Simkaiest

iSingalese^ Cingalese).
£-1769 Encyct. Brit. (1797^ IV. 3io.'a The Ceylonese make

tH* of boats hollowed out of the trunks of trees. Ibid. 311/1
The Ceylonese monarch was driven from his capital. 1S36
Pemt^ CycL V J. 457/3 1 be sailing of vessels at the Ceylonese
ports.

Ch., abbreviation of chapter^ church. Ch. R m
L. Chirurgim Baccalaureus^ Bachelor of Surgery,

Ch. Ch. -. Christ Church (Oxford). Ch, D. ^ L.
Chirurgim Doctor^ Doctor of Surgery.

Chaack. [Imitative.] The cry of the jackdaw.
1906 tl'estm. O'dx.o June 13/2 With a little flutter of the

win^ and a cheery * Chaack ! he hopped off one head on to
another. 1907 Ibid, iq Oct. 16/1 The cheering ' cha-ack *(^
the jackdaw is everywhere in the air.

Gkabootra (ijab«-tra). Angh-lnd, Also cher-
buter, chabootah, chebootura, ohabootera,
chapudra. [Hind. r^^^M/m, (habi4tara.\ 'A paved
or plastered terrace or platform, often attached to
a house, or in a garden (Yule).
riSto SIrs. Shebwood in Life (1854) 3^ We sat on the

cherfouter till it was quite dark. 18*7 Scott Surg. Dam.
xiv. This splendid procession having entered the royil
gardens, approached.. a chabootra, or platform c^ white
marUe . . wtuch occupied the centre. 1848 The Eerie Laird
a. Ill The . . ckabooteras of Delhi. s88s F. M. Ckawforo
Mr. Isaacs x. 337 Some ryots had been called in to.. raise
a rough chapudra or terrace. 1895 Mas. Crokeb I'illage
Tales (1S96) 154 He sat on hi* chabootra stolidly smoking
hiihiika.

Chack-chack. [Imitative.] The cry of the
fieldfare and wheatear. Also as vb,
1906 tl'estm. G^x. 39 Dec 16/3 The hoarse ' chack-chack

'

of the fieldfare. t^oB /bid, ^t Mar. 14/1 Even if you only
bear his [sc. the wbeatearV] sharp note ' Chack'Cback '. tnt
E. W. HKNi>y iyHil Ejrmoor ajs Stonechats ' chack-chack *

from the tup of a &pray.

Chaclcra: see *Ch^kra i.

ClLadband (ijae-dbsend). [A character, < Kev.
Mr. Chadband*, in Dickens's /J/eah House 1853.]
A canting; unctuous hypocrite. Hence Clutd-
bandi&n a., ChJi'dbandlsm.
S908 Daily Ckron. 4 Nov. 5/3 There is no Cbadbandtan

caricaturing of the parson. 19B3 A. G. Gardinks Cesdbury
339 His dislike tA narrowness of view and Ctuulbandism
kept him free from censoriousness.

Chaddar ftjzrdaj). Anglo-lnd. A1so7chader,
7~9 chadar, 9 cbadder ; 7 shuddero. Variant of
CucDnAti.
16x4 Cbadar [iee CiiunoAaV i6as R. Cocks Diary (1883)

I. 109 Chaders, canbtas, and buxshaws. 1634 Sir T.
HssanrT rr«v. (1638) 53 He.. cloatbeshfa naked body with

175

a fine Shuddero or linnen reaching to his wast. 1876
Com/till Mag. XXXIV. 335 Get a cAo.War (cloak) to wrap
round you. 1900 Dotty News 16 Feb. 6/7 A Hindu woman
actually needs but two garments, a skirt and a chadar, or veil.

Cll»ta(ki ta). PI. chtBtee (krti). [mod.L., ad.
Gr. x<"'"7 long, loose, flowing hair.] = Seta.
1866 Trtas. Bot., Clixta, a bristle, the slender stalk of the

spore-case of mosses; also called Seta. 1896 Henham in
Canikr. Nat. Hist. II. 266 The chaetae or bristles are
mainly used in locomotion, igoa Encyct. Brit. XXV. 6S9/2
The Chsctopoda are characterized by the possession of horny
epidermic cti^eta; embedded in the integument and moved
by muscles.

Chatigerous (krti-d^eias), a. Zool. [f. Gr.
\a^^Tri : see |)rec. .and -GEROUS.] Setigerous.
1896 He.sham in Cambr. Sat. Hist. II. 263 Chaetigerous

segments. Ibid. 312 The peristomium is cbaetigerous.

ClUBtOgaatlia (kft^rgnaln). Zool. [mod.L.,
nent. pi. of chxlognathus, i. Gr. X""'"? *Ch.eta +
Tvoffoi jaw.] A class of vermes, chiefly pelagic,

occurring in all seas, the members of which have
two rows of stout spines on the head and a single
row of sickle-shaped sets or jaws. Hence Cbatog-
natli (krtf'gnae))) a. and sb. , belonging to, a member
of, the Chsetognatha ; Chastog-natlionji (k;t^'g-

najws) a., pertaining to or having the charac-
teristics of the Chaetognatha.
1870 RoixEsToN Arum. Life Introd. 137 The CA<w/<y.

natha^ an order of marine worms of small size. 1896
Shipley in Cambr. Nat. Hist. II. 191 S[agitta] luj:aptcia
is the largest Chaetognath known.

Clisatopodan (k<v-p<>dan), a. [f. Ch.stofod +
-A.N.] Belonging to or characteristic of the Chseto-

poda, an order of annelids.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 452 [Chaetopoda, Echiuroidea,

and Hirudinea] are generally admitted to have been
derived from acommoD ancestor of marine habit and chsto-
potlan type.

ClUBtotazy (ki-tiTta'ksi). [f. Gr. xatTij + Tofit

;

see *CH.t:TA and -taxt.] The arrangement or plan
of distribution of the bristles on the bodies of dip-
terous insects.

1893 E. A. BuTLCT Our HmistiaU frisecls 188 The plan
of their dLitribution has been called by Osten-Sacken chicto-
taxy, i. e., bristle arraticement. 1903 Entomol. AVtmt 247
A careful exposition of the chaetotaxy of the Mtucidac
Chaff, ^/^.

I 7. b. Add:
chaff-box, a chaff-cutter to be worked by hand

;

chaff-halter, a lady's bridle with double reins

(Knight Did, Mcch. 1874) ; chaff-scale Bot, (see

quots.).

1*37 Flemish Husb. 89 in Libr. Use/. KnowL^ Htub. Ill,
The chaff-cutter la exactly like our common •chaff- box,
where the work is done by the hand. 1908 Essex Rev.
XVII. 24 A century or so ago, a handworked chaff-box
was in almost daily use on every large farm. 1856 W. B.
CAft»NTER Microsc. I 346 The hairs with which the >a/«ar
(*chaff.scales)ofmost Grasses are fumisbed, are strengthened
by the like siliceous deposit. 1888 Encycl. ^'rr/. XXIV.
531 At the base of each spikelet [of whc^t] are two empty
boat-shaped Klunies or * chaff-scales *.

Chaff (tjoO, v.^ Bread maiing, trans. To roll

up (dough) into a rounded form in the moulding of
a round loaf.

1S9S R. WcLLS Pract, Bread Bnker 44 How to moukl a
round Loaf. .. Divide the dough into parts, having the right
luuid piece smaller than the left. Now chaff this into two
round pieces. t9a5 Glasgow i/erald q Oct. 6 The loaf is

shaped on the ctiaffing table.

Chaffy (ifa'fi).tf.*-^ [f. Chaff j^.2 + .y1.] Given
to chaff or chaffing.

185s A. MAcifiLi.AN in C. L. Graves Lf/e (19(0)78 The
comtc ' chaffy ' vein is very monstrous. 1875 Steoman yict.
Poets {iSij) 34 The time is ofT-hand. chaffy, and must be
taken in iu aiood. 1889 Mas. M. U Cameron Lost tyi/ev.
He answered in the most * chaffy' tone.

Chagigah (hagrg^). [Heb.] The voluntary
sacruicts ofTered with the paschal lamb at the

Jewish passover,
1846 tr. D. F. Strauss' Life Jesus III. 144 It \sc. the

entering of a Gentile house in the morning) would have
been such \sc, a dtMiuaMfication] for tlie paruking of the
Chagiga, which H-as eaten in the afternoon. 1891 Strkane
{.titled A'Translation of the Treatise Chagigah from the
Babylonian Talmud.

Chain, sb. Add :

2. Chain and bail -.^/c^^WwA.sh.^xh. KUoaltrib,
i»7» E. B. TuTTLE Boys Bk. Indians (1882) 137 The

fcUow while in limbo Miwed off the chain and ball from hts
leg and escaped. 1887 F. Fbancis Jr. Saddle ^ Mocassin
63 Achain-and-ball gang ofconvtcts slowly advance
ins the dusty road

vanced, sweep-

O. A number (of cigars or cigarettes) consumed
in continuous succession. Cf. *chain-smoker\u. 19.
1908 Fifld 19 .Sept. 544^3 Mr. Travis smoked a chain of

long b!ack cigars during all his matches.. .Mr. Hilton used
to smoke a chain of cigarettes.

6. e. Chem. The atoms of a compound assumed
to be linked toi^ether by chemical force. Closed
chain^ a ring of linked atoms.
1881 RoscoK & ScHORLEMMER Ch*m. III. Org. I. 113 The

aiom« may thus be represented as forming a chain, one
atom being linked on to the other, so that wt^n one of them
is removed without altering the poMtton of the others, the
chain is brokerL 1913 J. B. Cohen Or^. Chem. II. 137 The
addition of hydiogcn cyanide to aldehydes and ketones
fEiving cyanhydrin« afford an extremely useful method for
the preparation of hydroxy acids containing an additional
carbuo atom in the chain. 19SZ J. K. Paetincton Inorg.

CHAIN.

Chem. 391 Compounds containing chains of singly-linked
oxygen atoms. 1928 Kingzett Chum. Encycl. (ed. 4) 131
Open chains are regarded as liaving terminal atoms not
mutually in combination, by which, for example, aliphatic
combinations, such as the ole6nes and paratBns, are charac-
terized. Ibid. 132 In closed chains, the terminal atoms are
regarded as mutually combined, forming a ring, as in benzene.

f. A series of branch businesses or stores con-
trolled by one owner or firm. Cf. chain grocery,

chain store in *I9.

1906 S. E. Sparling Introd. Business Organiz. 205 A
better illustration of the chain of stores operated by the
manufacturer is tlie Douglas chain of shoe stores and the
Lipton tea stores.

19. ohain-bag, a woman's hand-bag made of
fine metal chain-work; chain-ball, a projectile

with a light body fastened to its posterior end to
prevent its rotation {Funk's Standard Did. 1895)

;

chain barrel, a cylinder round which the chain of
a hoist is wound ; chain-bearer = *Chain-man

;

chain-bit, a horse's bit with a chain mouthpiece ;

chain-brow way Coal-mining {f^t quot.) ; chain-
carrier = Chain-man ; so chain-carrying ; chain
case, the protective covering of the chain gear of
a cycle, motor vehicle, etc. ; chain chest Natti.,

a locker in the channels for storage of wash-deck
gear ; chain coral, a kind of fossil coral, Catenipora
escharoides ; chain dog, (a) a dog controlled by
a chain; (b) a chain having at each end a 'dog'
or book, which is driven into logs to fasten them
together into a raft {Funk's Standard Did.
'89,";); chain-dotted rr.

,
(of a line) marked with

alternate dot and dash ; chain drive, driving, a
method of transtnitting power by means of a chain
gear, esp. frotn the motor to the driving wheels of
a cycle, motor vehicle, etc. ; chain-driven a.,

driven by means of chain gear ; chain driver, a
vehicle driven by this method ; chain fastening,
a sailor's bend or cable mooring (Knight Did.
Alech. 1874) ; chain feed, a ' feed ' or feed-motion
operated by chain gear; chain gammoning Naut.,
gammoning consisting of a chain ; chain-gang
(earlier U.S. example) ; chain gear, gearing, a
gear for transmitting motion by means of an end-
less chain ; esp. one in which the chain transmits

motion from one sprocket-wheel to another ; chain
gemma Bot. (see quot. 1900) ; chain grate, a
device for feeding fuel to a furnace {Ceni. Did.
1889) ; chain-grocery, a grocery business of the

chain-store kind ; chain horse, a horse harnessed
with chain traces, employed as an additional horse
in drawing heavy loads, esp. up a hill ; chain in-

clinometer, an instrument for indicating the in-

clination of a surveyor's chain ; chain knot (see

quot.); chain letter, a letter written with an in-

vitation to the recipient to pass it on to another
(or copies of it to others), these doing the same,
and so on in a continuous chain until a certain

total is reached ; chain messenger Naui., a
messenger consisting of an endless chain ; chain
pipe Naut. (see quot.) ; chain-pull [Pull sb.^ 6],
a chain used as the device for operating an electric

switch; chain rivetting,road (see quots.); ohain-
smoker, tr. G. kdtenraucher (see quot. and sense

*4 c) ; chain-snake (later U.S. examples) ; chain-
store U.S., one of a series of stores belonging to one
firm and dealing in the same class of goods ; chain
wire Paper-making (see quot.) ; also in the names
of various appliances of which a chain is an im-
portant part.

1901 Westtn. Gaz. 79 Dec 3/3 These glasses..can easily

be carried in the modish silver or gold *chain-bag aloDg
with the handkerchief. 1888 LockwootCs Diet. Terms Meek.
Engiit.y 'Chain Barrel. 1736 Cat. Virginia St, I*afiers 1.

*36 We do. .appoint you James Thomas jun', Surveyor,..
To lake three *Chain-bearers. X798 Deb. Congress iSoyS
(185a) 3741 You will see 1 have omitted taking those [deposi-
tioi»l of Mr. Gillespie and the chain-bearers. 1869 Over,
land^ Monthly 111. 248 The chain-bearers signaling to those
holding the ropes. 1883 Gkesley GIijss. Coal.-m.^ *Cliain.
brow Way, an underground inclined plane worked by an
endless chain. 170J-3 J. Logan Let- to Penn 3 Jan. iSorr.

(1870) I. 174 Neither surveyors nor *chain-carricrs will go
thither. 1798 U.S. Statutes I. 543 For compensation to the
assistant surveyors, chain carriers, axe men and other
persons. i8t6 0. Brown in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 220
This afternoon hunts up Chain Carriers and an Axman or
marksman. 1838 Southern Lit. Mess. IV. 307 The sur-

veyor and two of his chain-carriers were killed. 1798 Deb.
Congress l8crj-8{\^^i) 2739 The surveying at present Is done
by Mr. Gillespie, the 'chain-carrying by Mr. ElIicottandMr,
Walker. 01909*0. Henrv' Roatis oJ Destiny \\.t^^ I'll. .go
back to chain-carrying for the county surveyor. 1907 Westtn.
GaB.g Nov. 14/2 The L)aimler Company, .have designed their

*ch.iin-cases to act at the same time as radius-rods. 1909 /bid.

17 Nov. s/2 Detachable oil-bath chain-cases. 1884 Luce
.y^af/zait^/j/^ (1808) 4 'Chain chest- 1808 j Parkinson t7r^.

Rem. Former World I L 20 The 'chain coral ( Tubifiora cate-

nulata, Linn.) composed of parallel lubes. 184a Skucwick
in Hudson's Guide Lakes (1843' 223 The chain coral iCate-

uipora). 1871 Lyell Student's Elem. Geol. 449 'I'he ' chain-

coral ', Halysiles eatenularins. 1895 K. Meyek tr. Voy.

Bran I. 8t IShe hadj a large 'cbain^log with her. 1878
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Abney Phoiogr, 260 *Chain-dotled straight lines. 1903
Daily Chrtm. 20 Apr. 7/2 The •clmin-drive is infiiiiteiy

superior to the belt. 1907 Ibid. 17 Oct. 8/2 A 5 h.-p. twin*

cj'liiider Roc, fitted with a Peugeot engine and chain drive.

1898 Cycling 59 We do not anticipate that for serious riding

it will oust the *chain-driven .safety,
^ 1900 Engineering

Mag, XIX. 740 Chain-driven heavy freight vehicles. 1909
Daily Chron. aa Nov. 9/1 Tiie new light Phelon and Moore
is cbain>driven. 1910 li^gstm. Gaz. 17 Feb. 5/1 The 65h.p.

and 75-h.p. six-cylinder *chain-drivers. z888 Lockiuovd's

Diet. Terms Afech. Engin. , *Ckain Feed^ a mode of feed-

ing balks of timber along to frame saws by means of

an endless chain led around sheave wheels. 18S3 Man.
Seamanship for Boys 22 Gammoning Kish.. are. .nailed

on the upper part of the bowsprit, in the wake of the ^'chain

gammoning. 1841 C. Cist Cincinnati 261 Tlie grandson
of a general officer of the revolution,. is a vagabond.. on
the 'chain gang. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., *Chain-gear.
looa Daily Chron. 5 Sept, 7/5 Another car stopped near
Hickstead with a chain*gear mishap. 1897 Daily Ne^vs
30 Oct. 5/a A boy.. got drawn into the *chain-gearing of
the wheels. 1895 Statuiard Diet., ^Chain-gemma. 1900
B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Chain-gemma^ in Fungi,
having the form of a septate confervoid filament, the seg-
ments of which are capable of growth; termed also sprout-
gemma. 19*8 Saturday Even. Post 12 May 59/2 Managing
director ofa big "chain-grocery concern. 1899 IVestin. Gaz.
J May 6/3 The great, strong, glossy 'chain-horse, dragging
the brewers', the carriers', the builders', the stonemasons',
and other vans and vehicles. 1006 Idid. 7 May 8/1 Now we
have a request to establish a chain-horse on Surbiton-hill.

1874 Knight Did. Mec/t.f *Chai/i-inclino/neter, a form of
level in which the inclination of the surveyor's chain is indi>
cated on ascaleby the pointer on the end of the level. Ibid.,

*Chain-k>wt. i. A succession of loops on a cord, each loop
in succession locking the one aljoveit. . . 2. A kind of knot used
in splicing. 3. 'l"he loop-stitch in some .sewing-machines. 1906
Daily Chrott, 27 July 6/2 In 1896 Miss Audrey Griffin, of
Hurst ville, New South Wales, initiated a '"chain letter 'with
the object of obtaining 1,000,000 used postage stamps. 19*8
Publishers* Weekly 10 Nov. 1982 The clSain store idea and
the chain letter are here being combined. 1883 iSian. Sea-
manship/or Boys 14 Parts ofa Capstan, &c. . . An iron band
fitted with teeth . .

, which enters the long links of the *chain
messenger in weighing anchor. Ibid. 12 Q. What are *chain
pipes? A. Apertures through which chain cables pass from
the chain lockers to the deck above. 191Z Chambers's JrnL
17 June 475/1 Users of electric light, .will be interested in
a *chain.pull switch. 1888 Lock^voods Diet. Terjns Mech.
Plngin., *Chain Riveting, rows of rivets placed in parallel
lines, both in the longitudinal and transverse directions,

2895 G. J. Burns (7/i;jJ. Techn. Terms, Chain riveting, in
this kind of riveting the rivets are placed in parallel rows
in the direction of the stress, the rivets in adjacent rows
being opposite each other. 1883 Gresley Gloss, Coal-m.,
^ Chain Road, an underground wagon-way worked upon the
endless chain system of haulage. 1890 Revieiu 0/ Reviezvs
I. 279/2 Bismarck is, or used to be,wnat the Germans call a
*chain-smoker, that is to say, that he would smoke on and
on an endless chain of cigars, lighting each from the ashes
of its forerunner. 1789 'iAoviSE.Amer.Geog.6i Of the Snakes
which infe.st the United States, are the following, viz. ,,

*Chain [snake]. 1875 Field ^ Forest I. 30, I observed..

a

reptile which proved to be the Chain, or Thunder snake
{Qphibolus getulus'). 1923 S. Lewis Babbitt iv. § 5 One of
these cash-and-carry *chain-.stores. .cutting prices below
cosL 1928 Publishers' Weekly 16 June 2449 Sales of five-

and-ten cent chain stores.. were larger. 1889 Athenaeum
30 Mar. 4og There are stout wires, about an inch apart, called
* "chain wires',,, which run from top to bottom [of the
moultf].

Chain, v. 5. (Modern U.S. example.)
x8i6 U. Bkown in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI, 224 [But for

the rain] I should Certainly have Caused this line on the
river 10 have been Correctly run and Chain'd.

Chained, ppL a. Add :

1. b. Of a book : Secured to its shelf, a desk,
table, etc , by a chain in order to prevent its removal.
Also altrib.

1846 Wesleyan-Meth. Mag. (Abr. ed.) Ser. iv. 11. 155/2
What a hold he has of that great chained Bible ! 1908 Daily
Chron. 10 Jan. 6/7 The old chained-Bible table previously in
the church of St. Mary Bourne., has been restored.

3. Also traiisf.

1871 ScHKLE DE Verb Americanisms (1872) 217 Chain-
lightning.. is generally, .changed into chained-ligJttning.
In both forms it is constantly applied to inferior whiskey.

Chainer(iJ^inaj). [f.CHAix.?^. +-eu'.] a. One
of a surveyor's party who carries the chain ; a chain-
carrier, b. One who twists material into a chain,
c. One who tends the cliain of a haulage system,
1849 Capt, C. Sturt Narr. Exped. C, Australia I. 323,

I had sent Mr. Stuart and Mr. Piesse with a party of
chaincrs, to measure along the line on which I intended to
move. i9ai Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) §§ 03, 367, 399.

Chaining, vbl. sb. Add

:

2. The action or process of forming a long cotton
warp or chain into links for bleaching or dyeing.
Also Comb.^ as ckaining-machine.
2909 Cent. Diet, Suppl., Chaining-machine,

Chainless, a. Add :

2. Of a machine, vehicle, etc. : Without chain
gear or chain drive as a part of the mechanism,
(Usually implying its former use.)

1905 Daily Chron. ly June 9/2 Mr. Napier was the first

constructor to use this chainless form of transmission for
a powerful car.

Chain-li:ghtning. U.S. [Chain sb, 19.]
L Lightning in the form of a continuous flash

;

forked lightning.

1830-33 Seba Smith Major y. Downing 27 I'm goin there
like a strcek of chain.lightning. 185a E. Br\skjt A/ike Fink
V. 28/2 Or I'll jump right straight down yer throats, quicker
nw: a streak o' greased chain<lightnio£ can down a nigger's I

1854 Shili-aber Mrs. Partington 187 Chain-lightning alone
could typify the glance. 1911 H. S. Harrison Queed xxiv,

311 A sensation closely resembling chain-lightning sprang up
his arm.
Jig. X918 MuLFORD Manfr. Bar-ao xiv. 141 I've told you

he's datigei'ous, chain-liglitnin* with his guns. loaa — i'e.v

viii. Ill A natural-born killer, 'Ihey say he's chain Hghtnin*
on th' draw.

2. A raw brand of whisky.
1843 Hai.iburton Attachi I, xv, 262 They hante no

variety in them \_sc. drinks] nother; no white-nose, apple-
jack, stone-wall, chain-lightning, [etc.]. 1861 IXJWELI. if/^-

low r. Ser. II. i. 64, I know ye ez I know the smell of ole
thain-lightnin' wliisky. 1871 Schkle de Vkke Ameri-
canisms {1872) 217 The worst of licl<:crs..\s called Chain-
lightning, from its terrible strength and stunning effect.

1890 L. C. D'OvLE Notches 8 * Fine Old Rye Whisky',
which was the well-sounding title which Old Hank was
wont to affix to his bottles of * chain-lightning '.

Chai'n-man. [Chain sb. 9.] One who carries

the measuring-chain for a land-surveyor ; a chain-

bearer.

1717 yrnls. Ho. Repr. Mass. I. 191 Praying, That he may
have Liberty to take up, and lay out by a skilful Surveyor,
and Chain-men under Oath, 150 Acres of Land. 173s
Boston Town Rec. XII, 124 Voted, That there be. .laid out
. .some Suitable Place,, by a Surveyor and Chainmen. 1810
Repertory (Boston) 6 Apr. (Th.) Chadwick was acting as
chainman. 286a [see Chain .r^. 19]. 1869 OverlandMonthly
III. 248 The only way for the chain-men to work along these
cliffs. . was by being suspended by ropes from above. X9sz
Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 970.

Chair, j^.^ Add:
I. o. A glass-blower's seat furnished with long
arms upon which he rolls the pontil ; hence, the

gang of men consisting of the glass-blower and his

assistants.

1845 G. DoDD Brit. Manuf. IV. 51 Another workman re-

ceives it and sits down in a chair having two flat parallel
arms sloping downwards. 1890 \V. J . Gordon Foundry 1 37
Every_ two crucibles supply one * chair ', The glassworker's
chair is practically his iatlie. 1897 Wore. County Express
3 Apr., fhere were ten chairs at the works, each occupied
by a glassmaker, servitor^ and footmaker. 1903 BViam
Daily l*ost 2 Apr., Eighty is the limit number of strawstem
wineglasses to be made in six hours by a 'chair', which
consists of three men and a boy.

d. A chair in which a condemned criminal is

])laced when put to death by electricity : more
explicitly eleclric chair. U.S.
1890 Peel City Guardian 9 Aug. 7/2 By half-past six

o'clock, .the electric chair and the foot-rest had been placed
in position for the reception of the criminal. 19^ Cole
Blatchin^ton Tangle xiv. 102 The discovery of the murderer's
handkerchief., was the means of bringing a most notorious
criminal to the chair.

3. o. A chair occupied by a Welsh bard at an
Eisteddfod, esp. one awarded as a trophy ; also,

a convention, now each of tlie four conventions,
connected with the Welsh Eisteddfod,
xZ^a Cambro-Briton I. 36 He was placed, by the general

voice, in the bardic chair, and invested with a blue ribbon.
1874 Cassell's Mag. IX. 431/1 The grand event of the whole
Eisteddfod, .—the giving of the Chair Prize. 1877 Encycl.
Brit. VII. 791 The chair was a kind of convention where
disciples were trained, and bardic matters discussed pre-
paratory to the great Gorstedd. ,. There are now existing
four chairs in Wales. 1909 The Eisteddfod (ed. T. R,
Roberts) 27 The earliest Eisteddfodau or 'Chair's* as they
were then called,, .were held under the patronages of the
Princes of Wales at the beginning of the sixth century.
Ibid. 36 The Gwyneddigion offered a silver chair to the
bard who could write the best verses.

II. b. Also atlrib., as chair-boy.
1908 Chambers Firing Line ix, They went together in a

double chair, spinning noiselessly over the shell road. Ibid.
xiv, 'Iheir black chair-boy lay asleep under a thicket of
Spanish bayonet.

15. chair-factory ; chair balance, a weighing
machine having a seat suspended from the spring
balance ; chair-bard [W. cadeirfardd\^ thesuccess-
ful competitor in the bardic competition held on
* chair day' of the Welsh National Eisteddfod;
chair binder (see quot. 192 1) ; chair-car U.S., a
railway carriage furnished with chairs (two on each
sideof the aisle) instead of the usual seats; also, a
parlour car (see Parlour 6} ; chair-carver (see

quot.); chair day, the chief day of the Welsh
National Eisteddfod (see quot.) ; chair-door (see

quot.) ; chair drill (see quot.) ; chair frame
maker, chair framer, chair matter (seequots.)

;

chair-post U.S., one of the main uprights of a
chair; chair-rack — chair-rail {CasselCs Encycl.
Diet. 1882); chair road, a railroad having the
rails fastened by chairs to the sleepers ; chair
rusher, seater = chair matter ; chair-table, a
table convertible into a chair or settle (Webster
1 9 1

1 ) ; chair turner, a wood turner who specializes

in chair legs, rails, etc.

1884 Knight Diet, Meek. Suppl., *Chair Balance. 1874
Casselfs Mag. IX. 431/1 The successful competitor will be
installed as the "Chair Bard. X895 Daily JVeivs 20 May
5/3 The chair-bard for this year of the Welsh National
Eisteddfod. 1881 /ns/r. Census Clerks (1885) 53 "Chair..
Binder. Z9SX Diet, Occup. Terms (1927) § 504 Chair binder,
lacks hessian or other stuffing cover over padding of back
and seat of chair and over webbing under seat. 1889 Kansas
7'r///cj<^6'^ar gOci., The Wabasli railway, .has added a new
*chair car, 1901 Westm. Gaz. 11 July 6/1 A fire., partially
destroyed a dining car and a chair*car. 1903 Atlantic

Monthly Sept. 369 He had half slunk into a day coach,
fearing to go into the chair car lest he should meet some
one he knew. 1909 'O. Hunkv* Options (1916) 210 My
chair-car was profitably well filled with people of the kii^d

one usually sees on chair-cars. 1934 W. M. Kaine Troubled
Waters xxiii. 247 He .. walked right through [the train] to
the chair car.

_
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Chair-carz'er,

one employed in carving the upright posts and other parts
of beds, arm-chairs, sofas, &c. 1921 Diet. Occup. 'Terms
(1927) § 485. 1877 Eneycl. Brit.Mii. 792 The great day of
the Eisteddfod is the * "chair ' day—usually the third or last

day—the grand event of the Eisteddfod being the adjudica-
tion on the cliair subject and the chairing and investiture of
the fortunate winner. 1906 Habdv Dynasts 11. vi. vi, In
addition to the grand entrance ,. there is a covert little

**chair-door '..for sedans only. 1908 Daily Chron. 5 Aug.
3/6 ' * Chair drill ', a novel form of exercise, ., brought the
programme to an end.

_ 18*7 Drake & Mansfield Cincin-
nati viii. 65 Six *Chair Factories, 38 hands. 1903 Daily
Chron. 10 Mar. 10/4 Foreman required for large chair
factory. 1897 Daily A'eivs 9 Mar. 2/6 *Chair frame maker.
i9>x Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 473 Chairframe vtaker,
*chair framer, assembles parts of chair frames, prepared
by woodworking machinist. Ibid. \ 472 *Chair matter;
*chair rusher; ^ chair sealer; weaves rushes, by hand, into
chair seats or frames. 1788 Atuifr. Museum IV. 519 The
snake was., about the thickness ofa common "chair-post.
187a Congress. Globe App, 5^8/2 They went out and got
great big long brushes, as big as the.sc chair posts. 1911
Roxboro (N.C.) Courier Nov., The snake was as large
around as a chair post. 1895 Westm. Gaz, 12 July 2/1 In
America the authorities assert that our *chair roads are not
strong enough to stand their traffic. 1904 Daily Chron.
5 Jan. 2/7 He was a "chair turner by trade.

Chair, V. Add : 1. C. To award the chair to

(the successful competitor at the Welsh Eisteddfod)

.

Also///, a, and vbl. sb.

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 318 The chief of song was also
called a chaired bard, because he was one of the fourteen
entitled to a chair at court. Ibid. VII. 792 The chairing
and investiture of the fortunate winner. 1890 Pall MeUl
Gaz. 1 1 bept. 6/3 Tudno, the chaired bard at Bangor.

Chairman (tjesumsen), v. [f, the sb.] trans.

To preside over (a meeting) as chairman.
1888 Pall Mall Gaz. ir Oct. 4/1 We refused to attend the

meeting to be chairmanned by Sir William. 1897 l^'estm.
Gaz. 29 Jan. 2/3 The firm Which is chairman'd by Masham
at Manningham ! 2904 F. Lvnde Grafters xxiii. 203 It was
late in the afternoon.. that the Federative Council sent its

committee, chairmaned by Engineer Scott, to interview the
ex •general manager.

Chairoplane (tje»-r(yplfin) . A Iso char-a-
plane, chairplane. [f. Chaiu sb.^ after aeroplane,
airplane^ A roundabout with seats suspended by
chains, the riders being swung round in a wide
circle by the revolution of the machinery.
1922 Westm. Gaz. 3 Nov., 'Char-a-plane * victim. 1936

Daily Exp?-ess 6 Aug. 3/2 'Chairplane* Tragedy. 1917
Bulletin 5 Dec. 7/a .\ chairoplane erected on a fairground.

Chaitya (tj3i;t>a). [Skr., relating to a funeral
pile or mound {cild), sb. funeral monument, sacred
tree, etc.] A Buddhist place or object of reverence
or worship.
1875 Eneycl. Brit, II. 394 Of the next two classes of

Buddhist architecture, the temples (Chailyas) and monas-
teries [Viharas), no built examples exist in India. x88a Ibid,
XIV. 500 The peculiar Buddhist objects of adoration which
we know as dagobas or chaityas. 1920 BLtcJtw. Mag. May
622/1 Rows of pyramidical chaityas.

Chakra (tjr-kra). [Skr. (cogn. with Wheel sb.)."]

1. (Also chackra.) A discus or mystic circle

placed in the hands of pictured Hindu gods.
1891 Murray's Hand-Bk. India 9f Ceylon 384/1 A small

temple dedicated to the Cbakrah, or discus, of Vishnu.
1903 E. 'I'HURSiON Anthropology, Mar?: Cust. S. India
Bull. iv. 199 A few men are branded on both shoulders with
chank and chakra.

2. A weapon used by a band of Sikhs who named
themselves * AkAli ' or immortal : see quot.
z886 Encycl. Bnt. XX. in The chakr or chakia is a thin

knife-edged ring of fiat steel, a severe inis2>ile in skilled
hands, but not much used.

Chalan (tj^-lan). Angh-Ind. [Hind, chalan.'\

(See quot. 1858.)
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Chalan, Ckillaum, CknloHy

a common Indian name for an invoice, pass, voucher, or
way-bill. 1906 Advice Note, Off. Supt. Govt. Printings
India Voucher No. 5656 Payments should be made either
by remittance transfer receipt or treasury chalan.

Chalazogamic (kielaz^g^e-mik), a. Bot, [f.

Gr. xa^aC«*-^^ALAZA + 70^0? marriage + -IC. (Treub
Ann.Jardin Bot. de Buitensorg, 1S91.)] Defining
fertilization in which the pollen-tube penetrates the

ovule by the chalaza. Hence Clia*lazoguiii, a
plant characterized by this mode of fertilization.

Chalazo'g-amy, chalazogaraic fertilization.

1894 Times II Aug. 11/3 Miss Benson read a paper
upon the ' Chalazogamic Anientiferse*. .showing that., the
pollen-tube forces its way through the chalaza in order to
effect fertilization, and hence must be included among
the group of chalazogams... Professor Vines, .was inclined
to regarti chalazogamy as an adaptation. 1895 Oliver tr.

Kerner's Nat. Hist. Plants II. 412 This type of fertiliza-

tion has been termed chalazogamic in contradistinction
to the more usual micropylar or porrgamic method. 1898
tr. E. Strasburgers Bot. 492 According to recent investiga-
tions some undoubted Antentcueeu are aUo chalazogamic.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 436 The pollen tube, .may pierce
the embryo-sac at the chalazal end or at the side (basigamy
or chalazogamy),

Chalcid (.kae-lsid), a. and sb, Eni. [f. mod L.
Chalcididmx see Chalcididan.] a. adj. Of, per-

^
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taiDiDg to, or characteristic of the family Chalci'

didse, b. sb. A member of this family. So Clial-

ci'dian (7.^, Clia-lcidld a,

x8Sa Encyd, Brit. XIV. 49 Parasitic hymenoptcra of the

chalcidian group. 1891 I'roc. US. Nat. Museum XIV.
570, I know no case in which a chalcidid is a parasite of

a proctotrypid. Ibiti. 571 Chalcidid parasites of (he Hemi-
ptera-Hcteroptcra are very rare. Il^3 Okmeroo Injur.

Insects i6th Rep. 66 The little Chalcids were a species of

Entedon. IMd., We should set no good by endeavouring

to rear these Chalcid flies. 1895 Camifr. Nat. Hist. V. 545
In the cells of the same bee Newport discovered another

curious parasitic Chalcid, Antkopiwrabia retusa.

Chalcidian (kselsidian 1, ff.3 and sb, [C Chai-

ns, Chakid- (XaAicts, XoXjciS-) + -IAN.] a. adj. Of
or pertaining to Cha'cis, the chief city of Euboea.

b. sb. A native or inhabitant of Chalcis, So Chal-

ci'dic a. (L. Ckalcidutis\

1649 Ogilby Virg.^ HucoL x. (1684) 45 note^ The Venes of

Euphorion the Chalcidean. 1838 Penny CycL X. 60 While
Alexander was absent in his Persian wars, the Chalcidians

increased and improved their foilifications. 1880 Encycl,

Brit. XI. 95 Naxos founded by the Chalcidians of Eubcea

(735 B.C.), /3/</., 'ITiesharpdisiiuciion between Dorian and
Ionian (or'Cbalcidicl. It id XIII 125 The alphabet used

by the Romans is identical with that of the Chalcidian

colonics in southern luly and Sicily .. except the three

aspirates tf, ^, jf.

Chaloolithic (k3elk£7lL*})ik), a. Archsoh [f.

Chalco- + Gr. \iQo% stone + -ic] Of or pertaining

to a period of culture characterized by the con-

current use of stone and bronze implements. (Cf^

ABntOLlTHIC.)
B90S Nature 6 Nor. Suppl. p. iii. The Neolithic vasC'types

..merge inaen&ibly into tiioscof the earliest dynastic period,

«^ich was *Chalcolithic' in character. 191a y L.^ Mykbs
Dawn Hist. x. 324 A long chalcoliihic. phase, in which good
cheap iitone and bad expensive bronze were in use con-

currently. 19*8 V. G. Cmilue Mast Anc. Ettst iv. 98 All

the elemenis that distinguish neolithic and chalcoUihic

cnlture..bad been created in Eg)-pt out of the common
paUcoUthic heritage of south and north.

Chaldean, sb Add : Also. = Chaldee sb. b.

1897 J. H. BRitx;fUi Life R. Bacon ir, (1914) 74 Teachers
for the three languages, Hebrew, Arabic, and Cbaldaean.

Chalice. Add .* S. b. A cup-shaped globe for

diffusing artificial light.

190S W.
J.

DiBDiN PnhHc Lighting 406 Uodcr them \se,

threr arc Iiifht^j he put a<t opal chalice 12 ft. in diameter.

Chalicotheroid (kselik^^^nvroid), a, and sb,

Palr&nt. [f. mod. L. Chalicotheritim (f, Gr. x*^f >

Xt^xof gravel + Br^piav wild animal) + -DID.] a. adj.

Of, belonging to, or characteristic of the Chalice
therioidta, a superfaiuily of ungnlatcd mammals.
b. sb. A mammal of this superftimily.

1X89 Nicholson & Lvoekkkb ATaj*. Pmlmont. (ed. 3) 1373
The genus Ler-todon^ deiicribed on the evidence of a lower
jaw with a Chalicotheroid dentition.

Chalk, sb. Add : 3. Bla£k chalk : see quot.
1886 J. W. AsDrnsoM Pra^/€ctcr's Handbk. 115 Black

Chalk—a variety of clay containing carbon,

6. b. To walk one s chalks (earlier U.S. example).
i^ CaocKKTT £x//. f Adv. Ttxas ui. (1837) i3 O

I

wake snakes and walk your chalks 1

7. ohAlk-bftok cU7(see qnots.) ; chalk-mark sb.^

a mark, esp. a distinctive mark, made with chalk ;

V. /mnx., to m.irk with chalk, esp. with a distinctive

mark ; to draw (a line) with chalk ; hence chaik"

marked adj. ; ohalk period, the cretaceous period

(see Cretaceous 3) ; chalk stream, a stream

flowing over chalk ; chalk talk 6^.^^., a lecture or

speech iUustrate<l by chalk sketches made by the

fpcakcr ; hence ehalk-tcdker.

sSSi N.^Q. ist Ser. IV. 501/3 At Diss^^ Norfotk, it ts

cnstotnary for the juvenile populace, on the Thnrsday before

the third Friday in Septmiber. .to mark, .each other's dress
with white chalk, pleadinz a piescriptive right to be mis-

diierovs on **cba)k-back day . 1906 If^estm. Caz. 27 Feb.
3/3 In Norfolk there used to be an annual 'Chalk.back
Day \ the servanu hired at the September fair at Diss being
marked with chalk on either jacket or dress to indicate that
they were settled. s86o 3 rHACKEKAV Kound. Paf>€rt{%%^

sa httle 'chalkmark. i%i%Chamh<rt t
Dec. 7iyi/2 The white chalk-mark on his \ic.

95 Un the d^

Jml. f4 I
Brahmin's]

9S On the doorpost . . is a
Dec. Tiifi ".

'%] forehead, which signifies his rank to the world.

» R. Rows Pirketi up in the Streets ni Rowsof broken,
dusty, *cbalk-niai ked shutters, lyaj Sects Observer 1 1 June
a/2 A bappy-go-liicky Customs oracer chalk-marked my
suit case, i^ Dai/y Tel. g Oct. 8/1 He has to toe the
line which I chalk.marlc. otherwise out he goes. 1904
J. R. A. Davis Nmt. Hist. Animals (1905) III. Iii. 509
The toothless Ptero<aurs (species of Pteranadon)^ which
flourished during the 'Chalk Period. 1839 Arkolo in
Stanley Lift ^ Corr. (tSoo) 491 As gentle and as limpid
as one of the clear rapid 'chalk streams of the south of
Hampshire. x8$8KiNCSLKy /Vt^M I'iylls UZZ^) 50 In chalk
streams the 1 irgc-t fish are found oftener in the mill-heads
than in the mill-tails. 1004 E. F. Hknsoh Challoners xiv.
The chaik- ttreara.. was brimful from bank to bank of bttrry*
iog traniHhicent water. 1906 Macm. Mmg. Apr. 45^ The
chalk stream regions to-day are not fishing countries in the
sense that I>ev<>n. Hereford, or Wale< are. 1881 Christian
MitcelJ. V. 40 His inimiiaUe **chalk*talk'.

b. In the names o| bntterflics and moths, as

cha/i carpety ehaik hill blue, chalk pit ( see quots.).
183* J. Rrmnir Bntterfl. -»• Moths 18 The Chalk Hill

Blue [fiolyommatns Coiydon. Stephens). Ibid. 117 The
Chalk Carpet i Larentia hipunctana, Ochsenheimer). Ibid,
125 Ihe Chaik Carpet {Xerene prccellata, Ochsenheimer).
Ibid. 230 The Chalk-pit Plume {PterofhffTMS migadactylnsy

SUPPT.

Fabricius) ' frequents chalky districts '. 1917 Daily Express
14 July s/5 The chalkhiU and holly blues would make beauty
spots among the yellow iris.

Chalk, V. Add : 2. c. 7J? chalk (a person's) hat^

to have ones hat chalked : to allow, be allowed, free

travel on a railway. U.S.
1813 Quitman Let. in Life <^ Ctfrr. 78, I will *chalk your

hat ' for the journey. x88t A. A. Hay>-:s Neiv Colorado xi,

149 Twenty-five seedy, second-class ruffians, who proposed
to travel, as they say in the West, ' with their hats chalked *,

or free. 1887 Naticm (N.Y.) 21 Apr. 329/1 It would seem
that all railway officers and most railway employees have
their *hats chalked' all over the U.S.

d. To put tiirough (the customs) by making
an official mark with chalk. U.S.
189a ' Mark Twain * £1,000,000 Bank-note etc. (1S93) 258

In bis first agitation he was going to try to bribe tlie post-
man to chalk it through.

I

3. b. To write down ; to set down as a sum or
i
estimate.

183s R. M. Bird Hawks of Hawk-holtoro II. viii. 78 He
chalked me down like a focn, me and Tom Staples; being
old friends, or sort oC i874 AV/. l^erttiont Board Agric.
II. 618 The farmers on that committee were outwitted, for

while they chalked from 825,000 to $30,000, others chalked
from 8150,000 to |aoo.ooo, a sum which nobody expected

' could be raised.

I
c. intr. To mount up in an account.

I

1878 Mrs. Stowe Pogesnuc People iii. 36 But who's going
to pay fur it all ? These 'ere sort of things chalk up*

' Chalker. (Karlier U.S. example.)
1834 Jack Doveninf^s A. Jackson 201 Mr. Blare.. is one

of the chalkers, and is nation cute at findin* out a false from
a pretended friend. He markes in red all he suspects.

Chalh-liue* a. (Of uncertain meaning.) b. A
line drawn with chalk ; see also quot. 1874.
a X450 Fysshynge wytk an Angle (1883) 15 A good fyne

lyne of pak thryde made yn maner of a chalke lyne. 1631
Wi?rrHKOP New Kng, I. 458 Store of shoe-makers' thread
and hobnails ; chalk and cnalk-linc. 1771 Carroll Papers
in Mnrvland Hist. Ma^. XIII. 173 Pray desier M' Deards
to send me by him two Drumlines., .The Chalk lines are
too weak & small. 1S74 Knight Diet. Mech., Chalk-line,
a cord rubbed with chalk or similar material, used by artifi-

cers for laying down straight lines on the material as a guide
for a cutting instrument.

Challexigeftil(tjae*lend3ful),a. [f. Challenge
sb. + -FUL.] Fr.-iuj^ht with a challenge.
1903 Haruv Dynasts i. ii. v. 53 And I only own—such ism>*

challengeful character—that perhaps He {sc. Napoleon] do
eat pagan infants when He's in thedeserL i^My Chatnbers's
ym/. June 3S1/3 An interrogation.. vital and cfaaltengefuL

ChMleneingly Mx-\t-m\i^\t)h), ot/v. [i. chal-
LXNOllfO ppT a. + -LT *.] In a challenging manner;
so as to convey a challenge.
X907 A. Bennett Grim Si/ile Five TffwnSy Begin, New
Year i. 165 Toby gazed around, half challengingly and
half nervously, xgai A. S. M. Hutchinson 1/ IVititer

Comes II. i. 67 His face seemed to say to the world chal-
lenj;iiigly, * I am here 1

'

Chalmoogra: see Chaulmoooea,
Chalukah : see *Haluica.

Chalybeons (ki^li'b/'^), a. [f. L. chalybHus
Chalybcian, of steel + -OUS.1 Ofa steel-blue colour

;

dark blue with a metallic lustre.

s8a6 KiRBV & Sp. EntomoL xlvL IV. 283 Chalybcous. .

.

The blue splendour of steel case.hardened, or of the main-
spring ofa watch.

ChanUB- (ksemi), combining form of Gr. xaitai

on the ground, low» used in anthropological terms,

as duunJMMphallo (-s/fx-lik), -««phalons
(-se"fal»s), adjs., characterized by or exhibiting

chamsecephaly ; Chamsecaphalx (-sc'fali) [Gr.

irc^oAi^ head], a formation or development of^the

human skutl, in which the cephalic index is 70 or

less ; Cluuiusoonchlo (-kf7*i)kik), -ooaolioas
(-k|7'i)k»s), adjs.f characterized by or exhibiting

chamaeconchy ; OliamtBOOiLohy (-k(?ijki) [Gr.

tcSyxff CowcH],the condition of having a low form
of the orbits, showing an orbital index of 80 or less

;

Chamwcranlml (-kr^>-niil), a, [Gr.xpawW skull],

characterized by having a low skull^ of a length-

height index of 70 and less ; Cliamflvproso]^
(-prf7*sjap) [Gr. vpoaonrov face], a human skull

with a broad, low face ; Oluunseprosoplo {-^rp-

s^'pik) n,, characterized by cham;eprosopy

;

OhamsBproBopy (-prfs^o'pi), the condition of

having a low form of face with a facial index of 90
and less.

190a Biomeiriim Aug. 46a Are the brachycepbalic races
hypsicephalic and the dolichocephalic races *cbajnae*
cephalic? Ibid. ^60 In the mate brachycephaly isasaociated
with hypsiconchic, in the female wiih the *chamacconchic
character. Ibid., A quite sensible association of platyr-

rhiny with 'chamaeconchy. Ibid. 462 Hrachycranial, sieno-
cranial, and *chamaecranial characters. 190D Dbnikkr
Races ofMan 60 To separate skulls into brachy- or dolicbo-

facial, or, as they are also called, *cham£eprosopes and lepto-

prosopes. 190. Bucket Handbk. Med. Set. VII. 231 (Cent,
D. Suppl.) 'Chamseprosopic 1901 Biomeirika Aug. 434
*Cbamaeprosopy.

Chamserops. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1766 J. Hauiram 7'^/-4oThesinallpalmettoorchamaerops.

Chamar (tjama-j). Also ohumar. [Hind.,

a. Hindi.] A member of a very low Indian caste

whose occupation is leather working ; a worker in

leather, taimer, shoemaker. Also aitrib.

1858 SiMMONDS Did. Trade. 1899 C. \V. DovLK Tamtng
of JuTtgie ii. 18 A wee little manikin of the chamar (tanner)
caste. 1934 Blackw. Mag, >Jov. 693/1 This little swine of
a chumar.

Chamber, sb. Add :

4. e. Chamber of Horrors ; see Horror j5. 5.

0. c. Lead chamber^ a seamless receptacle made
of sheet lead, used in the manufacture of sulphuric

acid. Moist or wet chamber, a circular glass dish

with a glass cover for bacteriological cultures in a
moist atmosphere.
1879 Lunge Sulphuric Acid I. 261 That apparatus .. ia

which now-a-days all sulphuric acid, except the Nordhausen
oil of vitriol, is made, viz. the lead chamber.

13. chamber acid, sulphuric acid in the con-
dition and of the strength at which it is removed
from the lead chambers ; chamber arrest, con-

finement in one's chamber under arrest ; chamber
cantata, a cantata suitable for performance in a
private room ; chamber-closet, a commode or

night-chair for invalids and the infirm (Knight
Did, Alech, 1874) ; chamber gage, one used in

verifying the size of a howitzer or mortar-chamber
(ibid.) ; chamber-gas, the gas, or mixture of

gases, contained in the large lead chambers used

in the manufacture of sulphuric acid ; chamber
kiln, a kiln consisting of a series of chambers
arranged in circular form, used for burning cement,

bricks, and tiles ; also attrib. ; chamber lad, a bed-

room attendant in chambers ; chamber man, a
man employed in or about a chamber, esp. to do the

work connected with a manufacture by a chamber
process ; chamber process, a manufacturing pro-

cess that is carried out by means of a closed or

sealed chamber; chamber- set, a set of chamber
ware; chamber-work (^) (earlier examples).
>87a ir. Wagners Ckem. Technol. 206 *Cbamber Acid.

As soon as the acid formed in the leaden chambers has
acquired a sp. gr. of 1*5 = 5o'*B. — 140° Twaddle, it is run
off into a reservoir. 1879 I.unce Sulphuric Acid 1. 296 At
Oker each cubic metre of chamber-space yields 2-85 kilo-

grams chamber-acid of 106" Tw. in the case of rich ores.

x^o^ Daily Chron. 19 Dec. 5/1 Frederick the Great, when
Ciown Prince, was not only condemned to '*cfaamber-arrest,

but actually flung into prison. 1905 E. J. Dent Scarlatti 9
I'he immense populai ity of the *^chamber-cantata during; the
whole of the seventeenth and the early part of the eighteenth
century. x89a Gkbener Breech- Loader 137 Guns bored
cylinder, and guns with sudden ^chamber cones cause the
shot to spread more irregularly than choke bores. 1879
IxNGE Sulphuric Acid I. 331 If. .a straight tube is intro-

duced. .into Ihe draughi-pipe taking away the 'chamber-
gas. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech, Suppl., ''Chamber Kiln ^ a
brick or tile kiln in compartments ; sometimes capable of
beine heated in succession. x9os Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 630
The kilns most commonly employed nowadays [for burning
Portland cement J are 'chamber kilns'. 19*1 Diet, Occup.
Terms {,\^3j) $ 092 Chamber kiln man (cement) ;.. regulates

supply of gas in chamber kilns. 1889 Ghktton Memory's
Hetrkback 157 Sugden became ^chamber lad to a convey-
ancer, where he picked up the foundation of his law know-
ledge, xyai Diet. Occup. Terms (1937) § 148 *Chamber man
(white lead); makes white lead by chamber process. 1879
Lunge Sulphuric Acid I. 302 A very important assistance

in judging of the 'chamber-process is afforded by glais
windows or sights. 1658 Texas Almanac Advl.f Parlor and
•Chamber sets. 1870 'Fanny Fern* Giuger-Snaps 20
Having done 'chamber work or cooking, for such a number
of years in New Vork. 1871 Rep. Vermont Board Agric.
I. 311 Laundrj', chamber work, &c., must be dealt with
every day.

Chamber, V. Add : 4. C. To contain or hold
as in a chamber. Of a fire-arm : To receive in the

chamber.
1835 N.WvETH Jrul. 251 Building a canoe 60 feet long, wide

and deep enough to chamber barrells, of which she will take
25. 190a S. E. White Biazed Trail xx. 141 Wallace's rifle

chambered the -^^ Winchester cartridge, a 1904 — Blazed
Trail Stories 163 Each was armed, .with a brace of Colt's
revolvers, chambering the same-sized cartridges as the
rifle.

7. intr. Of a mining vein : To open op, expand.

U,S,
1873 J. H. Beadlk Undevel. West xviit. 33s The miner

starts with a veiu a foot or more wide.. then it suddenly
* chambers * to some slec, then * pinches ' to the thickness of
a knife-blade.

Gliaitibcriiifff i^bl. sb. Add :

4. Zool, The formation of chambers or loculi.

Cf. Camebation a.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 846 The test has usually a
chambered structure.. .The chambering of the test does not

express a corrcspotuiing cell-segnieiitation of the protoplasm.

Cliamberlaillism (ij^'mbaileniz'm). The
policy or principles of the politician Joseph Cham-
berlain (i 836-

1
914). So Cha*mberlainlc a,^

Cha'mberlainite, Cha'mbexlainlze z/., Clia:m-

berlainlza'tion.
1898 Westm. Caz. 10 Nov. 3/2 Chamberlain ic 'principles ',

1899 Daily News 20 June 7/2 There is a characteristic

Chamherlainism in the last telegram published in the

Transvaal Blue Book, dated May 24. 1900 Sir W. Harcoort
in Westm. Gaz, 11 Oct. 8/2 It was because the country had
had a surfeit of Cbamt)erlaiimni. 1904 Spectator 31 Dec.

1072/2 Though Mr. Balfour fills his Cabinet with Chamber-
lainites. 1905 Daily Chron. 12 Jan. 4/2 The Cbamberlainis-

inR of the Conservative Party on Protectionist lines. 1906

Ibid, ao Jan. 4/3 The Chamberlainisation of the party.

12



CHAMBERLET.

Cliajubttrlet. Add : spec, in Zool., a small

chamber or division of the test of a foraminiferous

animalcule. Hence Oha'mljerletted a.

iWa W. B. Carpenter Microsc. (ed. 3) 500 A ring of small

chambers (or chambcrlets) is formed around the primordial

chamber. 1879 F.Hcycl. Brit. IX. 376 hahularia, a fossil..

in which ihe principal chambers are subdivided into * chain-

berlets' as in OrbkuUiia and Orbitolitts. 1884 Amer.
Jt-nl. Set. Ser. 111. XXVI I. 328 The division of the chainber-

sesments of the body into chamberletted sub-segments.

Chamber-master. Add :

2. A furrier who obtains skins from the whole-

sale manufacturer and makes them up at home or

on his own premises.
X90Z Daily Chroit. 4 Dec. 9/2 Chambermasters and cutters

wanted for hare work.

Chambray (J^"mbr«i). A kind of gingham
with linen finish used for women's dresses.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 1909 Public Ledger Phila-

delphia 24 June 5/7 Lawns, percales and chambrays.

Chameleon. Add :

6. c. chameleon moth, a S. African noctnid

moth, Aclsui chamstleon, of extreme variability in

colour ; chameleon silk, tulle (see quots.).

1848 Chem. Rep. >r Mem. (ed. T. Graham) 230 The shot

silk stuffs known as chameleon silks. 1896 Duily Neivs

14 Nov. 6''5 One of the latest novelties in hall dresses is

the chameleon tulle, composed of veils of different colours

laid over e.^ch other.

Chamferer (tjaemfsrai). Also champherer.
[f. Chamfeu v. ^ -KE 1 ] One who chamfers ; spec.

(see quot.).

19S1 Diet, Oceiip. Terms (\<)^fl% 10a Barrel cham/erer;
operates a chamfering lathe, to chamfer or bevel bottom
edge or shield of meul bobbins [etc.]. Ibid.^ Chamferer^
champherer; a bolt facer or nut facer..who feeds and
operates speci.illy converted lathe on which bevel of nuts

and round end of bolts are formed.

Chamferinjf, vbl. sb. 3. Add :

ohamfering-bit, a boring-bit used with a brace

to chamfer holes to receive the heads of screws
;

chamfering lathe (see quot.) ; chamfering
machine, ' a machine for bevelling the ends of

staves after being set in a cask ' (Knight Diet.

Mech. Suppl. 1884) ; ohamfering-tool, a saddlers'

tool for paring down the edges of leather.

1874 Knight Did. Mech.^ Chamfering-bit, -tool. 1911

Diet. Occtip. Terms (1927) § 200 A chamfering lathe, to

chamfer or bevel bottom edge or shield of metal boDbins[etc. J.

Chamisal(tJ;emissel). Also ohemisal. [Mexi-

can Sp., f. cAamtso.] a. A dense growth or thicket

of chamiso. b. = *Chamiso.
1870 B. Hartk Moles by Flood I, Field 11, With my hand

dipped listlessly over the thwarts, I detect the tops of

chimisal, which shows the tide to have somewhat fallen. 190s

Bureau Plant Industry (U.S.) Bull, xli. 31 These chaparral

areas . . have become landmarks, the word chamisal, sometimes
corrupted into chemisal,.. being adopted as a local name.

Chamiso (tjjemiso). [Mexican Sp.] A Cali-

fornian evergreen shrub, Adenostomafauiculalum.
Also altrib.

1889 Century Did. 1904 A^. Y, Tribune 17 July, One
afternoon they located a grizzly, and lan him into a field of

chamiso brush.

Chamois, ^^. 3. Add : The colour of chamois

leather ; hence chamois-coloured adj.

i88a (in Diet). 1898 Daily A'eivs 26 Sept., Chamois-
coloured kerseymere. 1923 Daily Mail 26 Feb. l Gauntlet
Gloves.. in Chamois,

Cham.0tte (Jampi*t). [Origin unknown.] Frag-

ments of burnt fire-clay ground to powder and used

with fresh fire-clay in making new vessels.

iSooThorpe Did. Appl. Chem. I. 502 C/iarac//<, a mixture
of iire-clay and burnt pottery used for making fire-bricks,

crucibles, pipes, &c.

Champ, coUoq. abbiev. of Champion sb.^ 4.

X917 Mathewson Sec. Base Sloan xix. 262 We were the

champs three years running. 1924 A. J. Small Frozen Gold
vii. 159, i reared her myself from a couple of champs

—

last year's winners on the Yukon Championship Race.

Champa (tjae-mpa). = Champ sb.^ (q. v.),

Champac.
J90S L. Hope Indian Love 72 "Tis the scent ofthe champa*s

breath. 1908 tt'estm.Caz. 23 Mar. 5/1 The chief perfumes
are champ.i, cajuput oil, [etc.].

Champagne, sb. Add : Alsoyf^. Something
that exhilarates.

1896 Godey*s Maf;. Apr. :i65/i His candid devotion to
'small cold bottles' is unfailing champagne to the audience,
X897 Westm. Gaz. 23 June 2/2 You drink in the picture...

This, you involuntarily cry, * This is the champagne of the
century 1*

b. champa^te-coloured TiA].; champagne-bottle,
a strong bottle of flawless glass with a long neck and
sloping shoulders; also allusively; champagne
brandy, a brandy most in repute of the cognac
class; champagne oup (Ccp sb, 11), a ' cup' of

which champagne is the basis or chief ingredient

;

champagne gas, -glass (see qiiots.).

1858 SiMMONDS Did. Trade, *Chaiupagne bottle, a strong
and particular shaped bottle, which has the cork secured
with wire, when holding champagne. 1901 Westm. Gaz.
2 May 3/2, 1 don't mean thai champagne-bottle shoulders

are in vogue again, but that the shoulder line is not at all

square. Ibid. 24 May 3/2 A very handsome coat of "cham-
pagne-coloured cloth lined with silk. 1901 Daily News
4 Mar. 7/4 The refrigerant is to be carbonic anhydride, or

178

•champagne gas. 1858 Simmonds Dicf. Trade^ *Ckam-
PagfU'glass^ a long, narrow glass, made for drinking effer-

vescing wines from.

2. attrib. or quasi-aa)*. Of a colour : Like that

of champagne (see quot. 1903). Of a material:

Champagne-coloured.
1881 Ctisselts Family Mag. 186/2 The colours, .include.

.

the shade known as 'champagne'. 1893 Ibid. Apr. 394 ''2

The new coloured straw called ' Champagne '. 1903 Daily
Chron. ai Feb. 8/4 One of the colours with which women
will be tempted.. is champagne. ..It is a beautiful shade of
pale straw, with a suggestion of pink about it. 1903 Ladys
Reahn Apr, 761/2 That pale biscuit colour which has been
known, .as the 'champagne' shade is now described as

•almond ' colour. 1909 Daily Ckroru 20 Jan. 6/3 A cham-
pagne dress.

Champa^nize (Jaemp^'naiz), V, [f. Cham-
pagne + -IZE.] trans. To impart a champagne-like
quality to,

1904 Set. Amer, 31 Dec. 477/1 The apparatus is christened

the ' Moussogene ('froth-generator'), and is used by the
inventor for champagnizing his wines.

Clianipioil, sb.^ 5. O. Add examples of ex-

tended use ; also advb. {dial.'),

1889 BARKkRE & Leland Dict. Slang S.V.J An exemplary
humbug is described as ' a champion fraud '. A noisy can-

didate for office was denounced by a Chicago newspaper as
* the champion gas-bag '. 1914 Daily Mail i June 3/6 * It

was champion', he added. 1914 Concise Ox/. Dict. s.v.,

Champion idiot, blunder. 19*3 Daily .Mail 26 Mar. 9 ' He
ci ied champion *, said a proud Yorkshireman,

Clianiplev^ (Jaiibv^, jEemplev^i*), sb, and a.

[Fr., f. champ field, /tfz'.^ raised.] Applied to enamel
work ill which the metal ground is engraved, cut

out, or depressed, and the spaces filled with enamel
pastes and fired.

1861 H. \iK\^^s Monumental Brasses i.'p,\x^'T\MSAeax\y

enamels show the 'champ-lev^', i.e. the copper is raised

into ridges of partition between the colours, ihid.^ Like the

field of a Limoges champ-lev6 enamel. 1874 H. H. Cole
Catal, Ind. Art S. Kens. A/us. 144 Silver, inlaid with
champlev^ translucent enamel. 1877 tr C. Blanc's Orn. Sf

Dress 259 Champlev6 enamels are sometimes called taille

d'e/argfie enam<:\s. xZ^EncycL .ZJ^V. XIII. 679 Inchamp-
lev6 the enamelling substance is applied to the surface of

the gold as ornamental details. 1906 Daily Chron. 3 Oct.

3^3 The chief seats of the cbamplev^ work of the Middle
Ages were the Rhenish provinces and Limoges.

ClLancei sb. Add :

4, Often const, of* Also pregfiantly — chance or

opportunity of escape, acquittal, or the like,

1885 Manck, E.xam, 6 May 5/1 A peace which is not
cemented with blood has the best chance of permanency.
1888 Bkyck Amer. Comnvw. xciii. III. 296 In prosecutions

for gambling or the sale of intoxicants a defendant had no
cliance before them \5C. a jury composed of women].

^

b. A quantity or number. Used with adjs., as

smart. U.S. dial,

1819 D. Thomas Trav. 230 (Th.) A considerable quantity
is expressed by a smart chance ; and our hostess at Madison
said there was a smart cliance of Yankees in that village.

1830 Mrs. Rovali- Lett./r, Alabama 121 There was. .a

powerful chance of apples and cyder. 1843 Carlton Ne^v
Pnrchase\.y\v. 107 She., pulled off what she called *a right

smart chance of rattles *, 1878 J. H. Bi:aule U'estern

IVilds xiv. 213 Fine chance o' corn planted, an' doin* well.

j888 ' C. E. Craddock ' Broomsedge Cave xiv. 250 I've been
huntin' guinea-hens' aigs, . . I fund a right smart chance of 'em.

e, A space of lime. U.S, dial,

1845 W. G. SiMMS Wig7vam Sf Cabin Ser. i. 45 Well, there

I stood, a pretty considerable chance, looking and wonder-
ing and onoeknowing what to do.

d. Cricket. An opportunity of dismissing a bats-

man, given to a fieldsman by the batsman's faulty

play, chiefly in phr. to give a ckatice,

187s -/^fV/i/ 8 May 4 58/3 The batsman, .gave an easy chance
to Mr. Grace off his own bowling. 18^ \V. G. Grace
Cricketing Reniin. 241 A matter of a few inches converts a
chance into a boundary hit.

7. Also, by any chance,

1914 * Ian Hay ' Knight on IVkeels x, Are you engaged to

be married, by any chance?

11. C. To take chances : to take risks.

190a S. G. Fishkr True Hist. Amer. Rev, 311 Washing-
ton thought himself justiBed in taking the chances rather

than abandon New York without a blow. 1904 A'^K Even,
Post 24 Oct. 12 Passengers on stalled trains took chances
with the third rail, and getting off walked to the nearest

station. 1911 H. Croly Marcus Alomo Hanna 99 In the
beginning he may have taken some long chances in order to

accelerate the progress of the firm, but later his boldness

was tempered with caution.

I>. chance-TJiet pa. pple. and ppl. adj.

Z894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 418/2 A friend chance-met
during a tour of the Pacific. 1907 P^estm. Gaz. 13 Feb.
lo/i The pretty chance-met Scotch ingenue.

Chance, v. Add :

4. b. Colloq. or slang phrases, (a) To chance one*

s

arm : to perform an action in the face of probable

failure ; to take one's chance of doing something
successfully. Similarly to chance one's mil,
i88g Barr^.re & Leland Diet. Slangy Chance your ami

(tailors), try, let it go, chance it. 1899 Daily News 13 Nov.
7/1 B. P. says *to chance your arm' means to risk a court-

martial which has the power to take all the pretty pretties

off a man's sleeve. I first heard the phrase in 1886. 1919
War Slang in Athenaeum 8 Aug. 728/1 ' Chancing his mit *

means risking a great deal, or playing a losing hazard. 1926
Westm. Gaz, 7 Jan., If such people as this defendant tan
cliance their arm in this way, amateur sport is not going to

he kept pure. 1917 Daily Express 10 June 9/3 Joanna
[SouthcottJ seems to have chanced her arm, so to speak, in

CHANGE,
her prophecy of the end of the world, which she fixes as due
to happen on June 31 next.

{b) And chance the ducks or and chance it :

whatever the result or upshot may be ; anyhow,
anyway, vulgar colloq.

1886 A^. -V Q. 7th Ser. 1 . 108/1
1

'11 do it, an' chance th' ducks.

X924 B. Ct\\.^^^-x Bly Market xi ' Mackenzie Quick says the
old man's breaking up.' ' He wasnt last Sunday week, and
chance the ducks.*

Cliaiiceless (tja-nsles), a, [f. Chance sh, 4-

-LESS.] Witiiout giving or receiving a chance. In

Crickety without giving the fieldsmen a chance (see

Chance sb, 4 d).

1903 Daily Chron. 27 May 5/4 A result made probable by
the century of McGahey, a chanceless but hardly faultless

innings. 1928 Daily Tel. 7 Aug. 12/7 The feature of the

first day's play.. was a chanceless century by I. Akers*
Douglas, the Etonian.

Chancer, v. U.S. Delete rare and add earlier

and later examples.
1684 Rec. Crt. Assistants Mass. (1901) 261 The plaintiflf

and defendtanlts pleas as to the Chancering of the bond.
169a Acts ^ Res. Mass. (1869) 1. 75 Tl>e justices.. arc im*
powred to chancer the same [bond] unto the just debt and
damages, 1709 Rhode Isl. Col. Rec. (1859) IV. 26 Judge-
ment was given for the appellee, in that the bond should be
chancer'd. 1761 Connecticut Col, Rec. XI. 547 Resolved..
that the bond.. be chancered down to the sum of sixty-two

pounds. 1903 U.S. Reports 466 The commissioner had a
right, which he seems to have thought that he did not
possess, to chancer the estimates.

Chancery, v. U.S. =- prec.

X674 Rec. Crt. Assistants Mass. (1901) 21 The Court..
chanceried the damage additional to 40s. only. 1684 Jbtd,

261 The plaintiff desired his bond might be chanceried.
The Court, .did chancery it to sixty-eight pounds.

Chancing (tja*nsiij),///. a. [f. Chance v,+
-ING^.] That chances, a. That comes or is present

by chance, b. That relies upon chance.
1889 Daily Neivs 7 Aug. 5/4 Mackerel are a chancing

fish,' and the abundance of them cannot always be relied on.

X896 W. Wakefm-Ld in Spectator 31 Oct. 589/2 Blach a
chancing guest Unknown before, we tarried certain days.

X909 IVestm. Gaz. i Apr. 8/2 'A chancing man.'. .What is

that ?— He's a horse-dealer, and sells animals on chance as to

whether they are good or bad.

Chancre. Add :

2. A disease incident to the tobacco-plant, said

to be caused by Bacillits xruginosus.
1903 Nature 17 Sept. 492/2 On a bacterial disease cf

tobacco, 'chancre' or 'anthracnosc', by M. G. Delacroix.

Chancy, a. Add : 4. Cricket. Full of* chances'

(Chance sb. 4 d).

187s Field 8 May 458/1 Rumsey's long and very chancy
innings.

Clmndelier. 4. Add:
chandelier lily (also simply chandelier)^ a

bulbous South African plant of the genus Bruns-
vigia ; chandelier plant, a species of Euphorbia.
x8i8 Latrobe yrnl. Visit S. Afr. jSij-t6 165 We noticed

here a gigantic species of a plant, from its singular form.,
called the chandelier. 1837 Scenes, etc, in Albany ^ Caffer-
Land 4 We., crossed a tract of land covered with aloes,

called likewise the chandelier plant. 18^1 Cape Monthly
Mag. III. 122 (Pettman) A grand family of plants—the
Amaryllidacea:—of which oiu" Chandelier lily {Brunsvigia
Josephinse) is an example.

Chang(tJ"3er|),j^.2 Alsochong [Tibetan rAa«.]

A beer or wine made chiefly from barley or rice.

1800 S. Turner Acc. Embassy Court o/Teshoo I.atna t.

it, Chong is a slightly acid and spirituous liquor. 1887 Field
19 Feb. 243/1 The headman came out with jugs of 'chang'
(a kind of beer made from gra--s). 1925 E. F. Norton Fightjot
Everest^ iQZ4 21 It was up to them, .to take as many drinks
of their chang as they could befoi e setting out for 'libel.

Chan^a (tjse'riga). A mole- cricket, Scapteriscns

didactyluSy native to Porlo Rico, but found also in

Georgia, U.S.A.
190X Yearbk, U.S. Dept. Agric 510 (Cent D. Suppl.)

The 'changa*..a kind of mote cricket, which has become
very troublesome.

Change, sb. Add : 7. C. So, not to get any
change out of\ to get no return or result from,

12. a. change gear, gearing by which changes

may be made in the relative number of turns per

minute for the driving or driven shafts of lathes

and similar machines ; change key, one adapted

for opening only one set of locks, as distinguished

from a master key; change lever =» cJuinge-speed

lever ; change pinion, a pinion by which a change

of speed is effected in a roving or spinning machine;

change point Kinematics ,
* a position of a

mechanism in which alack of constrainment causes

the mechanism to transform itself into an entirely

different, and usually simpler, mechanism, or into a
pair of elements * (Webster 191 1 ) ; change-speed,
{a) mechanism for effecting a change of gear and
thereby increasing or decreasing the speed of a
cycle, motor car, or other machine ; also attrib.^

as change-speed gear, lever, etc. ;
{b) = change

gear \ change valve, ' a valve for admitting water

under pressure into one or more cylinders of a
hydraulic crane or lift, in order that the power
used shall be proportional to the load* (CV«A
Z^zV/. Suppl, 1909).



CHANGE.
\aiit Daily Cki-on. 14N0V. 8/6This. .gear is now equipped

wiih a •change-lever. 1904 A. B. F. Young Cornel. Motorist

iii. (ed. 2) 60 The 'change-speed gear in its simplest and
commonest form. 1907 Daily Chron. 17 Aug. 7/5 For the

next [cycle] tour that 1 make in company I shall insist on

all machines being fitted with the useful change-speed.

Ibid. II Nov. 73 When the change-speed lever is pushed

away from the driver, the jaw clutchj^ngages the low gear

wheels. 19M limes so Inne 8/s The change-speed lever

provides four forward positions. ., a neutral and a reverse.

b. Baseball.

1*96 Knowlm & Morton Baseball 73 He. .was attracted

to the Baseball Park, where he was snapped up by the

Fullers 10 play short-stop and change-pitcher.

Change, v. 8. Delete irare and add :

1114a Le\ EH 7,uk Hinton xxx. He changed all the splints

and bandages to the sound leg.

Changelessly, a^v. Add qnots. :

190a W. Watson Coran. K. Kd-jj. Vll iii. And change-

lessly the river .sends his sigh Down leagues of hope and

fear. 1910 i tines 31 Mar. 61 The axis round which the

policy of the Auslro-Hungarian monarchy changelessly

revolves.

Cluuige-OTer. The action or an act of

changing over. a. Alteration from one working

system to another. Also altrib. b. A reversal of

the situ.ition in affairs, of opinions, etc.

1907 Wesiin. Gaz. 26 Nov. 4/3 The fuel.. will be paraffin,

which will tw used with Slessis. Thornycroft's patent

change-over device from a preliminary start on petrol. 1990

H. G. Wells Outl. Hist. 645 i Now here was a change-

over of quite primary importance in human affairs. 19S7

Glasgow Herald 3 Dec. 11 A method of converting the

station from the use of one wave to that of another within

a far shorter lime than at present occupied by the change-

over. 19*8 Observer i Jan. 10/2 Water engineers.. said the

change-over io river supplies must come about .
. in the next

generation. I9>8 Daily lei. 6 Nov. 17/4 The change over

on the Central Section of the Southern Railway from the

overhead to the third rail system.

Changirg, "bl- j*-1 4. Add: changing note
Mus., a note not essential to the harmony, as a

Passing note, Grace note, etc.

I»7« Staike« & Bahiett Diet. Mus. Terms, Cluuigitig

notes, passing notes or discords which occur on [be accented

parts of a bar.

Cliank, V. Delete ^Obs. and odd recent U.S.

examples.
90« Clapin Diet. Atiier. 105 ChanAt to chew noisily.

(N.Eng.) 1909 .Mks. SmATTos.PosrEH C/W tf/'/.i/«^rr/[»f/

xxi. 393 ' Did they eat it
?

' demanded Wesley. ' They just

chanked into it,' replied Uilly. 1913 — Laddie iv. (1917) 75
The pigs . .chanked up every peach that fell there.

Channel, sbA Add:
9. c. .Short for channel bar: see *i».

1904 H-'eslm. Gaz. »3 .\ug. 5/1 Structural material, nich
as joists, channels, and other sectional bars.

12. channel bar, an iron bar or beam flanged to

form a ch-innel on one side ; channel bass, the

red-fish, Scixna occllala ; channel-board Organ-

building — grame-board (see Gboovk sb. 6)

;

channel oat U.S., a catfish of the genus [ctalurus ;

Channel Fleet, the portion of the British fleet

detailed for lerv ice in the English Channel ; channel
iron, (a) — channel bar ; also, the concave metal

support of a rubber tyre; (b) a lapport for the

guttering of a building (Knight Diet. Mech. 1874)

;

channel-leaved a. Dot. (sec qnot.) ; channel-
seotion = channel-shaped section (see next), in

quot. attrib. ; ohannel^ahaped & , shaped like the

section of a channel bar ; oliannelward(s atkis,,

in the direction of the Channel.
iyo4G. P. Neki.p. KeutwnyRemin. 219 Some *channel bars

of iron on a down good* train. .had gradually shifted. 1U4
Jordan in Goedt t A'at. Hist. Aguatic Aitim. 627 The
common ' Channel Cat

—

Ictalurus pitttctatiis. Ibid. 628 The
Channel Cat of the V<AGm3.c— Ictabtrus albidiis. 1888

Boston (Ma^s.) yrnl. 17 People who like fish in Atlanta are

ealine.. channel-cat and black bass. 1897 Outing (U.S.)

XXX. 439/1 What the Iwys called * channel-cats ' were taken

from midstream by long hanJ.lines. 1831 }.\\'ArK\sstl''illiam

tike Fonrtk I. iu 36 The encounter of the "channel. fleet with

ihe combined French and Spanish squadrons. 1904 Adiiiir.

allyOrder in Times 12 Dec 4/1 The present so-called Home
Fleet is henceforth to be known as the Channel Fleet. 1888

Lcekwooets Diet. Terms Mtck. Engin., *CkannelIron, rolled

wrought iron bar, whose section is that of three sides of

a paratlcloKram, used in bridge and girder work, and for

structural purpo-es generally. 1895G. J. BuknsC/mj. yV<:A«.

Terms, Channel iron, wrought iron of U-sliaped section.

s86o WoRCKSTBK (citing Loudon) *Chaniiel-leaved

.

., having
leaves folded together so as to resemble a channel. S910
t^'estni. GaM. 32 Mar. 5/3 The motor .. is mounted .. on a
"channel-section underiframe suspended at three points.

19S8 C. F. S. Gamblk North Sea Air .Station xxii. 393
'i hese lighters.. were built of steel. .. The general section

was "channel-shaped, loao Chambers's Jrni.fiT/^, 1 waved
my band "ChannclwartT X890 W,
Th.

-- .

W. J. Gordon Foundry tf^

rds by the deposit of theirThe works grew . . "Channelwai
own slag.

Channelization (tjsemaaii/i-fanl. Neurol.

[f. Cha.n.nel j/i. + -iiATioM.] The formation of a
channel of nervous conduction or discharge. (Ci^

Canalization 2.')

190a Atner. yrnl. Psychol. XIII. 405 The problem is how
to give normal emotional channelization, the safety valve of
this biological heredity.

Channeller ''^, channeler (tjx-n^lu). [f.

Channkl v. + -Kit '.] A machine for cutting chan-

nels or grooves in rocic in quarrying. Used chiefly

179

with a qualifying word, as bar-ehanneller, one in

which the cutters are attached to a bar or carriage;

rtck-channeller; trackchanneller (^v.KC)S. sb. i.^).

1897 Revicu Rev. Nov. 567 What are called cbannellers

have been utilized.

Channellin{f, vbl. sb. Add

:

1. b. A gutter to carry off rain water from a road

or carriage-way ; = Channel sh. 3 a.

189a Times 23 Mar. 3/3 There had always been a stone
kerb and channelling across the so-called cairiage way,

Chant(e^y (tja'nli). Frequent variants of

Shantv ji.2

1883, etc [see Shanty i&'J. 1888 Laura A. Smith (////rt The
Music of the Waters, a Collection of tlie Sailor's Chanties,

or Working Songs of the Sea of all Maritime Nations. 1896
Westm. Gaz. \^^ Nov. 3/1 Their shining teeth and dusky
faces,, .their weird chanties. 1900 Daily News 9 Apr. 5/1

The British chantey, ' For he's a jolly good fellow '. 1906
Temple Bar]An. 60 The Cltatttyman. The Crimee war is

over now. The Sailors. Sebastopol is taken.

Chantlate (tjQ-ntl<ft). Arch. [ad. F. chanlatte,

f. chant narrow end \ latte lath.] A piece of wood
carrying and tilting the row of slates or tiles at the

edge of a roof so as to throw rain water clear of

the wall.

189s in Funk's Standard Did, 1901 Sturgis Diet. Arch,

Chanty : see *Chantev.

Channkka(.h (haenu-ka). Also Channkah,
-cah, hanukkah, ^Jha. [Heb. n33n hanukkah
consecration.] A Jewish festival beginning on the

25th of Kisslew (November-December) and lasting

eight days, held to commemorate the purification

of the Temple at Jerusalem by Judas Maccaboeus

after its pollution by the Syrians.

1905 Daily Chron. 33 Dec. 5/1 The feast of ' Hanucha',
or dedication, is celebrated by the ^ews this year simul-

taneously with Christmas. SQoa Jeimsh Encycl, \\\. 665/2.

1004 Ibid. VI. 233/3. 1903 Daily Chron. 13 Dec. 5/2 The
Cfhanucah Miliury Service is now an important annual fea-

ture of Jewish life in London. 1907 ibid. 2 Dec. 4/6 As a
military festival, Chanucah sunUs alone among Jewish cele-

brations.

Chapao, variant of Chappow, a raid.

1894 .MRS. Uyan Man's Keeping ix. He grew accustomed
to tlie frequent chapoas [riVJ, or night attacks. 190a Nature
28 Aug. 418/3 'i'he 'chapaos' of the Baluchis have been

checketL

ChaparejOS (tjaepar^-hps), sb. pi. U.S. Also

chaparajoa, chaperajoa. [Mexican Sp.] Stout

leather trousers worn by cowboys and others in the

Western States as a protection against bushes and

thorns. Freq. abbrev. as 'Chaps. Hence Chapa-
zcjoed a,, wearing chaparejos.

s8<i TvLOR /4ii«A»a^ 333 Chaparreros, over-trousers of

goatskin with the hair on, used in riding. 1887 Outing
(U.S.)X.ii5/l We had all discarded our chaparaj^s, and the

horses were lightly blanketed. 1888 Kooskvelt in Century

Mag. Feb, 505/3 The broad hat, huge blunt spurs, and
leather ckaptrahs of the rider. 1903 Forest ff Stream ai

Feb. 147 A bit farther on we saw some cowpunchers, or what

seemed such, for they sat in cow saddles and wore chapa-

rejos. leal Chambers's Jml. May ^21/1 The cowboy,
lulling with his bands tucked under his chaparejos. Ibid.

323/1 A weird assortment of humanity filled the spacious

r(x>m beyond—humanity bristling and chaparejoed, or cha-

parejoed and pomaded.

ChaparnkL U.S. (Earlier example.')

1845 u J. GauN Texian Exped.y'x. 59 Suddenly the head
of the line was turned . . into a dense and most difScult cha-

parral.

attrib. 1887 Msa Custer Tenting *n Plains (1889) 304

The chapparral bushes defeated us frequently, by making
such good hiding.places for the hare. 1897 Outing (U.S.)

XXX. 334/2 Sometimes the chapparral thickets m.^de a

wall of green on each side. i9ao hiusTKR Tresil Drivers 0/

Texas 13^, I walked all day with nothing to eat but cbap-

paral berries.

b. Chaparral cock (earlier example).
i8u S. F. Baihq Catal. N. Auu-r-. Birds 68 Geoctccyx

calOontianus, Baird. Paisano ; Chaparral Cock.

Chapati, variant of Chl'paitv.
i8sS SmiMoNDS Diet. Trade, CA^/<i/<»(Hindustani), a thin

unleavened cake of flour and water, toasted or baked over

aSre. 1898 Westm. Gax. 11 FeU 4/3 All histories of the

Mutiny relate that about the time of theoutbtcik mysterious

'chapatis' began to circulate among the people.

ChaperonlestI ijx-pirpn\es), a. Also ohap-
ronless, chaperone-less. [f. ChapeiiON sb. •
-LK.'i.s.] Witliout a cha|)eron.
iSji Examiner 5/2 Travelling and voyaging together,

solus cum tola, chapronless. 1900 G. Swirr Sonterley 44
We see a girl, say, out boating, chaperonless.^with a man.
1906 Galsworthv Man 0/ Property 11. ii, This evening ,.

was stolen, chaperone-less.

Cliapprasser, ohapras(s)l, var. ff. Cbup-
BA«.SV.

1858 SiMMONDS Diet. T'ra^^.Chapprasser. 1879 Mrs. A. E.
Jamks Indian llouseh. Munagem. 44 The touts, or chap-
rnssies, from the various hotels will take your baggage.

1935 E. S. Jones Christ 0/Indian Road x. 210 They sent

out the notices through government chaprasis, or runners.

Chapa (lja?ps% sh. pi. Short for *Chapakejos.
1883 Nye Baled Hay 139 ' Chaps ', as they are vulgarly

called,, .are made of leather with fronts of dog.skin with the

hair on, . . the seat of the garment has been postponed sine

die. i88s Harper's Mag. July 190/t His lower limbs clad

in the heavy 'chaps'—or leather overalls. 1907 S. E.
White Arizona Nights l. vii. 136 His leather chaps were

fitain and worn. I9aa Muu^ord Tex i. a His chaps of soft

eather. .have the look of long service.

CHARACTER.

Chaptalize (tjx'ptalaiz), V. [f. the name of
the inventor of the process, J. A. Chaplal (17,^6-

1832), French chemist -h -IZE.] trans. To correct

or improve the must, in wine-making, by neutral-

izing an excess of acid and adding sugar. So
Cha:ptaliza-tion, this method or process.
it^l Cycl. Temp. /^Frohib. {U.S.) 647/1 Chaptalization..,

by which an exce.ss of acidity is neutralized hyadding marble
dust, and the quantity and alcoholic strength is increased
by means of cane or starch sugar. 189^ Sadtlek Hand-bk.
Induslr. CItem. (ed. 2) 204 Chaptalization consists in neu-
tralizing the excess of acidity in the must by the addition
of marble-dust.

Chapter, sb. Add : 6. b. A local branch of

a college fraternity. U.S.
i88a Alpha Delta Phi p. xxv. This meeting [in 1836] afker

formally adopting the word 'Chapter* and disapproving of
the words * club ' and ' branch ', passed a series of resolu-
tions. X899 E. E. Hale Lowell ff Friends 26 To this

little circle somebody addressed himself who wanted to

establish a chapter ofAlpha Delta Phi in Cambridge in 1836.

Chapter-house. Add : 2. ' The house or

building which a chapterof a college fraternity uses

as a clubhouse' (Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909). U.S.

Chapterman (tjae'ptaimaen). [f. Chaptee sb.

4 + Man sb.^'\ A member of the chapter of a
monastic order,

1844 Orthodox yrnl. i6 Mar, 175 The rev. deceased was

'

a Chapterman. 1926 C. liuTLKR l.tye Bp. Ullathorne I. v.

124 The General Chapter, .conferring on him a titular office

that made him a chapterman for life.

ChaC[Ueta (tjakv-ta). [Sp.] A jacket ; spec,

a leather jacket worn by Texan cowboys when
travelling through the chaparral.

Char, sb.^ Short for CHARCnAL = bone-black.
sV^ Century Mag. Nov. 113/2 The 'char'must be washed

with hot water..and dried in a kiln. 190a Kncycl. Brit.

XXXI 11. 47 Vessels .. of such diameter as to hold a given
quantity of animal charcoal (also called 'bone-black and
' char '). Ibid., This .

.

' sweet water ' is sometimes . . passed
through the char filter.

Cluu: (ijaj), J*.* colloq. Short for Charwoman.
1906 Daily Chron. 7 June 3/4 We find him trying to gain

a pension for ' Granny Deane,' his ancient ' char '. 1919 C.
Okr Glorious Thing viii. 8g, I had to scrub the kitchen to-

day, because the char couldn't come.

Char (tjaj), z/.s [f. »Chab ii5.6] intr. To do the

work of a charwoman. Hence Cha'rrer.
s88z Instr. r^Mr«jC//r>&j(i885)ii4Charrer. .Charwoman.

1906 Daily Chron. 38 Aug. 8/5. I feel grateful to ' My
Charwoman,* for it is ceitain she knows her business—she
can char. 19x5 Contemp. Rev. July 86 The scene where
Lummox ' chars ' in an immoral bouse.

Char-, the first element of Charwoman, used in

new form.itions, as char-boy, oharmaid, char-

man ; char-lady, a jocular substitute for Char-
woman,
s9oa Fortn. Rer. June 1005 For wages.."char-boy ^%.

i8«s Westtn. Gaz. 11 Aug. 8/1 She had a good post to offer

to the "charlady. 1997 £. Bramah Max Carrados Mysteries
109 'The old party there '- a comprehensive nod in the

direction of the absent charlady. 188a Comhilt Mag. 337
Little "charmaids. x888 Pall Mall Gaz. 10 Oct., The
Guards' Memorial is now given over to the 'charmen. 1895
Macm. Mag. July 201/1 The chnrmen (the men who sweep
out the House of Commons).

Chara - (faera). vulgar colloq. Short for Chae-
il-BANC. (Cf. *C HARRY.)
19*7 F. E. Baily Golden Vanity xv, I don't approve of

them charas on the Kingswear Koad.

Charabanoer (Jae'iabsEijksj). Also -banker,

[f. ChakA-bano -t- -Eu'.] An excursionist who
travels by char a-banc.

1990 Punch ir Aug. 115^3 One of the hardiest 'chara-

bankers* was recently prostrated in that village by a well-

aimed epithet from the oldest inhabit.int. 1937 London
Mercury Sept. 451 One fine day perhaps the charabancers

awake to the fact that what they came for is no longer there.

Character, sb. Add

:

18. (Later example.)
1888 Harper's Mag. Oct. 6;8/i Among the latter were

many of the so-called 'characters ' who. .made for the West
its (topular reputation.

10. character-building, -forining, -tnouhiing,

-training sbs. and adjs. ; character sketch, a

brief description of a peison's character; %o cha-

racter-sketching.

1888 Sprinftime Apr. 131/2 "Character-building is much
similar. It is inwartl. 1897 Westtn. Gaz. 30 Sept. 7/1 The
present system of unregulated specialisation, .ignores the

paramount importance of character-building. 1900 J. Clip-

roaoin Daily Ne^vs 28 Nov. 4/4 Charnclerbuilding literature.

I9a« W. Dkkping Sorrell f, Son vii. 69 They call it ' forming

your mind *—character building. 1903 Abp. Cant, in Westm,
19*6 W. Df.kping Sorrell ^
your mind*—character buik ., , „
Gag. 23 Aug. 3/2. I want the fullest assurance I can get that

one who is 10 help the children, .regards the Book as. far

superior in *character.forming power to the creeds of the

Churches. 9<o Daily Citron. 25 Jan. y/^ This, .character-

forming suie can be keyed up by p.ission into an everlasting

harmony. 1877 New Dominion Monthly 1. 183 It is only

•character-moulfling, ..for which we demand neither pre-

paration nor a knowledge of the business. 1907 Daily

Chron. 27 Aug. 3/3 'Ihe restricting and character-moulding

nature of environment. 1885 Engl. Illnstr. Mag. May S'5

(heading) Wolseley : A 'Character Sketch. 1897 Lady

Mary Loyd & Miss K. Simmonds tr. Crtard's Meiistniir

71 His charming character-sketch of this worthy is almost

a water-colour. «888 Atalanta I. 413/3 It is full of bits of

•character.sketching. 1898 Dail^ Neivs 27 June 4/7 Ine
social side of •character-training is to be attempted.



CHARACTEBFTJL.

Cliaracterftil(k!er*ktailul), a. [f. Character
ji. + -FIIL.] Strongly expressive of character.

1901 S. Dark Stagi Sithouelles 87 Archer .. is a lallish

man, with a military walk and bearing, and a strong,

characterful face. 190S W. J. Locke Usurper ii. 22 The
writins was daintv, feminine, characterful.

Characterology(lise:r*k-t3rf'-16d3i). U.S. [f.

Cbabactkk sh. + -OLOGY.] The science that deals

vrith the study of character.

1903 jimer. yml. Psychol. July-Oct. 356 An iconoclastic

atutude towards all attempt': at practical characterology.

inao L. H. M<^Cokmicic {fitle) Characterology ; an Exact
^ience.
Char-a-plane : see *Chairopi,ane.

Cliarbon. Add

:

3. A fungoid disease incident to the vine, and to

orange and lemon trees.

t88a Eitcycl. Brit. XIV. 437/2 In damp valleys it \sc. the

lemon] is liable to be attacketi by a fungus called * charbon
'

(Demathim monophylliitii\. 1888 Ibid. XXIV, 240/1 An-
thracnose is the name usually given to a disease which was
formerly known as ' charbon '.

Charcoal, sb. Add :

1. d. used attrib. in the names of foods or pre-

parations containing wood-charcoal as an anti-

fermentative, absorbent, or deodorizer.

i88s Army /r Navy Co-of. Soc. Price List 759 Bragg's

Charcoal Biscuits.

Cliarcoaliitff (tjauk^uliq), vbl. sh. [f. Char-
coal -v. + -ING '.] Suffocation with the fumes of

charcoal.
1888 Buck's Uandbk. Med. Sci. VI. 679/2 An account of a

' wholesale charcoaling *, in which a father, mother, and two
children sought death in this way.

Charcntier (JarkKty^). [Fr., f. 'ichar(.^^ chair)

cuite cooked flesh.] A pork-butcher ; a preparer

or vendor of Charcntorie (Jarkwtr?), pork, ham,
sausages, black and white puddings, and the like.

1858 SiMMoNDsZ>/V/. TradefCAarcttterie,..drti&ed hams,
cold meats and fowls, tongues, sausages, etc. 1903 P. M^
NiClLl. Egregious Efigl. 152 Inferior cuts of butcher's meat
with charcuterie and dried fish thrown in. 1906 Daily
Chron. 10 Sept. 4/6 Charculiers and preparers of cooked
viands, igai Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 770 Butcher, pork

;

charcutier.

Cliardonnet (Jardo'njV The name ofthe French
inventor, Hilaire de Chardomiet (1839-1924), of a

process for producing an artificial silk from a

nitro-cellulose substatice, used attrib. in Cliardonnet

process, silk.

X893 yml. Soc. Arts 12 May 649/1 The Chardonnet pro-

cess of making silk from wood-pulp. Ibid. 650/2 Reducing
the inflammability of the Chardonnet silk. 1935 Good House-
kee^ing i^\tx . 142/2 Chardonnet silk, made from cotton treated

much as in the making of gun-cotton. 19x6 Chambers's
Jnil. 'ji^f^ The nitro-cellulose or Chartionnet process.

Charge, sb. Add :

10. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1817 S. R. Brown IVestern Gaz. 90 The taverns arc well

kept, and charges reasonable.

13. Also, to take charge : colloq. (of a thing) to

get out of control and act automatically, esp. with

disastrous or destructive effect.

1890 Daily News 16 June ^/8 A seven-inch steel breech-

loading gun 'took charge' in firing, and both gun and
cairiage were blown off the platform. 1897 Ibid. 23 Feb. 7/6
A large party of men were pulling the tackle, when suddenly
the spar * took charge ', and swung back.

20. Comb, (in sense 4), as charge mixer, moulder,

putter-up ; charge account U.S., a credit account

at a store ; charge book, a book containing the

statements of the charges brought against prisoners

in a police court ; charge engineer, the engineer

in charge of the engines and machinery at an elec-

tric power station ; charge hand, a workman, in

various trades, who is in charge of the work under
the general supervision of a foreman ; charge
honse, (a) a building in which prisoners are

detained on a certain charge ; (b) a workshop in

which explosive is loaded into shells, etc, in an
explosive factory, also attrib. ; charge-man, also, a
workman who controls the supply of materials to

a furnace, machine, etc. in a workshop or factory

;

charge-room, the room, at a police-station, in

which the charge against an arrested person is

made and entered in the charge book or sheet.
2909*0. Henrv' Optims (1916)96 I've got more power

here tlian. .a charge of dynamite, and a ^charge account at
Tiffany'scombined. l890iyrt:/yA''(rii'f 18 Sept. a/5 Sir Andrew
Lusk made an entry in the •charge-book of the prisoner's
death. 1907 Install. News Sept. 16/2 Young gentleman..
desires engagement as "charge engineer of private plant.
X9ai Diet. Occiif. Terms (1927) § 591 PaintePsforeman.. ;

Vharge hand ; is in charge of painters on a job. Ibid. § 691
Charge hand (electricity supply) ; a turbine or engine driver
who is directly responsible to charge engineer for operation of
turbine plant, [etc.]. 1922 G. T. Turner & Wood Man. Up-
to-date Organisation 1^1 Charge hand isan operator having
supervision of a section. 1925 Glasgow Herald ^i Sept. 12

A charge hand at a piano factory, z^oo Daily News 14 Aug.
5/4 Three hundred and eighty suspected persons found them.
selves lodged in the fort. Another four hundred and fifty.

.

in the *charge-house. 1921 Diet. Occup. Te^ms (1927) § 140
Charge house man (gunpowder), .. wheels bogies (small

truclu) of raw materials.. between stores and scattered
workshops of explosive factory. Ibid, § 091 ^Charge man ;

180

(i) (patent fuel) is in charge of operations in manufacturing
patent fuel; [etc.]; (ii) (salt worVs) is responsible for regu-
lating supply of steam, brine, etc. Ibid. § 279 Charge tuan
(copper smelting) . . ; charges blast furnace, or cupola, . . under
direction of cupola furnace-man. Ibid.^ *Charge mixer
(zinc) ; weighs charges (blende, calamine, anthracite, salt,

etc.) and toads into barrow; pushes barrow to bin of mixing
machine and tips in contents. 1881 Imtr. Census Clerks

(1885) 59 Gun Cotton Manufacture : ,. ''Charge,. Moulder.
1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 148 Charge moulder
(explosive). .; feeds and attends a machine which expresses

cordite paste, .through holes in a cylindrical die, forming a
cord, tape or stick. x^3i Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 279
*Charge putter-up \ piles up near heating furnace puddled
bars ready to be rolled into finished bars. 1906 Westm,
Gaz. 23 Oct. s/i She was taken back to the *charge-room.

Charge, v. Add

:

15. d. absol. or intr. To bring a charge.
1891 Spectator 2 May, If she can but get the High Court

of Justice to charge on her side. X9a9 Publishers Weekly
(N.Y.) 19 Oct. 1935/2 Thompson charged that Mcindrcw
was the ' king's stool pigeon .

€!liarg6. (Earlier examples.)
1768 Chksterf. Lett. Son 12 Apr., Keith is rather in-

clined to go to Turin, as Chargi^Aj^aires. 1783 J. Ad.\ms
Wks. (1853) VIII. 130 In conversation yesterday with M.
d'Asp, the chargi des affaires in Sweden. 1819 U.S.
Statutes III. 501 The charge des affaires at I.ondon, the
Hague, and Stockholm.

Chargers. Add

:

6. b. A device for loading the magazine of a rifle.

Also attrib, and Comb.^ b.s charger- loaditjg, system.
X902 EncycL Brit. XXXII. 651/2 The charger, used in the

Mauser system, . . is placed over the top of the magazine, and
all the cartridges in it pushed by one motion into the
magazine. 1904 Westm. Caz. 9 Dec. 7/2 The charger
system of loading was also recommended. 1909 in Hansard's
Parlt. Deb.-yi. 339/1 The charger-loading rifle.

Charging, vbl. sb. Add :

b. attrib. and Comb, in the names of appliances

connected with the charging of a furnace, gas
retort, battery, blast-hole, etc., as cliarging barrow^
door, shop, spoojtj etc.

1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl., *Ckarging Barrow., a
double-wheel barrow, for use in iron furnaces for conveyance
of coal, coke, limestone, and ore, to be dumped in at the

tunneUhead of the blast furnace. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 6 Aug.
7/3 The *charging-door in the furnace. 1895 Daily Neivs
25 July 3/S In one of these erections, known as a "charging
'shop ..the explosion happened. 1894 C. Le N. Foster
Ore if Stone Mining i6i The ^'charging-spoon is a hollow
half-cylinder of copper or zinc, at the^ end of a copper or
wooden rod, which is used for introducing loose gunpowder
into holes which are more or less horizontal.

Chariot, sb. Add :

1. a. (Later U.S. example.)
1849 Presid. Mess. Congress 11, 46o[The ore] is sent down

on a chariot which runs upon a tram-road to the platform.

4. b. A rotating piece of mechanism in a Hughes
type-printing telegraph (see quot.).

1876 pREECE & S1VEWRIGHT Telegraphy 00 When one of
these keys is depressed a pin is raised, which just catches
a 'chariot '. .rotating with the type wheel, and thus sends a
current to the distant station.

C. A part of the mechanism of a stage (see quot.).

X903 Encycl. Btit. XXXII. 823 Each section [of the stage]

is equipped with what is termed a pair of chariots, to hold
'wing' lights placed on so^alled wing ladders.

5. chariot plane, a small smoothing plane nsed
for internal angles and small work.
1909 P. A. Wells & Hooper Mod.. Cabinet Work ii. 9,

Chariotee. U.S. (Example.)
1867 T. Lackland Homespun \. 128 The grand family

wagon,—a cross between a hay-cart and a chariotee.

Charisma (kaii-zma). Tkeol. PI. charismata
(kari-zmata). [(^r, x^P^^^f^^t pl- 'O-^a: seeCHARiSM.]
= Char ISM.

a 1641, 1876 charismata [see Charism]. 187s Encycl. Brit.
III. S23 Schleiermacher was accustomed to say of Bleek that
he possessed a special charisma for the science of 'Intro-
duction'. x88s /bid. XIX. 675 As yet the church constitu-
tion was not determined by the idea of office alone, that of
charismata (spiritual giftsl still having wide scope along-
side of the other. 1930 J. A. Robertson Hidden Romance
N. T. V. loi He himself had the charisma, or spiritual gift

of utterance. 1921 Glasgow Herald 22 Jan. 4 Not that I

mean to countenance for one moment the foolish notion that
any art is a charLsma that needs no discipline.

Charitarian. (Recent U.S. example.)
1930 'Jlme (U.S.) 17 Mar. 38/2 Heisnot so lavish a chari-

tarian as was Brother-in-Law Bok.

Chaxiva'ri, z^. [f. thesb.] trans. To assail with

a charivari.

1900 Smithwick EvoL State 72 The boys went.. to chari-
vari them.

Charka (tJiJuka). Also churka. [Hind, ckar-

>^//fl^,r^ar^^fl spinning-wheel (Skr.ra^fi-Wheel).]
A roller cotton gin formerly much used in India.

x88o Markham Peru 122 A machine, .very like the Indian
churka. t^SZ Encycl. BHt. XXIV. 730/2 Such was the first

spinning wheel which, in the form of the 'charka', has long
been known in the East Indies. xgz6 Spectator 6 F^h, 21^/^
Gandhi . . bade India spin cotton on the charka.

Charlady : see *Char-.

Charleston (tjaulztan). The capital city of

Charleston county, S. Carolina, U.S., used as the

name of a dance characterized by side kicks from
the knee. Hence Charleston v, intr., to dance

the Charleston.
1926 Glasgo^v Herald 7 June 8 In these days of fox trots

CHABTBEUSE.
and Charlestons it is refreshing to watch .such clean dancing.
19*7 Punch 9 Feb. 168/1 Charlestoning nymphs. I9«7
Observer 6 Mar. 13/5 The * Standstill* Charleston. I'he
new Charleston step is going to be very much in favour in

the crowded club and restaurant ballrooms., . I have seen it

done with a straight foot, in the ' flat Charleston ' way. 1908
Galsworthy Sivan Songw. xii. 210 They found a Charleston
in progress, seven couples wobbling weak knees at each other
in various corners of the room.

Charley. Add

:

4. ArJiiy slang. (See quot.)

19x9 War Terms m Athenaeum i Aug. 695/1 'Old Charlie',
the pack—an Old Army phrase now dying out, I think.

Ibid. 8 Aug. 727/2 The infantryman's pack was his 'Charlie*,
his haversack was a ' Young or ' Little Charlie '.

Charleyhorse (tjaulih^js). U.S. slang. Stiff-

ness of the arms and legs in baseball players.
xooi DoKLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2).

Charlton white. A house-painters* pigment
consisting of barium and strontium sulphates with
zinc sulphide.

i88s Encycl. Brit. XIX. 86 Under the name of Chariton
White or silicate paints, Mr. J. B. Orr prepares a range of
white paints which have come into extensive use.

Charm, sb}- Add : 1. c. Like a charm : won-
derfully, perfectly. Also to a charm.
1845 Niles'Reg. 25 Oct. 128/1 The new rig works to a charm.

x88a Philad. Press 10 Mar. (Th.) The freezing-out process
wasappliedby Mr. BHssto Cook,and it worked like a charm.

Channaid, Charman : see *Chau-.

Charmante (Jaumant). [Fr., fem, oicharmanty
prop. pres. pple. oi charmer to Chabm.] A silk

fabric with a satin face and a heavy crepe back.

Also satin charmante.
192a Westm. Gaz. 27 Dec. (Advt.), .Satin charmante... For

Day and Evening wear. 1923 Weekly Dispatch 8 Apr. 12
Charmante. .. Rich Crepe back quality. In the newest
Spring shades.

Charmelaine (Jaumsl^'n). Also charmaline.
[f. F. charme Charm sb.'^ + laine wool] A dress

material of artificial silk and wool.
1^23 Daily Mail 5 Feb. i Charmaline, a rich fabric of Arti-

ficial Silk and Wool, suitable for Dayand Evening Dresses.

1923 Weekly Dispdtch 8 Apr. 12 Crepe Charmaline. 1927
Westm. Gaz. 24 Jan., Charmelaine in thirty-eight shades.

Charmeuse (Jarm^z). [Fr., fem. of chartneur^

agent-n. of charmer \.o Chabm.] A soft smooth silk

fabric, having a satin-like surface. Also attrib.

1907 Daily Chron. 35 Nov, 4/5 The bride is to wear a
wonderful robe of soft white satin ' Charmeuse *. 1908
Westm. Gaz. 31 Oct. 15/3 The sleeves of the charm«ise
frock may be carried out in chiffon or net. 1022 Daily
Mail 17 Nov, 8 Princess Louise, Duchess of Argyfl, wearing
embroidered black charmeuse.

Charmlessly (iJa*jmlesH), adv. [f. Chabm-
LE8S a. -f- -LY -.] In a charmless manner, without
charm. So Gha'rmlessneBB, charmless condition.

1889 J. M. Robertson Ess. towards Crit, Meth. 74 The
Pope school strikes charmlessly on our sense. 1908 Daily
Chron. 10 Nov. 4/4 One wonders whether the historic asso-

ciations of the Mansion House will counterbalance its gloom
and charmlessness. 1926 Glasgow Herald 29 Apr. 4 The
most charmlessly didactic story that ever was written,^ the
author of ' War and Peace '.

Charrer : see *Char v.^

Charry, colloq. Variant of *Chaba2.
S926 Brit. Weekly 1 July 267/2 The motor-onuubus..is

another formidable competitor to the * charry '.

Chart, sb, 1. b. Add : attrib. chart-houae,
-room, an apartment, in a ship, in which the charts,

navigating instruments, etc., are kept.

1895 Daily News 18 July 6/1 When the signals were
hoisted he was on the top of the fore *charthouse. 1907
Daily Chroti. 10 Aug. 4/4 The chart-house door. 1877 W.
Thomson Voy. Challenger Li. 11 The •Chart-room.,wth
ranges of shelves stocked with charts and hydrographic,
magnetic, and meteorological instruments. 1896 Westm.
Gaz. 23 June q/i During the thick weather he had been
having his meals in the chart-room forward.

Charter* sb^ 5. Add : charter hand =
Court-hand.
x888 J. H. Hessels in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 682/1 The

court or charter hand was used for chaners, title-deeds, p;^>al

bulls, &c. 1893 E. M. Thomfson Handbk, Gk. 4- Lai,
Palseogr. xi.x. 301 The cursive or charter-hand.

Chartered, ///. a. Add

:

1. b. Chartered accountant, an accountant who
is qualified under the rules of the Institute of

Accoimtants, which received a royal charter in

1880.

Chartophylaz (kait^^fai'lseks). Cr, Ch. [Gr.

XapTo^uAo^, f. \apro. paper -^ <pvka^ guard.] An
officer of the household of the Patriarch of Con-
stantinople who has charge of the official docu-

ments and records.

1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 429 He held . . the offices of * Charto<
phylax ', 'Scenophyiax ', and * Referendarius ' in the ' Great
Church ' (that of St Sophia) at Constantinople. 1884 .^ddis
& Arnold Cath. Diet. 423/2 The Chartophy lax, who superin-

tends ecclesiastical causes. 1928 Observer i July 10 Manuel
L Gedeon. the learned Chartofylax of the Great Church.

Chartreuse. Add :

3. Cookery, a. See quot. 1S06. Also attrib.

chartreuse scoop, a utensil used in preparing the

vegetables for a chartreuse, b. A dish consisting

of a mould of rice containing game, etc C. Fruits

enclosed in blaacmange, etc.



CHAR-WORK. 181 CHAWED.
iBi^ J. SiMPsoM Cookfty {iZi6) 103 A Chartreuse. Line a

plain mould with bacon, cut turnip and carrot .. scoop the

turnips and carrots with chartreuse scoops. 1891 Encyd.
Prnci. Cooktry (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 340/1 Chartreuse of

Veeetablcs and Game.
4. A variety of the domestic cat Also Chartreux.
1838 Pinny CyeL X. 22^ Among the most noted are.. the

Chartreux, which is bluish, and tbe Angora cat. 1876

EncycL Brit. V. 206 The Chartreuse, ofa bluish-grey colour.

Char-work. [f. <^hat' Chaue j/^.I] Ordinary

mechanical work.
z888 F. J. Child En^. * Sc. Pop. Ballads III. 4a/a A

considerable part of the Robin Hood poetry loolcs like char-

work done for the petty press.

Chaset sb\ Add :

10. Short for Steeplechase, used attrib.

1894 M. H. Hayes Among Mem ^ Horses L is The pro-

fessional-. regarde<l gratuitous chase riding as an unwar-

rant«ble attempt to take the bread, or rather the whisky,

out of their mouths. i9«7 Daily Express 22 June 16 Sea-

mark will seek consolation for chase misfortunes in the

valnablc Prix des Drags.

Cliase, sb,'^ Add:
7. The apex of a cop or bobbin of a spinning-

wheel.
190s Hannan Textile Fihns o/Commeru 124 The shoulder

acts as a good support to the cbax« of the cop in winding.

Chase, v> Add :

6. Also wiih ^ (after something).
X9«) Rose Macaulay Poiterisin iv. L 172 Aunt Cynthia

chjued off after another exciting subject, and that waa all

about Gideon.

7. c. rejl. To betake (oneself), to go or run.

U.S, colloq.

x^Bi R. D. Paihe Coiftr. Rolling Ocean xii. ao6 Let him
rest. Kid. You chase yourself below ajid lxx>k things over.

Cliaseri. Add:
5. A small portion of spirituoas liquor taken after

coffee, tobacco, etc. (cf. Chasse 2) ; also, a small

quantity of water or other mild beverage taken

after spirituous liquor, etc colloq, US, AlsoyS^.

1897 Daily News ya Aug. a/i Everjihing was 50 cents, a
drink, no mixed dnnks, and no water for a chaser. 1905
JV. K. Even. Past 8 Sept. 7 Drinking whiskey from a bottle

and refusiog a 'chaser*, a iyo6 * O. Henry* Trimtned
Lamp etc i6q Eagerly gulping dow-n the strong black
headlines to be folk>wed as a chuier by the milder details of
tbe smaller type, a 1909 — Roods 0/Destiny xxi. 359 He
«ffers me thu oath of aUegiaoce to take without any kind
of a chaser.

6. A small, light, usually single-seated military

aeroplane of great speed and climbiog power, used

in repelling hostile aircrafL

10x5 Grahame-White & Harper Aircra/l Gt. War 33
BrttisJi pilots, having in view the pursuit of slower.flytng

German craft, have called these little machines \sc, the
'bullets'] *the chasers. 1910 .V E. Ilumovvo8TH F^
Papers 41 A chaser squadron of picked pilots

7. (Scequot.)
tqn G. T. TuRMER & Wood ^fam. Up-to-Hntt OrgmnUa^

tion 171 Chaser i^ a procuress nian responsible for the progiess
of a job througli the factory.

Chasar^. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
s8«6 Rep. U.S. Comtn. Patents (i 847) 58 Nly fifth improve-

ment relates to the arraogement of the thread-cutter or
cha«er.

Cliasidilll (haes/Mim). Also Ohaasidim.
[Rabbinical Heb. On^Dn hastdim pi., the pious.]

A name applied to mystical sects of the Jews of

Taiioas periods. (Cf. AsaiO^AN.) Hence Clias-

(s)idio (hasidik) <i., of or belonging to the

Chasidim; CluM(s^ldiani (hAsidiz'm), the tenets

of the Chasidim.
st34 Penny CycL II. 509 Tbe Assidians, or Ouuidim, of

those days, (ound a Uad«r in Maltathiaa. Ihid.., Laur Jews
calWd those persoas Chasidim wbosecluded themselves from
worldly occupaiions and plcasorca to devote their life solely

to religious exercises and bodily chastisemetits. 1894 Daily
N$v» 18 Sept. 6/3 The Jcwisn inhabitants.. are all of the

sect known as the Chassidim. toiS Zanghil:. Chaen Peoples
iv. 39 Tbe comparatively modern Chassidi&m. ibid. 4a A
Chassidic Rabbu
Chasm. Add : 6. b. nioody chasm (U.S.)

:

see *Bloodt a. 2 b. Also without epithet
a ifa9 ' O. HcMBV ' Roads ofDestiny xxi. 3^2 Don't reopen
the chum, Doc Any Yankeeness I may have is geographical.

Cliasmogamy (ksezm^Jgami). Bot. [f. Gr.
;(af7>ia Cha.^vi + "^niucn -GAMV.J The Opening of the

perianth at tlie time of flowering, as distinguished

from cleistogamy. Hence Chaamoipuiilo (k:e/m<7-

gae*mik), duMmogumoiia (k^ezmf^'g&mas), adjs,

sfa» B. D.Jackson Gloss. Bot. Tertns, Cbasmogamy . ,

;

cliasBogamic. 1^06 J R. A. Davis tr. Kuuth't i/aadik.
Flower Pollination f. 55 The otherwise normally opening
cbasmogamous flowers remain closed.

01UUI8^-Cr0is6 (Ja-stf krwa*z/). [Fr., -
Chabbe/^. + croisi^ pa. pple. oicroiscr to cross.] A
dance figure in which one of two partners chasses

first to the right and then to the left, while the

other chassis first to the left and then to the right.

Hence trans/, and Jig. applied to actions or situa-

tions in which persons or things cross each other

or change positions backwards and forwards.
1976 Ball Room Guide tfoCAassezcroisez. l.ady and gentle-

man fhassez in opposite directions. 1883 .Sa/. Rev. 10 Nov.
595/1 Mis drama is a perpetual cheuti-croiii at the edge ofa
precipice. x886 Athemtum 17 Apr. 516/1 When he arrived

alongside, the Espiegle and the galley were performing a sort

of vertical ckassi-croisi. 1903 IVestnt. Gaz. 27 Jan. 3/a A
minage a trots and a kind of matrimonial chas9^<rois6 are
discussed. 19*8 Observer 8 Apr. 5/3 The metamorphoses of
character, the chassi-creisi ot xnzx^&xX..

Cliasseur. Add :

2. b. Comb. : chasseur-blue, a shade of blue
resembling that ofthe uniform of a French chasseur.
1900 Daily News i Jan. 5/3 Costumes, .in blue and black-

chasseur-blue. 1910 Daily ChroH. 2 Mar. 3/3 From head
to foot a woman can now., array herself in the new * Chas-
seur blue.

Chassidim, var. Chasidim.
Chassis. Add

:

3. The base frame of a motor car, with its

mechanism, as distinguished from the body or
upper part ; also, in an aeroplane.
1903 Sci. Anter. -no June 472/1 The motor is placed in the

center of the chas«s and the boiler is now quite in the rear.

1904 A. B. F. Young Compl. Motorist v. (ed. 2) 149 'ITie

frame of the chassis is the ordinary pressed steel frame as
generally used on a petrol car. 1909 A. Bebget Conqtust of
Air V. 211 The whole appaiatas rests upon a running chassis
for launciiing, and to ensure descent without shock. 19*4
Motor at Ocu 583/1 Tbe baffling diversity in methods of
chassis consiruction.

Cliasteningly (tJ^Vniqli), adv. [f. Chasten-
ing ppl, a. + -LY -.] In a chastening manner or

tone.

1905 W. J. Locke Usurper tlx\i\. 275 *The ultimate evolu-
tion of swelled-head ', he answered cbasteningly.

Chastisable (tjaestai'zab*!), a. In 7 chastice-,

chastisoable. [f, Chastibb w. + -ablb.] That may
be chastised ; deserving of chastisement.
1611 CoTCR., ChastiabUt chasttceable ; fit to be chastised.

163s Sherwood, Chastiseable. i^/^ Blackw. Mag^.K\x%.2^\{\
A more perniciotis or chastisable guild of touts it has never
been my lot to encoimter.

Cliatf sb.^ Add : Also//., the tailings or waste
product from the concentration of ore.

Chat, v."^ 4. Delete \Obs. and add quot.
1888 Mrs. \i.\ikvo R. Elsmere xliii, The other men itood

chatting politics and the latest news.

Ch&teau. Add :

b. In the names of various wines made in the
neighbourhood of certain chateaux.
1754 Chkstcsf. in World No. 91 p 3 The wine was the

vety same which they had all approved of the day before ;

ancf .. was true Chateau Margoux. 1833 REnniNc Wines
148 In this commune is grown the famous first quality,

Chateaux Margaux. Ibid. 150 Nearly all the Chateau
Lafitte, ;uk1 inched most of the other growths of this com-
mune, are consumed in England. It is lighter than Chateau
I^tour. a 1845 Harham Ingoi. Leg. Ser. 111. Lord of Tkou-
louse, Chambertin, Chiteau hlargaux, LARose,and Lafitte.

1BB6 Caial. Colonial^ Imd. Ejck,. S. A nstraliau Court 34/3
Twenty cases and one qoaiter cask Chateau Beaumont wine.

1894 K. 'L.Aut Diaholus mut Nihil 20 * Chateau Margaox,
M. I'Abb^T' murmured the butler in his ear.

O. Ck/Ueatix in air, chdteaux eu Espagne^
Spetmsk ch&teau a castles, or a castle, in the air

(see Castle sb. 1 1 ),

<793[i^ Diet.]. 184^ Ford Ilandhk. Spain \. 391/1 The
scheme ended in nothmg, like &o many other loans* &C.

—

Ckateaaix en Espagne. 185a Lever Daltons xxi, It was,
however, an Irish fortune, and, like a Spanish ch^eau, its

Ion is more a question of feeling than of fact. z888 Ch.
Q. Rtr. (Dixon) Mere ehaisnux em Espagne^ the creation
of architectural fancy run mad.

Cliatelaixie. L Add: Also, the mistress of

a household,
X900 New Cent. Rtv, VII. 381 The chatelaine of 17, Hert-

ford Street, was hereditarily qualified to preside over a home
whose natural atmosphere was oneof culture. xoo-^M. A. P.
XI. 143/3 The cbatelaaoe of a house in Eaton Square.

Cliaton (JatoA). Also 6 ohatton. [Fr., ad. G.
kasten (OHG., MHG. kaslo).^ The head or broadest

part of a finger-ring, in which a stone or intaglio

is set or upon which a device is engraved.
i^?6 Inv. R. Wardr. (1815) 365 A chaton without a stane.

Ibta. 367 A chatton without ane emerauld. 1880 C. T. New-
ton Art i^ Arckmol. 369 'I'he intaglio on the oval chaton of
the other gold ring presents an equally strange subject.

S84 Sa}^:^ Sckiiemann's Troja Pref.ao The double-headed
axe is. .engraved on tbe famous chaton ofthe ring discovered
by Dr. Schliemann at Mykenz.

CliatteL 6. Add : chattel mortga^ U.S.y

the conveyance of chattels by mortgage as a security

for a debt.
1889 Kansas Times 4- Star 37 May, Gus 6ehr*s famous

Elite saloon., was closed by the sheriff today on a chattel
mortgage.

Cliattelization. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1854 A. L. Stone Boston Oral. 4 July 25 A system of

hunian chattelization.

Chatter, sby 3. Add :

chatter-mark, {a) a mark left on a piece of

metal by a cutting tool that works intermittently

and thus makes a chattering noise ; {b) a mark
made on a surface by a fragment of rock on the

under-surface of glncier ice.

toos Chamberlin & Salisbury Geol. I. 370 Glacial strias

and bruises. The block to the right shows two sets of
striae : that to the left shows tbe peculiar curved fractures
known as Chatter Marks.

Chattering, ppl. a. Add : ohatterlng plover
= KlI.LDKE, KILLDKKB.
1731 Catesby Nat. Nist, CaroiimattG*ii7S4) 1*71 Pluvia-

lis vociferus. Tbe Chattering Plover.. . In Virginia they are
called Kill-deers.

Chattermaff CUse'tajmaeg), sb. colloq. [f. Chat-
ter sb.^ + Mag j?.^] a. Chatter, b. A chatterbox.

Hence Chattermagr v. intr.^ to chatter.

1895 C. W. Scott Apple Orchards 35 Gossip and chatter-

mag. 1904 Daily Chron. 6 May 4/6 Philosophers .

.

have suggested various causes for woman being such a
'chattermag *. 1909 Westm, Gaz. 15 May 3/3 Too late to
wait while you stand chatter-maggin' there. 1^6 Sunday
at Home 149/1 She. .would have thoroughly enjoyed the
gossip ofthe excited young chattermags.

Chattily (tjae-tili;, ctdv. [f. Chatty a.i -1- -ly ^.]

In a chatty manner.
19*0 P. G. WoDEHOusE Damsel hi Distress vL 86 ' Why,

when 1 was at Oxford in the year '87
', he said chattily.

Chaucerianisxa (tJ^siaTianiz'm). [f. Chau-
cerian +-ism.] = Chaucerism,
1909 MackAIL ^/r/«^j Helicon 77 For all his Chaucerian-

ism, he [sc. Spenser] is, as Chaucer in his time had been, a
modern of the moderns.

Chand-firoid (Ji?frwa). [Fr.] A dish composed
of fiUeis of poultry, or the like, cooked to be served

cold in jelly or sauce.

1893 Encyct. Pract. Cookery (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 341^1
Chaudfroids. Literally ' hot-colds ', applied to cenain
methods of preparing birds. Ibid.tis/z Chaudfroid of Fowl.
1905 E. F. Benson Image in Sand vii, Arnold took some
chaudfroid.

Chanffeur (pi-fsj, ||Ji?f6r). [Fr., agent-n. of

chauffer to heat,]

+1. An automoDilist Obs,
\2i^ Motor-Car World Oct. 3/1 The French 'chauffeur ,

B&:onnats. 1901 Daily Neivs 16 Feb. 6/1 Whilst auto-
mobilists in Great Britain have perhaps been saved from
the ' racing fever '.., the French chauffeur has in part been
encouraged in his rashness. 1903 Lady's Realm Apr. 684/1
All the members of tbe Italian Royal Family are enthusiastic
chajtj^eurs.

2. A professional or paid driver of an automobile.
1901 Westm. Ga%. 5 Aug. 1/3 As to the driver, * chauffeur'

seems at present to bold the field. 1905 C. N. & A. M.
Williamson (title) My Friend the Chauffeur. 1906 {.title)

Tbe Chauffeur's Blue Book.

Hence Chan'ffeux v. //-a/;x., to drive as chauffeur.

AlsoCluiYiffense (JJu'lsz, {jploz), afemalechauffeur.
1903 Westm. Gaz. 10 May 7/2. 1903 Motor A nn. 73 A skil*

ful (hauffeuse. 1907 DailyChron, iS May4/7Thcgoggles
of tbe cnauffeuse with which our ladies blind themselves.

1931 R. D. Paine Covir. A'^/Zi/ffC^^roffiii. 44, lean chauffeur
anything with an engine in it.

Chanlmoogra (tj§lm«"gra). Also -mugra,
-maugra, cbalmoogra. [East Indian.] Used
attrib. in Chanlmoogra oil^ a vegetable fat obtained

chiefly from the seeds of an East Indian tree Gyno-
cardia odorata^ used in the treatment of various

cutaneous diseases. So chaulmoogra tree.

a X815 RoxiiURGH Flora Indica (1832) III. 836 Chaul>
mcogra and Petailcura, are the names of this tree, and the
drug, hereafter mentioned, which it furnishes. . .The seeds of
this tree, called Chaulmoogree. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 675
Ckdlmugrdcy\. iSS^/i^V^.XVIl. 744Chaulmoograoil. GynO'
cardia odorata. 1907 I'ractitiomr Aug. 245 Chaulmoogra
oil is generally considered to have the greatest beneficial

effect on lv[pro^y.

Chaulxnoofipric (tj§lmtt-grik), a. Chem. Also
-mugric. [f. Chaulmoogba + -ic.] Chaulmoogric
cuidy an acid obtained from chaulmoogra oil ex<

pressed from the seeds of Hydiiocarpus kurzii,

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., Chaulmugric acid. 19x1 Glasgow
Herald 6 June 7 The fatty acids of the chaulmoogric acid
series.

Chautauqua (t/^tg-kwa). US. [The name
of a county and lake in the southwestern part of

the state of New York.]

1. Used attrib. to designate a system of home-
study originating with summer schools held at

Chautauqua, or the organization resulting from this,

established by charter in 1871,

187s A- W. Young Hist. Chautauqua Co. 663 The name
of the corporation ts * The Chautauqua Lake Camp-Meeting
Association '. 1886 J. H. Vincent Chautauqua Movement
40 Meetings of the Chautauqua type. Ibid.y The camp-
meeting period of Chautauqua exercises. 190a Wkbster
^a^^VtChautauqua systetn (ofeducation), iqxo .Spring/ield

Weekly Refiubl. 15 Dec. 9 The men cheered and the many
women gave a Chautauqua salute. 19*6 Evetu Standard
13 July 3/3, I once spent part of a month addressing chau-
tauqua gatherings in a part of New York State.

2. An educational meeting conducted on the lines

of the summer schools at Chautauqua.
1903 Boston Even. Transcript 26 Sept.j The Methodist

camp-meeting is no longer an evangelistic force, but tlie

chautauquas and summer conferences are multiplying.

Hence Cliautaa'qTUkii a. and sb.

1878 in J. H, Vincent Chautauqua Movement (1886) 80
Let every Chautauquan. .read Dr. Vincent's lecture. 1909
Century Diet. Supp).

Chavel (tjoe'val), v. Transfer '\Obs, to sense i

and add to % dial., also absol. and transf.

1877 E. Peacock N.W. Line, Gloss., Ckavle, to chew
badly. 'That herse chavles strangely, he wants his teeth

filin'.' loii D. H. Lawrence White Peacock iil vii, $6
The bracken lay sere under the trees, broken and chavelled

by the restless wild winds ofthe long winter.

Chawed, ppl. a. 2. (Later U.S. example.)

1843 R. Cablton Ne^v Purchase xxvii. 2^7 He emptied all

the contents on the counter, vir. : two silver fips, three

'chaw'd bullits', a damaged riAe-wiper [etc.J.



CHAWL.

Chawl(tJ51). [East Indian.] An Indian native

lodging-house.
iSqi PaU Mail Gne. y Dec 7/2 The gaol-bird is.. better

off in every way in gaol ihan he would be in his chawl.

tiigS yr>a. SocArts 25 Feb. 512/1 Some of the Bombay
'cnawls'or tenements, containing from 500 to 1,000 inhabi-

tants each. 190X Q. Rev. Oct. 566 The so-called *chawls ,

in which a large part of the native population lives.

Chay-ka : see *Cheka.

Chaizan (kSza-n). Alsochazan. [Vith. lia&zan

governor, prefect, overseer, minister.] A cantor or

precentor in a Jewish synagogue.
X764 Mem. G. Fsal/uanazar ^70 Conversing with the Jews

themselves, going to their synagogues, and hearing the

Scriptures read by their chazans or ministers. 1892 Zang-

wii-L Childr. Ghetto I. 7 Prayers were shouted rapidly by
the congregation, and elaborately sung by the Chasan,

Cheap, a. Add :

1, Phr. Cheap and nasty : of low price and bad

quality ; inexpensive at the expense of being un-

suitable to one*s purposes. Hence cheap-and-

Hastiness,

1831 [in Diet.]. 1850 C Kincsi.ev ('Parson Lot') {title)

Cheap Clothes and Nasty, x^y QKVi.\M\.Y. ShootingNiagara
vii. Misc. Ess. (1872) VII. 226 * Cheap and nasty'; there is

a pregnancy in that poor vulgar proverb, which 1 wish we
better saw and valued ! Ibid. 230 All these are Ciieaf* and
Nasty in anoiher form. 1905 Studio Sept. 368/1 The cheap-
and-nastiness of our suburban houses.

b. Also in cheapfare^ rate,

1709-10 W. Salmon t'amily Diet. Pref., Poor People
would be furnished.. with Filing. .at very cheap Rates.

1776 Monthly tiev. Aug. 162 It may. .serve to convey infor-

mation 'at a cheap rate*. 1867 Casselfs Mag^ I. 438/2
Omnibuses., for many years., were running at a cheap rate,

1887 Peel City Guardian 28 May 5/1 To make special daily

sailings from Liverpool to the Isle of Man and back at cheap
fares.

4. b. In poor health ; out of sorts. (Hence ^-^^a/-

ness.) slattg.

1891 Farmer Slang s.v., Tofeelchtap^ to 'have a mouth
on ' ; to be suffering from a night debauch. 1900 iVestm.
Gaz. 28 May 2/1 Putting down his weakness, lassitude, and
general feeling of extreme cheap ess to the climate.

5. C. Low, poor, disparaging.

1907 M. C. Harris Tents of Wickedness in iii. 250 He
has a pretty cheap opinion of me, and I don't blame him»
considering the people I go with generally.

I), cheap fare, a fare at a lower rate than the

ordinary fare; used aitrib. ; also cheap rate,

1901 Daily Chron. 12 Aug. 7/5 For trade and cheaji-rate

passengers. 190a Westm, Gaz. 14 Feb. 6/2 'Ihe Council are

engaged in negotiations for the sale of all the * cheap-fare'

v<;hicles. 190J Daily Chron. 26 Apr. 5/7 This is^ not a
workman's train, but what is called a cheap fare train.

Cheat, sb^ 0. (Examples.)
1784 J. Smyth Tour U.S. II. 121 My fields consisted

entirely of tine healthful clean wheat, without a single head
of darnel or cheat. 1786 WASHiNcroN Diaries III. 71 Tlie

first \sc. wheat], besides having a small head generally, was
mr.xed exceedingly with cheat. 1849 liep. U.S. Comm,
Patents Agiic. (1850) 455 Cheat is nothing more nor less

than degenerated wheat. 1856 P. Thompson Hist. Boston
701 Cheat, the wild oat 1861 Trans. 111. Agric. Soc. I V.
351 ' Chess *, or * cheat ' as it is sometimes called is a species

of grass. 1863 Itid. V. 865 Bramus secalinnsy cheat, chess,

is a foreign annual weed. 1866 Brogden Prov. Words Lines,

39 The field is very full of cheats to-year.

Cheat, V, Add : 3. b. To lead into (an action)

by deception.

1856 De Quis'Cev Confess. 264 note^ He.. could not but
find.. himself cheated into cordial admtiation, by the splen-

dour of theverses. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward /^. AVjw«rtf x, They
had tried toclieat her into sleeping.

ChebaccO. Delete etym. note except last line,

and add quots.

18*3 J F. Cooper Pilot i. i. 13, I was born on board a
chebacco-man. 1835 J. H. Ingraham South-West I. iii. 27
Those short stump-masted non-de-scripts..soTCiexXtnc% de-
nominated fishing smacks, but oftener and more euphoni.
ously 'Chebacco boats,' 1859 Congress. Globe 22 Feb.

1210/1, I recollect a little stream in the county of Essex, in

Massachusetts, where, some fifty years ago, they used to

manufacture a sort of little boat, called chebacco boat. 1886
Leslie's Fop. Afonthly 'KX.l. 223/1 Squam was in its ascen-

dency in the days of the old pinkies and of the still earlier

chebacco-boats.

Chechia (J^'Jia). Also checchia. [Berber
tashashit, pi. tishushai skull-cap.] A cylindrical

tufted cap or fez worn by Arabs and by French
troops in Africa.

1909 W, J. Locke Septimns xiii. He {sc. a Zouave], .swag-
gered off, his Chechia at the very back of his head. 1923
Chambers's Jrnl. 331/1 A small procession of natives in red
cheechias. 19x4 Hichens After the Verdict \\\. i, An omnibus
. .driven by a big Arab in European clothes and a Chechia.

Check, sb,^ Add :

5. e. Mining, A slight fault or dislocation ot the

strata.

1883 GREsr.EY Gloss. Coal-m.

10. e. A form of catch on a rein ; ellipt, a check-
rein.

x868 H. Woodruff Trotting Iforse Amer.-x.x\\\. 202 In
order to prevent him from throwing down his bead .. the
welbknown Kemble-Jackson check., was invented. 1887
Tot;RGEE Button^s Inn 122 Throw me that oflf rein, if you
please.. .Just shift those inside checks, won't you?

14, b. (Early U.S. examples.)
1835 J. H. Ingraham South-West I. xxi. 223 A shouting

of 'Your check, sir! your check!—Give me your check

—

Please give me your check I ' \sc, for re-aclmission to a

182

theatre]. 1850 Wilmington (N.C.) CotHmercint 28 Feb. 3 ''3

Porters will receive checks, take charge of the baggage, and
convey it to the Hotel,

15. (Earlier examples.)

184s J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs v. 57 He called for
* Twenty, five-dollar checks. .'. The dealer handed him the

red checks. 1869 Overland Montlily II 1. 31 Three or four

miners and axemen sat whittling on tlie logs as the doctor

came out, and Hy Fender asked :
' Well, now ; has he passed

in his checks?'

19. cheok-man, a man who checks tickets, etc. ;

spec. U.S., a transfer-man ; check reel, also, an
angler's reel fitted with a check (see Check sb."^

10 c). See also *Check-.
1907 Daily Chron. 23 Sept. 4/4 As you are nearing your

destination, a **clieck-man ' boards your car. 189a Niven
British A ngler*s Lex. 72 *Check reels , , should be humoured
so as not to be too stiff or too slack. 1904 Gali.ichan
Fishing Spain 208 Two metal check-reels for trout fishing.

Check, sbJ^ Add : 3. Agric, Each of a series of

squares made by cross-marking. l/.S,

1787 Washingto.n Diaries III. 194 In each of these checks
or crosses, one root, when it was large and looked well was
put, and two where they were small. 1857 Trans. III. Agric,
Soc. III. 62, I lay off my ground with a corn-marker.. into

checks of three feet three inches square. 1861 Ii}id. IV. 248
If he wishes to plant in checks so as to plow the corn both
ways, he mu.st have a boy to tend the check-set.

Check, v.^ Add :

16. O. To accept or hand over (articles) in return

for a check ; to send to a destination in this way.

U.S,
i860 Congress. Globe 21 Dec. 177/3 It is a great conveni-

ence to the traveling public to be able to check baggage
through. 1866 /i5///. 20 July 3972/3 The Baltimore road.,

will not check baggage Irom here to any point in the West.
They.. compel you to recheck your baggage. 1888 Avier.
Humorist 21 July (Farmer) Turning to the man who checks
umbrellas and canes. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb. 10/2 (U.S.)

Remove your hats during the performance. You can check
them with the maid. 1905 [see *Chkck-roomJ. iQaa Pub'
Ushers^ Circular 11 Jan. 43/2 We began tc require aU persons
..to check these books at the coat-rooms.

d. To check up : to examine, compare, or count

up, in detail. Also absol, U.S.
1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 15 Mar., He says Willis

checked them up closely and discovered nearly 600 saloons

here, and only 400 paying a license. 1911 H. S. Harrison
Queed xxiv. 309 In five years the experiment might enable
me to check up some of my own conclusions. \a\^ Amer,
Hist. Reviexv 8ig There is . . more chance to check up legis-

lative ideals by the dry observations of chroniclers. 1924
MuLFORo Rustlers' Valley xxvii. 291 He was trying to check
up the defenders in the cabin. 19x6 Publishers' Weekly
(N. Y.) 19 June 1966/2 Nor do the parents think of checking
up the reading matter [taken to camp].
absol. 19*5 H. L. Foster Prop. Tramp Tourists 51 As

the sailing hour approached, the staff and stewards were
busy checking up, 19x8 C. M. Fuess Men of Afidover 13

Every effort has been made to check up on even the least

important statements.

e. To note with, or indicate by, some mark.
i^^ZPublishers* Week/yiN. V.) 12 May 1973 Fortbereasons

checked below, we regret that we cannot undertake the
publication or your proposed book. 1939 Ibid. 14 Sept. 1064
Check the titles you want and we will mail you the books at

once.

f. intr. To agree upon comparison. U.S.
1928 Publishers' Weekly (N.Y.) 22 Dec. 2491/2 One of the

.*iheets, . .checked closely with fiction which was found in the
Gottschalk store.

17. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1809 Deb. Congress 20 Feb. 416 The money, .is deposited

in the Treasury as in a bank, .to be checked for, whenever
that commerce . . shall be again reopened.

18. trans, {a) Carpentry. To notch or halve

(timbers) in making a cross joint. ^S".:. {U) Masonry.
To notch (one stone) into (another) ; also to check

down, (c) To join (two pieces) in this manner
{Cent. Diet. Snppl. 1909).
1833 Loudon Encycl. Cottage Archit. § 1066 All plates to

be in long lengths, and chacked. Ibid. 1072 The rafters

to be. .chacked and spiked together. Ibid. 1778 The stair

to the cellars, .to be droved ; the steps to be checked down
on (notched into) each other. 1885 Spans' Mcch. Own Bk.
678 The other 2 stones. .are to be half-checked into it, also
half-checked into each other where they meet in the middle.

Clieck, 2'.2 Add : 1. b. To mark for planting

in checks. U..S.

1768 Washington Diaries I. 265 At the first and last of
which [plantations I] just began to check Corn G[ioun]d.
1871 Trans. Ill, Agric. Soc, VIII. 239 After the field has
been thoroughly prepared .. proceed to check it off from
east to west with a three-rowed marker.

c. /«/n*To split or crack along crossing lines.

U.S. (Cf. Check sb.l and v.l in K.D.D.)
1902 Contrib. Kcon, Geol., U.S. Geol, Survey 277 The

coal is not crushed, but can be obtained in large pieces
which * check ' hut do not break up readily on exposure to
the air.

Check-. Add: check-band, a drag-device

attached to a spinning mule to check the varying
velocity of the spindle carriage ; check-bar (see

quot.) ; check-chain, a chain used to check the

movement of mechanism, a vehicle, etc. (see

quots.) ; check-cord, {a) a cord used to check
action or movement, ///. andy^., spec, a long cord
attached to the collar of a lumting dog to bring
him to a sudden stop

; (6) = Check-string
;

check-look, -looking (see quot.) ; check meter,

CHECK-BOWED.
an instmment used to test the accuracy of elec-

tricity meters; check-off, used attrib. in check-

offsystem (see quot. and cf. Check v.'^ 9); check-
rail = GuAKD-KAiL 3 ; check-rein (earlier U.S.

example) ; check rope, a rope used to check

the recoil of a gun ; check-set U.S., a device for

setting out the checks for planting ; check-stand
U.S.f a stand in which 'checked* articles are

placed ; check-strap U.S., a strap controlling the

bit in a horse's mouth ; also fig. ; check-stub
U.S.^ a counterfoil in a cheque-book.
1893 Nasmith Students'' Cotton Spinning 276 Two princi-

pal taults arising from an imperfect adjustment of the *check
band. 1874 Knight Did. Mech., *Ckeck-bar, a bar which
limits the backward play of the jacks [in a piano-movement].
1805 R. W. DicKsoti Pract. Agric. 1. 8 The latter has
generally a *check-chain, by which the wheel is pulled up,
in order to be out of the way. X884 Knight Diet. Meek,
Suppl., Check Chain, a chain connecting the car body with
its truck. 1896 Strand Mag. X 1 1, 325/1 The sliding ways,
cradle, and ship, .glide down the appointed pathway. .until

retarded, .and finally brought to rest by check-chains., con-
necting ship and shore. 1908 Daily Report 7 Feb. 1/4
When the competitors..combine to fleece their customers,

the *check-cord on their po" er to run up prices is sometimes
more difficult to apply. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 1 Oct. 10/3
The '*check-Iocking * arrangement, .ensures that until the

movement of a point or signal has been fully completed the

lever in the signal-box . , is checked. . . .^s soon as the signal

or point movement, .is properly completed, the **check-
lock' is electrically removed. 1909 *Check meter (see

*Calibrated ppl. a.\. 1933 J. D. Hackett Labor Temu
in Management Engineering May, *Check-OffSystem,
a system whereby initiation fees, fines, and dues of union
employees are deducted from their wages by the employer
and periodically remitted to the district union organi-

zation. 1876 }. W. liARRV Railway Appliances (1881)

58 The extra rail, which is called a *check rail, relieves the
sideways pressure of the wheels. 1904 Daily Chron. 39 June
4/7 'I'he. .railwayman whose foot was wedged in a check-
rail in front of an approaching train. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 3
July 5/1 The check-rail ..—a rail laid .. to minimise the
danger of the curve. 1849 Willis Rural Lett. vi. 61 We
provided for a night's toilet . . and, easing off the *check reins

a couple of holes, .we struck into the traveller's trot. 19x8
Farrow Diet. Mil. 'Terms, *Check ropes, strong ropes em-
ployed to diminish recoil by increasing the frictional resis-

tances. i86x Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1862) IV. 248 He must
have a boy to tend the *check-set of the corn-planter. 1904
F. LvNDic Grafters ii. 31 The train was in, and the porter
had fetched Loring's hand-bag from the *check-stand. 1887
Scribner's Mag. Oct. 508/1 ' I'll put a "check-strap on him,
if he won't do it I ' a little chap exclaimed ..using a phrase
drawn from the training of horses. X91X H. Quick Vello^v-

stone N. ix. 234 Smythe made him admit that lie had bought
the tools, and had no 'check-stub of the payment.

Checker, sb^ Add :

3. A person who or a thing which checks, im-
pedes, or retards.

'845 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. VI, 11. 548 Checkers or curers of

the disease.

Checker, sb,'^ Add : Also 8 checkerd, -ard.

2. (Earlier U.S. exainples.)
1786 A. Ellicott in Life ^ Lett. (190S) 59 Our Amuse-

ments such as Cards, and Draughts, commonly called

checkers. 1794 Ibid, 119 We amuse ourselves with playing
checkerds, or what is an infinitely more intricate and- noble
game, chess.

Checker-berry. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X784 Cutler in Mem. Amer. Acad. (17B5) I. 444 Arbutus,

. . Foxberry. Checkerberry.

Checlcing, vbl. sb.'^ Add :

3. attrib,, as ckecking-book \ cheeking account
f/..?., a current banking account ; checking-room,
a room in which goods, etc. are checked ; spec.

U.S. = *Check-room.
\^-a& Springfield Weekly Republ. 19 Aug. 10 She preferred

the more generous way, and they had a joint 'checking
account. 18^5 Westm. Gaz. 10 Oct. 3''i Others, .are content
with inscribing their names on their *checking-book.. .The
scene .. in the *checking-room is by no means a quiet one,
for nearly every jobber's clerk, .is shouting his firm at the
top of his voice. X910 N. V. Even. Tost 13 Dec 7 Mr. Spoit-
ford arrived at the station carrying a small grip, and asked
Charles where the checking-room was.

Chexk-list. U.S. [Check-.] A list of names,
titles, etc., so arranged as to form a ready means
of reference, comparison, or verification; spec, a
list of qualified voters for use at an election.

1853 (//7/tf) Check list of periodical publications received in

the reading-room of the Smithsonian Institution. 1873 J.
Robinson {title) Check I.ist of the I'ems of Nortli America
north of Mexico. x888 hR\c^ Amer. Commw, 11. xii. II.

443 The composition of a primary is detei mined by the roll or
* check-list *, as it is called, of ward voters entitled to appear
in it. X9s6 N. Y. Times Book Rer. 1 5 Aug. 1 8 The catalogue
..is a merely utilitarian production.. little more than a
check list.

Che'ck-room. U.S. [Check-.] A cloak-room
or bat^^gage-room in a hotel or railway station.

1905 Springfield Weekly Republ 8 Sept. 5 Making for an
inclosure which had every appearance of being a check-
room, I lifted my grip upon the counter, and asked the

young man behind it to check it for me.

Check-row. U.S. ["^CHECKji^.^ 3.] Each of a

series of rows (in planting) so arranged as to form
a check -pattern. Also attrib.

x86x Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 209 In spring it will be
harrowed thoroughly, planted by hands in check rows three

feet ten inches apart each way. Ibid. 312 Most of the corn
is now planted with drills, or check row machines.

Hence Che*ok-rowed a., planted in check-rows

;



CHECK-ROWER. 183 CHEMICKER.

Cbeok-rower, a corn-planter, or a device attached

to one, dropping the seed-corn in check-rows.
X884 Knight Diet* Meek. ^Mp^A-iCheck-nrwer. 1888 Set,

Amtr. N.S. LVIII. 298/1 Particularly for use on growing
check-rowed and listed corn.

Check-np, sb. oriij. U.S. [f. *Check t;.t 16 d.]

A detailed examination, scrutiny, or comparison
with a list.

X9m4 Glasgtyu} Herald 18 Sept. 7 (U.S.) A check-up of the
miners shows that the number entombed, .was 47. i9»7
Hutchinson s Myst. Story Mug. X. 106 In the usual check-
up of the room« at one-thirty, the clerk became suspicious.

Chedar (he'daj). Alsocheder; pi, chedarim.
[Heb.] A Hebrew school for Jewish children.

x89a Zangwii.l Ckildr. Gh'-tto I. 143 His father could not
afford to send him to a Chedar. 1899 Daily News 17 Jan.
4''7 The Chedarim, or religious schools. 1900 C Russkll ft

H. S. Lewis yew in Land. 125 The cheder^ or private

Heb:ew scfiool.

Cheddite (tje-d3it\ [a. F. ckedJite, f. ChedJe

(in Haute Savoie) : see -ite^.] A high explosive of

which dinitrotolaene is n constituent.

19x5 A. Marshall Explosivfs 298 The velocity of detona-
tion of Cheddtte varies considerably with tlie density to

which it is compressed. 1918 Colver High Explosives 280
Cheddites are very durable, and even prolonged beating at

X2o*C. causes no decomposition. 1996 Glass^ow Herald
8 Nov. 12 A canvas bag containing blocks of cheddite and
dynamite.

Clieecliako (tj/'tj^kd). Also chechaco, chee-
chaker. A newly arrived immigrant in the mining
districts of north-western North America.
X901 Pall Mall Mag. Jan. 56 ' Nome is a good camp, but

too many cheechakers', that is tender feet ', new comers.
1990 CiiARLOTTB Camkron \titl€\ A Checchako in Alaska
and Yukon. i9aa Chambers's Jrnl. 91/2 The Cbechaco
turns away with heart too full for words.

Che^lc, sb, 16. Add :

oheek-bristies //., whiskers (of a cat) ; oheok-
down, incipient wliiskers (of a youth).
x^oo A. Hu.L /ntrfid..^iience 30 When darkness approaches

.. Its "cheek-bristles .. save it from contact with passive

obiects. X887 Moi Ris Od^ss. xi. 319 Upon their faces the
*check-down blossomed fair.

Cheela, var. Chela 3.

Cheer, sbA 9. Add : oheer-leader U.S., one
who leads the cheering on special occasions.
X9ax R. D. Pains Comr. Rolling Ocean L x The appeals

of the frenzied cheer leaders to back up the team. X9S7
H. £. FosuiCK Pilgr. t'alestintiti A shoutitig, singing mob
surges into tbe church ., carrying cheer-leaders on their
shoulders.

Cheer (tji»i). sb."^ Also ohir. [Native name.]
The Indian pheasant, Phasiamis wailUhu
x8a6 Trails, {.inn. Soc. (1S27) XV. 166 The local [Nepal]

name of this bird U Cheer, x^o Hi;mk & Mar&hali. Gatn4
Birds India I. 170 The b«-st places in which to find Cheer
arc the Dangs or precipitous places. Ibid. 173 The Cheer
Pheasant feeds chiefly on roots. X9n Blackw. ^lug. Mar.
334/1 There are three other varieties of pheasant—the cheer,
the white-crested kaleeg, and the koklass.

Cheerio (ijt-riJo-), »«/. Also (earlier) oheero,
oheer o, [f. Cheer z/. 10 b + O int., influenced

later by Chebry a.] A parting exclamation of en-

couragement. Also quasi-.idj. : cheery.
1910 Punch 12 Jan. 23 [One loafer to another] Cheero,

Charlie. 1915 in NV. N. P. Barbcilion Enjoying Life (1919)

53 We jtiit goon calling out * liic Devil a bit ! Cheero!'
X9S5 RosHKR In A*.y/,/I.V. (1916) 66 Heaps of love to all, and
Cheer O ! xoai O. S. in Punch 5 Jan. 2/1, I envy not these
strange delights Nor wish to join the jocund * Cheero t

* X9aa
Mas. A. SiocwiCK Victorian ix. He hates scent too, so put
on plenty to-night because..! want him to get used to it.

Cheerio! i^aa H. Jknkins Mrs. Bindle iL 51 Never seen
*er so cheerio in all my puflT. 19x4 Galsworthy IVhite
Monkey I. xi, Cheerio, my dear, Uou't quarrel with bread
and butter.

Cheer pine, variant of *Chib hke.
Cheese, ib\ Add

:

1. d. The Cheeses', a nickname applied to the
First Life Guards (see quot. 1903).
tMfiiCk4unb€rs*s Jrnl. 19 Apr 351/3 The old school of

officers., sneered at their succe^ors as * Cheesemongers *.

From this circumstance the regiments acquired theco^nomen
of the 'Cheeses'. 1903 Westm. Gas. 24 Nov. 1/3 More
regimental nicknames. That of ' The Cheeses * wxs bestowed
on the Life Ou.-itd&...l'he old-fashioned officers protested
that the rcgimentt were no longer compO!«d of gentlemen
but of cheesemongers.

3. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
X835 Loscstkrkt Georgia Scents 167 They took their

seals with preci^ly the motion with which the school girls
in my youni^er days used to make 'cheeses ' as they called
ibem, with their frocks. 1844 ' Jom. Suck ' High Life N. K.
I. 85 He put one arm round her liitle waist..and then they
begun tu make checi^es on tbe carpet.

4. b. (bee quot.)
29x5 Lit. Digest (N.Y.) 4 Sept. 469/1 The m.is« of partly

crosht grapes, known as' must
', goes into large kettles. . . From

this mass of* hot must * are made the 'cheeses ' that go into
the presses. These 'cheeses ' consist of about two thousand
gallons each of grape-miut roughly enckned in heavy cotton-
cloth.

C. A conserve of fruit pressed mto the consistency
of cheese, as damson cheese (see Damson 4 b).

6. b. Applied to various objects shaped like a
cheese : see quots.
xn4 W. S, B. M^Larrm spinning (ed. 2) 218 Tbe slivers,

however drawn off, arc automatically wound on to wooden
rollers. . .These balls, or cheeses, as tliey are generally called,

are set in a rack. 1898 Encycl. Sport II. 381 Skittles...

Pin and Bowl, or Cheese. 1919 S. Pagkt Sir V. Horsley I.

10 The boys played the nobler form of the game [of skittles],

throwing the discus, tbe big wooden 'cheese '. X9SX [see
*Chkeskr].

7. cheese ramektn\ cheese basket, a wooden
box or bowl in which curd is placed to drain ;

oheese-box, a box for holding cheese ; also iransf.y

U.S. = *Chekse-tub 3 ; cheese-cutter, also (^) a
device for breaking the curd into small pieces, that

the whey may more readily exude (Knight DicL
Mech. 1874); cheese-&3gers, puff paste on which a
cheeseniixtureisspread, the paste being then folded

over, cut into strips, and browned ; cheese-head,
(rivet, screw), one of which the head is of the form
of a squat cylinder; oheese-hoop (U.S. example)

;

cheese-knife, also, a spatula used to break down
curd in cheese-making; cheese ladder(see Ladder
sb, 3) ; cheese-straws //., grated cheese and flour,

or other material^ made into a paste, cut into thin

strips, and baked crisp; cheese-turner, *a shelf

capable of being inverted, so as to turn over the

cheeses laid upon it* (Knight 1S74).
1855 KnickerbockerMag. XL.V. 14 A *chcese-box, used as

a tanning vat. x866 E. A. Poluvrd Southern Hist. War
I. 378 Here, there, and everywhere, was the black 'cheese-
box '. X87X ScHELK DE Verb Americanisms (1872) 335
Irreverent Confederates called the hideous-looking vessels

cheese-boxes. 1878 E. B. Tuttle Border Tales 17 One
of the redskins havin,: manufactured a drum by stretching

a deer.skin over the rim of acheesebox. X89X Encycl. Pract.
Cookery (cd. T. F. Garrett) I. 348/1 *Cheese Fingers.,
should only be lightly browned. 1888 Lockwoods Did.
Tertns Mech. Engin.y *Checse Head Rivet. . . *Cheese Head
Screw. 1907 luittill. News Oct, 10/2 A small cheese bead
screw and washer [is] used to bind it. X908 Ibid. 11. iio/i
The binding screws. .have cheese heads which permit of a
deep slot for screwing up. 1849 ^^P- If^S. Couim, Patents
(1850) 357 Improvement in Machine:* for cutting and slitting

•Cheese Hoops. X839 71/*!^. Domestic Econ. Feb. 240 the
curd., is cut through with a double or triple bladed *cheese>
knife. X7»5 \Braiiley's\ ham. Diet. s.v. fiamequin'sy To
make *Cheese-Raniequin5, a Farce \* to be prepar'd of the
same sort as that describ'd for Cheese-Cakes. X891 Encycl.
Pract. Cookery (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 349/1 Cheese Pufls or
Ramekins. 1899 Daily News 30 Sept. 7/4 Little individual

dishes of devilled macaroni, ..cheese ramaquins, etc. 1874
Young Ladifi Jrnl. XI. 475/1 'I'hree Receipts for Making
*Cheese Straws. 189X Encycl. Pract. CooJkery (ed. 1'. F,
Garrett) I. 350/3 Cheese Straws,, .bake for ten minutes in

a quick overu

Cheesemoiiger. Add :

b. (See quot. 1874.) Cf. *Chee8K sb,^ i d.

1874 Slang Diet., Cheesemongers, once a popular name for

the First Lifeguard-*. 1893 Eng, lllustr. Mag. 125/1 'Come
on, you Chee'^emongers V the bantering cry of a command*
ing officer of a cavalry regiment of the Household Brigade
at Waterloo.

Cheeser (tj"r»j). [f. Cheesk j^.i (*5 b) + -eh V]
An operative who tends a cheeking frame (see

*Cheesikg) for winding wool or silk.

X9ex Diet. Occup. Temts {1997) | 367 C/ieese winder\
r<&/frrr, .. operates winding frame which winds yarn. .on to
..tubes,, .known as cheeses.

Chee'se-tnb. [Chbksk sb.^ 6.]

1. A tub in which cheese is moulded.
X794 Weogk Agric. Cluster 50 This whey is. .returned

into tbe chee^ tub again. 1844 * Jon. Slick ' High Li/e
N. Y. II. 91 Beside-i all these, was tu great round silk

cushions, as thick as mother's cheese tub. 1879 [see Cheese
$b} 61.

2. transf. A contemptuous name for a monitor
vessel. (Cf. cheese-box, •Cheesk j^.i

7.) 6^^.
XS67 J. T. HiAOLsr Etirragnt 4- A'iizx'. Contmattders 519

But all this time, Wordcn in bis ' chee*e-tub *, as the rebels
called her, was crowding all steam to overtake his powerful
adversary.

Cheesewood (tj/*zwud). [f. Cheese sb.^ +
Wood sh.'\ A yellowish-white wood obtained from
the Australian trees IHtlospornm bicohr and P,
undulatum ; also, a tree of either species.

x86a in J. H. Maiden Useful Natiit Plants (1889) 588
' CheestVu*xl '..is yellowish-white, very bard, and of uni*

form texture and colour.

Cheesing (tf/'siij), vbl, sb. [f. Cheese sb.'^

(*5 b) -^•INol.J The operation of winding yarn

or silk on cheese-shaped twbbins. Cheesingframe^

a frame or machine that performs this operation;

also tUtrib. (.See also under Cheese v.^)

X9ai Diet. Occup. Terms (1937) | 371 Cheesing frame
minder, cheesing frame tenter.

Cheetal, -ul : see *Chital.
Cheiloplasty, etc. : see *Chiloplastv, etc.

CheiropodoUS (kair^p^ds), a. Zool. Also
chiro". [-OUH.] Of or belonging to the Cheiropoda
(see Crkikopoi>) ; having feet like hands.
1889 Centnry Diet.

Cheka (ipka). Also che(-)ka, chay-ka,
tcheka. [Kuss., f. the names {che ha) of the

initials H K of Hp«3BUHattHaH KOMMHCciji tshres-

ry/jA(f/«ay(7>t(7w«/j-.f;yaextraordinarycomnjission.]

An organization set up in 1917 nnder the Soviet

regime in Russia for the secret investigation of

counter-revolution activities (superseded in 1922 by

the G.P.U. or *Ogpu). Hence Che'kist, a member
of the Chek-a.
The translation of the full description of the body is *The

All-Russian Extraordinary Commission attached to the
Council of People's Commissaries for combating Counter-
revolution, Speculation, and Sabotage'.
19SX Glasgoiv Herald 1^ Oct. g The Cheka. .rallied round

itself not only Communists, but criminals, both Russian and
Internationalists, 1921 Bleukiv. Mag. Dec. 725/2 A nurse.

.

gained a reprieve through consenting to act as spy for the
Chay-Ka. 19*3 Glasgoiv Herald 10 Mar. 5 This Govern-
ment announces the trial before the Special Revolutionary
Tribunal, that is to say, the 'Icheka, of a number of our old
comrades of the Central Coiumittee of our party for fictitious

charges of attempts upon the lives of the Bol>hevist leaders.

Ibid. 15 Apr. 8 The Che-Ka, he tried to explain, was simply
a modern edition of the Committee of Public Safety during
the French Revolution. 1925 Popoff Tcluka 230 On..
December 21, 1917, the first meeting of the first Tcheka
Council took place in the Smolny building, //•/rf.. Of tlic

first Tchekists only a small number were Communists. X9J7
Blackw. Mag, June 840/1 The ingenious wickedness of the
Tcheka goes beyond all the previous experience of history.

Chela 2, Add : (also cheela) One who occu-
pies the position of disciple and servant.

X90X Kipling Kim i, When I was faint with hunger he
bej;ged for me, as would a ehela for his teacher.

Cheliped (.krhped). [r. mod.L. cheia (ad. Gr.

X»;A>7) claw + L. ped-^ pis foot.] Each of the large

prehensile claws o! a crustacean.
x989 Century Die!. tg*x Outward Bound Nov. j^i/i The

Fiddler Crab with his one cheliped .. so vastly bigger than
the other.

Chellean (Jchan), [f. the place-name Chelles,

in the department of Seine-et-Marne, Fiance.] Of
or belonging to the earliest palaeolithic period of

Europe as represented by the flint implements
found at Chelles.
X895 Dawson Meeling.piace o/Geol. ^ Hist. tv. (ed. a) 41

Flint hacbe of the Ancient or Chellean type. X9S7 H.
Peakk & Fleurk Apes ^ Men 56 The fashioning of the
early Palaeolithic, Chellean, flints betokens a high degree of
purposeful sl(ill and artistry.

Cheloidal ck^loi-dal), a. [f. Cheloid -^ -al.]
*= Keloidal a.

X908 l'racti:ioner ]&n. 42 An incision, which.. has become
cheloidal, contracted, and puckered.

Chelsea (.tJe'U*). Designating a kind of porce-

lain made at Chelsea in the iSth c. : used attrib.

in Chelsea porcelain,, pottery^ ware,
X7S4in Jewitt Ceramic An (1878) L 173 Chelsea porcelain

toys. X878 Ibid. 171 A complete service of Chelsea cliina.

Ibid. 196 Porcelain made at Caughley, and intended to pass
as ' Chelsea Derljy '.

Cheltenhaxa (tjck'nam). Name of a town in

Gloucestershire used attrib. to designate: a. the

chalybeate waters of the springs at Cheltenham, or

the salts left by the evaporation of these waters.

X837 Penny Cycl. VI L 31/1 The persons most benefited by
the Cheltenham waters are those who, after a long residence

in hot climates, are afifected with diseased liver. 1848
DuNGLrsoN Med. Lex, (ed. 7), Cheltenham Salts, these are
sometinies made from the waters; at others, factitiously...

Cheltenham Water, Artificial, may be made of Kpsom sail,

gr. xij, iron filings, gr. j : [etc.]. 1874 Garrod & Baxter
Mat. Med. (i83o) 14a The so-called Cheltenham salts consist

chiefly of sulphate of soda.

b. The name of a fount of type.

1917 F. S. HtNKY Printing /or Schools ^ Shop iii. 79
Cheltenham Otdstylc.A Capital R of Thirty-six-point

Cheltenham. This paragraph has been set in Cheltenham
to show the long asceuders so chanu:teristic of the family

group.

Cnelydoid (kclidoid), a. and sb, [f. mod.L.
Chelydidx: see -oiD.] A. adj. Of or pertaining

to the Oulydidx^ a family of tortoises. B. sb, A
tortoise belonging to this family.

x886 GUnthf.r in Encycl. Brit XX. 471/2 It may be seen

from this list that no Cbelydoid passes iiortliward beyond
the IsthmuK ot Panama.

ChemiCf sb. Add

:

4. b. ctitrib.y as chemic mixer.
X931 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) 8380 Chemic mixer;..

mixes bleaching powder with water, in readiness for use in

kiers,

6. A dye consisting of a very acid solution of

indigo in sulphuric acid. Also attrib,

1818 W. Tuck tR Family Dyer <"(- Scourer i. (ed. 2) 7 There
are some blues on silk, of a very Itgiit shade, that are dyed
with chymic blue. Ibid. 35 Chymic for light blues, and
greens on silk or woollen, ibid. iii. 46 From your chymic
bottle, one or two drops.

Chemical(.liemikal), v. [f. the sb.] trans. —
next.
X884 Harper's Mag. LXIX. No. 3 .\dvt., Washing com-

pounds ana soap, .are highly chemicaled.

Chemicalize (ke-mikabiz), V. [f. CHE.MICAL a,

-t- -I/.E.] trans. To treat with a chemical or

chemicals, llencc Clie:mioaliza*tion.
X9oa Clarion 17 Oct. i If this change is produced in milk

by chemicalising it, in the case of cheniicalised meats, also,

a similar result must follow. Ibid., Milk,, .if consumed soon

after chemlcalisation, mayproducea mild. .attack of suffer-

ing. 1907 Lancet 25 May 1443/1 The Cheniicalised Road
[the calcium chloride treatment of roads].

Chemicker (ke-mikaj). [f. Chemic v. + -kr 1.]

(See quot.)
191X Diet, Occup. Tenns (1027) | 381 C/w/r/cA^r,. .minds

a kind of mangle, trough of which contains chemickmg
(bleaching] solutioiu



CHEMICO".

CSlieiilico-. Add: chemico-engineeringt-physics;

chemicocrystaUographical, -minerahgical adjs. ;

Clteanleo-bio'logy, the chemistry of living matter

;

hence Clie:niico'biolo'iric a. ; Che:mioo-dyna-jnlc

a., transforming chemical energy into the energy of

motion.
1903 Laxcet n Aug. Advt. 3 The resiilts of bacteriologic

and of *chemicobiologic research as applied to the pathology

of midwifery. 1908 Carnegie Trust Rep. 24 "Chemico-
crystallographicai researches on thallic sulphntes. 1909

Cot<. Z?K/. Suppl , *Chemicodynamic. \gili Daily Express
la SepL 11/4 The original structure of these cells is a
chemico-dynamic structure which requires oxygen.. to pre-

serve it. 1897 Daily Neivs 1 June 7/4 Prof. Dewar's magni-
ficent *cheiuico-engineering laboratory. 1903 Geikie Text-

ti. Geot. (ed. 4) I. 201 In Professor Rosenbusch's scheme of

classification the 'chemico-mineralogical characters of the

igneous rocks are chosen as the basis ofthe grouping, a 1909
Bnck's HanMk. Med. Set. VII. 758 (Cent. D. Suppl.)

•Chemico-physics,

Chemigrapliy (kemi-grafi). [f. Gr. xif'"
Alchemy +-gbapht.]
1. Any mechanical engraving process depending

upon chemical action; spec, a process of zinc

etching without the aid of photography.

2. A process of obtaining half-tones by printing,

from the same plate, in two colours, or two shades

of the same colour, one of which is slightly out of

register. Hence Chemlgra'phica., pertaining to or

produced by chemigraphy. Also Clieinl'sraplier,

one who prints by a half-tone photo-mechanical

process. die-migrxaph, a print obtained by
chemigraphy.
1893 Daily Neivs 23 Mar. 6/3 Mr. Leon Warnerke next

gave some illustrations of ' Chemigraphic etching '. 1897
H. W. Singer & W. Strang Etching, etc. 25 Wliatever
niceties the chemigrapher or white-line woodcutter can
manage to put upon his block will come out in the printing.

Chemin de fer (J>maeh &) f^r). [Fr., lit. ' road

of iron ', railway.] A form of baccaiat.

X902 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 583 To add baccarat banque
and chemin deferlQ the list of unlawful games. 190a Daily
Citron. 13 May 10/2 He raided the club, and found. .the
defendants seated round large tables playing chemia defer.

Chemio- : = *Chemo-.
Chemisal : see *Chamisal.
Chemmy (Jemi). Familiar f. chemin defer.
19J3 P. G. WoDEHOUSE Inimit. Jeeves xvi. 214 We went

on from Giro's to play chemmy with some fellows.

CliemO- (ke'mff), used as combining form =
Chemic a., in Cbemoklnesis (keimoksinrsis)

[Gr. Kivrjais movement] Biol., a condition of in-

creased activity of an organism, induced by the

presence of a chemical substance ; hence Che:iiio-

kise-tic (-ksine'tik) a. ; Chemore-flez sb., a re-

sponse to a chemical change in the environment by
a motor reaction ; a., pertaining to or designating

a reflex action resulting from a chemical stimulus

;

Chemosyntliesis (kemosi'n))j'sis) [Gr. avi>$€cris

composition], the formation of carbohydrates out of

inorganic compounds by an organism in darkness or

in the absence of sunlight, as distinguished from
' photosynthesis

' ; Clie:inotherapea'tlc(al ati/s.,

of or pertaining to Che^motlierapen'tics or

Cliemotherapy, the treatment of internal disease

by chemical re-agents that have a toxic effect on the

disease-micro-organisms.
X900 Atiter. yrnL Physiol. Apr, 398 The organisms soon

leitve the area of operation of the chemical causing the

reactions. This phenomenon Garry calls '*chemokinesis'.

1901 G. N. Calkins Protozoa 299 If an ft^^cx is produced
which is not directive, it is said to be *chemokinctlc 190*
Pop. Set. Monthly Mar. 463 [The] complicated activities of
such highly developed organisms as ants and bees may be
subsumed, with surprising completeness, under some such
heading as the * *cbemoreflex '. X903 tr. E. Strasburger^s
Text'bk. Bot. 197 The necessary energy is here obtained
not from photosynthesis but from the oxidation of ammonia
into nitrous acid, and this into nitric acid (^chemosynthesis).
X904 tr. HaeckeCs Wonders of Lj/e I'ii Pfeffer has called
this carbon-assimilation, on account of its purely chemical
nature, * chemosynthesis, ' in opposition to the ordinary
photosynthesis by means of sun-light. 1906 R. J. H. Gibson
Miol. VL 48 In all probability the energy reiiuired is obtained
by the oxidation of primary organic compounds, and possibly
of protoplasm itself (chemosynthesis). 1937 Daily Express
12 July 9/7 A concentrated attack is being made on the
problem from many different angles—pathological, bio-
chemical,, .and *chemo.therapeutical. loaa Encycl. Brit.
XXX. 154/2 ^Chemotherapy, The ideaf method of using
an antiseptic is to introduce it into the circulation.

Chemotaxis (kemota^ksis). Biol. Also
cbeznio-. [mod.L., f. *Chemo- + Gr. rofis arrange-

ment.] The disposition exhibited by certain living

cells, or free-swimming organisms, of movement
towards or away from certain chemical substances

held in solution. Also called Chemota-ctism.
Hence Cliem(i)ota'ctic, -leal, -ta'xic adJs.

1893 Burdon-Sandekson in Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1894) 26 .^s

a general designation of reactions of this kind Pfeffer devised
the term Chemotaxis, or, as we in England prefer to call it,

Chemiotaxis. Ibid. 27 Chemiotactic cells—that is, cells which
act under ibe orders of chemical stimuli. 1897 Nature 16
Sept. 481/2 This remarkable attraction—chemical attraction,

or *chemotaxis*~vi a very general phenomenon. 1898 tr.

E. Strasburger's Text-bk. Bot. 263 The cbemotactic

initability of Bacteria. XQoa Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 518 The 1

influence of the chemical substance is either that of attrac
tion or repulsion, the one being known as positive, the

other as negative chemotaxis. 1903 Snydkr Kew Concep-
tions in Set. 202 It is simply a chemical reaction between
certain substances in . . the fly and the meat, a case of chemo-
tactism. 1903 MeH, Record 7 Mar. 392 (.Cent. D. Suppl.)

Chcraotaxic. 1908 Hans Driesch Sci. .5- Fhilos. Organism
1. 152 Each mesenchyme-celi is specified . . with regard to its

chemotactical irritability. 1908 Practitioner Jan. 22 Some
of which [cells] die, and thus set up a cbemotactic action.

Ibid. Mar. 392 A negative chemiotactic effect.

Cliemotropisza (kemp*tr^piz'm). Bioh [f. Gr.

XVH*<^ Alchemy + Tpon-os a turning + -ism.] A con-

dition of sensitiveness to a chemical substance in

solution, exhibited by certain organisms, or parts

of organisms, producing curvature towards the

si\mu\nSftermtdpositwecAemoiropzsm,oTa.wa.yhom
it, iugative chemotropism. Hence Clieniotro'pic a.

1897 ^^ture 16 Sept. 481/2 The cause of the bending_ [of

the hyphje of fungi] Ues in a powerful ' chemotropic ' action.

1898 tr. E. Strasburi^ers I ext-bk. Bot. 263 Corresponding
to the cbemotactic irritability of Bacteria and spermatozoids,
roots, fungus hyphae, and pollen tubes exhibit positive and
negative cliemotiopic curvatures. Ibid., Rheotropism. .and
Aerotropism, a form of chemotropism, are additional pheno-
mena, ..which stand in direct relations to certain vital

requirements of plants. 1901 J. Loeb Covtpar. PhysioL
Brain 186 The orientation of an organism by dififusing

molecules is termed chemotropism.

CliexiOpoditUll (kcn(Jpp*dii?m\ Bot. [mod.L.,

f, Gr. yjiv goose + 7ro5-, irotis foot.] A plant of the

genus so named ;
goose-foot. Also atlHb.

1807 T. Mabtyn Miller's Gard. 4- Bot. Diet, s.v., It is

whiter than most of the Chenopodiums; and varies exceed-

ingly, both when young, and in its seeding state. 1915
Jrttl. CheiH. Soc. CVIII. 1. 195 The toxicity ofchenopodium
oil is increased in starvation. zoa6 Contemp. Ren. Keb. 235
A list of such flowers includes chenopodiums, [etc].

Cheque, sb. 4. Add :

cheque clerk ; cheque end, an ornamental device

on the perforated edge of a cheque, money order,

etc., as a safeguard against fraud ; cheque guard
(see quot.).

1908 Westni. Gaz. 29 Sept, 8/2 He presented a cheque for

;£ 1,000 to the ""cheque clerk, who examined the balance and
initialled the cheque. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.^ Suppl.,

*Check Guards a means of preventing tampering with bank
checks, raising the figures, etc.

Cheque (tjek), v. In U.S. check, [f. Chequk
sb!\ trans. To cheque outx to pay out by cheque,

^ For the intr. use * to draw a cheque *, see Check
zj.i 17.
1908 IVestm. Gaz. 29 Dec. 3/1 Banking credit, .which I can

drawout wholly in gold or bank-notes, or which I can cheque
out in settlement of my debts.

Chequer, sb?- 16. Add ; chequer-board »
checker-hoard (Checker sb.- 2 c).

1870 * Fanny Fern ' Gittger-Snaps 79 When some clerical

big-gun is supposed to make a false move on the sacerdotal
cliequer-board.

Cneqnerer (tje'ksrai). [f. Chequer v. -f- -erI.]

One who makes a chequered pattern.

19x1 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 498 Cluqutrer (small

arms); cuts a criss-cross or chequered pattern on wooden
fore-ends and butts of guns and nfles by hand.

Chequer-work. 2. (Later U.S. example.)
1878 B. t", Taylor Betiveen Gates 263 [The water] coursing

along the checker work of channels,

Chereni(he'rem). Alsoherem. [Heb. Din
^erefUi f. hdram to devote, put under a curse.]

Excommunication from the .Synagogue.

1903 yewish Encycl. V. 286/2 If,. the excommunicate
showed no sign of penitence or remorse, the niddui might be
renewed.., and finally the *berem *, the most rigorous form
of excommunication, might be pronounced. 19x5 W. Ewing
y. E. H. Tlwtiison 158 For some comparatively trivial cause
a cherent^ or ban, would fall like a bolt from the blue. 1926
Expository Times Aug. 500/2 It discusses the taboo, .and
the herem or ban.

Chenuauy (tja'jm&ni). U.S. [Of obscure

origin.] A variety of baseball played in the

southern States.

1889 Century Did. 1904 M. D. QoviWKS Atttob. I. 35 Our
recess games were chiefly chermany and bandy.

Cherokee (tjert^k;'*), a. U.S. 1. Thenameofa
tribe of North American Indians, formerly occupy-
ing a large portion of the southern United States,

used attrib* or as adj. Of or pertaining to the

Cherokees, or the region inhabited by them.
1716 N. Carolina Col. Rec, II. 256 The officers who shall

command the said soldiers in the said Cherokee expedition.

1756 Ibid. V. 635 Major Lewis is return 'd from the Cherokee
Country. 1765 H. Timbkrlake Matt. 75 A war carried into
the heart of the Cherokee country. 1778 Cal. Virginia St.
Papers 1. 306 This deponent says, that he does not understand
the Cherokee Tongue. 1834 W. G. Simms Guy Rivers (1882)

347 The reader has already heard something of the Cherokee
pony. ..They are a small, but compactly made and hardy
creature. 1849 C- Lanman Alleghany Mts. i. 12 After the
State Legislature had divided the Cherokee Purchase into
lots . . everybody was on tiptoe with regard to its distribution.

1868 Trans. III. Agrie. Soe. VH. 142 The long-horned or
Cherokee cattle passing through North Carolina and Virginia
on their way to the Northern markets. 1927 Blackxv. JMag.

July 59/2 Prince Charles might just as well have invaded
Kngland at the head of a band of Cherokee Indians.

2. a. Cherokee plum., the Chickasaw plum.
1786 Washington Diaries III. 32 Uoed the ground behind

CHESS-BOARD.

the garden aeain and planted therein, in tboee rows, 177 (A
the wild, or Cherokee plumb. Ibid. 8i.

b, Cherokee rose, a wild rose of the southern

United States, Rosa laevigata,

1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil, Southern Matron i-zy The
piercing thorn of the Cherokee rose renders it impenetrable
by cattle. 1846T. B. TH0RfEiT/y.i/. Backwoods i^Z XroM^h
Virginia fence, over which the Cherokee rose had entwined
itself. 1896 J. C. Harris Sister Jane 19 The Cherokee
rose was rapidly covering the broken-down fences with its

glistening green shield, 1901 C. Mohr I'lant Life Alabamm
54 The Cherokee rose, .is siaid to have been ^und by the
whites on their first arrival at the villages of the Cherokees
and Creeks.
ellipt. 1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil, xiii. 89 The Cherokee

hedge shut out the view. x888 Harper s Mag. May 867/1
Their only exit lay at the end of the CI»erokee hedge.

3. Cherokee Strips a. part oi the State ofOklahoma
inhabited by the Cherokees ; alsoyf^. (see quot.).

1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 13 June, Andy Snider..

b

said to have thousands of caitle down on the Cherokee strip.

1905 Baltimore American 7 Mar. 4 On the boundary of
what is known as the * Cherokee Strip *, or, in other words,
the section on the Democratic side occupi^ by Republican
Senators who cannot find de>>ks on the Republican side.

Cherokee*, v. [f- as prec] trans. To arrange

in the fashion of tlie Cherokees.
1771 Massachusetts Sp^ 21 Mar. (Th.) An old fashioned

lady, with a foretop of hair Cherokeed to imitate the Indian
dress.

Cherried, ppl a. Add

:

2. Adorned or tiimmed with artificial cherries.

1923 Chambers's yrnl. 771/1 The gay cherried hat and
flower-sprigged dress of some youthful my lady or Miss.

Cherrup, var. of Chikkup sb.

1843 R. Carlton Neto Purchase xix. 162 All cherrups and
get-ups and even old-rascals-you. .all, all were in vain !

Cherry, sb. Add : 2. b. Also cUtrib.

1889 Rose T. Cooke Steadfast L 13 A small cherry table
with two leaves.

9. cher^y-titne (later example).
1849 K. Douglas Life i, I do not remember to have ever

met a slave who could tell of his birthday. They seldom
come nearer to it than..chcrry.time, spring-time, harvest-

time, or falUtime.

10. cherry-birch U.S. (see quot.) ; Cherry-
breeches = Cherry-pickers \ cherry coffee, the

fruit containing the coffee berry ; cherry cordial
= Cherry-BODNCE i ; cherry country, tiie district,

in Kent, where the cherry is largely grown, in ex-

tensive cherry-orchards, for commercial purposes ;

Cherry-pickers, a jocular name for the 1 1 th Light

Dragoons, now the nth Hussars; cherry-wood
(earlier U.S. examples).
1832 D. J. Browne Sylva Atner. 118 Black Birch: its

secondary denominations are Mountain Mahogany in

Virginia, and Sweet Birch and 'Cherry Kirch in Connecticut,
Massachusetts, and further north. 1871 Forbes £x^^r. Wew
pr. ^ Germany lli. ii. II. 181 When he \sc. Lord Cardigan]
commanded the ' ^cherry breeches '. 1858 Simmonds Diet.
Trade^ *Cherry-c(>ffee, the planier>' name for the fruit of the
coffee as picked from the tree, before it has undergone the
operations of pulping, drying, &c , to preiiare the berry for

shipment. 1709-10 W. Salmon Pamily Diet. 71/2 *Cherry
Cordial. Take Black Cherries, (etc.]. 1836 Mag. Domestic
Eeoft. I. 7 Make also, .cherry cordial. 1902 Garden 10 May
302/3 To ^et into the heart of the 'Cherry country one can
make Maidstone, Sittingbourne, or Faversham the starting

point, and work through miles of orchards. x88a Spans'
Encycl. Industr. Arts v. 1638 ' •Cherry-gum ' is a term ap-
plied very indefinitely to the gummy exudations of cherry,

plum, apricot, almond, and other tree;^, included in the

genera Prutiusy Cerasus^ and Amygdalus, 1865 Notes <5-

Qiteries -^x^ Ser. VII. 49/1 nth Hussars—Cherubtms and
•Cherry Pickers. 1903 Westtn. Gaz. 2 Dec 1/3 The nth
[HussarsJ got its name of 'the Cherry-Pickers' through
some of its men having been taken prisoners in a fruit

garden during the war in the Peninsula. xysB Daily
Express 27 Mar. 10/6 Those crimson overalls of the * Cherry-
pickers '. .were really a kind of wedding present from the
Prince Consort. x8s9 J. F. Cooper lyish-ion-wzsk iti. 39
Candles of tallow, on a table of *cherry-wood. 1840 C F.

Hoffman Greysiaer v. i. III. to A small cherry-wood table

and a few rush-bottomed chairs.

Cherry-brandy. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x686 J. DuNTON Lett.fr. N. England (1867) 33 Preserv'd

Damozins, Cherry-Brandy, and the like Knick-knacks.

Chervonetz (tjauv^nets). Also -eta. PL
ohervontzi, -si. [Kuss.] A Soviet bank-note

nominally equal to ten roubles gold currency.

1923 British Weekly 15 Nov. 164/4, 1 was struck with the

remarkable success of the new currency—the chervonets

—

which has a gold backing. 19*7 limes (weekly ed.) 3 June
694/3 Ihe purchasing power of the chervonetz has slowly

but persistently fallen. i9a8 Daily Tel. 17 Jan. 12/2 They
receive an allowance of five chervontsi for their personal
expenses on the journey.

Chess-board, b. Add: ailrt'b. or adj. Resem-
bling a chess-board ; like that of a chess-board.

1903 Daily Chron. 11 Dec. 7/1 Such chessboard cities as

Melbourne and Adelaide. 1904 Ibid 10 Feb. 7/5 If the

Russians adopt chess-board rules of war the next event will

be an attack by Russian torpedo craft. 19x4 Coi-LINGWOOD
Rotnan Britain 48 To go in for a town-planning scheme, to

layout a chess-board street-plan.

Hence Che'ss-hoard v. trans. ^ to divide (land)

into more or less equal portions resembling the

squares on a chess-board.
1891 Daily Ne'ivs 12 May 4/8 Mr. Morley protested the

other day against ' chessboarding ' Ireland. 19x4 Chainbers's
yrnl, 747/1 A tract of low-lying, cultivated land, chest-

boarded into fields under various crops.
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Chessdom (tfe-sdam). [f. Chess sdA + -Don.]

The ' realm ' of chess and chess-players.

1875 Cifv o/Londi^H Cfuss Mag, June 142 'rhere are plenty

of courts m Chcssdom only too ready to investig:ite these

complaints.

Cliesser (tje-s3i). U.S. [f. Chess f*.i + -EBi.]

A chess-player.

xSts City 0/Londim Chess Mag. May*tos English che-«ers,

to use the Aiucricati word,, .ought certainly to subscribe lo

ihis capital monthly.

ChessyCt/e-si), a.2 U.S. [f. Chess j*.3 + -t1.]

Full of cliess grass.

1842 Mrs. Kirklamd Finest I.!/e I. 194 My whe-it was
unaccountably chessy, though 1 turned water upon it, and
kept it moist ai) summer.

Chest, J'^.^ Add:
9. c. Phr. To get it off an^s chest-, to relieve

one*s mind by making a statement or coofession.

vulgar coUoq,

190* Daily Ckron. vj Sept. 3/2 The deure iseiiher to

deliver a message to the world or to express the individual

personality—to 'get it off your chest ' is the horrid, vulgar

phrase. 1910 W. J. I>ockk Simon the yester %\i^ 'I've eot

to get it off niy chest/ said he. . . * 1 want to tcU you that i ve

been every end of a silly a^s.'

10- a. cheat-bellows, the piston bellows (Knight

Diet. Mech. 1874) ; chest-lock, a mortise lock for

a chest or box (Ibid.) ; b. chest girth, measure,

tueasurement ; chest-deep fz. {adv.)^ so deep as to

reach to the height of one*s chest ; chest-expander
(see quot. 1858 and Expandeb); chest-piece, that

part of a stethoscope which, when in use, is placed

against the chest ; chest register, the lower

portion of the compass of the human voice;

chest-wall, the external surface of the thorax or

chesL
1889 C. Edwardes Sardima ^ Sardes 172 The stream was

strong and *chcst-deep. 1849 Rep. US. Coium. Patents

(1850) 370 Having thus fully described., the operation of the

shoulder brace aiid *cbest expander. 1858 Simmonds Diet.

Trade, Chest-exgander^ an application of fixed or pliable

materials for keeping back the shoulders, x^fo^ Daily Chron,

»9 Dcc.6/6 A noticeable increa.-ieof *chest girthofevery boy
in the school 1889 Cent. Diet., •CA«/-/«<-<Miir<f,thei^realcst

girth of the chest, it^ Brit. Med, Jrul.-^ Nov. 991/1 I'heear

pieces are made of india-rubber, . .and the *che^t piece has

an india'rubber air pad cover. 1909 rractitiomr Dec 863
Tike edge of the metal che&t-piece mi^ht be convetueottr

rimned wiih hard rubber. 1879 St. Georg/s liosp. /?</, IX.
985 A wound on 'chest-walL 1909 Prattiti^ntr D«:. 86a

Many pbystctans prefer to use toe unaided ear applied
direct to the chcst-walL

Cliesterfield. Add: 2. A stuffed-over conch
or sota with a back and two ends, one of which is

sometimes made adjustable.

1900 Wesiim, Com. jo Jan. lo^a The club room, charmingly
furnished with chairs and Chesterfields upholstered with blue
cretonnes. 1919 C Otta Gl^aus Thing vL 67 * Is that the
book?' aslced Nannie, drawing in the Chesterfield, and
motioning to bim to sit down b«ide her. 19*7 Chambers's
7r«/. 641/1 Both were seated, Jimmy in the chair facing
him, and Betty on the chesierActd.

Chestertonian (tjest3it^*nidn), a. [f. the

surname Chesterton + -Ulf.] Of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of Gilbert Keith Chesterton (i 874-),
journalist and author, his writings, style, etc.

1905 Daily Chron. ai June 3/1 CheMertonian. [Heading
of a review of Heretics., by G. K. Chesterton.) 1909 Ibid.

3 Mar. 3/3 He is immune from the Che^tcrtonian taint of

straining after paradox and epigram. 9SI Pubiic Ol^inioH

39 July loa/i The Lord Chancellor was almoU lyrical or
Cbcstertonian in his rhapsody.

Chestftll (tjc'stful). [-ruL.] The quantity (of

articles) contained in a chest. (See Chest j^.l loa,

quots. 1733, 1884 in Diet.)

Chestnut, sb. Add :

3. b. Cape (or Wild) chestnut, a tree, Ccdo^

dendron capense., indigenous to South Africa, bear-

ing pink blossoms. Wild chestnut, {a) = Cape
chestnut ; {h) the edible nut of Brabeium stellati-

folium^ a South African tree.

s868^. Chapman Trav. \\. 4^0 The Wild Chestnut. .well

deserving its name for its exquiwtely•pencilled delicate pink
floweri. 1875 S. W. Silve« & Co. tiandhk. S. Africa 138
'1 he.. Wild Chestnut is the fruit of Calodtndron Capens*.

1909 East London Dispatch 3 July 5 (Pcttman) 'l*bc

beautiful Itlac flowers of the wild chestnut. I9ta itfid. 13

Apr. 7 (Ibid.) It is very seldom that the Cape chestnut and
the Wild fig become altogether devoid of leaves.

C. chestnut- extract, an extract from chestnut

wood, used in dyeingsilk black; chestnut oak (ex-

amples) ; ohestnut roaster, a stove used by itiner-

ant vendors of roasted chestnuts ; also, the vendor.
1881 .Sjfcww* Encycl. Industr. Arts\'^.xtid Hemlock-extract

is a deci'-red syrupy extract of the bark of the hemlock pine
of America. •Chestnut-extract isa similar product from the
rasped wood of the Spanish chestnut. 1^66 W. Stork Acc.
Ernst Florida 45 The •chestnut oak.. is very common in

Florida. 1816 U. Brown Jmi. in Maryland Hist. Metg,
XI. 331 (We) found on our right .. aChestnut Oak marked
arxl Owned by Jacob Beeson. 1834 Sauthem Lit. Metssn^er
1,97 There is little timbrr of large siic, the growth beuig
chiefly cliestnut oak. 1885 *C. K. CitADtxx:K Prophet Ct.

Smoky Mts. xi, 197 A branch, too, of the low-spreading
Chestnut-oak. .was visible. 1909 Westm.Caz. 4 Sept. 3/3
The bowed old woman who sits hufEging her •chestnut
n»ster at the end oi the Font Marguet. 1991 Diet. Occup.
Ttrms (1937} I 777 Baked chestnut man ; chestnut roaster.

S9S3 lyetAly Dispatch 39 Apr. s, I have never more than

once come across a genuine old chestnut-roaster with a
pierced box and Hd.

Chestnut, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To make (a

joke, etc) stale by constant repetiiion.

^ 1909 T. C. De Leon Belles^ Beaux, etc. 366 The over fami-
liar retort, chesmutted by frequent misapplication.

Chestnuttinif, vd/. sb, (Earlier and later

U.S. examples.)
1875 Mrs. Stowe IVe ^ Neighbors xxxiii. 314 Reminis-

cences of. .boys and girls going chestnutting and having
good times. 1907 M. C. Harris Tents of Wickedness 11. i.

113, 1 know I would apostatise for a ctiestnutting in Frost's
woods on a mellow September afternoon.

Chestnntty (tje-sn»ti), a. [f. Chestnut -»- -y^.]

Resembling (that of) a chestnut, a. Of a colour.

b. Of an oft-told tale or joke.

a, 1893 StresHd Magt Nov. 537/t His [eyes) are chest-
nutty brown.
b. 1906 Daily Chron. 13 Nov. 4/4 The story, slightly

chestnutty in its flavour, of the theatre manager. 1906
/bid. 19 May 3/1 There are talcs of .Sydney Smith, mostly,
it must be said, of a chestnutty flavour.

Chesty (tje-sti), a. [f. Chest sb.^ 9, from the

idea of thrustmg out the chest as a gesture of con-

ceit.] 1. Conceited and self-assertive. U.S. slang.

X901 H. McHuCH yoku Henry 57 It isn't quite as chesty
a« ' David Harum ', but there's more poetry in it. 1903
A". V. Sun 29 Nov. 26 H is school reputation . . may have had
the effect of enlarging his self-esteem. He may have been
a bit chesty, as it is known in the vernacular of the campus.
iQia Mathkwson Pitching iiL 69 The team had won the
championship in 1900, and naturally they were all pretty

chesty. 1999 S. Anderson in Mercury Story Bk. 231 Her
father was not rich to make her chesty because she was his

daughter.

2. Inclined to. marked by, or symptomatic of

chest disease, colloq.

Hence Che'stlly adv. ; Chs*8tines8.
xooS G. H. LoRiMER y. Spurlock iii. 59 So I explained

rather chesiily to Horton. 'Of course, I didn't send those

notes; but it was done by one of my authorized agents.

'

1910O. Johnson Varmint %va. 181 Whysomuch chestiness?
, . 1 haven't sold anything to any of you, have 1

1

CheteL (Later U.S. example.)
"634 Trelatvny Papers{\^^)-i\ TheChimnay..i8solarge

that we can place our Chittle within the Clavell piece.

Chetel : see *Chital.

ChetiTe (j^<V), a. [Fr. chitive, fern, of chdtif^

Frail, small and thin.

X9O0 Lady Grove in Daily Chron. 30 Oct. 4/4 Her tall,

strapping girl is usually accompanied in the streets by a
ch^tive, but rather pretty little maid. X9ai Blackto. Mng.
Keb. 350/1 Upon this small coterie, .there burst.. this in-

significant chetive child.

Chetty (tje-ti). Also 8 Chitty, 9 Chettie.

[Malayafam chetti^ Tamil shelti.l An individual of

any of the South-Indian trading castes so named.
Also attrib,

X773 Ivu Vcy. S5 Chitties are a psrticnlar kind of

merchants of Madrass, and are generally very rich, but rank
; with the left hand ca-st. 1880 Encycl. B*it. XII. 7*0/1 Along

the eastern sea-board [of In<lia] the predominating classes

of traders are tho-^e named Chetties and Komatis. 1908
Carounk Corner Ceylon xxix. 370 Very exclu>ive indeed is

the Chettie socially. Ibid, 373 The host, .a Chettie in chettie

costume. 191a Times i Oct. 6/6 A chetty gave as a treat to
' 173 persons a bushel of rice each. i9aa iilackvj, Mag. Nov.

685/1 You will doubtless meet Chetty and even Brahman
ladies from the hot plains of 'lanjore.

;

Chevalet. Add

:

i c. Glass-manuf, A stand or bench upon which
I

a cylinder of glass is laid before it is spread out.
' 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 147 The c>'lindcr—some six

feet long—is then laid on the wooden * chevalet ' or stand.

Chew, V, Add :

I

3. g. Tb chew oakum (Naut.) : (of a ship) to

I

grind the oakum out of its seams by the working
of its timl>ers.

1867 Smyth Sailer's Word-hk.^ Chewing of Oakum or
Pitcli.

9. To chew the rag or fat (Array slang) : to dis-

cuss a matter complainingly or grousingly; to

reiterate an old grievance, dispute, etc
1885 J. B. Patterson Life in Ranks ix. 77 Persisting to

argue the point, or ' chew the rag,* as it is termed in rank
and file phraseology, with some extra intelligent non-
commissioned officer. Ihid. xv. 124 The various diversions of
whistling, singing, arguing the point, chewing the rag, or fat.

, 1891 J. M. Dixon Diet, Idimn. Eng. Phr. s.v.. He was chew-
ing the rag at me the whole afternoon. 1919 IVar Slang in

Athenaeum 8 Aug. 737/3 If anyone starts fault-finding or
'chewing the fat' he is immediately 'ticked off'. 19*8
Daily Express a Mar. 5/3 We 'chew the rag,' as our
husbands would call it, over happenings of weeks and even
months ago.

Chewing, vbl. sb, 3. chewing-cruin (earlier

U.S. example) ; chewing tobacco.
i

1864 i'ale Lit. Mag. XXIX, 393 (Ih.) Burgundy pitch,
two chaws for a cent, *Chewing gum, cent a stick, 1835

J. Martin Gasetteer Virginia 175 A dark greyish soil..

which produces the best *chewing tobacco in the state.

Chew-stick. Add : Also, in Sierra Leone,
the root of the cola, Bichea (or Cola) cuuminata
and yerrtvnia amygdalina (see quots.).

1887 Moloney Forestry If. Afr. 387 The roots [ofthe cola],

called 'chew-stick,' are used in Sierra Leone for cleaning
the teeth and sweetening the breath. Ibid. 371 Chew-stick
of Ewuro (Vemonia nmygdmiina^ Del.).—Shrub.. used ii;

Sierra Leone as a bitter.

Chi (kai). The name of x, the aand letter of the
Greek alphabet ; used attrib. in the name of a moth
having a marking of the form of this letter.

183a J. RfiNNiE Butterfl. ^ Moths 77 The July Chi ^Polia
Citi), 1869 K. Kewman Brit. Moths 394 The grey chi. 1927
Conteinp. A'fz». July97Thechi moth is wonderfully concealed
when it rests on a grey stone wall.

Chianti fklfss-nti). [Named from the Chianti
Mountains, Tuscany, the region of its production,]

In fidl Chianti wine : A dry red wine of Tuscany,
1833 Redding IVines ix. 245 The wine of Chianti comes

principally from a creepinj:i species of vine, vite bassa.
..Chianti wine was formerly imported into Great Britain
before that of Oporto had nearly excluded tlie other species,

and the red wine of Florence continued to arrive after the
importation of Chianti had ceased. xW-j Atheuxunt 12 Nov.
635/3 He lived in Florence, .when ^.fiasco of good Chianti
could be had for a paul.

Chiaster (k3i'sesta.i). Zool. [f. Gr. x''^^'^^^
marked with a x (*Chi) -j-daTi;/) star (see *ASTER
5).] A star-shaped sponge-spicule with slender
cylindrical rays.
1888 SoLLAS in Challenger Rep. XXV. p. Ixiv. xymProc

Zool, Si'c. 20 Feb. 133 Soma! chiasters.

Chic. Add :

A. sb. b. In the fine arts : Originality of con-
ception employed in the production of a work of
art, as distinguished from working with a model,
1883 Century Mag. XXV. 575/3 To use chic, in artistic

parlance is to produce effects by means of the imagination
and by means of analogy. 1891 [see the verb below].

c. ' A talent for rapid and eflfective art-work

;

facility and cleverness in execution, as distinguished

from talent' (Standard Did. 1895). ^^^S",

1889 HowKLLS Hazard of New Fortunes I. 11. iv. 160
Where a girl doesn't seem very strong.. no amount of chxc
is going to help.

B. aiij, 2. Chivalrous. U.S.
189a AVrt* York Tribune 13 Mar. 16 6 It was very chic.

for him to have preferred to resign the chief magistracy of
the Republic. rather than to affix his signature.

Hence Chic v., in painting (see quot.).
189X Farmer .S7<z«^ s.v.. Among English painters, to chic

up a picture, or to do a thingfrom chic = to work without
modtls and out of one's own head.

Chicane, sb. Add

:

3, In the game of bridge, the condition of holding
no trumps. Double chicane^ chicane of both partners.

1.9IB6 Biritch or Russian IVhist ^ If one hand has no trumps
..this is called ' chicane '. 1895 * Boaz ' Laws ofBridge 3
Chicane ts thus reckoned :—If a player holds no trump, he
and his partner score for Chicane twice the value of the
trump suit trick. ,1900 *J. Dok' Bridge Man. 8 Double
Chicane is scored if neither of two partnered players has a
card of the Trump suit. , . Double Chicane [counts] four by
honours.

Chicaric (tfrkarik). U.S. [Echoic] A name
for the tumstone, Strcpsi/as interpres.

1877 Hallock sportsman's Gazetteer 164 The names
Chicaric and Chickling have reference to their rasping notes.

Chick, sb.^ Add :

2. The call-note (of a bird). Also chick-chick,

(Of. Chack sb.'^t *Chack-chack.)
1859 H. KiNGSLEY G. Haiulyn v. The chick-chick of the

stonechat. 1894 R. B. Sharpe Haudbk. Birds Gt. Brit.
(1896) 1. 105 They never uttered more than a whispered call-

note, 'chick '. 19** Zane Grey To Last Alan iv. 84 A
hoarse-voiced old turkey gobbler was booming hischiig-a-lug
. ., and the .softer chick of hen turkeys answered him.

Chickaleary (tfrkaliori), a. {sb.) Costers^

slang, [i. Chick sb,»^ + Leeby a.'-^] Artful, downy.
Also sb.j a * downy cove*.
f 1869 Vanck Ballad, Cliick-a-leary Caz'e (Farmer) I'm

a chickaleary cove..; Whitechapel was the village I was
born in. 1908 Daily Chron. 3 Aug. 4/4 It'.s the chickalearies
and their donahs that are responsible.

Chickara : see *Chinkara.
Chickaree. U.S, (Earlier example. See also

*Chiparek.)
i8a9 J. Richari>son Fauna Bor..Ainer. I. 187 Sciurus

Hudsonius (Pennant). The Chickaree.

Chickasaw (iji'kasg), a. U.S, [The name of

a tribe of Norih American Indians (also written

ChickesaWy Chicasa), chiefly occupying the state of

Mississippi.]

L Chickasaw rose, the Cherokee rose.

1835 J. H. Incraham South-West II. Jo8 The 'chickasaw
rose ', witich is a beautiful hedge ihom, grows, .luxuriantly
[in Mississippi]. 1887 Harper''s Mag. Feb. 3J0/1 Alungone
side of his home . . runs a superb hedge of Chickasaw roses.

2. Chickasaw plum y a wild plum of the Missis-

sippi region {Prunns anguslifolia).
i8ai T. Nuttall Trav. Arkansa vii. 137 The abundance

of Chickasaw plum bushes forming a grove. 1846-50 h.
Wood Class-bk. Bot. 241 Prunus Ckicdsa, Chickasaw
Plum... A fine fruit-shrub, native of Arkansas, etc, often
cultivated. 1854 Mamcy & McCi.ei-LAN Kxplor. Red River
19 The plums also grow upon small bushes from two to six

feet high.. they are the Chickasaw plum {Prunus ehicasa).

1865-6 Trans. III. Agric, Soc. VI. 390 Our beautiful foliaged
Chickasaw Piuin.

3. Applied to a variety of grai>e-
1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc, IV. 97 A new seedh'ng which

is called the Chickasaw, which is a very delicious grape.

Chicken ^ Add:
1. d. dial, or colloq. as coll. sing, for fowls of any

age; also individually {U.S.).
i8»9 Southey Pilgr.Composttlla iv, Thechicken were her
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delight. i8S9 Knickerbocker Afag: Mar. LIII. 317 Tejl Sal to

knock over a chicken or two. 1864 in Southern Hist. iioc.

Papers (1876) I. 1:79, I sent him off to cook a chicken and
some biscuits. 1887 Hcribner's Mag. May 622/r The farm

people had all retired with the chickens long before.

e. The prairie chicken or pinnated grouse; also,

the sharp-tailed grouse. U.S.

1876 Fur^ Fin <$• Feather Sept. 95 You can always find

good chicken dogs wherever there are chickens. 1895 Outvig

(U.S.) XXVII. 42/r Quickly the heavy sound of chickens'

wings notified us that game had been found. 1901 S. E.

White /KM/fry/^'-f XX. 189 The careful attention necessary for

the destruction of the wily ' chicken ' or experienced squirrel.

3. C. (See quot.)

1890 Congress. Fee. ai Apr. 3637/1 The afTection which a
sailor will lavish on a ship's boy to whom he takes a fancy,

and makes his * chicken ', as the phrase is.

7 nnd 8. chicken farm, -run (Run sb.'^ 21 b)

;

chicken-brooding, 'raising, -rearer \ chicken-corn

i/^X, the common soryhum growing out of cultiva-

tion; chicken-eater, N. American name for the

peregrine falcon ; chicken farming C/.S., poultry

farming; chicken-feed ^^..S*., food for poultry;

chicken-fixings local U.S., fiied chicken; ?\%ofg.;

chicken-grape 6'.6'. (earlierexamples) ; chicken
gumbo (see Gumbo i b); chicken-hawk U.S. =
Hen-hawk; chicken-pie U.S., a pie made from

the flesh of poultry; sXsoJig.; chicken-skin, a

surface resembling the skin of a chicken, as having

pin-point markings ; chicken-snake (earlier ex-

ample) ; chicken-thief U.S. (see qiiot.).

190S IVestnr. Gaz 8 Oct. 8/2 Incubators, *c!iickcn-brooding

houses, and ' accessories ' innumerable. 1856 Congress.

Globe 17 Apr. 960/2 Chinese sugar cane is nothing more ihan

what we call ''chicken corn down in Georgia, xooi C. Mohr
Plant LifeA labama 339 Sorghum vulgare, . . Chicken Corn,
Durrha. Sugar-Corn... Escaped from cultivation, becoming
a pernicious weed in many parts of ihe Southern Stales. 1870
GiLLMORK tr. Figuier^s Reptiles .\ Birds 578 'Ihe Peregrine

Falcon . . inhabits North America, where it is frequently called

the»Chicken.eater. iSgsOw^/X^tU.S.) XXVI. 452/1 Wilson

, .owned a prosperous *chicken farm. 1887 I. R. Knnche J.i/e

Montana 56 The worst of *chicken farming here is, that in

summer there is a glut of eggs, about 6d a dozen. 1879 F. R,
Stockton Rudder Grange xiv. 173 The houses scattered a
long ways apart, like stingy *chicken-fced. X838 E. Flagg
Far West II. 72 Wheat-bread :ind *chicken fixcns, or corn-

bread and common t^oins? 1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest
4- Sunshine v. 70 We don't have any of your Chicken Fixins

nor little three-cornered handkerchiefs laid out at each plate.

1874 Eggleston Circuit Rider 'ix. 20 The strife had given

them vigorous relish for Mrs. Lumsden's ' chicken-fixin's'.

1886 Proctor in Knowledge i Apr. i7g/i Chicken fixings,
originally a cliicken fricassee, now applied sometimes to

any particularly fine arrangements, as distinguished from
'common doings*. 1814 Puksh Flo?-a Amer. Septentr. I.

169 l^i/us cordi/olia .. commonly called Winter-grape or
•chicken-grape. 1830 Mrs. Hollev Texas Lett. v. 87
Almost every variety of grape is native in Texas from the
large fox-grape down to what is called the chicken-grape.

1871 ScHEi.E DE Vrre Avicricanisms (1872) 412 The
Bermuda Vine {Vitis riparia) is the Chicken Grape of
Southern States, famous for its fragrant blossoms, but bear-

ing no fruit. 1^4 Phili.ipps-Woi.lev Trottings o/Tender.
foot 5 A menu, .including such hitherto imheard-of luxuries

as *chicken gumbo . .and mush. 1908 G. H, Lorimer J. Spur-
lock ix. 207 First there wasa chicken gumbo soup, and then
cold boiled Virginia ham, 1925 J. Grixoby Bab ofthe Back-
woods ii,l never sawabuz7ard and asparrow nesting together.

..Nor a •chicken-hawk and a linnet. 1845 Mrs. Kikkland
W^estem Clearings 132 A huge *chicken-pie [was] distributed.

1S57-8 Trans. Mich, A^ric.Soc. IX. 307Theshow of Poultry
was not such as., the wants of the country call for in the form
of 'Fresh Eggs* and 'Chicken Pie' at all seasons of the
year. 1871 Schelk de Verb Antericanisvts (-'872) 264 A
curious term has, of late, sprung up in the South, to designate
the necessary expenses for purchasing legislative votes and
newspaper influence.. .These are called Chicken-pie. 1891
Pall Mall Gaz. i Apr. 3/3 Another industry that could
be well pushed into greater prominence is *chicken raising.

189s Daily News 9 Oct. 6/7 Silver medals were accorded.

.

for the *chicken rearer .. and .. a wheel-barrow fowl house.
1906 lyestui, Gaz, 13 Oct. 16/3 Should it.. miss the lizard

that crawls out into the open space of the *chicken-run and
pick up a young chicken instead—well, you can hardly
blame it. 1901 Lady's Realm X. 652/2 The *chicken-skin
tdesign)-—namely, a sort of groundwork with tiny pin-points
all over it, which shows up the flowers to perfection. 190a
Daily Chron. 19 July 8/3 Fans, .composed of delicate lace
inset with net or chicken-skin medallions. 1903 IVestm.
Caz. 18 Mar. 5/2 ThelfanJ leaves of chicken-skin, vellum,,

.

or paper are painted with historical, .scenes. X904 Daily
Chron. 31 May 3/1 Subtle effects of colour which [china]
collectors prize under such names as 'egg-shell', * chicken-
skin ', and especially ' flamb^ '. 1791 W. Bartram Trav.
Carelinatxz, (1792) 271 The 'chicken snake is a large, strong
and swift serpent. , .They are apt to disturb hen roosts and
prey upon chickens. 1808 T. Ashe TraT. xxviii. 243 We
called the following [snakesj to our recollection :., striped
snake, chicken snake, i8a8 T. Flint Geog. Mississippi Galley
I, 2J7 The. .singular looking Spanish '-ind French trading
retail boats commonly called *chicken thieves.

Chicken ^ (tji*ken). A^iglo-Ind. Also chiokan,

-un. [Hind.,a. Pers. j^^ chakin, f/»'^/« needle-
work.] Embroidery. Also attrilu

1886 Offic, Catal. Col. <V Ind. Exhib. 16 At Calcutta em-
broidered muslin is called chikan (needle work). Ibid. 43
The large collection of chikan work from Calcutta. x886
Yule & Burnell Anglo -Ind, Gloss., Chicken-7ualla, an
itinerant dealer in embroidered handkerchiefs, petticoats,
and such like.

Cllicle (tfi*k*I,tri*kl/),3-<5. Alsochiokle. [Amer.
Sp., a. Mexican tziciliS^ A gum-like substance ob-

186

tained from the bully tree {Minmsops giobosa), and
from the sapodilla {Sapola zapotilta)^ largely used

in the United States in the manufacture of chewing-
gum ; hence, chewing-gum. Also altrib.^ as chicle-

gum. Hence Chicle v. inir,, to chew gum.
190S Webster Suppl., Chicle. 1907 Wister Simple

Spelling-Bee 18 Fifty per cent of our population chickles.

Ibid. 36 He again removed his chickle and placed it on the
window-siU. igag Countries of the World xxvii. 2752/1
The collecting of chiclegum and the cultivation of rubber
are notable.

Chicoried (tfikorid), a. [f. Chicoky sb. + -eu.]

Flavoured with chicory.

1879 Sala Paris HerselfAgain I. xi. 168 A cup of chicoried
coffee.

Chicote (tJA'J't*?). Also chicotte. [Sp., -=

rope*s end.] A long whip of leather or hide, having

a wooden handle,used in the Congo and Portuguese
South Africa.

1903 Daily Chron. 10 July 6/5 The fearful whip made of
hippopotamus hide, and called the chicotte, and with which
the natives in all parts of the Congo are so familiar. 1906
Nevinson Mod. Slavery iii. 55 Her back scored all over with
thecut ofthecA/Vy/tf. i^2& Daily Express 2Z'iiov. gCorporal
punishment, or 'chicotte *, now exists only in the Congo army.

Cllidej V, Add modern instances of inflected

forms

:

1885 Mrs. Campbell Praed Head Station xxiii, Mrs,
Clephaiie. .chided Jinks. 1889 Meredith Rhoda Fleviingx,
The farmer chidded her, 1897 Daily News 15 Apr. 6/3 We
..notice with interest that Mr. Meredith, after vacillating

in former editions between * chid ' and ' chidded ', has now
resolved that the past tense of ' to chide ' is ' thided '. 19x5
C. S. DuRANT Flem. Mystics ff Eng. Martyrs 1. x. 146
Margaret ..quietly chode her elder.

Chief, J^- 13. Add: chief hare 6'.^., the cony
or calling hare of western N. America.
187S Avier. Naturalist IX. 150 A day's march, .from the

rocky haunts of the little chief hare {Lagomys princeps),

Cniefess. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1778 J. Carver Trav. N. Amer. 41 This heroine was ever

after treated by her nation as their deliverer, and was made
a chlefess in her own right.

Chieflet. Delete nonce-wd, and add quots.
1883 Bahing-Gould jfohn Herring xxxvi, A chieflet of

indifferent character. X890 Pall Alall Gaz. 16 June 1/3 The
five young chieflets had remained behind in sunny Biskra.

Chiefling (tJrfiUq). [f. Chief j^. + -ling.] A
petty chief.

1891 Stevenson Fj«7/wi«Zr//.Ci895)8 Henry is a chiefling

from Savaii. I9a6 Brit. Weekly 11 Mar. 566/5 A native
chiefling . .appeared in plus fours, a tall hat, a frock coat and
patent-leather boots.

Chiefship. Add

:

2. A state ruled by a chief.

1894 Daily News 18 IVIay 6/2 The ordinary Briton never
gives these native kingdoms, principaliues, and chiefships a
thought. iS^ Ibid. 17 Nov. 9''4 The native State—Sara-
wak— . . became a model for the chiefships of the Archipelago.

Chiff-chaff. Add •

2. The note of the chiff-chaff, or sounds resem-

bling this.

1908 Westm. Gaz, 21 Mar. 14/1 They . . make their presence
known by their cheery reiteration of *Chifr-chafr,chiff"-chaff'.

1909 Daily Chron. 3 1 May 4/4 The sounds (quite important
barks and chiff-chaffs and gurgles and bubbles) that make
the emphasis of conversation. 1916 Westm, Gaz, 19 Mar.
14/2 His cheery, oft-repeated note, ' Chiff-chaflF, cheef, cheef,

chaff *.

ChifSuSf (tji-fir)), vbL sb. [Echoic] A sound
which may be represented by c/iiff.

1879 Organ Voicing 17 A scraping or chiffing noise.

Chiffon. Add:
2. {jv^pn.), A diaphanous silky muslin used in

dressmaking.
1890 Pail MallGaz. 4 Feb. 3/2 The . . tea-gown was a com-

bination of white cliitfon and yellow silk. 1905 Wt'sim.Gas,
30 Apr. 4/2 Chiffon-like muslin.

Hence Chlffony (Ji'ioni) a,, of the nature of or

resembling chiffon.

190a Daily Chron. 9 July 8/2 Billowy rufHes and chiffony
hats. X904 Westm, Gaz. 23 June 4/2 Taffeta and silic

muslins, as we call these chiffony soft stuffs.

Chigger (tj"i*g3j). U.S. Alsochigre. [var. of

Chigoe,] = Jiggeb j^.^ 2.

1871 Schele de Vkke Americanisms (1872) 394 The Seed-
tick is, in all probability, the same insect as the hated J igger
or Chigre, of Kentucky. 1915 I/. S. Dept, Agric, Farmer's
Bulletin 671 Harvest miles, or chiggers.

Chi-hike (tjsi'ihai'k), sb. slang, Alsochi-ike,
chy-ack, chi-ak. The shouting of * clii-hike ' as

a salute; hence, a noisy demonstration.
1859 Slang Diet., C//rV>&/, a hurrah, a good word, or hearty

praise, c 1869 Vance Balla<i, Chi-.k-adea7y Cove (Farmer)
Now join in a chyike, the ' jolly ' we all like. 1894CHEVALIEK
Coster s Serenade ii, Folks with a 'chy-ike ' shouted, * Ain't
they smart?' 1910 Daily Chron. 22 Apr, 7/7 The audience
. . was out for a gigantic ' chi-hike ', and it enjoyed itself to
the full.

Hence CM-hike v. trans., to salute with the cry
' clii-hike

' ; also absol. or inlr.j to make a noisy

demonstration,
1874 Slang Dict.,Chi-ike^ to hail in arough though friendly

manner; tosupportbymeansofvociferation. 1874 G.Wai.ch
Adamanta 11. li. 27 (Morris) I've learnt to chi-ike peelers.

iSyB Australian I. 742 (Ibid.) The circle of frivolous youths
who were yelping at and chy-acking him, x886 Sporting
Times 17 July 7/a There was no charge for admission.
Knough. They came, they saw, and they chi-iked. 1894

CHILL.

E. W. HoRNUN'G Boss of Taroomba \, It's our way up here,

you know, to ciii ak each other and our visitors too. 1906
WHiiKiNG /?/«^ in New 122 His 'chihiking * of members,
popular and unpopular.

Chikara : see *Chinkaba.
Chikhor, chikor (tJi-k^Ji). Anglo-Ind. Also

chichore, chikore, chuckoor, chukore, chukor,
-ar. [Hiiui. chakor.'\ A sportsman's name for

various game birds of India, esp. the red-legged
partridge {Caccabis chttkar),

1815 Ei,piiiNSTONK Ace. Citubul 144 A bird which is called

. .the hill Chichore by the Indians, a 1851 Mrs. Sherwood
Z.y^(i854)467 0neday..he_roundahili partridge. . .1 his bird
is called the chuckoor, and is said to eat fire. 1879 Hume&
Marshall Game Birds India 11, 35 Ot;tober is the best

month.. for Chukor-shooting. /bid. 39 'J'he inhabitants of
Scio.-keep tame Chukor Partridges, 1893 Baiiys Mag.
May 263/1 We also came across some chikhor (mountain
partridge). 1909 Tifnes Lit. .Suppl. i Apr. 124/2 He has
taken teal, chukor, stone-plover, and grouse. 19x0 Blackiv.
Mag. May 664/2 Some of the officers went out one day to
shoot chikhor.^ X9a3 Jbid. .^pr. 493/1 A dozen chikor or a
haunch of venison.

Child, sb. Add

:

21, e. passing into adj., with the meaning
* child's % or * childish ', as child-brain, -/cue (hence

•faced SL^'].) J -mind, -voice.

1904 Daily Chron. 21 May 4/5 My *child-brain, clear and
natural, could not swallow the impossibilities administered
to me as facts. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 23 Dec. 2/1 A *child-face

glowini; with more radiant happiness we have never seen.

1906 Macm. Mag. Oct. 942 'Jhe curly-headed, thick-hpped,
"child-faced, gay, unlucky negro. 1906 Daily Chron. 8 Sept.

3/2 In 01 der to interest the *child-mind, the subject is treated
so as to focus attention on the marvellous intricacies of
Nature. 1898 Watts-Dunton Ayl-win i. f a Into my very
being that *chiId-voice passed.

22. child-life, the lives of the children of a
nation or community ; also attrib. ; child-study,
the systematic physiological and psychological

study of a child and its ways ; so child-psycho-
logy, whence child-psychologist ; child welfare
[Welfare 4], the betterment of the conditions of

life of the children of the lower class population

as a social work.
1884 *child-life[in Diet. s.v. aij. X885M. I. Bryson (////c)

Child Life in Chinese Homes. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 6 July
16/3 Aspects of Child Life and Education. 1909 Daily
Chron. 17 May 3/3 Other aspects of the child-life problem
were suggested by different exhibits. 19x4 R. M. Ogdf.n
tr. Ki'ffka^s Grtnvtk of Mind 3 The *child-psycholoe:ist can
follow the growth of'^a human being, ibid.. Principles of
*child-psychology. 1899 Daily Netvs 9 June 3/4 'Child-
Study and Mental 'iraining. 1908 H. G. Wells New
Worldsfor OltixvkU 305 There is the need and opportunity
of organizing, ."child welfare. 1915 A. L. Strong {title)

Child Welfare Exhibits, i^ N. Milnes Child Welfare 25
Those wiio wish to help m the Child Welfare movement
should study Economics. 1930 British American 19 Apr.
6/1 Mrs. J. S. Inglis, Kilrymont, St. Andrews, who took a
leading part in the child welfare movement and coined the
term 'child welfare *.

CMliy Chile (tji'l*)* The name of the South
American republic used attrib. in names of products,

as Chili copper (see quot. 1888); Chili nettle, any
plant of the family Loasacex ; Chili pine, the

South American cornier Araucaria imbricala,cu\ti-

vated as an ornamental tree, popularly known as the

'monkey-puzzle* ; Chili saltpetre (see quot. 1880).
x8oi Latham Gen. Synop, Birds 2nd Suppl. 140 Chili Wood-

pecker. This bird is scarcely as large as a Blackbird : it has
a red<rested crown, and the body is banded with blue and
white. 1849 Balfour Man, Bot. § 870 Loasacex, the Chili-

Nettle Family.. .They are.. chiefly distingui'-hed for their

stinging qualities, and hence the name of Chili-Nettle. 2851
G. W. Johnson Cottage Gard. Diet. 70 Araucaria imbti-
cata (imbricated, or Chili pine). 187a yml. Client. Soc,
XXV, 1131 The Chili Saltpetre and Iodine Industry of lara-
paca. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 310/1 Araucatia imbricata,
the imliricate-leaved pine, or the Chili pine, was introduced
into Britain in 1796. 1880 Ibid. XI. 319 The nitrate of soda,

called 'cubical nitre' or Chiii salt-petre, which is found
abundantly in South America. z888 Lockwoods Diet. Terms
Mech. Engin.,Chili Copper, black oxide of copper obtained
in Chili.

Chilian, Chilean (tjilian), a. and sb. [f.

prec. + -AN.] (Jf or pertaining to, an inhabitant

or native of, Chili, a republic of South America.
Formerly also fChileBlan.
1748 Anson's I'o^. H. xiv. 282 The Arraucos, and the rest

of the Chilian Indians, c 1789 Encyil, Bnt. (1797) IV. 648/2
No defeats, .could dispirit the Chtlesian.<H 1818 Deb. in
Congress (1854) 203S The restoration of the banished Chilians
to their families. 1837 Penny Cycl. XXXVII. 61/2 The
Chilian Andes. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 618/2 \x\ April i8n
the first blood was spilt in the cause of Chilian independence.
1898 y^-nl. Seh. Gec^. (U.S.) Oct. 304 Punta Arenas . . began
its existence as a Chilean convict settlement. x^^xContemp,
Rev. Mar. 336 The Chileans st:ein to me to aim at being the

aristocracy of the other hemisphere. 19x4 Public Opinion
21 Mar. 278/2 The Chilian houscboy took us a short cut.

Chill, sb. Add :

5. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1849 Rep. U.S. Conim. Patents (1850) 153 All injury to

the chill of the wheel is avoided.

O. The condition of being chilled or hardened
by rapid cooling ; also, the method or process of

producing this condition.
x88o Webster Snppl. 11^8 Daily Tel. 6 Nov. 3 Glengat-

nock foundry pig-iron. . .This grade, while having a minimtim
of shrinkage, is free from chiU.
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Cllill, V. Add

:

6. b. To subject (meat) to a low temperatnre in

a chill-room or in cold-storage. (Cf. *Chii.led

///. a. 2 b, *Chilling vil. sb. c.)

Chill-. 2. Add : ohlll casting (see quot.).

1879 Eitcyct. Bt-ii, IX. 481/3 In *chill casting ' a portion

of the stirface of the whole or a part ofthe mould is made of

cast iron, so that the metal brought in contact with it is

rapidly cooled.

Chilled, ///.a. Add:
2. b. Of meat, esp. beef: Kept at a moderately

low temperature in cold-storage, as distinguished

from frozen meat.
1894 Daiiy S'nvs 23 Jan. 5/1 The newe<it thing is chilled

beelTas di-tinct from frozen. 18^5 Ausir. Pastoraltit Rtv.

15 Aug. 303 When tiicre is anything lilce a scarcity of chilled

hiiid-quarters there will always be a good opening for de-

frosted.

Chiller. Add quot.

:

i9ai Diet. Occup. Terms (1937) 5 279 ChiUer% sprays

mould:! with water after use, to cool them, and sometimes
whilst in use in order to hasten cooling of steel ingot.

Chilling, vbl. sb. Add :

c. The action or process of chilling meat. In

quot. attrib.

190a IVtitm. Gaz. 26 Nov. 10 ''3 The great River Plate ex*

porters having adopted the 'chilling ' process.

Chillsome (tJilsiJm), a. [f. Chill sb. or v. +
-SOME.] Chilling, chilly.

i9»7 Whitham If. Latude ^ Ltnptefs Mem. Bastille In-

trod. 40 Her mistress, who, chilUome in blood, .dreaded that

she mifiht cease to be agreeable to her lusty sovereign.

(9x8 OSierrer 17 June 1/7 (BuxtonJ being built on rock...

It means you can get utterly away from chillsome damps.

Chiloplasty (.l^^il^'plaesti). Sufx. Alsooheilo-.

[f. Gr, x«^o* lip : »ee -plasty.] Treatment of the

tip by a plastic operation. Hence OM'loplastio a.

1854 R. Druitt Surgean's Vade Mecntn (ed. 6) 413 Cheilo-

plastic Operations, by which arc signified operations for the

restoration of the lip, 1864 /". Holmes's Syst. Snrg^. IV.

1057 Chciloplasty. 1901 tr. 'rUimanHs* Text^bk. Surg,

II. 330.

Chilostome (kdi'l^st^m), a. and sb, ZooL

Also cheilo-. [ad. mod.L. chilostomdta : seeCHiLo-

bTOMATOUS a.] A. ttdj. Off pertaining to, or re-

sembling the CAi/asloma/aj an order of marine
Polyzoa. B. sb. A member of this order.

xi96HAiiMEB in Ceunbr. NtU. Hist. II. 481 The operculum
U usually .. a conspicuous feature of the Cheiloitome
zooectum. Ibid. 486 Some marine Cheilostomcs may be
saved from attacks., owing to the existenceof their armoury
of avicularia and vibracula. 191a Brit. Museum Return
173 The collection of Cretaceous Cheilostome Tulyzoa from
t ranee.

Chimney, sb. Add :

9. (Examples.)

1873 J. H. Beadlr Undevel. West x\\x\. 334 It may be a
* chimney' from some lode ten thousand feet away through
solid rock. 1876 ' JoAgL-i.s ' Millkr Unwritten Hist. xvni.

3^6 A pouch in the rock—a little * chimney ' that nurses a
few thousand dollars worth of du^t about the flue.

U. ohimney-bar. an iron bar supporting the

masonry above a hreplnce ; chimney cap, (a) the

top of a chimney, either as an ornament or cover

;

{b) » Cowl sby 4 ; chimney-cleaner, -cleanser,

a chimney-sweeper; ohimney-jaok, {b) — steeple

jack (sec Steepl* sb.^ 6) ; chimney jamb (mod.
U.S. example:; chimney neck, the shaft of a
chimney ; chimney rock, (a) 6W., a chimney-
shaped IxKly of rock ; (^) in Florida, a porous
phosphate rock used in building ; chtmney-atack,
(^) » fArm/ur/-.f/aM(b);chimney-swallow.-swift
U,S.y a species of swift, ChaUura pelagica (or

ptlasgica^.

1833 LouooN Encycl. Archit. | 79 The fire-places to have
cacn a strong iron *chimney-bar. 1846 jVc/. U.S. Cotnm.
Patents (1847} sat What I claim, therefore, as my invention
..is a ventilator or 'chimney cap. 1910 Bbbbsford Pits,
etc. BuilHinr Construction I. 160 Chimney caps are so
ustial that the advLiability of avoiding heaviness in their

arrangement and design may be pointed out. 1906 Daily
Chran, 70 July 4/6 Klechanical 'chimney-cleaner. 19SI
Diet. Occup. Terms (1027^ I Q24 Sweep, chimney sweeji;
chimney cleaner, x^/u^ Daily Chron. 11 Jan. 4/7 John Smith
or so, * *chimney-cleanscr *. 1907 li^estm. Gaz. 16 Mar. lo/i
A competent *cbimney*jack wa^ despatched up a rope to
work upon the crack. 1887 Tourcrk Button's Inn 3^3 * I

don't kiiow, sir,* she responded, i^etting the spider in its

place by the *chimney*janib. 1833 I-ou[x>n Eucyd. Archit.
{ 983 Deal sarking . . to be l;tid on each side of the roof and
•chimney necks (shafts). 1848 E. Bsyant lyhat / sarv in
California vii. og The atmosphere this morning being clear,
we saw distinctly the ' •Chimney Rock ', 1883 M. P. Balk
Haw-Mills 75 An important factor in the economical working
of boilers is the correct arrangement of the 'chimney stack.

1903 McNeill Egregious Engliih 48 The lop of the factory
cnimney-stacic 1794 .S. Williams J/ist. yerfttout (1809) f.

140 The species called the house or •chimney swallow, has
been found during the winter, in hollow trees. 191X Newton
in Eucycl. Brit. XXVI. 231/1 Chattura polagica. the
•chimney-swallow' of the United States. 1898 Atlantic
Monthly Apr. 456^1 *Chimney-8wifts were shooting hither
and thither athwart the sky.

Chimneyed, ///. a. Add :

b. Of rock : Having a vertical cleft. (Cf.

Chimnky sb. 8.)
1V7 Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 553/1 Troops of chimneyed

rocks stepping out boldly into the wrinkled shoals.

Chimney-pot. 2< Add: M^o^xm^'^ chimney-
pot. Now rare.

1851 Expositor ^ Jan. 145/1 The absurdity of the 'Chim-
ney-pot * and ' Coal-scuttle * covering for the head at present
in use. 1874 LiSLK Cakk J. Givynne I. L 33 So off went that
penitential chimney-pot leaving such a great red line round
nb forehead. 1899 Godley Lyra Frivola 39 My Chimney-
pot, farewell !

Chimney-sweeper. Add: 4. (See quot.)

1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents, As*^ic. (1850) 393 The
sooty powder on the flowering parts of corn-plants, called
smut, chimney-sweepers, and dust-brand, is formed of the
spores of another urcdo.

Chimonanthns (k3im^n3e-n)>^s). [mod.L., f.

Gr. xmiMv winter -J- av^os flower.] Japan allspice,

a plant of the species Butneria praecox,
18*9 LouiX)N EncycL Plants 454. 1858 W. Baird Cycl.

Nat. Hci. S.V. Calycanthacem^ 1 he Chimonanthns is a
native of Japan, and contains only one species. 1904
Farrkr Garden ofAsia i3 i here are cherries, plums, chimo-
nanthus, magnolia.

Chimp. Short for Chimpanzee.
1998 Datly 'Pel. 39 May 6 The 'chimps* behave almost

perfectly at table.

Chin, sb.^ 2. Add : ohin-musio U.S. (earlier

example) ; chin stuff U.S.^ talk ; chin-wag v.

slangf to talk, chatter.

1844 'Ton. Slick* High Life N. Y. II. 108, I thought it

wouldn t do no harm to give *em a short specimen of
Weathersfield *chin music 1919 Detective Story Mag.
XXVIII. 60 You always were there with the *chin stuff.

19S0 Blackw. Mag, Feb. 182/3, 1 didn't waste any time
*chin*wagging.

Chin, sb:^ U.S. slang, [f. Chin v, 3.] A talk.

Also, reduplicated, chin-chin.

1914 Gertrude Athertom Perch of Devil i. xxiv. 148
There's a guy. .come out to have a chin with you. 19x8
E. M. Roberts Flying Fighter 289, I went back and re-

sumed the * chin-chin ' with Kerr and the other boys. i9>6
Bernard Chonin Red DaivsonxVn, Duke kept coming over
for a chin with our folks. 1938 T. Gann Discox'. 4* Adv.
Central Amer. 106 Whenever three or four of them came
together for a * chin *.

Chin, V. Add :

3. b. trans. To talk to, to address^ esp. boldly
or impudently. US,
1871' Mark Twain' Screamers tj It seemed hardly me that

could have 'chinned' its towers ten minutes before. 189a
GuKTKR Miss Dividends 247, I heard one of them call

another 'Constable ' and the other chinned him as * Sheriff 1

'

1898 H. S. Canfield Maid cfFrontier i. 7 He chinned the
barkeep mos' to death. 19x1 H. S. Harrtson Queed vii. 85
[I have] Ijeen up chinning your sporting editor.

4. To chin the bar : in gymnastics, to draw up ihe

body until the chin is btought over the horizontal

bar ; also absoL
1906 ' O. H knrv * Four Milliom^ Coming-cut o/Mesggie 85

He. .could chin the bar twice with one hand.

China ^ Add:
2. b. China-berry U.S., (a) the wild China or

soapberry [Sapitulus marginatus), of the southern

U.S. ; {b) the China-tree, the Asiatic meliaceous
tree, Melia azedarach ; China hog, a breed of
swine: a\soel/ipt.; China-tree (earlier examptesj.
890 Sarah O. Jiwktt in Harper's Mag. Dec. 106/2 The

high gray towers..were crowned with ornaments like the
berriei of the •chinaberry trees. 1908 R. W. Chambers
Firing Line xxix, \ subtler scent, .came to him on the sen-
wiod;..— the lilac perfume of chin.i-berry in bloom. 1838
H. CoLMAN Hep. Agric. Mass. 74 A cross with some of our
small boned breed, such as the Hyfield or the'China (hog).

1851 C. Ctsr Cincinnati 379 The ho^s raised for this market,
are generally a cross of Irish Grazier By field, .and China.
187a Ilg<;leston Hoosier Schoolm. xxvi. 180 You can't make
nothin else out of him, no more nor you can make a china hog
into a Berkshire. 1819 E. Evans Pedestrions Tour 315
Here grew the *China tree, of a beautiful appearance, and i

bearing fruit of an inviting aspect. 1831 Peck Guide for
EmigroMis 11. 48 The china-tree, catalpa, fig, pomgranate,
banana,andorange..charm, .the beholder. 1833H Barnard
in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 355 The streets of A. are

Glanted with the China tree, which has a very bright green
af.

4. o. china mark, a collectors* name for any
moth of the genus Hydrocampa and allied genera

;

china money (see quot. and cf. *china token) ;

ohina-ahell, a collectors* name of the Ovttlutn

ovum, given in allusion to the white porcelain-like

surface of the shell ; china token, a token of

porcelain or earthenware used in porcelain and
pottery works; china vedding U.S, (see quot.).
183a J. Kennir Consp. Bnttetfl. ff Moths 150 Hydro-

campa... The Lettered *China-mark (//. liternlii). 1901
W. F. KiRBV Butterflies «f Moths 112 China Marks. .are
moths rarely exceeding an inch in expanse. 1868 L. J bwitt
in Art yml. ^iifx The Issuing of 'chainrf money', i.e.,

tokens representing different values of money, made of
china.. .Tney were called 'Mr. Cokes* C(>in*, or 'chaintf
money * (*china money), in the provincialism of the locality.

x886 Gray 8c VfooowKvo Sea-^eeds, Shells 47 The Cyp-
rmidsty or Cowries. ..With these is clafi.sed the "China-
shell ' (<>f»f/«///), 1878 Jewitt Ceramic Art II. 141 One
peculiarity connected with the Pinxton Cliina Works,. is

the iiuiuing of•china tokens^ 2.r., tokens representing different
values of money, made of^ china, and payable as money
among the workpeople and others, includmg shopkeepers.
tWn Girts Oivn Paper 34 Mar. 407/2 In .\merica..is the
'crystal-wedding', which is kept after fifteen years of married
life... Then, too, there is the '*china-wedding ', which is

observed five years later.

6. Short for China rose (a) : see 2 b in Diet,
1841 Mrs. Loudon Ladies' Comp. Fl. Gard. (1846) 349

Rosa indica (the common China) ; Rosa senipe>Jlorens (the
monthly China).

Chinadom, (Earlier U.S. example.)
187a ' Makk Twain' Jnnoc. at Home xviii. (1882) 374

The combined stenches of Chinadom and Erannan Street
slaughter-houses.

Chinar, var. Chenab, the Oriental plane-tree

;

also, timber from this.

1889 Cent. Did. 1917 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 414 The folds of
the door are of soHtf steps of chinar. 1925 Chambers's Jml.
79/2 The tail Chinar trees stood up dreamily.

Chinatown (tj^inataun). A section of a large
town, especially a sea-port, in England and U.S.,
in which Chinese live as a colony and to a great
extent follow their own customs.
1880 IzA D. Hardv in Belgravia XLIII. 217 Within a

stone's-throw of that fashionable thoroughfare \sc. Kearney
Street, San Francisco] lie. .the main arteries of China Town.
X889 Chambers's Jrnl. 19 Jan. 39/2 For filth and wretched-
ness you must go to Chinatown [San Francisco) by night.
189a Douglas B. W. Sladen Japs at Home ii. (1895) 18
St;parated from the Settlement and Chinatown . . is the native
town. ^1903 Lii'ing Land. III. 86 The Limehouse Chinatown.

Chi*na'WO:man. [f. China ^ i, after China-
man.] A Chinese woman.
187s * Mark Twain ' Innoc. at Home ix. (1882) 318 There

are few while servants and no Chinawomen so employed.

Chincapin. Add: Also, the nut of this tree.

1893 Lfland Mem. II. no Rebeldom, where a Union
man's life was worth about a chinquapin.

Chinch, J^.^ 2. C/«wA-^ftr^ (earlier example.
See also *Chintz-bug).
1786 Washington Diaries III. 97 Examined the, .corn in

several parts of this field and discovered more or less of the
Chinch bug on every stalk.

Chinche(tJi*ntJ^). Alsooinche,chincha. [Sp.]
The S. American skunk, Mephitis mephitica.
1889 Century Did,

Chinchilla. Add : 3. (In full Chinchilla
rabbit.) A variety of rabbit bred for its fur; also,

the fur obtained from this animal.
1904 J. R. A. Davis Nat. Hist. Animals (1905) IV. Ixvii.

343 Some of the races, especially Chinchillas and Angoras,
are valued on account of their fur. 1910 Bazaar, Exch. ^
Mart 16 July, Snppl. 74/j The Havana (that beautiful
brown raboit), and.. the Chinchilla. 1911 H. A. Day Up-to-
Date Rabbit'Keeping x-^ 'I'he Chincliilla-Coney. -is a new
French breed that deserves attention. X9«7 Stnallholder
36 Mar. 123/1 In Heverens and Cliinchillas many specimens
only moult twice in the year.

Chin6 {\i^e')y a. and sh, [Fr., pa, pple. of chiner,

f. C//r«^ China.] A. adj. Of silk : Dyed or woven
with a mottled or indistinct pattern after an actual

or supposed Chinese fashion. B. sb. Chine fabric.

1858 Simmonds Did, Trade, Chine, goods of worsted,
cotton, silk, and linen, with printed warps. x86a Catal.
Intemat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3901, Plain and figured
chinas. 186a Susan Hai.k Lett. \\i, Sheer white muslin, most
elaborately trimmed with brilliant rose and Chine ribbon,
round the bottom of the skirt. 1896 Daily News 9 Alay 8/6
The chine ribbon is in pink flowers^ with a green border.
1900 Ibid. 8 Sept. 6/3 The coats are hned with chine silks.

Chinee : see Chinesk Vt. i b.

1873 [G. A. Lawrencr] Silverland 143 In extremes ofcold
or wet, the * Chinee' is apt to shrivel up and wax flaccid.

Chinese, et- 2. Add : Chinese boxes, a nest

of boxes : see Nest sb. 6.

18*9 R. C. Sands Writings II. 57 Some of the members.

.

thus compacted like Chinese boxes.

Chinesery (tjoinrzari). [ad. F. Chinoiseuie

(q. v.), f. <:/i/H£?i> Chinese -i--tf/7>-EBY.] //. Prac-

tices, behaviour, objects, etc. of a fashion or form
resembling those of the Chinese or of China, e.g.

complicated formality.

1890 Sat. Rev. 15 Feb. 191/a The Treasury, .goes on with
its old Chineseries. As for this particular Chinesery, it

seems to us neither better nor worse than a round dozen of
others we have seen. 1907 Westm. Gaz. i Oct. 2/1 The
1820 romanticalities of Worlitz, and the dapper blue-and-
yellow chiiieseries of Oranienbaum.

Chink, sb.^ orig, U.S. slang. [Irreg. f. China'.]
A Chmaman. Also aitrib,

X901 Muusey's Mag. XXIV. 536 The leader suggested the

'chink*, and to the one Chinese laundry. .the little band
departed. 1910 W. M. Raink B. O'Connor iv. 41 Chinks,
greasers, and several other kinds of citizens driftin' that way.
19x5 H. L. W11.SON Ruggles of Red Gap xvi. (1917) 282, I

had the chink take him up about a gallon of strong tea. 1983
Chambers's yrttl. 38/2 It was embarrassing, .to find a dozen
Chinks gathered round one's camp-stool. 1996 Ibid. 552/1

The towns, small or large, possessed fiom one to hundreds
of ' Chink ' laundries.

Chink, sb.^ (See qnots.)

1914 Star 14 Nov. 4/4 The * iron chink ' cuts off the heads,

tails, and fins, dresses the fish at the rate of 3,000 per hour.

19*4 Chambers's Jrnl. 325^2 They are beheaded and tailed,

Cleaned, cut up into even pieces by the great ' iron chink '.

Chinkara (tji-qkira). Also chi(c)kara.

\H\n*Makdrd, Hind. {S\^i.chikkara).'] The ravine-

deer, Gazella bennettii.
i860 Chambers's Encycl. I. 287/a The Chikara and some

other Indian species are distinguished by two additional

rudimentary horns in front of the ordinary horns. 1897

Encycl. Sport km^xx) 1. 411 The Chickara, Chinkara, Ravine

Deer, or Indian Gazelle (G. bennettii\, is found throughout

the plains of India. X9a4 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 342/1 Neither

I nor the Kumar had yet stalked black buck or chinkara in

the flaming dak jungle.



CHINKED.

Cllinked, ///. a. Add : 2. Filled up, made
weather-tight. 6''.^.

1880 P. H. Burnett Recoil. Old Pi&neer 20 A log cabin

about eighteen by twenty ket, with chinked cracks, clap-

board roof, and puncheon floor.

Chin'keri(ii.chee (tfri]k3ri(n)tjr). Also

chinkering ohiBg The South African plant

Ornithogalnm ihyrsouUs.

[1795 tr. Tkunkerg's Trav. 1770-g I. 153 Tintirintics is a

name given to a specitfS of Ornithogalum, with a white

flower, from the sound it produced, when two stalks of it

were rubbed against each other] J904 Cape G. Hope Agric,

yml.]u\y6 (Pettman) The Chinkerinchee^Chincher-and-

ckiug, ' ViooUjes ', as that beautiful white flowering bulb, the

Omiihogalum thvrsoides^ is variously called in South

Africa. i9»3 Daily Mail 3 Dec, The South African flower

the chinkerichee.

Chinkie, Chinkey (tfrgki). [f. *Chink sb.^

+ -IE, -Y <*.] = *Chink sb.^

x88a A. J. Boyd OU Colonials 233 The pleasant traits of

character in our colonialised 'Chnikie', as be is vulgarly

termed. 1899 Boxall Austral. Bushrangers 241 They
rode straight to the Chine>ie camp at Womba^, * to yive the

Chinkie* a lesson '. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 26 Sept. 6/1 The
farmers getting a reward of ;£i for each 'Chuikey' they

turn over to the police.

CMnking, z^^A -Ji^.^ 3. U,S. (Earlier example.)

1837 Knickerbocker Mag. X. 415 Venturing to peep

through an opening where the chinking bad fallen out.

Chinkie (tfrqk'l), jd. Nma. ? C/.S. [f. Chink
sbA + -LE. CI. KiNKLE j^.^] A turn or kink in a

rope {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).

Chinny, a. Add

:

2. Marked by a conspicuous chin,

ipso Gai^worthy In Chancery i. i, A face concave and
long, with a jaw which divested of flesh would have seemed
extravagant : altogether a chinny face, though not at all

ill-looking.

Chino-^ (tjai'n*?), used as combining form >
Chinese. Chiuo-Japanese ti^y, Chinese and Japan-

ese; sb., the Chinese lanj^ua^e as spoken in Japan.
x888 N. E. D. s. v. Chino 2, Chino-Japanese. 1893 Graphic

11 Mar. 260/T The tribes on the Indo and Chino-Iiurmese

frontiers. 1895 H. Norman j'vfr£aj/6o4 Chino-French re-

lations at Monkay. 1904 Daily Chrou. 8 .\pr. 4/5 The Chino-

Japanese war. 1904 IVestm. Gaz. 14 Oct. 8/2 The Chino-

Japanese and Australian service at Vancouver,

CldllO- - (ki'Pi?), variant (after G. chino- ; cf,

China 3) of qtiino-, as in chinopyriUy chinosol,

ckinotoxin.
190X DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2). 1904 JVesttn. Gaz. 24

Nov. 7/3 The razors., are sterilised in a solution., of chinosol.

1906 Practitioner Nov. 6^4 Sponging with a -j per cent,

chinosol, or corrosive sublimate, lotion.

Chinook, sk Add : b. Chinook salmon^ the

quinnat or California salmon {fincorhynchtts chou-

icha),
1881 Avier. Naturalist XV. 177 Quinnat— ..Chinnook

salmon, Columbia River salmon, Sacramento Salmon, 1884

GootJE Not. Hist. Agtiatic Anim. 479 On the Columbia
River the name ' Chinnook Salmon ' is in universal use. 1896

JoKDAN & EvERMANM Fishes N. Amer. I. 479 Oiicorhynchus
Tschawytscha... Chinook Salmon. Ibid. 482 This species

{sc. the redfishl enters the Columbia River with the spring

run of the Chinook Salmon. 1897 Portland Oregonian in

Congress. Rec. 16 Dec. 221/2 The number of fat Chinook
salmon coming into the Columbia would be greatly increased.

191* F. J. Haskin Amer. Govt. 151 The bureau of fisheries

..has tried to establish thechinook salmon in Atlantic coast

waters.

ChiuOO'k, 'O- U.S. [f. the sb.] intr. To blow
with the Chinook wind.
xpi4 Gertrude Atherton Perch of Devil in. 373 It's

chinooking certainly... I hope that means we've bad the
last of winter.

CMnquepin, var. of Chincapin.
1807 Norfolk (Va.) Gaz. 13 Nov. 4/3 For Sale, 2000 Cedar

and Cbiiiquepin Posts.

Chlnse, z'. 1- (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1770 G. Cartwright Jrnl. Labrador {i-j^2) I. 24 Fogarty
chinsed the storehouse with moss. Ibid, 65, I ordered some
of the workmen to gather moss, and chinse the store. 1792
Ibid. Gloss, p. X, Chinsing filling with moss the vacancies be-

tween the studs of houses, to keep out the wind and frost.

Chintz-bug, var. chinch-bug. Chinch sb?- 2.

X786 Washingioh Diaries lU. 96 An Overseer of mine
(at the ferry) informed that the chintz bug was discovered in

his Corn. 1816 [see Chinch sb? 2]. 1873 J. H. Beadle
UndeveL West xiii. 225 The fly is a little troublesome to

wheat, but its principal enemy is the chintz bug, so called
here.

Ckionodoza (k3i:<5'n<?dp*ksa). [mod.L., f. Gr.
yiwv snow + Sofa glory.] A genns of liliaceous

plants indigenous to Crete and Asia Minor ; any
cultivated plant of this genus, bearing blue flowers,

valued by horticullurists for its early-blooming
habit, and popularly known as ' glory of the snow *.

x88o Encycl. Brit. XII. 251/1. 1893 Daily News 28 Mar.
3/2 Scillas and Chionodoxas now in mil glory.

Chip, sb.'^ Add :

1. b. spec* in gem-cutting, a cleavage which
weighs less than three-fourths of a carat {Cent,

Diet. Suppl. 1909).
2, b. Also//. Thin slices of potato fried crisp.

1886 Chambers's Jrnl. 18 Dec. 808/2 The hand of Zacha-
rias was betrayed in potato chips and cunning sauces.

189s Standard Diet. s.v. Chip ', Saratoga chips^ potatoes
sliced very thin while raw, and fried crisp. 1899 W. C.

IkloMROw Bohemian Paris 224 Here are . . fried'potato

188

women, serving crisp brown chips. 1906 Daily Chron.

13 Oct. 5/7 The chop and chips business. 19*3 Aerbitt

Paerks of Baernegum 15 'Ere, 'ave yo got any fibh and
chips?

2. C. (Earlier example.)
1840 R. H. Dana Bef Mast xxxiii. (1873) 588 Had it not

been for the sea from aft which sent the chip home, and
threw her continually off her course, the log would have
shown her to have been going somewhat faster.

d. //. Money. Also, a piece of money. To buy

chips : to invest, colloq.

a 1851 BooviER LaivDict. U.S.A. (1856) s.v. Faro^ Some-
times instead of money, chips or small pieces of ivory or

other substance are used. 1859 Slang Diet., Chips, money.

1903 A. H. Lewis 77^^ i-V^j 205 There was a saw-bones here,

. .pawin' me over for a life insurance game that I thought

I'd buy chips in. ij>o5 Daily Chron. 11 Sept. 2/6 It is.,

quite a commonplace remark to hear young men boast of the

time when 'the old man turns up his toes', and tliey can
* collar the chips'. i^z^Chainbers's Jrnl. ^2^/2 I'll give you
ten cliips myself.

e. To pass in one's chips: to die. U.S. slang.

(Cf. Check sb^ 15.)
1890 Harpers Mag. Feb. 351/2 Ye kin bet yer life lain't

afeard o* passin in my chips. 1907 M ulford Bar-zo xi. 130

He passed in his chips last night.

4. b. Also for making baskets. Hence,short for

chip basket (see 9 below),
1922 J. Joyce in Q. Rev. Oct. 330 Chips of strawberries.

1923 IVestm. Gaz. 15 Jan. 8/5 4lb. chips of apples. 1928

Daily Express 1^ May 5/3 In Hampshire, .these baskets

contain two to four pounds, and are termed * chips ',

5. o. A dried piece of buffalo- or cattle-dung.

U.S. (Cf. buffalo-chips s.v. Buffalo 5.)

1857 W. Chandi.ess P'ixit Salt Lake I. iv. 61 Buffalo were
looked for; a solitary 'chip'—so the buffalo droppings are

called—found one evening caused quite aii excitement in

our camp. 1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy xjv. 209 We had
begun to feel the scarcity of wood for cooking purposes...

These chips were a poor substitute.

8. A chip on one's shoulder^ carried as a challenge

to others (see earlier quots.) ; hence, a display of

defiance or ill-humour. U.S.
1840 Daily Pennant (St. Louis) 9 May (Th.) Jonathan's

blood is 'pretty considerable riz * anyhow, and it wouldn't

take so much as knocking a chip off a boy's shoulder to

make it a darnationed sight riz-er. 1855 Weekly Oregonian

17 Mar. (Th.) Leland, in his last issue, struts out with a chip

on his shoulder, and dares Bush to knock it off. 1887

Harper^s Mag. Oct. 658/1 The way that dog went about
with a chip on his shoulder .. was enough to spoil the sweet-

est temper, 1903 N. V. Sun i Nov., Who, they say, wears

a chip on his shoulder because be didn't get the Republican
nomination for City Treasurer. 1505 Amer. lllustr. Mag.
Nov. 88 Each boy had a sort of chip-on-tbe-sboulder air.

9. chip bark, chips and broken pieces of cin-

chona bark, as distinguished from dniggist's bark

{Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909) ; chip basket, a basket

made of strips of thin wood roughly interwoven

or joined, used chiefly for packing fruit for the

market ; also attrib. ; chip bonnet (examples)

;

chip-carving, wood carving in which the patterns

are produced by chipping out the wood ; so chip-

carver; chip potatoes, sliced potatoes fried crisp;

chip-shot GolfJ a short lofted approach-shot on to

the putting-green ; chip straw (cf. Chip sb?^ 4) ;

chip-yard IJ.S., a wood-cutting yard.

1921 Diet, Occup. Terms (1937) § 472 *Chip basket maker;
. .plaits togetlier. .narrow strips of shavings of thin wood to

make., chip baskets. i8ao S. Bkkck in /^^^i?//. (18^7) App. iv.

2g8 She has gone on.. bedecking herself in merino shawls,

*chip bonnets, etc. 1845 M. M. Noah Gleanings 65 On her
little head she wore a good sized chip bonnet, decorated with
artificial flowers. 1^2 Eleanor Rowe Chip-Carving 47
I nstructions to the *chip-carver. 1888 Queen 29 SepL, Suppl.,

*Chip-Carving. 1902 Westin. Gaz. 26 Apr. 7/3 Examples of
bent-iron work, and wood and chip carving, 1916 Home
Chat 9 Sept. 432 Dinner 2. Salmis of Game. Potato Chips.
Greengage Tart. . .The *Chip Potatoes. Fry these as usual,

[etc.]. X909 Westiu, Gaz. 10 June 12/4 *Chip shots which he
laid within two feet of the pin. 1020 P. G. Wodehouse
Damsel in Distress iii, * Not at all, said George, trying a
sort of vocal chip-shot out of the corner of his mouth. 1898
Wesim. Gaz. 28 Apr. 3/2 *Chip straw is again to the fore,

indeed, forms the foundation of some of the most exclusive

hats. 1863 Mrs. Whitney Faith Gartney's Girth, xiv, The
spicy smell of the *chip-yard round the corner where the

scraps of pine lay. .under the summer sun. 1865 — Gay-
•worthysx. II The strawberry picker took up her pail and
departed across the chip-yard. 1869 Overland Monthly III,

10 A rail-fence.. banishes the chip-yard into the road. 1891
Maram E. Ryan Pagan of AUeg/tenies xxx. 232 Two men..
halted out at the chip-yard.

b. Golf. Short for chip-shot.

X909 Westm. Gaz. 9 June 14/3 He was short with his chip
on to the green at the fourth. 1922 Daily Mail 12 Dec. 6
The first hole will measure 250 yards—a drive and a chip.

Chip, v,^ Add :

3. e. intr. To make chipping strokes.

1908 A. Bennett Buried Alive x. 248 Muscular, hairy
males . . were chipping and paring at huge blocks of stone.

8. Also trans.

1903 A. H. Lewis The Boss 271 Madam, let me chip in a
word.

b. To put in or stake chips {intr. and trans.').

1892 Florence Handbk. Poker 89 To chip in^ to put
counters on the table. Equivalent to entering into the
game. Ibid. 158 Every time my callow friend won a pot
he put the silver and bills in his pocket and would chip in

the stuff as he needed it. 1898 ' L. Hoffmann ' Card ^
Table Gaines (ed. 2) 203 Each person puts up an agreed
amount by way of ante. . . To avoid dispute as to whose turn

CHIP-SPARROW.

it may be, a pocket-knife, known as the 'buck ', is passed
round, resting with the player whose turn it is to 'chip' for

the remainder,

0. To contribute ; to make a contribution. U.S.
1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds ii. 41 At Angelt'i

Camp, we chipp*:d in together and hired regular guards.

1886 Harper's Mag. Dec, 36 'Here a dollar!' 'Here's
another !

* And they all chipped in their share. tSB&Amer.
Mag. Sept. (Farmer) A man who won't chip in to charity

is always an object of suspicion. 1903 A^. V. Sun 15 Nov.,
Nevertheless they all chipped in for the benefit of Simpson's
widow and little child next day. 1908 S. E. White River.
man ix. 80 Why, there isn't a man on that river who doesn't

chip in five or ten dollars when a man is hurt or killed.

9. To chip at : also, to poke fun at. Hence
trans, (by omission of fl/), to make (a person) the

object of a joke, to chaff, banter.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 13 Jan. 6/2 The friends of the con-

tending teams each 'chipped' and jeered at the other.

1898 Daily News 20 Aug. 5/4, I chipped them a little on
their plump, well-fed condition. 1915 Even. News 24 Nov.

3/4 People have been telling me I'm a German and chipping
me, and I wish to get it over. 1928 Daily Express 23 Feb.

6 Letitla Pilkington . . was a sportswoman. She even chipped
her confessor on her deathbed.

10. Golf. intr. To play a chip- shot.

1923 Daily Mail 8 May 12 He chipped to within eighteen
inches of the hole.

Cliiparee, earlier form of Chickaree.
1804 Maryland Hist, Mag. IV. g These squirrels are ex-

ceedingly active and the mountaineers call them the Cbiparee
squirrel.

Cliip-bird. U.S. \ZmYvy\ = Chipping-bird,

Chipping^//, a. 2.

1824 Massachusetts Yeoman 28 Apr. (Th.) The destruc-

tion of a robin, chip, blue, or black bird Is not all. 1869
Lowell Study Wind. (1871) 15 The only bird I have ever

beard sing in the night has been the chip-bird. 1872 Coues
Key N. Amer. Birds 142 Chipping Sparrow, Chipbird or

Chippy. Hairbird.

CMp hat. Chiefly V.S, [Chip sb.^ 4.] A
hat made of thin strips of wood.
1771, 1859 [see Chip sb.^ 9]. 1845 M. M. Noah Gleanings

II If we agree to call a plain chip hat and a muslin gown
fashionable. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. /r<ri/ix. i56Tbe
Chinese, with., their chip hats, rice feed, and cheap labor.

1889 Rose T. Cooke Steadfast xviii. 194 A little white chip

hat pinned on the high puffs of hair.

Chipped,//'/, a. Add: 2. b. Of beef: Cut
into thin pieces and dried, U.S,
1819 Massachusetts Spy 18 Aug. 4/2 No vapid tea, or cold

toast, and greasy butter, and chipped meat. 1859 Knicker-
bockerMag. Oct. LIV. 406 such waffles, chipped beef, sweet-
meats, melon.

3. b. Chipped glass (see quot.\
1903 Chauibers^s Jrnl. VI. 685/1 The material is known

technically as chipped glass, for the pattern is actually
chipped out of the surface.

Chipper, sb.^ Add

:

1. c. With advs.

1901 Daily Chrmu 4 Dec. 9/3 Pianoforte.—Fitters-np and
chipper-up and tuner wanted. 1021 Diet. Occup. Terms
(1927) § 279 Chipper-in (rolling mill); a chipper q.v. chip-

ping rough ends on rails with hammer and chisel. Ibd.
§ 643 Chipper-up ; carries out first stage of tuning strings of

pianos when partly finished.

Chipper, v. Add :

1. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1712 S. Sewall Diary_ (1879) II. 343, I saw Six Swallows

together flying and chipering very rapturously. 1716 Ibid.

(1882) III. 78 This day I first saw the Swallows; I thick
I had beard some Chiper before,

2. b. intr. To brighten*//,
]886 Harpers Mag, Sept, 583/1 SheM chipper up and fix

up what she could. 1904 G. H. Lorimek Old Gorgon
Graham 129 ' Young man, I've decided to help you out of
this hole *, he began. Percy cbippered right up.

Chipping, ppl. a. 2. Add : chipping-bird
(earlier examples) ; chipping-sparrow, the chip-

ping-bird.
X791 W. Bartram Trav. Carolina etc. (1792) 289 Passer

domesticus; the little house sparrow or chipping bird,

a 1813 A. Wilson Amer. Ornith. (1831J II. 255 Fringilla
sociaiis^ Wilson.—Chipping Sparrow. 1861 Mes. Stowe
Pearl Orr* s Isl. i.viii. 58 I've seen 'em big as chippin-birds'

eggs. 1867 Amer. Naturalist I. 402 Simultaneously with
the Bluebird the Chipping Sparrow awakes, and is soon
heard chanting bis simple cricket-like song from the garden
and lawn. 1904 Marv E. Waller Wood-carver iii. 144,

I bethought me of the little cbipplng-sparrow's nest in a
spruce tree.

Chi'ppy, sb. US. (Also chippy bird, sparrowS)
= Chipping-bird, Chipping ppl. a. 2.

187a CouES Key N. Amer. Birds 142. 1898 Susak Hale
Lett.-^2^, I must tell you of our little chippy sparrows that

bad their nest in the trellis. 1900 Congjess. Rec. 30 -Apr.

A^y^f^ The ground chippy darted under the fences. 1913
Mrs. Stratton* Porter Ladaie iii. (1917) 56 In the hollow
of a rotten rail a little chippy bird always built a hair nest.

Chippy, a. Add

:

3. b. Aiso^^w. 'off colour', * cheap*.
1877 Belgravia XXXI I. 235 After too copious libations of

the above \sc. brandy and soda] a man is apt to feel 'chippy
'

next morning. 1884 Hawlev Smart Front Post to Finish
xxi, A dozen cigars a day make one feel dreadfully * chippy ',

in the morning. 1899 Conan Doyle Duet 74 ' I feel a little

chippy to-day.' * That's the worst of these cheap cham-
pagnes.*

CMprassl, var. Chuprassy.
Chipre, var. *Chypre.
Chip-Sparrow. US, « Chipping-sparrom,

Chipping /-//.a. 2.



CHIP-SQUIHBEIi.

xSg* Mks. Stowe Uncle TenCs C. xW. i^i Then she sat

on his knee like a chip sparrow, still Uughing.

Chip-squir***- ^••^- (I^arlier examples.)

1844 * Jon. Slick ' High Life N. K. II. 220, I could feel

the leetle hand a inovin..Uke a. chip squirrel in its nest.

X87S Mks. Stowk Deacon Pitkin's Farut L 35 Tlie •very

chip squirrels in the stone-walls.. were rushing about with
chops incredibly distended. »

Chiragh (tjira'g). [Hind,, a. Pers. C.K»- chiragh

lamp, light.] A primitive oil lamp used by natives

in India.

1899 Westm. Cos. 15 Aug. 1/3, I look the oil from my
chirag and anointed my back therewith, igao Chamben's
yntl, Dec. 863/2 To-night weHl light tiny, weenie chiraghs.

Clliral (k»i»Tal), a. [f. Gr. x<'P ^^n*^ + "^^•]

Of a crystal, etc. : Possessed of CMrallty (kaia*-

raliti) [-ity], the power of certain crystals and

optically active sutetances of turning the plane of

polarization of light to the right or left hand.

Hence Chiroid (kaiaToid) : see qnot. 1903.
1893 Ld. Kelvin Boyle Led. in Jrnl. Oxf. Umiv. Jmh,

Set. Club (1894) 25 >Uy 25 note^ I call any geometrical

figure, or group of points, chiral^ and say that it has

chimlity, if iis image in a plane mirror, ideally realized,

cannot be brought to coincide with itself. 1903— Baltimore
Lect. (1904) 439 For brevity 1 now call a molecule which
has chirality, a chirokl

CM-rho (kai r^«}. The first two letters of Gr.

XPICTOC Christ, often joined in a monogram ^
and used to symbolize the name.
1611 Florid s.v. Laharo^ 'I'he letter Chi and Rh6, which

stgnifieth Christ. 1868 7rj»/. British Archaeol. Assoc.

XXIV. i32ThecA/M<7aUooccur5onadoorstepb i88oSmitm
XcChestmam Dict.Chr. Antia. II. 1312/1 The upright cross

being first added to the Chi*rno so as to form a kind of star.

s8^ J. RoMiLLV .^LLEM Monumental Hist. Brit. Ch. 301116
Chi-Rho monogram, taeo D^ly Xews 6 Oct. 6/3 The monu-
ment consists of a simple monolithic block. . .Upon one side

b incised a simple Chi-Rho enclosed in a circle. 1914
CoLLiNGwooD Roman Britain 95 Engraved on a silver cup
of foreign manufacture., we find the Chi-Rho mooogram.
Chirimoya, var, Chkrihota.
Chirk, a, (Earlier examples.)
1789 Wf.bstfjj Diss. Engl. Lan^. 387 ThU word is wholly

lo&t except in New England It is there used for comfort-
ably^ britvely^ cheerful^ as when otic inquires about a sick

person, it is said, he is chirk. 1816 Pickehing Vocah. 59
It should liC remarked, that the adjective chirk is used only
in the iuti^icr of New England ; and even there, I thinlc,

only by the illiterate. It is never heard in the sea-port
towns.

Chirk, V. U.S, [f. Chirk a.] itUr. and trans.

To cheer up ; to become or make cheerful.
(rt) 1144 • loM. Slick* //^A Life H. V. I, 331 All I could

do she wouuln't chirk up. 1886 Roe Fell in Love xiii. 117
Don't you worry now ; chirk up and youll come out all

right. 1887 Maiv E. WiLKiMs //um^/<r V?<?/»am-f 17 P'rhaps
wxbin' awful's goin* to happen. . .Chirk up an* give us a kiss.

(h 1843 y^e Lit. Mag. Feb. 1. 26 (Th.j All our foiks

appear more chirkier than they usually feel, in order to
cnirk ber up. 1878 Rose T. Cooke Ha^Py Doiid xiu 122 Ef
there's a mortal thing I can do to help ye, or chirk ye up, I

want to do it right on. 1911 E. Ferhsk Dav^nO' Harax>i\.
238, I donned a becoming gown to chirk up my courage.

Chirognonuc&lly (k9i«rfgn^mikftli), €tdv.

[f. CuiKOG.Noiiv + -icALLT.] As a matter of

chirognomy,
1891 Chambers** EncycL VII. 727 The thumb is generally

regarded as chirognomically the most important part of the
hand.

Chiromauca (kdi'T^m^ens), V. [f. Chibo-
MANCV.] a. trans. To divine by chiromancy.

b. intr. To practise chiromancy. So ChlTo-
manoist <» Chiromanckb.
s8t3 Lblano Fgy^t. Sketck'Bk. 235 The bands most be

wa&ned ere I can chiromance anything. \m» -^ Gypsies \\\,

j8i. I bad chiromanced to the Romany clan. 1889 Petit

MallGaz. 8 Mar. r i The chiromancists or fortune*teHers.

ChironUtntlst. Delete t and add quot.

:

1904 E. F. Bensom Challoners vi, If I had been told by
a chiromantist that 1 should shortly be writing the words
Sunday Magazine.

Chironomid (kaiiif'ntlfmid), a. and sb, [ad.

mod.L. Chironomidmt f. chirtmcmus^ a. Gr. x^*P^
r^/iof : see Chiboxomt and -irj3.] A. atij. Of or
bclcmging to the Chironomidse^ a family of dipterous

insects typified by the midge. B. sb. Any of these.

189^ Standard Diet. 19*4 Chambers's JmL 750^2 Cbiro-
nofwd gnats and moth flics {Psych^didx) inhabit the tanks.
i9e5R.W.G. Hingston in E. V.'SoTXon Fight/or Everest^
igi4%9& Fragile Cbironomids. delicate as mosquitoes, skated
on the surface of the water.

Chiropractic (k9i»r<7pn£'ktik), sh, and a. [f.

Gr. x«'/«^ -^'^^«*''<««: see Chibo- and pRAcnca.]
A. ib. Manipulation of ihc spinal column as a
method of cuting disease.

1908^ U. S. Congress Apr. 6 A bill to regulate the practice
of chiropractic, to license chiropractic physicians, [etc.^
i^tj^ B. J, Palmer (title) The science of chiropractic, con-
taining a series of lectures, .and used as .1 textbook at the
Palmer School of Chiropractic. 19*6 J. H. Jones Healing
by Manip. 35 Chiropractic or bone-setting diffrrs from most
Other methods of combating disease. 1926 Sunday Express
x6 Dec. 2/3 Chiropr3ctics..wasbom in America about 1894,
and Mr, B. J. Palmer, the son of the founder, rum a cbiru-
practic school at Davenport, Iowa.
B. €uij. That practises or is concerned with this

method.
1908 [see A. above}. 1919 S. J. BuRiCH {title) A text book of

189

chiropractic chemistry. X9ao Chatnbers's Jml. 348/a The
country is overrun with .. chiropractic and osteopathic
doctors. xQafi J. H. Jokes Healing by Manip. 64 Biologists,
once they become aware of the chiropractic principle.. will
probably do useful service.

Chiropractor (kaiar^jpras-ktaj). [f. *Chibo-
PRACTic -t- -OK.] One who practises chiropractic.
1913 DoRi^AND Med. Did. (ed. 7). X9a6 J. H. Jones Healing

by Manip. 14 There are more than ei^ht thousand chiro-
practors in the United States and Canada. X9a6 Spectator
24 July 148/1 Chiropractors have trebled their numbers in a
very few years.

Chirp, a. U.S. [f. Chirp ».] Chirpy.
1863 'Gail Hamilton ' Gala-Days 233 We walk away as

'chirp as a cricket'.

Chirp, V, 3. b. Add : Also with up. C/.S.
1897 R. M, Stuart Simpkinsville 35 Mis Meredith is

chirpin' up a' ready.

Chirpily (ijaupili) , adv. [f. Chirpy a. -t- -lt 2,]

In a chirpy or lively manner.
I9a3 Dail^ Mail 21 Feb. 8 Calthorpe veterans \sc. motor

vehicles] 'still running 'as chirpily as any highly-tuned racer.
io»7 ' Q ' in Blackw. Mag. Aug. 156/2 Defendant (turning
chirpily on his accuser).

Cllir pine (tjt»'j,p3in). Also cheer. [Hindi
€hir.'\ (^See quot. 18S5.) Ki%o eUtrib,
iX^ EncycL Brit. XIX. 105 Pinus longt/olia^ a Nepal

species...lt is known in India as the ' Cheer-pine *;.. the
tree is common on the foot-hills of the Himalayas. 19*1
R. S. Troup Syhncult. Indian Trees III. 1036 Loug-leaved
pine, chir pine, x^m^ Blackw. Mag, Oct. 478/1 Our road
tan through chir-pme forest and grassy glades.

Chirmpy, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
a 1861 T. WiNTHRor fokn Brent xxvi. (1862)280 He's one

er ihcm chirrupy, smilin' niggers.

Chisel, sb.^ 5. Add : chisel end, head^ an end
or head shaped or sharpened like a chisel ; chisel-
mouth, a cyprinoid fish, Acrocheilus alutaceus, of
the Columbia river, having alai^, straight-edged,
liorny plate in each jaw ; also called chiselmouth
jacky hardmouthy and squaremottth.

1876 Phekck & SiVEWRicHT Telegraphy 194 The •chisel
end of the punner bar. 1908 Animal Managem. 241 The
**cbisel ' head or &harp portion [of the frost nail] to remain
above the [horse-] shoe, 1896 Jordan & Evermann Fishes
N. Amer. i. 207 Acrocheilus, Agassiz. (*Cbisel-mouths.)

Chit, sb.^ Add attrib. uses.

1845 Cbit-^>*stera [in Diet.). 189a A. Murdoch Voshiwetra
Episode 21 Billiard tables in the hotels galore (the 'chit*
system was in vogue in running them too). 189a Daily Hews
24 Mar. 5/4 The ' Chit system *..is the very general practice
of putting the name on a piece of paper for every article that
is purchased instead of paying cash down. 19*4 Blackw.
Mag. Aug. 264/3 For days the chit-coolies bore confidential

Chltf vy Add :

2. trans. To allow to sprout ; to remove the
sprouts of (potato tubers) for planting as sets.

S904 Dail^ Chron. 8 Apr. 6/4 Having chitted them [re
* Eldorado potatoes] three times already, he has made L>e>

tween j^ 7,000 and j£8/xx} out of his original purchase.

Chital (tj/nal). Also cheetul, -al, oheteL
[Hindi.] The Indian spotted deer, Cervus axis.
1880 EncycL Btit. XII. 742 The chitdlox spotted deer, .is

..admitted to be the most beautiful inhabitant of the Indian
juoifles. 1913 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 381/2 He. .had been after

cheetul here and bad come on a tiger. 1915 Putich ao May
546 2 The l>est of his bag was a chital %\3l%.

Chit-chatty i,ijit,ijae:u). [LChit-chat -f -i i.]

Of the nature o7 cbit-ctutt or light chat ; gossipy.
1889 J. Mastkrman Scotts of Bestminster III. xvii. 153

Long communications, chit<hatty, amusing.

ChitinogenoTLS (kaitin^'d^/D^),^. [f. Chitik
+ - o UE.NOus.] Consisting of or producing chitjn.

1888 RoLLESTON & Jackson Anim, Life 237 T\aenia\
serrata.. . In the 'embryonic mass' there are.. flattened cells

placed laterally and containing, .nucleolated nuclei. These
cells constitute a 'chitinogenous layer*.

Chitinoid (kdi*tinoid), a. [f. Chitin -f -did.]

Resembling chitin.

^
s888 Roixrston & Jackson Anlm. /^j^ 429 The egg'sbell

in oviparous Elasmobratichii is chitinoid.

Chitosan (ksiM^Tsicn). Physiol. Chem. [f. Chittit

+ -oSK + -Ay.] A substance obtained from chitin,

formed by the action of alkali at a high temperature.
1895 JmL Chem. Soc. LXVIII. 1. 167 The conversion of

chitin into chitosan and acetic acid by fusion with potash.

Chitra (ifitra). Also ohittra. [Hmd.] ^
Chital.
1843 J- ^ Gray List Mammals Brit. Mus. 21a Axis

Maculata. 1 he Axis or Cbittra.

Chittack (tft-tsek). [Bengali ckkaiak.']

1. An Indian weight about equal to i ounce, 17
pennyweights, 12 grains troy.

iM^ Kipling From Sea to Sea, Opium Factory {tfxo) III.

230 The cake-maker . . receives a lump of opium, weighed out,
of one seer seven cfailtacks and a half.

2. A measure of land in Bengal.
1905 Statesman 22 Aug. 2/4 A. .dwelling house containing

by estimation 7 cottahs 7 chittacks 2 square feet.

ChittagOng (tJitSg^). [Name of a district of
Bengal, Bntish India.] A variety of a domestic
fowl of the Malayan type.
1830 ' B. MouBRAY ' Dom. Poultry (ed. 6) 17 TheChittagong

or Malay, another Indi.^n variety. iSiaEaultry Chr^n. III.

801 Last spring I iiad a Chittagongand ablack Spanish rooster.

Chitter, v. 1. (Later U.S. example.)
1^04 Mary K. Waller iVood-carver vii. 309 A chipmunk

cluttered along the stMie wall.

CHLOBOMA.
Chitter-Chatter. Delete rare and add :

1877 Disraeli in Buckle Li/e (1920) VI. 116 He did not
want anything: only chitter-chatter. 1895 Kiflinc znd
Jungle Bk., Red Dog 193 Mowgli.. imitated perfectly the
sharp chitter-chatter of Chikai, the leaping rat of the Dekkan.
1908 Daily Chron. 3 Aug. 5/1 What is the use of smart
women's chitter-chatter without theirdresses? igsAObser^er
19 Feb. lo/t The empty, drawing-room chitter-chatter plays.

b. Also as vb.
X938 Hearst's International Aug. 43/1 He never tired of

the Esperanto of the ticker tape, .chittering chattering
fortune or disaster.

Chiv(e}y, chivvy, the more usual forms of
Chevy.
1871 F. W. Robinson Wrayford's Ward^ etc. III. 209,

I thought that it was a very odd name,..and that the boys
would be very severe upon it presently in the play-ground,
and 'chivey ' him. 1931 Shane Leslie Manning 442 By
covering his views with refining words he escaped and
chivied the partisan, 19x4 Gtasgoiu Herald 11 Mar, 7 For
nearly an hour Mr Tom Shaw was teased and chivvied.
1927 Blackzv. Mag, Aug. 169/1 Then would ensue the most
delightful chivvy all round the upper deck. 1927 British
IVeekly 27 Oct. 85/2 Into this melee Mr. Sheppard proposes
joyously to launLh another fifteen, and chivy the ball in yet
a third direction.

Chlamydospore (kl3e'mid^,5po»j). [f. Gr.
xXa/Au5-,x^a/iM cloak + Spoke.] a. Bot. A thick-

walled resting spore produced by various fungi.

b, Zool. A spore with protective chitinous covering,
as distinguished from gymnospore.
1884 Henfrey Bot, (ed. 4) i6oChlamydospores, when fully

formed, are still enclosed within their parent cells, 1910 G. N.
Calkins /'n7/tTr<7()'/,i83 The covered spores or chlamydospores,
of the sexual generation. 1910 EncycL Brit. IX. 388/1 The
chlamydospores, or true spores, occur in Sarcocysiis tcitella.

of sheep. Ibid. XI. 338/1 Some Mucorini show a peculiar
mode of vegetative rcpioduction by means of gemmae or
chlamydospores

—

i, e. short segments of the hyphae become
stored with fatty reserves and act as spores.

ChlorSBmia (kldirmia). J'alh, Also -emia.
[mod.L., f. Gr, x^^/x^y green, pale + cufm blood.]

^See quot. 1890.)
1890 Brit. Med. yml. 31 May 1259/1 Chloremia. . . A blood

disorder, either idiopathic or associated with other ailments,
consisting essentially of a greatly diminished percentage of
haemoglobni, and of a variable decrease in that of the red
corpuscles. 1907 Practitioner June 826 To the greater part
. .of the s> mpioin complex of nephritis, he \sc. Widal] gives
the name chloratmia.

Chloralamide (klo^ral^-msid). [f. Chlohal
+ Amide.] A sedative formed by compounding
chloral and ammonia.
1889 Lancet 7 Dec. iiga/i Dr. Langaard of Berlin reviews

in the Tkerapentische Monatsschri/t the present stale of
our knowledge of the action of chloralamide. 1897 Trans.
Ainrr. Pediatric Soc. IX. 168 The treatment consisted of the
administration of nervous sedatives, at hrst chloralamide, to
which later was added hyoscine. 1909 Allbutt & Roli.es>
To.N S^st. Med. VI. 490, I now use chloi'alamide which, I am
told, IS safer than chlural ; it acts nearly as well.

ChloranthaceOUS (kloorsenjvijras), a, Bot.

Belonging to the family Chloranlkacex,
x88s Sir j. D. Hooker in Li/e .y Lett. (1918) II. aiS He

has since published it as Circaeaster agresHs . .and adopted
an idea of Oliver's which I hardly share, that it i:> Color-
ant haceous.

Chlorenchyma (klore-ijkima). Bot. [f. Gr.

X^a'/>tiy green + tyx^tia infusion.] Green tissue con-

sisting of cells containing chlorophyll, esp. in leaf-

less branches having the function of leaves.

1804 Oliver tr. Kemer's Nat. Hist. Plants (1902) I. 978
In flowering plants the transpiring cells are situated as a
rule in the interior of the green leaves, and also in the green
cortex of leafless branches, forming a part of that green tissue

whicli h.is been termed chlotemhyma^ or wlien in the leaves,

ntesophyll.

Chloretone (kloo'rA^n). Chem. [f. Chlor-2,
with the termination ol acetone.^ A white crystal-

line substance, (CH,)^ C(OH)CCl5, tasting like

camphor, used as a local anaesthetic.

1900 7r/il. Chem. StJc. LXXVIII. 11. 358 Pharmacology of

Chloretone (Aceionechloroform). 1907 Practitioner Aug. 291
In this case, chloretone, dusted lightly on, will be found use-

ful, as it is anesthetic and antiseptic. 1908 Ibid. I'eb. 353
Chloretone Ointment.

Chlorider (kloa-raidw). [f. Chlobide + -eri.]

One who mines for ores containing chloride of

silver.

1874 Raymond Statist. Mines 9f Mining 229 ' Chloriders *

have been at work during the past summer, and have shipped
a few tons of ore to Kureka.

Chloridizin^ (kl5»Tid3izii)), vbl. sb. [f.

Chlokidize v. + -ING 1.] Conversion into chloride.

Also attrib. So GlLlo:ridiza'tion.
1877 Ravmomd Statist. Mines ^ Mining 195 Where the

natural chloridization is complete. x88a Rep. Ho. Repr. Prec.

Met. U.S. 176 A chloridizing furnace, for the purpose of
working the rich auriferous sulphurct with which the ore
abounds. Ibid, 183 Two silver mills.. will next year reduce
the ores of the Saw Tooth district, the method employed
being chloridizing.

Chloroxna (klor^u-ma). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

XAojpoy green + *-0MA.] (See quot. 1886.)
x886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. III. 403/1 Chloroma, a very

rare tumor, agrees in structure with the round-cell sarcoma,
and contains in its cells a brighf green pigment. 1906 yml.
Chem. Soc. X.C. It. 566 Acuteand chronic lymphatic leucsemia
and chloroma arc all essentially the same. igcA Practitioner

Feb. 245 Most cases of chloroma are characterised by the

presence of a lymphocythaemia.



CHLOROPHYLLOID. 190 CHOLE-.

Chloropliy'lloid, a, [See -oiD,] Resembling

chlorophyU.
189a A. B. Griffiths Physiol. Itwtrtebraia 236 Ftusira

foliacea also contains a chlorophylloid pigment.

CMoroplast (klSa-^lfplsest). Biol. [f. Chloko-1
+ -PLAST.J A plastid containing chlorophyll. AUo
CUoropla'stid.
x888 Jml. Ckem. Soc. LI V. 983. 1903 H. Wager in EncycL

Brit. XXVII. 333/1 As the cell growsthey [jc. thechromato-

Jjlioresj may become converted into leucoplasts (starch-

ormcrs), cliloroplasis (chlorophyll-bodies), or chromoplasts

(colour-bodies). 1906 CamW. NaL Hist. 1.86 The cell

[Zc<».ra«/^^//a] con tains twochloroplastids, or plates coloured

with the vegetal pigment 'diatomin '. 1908 1<. J. Harvev-
GiBsoN Biol.yi. 43'i'he chloroplastsare minute ovoid bodies,

occurring singly or in large numbers in the cells. . .Each con-

sists of a basis of protoplasm permeated by an oily matter
in which the chlorophyll, or pigment proper, is dissolved.

CllOaxia (k^uaiia). ^«a/. PI. -nae (-nf). [mod.

L., a. Gr. x^^*'! i^imnel.] A funnel-like opening

;

applied to the posterior nasal orifices.

1878 Macalister Syst. Zool. 13 The pair of maxillary lobes

usually unite in the middle line, leaving behind them open-
ings into the nasal cavities (Mt^awar). 1895 tr. Wiedersheim^s
Stf^ct, Man 61 The choanjc of the Veddah's skull are.

.

half a centimetre lower than in the European.

ChoaXLO- (ki'uani?), combining form of Gr, x^ai^
funnel, as in Cho'anocyte, a 'collar cell' in

sponges ; hence Cho:anocy'tal a, ; Cho:anofla*-

ffellate a., belonging to the order Choanojlagel-

lata of Infusoria (see quots.) ; sb.^ a member of

this order; Cho'anoBoxtte, the inner part of a
sponge, containing the choanocytes; hence Cho:-
anoso'mal a,

1888 W. J. SoLLAS Tetractimllida p. xiv, The endoderm
is partly composed of flagellated collared cells (choanocytes),

and partly of pinacocytes. Ibid. p. xv, This investing skin
may be distinguished as the ectosome, the rest of the sponge
as the choanosome, the latter name framed in allusion to its

being the region to which the choanocytes lining the flagel-

lated chambers are restricted. Ibid, p. xvi, Dividing the
sponge.. into a choanosomal and ectosomal portion. Ibid.

S.
xxxviii, A contraction of the clioanocytal wall. 1900 E. A.

IiNCHiN Porifera 27 Each cell bears at its upper free ex-
tremity a single vibratile flagellum. ., which springs from the
centre of an area en-losed by a delicate cup or collar of pro-
toplasm. On account of the latter peculiarity these cells have
been termed collar cells or choanocytes. Ibid. 53 Each collar
cell resemliles.. a single choanoflagellate monad. igoSCainbr.
Nat. Hist. I. 121 The Graspedomonadidae (often called
Choanoflagellates). 1917 Haldane & Huxley Anim.Biol,
xii. 264 The Choanoflagellates, a group of Flagellates in

which a transparent collar of piotoplasm surrounds the
flagellum.

Cll0&t6 (k^u'/t), a. An erroneous word, framed
to mean ' finished ',

* comj)lete *, as if the ;«- of
inchoate were the L. negative.
x9oa Sir W. B. Richmond in Saint Georgt V. a88 He

\sc. Ruskin] seemed to be under the spell of a vision which he
would make choate. 19x9 Winston Churchill in Times
13 Feb. 16/1 How could the peoples know?.. What choate
and integral conviction could they form?

Chook, J^.l Add:
4. b. chock and log {fence), a fence raised by

placing layers of logs on * chocks ' or short wooden
blocks placed transversely to the line of the fence.

Austral.
1872 G. S. Baden-Powell Niiv Homes/or Oid Country

ao7 Another fence, known as * chock and log ', is composed
of long logs restinji on piles of chocks, or short blocks of
wood. 1890 MeibouT^ie Argus 20 Sept 13/5 A herd of
kangaroos.. bounding over the wire and ' chock-and-log

'

fences.

Chock, vX Add :

L b. absol. To fill r'«as packing. U.S,
x868 l^iitiiaut's Mag. June 668/2, I found afterward she

had all her clothes and mine [in the truck] and then she'd
chock'd in all around with maple sugar.

Chock, v.^ (Modern U.S. examples.)
1888 St. Paul }f Minneapolis Pioneer Press 33 July

(Farmer) That duffer chocked up after going six furlongs.

1889 Farmer Aviericanisvis, Chock-tipy..\x%td, in the sense
of to collapse ; or to * go to pieces *.

Chock, v:^ U,S, [See Shock v.^ intr. To
enter with a slight shojk or knock.
1913 MuLFORD Coming 0/Cassidy ii. 31 Skinny's smoking

gun chocked into its holster. Ibid. xiii. 218 Towne's gun
chocked back in the scabbard as its owner.. went down.
Chock, adv. Add

:

1. (Eailier example, replacing quot. i860.)
1829-32 J. P. Kennedy Swallow B. I. xiv. 150 It's only the

big wheel stopped as chock as a tombstone.

c. Cbock-a-block : also of a place or person,
crammed with^ chock-full of,

1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 30 Sept. 6/3 You will find the place
chock-a-block. 1804 /<//^r Sept. 132 We'll see., if that there
foundered ship ain i a-going to work out this traverse the
same as if she was chock-a-block with bullion. t^^Smart
Set IX. 9/r Good-for-nothings in shop 22, who were full,

chock-a-block, of socialism.

Chocker (tj^kaa), v. [? f. Chock sbA + -erI.]

In the game of Patience : To block (a card, or the
player).

1887 Miss WnrTMORE Jones Games ofPatience 9 If the
cards come out unfavourably, you often have to put high
upon low ones, at the imminent peril of chockcring. Ibid.
so Care and judgment are required here, not to place a card
which will chocker the one below it. Ibid. 47 You are, in
Patience parlance, 'chockered'. 1892 ' L. Hoffmann '

Patience Games Introd. 5 When the player reaches a point

at whicn he can make no further progress, he is said to be
* blocked ', or, less elesamlyi * chockered '.

Chocolate. Add

:

2. esp. (more explicitly eating chocolate) a sweet-
meat in the form of cakes^ bars, or drops, often

with a qualifying word (see quot. 1 925). Also with
a and//., a sweetmeat made entirely of or coated
with chocolate.

1883 [see chocolate drop in *5]. x^-j Army f*f Navy Co-op,
Soc. Price List ^8 Chocolates in Boxes, .per box 1/9, 1925
B. Beetham in E. F. Norton Fight for Everest^ ig24 -vbZ

Chocolate. .plain, nut, milk, nut*milk, Bitro, vanilla, coffee,
etc.

4. b. in U.S. spec, of certain soils.

i8ji T. Nuttall jfrnl. Trav. Arkansa vi. 99 The choco-
late or reddish.brown clay of the salt foi mation. 1858 Texas
Almanac 56 The soil is chocolate loam. 1869 Overland
Monthly III. 130 Texas is notable for the number of its

soils...There is tlie 'chocolate* prairie and the 'mulatto'
and the ' inezquite' [etc.].

5. chocolate-coloured ndj. (earlier U.S. example)

;

chocolate cream, a sweetmeat consisting of a
sweet and flavoured creamy paste coiated with
chocolate ; chocolate drop, a small round sweet-
meat made of chocolate.
i8ig E. Dana Geogr. Sk. 188 An extensive body of level

rich land, of fine black or *chocolate coloured .soil. 1885
Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List-y> *Chocolate Creams
..per box.. 1/8. x8f^i Encycl. Pract. Cookery (cd. T. F,
Garrett) I. 376/1 frill up the moulds with melted cream,
prepared as for Chocolate Creams. 1898 IFestm. Gaz. 2y Apr.
2/2, I cease to ask whether the cliocoiate cream soldier is true
to life. 1906 Daily Chron. 25 July 6/4 A shop-worn choco-
late-cream bar. 1883 R. Haldane IVorks/wfi Rec. Ser. 11.

160 "Chocolate Drops with Nonpareils,

Choctaw (»Ji^*kt9). Skating, [Tlie name of a
tribe of N. American Indians.] A step from either

edge on one foot to the opposite edge on the other
foot, in an opposite direction. (Cf. Mohawk 4.)
1892 J. M. Hkathcote, etc, SkatlngZi Starting as before

from the outside forward, it is possible to put the other foot
down not on the outside but on the inside back. This step it

is proposed to call a ' Choctaw '. 189s Monier-Williams,
etc. Plgure-skating ti A Choctaw is simply a step or stroke
from any edge in one direction, to the opposite edge on the
other foot, in an opposite direction. 1908 E. F. Benson
Engl. Pig. Skating IK) Mohawks and Choctaws, to attempt
a definition, are a cross between ed^es and turns. ..In
Mohawks tlie same edge (outside or inside) as has been laid
down by the first foot is taken up by the second ; in Choctaws
the opposite edge.

Cho£f. A dial, variant of Chock sb."^

1926 Blackw. Mag. July ga/i The port lifeboats tumbled
out of their chogs.

Choga (tJJu'ga). Anglo-Jnd. [Turki c/ziTf^a.] A
loose garment with long sleeves like a dressing-
gown, worn by Afghans.
1869 Watson & Kavk People 0/ India IV. No. 209 A

richly embroidered robe or choga of Cashmere cloth. 1883
Q. Rev. Apr. 303 We believe his favourite dishabille was
an .Afghan choga. 1891 Kipling City Dread/. Nt. 20 The
black frock-coat rises to explain his friend's amendment...
The black r//i?^rt .. speaks again. 1905 li^'estm. Gaz. a Nov,
^/i Mussulman Gentlemen, lilack broadcloth or silk jubba,
jama, choga or other robe worn over a saya.

Choical (kJu-ikal), a, [f. Gr. xoi«os earthy (f.

Xov% dust) + -AL.] A Gnostic term for : Earthy.
1708 H. DoDWELL Explication 6 He supposes them

[sc. human souls].. to be Hylical and Choical, not Caelestial.
19x4 R. M. Junes Spiritual Re/ormers Introd. p. xiii, There
was in man. .a visible body, .believed to be composed,
according to many of the Gnostics, of a subtle element.,
which they named the hylic body, and a sheatli of gross
earthly matter which they called the choical body.

Choice, a. 3. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
177s A. Adams in FaiiiiUar Lett, (1876) 128, I received..

the other articles you sent, . . 1 shall be very choice of them.
Choice, sb. Add :

5. C, A place chosen by a settler for occupation.
U.S,
1678 in Maryland Hist. Ma^. XIX. 344 Renjamins Choice.

1688^ Ibid. 365 Simsons Choice. 1698 Ibid, 367 Parkers
Choice. 1707 Ibid. I. 7 That., a town should be erected
on a tract on the same River. .called Taylor's Choice.
1834 H. Brackenrioge Recoil, ii. 19 In ten days we reached
the encampment of General Wayne, at a place called Hop-
son's choice, now a part of the city of Cincinnati.

Choir, sb, 7. Add : choir nun or sister, a
member of a female religious society who is pro-
fessed for the choir (i. e. to perform the choir
offices), distinguished from lay sister \ choir
offices, the divine service which is said or sung in
choir (i.e. the canonical hours, morning and even-
ing prayer of the Book of Common Prayer) ; choir
practice, the trial or performance of set pieces of
music by a church choir, under the instniclion of the
choir-master, in preparation for theservice in church.
X788-9 in Cafh. Rec. Soc. Publ. (1910) VIII. 187 The

Number of Religious at this time are 13 *choir Nuns 3 lay
sisters & 3 novices. 1876 St. Cross, Holywell, Parish Mag.
277 The choral cope worn on ferias in large churches by all

the clergy at the *choir offices. 1898 Daily Neius ^(>h\.\g. 5/1
The canons are.. free in all acts outside those of the choir
offices. 1865 _F. Helmore Ch. Choirs 65 In *Choir Practice
..let the Choir-master.. insist on constant attention to tlie

movements of his ' baton '. 1904 E. F. Bfnson Challoners
vi, This afternoon., she would have to take choir-practice in
the Room. 1889 Devine Convent l.i/e (1890] 298 A Lay
Sister cannot be transferred to the state of a *Choir.Sister
without the authority of the Holy See.

Choke, sh.^ 4. Add : In a firearm - Choke-
BOiiE (both senses).

1875 in Greener Choke-bore Guns {1877) 97 After firing up
wards of c,500 shots from each of the three guns to be tested,

no falling off of ar)y kind could be discovered, nor did the
measurement by callipers vary even to the thousandth of
an inch from the original diameter of the choke. 1877
Jbid. 149 A modified choke can be made to give a fair spread
at 20 yards, and yet shoot well up to 50 yards. 1884 F. F. R.
Burgess sporting Fire-arms 4 The sketches. .show the
ordinary choke and the tulip choke respectively. 289s
Greener Breech-Loader 146 With a twelve bore gun,
standard load distance and conditions, the ordinary full

choke will make an average pattern of 215 pellets ; Thebalf-
choke 185 pellets; The quarter-choke 160 pellets. 1895
Q. Rev. Jan. 105 In 1800.. the safety-bolt, the inside hammer,
and (in principle, at all eventsj the choke, bad been known
for some years.

6. hleclr, (Also choke-coil.) « *choking'Coil,

Choke control (in wireless telegraphy), modulation
of the carrier-wave by means of a choke.
i9"3 Year-bk. Wireless Telegr. 331 The transformer

secondaries, .are protected.. by air core chokes. 1915 tr.

Zenneck's Wireless Telegr. 323 To block the path of the
oscillations into the circuits of the auxiliary apparatus where
a part of their energy would be wasted, by means of choke
coils. Ibid.^ note. Systems or methods of connection in
which no choke coils are needed. 1923 Haw[Cheau& Dow-
sett Techn. Instr. Wireless Telegr. \ 56 A third method known
as 'anode' or 'choke 'control. Ibid. 184 The Choke Coils (Air
Core). Ibid. 200 Air Core Choke. 1918 Morn. Post 9 July,
When chokes having a winding of thick wire are used the
voltage loht is quite small. 19x8 Timet 26 Nov. 11/3 R.W.C,
. . was charged

. . with selling high frequency chokes, to which
a false trade description, .had t>een applied.
attrib. 19*7 Observer 6 Mar. 25 Two stages of choke*

capacity note magnification.

Choke, z'. Add:
21. Choice in, up. intr. To refrain from speaking,

to liold one*s tongue. U.S. colloq.

1844 'Jon. Smck ' High Li/e N. Y. 1. 29, I wanted to tell

Captain Doolittle about it. But, sez I to myself, I'll choke
in to-day. Ibid. 259 She owed for her board, and so
choked in. 1907 Mulford Bar-2o\yi. 105 ' Why, about eight
years ago I had business

—
*

* Choke up ', interposed Red.

Choke-berry. U.S. [Choke- i b.] The fruit

of the shrub Aronia arbutifolia or A. sanguima\
the shrub itself.

1778 J. Carver Trav. N. Atner. 511 The Choale berry.
The shrub thus termed by the natives, .bears a berry about
the .size of a sloe, [etc,]. 1836 D. B. Edward Hist. Texas
iv. 66 The Cranberry and the choakberry. 1845-50 Mrs.
Lincoln Led. Bot. App. 76/2 Aronia arbuti/t>lia..Ked
Choke-berry. Ibid., A . sanguinea, bloodychoke-berry. 1871
SciiELE DE Vehe Americanisms (1872) 403 Very different is

the so<alled choke-berry, in reality the fruit of a low apple.
KTc^{Pyrus arl'uti/olia). iB^ Atlantic Monthly hXXxll.
497/2 With the huckleberry, was chokeberry, another New
England acquaintance. 1901 C. Mohr Plant Li/e Aiabatna
71 The chokeberry, whicli is here of arborescent habit, pre-
sents a beautiful sight when loaded with its bright scarlet
fruit.

Choke-cherry. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1784 Cutler in Mem. Amer. Acad. (1785) I. 449 The

Black Choke Cherry.. .The Red Choke Cherry.

Choke-pear. 1. Delete t and add :

1840 J. BuKL Farmer's Comp. 269 It is as easy.to cu1t!>

vate the vergalen as it is the choke pear. 1871 Rep, Ver-
tnont Board Agnc. I. 107 Man, by his industry, skill and
perseverance applied to tlie wild choke pear of our fields,..

has transformed it.

Choker. Add

:

4. Jilectr. ^ *choking coil.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXXIU. 233/1 Choking or impedance
coils.. called 'chokers'.

Chokiness (tjju-kines). [f. Choky a. + -ness.]

The condition of t)eing choky or inclined to choke.
1844 Hewlett Parsons ^ Widows vi, I felt a short, un-

pleasant kind of chokiness.

Choking, vbl. sb. or ppl. a. Add : choking
coil Jilectr. , a coil of low resistance inserted in an
alternating-current circuit to impede and cut down
the current or to change its phase. Called also

impedance or recutance coil.

X893 R. M. Walmslky Wormcirs Electricity in Serviceo/
Man 644 An extremely pretty device kno*n as a 'choking'
coil. 190X W. G. Rhodes Aitem. Currents 83 Impedance
coils, or choking coils, as they are often called, are simply
coils having low ohmic resistance and high self-induction.

Chokra (tjtju-kra). Anglo-Ind. [Hind, chhokrd.^

A boy, youngster ; esp. one employed as servant in

a household or in a regiment.
1875 A. Wilson Abode 0/Snow 136 He was dubbed ' the

Chokra', or simply 'boy*. 1895 Mrs. Crokek Village Tales
(1896) 51 The two natives—the open-mouthed, gaping chokra,
the respectfully exultant bearer. 19x6 B/ackiv, Mag. Oct.

499/2 In his absence the chokra was to look after me.

Choky, a. 3. (Later U.S. example.)
1908 G. H. LoRiMER /. Spurlock \\\. 60, 1 felt a little choky,

and wanted to get out.

Choi-. Add ; Cholan^tis (ki7l0end33i'tis) [see

Angjo-], inflammation of a bile-duct.
i9^ Buck's Handbk. Mfd. Sci. III. 290,'! The cases..

presented nearly all the anatomical appearances that occur
in cholangitis and cholecystitis. 1907 Practitioner Oct. 571
Catarrhal cholangitis.

Chole-. Add : Cholelitliiasls (-li)>3i-asis), for-

mation or presence of biliary calculi.

1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. IV. 560/1 Cholelithiasis,
or gall-stone formation. 1906 Practitioner Dec. 809 Both
in cholelithiasis and in nephrolithiasis.



CHOLECYST.

Cllolecyst. Add : Oholecysteudysis (-e'n-

flisis) [Cir. tv6v<Tis an eiUerinjj in] = choUcysloiomy
;

Clioiecysteiiterostoiiiy (-enterp'stomi^ [Gr. evr*-

pov gut, intestine, aroyM. mouth], the operation of

estabUshin^j a passage between the gall-bladder

and the intestine by incision and suture ; Cliole-

eystorrliaphy (-/Jrafi) [Gr. ^<p^ sewing, suture],

suture of the gall-bladder after an incision ; Chole-

CTStostomy i,-^*si6mi) [Gr oro^a mouth], the

operation of establishing an opening into the gall-

bladder.

1904 Westnt. Gaz. 6 May 6/3 The ' Matin states that *he

operation performed on ihe ex-Premier was that of chole-

cystenterosiomy. 1908 Practitioner Sept, 452 The removal

of biliary calculi . . either by cholecysioslomy or cholecysten-

terostomy. 1910 /hid. Mar. 377 Tbe indications for chole-

cystendysis, as formulated by its chief exponents. Jhiti.y

As a general rule the opera; ion of cholecystectomy shows a

higher mortahty than cbolccysto>iomy. I&id. 3S1 When
the gall-bladder is found to be wounded, the question arises

as to whether it should be treated by gauze packing, chole-

cystectomy, or cholecysiorrhaphy.

Clioledoch. Add : Choledocho-tomy [see

-tomyJ, incision of the gall-duct (to remove gall-

stones).

1894 Gould Diet. Mtd. 1908 ALLBtrrr & Rollestom
Syst. Med. IV. i. 933 Out of 150 chotedochotoniies that I

. .performed the mortality was under 4 percent. 1908 /'rof*

titiontr Dec £39 Choledocbotomy after cliolccystectoray.

Cholera. Ad.l

:

2. English cholera^ cholera morbos. Cholera

infantum, a common and often fatal diarrhoea of

young children prevailing in summer months.
1886 Buck's Handbk. Med, Set. II. 135/1 Tbe line of

demarcation between cholera infantum and the ordinary
summer diarrhtra, enterocolitis cannot always be sharply
drawn. 1886 Facge PHhc. Med. 1. 307 No case of so<cal1ed
* English cholera*, .has been admitted into Guy's Hospital
liace 1870. 1894 Daily Xeivs 19 Sept. 7/1 The certificate

showed that death resulted from KngHsh cholera. 1895
Outing (U.S.) XXVI. 405/2 Vou are forced to wi*h that

cbolera-infantum had been more prevalent sixty years ago,

6. cholera belt, a waistband of flannel or silk

worn as a preventive against stomachic ailments.

189a Dekt, etc Mountaineering (ed. a) 47 The ordinary
flannel cholera belt, such as is commonly used in tropical

climates.

Choleric, o- 5. Add : sb. A person sufferiDg

from cholera.

1885 U.S. Consular Re^. No. I». 680 The commission
tried to make the auiopsy of a choleric whom I saw in the
penal establishment of .San Miguel.

CholdSterol (k^le'ster^l). Chem. The name
which has sui>ersedcd Cholestebin (sec -ot.).

XS94 Jml. Chem. Sec. LXVI. 1. 4S6 A great number of
anafytical results obtained by the authors with cholesterol

and its derivatives, seem to show that the composition of
•holesterol is expressed by the formula Cxt^\\^^' >9*3
T. R. pAHSONS Bi.f'Chem, 107-8. 1998 Kinczkit Chem,
Encjrci, (ed. 4) 150 ChoUsteroi (Chole<iterine)— Variously
formulated as Qxt^^^O^ Ct«HMO. and CtTHtsO.
Cholla(tpu'lyA> 6'.X [Mexican.] One or other

of several species of Opuntia, native to the south-

western United .States and Mexico.
189s Ctntury Mae. Mar. 659 'Ilieir knees were full of the

thorns of the cholta cactus. 1907 S. E. WHrxE Arizona
Nights I. xiL tS6 The hiti I had 10 climb was steep and
covered with ckallas. Ibid., 1 . . slipped down the bluff

getting pretty well stuck up with the choHa opines.

CllOlO (tj^u'b). [Sp., from ChoioHdn, now
Choiula, a district of Mexico.] In rK>livia and
Peru, on original Guichua Indian of the uplands,
sometimes having an admixture of Spanish blood.

The female is Ohola.
s86a C. R. Markmam Trmv, Pern 4 India 80 The Cholos

or Indians of Arequipa have long been notorious for their

turbulence- 1877 K. G. Sqi iek Peru 115 One of them \t€.

Chinamen] had married a native Ckola. 1908 C. R. R^nock
Andes 4- Attiazan (ed. 3) 19 A Chola girl had entered my
room to sell me a cut, or guinea-pig. 1909 N. K. Even. Post
19 Jan. 6/3 The Westerner must then equally pcri^ecute the
* cholos ' who h.^'.e been pouring into lits State from below
the kio Granite,

dLOndrenchyma (k/indre'ijkima). Zool. Also
anglicized ChoudrenGh^ina (k^ndre'ijksim, -kirn).

(f. Gr. x*'»'3/>os (see Chondro-) -^t-^xvyua infusion,

hlling.] A cartilagc-like ti>5ue in certain sj^nges.

Hence Chondrsnchjmatoaa (kfT:ndret]ki-matds)

a., consisting of, of the nature of, chondrenchyma.
1888 W. J. S0H.AS Tetractinellida p. xcvii!, The mcso-

gloea. .is in some very few of the Chotidrospongiae a chon-
drenchyme. Ibid. p. cli. The mesoderm is in \^xX sarcen-
chymatous, inpartchonclrencbymatou<. 1900 E. A. Minchim
Pori/era 5^ Chondrenchyma. Ibid. 147 With dense sarcen-
chymatous choaiiosome and tough choudrenchymatous ecto-
some.

dlOndriOBOme 'kf7*ndri<rsJ^im). Biol. [ad.

mod.L. (through Ger.) chondriosoma, f. Gr. xov*
SfMoi', dim. of x^*'^f^o$ cartilage + (7w;mi body.] A
protoplasm cell-particle. sup(>osed to function in

morpho^jenesis and heredity. So Cho*ndriocont
(-kont) [Gr. Kovrot pole] : see qiiots.

i9toC. K.Walkkk tiered. Char,^^ \\z\sc. Meves] suggests
that certain cytoplasmic structures, ' chondrio^omes ', divide
with the cell, and are haitdcd on individually from genera-
tion to generation. 1911 Jrnt. Morphology XXTl. 777
I'bere are. .no filamentous miti.>chondrta (chondriokonis} tn
th« spermatogonia. 1900 L, Uoncastkk Introd. Cytology

191

CI The structures grouped together under the general name
of mitochondria, known also as chondriosomes, or when rod-
shaped, as chondrioconis.

Chondrite. Add : 2. Min, A meteorite con-
taining chondrules.
191a J. W. Gregory Making of Earth i. ii. 35 The me-

teorites with rounded grains (cliondrites) have been regarded
as due to the fusion of many separate granules into a large
mass,

Chondritic (k^ndri-tik), a. Min. [f. prec. +
-ic, after O.chondntisch^ (Characterized by granu-
lar structure ; of or peitaining to chondrites.
1896 L. Fletchf.r Introd. Study Meteorites 35 The stony

part of t1ie siderolites and aerolites is almost entirely crystal*
line, and in most cases presents a peculiar 'cliondrltic' or
granular structure, the loosely coherent grains being com-
posed of minerals similar to those which enclose them.
Ibid. 36 About eleven out of every twelve of the stony
meteorites belong to a division to which Rose has given
the name of Chondritic. 1914 Brit. Mus. Return 333
Chondritic meteorites. i9sa Chambers''s Jml. 126/2 The
•stones'. .have a structuie called 'chondritic ', utterly un-
known among terrestrial subsunces.

Chondro-. Add : Chondrocra-ninm, the

primitive brain-pan, composed of cartilage ; Clion-
dro'ineter (quot.); Cho^ndrosarcoiua, a carti-

laginous sarcoma.
1875 Huxley in Encyct. Brit, I. 753/t The primordial

skull or *ckondro-cranium, 1910 Euc^cl. Brit. XIV. 25S/2
In front of the vertebral column lies the cartilaginous
trough, the chondrocranium, which protects the brain. 1919

J. G. Kerr Entlnyol. II. 306 The skull consists in its

simplest form primarily of a chondrocraniuni^a trough
of cartilage, the cavity of which is occupied by the brain.

1897 CiiANKY Weights 4- Measures 130 In estimating the
equality of com a little instrument called a ' "chondrometer *

is sometimes used. 1894 Gould Diet. Med, 'Chondro-
sarcomx 1906 Praetitioner Nov. 663 Similar new growths
have been labelled by different observers carcinoma, adeno-
sarconia, choiidro-sarconia, myxosarcom.x.

Chondroma ik^ndr^u-ma). Path. [mod.L., f.

Gr. xo»''p<*5 cartilage + *-oma.] A cartilaginous

tumour. Hence ChondrcmatoTLS a.

1886 Bucks Handbk. Med, Set. II. 810/2 Cbondromatous
tis-^ue is found somewhat more frequently (chondrosar-
conia). t^iol^ Practisioner Oct. 535 Excessive and exuberant
callus, chondroma, sarcoma, etc., at the site of fractures
are comparable with keloid, sarcoma, epithelioma, etc,
arisini: in scars of soft parts.

Chondrosin (kf^'ndri^nsin). Chem. [f. mod.L.
Chondrosia

\J.
Gr, x^*^^P<^ cartilage) + -IN 1.] (See

quot.

)

1888 yrml. Ch*m, Soc, L. 481 Chondrosine is a hyalogen
obtained from the sponge Chondrosia reniformis. S9>5
P. A. Levfne ffexosantittes ^ Mucoproteins Index,

CllOIldrule (k/f-ndr«l). Min. [Formed as

Chondbitk + -ULK.] A small spherical grain of

mineral embedded in varying num)>ers in the

matrix of chondritic meteorites. Also Gboiidru-
lit*, ChoadmUtio a. (see quot. 1928).
1896 L. Fletchfr Introd. Study Meteorites 36 Tlirough

this paste are disseminated ruund choudrulcs of various
sizes and with tbe same mineral composition as the matrix ;

in some cases the chondrules consist wholly or in great |iart

of glass. 1906 InuiNGS A'ooi A/in. 994 Knstaiiie.. occurs
in meteorites in radiating aggregates called chondrules.
i^s8 T. C. Chambkhlin Twa Solar Families 254 'Chondru-
lues' is merely a more general term here used to include
not only chondrules but their debris and all such quasi*
chonJrulitic material as cannot be called chondrules. It is

here ased r>r the primitive chondrulitic accretions, whether
they develup into chondrules or not.

C1l0I16 (kJon). [ad. Gr. X'^'^r contr. f. x^^
*Choana.] In sponges, a cortical dome-like struc-

ture communicating with the sabdermal cavity.

Hence Ohoaal (k^*n&l) a., pertaining to this.

1887 SoLLAS in Encyct. Brit. XXII. 415/1 In many
sponges . . tbe cortical domes are constricted near their
communication with the subdertual cavity by a transverse
muscular sphincter, which defines an outer division or ecto-
chone from an inner or endochone.., the whole structure
lieing a chone. 1888— Tetractindllida p. xxiii, Thechonal
sphincter. 1906 Canibr. Nat, Hist. I. 3x4.

Chong: see •Cuano*.
Ghoola ^tj«*la). Alsoohoolah. [H'md. ch^lhd,

chuthi tii;eplace (Skr. cht^/i)."] An extemporized
or portable Indian fireplace or cooking-place.
1813 J. Forbes Orientai Meiti. 1 M. lao A marble corridore

filled up with Choolas, or cooking-pKices, composed of mud,
cow-dung, and unburnt bricks. 1864 J. A. Grant H'atk
across Africa 51, I observed a portable Indian * choolah * or
fireplace inside the hut.

C1&002II (tjum). [Russ. ^yMi>.] A hut or tent

made by the Samoycdes of fir poles covered with
birch bark.

(1599 HAKr.uYT Voy. \. 384 Their tents are ronnde and
are called Chtmte in their language.] 1889 V. Moriir in

Murray*s Mag. Aug. 17^ A little encampment of Samoyedc
.summer * chooms ', r. ^. birch-liark tents. 1895 F.G. Jackson
Gt. Frozen Land 82 Of the choom which forms the Samo-
yad's home there are two kinds, one fur summer and
another for winter.

CllOp, sb.^ Add

:

2. d. Material, esp. fodder, which has been
chopped up. Also chop-feed.

185* Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 151 Chop feed is good
for them in small quantities, say half a pint to a sheep.

1889 J. Wkigmtson F'ttltnv + Fodder Crops 199 [He] is

accustomed to cut rye and straw together and throw the
' chop ' back into a barn. 1908 Animal Maiiagem. lai
Chaff (' Chop ';.

CHOP-SUEY.

4. d. Cricket, A stroke made by bringing down
the butt of the bat sharply, edgeways, on the ball.

o. Lawn Tettnis, An undercut ground-stroke.
Also chop-stroke, -lob.

18S8 R. H. LvTTELTON in Cricket (Badm.) ii. 62 If the
ball, .keeps a bit low after the pitch, it is a most effective
stroke to come heavily down on it ; if the force is put on
the ball at the right moment it will go very hard, and may
be called a *chop '. 19x0 Tildf.n Lawn Tennis Introd. p. x,

An undercut ground stroke is the general definition of
a chop. Ibid. 35 The chop lob, a heavily under-cut spin
that hangs in the air. Ibid. 82 Tilden is a chop-stioke
player.

6. b. Metal-forging, An indentation made in the
surface of the metal.

_ 1885 spans* Mechanics' Own Bk^%i, If the hammer leaves
indentations, or what are technically called 'chops*.

Chop, sb.^ 6. Add: chop-jawed a., having
heavy jaws.
X919 W. De Morgan Old Madhouse 133 The chop-jawed

senior wrangler.

Chop, sb.^ 4. Add : no chop, ' no class'.
1888 'R. BoLDREWOOD ' Robbery under Arms 1 1, There's

good and bad of every sort, and I've met plenty that were
no chop of all churches.

Chop, sb.^ IV. African colloq. [Cf. *Chop z'.e]

Food. kXsoaitrib.f as chop-day
J
•vioney, chop-box^

a food-box.
1870 Food Jml. I. 154 In those days, ..every chief of any

consideration had what was called his chop-<lay, or feast-
day. 1897 Mary Kingslev tV. A/nca 313 The unfortunate
wiiite men .. are expected ..to live on native chop. 190s
Daily Chron. 10 July 3/5 2s. a week ' chop ' money or main-
tenance. 19*0 Blitckw. Mag. June 844/2 Evans went in to
the chop-room. 19x1 Chambers's yrul, 782/1 A chop-box
{Atigtice, food-box) did duly for a seat.

Chop, v.^ Add :

7. d. Cricket, intr. To bring down the butt of
the bat quickly and heavily, edgeways, in making
a stroke; /rawj., to strike (the ball) in this way.
e. Lawn Tennis. (Cf. *Chop sb.^ 4 d, e.)

1887 Leisure Hour $^^/1 }u^^3ind Humphry ..blocked and
chopped in a st^^le that was simply maddening. 1898 Field
18 June 91 1/3 Little could be dune but to chiip Lockwood's
off balls for singles. 19SO It^estrn. Gaz. 16 June lo/i 'Ibis

drive is alternated with a cut-stroke, and sometimes with
a heavily chopped return. 1930 Morning Post 17 June 16/3
Slater chopped a ball on to bis stumps.

Chop, ».^ 1. For Obs. read Obs, exc. U.S.
19*0 Hunter Trail Drivers lag The cattle were poor and

hungry, so went to chopping that grass as though they were
paid.

Chop, v.^ IV, African colloq, [See *Chop sb.^\

To eat.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 18 Mar. 5/3 The natives have sent word
. .that if the Consul interfered with them they would make
a raid on the trading factories and 'chop' (a native ex*

pression for 'eat') the white traders there. i9ao Blackw,
it/ff^. June 845/2 YouVe both chopping with me to-night,

so we can talk things over.

Chopa (tJJu'pa). [Sp.] A rudder-fish of various

species of the genus KyphosuSt found in the tropical

Atlantic and Pacific.

1883 Moloney Z*^. A/r, Fisheries 57 ' Chopa ', a sea-bream
which represented their bait for the Xat^k lish.

Chopper ^. 1. (Additional U.S. quots.)
J785 A. r-Lr.icoTT in Li/e <$ Lett. (1908) 44 My Brother

Joseph at Present runs tbe guide Line for the Choppers.
x86o Holland MiisGitbert^s Careerix. 146 In the yards of
the quiet dwellings the sturdy chopper*$ axe was swung.
1875 — ScT'cnoaA-s i. 4 Seven liuge oaks wiiich the chopper's
axe, for some reason or other had spared.

Choppiness (tji^-pines). [f. Choppy a,^ +
-NESH.J The quality or condition of being

choppy.
i88x A. Elwes tr. Pintd*s How I Crossed Africa I. 142

The water was.. made perilous.. by the excessive ' cboppi-
ne'is ' of the surface caused by the proximity of the falls.

Choppinif, vbl. sb,^ 4, Add : chopping-bee
U.S., a 'bee' for the cutting down of timber;

ofaopping-blook colloq,, also, applietl to a boxer

who sustains steady punishment ; chopping-horse,
-noto (see quots.).

1809 Massachusetts Spy 12 July (Th.) At Bristol (Vcr.),

June 7, at a 'chop( ing-bce, a limb of one of the falling

trees struck one of the men. x868 Westtrn Mtig. Jan. (De
Veie) The inhabitants within a radius of ten miles were
invited 10 a chopping-bee. 19*8 Daily Express 10 .^ug.

15/6 The New Zealander was outclassed by the champion,
and in the last three rounds was only a *cliopping block,

but game to the last. 19x0 Hvjntf.b Trait Drivers 397
The specially trained horses used [to cut out cattle] are

called . . *cliopping horses. 1886 Ap/>leton^s Ann. Cycl. 87
The "cbopping-note (of the nightingale] is a low.pitched

and abrupt note, sounding like ' chop, chop *, uttered several

times In quick succession.

Chopping, vbl. j^,3 [? f. Chop v.»] The loud

barking ot a dog.
1897 Outing {15.%.) XXX. 127 Of a sudden the character

of the baying changed fiom the noisy yapping of a lot of

playful puppies to the persistent chopping of the driving

hound—the fox was up.

Choppy, a.^ Add :

3. i>uj,^ge5tive of chopping.
i9as Alice Krown OldCroiv 1. 4 He certainly was not the

sort of hero his dramatic poems described with a choppy
vipor of detail.

Chop-suey (tjf:ps«i). Also-sooy. [Chinese, =
mixed bits.] A dish served in Chinese restaurants,
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consisting of meat oi chicken, rice, onions, etc. fried

in sesame-oil.

X904 Rochester Fosi-Express 8 June la One of the Chinese
merchants of New York, .explained that chop suey U really

an American dish, not known in China, but believed by
Americans to be the one great national dish of the Celestials.

a 1906 *0. Henry' Trimmed Lamp etc. 184, Td marry the

Empress of China for one bowl of chop suey.

Jig. 1906 'O. Henry' Four Miliion^ Sisters of Golden
Circle aiS The stations of which [sc.^ the Rialto] uniformed
men sat and made chop suey of your tickets. 1910 — Whirli'

^;5r^i",Ca//<'rt'«>'*J<r(?(/£'(i9i61 51 The censor has put the screws
on, or he wouldn't have cabled in a lot of chop suey like this.

Choral, sb. Add : b. A choral hymn, esp. as

sung by the negroes of the South. U/S,
i8^5 E. King Southern St IV. Amer. 613 Listening to the

singing of ' Dust an' Ashes *, one of the sweetest and
sublimcst chorals ever improvised.

Clxoralism (koe-raliz'm). [f. Choral a,^ +
-XSM.] Choral composition ; choral rendering and
techniqne.
i9»7 Observer 29 May 9/3 From the cloisters of Magdalen

College, Oxford, arc to be sung at 9.15 two magnificent
examples of choralism, Palestrina's motet ' Exultate Deo'
and Byrd's anthem *Sing Joyfully to God '. Ibid. 16 Oct. 5
The Sheffield Choir is noted for good, sound, clean choralism.

dlOrasmian (korse'zmian), a. [f. Or. Xopoff-

/uo* (pi.) a tribe of Sogdiana + -an."] Belonging to

the Chorasmii. Ckorasmian waste (poet.), the

desert land south of the Sea of Aral and about the

lower course of the Oxus ; also allusively,

1815 %nfx.\.%s AlastoyzTi At length upon the loneChoras-
mian shore He paused. 1853 M. k.Vi\iQ\.j> Sohrab 9( Rttstum
87S The majestic river .. moved, Rejoicing, through the
hush*d Chorasmian waste. 1890 'R. Boldrewood' Col..

Reformer xix, in this lone Chorasmian waste, Mr. Neu-
champ contrived to spend his time.

Chord, sb.^ Add :

6. Engin, Each of the two principal members,
usually horizontal, of a truss.

187s KuiCHT Did. Mec/i, III. 2638/2 Rider's [truss-bridge]

..is composed of an upper and a lower chord,—the former
of cast, and the latter of wrought, iron.

6, In an aeroplane, a straight line touching the

lower surface of an aerofoil section at two points

;

hence, the dimension of an aerofoil from the leading

edge to the trailing edge (the width of the wings
as distinguished f:om ' span * or lateral spread).

[1909 A. Bergct Conquest ofAir iv. 188 When the ap-
paratus is in flight, the 'chord' of the arc formed by the
profile of the wings makes an angle varying from 6 to 8

degrees with the horizon.] 1910 All the IVorld^s Aircraft
123a, Specification of the Westland 'Limousine'. Length
overall, 28 ft. 6 in. ; Span, 38 ft. 2 in. ; Chord, 6 ft. 3 in.

1993 Glazebrook's Diet. A />plied Physics V. 19/2 The ratio

of the span to the chord gives the Aspect Ratio of the wing.

19*8 V. W. Pac6 Mod. Aircraft 143.

Chorda (kp-idk). Anat. PL ohordse (kp-idi).

[L. : see Chord sbA'\ A name for certain string-

like structures in the animal body ; with defining

L. adj., as chorda dorsa'lis the notochord

;

chordae tendi'noee //., fine tendinous cords at-

tached to the auriculo-ventricular valves and the

papillary muscles of the heart.

1873 G. Fleming tr. Chauveau^s Cotnp. Anat. 905 There
appear in the middle lamina of the blastoderm x!s\g chorda
aorsalis, the vertebral laminm, and the lateral laminse.

1885 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. I. 562 Long, fibrous chords,
called chordae tendineae, that arise from pyramidal muscles.
1886 Ibid. U. 328/2 A branch, named from its peculiar
cotirse, the chorda tympani. 1887 Ibid. V. 248/2 The inner
chorda sheath is lost. 1927 Haldane & Huxley Animal
Biol. iv. 97 One of the papillary muscles, attached by
chordae tendineae to.. the tricuspid valve between right

auricle and right ventricle.

Chordata(l<CJd^*'ta), ^<^.//. Zool. [mod.L.,f. L.

chorda Chord ^^.1, with termination as in Verte-
BEATA, etc.] A sub-kingdom of animals having a

more or less well-developed notochord.
x88o F. M. Balfour Treat. Compar. EmbryoL I. 4 The

larva of the Tunicata has the characters of a simple type of
the Chordata. 1893 Tuckey Aviphioxus log The Amphi-
oxus is distinguished from all vertebrates and also from the
Ascidians, thus from the whole race of the Chordata, by
means of the notochord, which reaches right into the an-
terior end. 1906 Cha.mberlin & Salisbury Geol. W. 484
While perhaps they should remain under the broad mantle
of the term Chordata^ they must apparently be removed
from the true vertebrates to a new class,

Chordate (kp-Jd^H),a. and j<i. ZooL [ad. prec]
Belonging to, having the characters of, or a member
of the Chordata.
1897 [see hemichordate def., s.v. Hemi-). i9«7 Haldane

StHvxhEV Animal ISiol. ii. /gThey are therefore all classed
as Vertebrates (or Chordates, with reference to the^noto*
chord).

Chore, sk^ Add:
1. (Karlier U.S. examples.)
1758 J. Adams IVks. (1850) II. 37 Chores, chat, tobacco,

tea, steal away time. 1780 Eb. Parkman Diary 285 He must
tend my Cattle, & cut wood, needful chores, go on Errands
&c. 1789 Webster Diss. Engl. Lang. 112 Chore.. \% an
English word, .but in America, it is perhaps confined to New
England. It signifies small domestic jobs of work, and its

place cannot be supplied by any other single word in the
language.

2. chore-boy U,S., a boy emplo3'ed in doing
odd jobs.

Aefi Knickerbocker Mag. Sept. XXXII. 230, I afterwards
baw i'etty,.. laughing with the gardener and * choce-boy '.

18^ Ibid, Jan. XLVII. loa He entered the employ of the
Chief Justice of the Province, Lewall, as a chore-boy. 1901
Westm. Gaz. 18 July lo/i The Secretary of the Treasury
began life as a bank clerk, .. the Secretary of the Navy as
a ' chore-boy ' on a farm. 190a S. E. WHfTE Blazed Trail
xxviii. 187 You would have to be chore-boy in a lumber camp.

Chore, v. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1788 J.

May yrnl. ^ Lett. (i873> 88 Two [hands] playing
the whipsaw, and the rest choriug in the woods. 1839 Mrs.
KiRKLAND Nezu Hoiiie xiv. 87, 1 was obliged to employ Mrs.
Jennings to 'chore round ', to borrow her own expression.

Choregns : see Chobagus. Here used fig^.

(sense 3).
Z901 Fortn. Rev. Sept. 403 Professor Haeckel, who is de-

nounced in some quarters as the very choregus ofmaterialism.

Choreo'grapliist = Chobeogkapheb.
19Z7 observer 24 July 13/2 The principals were excellent,

but the corps-de-ballet achieved only a rough sketch of the
choreographist's design. 19*8 Ibid. 17 June 15/4 It is now
to be heard. ..is the accompaniment of a ballet. This time
Dolin is tlie <:horeographisi.

Choreutes {VgiUl-iiz). Antiq. [Gr. x<'P**'^'7*»

f, xofiiviiv to dance, f. x^P°^ Chorus.] A member
of the chorus of Greek drama. Hence Choreu'tic
a. [Gr. xo/^v^t^^Sj], of or pertaining to choral song
and dance.
i86x Paley yEschylus (ed. 2) Agam. 1315 note^ The first

choreutes speaks [line] 1315. 1926 Spectator 5 June 948/1,
I rather doubt if the musical and choreuiic material from
which the organizers drew could justify so extensive an
enterprise.

dioriambize (k^Tisembaiz), V. [See -IZE.]

trans. To make choriambic ; to turn (a foot) into

a choriambus.
1923 S. Grew Player-Fiano 180 The choriambising of

measures est.-iblishes two weak syllables between the initial

syllable and the next strong one.

Chorioid, Chorioidal, variant forms of Chob-
OID, -AL.

1894 Gould Diet. Med. xgoa D. J. Cunningham Anni.
685 The chorioid (chorioidea) intervenes between the sclera

and the retina. Ibid. 699 The chorioidal fissure.

Chorionic (kdaripnik), «, EmbryoL [See -ic]

Of or relating to the chorion.
1893 E. L. Mark Hertwig's Embryol, 261 The double-

layered chorionic epithelium is already distinctly present in

eggs four weeks old. 190a D. J. Cunningham Anat, 23 The
placental area.., together with the blastoderm over ttie rest

of the ovum, forms the chorionic area. Ibid. 50 The chorionic
villi.

Chorister. 1. a. Add : Also, a choir-leader.

U.S.
1769 Plymouth Church Records (1920) I. 3:^2 To choose

one or more persons (since our dear Brother John May is

taken from us by death who was our former ChoristerJ to

lead in singing in the publick Worship. 1777 Ibid. 353
Deacon Croinbie, our former Chorister, had left ye usual
Singer's Seat. 183s Webster. 1889 Century Diet.

Choristid (koristid), sb, and a. [ad. mod.L.
Choristida (see def.), f. Gr. x<iif».aT6^ separate,]

A. sb, A member of the group Choristida of

sponges. B. adj. Belonging to this group. Also
(in the same senses) Chori'stidan a. and sb.

1888 W. J. SoLLAS Tetractinellida p. xi, Recent Choristids.
Ibid, xcix, The Choristid Sponges. 1900 E. A. Minchin
Porifera 163 A corticate Choristid.

Chorizema (koaiizrma). [mod.L., f. Gr. X'^P*'-

^itv to separate.] A shrub of the Australian fa-

baceous genus so named.
1891 Daily Nezvs 11 Mar. 2/8 A fine group of cyclamen,

acacias, chorizemas.

ChorizO {t^ou'id). [Sp.] A sausage of which
the chief ingredient is pork.
1918 Chatnbers's yrnl. 33 The red chorizos and pimentisco

from Estremadura. 1927 Daily Express 13 Sept. 5/5
Chorizos is a Spanish sausage, made of lean beef and lean
pork, resembling German Frankfurt sausages, but more
highly spiced and seasoned.

Choroido-, used as combining form ofChoroid
in mod. Latin terms, as Clioroi^do-irl'tis, inflam-

mation of the choroid and the iris ; Choroi:do-
retini'tis, inflammation of the choroid and the

retina.

1869 G.Lawson Dis. Eye[iZj^) 161 It is, however, generally
succeeded by a low form of choroido-iritis or choroido-
retinitis. 1879^/. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 532, 2 cases of
choroido-retiniiis. 1894 Gould Diet. Med. 1908 Practi-
tioner Apr. 542 Syphilitic choroido-retinitis.

Chorten (tjpite-n). [Tibetan.] = *Chaitya.
^ 1891 RocKHiLL Land of Lamas 63 note^ Pilgrims, when
journeying to a shrine, perform prostrations before each
ch'arien met on the way thither. 1893 E. F. Knight Where
three Empires meet viii. (1897) 124 Gigantic chortens, or
sarcophagi. 1894 Rockhill Diary Journ. Mongolia/^ Tibet
271 A small village of stone houses near which were several
large diortens. 1898 A. H, S. Landor In Forbidden Land
II. 72 When a saintly Lama dies, .either parts of the flesh,

or, if cremation has been applied, some of his ashes, are pre.
served and placed in a Chokden erected for the purpose, X90S
Chambers's Jrnl. 444 The gompa

.

. close to several chortens
containing the bones ofsainted lamas. 1905 P. Lamdon Lhasa
I. List lUustr. p. xviii, A chorten of silver.

Chortle, v. Add : Also trans,, to utter or
sing with a 'chortling' intonation. Also sb.y an
act of * chortling '.

1886 Referee 18 Aug. (Ware) Mr. Wilford Morgan has been
engaged to chortle the famous song, ' Here's to the maiden
of bashful fifteen'. 1889 Ibid. 29 Dec, Many present on
Boxing Night fully expected that when he appeared he
would chortle a chansonette or two. 1903 McNeill .£,fr<^.

Engl. 28 He would tell you.. that he attributed his success
..(5) to marrying Mrs. Business-Man—this iast, of course,
with a chortle.

Choras, sb. 7. Add : chorus-singing \ chorus-
girl, a girl who sings or dances in the chorus of an
opera, musical comedy, or revue.

1883 G. A. Sala Living Lotidon 84 There is really excellent
character-drawing in.. Nellie Millsom, the debutoJite; and
in the retired * chorus-lady *, Mrs. Barker* her aunt. 1903
Annie W. pA-iTERSONAVA//wrfl«« 66 The chorus-singing had
been excellent. 1905 F. Hofkinsok Smith At Close Range
42 A Special loaded with chorus girls and props. 1907 Diuly
Chron. 21 Oct. 3/2 Elizabeth's two thoroughly vulgar chwrus-
girl friends.

Chose, sb. Add :

4. Chose jug^e {^ii^e) [Fr.], a matter which has
been formally adjudicated and decided and which
it is therefore idle or presumptuous to discuss,
Z898 Daily News 22 Mar. 6/1 'Xhe new doctrine of the

sacredness of the * chose jug<5e ',

Chota (tj(3u-ta). Anglo-Indian. [Hindi chhola,']

Small; younger, junior; j^^. applied to a 'peg*
of whiskey.
1853 Mrs. Colin Mackenzie Life in the Mission viii,

(1857) 112 A horseman.. asked for William as the 'Chota
Padre'. 1915 Blackiv. Mag. Dec. 817/1, 1 was sipping a
'chota' whiskey. 1927 Chambers's yrnl. 603/1 He,. waited
till the chota pegs had been served.

Chota hazri (tjJu ta ha-zr/). Anglo-Indian.
Also chotah; hazry, hazree, haziree, hazaree.
[Hindi chhota or chholl hdz{f)ri little breakfast.]

A light early breakfast.

1863 Trevelyan Dawk Bungalow 11, Are you ready for
some chota hazaree? z866 E. J. Waring Trop. Resid. 171
There is one small meal, .commonly known in India by
the Hindustani name o( Chota-haziri, and in our English
colonies as * Early 7ea\ 1883 Mrs, Crokkr Pretty Miss
Neville II. 23 At eight o'clock we had chotah-hazree under
a big tree in the compound ; it consisted of tea, toast,

seed-cake, and fruit. . We breakfasted at ten o'clock. 1907—
Company's Servant xviii, Chotah Hazree, 8 annas. Tiffin,

1 rupee, 8 anoas. 1928 Conihill Mag. Oct. 470 We sat down
to a very early * chota hazaree * that was laid outside in the
moonlight.

Chou (J«). PI. choux (J«). [Fr., = cabbage.]
1. A knot of ribbon, chiffon, etc., as an ornament
to a woman's hat or dress. (Cf. *Cabbage 5 c.)

1883 Peel City Guardian 19 May 7/5 The tunic is draped
high and wide on the right side, under a chou bow. 1891
Queen 7 Feb. 217/3 A new front drapery, which hooked
on to the back beneath a 'choux*—namely, an oblong
rosette. i8g^ Ibid. 13 Oct.637/2 .^ blouse bodice,, .fastened
with three large choux. 1894 Paris Mode I. 31/a Sleeves
are frequently caught in by a chou of ribbon.

2. A small round cake of pastry filled with cream
or jelly.

1892 Encycl. Pract. Cookery {^A. T. F, Garrett) I. 382/1
Choux with Coffee Icing. Ibid,, Glazed Chou.
3. Choii{x paste {V.pdte d choux) : see qnots.
x89a Encycl. Pract. Cookery (ed. T. F, Garrett) I. 382/1

Butter a baking-sheet, with a fork drop on it pieces of Choux
paste about the size of fowls' eggs, 1891 Mrs. Beeton
Househ. Managem. 830 Chou Paste. Ingredients.—^ lb. of
flour, i lb, of butterj 8 eggs, \ oz. of pwunded sugar, i pint
of water.

Chouette (J«e*t). [Fr, (cf. ^hr.faire la chouette

to sustain the attack of several persons at once).]

A * lone hand ' at bezique or piquet.
1887 * Cavendish ' Rubicon Bizique 39 Chouette B^qoe.
A player, who is willing to take all stakes, may declare to
pla}^ a la chouette,—that is that he will play single-handed
against all comers. .. If the chouette wins, one of bis
opponents takes the loser's place, and so on with the other
opponents in rotation. 19*7 Sunday Express 6 Nov, 2, I

remember once this man taking a chouette at piquet against
Mr. Ashmead Barilett and myself. 19*9 W. J. LocikE An-
cestor yorico xi, When he wa-^ with us we played a chouelte
(three players) of Rubicon Bezique for hours together.

Chouse, v. Add : 2. [/.S. (See quot.)

1920 Hunter Trail Drivers Texas 313 The round-up boss
would let no one ride through the herd and 'chouse* or un-
necessarily disturb them.

Chow (tjou), sb. [Shortened f. Chow-chow.]
1. A dog of Chinese breed, something like a

Pomeranian, usually black or brown, with a black

tongue. Also chow-dog. (See also *Chow-chow 4.)
1889 Pall Mall Gaz. iB June 2/1 One half the pack ran

into an unlucky chow-dog. 1897 IVtstm. Gax. 18 May 3/1
The very chow-pup at his lady's feet looked impudent
defiance. 1900 C. H. Lane All about Dogs 303 The Chow,
..with a short thick head and rather blunt prick cars.

2. Pidgin-English. Food of any kind. Also
spec, = Chow-chow i. Also attrib.

This sense is supposed to be due to the use of the chow
(' the edible dog of China ") as food by poor Chinese.
x886 Yule & Burnell Hobson-yobson 164/3 Chow is in

' pigeon ' applied to food ofany kind. 1898 Douglas Sladen
yaps at Home iv, (1895) 37 More chow,, had been laid at
our feet,.,This time it was., a sort of custard soup containing
chicken [etc.]. i897_(9a//«£' (U.S. j XXX. 209/1 The 'chow'
served at the wayside tea-houses. 1926 Chambers's ymL
213/2 Here were pots of boiling oil, chow, and mushrooms.
1936 M. Lkinstrr i>fWtffl/,fa/i49 She took her chow-bowl
into the kitchen.

3. A Chinaman,
X916 C. J. Dennis Ginger Mick 17 Noiseless Chows

a-glidin'roundwiv plates uv duck and fowl, t^i Chambers's
yrnl, 690/1 The pearling-crewscan get from Japs and Chows
all the drink they want. Itiii. 718/ 1 Always have a Chow
for your cook in these parts of the world. «

Chow-chow. Add : 3. = *Chow sb. 3.
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1869 E. HowB Boy in the Bush 215 The Jerry's Town
youngsters were pelting theChinaman, . .meanwhile shoutiog

out * Chow-chow !'

4. A Chinese domestic dog ; = *Chow sb. i.

x886 Kennet Club Cal. 397 Chow Chow, x^ Field 5 Mar.

325/1, 1 should be glad to hear if any of your readers has

ever seen grey ChowChow dogs. 1896 Daily Neivs 9 Dec. 5

The chow-chow, .came originally fron^ China, 1900 C H,
Lank All about Dogs Illu-Str.

Chowder, sb. Add : 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1731 Boston Even. Post 33 Sept., Directions for making a
chouder.

b. A chowder party, U,S.

1884 Century Mag, XXVIII. 555 A chowder was given

a few nights ago at the head of our little bay. 1906 N. Y.

Even. Poit 6 Nov. 8 The Bowery. . . went about the business

..with as much good nature as if it were * Big Tim*s

annual ' chowder *.

3. attrib.^ 2A chowder-builder \ chowder excur-

sion, party, a picnic, esp. at the sea-side, at which

chowder is the principal dish.

1840 KnickerbockerMag. July XV 1. 26 (Th.)The •chowder-

builder and the poet must alike be bom.^ 1880 Farmer
A'ttericanxsms, *Cko7v<fer excursii>n~''So picnic by the sea

would be complete without this almost national dish, [ctJ.J.

1848 y'ale Lit. Mag. XVI. 380 (Th ) We hate '*chowdcr.

parties, we do. 1853 J. G. Baldwin Flush Times Alabama
80 In the science of getting up. .a picnic or chowder party,

or fish fry, the Virginian.. was first.

Chowder, v. Add : b. trans. To convert into

chowder. Hence Chowdering/^/. a.

1884 Century Mag. XXVIII. 555 But it has been such a
picnicing and chowdering place. 1889 Century Diet. 5. v..

To chowder fish.

Ch.OWk (tfnnk). Ang{t>-Indian. Also 9 choke.

[Hindi c/ujui.] An open place in the middle of a
city where the market is held,

1833 T. Skinner Excurs. India I. 49 The Chandy Choke,
in Delhi,.. is perhaps the broadest street in any city in the

East. 189s Mrs. Choker Village Tales (1896) 20 One
evening we all gathered round the big fire in the village

'chowk*. X9a4 Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 700 i In the Chowkor
Square of A-, one of the most sacred cities of Hinduism.

Ibid. 700/2 Padre Armstrong had b«fcn lent a pulpit in a
corner of the Chowk.
ChowMdar, var. f. Chokidab,
1895 Mfs. Crokfr Village Tain (1896) 15 After tome

parley we were admitted by the chowkidar (or watchman),

1908 (Vestm. Gas. 4 May 5/1 The ' chowkidar * ofeach village

. . receives a Government salary of three rupees a month.

Chowrie, var. Chowby.
1M64 I. A. Grant IValh across Africa 146 A smalt boy.

.

carried his chowrie, or fly-flapper,

Chrismon (kri*rm^). [med.L., f, Chris{tus

+ m<m{psramma,'] The sacred monogram )^.

1871 1. D. CHAMfLiN in AppUton's Jml. 28 Dec. 723(Funk)
The chrismoH . . it found on Cbrtstiaii tombs ofthe beginning
of the se :ond century.

Christ. 4. Add : TAe Christ-child (after G.
Christkiftd. -Mindchen), Christ as a child.

184s W. HowiTT Rural 9f Oom. Life Germany xii, 167

The Chrisi-kindschen i* no other than the Christ of the old

legend--—Chriii in his boyhood.. .This is exactly the Christ-

cbitd of Germany. 1857 National Mag. I. Christmas No.,

Suppl. I The Chrt-tt-cnild (bringer, according to German
legend, of Christmas gifts and bles^inzs to children). 1888

K. E. Wbatmeblev The Ckrisi-Child tl, They fold their

hands, and whisper, ' The Christ-Child has been here *. 1899

A. I>E Burgh £'//*., Empr. Austria 296 The benevolent

ChrUt-child has already visited n>e. 1903 Daily Chron. 9
Dec. 3/3 The ChrisKhild of many painters.

Christianabla (kristyanibM), fl. coiioq.

[Irregularly formed : see -able.] Fit for or

befitting a Christian. (Sec Chbi.stian a, 5,)

1990 Blackw. Mag. June 774/a The dugouts more
Chri'ttianable than manny. 1996 Punch 23 June 675/*

Whether the theme be dogs or tinkers' wives. Or country
doctors' ' cnristia-iable ' lives.

Cliristiania (kristia-nia). [The name of the

capital of Norway (changed back, in 1925, to

Oslo),] A ' swing * in skiing, used to stop short.

I9a4 Ski Terms in Tourist Winter Sports No. la/i

Ckristiania. Open, closed and jerked. Difl'erent forms of

one of the be^t swings. S9»9 Daily Express 16 Jan. 8/j
Finishingoutinthecn^psnow withadead-stop Chrtstiania .

Ckri'stianisli, a. [f. Christian a. + -ish i,]

Somewhat Christian in character.

i88a H. W. Brkchkr in Chr. IVorld Pulpit XXT. aSj

A man who«e brain is weakened cannot be a perfect christian

though he may be cbristianish.

Christuui Science. A theory of the nature

of disease, and a system of therapeutic practice,

founded on principles formulated by Mrs. Mary
Baker Glover Eddy, of Concord, New Hampshire,
U.S.A. Christian Scientist, one who holds and
practises this; a member of the sect founded by
Mrs. Efldy.

The principal tenet of this theory ts that matter U an
nituion, and that therefore what is supposed to be bodily

disease is an error of the mind, which may be cured by
leading the patient to apprehend the truth as revealed in

the teaching and healing of Jesus Christ. The churches of

Christian Scienii-.ts are called ' First (Second, etc.) Church
of Christ, Scientist '.

1S63 [cited as used by Quimby, in Georginc Milmine Life
M. B.C. £//</)' V. (1909)87). 1875MFS. Kddv Sci.^f/eafth

456 Future years will rentore at length the fair proportions
and radical claims of Christian Science. 1881 /Hd. xi. (ed- ^)
II. 19a Platform of Christian Scientivts. 1883 Mrs. Eoovin
tetter to the /rtu/0« /V>/ 7 Mar, My discovery, in 1866, of the
Scteoce of Miod-bealing, since named Chrutian Science.

SUPPT,

x888 F. hoRD(titie) Christian Science Healing: Its Principle
and Practice. 1891 Mrs. Eddy Science <V Health Pref. p. xt,

The first school of Christian Science Mind-healing was begun
b;^' the author in Lynn, Massachusetts, about the year 1867,
with only one stucfenl. 1900 M. Benson Rev, Chr. Sci. 15
All the evidence given by Christian Scientists in support of
the unlimited claim they make for the action of the mind, is

not sufficient to prove as much as is already established and
known about the effect of mind on body.

U Note the earlier occurrence of the phrase in a
different sense.

x8so W. Adams KtitW) The Elements of Christian Science,

a treatise upon moral philosophy and practice. 1854
TuLLOCH Theol. Tendencies of tlie Age 12 The clement of
traditional authority.. is to be regarded as in itself wholly
invaluable for the interests of Christian Science. Ibid. 24
The final arbiter of Christian Science, in short, is not the
Bible, but the prevailing Christian sentiment.

Cliristllias, sb, 4. Add : Christmas bush,
(a) an Australian shrub, Ceratopetalum gumtni'

ferum^ used in Christmas decorations ; (^) a Ber-

muda shrub, Cassia bicapsularis, used for hedges

;

Christinas fern U,S, (see quots.) ; Christmas
flower (examples) ; Christmas shield-fern U.S,
^ Christmasfern.
x888 Mrs. M'Cann Poet. Wks. 226 Gorgeous tints adorn

the *Christma'» bush with a crimson blush. 1889 Century
Dict.^ *Christmas fern, Aspidium acrostichoides^ a fern

having simply pinnate fronds of firm texture, which remain
green through the winter, xgix Webster, Christmasferny
a North .\nierican evergreen polypodiaceous fern {Poly-

stichum acrostichoides\ the fronds of which are much used
for decoration in winter. 1688 Holme Armours 11. 104/1

Hellebor, or •Christmas Flower. 1888 * C. E. Craddock *

Broomsedge Cove xix. He stopped to pick a spray of the lilac

•Christmas flower'. 1884 W. Miller Flant-n.it^ Aspidium
acrostickoides^ "Christmas Shield-Fern, of N. America.

Cliristmassy, a. The more usual spelling of

Christmahy : see Diet, and following quots.

:

X894 Pail Mall Gaz. ao Dec 8/3 Oxford, with the under-
graduates out of the way and a foot or two of snow in the

streets would look very Christmassy. X90X G. Bourne
Bettesworth Bk. 156, I saw th.it he looked pale and gently
sick. * Feel a bit Christmassy? ' I said.

CliristO-* Add : ChristocentriBm, Christo-

centric doctrine; Cflirlstocracy, the rule or

govemment of Christ ; Chrl»tocra*tlo a., consti-

tuted under the rule of Christ ; Christolo'fflo a.

— Christolooical,
19XS Von Hi'xEL Eternal Life \^ Schleiermacher . .insists

..upon so intense a *Christocentrism, as to prepare acute

collisions with Biblical Criticism. X9i5 Brit. IVeekly

X Oct. 5/4 Therefore, he preferred a *Christocracy to a
democracy. 1907 /pt/t Cent. Dec. 877 Her [sc. the Church's]

powen are thus derived from Christ and His Apostles, and
ner constitution in the matter of teaching, ministr>-, and
5ovemment is necessarily •Christocratic and Apostolic, i^ao

. R. HAiiRrs Testimonies ii. vii. 66 The first Christian

teaching had twro sides—the polemic and the evangelic : the

anti'Judaic and the *Christologic.

ChrOaUk (kr^«'mA). [a. Gr, xP^f"^l Parity

or intensity as a colour quality.

1889 Century Diet, 1909 Titchknu Text-Bk, Psyekri, 54
Colour.depth or chroma.

Cliroiliaffin (kr^msefin), a. Zool. Also -Ine.

[a. G. chromajfine^ f. chrom-^ Chbomo- I + L. affinis

akin.] Designating certain pigmented cells m the

medulla of the suprarenal glands. Hence Chro-
mafflnlo a.

iMi Swale ViNCWfT in Jml, Anat. + Phys. XXXVUI.
41 The chromaffin c^ls of the suprarenal medulla, ibid. 43
l"he chromaffin bodies in Petromyron. 190^ Jml. Chem.
Soc, XCVI. II. 686 A change in the adrenaline content, or
the coloration of the chromaffine tissue. X913 A Kbitm
Human Embryol. (ed. 3) 390 Coccygeal Body is a small

mass of chromaffinic tissue,

Cliromato-. Add

:

duro-matoohyine Biol. [Chyme], an aggregate

of pigment-cells ; Chro-matooyt* Biol, [-ctte], a

pigment-cell ; Chromato'ly'siJi, the solution and
disintegration of the chromatin of cell nuclei

;

Chroinatoplann Biol, [-plasm], the coloured

porlions of protoplasm ; the pigment substance of

cells; cn^omatopsU, L, form of Chromatopsy.
1888 W. J. Souj« Tetraetinellida p. xl, "Chromatocytes

or Pigment-CelN.. .Occasionally by repeated multiplication

they form cellular aggre;;ates, or •chromaiochyme. 1908

Practitioner Jan. 19 A peri-nuclear *chromatolysis of the

large psychomotor Bctz cells. x9oa E. B. Wilson The
Cell (ed. 2) 439 *Chromatoplasm . ., the substance of the

chromoplastids and other plasiids. 1894 Gould Diet. Med.,
*Chromatflpsiat abnormal sensation of color. 19x1 Encycl.

Brit. XXIV. 19^/2 Even small doses of santonin cause dis-

turbances of vision, usually yellow vision or perhaps green
(xanthopsia or chromatopsia).

Chromatoid (kr^matoid), a. Biol. [f. Chro-
MATO- + -oil),] Capable of receiving a stain : said

of certain grains or granules.

1901 G. N. Calkins Protozoa 144 The so-called chro-

matoid granules. X9xa E. A Minchin Protozoa 289 Many
trypanosome<i cont.iin granules in their cytoplasm which
stain similarly to chromatin, so-called 'chromatoid grains*.

Chromatophore. Add

:

2. Bot, A layer or granule of chlorophyll or

other colouring matter occurring in the protoplasm

of a cell.

X89S Oliver tr. Kerner's Nat. Hist. Plants II. 629 This
chlorophyll-layer or chromatophore. X90S Encycl. Brit.

XXV. 407/a A coloured protoplasmic body, called a chro-

matophore, the pigment of which in the pure green forms is

chlorophyll, and which may then be called a chloroplast.

Hence Ghro:niatopho'ric a., pertaining to or

containing chromatophores.
X895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Jan. 3Sc> The theory that light

acts directly on the chromatophoric cells has been proved
to be incorrect. X904 Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. Ser. B. 322
The groups which make up the primary chromatophoric
system.

Chrome, sb. Add

:

2. b. Potassium bichromate used in dyeing.
X876 Textile Colourist II. 210 Caustic chrome, that is a

mixture of bichromate of potash and lime. 1893 Knecht,
Rawson, & Loewenthal Man. Dyeitzg 771 Potassium bi-

chromate, K2Cr207, known to the trade also as ' bichrome *,

or 'chrome'. X906 Dyer 20 Jan, lo/i The dyestuffs are
fixed with chrome, and the printing colors are best pre-
pared with the addition of acetate of chrome.

3. chrome-black, a colour produced by dyeing

goods in a black dye and setting the colours by the

use of potassium bichromate and copper sulphate;

chrome-blue, a mordant coal-tar dye used chiefly

in cotton-printing ; chrome brick, a brick made
from chrome iron ore ; chrome furnace, a furnace

in which chrome ores are converted into bichro-

mates ; chrome garnet, a pigment prepared from
basic chromate of lead ; chrome handler, one

who tans leather by treating it with a solution

of chromium salts ; chrome hole, a hole made
in the flesh by the caustic action of potassium

bichromate ; chrome ink, an ink made from

logwood and sodic carbonate ; chrome leather,

chrome-tanned leather ; chrome maker, one
who makes chrome yellow pigments ; chrome-
nickel steel, an alloy of chromium, nickel, and
steel ; chrome-spinel, picotite ; chrome steel, a

hard fine-grained alloy of chromium and steel

;

chrome-tanning, the tanning of leather by treating

it with an acid solution of potassium bichro-

mate and afterwards with a reducing agent, so that

chromic oxide combines with the fibre of the

leather, rendering it tough and waterproof ; hence

chrome-tanned leather.

X874 Crookes Dyeing 544 •Chrome-blacks are cheap. X876
Encycl. Brit. IV. 690/2 Chrome Black is an oxidation colour

produced by printing with logwood liquor and passing fhe

goods through a bath of bichromate of potash. x89a Dyer
20 Jan. 3/1 •Chrome Blue is sold in the form of a paste of
a btue-black color. Its special characteristic is that with
chrome mordants it gives very bright blues. X9ax Diet.

Occup. Terms (1927) 5 102 "Chrome brick maker. x88x Instr.

Census Clerks (1885) 58 *Chrome Furnace Man. X899 Daily
Nervs 20 June 5/5 To make a trial of stopping the chrome
furnaces. X876 Encycl. Brit. V. 705/1 Ouvarovite, or

•chrome garnet, SisCaCrsOio, X9ax Diet. Occup. Terms
(1927) i 333 *Chrome handler; immerses hides and skins in

chrome tanning pits, under direction of lanyard foreman.

X908 Practitioner Dec. 8j8 The dust of potassium bichro-

mate, acting as a caustic, produces the * "chrome hole'

of those engaged in its manufacture. x88o Encycl. Brit.

XIII. 80/t Under the name of "chrome ink a black ink was
discovered and prepared by the chemist Runge. x88a

Ibid. XIV. 390/1 The stuffing with fat or paraffin of *chroine

leather. X909 Westm. Gat. 16 Nov. 6/2 A band of specially

treated chrome leather, xpex Diet. Occup. Terms (1937)

I 143 *Chroiite maker; makes chrome yellow pigments by
precipitating lead bichromate from a solution of potassium
Dichromate by running into it a solution of lead nitrate or

acetate. X908 IVestm. Gas. 28 Apr. 4/3 Vanadium and
•chrome-nickel steels—the most expensive materials as they
are considered to be the most suitable. 189* Dana Min.
(ed. 6) 221 Picotite or *chrome-spinel. 1878 Jml. Chem.
Soc. XXXIV. 773 The history of the discovery of •chrome-

steel and ferrochrome by Berthier in 1821. x88s Encycl.

Brit, XIV. 389/2 Heinzerllng's *Chrome-tanned Leather.

/bid. 390/1 Sheep skins in "chrome-tanning. 1903 Flemminc
Pract. 7V»««/"«^2i3The following process ofchrome tanning

produces leather that possesses the good qualities of both

alum and chrome leather. 1907 yrtil. Chem. Soc. XCII. ir.

54 Chrome-tanning Liquors. 189a Dyer 20 Jan, 5/1 *Chrome
Violet . . gives a fme red shade of violet, which is equally as

fast to soaping as the Chrome Blue.

Chxonie (kr^um), v» Dyeing, [f. prec] trans.

To treat with a solution of potassium bichromate.

Chiefly in ppl. a. and gerund or vbl. sb.

X876 Textile Colourist II. 35 Dark Brown for Steaming
and Chroming, ibid. 318 Chromed logwood colours have a
tendency to become green. xSos Dyer 20 Jan. 3/2 Chrome
Violet may be used in wool dyeing on a chromed wool.

X893 Knfxht, Rawson, & Loewenthal ^om. Dyeing -^^^

The principal reason that tartar and tartaric acid have not

been universally adopted in chroming is the expense. 1906
Dyer 20 Feb. 25/1 On chromed material it yields con-

siderably d.irker shades.

dLromicize (krJu'misaiz), v, [f. Chromic a. +
-IZE.] trans. To treat or impregnate with chromic

acid or a chromate. Chiefly in ppl, a.

X907 Practitioner Sept. 428 The employment of the chromi-
ciscd gut is better than the use of raw material, as it is a
little stronger and more lasting. 191X R. A. Freeman Red
Thumb Mark xvi. 214 A plate of gelatine which has been
treated with potassium bichromate,, .chromicized gelatine,

as it Is called.

Chromidium(kri7mi'di£?m), PI, -idla (-i'dia).

Biol. [f. Gr, XP^^<> Chbomb + L. dim. termination

•idium,'] An extranuclear granule of chromatin in

the cell-body. Hence Ohroml'dlal a. ; Chromi-

dlo'ffamy (see quots. 191 a, 1930) ;
Ohroml'dio-

Bome (quot. IQ12).
18



CHEOMIOLE. 194 chuck-a-luck;.

1906 Cambr. Nat. Hist. I. 30 In many Sarcodina and some
Sporozoa the nucleus gives off small fragments into the

cytoplasm or is resolved into them ; they have been tenned
*chromidia' by R. Hertwig, Ibid, 52 The nucleus.. often

gives oflF'chromidial ' fragments. 191a E. A. Minchin Pro'
Uzoa 65 notCj It is proposed in this work to use the term
ckromidiosome to denote the smallest chromatin-particles
of which the chromidial mass is made up. ..The term
*chromidiosome ' must therefore be applied to the ultimate,

individual grain or particle of chromatin^ alike whether it

be lodged inside or outside a nucleus. Ibid, 126 The
chromatin that undergoes syngamic union may be in the

form either of chromidia or of nuclei; in the former case

the process is tenned ckromidiogamy, in the second karyo-

gatny. X9S0 \V. E. Agar Cytol. 208 Fusion or mingling of

chromidia (chromidiogamy, Swarczewsky).

Chromiole (krJu-mi(7ul). Biol. [f. Gr. xP^f^
colour + *-OLK.] A name for the minnte chromatin-

grannles which by their aggregation are supposed

to form the chromotneres.
190a E, B. Wilson TAe C^//Ced. 2) 302 furie, Eisen Cgg)

finds that the chromosomes of the spermatogonia of Bafra-
ckosefs always consist of six * chromomeres ', each of which
consists of three smaller granules or 'chromioles'. 1930
W. E. Agar Cytol, 18 By many cytologists chromatin
is believed to be composed of very minute granules, or
chromioles.

Chromo, v. — Chromolithograph v.

1877 B. Harte Story 0/ a Mine ix- iii Something that
could be afterwards lithographed, or chromoed.

Chromo-. 2. Add:
Cbiomocollotype, -co'Uotypy, collotypy in

colour ; Chromo'metry, the measurementof colour

intensity ; Chromoplio'ric, Chromo'phorous
adjs,, colour-bearing or -producing, of the nature of

a chromophore.
189X Pall MailGaz. 30 Sept. 1/2 The process of*chromo-

collotype is treading upon the heels of lithography for repro-
ductive work of the cheaper class. 1896 i?r//. JmL Phoiog.
Aim. 57a *Chromo-coIlotypy and allied processes. 1871
jfrnl, Chem, Soc. XXIV. 183 On the Constant Colour and
Intensity of the Light from Clouds, for*Chromometry. 1893
Atkenieutn 15 July 100/2 Thedyestuffs. .are classed accord-
ing to the particular *chromophoric groups they contain.

1893 Knecht, Rawson, & LoEWENTHAL iifowr. />y«ng' 404
A colour-bearing (*chromophorous) group or chromophor.
190Z Encycl, Brit. XXVII. 564/2 Such compounds con-
taining cnromophorous groups are termed chromogens.

Chromogen. Add : spec, in Dyeings an acid

colour used to dye brown. (Cf. quot. 1879 in Diet.)

1892 Dyer ao June 92/2 Chromogen may even be used
with other dyestufTs to obtain a variety of useful shades of
brown. 19x0 Encycl. Brit. VIII, 746/1 Other acid colours,

e. g. Chromotrope, Chrome Brown, Chromogen, Alizarin
Yellow, &c.

Cliromo^aJlI (kr^u'm^grsem). [f. Chbomo- 2

-f-GRAM.] A combination of three photographs
taken by a special process, which being superposed
produce an image in the natural colours of the

object. (CC Heliochromb.)
X893 Jml. Soc. Arts 19 May 663 The heliochromoscope

and its triple photograph, or chromogram. 1893 Daily
Nrtvs xZ May 6/7 It was necessary.. to provide a special
optical lantern for superposing on the screen the three
images of the chromogram- 1894 Amer. Ami. Photogr.
208 The word chromogram designates the combination or
the ensemble of three diapositives made from negatives
representing the action of the blues, yellows, and greens
respectively of the originaL

Clironioleucite (krJuni(?li«*soit). Boi. [See
Leucite.] A protoplasmic colour granule.
1885 G. 1*. GooDALE Physiol. Bot. 41 Chromoplastids, or

chromoleucites. 1895 Naturalist 25 The colour of the
petals is due to chromoleucites tinctured by carotin.

Chromomere (kr<7um^mi»j). Biol. [f.CHROMO-
2 + Gr. fjttpo^ part.] A name for the chromatin-
granules which make up a chromosome ; the Id of
Weismann.
igoaE.B.Wilson The Cr//(ed.2)3oiThechromatin.thread

consists of a series of granules (chromomeres) embedded in

..the linin-substance. 1980 W. E. Agar CytoL 134 [The
chromosomes in prophase] are often markedly moniliform,
i. e. consisting of a row of bead-like swellings of chromatin,
called chromomeres, joined to each other by a thinner
linin thread.

CbTOmopllil (kr^ii*m(!ffil), a. Zool, Also
chroma-, -phile. [Gr. ^t'Aos loving, dear.] >=

Chbomapfin a. Also Chromo'pliUoas a,

1909 Practitioner Feb. 195 Chromophile cells, very similar
to the cells in the medulla of the supra-renals. 1910 Ibui.

Jan. 35 Chromophil granules, i^is Cunninghajii's Attat.
(ed. 4) 1341 'I'he chromaphil system is composed of a
number of discrete masses of tissue which produce and
discharge adrenin. 1919 J. G. Kerr Embryol. II. 283 The
medullary substance in mammals and what corresponds
with it in other Vertebrates , . takes on a deep yellow or
brown colour when treated with saUs of chromic acid.

Hence it is convenient.. to apply to it a name expressive
of this reaction—such as Chromophile (Stilling), Chromaffine
(Kohn) or Phaeochrome (Poll).

Chromoplast (krJu-m^plsest). Bot. [f.

Chromo- + -plast.] A plastid or protoplasmic
granule containing red or yellow pigments. Also
tUtrib. So Chromopla'stid.
x88« G. L. GooDALE Physiol. Bot. 41 Those [granules]

which have some color other than green—Chromoplastids,
or chromoleucites. 190* E. B. Wilson The Cell (ed. 2) 52
The chromatophores or chromoplastids. 1910 R.C. Pijnnett
Mendelism (ed. 2) 37 The tint of the flower being due to
the presence of yellow-colouring matter in the small bodies
known as chroraoplasts. 1913 W. H. Batesow MendeVs

Princ. Heredity 40 Polemoniuvi. . . It may be inferred that
the yellow oijiavunt is a chromoplast colour.

Chromoplastic (krJum(jplse*stik). [f. Chromo-
2 + Plastic sby\ Modelling in colours.
1902 Encycl. Brit. X.'KX.. 788/2 The method oi moulage

or chromoplastic yields excellent impressions of living
organisms.

Chromosome (krJu-miysJum). Biol. [ad. G.
chroniosom (Waldeyer, in Arch. f. Mikrosk. Anat.,
18S8, p. 27), f. Chromo- 2 + Gr. gw^q. body.] Each
of the rods or threads into which the chromatin of
the cell-nucleus is transformed just before the
mitotic division of the cell.

1890 Sir W. Turner Cell Theory^ Past .5- Present 29 The
primary chromatin fibres, or chromosome as Waldeyer calls
them, form a complex coil. 1893 E. L. Mark Hertivig's
Embryol. 52 The chromatin, .has assumed the form of small
individual granules or chromosomes, which correspond in
number with the spindie-fibres. 1907 C. E. Walker Cytol.

99 It has been held that every hereditary character is repre-
sented by a chromosome. 192a R.C. PvasRTT MeMdelisf/i
100 Chromosomes.. owe their name to the fact that they
stain more deeply with various dyes than the rest of the
cell protoplasm.

Chromosplie'rical, a. == Chromospheric.
1883 World's Cycl. Science (N.Y.) V. 8 Mr. Swift.. (at]

Denver, saw two of these prominences, which he describes
as being near the chromospherical crescent.

Chromotrope (kr^u'mfJftrJup). Also-trop. [a.

G. chromotropy £ Cheomo- a -f- Gr. -rpoiros turning.]

An acid colour used in dyeing. Also attrib,

1893 Knecht, Rawson, & Loewenthal Man. Dyeing s'i^
A (new) dioxynaphthalene disulphonic acid (so-called chro-
motrop acid). Ibid. 537 The chromotrops do not dye evenly
on previously mordanted wool. Ibid. 539 The chromotrop-
blacks. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI I. 562/2 Chromotrope. .is

an Acid Colour which is applied to wool in an acid bath in
the usual manner. 1906 Dyer 20 Jan. 15/1 Lactic acid is

used in chromotrope dyeing.

Chromotrope, var. Chromatrope.
Chromotropic ^xo^moUg-^\V), a, Chem, [f.

Chromotrope + -IC.] Having the property of
varying its colour. Hence Chromotro*pism.
1899 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXVI. i. 63 Phenylazochromo-

tropic acid (chromotropic acid..), which the dye-works*
chemists regard as a 2-azo<ompound. 1908 H. Driesch
Set.

(J-
Pkilos. Organism I[. 24 note^ The crab Maia may

change the quality—not the ' sense '—of its ' chromotropism
,

..according to the colour of the ground it lives upon, and
another crab, Hipfiolyte, changes its colour and its chromo-
tropism correspondingly. 1918 A. W. Stewart Rec. Adv.
Orjg. Chem, (ed. 3) 32 If a salt changes colour, it is said to
be * chromotropic * or * variochromic .

Chronic, a. 3. Add

:

Used vulgarly as a vague expression of disap-

proval = bad, intense, severe, objectionable. Also
something chronic adv. phr. = severely, badly.
[1896 in Ware Passing En^l. (1909), CAr<?«/c.. Ceaseless,

persistent. * Oh! Joe's chronic' * Charley's Aunt's chronic*,
—said of a piece that ran perpetually.] 1909 Ibid.^ ' Oh, that
theatre's chronic *—means that never is a good piece seen
there. 1910 H. G. Wells Mr, Polly ii. 41 It's made my
eyes water something chronic. 1915 Scotsman 26 Jan. 5/3
* The weather is chronic ', says a Seaforth Highlander. 1926
J. J. CoMNiNGTOM Death at Sivaythling Court ix. 164 He
puts a dash of whisky into the paraldehyde to disguise the
taste, which is a chronic one, I can tell you.

Chronicle, sb. 4. Add

:

In chronicle drama, etc., used in imitation of
•\chronicle history^ an Elizabethan descriptive title

for plays based on historical mattersuch as is found
in Edward Hall and Ralph Holinshed ; chronicle
song U.S..^ a ballad of a historical nature,
1600 {title) The Cronicle History of Henry the fift. 1608

(title) M.. William Shak-speare: His True Chronicle Historie
of the life and death of King Lear and his three daughters.
1634 Ford {title) The Chronicle Historie of Perkin Warbeck.
I1886 F. G. Fleav {title) A Chronicle History of the Life
and Work of William Shakespeare.]
190a F. E. ScHELLiNG The English. Chronicle Play ^oTh^

English ^Chronicle Drama falls naturally into two groups.
1903 Hardy Dynasts Pref. p. ix. In devising this *chronicIe-
piecc no attempt has been made to create that completely
organic structure of action, and closely-webbed development
of character and motive, which are demanded in a drama
strictly self-contained. 1927 Observer 12 June 15/2 ' Martha
Washington ' is a chronicle piece, after the manner of
' Abraham Lincoln,' but there ts no drama in it from start
to finish. 1853 J. G. Baldwin Flush Times Alabama 149
He was the merriest, .feller, .and can sing more *chronicle
songs than one of these show fellers.

Chronophotography (krp:n^fi!ft(?*grafi). [f.

Gr. xP<>»'oy time.] An early term for cinematic
photography. Hence diro^nophotogra'pMc a.

1890 HopwooD Li7)ing Pictures 43 Chrono-photography
and the practical development of the living picture, looi
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. 329 The writer has pushed the im-
provement of his chronophotographic apparatus. Ibid,^
Chronophotographic gun with a film ribbon.

ChronoSCOpe. b. Add : Recently, used for

measuring the time of reaction in psychophysical
experiments.
1923 Chambers's Trnl. 603/2 When the examiner speaks

the chronoscope revolves ; when the subject speaks, it stops.
. . The hiatus [between question and answer] is duly recorded
by the chronoscope.

Chrysantheimne(kris3e"nJ)^mm). Chem. [See
-ineS.J a deliquescent alkaloid, Ci^HjgOaNa,
found iu the flowers of Chrysanthemum cinerarix-

folium.

1891 yml. Chem. Soc. LX. i. 334 The alkaloid, named
chrysanthemine by the author \sc. F. Marino ZucoJ, is readily
soluble in water. 1918 A. W. .Stewart Rec Adv. Org.
Chem. (ed. 3* aiqThe anthocyanin of the winter aster is

chrysanthemin, derived from dextrose and cyanidin.

Chrysid (krgi-sid). Ent. [ad. mod.L. Chrysi-
diilx (see definition), f. Gr. ;^/n;a/s (-i5-) gold vessel,

gold-broidered dress.] A member of the family
Chrysididas of hymenopterous metallic-coloured

insects (ruby-wasps, cuckoo-flies). Also as adj.

1%^^ Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) IL 524 In modeof life the
Chrysids are either parasites or inquiiines. 1910 Encycl.
Brit. XIV. 180/2 The eggs are laid in the nests of various
bees and wasps, the chrysid larva living as a 'cuckoo'
parasite. 1913 Oxf. Umv. Gaz. 4 June 959/1 Dr. LongstaflTs
fine set of Sudan Hymenoptera. .included . .40 Chrysids.

Chub. Add : 2. c. A Texan. US. colloq.

1869 Overland Monthly \\\. 129 For the Texan soubriquet
'Chub' 1 know of no explanation, unless it be found in the
size of the Eastern Texans.

Cha'bbily, adv. [-ly 2 ] in the manner which
befits one who is chubby.
X909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay ii. iii. 152 ' True,' said my

uncle, chubbily and with a dreamy sense of mysticism.

Chubby, a. 1. (U.S. example.)
187a Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. 207 A small azed,

chubby, rugged little horse.

Chuck, sb:^ Add : 3. b. Dismissal, * turning

down \ Similarly Chu'ck-o^ver (cf. chuck aveZf

Chock v.'^ 2 b). slang.

1894 'J. S. Winter * RedCoats 135 * Yes, it was the clearest

case of chuck-over I ever knew.* 'And who was the girl?
rt^ya Argosy Apr. 15/1 When they gave me the chuck, you
married me out of hand.

Cbucky-r^*^ 2. (Earlier examples.)
1798 Ann. Agric. XXX. 314 in J. Britten Old Country
Words (1880) 97 Bladebones chuck. Somerset. 1844 H.
Stephens Bk. Farm 1 1. 171 In the fore quarter, the fore rib,

middle rib, and chuck-rib, are all roasting pieces [of beef^
1865-6 Trans. III. Agric, Soc, VI, 642 No 2 [is the] Leather
Chuck [of a pigj. No 3, Chuck.

Chuck, sb.^ slang or dial. Now chiefly US,
[perh. the same as Chuck sb.^'\

1. Food, * grub \ (In early use spec, bread or

ship-biscnit.)

1850 Lloyds Neivsp. 6 Oct. (Farmer) The prisoner, npori

coming to his cottage door had tried hard to get some chuck
out of him, but had failed. x86o Slang Diet. (ed. 2), Chucky
food, provision for an entertainment.—Norwich. 1864
Standardly Dec. (Farmer) Of naval slang Mr. Hotten has
missed the words Chuck, U5ed by sailors for biscuit, and
Barge, the box or cask in which the chuck is kept by the
messes on the lower deck. 1877 Five Vrs.* Penal Servitude
i. 4 Two large slices of bread,.. the allowance given out to

some prisoner who.. had forgotten to eat what in prison
slang IS called his*toke'or 'chuck'. 1926 J. Black Vint
Can t Win vi. 67 It's you kind of cats that make it tough on
us, buying chuck.
attrib. X905 A. Adams Outlet 16 A carpenter then at wozk

building chuck-boxes for each of the six commissaries.
1926 J. Black Vou Can't Win iv, 39 New arrivals, who had
not yet acquired the 'chuck horrors', that awful animal
craving for food that comes after missing halfa dozen meals.

2. The act of taking food,
X90X Marah Ei. Ryan Montana i. 25 After * chuck * we'll

go over and give yon a nearer view of the tribe on the other
shore. 1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights \. vi, 112 When
the last man had returned from chuck, Homer made the
dispositions for the cut.

Chuck, «'.2 Add:
2. b. To chuck out : to expel, discharge (from

a public meeting, a theatre, a prison, a position

or post) . Also without out, Cf. chucker-out,

ChuckerI 3. To chuck {up) : to abandon, throw
over ; to dismiss ; also pass, to be acquitted or

released. To chuck it : to stop (doing something).
i86s Slang Dict.^ Chuck w/*, to surrender, give in—from

the custom of throwing up the sponge at a prize fight in
token of yielding. 1878 Cha.f$tbers's Jml. -iyil"^ A stalwart
navvy,., after crossing the Danube several timesat Alexandra
Park, declared he must ' chuck it up ' ifhe could not be a Turk.
£-1879 Brooiiside Ballad (Farmer) Whatever may happen
I get all the blame, Wherever I go, it is always the same

—

Jolly well chucked again ! 1883 Hawxev Smart Hard
Lines xxvi, If you mean business, take my advice and chuck
that corps. 1883 Miss Braddon Phantom Fortune xxv,
Look how easily she chucked you up because she did not
think you good enough. 1885 Daily News 27 Nov. 2 The
town artisan is ready enough to chuck cut an obstructor.

1887 HoRSLEv yottings from Jail 24 Kit, from 7 dials.,

expects to get fulled or else chucked. 1889 Times 4 Nov.
3/6 Some of them have got chucked out, your Worship,
excuse the language. 1890 Daily News 5 Dec. 7/1 * He's
sure to get chucked *—a slang expression for discharged,

1893 Ntitioftal Observer 23 Sept. 483/1 That is a reason for

living hopefully, not for 'chucking it up' in despair. 1908
E. W. Walters Nipper ii, 'Chuck it !' snapped the ill-

nourished boy. i9az N. «y Q. 12th Ser. XI. 206/2 If at
some stage in a race a horse is seen to 'shut up ', and refuse
to gallop his best, it is said to 'chuck it*. 1914 D. H.
Lawrence England^ my England 240 'Serve you right ii

she chucks you now ' said Tinny.

O. Chuck-and-chance-it : a derisive phrase used
attrib. to describe wet-fly fishing.

1899 Westm. Gax. X2 May 3/2 A large proportion of anglers
..regard with unmerited contempt that which they are
pleased to miscall the 'Chuck-and-chance.it system*. 1907
Ibid, 29 Nov. 3/1 Agreeing to scoff at every wet-fly anglcx
as a mere chuck-and.chance-it angler.

CllTl-ck-a-lTi:ck. us. Also chuck-luck,
chuckle luck. [Chuck z'.^s.] A gambling game
played with dice.
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1^3 J. G. Baldwim Flmk Times A lahama 124 Games of

hazard, such as push pin, marbles, chnck-a-luck, heads and
tails, and other like boyiih pastimes, 1656 Li6era/ort2 Jan.
XXVI. 12 I-eper aod Doolin got into a quarrel over a game
called *chuckle luck'. 1879 Souikern Hist. Soc, Papers
VII. 489 Cards, monte, roulette, kcnc, faro, chuck^a-Iuck,

and in fact every game ofchance known. 1907 S. E. White
Aritana Nights 1. x. 165 And a nian'» so Mck of himself by
the time he gets this far that heM play chuck-a luck.

attrib. 1845 J. J.
Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs ix. iii The

occasional exhibition of a cbuck-a-luck table, at which the

Captain him-ielf presided. 1873 J. H. Bkadlij: Undei'el.

West iv. 94 We walk down to the 'chuck-a-luck' board, jgas
Mui.FOKD Cottonwood Gulck iv. 57 Chuck-a-luck gamblers.

Gh.UCker^< i. (Later U.S. example.)
x8ii A. Gravdom Mem. (1846) 55, I never could boast my

winning at marbles or chuckers.

b. C/.S. (Sceqaot)
i8« I. F. Watsom Hist. Tales Philad. 153 (Th.) They

Eitched
*chackers*, a kind of pewter pennies cast by the

oys themselves.

4. Crickets colloq. A bowler whose delivery of

the ball is considered to be a throw.
i88a Pakdom Australians in England 158 Do not people

teil you openly they think so and so a 'chucker *7

Chuck-folly a. Add later U.S. and dial, ex-

amples (see Chock-full 5).

1S68 PuinauCs Mag, Dec (De Vere) These prairies are

nature's banks, stuffed chuckfull of cash. 1888 *Q '(Quiller-

Cotich) Trt^ Town x, You niver seed a bull yet as wasn'
chuck-full o* conviction, an' didn' act up to hes rights. 1893
W. K. Post Harvard Stories 31 The public wards are

cbuck-full. 19x9 Minnesota Alumni Weekiy i J une 619 She
sent us a letter jtist chuck full of interesting news items.

Chu-ck-hole. U.S. [Chuck v,^ 5. Cf. chock,

hole, Chock sb.^ 7.] A deep hole in a road or track.

1869 S. Bowles Onr New West xiv. 376 The joldng of the

rocks and the ' cbuck holes * of the road . . kept us in a some*
what perpetual. .motion. 1887 J. K\9.klavu Zttry-z *Chuck-
boles i-i the expressive Western name for the short, sharp
depressions which use makes in unworked country roads.

1907 S. E- Whitb AriMcna Nights u iL 30 Every once in

a while they'd stick in a chuck-bole.

Chucking, vbL sb:^ Turning, [f. Chock ».3]

The act of fixing in, or by means of, a chuck.
1889 H ASLUCK ModelEngin. Handybk.Uqgjo) 49 The flanges

[should be] turned and faced up at one chucking. 1906CASSAL
\tiile) Chucks and Chucking, for Metal and Wood.

Chu'ck-wa:g(g}on. U,S. [•Chuck j*.*] The
wagOTi carrying the provisions of an * outtit*.

xSgo D'Oyle .Watches 26 The sun blistered the paint npon
tliB Bess-box ' behind the * chock-waEgoo *. 1910 Mulpord
HppeUoMgCassidy iii. 3$ A groapof bwokeC-swathed figures

lay about a fire near the chuck wagon. 1990 Hunteb Trail
Drrt'grs 44 We drowned a horse hitched to the cbuck wagoo.

Chuck-will's-widOW. (Earlier examples.)
1791 W. Baktuam Carolina 154 note, Caprimulgus rufus

called chuck- will's-widow, from a fancied resemblance of his

Dote to these words. 18*3 E. James Rocky Mt. Exfed. I.

49 The yellow breasted chat, chuck-wills-widow, . . and
immenKis other birds occurred.

ChU'Cky-chU'Cky. Austral. Also ohaokie-,
•chuck. [Native name.] The fruit of Gaullkeria

hispida.
i88< Mis. C Piaed Austreslinn Life 146 To ^tber

chuck y-chuc lues—as the blacks name that most delicious of
native berries. 1885 — Head Station xxxv, Mollte Clephane
had filled one of the saddle-bags with wild plums, chuckie-
cfauckies, and the scrub-turkey s ^gs.

Chudlei^h (tJ0*dU*). A kmd of tea-cake, named
after Chadleigh, Devon.
X918 Daily Express 7 Mar. 5/4 Sally Lunn's tea cakes.

.

vere light and spongy, rather reserabluig Cornish splits and
Devonshire chudleighs.

Chuff CtJ''f)t I'* [Onomatopoeic.] intr. Of aa
engine or machine : To work with a hoarse, gasping
sound. Also sb. Similarly ChnlT-ohTiir sb. and v.

i9as D. H. Lawkcmcb Sea 9f Sardinia 31 Slowly, with
two engines, we gnint and chuflf and twist to get over the
break-neck heights, tgas Blackw, Mag. Dec. 797/3 The
cfauff-chufT of the exhaust from the generating plant that

supplied the hou<ie with electricity. i9a8 D. H. Lawkencs
XatnSowxv. 426 1 he far-off windy chuff of a shunting train.

rj.
B. PiitRSTLEy Good Compasdons 612 The train.,

ly chuff'^huffed into the gloom.

Chu^ (tji'li)f ^^> orig. U.S. An onomatopoeia
framed to imitate a plunging or explosive sonnd.
1897 C>w//^(U.S.) XXX. i7s/(t I accidentally cast myself

into the pool with a sounding chug. 1904 Kdith Rickert
Reaper 335 No sound about him except the chug and $pla.sh

of biiv own oars. 1931 Outtuard Bound Mar. 420/1 The
cbag of the engine still filled our ears.

Similarly Chnir-chn^ sb. Also Chng-draff.
1894 ^«r//«^(U.S.) XXIV. 56/3 One weapon after another

struck [the water j
' chug—chug—cbog—chug/ while a flying

furrow on the surface told of a swift shapenpeeding ni)barmed
below it. i%9iKivi-\sc, 2ndyuKgle Bk.'iiq He would hear.,
the chug-drugoi a boar sharpening his tusks on a bole. 19*0
Blackw. Mag. May 640/1 The chui{, chug of the dripping
paddle floats. 192^ Chnmbers's Jml. lytlx The *chug-
cbue ' of an oil.engine could be faintly heard.

Chug (.iji'g), ». [Onomalopceic. Sec prec] intr.

To make an intermittent explosive sound as of the

escape of exhaust gases from an engine cylinder ; to

move with a sonnd characteristic of a steam-engine
or electric motor at work. Also adv., as off^ on^

aiangy out. Also qiiasi-Zraw/.

1915 Will I rwim Men^ Women ^ War ^s TTje grey motor
cycles and automobiles Ktreakrd pa*-!, their muiHers cut out,
cniiggine the mrMage of deiith. 1916 Church Arrny Rev.
J une 4 Now she (re. the tender} came chugging across and^d
alongnd*. S917 * Coktact ' A irmem'i Outings 1 14 Slowly

. .our train chugged northward. 1919 Detective Story Mag.
35 Nov. XXVllT. 35 A distant chugging testified that the
Duke's taxicab was approaching. 1933 Challenge 23 Mar.
523/1 The long-waisied fish-carriers which some two or three
times a week chug their way through the crowded traffic of
the Pool.

Similarly Chug'-clinfir v.
igo7 Daily Chron, 13 June 4/4 A big motor-car tooting

and chiig-chugging. 1938 Daily Express n Aug. 3/1 We
chug-chugged comfortably down Southampton Water.
Chukar, -or, variants of *Chikhob.
Chuiier (tjo-kaj). I'aU. Also chucker. [Hind.

cJiakoTy chakkary^^^x. cctkra circle,WHEEL ] Each
of the * periods* into which the game is divided.
1900 Overland Mail 13 Aug. (Y.) In the opening chukker

Capt. — carried the ball In. X905 T. F. Dale Polo 339 The
period of actual play at polo, known in India asa* chukker*,
has altered considerably. 1906 T. B. Drybrouch Polo
(ed. 2) 283 The ' period ' docs not end—except in the case of
the last chukker— till the ball goes out of play. 1933 Daily
Mail 23 May 3 Four goals to one team in one chukker is

very unusual in first-class polo.

Chulo (tjii Itf). [Sp.] A bull6ghter's assistant

1936 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 390/3 When a horse ridden by
a picador is badly hurt in the ring be is killed by a chulo.

Chum (ijpm), sb^^ U.S. [Origin obscure.]

a. Refuse fish, esp. that remaining after express-

ing oil. b. Chopped fish, lobsters, etc, thrown
overboard to attract fish, as in trolling. Hence
Clixun r., (a) intr, to fish with chum; {b") trans.

to bait with chum. dLn'mmer, one who is in

charge of the bait and baiting.

S857 Agric. Maine II. 69 The fish known as menhaden,
and often called . .

* poggies *, are . . pressed - ^ to extract an oil

. . ; what remains after extracting the oil, is called 'poggy
chum*. 1859 Ibid. IV. 182 Po^es will be caught for the
chum and not for the oil. 187a T. Lyman Sixth AVn. Rep.
(Mass.) Connn. Inland Fisheries 25 The younger ones \ic.

mackerel]. . were laboriously chopped up with a hatchet and
thrown over as *chum '. 1876 Fur^ Fin ^ Featfur Sept.

131/1 The chummer cuts up the bait—menhaden or lobster

—

and thus manufactures the chum. Ibid. 131/3 He carries

..a 'chum-thrower' which may be described as a shovel
with all the edges turned up. 188s Forest ^ Stream XIX.
363 Chumming ts much more sport, the fish then being
captured with rod and reel. 1807 c?M//>r^(U.S.}XXX. 258/

1

Some bait we had, but it was salt ; here was the chance for an
unlimited quantity, at any rate for 'chumming.* /bid 259/1
The doctor and myself, with Harry Elms to chum for us.

Ibid., His object now was to chum or draw the fish around
us, Ibid.^ijx The place had been so thoroughly chummed
that fish must be there.

Chum, sb^^ The dog salmon, Oncorkytuhus keia.

X030 Glasgono Herald 3 Jan. 9 The salmon pack of British

Columbia for 191Q was. .about 400,000 cases less than put up
lastyear, when a large quantity of 'chums' were canned.

Cnum, sb.^ Cerojnics. (See quots.)

1887 Leisure Hour 705/1 If a cup is to be made, [he] fixes

..what is called a brass chum, a receptacle into which he
drops a plaster-ofparis mould. In thisbe placesthe rouglily

formed cup, and.. makes it perfectly smooth. Ibid. 705/2
In lioUow-ware pressing the cla^, when batted out sufficiently,

is placed over a chunk to bend it somewhat into the desired
shape.

Chum, V. Add

:

3. intr. To become intimate, be on friendly terms

with (some one). Also with /«, up.

1884 Cheshire Closs.^ Chum^ to associate with. x888 J.
M'Ca«thv & Mbs. C Prafd Ladies' CalU>y \. vL 146 It's

odd how .Australians chum inlot;ether. 1889 KarlofDesart
Little Chatelaine II. xxiii. 107 They will chum well with a
child brought up by you. a 1891 in J. M. Dixon Did. Idiom.
Phrases s.v., Kenny tried to chum up with llie new comer.

4. trans. To make a chum ol (some one).
1880 Eagle Mag. (St. John's ColL Camb.) XI. 1 He's an

aristocrat,, and so oar Old English Baron ' chums him.

Chuznar: see *Cuakar.
Chummy, a. Add : b. Applied to a type of

motor body intended to give comfortable accom-
modation for a small party (e. g. three or four).

Also absol. or as sb.

19*3 Autocar 10 Nov. 063/3 The * chummy ' body has been
laid out with the idea ot providing comforuble seating ac-

commodation for three adults or two adults and two chil-

dren. 10*4 Morris Owner .^p^. 143 A 'chummy * model.
Carry self, wife, one boy—say 375 lbs. Ibid. Sept. 683 This
* Chummy ' carries a very heavy luggage load on its travels.

Chuu^ (tjf Oga)* Also chads. [mod.L., f. the

native name.] An Argentine bird, Chunga bur-

meisUri, closely related to the seriema.
x88i E. W. WiirrE Cameosfr. Silver-Land I. 33 The two

remarkablespeciesof the Cbufia, together with innumerable
parrots and parakeets, make Santiago their home. i88a
Ibid. II. 200 As the Cbufia was so dreadfully shy, my barrels

slew other birds.

Chunkp sb^ Add : L fig. (Earlier and later

examples.)
1833 J. Hall Leg. West 50 (Tb.) If a man (rot into a chunk

of a fight with hU neighbour, a lawyer would clear him for

half a dozen muskrat skins. 1894 Congress. Rec. 13 July
iti^sl'^ Jtist one moment, my friend. You are a lawyer...

Yes, a chunk ofa lawyer,

b. A block or log of wood.
1781 WmtFRSPOoN Druid No. vii, ChunkSy that is brands,

half burnt wood. This Is customary in the middle Colonies.
1816 Pickering V&cab. 60 Chunk ..is also used in the

Northern States, to signify a thick, short block or bit of
wood. i8a> Z. Hawley Tovr 21 Jan, (1832) 44 (Th.) In the
room of andirons, many families make use of what are here
called chunks, which are the two brands of a large forestick,

or billets of wood cut on purpose for thb use. 1856 Knicker*
bocker Mag. ]yixk^YAN\\. 634 [In the factory at Nyack]

The tub is placed over a * chunk,' and turned off outside in
a few moments, and hooped. It is ne^t placed in a hollow
chunk and turned out perfectly smooth inside. 1885 Jef-
FERiEs open Air 170 The pile of 'chunks '. .formed a wall
of wood at my back.

c. A fair- or large-sized specimen ^an animal
or person. U.S.
1823 J.WooDs Two Yrs.* Resid. Engl. Prairie 285 A hog

of two hundred lbs. weight is here called a fine chunk of a
fellow. 184X C Cist Cincinnati 180 For sale—a good chunk
of a plough horse, a 1861 T. Winthrop Canoe ^ Saddle
(1862) 66, 1 chose first for my pack animal a strawberry roan
cob, *a chunk of a horse*. 1871 Schele de Vf.re Atneri-
canisms (1872) 454 * A tolerable chunk ofa pony ', means, in

Southern and Western parlance, a cob. 1887 C. B. George
40 Krs. on Rail \. 23 You're a pretty good chunk cf a boy to
be riding for half [fare],

d. A stoutly-bnilt horse or pony ; ^/^c. a heavy
draught -horse. U. S.

1839 T. Flint G. Mason 108 (Th.) There were to be merry
races of asses and 'chunks ', by persons who volunteered as
the Merry-.^ndrews of the meeting. 1887 Boston Herald 12

Aug. (Cent ) For sale, 4 Morgan churjks. 1906 Springfield
Daily Republ. 7 Feb. 3 Advt., Pair gray farm chunks,

9 years, 2350 lbs.

e. A short, thickset person (Webster 1911)-

2. chunk-bottle U.S.y a stout square-shaped

bottle.

1845 W. G. SiMMs Wigwam ff Cabin Ser. ir. 146 Returning
towards nightfall to the camp, Mingo brought with him
a ' chunk-bottle ' of whiskey.

Chunk, v^ U.S. colloq. [f, Chdnk sb.'^'\

1. trans. To hit, or throw at, with a heavy missile.

1835 W. G. SiMMS Partisan 113 Well, doctor, get down
and chunk it, if its worth having, its worth killing. Ibid.

435 His dog stole my bacon ..and when I chunked the

varmint, the nigger gin me sass. 1859 Bartlett Did.
Aitier. (ed. 2), 'lo Chunk, to throw sticks or chips at one.
Southern and Western. X87X Schele de Verb American-
isms (1873) 188 In the South.. they say: ' I'll chunk him',

meaning that they will throw a clod of earth or a stick of
wood at some animal. 1886 J. G Harris Free Joe 115 Ef
you want to chunk anybody, chunk me... An' ef you don't

I want to chunk me, chunk your mammy, a 1910 ' O. H enry *

{
Sixes f( Sevens xiii. 137 The crowd kept on chunkin' her
till she run clear out of town.

2. To knock out with something hard or heavy.
1857 D. H. Strotiier Virginia Illustr. 204 (Th.) She

handed her entrapped escort a stone. * Here, Sammy, chunk
yout foot out with this.'

b. To chunk up : to replenish (a fire) with fuel

;

to collect materials for burning.
1850 L. H. Garrard Wah-To-Vah iv. (1937)65 Smith kept

the squaws of the lodge * chunking * up the fire. 1905 Temu
Forestry ^ Logging 33 To chunk up^ to collect and pile for

burning the slash left after logging.

C. Logging. (See quot.)
X905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging 33 Chunk, to clear the

ground, with engitie or horses, of obstructions which can
not be removed by band.

I Chunk, v.'^ [Onomatopoeic] intr. To move
witli a plunging or explosive sound. Also trans.

Hence vbl. sb. andfpt.a. Similarly Chunk-chunk
sb. and v.

189a KrPLiNG Barrack-room Ballads 50 Can't you 'ear

their paddles chunkin' from Rangoon to Mandalay? 1898
Daily News so Jan, 5/4 We beard the chunk^:liunking
sound of the Maxims. 1901 EIdith Rickert Cypress Swamp
3 There was a chunking sound, followed by another. 1907
Tatlock Devel. 4- Chronol. Chaucer*s Wks. 138 Amid the

cluttering and chunking of one hundred and twenty-eight

hoofs. t^oS Daily Chrou. 29 Aug. 4/4 She makes a cheerful

chunk-chunk with her paddles. 1934 Scribner's Mag. Feb.

S06/2 The Chindwin's paddles chunked a song now. 1935
BlacJhv. Ma^. Oct. 560/2 A Thames steamer chunking her

way up the Tigris. 19x6 *Lvcas^\.ki.e.t' Dogs 0/Want \v. 10^

A. .paddle-stcamer chunk-chunking across to St. Glngolph.

Chunky, a. (Earlier examples.)
1751 Pennsyiv. Gaz. in N. Jersey Archives (1897) XIX. 95
A short, chunky, well set fellow, 1757 Penusylz'. Gaz. ao

Sept. 3/3 A short thick chunky Girl. 1787 Maryland Jml.
21 Dec (Th.) Ran away, . . Negro j upiter, . . thick and chunky
made. 1816 Pickering Vocab. 60 The vulgar in this country
also, .say^w/r^ and chunk\2.T\A from this last substantive they
have formed the adjective chunky^ which they often apply to

the stature of a person ; as, he is a short, chunky man. 1840
W. G. SiMMS Border Beagles 303 'Ihe stranger was a
chunky little imp, not more than four feet high, 1845 Mrs.
KiRKLAND Western Clearings (1846) 126 Brumblebank's
account of the two new belles was not very fa^^cinating.

^The chunky one', said be, 'is&xed off like a poppy-show.'

b. Of things.

1899 A. T. Slosson in Harper's Mag. Dec, 146/a Pcly's

little chunky, leather cover Bible. 1918 Mulford Manjr.

Bar-to ix. 93 (The panther] raised its chunky head and neck.

2. Consisting of large lumps.
1886 Harper's Mag. Sept. 531/2, I have seen beds de-

stroyed by too heavy a covering of chunky, rank manure.

Church, sb. 18. Add: Church Assembly,
short title of the National Assembly of the Church
of England, a body established by statute in 19 19
(the Church of England Assembly (Powers) Act);

Church Congress, an annual (autumnal) meeting

of members of the Church of England, lay and

clerical, to discuss matters religious, moral, or

social, under the presidency of the bishop of the

diocese where the meeting is held ; church-fair

U.S.^ a bazaar held in connexion with a church ;

Church parade, {a) divine service performed as

part of the rontinc of military duty ; (^) a tum-ont

of fashionable church-goers after the Sunday
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monimg service ; (c) the attendance of the mem-
bers of a society, etc., in a body at divine service

;

hence Church-parader, -parading-^ church-people,

people belonging to the Church of England.

1919 Act 9 4- JO Gto. K, c. 76 § I 'The National Assembly
of the Church of England ' (hereinafter called * the *Church
Assembly'}. 1861 Rep. Ch. Congress (1862) p. v, A circular

addressed to eminent Churchmen of all parties requesting

their attendance at a *Church Congress in Cambridge.

i86» {title) Report of the proceedings of the Church
Congress held in the Hall of King's College, Cambridge:
November 27th, 28th, and 29th, 1861. 1876 *Church fair

(see Fair sb. i c]. 1890 Congress. Rec. 8 May 4343/2 Certain

entertainments and church fairs, which 1 have attended,

when the admission was free. 1907 Mulford Bar-20 vi.

63 All kinds of excitement except revival meetings and
church fairs. 1869 Porcupine 13 Nov. 317/3 There will be
a *Church Parade [of Volunteers] on Sunday next. 1883
Peel City Guardian 29 Sept. 3/2 The friendly societies..

have had their first public church parade. 1887 Ibid.

5 Mar. 7/1 The Church parade organised by the Social

Democratic Federation, which was held at St. Paul's

Cathedral. 1891 Ibid. 30 May 6/1 The Sunday before the

Derby is . . looked forward to as the best * Church parade * of
the season in Hyde-park. 1907 Adderley Behold the days
come 18 The *Churchparaders whom he takes to be typical

Christians. 1907 Trollope's Three Clerks Introd. p. v,

*Church-paracnng to and fro beneath the trees. 184a W.
Palmer Lett. ProU-Cath, 53 They are *Church people like

ourselves at heart. 1938 Daily Tel. 15 May 13/2 Church-
people throughout the dioceses.

Ciiurcli, V. Add

:

1. d. To call to acconnt in church, ^'^.S'.

1901 Harben IVester/elt X. 136 He., said some'n about
folks bein* churched in his settlement fer the mistreatment
o' widows. 190a H. L. Wilson Spenders xJi. 132 Only I

hope the First M.E. Church of Montana City never hears
of her outrageous cuttin*s-up... They'd have her up and
church her, sure.

e. To marry in church.
19x0 J, Jeffery Farnol Broad Highway 11. xiii, If folk

..shake their heads over ye—w'y, let 'em, only don't—don't
go a-spiiin' things by gettin' 'churched . Ibid.y Don't go
j^pilin' things by lettin' this young cove go a-marryin* and
a-churchin* ye.

Cll1ircll-of5,cer. (Earlier American example.)
1654 E. Johnson IVoftder-lV. Prov. vii. 211 The people

gathered into a Church some, .time before they could attain

any Cburch-Officer to administer the Seals unto them.

Clmrcliwardeil. !• allrib. Add : clmrch-
warden Gothic, the sham Gothic affected in

church building or restoration in the early nine-

teenth century. So churchwarden window^ etc.

Hence Clmrcliwardenize v. trans.., to treat (a

church) in * chnrchwarden ' style.

1831, 1863 (see Churchwardenize in Diet.]. X840 Man-
ning in Purcell Life (1896) I. 177 To survey and codify
the laws of Churchwarden Gothic, beginning from the hat-

pegs and wooden mullions at Hexhill. 1894 Murray*s Hand-
bk. Oxfordsh. 138 Aston Rowant. .. The windows through-
out the church were despoiled of their tracery, and church-
warden windows inserted. Ibid. 172 Tadmarton..with a
small Dec. church terribly churchwardenized. t^zHandbk.
Berksh. 120 The chancel windows have been .. church-
wardenised. 191a Cranage Churches Shropsh. II. 89s The
style 'is a peculiarly hideous variety of 'churchwarden
Gothic*, the original windows.. having cast-iron tracery.

Clmrcliyf «. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1843 Haliburton Atiachi I. xii. 218 Preacher there don't

preach morals, because tliat's churchy.

Churizi^a (tJSri'rjga). Anthrop, [Native Aus-
tralian word.] A sacred object, an amulet,
1899 Spencer & GiLLEN Native Tribes Central Australia

123 The sacred stones, which are called by the Arunta
natives Churinga. [JVote] This Churinga is the equivalent
of the bull-roarer or whirler of other authors. 2935 A. S.

Alexander Tramps across Watersheds loi The similarly

marked shells and stones of Dumbuck are found to-day in

the corresponding marks upon the sacred stone or stick,
* churinga ^ of the Australians. 1926 Contemp. Rev, Apr.
531 An individual entrusted with the Churinga,

CliTirn, sb. Add

:

2. An instrumentused in artificial silk manufacture,
19*7 T. WooDHOuSE A rtijicial Silk 54 The contents of the

maturing tins are placed into a sulphide kneader or churner.
.. After the churn is charged with crumbs, the lid of the
churn is securely fixed.

6. churn-dasher (examples),
1845 Mrs. Kirkland Western Clearings loi Their hands

had handled the churn-dasher too often to be very satiny
in the palm. 1846-52 Mrs. Whitcher Widow Bedott P.
xxiv. 291 Here the churn-dasher come down with such a
vengeance.

Clllirnable (tJ^unabU), a. Dairying, [f. Chden
V. + -ABLE.] Ready to form butter in churning.
Hence Churnahl'lity.
1896 Agric.Gaz. 18 May 467/1 The percentage of water a

butter contains not only determines its quality, but is also
a necessary factor in accurately estimaiing the churnability
of the fat in milk. 1906 Walker-Tisdale & T. R. Robinson
Bttttermaking (ed. 2) 61 Sweet cream yields a smaller pro-
portion of butter, as the fat is not so ' churnable ' as after it

has been subjected to the ripening process. X91X Farm
Butter Making {\i\tKTn. Corr. Schools, Scranton, Pa., Instr.

Paper) 50 The quantity of fat in cream is another important
factor influencing its churnability. Ibid. 51 The speed of
operating the churn also affects the churnability of the cream.

Clmmer (under Chubn v.). Add: Also, a
churning-machine.
1894 Westm. Gaz. 25 Apr. 2/1 A big Bradford churner,.

and . .a Danish ' separating ' machine. 19x7 [see *Churn sb. s].

Churrigueresque (tj27rig9re-sk), a. [See

quot. 1853 and -zsque.J Characteristic of the

Spanish architect Jose Churriguera (died 1725),
who overloaded building with florid ornament. As
sb. = the architectural style of Churriguera, Also
Chu'rri^nerisxu, -Ist, -i'stic adj.

1853 Diet. Archit. I. 91/2 Churriguresque Style. (Sp. stilo

churriguresco, el churrigurcsmo.) The architects above
named, .exercised so important an influence on art in Spain,
as to give their name to a style, for fullowing which them-
selves and their imitators were called gerigoncistas or
jargonists, tramoyistas or scene-painters, and churriguer-
isias. 1908 H. Havelock Ellis Soul 0/ Spain 309
Christian plateresque work is sometimes almost as delicate
as Moorish work. Christian churrigueresque almost as fan-

tastic. 1913 C. Gasquoine Habtlev Cathedrals S. Spain
87 The coro.. IS in the bad Churrigueresque style. Ibid.

124 It is easy to understand how the Plateresque .. was
transformed into the ChuiTigueresque. Ibid. 163 The worst
change., is the Churrigueresque alteration of the clerestory,

Churus, van Chubrcs.
1905 L. Hope Indian Love 7 Churus and Opium failed.

Chute, sb. Add : 1. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1805 Amer. St. Papers, Ind. Affairs (1832) IV. 736

(Stanf.) By., lightening the boat, they passed the chutes
this evening. 1806 Ibid. V. 736 About four miles below
the 'chutes' (falls) they, from a good observation, found
the latitude, 1835 in J. YioWStat. West (1836J ii. 40 The
bars, .are composed of fine gravel.,and occur, .at the lower
junction of the chutes formed by the islands.

2, b. A fish-way, U.S.
1871 Game Laws Ohio in Fur., Fin ^ Feather {iZ-j2) 61

An act to provide for the erection and maintenance of
'chutes ' for the passage of fish over the dams.

3. (Earlier examples.) Also transf.

1869 * Mark Twain ' Innoc. Abr. Iviii. 626 They dragged
us up a long inclined chute.. .This chute, .was walled, roofed
and floored with solid blocks of Egyptian granite. 1873 —
Roughing it lii. 380 Under the bins are rows of waggons
loading from chutes and trap-doors in the bins.

b. A narrow passage or enclosure for cattle.

(Cf. branding- chute, *Bbanding Z'^/. sb. 2.)

19x6 B, M. Bower Phantom Herd xix. 307 The big four
year old steer prodded up the Chutes into shipping cars.

1930 Mulford y. Nelson xxv. 259 You can build a chute
that'll hold eight head [of cattle].

attrib. 1911 Mulford Bar-20 Days xx. 197 Chute-brandlng
robbed them of the excitement.. which they always took
from open or corral branding.

Cliate, V. Add

:

1. To chute ike chute{s : to slide in a car or boat
down an inclined plane that terminates in a pool
of water.
1908 Daily Chron. 5 June 5/4 The grand finale.. of the

show is the chuting of the chute by big elephants.

2. To drive into or pen up in a chute. U.S,
X930 Mulford J. Nelson xxi. 234 Anybody knows that

chutin' em \sc. cattle], and stampin' on th' brand is easier.

Chy-ike, variant of *Chi-hike.

Chypre (p'pr). Also ohipre. [Fr., = Cyprus.]
A perfume from Cyprus.
x^ Westm. Gaz. 13 July 1/3 An air befogged with Chypre.

1901 Ibid. 2 Dec, 2/1 No woman who uses chypre has any
sense of proportion. 1901 C. Holland Mousmi 82 With a
cobwebby lace handkerchief which emitted a faint odour of
chipre.

Cibarian, a. Add

:

2. Ent, Of, pertaining to, or characterized by
the structure of the mouth-parts ; usually in

cibarian system^ a system of classification attributed

to Fabricius, according to which the Arthropoda
were arranged with reference to the character of the
trophi. Also (less freq.) CilsaTial a.

1839WESTWOOD Introd, Mod. Classif. Insects I. 21 The
partial success with which the employment of the variation
of the mouth was attended, probably induced Fabricius to
construct his Cibarian system, founded upon the characters
of the Trophi alone. x88o Enc^cl. Brit. XIII. 147/2 The
'cibarian' (or mouth-system, originating with, or at any
rate elaborated by, Fabricius).

Cicad (si'ksed). Anglicized form of Cicada.
1855 Singleton KiV^jV I. 164 With their chirp The plaintful

cicads shall the vine-trees lend. 1887 Forbes Insulinde 23
The song of the cicads. i9»o Edin, Rev. Oct. 338 The
homopterous hosts are leaf-hoppers and other small insects
(allied to cicads).

Cicada. Add : cicada-kiUer, a large American
digger-wasp, Sphecius speciosus^ which kills the

annual cicada and stores it as food.

1893 CoMSTOCK Study Insects 653.

Cicatricose, a. Add : 2. Ent, (See quot.)
1826 KiRBY & Sp, Entomol. xlvi. IV. 272 Cicatricose,.,

having elevated spots of a different colour from the rest of
the surface, resembling scars.

Ciceronianist. [f. Ciceronian -h -ist.] One
who practises Ciceronianism.
1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 342/1 That elaborate polishing of

periods which had been the delight of the Ciceronianists.

Cichlid (si'klid), sb. [ad. mod.L. Cichlidx^
f. Gr. KixK''} a fish, *labrus\] A fish of the

family Cichlidm. Also adj. So Ci'cliloid.

1884 GooDE Nat. Hist.^ Aquatic Anim. 275 The Demoi-
selle and the Cichlid families. 1889 Cent. Diet., Cichloid a.

and sb. 1914 Brit. Museum Return 150 Five new Cichlid
Fishes from Africa. X926 Sunday at Hotne }\x\y sgr/i Some
of the cichlids are remarkable for their breeding habits.

Cicliloniorphous (sikl^impufss), a. [f. mod.L.
Cichiomorphge (f. Gr. /c/x^*? ^ ^^^^ resembling the
thrush -f tAoptfyq form) + -ous.] Of Of belonging to
the Cichlomorphx,

1883 Catal. Birds Brit. Mus. VIII. Introd, p. vii, A Cata-
logue of Cichlomorphous genera.

Cicinal (sisi-nal), a, = Cincinnal.
1875 Bennett & Dvkr tr. Sacks' Text-bk. Boi. 157 A

Scorpioid (cicinal) Dichotomy. Ibid, 522 The Unilateral
Cicinal (Scorpioid) Cyme. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 125/1
Scorpioidal or cicinal cyme of Forget-me-not.

Cicindelid (sisi-ndSiid), «. and j/5. [f. mod.L.
Cicindeia or Cicindelidm, f. L. cicindela a glow-
worm, reduplication of ffl«(/tf/i3 candle.] Pertaining

to, a member of, the genus Cicindela or family
Cicindelida^ (tiger-beetles). Also Cicindelideons,
Cici'ndelons adjs.

1839 Westwood Introd. Mod. Classif. Ins. I. 74 The
numerical majority of the Carabideous over the Cicinde-
lideous insects. 1872 Packard Study Ins. (ed. 3) 567 The
Cicindelous genus Tricondyla.

^ 1899 D. Sharp Insects 11.

202 P^ringuey found a breeding-ground of M[nnticora]
iuberculaia near Kimberley; the larvae were living in the
usual Cicindelid manner. 1914 Stebbeng Indian Forest
Insects 94 C\icindeld\ sexpunctata is a common little cicin-
delid found in the rice fields.

Ciconian (sikju*nian), a. [f. L, ciconia stork -H

-AN.] Of or belonging to storks.

1725 Pope Odyss. ix. 68 But when his evening wheels
o'erhung the main. Then conquest crown'd the fierce

Ciconian train.

Cicoiiiifomi(sik^u*ni|ifj7jm), a, [ad. mod.L.
ciconiiformis, f. ciconia stork : see -form.] Of or

pertaining to the structure of the Ciconiidsi or

stork family.
1882 W. A. Forbes in Refi. Voy. H.M.S. Challenger xi. 62

notCy No views regarding the affinities of the Petrels other
than that to the Laridscand that to the Ciconiiform birds
have. .been, .advanced.

Ciconiine (sikJu'ni,3m),a. [f. L. ciconia stork

+ -INE^.] Belonging to or having the characteristics

of the Ciconiinm. So Clccniold, a bird of the

family Ciconiidm.
1874 A. H. Garrod in Proc, Zool. Soc. 1 19 The Cathartidx

possess the ambiens, which, in conjunction with many other
Ciconiine characters, leaves no doubt about their position.

1889 Nicholson & Lvdekker Palxont. 1238 An undeter-
mined Ciconioid from the Pikermi beds of Attica. 1893
Nhwton Diet. Birds 147 The Old-World Vultures.. exhibit
striking Ciconiine similarities.

Gidarid (si-darid). [f. mod.L. Cidaris (Gr.

Ktdapis royal tiara) + -id 2.] A sea urchin of the
genus Cidaris, Also attrib. or adj.

1909 F. A. Bather in Ann. 4- l^lag. Nat. Hist. Scr. vm.
III. 43 The truly Cidarid nature of the species. Ibid. 49 He
. .pointed out that C[idaris] keyserlingi was a true Cidarid.

Cidaris. Add ; A head-dress used by the

Jewish high-priests; a low-crowned mitre.
c X790 Encycl. Brit, V. 8/1. 1877 F, G. Lee Gloss. Liturg,

<S-
Eccl. Tenns 86.

Cider. 2. Add

:

cider brandy U,S. (examples) ; elder cart U,S,
(see quot.) ; cider cheese = Cheese j^.i 4 ; cider
oil (see quot.) ; cider press (U.S. examples)

;

cider royal U.S, (see quots.) ; cider vinegar,
a vinegar produced by the acetification of cider.

1813 Paulding y. Bull ff Br. yon. xix. (ed. 2) 97 These
people are also very ingenious in making tin ware, brooms,
*cider-brandy, . .and tallow candles. 1845 S. Judd Margaret
I. viL 42 Distilleries for the manufacture of cider-brandy.

1859 Bartlett Diet, Amer. (ed. 2), Apple Brandy, a liquor
distilled from fermented apple-juice; also called Cider
Brandy. 1877 Southern Hist. Soc. Papers III. 17 The
passage of a *cider-cart (a barrel on wheels) was a rare and
exciting occurrence. 1849 N. Kingsley Diary 30 A cask
of peaches.. did not look any more like peaches than an
old *cider cheese, 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer, (ed. 2),

*Cider Oil% cider concentrated by boiling, to which honey
is subsequently added. 1846 Rep. U.S, Comm. Patents
(1847) 335 What I claim as my invention. .is constructing a
*cidcr press as herein described. 1856AucE Cary Married
389 Fruits were ripe, cider-presses busy. 1811 NiUs* Register
7 Sept. 10/2 (There] passed the falls of Ohio, from October 5,

1810, to May 5, i8ii,..*Cider.royal, barrels 1350. i8a8 T.
Flint Geog^. Mississippi Valley I. 335 What is called *cider
royal ' or cider, that has been strengthened by boiling, or
freezing. 1836 Southern Lit. Mcsseftger II. 161 The chariot
horses Mass Charles sent to the court house with a barrel of
cider royal to Capl. R. x8^ Simmonds Diet. Trade,
*Cider-iiinegar, vinegar made in Devonshire and America
from refuse cider. 19x7 yml. Chent. Soc. CXII. 1. 313 The
volatile reducing substances in cider vinegar consist largely,

if not wholly, of acetylmethylcarbinol, which is shown to be
a normal constituent of this vinegar.

Ciel (s/1). [Kr., sky.] Sky-blue : a fashion shade.
1910 Daily Chron. a6 Feb. 4/5 fShe] was in ciel blue with

a blue velvet train and gold trimmings^ 1933 Daily Mail
33 Apr. 7 Shades, .of Saxe, Ciel, Jade.

Cijj, coUoq. abbrev. of Cigab, Cigarette, or

CiGABILLO.
a 1889 Broadside (Barr&re & L.) Dancing the jig. Every

fellow with a cig, And a cig of confounded bad tobacco.

1919 C Orr Glorious Thing xxiii, Have a cig. Go on

!

They're only Nannie's.

Cigar. Add : 1. b. The pod of the catalpa

tree ; the Indian bean. C/,S.

1876 Field ff Forest II. 51, I verily believe that some
boys.. took their first lessons, in smoking, by using the
* beans ' or ' cigars ' of the Catalpa.

o. The brown colour of a cigar. Also attrib,

19*3 Daily Mail 16 Apr. 1 Grey, Mole, Cigar, Champagne,
Light Tan. Ibid. 15 Oct. 15/4 This season there is a vogue
for brown fur, and ermine, caracul, and squirrel are dyed to
provide lovely shades of cigar, dead gold or mahogany.

2. cigar-box (example ; also fg.)j -maker (ex-
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amples) ; cigar-butt, the waste end of a cigar

;

cigar-case (earlier U.S. example) ; cigar-fish, a

small cigar-shaped West Indian fish, Decaptcrus

punctaius ; cigar leaf, tobacco suitable for cigars

;

cigar-plant, a Mexican plant, Cuphea plaiycentra,

having a scarlet tubular corolla tipped with black

and white; cigar-tree U.S., the catalpa,

1854 Mary J. Holmes Tcmptst <V SuKskitu xx. 273 She.

.

saw him take from the •cigar-box a much soiled yellowish-

locking letter. 1878 B. F. Taylor Bet^itm Gates 252 We
have l«en circling about that cigar-box of a town. 1907 tr.

Hanauseh's Hicrosc. Techn. Hrod. aiij Cedrtla odorata L.,

Spanish Cedar, Cigar-box Wood. 1803 W. K. Post Harvard
SIcrilS 225 He hurled his *cigar butt into the fireplace.

igoa Daily ChroK. f Apr. 51 London's gutters now
annually receive in cigar-butts and cigarette-ends tobacco

to the value of ;£ 200,000. 1846 Bcsloit (Mass.) Almanac
163/1 "Cigar Cases! Wallets; Pocket Books. 1884 Goode
Jfat. Hist. Aquatic Amm. 325 The Round Robin—
Decafterus punctatiis ..or, as it is called at Pensacola,

the "Cigar-fish'. 1863 Tratts. HI. Agric. Sec. (1865) V.

669 Tobacco of this description should be.. prized lightly

in the casks so as to admit of a free and open leaf, such

being mostly required for 'cigar leaf. 1888 Buck's Haitdbk.

Med. Sit. VI. 36,2 •Cigannakers' cramp must be an ex-

ceedingly rare afTection. I can find reports upon it by only

two observers. 1901 Encyct. Brit. XXXIII. 411/2 ITie

Cigar-Makers' National Union dates from 1864. 187a

Atiier. Naturalist VI. 727 The beautiful catalpa, or
' •cigar-tree ' {Catalpa bignonioides), grew as a common
species among the underwoods. 1897 G. B. Sl'dworth
Nomencl. Arbor, Flora U.S. 335.

Cigarette. 2. Add:
cigarette-box, catcher, -end, habit, -holder (ex-

ample), -maker, -merchant, smoking; cigarttU-

laden adj. ; cigarette beetle (see quots.)

;

cigarette card, a picture card inserted by the

makers in a packet or box of cigarettes; so

cigarette picture; cigarette heart, a condition of

the heart induced by excessive smoking of

cigarettes ; cigarette lighter, a pocket mechanical

apparatus for lighting a cigarette ; cigarette ma-
ohlna, a machine for the manufacture of cigarettes;

cigarette paper, paper or a paper in which cigar-

ettes or a cigarette is rolled ; cigarette tobacco,

tobacco specially adapted for cigarette making.

1*9^ CoMsTOCK Study iHstcIt 553 The 'Cigarette Beetle,

Lasioderma strricome . .\a, a serious pest in tobacco manu-
factories, infesting the dried tobacco-leaves and the manu.
factured products. 1896 J. B. Smith Ecm. Entom. 193 The
Lasi^derma ierriconu, popuUrly known as the ' tobacco-

'

or • cigarette-beetle '. 1890 Feel City Cuardian 11 Jan. 3/5

l"b« smoker's set of cigar and 'cigarette box. 1916 Punch 1

1

Oct. 272 Please, Sir, have you got any "cigarette cards ? 1911

Diet. Occuf. Terms^l(^^) i 46^ 'Ciraretlecatcher; cigarette

mackiiu receiver \ gathers finished cigarettes from cigarette

machine. 1803 Graphic 4 Feb. no/a The. .dearth of.,

•cigarette-ends did not seem to depress him at all. igoa

Westm. Gaz. 24 SepL 10, a Someone dropped a lighted cigar-

ette-end in the hay. 1914 Evening A'ews 10 Oct. 2/7 Our
officers, .brought the •cigarette habit back with them from

the Crimea, where they learned it from the Russians. 1908

Daily ChroH. 29 Jan. 7/a Witness examined his heart and
found no organic disease : it was a ' 'cigarette heart '. 1879
Mas. HuHGEHPORD Airy Fairy Lilian XV, Enough meer-

schaum pipes, and 'cigarette holders, and tobacco stands

to stock a small shop. 1905 Daily Ckroit. 17 July 8/6 The
'cigarette-laden air of the sensuous room. 1915 Scotsman
s6 Jan, 5 /3 Colonel Thompson, of the Black Watch, asks for

tinder 'cigarette lighters. 1^ M. ui la Roche Whileoais
ix. 135 *! tie very thing for him I' she exclaimed to Alayne,

energetically snapping her cigarette-lighter, a 1884 Sci.

Amer. XXXVIIl. 344 (Knight) French 'cigarette machine.

1890 F. M. C>AWFa>l> (/>'//<) A 'Cigarette Maker's RonuuKe.
1894 Daily Nttvs t Oct. 5/3 The cigarette-makers' cnunp,
so well-known in the tobacco manufactories of Spain. 1897
Lippincott's Med. Diet., Cigar-makers' cramp or Cigarette-

makers' cramp. Painful contraction of the flexors of the

fingers, sometimes seen in cigar- and cigarette-makers. 1^1
Brit. Med. Jml. 13 July loo/i For the purpose of selling

. .any cigarettes, 'cigarette paper, or any substitute for the

same. S91S Eikar Wallace Private Selby viii. What you
ought to do. .is to collect 'cigarette pictures. 1906 IVestm.

Cas. 10 Sept. i/a 'Cigarette-smoking was then [sc. 1856I
habitual in St. Petersburg. 190$ in Daily Citron. 10 Oct.

6/a The . . manufacture of cigarettes or 'cigarette tobacco.

CigarillO (sigari-Uw, ||J)igar«lyo). [.Sp., dim. of

cigarro Cioab.] A small cigar.

183s W. Irvinc Alkambra, Local Trad. (1875) 77 Your
muleteer.. will suspend the smoking of his cigarillo to^tell

some ule of Moslem gold buried. 1896 Act 59 4- 60 P'ict.

c. 28 f 5(3) 'i'he expression ' tobacco * in this section

includes cigars, cigarillos, cigarettes, and snuff. 1909
Daily Chron. Summer No. 2/2 His accursed cigariUo, care-

lessly flung down, had reduced the seat of learning to ashes.

Cigarito. U.S. Also-ita. (Earlier examples.)
1844 G. W. KKSDALLSante F/Exped. II. 131 The prettiest

senora..can be seen at almost any time with a cigarrito

in ber mouth. 1848 £. Bryant California xxv. 329 The
cigarita is freely u-ted by the senoraa and senoritas.

Cilia, r*. //. Add :

2. b. Orttith. The barbicels of a feather.

1893 Nkwtom Diet. Birds 240 The cilia or barbicels with
tbeir hamuli or h(x>ks are outgrowths of the radii.

Ciliation. Add : cotur. An assemblage of

cilia, the fine hairs of a fringed margin.
185J Dana Cruttacea 1. 302 The ciliation of the front is

quite as long as the front margin of either lobe.

Ciliato- (sili^-tf), used as comb, form of

CiLiATE, as in ciliato-dcntate, -urrate adjs., having
ciliated teeth or serrationi.

197

1871 W, A. Leightok Lkkeit'Flora 32 Margins cUiato-

denlate. Ihtd. 33 Thallus..ciliato-<Jissected,

Ciliciau (sili'Jian), «. and sb, f f. Cilicia + -an.]

Of or belonging to, a native of, Cilicia, a country of

Asia Minor.
1594 J. King On Jonas xxvi. (1597) 345 Hee had a pur-

pose., to goe no further then to.. the Cilician sea... But
lonas is borne from the Cilician to the .^gean. 1768

Tucker Lt. Nat. 11. i. xxtil 258 The last who suid was
the Cihcian of Tarsus. Ibid. 263 The Cilician doctrines

interpreted by philosophers. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 163/1

The annual tribute of the Cilicians to Darius consisted of

360 white horses and 500 talents of silver, 1845 Encycl.

Metrop. XXV. 383/2 Mount Amanus..was anciently the

boundary between Cilicia and Syria, the narrow pass on
the beach being closed by strong walls and well-protected

gates, called the Amanic or Cilician gates. X883 Encycl.

Brit. XVI. 531/1 The worship of Mithras became known
to the Romans through the Cilician pirates captured by
Pompey about 70 b. c. 190s Ibid. XXVII. 94/1 The
Cilicians ap[>ear to have belonged to that great family of

non-Ar>-an tribes which included the Syro-Cappadocians, or

Hittites, and the Proto-Armenians. 19*0 Glasgovj Herald
22 Nov. 12 The Committees of Finance and Foreign
Affairs, which arc sitting on the subjects of the Syrian and
Cilician credits.

Ci^lio-re'tinal, a. Relating to the ciliary

region of the retina.

1890 Billings Med. Did. I. a8o/a Cili^eiinal vessels^

vessels sometimes seen passing from posterior ciliary system
to retina at optic nerve entrance. 1907 Practitioner June
Plate folL 814 Fundus Oculi showing large Cilio-Retinal

Artery supplying Macular Region.

Cimarron (s^niarau'n). Also oiinmaron. [Sp.,

properly adj. = wild, untamed.] A Spanish-

American name of the Rocky Mountain sheep,

Ovis nwntana,
1854 Mayne Rkid Hunters' Feast xxvi. 226 The griiily

bears . . had reached the cliff In chase of the cimmaron.

Cimbia (si*mbia). [It.]

L Arch. A fillet or ring round the shaft of a

column ; an apophyge.
1613-30 I. Jones m Leoni Falladto^s Archit. (1742) I. 38

A small Boultel or Torus B, under the Cimbia. 1664

Evelyn Xu Prearfs Archit. 127 The Cimbia beneath the

Astragal immediately above the Contraction. 184a Gwilt
Archit. Gloss. 950.

2L Anat. A slender white band crossing the ven-

tral surface of the crus cerebri (Century Diet 1889),

Cimblin. (I.S, Variant of Simlin.

1814 J- Taylor Arator 124 Cimblins or pumpkins.

Cixubrian (si'mbrian), a, and sb. [f. Cimdri +
-AN.] A. Oi/j. Of or pertaining to the Cimbri, an

ancient people of central Europe of unknown affi-

nities. Cimbric Chersonese or Peninsula^ Jutland.

B. sb. One of the Cimbrt So Cimbrlo (si'mbrik)

- above adj. ; sb. the language of the Cimbri,
1781 Gibbon Decl. ^ F. xxxvi. (178^) III. 499 The broken

trophies of Cimbric and Armenian victories. 1844 Loscf.
Arsenal at Springfield 14 Through Cimbric forest roars the

Norseman's song. 1853 Lyell Princ. Geol. {ed.9) xx. 331 This

event, commonly called the * Cimbrian Deluge*, is supposed

to have happened about three centuries before the Clinstian

era. i86s Chambers's EncycL III. 35/1 The extremity of

the peninsula called from them the Cimbric Chersonese,

now Jutland. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 780/1 Cimbri, or

Cimbrians, . . one of the most formidable enemies of the

Roman power. 1879 Ibid. X. 7/1 All the modem sections

of the Cimbrian CelLt. looa Ibid. XXVII. 406/1 Denmark,
in the strictest seographical sense, comprises the northern

portion of the Cimbric Peninsula called Jutland (Jylland)

and the Danish Islands.

Cimelia (simrliA). Delete Obs, and add :

a 1889 Art Jml. VII. 210 "(Cent. Diet.) The monsters of

porcelain which compose the cimelia of the days of the

Duchess of Portland.

Ciminite (si'minait). Min. [f. Cimini, the

name ofmountains in the neighbourhood of Viterbo,

Italy + -ITE ^.] A name for a type of trachytic lavas

(sec quot.).

1908 Marker Petrol, for Stud. (ed. 4) 188 In examples
from Bolsena in Italy the phenocrysts are of alkali-felspar,

anorthite, augite, and biottte. . . One from the Viterbo

district has labradoriie in place of anorthite. A somewhat
more bajic tyi>e, from the Mti Cimini in the latter district,

is styled ciminite.

Cimlin U.S. : sec Simlin i and Simnbl 2.

Cimmaron, var. f. •Cimarron,

Cimmerian. Add : sb, a. One of the Cim-
roeriL b. One of a nomadic people of antiquity,

the earliest known inhabitants of the Crimea who
were expelled and overran Asia Minor in the 7th

century B.C. Also ad/.y of or pertaining to these.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. II. iii. 72 Your swarih Cymcrion.

C1790 EncycL Brit. (1707) V. 9/1 (The Cimbri) are said to

have been descended from the Asiatic Cimmerians. s86s

Chambers's Encycl. III. 35/1 The Cimmerian Bosporus
(Strait of Venikale). 1871 Bryant 0<tyss. xi, There the

people dwell. Of tlie Cimmerians, in eternal cloud And
darkness. x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 577/1 The Cimmerians
reached Asia Minor through Thrace. Ibid., 'I'he Dniester

was the grave of the Cimmerian kings. 190s Ibid. XXV.
730/1 The Phrygian power was broken in the 9th or 8th

century b.c. by the Cfimmcrians, who entered Asia Minor
through Armenia.

dnch, sb. Add (See also SiNCH, Synch) :

2. Ji^. A firm or secure hold ; a sure, safe, or

easy thing; a dead certainty.

1888 N. y. t^orld 22 July (Farmer) The racehorse owner,

who has a cinch bottled up for a particular race. 1893 Sun

CINCINNATIAN.
(N.Y.) 10 Mar. i/i (Funk) Up to within two weeks Keene
has proceeded upon the theory that he had a cinch. 1904
G. H. LoRiMER Old Gorgon Graham 8 A man's son is en-
titled to a chance in the business, but not a cinch, a 1906
'O. Henry' Trimmed Lamp etc. 211 'It's tough to be
alone in New York—that's a cinch,' said Mr. Donovan.
Ibid. 256 The devil seems to have a cinch on all the business

in New York. 1911 H. Quick YeUoivstone N. iii. 69 The
recent progress in bacteriological science, .seemed to make
the diagnosis a cinch. 19*1 R. D, Paine Comr. Rolling
Ocean iv. 73 Going to sea was a perfect cinch with just

enough to do to keep a fellow healthy.

3. A variety of all-fours, also called double pedro
and high Jive.

1895 MANSON sporting Diet.

Cinch (sinj), V. U.S. [f. Cinch sb."]

1. (Also with up) trans. To fix (a saddle, etc.)

securely by means of a girth ; to fix (a girth),

^873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xv. 273 With all set

and everything tightly 'cinched ', we took the start, 1897
Outing {\J.S.) XXIX. 457/1 As the moment for the start

approaches, the saddles are cinched tighter. 1905 A. Adams
Outlet 310 Saddles were.. cinched on wailing horses. 1910
Jer. Hart Vigilante Girl x. 1:^3 Each mule would carefully

blow himselfup to prevent his girth being cinched too tightly.

x^xa MoLFORD & Clay BucA Peters iv. 58 Buck cinched up
his saddle on Allday and led him out of the stable.

b. zn/r. To fix a saddle-girth.

1887 St. Nicholas XIV. 732 At Giles's ranch, on the

divide, the party halted to cinch up. 19x3 Mulford Coming
o/Cassidy iL 35 Cinching deftly, [hel suing himself up by
the stirrup.

2. fig. To get (a person) into a tight place ; to

secure a hold upon. (See also quot. 1875.)
1875 Scribner's Monthly July X. 277/1 [At San Francisco]

a man who is hurt in a mining transaction is ' cinched *.

i88x N. y. Times 18 Dec. in N. <$ Q. Ser. vi. V. 65/1 It is un-

fairly said that the Northern Pacific Company intends to

'cinch' the settlers by exacting large prices for its lands. 1904
F. LvNDE Grafters ix. 125, 1 have it on pretty good authority

that the ring is cinching the other companies right and
left. 19x0 Roosevelt in Outlook 3 Sept. 2/x If the rich

man strives to use his wealth to destroy others, I will cinch

him if I can. X916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap
viL 292 I'm cinched for hell, anyway, and don't have to

make it tighter by torturing poor dumb brutes.

3. In the game of cincn, to protect (a trick) by
playing a higher tnimpthan the five (Webster 191 1),

4. To finish properly,

1903 A. H.Lewis Boss 315 Melting Moses, .goes after him
to cinch the play. I tell you one thing ; he cinches ii.

Cinch- (sii)k) , f. '*ClNCHO- used before vowels,

as in cinchamidiney ctnehenefCincho/ine {see quots.),

i88x Jrul.Chem.Soc.XL. io45Cinchamidine,<^2oH26N20,
a new alkaloid found in the aqueous mother-Hguors from

the purification of homocinchonidine sulphate, is obtained

by tne addition of ammonia to this liquid. x68s Ibid.

XLII. 225 Nitrous acid has no action on cinchcne. Ibid.

1114 CinchoHne is prepared from the first mother-liquor

obtained in the manufacture of (juininfe sulphate. loid-t

Cincholine is a pale-yellow oil, lighter than water. 1890

Billings Med. Diet. 1. 281^1 Cinchine, Ci9H2oN2, a crystal-

lizable, volatile base obtained by partial decomposition of

cinchonine. 1906 Watts^ Dict.Chem. II. 178/2 Cinchamidine
..occurs in the mother-liquors from homocinchonidine.

Cincher (si-qj^j), [app. f. *Cinch z/. +-er1.]

(See quots.)

X9SX Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) I 399 Plaiter-downx

cincher, dodger ; folds wet cloth, m rope state for bleach-

ing. Ibid, i 943 Plaiter, plaiter-down ; cincher, cloth folder.

Cincho- (si'ijktf). Chem. Combining form of

Cinchona, as in cinchocerotic, -cerotin^ -meronic,

•tannic, -ioxin^ -vatin (f. the species Cinchona

ovala) : see quots.

1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 276 Aricine or cinchova-

tine. X875 Jml, Chem. Soc. XXVIII. 89 Cinchomeronic

acid crystallises anhydrous; its calcium salt is (C11H5N2
0«)5Ca3 . 10 H2O. 1878 /bid. XXXIV, 157 This base is oxi-

dised by permanganate to formic acid and cinchotenine—

Ci.NmNjO -I- O4 = CigH2oN203 + CH2O2. iS8a Ibid.

XLVI. 332 Cinchocerotic acid, C10H22O2. Ibid., Cincho-

cerotin. .had been deposited in copper tubes through which
hot alcohol was passed after having exhausted a mixture

of calcium hydroxide and South American caltsaya bark.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 184/2 The alkaloids appear to exist

in cinchona bark chiefly in combination with cinchotannic

and quinic acids. X907 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XCII. i. 634
Nitrosoquinotoxine and the sulphonamide of ctnchotoxine

are not decomposed by sodium ethoxide and nitrobenzene.

Cinchol (si-qkpl). Chem. [f. Cinch- + -ot.]

An alcohol, resembling cholesterol, found in all true

cinchona barks.

1885 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XLVIII. 11. io76Cinchol, Ci^Hup
+ H2O, occurs in all true cinchona barks, but is not found in

China cuprea. Ibid., Cinchol is identical with Liebermann's

oxyquinoterpene. 1906 IVatts' Diet. Chem. II. 175/1-

Cinchon- (sii]kfm), in names of alkaloidsderived

from cinchona.

1879 Jml. Chem. Soc. XXXVI. i6q Cinchonichine. x888

Ibid. LI V. 380 Cinchonibine is insoluble in ether but crystal-

lises from trailing alcohol in prismatic needles. Ibid., Cin-

chonifine is insoluble in ether. 1893 Thorpe Diet. Applied

Chem. lU. 914/1 Cinchonibine C19H22N2O is one of ten

bases formed when cinchonine sulphate is heated with sul-

phuric acid.

CinchonO- (sir) kJan<?), comb, form ofCiNCHONA.
x886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 184/2 A red-colouring matter,

known as cmchono-fulvic acid or cinchona red.

Cincinnatian (sinsinge'tiSn), a.2 [f. C«/««-

««/* + -AN,] Of or belonging to Cincinnati in Ohio;

spec, in Geol. designating a group of formations

of late Lower Silurian age (see quots.).



CINCTOPIiANTTLA. 198 CINNAMON.
1899 Science X. 876 Probably in no other region is the

succession of these (Lorraine and Richmond] faunas so
complete as about Cincinnati, and this fact justifies the

]«cognition of the term Cincinnatian. 1906 Chambkrlin &
Salisbury GeoL II. 310 Cincinnatian (Neo-Champlainic):
Richmond beds, Lorraine beds, Utica shales.

CillCtoplailtlla(siqkU7plse'nitfIa). Zool. [irreg.

t L. cinctus girt + Plandla,] A girdled planula

;

the collared embryo of sponges.

1884 Hyatt in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. (1888) XXIIL 81

The gastrula [of certain sponges] evidently occupies a stage
between that of the amphiblastula, or the parenchymula
when that is present and the cinctoplanula or girdled

planula. Ibid. 89 A stage of the cinctoplanula in which
the collar is completed.

Cinder, sb. 7. Add : Hnder-hui-iur, -fire ;

cinder-cone, a cone formed round the mouth of

a volcano by debris cast np during eniption

;

cindar track «= cinder-path ; also atirib,

i88i Instr. Census Clerks {iZ'&s) 92 Wrought Iron Manu-
facture:. .*Cinder Burner. 1887 P. M'^Neill Blawearie
165 Lyle the cinder-burner has been advised to shift from
the Howe Colliery to Warlock Hill. 1931 Diet, Occup,
Terms (19*7) § 278 Cinder burner^ .. sla^ bumef, roasts
tap cinder from puddling or blast furnace to make bulldog,
x^o Dana Geoi. i/.S. Exploring Exped. 554 *Cinder cones
in the parts of the Pacific under examination are of various
heights, to two thousand feet. xSSsGeikie^^^/. (ed. 2)227
Tuff-Cones, Cinder-Cones, Successive eruptions of fine dust
and stones. 1905 Chamberun & Salisbuby GeoL I. 580 The
larger portion ofcthe lava blown into the air by the expanding
ga>-bubbles falls back in the immediate vicinity ofthe vent and
builds up a cinder-cone. i868JoyNSON Metalsm Cast-iron,
which may require to be annealed in too large a quantity to
render the expense ofcharcoal very agreeable, may be heated
in a *cinder fire. 1887 Shearman WM^/rcj^ ^Wi^ii// (Badm.
Libr.) 182 Nearly all the regular paths are **cinder tracks'.

1893 Outing {\}.^.) Nov. XXI. 135/2 There is a sharp line

dividing cinder-track athletes from cross-country runners.

1917 Mathewson Sec. Base Sloan xi. 143 It had. .a cinder
track one-eight mile in circumference.

Cinderella. Add \fig. A neglected or despised
member, partner, or the like.

(x84|6 D. Jerrold Mrs. Caudle ii. 4 It's enough for a wife
to sit like a Cinderella by the ashes] 1896 Daily Ne^vs
2S July 8/3 For many years the Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire has been a Cinderella among railways. 1914
Scotsman 14 Oct. lo/i Their fjir. the Gaelic-speaking peoples'
of Scotland J language did not deserve to be the Cinderella of
all the languages of the British Empire, xgas Morris Ozimer
Jan. 1185 Essex has been the Cinderella of the Home
Counties ever since the advent of the motor car.

Cine (si'ni), coUoq. or commercial abbrev. of
*CiNBMA used in comb., as cine-arty -camera, -film^
'goer, -tnatiniiy -negative, -photography , 'projector^

ci:ne-vari'ety, a variety entertainment including
a cinematographic show. Cf. F, cini {\^\*i),
1928 Daily Express 9 July 9 *Cine-art consists of adding

smoothness to the appeal made to eye, mind, and emotion.
X9S0 V. Steer Secrets Cinenta 25 Crowds of ebullient ama-
teurs all so eager to 'strut their little hour ' in front of the
*cine camera. 1897 C. M. Hepworth Animated Photogr,
83 Hints and Cautions : Care of *Cinefilms, etc. 1921
Oxford Timcs^ 4 Mar. 4 One of the oldest and most accom-
plished favourites of the "Cine-goer, x^^Stindny Dispatch
13 Jan. 16 When these films.. are exhibited to the vast
crowd of cind-goers. 190S IVestm. Gaz. 6 Oct. 12/2 '*Cine-
matinee' at the Pavilion. igtiV/EBSTKR, *Cifie-negativef
a continuous film of chronophotograpb negatives taken in

a cinematograph. 29x0 V, Steer Seer. Cinema 108 Aerial
*cinephotography. X9S9 Wheeler Amateur Cinematog. 87
A *cin6-projector works on the same principle as a cine-
camera. 19*8 Dail^ Express 20 Jan. 1, I am still looking
for sites for new *cine-_variety theatres, 1928 Daily News
J
Nov. 6/5 Heagrees with Mr. Arnold Bennett in condemn-

ing talking pictures ; but in favouring cine-vaiiety he is

opposed to Mr. Bennett.

Cinema (sinima). (Seealso*KiNEMA.) [Abbre-
viation of *CiNEMATOGBAPH, after F. cin^ma.l A
popular abbreviation of *Cinematogbaph, q. v. :

hence (short for cinema ha/it etc), a building in

which cinematographic films are e^diibited.

[18^ H, y. HopwooD Living Pictures 184 The Dom-
Martin Cinema is said to possess a spring-escapement
mechanism.) 1910 Daily Citron. 7 Mar. 6/7 * Cinematograph'—which has just been cut down in a glaring advertisement
to *cinema'._ 1913 V. Steer Romance Cinema 12 The so-
called 'comic* films from France which one sees on the
cinema. 1913 Putick 19 Feb. 147 Our Village Cinema. 19x4
Scotsman 17 Sept. 1/5 Princes Cinema. 131 Princes Street.
X920 Punch 22 Sept. 234/1 How odd it is that our Papas
Keep taking us to cinemas.

b. atirib. J as cinema fibn^ -goer^ hail, play^
rights (pi.), show, star^ theatre,

X91S Field 14 Sept. 548/2 A "cinema film of mj-self boxing
a round or twa X9ax Did. Occup. Terms (1937) § 88a
Cinema film producer. x9ZO Q. Rev. July 182 Young
•cinema-goers. 1928 Observer \Z Mar. -15/7 As for choco-
lates, the cinema-goer's appetite is probably larger than the
theatre-goer's. 1913 V. Steer Romaitce Cinema 124 The
*cinema hall will become the social club of the future. 1920
Q. Rev.Jii\y 177 Prospectuses of new producing companies
and cinema halls. 19x3 V. Steer Romance Cinema 28
The first •cinema play produced in England was, 1 believe,
*The Soldier's Courtship*. 1920 — Secrets Cinema 49
jf 1 500 is a fairly common figure topay for the *cinema rights
of a book. \g\-^-~ Romance Cinema 112 First and foremost
the *cinema show is a means of amusement. Ibid. 43 To
become a •cinema 'star' is not an easy matter. Ibid, 29
Provincial "cinenia theatres. X9t5 ' Bautimeus ' Tall Skip
iv. 69 The advertisement of a cinema theatre occupied
a hoarding near the landing place.

Cinematic (sini'mse-tik), a. [f. *Cinema, after

cinematograph : see -ic] Of or pertaining to the
cinematograph.
1927 Daily Express 10 Oct. 13/3 A masterpiece of cine-

matic treatment, 1929 Evening News 9 Jan, 6/6 The cun-
ning lighting and grouping of tlie scenes make 'lliou Shalt
Not' a piece of real cinematic art.

Cinematize (si-nimataiz), V. [i. as prec. -*-

-IZE.] trans. To adapt (a play, story) to the
cinematograph; to make a 'film* of.

1919 Book Monthly June 457/a Authors who have the good
fortune to have stories cinematized. 1928 Musical Times
\ Aug. 735 In the cinemadzing of a novel only the story is

taken.

Cinematograph. (sin^maetJgraf), sh. [ad. F.
ctnhnatographe^ i. Gr. Kitnjpuiy KivrjpiaTo- movement
-f- -graph. Cf. KiNEMAToGEAPH.] A device (and
the necessary apparatus) by which a series of
instantaneous photographs of moving objects taken
in rapid succession are projected on a screen in

similarly rapid and intermittent succession so as to
produce the illusion of a single moving scene.
Also (= cinematograph camera), a camera used
for taking such pictures

; ( = cinematograph picture
or show), an exhibition or show of sucli pictures ;

a moving picture, * the pictures* (cf- *Cinema).
(1896 (Feb. 21) Cin^matographe : see Kinematograph.]

X896 Times 22 Feb. 15/3 The Cinematograph.. is a con-
trivance belonging to the same family as Edison's kineto-
scope..but in a rather higher stage of development. 1896
(iMar. 26) Cinematographe [see *An[matographJ. 1896 O.
"Winter in New Rev. May 513 The Cinematograph is but
realism reduced toother terms, less fallible and moreamusing.
1902 EncycL Brit. XXVII, 95 The cinematograph, invent«l
by Edison in 1894, is the result of the introduction of the
flexible film into photography in place of glass. 1903 Mrs,
E. Cotes Those Delight/ul Amer. v. We have had a cine-
matograph down from London for the children's school treat.

1920^. Rev.}\^y 183 On the more ambitious side of the cine-
matograph we have the ' picturisation ' of novels and plays.

fig. 1901 Academy 5 Oct. 290/2 Kivt . . is a kinematograph
of a people. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 18 May 2/1 The moving
cinematograph of London trafSc. 1906 Daily Chron. 30
June 6/2 Handwriting was a cinematograph of the heart.

b, attrib, and Comb,^ as cinematograph actor,

actj'ess, camera^ entertainment, exhibition, film^
outfit, picture^ show, theatre.
19x4 Scotsman 8 Oct. 3/3 The adventures, obser\'ations,

and experiences of a ^cinematograph actress in West African
forests. X897 C. M. Hepworth Animated Photogr. 90
You have a ^cinematograph camera. 1007 Daily Chron.
8 Nov. 3/5 Promiscuous 'cinematograph entertainments.
1898 Daily News 24 Aug. 3/5 The show .. consisted of a
*cinematographe exhibition, and had been attracting large
audiences. 1897 C. M. Hepworth Animated Photogr. 99
"Cinematograph films are usually manipulated in the dark-
room. 1907 C Urban Cinematograph 17 Cinematograph
film subjects of present-day events, i<)2S E. F. Norton
Eightfor Everest, ig24 57 ]SluIes laden with*cinematograph
outfit. 1897 C. M, Hepworth Animated Photogr. 6 *Ciue-
matograph Pictures. 1^7 C. Urban Cinematograph 14
On the foundation of cinematograph pictures, imagination
builds to right and left. 1912 Home Chat 24 Feb. 393/1 A
few theatres and •cinematograph shows. 1913 V. Steer
Romance Cinema 112 Chairman of two of the biggest cir-
cuits of ^cinematograph theatres.

Cinema'tograph, v. [f. prec] trans. To
make a cinematographic record of.

X897 IVestm. Gaz. 10 Dec. 10/3 Cinematographingthe sun's
eclipse. 1898 Sci. Amer. Suppl. a6 Feb. 18481 M. Camille
Flammarion has undertaken to cinematograph the sky. He
takes 3,000 photographs a night when it is clear, xooo
IVestm. Gaz. 17 Sept. 4/2 The enchanting spectacle which
cinematographed itself for us as we ascended. 1907 C. Urban
Cinematograph ao The difficulties of cinematographing
interiors.

Cinematographer (si:ni'matf7graf3j). [f. as
prec. + -EK^.] One who takes cinematographic
pictures.

1897 C. M. Hepworth Animated Photogr. 97 A hand-
camera man chooses a time when such figures are not in the
way: the cinematographer can do the same, but a hundred
people may surge in front of his instrument before the ex-
posure is finished. X909 J. H. Skrine Pastor Ovium 220 If
our cinematographers had the instruments which could look
into the dark backward and abysm of time. 1926 Glasgow
Herald 1 Apr. 4 On his latest expedition he started from
Kano, in Nigeria, with his cinematographer.

Cinematographic (sinrmset^grse-fik), a. [f.

*CiNEMATOGUAPH sb, + -ic] Of, pertaining to, con-
cerned with the cinematograph or cinematography.
^ X897 C. M. Hepworth Anitnated Photogr. 90 The shutter
is an important detail in the cinematographic camera. Ibid.
92 The lens which is best suited for cinematographic pro-
jection. X898 Wesim. Gaz. 3 May 5/2 Cinematographic ex-
perts. X928 Observer 15 July 13^1 A skilled photographer,
he is making a cinematographic record of his tour.

80 Ci:ne2natogTa*plilcal a., Ci^nexuato^a'pM-
cally adv, .

1898 Westm. Gaz. 21 May 6/3 The photograph was pro-
duced, and others, and his lordship, passing them before the
interviewer's eyes cinematographically, clearly illustrated the
process. 191a F. S. Carey G. Goodwill's Elem. Meek. (1913)
Pref. 5 The cinematographical pictures by which the
motion of balls moving under gravity is exhibited. 1923
Contemp. Rev. Jan. 71 The most striking analog^' of Bergson
was to speak of the intellect as cinematographical. 1928
Daily Express la Dec. 19 The almost cinematographically
spectacular speed of his dash to his father's sick-bed.

Ginematogirapliist (sin^matp-grafist). =
*ClNEMATOGUAPHEIl.
i898^rfz/^.,Up-lo-date Cinematography. . .Cinematograph-

ist, Mr. G. H. Philp. X903 Daily Chron. 3 Nov. 5/1 The
* Bradford Argus '. At the Diamond Jubilee oi 1897 it seat
its cinematographist to London.

Cinemato^aphy (sin?mat^*grafi). [f.*Cnnr-
MATOGRAPH SO.: See -GBAiTiT.] The use of the
cinematograph ; the art of t^ing and reproducing
* moving pictures *.

X897 C. M. Hkpworth Animated Photogr. 7The fact that
the Edison pictures were far too dense to be satisfactorily
projected was recognised in the very early days of cinemato-
graphy. 1903 Photo-Miniature July 174 An expert in
photography and cinematography (or biographic) methods
of photography. X907 C. Urban Cinematograph 29 Dr.
Doyen (Pans) has for the past ten years appbed cinemato-
graphy to record rare and difficult surgical operations. 1920
V. Steer Seer, Cinema iij Home cinematography holds
out many alluring possibilities.

Cinematoscope (sini'maet^sk^up). [f, Gr.
KivTjfia, KivTjfmTo- motion + "SCOPE.'] A form of cine-

matograph.
A machmc was patented under the name kinematoscgpe

in the United States in 1861.

1899 H. V. HopwoOD Living Pictures 98 The inventor
[sc. tJirt Acres] found, to bis surprise, that the programmes
issued under Royal auspices referred to his invention as the
* Cinematoscope '. xpoiB E. V. Llcas Over Bemertons xi\.

120 That curious modern extension of the illustrated news-
paper—the cinematoscope,

Cinene (sinrn). Also cyn-. Ckem. [f, next +
-ENE.] A terpene derived from cineol. Hence
Cine nica.
1884 yynl. Chem. Soc. XLVI. 1364 On dry distillation it

[sc. cynene dihydrochloride] is decomposed into cyneneand
hydrochloric acid. 1885 /^/^. XLVI 1 1. 1. 172 Pure cynene is

best prepared by warming a mixture of the iodide, CjoHiglj
(3 parts), with aniline (4 parts), and distilling the product in
acurrent of steam. X905 Ibid. LXXXVIll. i. 409 Cinentc
acid. Ibid. ^14 Cinene yields white needles.. of an additive
compound with hydrogen bromide in acetic acid solution.

Cineol (si'n/^l). Ckem, [f. mod.L. oleum cinse

(reversed) oil of wormwood + -OL.] A volatile

compound, CjoHigO, occurring in oil of cajeput, oil

of rosemary, and other oils. Hence Claeo'lic a.
1885 Jml. Cke?n. Soc, XLVIII. i. 172 Cyneol diiodide is

formed when iodide acts on cyneol diluted with light petro-
leum. z888 UidlAV. 1205 Cineolic acid, CjoHjeOj, is

prepared by oxidising cineol with potassium permanganate.
X889 /bid. iJVl. 1072 The lower boiling fraction of oil of sage
contains pinene and cineole. 1895 Bloxam's Chem. (ed, 8) 542
Cineol, CioHiaO, is the chief constituent of eucalyptus oiL

CinepllOlie (si-nilbiin). [f. *CiNE-h*-PH0KB.]
A former name for an apparatus designed for the

production of a talking film,

X9X3 Kelso Chron. 15 Aug. 2/4 The Cinephone, which will
enahle the actor without any restriction to play his part and
to have his voice and action recorded in absolute union.
X9«i Observer 1^ Mar. 14/2 'l"hese two men claim that their
* Cinephone ', as they call it, makes the talking titm a com-
mercial possibility.

Cinerascent, erron. for Cinerescext.
x8i6 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. IX. 11. 540 The breast

and rump cinerascenL X887 \V. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes
2-;-2 White or yellowish-white, or cinerascent.

Cinerea (sin/rf*a). Ana/. [mod.L., fern. sing,

(sc. cortex) oi cinereus Cinereous.] Grey or cel-

lular nerve-tissue ; the grey substance of the brain
and spinal cord. Hence Ciaisre'sl a.
x839 Buck'sHandbk. Med. Sci. V I II . 1 20/ 1 The boundaries

of the cinerea (cortex, etc) and alba (medulla) were ascer-
tained by comparing the similarly exposed surface of a fresh
biain. Ibid. 120/ 2 The cinereal margins of the cerebellum.

CilXgular(siijgi«laj),a. [f. Cikgllum-*--ab1.J
Of or belonging to thecingulum or ridge ofenamel
round the base of a tooth.

1904 Amer. Jml, Sci. Mar. 204 The development of a
distinct cingular cui^pule uitemal to the main antero-Intemal
cusi^.

Ciugulate (si-qgi«ia), a. [ad. mod.L. ciftgu-

latuSj 1, CiNGULUM.] Having a ring or rings (e.g.

of different colours).
i8a6 KiKBv & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 291 Cingulate^..

when the abdomen or the trunk is wholly surrounded by
one or more belts of a different colour. X916 H. Gray's
Anat. (ed. 19) 800 The cingulate gyrus is an arch-shaped
convolution, lying in close relation to the superficial surface
of the corpus callosum.

Cingalnm. Add: £ Bot, (See quot 1845.)
g. Aftat. A bundle of nerve fibres connecting the

callosal and hippocampal convolutions of the brain.

X84S Elorist's Jrnl. (1846) VI. 227 Cingulum, that portion
of a plant immediately between the stem and the roots, the
neck. X894 D. J. Cunningham Man. Pract. Anat. II, 529
If the deep surface of the callosal convolution which faas

been torn away be examined, a large bundle of longitudinally
directed fibres wiil be noticed embedded in its substance.
This is the cingulum. 1903 D. y. Cunningham's Anat. SA^
The cingulum. .lies under cover of the callosal gyrus.

Cinnamomeously, adv. lare. [f. Cinkamo-
ME0US + -LY 2.] Li a cinnamomeous manner.
1887 HooKKR Flora Brit. India V. 273 Leaves, .cionamo-

meously tomentose.

Cinnaxnon. Add

:

4. cinnamon-blackish, •Hued adjs, ; cinnamon
dove (see quots.) ; cinnamon fern, a large N.
American fern {Osmunda cinnamomea) with cinna-

mon-coloured fronds ; cinnamon rose (mod. ex-

amples).
X887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 337 Hj-menium 'do-

namon -blackish. 1895 Lydekker Royal Nat. Hist. IV. 380 •



CINNAMON BEAB.

The Sooth African •cinnamon-dove (Haftlopelia larvaia)

may be takcnasa well-known representative of anothersub-

familyoferound-doves(GV(»^rr^*>«i>Mi*). 1908 Haagner& Ivy

Sk. S. Afr, Bird Life i i+'l he Cinnamon Dove . . is an iithabi.

tant of the forests of ihe Cape, rangingfrom Knysnato Natal,

and the Transvaal. lUi^Atner. NatvraVstW. sza'l'he •Cin-

namon Fern, and the Interrupted leaved Fern, well known to

young bolani>ts in the spring. 1899 Dtulv Nezvs 18 Dec 6/6

Bound in "cinnamon-hued cloth. \Zx^ Southern Lit Mes-
smgerl. 98 Clusters of..largedoubledaraaikand ''cinnamon

roses. 1845-50 Mks. LincolnZ-^c^'.^^/. App. i^TRosacitina-

nunua, cinnamon rose. .Stem brown, cinnanion.coIor. 1893

ToKBEV Footpaik'Way 32, I wishedaUo to say something of

nmdry minor enjoyments; ofthe cinnamon roseSj for example.

5. eilipt. = *ClNNAMON BEAR.

185s F. S. Marryat Mis. ff Moiehills 253 The cinnamon's

weight was quoted at 400 ihs. 1878 E. B. Tuttle Border

Tales 53 [.assooing a cinnamon. 1891 Fur^ Fin ff Feather

Mar. 170 They were a big party of cinnamons harvesting

their way back towards the moantains. 1903 A. Adams Log
Ccvficy xxiii. 366 Those of us who had fastened on to the

old cinnamon.

6. A descriptive name for certain domestic birds

(poultry, canaries).

1854 Poultry CkroM. 1. 197 Buffand silver cinnamon^ early

hatched Cochin chickens. I&id, 270 Their buffs, cinnamons,

and grott"* with pea cwnbs. 1909 lyesttM. Gaz. 3 Mar. a/i

When an ordinary canary is batched the eyes look black,

but in the case of the cinnamons they look pmk.

7. Yellowish brown, the colour characteristic of

cinnamon quills.

t9>3 Daily Mail 15 Jan. 6 Newest shades, including:

Pale Pink,.. Rust, Beige, Antelope, Cinnamon. 1934 Anns
D. Sedgwick Little French Girl ui.xv. (1027) 250 ThebuSis
and cinnamons and mole colours of the ftclds.

Ci'nnamoii bear. C/.s, [Cinkamov 4.] A
cinnamon-coloured variety of the common black

l)car of North America.
x8a9 J. Richardson Fauna Bor.-Amer. I. 15 The Ciiina-

mon Bear of the Fur Traders is considered by the Indians

to bean accidental variety of this species \Urtus Ameri-
canus], 1855 F. S. Marryat Aftt. 4- Molehills 253 \ long-

expected fight had come off between a grizzly bear and a
cinnamon bear. 1877 R. I. Dodcb Hunting Grounds Ct.

West 216 The Cinnamon Bear, .is the compeer of the grizzly

in ferocity..and in everything but size. 1878 B. F. Tavlob
Between Gates 3S Those huge but rather amiable and aro*

matic brutes the cinnamon bears. 1891 C Roberts Adrifi
Anttrica 112 Such a dangerous customer as a wounded
cinnamon bear to deal with, a 1900 * O. H kmry * Reads 0/
Destiny jcviit. 309 He was dancing like a cimuunoo bear.

Cinnet, var. Sinxet.
X884 TuHNER Samoa 165 Everything is fastened in tbcir

ancient style, with cinnct plaited from the fibre of thecocott-

nut husk. Cinnet is hkely long to prevail in native canoe
and t>oat-buiIding.

Cinnolind (siiwlin). Chtm, [An alteration of

QUIK0LI5B.1 A poisonotis base, C^H^Nj.
1883 JmL Ch£m. Soc. XLIV. 1105 Cinnoline-derivativea,

By V. V. Richter. Ibid, This base may be looked upon as
quinoline in which one CH-group has been replaced by N,
and the author tlierefore proposes the name cinnoline for it.

19*9 Encycl. Brit. V. 386''2 l"he fusion of pyridaiine with
benzene may result in either cinnoline Of phtlialazine.

Cinq-tronS ;s£riiktr«). [Fr., = five holes,] A
form of mesh in certain French makes of lace in

which openings are set alternately in qaincnnx

form.
iS8s Cadlfcild & Saward Diet. Meedlrtoork 8a, zgoa

Mrs. Bury Falliter^s Hist. Laeeui'lht fillings introduced

into the flowers and other ornaments in Chantilly lace are

nesb grounds of old date, whtcb. according to tne district

where they were made, are called vht^ nariage, and cinq
trous. 19^ N. H. MooBK Lacg Book 155.

€»inq.uedea (tjitjUw/dZ-a). [(Venetian) It, f.

cinque live + dea -* dtta fmgers, pL of dito :—L.

digitus Digit.] A broad-bladed dagger or short

sword of which the blade has the breadth of five

fingers (whence the name),
st97 Daily News i Feb. 6/3 A cin^uedea, the hilt com*

posed of plaques of faceted ivory, Italian isth century, iu a
haely decorated scabbard. x^wArckMoLJrni. LXVIII. 159
The majority of these dnquedeas arc about four and a half

inches wide at the baseofthe blade. 19S0 Laking European
Armour III. 61 The gorgeous enrichments of the various

cinquedea-ltke daggers. IHd. 70 Cinquedca sword daggers

of late XVih and early XVlih century date.

Ciota, variant of CoroTK.
1849 N. Kmcsi.ET Diary 91 Plent)' of CioUs or pratra

wolves barking around us.

Cipher, sb, 1. b. U.S. Add :

x8i5 D r>KAKK Cincinnati iL 9^ From nine years observa-

tions, at Cincinnati, tt appears tnat the thermometer falls

below cypher twice every winter.

Cipher, v.

\. D. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
i8s5 J. Nkal Bro. yonathan I. 172 Let each man take a

slate and cipher it out. 1853 J. G. Baldwim Flush Times
Alabama 91 \ sum ciphered out through a long column.

Cipherer. Add :

2. One who writes or is skilled in writing in

cipher.

x88s C LowR Bismarck T. 526 A. devoted hand of privy*

councillors, secretaries, cipherers, newspaper•hacks.

So Ci-pli«rlBt.
190s Academy i Mar. aio/i Lord Bacon was a literary

man using a cypher, and not a cypherist blundering into

immortal composition.

Circa. Add : Also, an instance of this.

1898 SAitfTSBUBY Short Hist. Engl. Lit. 314 All the more
careful. ..-iccouats..mark the earliest play.dates . . with a
tell-tale circa.

199

Circassian (sajkse'sian)^ a. and s6. Also 7
sarcassea, -cashen, -cashian. [C Circassian f.

TckerkesSj the Russian name for the tribe called

by themselves Adighe : see -IAN.] A. adj. Of or

pertaining to, relating to or connected with, a group
of tribes of Caucasian race but non-Indo-European

in language, remarkable for their physical beauty.

B. sb. An individual of any of these tribes ; also,

their language.

iSSS Eden Decades (Arb.) 318 The Slauon tounge-.vsed
of. .the Circasians and Quinquemontanians. 1634 Sir T.
Hkubbrt Trav. 66 Some captiue Sarcassens and Georgians.

Hid, 72 (The King of Georaia'sJ Wife, a Sarcashcn. 1638

Ihiii. 290 Scander, . . King of Georgia . . by a Sarcashian Lady
had 3 hopefull sonncs. 1639 Pagitt Relat. Christiatts 47
Of the Greeke Communion arc the . . Georgians, Circassians,

Mengrelians and Melchiies. 1854 L- Loewk Diet. Circas-

sian Lattg, Pref. 5 The Circassians call themselves the

people of Addec-ghey (which word I take to signify * Moun-
taineer *, or * H ighlander ', from the Circassian ' Attaghagh ').

1876 Encycl. Brit, V. 787 /« The Circassians, as a nation,

may be regarded as extinct. Ibid. 788/3 The greatest stain

upon the Circassian character was the custom of selling their

children. 19M Blackiv. Mag. Aug. 153/2 A troop of some
thirty Circassian borsemeo.

Circinalp cl^ Add :

2. Ent. koUcd spirally backward and inward

like the proboscis of a butterfly.

1889 Century Diet.

Circinately, adv. Bot. [f. CrKciNATE a. +
-LT •^.] In a circinate manner or arrangement.
1866 J. Smith Ferns Brit, ft For. 73 Kronds circinately

unfolding, uniform and leafy. 187a H. C. Wood Fresh-w.
Al^m 40 Circinately or fascialely convolute.

Circiter (sajsitai). [L.] « Cibca.
1888 Atkenseum 14 Jan. 49/1 The actual pedigree begins

with William * Pepis', of Coitenham,.. living cimV^r 1500.

Circle, sb. 25. Add :

circle-cutter, circle-reading (see quots.)

;

oircle-rider U.S.^ a cowboy engaged in circle-

riding ; circle-riding t^-.S'., a method of gathering

in cattle (see quot.").

188^ Khicht Diet. Mcch. Suppl 197/1 ^Circle cutter, an
optician's tool with a diamond on the arm, for cutting circles

in thin gIa-'« for covers for objects on shde-^ i9bs Diet.

Occup. Terms U927) S 254 Circle cutter ; . a cutter . . pressing

out circular shapes from sheet metal for lids, trays, etc. 1878

NswcoMB Pop. AstroM. 156 The mean of the results from

the four microscopes is called the 'circle-reading. 1888

RoosBVRLT in Century Mag. Aor. 860/1 As soon as . . the last

*ctrcle-ridfln have come in . . webcgin to work the herd. Ibid.

857/3 This morning work is called *circle riding. ..As the

band goes out, the leader from time to Ume detaches one or

two men to ride. ., making the shorter, or what are called

in'iide, circU^ while be keeps on; and finally..makes the

longe^kt or outside circle himselC

Circled, ppi. a. Add : 2. b. spec. Girdled.

1848 J . F. Coorex Bee-hunttr 1 1. viiL 333 That aspect of a
Toogh beginning, including stubs, stumps, and circled trees.

Circliniff "^bl. sb. Add :

2. b. spec. (See quot.)

1876 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxxiil 536 The savages

attacked in the manner known as ' circling '^that is riding

round and round the whites, hanging on the opposite side of

their horses so as to be shielded.

Circs (sdiks), coUoq. abbrev. of pi. of Cikcoh-
STANCE.
1883 in Wsre Passing Engiisk (1909I s. v^ Under the circs

I am disposed to exclaim, * What extravagance !
* 1897 W.J.

Locks Derelicts vi. 75, I ain't going to give you away

—

don't you fear. It's only pleasant to meet old pals again

—

in better circs. Ain't it?

Circuit, sb. Add :

6. b. A number of theatres, mosic-halls, or

cinemas imder the control of one manager,
1880 in Cent. Dtct. x^ Daily Chron,r\ Oct. 1/4 The

De \ rece circuit of music-halls. 1913 [see nTiKEMATOCRArH
sb. h. fin.).

10. circuit-binding (see qnot.) = Yapp; oircxiit-

court, -judge (U.S. examples) ; circuit (fore)

edge, a flexible projection to the binding of a

book; circtut-preaohor, -rider £/.5.,an itinerant

preacher serving a circuit (sense 6).

191X WcBSTVR, ^Circuit bittding, a style of binding for

books bavins flexible projections of the covers, called "circuit

edges, that fold and meet so as to close in the edges of the

book. X789 Act 0/ Congress c. ai J i AH writs and pro-

cesses issuing from a supreme or a *circuit court. 1831
Amer, Almanac 141 The Circuit Courts of the United
States have original cognizance., of all suits of a civil nature.

x^PS iVestm. Gas. 4 Apr. la/a In vellum binding with
•circuit fore-edge. 1801 Deb. Ccngress^Jnn. (1851) 902 His
travelling expenses were trifling compared with those of the

•Circuit Judges. 1831 Af/ter. Almanac 197 The eight

circuit tudgcs [of New York state] are vice-chancellors for

their respective circuits. 1837 PtcKCaz. Illinois 1. 73 The
Illinois Conference [of the .Methodist Episcopal Church)
had 61 "circuit preachers 187a Egglrston Endof World
xxxix. 245 then he stepped to the door and called in the

circuit preacher. 1838 K. Flagg Far West II. 6i A little,

portly, red-faced man . .announced himself a Baptist *ctrcnit-

rider. i96^ Congress. Globe 17 May 2317/3 As peripatetic

as a tin-peddlers cart or a Methodist circuit-ndcr. 1694
Hklem H. Gardener Unofficial Patriot 17 He intended to

enter the ministry as a circuit rider. 1909 N. Y. Even. Post
(semi'Weekly ed.) 23 Sept. 5 A last survival was he of the
old circuit rider of early Methodism.

Circuit, v. Add

:

3. trans. To form (an electric wire) into a circuit.

Hence Oi'rouited ppL a.

CIBCUSSY.

1S95 f'^P* ^^- ^Jontkly Apr. 758 A circuited instead (^ a
simple overhead wire.

Gircnlar, a. Add :

10. Circular saw (earlier U.S. example),
i8si Massachusetts Spy 26 Sept. (Th.) The circular saw is

a recent invention. The Shakers, at their village in Water-
vliet, near Albany, have this in very excellent use and great
perfection.

B. sb. 3. A circular saw.
1909 S. E. White Rules of Game i. iv, We cut with

* circulars * instead of band-saws. Ibid, vii, Band saws. No
circulars here.

Circulariza'tion. U.S. [f. Cieculabize v.

2.] The sending out of circulars.

1928 Publishers' li^'eekly 16 June 2450 If. .theGuild adver-
tising or circularization should be considered contrary to the
spirit of this agreement.

Circulate, v. Add :

6. b. To travel or walk about U.S.
a 1848 in Bartlett Did. Amer. s. v., Arriving in Mary-

land, a slave State, he circulates at a cost of from three to

five cents a mile. 1907 Mulford Bar-20 viii. 83 Shore, go
home, ril just circulate around some for exercise.

Circum-. 2. Add : drcumdental^ -nuclear a6'}^.

1910 Practitioner Jan. 115 The path of infection should be
first examined. The obvious path is the circumdental sulcus.

Ibi-i. July 102 Ihe opacity of the circum-nuclear zone.

Circumambulator. (Earlier U.S. example.)
xjSj JKpfKKsosCorr. (1829) n.i62He wasdetermined tooh-

tain the palm of being the first circumambulator of the earth.

Circumductory(s3ikwmdpkt3ii), a. [f. Cir-

cumduct + -OBY 2.] Pertaining to or characterized

by circumduction (see Circumduction 2).

187s Humphry Myology 143 In the case of the proximal
joint of the limb—that of the first cartilage or bone with the
girdle—the movementis..circumductory or in any direction.

Circumlocutiouize (S3:ikz;mh!n<i»*pn3iz), V,

[f. Circumlocution -^ -ize.] trans, and inir. To
speak of, or speak, in circumlocution.
iSax CoBBETT Weekly Reg. 27 Apr. 249 To mention names,

in such a case, is wholly out of the question... Circumlocu-
tionize the profligate.. and insolent crew. 1886 N. »( Q.
7th Ser. I. 450/1 If we want to say, ' It was clearly meant as

an insult, but he didn't choose to relever'\x.\ we must cir-

cumlocutionize with four extra words—* to take any notice

of it ', or at least with two—' to take it up '.

Circumpolar. Add : Also sb. A star situated

within a few degrees of either the north or south

pole of the heavens.
1889 C. A. Young Text Bk. Gen. Astron. iv. 70 Deter-

mination of Latitude... By Circumpolars. 1910 G. L.

HosMKB Tejxt-Bk. Pract. Astron. 30 If the observer travels

north until he is beyond the arctic circle, latitude 66° 33'

north, then the sun becomes a circumpolar at the time of

the summer solstice.

Circumstance, sb. Add :

7. O. With negatives: A fcact or thing of im-

portance or capable of being compared. U.S.
X836 Crockett's Valler Flower Almanac 19 Orson, the

wild man of the woods, is nothing to him—not a circum-

stance. 1845 S. Judo Afargaret u. v. 384, O, it an't a cir-

cumstance to what it used to be. 190* Harben Westerfelt
xvi. 219 'Mother told me he often drove you out home.*
•Oh, la, that ain't a circumstance, Harriet! He used to

come out home mighty nich every day or nighL* 1903
Nation (N.V.) t Oct. 058 Undigested securities are not a
circumstance to undigested political principles.

Circumta'bular, a. [f. Circum- a + Tabu-
lar.] That sits round a table; round-table,

1919 N. Hill Story Scott. Ch. viL 149 Circum-tabular
oligarchies. 1990 Glasgow Herald 37 ]u]y6 (They] had in

view only a circumtabular gathering of the States engaged
in mutual self-destruction. X9S6 British Weekly 28 Oct.

86/4 All circumtabutar dominant groups.

Circus. Add: 2. o. A disturbance or uproar;

a display of rowdy sport. Also, au * exhibition ', a
* show *. orig. U.S. colloq.

1885 W. L. Alden Adv. Jimmy Broum 88 Mr, Martin.,

sprang up, and nearly upset the table, and fell over his chair

backward, and wasn't there a circus in that dining-room I

1887 Harpers Mag. May 944/1 The night grew rougher..,

*I guess It's going to be a regular circus. 1895 Scully

Kaffir Stories 147, 1 guess wc must see this circus ouL If

you have to shoot, aim low. 1895 C. King Fort Frayne v.

69 We'll have a circus with him. 1897 Wesim. Gaz. 6 Ian.

4/3 This manoeuvre was successfully carried out by about

3.30 p.m., wlien our force prepared to retire ; and then the

circus commenced. 1900 Daily News 29 Aug. 3/1 Some-
thing has gone gravely wrong with the lieutenant^ otherwise

he would not be making a circus of himself in this fantastic

fashion.

d. Ka^r Circus: in Stock Exchange slang, the

South African mining share market.

e, (a) A travelling raiding party, {b) A squad-

ron of aeroplanes. Army slang.

1918 C. G. Grbv in M. F. von Richtho/en's Red Air
Fighter Pref. 19 Von Richthofen's chaser squadron^-or
jagdstafTel, as the Germans call these formations—was the

first to be known as a * circus '. 1919 G. K. Rose if^ O.xf.

<V Bucks Lt. Injty. 58 The ugly Gcimans arc members of

a 'travelling circus'. . .They are a professional raiding

party, with two successful raids at Loos, one at Ypres, and
one near H^buterne to their credit. Ibid., Two 8-inch

howitzers and several batteries of 5*95 and 4'2S belonging to

the 'circus '.

Circussy (si'akiJsi). a. Also -uay. [f. CiBCtrs

+ -y1.] Resembling or characteristic of a circus.

1876MEREOITH Beauch.Career\v^ Here are lots of circussy

heroes coming home to rest after their fatigues. 1894 —
Ld. Ormont l. He accused Murat of carelessness of his

horses, ingratitude to his benefactor, circussy style. 1938

Sunday Dispatch 2 Sepu 4/5 Circusy-looking horses.



CIBDe).

Cip6 (s»T<;), a. [Fr., = waxed.] Having a smooth
polished surface. Also short for cirl silk, etc.

igai Spectator 23 Apr. 522/2 Trades dealing in. .ribbons,.,

wool, cir^ raffia. 1911 Glasgcw Htrald:i\ May 4 A chapeau
of cirf silk or straw. 1923 Daily Mail 5 Dec. 14 Belted

coatees of cire leather. 1993 2bid. 18 Jan. 11 A casaquin
covered entirely in cir^ braid.

Cire perdue (s/'r p{rd«). [Fr., = lost wax.]

A method of casting bronze by making a model
with a wax surface, enclosing it in a mould, melting

the wax out, and running in the metal between the

core and mould.
18^ EncycL Brit. IV. 367/1 In the old method of bronze-

casting, known as the cire pertlue, wax is first used for the
thickness of the statue..and is melted and run off before

the metal is poured in. 1885 Ibid, XIX. 183/2 Casting (by
the ' cire perdue ' process). 1900 J. Sharp Mod. Foundry
Practice 655 The cire-perdu process required great care,

and could only be carried out efiectively by the sculptor or
modeller himself.

Cirrate (si-r^it), a. Ent. [ad. L. cirrdtus.l "
ClKRATED.
i8a6 KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 331.

CirrO-. Add : cirro-macala, -velum.
1894 W. C. Ley Cloudland vi. § 106. 128 It is difficult per-

haps to understand how threads of Cirro-fiJum can become
twisted together and interwoven so as to form Cirro-velum.
I6id. 5 113. 132 The festoons or 'pocks* of Cirro-velum
Mammatum appear much smoother and more regular than
those of lower clouds of Reversed Intcrfret. ibid. § 116.

134 Cirro-macula always consists of ice, and nearly always
is combined with a few threads of ice-particles.

Cirrolite : see Cibbholite.

Cis-. Add

:

1. Ci«-Atla-ntic (earlier U.S. examples); Cls-At-
la-ntlcally adv., on this side of the Atlantic; Cls-
bo'rder a., on this side of the border ; Clsca'splan
a., on this side of the Caspian ; Cls-Dann'bian a.,

on this side of the Danube ; Cls-I-ndns a., on this

side of the Indus ; Cis-Ura-lian a., on this side of
the Urals.
178a Jefferson Notes Virginia C1787) 68, I only mean to

suggest a doubt . . whether nature has enlisted herself as
a "Cis- or Trans-.Atlantic partisan. 1806 Fessenden Demo'
cracyUnv.x. ii3note,0ar poetical and rhetorical flourishes
from Cis-Atiantic sources. 1909 Daily Citron. 23 June 3/2
In any case, it is not "cis-Atlantically true. 1901 ig/A Cent.
Apr. 711 Raised in fixed proportion from the transborder
and *cisborder clans. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 5/2 The
*Ciscaspian steppes. 1831-4 De QuiNCEV Caesars Wks. 1887
V. 168 Homeshad been found byTrans-Danubian barbarians
upon the *Cis-Danubian territory of Rome. 1907 New Re-
Z&r/KfrDec 325The..*Cis-Indus Aryan world, im EncycL
Brit. XXI. 79/2 The Permians, or *Cis.UraIian Finns.

3. Chem., designating (in contrast with tram- or
cis-trans-') a compound in which two atoms or
groups are supposed to be situated on the same
side of some plane of symmetry passing through
the compound.
1907 J. B. Cohen Org. Chem. no It exhibits lateral sym-

metry, and is known as the plane-symmetric, or, more
commonly, as the cis or malenoid form.

Cisalpine, a. and sb. Add quots. for the
specific application to the Galilean Church move-
ment
179a R. Banister Let. 30 Apr. in Vshaw Mag. (1904)

June 138 A new club.. at London of 14 lay gentlemen. . : it

takes a new name and is to be called the Cisalpine club.
1793 in B. Ward Damn Cath. Revival (1909) II. xxi. 46
He has given himself to the Cisalpines. Ibid. xxiv. 08, I
should recommend the erection of a good Grammar School,
such as would supersede the necessity of a Cisalpine one.
i8>o MiLNER Suppl. Mem. Eng. Cath. 109 A fresh contest
arose between the Senior V. A. and certain powerful Cis-
alpines. 1815 C Butler Bk. Rom. Cath. Ch. x. 123 The
Cisalpines affirm, that in spirituals the pope is subject, in
doctrine and discipline, to the church. 1909 B. Ward in
Dublin Rev. Jan. 65 The Cisalpine party went to great
lengths in their anti-episcopal—and even anti-Papal—decla-
mations.

Cisco. US. Add :

The name is given to several species, esp. the larger lake-
hernng (Ceregonus or A rgyrosomus artedii) and the small
mooneye (C. or A. hoyl).
ia0 Bartlctt Diet. Amer. 187a Fur, Fin /, Feather

200 Ciscoes are caught mostly on shore, although many
Uke them.. from boats. 1880 [see SlscoE). 1884 D. S.
iORDAN in Goode Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anlm. 541 The
loon-e^e or ' Cisco ' of Lake Michigan . .is the smallest of

our white-fish, rarely weighing over half a pound. 1903
N. Y. Sun I Nov., In the same warehouse are trout, ciscoes,
bluefish, weakfish, porgies, and so on.
attrib. 1871 in Fur, Fin f, Feather 200 Cisco fishing at

Geneva Lake, Wis. Ibid., Their coming is heralded by the
Cisco-fly.

Hence Cl'scoist, one who fishes for cisco.
187a Fur, Fin >, Feather 100 The lucky ciscoist is he (or

she) who brings to this classic shore a sixteen-foot rod.
Ciscoette, Ciseovet, varr. of Siscowet.
1847 C. LAN.VIAN Summer in Wildem. 159 A fish called

ciscovet, IS unquestionably of the trout genus, but much
more delicious. Ibid. 161 The white-fish, ciscovet, and lake
trout. 1854 — Adv. Wilds N. Amer. xxxiv. 253 We cannot
leave Mackinaw without making a passing allusion to the
fish whose Indian name is ciscovet. It is a han<lsame fish,
unquestionably of the trout familj-. 190a Jml.Amtr. Folk.
/or« 243 Ciscoette. A name of the lake herring. Apparently
a derivative, with French diminutive suffix, from Cisco (q.v.),
but rather a corruption oi Siskount.

Ciseleor (sjzlor). [Fr. , f. ciseler to carve, chase.]
One who carves metals, a chaser.

200

1861 Catal. Spec. E.xhib. S. Kens. No. 826 The famous
ciseleur Poutiere,

Cissing (si-sirj), vbl. sb. a. The preliminary
operation in graining of moistening the wood with
beer and rubbing it over with whiting in order that
the colour may adhere, b. (See quots. 1877, 1885,
and 1904.)
1875 E._A. Davidson House-Painting^ 106 In order that

the graining colours which are mixed with beer may adhere
to the ground which has been painted in oil, it is necessary
that the surface should be prepared. This is done by pass-
ing over it with a sponge moistened with beer and rubbed
with whiting; when this is dry, the distemper colour will
work freely over the oil, and will adhere to it. This process
is called cissing. 1877 Paperhanger, Painter, Grainer, etc.
Ill Vandyke Brown u.sed in beer must be rubbed on with a
tool .. til! there is no 'cissing' or curdling of the colour.
1885 Spons* Mechanics^ Own Bk. 432 To prevent a graining
coat from * cissing ' at a water-colour overgraining coat, that
is repelling the water by antagonism of the oil. 1904 Technol.
li Set. Did. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Cissing, a fault in
a varnished surface in which small dull spots appear.
Usually caused either by minute holes or grease spots.

Cissy (si-si). U.S. slang. [Variant of Sissy :

see Siss ji.l] An effeminate person. Also attrib.

1915 Lett, from Front (1920) I. 19 Ready to look down
upon the Britisher as a good.for.nothing lady.tike cissy.

1930 L. C. DouTHWAiTE in Chambers's Jml. Apr. 228 It
takes more than a cissy Englishman who couldn't find the
hole in a doughnut to break trail across * the Barrens *,

Cist. 3. Add : cist-grave.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 55/2 The wide range of the
peculiar cist-grave strengthens the belief that late Stone
Age culture in the Aegean was not of sporadic development.

Cistella (siste-la), Bot, [mod.L., dim. of cista

box.] = CiSTDLA 3.

1839 LiNDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 271. 1856 Henslow
Diet. Bot. Terms ^8.

Cisterciaxusm (sistS-jJianiz'm). [f. Cister-
cian + -ISM.] The religious system of the Cister-
cians ; the Cistercian spirit.

J89S Athenseum 6 Apr. 440/1 Welsh Cistercianism. 1898
S. Evans Holy Graal 11 The predominance of what may be
called Cistercianism in the Church.
Cistern. Add : 6. Class-making. = Cuvette 3.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech.
7. cistern bottomia U.S. (see quot.) ; cistern

water t^.-S"., rain-water collected in cisterns, in con-
trast to spring- or well-water.
1833 B. SiLLiMAN Man. Sugar Cant 41 On draining off

molasses cisterns, a greater or less deposit of su^ar, called
*cistern bottoms, is found in these vessels. 1858 Texas
Almanac 82 *Cistern water is used for culinary purposes.
1863 'E. Kirke' My Southern Friends 49 New England
rum, and cistern water.

Cistophoras (sistp-for^s). [L., a. Gr. ««rTO-
ipopos, {. KtaTTi Chest sb.^ + -^opos bearing,
-PHORODS.] A Greek coin bearing the impress of
a sacred cista or chest Hence Cistophorlc (sistfl-

ff^rik) a., of or pertaining to this.

1848 Akerman Introd. Study Anc. * Mod. Coins ii. 33The time of the first issue of cistophori is not known ; but
tliey were in circulation in the year of Rome 564 (n. c. 190).
1887 B. V. Head Hist. Numorum Introd. p. Ixii, In Asia
Minor the chief silver coinage consisted of the famous
Cistophori Ibid. 446 Cistophori with AAPA in monogram
and autonomous drachms (45 grs.) of the cistophoric
standard. Ibid. 587 Many of these tetradrachms are
countermarkcd with a bow and bow.case crossed, accom-
panied by the names, for the most part, of cistophoric mints.

Cit. Add:
2. //. Civilian clothes ; ' civvies '. U.S.

_
X895 C. King Fort_ Frayne vi. 86 Will was. .vaguely long-

ing to get out and air his new ' cits '. 1907 Chicago Trilntne
8 May 2 They were in full dress uniform. Later they were
joined by Maj. Judson of tlie engineers in ' cits '.

Citadeled (si-tadsld), a. [f. Citadel.] Placed
as in a citadel.
189a Stedman in Century Mag. Apr. 826 Chartered to

convey them all to the inward sight, the spiritual hearing
of the citadeled soul.

Citation. Add : 5. Mention in an official

dispatch. U.S.
1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms. 1930 Publishers'

Weekly 5 Julj; 11 fHeJ holds the Congressional Medal of
Honor, nine citations and the highest decorations of the
Allied Governments.
Citified, var. oi cityjied : see Cittpy v.

^
1855 M. M.Thompson Doesticks xvi, 132 Beingso far citified

in niy habits that I desired to combine amusement with
charity. i86s Temple BarW. 190 'I'he country population
is . . becoming citified. 1876 ' Mark Twain ' Tom Sawyer i.

7 He had a citified air about him that ate into Tom's vitals.
1889 Farmer Americanisms, Citi/ied, a New England ex-
pression for pertaining to city life. 1916 D. Grayson y^rfii. in
Contentment ii, I was ' citified ', Horace said ; and ' citified

'

with us here in the country is nearly the limit of invective.
1919 W. Hutchinson /Jnc/or j« Wari.4 The highly citified
and alleged ' neurotic ' Cockney.

Ci'tizendom.
collectively.

_i888 Bkvck Amer. Commw. II, xxxix. 73 The collective
citizendom of the State.

Ci-tizening, vbl. sb. U.S. [Cf. Citizen v.]
Admission to citizenhood.
1890 Home Missionary (N. V.) Apr. 528 The citizening of

the five tribes [in Indian Territory, U.S.] and statehood are
inevitable.

Citizenly (si-lizenli), a. [f. Citizens*. + -lt 1.]
Pertaining to or characteristic of a citizen.
1899 Remin. King 0/Roumania 111 The citizenly virtues

[f. Citizen -( -DOM.] Citizens

CITY.

which appertain to such a quasi-republican form of State.
1905 Academy 16 Sept 544/1 That the negroes' welcome be
in the measure of their citizenly quality.

Citranee (siirandg). [f. Citk(os -I- Ob)ange.]
A hybrid fruit produced by crossing the hardy tri-

foliate orange. Citrus trifolicUa, with the common
sweet orange.
1904 H. J. Webber in Yearbk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 227

The Citrange, a new group of Citrus plants.. .It. .becomes
necessary to refer these hybrids to a new group of citrus
fruits, and it is proposed to call them ' citraiiges .

Citrated (si-tr«ited),///. a. [f Citrate ( -ED.]
Treated with sodium citrate.

1908 Practitioner Apr. 462 Citrated horse's blood, igao
Discovery A\iT. 105/1 It was found the citrated blood could
be kept unchanged for twenty-four hours or more.
Citrazinic (sitrazi-nik), a. Chem. [f. CiTB- +

Az)0TB + -INE 6 -(. -ic] Designating a crystalline
hydroxy acid, formed by condensation from an
amide of citric acid.

1885 Jrnl Chem. Soc. XLVIII. i. 139 Citrazinic acid,
CeHsNOi : citramide is treated with 4-5 parts of sulphuric
acid (70-75 per cent). /^/^., Citrazinic acid is very sparingly
soluble even in boiling water. 1887 Ibid. LI. 406 Citrazin-
amide, like citrazinic acid, is a very stable compound.
Citrometer (sitr/j-mftai). [f.CiTuo- -f- -meter.]
An instrument used for determining the specific

gravity oflemon juice in the preparation ofcitric acid.
1875 yml. Chem. Soc. XXVIII. 930 Lemon-juice .. is

boiled down in copper vessels over an open fire till it is

supposed to mark when cold 60' on the citrometer. J879
Spons' Encycl. Industr. Arts 49.

Citron. Add

:

3. Also as adj. = citron-coloured.
1914 Anne D. Sedcwick Little French Girl 1. y. The old

tapestry, grey and green and citron. Ibid. 11. x, "I'he draw-
ing-room., so pale in its citrons, whites and dim jade-greens.

6. b. The citron melon. U.S.
1889 Century Did.
7. citron melon U.S., a variety of water-melon,

having a small round fruit with qualities like those
of the citron.

1857-4 Traus. III. Agric. Soc. III. 506 The citron melon
is alone valuable for preserving. Its flesh b white, solid,
and seeds red.

Citronella (sitr<)fnela). [mod.L.] A fragrant
grass, Atulropogon Nardus, which yields an oil
much used in perfumery ; also, the oil itself.

1858 SiMMONDS Did. Trade, Citronella, an essential oil
obtained from the grass Andropogon Citratum, and chiefly
imported from Ceylon. 1864 Jml. Chem. Soc. XVII. 8
Citronella.—This is produced from the leaves of the /4x^r<7-
pogon Schxnauthus. l^^ Encycl. Btit.'^^W.-nr^lz. 1887
BENTLEyjI/<i«. .So/, (ed. 5) 735 Citronella Oilor Oilof Citro-
nelle. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 30 Nov. 2/1 One and a half million
pounds of citronella oil are yearly exported. X911 Jml.
Chem. Soc. C. I. 476 The citronella grasses of Ceylon are of
four kinds.

Hence Citrone'llic a. ; Cltrone'llal, a substance
found in citronella, eucalyptus, and lemon oils

;

Citrone'Uol, an alcohol foimd in rose, pelar-
gonium, and geranium oils.

187a Jml. Chem. Soc. XXV. 8 The refraction equivalent
of citronellol is. .79-3 or 79-8, instead of the theoretical 737.
1890 Ibid. LVIII. I. 231 The author names it citronellic
aldehyde, and considers it to be /5-methyl-3-isobutyIallyl-
acetaldehyde. 1891 Ibid. LX. i. 28s Citronellic aldehyde
must be regarded as a homologue of acraldehyde. 1893
Ibid. LXX. 1. 382 Compounds of the Cilronellal Series. 1906
Ibid. XC. I. 442 The citronella oil. .contained 32-7 per cent.
of geraniol and 53-3 per cent, of citronellal.

Citronelle (sitr<)hel). [ad. mod.L. citronella.'\

•= *Citronklla; also, a beverage made from this.
1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 699 Cetronelle or Citronelle oil,

is the produce of this or of an allied species oi Andropogon,
1899 .'jcribners Mag. XXV. 50/1 As gay with flowers as
a girl's hat, and as fragrant of sweet-olive, citronelle, and
heliotrope as her garments. 1931 Chambers's Jml. Sept.
604/2, 1 tasted a new drink called ' citronelle ', a kind of tea
made from a grass which the French cultivate in their
gardens.

Citrons (sitrss), a. [f. Cithus -t- -ous.] Of or
belonging to the genus Citrus.
1901 Westm. Can. 13 June 2/3 Citrous fruits. 1911 C. E. W.

Bean 'Dreadnought" ofDarling %\. 355 Land. .which suits
vegetables, lucerne, dairying, citrous fruits. Z9a4 Glasgow
Herald 9 July 5 Tlie citrous fruit industry.

Citras. 1. Add : attrib.

z8as Greenhouse Comp. I. Si The Citrus tribe is also pro-
pagated by cuttings and layers. 1904 Westm. Gat. 18 Nov.
2/3 ' Forbidden Fruit '—this name is sometimes loosely
given to this whole group of citrus varieties. 1906 Macm.
Mag. Aag. 794 Fruit-trees, especially the citrus and stone
varieties.

City. 9. Add:
city editor (example); also U.S. (see quot.
18S9); city-lot U.S., a piece of ground lying
within city-bounds ; city-man, a man engaged (a)

in ' the city', {b) in mercantile pursuits ; city-

state, a city which is also an independent sovereign
state.

1858 SiMMONDS Did. Trade, *Clty Editor, the employee
of a daily or weekly London jonrnal, whose special duty it

is to report upon the prices of public securities, tlie state of
the money market, and other matters of commerce and
finance. 188^ Century Did., City editor,.. \n the United
States, the editor who superintends the collection and classi-
fication of local news. 1898 Scribner's Mag. May 580/1
White, the city editor, would soon be going home, and Stone,
the night city editor, would take the desk. 190a Y.uz. '
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BanksA utoi, Newsp. Girl ii. o You might try it on the city

editor; hut, mind you, I cant promise that he'll print iL

1683 W. Penm l^ks. (1782) IV. 316 The *cily-lot [is con-

veniently postcdj for a dock, i&tg R. C. Sands lyritin^
11. 169 Tbe latter sat pensive and silent, wlitie Miss Violet

discoursed, .about western lands and city lots. 1844 Lee&
Frost Oregon vL 79 The., gentleman, .was selling off small

city lots at one hundred dollars a [<ece. 1857-8 Trans.

£il, Agric, Sac, III. (1859) 348 A thousand feet of city lot.

«i86i T. WiMTHROP yoAn Brent i. (1862) 7 They had been
speculating in.. city lots. 1836-9 *Ciiy man (see City 7 J.

1875 T. W. H iGGiNSON Efig/. Statesm. 350 (Cent. D.) He had
made his mark in the mercantile worldasa thoroughly repre-

sentative City-man. 1893 \V. Warde Fowler {title) The
*City.State of the Greeks and Romans, i^^ Daily Chron.

25 Nov, 2/5 Athens, a city.slate that could always give rise

to great men. i9«8 C. Dawson Age o/the Gods vi, 113 The
Diffusion of the City State in the Near East.

Cityficatioil (si:tifik<^'j3n). [f. Cittfy: see

-FicATiON,] The process of being cityfied.

1906 Saleebv in Daily Ckron, 23 Oct- 4/^ Keen observers

are assured that civilisation is well named— it means cityfica-

tion. 1933 Glasgow Herald 26 May 4 American rural life

has little tradition.. .Us citification is no great surprise.

Cityward, b. Add quots.

:

1873 J. H. Beadle UndeveL West 804 The cityward bluff

of the Colorado rises almost perpendicular for thirty feet or

more from the water's edge. 1898 Daily Ncivs 28 Mar. 8/7
The cityward and homeward lines of trafBc 1900 IVeitm,

Gaz. 25 July 1^3 Blocks in cityward traffic

Citywards. Add : ottHb. or adj,

1908 Daily Chron. 9 Jan. 3/2 We quite expect that..we
shall meet him in the City-wards train.

Civaistic (sfvaiistik), a. Variant of SiVAlSTlo.
1886 F.ncycl. Brit. XX. 360 Civaistic sects.

Civil, a. and sh. Add : B. 6. The civil-, the

civil thing (scequot. 1840 in A.ia).

1857 G. Lawrence Guy Liv. tx, Parndon was doing the
civil to the 'great men tn Israel', his heaviest subscribers.

1858 Tkollopb Doctor Thome xxviii, ! haven't exactly

popped to her yet ; hut I have been doing the civil 1877
Rkade WomoK-Haterw.yiw. 150 He would go to the station

and telegraph him; and by that means would do tbe civil

and meet Miss Gale.

D. civil'Spolu{$t (see Spoken ///, a, note).

x84a LoVEB Handy Andy xiv. He was a very ' close ' man,
a^ well as a 'civil-spoken*. x68o £. H. Dering FrevilU
Chase xi, There never was a kinder or civiller spoken gentle-

man nowhere. 1910 Farnol Broad High-way 11. it. soa
'What might you be wanting with a peaceable, civil-spoke

cove like me?* be inquired.

Civilize, v. Add : 6. b. To sprace up in dress.

19*0 Hunter 7'/-a//Z>rnvrj^7>-raj442 We would civiliie

up a bit when we went to a dance, that is we would take off

our spurs and tie a clean red handkerchiefaround our neck.

Civilize6« (Earlier U.S. example.)
a 1848 N. Y. Observer in Bartlett Diet. Amer,^ The

barbarian likes hu seraglio ; the civilizee admires the institu-

tion of marriage. The barbarian likes a roving, wandering
life; the civilizee likes his home and fireside.

Civvies (si'viz), sb, pi, colloq. Civilian clothes.

Alio aitrib. in sing, form {civvy). Cf. next.

1889 BAKRkRE & Lklanu Dict. Slang. tOiS.' Bartimeus*
Tall Shi^ V. 100 Nosey wore a rusty suit of 'civvies', ll^id.

loi He stitl wore his ' civvy ' suit. 10*4 Glasgoiv Herald 18

Aug. 8 Field Marshals go about in the most incoaspicuous
* civvies ' that tailors can supply.

Civvy (si'vi). Short for Civilian.
\%\% Punch 15 Jan. 38 'And I suppose you will be demobi-

lised.. ?* *0h, no, Mum. You see, 1 was a soldier in civvy
life.' 1997 E. TNOMrsoM These Men thy Friends 82 They
are sure that any civvy who has had the honour of being
associated with them and survives will lie awake the rest 01

bit life saying. .' I was an officer in the Loamshircs *.

Clabber, v, (Later U.S. example.)
z9ao R. L. Alsakek Eatingfor A^«4//A 47 Clabbered milk

and buttermilk are easily digested.

Clack, sb. 10. Add : olaok valve (earlier U.S.

example).
1850 N. KiNcsLEY Diary ixa Tried the pumps by takeing

out the clack valve.

Clack, v,^ B. (Later U.S. example.)
183$ R. Al. Biro Havaks of Hawk'hollovi IL xi. 115 It*s

just like sticking three bricks on an end ; if you kick one,
why down goes the second, and clack goes t'other.

Clack-clack, ^b. [Imitative.] A repeated

clacking noise. Also CIaok-clacking.
c 1870 ' Mark Twain ' Sketches Wk*. XIX. 250 Presently

up the street I heard a bony clack.clackin|;. Ibid. 352,

I heard another one coming—for I recognized his clack -clack.

1916 HoYD Cable Action Front 349 ilie clack-clack-clack
of a machine-gun at close range.

Clacker (klje-kaj), v, dial, and U.S. [Cf.

Clack v.^\ intr. and Irans, = Clack v^ 1, 3,

1851 S. Jui'D Margaret 11 1. (ed. 2) ^45 Mounting a rock she
harangued the people, or, rather, clackered her own merit.

1896 Chantek Witch 0/ Withy/ord ti. She beard them all

come clacking into the yard.

Clacket (klae-ket), v. Delete -iObs, and add :

1904 Gallichan Fishing S^eun 144 Felicia stalked out,

her wooden shoes clacketing upon tbe road.

Cladome (kl3e-d<7um). [f. Or. K\a.lo% branch -f

*-OME.] The branching arms of a rhabdus sponge
spicule collectively. Hence Oladoinlo a.

1887 SoLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/1 The secondary
rays are the arms or cladi. collectively the head or cladome
of the spicule. s888— in Challenger Rep. XXV. p. Ivi, The
* cladome ' which consist s of the three cladi (rays, teeth, arms).

Cladus (kl^'d^s). [mod.L., a. Gr. xAaSos

branch.] One of ihc secondary arms or branches
of a ramose sponge spicule* Hence Cla'daJ*
Cladose c^js.

1887 SoLUis in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 416/2 The spicular
rays.. usually pointed (oxeate) at the ends,. are also fre.

qucntly.. branched (cladose). 1888 — in Challenger Re/'.

XXV. p. Ivi, The proximal or undivided part of a cladus is

. .distinguished as the protocladus, the distal division, in the
case of a dichotomous cladus as the deuterocladus. Ibid.^

A straight line drawn from the cladal origin to the end of a
cladus is taken as its length.

Claim, sb. Add 3, (Earlier examples.) To
jump a claim : see Jump v, 9 b.

1817 S. R. Brown Western Gaz. 13 The eastern boundary
of the Creek claims is pine land. 1846 E. H. Smith Hist.
Black Haitik (Farmer) When I hunted claim*;, I went far

and near. 1855 F. S. Marryat Mts. ^ Molehills 240 It is

customary to leave your mining tools in your claim, to in<

dicate to all new comers that it is occupied.

6. la the language of Christian Science, the

imaginary disturbance which ' claims ' to be an
ailment.
189B Westm, Gaz. 36 Mar. 3/1 Ailments were referred to

as ' claims *. For instance, the other night this lady's eldest

daughter came to her with the information that her sister

had got a 'claim* of swollen glands. .. Soon after this, the
mother herself was attacked by a claim of influenza. 1907
' Mark Twain ' Chr. Sci. 57 The second witness testifies

that the Science banished * an old organic trouble ', which
the doctor and the surgeon had been nursing with drugs and
the knife for seven years. He calls it his * claim *.

6. cUlrib, and Comb,, as (sense i) claims adjuster

y

clerk^ inspector {^JG^ Diet. Occup. Terms, 1921);
(sense 3) claim-agent^ -holder^ -holdings -notice^

'P^iSi*^ii -shocks -shanty y -stake ; claim acreage,
acreajje consisting of miners' claims.
X903 Daily Chron. i July 7/6 Ten times larger than the

Kimberley mine in "claim acreage. x888 Nation (N.Y.)

39 \m. 311/2 The "claim agents.. must be chuckling. 1903
N, y. Even. Post 6 Oct. 6 Our pension policy has furnished
an enormous incentive to claims agents and Congressman.
1890 ' R- BoLOREWOOD ' Miner's Right xiv. All the *claim
holders had closed round as far as could be seen in every
direction. 1906 Westm, Gaz, 15 June 3/1 With the result

..of 'freezing out ' the average claim-holder tnd obtaining
bis claims on their own term<w 190a Ibid. 36 Nov. 11/3
Their total *claim-holding having been increased. 1889
Century Dict.^ *Claini-ttotice,..z. notification posted by a
miner or other settler upon a piece of public land [etc.].

189a Pall Mall Gas. 23 Feb. 7/a *Claim-pegging in the
Transvaal. x^t6 R M. Bower Phantom Herdix, 149 We
learned our little lessons when we were building *claim

shacks for ourselves. 1873 Eccleston Myst. Metrop. ii. 23
Here and there Charlton noticed the little *c Iaim-shanties,

x888 Harpers Mag. Mar. 568/x The country is now taken
up and dotted with claim shanties. 1901 S. E. White Claim
jumpers iiL 37 In her band was the missing *claiin stake.

Claim, V, Add

:

2. O. (Examples.)
1876 Troy Morning Whig 27 May, Tbe man accused his

wife of being intoxicated, which she denied and claimed that

be was in that condition himself. 1887 Troy Daily Times
8 Jan., John Weatherwax.. procured a peace warrant for the
arrest of his son . . who he claims has threatened to kill him.

1904 Proi'idence Jrnl. 1 Aug. 4 Neighbors claim to have
seen two men about the place. i9>a R. Dunn in World's
WorhVaXy iig/aRefet Bey., was bopping mad at an attempt
which he claimed that the British had made to kidnap him.

8. b. To occupy land in virtue of a claim.

1766 Marylattd Hist Mug. XIX. a63 One Fleming who
lived and claimed under Mr. Carroll.. resided in a clap
board bouse.

Clxu'in-ju^inper. 6^^*. [See Claim sb, 3 and

Jump v. 9 b.] One who appropriates a claim already

taken by another. So Cl&l*m-Ju:mping vbL sb,

and ppl. a,

1639 Babtlett Dict. Amer. (ed. 3). 1888 Critic 14 Apr.
(Farmer) Tbe claim-jumper laughed as though he enjoyed it

fau^el^. X909 Gkeelv Handbk. Alaska (1925) 39Thns ended
daim.jamping by mass meeting. >oio Jkr. Hart Vigilante
Girl XIV. 186 He has no sentimental prejudices about claim-
jumping miners, i9aa Mulkoru 7*^jrxvii. 337 An' he needs
us to keep our eyes on them blasted claim jumpers.

ClaiinleSS, <2. Add : b. Without a claim (see

Claim sb. 3).

19*7 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 460/1, I found myself claimles&

and not likely to obtain another piece of ground. Ibid.

461/2 Many ciaimless 'diggers*.

Clairce (kle»js). [Fr., f. claircer to clarify,

irreg. f.V/^irCLEAB a. J A syrup made from pure

sugar, used in the process of sugar refining, for

washing away impurities.
I9n Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 48/1 This washing being

supplemented by the injection of pure syrup of high density
or * clairce'. when very white sugar is required.

Clair-de-lune (klfr d^ bVn). [Fr., - moon-
light.] The colour of moonlight, a soft white or

pale blue-grey, the shade which appears in the glaze

of certain Chinese porcelains.

1877 KtfK<i^Z.^/V**7rn/. XIV. 843/3 Bonnets embroidered
with clare \sic\ de lune beads. 1906 R. L. Hobson Porcelain

IS Lovely blue glazes, ranging from deep sky-blue to the
palest clair de tune.

Clam, sb,*^ Add :

1. e. phr. As happy as a clam^ etc, (see quots.).

U.S.
1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XI. 208 ' Happy as a clam ', is

an old adage. 1848 Bartlftt Dict. Amer. s.v., 'As happy
as a clam at high water ', is a very common expression in

those parts of the coast of New England where clams are
found. 1873 J. H. BsAnLK Undevel. West 799 A thousand
or more negroes thronged the streets' happy as clams at high
tide*. 188a HowRLLS Mod. Instance xxviii. II. 135 'And
you're happy.' ' Perfect clam ', said Hartley.

4. clam-digger (examples), -digging, -fishery ;

clam-bait 6C 6*., clams used as bait; clam-bank,
a bank where clams are found ; olam-chowder,
also, a picnic or feast at which this is the principal

dish; clam-oracker(seequot.) ; clam-fry, a meal
of fried clams ; clam-tongs, tongs used for taking

clams.
1838 Mass, Stat. ch. cxxiv, An Act to regulate the Inspec-

tion of *Clam Kait. 1871 Schele de Verb Americanisms
(1873) 69 When salted for the fisheries it takes the name of
clajtt^bait. 1634 W. Wood Neva Eng. Prosp. i. ix. 35 A man
running over these "Clamm bankes will presently be made
all wet, 1641 Dorcliester (Mass.) Town Rec. 1 Jan., If there
be any (hogs] Livinge neare unto any Clam tiankes. 1871
Schele^ de Verb Americanisms (1872) 69 The clam of
Boston is the Mya arenaria of the clam-banks. 1898 Hamb-
len Gen. Manager's Story 131 The engineers had a *clam
chowder. 19x1 Webster, *Clafficrackt'r, sk. stingray (Dasya-
tis centrura) of the Atlantic coast. It feeds largely on
shellfish. x88x Amer. Naturalist XV. 364 The ancient
•clam-diggers whose kitchen-middens are met with in many
places on the Alameda. X903 Atlantic Monthly Sept. 327
He became far and away the best among the clam-diggers.
X838 Knickerbocker Mag. XI. 207 Sam's trade was •clam-
digging. i860 Susan Warner Say Sf Sealx\\. 146 Faith., was
certainly 'spry* in getting ready for the clam-digging. _ 1825
Mass. Stat. 15 Feb., An act to prevent the destruction of
the Lobster and *Clam Fishery in the town of Truro. 15(05

N, y. Even. Post 10 June 6 ' Fish dinners * and *clam fries

are to be had at any number of eating-houses at the river's

mouth. 1883 GooDE Fish, Indtistries U.S. 52 *CIam-tongs
are occasionally employed for catching crabs.

Clam, v.^ U.S. Add: (Earlier American ex-

ample).
1716 B. Church Hist. Philip's War (1865) I. 96 Some

catching Eels and Flat-fish in ttie water, some Clamming.
2. To shut K/, be silent, slang.

1916 H. L, Wilson Somemkere in Red Gap vi. 237 When I

ask for details he just clams up. io>6 J. Black You Can't
Win viii. 97 Smiler had continually drummed it into me
never to answer any questions in case we were arrested.

'Just clam up, kid.*

Clamatorial (klsemit5a*rial), a, [f. mod. L.
ClamaloreSy a suborder of passerine birds and also

of gallinaceous birds : see -IAL.] Of or pertaining

to the Clamatores.
1875 CoPK Check-list N". Afner. Batrachia 56 Struthious,

Pulfastrine, and Clamatorial Birds. 1884 Coues N. Amer.
Birds (ed. 2) 239 The mesomyodian or clamatorial type of
syrinx.

Clamatory (klae-matari), a, [ad, L. cldmdtor-

ius : see -dry 2.] Clamorous.
X900 H, G. Wells Love ^ Mr. Le^visham l 11 A rousing

day, a clamatory, insistent day, a veritable herald ofsummer.

Clamb, variant of Clam sb.^ (sense a).

1898 Daily Chron. 14 Oct. 10/7 Stitchers (Female leather)

wanted, used to the clambs. tgog Ibid. 2 June 9/5 Stitchers,

female, leather, used to clambs.

ClaJuxuer **. A workman employed in any of

several occupations involving the use of a clam or

clamming-machine ; also, a clamper,
xoax Diet. Occup. Terms (1937) S 278 Ctammer^ cleuttPe*

(roller engraving) ; raises and etches mill (design in reliefj on
annenlcd steel roller from hardened steel die.

Clamming, vbL sb?- Add : I), aitrib,^ as

clamming-maohine, a press in which a design in

intaglio is transferred in relievo from one roller to

another for engraving the copper cylinder used in

calico-printing,

x86o Ure Dict, Arts (ed. 5) I. 505 In the clamming
machine the die revolving in contact with the mill repeats

its surface so many times on the surface of the milL 1874
Knight Dict. Meek.

Cla-mming, vbl. sb,^ [f. Clam z;.*] The
gathering of clams. Also aitrib.

X636 Dorchester (Mass.) Town Rec. 5 July, Provided they
leave stiles and gates for persons and cattle, when persons
are disposed to tnivell or drive Cattle or swine that way to

Clamming. x8o6 Webster, Clamming^ the taking of clams.

1838 Knickerbocker Ma^. XI. 207 Sam evidently looked
upon clamming as an important and mysterious thing.

1883 GooDE Fish. Industries U. S. 46 All along the southern
shore of the sound are prolific clamming grounds, 1895
Outing (U.S.) XXVI. 408/2 Swimming, diving, driving,

clamming, fishing,.. they are equally at Home in or out of
the water.

Clamp, v.^ Add :

1. b. Iransf. To seize or press firmly,

X904 F. "Ui^DF-Gra/lers xxiv. 305 In one motion he clamped
the weapon and turned it aside. 1924 MtjLFORO Rustlers'
Vallfy vi. 66 Matt, .clamped his own left arm down on the

other s right.

Clamper, sb.^ Add

:

4. One who clamps, one who adjusts the clamps
in machinery.
i88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 43. X9SI Dict. Occup,

Terms (1927) § 384.

Clam-shell. [Clam sb.'^l

1. The shell of a clam.
1500-1540 (see Clam sb.* 4I. 1765 H. Timberlake Mem.

50 Wampum, which are beads cut out of clxmi shells. x86a

[see CuvM sb.* 4].

b, attrib. and transf. (See quots.)

1859 Uabtlktt Dict. Amer. (ed. 2) s.v., The padlock now
used on the United States mail-bags is called the 'Clam-
shell padlock '. 1861 Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's Isl, II, xv.

128 A pattern (for a quilt] commonly denominated in those

parts clam-shell. Ibid. 130 She stuck a decisive needle into

the first clain-sheil pattern. 1861 O. W. Norton Army
Lett. 18 A good many of them \sc. boys] are making Clam-
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sbcll rings. 1874 Knight Z>/(7. Mech. 746/1 The 'ctam-shell

'

dredge, .consists of a pair of scoops which are hinged to an
axis and close upon the load. xZjt Encycl. Brit. VII. 465/1
Dredging in Canada and the United States is done by wliat

«re called Dipper and Cla»t-sheil dredges.

2. a. The head, b. The mouih
;
//. the jaws or

lips, slang,
i8}4 S. Smith Set. Lett. Dozvning 104 Shut up your clack,

or 1 11 knock your clam-shells together pretty quick. 1850

H. C. Watson Camp-Fires Revol. 159 If you will only shut

up your eternal clara-shells. i860 Holland Miss Gilbert^s

Career xu 95 All those opposed will shut their clam-shells.

1861 Lowell Biglov: P. Ser. i\. L 112 You don't feel much
like speakin', when, ef you let your clamshells gape, a quart
of tar will leak in.

Clangf» sb, 3. Add : Also, in modem psycho-

logy, with reference to the acoustic sensation of

musical sounds and their analysis.

1918 M. D. Eder ir. C. G. Jun^s Word-Association 470
The * clang 'associations., in our experiment. .were in the

form of rhymes. Jung and Riklin consider that clangs

appear when there is a decline of attention. 1924 R. M.
Ogden tr. A'. Koffka's Growth of Mind iv. 326 So-called

clang-analysis, or hearing out the partial tones of a clang,

has often been advanced as a striking demonstration of the
existence of unnoticed sensations.

Clanisiu. Delete nonce-wd,, and add: Also
clannism, and the following quots.

:

1831 Exatniner\Z-j/\ A report, that the Chancellor intends
to select all hiii new judges in Bankruptcy from the King's
Bench Bar, and principally from the Northern Circuit.

This we do not believe . . ; we expect to see him . . free from
the danism which is implied in this rumour, igz^ Blackw.
Mag. Dec. 785/1 The clannism of the villager.

Clankety (klse-qketi). Onomatopoeic extension

of Clank as in clankety-clmik (cf. cUckety-clack s-v.

Click sb^ 8).

1905 Daily Ckron. 13 Apr. 4/4 The pumps still utter their

mournful clankety-clank-clank. 1907 Ibid. 8 Nov. 4/7 A
traction engine. .with the clankety-clank and the earth-

shaking passage that suggests an earthquake.

Clankingly (kl3e-r)kir)li), adv. [f. Clanking
fpL a. -I- -ly ^.] With a clanking sound. So
Cla'nkingiiess.
1891 Engl, lllustr. Mag, July 703 The clankingness that

only the telegraph boy puts into the bell. X894 Com/till
Mag, May 485 Ibc road was strewn with new stones, and
the quadruped trotted clanktngly.

Clans-, = dan's, genitive of Clan sL, as in

Clansman ; so clamfolk^ clanswoman.
1896 GiODiNcs Frinc. SocioL 173 All clansmen and clans-

women had the right to vote in electing or deposing the
officers of the clan. 1902 Daily Chron. 27 Sept s/i The
clansfolk were defeated at the Pass of Brander.

Cla'pboard, v, U.S. (Earlier examples.)
31637 Plymoutk Col. Rec. XII. 26 The house to be.. clap

boarded within . .and a partition to be made of clap board.
2643 Boston Town Rec. 6 Aug., The walls claboarded tight
from theinjury ofrayneandsnow. 1705 Charlestoivn Land
Records 172 (To] board or clabboard the outside of said
bouse. 17*1 Harvard College Rec. (1925) II. 457 Voted,
That.. the sd College be clap-boarded on the East Side.

1740 Boston Town Records "SSI. 273 For Clapboarding the
Backside and other Repairs. 17^6 Har^>ard College Rec.
(1925) II. 757 This Corporation will consent to.. clapboard
the upper part of the Front of the Meeting-house. 1787 W.
Bemtlev Diary b June (1905) I. 66 The meeting house..
IS finished but is but partly clapboarded without. x8io

J. Lambert Trav. Canada Hf U.S. (1813) I. 152 The neat
wooden farm-houses., are generally clapboarded over the
rough logs.

Cla'pboarding, sb. U.S. [f. Clapboard.] A
series of clapboards on a building.
2637 Dedham Rec. (Z892) III. 32 It is agreed concerning

Clapboarding of houses yt it shalbe at liberty vn;ill midsonier
day next. 1651 iVaterto^vn Rec. 29 About the scoolehouse
..Clapbording and shingling, ijtj Boston Even. Post 15
June (Th.) The lightning fell in a perpendicular direction,
ripping the clapboarding and plaistering as it fell. 1769
in F. Chase Hist. Dartmouth Coll. (i8gi) I. 122 Materials
. .such as glass, putty,, .shingling, clapboarding, . .etc. 187a
Rep, Vertnont Board Agric. 1. 309 Paper, .can be advan-
tageously used between floors and between boarding and
clapboarding on the walls. 1905 H. Garland Tyranny 0/
Dark 59 'I'he paint was blistering and peeling from the
clap-boarding on the sunny side of the main building,

Clapham Sect : see Sect j^.i 4 b.

Clapmatcll. (Later example.)
1874 C. M. ScAMMON Marine Mammals 130 (Cent.) The

younger of both sexes [of sea- lions], together with the clap-
matches, croak hoarsely.

Clapper, sb.^ Add

:

3. C. A name given to Crotalaria burkeana from
the rattling noise made by its seed-pods. S. A/r,
191X S. A/r. Jml. Sci. Apr. 269 Crotalaria burkeana..

has forrnany years been recognised by farmers as the cause
of a disease of slock known as Styfziekte.,.It is. .called

I
Klappers ' from the character of the somewhat horny pods,

in which the seeds rattle about,

9. clapper-bill, a name for the open-bill stork,
AnastOTHUs lavulligerus ; clapper-bolt, the bolt
by which the clapper is attached to a bell

;

clapper rail 6^^^,, a species of rail or marsh-hen
;

clapper-stay, a detent for the clapper of a bell,

used in silent practice-ringing ; clapper-valve,
a clack-valve,
1906 tr. C. G. Schillings With Flashlight ff Rifle I. 75Now flit past a number of those very remarkable birds aptly

termed "clapper-bills. 190.^ Bulwer Gloss. Techn. Terms
Bells 2 The modem practice is to insert, subsequently to
casting, a bolt having a hinge joint, in which the * clapper

'

is secured. This bolt is called the * '*clapper-bolt '. 2835

Audubon O^-nith. Biog. Ill, 33 The ^Clapper Rail, or Salt-

water Marsh-hen. x^Q Ainer. Naturalist \\\. ^%, I found
the nest of a Clapper.rail (Rallus Crepitans) built in a
bush. X884 Knight /J/c^. MccJu Suppl., *Clapper Stay^^
detent for the clapper in a bell. 1874 YiHiGivr Diet. Medu,
"Clapper-valve.

Clapper, sb.'^ S. Afr. [a. Du. klapper coco-
nut.] The ixy\\\.oiStrycJmos pungens and .5". spinosa.
1863 W. C. Baldwin A/r. Hunting 198 Some Mfild fruit,

about three times the size of an orange, called a clapper.

Clapper (klsepaj), jM local. [?CLAPpfiU j^.^j

In fall clapper bridge : A rough bridge or raised

path of stones or planks,

1793 PoLWHELE Hist. Dev. II. 277 Hotet Clapper-bridge,
partly in Honiton and partly in Combe-Raleigh, is chiefly

.
built of flint stone. 185a! iV. ^ Q. ist Ser. VI. 543 We have
here [at Edburton, Sussex] a lane calledClappers, so named
from its 'clapper ', i.e. a raised footpath at side, to keep
foot-passengers out of the water. 1887 VV. D. Parish &Shaw
Kentish Dial. 1889 J. L. W. Page Explor, Dartmoor iii.

53 Piers of undressed granite blocks support two or more
superincumbent slabs, of width sufficient for the passage of
a vehicle, .and varying in length according to the breadth of
the river. A specimen easily accessible is that which spans
the East Dart at Postbridge. .. Other .specimens of these
*clapper* bridges.. exist on the Moor. 1908 W. Johnson
Folk Memory 67 Certain * clapper ' bridges, crossing the
streams of Exmoor and Dartmoor, are often assigned to the
Bronze Age, but they are more probably relics ofpack-horse
days.

Clapper, v. Add : 2. (^Earlier example.)
1845 S. JUDD Margaret I. xvii. 163 The house jarred and

creaked, ,. loose boards on the roof clappered and rattled.

Hence Cla'ppering vbl. sb.j the action of the

verb, a noise like that made by the clapper of a bell.

1874 Sir E. Beckett Clocks ^ Watches (ed. 6) 365 The lazy

and pernicious practice of ' clappering ', i. e, tying the bell-rope

to the clapper, and pulling it instead of ilie bell. 1891 Pall
Mall Gaz. 7 Dec. 6/1 He chatters in imitation of the 'clap-
pering * of a stork. 1904 C. L. Marson Folk Songs Somerset
Introd. p. xi, The clapperiiigs of the steam-binder.

Clare. In dcf. insert * Franciscan * before
* order *, and add quots.

:

1608 in Cath. Rec. Sac, Publ. (1914) XIV. 31 This Convent
of Nazareth of the poor Clares erected m the Town of
Graveling, a 1660 in J. Morris Troubles Cath. Forefathers
(1872) Ser. I. VI. 377 The Rich Clares and Annunciates were
their near neighbours. 1756-9 A, Butler Lives Saints (1779)
III. 108 A new nunnery of Poor Clares being founded at
Bologna. 1894 A. M. Clarke Life St. Francis Borgia viii.

X41 His youngest daughter had become a Poor Clare.

Clarification. Add :

1. b. of ideas, thought, opinion.
a x866Whewell (Webster) The clarification of men's ideas.

1888 Brvce Afuer. Cominw. Ixxxiii. III. 115 The maturing
and clarification of political opinion. 1909 Times ao Jan.
10/4 Clarification of thought within the party on the fecal
question.

Clarion, sb. Add

:

5. c. Comb, in clarion-voiced adj. (parasynthetic

f. clarion voice : see quot, 184. in 5 b).

1907 Daily Chron, 16 Sept. 3/4 Good old clarion-voiced
SirOliver. igio Jbid. 6 Jan. 0/5 His clarion-voiced question.

Clarisse(klarrs). [tr.] a. The French name
for a Poor Clare, b. A nun belonging to that

branch of the order of St. Clare which follows the

original rule, as distinguished from the Urbanists
who follow the mitigated rule approved by Pope
Urban IV in 1264. (Also occas. Ciariat and
Clarissine.)
1693 tr. Einilianne^s Hist. Monast, Orders 253 Clara..

withdrew herself, .to the Church of St. Damian, and there
gave beginning to the poor Maids, called from her name
Clarisses. 1840 K. H, Digbv Rlores Cath, x. xiii. (1847) 11 1.

419/1 His wife desired to enter a convent of Clarists. 1879
Encycl.Brit. IX. 153/1 Oneof the only two nunneries of the
Clarisses in Scotland existed at Aberdour. 1883 /^^^ XVI.
711/1 The Poor Clares..have also divided into Clarissines
and Urbanists. '

Clarkia (klaukia). Bot. \i. the name of Captain
Clark., who accompanied Captain Lewis on the

first U.S. government expedition across the Rocky
Mountains in 1804 : see -lA^.] A plant belonging
to the genus of that name, consisting of annuals
bearing white, rose, lake, and purple ilowers,

natives of North America.
1864GRINDON Brit.ffGard. Boi,i,%\ In many ofthe willow-

herbs, the Clarkias and QDnotheras, they \sc. the stigmas]
are four in number. 1900 Daily News 5 May 4/5 Shirley
poppies, nemophillas, clarkia, and mignonette should begot
in upon the first warm showery day.

Claro (kla*r(j). [Sp., = light, Clear.] The
trade designation of the lightest-colonred cij^ars.

1891 Cigar 4- Tobacco World 12 Nov. 522/3 The lightest

are called ' Claro '
; the next darker * Colorado Claro '.

Clash, V. Add : 4. o. Of colours : To go badly
together, to kill each other.

1894 [see *Ci.KSHmG ppi, a, d].

Clashing, ppl. a. Add : d. Of colours : Dis-
agreeing, going badly together.

1894 Daily News 4 June 9/1 The Royal ladies' dresses
were not of clashing hues.

Clasp, sb. Add

:

L e. A frame for holding the loose ends ofcotton,
flax, etc. together during llie process of spinning.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1318 The carding is conducted

through between these two bars... When this bar is again
let down, it pinches the spongy carding fast ; whence this

mechanbm is called the clasp. 1844 G. iDoDD TextiU

Manuf. V. 160 These clasps are long frames capable of
admitting the handfuls of nax, which they hold tightly at
one end. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech,, Clasp, a device con-
sisting of two horizontal beams, the upper one being pressed
upon the tower one, or lifted, for drawing out the thread of
cotton or wool.

Class, sb. Add

:

3. b. U.S, (Earlier examples.)
1684 Harvard College Rec. (1925) I. 77 Mr. Samuel Mit-

chell was. .desired to undertake ye charge of ye class of
ye Sophimores untill further order, 170a C. Mather
Magnalia 11. (1820) 9 The Fellows resident on the place,
became I'utors, to the several classes. 1766 Clap Ann.
Yale-Coll, 14 'i'he Senior Class were removed to Milford,
, . The rest of the Students were removed to Saybroolc 1778
Stiles Lit. Diary {^^t) II. 278 Admitted Cooke. .into the
Sophiinore Class :—he was of the Senior Class in Providence
College. 1805 D. McClurk Diary (1899) 9 My class recited
to the president.

5. b. Distinction, high quality. No clasSfOino
worth ; of low quality, inferior. Also altrib, slang
or vulgar colloq.

i8j4 Slang Diet., Class, the highest quality or combination
of highest qualities among athletes. ' He*s not class enough *,

i. e.y not good enouf^h. ' There's a deal of class about him ',

i.e.f a deal of quality. 1884 Referee 23 Mar. 1/3 (Farmer)
The elasticity necessary for anything like class at sprinting
departs comparatively early. 1897 Daily Tel. June (Ware)
Soldiers ! Why, soldiers ain't no class. 19x4 Seuncourt
Cricket Match u. ill, (1928) 26 If he'd had coaching, be'd be
a class bowler.

9. class-cojtfiicl, -hairedJ -war', class-conscious
c, conscious of belongingto a particular social class

and of being identitied with its interests, often with
implication of sharp differentiation from or hostility

to other classes ; so class-consciousness ; class-
marriage, marriage within a class.

*9'9J- L- Garvin Econ. Foundations of Peace 106 Our
whole future depends upon securing . . better relations
between Capital and Labour instead of *Class-conflict.

X906 Daily Chron. 18 Apr. 4/5 A 'class-conscious political
party, x^-j Fabian Ne^vs iCV^. 94/1 The middle classes
are more class-conscious than the workers, xgzz Times Lit,
Suppl. 16 Nov., The class-conscious Socialist. 1887 Moore
& AvKLiNG tr. Karl Marx's Capital I. Pref. p. xxiv. The
German proletariat had attained a much more clear *class-
consciousness than the German bourgeoisie. 1922 West/a,
Gaz. 18 Dec, The belief that what was called class con-
sciousness was necessary to social progress. 1908 Daily
Chron. 29 June 4/4 From top to bottom of the social or
economic scale of cbiss^onsciousness or *cta.ss-hatreds. 1928
Britain's ludustr. Future v, xxx, 432 The evil passions and
subversive dangers of class-hatred. 1899 Keanb Mati Past
f( Present 153 Here it is necessary to distinguish carefully
between ^class-marriages and the so-called 'communal' or
* group' marriages; the former having for their sole object,
not, as is commonly supposed, the prevention of close con-
sanguineous unions but the proper disposal of the stock of
available food. 19x0 igth Cent, July 15 Without class-con-
sciousness the iieopb j-te cannot begin to appreciate the glories
of the *class-war.

10. class-atlender, -holder', class-book U,S,
(see quot,); class-mark, class-number, a mark
or number indicating the class or subject of a book
in a library and often its position on the library

shelves, (Also earlier examples of U.S. terms, in

senses 3 b and 7 b.)

1897 B*ham Inst. Mag, Nov. 214 Pity her sadness, ye
happy lecture-goers and *class-attenders. 1851 1 H. H. Hall]
College Words 44 Every graduating class [at Harvard] pro-
cures a . . substantial folio of many hundredpages, called the
*Class Book, and lettered with the year of the graduation
of the class. 1833 F. A. Whitney in Harvard Bk. (1875)
II. 165 Our *Cla.ss E>ay, glorious summer weather. 185X
(B. H. Hall] College Words 47 An account of Class Day,
near the close of the last century, may not be uninteresting.

1887 Harper's Mag, Feb. 395/1 In front of this yellow pine
wall, with its ranks of benches, stood the Class Day Tree.
1893 Eleanor Rows Chip-Carving 54 My experiences as a
^class-holder in one of the evening classes of a London
Board School. 1&94 Daily News 28 June 6/3 Miss Nodel,
the class holder, shows some excellent work in lacquered
leather. 1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil, Southern Matron
269 note. It is the office of a *class-leadcr to assemble those
under bis charge .. and instruct them in their Christian
duties. 1849 F. Douglas Life 54 He was soon made a
class leader and cxhorter. 1871 Eggleston Duffels viii.

(1893) 167 The. .class leader, and the old ladies, were inter,

ceding with the Father of all for him. 1886 Willis & Clakk
Cambridge III. 429 When a book was given to a medieval
library it was necessary, .to write the name and ^classmark
across the fore-edge. 1790 Laws of Harvard College 35
Occasions which render it convenient that there should be
•Class-meetings. 1837 Stat. ^- Laws Harvard Univ. 26
Being present at any class-meeting without special license

from the President. 1&49F. Douglas /.//i- 44 My iniNtrcssused

to go to class meeting at the Wilk St. Meeting house. 1872
Eggleston End of WorLi vii. 79 It was so wicked to enjoy
one's self out of class-meeting ! 1871 — Duffels viii. (1893)
165 The class meeting that followed.. impressed him still

more. 1855 Knickerbocker Mag. XLV\ 194 He sends us an
original ' *ciass-song*,.. written by Oliver Wendell Holmes.
1893 Eleanor Rowe Chip-Carznng 59 The important point
in •class-teaching is to keep your students together.

Classer ^ (kla-ssj). [f. Cl.\.8S sb, +-er 1.] In

compounds, a member of a (specified) class, as

big-classer, double-classer,

1897 P. Warunc Tales Old R/gime 146 Double-classer :

A ship conveying both male and female transports. 1909
Public Ledger (Philad.) 24 June 12/6 Shamrock and White
Heather, the only two big classcrs sailing in this year's

regattas.

Classhood (Icla-shud). [f. Class ^^. 2.] Dfe-

tinction of class.
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iSyt Congress. Rtc. 7 Mar. 1551/2 (Free labor tn America]
eliminated classhood in society, and made opportunities

for advancement socially, politically, and financially equal
among men.

ClaSSiCy ci. and sb. Add :

A. 5. Tfu Classic City, Boston. U.S.
1871 ScHELE DE Veke Amertconisms (1872) 662 Boston..

is called the Classic City, in appreciation of the high culture

of her inhabitants.

B. 5. Short for classi£ race (sec A. 6 b).

1905 Daily Chron, 3 May 7/4 To witness the race for the
first ' cla^isic ' of the season.

Classified (kla-sifaid), ///. a. [f. Classify v.]

Arranged in classes.

1903 A. B. Hart Actual Govt. 290 The act provides for

the ctassificalion of clerks and other officers into four groups,

according to their compensation : and hence the persons
subject to competitive examination arc said to be in the
* classified service '.

b. With reference to a social class system.
1901 l^aiion (N.Y.) 19 Sept. 230The natural ease ofmanner

among all degrees [in China] is something which the * classi-

ficd * British mind cannot even conceive.

Classify, v. Add to def. : Also, to assign to

a class already existing.

1854 Bayle St. John Purple Tints 0/ Paris II. vii. 153
When your husband . . buys books, or classifies shells. 1929
Times 31 Oct. 16/1 Finland may minimize her own risks

to avoid being classified as * East European '.

Classis. 2. b. U,S. (Examples.)
1643 AVry Eng. First Fruits 14 That they studiously..

observe.. the speciall houres for their owne Classis. Ibid,

16 The Students of the first Classis. X673 Harvard College
^tf. (1935) I. 56 Mr. Daniell Gookin..ts forthwith to take
upon him the charge of a classis. 1713 Ibiti. 483 After his
taking the Care of the Classis to the £ad of this year.

3. (Later U.S. example.)
183a R. C. Sands Writings IL 316 Last year the classis

met, and recommended to the congregation to build a new
church.

Classism (klQ*siz'm). [f. Class sb. 2.] Dis-

tinction of class,

1911 H. S. Harrison ^tt^^ XX, 'The Chromcle\A% won
its great fight ', so it ncrvily said, ' against classism in
Blaines College*.

Classmate. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
All the earliest instances so far noted refer to Harrard

College.

17x3 S. Skwaiu. Diary 5 June, He has spoken for my
Classmate Capt. SamL Phipps to the Govlcmolr. I7a7
Ibid. 22 Dec., I have now been at the Interment of 4 en

nyclasvmales. 175a J. ^\KC&tKK9.KH Anier. Dissected{1^$^)
13 Mr. Dinwoody, my Class-Mate at the College ofGla^ow.
1776 A. R. RoBBiNS ^'^^ (1850)27 Came. .to Laneftboroogh
at night, cordially received by my dear classmate [at Yale],
Mr. Collins. 1805 D. McCluhk Diary (1809) 18 Returned to
Yale College with classmate D. Avery. s8o6 in Proc, Mass,
Hist. St>c. (1B90) Ser. 11. V. 171 Saw only two of my class-

mates... Seven of the class have departed to the world of
spiritj^ 1833 H. Habnako in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIIl.
271, I found myself very pleasantly situated among some
class mates there, i^s O. W. Holm as Song <^f^ T-wen/y^
nine ' 68 Wei! say, before he's spoken— ' Old Clas:>mate,
don't you cry !

'

Cla'SSmating, sb, [f. Cla^jsmate.] The prac-
tice of cultivating the acquaintance of classmates.

1774 J. AOAMS in Familiar Lett. (1876) 10 You know I

never get or save anything by cozening or classmating.

Classy (kla'si), a. slang ot c^loq, [f. Class j^.

+ -Y 1.] Of high or superior class, stylish, smart.
1891 Duncan Amer. Girl in London 228 Why didn't one

ofyougoT Notclassyefxxigh, eh? x9qi»Tem}*le BarHov,
393 Her successor is the * smart * young married woman..

.

who is chit and ' classy ', 1899 E. Phiixpotts Human Boy
174 He said a man who sold pills and toothbrushes.. could
not be considered a ctassy chemist. 1903 ' Makjoiibanks '

Flvff'huntersf^^ Was she clas-»y, well turned out, and all

tliat sort of tiling? 19*0 C. Sanobuhg Smoked Steel 235
It's a knockout, a classy kuockout. 1999 Daily Express 2
Jan. 4/2 An assemblage as sophisticated and classy as ever
gathered under one rooC

Clatter, v. Add : 2. Also with off.

1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 187 The maxim clattered
off belt after belt of cartridges.

2. c. trans. To make up hurriedly and noisily.

1907 M. C. Harris Tents 0/ Wickedness iL i. \\\ They'll
clatter their clothes up in a sewing machine when their
mothers won't do it for them any longer.

Clatting, «^/. J^. [f. Clatj/5.1 I.] (Seeqnots.)
1844 1^- -SiEPHENS Bk. hartn II. 600 In preparing ewes

for lambing, .the looker.. removes with the shears the wool
on their (ail, udders, and in«;ide of thetr thijihs.. .This treat-
ment (is] called cUitting, 1884 Kixx-ts Sew Amer. Farm Bk.
436 Tagging or clotting is the removal of such wool as is

liable to get fouled when the sheep arc turned oa to the fresh
p.i*.tures.

Glauber, variant of Clabbxr.
1890 SfcRvicx Nptandums X14 Whaur it was a' clauber

yesterday, it's as hard as a horn the day. 189s Yeats
C'tess Kathleen i. 16 The dead leaves and clauber of four
forests Cling to my foot'sole. sosi G. O'Donovan t^ocations
V. 83 Good people. .that wouldn't throw a lump of soft
clauber at a cat.

Clandian (kl^-dian), a. [ad. L. C/aiidianus.]
Of or i>crtaiDing to any of several distinguished
Romans of the name of Claudius or the gens to
which they belonged, esp. pertaining to or con-
nected with the emperors Tiberius, Caligula, Clau-
dius, and Nero (a.d. 14-68), or their epoch.
i8»6 K. H. DiCBv Broad S/one o/Hon., Chde/ridus (1829)

«36Tbc Claudian family, .produced the sad 1 iberius, then
the monsirous Caligula. 1841 Macaulav Lay of Virginia
SIS The face of Ap^ius Claudius wore the Claudian scowl
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and sneer. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 817/1 The Claudian aque-
duct and the harbour of Ostia. xZ&mlbid. XIV, 337/2 The
epic poets of the Flavian age present a striking contrast to
the writers of the Claudian period.

Claudication (klodik^T^n). Delete iObs, and
add : b. Path.
1909 Practitioner Nov. 666 Angina pectoris, which is

nothing else than intermittent claudication of the heart.

Clausal (klg-zal), a. [f. Clause: see-Ai..] Of
or pertaining to a clause or clauses.

".90^ C. T. Onions Engl. Syntax § 300 A few broad
principles have been enunciated, which, although they
cover considerable ground, will not explain every kind of
clausal combination which can be met with. 1905 Wesiin.
Gaz. 25 Mar. 2/2 Would they have gagged and bound their
country's hands In Saccharine Convention's clausal bonds?

Clause* z'. [t Clause sb. i.] intr. To construct
clauses.

1895 Proc. 14th Conv. Am. Instruct. Deaf 124,, I have en-
deavored to make my pupils read and speak Uke hearing
people, teaching them to phrase and clause.

So Clau'sing vbl. so.

1908 Daily Ckron. ^ Feb- 3/5 The clausing of the BIU..is
not. .as effectual as it might be.

Claustrophobia (kl9strJl^u-bia). PcUh, [mod.
L., f. L. claustrum confined space, Cloister +
•PHOBIA.] A morbid dread of confined places.
i97Q Brit. Med. JmL 6 Sept. 371/1 On Claustrophobia.

By a BaU, M.D. (Paris). 18B6 Buck's Handbk. Med.
Set. III. 5iy'i WelUmarlced cases of anthropophobia, ..

claustrophobia, and what might be called pyropFiobia. 1906
Westm. Gaz. j8 Apr. 2/1 Others of us who nave felt. .an
inexplicable horror of remaining within four walls .. now
know that we are sufferers from Claustrophobia. 1934
Galswoktht White Monkey i. v, Having a sort of menul
claustrophobia, a dread of being hemmed-in by people.

Claustrum (kl^-str^m). Anai. PI. olaustra.
[L.] A thiu layer of grey matter in each cerebral

hembphere between the external capsule and the
island of Reil.

1848 Quain's Elem. Anat. (ed. 5) 739 Beneath the white
matter of those gyii, a thin layer of grey substance is met
with, which hasb«en named the fiasM/rM/* (Burdach). 1889
Buck's Handhk. Med. Sci. VIII. 135 The lenticu/a.-hc'
tween the caudatum and the cortex the greatly thickened
faemicerebral wall presents . . ib) next the cortex, a sub-circular
disk of cinerea, the claustrum.

Clavately (kl/i-vAli), adv. [f. Clavate +
-LV-.] In club-shaped form.
187a H. C. Wood Fresh<u. Algx 176 Clavately swollen.

Clavel. Add : 2. olavel piece. (Earlier

American example.)
1634 Trelaivny Papers (1884) 31 The Chimnay..isso large

that we Can place our Cbittle \sc. ketUc] within the Claveil
pece.

Clavicembalo (kl3evi,t/e-mb&W). Mus, [It.]

The hari^sichord.

1858 SiHMONi^ Diet. Trade. t88o Grove Did. Mus. I.

330/1 The dulcimer, or cembalo, with keys added, became
the clavicembalo.

Clavula (klaevittli). PI. -». [mod.L. Cf.
Clavcle.]
1. One of the knobbed ciliated setse or bristles

found on the exterior of spatangoid sea-urchins.
1884 tr. Clau^ Zool.y Protozoa to Insecta 296 T^st/ascioles

or jfw/Var. .upon which.. knobbed bristles with active cilia

isUftmim) are distributed. z888 Koluestom & Jackson
Animu Life 558 ClavuUe, found only in Spatangidex.
2. A spicule occurring in certain hexactinellid

sponges in the shape of a toothed rod pointed at

one end and thickened or knobbed at the other.
1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/2 The clavHla^ a tylotate

form with a toothed margin to the head.

Claw, sb. Add :

5. Part of the mechanism of a lock.
1874 Knight Diet. MecA., Claw^ a spur or talon projecting

from a bolt or tumbler.

8. claw-markj -scratcht -tvound^ claw-tipped;

olaw-and-ball, applied to furniture characterized

by tlie representation of a claw clasping a ball

;

claw-balk U,S.j a beam fitted with a claw, used
in bridge-building ; claw-foot, a disease causing
distortion of the foot ; afoot thus affected; claw-
hammer (later example) ; also ellipt, for claw-
hammer coat ; claw-lever, a lever which divides

into two claws in such a way that it can grip both
sides of an article ; claw-wrench, a wrench with a
loose jaw which bites against a relatively fixed one.
190a Connoisseur Jan. 55/1 It [se. a wine cistern] it sup-

ported by four 'claw-and-ball feet. 1906 Westm. Gaz. aj Jan.
a/r Perfect specimens ofclaw.and-ball furniture. 1684 Cen-
tury Mag. XXIX. 280 Each two men carrying a *claw-balk,
or timbers fitted with a claw, one of which held the gunwhale
of the boat, the other the shore abutment. 1901 Dorlanu
Med. Diet. (ed. 2), *Clmvfoot, atrophy and distortion of the
foot. 1990 Glasgow Herald Z July 4 Foot-drop, corns and
contracted toes, claw.foot. 1878 H. F. Taylok Bettveen
Gates 37 A youthful descendant of Ham, with a heel like a
''claw-hammer. 1888 Ti. K. Swt ag Sept. ( Farmer) Don't . . call

adress-coat a swallow>tail, or a claw-hammer. 1895 Outing
(U.S.) XXVI. 434/3 I'd.. sow the dark woods with frag-
ments of claw-hammer and patent leathers. 1892 Nasmitii
Students' Cotton Spinning a66 On the same arbor., is a
*claw lever engaging with the ring groove. x8s8 P.Cunning-
ham A^..S'. Ji^<i/r<(ed. 3) II. 360n the "claw-marks being dis-

cerned, they climb up by successive notches in the bank.
19S0 Chambers's Jmi. 89''a Two parallel lines of claw-
inark^ X897 1*. Warunc Tales Old Rfgimc 190 A feline
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*claw.scratch. X894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 417/1 His..
*claw-tipped fore-paws. 1891 Pall Mall Gaz. ^^ ^uncn/'i
Two *claw wounds on her chest. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.^
*Cla-wnurench, a wrench having a loose, pivoted jaw which
bind.s of itself.

ClaWy z'. 7. Naul. (Later examples.)
1883 ' Mark Twain * Life Mississippi vi. 81, 1 . . began to

cjaw the boat away from the danger. 1921 R. D. Paine
Comr. Rolling Ocean x\\. 202 An inch at a time, as you
might say, she [jc. the ship] was clawing off a lee sliore.

Clay, sb. 9. Add :

clay-bird, a piece of baked clay or other mate-
rial, representing a bird, which serves as a target in
trap-shooting ; clay-eater U^S, (earlier example)

;

clay-field, a tract of country where clay is found
and worked ; clay hole, a water-hole in a clay-
bed ; clay-miner, a workman whose occupation
is the digging of clay ; clay-modeller, one who
makes models of clay ; clay-modelling, the art
or practice of modelling ia clay ; clay-pan, (a) a
layer of clay in the soil U.S. ; {b) a slight depression
or shallow hole in the surface of the ground, having
a bottom of clay or silt Atistral. ; clay-pigeon —
"^clay-bird \ clay-shale, -slip (see quots.) ; day-
works, works in which clay is prepared for use

;

so clay-worker^ clay-working.
1909 Westm. Gaz. -zi Mar. lo/i The Stock Exchange

•clay-bird shooting competition. 1841 W. G. Simms Scmtt
(1882) 153 He was .. a jaundiced .. '*clay-eater* from
the Wassamasaw country. X909 Daily Ckron. ti June 5/5
The working of the extensive *clayffeld. 1843 S. Marg.
Fuller Suiumer on Lakes 215 He drowned himself.,
in a broad and shallow *clay hole. x88x lustr. Census
Clerks (1885I 81 *Clay Miner. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 10 Feb. 7/2
The clay-miners entombed by a fall of silver-sand at Morden
clay.pits, near Corfe Castle. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks
(1885) 55 *Clay, Ornamental Modeller, 1898 Westm. Gaz.
5 Jan. 2/3 *Clay-modclUng talent. 1837 Colman Rep.
Agric. Mass. (1838) 78 This drain is four feet wide at the
top, and goes down some small depth into the *clay pan.
1890 Melbourne Argus 2 Aug. 13/3 The baked surface of
the claypan. 1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 4 Dec, One of
the 6ncst *clay pigeon or trapshooters hereabouts. 1893
W. K. Post Harrard Stories 16 He was to shoot a clay-
pigeon niatch, 1895 Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List
15 Sept. 958 The Anglo-.^merican Ligowsky Clay Pigeon
Traps, iflCts Econ. Ceol. Illinois II. 10 It is underlaid by
fire-clay, or *clay shale, twenty inches thick. Ibid. 18 This
coal-seam is subject to some irregularities, such as ' *clay
slips' or 'horse-hacks* sometimes called 'faults* by the
miners. 1909 Daily Ckron. 11 June 5/5 Showing them
over the *c!ayworks, 190M Ibid. 31 May 6/3 The British
Institute of •Clayworkers. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX.
793/1 The "Clay-Working Industry of the Pacific Coast.

Clay-banJc. ^.-S". [Clay j*. 9.] a. altrib. a.nd

Comb, in the sense of * having the colour of a bank
of yellowish clay ', esp. clay-bank horse*
1851 [sec Clay sb. 9]. 1855 Putnam's Mag. Feb, 188,

I mounted a claybank colored nag and rode to the hunt. 1869
Overland Monthly ill, 126, 1 met a man. .who was mounted
on a clay-bank horse. Ibid.^ ' Clay-bank * is a yellowish dun.
1874 Ecci-KSTON Circuit Rider \ui. 79 Captain Lumsden
himself galloping after them on his sleek, 'clay>bank'
saddle horse. 1884 'C E. Ceaddock* /« Tenn. Mts.
101 A yoke of oxen, a clay-bank filly, ten hogs. 1887 F.
Fkancis Jr. Saddle 4- Alocassin ix.. 158 She., dropped
it [sc. the noose] over the bead of the * clay-bank ' nag that
1 was endeavouring to catch. 1906 *0. Hkur\* Rollifig
Stones (1915) 30 An elegant gentleman ofaslightlyclaybank
complexion, a X909 — Roa^is ofDestiny v. 81 Fergus was
at the other end of the room trying to break away from two
maroons and a claybank girl.

b. A horse of this colour.
1858 Kansas Hist. Colls. (iZg6) V. 540 Stolen. .one

yearling, a claybank with white and flaxen mane and tail.

X885 ' C. E, Craodock • Prophet Gt. Smoky Mts. v, 108 The
mountain colt, a clay-hank, .reared violently under the sur-

Erise of the lash. x886 Outing (U.S.J IX. 104/2 The 'clay-
anks * were put to their speed.

Clayeyness (kl^-ines;. [f. Clayby + -ness.]

Clayey nature or quality.
188B Lowsu. Lett. (1899} II. 400 Slippery from cUyeyness

of soil.

Clajrness (kl/i-nes). [f. Clay sb. -j- -kess.] =-

prec.

1849 Rep. US. Comm. Patents Agric. (1850) 115 The soil

. . is one of medium clayncss.

Clay-slate. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
18x5 D. Drake Cincinnati ii. 65 Strata (of limestone]

which alternate with layers of clay-slate, i8u J. Woods
TtuoYrs.' Resid. Eng. Prairie 273 First, a vegetable mould,
next loamy clay, then sand-stone, and lastly clay<slate.

Clean, a. Add :

1. e. Of a vessel : Clear of advance commission,
dispatch money, and other charges, which may
constitute deductions from the freight.

1890 Whitby Gaz. 17 Jan. a/7 Thomas Tumhull^ Cardiff
to C^pe Verde, 9s. 6d., clean. 1891 Ibid. 18 Sept. 3/2
Stakesby^ Cardiff to Gibraltar, 6s. 6d., clean and neit.

3, o. spec in cleanproofs clean sheet, one in which
the printer's final corrections have been made.
1858 SiMMONDs Diet. Trade^ Clean Proof a slip or sheet

of printed matter sent to an author from a printer.

e. Of deer or their horns : That iiave shed their

velvet,

1838 W. ScKors Art DeerStalking u 6 When they have
shaken off this skin, which is called the velvet, and which
disappears to the months of August and September, they are

said to have clean horns. 1897 J. G. M1U.AIS British Deer

95 Park stags are clean sometimes as early as aoth July.
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19x6 Hannah UU of Mull\Ti'^\i^ stags were not 'clean*
any earlier than usual.

4. C. In phr, the clean thing : Honest, straight-

forward. U,S,
183s D. Crockett Tour 193 (Bartlett), I don't like it. It

isn't the clean thing. 1855 Haliburton Nat. <$ Hum.
Nat. I. 100 Hang me if he can be the clean thing anyhow
he can fix it. 1871 Washington Patriot 3 Apr. (De Verri)

It would have been the clean thing to say at once that no
debate would be allowed.

d. Ctean ticket (see quots.). US,
1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer, (ed. 2), Clean Ticket^ the

entire regularly nominated ticket at an election ; a ticket

without any erasures. 'He went the clean ticket on the
Whig Nommations.' 1871 Schele de Verb Amertcanisius
{1873) 269 Only when a man adopts the whole list as made
up by his party, is it called a tlean or straight ticket.

G. Of an author, his writings, etc.: Free from
indelicate treatment of sexual matters.
1908 IVestm. Gaz. 26 Oct. 1/2 M, Rene Bazin . . has .

.

become known on this side of the Channel as the 'cleanest *

of contemporary French novelists. 1911 E. y. Mtiddie's
Picture Plays 10 The public, .demands good, clean, whole,
some pictures, to which it can take every member of its

household, from the youngest upwards. 1929 Priestley
Good Comp. \\. L 249 He's one of the best comedians going
in Concert Party work—clever, and keeps it clean.

Clean, v. Add

:

1. e. slang, = 4 b.

i9»6 J. Black You Can't Win iv. 27, I soon came to
know the poker players, .and dice sharks who brought their
victims into the back room to 'clean' them.

3. To dean up : also, To obtain by cleaning,

to acquire as gain or profit ; also, to deal with
effectively, to get the better of, (Cf. *Clean-up.)
1905 Rex Beach Pardners i. (1912) 25 When the river

broke we cleaned up one hundred and eighty-seven dollars'
worth of lovely, yellow dust. 1908 S. E. White Riverman
xxxi. 254 We ought to clean up five dollars a thousand on
our mill. X9aa H, L. Foster Adv. Trop. Tramp xii. 184,
I haven't seen Red since . . that night we cleaned up the
police force.

b. To make a clean sweep of.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 31 Jan. 8/i The seals clean up the seas
much as the rabbits clean up the grass in Australia and the
locusts clean up the crops in Africa.

C. To clear (a place) of undesirable people.

U.S, Cf. *4 d.

1929 Times 1^ Feb., More than 3,000 persons were arrested
, . by the Chicago police in a new effort to * clean up ' the city.

4. To clean oat. b, (Later U.S. examples.)
a x86x T. Winthrop John Brent i. 7 They had been burnt

out, they had been cleaned out, they had been drowned
out. x^i S. E. White Westerners xiii. 94 Bunco men can
clean him out in a gambling joint.

C. To deal effectively with (a person) ; to eject

from a place. U.S,
1866 Congress. Globe 19 Dec. 205/2, I hope my colleague

will be allowed to proceed, and that I may be allowed
to clean him out. 1867 J. M. Crawford Mosby fy his
Men xiv. 144 Our style of fighting being to pitch in, and
• clean ' the enemy out, or be * cleaned out '. X871 Congress.
Globe 5 Jan. 316/1 The enemy did take possession of the
house one day. They were 'cleaned out as we say; they
were compelled to leave the house. 189a J. L. Ford Dr.
Dodefs School i. 10 He could Uck the whole crowd of them
with one hand tied behind his back. Do you remember
how he cleaned out the townies that Saturday afternoon?
1908 S. E. White Kivertnan xxii. 197, I don't bet those
Saginaw_ river-pigs are any more two-fisted than the boys
on this river. I'd go up and clean 'em out,

d. To clear (a place) of the persons occupying
it. U.S.
1858 Kansas Hist. Colls. (i8g6) V. 567 These same men

attacked Bamesville..and literally cleaned it out, both of
inhabitants and property. 187. B. 'Hkrtz Society Sttuiis-
iaus 20 On several occasions he had cleaned out the town.
Z90X Marah E. Ryan Montana vii. 97 They. .would pro-
ceed to 'clean out* any establishment where their own
peculiar set was ignored. X9oa S. E. White Blazed Trail
vi. 48 Nothing pleases him better than.. to embark on an
earnest effort to 'clean out' a rival town.

5. To clean off, (Later U.S. example.)
19x0 O. Johnson Varmint iv. 58 You know you said you

were going to clean off the whole slate with Al.

Clean-. Add : 2. clean-run, defining a well-
fed, bright-looking salmon newly returned to fresh
water from the sea ; also^^. of a young person.
z88x [see Run >//. a. 4). 1926 W. J. Locke Old Bridge

I. I. 13 He was a clean-run, brown-haired, blue-eyed youth.
19S9 — yorico 64 They're very clean-run young women.
Cleaner, a. Add : Also cleatur up.
1908 Daily Chron. 24 Aug. 9/6 Pianos Filters up; also

a cleaner up. 1921 Diet. Occup, Terms (1927) § 499 Cleaner^
cleaner'up (pianos) ; scrapes (mucks off) and rubs veneered
parts of piano with sandpaper or glasspaper, preparatory to
polishing. Jbid. (passim).

Cleaning, ///. a. Cleaning crop, a crop
serving to clear land in cultivation from weeds.
a 1909 T. Shaw Forage Crops 173 (Cent. Diet. Suppl. s.v.

Crop) [Rye] becomes in a sense a * cleaning' crop when
another crop immediately follows the depasturing. X93X
Discover;/ teb. 48/2 The farmer .. tries periodically and
systematically to rid his fields of [weeds], and takes what he
calls a cleaning crop.

Clean-np. (See Clean sb. ; additional U.S.
examples.)
1866 Congress. Globe 18 June 3231/1 When what they

technically call in mining the clean up comes, very often the
clean-up exhibits the lofty sum of nothing, while thousands
have been expended in the effort. 1876 ' Joaquin ' Miller
Unwritten Hist. vi. gi We wilt be ready for a big clean
up by the time the snow flies. X904 Topeka Daily

Capital 8 June 4 The authentic story comes along of a
clean-up somewhere along the line by the Japanese army
or navy. 1908 G. H. Lorimeb y.Spurlock i. 6 His clean-up
in Consolidated Groceries was so big that Jetc.]. 19x0 Jkr.
Hart Vigilante Gtrlii. 28 Where he made his biggest clean-
up was in buying some mud-flats.

Clear, a. Add :

25. U.S, (KaiU^r example of clear grit
.)

1825 J. Neal Bro. yonathan xiv. II. 14 A chap, who was
clear grit for a tussle, any time—any where.

b. In technical or trade use,
1822

J.
Woods Tivo Yrs.' Resid. Eng. Prairie 211 A hun-

dred middling ears of corn will yield a bushel of clear corn.
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 214 Pig-iron, and one thousand
tons Tennessee clear blooms. Ibid. 281 The inspection
laws require that clear pork shall be put up of the sides,
with the ribs out. 1865-6 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VI. 645
Clear flooring, rejected on account of thickness, shall be
classed with common flooring. X874 Knight Diet. Mech.
564/1 Clear-stuffy boards free from knots, wane, wind-shakes,
ring-hearts, dote, sap. 1889 Century Dict.^ Clear^ without ad-
mixture, adulteration, or dilution ; as, a fabric of clear silk

;

clear brandy ; clear tea. x^oA Practitioner Dec. 841 To
carbon-monoxide poisoning are exposed blast-furnace men,
coal miners, and mechanics, when engaged in repairing ex.
hausters or examining disused cylinders. The furnace men
may be affected.. by an escape of gas at some defective
joint. It is known as ' clear gas '. 19x7 F. S. Henry Printing
/or School i<f Shop VI. 80 Such an attempt [sc. to produce a
letter of maximum legibility] on the part of L. B. Benton
and his son Morris has resulted in the production of the type
face known as Clearface...The general effect of Clearface is

that it presents a uniform amount of white throughout the
line. X930 San Antonio (Texas) Light 31 Jan., Clear Sides
Salt Bacon.

B. adv. 4. b. clear-away : entirely, completely.
1883 Stevenson Treasure Isl. xxxii, And come to think

on it, it was like Flint's voice, I grant you, but not just so
clear-away like it, after all,

5. (Later U.S. examples.)
1835 Longstbeet Georgia Scenes 270 Well Tin clear put

out. 184s Mrs. Kirkland Western Clearings 78 I'm clear
tuckered out with these young 'uns.

C. sb, 5. (Earlier American example.)
1674 Maryland Archives (1884) 405 The State bouse to be

..with a porch in front sixteene foote long and twelve foote
broad in the Clear on the Inside.

6. b. With w^, the action of clearing up, ^/£^. the
settlement of accounts (see Cleab v. 27 g). Also
attrib.

190 X Westm. Gaz. 24 May 7/1 The clear-up will have to
come sooner or later. Z92S {From a Stockbroker's form)
29 May, Paid, .in respect of the clear-up Dividend.

D. 3. clear-skin Austral. ^ an unbranded beast
(cf. clean-skin) ; clear-way, {a) a path or passage-
way; (J}) see quot. 1884.
i^ ' R. Boldrewood' Melb. Mem. xv. log Calves and

*clear-skins. z888 — Robbery ntider Arms ii, I hadn't
lived ail my life on Rocky Creek . . without knowing what
'clearskins and 'cross' beasts meant. 1900 H. Lawson
Over SliPrails 135 'Carn't you see it's a clear skin?'
..The idea of a '"clear skin * steer' would have amused
her at any other time. X884 Knight Diet, Mech. Suppl.,
*Clear Way. Said of a valve, hydrant, etc. One which
lifts its valve entirely out of the way of obstructing the
flow; not compelling the water to flow around it. Also
called yw/Z-a/rt^.

^ 1927 Obsemer 14 Aug. 18/1 All this clear-
way in the grass is treated with cement or weed-killer.

Clear, v. Add : 10. b. {b) (Earlier American
examples.)
1634 W. Wood Nem Eng. Prospect (1865) 40 This place is

called Massachusetts fields where the greatest Sagamore in
the countrey lived, before the Plague, who caused it to be
cleared for himsclfe. 1640 Boston Rec. (1877) II. 53 Natha:
Willis is spared from Cleareing half an acre of his ground..
in regard his servant did scald his legg.

13, (Early U.S. example.)
X830 Mrs. Kirkland Ne^o) Home xv. 92 [He] stated boldly

that Mr. Mazard bad absconded ; or in Western language
* cleared '.

25. Clear off. b. Also in wider sense ( «= 26 d),

to take oneself off. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8x6 U. Brown yml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 365

[I] called to her [sc. a marej and flattered her to come back

;

she would not; clear'd off and left me.
26. Clear out. d. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8i6 U. Brown yml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 231.

I had got my horse ready to mount and clear out for
Baltimore.

Cleaxable (kll^Tab^l), a. [f. Clear v. + -able.]
Capable of being cleared, able to be put in order.
x88q Westgarth Austral. Progr. 90 Stacking up for fire-

wood all the clearable refuse.

Clearance. Add : 3. Also attrib. clearance
sale, a sale of goods at reduced prices to effect a
clearance of superfluous stock.
X890 yackson's Oxford yrnl. 12 July i/i Harry Neville

Prior's Great Clearance Sale. 1925 B. Beetham in E. F.
Norton Eightfor Everest^ 1^24 184 We decided to hold an
autumn clearance sale of., general equipment.
6. Also attrib.

xjjoa P. Marshall Metal Tools 36 The widest part of a
chisel should be at its cutting edge, behind which point
a clearance taper . . should be given. 1906 Westm. Gaz.
10 Aug. 4/1 As for building our 'buses lower down, we will
do that as soon as the Commissioner of Police reduces the
lo-in. clearance regulation.

Cleared, ppl. a. (American examples.)
'64a Virginia Stat. (1823) I. 244 Be it also enacted . .That

evVie planter shall make a sufficient fence about his cleared
ground. X838 Caroline Oilman Recoil. Southern Matron
I. 10 The moon rises over the cleared fields, showing an
amphitheatre of distant woods. 1843 Yale Lit. Mag. IX.

15 The new comers had purchased a piect of cleared land
somewhere off among the mountains.

Clearer. Add :

1. b. One who transacts the business of passing
cheques and bills, etc., through a clearing-house;
a clearing-banker. Cf. In-clearer.
X884 HowABTH Clearing System iv. 51 The men who

transact the clearing business for the various banks are
called 'the clearers'. 1892 Chambers's yml. 613/2 The
clearer we will say represents the London and Couoty Bank-
ing Company.
2. d. //. Spectacles that clear the vision.
igax Public Opinion 23 Dec. 627/3 When their time comes

to wear * clearers '.

Clearing, vbl. sb. Add :

1. o. The clearance between the working parts of
a macinne.
X874 Knight Diet. Mech.^ Clearings the amount of play

between the meshing-teeth of cog-wheels, to avoid jam,
3. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
_x82x M. BiRKBEcK Letter 150 The enormous expence of
time and labour in clearing, which has been bestowed on
every acre between this and the Atlantic. 1845 W. G. Simms
Wigtvam ^ Cabin loi As free-spoken, .as if they had been
intimate from the first day of clearing in that country.

lo. The removing of imperfections from silk fibre

or yarn.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech.^ Clearing^ the process of re-
moving irregularities from silk filaments before spinning, by
passing them beneath a scraper, or between steel rollers.

c. The washing of calico to remove excess dye.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts I. 164 Bran. .is advantageously cm-

ployed by the calico printers, in the clearing process,
x874_Knight Diet. Mech.^ Clearing..^ washing the ^y^
solution from the unmordanted portion of the cloth, in the
'madder style* of printing, 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 688/1
The operations of clearing are necessary to remove all the
dye-stuff which is loosely attached to the whites, and to
develop and brighten the tints of dyed pattern.

4. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
18x7 M. BiRKBECK youm. Amer. 140, I could judge of

the extent of the clearing, if I saw the people, x8ao J.
Hall Lett./r. West (1828) 191 Immediately below us is a
clearing which seems to have been made some years ago,

8. clearing framet knifcy machine^ room (sense
*3 b) ; clearing-hospital, a hospital for the tem-
porary reception and treatment ofsick and wounded

;

clearing-screw (see quot.) ; clearing-stonej a fine

stone used for sharpening curriers' knives.
19x6 BovD Cable Action Front 4 In *clearing-hospitaIs,

ammunition parks, and Army Service Corps supply points.
Z9SX Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) §371 Cleaner^ clearer.. %

winds raw silk from bobbins, through cleaning or *clearing
knives, on to fresh bobbins, to remove dirt, lumps, etc. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech. s.v. Silk-mami/.^ The *clearing-ma-
chine, where it is wound upon other bobbins. x88x Instr.
Census Clerks (1885) 68 Cotton and Flax. . . •Clearing Room

:

Clearer. 1874 Knight Diet, Mech.^ *Clearing-scrriv^ in
some fire-arms, a screw at right angles to the nipple, afford-
ing a communication with the chamber. z86o Uke Diet.
Arts (ed. 5) II. 687 [The currier's knife] is. .rubbed on a
fine Scotch or Welsh stone called a *clearing-stone,

Cleaxing, ppl. a. Add : Also clearing-up.
a i86a Thoreau Maine Woods (1912) 229 It had rained a

little in the forenoon, and we trusted that this would be the
clearing-up shower, which it proved.

Clearuu^-house. Add : Msojig.
X903 Daily fhron. 10 Dec. 6/7 What is wanted is first a

human clearing bouse^ or, in other words, compulsory
examination of all immigrants. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 17 Dec.
2/1 Washington is in one sense the clearing-bouse for the
humanity of the entire continent.

Clear-starclly v. (Mod. U.S. example.)
1898 A. Nicholas Idyl 0/ Wabash 6 I'd like to clear

starch 'em all once.

Clear-up: see *Cleab C. 6 b.

Clearweed. U.S. [Clear a. 3.] A North
American plant {Adicea pttmila) of the nettle

family.
i86a A. Gray Man. Bot. (1866) 399 Pilea pumila. Rich-

weed. Clearweed. . . Stems smooth and shining, pellucid.
1871 ScHELK DK Vere Americanisms (1872) 406 A nettle
with succulent, semi-transparent stems is called Clearweed
{Pileapumila). X90X C, Mohr Fleutt Life Alahatna 478.

Cleavage. Add :

1. e. Biol. Cell-division, segmentation.
1879 tr. HaeckePs Evol. Man I. 185 The parent-cell,

which arose from the fertilized egg-cell, separates, by re-

rted cleavage, into a large number of simple cells. 1896
B. Wilson Cell 143 During the early anaphase of the

first cleavage each centrosome divides into two, x9oa
Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 140/1 Segmentation or cleavage of
the ovum.
3. cleavage-cavity = Blastocelk ; cleavage-

cell, -globule = Blastohere ; cleavage-mass,
((?) a mass of rock formed by cleavage; {b) =
Blastomere ; cleavage-nucleus, the nucleus of

the fertilized egg resulting from the union of

male and female pronuclei; cleavage-spindle,
the karyokinetic spindle of the dividing blastomere.
1879 tr. HaeckeCs Evol. Man I. 189 The inner cavity of

the ball, which is filled with clear liquid or jelly, is called
the *cleavage-cavity {cavunt segmentarium)^ or the germ-
cavity {.blasioceeloma). 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 425/2 In
this stage thin sections show that the cleavage cavity is

obliterated. 1879 tr. HaeckeVs Evol. Man 1. 186 •Cleavage-
cells or 'Cleavage-globules isegmentella). 1871 Huxlev
Anat. Vert. 10 The *cleavage-masses eventually become
very small, and arc called embryo-cells. 191* Brit. Museum
Return 196 Enargite, large cleavage masses from Red Mtn.,
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Colorado. 1896 E. B. Wilson Cell 156 The first cleavage-

nucleus. Ibid, 157 The centrosomcs of the *clcavage-spindle.

Cleeky J^- Add : 1. b. Golf. An iron-headed

club with a straight, narrow face and a long

shaft
1899 T. S. Blackib Let. 11 Dec. in Lett, to Wife (1909) 4a

As if toe golfers at St. Andrews shouHgodown to the links

. , with an immense array of all sorts of clubs, and then, after

having swung their drivers and deques most scientifically

in the air, shouM come back again without playing a single

game. i883.VM«(/.i^^^i6 Nov. 5 2 He.. is ready with.. the

cleek. 1891 H. G. Hutchinson (7(7^(ed. 6) 29 It is astroke

which is mostly used with the brassy, cicek or iron, when in

a bati lie. 1893 — Golfing (ed. 2) 19 We cannot be far wrong
in advising the golfer to choose his cicek-heads thick. X909

P. A. Vaile Moft Gol/io-j The ordinary cleek shot-

CleistOCarp (kbisti^kajp). Bot. Also clisto-

carp. [f. Gr. Kkuaros closed + *apTos fruit.] In

mosses and fungi an ascogonium whose asci and

spores develop within a completely closed capsule,

from which the spores escape by the mptare of the

sack. Hence Cleistoca-rpoas a., having a closed

capsule, having a capsule without an operculum.
1884 EncycL Brit, XVII, 73/2 The Phascacex zxt. termed

'cleistocarpous ' in contradistinction to the * stegocarpous *

Mos-.es. 1887 tr. Strasburger's Bot. 261 The section of
cleistocarpous Ascomycetes.

Cl61lL6Xltv ^* 2. (Recent U.S. example.)
1916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red Ga^ v. 174 A

clement Sabbath would have seen her 'resting*, as she
would put it.

Clerestory. Add : 1, O. A row of small

windows above the main roof of a railway carriage.

1884 Knight i?/V/.j»/«A.Suppl. 1903 IVestm.Caz. 15 July
6/3 G.W.R, eight-wheeled b<^y coaches of the ' clerestory

'

pattern.

Clergy, Add: 1. £ Regular clergy, secular

clergy : see Regulab A. i, Secular A. i.

Clergywomau. Add

:

3. A woman acting as pastor of a congregation

or as a minister of religion,

1871 Chicago Tribune 17 Feb. (De Vere) Mrs. E. Tupper
Wilkes, the Minnesota clergywoman, has a salary of $2000
a year. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb. lo/x The Clergywoman
in .-Xmerica.

Clerid (Wcrid), a. and sd. Ent. [ad. mod.L.
C/^Wdfe, a family of beetles.] A. adj. Of or pertain-

ing to the Cleridm. B. sb, A beetle of thb family

(Cent. Diet. 1889).
1913 Oxford i/nix'. Gaz. 4 June 955/2, i Q MutilUd and

t Clerid beetle mimicking it in a very retnaTkable manner.

Clerk, sb. Add : L a. Regular clerk^ secular

clerk : see Regolab A. i, Seculab A. i.

6. O. C/^r<t ^M^ ovj/A^r (for earlier example, of

1 835, see Weatheb sb.^)^\ cf. also ^weather office^
1831 B. HALLFragm. yoy.^Trai: II!. xd6 Owing totheir

interest with the clerk of the weather office. 1843 J. F.
Mlkiav WorLiofLondon II. 29 If the clerk of the weather
office b determined to put a damper on the festivities.

d. A shoii-assistant. U.S.
\^^ Knickerbocker fifag. 507 The clerk [in the storej..

came down directly. 1844 'Jon. Suck ' High Life N. V,
I. 63, I . . went to ttie tailor's store. . / Have you got any first

rate superfine broadcloth coats and trousers to sell here?*
sez I...' Yea,* *kz one of the clerks. 1889 Century Dici.^

CUrk 6. In the United States, an assutant in business.

whether or not a keeper of accounts; especially, a retail

salesman, i9cn W. E. Curtis True Abraham Lincoln 33 He
.became acterkin the store..measuring calico, weighing

sugar and nails.

Clerkess (klaukes). [f. Clebk sb. + -ess.] A
female clerk.

1913 Glasgow Herald 21 ,Mar. 10 A clerkess in a Glasgow
firm's countiiig'room.

Clerodendron rkU»r^e*ndr^n). Bot. Also
clerodendrum. [mod. L., f. Gr. xA^por lot + ^ivSpoy

tree.] A climbing shmb of the verbenaceous genas
of that name, composed of many species bearing

white, crimson, and scarlet campanulate flowers,

natives of Asia, tropical Africa, and America.
18*9 Loudon Encycl. Plants 1079 Some of the Vitexes

and Clerodendrums are handsome shrubs. 1851 B'katn 4-

Midi. Gardeners' Mag. Apr. 43 Pol the Clerodendrons in

the pots which they arc intended to bloom in. i9>4 Blackiv.
Mng. Apr. 464/1 A tangle of rank undergrowth, .. con-
volvulus, smilax, and the scarlet clerodendron.

ClethraCkli-'Ki^kle-Ki). Bot. [mod.L., f.Gr.

K\ri$pa alder, which it resembles in foliage.] A
shrub of the ericaceous genus of that name, native of

North and South America, bearing alternate serrate

leaves and fragrant flowers usually white in colour.
18*9 Loudon Encycl. Plants 36a. 1846 Lindlry Vegtt.

Kingd. 454 The genus Saurauja among Dilleniads has very
much the structure of a Clethra. 1895 C«//>rf(U.S.) XXVI.
33/3 The white spiked Ctethra flower.

Clever, a. Add : 2. (U.S. example.)
x^farj Springfield Rtpubl, 13 Maya Advt., For sale, one bay

horse, weight laoo, good chunk, true, clever in harness.

4. D. (U.S. examples.)

1775 Essex Intt, Hist. Coll. XIII. 196 Father was very
clever last Saturday r. h. 1815 Massachusetts SPy 14 June
(Th.), 1 somehow did not feel quite clever, but hoped for the
besu

8. b. (Later U.S. examples.)
f S857 in Loifer Norfolk Co. (Va.) Antiqnare I. no John

Savage.. promised to do something clever for them. 1858
Karuas Hist. Colls. (1896J V. 567 Od the night before Ust

these same men attacked BarnesTilIe quite a clever to\vn, on
the military road.

O. (Earlier and later U.S. examples.)
1758 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XII. 148 This afternoon

secured a place to have ye Small Pox in, with a very clever
family. 1768 Boston Post-boy 20 June, Or else how does it

come to pass.. That Young and Old, the Cross and Clever,

Join hands, and live so well together! 1781 Withebspoon
in Pennsylv. Jml. 9 May, He is a very clever man. She is

quite a clever woman. . . In these cases Americans generally
mean by clever^ only goodness of disposition, worthiness,
integrity, without the least regard to capacity. 187a
Marietta Holley My Opinions (1891) 260 Josiah was
awful clever to me, I guess it is natural for all men to
conduct themselves cleverer when they are about to lose
their pardners for a spell, 1883 Eggleston Hoosier School-
Boy xviii. 1 19, I wanted to say that you fellows have always
• .been *clever to me, and I don't want to see no harm
done you. 1891 Harper's Mag. July 220/2 It is an Ameri-
canism tocall him c/rr^rwhom we deem good-natured only.

Cleverly, cuiv. 7. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1784 A. Adams Lett. {1848) 212 She is cleverly now,

although she had a severe turn for a week. 1816 Pickering
Vocab. 63.

CliantllUS (kUiiOe'nfys). Bot. [mod.L., app.

f. Gr. «A<t-, by-form of stem of «\<os glory + ayfio$

flower.] An Australasian shrub belonging to the

leguminous genus of that name, bearing handsome
flowers in racemes,
1853 HoOKKR Bot. Antarctic Voyage II. pw xxxi. Of

Clianthus- . there are but two known species, one in Australia,

and the other in New Zealand and Norfolk Island. 1909
Daily Chron. 15 Apr. 7/3 The verbena and the cliaathus
grow rankly in the mild air.

CUch6. Add:
1. b. Jig. A stereotyped expression, a common-

place phrase.
189a A. Lang in Longman^s Mag, Dec 217 They have the

hatred of cliches and commonplace, of the outworn phrase,

of clashing consonants. 190s Gosse in Encycl. Brit.

XXVIII. 261/1 All but the obvious motives tend to express
themselves no longer as thoughts but as cliches. 1909 O.
Jennings Morphia Habit vi. 73 The above description of
morphinism has been repeated by one compiler after another,
until it has become a click/. 19x3 Joad Highbrows vi. § 7
'Must a woman spend all her life beating out her soul

against the scullery sink?'—a favourite cliche this of old

Peabody's which had never failed to move even the most
hostile meeting.

Click, sb.^ Add : 2. (Later U.S. example.)
X849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 234 We are aware

that a rack and click or dog has long been used for trusses.

7. oUok reel, a reel of a fishing-rod having a

click or detent.

1883 Fisheries Exhih. Lit, XII. aia Leonard Click reel.

1888 Goooe Amer. Fishes 62 A more flexible rod., with a
click -reel.

8. Add Other examples of imitative formations :

click-clicking^ click-clock \ clickety stxi].; click-clack,

clickety-click vbs.

1896 Hutrtanitarian June 43a Click-clicking with a tvpe>
writer all day long. 1901 tbid. 3 Sept. 1/3 Tne click-clock

of passing iron shoes. 11914 W. De Morgan When Ghost
meets Ghost \\. xiv. 611 The up-express, .dragged her train

over oily lines and clicketty lines. i9«o Ckambers''s Jml.
67/1 The steady click-clock of his )>oofs. 19x6 Glasgow
Herald 17 July 4 The omnibus train clickely.clicked*

Click, z'.^ Add:
1. ^fig* intr. To meet or fall in with fortunately

or at the right moment ; to come to an agreement
or nnderstmnding ; to come iny^r something; spec.

to get killed. Also trans., to get (something that

comes or happens to one).
19x5 T. Burke London Alts., Domestic Nt. (1919) 80 The

bn^ht boys.. saunter, up and down that parade until they
* click ' with one of the ' birds *.

. . They have 'clicked *. They
have ' (tot off'. 1917 Empky From Fire Step 39 Shut your
blinkin' mouth, you blooinin' idiot ; do you want us to click

it from the BochesT Ibid. 65 Trench mortars started

dropping ' Minnies' in our front line. We clicked several

casualties. Ibid.Zi No. i Section had clicked for another
blinking digging parly. 1^19 Athen^um 11 July 582/a A
more interesting specimen is tlie verb * click,' an active that
has developed some passive meanings, such as to get killed. It

appears to have signified first to ^et what one wants. Ibid.

8 Aug. 729/1 To 'click for fatigue * is to ' come in for ' a fatigue

duty at the psychological moment. ..'We've clicked* for
' we're all right ' is, I believe, the later use. i9»a P. G. Wooe-
HOCSK {title) The Clicking of Cuthbert. 1930 Times 29 Mar.
10/4 The objects are arranged but not composed, .so that

they remind you a little of people assembled harmoniously
but lacking some common emotion. They don't 'click*.

4. Printers^ slang. (See quot. and next, d.)

i860 Rusk & Strakbr Printing i3i A work is said to be
'clicked * when each man works on his lines, and keeps an
account thereof.

Clicking, vbl. sb. Add : O. The process of

cutting out the leather for boots and shoes. (See

Clicker 2 3.)

1916 Yorkshire Post 15 Feb. 5/5 Women have not yet been
put to clicking.

d. Printing. (See quot. and cf. Clickkb '^
3.)

x86o Ruse & Strakkk Printing 121 Clicking. This is a
term applied to the mode pursued in London of getting out
work by the formation of a companionship, or selected

number of men, who are appointed to go on with a certain

work or works.

Cliff. Add:
3. b. The face of a bunker.
1891 H. G. Hutchinson Golf y^ The exact distance will

depend on the height and nearness of the cliff of the bunker.

and the consistency of the sand. 1904 Westiu. Gaz. 21 Oct.
4 '2 To get over the bunker's cliff.

CliffleSS (kli-fles), iz. [f. Cliff + -LESS.] With-
out cliffs.

1897 Naturalist 224 In treeless and cliffless districts. 1898
Speaker 5 Mar. 297/1 The cliffless Downs.

Clift, sb:^ (Later U.S. example.)
1888 C. D. Ferguson Exp. Forty-niner \x. 127 The Arm-

strongs used to bring up cattle . . and herd them down by a
little bend . .perfectly hemmed in by high clifts of rocks.

Cliftonite (kli'ftsnait). Min. [Named after

Robert Bellamy Clifton (1856-1921), an English

physicist: see -iteI.] Carbon occurring as small

cubic crystals in meteoric iron.

1887 Mineralogical Mag, July 130. 1910 Encycl, Brit.
Vlll. 162/2 Graphitic carbon in cubic form (cliftonite).

Climate^ v. Add

:

2. trans. To acclimatize, U,S,
1849 N. KiNCSLEY Diary 92 Relinquishing the idea of

going to the diggings this winter [to] get ourselves climated
ready for spring.

Cllxnatize, v. (Earlier U.S. example.)
i8a6 in Peck Guide for Emigrants (1831) 210 That some

who have been born, or who have been chmatized, in places,

which to a stranger prove unhealthy—are generally free

from disease . . proves little.

Hence CU-matized ///. «., CliTnatizing vhL sb,

i8s8 P. Cunningham N. S. IVales 8 Our colonial climatised

females mincing it past these undraperied beaux. Ibid. 48
It may possibly be ascribed to the ctimatising process.

Clilliatotlierapy(kl3i:mat£i[Te"rapi). Med, [f.

Climate + -o- + T hebapt.] The treatment of

disease by a favourable climate. Also Gli'-mato-

tlierap«n'tic a. and sb, pi.

1887 Buck's Handbk, Med. Sci. V. 32/1 Dr. Weber's article

on climato-therapy. 1901 F. P. Wkbkr C//»««/c/c^ 11.245
Climatotherapeutics. Ibid. 300 This classification is con*
venient from a cHmatotherapeutic point of view.

Climazillg (kbi-niieksig),///. a. [f. Climax
f.] Reaching a climax; culminating.
189a ' Mark Twain ';£/.0(7<7,0(?o Bank-note (1893) 17 Then

came the climaxing stroke— . .
* Punch ' caricatured me I

Climb, V. 5. a. Add : Also spec, (see quots.),

and in causative sense.

1874 J. W. Lx)NG Wild-Fowl Shooting 245 They . . can
* climb* out of gun-shot (as the hunters term their flying

upwards when frightened at the appearance of danger be-

neath them) faster than most wild-fowl. 19x9 Parlt, Papers
X. 49 It is most economical to climb an aeroplane in the

attitude corresponding to the maximum value of the lift-

drag ratio.

Climber. 1. Add:
fig. esp. one who seeks continually to advance

himself. So Oliinbing vbl. sb.

1833 Knickerbocker Mag. 1. 179 But with all her meanness
as a climber what a glorious leader of fashion she'd make.
1911 H. S. Harrison Queedxrxv. 301 He was of the climber

type, a self.made man in the earlier and less inspiring stages

of the making. 19*9 Times Lit. Suppl. 37 June 51 1 A wind-
bag and a * climber . . a man Incapable of neglecting on any
occasion his interest and his advancement. Ibid. 18 July
568/4 The ' events * of the season one cannot afford to miss,

the 'right* charities to assist—iu fact, the whole art of

climbing.

Clinch, J^.i Add:
4. b. Grip or hold (of plaster on a wall).

1897 MooRK How to Build ii. 16 The lath should be furred

out from the sheathing so as to secure a good 'clinch * or

*key' to the plaster.

6. Also (earlier) clinchfight.

1840 C. Lanman Alleghany Mts. vi. 50 On reaching the

bottom, he found the wolfalive, when a ' clinch fight ' ensued,

and the hunter's knife completely severed the heart of the

animaL
b. Spec, in Boxing. Grappling at close quarters

after an exchange of blows.

1899 Life of Bob Fitzsimmons 14 In a clinch Jeffries

showed his great strength by pushing Fitz off with ease,

looi Fitzsimmons Phys. Culture 152 Corbett seemed to think

clinches were his best time for a knock-out blow. 1913
TosswiLL Boxing Up-to-date 58 Thebest thing to do is to

fall into a clinch, dropping forward with your hands resting

on your opponent's arms, while your ribs and stomach are

protected hy your elbows.

8. clinch, plate, a plate on the inside of clinch-

work,
1889 P. B. Do Chaillu Viking Age I. xii. 219 The boat

is clinch.built ; that is, the planks are held together by
large iron bolts with round heads outside, and clinch plates

on the inside, at a disunce of si inches from each other.

Clinch, v.^ Add :

2. e. spec, in Boxing. To fall into a clinch (see

prec. 5 b). Also trans, with person as obj.

j86o [see 2 dj. 1893 Doran Sci. Self-Defense 84 You can
also take this hold as your opponent endeavours to clinch you.

1899 Life ofBob Fitzsimmons 6 In tlie sixth round the men
clinched. Ibid. 14 The clinching was of the hottest kind,

loxo J[. J. CoRBBTT My Life ^ Flights 26, 1 clinched with

Kilrain. 1983 Tosswiix Boxing Up-to-date 58 In com-
petitions held under the auspices of the Royal Navy and
Army, .the command ' Break away' is given by the referee

the moment the boxers clinch.

Clincher, 4. (Earlier and later U.S. ex-

amples.)
X784 Belknap Papers (1877) I. 403 The last stroke was a

clincher. iSais Hai.ibukton Clockm. Ser. i. xxiv. (1837) 253

Have you ever seen this here book on the 'Elder Con-

troversy '. .? This author's friends say it 's a clincher. 1873

J. H. Beadle Undevel. West v. 102 This [argumentj struck

me as the nearest to a * clincher ' of all I had heard.



CLING.

Cling, sii.i Add

:

5. Short for Clingstone. Also at/ri'i, in (/i»g

peach.

184s A. J. Downing Fruits Amer. 494 The Cathenne cling

is a very fine, old English variety. 1867-8 Trans. III. Agrtc.

Sec VII. 510 We have a late, large peach which we call the

Allman Cling. Itid., Ii is sometimes called the Heath

aing, which it resembles. 187a San Francisco Weekly

SuUetin aj Sept. (Hoppe) Cling peaches are moderately

plenlifuL 1913 Mrs. Stbatton-Porteb Laddie m. (1917)

55 One [peach] was a white cling, and one was yellow.

Ibid, iv 75, I led her straight to our best cling peach tree.

Cling (klii]), sb.l- Delete iObs. and add :

1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe 182 With martial strides,

and a cling, cling, cling of spurs.

Cling, in 'ling A"^. £'<=• \^^ quots.), stem ol

Cling ».i or Cling sb.'^ used in comb.
191a G. W. Young Mountain Craft iv. 162 The ordinary

cling holds, when the fingers cling over an edge or knob and

hold the weight in suspense. Ibid., A cling 'over '-hold.,

pulb us inward. Ibid., .\ cling ' under '-hold keeps body and
eyes free at the length of our arms, bent or straight.

Cling-fish. [f. Cling z/.l] A small carni-

vorous gobiesocoid fish possessing a sucker on the

under side of its body by which it is enabled to

cling to any object.

18^ in Funk's Standard Did. 1904 G. A. Boulengsr in

Ca»«i>r. A^<i/. //m/.VII. 7o8CIing-Fishes..can live a long

time out of water. 1929 Encycl. Brit. IX. 326/1 Thecling-

lishes. .of tropical and temperate seas, living near the coasts,

adhering to stones or shells, and feeding on small inverte-

brates.

Clinginess (kli-qines). [f. Clingy + -ness.]

The quality of being clingy or adhesive.

1778 [W. Marshall! Min. Agric. 16 Jan. 1775, The clingy-

ness of the soil. 1794 T. Davis Agric. IVitls 91 The
' clinginess ' of the Wiltshire white lands. 1899 Daily Nezus

28 Jan. 6/4 The tightness and clinginess of ultra.fashionable

dresses.

Clingstone. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1705 Bkverlev Virginia (1722) 279 The best sort cling to

the Stone, and will not come offclear, which they call Plum-
Nectarines, and Plum-Peaches, or Cling-Stones.

Clinic, i^.^ Add :

2. [After F. clinique, G. cHnik.'\ a. A private

hospital or medical institution to which patients

are recommended by individual doctors, b. An
institution attached to a hospital or medical college,

at which patients receive treatment free of cost or

at reduced fees.

i8aa Cosmopolitan XIII. 766/1 Clinics that are held by the

professors of^diseases of the eye. 1895 Daily News 18 June
6/2 The Council of State in St. Petersburg is busy with the

project of a medical institute for women. .. After completing

their studies the students will bave_ to practice^ for one to

three years in women's clinics or similar hospitals.^ 1908

Daily Chron, 13 Apr. 1/5 The establishment in Berlin of a
clinic conducted entirely by female doctors. 1909 IVestm.

Gaz. 14 July 2/1 The clinic opens at nine on every school-

day and al.so on Saturday with examination of cases.

Clinician. Add : b. A doctor in charge of a

clinic (see prec).
1897 Trans, Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX. 112 Clinician to

Children's Clinic, Medical College of Ohio, Cincinnati, O.

192^ Times 2 July 19/4 At the Radcliffe Infirmary the

assistant medical officer of health is assistant clinician.

Clini, sb.^ Add : Now used generally for

:

prison, cells.

1906 Daily Chron. 28 Aug. 4/7 Escorting erring defaulters

of his own creation to clink. Z919 IVar Slang in Athenxunt

25 July 664/2 ' Clink ', punishment cells.

Clink-clank, v. intr. To make a clink-clank

sound.
1931 H. Walpolb Young Enchanted in. iii, The ships

clink-clank against the side of the pier.

Clinker, sb.^ Add :

2. b. A ' clinking ' good thing : applied to

persons and things of first-rate quality. j/a«^(orig.

Sporting; cf. CLlNKDfa///. a. 2).

1869 Daily Tel. 5 Apr. (Farmer) Despite the indifferent

manner in which Vagabond cut up at the finish of the
Metropolitan, quite sufficient was seen of him to prove that

at a mile and a half he is a clinker. x87i_ Daily News
17 -'\pr. 2/1 (Ibid.) Ripponden and Cheesewring performed
so indifferently as to strengthen the doubts whether they
are really clinkers, a 1889 Ward or IVtye {BarTcre & L.)

The yellow-haired girl at the bar. Aclinker, ain't she? 1889
' R. BoLDREWooD ' Robbery under A rms vi. By George!
how fond 1 am of a good horse—a real well-bred clinker.

190a A. D. McFaul Ike Glidden iii. 19 That colt's a clinker
an' I oughten ler let him go, but then I can't help it.

Clinker, vJ^ Add ; b. To remove clinkers

from (a furnace). Hence Cli'nkexer ; Cll'nker-

Intr vbl. sb.

1901 FeildetCs Mag. IV. 437/1 Long iron bars or clinkering
tools. Ibid. ^y)ft So that no rush of cold air may take place
through the flues while clinkering is going on. Ibid, ^y^l'i
The Ubour of stoking and clinkering the furnaces, zoai
Diet. Occup. Ter7ns (1927) § 699 Clinker man (gas worlcs),

watergas clinkerer; removes clinker and ashes from pro-
ducer gas furnace with long iron bar. \m& Spectator 2^ May
^i/i At the end of the journey it was found that no clinker-

ing had taken place.

Clinkery (kli-ijkari), a.^ [f. Clinkkb sb.'^-v

-T 1.] Resembling clinkers.

1885 LyelCs Student's Elem. Ceol. xxix. 463 The lava in

cooling assumes a clinkery appearance.

Clinkety(kli'qketi). Onomatopoeic extension of

Clink as in clinkety-clank, -dink (cf. *CLANKETy).
190Z K. T. BuLLEN Sack of Shakings 164 Clinkety.clank,

206

bang, bang went the pumps. 19*7 Ol'SCf'ver 5 Junt 7/5 The
c!inkely-cUnk of metal on metal.

Glinxire (kbi-niui, kliniu»u). Math. [f. Gr.

Kkiveiv to slope + -UHE.] Direction in space, or

inclination, as of a vector, relative to some set of

coordinates. Hence Cliuu'ral a.

1884 Jas. Thomson C<j//. Papers (1912) 380 There is. .areal

distinction.. between absolute rotation (or absolute clinnral

motion) and absolute freedom froiu rotation (or absolute

clinural rest). Note., The word clinural is to be understood

as introduced for conveying precisely one out of the various

conflicting meanings of the word directional. AH straight

lines which are mutually parallel are, in this amended mode
of nomenclature, said to be in one same clinure.

Clip, sb> Add :

2. a. A receptacle containing several cartridges

held together at the base for insertion bodily into

the magazine of a repeating fire-arm.

190Z * Linesman ' W<n-ds by Eyewitness vii. (1003) 146 noUy
The clip containing the cartridges for the Mauser rifle

holds five rounds. 190J Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 651/2 1 he

clip, employed in the Mannlicher system, is used with a
magazine with parallel walls. Ibid. 654/1 The loading by
clip. 1905 Kynock Jrnl. Jan.-Mar. 19 This ammunition is

put up in clips, each containing five rounds.

3. clip-ch-air, a chair used on some railways to

secure the rail to a metallic sleeper ; clip-loader,

a clip-loading fire-arm ; clip-loading, the loading

of a repeating fire-arm with cartridges in a clip (see

*2 d).

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., The *clip chair is of

horse-shoe shape, one side forming a hook about si" wide,

and the other side is like one jaw of an ordinary railway

chair for taking a wooden railway key. 1901 Chambers's

Jml. Apr. 285/1 The most perfect *chp-Ioader so far pro-

duced. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 23 Dec. 4/3 The weapon to be

adopted in the immediate future for the British Army . .must

positively admit of *clip loading. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXll.
654.''2 A clip-toading repeating rifle.

Clip, sb.^ Add

:

4. (I^ter U.S. examples. Also^^.)
1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown Folks xx. 243 When yon didn't

mind, I hit you a good clip. 1886 J. C. Harris in Ceniuty
Mag. Jan. XXXI. 426/1 I'm a great mind to bit him a clip

jest to show you how he can go on. looa A. D. McFaul
Ike Glidden iii. 20 My hoss..jist riz the dasher oflTn my
wagon the fust clip. 1913 Mrs. Stratton-Porter Laddie
xvii. (1917) 352 Robert wasn't a smidgin behind, for every

clip he had the answer ready.

6. A rate of speed; a rapid pace or motion. U.S.

coUoq.
1868 H. Woodruff Troitinfr Horse vi. 79 It is believed

that he can go a four-minute clip. 1876 Rep. Vennont Board
Agric, III. 160 He would point out to me ahorse with the

remark . .*can take a forty clip or better any day in the week'.

1893 Outing ^.^.^ XXI. 457/2 Lastly, the bicyclists rode

from six to ten miles daily at a stiff" clip. 1893 Field 25 Feb.

295/3 In three days X could drive him any 'clip' I chose by
just talking to him. 1899 A. H, Quinn Pennsylv. Stories

207 The Yale runner at once started at a fast clip. 1901

Westm. Gas, 31 Aug. 6/3 As Shamrock returned the wind
increased and the challenger with a magnificent burst of

speed travelled at a 12-knot clip. 1011 H. S. Harbison
Queed vii. 00 You'll never finish your book at all at the clip

you're hitting now. 1929 Minnesota Alumni Weekly 1

June 615 The infield was functioning at an improved clip

during this second game.

7. An impertinent or forward girl. dial.^nAU.S.
x88o Antrim ff Do^vn Gloss. 21 Clip.,..^ mischievous

young girl. 1901 Marah E. Rvan Montana xi. 139 She is

a clip, and I know it, but I think she only meant that game
as a bit of a joke.

Clip, v.^ Add :

3. D. To fasten with a clip or clips.

X90S Eliz. L. Banks Newspaper Girl 2^4, Page after page

passed from under her pen. Then, clipping a dozen sheets

together, she read tliem over. 1908 Vaiiy Chron. 21 Nov.

9/4 Permanently fixed instead of cUpped-on fittings. 19x6

BovD Cable Action Front 220 He turned to the man, who
was clipping a tiny mirror on to bis bayonet.

Clip.w.a Add:
7. U.S. (Later examples.)
l88« Harper's Mag. Nov. 835/2 AH that he could do was

to take to his heels and clip down the steps and into the pung.

1897 Susan Hale Lett. 317 Though he had to row at first,

the wind soon sprang up and we were clipping along. 1924
MuLFORD Rustlers' Valley xxvi. 383 Now and then search-

ing bullets clipped and sung below bim.

8. irons. To hit smartly, dial, and U.S.
1871 ScHELE DE Vere Avtcricanisms (1872) 453 Clip,\o,

in tlie sense of to give a blow ; and the noun, a clip, meaning
a blow, must be looked upon as Americanisms.

_
x88o E.

Cornwall Gloss, 90 Klip, to suike or cuflf. ' I klipped 'en

under the ear.'

ClippaMe (kli-pab'l), a. [£. Clip v.^ + -able.]

Capable of being clipped, ready to be clipped.

1889 Voice (N. Y.) 29 Aug., A half column of short para-

:raphs wherein we can find nothing clippable. ^ 1893 G. D.
.KSLiE Lett, to Marco i. 5 The yew hedges which 1 planted

are fast becoming clippable,

Clipper 1. Add :

4. a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1836 Haliburton Clockm. Scr. i. xv. (1837) 139 A four

year old colt, . .a genuine clipper, could gallop like the wind.

b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
i8a4 W. N. BuiNE Excursion 33 At this port \sc. Balti.

morej are built those long sharp schooners celebrated under
the name of the Baltimore Clippers.

c. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1836 Halibiirton Clockm. Ser. r. xx. (1837) igS She was

a real handsum looking gall ;. .a real clipper, and as full of
fan and frolic as a kitten.

CLOCHE.

Clipping,///. 3.2 c. Of pace: Fast, 'rattling'.

colloq.

1845 Punch Sept. 122/1 When we do walk in our sltimbers,

we walk a clipping pace. 1896 B'kam Daily Gaz. 2 Sept.

(E.D.D.) [The fox] ran at a clipping pace.

Cliq.ae. Add

:

2. A business 'ring'. U.S.
1877 Bartlett Did. Amer. (ed. 4), Clique, a combination

of stock- brokers or capitalists, for the purpose of increasing

or diminishing the price of stocks, in order to break down
the market. 1901 S. Merwi.^j & Webster Calumet 'A" xv.

28s The clique of speculators who held the floor were buying,

buying, buying.

ClicLuy, a. Add earlier U.S. quot.

1863 *G. Hamilton' Gala-Days 115 The priests are ..

dique-y.

Hence CUqnlness (klrkines), cliquy character.

1927 Belloc Hist. Eng. II. 282 The capriciousness with
which the thing was done, and the cliquiness of it.

Clish-clasli.
1. (Modern U.S. example.)
187a H. W. Beecheb in Chr. World Pulpit II. 343 Every-

thing goes clish-clash, clish-clash. We arc tossed about in

the world like a skiff on the waves of the sea.

Clitellar (klsite-laji), a. [f. Clitblldm + -ae l.]

Of or pertaining to the clitellura of earthworms.
1888 ROLLESTON & Jackson Forms Anim. Lifi 198

Capillaries penetiate between the clitellar glands, and are

very numerous in the common Earthworm.

Clithridiate (klaifri-dif't), a. Zool. [f. Gr.

KXeiSpiSiov, dim. of KXti6pia keyhole + -ATE *.]

Shaped like a keyhole.
1884 G. Busk in Challenger Rep., Zool. X. 184 Orifice

(primary) broadly clithridiate or sinuate.

Clitoridectomy (klsi-taride-ktomi). [f. Gr.

«\iTopiS-, Clitoris + Gr. itcrofoj excision.] Ex-
cision of the clitoris.

1890 Billings Med. Diet. 1908 Si» H. Johnston Gren/ell

ff Congo II. XXV. 666 Circumcision in the males or clitori-

dectomy in the females.

Olivia (kbi-via). Also clivea. [Named in

honour of liady Clive, the wife of the third Duke of

Northumberland (died 1847).] A plant of the genus

of that name of African Amaryllids with beautiful

orange flowers.

x866 Treas. Bot. 300/1 The Clivias consist of herbs with

fasciculate fleshy roots. 1891 Daily News 11 Feb. 9/6
Messrs. Laing, of Forest Hill, received a vote of thanks for

their stand of clivias.

Cloak, sb. 6. Add :

cloak and dagger, cloak and sword [ = F. <&

cape et ttipee, after Sp. de capa y espada'], desig-

nating dramas or stories of intrigue and of manners,

in which the principal characters are taken from

that class of society which formerly wore cloak and
dagger or sword.
x8o6 Ld. Holland Lope (1817) I. 149 Comedias de Capa y

Espada, Comedies of the Cloak and Sword. 1840 Loncf.
in/.i/ir(iS86) I. 353 In the afternoon read La Dcuna Duenda
of Calderon—a very good comedy of ' cloak and sword '.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 660/2 Calderon 's comedies of intrigue,

the so-called 'comedies of cloak and sword '. 1893 H. B.

Clarke ."Spanish Lit. 163 The play of the 'cloak and sword ' .

.

may almost be said to be his [sc. Lope's] own invention. Ibid,

220 The stock characters, the galdn and dama, the ^reuioso

and barba of their 'sword and cloak' plays. 1905 Academy
JO June 603/2 Thousands of cloak.and-dagger stories. 1907

Daily Chron. 14 Mar. 3/3 Fighting and brawling,., intrigue

of love and politics, and all the elements of cloak-and-dagger

fiction. 1921 H. Walpole Youttg Enchanted ^2 TbcCioAk
and Sword Romances.

Cloak, V. Add : 1. b. ittir. for re^. To put

on a cloak, cloak oneself.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt, xxl v. VI. 542 It rained hard the

whole time we were out and as his Majesty did not cloak,

we were all heartily w^t. 1906 Hardy Dynasts 11. 11. ii.

184 All three cloak And veil as when you came.

ClO'tolier, sb."^ slang. Clothes.

1879 J. W. HoRSLEY Jottings/rom Jail (1887) 10 Having
a new suit of clobber on me. Ibid. 18, I.. went home to

change my clobber and put on the old clobber to work with

the kipsy. 1908 Daily Chron. 3 Aug. 4/4 All just the

common sort, in their new summer clobber.

Hence Clobber v.^ trans., to dress or 'tog' up.

1879 J. W. HoRSLEY yottings/rom Jail (xiX,-]) 9, I used to

clobber myself up and go to the concert-rooms. 1889 E.

Sami^on Tales of Fancy 14, I must go there decently

clobbered... I want you to go with me.. to buy a cheap

suit.

Clobber, v. Add : b. To add enamelled

decoration to (porcelain, esp. blue-and-white).

Hence Clo-bbered/^/. o. ; Clobberer.
X889 in Cent. Diet, 1906 R. L. HoDSON Porcelain 63 The

spurious ornament of this ' klobbered ' ware may be easily

recognized. 19x0 — Worcester Porcelain 61 Clobbering was

freely practised in Holland first and England afterwards

from the early part of the i8th century. 1915 — Chinese

Pottery II. 261 The clobberer became an established insti-

tution, and he was at work in London in the last century.

X9a2 R. Drone's Coll. Old Wore. Porcelain 32 Clobbered

pieces. 471 An Oriental Tea Jar. . . When this was brought

to Europe it was a plain blue and white object.

ClOCbe. Add

:

2. In full cloche hat : A woman's close-fitting

hat of a bell shape.

1907 Daily Chron. 25 June 8/3 The very latest 'doche'

shape. X907 Westm. Gaz. 24 Aug. 13/1 The mondaine's big

clocbe hat. 1908 lUd. 29 Fefe 13/2 So popular is the cloche^
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or mnsbfXKnn hat whfa the Parisieone. jgM\ Daily Mail
3 Ang. II The narrow-brimmed, high-crowned cloche.

3. A bell-shaped part of the control lever in certain

types of aeroplanes.

19x6 Barber Aeroplane Speaks 135. 1917 All tke World's
Arrcra/iZA,

Clock, J*^.^ 11. Add:
clock-bird, the Australian fcing:fisher, Dacelo

gigasy so called from the regularity with which it

announces sunrise and sunset; clock-oalm (Ameri-

can example); clock-golf, a game in which each

player in turn puts a ball, in as few strokes as

possible, into a hole placed anywhere within a

circle, except at its centre, from each in turn of twelve

figures numbered and arranged in imitation of the

dial of a clock ; olock-jaok, a figure on a clock

tower, which gives warning, chimes, or tells the hour

by striking a bell (cf. Jack sb} 6, Quabteh-jack

1) ; clock-spring, a coil spring which drives the

train mechanism of a clock; clock-train, the

mechanism of the going part of a clock ; olock-

weight, a weight (and cord) used instead of a
pendulum or spring to give impulse to the move-
ment of a clock-
x88o NuTT Paia£S ^ Tndtisiiy 15 Where •clock-bird

laughed and sweet wi!d flowers throve. 1777 J. Adahs in

Foiu. Lett, (1876)267 There is a 'clock calm at this time in

the political and military hemispheres. 1906 Westm. Gaz,

3 Nov. 3/1 To visit the putting hole of the *clock-golf.

1915 P. G. WoDKHOUSE Sometkiftg Fresh vii, [They] con*
sole themselves for the absence of a links. .with the ex>

bitarating pastime of clock-golf. 19x6 Glas^emf Herald
23 July 6 The fantastic little *clock-jacks of Norwich
Cathedral. 1874 Knight Diet, Meck.^ *Clack-spring, a
coiled steel spring in the goinj:-barrel or the striking-barrel

oTa clock which impels the train or strikes the hours, as the

case may be. 1850 Denison Clock <V IVatch-m. p. v. Com-
mon *cl<x:k train. x868 Chambers's Encyct. X. 8a/i There
is one more wheel and pinion in the watch-train than in the

clock-train. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 19/3 (A clock] must
vary with the force of the clock train, due todiffercnt states

of the oil. 19S5C. Fox ^^«ca//tf/iii//'fycAtfA 33 The running
down of a *clock-weight-

Clock, v\ Add

:

1. b. (a; with in, offy ou,t>ut : To register one's entry

or exit by means of an automatic clock ; also refi.

in same sense, ip) To put in (so many boors) tU

a piece of work. Hence Clocking-in, etc. (also

allrib,).

19*4 H. H. Emslkt Factory Costing 5 The * job cards *, on
which the workers enter their time and particulars of tbe
work they are engaged upon, depend upon the method in use
for ' clocking on '. 1934 Glas^trtv Herald 1 4 Aug. 5 That any
men could resume work provided they would clock out in ac-

cordance with the system which had been in operation since
the works started. I6id. iS Aug. 9 An allowance of two
minutes for ' clocking off '. 19*6 Sprctator 27 Feb. 350/3 He
c\otit% himself in on an automatic timekeeper. I6iit. 360/t

He clocks off again and proceeds hornet I9a7 A. Bennett
tVoman who Stole Everything, Time to Think i. 316 Both
broCber and sister had had to clock in ' of a morning and
'dock out' o! an cTcning for years. i9aS Daily Tel,

34 July 15/3 He. -described the ' clocking-in * apparatus as
an * infernal machine, insulting to the integrity, bcmoor, and
dignity of the profession '.

Clock, t'.* Alsoolox. [f. Clock J*. 2] irons. To
embroider clocks on. Hence Olo*ok«rr one who
embroiders clocks.

1S8O in Webster SuppL lUi Diet. Oceup. Terms (1907)

I 407 C/(v^f;.. sometimes further designated accofding to
thread used, e.g., Mlk docker. i^MzGlasfow f/ermldgOci.
3 You must learn to clox your own stockings.

Clod, V. Add

:

a (Mod. U.S. example.)
1B73 J. H. Bkadlk Undivel. IVest iii. 74 Tbe toil pul-

verizes finely in summer. It is never water soaked, conse-
quently never * bakes * or clods.

5. Also, to knock or drive by pelting (as with
clods of earth), dial, and U.S.
1867 T, Blackah SoHgs ^ Poems 38 We'd to clod *em

[^. sneep] away. 1904 Makk Twain* Adam's Diary 15
Trying to clod apples out of that forbidden tree. Ihid. 39 She
Itts been climbing that tree again. Oodded her out of it.

Clodder, sb. (Later American example.)
X7$a Batton News Letter 33 Nov. 3/1 Large CloddeiB of

Blofxl settled in and about tbe Brain.

Cloddiness. (Karlier U.S. example.)
1787 Washimctoh Diaries III. 199 Tbe harrow was

ordered to precede it. .as many times as tbe ground, from
the cloddtne^s or (^rassiness of it, should appear to need it.

Clod-hopping, a. (Earlier U.S. example )
1828 Pauluisg .\'rw Mirror a8, I threw away my clod*

hopping shoes and learned to dance.

Clogged, ///.<r. Add: 2. Phalogr, Of shadows
in a print or negative : Composedof one heavy tone.
xoiS Photo- Miniaturt Mar. 1919 Brit, JmL Pftotogr,

Almanac 347.

Cloisonless (kloi-t'nles), a. [f. Cloisoit +
-LESS.] Without cloisons, having no visible

cloisons.

190a EncycL Brit, XXIX. 730/1 Tbe so-caHad *cIoUotH
less enamels '.

Clone (kl^n). Also olon. [ad. Gr. irX^v twig,

slip.] A group of cnltivated plants the individuals

of which are transplanted parts of one original

seedling or stock, the propagation having been
carried out by the use of grafts, cuttings, bolbs, etc

b. Any group of individuals produced asexxially

from a single sexually produced ancestor. Hence
Clo*nal a., pertaining to or having the charac-

teristics of a clone.

1903 Science 16 Oct. 502 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The differen-

tiating clonal characters of chrysanthemums are mainly in

the form and colour of the flowers. Ibid. 503 (Ibid.) The
ctons of apples, pears, strawberries, etc., do not propagate
true to seed, while this is one ofthe most important characters
of races of wheat and corn. X9a3 Titnes 20 J uly ao/3 I n a
tapping test of buddings now being carried out by the insti-

tute, the highest-yielding clone has latex vessels of much
smaller bore than the lowest-yielding clone. . , (Note.—Clone
is the term given to all bud grarts taken from a particular
parent tree.) X9a9 A. D. Hall Bk. Tulip 33.

Clonns (ld^«'n;5s). Med, [L., a. Gr. kXofos

turmoil.] A spasm or series of spasms of alternate

muscular contraction and relaxation.

1817 Good Nosol. 339. 1891 Taylor Man. Pract. Med,
(ed. 2) 148 In some cases a clonus can be obtained at the
knee. 1906 Practitioner Dec. 825 The patient has exag-
gerated tendon reflexes and sometimes a little clonus.

Clop (klpp). A word imitative of a sharpsonnd,
such as is made by feet orhoofs ; used 2&sb,Qxadu.
Also reduplicated dop-clop,

1903 A. Symons Plays^ Actings ^ Music 165 The clop-clop

of uneven legs. 1912 MASEnELDZ>a»^^riir. xxvi. His boots
went clop along the stony ground. S9aa Q. Hev. Oct. 265
The clop and clink of hoofs. 19x4 Glasgow Herald 39 Nov.
4 The clop of horses' feet.

Close* a- and adv. Add : A. 20. Also, having
parties or votes nearly equal in number. U.S.
X870 Congress. Rec. 30 Jan. 1042/1 St. Helena is a very

close [mrish. In 187011 gave 30 democratic majority. It

is considered a very close parish. 1887 Ibid. 30 Jan. App.
50/1 What do you mean by Moubtful ' counties?. .Close
counties. like some of those in the State of. . Virginia. ^i{K>4

H. L. Wkst in Forum July 17 In the last Congressional
election there were comparatively few close districts.

21. Of the price of stocks, shares, etc. : Near the

face value,
19x4 Scotsmwt 17 Dec 3/1 The last-named stock b the

easiest in which to deal . .and usually a closer price than in

other cases can be obtained.

B. 1. b. With in.

z8^ [see In adv. 3]. 1930 San Anton. (TVxsr) Light
31 Jan. 14/8 Furnished apartment ; close-in.

C. 1 and 2. elose-growingy -gtiardedj -hung,

'lippedy -set adjs.

1897 Dail^ Hews 16 Jan. 6/3 The abundance of the •close-

growing hair. 1907 B'kam Inst. Mag. Mar. 126 The close-

growing pines shut all from our view. 1898 W. Graham
Last Links 105 The *close-guarded secret. f903 Westm.
Gas, 28 Jan. 3/3 Your door with its close-guarded wicket.

X904 Daily Chrou. 13 Sept. 8/5 Where the waters narrow be-

tween *close.hung woods. 1905 If^esttn. Gaz. so May 3/3 That
great sky close-hung wiih stars. S853 M. Arkolo Scholar
Ciipsy XX, With 'close-lipp'd Patience for our only friend.

1905 Daily Chron. 10 Oct. a/7 A thin close-Hpped mouth.
1866 OwEM ^»(x/. Vert. 1.379'l'eeth. .arranged, .in alternate

and pretty "close-set series. 1909 Westtn. Gaz. 10 Apr. 15/1
A mas^ of close-set braiding.

3. close call, orig. US. colloq.^ a near thing ;

something almost fatal ; oloae-communion aitrib.;

close out U,S.^ a near or short cut to a place;

close-herd v. U.S. (see quota.) ; close-la£:ged a.,

closely covered with lagging (see Lao f.*, LAQGii»G

vbU sb.^^ ; oloso-reacli, a reach sailed close to the

wind ; sJso as vb., to sail on a close-reach.
tlB7 HarpOf^M Mmg, Jane 160/1 A sudden swoop.. saved

the occaskm t bat it was * a *close call ' for Sunday, 1904
F. Lthimi Grafters xxiit. 384 Though he escaped with bis

life and bis job, it wasa close call. 19*4 Mulfori> Rustler's

Vmlley xiiL 160 * Klilt had a close call, didn't he? '
* I hope

he never has another as close.' 1834 Carbutmess Ken-
tttckian in AT. K I. 183, I thought that you were aware of

my partiality for the 'close communion BaptisL 1845 W. G.
SiMMs IVigwam ^ Cabin Sen It. 79, I was. .mounting my
food steed * Priam ' to find my way by a 'close cut 18^
cribuev's Mag. Oct. 508/3 A friend. .has beard a sherin

talk of * 'close-herding several prisotiers in his charge. ^ On
tbe plains tt means the difficult art of keeping cattle in a
compact body, close together. 1911 Wehstri, Close-herdv.
to herd (cattle) in a clo^e group. IVeit. C/.S. t^a^ B. M.
Bower i'artrvan Bonanza xxii. 264 He.. told Tommy that

he wouldo't be needed close herding any body. S9«5 Mul*
rOED Cottonwood Gulch xii. 148 We've got to round-up,
loose herd durin' the day, an'close herd nights. 1883 Specif.

Alnwick 4 Comhill Rlwy. 4 The centres are to be "close-

lagged to the satisfaction of the Engineer. 1899 Daily Newt
30 Oct. 5/7 Tbe yachts 'close-reached for home.

Close, V. Add :

16. Closedown. Alsoyf^.. to exercise repression.

S869 * Mark Twain * Innoc, Abr, xxiv. 354 They have set

a gun-boat to watch the vessel night and day, with orders
to close down on any revolutionary movement in a twink-
lin^

17. Close In. e. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1839 W. Irving Granada (1850) 88 As the night closed in,

they reached the ch.iin of little valleys and hamlets.

19. Close out. b. To clear out (a Stock ofgoods);

to wind up (a business) ; to finish off. U.S,
1883 Nyk Baled Hay loi It will be closed out very cheap.

X888.S'/, Paul Globe 22 Jan. Advt., I shall also close out
absolutely my In.strument$ of all kinds. 1909 S. E. Whitk
Rules ofGante iii. x, I should advise closing out the busi-

ness by killing the fowl.

ahiol. 1898 C. A. Bates Clothing Bk. No. 250a There is

no excuse for this with summer clothing at the prices at

which we are closing out. 1903 A. Adams Log Cowdoy vi.

80 About tbe time we closed out and were again reaJy to

go home, there was a cattleman^ ball given.

J^S^- *907 Smart Set Jane 55/2 This must be ended ; it

must be closed out of our lives with all the rest.

Closed. Add : b. Confined to a few people,
limited by certain conditions. (Cf. Close a, 9 and
quot. 1887 S.V. Closed in Diet,)

1923 J. D. Hackett Labor Terms in Management Engi.
neering May, Closed Shop, a plant in which only union men,
or prospective union men aie hired. 1927 Cakr-Saunders
& Jones Soc. Struct. Eng. ^ li-'ales 82 There are a number
of professions which are ' closed '. Complete closure exists
when, as among dentists, certain functions and certain titles

are legally reserved to persons whose names appear upon a
statutory register.

Close-down (kl.?uz,doun). us, [Close zj. 16.]
A stoppage of work by the closing of a factory, etc.
1889 Voice (N.Y.) Sept. 5 [To] interfere with the unre-

stricted manufacturing interests of our country by forced
close-downs, lockouts, &c.

ClOSen, V, Add : 2. inir. To close, close np.
X908 Hardy Dynasts m. iii. iii, The retreating-way, Along

which wambling waggons. .Have crept in closening file.

X919 Edin, Rev. Oct. 241 The sudden closening of inter-
course.

Close-Up (kl^"s,»p). [f. Close adv. i b + Up
adv,^\ (III full close-up picture.) Part of a cinema
film taken at short range in order tt> magnify
detail. Alsoy^., a detailed or intimate view.
1913 E. P. Sargent Technique of Piiotoplay 16 A bust is

a portrait showing the bead and shoulder.s only, but bust is

more definite than close up, which is sometimes used. 1916
Ibid. (ed. 3) 391 A continuous scene broken by close-ups of
Hester. 1917 The Cinema 113 The ' close up pictures of.

.

a man with a wound bleeding in his head. xgs3 A. L. Benson
Neiv Henry Ford 323 A ' Close-up * of Ford. 1934 Gai.s-
woRTHV White Monkey 11. ix, The world was full of wonderful
secrets which everybody kept to themselves without captions
or close-ups to give them away ! 1926 J oad Babbitt Warren
103 It comes of seeing life as a series of * close ups *. 10*7
Atlantic Monthly Mar. 309 We have tbe spectacle of at
least one great industry which affords us a close up of ruth-
less sabotage of invention.

Closlly sb."^ [Origin unknown.] An upright

piece of wood fixed in the deck of a whaling
vessel, on which the blubber of the whale is spiked

to be cut op. Also attrib,, as closh-hook,
x8ao ScoRESBV Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 308 Each of these

officers, provided with a blubber-knife or a strand-knife,
places himself by the side of a 'closh *. .fixed in the deck.

1836 Uncle Philip's Convers. Whale Fishery 98 The blubber
is put on the spikes of the closh, and the harpooncr slices

off the skin. 1886 Good Words 83 The harpoons of various
designs, the closh, and the broken krenging hook.

Closing, vbl. sb, 1. b. Add : closing-out (see

Close v. 19 b). US.
1887 Atlantic Monthly Ocl. 422/^ Bought, .at the closing-

out sale of an old house in Boylston Place.

Closish. (klJa-siJ), a. [f. ClobB a. -f -ISH^.]

Rather close.

c 1830 Gladstone in Daily News (1898) 23 June 6/2 We
forget the figures, but think it was a closish thing. 1859
' Geo. Eliot ' Adam Bede xxxvi, If you dooant mind lyin'

a bit closish a-top o' tbe wool-packs. 190X H. Sutcupfs
Willoxvdene Wilt ii. 40 Should they be closish behind.,
'twould fare ill with tbe&

Cloty sb. 7. Add : clot-moulder (see quot,

1931),
1843 Civil Eng. ^ Arch. Jml. VI. 349/1 The clot moulders

were dispensed with. 1911 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § iig

Clot moulder ; . . prepares table and moulds for brick maker

;

works and forms lumps of clay (* clot *J for his use.

Cloth, sb. Add : 10. b. i^CtU or made) out of
whole cloth : see Whole cloth b,

19. cloth-facedi -sided adjs. ; cloth-board (see

Board sb, 4); cloth-bound (see Bound///, a. 2 8)

;

cloth-looker, one who examines cloth in order to

detect faults arising in manufacture ; cloth-plate,

the metal plate in a sewing-machine on which the

work rests (Knight) ; oloth-press, a press used in the

manufactareof woollen cloth (ibid.); cloth-tenter

(see Tentkb sb.^ 1

)

; cloth-wheel, (a) a polishing

wheel consisting ofcloth charged with some abrasive

material ; {J>)
a serrated feed wheel projecting through

the cloth-plate in some sewing-machines (ibid.).

183a *Ooth boards [see Board sb. 4]. 1845 Penny Cycl.
Suppl. I. 220/1 Most persons who purchase books are aware
that, if in ' boards ' or ' cloth-boards ', the top edges of the
sheets, although placed level, are uncut. 1846 Dodd Brit.

Manuf. VI. 93 If a book is put into 'cloth boards '. 1670
Gentl. Mag. Oct. 6^2 A *cloth-bound, well-printed volume
of 170 pa^es. X904 Westm.Gaz. 15 July ia/2 The published
price, .will be. . is. net cloth-bound. 1884 T. C. Hepworth
Photogr, for Amateurs 58 The *cloth-faced back is then
inserted. x88x Imtr. Census Clerks (1885) 68 *Cloih
Looker. 1927 Sunday Express la June 3 The clothlooker

. .u!;ually reports any faults he may tind. loaS Mallory in

E, F. Norton Fight /or Everest.. 1024 233 Sly "cloth-sided

shoes. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley ii. To add to his possessions

. .space for his "cloth-tenters.

CJlotlie, V, Add : 1. d. To invest with a

religions habit : cf. Clothing vbl. sb. i c.

x6sa in Cath, Rec. Soc. Publ, (1905) I. 98 She was cloathed

in the new monastery at Gand the 35 of November 1626.

ax'TOolbid VIII. 11 M'« Elizabeth Poulton was cloathed

with her for a lay sister.

Clothes, ^^.//. 4. Add: clothes-bag (earlier

U.S. examples); olothes-pole US.y a clothes-

prop; clothes-wringer (U.S, example).
1834 Knickerbocker Mag. III. 8r The crew were disposed

in various groups about the deck, . . some with their "clothes-



CLOTHING.
bags beside them. 1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil, xxviiii.

197, I manufactured for him a new sack, resembling more

a clothesbag than a satchel. 1866 Mrs. Whitney L. Gold-

thivaitt iv. She.. lifted her elbows, like *clothes-poles, to

raise her draperies. 187a AV/. Vervwnt Board Agrtc. I. 57

Untie these stripes, run them through a '^clothes-wringer.

Clothing* "vbh sb. Add :

1. c. Investiture with a religious habit,

1638 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. (1905) I. 98 Neece M.S.
cloathing and profession. 1691 N. N. Life Lady Warner
ofParkam ii. l (1696) 73 My Lady took at her Cloathmg
the Name of Sister Teresa Clare. Ibid,^ Father Martha, a

Famous Preacher., of the Society of I esus, made her Cloath-

ing Sermon. 1701 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ, (1905) VII. 92

We were at y* cloathing of 2 Lay Sisters at y« Austines.

1884 [see Diet. s.v. i].

6. a. clothing-store U.S., a draper's shop,

1837 Peck Gaz^Iltinois u\. 306 There are in the town two
printing offices. .onecloihingstore[etc.]. 1878 B. F. Taylor
Between Gates aSi The dear old fathers of the Eastern

churches would have., looked for an asbestos clothing-store.

Clotted. Add : 1, c. Phr. Clotted nonsense,

1674 Dryden Notes ^ Obs, Empress of Morocco 23 Sure

the Poet wrote these two Lines aboard some smack in a

storm, and being Sea-sick spued up a good Lump of clotted

Nonsense at once. 1834 Sun i Apr, (in Carlyie Sart. Res.

(1871) 212) Sartor Resartus is what old Dennis used to call

' a heap of crotted nonsense '. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 8 Apr. 2/2

This is the kind of talk which has been admirably described

as 'clotted nonsense*.

Clou(kl«). [Fr.,= nail, peg.] That which holds

the attention ; the chief attraction, point of greatest

interest, or central idea.

1883 Daily Neivs 4 Aug. (Ware) The degree of copyright

in the central idea, or *clou\ as it is called in France, of a
drama or romance. 1885 Ibid. 24 Jan. (ibid.) The clou or

mainspring of his play. 1904 Avier, Inventor 1 Aug. 337
(Cent. D. Siippl.) The displays of finished goods, each con-

taining some * clou', such as a $5,000 blanket in the blanket

section. 1907 IVestvt. Gaz. 9 Nov. 14/3 The new 30-h.p.

six-cylinder Napier chassis., is, of course, \h^ clou of the

Napier exhibit. 1918 Quiller-Couch Studies Lit. iii. 67
This epigrammatic c/o«,ofallthings, Milton wished toavoid.

1937 Observer 25 Sept, 18 The ' clou * of the evening, a new
string quartet by Arnold Schtinberg.

Cloud, sb. 12. Add : cloud-attack {Mil.\ an

attack preceded by the discharge of poison gas

;

cloud negative, a negative produced in photo-

graphing clouds or the sky.

3919 W. Hutchinson Doctor in JVarxlv. 185 The *cloud-

attack method of using poison-gas. 189a Plwtogr. Ann. II.

60 In the *cloud negative the lighting must be in the opposite

direction to what it is in the view.

Cloudy V. 7. (Earlier U.S. examples of cloud

ovefy up.)

1807 P. Gass yrttl. 171 In the evening it clouded over and
rained again. 1834 (Jrockett Narr. Life iv. 28 While 1

vas out It clouded up, and I began to get scared.

Clou-d-burst. orig. U.S, [f. Cloud sb. 3 +
Burst 5^.] A torrential fall of rain.

(Cf. x8ai T. DwicHT Trav. III. 249 This deluge, which
they call the bursting of a cloud, took place in Oct., 1784.]

x87a Amer. Nattiralist VI. 71 In the mountains there are

•cloud bursts ', when the rains fall in a cataract, and filling

the gulches sweep every thing before them. x88i [see Cloud
sb. laj. 1891 G. F. X. Griffith tr. Fouard's Christ I. 308
Caught in one of these furious cloud-bursts, the little vessels

were scattered far and wide. 1899 IVes/m, Gaz. 27 Mar.

5/2 A cloud-burst broke over Sidi-Naour, in Tunis, yester-

day. 1904 Scott. Hist. Rev. Oct. 89 The cloudburst and
flood of a dozen years ago.

Cl0Ud-CUCk00-;t0wn. (Also -land.) [tr. of

Gr. N((p€\oteoKKvyia (f. v«p4Krj clotid + kokkv^

cuckoo), the name of the town in Aristophanes'

Birds (819) built by the birds to separate the gods
from mankind.] Used vaguely for : A fanciful or

ideal realm or domain.
1903 Daily Chron. 25 Sept. 3/7 Our new school of econo-

mists (sort of cloud-cuckoo-town). 1908 Times Lit» Su/>pl.

JO Dec. 458/3 His ideal state is a true CIoud-Cuckoo-Town.
X920 A. S. Pringle-Pattison Idea of God 252 A cloud-
cuckoo-land of subjective fancy. 19*5 Cabkll Beyond Life
30 Wycherley had the saving grace to present his men and
women as trammelled by the social restrictions of Cioud-
Cuckoo-Land alone. 1925 N. Mitcuison {title) Cloud
Cuckoo Land. A tale of Sparta.

Clou6 (kl//tf"),fl. Her. [Fr.] Studded with nails.

X869 Cussans Ilandhk. Her. 116 Cloui^ studded with nails.

A Portcullis, or a Gate, is sometimes thus described.

Clove, y*.^ 6. Add: clove-brown, the colour
of cloves, a medium shade of brown.
1796 KiRWAN Etem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 273 Its colour is clove

brown. 1887 W. PHiLLtps^nV. ZJ/jiT^Jwyctf^w 346 Scattered,
erumpent, clove-brown, shortly stipitate.

Cloven, ///. a. Add :

3. As sb. The cloven part ; the cleft. U.S.
1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy xi. 161 They could pass a

small rope around the pastern above th; cloof, or better yet
through the cloven in the hoof.

Clover, sb. 4. Add :

ctover-Jieldy -^^y (examples) ; clover-eater U.S.
(seequot.); clover-fern ^«x/riz/.,nardoo clover-
huller (examples) ; clover-leaf sight (see quot.);

clover-sick a. (examples) ; clover sickness^ in-

ability of land to grow clover (cf. clover-sick tiA].^ in

Diet.) ; clover stininier,yf^. an exceptional time

;

clover tea (see quot.) ; clover-tree, a Tasmanian
tree, Goodenia latifolia.

1869 Overland Monthly III, 129 For no particular reason
that I am aware of, a Virginian is styled a * *Clover-

208

eater*. 1878 R. B. Smyth Abor. Victoria!, 209 They
seem to have been unacquainted, generally, with the use, as

a food, of the *cIover-fern, Nardoo. c 1830 Glouc. Farm
Rep. 16 in Libr. Usef. Kno-wl., Husb. Ill, They are. .put to

run in a fallow-field, if there is not a pasture or *clover-fieId.

1870 * Fannv Fern' Gingef^Snaps 257, I shall shortly find

a clover field where I intend to bury my disgusted nose until

Octoher. c 1830 Glouc. Farm Rep. 18 m Libr. Usef. Knowl.,
Hnsb. Ill, Good rye-grass and *clover-hay is best for them.

1843 Carlton Nerv Purchase 26 The tea was a perfect imita-

tion of clover haj'. 1841 in C. Cist Cincinnati Advt.,

Agricultural Machinery,.. including "Clover Hullers. 1853
Trans, Mich. Agric. Soc. IV. 35 A. O. Holmes, .. clover

huller. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Clover Leaf
Sight, a rear gun-sight having side lobes, which slightly

resemble two foils of the clover leaf. 1849 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm (1851) I. 619 Such soils as are termed *clover-sick,

187J Rep. Vermont Board Agric. 408 The land was what
they call * clover-sick *. 1907 Daily Chron. 15 Feb. 4/6 It

was intended to make a grant oi £,yx> to Berkhamsted for

the investigation of "clover sickness. 1866 Mrs. Whitney
L. Goldihwaite xi, It was a ' "clover summer ' forthe Josse-

lyns. . . They must make the most of it. 1799 in C. Cist

Cincinnati (1841) 166 "Clover tea, under the name of
Pouchong. 1898 Morris Austral Engl. 90 *Clover-Tree.

Clover, V, (Mod. U.S. example.)
1853 Trans, Mich. Agric. Soc. IV. 405 The best mode I

have found of improving my farm, is by deep plowing and
clovering.

Clown, v. Add : 1. b. trans. To play the clown
in (a part) ; to render comic or farcical.

1891 Harper's Mag. Sept. 500/2 A Benedick who makes
faces and ' clowns ' the part, .leaves a distinct and horrihle

stain on the memory. 1930 Spectator 18 Jan. 83 Mr.
Marshall was too intent on making his 'asides', and there

were frequent episodes in which he definitely clowned the

situation.

Clownage. Transfer fObs. to 2 and add to i :

1903 Times 23 Apr. 10/2 The outside circle was the

marriage of Theseus and Hippolyta, then came the clown-
age of the play.

Clox, commercial spelling of pi. of Clock sb.^

Cf. Clock v.'^

1923 Daily Mail 26 May 1 Silk Stockings (with lace clox).

1928 Daily Tel. 20 Mar. 14/6 The latest stockings, instead

of having clox or emhroidery to draw attention to ankles,

are ornamented with hand-painted roses or with clox on
the knee.

Cloyinffly (kloi-ir)li), adv, [f. Cloying />/. a.

-i--LY 2.] In a cloying manner or degree.

19*8 Observer 25 Mar. 15/4 This cloyingly sweet criticism.

CloySOme, a. Delete rare and add quots.

:

x86i Macm. Mag. IV. 209/2 Cloysome contrasts are too

frequently indulged in. 1903 G. C. Williamson Holman
Hunt 18 The pictures of the day in their cloysome richness.

Club, sb. Add : 2. b. (See quot.)

1889 Century Did., Club, a small spar to wliich the head
of a gaff-topsail or the clue of a staysail or jib is bent to

make the sail set to the best advantage.

6. Also, a clump (of trees). U.S.
1836 Edward Hist. Texas 36 We find, .one solid prairie.,

intersected., with variegated clubs of limber.

18. (sense 2) club-face^ -head, -maker^ -shaft \

l^sense 14) club button, necktie^ tie,

1894 To-day 17 Mar. 182/2 Yachting suits of blue cheviot

with *club buttons. X9>8 Daily Mail 25 July 15/4 Much
has been heard in recent years of the *shut* and *open'
"club-faces. 1891 H. G. Hutchinson G<»^2o The "club-head

will, so, describe the arc not of a circle but an ellipse. 1903
Westm. Gas, 17 July 3/2 To bring the club-head down on
the back of the ball and between it and the rim of the cup.

1891 H. G. Hutchinson Golf^^ The "club-maker whom you
honour with your patronage. 1909 IVestm. Gaz.^ n Jan.
12/2 Besides being a very fine player, Stephenson is a first-

class club-maker. 1917 A. Bennett IVoman "zvho stole. The
Umbrella 152 He., wore, .a *club necktie carelessly knotted,

1906 Westt7t. Gaz. 12 Oct. 3/1 A Httle twist in the hand,
with the "club-sIiafL

20. club-fungus, a fungus belonging to the

family Clavariaceae; club-tail {local U.S,)j also,

the common shad ; club-topsail, a large topsail

extended beyond the gaff by means of a small spar

or *club' ; club-wheat (earlier examples).
^1909 C. MacMillan A/inn. Plant Life viii. (Cent. D.

Suppl.) Not all of the "club-fungi are unbranched. 1848
Bartlett Diet. Amer., *Clubtail. The common shad, the

fatter portion of which have the tail swollen, and on the
coast of Carolina, where they are taken, are called club'tails.

1886 Outing (U.S.) IX. 19/1 The Mohawk was lying, .with

all after canvas set, even to her enormous "club top-sail. 1849
Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents, Agric. (1850) 181 The "club
wheat, which has a remarkably stiffstraw. 1861 Trans. III.

Agric. Soc. IV. 317 A neighbour tried shrunk club wheat
for seed.

Clubby, a. U.S. Delete nonce-wd. and add :

1905 Smart Set Sept. 128/1 Our black coffee stories have
become clubby to an extent that embarrasses a butler.

Ibid. 129/1 She is not a creature to set to music—the clubby
girl, the feminine good-fellow. 1928 F. N. Hart Bellamy
Trial \. 14 Cliarlesbtuyvesant's the only one that won't have
a good chibby time of it.

Clubmanly (klp'bmsenli), a. [-lyI,] Charac-
teristic of a clubman.
191a Nation (N.V.) 26 Sept. 286 That clubmanly air which

is so irresistable to the general public.

Clu-b-WO:man. [ChMtisb. 13-15.] A woman
who is a member or habituee of a club or clubs,

1895 Susan Hale Lett. 294 She . . is a |
club-woman ',—and

she early secured me to ' attend a meeting ' of her club.

Clucker (kl»-k3j). [f. Cluck z'. +-er1.] One
who clucks or talks endlessly and aimlessly.

1891 Kipling Light that Failed viii, What a one-idead

CLUSTER.

clucker it is ! 1921 Chambers's yrnl. 355/2 People were
mistaken who took Gilbert for an eternal clucker, for he
could be stern enough.

Clump, sb. Add

:

1. b. A clump-built ship. U.S,
1830 S, Breck Recoil, iii. (1877) 139 But our brig was a

clump, and made but small way.

2. b. Of people.

1896 Harper's Mag. XCII. 772/1 Clumps of Frenchmen
were smashed to pieces, one on top of the other.

c. {a) A mass of bacteria which have come
together through the action of agglutinins, (b) A
mass of fibrin precipitated from the liquid plasma
of the blood,
1899 G. Newman Bacteria App. 343 The clumps of bacilli

having fallen owing to gravity. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI.
68/2 The aggregation into clumps of the bacteria uniformly
distributed in an indifferent fluid. Ibid., The clumps soon
settle in the fluid and ultimately form a sediment. 1910
Ibid. IV. 81/2 The tendency the corpuscles have to run into

clumps.

d. Printing. (See quot.)

1898 J. Southward Mod. Printing {i^io) I. xii. Z-jClumps
are thick pieces of type metal, ranging in width from pearl

to double pica, and of the height of leads. They are used in

whiting out, also as footlines at the bottoms of columns and
pages.

4. b. A blow, knock. O. A stick, colloq. or dial.

1868 Farmer i^ the King in N. ^ Q. 4th Ser. II. 152 He
knocked and thump'd wi' his oaken clump. 1889 Jerque
Three Men in Boat \. 7 They didn't give me pills; they
gave me clumps on the side of the head. 1894 Blackmore
Perlycross xxxvi, He dropped on the flags with a clump in

his ear.

6. clump-foot = Club-foot. (Cf. \clumped
foot s.v. Clumped///, a. 1.)

1922 Chambers^s Jrnl. 863/2 He had a clump-foot.

Clxuup (klt?mp), a. U.S. [f. Clump sb^
= clump-built (s.v. Clump sb, g).
x8o8 Columbian Centinel 17 Feb. 3/1 A clump black

looking brig, ashore, with her foremast gone.

Clnmp, v. Add

:

1. b. To move heavily or clumsily.

1903 Conrad & Hueffer Romance in. vi, The clumping
staff of my heavy crucifix drew hollow echoes from the
flagstones.

c. trans. To strike, punch, or beat, colloq, or

dial,

1864 De-rby Day 52, I want to clump them. It will spoil

sport to call in the bobbies. 1874 Slang Diet., Ctump^
to strike, to \yKdX.—Prcn>. 1896 A. Morrison Child Jago
162 Dicky 'clumped' Bobby Roper whenever he could
get hold of him. 1903 Daily Chron. 10 Mar. 9/7 When I

woke up I found my boy's hand in my pocket, and I clumped
him, as a father should. 1924 Blacktv. Mag. Feb. 145/1
[He] impartially..clumped the ears of each youth in turn.

2. b. intr. and trans. To form a clamp or

clumps (*Clump sb. 2 c). Hence Clu'mping
vbl. sb.

1903 Med. Rec. Feb. 358 (Cent. D. Suppl) The Seal
Harbor bacillus refused absolutely to clump in anydilution
above i-io. 1904 ^rftl. Med. Research Oct. 321 (Ibid.) The
table showing., no flagellar clumping, if^ C. Urban
Cinematograph 42 The ' clumping ' of 1 yphoid baciU. x^oS
Practitioner June 838, •! per cent, saline solution, in which
the organisms lose to a large extent their natural property
of clumping. 1^10 Encycl. Brit. IV. 81 Horse's blood offers

one of the best instances of the clumping of red corpuscles.

Clumpy, «. Add :

1. b. Consisting of or growinjj in clumps.

1889 J. S. Nicholson Dreamer ofDreams 11. vii. 100 The
pastures were thick with heavy, clumpy grass.

Cluster, sb. Add

:

3. C. A group of small stars forming a relatively

dense mass, appearing as a nebula to the naked
eye; a star-cluster. Also attrib.f as cluster system,

variable,

1833 Herschel Astron. (1859) 634 In the sword-handle of

Perseus, also, is another such spot, crowded with stars,

wliich requires rather a better telescope to resolve into indi-

viduals separated from each other. These are called clusters

of stars. Ibid. 6yi Nebulae, .have been separated by him
[^c. Sir W. Herschel] into— ist. Clusters of starsj in which the

stars are clearlydistinguishable; and these.again, into globu-

lar and irregular clusters. 1854 [in Diet. s.v. 3J. 1^0* Encycl.

Brit. XXV. 753/1 In all 509 variable stars were found

among 19,050 examined in twenty-three clusters... Perhaps

the most interesting questions suggested by these cluster

systems is that of their stability. 1926 H. Macpherson
Mod. Astron. 121 In 1895 another sub-class was added by
Professor Bailey of Harvard, who detected in that year the

'cluster variables', a type closely akin to the Cepheids and
Geminids. 19*8 Jeans Astron. ^ Cosmog. 26 It is not alto-

gether clear to what extent the globular clusters and the

moving clusters form distinct formations.

4. cluster-cherry (examples) ; cluster-pin,

-ring, a breast-pin or ring set with a cluster of

stones ; cluster-pore, each of a number of small

pores or orifices forming part of the system of

mucous canals opening on the surface in Chimmra,
1731 P. Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Cerasus, The Flanders

*Cluster-Cherry. 1765 J. Bartram Jml (1769)5 Chinqua-

pines and cluster-cherry all of an uncommon size. Footnote,

There is an evergreen sort of this Bird or Cluster cherry,

which grows about 10 feet high in S. Carolina. 1873 ' Mark
Twain^ & C. D. Warner Gilded AgexT^xWi. 301 He wore a

diamond *^^cluster-pin and he parted his hair behind. 1895

Proc. Zool Soc. London 880 There is also an absence of

primitive pores, and the *cInsier-pores are very few »n

number. <x 1906 ' O. Hrnrv' Trimmed Lamp etc. i73Shc
wore a ^cluster ring of huge imitation rubies.



CLUTCH.

Cluteh, siA ft a. Add:
spec, in motor vehicles, a piece of mechanism by

which power is transmitted from the engine to the
wheels. Also alirib.

1899 Motor^Car IVcriii Oct. lo/i Tlie advantage of traos*
mission by gearing is its posiitveness, while its disadvantages
are noi^e, cost of renewal when worn' and the necessity of
using clutches. 190a A, C. Harmsworth Motors <V Motor.
Driving x. 191 The forward end of the arbor shaft is con-
nected to the engine shaft by a clutch. Ibiti, 308 The motor
and the main clutch shaft mtist be truly in line. 1904 A. B. F.
Yousc Compute Motorist ix. ai6 The car will now travel

forward so long as the clutch pedal is not depressed. lyo6
H'ertfH, Gaz. 14 Nov. 9/3 A flexible joint on the driving
shaft just at the rear of the clutch-sleeve. X9xa Motor
Mattuai V. 162 To ensure a gradual ' take up * of the drive
from the engine, the clutch should be let in very gently.
i9a8GALSWOBTHY Stvan Song m. iv, 246 ' This is where i put
in my clutch ', she said, ' as they say in the "bloods! "'And
through Kpsoni and Lealherhead tney travelled in silence.

Clntcby (kl»tjij,a. [f. Clutch w.i + -yi.]

Inclined to clutch.

1876 A. S. Palmer Leaves/rom ^Vord-hunier's Noiebk.
x.i^ft Upon sins the devil is ready-to-take-hold ', or, if we
might forge a term for the occasion, is 'clutchy*. i9aa
A. S. M. HtrrcitiNsoN This Freedom 11. iii. 96 Grotesque
ideas, .masterfully shaping the child mind wherein they
germinated : burrowing in clutchy roots.

Clutter, ib. .K&A : 2. (Later U.S. example.)
1891 Harper's Mag. Nov. 88i/a A tiny duuer of frame

houses and tents.

3. esp. in phr. in a clutter.

1890 Btackvj Mag. CXLVIII. ^f)\'i Up Spring the part*
ridecs ;. .all in a clutter they are, one over the otoer.

Clutter, V. Add

:

6. (Illustration of recent extended currency.)
1906 Daily Ckroit.ii Feb. 4/4 The floor also was clattered

with papers and books of every kind. 1910 Westm. Gas.
6 Apr. 2/1 The Second Chamber is now cluttered up with

uttered up with
brute mass of undistinguished bipeds.

cluttered up
i9<4 H. HI. FvFK

troop-trains. 1993 Times Lit. SuppL 18 Jan. 36/2 The
boolc is cluttered up with details of the number of troops
present and tables of the exceedingly minute casualties.

Cluttered, ppl. a. 2. Delete U.S. and add

:

Also with up.
1867-8 Trans. lU. Agric. Soe. VII. 575 The slovenly,

cluttered up appearance that characterizes Western habita-
tions. <ii887 JtrnRiEi Fie/d * //r<iSrrrim> (1889) 189
* Cluttered up ' means in a litter, surrounded with too many
things to do at once. 1897 Kiruifc Capt. Cour. 53 The
cluttered decks of a seventy^on schooner. 1898— in Mom.
Fosi 8 Nov. 5/2 Cluttcred'Up boxes of machinery and hen
of tricks. 191a Dailj Chroa. 9 Mar. 7/3 To pick up debns
from a cluttered room.

Cluttery (Iclrrtwi), a. U.S. [f. Cluttkb A.
1 b.] Somewhat cluttered.

1904 Slsam Haix Lett. 388 At Bowbridge we rested the
horses in a cluttery little town.

Clydesdale ^kUi'dzd^l), o. (j^.) Designating
a breed of heavy draft horses originally bred round
about the Clyde in Scotland.
1831 YoUATT Horu 35 The Oydesdale is a good kind of

draught-horse, and i»nicularly for farming business and in
a hilly coontry. Ibid. 40 The Clydesdale horse owes iu
origin to one of the Dukes of Hamilton, who crossed some
of the best Lanark mares with stallions which he had
brought over from Flanders. i8A> Morton Farmer's Cal.
(ed. 2) 574 'ITie Oydesdale is one of our best farm horses.
«884 Timet T/ Feb. 7/6 The high-standing quick-stepping
Clydesdales.

Clydesider(kl»i-dsaid3j). [C. C/jtdeMe {Side
r/5.1 7a)-f--EE.i] A dweller on a bank of the rirer
Clyde in Scotland ; spec, applied to that group of
the Labour party whose leaders are associated with
Glasgow and the neighbouring industrial area.
1911 Gtasgo7u Herald 7 Apr. 7 There does not appear to

be much to interest the Clydesider in the new» that the
Norwegian four-masted barque SvarKkog is long overdue.
1996 Ibid. 3 Apr. 9 Even the versatile loquacity of hall
a dozen of the more combative Clydesiders failed to spin
things out till the hour appointed for dispersal. 1930 Times
Lit. StiffI. to Feb., In that valley the ClydesiJers were
born with memories of the martyrs Muir and Palmer.

Cnicnode(ni-kn<»d). A/alh. [I.L.cnicus,cnecus
safllower = Gr. Kr^teo% a plant of the thistle kind
+ L. Ho</us knot, node.] A conical point, a point
where tangents form a cone of the second order.
Also Cnl-otrop« (see Tbope), the reciprocal of a
cnicnode.
1869 Catley Matk. Papers (1893! VI. xp, I take account

oi conical and biplanar nodes, or, as I calf them, cnicnodes,
and binodes. Ibid. 314 Consider a surface having the
cnicnode C = r, and the reciprocal surface having the cnic-
troneCc 1. 1870 /i/rf. (1894) VII. 246 Iheremaybeon the
nodal curve points which, in iheclassiflcat ion of the surfaces,
must be counted as cnicnodes. 1887 Encyet. Brit. XXII.
669/1 As regards isolated singularities, it will be suflicient to
mention the point singularily of the conical point (or cnic-
node) and the corresponding plane singularity of the conic
of contact Un cnictrope).

Cnida. Add : Cnl-Oooyst, a nematocyst.
Cnldo'ffenooa a., producing or containing nema-
tocyits. Cnl donw, the dilated middle part of a
tentillum in certain Siphotiophora.
iMSaocwtcK Tejcl-bk. Zool. I. 146 The swelling of the

cnidosac is due to a rich development of nematocysts of
vanoua kinds, forming the battery. I9aa Kncyct. Brit.

^^.^•,797/1 The hepatic caeca in the dorsal papillae of
r.ohdoida actually coinmtintcate with the cnidogenous sacs

"L'Jll''
""r*''>i'y • cnidocysu are absent from Eolis glau-
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Co.* Add: 1. b. coUvq. In phrases: and Co.,
and the rest of tltat set ; in Co. (with), in company
(with). Chiefly U.S.
1816 U. Brown yml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 147

This morning.. in Co: with Doctor William Lee Brook,
traverses Janesville.. and pastes up our hand bills. 183S
* IsxiAN

' Mexico V. Texas 1 1 Two foreign physicians, the one
a Frenchman, the other an American, exercised the healing
art 1,1 Co. 188S Nalion (N.Y.) 5 July 3/2 In the case of
Newfoundland Messrs, Frye, Tugalls & Co. consider the
claim presurnptious.

Coacervate, a. Delete fObs. and add : Bot.
Clustered.

184s Florist's yml. (1846) VI. 246 Coacervate, growing
together, clustered. l8«6 Treas. Bot.

Coach, ^li. Add:
1. d. (bee also quots. below.)
1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl., Coach, a first class

passenger car, as distinguished from a drawing room car, or
second class. i;)ii Wrbster, Coach,. . a lirstKrlass passenger
car, as distinguished from a drawing-room car, sleeping car,
etc. ; sometimes, loosely, any passenger car.

8. c. A tame bullock or horse used as a decoy in
catching wild cattle or horses. Austral.
1874 Ranken Australia vi. no To get them {sc. wild

caulej, a party of stockmen take a small herd of quiet cattle,
'coaches .

6. coaoh-btiilt a., of a motor body, built ofwood
throughout by craftsmen, or on a wood framework
with metal panels ; also sometimes designating
merely snch a framework ; ooaoh-honse, also
Naui. (see qnot.) ; coach-Uoe, an ornamental
woven band used as a trimming for carriages;
coach-look, a kind of spring latch ; coach screw,
a large screw with a square head, which is turned
with a spanner ; hence coach-screw v. ; ooach-
smith (see quots.) ; coach-work, the woodwork
of a motor-car body.
1^04 Daily Chron. 19 Nov. 6/6 The new car, with a 'coach-

built seat at the rear in place of a tool-box. 1918 Daily
Express 13 June 3 The coachbuilt bodies are beautifuify
finished. 1838 J. F. Cooper Homrward Bound I. 12 Mr.
Effingham led bis daughter into the hurricane-house or, as
the packet-men quaintly term it, the *coach-house. 1853
yml Soc. Arts II Nov. 618/1 Ihe object is to weave in
*coach lace numbers and letters, so as to form words. Z9SI
Diet. Occup. Terms (lai-j'i { 370 Coach lace weaver. 1884
Kmoht Diet. Mech. Suppl., 'Coach Lock, a spring latch
operated either by a cross-bar handle on the exterior, or by
a lever from within side the carriage. 1874 Thearle Naval
Archil. 60 Very fretjuently 'coach screws are placed be-
tween the bolts. Ibid. 48 Angle-irons being fitted in the
comers, riveted to the beams, and 'coach -serewed to the
carlings. 1846 G. Dodd Brit. Maim/. VI. 122 A 'coach-
smithy, .has to work large and heavy bars of iron into forms
containing several unequal curves, and varying greatly in
thickness. 19J1 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) t 190 Coach-
smith \..^ixa\\\i who forges by hand or under power
hammer.. iron work used in building railway or tramway
coaches, motor vans, carts, etc. 1906 Daify Chron. to Oct.
2/7 Special carburettors, governors, ignition gear, gear-
boxes, 'coachwork. 1907 Westm. Gaz. it Nov. 6/3 The
best examples of high-class coach-work. 19U Autocar
10 Nov. 1013 The advantage of thb type of coachwork
over the ordinary two.seater and dickey.

Coacli, V. Add :

3. o. To decoy wild cattle or horses with tame
animals. Austral.
1874 Ranken Australia vL 121 (The wild horse] may be

got by ' coaching ' like wild cattle.

CoachM'. 2. 6'..S^.(EarlierandlateTexamples.)
«794 iJ.S. Stat. I. 374 For and upon every phaeton and

coachee (a duty of) six dollars. 1796 Mass. Stat, c 32. I i

Any Coach, Cliariot, Coachee or other Carriage. 1819 Kees'
Cycl. 8.V. Philadelphia, The coachee is a carriage thought
to be peculiar to America. 183a Act Penn. in U.S. Stat.
(1856) IV. 5^4 (Toll! for ever>- chariot, coach, coachee, stage,
wagon,, .with two horses arid four wheels, twelve cents.

Coachman. Add :

L d. '1 lie coach-whip bird. Austral.
18J7 P. Cunningham N. S. W. II. 158 Our native coach-

man , .whi^lWnz and cracking out his whiplike notes as he
hops sprucely from branch to branch. 1888 J as. Thomas
it. Austral. Poets jySS-lSSS 55a While the crested coach-
nuui bird Midst the underwooid is heard.

Coach-whip. Add

:

1. b. ellipt. 'I he coach-whip bird. Austral.
•793 Tench Port Jackson 175 To one (of the smaller

birds), not bigger than a tom-tit, we have given the name
of coach-whip, from its note exactly resembling the smack
of a whip. 1817 Trans. Linn. Sec. XV. 330. z8a8 Hay-
garth Bnsh Life in Australia i. 7 The 'coacb-whip,' with
his peculiar jerking cry.

o. ellipt. The coach-whip snake. U.S.
>*3S W. G. SIMMS Partisan 255 The skin of a monstrous

coachwhip which.. he had been successful enough. .10 kill
without bruising. 1887 Sci. A mer. ( N. S.) LVI 1. 7A • coach-
whip ', a snake much like the common black snakes in form,
but in color a very dark brown some two thirds of its length.

CoachwOOd (k^-tfwud). [f. Coach sb. + Wood
-ti-l] Either of two Australian trees, Ceratofetalum
apetalum, yielding an aromatic close-grained wood
suitable for cabinet making, or Schizomeria ovata

;

also, the wood of these trees.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 174/1 Names are found oddly
given by colonisu. 1 heir red cedar is the Cedrela Goona;
. .coachwood, the Cera/opetalum.

Coact, V. 5. (Modem U.S. example.)
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Die (Forging), a device con-

sisting of two parts which coSct to give to the piece swaged
between them the desired form.

COALER.

Coagrnlation. Add

:

4. altrib. : coagulation necrosis, that form of
necrosis in which dead tissue forms into a mass in
the midst of tissue in which the blood continues to
circulate. Also called coagulative necrosis.
1890 Billings Med. Diet., Coagulation necrosis, necrtisis

with coagulation of dead tissues (Weigert). 189S Buck's
Hanifbk. Med. Sci. Suppl. 351/1 Coagulative necrosis, a
condition confounded by some with gangrene, was given
Its name by Cohnheim.
Coagralin (kO|se-gi«!in). Biol. Chem. [f. Co-
agulate V. : see -in 1.] An adaptation-product
causing coagulation of an introduced substance.
l9i3D0RLANDjV<-rf. ZJiV/. (ed. 7). i^g EncycL Brit. III.

898/1 (Jules Bordet) has thrown light on the process of the
formation ofcoagulin, showing that it includes two elements

;

the first, albuminoidal and peculiar to the liquid blood, and
the other, Itpoidal in nature, originating in the cells of the
blood or tissues.

Coagulometer (kdusegialp-mftai). [f. coagtil-

in COAQULATE, COAGDLDM, etc + -((;)MgTEK.] An
instrument for examining the coagulability of blood.
1901 Dorland Med. Did. (ed. 2). 1908 Jml. Chem. Soc.

X.CIV. II. 766 A modification of Buckmaster's coagulometer
is described. Z910 Practitioner Apr. 428 The coagulation
time of the blood, which was taken on several occasions by
Wright's coagulometer.

Coal, sh. Add : 15. coal-carrying, -fed adjs.
1891 Daily News 8 June 2/3 A most important 'coal-

carrying line. 190$ Daily Chron. 6 Jan. 5/5 The Berrington
J^'en engaged in coaNcarrjing between the Tyne and

the Continent for nearly forty years. 1890 Pall Malt Gaz.
a June 3/3 The 'coal.fed furnace. 1899 Mrs. H. Fraser
Di/iom. IVi/e in yapan I. 6 Our great coal-fed, screw-
driven liner.

18. ooal-baU,aIso, a round mass, usually of calcite
or pyrite, found in or near a coal-seam ; coal-bank
U.S., a bank from which coal is obtained ; coal
baron U.S. (see *Baron 2 b) ; coal-bunker, a
place for storing coal, spec, in a ship; coal-car
U.S., a coal-wagon ; coal-face, the surface of a
seam exposed by mining ; ooal-flred a., heated or
driven by coal ; coal lumper, one who loads coal
into vessels ; ooal-salt, a fine salt (generally dis-

coloured by soot) obtained from brine by surface-
evaporation ; coal-tip, an apparatus from which
coal is tipped into a receptacle ; coal-washer, a
man or machine employed in washing impurities
from coal ; ooal-yard (U.S. example).
190a Rep. Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci. 811 On the Occurrence

of the Nodular Concretions ('Coal Balls) in the Lower Coal
Measures. 1931 Brit. Museum Return 151 Two CoaUballs
from the Coal Measures, Roms^, nearLitfge. 1816 U. Brown
yml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 142 Thence on said
River 4 Miles to a 'Coal Bank. 1837 Peck Gaz. Illinois 11.

135 Extensive coal banks exist in the county. 1886 Harper's
Mag. June 62/2 A gentleman who wanted a coal bank
opened engaged for the work a man passing along the road.
1887 Ibid. Apr. 822/1 When the great ' 'coal barons ' .

.

deliberately combine to put up the price of coal. 1840
Monthly Chron. (Boston) July 240 The engines, boilers,
and 'coal-bunkers (of S.S. *Britania'J occupy a space of
70 feet, the width of the vessel. 1874 Knight Did. Mech.,
Coal-bunker, the closed room around the boiler and engine-
room of a steam vessel for keeping the fuel. 1886 Harper's
Mag. June 4/2 The capacity of her coal-bunkers is 630 tons.

1895 Army 4- Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 .Sept. 266
Coal Bunker. To hold 2 cwt., 18 by 16 by 36 in. high. 1903
fVestm. Gaz. 30 Nov. 2/1 The saved coal.Sunker space is.

.

available for additional cargo. 1858 Penn. Rail Road
Annual Rep. 14 The rolling stock, .consisted. .of..Q2 Four,
wheeled "Coal Cars. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Coal-car,
a freight-car designed especially for coal, having facilities
for dumping. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 8 Jan, lo/i Atleast 1,000
coal-cars were added to the rolting-stock. 187a Good Words
for Young 89/2 They hang their lamps above their heads,
and then swinging their picks, make a ledge in the 'coal face.
1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal-m, 55 Coal Face, the working
face or wall of a stall, composed wholly of coal. 1939 Daily
Express 7 Nov. 2/3 Two Lancashire Socialist members who
recently worked at the coal face and were returned to
Parliament for the first time in May. 19M Daily Chron.
17 Apr. 4/7 Baked fifty.five minutes in *coal. fired oven.
1911 Harbord & Hall Metall. Steel (ed. 4) 538 The
ordinary coal.fired furnace. Z908 Daily Chron. 29 Aug. 1/6
'Coal Lumpers Refuse to Work on American Hospital
Ship. z88o G. LuNce Sulphuric Acid II. 131 The very
fine * butter salt ', or * 'coal salt ', obtained by top he.it
according to Pohl's process. 1906 Cornford De/cnceless
Islands 54 The frame-work with the rising platform is called
a *coal-tip. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., 'Coal^asher, a
machine in which coal which has been broken and assorted
is finally washed to deprive it of the dust and dirt adhering.
Z9ax Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) 5049 C^a/ti/aMrr;.. works
at machine for washing coal in washery to remove im-
purities. 1851 A. O. Hall Manltattaner in New Orleans 6
i'hc much talked of flat boats, mere floating granaries and
co.-i|.yards, secure in their timber fragility.

Coal-box. Add : b. A low-velocity German
shell emitting black smoke, a Black Maria. Army
slang.

1914 Itlusir. Lond. News 3 Oct. 489 One of the German
siege.guns—nicknamed. .'coal-box'. i^i^Scotsman 13N0V.
7/2 All you could hear was whizz, whizz I and then a deafen-
ing bangasacoal box would burst. 1916 BovD Cable .^r//f7»

Front 15 ' Coal-box ', said Courtenay hurriedly. * Come on.
They're apt to drop some more about the same spot.'

Coaler. Add: 3. Arailway employed in trans-

porting coalfromcoal-miningdistricts. h.pl. Stocks
or shares of coal-carrying railway companies. U.S,
1891 Daily Nrrtis i6 Feb. 6/6 Readings and other stocks

reacted under realizations, but * coalers then gradually lost

14
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their prominence. 1897 Ibid. 3i May 7/6 The feature of
toHlay s stock market was the remarkable weakness of
Coalers. 1909 Daily Chron. 17 Apr. 2/1 Coalers were again
the best stocks in the Yankee market.

Coalescence. 3, Add : PsychoL (See quots.)

1893 W, James Text-hk. PsychoL 339 Coalescence of Dif-

ferent Sensations into the Same 'Thing'—When two senses

are impressed simultaneously we tend to identify their

objects as one thing.. .In this coalescence in a ' thing *, one
of the coalescing sensations is held to de the thing, the

other sensations are taken for its more or less accidental

properties^ or modes of appearance. 1896 G. F. Stout
Anal. Psychol. I. 285 Suppose the components of the one
combination are a b c^ and of the other ab x\ c may^ be so
favored from the outset that it simply displaces jr without
any feeling of discrepancy arising, and without any atten-

tion to the difference. This process I call overlapping or
coalescence. Ibid. 287 The gradual transformation under-
gone by a story as it passes from one person to another is in

part at least to be accounted for by coalescence.

Coal-liole. 3. (U.S. example.)
1^4 Shillaber Mrs. Partington 56 When you look up .

.

avoid the coal-holes and cellar-ways that are open for your
unwary feet,

CoSblitionism (kJuali'Jsniz'm). [See under
Coalition.] The principles or advocacy of

gOTcmment by coalition. So Coali'tionalisni,

Coali'tionallst ctttrib, or as adj,

1922 J. M. Erskine in Daily Mail 6 Nov. 10 Untainted
by the poison of Coalitionism. 1925 Contemp. Rev. May
648 A political crisis in which the whole philosophy of
coalitionalism was killed, /i&zi/., His late Coahtioiialist Con-
servative colleagues. 1^28 Manchester Guardian Weekly
17 Aug. 129/2 By coalitionism you sell half your soul to get
the other half.

Coal-man. 2. Delete nonce-use and add :

x6ia in Court ^ Times ^aj. /(1849) I. 200 About fifty sail

. .known to be cast away, especially about Yarmouth, great
numbers of fishermen and coalmen.

Coal-oil. U,S. [Coal sb, i6.] Shale-oil, petro-

leura. Also attrib,

1858 U.S. Patent 25 May, Coal oil and other lamps. 1863
Ibid. 17 Jan., Coal oil stove. 1875, 1883 [see Coal sb. 16],

1897 Beatrice Harraden Hilda Strafford vi. 94 Empty
coal-oil tins and preserved pine-apples are not very fattening,

are they? 1926 J. Black You Can*t Win xv. 197 He sat in
state on a coal-oil can by the fire.

Hence Coal-oil v, trans., to smear with coal-oil.

1894 Congress. Kec. 5 Feb. 1862/1 The colored people are
tortured ; they are mutilated ; they are coal-oiled and burned.

Coarse, a. 7. C. Add : coarse fish, any fresh-

water fish except the Sahnonidx (or game-fish).

(In the 14th century the term was synonymous with
stock-Jisk.)

189SC. J. Cornish Wild England o/ To-day tjZ Autumn
and winter are the proper seasons in which to t^e coarse fish.

1897 EncycL Sport I. 16/1 The taking of spinning-baits by
grayling, and by the minor coarse fish. Ibid, 29/2. 1898
Daily Ne7vs 9 Mar. 5/1 The coarse-fish men who aspire to
baskeu of pike, perch, and roach.

Coassine (k^ae-sain, -in), a. [f. mod.L. Coassjts,

a genus of deer, f. Guarani guazh deer : see -ine 1.]

Of, pertaining to, or designating a group of small
American spike-horned deer.
1891 Flower & Lydekker Mamm. 330 The South

American Coassine group comprises the small forms known
as Brockets, in which the antlers form simple spikes not
exceeding half the length of the head.

Coast, sb. Add :

4. c. Also, the West Coast of Africa, the Pacific

Coast of N. America.
1888 PowLES Land of Pink Pearl 280 He was then for

a time ' on the coast ', as it is called, a polite form of saying
a man has been in the slave trade on the West Coast of
Africa. 1930 Publishers* Weekly 8 Feb. 708/1, I like the
Coast because it comprises California, Oregon, Washington
and the contiguous States.

d. Spec, One or other bank of the Mississippi

near its mouth.
x8ia Brackenridge Views Louisiana (1814) 174 The

Coast may be said to begin at Pointe Coup^. From this
to La Fourche, two thirds of the banks arc perfectly cleared,

183s J. H. Incramam South-West II. 24 note^ The banks of
the Mississippi are termed * the coast * as far up the river as
Baton Rouge. \668 Putnam's Mag. May 594/2 The left

bank, or * coast', of the river, as it is called in Louisiana.

13, coast defender, -survey^ -trade^ -trader,
1883 Whitaker's Aim. 445/2 China—3 ironclads. Two of

them are double-turreted *coast-defenders of the first class.
183a Deb. Congress 30 May 3187 'I'hc *coast survey . . will not
be completed . .under sixty years. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati
282 Flat-boats, .take down more or less bacon for the *coast
trade. 1864 J, A. Grant Walk across Africa 161 Jumah, a
•coast-trader.

14. coast-defence, the protection of the coast of
a country from attack by sea, either by forts or sea-
vessels ; coast-fever, a fever occurring in coastal
regions; spec, a disease, Piroplasma parvum,
transmitted by ticks, which attacks cattle on the
East Coast of Africa ; coast fox U,S.^ a fox of
the Califomian coast ; coast-liner, a surveyor
whose work is to map a coast-line; so coast-
Hning ; coast-man (modem examples) ; coast-
partridge, -pheasant, a Natal name for Franco-
linus natalensis-y coast-watcher, -watching (see
quots.).

1854 Cha^nbers's Jrnl. 172/1 A plan for *coast defence.
1869 Ibid. 710/1 A low-speed coast-defence vessel. 1883
Whitaker's Aim. i^s/-z Norway.—Has only 4 coast-defence
monitors. z886 Harper's Mag. June 23/1 Another type of

ships, which are styled * coast-defence vessels '. 1904 Wesim.
Gaz. 28 Dec. 2/1 Our coast-defence artillery. 1840 R. H.
Dana Bef. Meut xxiii. (1862) 248 Keeping him hard at work
while ill of the *coast fever. 1904 Daily Chron. 4 July 7/7
Coast fever. 1904 Dr. Theiler Rep. S. A. A. A. S. 211
(Pettman) East coast fever being a piroplasma disease, led
investigators to believe that it must be carried by ticks. 1905
Science in S. Afr. 339 (ibid.) They clearly recognized and
described the small and characteristic organisms of African
Coast Fever. 1870 Amer. Naturalist Hi. 186 The *Coast
Fox {Vuipes litioralis), if really distinct from the gray, does
not occur northward. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 102/2 It
is with the high-water line that the *coast-lincr is concerned,
delineating its character according to the Admiralty symbols.
Ibid. 102/1 *Coast-lining. In a detailed survey the coast is

sketched in by walking along it, fixing by theodolite or sex-
tant angles. 15)27 Blackw. Ma^. Apr. 516/2, I was. .peace-
fully engaged in coast-lining with a sextant and theodolite.
1841 PoK Tales Myst. Iff Imag.^ Desc. A^aelstrdm, Amongthc
whole of the Lofoden *coaslmen, we three were the only
ones who made a regular business of going out to the
islands. 1864 J. A. Grant Walk across Africa 161 They
refused to allow any coast-men into their kingdom. X91Z
Gilchrist 6'. .^/r, Zool. 255 (Pettman) Francolinus natalen-
sis is the *Coast partridge of Natal or ' Namaqua pheasant

'

of the Transvaal. 1916 War Illustrated IV. 604/2 They
dont call us coastguards, mind you, but "Coast Watchers.
19x8 Daily Express 23 Mar. 1/3 The small force of coast-
watchers who have taken the place of the old coastguards.
1925 Act 15 cj- 16 Geo. K. c. 88 § I A *coast.watching force
for the performance of the duties hitherto performed by the
coast-guard.

Coast, V. Add : 13. U,S. (Earlier examples.)
1836 Boston Pearl 9 Jan. (Th.) Skate, if you like ;

' coast ',

if you are boy enough. x8S4 Springfield Republ. (Th,)
Adown thy hills, when I's a boy, O how I used to coast,

b. Also of a motor vehicle.

1925 Morris Owner's Manual n Do not 'coast* down
hill with the clutch out. 1928 Daily Mail 25 July 7/5 Top
gear in the Willys-Knight feelslike free coasting in other cars.

C. To glide swiftly through the air, as a bird or
aeroplane.
1904 ^a. Amer. Suppl. ji June 23778 (Cent, D. Suppl.)

The birds exhibiting no trace of fatigue even after * coasting
'

long distances.

14, To loaf about from station to station. Aus^
tral, slang.
1890 ' R. BoLDREWOOD ' Squatter's Dream xxv. 295, 1 ain't

like you, Towney, able to coast about without ajob of work
from shearin' to shearin'.

Coastal, a. Add: "B. sb. A coast-defence ship.
191S Jane Brit. Battle Fleet 350 'Coastals' for local duties.

1919 Daily Tel. 9 Aug. 10/2 Of these airships and, after-
wards, of the coastals, we had several subsequently.

Coaster. Add

:

3. b. An animal of the ox-kind reared on the
coast. U.S.
190a Refi. Kansas State Board Agric. 1901-a, 154 Horns

of the old Texas coaster.

7. c. A rest for the foot in coasting on a bicycle.

1897 (?7///«^ (U.S.) Feb. 463/z Having gleefully perched
my feet up on the coasters, I. .shot forward like an arrow.

8. A loafer, sundowner. Austral, slang.
1890 ' R. BoLDREwooD *6yKa/^tf^V DreatuvVCx, 75A voluble,

good-for-nothing, loafing impostor, a regular ' coaster ',

Coasting, vbl, sb. Add :

4. U.S. (Earlier examples.) Also attrib.

177s J. Eliot in Belknap Papers III. 77 There is a de-
clivity, .which in the winter season the boys make use of as
a coasting-place. Ibid.^ The General at first did not under-
stand what they meant by the term coasting. 183a S. G.
Goodrich Syst. Univ. Geog. 201 Coasting is another winter
pastime, in which.. the labor seems to be at least equal to
the pleasure.

Coastwise, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1821 Deb. Congress App. 1726 Forts., to cover the coast-

wise and interior navigation.

Coat, sb. 14. Add :

coat-collar^ -cuff (example) ; coat and skirt, a
two-piece costume; also attrib. (with hyphens);
coat-facing, material of a kind different from the
cloth of the coat used as a facing ; coat-hanger,
a piece of wood or metal on which a coat or dress
may be hung, curved so as to fit the shoulders of
the garment and having a hook by which it may
be suspended in a wardrobe or elsewhere,
1895 Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price Listi^i^ Costumes.

. . Plain Serge *Coat and Skirt. 1906 Daily Chron. 24 Sept.
8/1 Those useful coat-and-skirt costumes. 1913 Ian Hay
Right Stu^iu XX. 212 I'm afraid she found my clothes rather
overpowering, though I'd only a coat and skirt on. 1930
Times 11 Sept. 13/6 A coat and skirt in brown velveteen.
1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxi, The marks of hair-powder on
his *coat-collar. i860 Holland yi/zw Gilbert^s Career \\\i.

132 A young man that .. keeps the dander all ofif his coat-
collar. 0:1909 'O. Henry' Roads of Destiny \\. 38 Mr.
Robert.. turned his coat collar up about his neck and ears.

'845 J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Sttggs iv. 42 Note. .the
snowy spotlessness of the linen exposed by the turn up of
his *coat-cutf, 1900 Wesim. Gaz. 9 Sept. 3/2 Velvet is con-
spicuous as a *coat facing in some of the newest models.
1908 Daily Chron. 26 Feb. 8/5 Most women have six or
seven *coat-bangers in their closets.

Coated. 3. (Additional mod. examples. Coated
paper-, see quot. 1902.)
1878 Abney Treat. Photogr. 124 The rapid evaporation of

the solvents from the coated plate. 1879 St. George's
Hosp. Rep. IX. 341 The tongue was white, coated, and
moist. 1892 Daily Neivs 13 Apr. 2/8 Coated pills. 190a
Daily Chron. 21 Feb. 3/2 We might have had the 'coated '

paper which would have done justice to the * Lilacs in
Winter * picture. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 17/1 * Coated

'

paper, ,is paper which, after manufacture, is passed through
a bath of a preparation of china clay.

Coatie (k^u'ti). Also -ee. [f. Coat sb. + -ie.]

A small coat
1898 Westm, Gaz. 12 May 3/2 The day costume.. is the

black silk coatie and black and white checked skirt 1906
/bid. 19 Sept. 16/1 A pretty little design. .for a fur coatie
with a cloth skirt.

Coa-t-tailed, a. [f. Coat-tail + -bd2.]
Having coat-tails.

190Z Westm. Gaz. 20 Feb. 3/1 The bolero and blouse coat
with their coat-tailed and basqued variations. Ibid. 25 Sept.
3/2 A coat-tailed bolero.

Coax, V. Add : 3. d. To urge (a thing) by
gentle means.
1841 S. Warren Ten Thou, a Year I. vii, After coaxing

up the fire, I will proceed to tell you. x866 Meredith
Vittoria xxiv, Ange lo knelt and coaxed the fire.

Cob, sb,\ rV. Add: cob-meal U.S., com-
cobs f^round down ; cob-mill (see quot.),
1837 CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) 83 Beef animals

fattening, .on boiled potatoes, apples, and *cob meal. 1868
Rep. U.S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 439 Poor pastures, poor
meadows, hay, and a few shorts or cob-meal. 1S59 Bartlett
Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Corn ««^ *f<J^ wii'//, a milHor grinding
the entire ear of Indian corn.

Cobber i (kf?-b3j). [f. Cob v.'^ or j^.i + -eeI.]

(See quots.)

1778 Pkyce Min. Comub.i-3,^ The picked Ore..is put toa
number of girls called Cobbers, who break it.. to the size of
a chestnut and less.

^ 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 056
Cobber; breaks ore into small pieces with small hammer,
and sons itaccording to value. Ibid. § 334 Cobber; in fell-

mongery trims shanks and neck portions of sheepskins free
of hair and offal after wool has been removed, and cuts
them off.

Cobber 2 (k^*baj). Austral, slang. Companion,
mate.
1916 Anzac Book 22/2 'Ow er yer orf fer socks, cobber?

Cobble, sb.'^ 4. Add : cobble-paved^ -streeted

adjs.

1891 Pall Mall Gaz. 30 Nov. 3/1 The *cobble-paved road,
bordered by endless crucifixes. 19x0 W. J. Locke Simon
the Jester xii. We crossed the cobble-paved courtyard. 1909
Margaret B. Saunders Litany Lane in, xxv, Little 'cobble-
strected shady French towns.

Cobbler. Add :

1. b. The last sheep to be sheared, in punning
allusion to the cobbler's last. Austral, slang,

1893 Herald (Melbourne) 23 Dec. 6/1 (Morris) Everyone
might not know what a * cobbler' is. It is the last sheep in

a catching pen, and consequently a bad one to shear, as the
easy ones are picked first... In the harvest field English
rustics used to say, when picking up the last sheaf, *'lhis is

what the cobbler threw at his wife '. ' What ? ' ' The last.*

1894 A. Robertson Nuggets 4 The 'cobbler*, a grizzled,
wiry-haired old patriarch that every one had shunned.

c. A spinous fish ofNew South Wales, /V«/ar(?^
marmorata, belonging to the family Scorps&nidm*
Austral.
1898 Morris Austral Engl,
3. 6^.5. (Later examples.)
1852 G. W. Curtis Lotus-eating 10^ Various other select

parties are.. watching the sails and sipping cobblers. x86s
E. McDermott Pop. Guide Internat. Exhib. 185 There
is an American bar, where visitors may indulge in *juleps',
'cock -tails', 'cobblers ', 'rattle-snakes', [etc].

Cobbly (kf'-bli), a, [f. Cobble j^J.l + -yl.]

Paved with cobble-stones, Also^^.
In earlier dial, use in sense ' full of lumps *.

1891 Bicycling News 4 Apr. 197 Our rough cobbly roads.
1894 Westm. Gaz. Dec, We want to put, if possible, a bit of
the' light at eventide* on the cobbly path of the old women,
Cobb paper.
x88o 2aehnsdorf ^r/ Bookbinding 28. X911 Coutts &

Stephen Libr. Bookbinding 226 Cobb Paper.

—

h. self-

coloured paper, obtainable in various shades, largely used by
binders as end-papers and for the sides of books. It derives
its name from its inventor, or the binder who first used it.

Cobbra (kp-bra). Austral. Also cobra.
[Native word, of Malay origin.] The head, skull.
x88z A. C. Grant Bush-Life in Queensland iii. (1882) 23

The black fellow who lives m the bush bestows but small
attention on his ' cobra ', as the bead is usually called in the
pigeon-English which they employ. 1890 ' R. Boldre-
wood' Col. Reformer jim^ Having an empty cobbra, as the
blacks say.

Cobby. Add

:

3, b. Shortish and thickset, ' stocky *.

1884 G. Stables Our Friend the Dog vii, Cobby—"^vct^y
ribbed up, compact in fbrm like a cob-horse. 1891 New
Review June 545 The cobby man of 5 ft. 5 in. 1909 Daily
Chron, 26 June 8/5 Pony (Welsh), cobby-built.

Cobdenism (kp'bdaniz^m). [f. the name of

Richard Cobden (1804-1865).] A policy advo-
cating free trade, peace, and international co-opera-

tion. So Ccbdenite.;^., a supporter ofCobdenism
;

a., of or pertaining to Cobdenism ; Co'Menlc,
Co'bdenitish adjs,

1853 A. SoMHRviLLE {title) Cobdenic Policj' the Internal
Enemy of England. 1887 W. J. Harris in Nat. Rev. Nov.
311 Cobdenites p>otnt to the agricultural population as too
small a part of the total number to be considered in the
arguments of Protection versus Free Trade. Ibid,, I am
simply striving to escape the natural conclusion to which
Cobdenism is driving me. 1929 Daily Tel. 8 Jan. 7/a, I met
a Cobdenite the other day, and, like a true Cobdenite, he said
he was in favour of letting the miners starve.

Co*b-liOUSe. U.S. (See Cob j^.i IV.)
1774 J. Belknap in Z-j^ (1847)68 They have a neat poaltry
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hojise, built of sawed strips of wood, in the form of a cob-

house. xSiSBirkbeck/-^/^. Illinois ii6 In this country they

build 'cob-bouses';, .with these cobs., structures are raised

by the little half-IncHan brats, very much like our houses of

cards. 1834 Dfb, Congress 26 Feb. 736 With the first shock

in the commerce or credit of the country the whole cob-house

fabric must tumble. 1858 E. E. Hale if^ Yes <V Perhaps

(1868) 120 The child had been building cob-houses out of

lucifer-matches in a paper warehouse, i860 Susan Warner
Say tf Seal xxix. 26+ This hard work being diversified..

with the continual additions he made to a cob-house on the

hearth. i88x [see Cob sb} IVJ.

CO'b-pipe. U.S, [Cob sby ii.] A tobacco-

pipe made from a corn-cob.

\Z^^ in D. Drake Pioneer Life Kentucky iii. 63 Quietly

smoking a cob pipe in the corner, 1854 Marv J. Holmes
Tempest ^ Sunshine xv. 94 Mr. Miduleton puffed away at

his old cob pipe. 1857 Knickerbocker Mng. Nov. 440 My
taciturn host., took a cob-pipe down from a shelf over the

fire-place. 1884 'C. E. Craddock' In Tenn. Mts. i, i. 16 She
sat down., and pulled deliberately at her longcob-pipe. 1897

J. L. Allen Choir Invts. viiL (1918) 70 Taking a short cob

pipe out of his mouth.

Cobra. Add: cobra-hooded adj.; cobra-wise

adv. ; cobra-lily, a name for the flower Arum
campantiiatum, so called from its resemblance to

a cobra with raised head.

1887 A. M, Brown Anim. Alkaloids loa The •cobra-hooded
snake. 18B6 Yule & Bubnkll Hobson-yobson, *Cobra
Lily., the flower Arumt campanulatum^ which stands on its

curving stem exactly like a cobra with reared head.
^ 1005

Kernahan Visions 254 Crushing religion, *cobra*wise, in her
folds.

Coburger. U.S, An army or navy officer who
obtains a ^ood appointment by miderhand influence

with the Government,
x886 Pall Mall Gnz. 15 Tunc 14/1 There are quite a

number of naval oiBcers in Washington, comprehensively
classed as Coburgers.

Cocainist (k^^k^nist). [f. Cocaikk + -ist.]

One addicted to the use of cocaine.

1904 Daily Chron. 22 Aug. 7/5 The cocainist influence*.

1908 it^estm. Gaz. i-j Jan. 7/4 The cocainist-. experienced
singular elation.

Coccal (kf^-kal), a. [f. Coccos : see -al.] Of,

pertaining to, or resembling a coccus; spherical or

nearly spherical in form.

1918 Lancet 8 Dec. 1 193/1 A blood culture was taken . , , the
organism grown being coccal in character.

Coccid (kfj-ksid), a. and sb. Ent, [f. mod.L.
Coccidxy a family of insects.] A. adj. Of or per-

taining to the Coccidaa or scale- insects, B. so, A
scale-insecL
x89i W. I* DisTAifT Naturalist in Transr-anl 88 The

Coccid, or so<4:alled 'Australian Bug' (tcerya purchasi).

1894 Athtn^um 16 June 778/1 Male specimens of a coccid
{LecaniutM prunastri)^ bred from scales attached to shoots
of blackthorn. 1913 Ox/. Univ. Gaz. 4 June 948/3 The
Coccid food of the larva of SPalgis Umolea. 19*0 Jas.
Ritchie Antin, Life Scot. 474 A Coccid on oranges.

Hence Coooidoloffy, the scientitic study of scale-

insects.

X904 Science 25 Mar, 50X (Cent. D. SuppL) la the present
state of cocctdology.

Coccidiosis (k^ksidi^'sis). [f. mod.L. cocci-

dium^ -osis.] A disease caused by the presence

of coccidia.

loox DoiLAMD vl/f(/. Diet* (ed. 2), 1930 Times 17 Mar.
1 3/3 Coccidiosts, bacillary white diarrhoea, and other chicken
diseases.

Coccinella (k^ksincla). £n/, [mod.L., f.

L. coccintus scarlet.] A beetle of the genus so

named or its family Coccinellidm ', a lady-bird. So
Cocdnellid a. and sb.

1887 E, A. Ormerod Australian Bug 29 The grubs of
a Coccinellid or Ladybird. X913 Ox/. UniT. Gaz. 4 June
955/3* 3 Coccinellid beetles of the genus Efiilachna, 1917
StR J. D. HooKta in Li/e ^ Lett* I. 4 Seeing a Coccinella
on a po«t.

Coccus. Add

:

3. Any individual bacterium of a group including

the cenus Micrococcus, etc
x886 Encycl, Brit. XXI. 404/2 The filaments separate

first into shorter filaments, then into rodlets, and finally into

'cocci'. 1908 Practitioner Jaiu 137 A mixture of cocci
belonging lo different groups.

Cocllin (k^-tjin). Short for Cochin-Chijta.

Bal
tfcs [see Shanghai i}. 1854 Poultry Chron. I. 34 Prize
SaffCochios. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 645/1.

Cochlearia (kfkli,e»-ria). Bol, [mod.L., f. L.

cochleare a spoon, so called from the shape of the

leaves.] A plant of the cruciferous genus of this

name.
1891 Athenxum 23 May 671/3 Specimens of a cocfalearia

from Ben More.

Cock, J<^.l Add:
a. o. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1836 Crockett Exploits ^ Adv, Texas 99 The captain of

the Doat. .went ashore in the hope of persuading them to
refund—but that cock wouldn't fight,

10. Cock 0/theplains, a North American species

of grouse ; the sage-cock. Cock ofIke Rock^ a South
American bird belonging to the genus Kupicola,

e«p. R. crocea^ ihc type of the genus.
1837 SwAtNsoN Classi/. Birds II. 76 Rupieola, or rock

manakin of Cayenne, The familiar name of cock of the
rock, long bestowed on this bird, is very characteristic.

1838 Audubon Ornith. Biog. IV. 503 Cock of the Plains.

1877 R. I. Doix;« Hunting Grounds Gt. West 224 *Cock

of the plains.' Tetrao {centrocereus) urophasianus. 1883
Encycl. Brit. XV. 455/1 note, The beautiful orange-coloured
birds well known as the ' Cocks of the Rock', \%S6 Stand.
Nat./fist.{i8BB) I V.2ogThe sage-cock, or cock-of-the-plains,

Ccntrocercus urophasianus, is the largest grouse found ia
America.

22. b. Cock ship.

1909 Daily Chron. 2 Aug. 1/6 The opinion that Natal was
' cock ship ' among a crowd of extraordinarily efficient

battleships and cruisers. 1926 Spectator 11 Sept. 375/2
She earned the golden cock at her masthead as cock ship
of the Mediterranean Fleet.

23. cock-and-hen, applied atlrib. to anything
which admits or includes both sexes; cook-
schnapper, a small schnapper (see Snapper j^.i 6),

1874 Slang Dici.y ^Cock-and-hen-cluh, a free and easy
gaihering, or 'sing-song', where females are admitted as
welt as males. 1922 Mrs. A. StncwicK Victorian vii,

' Do you like a club better than a hotel?* *Ves. I do,*
' Then youM better join a cock and hen one as quick as you
can.* 1926 Warwick Deeping Sorrell ^ Son xxiii. It was
a cock and hen a^air, but more hen than cock. i88a
Tenisos-Woods Eish N. S. IV, 41 The schnapper or count-
fiNh, the school-fish, and squire.. -Juveniles rank the smallest

of the fry, not over an inch or two in length, as the * *cock-
schnapper '.

Cockade. Add: Also Iransf.

1890-3 E. M. Tabor Siorue Notes, Lett. ^ Verses 34 The
sumach cockades off which I noticed them feeding.

CockamarOO (k^jkamarM*). A variety ofbaga-
telle.

1867 BohtCs Hastd-bk, Games 613 Russian Bagatelle, or
Cockamaroo Table. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 230/2 Cocka-
vtaroo, or Russian Bagatelle, is played on a table prepared
with a number of pins, holes, arches, and bells up to and
through which the ball is played from the baulk end of the

table. Itisachildtsb amusement, requiringlittleskill. 1803
Sat. Rev. LXXVI. 561 Like a glass marble in the good old
game of Cockamaroo.

Cock-and-btill. 3. (Burlier U.S. example.)
1795 Gazette 0/ U.S. (Philad.) a Mar. (Th.) A long cock-

and-a-bullstoryabout theColumbianum [a proposed national
coIlegeL

Cockatoo. Add

:

3. atlrib, and Comb., with reference to the

cockatoo's habit of sitting with others in a row on
a fence ; cockatoo fence, a rough fence of logs

and saplings of the kind built by small farmers;

so cockaloo squatter, stockman. Hence Cockatoo
V. Austral, inlr., to sit on a fence, as the bird

does ; to farm in a small way.
x8s8 P. CuNNiNCMAH N. .9. Walcs (ed. 3) II. s88 All the

others \sc. convicts] divert themselves, or go to sleep. Such
arc known here by the name of * cockatoo-gangs '. x88z

Cockatoo farmer [see sense 2 in Diet.). 1884 * K. Bolore-
wooo' Melb. Mem. xxii. 15s There would be roads and
cockatoo fences,.. in short, all the hostile emblems of agri-

cultural settlement. 1890 — Miners Rt. xtitL 377 The
governor is a bigoted agriculturist ; he has contracted the
cockatoo complaint, I'm afraid. 1890 — Col, Re/ornter
xviii, llie correct thing, on first arriving at a drafting

yard, is to * cockatoo *, or sit on the rails. Ibid., The
cockatoo stockmen, who are doing the ' reviewing ', safely

on the fence. 1890 — Squatter's Dream xx. 245 Fancy
three hundred acres in (Oxfordshire, with a score or two
of bullocks, and twice as many black-faced Down sheep
— Regular cockatooing. 1893 Argus (Melbourne) 17 June
13/4 (Morris) Hire yourself out to a dairyman, take a con-
tract with a rail-splitter, sign articles with a cockatoo
selector; but don't touch land without knowing something
about it. 189$ Eunk's Stand. Diet., Cockatoo squatter, the

owner ofa limned rt^ht of pasturage on land granted by the

government, who raises only a small amount of wool or

cattle annually : used mostly in contempt.

C0Ck-b6IML Arch, A quirked bead. (Cf.

CocK-BEAD-FLANK.) Hcnce Cock-bead«d a.

1805 Edinb. Bk, Prices p. vii. Cock-beaded., cockbeads.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 487/2 If there be a deep sinking

under a bead it is called a quirked or cock bead.

Cocked,///* a.^ Add ; b. (Scequot.)
1889 F. M. Halfobd DryEly Fishing ii. 36 A floating fly

. .cocked, or, in other words, floating with the wings up.
Ibid. 43 Floating a cocked fly over alikely place.

Cocked hat. 1. b. A note folded in a form of

a cocked hat.

1865 DiCKEKS ^fut. Fr. I. x, Twemlow. .received a highly-

perfumed cocked-bat and monogram from Mrs. Veneering.

x886 Riiop* Bbouchtom Dr. Cupid I, viii. 93 One of Lady
RoupcU's almost daily cocked-hat notes.

4. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1833 Pauldihg Banks c/ Ohio I. 217, I told Tom..rd

knock him into a cucked*hat, if he said another word. 1848
Lowell Lett. I. 146 If he had riled me, 1 mi^ht have
knocked him into a cocked hat in my satire. 1866 E. A.
Pollard Lost Cause (De Vere) Although it took little more
to knock Fort Sumter into a cocked hat, yet [etc.].

Cocked, ppl. a.2 Add : 1. b. fig,
1832 Deb, Congress 3 May 2795 We would say $20,000 is

necessary. Hewould then becocked and primed for his report.

Cocker, sb.^ [The name of Edward Cocker

(1631 -75), arithmetician, reputedauthor of a popu-
lar Arithmetick.l According to Cocker : by or in

accordance with strict rule or calculation ; exactly

;

strictly.

1825 Mechanics' Mag, f 1 Tune 149/2 A short Table,, .which,

I ihink, will be found to be according to 'Cocker'. 1861

Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, xxxii, ' So you ought to be,

according to Cocker, spendmg all your time in sick rooms.'

'According lowho?' 'According to Cocker.' 'Who is

Cocker?' 'Oh, I don't know ; some old fellow who wrote
the rules of arithmetic, I believe ; it's only a bit of slang.'

1883 G. A. Sai-a in lllustr. Loud. News 24 Nov. 499/2 The
average American may not know what we mean by '^accord-

ing to Cocker'; while the average Englishman may be
unaware of the meaning of 'according to Gunter'. 1886
G. Allen 7*^/j Vt/(7r/a/ C«7//ii, According to Cocker, nought
and nought make nothing. 1893 £. F. Knight Inhere
Three Empires Meet xxiv. (1897) 395 So, despite Cocker, at
this short range.. the guns opened on the fort.

Cock-eye ^« Add: B. adj. Cock-eyed, crooked.
colloq.

1899 Kipling Stalky 229 Don't see how you can make
Latin prose much more cock-eye than it is, but we'll try, said
Beetle, transposing an a//»f/and Asia from two sentences.
1928 Sunday Express 16 Dec 2/1 The world is all going
cock-eye.

Cock-eye 2.

1. The loop at the end ofa trace by which it is

attached to the swingle-tree, etc.

1849 Rep. Comm, Patents (1850) 266 The combination of
the loop of the trace with a sectional cross piece (B), and
a Cockeye (.A), whereby the trace is secured to a swivel
cockeye. 1874 Knight i?/cA Mech., Cock-eye,.. tin iron loop
on the end ofa trace, adapted to catch over the pin on the
end ofa single-tree. Originally woodcock eye,

2. (See quot.)

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Cock-eye, {Milling), a cavity on
the under-side of the balance-rynd to receive the point of the
spindle.

Cock-horse. Add

:

6. An additional horse for helping a coach uphill.

1891 Field 25 July 134/1 With no further use for the cock
horse, we cast him off at the top of the hill. 1909 Daily
Chron, 7 June 6/3 The Venture Challenge Cup attracted
eleven road teams. . . One, with an attendant cock norse,[etc.].

1928 Times 3 Sept. 16 The Old Berkeley passing the Five
Alls on Dashwood Hill, with a pair of cock-horses to help
the team over the Chilterns.

Cocking^, vbl, sb,^ b. Add ; cocking-dog^

-handle, -hfter, -piece, -rod, -swivel,

189s Greener Breech-Loader 26 There is in this no cock-
ing-dog, but the forward ends of the tumblers are turned in,

and engage with.. a cocktng-swivel. Ibid. 28 When the
tumbler is down, the cocking-rod is freed. Ibid. 11 1 The
cocking-Ufters of hammerless guns. X90S Encycl. Brit.

XXXII. 650/2 When released, the striker can be cocked by
pulling out the cocking-piece by hand. 1905 Kynoch Jrnl.
July—Sept. 141 The scear and cocking piece are on the right
side ofthe action. 19x7 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 382/2, I applied
immediate action, pulled back the cocking-handle.and pressed
the trigger again.

Cockle, sb.^ Short for Cockle-btjr.
1867 T. Lackland Hotnespnn in. 328 Burs get worked

into his hair, and cockles stick all over his clothes.

Co'ckle-bur. U,S, Also dial, cuckle-. (See

CocKiiE sby 4.)
18x5 D. Drake Cincinnati ii. no The wide alluvia! vallies

of these rivers.. abound in.. cockle burr {Xanthium strit-

tnarium L,). 1845 J. J. Hooper Daddy Bigg's Scrape 196

They was as thick all round me, as cuckle-burrs in a Colt's

taiL X87X Trans. III. Agric. See. VIII. 241 The cockle-

burr and rag-weeds are great enemies to the farmers. 1874

J. W. Long IVild-Fowl Shooting xvi. 197 Smart-weed,
cockle hurr, and wild oats never grow there. loix R. D.
Saunders Col. Todhunter ix. 118 A wall-eyed plow-horse
with his tail full o' cuckle-burs.

Cockney* -r^. 3. (Delete t^^f- and add modern
U.S. example.)
1904 A'', y. Tribune 17 July 8 Now even many rural dis-

tricts are as dependent on the beef packer, the vegetable

canner. .as the veriest cockney.

Cockneyess. (See under Cockney j^.; earlier

U.S. example.)
1839 Fr. A. Kemble Resid. Georgia (1863) 132 There is

one privilege which I enjoy here which I think few cockney-
esses have ever had experience of.

Cockneyfication. (U.S. example.)

1877 H. James Porlr. Places {iBS^) 2iB With regard to

most romantic sites in England, theie is a sort of average
cockneyfication with which you must make your account.

Cockpit. Add :

2. (U.S. example.)
1870 Medbery Men 4- Myst. Wall St. 30 The roar from

the cock-pit rolls up denser and denser.

3. C. Aviation. In the fuselage of an aeroplane,

hydroplane, or flying-machine, the enclosed space

occupied by a pilot, observer, or a passenger.

1915 Chambers's Jrnl. i July, Advt., Pilot and passenger

in separate cockpits arranged tandem fashion. 1917 Blackw.
Mag. Mar. 383/1 Several bullets ventilated the fuselage quite

close to my cockpit. 1918 McCudden Five Years R.F.C,
227 The observer disappeared into the cockpit apparently

disabled.

Cocktail. Add : 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8o6 Balance (Hudson, N.Y.) 13 May 146 (Th.) Cocktail

is a stimulating Ht^uor, composed of spirits of any kind,

sugar, water, and bitters.

B. 2. Also Comb.j as cocktail-mixer, -shaker,

1905 Daily Chron. 22 Dec. 4/5 The 'cocktail habit. 190^
*0. Henry* Cabbages ^ Kings iii. 47 A bullet-headed

man Smith was, with an oblique, dead eye and the moustache

of a "cocktail-mixer. \^ Observer 17 June 15/4 Agrimac«
ing waiter tilts his "cocktail-shaker.

Cock-tlirottled. = Cock-throppled,
x88a Casselts Diet. 1908 Animal Managem. 24 A ' Cock-

throttled ' or ' swan-necked ' horse is one which has a neck

Hke a fowl.

CO'Ck-wingedy a. Defining an artificial fly

used by anglers.

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 20/1 Small bottle ofodourless paraffin

for the anointment of the cock-winced flies, 1004 Gallichan
Fishing Spain 207 Cock-winged, beautifully constructed

dry flies.

Coco, cocoa. Add

:

1. b. slang = 4 c. U,S,



COCOA. 212 CCELOSTAT.

1837 J. C. Nkal C/tarcoal Sk. (1838) 37 Your cocoa is

very near a sledge>banuner. If it isn't hard, it may get
cracked.

3. coco-matting « coco-nut matting (4d).

1883 Peel City Guardian 7 Apr., Advt., Cocoa Mattings.

4. Coco(a)-nTit. o. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1840 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. in. in. 30 Who should I

meet on the road but the Major a-pokin' along with his

cocoanut down, a-studyin' over somethiri' or another quite

deep. 1854 Knickerbocker Mag. Apr. XLIII. 43s Do you
remember breaking an ear ofcom one night., over the old
* cocoa-nut * of that * cross-patch ', old J.

d. coco-nut fibre., mattings oil (quots.) ; coco-
nut shy, an item of amusement in a pleasure

fair, which consists in throwing balls at coco-nuts

;

coco-nut water, whey, applied to early stages of

the milk of the coco-nut.
X851 Illustrated Exhibitor p. xxxix/3 Mats of *cocoa-nut

fibre. i86a CasselCs Illustr, Family Paper Exkih. 20 Sept.

143/2 Much might be written in commendation of *cocoa-
nut matting. 1870 Kingslbv Madam Ho%v ^ Lady Why
ix. 216 He lines them with a quantity of cocoa-nut fibre,

picked out clean and fine, just as if he was going to make
cocoa<nut matting of it. 1854 Tomlinson's CycL Usef. Arts
I. 404/2 The lines are rubbed over with *coco-nut oil. 1903
McNeill Egreg, Engl. 175 Merry-go-rounds and *cocoanut.
shies. 1924 D. H. Lawrence Euglandy tny England 55
In the cocoanut shies there were no cocoanuts. 1834 West
India Sketch Bk. II. xviii. 26 Indolence or inactivity should
be satisfied with *coco-nut water. 1883 Chambers's jfrnl,

XX. 155/2 Cocoa-nut water, found in tne green pod before
the fibrous husk and nut as we know them here are formed.
1838 Mng. Dotn,EcoH. Feb. 254 The inhabitants give *cocoa-
iiut whey to their cattle.

Cocoa. = *C0C0A-GRAS3. U.S.
1897 R. M. Stuart SimpkinsvilU 43 The blades of bright

green cocoa spears.

4. Cocoa Press, a famiiiar term for a section of
Liberal newspapers supposed to be controlled by
certain important (Quaker) manufacturers ofcocoa;
so Cocoa Quaker.
J910 Referee 16 Jan.. ' Modern Slavery ', a pamphlet issued

by the /fVr/f/,.. speaks its mind frankly on. .the Pro-Boer
campaign conducted largely by the Free Trade Cocoa Press.

191S National Rev. Jan. 689 The glory of the Cocoa Press
has departed. Ibid.ji^ According to the Imperial Chancellor
..Wilhelm II was a Cocoa Quaker.

CO'COa-grass. Also coco-. U.S. [Of obscure
origin.] A plar.t of the sedge-family {Cyperus
roiundus) prevalent in some of the southern
states.

«8s3 J. G. Baldwin Flush Times Alabama 73 It is a sort
of cocoa grass that has got into the soil. 1859 Bartlett
Diet. Amer, (ed. 2), Cocograss, an insidious grass or weed
much dreaded by Southern planters, as it will speedily over-
run and ruin any field in which it takes root. X894 Congress.
Rec. 31 July 8049/1 That extraordinary grass known as
cocoa grass, which has si>read over large areas ia theStates
of Louisiana and Mississippi.

Cocodette (kokodgt). [Fr.] A French prosti-

tute of the fashionable world.
1867 in Ware Passing Engt. (1909) 82 In the circle of

cocottes, and cocodettes, by which the French Court has
during the last fifteen years managed to surround itself,

fast American women have furnished no inconsiderable
contribution. 1885 PcUl Mall Gaz. 19 June a/2 The coco-
dettes, or fine ladies, are no better than the cocottes.

Co-CO'nscions, (J.andjd. Psychol. [SeeCo-.]
a. adj. Pertaining to the conjunction of experiences
within a single consciousness ; also applied to the
knowledge which the Divine mind has of the
conscious acts or states of all other beings, b. sb.

A division of the subconscious. Hence Go-co'n-
scionsly adv.., in a co-conscious manner; Co-
co'nsclonsness, the state of being co-conscious.
1904 W.James in Jrnl.Philos, Psj^ckol. 536{Cent. D.Suppl.)
The conjunctive relation that has given most trouble to philo-
sophy is the co-conscious transition, so to call it, by which
one experience passes into another when both belong to
the same self. 1906 G. T. Ladd Philos. Relig. II. 141 Is
there consciousness, or self-consciousness, anywhere in the
wide world of things and selves..? In this consciousness,
or self-consciousness, God is co-conscious. Ibid.., The con-
ception of the Divine Omniscience as a species of cogni-
tive activity which is at one and the same time * Self-con-
sciousness*, and 'Other-consciousness', in the form of an
all-embracing co«consciousness, meets with its supremo
psychological objection when it is applied to God*s know-
ledge of the future. 1909 W. James in Westtn. Gaz.
15 May 4/2 Some form of superhuman life with which we
may, unknown toourselves, be co-conscious. is^i4 M. Pkince
Unconscious i. i Ttote^ I divide the Subconscious into two
parts, namely the Unconscious and the Coconscious. 1920
Discovery Nov. 338/2 The possibilities of co-consciousness,
te. the coexistence of two or more such fragments [of the
conscious] in the mind. X9ax Sidis Sytntotn. Psychopathic
Dis. 77 Hypnoid states are co-existent, * ccconscious states
and may develop into co-existent, ' co :onscious ' personali-
ties. 1926 W. McDoucAi.L Outline AbnormalPsychoL 308
Prince adduces very strong evidence in support of the view
that.. the bodily changes express an emotional train of
thinking or recollection that goes on concurrently or co-con-
sciously with the conscious activity of the subject.

Cocoonery. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1839 Fr. a. Kemble Resid Georgia (1863) 186 Vineyards

and olive orchards and cocooneries are part of the agricul-
tural wealth here. 1847 Rep, U.S. Comm. Pattnts (1848)
178 Moisture in the cocooneries increases the chance of
infection.

Cocorite (kou'korsit). Also 8 eoeareeta, 9
coucourite, cokarito, cokerlte. [lirazilian.] A
small Brazilian palm, Maximiliana insignis.

1795 Stedman Surinam I. 246 A kind of low or dwarf
palm-tree, called the cocareeia. i8a5 Waterton Wand.S.
Amer. i. 59 The arrow, .is made out of the leaf of a species
of palm-tree, called Coucourite. 1851 W. H. Brett Ind.
Miss. Gviana 31 Numerous species of palms are also seen. ..

Among them are the cokarito. 1871 Kingsley At Last v.

Some, . .like the Cocorite, almost stemless, rising in a huge
ostrich plum& 1883 E. F. im Thi;rs Among Indians Guiana
267 The cokerite {Maximiliana regia), 1899 Rodway
Guiana Wilds 36 Fine cocorite palms.

Cocotte (ktfk^-t). [Fr.] A prostitute; one of
a class of the demi-monde of Paris,

1867, 1885 [see *Cocodette]. 1913 Caradoc City 0/Plain
ii, I do wish you would not talk of ladies as if they were
cocottes. 1920 S. McKenna. Lady Lilith ii. 45 Nobody
thought the worse of us, if we appeared at the theatre with
a notorious cocotte. 1923 Coiitemp. Rev. Mar. 339 The
platform at Wiesbaden swarmedwiih smart Parisian cocottes.

Cocam 2 (ktf^u'kom). slang. Also cokum,
kocum. [ad. G. (Jews* cant) kochem.'] Used with-
out precise grammatical reference for that which
is {a) advantageous, lucky, (b) proper, correct, or
right.

1846 Snowdem Magistrate's Assist. 343 To be cunning,
wary, or sly—Fight cocura. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour
I. 259/2 It's about bti. a night to me for singing and patter in
the tap-room. That's my cokum (advantage). s86zH.Earle
Ups <5- Downs 224 No one was allowed to get drunk; the
governor said as how it wasn't cokum. c 1886 Broadside
Ballad 'The Flippity Flop Young Man' (Farmer) I once
was a Member-for-Slocum young man, ,. A know-prctty-
well-what-is-kocum young man.

Cod, sb^ 4. Add : cod-hook, cod-line (earlier

U.S. examples).
1686 S. Sewall Letter Bk. 34 Please to send 20 Doz. of

middling *cod hooks. 1707 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. VIII.
20 To 7 gross of Cod Hucks. 1838 J. F. Cooper Home*
ward Bound xxviii. 422 Small balls of marline to the end of
each of which was attached a cod-hook. 1654 E. Johnsom
Wonder-^vorking Provid. xiv. 31 They being provided with
*Cod-line and Hooke hale up some store of fish. x686 S.
Sewall Letter Bk. 34, 20 Doz. of English cod Lines sound
and strong.

C. O. B. (s/Vudr), orig. 6^.^. The initials of
' cash (costs, or collect) on delivery *. Also attrib.

1863 Rocky Mt. News (Denver) 12 Mar., When does your
creditor consider you fishy ? When he puts C. O.D. on your
bill. t&jx^M.K^KTy/Mii* Screamers 143 The.. 'agent '..

promised to divorce everybody who wished his services, and
to send them new wives—C.O.D. 2893 Congress. Rec.
2S July 6722/3 It was a transaction payable on sight,—

a

C.O.D. transaction, so to speak—payable on the very day.
1904 Daily Chron. 8 Jan. 6/5 The great objection, I suppose,
to the recipients of CO.D. parcels opening them before
paying would be the waste of the postman^ time ? 1908
Letterpress Printing 97 {heading) No. 18. CO.D. It
occasionally happens that costs are wanted with the goods,
when the Form No. 18 should be used. Ibid. 174 They do
not require. .the CO.D. Slip. J908 World's Work Sept.
430/1 liy Post C.O.D. 19x3 Morley Roberts Salt o/t/ie
Sea 42, I shot him last night and cut him up and pickled
him in a cask. ..And I've shipped him to the British Am-
bassador at Wa-shington, CO.D.
Coda. Add : Also;?^-
1889 M Rs. LvNM Linton Thj-o' Long Night l i. The chapter

of accidents has a long coda.

Codamine (kt^dsem^in), Chem. [f. Cod(eia +
Amine.] A crystalline alkaloid contained in the
aqueous extract of opium.
187a Watts Diet. Chem. VI. 480 Codamine. C"H«NO*.
—A base recently obtained, together with others, by Hesse
{Ann. Ch. Pharm. cliii. 47), from the aqueous e.ttract of
opium. 1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. 193.

Coddam(kf7'd3m). Alsocoddom. \l^cod''emx
Cod z'.s] Another name for Tip-it.

186s Sla'fg Diet. 1884 J. Greenwood 7 Vrs. PenalServ.
(Farmer) A gambling game called coddom, 1894 Sporting
Life 28 Feb. 7/5 A coddam match, for a wager and a fish

supper. 1897 Daily News 11 May 5/3 When be wearied of
skittles he took to coddam.

CodOy V. Add : b. To prepare (a message) for

transmission by putting it into code words. Hence
Ceding vbl. sb,

1898 Wesim. Gaz, 20 Apr. 3/3 However inaccurately the
message maybe coded. 1903 Hardy Dynasts i. v. in. gi
Now that the fume has lessened, code my biddance Upon
our only mast. 1909 Westnt. Gaz. 7 June 7/5 Coding had
been really reduced to a fine art, and by its aid the cost of
a cablegram was often reduced not merely to a penny per
word, but to a farthing.

Co'dfish. [Cod sb.^ i b.] Add : Used fig. in

codfish aristocracy, etc., to designate those who
have become wealthy by trade. U.S. ? Obs,
1846-53 Mrs. Whitcher Widow Bedott P. xxv. 305 I've

noticed that yer codfish gentility always dew. \Z^t> Con-
gress. Globe 9 July, App, 1248 We should regard it as some-
what strange if we should require a codfish aristocracy to
keep us in order. 1853 Poves Peep into Past 37 James re-

moved to Boston, to help on thatof the Cod-fish aristocracy.

x86s [see Cod sb.^ i b attrib.\

C0'd-fi:sliery. (SeeCoD j^.34.) Addcjuots.:
173s Boston Town Rec. XII. lao Our Cod Fishery.,

remains under such discouragement, that it's much to be
feared that there will not be the Year ensuing, near Two
Thirds of the Fishery kept up. 1753 [see Coo i^.' 4]. 1837
Southern Lit. Messenger III. 414 Mr. Hardin. .is repre-
sented in the reports of the discussion to have * hit at cod-
fishery, wooden nutmegs and tin-peddling '. 1857 Mass.
Acts ^ Res. 657 Resolves concerning the proposed repeat
of the Cod Fishery Bounty.
So Cod-fisherman, Cod-fisMnff.
1881 Amer. Naturalist XV. 367, I had the opportunity

of spending three months on a cod fishing schooner. 1883

Shea Newfoundland Fisheries \^{Y\^. Exhjb. PubDThe
fishing is attended to by the cod-fishermen as an adjunct
to 'the fishery ', as the cod-fishing alone is termed. 1907
Daily Chron. 16 July 3/2 Jack Ellison, a cod-fisherman. 1921
Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 000.

Co-dire*Ctor. [Co- 3 c.] A joint director.
1869 Porcupine 24 July 153/1, 1 very much doubt if we shall

ever again see the names., coupled together as co-directors.
1874 Leisure Hour 23 May 332/2 He was entirely at the
mercy of his co-directors, who made use of his honest name,
X92S Sir H. E. Avorv in Daily Mail 6 Dec 12 Leaving
your partners and co-directors to bear the burden of the
disgrace.

Codling^, 4. Add: codling-grub, the larva
of the codling-moth; codling-moth (earlier U.S.
examples).
1900 KiPUNG in Daily Mail 2 May 4/4 Many apples sent

to convalescents were full of *codlin-grub. 1861 Rep. Mass.
Board Agric. II. gi The apple worm, or *coddling moth
{Carpocapsapomofiella). iBjS Rep. yermont Board Agric.
HI. 583 Probably the most destructive., in Vermont, if not
everywhere else, is the codling moth, Carpocapsapomonella.

Cod's-head. L Add: cod's headandmackerel-
tail shape (see quot-).

189X Scribner^s Mag. X. s Those forms of ships adopted
for centuries by some European nations, and known to
mariners as 'cod's-head and mackerel-tail * shape.

Co-ed. U.S. colloq. [abbrev. of Co-educational
a.] A girl or womaa student at a co-educational
institution.

1904 A?: K Times 16 Mar. i The Tufts College *co-edf'
proclaimed their independence to-night by giving a big
dance and shutting the men out completely. 1908 A. Ruhl
Other Americans vi. 79 She and two or three of her sister
co-eds sat in a room ful of dark-eyed young men. 19x0 E. A.
Walsott Open Door ix. 107 ' Tommy, did I ever deceive
you ?

'
* Once— 'twas about that black eyed co-ed '. 1928

jMortting Post 20 Oct. 8/3 In some of the ultra-modern
American Universities, where *co-eds' abound. 19x9 Im-
pressions of Los Angeles in Daily Tel. 8 Jan. 15 'The
co-eds ' are fighting the 'football game * over again.

Co-e'dncate, v. [Back-formation from Co-
education.] trans. To educate (persons of both
sexes) together, or (one of either sex) with those of
the other under a co-educational system. Also
transf. Hence Co-e'dncator.
1894 Forum July 582 Will the Co-Educated Co-Educate

their Children? 1897 Educat. Rev.Xlll. 62 Sight, hearing
and touch all have to be developed and trained and co-
educated, taught to act together. K009 H. G. Weixs Amn
Veronica i. 8 He had one son, who had been co-educated.
\^^']l. P. 'i:i\jii^ Education Data 208 Co-educators aim.,
at purifying and strengthening the bases of family life by
teaching boys and girls to know one another.

Co-edncation. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1867 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VII. 511 Co-Education of the

Sexes... Resolved, That it is the sense of this Society, that
in the admission of students to the Industrial University,
both sexes be placed upon an equal footing.

Co:educa*tioxialis]n. [f. Co-edocational +
-ISM.] The system or principles of co-education.
X9S8 Manch. Guardian Wtekly 10 Aug. 115/4 If this, .is

coeducationalism we are all for the monastic regimen.

Coelenteron (sile-nter^). Zool. [mod.L., f.Gr,
KoiKos hollow + tvTfpov intestine.] The digestive

cavity of a coelenterate.

1893 Sn\fL¥.\ Zool. Invert. 78 In the Acoelomata there is

a common cavity, the Coelenteron, which is lined by endo-
derm cells, and which pervades various parts of the body.
i9«7 Haldane & Huxley Anim. Biol. xii. 268 The mouth
leads into a cavity called the coelenteron.

CoelllO (k<?,^-lytf). [Pg.] A large food-fish

resembling a mackerel, ProjuethichthysprotnetheuSt
found in the tropical Atlantic.

Coalia (sz'-lia). AncU. PI, -ifiB. Also celia,

[mod.L., ad. Gr. KoiKia a hollow, cavity.] Any cavity

of the body ; esp. a ventricle or cavity of the brain.
x88a [see pROCtELiA^

CcBliotomy (sHi^-tomi). Surg. [f. Cffiuo- -1-

-tomv.] The operation of cutting into the abdo-
minal cavity.

i88x Trans. Obstet. Soc. Lond. XXIL 128 If a new \rord
was needed to supersede ' gastrotomy ' perhaps ' coeliotomy

*

would do. 1908 Practitioner Oct. 608 Anterior aud posterior
vaginal coeliotomy.

Coeloblast (si"-h>blast). Embryol. [f. CasLO- *

+ -blast.] The endoderm of an insect, or part of

the endoblast as distinguished from the myoblast.
1895 Cambr. Nat. Hist. V. 149 The blastoderm differ*

entiaies into Ectoblast and Endoblast ; this latter under-
going a further differentiation into Coeloblast and Myoblast.

CobIouxO" (s/lJu*mi?), used as combining form of

Gr. HolXaifxa C(ELOME, as in Ccelo'nLodnct [DucT sb.

6], CoDlo'mostonie [Gr. arofui month] (see quots.).
190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 6qi/i The fifth (kind of merome

is constituted] by the coelomic pouches and their ducts and
external apertures (coelorao-ducis). Ibid. XXXIII. 882/2
The reproductive cells [of Polychsete worms] are developed
from the coelomic epithelium, ripen in the coelom, and are
carried to the exterior at maturity by special genital ducts
(ccElomostomes). 1937 Haldane & Huxley Anim. Biol.

Gloss. 338 Mesoderm.. .From it are derived., the coclom,thc
..coelomoduct excretory organs (e.g. vertebrate kidnej-s).

Coslostat (srUslset). Aslr. [L Ca:Lo-2 +
-STAT.] An instrument consisting of a mirror

turned by clockwork on an axis parallel to itself

and to the axis of the earth, by means of which
the celestial bodies may be obser\'ed and photo-
graphed as in a stationary position.
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x8g8^tox^ar(/24 Jan. (Casseirs Diet. Suppl.) The present
pbenomenoD [sc. the total solar eclipse of January 22, 1898]

will be remembered as the first in which the insuument
called the ccelostat was used. 1900 H. H. Turner in

Manihly Rex: SepL 108 A special arrangement. .called a
' coelostat \ which reduces the whole sky virtually to rest in

a most convenient manner. It was invented long ago by
a Frenchman, but practically forgotten.

Coexcitation (ktf"«i,eksit/i*j3n). Physiol, [f.

Co- 3 a + EsciTATioif.] Simultaneous or collateral

excitation.

190X Amer, JmL Psychol. Jan. 264 Training is by co-

excitation, /. €.y by modifications of external conditions or

fear—whereby the sArs instincts are readapted.

Coffee. Add

:

1. o. A shade or tint of the colour of coffee (c£

5 a below).
'
1815 J. Smith Pa>torama Set. ^ Art II. 553 Coffee,

damascene, and similar shades. x8i8 W. Tucker Family
Dyer .f Scourer iii. (ed. a) 83 For chocolate, coffee, &c.
yellow is omitted.

5. a. coffee-tinted adj. ; also qnasi-tz^^ with the

meaning * coffee-coloured *, as coffee morocco,

1899 Ditily Ne^vs 28 Jan. 6/4 Coffee-tinted chiffon. 1^00
Wfitm.Gaz. 13 June 4, 3 Armchairs, upholstered in 'coffee'

morocco.

b. coffee bar, barrow, a bar or barrow at

which coffee is sold as a beverage; ooffee-beaxiy

-berry, also U.S.^ the Kentucky coffee-tree

;

coffee-bore ~ coffee-borer ; coffee cake, a break-

fast cake made with flour, butter^ eggs, sugar, milk,

and yeast, baked usually in a twisted or braided

round cake, and glazed with melted sugar; also, a
dark loaf cake containing coffee and fruit (Webster

191 1); coffee coat « *coffeejacket; coffee-cooler

U.S., a contemptuous name applied to inactive

soldiers; ooffee cream, a sugar cream fondant

flaToured with coffee essence, sometimes coated

with chocolate ; also cUtrib. ; coffee disease =*

*coffU'Uaf disease; coffee-ground vomit, a dark

coloured vomit containing broken-down blood

;

coffeejaoket,a jacket worn by women when taking

coffee (cf. tea-jacket, Tba sb. 9 c); coffee-leaf

disease, a disease affecting the coffee plant, caused

by a rust-fungus, HemiUia vastalrix ; coffee-mill

(Uter U.S, quots. ; see also quot. 1887); ooffee

palaoe, parlour (see Palace sb^ 4, pABLOua 4)

;

coffee rot, a disease of the coffee plant, caused by
the fungus PelUcuiaria kolerota ; ooffee-set, a set

of ware used in serving coffee ; coffee stall, a
movable structure in which coffee, as a beverage,

and other light refreshments are sold ; also atlrib,

toos Daily Ckron. it July 3/a 'Coffee-bar and grocery
stall keepers. sSiz Mrs. Ewihg IVe ^ the World xv, So
yoa live in the dodcs with your *coffee-barrow? iS» T.
NuTTALL Trtof. Arluuuas iii. 73 We still.. observe tbo
*coffce-bean {f^ymnochdtn canaaensiiSf . . the Mcd^ of which
..produce a substitute for coffee greatly inferior to the
ci^oriom. iSaaJ. Woods Tvjo Yrs* Rtsid. Eng. Prairie
306 The woods, contain a great variety of trees;..On the
creak bottoms, 'coffee-berry,poptar,pecon, while walnut, &c.
iMk MoLONSV Forestry W. A/r, 107 The 'coffee^bore, of
which there are two species. 19*3 Marc Wk^son Ahle
MeLmnghlins xii, 1 he Ocrman led her into the shanty, and
set before her. .coffee and *coffce-cak& 1905 Daily Chron,

3 May 8/5 *Cofice.coats have been banished to the limbo
forgo^tco thtnn. 1B90 Congress, Rec. 30 Apr., App. 106

Tboic irtx> .. deugbt in cbmractertzing the old soldiers a«
' *ootifee cotters ',

* bounty jumpers \ and * bummers '. 1B95
Ibid* 18 Jan. 1120/7, 1 am opposed to giving pensions to

deserters,and *coffee-coolers ', and bountyjampers, and camp
followers. i0(n 'Coffee cream [introduced by W. B. Fuller^

1900 Elkamok Glvn l-'iiiis EUx. (1006)88, 1 don't know bow
we should have got ihrough tea if toe coffee-cream cak^s had
not been so good. 1907 Prtutitioner K^x. 546 [It] leads to

haemorrhage and to the clinically characteristic "coffee-
ground ' vomit. X901 Daily Ckron. 3 Aug. loA The newest
tea jackets have changed tbeirnames to 'coffee jackets. 1877
Encytt. Brit. VI, 112/2 The. . "coffee-leaf disease appeared
in Ceylon in i860* and in Mysorea year later. 1887 ^lOLONEY
Foreitry W. Ajr. 107 Ibecoffpe-lcafdisease., is not likely to

infect the coffee-trees in this part. 1848 £. l^wsKti-x California
ii. 3Z Jacob.. could not make the 'coffee-mill perform its

appropriate duty. 1864 B. Tavlob H. Thurston xxvt. 340
Then he heard.. a stirring in the kitchen under him and
presently the noise of the coffee-mill. 1887 H. L. Williams
•^ Buffalo Biir 10 One of the old-pattern Colts, with the
barrels revolving, the ancient * coffee-mill' or 'pepper-box ',

laughed at all over the West in the present day. 1879
P&UmatterGtnrraTt Kept. 54 Some of the *'Coffee Palaces
recently established in London and elsewhere. K894*Coffee
parlour[seePALACEi^' 4]. \%fj Encycl. Brit. VI. iis/aThe
*coffee-rot.. works great havoc in the Mysore plantations.

1856 Mrs. Stowe Drtd 18 A table, which displayed an
antique 'coffee-set of silver. 1858 Simmonds Diet, I'mde^
•Coffcc-stalL 1^09 Daily Ckron, 13 Nov. 4/7 The coffee-

stall keeper, after occupying the same * pitch * for years,
legards himself as possessing a ' goodwill ' in the site.

Coffee, V, [f. the sb.]

1. inlr. To take coffee.

i8<i G. W. Cuaris Nile Notes xiil 100 He coffeed and
smoked,., gave us all the last news [etc.). 1885 W. T,
HoRNADAV 2 }'rs, in yungU xxiiL 277 Rose very eaily,

coffeed in haste, and . .set out.

2. trans. To entertain at coffee.
t868 Si;sAM Hai-e Lett. 48 The Colonel, who coffeed us

the day V>efore.

Coffee-llOUSey v. sporting slang, intr. To
indulge in gossip while waiting for the honnds to

draw a covert, etc., during a fox-hunt. Also transf.

Hence CoflFee-housing vbl. sb.y also attrib. Also
Coffee-liouser, one who indulges in the practice.
1883 Mrs. E. Kennard Right Sort xxiii. She found the

hounds still engaged in drawing a large wood.., and people
were standing about in clusters of twos and tlirces coffee-
housing. 189a Field 6 Feb. 188/2 The field are 'coffee-
housing' around when 'Tally-ho!* and they are away.
1897 _(f«/w. Gaz. 25 Oct. 3/1 'Coffee-housing'—to wit,
chatting about runs past and future, and discoursing upon .

.

hounds and horses, tgcrj Ibid. 5 Nov. 12/1 The term 'coffee-
houscrs ' is used by a certain quaint old M. F. H. to reproach
those loud_ talkers who hinder the serious business.. by the
chatter of irresponsible frivolity. 1909 Daily Chron. 7 June
5/1 You, gentlemen, come here on no coffee-housing tour.

Co£fee-nut. U.S.
1. (See Coffee 5 b.)

1817 S. R. Browm WestemCaz. 25 Sugar maple, ..Coffee-
nut tree, and Sycamore, are found in their congenial soils.

xSJk Egclkston Hoosier School'Boy ix. 65 It might be
coffee-nuts which would explode harmlessly.

2. The coffee-irce, Gymnocladus canadensis.
1815 D. Drake Cincinnati ii. 82 The most valuable timber

treesare the. .coffee nut and beech. 1827 Drakr & Mans-
field Cincinnati \. 9 Among the forest trees, may be
enumerated the, .coffee nut. 1^76 Field ^ Forest II. 27 The
Coffee-Nut and Buckeye are both scarcer and more local.

Coffee-tree. [Coffee i.]

L The tree or shrub from which coffee is obtained.
1741- [see CoFFEX 5 a].

2. The North American tree Gymnocladus cana-

densis', the coffee-nut. l/.S,

1785 Washington Diaries II. 360 Eight Nuts from a tree

called the Kentucke Coffee tree, 1706 hloKSK Amer. Geog.
I, 636 The coffee-tree resembles the tlack oak, and bears a
pod which encloses a seed, of which a drink is made not
unlike coffee. 183a D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 166 Ihe
French of Canada call this tree CAiV^/,..and the inhabitants
of the Western States, Coff'ee Tree. x86s-6 Trans. III.

Agric. Soc. VI. 300 The Coffee Tree famed for its simili-

tude to the fruit that adds to our morning meal. 1900 H. L.
Keklrr Native Trees (1903) 109 Kentucky coffee tree,

stump u^e^ gymnocladus dioicus.

Coffin, sb. Add

:

3. £ Horlictdture, A long flower bed the sides

of which are not paralleL
X9n Eva Latmbury Shoe Pinclws vii. 124 Flower-beds,

cut into quaint devices, stars and hearts and coffins.

13, coffln-nail, also, slang, a cheap cigarette.

190X A. G. Robinson The Philippines 263 For a package
containing thirty 'coffin-nails' the price was three and a
half cents, American money. X9a8 P. G. Wodehousk Money
/or Nothing u. 34 Most of these birds [if. invalids in a sana-

torium! would give their soul for a cofhn-naiL

Comet V, [f. CorTLK sb.'l trans. To fasten

together with another slave.

1859 in J. Doy Narr, (i66o> 128 Berkeley was afterwards
sold K)r jail fees.. . He was coffled with a huge $1200 chattel.

Co-fO'miTllator. [Co- 3 b.] A formulator

together with another or others.

190a Daily Chron. 2a Sept. 3/3 The term proposed by
Prof. Baldwin and his co-formulators for the tneory. 1905
Ibid. 16 Oct. 3/t Dr. Wallace^ ..the co-formulator of the
theory of 'nattiral selection '.

Cog, sbJ^ Add

:

1. o. Phr. T<9 slip a cog : to make a single tin-

suspected mistake in one's work or calculations.

r)
Cent. Diet. Suppl.

oogm&n = CoggirI 2 ; oog-rail (example).
loai Did. Occup, Terms (1927) f 0^7 *Cogman. x8iB4

Science III. 415/3 Tberackor *cog-rail in the middle of the
track is ma^!e of two angle-irons which have between them
cogs of one and a quarter inch iroru

Cogged (kf>gd), //^ a.3 Carpentry, [UCOQsb.^
or r.2j Composed of or secured by means of a cog
(see Coo sb.^ and z/.2).

1904 Technol. 4- Sci, Diet. (ed. Goodcblld & Tweney).

Cogging (yp'g^vi)* v^^* -f^-^ [f- Cog v.i + -inoI.]

The action or process of rolling steel blooms from
ingots. Also Comb., is cogging engine, mill, rolls

(hence roller),

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 92 Cogging Roller. s888
Loclnvo^ds Diet. Terms Mech, Engin., Cogging Engine^
an ordinaVy rail-mill engine used for driving the cogging
milL Coding Mill^ a rolling mill in which steel blooms
are rolled out. X9ex Diet. Occup. Terms (1937) } 379 Oiler ;

• -cogging mill oiler. tgx^Glasgow Herald -^i Oct. lo One
of the cogging mills would also he put in operation.

Coggle, sb,^ Add : In ceramics, a wheel of

wood or iron,usuallygrooved, used to run indenta-

tions round the edges of plates.

Cogitatingly (k(?'d5it^'tii)li), ctdv. [f. pres.

pple. of CooiTATB V, + -LY 2,] In cogitation ; cogi-

lativcly,

X9s8 ' Van VHhk*GreeneMurder Case ii^ 'There isn't much
to tett' Heath chewed on his cigar cogitatingly.

Cognac. 2. a. Delete t £Lnd * Formerly *, and
add quot.

1909 IVestm. Gaz. 8 Mar. 8/3 Mods. £. Martell gave
evidence concerning Cognac brandy.

Cognate, sb. Add :

L c. Hindu Law. A relative of a deceased
person through the mother,
S9oa Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 281/2.

Cognituza (kf?*gniti^m). [L.f neut of cogitilus,

pa. pple. of cognoscere to know.] An object of

cognition.

1890 Mabtineau Seat Auiltor.Relig. iv. ii. 403 All the
particular cognitions are uniiied in the single cognitum.

Cogrediency (ki),grrdiensi). Math, [f. Co-
GREDiENT a. : See -bnct.] The relation of co-

gredient sets of variables.

1889 Cent. Did. 190a Encycl. Brit, Index.

Cog-wheel. Add : b. Cog-wheel railway,

system : a mountain-railway system in which the

steeper grades are operated by means of a cog-

wheel on the engine engaging with a rack between
the rails ; a rack railway.
X904 IVestm. Gaz. 4 May lo/i Lines up the mountains

and over the passes worked on the cog-wheel system,
1907 Ibid. 24 July 1/3 The circuitous cog-wheel railway
connecting Csorba with Csorba-td.

Cohere, v.

6. Delete -^^Obs. and add quot.
191X M.A19L Ettgl. Lit.: Mod. 100 His^wa^'f.. were in their

origin merely jottings gradually cohered and enlarged into
the series we know.
7. trans. To cause to cohere or hold together.

1875 Brash Eccl. Archil. Irel. 152 No cements were used
lo cohere the material.

Coherer (k^hia-raj), Electr. [f. Cohere v. +
-EU 1.] A device used as a detector of electric

waves by means of metal filings, wires, or springs

in loose contact, used chiefly in wireless telegraphy

;

orig., the name given by Sir Oliver Lodge to the

detector in the form of a glass cylinder containing

metal filings, which cohere when struck by an
electric wave.
X894 O. Loi>CE in Proc. Roy. Inst. XIV. 336 This arrange-

ment, which I call a coherer, is the most astonishingly

sensitive detector of Hertz waves. 1898 Sir W. Crookes
Addr.Brit. Assoc. 19 Oliver Lodg;e.. produced the vacuum
filing-tube coherers with automatic tapper-back, 1913 ' Ian
Hay' Happy-go-lucky xiii, One could almost feel the

Marconigrams radiating from Lady Adela. But apparently
The Freak's coherer was out of order,

Coho (kf^hJu*), Also oohoe. [See quot. 1889.]

A species of salmon, Oncorhynchus kistUch, found

in the northern Pacific waters.

1889 Cent. Did.y Cohoes^ a name given to the salmon by
the half-breeds of British Columbia. 190a Enc^d. Brit.

XXVI. 390/1 The silver salmon or cohoe arrives {in British

Columbia watersj a little later than the sockeye. a 1909
Bulletin US, Fish Com. XVIII. 6 (Cent. D. Suppl.) In the

opinions ofthe canners . . the coho should rank next after the

king salmon in food value.

Cohog, van QoAHAUG.
1788 M. CuTLFJi in Life, Jmls,, <^ Corr. (i3S8) 1. 416 Went

into the water; found a great number of clam cohog shells.

1871 ScHELE DB Verb Americanisms (1873) 29 The more
costly beads [in wampuinj came from the largest shells of

the Quahaug or Cohog.

Cohue (,koH). [Fr.] An unruly crowd ; a mob.
a 1881 Carlvle in <^. Rev. {1003) July 134 It was in thb way

that I as good as mused Mallet du Pan, confounding him
with the general cohue. 1901 * Linesman ' Words Eyewit-
ness (1902J 314 The cohue seethes and roars around the farm.

Coiffeuse (kwafJz). [Fr., fem. of Coiffeur.]

A woman hair-dresser, esp. one skilled in designing

and arranging the coiffures of women,
1987 Daily Express 5 July 5/5 In big West End saloons

the highly skilUd coiffeuse and beauty specialist can com-
mand^soo a year.

Coiffure (koi'fiiij, |[kwaf«rV v. [f. Coiffure
j^.] trans. To dress (a woman s hair).

1906 Daily Chron. 8 Nov. 6/z She ha» a profusion of
brown hair, buiutifully coiffurcd. 1938 Daily Tel. i May
15/3 Her hair was elaborately coiifured every morning.

Coi'fftired, <7. [f. Coiffure j^, or 7/.] Wearing
a coiffure. Of head-dress or hair : Arranged in a
coifl'ure.

X907 Macfit. Mag. Jan. 5/1 Queen Elizabeth in full-dress,

ruffled, coiffurcd, and corsetted. 1918 Daily Tel. 5 May
16/5 The feather-curl . .can be worn close to the ears, as is

sometimes expressed in the real coiffured coil.

Coign, so. Add :

4. Geol, An original angular elevation of land

around which continental growth has taken place.

1899 J. W. Gregory in Geogr. Jtml. {R.G.S.) XIlI. 345
Souin of the Scandinavian coign are the transverse east

and western chains of the Alps and the Atlas. Note, The
suggesiionof the word 'coign for 'corner' I owe to Mr. L.

Fletcher.. .The term is suitable, as it is used for a printer's

wedge as well as for the corner-stone of a house.

Coilf ^-'^ Add :

1. b. To lay down in a coil or coils.

X915 ' Bartimels ' A Tall Ship 1. 27 A younger man . . was
busy coiling down something In the bows.

Coiler^ Add:
1, b. spec, A workman who colls or attends a

machine that winds finished products in coils or on

bobbins, drums, etc.

1881 /«j/r. 0«x«* C/^>tf (i 885) 49 Ordnance manufacttirer.

Forge :..Coiler. i9ai Did. Occup. Terms (ig2y)ii 149, etc.

2. Cotton-Spinning. An apparatus for coiling the

sliver by feeding it into the coiler-cans. Also altrib,

1873 Leicm Sci. Mod. Cotton S/inningicd. 2) 187 Shortly

after the invention of the coder Messrs. Tatham and
Cheetham conceived the idea of adapting it as a slubbing

frame. 1884 Marsden Cotton Spinning 141 The waste.,

passes into a coiler at the end of the machine. 1890

Nasmith Mod. Cotton Spinning Mach. 55 A plate free to

revolve and borne in the lower part of the coiler frame.

189a— Cotton Spinning 127 The coiler can is 9 in. diameter.

B9oa TuoRHUBV CettOH Combiug Machines 235 The rule
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for total draft will serve here, substituting the block roller

for the coiler roller.

Coiling, vbL sb^ Add : O. aiirib., as coiling

motion = prec. 2.

1873 Leigh Sci. Mod. Cotton Spinning (ed. a) 168 This verjr

ingenious contrivance is the celebrated 'coiling motion ,

patented about thirty years ago by Messrs. Tatham and

Cheetham.

Coin, sb. 8. Add : coin-catcher, a surgical

instrument for extracting a swallowed coin.

1895 Arnold * Sons' Catal. Surg. Instr. 288 Probang,
CEsophageal, with coin-catcher. 1903 Daiiy Ckron. 27 Nov.
8/6 The doctor .. passed the coin-catcher down hb throat,

but the child struggled so that the catcher broke, and was
also swallowed.

Co-insU'rance. [Co- 3 c] A form of insur-

ance in which responsibility for loss is shared by
two or more parties ; also, insurance in which the

insured, under certain conditions, is jointly respon-

sible with the insurance company.
xBSo Cent. Diet. s.v. Insurance. 190a Encyct. Brit.

XXIX. 512/2 The direction in which fire insurance.. calls

most pressingly for improvement b the extension of the
principle of co-insurance.

Coiny (koi*ni), fl, coUoq. [f. Coin j3. + -y1.]

That has abimdance of coin ; rich. Hence Coi*ni-

nesB, wealth.
X89X Chambers's ymh 7 Feb. 83/2 He paints for amuse-

ment merely. He seems to be coiny. 1903 Biackiv, Mag.
Sept. 312/1 A fellow must be a coiny bird to bank with the
Bank of England. Ibid. 313/2 Howell dying with over
/'4000, though he had considerably impaired the * coininess

'

of other people.

Coke, sb, 2. Add : coke barrow^ bogey, dust^

fork; coke-breeze (see Breeze sb.^); coke-oil
(see quot.) ; coke-oven, an oven, furnace, kiln, or

retort in which coke is produced by the expulsion

of gas from bituminous coal.

1884 Knight Diet. Meek, Suppl., *Coke Barrow, a large
semi-cylindrical sheet*iron two-wheeled barrow used about
coke ovens and furnaces. 1931 Diet, Occup. Terms (1927)

S 699 Coke fnan..fA\% "coke bogeys with coke fork from
stack, [etc.]. 187^ Encycl. Brit. VI. 118/1 The outside of
the heap [of coal, in coking] is covered with a coating of wet
*coke dust. X909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., Coke-dust^ powdered
coke ; used for blacking foundry molds. 1874 Knight Diet.
Meck.^ *Coke Fork, a ten-tined fork for shoveling coke.
x86a Chambers's Encycl. IV. 645/1 There remains.. a large
residue of pitch, which is again distilled.., giving off an oil

called *coke-oil. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 997 A front elevation
of two. .*coke-ovens. 1861 J. Percy Metallurgy 157 In its

simplest form a coke-oven is a chamber of fire-brick or some
other refractory material, having an arched roof in which b
a hole and an entrance below.

Coke, abbrev. of Cocaine, slang,
X914 E. B. LowRY Himself 179 A few years ago ' coke •

fiends in a certain locality in Chicago made a regular practice
of buying '

's Catarrh Cure '.

Colced (k^ukt), ///. a, [f. Coke v. -t- -edI.]

Reduced to coke.
1763 W. Lewis Comm. PhiL-Techn. 284 A Fire of coaked

pitcoal. X894 Sat. Rev, 25 Aug. 221 Coal-dust, .in acoked
and cjndered condition.

Co'keman, coke-man. [Coeej^.] A work-
man employed in loading or unloading coke,
charging a furnace, etc. with coke, or discharging

coke from a furnace, etc.

x8sa F. S. Williams Our Iron Roads 251 He in return
signs the coke-man's book for the amount. x9^ Daily N'ews
II Mar. 5/8 The cokemen, the mechanics, and the miners in
the Durham Miners' Federation. X9S0 Glasgow Herald i

Sept. 7 Cokemen employed on by-product plants at collieries.

X921 Diet. Oecup, 7Vr«/5(i927)§o49 Ct^A^waw.. works at box
or bunker where 'breeze '..is collected after screening.

Coker (kJu'kaj). [f. Coke sb, o\v. -f -ebI.]

One who superintends the coking of coal ; also, a
workman employed in handling coal in or about
a coke-oven, etc.

1793 in Bogle FotinditrgCarronWks. (1898) 32 John Heggie,
a fireman coaker. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 93 Steel
Melting:.. Coker. 1921 Dict.Oeeup, TVrwu (1927) §081, etc.

Cokerite : see *Cocorite.

Cokery (kJuksri). [f. Coke sb, -*- -ery.] A
coke-furnace.
X9a3 Glasgow Herald 27 Mar. g The three cokeries already

being exploited by the French. 1923 Times 3 May 11/2
Dozens of cokeries are said to be cold.

Coky (k^u'ki), a, [f. Coke j*.-h-t^] Resem-
bling coke,
X900 Sadtler Handbk, Indust. Org. Ckem. (ed. 3) 359

Noccoking Coals. .do not possess the property of fusing
into a compact 'coky* mass.

Col. Add:
2. Meteorol. A region of lower pressure between

two anticyclones, analogous to the * col ' or de-
pression between two mountains.
1887 Abebcromby Weather 26 Between every two anti-

cyclones we find a furrow, neck or * col * of low pressure.
1023 Sir Napier Shaw Forecasting Weather \. 117 Kcol^
the saddle.shaped region between two lows and two highs.
X927 Kendbew Climates of Continents 354 The col is

essentially an anticyclonic formation.

Colberter (kf^-lbajtaj). [See COLBERTINE.]
In lace colberter^ a machine-hand who scollops and
makes a fast edge to lace curtains,

X921 Diet. Oecup, Terms (1927) § 385.

Cold, sb, 5. C. Add : cold struck (see quot.).
1908 Animal Managem. 319 Where the days are very hot

and the nights equally cold, these animals \sc, horses and
camelsj are often observed to be 'cold struck ', stiff all over.

Cold, a. Add : 1. C. Used also to denote the

effect on a person of a severe blow or shock. U.S.
1905 Rex Beach Pardners \. (1912) 127 Some Polack..

laid out the quartermaster cold. 1928 F. N. Hart Bellamy
Trial iii. 98 * What did you do?' 'Do? I don't know what
I did. It knocked me cold.'

e. 7i?^(f/ (a person) cold,t.^x\\^x to getit on (him)
cold: to have at one's mercy; to have captured
completely.
X908 S. E. White Riverman xlvii. 353 I'll put Heinzman

in the pen too. I've got it on him, cold. 1924 Mulford
Rustlers' Valley xix. 213 What you doin'? I got you cold.
X927 F. E. Bailv Golden Canity xix, Cynthia's lapping like
an angel. You've got London cold.

7. e. Phr. It leaves me cold : it fails to interest

me or excite me to enthusiasm.
Cf. G. Das Idsst mich kalt.

1888 H. Sweet Cf?//. Papers "zio His enthusiasm, .leaves
us cold. X927 Aldous Huxlev Proper Studies 173, I . .am
left cold by ritual, the corybantic emotionalism of revivals.

10, b. In advb. use : Without any mitigation
;

absolutely. U,S, slang,

x88^ Kansas Times ft Star 24 June, A. D. Taylor, .trailed

a variety actress, .with whom he was infatuated.. .She shook
him cold yesterday. 1905 Rex Beach Pardners iii. (1912)

79 We were liable to get turned down cold if we didn't have
some story. 1916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in RedGapy'x.
265 This game where youplay cards with yourselfand mebbe
win a thousand dollars cold. 1918 Mulford Manfr. Bar-zo
xiv. 149 If I'dknowedhe was afriendofyourn I'd *a' stopped
him cold down south of Hastings.

12. (Later U.S. examples.)
X773 Washington Diaries 11. 100 Touched now and then

upon a Cold Scent till we came into Colo. Fairfax's Neck.
1874 in S. Sidney Bk. Horse (1875) 398 When running a
cold scent the music [of the hounds] is extremely fine. 1875
Ibid, 476 Where hounds run from grass to plough, it is often
found that they decline from racing breast-high to cold hunt-
ing. X87;? Hallock sportsman's Gaz. 440 (Cent) The object
is to obtain a fine nose [in a dog], so as to hunt a cold scent.

18. cold-drawn, also jfig., unaflfected by the
emotions, cool, calculated ; cold-rolled, -shut ; cold

riveiiftgj rolling, sawing, soldering, stoking, tinning,
X892 Stevenson & Osbournr Wrecker ix, The little beast

means *cold-drawn biz. x8f>8 Kipling in Mom. Post 11 Nov.
5/1 Out of all manner of tight places that require dexterity
andacheek of cold-drawn brass. X906C0RNFORD Defeneeless
Isl. 99 Cotton is the subject of much cold-drawn gambling.
1906 Daily Chron. 10 Feb. 7/1 A detective-sergeant, by re-

lating cold'drawn facts . . showed the prisoner to be an un-
principled scoundrel. x888 Loekwooifs Diet. Tertns Mech.
Engin., *Cold Riveting, small rivets in thin plates are ham-
mered up without bein^ heated in the fire. t^-jZ Engineering
I Nov. 347 By comparing hot-rolled and *cold-rolled iron
of the same kind, under physical stress. x888 Lockwood's
Diet. Terms Meek. Engin., Cold Rolled, Bars and plates
rolled without being previously heated. 1897 Daily News
8 Mar. 2/5 Steel..cold-rol led sheets. xZjZEngineering 1 Nov.
347 The *cold rolling is effected by means of a powerful
train of the ordinary type. x888 Lockwood's Diet. Terms
Mech. Engin., *Cold Saiving, the sawing of iron while cold
with a cold iron saw. iSSaCassell's Encycl. Diet., *Cold-skut,
closed cold without welding. X873 Spon Workshop Rec.
Sen I. (1885) 337/2 Block tin dissolved in muriatic acid with a
little mercury forms a very good amalgam for *cold tinning.

19. cold cook slangy an undertaker; cold
douche, a stream of cold water directed against

some part of the body as a remedial treatment

;

hence cold-douching, the application of the cold
douche i in quot. Jig. ; cold feet, (a) in colloq.

phr. to get (or have) cold feet, to be in a *funk \
become discouraged ; hence = fear, * funk

'; {b) in

horticulture (see quot. 1909); cold-footer ^^..S".

slang, a timid person ; cold frame Hort., a frame
in which small plants are grown and protected
without artificial heat (see Fhame sb. 13c); cold
house Hort., a glass house in which plants are

grown without artificial heat; also /r^«^ ; cold
kiss (see quot.) ; cold-pack, a wet pack (see Pack
sbX II) prepared with cold water ; cold point =
*cold spot ; cold pole, in high latitudes, the place
of lowest temperature ; cold room Hort,, a store

room kept at a very low temperature for the re-

tardation of bulbs and roots ; cold saw, one for

cutting cold metals {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909)

;

cold shot, small globules of iron found in chilled

portions of a casting (Knight Did. Aleck. Suppl,

1884); cold soldering, soldering without heat with
the aid of mercury ; cold spot Physiol. , a spot upon
the skin which is sensitive to cold, but insensitive to

warmth, pain, or pressure ; cold storage (see Stok-
AGE 2 b) ; hence cold store, a refrigerating chamber
for the cold storage of meat; cold sweating Tan-
fting, the process of soaking hides in cold water to

facilitate the removal of the epidermis and hair.
X7a9 Universal Spect. 4 Oct. (N. & Q. 5 Oct. 1929, 236/2)

He further directs, that no Undertaker, alias "Cold Cook, or
Upholder shall have the Management thereof, i860 Slang
/-^zW. (ed. 2). 183s *Cold douche [s. v. Douche in Diet. 1- 1904
St. George VII. 168 He would have to be an uncommonly
sturdy Simon Zelotcs whose zeal survived the "cold-douch-
ing of schoolboy chaff. X896 G. Ade Artie xii. 108 He's
one o' them boys th.it never has *cold feet. X904 Eliz.
Robins Magn. North i. 8 But instead of ' getting cold feet

'

as the phrase for discouragement ran, and turning back,
they determined (etc.], X907 Rex Beach Barrier xviii.

(1908) 286 I've got some new clothes now. . . I bought 'em oflF

a tenderfoot with cold feet. X909 Webster, Coldfeet,, .the
condition of plants due to excessive watering without proper
drainage. 1914 Rosher /«/?.iV..4..y. (1916)40, 1 get awfully
cold feel. , . That puts the fear of God into you. X915 ' 1 an
Hay' First Hundred Thou, xxi. 329 It seems that the
enemy have evacuated Fosse Alley again. Nobody quite
knows why : a sudden attack of cold ^et, probably. 19x0
H UNTER Trail Drivers of Texas 429 Two of my men stayed
with me, and the third, a * *cold-footer ', crossed on the
bridge. X857-8 Trans. III. Agric. Soe. III. 503 The seed
for early summer cabbages can be planted in a *cold frame
early in September. X877 Field 4- Forest II. 164 These
insects had all gathered along the Northern and Eastern
margin [inside] of a ' cold frame ', in his garden. X84X
Mrs. Loudon Ladies' Comp. Fl. Card. (1846) 65 'Cold
Houses for Plants are not generally in use, though it is a
common practice with gardeners to remove plants from hot-
bouses into the back sheds, in order to retard their blossom*
ing. 1904 Daily Chron. 28 Jan. 6/1 It is the cold-house that
has smiled upon them, in the shape of the refrigerated holds of
the South African steamers. 1920 Chambers's Jml, 384/1
The 'forced ' and 'cold-house' tomato is Guernsey's speci-

ality, x^-j Observer-] Aug. 8/6 The ' *co!dkiss' [in Berlin]

is an icecream, flattened between two wafers. 1^09 PraC'
iitioner Dec. 866 The *cold.pack is used for from xo to 15
minutes every hour. X909 C^»/. Diet. SuppL. s,v. Pole^,
Pole of cold or *cold pole. x9J7KENDREwC/zwa/«^Cfl«-
tinents 167 In Eastern Siberia is situated the 'cold pole ' of
the earth. X904 Westm. Gaz. 12 Jan. 4/2 In some of the
largest nurseries.. there exist *cold-rooins or stores, pitch-
dark and packed full of lily-of-the-valley crowns, lilies, and
other bulbs and plants. 1877 Design <V Work 16 June 43/2
{.heading') *Cold Soldering. 1895 tr. KUlpe's Outl. Psychol,

94 Blix and Goldscheider.. speak of heat and *cold spots,

and regard them as the peculiar terminal organs of the
temperature sense, and as independent of the pressure spots.

X901 E. B. TiTCHENER Exper. Psychol. I. i. 57 To ascertain
how these organs (warm spots or cold spots) respond to a
stimulation. 1895 Daily News 29 May 8/4 Extensive *coId-

store accommodation had been provided.

Cold deck. U,S. [Cold a. -1- Deck sb,"] la
poker-playing, a pack of cards in which the cards

have been arranged beforehand.
x868 All Ye^tr Round 31 Oct. 490/1 He*s got everything

all set to ring a 'cold deck', a X87S 'Mark Twain*
Sketches Wks. XIX. 360, I never have gambled from that
day to this., without a 'cold deck ' in my pockeL 1B87 F,
Francis Jr. Saddle <V Mocassin 225 Between them they put
up a cold deck in a faro-box.

Hence Co*ld-deck v. ; Co'ld-dexker.
1902 H. L. Wilson Spenders xi. 123 A man wakes up to

find that his natural promptin's has cold-decked him. X9S0
Mulford J. Nelson xv. 163 I've had all th' visitin' I want
with a bunch of cold-deckers. Ibid. xxv. 281 He's cold-
decked, Ma'am; beat clean when he'd reckoned he'd won.

Cold meat.
1. Cooked meat that has become cold ; hence

used to connote inferior fare.

1814-15 Jane Austen Emma xlii, When you are tired of
eating strawberries in the garden, there shall be cold meat in

the house. X894 Daily News 15 Sept. 3/2 It is hard to be
treated tike 'cold meat company . X909 Daily Chron.
24 Aug. 1/5 There is a run on cold-meat shops.

2. A corpse. Chiefly attrib., as cold-nuat box
(coffin), -cart (hearse), 'train (funeral train).

Originally pugilistic slang.
x8x9 Moore Tom Crib^s Mem. 25 In the Twelfth and

Last Round Sandy fetch'd him a downer, That left him all's

one as cold meat for the Crowner. x8so J. H. Reynolds
Fancy {iqo/^) 38 He's for the cold meat cart, and so am I.

1837 Dickens Pickrv. xix, You mustn't handle your piece
in that ere way. .or I'm damned if you won't make cold
meat of some on us. 1x876 R. M. Jephson Girl He Left
Behind Him xi. The train by which Dorrien journeyed to

Aldershot was that one known as the ' Cold Meat', which.

.

is dismally supposed.. to convey corpses to Woking Ceme-
tery... It carries nothing more dreadful than a portion of
the beef and mutton for the morning's issue to the troops.]

1889 sporting Times 2 Aug. 1/3, I should just come in
where you were lying in the cold-meat box.

Cold-slaw. 1/.S. = Cole-slaw.
X794 Massachusetts Spy 12 Nov. (Th.) A piece of sliced

cabbage, by Dutchmen ycleped cold slaw. xBai J. F.
Cooper Spy xlii. (1831) 156 Potatoes, onions, beets, cold saw,
rice, and all the other niinutix of a goodly dinner. 187X
Lippincott's Mag. Feb. (De Vere) Coldslaw apparently cut
with a harrow. x886 [see Cole-slawJ.

Cold snap. orig. U.S. [See Sxap sb, 7 b.] A
sadden spell of cold weather.

X8351 Knickerbocker Mag. XIII, 509 We had a cold snap,
last night. X844 J. C. Neal Charcoal Sk. 143 (I'h.) A warm
spell which succeeded a ' cold snap *. x86i Trans. III. Agric.
Soe. IV. 118 The sun was shining upon them during a cold
snap, after a thaw. 1875 Field 9f Forest I. 56 The ' cold
snap ' that occurred early in December. 1885 *C. RCraddock '

Prophet Gt. Smoky Mts. xv. 289 One might easily judge
how few of the mountaineers had ventured out since the

beginning of the 'cold snap'. 1894 T. B. Aldrich Two
Bites etc. 92 The cold snap, with its freaks among water-
pipes and window-glass.

Coldstreamers (kJu'ldstrfmaiz), sb.pl, [So
named from Coldstream (on the Tweed), where the

original regimentwas assembled by General Monck.]
The Coldstream Guards.
X67X Gumble Life Gen. Monck 15 Sir James Smith, now

Lieutenant Colonell to the Cold Streamers. Ibid. 189 These
Coldstreamers were.. men of Might. x9oa Daily Ckron.
14 Aug. 5/3 The massed bands of the Irish Guards and the

Coldstreamers. X908 Hardy Dynasts in. vi. iv. 470 The
Fusileer-guards now (They pass). .Now the Coldstreamers.

Cold water. C. Add : Similarly, to pour cold

water upon.
1893 Times 26 Apr. 9/4 He was obliged to pourcold water_

very plentifully upon the zeal of his Irish friends.
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Colea (ktfu-hU). [f. the name of Sir Lowry
Coles, Si former Governor of Mauritius + -a.] A
tropical plant belonging to the bignoniaceous genus

so named.
X9a7 Biackw, Ma^. Apr. 5o8/'a A semi-wild garden of

coteas, crotons, and dracznas.

Coleridgiau (k^mlfi-dsian), a. Also -ean.

[f. the proper name Coleridge : see below and -iaN,

-AN.] Of or pertaining to Samuel Taylor Coleridge

(1773-1834) the poet, or to his writings, opinions,

etc.

1851 Carlvle Sierlingx. xv. By some Colcridgean leger-

demain. iSjn Martineau in Ld. Tennyson Tennyson (1897)

II. 171 The Coleridgian acceptation of these words was not

less congenial to the Poet than to the Divine. 1910 H.
Walker Lit, VicU Era ii. 28 The importance of the

Colcridgean influence b amply attested.

Coli- (kJu'bi). Shortened form o{ bacillus colt

y

used as a combining fonn in various scientific

terms, as coli-group (sec quot.) ; coli-like adj., re-

sembling bacillus coli; coli-typhoid adj., (a group)

composed of bacillus coli and typhoid bacillus.

Also coli-bacilluria, the presence of bacillus coli

in the urine.

1910 Practitioner Apr. 449 Urotropin . . appears to be of
comparatively little use in the case of *coli*bacilIuria. 1913
DoRLAN-D Med. Diet. (ed. 7), ^CoU-grou^^ a group of
bacteria, including the Bacillus coli. the paracolon bacillus,

typhoid bacillus, paratyphoid bacillus, and the bacillus of
psittacosis. 1903 Daily Chrvn. 5 Aug. 5/3 Bacillus coU, or
other *colt-1ikc microba. 1908 Practitioner Aug. 361
Organisms of the 'coli-typhoid group.

Coliform (kJ»»*lifj?am), a.2 [f. •CoLi- + -FORM.]

Of the nature of or resembling a bacillus of the

coli-group of bacteria.

1907 Practitioner Nov. 646 A coliform organism, which
was not H. typhosus, nor the ordinary type of B. coU.

Coliplication, var. *Colopucation.
CollSBIIlia (kpIrmiA). Path. Also -etuia.

[f. Gr. KiiKKa glue, aX^ija. blood : see -ia.] A gluti-

nous condition of the blood.
looi DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. a). t9toMrit. Health Rev,

Feb. 6j Defective circulation.. has only two causes: (1)

coIUemia, and (3) weak heart.

Collapse, V. Add

:

3. trans. To cause to break down, fall in, or

contract, lit, and Jig. Also US. to shut (a tele-

scope).
1891 W. C. SvDKBV Enr. iSth Cent II. i6a Which

culminated in the battle ofCulloden Moor, and collap<^
the Jacobite cause. 190* S. G. Fisher True Hist. Amer.
Revolution 300 Such complete destruction and devastation
of the country as would collapse the patriot party. 1904
Daily Chron. 8 June 5/3 Kent. ..given a pinch of luck, might
have collapsed Yorkshire ! 1908 Fractitioner Jaa. 54 The
urethra is alternately ballooned and collapsed. 1909 IVestm,
Cos, 32 Apr. 4/3 The wind bringing its whole force to bear
on the broadside and collapsing the structure. i9ai Mulford
Bar-20 Three xviii. 229 Far back. .a Mexican collapsed his
telescope.

Coliapsibility (k^xpslbi*liti). [f. Collapsi-
ble +-ity.] The quality of being collapsible. Hi*

and Jig.

1890 Pall Mall Gas. 3^ June 6/1 Some spoke bitterly of
the coliapsibility of their leaders. 189a Pictorial ii^orld

3 Apr. 664/1 He has pricked a little hole, .to test its

collapiiibility.

Collar, sb. Add

:

18. o. The area of junction between the stem
and root of a tree.

1857-8 Trans. HI. Agric. Soc. III. 344 The ravages of
this insect may be prevented by surrounding the collar of the
trees, early in June with leached ashes. Ibid, 465 Care
should be taken not to set the trees too deep. It is better
that the collar should be considerably abovr, rather than
below the level of the lawn. 1887 Hardy Woodlanders xix.

With a small biil-hook he carefully freed the collar of the
tree from twigs and patches of moss.

21. collar-band, also, the band to which the collar

is attached ; the band forming the collar of a
woman's dress ; collar bearinfir, a bearing on a
shaft, adapted for taking the end thnxst of the shaft

;

collar-bound <7., of machinery, impeded by being
clogged or cramped between collars ; collar box,
a square cardboard box in which collars are sold;

also, a box, usually round, of leather, metal, etc.,

in which collars are kept for personal use ; also

altrib. ; collar facing (see Facing vbl. sb. 4) ;

collar gage (see quot.) ; collar maohlnlst (a) a
laundry-worker who irons starched collars by
machinery; {bi) one who stitches together the parts
of a horse collar by machine ; oollar-maker, one
who makes shirt collars ; a saddler who makes
horse and dog collars ; collar palm, a tool used
by horse collar makers for shaping a collar;

collar pore 7.ool.f a tube or pore connecting the
cavity of the collar of Balanoglossus with the
fiist gill-slit ; collar-8tamper, a worker who
stamps the size and other marks inside shirt collars

;

collar stud, a stud used to fasten a detachable
collar to a shirt ; collar swage (see quot,).
1884 Myrn's Jrnl. Dress <y Fashion 1 Aug. 367/3 The

plain "collar band is of velvet. 1007 Daily Chron. ai Jan.
8/1 The yoke and high collar-Muid in the gown.. are

fashioned of ermine. 1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw.
(1892) 121 The weight of the shaft is supported by a *collar
bearing. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 83 *Collar Box
Maker. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 27 July 3/1 A *collar facing of
white silk. x888 Lockwood's Diet. Terms Mech. Engin.^
Cylindrical Gauge, a gauge composed of two pieces..,
the plug gauge being inserted into a bored hole and the
•collar gage being slid over the spindle. 1895 IVestm, Gaz.
16 Apr. 3/2 Nor will there be an eager competition for

the place of the *collar machinist at is. 4d. a day. 1858
S[MMONDS Z)iV/. yVof/^, "Collar-maker. 1897 T. J. Parker
& Hasweu. Text-bk.Zool. II. 2 The collar cavity communi-
cates with the exterior by a pair of *collar pores^iliated
tubes leading into the first gilt-slit or first gill-pouch. 1908
Wesitn. Gaz. 11 Aug. 8/3 A*collar stamper. TX^^Chatnbers^s
yml. II. 320/1, 1 suppose he has lost his *colIar.stud again.
1906 Daily Chron, 28 May 6/4 My collar-stud ran away and
hid itself with great success. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.
Suppl., *Coltar Swage (Blacksmithing), a swage.. used in
swaging a collar on to a rod.

CoUarer (kf7-lar3j). [f. Collar j^. -i--er1.] An
operative who fixes the caps on electric bulbs.
19*1 Diet. Occufi. Terms (1927) § 318 Cap fixer, capper

(electric lamps) ; collarer, stud fixer.

CoUargol (kplaug^). [f. Gr. KoWa glue +
afTfiypot silver + -OL.] Colloidal silver used as a
germicide and antiseptic. Hence CoUarffolio
Xacid),
1903 Nature 26 Mar. ^03/3 Collargol is the soluble salt of

an acid, collar^olic acid, which is sufficiently strong to
displace carbonic acid from carbonates. 1907 Practitioner
Apr. 574 Collargol, used as au ointment, has always been
satisfactory.

Collateral, sb.

6. U.S, (Earlier and later examples.)
1847 Tom Pepper I. 143 (Th.) 1 must have a thotisand

dollars. Here, take the collateral, and give me the money.
1869 Congress. Globe 25 Mar. 273/2 When we want money
to move our wheat, we understand we can go down there
and borrow iL If we have got the collaterals to put up, we
get iL 1875 Holland Sevenoaks xxv. ^59 He had already
used these as collaterals, in the borrowing of small sums at
short time, a 1900 ' O. Henry ' Roads t^Destiny viil 141
I'm no judge of collateral in bunches.

Colla'teralf v. U,S, [f. prec] trans. To pro-
vide collateral security for.

1907 Sun (N.Y.) 18 Dec. 4/1 Using the stock of the last

purchase to collateral a loan with which to buy the new.

Collect, sb. 4. Delete -^Obs. and add :

188s E. C. Stedman Poets of Amer.^ \yi (CenL) Yet any-
thing that others can write of him is poor indeed beside
a coUect of his own golden sayings.

5. A place where something collects or is col-

lected.
i8>9in Trans, Mich, Agric. Soc, (1856) VII. 386 These

sinks derive their name from the fact of their being collects

for the waters of the surrounding region.

Collect, V, Add :

L b. (absol.)

1889 Farmer Americanisms, To Collect, a contraction for
* to collect payments *. 1893 Kate D. Wicgin I'o/ly Oliver
XV. (1894) 165 In an hour another message, marked 'Collect

',

followed the first one. 1913 l/S. Postal Laivs 4- Reg, 489
Collect-on«delivcry service.. .A collect-on-delivery parcel.

i9aa H. L. Foster Adv. Trop. Tramp xii 186 He sends
it [sc. telegram] to us 'collect .

e, colloq. To * pick up ' from a place of deposit.

1875 C. James Yoke 0/ Freedom 53 Jack went down the
great marble staircase.. collected bis hat and cloak, [etc.].

1895 Nebraska State Jmt. 23 June 5/5 To * collect an old
ram requires good lungs, good legs, good judgment, and
good shooting, loaS F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial ii. 30, I

was to coUect the keys under the doormat at the gardener's
cottage.

Collectar (kf>*lektaj). = CoLLECTARiuM.
1904 WoRDsw. & LiTTLEHALES Old Service-Bks. 210

Sequences are found.. in Leofric's Collectar and Hymnary.
Collecting, vbl, sb. Add : altrib. and Comb, :

collecting box, (a) a box in which scientific

specimens collected in the field are temporarily

placed ; {b) a box for the collection ofcontributions

of money ; collecting-cane, a cane-gun used by
naturalists for collecting specimens {Cent, Diet.

1 8^9) ; colleoting station (see quot.).

1863 "Collecting box (see CoLUtcriNC vbl. sb., attrib,, in

Diet. J. (899 IVestm. Gaz. 28 Aug. ^/i ' Jack's ' collecting-

box was once again strapped on his back. 1908 /bid. 16

Nov. 2/3 The penny ..was taken from a collecting-box

which the woman had obtained from Chelsea Hospital. 1900
/bid, a Jan. 3/2 At the 'collecting station.. the wounded
are collected as brought in by the stretcher-bearers, and are
sent to the * dressing station * in ambulances. 1915 Daily
Express 5 July 6/3 He was received at a collecting station,

obtained first aid for his wound, and was forwarded to the
field hospital.

Collection. 2. Add : Also aitrib,

1889 Gretton Memory's Harkback 212 He was astonished
to see a sovereign on the collect ton.plate. 1904 Daily
Chron. ip Mar. 9/1 Collection-box robberies. 1905 Westtn,
Gas. 16 May 2/1 The net result will be an addition of eight
per cent to the collection income.

Collective, a. {sb.) Add

:

A. 2. c. Collective bargain y bargaining, ^iece'

work (see quots. 1923. 1928).
1891 BEATRrcR Webb Cooperative Movement 217 Indi-

vidualist exchange must follow individualist production, and
give place to collective bargaining. Ibid.., To gain a clear

conception of the collective bargain. 1897 S. & B. Wkbu
Industrial Democracy 1, 174 The Method of Collective Bar-
gaining. 1900 Daily News -2^ Dec. ^/6 The contracts should
takethe form ofcollectivc.bai gains in which every man of the
same class would share equally. 19J3 J. D. Hackett Labor
Terms in Management Engineering May, Collective

Bargaining^ a mode of fixing the terms of employment by
means of bargaining power between an organized body of
employees and an employer, or association of employers.
xgaS Britain's Industr. Future (Liberal Ind. Inquiry)
III. xvi, 195 'Collective piece-work', whereby a g[roup of
workers.. are guaranteed their regular time-rates but are
promised, over and above these, an agreed share of the costs
they may save.

3. d. Psychol, (See quot.)
1996 W. McDouGALL Outl. Abnormal Psych. 190 It may

. .be said that Jung's Unconscious comprises, in addition to
the individually acquired and repressed complexes, all the
innate structure of the mind, and that this, * the Collective
Unconscious ', is very rich and complex.

Collectively, adv. Add :

2. By collective action or arrangement.
1903 Daily Chron. 17 Oct. 3/3 The coltectively-agreed rate

)f a shilling per hour. 196B loic' - . - ..

owned property.
of a shilling per hour. 1908 laid, 28 Mar. 6/7 Collectively-

Collectivistic (k^ektivi-stik), a. [f. COL-
LECTIVIST + -1C.] Based on collectivism.

1894 Athenxntn 7 July 24/1 The ideal collectivistic state.

Collectivize (k^cktivaiz), V. [f. Collective
+ -IZE.] trans. To establish or organize in accor-

dance with the principles of collectivism. Hence
CoUe:otivisa*tion.

^ 1890 Good Words Dec. 822/1 The collectivisation of capital
is, from the socialistic point of view, a far more thorough
and consistent scheme, 189a Ibid. Sept. 621/2 This measure
of expropriation, collectivisation, or spoliation, must be a
revolutionary measure. 1894 Speaker 5 May 503/1 It cuts
off the old hopes of 'betteringoneself, of rising above one's
class. It collcclivises even hope.

College, sb. Add :

1. b. Electoral college : see also Electoral a.

9. college cook, library, yard (esp. at Harvard),

-yell (U.S.).

1684^5 SewaWs Diary I. 67 He had been •College Cook a
long time. 1693 Letter Book ofS. Sewall 139 Bestow the
Skeleton in "ColTedg Library. 1697-8 Se^valPsDiary 1.475,
I sent to ihecollege Library my /'A<««tfw*«a. 1639 Harvard
College Recs. (1925) L 172 The frame in the *CoTledge yard.

170a S. Sewall Diary 14 Oct., in Collect. Mass. Hist. Soc.

Ser. V. V. 67 Goe with the Gov' about 2 p.m. Dine; into

the College yard. Goe up into Library [etc.J. 1734 in B.
Petrce Htst. Harvard Univ. (1833) App. 131 If any scholar
shall go beyond the College yards or fences, without coat,

cloak, or gown, 1807 in Proc. Mass, Hist. Soc, (1890) Ser.

II. V. 17a The students.. also resolved to .. take away all the
provisions and strew them over the college yard. 1837
Knickerbocker Mag. IX. 157 We entered the college yard
(at Yale] a little after nine, im E. F. Wvatt Invis. Gods
II. iii. 62 Will Halliday seemed more and more the zenith of
manly perfection, .in ^college yells.

Colleger. Add : <£ A member of or student

at a college. l/.S.

i8»7 Harvard Rfg. (1828) 214 Ifwe get fore-handed enough
we'll send him to be a Colledger, and make a Parson of him.

Collegiate. B. 1. (Later U.S. example.)
1854 Mary J.

Holmes Tempest <5- Sunshine viil. 49 Miss
Warner keeping a watchful eye upon her pupils, lest some
lawless collegiate should relieve her from the trouble of
senng them safely home.

Collem (kf>*lem), short for next.
19x4 Chambers's Jml. 717/a A great many 'ColIemsMive

on the surface of water.

Collembola (k^e'mW'la). £nt. [mod.L., f.

Gr. KoXXa glue + tfi^oKov peg, stopper, wedge.] An
insect belonging to the sub-order of that name,
characterized by the protrusile sucker in the basal

segment of its abdomen.
1914 Bril. Mus. Return 197 Collembola and Psocids in

drinking water. iyi8 W. Bef.be jungle Peace x. (1919) 258
Simple insects, which we shall have to call coUembolas^ were
difficult to capture.

Collet, sb.^ Add : 2. b. spec. A piece ofivory

inserted between the upper and lower part of the

handle of a metal teapot, etc., to intercept the heat.

1899 Bill 0/Reid f^ Sons, Newcastle on Tyne, An ivory

collet supplied, is.

Collet, sb^^ Add : b. altrib, collet-side, the

nnder side.

t88x Watt Mech. Industr. 1. 121 On the collet-side [of the
diamond] are formed four irregular pentagons.

Colletocystopliore (kf^li"t^si-st^fow) . Zool.

[f. Gr. Ko\XrjTT}s one who glues or fastens + *Cy8-
TOPHOBB.] A marginal body characteristic of

lucemarian hydrozoans. Hence CoUertocysto-

pho'rio a. So OoUe'tooyit.
1878 H. J. Clark Lueernarix in Histology of the

Collctocystophores (Anchors). Ibid., The fully grown
coUetocystophore is divided into three distinct regions, viz.,

the pedicle, the nematocystophore, and the coTletocysto*

phone mass. Ibid. 1 12 It is true that the colletocysts appear

as soon as a change commences on the tentaculoid shaft,

but [etcl.

Collins (k(7*linz). [The name of a character,

William C<?//««J, in Jane Austen*s/y/V/(?C7'/Vr;W/«

(ch. xxii).] A letter of thanks for entertainment

or hospitality, sent by a departed guest.

190^ Chambers*s yrrtl. ly Aug. 611/2 When we do not call

a letter of thanks for a visit 'a board and lodging', we call it a

•Collins '. 1905 Lucy M. Soolsby Brondesbury Papers iii.

Rules ofthe Road 6 Write your ' Collins ' after every visit (if

only for a night) next morning at latest. 1907 Lady Grove
Social Fetich 74 'Ihe 'Collins* letter I had dutifully bored

my hostess with. 1911S1RW. Raleigh Af//. (1926) 375 J^is
is only a Collins, and a Collins should not wade into deep

places. It should be loving but neat. i9»8 Bridges Mem.
H. Bradley 19 Wherever I can I shall let him speak for
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himself, and..group the quotations from his letters under
subjects. . . This first Collins will serve to prelude them.

Collisioil. 4. Add : collision door, on board

ship, a door to be closed after a collision, in order

to cut off the inflowing water ; oollisiou net, a
steel net used to support a damaged boat while it

is being brought into port; collision-proof fz., of

a railway carriage or train, capable of withstanding

the shodc of collision ; collision quarters, sta-

tions, positions to be taken up by the passengers

and crew of a ship in the event of collision.

1895 Daily Nnvs 7 Jan. 8/1 Finding the water j>enetrating,

. . the chief engineer at once ordered the ^collision doors to

be closed, x^ /6id. 27 Apr. 7/6 The gunboat..was kept
afloat by means of ^collision nets and brought into harbour.

\^aA Daily Ckron. 18 Aug, 2/6 *ColHsion-proof railway cars.

1909 Ibid, 21 June i/i The call to '*collision quarters' was
..quickly, .performed. 1908 IVestm. Gaz. 31 July 2/1 Drills

. .such as Fire and *Collision stations.

Collo^dio-brO'ZUide. Fhotogr. An emulsion of

collodion with bromide of silver used for collodion

dry plates.

1873 Spon Workshof* Rec. 266 Collodfo-Bromide Process.

1891 Pkotogr. Ann. II. 61 A Collodio-bromide Emulsion.

1899 IVestm, Gaz. 20 May 4/3 Mr. William Blanshard
Bolton . . worked out and published the collodio-bromide pro-

cess of photography, lu 1874 his process was perfected, and
became the universal method of working collodion dry-plates.

Collograph. (k^'lJgraf). [f, Gr. koKKo. glue :

see -GRAPH.] a. A manifold copying apparatus,

b. A photomechanical print made by Colloffrapliy
(k/>lf7'grafi), the process or art of printing from a
film of gelatine, esp, by the heliotype or collotype

process. Hence ColloGrrapMo (kfjlfjgriE'fik) a.

1871 Nature III. 188/1 Kdwards's collographic method,
Z882 Spans' Encycl. Industr. Arts v. 1609 Pumphrey's
' collograph * depends on the fact that when a film of moist
bicliFomated gelatine is brought into contact with ferrous
salts, .the gelatine is so far altered as to acquire the property
of attracting a fatty ink. \^\ Anthony's Pkotogr. Bull, IV.
296 A demonstration, .of collography. Ibid. 417 Numerous
collographic printing experiments have been made with
parchment paper watered with bichromatized gelatine.

Collopjlore(kp*l^fooi). Ent^ [f. Gr. «o\Aaglue
+ -ipopos bearing, -phore.] The ventral tube of the

Collembola.

1903 Knowledge Nov. 260/2 Ventral view of P\od7tra'\

agttatica, showing the mouth, the coUophore, and the
*spring' in its normal position.

Colloqaiau (k^^u-kwian). U,S. [f. Collo-
quy ^(5. I.] (See quot.)
xSyi G. R, Cutting Student Life at Amherst Coll. 40 For

the Exhibition., the colioquians of each society unite in the
composition of an original * colloquy *.

CoUotyped (kfj'i^taipt), ///. a, [f. CoLLOTYpK
+ -ED.] Made by the collotype process.
1893 A then^um 3 June 702/3_ The collotyped reproduction

of the ancient Yasna MS. ..is in the binder's hands.

Collotypist (k(>-Wtaipist). [f. Collotypb +
-1ST.] A maker of collotypes.
1890 C.T. Chestebhan vaYearBk. Pkotogr. 146, 1 presume

that coUotypists use stripped collodion or film negatives.

Collotypy (kp'l^tsipi). [f. Collotype + -Y 3,]

The collotype process,
X896 [cf chromo'collotypy s.v. *Chromo-]. 19x1 Webster.

Collywobbles (kf7*liw9b'lz). [Fantastic forma-
tion on Colic and Wobble.] A disordered state

of the stomach characterized by rumbling in the
intestines ; diarrhoea with stomach-ache ; hence
gen. indisposition. (In quot. 1853 used nonsensi-
cally.)

X84K Alb. Smith in Punch 9 Oct. 154/1 To.. keep him
from getting the collywobbles in his pandenoodles. 1853 ' C.
Bede Verdant Green i. viii, A touch of the mulligruDs in
your collywobbles? 1901 F. T. Bullen Sack 0/ Shakings
308 He laughingly excused himself on the ground that bis
songs were calculated to give a white man collywobbles.

Colo- (kJaltf), combining form of L. colon or Gr.
kqKqv^ see Colon 1, used .in scientific terms, as
colO'Colic a. , relating to two portions of the colon

;

colo-enteritis, inflammation of the small intestine

and colon (Dorland), etc. See also *Colopext,
*C0L0FLASTY, *C0LOPLICATI0N.
1903 Tfie^apeuttc Gaz. 15 Feb. 102 (Cent D. Suppl.) An

anastomosis b indicated, either colo-colic or ileo-sigmoid.

Colobns (k(?l(?bps), [mod.L., ad. Or. ko\o06s
docked.] A genus of African monkeys, the
members of which have short but distinct thumbs

;

also, a monkey of this genus, more explicitly colo-

bus monkey,
S885 Hartmamn Antkrop. Apes 286 Fossil remains of the

African stumpy ape {.Colobns) have also been found at
Stcinheim. 1889 Sir I. C. WiLLoucHoy East Africa ^ its
Big GojHe 17s The beautiful black and white Colobus
monkeys. 1898 Daily News 8 Sept. 5/1 Colobus.. having
only rudimentary cheek pouches. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. i Apr.
2/1 The Colobus resembles a black judge with a white wig
and a mantle of flowing hair of the same hue. 1904 /bid.
I Dec, 4/2 Beards as white as the beard of a colobus monkey,

Colometric (k^ol(mie*trik), a. [f. Colometry
+ -IC.] L Characterized by colometry. So Colo-
SLtt'trically- adv.
1901 F. G. Kenyon Handbk. Text. Crit. N.T. viii. 30S

The£>text..exLst5qiiite definitely in the Graeco-Latin group
<rf uDciab.., all oi which have been traced. .to a common
ancestor, vrritten colometrically. 19x7 A. H. M'Neile

tnirod. N.T, 143 note^ The colometric arrangement in D
suddenly ceases at xvL 33.

2. Astr. Colometric scale (see quot.*).

I9z8 J. H. }'e.KVi% Astron. 4- Cosmog. 42 A. .scale of stellar

magnitudes must be mentioned, namely^the Colometric scale,
which measures the total radiation emitted by a star.

Colonely sb. Add :

1. c. The Colonel = Colonel Bogey (see *Boget),
1900 IVestm. Gaz, 3 July 3/2 It [sc. the Royal and Ancient]

leaves competitions against the ' Colonel ' severely alone.

Colonial, a. Add :

1. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1776 (Feb. 20) in Remembrancer (1777) III. 226 Their en-

deavours to preserve their colonial constitution. 1776 Boston
To7vn Rec, 26 Aug., How many Persons belonging to thL<i

Family are now in the Service? Is it Continental, or Colo-
nial? Ibid.^ Any military Commission in the Continental or
Colonial Army.

b. Belonging to, or characteristic of, the period of
the colonies, esp. of architecture or furniture. U.S.
1886 Harper's Ma^. Oct. 668/1 The building has rather a

colonial character with its long corridors and pillared piazzas.

c. Dealing in produce of colonial origin.

1B9S Home Sf Colonial Stores Ltd. Prospectus^ The well-
known business ofThe Home and Colonial Stores, which has
experienced an uninterrupted and highly successful deve-
lopment since its establishment in 1888. 1928 Daily Mail
35 July 18/1 Colonial Merchants,

B. sb. 3. U.S.
1900 H. Lawson Over Sliprails 70 * Wal, I reckon you can

build me your national drink. I guess I'll try it.' A long
colonial was drawn for him.

4. A member of a labour colony : see quot.
1^06 IVestm. Gaz, 20 July 3/1 It was a case of once a

* colonial ' always * a colonial,* as the man employed on relief
works is called.

C. cUtrib, and Comb., and special collocations,

as colonial-bom, -nianufcutured adjs. ; colonial
experience man, etc. (Australia), a man sent out
from England to Australia to gain colonial experi-
ence ; colonial goose (see quot.).
1900 Daily Netvs 7 Mar. 5/5 •Colonial-bom men led the

rebels. 1890 * R. Boi.drewood ' Col, Refortner x. You're the
first * *colonial experience * young fellow that it ever occurred
to. 1891 A rgus (Melbourne) 7 Nov. 13/5 They were colonial
experience men. 1898 Morris Austral Eng., *Colonial
Goose^ a boned leg of mutton stuffed with sage and onions.
X906 IVestm. Gaz, 15 Jan. 15/3 *CoIoniar-manufactured
furniture is merely put together in Capetown.

Colonic (kijaV'nik), iz. [f. Colon ^ + -ic.] Of or
pertaining to the colon ; affecting the colon ; colic.

1906 Practitioner Dec. 812 The colonic distension and
tympanites, associated with the colic. 1929 Doolin in Irish
Jml. Med. Sci, Apr. 184 Colonic necrosis following the ad-
ministration of avertin.

Colonist, Add

:

3. A voter placed in a certain locality for the
purposes of an election. U.S, politics, Cf. *Colo-
nization 2, *C0L0NIZE V, 4,

1909 Daily Chron. 3 Nov. 1/6 It is more than likely that
thousands of their * colonists' have voted in some of the
districts.

4. A member of a labour colony.
1896 J. A. HoBSON Probl. Unempl. 137 About one half

of the colonists seek temporary relief, the rest loafround from
colony to colony. 1904 Daily Ckron. 5 Oct. 4/5 The colonist
at Merxpias may earn from id, to 3d. a day.

Colonization. Add

:

2. The action of placing political supporterswhere
their votes will be important. U.S, politics.

1842 Congress. Globe 31 May, Ajip. 471/1 Among these
\sc. modern phrases describing political knavery] 'coloniza-
tion * and ' pipe-laying ' were the most significant.

Coloniza*tionism. ^.^S*. [f. Colonization
+ -ISM.] The principles of colonizationists.
1831 Liberator 'i^ Oct. I. 174 Some fair and able. .advo-

cate of Colonization-ism. 1831 in Life IV. L. Garrison {iSS^)
I. 327 Here I am now in the hot-bed of Colonizationism.

Colonizationist. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1831 W. L. Garrison in Life (1885) 1. 261, I am truly

rejoiced to leam that you are no colonizationist. 1834
Soutket-n Lit, Messenger 1. 87 Tappan has two brothers
in lioston, both ardent colonizationists.

Colonize, v. Add

:

1. b. Tooccupy(land)asabona-fidesettler. U.S,
1909 S. E. White Rules of Gatru v. xix^ It appears as

though the lands were 'colonized *. Ibid, xxiv, They believe
that we did actually colonize the lands.

4. U.S, politics. (See quot. 1889.)
^ X84X Congress. Globe 31 May, App. 471/1 So far as he was
informed^ the practice of colonizing had its origin, as con-
nected with the elections of the people in our country in the
city of New York. 1889 Century Diet,, Colonize v. 4 To
place or settle for the time being m a voting-precinct so as to
be able to vote at an election : as to colonize voters. 1903
N. Y. Tribune 13 Sept., The attempt to colonize in the Third
Ward by a faction of the Democratic party was frustrated
to-day.

Colonizer. Add: (Earlier U.S. example.)
1781 S. Peters Hist. Connecticut 25, I have given the

Reader some idea of the first colonizers of Connecticut,
2. One who colonizes voters. U.S.politics,

190^ N. y. Even. Post 7 Nov. i The superintendent of
elections is authority for the statement that there are gangs
of colonizers and repeaters in the city.

Colonoscope (koa-\^ndsko^p), [f. Colon l-^

-SCOPE.] A speculum for the surgical examination
of the colon.
1884 C. B. Kelsby Dis. Rectum 4>Anus m. 76 Colonoscope

of Bodenhamer.

Colony, sb. Add :

6. c. An establishment in which persons are
engaged to work who are otherwise unemployed or
unemployable, or are trained for some occupation
or trade.
1888 Charity Organ, Rev. Jan. 43 The Council would

gladly see an experiment made in the form of a Labour
Colony, to which unemployed townspeople might be sent for
a time, and where they would be employed with a view to
undertaking labouring work in a colony. 1896 J. A. Hobson
Probl. Unempl. 131 The proposals for the establishment of
farm colonies and other labour colonies. Various colonies
of different ti^es where the labour is chiefly employed in

cultivation of the land exist already in England or on
the continent. Ibid.^ Several penal colonies for convicted
beggars and loafers exist in Belgium and Holland. 1897
Encycl. Soc. Refoj-vi^ 785 The experiment of the Home
Colonization Society, in Westmoreland, is the most direct
attempt to establish in England a labor colony by voluntary
effort on similar lines to those adopted in Holland. The
object of the society is to provide work in English ' industrial
villages * for the ablcbodied poor,

9. (Earlier and later Amer. examples.)
1637 T. Morton Neiv English Canaan (1883) 342 Like

the Colony servant in Virginia. i66z Providence Rec. (1893)
II. 138 Colony prison. 1733 Connect. Col. Rec. VII. 461
Colony treasurer. 1857 E. IStone Life HowlanH L 33 Re-
pairs of bridges on the great colony road, Ibid.y The dis-
tinction of colony roads and town roads should cease.

Colopexy(k^u-l(3peksi, kJul^fpe-ksi). Surg. [ad.

mod.L. cohpexia, i, Gr. koKov Colon i + ir^ff» a
fixing.] The operation of fixing the sigmoid flexure

to the abdominal wall.
1908 Practitioner Sept. 459 Colopexy or colostomy may

lead to a cure.

Colophon. Add : 3. = Imprixt sb, 3. ^..S*.

1930 Publishers* Weekly 19 Apr. 2113/1 The publishers
mu-st cut their lists and have their colophons stand for a
particular quality which, in time, the bookseller will recog-
nize and consider in his buying.

Coloplasty (kJa-l^fplaesti). Surg. [f. *CoLO- +
Gr. nKaaTds moulded, formed: see -plasty.] A
plastic operation on the colon.
1908 Practitioner Sept. 461 Neither colipticalion nor

coloplasty is likely to produce much permanent benefiL

Coloplication (ko^'Alfplikei-jsn). Surg. Also
coli-. [f. *CoLO- + Plication.] * The operation of
unfolding or taking a reef in the colon in cases of

dilatation * (Dorland).
t^oS Practitioner Sept. 461 Entero-anastomosis and coli-

plication had proved failures.

Colorado. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1871 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VIII. 174 The same remedy

that answers for destroying the Colorado Potato beetle
(Paris Green) would probably destroy the Currant worm.

Colorative (kp-l-^kp-lor/tiv), a, [f. L.coldrat-y

ppl. stem of colordre to colour, give colour to : see

-ATivE.] Depending upon coloration,

1905 IVestm. Gaz, 11 Mar. 4/2 The dingy greyness of its

coat affords it a good colorative protection, zoza Glasgow
Herald -21 Jan. 7 Its exquisite colourativc distinction.

Coloratura (kolorat«Ta). [It, f. U colordt-^

colordre to Colour ; see -UBB. Cf. Coloratdbb.]
' Divisions, runs, trills, cadenzas, and other florid

passages in vocal music ' (Stainer & Barrett, 1 876).
Also attrib.

190s IVestm. Gaz, 30 Oct. 2/3 Rivalling a Melba in the
ease and certainty of his coloratura. 19x0 Ibid, ai June 6/1
A famous American coloratura soprano. 1930 Punch 2 Apr.
387/1, I now know., that every Polish lady., was mistress of
the purest coloratura^ and could release it at a moment's
notice or less without so much as a glance at any conductor.

Colossal, a. Add : O. Stupendous, ' immense '.

colloq. (Cf, F. colossal^ G. kolossal.)

1897 Mahy Kingslev IV. Africa 89 Being such a colossal
ass as to come fooling about in mangrove swamps.

Colostomy (kiTul^-stomi). Surg. [L Gr. kqKov
Colon 1 + aTOfia mouth + -t 3.] The operation of
making an artificial opening in the colon.
1903 Med. Record ii July 71 (Cent. D. SuppL). 19^ Prac-

titioner Sept. 460 Colotomy was performed in one case and
colostomy in another, both were followed by death.

Colour, sb. Add :

2. C. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1788 Mass. Centinel^July I S5/3 ' It is a very darlc night ',

says Cato, to one of bis brethren of colour.

3. o. See Off colour.

4. c, Typogr. The (relative) blackness of printed
type.
1808 Stower Printers Grammar wx.iw It is a rule with

careful pressmen, not to give proofs a high colour. x888

J. Southward in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 710/1 Comparing
the old face and the modern characters, the latter are more
regular in size, lining, setting, and colour. 1898— Mod.
Printing (igto) I. xxii. 141 The proportion of the thick to
the thin strokes constitutes what typefounders call the colour
of the letter.

6. C. //. The distinctive colours of a school,

college, club, etc., team, crew, or the like, as con-
ferred to denote selection as a representative

member ; esp. in to get or give one^s colours,

Z896 VVestm. Gaz. 11 May 4/1 Since the reduction, .of the
number and variety of colours to be given, interest in games
..has deieriorated. ..'To get his colours' is an ambition
which every boy should look forward to.

7. e. Spec, U,S. (See quot.)

1891 H. Patterson Iliustr. Naut. Diet. 352 C^ors^ the
national ensign. In port colors are made at 8 a.m. and '
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hanled down at snnset. When at sea colors are shown upon
falling in wiih another vessel.

f. //. A salute to the flag. U.S,
19H Webstek, Color 8, pi. U.S. Narfy, A salute to the

flag mccompanied by music at 8 a..m. and sunset, at hoisting

and lowering it.

8. b. Glass-painting, (See qtioL)
X9ia yrnL Royal Soc, Arts May 568 The compoMtion of

the vitreous * enamel brown ', or ' colour ', as it is termed by
glass-painters, wltb which the outlines, tones, and shadowrs

in a glass.painting are produced.

18. colour book, a book with illustrations in

colour ; colour-cell, a cell in animal tissue con-

taining colouring matter, a pigment-cell ; colour-

cbange, the change in the colour of its coat, skin,

etc. to be in accord with its surroundings, made by

a beast, bird, etc, by protective instinct ; colour
disk, a disk with a series of colours arranged in

sectors ; also each of the disks of a separate colour

used with a colour-mixer ; colour doctor Calico-

pnniing (see qnots.) ; colour dusting, the appli-

cation of finely ground colours to ware by means
of a wad of cotton-wool ; hence colour duster, a

worker who performs this operation ; colour-fast

a., dyed in unfadable colours; colour-filter

Phoiogr.y a filter consisting of tinted gelatine or col-

lodion on glass, or tinted water between two sheets

of glass, adapted to prevent the passage of certain

coloured rays and allow the passage of others

;

oolour-indax (a) Path.^ the relative amount of

colouring matter contained in a red blood-cor-

puscle ; {b) Aitron. (see quot. 1931); colour-

mixer, any instrument of the revolving disk type

used for combining colours in experimental psycho-

physics ; colour organ (see quots.) ; colour pan,

a pan in which a colour and its thickener are mixed
and incorporated in calico-printing; colour-photo-
graphy, the art of producing photographs innatoral

colours ; colour-roller Calico-printing, a roller

that revolves in the colour-box and carries the

colour to the printing-roller, against which it

presses ; colour scheme, {a) an arrangement of

colours following a thought-out design, c. g. in fur-

nishing or decorating an apartment or in planting

a flower garden ; {p) a scheme of protective colora-

tion (of animals or birds) ; colour screen, a plate

of coloured glass or the like used as a screen to

absorb certain rays of light while allowing others to

pass; colour-sensitive a., of photographic emul-

sion, plates, etc., sensitized for photographing in

colours ; hence colour-sensiiiv€n4ss ; colour ser-

vice Mil.f service * with the colours* as distin-

guished from ' on the reserve ' ; colour-tone, (a)

a tone of colour; {b) Arty gradation and harmony
of colour ; (r) Psychol. , the colour quality of a col-

oured impression ; chroma or hue as distinguished

from brightness and saturation {Cent. Diet, Suppl.

1909) ; colour value, value with reference to a
colour scheme ; also trans/, ; colour-wash, col-

oured distemper (see Distemper sb,"^ i) ; colour-

wash v.y to wash with coloured distemper ; colour-

weak a.f unable to distinguish colours at a low
degree of intensity ; lience colour-weakness ;

colour-wheel = *colour-mixer.

1904 Daily ChroH. ao Apr. 3/5 A *colour book, as the term
tias now become, about the Channel Islands, is appearing.

874 Gakrod & Baxtf.r Mat. Med. ^98 Those of the true

sac exhibit distinct, regular "colour-cefls. 1904 Westni, Gax,
ax Sept. lo/i The *coTour<change [of the stoatj is fairly fre-

quent in ihe Northern counties. 1873 ^* Atkinson tr.

Helmkaltz's Pop. Lett, Set. Subjects Ser. t. vi. 344 It is in

fact the <iame (series of colours] which we described as
arranged around the circumference of the *colour*disc 1839
Ur« Dict.Artstxj Asharp^ged ruler of gun-metal or steel,

called the "colour doctor. 1876 Encyct. Brit. IV. 685/1 The
colour doctor, .fits closely to the surface of the roller, and
removes all colour except that which fills the engraved por-

tions. S900 Daily Sews 33 Feb. 7/4 [AJ *culour duster.

//>itt., Ttie magistrate remarked on the undesirability of

permitting "colour ducting to be carried on in the printing

nhop. 19*8 Obs^rrer i Apr. 13 Sbrinkproof, stretchproof and
•colourfa^t. 1000 Jml. Soc. Arts 7 Sept. 774/' The per-

manency of a dye on a cotton fabric is of little use as an in-

dication of it<i permanence in a ?;ealed 'colour filter. 1901
Encyct. Brit. XXXII. 16/2 Different makrs of plates de-

mand different colour-fillers. 1906 Practitioner Aug. 323
Generally the fewer the red corpuscles, the higher is the

•colour index. >9*t Discovery Feb. 38/1 The difference be-

tween (he photographic and the visual magnitude of a star is

therefore due to the colour of th« star* and is called the

cotour.index. s88t Casseltt J''am, ^<V* 6M/3The different

colours of the spectrum form a scale of ligMt which has

often been compared to the mtoical scale, and the idea

has recently taken shape in what has been termed a •colour-

organ. 1895 Oracle Encyct. II. 119 s.v. Colour^K 'Colour
Organ* has been invented, which casts combinations of

colour upon a screen somewhat on the luime principle as a
musical or};an diKharges sounds. t86o (Jre s Diet, Arts
(ed. 5) I. 517 Down one <(idc [of the colour-house] is fixed

a range of 'colour-pani*. 1876 Encyct. Brit. IV. 685/3
The mordant .. and its appropriate thickeners are placed
in a range of colour pans, in which the materials are
thoroughly incorporated. 187a ytnt. Chent. Soc. XXV, 30
The colours obtained in so-called *colour-photography.

iMs Bncfel, Brit, XVIIl. 834/a lo 1841. .Robert Hunt

published some resalts of colour-photography by means of
fiaoride of silver. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 168 Be-
tween the ^colour*roller and the calico is a thin strip of
steel which scrapes the printing-roller free of cotton.
X9ai Gertrude Jekyll (title) •Colour Schemes for the
Flower Garden. 1935 R. W. G. Hincston in E. F. Nor-
ton Fight for Everest, 1(^24 265 They are well able to

defend themselves and thus have no need of a special

*colour scheme. 19*6 Warwick Deeping Sorrell <f Son
viii. The various colour schemes were of Roland's own
planning. 1890 Woodbury Encyct. Pkotogr. 479 To use
a *colour screen of yellow glass behind the lens. Ibid. 163
•Colour-sensitive Plates. 1907 iVesttn, Gaz. 30 SepL 4/3
Photographic colour-sensitive emuhion. X909 Ibid. 17 Apr.
14/2 Colour-sensitive plates. 1888 Abnev Instruction
Pkotogr. (ed. 8) 233 That •colour sensitiveness can be given
to a gelatine plate by coating it with either varnish or collo-

dion in wliich various sensitive dyes are dissolved. 1909
C. £. K. Mees Phoiogr.Cot. Obj. (1916) 37 The correcting
action of such weak niters increases with the colour-sensi-

tiveness of the plate, white the more colour-sensitive the
plate the lower the multiplying factor of the filter. 189*
PallMall Cox. 25 Feb. 6/a Men., who have been transferred

to the Reserve, .should be allowed, .to return to complete
twelve yeais'*Colour service. 1875 tr. VogeVs Chent. Light
vii. 60 The small namber of •colour-tones compared with the
large number of musical tones. 1896 Wesim. Gaz. 18 Nov.
7/3 New designs produced in three styles of colour-tone,
and black and white. 1904 Burlington Mag. V. 53/2 ' 'Jhe

most important part of colour-tone atmosphere ', Millet was
fond of saying, 'can be perfectly rendered in black and
white*. 1907 ]Vestm. Gaz, 13 Sept. a/i Scarlet hips..

a

flaming colour-tone in the grey-green of the fading hedge-
row. 1900 W. Robinson Eng. Flower Garden^ 196 'Ihe
Carnation.. has a fine •colour-value of foliage in winter,

1930 Time ^ Tide 7 June 744 Music is now moving towards
a phase in which * colour ^-alues' will be the principal means
of expression. 1887 Daily Neivs 39 June 5/8 "Colour-washed
in several shades of pale grey and chocolate. 1905 Holman
Hunt Pre-Raphaelitism I. 114 The white-washing and
colour-washing sttU not being completed. 1985 Contemp,
Rev. Oct. 461 The bridegroom, .glares the windows and
colour-washes the walls. i9aS R. M. Ocden tr. Kojffka^s
Growth 0/ Mind 2(i& Being '*coIour-wcak', I see red and
freen only under favourable conditions. 1909 Cent. Diet.

uppl., •Color-weakness. 1895 Funk's Standard Dict.^

•Color-wheel. X9a5 R. M. Ocden tr. Koffka't Growth of
Mind 6a Rotating disk, or colour-wheel, half white and half
black.

Colourant, var. form of Colorant,
1916 F. B. Wadr Diamonds 3 Iron as a colourant com-

monly produces yellow or brown in minerals.

Coloaration : see Colo&atioit.

Colourfali a. Delete rar^ and add earlierand

later examples of lit. and fig. uses.

1^9 HissBY Tour in a Phaeton 273 The distance then is

delightfully distinct and colourful. 1903 Century Mag,
Aug. 493, 3 The English background lacks the gay and
colorful beauty of our panoramic regattas. 1908 D. W. M.
Read llighzoayt Hampshire Pref., Hampshire, to me, is

a bundle of memories, all colourfuL 1908 Daily Chrvn.
33 Oct. 4/4 The gay, colourful city. 1911 J. London Adven-
tttre viii, It is colourful life, to say the least. x9aa Zanr
Grry To the Last Man x. 220 The morning was. .colourful,

and her mood was pensive, wistful, dreamy.

Hence Co'lourfally atlv.^ -ftilnefls.

19*1 J. F. Porte F.lgar 90 The opening theme appears
vigorously in the trombones the woole being colourfuUy
treated, loai Chambers's JrnL 819/1 The play of Kismet,
so colourfully produced* 1991 Glasg07v Herald 7 Mar. 10

The imposing colourfulness of the mise-en-scene. S9s8

Observer 34 June 8 So. .movingly and colourfully does he
tell his tale.

Colourings vbl, sb. Add : L d. spec, (See

quot.)
x886 C Scott Sheep'/arming 17a Colouring 19 the art of

painting the wool on the sheep's back.

4^ attrib. : colouring-wheel Tanning^ & re-

volving machine containing a colouring liquid in

which skins are coloured.
1903 Flkmmikc Pract, TaH$ting 179 The hides are p\it

into clean cold water, .and then into » coloring wheel, with
a liquor of alwut twenty per cent, cutch or catechu.

Co'lonrixer. [f. Cou>(_u;bizk v. + -er i.] A
colouring agent.
x88o Libr. Univ, KnenvL (N.Y.) VII. 430 The hematino

not being able to perform the functions of a colortzer and
oxygen-carrier alone.

Colomrtype, colortype (krlaitaip). [f,

Colour sb. + I'YrB sb.^ Coiourtype process^ a pro-

cess for the reproduction of works of art in colour

by the use of three-colour blocks. Also called the

three-colour process,
1890 Daily Neivs 24 Apr. 4/3 The three-colour process,

called * colortype '. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 27 Sept. 10/2 The
Carl Hentschel Colortype process. 1904 Ihid. 34.Sept. 13/1

Illustrations faultlessly reproduced by the interesting Hent-
schei's coiourtype process.

Coloury, a. 2. Add ; Also applied to a grade

of tobacco. 6^.^.

1900 Whitney & Floyd in Ytarbk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 435
These tobaccos are used exclusively for pipe-smoking and
cigarettes, the following grades being made by the packers :

Fine yellow,medium bright, good ordmary 'colory ', fine red.

ColpO- {yp^\>o)i also colp- before a vowel, comb,
form of Gr. koKitos womb, used = vagina in terms

oiPath,t Surg., andAnat,;&scolpalgia, -perinseor-

rhaphy^ -rrhapky, -stefiosis^ -tomy,

1908 Practitioner Dec 807 He subsequently performs a
posterior 'colpo-perinaeorrhaphy. 190s Brit. Med, Jrttl.

II Oct. 1147/1, 1 now prefer bilateral •colporrhaphy lo

anterior and posterior colporrhaphy. \^o^ Brit. Gyn. Jrnl.

XXI. 75 Value of •Colpotomy m the Tlurombotic Form of

Puerperal Fever.

Colport (kplp^ut), V, [Back-formation from
CoiiPOBTEUB.] intr. To work as a colporteur. Also
tratis.

1888 Centett. Confer. Missions II. 337 Grants [of books]
for distribution to those who want to colport. 1889 Steven-
son & OsBouRNE Wrong Box xvi. You don't mean to in-

sinuate that thing I . .colported with my own hands, was the
body of a total stranger?

Colt, sb,- [The name of the inventor, Samuel
Ctf// (1814-1862).] ColCs 7'evolver, a type of repeat-

ing pistol invented and manufactured by Colt
(patented 1835). Also ellipt.y as Colt or ColCs,
x85a E. G. Squier Nicaragua II. 92, I made a mental re-

solve, .to appeal to my 'Colt',before admitting any too fami-
liar approaches. 1854 J. R. Bartlett PersonalNarrative I.

ii. 19 All were provided with rifles or carbines, and many of
the cavalry with Colt's revolvers, 1855 KnickerbockerMag.
XLV. 190 John just then handing me my 'Colt's *..I dashed
over the picket. 1881 A. A. Hayes New Colorado xiii. 177
' What kind of shooting-iron have you ? * he asked. * Navy
Colt ?

' 1907 Greener Gun (ed. 8) 517 The automatic Colt or
' Browning ' pistol, is made in five different models... The
magazine capacity is seven shots, and after its insertion in

the handle the slide is drawn once to the rear by hand. 1908
MuLFORD Orphan x\. 137 ' That's enough. Sheriff*, said Tex,
moving cautiously forward behind his levelled Colt. 191Z

J. London Adventure y. 6$ A woman qualified to wear a
Baden-Powell and a long-barrelled Colt's, xgia Field 28
Sept. 655/1 The Colt Automatic -450 Pistol.

Coltskin (ktfu'ltskin). [f. Colt sb,'^ + Skin sb.l

Leather made from the skin of a colt.

1903 Flemming Pract. Tanning 397 Horsehides and coU-
skins are soaked, .and washed in the usual manner.

Colt's tail. Add: 3. U.S, (See quot.)
1829 Massachusetts Spy 13 May (Th.) It has been the uni-

form custom) at our courts, to break in the new members of
every Grand Jury, by requiring them to pay what is called

a colt's tail—or in other words a treat.

Colnlns {Vp-WuXvi). Ent, [mod.L., dim. of

colus distaff.] A scleriteat the base of and between
the front spinnerets in many spiders.

1904 Ann. «f Mag, Nat. Hist. Jan. 65 The well-developed
colutus, front spinnerets close together [etc.] show them to

belong to M. Simon's group Cybaeea:. i9xa Coustock
Spider Bk. 136.

ColumbaXL (k^r-mban), «. and sb, [f. Columba
+ -AII.] A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic

of St Columba and his followers. B. sb, A disciple

of St. Columba.
1879 Dublin Rev. Oct. 271 The Columban monastic bodies.

Ibid. 373 The expulsion of the Columbans from Pjctish

territory. 1910 in H. F. Henderson Relig. in Scot. "1-76
Hither resorted the young men. .to.. study the discipline

of the Columban Church.

Columbian, a. and sb. A. adj, (Earlier and
later U.S. examples.)
1784 Freneau Poems (i8og) II. 197 Who would be sad, to

leave a sultry cltme. Where true Columbian virtue is a
crime. 1809 Fessenden Piils Poetical^ i A State Physician

most profound That ever trod Columbian ground.

B. sb. An American.
01793 Frrnkau Poems (1800) I. 056 Where Irish and

English, Columbians and Dutch Had agreed to lie down,
without quarrels or feuds. \t^ Spirit ofFarmerf Museum
(1801) 75 Bid each Columbian s mind, First love its country,

then emhrace mankind. 1806 Fessenden Democracy Un-
veiled II. 158 Let each Columbian hide bis face And blush

to own his native place.

Column, sb. Add :

8. esp. with qualifying phrase.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX, 3^/2 This is termed the ' posterior

vesicular column ', or 'Clarke's column ', after the late Mr.
Lockhart Clarke, who did much to unravel the intricate

anatomy of the nerve-centres. 1906 Practitioner Dec. 844
The columns of Morgagni are permanent vertical folds of

the mucous membrane ofthe anal canal, xoaj Ibid. June 859
The postero-lateral column of Burdach. Ibtd.t The postero-

mesial colunm of Goll.

10. Phr. To dodge ike column (see quot.).

1919 War Terms in Athenaeum i Aug. 695/2 'To dodge
the column * is to shirk one's duty.

b. Column of route : see Route sb. 3 c.

c. iransf. A body or party.

1906 Forum Apr. 448 The resulting dissatisfaction would
be sufficient to throw Michigan.. and possibly one or two
other States into the Democratic column.

12. column man (a) see quot. 1899; {b) pi,,

troops marching in column.
1898 Daily News 1 Aug. 5/6 He bade the cohimn-men

give him space to pass. 1899 Ibid. 6 Mar. 8/5 Sir Edward
Grey sprang, upon the Fashoda crisis, into * a column man ',

otherwise he is a zoo-word speaker.

Columnal (k^Hz^'mnal), sb. [subst. use of

CoLDMNAL a.] A segment or joint of the stem of

a crinoid.

189a F. A. P>ATHKR in Aim. ^ Mag. Nat. Hist.Scr. vi. IX.
312 Columnats rather low and alternating in thickness and
height. 1914 Brit. Mus. Return 21a Two fragments of the
* .shell-bed with Crinoid columnals from the Lower Coal
Measures.

Columnist (kf^'lsmist, k/?*liumist), U.S, [f.

CoLUHX sb, 4.] A writer for the newspaper press.

t9ao Blackw. Mag. Aug. 146/iThe *colyumist* of a New
York paper. 19*5 Lit. Digest (N.Y.) 27 June 27/2 Here is

a Vashti leading the opprest columnist into the promised

land of intellectual liberty. 19x6 Spectator 24 Apr. 770/1

One of the best known * columnists ' of the American press.

1930 Publishers" Weekly i .Mar. 1063 Dorothy Herzog is a

Hollywood columnist.
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Colyxnbifonil (kfiiTnhifpim), (U Orftitlu [f.

Gr. Ko\vfx0kj -i5- diver (bird) + -form.] Having
the characteristics of or resemblmg the Colymbid&j

or a member of this family.

1894NEWTON Diet. Pirds6s^ Probably more or less closely

sillied to this genus [so Hesferoritis\ was the much smaller

Colymbiform bird from the Cambridge Greensand.

Comacine (k^^'masain), a. and sb, [ad. It.

eomacinOf app. ult. f. Como in Italy (see quot.

1899).] A. adj, Comacine masters [It. maestri

comacint\y a mediseval guild of Italian masons.

B. sb. A mason or builder belonging to this guild,

1899 ' L. Scott * Cathedral Builders 5 The origin of the

name Comacine Masters has caused a great deal of argu-

ment amongst Italian writers new and old. Some think it

merely a place-name referring to the island of Comacina, in

Lake Lano or Como; others take a wider significance, and
say it means not only the city of Como, but all the province,

which was once a Roman colony of great extension. Others
again, among whom is Grotius, suggest that it is not a place-

name at all, but comes from the 'i'eutonic word Gemachin
or house-builders. As the Longobards afterwards called them
in Italian Maestri Casarii, which means the same thing,

there is perhaps something to be said for this hypothesis.

ibid. 9 Rome is . . full of remains of what is now styled
Comacine architecture. Ibid, 17 There is no certain proof
that the Comacines were the veritable stock from which
the pseudo-Freemasonry of the present day sprang. 1900
Montidy Rev. I. 103 'Ihe Comacine masters have their

existence sufficiently proved by . . the edict of Rotharis
(dated 653). Ibid. 104 The collegiate and Comacine consti-

tutions.

Comby sbX Add :

1. d. Jig. The action or process of * combing out

'

(see next, 6 b),

19x6 Even. News 8 Nov, 1/4 The comb which is being
applied at the moment to the police appears once again to
have begun at the wrong end.

3. e. A cluster of banana or plantain fruits.

1853-93 yudsons Biinnese'Eng. Diet. 358 A stalk or
bunch of plantain fruit containing several combs.

6. e. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1845 J. J. Hooper Taking Census \. 161 They'd come and
set on the comb of the house.

0. comb-bar (see quot.) ; comb-oaso (later U.S.
example) ; comb escalator, an *Escalatob in

which the treads of the steps are fitted with ribs

or ridges laid in the direction of travel, which ribs

mesh with and pass below similar projections be-

neath the hoods which form the take-off and landing

at top and bottom of the flight ; comb-foundation,
a thin sheet ofbeeswax, madeto resemble the middle
wall of honeycomb, placed in a hive for bees to
build their comb upon ; comb-fringe (see quot.) ;

comb-jelly, a ctenophoran jelly-fish belonging to
the genus Cydippe,
1904 Technol. * Sci. Diet (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),

*Comb-bar (Lace Manufac.), a very accurately shaped and
finished bar of iron., upon which the *comb leads' are
screwed side by side. 1838 Incraham Burton II. xii. 194 An
oilcloth-covered *combcase, ,in keeping with the pin and
needle cushion. 188a iV. V. yr/^wwtf 16 Aug., *Comb founda-
tion is one of the great aids in apiculture. 1884 W. Gordon
Stables Our Friend ihe Dogvh. 59 *Comb-fringe—The hair
that droops or hangs down from the tail of a Setter. 1903
J. R. A. Davis Nat. Hist. Animals (1905) II. xiv. 155 \
common British *Comb-Jelly, Cydippe,.. which is rowed
through the water by eight longitudinal rows of little paddles,
which suggest by their appearance the teeth ofa comb.

Comb, v.^ Add ;

4. b. To search or examine minutely, orig. U.S,
colioq,

X904 'O. Henry ^ Cabbages ^ Kings iv. 80 In Coralia
Senor Goodwin himself led the searching party which
combed that town as carefully as a woman combs her hair.
19x3 MuLFORD Coming of Cassidy ix. 138 Then, sweeping
north, they combed the range to the northern line [for

cattlej. 1927 Daily Express 33 July 10/6 Search for missing
scientist. Plans for 'combing* a ten-mile radius. 1927
Morn. Post 19 Aug. 7 (N. Y. Corresp.) The Pacific Ocean
between San Francisco and Hawaii is being combed to-day
by aircraft and shipping for signs of the two 'planes.

6. Comb out. a. trans. To disentangle or
arrange (the hair) with a comb; hence ^^,, to
separate or sort out.

1854 SuRTEES Handley Cr. Iv. (1901) II. na Forthwith
the dandified Horatio began to comb out his words, and
string altogether his sentences. 1855 [sec i in Diet.]. x888
BuRCON Lives 22 Gd. Men II. v. 33 It was as if he had
combed out his cares.

b. To clear out (men) for military service from
civil employments.
19x6 Daily Mail \ Nov. 5/6 * Comb out the contractors'

useless men,* said a farmer delegate. 1918 Mrs. H. Ward
War ff Elizabeth vii, My two brothers are dead in France.
I shall be ' combed * out directly. 1923 G. D. H. Cole
Workshop Organiz. 28 The successive ^combingSHaut ' of
the munition works for further ' man-power ' for the fighting
forces.

C. = *4b.
19x7 *Ian Hay' Carrying On vili. 212 Fighting in the

Kedoubt itself had almost ceased, though a humorous
sergeant, followed by acolytes bearing bombs, was still

'combing out 'certain residential districts in the centre of
the maze.

Coxnbativity (k^mbati-viti, k»m-). [-ITT.

Probably coined to avoid the phrenological asso-
ciation oi combativeness.'\ The quality or character
of being combative.

1905 IVestm. Gaz. 38 Jan. 8/3 He has less, .uncompro-
mising combativity than his predecessor, 1925 Spectator

5 Dec. 1019/2 The innate and eternal combativity of the
human race.

Combies (k/j-mbiz), sb. pL CoUoq. (nursery)

abbrev. oi combinations (Combination 9),
1923 Una L. Silberkad Lett. Jean Armiter iv. 81 I'm

not wet to the combies; as you would seem to be. 1923
Kath. Mansfield Doves] Nest^ Mr. <5- Mrs. IVilliamst
Long-sleeved woven combies.

Combinability (k^jmbainabi'liti). The qua-
lity of being Combisable.
X900 G. Iles FlamCi Electr, ^- Camera 255 Chemical

combinability.

Combination. Add

;

9. = combifiation lock (see below).
a 1909 ' O. Hen-rv ' Roads ofDestiny x. 170 She had then

shot the bolts and turned the knob of the combination as
she had seen Mr. Adams do. 1910-

—

Rolling Stones {\<)is)

113 The clerks in Bell's .. whirled the combination of the
safe.. and left for their homes. 1924 Mulford Rustlers*
Valley i\\. 25 Counting money and manipulating his com-
binations were two things the banker could do automati-
cally.. .Glenn slowly closed the safe, automatically spun the
combination knob.

b. (In full motor-cycle combination.) A motor-
cycle with a side-car attached for the conveyance
of a passenger or goods,
1914 Motor Cycling 12 May p. v, Both Chater Lea com-

binations ran perfectly tlirougbout. 1919 Bazaar, Exch, ff

Mart 1% June Suppl. ii/i Wanted, motor cycle combina-
tion. 1920 Motor Cycle a Dec, AdvU 33 The Calthorpe
2-Stroke Combination. 1928 Even. News 24 July i/i Here
two foot police were standing on the bridge and two others
were on a motor-cycle combination.

10. combination bolt, lock, one which can
be opened only after a certain combination of
movements has been performed ; combination
car U.S.f a railroad car designed to be used for

more than one purpose ; combination suit =
combination garment,
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 215 •Combination and detector

bank, lock, 1884 Knight Diet, Mech. Suppl., Combination
lock. I. A bank or safe lock,.. operated by two graduated
dials, whereby one bolt, common to both, is controlled by
either of the two independent dials. 2. A permutation lock.

190a Harben Abner Daniel aj2 Wilson. .then reluctantly
turned to the big iron safe against the wall.. .With his fat,

pink hand on the silver-plated combination-bolt he turned
to Miller again. 1903 C. £. Brady Bishop xv. 277 We were
the only passengers in the *combination-car—half-baggage,
ha If-passenger. 1893 A. S. Eccles Sciatica 38 The safest
garments for the use of female patients is what is known as
a * ^combination suit '.

Combinative, a. Add

:

3. Phonology. Applied to sonnd-changes which
are effected through a combination of influences :

opposed to isolative.

1888 Sweet Hist. Engl. Sounds 17.

Combing, vbl. sb, 3, Add : combing plate
(see quots,) ; combing skin, a long-wooUed skin

;

a skin bearing long wool suitable for combing.
x886 Emycl. Brit, XX, 521/1 Fig. 1.. .Grinding surface of

a . . molar of Rhinoceros. . 12, crochet (posterior *combing
plate). Ibid. 521/2 The middle sinus is often intersected
by vertical laminae ('combing plates') projecting into it.

189s Daily News 10 May 9/3 Good "combing skins show i
to 4d. per lb. advance ; short-woolled skins rule about on a
par with, .last auction values.

Comble, sb. Delete \Obs. and add

:

2. The * crown * or culmination. [A gallicism.]

1903 Falkner Nebuly Coat viii He added the comble to
all his graces and courtesies by shaking her hand. 1908
Daily Chron, i Way 4/7 _'i he disgust of those who believe
that there is an art of acting which is marred . . by such .

.

interruptions reaches its comble.

ComboloiO (kf^mbdl^u-yt?). [mod.Gr. /co/ij3oXo-

'iiov rosary.] A Mohammedan rosary of ninety-

nine beads.
1813 Byron Br. Abydos 11. v, And by her comboloio lies A

Koran of illumined dyes. 1830 Galt Byron xii, (ed. 3) 83
In his left hand he held a string of small coral beads, a com-
boloio which he twisted backwards and forwards.

Comb-out. [f. phr. co7?ib out : see *Comb vA 6.]

An act of combing or clearing out.

1919 Cassell's New Eng, Diet. Suppl., Comb-on i {%\3kr\^), a
thorough clearing out or clean sweep of men of military age
in an office, works, etc. 1938 Ne^vs ofthe World 2g Jan.
i/i Chief-iiisp. Berrett, of Scotland Yard, . . supervised a
comb-out of all the motor-bandits.

Combretum (kfJmbrrtnm). [See CoMBRE-
TACEOUS.] Any shrub of the genus so named.
1939 F. W. H. Migeod in Times 19 Dec. 15/6 This same

land (in Tanganyika Territory], risen 700 ft. above the sea,
now bears only grass with small trees, included among which
are combretums, acacias, euphorbias, [etc.].

Combnstibly (k^mb»*stibli), adv. Delete Obs.
and add ;

1853 MuNDV Antipodes (1857) 209 Which despatch fell Hke
a bomb-shell among the combustibly-disposed public.

Combustion. Add : 2. Internal combustion
engine^ etc. : see *Intebnal,
6. combustion chamber, {a) a space behind a

furnace in which the hot gases from a boiler-grate

become consumed ; (^) in an internal combustion
engine, the space in or above the cylinder where
the charge is compressed and ignited ; also atirib,
1854 English Mechanic LXI. 271/1 The combustion

chamber allows of the mixture of the gaseous products of

the two fires, 1888 Lockwood's Diet. Terms Mech. Engin.
1908 IVesitn, Gaz. 1 Oct. 4/2 Carbon deposits from the piston
or combustion-chamber wails.

Come, v» Add

:

1. o. Phr. Let ""em allcome x a formula expressing
cheerful acceptance of the inevitable,
1896 in Ware Passing En^l. {igo^). 1913 Kipling Diversity

0/ Creatures (1917) 40 'Ihe rest will be coming along to-

morrow.* ' Let *em all come 1 * said Vincent.

2. d. Phr. To have come to stay, to be permanent.
1909 R. A. Knox in Isis 18 Jan. 5/1 Milton has had his

day; Darwin has come to stay. 19x6 H. M. Bannister
Missale Gothicum Ci9i7)p. x, Misleading., titles., are ver>-

hard to abolish ; they have come to stay and die hard. 1928
Earl of Cavan Sp. in Ho. Lords 28 Feb., I think it is quite
obvious that mechanisation has come to stay.

9. b. In pres. pple., due or properly accruing /t?

one; deservedly failing or happening. U.S. colloq,

1888 Detroit Free Press 5 May (Farmer) A half-dollar
was coming to me in change. 1896 G, Ade Artie v. 45 You
kind o* feel there's a crack comin' to him. a 1904 S. E.
White Blazed Trail Stories \. 16 Dicky DarrcU's got it

coming. X91X R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter y. 77 Don't
you worry about their not getting what's coming to them.
X914 Gertrude Atherton Perch ofDevil i. 91, 1 do believe
in a woman.. gcttin' all the admiration that's comin' to her.

X916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap ix. 375, I got
the long night's rest that was coming to me and started out
early.

13. b. Of Utterance : To issue from the mouth
or the pen.
X73S Pope Prol. Sat. 128, I lisp'd in numbers, for the

numbers came. 1887 Morris Odyss. x. 246 But though for
.speech he was striving yet never a word would come,

c. To take (a required) shape,
1877 Mrs. Oliphant Young Musgrave x, Mrs. Penni-

thoine.. failed entireljr with Mary's frock. It would not
• come ' as she wanted it to come. 1896 Daily News 5 Nov.
7/1 The Venus was.. too stunted, and when .. the painter
attempted to drape her, the result would not 'come' well.

14. b. Of seeds : To germinate when sown
;

hence, to grow.
2893 Field 7 May 665/3 The barley had come remarkably

well, and had shot about an inch high.

19, b. Come day, go day : applied to the conduct
orcharacter of one who is content to let time pass by
without effort or trouble, orig. dial,

1854 Anne E, Baker Northampton. Gloss. 1. 175 It's come
day, go day, with him. 1865 [see Come v. a6 d]. 1B76 Whitby
Gloss., Come day, Can day, God send Sunday. The saying
put into the mouths of indolent workers, who care not how
the days come and go, provided they have little to do; and
with a wish towards Sunday, when there is the least to do
of all. 1903 McNeill Egregious Engl. 174 The come-day,
go-day Englishman. 1928 Manch. Guardian Weekly 22
June 494/2 Young Joe carried on in his come-a-day go-a^lay
God-send-Sunday manner.

24. d. colloq. fig, phr. To come undone, unput,
unstuck : to become disintegrated, * fall to pieces *,

meet with disaster.

1915 C G. Grey Tales Flying Services 35 One of them
[sc. seaplanes]., had just alighted astern, and was 'taxying *

along to pick up her own lx>om when somehow the last re-

maining bomb 'came unput '—as one who was present said
—and fell into the water. Z9aa N.^Q.g Sept, 207/2 When
a fancied horse, thought to be * a good thing fails to realize

expectations, it is said to be 'a good thing come undone *•

1915 Glasgow Herald 3 Feb. 6 It has become, to use a
modem expression, ' unstuck ', 1928 Sunday Express 3 Tune
1 1/3 Soon after this 1 came unstuck over a horse which the
Prince of Wales, later King Edward, had very kindly given
me. 19S8 Observer 29 July 19/2 But with freak distribu-

tions of cards which justify high bidding, doubles that look
sound often come ' unstuck '. X9a8 Daily Express 12 Nov.
12, I thought my theory had come unstuck.

29. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1846-52 Mrs. Whitcher Widow Bedoit P. xxlv. 285 It

takes you to come it, Aunt Lucy. 1849 C. Lanman Alle-
ghany Mts. xi. 89 The fellers laughed at me and said I

couldn*t come it. 1866 J. C. Gregg Life in Army xv. 141
Feeling secure from their voracious bills, as they hum
around your room, and try to 'come it ', but find an abatis

io their way.
39*. Come for—. To attack. Cf. 'come at'

(Come v, 38 d), * go for * (Go v, 58 e).

X890 BlacK-M. Mag. CXLVIII. 460/2 With a rush the
hawk comes for him and misses.

41*. Come off— . To come off it % to desist from
what one is doing, orig. U,S. slang. (Cf. *6i c)
X9iaA. Neil Lyons C/flraxxvi. 283 Mrs.deCourcy Allen-

dale requested me to * come off it '.

43. Come over—, h. To get the better of. (//'a/,

or slang,

1889 Mrs. Lynn Linton Thro^ Long Night \. i. ix. 144,
I doubt if ye'd come over me, if we set to 1

53. Come away. O. Add quot,
x88i A. Lang Library ii. 41 Three jets of gas..made the

backs of books come away in his hand.

64. Come back. a. Also, to return to conscious-

ness (cf. quot, 1850 in Diet.}.

Z9S4 D. H. Lawrbnce England, my England 213 He
worked a little longer. He could feel her live beneath his

hands; she was coming back.

C. To retort or retaliate. U,S,
1896 G. Ade Artie vL 54 Did you ever get the worst of it

in such a way that you couldn t come back at the time?

1905 Tarkington In Arena 183 * Hello, Ben ! 1 hear you're
not for me !

' he said cordially. ' How are you running?*
1 came back at him, laughing. 'Oh, we're going to beat

you ', he answered. 1916 H. L. Wi[,son Somervhere in Red
Gap vi. 267 * And what a sweet little home you'll build fer

the Wales family !
' I sayi*. . . But he wouldn't come back;

so I left him surrounded by the wreck of his former smarti- .
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ness and went home. X9a8 F, N. Hart Bellamy Trial i.

la Just as 1 was thinking of something really bright to

come back with, a nice soft little voice in the back of the

hall said [etc.].

d. Of an athlete : To return to form.

i9ax Daily Mail 23 Nov. 1 1 Since that lime he has ' come
back * with such certainty, . that he n^ust of necessity be re-

garded as on a level with all the other big men. 19x8 Daily
Express la July 12/7 Duncan remains a master of the art

of 'coming back'.

e. To return to his or its former state of popu-

larity or vogue.
1939 Times Lit. Sup^l. 9 May yj^U The way in which

the tulip has 'come back' as a garden flower. Mod, Swin-

burne is coming back.

f. Of a guinea-fowl : To titter its cry (resembling

'come back'). Cf, Come-back sb^
1893 Leisure Hour Dec. 143/1 His turkeys gobbled all

day, his guinea-fowls * come-backed '.

h^. Come down. a. Also of fog : To * settle *.

x8oi Longftians Mag. July 238 The fog has come down
as black as pitch.

1. To be removed from its position, esp. (of a

tree) to be felled, (of a building) to be demolished.

1844 Jnil. R. Agric. Soc. V. 1. 109 Large numbers of oaks
have recently been felled^ and many more are marked to

come down.

j. To become ill. U.S, coUoq,

19x1 J. C. LiscOLM Cnp'n IVarren's lizards ix. 147 The
housekeeper felt sure be was * coming-down' with some
disease or other.

69. Come in. b. Also, to enter as a partner (in

a company or en an enterprise).

1844 Dickens Afart. Chnz. xxvii, Ha, Ha ! Join us. Yoa
shall come in cheap. \9*\ P. G. Wodkhousk iniinitahU

Jeeves xiv, 1 came.. to ask if you would care to come in on
another little flutter.

d. Also, to be in the last stage of a ran. (Cf.

*C0ME-IN J/*.)

x8s7 Hughes Tom Broivn vii. The whole ^htint U oat of
ear-snot, and all hope of coming in is over.

k. Also of a person : To intervene between,

1915 E. B. Holt Freudian With 9 She likes a certain

younggirlofmy ownageand always tries to come in between
us and keep us apart.

q. Of a cow or mare : To calve or foaL dioL
and U,S.
1857 [see "Coming r^^x^. 7dl. \9rjy-\Rep. VtrmoniBoewH
Agric II. 93 He.. has his cows come in usually in April.

i88a Rep. Maine Board Agric XXV I. aa The best cows we
ever buy are those which happen to come in .. the late Tall

or early winter. 1896 T. D. Pbick MS. Diary 97 Nov.,
Spotted Mahoiro cow came in.

61. Come off. o. Also, to * give over ' ; to stop

talking. (Cf. 41* above.) U.S. slang.

iftfe Century Dict.^Come eff^ to cease (rooTing, flattering,

chamng or humbugging); desist: chiefly in the impera-
tive: as, oh, come off! (Recent slang, U.S.) 1891 AT. V.
Mercury Feb. (Ware) * How much does yez ax for this

book?* 'Six dollarsj* replied the smiling clerk. 'Six
dollars ! Oh, come on !* 1904 S. El. Whitk Silent Places
xiii. 139 Now you treat her decent and you treat me decent.
It's time you came ofl*. 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters xx.

393 *tltl makes one conscious of his own superiority to
cafl some one el?^ down.* * Oh, come ofl*! * Goldsoy replied.

m. To have (a certain) success ; and absol, to be
sticcessful ; to result in success.

187s All Year Round XIII. 473/2 These latter often

fouiia the experiment * come oflf' in a literal and aggravating
manner. itS^Grapkic it Aug. 138/2 Baiting is his forte,

though he does not always 'come oflT*. 1896 Daily News
8 June ii/i G. L. Jessop coming ofl* both as batsman and
bowler. 1904 Daily CAron. 1 1 July 3/2 Atmosphere is here

;

knowledge is here ; graphic style is here. But , . it do*s not
in the telling language of the studio 'come off**. 19*9 Times
Lit. Suppl. 2 May 360/1 As a theologian he comes off no
better, lor against a stanza in which the Virgin responds to

the Annunciation of Gabriel is placed the side-note ''i'fae

Immaculate Conception *

!

67*. Come throagrb. To succeed, attain an
end ; spec, to attain conversion. (/,S.

x886 AsNiK Edwards Playivright's Dau. xvi, You will do
as 1 tell you, and, please God, shall come through without
a singe. 191a Mathewson Pitching ii. ^3, I have been
told that Clarke was the most relieved man in seven counties
when O'Toolc came through with that victory in Boston.
1913 Mrs. Steattom- Porter Laddie xii. (1017) 220 Leon
said our bouse reminded him of the mourners bench before
anyone had ' come through '. Ibid. xv. 305 Pretty soon it

began to look like she was going to come through as Amos
Hurd did when he was redeemed.

69. Come up. a. spee. To present oneself before

a judge or iribunaiyiv, rarely lo, judgement.
1888 Flor. Warden Woman's Face II. xvii. 171 He felt

as if he himself had come up to judgment before a stern
and unbending judge. 1890 Sat. Rev. 20 Dec. 698/t The
order to come up for judgment if required.

b. Also phr. To come up to {Ihc) scrcUch^ come
up smiling, orig. Pugilistic slang \ also trans/,

zxiAfig.
x8ix (see Scratch sb} 5]. x886 M'Cabthv & Praf.d Right

Hon'bie II. xv. 47 One comes up smiling and ready for the
next round. 191^ Daily Tel. 13 Mar. 16/3 His car. .can be
rubbed down dry,..aoci,as the phrase goes, It will come up
smiling.

o. Alsoy^T- >n pbr. to come up with : to get even
with, get the better of.

1869 Mm. Stowe Oldtown Fireside Stories (1871) 180
He thought he must have his say with Miry, but he got
pretty well come up with. Ibid.^ The way he got come-up-
with DyMtry was Coo funny for anything. 1873 Susan Hale
Lttt. 133 She geu come up with occastooally, and then I'm

delighted. 1901 S. E. White Westerners xi. 78 Revenge
with him seemed to lie . . in the vlctim^s realization that he
was being come up with.

Corixe, pa. pple. Add: b. «=*Arrived.
J896 C. James Yoke ofFreedom 21 A coming man in every

sense of ttie words, if not, indeed, a come man, securely
established.

Come-again, sb. Delete •):Obs. and add

:

2, A person who is told to * come again '.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 20 Sept. 5/4 'Geography !
' ejaculated

another of ihe_ unfortunate 'come agains.' Why, I never
heard of it until I wanted to become a taxi-driver.'

3. attrib, or as adj. Of recovery or renascence.
x868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse Amer. xxxvi. 299

People forget the wonderful constitution and come-agaln
qualities of Flora.

Come-and-go (k»:m3n''g^u*). [f. phr. come and
go (see Comb z/. V), partly after F. va-et-vient^

Passing backwards and forwards.
1934 D. H. Lawrence England^ my Etigland 95 There

was plenty of life in the little goods-yard : three porter youths,
a continual come and go of farm wagons bringing hay.

Co*me*back, sb.^ [Come v. 54.]
L a. An act of retaliation. V,S.
1896 G. Ade Artie vl. 59, 1 never will be able to give him

the right kind of a hot come-back for what be done to me.
x^ta Mathewson Pitching ii. 34 Then I knew he was all

right. He was there with the * come-back I
* 19x0 Mulford

y. Nelson xvii. 186 No cussed man can spy on me without
riskin' a comeback. 1938 Sunday Express 10 June 13/1
A Reuter message from New York says :— -A. snappy come-
back by a British Government at our Governments.

b. A verbal retort ; a reply. C/.S,

1889 Kansas Times
«J-

Star 9 Nov., He shouldn't thus
invite a sarcastic 'come-hack *. 1908 Mulford Orphan xiii.

i63 He didn't have no come-back to that, but just looked
sort of funny. 1936 Ladies' Home jfml. May 19 He hadn't
no comeback to that. Cap.

2. A return ; a recovery,
X9SX A. S. M. HtrrcHiNsoN This Freedom 11. viit. 148 For

a woman there is no come-hack. They don't issue return
tickets to women. ij>a4 A. J. Small Frozen Gold iii. 90 It

looks as though I'm in time to congratulate you on a real
come-back.

3. A return to one's former position ; a reinstate-

ment in a position of authority or power.
1938 Daily Chron. 8 Nov. 4/7 After Poincar^ Poincard I

France expecting a come-back. 1939 Times Lit. Suppl,
18 July 566/3 He \ic MacDonald] is compared with Lenin
in that he inspires reverence and love in thousands of un-
known hearts, which is the reason for his 'come-back* and
not anything be has said or done.

^ A slicep that is a reversion : see quot. 1891.
Also, the skin or fleece of a sheep of this type.

Austral,
1891 K. Wallace RureU Econ. Austral, etc. 360 When a

pure Merino ram is put to a cross ewe the produce is termed
a 'come-back' or 'quarter-back *. 1938 Daily Tel. 28 Aug.
3/6 Greasy merino realised up to a6d, comebacks 9i\A.

Co'me-betwee^n, sb. One who or a thing
which intervenes.

1893 Black 4r White 15 Apr. 448/2 Popery., and Inde-
pendency .. have each their vindication, but not the miser-
able make-shifts and come-betweens that fmd so much .

.

favour nowadays. 1919 W. Dk Morgan Old Aladhouse 135
That most respectable couple were good as come-betweens.

ComediAl (k^m/-di&l), a, [f. L. comcedia

CouEDY i- -AL.l Of or pertaining to comedy.
1908 Wallace Children Chapel 168 Or did be simply find

good comedial material here ready for further development 7

ComediCf a. Delete rare and add quots.

1639 K. Uaillib Lett. 4- ymls. (1841) I. 933 This might be
the comedick catastrophe ofour verie fearfultlike Episcopall
trmgedie. 1840 G. Darlcy Introd. Beaum. ^ Fl. (Rtldg.)

p. XXV, Such a definition . . would have the singular luck of
excluding our very best comedic dramas from the list of
comedies. 1897 ^^t. Rev, 37 Mar. 314 Speaking of the
masters of the comedic spirit (if I call it, as he does, the
Comic Spirit, this darkened generation will suppose me to
refer to the animal spirits of tomfools and merryandrcws}.

190S Pall Mall Gax. 34 Apr. 3/2 Miss Ethel Irving has
conquered the musical comedy puhlic, and that by comedic
rather than by musical means. 1930 M. Beekbohm And
Even Now -^xt FalstafTisa triumph of comedic creation.

Hence Como'dioally adv.
X930 Punch 30 Apr. 498 The acceleration of the pace.,

leaves some of the conspirators realistically rather than
comedically breathless.

Come-down, sb. Add: 1. Now esp., a fall

or drop in social or official position or status.

1887 H. H. Jacksom Between Whiles i. i8 It was a sad
come-down from his old atr-castles for her and for himself.
1891 Cornhill Mag. May 485 They regarded [it] as some-
what of a 'come down' in the world. 1919 Bovu Cable
Old Contemptibtes xviii. 291 He joined the Volunteers, of
course. It wa^i a sad come-down.

Comedy ^ Add :

6. comedy-opera^ 'tragedy,
1906 Daily Chron. 29 Oct. 3/5 In ' The Duchess of

Dantzic '..he produced a * *comedy-opera '—such is the new
word !—which was a genuine and delightful work of art.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 15 Mar, 3/1 There were no such things
as Treaty Acts with their "comcdy-tragedy of gorgeously
bedizened Presidents.

Co'me-from. J^. dicU. A place of abode.
1877 llolderness Gloss. s.v. Cum-/ra^ * I ha'nt a cum-fra',

I have no settled abiding-place. 1897 Rhoscomyl White
Rose Arna 991 This individual, one of no particular kin or
come-fro', jumped at the chance of helping to hunt down a
rebel.

Co*me-in, sb. The last stage of a run or race.

Cf. run^iuy Run sb.'^ 8.

1870 Chambers's Jml. 401/2 How many eager crowds
have gathered to watch at that come-in ! 1893 Sat. Rev.
26 Nov. 621/1 For the last mile or so, which was called the
* come-in ', every one went at the pace that pleased him.

Come-Offy sb. 4, (Earlier U.S. examples.)
x^xi Aurora (Philad.) 19 May (Th.) He replied that he

was not at liberty to say—we had a sedition law—which
will soon be done away—then I can explain. frw'A vevy
good come-off this ! 1845 W. G. Simms Wig^vam ^ Cabin
Ser. I. 93, I began to think that what he said was only a
sort of come-off.

Co*me-on, sb. U.S. slang. [Come v. 62.] A
swindler. Also attrib. = swindling.
1905 N. V. Even. Post 28 Jan. 2 The general appearance

of the man caused the officer to become suspicious, and
he soon learned that Dates was a ' come-on *. 1905 N. Y.
Times 24 Feb. i Detectives yesterday arrested two men on
a charge of participating in a clever ' come-on ' game. 1908
G. H. LoRiMER y.Spurlockv'm. 174 Or wouldn't the come-on
take the package of green goods? 1909 S. E. White Rules
o/Gante 11. i. Great country I If you listen to all the come-ou
stuff you may be disappointed—at first.

_ 1924 W. M. Kaine
Troubled Waters xvi. 167, 1 reckon this confession talk is

come-on stuff.

Come-OUter, j3. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1840 Boston Courier Nov. (Th.) The come-outcrs are a

sect recently sprung up in Cape Cod.
Hence Come-oaterism.
X847 W. L, Garrison in Li^e C1889) III. 202 A good deal

of prejudice is cherished against me on account of my * in-

fidelity 'and 'come-outerism*.

ComephoruS (k^^mcforys). [mod.L., f. Gr.
k6\ii\ hair + -<p6pos : see -phorous.] A fish belonging
to the only known species of the genus Comephorus
found only in Lake Baikal, Siberia.

\h^\fY.H\ovi Across Siberia \^ti Baikal abounds in fish

of many kinds... One curious fish, the comephorus, is found
onl^ in this lake. It b of small size, and of the cod5sh
family, but has never been caught, and never even seen alive.

19x4 Glasgo^v Herald g Aug. 8 The comephorus ,. belongs
to the cod family, and has never been caught or seen alive.

Comer. Add

:

3. An animal that is coming on or shows promise.

U.S,
s9oi-a Rep. Kansas State Board Agric. 20a He.. stilt

shows that remarkable looseness and elasticity of hide that
indicates a 'comer' when he is put next to the feed-box.

Comet. 4. Add : comot claret, claret made
in a comet -year (cf. comet vintage, wine).
1864 Meredith Emilia in England xxxiit. There's seven

bottles of my poort, and there's eleven of champagne and
some comut clar'l.

Come-uppance, -nppings. English and
U.S. dial. [Come v. 69.] Enough to serve one (by

way of retaliation or check) ; one's deserts.

Come-up-wiih is used in the same sense.

1880 Gloss. Cornwall^ W.Comw., Come-upping^ a flogging.
* I'll gi' 'ec a sound come-upping.' 188a Jago Anc. Lang.
Cornto, i4r. >88a H0WELI.S .S'i/oj Laiham (1891) II. 1^4
Rogers is a rascal. . • But I guess he 11 find he's got his

come-uppance. 1896 Ella Higcinson Tedes Pugtt Sound
155, I can give him his come-up-'ans if he goes to foolin*

around. 1897 Howells Landlord Lion's Head xxi. 153
Well, I did.get my come-uppings that time. 1913 ' B. M.
Bower ' Parozvan Bonanza vi. 70 * An' that's where he got
'is come-uppance ', he gloated.

Comfort, sb, 8. U.S. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
S834 Southern Lit. Messenger \. 168 A lady of our party.,

aptly compared it toaYankee^'o/^/^r/. 1913MRS, Stratton-
Porter Loildie xi. (1917) 211 Laddie had..hung up a com-
fort at four o'clock to keep the Princess warm.

CoxnfortaMe, a. Add :

1. b. 7he Comfoiiable Words : in the Anglican
Liturgy, the four scriptural passages following the

Absolution in the Communion Office, prefaced by
'Hear what comfortable words* [etc.],

1855 Procter Bk. Comm. Prayer 324 The Comfortable
Words that follow are the scriptural statements upon which
the absolution is grounded.

B. L (Later Amer. example.)
1786 M. CtrrLER in Life^ Jrnls. ffCorr. (1888) II, 247 He

. proposes to provide well in comfortables for the journey.

a. C. US. (Earlier examples.)
1844 ReP. Comm. Patents (1847) 35 [Cotton] has already

been employed in what are variously called ' comforts ' and
'comfortables'. 1855 Sara 1'. f" Robinson A'awjaj (1856)

38, I. .slept on comfortables and bufialo-robcs on the floor in

the attic.

Comforter. Add :

6. b, U.S, (Earlier examples.)
x8^ S, G. Goodrich Syst. Univ. Geog. 107 Padding or

quilting bed coverings or comforters. iB^o Boston Almanac
126 Theodore Baker. .has for sale. .Quilts, Counterpanes,
ComforterSf Bockings, Crumli Cloths.

7, An india-rubber teat put into a baby*s mouth
to quieten it.

1898 Daily News It Mar. 3/1 Sucking air from a comforter

(that is an indiarubber teat), which led, alas I to no bottle.

X911 A. Neil Lyons Clara x. 99, 1 shall take you to acopper
and give you up for stealin' the baby's comforter.

Com.fy (k»'mfi), a. Infantile alteration of

CoMFOKTABLE, With the hypocoristic suffix -y6.

Hence Co'znflly adv.
1839 Hist. Little Louisa 82, I am saving up my money to

buy them two blankets, and then they will be much more

comfy. x888 Kipling Plain Tales/r. Hills (1890) 252 Put

to bed on some rolled-up carpets, all comfy. 1902 Westm-

Gaz. 27 Nov. 3/2 A * comfy * paletot for a little girl. WS
Elinor Glyn Viciss. Evang. 50 We might sit in that comfy

window-seat and Ulk. 19x3 Rosher In R.N.A.S. (igtoj 57,
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1 arrived here safely in excellent time after quite a comfy

journey. 1917 May Sinclair Tree 0/ Heaven xvi, Not m-
sanely happy.. but quietly, comfily happy. Ihid, xx. You
can't expect us to fight so comfy, and to be killed so comfy,

if we know our womenkind arc being pounded to bits in the

ground we*ve just cleared. 19*8 E. Wallace A^ain the

Three Just Men ii. 33, 1 am in London, which is delightfully

capitalistic and comfy.

Comic, sb. 1. b. Delete ^Obs. and add quots.

1917 E. Thompson These Men thy Friends 93 That Grimes,

he is a comic I 1927 Cleveland Press 31 Jan., [They) are

highly amusing as dancers and knock-about comics.

2. Also, a comic valentine.

1889 Kansas Times 4- Star 13 Feb., St. Valentine*s day
should be generously observed. .. Only dolts wiU resort to
' comics *.

Coming', vbL sbA Add;
7. Coming in. d. Calving, dial, and ^'^^S'.

1857 Trans. III. Agric. Sec. II. 381 The coining in of the

cows should be regulated to occur in early spring.

Coming, ppl. a. 3. (Later U.S. example.)

1853 J. G, Baldwin Flush Times Alabama 3 He lied

with a coming appetite, growing with what it fed on.

5. Rising into prominence ; likely to attain dis-

tinction.

1868 H. Woodruff Trotting HorseA mer, xxxiv. 282 Many
thought then Lancet was the ' coming horse '. 1869 S.

Bowles Our New West xiii. 261, 1 can discover no successor

to Brigh.im Voung. He has men of ability.. but I see no
' coming man ' for his place, 1896 [see *Comk pa.pple. b].

Comintern (kfj-mintam). Also Kom-. [Russ.

KOHHHTepH, f, the first elements of the Russ. forms

of Com(monist and Intern(ational.] The Com-
mtinist International party the headquarters ofwhich
are at Moscow.
1925 Glasgotv Herald 112 Oct. g The international relations

of the S.S.S.R. and the problems of ihe Komintern in con-

nection with it. 1936 Spectator 10 July 43/2 As far as the
Commintem was concerned they [sc. the Soviet Government]
would be only too delighted to see it transferred to London.
1929 EncycL Brit. XH. 513/1 The Communist International

(abbrev. Komintern) is the international organization of the
Communist parly of all nations, founded in 1919. It is also

called the Third International. 1929 Times \o}\Ay 12/3 The
Comintern. Relations with Soviet Government.

Comitadji (k(?mitae'd5i). Also Kom-, -aji,

-aggi. [A Common Balkan form = Turk, komitay

a, F. comiie committee + -i^y; lit. member of a

(revolutionary) committee.] Iii the Balkans, a band
of irregular soldiers.

1903 Times 5 Sept. 7 The Komitajis and the Turks have
made a desert of the disturbed vilayets between them. 1908
Daily Chron, 30 Oct. 4/6 Lately they had to resist the

ferocity of the comitajis. 1909 W'esim. Gaz. 15 Feb. 1/3
A band of ' Comittaggis ' or Macedonian freebooters. 19*0
Glasgo^v Herald 18 Mar. 9 The Montenegrin comitadjes..
are gradually giving in. 1923 Daily Mail 16 Feb. 8 The
Bulgarian Comitadjis.

Comitativei a^ Add : b. sb. A comitative

prefix,

1903 Amer. Anthropologist Jan.-Mar, 13 Besides these,

comitatives, similatives, partitives, and suffixes expressing
similar ideas, are found.

Command, J^. Add: 7. b. (a) The highercom-

viand : the general staffs collectively of the British

Array; more particularly, the commander-in-chief.
Z916 Times 15 Dec. 10/5 1 1 was with great pain that he had

heard the criticism upon the higher command. If there was
one roan in France who was trusted by every one from the
highest to the lowest,.. it was Sir Douglas Haig. Ibid.

16 Dec 10/4 The hon. member's attack on the generals in

the higher command. 19*7 E. Thompson These Men thy
Frieiids 30 And as for the Higher Command ! How many
generals do you suppose we've got rid of, up to date?

{p) The high command', rendering of foreign

expressions, e. g. G. hochbefehl.

1917 Times 23 June 6/3 The High Command [of the
Russian army], .is only loo anxious to stand loyally by the
Allies. Z918 Ibid. 7 June 6/1 The German High Command
chose yesterday to issue its claims as to booty captured by
the * Army Group of the German Crown Prince '. 1919
Maurice Last 4. Months 177 The High Command insists

on the immediate issue of a peace offer to our enemies. 1928
Itlustr. Hist. Russ. Rev. 1 .1 37 The Army, which rose almost
unanimously against its High Command.
8. (Later U.S. examples.)
1854 J. R. Bahtlett Personal Narr, II, xxxi. 259

Lieutenant Fai^e..set out on his return to the Colorado
this morning, with his command. 1891 Century Mag. Mar.
645 The_ march began at sundown.. the command nalttng
only to tighten cinches.

10. command aeroplane (see quot.) ;command
allowance, the additional allowance attached to

a command ; so command pay ; command,
paper (abbreviated Cd or Cmd with register

number, as Cd 5733), a paper laid before Parlia-

ment, etc. by command of the Crrwn ; command
performance, a theatrical, musical, etc. perform-
ance given by royal command.
1918 Farbow Diet. Mil. Terms, *Command Aeroplanes.—

Aeroplanes which observe the general progress of the com-
bat and all that occurs on the side of the enemy. 1904,
Kipling in Windsor Mag. Jan. 228/2 Ts nephew wants two
bottles [of rum) *command-allowance, 1923 Westm. Gaz.
1 Dec, There was issued as a 'command paper yesterday
the text of a supplementary extradition convention. 1938
Daily Express 4 July 2/4 Command Paper 7,419 of 1914.
19S9 G. F. M. Campion Proced. Ho. Comm. 69 Comniand
Papers cover all the more important documents which the
Government and the departments wish to publish on their

own initiative. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 576/1 Lieutenant-
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colonels of regiments, and other officers holding commands
of wings, batteries, or dcpOts, receive * *command pay ' of
from 3s. to IS. 6d. daily. 1876 Vovle & Stevenson Milit.
Diet, (ed- 3) S.V. Command, A certain 'command pay'
attached, in addition to the regimental pay. 192a Westm.
Gas. 29 Dec, She was a favourite at*Command performances.

Comxnandant. Add : Revived in the war of

1914-18 as the title of an officer holding a special

command, as of a place, depot, or the like, or of a
particular force.

1915 P. GiBBs Soul of IVar 343 The Base Commandant*s
office was the sorting-bouse of the Expeditionary Force.

191S Grahame-Whitb & Harper Aircraft Gt. War 236
The commandant of the air corps. 1919 G. K. Rose stl4tk

Oxf. <V Bucks Lt. infty. 145 A Brigade school, with Bennett
as Its commandant.

b. S. Africa. [ = Du, kommandant.1 The leader

of a commando in the Boer army. Also Com-
manda-nt-Oe'neral, -0e'neralship.
1898 Westm. Gaz. 4 ^an. 5/2 If Mr. Schalk Burger is

returned he will resign his Commandant-Generalship. 1899
Ibid. II Nov. 8/1 Commandos, in which the burghers are
under command of Field-Cornets and Commandants. Ibid.,

The Commandant-General.. is chosen by the whole force.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 438/3 Each district was fur-

nished with a commandant, who had under him field-cornets

and assistant field-cornets. 1914 Times 20 Nov. 7/5 Com-
mandants. P.Du Toit..to-day captured another of Beyers's

rebel officers.

Commandeer (kpmandie-i), sb. [f. the vb.]

The action of commandeering.
1901 in J. Ralph Wars Brighter Side 136 'So here's my

bloomin' health ', says he; ' I'm on the commandeer*. And
without another word he commandeered it.

Commandeer, v. Add : c. fig. and gen. To
take arbitrary possession of.

1900 Kipling in War's Brighter Side (1901) 135 We never
use such words as steal, or 'collar*, 'pinch', or 'shake*:
The fashion is to say he 'commandeers* it. 1900 Conan
DovLK Great Boer War 208 The naive claims put forward
by the Boers to some special Providence—a process which
a friendly German critic described as 'commandeering
the Almighty *. 190X Westm. Gaz. 3^ Apr. 3/1 The sleeve

commandeers to itselfa share of attention.. out ofproportion

to its place. 1928 Punch 6 June 620 The porter..came to

the hotel long after the Merry Party had commandeered it

for week-ends. 1929 Daily Express la Dec 1/3, I com-
mandeered passing lorries and any other vehicles which
happened to be going down the road.

Hence Commandee*red ///, a., taken for mili-

tary service or use ; CommandeeTing vbl. sb.

1894 Westm. Gaz. 23 June 6/1 A number ofcommandeered
settlers. 1894 A thenxum 28 July 125/2 The commandeering
of British subjects in the Transvaal. 1899 Daily News
13 June 4/2 Each commandeered burgher.

Commander. Add

:

2. b. Lieutenant Commander^^n'&.y^o^^xxrzx^-
ing next below a commander and above a lieutenant.

In the Royal Air Force : Wing Commander^ an

officer corresponding in rank to a Commander in

the Navy. Squadron Commander^ Flight Com'
mander^ the two ranks next below this.

1914 Navy List Oct. 109 List of Officers on the Active List

of Royal Navy. , . Commanders . . . Temporary Commanders.
, . Lieutenant-Commanders. 1914 Times 19 Nov. 13/4 Royal
Naval Air Service. Flight Lieuts. ..reappointed as Acting
Flight Commanders. Ibid. 22 Dec. 4/3 Royal Flying Corps.

..Wing Commander.—Brev. Maj. H. R. M, Brooke-
Popham, Oxf. and Bucks L.I. 19x5 Rosher In R.N.A.S.
(1916) 131, I am to be ist Lieut., good for me, but fear they
may yet put in a Flight Commander. 1915 C. G. Grey Tales
Flying Services 67 Detachments under five Squadron-Com-
manders. 1928 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea Air Station iv.

75-6 Wing Commander (relative rank of Commander, R.N.)
Squadron Commander (relative rank of Lieutenant Com-
mander, R.N.) Flight Commander (relative rank of Lieu-
tenant, R.N.).

C. An overseer on a plantation. U.S.
1842 McDonogh Papers 65, I was in the habit of never

retiring to rest at night until seeing my commander.

Commanding, ppl- a. 3. Add

:

1893 Daily News 14 July 6/1 His voice has a somewhat
military tone... It is a so-called 'commanding* voice, but
capable of great modulation.

Commando. Add : b. Phr. On commattdOj

on militia service in the Boer army.
1824 BuRCHELL Trav. II. m The master himself was at

this time absent on the Commando, or militia-service, against

the Caffres in theZuureveld. 1879 Chambers's Jrnl. 344/1
All the men capable of bearing arms were then on commando,
1899 Daily News 30 Sept._5/3 Burghers refusing to go on
commando. 1900 Kipling in J. Ralph War's Brighter Side
(1901) 136 We sailed upon commando To viemeuk our
Brother Boer.

2. In the South African War (1899-1902), aunit

of the Boer army composed of the militia of an

electoral district. Also attrib,

xZ^Westm.Gaz. 11 Nov. 8/1 The President., has the right

of declaring war and calling up one or more commandos.
1900 Kipling in Daily Express 13 June 4/5 We kept our
commando-horses ready for six months. 1903 Encycl. Brit.

XXXIII. 438/2 Each field-cornet, .was responsible for the

arms, equipment and attendance of his commando—the com-
mando being the tactical as well as the administrative unit.

190a Daily Chron. t6 June 5/5 Burghers, .all thronging into

the commando trains.

Comme il faut (kf^m il fJa, I]kom i\ fo)y adj.

phr. [Kr., = as it is necessary.] * As it should be *

;

according to etiquette ; correct in deportment or

behaviour
;
proper.

1756 Walpoi-e Lett. (1857) III. 8 True critics.. maintain
that we are not dead comme il/ant, x8i8 Lady Morgan

COMMISSAEIAT.
Fl. Macarthy (1819) III. 158. 1 would notpiesent in my own
exclusive circle one who was not in all points comme ilfaut,
1824 L. M. Hawkins Annaline I. 96 It would have been
more comme il faut for me to have taken that step, a 184S
Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. iii. Ld. Thoulouse^ Everything
there they found quite comme il faut. 1857 AIacaulav in

Trevelyan X^^(i878) II. xiv.459, 1 make large allowance for

the difference of manners ; but it never can have been comme
ilfaut in any age or nation for a man of note., to be con-

'

stantly asking for money. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. i. i,

*Who are these Langens? Does anybody know them?
'They are quite comme ilfaut?

Commencing, vbl. sb. Add : aftrtd,, as

commencing credit, credit given to those who
are starting a career.

xgaS Britain's Industr, Future {.Liberal Ind. Inquiry) iv.

xxiv. 330 Commencing Credit, to enable new farmers.. to
stock and equip their holdings.

Commend, v. Add : 2. e. refl.

z886* Maxwell Gray' Silence of Dean Maitlnnd i. x,

[The gray suit] had commended itself to Everard from the
sense of cleanliness that light colours always afforded him.
1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Elsmere xix, I am sorry for it if his

methods do not commend themselves to you.

Comment, v. 2. (Recent U.S. example.)
X904 Nation (N.Y.) 7 Apr. 273 Tennyson's In Memoriajn,

commented by L. Morel.

Commentary, v. 2. (Modem U.S. example.)
1904 Chu7-chman (U.S.) 4 June 705 A Bible commeotaried

to suit the fancies of human imaginings.

Commerce, sb. 7. Add : commerce-de-
stroyer, a fast cruiser designed to destroy the

merchant vessels of an enemy ; so commerce-
destroying \ similarly commerce-raider^ -raiding.
1886 Harper's Mag. J une 20/1 She could also be of service

asa commerce destroyer. 1M9 Mahan Influence Sea Power
31 That form of warfare which has lately received the name
of commerce-destroying. 189a Daily News 28 July 6/7 The
New United States Commerce Destroyer. 1898 Westm.
Gaz. 23 May 6/3 Arming several more of their steamers as
auxiliary cruisers and commerce destroyers. 1906 Cornford
Defenceless Isl. 71 A commerce-raiding squadron. Ibid. 82
The Sumter had been gaily commerce-destroying for more
than four months. 1927 Observer 29 May 20/4 The com-
merce-raider's career.

Commercial, f7. 6. Add: Comtnenial agency
(U.i>.), an organization which furnishes its clients

with information as to the standing of commercial
firms. Commercial agent {U.S.) f

Sin agent stationed

abroad to attend to commercial interests. Com'
mercial college^ school, university, a college, school,

imiversity for instruction in commercial subjects.

Commercialpaper (see quot.). Commercial sheep,

a sheep reared for selling and not for breeding

purposes.
1897 Bouvief's Law Diet. I. 357/2 "Commercial Agency.

1903 Ertcycl. Brit. XXX. 634/1 Mercantile, or commercial,
agencies in America. 1877 Ibid. VI. 317/1 The United
States ^commercial agents, although appointed by the presi*

dent, receive no exaequatur. They.. are distinct from the
consular agents. f888 Wormell in Jml. Educ. i Feb.
1 17/1 The advisability of having a separate council or body
oftrustecs for the *Commercial College. 1908 \V. H. Dawsom
Evol. Mod. Germany loi A J-^ipzig institution of recent
origin, the Commercial College, founded in 189? by the
Chamber of Commerce of that town. 1897 Bouvier's Law
Dict.i ^Commercial Paper^ negotiable paper given in due
course of business, whether the element of negotiability be
given it by the law merchant or by statute. 1889 Sonnen-
schein's Cycl. Educ. (ed. A. E. Fletcher) 440/a The training

of the ^commercial school will not make a boy a clever buyer
and seller. 189a R. Gambaro's Less. Cotmnerce p. v,

Lecturer on the English Language at the Royal High Com-
mercial School at Genoa. 1901 F. Hooper & Jas. Graham
Comm. Educ. 13 State-supported Technical and Commercial
Schools and Institutions. 1914 Scotsman 10 Sept. 9/6 A big,

strong *commercial sheep- 1853 Scott.^ Educ. ^ Lit. frnL
July 438 A movement.. for the establishment of a *Com-
mercial University.

Commercialese (k^majjalrz). [f. Commer-
cial + -ESE.] The diction of the commercial world.
1910 C Hbadlam Mem. W. Headlam 44 This \sc. the

language in which scholia and glosses were written] was a
language by itself, like our Commercialese.

ComiQlsll., coUoq. abbreviation of CoMMlssioy.
X914 D. O. Barnett Lett. (1915) 15 Am taking commish,

in regulars !

Commissar^ (k-^jmisau). Also in F. form -aire.

[Russ. KOMMHCCap'b kommissdr\ ad. F. commis-
sairc.'\ The head of a government department of

the United Socialist Soviet Republics.

1918 tr. Lenin's Less. Revolution (dlle-p.), By Vladimir
Oulianow (N. Lenin) President of the Council of People's

Commissars. .. Published by the Bureau of International

Revolutionary Propaganda attached to the Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs. 1920 igth Cent. Aug. 216 Some artists

protected by commissars are well paid. 1910 Hard Ray-
mond Robins' Own Story 121^ It was headed

:_
' Suggested

communication to the Commissaire for Foreign Affairs ',

X921 Chambers's frnl. 151/1 The Bolsheviks retreated in a
panic, killing their own commissars as they fled.

Commissariat. Add : ( = Russ. KOMHccapHai.)

A department of the Soviet Republic civil service.

X9i8[see *CoMMrssAR2J. 1919C.E. '^. Facts about Bolshe-
viks ^ [The] Central Executive Committee, .elects and works
with the ' People's Commissaries * in a score of ' Commissa-
riats 'or Ministries. 1920 GoodE Bolshevism at Work z8

He.. is at the head of a very important Commissariat, that

dealing with industries. i9»i Q. Rev. Jan. 173 l^nin had to

complain that * the departments of the Soviets are turning in

many places into organs which gradually merge with tne

commissariats ', i. e. the civil service. 1929 tr, Larsons*



COMMISSARY.
Expert Service Souiet 13s The Narkomindel (the Com.
missariat of Foreign Affairs),

Commissary.^ Add

:

4. b. eliipt. A commissariat wagon or stores.

1905 A. Adams Outlet 245 A wagon-way could be easily

cut in the bank and the commissaries lowered to the river's

edge with a rope to the rear axle. 1929 A. C. & C. Edington
Studio Murder Myst. xiv, Will yteu go with me to the

commissary and have a drink?

o. = Commissariat 4.

1883 Century ^fag. Sept. 67a This enforced idleness re-

duced our commissary to an alarming minimum.

7. attrib. (Earlier examples.)
1868 O. W. Norton Artny Lett. 116 Artillery is being

loaded up ever>- night, commissary stores are going. 1887

Harper's Mag. Dec. 112/1 Commissary and butcher bills

were still unpaid.

Commissary ^ (k/rmis5ji), [ad. Rass. kom-

missdr.] a. A deputy, delegate, b. « *CoM-
MIS8AB2.
X917 Times 22 Mar. 7/a The Commissaries of the Duma

were arriving, /iid. n Apr. 6/3 The department of inter-

naiioaal relations attached to the committee of workmen's
and soldiers' delegates has the right to be represented by
a commissary at the office of the Petrograd Telegraph
Agency. x9ao Goods Bobhevism at Work i8 The Coutx:il of

People's Commissaries. 19*3 Leacock Over the Foctligkts

161 She goes out stealthily to denounce her husband and
Hootch to the commissaries of thepolice. 1939 tr. Larsons'
Expert Seruue Soviet 133 The Commissary for Fiuaace,

SokolnikoS.

Commissarysliip. (Later U.S. example.)
tSix J. Adams li'ks. (1854) IX. 633 All app!icatioas..for

commissions,..commissamhips, quartermasterships, &C.

Commission, sbS Add : 3. e. The period

of active service of a warship (see 5 c).

288s SiK \V. H. Wh(te Man. Naval Archtt. (ed. a) 331

The commanding officer of one of these ships has stated
* that they may go through a commission and never heel or

roll more than one or two degrees *.

6. C. Also transf,

1907 M. C. Harris Tents of Wickedtuss iv. it 34a From
those [houses], , there came little light, there was . . a general

look of being out of commission.

13. ooznmlBsioa note^ a written promise to pay
commissioD to an agent; conunission rank, the

rank of a commissioned officer.

1899 Weslm. Gaz. 13 May 7/2 She did not know when or

where she signed the *commis5ion note. 1908 Daily Chron.
15 Jan. 7/2 [ H el signed the commission notes on the assump-
tion that he did belong to the senior branch. 1898 Westnt.

Gaz. S Jan. 7/3 Facilities for promotion to •commission rank
in the Koyaf Marines.

Commission, v. 1. C. Add : Also intr. Of
a ship : To commence active service, to be put in

commission.
I 1913 in C. F. S. Gamble N. Sea Air Station i. (1938) 38
[In tne Admiralty announcement .. it was stated that the

Hermes was to] commission on the 7th May as parent ship of

the Naval Air Services. 1915* BAtTtiiEUS* Tail Ship i. 17
There's a super- Dreadnought commissioning soon.

Commissionary (k^Jmi'/^aari), j^.* » •Com-
MIMSAB 2.

loao Hard Raymond Roiins' Own Story 75 The Council
of People's Comtnisaooories,

Commitment. Add : 6. (Earlier U.S. cmot.)

X789 Washington Diaries IV. 17 If Mr. Couv'r Morris
w.is employed in this business, it would be a commitmcat
for his appointment as Minister.

b. Also, liability ; //. pecuniary obligations-

T^^ Pall Mall Gat. 2 Mar. 7/3 Tiie Murrieta commit-
ments are enormous. 1807 Daily News 34 Apr. 9/4 ' Bear

'

commitments have been Largely closed during the past few
days. 1917 Dail^ Tel, 5 Apr. 11/5 The Peterel wili be an
additional comnutmcnL

Committal, sb. Add : 7. The action of com-
mitting the body to the grave at burial ; esp. cUtrib.^

as committal prayer^ sentences^ service.

1854 Chambers's Jrnl. I. 307/1 The committal to the

grave., did not complete the funeral obseauies. 189a Daily
Metos 15 Nov. 3/4 The lesson was read by the Rer. A.
Majendte, and the committal sentences by the Rev. Dr.

Yule. 1898 iMd. 34 Jan, 5/a 1 he committal portion of the

service was taken by the Dean of Clirisi Church, llfid.

7 Apr. 2/ 1 The committal prayers were read, though few in

the dense crowd could hear them. x9«7 Observer 38 Aug.

15 The fiishop of Aberdeen and Oikney conducted tite

committal service.

Common^ a. Add: 6. O. Common lodging ox

lodging'houset a lodging-house in which beds may
be obtained for the night (see quot. i860).

1851 Act 14 -V 15 yict. c a8 {title) An Act for the well

ordering of Common Lodging Houses. x86o Act 33 Vict.

c. 36 i 3 Tlie Term ' Common Lodging House * shall mean
a House in which Persons are harboured or lodged for Hire
for a single Niglit, or for le^ than a Week at a Time, or any
Part of which is let for any Term less than a Week. 1903
EncycL Brit. XXX. 316/1 The keepers ofcommon lodging-

bouses are required to limewasb their walls and ceilings in

the months of April and October, ibid, XXX 11. 680/3 The
class found in casual wards, shelters and common lodgings.

13. Common or garden : see Gabdei* sb. 5 c
18. C. Psychol. Commonfeeling; = C(kn-K8THE8I8.
1836-7 Sit W. HAUtLTOH Metapk. xxvii. (1877) H. 157

The Vital sense receiving from various authors various

synonyms, as coenaetthcMS common feclini;, vital feeling,

etc, 1897 tr. iV. Wundt's Outl. i'sychol. 161 The common
feeling h always the immediate cxprcsNiun o£ our sensible

comfort and di-comfort.

19. Common turn : see TORS sb, 5.

2L Common form : (a) a form of probate in

-which the grant is made by the executor's own oath
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without opposition ; ip) a customary form of words
used in the pleadings in actions at common law

;

{c) a form of words common to documents of the

same species ; hence colloq., a formula or the like

of general application.
1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 508 The executor .. must

prove the will of the deceased : which is done either in

common fortny which is only upon his own oath before the
ordinary, or his surrc^ate ; or per testes^ in more solemn
form of law, in case the validity of the will be disputed.

1797 ToMLiNS Jacob's Law-Diet. s.v. Pleadingx, 3 Special

Plea<i. .always advance some new fact not mentioned in the

declaration; and then they must be \ed. Grdw^fr (1835)

they formerly must have been] averred to be true, in the

common form :
—

* and this he is ready to verify.' i8so in

Barnewell & Alderson Rep. Cases K.B. III. 451 If the
argument on the part of the plaintiff prevail, the common
form of pleading not guilty of the grievances is bad upon
special demurrer. 1857 Act 20 Jj- ai Vict, c 77 § 2 * Common
Form Business* shall mean the Business of obtaining Pro-
bate and Administration where there is no Contention as to

the Right thereto, [etcj. x8S8 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 573/3
Probate is confined as a rule to^ wills of personalty or of

mixed personalty or realty, and is either in common form,

where no opposition to the grant b made, or in solemn
form, generally after opposition, when the witnesses appear
in courL 1905 Spectator 18 Feb. 34a The article is what
lawyers know as * common form', and means simply that

the nation .. leaves it to its Executive to settle the details.

B. adv, (Modern U.S. example.)
X901 Harbeh Westerfelt iv. 41 *0h, I reckon I'm all

right, .. How's Luke? * * As well as common.'

Commonage. Add : S. Afr,
1893 ii^'estm. Gaz, 23 May 6/1 A farm adjoining the

Kimberley commonage. 1900 Daily News 34 Apr. 5/4 Two
voung Dutchmen acting as spies. .were fotind hidden in a
kafhr hut on Barkly Commonage.

Commoner. Add :

3. First Commoner^ the Speaker.
1885 Peel City Guaniian 33 May 6/1 The ' First Com-

moner ' who now occupies the chair. 1908 tr. RedlicH's
Proc. //#. Comm. 137 As ' first commoner ' in the realm his

place is immediately after the peers.

Co'mmonership. [f. Commonkb + -ship.] The
position of being a commoner.
CX907 F. TuoMrsoN Life St. Ignatius (1909) xiv. a88 He

was unmolested in the heavenly commonership he had
chosen. 1918 Ox/. Univ. Gax, 6 Nov. 108 Accepted for

a Commonership March, 19x4.

Commonize, v. 2. Delete (6''.^.) and add :

SB95 H'estm. Gaz. 13 Mar. 5/3 The reproduction of copy,
right pictures in this way was obviously calculated to do
injury by 'commonising the artbt's design. 19x8 Gals-
woBTHV Apple Tree § 7(1920) 152 Suppose. .they common-
ised her, as Sunday clutlics always commonised village folk !

Co'mmonplacelyt adv, [f. Commoni'lack a.

+ -LV 2.] In a commonplace manner.
18^ ' G. Traveu * Mona Maclean vi, H umanity «-iIl all be

uniformly, hideously, commonplacely yellow 1

Commons* a. O. Delete ' formerly ' and add

quot.

:

X918 Act 8 Geo. K. c. 3 I X (3) Incapable of..utting or

voiiug as a member of the Commons House of Parliament.

Common school. l/.s. (See Cohmon a. 31.)

1795 in r. Boese Public Educ. N. VorJk (1869) ax The
establishment of Common Schools throughout the state.

x8i8 in Educ Docs. Connecticut (1853) 147 To the support

..of the public or common schools throughout the State.

1831 FtCK Guidefor Emigrants 243 Common schools are

usually taught some part of the year in most of the settle-

ments. 1856 Mas. Stowk Dred \oj He was guiltless of all

knowledge of common-school learning, ii&y liafper's Mag.
Mar. 637/2 The common-school system has become a part

of Southern life.

Commonwealth. Add

:

4. b. The title of the federated states of Australia.

X89X Proe. Deb. Nat. A ustralas. Com>ention Mar.-Apr.
p. cxxix, Draft of a bill to constitute the Commonwealth of

Australia, /bid.p.cxxx. The name ' The Commonwealth
of Australia* or *The Commonwealth* shall be uken to

mean the Commonwealth of Australia as constituted under
this Act. 1900 Act 63 4- 64 yict. c. 12 8 3 The people of

New South Wales. Victoria, South Australia^ Queensland,

and Tasmania, and also, if Her Maje>;ty is satisfied that the

people of Western Australia have agreed thereto, of Western
Australia, shall be united in a Federal Commonwealth under

tlie name of the Commonwealth of Australia. X9oa Encycl.

A'nV. XXV. 807/1 I he hill of 1898.. proposed to establish,

under the Crown, a federal union of the .Australasian colonics,

to be designated the Commonwealth of Australia.

Communal, a. Add : 4, Communal kitchen,

a public kitchen under official management. Com-
munal lan4i{s)j land held by a community; also

aitrib.^ as communcU land system, tenure.

X917 Times ^g Mar. 9/3 The possibility of setting up •com-
munal kitchens in the East-end of London. Ibid. 5 Apr.

8/6 Three communal kitchens were opened in East London
yesterday. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 108 Prof. Michael
Kovalevski, of the University of Moscow, is now publishint;

an excellent work on *CommunaI Land Tenure, i^gg Daily
Nezvs 15 Apr. 8/2 Our Government is, as fast as it can,

abolishing the dole and the communal lands systems.

Commanality (kf^miwnae'liti). [f. CoMMDNAL
-f -iTV.] Comraiinal state or condition.

X90X SmiiJuonian Rep. 76 In such manner as to strengthen

sentiments of communality and to keep alive the sense of

community in interests.

Communicating,/^/, a, (see under Communi-

cate v.) Add : \\\ communicating trench = 'Com-
munication trench,

X914 D. O. Uabneit Lett. (1915) 19 We couldn't go up the

communicating trench to the firing Una because it was fiill

of water. 1918 Farrow Diet. Mtl. Terms.

COMMUTATION.

Communication. Add :

6. C. Line{s) of communication{s) X =^ communi-
cation lines (see below).
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 346/1 A system..by which

along a regular chain of posts, or ' line of communications ',

an army received its supplies of food, [etc.]. 1890 tVestm.
Gaz. 16 Nov. 5/3 Inspector-General of Lines of Communi-
cation. 1900 CoNAN DovLE Great Boer IVar aoi One dash'

ing raid carried out by a detachment from Methuen's Une
of communications. 1915 Mottram Sixty-Four, Ninety*
Eour.'zsQ Some lines.of-communication Head•quarters.
12. communication lines, lines by which a field

army maintains communication with its base and
along which all reinforcements and supplies are sent

;

commumcation-plate, a perforated portion of the
wall between adjoining cells of a polyzoan colony;

commuiiication-room, a room in a warship con-
taining apparatus which provides the means of

communicating with different parts of the ship

{Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909) ; communication sap
(Sap sb.^ a) ; communication trench, a trench

forming a means of communication between two
different positions.

i8$|8 Daily News 17 Jan. 7/3 With 750 miles of *com-
munication lines to protect. 1889 Nicholson & Lyoekker
Palmont. (xi'j Contiguouscells are commonly placed indirect

communication with one another by what have been called

••communication-plates' or *roseite-plates*. These are

portions of the celUwall pierced by one or more minute
pores, 1919 E. Partridge in Three Pers. Rec. War 335
On leaving Sausage Gully, they entered a main *communi-
cation-sap. 1914 Illustr. Lond. News 24 Oct. 571 At all

points suDJect to shell.fire access to the firing-Hne from be>

hind is provided by *cominunication-trenches. 19x4 Times
10 Dec. 6/1 Leading away from the firing line are what_ we
call communication trenches, up which come our rations

from the rear. X9a5 Mottram Sixty-Four^ Ninety-Four I

loi The two bays by the crump-hole at the mouth of the
communication trench were always empty.

Communiq^u6 (k/mi«'n?k^i, IJkom/Vnzk*). [Fr. ;

pa. pple. of communiqtur to communicate, used

subsLJ An official intimation or repoit.

185a Illustr. London Neius i3 June 458/3 [When the Moni-
teur was charged, in an article headed * Communique*, to

state, that the French Government was not responsible for

statements, .unless the word communique was placed above
them), llnd.. The Moniteur and its communique did not

disavow the policy. i88a Besant All Sorts xlv. The result

appeared in a long communique which attracted general

and immediate intere.st. 1904 Spectator 31 Dec. 1069/3 An
official communique administering a severe rebuke to the

leaders of the Zemstvo movement. 19x4 Aeroplane 3 Apr.

404/1 The War Office, March 30th, 1914. The following com-
munique has been received :—Royal Flying Corps (Military*

Wing).—Diary of work for week ending March 20th, 1914.

X9S7 £. Thompson Tiiese Men thy Friends 120 Theybrooded
over their own Western Front communiques—those an*
nouncements that went on endlessly.

Communitary (k^mi«*n/tari), a. U.S, [f.

CoMMUNiTV : see -aby 2.] Belonging to a com-
munity. Hence Oommu-nitariness.
1895 Advance (Chicago) 14 Mar. 846/1 The societies in

which they Uc. Harvard and Yale] were placed were charac-

terized by a communitariness of blood, belief, interest and
character. Ibid., No communitary in.stinct pervades and
unifies society (in the Western States, U.S.]. 1904 Bkanforp
in Ideals ofSci. .V Faith 105 Adjustments and re-adjustmen Is

between group-interests and communitary interests.

Community. Add

:

11. attrib.f as community kitchen^ dining room

U.S. ; community singing, organized singing in

chorus by large groups or gatherings of people ; so

community chorus^ song, etc.

X9a9 Encycl. Brit, VI. 139/1 The "community chorus move-
ment in the United States was launched in Rochester, N. Y,
in 913 by Harry Barnhart. Ibid. 138/2 With the growth

[in U.S. smce 1910] of the *community kitchen and its co-

rollary the *community dining room. 1919 M. Shaw Brit.

Hymn Festival Bit. Pref., •Community hymn singing is very

much in evidence to-day. 1923 S. Lewis Babbitt vL 74 Ryland
wore spats, he wrote long letters about City Planning and
Community Singing. x^-^Sackbut Nov. IV. 115 The Town
Hall, where the weekly Community Singing was advertised

to be held. 1927 M. Shaw in Sign Sept, 115/1 Quite recently

monster Community Singing gatherings have been held at

the Albert Hall, 1917 {fitl^ Labour "Community Song
Book.

Commnnize, v. Add : b. To make com-
munistic, give a communistic form to.

X930 Glasgow Herald 20 Mar. 6 To Socialise, Communise,
Bolshevise, . . any of the institutions on which our trade and
commerce depend. I9ax Public Opinion 26 Au^. 203/3 To
communise the teaching profession the Soviet Government
resorted to abolition of all standards of education for teachers.

Commntate (k^*mi«ttfit), v. Delete \Obs,

rare and add :

b. Eiectr, ~ *CoMMUTE v. 6. Hence Ccmmu-
tated ///. a.y Co'mmutating ppL a. and vbl. sb,

1893 Mavcock Electric Lighting 11. vii. (1894) 328 There is

a similarity in the methods of commuiating the currents.

i89is D. C & J, P. Jackson AKern. Curr. II. 261 When
the commutating point is reached during the rotation of the

commutator, the trailing brushes move on to intermediate

segments, /bid. 624 Commutated Armature. The armature

may be wound with the coils so arranged that their con-

ductors are in series when starting and in parallel when

running. 1916 Standardization Rules Amer. Inst. Eiectr.

Eng, 23 Commutating Machines.

Commutation. 8. Add : commutation pas-

senger C/.S,,a. season-ticket holder on a railway;

commutation ticket Cl.S. (earlier examples).



COMMUTATIVE.
1887 C B. George 40 Yrs. oh Raiiv. 89 You have had a

great deal ofexperience incarrying*commutation passengers

in Boston. 1849 Pathfiruh)' (Boston) 50 *Commutalion

tickets. \9&<Good Words }M\y AS^I^ A single •Cominuta-

lion ' ticket is given, numbered and dated on the day on

which it was issued. At each journey the conductor punches

the ticket. , , -, ^
Commutative,^. 1. Delete f and add: Com-

mutative contract^ a contract (e. g. a sale) in which

each of the contracting parties gives and receives

an eqnivalent.

1856 BouviER L(vm Diet. I. 254.

Commutator. Add: b. ^/^r^r. An attachment,

usually consisting of a ring of copper segments

separated by insulating strips, connected with the

armature of a dynamo, which, by revolving in con-

tact with the brushes, directs and makes continuous

the current produced in the armature coils of the

machine. Also atirib,

1880 J. W. Urquhart Electr. Lt. 58 He placed the magnet
vertically and revolved the coils about a horizontal axis,

and added a commutator to make the currents flow in one

direction. 1884 S. P. Thompson Dyn.-Elecir: Mack, 133

The only other dynamo in which a^ commutator at all

resembling that of the Brush machine is used is Newton's

dynamo. 1896 Ibid. (ed. 5) 305 One of these commutator
coils. x9oa Encycl. Brit, XXVII. 579/2 The levelling

process may evidently be carried stilly further by the insertion

of more coils and more corresponding sectors in the com*
mutator, until the whole armature is covered with winding.

..A ring and a drum armature, each with eight coils and
eight commutator sectors. 190^ Installation News III.

62/1 Highspeed tends to undue friction and wear of the com-
mutator surface. 1916 Staftdardization. RvUs A mer, Inst.

Electr. Eng. 47 Brush Friction ofCommutator and Collector

Kings.

2. A device effecting the automatic exposure of

photographic plates at given intervals during a

total eclipse of the sun.

1897 D. P. Todd in Astrophys. Jml, V, 323 The basis of

the commutator is an old chronograph with a ten-inch

cylinder. 1900 — in Rep. Brit. Assoc. Adv. Set, 674 The
commutator regulated the exposures and recorded their

times as well

Comm.ute, v. Add : 6. Electr, trans. To
regulate (ihe direction of an electric current), esp, so

that the direction of the current is made continuous.

X896 S. P. Thomp£ON Dyn.'Electr. Mack. (ed. 5) 438 The
commutator has 54 segments, and there are 54 'commuting
coils*. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 578/1 The current may
be commuted. Ibid. 579/2 To commute its direction in any
coil as it passes through the interpolar gap.

Compact, sb.'^ Delete "^Obs. and add :

e. Compact powder or rouge, or the case con-

taining this.

1930 Woman s Life 12 July 9/2 If you cannot buy a com-
pact to fit your powder case, try this recipe.

Compag^on de voyage (kompanyon dp

vwa>a5). [Fr.] A travelling companion.
1768 Sterne Sent, yourn. I. 97 Do not one half of our

gentry go with a hum-drum coutpagnon du voiage the same
round. 1840 Thackeray Misc.^ Sfuibby GenteelStory (1857)

IV. 294 H er fair compagiwn de iwyage^ whose name was Miss
Runt. 1883 Ld. Saltoun Scraps II. iv. 118 Colonel Martin,
mycompagnon de voyage from Southampton to Malta.

Companion, sb.^ Add :

L d. Astr. The less brilliant member of a double

star system or pair of stars.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 752/1 Partial eclipses caused by
the interposition of a dark companion moving around them
[sc. stars of the Algol type]. 1928 W. M. Smart Sun^ Stars

ff Universe xiv. 215 The faint companion of Sirius.

10. companion cell Bot,^ a cell that accompanies

another cell, as each of the cells associated with the

sieve tubes ; companion cropping, a system of

cultivation by which two or more kinds of crops are

grown together on the same piece of land.

1887 tr. Strasburger's Bot, 146 Sieve-tubes, whose *com-
panion-cells are the cells with narrower cavities, which
follow towards the exterior. 190a Encycl. ^rrV.XXV. 417/1
The proteid cells of the phloem are here always sister-cells

of the leptoids and are known as companion -eel Is.

Companionate (k^mpse'nydn^it), a. Delete

j-O^j. and add: 2. Phr. Companionate marriage^
marriage with legalized birth-control and provision

for divorce by mutual consent. Also ellipt,

1927 Weekly Disp. 26 June i There has arisen a group
within the Church in America which sanctions an 'open
mind ' on the subject of relations between the sexes without
marriage, provided birth control is exercised. This group
employs the high-sounding phrase of 'companionate
marriage'. 1928 B.B. Lindsey&W. ^vk^s Companionate
Marr. p. v, Birth control has brought the Companionate
into existence.

Company, sh, 10. Add: (sense 7) company
promoter ; company sergeailt major, senior

warrant officer of a company.
1893 W. S. Gilbert Utopia i, A ^Company promoter this.

1913 Army Order 323 fis In each company there will be
eventually a "company serjeant-major and a company
quartermaster-scrjeant. For the present the duties of these
appointments will be carried out by the existing colour-
serjeants. 1919 G. K. Rose 2/4/A Oxf. ^ Bucks Lt, Infty.

125 Moberly, Company Sergeant-Major Cairns, and Guest
. .greatly distinguished themselves in the task of maintaining
this exposed position.

Comparatival (k^mpseratsi'val),^. [f. Com-
parative a. 2j sb, I.] Belonging to the compara-

tive degree.
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1900 F. Hall in Nation (N.Y.) 32 Mar. 220 Though its ter-

mination is comparatival, yet, primarily,,, it denoted addi-

tion.

Comparison, sb. Add

:

9. aitrib, and 6'(3ff/(5., as comparison plate, each
of the photographic plates of a planet, etc., taken
at different stations and used for comparison in

astronomical research ; comparison spectrum, a
spectrum formed for comparison wave-length by
wave-length with the spectrum under observation.

1905 Westm. Gaz, 12 Oct. 12/1 The probable absence of
good *comparison plates from other places—whereby the
planet could be identified..—Is very disappointing, x8^
G. F. Chambers Handbk. Descr. ^ Pract. Astron. vin. iv,

(ed. 4) II. 372 I'he light from the terrestrial substance which
gives the *comparison spectrum. 1897 Daily News 18 June
8/3 When the problem had to be solved of a satisfactory in-

troduction of light for the comparison spectrum.

Compartment. Add :

6. b. Also of other vehicles (cf. *8),

d. Forestry, (See quot.) U,S,
1905 l^ernts Forestry Sf Lodging 7 The unit of area treated

in the working plan. The size and the shape of compart-
ments are determined mainly by topographic features. Ibid,

23 Stand viethody that method of conservative lumbering in

which reproduction is secured from self-sown seed by means
of successive cuttings.. .Syn.: compartment system.

6. b. Used (esp. atlrib.) of methods of dealing

with business in sections, as of the parliamentary

rule to facilitate the passing of a bill by dealing

with it in separate portions and allotting a limit of

time for the discussion and closure of each.

1893 Westm. Gaz. 5 July 2/2 At the close of each compart-
ment he [sc. the Chairman] simplybecomes the instrument of

the House in recording its decision... Closure by compart-
ment must be supplemented with closure by clause. 1896
Daily News 25 Feb. 5/6 The necessity of having the com-
partment principle engrafted on the rule.

8. (sense 5 b) compartment car, train, vehicle
;

(sense 5 c) compartment built adj. ; compartment
boat, a boat built with watertight compartments.
1894 Daily News i Sept. 6/7 The *compartment boats

sinking in Goole Docks. 189a Ibid. 4 July 7/3 She is •com-
partment built,.. and this has saved her from an immediate
catastrophe. 1928 Manck, Guardian Weekly 26 Oct. 335/1
They live in *compartment cars, which are more or less like

the European wagonlit. 1907 Daily Chron. 6 Sept. 7/6 The
inconvenience on the car trains is certainly not so great as on
the ^compartment trains. 1908 Westm. Gaz, 17 Dec lo/i

Single-decked *compartment vehicles.

Compass, sb.^ D, Add: compass course,

a course steered by compass; spec Naut. and
Aeronaut,, the line of direction indicated by the

compass but not actually taken by a boat or air-

ship, allowance having been made for deviation

caused by wind, currents, etc.

1851 Family Friend IV, 294/1 Compass, which registers

upon paper the compass course which a vessel has been
steerecfinfor twenty-four hours. 1880 C. R. Markham Perttv,

Bark 201 To shape a direct compass-course over the Cordil-

leras from Sandia to Vilque. 1900 Westm, Gaz. 13 Jan. 3/2
It is not a simple matter to keep a given compass course at

night. IJJ16 Barber Aeroplane Speaks 39 Our compass
course will then be in the direction A-E. Ibid. 41 A very
simple way of calculating the compass course.

Compass-plant. U,S, (See Compass j^.' D.,
s. V. compass-^ower,^
X848 A. Gray Man._ Bot. (1857) 216 Lower leaves, .on the

wide open prairies, said to present their edges uniformly north
and south, and hence called Compass-Plant. 1857 Trans,
III. Agric, Soc. 1 1. 671 The large fleshy root oftherasin-weed,

or compass-plant (Silpkiniuin laciniatum') appeared to have
been eaten very freely in Autumn at least. 1870 Amer.
Naturalist IV. 580 The plant popularly known as the

compass plant.

Compel, V, Add : 1. d. absoL Also Com-
pe'lling///. a,

1903 R. Langbbidce Flame ff Flood\\y A voice that, .asked
like a child, . . coerced like a man, compelled like the hiddtng
of the Cosmos. 1904 Lillie T. Meade Love Triumphant
III. i, ' I have powerful hands ', was his answer, ' hands that
compel ', 1908 Daily Chron. 30 Sept. 3/4 The book is said

to he very realistic and powerful, sincere and compelling.

Compensate, v. Add

:

4. b. Electr. esp. in ppl. adjs. with reference to

Coxupensa'tion, or the neutralization of one mag-
netomotive or electromotive force by another.

1896 D. C. & J. P. Jackson Altem. Curr. II. 316 The
Westinghouse, so-called, 'compensated voltmeter'. 1896
S. P. Thompson Dyn.'Electr, Mack. (ed. 5) 392 An iron

structure, slotted.. to receive the compensating conductors.
Ibid. 395 Sayers' compensating winding with commutator
coils. Ibid. 800 Compensated armatures. 1906 A. Russell,
Altern, Curr, II. 40 Let «'C' be the compensating ampere-
turns on each field magnet. 1909 C. F. Smith Pract. Altern.
Currents (ed. 4) 415 Compensation for Armature Reaction.
Ibid, 416 'I'he compensating winding employed in a series

motor consists of ati additional winding on the stator placed
with its axis midway between the main poles, and connected
either in series with the main circuit or short-circuited on
itself. Ibid. 427 A compensated motor will start from rest

with a low power-factor.

Compare (Uonpfr). Delete Obs. and add :

2. The organizer or general director of a musical

or vaudeville entertainment.
1928 Weekly DisPatck 24 June 15 The genial Davy

Burnaby seems to be quite content as a cabaret compere.
He lias got together a company for the underground grill of
the Piccadilly.

Compilatory, a. Delete rare and add quots.

COMPLICANT.

1894 Temple Bar Mar. 441 Journalistic, compilatory,

biographical work. 1906 Daily Chron. 2 Aug. 3/3 There is

far more of the compilatory than of the confessional element

in his volume.

Complainant, «• Delete "^Obs. and add

:

1897 Daily News 23 July 4/5 The conference between the
Postmaster-General and the complainant sections of the Post
Office servants.

Complainee. (Earlier Amer. example.)

1770 J. Adams Wks. (1854) IX. 479 These might have de-

termmed whether the complainers or complainces have most
to boast of.

Complected, ///. <z-2 U,S. (Earlier and later

examples.)
182a Amer. Beacon (Norfolk, Va.) 8 Jan, 3/3 Advt., He is

well made, light complected. 1834 H. Bkackenridge Recoil.

xix. 224 The next morning., poor Grearcs's face,.became
sallow complected and as spotted as a flounder. 1883
' Mark Twain ' Li/e Mississippi lix, Monstrous bluffs oa
both sides of the river—ragged, rugged, dark complected.

^1906 *0. Henry* Trimmed Lamp etc. 66 A heavy-sot

man, sandy complected, about twenty-nine.

Complement, sb. Add

:

5. i. Biol, Chem. In Ehrlicli's theory of immu-
nization, a substance of the nature of a ferment,

which acts in conjunction with an amboceptor

;

also called addiment^ alexin, or cytase.

1900 tr. Ekrlich's Immunity in Proc. R. Soc. LXVI. 443
Solutions containing either only the ' immune body * or only
the 'complement' were brought in contact with suitable blood
corpuscles. 1901-5 jfmt. Exper. Med.W\. 282 Two principles

are concerned in lysis. , . One . . is the product ofimrnunization.
..The other is normally present in the body juices.. .This
latter principle, on account of the complemenial nature of

its action, they [sc. Ehrlich and Morgenroth] propose to call

the ' complement '. . . This body is called ' alexm * by Bordet,

and probably agrees in part with the body of the same name
described by Buchner. Metchnikoff calls it 'cytase *. 1903
Med. Record 14 Feb. 249 (Cent. Diet. Suppl.) [Bordet and
Ehrlich] recognize the importance of an association of the
amboceptor as a condition for the eff'ective action of the

complement fcytase). 1903 [see *Addiment].

Complementary, a. Add: 1. d. (See quots.)

1891 W7SMA RT tr. Bohm-Baiverk's Positive^ Theory Capital
ix. 170 Thus, for instance, paper, pen and ink, needle and
thread, cart and horse, bowand arrow,.,and soon, are com-
plementary goods. Ibid. 175 Almost every product is the

result of the conaperation of a group of complementary goods
consistingofusesof ground, labour, fixed and floating capital.

x89a Palgrave's Diet. Pol. Econ. 380/1 Complenuntaty
goods, this expression is used by the Austrian economist
ftlenger-.who describes goods as of first, second, or higher

rank in order of production... This conception becomes of

special interest when the value of the complementary goods
is considered for each separately.

Com.pleme*ntopliilCey «. Biol. Chem, [L

Complement j^. 5 i + -phil.] Having affinity for,

or uniting with, the complement.
1903 Lancet 4 Apr. 943 The amboceptor will unite with

the bacterium by its haptophore group, the complement will

then fit into the complementopbile group of the amboceptor
and the bacterium will be destroyed.

Com.plex, sb. Add

:

3. Psycho-analysis, A group of ideas of a spon-

taneous and emotional character associated by the

individual with a particular subject, often indicat-

ing a kind of mental abnormality arising from re-

pressed instincts or the like. Hence colloq. in vague

use, a fixed mental tendency or obsession, esp. in phr.

inferiority complex.
The use of the term was establishedby CG. Jung, ofZurich,

in 1907 {Ueber die Psyckolcgie der Dementia Prnecox\
but it originated with Neisser in 1906 {Individuaiitdt und
Psychcse).
Z910 £. Jones {title) The CEdipus-Complex as an Explana-

tion of Hamlet's Mystery, igxx Mitchell Trans. Psycho-
Med. Soc. in Sidis Diagnosis Psychopathic Dis. 418 The
delay in our response lo the stimulus is due to the inhibitions

exercised by the manifold of associated complexes that have
been aroused to function. 1913 Jung in Trans. Internai.

Congress Med. xii. 67 The unconscious existence of manifold

phantasies, which have their final root in the infantile past

and turn around the so-called ' Kern-complex ', or nucleus-

complex, which may be qualified in male individuals as the

CEdipus-complex and in females as the Electra-complex.

X919 Athenxum 23 May 360/2 Without the adjective

[' mental '\ * a complex ' is now a polite euphemism for a bee

in one's bonnet. 1920 B. Low Psycho-Analysis 87 Freud's

theory of the Complex is inevitably bound up with that of
Repression. I9ax Punch 5 Jan. 2/a The distressing complex
developed by his ordeal shows no signs of subsidence. 1904
N. P. Williams Ideas 0/ Fall <$ Orig. Sin (1927) p. xxix,

We therefore identify the ' inherited infirmity ' of theology

with ' inherited weakness of herd-complex '. X9S4 Leacock
Garden of Folly 47 The man is rushed off to a rest-house to

have his complex removed. X9a6 McDougall Introd. Soc.

FsychoL 403 The psycho-analysts use the term * complex ' to

cover both the normal sentiments and the morbidly repressed

sentiments. I have urged that by restricting the term
' complex ' to the latter, and using the term ' sentiment * for

the former, we usefully differentiate our terminology.
^
19x6

— Outline Abnormal Psychol, xxvil 433 The inferiority

complex is an important factor in some neurotics. i9»7

Arnold Bknnett IVomanwho Stole Everything, Umbrella.

iil 165 * Muriel's losing her sex-complex. * ' What on earth

do you mean, boy ?
'

* She's getting herself tangled up with

some man.' Ibid., Death, etc. iv. 301 She raised herself on

her elbows and kissed him ; she had no forbidding complex.

1938 Punch 8 Feb. 157 A fond aunt with a commiseration

complex.

Conxplicant (k^*mplikant), a. Ent, [ad.L.

compiicdntem^ pr. pple. of complicare to fold to-

gether : see Complicate.] Of elytra : Overlapping.
x8s6 KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 334.



COMPLICATION.

Complication. Add : 4. a Psychol. The
simultaneous association of the perceptions or ideas

received through different senses,

1894 tr. /K IVundfs Huftt, <V Anim. Psychol. 285 These
connections of ideas of disparate senses which are referred
to the same objects, and so belong closely together, we may
term with Hcrbart complications. 2898 G. K. Stout Man.
Psychol, I. 91 'Ihe process is c^^^complication^ because
the result is merely a change in the constitution of ^, and
for Ihe most part an increase in its complexity.

Complimentarily, <idv. (Earlier U.S. ex-

ample.)
1809 A Henrv Travels 297 These amusements were given

to us complimentarily, by the chief.

Component. B. sb. 2. Add : Applied spec,

to the separate parts of motor cars and bicycles.

Hence altrib. and Comb., as component maker;
comfHtfient'huilt adj-

1896 Daily Setvi 2 July 2/5 Manufacturers of cycle and
cycle components. 1897 l6iil. 39 Mar. 8 7 Cycle tube and
component makers. 1907 Daily Chron. 18 Jan. o/a A com-
ponent-built machine. 19x5 Morris Chvners Man. 95 The
replacing of any worn component by a new one.

Comport, sb!^ [The earlier evidence now avail-

able shows that compote in this sense (see *Compote
3 below) is later than comport^
1771 in J. E. Nightingale C<»«/rr3. A. E. Porcelain (iZBi) 116

Four shell pattern comports, enamel'd in flowers. 1783 /Irid,

p. Ixxxii, A capital desert service of Worcester,.. containing
18 comports of various shapes. 1811 in Jewitt Ceramic Art
Gt. Brit. (1878) II. 107, 4 Comports of Land-Scapes, 6 Com-
oorts of plants. 186a Catal. Intemat. Exhib., Brit. II.

No. 6769 Dessert service of flint glass^ .. consisting of de-
canters, carafes, finger basins, ice plates, elevated comports,
jugs. ..and other glasses. 19*4 H. Barnard Chats on
Wedgwood Ware 91 Dessert baskets, comports, compotiersL
custard stands and cups, and candlesticks.. in plain gUued
cream colour.

Com portier, comporteer, var. ff, Compotier.
J7<54 Felix rarleys Jml. 22 Dec. in Pountney Old Bristol

Potteries (1920) 225 Matchless pieces of the fine Chelsea in
Figures, Dishes, Plates, Comportiers. i8sa Auction Catal,
Fonthill Abbey 31 Two old Derby montepbs...N!ne com-
portiers of the same. Ibid. 66, s rich Japan comportiers,
cxtyt in E. A. Barber Pottery 4. F&rcelain U.S. (1893)
150 Gravy boats, .square comforts, .high comporteers. .cake
stands. 186a Catal. Internal. Exhib., krit, II. No. 6897,
Dessert comportiers, with parian supports.

Gompositioiial, a. Delete rare and add :

19U Daily Mnil% Nov. 13 The compositional lines are so
obvious that if the left half of the picture were covered up it

would be.. easy to fiil in mentally the hidden part. 1917
Observer 10 July 14/2 This defiance of compositional rules.

19^ Ibid. 17 June 14/3 All the artists so far mentioned are
mainly concerned with compositional problems.

Compote. Add

:

L b. A dish coDiisting of fruit salad or (mixed)
stewed fruit.

i963 Mrs. Bretoh Bk. Househ. Afanagefn, 11541 Tako
out the lemon peel, pour the syrup over the figs and the
compete, when cold, will be re.idy for uble. 19*5 F. B. Jack
Gd. Houtek Cook. Bk. 193 If the compote is not being us«I
forchildrenalittlered wine may be added to the syrup when
stewing the pears.

3, (In fall compote-dish.) « Compobt jd.2 orig,

a 190^ in A. Hayden Ckatt Engl. Ckimm 160 Dessert service
. . consisting ofone tall compdie, seven oval dishes tetc]. 19*6
Tribune (Chicago) 1 1 June, Compotes. . . These may also be
used as mayonnaise or bonbon dishes.

Compoted (k^-mp<ned), a, [f. Compote x -i-

-ED 2.] Forming compotes, made into compotes.
19S0 C Ranhofer Epicurean 11 Compoted dried fruits.

1928 Daily Express 4 June 5/3 [Strawberries] jellied and
competed.

Compotier (konpoty^. [ad. F. compotier^ f.

CoiiFOTE.] - Comport sbJi ; also, a dish for stewed
fruit.

17S5 in W. King Chelsea Porcelain (igaa) « One oval
scollop'd compotier, 2 large scollop'd ditto, 2 heart-shaped
ditto, and 4 nurl'd.^ xj^ Pennsylvania Ledger ao Apr.,
Joseph Stansbury. .is selling ofT. .his baking dishes, com-
poliers, pudding dishes [etcj. 1851 OJ'ic. Descr. ff Illustr,
Catal. Gt. Exhib. II, 720/1 Cfcntrc pieces, compoiiers, dessert
plates, &c, chased, painted, and gilt. 1856 J. C. Robinsom
Invent. Objects Mus. Ornamental Art -^ Oval-shaped

I
Compotiere *. i86s Record Intemat. Exhib. 419 b, The

introduction of parian for decorative purposes in centre-
pieces, compotieres, &C., is Messrs. Minton's forte. 1885
A. H. Church Engl. Porcelain 51 One of the most popular
of all theornameiiul pieces made in English china factories
during the la.st century is ihe ' shell centre-piece ', or ctfm/ir//«r,
for the de>sert uble. It consisted of from one to five tiers of
scallops.

Compound^ sb.^ Add :

2. In JS. Africa, an enclosure designed to pre-
vent the smuggling of diamonds, within which the
labourers in the Kimborley diamond mines live and
remain dtiring their term of employment (see quot.

1893) and have no communication with the outside,
all necessaries being supplied by shops, etc. within
thecompound . atlnb. ,^scompoundmanager^ system

.

^•93 T. Cook Mission Tour 25 The men sign articles to
remam in the>e compounds for a certain period, usually six
months, and arc not allowed to leave (or any cause until the
time has expired. 1897 EtnMrt 11 Dec, The Compound
system saved the mines from the clutches of the illicitdiamond
bu]%rs. t^xCo'itettip. Rev. Mar. 320 How does he [ic. the
native] get into the Kimberley compounds? Hegoes there
of bis own accord. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 19 June 2/2 A riot at
ihe Nour&e Mine, .in which 400 Chinese wrecked the bouse
M the compound manager.
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ConxpOtLnd, <2. 2. e. Add: compound-winding;
'•wound adj.

1884 S. P. Thompson Dyn.-Electr. Mach. 96 Compound
windings may be arranged in several diflferent ways. If
wound on the same core the shunt coils are sometimes wound
outside the series coils: less frequently the series coils are
outside the shunt. Ibid. 98 The compound-wound or self-
regulating dynamos, iocs Encycl. Brit. XXVI I. 587 /2 Com-
pound-winding . . was first used by S. A. Varlcyand by Brush.

Compound, v. Add :

2. f. Eiectr. trans. To wind the field magnets of
(a dynamo) so that it will be excited by a current
flowinjT through both a shunt and a series coil.

1884 HiGcs Magn. ^ Dyft.-Electr. Mach. 253 The Gulcher
machine.. has been 'compounded,' or made self-regulating,
by winding the field-magnets, so as to secure a constant
potential at the terminals, zgoa Encycl. Brit. XXVI I. 588/1
Ifthe series-turns are still further increased, the voltage may
be made to rise with an increasing load, and the machine is
' over-compounded ',

16. Racing slang. Of an animal : To fail to
maintain its speed or strength, give out, fail.

1876 CoursingCal. 126 It is difficult to say whether the best
of the dog puppies came off successful, as they were all

begintiing to compound to-day. zc^ Observer 17 June 28/6
Once in the line for home, Goose Kiss did not remain at the
head of affairs, for he compounded rapidly.

Compounded, ppl. a. Add : 4. Compounded
tenancy ^ tenancy by which the tenant's rates are
included in his rent, and paid by the landlord.
1905 Daily Chron. 18 May 3/4 The owners of * flats ' and

other 'compounded 'tenancies get off with somuchabatement.
Compounder. Add

:

1. b. Compounder of medicine, an apothecary
attached to the army medical corps.
1894 Campbell-Bannerman in Hansard's Pari. Deb.

Ser. IV. XXVI. 830 With regard to the apothecaries, be was
glad to say they were an expiring body, and as they ceased
their places were taken by a class of non-commissioned
ofiicers who were called compounders of medicine. 1899
Daily Neivs 21 Dec. 3/1 Royal Army Medical Corps.
Compounders of medicine are lu'gently required for service
in South Africa.

Compresence (kfimprczens). Delete '\Obs.

and add mod. examples.
1930 A, S. Pringle-Pattisom Itlea »/ God 354 The corn-

presence of all these moments in a single experience. 19x4
Hktherincton Life * Lett. Sir H. Jones 163 'There are
minds and there are tnin^s.*. .

' They interact. During their
interaction there is knowing.' But their interaction is not.

.

the casual outcome of their ' compresence ' or co-existence.

Compress, J^. 2. Add: Also, an establishment
in which cotton bales are compressed. U,S, coltoq,

1907 Westm. Gas^a^ Sept. 6/3 [Mississippi.] The Gulf Com-
press Company.
Compress, v. Add: 2. o. To subject to com-

prcssioa in au air-lock. CC *Di;coMrRE8S v.

Compression. Add : L d. The reduction in

volume ofthe explosive charge ofgas and air drawn
into the cylinder of an engine using this power.
1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 523/1 Compression did not in

his case incr^se what may be called the theoretical thermo-
dynamic efficiency. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 20 Aug. 4/2 It has been
aptly stated that the carburetter is the lungs of the internal-
combustion engine, and in a simitar way the compression
may be said to represent the muscle. loia Motor Manual
3*7 No engine ever pulled well with feeble compression.

e. The resistance of the steam left in an engine
cylinder after the exhaust is closed.
187X English. Mechanic 7 July 377 The relative ratios of

compression and of expansion during the exhaust and steam
strokes. 1883 M.N. Foknby Catechism ofLocomotive 44 The
steam-port is also closed to the exhaust, or compression, as
it iscalled. 1886 Sci. Amer. (N.S.) LI V. 56/2 'Compression '

[in a steam-engine] is confinement of steam by closing the ex-
haust opetiing before the return stroke is ended, thus cans*
ing a rise in pressure.

t. The process of subjecting to compressed air in

an air-lock.
rao6 [see *Decompbbss v\
O. compression gauge, ^P^^^S I compresalon rib

(see quot.) ; compression stroke, the stroke of the
piston effecting the compression ofthe gas and air

in the cylinder of an engine.
X9ts Motor Man, 334 Each cylinder fails to show a high

reading on a •compression gauge. 1918 Farrow Diet. Mil.
Terms, ^Compression Rib, in an aeroplane, a rib that acts
as an ordinary rib, besides bearing the stress of compression
Produced by the tension ofthe internal bracing wires. 1904
OUNG Compl. Motorist (ed. 2) 82 The steering on the car is

of an exceedingly strong character...Very strong and stiff

•compression springs effectually prevent any possibility of
'backlash '. 1893 li. Donkin Gas, Oil, f^ Air Engines vii.

(1896) 89 The •compression stroke forces this residuum and
part of the fresh charge up the narrow passage leading to
the hot tube, and causes i(;nition. 1^08 Westm. Gaz. 22 Oct.

4/3 The compression-stroke, in which the piston, by its up-
ward motion compresses the charge of gas into the head of
the cylinder. 191s Motor Man. 237 The power is developed
during a complete cycle of four strokes. .one occurring at
each half revolution or every stroke of the piston; thus
(i) suction stroke, (2} compression stroke [etc.].

Compressor. Add : 2. One who compresses,
spec, the attendant or operator of a compressing
machine. Also compressor man,
1990 Glasgcrw Herald 3 July 8 John K. Robertson, com-

pressor,., allowed ihrec gallons of oil to escape from a com-
pressed-air engine. 1911 Diet. Occup, Terms (1027) } 088
Compressor man;., oj^cintc^t by hand, machine which com-
presses charge of partially dried coal into a solid cake [etc. J.

Ibid. ( 148 Compressor, carbonic acid gas.

CONALBUMIN.

Comprim.aria (kprnpr^ma-ria). [It., fern, of
comprzmariOf f. com — Con- -t- primo, -a (as in
Prima donna) + -«?-/<?, ~a, -aryI.] A singer who
ranks with a prima donna.
1900 Daily News 2 Feb. 6/6 Tagliafico. .playing, .only a

small part, while his wife.. enacted the equally useful role
of comprimaria.

Compromise, sb. Add

:

7. Used attrib, in sense 5, esp, to define a thing
intermediate between two others or possessing an
accommodating combination of characteristics.
1893 Westm. Gaz. 17 Oct. 7/3 It issaidthata compromise

amendment will be laid before the Senate to-morrow. 1894
Outing (\J.S.) XXIV. 477/1 In 1876 he designed Petrel, a
compromise cutter, x^^ EngineeringMag, XV. 102 Better
practice requires that the exhaust or low-pressure steam
should be used, supplemented by high-pressure steam from
the boilers, the combination giving the desired temperature.
There are several similar compromise points, which need not
be mentioned. 1904 Daily Chron. 21 Oct. 5/6 The House
of Deputies subseq^uently adopted by a great majority a
compromise resolution. 1906 Ibid. 24 Oct. 6/6 Wellington
is a compromise capital. Auckland, the original capital, was
too far north to suit the southern folks, and Dunedin..was
too far south to be tolerated by the northerners.

Com.ptometer (k(7mPtp-mit3j). [app. f. F,
compte Count sb}- + -ometer.] A calculating-ma-
chine.

1894 Work 24Mar. 151 Burroughs' accountant and compto-
meter. igo^Eftgin. Vf/a^. Julj^ 612 The Comptometer is akey-
operated machine for performing the four basic mathematical
operations, igai Did, Occup, 'Terms (1927) § 939 Compto-
meter operator. 1929 B'ham Post 17 Aug. 3/6 (Advt.)
Comptometer operators. . .Comptometer school.

Com.pulsioxiist. Delete noftce-wd. and add

:

spec, an advocate of compulsory military service.
1906 Westm. Gaz. 13 Mar. 4/2 That we must protect our-

selves against theConscriptionistsand Compulsionists. loij
Earl OF Oxf. & Asquith J/^j-zw. * Rejl. (1928J II. 109 Iwo
vital matters., which it seems to me the compulsionists have
never thought out.

Comrade. Add : f. Used by socialists and
communists as a prefix to the surname, to avoid
such titles as * Mr.' Hence used appellatively for

a fellow socialist or communist.
1884 Justice 13 Sept. 7/1 A meeting was held. .on Sunday

last by Comrades Kelly and Maguire... Comrade Maguire
spoke at some length on the *Aims of Socialism'. 1883
Ibid. 25 July 3/2 Our comrade pointed out how the land was
one of the means by which the labour of the workers was
exploited by an idle class. 1887 Commonzveal la Feb. 56/1
We held an outdoor meeting on Sunday morning on Mitcham
Fair Green. Comrade Kitz and other Merton comrades
assisted. 1930 Hard Raymond Robins* Own Story 58 ' Yes '

said Trotzky, * I'll make the order *. He made it. It began :

To Comrades Podvotsky, Krylenko and Elizarov. 1928
Illustr. Hist. Russian Rev. I. 189 'I'wo comrades, Lashe-
vitch and Kurayev, spoke to the soldiers.

Co'mradeless, a. [f. CoHRADii: + -less.] With-
out a comrade or comrades.
1891 H. C Hallioay Someone Must Suffer III. xvi. 264

Alone and comradeless in the battle of life. 1913 K. Brooks
Clouds Poems (1918) 31 Some pause in their grave wandering
comradeless.

Com.stOCker7 (ki^'mst^kari). [f. the name of
Anthony Comslock, an American who attacked the
nude in art.] Opposition to the realistic in art or

literature. So Co'mstooktsm ; C6*m8tocker, one
who advocates or practises Comstockery; Co'm-
stocklsh a.

1905 G. B. Shaw in iV. Vork Times 26 Sept. 1/7 Com-
stockery is the world's standing joke at the expense of the
United States. Ibid, a/ 1 The good intentions of the leaders
of the Comstockers. Ibid., Socialism may become the . . Puri-
tanism of the Comstocker. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 27 Nov.
4/3 Played by American ladies one can only say, discreetly,
that it is Comstockisb. 1909 Ware Passing English^
Comstockism (Amer.-£ng., 1885 on), opposition to the nude
in art. 1919 J. B. Cabell Jurgen (igai) Foreword p. xvi,
She is the Mrs. Grundy of the Lesby ; she is Comstockery :

and her shadow is common-sense. i9a3 Aldous Huxlkv
On the Margin, Pleasures 45 Such minor menaces as Pro-
hibition, Lord Northclifie, Mr. Bryan, Comstockery. x9>7
Observer 2^ Mar. jsy/i The afwstles of Comstockery—sour-
faced persons who think only in terms of suppression.

Con. Add : b. At Harrow School, abbrev. of
Construe sb.

1905VACHELL 7'/i*/^/V/iii,Wemust mugupour 'cons' well
enough to scrape along without *pun^ ' and extra school. 1906
Westm, Gas. 17 Dec. i i/i He ' skewed ' his ' cons ' and * reps '.

o. Abbrev, of Confidence. Used altrib. in con
game, man, talk, etc. (Also ellipt.) U,S,
1896 G. Adb Artie i, 5 He was.,puttin* up the large juicy

con talk. Ibid. 8 Not that I'm strong on the con talk. 1903
N. v. Sun 30 Nov. 7 Two sailors say he worked the ' con
game on them. 1911 H. Quick Veliowstone N. xii. 318 The
cinnersure of the eye of every sure-thing or con-man on
South Halsted street. 1918 F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial m.
87Thestuff of which con men and race-track touts., are made.
Hence Con v, trans. , to swindle, dupe.
1896 G. Ade Ariie iv. 35 Don't try to con me with no such

talk. 1908 G. H. LoRiMER y. Spurlockw. J03 The detective
began to get a little angry. ' You've been conned, Miss Grey.
. . He's all to the bad '. 1917 Mathewson Sec. Base Sloan
xiv. 196 Don't let anyone con you into signing a contract.

Conalbumin (k^nselbiu'min). Chem, [Con-.]
The second albumin in egg white.
19x1 J. A MANDtL tr. Hammarsten's Physiol, Chem. 602

I'be ovalbumin, like the conalbumin, has the properties of

the albumins in general 19S5 A. P. Matthews Physiol,

Chem. (ed. 4) 326.
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Conaut (kf'nde'nt). Name ofCharles A. C<J»tf«/,

an American financier, designating the silver cur-

rency introduced into the Philippine Islands in 1903
by the United States ofAmerica. Also sb.^ a Conant
coin» esp, the peso.

1906 Mrs.C Dauncey EngUsktv. in Philippines iii. 20The
money here is a dollar currency called Conant, which is worth
as. id-—half the American dollar. Ibid. iv. 27 'Ihe Mexican
dollar, which is only about two-thirds of the Conant unit.

Conation. Add : 3. Sociology* Social effort,

esp. ofacommimity to improve its environment.
1903 L. F. Ward Pure Social. 11. xi. 247 We are now pre-

pared to consider the third dynamic principle, which I call

conation. JUd., Conation or social effort could not be under,
stocxl without a clear conception of the true nature of a
dynamic action.

Concaver (k^*nk?ivaj). [f. Concave j^. + -erI.]

One who hollows out the sides ofa boot last.

1941 Did. Occup, Tenns (1927) § 486 Concaver^ iast con-
caver. . hollows out sides of boot last by holding wood against
shaped power-driven cutter.

Co*ncaving,///. a. [f. Concave v. + -ing 2.]

Curving inwards.
187X Nesbitt CaicU, Slade Coll, Class 77 A very broad

concaving neck.

Concede, z^. Add: Examples ofusage regarded
as characteristic of U.S.A.
1905 IVesint. Gas. 15 Nov. 3/2 The Norwegian Referen-

dum returns are not quite complete, but the Republicans
'concede* (as they say m the United States) that tlie country
desires, .to offer the vacant throne to Prince Charles of Den-
mark.^ X908 lf^esfm.Caz.ai Feb. a/2 If we 'concede', as the
Americans say, West Worcester, our opponents, on their part,
'concede'^ West Carmarthen. 1908 Daily Chron. 3 Nov.
4 '6 He hid in terror, and contrived to Iiave a telegram
dispatched to Mr. Cleveland ' conceding * his election.

Conceivability. Add :

2. A conceivable circumstance or event,

1893 H. Spencer in I'op. Set. Monthly XLIII. 33 Let us
consider closely these several conceivabilities.

Concentrado (kfjusentra-d^?). [Sp., properly

pa. pple. of coiuentrar to Concentrate.] A con-
centration camp.
1898 Daily Nevjs 7 Mar. 5/4 The distressed concentrados

in Cuba. 1901 Wesim. Gaz. 24 June 1/3 Such matters as
farm-burning and the * concentrado' policy.

Concentratedly, adv, [f. Concentrated
ppL «. +-LY 2.] In a concentrated manner.

Z891 New Rev. June 499 Mr. Irving worked moreconcen-
tratedly than all the other actors put together. 1928 Daily
Express 1 1 June 3/7 The body , . will not beso conceulratedly
engaged in assimilating * big ' meals.

Concentration. Add

:

6. atirib, : concentxation camp, a camp where
non-combatants of a district are accommodated,
such as those instituted by Lord Kitchener during
the South African War of 1899-1902; concen-
tration cell Eiectr.y a cell whose difference of po-
tential is due to the difference of concentration of
the solutions in which the electrodes are immersed.
1901 J. Ellis Sp. in Ho. Comm. i Mar.. The policy of

placing the women and children confined in the Concentra-
tion camps in South Africa, whose husbands and fathers
are in the field, on reduced rations. X901 Contenip. Rev.
Oct. 528 Considerable controversy has taken place concerning
the Concentration Camps. 1900 Amer, Jml. Phys. Chem.
IV. 413 The electromotive force of some*concentration cells

and of cells with zinc and copper electrodes in organic
solvents. 1916 W. C. McLewis Phys. Cktm. IL 194 Con-
centration Cells with Single Selections.

Concentrator. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1833 B. SiLLiMAN Man. Sugar Cane 66 Without running

any nsk of burning the sugar, the contents of the concen-
trator are emptied into the cooler.

Concentric, «. Add :

2. g. Electr. Concentric cable j a cable of several

conductors, consisting of a central wire surrounded
by insulated tubes arranged concentrically. So
concentric main,
1893 J. A. Fleming Altern. Curr. Trans/, IT. 151 Simple

straight-joint coupling in Siemens and Halske concentric
cable.

_
Jbiil, 316 Mr. Ferranti designed for the London

Electric Supply Corporation a form of concentric main, in-
tended for extra high-pressure service.

h. Photogr. Concentric lens, a symmetrical
doublet lens of two combinations, the surfaces of
which are spherical and concentric
Z89S Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. 29 Apr. 273/1 We have on previ-

ous occasions spoken of a patent new *concentric ' lens. 190a
Plncycl. Brit. XXXI. 695/1 The first lens made with the
new glasses was Dr. Schroeder's * Concentric '.

Concept, sb. Add : 2. b. attrib.
1894CBE1CHTON- S: TiTCHENER tr. Wnndi's Hum. ^Anim.

Psychol, xxi. 310 They serve to invest the concept-idea with
the consciousne<;s of its vicarious signincance, and with the
resultant concept- feeling. 1901 J. M. Baldwin Did. Philos.
if Psychol. I. 208/1 The concept trianele comprehends an
indefinite multiplicity of actual or possible triangles.

Conception. Add: L d. aitrib,^ ik% conception-
control (cf. birth-control'),

1930 Lambeth Con/. Encycl. Lei. 44 The Conference
records its strong condemnation of the use of any methods of
conception-control from motives of selfishness, luxury, or
mere convenience.

Conce'ptively, adv, [f. Conckftive a, +
-LY 2.] In a conceptive manner.
"865 J. H. Stibling Sir IV. Hamilton 73 Conceptively he

accepts them : perceptively, he . . knows them not.

Conceptualize (k^nse-pti7?al3iz),z'. [f. Con-
ceptual -1--1ZE.] trans. To formaconceptorideaof.
191a Von Hi/GEL Eternal Li/e x. 293 The reality which

intLiiiion grasps, and which is thus to be conceptualized,
contains some permanence. 19*7 Brit. Weekly 3 Feb. 462/1
Jfesus is lost in the attempt to conceptualise Him.
Hence Conoe:pttializa*tion (see quot.).

1929 Times Lit. S^PpL 12 Dec. 1046 Perennial Philosophy,
It is in virtue of this exception, or reservation, that the
nature of the transition to, or combination with, the formally
colder conceptualization ofthe * Philebus * naturally suggests
itselC

Conceptually (lc/ase*pti«ali), adv, [f. Con-
ceptual -i- -LY 2.] As a concept.
X902 Nature 18 Sept. 501/3 A substance is nnther actually

nor conceptually the sum of its radicals.

Concern, sb.

5. b. (Modern U.S. example.)
1875 Mrs. Stowe We ^ Neigltbors xv. 172 If your friend

Sibyl should have a ' concern laid on her for your Mr. St.

John, she would tell him some wholesome trutlis.

11. (Later U.S. examples.)
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. Wesfxxix, 636 The two old

men. .with their butcher knives hacked out two concerns,
which might serve in a rude fashion for oars. 1888 * C. E.
Craddgck' Broomsedge Cove xii. 224 The old doctor, ez
seems to be a good, useful kind o' consarn.

Concern, v.

7. (Earlier U.S. examples, in form consarn^
1839-31 J. P, Kennedy Sivallow B. II. xvii. 222 'Consarn

his picturl' said Jeff. 1844* Jon. Suck.^ High Li/e N. V.
1. 107 Somehow that tarnal Count, consarn him, put me all

out on my natural reckoning. 1846-52 Mrs. Whitcher
Widow Bedott P. u 24 He only said, says he, * Consarn it *.

Concerned, PpL a.

3. 1/.S. (Earlier and later examples.)
1834 Seba Smith Set. Lett. Dtnuning Pref. p. vi. The

vetoe, which is a consarnt good thing. 1846-53 Mrs.
Whitcher Widorv Bedott P. ii. 26 Butthat'stbeconsamdest
lie that ever was told. 1831 Southern Lit. Messenger Hskv.
(De Vere) That's a concerned ugly fix, and how we'll ever get
out of it is more than I know. 1887 Mary E. Wilkins/^mw^/*?
Romance 405 I've always heard tell that there was two kinds
of old maids—old maids an' consorned old maids.

Concert, sb. Add ;

1. d. Phr. The Conceii of Europe.
1875 Gt.ADST0NE Sp. Midlothian (1880) 89 My third sound

principle is to take care to cultivate and mamtain to the
utmost the concert of Europe, to keepthe Powers of Europe
together. x8j>7 Balfour in Times 17 Feb, 8/3 It is abso-
lutely impossible that you should keep the Concert ofEurope
going for some purposes connected with the Ottoman Empire,
and Dot going for all purposes. 1897 Marquis of Salisbury
ibid, 20 Mar. 8/1, 1 feel it is our duty to sustain the federated
action of Europe. I think it has suffered by the somewhat
absurd name which has been given to it—the concert of
Europe. S90i in Hansards Pari. Deb, Ser, iv. XCII. 184
He attributes all our misfortunes to the Concert of Europe.
Sir, the Concert is not perfect as an international instrument.

6. concert-billy -goer, -hail, -recital ; concert-
master (G. concertmeister), the first violin, leader

of the orchestra.

1893 Chambcrs^s 'Jrnl, 16 Dec 795/1 An amusing *concert
bill of the time of Queen Anne. 1937 Daily Express 4 Oct.
3/3 Among the songs which have made Mr. Weatherly's
name known to millions of *concert goers all over the world
are 'The Midsliipmite '[etc.]. 1746 ipsvjich yml. 27 Dec.
in Chambers's Jrnl. (1875) 8oo/i The grand *Concert-halI
of vocal and instrumental music. 1905 igth Cent. Oct. 567
One central concert hall would be utterly inadequate for the
requirements of London. 1889 Cent. Diet., ^Concert-ntaster^
the first violinist ofan orchestra ; the leader. [1915 Scotsman
12 May 14/8 Mr. Conn. .was. .at the date of internment
concert-meister in a municipal orchestra in Germany.]

Concert, v, 2. o. Delete ? Obs. and add : To
act in harmony with.
xBgj Marqvjs OF S\L.isBVRY in Hansard'sPari, Deb. Ser.iv.

XLVI. 570 Our naval officers have received instructions to

! take no isolated action, but to concert with the naval officers

I of the other Powers.

Concerted, ppl. a. Add :

3. United in action or intention.

1897 Marquis of Salisbury in Times 16 Feb. 8/1 The con-
certed sympathy of the Powersremains complete. iS^yDaily
News 25 May 8/i Europe unfortunately, concertedor other-
wise, is pretty well case-hardened to suffering.

Concertina, sb. Add :

2. War slang. (See quot.)
10x9 War Termsln A thensum 15 Aug. 759/1 Cottcerlifta,

collapsible wire entanglement.

3. attfib, : concertina fish, a South African fish

of the genus Drepane, so named from the peculiar

formation of its mouth.
j^S Natal Pictorial Merc. 141 (Pettman) The fish por-

trayed this week is locally known as the Concertina fish.

1906 East London Disp. 26 June (ibid.), I think it likely

'John Dory' has discovered a fish new to science in the
Concertina fish.

Concertina, v. [f. the sb.] trans, and inir.

To shut up like a concertina.

1906 Daily Chron. 11 June 7/3 Another blow from a stick
on the right ' concertinaed * my hat. 1908 Kipling Diversity
cf Creatures (1917) 251 Then Beetle, concertinaing his
books, observed to Winton, 'When Kind's really on tap
he'san interestin'dog'. 1908W.J L.oqke. Beltnted l-'agabond
ix, ' It makes one talk unmentionable imbecility.* He just
missed concertinaing the last two words. 1928 Daily Ex-
ftessi June 5/2 When closed the trellis work 'concertinas*
into a very small space.

Hence Concerti'naed ///. a,, closed or folded in

a manner resembling a concertina.

1905 Westm.Gaz. 4 July 6/3 A concertinaed opera-hat.
1916 H. G. WELI.S Mr. Britling iiL fi 4 Fold after fold of
concertina-ed flannel gathered about his ankles.

Concertino. Add :

1. (Examples.)
1876 Stainer & Babrett Did. Mus. Terms lo^/x Cancer.

^mo. . the diminutiveofconcerto. 1905 W, H. Hadow Ox/.
Hist. Mus, VL 238 The interesting Concertino io E miuor
for horn.

2. The group of solo instruments in a concerto.
190* Fuller Maitland Ox/. Hist. Mus. IV. 162 In those

[concertos] which have a definite 'concertino' the instru-
ments forming it vary. 1903 Grove's Diet, Mus, IV. 596/1
Handel's six 'Hautboy Concertos* are Concerti grossi,

written for a Concertino consisting of two Solo Violins, two
Violoncellos, two Hautboys, two Flutes, and two Bassoons.

Conch. Add : 7. U.S. (Examples.)
x86i N. v. Tribune ^7 Nov. (Bartlett 1877) A Negro on

this Key ..is a more successful cultivator of the soil than all

the rebel concks together. 18:^5 CircularNo. S, WarDept.
I May 144 The white Americans form a comparatively
small proportion of the population of Key West, the re-
matnder being Bahama negroes, Cuban refugees, and white
natives of the Bahamas and thetr descendants, classified

here under the general title of Conchs. 1877 Bartlei r

Diet. Atner. (ed, 4), Kmick or Conksf wreckers are so
called, familiarly at Key West ; and the place they inhabit
is called Koncktown. 1888 Powles Land 0/ Pink Pearl
115 If it wasn't for the soldiers, we would cut the throats of
every white Conch in Nassau.

9. A shell-shaped part of a concher-machiney
used in making chocolate.
xgax Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) 5 448.

Concker (kp-qkaj). [f. Conch + -eb1.] One
who ladles out chocolate into a concher-machine.
b. Coucher-niaohine, a machine having shell-like

appliances which work the chocolate and keep it

plastic.

1931 Diet. Occup, Terms (1927) § 44S.

ConchifragOUS (kpr)ki-frag:>s), a. [f. L,
Concha -^-fragus breaking.] Shell-breaking,
1904 Amer, yrnl. Sci. Sept. 192 Cranium. Agreeing in

most characters with the existing Cbelonioac, but specialized
fur a ConchifragOUS habit.

Conchite^(k^qkait). Chem. [f. Conch + -rrKi.]

A form of calcium carbonate, identical with arago-
nite, found in the shells of molluscs.
1900 Min. Mag, XII. 366 Condiite resembles aragonite

and ktypeite.

Conchitis (k^kai-tis). Path. [f. Conch 6,
Concha 4a + -11X8.] Inflammation of the concha
or external ear.

1901 DoRLAND Med. Did. (ed. a) 170/2.

Conchoi'dally, adv. [f. Conchoidal+-ly2.]
In a conchoidal form.

2899 Pop. Sci. Monthly^ LIV. 64 The sandstone of this
formation has the peculiarity of fracturing conchoidally.

Conchotome (k^*qk£?t<7um). Surg, [f. Concha
4 c + -TOME.] An instrument for dividing or re-

moving the turbinated bones in the nose,
X901 D0RI.AND Med. Did. (ed. 2) 171/1.

Conchy (kf?-npO. War slang. Also conshy.
Abbrev. for * conscicniioxxs objector' (viz. to military

service): see *Conscientiods i b.

T^vj Daily Mailg Oct. 2/3 The assembly ofeleven hundred
* conscientious ' objectors at one spot, Princetown, on Dart-
moor, where they are known as ' conchies *. 19x7 Blnckw.
Mag, Nov, 698/1 So the Conchys, as the Bishop of Exeter
calls them, live in a golden age. 1918 * Ian Hay* Last
Million vii. 93 What are yours \sc. sonsj in? The Circum-
loosion Office, or the Conchie's Battalion ? 19x8 Galswokthv
Swan Song 11. x\. 195 Conshies and Communists and Profi-
teers— I'd have had 'em all against a walL

Conciliation. Add

:

4. c. The means by which employer and em-
ployee attempt to settle disputes failing the working
of a trade agreement (see quot, 1903).
X90» Eptcycl. Brit. XXV. 550/1 The term 'conciliation*

is ordinarily used to cover a large number of methods of
settlement, shading off in the one direction into ' arbitration

*

and in the other into ordiimry direct negotiation between
theparties. s^og Parlt. Dei>ates 33 Mar. i627The conciliation

scheme arranged in November, 1907, between representative
railway companies and the railway workers. 1923 J. D.
Hackktt Labor Terms in Management Engineering May.
7. attrib.,%i& conciliation act^ board \ conciliation
grade, that particular grade in an industry which
can attempt a settlement ofdisputes by conciliation.

[1867 Ads 30 ^ 31 Vict. c. 105 § 18 In citing this Act for

any Purpose whatever it shall be sufficient to u^ the Ex-
pression * The Councils of *Conciliation Act, 1867 *.] 190s
EncycL Brit. XXV. 552/2 The Conciliation Act passed in

1896, Ibid. 550/1 Tlie *conciliation boards established
under the New Zealand Arbitration Act of iti94. 1909
Winston Churchill in Parlt, Debates 33 Mar. 1628
A conciliation board has been established for the Great
Nortnem and City Railway. 1928 Britain's Inditstr.

Euture {Liberal Ind, Inquiry) ni. xvii. 216 The * *coucilia-

tion grades ' on the railways.

Conciliatorily (kp^nsi-liatarili), adv. [f. CoN-
CILIATOKY + -LY 2.] Jn a conciliatory manner.
1903 Daily Chron. 23 June 7/1, ' I gave a vote you don't

approve yesterday', said his Ro^'al Highness most con-
ciliatorily. 1907 W. Db Morgan Alice/or-Short xxiii,
* Very likely,' said Peggy, conciliatorily, * but it doesn't the
least matter.

Conck (kf^qk). Also conk. The cry of the wild
goose. Cf. Cank.
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X904 Westm. Gaz. 10 Sept. 11/2 A joyful chorus of metallic

notes—*conck.conck '. 1908 Ihui, 14 Nov. 8/3 The wild
• conk-conk ' chorus of the bands as they fly in from the sea.

Concomitant, a- Add

:

2. Bot. Occurring side by side, unseparated.

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss, Bot. Terms, Concomitant, used
of vascular bundles which rua side b_y side without being
separated by other bundles.

Ccncord, J^.2 U.S. [The name of the capital

of Xew Hampshire, and of a village in Middlesex

County, Massachnsetts.]

1. attrib, in Concord coach or wagon, a type of

vehicle originally made at Concord, N.H.
According to the Randolph Enterprise, this came out in

1827.

(«) 1855 F. S. Marryat Mins. if Molehills 249 The stage

coach was of American manufacture, and of the class known
as 'Concord 'coaches. 1873 J. H. Beadle UndeveL West
XV. 255 From noon till 5 p.m. we endure the thumping of a
concord coach over the Sierra spurs. _ 1887 Harper's Mag;.
May 871/2 Concord coaches with inviting outside seat<« stood
about. X909 C. H. SrEtisBE.tiG Li/e Fossil Nunter 144, 1 en-

tered a Concord coach drawn by a team of eight horses.
_

(,&) i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career xxiiL 399 Strings

of rustic lovers in Concord wagons make pilgrimages to the

shrines of learning. 1870 Congress. Globe 30 Mar., App.
264/3 Building the famous Concord wagons found in all

parts of the country. 1903 C. B. Loomis Cheerful Ameri.
cans 3, 1 climbed into the Concord wagon, and bad driven a
mile on my way when [etc.].

b. eilipt. A Concord coach.
1908 MutFORD Orphan iv. 38 Bill Howland emerged from

the . . office . . and strolled down the street to wherebisCoiurord
stood. i9»5 — Cottoniuood Gulch xiv. 173 Along the road
came a dusty Concord, . . drawn by six horses.

2. Concord grape, a variety of grape originating

at Concord, Mass. Also eilipt.

Developed from a wild grape by £. W. Bull in 1840, and
put on the market in 1854.

i8<8 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. X. 317 Mr. Prince thought
it a hetter grape than the Concord. 1864 Rep. Maine Board
Agric. IX. ^5 Years after the introduction of the Isabella
came the Diana, Concord, and some others. 1871 R. Somers
Southern States since War 128 note^ The * Concord ' grape
is almost black, of rather thick skin, but juicy and sweet.
X9oa Fortn. Rev. June 1007, I miss the California grapes
and the Concords with their clusters of deep blue hemes.
X911 S. E. White Bobby Orde x. (1916) 135 The satiny
'Concords'.., however, were better dipped in cool water.

Concordantial, a, (Later U.S. example.)
1900 Nation ( N.V.) 39 Mar. 246/2 The almost concordantial

completeness of the text-critical apparatus.

Concordatozry (k^nkp-idatari), a. [f. Cox-
C0RD.\T + -OUY, after K. concordaiaire."] Of or per-

taining to a concordat, esp. that between church
and state in France.
1896 Edin, Rev, July 213 The concordatory organisatiotif

with all its dioce^iati and parochial ramifications, continues
to exist. 1898 J. E. C. BoDLEV France in. iv. 301 The
relations of Church and State also were organized by the
same master.hand in the concordatory arrangement, which
survives regimes most antagonistic in matters ecclesiastic
1906 Daily Chron, 10 Dec. 46 On Tuesday next Article IV,
uf the Law of Separation will come into force in France.
This marks the final exit of the Concordatory Church.

Concourse. Add

:

8. a. The central or main hall ofa building. l/,S,

b. In some railway stations in England, a large

open space between the station buildings and the
platforms.
1905 Daily Chron. 13 Ian. 8/3 Altogether, the station will

be the mo&t complete in America.. .The central hall, or 'con-
course ', as it is called, of the present station, is a beautiful
building. 1908 Ibid. 33 June 4/4 The decorations of the
foyer (or * concourse ', to nse a new American term). 1900
Westm. Gaz. 20 Mar. 3/1 (Birmingham, Alabama) A thick
brasfi rod running across the main ball, or 'concourse*, igiz
Engineer 6 Oct. 363 A feature of the new building {sc. Baker
Street Railway Station] will be a. .concourse 80 ft. X50 fL

Concrescence. Add

:

1. c. Kmbryol, The formation of the vertebrate

embryo by the growing together of two parts.

1890 C. S. MtMOT in Amer. Naturalist XXIV. 501 The
Concrescence Theory of the Vertebrate Embryo. Ibid. 503
Concrescence in Bony Kishes. 1913 J. W. Jrnkinson Vert.
F.mbryoL \. 13 Concrescence of layers, as in the union of the
embryonic plate with the trophoblastinsomeMammaU,where
the layers unite by their margins, or as in the union of the
medullary folds, or of the stomodaeum with the gut, where
the concrevrencc is by the surfaces. 1917 Arey Prentiss*
Textbk. Embryol. (ed. 3) 31 The primitive streak becomes
highly significant when interpretea in the light of the theory
of concrescence, a theory of general application in vertebrate
development.

d. Bot. The union of cell-walls by a cementing
suljstance ; cementation.
1900 B. D. Jacksom Gloss. Bot. Terms.

Concrescent (k^kre*sent), a, Bot. [ad. L.
coturcscent-j -ens, pres. pple. of concrescere.^ Grow-
ing together.
>9a> Encycl. Brit. XXIX. loi/i A single male flower con-

sists of an axis enclo:>ed at the base by an inconspicuous
perianth formed of two concrescent leaves and terminating
in two.

Concrete^ sb. Add : 3. Armoured or rrt«-

forced concrete, cowQTtit strengthened by the addition
of iron or steel bars, wire, netting, etc., embedded in

it. Also Comb. : oonorete mixer.
1906 Concrete Mar. i^ The varied uses to which reinforced

concrete has been applied. Ibid. p. li, Armoured Concrete
Constructions. 1906 Daily Chron. i j Dec, 4/7 The magni-

SUPPT.

tude ofthis building. . will bring the use of reinforced concrete
into greater prominence. \^tDaily Mail i-z Oct., Armoured
concrete, reinforced concrete,concrete-steel, or ferro-concrcte,

1939 W. Heyuger Builder ofDam 33 A one*bag power
concrete mixer.

b. Paving made of concrete.
1911 E. Ferber Dawn O'Hara ii. 13 No tramping of

restless feet on the concrete all through the long, noisy hours.

Concrete, v. Add :

3. Delete rare. Also refl.

X864 Good Words 331/1 The effect produced by these
sketchy portraits, .was great in concreting the idea of them.
1884 G. Allen Philistia II. xxii. 249 Don't be so abstract,
Ernest ; concrete yourself a little. 1897 Westm. Gaz, 4 Mar.
3/3 It is quite right that a bachelor of thirty should stand
in loco penitentiae, but to concrete this by putting him into
a penitentiary is a little too violent. 1902 Ibid. 19 July 2/3
There are few French towns which do not concrete the
memory of their distinguished natives by statues.

4. C. trans. To overlay or pave with concrete,

187s Boston Audit 139 Concreting side and cross-walks
$2170. 1.Z8& Harper's Mag. Nov.870/1 The first proposition
to concrete the sidewalks of this village,

Concnbitancy (k^nki^/'bitansi). [f. L. concu-

bitus copulation + -anct.] In Fiji, the custom by
which the marriage of first cousins is obligatory.

1895 B. H. Thomson in Jml, Anthropol. Inst. May 373
Until, .a better term is found to indicate the practice 1 shall

speak of the relationship in which the marriage is obligatory
as 'concubitancy '. igoA B. Thomson Fijia/ts 187,1 have
always been assured by the natives that the practice of con-
cubitancy has greatly decreased since the introduction of
Cbrbtianity and settled government. 1908 Times Lit.

Sttpfil. 3 Dec. 443/2 The strange custom of concubitancy,
by which the young Fijian is from his birth regarded as the
natural husband of the daughters of his father's sister and
of his mother's brother.

So Conou'bltant, one whose marriage is subject

to the custom of concubitancy ; also adj. ; so Con-
cu*bitoas a.

1895 B. H. Thomson in yrnl. Anthropol. Inst. May 373
The girls can exercise no choice. They were born the pro-
perty of their male concubitant if he desire to take them.
Ibid. 374 G. and H. being the children of tabu relations are
concuDitous. Ibid 3^5 It must not be understood from the
use of the word * obligatory ' that a woman who was concu,
bitant with several males practbed polyandry. Ibid. 380 It

is.. passible that concubitous marriage is a relaxation of
the stricter prohibition in force among the Polynesians.
1906 Practitioner Oct. 596 He found that, as to both
fecundity and vitality of offspring, the marriages between
concubitants are greatly superior to those between relations

(not concubitants).
^ 1908 B. Thomson Fijians 187 The con-

cubitant relationship might include third or even fifth

cousins, \ijfA Times Lit. Suppl. 3 Dec. 443/3 Even now
30 per cent, still marry their concubitants.

Concnsconine (k^kf-sk^Tnin). Chem. [f.CoN-
-- CuscoNiNE.] One of the cinchona bases, found
in the bark of Kemigia Pnrdeeaua.
1883 yml. Chem. Soc. XLIV. 603 This concusconine..

bears the same relation to cusconine that quinidine does to
quinine. 1885 Ibid. XLVUI. i. 66 Concusconioe dissolves
readily in acetic anhydride.

Condemn, v. Add

:

7. b. To pronounce judicially as converted or
convertible to public use. U.S,
1876 Congress. Rec. 3 Aug. 5079/1 If the Government has

the right to make this improvement, and the State of Oregon
does not furnish the land.. the Government has a right to
condemn it for that purpose.

Condemnation. Add :

6. Judicial assignation to public purposes. U.S.
1889 Century Diet. s.v.. The condemnation of private lands

for a hizhway, a railroad, a public park, etc

Condemnator (kf?*ndemn<ntf7i), .SV, Law, [L.
coniiemtidtor * let him (her) be condemned', 3rd pcrs,

sing, imperative pass. o( comdemndre to Condemn.]
A decree of the court in favour of the pursuer.

1557 We/j Parlt. Scot., Mary{iZn) II. 503/3 The Lordis
ordaniscondempnatouror absoluitourof expensis to be maid
at the decisioutiofeuerilk cause. 1609, i838[see*ABSOLviTOR].

Condemned, ppi. a. Add :

1. b. Confounded, damned, colloq.

19*1 R. D. pAtMB Comr. Rolling Ocean viii. 140 Bless my
soul, what sort of a condemned rumshop have I stumbled
into ?

Condensance (k^dcnsans). EUctr. [f.CoN-
DlNS(EB + -AXCE.] (See quot.)
1910 Diet. Electr, Engineering II. 435/2 Reactance is

usually composed of one or both of two elements, viz. in-

ductive or magnetic reactance, sometimes called inductance,
and capacity reactance or conden&ance.

Condensation. Add: 6. Organic Chem. (See
quot. 1886.)
1886 E. F. Smith tr. V.vonRichter's Org. Chem. 155 Such

a union of two or more molecules by the linking of carbon
atoms.. and the formation of complicated carbon chains is

ordinarily termed condensation. 1907 Haskins & MacLeod
Org. Chem. 104 Aldehyde molecules can be made to fuse
together, forming a * condensation ' product, aldol. Ibid.

3ia An aldose uomertc with dextrose and galactose can be
made by condensation of two molecules of the triose, glyceric
aldehyde.

7. Psycho-analysis. The process by which images
characterized by a common affect are grouped so

as to form a single composite or a new image.
1913 A. A. Brili. tr. Freud's Interpr. of Dreams vi. 263

An abundant condensation of psychic material has taken
place in the formation of dreams. >9i3 ^- Jonf.s Papers
Psycho-Analysis 27 Condensation.—Every element in the
manifest content represents the fusion of several in the
Latent thoughts, and vice versa. m^mzJ. Rivikre tr. Freud's

lutrod. Led. Psyclwanal. 144 The first achievement of the
dream-work is Condensation. 1933 £. & C. Paul Bau*
douin's Stud. PsycJioanalysis Transl. Pref. 10 Now one of
the most notable of Baudouin's contributions to analytical
science, and a matter upon which he differs from the Freu-
dian school, is his careful study of condensation.. in its

bearings upon representation by symbols.

Condensa'tional, a. [f. Condensatiok +
-AL.] Of or belonging to condensation.
1903 Nature 3 Dec. 104 Why may one attribute to ionised

air different condensational properties, according as positive
or as negative ions are in question? 1913 J. Joly Lect.
2 May in Surf. Hist. Earth (1925) 177 A layer which con-
sists ofa uniform homogeneous substance which can transmit
both condensational and distortional waves.

Conde'nsely, adv. [f. Condense a. + -ly2.]
In a condensed manner or form ; = Condensedly.
1833 1. Taylor Sat. Eveningz^i It is condensely expressed

in the second member ofour apostolic canon. 1894 S. Brooke
Tennyson yj-j Their doings and sayings are so condensely
given.

Condenser. Add

:

10. altrib. and Comb. : condenser plate ; con-
denser current Electr. (see quot.) ; condenser
door, the plate the end of a surface condenser

;

condenser house Electr, (see Condenser 6); con-
denser tubes, tubes in which steam is condensed in

a surface condenser (Lockwood, 1888),
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 78/1 If the cable is open-

circuited at the far end, a current will still be found flowing
through the armature of an alternator connected to it. This
is called the *^condenser current or capacity current of the
cable. z888 Lockvooods Diet. Terms Mech. Engin., *Con-
demer Door, tlic rectangular or round-ended cast-iron plate
which closes the end of a surface condenser near the ends of
the tubes. 1897 Daily News 1 Jan. 3/3 The condenser
doors were also open. 1907 Daily Chton. 18 Oct. 5/1 Corru-
gated iron *condenser house. 1934 Times, Trade 9r Engin.
Suppl. sg Nov. 242/3 Wireless requisites, such as earphones,
*condenser plates, and aluminium stampings.

Condigned (k/ndsi-nd), ///. a. U.S. slang. -
Condemned///, a, i b.

190a S. E. White Blazed Trailxxv. 95 And now this con-
digned jobber ties us up for a million and a half [of timber].

Condition, sb. Add : 8. 6^^. (Earlier ex-

amples.)
183a in Atlantic Monthly {1BZ7) Oct. 434/1 She straight-

way got a tutor, and prodded Ralph night and day to make
up the conditions. 1833 Ibid. 443/a Ralph is. .actually gone
back to Cambridge to make up his conditions.

9. e. In a certatHy delicate^ or interesting con-

dition (see the adjectives) : pregnant.

14. a. attrib.

iZ^^ Rep. U.S. Comm, Patents, Agtic. (1850) 323 If it was
conditioned properly, it will not change a particle while in

the condition bulk.

Condition, v. Add : 8. 6''.^'. (Examples.)
183a in Atlantic Monthly (1887) Oct. 434/1 Well, on his

examination at Cambridge last fall, he was heavily condi-
tioned. 1849 Let. in B. H. Hall College Words (1856) i2i

(Th.) [A young man] shall be examined and 'conditioned
in everything, /i z86a in Harvard Mem. Biog. (1866) 11.

340, I was conditioned in Greek Grammar and prose reading,
but soon rubbed the conditions ofT.

9. To bring to a desired state or condition ; to

make fit or in good condition.

1849 Rep. 1/.S, Comm. Patents, Agric. (1850) 323 The next
process in this troublesome but beautiful crop is to 'con-
dition 'it for 'packing '. ligz Field 14 May 730/3 Our friends

across the water do not appear to know how to conditioti

a dog. 1901 Jas. Donaldson Roller Mill 152 The most
modern and effective system of conditioning wheat is by the

use of air heated from 180 to 220 degrees Fahrenheit. 1908
Westm. Gaz. I Apr. 8/3 When my hunters were being con-
ditioned in the autumn of 1906.

Conditionalism (Mndi'Janaliz'm), [f. Condi-
tional a. + -1831.] The doctrine of conditional

survival after death. Hence Condi tionalist, one
who holds such doctrine (also attrib.).

i895SALMONDCAn Doctr. Immort. vi. ii, 615 The Htcralists

of the various forms of Annihilationism or Conditionalism.
Ibid. 632 The Conditionalist doctrine involves conceptions
both of man's nature and of Christ's work which are inade-
quate and unreasonable. zoiS J. H. Leckie World to Come
134 He affirms that Titus declared to his soldiers that those
who died in battle secured for their souls a future life, while
those who perished by natural decay or sickness pavsed
utterly out of existence—which reads very like an excellent
military version ofCondilionalism. Ibid. 319 Conditionalism
is formidable in this respect, that it, more than any other
eschatological speculation, influences the entire theology of
those who adopt it. Ibid. 92^ This Conditionalist strain in

early Christian thought attained to definite dogmatic ex-

pression in Arnobius.

Conditioned, ppl. a. Add :

7. b. Conditioned rejlexes, reflexes or reflex ac-

tions which depend upon certain conditions. So
conditioned inhibition, stimulus.
1915 W. H. Howell Physiol, (cd. 6) 189 A class of reflexes

obtained through the cortex of the cerebrum which he
[sc. Pawlow] calls conditioned reflexes, because they may be
elaborated under certain conditions. 19*5 E. F. Poulton
Taylor's Pract. Med. (ed. 13) 892 Such associations are
usually lost with further experience in the same way as the

simpler conditioned reflexes established in animals can be
broken down by further training. 1937 Anrep tr. Pavlov's

Lect. Conditioned Reflexes ii. 35, I have termed this new
groupofrefiexesconditioned reflexes to distinguish them from
the inborn or unconditioned reflexes. Ibtd.^ 26 Conditioned

reflexes are phenomena of common and widespread occur-

rence.. .We recognize them in ourselves and in other people

or animals under such names as ' education ', ' habits ', and

15
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'tnuning*. Ihid, 27 It is .. necessary that the conditioned

stimulus should begin to operate before the unconditioned

stimulus comes into action.

Conditioner. Add

:

3. One who tests the condition of yarn, etc.

1991 Did, Occup. Terms (1927) 5 398 Conditioner^ varn
conditioner, cof conditioner i.. dries and weighs samples of

yam, and calculates regain of moisture.

4. A machine used to bring grain into condition.

X909 Cent. Diet. SuppL

Conditioning, vh/, sb. Add : 3. The act of

bringing an animal, etc, into good condition.

1861 F. Tavlor Recoil. Horse Dealer xvi. 258 Another
very important matter in ihe conditioning of horses, is water.

z89a Field 19 Mar. 414/3 These horses are of necessity

sent upwith glossy coat, unduly fattened—indeed, in 'show'
condition j this, too, at the very time of year when such
'conditioning' would be likely to be most injurious. 1904
Daily Ckrott. 8 Oct 4/5 Prior to actual racing, the con-

ditioning and training of the pigeons is an absorbing occu-

pation. 1908 A nimal Managem. 266 Conditioning for such
horses must be gradual.

4. (See Condition v, 8.)

1897 Educ. RexK XIII. 8 Who.. get through by much
coaching and conditioning.

Condolence- Add : 2. C. Comb. : condolence
council U.S.J a tribal council of the Iroquois

held after the death of a sachem.
1890 Ann. Rep. Smithsonian Inst. 49 The chants and

speeches used in the condolence council of the league.

Condominium. Add mod. examples relating

to contemporary politics.

1892 Daily Nervs 11 Jan. 5/7 The abandonment of the
condominium carried by the majority which made Tonquin.
1904 IVesttn. Gaz. 20 Jan. 7/1 To create a sort of Russo-
Japanese Condominium in Korea, /^/rf., A mild revision of

the Condominium Protocol. t^cS Daily Chron. 22 June 1/3
A condominium of men and women in public affairs.

Condrusian (kf7ndr?7'sian), a. and sb. GeoL
[ad. F, condrusuny f. L. Coftdrusij tribal name
(Caesar B.G. i. v), whence Cotidreux or Condroz,

name of a district in Belfrinm.] The name given to

the upper division ofthe Devonian rocks of Belgium
and Northern France.

[1853 Q Jrnl. Geol. Soc. IX. 22 The Sysiime Condrusien
corresponds to our Carboni/erons Series. 1893 Geikib
Text-bk. Geol, (ed. 3) 786 In the Belgian and EifeUan tracts

they have been subdivided asunder.—..Psammitesdu Con-
dros (Condrusien), in which six zones are distinguished.]

Conducing^, ppL a. Add : In condtict con-

dtuing. Also Conducive a. in same sense,

1907 iVestm.Gaz. 4 June 5/1 His lordship. .referred to the
charges of connivance and conduct conducive, fdid.jlhe:
suggestion was that they (the jury) might find adultery
which she said she never committed, and that in no sense
had there been conduct conducing or connivance on the part
of Mr. B.

Conduct, J^.l 12. Add : conduct-book U'.S.

(example) ; so conduct-sheet.
1856 CozzENS Sparroivgr. Papers xiii,i85A *conduct-book I

There was G. for good boy, and R. for reading and S. for

spelling and so on. 1927 Daily Express 11 Oct. 3/4, 1 have
known real bad lots suddenly reform, fellows whose ^conduct
sheets ran into three editions.

Conductance (k^ndz?*ktans). Electr, [f. Con-
duct V, + -ANCE.] (See quots.) Also transf,
1885 Heaviside Electr. Papers (iBg'z) II. 24 'Permeability'

..does not admit of such easy adaptation todifferent circum-
stances as conductivity. Permeability referring to the unit
volume, the word permeance is suggested for a mass, analo-
gous to conductance. 189a fi/d. 1. 309 L.et a cable be con-
structed according to the following simple soecification :

—

Its electrostatic capacity to vary in simple proportion to the
distance from one end O. Its conductance to vary in simple
proportion to the distance from O. Note, ' Conductance ' is

here substituted for ' conductivity *, It means the reciprocal

of the resistance. 1893 T, O'C. Sloank Stand, Electr,
Diet. 144 Conductance, the conducting power of a given
massof specified material of specified shape and connections.
..Conductance is an attribute of any specified conductor,
and refers to its shape, length and other factors. Conduc-
tivity is an attribute of any specified material without direct
reference to its shape or other factors 1903 N. H. Schnei-
der Mart, Electr. Plants 1 The power of conducting is

generally conductance, or conductivity. 1926 Hawk &
Bergeih Pkysiol. Ckem. (ed. 9) 38 The blood and bile of
most mammals.. possess considerably higher conductances
than milk and saliva.

Conducting, ppL a. Add : C. Boi, in con-
ducting bundles, ceils, sheath, tissue.

1873 Frances H. Hooker tr. Le Mctout ff Decaisne''s Bot.
70 A moist and loose parenchyma, named conducting tissue.

187s Bennett & Dvkr tr. Sacks' Bot. 499 The * conduct-
ing-tissue', down which the pollen-tubes grow till they reach
the cavity of the ovarj', 1877 Bennett tr. Tkomi's Bot.
48 In many Vascular Cryptogams, Gymnosperms and
Monocotyledons, as well as in a few Dicotyledons, rows of
vascular cells arc found in places wL^re, from the analogy
of other plants, one would expect to find vessels, the parti-
tion-walls not^ having become absorbed. Such structures
compose what is called a conducting tissue ; and the separate
cells are not called vascular, but conducting cells. 1880
Bessev Bot. 89 There may be a boundary tissue, a supporting
tissue, and a conducting tissue, lying in the mass of less
differentiated ground tissue. 1900 B. D. Jackson G/(?w. Bot.
Terms 60/2 Conducting- Bundles^ strands of elongated cells

in leaves and even the stems of Mosses, simulating a vascu-
lar bundle. Ibid., Conducting S/ieat/t, elougntcd pArenchy-
matous cells in the inner cortex of the stem, contmued into
the leaves as an investiture of the vascular bundle.

Conductor. Add: 7. W.S, (Earlier example.)
1839 Eastern Argus (Portland, Me.) 24 Sept. 2/4 (Th.)

One of the conductors of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad.

12. c, (Earlier U.S. example.)
1764 in N. F. Moore Hist. Sk. Columbia Coll. (1846) 49

Ordered, that a conductor be fixed to the cupola of the college,

as a security against lightning.

d. Conductor rail, in electric traction, the metallic
rail through which the current transmits motive
power to the moving car.

X900 Daily Neivs 31 May 10/3 The electric contact ob-
tained by a conductor- rail on either of the outward sides of
the track. 1903 IVestnt. Gaz. 30 Mar. 6/2 The new motor-
cars on the Central London Railway are dependent on the
current supplied to them by the conductor rail.

Conduit, sb. Add

:

1. b. Electr, A tube or trough for receiving and
protecting electric wires ; a length or stretch of
this. Also aitrib.f esp. in connexion with the
conduit system, a system of electric traction in

which the current conductor is installed in an
underground conduit.
1884 Casselfs Fam. Mag. Jan. 127/1 Conduits for holding

electric wires laid along the streets. x8^ Daily News 2 June
5/4 At Buda-Pesth, where the conduit electrical system is

in such successful operation. 1894 Cassier's Mag. Sept. 385/1
A trial of the conduit on a commercial basis at Washington.
Ibid,, Various conduit methods. Ibid. 385/2 The open slot

conduit with a continuous, bare trolley wire. Ibid, 3B6/2
The contact or working conductors could readily be placed
in a slotted conduit, or trough. Ibid., The road at Blackpool,
England,—an open conduit road. Ibid. 387/1 The Love
conduit system. 1896 Daily Neivs 17 Dec. 5/2 The electric

power b conveyed from the conduit rail to the car by means
of a small peculiarly-shaped conductor. 1899 Ibid. 9 Jan.
3/6New York will soon have 150 milesofconduit. 1003 Daily
Chron. 18 Nov. 3/5 A conduit line from Vauxhall Bridge
to the Clapham-road. 1908 Installation News II. 47/2
Three parallel lengths of J in. Simplex conduit hung a few
inches below the ceiling and seven feet apart.

Condurangin (kpndiurae*nd,5in). Ckem. [f.

condurango, Cundueango + .inI.] Either of two
glucosides found in cundurango bark,
189a Jml. Chetn. Soc. LXII. 11. 1352 Condurangin is a

glucoside, first obtained by Vulpius, from the bark of
Gonolobns condurango. 1909 Ibid. XCVI. I. 40 Condurangin
was isolated by extraction of the bark with alcohol.

Condylairthra (k^ndilaujjra). [mod.L. neut.

pi. (sc. a7timalia)f f. Gr. kovIvKos knuckle, Con-
dyle + ap9pov joint.] A group of extinct mammals
of the eocene formation of North America. Hence
Co'ndylarth, any of these; Cozidyla*rtliraiLa. and
sb. ; Condyia'rtiirous a.

1884 Amer. Naturalist XVIII. 793 Its Condylarthrous
character. 1883 Pop. Sci. Monthly %yiWl\. 610 (Cent. D.)
The Condylarthra with three tubercles are probably.. the
ancestors of the carnivorous orders. 1897 Nat. Sci. May 311
The Condylanhra cannot be considered as ancestral to the
Lemuroidea. Ibid., The difference in structure between the
lemurs and condyiarths. Ibid., The view, .that the lemurs
were descended from condylarthrous ancestors. 1906
CuAMBERUN & SALISBURY Gcol. III. 229 The present great
groups of herbivores were foreshadowed by the Condy-
larthra. 1927 Haldane & Huxlev Anim. Biol. xi. 243
Eocene mammal of generalized type (Condylarthran). 1928
De Beer Vertebr, Zool. 456 Very early, a branch diverged
from the Condylarthran stockandgave rise to theAmblypoda.

Condylarthrosis (k/7:ndilajJ)rJu'sis). Attat,

[f. Condyle + Arthrosis.] A condyloid articu-

lation: see quots. So Co:ndylarthro*dial a.y

having the character of a condylarthrosis.
1848 DuNGLisoN Med, Lex.f Condylarthrosis. 1889 A.

Macalister Num. Anat. 44 Condylarthrosis, when the
convex articular head is ellipsoidal in outline, with a socket
of corresponding shape, as in the metaiarso-phalangeal
joints, rotation is restricted or impossible, and the joint
becomes practically biaxial. Most condylarthrodial joints

arelaterallydouble. i^zEncycl. Brit. XV. 484/1 Condyloid
joints (Condylarthrosis), allowing flexion and extension as
well as lateral movement, but no rotation. X907T. Dweght,
etc. Num. Anat. 113 Condylarthrosis, an egg-shaped joint
permitting angular motions more freely on the long axis
than on the short one.

Condy's fluid. [Name of Henry BoUmann
Condy, English physician.] A disinfecting fluid

made of an aqueous solution of manganate or per-

manganate of potash. Also {colloq.) Condy.
1859 Lancet i Jan. 8/2 Condy's fluid was commenced on

the K>urth day, with immediate relief to the pain. 1866
Chem. News 17 Aug. 84, Put half an ounce of Condy*s red
fluid into every water receptacle that is made of wood.
Ibid., In the use of Condy's fluid for purifying water-butts,
enough should be used. Ibid., The addition of one or
more drops of ' Condy '..will speedily remove that smell
and taste. Ibid., The microscopic animalcules.., if not
destroyed by the Condy, would die of starvation. 1878
C. M. Tidy Handbk. Mod, Cketn. 270 'Condy's green dis-

infecting fluid'. .turns red (a permanganate being formed)
on the addition of an acid. 1694 C. H. W. Donaldson
IVitk Wilson in Matabeleland iv. 67 We.. syringed his

deep wounds with Condy's Fluid.

Cone, sbX Add : 1. d. Physical Geog. The
fan-shaped alluvial deposit formed by a stream at

the mouth of a ravine.

1864 Haast Rep, Formation 0/ Canterbury Plains 19
Dr, Hector and myself, in drawing up a synopsis of the
geological formations of New Zealand, have adopted for the

formation of those subaerial accumulations the expression
Fan', for those of regular water-courses; and of 'Half-

cone ', for those of intermittent mountain torrents. 1890
Gilbert in U.S. Geol. Surz'ey Si note, The ' alluvial fan ' of
Drew is the 'alluvial cone ' of American Geologists.

15. oone-anclior, a conical drag employed by
vessels in rough weather ; oone-cheese, a wooden

bobbin in the form of a cone on which yam is spun ;

cone-clutchj a friction clutch with a conical con-
tact surface; cone drawing, a method of drawing
cotton (see Cone sb.^ 8 b); coue-iu-cone (see

quots.).
x9oa Nature ^ Sept. 447 M. Heureux dropped his •cone-

anchor and waited until a tug-boat.. threw a rope to the
car, by which the balloon was tugged easily, 1937 T. Wood-
house Artif. Silk 100 The bottle Dobbins or •cone cheeses.,
containing the yarn are suitably supported on a stand near
the top of the machine. 1874 Knight Meek. Diet. 578/2 The
*cone<lutch consists ofa tapered cylindrical plug sliding on a
fast feather in one shaft, [etc.]. igois Westm. Gaz. 5 Mar. 4/2
The drive from engine to gear-box is through a leather-faced,

self-contained cone-clutch, zijioglbid.^-^ Feb. 4/2The positive

dogs being withdrawn Ijefore the leather cone-clutch is dis-

engaged. 1884 W. S. B. McLaren Spinning- (cd. 2) 136 In
*cone drawing . . all these defects are avoided. 1877 Encycl,
Brit. VI. 45/2 Coal is perfectly amorphous, the nearest ap-
proach to any thing like crystalline structure being a com-
pound fibrous grouping resembling that of gypsum or
arragonite, which occurs in some of the steam coals of S.
Wales, and is locally known as * *cone in cone '. 1882
Geikie Text-bk. Geol. 313 That the more complex structure
known as * Cone in cone ' may be due to the action of pres-

sure upon concretions in the course of formation. 1B83
Greslev Gloss. Coal-tn. 61 Steam or anthracite coal exhibit-

ing a peculiar fibrous structure passing into a singular
toothed arrangement of the particles called cone-in-cone
coal or crystallised coal, loai Brit. Mus. Return 156 Cone-
in-cone structure from Barf'^Hill, Keswick.

Couestoga (kpnestJnga). U.S. Also 8 Cana-
stoe. [The name of a tribe of North American
Indians formerly inhabiting parts of Pennsylvania
and Maryland.]
1. Conestoga wagon, a large travelling-wagon

formerly in use. Also ellipt.

1783 W. Gordon Hist. Amer. Rev. (1788) IV. 306 A
small dirty room in the Philadelphia tavern called the
Canastoe-waggon. x8o8 Balance (Hudson, N. Y.) 16 Feb.
28 (Th.) The throng of Pittsburg and Conestoga waggons.
1844 G. W. Kendall Santa Fi Exped. II, iiu 59 Her
travelling carnage was nothing more or less than a huge
Pennsylvania or Conestoga wagon, drawn by four yokes
of oxen. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 308 The stage coach and
ponderous Conestoga wagon rolling over the sctentiBcally

built turnpike. 1901 W. Churchill Crisis 356 Open waggons
and conestogas, carryalls and buggies. X912 H. Ckolt
Hanna 3 In 1801 Robert Hanna, his wife and six surviving
children migrated in a 'connesto£a' wagon to the township
of Fairfield.

2. Used to designate a heavy breed of horses.

Also ellipt. y a horse of this breed,

1834 Seba Smith Lett, J. Downing {iB^s) 144 The best
kind of horses—rale Conestogas. 1844 Congress. Globe App.
748/2 Mr. Buchanan., could come upon the turf successfully
with his celebrated breed of Conestoga dray horses. 1857
H. W. Herbert Norse Sf Horsemanship 11. 59, I am in-

clined to suspect, the Conestoga-horse is descended from a
mixture of the Flemish cart-horse with the English breed.
x86o R. Jennings Horse 61 The vast, white-lopped wagons,
drawn by superb teams of the stately Conestogas. 1875
Congress. Rec. 22 Mar, 132/1 The Conestogas respond
promptly to the whip.

3. A large coarse boot or shoe. (Cf. Stogt.)
1896 {Amer.) Dialect Notes I. 229. xgo* Clapin Diet,

Amer, s.v.

Confaby v. (Modern U.S. example.)
1898 H. S.Canfield Maid0/Frontier L 19 What, Charlie,

was you an* Lem confabbin about ?

Confection, v. 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1839 Fr. a. Kemble Resid. in Georgia (1863) 134, I have

..spent considerable time in what the French call 'con-
fectioning ' baby bundles.

Confed. l/.S. Short for Confedebatk (see A.5).
1865 BouDKVE Hist, Rec, Fifth N. V. Cavalry 259 For one

dollar greenbacks, we can get from five to ten dollars Confed.

Confederal, a. (Earlier examples.)
1781 Independent Ledger 4 Feb. 3/2 Washington and the

confederal forces. Ibid., The confederal armies.

Conferee. !• U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1771 J. Boucher Causes Amer. RevoL (1797) 23S By some

logic of their own, their conferees have found out (etc].

1779 Liye Jos. ReediiB^y) II. 52 Ihe Conferees of Con-
gress gave this committee very ample assurances of the dis-

position of Congress to preserve the most perfect harmony.
1815 in Fearon Sk. (iSiS) 144 We enclose you the Demo-
cratic ticket which is recommended by the delegates and
conferees fairly chosen, after public notice.

Conference. Add : 4. d. In modern legal

practice, a meeting for professional advice at which
only one counsel is present : distinguished from
consultcUion.
1906 Ann. Practice II. 211 No fees are allowed for con-

ferences in addition to the counsel's fees for drawing..any
pleadings,.. deeds, or other proceedings.

Confession. 9. Add : confession album,
book, a book of personal questions to be answered
on personal likes and dislikes.

1906 Daily Chron. 27 Sept. 4/7 * If not yourself, who
would you rather be?' was a favourite question of the con-
fession album of the seventies.

Confessor. Add : In sense 3 often pronounced
(k^*nfesf?j).

1818 BvROM Don Juan 1. xlix, For half his da>*s were pass'd
at church, the other Between his tutors, confessor, and
mother.

Confetti (kpfafcti) , sb. pi. Also sing, confetto.
[Italian confetti^ pi. of c^w/^f/^iJ Comfit.] Bonbons,
or plaster or paper imitations of these, thrown
during carnival in Italy; in England, ^sp. little



CONFIDANTE. 227 CONKER.
discs of coloured paper thrown at the bride and
bridegroom at weddings.
i860 Owe a IVeek 24 Mar. 284 (Stanford) In the centre of

their cairiagcstandsa huge basket oft:(7«/>/'//. 1883 Brinslev.
Richards 7 Vrs. at Eton L 5 The confetti which are flung
from the balconies of Roman houses at Carnival time. 189s
Daily Navs 27 Feb. 5/4 People yotiog and old carry bags
full of these confetti and fling them by handfuls in each
other's faces and stuff them down theirnecks. Ibid. 26 Apr.
Va Visitors to the Riviera, .were assured ..that the con-
jetd to be used at Kasthourne would be the small parti-

coloured paper discs which are known in France, and which
are taking the place of the time-honoured rice at English
wedding festivities. 1897 ibid. 3 Mar. 7/3 A real shower of
Tain put a stop to confetti-flinging. 1906 Westm. Gaz.

7 Nor. 7/1 A wild carnival of confetti-tlirowing and other
forms of horseplay.

Confidante. Add: 2. (Also -ente.). The
name given by the English designer Hepplewhite to

a species of settee (see quot. 1925).
J794 Hf.pplrwhite Cabinei-Maker ^ U^hoist. Guide

(ecL 3) Title p., A great \ariety of patterns for Chairs Stools
Sofas Confldante Duchesse Side Boards [etc.). 19*5 J-
Pknderel-Brodhurst & Layton Gloss. En^. Furniture,
Confidenie, an upholstered settee with somewhat triangular

seats beyond the arms at each end.

Confide* s?. Add : 4. b. intr. To confide in :

to take (a person) into one's confidence, talk con-
fidentially to.

1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Elsmere 1, Mrs. Leybum wanted
to confide in her about a new cap. 1904 Liluf. T. Meadr
Lo^'e Triumphant 11. ix, I must confide in you, but you
seem . . so terribly restless that you have not patience to bear
me out.

Confidence. 10. orig. U,S, (Earlier and later

examples.)
1866 E. A. Pollard Southern Hist. War II. 477 President

Davis ,. was surrounded by adventurers and 'confidence-
men '. 1867 Congress. Globe 26 Nov. 8or 'a A man playing
a ' confidence game ' of tlie meanest description. 1873 Ibid.
i3 Jan. 6<)3/i Like a 'confidence-man ' as he i<, endeavour-
ing to bout himself into respectabiJity. x886 Century Mag.
Feb. 51a/ 2 [They are] Confidence sharps, young feller. 1887
Harper's Mag. Alar. 514 \ Bertha Heyniann, 'Queen of the
c<jnfidcnce women'. 1909 Daily Chron. 13 Nov, 4/4 Con-
fidence-tricksters would rather meet a fly-/lat than the most
learned of Oxford dons; and that is also why the smart
Yankee is their most common victim. 1911 JV. Y, Even.
Post 1 3 SepL I S. A. Potter was arrested to^lay on a charge
of operating a confidence game.
Hence Co-nfidenca v. trans,^ to swindle by the

confidence trick.

1888 Missouri RHtsibl. 15 Feb. (Farmer) Detectives.,
arrested Lawrence Stanley. .00 a clarge of coofidencing
Henry Mueller.

Configuration. Add

:

6. Organic Chem, The structnre of compounds,
esp. with reference to the special relations of the
atoms in molecules.
1894 tr. Bemthsen's Org, Chem. (ed. a) aa It it the de-

Telopment of the above assumptions with respect to the
special configuration of the carbon compounds which has
led to a conception of the cause of such cases of fine

isomerism. This latter is to be sought for in the relative
tpeci:il arrangement of the individual atoms within the
molecule, i.e. in the configuration of the molecule. 1907

J. B. Cohen t?rf. CA«//. 1 10 The methods.. used for deter-
mining the configuration of the geometrical isomers. Ibid.

148 Ttw behaviour ofcarbanilide compounds ofthe aldoximes
can also be employed for determining configuration.

Confiagrated, ppl. ct, (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8>4 J. C. Caluols iVks. (1856) U. loa Rebellion, civil

war, prostr.-tted liberty, and conflagrated town&

Confiate* v. 3. Add : Also used actively,

19*7 A. H. McNkile Introd. N. T. 6i The custom of the
former \sc. Matthew] was to conflate the language of his
sources when they overlapped.

Confocal, a. Add : B. sb, A figure having
the same focus ns another.
190s Rep. Brit. Assoc. Adv. ScL 506 A theorem which of

course includes the corresponding proposition for confocals
ID pbuio.

Conformal, «. I>elete -^Obs, rare and add :

2. Maih. Conserving the size and shape of all

angles in the representation of one surface on an-

other. Hence ConfoTiuAUy adv.
1893 ^ thenaeunt az Apr. 509 3 ' On a Problem of Con-

formal Representation *, oy Prof. W. Bumside. 1893 Hard-
castle tr. F. Klrin on Riemanii's Tkt, 57 Hitherto, two
surfaces were ooly held to be equivalent when one could
be derived from the other by a conformat representation with
a uniform correspondence of points. Now there is no longer
any reason for retaining the conformal character of the
representation. 1898 Holcatv tr. Reye's Geom. Position
sio In order, then, to depict a sphere ^e conformally upon a
pUine *, choose as centre of iiiver^ion jV one of the two
points of k whose tangent planes are parallel to s, 1913

J. W, Strutt Set. Papers (1920) VI. 153 In what is called
conformal representation the coordinates of one point x, y
in a plane are connected with those of the corresponding
point f, yi by the relation jr+ /> ^/l^+iij). .(i) where/"
denotes an arbitrary function.

Confonnd, v. Add : 2. b. trans. To say
* confound ' with regard to (something).
1879 F. R. Stockton Rudder Gra^i^e it 22 Again and

again I confounded—as far as mental ejaculations could do
it—his suggestions.

Confrater. Delete Obs. and add :

1898 Tavktom En^l. Black M^nks I. 61 He was then re-

ceived to the kiss of peace by all the convent, and was
entered in the chart as a confrater. 1900 Gasqubt Eve
Reform. 38 Sir Thomas More, no doubt through his father's

cooBcction with the mooastery of Christchurc^ Caflterbury,

of which house he was a 'confrater', became a student at
the monks' college at Oxford.

Confrontment. 2. (Modem U.S. example.)
1875 Stedmam Victorian Poets 157 In youth feeling.,

responds divinely to every sensuous confrontment with the
presence of beauty.

Confasticated (kfynfr-stikv-ted),/^/. a. Fan-
tastic nlteration of Confounded 2,

[189X Farmer Slang, Confusticnte, verb (American).—To
confuse.] 1926 C. L. Graves Hubert Parry II. 11^ He
would at once begin to talk in schoolboy slang .. inter-
larding his remarks with such words as 'awfully*, *con-
fusticated '.

Congealability (k(?nd5/labi-liti). The quality
or condition of being congealable.
1939 Morn. Post 9 Oct., Another constituent of snake

venom is a substance which affects the congealability of the
blood, and as far back as 1908 it was demonstrated .. that
epileptic patients had an abnormal congealability or clotting
rate of their blood.

Conge'nial, sb. U.S. [subst. use of Con-
genial, a.] A congenial person.
1908 S. E. White Riverman xxL 185 A small coterie,

among whom Carroll soon found two or three congenials.

Congery (kf^'nd^^ri). (Also congerie.) [A
false singular evolved from Congeries by the

treatment of the final s as pi. inflexion.] = Con-
geries.
1897 f' J* BuRCOVNE Libr. Construction 293 The French

National Library is contained in a congerie of buildings.

1930 Blachiv. Mag. Aug. 210/1 He traces his way through
the congcry of squalid streets between the Cathedral and
the Castle. 1928 Galsworthy Sivan Song it. vL 161 To
the extent of pulling down a congery of old houses.

Congest (k^'ndgest), sb:^ [Back-formation f.

CoNGKSTED (sce ncxt).] In Ireland, a tenant living

on land of which the resources do not adequately
support him.
1903 Daily Chron, isOct. s/aOn market day the 'congests'

of the district crowd the streets with their little carts and
pan ier-bearing asses. 1930 Contetup. Rev. Sept 310 In-

sisting in many cases on sale (often partial, not total) of
ranches to ' congests ' or landless men. 1937 Sunday Times
13 Mar. II A large farmer, .whose lands would. .be divided
up among adjoining congests.

Congested, ///. a. Add :

2. c. Congested district^ estate : in Ireland and
Scotland, an area of land of which the resources

are inadequate to support its population. (Cf. prec.)

188^ Peel City Guardian 4 Apr. 3/1 The chronic distress

prevailing in certain congested parts of Ireland. 1893
Graphic 14 Jan. 30/3 The Congested Districts Board. 1897
DailyNews ya'^xiXM 3 ^4 Congested Districts (Scotland) Bill.

1903 Daily Chron. 96 Mar. 6/1 The defmitton of a con*
gested estate is one in which one-half of the area is in
holdings not exceeding ten acres, or one in which half of
the area i?; b^^ land or mountaiiL

Congestion. Add

:

3. b. A condition of insufficiency of resources in

a district to support its population : see prec
1906 Westtn. Gaz. 7 Nov. 7/3 Congestion, as the word

was used in Ireland, might be defmed as the insufficiency

of the arable and pastoral land . . in a district for the support
of the people.

Congo* Add : 1. (Earlier U.S. examples of the

dance.)
1835 LoNCSTRKET Georgia Scenes 128 The nunuet, . .and the

Congo, which was only to chase away the solemnities of the
minueL 1856 S. Moroecai yirginia iii. (iB£o) 47 Minuets,
reels and congoes.

3. Any of a group of benzidine dyes ^azo-com-
pounds of benzidine or tolidine), so called after

Congo red
J
the first of the direct cotton colours to

be discovered (in 1884). Also Kongo.
s886 yrnt. Chem. Soc. L. 889 Congo-red . . when reduced in

ammoniacal solution with zinc-dust, yields benzidine and
a colourless.. acid. 19x5 Ibid. CVill. 1. 321 Blue and Red
Congo Dyes. Ibid, 333 Isomeric Congo-acids have been
isolated. 1919 Jbid. CXVI. 11. 371 Dyes, such as..bcnzo-
orange R, Congo-corinth G, and Congo-corinth B. 19*0
Ibid. CXVIIl. II. 171 Colour Change of Congo-rubin. 190a
Encyct. Brit. XXVII. 558/a. 1934 Kinczett Chem.
Encyct. 177.

Congoeso (y^ZO^^'^)i "• ^"**i sb. Also Kon-
goese. ^f. CongOf Kongo^ a state and river of West
Africa.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Congo
(the Belgian Congo, Congo Free State) or its in-

habitants. B. sb. Natives, or a native, of the

Congo ; the language of the Congo.
c 1790 Encycl. Brit. (1797) V. 331/1 A great number of the

states that were under the Coneoese monarchs .. having
withdrawn their allegiance. Jbid. 333/1 The Congoese arc
superstitious to the last degree. 1877 Ibid. (ed. o> V 1 . 367/2
The religion, .of the Congoese is a gross fetishism. 1903
Ibid, (ed. 10) XXV. 140/1 Kongoese.. possesses the qualities

of precision, flexibility, and subtlety 01 expression to such an
extent that * its daily use is in itselfan education ' (Rev. W. H.
Bentlcyt.

Congolese (yp^goM^), a, and sb, [ad. F. con-

goiaiSf f. Congo : see prec and -ese.] « prec.

X900 N. Sf Q. 9th Ser. V. 413/1 'Goober' and * Pindar'.,
are synonyms for the ground-nut or pea-nut...' Goober' is

Angolan, and 'pindar' Congolese. 1904 Daily Chron. 15
Feb. 7/1 The Congolese are, indeed, worse off than slaves.

1905 IVestm.Gaz. 10 OcL 3/1 The Congolese 'groups' of
Antwerp nnd Hrusscl* found most of the capital

Congregant. Add : Applied only to members
of Jewish congregations (as in the quots. in Diet.).

i^a^ Daily Chron, 30 J[uly 5/2 The congregants are seated
on the ground ; the service 13 chanted in a low and mournnU

way. The 'Book of Lamentations' is read, tqajibid,
20 Sept. 6/7 At the Brondesbury Synagogue on the Day of
Atonement, a congregant made an offering of two guineas
in honour of the King.

Congress, sb, 9. Add : Congress boot (ex-
amples) ; Congress gaiter = Congress boot ; Con-
gress land, public land under the control of
Congress ; Congress price, a price fixed by Act of
Congress.
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 178 Men's dress boots, *congrcss

boots, and fineshoes. 1865 A. Lewis & J. R. Newhall Hist.
Lynn^ly The congress boot began to be manufactured at
this time (1846). Its peculiarity consisted mainly iu the
substitution of an elastic gore for the old lacing. i§33
Kate D. Wicgin Card. Memoyy 46 A Congress boot, witli
the triangle of elastic on the side which characterized that
creation of the late sixties. 1885 Good Words July 454/1Why boots with elastic sides sliould be called * ^Congress
gaiters * passes my comprehension. 1926 M. Sullivan Our
Times 407 As late as the 1920*5 there were st ill customers for
the tyf)e of footwear known as congress waiters. 1817 S. R.
Brown Western Gaz. 68 *Congress lands, after the auction
sales are closed, sell invariably for $2 an acre, »^7 Peck
Gax. Illinois in. 278 The land office for the sale of Congress
lands.. is at this place. 1873 Eggleston Hcosier Schoohn,
iii. 28 You see this ere bottom was all Congress land in them
there days. 1776 A, Adams Fam. Lett. (1876) 183, I am
determined not to be a purchaser (of tea] unless I can have
it at *Congress price. 1831 Peck Guidefor Emigrants 247*
Land..can be purchased for the Institution at congress price.

Congressional, a. 2. (Earlier examples.)
1775 e! QuiNCY in New Engl. Hist, Reg. (1857) XI. 168 A

happy effect., of the First American Congressional Appoint-
ment of the kind. 1783 Jefferson Z^/. Writ. 1894 III. 333My hopes of the success of the Congressional propositions
here have lessened exceedingly. 1785 Ibid. IV. 33 Give me
fully always the Congressional news.

Congressman. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1780 The American Times n\. 28 Ye coxcomb Congress-

men, declaimers keen. 1788 J. Smith in Mass. Conv. 25 Jan.
133 [HeJ won't think 1 expect to be a Congress-man, and
swallow up the liberties of the people. 1806 Fisher Ames
IVks, (1854) I. 349 And I consider too, how unreasonable it

is to expect a Congressman can fill letter after letter with
important matter.

Conidinm. Add : Also in bacteria.

1935 C. H. Browning Bacteriology iv. 67 The higher
bacteria, like tlie fungi, develop special structures known as
Vonidia', and these conidia then grow into the bacterial
forms.

Coning (k^a-niq), vbl, sb, [f. Coke sb.^ or v^
+ -ING i.j The making of a cone-shaped tread (of

a wheel) ; the condition of being coned (see CoNKD
ppL a, 2).

1837 W. B. Adams Carriages 297 The coning of the wheels
mu.st also act like a wedge... This, together with the coning
of the wheels, would make a nearly perfect railway carriage.

1906 Times Kngin. Su^pL 12 Sept. 291/2 The coning of the
wiieels and the slight inward cant of the rails.

Conjuration. 1. Delete f Obs. and add qnots.

:

jSgi Scottish Leader ag June 4 Another secret society of
criminals has been broken up by the Italian police. A most
ferocious conjuration it would seem to be. 1907 W. G.
Holmes Justinian <V Theodora II. viii. 519 Communication
and coniuration between the first two sections was established
at Carthage.

Conk. Add : 2. A fungus which grows on the

wood of trees, esp. frameles pint ; also, the disease

produced by this fungus. U,S, colloq.

1851 J. S. Springer Forest Life (N. Y.) 99 (Th.) There is

a cancerous disease peculiar to the Pine-tree, to which
lumbermen give the original name of ' Conk ' or ' Konkus '.

190a Bureau of Forestry^ Bulletin 33, 15 The 'conk' or

bracket seen on affected trees is the fruiting organ. ..Conk
spores never enter through the bark, but usually through
toe scars of broken branches.

Hence Ccnky a., affected by this fungus.

looj Terms Forestry A Logging 33.

Conk, ^. colloq. [Of obscure origin.] intr. To
break down, give out, fail, or show signs of failing.

Also with out,

1918 E. M. Roberts Flying Fighter 334 Conked^ a new
word which is taken from the Russian language and which
means stopped or killed. 1931 Blackiv. Mag. June 788/3
My engine began to conk a bit. 1929 Daily Afoul g Sept. 7
The old boat ' conked out * miles from anywhere.

Conker^ (kf^'ijUaj). AUo conquer, [f, dial.

conker snail-shell (presumably f. Conch), later

associated with Conquer z/.] a. //. A boys* game,
played originally with snail-shells (see quot, 1877) ;

now chiefly, a game played with horse-chestnuts,

in which each boy has a chestnut on a string which
he alternately strikes against that of his opponent
and holds to be.struck until one ofthe two is broken.

b. A horse-chestnut on a string, used in the game

;

hence gen, a horse-chestnut,

1877 Holderness Gloss.^ CtfKXrr*,.. small snail-shells. In
the ooy's game oi conkers the apexes oftwo shells are pressed

together until one is broken, the owner of the other being
the victor. (1879 Dowden Southey i. 9 One school-boy
sport—that of ' conquering ' with snail-shells—scents to have
been the special invention of Corston. The snail-shells,

not tenantless, were pressed point against point until one
was broken in.) looi Little Frolic 78 ' Please may I pick up
theconquers?* ' What?' said Bessie. Bessie did not know
that the boys call the pretty brown chestnuts 'conquers'.

1915 Even. News 15 May 1/7 The rich folk hereabouts calls

it Motor Sunday, the general public calls it Conker Sunday
[= Chestnut Sunday), rgat Spectator 2 July 8/1 There is

a season for hoops and another for whip-tops, . . to say nothing

of the ' conkers 'fashion. 1908 Cole Manfrom River xxxm.

346 'What's this?' ' A chestout on a string,' said Michael,



CONNECTER.
picking it up. 'Not much good to us, is it? They're hardly

likely to have been playing conkers here.*

Connecter, -or. Add : 3. attrib. use in Anat.
X9SO T. P. NuNN Education 165 The nervous current

conveyed through a receptor neurone passes, by way of its

dcndron and dendrites, into one or more ' connector neurones
*

that lie entirely within the spinal cord. Ibid. 166 The
connector-neurones of the brain and cord. Ihid.^ Connector-

axons which make their way to effector-neurones entirely

outside the cord.

Connexion. Add :

1, c, EUdr, The Unking up of electric current

by contact ; an apparatus or device for effecting this.

x83« Natural Pkilos. 11. viii. 46 (Libr. Usef. Knowl.)
When a connexion is made with the battery., so as to direct

an electric current through the wire. 1808 Westm, Gaz,

9 June 5/1 The bombardment destroyed the French cable

connexion house. 1907 Installation News Sept, 12/3 Heavy
brass connection terminals.

Conniption, U,S. Add : also (and earlier) in

the comb, conniption-fit.

1833 Seba Smith Major J. Do^vniug ifX) Ant Keziah fell

down in a conniption fit. 1844 'Jon. Slick' High Life
N. V. II. 171 By uolly 1 it was enough to drive any human
critter into a conniption-fit ! 187a Eggleston Endo^JVor/d
XIX. 130 It's only one of the old woman's conniption fits.

1911 H. Quick Yellowstone N. x'u 290 One of the lawyers.

.

threw a conniption fit every block.

Conquer, v. Add

:

6. b. A/ountainegrin,^. To climb successfully.

189a C. T. Dent, etc. Mountaineering 367 Most of the

principal peaks had been conquered. 1903 Daily Ckron,
5 Nov. 7/3 The same mountain was 'conquered '..by an
Englishwoman, 1903 Ibid, 39 Oct. 3/1 Three of the more
iinportant peaks had been conquered.

Conquian : see *CooN-CAy.

Conscientious, a. Add: 1. b. Conscientiotts

objector^ one who refuses to conform to the require-

ments of a public enactment on the plea of con-

scientious scruple; esp, such an objector to military

service (cf. *Conchy).
1899 [see ObjectorJ. 1903 Punch 19 Aug. 117/2. 1910

Blackvj. Mag. Mar. 424/1 Having quite properly insisted

that vaccination should be universal and compulsory, it

presently admits 'the conscientious objector*.

Conscious, a. Add : 6. f. absol. with Ihe :

The conscious mind,
X919 M. K. Braddv /'jrj'c//(j-<««rt/vj« (1920) 34 They figure

in her dreams in forms which imply moral condemnation
in the unconscious as well as in the conscious, as demons or
brutal people.

Conscript, v. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1813 Confucticiit Courant 23 Nov. 3/5 State troops, .had

been conscripted under the orders of the former Captaiti

General^ 1814 Colufnbian Centinel 21 Dec. 2/5 The bill

for drafting, or Conscripting, the Militia, has passed both
Houses of Congress.

Conscriptionist (k^nskri-pjonist). [f. Con-
scription + -1ST.] An advocate of conscription.

Also attrib. or as adj.

1901 Daily News 14 Mar. 7/1 Colonel Dooner is not a
conscriptionist. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 6 June 2/2 Not of the

Conscriptionist scliool. igao Edin. Rev. July 105 Conscrip-
tionist Liberals. 1928 Visct. Cecil in Daily Tel. 23 Oct.

it/3 Technical difficulties in the way of limiting trained

reserves in a conscriptionist country are very great indeeti.

Conscriptive (k^nskri-ptiv) , a, [f. Conscript
a. +-IVE.J Involving conscription.

1915 Morn. Post g Feb. 4/4 It was possible to make a fair

computation of the armies under a conscriptive system.

Consent, sb. 8. Add : consent brief, a brief

where all parties agree in an application to a court,

and the barrister's duty is merely formal,

1896 C. F. Kearv Herbert Vnnlennert xxviii. 253 Im-
mediately he received two briefs—that was through the

old firmof family solicitors.. .They were only consent briefs,

that is true.

Conseg,uent,^. Add: 8. CVi?/, (Seequot.igos.)
1895 Geogr. yrni, V. J27 The terms, consequent, subse-

quent, and obsequent, have been applied to rivers Dy Pro-

fessor W. M. Davis. 1905 Chamberlin& Salisbury Geol. I.

4 Streams and valleys, the courses of which are determined
ly the original slope of the land, are said to be consequent.
XMO Peach & Hornb GeoL Scotl. 10 Consequent valleys.

ConservativOi ^> Add: 3. to. Characterized

by caution or moderation
;
(esp, of an estimate)

purposely or deliberately low or * on the right side ',

orig. U.S.
1900 Daily Ne^us 28 Apr. 5/6 This is a conservative

estimate of the loss caused by yesterday's fire here and at Hull.

1903 N. y. TribuiU 6 Sept., The visitors were spending on
the island the enormous total of $1,500,000 a day..and this is

a conservative estimate. 1916 Times 15 Nov. 8/3 Aconserva-
tive estimate makes the figure today at least half a million.

X9SI "Lk^SA^o Peace Negot. 155 It is conservative to say that
between two and three months were spent in the drafting of
a document which in the end was rejf-cted by the Senate.
X9s8 Daily Tel. 25 SepC 15/3 The distances quoted are
conservative.

Conservatively, odv. Add later examples
illustratin(j; wider usage.
iZi'j Philad. Ledger 30 Dec. (Cent.) It is very con-

servatively English to make concession at the eleventh hour
and fifty-ninth minute; but the clock is fast in Ireland.

1906 Daily Ckron. 8 Nov. 5/3 Modificationof the tariff and
public ownership inaugurated, but both should be done
cautiously and conservatively. 1907 Westm, Gaz. 28 Autj.

2/3 'A Conservatively Cooked Green Vegetable*. . is one more
example of the growing fasliion, largely owing to American
usage, and not least that of Wall Street, of employing the
word 'conservative^ in many relations to which politicians

are. .unaccustomed.

I
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2. On a 'conser^'ative* estimate, orig. U.S.
1904 San Francisco Chron, 12 July 7 Wearing a diamond

pin, conservatively valued at $75. loaS F. N. Hkvix Bellamy
Trial i. 2 There were, conservatively, about three thcusand
crowding the corridors and walking the streets.

ConsoTvativeness. = Conservatism.
1838 H. WiNSLOw Boston Oral. 4 July 19 That the

comparative silence of those who stand upon the side of
conscrvativeness, implies a gradual concession. 1928 Daily
Express 12 Dec. 3 A method of doing business which, in

spite_ of the conscrvativeness to which he refers, is rapidly
gaining ground.

Conservativism (kpfnssuvativiz'm). — Con-
servatism.
1840 Carlvle Nnv Lett. (1904) I. 183 Most of them seem

to accuse me of a leaning to 'Conservativism'. 1895 W. J.
Locke At the Gate of Samaria xviii. 210 The broader
Conservativism of our day, between which and modern
Liberalism he failed to appreciate the distinction. 1921
Public Opinion 28 Jan. 76/1 The enemies of Liberalism have
confidently predicted its smash between the collision of
Communism and Conservativism.

Conservatress. U.S. = Conservatrix.
2841 FooTE Texas <5- Texans I. 17 'J'hat high moral

grandeur, .appertained to Rome as the genial mother and
bounteous conservatress of Science and the Arts.

Conservatrix. (Later U.S. example.)
1798 J. Allen Hist. Vermont 279 The art, which is the

conservatrix of all others, printing.

Conshy, var. of *CoNceY.

Considerable, a. Add :

6. b. Freq. absol. followed by of. (Cf. B. 1

below.) U.S.
X716 B. Church Hist, Philip's IVtirUZej) IL iia Found

considerable of their goods, and but few people. 1766 W.
Cutler in Life, frnls. <5- Corr. (1888) L 10 This morning.

,

considerable of a shock of an earthquake was felt. 1779 in

Coll. New Hampsh. Hist. .Soc. (1850) VL 326 This is con-
siderable of a villa^e._^ 1816 [see 6]. 1835 Southern Lit.

Messenger I. 422 (It is] considerable of a place. 184a M.
Crawford Jrnl. 21 Wefind considerable ofsage yet in places.

1856 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soe. VH. 652 Considerable of the
crop was, however, injured in qualityby the frequent wettings

it received, 1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xix. 302 In
two days intercourse we had learned considerable of each
other's views and experiences. 1904 N, Y. Even. Post
26 Mar., Considerable of the moisture for which farmers
have been eagerly watching has fallen this past week over the
wheat belt,

7. adv. (Later U.S. examples.)
1849 N. KiNGSLEY Diary 54 The sea is considerable rough.

186a O. W. Norton Army Lett. 48, I presume I do have
considerable more time for writing than you do. 1884
* Mark Twain ' Hnck. Firm 1, By-and-by she let it out that

Moses had been dead a considerable long time.

B. sb. 2, A fair amount, quantity, etc.,^some
thing, (Cf. 6 b above.) U.S.

174s Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLVIII. 300 A Considerable
of Cannon shot [was] hove at them. 1780 Heath Papers 5
A considerable of a trade carried on. 1838 Haliburton
Clockm. Ser. n. ii, 10 I've been a considerable of a traveller

in my day. Ibid, vit 102 It's a considerable of a long story

too. f 1845 Paulding Noble Exile 141, I shouldn't wonder
if I could make a pretty considerable of a sharp guess,

b. A good deal.

1850 N. KiNGSLEV Diary 110 They had been detained a
considerable on the passage. 1858 Teresa Vikim Following
the Drum 30 'The bargain was closed', to the inexpressible

delight of the shrewd. .Noble Lovely, who realized quite

a little considerable in consequence.

Consigne. Also in anglicized form consign.
1913 Chambers's frnl. Dec. 798/2 The sentry, .let me pass

without any consign.

Consociation. 4. c. ^,.5". (Later examples.)

1855 Babnum Life iii. 45 He overtook a brother clergyman
..who was wending his way to the Consociation.

_
1869

RIks. Stowe Oldtown Folks xxxiv. 451 The Consociation
was another meeting of the clergy but embracing also with
each minister a lay delegate.

Consolation. 3. b. Add : consolation prize

(see Pkize sb.'^ i) ; now usually, a prize given to a

competitor who has not won one of the stipulated

prizes, Dutch consolation : see Dutch a. 4.
1886 Wesleyan-Meth. Mag. Jan. 58 Only sixty-one canbe

successful, while nine others are granted the consolation

prize of a half-degree. 1899 [see Prize j3.^ 1]. xgaBManch.
Guardian Weekly 2 Nov. 352/2 The thousand-pound prize

gives help to one (perhaps there are some consolation prizes)

who, .is quite good enough to look after himself.

Consolexnent. (Modem U.S. example.)
X904 Gerthudf. Atherton Rulers ofKings 2S Mr. Abbott

had brought him a fishing-rod, which appeared to afford

immediate consolement.

Consolidated,//"/, a. Add

:

2. spec, (see quot. and *Consolidation 6),

1887 Sci. Amer, (N.S.) LVT. 3/2 The locomotive was one of
the heaviest kind known as a consolidated engine, having
four drive-wheels on a side, and weighing xo6,ooo pounds.

Consolidation. Add

:

6. A company formed by combining several. U.S.
i88a Rep. Prec. Met. U. S. 74 The consolidation owns

about 35 miles of ditches.

6. U.S. (See quot. 1884 and *Consoudated 2.)

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Consolidation (Loco-

motive), a type of freight locomotive, the name of the engine,

the first of us class, built in 1866, at the Baldwin locomotive
works. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 160/1 Consolidation

Locomotive for the Chesapeake & Ohio.

Consolidationist. U.S. (Earlier examples.)

. «833 Wehstkr Sp. Wks. i860 1. 295 For one, I repel all such
imputations. I am no consolidationist. X835P. H. Nicklin
Virginia Springs 29 From the east you have consolidation-
ists, tariffites and philanthropists.

CONSTRUCTION.

Consomm^. Add : Now esp. applied to clear

soup. Alsoyff,

181S SiMOND Jml. Tour 9f Resid. Gt. Brit. I. 45 The soup
is always a consonnni^ succulent, and hi^h-seasoned. 1831
Athenxunt 22 Jan. 53/1 Quacks in literature, .subtilize

into essence, or reduce into consomm^. 184a Thackeray
Fiiz-Boodle Papers \S\i%. 1879 XVII. 209 Refreshments of
a nature more substantial than mere tea—punch, both milk
and rum, hot wine, consommi. 1846 Sover Cookery 53 Con-
somm^, or clear Soup. 1891 Eucycl. Pract. Cookery (ed.

T. F. Garrett) I. 429/2 Several futile attempts have been
made by gastronomers to classify Consommi. 1909 Westm.
Gaz. I Feb. 2/1 Friends have.. supplied brandy, Marsala,
consommi, and strong coffee ; which have made an immense
difference to the patients, loao Blackw. Mag. Aug. 139/1
In the smaller restaurants, cock tails were served in consommi
cups.

Consonant, sb. 4. Add : consonant shift

(transl. G. laiitverschiebung). Philology, the change
in consonantal sounds which took place (i) in the

development of the Germanic languages, asset forth

in the formula known as Grimm's Law, (a) in the

later development of High German from Common
West Germanic.
x888 Sweet Hist. Engl. Sounds 93 The second, or High

German, consonant-shift. 1905 Jkspersen Groiuth E'>gl,

Lang, 2^ The consonant -shift is important to the modern
philologist.

Consonanted (kf7n5^nanted), a. [f. Consonant
sb. + -ED ^.] With qualifier : Having consonants (of

a certain kind).
1891 Athenxum 14 Jan. 49/3 The girl meets. .her fate, in

the shape of a kind of cosmopolitan painter, with a toughly
consonanted name, 1895 Ibid. 13 July ^7/3 The rhythm
soon becomes graver, the lines charged with a more heavily
consonanted burden of sound. 1893 Nat. Observer t ^^n.
190/2 She rejects the many consonanted name,

Consorter. Add mod. example

:

X924 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 42/2 Sir William Coorteen was
a man of power, .and a consorter with the great.

Conspiracy. 2, Add: ^^t. conspiracyofsilence,
1885 Pall Malt Gaz. 6 July i No longer will good men be

able with easy conscience to join in that indignant 'Hush !'

by which the evil-doers have hitherto silenced every attempt
to make articulate the smothered wail that rises unceasing
from the woeful under-world. There is now an end to that
conspiracy of silence. Ibid, jo July i/i The absurd con-
spiracy of silence which is making our contemporaries so
supremely ludicrous. 1885 Church Reformer July 146/1
When such work as the /'a// jV/t// has done is treated by the

ordinary press with a conspiracy of silence, then it becomes
our duty. .to thank that paper for its outspoken boldness.

Conspirative (k^nspi*rativ), a. Transferf Obs.

rare to present sense, and add : 2. Engaged in,

involving, or characterized by conspiracy.
1887 Century Mag. XXXV. 295 Who shall take part in

collective and conspirative insurrection. 1931 Contemp,
Rev. Jan. 29 Spies and active conspirative agents of the
foreign and domestic enemy, zg^z Chambers's frnl. 289/2
The departure itself was arranged in almost a conspirative
manner, xgay Observer^ x\ Dec. 21/2 Ihe Opposition.,
continued to maintain.. its conspirative organisation.

Conspiratorially (kf7nspirat5»TiaU), aeh.

[f. CoNSPiRATOKiAL + -LY 1^.] In the manner of a
conspirator.
191a Chesterton ManeUive 11. iii, 'They said it was

England,' said my imbecile, consj)iratorti]ally. x^-j Scots
Observer 22 Jan. 16/4, I came tiptoeing conspiratorially
across the dread threshold of the studio.

Conspirer. (Modern U.S. example.)
1896 Voice (U.S.) 30 July 4/5 Those who want to fight the

great conspirer against human life should get out their

battle-axes and go for the rum fiend.

Constituted, ///- a. (Earlier U.S. examples
of mod. use.)

1807 J. Marshall Washington V. 354 Neither could he
\sc. Jefferson] perceive danger to liberty except from the con-
stituted authorities, and especially from the executive. >8z6
Pickering Vocab. 69 Constituted authorities, the officers of
government collectively, in a kingdom, city, town, &c. This
expression has been adopted by some of our writers from
the vocabulary of the French Revolution.

Constitutionalist. 2. (Earlier U.S. ex-

ample.)
178a J, Adams Wks. III. 353 Vaughan has a brother in

Philadelphia, who has written him a long letter about the
Constitutionalists and the RupubUcans,

Constitutionality. (Earlier U.S. examples,)

1787 A. Hamilton Wks. (1886) VII. 9, I pass now to an
examination of the constitutionality of the measure. 1791
Washington /Fr/V.XII. 18 TheconstitutionalityofitUcaa
act] is objected to.

Construct (k^-nstr^t), sb. [f. Construct z*.]

1. Psychol. A mental image called cp by certain

.associations.

i890-x C, L. Morgan Anim. Life «5- Intell. 312 At the bid-

ding of certain siimuHfrom without we construct that mental

product which we call the object of sense. It is of these

mental coxisXxxiGCxoxi^—^ constructs' I will call them for con-

venience—that 1 have now to speak- Ibid. 317 What we call

objects are human constructs.

2. Math. A configuration, outline, or surface.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII, 541/1 A monogenic algebraic

construct (or configuration, or surface). . .The notion ofmono-
genic construct is wider than that of a monogenic function.

Construction. Add :

4. b. A mechanical structure used in a stage

setting, or forming the setting itself,

1024 H. Carter New Theatre Soviet Russia 71 Instead of

painted planes he [sc. Meierhold] uses constructions in

volumes made of wood, iron and other suitable utateriaU



CONSTRUCTIONAL.
ihift 73 Construction as it is now understood as an aid to

acting and nothing more, .arrived in April, 1922. iQa9 —
Ne-wSfiritKuss, T'Arrti'r* 23 1 The bridge of Life and Death
that forms ihechief construction on the Japanese stage. 1929
EncycL Brit. XXII. 342 High platforms, skeletonized
structures, inclined planes, a)l manner of bare, unsenti-
mentalized construction provide the footing as well as the
background for the actors. »

10. construction camp^ car ; construction train,

a train conveying materials for the construction or
repair of railways,

1869 C. L. Brace New West xiv. 184 Every stick of fuel,

every railroad tie, and beam for trestle-work, must be carried

on construction trains from these mountains. 1873 J. H.
Beadlk Undrvel. West xxi. 397 Hitherto construction cars
hadbeenshovedacrosssingly by hand. 1891 Harper's Rfag.
Nov. 887/1 It was Dunn's headquarters—the construction
camp, 1900 Daily Nc^s 8 Mar. 3/3 The armoured train

and construction trains can now go beyond Crocodile Pools
almost to Kamutsa.

Constructional, a. Add :

1. b. spec. Pertaining to or engaged in the manu-
facture of structural iron or steel.

1804 Daily Nevjs 5 Mar. 2/7 Most of the steel-works are
well engaged, more particularly on constructional work.
Ibid, 34 Sept. 3/7^ The recent distribution of large railway
orders in the district has caused constructional iron to be in

good request. 1897 Ibid. 14 June 7/3 The constructional
engineers. 1900 lhi4L 3 D^ 2/7 ironfounders and con-
structional engineers.

4. la theatrical scenery, characterized by 'con-
struction \
19x4 H. Cartkk New Theatre Soviet Russia 73 A de-

velopment of the constructional scenery appeared in the next
production.

Constructionism (kp^nstrz^'kjoniz'm) . [f.

CoNSTBCcrioK + -ISM.] Artistic expression by
means of mechanical structures,

z^s4 H. Carter Netv Theatre Soviet Russia 187 They are
being initialed into the * mysteries' of constructionism, bio-
mechanics, and other s>-stems of brain and body discipline.

i9»9— New S/>irit Russ. Thentre 37$ From expre.<isionism
..to constructionism.. has been the path of the Moscow
Kamcrny theatre.

Constructionist. Add :

3. One who follows the principle* of construc-
tionism.

19*4 H. Cartes Nem Tfteatre Soviet Russia 70 The
aestheiici>t, painter, sculptor, poet or any other t« dead| the
constructionist take$ his place. 19*8 Daily Tel. la June
13/6 International Federation of Expressionists, Futurists,
Cubists, and Constructionists.

Constmctire, a. Add : 5. - *Cokstruc-
TIONAL 4.

i9«4 H. Carter AVrc Theatre SovietR ussia-ji By construc-
tive scenery ^Ieicrhold understands ei^sential sceneryadapted
to the reallocation of man's free acting in space, and not photo-
graphy or decoration. Ibid. 73Thescenery was simple, essen-
tial and constructive. 1999 EncycL Bnt. XXU. plate iii
(facing 34) Expression istic, constructive and abstract settings.

Constructivism (k^^strr-ktiviz'ra). [f. Con-
structive a. + -ISM.] - C0N8TBLCT10NISM. Hence
Constru'ctlTlst a.

19S4 H. Cartkr Nttu TheatreSoviet Russia 71 Constructiv-
ism was also influenced by futurism. 19*9 Times Lit.SuJf/t.
31 Jan. 74/4 The cubism and surrealism of Paris, the futurism
of Italy, the constructivism of Moscow. 19*9 H. Carter
New spirit Russ, Theatre 225 There are two methods by
which an artist may express an idea : (1) Constructivism, or
symbob and emblems of the world without us ; and (2) Ex-
prestioaUra, orsymbolsandemblenisofthe world within us.
loay Observer i Dec. 15/a Constructivism was simply to be
toe theatrical parallel to industrial technique, demanding the
exclusion of all uscleu decoration and the precise functional
organization of the stage. 1930 ibid. 26 Jan. 10 Some of the
settings suggest the influence of constructivtst architecture.

Consultation. 2. b. Add : in present legal
usage confined to meetings where more than one
counsel are present.

1906 Ann. Practice II. 211 The following fees are allowed
to counsersclerki...OnconsuItations,8enior'sclerk..o 5 o
On consultations, junior's clerk..o a 6.

Consulting, vbi. sb. Add : consiatiDg room,
a room in which a consultation takes place ; esp. the
room in which a physician examines his patients.
•i96g Pcreupine 12 ]unc loo/i A medical friend one morning,

sitting in his consulting-room, was thus addressed. 1883
L. Browme & Bbrnkk K««, Son^^ <V Speedi 248 Our
consulting-room, claavroom, and the theatre. 18^ Conak
Doyle in Strand Mag, Mar. 276/2 Two men had come
from Paddington, and were waiting in the consulting
room. 1894 — Rottnti the Red Lamp 48 If yoa will
wait here in the consulting-room I have no doubt that I shall
be able to send the doctor in to you. 1900 Upward Eben.
Lobb 1 18 He slowly grasped the fact that the greatest mind
of this or any other age was present in his lowly consulting-
room. 19S3 Sir F. Irevks Elephant Man vii. 123 A long
building with many windows that I recognize as my old
hospital, a consulting room with familiar furniture, [ctc^

Consultor. Add ; 1. b. I?. C, Ch, (See quots.)
1896 Westiit. Gax. 74 Sept. 1/3 Consulior-General of the

Chapter of the Pallottine Fathers, in Rome. 1901 Daily
Chron. 24 Dec. 5 '7 A Consultor of the Roman Congregation
of Indulgences and Relics, 1907 Ca/A. Encycl, 11. 71/1 The
Atiditorsofthe Rota.. are generally also attached as Con-
suitors to various Roman Congregations. 1908 Ibid. IV,
323/1 Consultortt Diocesatt, a certain number of priests in
each diocese of the United Sutes who act as official advisers of
the bishop in certain matters pertaining lo the administration
of the diocese. As a body they Uke the place of the cathedral
chapter as established elsewhere... Their appointment was
recommended [etc.]. i^imlbid. XIII. 137/2 The Holv Office
.

.
has a number of consultorSi chosen from among the most
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esteemed and learned prelates and religious. Some are ex
officio consultors by virtue of a right anciently granted.

Consumer. Add :

2. b, Pol. Econ. Consumers* creifity credit given
to the consumer while he is in possession and use
of an article for which he is paying by instalments.
Consumers' goods, rent, surplus (see quots.).
1890 A. Marshall Princ. Econ. I. 109 Goods may be

divided into goods of the first order, which satisfy wants
directly, such as food, clothes, etc.; goods of the second
order..Goods of the first order are sometimes described as
consumption or consumers' goods. Ibid. 175 The excess of
the price which he would be willing to pay rather than go
witliout^ it, over that which he actually does pay is the
economic measure of this surplus pleasure: and.. may be
called Consumers' Rent. Ibid. 446 We may now consider
the effects which a change in the conditions of supply may
exert on Consumers' Surplus or Rent. 19*7 Selicman Econ.
Instalment Selling I. 141 Consumers' credit would denote
credit granted to consumers. Ibid. 143 It may be as well to
study the institution of consumers* credit as a step in the
granting of credit in a wider sense.

Consumptible (k/ns»*mPtib*l), a. Add: B.
sb* Any object that is capable of being consumed
as by wear, decay, etc., in the course of use.
%^^ AthenaeutH 3 Sept 318/3 The loan ofa 'consumptible,'

such as money. 1894 Pa/grave's Diet. Pot. Econ. s.v.
CoHsumptibles, The loaf which is eaten on the day of
baking, the Suez Canal which will last, it is hoped, for
centuries, are both consumptibles.

Consumption. 9. Add : consumption credit
(«» *consumers^ credit), market^ tax; consumption
goods = *consumers* goods ; consumption test,
trial, the test of a motor vehicle with regard to its

economical consumption of petrol.
1890 [see *Consi;mer a b]. 1894 Pnlgrave*s Diet. Pol.

Ecan.f Consumers^ Goods (or Consumption Goods) include
all those desirable things which directly satisfy human needs
and desires,^.f, food and clothing. iZ^$ Daily Neivs (> }\xne
7/3 'ITie chief Chinese consumption markets. 190a A. R.
CoLQUHouN in Ityst/n. Gas. 10 Nov. 6/3 The treaty provided
for a 'consumption tax* on native produce. 1903 Motor
Ann. 148 Hill<limbing and consumption trials. Ibid. 155
The consumption test was to determine which cycle would
travel thegreatest distanceonapint of petrol, at a minimum
pace of 15 m.p.h. X009 Westm.Gaz.24 Aug.4/3 In the con.
sumption trial ofthe Liverpool Motor Cluba lo-iaHumbercar
. .carried off the first prize. 19*7 Seligman Econ. Instalment
Setting 1. 14 1 Consumption credit would denote credit utilized
for the purposes of consumption. Ibid. 174 Consumption
credit is in itself quite as legitimate as production credit.

Contact, sb. Add :

I. c. EUctr, The touching or uniting of points
or surfaces of conductors to permit the flow of
electric current ; also, a device for effecting this.

1915 ' Bartimeus * TeUl Skip i. 30 * I suppose you tested
thecontacis?' he asked, i^ij Blackw, ^*»*;. Mar. 381 /a The
order, 'Start up I 'passed down the long Tine of machines.
Contact, Sir 1 said the flight*commander's mechanic
d. Exposure to contagious disease; hence, a

person who has been exposed lo infection by contact
with a person suffering from a contagions disease.
X90S Standard 4 Mar., A large number of contacts and

suspects have been placed in quarantine. looa Encyct, BHt.
XXXI. 792/1 (Plague) 'Contacts' should be kept under
observation. 1907 Practitiotter Dec. 837 The inaction of
scarlet fever is not carried, .in the clothes of mere contacts.

e. Psychol. A light pressure upon the skin or the
sensation of this. Also contact sensation.
1901 Ualdwim Diet. Pkilot. tr Psychol,, Contact Sensation.
..\ sensation made up probably (Dessoir) of Touch Sensa-
tion and Pressure Sen-\ation. 1903 Koyce Ouft. Psychol. 1 33
Still other points on the skin, very wealthily interspersed
amongst the others, give us, if excited in isolation, sensations
of contact or of pressure.

6. contact bed, a tank containing porous mate-
rial through which sewage is filtered in order that
contact with the bacterial organisms and atmo-
spheric oxygen in the pores of the material may
chemically destroy the noxious organic matter in
the sewage; contsot block, brush, piece, etc.

Electr., devices for the passage, conduction, or
transmission of electric current by contact (see*i c);

contact printing: Photogr., the making of prints

by placing sensitized paper, glass, or film in contact
with a negative ; so contcut plate, print, slide.

sooa Westm. Cat, 18 Aug. 21 The 'conUct bed treatment
diners from the intermittent filtration method in that the
sewage is rapidly run into abed ofcinders,, .or the hke, and
after a few hours is as quickly run out. 19x1 Kershaw
Sewage Purification 226 Treatment of sewage in contact
beds. S901 Waterhouse Conduit Wiring 32 The ^contact
block of theceiljng.rose. 1884 Higgs Magn. <v Dyn.-electHc
Meuh, 264 The iron core is magnetised by the electric current
flowing through the windings of the rotating helix from the
one •contact-brush to the other. 1876 Prrece &l SiVEWRiCfir
Telegraphy 37 The zinc plate, fitted with a brass "contact
piece. x8oa Pall Mall Gaz, 20 May 7/1 The engine is pro.
yidcd with a contact piece, and as soon as it touches the
insulated bar electrical connection with the signal-box is

established. X89S Abnev Instruct. Photo^. (ed. 9) 253
Transparencies by 'Contact Plates. /JrV. 255 Transparencies
by 'Contact Printing. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 58 There is
something in a slide by reduction which a "contact slide
Uck<, and no doubt this is due to the fact that the former is

made by the agency of daylii^ht.

b. Applied to operations (or units engaged
therein) which have the object of maintaining
contact between aircraft and advancing forces of
infantry; e.g. contact control^ machim,patrol, work.

CONTEMPORARILY,
1917 Btackiv. Mag. Mar. 380/1 Machines would be detailed

for contact work with our infantry. Ibid. Aug. 144/2 The
low-flying contact machines, .play their part of mothering
the infantry. Ibid. 147/1 The newsystemof contact patrols
was found [in 1916] to be useful in dealing with Boche
movements directly behind the front line. 1918 E. M.
Ko^z^TsP'lyittg Fighter 131 Contact Control, the purpose
ofwhich is to keep in touch with advancing infantry, tabulate
its progress, and then report to headquarters.

Contact, V. Add : 3. trans. To get into
contact or touch with (persons). U.S.
X9a9 L. F. Carr America Challenged 61 Mr, Dickey con«

tacted every family in three representative agricultural
counties.

Contain, v. Add :

11, c. Mil. To keep (a superior enemy force) in
position, by engaging its attention so that it cannot
undertake any offensive action elsewhere. Freq. in
ppl. adj. {containingforce),
1899 Westm. Gas. ai Nov. 5/^ The opinion is now generally

enieruined in Sir George While's camp that only a contain-
ing force has been left outside Ladysmith, and that the bulk
of the Boer commandos have moved south. Ibid. 23 Nov.
5/1 It is obviously impossible for Joubert to be able to
contain White at Ladysmith, Hildyard at Estcourt, and
Clery at Maritzburg. 1899 Daily News 27 Nov. 5/2 Not
the besiegers of our several garrisons, but the garrisons
themselves, have been playing most effectively the part of
'containing' forces in the military sense. 1900 H. A. Gwvnne
in War's Brighter Side (looi) 174 Infantry will be used for
two purposes—to contain the opposing infantry, and to hold
positions seized by the mobiJe portion of the force. 1904
ll'estm. Gaz. ii Aug, 7/2 The Japanese, having left a con-
taining force at An-shan-shan, are advancing with their
principal force to the east.

Container. Add : In recent use applied esp. to
vessels designed to contain or store certain articles.

1933 N. E. Odell in E. F. Norton Eight/or Everest, igi^.

331 Certain modifications had.. been deemed advisable,
especially in the cylinder containers. 1928 Dailv Mail
25 July 4/3 This practical japanned metal container for
soiled linen.

Contaminate, v. Add :

b. Palmogi-aphy. pass. To suffer contamination
(see next, c).

19x3 F. W. Hall Comp. Class. Texts 128 Contaminated
texts existed in very ancient times.

Contamination. Add :

1. o. (a) The blending of two or more stories,

plots, or the like into one,
1877 Encycl, Brit. VII. 411/2 The Roman versions were

probably terser than their originals, which they often altered
by the process called contamination. 1909 Nation (N.Y.)
22 Apr, 407/2 In 'AH Fools,' for example, we have a 'con-
lamination,* to use the technical term, of the ' Heauton-
timoroumenos * and the 'Adelphi,' plus a sub-plot of
Chapman's own invention.

ip) Philology. The blending of forms, words, or
phrases of similar meaning or use so as to produce
a form, word, or phrase of a new type.
1888 Strong tr. PauPs Princ. Lang, 160 By 'contamina-

tion * I understand the process by which synonymous forms
ofexpression force themselves simultaneously into conscious-
ness, so that neither of the two makes its influence felt

simply and purely: a new form arises in which elements of
the one mingle with elements of the other. Ibid.^ Con-
tamination manifests itself partly in the phonetic form of
single words, partly in their syntactical combination. 1891
Strong, Lockman & Wheelkr Hist. Lang. 142 We may lay
it down that for analogy we must demand a sufficient number
ofexamples on which lo base a rule j while for contamination,
a single form or construction may suffice. 1901 Oertel
Led, Study Lang. 174 The structure oC grammatical para-
digms does not escape contamination.

(c) Palaeography. A blending of manuscripts
resulting in the occurrence in a manuscript or group
of manuscripts of readings belonging to different

lines of tradition.

1913 F. W. Hall Comp. Class. Texts 130 The problem of
relationship[ofMSS.] is often rendered exceedingly complex
by the teiidency which is variously described as * contamina-
tion ', 'mixture', or 'eclectic fusion ' of the different groups.

Contango, sb. Add quots. :

1893 W. G. CoRDiNGLEY Gutde Stock Exchange 44 The
first day of the Settlement is called 'Contango Day'.
1898 Westm. Gaz. 20 Oct. 8/1 Monday, October 31, will be
contango day in Watney-Combe securities. 1903 Ibid. 6 Feb.
9/1 Monday. .is the official mining contango-day.

Conta-ngO, v. [f. the sb.l tram. To pay
contango on (stocks or shares) ; also absol. to obtain

deferment of payment of the purchase price of stocks
in consideration of a contango.
1900 Westm. Gaz. 30 Apr. 9/1 In Chili they should have

earned at least 8 per cent,, on deposit here 3 per cent., and
if used in 'contangoing' stocks, as in the case of the Bank
of Tarapaca, considerably more. 19U Weekly Westm. Gaz.
20 May 31/1 Probably at first many of the opponents of the
measure may refuse to Contangoe at all* 1928 Morning
Post ig, Nov., The broker will, as a rule, endeavour to carry
over, give on, or contango—the words all mean the same
thing— the 50 Gramophone shares.

Conte (koht). [Fr. (see Count j^.'),] A short

story (as a form of literary composition).
1891 Lang Essays in Little 205 Few men have succeeded

both in the conte a-nd the novel. 1966 Daily Chron, 26 Feb.

3/3 There is no demand for the conte in England.^ 1919
Encycl. Brit. VI. 328/1 The most perfect modern writer of
contes is Guy de Maupassant.

Contemporarily (k^nte-mpSrarlli), adv. [f.

CoNTEMPOKABY -»- -LY ^.] Contemporaneously.
1844 E. B, Elliott Horae Apocahptica (1862) IV, aj

Some ominous derangement of the natural atmosphere may



CONTEMPORARINESS. 230 CONTBADECIDUATE,
fiimish a literal groundwork for the figure, nearly con-

temporarily, X928 C. F. S- Gamble North Sea Air :itation

ix. 124 Contemporarily with this.

Contemporariness. (Mod. U.S. example.)

01889 American VIII. 252 (Cent. Diet.) Contemporariness

with Columbus.

Contemptible, a. Add :

4. as sb. The Old Contemptibles \ a popular

name given to the British army of regulars and

special reserve which made up the expeditionary

force sent to France in the autumn of 1914, in

ironical allusion to the German Emperor's alleged

exhortation to his soldiers to * walk over General

Frenches contemptible little army * (published in an
annexe to B.E.F. Routine Orders of 24 Sept. 1914%
[igiS P. GiBBS Soul of War 107 A smashing blow against

the army of Paris and the 'contemptible' British.] 1916
Boyd Cable Action Front iii The Old Contemptibles.

Ibid. 208 So it was that our New Armies had a glimpse of

what the old ' Contemptible Little Army ' has seen . . so often.]

1917 Blackzv. Mag. Aug. 140/1 The Royal Flying Corps.,

sent whatever machines it could lay hands on to join the old

contemptibles in France. 1919 Boyd Cable Old Conievtpt.

Forew. p. viii, 1 was one o' French's bloomin' old original

Contemptibles.

Content, sby Add : 1. C. sing. The amount
(of a specified substance or material) contained;

the amount or quantity yielded,

X901 Chemist 9f^ Dru([gist LVIII. 18 Jeancard and Satie..

conclude that altitude has no influence upon the ester content
of lavender oil. 1901 Yearbk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 41 (Cent.

D. Supp!.) The director of the Arizona Experiment Station
reported that the sugar content in pounds per acre.. ranged
from 1,491 to 3,361 pounds.

d. Psychol, (tr. G. inhalt) : see quots.
1901 Baidwin's Diet. Philos. ^ Psychol. y Content^* .(2) A

constituent of any kind of presented whole. (3) An object
meant or intended by the subject... See ////^m/ for this mean-
ing. lbid,y We may distinguish conveniently the presented
content {argued about) and the process (the arguing). 1903
Amer. Jmi. Psychol. Apr. 279 Funded or consolidated con-

tents, are.. such contents as are produced by bringing to-

f
ether, in a very intimate way, various part-contents. J913
\. Jones Papers Psycho'A nalysis 26 Freud , . contrasts the

* manifest content \ which is the dream as directly related,

with the 'latent content', which is the group of thoughts
reached by psycho-analysis of the dream. 1916 tr. yung's
Coll. Papers Anal. Psych. 14 A definite presentation-content

[Vorsteilrmgsinhalt] can even create a stereotyped repetition
in the individual ciisis. Ibid. 76 The hallucinatory content
and loud speaking is also met with in persons with hallucina-

tions in lethargy.

Content, a. Add : 3. d. To cry content with ;

to be satisfied with.

Cf. %\izks.. 3 Hen. VI, in. ii. 183, I can.. cry, Content, to
that which grieues my Heart.

1933 Daily Mail x Feb. 9 It is notable that most of the
old hands in turf strategy have cried content with their

various horses. . . Mr. Sol Joel has cried content with Pondo-
land and Evander in the Jubilee.

Contestation. Add :

1. b. In the Gallican liturgy, the prayer imme-
diately preceding tlie Canon of the Mass,
1870 •Procter Hist. Bk. Com. Prayer iii.§ 3 (ed- 9) 354

note. The Roman Church possessed a rich store of these
Illations, or, as they have been variously called, Prefaces,
Conte'itations, or Prayers of the Triumphal Hymn. 1880
ScuDAMORE in Diet. Ckr. Ant. II. 1107/2 The Contestation
invariably ended with the Snnctus. Ibid. 1695/1 The Roman
words ofcontestation are, ' Vere dignum et justum est ' [etc.],

Contestee (kpntestf*), U.S, [f. Contest v."]

A candidate for election who is in the position of

having his seat contested by another.
1870 Congress. Globe 16 Feb. 1349/3 So many voted for the

contestant and so many for the contestee in that ward. 1887
U.S. Stat, at Large XXIV. 445 Upon receipt of the con-
testee's brief the clerk shall forward two copies thereof to

the contestant.

Continent, sb. 6. U.S, (Earlier examples.)
- 1760 Ne^v Jersey Archives XX. 514 Every well disposed
Person, either on the Continent, or in the West India Islands.

1765 Boston Town Hec. 18 Sept., The Representative of
most of the other Collonies on the Continent.

Continental, a, U.S. Add :

3. b. Used as a depreciatory epithet (orig. with
reference to currency).
X84X W. G. SiMMS Kinsmen viL (1882) 91, I wouldn't give

a continental copper for the safety of your skin. 1874
Eggi.eston Circuit y?iV«r (1903) 148, I tole him as how I

didn't keer three continental derns fer his whole band. 1870
TouRGEE Fools Err. xxxvii. 259 These carpet-baggers donx
carea continental cuss howmanyniggersyourancestors had.

B. sb. 2, a. (Earlier examples.)
1779 in Loyal Verses (i860) 53 You Continentals, line th*

Augusta road. 1781 W. Gordon Hist. Amer. Rev. (1788)
IV. 58 Beef in quarters was found,.. on which the hungry
continentals fed greedily. 1783 Lond Chron. 16-19 Aug.
170/1 The yesterday's paper mentions, that 1500 Continentals
of the Eastern troops. .had taken post near Philadelphia.
x8o6 P'essenden Orig. Poems 24 High bucks and ladies
..Make finer show tlian troops of continentals.

b. (Early examples.) Also not to care a con-

tinental.

x83i J. F. Cooper SPy xvi. (1850) 150 If it*s silver or goold
. ., it's but little I have, though I've a trifling bit of the con-
tinental. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 159 ' I outs with
a handful! o' the right staff; old continental —paper money
issued by the colonies. 1835 R. M. Biffo Hawks ofHawk-
hollotv I. xix. 246 Were I a rebel, you would have found
naught but a roll of beggarly continentals. 184s in T. H.
Benton Thirty years Uieiu (1856) II. 392 Within you have
a few continentals or promises to pay in gold or silver, which

may now be servicable to the Treasury. 1897 Daily Newt
16 June 7/6 'Excuse me, Mr. Barnato '.. .' But I think you
will admit I ought to know what I did.* *I don't care a
continental what you know', Barney replied. 1907 Daily
Chron. 5 Nov. 6/6 The ' New York American '. .incidentally
isn't caring a continental what London thinks.

Continentaler. U^S. (Earlier example.)
1850 H. C. Watson Camp Fires Revol. 41 The continen-

tallers..were ordered to march to Bunker Hill.

Continentality (kf7:ntineiita;liti). [f. Con-
tinental a. + -ITY.] The condition of being
continental as distinguished from oceanic; spec, in

Meteorol.y the qualities possessed by or typical of

a continental climate.
Z922 Nature CIX. 512/2 He lays stress on the distribution

of land and water within the zones; climate is greatly affected
by ' continentality ' and ' oceanity '.

Continuation. 11. Add : continuation class

^

course
J
education^ schoolings study (after G. fort-

bildung).
\^'j Peel City Guardian ii June 2/1 Evening continuation

schools and classes. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 20 Dec. 3/2 Drill

ought to form part of the continuation education, zooi

RowNTREE Poverty 74 Attendance at the continuation
classes .. cannot make up for the loss resulting from the
early age at which the children leave school to go to work.
1907 VVestm. Gaz. 25 Sept. 2/1 Curtailing the period of the

continuation courses from eighteen to eleven days. 1928
Britain's Industr. Future {Lib. Ind. Inq.) iv. Argt. 266 Part-
time day continuation schooling up to sixteen years.

Continuity. Add :

6. attrib. : continuity clerk, writer, a writer

of continuation matter in a series of film captions.

1927 Sunday Express 29 May 10 Promising to let her be
a continuity clerk if she did not get ahead as an actress.

1928 Ibid. 18 Mar. 4/3 The necessity for such titles as ' Time
went on, and brought changes in the circus ' would bring
most continuity writers into disgrace.

Continue Ck^nti*niz^|i?). Mus, =B\ssocontinuo.
1876 Stainer & Barrett Vict. Ahis, Terms. 1880 Grove's

Diet. Mus, I. 151/2 In the score of the * Matthaus Passion
'

of Bach.. in the recitative a single line and figures is given
for the 'continue * alone.

Continuous, a. 3. Add : Cotttinuous voyage,

a voyage which, though interrupted by stoppages at

ports or otherwise, is regarded as a single voyage
in reference to the purpose with which it was under-

taken (e. g. the consignment of goods or materials).
1806 C. Robinson Rep. Cases Crt. Admir. V. 365 marg.,

Continuous voyage in the colonial trade of the enemy. 1808
//'/(/. VI. App, note ii, That branch of the colonial principle

which relates to continuous voyages. ..It was in the first

instance adopted as a rule of equitable construction in favour
of neutral trade, in protection of that part of a cargo, which
had gone from Hamburgh to Bourdeaux, and was afterwards
captured on the ulterior part of the voyage to St. Domingo.
'I'hose goods.. were excepted.. by the interpretation which
the Court adopted, that the touching at Bourdeaux, accom.
panted with an entry, and the forms of exportation, did not
create such an incorporation into the commerce of France,
as could render the destination of the continuous voyage
liable to be considered, as between French ports only. 1892
Pitt Cobbett Leading Cases Internat. Latu in. (ed. 2) 334
The doctrine ofContinuous Voyages as applied in connection
with the rule of War of 1756. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI.
130/2 If the ultimate destination of goods, though shipped
first to a neutral port, is enemy's territory, then, according
to the * doctrine of continuous voyages ', the goods may be
treated as if they had been shipped to the enemy's territory

direct. 1914 Round Table Mar. 330 The decision, .that the
'continuous journey' regulation was ultra vires.

Contortion. Add : 1. b. In technical use.

1869 M. T. Masters Fif^. Terat. 316 Contortion.—An
irregular twisting or bending of the stem or branches is by
no means of uncommon occurrence, the inducing causes
being often some restriction to growth in certain directions,

or tlie undue or disproportionate growth in one direction, as

contrasted with that in another. 1882 Geiicie Text-bk.

Geol. 480 Among the sands and clays of the glacial de.

posits local examples of contortion occur.

Hence ContoTtional a. = CoNTOBTlVEa. ; Con-
to'rtionate a., twisting, tortuous; Conto'rtloned
a.y twisted.

191X C. E. W. Bean 'Dreadnought^ of Darling xii, Its

more' particularly contortionate bends \sc. of the Darling
River]. 1918 \V. J. Locke Rough Road vi. 64 Such and
such back-breaking and contortional performances in his

bathroom. 192a Glasgow Herald 25 Sept. 13 A pitiable,

dazed, contortioned figure. 1928 Galsworthy Swan Song
II. V. 145 They had so much soul, and that so contortionate,

that she could not even keep her attention on them long
enough to discover why they were not alive.

Contour, sb. 4. Add : contour chasing,

flying close to the ground and following the con-

tours of the landscape.
X918 McCudden Five Vrs. R.F.C. 18 We got the old

Bleriot. .out and went 'contour chasing' over the Plain.

Contour, v. Add : 3. To follow the contour of.

1924 G. L. Mali.ory in E. F, Norton Fight /or Everest^

jg24 209 Contouring the hill until we could drop into this

valley 6 miles below the bungalow.

Contrabandist. (.Earlier U.S. example.)
1813 Columbian Centinel 28 Aug. 2/3 An expedition has

been fitted out below to destroy the nest of French and
Creole Contrabandists and Pirates.

Contra-baSSOOn. A double bassoon.
1928 J. p. SousA Marching Along xiv. 276 The additions

[to the classic orchestra] to-day used by the moderns are
piccolos, English horns, contra-bassoons, hecklephone, [etc.].

Contraception (kf^trase-pjan). [irreg. f.

Contra- 2 -^-ception in Conception.] The preven-

tion of uterine conception. Hence Contrace'p-

tionist, one who practises or advocates contra-

ception.

1917 Boston Pilot 14 Apr. 4/5 The contraceptionist would
take from the .\lmighiy all power over life and dispose
matters after his own whim and liking, 1923 Stopes
Contraception 23 Wholesome contraception is a valuable
tool in the hands of those who work toward elevating our
sex knowledge in the way urged by Professor Bayliss, Ibid.

213 Since 1920. .contraception has been made criminal ia
France.

Contraceptive (k^ntrase*ptiv), a. and sb. [f.

Contra- 2 and CoNCEPTivEa., afterprec,] A., adj.

Pertaining to or procuring contraception. B. sb.A.

means of procuring contraception. Hence Contra-
ce'ptively adv., by contraception.

1897 J.
McCabe in Literary Guide i Oct. 145/2 Every

Catholic knows that the Church has forbidden the use ojf

contraceptives under ' the pain of mortal sin'. 1931 Brit.

Med. Jml. 20 Aug. 302/1 A knowledge of contraceptive
methods, xgaa Ibid. 8 July 69/2 A session to discuss con-
traceptive technique. 19*3 otopes Contraception 5 The
result [of present economic conditions] too often is the use of
harmful contraceptives. Ibid. 233 The Church however has
already yielded the principle of the use of contraceptive
means. 1927 Scots Observer 7 May 4/4 The people who advo-
cate contraceptive methods. 1928 F. E. Williams Orokaiva
^/(j^"c2ii Abortifacientandcontraceptivedrugs. j^Z Devon
<V Exeter Gaz. 21 Nov., The indiscriminate and constant sale
of contraceptives, not only in the towns but in quite small
villages. 1929 E. V. Lindsay Birth Controltj Would they
accept physical union made contraceptively sterile ?

Contract, sb.^ Add :

1. e. An undertaking. coUoq. orig. U.S.
1881 A. A. Haves New Colorado vi. 87 A person shoald

carefully study his temperament, .before he takes a contract
to go into a deep shaft. Ibid. xi. 159 Here, too was Armigo
to have annihilated General Kearny, but for the unfortunate
circumstance of his troops declining, as they say in the
West, ' to take the contract '. 1891 E.S.Ellis C^tfc^AV.^/j^
vli, 50 Any person might well shrink from the contract oif

corraling a couple [of such men],

f. A season railway-ticket. Also Comb.
1899 Westm. Gaz. 17 July 4/2 The justice of the peace..

decided that the company had no right to expect its con-
tract-holders to carry business advertisements about for its

benefit. 1904 Notice in Vpcol Exchange Station^ Pas-
sengers must show their Tickets (Contract or Ordinary)
before passing through these Gales.

g. In the game of Bridge, an undertaking to

make so many tricks ; hence contract biid^^ also

simply Contract^ a form of auction bridge.

1908 IVestm. Gaz. 24 Dec. 14/2 Suppose the contract is

two in hearts, and four by cards are made, the contracting
side score 32 below the line, and game. If the contract had
failed, and say two by cards had been lost, the adversaries

would score 200 in their honour column. 1927 Observer
10 Apr. 25 Little coteries and sets play variations of Bridge,
such as Contract, Cairo, Standard, and so forth, t^m^
Punch 10 Apr. 420 * Contract bridge ', which is superseding
auction bridge on the Continent and in America, has taken
a strong hold in Britain. 1929 Observer 24 Nov., Contract
has been * boomed * in a way that Auction never was.

Contract, v. Add :

2. d. intr. To contract out : to make an arrange-

ment or agreement not to come under certain

conditions. Conversely, to contract in.

1894 Times 29 Jan. 11/4 With the exception of those
men who now have contracting-out mutual insurance
societies, the opinion oftheworking men . . is. . against permis-
sion to contract out on any terms. X906 Daily Chron,

23 June 4/3 ' The parents of at least twenty children ' may
appeal to the Board of Education, which, if it sees fit, may
allow theschool to contract-out.. .They do not contemplate
. .any large amount of contracting-out. 1908 Westm. Gaz,

7 Dec 2/3 The local education authorities would have in-

sisted on getting the same State grant for each Council
child as was paid to denominational associations for each
contracted-out child. 1920 S. & B. Webb Hist. Trade Un.
366 note. By 'contracting out' was meant an arrangement
between employer and employed by which the latter relin-

quish the rights conferred upon them by the Act, and often

also their rights under the Common Law. 1927 Daily
Express 24 Mar. 1 The Trade Union Bill will provide that

members of a trade union wishing to contribute to political

funds shall contract in,

e, trans. To arrange for by contract (Contbact
sb.^ I b) ; to let by contract.

1897 Daily News 13 Sept. 7/5 Do you contract your work
of construction, or do it by direct employment of labour?

Z902 Daily Chron. 16 Aug. 6/a We are forbidden to contract

a ' boy ' away from the country for more than a year.

Contractionist. U.S. (Earlier example.)

1875 Nation (N.Y.) 19 Aug. 112/2 As regards the Re-
publican party, its own desire is to please everybody

—

both contractionist and inflationist, the solvent and insolvent,

the creditor and the debtor.

Contractnally (k^trse*ktiz<,ali), adv^ [£
CoNTBACi'UAL -t- -LY *'^.] In contractual terms.

1920 Keynes Econ. Conseq. Peace 56 Too vague and
general to be Interpreted contractually.

Contra'Ctnre, v. [f, the sb.] intr. To exhibit

contracture.
iqoy Practitioner Oct. 542 Dr. Charles L. Dana.. would

preserve the title of progressive muscular atro[^y, and
would limit the use of 'amyotrophic lateral^ scleroses' to

those cases which show, only from the beginning and domi*
nantly, the spastic and contracturing types of progressive

muscular atrophy.

Contradecidnate (kf?:ntradrsi*di«,<?i),fl, [C

C0NTBA- + Deciduate*!.] Denoting that condition

in which the placenta remains in the uterus after

birth and is broken up and absorbed.
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X&97 Parker & Haswell Text-bk. Zool. 11. 56a In the

Mole and the Bandicoot not only isthere no decidua thrown
off, but the fcetal placenta with the distal portion of the

allantois does not pass out after the fcetus, but remains, and
is broken up or absorbed in the uterus. Such a condition

has been termed contra-deciduate.

Co-ntra-indi'cative, «• [f. CoyTRA-iNDi-

CATE v^ Of the nature of a contra-indication.

1906 Practitioner Nov. 629 When a condition contra-

indicative of the treatment was in evidence.

Coutranatant (k(7ntran^i*tant), a. [f. CoNTEtA-

+ NATANT a.'\ Of the niigrations of fish : Against

the current. Hence Co:iitraxiataidon.

1915 A. Merk in Nature 29 Apr. 231 To define these and
other migrations which are intimately associated with

currents it is necessary, .to introduce two terms which will

serve to indicate movement against the current and with the

current. My colle.igue Professor J. Wight Duffrecommends
a Latin root, natare. The words suggested therefore arc

contrattatanty swimming against the current, and tienatant^

swimming or drifting with the current. The words contra-

natatiott and denatatiim are also available to indicate the

act or habit of migration against or with the current. x9>o

Rep. Dc7^e Afar. Lab. 40 Evidence to support the theory of
contranata t ion.

ContrappOStO (k^ntrappi?*st(>). [It, = contra-

position.] In painting and sculpture, the crossing

of limbs and contrasting of masses characteristic of

the works of Michelangelo.
1903 Buriinfton Mag. 1 1 1. aoAa In the figure of the soldan

he gives a superb instance of almost MicbeUangelesquc
CO'itrapt'Oito.

Contraption. (Earlier U.S. and later English

examples.)
1834 * J. Downing' A. yackson iii. 94 The gineral oney

intended to see what he would do» and then by a lettle con-

trapsbion have him secur'd. lifid, iv. 36 He had the nack
ofcontrapshion tu a miracle. 184a Mrs. Kirkland Forest
Life I. 97 It's my vote that we turn these contraptions.,

right out into the shed. 1895 Wesim. Gaz. 23 Aug. 5/1
Their train consisting solely (and in the order given) of :—
1, the engine; 2, guard's van; 3, ordinary 'coach*; 4,

ordinary * coach '...'Ihe result can scarcely be called a train

so much as a contraption. 1898 Kipling '\t\ Mom, Post

9 Nov. 5^1 Had I seen the new fore and aft bridge that we
had managed to screw out of the Dock>'ard ? A great con-
traption. 1915 Rex Clements Gipsy 0/Hot^ -icrj The men
temporarily lashed the crazy contraption to the lower masL

Contrary, a, 3. b. Add : Also in educated use.

igao Rose Macaulay Potierism i. i I4 They were like

that; conceited and contrary.

Contrary, v. Add

:

L (Modern U.S. example.)
290^ Nation (N. Y.) 14 May 393/3 HU \sc. Napoleon's]

clannish in&tincts were somewhat conirarted by the.,

passionate sentiment which he felt for liis wife Josephine,

c. To annoy by opposition. 6-'.^.

1900 Scribner's Mag. Sept. 377/x It did not matter what
you said or did that contraried him.

Contrast, sb. Add

:

5. Psychol. The intensification of a sensation by
the juxtaposition of an opposite.

1897 tr. i^'undCs Outl. Psychol. 324 The law of psychical

contrasts is, in turn, supplementary to the law of relations.

Ibid. 325 The law of contrast has its origin in the attributes

of the subjective contents of experience, but is secondarily
applied to tne ideas and their elements also. S90S Brihtom
Baits Social Relatiopis 43 The third law, that of Contrast,

applies to the ethnic mind the curious fact in mental life

that a prolonged devotion to one idea leads to a reaction in

which the opposite of that idea becomes dominant.

b. The reciprocal induction of colours and
brightnesses when brought into juxtaposition. CoH'
trait coloury a colour assumed as the result of the

environment of an inducing colour. Contrast disk^

one used with a colour-mixer to exhibit the pheno-
mena of brightness and colour contrast.

190X TrrCHKNER Exper. Psychol. I. i. t^ The contrast disct

with an extra 30° of white or black in its ring, ts set up before

its appropriate background. The contrast colour is matched
upon the second mixer as before. Note that the same grey
background must be retained for the second mixer, in order
that uie contrast relations may remain the same on both discs.

Contrasty (k^tra'sti), a, [f. CoNTBAST sb, +
-T 1.] Marked by or exhibiting (strong) contrasts ;

esp. of photographic negatives, having very marked
contrast of light and shade.
i8qi Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV. 117 It is often ad.

visable to print from contrasty negatives on unfumed paper.

19*0 Waus Diet. Photogr. 173 Should the negative be
over-expa«ed and over.developed..the transparency should
have the minimum exposure lo that a prolonged develop-

ment can be given., with a strong developer.. .If the nega-
tive is a contra.sty one, exactly the reverse is done. 19*9
A. J. S[helix)m] in B ham Post 30 Mar. 14/2 We were
forcxd to make sudden adjustments of the listening faculty

10 a very contrasty scheme of tonal values.

Contribation. 5. contribution box (earlier

U.S. example).
184s *0. Omc' /« Doers ff Out (1876) 50 It is only two

months since you refused to put anything in the coothbution
box for the missions.

Control) sb. Add : 4. b. Spiritualism, The
spirit who is alleged to enter the medium's body
and control his words and actions.

1877 Lfisure Hour 3 Nov. 694/t The ghosts of old, if

chastly, were at least respectable, which is more than can
DC said of the 'controls* of a modern static*. 189^ J. N.
Maskklymk in Daily Chron. sg Oct. 3/4 We were particularly
desired to.. do all we could to encourage the medium and
her ' ccmtrol ', who was known by the name of * John '. 1903

O. Loz>GE in Proe. Soc. Psych. Research June 65 Every-
thing known to the normal Mrs. Thompson must be con-
sidered equally known to the ostensible 'control' speaking
with Mrs. Thompson's mouth.

C. The apparatus by means of which a machine
in operation is controlled, as an aeroplane or motor
vehicle ; also, any of the mechanisms of a control

apparatus or in //. collectively for the complete
apparatus. Also attrib,^ as control cable, etc. ; cotitrol

surface, a movable airfoil for changing the attitude

of an aeroplane or airship. Also, in an aeroplane,
the vertical lever controlling the elevator and aile-

rons, more explicitly control column, lever, stick.

1908 H, G. Wbixs iVar in Air iii, The engine.. was
worked by electric controls from this forepart. 191a Curtiss
& Post Curtiss Aviation Bk. 285 One day when I was
up in the air pretty high I seemed to forget . . how to
operate the controls. 1915 Aeroplane 13 Feb. 176/2 The
control is dual; all moving gear is made of non-mag-
netic material, and all control wires are duplicated. 1916
Barber Aeroplane Speaks 28 Sometimes when the Aeroplane
is on the ground the control lever or 'joy-stick' is lashed
fast. Ibid. 39 All the control cables in perfect condition
and tension. 1917 'Theta ' War Flying yj A dual-control
machine. 1917 All the IVorld^s Aircraft 8a The control
surfaces. 1918 E. M. Roberts Flying Fighter 303 My
feet had been forced off the rudder control, igaj Morris
Ozomr's Man. 97 Slow running control not adjusted
properly. . . Carburetter control improperly set. X9a7 Even.
Standard 12 Jan. 6 '4 The * joy stick ' loses a certain liveli-

ness in the new official term of ' control column *.

d. In automobile racing, a section of the road,

nsaally through a town or village, over which speed

is controlled ; also, a section of the road or track

whereoflflcialsare stationed and contesting machines
are halted for examination and repairs; similarly

a station in aeroplane racing. Also attrib.j as

control timekeeper,
1900 Daily News 2 May 7/a These automobile fellows.

.

give you a programme with day runs full of Controls ' and
ei:;ht miles an hour slowings-up through towns. 1903
IVestm. Gaz. i July 7/3 Some time must necessarily elapse
before the control timekeepers can hand in their final reports.

1904 A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist xvL 320 At a control
established in some wayside village, .stands a little group
of officials with their paraphernalia of papers, stop-watches,
reports, and time-sheets. Z9ia Andr£ Beaumont My$ Big
Flights 86 On arriving at any control the pilot had to show
two of the stamped parts both on the aeropI.-ine and motor.
19S8 Daily Tel 17 July 7/7 At each of the 'controls' a
compulsory halt of a certain duration will be made.

Controllability (kf^ntr^olabi-liti). [f. Con-
trollable + -it v.] The quality or condition of
being (easily) controllable.

X905 Westm. Gas. ao June 4/3 The vastly superior con-
trollability of the machine-driven vehicle, 1920 Conquest
June 402/3 The enormously wide range of the acetylene
explosive mixture, .combined with the controllability that
would result from its admixture with alcohoL

Controlled, ///. a. Add : 2. Of a house

:

Subject to government control with regard to re-

striction of rent, as enacted by the Increase of Rent
and Mortgage Interest Restriction Acts of 1915,

1919, and 1920.
X930 Daily Express 8 Sept. 7/4 If It is a controlled house

you are protected.

Controller. Add :

4. d. Electr, An arrangement of switches, con-

tactSj rheostats, and electromagnets, manipulated
by a handle or handles, by means of which the

current of an electric motor may be controlled.

1901 Daily Ntws 3 Jan. 6/4 The controller, the main
handle of which regulates the four motors going either

ahead or astern. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 97/3 There
is a reversing lever on the controllers separate from the
controller handle. 1904 Electr. Investm. 7 Dec. 769/3 The
controller goes automatically to the *off' position on being
released.

Connlar (k^*nij51ii), a. [f. mod.L. conulus^ dim.
oicontis CoNB iby +-AII.] Cone-shaped.
1904 Science 8 Apr. 585 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The passage of

the molar teeth of the Proho^cidea from the conular type of
the mastodons to that of the elephants.

ConnreCk^'^iu'^^- Omith, [ad. mod.L. Ct7M//r»j,

f. Gr. Htavo-i CoNK sb."^ + ovp^ tail.] A bird of the

genus Conurus of American parrots or parakeets,

distinguished by their cuneate tail.

1883 List Anini. Zool. Soc. {ed- 8) 341 Large Patagonian
Cotiure. 189s Lydekker's Royal Nat. Hist,\V. 116 In the
typical conures..the fourth primary feather of the wing is

attenuated, and the nostrils are exposed. 1897 Daily News
23 Apr. 6/5 The rich greens and flame colour and orange in
tnose golden-headed Conures.

Conus (k^B'niJs). [L. conus Cone sb.^
L Anat. A conical structure or organ, e. g. in the

heart, the rounded anterior portion of the striatum.

Conus arteriosus, the upper and anterior angle of
the right ventricle of the heart.

1888 RoLLCSTON & Jackson Anim. Life 76 The conus is

separated from the ventricle by three valves. 1897 C. F.

CoorKR Parker + llas-welts Textbk. Zaol. 84 A fourth
chamber, the conus arteriosus, is added in front of the
ventricle. 1907 Practitiotur Oct. 466 The pulsation of the

conus arteriosus is visible in the second or third interspaces.

2. A patch of atrophied choroid near the optic

papilla in myopia.
1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. V. 89/2 The most common

change seen in myopic eyes is the crescent or conus sur-

rounding the optic papilla. This appears in the form ofa
crescentic white figure hugging the optic disk.

ConvallariaceOUS (k^invaleari^i-Jss), a, Bot.
[f. Convallariacex \ see -ACEODS.] Of or pertaining

to the ConvallariaceaSj a family of liliaceous plants.

1909 Wkbster.

Convectional (k^nve'kjanal), a. [f. Convec-
tion + -AL.] Of or pertaining to convection ; in-

duced by convection.
189a Nation (N.Y.) i Sept. 166 He concludes that the

convectional origin of summer thunder-storms implies a like

origin for such storms in winter. 1904 U.S. Monthly Weather
Rev. Feb. 77 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The convectional currents-
1937 Kf.ndrew Clim. Continents 223 The ground is heated
by the strong sunshine, and convectional overturnings take
place between the layers of air resting on it and those above.

Convector (kpnve-kt^i). Electr. [f. Convec-
tion : see -ob.] An electrical heater that warms
a room by convection.
X907 Install. Ne%vs Dec. 21/2 The heating appliances

cover several useful types of convectors. 1909 Ibid. III. 163
In use the convector body attains a temperature of about
220" F,

Convention. Add :

8. C. Cards. The observance of the unwritten
rules of play, as, in bridge, leading a heart when the

pone doubles a no-trumper, or scoring spades with-
out playing when the make is not doubled and the
score is below 20,
1864 * Cavendish ' Whist 52 The aggregation of the re-

cognised rules of play, including the established conven-
tions, constitutes what in practice is called the conversation
of the game of whist. 1908 Daily Chron. 14 Sept. 7/3
Gray rose in dbgust when she ignored the heart-convention
and led him an unlovely spade. 1929 Observer 24 Nov., The
introduction ofconventions makes Contract an artificial game
rather than an intellectual one.

10. b, A conventional style or treatment.
19*6 RuTTER Evolution Mod. Art 132 Henry Lamb had

shown in a picture, .that a flat, decorative convention could
be combined with an unsurpassable intensity of emotion.

IL convention hall; convention city, a city in

which conventions are commonly held,
X887 C B. George jo Vrs. on Rail v. 92 Chicago. .Is the

greatest railroad center on the globe, [and] is the chief *con-
vention city in America. i9<^ Westm. Gaz. 29 May 12/r
The total cost of * transportation' will be about loodols. a
head, and, according to the more moderate estimate,
another sodols. per man will be needed for expenses In the
convention city. 1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 6 June, The
project of a big "'convt^ntion hall was again fully discussed.

Conventional, a. Add
2. d. Cards. Applied to any method ofplay which

is not based on the principlesofthe game, but is used

solely to convey information, such as the trump
signal.

1864 Clay Treat. Short Whist iii. 97 This method of play
being as old as whist itself, it was certain, sooner or later, to

be reduced to the conventional sign,—good in the lowest
cards as well as in the highest—of which I now treat 1B64
*Cavendish' Whist 51 The instructed player frequently
selects one card in preference to another with the sole object

of affording information. When the principle is carried thus
far the play becomes purely conventional. 1884 Ibid. (ed.

14) 105 The system of returnmg the higher of two losing cards
when they are lnjth small cards, is purely conventional.

Conventionalist. Add : 1. b. One who
takes part in a convention. U.S.
18x4 W. N. 6t.ANE Excursion 171 On their success in getting

the votes of two-thirds of the legislature, the Conventionalists
assembled at two or three public dinners.

Conventionist. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
iSts Niles' ll''eekly ^i'/M/fr 25 Mar. VIII. 56/2 (heading)

Hartford Convcntionists.

Convergfence. Add : 6. Biol, The tendency

in diverse or allied animals or plants to assume
similar characteristics under like conditions of en-

vironment.
1866 Darwin Orig. Spec. (cd. 4) iv. 150 A distinguished

botanist, Mr. H. C. Watson, believes that I have overrated
the importance of the principle of divergence of character..,

and that convergence of character, as it may be called, has
likewise played a part. 190a Encycl, Brit. XXVIII. 343/3
Multiradial apocentricilies He at the root of many of the
phenomena that have been grouped under the designation

Convergence. 19*7 Haldanc & Hoxlky Anim. Biol. xi.

333 Convergence, where a similar mode of life produces
similar effects on quite unrelated animals.

6. atlrib. : convergence frequency, in a spec-

trum series of lines, the limiting frequency toward

which the higher members of the scries converge as

asymptotes.
1903 Agnks M. Clerks Probi, Astrophysics 53 This limit,

known as the 'convergence frequency* is a distinctive

feature of spectral series.

Convergent, a. Add

:

1. d. Biol. Due to or characterized by conver-

gence ; of similar structure but of different origin.

1897 Parkkk & Haswell Zool. II. 416 A convergent or

polypbyleiic group, owing its distinctive characters, .to the

independent acquisition of similar characters under the

influence of like surroundings.

Conversation. Add : 6. b. Whist. (See

qUuL 1864 S.V. *C0NVENTI0N 8 C.)

7. C. To make conversation : to converse for the

sake of conversing, engage in small talk.

i9>i HicHENs Spirit of Time v, He simply could not

'make conversation ' to her.
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IL converaation lozenge, a lozenge with an
inscribed motto.
X908 FiMDLATER CrossTtg^ vi, fTo] confinc my speech

solely within the limits of the conversation lozenge.

Convert. Add

:

11. f. Rugby Football. To kick a goal from

(a try). Also absoL
1896 Field 12 Dec 957/2 Bell, with a very fine place kick,

converted the try. 1900 Ibid, 17 Nov. 772/3 Douglass.,
gained a try, Franks converting. 1919 E. B, Poulton
Ronald Poulton 179 Ronald gained two tries, both con-
verted by Turner.

Converter. Add : 3. b. Also a retort used
for Bessemerizing copper ores.

1897 Daily News 4 Jan. 2/1 18,300 ounces of gold, con-
tained in either converter bars, cast and refined copper, or
bullion. 1906 H'estm. Gaz, 22 Aug. 9/1 The works, which
consist of three blast furnaces and two converters, arc
capable of treating 10,000 tons of ore per month.

Conveyer- 4. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1813 Niles* Kegisier Addenda III. 15/2 The conveyor, ..

while it cooled the flour, passed it on to the place where the
elevator caught it.

Convicted, //A a. Add :

3. Convinced of sin. (Cf. Convict v, 4.) U.S.
1845 J.J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs x. 124 By this time

it had come to be generally known that the 'convicted ' old
man was Captain Simon Suggs the very * chief of Sinners'
in all that region.

Convolutionary (kfjnviJlitt'fanari), a, [f. Con-
volution + -ABY 1.] Of or pertaining to a convolu-
tion or convolutions, csp, of the brain,

1903 Nature 5 Nov. 8/1 Every detail of the convolu-
tionary pattern.

Convoyer. Add mod. examples

:

189s Monthly Packet May 589 He commits him to twin
fleet convoyers. . who bear him swiftly to hisown home, z^y
Daily Express 30 May 3/4 A sharp signal from [the] chief
convoyer, a frenzied cutting of the seals on the baskets,.,
and ten thousand birds, .swept aloft.

Convnlsedly (k^nvp-lsedli), adv. [f. Con-
vulsed + -LY ^.] With convulsed action.

1903 Conrad & Hueffer Romance iii. vi, He bad been
sobbing convulsedly.

Convulsibility (k^nvrlsibi'liti). [f, Con-
VULSIBLE : see -ity.] A tendency to convulsion.
i886 Buck's Handhk. Med. Set. II. 287/2 Convulsibility

is acquired, .by infectious fevers.

Cony, coney, sb. Add : 2, b, A hat made
of rabbit-fur (in place of beaver).

1855 Barnum Life 99 If a ' pedlcr ' wanted to trade with
us for a box of beaver hats,, .he was sure to obtain a box of
' coneys

\

7. b. (Example.)
1884. GooDE Nat. Hist. Aquat. Anim. 412 The Coney,

Epinephelus apita, of Key West, the Hind of Bermuda, is

an important food-fish which occurs throughout the West
Indies.

Coo (k5), int» A vulgar exclamation expressing

surprise or incredulity.

1911 Punch 5 July 8/1 ' My dear Bobby,' I said, * I know
everything about everything.' 'Coo— I bet you don't,' 1927
C Mackenzie Vestal Fire iii. ii, Cool they don't mmd
bumping into you, do they? 1939 Raymond Family that
was I. iv, * Coo 1

' exclaimed Joyce, ' O Mummy, may he ?
*

Coobah, var. Coubah.
Cocya (kw-dja). Anglo-Ind. [Hind. (Pers.)

kuza.\ A wide-mouthed earthenware water-vessel.
1883 E. H. AiTKEK Tribes on my FrontieriiB They [sc.

tree-?rogs] would perch pleasantly on the edge of the water
cooj'a or on the rim of a tumbler.

Cook, 5^. Add

:

1, d. C/iess. A second solution that spoils a
problem, position, etc,

^ 1875 ^- ^* Thomas in Westm. Papers VII. 243, I almost
imaguied the author's solution a 'cook*. 1876 W. Nash
ibid. IX. 53 If this is not a cook the problem is much under
the composer's usually high standard. 1894 Daily News
30 July 6/7 The latest delinquent is the composer of problem
No. 55, whose intention was to mate by i Q-Kt 4, over-
looking the easy cook by i Q x Kt.

3. cook-book 6^,^'. (earlier examples) ; cook-
camp U.S., the part of a camp in which the
cooking is done ; a building serving as kitchen and
eating-room ; cook-general, a domestic servant
who does all the work of a house including the
cooking ; cook-kettle (/.S., a cook-pot ; cook-
wagon U.S. » a wagon with a cooking outfit,
X865 Mrs. Stowe House 4- Home Papers 258 A good roasted
Catoe is a delicacy worth a dozen compositions ofthe *cook-

k. 1873 ' Mark Twain * & C. D. Warner Gilded Age
xxxvi. 330 He said with cold dignity that cook-books were
somewhat out of their line. i88a Mrs. F. E. Owens {title)
Cook Book, and useful Hints for the Hou$ehold. tSg$ Outing
(U.S.) XXVI. 393/2 *Yer supper's ready* said Payson,
emerging from the *cook-camp. a 1904 S. E.White Blazed
Trail Stories iii. 44 The camp consisted, .of three buildings
. .a cook-camp, a sleeping-camp, and a stable. 1896 Daily
Nrtvs 30 Oct. 10/4 *Cook-general and Young Housemaid
wanted. 1863 'E. Kirke' Southern Friends xxi. 215 A
large iron pot.. serving for both washtub and *cook-kettle.
ai904 S. K. "^wn^ Blazed Trail Stories x.i-jZTheponi^s^
and the *cook-wagon, and the cook. .had done the alkali
for three days. 1907 Mulford Bar-20 xi. 119 Two cook
wagons were stalled a short distance from the corral.

Cook, v.^ Add : 3. d. Ckess. In early use, to

improve upon (a solution) ; now, to prove unsound,
1851 Chess Player 16 Aug. 40 Mr. Alexander's collection

of two thousand problems contains many faulty positions,

and we shall now and then cook some of them, which may
amuse you and many of our readers.

Cookable, a. (Earlier U.S, example,)
1843 R- Carlton Netv Purchase viii. 47 Next came a

resolution that the ladies should prepare the cookables

—

i. e. stuff the chicken with filling—beat eggs for puddings,
and the like.

Cooked, ///. a. Add :

2. b. Cookedgoose : see Cook v."^ 4 b,
z86i Trollope Framley Parsonage xHi, Chaldicotes..is

a cooked goose, as far as Sowerby is concerned.

Cookee (ku-kz). U.S. [f. Cook sb. 1.] An
assistant to the cook in a lumberers* camp.
i88j Century Diet. 1891 Harper's Mag. Nov. 890/2 The

rule IS to have one cook and two 'cookees' to each sixty
men. 1901 S. E. White IVesterners xxvii. 250 The move
necessitated a cook and 'cookee*, and the weekly purchase
of provisions. 191 1

—

Bol'b^ Orde'i. (1916) 17 Beyond, Bobby
could hear the cook and his helpers, called cookecs.

Cookie. Add : Also S. Afr.
1851 Barter Derp <5- Veld 107 Cookies, or unleavened

cakes of coarse meal, baked on the grid-iron. 1897 E.
Glanville Tales from Veld 51 Raking the 'cookie from
the fire-place, whence it came baking hot.

Cookless (ku'kles), a. [f. Cook sb. + -less.]

Without a cook. Hence Coo'klessness.
1898 Cornhill Mag. Aug. 255 The good old school-

room days when one's dear mother used sometimes to
admit that she 'had been cookless for six weeks'. 1904
'AlanDale' IVanted: A Cook Ded., To Jennie Shalek

:

housewife, who, in my hour of drab and dreary cooklessness,
when my heart fainted, and tragedy impended, sent her four
fair daughters to my aid. 1908 Mrs. E. Wharton Hermit
^j I There were no squalid cookless hiatuses between intervals

of showy hospitality. X9a8 Sunday Express 6 May 15
Catherine Ives. ..'When the Cook is Away.*.. In coming to
the rescue of the cookless —from whatever cause— the author
has collected also an attractive assortment of recipes.

Cook-room. Add: in later use U.S.
1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 509 The cook room,

which is one of the utmost importance, should be one of
great convenience. z88o Tourgee Invis. Empire x. 467
There were four rooms,.. a cook-room, dining room [etc.].

1896 J. C Harris Sister Jane 54, I made haste to go to
the cook-room, intending to start the fire.

Cook-stove. U.S. A cooking-stove.
X837 CoLMAN Rep. Agric, Mass. (1838) 80 The wood when

cut fit for a cook stove is worth $4 a cord. x868 Putnavi's
Mag. ^zxx. 1.40/2 If you call it warm,, .what do you think
it is, shut up in here with this cook-stove? 1885 Century
Mag. Nov. 29/1 The cook-stove was there in the inclosed
corner. 1913 Mrs. Stratton-Porter Laddie i. (1917) 4
They went to bring wood for the cookstove.
aitrib. 1889 Anthony's Photogr, Bull. II. 220 A kitchen

with a cook-stove attachment.

Coolf (I* 8, Add : cool-burning adj. ; cool
chamber, a chamber in which perishable goods
may be preserved by the use of ice.

1907 PractitionerJune 864 Arhovin . . is a yellowish liquid of
aromatic odour ana slightly *cool-burntng taste. 1887 Col,

^ Indian ExAib., Rep. Col. Sect. 140 The enterprise of
Messrs. S. & Sons in fitting up one of their steamers with a
*coolchamber. 1901 Daily Chron. i June 8/6 Provided
sufficient *cool chamber 'accommodation could be procured
on the steamers trading between Australia and England.

Coolabah. (kM-laba). Austral. Also coolibah,
-bar, -ybah. [Native name.] Any of several

Australiangum trees, such as Eucalyptus inicrotheca.

1889 J. H. Maiden Useful Native PI. Australia 25
Eucalyptus mierotheca, (' Bastard Box * or ' Coolibah ').

Ibid. 495 'Coolybah'or 'CooHbar*. 1911 C. E. W. Bean
* Dreadnought* 0/ Darling xv, I found the whole place
covered with coolabah. 1930 Groom Merry Christmas v. 37
They halted beneath a great spreading coolabah tree,

Coolaman, variant of *Cooliman.
Goolan, variant of *CoOLUNa.
Cooler. Add

:

2. b. A vessel into which syrup is poured to

crystallize into sugar, a crystallizer.

X819 Brande Chem. 355 The fire is instantly damped, and
the boiling sugar carried oflF in basins to the coolers. 1853
Ure Diet. Arts {fid. ^) II. 766 From the., cooler, the syrup is

transferred into wooden chests or boxes, . . also called coolers,

but which are more properly crystallizers or granulators.

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 626/1 From the striking teach the
concentrated Juice is removed to shallow coolers, in which
the crystals form. 1931 Diet. Occup. Tenns (1937) § 449
Heater man (sugar refining); cooler hand^ cooler vian..^
adds water to heaters, receivers, coolers or cr^'stalUsers.

O. A water-cooler. U.S.
1905 F. Hopkinson Smith At Close Range 250 ' HI go to

the cooler and wash up what I can. .* she said.

Cooley, var. Coulee,
i88x N. V. Times 18 Dec. in N. ^ Q. 6th Ser. V. 65/1

Every ravine short of an inhabitable valley is called a
* cooley \ 1884 [see Coulee 2]. 1890 Harper's Mag. Aug.
383/1 Reno came quickly to a shallow ' cooley * (frontierism
for gully), that led down.. to the stream.

Coolidge (k^'Iid^). The name of William
David Coolidge (b, 1873), an American physical

chemist noted for his development of X-ray devices,

e.g. Coolidge ttibe.

191S Nature 15 Apr. 195/2 The Coolidge tube is based on
the discharge of independent electrons. 1939 Encycl. Brit.
XXIII. 844/2 The target of the Coolidge tube is of massive
tungsten.

Coolieism. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1870 Congress. Globe 21 Jan. 654/1 [To seek to encourage

manufactures] by reductions on labor alone.. is to depress
labor, not to protect it. To seek it by Chinese immigration
in the form of coolieism is still worse,

Cooliman (.k»-liman)« Austral, Also coola-

man, kooliman. [Native name.] A cup or vessel

for carrying water, made of wood or bark.
1847 Leichharot Overland Exped. 269 Three KooHmans

(vessels of stringy bark) were full of honey water. 1863
Bkvf.ridge Gatherings 37 The beautiful Lubrina Fetched a
Cooliman of water. 1885 Mrs. C. Praed Australian Life
76 note^ Cooliman ; a vessel for carrying water, made out of
the bark which covers an excrescence peculiar to a kind of
gum-tree. 1890 * R. Boldrewood ' Col. Re/ormerxvW, The
fire-barks [were] carried in the coolimansto prevent the tell-

tale fall of ashes.

Coolin^f, vbl, sb. 2. Add : cooling-board
U.S, (see quot. 1859).
1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Cooling-board, the

board on which a dead body is laid out. Pennsylvania and
Maryland- 1B96 J. C. Harris Sister Jam 19, I don't want
to be put on my cooling-board.

Coolth.. For rare exc. dial, substitute ; la
sense i now chiefly colloq. (jocular"),

1890 Kipling Plain Talesfr. Hills (ed, 3) 127 He kept on
steadily and tried to think how pleasant the coolth was.

Coolim^ (k77-lor]). Anglo-Ind. Also 7 oolum,
9 coolan, -en, cuUiiin, kuUum. [Hind, kulang,

a. Pers. kulank^ The great grey crane, Gnis
cinerea ; also erron. the demoiselle crane, AnthrO'
poides virgo.

1698 Fryer A cc. E. India ^ P.iiiA Colum may be hunted
with a Greyhound, as we do Bustards, being a great Fowl
and long in Rising. 1813 J. Forbes Oriental Alefn. II. 29
Two stately birds, called the sahras and cullum. 1838 R. M,
Martin's Eastern India III. 579 Large flocks of a crane
called Kolong,. frequent this district in winter. 1883 Aitken
Tribes on my Frontier 160 Not being so green as I was,
I let the tempting herd of antelopes pass, but the kullum
I cannot resist. 1901 *Linksman' PVords of Eyewittuss
(1902) 303 A trio of coolan flapped over his roof,

Coon,j3. U.S, Add:
2. b. (Earlier examples,)
1840 Haliburton Cloekm. Ser. iii. xi. 153 Come, are you

ready, my old coon? 1843— Attaeh^xvm. II. 37 A knowiu'
old coon, bred and bom to London, migbt| but you couldn't.

C. A negro, colloq,

1887 Weekly Detroit Free Press 23 July (Hoppe) The
flasks are filled from the same barrel, but labeled variously
to please the palate of the * coon ' or ' crackers *. X89S Con-
gress, Rec. 4 Feb. 856/1 Instead of seating one colored
Representative, they seated two,—two coons in place of the
elected Representatives of the people. 1903 Westm. Gaz,
18 May 3/2 The former represented a lively, .jovial coon

—

possibly 'coon' is not the right word, which, however, is

accepted here as modern slang for a nigger.

3. (Earlier examples of a gone cooHy a coon^s age.)

1840 C. F. Hoffman Greyslaer v\. iii. III. 221, I was
afeared you were a gone coon, and was on the point of
shoving off without you. 1845 J, J. Hooper Taking Census
\. 155 We had not seen the amount of cash mentioned as
lost, in a 'coon's age'.

4. coon-bandy -hunt, -hunting\ coon-dog, a
dog good at hunting the racoon ; coon-oyster
(example) ; coon song, a negro or plantation

song ; ' a popular song, such as is common among
the negroes of the southern United States : so called

because originally associated with coon-hunting*

{Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909),
19x8 E. Wallace Kate, plus Ten tj The noisy *coon band

kept up its rhythmic pandemonium in one comer of the
room. 1855 Mavne Reid Hunters' Feast xiii. 07 Uncle
Abe's dog—a stout terrier—was esteemed the smartest
*'coon-dog' in a circle oftwenty miles. x87a Egclestos End
0/ World x'x. 77 Like the man who warranted his dog to be
a good coon-dog, bekase he warn't good for notbin' else.

1878 ). H. Beadle Western Wilds xu 173 It.. on the
Hoosier's ' Coon-dog principle ', ought to be rich in mines.

1855 Mavne Reid Hunters^ Feast xii. 96 The •'coon-hunt
is a nocturnal sport. 1887 ' C. E. Craddock ' Keedon Bluffs
08 All the boys of Tanglefoot Cove and the mountain slopes
had gathered for a coon-hunt. 1855 Mavnr Reid Hunters*
Feast xii. 96 *'Coon«hunting is peculiarly a negro sport.

186a, 1890 (in Diet. J. 1870 Amer. Naturalist III. 460 The
small oysters . . are not generally eaten except by the racoons,
hence the common name for them of "coon oysters. 190a
G. H. LoRiMER Lett. Self.made Merchant xii. 167 The
Doctor, .sung *coon songs and imitated a saw going through
a board very creditably. 1904 ' O. Henry Cabbages ^
Kings vi. 95 From that celebrated centre of molasses and
dis-francbised coon songs we took a steamer for South
America. 1904 N. Y. Sun 7 Aug. 18 ' Coon songs ', whether
of the old plantatioa variety or the modern ragtime kind.

Coon* V' (Earlier examples.)

1834 A. Pike Sk. 77 (Th.) Irwin was obliged to straddle

the log, and, as they quaintly call it in the west, *coon it

across . 1835 W. G. Simms Partisan 320 That curious sort

of locomotion which, in the South and west, is happily

styled 'cooning the log*. 1845 J. J. Hooper Dctddy Bigg's
Scrape 193 He must a', .cooned it on the top o' the limb.

CoOXX-can (k«nk£e'n). Also cooncan ; con-
quian (k^'nkian). [ad. Sp. con quien with whom?]
A game of cards, originating in Mexico, the main
object of which is to secure sequences.

Each player receives ten card.';, and the aim is to form
sequences of the same suit or sets of three or four cards of

the same denomination. One card is placed face upwards and
the rest of the cards face downwards, each player in turn

taking either the exposed card or the top card of the pack,

afterwards discarding any card in his hand. The player

gets rid of his cards by declaring them when he has made a
complete set or sets, and the winner is the one who first gets

rid of all his cards.

1905 Hoyle^s Games 203 The art in Coon Can, like in

Cnbbage, liesin the discard and inputting the cards, whether
threes, fours, or sequences, at the proper time on the table.

1907 Ibid. 192 Conquian. 'With whom?' Or Coon Can.
zgia Bath Club Rules for ^ Cooncan*^ Cooncan..may be
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played by any number not exceeding five players. 1913
KipUNG Diversity of Creatures (1917) 282 [Ihey] played
the rag-time tunes.. till there was talk of coon-can. 1913
W. Dalton Coon-Can Introd. 13 We have no record as to
when, or by whom, Coon-Can was first introduced into Eng-
land. It made its first bow to the public at the Bath Club
in Dover Street.

Coouillgf (kii'Dii]), ^erumPand vbl. sb. U,S,

[f. Coox j^. + -ing1]. Hunting racoons. Also
eUtrib, or as ppL a.

1876 J. Burroughs lyinier Sunskinewi. 85 Cooning in the
remote interior is a favorite pastime. Ibid, 86 A pell-mell

rush of the cooning party up the hill.

Coo'U-skiii, coonskm. l^^S, (See Coon
sb, 4.)
x8i8 Mrs. Rovaix Leit.fr. Alabama xxxvi. (1830) 103

He.. axed marchant if he didn't want to trade for some
coonskins. xZjfi Cvloq^-^tt Exploits if Adv. Texas {xZ^i)

5, I threw down the coon skin upon the counter, and called

for a quart. 1840 W. G. Simms Border Beagles 305 A coon-
skin cap. .completed this parody on man, 1874 Egclestom
Circuit Rider v. 53 His picturesque coon-skin cap gives him
the look of a hunter. i89<<97^//«^(U.S.) XXVU. 72/2 We
saw coon-skin hats, coon-skin waist-coats, while on the trees

around the shingle camp were nailed scores of coon skins.

Coontali, COOntie. O.S^ (Earlier examples.)

Also attrih.

1791 W. Babtkah Trav. Carolina etc. (1792) 239 A very
agreeable, cooling sort of jelly, which they call conte.

1819 k^tnnsylvttnia Gaz, 22 June 2/3 [The Seminoles] use
a root called coonty, as a substitute [^r coml, i8s3 G. A.
McCall /^//./n Frontiers (1868) 60 To^ay I found hira

digging coonta-root. 1837 J. L. Williams Territory of
Floridk 3^ The inhabitants [live] principally on fish, turtle,

and coonti; the last they bring from the main [land].

Co-op (k^if^'p). [coUoq. abbreviation of Co-
OPERATivB sb, 2.] A co-operative store (in full

cchop store) or co-operative society. On (lu co-op :

on the co-c^rative principle,

1873 J. H. Beadle Undez<el. West xviii. 339 The co-op
store nought a thousand muskets at the Government sale.

1884 Ct'DwoRTH Yorks, Sk. 20 Mary Umpleby said it *bet
t' Co-op. doo into fits ', 1894 Warty Rhymes 29 Ncaw th'
' Co-ops * are th' bigg'st shops i' th' place. 1904 Steedman
Bucking the Saeebrush 17 All trading was done at the
* co-op stores, /hid. 22: There was the' co-op' store, which
showed the presence of the Mormon. 1913 *(^* Newt /r.
Duchy (1929) 13 Doin* it on the co-op, instead of an after-

noon treat (or each.

Cooper, sb.^ 5. Add : cooper-shop (delete +
and add later U.S. examples), •stuff.

180X in C. Cist Cincinnnti{tZ^ 183 Charles Faran adver>
ttses for cooper-stuff. 18*7 B. Dbakk & Manstikld Cin-
cinnati viiL 6$ Eleven cooper shops 48 men. 1894 H.
Fbedkric C^pperkeadeic. 55 He had been a well-to-do man
..with a big cooper-shop.

Co-Operativeness. (Modem U.S. example.)
1857 F I* Olmstfo in T. H. Gladstone Engtitkman in

Kansas p. xxxiv. That peculiar political co^perativeness
and efficiency which we see in the people of the South.

Co-optive (ktftp-ptiv), a, \t Co-opt -h -ive.] —
CO-OPTATIVB.
1894 Tablet in Westm. Gas. 3 Dec 2/2 Whenever a member

{sc. of the School Hoard] retires or is removed, his place will

be filled up upon theco-opttve principle administered by the
majority. i9as G. M. Trevilyam Brit. Hist. t. 13 The
House of Commons had, in effect, become a coKiptive body.

Cooron^ite (ku»*rfn)goit). Min, [f. Coorottg, a
district of bouth Australia : see -iTxl.] A mineral

caoutchouc found in the district of Coorong.
189S GaovRS & TiiOKP Chem. Technal. II. 129 The solid

form of petroleum is represented by ozokerite, by asphat-
tum,. .and, perhaps, by the * coorongite ' of South Australia.

Cootf sb.^ 4. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1794 Gazette o/U.S. (Philad.) 17 Jan. Oh-) But Satan was

not such a coot To sell Judea (or a goat. i84fr-'ss Mrs.
Whitchsr Widffw Bedott F, ix. 9a He's aa axnazin' igno-
rant old cooL

Cooter. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
i8s7 Massachusetts Sfiy 22 Aug. (Th.) A few jolly topers,

who wallowed in the sand, 'as drunk as a cooter *. 1835
W. G. Simms Partisan 308 You're turned now. .on the flat

of your back like a yellow-belly cooter.

Cootie (k«*ti\ J^.2 Army slang, A body louse.

Ifi7 Empey From Fire Step 24 * Does the straw bother
yoa, matet It's worked through my uniform and I can't

sleep.* In a sleepy voice he answered, *That ain't straw,
them's cooties'. 1918 tn F. A Pottle Stretchers (1930) 199,
I could soon fall asleep thinking bow absurd to worry over
lice and cooties when a man was at war. 1918 E. M.
RosEKTS Flying Fighter 106, I made the acquaintance of
a new sport while with the batteipr. A saucer serves for an
arena. Into this one puts a kootieand a flea.

Copi sb!^ 8. Add : cop-changing adj. ; cop
reel, a machine which receives the yam from the

cops and winds it into hanks ; so oop reeler ; oop
warp, warp-yam spun on to cops ; cop winder,
one who winds yam into the form of cops or winds
yam from the cops on to bobbins.
1917 T. WooDHousE Artificial Silk 131 One type of.,

•cop-changing automatic loom. 1890 Nasmith Mod, Cotton
Spinning Mach, xiii. 262 It depends upon whether it is em-
Eloyed to wind the yarn from cops or Bobbins whether it is

nown as a ' 'cop' or 'bobbin ' reel.. .Ordinarily one swift

only is used in a cop reel, and two in a bobbin reel. 1881
Instr. Census ClerhsU&Bs) 68 'Cop Reeler.. ."Cop Winder.
i86s Catal. Intemat. F.xhib., Brit. II. No. 3653, Cotton
yarns^ 'cop warp, doubled yams. 1907 Daily Chron. 1 1 Feb.
4/6 the reelers, bank makers, cop-winders, gassers, and
dottblers. 19*1 Diet. Occup. Terms U027) | 367 Cop Winder;
(i) winds yam from cops, short cylindrical paper tubes, on to
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bobbins; (ii) winds weft yarn from spinning frame bobbins,
or from banks, into form of cops.

Cop, sb.7 slang, [f. Cof 7/.3]

1, Capture; used chiefly in phr. afair cop»

1889 Standard 9 Oct. 3/7 (E.D.D.) Prisoner remarked it

was * a fair cop ',
_ 1891 Daily News 24 Oct. 5/2 * It's a fair

cop', said the thief. 1895 Argus (Melbourne) 22 Nov.,
Witness. That was a fair cop. Mr. yustice Hodges. A fair

what ? Witness. A fair cop, your Honour, means a fair
* have ', 1898 Daily News 13 Apr. 8/7 It's a fair cop ; you
have got me all right and no mistake. 1901 W. W. Jacors
Light Freights, An Odd Freaky *Fair cop', ses Ginger,
who was still rubbing his leg.

2. Catch, acquisition. With negative, no cop^ not
much cop", of no or little value or use, worthless.

1919 J. B. Morton Barber of Putney xviii, * Once upon
a time, .this 'eap o* bricks was a first-class billet.' ' Doesn't
look much cop now', said Tim. 1939 Raymond Family
that was 11. ii, A month or two in service, which was no cop
—no cop at alL

Cop, v.'^ Add : b. To cop it : to * catch * it, to

be punished, get into trouble ; also, to die. So to

cop out, dial, and slang,
1886 Cheshire Gloss., Cop, to catch, both in the sense of

capturing, and in the semi-slang sense of being scolded.

190s Daily Chron. 19 Sept. 4/7 Though it tarry, it shall
surely come ; and when it does—as an errand boy would
say^* somebody II cop out ' I i^/og Ibid. 9 Apr. 6/6 When
arrested he remarked, ' I suppose 1 shall "cop" it for this.*

1915 Cable Betiwen Lines 194 By the way 'is 'ands jerked
up an' 'is "tad jerked back when I fired, I fancy 'e copped
it right enough. »9a7 Blackw. Mag. July 83/1 Half of the
beggars had copped it for good and all.

CopaL 1. Add : Also gum copal,

vj\% XT. PomeCs Hist. Drugs I. 201 The Gum Copal, which
we call Oriental Copal. 1777 Robertson* Hist. Amer. I.

lit. 242 The people perfumed them as they landed with
incense of gum copal. 1878 H. M. Stanley DarkCont. II.

xiii. 387 Another valuable article of commerce besides the
beeS'Wax and india-rubber found here was gum copal. 1887
Moloney Forestry W. Africa 134 It is said by the natives
that no trees grow on or near the places where the gum
copal is found.

Copalm. (Earlier examples.)
1775 B. Roman's Florida 336 Live oak abound here, in-

termixed with copalm and other timber. 183a D. J. Browne
Sylva Amer. 200 This tree is universally called Sweet Gum,
and by the French of Loubiana Copalm.

Coparcener. (Later U.S. example.)
1900 Nation (N .Y.) 22 Nov. 400/3 * Ask Plait ', said Crokcr

.. ; and that he and all his coparceners say now.

Cope, sb.^ U. Add

:

cope bead (see quot.); cope-box, a box for hold-
ing copes, a cope-chest; cope-ohiael (see quot.)

;

oope ring, a metal ring with handles used in

carrying the sand and loam which forms the upper
portion of a loam mould.
1885 Spons* Mechanics^ Own Bk. ^74 The other drawers..

receive a i'in. mahogany beading all round. This is called
a ' "cope bead '. 1893 Fowler Hist. C. C. C. (O.H.S.) 246
A "Cope-box purchased for the College. 1874 Knight Diet,
Mech.^ *Cop<-Ckiset, a chisel adapted for cutting grooves.
1888 LocJkwood's Diet. Terms Mech, Engineering, *Cope
Ring, the ring which carries the bricks and loam forming
the cope of a loam mould.

CopeC (k^'pek). A word made up from the
initials of Conference orx Christian /'olitics, .Econo-

mics, and Citizenship.

1914 Public Opinion 29 Feb. aox/i That remarkable move-
ment which is described by the cryptic word Copec. X9a4
Brit, Weekly 20 Mar. 560/4 Copec has entered into the
heritage of toe * Christian Socialists ',of Wcstcottand Dale,
of the Christian Social Union and the rest. 19*7 Obsen^er
6 Nov. 13/9 His devotion to the Workers' Educational
Association and his leadership of the ' Copec * movement.

Coperta (kupauta \ [It., « covering, f. coprire

to cover.] A film of glaze given as a final coating

to later Italian majolica ware.
1885 Encycl, Brit. XIX. 625/1 The glaze, ' coperta *, an

ordinary glass, made more fusible by the presence of lead^

consisted of oxide of lead 17 parts, silica (sand) 20, alkali

12, and common salt 8 parts. 1903 Solon Hist. O. Fy.
Faience 186.

Co*-pilot« [Co- 5 b.] A fellow pilot of an
aeroplane.

1917 Qlasgo7v Herald 4 June 9 It is understood that
Clarence Chamberlain, .will be pilot. It has not yet been
announced who will accompany Mr. Chamberlain as co-

pilot. 19*8 Daily Express 16 June 11/5 Mr. Alliott (the

co-pilot) and mjrself are working like slaves, dismantling
parts in a scorching sun.

Copper, sb,^ Add

:

L C. //. Shares in a copper-mining company.
1907 Daily Chron. 26 Oct. 1/7 Mines, including coppers,

showed a general recovery. tgoS /bid. 31 Aug. 2/2 Coppers
were much quieter in sympathy with Yankees, 1909 li-'cstm.

Gaz. 10 June 10/4 Listless Coppers.

11. copper bolt (see quot.); oopper-bound <7.

,

ornamented with copper lace; copper loss, the

loss of energy in the copper conductors ofa dynamo
or motor ; oopper-akinned a., having a copper-
coloured skin ; copper-tail Austral slang, a person

belonging to the lower classes of society ; so copper-
tailed a. ; oopper-top dial, and slang, a red head
of hair ; a red-headed person ; so copper-topped a,

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Supp\.,*Capper Bolt, a copper
bit ; a soldering tool. 1809 W. Ihvinc Knickerb. vr. ii, The
*Copper'bound cocked hat. 1916 Standardization Rules
Amer. /nst. Electr. Eug, 48 The no-load "copper loss. 1873
M. F. Mahonv Chron. Fermors I. xiii, There was no room
for personal rivalry with that beady^eyed ,*copper-5kinned .

.

COPPERY.
little lady. 1907 Q. Rev. July 188 The lank-haired, copper-
skinned Jakuns. 1890 Vogan Black Police 1 16 Those upper
circles . . termed in Australian parlance ' silver-tailed ', in dis-
tinction to the ' 'copper-tailed ' democratic classes. 1916
C. J. Dennis Ginger Mick 28 'E chews it over.. .Woi kin*
'is *copper-top a double shift. 189s Heslop Northumbld,
Gloss., *Copper-topt, red haired.

Copper, z/. Add :

1. D. To furnish with copper coins.
183a T. Hamilton Men ^ Manners Amer. II. 387 One

member of Congress. .was charged with selling franks at
twopence apiece, and thus coppering his pocket at the ex-
pense of the public.

c. To colour by the use of a salt of copper.
1895 Daily News 7 Feb. 5/2 The defendant assured the

Bench.. that the public 'would not have them {sc. peas]
without they were coppered '. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 8 Sept.
2/3 The prohibition of the sale of 'coppered' vegetables.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 92/1 Vendors of coppered peas,

2. (/,S, (Earlier examples.)
1878 J, H. Beadle Western Wilds iii. 46 He.. scarcely

ate or slept till the tail of his last mute was ' coppered on
the jack \
absol, 1913 MuLFORD Coming ofCassidy vii. 108 He had

played to win when he should have coppered, coppered when
he should have played to win.

Jig. 1883 * Mark Twain ' Life Mississippi xxviii. 268, I

reckon the safe way, where a man can afford it, is to copper
the operation. 1904 N, Y. Even. Post 6 May 2 For some
time, local politicians have 'coppered' with success Piatt's
predictions. X9S4 Mulford Rustler's Valley ix. (Bud] like-

wise told me to go east for a job; but. .1 coppered Bud an*
come here.

Copper-belly. U.S. (Examples.)
184* HoLBBooK A'. Amer. Herpet. IV. 33 Tropidonotus

^ryMrfj^foj/^/-—Shaw,..Copperbeny, Vulgo. 1871 Schele
DE Vers Americanisms (1872) 387 The Copperhead (Trigo*
noceph.ilus contoririx) .. is Icnown as Copperbelly and
Chunkhead.

Copper-bottomed, a. Add : Also fig.
Thoroughly sound.
1890 Farmer Slang s.v. A i, In mercantile circles, the

expression has become popularly current, in a figurative
sense, to signify the highest commercial ci edit; and. .first*

class; first-rate. The form varies, being rendered by.. A i

copper-bottomed, [etc.j. 1894 Stevenson & Osbourne F.bb'
Tide II. vii, The real, tirst-rate, copper-bottomed aristocrat.

Copperbead. 1. (Earlier examples.)
1788 AI. Cutler in Life, Jmls. ff Corr. (1888) I. 415

Edmund Moulton bit by a copperhead this morning. 1817
S. R. Brown Western Gaz. 31 The only venomous seipenis,
are the common and prairie rattlesnakes, and copper-heads.

b. In full copperhead snake,
1788 J. May Jrnl. ff Lett. (1873) 70 One of Colonel

Stacey's men bit by a copperhead snake. s8a3 Massachu-
setts Spy 31 July (Th.) A woman in Salisbury township.,
discovered a copperhead snake on her dresser. 1866 Gregg
Life in Army i, 18 There were also to be found great dens
of the Copperhead Snake, and this species were considered
the most poisonous, deceptive, dangerous and mean of all

the snake family.

3. U.S. fa. A descendant of the Dutch settlers of
New York. Obs.
2809 W. Irving Knickerb. vi. iv. (1825) 245 These were the

men who vegetated in the mud . .
, being of the race of genuine

copperheads. i8a8 Paulding New Mirr. Travellers (1868)
X08 (Th.) Death ^las sometimes had his match with some of
these tough old copperheads.

b, (See quot.)
1831 Mrs. RoYAi-L Southern Tour II. 63, I forgive him

for his bold and manly stand against the copper.heads, as
the Presbyterians are often called.

O. An American Indian.

1853 C. W. Webrer Shot in Eye etc. (1855) 132 He had a
haired for the *yaller bellies', and 'copper heads', as he
called the Mexicans and Indians, which was refreshingly
orthodox, a x86i T. "Wisthrop Canoe ^ Saddle x. (1883)
145 five foul copper heads, .lurked among the plunder of
that noisome spot, /bid, 149 Meanwhile those five copper,
heads watched me.

Copper-headed, a, U.S. [Cf. prec] a.

Having a copper-coloured head. b. Belonging to
the Copperheads.
1806 Ashe Trav. Amer. (1808) II, 287 Copper Headed

Snake. 1847 in D. Drake /^ion. Life Kentucky ii. 25 The
copper-colored man, and the copper-headed snake [were]
then extremely common. ^ i86x T. Winthrop Canoe 9f

Saddle xii. 348 The copper-headed, snaky beguiler. 1863
Congress. Globe 9:56/2 The seat of rebellion, .is among the
copper-headed traitors of the North.

Copper Maori (kf>-pw ma*6ri, maua-ri). A'ew
Zealand. Also Kopa Maori, Kapura Maori.
[Maori kopa oven, kapura fire.] A native oven,
1888 Trans. New Zeal. /nst. XXI. 417 So they set to

work and they dug holes in this flat,, .each hole about 2 ft.

across and about i^ ft. deep, and shaped something like a
'kopa maori '. 1889 ibid. XXII, 104 A number oi kafura
Maori, or native ovens.

Co'pperskin. 6'.^'. [Coppkb sb.^ ii.] An
American Indian ; a redskin.
1840 C F. Hoffman ^rf>j/a/r II. X. 26 'Goon, goon, Kit,

d'ye say a dozen Injuns?' * Yes, uncle, not a Copperskin
less.' a 1861 T. Winthrop Ca«tf^.^6'a^(^/rfx. {1883) 146 The
five copperskins ' first eyed me over ' with lazy thoroughness.
They noted my arms and equipment. 1904 S. E. white
Silent Places viii. 72 What the hell do we care for a lot of
copper-skins from Rupert's House 1

Coppery, a. Add

:

1. c. Coppery whipsnake (see quot.). ^^.^S*.

X870 Amer. Naturalist III. 187 A few of the former
[reptiles] are not known northward, viz. . . the Coppery
Whipsnake {Drymobius testaceus).

2. trans/. Biased in favour of the Copperheads.
1906 N. y. Even. Post 24 Mar., The Rev. Ambrose Con-
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verse, a Northern man with Southern principles, made his

pro-slavery Philadelphia Christian Observer so 'coppery
'

during the civil war that Seward suppressed it.

Coppiciugf. Add : b. The treating of wood
as coppice ; the cutting down of trees periodically

so that new shoots may grow from the stumps.

Also atirib.
1880 C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark 329 The coppicing

system consists in cutting down the trees near the ground,

and allowing one or more of the crops of shoots, which rise

from the stumps, to grow. Ibid. 395 Uprooting, coppicing,

and thinning. 1921 Schlich Man, Forestry (cd, 4) I, 236
Methods of thinning, coppicing, &c.

Coppled, a. 2. (Later U.S. example.)
1813 National Intelligencerg Nov. 4/1 Again the coppled

hills Shall greet the beamy sun.

Copy, sb. C. Add :

copy boy, a boy who takes copy from the writer

to the printer ; copy-maker, a copy-writer ; copy-
paper, paper on which copy is written for the

press; copy-press U.S.^ a copying press; copy-
reader, one who reads and edits copy for a news-
paper ; so copy-reading vbl. sb. ; copy-slip

(earlier U.S. example) ; copy-writer, a writer of

copy for the press.

1928 Boston Even. Transcript 30 Mar. 15/6 As I wrote, a
* "copy boy ' would take away every sheet of my manuscript
as fast as it was completed. 1908 Daily Chron. 21 Sept.

4/6 The Telephone Company now maintains a special
Directory Department where twenty expert *copy-makers
are constantly employed. 190a Eliz. L. Banks Newsp. Girl
259 The great pads of *copy paper supplied by the telegraph
office for newspaper correspondents. 2911 L. V. Vance
Cyntliia 46 The lines of typewritten words, blurred and be-
fogged with purple by the *copy-press. 1903 E. L. Shuman
Pract. Journalism 18 Each of these departments has a force
of *copy-readers, whose duty it is to edit the matter written
by the reporters. Ibid. 25 In the first ten years the young
journalist masters reporting, ''copy-reading, and the rest of
the routine work. 1838 Caroline Gilman Recollections
xxviii. 194 One set of *copy-slips was to be substituted for
another, 1921 Did. Occup. Terms (1927) § 789 *Copy-
ivriter (advertising) ; composes or writes the descriptive
matter (copy) for advertisements. 1929 Let. to Editor
from U.S. Corresp, 20 May, The word * tubbable ' has been
used by copywriters for, I should say, at least ten years.

CO'pyable, a. In copyable pencih an early

name oi copyi?igpe?zcil (see below).
x^-xStafioner ^ Bookseller 8 May 35 ' Automatic ' Copy-

able Pencils.

Copybook. Add : 2. phr. To blot one^s copy-

book : to commit a fault or misdemeanonr which
spoils one's record. Colioq.

b. More widely applied to action or conduct of
an exemplary kind.

1927 Times 3 May 7/2 Twice in succession he drove Mr.
Cameron to the boundary past mid-off with copybook strokes.

Copygram (kf?-pigr2em), [f. Copy ^^. + -gkam.]
= *COPYGRAPH.
1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl. s.v. Copy-graph.

Copygraph (k^P^ffraf), sb. [f. Copt sb. +
•GRAfH.J An apparatus for or the process of dupli-
cating and multiplying copies of writing by means
of a gelatine slab and aniline or similar ink.
1884 Knight Did. Meek. Suppl.

Hence Ccpygrapli v. trmis., to reproduce by
means of the copygraph.
X900 H. G. Wells Eove ^ Mr. Leivisham \. 10 Copy-

graphed sheets of instructions from his remote correspon-
dence tutors.

Copyhold. (By Part V of the Law of Property
Act 1922, all copyhold land was enfranchised.)

Copyholder ^. Add : A proof-reader's assis-

tant who reads the copy aloud to the proof-reader.
1888 Encycl.Brit. XXIII. 701/2 This proof is read through

and compared with the copy by the proof reader or corrector
ofthe press and an assistant, the copy-holder or reading boy.
x888 Congress. Eec. 24 Jan. 666/1 Persons employed in the
Printing Office under the names of proof-readers and copy-
holders. 1897 Daily AVie/f 2 June 12/6 Copyholder (expd.)
seeks Grass or Permanency. 1906 Daily Chron. 14 June
5/5 A copyholder and assistant reader on a London morning-
paper.

Copying, vbi. sb. 2. Add: copying (ink)
pencil, a lead, or a pencil containing a lead, com-
posed of graphite, aniline blue, and kaolin or gum
arable, and used for indelible writing, and dupli-
catmg in a copying press; copying machine,
press (early examples).
i88s Army 4- Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 465 *Copying

Ink Pencils. Automatic action. 1803 A. Ellicott in Life
4- Lett. (1908) 209, 1 have enclosed a copy of this letter taken
in 1 5 seconds, by which you will see th*" value of a *copying
machine. 1883 R. Haldane Workshop Rec. Ser. 11. 175/2
Copying... The subject may be divided into chemical .. and
mechanical methods, *copying pencils, and transferring.
1938 E. Blundrn Undertones of War ii. 18 The censoring
of the letters scrawled in copying pencil by our hoine-
yeaming stalwarts. 1786 Jefferson Let. Writ. 1894 IV.
325 Dilly's first parcel of books and the first *copying press
are arrived at Rouen.

Copyright, J<^. AHd: 2. (EarlierU.S.example.)
i87o U.S. Stat, at Large XVI. 213 [To] deposit in the

mail two copies of such copyright book or other article.

3. copyright actj taw.
1831 Deb. Congress 6 Jan. 424 His colleague, .had de.

scribed the copyright act as simply a remedy for the abuse
of that right 1835 Knickerbocker Mag. VI. 289 The

passage of an international copy-right law betwixt America
and Great liritain.

Co*P3rriglitable,^7. [f. Copyright z'.+ -able.]
Capable of being copyrighted.
1903 S. S. Elder in Nation (N.Y.) 30 Apr. 349/3 It is no

longer possible to summarize it in a few sections covering
every thing copyrightable.

Copyriglited, ppi. a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1806" NVebster Compend. DicU^ Copyrighted^ zs. the sole

right being secured.

Coque, sb. Add : 2. (Example.)
183S Court Mag. VI, p. xiv/2 Asuccession o( cogues rising

one above another, in front of the crown.

b. pronounced (kjuk). Applied to feathers used
in trimming.
1903 Westm. Gaz. 11 May 4/2 Those soft coq feathers are

very much used too. 1905 Daily Chron. 13 May 4/7 Ostrich
and coque boas. i9a3 Daily Mail 26 Mar. 6 Clipped
Coque Feather Stole. 1928 Daily Express 7 May 5/2
Coque feathers applied closely on to the crown of the hat.

Coquiua. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1837 J. L. Williams Territory 0/Florida ^Thc qastrnzs

of Coquina stone. Ibid. 52 This river being choked up by
the Coquina formation.

Coraciiform (korxsi'ifj^im), a. Omith. [f.

mod.L. Coracisd'. see -FORM.] Having the charac-

teristics of the Coracim, a sub-order of birds of the

family Coraciidm^ of which the genus CoracicUy

consisting of the rollers, is the type.
1901 P. Chalmers Mitchell in Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool,

yill. 245 The Rollers and other simple short-gutted Cora-
ciiform birds.

Coracoidal (k^rakoi-dal), a. [f. CoRACOlD sb.

+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to the coracoid.
1893 LvDEKKER in Proc. Zool. Soc. 14 Feb. 172 The cora-

coidal element forms a small moiety of the glenoid cavity.

Coral, sb.^ Add : 5. a. Also of crabs.

1895 Funk's Standard Diet.

9. coral-fern Austral.^ the parasol fern, Glei-

chenia circinata ; coral-gall, an excrescence pro-

duced on coral by the action of barnacles and
parasitic animals of various species ; coral-lime-
stone, coralline limestone ; coral-pea = coral-

creeper', coral-thrombus, a red clot formed by the

enclosing of red corpuscles by coagulating fibrin.

1898 Morris Austral English^ *Coral-Fern. \^-^Nature
10 Sept. 457/1 These *coral galls may be found on the
Milleporas and Madrepoias of a certain portion of a reef
and be absent from all the other genera of neighbouring
corals. 1831 LvELL Princ. Geol. II. 287 The increase of
*coral limestone, .may vary greatly according to the sites

of mineral springs. 1839 G. A. Manteli, Wond. Geol, II.

563 In reference to the formation of coral limestones,, .some
beds, .consist of a pure calcareous mud. 1878 yrnl. Ckem.
Soc. XXXIV. 120 Formerly pyroclasite was supposed to be
the result of volcanic action upon the coral-limestone. 1896
The Melburnian 28 Aug. 53 (Morris) The trailing scarlet

kennedyas, aptly called the * bleeding-heart * or ' *coral pea '.

1900 Jrftl. Exper. Med. 25 Oct. 157 In the larger vessels

considerable fibrin and a homogeneous material resembling
*coral-thrombi are seen.

Cord, v.'^ Add :

2. b, Bookbi?tding. To tie (a book) between two
boards to keep the cover smooth while drying.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 43/z As a last operation in for-

warding, but one now frequently omitted, the book is

' corded ', that is, firmly tied between two boards until it is

dry, so as to insure perfect smoothness in the cover.

Cordelleg sb. 2. U^. (Earlier examples ; also

cordale.)
1811 Brackenridge Jml. in Views Louisiana (1814) 214

Continued until eleven, with cordelle, or towing line—the
banks being favorable. 1816 H. Ker Travels 36 This is a
great object to the bargemen in using their cordale.

CordellOi v. U.S. (Earlier examples; also

cordale.) Hence CoTdelling vbl. sb.

x8i6 H. Ker Travels 36 .After getting above their cordaling
ground, in swift water they make use of their warp. i8z6
T. Flint Recoil. 96 In two instances the boatmen.., when
cordelling the boat directly at the base of these rocks,

disengaged snakes from their retreats. 1831 Paulding
WestwardHo ! ix. 1.83 A rope was taken ashore, and fastened
to a rock, or stump, or sapling, and by this the boat was
drugged along. This process is called cordelleing.

Corder. Add : 1. b. One who makes up wood
into cords, U.S.
1654-5 Boston Rec. II. 123 Alt a meething this Day. .was

Chosen, .for Corders of Wood, Tho. Leader, Rich. Tayler.

1671 Boston /?*c. (1881) VII. 59 It is ordered that the Select
men shall haue powre to apoynt corders of wood for this

towne. 1733 Minutes Comm. Council Philad. (1847) 326
Peter Cahoun, one of the present Corders of wood.

Cording, vbl. sby Add : 1. o. The action of
making up wood into cords. U.S.
1655 Mass. Col. Rec. (1854) III. 375 Considering the abuse

that is in cordinge of wood and measuring of boards. 1671
Boston Rec. {1881) VII. 59 For preuenting of fraude..in
cordinge of wood.

4. Formation resembling a cord.
01909 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. III. 658 (Cent, D.

Suppl.) From obstruction of the jugular there are often
cording of the vein..and cellulitis of the neck.

Cordon, v. Transfer "^Obs. rare to senses I and
3, and add : 3. To enclose or cut ^with a cordon.
1891 Cosmopolitan XII. 6i/x Chicago is fairly cordoned

by a great chain of mammoth manufacturing plants. 1905
Westm. Gaz. i July 11/3 The city blocks are rigorously
cordoned by troops. Ibid., Within the precincts of the cor-

doned quarantine harbour section. 1920 Glasgow Herald

15 Mar., The Wilhelmstrasse was at first cordoned off, t^wy
Daily Express 11 Feb. 1/3 'l"he building was promptly
cordoned off until reinforcements arrived.

Cordliroy, J^. and a. B. adj. 3. US. (Earlier
examples.)
1823 J. Woods Engl. Prairie 219 From this town, .along

a rough road with many log-bridges ; butsome of my fellow
passengers, from the state of Kentucky, called them corderoy.
18*4 W. N. Blane Excursion 147 A Corderoy Road con-
sists of small trees, stripped of their boughs, and laid touch-
ing one anotlier, without any covering of earth.

Corduroy, v. Add : Also absol.

1894 C. H. W. Donaldson With Wilson in Mataheleland
X. 226 Scarping away the banks there, and 'corduroying'
with bush where the ground was soft and boggy.

2. To make irregular lines or spots on the flesh

side of (a hide) in splitting. Also intr.

1897 C. T. Davis Mann/. Leather (ed. 2) 203 The gears.,
not only make a great deal of noise, .but also tend to cor-
duroy the leather. Ibid.^ The knife, .is more apt to leave
an uneven surface, which tends to corduroy.

Cordwaining (kfJudw^iniq), vbl. sb. [f. Coed-
wain(ee + -ING K\ The art or craft of the cord-
wainer ; cordwainery.
z8ia sporting Mag. XL. 13, I entertjun the most exalted

ideas of the ingenious ' art and craft of cordwaining '. 1900
Daily Ne^vs 17 Oct. 6/2 He was initiated at his father's

house of business., into the mysteries of cordwaining. 1905
W. J. Locke Usurper xv, I think 1 shall learn to make
boots. Have you any professors of cordwaining at Grey-
brooke, Alicia?

Core, sb.'^ Add :

15. (sense 8) core board^ "drying, -iron ; core-
casting, casting with a core to make a cavity in

metal ; core-drilling, a method of drilling in

which an annular drill is used, so that a core
remains as a specimen of the strata pierced; core
implement Archa&oL, an implement formed by
chipping flakes off a block of flint ; core-loss, the

loss of energy due to hysteresis and to eddy-cur-
rents in the core of electric machinery ; core-wall,
a wall of solid masonry forming the core of a
dike or dam consisting mostly of earth or sand

;

core-w^lieel, a mortise wheel in which the recesses

for cogs are made by placing cores in the mould in

which it is cast.

1888 LockwooeTs Diet. Terms Meek. Engin., *Core Board,
the board against whose edge a core is struck up on a
revolving bar. It is commonly termed a loam board. 19*8
V. G. Childe Most Anc. East v. 133 The process of *core-
casting and the invention of the shaft-hole axe. 1903
Sci. Afner. 18 July 44/1 *Core drilling is indispensable in

a great variety of engineering and mining enterprises, afford-
ing, as it does, a means for drilling out a sample core or
column of rock._ 190Z Daily Chron. 3 Dec. 2/1 For making
steel, heating iron, *core-drying. 19*7 Peaks & Fleure
Hunters 15- Artists 42 The earliest palaeolithic implements
..were mostly *core implements. 1917 Standard. Rules
Atner, Inst. Eledr. Eng. 44 note. Increased "core losses

due to increased excitation for compensating internal drop
under load. 1909 H. M. Wilson Irrigation Engin. (ed. 6)

366 The foundations for a masonry *core-waH should always
re>t only on firm homogeneous rock. 1884 Knight Diet,
Mech. Suppl,, *Core Wheel, a wheel with recesses which
answer as the interspaces of cogs, or into which wooden
cogs may be driven.

Core, V. 3. Add : To core out : to hollow out
by using a core.
x888 Hasluck Model Engin. Handyhk. (1900) loS The

barrel of the pump may be cored out in the casting. 190a
Westm. Gaz. 4 June 5/1 Its bottom is cored out to fit over
the nose of the projectile itself.

Corean : see Korean.
Cored (ko*id), ///. a. [f. Core sb?- or v. + -ed.]

1. Deprived of the core.
X913 Daily Chron, 11 Mar., Peaches and cored apples

from California.

2. Cast with a hollow body by means of a core.
1918 Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms, CoredSkot,x\ elongated

projectile having a cavity in the body of it for the purpose
of throwing the center of gravity towards the front end of
the projectile, thus insuring greater steadiness of Bight.

Corfiote (k^*jfii»»t), a. and sb. Also Corfiot,

Corfute. [f. Corfuj after Cypriote^ Of or per-

taining to, a native or inhabitant of, the island of

Corfu.
lA-jt Eftcycl. BHt. VI. 396/1 The Corfiot peasantry are

reputed the idlest of all the lonians. 19*3 Conteinp. Rev.
Oct. 412 Corfiote neutrality during the Greco-Turkish war.
Ibid. 41^ No Corfiote could be induced to get her off the rocks.

Corgi (kpjgi). Also corgy. [W., f. r^vr dwarf
+ ci dog.] A small Welsh dog.
X926 Bulletin 25 Nov. 9/4 One little dog about a foot high

..a brown Welsh corgi. 1930 Observer 5 Oct. 13 '2 What
can one say of the Welsh corgis, . .with tlieir truncated legs,

prick ears, foxy heads, and longish bodies?

Corial (koria-1). Also 8 corialla, 9 curial,

corrial. [Sp. corial, app, perversion of Arawak
kuljara^ In Guiana, a dugout canoe with pointed

ends.

1796 Stedman Surinam I. 240 A corialla or small canoe,
composed of one single piece of timber. 1835 Waterton
Wand. S. Amer. 223 We met the Indians going a fi^liing.

I saw, by the way their things were packed in the curial, that
theydid not intend to return forsoraedays. \Zj^ Evangelical
Mag. Mar. 124/2 We set out in a corial, or small ca-aoe,

to visit the new station. 185a C. W. Day Five Yrs. West
Indies II. iB We hailed a ferryman, who came over ia «
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most ticklish corrial. 19x9 Biackiv. Mag, Apr. 525/2 People
coming ort". . in bateaux and corials.

Coriandrol (.kprix'ndr/?!). [f. Coriander + -ol.]

A colourless liquid obtained from oil of coriander.
1891 Pharmaceutical Jml. XXI. 940/1 Coriandrol is the

name given by Semmlcr to the principal constituent of
coriander oil.^ 1929 Encycl, Brit. VU 431/1 Coriander . . is

used in medicine as an aromatic and canninative, the active
principle of its volatile oil {jCcriandrof) being Isomeric with
Borneo camphor.

Cork, sb.^ 11. d Add : cork carpet, a kind
of floor-cloth composed of ground cork, india-

rubber, and gutta-percha ; cork-elm, {a) the rock

elm, Ulmus racemosa ; \b) the winged elm, Ulmzts

alata ; cork linoleum (or lino), linoleum made
from canvas backed with a mixture of linseed oil

and grotmd cork.
X813H. MuHLENBERGCa/«/./'/(Hr/j39*Corkelin. Uimus

alata. 1884 Miller Platst-n. 259 Ulmus racemosa, Amerl*
can Cork Elnu 1909 Daily Chron, 11 June 7/a **Corlc
Linoleum ' has to most people meant merely, or chiefly, a
kind of trade mark.

Cork, sb.^^ erron. spelling of Calk sh,

x8o6 Webster Covipaul. Diet., Corky a sharp |>oInt on a
horse shoe. 1903 S. E. WHrrE Blazed Trail xxvii. 187 His
face and flesh were ripped and torn everywhere by the
* corks* on the boot& 19*3 Ttrus Timber ix. 82 He.,
sharpened the corks, handling the foot gear with an odd
excitement.

Cork, 2'.* Add : 2- b. Also with e/tntrn.

i860 F. W. RoBissoN Gratuitnotfur^s Money vi. viii, If
you will only listen to your lord and husband's conversation
with these good gentlemen, and cork the sentimental down,
we shall soon be Darby and ^oan again. 1894 Outing ( U.S.)
XXiy. 33o/t The descriptions of the lion usually corked
down in the 'animal books '.

Cork, f.4, erron. spelling of Calk v,

1776 New Jersey Archives Ser. 11. 1. 166 A chestntit sorrel
mare,, .shod before, shoes arc steel corked. x8o6 Webstkr
Compend, Diet., Corky p./.,.. to form sharp points or shoe
with points, a 1817 T, Dwight 7'rmv. New E>tg. (1821)
II. 217 The clay. ..unless a horse is corked, is dangerous
both to him and to the rider.

Corker. Add : 1. b. One who corks ; one who
provides a bottle with a cork.
1881 insir. Census Clerks (1885) 58 Blacking Manufacture

:

Liquid: Bottlers.. .Cooper. Corker. 19*1 Diet. Ocenp.
Terms {1927) S459 Corker\ corkfitter\ drives corks into
bottles filled with beer, mineral waters, etc., by band, or by
machine which he feeds with corks.

2. b. A person or thing of snrpassing size or ex-
cellence; a stunner, slang v^n^ dial.

1877 N.W. Line. Gloss.y Cauker, anything very big,
especially a heavy blow or a ^reat lie. x88a ComhillMag.
32j We look over our boat*side and see the bi^ 'corkers'
nsmg up out of the marl and sand in which thetr roots lie

buried. 1887 D. C. Mubkay Nov. Note Bk. v. My first job
io this here line was just a corker. , . 1 was bed that time.
« 1S89 in Barrcre & Leland Diet. Slang ».v., Jake Kilrain
is a corker, and ought 10 have the championship of the world.
t^^lVestm. Com. 7 Sept, a/3 The chairman,, .in propoiung
his Deallh, is reported to have said, 'Sir Thomas, you're a
corker '. 1909 H. G. Wkixs Tonc-Bungay i. iil 75 Had her
cry, of course... But now—buoyant again !..Sbc^a Corker.

Corking, vbl. sb, (see tmder Cork z'.i). Add :

Of wines: The action or process of becoming
corked (see CoKKtit ppl. a. 4).
x^ Lancet t8 June 1758/a 'Coridng* in wines or other

Corking (k^jkir)),>W/. a. Chiefly l/.S. [After
•CoHKEU 2 b.] Unusually fine, large, or excellent;
stunning. Also advb.
X895 Outing (U.S.) XXVII. 193/8 Corking great fences the

Vale doubles are. 1897 Flandkau Harvard Episodes 193
He bad a corking big oak table. S90S Munsey's Mag. Mar.
810 A good &bow..aod a corking good show at that. 1909
Detily Chron. 4 Mar. 44 In a phrase that is already classic,
but not yet clas'^ical, he \sc. Mr. Roosevelt} announced not
long ago that be had had ' a perfectly corking time \ 1910
E. A. Walcott open Door xv, 188 ' It was a corking good
story,Captain ', respondedTommy cheerfully, X9i8'A.Hopk'
Vng. MoJt's }'ear xxiv, Arthur's approval was fortified and
grew with contemplation. * It's corking !

* he declared. xox6
Ladies* Home Jrnl. Dec. 36 He. .engaged me, at a corking
fee, Co come up and take this case.

Corks (k^iks), int. Deformation of cock^Sy as
in cockU squint, vulgar substitute for cocks body,
etc. (sec Cock sb.^),

19x6 ' Bf-ita Ruck ' Her Pirate Partner xiii. ( 3 Mrs,
Llewelyn in &t«rk agony had gasped out the w«-d ' Corks t

'

19J7 Daily Express 8 July 8/7 Another frequent expression
was ' 0>rics I

'

Corkscrew, sb. 2. Add : corkscrew srass, a
kind of fjrass having a twisted seed with lonj; awn.
1890 Melbourne Argus 26 Sept. 13/5 To get the fleeces off

before the grass seeds ripen, those of the corkscrew grass
especially. 1898 Nature i-j Jan. 311 Spear or corkscrew.
grass {St/pa setacea).

Corkscrew, z^. Add :1. Also, to twist spirally.
1851 H. MKLViLLRil/<7^ZJ/c>(rcxxxiv, Caught and twisted,

corkscrewed in the mazes of the line, loose harpoons, .catoe
flashing.

2. b. To become twisted.

1909 Chamhtrss Jml. July 423/a As in the case of the
bayonets which • corkscrewed ' in the Soudan.
3. b. intr. To work away at as with a corkscrew.
«9*o J* Orrgoby Man to Man iv. Trying to pump me and

corkscrewing away at dad when he was full of whisky.

Corliss (k/'jlis). The name of G. H. Corliss
of Providence, Rhode Island, U.S., used attrib, to
designate (a) the valve gear invented by him in
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1849 or a modification of it, (^) an engine equipped
with such a valve gear.
1874 Knight Diet. A/eck.y CorHss^engine, a form of steam-

engine having a variable and automatic cut-off of peculiar
character. 1876 Engineering XXII. 12 The great Corliss
beam engine. i^-jEncyci. Brit. XXII. 507/2 Corliss Valve-
Gear, Spencer Inglis form. 1888 Lockwoods Diet. Tenns
Mech, Ettgin.y Corliss Valve.

Com, sb.^ Add :

6. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1608 J. Smith Wks. (1884) 9 It pleased God. .to moue the

Indians to bring vs Corne, ere it was halfe ripe. 1634 Rel.
Ld. Baltimore's Plofitation (1865) 17 Their ordinary diet is
Poane and Ouiine, both made of Come.

b. ellipt. Corn-whiskey, U.S.
*845 J- J- Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs v. 54 Let me git one
these book-lamt fellers over a bottle of * old com ',

7. To acknowledge {admit^ confess) the com.
Bring here def. and quots. from Corn j^.2 2. Scheie
de Vere {Americanisms 47) gives two accounts of
the origin of the phrase.
1840 Daily Pennant (St. Louis) 14 July (Th.) David

Johnson acknowledged the corn, and said that he was drunk.
1.%^ Spirit of Times (Philad.) 16 Mar. (Th.) Your honor,
1 confesses the corn. I was royally drunk. 1854 Shillaber
Mrs, Partington 152 The old Sherry admitted the corn,
turned over and slept on it. 1891 C. ^qvkrts Adrift A mer.
54, I acknowledge 'the corn ' myself, as they say across the
Atlantic. 190a Harben Abner Daniel 136 When anybody
teaches me any tricks, I acknowledge the corn an' take off
my hat.

9. corn-bam, -basket, -colour, -coloured (earlier

examples), -coverer, -planting, -plough, -row,
-sampler, -shock (modern example), -top.

1864 T. L Nichols Amer. Life \. as At a little distance
was. .a *corn-bam for storing Indian com. 1648 Conructicut
Public Records I. 487, 1 spade. .a *cornc baskitt. 1809 W.
Irving Knickerb. iit.iv.l he contents filled a couple of corn-
baskets. x86o Susan Warner Say ff Seal xxix. 264 In one
comer of the hearth sat Mr. Skip,, .a full com basket beside
him, an empty one in front. 1873 J. H. Beadle Umievel. H^est
xix. 357 Rich dresses were numerous at church, particularly of
•corn-color silk. 1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest <y Sunshine
vii. 103 If I catch you here again dickerin' after Fanny, I'll

pull every 'corn-colored har out of your head. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech., ^Corn-covercTy a plow or pair of plows to run
alongside a row of dropped corn and throw earth upon the
seed. X831 Peck Guidefor Emigrants 165 *Cora-planting
was over. 1849 Pbitts Mirr. Border Life 460, I remained
in that situation till com planting time. 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech., *Com-plow, a shovel-plow, double-ihovel, or other
form of plow for tending crops planted in hills. 1769
Washington Diaries I. 347 That part of it wliich the *Corn
rows run through received no other plowing. 1879 Tourgee
Fool's Err. xxviii. 173 My wife., took the children along the
corn-rows to the woods. 1898 IVestm. Gm. sg Dec. 5/2,
A *corn-sampler, . . living in Bermondsey. 1931 Diet. Occup.
Terms (1927) 1 789. 18^7 Trans. HI. Agric. Soc. 11. 665
During winter they may be tracked.. to the neighboring
•com-shcxJts, which they have visited for food. 1814 J.
Taylor v4rw/*r 03 Some loss will accrue from the evaporation
of a cover, whether composed of straw or •com tops.

IL oom-ball U.S. (examples) ; com belt, the
area in which *com * is grown ; corn-blade U.S.
(earlier examples) ; com-bzx>om U.S. (examples);
com-festival U.S. (seeqaot.); com-fodder U.S.
(examples) ; oorn-fHtter U.S. (example) ; oom-
grinder, (a) = Metate; (^) one who grinds com

;

so corn-grinding; corn-high a. US., as tall as a
stalk of com ; corn-hiU 6^.^, (earlier examples)

;

oorn-knife U.S. (example); oom-moth U.S, (ex-
ample) ; com-muUer, a pestle used for pounding
com ; corn-oyster U.S. (example) ; corn-pit,
{b) S. Afr.y a deep hole made by Kaffirs for storing
their maize and com ; oom-popper U.S, (ex-

amples) ; com-Bheller U.S. (earlier examples) ;

corn-shelling, the process of detaching the grains
of maize from the cob ; corn-silk U,S., the styles

of maize ; com-silker, a machine for removing
the cora-silk; com-spurrey, a small weed, Sper-
gula arvensis, bearing white flowers and whorled
leaves ; com states U.S., those States in which
maize is*the principal crop ; corn-weevil, a weevil
that infests com ; corn-whiskey ^'^.S'., a spirit

distilled from maize.
*843 Cablton Nnv Purchase ix. 64 Nanny remained near

the dutch oven to keep us supplied with red-hot pones or
•corn-balls. 1873 E. Phelps Trotty's Wedding Tour 3 They
were eating a com ball at recess. 19x3 Titus Timber \. la
Didn't Michigan Pine build th' *corn belt? 1775 Essex Inst,
Hist, Coll, XIII. 160 The Western shore their feed is *Corn-
Bladcs & Oats. x8o6 Webster Campend. Dict.y Comblades,
leavesofmaiz. (S. States). 1843 Carlton .AVw/*wrcA««vi.
34 The driver, .crowded the stage body even above the seats
with corn-blades. >8a3 J. Farmkr & J. B. Moobe G^z. Neiv-
Hampsk, 127 Wooden ware, whips, *corn brooms, . are manu-
factured by them. 184$ F. Douglas Life 74 Making corn-
brooms, mats, horse-collars and baskets. 1904 Brooklyn
Eagle 3i_ Aug. 4 They are having *com festivals in Kansas.
Corn festivals in Kansas are public celebrations in recognition
of good crops. 177a Carroll Papers in Mary'land Hist.
Mag. XIV. 388 We shall get in all our *Corn Fothcr by the
middle of next week. 1837 Colman Rep. Agric. Mass- (1838)
34 Farmers . . estimate the corn fodder or stover upon an acre
as equal to three fourths of a ton of English hay. 1904
Mary E. Wallkr Wood-carver ii, I can look..up the slope
of the mountain, across the stony corn-fodder patch. z86a
Mrs. Stowk in Independent i^ Feb. (Bartlett) A very
minute account which Mrs. Kittridge was giving of the way
to make "corn-fritters which should taste exactly like oysters.

CORN-CRACKER.
184T Knickerbocker Mag, XVII. 234 Improved .. corn-
grinders. 1854 Bartlett Explor. Texas, etc. II. 245 Several
broken metates,orcorn.grinders, lie about the pile, i^iyjDaily
Chron. 14 Nov. 6/2 Disguised as corn-grinders. X93X Diet.
Occup. TerTtts {1927) § 432 Roilerman,. .corn grinder. 1905
Wesifn, Gaz. 30 Nov. 8/2 That they shall revert to *corn-
grinding, 19*7 Peake & Fleure Peasants ^ Potters 48
The discovery of corn-grinding stones. 1892 Gunter Miss
Dividends (1893) 52, I was born in Chicago. -and railroaded
ever since I was *corn high. 1751 Virginia Gazette 17 Oct.,
A new Tobacco-House being built, and about 35,000 *Corn-
Hillscleared. 1765 J. Bartkam 7rK/.28Dec.(i766)ir These
arc.the common planting grounds of the former Florida
Indians, as is proved by. .the vestigies of the com- hills still

remaining.
_ 1785 Washington Diaries II. 363 The Wheat

ground.. being.. too much baked for the roller to make a
proper impression, the Corn hills yielded but little to its
weight. 1838 H. CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1839) 31 The
corn hills were split with the common harrow. 1^6 Trans,
Mich. Agric. Soc. VII. 54 Six *corn knives. x868 Rep. U,S.
Comm, Agric. (1869) 315 The clothes-moth and *corn.moth
are representatives of the family. x88i Rep. Smithsonian
Inst. (1883) 612 'I'he stone with a hole in the center. .is
called a "corn-muller. ? x86a Mrs. Stowe in Independent
(Bartlett) In this secret direction about the mace lay
the whole mystery of *corn-oysters. 1883 J. Edwards
Remin. (1886) 83 In the '*corn pits* were. .to be seen
scores of human skulls. X877 Barti.i.tt Diet. Amer. (ed. 4)
Add., *Corn-popper.^ an instrument the top of which is

like a sieve, in which corn is held over a fire to roast or
* pop *. 1878 B. F. Taylor Between Gates 57 Boulders dance
about it \sc. a stream of water] like kernels in a corn-popper,
X909 S. E. White Rules ofGame v. iii, One of you boys go
rummage the store-room for the corn popper. 1825 Boston
Monthly Mag. I. 25 A patent •corn-sheller. .may be of more
service to the community, than all the poems of Byron or the
novels of ScotL X851 C. Cist Cincinnati 169 Corn-shellers,
toshell twenty to fifty bushels per hour. xSgi Fredericksburg
(Va.) Neivs 21 Mar., Corn Shellers—Both Hand and Horse
Power, a 1848 Ruxton Life Far WesHiS4g) 62 Better for him
had he minded his *com-shelIing alone. X876 Habberton
Jericho Road xiii. 120 Ihe pork-packin* and corn-shellin'
seasons nearly on us. X878 B. F, Taylor Between Gates 258
Let the fellow's hair turn the color of*corn-silk in the sun. X9oa
S. E. White Blazed Trail xxxix. 279 His eyes desired to
follow the soft white curve of her cheek to dance with the
light of her corn-silk hair. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 558/1
Among the devices in common use are. .corn cutters, *corn
silkers, pea briners, [etc.]. X771 Hid. III. 621/1 Spergula..
arz'ensis, or *com-spurrey. X646 J. Baxter Libr. Pract.
Agric. (ed. 4) II. 294 Corn spurry. .is found most frequently
in soils rather moist. 1899 0. Ade Doc Home xxvii. 292 The
book-agent . . was managing his wife's lecture lour throughout
the •corn states. tS^g Rep. Comm. Patents Agric. {1Z5V) 335
The other species of *corn-weevil alluded to,, .the granary
weevil, is more common in this country. X843 Cablton New
Purchase 172 Candidates , . making licentious speeches, treat-
ing to *com whiskey, violating the sabbath. X857 Strother
Virginia Illustr. II. 149 The room, .reeked with fumes of
tobacco and corn whiskey. X873 ' Mark Twain ' & Warner
Gilded Age xiii. 130 A bottle of apparently corn-whiskey.

CorUy sb.t 3. Add : corn-cure, a remedy for

corns.
X906 R. Whiteing Ring in Netv 158 The methods ofa puff

for corn-cure.

Com, V. 8. U.S, (Modem example.)
x886 U.S. Consular Rep. No. ix. 40 Those hundreds of

thousands of acres of once valuable Southern lands, corned
to death, and now lying to waste in worthless sage grass.

Corn-bread. U.S, [Cokn Ji^.i 5.] Bread made
of com-meal.
x8a3 Long Exped. I. 68 They purchased a ham. and aloaf

ofcorn bread of Mr. Kennedy. 1831 Pkck Guide for Emi-

f
'rants ti. 156 Pones of corn bread, smoking hot, are brought
orward. 1843 Carlton New Purchase ix. 63 Corn-bread
takes its own time to bake. X865 T. W. Knox Campfire ^
Cotton-field ^^t Corn-bread, bacon, and potatoes were the
only articles set before us. X876 Habberton Jericho Road
xii. Ill A Dutch-oven, from which came an odor of corn-
bread. X913 M Bs. Stratton-Porter Laddie xii, There wasn't
a crumb there except combread, and she did'nt want that.

Com-cake. U.S. (Blarlier and later examples.)
1791 W. Bartram Trav. Carolina 38 It is. .an ingredient

in most of their cookery, especially homony and corn cakes.
1S33 Louisville Daily Herald 18 Oct., Hence the corn cake
and dodger cake, a species which Mrs. Trollope had the
honor of inventing^ for it was never heard of in Cincinnati
before. 1864 B. Taylor H. Thurston xxvl 337 The old
Mclinda alone remained in the Kitchen, to prepare her
incomparable corn-cake. 1903 N.V. Sun i Nov., Corn cakes
as a substitute for bread are popular in the South.

Corn-cob. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1797 Morse Amer. Gaz. s.v. South Carolina, Another

tree, which bears an ear like a corn-cob. 1813 J. Lambert
Trav. Canada ^ UJi. I. 132 "They [sc. Canadians] are ex-
travagantly fond of the corn cobs boiled or roasted and
rubbed over with a little butter and salt.

b. Short for corn-cob pipe.

1933 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 727/1 Mr. Quigg puffing away
at a corn-cob.

O. attrib, (Examples.)
x8ox Spirit ofFarmer's Museum 236 Jotham, get the great

case bottle, Your teeth can pull its corn cob stopple. x8s9-3a

J. P. Kennedy Swallow B. 11. xix. 246 He stood in the
group, with his corncob pipe, puffing the smoke from his
bolster-lips, X856 Vale Lit. Mag. XXI. 145 (Th.) He was
employed in whittling a corn cob bowl into a pipe. x888
* C. E. Cradi>ock ' Broomseiige Cove iv. 53 An aroma
lingered about its corn-cob stopper. 19x1 Stringfield
Weekh Republ, 12 Jan. i Speaker Cannon gave Washington
a shock Thursday by appearing in one of the Capitol lobbies

smoking a corncob pipe.

d. Comb., as corn-cob crusher.
X853 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. IV. 83 Best corn-cob crusher

by horse power.

Com-cracker, U.S. 2. (Example.)
1884 GooDK Nat. Hist. Aquat. Anim. 666 * Whipparee'

or ' Corn-cracker ' of the South {Rhinoptera ^uadriloba).



CORN-CRAKE.

3. An apparatus for cracking corn.

1844 Lee & Frost Oregon xii, 134 At the mission we had
a small cast>iron cornoracker, in which we ground wheat
after a fashion. 1900SMITHWICK Evol. State 76 There was
tt sawmill with a corn cracker attached.

Corn-crake. 3. Add: corn-crake fly, an

anglers' fly, the wings of which are made from a

quill-feather of the corn-crake.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 25 June 7/a The * corncrake ' fly was the

successful lure.

Corn-crib. U,S. (Earlier examples.)

1716 B. Church Hist. Philip's War i. (1865) 56 A sort of

Hovel that was build with Poles, after the manner of a corn
crib. 1751 Fi?^/«;Vzt?as^/^«7Nov.,AStab!eandC;orn-Cribb.
1809 Massachusetts Spy 6 Sept. (Th.) If they will establish

a non-intercourse with my corn-crib, they will find their

account in it. x8so J. Woods Tivo Years' Resid. Eng.
prairie iiZ^i) 177 'I'here are no granaries or store-houses

except corn-cribs. 1831 Peck Guide/or Emigrants 11. 120

The more thrifty sprouts shoot forth and in ten years are
large enough for corn<ribs and stables.

Com dance* U.S. [Corn sb^ 5.] A dance,

among Indians and negroes, connected with the

sowing or harvesting of corn.

1836 Knickerbocker Mag.WlW. 154 Remaining away until

the com dances take place. X837 Southern Lit. Messenger
III. 391 The celebrated com dance of the Seminoles is said

to be connected with their religion. 1840 C. F. Hoffman
GreyslaerWX. viii. 185 Deboys— ..has gone tode village to

hold corn-dance for seedtime. 1903 S.E. White Forest x.

128 Belts ofbeadwork,yellowand green, for the Corn Dance.

Corn-dodger. ^'.^S'. (Earlier example.)
1834 H. a Kimball Jrnl. in Prophet (N.Y,) (1845) 15 Mar.

(Th.) We sometimes had to live mostly on johnny-cake and
corn-dodgers.

Comely (kfjne"li,-rli). Also cornelly. Name
of ]£mile Comely^ engineer, the first maker of the

chain-stitch embroidery machine with universal

feed invented by J. Bonnaz (cf. *Bonnaz) : used to

designate the machine, the machinist using it, and
the embroidery made. Hence Corne'lling, the

making of embroidery with this machine.
X903 Daily Chron. 27 Feb. 10/5 Bonnaz.—Few good

Comely hands, .wanted. 1931 Diet. Occup, Terms (1927)

% 407 By hand or by cornely appliqud machine. Ibid., By
cornely, singer or other machine. Ibid.t Machinist, cornely
or cornelly; cornelling machinist; cornely hand.

Comer, sb,'^ Add: 3. b. The angular pro-

jections (or projection) on each side of a violin or

other similar stringed instrument. h\s.o comer-block.

x888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 243/1 The Viol has. .Square or
obtuse corners. . .TheViolin has , . Acute corners, xgoa Grove's
Diet. Mus. IV. 275/1 These corners mark the position of
triangular 'blocks' inside, to which the ribs.. are glued...
Corner-blocks, .first appear in the 15th century,

4. b. The triangular piece cut from the ham or
hind-end (the gammon) of a side of bacon.
1891 Encycl. Cookery (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 63/2 Gammon

with Corner, 14 lb. Ibid., Corner of Gammon, 4 lb. 1917
G. J. NicHOLLS Bacon ^ Hants 59 The gammon may also
be cut into two pieces—a large corner and a large gammon
bock. 1923 R. E. Davies Pigs ^ Bacon Curing 29 The
side .may m cut into three parts, comprising the fore end,
the middle, and the gammon with corner.

6. c. Tight corfter: see Tight a, 9,

12. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
X770 Washington Diaries I. 4'.!8, I marked two Maples,

an Elm, and Hoopwood Tree as a Corner of the Soldiers Ld.
z8x6 U. Brown Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 221 If
the old original white oak Corner cannot be found establish

a Corner there in lieu and in place of said White Oak. 1832
Louisville Directory 107 A knot of valuable surveys de-
pended on one corner; Sodowsky, who had marked the
survey, was called upon in court to identify the corner.

13. b. Poker. (See quots.)

1876 Joaquin Miller Umvritten Hist. iv. 64 For the
benefit of ladies..! may state that four aces in a game of
poker make a 'corner' that cannot be broken. Ibid, xii,

180 They fell into an exciting game of poker, at ten dollars

a corner.

d. Hockey. (In full corner-hit,^ A free penalty
hit against the defending side made by one of the

attacking side from the comer flag.

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 518/2 A good goalkeeper .. should
never hesitate to concede a corner when he can see no other
opening. 1907 Hockey 22 Nov. 22/1 Just before half-time,
Mid-Surrey broke away, and, forcing a corner, Nash put in
an excellent shot from the corner hit. Ibid.y Before the end
Simmonds scored from a penalty corner.

14. Comvi. orig. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1853 Captain Priest 249 (Th.) He is the greatest of all men

for a ' corner'.

15. comer-cupboard (earlier quot.), -seat^ -shelf.
Z809 W. Irving Knickerb. 11. vii. (1887) I. 109 A fleet of

boats., were piled up with all kinds of household articles,.,
quaint *corner cupboards. 185a /////f/r. Lond, Newsij }s.u.

51/3 The two *comer seats at the top of the interior [of
an omnibus]. 1866 Mrs. Whitney L. Goldthwaitev^ Mrs.
Linceford got inside the vehicle at once, securing comfort-
able back corner-scats. 1894 J. T. Taylor yeit Lifted 31
His thoughts had been, .concentrated upon.. securing a
corner seat in a smoking carriage. 1888 ' C. E. Craddock *

Broomsedge Cove xxii. 395 The quilts, .were piled high on
the ' *corner shelf which they had burdened of yore.

16. comer block (see *3 b) ; corner-boy ^^..S*.

(earlier example) ; comer cutter, a machine for

cutting the comers of books, cards, etc. ; comer
flag, a flag marking each comer of the playing
area of a hockey or football field ; comer-grocery
U.S. (see quot. 1859); comer hit (see *i3d);

236

comer-mark U.S., a boundary-mark at a comer of

the land; so corner-post, -stake.

185s D. G, Mitchell Fudge Doings (N.Y.) II. 47 (Th.)
Presently the *corner-boy, Jerry, comes in. He is a short-

haired, half-Irish boy, [etc.]. 1884 Ymxcwt Diet. Meek. SuppL,
*Corner cutter. 1. A machine for cutting the corners off

cards or books. 1 .2. A machine for cutting out notches from
blanks of cardboard, intended to be bent up to form boxes.
1898 Encycl. Sport I. 420/2 The ball must be placed a yard
from the *corner-flag. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed, 2),

^Comer-grocery^ a grocer's shop on the corner of two streets,

a favorite location for such establishments in American towns.
x^xCofigress.Globcj Jnlysisg/i Without subjecting them-
selves to the charge of disloyalty by every corner-grocery
poiitician in the land. 1870 ' Fanny Fern 'Ginger-Snaps 106

Tea to the working-girl, taken in this way, is like the 'corner-
grocery-drink ' to the working.man. 1890 Buckskin Mose \.

II Carrying out teas and sugar, .with other such necessaries

and luxuries, from a corner-grocery. 1868 Rep. U.S. Comtn.
Agric. (i86g) 343 These fragile *corner-marks are strictly

respected by the neighbors, and a case of trespass rarely

occurs. 1648 Charlesto^vn Land Rec. no A parcell of
land lying within and between the upper *corner post of the
house. X785 A. Ei.LicoTT in Life Hf Lett. (1908) 41 Joseph
went with some Hands to enlarge the Pile of Stones about
the Corner Post. 1873 Ecgleston Mysi. Metrop. xi. 97
They sought first to guess out the line of a railroad; they
examined *corner-sLakes.

Comer, z^. Add: 3. b. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1824 Massachusetts Spy 21 Apr. (Th.) Cornered up so un-

expectedly, she candidly confessed.

4. Comtn. orig. 6^".^, (Earlier examples.)
xZ^i& Knickerbocker Mag.VW. /i,i He has been cornered

by the brokers on the — slock and has lost all his fortune.

Z841 Week in Wall St. 89 A squad of J3ull-backers had
been secretly.. getting control of a certain stock, intending
to ' corner * some one with it.

6. intr, U.S. (Earlier example.*)
x83x Boston (Mass.) Rec. (1909) XXXIX. 189 A point

where said fence and his other fence join cornering on said
streets,

Cornerer. Add :

2. One who cuts the corners off or notches mate-
rials used in the manufacture of various articles.

X921 Diet. Occup. Tertns (1927) § 279.

Cornering, z//'/. J^. 2. (Earlier examples.)
1841 Week in Wall St. 27 No cornering, I hope. 1845

C. Mathews Writ. I. 135 (Th.) They would no doubt
have reached a high standing in the practice of what is

called cornering.

3. The action of taking a comer on a course.

19*8 Times 2 July 6/7 Kaye Don got ahead thanks to
brilliant cornering.

4. The action of cutting off corners. A\%o atlrib.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Cornering Machine, a
machine for rounding off the corners of stuff; especially

used in implement and carriage work.

Comer lot. U.S. (See Corner sbX t6.)
1701 Logan in Corr. Penn ^ Logan (1870) I. 129, I have

sold the corner lot next the Meeting-House for;£ii5. x8z6
Boston Selectmen 29 July, The corner lot of the new street.

1863 Confess. Globe 28 Feb., App, 139/1 These early
pioneers [in Colorado], .commenced laying off' corner lots ,

and holdmg elections, X873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West
iii. 65 Every man.. is hopeful as a millionaire if he have
a few corner lots, and ten dollars in his pocket. x888 [see
Corner sb} 16].

attrib. 1868 Putnain's Mag. Jan. I. 24 No corner-lot

Comer-man. Add Tl Logging, (See quot.)

banditti, Or brokers from the city.

Co;
U.S.
1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging -^^ Cornerman, in build-

ing a camp or barn of logs, one who notches the logs so that
they will fit closely and make a square corner.

Corner tree. U.S. (See Corner sb."^ i6.)
x66i Portsmouth Rec. 108 That the lotters are to run the

line.. from Corner tree to Corner tree. 1786 WASHiNCTor*
Diaries III. 55 Not having Hough's field Notes, and no
Corner trees being noted in His Plat, I did not attempt to
look for lines. 1843 Carlton Nev) Purchase xii. 87 We
began to look through the legal blazes to espy a corner tree
cut and notched in a peculiar way. 1859 Bartlett Diet.
Amer.f Cortier-trees. See Witness-trees.

Comery, a. Delete -^Obs. ? and add quot. and
fig. use.

1887 'Theo Gift* Victims xiv, A good fellow enough,
but odd, you know, cornery, X90S C. jARRorrin Westm.
Gaz. II July 4/2 Undoubtedly it [sc. a course] is very
• cornery, and if proper caution is not exercised serious
accidents will doubtless result.

Cornet, sb.'^ Add :

2. c, A conical wafer filled with ice-cream.
X9a6 Avter, Speech Jan. 146 In England an ice-cream

cone is called a cornet, x^-j Glasgow Herald 9 Aug. 7 A
halfpenny 'cornet '.

Cornenm (kpun/'i^m). AncU. [L., neut, sing, of
corneus horny.] Short for stratum comeum^ the

horny layer of the skin,

19XX T. L. Stedman Med. Dict.^ Corneutn, the horny layer
of the skin.

Corn-fed, a. Add : b. Fed on maize. U.S.
1809 W. Irving Knickerb. \\\. vi. (1825) 122 They grew up a

..hardy race of. .strapping corn-fed wenches. 1835 R. M.
Bird Hawks of Hawk-hollow II, xix. 223 While you was
lying snorting here Hke a corn-fed pig, we was knocking the
tories on the head at the yard-gate. x86a ' Artemus Ward *

His Bk. (1865) 154 The corn fed gals of Ohio and Injianny.
X889 [see Diet.).

Cornfield. Add : b. A field in which maize
is grown, U.S.
1634 Cambridge Prop. Rec. i The Constable shall make

a Surveyinge of the Houses, backsids, Corne ffeilds, ..and
other lands. x688 Conn. Hist. Soc, Coll. VI. 223 A Regula-

CORN-STAIiK.

tion ffor Cattle Corne ffields & ffences. 175a W. Trekt yrnZ.
(1871) 86 French and Indians, .surprised the Indians in the
cornfields. X77a Carroll Papers in Marylaiid Hist. Mag.
XIV. 150 Our Cornfields are in very good order. X809W.
Irving Knickerb. iii. vii. (1825) 123 He. .clears away a corn
field and polatoe patch.

_ 1837 Peck Gaz. Illinois i. 25 The
. . squirrels often do mischief in the com fields. i87«
Ecgleston Hoosier Schoolm. xi, 94 Ralph strolled through
the Squire's cornfield.

atlrib. x87i Schele de Vere Americofiisms (1872) 48
So-called selfmade men are to this day fond of boasting
that they never received any other education but in an old
cornjield sciiool. xSos 'C. E. Craddock 'i^/jvj/. Witch-Face
Mt. X. 157, I woudn't bev trested bim with a handful o*
cornfield peas.

Corn-flour. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1791 W. Bartram Trav. Carolina 456 A meagre gruel,

made of a Hitle corn-flour and water.

Corn-flower. Add : e. The blue colour of the
corn-flower : a fashion shade.
19*3 Weekly Dispatch 4 Feb. 15. X923 Daily Mail

28 May I.

Corn-ground. (Later example.)
1760 Washington Diaries 1. 160 [1 1 find, .not half a crop,

especially of Corn Ground, prepared.

Corn-house. 2. US. (Examples.)

f74S Virginia Gazette 19 Dec, Two Dwelling-houses,
M ilk-house. Corn-house. X773 Carroll Papers in Maryland
Hist. Mag. XV. 281 They may goe to the Island to get
the scantlings for the Corn House, Sibthorp shall Carry
with him thedimensionsofmy new Corn House. X796-1806
B. Hawkins Lett. 54 Saying.. he had not entered % of the
Indian houses.. .He went to their doors, .or sat under their
corn house. 1836 Southern Lit. Messenger II. 157 That
unlimited control which the said horse exercises over the
corn in his corn-house. x845\V, G. Semms Wigwam^ Cabin
369 Considering that the Corn-House aint oberfull,

Corn-husker, -husking. U.S. (Earlier ex-
amples.)
x8ax T, NuTTALL Trav. Arkansa ii. 58 We took up our

lodging where there happened to be a corn-husking, 1834
Crockett Narr. Life x. 71 He made a great corn husking,
and a great frolic, and gave a general treat. X871 Amer.
Naturalist W. 317 Several Indian Stone implements.. which
are said to bear a striking resemblance to iron corn buskers
now in use in the West. X876 Rep. Vermont Board Agric.
III. 609 The corn harvest may now be greatly accelerated
by the use of the corn husker driven by horse power.

Cornish. Add : Cor^iisk cream.
ipo6 A. L. Salmon Lit. Rambles West cfEng, 214 Ready

to indulge eagerly in Cornish cream and saffron-cake, xoiz
' Q ' Hocken 4r Hunken vi, A delectable junket with Cornish
cream.

Comland. Add: b. Land suitablefor growing
maize. U.S.
X838 H. W. Ellsworth Vnlley N. Wabash iv. 30 The

lands, that we call first rate corn-lands, are generally alluvial
bottom lands.

c. attrib. : comland crow, the Natal name of
IJeterocorax capensis.
1867 Layard Birds S.A . 168 Corvus Segetum. . . Korenland

Kraai of Colonists, lit. Cornland-Crow. 1899 Woodwabu
Birds 0/Natal 1 (Pettman) As this bird is very partial to
cultivated ground it is often called the Comland crow.

Corn-meal. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
X83X Peck Guide Emigr. III. 324 Flat boats,. loaded with

coinmeal, etc. 1849 F. Douglas Life 52 We were allowed
less than half a bushel of corn-meal per week.

Co*rn-pla nter. U.S. [Cokn sb.'^ 5,]
1. One who plants Indian corn. Also attrib,

x83» Deb. Congress g Feb, 339 The corn planter and wheat

£rower undersUnd their interests. 1833 Ibid. 29 Jan. 1444
«t the corn planter ask himself if be is not willing to pay

a higher duty on broad-cloth than on coffee, for a few years.

1834 H. Brackenrie>ce Recoil. viL 74 The arrival of Corn-
planter Indians, on the bank of the Alleghany. 1845 W. G.
SiMHS Wigwam ^ Cabin Ser. n. 104 One of a tribe [sc. the
Crows], of which the corn-planter has an aversion.

2. A drill for planting com.
1840 J. BuEL Farmer's Comp. 151 Some of them, under

the name of corn-planters, are employed in planting Indian
Corn. X856 [seeCoRN sb.^ 11]. x86i 'I'rans. HI. Agric. Soc.
IV. 24 A petition, praying the Executive Committee to
make a second trial of Cornplanters.

Corn-shuck. U.S. (Earlier example,)
184S W. G. SiMMS Wigwam ^ Cabin 353 The wizard had

rubbed down tlie back and shoulders of his patient with
corn-shucks.

Corn-shucking. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
x8x9 W. Faux Memorable Days (1823) 211 A large party

..assembled to effect a corn shucking, something like an
English hawkey, or harvest home... Corn shucking means
plucking the ears of Indian corn from the stalk, and then
housing it in cribs . . for winter use. 1855 Put)iam''s Monthly
V. 76 The annual corn-shucking season has its own peculiar

class of songs, never heard but upon that festivaL

Corn-stalk. Add :

1. (Earlier and later U.S. examples.)
X697 Maryland Hist. Mag. XV. 116 [The Indian] comes

on the Back of his Plantation, gathers his Green Corn, cutts up
hisCornstalks,and gathers his herbage. S743J.MacSparran
Diary 31 Aug. {1899) 10 My men are going to help Jo;
Mumford to cut Corn Stalks, X768 Washington Diaries I.

262 Finishd cutting down Corn Stocks at all my Plantations.

1779 Narrag. Hist. Reg. I. 94 Cut corn storks for cousin

Hagard, 1779 T. Smith yrnl. 31 Aug. {1821) i47Cut our com
stalks. Never was the corn so forward. X807 Deb. Congress

3 Dec. (1852) 1023 The miljiia were but partly armed ; and
when drawn out to muster might be seen exercising with corn-
stalks or walking canes. 1847 Rep. Covim. PatentsiiS^S) 181

The manufacture of beet or corn stalk sugar. x6$a Trans.
Mich, Agric. See. III. loi Best corn stalk cutter, ^875^^l^s.

Stowe Deacon PitkitCs Farm ii. 41 Through thcglimmercf
the yellow twilight might be seen the stacks ofdry corn-stalks.

1896 Roosevelt Winning 0/ West IV, 245 Such musters
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were often called, in derision, cornstalk drills, because many
of the men either having no guns or neglecting to bring them,
drilled with stalks instead.

Jig. 1898 Congress. Rec. 23 Apr. ^-ixtfi, 1 was a tin soldier

—a kind ofcornstalk captain—out I h^ . . [some] experience.

b. Comb.: corn-stalk diaease, a disease of catlle

cansed by the eating of dry con^stalks.
1900 Vrarbk. U.S. Dept. Agric. ^07 (Cent, D. Suppl.) The

cornstalk disease., is a..littlc*understood malady of cattle.

2. (Earlier and allusive quots.)

i8j7 Cunningham Two Vrs. N.S. VV, II. u6 We have, as
I said before, first, the sterling and currency, or English and
Colonial born, the latter bearing also the name of corn stalks

(Indian corn), from the way in which they shoot up. X848
H, W. Havgabth Bush Life in Australia xi. 133 The
average height of the Australians is probably more than
that of the English, but when they exceed a certain standard
they are apt to become loose made and weedy, thereby

justifying their appellation of 'cornstalks*. 185a Ml'mdy
Antipodes (1857) 6 Ihere are probably more gleaners of the
profits; not. .a thinner crop of 'cornstalks* for the harvest,

—some of them as long in the ear as could be wished.

Co*ni-stea:ler. V,S. slang. [Corn sb?- 5.]

A hand.
18*7 Mitsmchusetts S^y 24 Oct. (Th.) Give us a shake of

your corn-stealer; why, you look out in sorts, Dorcas. 1840
Haliburton Clockm. Ser. in. x. 134 And he squeezed his

cornstealers till the old gineral began to dance like a bear
on red hot iron. 1880 Congress. Rec. 33 Jan. 488/1 His
phalanges or metacarpus, or rather Corn*stealers, are bigger
than those of any other member [of the House].

Comu* (k/*jni«), used as combining fonn of
Comubian Cornish, as in Cornn-Britisli, the

British of Cornwall.
1769 BoRLAse {title) Antiquities, .of the County of Corn-

wait,., with a Vocabulary of the Comu*6rttish Language.
i«97 E. PmLFcm Ljri//g jPrffpAets xii, The Comu-British
bishops.

Comual. Add : b. Pertaining to comua or a
cornu.
X897 T. J. Parker & Haswell Text-bk. Z00L II. 118 A

small cornual cartilage. 1907 Practitioner Sept. 357 As
regards the relative strength of the cornual attachments the
posterior horns of both cartilages are firmly bound down to
the tibia. Ibid. 401 In cornual pregnancy, the round ligament
is attached on the outer side of the gestation sac

Comnle (k^'iniwl). ZooL [ad. mod.L. cor*

nulur/ij dim. of L. cornu horn.] A small homy
plate with the function of a tooth.

1889 Nicholson & Lvdekker Man. Palxoni. (ed. 3) 1265
Teeth are present in the young \sc. of Omithorhynchusl, and
are succeeded by horny plates or comules.

Comus (k/'iniSs). Bot. [L., := dogwood, flr(»rw«

horn.] A shrub or small tree of the cornel or dog-
wood family.

1846 Lihdlky Veget. Kimgd. 78a The Cornus dl the ancients
was the present Cornelian Cherry. 1990 Blackw. Alag,
Nov. 631/1 A Comus of some kincf, bearing great clusters
of scarlet fruit.

Com-wonu. Add: b. (7,3, (Scequot, 1889.)
1849 Rep. Cotnnu Patents Agric. (1850) 333 They are, I

believe, called 'White corn-worms*. xZb^ Century Diet.,
Heliotkis^ a genus of noctuid moths. . .The larva, known as
the boll-worm and corn-worm, .,b especially injurious to th©
fruit of cotton, maize, and the tomato.

Corocoro (ko^r^koa-ro). Also 7 curricurro,
-curro, 8 corrooorro, oorracorra, coraoore, 9
kora-kora, corocore. [Malay kurctkura. Cf. F.
caracore, Sp. caracora, from which the English
forms are mainly derived.] A boat used in the
Malay Archipelago.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 193 The shape of their Boates

or Curricurroes have this representation. Ibid. 194 A
Curricurre or boat. 1779 Forrest K^, .V. Guinea 23
A corocoro is a vessel generally fitted with out-riggers, with
a high arched stem and stem, like the point of a half moon.
They arc u»ed by the inhabiunts of the Molucca islands
chiefly. Ibid. 65 Got our stores, &c. very expeditiously on
board, in a small newcorocoro. 1798 in Naval Chron. (17^)
II. I3L5 KCarrocorro\%2i. vessel fitted with outriggers, havmg
an high arched siem and stern. tSoo Astat. Ann. Reg.
aio/i This expedition was formerly performed in large
corracorras, or vessels like yachts. 1869 A. R. Wallack
Malay Archip. II. xxiv. 69 The boat was one of the kind
called Kora-kora, quite open, very low, and about four tons
burthen. It had outriggers of bamboo about five feet off
each side, which supported a bamboo platform extending the
whole length of the vessel.

CoroUifonu (kdr^*lif/im), a. [f. Cobolla -^

-;i)fobm.] Of the form or appearance of a corolla.
1889 C^«/. Diet.

Corollula (k6rf?-li«aa). Bot. [mod.L. : see
-ILE.] A small or minute corolla.
1856 Hkmsixjw Diet, Bot. Terms 46. 1900 B. D. Jackson

Gloss. Bot. Terms,

Coromandel: see Calamakder.
1845 G. DoDD Brit. Manuf. IV. 199 The coromandel-wood.

Corona. Add

:

6. Also, the trochal disk of a rotifer ; etc
1898 A. Sedgwick Textbk. Zool, I. 299 Phylum Rott/era.

. . It will be useful to use the word corona for the discoidal
anterior end of the body. 190s Amer. Nat, Dec. 932 In
Me!o and some other genera the spines project upwards and
are generally unclosed on the apertural side. This produces
the spiral 'corona', so striking a feature in some shells.

1006 Cambr. Nnt. Hist. I. 539 Echinidae in which the plates
of the corona dovetail into each other. 19*9 Ent^cl. Brit,
XIX._575/i Numerous cilia crowded upon a particular area
of delicate skin close to or encircling the moutL..The whole
area, including the mouth itself, as seen when the cilia are
active, is called the corona.

9, EUctn The luminous discharge from a con-
ductor (see quots.). Also attrib.

1906 Alex. Russell Altem. Currents II. 475 When the
potential difference between the mains is very high, each
main is seen surrounded by a faintly luminous enveloping
cloud of a bluish colour, which apparently does not touch
the conductor it envelopes. This cloud is called the corona.
Ibid.^ When coronae make their appearance it is found that
the capacity between the mains and the loss of energy in
distribution are increased. 1913 H. B. Dwight Transmission
Line Formulas 6 A current in phase with the voltage will
flow between the conductors, but it is only noticeable at very
high voltages. Part of jt is a leakage current flowing over
the insulators, and part ts a discharge through the air, and
produces the glow called corona, on high*voltage conductors.
1918 Jml. Ckem. Soc, CXIV. 11. 42 The corona discharge.
1916 Encycl. Brit, 2nd Suppl. I. 949/1 In the case of high
voltage aerial lines there is a notable loss of power due to
the ionisaiion of the air. This ts called the corona effect
since it makes the lines appear luminous in the dark.

Corona ^ (k6r.?a-na). [From the proprietary
name La Corona (Sp.) the crown.] A well-known
brand of Havana cijjar.

1887 Army «V Navy Co-op. Soc, Price List 127 Havana
Cigars. .*La Corona '. .Aguilas Imperiales Corona. 191a
W. I. Locke Advent. Aristide Pujol viii, He found htm
smoking a large corona. 1915 Mom. Post 16 Mar. 4, I..
bought a thousand Corona Coronas an hour ago. 1931 igtk
Cent. Way 767 The fur-coated Corona-puffing multi-million-
aire. 1916 M.Walsh Key above Door \'n\,\ was in the middle
of a long corona when Lady Clunas rose to go.

Coronadite (k^r^^n/i-dait). Min, (See quot.)
1905 Jrnl. Ckem. Soc. LXXXVIII. 11. 06 Coronadite.

a black metallic mineral, not unlike psiloinefane in general
appearance, and intimately intermixed with quartz, is found
in fairly large amoimt in the Coronado vein.

Cor01iainen(k|7r<7n^i-men). [mod.L., f.CoRONA.]
The coronet of the hoof. 184a Brandk Diet. Sci., etc.

Coronary, a. Add

:

3. d. c//i/>l, = coronary artery, etc
1893 in H. Morris Num. Anat. 973 [The right coronary

artery] divides into its two main branches, one of which.,
anastomoses with the left coronary, 1907 Practitioner Oct.
491 The blood-pressure will rise, and the heart itself will be
more fully flushed with blood through the coronaries. X9S8
C. F. CoopKR Parker ^ HanvelCs ZooL (ed. 4) 1 1. 310 The
coronary .. forms the upwardly directed coronoid process
immediately behind the last tooth.

Coronation. 3. Add : coronation bracelet,
rolls (see quots.),

x88^ W. JoNKS Crfftvns f^ Coron. 984 The coronation rolls

contain the commission and proceedings of thecommissioners
appointed to bear and declare claims of service to be per-
formed at coronatiuns, as well as the oaths taken by the king
or queen when crowned. 1886 Encycl. Brit, XX. 340/1 The
armillsc or coronation bracelets.

Coroner. Add: 2. The chief officer or sheriff

of a sheading in the Isle of Man.
1577 in M. A, Mills Stat. Laws I, of Man (1821) 58 All

Coroners shall make a general Search four Times in the Yearc
for my Lord his Profitt,. .every Coroner within his own
Sheading. 1653 Chaloner A 0/Man (1656) 17, 6 Coroners
or Sheriffs of the 6 Sheadings. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 452/2
The coroner of the sheading, who is appointed annually by
the governor, is a kind of sheriff. 18^ Hall Cainf. Manx.
man v. xi, The Coroner of the premier sheading began to
recite the same titles in Manx.
Coronet, sb. Add : 1. c. iransf, A terminal

or crowning circlet of spines, hairs, or other small
objects.

x8s6 KiBBV ^ Sp. £n/i7///<>/. xxxiii. III. -^^^Coronula..^^
coronet or semicoronet of fixed spines observable at the apex
of the posterior Tibia in Fulgora candelaria, etc
5, b. The bur or ring of bone on the head of

a deer, at the base of an antler.

x8f8 LvDEKKER Deer 0/ all Lands 6 Towards the com-
pletion of its(xr. the antler's] growth a more or less prominent
ring of bone, termed the burr or coronet, is deposited at its

base just above the junction with the pedicle.

Coronet* v. Add quots.

:

xooo Daily Ne^us i May 3/4 The circle of Westmoreland
and Cumberland hills.. still coroneted with snow. 190a
Westm. Gaz, 11 Aug. lo/i The moment the crown was on
the head of the Queen the peeresses all coroneted themselves.

Coronid (kp-r()aid). Astr. [f. Cobona +
*-id2.] ^ny of a group of meteors having their

radiant in the constellation Corona borealis.

1899 R. H. Allen Star-Names 179 The radiant point of
the Coronids, the meteor shower visible from the i3th of
April to the 30th of June.

CoroniIlinCk(7r^ni*lin). Ckem, [{. Coroni//a -t-

-IN 1.] A bitter, yellow glncoside contained in the
seeds of species of Coroni/laj esp. C\ scorpiouhSi
used as a heart stimulant.

1807 Jml. Ckem. Soc. LXXII. 1. 433 Coronillin is obtained
by digesting the powdered seed.. with six times its weight
of water at 100*.

Coronitis (kfr^Jriai'tis). [f.C0B0N(ART + -iTia.]

Inflammation of the coronary substance of the hoof
of a horse. 1890 Billings Med. Diet.

Coronoid, a,. Add : sb. One of the component
bones of the jaw.
1893 in H. Morris Hum. Anat. iiaa On the inner side of

the coronoid, between it and the tuberosity of the upper jaw,
is a recess where a temporal abscess will point. \^iProc.
Zool. Soc. 17 M.^r. 367 In Eudynamys, Cuculus. and Guira
the rami are pierced by a long lateral vacuity, which is partly
closed by a long and slender coronoid.

Coroplast (kSoT^Jplaest). [ad. Gr. KopojrXdo-Tj;?,

f. K^pri girl, doll : see -plast. Cf. F. coroplasle."]

One who makes terra-cotta figures.

xS&S Nation (X.Y.) 1 Oct. 286/3 The Myrina:an coroplasts,
or manufacturers of terra.cottas, were certainly influenced
by the models of their brethren in Tanagra. [1886 tr. M.
Collignon's Gk. A rchxol. 239 The art of the coroplastes, or
modeller of figurines.]

Corporal, sb.^ Add

:

4. a. The head man of a cattle party. U.S.
1910 Hunter Trail Drivers of Texas 229 Billy Henson

was our corporal or boss,

b- (See quot.)
igzi Diet. Occup. 7Vr?«5^ (1927) §041 Corporal',in Midlands,

superintends haulage workers underground and controls
pony drivers.

6. A cyprinoid fresh-water fish, Semotilus cor-

poralis, U,S,
1888 GooDK Amer. Fishes ^-27 The name Corporal seems

to have been derived from the Dutch or German settlers of
the Middle States.

Corporation. 7. Add ; corporation carter.^

clerkf dinner^ law, lawyer^ limits^ line, stocky stop^

tax, (Chiefly U.S.)
1771 Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIV. 137

Does not the Corporation Law require Broader tred than
6 inches?^ 1809 W. Iv^wihg Kttickerb. iii. ii. (1835) 92 It

being their duty to .. hunt the markets for delicacies for

corporation dinners, 1841 C. Cist Cincinnati -2^ Between
Mam street and the corporation line. 1847 C. Lanman
Summer in Wild iv. 30 When this city was in its glory.

.

the corporation limits were uncommonly extensive. 1875
Mass. Ho. Repr. Doc. 15 (on Taxation) 123 The general
corporation tax. 1881 Instr, Census Clerks (1885) 22 Cor-
poration Clerk. Ibid, 34 Corporation Carter. Ibid. 87 Cor-
poration Labourer. 1889 Cent. Dict,^ Corporation-stop, a
stop in a gas- or water-main for the use of the gas- or water-
company only. (U.S.) 1893 'O. Thankt' Stories IVestern
TozvH 31S He went away for an interview with the corpora-
tion lawyer, 1901 W. G- Cobdingley Diet. Stock Exch.
Terms 29 Corporation Stocks refer to the Stocks, Loans and
Debentures of the Corporations of the various towns and
boroughs in the United Kingdom. 1911 Amer. Yr. Bk. igio
336 The President's suggestion was followed, and the corpora-
tion tax became law. 1920 Act 10 .5- 11 Geo. V, c. 18 § 52
There shall be charged, .a duty (in this Act referred to as
' corporation profits tax ") of. . five per cent, of those profits.

Corporative, a. Add : b. Based upon cor-

porate action or movement.
It. stato corporativo occurs ai Apr. 1927 in Carta del

lavaro % 7.

i9a7 Times 18 Aug. 11/6 The Corporative State offers..

greater opportunities than the Liberal State. 19*9 Times
Lit. Suppl. II July 547/a 'i he Fascist Corporative State.

19*9 Encycl. Brit.%, 563/2 The industrial unit. .is at present
being worked into the fabric of the Italian state which will

become the 'corporative State * when, in the judgment of its

present leaders, the revolutionary stage has been passed.

Corporealism. Delete "^Obs. and add ;

1894 Classical Rev. VIII. 463/2 Professor Windelband
fully admits the naive corporealism of the earliest Greek
piiilosophy. i9a4W.J. hocKK Coming ofAmos viif I ought
to have.. taken nim to London..and generally given hini

all the advantages, within my command, of the Higher
Thought and the Lower Corporealism,

Corps. Add : 3. d. A students* society in a

German University. Also attrib,

X874 J. M. WkkiGerman £/«/». iv, (Cent. D.) A corps has no
existence outside of its own university; it has noafnliations,

no ' chapters ', 1904 Daily Ckron. 39 Dec. 4/6, 1 hope that, as

long as there are German corps-students, tiie spirit which is

fostered in their corps . . will be preserved. 1905 fP^estm. Gaz.
29 Apr. 14/1 As a corps-student the Crown Prince never felt

at ease.

Corpse, sb. Add :

2. f. A horse not intended to win in a race, slang.

1863 Baily's Mae. Apr, 154 The circumstance of so many
' corpses ' being led away after each race produced no sensa-

tion in the Ring. Ibid. May 208 The horse did all that could
be expected of him, and was never the 'corpse ' his opponents
expected to have found him.

Co'rpulently, adv, [f. Corpulent (». + -lt2]
In a corpulent manner. 1847 Webster.

Corpuscle. Add

:

2, O. Klcctr. J. J. Thomson's name for what was
subsequentlyGalled*ELi;cTRON. SoCorpu'scnlara.
1898 J. J. Thomson Discharge Electr. through Gases 190

We shall call this theory of the cathode rays the * corpus-

cular theory ', Ibid. 199 The carriers of the electricity arc

the *corpuscles'. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXX. 452/3 These
particles, which were termed by their discoverer corpuscles,

are more commonly spoken of as electrons, the particle thus
being identified with the charge which it carries. 1904 J. J.
Thomson Electr, «f Matter v. 98 We shall, for the sake of
brevity, speak of this kinetic energy of the corpuscles within

tiie atom as the corpuscular temperature of the atom,

Corraok, variant of Cdkracu.
CorradOy v. Transfer \Obs, to sense i and add

U.S. examples to sense 2 :

1847 Webster, Corrade, to rub off. 1877 G. K. Gilbert
Geol. Henry Alts. loi Streams of clear water corrade their

beds by solution.

Corral, z*. U.S. Add : 1. (Earlier example,)
1846 E, Bryant California iii. (184^) 19 The wagons, in

forming the encampment, were what is called corraled, an
anglicised Spanish word, the significanceof which, in our
use of the term, is, that they were formed in a circle,

b. absoi. To draw up the wafjons in a circle.

0x848 RuxTON Life Far IK«/(i849)i2 It was pretty nigh

upon sundown, and Bill had just sung out to 'corral', 1875

Fur, Fin ^ Feather 108 At midnight the rear drivers

joyously see the little fires flashing up far ahead here and

there upon the prairie, telling them that the head of the

train has begun to corral 189^ Nansas Hist. Coll. iiBg6)

V. 93 Several trains were compelled to corral and ' stand

them [sc. Indians! oflf ' until relieved by the dragoons.
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9b (Earlier examples.)
i860 Knickerbocker Ma^. Jan. 100, I want to ' corel ' you

for a little chaL c 1866 ' Mark Twain ' Sketches Wks. XIX,
392 That sort of man would corral their sympathies.

Corrasiou. Transfer f Obs. rare to i and add :

2. G€oL The wearing away of stones, etc by

mutual friction or by running water,

1877 G, K. Gilbert Geol. Henry Mts. loi In corrasion the

agents of disintegration are solution and mechanical wear.

i8qS Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 4) 168 This corrasion tends

to reduce the material to that fine impalpable state m
which even slow-moving waters will transport them. 1905

Chambeklin & Salisbury Geol, I. 108 The more active and
tangible processes by which surface rocks are broken up,

such as wave wear, river wear and glacier wear, are pro-

cesses of cori"asion.

i Correcting, ppl^ a. Add : b. spec in correct-

ing compass t magnet,
i8sz Kaleidoscope 13 Feb. 262/2 Perhaps this correcting

compass might be applied in the round top, if there be not

too much iron in that quarter. 1899 Pract. Rules Devia-
tions Compass {MmXx&Xty Publ.) 10 Alteration in position

of Correctmg Magnets. 1918 W. G. McMinnies Practical

Flying vi. 91 Holes for the accommodation of correcting

magnets.

Correctitude (k^re-ktitlwd). [f. Correct a. +
-ITUDE, after rectitude.'} Correctness of conduct

or behaviour.

1893 National Observer 13 May 650/2 The high correcti-

tude of his youth. 1897 IVesim. Gaz. 20 Feb. 3/t Dr.

Jameson stepping in maintains order where disorder existed,

and stepping in with the Colonial Secretajry's orders, would
have done so with perfect—if not 'unctuous—correctitude'.
1906 F. S. Oliver Alexander Hainilton 316 Jefferson was
overflowing with kindness—a contrast to the calm correcti-

tude of his chief. X9» G. A. Greenwood England To'Day
ii. 72 The correctitude of attending eleven o'clock service.

Correlation. Add : 1. O. In statistics, the

relation of two or more variable quantities.

1899 R. MayoSmith Statistics ^ Econ. lo The third step

in statistical method is correlation : i. e, to compare different

phenomena with each other, in order to establish relations

of co-existence or of sequence. 1901 A._L. Bowley Elem.
Statistics 316 Correlation is a quantity which can be
measured numerically; and its measurement has been the

subject of much recent mathematical investigation, 1909
W. & E. Elderton Printer Statistics si In such cases there

is no relationship, therefore, between length and breadth,

and we say that the ' coefficient of correlation ' is zero.

Correlatioiiist (kf^r/l^i'Janist). [f. Correla-
tion + -1ST.] One who holds the doctrine of cor-

relation of forces. •

187a Jnil. Spec. Philos. Oct, 289 Do the conelationists

believe in self-movement?

Correlativism (kpre'lativiz'm). [f. Corre-
lative a. + -ISM.] A system of doctrine based

upon the correlative nature of ideas,

190a Encycl. Brit. XXX. 665/2 The universal relativism

pr correlativism of Laas.

Correspondence. Add

:

1. b. MaUu Relation of certain a members of

one aggregate with each corresponding member of

a second, and of certain of members of the second

with each corresponding member of the first.

Where o and a' are both i, it is c£.lled a one-to-one corre^

sPondence.
1867 Cayley Math, Papers (1897) VI. 264 If two points of

a unicursal curve have an (a, a') correspondence, the number
of united points is =:a-f a'. i88a Sylvester Coll. Math,
Papers iigiz) IV. 24 The theorem of one-to-one and class-to-

class correspondence between partitions of« into uneven and
its partitions into unequal parts, /did. 38 There is thus a
one-to-one correspondence, and consequently equality of

content between the two systems of partitions. 1898 Proc.
Lond. Math. Soc. XXIX. i. 71 These quantities vanish re-

spectively when the ray OP is in the first or second plane of
correspondence through O. 1906 Trans. Amer. Math. Soc.

VII. 393 We thus establish a correspondence between points

in the spacer, and planes in the space x.

7. cUtrib, : (sense 6) correspondence class,

course^ a class or course conducted by corre-

spondence; correspondence clerk, a clerk who
deals with the correspondence of a business house;

correspondence school, a school which instflicts

by means of correspondence,
1878 Chavibers's Jml. 30 Nov, 768/1 The Glasgow

•Correspondence Classes. 1885 Ibid, 610/1 The Correspon-
dence class is intended for the extension ofskilled teaching to
any woman within reach ofthe post, 1906 Dicksee & Blain
0£ice Organis. 8 *Correspondence clerks should have a good
knowledge of shorthand. 1935 S. Lewis Martin Arrow-
smith xxii. § I, The editor of the magazine which told clerks
how to become Goeihes and Stonewall Jacksons by studying
•correspondence-courses. 1929 Encycl. Brit. VI. 468/1 In
1921 the U.S. department of war established 342 corre-
spondence courses in military tactics for reserve officers.

X9ax Diet. Occup, Terms {i<)2j)%2Zg*Correspondence school
representative (or business training ;ollcge); calls at the
homes of prosp«;tive students making preliminary enquiries
to discuss course desired. 1929 Encycl. Brit. Vi. 468/2 The
corresi>ondence school movement is rapidly reaching a
recognized stage of permanency.

Correspondent, sb. Add

:

4. o. Foreign correspondentj a clerk who deals

with the foreign correspondence of a business house.
x88i Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 33 Commercial Clerk...

Foreign Correspondent (Merchant's).

Corresponding, ppL a. Add

:

1. b. Corresponding points^ those points on the

two retinas which produce a single visual impres-
sion.
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X906 MuRLiN tr. TigerstedCs Hum. Physiol. 555 Those
points of the retinae upon which the same parts of the two
images fal! are called corresponding points. 1907 W. H.
Howell Physiol, (ed. 2) 350 Corresponding or identical

points in the two retinas.

Corrida (korrda). [Short for Sp. corrida de

toros * course of bulls '.] A bull-fight, bull-fighting.

X898 Daily News 12 July 5/6 The hotels were thronged
with tourists from all parts attracted by the corridas. 1921
Chambers's Jml. Feb, 194/2 Those who think of thiscountry
as still sleeping, 'decadent ', given up to the corrida. 1924
Glasgoiv Herald 11 Oct. 4 The cruelties perpetrated in the
course of a ' corrida '.

Corridor. Add

:

4. b. A similar passage in a railway carriage,

upon which all the compartments open,
xZgi^ Railway Engineer ^zn. 26 The ceiling of the corridor,

as will be seen from the drawing, is a complete arch made
up in a similar way to that of the compartments.

c, A Strip of the territory of a state running

through another territory and so contrived as to

give access to a certain part, e.g. the sea.

19x9 Economist 5 July 6/2 The German connections across

the Polish ' corridor ' to the sea. xgzo H. Spender Prime
Minister 310 When matters seemed at a deadlock—on the

Saar Valley, the Polish Corridor, or even the perplexing ques-
tion of Fiume. X92X Hist. Peace Confer. Paris (ed. H.W. V.
Temperley)lV.273The Czecho-Slovaks advanced aclaim for

territorial contiguity with the Yugo-slavs, to be attained by
the creation of a corridor running from the Danube to the

Drave. Noie^ The chief arguments for the ' Corridor ' are

given in Z>£/'ra^7<?«/'/4<^rifl://y«^by ArthurChervin (Paris,

igig), who claims to be the author of both phrase and ideal.

X9ax Times 4 Jan. 12/1 The Danzig corridor is bound to be
the subject of dispute for long to come. 1922 IVestm. Gaz.

23 Nov., Sig. Mussolini.. has agreed to support the_ Bul-

garian claim to Dedeagatch, and also to a corridor giving
access to it.

5. corridor carriagOj a carriage of a corridor

train ; corridor train, a railway train through the

length of which a corridor or passage extends.
189a Corridor train [in Diet.]. 1893 Daily Ne^vs 22 June

2/3 First and third class ' corridor ' carriages. , .The * corri-

dor ' carriages will have an enclosed passage running along
the side. xZ^ Strand Mag. VIII. 170/1 The 2 p.m. from
London to Crewe—the ' Corridor ' train. x8g6 Daily Nevus

5 Aug, 5/1 The Board asks for information as to corridor

trains, corridor cars, and carriages with open compartments.
X903 A. H. Beavan Tube^ Train, Tratn, 4- Car v. 59 The
cars will be of the corridor type, seven to a full train.

1907 IVestm. Gaz. 5 Sept. lo/i The Great IVesterfi Railway
Magazine for September claims for that company the credit

of producing the first complete corridor-train, combining tlie

privacy of separate compartments with the advantages of
through communication from end to end and access to toilet

rooms. It was ' built ' in April 1892.

Corridored (k^-ridfjid), ppl, a, [f. Corridoe
-f- -ED^.] Furnished with a corridor.

X904 IVestm. Gaz. 8 Jan. 1/3 The monastery of Rila, and
..its corridored balconies,

Corrie. Add : b. attrib,

1894 J. Geikie Gt, Ice Age (ed. 3) 254 No corrie-basin

dates its origin to this stage. Ibid,, We have only to con-
trast the drainage-area of Glen Avon with that of Glen
Derry or Glen Beg to see why it is that in the latter only
high-level corrie-lakes occur. X894 J. W. Ghegory in Q. Jrnl.
Geol. Soc. L. 515 The 'corrie ' or ' hanging glaciers . 1904
Nature 7 Apr. 549/1 The phase of corrie-glaciers, when the
glacial detritus was borne for no great distance from the
local centres of dispersion.

Corrigan (kf^-rigan). The name of a Dublin
physician, Sir Dominic John Corrigan (1802-80),
in Corrigan's button^ cirrhosis^ etc. (seeqnots.).
x886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. II. 86/1 The arteries seem

to swell and elongate, and then suddenly shorten again.
This is the so-called Corrigan's or piston pulse. 1887 Ibid.

V. 196/2 Corrigan's pulse, the peculiar 'jerking', ' splash-
ing', 'collapsing', or 'water-hammer' pulse of aortic re-

gurgitation. Ibid., Corrigan's button, a firing-iron consist-

ing of a button of iron., fastened in a wooden handle by a
rod two inches long. 1890 Billings Med, Diet., Corrigan's
cautery, button cautery. Corrigan's disease, insufficiency

of aortic valves. 1906 Practitioner Dec. 730 The bronchial
tubes become dilated, until at length the whole of one lung
consists of dilated tubes and fibroid tissue, in other words,
Corrigan's cirrhosis, igv^ Osier's Mod. Med. {ed. 3) IV.

537 The Corrigan pulse is more marked when the radial

artery is felt with the arm held vertical.

Corrigeus (kf7*rid3enz). Med, [pres. pple. of

L. corrigire to Corbect.] A corrective.

1925 Public opinion 20 Mar. 288/3 I" the old medical
prescriptions there was always a corrigens. You gave a man
a particular drug and then you corrected it by an addition of
something else.

Corrisrent, sb. Delete \Obs» and add :

x84x E. ScuDAMORE Dict. Arts fy Sci. X874 Garrod &
Baxter Mat. Med. 341 The oil may be employed . . as a
corrigent to purgatives. 1901 Dorland Med. Dict. (ed. 3),

Corrigeni. . . 2. Any agent which favorably modifies the
action of a drug which is too powerful or harsh,

Corroboree, sb. Add : b. A song or chant
made for the occasion of such a dance,
1847 Leichhardt Overland Exped. 333 He sang most

lamentable corroborries. 1881 A. C. Grant Bush Life in
Queensland (i88z) 51 They send runners to the neighbour-
ing tribes, inviting them to come over.. and listen to the
new corroborree. 1889 Zillmann Austral. Life 132 The
story.. became, no doubt, the theme for a ' corroberee *.

Corroboree, v. [f. the sb.] intr. To take part

in a corroboree. Also transf. To ' dance
' ; hence,

of a pot, to boil.

X830 R. Dawson Pres. State Australia 61 They began to

corrobcry, or dance. X846 C. P. Hodgson Remin . A usiralia

COBSICABT.

257 The mosquitoes from the swamps corroboreed with un-
mitigated ardour. x88i A. C. Gkant Bush Life in Queens-
/a7f(/(i882) 34 They had almost finished their meal before the
new quart corroborreed. 1885 Mrs. C. Praed Austral,
Life 1-2 A scene of feasting and corroboreeing.

Corrosion. Add

:

1. d. Geol. The solution of a mass of rock or

mineral by water ; the eating away by fusion and
absorption of a mineral in its magma. Corrosion

zone, the intermediate composition thus formed.

1897 Geog. Jml. (R.G.S.) X. 502 Erosion, corrosion, and
hydrostatic pressure have.. formed a real sponge of stone.

1903 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 4) 141 Theferro-magnesian
minerals of earlier consolidation among basalts and andesites

are sometimes surrounded with a dark shell called the
corrosion-zone.

CorrovaJ (kp'r(?val , kfT(7u*val). A South
American arrow-poison, a variety of curare, which
induces paralysis of the heart.

1859 W. A. Hammond in Amer. Jml, Med. Sci. N.S.
XXXVIII. 13 Experimental researches relative to corroval

and vao—two new varieties of woorara.

So CoTrovaline, a poisonous alkaloid derived

from corroval (Dorland 1901).

Corragated, ///. a* 2. b. Add : Also corru-

gated paper, strawboard, etc., a packing material

designed to give elasticity,

1897 Chemist ^ Druggist L. 746 Among the minor con-

veniences., is the article known as corrugated paper.
^
xgxa

Worlds Work Apr. 508/2 Corrugated packing material for

packing bottles. Corrugated strawboard is generally con-
sidered the best medium.

Corrngator. Add

:

3. One who superintends a corrugating machine.
i88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 91. 1921 Diet. Occttp.

Terms {\(p.-]) § 278 Zinc corrugator (galvanised sheet). Ibid,

§ 559 Corrugator, corrugated packing maker.

Corsage. Add

:

3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X856 Mrs. Hawthorne in N. Hawtkome*s Wife (1885)

II. 88, 1 wore that violet brocade., with a corsage oflow uedc
and short sleeves.

b. A bouquet worn ou the bodice. U.S.
1911 H. S. Harrison Qucedix. 105 On her rounded breast

,. a splendid corsage of orchid and lily-of-the-valley.

Corsair. Add : 4. a. A scorpaenoid 6sh of

the Californian coast. (7.S,

X884 Goode Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 265 Corsair {Sehas*

tichthys rosaceus)..is known to the Portuguese fishermen
at Monterey by the name of ' Corsair *. Ibid,, Spotted
Corsair {Sebastichthys constellatus).

b. A reduviid predatory bug.
X909 Century Diet. SuppI,

Corset. 4. Add :

X845 M. M. Noah Gleanings 116 [The young lady] drew
out a piece of long black iron or steel. . . 1 1 ismy corset bone,
whispered she.

Corsetier, Corsetidre (k^jsety^, -ty^O- C^-*
f. corset + -ier masc, -iere fem,] A corset-maker

(male and female).

1848 Thackeray Vcm.. Fair xxix, She found fault with her
friend's dress, .and vowed that she must send her corsetiere

the next morning. 1899 Westm, Gaz. 18 July 3/3.

Corset(t;ing (kpusetig), vbi. sb. [f." COESET
+ -ING 1.] The fitting with a corset.

1845 M. M. Noah Gleanings 15 Then commences the
herculean task of corsetting, racking, bracing and bending.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 3 Mar. 3/1 That careful corseting.. the
French woman understands so much better than we. X903

Ibid. 29 Oct. 8/2 Intelligent physical exercises and better

corseting can do wonders. 1904 Sladen Playing the Game
I. V, A plumpness.. kept within the bounds of beauty by
admirable corsetting.

Co'rsetless, ^. [f. Coeset + -less,] Without
corsets or a corset.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 15 Apr. 8/1 The ladies of Tristan
d'Acunha will for the present have to go corsetless. 1913
GlasgoTo Herald 21 Mar. 8 A,, warfare against the corset-

less and rationally corsetted figure.

Corsetry (k^ isetri). [f. Coeset + -by.] Corset-

making or -fitting.

xga^ Daily Mail ai Feb. i Natural el^ance subtly
idealised by skilful Corsetry. 1924 [title) The Book of
Corsetry.

Corsican (kpusikan), a, and sb, [f. Corsica :

see -AN.]

1. a. adj. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of

Corsica or its inhabitants, b. sb. A native or inhabi-

tant of Corsica ; the Corsican dialect of Italian.

The Corsican {the Corsicaft ogre, robber, etc.), Napoleon
Bonaparte, who was born in Corsica.

1768 Boswell Acc. Corsica 15 In general the Corsicans
breathe a pure atmosphere. Ibid. 29 The Corsican villages

arc frequently built upon the very summits oftheir mountains.

1803 S. HooLE Atiecd. y. HooU 1 The barbarities perpe-

trated by the Corsican Robber. X814 Southey Ode ii, If

that perfidious Corsican maintain Still his detested reign.

X84X Thackeray Chron. Drum Misc. 1855 I. 16 Good
Lord, how be doth plume himself, Because we beat the

Corsican 1 1855 R. Martineau tr. Gregorovius' Corsica iv.

vii. 283 That pantomimic dance of lament is called in Cor-

sican t\iei bailata. x86x M. Arnold Pop. Educ. France 162

note, Corsican vengeance is proverbial. 1862 Chambers's^

Encycl. III. 258/2 The Corsicans under General PaoU
made themselves in great part independent. 1880 Ibid.

XIII. 494/2 In Southern Coreican dr for // is conspicuous.
x88s Genii. Mag. Jan. i The Iron Duke had thrashed the

Corsican Ogre. X897 Fortn. Rev. June 887 To removf the
false impression of the Corsican bandit so dear to the trans-

pontine stage. Ibid. 890, I could speak no Corsican, 19^
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Chambers's "Jml. n Jan. 113 a Make up your mind to

charm the Corsican.

2. Corsioan cock, a variety of the domestic

fowl ; Corsioan granite, a mixture of feldspar,

hornblende, and quartz ; Corsioan moss, Plocaria

Helminthocorton, a mixture of dried seaweeds,

formerly used as a vermifuge ; Corsioan pine, a

pine of the species Pintis laricio.

1854 Poultry Chron. I. 413 Chitteprat or 'Corsican Cock.

185s Ibid. 111. 518 Chitteprat or Corsican. 1857 J. B. Jukes
Man. Gtol. 73 Globular Diorite,Orbicular Greenstone, * Corsi-

can Granite. 1849 Balpour Man. Bot. § 1 130 Plocaria (Ci-

gartiaa) Helminthocorton, under the name of *Corsican

Moss, was formerly used as a vermifuge. 1887 Buck's

Handbk. Med. Set. V. 26/1 As a medicine Corsican moss U
of the past. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 401/1 The ridges of the

Crimea are clothed with 'Corsican pine.

Corsite 1 kp'Jsait). Min. [Named by F. Zirkel

{Lehrbuch der Petrographie 1866); f. F. Corse

Corsica: see -iteI.] A mixture of anorthite,

hornblende, and quartz, a typical occurrence of

which is in Corsica. (Partly synonymous with

napoleonite, orbicular diorite.')

1876 A. H. GnEEN Geol 6; Corsite or Napoleonite . .is a
granular mixture of Anorthite, Hornblende, and a little

quartz. The most noticeable variety occurs in Corsica: the

rock there is made up of balls from one to three inches in

diameter. i88a Geiiue Tejetbh. Ceal. 143. 1888 Teall
Brit. Petrogr. 134.

Corticene, var. Corticinb.
1897 F. J. BuRCOYNE Library Construction 35 The most

suitable covering for a wood floor is cork carpet or corticene.

1915 * Bartimeus'W TatlShip vii. 118 Varnish .. wherewith
to beautify the corticene on the aft-deck.

Corticifllgal (k^rtisi'fi«Zgal), a. [f. L. corlic-.

Cortex + /aj'/r^ to flee + -au] Originating in

and mnning from the cortex or outer layer of the

cerebellum.
1898 Phil. Trans. 10 There was no clear evidence of corti*

cifu^al fibres passing from the angular gyrus to the basal

ganglia. 1901 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. a) 178/2.

Corticipetal (k^rtisi-pftal), a. [f. L. eortiei;

Co&TVi + />el/re to seek + -AL.] Originating out-

side of and running into the cerebral cortex.

1898 PAil. Trans. 1 1 A corticipetal system, passing from
the external geniculate body and pulvinar thalami to the

cortex of the occipito-angular region.

CorticO-, used as combining form of CoBTZX in

various medical terms with reference to the cortex

of the brain, as Cortieo-spl'iutla., relating to the

cortex and the spine.

1901 DoRLANp .Med. Diet. (ed. a) 178/2 Cortico*afferent.

Cortico-efferent. CorticofugaL Corticopeduncular. Cor-
ticospinal, 1908 Practitioner Oct. 557 A purely spinal

reflex, which appears in earliest infancy before the cortico-

spinal paths are fully developed.

Cortina (k^jtsi-ni). Set. [mod.L. use of L.
corlina curtain.] The membrane which, in certain

fungi, breaks away from the stipe and adheres in

shreds to the margin of the pilcus (cf. Curtain ji.l

5 a)-

183a LiNDLRV In/rod. Bot. I. tiL 908. t866 Treas. Bai.i
Cortina., the filamentCMis ring of cerudn agarics.

Cortlandtite (k^'itlantdit). Min, [f. the name
of Cortlandt township, New York : see -itk 1.] A
coarse-grained rock composed chiefly ofhorablende
and olivine ; a variety of pcridotite.

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet. 1903GRIKIE TeJct'bk.Gtol. (ed.4)

241 Cortlandtite.. so named from its occturence in the * Cort-
landt series' of eruptive rocks on the Hudson River. 1909
F. H. Hatch Text-Bk. PttroL 243 Cortlandtite = olivine

+ hornblende + hypersthene... Name suggested by G. H.
Williams.

Corton (korton). [f. \\oJX.-Cortonj near Beaune
in France.] A red Burgundy wine made in the
neighbourhood of Beaune, Cote-d'Or.
1833 RcDDiMG IVifUs V. 98 In the commune of Aloxe, a

wine called Corton is grown. 1889 W. Guthkik daret^
Burgundy ^ CfuuMfagnt ai I n the Cute de Beaune are found
the Corton, Volnay, Ponard, and many other well-knowa
names. 1900 Christie, etc CataL H^tJttSj C BffyU 8 Three
Dozens of Curton.

Corondellite (kortrndelait). Min. [f. CoRDN-
dcm + -ell« + -ite1.] = Mabgabitk2.
1849 Amer. Jrni. Set. ^ Art Set. 11. VIU. 383. 1877

Dana Attn. 536.

Corver ^. Delete fObs. and add quots.

:

1858 SiMMoNOS Did. Tradg, Corver^ a man who makes
and repairs corves or coal baskets. i88> Instr. Ctnsus
Citrks (i8«5) 84. S9SI Diet. Occup. Tertiu (1927) | 652.

COTVina (kfrvrnS). Also oiir(u)vinft. [Sp.,

Pg. carvina^ f. L. corvinus, f. corvus raven : said

to be so named from its black fins.] A fish of

southern California, Cynoscion parvipinnis, re-

lated to the wcakfish. Also applied to many other

fishes of the family Scimnidx.
1787 Clllem u. Ciauigero'M Hist. Mexico I. 65 The

Curvina is about a foot and a half long, of a slender, round
shape, and of a blackish purple colour. 1869 R. F. Burton
Expior. Highl. Brazil 1 1. 303 I'he fish leaped and splashed
in ail directions... In a few minutes we had enoagli for a
day's food. The worst was the Curuvina. a 1884 Jordan
in Goode Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anini, jf) Cynoscion parvi-
//«M«. .is usually known as the 'Corvina', or *Caravina*.
..It is found from San JPcdro southward to the Gulf of
California.

Corvine, «. Add : sb, A member of the crow
family.
1926 Ckamhers^s yml, 60/1 During migration time, of

course, hawks and corvines feed well.

Cory- (kpri), abbreviation of Corydaiis (see

Cobydaline) in names of alkaloids obtainable

from the roots of certain species, as Corybu'lbine,
Coryca'vlne, Corytu'berine (from C. cava, C.

tuberosa),

1893 ymi. ChetH. Soc. LXIV. i. 486 Corytuberine. Bid.
492 A base (? Corycavine), which crystallizes in small, matted
needles and melts at aiS"*. 1894 Ibid. LXVI. i. 100 Cory-
bulbtne is the name given.. to a base isolated from com-
mercial corydaline. X90S Ibid. LXXXII. i. ^07 There were
obtained in the following order, beginning with the weakest
base, ..corydaline, corybuibine,. .corycavine, corydine.

Corycian (kori'Jian), a. Also 6 Coritian.
[f. L. Corycius, a, Gr. Kcypu/ftor, f. K6jpvKos Cory-

cus or KojpvKia Corycia (see def.) : see -IAN.] Of
or pertaining to the mountain cave of Corycus at

the foot of Parnassus, sacred to the Muses, or to

the nymph Corycia, daughter of Apollo ; chiefly

in Corycian cave, Corycian nymphs (the Muses).
1567 TuRBERV. Ovids Ep. XX. Tij, The famous lie (where

the Coriiian Nymphes Did lodge of yore). x6ai G. Sandys
Ovids Met. I. (.16116) 230 Corycian Nymphs, and Hill-gods

he adores. i6^(tSiAWO'^s:TKLL Ovids Heroic, Ep. t. xix. 139
Oca where Corycian Nymphs have. In Parnassus hill an
old famous Cave. 1746 Akensidk Hymn to Naiads 319 To
the cave Corycian, or the Delphic mount. 1877 Encycl.
Brit. VII. 53/1 The famous Corycian cave, a large grotto

in the limestone rock, which afforded the people of Delphi
a refuge during the Persian inx-asion. 1883 R. Whitelaw
tr. Sopkocles* Antigone 1127 With nymphs Corycian in thy
train. -^iA^ Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 318/r Parnassus was..
hallowed by the worship of Apollo, of the Muses, and of the
Corycian nymphs,

CorydaliC (k/7rid3e*lik), a. Ckem. [f. Cory-
daline : see -ic] In corydalic acid, a name given

to the acid ammonium salt obtained from corydaline
by oxidation.
1894 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXV. 63 Corydalic add dissolves

readily in water and in alcohoL

Coryfin (k^*rifin). Chem. [Proprietary term.]

The ethylglycoUic ester of menthol, nsed as an
anaesthetic and an analgesic.

1908 Practitioner Sept. 488. 19x3 Dorland Med, Diet.

Coryl (kp-ril). Chem, [Named by G. Joubert.]

A mixture of ethyl and methyl chlorides, used as a
local anaesthetic.

X901 Halb WurTK/*AarfH/zc<»/. 86ChIortdesofmethyland
ethyl ..produce the best eflTects when mixed, as in* coryl'
and 'anestile *. 1908 P. W. Squire Comh. Brit. Pkarma-
copaeia (ed. 18) iii Anaesthyl and Coryl are stated to be
mixtures of Ktfiyl and Methyl Chlorides.

Corylaceous (kf^ril/i-fas), a. Bot. [f. Cory'

iacesp, f. corylus hazeL] Of or pertaining to the

Coryiaccse.

Corylin (k|?Tilin), Chem, [f. L, corylus hazel

+ -ly V] A proteid occurring in the walnut and the

hazel.

1896 '}mL Chem. Soc. I-XX. i. 716.

Corynactid (kprinse-ktid). [f. mod.L. Cory-
nactis I see -ID 3,] A sea-anemone belonging to

the genus Corynactts,
19x5 E. R. Lankester Dh'ersiont cfNaturalist xi. 68

Tlie most beautifully coloured of all &ea<anemoaes are the
little Cor>*nactids.

CorynOCarpine (kf^Hn^kaupin). Chem. [f.

CorynocarpuSy a genus of trees : see -niES.] An
alkaloid found in the fruit of the karaka tree.

1903 Proc. Chem. Soc. 191. X939 H. G. Greenish Mat.
Afed.icd. 046.
Coryphodou (k^-fcnVn). [f. Gr.Koptnfdf top,

summit + ^Stt/i', Ionic f, od*jvs, odouros tooth.] A
fossil mammal of the genus of this name : so called

because the cusps of their teeth are developed into

points.

Coryphodon hed^ the lower division of the Lower Eocene
in the Rqpky mountain and Plateau region, in which cory-
phodon remains are found.

1846 R. Owen Brit, Fossil Mamm. 304 The Tapir, which
is the nearest existing analogue of the Coryphodon. 1848

Q, Jrnl.Geol. Soc. 3 Nov. 126 The swelling of theCorypho-
don's jaw. 1864 Amer. Naturalist XVlTl. 791 I'he foot

structure of Coryphodon. X895 Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 4)
886 Coryphodon beds of Marsh, /bid. 007 The Corypho-
dons of the Wasatch. 1927 Haldank & Huxley Anim,
BioL xiii. 324.

So Cory'phodont.
1880 Dana Man, Geol. (ed. 3) 503 The Coryphodonts are

of special interest, because of their prototype characters.

X895 Ibid. (ed. 4) 928 Species of large, short-footed Ungu-
lates, the Coryphodonts.

CosCOroba (k(7skJr^a'ba). [mod.L., f. native

name in Chile and the Argentine.] A large swan-
like duck of southern South America, having pure
white feathers except for the black tips oi its

primaries.
X887 Newton in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 732/1 South America

produces, .the IMack.necked Swan and that which is called

Cascaroba or Coscaroba.

Cosll (k^j), sb."^ slang. Also kosh. A stout

stick or truncheon ; a school cane {local) ; a length

of metal used as a life-preserver. Also comb.

cosh-carrier, a prostitute's bully ; so cosh-carry-
ing. Hence Cosh v. trans., to strike with a cosh.
1874 Slang Dict.^ Cosk^ a neddy, a life-preserver ; any short,

loaded bludgeon, a 1889 Evening Netus in Barrere & Leland
Did. Slang s.v., The officer.. sought to give the finishing
coup de grace with his cosh. 1893 Nod. Express 7 Mar. 6
(E.D.D.), 'I shall be a cosh-carner the next trade I start.'

That seemed to be a term to describe a man who looked after

a common woman and lived on her prostitution. 1896 A.
Morrison Child Jago \, The cosh was a foot length of iron
rod, with a knob at one end, and a book (or a ring) at the
other. Ibid., His wifcbroughtin a well drunken stranger:
when, with a sudden blow behind the head, the stranger was
happily coshed. /^iV/., The coshed subject . . felt the colder air,

and moved a leg. Ibid,, Cosh-carrying was near to being
the major industry of the Jago. Ibid, v, She neither fought
nor kept a cosh-carrier. 1904 Daily Chron. 29 Sept. 4/5
' Coshes '—pieces of lead pipe, known to the police as life-

preservers. X9a7 Weekly Dispatch 23 Oct. 4 A truncheon,
or, in prison vernacular, * kosh '. 1927 E. Wallace Squeaker
xxvii, He pulled the life-preserver from his pocket and thrust
it into Leslie's hand. ' Go and cosh him I

CoslxCkp-s/'tJ}, Math. Abbreviation iox hyperbolic

cosine.

Cosingpllar (k£?si*qgi/21ai),a. Geom. [f. Co-.]
Having the same singular surface or lines.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 662/1 The theory of cosingu-
lar complexes is thus brought into line with that of confocal
surfaces in four dimensions, and guided by these principles
the existence of cosingular quadratic complexes can easily
be established-. . Of cosingular complexes of higher degree
nothing is known. Ibid. 662/2.

Coslettize (kfj-zletaiz), V, [f. proper name
Coslett + -\z^.'] trans. To treat (a bicycle frame
or any steel article) with a special rust-preventing

process. Hence Co'slettizer.
X9d8 Daily Chron. 21 Nov. 9/3 The treatment of frames

to a special rust-preventing process known as Coslettisiiig.

1931 Diet. Occup. Terms (iqij) § 278 Brcnvncr; coslettiser%

prepares bath of distilled water, phosphoric acid and iron
filings; boils steel articles, eg. parts of small arms, cycles,

in bath. X9a7 Daily Express 21 June 6 Frame coslettized,

making it absolutely rust and weather proof.

CoS]IiatesC[Iie (kpzmatcsk), a. Arch. [f. the

name of the Cosmati, a family of architects, sculp-

tors, and mosaicists, who lived in Rome in the

thirteenth century: see -esque.] Designating a
style of decoration characterized by the use of

mosaics; also called Cosmati ot Cosmato ivork.

1883 Perkins IteU. Sculpture p. Ivii, More Cosmatesque
work of the first period is to be seen in the church of San
Pictro d'Alba at Alba Fucense. 1917 H. Gardner Art
through the Ages 196 Cosmati work .. consists of surround-
ing colored marble slabs with borders, frequently interlac-

ing, made up of small pieces of marble and glass cut into

various shapes.

Cosmic, a. Add : 3. C. Applied to cloud or

fog pervading certain groups of stars.

1903 A M. Clerke Probl. Astrophysics ii. iii. 189 The
entire Orion region. .is pervaded with cosmic fog. 1917
Eddington Stars ^ Atoms 67 This .. demonstrates the

existence of a cosmic cloud pervading the stellar system.

d. Cosmic rays, radiations having a shorter wave
length and greater penetrative power than any
previously investigated : so called because their

source appears to be in interstellar spaces. So
cosmic radiation.

x^S MiLLiKAN in Nature 5 Dec. 824/2 We obtained good
evidence that these cosmic rays shot through space in all

directions. X9S6 MtLLrKAN & Bowkn in Physical Rev. Apr.

355 A crucial lest as lo whether there is such a cosmic radiation
as the Hess-KolhOrsterd.-ita seemed to require. 1916 Milli-
KAN & Otis Ibid. June 658 If cosmic rays exist at all., they
must be more penetrating than any one had as yet suggested.

19x8 Nature Suppl. 7 Jan. 19/1 The cosmic radiation is

defined as that small portion of the * penetrating radiation '

which is of cosmic origin. Ibid. 91/2 All this [sc. the ex-

periments of Millikan and Cameron) constitutes pretty

unambiguous evidence that the high altitude rays do not
originate in our atmosphere, very certainly not in the lower

ninetenths of it, and justifies the designation ' cosmic rays*.

Cosmo-. Add : Cosmoce'ntric a., centred in

the cosmos; Cosmortfa'iiic a.y of or belonging

to a hypothetical organic cosmos.
1907 Inge Pers. Idealism 103 Constructing our universe

on a Christocentric or •cosmocentric basis, not a self-centred

one. 19x3 A. J. Hubbard Fate ofEmpires ii. vii. 167 The
Chinese [peoplel must be classed as one profoundly moved
by the sense of cosmocentric duty. 1878 Encycl. Brit.

VIII. 768/1 We mustsuppose that the original source of the

material world is an organism, namely, a primitive ' "cosnior-

ganic ' condition of our earth. Ibid., Consciousness was
breathed into the cosmorganic matter by the Creator. 1901

Ibid. XXX. 662/x A 'cosmorganic' evolution from a 'cos-

morganic * or original condition of the world as a living

organism into the inorganic,

Cosmopolis (k(7zmf»*p^is). [f. Gr. KOfffiSi +
v6KtSj after Cosmopolite : see Cosmo- and -polis.]

The city of the world ; a cosmopolitan city.

189s Daily NeJvs 20 Dec, 5/5 ' Paris ', says the ' Patrie ',

' has become the great cosmopolis.* xgxS Alex. Gray tr. The
Crime II. 391 They would not at any price have their

Fatherland a Cosmopolis. 1922 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 365

The well of English untainted by the infiltrations of cos-

mopolis \sc. London].

Cosmopolitanly, ado. [f. Cosmopolitan -i-

-LT 2.] In a cosmopolitan manner.
Z896 KiPi.iNG Seven Seas, An Amer. iii. 13^ Where,

cosmopolitanly planned. He guards the Redskin s dry re-

serve. 1926 Spectator 16 Oct. 618/1 Italians are far more

cosmopolitanly uiinded than we.
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Cosmoramic, ct. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8a7 B. Drake & Mausfielo Cinetnnaii 45 Cosmoramic,

optic, and prismoramic views of American scenery and
buildings.

Cosmos 3 (kfzTops). [mod.L. (replacing earlier

Cosmed)^ a. Gr. ic6<x(xos ornament, so named from

its elegant foliage.] A plant of the composite genus

so named, native to tropical America, species of

which, bearing rosCi scarlet, and purple single

dahlia-like blossoms,are cultivated as hardyannuals

and perennials.

1010 C. Harris Eve*s Husband 295, 1 wore a musHn with
faded lavender-colored cosmos blossoms in it. 1930 United
Free Ck. Miss. Rec. Dec. 326/2 Patches of white and
magenta flowers called Cosmos. 192* Glasgow Herald 25

Jan. 8 The pale delicacy of great beds of cosmos. 19*9
Encycl. Brit. VI. 45)3/1 The common cosmos .. has a
smoothish stem bearing much-cut, narrowly-lobed leaves

and flowcr-heads with a yellow centre.

Cosne (k^un). [f. Cosnej an arrondissement of

Nievre, France.] A red wine resembling Bordeaux,

grown in the department of Nievre in France,

1889 in Cent. Diet.

Cossack. Add : Also as adj., as in Cossack

horse, pony (also absoi.),

i8t6J. Scott Vis. Paris in iSt^ x'lii. (ed. 5) 210 The driver

. .told me that his horse wasa Cossack. 1831 Yovktt Horse
jS The most celebrated Cossack horses from the Don, the

Black Sea, and the Ural. 19x6 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 310/1
Our ponies neariy all of them came from England, but some
people played Cossacks. I had a capital Cossack pony.

D. Cossack post (Mil.) : an outpost of a few
mounted men under a non*commissioned officer or

senior soldier.

1853 L. Oliphant Russian Shores Black Sea 141 My im-
portations from Don Cossack post-huts were considerable.

x86o T. W. Atkinson Trav. Amoor g, I had visited. .all

the Cossack posts on my way to the Altin-Kool, 1873
W. F. AiNSWORTH All Round IVorld^ Steves ^Russia v.

732/2 The Cossack post of Schukovaia. Ibidif They had
to put up at a Cossack post-house, a mere hut. 1900 Baden-
Powell Aids to Scouting 131 Each force will form a line of
outposts^ consisting of two Cossack posts, and scouts for

reconnoitring patrols.

Cossaite (kf?'sa|3it). Min. [Named 1874, after

Professor Luigi Cossa of Pavia : see -ite l.] A
variety of paragon'te.

1879 Dana Min. 314.

Co'ssetingf, z'<^/. J^. [-ikoI.] The action ofthe

verb Cosset.
i88o Louisa Parr Adam ^ Eve I. v. 128 With all his

kissin' and cossetin' of her. 1901 Wesiin. Gaz. 22 May 3/1

In the otherpicture there is a sort of fond cosseting of colour
and design. 1926 Harpers Mag. Feb. 352/1 The asthma
and kindred ills born of their cruel cosseting.

Cossette (kf»se't). Also -et. [Fr,,dim. oicosse

pod, husk.] A sliceof aroot, cutupduringprocesses

of manufacture ; spec, a piece of sugar beet pre-

pared for the extraction of juice, or of chicory
prepared for drying and roasting.

1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Tradty Cossets, a name on the Con-
tinent for slices of beet-root, from which spirit has been dis-

tilled. 190a U.S. De^t.Agric. Rep. No. 74. 39 (Cent. D.
Suppl.) The rawbeet is simply cut intolong slender grooved
slices. In the factory these slices are known as cossettes.

Cost, 5-^.2 Add:
1. d. That which a thing originally cost, (Cf.

prime cost in I.) At cost : at the initial cost.

1873 Refi. Vermont Board Aerie. II. 216 If they get cost

in the spring for their sheep, throwing in their labor, they
think the profits ample. 1898 C A, Bates Clothing Bk,
No. 2506 We sell , .durable clothing very close to cost.

e. Cost of living.
1897 C. Booth Life <V Labour IX. 42! The cost of living

and money earned by boys and young men. X913 Kolt-
HAMMER Incidence Taxation 3 The Ratan Tata Foundation
. .conducts inquiries into wages and the cost of living. 192a
Eucycl. Brit. XXX. 755/1 Till recent years the phrase
* Cost of Living ' was only used loosely by economists when
the balance between movements of wages and prices was in

question.. .In popular parlance it has since become a recog*
nized economic problem. Ibid. 755/2 The structure of the
index numbers of the cost of living is shown most clearly by
algebraic symbols. i9a7 Bowlev & Stamp Nat. Income
IQ24 ^\ Average earnings of all wage-earners for a full

working-week are estimated to have increased 94 per cent,
between 1914 and 1924, while the Cost of Living Index rose

75 per cent.

2. Also attrib.^ as costs clerk,

X9« Diet. Oceup. Terms (1927) § 939 Costs clerk.. has
special knowledge of costs and disbursements which solici-

tors are entitled to charge for their services , . ; draws bills of
costs against client for services rendered.

5. b. At at/costs [ = F.^iozit prix] : whatever the

cost may be ; in spite of all losses.

a 1919 in Boyd Cable Old Contemptivles vi. 90 To hold
the position at all costs until relieved. 1926 Aldous Huxley
T1V0 or Three Graces^ etc. 150 At all costs, no frankness I

6. cost account, an account kept of the cost of
production of articles or works ; so cost account-
ing, cost bookkeeping ; cost accountant, cost
clerk, cost keeper, one who keeps a record of
wages, rents, and rates, cost of heating, etc., and
other overhead expenses, in a business house ; so
cost keeping.
1896 Daily News 17 Nov. 2/2 The accounts are "cost

accounts, and are designed to show the actual cost . .ofevery
work, .executed by the Works Department. 1^5 Westm.
Gaz. 12 Oct. Z3/1 To go through cost accounts with an eye to

stopping small items ofunnecessaryexpenditure. r^iaAct 10
Gtfo.KSched.ii.ii Such cost accounts, trading accoimts.and
balance sheets, .as the Controller may require. 19*1 Diet.
Occup. Terms (1927) 5 933 *Cost accountant, costing accoun-
tant, costing clerk, costs clerk. 1913 MoxEV Princ. Factory
Cost Keepin^Z All factory *cost accounting is based directly

on the principles of double-entry bookkeeping. 19x4
H. R. J. Holmes Farm Costing \oy The whole object
of cost accounting is the elimination of waste. 1998
Britain's Itidusir. Future {Lib. Ind. Ing.) i. i. § 4. 9 Cost
accounting was taught to and imposed upon firms both
great and small. 1924 H. R. J. Holmes Farm Costing
19 ^Cost Book-keeping begins essentially with an allo-

cation of horses and manual labour to the separate de*
partments for which a closing or working account is kept.

1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 42 This forms the 'cost

clerk's authority for labor value in prime costs. 190X Daily
Chron. 5 Nov. g/6 Timekeeper and Cost Clerk in engineer-
ing works [wanted]. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 48 All

of the *cost keeping is done by one *cost*keeper, one assis-

tant, and a typewriter.

Co'-State. [Co-. CtG.-pl mitstaaten.] AState
allied with another,

179S Ann. Re^. 227/1 Declaration of the King of Prussia,

to his Most High Colleagues, Co-States of the German
Empire, and Members of the Germanic Leagues, f 1798
Jefkebson Resol, Alien ^ Sedition Laws Wks. 1853 IX.
47J This commonwealth does therefore call on its co-States
for an expression of their sentiments. ..The rights and
liberties of their co-States will be exposed to no dangers.

1857 T. H. Benton jo Y'ears* View 349 Virginia exercises

the right that pertains to a State in declaring her views, and
inviting the like action of her co-States.

Cost-book. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1837 Southern Lit. Messenger III. 26 Men whose feelings

are divided between their pleadings and their cost books.

Costean, costeen (k^^strn), sb. Comish
Mining* [See Costean v.'\ In full costean pit :

A pit sunk down to the rock.

1778 Costean pit [in Diet.]. 1895 Daily News 22 Oct. 2/1

No. 3 Reef, Eldorado, has been proved by costean pits for

a length of 450 ft. 1896 IVestm. Gaz. 20 Apr, 8/1 A costeen

has exposed the cap of a reef 4 ft. wide of solid quartz. 1897
Daily Neivs 19 Jan. 2/2 Recently two separate reefs have
been struck in separate costecns. Ibid. 16 Feb. 8/1 A costeen

over 100 feet in length has cut a strong reef 3 feet wide.

1910 Glasgow Herald 31 Mar. 11 The White Hope.. has
been opened up all along the line of lode by costecns.

Costerdom (k^'stajdam). [f. Coster 2 +
-DOM.] Costers collectively ; the realm of costers.

1893 National Observer X Apr. 488/2 The donas of coster-

dom. 1895 Athenaeum 28 Dec. 897/1 The apotheosized
costerdom of Mr. Albert Chevalier. 1903 IVestm. Gaz.
19 May 8/i The course was one huge sea of howling, jostling,

struggling costerdom.

Costi- (k^sti), combining form of Costa (cf.

C0ST0-) as in Costica'rtila^e, the cartilage of a
rib (Borland 1901); so Co:sticartila'ginons ^.

;

Gostice'rvical «., pertaining to the ribs and neck
(Dorland 1913); Costispl'nal a., pertaining to

the ribs and spinal column,
[i88j Wilder & Gage Anat. Technol. Cat 167 Costicar-

tilago—Costal cartilage.] 01889 Coues CCenf, Diet.) Costi-

spinal.

Co'sting, vbl. sb. [f. Cost v. + -ing l.] a. Esti-

mation of the cost of production of an article, etc.

b. The costs of production or working. Also//.
1884- tsee Diet. s.v. Cost v. 4I. 1908 L.C. Headly {titled

Boot and Shoe Costings. 1917 Dicksee Fundamentals
Mannf. Costs 7 They drop all attempt at accurate costing.

1922 G. T, Turner & Wood Man. Up-to-date Organisation
171 Costing is the collecting, calculating, and allocating of
the cost of material, labour and the correct proportion of
Overhead charges involved in a production or utility, 1924
H. R. J. HoLMKS {title) A short System of Farm Costing.
Ibid. 105 The application of this simple costings scheme to

an actual farm account. 1929 Times y Feb. 9/3 So that he
could compare the costings of the foreign manuJactures with
the costings of the corresponding English article.

Costus (kp'sXvs), [L., a. Gr. kugtos.'] In full

costus root : The root of the plant Theodorea Costus

or Saussurea Lappa,
1812 J. Smyth Pract. Customs (1821) 70 Costus. There

are two sorts of this article, the sweet and the bitter. 1889
Cent. Diet., Costus-root. 1915 yml, Ckem. Soc. CVIII. i.

275 Costus root oil. 1922 Schlich Man. Forestry (ed. 4)
I. 133 Saussurea Lappa yields the valuable costus oil.

Cosy» a. Add : 3. Of a job : = *CusHY a.

1915 D. O. Barnett Letters 198 That's a particularly cosy
job, as he lives at brigade H.Q. and does nothing.

Cot, sb.^ 5. cot-bed^ ^bedstead (U.S. examples).
1838 J.

H. Ingraham Burton II. xi. 175 A narrow *cott

bed, with a military cloak thrown over it, constituted the
sole furniture of the warrior's abode. 1856 Auck Caby
AIarried\\t The cot-bed whereon the miserable invalid lay.

1873 HowELLS Chance Aequaintanec iv, I've no fancy for a
cot-bed in the hotel parlour. 1849 A'r/. U.S. Comm. Patents
(18150) 289 A folding *cot bed-stead.

Cot, z'.^ (Earlier U.S. example. See also Cotted
ppi. a.)

1876 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. III. 213 A fleece. .so

destitute of oil that the ordinary exposure of the county
would cause it to 'cot ' on the sheep's back.

Cotamone (k^Jtaun^jun). Chem. [f. Cotarnine
+ -ONE.] A compound obtained indirectly from
cotarnine.

1889 yml. Chem. Soc. LVI. i. 418 Cotarnone dissolves freely
in alcohol, ether, and acetic acid.

Coteau (kottf). U.S. and Canada. [Fr., = hill,

hill-side.] A broad flat-topped ridge ; an upland.
1883 Chamberun m3rd Ann. Refi. U.S. Geol. Survey ig

The moraines of this region, as far north as the head of the

coteau, together with the general character of the associated
deposits of the adjacent territory.

Cdte-r6tie {youdU). A red wine produced in

the vineyards of this name near Lyons.
1833 Redding iVines v. 118 C3te Rotie is remarkable for '

the excellence of its colour. 1898 Christie, etc. Catal.
IVines, T, Holden 5 Four Dozen and Eight Bottles of
Burgundy (C6te Rotie). 1908 E.& A. Vizetelly PVines 0/
France 136 The remarkable quality of C6te-R6tie wine is

attributable . . to the extremely friable nature of the soil.

Ibid, xyj C6te- Rotie may be a little heady.

Cotliam (k^'tam), the name of a village near
Bristol, designating an argillaceous limestone
having dendritic markings, also called landscape
marble or stone.

182a CoNVBEARE & Phili.ips OutL Gcol. Eng. f( Wales I.

264 The lias.. occasionally exhibits .. dendiitical appear-
ances (Cottam stone or marble). 1845 P. B. Brodie Hist.
Fossil Insects 91 In most parts of the southern sections
there is a band of stone locally termed * Landscape stone ',

or ' Cotham marble '. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV, 529/1 The
well-known landscape marble or Cotham stone.

Coti'llion, COti'llon, v, [f. the sb.] intr.

To dance cotillions.

1833 Deb. Congress 26 Jan. 1402 Daughters of very indul-

gent fathers enter the biall room, and waltz, and cotillon,

ornamented with several hundred bales of cotton. 1900
Daily News 28 June 4/7 We dance, and cotillon, and listen

to music.

Hence CotiUoimeur (kot/l^onor), a dancer of the

cotillion.

1898 Daily News 4 June 3/3 One of the best cotilloncurs
going.

Cotinine (k^u-tinfn). Chem. [Metathetic alter-

ation of Nicotine.] An alkaloid indirectly ob-
tained from nicotine.

1893 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXIV. i. 287.

Cotnar (kf7*tnaj). [Place-name.] A sweet white
wine produced near Cotnar in Moldavia.
1833 Redding IVines x. 256. 1845 Browning Flight of

Ducluss iii, A cup of our own Moldavia fine, Cotnar, iac
instance.

Cottage. Add

:

4. c. A house which has only one story. Austral.
1898 Morris Austral Engl. 1904 D. Sladen Playing the

Game 1. ix, 85 What rich Melbourne people call a cottage—
a cottage with a ball-room and billiard-room, and cnouzh
bedrooms to take a good slice out of an acre. i9i3\V. K.
Harris Outback in Australia xxiii. 157 About a score of
cottages for the blacks.

6. cottage right, * in the early history of
Massachusetts, an inferior right of commonage
granted by certain towns to inhabitants not included

in the original body of proprietors * (Cent. Diet-).

Cottagey (k^-tedgi), a. [f. Cottage + -y i.]

Resembling or characteristic of a cottage.

1883 Sir W. Harcoubt in A. G. Gardiner Life (1923) I.

xxi. 492 We must have more of a cottagey building. 1933
A. G. Gardiner //'/^., The house, Queen Anne in style, and
'cottagey' in feeling. 1923 Una L. Silberrad Lett. Jean
A rmiter it. 48 Perhaps not very cottagey with regard to
furniture,

Cotterite (kf'tarsit). Min. [Named i878,after

Miss Colter^ who discovered it: see -ite^.^ A
name given by Professor Harkness to a pearly white

laminated quartz.
1878 Min. Mag. July 82. 189a E. Dana Dana^sMin. 192.

Cottolene (kfj-t^I/n). [f. Cotto(n + L. oleum
oil (see -ol) + -ene.] A substitute for lard made
of cotton seed and suet.

1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet. 1901 Daily Chron. 13 Sept.

7/6 The catalogue said *" Cottolene " has become recognised
as the "Hall mark of butter"*. 1924 Chambers's Jml.
535/2 The various lard mixtures, such as cottolene.

Cotton, sb^ Add : 9. a. cotton bed, country^

'hoe ; cotton-field^ -growing, -plantation, -planter

,

-planting (earlier examples).
1833 B. Sii.LiMAN Man. Sugar Cane 30 If the field has

been planted the previous year in cotton, the *cotlon beds
are shoved down into the alleys. 1838 J. A. Wardkr Hedges
<y Evergr. i. ii. 34 Break up the soil deejily.., and throw
up the dirt in the same manner as if preparing a cotton-bed.

1809 Deb. Congress 7 June 2171 Baling linen sufficient for

the consumption of ihe greater part of the "cotton country.

1793 Morse Amer. Univ. Geog. I. 616 *Cotton-fieId. 1834
Southern Lit. Messenger I. 122 The cotton field and garden
..lay on the one hand. i8ai Amer, St. PaPers, Finance
(1834) III. 598 There is scarcely a currency left, except in

the *cotton growing States. 1844 Rep. U.S. Comm, Patents

(1847) 35 We of the cot ton -growing region, .are determined
to sustain you. 1869 Overland Monthly III. 11 Seventy
huge, clumsy *cotton-hoes rose and fell in thoughtless

machine-work. 1819 E. Dana Geogr. Sk. West* Countty
174 Spacious *cotton plantations. x^8 Deb. Congress 2 Dec.

{1853) 658 What say the *cotton planters, than whom none
are more interested in foreign commerce? 1837 Southern
Lit. Messenger III. 678 Our negroes are almost as valuable

to our modern novelists as to our cotton planter. 1811

Wekms Lett. III. 47 The busiest season of all the year,

*Cotton planting.

To. cotton-bale (earlier U.S. example, also

iransf.), -broker {t%B.m^\^s), factor,fcutory, manu-
fcutory (earlier examples), market.

1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XVI. 112, 1 could, .lie down on
the ground, or a *cotton-bale, or a bench, and repose.

1894 Amer. Ann. Photog. 24 The cloud well known as
' cotton-bales ', or 'thunder-heads' we term cumulus. z8zx

London P.O. Direct. 164 *Cotton broker. 1850 A. O. Hai^,
Manhattaner 31 Yonder is the cotton broker, with the

fluctuations of the market for a ten years past all penciled .
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on his face. 1857 Texas Almanac Advt., *Cotton Factors

and Commission Alercbants. 1870 Mf.dbery Men ^ Myst.
Wedl St. 336 All our great grain-merchants, cotton-factors

..do the same. iBay B. Drake & Mansfield Cincinnati

viii. 65 Two Woolen and * Cotton Factories. x^y^Soutkem
Lit. Messenger I. 157'! he greater part..are attached to a

cotton factory, but recently erected. 1849 Chamberlain
Indiana Gazetteer 339 One *cotton manufactory employing
about 100 hands. 1808 Deb. Congress Nov. 106 The opera-

tions in our 'cotton market during the whole of last month
have been immense. 1877 Phelps Story 0/ Avis 224 What
is it . . that has happened to the cotton-market ?

10. cotton bat, batting C/.S. (see quots.)

;

cotton belt US. , the area in which cotton is grown

;

cotton-bush, a name given to two Australian

plants, Kochia villosa and Bassia bicomis, on
account of their downy nature ; cotton-drill, a
coarse cotton fabric ; cotton flannel (earlier ex-

ample); cotton ffin, (also) a building in which

cotton is ginned ; cotton hook US,t a hook with

a cross-handle, used in handling bales of cotton

;

cotton-leaf tea, an infusion made from the leaves

of a species of Gossypium, the cotton plant

;

cotton-man, one who trades in cotton ; cotton-

press (earlier example) ; cotton rep, a strong

cotton material used for linings ; cotton-roving,

a rove of cotton ; cotton State (earlier examples) ;

cotton-worm U^S. (earlier example).
X844 Ref. U.S. Comm, Patents (1847) 35 These arc nothing

more than a thick layer of cotton, carded into what are
called at the north * •cotton bats'. 1846 /bid. 67 *Colton
batting.—One patent has been granted thb year forimprove-

ments in the manufacture of this fabric. 1849 Re^. U.S.
Comm. Patents AgHc. (1850) 188 We have put down both
tb« Isabella and the Clinton (grapes) in cotton-batting, and
kept them fresh until February. 1883 [see Batting z«^^ si. 2},

1871 R. SoMERS Southern States since IVar 257 In many
otherpartsof th** '"Cotton Belt*. 1891 M.Townsend i/.X66
The central state of the Cotton Belt, 1897 Lij>pincotCs Afag.

May 688 The Cotton Belt embracing the heart of the South-
ern country. 1876 J. A. Giles \f\\W.t{^Tc\xiSouth Australia
ia6 A fine open hilly district, .with plenty of herbage and
*cotton-bush. 1899 Daily Nezvs 16 Oct. 6/6 The drab,

*cotton-drilI IchakL ZS45 Mass. Stat, at Mar^ Number <^
yards of "cotton flannel manufactured. Value of cotton
flannel. 1866 Mrs. Whitney /.. Goldthnmtte Ix, She came
back, bringing some two or three pairs of cotton.flannel

drawers. 1807 Deb. Congress {1852) 460, I went into the
'cotton gin that was near the bouse. 1855 Knickerbpcker
Mag. XLVI. S43 Draymen threw their whips at him,
laborers iheir *cotion-hooks. x88t Trans. Obstet. Soc.Loud,
XXII. 31 She said that she had brought down the milk by
drinking ' "cotton leaf tea'. 1906 Daily Chron. a6 Jan. 4/5
The •(5>ttonmen, . . with an average protection of about
30 per cent., are a^ing for more. 1835 J. H. Incraham
South-W^est\. xriii. 190 The * 'cotton press' a short dis-

tance below, on the left, fronting the rtver. i88aCAULFKiLD
& Saward Diet. Needlef0,&ql2 'Cotton reps.. are chiefly

employed for the linings of cretonne curtains. 1835 Ure
Philos. Manuf. \\^ The one \sc. spindle) which is advancing
draws out the *cocton-roving from the range of bobbins
St th« b«k. 1845 W^kig Almanac (N.Y.) i6/i *Cotton
States, stsi QumiAM in Life 4- Corr. (186a) II. xvi. 125 In
the cotton states such sentiments prevail and are growing,

1847 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1848) 170 There has been
some complaint respecting cbe *cotton worm in the early
part of the season.

Cotton, z/.^ 6. Add: Also vfith ffn {to—\
1914 D. H. L.Av,KRscm £t^am/, rny £mglaM4i ^* Oh.. I

didn't want to '..'Didn't want to—<Hdn't cotton on, like*.

ioa9 Pett Riixje Affect. Regards 137, I was ooe of the few
that didn't cotton on to it.

CJottonade. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1803 in Deb. in Congress iSo^siiBsn) 1534 The Acadians

(in Louisiana] manufacture a little cotton into qutlts and
cottonades. 1835 J. H. Ingraham South-lVest I. xviii. 188
The gentleman . . wears pantaloons of bhiecottonade, coarse
and unsightly in its appearance.

Cottondoxu. c/.-S". (Earlier examples.)
1861 A. Gbav Lett. (1893) 466 But Cottondom will not

have (>eace and union. 186s * E. Kirks ' Arnong Pines ili.

?;5
The sun.. left us enveloped in a thick fog, which shut

rom view all of Cottondom. 1863 Congress. Globe 6 Jan.

203/3 There is not a foot of grazing land in the Southern
confederacy when you cut those Slates off from cottondom.
1877 Baktlett Did. Amer. (ed. 4), Cotiondom, the States
in which cotton is produced ; generally at the South.

Cottonian (lyt^'nian), a. Pertaining to Sir

Robert Bruce C<?//tf« (1570-1631) or the collection

of books made by him, and deposited in the British

Museum in 1753.
I1696 {title) Caialogas Libronim Manascriptoram Biblio-

tbecK Cottoiiiana;.] 1700-1 Act is f^ 13 IVill. flic. 7, That
the said Library- should be kept and preserved by the Name
of the Cotionian Library for PuKHclc Use and Advantage.
1756-9 Butler Lives Saints (17S0) XI. 71 note. In her
Cottonian life by .in allusion to her name she is styled..
Candida Wenefreda. i8a4 Ei.us Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. p. xx,
The Signature of King Richard the Second, .occurs once in
the Cottonian Library. 1866 Larwood & Hotten Hist.
Signboards 174 A MS. in the Cottonian Library relating the
journey of Margaret of Kngland to Scotland. i88> Encycl.
Brit. XIV. 515/1 The Cotionian MSS., acquired by the
country in 1700.

Co-tton-moutli. U.S. (See Cottok sb^ lo.)
183s G. A. McCALL/,*//./r(»w/'r(w//*T-*(i868)2^9, Ifound

a large moccavm or cotton.mouth snake writhing on the
ground. 184a Holbsook N.Amer. Herpet. III. ytfTrigonoct-
pkaluspiscivorus. . . Water Moccasin, Vulgo. Cotton Mouth,
in the western conntry. i860- [nee Cotton sb} 10]. 1885
OufingiV.S.) yil. e-t/i The slimy moccasin and the deadly
cotton>mouth lie in their coib ready to strike. 1907 Mtn--
FORD Bar-2o xix. 194 Every time I sees a cotton-moutb I
feeb like I bad just sit down on one.

SUPPT.

Co*ttou-patch. U.S, [Cotton- j*,i] Apiece
of ground in which cotton is grown ; a cotton-field,

1760 Washington Diaries I. 134 The Pocoson at Cotton
Patch Point. 1817 J. Bradbury Trav. 295 Almost all grow
some flax, and south of latitude 39°they have what they call

acotton patch. 1818 Melish Trav. U.S. 371 Where we saw
a very handsome field of cotton, called here a cotton patch.
i86a Trans. III. Agric. Soc.(iB6s)V. 517 Inselectinga'cotton
patch *| we should avoid a wet, cold, springy soil. 190X
Harben IVesierJelt xxi. 289 I'm a-goin' home by the path
through the cotton-patch.

Cotton-picker. U.S. a. (Example.)
1857 Olmsted Journ. Texas 52 A slate hung in the piazza,

with the names of all the cotton-pickers.

b. (Earlier example.)
1833 Deb. Congress 26 Jan. 1363 To save this cost \i.e. of

picking cotton by hand], a cotton picker has been invented.

Cotton-tree. Add : 3. An Australian mal-
vaceous tree, Hibiscus tzliaceus.

1876 Harcns's South Australia 178 One or two cotton
trees in the grounds of the Government Resident have
yielded excellent-looking staple. 1889 J. H. Maiden Useftd
Native PI. A nstralia 624 ' Cotton Tree '. * Talwalpin ' of
the aboriginals.

Cottonwood. Add : (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
1787 M. Cutler in Life^ Jmls. ^Corr. (1888) I. 214 The

tallest,. cotton-wood trees I ever saw. 1807 P. Gass yrnl.

83 The cotton wood leaves are as large as dollars. 1808 Pike
Sources Mississ. i. (1810) App. 41 Timber generally back-
berry, Cottonwood, and ash. 1817 J. Bradbury Trav. 258
The alluvion of the river contains a greater variety ofwhich
the principal are—Cotton wood, sycamore, overcup oak,[etc. J.

1875 Amer. Naturalist IX. 391 Besides the maples and oaks
some of the largest trees found in Illinois are the cotton-

wood. 1910 Jkr. Hart Vigilante Girl xxv. 350 A scattered

grove of cottonwoods grew about the water-hole.

2. An Australian asteraceoas tree, Bedfordia
salicinay so called from the abundance of down on
its leaves.

1889 J. H. Maiden Useful Native PI. A ustralia 3B6 The
' Cotton-wood ' of Southern New South Wales.

Cotton-wool, sb. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1857 Quintand l.i.i. 23 He found a large silver cup, which

had been carefully packed away in cotton-wool.

Cotton-wool, V. Add :

2. trans. To wrap in cotton-wool ; to coddle.

1905 Vaizey How Like the King i. He had to be fussed
over, and cotton-wooled.

Cotype (k*?n-taip). Zool. [f. Co- + Type j^.^]

One of two or more specimens upon which the

description of a species is based.

1893 Oldfikld Thomas in Proc. Zool. Soc. 241 A Co-type
is one of two or more specimens together forming the basis

of a species, no type having been selected. 1898 Smith-
sonian Rep. 33 A number of valuable types and cotypes of
fishes have also been transmitted by the Commission.

Conac (ku2e*k). [Kr.] A harsh sound produced
by a clarinet when out of order or when tmskilfully

played.
18^7 tr. Offenbach's Amer. 4- Americmsu 8z My two

clanoneites made couacs every instant.

Conba (k«-ba). Austral, Also ooobah, cou-
bah. [Native name.] A variety of acacia, Acacia
salicina.

Z890 * R. Boi-OKKWDOD ' SguatterU Dream v. 46 A deep
reach of the river, shaded by conba trees. 1890 ^ Col.
Reformer xxviii. The willowy coubah.

Coucourite : see *Cocorite.

Cou6isnx (k»V|iz*m). \L the name of £mile
Cou^, French psychologist -1- -ism.] Systematic

anto-suggestion usually of a sanguine kind. Also
Con'4 v., to produce or bring into a certain state

by Coueism ; Oon'Mst, one who practises Coueism,
a follower of Cou<J.
J9»M Punch 31 June 501 An echo of the heat-wave. Ardent

Couiist. ' Quite cool, quite cool. Cool as blazes, cool as
blazes.* Z9a^ Daily Mail 30 Apr. 7 Con^sm is auto-sug-
gestion. It IS the power of making people heal themselves
through their subconscious self. 19x6 Public Opinioti 9 July
30/3 Large numbers of sufferers.. were cured by Coueism.
1928 Daily Express tj July 10/2 He has CouW himself
into a yearly fit of depression and lassitude. ioa8 Sunday
Dispatch a Sept. 17/1 An imaginary kink. A kink that b
• Coui'd '. '/bid. 23 Dec 9/2 ' We have had the course trans-

lated into seven languages *, said one of the Coueists.

Cough, sb. 3. Add :

cough-drop, also {vu/^ar)j a person or thing

of a pungent quality; a 'cure*; a 'caution*;

cough-mixture, a medicinal concoction for the

alleviation of a cough, specially manufactured or

prescribed.
c 1895 Comic Son^, She looks as if she could curl your hair,

Oh you've got a nice little 'cough drop there. 1908 Dailpf
Chron. 3 June 1/6 Strike me lucky, it was a corf-drop, it

was, an' no mistike ! Ibid. 10 Aug. 7/4 Didn't I tell you,
sir, that she was a cough-drop? 1917 Strand Mag. Dec.
620/2 One o' the lightermen said I was a ' wonder ', and the
other said f was a 'fair cough-drop.' Me! 1939 J. B.
Priestley Good Companions \i. i. 267 Yond'sa coughdrop ',

he announced to the room at large. 1856 Enquire IVithin
p. xii, *Cough Mixture for Children.

Congh, V. Add : 1. b. trans. To bring into

a specified condition by coughing.
1837 E. Howard Old Commodore ix. 1.293,1 think I am

the first naval ofBcer who ever coughed himself into a com-
mission. 1888 Mrs. H. Wabd R. hlsmere xxi, One ofthem
..was sitting up.. and coughing its little life away. 1904
LiLLiK T, Meade Lave Triumphant Pro!, ii, He kept.,
cotigbtng as though he would cough bis life away.

3. b. Also (with up) in mod. slang use. orig. ^.5",

1896 G. Ade Artie xi. 95 And I cough up to you because
I know that you're a good fellow. 1904 W. H. Smith
Promoters iv. 84 Don't you ever fear that 1 coughed up
anything that would put him on to the true inwardness of
what we're working now, 1929 Pett Ridge Affect. Regards^
On Solitude 119 What started the notion, eh? Cough it upl

c. To Utter or express with a cough.
1837 E. Howard Old Commodore ix. 1. 293, I coughed out

my gratitude.

d. To bring out, produce, slang, orig. U.S,
1904 W. H. Smith Promoters vii. 122 III cough up the

stock and bonds all right, a 1909 'O. Henry' Roads of
Destiny xix. 324 Everybody cough up what matches he's got.

Coulee. 2. U.S. (Later examples of this form,
and oi cottlie.)

a. 1871 ScHELE DE Verk Afncricanisms (1872) 98 The
word Coulee, used in Oregon for a rocky valley with sloping
sides (not precipitous as in a caflon) has not yet made its

way beyond the new state. 1873 Amer. Naturalist IX,
75 In various parts of Montana, where there were.. no
breaks in the prairie excepting the 'coups' (ravines). 1885
Harper*s Mag. July 190/1 The little ' coulees * and mound-
shaped buttes at the base of the hills. 1910 Mulford
Hopalong Cassidy xii. 78 He rode through the coulee with-
out seeing a single cow.
^. 1886 Outing (U.S.) VIII. 259/1 The bushy coulies and

the heads of the ravines are its favorite resorts. 1888
Roosevelt in Cf«/wry Mag.Jwnt 201 Coming to a wide, long
coulie, filled with tall trees and brushwood, we as usual
separated. 190a — Deer Fatuily 55 The other buck had
disappeared, but there was blood on bis trail, and I found
him lying down in the next coulie, and finished him.

Couleur. Add : 2. In rouge-et-noir : see quot.

190^ HoyWs Games Modernized 465 The other chance,
the Louleur and Inverse, is decided by the colour of the
first card turned up. If the colour of this card corresponds
with the colour of the winning row, then Couleur wins; if

it is of the opposite colour, then Inverse wins.

Conltered, a. Add :

1847 in D.iyrskti Pioneer Life Kentucky iii. (1870) 45
After a first * breaking up * with the coultercd plow, the
shovel plow was in general use.

Council. Add : 9. In recent use with reference

to the Russian Soviets and similar bodies.
I9S3 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 319/2 (Russia) The mob, led

by the Council of Workmen and Soldiers. 1935 A. J.
ToYNBEE Surv. Internal. Affairs igzo-zj 89 Others, who
joined the revolutionary movement for a time, formed a
dangerous element and appeared in the Soldiers* Councils
or Soviets.

17. council-fire ^..S". (earlier example) ; coun-
cil-lodge U.S., an Indian lodge used for holding
councils ; council room (earlier U.S. example)

;

council school, a school supported by a town or

county cotuicil.

1753 Washington Diaries I. 57 At this Place a ^Council
Fire was kindled, where all their Business with these PeOT)le

was to be transacted. 1817 J. Bradbury Trav, 117 The
news was carried through the village by heralds, who stood
at the door of the •council-lodee. 1809 A. Henry Trav. 48
After our entering the "council-room, and taking our seats,

one of the chiefs commenced an address. 1836 Knickerbocker
Mag. VII. 385 Theiron encasement of apparent apathy. .is

laid aside in the councit-room, 1908 K. M. Sneyd-Kvnneks-
LEY H.M.I, xxviii. 531 Other schools, both Board (or^Coun-
cil) schools. 1911 iVhat an Education Committee can do 3
(Fabian Tract No. 156) Some London council schools pro-
vide for five hundred and sixty pupils. 19*6 W. Dekping
Sorrell ff Son i. i, The boy bad had lo go to a Council school.

Council-llOUSe. Add : O. A bouse used by
Norlli American Indians when in council.
18*3 Long Exped. I. xia It \,sc. the lodge] serves as a

council-house for the nation.

2. A dwelling-house erected by a town or district

council.

19*3 Oxf. Times 14 Sept. 16/5 When the time came for

plumbers to get on with the Council houses. X9a9 Times
29 ^an. 8/1 The Reigate Rural District Council are now
insisting on building a street of council bouses along one
of the most beautiful lanes in Surrey.

Conncilling, vbl. sb. (Earlier examples.)
X770 Washington Diaries I. 423 After much Councelling

the overnight they all came to my fire the next Morning.
Ibid. 434 The tedious ceremony woidi the Indians observe
in their Councellings and speeches.

Conncilmanic, a* U.S, (Earlier and later

examples.)
1861 N. Y. Tribune Nov. (Bartlett) Fifth Councilmanic

District. Delegates nominated . 1904 Pkilad. Press i June 4
Upon arriving at St. Louis the conncilmanic party from
this city will be taken to luncheon. ij)iz H. S. Harrison
Queed%y\. 197 He. .read history. .councilmanic proceedings.

Count, sby Add :

L o. Boxing. In full count-out. The counting

of ten seconds, the limit of time allowed to a fallen

boxer to rise and resume the contest or accept

defeat ; esp, in to take the count.
19x3 Chums 15 Mar. 498/2 The count was being shouted.

..Roy leaped to the centre of the ring before the count was
finished. Ibid, 24 May 667/2 ' I nearly took the count that

time, old fellow', he said. 1917 Jeffery Farnol Deffnitt
Object xx\, I— I was knocked out t'night— I took th' count I

19x3 SouTAR Battling Barker ii. z8 He feinted with the

left, and bringing the right over sharply, dropped Jud for

the full count. I9a7 Corri Gloves ^ the Man 214 Neither
of them was knocked down until the eleventh round, when
Sharkey took the count.

2. b. Also, the standard of 6neness of yam.
I9a7 T. WoonHOUM Artificial Silk i$T\i^ threads have

to conform to well-established methods and rules of dis-

tinguishing the relation between the length and weight of
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COUNT.

different yarns, or, briefly, to spin to fixed ' counts '
or

* numbers * termed dcniers.

c. A number, which is the sum of the wires across

a card sheet, used to designate the fineness of pitch

of the wire teeth used in carding operations.

1884 McLamn Spinning (ed. 2) 211 Cards are not ordered

by the number of the wire but by counts and crowns.

d. U.S. (Seequot.)

1883 GooDE Fish. Industr. U. S. 47 ' Count Clams, the

largest size,. .sell for I3 per barrel, wholesale. It takesSoo

* counts ' to malce a barrel.

9. count-fish Austral., a full-grown schnapper

(see qnots.) ; ooimt-muster Austral., a gathering,

spec, of cattle, for purposes of counting them.

1874 in Tenison-Woods Fishes N.S. W. (1882) 41 Theordi.

nary schnapper, or *count-fish, implies that all of a certain

size are to count as twelve to the dozen, the shoal or school-

fish, eighteen or twenty-four to the dozen. Ibid., The usual

method of estimating quantity for sale by the fisherman is,

as the schnapper or count-fish, the school.fish, and squire.

1891 * R. BoLDREwooD * Sydney-side Sajcon Introd., The
old man's having a regular *count.muster of his sons and

daughters, and their children and off-side relatives.

'Count(in«tf 'count), dial, aphetic f. AccoDNT sb.

1854 ifARY J. Holmes Tempest If Sunshine xxi. 302 He
. .had come to the conclusion that ' they were of no 'count

any how'. 1856 Mrs. Stowe Dred 1, 116 It's no 'count

talking to him I 1879 Tourgki FooPs Err. xxvii. 169,

I would jcs be makin trouble fer myself to no 'count.

CoTint, V. Add : 2. Also with in.

1857 Knickerbocker Mag. Feb. 185, ' I propose that we
all just empty our pockets and show what we've got.'

* Good ', says Hiram, ' count me in.' 185^ Ibid, Nov. 559 In

these days of daring * Balloonry*, the Knickerbocker is to

be 'counted in *.

15. Connt out (see also i c in Diet.), a. To
leave out of count or consideration ; to reckon as

not to be counted or depended upon. orig. U.S.

185^ Knickerbocker Mag. June 643 When it comes to

hunting grizzlies on a pony, jist * count me out '. 1863

Congress. Globe 23 Feb. 1227/3 If that is the gentleman's

idea, I beg him to count me out. rtgalbid. 3 June 5545/r The
Democratic party, .habitually count out the negro vote.

190IS Churchman (U.S.) 17 >Jov. 743 We are ignored and
counted out in the efforts of the common people to secure a
fair chance.

b. To adjudge (a pugilist, etc.) to be the loser

by a count-out (see *CouNT sb?- i c) ; freq. pass.

1808 Repertory (Boston) 1 Aug. CTh.) The judges were
proceeding to * count out ' his antagonist [jf. a fighting cock].

1903 Science Si/tings XXIV, 79/1 He falls, and is counted

out. r9a3 SouTAR Battling Barker xx. 282 He is down
on the canvas and the referee is shouting in his ear. He is

being counted out.

C. In children's games, to count the players with

the words of a formula, the last at each turn being

reckoned out of the game. Hence counting-out

rhyme, song.

X84S Halliwell Nursery Rhymes 123 Children stand

round, and are counted out one by one by means of this

rhyme. x888 H. C Bolton Counting-out Rhymes 2 The
leader then counts out once more, and the child not set free

by the magic word is declared to be ' it ', 1900 E. V. & E.

Lucas What shallwe do now > 99 To decide who is to begin

agamfc there are various counting.out rhymes. Alltheplayers

stand in a circle, surrounding the one who counts. At each

pause in the rhyme.. this one touches the players in turn

until the end is reached. The player to whom the last

number comes is to begin. z9«3 KipUNG Land 9t Sea Tales

279 {tille) A Counting-Out Song.

d. intr. To turn out on being counted. U.S.

X903 A. \TiKMS Log Co^vboy \\, 13 Just so the herd don*t

count out shy on the day of delivery.

Counter, i*.* 8. Add: {seme ^) counter-hand,

-top ; oounter-pump, a pump under a counter, for

drawing liquids from barrels kept in a cellar.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Counter Pump. 1897

Mary Kincsley W. Africa 17 Some brutal tradesmen.,

affix tremendous nails.. to the fronts of their counter tops,

in order to keep their visitors at a respectful distance. 1908

Westm. Gaz. it Sept. 2/1 A child whose lint.white head
scarcely reaches the counter-top. lOil Diet. Occup, Terms
<r927) I 929 Counterhand; sells light refreshments, .to cus-

tomers at counter of bar or buffet, iga? Daily Express
17 Feb. ^/i She . . had been both a counter.hand and a
mannequm before she was promoted to chief saleswoman.

Counter, sb.^ Add

:

5. The depressed part of the face of a printing

type, coin, or medal.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 698/1 The spaces at h and h

are the counters, which regulate the distances apart of the

stems in a line of type. X898 A. Oldfield Man, Typog,
xxiL 163 The stems should be of a good depth down to the

shoulder and counter. 1896 De Vinne Moxon's Mech,
Exerc, Printing 405 The deep cut or counter recommended
for punches.

b. = *C0CSTER-PnNCH.
1895 Funk*s Standard Diet, Counte,' . .^, A depressed or

perforated block opposing a die or punch. 19x7 F. S. Henry
Printing/or School ^ Shop xiv. 242 The next step is the
making of the counter.

6. Skating. A turn in which the body is revolved

in a direction opposite to that in which it was
revolved in the previous turns. Called also counter-

rocker, counter-rocking turn.

1891 T. M. WiTHAM Skating (Badm. Libr.) 107 In the

rockers and counters (which figures used to be designated

rocking turns and counter-rocking turns), although there is

a change of direction the nature of the edge is preserved.

Ibid. Ill A counter may. .be regarded as half a bracket

plus half a three. 1898 Encycl, Sport II. 366/2 The four

counur-rocking turns. Counter.rocking turns or counters

242

are turns in which one edge of the skate only is used, the

body iieing revolved in an opixtsite or counter direction to

that in which it is revolved in the corresponding ' three *

turns. i90a£'«cyr/.SrrV. XXXII. 642/2 The'star , consist-

ing offour crosses (forward rocker, back loop, back counter).

1908 E. F. Benson Engl, Figure Skating i^^^ Onc^ counter

back ' is forward counter and inside back. X9a8 Daily
Express 19 Dec 15/4 Her pirouettes, toe-spins, and counter-

rockers.

Counter, v.'^ 3. Add : Also t^sol. or intr.

2928 Manch. Guardian Weekly 22 June ^94/4 When I

quoted, rather aptlyj I may say, from Jeremiah.. he coun-
tered very weakly with a saying of Dean Inge.

Cou'nter-attaxk, v. [f. counter-attack sb.

(Counter- 3).] intr. and trans. To make a counter-

attack (upon).
1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 23 After the last of the

counter-attacking party had swarmed out. Ibid. 193 The
Germans . . had been counter-attacked and partly driven back.

Con°uter-fire. [ad. F. contre-feu : see Coun-

ter- 3.] A fire purposely lighted in order to

combat a heath or forest fire : cf. *Back-fire sb. i

.

1905 Terms Forestry tf Logging 6 Back fire. ..Counter

fire. I9»7 Observer ir Sept. 9/2 There are many men in

the local peasantry who well understand the principle of

counter-fires.

Hence Counter-fire v. intr. , to use a counter-fire.

189s W. R. Y\SKr.Yi. Forest Protection i%j^ It maybe neces-

sary tocounterfire from a road, stream, ride, or fire-trace.

CoU'nter-glOW. Astron. [tr. G. gegenschein :

Counter- 6 b7| A patch of very faint nebulous

light occurring in the ecliptic opposite the sun.

1888 C. A. YouNO Gen. Aslroii. 347 There is said to be in

it \sc, the zodiacal light] at the point exactly opposite to the

sun a patch a few degrees in diameter of slightly brighter

luminosity, called the 'Gegenschein* or 'counter-glow',

1927 Macpherson Mod. Astron. 87.

Counter-jumper. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1831 Finn's Amer. Comic Ann. (Boston) ai8 The folks

said i mought be a counter jumper, but i had an idee my
genus didn't take to dry goods.

Countermarcli, v. Add

:

4. To traverse in marching back.

185s Barnum Life 13, I. .had. .a distance of three miles,

which I marched and countermarched six times per week.

Counter-move, ", Add quot.

X890 Harper's Mag, June 49/2 The counter-moving

streams on either side of the street.

Cou-nter-puncll, J*. Add: Typography. [ =

F. contrepoinfon, G. gegenpunzen,'] A die used

in making the counter or open space ('"Codnteb

sb,i 5) of a type to be engraved on a punch. Hence
Counter-punch v. trans,, to form by means of a

counter-punch.
1683 MoxoN Mech, Exerc, Printing xiii. r t Striking the

Counter.Punch into the Face of the Punch. Ibid., If the

Letter be wholly to be Cut, and not Counter-Punch'd.

1898 J. Southward Mod. Printing I. 142 The counter is

the open space in the face of letters. . . It is so called because

the part corresponding to it in the original punch is not cut

by hand, like the rest of the letter, but is hollowed out by a

counter punch. 1901 Dk Vinne Typogr. (ed. 2) 15 When
the proportions of the letters have been determined, the

punch-cutter begins his work by making a counter-punch

of steel. The illustration adjoining shows the form of a

counter-punch for the letter H of the size of double english.

It is an engraving in high relief of the counter or hollow

part of the type, Ihat is, of that part which appears white in

the printed letter.

Countersinker. Add : b. One who operates

a countersinking machine.
i88x Instr, Census Clerks (1885) 97. J9ax Diet. Occup.

Terms (1927) § 200.

Cou-nter-stain, J-*. [Counter- 3.] Adyensed

in staining the parts of a specimen left uncoloured

after the application of a dye of another colour.

Hence as v. trans., to treat with a counter-stain,

to stain (a tissue or specimen) with a contrasting

colour.
1901 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Counter-stain, a stain

applied to render the effects of another stain more dis-

cernible. 1901 Jml, Exper, Med, V. 559.

Coun'fcry. Add

:

2. b. God's {own) country, the United States, or

some special part of this. U,S, Also, more gene-

rally, an ' earthly paradise '.

289a Buckskin Mose xv. 218 The memory of the little

woman I had left behind me in the East, or 'God's country*.

1904*0. Henry 'CaW<^« li Kings xvii. 298 A man had

better be in God's country living on free lunch than there.

1906 H. D. Pittman Belle of Blue Grass C, i. i, I entered

'God's Country ',as the natives call that portion ofKentucky
which lies within a radius of thirty miles of Lexington. 1914

Gebtr. Atherton Perch of Devil I 43 They always come
homctalkin about.. God's Own Country, and the Big

Western Heart.

5. b. Used predicatively without article = rural,

countrified.

X890 Susan Hale Lett, 233 It is far more country here

than they are.

II. Fortif. ' The region outside of a fort down
to which the glacis slopes ' (Knight Diet, Mech,),

III. 16. country club, orig. U.S., s.c\\xh having

its quarters out in the country for the sake of out-

door sports ; country-damaged a., damaged in the

country, before shipment ; country-jake, -jay

U,S., a rustic ; country mill-stone U,S., local

rock suitable for mill-stones ; country sugar

COUNTY SEAT.

U.S., maple sugar ; country-wide «., as wide as

the country, extending throughout the country.

X897 OK^/«f^ (U.S.) XXX. 91/2 The team will play their.,

games on the grounds of the "Country Club, at Bay Ridge,

L.I. X906 Springfield Republ, 15 July, It is to the game
of golf that the country club is chiefly due, although golf is

by no means the only sport which the well.developed countiy

club now provides for. X896 Taggart Cotton Spinning 1,

43 Unless the bales have been lying in wet or mud before

havine been shipped on the railways or steamships, and
have become what is known to^ the trade as ' "country
damaged *, the quality of the article does not deteriorate.

1900 Daily Ne-ws 12 Oct. a/6 Coffee.—Ecuador country-
damaged. X91X R. D. Saunders Col, Todhunter ix. 128

Didn't I tell you beforehand that they'd shorcly size me up
as a *country-jake from the very beginning? 1899 Quinn
Pennsylv. Stories 45 Well, you all know what a "country

jay Dutch was when he came to college. X834 Southern
Lit, Messenger I. 97 Loose rocks .. of the species of ag-

glomerated quartz familiar to the west under the name of

"country mill-stone. X87* Eccleston End of World xvi.

no A fellow don't like to eat up all his "country sugar to

wunst. 19U Daily Tel, u June 2/4 "Country.wlde strikes

in the United States. I9a7 Observer 17 Apr. 18 A really re-

presentative country-wide association. 1928 Daily Express
8 Aug. 3/4, I have been astounded at the country-wide

interest which my recent tramp has aroused.

Country road. [Country 5,] fa. A public

road made and maintained by the country or pro-

vince. Obs,'^, A road leading through a rural district.

i6«9 Essex Inst. Hist,Coll, VI. 175/2 The higheway..lo
range up streight to the Country Roade. 1673 Col, Rec, Conn.
11. 202 Where the country roade crosseth the s"* Riuer.

X710 Rec. Providence, R, I, XVII. 271 The laying out a
Countrey Road thro' your Township. 173a Waterbury
Prop, Rec, 143 Up to the Common fence and so to the

Cuntry Road to Tuds Meadow. X873 E. Eggleston Myst,
Metrop, 12 A country road where the dog.fennel blooms
almost undisturbed by comers and goers.

Country-rock. U.S. (Examples.)
X873 J. H. Beadle Undevel, West xxv. 521 For the ninety

miles. . the ' country rock ' b entirely of sandstone. X883 —
Western Wilds xxxv. 582 The enclosing rocks, known in

reference to the vein as ' wall rock ', and country rock ', are

somewhat more simple in construction. X90X S. E. White
Claim Jumpers ii. 24 Bennington did not even know what
country-rocic was. 19x4 Gertr. Atherton Perch ofDevil

\, 66 They found nothing but low grade ore, which .. roused

about as much enthusiasm as country- rock.

Cotmty^. 8. AAA; county commissioner (h),

house, rate (earlier examples) ; county cricket,

cricket, esp. of inter-county matches, played by
the regularly organized and qualified elevens of the

county clubs. So county cricketer,

x668 Mass. Rec, (1845) IV. 11. 364 For "county com-
missioner, this Court doe nominate . . Capt(ain) Hopestill

Foster. x67X-a Boston Town Rec, 4 Jan., To carry the

votes of the freemen of this towne to the Countie Co-
missioners for the nomination of ..a Countie Treasurer.

iSii Field 10 Sept. 411/2 "County cricket quite holds its

place in the public estimation. X899 Daily News 2 Aug.
8/2 It was at the end of the sixties that county cricket began
to attract general attention. x87« Congress. Globe 18 Apr.,

App. 269/1 Any one who would recommend him for any
office ought to go to the "county.house. 1665 DorcJuster

(Mass.) Town Rec. 129 The Cuntry and "County Rate for

this yeare is.. 80. x68o Boston Town Rec. 17 Dec, To the

Consuble of Rumny Marsh for said Countie rate, ;^ '5. os. gd.

County clerk. U.S. (See County i 8 a.)

X773 Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag, XV. 285

How unqualified are most of our County Clerks. i8ji J. F.

Cooper Spy xviiu (1850) 165 I'll bet my spurs against a

rusty nail, that you get to be a county clerk at least. 18*7
— Prairie vii. (1879) 81 Is this the quality of land a man
would choose who never troubles the county clerk with

title deeds? 1866 in Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 498

The county clerk shall.. cause warrants to be issued upon
the county treasurer.. which order shall be received by the

treasurer in payment of all county taxes. X879 F. R.
Stockton Rudder Grange xviii. 225 He's a-goin to bring

the county clerk up here to.morrow. X909 S. E. White
Rules ofCame v. i, I didn't hire out for any such work.

My father's county clerk down below.

Hence County clerksUp.
1773 Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag. XV. 285 The

County Clerkships in Virginia are filled by young Gent"
who Serve an Apprenticeship in the Secretaries Office.

County council. Add : attrib. ootmty
council school (see 'Council 17).

1917 W. Pett Ridge Amazing Years iv, I ought to have

remembered that a boy leaves the County Council schools

when he reaches the age of fourteen.

County court. (American examples.)

X639 Maryland Archives 47 An Act For the Erecting of a

County Court. 1656 Jrnl. House Burg. Virginia loi It is

ordered that the comissioners the next county court make
enquirie of the desires of the inhabitants.

_
1685 Sewall

Diary I. 85 .\fler the County Court is over, is a Conference

at his Honours. 1705 Cal. Virginia St. Papers I. 97 It is

proposed that at every County Court ..the sherif .. shall

attend and account with the people for all their publick

dues. X817 B. Drake & Mansfield Cincinnati vi. 50

The Supreme and County Courts are held in the Court

House at the intersection of Main and Court Streets. 1836

Southern Lit. Messenger II. 433 County courts are at-

tended by functionaries, litigants, and very near neighbors.

b. attrib, with day,

1837 Southern Lit, Messenger III. 223 Let us embody
them in part of a speech . . we may suppose to have been

made by a member of Congress on County-Coiirt-day.

1889 Harper's Mag. Aug. 386/2 All through the first

quarter of the century. . county court day in Kentucky was

. . the occasion for holding athletic games.

Coun'ty seat. U.S. (See County 1 8 b.)

x8is D. Drake Cincinnati i. 44 Being made the county seat,.



COUNTY TOWN.
it began to prosper. i8« [see 'Court week]. 1877 Ray-
mond Statist, Mints 344 The county-seat is located at the

town of Florence. 1906 N. V. Even, Fost 9 Nov. 7 The
county seat of Richmond County will be removed as soon as

possible from Richmond Village to New Brighton.

attrii. tZ^^ Egglestom Hoositr Schoolm. x. 85 The
county-seat village of Lewisburg. 1887 Harpers Mag. May
843 Much of iiis time was passed at county-seat uverns.

County town. (See County i 8 b.)

X700 CoL Rec. Conn. IV. 331 At the four countie townes

of this Colonic. 1711 [see County* 8b). 1733 Boston

Town Rec. XII. 50 The inhabitants, .have not far to travel

to their County Ibwn. 1791 Washington Diaries IV. 186

Salisbury is but a small place, altho' it is the County town,

and the District Court is held in it. 1835 R. M. Bihd
Hawks 0/ Ha-U'k-holiozv I. i, 4 Ihe village dignified with

the title of County-town. 1848 [sec County* 8 b]. 1853 F. W.
Thomas J. Randoiph, etc. 136 It was and is a county town,

and court was regularly held there.

Conp6| ^b. Add :

2. c, coup6 lit, a coupe (sense a b) in which

the seats can be extended to form a couch or bed.

188s De WiNDT^^Ka/tw 10 a sound sleep in a comfortable
coupi lit. 1896 Daily Nnvs 28 Oct. 3/7 A coup6-Iits-

toilette and first-class carriage will run through to Vinti-

mille by the 2.13 pwm. train from Boulogne. 1898 Ibid, 18

Oct. a/a A coupe-lit compartment at the Nord Station.

d- A closed motor car, usually a two-seater.

Ccmp^ cabriolet^ one with a head adapted to fold

down entirely.

19XS Motor 23 July 1104/3 The ordinary couprf or doctor's

car. 1915 Scotsman 3 Apr. 12/1 Wanted, 2-Scat Car, with

Coup^ Body preferred. X9a4 Morris Owner Sept. 653 The
coup6 is the ideal car for.. the business man who has to

motor in all weathers. 1936 Spectator 3 July 11/2 Father
hM his limousine. Mother has her coup^. Brother has his play-

boy. X930 Motor Boiiy Building May X05 Coup^ cabriolet,

Coup^let (kw-p^let). Also coup^lette. [f.

CotJPE + -LET.] a. A carriage with a coupe body
and hood, a cabriolet {Cent. D, Suppl. 1909). b.

A coup^ motor car with a head adapted to fold

down partially,

Z918 Webster Addenda, Coupelet. X93P Motor Body
Building May 105 Coupelette.

Conper K (See quot.)

1874 KNicHT Diet. Mech.y Couper, a lever on the upper
part of a loom to raise the harness.

Coupler. Add

;

2. O. Zool. A plate joining two opposite swim-
ming appendages of a crustacean.

1897 T. J. Parker & Hasweix Zool. I. 5^0 The first four
thoracic appendages bear biramous swimming feet.., those
of the right and left sides being connected by transverse
plates or couplers.

Conplixiff, vbl. sb. 5. Read : A transverse tim-

ber connecting a pair of rafters,

1814 J. Taylor Arator 122 No joists or loft (In the houses]
but to DC lathed on the rafters and their couplings, Dearly
to the top of the roof.

6, b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1846 Rep. Ccmm, Patents (iZ^j) 8a One patent has been

granted for improved couplings for cars.

8. coupling-pole (example).
185s Florida Plant. Rec. 64, I notice that they [=1 there]

is noe way to alter the cupling Pole.

Coupon. Add

:

c. A form used by an advertiser of an article or

commodity to be 51led up by an intending user or

purchaser, and forwarded to the advertiser in ex-

change or part exchange for goods,
1906 IVestnt. Gas. 19 Sept. 4/3, T mean to forbid the use

of all coupon goods at my house. 1909 Daily Citron. 26

Feb. 4/4 Amending them {sc. the Lottery Laws) with a
view., to checking coupon-competitions in newspapers.

1914 yoAn Bull 5 Dec. p. ii, By sending this Coupon wi:li

P.O. for a/6 . . the holder is entitled to receive a .. Gold
Nibbed Fountain Pen. 1915 Daily Express 27^ Jan. 6 In
addition, a Profit-Sharing Coupon and a Composite Flag of

the Allies are enclosed in every packet [of cigarettes].

1918 Methodist Times 5 Dec. 9/1 The amendment of the

Gambling Law!!, particularly in relation to football coupons,
press competitions, foreign prize coupons and sweepstakes
. .is long overdue. Ibid., Will you advocate the suppres-^ion

of prores>ional and coupon betting? 1928 Sumlay Express
19 Aug. 1/4 Newsagents as well as advertisers are per.
turbed by the menace of the multiple coupon. Ibid., In
Manchester many agents cut out the coupons for their cus-
tomers and sell the couponless copies in bulk to waste-paper
merchants.

d. In the war of 1914-18, one of a series of

tickets entitling the holder to a certain ration of

food.

1918 Timet 25 Feb, 9/5 You must not tear off"meat coupons
yourself. This duty rests with the retailer. /^/V^ Only three
coupons each week of a meat card can be used for butcher's
meat I'he fourth or any of the coupons can be used to

buy bacon, tinned meats, poultry, and game. Ibid. 26 Feb.
7/6 A whole coupon [at the Express Dairy] entitled one to
have stewed steak and carrots, two sausages, or cold ham
and tongue. 1918 Ministry e/ Food, National Rationing
4 July* i 6 If you hold sugar coupons and not a sugar ticket,

you may choose the retailer with whom you wish to register
for sugar... I 7 Lard will be rationed separately by means of
the brown set of coupons.

e. A recommendation given by a party leader to

a parliamentary candidate in recognition of a pledge

given. Also aiirib.y as coupon candidate ^ majority.
1918 Methodist Times 5 Dec 7/2 Men whose tongues are

tied by a pledge before they get their ' licket-oMcavc ', or
'coupon ".as it is contemptuously called, arc being chosen
for this English Reichstag by a secret cabal sitting in

darkocss, * Ualf-coupon men is the name bestowed on

243

those who have not got the blessinp, but are piteously bleat,

ing for it. 1919 National Rev. Feb. 690 Mr. Lloyd George
and his principal colleagues were finally ' gingered up ' into

giving the required pledges, which were infinitely more
useful to Coalition candidates than Coalition 'coupons'.
X919 Shaw Heartbreak Hottse (1927) p. xxxii, Provided the

leader will make their seats safe for them by the process
which was called, in derisive reference to the war rationing
system, * giving them the coupon '. Ibid.y The electorate.

,

cast out aft the coupon candidates at the earliest bye-elections

by equally silly majorities. 19*0 H. Storev Case agst,

Lloyd George Coalition 8 The Government, .issued recom-
mendations (it may be remembered that they were called

'coupotis') to all candidates who accepted its pledge. 1995
F. W. Hirst From Adam Smith to Sncnvden 64 The Coali-

tion continued with a huge ' coupon * majority ready to
extend protective measures.

f. attrib. and Comb.
xB6oAnn. Treas. Rep. (U.S.) 480 Such coupon stock..may

be assigned and transferred by the delivery of the certificates.

x86i U.S. Stat. XIL 259 The Secretary of the Treasury, .is

authorized to issue coupon bonds, or registered bonds, or

treasury notes. 1887 C. B. George 40 Yrs. on Rail xii. 253
It was to General Ticket Agent Marshall, of the Lake Shore
Railroad, that the idea of coupon tickets, .first occurred.

1887 Nation (N. Y.) 2 June 460/3 The select few of the

coupon-clippers may escape it («. t. being in debt].

CoupOnned,///.«. Add: Divided into coupons.

1915 Lit. Digest 4 Sept. 484/2 Advt., Couponed Pages . .
—

Six coupons to a page. Put each note on a separate coupon
—tear it out when it ceases to be of value.

Goapstick (k«-stik). [f. Codp j3.3 4 + Stick

sby\ A stick nsed by North American Indians in

making a coup.
t9ix Webster. X9ax Glasgow Herald la Nov. 7 Chief

Plenty Coos laid his coupstick (symbol of tribal authority)

and his war bonnet on the tomb.

CoureTir de bois (kwror d^ bwa). Now Hist.

[Fr., = wood-runner.] A wandering hunter and

trader in the early French settlements in Canada.
1700 in New York Col. Doc. IV. 749 Severall of the French

Coureurs dc bois or hunters are there at this time. 1755
W. Doucu^ss Summary IL 45 The French, consisting of

500 Courcur des bois (in New England they are called

Swampiers), with as many Indians or savages. 1773-8 in

T. Huichins Top. Descr. {^irginia$i An Expedition under-

taken by Himself fjc. P. Kennedy) and several Coureurs de
Bois in the year 1773.

Courge (ku»J3). [Fr., = gourd.] A basket,

towed behind a fishing-boat, for holding live bait,

s86s J. C. WiLcocKS Sea-Fisherman 45 Manufacture of

'coutriges'or Sand Eel baskets. 1808 Rnc^cl. Sport II.

lai/a The 'courge,' a torpedo-shaped basket into which the

baits are introduced by an .iperture that \% closed with a
bung. Ibid. %2tfi The orthodox Channel Islands ' courge '.

1900 Comhill Mag. Nov. 626 We have lively sand.eels tow-

ing in the courge.

Courida (k/7ridaO. Bot. Also courada. [Na-

tive name.] The common name in British Guiana

for the blacK mangrove, AvicenntanitiJa^2.vtThen:i.'

ceous shrub which grows on muddy flats along the

sea-shore in the tropics ; also, the timber from this.

i8as C Watertom If^and. S. Amer, L 10 The pelicans.,

return at sundown to the courada trees. 1840 R. H. Schom-
BURCK Descr. Brit. Guiana 7 A fringe of low ground, which

is soon covered with..Courida Bushes. 1851 lllusir.Caial.

Ct. Exhib. IV, I. 984/1 Courida. transverse and vertical

sections, from Plantation Woodlands, River Mahaica. 1866

Treas. Bot. s.v. Avicennia. 191a Rodwav Guiana 26 The
coast is generally an altuYtal flat, .fringed with courida.

Counl (k«ril). [Breton.] In Brittany, a small

fairy, supposed to frequent drnidical remains.

1889 Cent. Diet. t9U Chambers's Jml. 770/2 The great

circle WAS built by the Courtis in a single night.

Course, sb. Add :

29. h. Tobcuco-manufcuture, (See quot.)

1849 Rep. US. Comm, Patents, Agrie. U^io) 323 In
puttmg the tobacco in the hogshead for packing, a mail gets

mside, shoes off. ..A single row of bundles is then laid all

around the edge on the heads of the last circle, then across

the hogshead in parallel rows. . . This is called a course and
these courses are continued until the hogshead be filled.

39. course-clearer, one who clears the course for

a race ; course-dinner, a dinner consisting of

several courses; course-indicator, an apparatus

for determining the course of a ship.

1897 Westm. Gas. 15 July 7/1 The •course-clearers ring,

and the enthusiasts yell. 1805 Outing (U.S.) XXVI.
46a/a A •course-dinner followecf by the enjoyment of Ada
Kehan's Rosalind and Lewis's Tonchstone. 1899 IVestm.

Gag. 16 Mar. 10/2 Mr. Kipling was able to sit up in bed
last evening, and to partake of a course dinner. 1900 ibid.

14 Feb. 10/2 An absolutely correct magnetic *courBe_ indi-

cator. 190^ Ibid. tS Aug. 1/3 A holophotc course-indicator

for preventmg collisions at sea.

Course* coUoq. abbrev. of of course,
Z901 S. Merwin & Wkbster Calumet K \. 13 Have you

tried to get any of it here in Chicago? Course not. It's

all ordered and cut out up to Ledyard.^ X904 Mks. Stratton-
PoRTER Freckles itvi, *I bet you it*a a marked treel'
' Course it is t ' cried the AngeL
Court, sb^- Add :

12. C. Out of court', in extended fig. use, of any
thing or person that has no claim to be regarded

or considered.

1907 J. R. Illincwortm Doct. Trinity iii. 47 When
Christian apologists with mistaken courtesy allow the

Fourth Gospel to be put out of court. I9a7 Observer 20
Nov. 36 If ne is using a horn type loud-speaker, he is out

of court at once. \^& Ibid. 5 Feb. 15/1 Both Americ.in

and British opinion is laughing out of court those who
monger their scares about the United States Navy.
18. cmrt-chamberlain^ 'dressmaker.

COUVRE-PIED.

189s K. Grahame Golden Age 158 Courtesies, welcomes,
and other "court-chaniberlain kind of business. 1896 M^estin.

Gaz, 29 Oct, 2/3, I have heard of *Court dressmakers.

19. court-bouillon, {a) a rich soup containing

wine ; {b) a stock for boiling fish, made from water

and herbs ; court-metre, the drSttkvxtt metre used

in the old Icelandic drdpa or heroic laudatory poem,
which was recited before the king and his retinue

[drdtt') ; court-resident, one who lives in a couit

(sense 3) ; court tennis U.S. — Tennis sb. 1 ;

court-train, the train of a woman's court-dress ;

also transf.

184s Bregion & >[iLLER Pract. Cook 146 If the *court-

bouillon is gras, put in some good stock, boil and use it.

1904 Daily Chron. 6 June 8/5 lo make anguilles aux
crevcttes, first prepare the Court-bouillon. 1883 Vicfusson
& Powell Corpus Poet. Bor. I. 433 The reason why the

court-poets counted by the half-line . . is manifest. The
*court-mctre was their standard. 1896 Scot. Rev. XXVIIl.
334 Dr6tt-kvmtt..^9S thus the commonest metre for the

drdpa, or laudatory poem. ..The name of 'court-metre' is

thus appropriate enough. 1899 W-Vj/j«. Gaz. 3 May 5/3
The.. "court-resident in the East. 1930 Times Lit. Svppj.
1 May 375/2 Tennis—in America known as *court tennis.

X909 W, Db Morgan // never can happen again xxxvii, A
table-cloth of huge bulk, with a "court-train at each corner.

Court-craft. Add : 2. Craft or skill in the

movements required on a tennis-court, as dis-

tinguished from the strokes.

19*3 Daily Mail a8 Mar. 9 She lacks courtcraft, and is

frequently out of position. 19*8 Observer 17 June 6 The
learner will find most of the teachers agreeing about grip,

position, swing, follow-through, balance, court-craft, [etc.).

Court-day. 1. (Later U.S. examples.)
x8ts Weems Lett, III. 71 On the days immediately suc-

ceeding the Court days. 1836 Southern Lit. Messenger II.

432/2 To a northern traveller in the southern states, there

is scarcely any thing more novel or entertaining than a
Court day. 1849 C. Lanman Alleghany Mts. xviii. 148 The
hermit said he would attend to it on the next court-day,

and his word was accepted.

Court-liouse. Add : L b. Common in U.S.

(cf. 3).
1667 Mass. Col. Rees. (1854! IV. 11, 351 For the necessary

..repaire of the Toune or Court House in Boston. 1683
Maryland Hist, Mag. I. 5 Ordered that Mr. Miles Gibson

. . have power and authority to employ carpenters for

repairing the Courthouse. 1776 [sec i]. 1815 D. Drake
Cincinnati u 38 It*s only public building of note is a stone

court house. 1856 J, G. hKi^Dfixa F^lush Times Alabama
159 A lawyer's office.. was as public a place as the court-

bouse. i8iS4 'C. E. Craddock' Tenn, Mts. 1. 59 A flag

floated from the roof of the courthouse.
attrib. x%^ Southern Lit. Messenger II. 4^4h The move-

able and excitable throng of a court-house-green. 1855

M. Thompson Doestieks v. 35 [1] took a last look at its

town-pump, its grocery, and its court-house square. 1884

*C. E. Craddock* Tenn. Mts. 11. 117 To the court-house

fence were hitched several lean, forlorn horses. 1899
Tarkington Gentl. Indiana \. a Here stood the old red-

brick court-house, loosely fenced in a shady grove of maple
and elm.. called the 'Court-House Yard'.

Courting, vbl. sb. 3. Add : courting fltUey

horsCy piay, room.
1843 Marc. Fuller Summer on Lakes v\. 163 When the

Strain proper to the Winnebago courting flute was played

to me on another instrument. 1855 Knickerbocker Mag.
XLVI. 217 Observe how naturally the 'courtin '-room and
its accessories are described. 1887 Harper's Mag. Feb. 354/it

I have read that the gallants train their little horses to prance
and curvet and rear and fidget about, and that these are

called 'courtin' horses', and are used when a young man
goes courting, to impress his mistress with his manly horse-

manship. t90A Good ^Yords Apr. 244/1 'The Winnebago
courting flute, says an old writer, 'is made of the bone of

a turkey's leg, and is pierced with sundry holes, giving a

mellifluous tone.' 1911 Thomson Biol. Seasons u. 220 Any.
thing that might be interpreted as love-play or couriingplay.

Court-room. (Earlier Amer. example.)

1677 Neiv Castle Court Rec. 143 For ye making up of ye
Court Roome in ye forte fitt for ye Court te sitt in.

Cou-rt week. l/.S. [Court sb.^ ii.] The
week in which tiie county court meets,

18x7 S. R. Brown lYestern Gaz. 99 It was court week, and
the day very hot and sultry, when I arrived here from Cin-

cinnati. 1833 H. Barnard in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIII,

350 It is Court week, when all the people.. assemble in the

county seat.

Co&te que CO'&te (k»t kp k/7t). Also erron.

coUte qui coUte^ coUte quUl coilte. [Fr.] Cost what
it may, at all costs.

1715 Ld. Bolincbroke Let. in P. M. Thornton Stuart
Dynasty {i^<io) 397, 1 could heartily wish y* Campion might
be come back to ye coast of Britanny, before your Maj'T
saii'd, which he will attempt coute quit coute I 1841 C'tess

Blbssincton Idler in France TI. 170, I determined, coute

qui coute, to pay a visit to my friend Madame Craufurd.

1863 Rkade Hard Cash I. vii. 173 All the mother was in

arms to secure her daughter's happiness coiite que coGtc I

Couturi^re (k«t«ryfr). [Fr.] A dressmaker,

modiste. So Contnrler (masculine).

1818 MoORK Fudge Fam. Paris xii. 88 That enchanting
couturiire, Madame le Roi. 1841 Thackekav Fitz-Boodle

Papers, Confess., Actresses, couturi^res, opera-dancers. 1919

Daily Tel. 15 Jan. 7/7 The famous couturier, M. Worth.

X939 Daily Express 26 Jan. 5 Couturiferes arc doing strange,

subtle things in the way of drapery.
^

Couvre-pied(k«vrppy^). [Fr.,lit. 'cover foot ,

f. couvrir to cover, /<V^ foot.J A rug to cover the

feet.

x8x8 Ladv Morgan FL Maearthv (1819) I. iii. i54 Will

you just inquire for a couvre-pied, that is lying loose some-

where in the carriage? 1879 Mrs. Oliphant Within the



COVE. 244 COW-HUNT.
Precimcts xH, A wadded couz're'pied. 1905 Mrs. H. Ward
Marr. tt^. Asfu ii. xii. 328 He returned to his armchair and
his books, but soon drew Kitty's c&uvre-pied over him and
went to sleep.

Cove, sby 5. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
X768 C Beatty JmLii Preached in the settlement ofthe

great Cove. 1791 W. BARrRAM Carolina 203 We next passed

over a level green lawn, a cove of the savanna.

Cove, v, 1. (Later example.)
1708 E. Cook Sot-tveedFactor (1865) 2 Weighing soon, we

plough'd the Bay, To cove it in Piscato-way.

Cover, sb}- Add : 1. C CalicO'priniing. A
design that is printed over another design in resist-

work. Also cover pattern.

1874 Crookes Dyeing 564 The rest is taken up with the
fine cover pattern. 1M4 J. Gardner's Bleaching^ Dyeing^
etc 101 Mordants, Discharges, Reserves, Covers, &c.

d. Cricket. = Covek-point i.

xSgi PvcROFT Cricket Field x. (1854) 221 Cover is the place
for brilliant fielding. 1897 Ranjitsinhji yubiiee Bk. Cricket

48 A fine exhibition of fielding at cover. Ibid. 45 Like
third-man, cover must be ever on the alert to dash in any
direction. 1903 Cricket (ed. H. G. Hutchinson) 130 When
assisted by an extra mid-off, 'cover' should place himself

much squarer with the wickets. 1922 F. B. Wilsoh Sport-

ing Pie 74 The next ball he hit very hard to cover and
called me for a run.

e. Lawn Tennis. (Cf. *Cover v."^ 13 b.)

XO07 Vaile Mod. Lawn Tennis 123 You must remember
..tnat he cannot do it [jc. drive down the side line] every
time with sufficient accuracy to pass in the small margin over
'cover ' which you will allow him.

2. f. The outer covering of a pneumatic tyre.

1898 Science Siftinps 5 Nor. 46/2 AH tendency to cracking
of the outer covers is obviated. 1903 A. C. Harmsworth
Motors <§ Motor-Driving 237 Even the covers of the driving
wheels were quite smooth and tmimpaired. X904 A. B. F,
Young CompL Motorist 248 Two spare tubes should always
be carried and one spare cover. Ibid. 251 When the tyre

has been replaced and slightly inflated, the_ Continental
' cover plaster \ a kind of long band or puttie, is wound
round the tyre.

8. (sense 2 c) cover-design ; (sense 5) cover-

money ; cover crop, a leguminous crop sown,
after the main crop, chiefly in orchards, to protect

the soil from weeds and excessive wet and to enrich

the soil by being ploughed under in spring ; cover-
day, a day on which the covers are shot over for

game ; cover-tread, the tread of a tyre cover,

1909 cm/. Diet. Suppl. S.V. Cropf *Covercrop. 1926 Con*
temp. Rev. Dec 765 The humble covercrops of purple vetch
and millelotus clover. 1902 Daily Chron. 22 Aug. 0/6 Only
outlying birds are shot before the big '*cover days of No-
vember, December, and January. 1928 S. J. Looker's Book-
lover's Catal. Jan. 8 A Pomander of Verse, by E. Nesbit,
with a *cover-design . .by Laurence Housman. 1909 Daily
Chron. 14 OcL 7/4 The *cover money required is temptingly
small. 1908 Westm, Gaz. 16 Nov. 5/3 The metal studs are
vulcanised into the *cover.tread.

Cover (k^u-vsj), sb.^ ComwalL [f. Cove sb^ +
-krI.] One who lives in a cove.

1905 IVestm. Gaz. 13 Apr. 8/3 This action has been deeply
resented by the * Covers ', who a short time since removed
these obstructions. 1913 ' Q ' Ncws/r, Duchy (1929) 72 The
* Covers ', or native fishermen.

Cover, vJ^ Add

:

2. g. Calico-printing. To print over with a
pattern, etc. (Cf. *Cover sb?- i c.)

1874 Crookes Dyeing 564 The piece is then printed over
—technically called 'covered*—with a fine pattern, in

purple or light chocolate, and dyed up with madder. Ibid.

578 The pieces are then 'covered' with iron liquor., to pro-
duce the small design in dark purple.

h. To affix the covering of cloth, leather, or

other material on the boards of (a book) in binding.

1837 Hebert Engin. ff Meek. Encycl. I. 226 The book is

then ready for covering, with leather, ifto be whole bound.
1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 43/2 The materials used for covering
are very various ; but for the greater part of modem books
calf-skin dyed of various colours is employed.

i. To put a temporary cover of paper or other

material on (a book) in order to protect it.

x888 Mrs. H. Ward R, Elsinere xv, Rose .. covering a
parish library book the while in a way which made Catherine's
nnger itch to take it from her.

6. d. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1762 in J. Hancock His Book (1B98) 13 This is chiefly to

cover you the Inclos'd Letter from Mr. Will™ Bowes. 1776
A. Adams in Fatn. Lett. (1876) 179, I wrote you two letters

..which were both covered together.

13. b. Lawn Tennis. To defend by or be within
the scope of one's play.

1897 WiLBERFORCE Laivu Tewiis xi. 35 The man at the
net covers far more of tho court. 1907 Vaile Mod, Laivn
Tennis iii You cannot cover the whole court, and you must
go where yon have the best chance of meeting the ball.

1920 TiLDEN Lawn Tennis 44 Your position should always
strive to be such that you can cover the greatest possible
area of court without sacrificing safety, since the straight
shot is the surest, most dangerous, and must be covered,

14, c. To report (a meeting, etc.). U.S.
1898 Scribner's Mag. May 572/1 One day a cub reporter

was sent to cover a meeting of an East Side literary club.
Ibid. 581/1 ' There's good humorous staff in it', he said..
*just your line. Do you care to cover it?' 1898 IVestm.
Gaz, 3 June 8/1 There was a licensed victuallers' dinner at
Aston, and one of the reporting staff" was sent to cover it.

1906 iY. K Even. Post 20 Nov. 8 The Frankfurter Zeitung
published a special from Berlin, covering the inaugural
lecture of the Roosevelt professor. 1911 E. Ferber Dawn
O'Hara vi. 79, I was sent to cover a Socialist meeting in
New York.

O. To cover ike water (see qnot.).

1898 Encycl, Sport 1 1. 296/2 A crew is said to cover or clear
its water, when stroke dips his oar into the river at a point
nearer the winning post than the eddy which was creat«i
by No. 2's oar in the previous stroke.

17. "b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1870 Medberv Men ^ Myst. Wall Street 227 (Bartlett)

On dividing the assets it was discovered that thel'reasurer
had used up all the funds in a frantic effort to cover.

d. U,S, (Earlier example.)
1868 Congress. Globe 17 Feb. 1211/3 These covering

warrants .. are drawn in this way, and receipted by the
Treasurer. And this is technically called covering money
into the Treasury.

Coverage (kcvared^). U.S. [f. Cover v. +
-AGE.] The sum of advantages covered by a con-
tract, spec, of the risks covered by an insurance

policy.
1918 in Webster Addenda. 1930 Prospectus Press Clip-

ping Service {N. V.), This superb coverage costs you no more
than the average press clipping service.

Cover-all (kt7'v3r2i). [f. Cover v.^ + All.]
Something that covers entirely, esp. a full-length

outer garment. Also attrib.

1830 J. Stewart Killarney Poor Scholar i. a All ready,
your honours... Beauty has baskets, hampers, and coveralls
galliore [sic} safe stowed. 1895 Daily N^ews 12 Oct. 9/2 His
left fore hoof enveloped in a cover-all shoe. 1901 Daily
Chron. 27 July 10/3 A coat of full-length cover-all dimen-
sions. . . Many women prefer to have their cover-all rendered
storm-proof by a patent process.

Covered, ppl. a. Add :

4. b. Covered wagon, {a) a wagon with a tilt,

used in travelling ;
\b) an aeroplane in whicii the

pilot and passengers are covered in. U.S.
184a M. Crawford yml, $ Rode all night in a covered

wagon. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky jW/i. (1859) 319 A singular
natural elevation in the form of a covered waggon. 1864
T, L. Nichols Amer. Life I. 108 Great covered waggons

—

such as are called vans in England—went about the country
collecting the rosy maidens. 1998 Daily Mail 7 May 6/4
Covered Wagons.—Applied to the first cabin aeroplanes and
used for any 'planes in which pilot or passengers are
sheltered.

Coverer. Add :

1. C. One who shields from legal penalties, sj>ec.

a qualified medical man who is employed by an
unqualified man. (See Cover v^ 10 b.)

xZ^^ Pall Mall Gaz. 23 Nov. 5/2 The removalfrom the
register of the person who acts as * coverer ', which is the
term applied to the qualified man.

Covering, vbl. sb.^ 3. Add : (sense 17 of vb.)

coveringpurchase.
1928 Daily Mail 25 July 13/4 Movements during the early

part of the afternoon reflected local covering purchases.

Covering, ppl. a. Add : covering-colour
(see *CovER sb^ i c, *Cover v?- 2 g).
1874 Crookes Dyeing 581 Where the reserve has been

applied, the original sliade—or white spaces—will remain
untouched by the subsequent or covering-colour., .Among
the covering shades are.. Drab.. Olive [etc.].

C0"-V0:lTUne. Physics. [Co-.] The part of the

volume of a body which is not occupied by the

molecules, as the volume of the interspaces between
the molecules in a gas.

1901 Jas. Walker Phys. Chetn. (ed. 2) 196 The molecular
volume of a liquid is constituted of the sum of the atomic
volumes of the atoms contained in it, but (and herein con-
sists the peculiarity of Traube's method) there is alwaj's to
be added to the sum of the atomic volumes a constant
magnitude termed the molecular co-volume. Ibid.^ The
co-volume, .having the constant value of 25*900. for each
molecular quantity in grams.

Cow, sb\ Add : 1. C. //. Cattle. U.S.
1869 Overland Monthly \\\.XTj'Y\i^ 'cow-whip '. .Isused

only in driving the herd, which is often called *the cows '.

3. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1751 C. Gist Jrnls, 56 At night I killed a fine barren Cow-

buffaloe. 1817 S. R. Brown Western Gaz. 198 The cow
buffaloe was equal to any meat I ever saw. 1839 Knicker-
bocker Mag. XIII. 386 An enormous cow-whale rose close
beside her wounded offspring.

4. e. Used as a term of abuse. Australian slang.
iQi6 Anzac Bk. 31/2 'Ee's a fair cow, 'e is.

7. cow-country, -county, -creature, -driver {^yi-

SLTcipXes), -feed, stable (later example),-Mz^ -track,

-trail, -whip, -yard {tv^r\\Qi examples).
U.S., with cow- in the sense of cattle.

190^ Collier''s 9 Jan. 9 How many communities, even
in mining camp and * *cow-country ', elect men to office

while out on bail for a prison offence? 1878 J, H, Beadle
Western Wilds vii. 113 Hence their leading industry—ex-
pressed in the local phrase—' the '^cow counties '. 1873
Carleton Farm Ballads 18 That blamed *cow-critter was
always coming up. 1889 Rose T. Cooke Steadfast xxi.

224, I had bought a cow-crittur of Minadab Sparks. 1771
Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIV. 136, 1 have
order'd Squires to go downe tomorrow with the *Cow
driver. 1851 J. J. Hooper Wido7v Rugby*5 Husb. 102 The
* Colonel ' being what in his region and times was called a
cow.driver.

^ 1885 Rovce Relig. Aspects Philos. 202 To a
cow all is either *cow feed or not cow feed. 1876 * Mark
Twain ' Tom Sauyer iii. 21 A muddy alley that led up the
back of his aunt's *cow-stabIe. 1903 A. kx>K^s Log Cowboy
vii. 95, I think you're common *cow thieves. 1857 Olmsted
Jouni. Texas (1861) 93 Our road was little better than a
*cow-track. 19x0 Hunter Trail Drivers Texas 151 All

the Texas outfit . . took the *cow trail for Texas. 1869
Overland Monthly III. 127 The ' "cow-whip' is a very long
lash with a very short stock, and is used only in driving the
herd. 1637 Catftbridge Prop. Rcc. 42 My dwelling howse..

with the yardes cowhouse *cowyarde & my parte in the
oxmarsh. 1755 Essex Hist. Coll. LII. 79 The wife enraged
carey'd it out & Laid in a Cow y^,

8. cow-barton, a cow-yard ; cow-gun colloq.,

a heavy naval gun; cow-hitch Naut. slangy a
badly tied knot ; cow-horse U.S., a horse used in

herding or driving cattle ; cow-man (earlier and
later examples) ; cow-picker = ox-pecker (Ox 6) ;

cow-pilot (example); cow sense ^..S"., intelligence

in the care of cattle; cow-shot Cricket slang, a
pull made by leaning forward on one knee and
hitting across the ball ; cow work, work connected
with the tending of cattle.

1888 Hardy Wessex Tales I. 71 The dairyman, .with
manly kindliness always kept the gossip in the *cow.barton
from annoying Rhoda. 1929 Masefield Hawbucks 34
He went out to the cow-barton to see the farm-men.
Z9oa J. H. M. Abbott Tommy Cornstalk 136 His two
great • "cow-guns '—six-inch naval giants drawn by thirty.

two bullocks apiece, and having another thirty-two to each
timber. 1909 Daily Chron. 24 Sept. 4/4 Its motor machine-
guns, its heavy * cow-guns ', and howitzers. 19x1 Kiplimg
Diversity of Creatures (1917) 317 The slow but well-directed
fire of my cow-guns. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *Cow-
hitchy a slippery or lubberly hitch. 1907 S. E. White
Arizona Nights ni. ii. 277 He jingled loosely along on
his 'cow.horse. 1920 Mulford f. Nelson xxiil 253 The
speedy dash of the trained cow-horse headed them off.

1677 Topsfield Rec. 20 That popeler is his bound corner tree
next to the *Coweman. 1924 W. M. Raine Troubled
Waters xi. 115 Sam Yerby was an old cowman from
Texas. 1915 E. R. Lankester Divers. Naturalist 20
Such useful birds as the vultures, secretary bird, owls and
the *cow.pickers (Buphagus). 1884 Gcode Nat. Hist.
Aquatic Anim. 275 The ' Serjeant Major ', ..called in Ber-
muda the ' *Cow-pilot ', from an alleged habit of being
always found in the society of the ' Cow-fish ', or Ostracion.
1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy XX. 309 The wisdom of mounting
us well .. reflected the good *cow sense of our employer.
192a Hunter Trail Drivers Texas 299 When a cowboy
says that a man has good * cow sense ' he means to pay him
a high compliment. 1922 G. Jessop Cricketer's Log vi. 198
My propensity for the ' *cow shot '. 1928 Times 3 July 5/5
R. S. Walker made a glorious half * cow-shot ' to mid-wicket
which was only a yard short of a 6. 1907 S. E. White
Arizona Nights 1. iii. 53 He kept his own mount of horses,
took care of them, hunted, and took part in the *cow work.

Cowal (kau'al). local Austral. [Native name.]
A swampy depression or channel, similar to a billa-

bong but not necessarily connected with a river.

1911 C. E. W. Bean * Dreadnought^ of Darling i. The
only place where the road was made was where it happened
to cross a 'cowal *—a swamp left in a depression.

Co-wa'lker. [Co- 3 b.] In folk-lore, a double
or apparition of a person, capable of acting inde-

pendently of the physical body.
Z902 Encycl. Brit. XXXll. 52/1 A is on his way to X, or

is dreaming that he is on his way, and is seen at X by P, or
by P, Q, andR, as may happen. These cases are common,
and were explained, in Celtic philosophy, by the theory of the
* Co-Walker ', a kind of ' astral body '.

CO'ward. A. 3. Add : coward-tree, a tree

under which men who show fear in battle are killed,

in accordance with the custom of some Zulu tribes.

1904 G. S. Hall Adolescence II. 720 Such chiefs as Chaka,
who united many tribes, had a coward-tree whcrt all who
manifested fear were slain after every battle.

Cow-boy, 3. (Earlier example.)
1877 R. E. Strahorn Hand-bk. Wyoming 35 Part of the

cow-boys hold the mass while others ride through it.

Cow-camp. U.S. [*Cow sb.^ i c.] A camp of
cow-boys.
1885 Outing (U.S.^ VII. sa/2 It is only twenty miles to

the ranches on one side, and fifteen to the 'cow-camp ' on
the other. iZ^ Scribner's Mag. XXV. n/a Having left

their lonely hunter's cabins and shifting cow-camps to seek
new. .adventures. 1905 A. Admas Outlet 40 Although in

cow-camps a soldier's introduction is usually sufficient, the
cook inquired the stranger's name.

^
attrib. loso Hunter Trail Drivers Texas 482 The boys

immediately started to show him how they did things m
high coW'Camp society.

Cow-fisli. 3. (Earlier example.)
1870 Amer. Naturalist III. 467 The odd-looking trigonal

Trunk-fish {Lactophrys camelinrts De Kay), sometimes
called Cow-fish, a profile view of the head much resembling
that of a cow.

Cow-hand. U.S. [*Cow sbX i c] One en-

gaged in the tending of cattle.

1886 Outing (U.S.) VIII. 3/1 Though a first rale cow hand
he very shortly proved himself to be wholly incapable of
acting as head. 1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy \, 7 By the
time 1 was twenty there was no better cow-band in the
entire country. 1919 Roosevelt Maine my State 21 BUI
..and I and usually one or two cow hands worked hard.

Cow-hide, sb. 3. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1818 M. BiRKBECK Lett. fr. Illinois 90 The enraged

barrister, with a hand-whip, or cow-hide, as they are called

. .actually cut his jacket to ribbons. 1825 Paulding jf. Bull
in Amer. ii. 14 The cow-hide, as it is called, that is, a hard
ox skin, twisted in the shape of a whip.

4. (Earlier example.)
1819 W. Faux Memorable Days Amer. (1823) 305 One

man then bound him to a tree and lashed him with a cow-
hide whip.

Cow-hide, v. (Earlier U.S. example.)
i8ao W. Faux Mem. Days Amer. (1823) 387 A fashionaUe,

beautiful female,. .yet able to cow-hide her negroes.

Cow-hunt, i^. U.S. [*Cowji5.i ic] A search

for strayed cattle. Also Cow-hunt v.^ -huntbr,
-hunting ppl. a.



COWING.
xSgfi'H. S. Ckhvieajd Maid cfFronti^ 13a The ordinary

immense Texas afiair, intended only for cow*bunttng males.

19SO HuNTEH Trail Drivtrs Texas 104 Soon the settlers

began to organize cow hunts. Ibid. 175 Those old time
ranchmen were content to simply cow hunt twiceayearand
brand their calves. Ibid., I remember the many times that
cowhanters rode up to my father's house.

Cowing (kau'ir)),/^/.tf. [Cow^z*.!] Overawing,
iotiraidating.

1830 T. WiLSOK Pitman's Paj^ etc (1843) 24 It was, ne
doubt, a cooen seet[i.e. cowing sight]. 1868 Mrs. H. Ward
K. Elsmere x, Her sharp tongue bad sometimes a cowing
efTect on his curious nonchalance.

Cow-keeper. (Earlier American examples.)
1638 Boston ToTvn Rec. XI. 33 William Hudson sball be

the cowkeeper. 1665 ihid. VII. 35 Edward Dauls is ap-
pointed be Cow keper & pounder.

Cow-keepinff, sb. (Earlier Amer. example.)
1656 Essex Inst. Hist. CoU, IX. 193 Upon the request of

Giles Corey to be taken of from Cow keeping.

Cowling (kau-lirj). [f. Cowl sb.'^ + -ingI.] The
removable covering over or round the engine of an
aeroplane.
X9X7 Blackiv. Mag. June 925/3 While attempting to fasten

a small door in the cowling round the engine. 1948 C. F. S.

Gamble Ncfrik Sea Air Station ii. 55 A piece of tin in the
inude of the engine cowling had come adrifL

Cow'-path. 0\S. TCow sb.^ i.] A path on
which C0W3 go to and fro.

1838 Mrs. Royau. Black Bk. II. 25 Had it not been for

those enterprising people New Nedderlands would have
been.. nothing but straggling cow-paths. 1847 C. Lan.mah
Summerin Ivitdfmess xxv'iii. i-jq^ I had entered upon a cow-
path and., forgot my^If. 1864 J. T. Trowbridge Cudj'o's
Cave xxiiL 202 The cow-patbs, which had been easy to
follow at first, disappeared among the thickets. 1865, i8qk
[see Cow sb} 8 J. 1885 ' C. E. Craddock ' Prophet Gt. Smoky
Mis. xiL 233 Mirandy Jane wanted to tote him. in the cow-
path 'mongst the briers.

Cow-pen, sb, b. 1/.S, (Earlier examples.)
1731 Catf.sbt Nat. Hist. CaroUnactc (1754) I. 34 Passer

fuscns. The Cowpcn liird. . . They deliglit much to feed in
the Pens of Cattle, which has given them their name. .

.

They inhabit Virginia and Carolina. 1791 W. Bastram
Treat. Carolina etc. (1792) aBg Stumus stercorarios : the
cowpen bird.

Cow-pen, V, l/.S. (Later examples.)
X786 \V^HiNGTOM Diaries III. 131 [1] plowed a poor

J acre to Co» pen on. Ibid. 183 About an acre was sown in
my meadow, part of which had been cowpened. x83a{K.
Baibo] Valley Mississippi xxxv. (1834) 304 It grows well on
marsh, .and even pine barrens when they are well tr<xiden,
or cowpcnned, as it is termed. 1871-3 Texas Almanac ta
Cow-pcnniiJg.in successive lot'?, .is a good plan for manuring.

Cowper-Temple. Name of William Francis
Cowpcr, afterwards Cowper^TefnpU (1811-1888),
used attrib. to designate religiotis teaching of an
imdenominational character in pnblic elementary
schools such as was proposed by him and provided
for in a clause of the Education Act of 1870.
Hence Cowper-Te'mpleijnii, the belief in unde-
nominational religious teaching.
[XQM Encpfcl. Brit. XXVII. 661/1 Qause 14 of that Act

[x<;.l!lducation Act of 1S70], generally known as iheCowper-
Tem(jle Clause, enacts that * in any scho<^>l provided by a
School Board, no religious catechism, or religious formulary
which is distinctive of any particular denomination, shall be
taught*. X908 DailyChron, 25 Feb. 5/7 In all the^sch'^>oIs
there may be Cowpcr-TemiJc religious teaching.] 1906
Daily Chron. 24 May 7/7 Rather than secularism, Mr.
Balfour would prefer uni>'ersal Cowpcr-Templcism ' with all

its illogicality and its unfairness '. 1906 IVestm. Gas. 35
June 3/1 Our attitude towards the Bible has changed since
the ioventioQ of Cowper. Templeism. That compromise ts

impossible and unreasonable to-day.

CoW'-po ny. V,S, [*Cowj^.i ic] A pony used
in tending cattle.

1877 Barti^it Diet. Amer. (ed. 4) 156 (In Texas] the cow-
boy is the cattle-herder and drover. A cow-pony the mus-
tang he trains and uses, 1884 W. Smephebo Prairie Exper.
35 The origin of the cow-ponies b the brooco. 190a O. Wister
Virpnian L i Thev were cow ponies in a conal, and one
of them would not oe caught, no matter who threw the rope.
igo9 If^estm. Gaz. 29 May 5/3 Racing a cow-pony against
a train on the first railway made in Colorado near Denver,
«9TO MuLFOtD HoPithng Cassidy iii. 27 Ihe cow-panieS|
trained in the art of pouching cows.

Cow-pu ncher. U,S, (See Cow j^.l 8.)

1879 Tiniley'i Mag. XXIV. 354 Some of our men—'cow-
punchers ', we call them—are devoted to cards. 1889 [see
Cow sb.^ 8J. 1903 Forest ^ Stream 31 Feb. 147 (Cent. D.
Suppl.) A bit further on we saw some cowpunchers, or what
seemed snch. 1916 B. M. Bower Phantom Herd ii. 36 A
cow-puncher comes a long way from a ranger.

Cow-punching, pres, ppU. and ///. a. See
Cow j^.i S.)

1884 W. Shephrrd Prairie Exper, 35 Each boy, when out
cow-puncbing, rides from six to ten hor&es, using them in
tunu. 1903 N. Y. Times Sat. Rev. 26 Sept. 652 The stories
ar« concerned with the gun-firing, cow-punching West of
the plains.

Cow-skilL 1. (Earlier example.)
1780 Narrag. Hist, Reg. I. loi Carried the cow skin to

tann by George Wilson, attrib, 1809 Repertory (Boston)
6 Oct, (Th.) A green or untanned cowskin whip. 1887 Out-
ing (U.S.) X. 119/1 If I only had that cow*skui horse now
what 1 used ter own back in old Missouri.
3» U,S, (Earlier example.)
1789 Amer. Museum V. 9a They will work onyour6elda,

and if they are negligent, you will give them the cowskin.
Cow-skin, V, O.S, (Earlier examples.)
I799'4«n7ra(philad.) ao May(Th.), I am a constable, and

may therefore kick, cuff, beat, bruise, cowskin, or kill any
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man I please. 1836 Crockett Exploits if Adv,Texas{^%zi)
78 Thedevii himself might, the next time, undertake to cow-
skin such a.. scoundrel for him.

Cowslipping (kau-slipiq), gerund. [£ Cow-
slip + -ING I,] Gathering cowslips.
i9«i C*TEss Arnim Eliz. ff German Garden 29 We have

been cowslipping to-day. 1938 Daily Express 7 Mar. 5/5We go ' cowslipping ' to the same . . pface year after year.

Cow-tail. Transfer -^Obs. to i and add :

2. The coarsest grade of wool, sheared from the
sheep's hind legs.

1884 W. S. B. McLaren Spinning 16 The coarsest part of
the [sheep's] wool is known as breach, or britch, aikl even
when very strong, as cow-taiL

Cow'-town. U.S. [*Cow sb^ I c] A town
forming a local centre in a stock-raising district.
1888 Roosevelt in Century Mag. Feb. 500 A true ' cow-

tow-n ' is worth seeing. 1903 A, Adams LogCowboy viii. loi
This cow town had the reputation of setting a pace that
left the wayfarer purseless and breathless. 1907 Mulford
Bar-20 xxii. aia Then [followed] a rollicking tale of the cow-
towns and men.

Cow-tree. 2. Add: In New Zealand, the
karaka, Corynocarpus ixviguia,
z86oG. Bennett Gatherings Naturalist 346The Karaka-

tree of New Zealand.., also called Kopi by the natives,
and Cow-tree by Europeans (from that animal being partial
to its leaves).

Cowy (kou'i), a. Also cowey. [f. Cow sb^- +
-T 1.] Of or pertaining to a cow or cows.
1803 Field II Mar, 363/3 We have tasted several samples

of this Australian butter.. .The same * cowey * flavour was
discoverable. 1903 Graphic sOct. 443 The occasional whiff
from a cowy place. 19x4 Biackw. Mag. Apr, 458/2 The
cowy-smelling Himalayan road.

Cozsrwain (k(j-kswifin, kp-ks'n), V, [f. the sb.]
trans. Tocox(aboat). HenceCo*xswained///.a.,
steered by a coxswain.
19*8 Daily Express 23 May 3/4 He . . resumed the task of

coxswaining the Brighton lifeboat. Ibid, 7 Aug. 12/6 In
Heat I of the second round of the coxswained pairs,

Coyish, a. (Modem U.S. example.)
1833 H. Barsard in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 322 A

lovely grand-daughter., was present, and was pleased not to
be very coyish.

Coyote. Add : (Earlier U.S. examples.)
See also *Cayeute, cavote, Cuiota, Kiota.
1834 A. Pike Sketches (Boston) 14 (Th.) The litde gray

coilotes {sic\ or prairie wolves, who are as rapacious and as
noisy as their bigger brethren. 1846 E. '^v.\kutCalifornia
xix. (1849) 219 A species of jackal called here the coyote^
frequently approached within a few rods of us.

b. ooyote hole U.S. (see quot.).
1906 N. Y. Even, Post^ 12 Sept. 7 DrilHng coyote holes U

the name applied by railroad contractors to drilling blast
holes in graide tunning cuts through hills.

2. a. Jig. A scouadrel.
0x909 'O. Henry' Roads of Destiny xvi. 366 She's

married to Benton Sharp, a coyote and a murderer. 1910
W. M. Rainr B. O'Connor 34,^ 111 not be such a coyote any
more. 2930 Mulforo 7- Nelson xii. 128 Lookit my hat I.

.

Some coyote shot at ixie from np oo Pine Mountaia an'
plumb ruined it

!

b. trans/. A horse of the colonr of a coyote.
1903 A. Adams Log ofCo^vhoy ii. 14 It was my good for-

tune togetagood mount of horses. .three sorrels, two grays,
two coyotes, a black, a brown, and a grulla.

Crab, sb.'^ IL Add : crab-canon Mus, =
•Canceizans ; orab-oating ///. a., that feeds on
crabs (sometimes rendering L. cancrivortis) ; crab-
wise ctdv.^ (moving) sideways or backwards like a
crab ; also attrib,

1908 Strand Mag. Jan. 30/3 Canons, so constructed that
they would read the same oackwards or forwards. For this
reason they were called *Crab Canons. 1900 Daily News
38 Nov. 7/2 A 'crab-eating racoon from South America.
1905 Westm, Gaz. 37 Dec 10/3 A crab-eating opossum.
1910 Encycl. Brit. V. 375^1 Lobodon carcinophagus, the
crab-eating seal. 1904 Daily Chron. 6 May 8/1 There are
barges in the way, and these have to be coaxed aside before
the Adler can approach *crabwise to the wharf. 19*6
Chambers's Jml. 163/1 She went crabwise about the loch.
Ibid. -224/1 A crabwise gait. I9a7 R. A. Frkeman Certain
Dr. Thorndyke u iii, He began to advance, crabwise, across
the deck in the manner of a wrestler attacking.

Crab, sL^ (olloq, [f. Crab 2/.2 a.] The action

of crabbing or finding fault; an instance of this;

an adverse criticism or objection.
\^\ Field n Mar. 347/1 It will be said I am dreadfully

*on the crab', but I believe what I have written is only
the simple truth, ijpa Autocar 10 Nov. 056 My only crab
to them at present is that [etc.]. 19x4 J. Buchan Three
Hostages 25 The crab of the place was its neighbours. X9J7
Observer 10 July 11 The only *crab ' we have against this
is that cavalry of old effected most of their success by
charging infantry.

Crab, v:^ Add : 2. Also absoi.
1891 * F. W. Cahew* No. 7^; Autobiog. 0/ a Gipsy xx,

Shice., alternately 'crabbed ' and 'chy-iked' as the case
might require. 1906 It^estm.Gaz. 11 Aug. 1/2 The differ-
ence between U5 and ^ou, said an American who had watched
Mr. Chamberlain's fiscal campaigu, is that ' we boom, and
you crab '.

b. To interfere with or obstruct the working,
progress, or success of.

Cf. quots. 1813, 1890 in Diet.
S90X N. Y. Independent 12 Dec (Cent. D. Suppl.) The use

of foreign tires of course crabbed the deal. 19*0 Glasgow
/y>ra/i/t8 Aug. 7 Posen contains a large German Irredentist
minority, which might crab the Polish military' defence.
i9«a C. Sasdbvrg Slabsq/'Suftbumt IVest66 You're trying
to crab my acL

CRACKED.

Crab, v.^ Add : 3. b. Aeronautics, To pat
(an aeroplane) in a position diverj^ing from the
straight course. Also Crab j^.5, a divergent position,
19*9 A. C. McKiNLEY Appl Aerial Photo^r. 13 So that

..the necessary amount of crab can be obtained at which
the airplane must fly. Ibid, 36 Adjusting tjie Camera for
Crab.—On approaching the starting point of each strip the
pilot will crab the airplane in order to make allowances for
the wind,

Cra'bber 2, [f. Crab v.^ One who finds fault
or criticizes adversely.
1909 Daily Chron. 14 June 6/4 They wore the determined

look of the born 'crabber'. They were there to discover
something wrong. Ibid. 37 July 4/4 We have fallen from
the frying-pan of the boomers into the fire of the crabbers.

Crab-grass. 3. U.S, (Earlier examples.)
178a Jefferson Notes Virginia 69 Our grasses are

Lucerne,.. greenswerd, blue grass, and crab grass. 1833
B. SiLLiMAN Man. Sugar Cane 13 The Crab Grass {.Digi-
taria sanguinalis) which comes up abundantly on new land,
is cut up with hoes. 1857 Olmsted Jourtt. 7V.raj (1861) 140
The crops, .contrasted favorably with the patches of corn-
stubble, overgrown with crab-grass.

Crack, sb. Add :

2. b. The break (^day). dial, and U,S,
1^ Outiftg (U.S,) X. 7/1 At' * crack ofday as the sergeant

of the guard expressed it, the stir of camp was started by
waking up the_ cook. 1899 Cumbld. Gloss., Crack o' day^
the firs_t_ dawning before sunrise, igaa Mulford Black
Buttes ii. 37 You boys git what sleep you can. We'll round
'em up at the crack of dawn.

5. Alsoy?f., a sharp or cutting remark, ^'^.S'.

1903 A. H.Lewis Tke Boss i2oTh\s\9< exec'tive session, an*
that crack about bein' a taxpayer is more of a public utter-
ance. X911 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean viii. 129 Do
you remember the day before that when he made that crack
atyou in front of Miss Crozier? 1924 W. M. Raink Troubled
IVatcrs xviix. 197 Make another crack like that and there'll
be trouble right here in Cell Fifteen.

7. O. spec. An opening between flooring-boards or
in a floor ; esp. in phr. to walk a (or the^ crack. U.S,
iBas Paulding y. Bull in Amer. vii. 81 When I had

qualified myself by being able to walk a crack after swallow-
ing half a gallon of whiskey. 1875 Mrs. Stowe We ^
Neighbors \x. 100 They don't come it round Jim. Any boy
that don't toe the crack gets it. x<}oa Harben Abner
Daniel t\ He could walk a crack with a gallon sloshin*
about in im,

^g. 1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldiown Folks xxxvii. 483 Your
minister sartin doos slant a lectle towards the Arminiaps ;

he don't quite walk the crack. 1878 — Poganuc People ix,

101, ' I bet you Reason can't walk a crack now ', he said.

d. A slight opening between a door and the
door-post; similarly of a window.
1898 Marc. Deland OldC/iester l^ales lyj^ I always think

the door was open a little crack, and you could see out.
Z911 Saunders Col. Todhunter x\. 161 Tlien the front door
was opened on the crack. Mod, Open the window a crack.

Crack, v. Add : 1. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
183s J. H. Incraham South-West I. xix. 202 He would

reload.., cock his beaver, take aim, and crack again.

8, (Earlier U.S. examples.) Also, to repute.
z8a9 Kentuckian 38 May, He is not the thing he Is

cracked up for. 1835 Crockett Ian Burcn 175 Great men
. .are not the things they are cracked up for. 1836 Knicker-
bocker Mag. VIU. 51 New-Orlcaiis is not.. half so bad a
place as it ts ' cracked up to be '.

15. Also freq. with up,
I9aa Daily Mail ij Nov. 11 She. .looked all over the

winner.., but when the pinch came she cracked up with
dramatic suddenness.

16. b./^. Of dawn: To break. U,S,
1845 Mrs. Kirkland Western Clearings (1846) 123 ' When

did you get home ?
' pursued the inquirer. 'Just as the east

was cracking for daylight.*

21. (Later U.S. examples.)
1883 *Mark Twain* Life Mississippi xi. 140 When the

shoalest water was struck, he cracked on the steam. Ibid.
xxxix. 413 France and Italy, .cracked on such a rattling
impost that cotton-seed olive oil couldn't stand the raise.

191a Mathewson Pitching viL 145 The batter cracked out
a base hit. Ibid. xi. 243 He cracked his now famous home
run into the right-field bleachers.

22. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1824 P. Horry Li/e F. Marion xvii. (1833) ^43 He would

make nothing, at a hundred yards, to stop you a buck, at
full tilt through the woods, as hard as he could crack it.

23. trans. To decompose (petroleum or similar
oils) by the application of heat and pressure so as to

prodnce lighter hydrocarbons (e.g. petrol, gasolene).

Hence Cracked ppl. a., Cra*cking vbl. sb.

1868 B. SiLLiMAN in Chem. News 10 Apr, 171/1 By the
process called 'cracking ', heavy oils unfit for illumination
are broken tip into bodies of less density, from light naphtha
to the heavier illuminating and lubricating oils. t£s8 in
Amer. Jml. Sd. (1869) Ser. 11. XLVII. 13 Rapid distilla-

tion * cracks * the oil, because it necessitates increased tem-
perature to force the vapors from the still, i88a S. F.
Peckkam Petroleum 179 The standard and prime oils,

consisting largely of 'cracked' oils. 1806 B. Redwood
Petroleum I. 317 The *cracking process , whereby a con-
siderable quantity of the oil which is intermediate between
kerosene and lubricating oil is converted into hydrocarbons
of lower density and boiling point, suitable for illuminating
purposes. i9sa Encycl. Brit. XXXli. 80/1 Modern crack-
ing dates back to the patent obtained in 1S89 by the late Sir
Boverton Redwood and Prof. Dewar. Ibid, 80/3 Cracked
gasoline.

Crackajack, van of 'Crackebjack.

Cracked, ppU a. Add : 2. b. Crackedheel (esp,

in horses) : see Sckatch jiJ.l 2 a, Gbkask sb. 3.

1861 H. Beablcy Druggist's Gen. Receipt Book 98 Oint-



CBACKEDNESS.
ments for..aacked heels. 1I86 G. Flemino Pract. Horse

Ktlftr 96 A predisposition to craclced heels is engendered

by clipping the legs »nd pasterns in winter. 1808 F-
J-

Barton Our Friend the Horse 193 Cracked Heels...! he

result of irritation through sand, wet, etc.

8. (See *Crack v. a.v)

Crackedness. [See Cracked ///. a. 5.]

Unsoundness of mind, craziness.

19:0 W. J. Locke Simon the Jester xiv, This was sheer

crackedness of brain. . .When people begin to talk that way
they arc not allowed to go about loose.

Cracker. Add -. 4. U.S. (Earlier examples.)

The origin suggested in quot. 1887 in Diet, is supported by

earlier statements from 1838 onwards.

1767 N. Y. Mercury ai Sept., in Mag. Aiiter. Hist. (1878)

J I. 250 A number of people called Crackers, who live above

Augusta, in the province of Georgia, had gone in a hostile

manner to.. Okonee. i77« J. Habersham L««. (1904) 204

Persons who . . live by hunting and plundering the in-

dustrious Setlers. . , The people I refer to are really what you

and I understand by Crackers.

b. atlrib., vls crackerfutteral, life, man, planter,

woman ; the Cracker State, Georgia. U.S.

1808 Balance (Hudson, N. Y.) 6 Sept. 144 (Th.) [Verses by]

A cracker planter. 1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil. Soulhem
Matron xix. 130The servant told us that a cracker man and

woman were in llie drawing-room. 1856 Mrs. Stowe Dred
xii. (1884) 131, 1 was amused . .with Old Hundred's indigna-

tion at having to get out the carriage and horses to go over

10 what he called a cracker funeral. 1871 Schele de Vkre
A meiicanisnis (1872) 659 Georgia .. little deserves the name
of Cracker State, by which it is occasionally designated.

1887 Harper's Mag. May 843/1 Numbers of lawyers would

gather together and relate their observations of Cracker life.

1910 Washington Herald 27 Nov. 9 Through November
the ' Cracker State ' has occupied the center of motordom's
st.ige just on account of this proclivity [to race].

6. b. attrib., as cracker motto, -paper, poetry, etc.

l8<9 W. S. Gilbert Bai Ballads, Ferd. tr Elvira, Only
find out who it is that writes those lovely cracker mottoes I

1906 fVeslm. Gaz. 8 Sept. 2/2 A tragedy in rhymed verse

not up to the standard of cracker poetry. 1907 Ibid. 25 Apr.

2/i The gaily tinted scraps of cracker-paper that children

love.

o. An attachment to the end of a whip-lash by

which a cracking sound can be produced. U.S. and
Colonial.

183s MoNETT in J. H. Ingraham South-West II. 288 To
the end of the lash is attached a soft, dry, buckskin cracker.

. . So soft is the cracker, that a person who has not the

sleight of using the whip could scarcely hurt a child with

it. 1881 A. A. Haves Nctu Colorado x. 140 Each wagoner
must tie a brand-new 'cracker' to the lash of his whip.

1890 'R. Boldrewood' Col. Keformer xviii, Stockwhips

garnished with resplendent crackers.

9. U.S. (Earlier examples.)

1739 in New Engl. Hist, t, Gen. Register (1868) XII. 296

Wee hauc.sent a box of Crakers to you. 1773 Neiupori

Mercury 20 Dec, Advt. (Th.) Said Jolinson bakes the very

best sort of crackers. 177510 Mag. Amer. Hist. (1879) III.

516 Crackers for the use of the officers.

b. attrib. and Comb., as cracker-bag, -peddler;

craoker-hash, a sailors' hash of biscuits and meat;

so craoker-stew.
1878 E. 13. Tuttle Border Tales 27 One of the Indians

had discovered that a comrade was dead, and lying on the

*cracker-bags ! 1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. v. 127 On his

return the cocoa-tins and cracker-bags were counted out

by the Frenchman's wheel. 1904 Daily Chron, 4 May 10/2

*Cracker hash, a savoury mixture of salt meat and biscuit.

1915 Rex Clements Gipsy of the Horn 38 Sea-biscuits

broken into pieces and baked with small morsels of beef or

pork and called ' cracker-hash '. 1918 Sunday Express

8 Jan. 4 Memories that go back to the days of cracker-

hash', 'lobscousc', and hard-case, i860 Holland Miss
Gilbert's Career w. 76 ' I'm going to be a "cracker-peddler ,

said Fred. 1909 Daily Chron. 14 Apr. 5/2 This is better.

.

than *crackcr stew.

Cra'cker-box. U.S. [Cracker 9.] A biscuit-

box. Also attrib.

i868 Mrs. Caekincton Absarnka loi Our attention was
called to two small pieces of cracker-box planted by the road-

side. 1873 Aldrich Marj. Daw etc- ii6 The rest of the

boys were scribbling away for dear life,_with drum-heads
and knapsacks and cracker-boxes for writing desks. 1890

Harpers Alag. June 142/1 A mouldy cheese.., some
cracker boxes, and a case with a glass top. 190J S. E,

White Blazed Trail xxxv. 237 Entering, he would nod
briefly and seat himself on a cracker-box. 1911 H. S. Harbi-
son Queed xviii. 230 Republican cracker-box orators were
trying somehow to make capital of the thing.

Cra'ckeijack, sb. and a. U.S. slang. Also
crackajack. [A fanciful formation upon Crack
V. or Ceackeb.] A. sb. L Something that is

exceptionally fine or splendid. Also, a person who
is exceptionally skilful or expert.

1897 Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 481/1 The old-fashioned does
were heavier and slower than the latter-day crack-a-jack.

1897 Boston Globe 2 Nov. 2/7 [Applied to a fire-engine].

18^ Ibid. 16 Aug. 7/3 This regiment is a crackerjack. 1902
T. London Daii. Snows 1 15 ' Well, you're a— a— a cracker.

jack !
* he exploded with a final squeeze. ' Sure !

' 1909
*0. Henry' Road of Destiny iii. 51 If the storj- was a
cracker-jack he had Mesrour, the executioner, whack off his

head. 19*7 Vachell Dew ofSea etc. 262 The M'^Cullough
who was out with Prince Charlie in '45 challenged attention.

•I>ooks a crackerjack,' said Miss Angell.

2. A sweetmeat composed of pop-corn and syrup.

190S Rex Beach Pardners i. (1912)31, 1 bought a dollar's

worth of everything, from cracker-jack to cantaloupe.

B. adj. Exceptionally fine or good ; of marked
excellence or ability.

1910 O. Johnson Varmint iii. 43 Say, by the way, look

out—be'j a crackerjack boxer. 1911 R. D. Saunders Col.

246

Todhunter ix. 123 You've given me a cracker-jack talk on

Missouri politics. 1916 H. L. Wilson Somnvhere in Red
Gap iv. 135 Ellabelle was a crackajack housekeeper. 1920

C. H. Stagg High Speed v\, It was a crackajack piece of

work for a chauffeur,

Crackey, crackee, int. U.S. (Examples.)

1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest Sr Sunshine xii. 74 He
gave vent to his joy by uttering aloud, ' Crackee, this is jest

the thing I' X913 Mrs. Stbatton-Porter Laddie ii. (1917)

30 * Whose money do you suppose that is ?
'

' Oh crackey I

You can depend on a girl to see everything, ' groaned Leon.

Cracking, vbl. sb. 4. Add : Financial break-

down.
1833 H. Barnard in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 299 He

said that if protection should be destroyed, there w'd be a
tremendous cracking among sugar planters.

6. (See *Crack v. 23.)

Cracking,///, a. 3. U.S. (Earlier example.)

Also as adv.
1830-3 S. Smith Major Downing i7_ If you don't hear

of cracking work down there, that will make 'em stare,

I'm mistaken. 1903 N. Y. Sun 29 Nov. 11 The Hunters
Champion Steeplechase resulted in a cracking good race.

Crackle, sb. Add :

4. = Crackling vbl. sb. 3 b. U.S.

1835 J. F. Cooper Monikins vi. (i860) 92 Exposure had
tanned the skin of his face to the color of the crackle of a

roasted pig.

CracUed, ///. a. a. Add quot. (as used in

Ceramics : cf. Crackle sb. 3).

X922 Edin. Rev. Apr. 322 We may describe specimens of

Intentionally crackled ware of the Sung Ch'uan type as

Ka-ware.

Crackling, vbl. sb. 3. b. (U.S. examples.)

1834 D. Crockett Life xvi, io6, 1 looked like a pretty

cracklin ever to get to Congress ! 183S Longstreet Georgia

Scenes (1843) 24, 1 am perhaps . . the best man at a horse swap
that ever stole cracklins out of his mammy's fat gourd. 1845

J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs x. 133 ' Ef them fellers aint

done to a cracklin', he muttered. 1853 J. G. Baldwin /Vi«A

Times Alabama 160 Scarcely eating anything, ..a light

condiment of ' cracklin bread ', and a halfpint of hog-brains.

Crackly, a. Add : transf.

1923 Kipling Land fi Sea Tales 15 There was a roar of

rather crackly laughter.

Crack-voiced, a. [Crack- 2.] Having a

cracked or broken voice.

1874 T. Hardy Farfr. Mad. Crowd vi, The crack-voiced

cock-pheasants' * cu-uck, cuck '.

Cradle, sb. Add : 14. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1833 H. Barnard in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 347
The gravel is washed, by being thrown into what is called

a rocker, or cradle.

17. cradle-books = Incunabula 2 ; cradle-

cannon Billiards, a series of cannons with the

two object-balls close on either side of a comer-

pocket ; cradle-gate, a kissing-gate ; oradle-hill

U.S. (example); oradle-rooker, (a) = Rocker 1

2b; (*) one who rocks a child's cradle ; similarly

cradle -rocking.
190a Daily Chron, 7 Nov. 3/3 The whole of this second

volume is devoted to Incunabula—the '^Cradle books'

—

the first fruits of the early presses. 1927 Publishers' Weekly

31 Dec. 2315/1 Black letter books and cradle books. 1907

Westm.Gaz. 6 Mar. lo/i The ' "cradle-cannon ' has been

responsible for another extraordinary break. 2910 Encycl,

Brit. III. 936/2 The 'cradle-double-kiss' or 'anchor'

cannon. 1903 Standard 26 Nov. 5/6 A *cradle gate for

foot passengers and a larger gate for vehicular traffic. 1855

Haliburton Nat. ^ Hum. Nat. II. 374 The bye-road was

so full of stumps and *cradle-hills, it was impossible to

drive in it. 1891 Hardy Tess iii. The *cradle-rockers had

done hard duty for so many years, under the weight of so

many children, on that flagstone floor, that they were worn
nearly flat. 1907 Daily Chron. 28 Aug. 6/7_How many of the

cradle-rockers would gladly help to emancipate their sisters,

but cannot. 1891 Hardy Tess iii. The *cradle-rocking and
the song would cease simultaneously for a moment.

Cradle, v, 7. Add : With out; To extract by

cradling.

X90S Daily Chron, lo Sept. 5/2 The band of the old fos-

sicker who ' cradled ' out the first few grains of gold among
the Californian sierras in '47.

Cradler. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1766 Washington Diaries I. 227 Let into it with my
whole force and two cradlers hired. Ibid. 276, I rid to the

Cradlers (cutting my Wheat at the Mill). 1827 J. F.

Cooper Prairie xi, Show me . . a cradler that knows Letter

how to lead a gang of hands through a field of wheat.

Cradling, vbl. sb. Add : 3. Med. A form of

hydropathic treatment (see quot.).

1908 Practitioner Apr. 434 Cradling is. .very efficacious.

The patient is stripped.. ; a cradle is put over extending

from the chin to the feet, and over this is laid a single

sheet, and, if necessary, ice-bags may be hung inside.

Craft, sb. 11. Add : Short for ' art and craft

'

(see "'Art-and-craftt), as craft-bowl, -work. Also

craft-union, a trade-union of men of the same
skilled craft.

1903 Daily Chron, 7 Jan. 3/2 The Bow inksUnd and
craft^wl. xgtt Britain s IndustrialFuture Ul, xiv. § 3. 1,S5

The Craft Unions, which in general are the oldest, aim at

combining men who pursue the same skilled trade, what-

ever industry may employ them. X928 Daily Express 24

Feb. 5/2 Another institution .. where games and craftwork

are an important part of convalescent treatment.

Craggedness. (Later U.S. example.)

1805-9 y. J. Henry Camp. agst. Quebec (1812) i8r A bleak

and dreary coast and country, whose craggedness inspired

disagreeable sen.sations.

Cra-ggly, a. ? U.S. = Cbagot a. 3.

CRANK.
1886 Harm's Mag. Nov. 868/2 These overhanging ancient

orchards, lichened and craggly. .do they not speak to us?

Cram, v. Add : 1, C. To plaster the inter-

stices between the logs of a honse. U.S.

1781 Cat. Virginia St. Papers I. 561 [He has received no

assistance from the latter except in] cramming between the

loggs. liyi Southern Lit. Messenger III. 217 A plain build-

ing ofsawed logs, crammed, ss we say in Virginia, with mud.

Cram-jam, adv. [Emphatic combination of

stems of Cram v. and Jam v.'] Chock- or cram-

(full). So Cram-jam v. trans,

x88o Punch 25 Sept. 142/1 The house was cram-jammed
from ceiling to floor by an audience that showed itself

decidedly appreciative and strictly critical. 1905 East Coast

Visitor Tj Aug. 7/3 I've seen these flats cram-jammed with

fowl of all sorts. J909 Daily Chron. 8 Mar. 3/2 That garden

was simply cram-jam full of them.

Cramp, v. Add : 4. C. trans, and intr. To
deflect or turn to one side. U.S.
1883 ' Mark Twain ' Life Mississippi x. 99 Cramp her

up to the bar! What are you standing up through the

middle of the river for? 1924 W. M. Raihe Troubled
Waters iii. She tried to cramp to the left.

Crampet. Add : 4. A wall-hook.

J90I Waterhouse Conduit Wiring 24 The first straight

run or runs may be fixed up in position by means of saddles,

clips or crampets, as the case may require. 1909 W. S.

Idbetson Electric Wiring x. 183 The conduit may be fixed

to walls by means of saddles, crampets, or clips.

Cranberry, 3. Add : cranberry bog, field,

marsh, meadow, pie, sauce, vine; cranberry
gatherer, rake U.S., an implement used in gather-

ing cranberries.

1833 Ind. Q. Mag. Hist. XV. 251 A visit to a 'cranberry

bog. .where.. I got my feet wet. 1885 tJw/fw^ (U.S.) VII.

178/2 Our pitcher-plant, .grows abundantly in a cranberry'

bog. 1893 B. Torrey Footpath.Way 200, I came to a
barbed-wire fence which bounded the *cranberry field. 1895

Funk's Standard Diet., •Cranberry-gatherer. 1845 Mrs.
KiRKLAND Western Clearings 127 A *cranberry-marsh about

half an hour from the village. 1685 Rec. Providence, R. I,

IV. 227 His meaddow, called 'cranberry Meadow, betweene

the said Meaddow & ye Rockey hill. 1863 ' Gail Hamilton '

Gala-Days 49 [You] go. .mounting, .to the moderate sub-

limity of a cranberry-meadow. 1893 B. Torrev Footpath-

Way r97, I walked down the bay shore, .meaning to look

into a large cranberry meadow. 1854 Mary y Holmes
Tempest Ii Sunshine iv. 54 He started on his mission laden

with.. a big 'cranberry pie. i8<9 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown
Folks xxvu. 340 Cranberry pies, huckleberry pies. 1849

Cultivator \U. 52, I have used a wooden machine, made
like a 'cranberry rake,.. to gather my clover-seed this

season. X767 J. Adams Diary 8 Apr., Tufts. .determined

to go over and bring {them] . . to dine upon wild goose, and
'cranberry sauce. 1854 Maria S. Cummins Lamplighter
xix. She doesn't know anything about nursing, let her stick

to her cranberry sauce and squash pie. 1839 Trans. Mich.

Agric. Soc. (1855) VI. 264 Most of the swamps and marshes

are covered with a luxuriant growth of sedge, tamarack and
'cranberry vines. 1893 B. Torrey Footpath-Way 201 Long
rows of newly planted cranberry vines.

Cranberrying, gerund. Gathering cran-

berries.

1881 Sally P. McLean Cape Cod Folks xvi. 275 She hires

a room, and Beck she's saved a little money cranberryin'.

Crane, sb.^ 3. b. (Earlier example.)

1780 E. Parkman Diary 292 Mr. Beeton has made a Crane

for our West Room Chimney.

Cranial, a. Add : Cranial index, the ratio of

the width of the skull to its length (see quot.).

1908 A. Wilson Education, Personality 4- Crime xv. 125

The Cranial Index is found by multiplying the width of the

skull by 100, and dividing by the length.

Craniate (kr^i-ni^U), a. and sb, Zool. [ad.

mod.L. crdniatus : see Cbaniata.] A. adj. Having

a skull or cranium. B. sb. A member of the Cra-

niata.
1880 A. S. Packard Zoot. (ed. 2) 401 The Vertebrates are

divided into the skulless or acraniate. .and the skulled or

craniate (Craniota), 1900 0. C. Bourne Conipar, Anat. I.

24 The craniate vertebrates. 1909 E. S. Goodrich Cyclo-

slomes * Fislies i The great gap which separates the lowest

known Craniate from Amphioxus.

Crank, sb.'^ 6. Add : crank-arm, -joint ; crank-

case, the case or covering in which the crank-shaft

of a motor engine is enclosed ; crank-chamber

(see quot. 1906) ; orank-pit, a pit in which a crank

revolves.
1889 Hasluck Model Engin. Handybk. (1900) 14 The bed-

plate is. .cut away to allow the *ciank-arm and cross-head to

pass. 1911 Encycl, Brit. XVII. 1005/1 In a turning piece, the

perpendicular let fall from its connected point upon its axis

of rotation is the arm or crank-arm. 1904 Motor Boat 29

Sept. 228/1 Lamp oil is a rather imprudent thing to carry

aboard, as some unwise friend may mistake it for engine

lubricant and put a charge or two into the 'crank-case.

1920 Comhill Mag. Sept. 311 For forgetting to put any oil

in the crank-case, he was stopped fourteen days' pay. 1904

Motor Boat 2a Sept. 215/2 Each cylinder has a bore of

90 mm. . . : both are cast together . . and are mounted on a

cast iron 'crank chamber. 1906 Motors (Badm. Libr., ed. 4)

1 39 The crank chamber, or base chamber, as it is usually

termed, forms the base of the cylinders. Its use for lubri-

cating purposes is very important. 1922 Times 20 June 8/5

The cylinders are cast in one^ with the crank-chamber, a

practice forgivable in a low-priced chassis. 1839 A'««X-rr-

^oc-ti-ri^ii^. XIII. 346 He. .commenced. .oiling the piston-

rod and 'crank-joints. 1893 Daily News 17 Oct. 3/5 The
body of the deceased was found in the 'crank pit.

Crai^, sb:^ 1. Delete t Obs, and add quot.

:

1909 Margaret B. Saunders Litany Lane i.y, A glimpse

..of grey west tower half hidden by high buildings, then

re-appearing by some quaint crank of street or turning.



CRANK.

Crank, vA Add :

8. To move or operate (a motor engine) by a
crank. Also tn/r. to turn a crank, as in starting a
motor engine. Also with up.
1906 Smart Set June gi The chauffeur..jumped out, and

began to crank her up. 1909 Forrest R. Jones Gas Engine
181 Small motors are ' cranked ' or otherjvise turned by hand.
Ibid. 183 The cranking should be done immediately after the
gas is turned on, Ibid.^ Then crank up to a fair speed and
close the switch. Ibid^^Z^ Until the motor has been cranked
up to high speed, igao V.W. V^ci. Automobile Starting^ etc.

(ed. 6) 434 If the starting motor rotates but does not crank
the engine. Ibid. 453 And still the starting motor makes
no effort to crank the car. 1924 W. M. Raine Troubled
Waters vL 59 Silently she watched him crank the car and
drive away. losg J. B. Priestley Good Companions 194
The car refused to start again. She cranked away until she
was breathless and aching.
trans/, d 1910 'O. Hms^y* Rolling Stones 331 Mike, the

proprietor, who was cranking the cash register, heard.

Cranlasm. U.S. (Earlier example.)
i88s Corti^rfss. Rec. 13 Feb, 1166/2 Such mathematics, .is

contaminated with congenital infirmity. .. It is crankism
applied to 6gures.

Crap-y comb, form of *Cbaps, as in crap-game,
'housey ^shooter, -shootings -iahU,
1903 N. y. Even. Post 23 Sept., There may be a few small

poker and *crap games, but the big gambling houses have
shut up_ shop, a 1906 'O. Henry' Trimmed Lam^ etc.

243 A cigar store near the Bowery that was running a crap
game in the back room. 1916 Donai-D Thompson In Russia
1. (1918) 3 A crap game was started. x888 Missouri RepubL
Feb. (Farmer) \Vhen arrested he was in the negro "crap-
bouse kept by Alex. Wells. 1905 M. Y. Even. Post aa Aug. 6
The action of two Brooklyn plain-clothes men in rounding
up a dozen boy ' 'crap-shooters '. 1906 J. Black You Can^t
Win iv, 27, I soon came to know the poker players, crap
footers and dice sharks, 189a Ann Arbor R. Feb. 37
Youn^ boys congregating there for the purpose of *crap-
sbooting. 190a T. M. Young Amer. Cotton Industry 103
At the *crap-iable he [sc. the negro] will often lose or win at
a sitting a sum equal to the profits of his labour for a whole
year.

Crape, sb. Add : 3. b. crape rinar. Asir,
(see quot.) ; crape-tree ^'..S*. =* crape-niyrlU,
lOos Encycl. Brit. XXV. 733/3 Saturn's rings... It is now

well established that the dusky or *crape ring, which is on
the inside of the brighter one, is really in t)ie nature of an
inner border of the bright ring, the one shading off imper-
ceptibly into the other. 1910 C. Harris Eve's Husb. 113 We
were silting upon a bench near a flowering pink *crape tree.

Crape, z/.l (Earlier U.S. examples.)
'77^ * *• Fithiam 7rw/.(iooo) 184 Her Hair, .was crap'd

up, with two Rolls at each Sicfe. Ibid. 224 Her head tho' was
£)wdered white as snow, & crap'd in the newest taste. 1787
uciMDA Ohr Jrnl. Young Lady Ya. (1871) 19, 1 am this

moment going to crape and dress. Ibid. 33, I am just up,
and am going to seat myself for Sibby to crape my hair.

Craps. 1/.S, [Of obscure origin, but cf. crabs,

Cbab sb.^ 9.] A game of chance played with dice,

72? shoot craps : to play at this game. Also Comb,
(sec *Crap-).
1843 J/ H. Griin Expos, Gambling 88 The Game of

Craps., if agamelatelyintroduced into New Orleans, and is
fully equal to faro in its . .ruinous effects, 1853 Mayne Reid
Ri^e Rangers ii. 22 So I stepped into a slianty whar they
wur a'ptayin craps. 1859 Matskli, Rogue's Lexicon iii
Craps or props, a game peculiar to Boston. 1888 St. Louis
Globe Democrat (Farmer) A party of colored deck hands
were playing craps. 190a T. Rl. Yousg Wrwr. Cotton In-
dustry 103 1 he besetting weakness of the negro is gambling,
and his favourite game is * craps '. 1903 I<r. Y. Sun 19 Nov.
t Two young toughs came along and started to shoot craps.
191* iHuLFORD Black Suites iL ao, I never saw a redhrad
yet that could shoot craps worth a damn.

b, (Also crap^ A losing throw or * shoot * of
3, 3, or I a in the game of craps,
X911 Webster s.v. Craps^ The caster .. loses if it {sc. his

throw! u 3, 3, or 13 (called a crap). 1916 D, Thompson In
Russia L (1918J 3 A crap game was started. Just when you
would reach for the money, after seeing ' 7 * or ' 1

1
' on tho

dice, the boat would giv« another roll and 'craps' would
appear.

Crapnlosity (knepijJl^'siti). [Ul^crdpuUs-us
Crapulous a. + -ity.] Inclination to drunkenness.
1887 Browning Fust ^ his Friends io3 Pride seized me

at last as Concupiscence first, Crapulosity ever : true Fiends,
cv^ry one.

Crash, sb.'^ Add

:

4, Hunting, The outcry made by hounds when
they find the game. Also^^.
1781 P. Beckford Thoughts on Hunting xiii. 167 Wher«

are all your sorrows, . .one halloo has dispelled them all.

—

What a crash they make ! 1837 Apperley (* Nimrod *) Chace^
'lur^t ^ A'^du/(i843)4i There is no crash now, and not much
music. . . At the pace these hounds are going there is no time
fur babbling. i9i9MASEFiELD^<ry//^r^83 But the whimper-
inz row to a crying crash by the hollow ruin ofTineton Ash.
6. Theatr, a. (See quot. 1891.) b, A basket

filled with fragments of glass or pottery, used to
imitate the sound of the breaking of windows, etc
1891 Farmer Slangy Crash, the machine used to suggest

the roar of thunder; a noise of desperate (and unseen) con-
flict; an effect of 'alarums, excursions 'generally. 1941 K.M.
Heath Art 0/Production 70 'Glass crash ', ready off L. up
stage.

6. Aviation, Motoring, etc. The act, or an in-
stance, of crashing. (See *CbA8H v. 6 a.) Also
aitrib., as crash helmet, a helmet worn as a pro-
tection in case of crashing.
1918 McCuDDEM s yrs. R.F.C. 167 It is the ambition of

every youthful pilot to down a Hun in our lines—and then
j

land a crash alongside. Ibid. 185 About the end of May I

247

had my first crash, on a Bristol Scout that I was delivering
to J— G—. 1913 Motor Cycling 26 Sept. 659/2 Lowe's re-
tirement was due to a crash caused by a burst front tyre.
IM3 Motor Cycle 20 Sept. Advts. p. xlvii, 5,000 New Crash
Helmets, Tutz patent, ex-RjV.F. 19x9 Star m Aug. 8/2
Air Crash that caused 7 deaths.

7. crash-dive, a sudden dive made by a sub-
marine when snrprised or in imminent danger.
Also crash-dive v. trans.
1911 E. K. Chatterton Q-Ships viii. 97 The U-boat would

then make a crash.dive towards the bottom. 1928 C. F. S,
Gamble North Sea Air Station xii. 177 As soon as those
aboard the submarine saw the seaplane, they * crashniived

'

the boat.

Crasll, !b.i Add

:

2. The name of a tint in textile fabrics.
1927 Daily Express 2 Apr. 6 In shades of Peach, Bracken,

Sunburn, Caramel, Gold, Crash, White. 1937 Daily Mail
12 July I Colours:.. Silver, Blush, Crash, etc.

Crash, v. Add :

2. Delete ran. Now freq. with adv. Alsoy?f.
1886 ' Maxwell Cray ' Silence 0/Dean Maitland lit. iv.

He longed for the .. high stone roof to crash in and hide him
from that terrible gaze. 1893 Mary E. Mann In Sutnir.er
Shade xxviii, Bob . . crashed over and fell in his blood at his
murderer's feet. 1903 R. Lanobrioge Flame tf Flood v,
She was prepared for some new development which must
crash in on her ignorance. 1924 D. H. Lawhence £»f/a>u^
my England 172 Seats had crashed over.

6. a. irttr. Of an aeroplane or its pilot : To
fall or come down violently with the machine out
of control, by which the machine is damaged or
destroyed. Also ofa motor car or its occupant : To
suffer damage which puts the car out of action. Also
Jig. to suffer a sudden breakdown in business, etc.

1915 War Illustrated 6 Nov. 288/2 Cpl. Bennett dis.
abled the German machine, which crashed to earth. X918
McCuDDEN s Yn. R.F.C. 122 One of our machines had
crashed about a mile away and..both occupants were
dead. Ibid. 164 The Hun went down and crashed. 1019
P. Bewsher Green Balls 231 He's getting very low ! My
God ! Did you hear that I He's crashed I 1923 Motor
Cycling 26 Sept. 657/2 The first casualty was.. one of the
favourites, who crashed on Bray Hill, hb machine catching
fire. 1927 F. E. Baily Golden Vanity xv. Secretaryships to
magnates are so precarious. Moreover, if French crashed,
who would give his ex-secretary a job ? 1918 C. F. S. Gamble
North Sea Air Station Introd. 26 The onomatopoeic word
* crash', used in the literature of aviation, was coined by
CaptainJ. D. B. Fulton of the Royal Field Artillery and
Royal Flying Corps.

D. trans. To land (an aeroplane) in such a
manner that it is injured or destroyed by the act of
landing.

_ 1915 RosHER h R.ffutS. (1916) 69 Our aerodrome here
is a beastly small one. 1 have had several narrow shaves
alreadvof running into things, and feel sure that before long
I shall 'crash' something. 191^ A. E. Illingworth Fly
Papers 26 *If you want a waflctng stick ', I said, 'crash a
machine yourself—don't come pinching mine '. 1908 C. F. S.
Gamble North Sea Air Station i. 44 "This machine was
crashed as a result of a forced landing. Ibid. ix. 136 'The
last-named officer crashed his machine on landing (owing to
the b.id condition of the ground).

c. To disable (an enemy aeroplane) so that it is

wrecked on hitting the ground. hXioJig.
1919 Athenxum 18 July 632/1 Men in the R.F.C. in

France always swore it [sc. the Hotel Cecil, H.Q. of Air
Ministry) w.-»s staffed with villains who were betraying and
' crashing ' the fighters.

Crasber (krx Jsi). [f. Crash v. + -eb i.]

1. Something that crashes or makes a crash ; a
loud harsh blow or percussion. Aho/ig.
1887 T. Darlington Foli-s/eech S. Cheshire, Crasher^ lie.

»9»» -^ S. M. HtrrcMiNsoN Tliii Freedom 11. iv. Flick,
rat-tat I What a crasher ! You can feel it echo t toaS Eden
Vn\\.\.rvfrts\n Sunday Dispatch j6SepL 2 He toldthe fatal
tale to me...U was., of course a crasher for Archibald.
2. = *gate-crasher.
19x4 Daily Express 13 Nov. 3/4 'Crasher' —a man who

comes in without an invitation. 1928 ILnd. \i July 8/6 The
procedure ofthese 'crashers 'is to wait until afunction is well
started and then to stroll into the hotel (etc.). syaSSunday
Dispatch 1 5 July I The dance ' crasher ' has a most insidious
rival in the dance ' cadger ', declares a prominent hostess.

Crasized (kr^-saizd), a. [{. Cbasis -i- -ize +
-ED.] Stibjected to grammatical crasis.

1914 A. Plum.m»r5/. /l/rtr*37iThecra5iredformis found
in the best MSS.
Grassier (krasy«). [Fr.] A dump or mbbish-

hill.

1916 Times Hist. WarW. 372 Opposite Grenay and west
of Loos were two large slac: heaps, known as the Double
Grassier, bristling with mitrailleuses. 19*0 Chambers^s
Jrnl. 275/1 Its piles of timber and extensive crassiers (pit.
banks or dumps).

Cratsegin (kratrd^in). [f. mod.L. Cratvegus
hawthorn -(- -in 1.] A bitter principle contained in

tlie bark of hawthorn twigs.

189s Naturntist 23 The bark of the branches [of the haw-
thorn] has a bitter principle, cratsegin, and also aniygdalin.

Crate, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To pack in a crate
or framework. Hence Cra'tedtW/. a., Cra'tins;
vl>l. sb.

187a Egcleston HoosierSchoolm. xi. 65 The boys thought
•iwas funny to crate me. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 366/1
Crated and swathed in while clothes, it appeared like a
mummy._ 1000 Kipling in Daily Express 20 June 4/5
Neatly.ptled boxes of rivets and a mass of crated ironwork.
1901 Holland Mousmf 265 The heavier articles, a man
came and crated for me.

CRAWLER.
Crater, sb. 4. Add : Also, the cavity formed
by the explosion of a shell. Also attrib.

1855 E. B. Hamley Story Campaign Sebastopolxx\\\. 28a
A magazine .. had been blown up by a she!!— ..no serious
damage was done by this explosion, which left . . a vast crater
like a quarry. X914 Scotsman 26 Dec. 8 Seamed with dug.
outs, burrows, trenches, . .and pitted with craters. 1919 P.
Bewsher Green Balls 200, 1 can see dotted around the fields
the great craters of the shell-holes. 1919 G. K. Rose 2/4tk
Ox/, ff Bucks Lt. In/iy. W. as The Somir.e ' craterfield '.

igzx Bewshf.r^^j/ Div. 117 A belt of marshy country, just
east of the mine crater. XQa6 Encycl. Brit, Suppl. I. 228/2
A 6-in. howitzer mine shell.. produces a cylindrical crater
about four yards across and 10 ft, deep. Ibid. 239 Each lank
was given some saphead, crater post, or communication
trench to deal with.

Crater, z'. [f. thesb.] a. ?«/n To form a crater
or hollow, b. trans. To obstruct or destroy (a
road or terrain") by craters formed by mines or
mine shells. Also Cra-tered ///. a,
1884 CasselVs Fam. Mag. 576/1 This arrangement b found

to give a better light than the solid rod, whicli is apt to
'crater' or become hollow in its burning end. Compound
rods..do not crater in this way. 19x1 Times Lit. SuppL
8 Sept. 570/4 The Second [German Army] could not get
beyond Albert on account of difficulties in the cratered area.
19ml Glasgo^u Herald 22 Mar. 10 A number of roads had
been cratered and a certain number of bridges blown up.

Cravat, sb. Add : 1. o. A scarf or necklet of
lace, fur, etc., worn by women and girls.

1003 lYestm. Gaz. a6 Nov. 4/2 Things, .of the lacy kind.

.

little coUar-cravats. &c. 1904 Daily Chron. 19 Mar. 8/3
Talk no longer of stoles, boas, and ruffles, but of cravats, for
by that name the necklets sold for early spring wear prefer
to be known. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 11 Nov. 13/2 The cravat
effect of the ermine on the shoulders is charming. 1909
Ibid. 2 Jan. 2/3, 1 worked at cravat-making, and helped my
sister with her four children.

e. Surg. (See quot, 1901.)
[1884 W. PvK Surgical Handicraft ii. viii. 78 The first

and most obvious use of this [triangular or scarf] bandage is

to simply tie it round.. with a reef knot, it having been
previously folded up into a cravat.] 1901 Dorland Med.
Diet. (ed. 2)j Cravat, a form of bandage made by folding a
triangular piece of cloth from its apex towards the base.

Crave, sb. Add : b. Scots Law. A demand or
claim addressed to the court. (Cf. Cbave v, i c.)

Also Cra'ving vbl. sb. in the same sense.
1913^^^ 2<Vs(7*o. F, C.28 Sched.ii. (23) The sheriff may,

at any time after the expiry of the induciae, upon a written
craving being endorsed on the initial writ, decern in terms
of the crave of the initial writ.

Crawfish, v, C/.S. (Earlier examples.)
1848 Confess. Globe Feb. 277/3 No sooner did they see

the old British Lion rising up. ., than they crawfished back
to 49". 1850 L. H. Garrard Wali-To-Yah t. (1927) 18
Others slowly * crawfished ', hiding, by their singular way
of crouching.

Cra'wfishing, vbL sb, and ///. a. Fishing
for crawfish. Alsoyf^.
1883 Keichley Who areyou 102 Where the sturdy craw-

fishing children sat. 1903 Daily Chron. 8 June 9/2 It is

only natural that by crawfishing for a good reference this
Steward neglects the men who actually do the hard work.

Crawk, v, [Imitative.] intr. To ulter a hoarse
sound, squawk : also trans, with out. Also as sb,

X84S Round Preacher 94 Not many hours 'ud pass afore
they d crawk out for the loaves and fishes. 1889 Rose T.
Cooke Steadfast xxvi. 287 A cooped barnyard fowl, that
crawks, and cheeps. 19x8 D, H. Lawrence Rainboxv iv.

X08 There was a sharp crawk of expostulation as one of the
hens shifted over. 1930 Aberdeen Press 4- yml. 26 Sept.
6/3 The eagle retired, crawking out his discomfiture.

Crawl, sb."^ Add : b. A walk at a leisurely

pace. In beer-crawly gin-crawij pub-crawl, a slow
progress from one drinking place to another, slang.
xgoa Daily Chron. 3 Dec. 5/2 The cockney ' beer crawl '.

1905 Ibid. 28 Mar. 4/6 Glasgow's most fashionable Sunday
parade, the 'craw! ' on Great Western-road. 1927 Bleukw.
Mag. Sept. 336/2 During our evening gin crawls in the
various camps.

O. A high-speed swimming stroke, in which the
swimmer, lying face-downwards, usually with the

face submerged, makes alternate overhand arm-
strokes assisted by the quick movement of the legs.

In full crawl-stroke.

1903 A. Sinclair & W. Hbnry Swimming (ed. t^ 89 A
young swimmer named R. Cavill, who revolutionised all

ideas about speed swimming for short distances by intro-

ducing a further modification of this style [.re. the 'Trudgen'],
which was at once termed the * crawl stroke. 1911 F. Sachs
Complete Swimmer 144 The double over-arm and craw!
racers. i9a6 IVestm. Gaz. 10 Sept., To the school children
across the Atlantic the 'crawl' is as natural as the ancient
'breast' stroke to the average British child.

d. Crawl-out X a back-ont. 6^.^*.

_ S903 A. H. Lewis The Boss 184 That's acrawl.out,..an'
it aint worthy of you.

Crawl, sb.'^ 2. (Earlier examples.)
x68a T. A. Carolina 28 If near their Market or Harbor

they bring them [sc. turtles) in Sloops alive, and afterwards
keep them in Crauls. 1740 New Hist. Jatnaica (ed. 2) 183
None shall hunt any Gang of Dogs within Four Miles of
any Craw! or Settlement.

Crawler. Add

:

1. c. One who swims the crawl-stroke.
X91J F. Sachs Cotnpiete Swimmer 149 The majority of

crawlers will complete one length of a bath— usually about

30 yards—without breathing at all.

4. A domesticated animal of slow movements.

Austral.



CRAWLING.
1890 ' R. BoLDREWoOD ' CoL Reformer xvui, The herd ,

.

consisted almost wholly of the well-bred station 'crawlers ',

as the stockmen term them from ihetr peaceable and orderly

habits.

5. Chiefly //, An infant*s overall garment m
which it can crawl without spoiling its ordinary

clothes,
i9«3 Daily Mail it Jan. 4 Children's Crawlers. 19*3

Weekly Dispatch \% Feb. is A new style of crawler has jast

been designed. 19*6 Brit. IVeekly 30 De& 360/3 A tiny boy
in crawlers.

6. Applied to a kind of tractor moving on an

endless chain.

i9sa EncycL Brit. XXXII. 739/1 The crawler type..can
pass over marshy land where the wheeled tractor would be
mired. 19*6 lind, Suppl. III. 796/j The crawler tractor had
one or two continuous*chain tracks on which it ran and
which it carried with it.

Crawling, vbL sb. Add : b. crawling-board
(see quots.).

X90Z Daily Chron. 25 Nov. 7/3 A crawling-board used on
a roof in connection with a ladder. t^fOzLniv Rep. I.K.B.D.

494 A crawling board, which was a contrivance ordinarily

used in the repair of roofs, and consisted of a wooden plank
about 18 to 20 feet long and ro inches wide, across which
were nailed transverse pieces of wood.

Crawlsome (krg'lsam), a. [f. Crawl v, +
-SOJIB.] Addicted to mean, worm-like behaviour.

Hence Crawlsomeness.
1900 H. Lawson 0-ver Slipraits 73 We'd be sure to.,

reckon that it was done out of nastiness or crawlsomeness,
and feel a contempt for him accordingly. 1904 Delta (N.
Queensl.) Advocate in IVesim. Gaz. 21 Mar. 4/2 la the whole
course of their crawlsome, insanitary lives.

Cray 2. Atislralian. — Crayfish 3 b.

1916 C. J. Dennis Ginger Mick 46 We'll 'ave a cray fer

supper when I comes a-marchin' 'ome.

Crayfish, v. [f. Crayfish j^.] tntr. To move
like a crayfish. Cf, Crawfish v.

1900 H. Lawson Oz>er SHprails 63 The steamer was just

crayfishing away from a mud island, where she had tied up
for more wool.

Crayfishing*, vbl. sb, [f. Cbatfish sb. 3.]

The catching of crayfish.

183s J- H. Ingraham South-West I. xvL 174 Others were
engaged in the delicate amusement of cray-fishing.

Crazia (kra*tsza). PI. crazie (-z>). [It., ad.G.
kreuzer Kbeutzeb.] A copper coin of Tuscany,
the twelfth part of a lira.

1787 Beckford Lett. Italy (1805) I. 259 Four crazie only,
somewhat less than three pence English. 1897 Daily Ne^s
5 July 3/6 Tuscany [postage stamps] 9 ciazie on white,
unused, 7/,

Crazy, a. Add :

4. o. Extremely eager, colloq.

1779 [see 4 in Dict.l._ 1839 C. Clark John Noakes Ixxxii,

But so crazy all for Tiptree wor, They coodn'tthusans stay.

1859 in Chicago Tribune n Oct. (1929) vm. i, I am crazy to
have acarpet like Mr. Laflins. 1883 J. Hay Bread-tmtiners
xi. 175, I see you are crazy to go and talk to Miss Dallas.

1805 Susan Hale Lett. 294 They were crazy that I should
talk about the celebrated people I have known. 1926 J,
Black You Can't Win \\\. 19 Well, if you're so crazy about
a job, I'll make one for you.

5. Used (after crazy-quilf) to denote a garden
walk or pavement of irregular pieces of flat stone
or tile between which rock plants are often grown.
X9a3 Daily Mail 13 Jan. 11 Stone walks, either crazy or

rectangular. Ibid, 19 Feb. 6 Visitors will pass by old red
brick and crazy paths to a sunk lawn, 1925 A. S. M,
Hutchinson One IncreasingPurpose nuxyx^ Under the blue
tile, .of the crazy-paving just by the rain-water butt. 1937
H. C. Bailey Mr. Fortune, Please 173 Along the house was
a terrace withcrazy pavement in which saxifrage grew. Ibid.
223_Mrs. Pemberlon's garden was a pleasant place of crazy
paving and rock plants.

CreaMly (krrkili), adv. [f. Ckeakt a. + -Lt2.]

In a creaky manner, with a creaky sound.
1909 Daily Chron. 27 Aug. 7/6 One treading softly, .the

other loudly, creakily, and importantly. 1920 Blackzv. Mag.
Oct. 525/1 A steamer creakily blowing off regular jets of
steam.

Creaking, vbl. sb. a. Delete f Obs. and add
example

:

1923 Chambers's Jrnl. Oct. 638/1 The 'creaking' of the
partridges still hung in the stagnant air.

Cream, sb.^ Add :

2, f. The collection of globules of rubber which
rise to the surface of the latex in the manufacture of
india-rubber.

1903 Seelipnann's Ittdiarubber 57 The hydrocarbide
elements sohdify on the surface into a sort of thick cream.
1914 H. Brown Rubber 71 The latex is diluted with water
and is allowed to stand until the 'cream ', consisting of the
rubber globules, rises to the surface. .. The cream is after-
wards converted into solid rubber by pressure [etc.].

7. Also (as in cream cake) used to designate many
other confections cooked with cream, or filled with
whipped cream or Devonshire cream, as cream bun^
scone^ slice, etc.

i8fo E. EGGLESTON^n Blake's Walking-Stick i. 15 [He]
rollecf his soft lips about, as though he had a cream tart in
his mouth. 1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 5 Oct, What they
{sc. school boys) dote on most in pastry is cream puffs. 1891
Encycl. Pract. Cookery (ed. T, F. Garrett) I. 469/2 Cream
Scones,. will take from ten to twelve minutes to cook. 1894
Cream bun [sold in London]. 1897 HeartJt <v Home 2 Dec.
171/2 Devonshire Cream Buns. tZggCasselts Diet. Cook. 160
Cream Bi«niits. .Cream Fritters. Ibid. r6i Cream Pancakes
..Cream Pudding. Ibid. 163 Cream Sauce.. Cream Toasts.
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X906 Mrs. Beetoti's Housek. Matutgement (^6 Cream Buns.
1915 May Byron Cake Bk. 71-2 Cream Scones.

Cream, v. Add : 2. C. Of the latex of india-

rubber : To form a collection of globules of rubber
on the surface. Hence Creamed///, a.

1903 Seeligmann's Indiarubber 56 Coagulation by cream-
ing after doubling the volume of the latex with water. 1914
H. Bbown Rubber 69 This behaviour, which is termed
'creaming ',. .is only shown by certain latices...If the
creamed globules are separated from the liquid.. they
coalesce to form a mass of rubber. Ibid. 71 Castilloa latex

. . creams very readily.

7. To jjrepare (fish, chicken, etc.) in a cream sauce.
1906, 1908 [see *Creamed /*/>/. a, 2].

8. To work (butter and sugar, or yolk of eggs and
sugar) into a creamy consistency.

1889 R. Wells Pastry Cook ^ Confect. Guide 30 Then
start and cream the butter and sugar together. 1891 Encycl.
Pract. Cookery (ed, T. F. Garrett) I. 839/2 Cream ilb. of
butter, add i lb. of caster sugar. 1906 Mrs, Beeion's llouseh.
Management 91^. Ibid. 916 Cream the butter and sugar
together until thick and white. 1915 May Byron Cake Bk.
132 Cream eight ounces of butter with eight ounces of sugar.
Ibid. 139 Cream four ounces of castor sugar with six yolks.

9. To treat (the skin) with a cosmetic cream.
1927 Daily Express 14 Oct. 5/6 To have their ankles

massaged, creamed, and drilled into the approved slender
lines of grace and beauty.

Creamed, ///. a. 2. Add: Of chicken, fish,

etc. : Cooked with cream, prepared in a cream sauce.
1906 Mrs. Beeton's Househ. Management 1517 Creamed

Lobster. .Creamed Peas. 1908 PractiHotter Sept, 369 Later
on creamed chicken or fish may be given.

3. Of butter: Beaten to a cream. Cf.*CKEAMZ'.8.
189X Encycl. Pract. Cookery (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 216/2

Creamed butter, .is best adapted for making cakes and some
kinds of pastry. 1906 Mrs. Beeton's Househ. Management
1116 Creamed butter for sandwiches.

4. Having a creamy surface. Cf, *Cream v. 9.

1925 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 583/1 Her neck and the sweep of
a cheek were smooth and creamed as afresh-peeled almond.

Creamer. Add : o. A cream-jug. U.S.
1877 Mrs. E. S. Ward.S'^?^(9/"/47'M 237 That rose-curlew

on the creamer is like a singmg leaf, I think. 1893 ' O.
Tufx-UVLT^ Stories Western 7'(7W«2i5 But she remembered the
silver service, the coffee-pot, , . the creamer, . . the sugar-bowl.

Creamexry. Add : 1. (Earlier example.)
x87a Rep, Vermont Board Agric. I. 164 Mr. Bliss spoke

of the creameries in New York.

b, (Earlier and later examples.)
aiSjj l/. V. Bulletin (Bartlett) In the general features

of the butter market there is no change. The fine creameries
are considered well sold at 23 cts. ; . . Western creamery, 22 cts,

1909 Public Ledger (Philad.) 24 June 12/4 Butter, .desir-

able grades of both solid-packed creamery and prints.

c, creamery butter, buttermade at a creamery,

as distinguished from that made at a private dairy ;

so creamery print (Print sb. 5),
1894 Field 9 June 846/2 The average price realised for

Irish *creamery butter was 88^. f.o.r. at this creamery. 1901
Daily News 7 Jan. 8/7 Two standards, one for the creamery
butter and one for the more heavily salted butter known as
Irish, x^/o^ Public Ledger (Philad.) 24 June 12/4 Pennsyl-
vania and other nearby *creamery prints.

Creaiuily (kr/'mili), a.dv, [f, CKEAiTY a, +
-LY 2,] With a creamy tint or surface.

1906 Frances Campbell Dearlove 24 Peaches like mother-
o*-pearl creamily yellow.

Crease, v.^ 3. Add : Also iransf. (C/.S.)

1913 MuLFORD Coming o/" Cossidy \\\. 119 The drawing
bar-tender, . . dazed from shock of a ball that * creased ' his

head. Ibid. x. 162 They creased you !

Creasing^, vbL sb.^ Add :

1. b. (See *Crease z/.2 3.) US.
1853 [Paxton] Stray Yankee in Texas 38 The * creasing

'

of a horse is a feat which, .wouldelectrify a northern jockey.

Create, v. Add :

1. d. To design (a costume) : see *Chkation 5 c.

1930 Daily Tel, 7 Apr. 7/7 A brown mixture tweed suit..

created by Schiaparelli.

6. inir. To make a fuss, grumble, * go on ' about
(something), slang.
igigA thensum 8 Aug. 729/1 * Creating ' is presumably an

abbreviation of * creating (or making) a fuss \

Creation. Add : 2. b. The formation or float-

ation of a business company.
1898 Westm, Gaz. 15 Mar. 6/1 An Australian Brewery

Creation. Ibid. 6/3 Engineering creations are becoming
quite plentiful. This week end will witness the flotation of
the old-established business of Jesse Ellis and Co.

3. b. At Cambridge University before 16 Oct.

1926, the ceremony on Commencement Day in

which the professors in the various faculties(or other

officials for some degrees) recited the names of those

who had been admitted doctors (doctors designate)

during the past year and the senior proctor the

names of those who had been admitted masters
(inceptors).
t86o Univ. Cambr.^ Method Proceed. Arts 26 The In-

ceptors in every year become complete Masters of Arts by
creation on the commencement day. 190a Student's Hand-
bk. Cambridge 341 The day appointed for the.. process
known as ' creation ' in the case of Masters and Doctors in

the various faculties.

4. b. Used in varions phrases with all (see quots.),

or as an exclamation ; also to beat or lick creation^

to surpass everything, U.S. colloq.

183^ S. Smith Set. Lett. Downing 14 But when in all

creation any of 'cm will be finished I guess it would puzzle

CKEDITOB,

a Philadelphy lawyer to tell. 1839 Yale Lit. Mag, IV, 363
(Th.) He pulls like all creation, as the woman remarked
when the horse ran away with her. 1843 Haliburton
Attachi II, ix. 159 'Creation, man,' said Mr. Slick, ' I have
done it. .and you didn't know it.' Ibid. xii. 230 Creattoat
bow he looked. 1853 Knickerbocker Mag. Sept. 122 (Tb.)
' Heavenly marcics ! sez she, ' if that don't beat creation I

*

1862 'E. Kirkb' Atnong Pines xiii. 337 Go to Wilmington
and telegraph all creation. 1888 Detroit Free Press Aug.
(Farmer) Beats all creation how I mistook. 1891 Farmer
Slang %.v. Creation^ To beat or lick creation (American), to
overpower ; excel; surpass; to be incomparable.

6, b. Spec. The first representation on the stage

of a dramatic character or role ; a dramatic charac-

ter ' made * by a particular artist. (Cf, Create z*. 2 c

and F. creation.)
187a Gentl. Mag. Feb. 195 One of Mr. Irving's latest suc-

cesses has been the * creation ' of Jingle in the version of
* Pickwick '. 1881 Punch 17 Dec. 288/1 Ihe character of
Maximilian, .was doubtless written expressly for Robson,
and, therefore, as one of that actor's 'creations' carries with
it a Robsonian tradition.

c. A costume, etc. designed by an expert modiste.

Also applied to other kinds of * confection*.
1878 Casselts Fam. Mag. IV, 107/2 The 'Empress* is

another of this season's creations. 1884 Pharmaceutical
Jrnl. 22 Nov. ^7/1 A fresh, clear healthful complexion.,
comforts the mind and eye Car more than all the pearUwhite
and rose-pink 'creations*. 1887 Kipling Plain Tales /r.
HillSf Tltree andean Extra (1889) 12 It was what The
Queen calls 'a creation '. 1898 Daily Nevjs 17 Sept. 6/2 A
recent ' creation '—to use the curious technical word—con-
sists of dark blue repp with heliotrope velvet let in. 19x1
13th Ann. Drapery etc. Exhib. Advt., Our creations are
bought throughout the world, where the demand exists for

Furs which are correct. 1930 Jane Dashwood Three
Daughters xvi, Judy, radiant m a tiara and a creation of
Rosalie's.

Creativity (krzati'viti). [f. Creative + -itt.]

Creative power or faculty ; ability to create.

187s A.W. Ward Engl. Dram. Lit. I. 506 The spontaneous
flow of his \sc, Shakspere's] poetic creativity. 1926 A. N.
Whitkhead Relig. in Making iii. 90 The creativity whereby
the actual world has its character of temporal passage
to novelty. Ibid, 152 Unlimited possibility and abstract
creativity can procure nothing.

Creator. Add : 2. b. One who ' creates ' a
dramatic character or role. (Cf. *Cbeation 5 b.)
187a Gentl. Mag. June 715 Her representation had always

this want of dramatic propriety for those who had witnessed
the original creator of the part.

C. One who * creates ' or designs a costume, etc.

(see Create v. i d, *Creation 5 c),

1901 Westm. Gaz. 23 May 3/1 Everything seemed so abso-
lutely simple, and yet so absolutely impossiWe to any other
Creator.

Creature. vSee also *Ceitter.

Credentialled(kride-njald),///.a. Furnished
with credentials.

1891 Sat. Rev. 10 Jan. 47 A person himself qualified and
credentialled by almost every possible kind ofpassage through
the Academic mill. ij)z8 Sunday Dispatch. 5 Aug. 8 The
credentialled spiritualist in a semi-scientific Bloomsbury
* college *.

Credenza (kr^de'ntsa), [It.] A sideboard. (Cf.

Credence sb, 7.)
188a Shorthouse John Inglesant xxviii, Below and beside

these were credenzas and cabinets upon which luxury and
art had lavished every costly device and inateriaL

Credit, sb. Add :

13. d. A kind of * distinction ' awarded in some
examinations to examinees obtaining more than

a certain percentage of the maximum marks in a
subject, colloq. (Officially styled /ojj-wzM-cr^i/zV.)

1917 Regul. Ox/. ^ Catnb. Schools Exam. Board 49 Can*
didates who attain a sufficiently high standard in one or
more of the subjects comprised in the several Divisions will

be awarded a pass-with-credit in each of those subjects.

e. An entry in the record of a pnpii or student

certifying that he or she has qualified in some
course of study. U.S,
1904 E. G. Dexter Hist. Educ. U.S. a88 On the basis of

'credits', one credit representing a subject pursued daily.,

for one year in the secondary schools, forty-five credits is the
usual requirement.

14. credit-draper^ a 'travelling' draper who
delivers goods on credit ; credit insurance, in-

surance against bad debts ; credit letter, a letter

of credit (see 10 b) ; credit man, a clerk who has

charge of the credit accounts in a business.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 24 Apr. 2/3 [In] * Lads' Love '.. Nathan
Murdoch, a "Credit Draper. 1903 Daily Chron, 17 Oct. 7/7
A case of considerable importance to travelling and credit

drapers was decided at the Thames Police Court yesterday,

1925 Daily Tel. 13 May 4/4 A good deal of attention has
been drawn during the past year to what is known as *credit

insurance. 1929 Encycl. Brit. VL 655/1 If it is worth a
trader's while to accept a risk then a credit insurance com-
pany will generally undertake a proportion unless the trans-

action is obviously a gamble. 1903 A. Adams Log Coinboy
ii. 22 Your *credit letter is good anywhere you need supplier

1915 Lit. Digest (N. Y.) 21 Aug. 377/3 Big order comes in

from Jones & Co. Everybody pleased—except that office

kill-joy, the *credit man.

Creditable, «• Add :

3. Capable of being ascribed to.

1904 Rep. Librarian Congress 32 Many documents credit-

able to that period can be judged to be so and assigned to

their proper group only by internal evidence.

Creditor. Add :

5. attrib.j as creditor-account, -nation.
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1899 If^istm. Gas, 8 S«pt 7/3 *Creditor-accoant balances.

1897 Daily Ne^vs 30 Nov. 4/6 This courury, the great

"creditor nation of the world. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 27 Mar.

9/1 The creditor nations of Europe, as well as the debtor
nations ofSouth America. 1919 J. L. Garvin Econ. Founda'
tions r/Peact 445 America's new position as a great creditor-

nation.

Creed, sb."^ Telegraphy. The designation of an
automatic tape-printing machine Invented by F. G.
Creed. Usually alirib^, as Creedprinter^ systenty

translator,

1916 T. E. Herbe«t TeUgr. (ed, 3) 363 The Creed re-

ceiving perforator. I6id. 368 The Bille Receiver, like the

Creed, reprodaccs perforated Wheatstone tape. /6id. 375
The Creed Translator. 19*3 H. H. Harbison Frint. Telegr.

Systems 208 The Creed recorder. Ibid, 261 The Creed was
the first of this class {sc. translators). Ibid. a66 The 1920
design of Creed printer. laA A. E. Stone Tej^t Bk. TeUgr.
284 The Creed System. Ibid. 286 The Creed Printer.

Creekf sb^ 8. Add : creek-bed^ -side (earlier

examples), -timber (U.S.) ; creek-gtim, the Aus-
tralian gum-tree, Eucalyptus rostrata,

1903 S. E. White /(?nfj/ xiv. 196 If we., followed a 'creek-

bed. .we should have made our discovery. 1698 Morris
Austral Efig. 178 *Creek Gum. Z930 Palmer Men are
Human x. 8; The sun, visible through a gap in the creek-
urns, hung fixed in the sky. 1649 Maryland Hist. Mag.
^\\\. 59 VVe.. went along the said *creeke side to the Head

thereof. 1751 C. Gist Jrnls. 63 Set out down the said Creek
Side N 3 M. 1864 B. TAyLOR H. Thurston it. 30 The great
elms by the creek-side had not yet shed all of their lawny
leaves. 1836 Edward Hist. Texas 36 We find, -[thel prairie

..relieved by *creck timbers and solitary groves.

Creekt sb.^ [tr. Algonkin maskoki cxt^%,'\ A
North American Indian of the Muskhogean family.

The tribe is now settled in Oklahoma,
X741 Coll. S. Carol. Hist. S<h:. IV. 12 The Creek Indians

.. seiwible of the Danger approaching, acquainted our
Traders, .with it ISid, 90 He had also sent Commissions
into the Creek Nation. 1761 Pennsylvania Gaz. i Oct. 2/3
The French Officers at Albama invited the Creek headman
to a talk .^t that fort. 1775 .A-dair Anter. Ind. 2 A large body
of the English Indian traders, on their way to the Choktah
country, were escorted by a body of Creek and Choktah
warriors. 1789 W. Bartrah Creek 9f Cherokee Indians in

Trans. Amer, Ethnol. Soc, (1853) I II. 1. 11 The Cricks, or, as
they call themselves, Muscoges, or Mu*icojruIqes, are a very
powerful confederacy. 179a — {title) Travels throtigh North
and South Carolina,, .the extensive territoriesof the Musco-
guiqes or Creek confederacy, and the country of theChactaws.
i8a8 Eucycl. Metrap. (1B45) XIX. 543/2 1 he Lower Creek
Indians. 1837 Penny Cyci. VIII. i^ft'i Creek Indians were,
at the beginning of the present century, one of the most power-
ful native tribe* within the limits of the United States of
America, tgai Hist. Amer. Lit. 1. 11. t. 209 Gaily dressed
Creeks, quite oriental in appearance.

Creek-bottom. 0,S, [Cbrkk sb,^ a b.] Level
ground beside a stream or brook.
1631 Peck Guide /or Etnigrants »i- 9i {.keetding) River

and Creek Bottoms. 1857 Olmstfd Journ. Texas (1861)
81 The soil of the creek-lrattoms bears good cotton. 1858
TexAS Aim. 78 The timber.. is chiefly confined to the river

and creek bottoms.^ 1874 Ecclestom Circuit Rider vt. 45,
I will open that crtck bottom, and then I shall make some
money.

Creeklet. Add: 2. A small stream, rivnlet

(See Ckeek sb."^ 2 b.) Colonial.
1884 Brackem Lays o/Mapri 91 One small creeklet, day

by day, murmurs.

Creep^ ib. Add

:

7. Geol. (Of. 3.) A gradual movement of dis-

integrated rock due to atmospheric changes, water,

etc ; the slow displacement of strata or the earth^s

crust by expansion or contraction, or under com-
pressive strain ; more explicitly continental^ crusty

tangential creep,

1903 'I'. M. Reade EvoL Emrth Structurt it 45 The t«o-
gential creep and ridging up. Ibid. \x. 134 The horizontal
expansion, .will prodace, by small increments and minor
alternations, a creep, ending in an anticlinal fold. 1904 tr.

Suess' Face of Earth I. 115 'ITiose cases of overthnisting
which are distinguished from faults under the name of
Wechul or Schldchten in Germany, and known in England
as creeps. 1906 Chauberlin & Salisbury Geol. III. 312
Continental creep along the iteep slope between the con-
tinental platforms and the oceanic basins.

8. Of a bar of steel, etc. : A very slow increase

in length under excessive stress. Cf. *Ceeep v. 8.

X9a4 F. C. Lea in Proe. Inst. Mech. Engin. II. 1066 At
stresses slightly above this the creep was continuous and
the bar broke. Ibid, 1073 It will thus stand a higher stress

without creep. X9a8 Daily Express 29 June 6 investiga-
tions are being made into the 'creeps in metals.

9. The slip of the belt on the pulley drum, or
wheel over which it runs.

1909 W. C. Unwin Machine Design i. 448 Creep of belt.

10. A creeping motion between the rim of a
wheel and a rubber tyre. Cf. *Cbeep v, ii.

1908 VVesttn. Gaz. 5 Mar. 4/3 The rims of the R. W. wheel
allow no creep with a properly inflated tyre.

Creep, v. Add :

4. e. Ofsalts in solution: To rise in crystals upon
the sides of the containing vessel.

1900 Nature 4 Oct. 563/1 Dr. Tronton gave a short
account of his experiments on the creeping of liquids, and
OD the surface tendons of mixtures. He has found that the
lendewcy of certain_ liquids to creep up the sides oi their
containing vessels is due to stich liquids being mixtures.
l^ W. K. CoorSR Prim. Batteries 195 Wl)en evapora.
tion ofa salt takes place in a glass vessel, crystals form on
the vessel near the surface of the solution ; and . . tlie crystals
grow upwards and finally grow over the top of the vesstJ.

This 'creeping', as it is termed, is avoided in Leclanch^
cells by dipping the tops of the glass pots into ozokerite or
paraffin wax, 1911 T. Mather Ayrton's Pract. Electr. 194
Their compactness, portability, freedom from all creeping of
the salts.

8. Also, to increase very gradually in length under
excessive stress-

1899 J. A. EwiNG Strength Mater. 34 When a load ex.
ceeding the elastic limit is applied the strain which occurs
at once is followed by a continued 'creeping' or supple-
mentary deformation. 1911 — in Encycl. Brit. XXV.
1014/1 The elastic limit is the point.. at which a tendency
to creep is first seen. 1924 F. C. Lea in Proc. Inst. Mech.
Eng. 1 1. 1053 The problem is to find the safe stress at which
the material will not change form or creep. Ib^. 1072 At
11.40 a.m. on the nth the specimen had crept 0*2 millimetre,
but at 11.40 a.m. on the 14th the creeping had ceased.

10. Of soil, etc. : To be gradually moved or
dislocated.

1843 J. Phillips in Rep. Brit. -4jj«:. (1844) 61 This seemed
to be the result of a 'creeping* movement of the particles
of rock along the planes of cleavage. 1855 — Man. Geol.
85 Thus the mica and chlorite which generally meet the
surfaces of lamination, appear to have been shouldered
about, without being fused, twisted in their structural planes,
and subject to that curious minute folding which is often
observed as one of the eflFects of cleavage structure in
delicate and pliable shells in slates, for which the term ' creep

'

was used by the author in 1843.

11. Of a rubber tyre. (Cf. *Creep sb. 10.)

1903 Motoring Ann. 300 It is claimed for the Collier tyre
that it cannot possibly creep, 1908 IVestm. Gaz. 25 Feb.
4/2. I understand that they have a great tendency to creep.

12. Of a belt or rope : To slip or slide backwards
on the pulley. (Cf. *Cbeep sb. 9.)
192* F. V. Hrr2EL5tf//Ctf'/z'0'(?rj 124 A poorly made belt

..will creep more and cause more wear than a good belt.

Creepage (krrped^). [f. Cbsbf z/. + -a6e.]
Gradual movement,
1903 Electr, World ^ Engin, 7 Nov. 777 (Cent. D. Suppl.

S.V. Oil-thro7ver) Special oil throwers are provided to prevent
the creepage of oil along the shaf^.

Creeper. Add: 2. C (Earlier U.S. example.)
2849 D. J. Bkowne Amer. Poultry i'd. (1855) 71 Creepers,

so called from the shortness of their legs ..are rather to be
considered as accidental deformities collected from un-
healthy families of Bantams.
IL b. creeper bridge, rope, a bridge or rope

of twisted creepers stretched across a tropical river

;

creeper chain Minings an endless chain fitted with
grips or hooks for traction of mine-cars, etc
189s H. W. Hughes Coal-mining 383 No better appliance

has been introduced for minimising the cost of conveying
tubs about the heapstead than that known as the 'finger
or 'creeper* chain. ..It consists ofan endless chain travelling
under the tubs, provided at intervals with vertical projecting
pieces of iron fastened tothe links. x9i^Westm,Gaz. 16 Jan.
5/3 A creeper rope tied from bank to bank. 1909 Ibid. 30
Dec 5/4 We finally managed to get another creeper bridge
between the island and the opposite bank, and hauled the
women and children to a place of safety.

12. A pupil in the tea-planting trade in Ceylon.
1893 Field 8 Apr. 510/3 ' Creepers ', as they are called, are

constantly coming out to learn tea. 1894 Standard 2 Jan.
5 A 'creeper', it seems, is the technical term for a pupil
whose parents pay a high premium to have him taught the
art and mystery of tea-planting in Ceylon. 19*1 Ld. F.
Hamilton Htre^ There <y Everywhere ii. 48 [In Ceylon]
Planters are divided locally into three categories: the
managers,. . the assistants, . .and the premium-pupils, known
as 'creepers*.

13. Cricket, A ball which keeps low after

pitching.
i9a7 Daily Tel. 14 June 6/1 A 'creeper* from Larwood

got rid of Twining.

Hence Oree'pared ///. a., having (Virginia)

creeper growing on the walls; Cree*perle8s a.,

destitute of this ornament.
18^ Pall Mall Gaz. 20 July 3/3 Down in the hollow is

a glimp«ie of the creepered farmhouse. 1904 H. G. Wells
Pood ofGods I. ii. I I The little house was creeperless. 1906
Galsworthy Man of Property i. vii, The creepered trellis

round the garden. i9«x — To Let kl ix, The moonlight.,
fell..on the windows of the creepered house.

Creepie. 2. U.S. (Example.)
1871 SciiKLE DE Verk Americanisms (187a) 380 A tailless

fowl is in Pennsylvania called a bunty^ and a small speckled
kind a cre<y>y (S. S. Haldeman).

Creeping, ///. a. Add : 2. a. Applied to a
flaw or crack in steel.

sgos Daily Chron, i May 6/3 From an examination of the
broken parts a 'creeping' flaw was found in the croes-
section. 1914 H. Bbkarlv Case-hardening Steel 110 Such
cracks, generally spoken of as 'creeping cracks \ are not
often found in brittle material.

b. CreepingJesus ^ a person who slinks about or
hides himself from fear of being ill-treated, slang,
C1818 Blakb Everlasting Gospel "WVs. (1927) 137 If he

{sc. Christ] had been Antichrist, Creeping Jesus, He'd have
done any thing to please us. 1817 — Lett. Ibid. 1138 God
keepyou and mefromthedivinityofyesand notoo—theyea,
nay, creeping Jesus. 1871 Pulman Rustic Sketches (ed. 3)
88 Creeping-jesus, applied to a person who seeks to hide
himself in pursuit of sport orotherwise, 'Jack crawled aader
the weeld ducks lik' a creeping-jesus*.

C. Creeping barrage (Mil.): see *Babeagk and
add quot.
1919 G. K. RosB 2/4th Oxf. ^ Bucks Lt. In/ty. 129 Our

methods of attack . . consisted, broadly speaking, in the
advance of lines of Infantry behind a creeping barrage.

d. Creepingparalysis: locomotor sitaxiA. M^ofig.
1913 DoRLANU Med. Diet. (ed. 7) s.v. Paralysis, 1946

W. D££PiMC Sorrell 4- Son, i. iii. n He remembered that he

had won his M.C. by ' doing something * as a protest against
the creeping paralysis of intense fear.

Creepy-CrawljT, «• Add : Also transf. and

fig. Sneaking, servile
;
(of feelings, etc.) full of

eerie or uncanny suggestion. Also as sb, pi, A
creepy-crawly feeling.

1S9X Lucas Maj,kt iVages of Sin vii. iii, I'm ever so
hungry, and there's cold creepy-crawl ies running up my legs.

1903 Daily Chron. 5 Dec. 4/5 The creepy-crawly atmo-
sphere of ' Wuthering Heights '. 1907 Ibid, i Apr. 4/4 His
way is mostly the creepy.crawly way. ..There's nothing
heroic, or splendid, or even dignified, about his methods.

Creme (krfm, krif^m). Also creme, [Fr., =
Cbeam sb.''\

1. A name for various syrupy liqueurs, as crime
de menthe (peppermint), crime tie vanille^ crime de
noyati. (Cf. Cream sb,"^ 2 e.)

189a Encycl. Pract, Cookery (ed, T. F, Garrett) I. 477/r
Crimes, a French term applied to certain cordials and
liqueurs, to indicate the cream-like smoothness of these
manufactures. 1899 CasselPs Did. Cookery 382/2 Noyau,
or Creme de Noyau, is a sweet cordial flavoured with bitter
almonds. 1903 Daily Mail 11 Sept. 3/3 Creme de menthe,
with its strong peppermint flavour, is the one almost exclu-
sively favoured by ladies.

2. Meat, fish, or vegetables, baked in white sauce
and covered with bread-crumbs.
(1901 C. H. Sknn Neiu Cent. Cookery Bk. 307 Petites

Crfemes de Veau ^ 1' Ecarlate.)

3. Phr. Crime de la crimej the ^lite, the very pick
of society.
i860 Once a Week 28 July 119/2 The elders—the crime de

la crime, or those initiated into the highest mysteries of the
sect. 1867 S. W. Baker Nile Tribui. xvii. 451 The society
in this district was not crime de la crime. 1898 Farjeon
Miriam Rozella xi, Need I say that he and Lady Laverock
move in the best society, and are crime de la crime?

Grexanopliobia (kremn^fJu-bia), Fatk. [mod.
L., i. Gr. KpT/^yos overhanging cliff: see -phobia.]
Morbid dread of precipices or steep places.
X003 Borland Med. Diet. (ed. 3).

Creodonta (kn^Jd^rnta), sb, pi, [mod.L., f.

Gr. Kpias flesh + oZovr-j odovs tooth.] A group of
extinct carnivorous mammals, whose remains are

found in the Eocene and Miocene. Anglicized
Creodont (krr^Td^nt), sb, and a.

1883 W. H. Flower in Encycl. Brit. XV. 442/1 The sub-
order Creodonta, x8qi Flower & Lydekker Mammals
607 The more typical Creodonts appear ..to be ., closely
related to the true Carnivora. 1903 H, Johnston Brit.
Mammals 11$ note, NoCreodont. .has ever been discovered
which possessed more than three true molars. Ibid. 188 The
Creodont Carnivores.

Creolism. Delete Obs. and add quot.

_
\9ax Atlienxmn 7 Oct, 484/1 Though he had been bom

in Misiones (Paraguay), yet, as tlie son of a lieutenant-
governor of a department and removed to Spain at an early
age, he did not suffer from the disabilities of creolism.

Creolized(krf"vl9izd),/'//.a. [-ed^.] Natural-
ized in the West Indies.
x88o Cable Grandissimes iii. 20 The most thoroughly

Creolized Am^ricain.

Creosotal (kr«?stfu*tai). [f. Creosote sb. + -al.]

A mixture of phenol carbonates prepared from
creosote, used as an internal antiseptic.

1899 Nature 15 June 154/2 The treatment of phthisis by
guiacol carbonate and creosotal. t^io Encycl. Brit, VII.
410/1 In phthisis creosote is now superseded by both its

carbonate (creosotal). .and by guiacol itself. 1908 Kinczktt
Chem. Encycl. (ed. 4), Creosote Carbonate (also known under
the commercial name of 'creosotal '),

Creosote* sb. 2. Add: creosote-plant (earlier

U.S. example),
1854 J. R. Bartlett Personal Narr, I. iv. 94 Rosin wood,

or creosote plants a most disgusting, strong>snielling shrub.

Crepe« sb. Add examples ofmore recent fabrics.

X907 Daily Chron. 15 July 8/^ The crepe de soie ..is of
the plainer kind, without a prmted border. 1923 Weekly
Dispatch 11 Feb. 15 This dinner gown of amber crepe
Romain. I9>3 Daily Mail 14 Feb. 6 A very pretty gown
of blue crepe romaine. Ibid. 19 Apr. 8 The bride's gown
was of white crepe perle. 1925 Good Housekeeping Apr.
142/3 The crepe twist lofacetate silk]. 1928 Sunday Express
8 July 3 Crepe malika, a lovely material, . . is one of the few
innovations which are finding favour with the most im-
portant dress artists.

2. In full cr^e rubber'. Indiarubber rolled into

thin sheets with a corrugated surface.

1907 Brit. Trade Jml. i Sept. in W. H. Johnson Para
Rubber ii^bg) 117 After the crepe rubber has left the vacuum
drier. Ibtd. 118 The first packing of the crepe in the box.

1909 W. H. Johnson Para Rrtbber{ed. 2) 114 The manu^
facture of crepe rubt>er .. consists in passing the freshly

coagulated rubber through a washing macliine. 1914 U.
Brown Rubber 75 The corrugated sheet known as crepe...

The crepe rubber, after drying, is sometimes converted into
blocks by submitting it to pressure in steel moulds.

3. Comb. : cr6pe paper, a thin crinkled paper
resembling crepe.
1915 Chemists' Windows 27 Crepe paper or plain stiflf

matt-rials have enough 'body' to remain m pleat,

Crepeline (kr^t-paUn). Also crepoline. [Fr.,

dim. of crSpe Crepb,] A light thin material of silk

or silk and wool used for women's dresses.

i88a Cauij'eild A Saward Diet. Needlework 93/2 Cripe-

line^ Cripan, or Crnpe Cloth^ a dress material, having a
silken surface, much resembling crape, but considerably

thicker. 1898 Daily News 10 Dec. 6/3 Another novelty is

crepoline cloth,, .as soft as cashmere. 1909 I'f^'estm. Gax.

9 Oct. 15/x Crepolines, silk combined with wool.
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Cr^pinette (krtripine-t). [Fr., dim. of cr//>zfie :

see Cbepine 2.] Minced meat wilh sauce or farce,

wrapped in pieces of pork caul.

1907 EscoFFiER Afad. Cookery 462 Shape the cripinettes

thus fonned rectangularly. X91X Francatelli's Mod. Cook
331 Crepinettes of Partridge & la d'Estaing. 1926 Mrs.
MayshalVs Cookery Bk. 142 Brush over the crepinettes

with a little warm thin glaze.

Crdpin^ (kr^'-piq), vbh sh,

1. The cnmping or frizzing of hair.

1889 Daily News 30 Dec. 6/6 The mistake of too tightly

crimping—or, to use the new word, craping—the hair.

2. The production of crepe rubber.

1909 W. H. Johnson Para Rubber (ed, 2) 123 A large size

pair of breaking.up and crcping machines.

Crepis (krrpis). [L. cripis, a. Gr. xprjiris base,

foundation, the plant ox-tongue.]

1. Bot, A plant of the cichoraceous genus so

named, the cultivated species of which have pink,

white, light-purple, or orange flowers.

xS*a hovDOH Eruyci.Gart/entMg- {i82^)Gcn. Index, Crepis,
..of easy culture. 1904 R. J. Farrer Garden Asia 246
Twinkling gold of crepis. 1919— Engl. Rock-Garden 1. 243
No Crepis is worthy ofadmission to the rock-garden, .except
the following : C. tncisa.

.

; C. rubra.. ; and C. lagoseris.

2. Biol, A sponge-spicule forming the central

axis of a desma,
1909 E. A. MiNcHiN sponges 134 Each desma Is formed

typically by secondary deposits of silica upon a true spicule
termed the crepis or foundation.

Cresce'ndo, v, [f. the sb.] intr. To increase
gradually in loudness or intensity.
X900 \Vestm. Gas. 2 July 2/1 A faint whir crescendoes

rapidly into the shrill whoop of a steam-siren. 1901 Ibid.
12 Nov. 2/1 The troliy-cars, with their booming note which
crescendoes up the scale with increasing speed and dimi-
nuendoes with the slackening of it. 1903 R. Langbridgb
Flame

(S- Flood xvi, A bubbling torrent of vituperation that
crescendoed as she leapt in air.. and decrescendoed, as.,
she turned awaj\ 1927 Daily Express 24 Oct. 10/^ *The
season '. .starts in November, crescendoes to its height in
January and February, to die away in April,

Crescent, sb. 6. Add :

More fully, crescent btm^ roll. (Cf. *CR0lS3ANr.)
1899 Daily News 23 Sept. 3/1 Ciescent rolls and hot milk.

Crescent, a. Add :

2. b. The Crescent City^ New Orleans. Hence
Crescent citizen^ a native of New Orleans. U.S.
Crescent City 0/ the Northwest, Galena in Illinois (De

Vere Amer. 663).

183s J. H. Ingraham Souih.West I. 01, I have termed
New Orleans the Crescent city,., from its being builtaround
the segment ofa circle formed by a graceful curve ofthe river.

1851 A. O. Hall Manhatlaner in N. Orleans 64 Your true-
blooded Crescent citizen, 1854 Mavne Reid Hunters' Feast
\. 7 Most ofthem were the annual birds of passage from New
Orleans, . . sojourning here till the cold frosty winds ofNovem-
ber should drive that intruder \sc. yellow fever] from the
'crescent city '. iBgo Congress. Rec. 27 May 5349/1 That
majestic inland sea, whose importance, .gives to the ' Cres-
cent City' the second position in the list of export cities of
the western hemisphere. 1909 Springfield Weekly Republ.
ji Mar. I He never was in New Orleans, and.. the president
was in the Crescent City about a month ago.

CrescOgraph. (kre-skfUgraf). [Badly f. L.
c7-esc-ire to grow + -o-

+

-graph.] An instrument
invented by Sir Jagadis Chunder Bose for recording
the rate of growth in plants. .

1917 J. C. BosE in Proc. R. Soc. B. (1919) XC. 364 The
High Magnification Crescograph. x^iS-i^ — Life Move-
vients in Flantsl-ll. 157 High Magnification Crescograph.
/bid. i6g Magnetic Crescograph. /bid. 255 Balanced Cresco-
graph.

Cress (kres), V. [Cf. cress, var. Crease z;.2]

trans. To raise a rib on (an edge tool). Hence
Cre'sser, an operative who does tiiis. So Cressed
///. a.f (of a metal tube) reduced slightly in

diameter at the end,
1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 254.

Cre'Stedness. [f. Crested a.] The property
of having a crest.

X849 D. j. BR0WNE^7;«r. Poultry Yd. (1855) 57 The hens,
too, vary in their degree of crestedness, some not having
above half a dozen feathers in their head dress,

Crestless, a. Add

:

2. gen. Without a tuft, top, ridge, or the like.
S908 A. S, M. Hutchinson Once Aboard the Lugger \. n.

33 it welled, rose deeply; .. crestless, flinging no intoxi-
cating spume. X908 DailyChron. 31 Aug. 7/3 Great shiny
blue crestless jays flitted over the scrub.

Cretaceons, a. Add : B. sb. (with the). Geol.

The Cretaceous system or period.
zpo6CHAMBRRLiN & SALISBURY Gitf/. III. i6o In the Black

Hills, the Cretaceous has in some places a thickness of no
more than 1000 feet. /bid. 162 The Appalachian mountains,
..which had been reduced to a peneplain by the close of the
Cretaceous. 1910 Encycl. Brit. VI I. 415/1 There is a very
general unconformity and break between the Lower and
Upper Cretaceous, /bid., With the opening of the Cre-
taceous in Europe there commenced a period of marine
transgression.

Cretacic (krftse-sik), a. and sb. Geol. = Cre-
taceous a. and *sb.

1887 Amer. Naturalist XXI. 449 Total thickness of the
Cretacic of the West, about four thousand nine hundred feet.

Cretan (krrtan), a. and sb. [ad. L. Cretdnus.
The forms used in the various translations of the
Bible are, in Acts ii. 11 Cretes (Geneva and A,V.),
in Titus i. 1 2 Cretayns (Tindale and Coverdale),

Cretyans (Cranmer), Cretians (Geneva and A,V,);
Rheims and Douay have CretensianSy and R.V.
Cretans in both places,] A. adj\ Of or belonging
to the island of Crete in the Mediterranean. B. sb.

A native of Crete.

Cretan bull, the bull beloved by Pasiphae. Cretan carrot,
the plant Atkajnanta cretensiSy used in medicine. Cretan
hemp, bastard hemp.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shrew i. i. 175 When with his knees

he kist the Cretan strond. 1654 Ogilby Vi>gil, Bucoticks
v. 24 Ho/^, That excellent Cretan Archer. €\^^ Encycl. Brit.

(1797) V. 532/2 In order to distinguish the true Cretans from
strangers, they were named Eteocretes, 18x9 Shelley Peter
Belts^dui. xiii, Lunches and snacks so aldermanic.. Where
reigns a Cretan-longued panic. 1820 — CEd. Tyr. ti. ii. 3
What though Cretans old called thee City-crested Cybele?
x8ax Campbell (Htle) Song of HybrJas the Cretan. 1841 De
QuiNCKY /iomer ^ Homeridae Wks. 1863 V. 325 A Cretan
mountaineer, /bid. 327 Identifying Homer himself as in
some measure a Cretan by his habits of life. 1874 Hardy
Farfr. Mad. Crowd xxv. He was perfectly truthful toward
men, but to woman lied like a Cretan. 1915 Edin. Rev.
Jan. 127 Compare the Cretan and Dionysiac Oreibasiai or
ftlountain-Rites.

Cretin. Add : Also transf. (see quots.)-
1933 R. C. PuNNETT I^lendelistn ng One of the best-pedi-

greed of all sports is the * cretin sweet-pea, a monstrous
form so called from its fancied resemblance to a gaping
mouth with a protruding tongue, /bid. 124 Again there is

a peculiar monstrous form of flower known as the cretin.,
which is recessive to the normal flower.

Cretinoid (krf-tinoid), a. [See -OID,] Resem-
bling a cretin or cretinism.
1873S1RW. Gull in rra«j.C/m. .9^^.(1874) VII. 180 (^/V/if)

On a Cretinoid State supervening in Adult Life in Women.
x886 Buck^s //andbk, Med. Set. II. 20 Myxoederaa. .Creti-
noid disease,

Creusot (kr^'zo). A gun made by the Schneider
Company at Le Creusot, Saone-et-Loire, France.
1899 Daily News 11 Dec. 7/7 Putting one big Creusot and

one Howitzer out of action. 1901 ' Linesman Words Eye-
witness (1902) 99 A 96-pounder Creusot gun.. .The Creusot
and the pom-pom.

Crevasse, sb. 2. U.S. Add earlier example.
KXsofig.
xSia BrackENRiDGE Vie7vs Louisiana (1814) 179 The terrors

excited by a crevasse or breaking of the levee. 1879 G. W.
Cable Old Creole Days (1905) 104 The Anglo-American
flood that was presently to burst in a crevasse of immigra-
tion upon the delta.

Crevecoeur (krg*vk6r), [Fr,, - break-heart.]
A variety (usually black) of the domestic fowl of
French origin, resembling the houdan in body, but
characterized by a comb consisting of two large

coral-red horns. Also abbrev, Cr^ve (crSve).
1855 Poultry Chron. 1 IL 285 The Crevecoeur fowls. Ibid.

2B6 The Crevecoeurs exhibited at Baker Street. 1872-4
L, Wright ^^. Poultry 415 The Creve is the bulkiest in
appearance of all the French races, i^-^ DailyNews % Oct.
2/2 The pretty Houdans and Crevecceurs. X904 S. W.
'1'homas in L. Wright's Bk, Poultry (ed. Ludlow) 452/1
The spiral crest is gone, and so is the Creve comb. /bid.

456/1 The very finest Creves even now attain greater size
than the largest Houdans.

Crevette (krave*t). [Fr., = shrimp.] A deep
shade of pink, shrimp-pink.
1884 CasselCs Fam. Mag. May 371/1 Blues, greens..

salmon-pink, and the deeper crevette, or shrimp-pink. 1890
Daily Ne^vs 5 July 3/^ Costumes of the colours known as
crevette and eau-de-Nil,

Crevicing (kre*visit)), vbL sb. (See quots, and
Crevice sb. \ b.) Also attrib.

1876 Joaquin Miller First Families xv. 127 A lot of

f)icks and pans, and torn irons, and crevicing spoons, that
ay up agamstthe wall. 1886 Anderson Prospector's Hand-
book 117 Crevicing—Collecting gold in the crevices of rock.
1888 C. D. Fehguson Exp. Forty-niner ix. 129 It was all

crevicing, that is, working the crevices in the rocks.

Criant(kr3i-ant, ||kr?an), a. [a. F. rr/(7«^ crying,

loud, pr. pple. oi crier to Cut.] *Loud', garish,
1876 • OuiDA * Winter City i, A criant bit of furniturehurt

her as the grating of a false quantity hurts a scholar. 1884
Tablet 805/1 (Stanf.) There is nothing garish or criant in
either of these canvases.

Criard (krai-aad, ||kr/ar). [Fr.] = prec.
1924 Blackw. Mag. June 774/1 Man and label were equally

criard. /bid. Aug. 237/1 The palace furniture was equally
criard.

Crib, sb. Add

:

10. b. The enclosure for trapped fish in a pound-
net. U.S.
1873 Rep. U.S. Fish Commission i. 264 The pound-nets.,

have several parts, termed the * leader , the 'heart*, the
'pot', 'bowl', or 'crib', and the 'tunnel*. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. Suppl., Crib (Fishing), the bowl or pound of a
Pound Net.

14. 6^^^. (Earlier example.)
1776 C. Carroll jFrnl. (1845) 47 The smaller rafts are

called cribs.

20. crib-bite v., to have the practice or habit of
crib-biting ; crib-breakwater U.S., a breakwater
made of cribwork ; crib-bridgo, a bridge whose
piers are formed of cribs (see Crib sb, 13) ; crib-
oraoker slang, a burglar (see Crib sb, 3 b); crib-
dam U.S., a dam formed of cribs ; crib-muzzle,
a muzzle worn by a horse to prevent crib-biting.
1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 229 He continued to

•crib-bite or wind-suck in spite of it. 1879 Rep. Chiefof
Engineers, U.S. Army II. 1588 (Knight) *Crib breakwater.
1899 Westfu. Gaz. 8 Oec. a/i What military engineers call
a '*crib ' bridge. 1879 Punch 3 May aoi/i A bludgeon as

big Asa *crib-cracker's nobby persuader. 1883 G. R. Sims
How the PoorLive ii, His talents as a 'cribcracker ' and his
adventures as a pickpocket 1906 Daily Chron. 5 Dec. 6/6
The house is adequately protected against burglars and is
proof against the amateur crib-cracker. 185a Punch 9 Oct.
161/1 He,. From cly-faking to *crib-cracking turned. 1877
Rep. Chief of Ordnance, U.S.A. 354 (Knight) *Crib dam.
1884 Knight i?iV/. Mech. Suppl., *Crib j1/«2a/# (Manage), a
muzzle used to correct the equme habit of cribbing.

Crib, V. Add :

2. c. To place (Indian corn) in a crib. U.S.
174s Macsparran Diary 41 Harry finished cribbing ye

corn. 1779 Narrag. Hist. Reg. 1. 95 Cribbed our corn.
1831 Peck Guide for Emigrants \i. 151 The value of the
crop, then, before it is cribbed, is one hundred and twenty-
five dollars. 1874 Eggleston Circuit Rider L 17 Now,
boys, crib your corn.

CribeUam (kribe'lcm), Zool. [L. cribellum,
dim. of cribrum sieve.] An additional spinning
organ, having numerous fine pores, situated in front

ofthe spinnerets in certain spiders. Also Crl'bel-
lated a,, having a cribellum.
x888 Rolleston & Jackson Forms Anim. Life 524 note.

In a few Spiders a cliitinoid plate, the cribellum, lies in
front of the spinnerets. 19x6 T. H. Savory Brit. Spiders
97 The liritish cribellatcd spiders.

Cribo (krai'bf?, Vri'ho). [Native name.] A large
West Indian snake, Spilotes corais.
X871 KiNCSLEY At Last li, This snake.. has no power

against another West Indian snake, almost equally common,
namely, the Cribo. 1918 W. H. Hudson Far Away tCii. 176
The Cribo of Martinique, .kills and swallows the deadly
fer-de-lance.

Cricllton (krai'tan"). The surname of James
Crichton of Climie (1560-85?), a Scottish prodigy
of intellectual and knightly accomplishments

;

qualified by admirable, it is used allusively for any
man who excels in all kinds of studies and pursuits.

Hence Admirable Cricktonism\ also Crichto'nian
adj.

The epithet which became traditional was first applied in
'\q\ik\%\.qx\^% Heroes Scoti{\bo-^ ^\ lacobusCritoniusClunius,
Musarum pariter ac Martis alumnus, omnibus in studiis,
ipsis ctiam Jtalisadmirabilis. In English it appeared first in
Urquhart's_7rzf^/(i652) 112 The admirable Crichtoun..did
. .present himself to cpilogate this his almost extemporaneaa
Comedie.
x8ia T. Amyot Life of Windham I. 139 [Windham] was

the admirable Crichton of his age and country, a 1845
Barham /ngol. Leg. Ser. 111. Brothers of Birckittgton, Like
a small boy at Eton, Who's not quite a Crichton. 1889
Blackw. Mag. CXLVI. 707/1 'I'fae.. endless resource and
Admirable Crichtonism of Robert Hazel, 1800 Punch 11

Jan. 1 5/2 A Igy. . . You lucky dog, you possess all the accom-
plishments 1 lack! Jim. ..Oh, nonsense I Why, you're
making me out a regular Crichton ! 1900 Academy 3 Feb.
99/2 Matthew, the self-taught, listening intelligently to a
German song while he is swimming, is a little too Crich-
tonian.

Cricket, j3.2 Add:
1. b. Used allusively for : Fair play, honourable

dealings with opponents and rivals. To play
cricket', to act fairly, to play the game. Not
cricket : not playing the game ; not fair, straight,

honourable, or sporting.
1900 Westm. Gaz. 5 June 2/2 We should be very much sur-

prised if the Duke really thought that to dissolve would be
•cricket*, /bid. 31 July 1/3 We believe that the feeling is

very widespread that it would not be ' cricket * to get back
to power again as the result of an appeal to the country.
1911 W. Dk Morgan Likely Story 313 It is scarcely fair
play to make a merit of patience— isn't cricket, as folk say
nowadays.^ 2922 Daily Mail 14 Nov. 10, I appeal to the
Conservatives to do what is patriotic and honourable and
to play * cricket ', 1930 Van Dine Scarab Murder 20 It
didn't seem cricket to leave the poor devil there.

Grickle (krik'I), v. [Echoic] intr. To make
a sharp, thin sound ; to make a succession of sharp
sounds. Hence Cri'ckle sb,

1883 Stallybrass tr. Grimm's Teut. Myth. III. 929 You
hear him [jc. the wild hunter] bluster in the air, so that it
' crickles and crackles '. 1936 U. F. Ch. Mission Rec. Aug.
361/1 There ran a crickle of wind in the thatch.

Crickle-crackle, Delete -^Obs. and add :

191^ W. J. Locke Fortunate Youth xiii, I like to feel that
He's in the wind or in the crickle-crackle of the earth.

Cri de COSUr (kr^dkor). [Fr., = * cry of heart*.]

An utterance of distress or anguish.

1930 7f»A« o' London^s Weekly 15 Mar. gig From first to
last It is a crt de coeur. 1930 Punch 23 Apr. 450 Until I read
the cri de cocur from Soviet Russia , . I had not realized
how difficult it must be in a Communistic country . . to adver<
tise.

Crime, sb. 4. Add : crime sheet, in the army,
a list in which the names of offenders and their

offences are entered.

xjiS D. O. Barnktt Lett. 41 Spent the morning fillingnp
' crime sheets' with all their offences. 1917 Empey Front
Fire Step 150 The Sergeant-Major keeps what is known as
the Crime Sheet. When a man commits an ofience, he is

'Crimed '—that is, his name, number, and offence is entered
on the Crime Sheet.

Crime, v. Delete rare and add : Now in army
use.

1917 [see prec.]. 19*9 C. E. Montague \n Mercury Stor^
Bk. 178 You know, Sergeant, the sort of a squadroon it is

where a man's never crimed.

Crim.ean (kraimran), a. [f. Crimea^ name of

a peninsula lying between the Sea of Azov and
the Black Sea, the chief seat of a war (1854-6)
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between Russia and Turkey (with its allies).]

Crimean shirty a shirt worn by colonials in the

Australian bush.

1895 ' R- BoLDREWooD ' Crooktd Stick iii. 80 A young man,
whose Crimean sliirt and absence of necktie denoted.. the

presumed abandon of bush life. 1927 Bennett Christison

X. no Christison gave Mickey a Crimean shirt.

Crillies (kwimz), int. Lattr modification of

Crimine.
1874 Slang Did. S.V. Crikey. 1891 Farmer Slmng^

Crimini, Criminey, or Crimes. i9»9 Raymond Ftuuily that

was H. ii, Crimes I I'm moving in the Upper Ten, I think.

Crinxinaloid (kri*minaloid). [f. Criminal sb,

+ -OID.] A man with a tendency towards crime ;

a first offender as opposed to a habitual criminal.

189s LoMBROSO Female Offeuiter 308 A middle type

between criminalolds and born criminals. 1909 IVesim.

Gaz. 5 Jan. 2/1 The common incarceration of offenders

manufactures thecriminal out of the juvenile, the criminaloid

and the single offender.

Crimmer : see *Krimmer.

Crimp, sb.^ Add : L b. A fold or crease. Also

collect. U.S.
1874 Rep. V^ermont Board Agric. II. 410 Fineness of fiber

can be judged by its appearance to the eye, by its feeling

when touched and by its fineness of crimp. Ibid. 411 Style

of wool is ju<igcd by its crimpj the Dumber of crimps to

an inch of very fine wool is from twenty-seven to twenty-

nine. Z9xa Sandburg Ulabs Sunburnt Weil 10 If these

bother respectable people with the right crimp in their nap-

kins, .forgive us.

o. To put a crimp in or into : to do something to

thwart or block. U.S. slang.

1896 G. Ade Artie xii. 106 They'll put a crimp in him if

things come their way, 19x1 H. S. Harrison Queedxx-v,

321 They never forgive a man who puts a crimp into the

party. 1918 Nation (N.V.) 7 Feb. 166 i All plans passed

through their hands, and they took particular pleastue in

putting a crimp into the Fire God.
Jig. 1919 H. L. Wii-soN Ma Pettengill viiL 256 It put a
crimp into bis sunny nature—all this armed pursuit of him.

Crimp, a. Add : 3. b. (See quot.)

1904 Technol, ^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchijd & Tweney),
Critfip Cloth^ a form of cotton weaving in which longitudinal

sections of the cloth are uniformly crimped or crinkled

purposely.

Crimper^. 2. C. (Earlier example.)

1877 f^Liz. S. Phelps Story ofAvis ii. 31, I think I could

have patented a crimper that would make a simpler system
of punctuation in your finger than this.

Crimping, f^/.j^.l 3. Add: Crimping board.

1837 W. Jenkins Chio Gaz. 158 A last factory, producing

14P00 lasts, 300 boot trees, and 200 crimptng boards per

annum.

Crimple, sb. Substitute Now dial, and 6^.^*.

for Ohs. and add :

1861 C. C. RoBiNsoM Dial. Leeds 278 Where the breadth
of muslin was narrow the ' crimple ' was made by means of

a penknife and the thumb. t88f McLean Ca^e Cod Folks
vi. 131 Teacher, ,, how shiny those crimples in your hair

look, with that streak of sun lighting on 'em I

Crimpy (kri-mpi), a. [f. Crimp a. or v^ + -T 1.]

Having a crimped appearance, frizzy.

1888 (see Crcmf sb.^ i in Diet. J. 1894 Daily Ntrys 34 July

5 7 The special petroleum wa&h dried more quickly..and
felt the hair more crimpy.

Crimsony (kri mzani), a, [f. Cbimson a. -i-

-Y 1.] Somewhat crimson, resembling crimson.
1844 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) V. 17 The crimsony scarlet.

1905 HoLMAN Hlnt Pre.Raph. II. 70 With a crimsony
lustre. 1909 Makgaret B. Sauhders Litany Lane I. vi.

The dim ctimsony browns, the curious blue-greens.

Cirin (krin, llkrsen). [Fr.,= horsehair.] A fabric

made from horsehair alone or combined with vege-

table fibre. Crin v/g^tal, a substitute for horse-

hair made from the fibre of the European and
North African fan-palm, Chamxrops kumilis.
[1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade. Crin, the French name for

horsehair.] 1875 Encycl.Brit, I. 565 /t The most important
fibre is (he crin z'egetal, or vegetable horse hair, produced
from the dwarf palm {Chafmtrops hMmiiis), with which a
vast portion of the uncultivated parts of the country [sc.

Algeria] is covered. 1900 Daily News 9 June 6/6 The crin

or hor&ehair {sometimes called crinoline) hat is jK>ctic

enough. 1900 Traveller^ Aug. 1 122 A big floppy crtn hat,

trimmed with.. black lace. 1909 H''estm. Gaz. 3 June 8/3
There is a large bat of black crin. 19*3 Daily Mail 9 Feb,

XI A similar shape of blue crin straw and satin ribbon.

Crinkled, ppl* <z> Add : crinkled (tissue)

paper, paper crinkled lengthwise, made in various

colours, used for making paper flowers and for

decorative purposes,
1895 Army ,v Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List ^zS Crinkled

ti>sue paper. For making fancy Lamp Shades. 19SI Diet.

Occup. 'lernts (1927) f 559 Crinkled paper machine operator.

Cri'nlde-root. U*S, The two-leaved pepper-

wort, Dentaria diphylla.
1889 Century Diet. 1899 Van Dyke Fislternian's Luck

iv. 74 Crinkle-root is spicy, but you must paruke of it deli-

cately, or it will bite your tongue.

Crinklinesa (kri-i]klines). [t Crinkly 0.+
-NES9.] Crinkly condition.

I9a7 K. A. Frrkman Certain Dr. Thomdyke it. xv,

Mr. Wamploe's advice produced on Polton's countenance a
smile of most extraordir^ary crinkliness.

Crinkly, a. Add : b. Characterized by a suc-

cession of crinkling sounds.
its7 J. Wiisow Nocies Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 330 Does my

voice come from my heart in a crinkly cough, as if the lungs

were rotten? 19x1 Hugh Walpole Mr. Perrin tii, The
white^ crinkly sound of the silk of her dress against the table.

Cno-. Add : Cn-ophore, a statue or other

representation of a figure carrying a ram. So
Crio'phorous a.

X9ax G. A. F. Knight Nile^ Jordan xiii. 160 Criophorous
sphinxes lined the avenues of Thebes and other cities.

Criollo (kri(?-b). [a. Sp. criollo native to the

locality : see Creole.] A variety of cacao-bean.
1908 H. H. Smith Cacao Planting 39 Strong growing

forastero or calabicillo, bearing the finest criollo beans,

fbid.f Good buds from pure criollo stocks. 1929 Encycl.
Brit. V. 947/1 The finest type of bean, the criollo, is grown
in V'eneiuela, Ceylon, Java, Samoa, Madagascar and
Nicaragua ; but in Ceylon, and other places, criollo is being
replaced by forastero. /^V. XXIII. 52/1 There are two
grades of Venezuelan cacao—the criolh or native, and the
trinitario^ or Trinidad.

CripeS (kraips), int. Vulgar perversion of

Christ in the exclamation {By) cripes I (Cf.

*Cbimks.)
19x0 Davis From Selection to City xii. 107 ' By cripes !

*

he gasped, ' I've lost th' cheques ', 19x0 Blackw. A/ag.Jxuic
775/a I'd have put him through ut, be cripes. 19x4 Gals-
worthy ff/iite Monkey 1. Hi, 'Cripes ! Ain't he took bad !

'

>9*9 Sunday Dispatch 13 Jan. a/4 You've sold me a pup I

But, by cripes, HI.. let you have it back. 1930 Priestley
Angel Pavement iv. 177 That's what it was—oh, cripes !

—

awful bole \

Cripple, sb. Add : 3. U.S. (Earlier and later

examples.)
1675 Nem Jersey Arch. (1880) I. 115 The great Swamp or

Cripple which backs the said two Necks of land. 1678 A^«w
Castle Court Rec. 305, 800 acres Called the mussel Cripple.

1679 Ibid. 286 A small slipe of ground stretching.. along the
Kripple towards the fence of the Towne Dyche. 17«> Penn-
sylvania Col. Rec. (1853) III. Ill Through the Swamp and
Cripple. .to Little Hollanders Creek. 183a J. F. Watson
Tales Olden Times 57 Through that cripple browsed the
deer.

6. cripple-timber, a short timber used in posi-

tions where one of the ordinary size would be too

long.
1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Cripple-timber, studding or

scantling used in narrow situations, where they are neces-

sarily shorter than their fellows, as the cripple-studding from
the rafters to the floor-joists in attics finished with a collar*

beam ceiling. A jack-timber.

6. A cattle disease, dial, and Austral.

1897 Penrith Ohs. 7 Dec. (E.D.D.) Ass t'coo doctor what
ails a coo when itil eat a body's kytle, er owt else butgerse
—that's cripple. 19*9 Times i July 15/6 Lack of minerals
in pastures causes innumerable diseases, such as. .'cripples'

..in Australia.

Cripplingly (kri-plir|li), adv. [f. Crippling

///. a. + -LT •^.j So as to cripple or disable.

1899 Daily News 18 Feb. 6/3 The new skirts are very long,

cripplingly so. 19*7 Daily Express 4 Nov. 3/4 Be teelotan
From the point of view of human society the case is un-
answerable. The damage, the cost, the contamination are
cripplingly unbearable.

Crisp, sby Delete \Obs. and add :

6. A banknote or banknotes, slang.

a 1889 Motiem Society (Barrcre & Leland), He. .cashed a
cheque for ^ 100 and handed over the crisp.

7. An overdone piece of anything fried or roasted.

Usually in phr. to a crisp.

187a ' Mask Twain' Sketches 215 Not just frizzled up a
bit, but literally roasted to a crisp f 1899 Mormow Bohem,
Paris 44 It was sometime before Haidon could realize that

he wat not burned to a crisp. 1911 H. S. Harrison Queed
xxi. 258, 1 became absorbed in a book 1 was reading, and
Jim came back to find the bacon a crisp.

8. //. Fried and dried slivers of potato (done up
in a packet).
19*9 Star 21 Aug. 13/3 Potato Crisp Factory.

Crisp, V. Add

:

1. b. To fold (cloth) which has just been woven.
189a in Eng. Dial. Diet. IM7 Daily Tel. 21 June 8 The

cloth may be crisped (folded lengthwise), rolled or lapped.

Crispi-y comb, form of L. crispus Crisp a., as

in CxispifloTal a. , having curled flowers ; Crlspl-

fo'llOTis a., having curled leaves. (B, D. Jackson

1900.)

CriSS (kris). [Variant form of w. midl. dial.

cress^ = Cbease so.^ (sense 3).] The curved top of

the stand on which tiles are made.
i88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 87 Brick. Tile-Maker,

Burner, Dealer. Criss Maker. 19SI Diet. Occup. Terms
(iga?) f ^74 Criss maker (tile making); a carpenter who
makes criss.

Criss-cross, sb. Add

:

2. b. A network of intersecting lines.

1881 C. De Kat Vision of Niiurod vii. (Cent. Diet.) The
country gleaming With silvery crisscross of canals. 1901

Daily Express 28 Aug, 4/6 A great boulevard.. hemmecf in

all round by the criss-cross of narrower streets. 19*8 A.
Bf-Nnett Vanguard \TiyX\. 214 Acriss-cross of streets dotted
with a thousand towers.

C. fig. The state of being at cross-purposes.

1907 Daily Chron. 23 Feb. 3/1 The practice of one manu-
facturing country assisting another with the sinews of war
was described by Mr. Zangwill as 'a lopsy turvy criss-cross,

and Gilbertian '. 1909 Westm. Cax. aoSept. 2/3 The absurd
criss<ross of the authorities who look after us at play-

time.

Crista (Icri'sta). [L,, = crest.] A ridge or crest;

spec, in various anatomical and zoological senses.

1849-50 Wr-ALK Diet. TemtSj Crista^ a crest ; the apex or

highest part of a shrine. 1889 yml. Morph. 111. 300 The

crista, a cord-like ridge running the full length of the dorsal
surface of the capsule,

Cristobalite (kristt^bscbit). [f. the name of

Cerro San Cristobal^ near Pachuca, Mexico : see

-ITE I.] An oxide of silica, Si02 » occurring in small

octahedral crystals.

\9S&Min.Mag. VIII.36 A New Mineral. Cristobalite...

An analysis, .gave 91 per cent, of silica and 6 per cent, of
oxide of iron and alumina. 1980 Brit. Museum Return 144
Artificial minerals (cristobalite, fayalite, rhodonite, apatite,

spinel..) from furnace slags. 19*5 J. Jolv Sur/ace-Hist.
Earth iii. 64 Quartz.. undergoes an allotropic modification
..at atmospheric pressure. It changes into cristobalite

—

which is a low-density form of quartz.

Critter, freq. U.S. dial. var. of Creatube, q.v.

sense 2 b.

1815 D. Humphreys Yankee in Eng. 41 Cooking for the
crew, and taking care of the dum critturs. 1834 S. Smith
Sel. Lett. Downing 86 Bears and wolves and sich kind of

critters. x8sa Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 332 It is a hard
matter to make the critters I speak of ever weigh 200 lbs.

x886 Harpet's Mag. Sept. 582/2 First they wrote home that

it was beautiful—climate and critters arid everything, lyas
* B. M. Bower' Parowan Bonanza vi. 65 She..can slmg
a pack or rope a critter better than lots of men that draw
wages for doing it.

Croak, v. Add

:

5. b. trans. To kill. dial, and U.S. slang.

1877 F. Ross etc Gloss. Hoidemess^ Crooak, . . N. and E.,

to kill. 19x0 E. A. Walcott Open Door vii. 83 ' I never
done it I ' he gasped. ' I never hurt nobody. Who's been
croaked?' 1913 L. J. Vance Baroque xTi-wW. 173 If that ever
got out, sister'd be croaked, and Angelo would get his simul-

taneous. 1930 Punch 36 Feb. 236 It was fairly clear that he
had been croaked.

Croat (kr(7«-set). [ad. mod.L. (pi.) Croatx (F.

Croaiey G, Kroat), ad. Serbo-Croatian Hrvat^

formerly pronounced {^%fwdt\ Cf. Cb.wat (from

a later variety of pronunciation).] A native of the

former Austrian province of Croatia, now forming

part of Yugoslavia ; one of a race descended from
the tribe which occupied that country in the seventh

century, b, A soldier of a former French cavalry

regiment. Hist.
170^ Milit, Diet. (ed. 2), Croat, properly the People of

Croatia: but in France there is a Regiment of Horse so

call'd... These Croats are commanded upon alt desperate

Service. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vi. ii, Brother, you are

absolutely a perfect Croat; but as those havetheir Use in

the Army of the Empress Queen, so you likewise have >ome
Good in you. c 1790 Encycl. Brit. V. 555/" I'lie Croats

derive their origin from the Sclavi. s86a Chavibers^s Encycl.

III. 324/2 The Croatians are warlike, but the name Croats

is employed to designate light-cavalry regiments in the

imperial army, in which Magyars and others are mingled

with true Croatians. X9S0 H. Fisher Studies Hist. 9f Pol.

207 Croat and Slovene newspaper:^. i9ao Edin. Rev. July
46 Two new divisions formed under ex-Austrian officers,

mostly of Croat nationality.

Croatian (krt>|fljian), a. and
Croatia, f. Croatssi see prcc. and
Of or belonging to the Croats. B.
2. The language of the Croats, belonging to the

Balto-Slavic group.

155s Edbn Decades (Arb.) 290 The Bohemians, Croatians,

and Sclauons. 1837 Penny Cycl. V 1 1 1. 161/2 The Damascene
plum furnishes the favourite drink of the Croatians. IHd.^

The Croatian l.inguage is a dialect of the Sclavonian. 1885

En^cl. Brit. XVIII. 785/1 There are two main branches

of Slavonic. The so-called Southern or South-Easteni

branch embraces Russian, Ruthenian (in Galicia), Bulgarian,

Servian, Croatian, and Slovenian. X9ai Glasgoiv Herald
8 Jan. 6 Their intrigues with the Croatian separatists.

Croc 2, CoUoq. abbreviation of Ckocodilk.
X9ax Blacktv. Mag. Jan. 102/1 The *croc' is the one

African animal regarding which nobody has any idea of

sportsmanship. 1913 Ibid. Sept. 419/1 With loud yells to

scare away any crocs that might be lurking round.

Croc-chien (kr^Tfyah). [Colonial F., f. croc

hn^ + ckien dog.] A West Indian name for any

climbing plant of the genus Desmoncus, so called

from the hooked spines attached to all parts of

their leaf-stalks.

1871 KiNGSLEY At Last iii, The prickly climbing palm,

the Croc-chien, or Hook-dog. Ibid., As the Spanish soldiers

ran from the English, one ofthem was caught in the innumer-

able hooks of the Croc-chieiu

Crocliet, sb. 2. Add : crochet-hook^ -pin.

1849 Family Friend I. 78/2 The Penelope Crochet Hook
is invented by Mrs. Warren. x86o Ladies' Companion 37
A coarse Crochet Hook. i88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885)

44 Crochet Hook Maker. 1900 Daily Chron. 8 Dec. 9/2 By
putting the crochet-pin into the upper half of the stitch.

Crocheting (krJu*Ji|ii}), vbl. sb. [f. Crochet

z;. + -ingI.] The making of crochet-woik; crochet-

work. Also attrib.

1883, X891 (see Crochet v.\ 190X Daily Chron. 17 Sept.

7/1 She.. at once took up her crocheting, X9ax Diet. Occnp,

Terms (1927) \ 375 A crocheting machine to make lace.

Crock, sb,^ 3. Add : Now only, a broken-down

or physically debilitated person, colloq,

X889 tllustr. Bits 13 July (Farmer) I say. .you are getting

a bit of a crock—failing fast, 1 should say. X9JO Rosb
Macauu^v Potterism iv. iii. 149 Shall we bea race of clever

crocks, or. .be robust imbeciles?

Crock, f.2 Add : O. To impart colour or dye

to other articles, to stain : said also of the colour.

1855 Knickerbocker Mag. X LV. 566 A pair of green gloves

..had 'crocked oflF* very generously to whatever was in

contact with them. X885 A. Watt Leather Manuf. 322 Ihe

\ sb, [f. mod.L.
i -lAN.T A. adj.

3. sb. 1. A Croat.



CROCK.

clear colours do not ' crock ' so easily, and the little that

docs come off is hardly noticeable.

Crock, ».* [f. Crock si.^ 2, *3.] in(r. To
collapse, give way, break down. Also trans., to

caase to collapse. Often with up. Hence Crocked

/>//. a., hurt, damaged, disabled.

1893 IJ/er Mar. 221 An oarsman who is likely to 'crock

up '. 1896 Wtstm. Gaz. i J Dec 2/1 Smith has crocked his

knee. 1900 IMd. 17 Dec. 8/3 The northern player, who is

less likely 10 get ' crocked ' than the Richmond man. 1906

Dairy ChroH. 26 Sept. 7/5 He had his knee crocked last

season. I9a« Sftctator 12 June 983/1 Dressing is accom-

plished quickly considering my crocked-up hand. 1928

Observer 19 Feb. 28/6 Slogging home against the present

stream would safeguard a crew against crocking later on.

Crocky (kr?-ki), a.2 [f. Ceook sbfi + -y1.] That

is a crock ; broken-down, physically enfeebled.

1906 Wtstm. Gax. 18 Sept. lo/i Among the parts of a
crocky engine. 1907 Conan Doylk Through Magic Door
109 The crockiest of spectators had a better chance of life

than the magnificent young athlete._ 1920 Rose Macaulay
Fotterism iv. iii. 149 Crocky imbeciles.

Crocodile. Add : 1. o. = crocodile skin.

1908 DaiiyChroH. 15 Aug. 3/2 A large crocodile letter-case.

J908 IVisim. Gaz. 19 Nov. 4/2 All the upholstering is in

crocodile.

d. A mechanical appliance with a notched or

serrated edge suggestive of the upper jaw of a

crocodile : (o) used with a builders' crane as a means
of attaching the chain (see quot. 1901) ; {b) =
*crocodiU squeezer.

1869 (in MS. Note-book). 1884W. H. Greenwood 5/«/^-
Iron (ed. 2) 302 The bloom, when finished at the crocodile.

1901 M. Beazelev Let. to Editor^ The crocodile is used to

bring the point of suspension over the centre ofgravity ofany
mass that has to be lifted, .when, .the lewis-bole cannot be

sunk at the centre of gravity.

4. b. Applied to any long procession of moving
objects close together.

1928 Manchester Guardian Weekly z-j Aug. 136/2 Those
roads which, unlike the Brighton and Eastbourne roads, do
not carry an endless and snorting crocodile of cars. 1930
Pertwee Pursuit i. xi. 55 Transport would pile up before

and behind you in a ceaselessly cursing crocodile.

5. crocodile-like adj. ; crocodile-bird, the Egyp-
tian black-headed plover, Pluviaims mgyptius, so

called from its habit of eating the insect parasites

of the crocodile, probably the trochilos of ancient

writers ; crocodile shears, shears used in cutting

into lengths and removing the faulty ends of steel

or iron bars ; crocodile squeezer, a machine with

a pivoted upper jaw, used in the process ofremoving
impurities from metals by theapplication of pressure.
x868 A. C. Smith Attractions Nile II. 255 Charadrius

spinosits. .in all probability the true '*crocodilebird' or tro-

chilus of Herodotus, i6ai in Foster Engl. Factories Ind.

,(1906) 347 These viprous, dessemblinge, and *crockadillike

currs. 1897 Annr Page Afternoon Riiie x, A large iguana,
almost crocodile-like in its proportion. 1884 W. H, Green-
wood Steel ff Iron 347 Fuddled bars are., sheared hot either

by *crocodile or guillotine shears. Ibid. 301 The single alli-

gator or *crocodile squeezer has two broad flat jaws. Ibid.

302 The crocodilesqueezermakes about 60 strokes per minute.

Crocus. 5. Add : crocus-bed.

1891 M. O'Rell Frenchtn. Amer. 60 A.. crocus-bed effect.

Croesus (kri'-s^s). The Latin form of the name
of a king of Lydia (Gr, Kpoiaos) in the sixth cen-

tury B.C., who was famous for his riches, used

allusively in phr., as Crcesus' wealth, as rich as

Croesus, and hence typically for : A very rich man,
1650 Trapp Comm. Prov. xxx. 8, I shall not envie the

richest Croesus or Crassus upon earth. 1754 H. Walpole
Lett. (1857) II, 389 A contest between two young Croesus's,

Lord Thanet and Sir James Lowther. 1883 Miss Braddon
Golden Cat/ xn, Ida, left alone amidst all tlie fascinations

of the chief shop in a smart county town, and feeling herself

a Croesus.

Crofterize (kr^-ftsraiz),!', [f. CboftebI + -IZE,]

trans. To convert into a croft-tenancy. So Cro^fterl^

za'tion.

1907 Times 7 Oct 9/4 Nor do the Scottish Lowlands.,
desire the crofterization of the Lowland counties. 1908 Ibid.

31 Mar. 11/5 Amendments which shall not interfere with the
crofterizing of the Scottish Lowlands.

Croisette. Delete fOfe. and add :

1906 Daily Chron. 11 Oct. 3/2 To pay to the Administra-
tion, in the form of a tax, a certain number of croisettes—

.

brass rods in the form of a St. Andrew's cross. 1920 A,
Stratton Engl. Interior "ji French doorways of the Louis
XIV. period, with surrounding architraves broken at the top
with croisettes and surmounted by a frieze.

Croissaait (krwasan). [a, F. croissant, pro-

perly pres, pple. of croitre (:—L. cresclre) to in-

crease,] = *Cbescent sb. 6.

1899 Morrow Bohein. Paris 139 The odor of hot rolls and
croissants, 19*8 Rose Macaulay Keeping np Appearances
i. § 2 Foaming coffee and milk, the crusty roll, the little

tender croissant,

Crokerism (kr^u-kariz'm). [f. the surname
Croker ¥ -^&n.'\

1. The political principles ofJohn Wilson Croker
(1780-1857),
1851 Carlyle New Lett. (1904) II. 114, I was reading in

the Quarterly Review.—v^ry beggarly Crokerism, all of
copperas and gall and human baseness. 1927 Observer 9 Oct.

16/4 When Randolph Churchill set out to revive his party,

what did he do? He swept away Crokerism.

2. In U.S. politics, the political following and
influence of Richard Croker (bom 1843), who made

252

himself master {c 1888) of the Tammany organiza-

tion and subsequently attained to great power in

the government of the state of New York. Hence
Crokerist, an adherent of Crokerism ; also attrib.

1897 Daily News 4 Nov. 3/4 Evidence.. that Crokerism
had brought New York to almost the lowest possible point.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 27 Oct. 6/2 Mr. Roosevelt, .urged.,

the killing of Crokerism in the State. 1901 Daily Chron,

3 Oct. 5/7 The supporters of Crokerism and corruption., are

opposed by the advocates ofgood government with freedom
from bosses. Ibid, i Nov. 6/3 He will.. vote the whole
Fusionist 'ticket' or the whole Crokerist 'ticket' as it Is

offered to him.

Cro-BIagnon (kr^mae*nyon). [The name of a

cave in Dordogne, France, where prehistoric remains

were discovered in 1868.] A prehistoric European

race ofmesolithicorneolithicage, characterized by
very large and long heads, low foreheads, very

broad face, deep-set eyes, and tall stature.

1868 in Lartet & Christy Reliq. Aquit. (1875) 99 The Cro-
Magnon race. 1874 Leisure Hour 31 Oct. 697 Outline of

Cro-Magnon skull as seen in front. 1881 Jas. Geikie/'w/^.
Eur. 23 The second race is called by the same anthropologist

\sc. M.de Quatrefages] the * Cro-Magnon race '. _i88z A mer.

Antiquarian Apr.-July 242 Cromagnon skulls in Bavaria.

1900 Ripley Races Eur. 173 The Cro-Magnon head. 1913

R. MuNRO Palmolithic Man 200 All the skeletons of the

Cro-Magnon type found in the Grlmaldi caves. 1927 Hal-
DANE & Huxley Anim. Biol. xiii. 331 Cromagnon man.

CrombeC (krp-mbek). [Used in this form by Le
Vaillant Histoire naturelle des oiseaux (TEspagne

1802 ; f. Du. krom crooked + bek Beak sb.l A
book-name for the South African warbler, Sylvietta

rufescens.

[187S-84 Layard Birds S. Afr. 303 Sylvietta rufescens..

.

The ' Stomp-stertje ' of the Dutch colonists, and the * Crom-
bec ' of Le vaillant.] 1901 Stark & Sclater Birds S. Afr.
II. 117 SylviellaUrc] pallida. The Zambesi Crombec. 1908

Haagner & Ivy Sk. S. Afr. Bird Life 80.

Cronk (krf7i]k),d!. Austral. colloq,yOTig, Racing
slang, [Origin unknown.] Of a horse : Unfit to

run in a race, or dishonestly run as though unfit

;

said also of the race. Hence gen. Unsound, liable

to collapse ; also, obtained by fraud.

1891 Nat. Gould Double Event xvii, He'd never ride

another * cronk' race, he vowed. 189a Sydney Bulletin

1.-2. Nov. (Funk) 'Cronk 'financial institutions. \^% Herald
(Melbourne) 4 July 2/7 (Morris) The word 'cronk', Mr.
Finlayson explained, meant 'not honestly come by". 1900

H. Lawson On Track 39 ' It's always the way 1
'.

.
' I knew

the beggar would turn up !. .And the only cronk log we've

had, too I
* Ibid. 157 Generosity isn't understood nowadays,

and what the people don't understand is either *mad' or
* cronk '.

Crook, sb. 13. For U.S. colloq. read orig. U,S,

and add : Now esp. a professional criminal or an

associate of criminals, one who is recognized as

belonging to the criminal classes.

1886, 1891 [in Diet.]. 1891 77i«.S"««(N.Y.)iQjune6/4(Funk)
The slang word 'crook' now bids fair to be recognized in

the statutes and consequently to be adopted as good English

in the courts of law. A bill regulating admissions to the

prison at Marquette excludes, among other classes of in-

dividuals specified, those known to be 'crooks' in police

parlance. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 17 July 2/1 A crook what kep
a little crib Dad went to when things was too lively. 1903
Daily Chron. 3 Nov. 5/4 All the saloon-keepers, and
gamblers, and crooks, and confidence men, in fact all the

predatory elements of society are., working for a Tammany
victory. 1909 Ibid, ig June 3/2 Thepeople here, .are clever

and rather interesting scamps. Were they on a slightly

lower social level they would be called ' crooks '.

B. adj. Crooked, dishonest.

1929 Martindale Risen Sun 173 When sport goes crook,

what can remain wholesome?
Hence Crookdom, the realm of crooks.

1921 Glasgow Herald 23 Apr. 4 The brilliant amateur
investigator, whose uncanny intuition and superman brain

have paralysed the ranks of ' crookdom '. 1929 Daily Ex-
press 7 Jan. 9 Story of a careless young athlete's adven-
tures in crookdom.

Crook, 2^. 1 Add: 1. d. To crook the littlefinger
or the elbow : to drink (esp. with implication of

excess), slang, orig. U.S.
1836 Philad, Pttbl. Ledger 2 Aug. (Th.) William Martin

was fined for, as he quaintly expressed it, crooking his little

finger too often. 1B59 Bartlett Diet. Anter. (ed, 2) s.v..

To crook one's elbow or one's little finger, is to tipple. 1875
Besant & Rice With Harp <S-

Crown xix, The secretary.

.

might have done great things in literature but for bis un-
fortunate crook of the elbow. As he only crooks it at night,

it does not matter to the hospital.

Crooked, a. Add

:

1. b. Crooked stick \ see Stick sb^- 12.

3. b. (Now in general use.)

1898 Daily News 27 Aug, 6/6 Telling him that he rather

thought he had bought *a crooked lot '. 1903 Daily Chron.
26 Aug. 6/6 In the event of his being found, .to be dealing
in * crooked * things, or refusing to give information as to

where he got his stuff.

5. crooked-necked (spec, applied to a variety of

squash : cf. Crook-neck).
1796-1801 Fessenden Orig. Poems (1806) 134 Like a nice

crook'd neck'd squash on the ground. 1841 Lowell Offering
I. 79 (Th.) Over the fire-place was our crooked necked
squashes.

Crookes (kruks). The name of Sir William
Crookes (1832-1919), English scientist, usedattrib,

or in the genitive to designate phenomena observed

and apparatus invented by him. Crookes or

CROPPEB.

Crookes's (dark) space, the dark space between
the negative glow and the cathode of a vacuum tube,

observed when the pressure is very low ; also

called cathode dark space^ cathodic dark space.

Crookes or Crookes's layer, {a) the layer of

vapour underlying any mass or liquid in the sphe-

roidal state, insulating it from the surface on which
it rests ; ifi) = Crookes (dark) space. Crookes's
radiometer: see Radiometer 2. Crookes rays,
— ^cathode rays. Crookes's tube, a vacuum tube

in which the rarefaction is carried to a high degree,

so that electric discharges produce phosphorescent

glows in the form of layers and strata. Crookes
or Crookes's vacntuu, an extremely high vacuum
in which molecular atoms have free play.

1884 A. Daniell Princ. Physics 325 Let us now suppose
that the particles recoiling from the heated surface do not
meet other molecules, but impinge on the walls of the vessel.

A layer of particles in such a condition is called a Crookes*
layer. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 249/1 In Crookes's radio-

meter the free path is very long. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v.

Vacuuni-t7tbe, A Crookes's tube.. used by Mr. WilUam
Crookes in his investigation of what he has called radiant

matter. 1892 G. F. Barker Physics 329 The layer of vapor
which has to support the drop is called a Crookes layer.

1893 J. J. Thomson Recent Res. Electr. ^ Magn. 108 Next
to tnis [sc. the negative electrode] there is a comparatively
dark region, .called sometimes * Crookes' space ' and .some-

times the 'first dark space'. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII.
47/2 7'he Crookes dark space. 1906 Amer. frnL Sci. Ser.

IV. XXII. 312 The extremely tenuous condition of the
residual elementary gas or gases in a Crookes tube. 191a
N. Haivkitts' Electr. Dict.^ Crookes* Ej^ect^ the radiant
eflFect produced in a vacuum glass tube in which the ex-
haustion has been carried to a high degree, when electricity

is discharged through it between suitable electrodes.

Hence Crookeslau (kru'ksian) a., pertaining to

Crookes or to instruments invented by him,
•LZg^ Science Siftings XVI. 117/2 The Crookesian scale-

pan. Ibid., Crookesian radiometer.

Crookesite (kru'ksait), Min, [f. *Cbookb3
+ -TTE 1.] Seienide of copper, thallium, and silver.

1877 Dana Text-bk. Min. 213 Crookesite... Formerly re-

garded as seienide of copper or berzelianite.

Crook-neck. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1844 WniTTiER Pumpkin 15 Fields.. Where crook*necks

are coiling and yellow fruit shines.

Croo'k-neckedf a* (Cf- Crook-neck and
Crooked a. 5.)
x8i8 Massachusetts Spy 11 Nov. (Th.) Upwards of ten

tons of the best crook-necked winter Squashes.

Crop, sb. Add: 14. (Earlier and additional

American examples.)
1653 Plymouth (Mass.) Rec. 2 The mark of his cattle is

a cropp on the left care. 1709 Portsmouth (N.H J Rec, 26a

A crope and sli[t]. 1841 Ibid. 386 The ear mark, .is a crop
of the right ear. x'^^O-veriand MontJily \\\. 126 He asked
me if I had seen a red muUey cow, with a crop and an
underbit in the right and a marked crop in the left.

22. crop-bound a., (of birds) xmable to pass

food through the crop ; crop-end, a piece of metal

cut off a bar of rolled iron or steel to remove imper-

fections and to reduce the bar to standard length

;

crop-head, a crop-end cut from that end of a bar

of iron or steel which is at the top during the

process of cooling and where most of the imper-

fections occur ; crop hogshead 6^.^. (see quot.) ;

crop movement (see Movement 8) ; crop-over,

in the West Indies, the end of the sugar-cane harvest

on a plantation, and the accompanying celebra-

tions; crop-writer U.S. ^2x1 authority on crops.

\Z'^ Poultry Chron. I. 136 ' *Crop-bound ' fowls. x8ot

Daily Neius 29 Dec. 7/2 The bird . .had become crop-bound,

and in order to remove the obstruction an incision five inches

long was made in the crop. idRo Encycl. Brit. XIII. 332/1
Cuttings, * *crop ends,' and ' scrap ' of various kinds, often

not very largely inferior in value to the bar iron. 1884
W. H. Greenwood Steel <V Iron (ed. 2) 347 Cutting off the

rough or crop-ends of puddled, finished, or other bars. 1903
Sci. Amer. Suppl. 21 Feb. 22687 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The
rough ends—' *crop heads '—are cut off and are placed . . ia

a car for shipment to any part of the works. 1784 J. SmiiTH
Toi4r U.S. II. 138 The weight of each hogshead must bo
nine hundred and fifty pounds neat, exclusive of the cask,

for less a note will not be given under the name of a *Crop
hogshead. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 14 June 12/1 The *crop move-
ment began very early last year, and the farmers were paid

for their wheat and other products promptly. 1894 Robsom
Story of our Jamaica Mission 35 The grinding routine of

slavery was relieved at
'
'*crop-over ' and Christmas times.

1897 Vearbk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 67 (Cent. D. Suppl.) Edu-
cated and practically trained meteorologists, *crop writers,

printers, and messengers are on duty.

Crop, V. Add : 6. Also absol.

1879 Xourgee Foots Err. xviii. 91 They didn't require me
to leave, only to stop selling horses to niggers and letting

them crop on shares.

b. tratts. To grow or rear as a crop,

19Z1 Discovery Feb. 48/1 The pest, .remains in existence

until potatoes are again cropped in the field.

Cropper K 1. Add : spec a. shearing machine

in iron and steel work ; also, the workman who
operates it.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Cropper, a powerful

hand machine for shearing off bolts or rod iron, xgai Diet.

Occup. Terms (1927) §279 Cropper (iron and steel rolling);

forge cropper, mill cropper and shearer ; a shearer or a liot

sawyer who cuts off badly shaped ends of finished iars of

iron or steel after rolling.



CROPPER.

Crdpper *. Add : Also cropper boy, work.

1881 /m/r. Census Clerks (1885) 40 Letter- Press Printing

:

. .Cropper Hand, xS88 Jacobi Printers' Voct^, 28 Cropper,

a short term for the * cropper ' small printing platen machine.
i896i?^V>A>K'i3oOct. io/6Compositor (young). Jobbing
and cropper. 1901 Daiiy Chron. 3 Dec. 9/7 Printers.

—

Young man seeks Situation in machine room ; good reference

for Cropper work. 190% Ibid. 4 Mar. g/j^rinters.—Cropper

boy wanted. 1921 Diet. Occufi. Terms (1927 1 § 529 Machitu
mintitr, platen ; cropper hand ; has charge of platen machine.

CrO'ppiOi ^.-^' [Of obscure origin.] (See quot.

1889.)
X889 Farmer Americanisms^ Croppie, * local name for

a species of green bass found in Lake Minnetonka. x8^
Centleu>omiin s Bk. Sports L 73 We caught bass, croppie,

sun perch and pickerel. 1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVI. 62/1

Seeing schools of sun fish, perch, rockbass, and croppies.

Cropping*) 2'^^- ^^- Add : 4. Comb,, as crop-

ping shears = *crocodile shears.

i8y3 Spous' Did, Efigin. vi. 2122 Two pairs of cropping

shears at 55 revolutions a mintue. 1884 W, H. Greenwood
Steel ^ iron (ed. 2) 348 The crocodile, cropping, or alligator

shears.

Croquis (krokf). [Fr.] A rough draught ; a

sketch; study.
1888 Athenseum 7 Jan. 23 'a The volume will be illustrated

with etchings and croquis. a 1895 Locker in T. H. Ward
En^L Poets (1918) V. 525 He sent her this copy coutaining

His comical little crofnis.

Cross, a. 1. d. Add : Also cross-swell^ -tide.

1867 Smyth Sailors jyord-di., Cross-sive/l, this is

similar to a cross-sea, except that it undulates without

breaking violently, /iJ/^., CrtfM-/;V/f, the varjing directions

of the flow amongst shoals that are under water. 1891

KiPLiKG LigAt that Failed (1900) 265 A boisterous little

cross^well swung the steamer disrespectfutiy by the nose.

1903 — Five Nations, Cruisers viii, 'Twixt wrench of
cross-surges or plunge of head-gale. 1903 Q. Rep. Apr. 486
Like vortices upon a surface of water swept oy violent cross-

tides.

Cross, V, Add : 5. Also (one limb) over an-

other.

1881 Mrs. RiDDELL Senior Partner \\, \. 29 She crossed

her soft white hands one over the other. 1886 ' Maxwell
Gray ' Silence 0/ Dean Maitland 11. i. Staring at the sky,

with one leg crtMsed over the other. i9oa'SETON Mekriman'
Vultures XXV, The captain . , crossed one leg over the other.

7. Also tibsoL

xsct4 Ross MACAUi>y Orpkan Island xiv. f a, 176 Miss
Smith had the sloping, flowing band of the ladies of her

period, and often crossed and recrosscd.

b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1786 Washington Diaries 1 1 L 30 This day finished cross*

tng the ground in the Neck designed for Oats. Ibi<i. 172 In

the NecK began to cross the Plowing in the homestead.,
in order to sow oats,

8. Also transf,

X904 Ullie T. Mbade LffO€ Trham^kamt iv. ii, An o^
sneer cTOSsed his lips.

Cross-. Add :

6. cross current (fig. uses"),

1891 Mejieditm One 0/ our Cong, xxv. It was a happy
cross-ctirrent recollection. 1899 MoaLSY in Westm. Gas.
18 Jan. 5/t There have been cross-currents, and it was
impossible either inside the Houaeof Commons or elsewhere

thai Sir William Harcourt could speak with the auibority

of a uaited party. 1899 H^estm. Go*. 26 Jan. a/a Cross-

current politics.

6. b. cross-pollenate, d, cross-petition.

1904 Westm. Gas, 7 Dec 7/s The husband denied various

acts described as cruelty by the wife, and ^cross-petttioned

for judicial separation. 19*3 Daily Mail s8 Feb. 5 Her
husband . .cross-petitions for the dissolution of bis marriage.

x^iaoChampers's Jml. 238/1 Budding and*cross-poltenating.

9. cross-banter^ -correspondence^ -inquiry^ -suit,

'Summons.
19x8 Daily Express 11 Sept. 5/5 The greetings and "cross

banter had the ring of complete enjoyment. 1911 W. F.

Barbett Psychical Research xv. 228 'l"he new and note-

worthy feature is what the investigators of the phenomflna
have called *CTOSs-correspondence. 1895 Daily A'eivs 10

June 5/4 A 'cross-inquiry officer. 1913 Daily Alait ai Feb. 5
In this case there are *cross-suits. One, by the wife.., her
husband . .cross-petitions for the dissolution of his marriage.

1997 Daily Express 17 Aug. 7, I hope that 1 shall live to

see the day when motorists will be able to take out 'cross-

summonses against careless pedestrians.

B. cross-border a., that forms a border across;

also croa«-bordered a. ; croa8-boy Austral, j a dis-

honest man, a crook ; cross-break, a break across

a lode of ore or strata of rocks ; cross oaase Law, a
cause in which each of the litigants has a suit against

the other ; cross-colouring Geol.^ colour-markings

in strata caused by the introduction of extraneous

matter by the action of water ; cross-fault Geol.^ a
fault which crosses the strike of the displaced strata ;

cross-ferry = Feuky sb,"^ 7, 3 ; cross- flute, a trans-

verse flute (see Flutk sb.^ i) ; cross-hair, a fine

strand of spider's web stretched across the focal

plane of a telescope or microscope, usually forming

a cross with another similar strand; cross-mouth
chisel, a cylindrical boring chisel with a diametri-

cal blade ; also cross-mouthedchisel \ cross-nibbed

a.f having the points of the nib crossed ; cross-

rail, a horizontal rail of a door or other framework

;

cross-reel v., to wind (yam) on a reel with a re-

ciprocating movement ; so cross-reeling; cross-rib,

(fl) Arch, (see quots.); {b) io a side of beef, a
&tertud rib ranaiog crosswise to the body ; cross-

258

saddle, a saddle on which the rider sits astride

;

also as adv. , on a cross-saddle, astride ; cross-

seizing JVaut.j a seizing in which a number of

turns of rope cross an equal number in the opposite

direction; cross-shed (see quot. 1874); cross-

shot {b) Lawn Tennisj a shot placed in the court

diametrically opposed to the player ; cross-sleeper,

a sleeper laid transversely across a tramway or

railway track as a support for the rails ; cross-

surge, -swell : see *Cross «, i d ; cross-talk,

(fl) see quots. 1910, 1923 ; {b) altercation, back-
chat ; so cross-talker ; cross-tide : see *Citoss

a. I d; cross tube (see quot. 1888) ; cross-volley

(of. cross-shot above) ; cross-warp weave, cross-

weaving, weaving in which the warp-threads are

crossed in regular order; cross-wind v. trans. j to

wind yarn on a reel in such a way that the strands

of one layer cross those of the previous layer at an
acute angle; so cross-wind sh.

x8o^ T. W. Fox Meek, Weaving 156 If a "cross-border

macnme is employed, a considerable saving in cards results in

the manufacture of handkerchiefs. . with a border all round.

Ibid., Certain classes of fabrics, such as *cross-bordered,

swivel, and compound. 1890 * R. Boldrewood Miner's Right
XV, He beheved all the * *cross boys ' of all the colonies were
congregated here, 1909 JVestm. Gasi. 30 Mar. 11/4 Low
values caused by *cross- breaks. 1768 Blackstons Comm.
111. xxvii. 451 When there are *cross causes, on a cross bill

filed by the defendant against the plaintiff in the original

cause, they are generally contrived to be brought on to-

gether, that the same hearing and the same decree may
serve for both of them. 1901 Science 31 May 869 (Cent. D.
Suppl.) *Cross-colouring. 1900 Gec^r. Jrnl. (R.G.S.) XVI.
461 Both longitudinal and *cross-faults. .in the Eastern Alps.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 2 May 10/1 Nine *cross-ferrics, two of

which carry vehicular traffic 1903 Daily Ckron. 20 Feb.

6/7 Vehicular cross-ferry traffic was suspended. 1876

Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 172/2 *Cross-

flutes were known to the Greeks by the name plagiaulos

(irAayiavAoc), and to the Romans as tibia cbLgua. 190a

H^estm. Go*. 2 July 2/3 How this the flute, and that the

cross-flute wrought, i^ Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 322/1

A telescope fitttS with a 'cross hair. i9aa M^Conkev End
ofAge 50 The cross-hairs of God's telescope of prophecy are

centered upon it. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., *Cross-mouth
Chisel, a boringK:hiscl of a cylindrical form with a diametrical

blade. 1896 Daily News 26 Sept. 3/5 *Crossmouthed chisels

of hardest tool ste«l. 1^13 £. F. Benson TkorUy Weir'vt,

A splash of grey, as if the brush had spluttered like a

'cross-nibbed pen. 1880 Spons' Encycl. Industr. Arts \\.

739 In the interior ofthe frame-work, is fitted a conical grid,

having its apex downwards, and resting on a *CTOSS-ratl at

a short distance from the bottom. 1894 T. W. Fox Meek.
Weaving 153 A hole is drilled in the cross rail near each end
of the upper griffe frame. lyoa Ho^o to Make Useful Things
13/aTDe boUocB cross-rail 1S..34 in. less in length than the

width of the end of the fowl-bouse. 1890 Nasmith Mod.
Cotton Spinning Mack. xiii. 267 The hanks being reeled,

they are, if *cross reeled, dyed or bleached, and, if in leas,

bundled. i85a-6s Archil. Publ. Soc, Diet. I. 167/1 *Cross

rib ( Fr. arc doubleau)^ a rib from one pier or pillar across

to its respond, square with the vault to which the rib belongs.

..WillU calls it the transverse rib, and it is often called the

arch rib. X9oa R, Sturgis Diet. Archit. III. 3B9 The wall

iXta {forfnerets) and cross ribs {arcs doubleaux) were.

fointed. 1897 W. K. Norris Clarissa Furiosa xxxiii, That
is daughter .. would .. ride to bounds in a *cros»-saddle.

1897 Wettm, Gas. 2* Dec 4/2 The crosS'Saddle position

assumed by women on ' bikes '. 1905 Daily Ckron. i Aug.

3/3 One of our Royal Princesses is to be taught to ride

crosS'Saddle. 1883 Man. Seamanship for Boys 109 A
*Crosi Seizing is used when the rigging b turned in

with the end up. 1874 Knight Diet. Meeh.,*Cross-sked,

the upper shed of a gauze-loom. 1894 T. W. Fox Meek.
Weaving 225 O shows the lifting for an open shed, and
cthat for a crow shed. 1895 H. W. W. Wilberforce Laivn
Tennis xii. 43 It may be a difficult *cross-shot. 190a Westm.
Gas. I July 4/3 His cross-shots to the left-hand comer swift

and sure. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 253/1 The use of "cross-

sleepers.. needs little remark. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII.
506/3 The rail was spiked through to a longitudinal timber

laid on cross sleepers. 1910A^ Hatvkins' Electr. Dict.,*Cross

7'a/>Gr, conversation over one telephone circuit overheard in

the telephone of another circuit, when their wires run side

by side. This fault is due almost entirely to electrostatic

induction. 1917 ' Ian Hay ' Carrying on i. 18 Each bus is

in charge of the identical pair of cross-talk comedians who
controlled its destinies in more peaceful days, ipaa Glaze-

brook's Diet. Applied Physics II. 859/2 Cross-talk b inter-

ference between adjacent telephone circuits due to the

transmission of speech energy from one circuit to another.

19*3 Daily Mail 3^ Jan. 5 The *cross-talk* sketch *The
Haunted House '. 1930 Times Lit. Snppl. 27 Mar. 276/3

Some of the crosstalk of the American shop-girls is enter-

taining. 1907 Daily Ckron. i May 6/4 Those pioneer

*cros5-talkcrs, the Christy Minstrels. 1884 Knight Diet.

Meek. Suppl., *Cross tube boiler. x888 Lockzooods Diet.

Mech. EngtM-t Cross Tubes, the heating tubes in a steam
boiler—usually applied to boilers of the vertical type. 1905
Daily Ckron. 20 Mar. 3/3 The American *cross-volleys

which may bring the English players a Utile nearer the net

in doubles. X843 Penny Cyei. XXVII. 179/1 *^''^" Weav-
ing.—This term may be conveniently applied to those varie-

ties of woven fabric in which the warp-threads, .cross over

or twist around one another, thus forminc a plexus or inter-

lacing independent of that produced by the weft. 1874

Knight Diet, Meek., Cross-weavir^ Loom, a loom for weav-
ing with a crossed warp. 18^ Nasmith Students' Cotton

.5r^i««/«^ 360 "Cross winding is resorted 10 when the hank is

to be dyed. 19*7 1". Woodhouse Artif, Silk 91 A cross-

wind or V-shaped wind.

Cr08S-bar, ^^. Add: L o. (See quot)
S884 Knight Did. Meek. Suppl., Cross-bar (Fire-arms),

the small bar in a break-joint breech-loader, which, when
the barreU arc siting, presses oiU the extractor.

CROSS-HEADING.

Cro'ss-ba:rringf, vbl. sb. [f. CBoss-BAK7;.^

-ING 1,1 A cross-bar, a transverse bar. Also collect,

1864 J. H. GuRNKY Diurnal Birds Prey 116 The tail is

grey, with some remains of brown cross-barring.

Cro'ss-conne ct, v. Electr. [Cross- 4 c]
trans. To interchange the connections of (electric

wires). Also KnppL a. and vbl. sb. Hence Cro'ss-

coniie:ctioii, the arrangement of wires in this way,

Gro-ss-connextor, the device used to effect this.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2512/2 To cross-connect wires

is to interchange them, so that a current from one wire is

shifted to another at one station and then back again at

a farther station, to work around a faulty station. 1884

P. HiGGS Magii. Sf Dyn.'Electr. Mack. 261 The seg-

ments of the collector are internally cross connected. i8<>3

Sloane Electr. Diet. 157 Cross-Connecting Board, a special

switch board used in telephone exchanges and central tele-

graph offices. lis function is, by plugs and wires, to connect

the line wires with any desired section of the main switch-

board. Ibid. 158 Cross Connection, a method of disposing

of the effects of induction from neighboring circuits by
alternately crossing the two wires of a metallic telephone

circuit, so that for equal intervals they lie to right and left,

or one above and one below. 1894 W. P. Maycock Electric

Lighting 11. vii. {cd. 2) 205 The cross-connectors consisting

of copper rings with two lugs. 19x0 N. Ha-wkins' Electr.

Diet., Cross Cottnected Dynamo, a dynamo having the coils

of its armature connected to corresponding bars of the com-
mutator.

Cro'ss-cou^nter. Boxing, [f. Cross- io +
CouNTER sb.^ 3.] A blow at the head delivered

across an opponent's lead-off with the other hand,

1889 MiCHELL Boxing (Badm. Libr.) 166 The answer to

this cross-counter is to dehver the right at the face of the

counterer.

Cross-country, a. Add :

X891 Harper's Mag. Aug. 364/2 Some cross-countrymen
{sc. horsemenl brush such things aside as trivial.

CrO'SS-CUt, sb. Add :

2. b. A cut sawn across a log.

1861 Congress. Globe 2 Mar. 1354/2 In the west, .we some-
times do what we call ' sawing a cross cut '. It always re-

quires two to perform the operation welL

Cross-cut, a. 1. (Earlier examples.)

1645 Early Connect. Probate Rec, I. 31 My sonne. .shall

have, .my long cross cut saw. 1677 NeT.v Castle Court Rec.

138 The Plaintiff hath attached, .two or three Chests and a
crascutsaw. 1686 Narrag, Hist. Reg. III. 105, 1 crosscut

saw .. I hand saw. x-j-^Nevj-York Gas:,\%&-^1., Handsaws,
Tennet Saws, Cross-cut-Saws. 1754 Boston News-Letter

23 May, Imported from London.. the best, .cross-cut saws.

1760 Washington Diaries I. 122 They spent 25 minutes

more in getting the cross cut saw, standing to consider what

to do. \^ Massachusetts Gaz. 25 Aug. (Th.) The lightning

was attracted by a cro5SK:ut saw lying against the chimney,

2. (Earlier example.)
x8a7 Maryland Hist. Mag.XWll. 246 They will prefer

proceeding to Philadelphia by the cross-cut canal.

Cro'SB-Cu:tting, vbl. sb. [f. Cross-cut v.-f

-ING^J The action of cutting across.

1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 345 Repeated cross-

cuttings with the plough and harrowings. 1896 Daily News
16 Dec 8/4 He had done 326 feet of cross-cutting still in ore.

CrO'SS-dye, v, trans. To dye a cotton and

wool fabric in which the cotton warp has been

dyed before weaving. Hence CroBS-dye j5., a

colour used in cross-dyeing; Cross-dyeing vbl, sb,

1885 Hummel Dyeing Textile Fabrics 466 The cotton

warp may be dyed blade, brown, dark blue, drab, &c., before

weaving, iu which case only the woollen or worsted^ weft is

dyed subsequently. The finished goods are then said to be

'cross-dyed '.

Crossect (kr^sse*kt), v, [f. Cross -fL. secare^

seclum to cut.] trans. To divide transversely.

i860 Trollope Castle Richmond xxx\\\,ThitsK had since

been bisected and crossected,and intersected. X9a7 Glasgow
Herald 1 Sept. 8 The Exchequer crossects our income.

Cross-head, sb. Add :

1. b. Any beam across the top of a piece of

mechanism.
1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm 1. 417 The draught shackle.

.

is held in its place upon the cross-head . .by the draught-bolt.

Ibid. II. 134 The handle.. terminates in a crosshead. 1884

Science 1 1 1. 314 Two side-screws, carrying the top crosshead.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Cross Head, a cruciform-

shaped four-handled bar, at the upper end of a drill-rod or

earth-auger. x888A»cyc/. £W^ XXIII. 151/1 Thusavoiding
torsion of the polar axis at the expense of greatly increased

length of the cross-head. 1901 S. Mkbwin & Webster
Calumet K xvi. 322 Another endless series of cups was
carrying the wheat aloft. It went over the cross-head and
down a spout.

3. Mining-. A heading running across a vein.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines * Mining 197 At the point

of connection the eastern limit of the south vein is defined

by a cross-head .
.

, and to the east of this cross-head no trace

of the fissure has as yet been found.

4. cross-head brasses />/,, the brass bearings of

the cross-head of a steam or other engine ;
cross-

head pin, the pin by which the connecting-rod is

attached to the piston-rod.

189s Daily News 26 July 3/1 No, 80 torpedo boat . .broke

down owing to a defect in the *cros5head brasses. 1887

D. A. Low Machine Draw. (1892) 51 The *cross-head pm
need not be drawn separately, and the isometric projection

of the bush at {b) may be omitted. 1889 Hasluck AUdel

Engin. Handybk. (1900) 91 The hole in cro?s-head must be

broached out till the cross-head pin will nearly fit it.

Cro'SS-lxeading. Mining, A transverse

heading (see quots.).

X900 Coal * Metal Miners' Pockttboek (edL 6) 58« Cross-
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Headings a passage driven for ventilation from the airway

to the gang-way, or from one breast through the pillar to

the adjoining working. Cross-Headings or Cross-Gatcivay,

a road kept through goaf and cutting off the gateways at

right angles or diagonally. 1004 Techtol. if Set. Diet. (ed.

GoodchlTd & Tweney), Cress Heading (Mining), a drift or

passage from one level to another for ventilating purposes.

Crossing*, vbl, sb, 11. Add : crossing-gate,

a gate at a level crossing which is closed to road

traffic when a train is due ; crossing-place (earlier

examples of U.S. use).

19S9 Star 21 Aug. 7/2 The railway crosses the road in

several places without *crossing-gates. 1763 Washington
Diaries I. 193 A common causay through at the *crossing

place would most certainly lay all that Arm dry. 183a R.
Cox Adv. Columbia River xxiv. 249 The river at the cross*

ing-place was between three and four hurjdred yards wide.

1847 C. Lanman Summer in Wilderness xiv, 86 There was a
crossing place on the Mississippi, where a good marksman
might take one almost any time.

Cross-lining^. Add: b. The action of fishing

with a cross-hne, cross-fishing.

1897 iqth Cent. Aug. 199 Cross-lining for trout has lately

been prohibited. 1900 Daily News 16 Aug. 3/2 A_ large

landowner, who has. .succeeded in stopping cross-lining on
Lough Corrib. 1907 IVestm. Gaz. i^ Dec. 4/2 A daring
spirit suggested the project of cross-Uning,

Cross-lots, adv, phr. U.S. (See Cross prep,

and Lot sb» 6 a.) Also altrib.

1851 S. JuDD Margaret i. xiv, (ed. 2) 88 They come..by
numerous foot paths cross-lots \ed. 1845. xiv. 103 across the
lots] and through the woods. 1873 ' Mark Twain &
Warner Gilded Age xxi. (1883) 154 The cross-lots path she
traversed to the Seminary.

Cross-over. Add 2. b. Anythingso arranged
that one part crosses over another; spec.j the front

of a dress or wrap so arranged.
1009 IVestm. Gaz. 2 Jan. ii/i An evening dress in satin

Rajah, with the bodice arranged in a cross-over.

3. Delete ^'^.S*. : Also of a tramway.
1895 Daily News 15 Oct. 3/2 At the starting point are four

crossovers to suit any arrangement of traffic. 1901 IVestm.
Gaz. 29 Nov. 10/2 The castings neceRsary for the cross-

overs on electric tramways. 1938 Daily Express 22 Nov.
ii/i The cross-overs available were at Beckenham Junction
and Penge.

4. The crossing over of the current from one side

of a river to the other.

190a Encycl. Brit XXVII. 533/1 Just below the Pass of
Lillo there is a cross-over in the current.

6. Btoi. (See quots.)

1919 R. C. Punnett Mendelism (ed. 5) 144 It is upon
the proportion of ' crossover * gametes as compared with
'non-crossover' gametes that the distances between the
factors along the chromosomes have been determined. 19x0
L. DoNCASTER Introd* Cytology 224 The American in-

vestigators call these exceptional combinations cross-overs,

since in the combinations o( Ab and aB, A and a are re-

garded as having crossed over from their normal combina-
tions and to have exchanged places.

6. altrib. or as adj. That crosses over ; charac-

terized by having a part that crosses over another.
1893 M. (j^KS Last Sentence ni. ii, White pinafore, cross-

over shawl, and velvet hat. 1905 Westnt, Gaz. 8 July 13/2
The cross-over bodice. 1906 loid. 15 Feb, 4/1 A cross-over
ring ^et with a large brilliant and a cabochon emerald.

D. Cross-over block^ road (see quots.).

1893 Sloane Etectr. Diet. 158 *Cross-over Blocks a piece
of porcelain or other material shaped to receive two wires
which are to cross each other, x888 Lockwood's Diet. Aleeh.

Engin., *Cross-over Road, a short diagonal line of rails on
permanent way, provided with a pair of points or switches at
each end, and connecting two parallel lines of rails together.

1893 /4/A^«arw;« 8 July 68/1 'Crossings' imply something
more than merely the gaps left in the rails for a cross.over

road, 1896 Daily News 18 Dec. 8/2 He let the goods train

on to the up main line, but did not pull over the cross-over

road points for the goods train to go across to the down line.

Cross-point, sb. Add :

3. Math. A point at which there is a crossing.

1877 Cavley Math. Papers (1896) X. 318 When the curve
described by P passes through K, the curves described by
the two points P' will unite together at this point {W) as a
node ; viz. tliey will form a figure of eight, the crossing being
at the cross-point {}V\ which corresponds to the branch-
point V.

4. //. The points of a railway cross-over.
1896 Westm. Gaz. 13 July 2/2 When the train has to pass

over cross-points.

CrO'SS-point, v. Naut, [f. the sb.] trans. To
point (a rope) by plaiting the nettles crosswise.

Hence Cro*8s-poi:nting vbl. sb., the action of
pointing a rope in this manner ; rope so pointed.
1883 Man. Seamanshipfor Boys 185 Q. How do you cross-

point a rope? A. Man-ropes are sometimes made of cross-
pointing.

Cross-re'ference, v, [f. the sb.] trans. To
provide with a cross-reference; to refer to by a cross-

reference. Hence Cro:ss-re"ferencing vbl. sb.

1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1914 Catk. Encycl. XVI. 88
Where several forms of the same name occur, all the refer-
ences are grouped under one spelling to which the other
forms are duly cross-referenced. 1912 Daily Mailj Dec. 10
It saves the unnecessary labour of cross-referencing.

Cross-road. Add :

2. b. Jig. A point at which two or more courses
of action diverge ; a critical turning-point.
185a Hogg's Instructor VIII. 90/1 He had met with four

cross-roads, and he knew not which to follow. 1898 Nat,
Rev. Aug. 908 To place him at the cross roads of starvation
and revolt, 19x5 iVar Illustrated 6 Mar. 54 Britons at

cross-roads of Honour, Glory and Death. 1924 E. Y. Mullins
{title) Christianity at the Cross Roads.

3. attrib. Also cross-roads.

1868 PutnaiyCs Mag. June 715/1 Now and then an
enterprising specimen of the breed set up a ' cross-roads
grocery'. 1884 *C.E, Craddock ' yV««. ^^i. i. 21, I dunno
whether ye holped ter rob the cross-roads store or no. 1905
Forum Apr. 485 To place an obstacle in the way of the
cross-roads politicians.

Cross-section, sb. (Earlier examples.)
1835 A. Gray Lett. (1893) 52 A cross-section shows the

same structure as the rattan. 1870 Spans* Diet. Engin. n.

3S9 A front elevation and cross-section of a boiler. 1874
Ibid. viii. 2924 Theconverting department, shown in ground
plan by Fig. 6996, and in cross-section by Fig. 699S. 1878

J. H. Beadle Western Wilds x. 143 Five men were twenty
days felling it, the object being to have it sawed into cross-
sections to DC shipped eastward to Europe.

CrO'SS-se-ctiou, v. [f. the sb,] trans. To
make a cross-section of; to cut into cross-sections.

1890 D'Oyle Notches 52 They were going down to 'cross-

section' the old railway survey which ran through our valley,

1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 126/2 Much of the ground is.

.

conveniently bounded and cross-sectioned by roads. x^o8
Westm. Gaz. 22 Aug. 14/1 The eye would then cross-section
its words, reading the lateral parts in indirect vision.

Cro'ss-sectional, a. [f. Ckoss-sectiox sb.

+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to a cross-section.

1874 Sppns^ Diet. Engin. viii. 2931 The difference in

cross-sectional area between the two ends of the ram is the
area acted upon by the water to lift it. 1896 tr. H. Dn Bois'
Magnetic Cireuit 60, iS" is the cross-sectional area of the
bar-magnet. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks 94 The
cross-sectional dimensions must be correct. 19x4 W. E.
GiBBS Clouds ff Smokes 137 The cross-sectional area is many
times that of the fume.

Cross-stone. (Later U.S. example.)
1867 Anier. Naturalist July 264 A boulder.. containing

large crystals of staurotite, or cross-stone.

CrO'SS-tie. [CBOSS-4.] A transverse connecting

piece (of timber, etc.).

1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 158 The arrange-
ment of cross ties and stays in the interior part of the hub.
1858 SiMMONDS Diet, Tradey Cross-tie, a railway sleeper;

a connecting band in building. 1868 Rep. to Govt. U.S.
Munitions 0/ War 129 These cross-ties are formed with
a curve in their centre part to clear the lower portion of
the breech of the gun. 1886 Encycl. Brit, XX. 244/1 The
longitudinals are connected and kept to gauge by transoms
or cross-ties at intervals. 1890 Harpers Mag. May 888/t
Across this ditch two old ' cross-ties ' made a bridge to the
railway, 1901 S, Merwin & Webster Calumet K ii. 22
Did you ever try to shove five hundred foot coils over a mile
of crossties? 1908 Daily Chron. 14 Nov. 8/6 A few varia-

tions in frame cfesign. .taking the form of auxiliary cross-
ties and supplementary diagonals.

Cross Timber(s). U.S. (See quot. 1859.)
1833 W. Irving Tour Prairies xviii. 102 That scattered

belt of forest land.. commonly called the 'Cross Timber'.
1838 C, Newell Hist. Rev. Texas 166 Near the * cross
timbers ' there is a saline atmosphere. 1859 Bartlett Diet,
Amer.y Cross Timbers^ a belt of forest or woodland,
from five to thirty miles in width, which extends from the
Arkansas River in a southwesterly direction to the Brazos^
a distance of four hundred miles. 1887 Amer. Naturalist
XXI. 44S The formation is seen between the east and west
Cross-Timbers of Texas, and the thickness is not given.

CrO'SS tonffue. [Cross- 4 a.] Across-grained
tongue of wooa used to give extra strength to a
joint in woodwork. Hence Cro'ss-tongrne v., to

provide with a cross tongtte.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 4S9/2 Surfaces.. formed of inch or
inch and quarter boards joined with glue, and a cross or
feather tongue ploughed into each joint, 190X y. Black*s
Carp, (jr

Build. ^ Home Handicrafts 86 In the back and
sides the grain of the wood runs vertically, the back being
necessarily cross-tongued in two places. 1904 Teehnol. Sf

Sei. Diet, (ed, Goodchild & Tweney), Cross Tongue, a thin
slip of wood with the grain at right angles to its length,

CrO'SS-town, a. and adv. l/.S. [Cross- 4.]

A. adj. Lying, leading, or going across a town.
1894 Congress. Ree. 28 May 5413/1, I do not believe that

on the L street, or, as it is called, this cross-town road, it is

possiljle for a cable or electric motor to be successfully used.

1900 G. Bonner Hard Pan i. 10 Then he hastened his
steps, and a few blocks farther on boarded a cross-town car.

190S Ann. Amer, Acad. Pol. 9f Soc. Sei. XX. 307 The pay-
ment of two fares.. to go a short distance on cross-town
lines. Z906 'O. Henry' Pour Million xv. (1916) 152 A cross-
town street in the older central part of the city,

B. adv. Across the town.

_ 1906 * O, Henry ' Four Million xvi. (1916) 165 The crowd
in the gutter scattered, and the fine hansom dashed away
'cross-town.

Cross-walk. (See Cross- 4 a.)
1808 Boston Selectmen 21 Dec, To have two cross walks

laid of flat stones. 1904 N. V. Even. Post 16 May 7 The
Government service answers very well as a cross-walk in
getting over a trying period in a young man's life.

Crosswise. Add : B. adf. Cross, placed
across ; transverse.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 10 Sept. 4/2 Its crosswise pelerine. 1917
Observer 4 Dec. 16/4 The cross-wise streets.. are growing
more and more canyon-like. Ibid.y The crosswise thrust of
traffic at every block.

Crossword, cro*ss-word. [Cross- 4c.]
In full crosswordpuzzle : a puzzle in which a pattern

of chequered paper has to be filled in from numbered
clues with words which are thus formed horizon-

tally and vertically and/or diagonally.
X934 {title) The Cross Word Puzzle Book, t^s Punch

1 July 734 The allure of Epstein and Oxford trouserings has
been for the few; the Cross-word Puzzle captivated the

general. 1917 Observer 3 Apr. 7 Particularly that spot
known to crossword solvers as the acnesiis. 19*8 Gaiji-
ycoRT^'i Swan Song \\. iv. 141 Religion used to be red-hot
politics, then it became caste feeling, and now it's a cross-
word puzzle.

Crotal, variant of Crottle, used attrib. or adj. :

« of the colour of lichen, golden-brown.
1904 S. GwYNN Fishing Holidays Prcf,, For salmon I have

done best with a sort of fiery brown or * crotal ' colour, 1905
Westm. Gaz. 15 Sept. 7/3 The brown crotal tint of the sea-
weed. 1907 Ibid. 26 Dec. 2/3 When Autumn wears her
crotal gown.

Crotalism (ktiJu-talizm). U.S. [f, modX.
Crotalaria + -iSM.] A disease of horses in the Mis-
souri region of the United States, caused by eating

the plant Crotalaria sagitlalis (rattleweed or rattle-

box).
1900 Vearbk, U.S. Dept. Agric. 308 The diseases resulting

from plant poisoning known as loeoism and crotalism^
which prevail in some parts of the West and Northwest.

Crotcll. Add : 6. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1715 Lancaster Rec. 240 We marched to ye crotch of yc

River. 1780 E. Parkman Diary 204 Mr. Andrews and ^Ir.

Gale, .have got to ye crotch of ye Road.
8. crotch-bouud a.y lacking flexibility at the

crotch of the body.
1893 Outing (U.S.) XXII. 154/a Green never ran, but

wobbled, .he was slightly crotch-bound, and had in con-
sequence a * rigging stride'.

9. Billiards. In the three-ball cannon game a
small space, usually four and a half inches square,

at each corner of the table.
1889 Cent. Diet. 1890 Champlin & Bostwick Y. F. Cyc.

Games 82 (Vun\i) In match games,, .when the centers of both
object-balls arc within a crotch, the player is not allowed
to make more than three caroms unless he force one of the
balls out of the crotch.

Crotch (kr^tj;, v. U.S. [f. the sb.] trans. To
notch (a log) on opposite sides to provide a grip

for the hooks in hauling.
IOCS Terms Forestry A Logging 34.

Crotchet, sb."^ 13. Add : crotchet letter,

one having a hook-shaped hair-line.

1887 Script Letters for Perforating ^ Serving, Crotchet
letters b v f r w.

Croup, sb.^ S. Add : croup-kettle, an appa-
ratus consisting of a kettle and lamp used for pro-

viding a continuous stream of vapour for inhalation

or to keep the air humid.
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Croup Kettle, a small

kettle and alcohol lamp for quickly raising a steam for io-
halation in cases of croup.

Croustade (krwsta-d). [F., f. crouste, older
form of cro^le Crust.] A crisp piece of bread,

fried or baked and scooped out into a mould, to re-

ceive a filling of meat or other savoury ; also, a hol-

lowed shape of rice or pastry for the same purpose.
1845 Brecion& Miller Pract. Cook 41 Croustades, fried

crusts of bread. 1846 Sover Cookery 160 Prepare the
croustades as above, and make a good puree of fowl. 1865
'OuiDA *6'^raM»/t7rtf xi, Congregate at luncheon, and take
croustades and conversation together ! zG^ Encycl. Pract.
Cookery (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 481/1 The Croustade may be
made of Bread or Paste of any kind. Ibid., Line a dozen
small Croustade-moulds with the rolled-out paste.

Crout, sb. Add : Also Comb.
1886 Congress. Rec. App. 117/1 A crout -eating, pretzel-

stuffing^ beer-swilling Dutchman.

CrO^te (kr/7t). [Fr., = Cbust.] A crust of
bread, toasted or fried, served as a foundation for

certain dishes.

[1846 SoYER Cookery 473 Croute aux Truffcs.] 1907
EscoFFiER Mod. Cookery 782 Set these croutes in a crown
on a round dish, and garnish their midst with a rocky
pyramid of plombiere ice.

Crouton (kr«toh). [F., f. crotite Crust,] A
small piece of toasted or fried bread used in soups
and to garnish stewed dishes and minces. Also,
any small piece used for garnishing.
1816 J. SiUPSON Cookery 33 (Stanford) Garnish with either

paste or crouton. 1846 Soyer Cookery 60 Put some croutons
in the tureen, with twenty very small quenelles de voUtille.

1892 Encycl, Praet. Cookery (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 481/2
Croutons of aspic jelly are made in almost any shape...
Croutons for garnishing or soup. 1907 Escoffier I^Iod.

Cookery 535 Border the dish with neatly-cut croutons of pale
jelly, X9ax Contemp. Rev, Sept. 374 A pur^ or cream soup
with crackers or croutons.

Crow, sb.^ Add : 3. To eat crow (examples).

1885 C. L. Norton Polit. Americanisms in Mag. Amer,
Hist. XIII. 199 *To eat crow' means to recant, or to
humiliate oneself, 1904 Ne^vark Advertiser 12 July 4 There
ai^pears to be one disappointed man who can't eat his crow
without making faces over it.

11. crow-bait, spec, an old or worn-out horse
;

crow-blackbird (examples) ; orow-fig, the berry

of the nux vomicatree ; crow-flight, a direct course,

a straight line ; crow-pheasant, an East Indian

bird, Centropus rufipennis', crow-pick v.^ to in-

spect coal and to free it from stones and rnbbish ;

crow-picker, an inspector of coal.

1887 TouRGF.K Buttons Inn 149 What right have you to
drive a glandered *crow-bait? 1898 H. S. Canfield Maid
ofFrontier 109 That old crow-bait of his would have starved
to death, a 1906 ' O. Henry' Trimmed Lamp etc. 7j,
I think [ like your horses best. 1 haven't seen a crowbait
since I've been in town. x9ao Huntf,r Trail Drivers
of Texas 98 At this 1. .rounded up my 'crow bait' and
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pull?d out for home. 1870 Game Lavs Mass. in Fur, Fin
4- Feaihrr{iZT2)-j2 Any undomesiicated birds.. except birds

of prey, *crow blackbirds [etc.]- 187a Rip. yerMont Board
Aeric,^-^^ The most common of all the Blackbirds is that

called Crow Blackbirds. 1830 Oxford Jrnl. 30 Oct. 3 He
struck her; which exasperated the poor woman so much
as to induce her to poison herself with 'crow-fig. 1858

Morning Ckron. 16 Sept. 8 (Cassell) It is thought that he

has been poisoned with crow-fig, tl^ berry of the nux
vomica. 1895 Bloxam Ckem. (ed. 8) 760 Nux-vomica, or

crow-fig, contains about i per cent, of strychnine. 1885

Science 7 Aug. 108/3 We clambered over the hills and spurs

in the usual 'crow-flight of the Karens. 1878 P. Robinson
In my Indian Garden 7 The *crow pheasant stalks past

with his chestnut wings drooping by his side. 1883 E. H.
AiTKEN Tribes on my Frontier 155 That ungainly object

the coucal, crow.phcasant, jungle-crow, or whatever else you
like to call the miscellaneous thing, i^ Glasgow Herald 1

3

May 6 To •crow-pick each hutch as it passes the steelyard.

19S1 Diet. Occuf, Terms (1927) {047 *Crow picker; inspects

shale in mine before it is loaded, to see that only clean shale

is loaded. X9U Glasgoiv Herald 12 July 10 Frae crawpickers

that craw us O' hauf oor hardwon rakes;.. Deliver us,

OLord!
Crow (kwu), ».2 S. Afr. [S. African Du., a.

Nama cho-rd to dig for water.] trans, and intr.

To dig with a pointed stick.

1853 Galton Trof, S. Africa iiL {1889) 48 This method of

digging is called in Dutch patois 'crowing' the ground,
thus» 'crow-water', means water that you have to crow for,

and not an open well, or spring. 1878 Wood Uncivilized

Races I. 313 1 ne Damara wife, .crows her own ground nuts.

1896 Brydrn Tales S^ Afr. 47 With this last implement she
can the more easily crow up their dinner.

Crow-bar. orig. 6^.^. (Earlier examples.)

1797 Baltimore Town Rec. io6 The Commissioners planted

a Stone upon Part of an Iron Crow Bar drove into the

Earth, c 1805 Deb. Congress /&)6-7 (1852) 1136 Salt is found
in form of a solid rock, and may be due out with the crow-
bar. i8t6 Pickering l^ocab. 74 Crow-Jar, an iron crow, or

simply, a crow. (Used in New England.)

Crowd, J^.3 Add: 2. c. (Earlier U.S. ex-

am pies.)

1840 Congress. Glohe Apr., App. 376/2, I became satisfied

that Democracy had but few charms for that crowd. 1847

C. Lamman Summer in lyUder/iess v. 37 All who couiti,

made their escape and the leader of this crowd was Black
Hawk himself.

cL May (mighty would) pass in d crowd : does

not fall so far short of the standard as to be noticed,

is not conspicuously below the average, colloq.

4. crowdpsychologytSuggeslionjt'iz,{c.l^^KS,^sh.^

.

I9>4 W. B. Selbik Psych. Reli^. J57 The whole thing

comes from crowd suggestion. Ibid. 204 The whole subject

[sc. conversion) Ls an interesting branch of the study of
crowd psychology.

Crowd, v,^ Add :

2. b. Also with through.

sSs* E. Bennett Mike Fink L 13/2 But crowd her through,
my hearty, for I'm in a hurry.

C. To hurry, {intr, and trans.^ U.S. coUoq.
2838 Knickerbocker Mag, XII. jfib Well, children, don't

criTtvd ihe old man so; give him time. 1840 Ihid. XVI. 258
Simon Schultz crowds me so, that I have no comfort of my
life, a 1861 T. Winthrop yohn Brent v. 53, 1 might perhaps
make it a new story ; but 1 crowd on now to the proper
spot where this drama is to be enacted. Ibid. xix. 209 He
crowded on, more desperately, .as a lover rides for love.

1876 Rep, Vermont Board Agric. III. 627 He is for ever

crowding and ru>^hing, so as to get some particular piece of
work done by such a time. 1903 A. Adaus Log Cowboy vL
80, I didn't crowd matters.

3. Also, to push back^ down (alsoyf^.).

1830 Mass. Spy 14 July (Thornton) He was carting timber,

and stepped upon the cart tongue to crowd some sticks back
with his feet. 1874 Rep. Vermont Board Aerie. II. 732 You
are crowding him down to a gold basis. loid. 764 I'he ex-

cavatton was.. stopped upon a clean pebbly bottom, into

which an iron bar could be crowded down its length. 1880

Cable Grane/issimes x\, 318 He crowded his hat fiercely

down over his curls and plunged out.

6. b. trttr. Of a train : To have its rear coaches

thrust forward against those in front.

1907 IVestm. Gaz. 16 Oct. 7/3 Although in rapid sequence
every pair of wheels in the train is braked, the tendency is

for the train to * crowd*, as railwaymen say.

7. C. Also U.S. colloq. in various contexts.

1851 J. J. Hooper Wtdaiu Rugby's Husb. laS Dad drat

my upper leather ef any man shall crowd my feeling's that

way. 1868 Ci'Mfr/jj^. Globe 19 Feb. 1263/3 [Such an argu-

ment as] this IS 'crowding the mourners . 167a ' Mark
Twain' Sketches 322 You ought to respect their little pre-

judiceif. .andput up with their little foibles, until they get to

crowding you too much. 1807 — Following Equator xlvii.

44t Thf-y crowded him so that he had to give himself up.

1904 W. H. Smith Promoters xix. 282, I don't want to

crowd the mourners at your end of the line. 1911 A. M.
Simons Social Forces Amer. Hist. 50 Holland was crowding
Spain for first place in the commercial world.

e. US, (Example.)
X853 Bricham Young 7rtil. of Discourses 5 Dec. (1854)

I. 340/1 [I have never] distressed a man for what he owes
me, or crowded any person in the least.

8. Also with off, up.
1881 Amer. Naturalist XV. 31 The yellow catkins were

actually crowding off the leaves, igot S. Mf.rwin &
Wbbstcr Calumet K \\. 108 It takes a pretty lively man
to crowd me oflf the end of a wire. 1910 Springfield Weekly
Republ, 6 Jan. 1 The price of cotton is being crowded up
higher than conditions of supply and demand warrant.

Crowded, ppl. a. Add :

1. \>. fig. Kuil of events or experience of life.

1816 Scott Old Mori, xxxiv. tuotto. One crowded hotir of
glorious life Is worth an age without a name.

Crowdedness. Add mod. examples ofvarious
senses.

x89sScHLiCHil/a«. Forestry \\\,\%\ As long as the degree
of crowdedness is not too great. 1928 Mary Webb House
in portner Forest i. vi. 6g The phrase pleased him because
of its crowdedness. 1930 Sir O. Lodge in Aberdeen Press J^

frnl. 9 Sept. 6/2 The great crowdedness of space.

Crowdy, <a!. [f. Crowd z/.l] Somewhat crowded.
iSa^ J. F. Cooper Prairie i. (1879) 10 There is country

left, It is true, ..but to my taste, it is getting crowdy.

Crowfoot, sb. Add : 2, f, A grass, Dactylo-
cleniutn segypliaatm, common in the southern

States ; also, the plant Eleusine indica\ more defi-

nitely crowfoot-grass^ (Cf. Crow's foot 6.) U*S.

Crowfoot (krJu-fut), V. Naut. [£ the sb.]

trans. To fasten with small cords and a block (see

Crowfoot sb.).
" 1883 Man. .y^flw/rt/w^f/ytfr^tyj 44 Reef points, .are crow-
footed in the middle.

Crow-hop, J*. 6^.^. [CROW.f^.1 i.] A hopping
movement like that of a crow. Also Crow-hop v.

intr.j to hop like a crow.
1903 IVide IVorld Mag. .-Vpr. 548 The ways they try to

throw their riders may be classed under three heads. The
first is known as the crow-hop. 1907 S. E. White Arizona
Nights I. xiv. 207 Sometimes we crow-hopped solemnly
around and around the prostrate Schwartz.

Crown, sb. Add :

6. d. Crown and anchor, a gambling game (see

quot.).

«9«7 \V. E. CoLLiNSON Contemp. Eng. 32 Crown and
Anchor is played by means of dice marked with crowns,
anchors, hearts, etc and a board similarly marked.
19. b. Naut. The arching or camber of a ship's

deck or deck-beams.
1894 W. H. White Man. Naval Arch. (ed. 3) 61 The pro-

visions of the Act of 1854 may be briefly summarized.
Spaces 'solely occupied by and necessary for the proper
working of the boilers and machinery * are measured. These
spaces include the internal volume of the ship, below the
cleck forming the * crown ' of the engine and boiler-rooms.

O. The arched surface of a bowling-green. (Cf.
*crown greenJ)
1897 Encycl. Sport (1911) T. 332/1 In Lancashire each green

has a * crown ' varying in rise and slope.

31. b. Short for Cbown-glass.
1854 Tomlinson's Cyct, Useful Arts I. 761/1 Regarding

glass as a chemical, . . the various kinds have been distributed
in the following manner: 2.. English crown,.. 3. .foreign

crown. 1904 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 41/2 The experiments of
the eminent Jena glass.makers with phosphate crowns and
borate flints. Ibid., A triple combination of ordinary crown
and flint with a boro-silicate flint.

O. The boring end of a diamond or similar drill.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 444/1 The working part of the
drill consists of the so-called crown, which is a short piece
of tube made of cast steel, at one end of which a number of
black diamonds are fastened into small cavities.

d. A term used to designate the fineness of wire

used in carding operations.
1884 M^hKM^H spinning (ed. 2) 211 The crown.. is the

nunilicr of wires in i inch along it.

36. orown-aroh, an arched plate supporting the

crown-sheet of a locomotive ; crown-bar, a bar

serving the same purpose as a crown-arch (Knight)

;

orowB-bark, Peruvian bark obtained from Cin-
chona officittalis ; crown-berry, the Cape cran-

berry, Dovyalis rhamnoides \ crown borer, a drill

having a cutter equipped with diamonds or steel

teeth for boring purposes ; crown-bud, the flower-

bud of a chrysanthemum shoot that forms after the

plant * breaks' or branches i^first crown bud) or, if

this is removed, the bud that forms on the second-

ary shoot {second crown bud) ; Crown Derby,
trade name of the Derby porcelain during a

period of its manufacture (see *Debby 6), bearing

a crown as an additional distinguishing mark
;

crown green, a bowling green which is higher at

the middle than at the sides ; crown lena, the

convex lens of an achromatic lens, made of crown-
glass ; OEDwn tuber, a tuber of which the lower
part is root and the upper part stem or crown,
as in beetroot and carrot.

a 1884 Railroad Gazette XXII. 356 (Knight) "Crown arch.

1880 C. R. Markhah Pernv. Bark 233 The *crown barks of
Loxa. 1907 Sim Forests ^ For. Flora Col. Cape Gd. Hope
133

I
*Crownbcrry ' is in use at East London, and may have

originated in the crown-like calyx of D\<n'yalis\ rham-
noides. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 643/1 Attempts are
being made to substitute a rotary **crown' borer for the
percussion drill in sinking wells for petroleum. 1900 Book of
Gardening (ed. W. D. Drury) 140 These growths form buds
(termed "crown buds). .. These buds, .are t.iken out, and
another shoot is made, which produces a 'terminal', or
second crown, bud. 1906 Daily Ckron. 17 Nov. 9/5 When
growing for an individual flower of the largest size, a crown
bud is generally selected. tH^ Daily Ne^vs 18 Dec, 3/7 The
dessert service of "Crown Derby china which is to be pre-

sented to Mr. Gladstone. 1906 Elin. Glvn Visits Eliz. 85
When he saw the best Crown Derby smashed on the floor.

190* Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 327/2 There are two kinds of
green—one the "crown, and the other the level. 1918 Ob-
server 15 Apr. 29/5 What are known as Crown greens. 1834
P. Barlow in Phil. Trans. CXXIV. 202 The "crown lens

must be made concave and the flint lens convex. 1845 T.
Dick Tract. Astron. iv. f 5. (1857) ^/* The predominating
refraction of the crown lens disposed the achromatic rays to

meet at a distant focus. 1900 L. H. Bailey Cycl. Amtr.
Hort. 404/1 *Crown-tuber, a tuber of which the top is stem
and the lower part root, as the radish.

Crown, v.^ Add :

5. b. To furnish (a road) with a crown.
1907 S. K.WHire. Arizona Nights i. xvi. 232 They ploughed

her {sc. a road], and crowned her, and scraped her.

6. c. Dentistry. To put an artificial crown on (a

tooth).

1904 Dental Surgeon 3 Dec. 80/2 Crowning Live Teeth,
1907 IVestm. Gaz. 23 Oct. 9/1 The teeth were crowned.

a. inlr. To rise in the centre.

1900 Circular Twin*lVheel Cycle Co. 5 Practice in steer-

ing and turning on roads that crown.

Crowner^. 2. U.S. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
1815 Massachusetts Spy 31 May (Th. 146) This is the

crowncr, the cap-sheaf. 1922 Alice Brown Old Crow
xxvii. 320 Isn't that a joke, Rookie? Charlotte would say
it's the crowner.

Crow's foot. 4. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
X830 O. W. HoLMKS Myst. Visitor 64 Wliat if the creature

should arise, . . And swallow down a sophomore, Coat,
crow's-foot, cap, and all ! 1835 Class Poem Harvard jS in

B. H. Hall College Words {iZ^i) 88 The corded crow's-feet,

and the collar square.

b. A mark or symbol resembling a bird's foot.

1871 Scribner*s Monthly II. 502 [A chart] adorned at this

point by the crowsfeet that call for a chain of mountains.

6. = *CU0WF00T sb. 2 f,

1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents^ Agrtc. (1850) 156 * Crow's
foot '. , grows with great vigor, though an annual grass.

Croy (kroi). Sc. [Inferred from early Sc. croySt

pi. of cro wattled enclosure for catching fish : cf.

Crew 2, Croo, Cbuive.] A structure in a river

designed to hold back the water and restrict it to

a certain channel.
xSas Jamieson^s Diet. Suppl. 187^ Knight Z?/fr/. Mech.^

Croyy a mound or structure projecting into a stream, to

break the force of the water on a particular part and pre-
vent encroachments. 1908 Baily^s Mag. May sSoCroys may
be convenient for casting from. 1909 W. L. Caldebwood
Salmon Rivers Scot. 70 At Edradynate the system of croy-
building has been carefully developed by Mr. H. W. John-
ston, so that in one large pool alone . . there are eleven croys.

Croydon. Add : 2. Trade name for a heavy
calico ; also a kind of cotton sheeting.

1910 Encycl. Brit. VII. 277/2 (Cotton), Croydon^ which
seems to be an arbitrary trade name, is a heavy, bleached,
plain calico, usually sti^and glossy in hnish.

CroSOf v,"^ (Earlier U.S. example.)
1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 386, I also claim

the apparatus for chamfering and bowetlingand crozing.

Crosier {kro^'zhi). [f. Croze t;.2 + .iEB.] One
wiio opens and refolds hat-bodies in the making of

felt hats.

1911 Diet, Oc'cnp. Tertns {i^2y) § 429.

CrxLcifixioii. Add : 2. c. (See quot.) So
Crncifjr v,

1917 Empev From Fire Step 149 The famous Field Punish-
ment No. J. Tommy has nicknamed it 'crucifixion'. It

means that a man is spread-eagled on a limber wheel two
hours a day for twenty-one days. During this time he only
gels water, bully beef, and biscuits for his chow. You get
crucified for repeated minor ofl'ences.

Cruciform, a. Add : of a girder (see quot.).

19S8 V. W. PAcfe Mod. Aircraft ti Cruciform girder, the

structure, consisting of vertical and horizontal transverse

girders, which is fitted at the stern of a rigid airship for the

purpose of supporting the inboard ends of the sternposts of
tbe fins or the rudderposts.

Crude, «. Add

:

1. b. Crude fibrcj the cellulose residue obtained

in the chemical analysis of vegetable matter.

1895 Cross & Bevan Cellulose 165 'Crude Fibre'.—
'Rohfaser *. 190X — Researches on Cellulose 16 The product
of this treatment, viz. ' crude fibre ', is a mixture, containing
furfuroids and lignone compounds. 1910 Encycl. Brit. V.
606/2 I n the analysis of fodder plants . . the residue obtained
after successive acid and alkaline hydrolysis is the 'crude
fibre' of the agricultural chemist,

o. Crude oily natural mineral oil.

1896 H. Redwood Petroleum I. 215 The crude oil of Upper
Burma. Ibid., The solid hydrocarbons present in crude
petroleum. 1911 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 317/2 Paraffins are
found in all crude oils.

11. As sb. a. Crude oil (see *i c).

1916 T. J. Hoover Concentrating Ores by Flotation (ed.

3) 123 Russian crude, xoat J. E. Pogue Econ, Petroleum

79 The details of a complete refinery differ according to the

type of crude employed. Ibid. 82 Asphaltic crudes, such as

those of the Gold Coast. 1991 D. T. Day Petrol. Industry
II. 13 A high-priced, stock-producing crude.

b. //. Crude or unconcentrated ore. Austral,

Cruise, v. Add :

2. To prospect for limber. (Cf.*CBUi8ER3.) U.S.

1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVII. 218/3, I found he was off

'cruising ' (i.e. hunting up good timber tracts).

Cruiser. Add :

1. b. A yacht constructed or adapted for cniising,

as distinguished from a * racer \

1879 in£ Bonnaff^ Dict.Angl. 1888 Encycl. Brit.XXlV.
734/2 As to the number of yachts now afloat, cruisers as well

as racers, the British yacht fleet . . now numbers . . 3000 yachts.

O. A large police-car. U.S.
1939 Saturday F.vemftg Post 7 Dec. 68/2 The cruisere are

high-powered seven-passenger touring cars manned by a

crew of four.

2. trans/. One who tours or travels about on land.



CBULIiEB.

1917 Ohservrr as Sept. 34 With the coming of autumn

motor wanderers begin to plan their foreign tours... It is

certainly an excellent axiom that the perfect motor cruiser

is happiest when he makes no plans at alL

3. A prospector. U.S.

1893 Smbnt<-'s Mag. Tune 695/1 My first day's experience

asT' Cruiser ' or ' Landlooker '. 1909 S. E. White /f«/«

e/Gamt v. viii. Even if a cruiser in the old days happened

to look down on this, he wouldn't realize how good it was.

b. A long-legged boot. U.S.

looa S. E. White Blaztd Trait xvii. is; Dressed in broad

hats, flannel shirts, coarse trousers tucked in high-laced

'cruisers'. 1903 — Forest x. 129 He brought to light..

• cruisers ' of varying degree of height.

4. Boxing. Short for cruiser-weight (see *5).

19x8 Daily Tel. 28 Feb. 16 Poor heavy-weights. Gallant

'cruisers'.

5. attrib. and Comb., as cruiser squadron ;

cruiser-built adj. ; cruiser-weight Boxing, ' light-

heavy ' weight, not exceeding 1 2 stone61b. (.between

middle and heavy).
190* Watm. Gas. 7 May 5/1 *Cruiser.built merchantmen.

1901 Ibid. 30 July 6/2 *Cruiser squadrons. 191a Daily

Mail II Nov. II Jack Bloomfield, the 'cruiser-weight

champion. 1913 Ibid. 10 Jan. 9 He will go for the cruiser-

wei(;ht trophy.

Cruller. U.S. (Earlier example.)

1808 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) II. App. 11 A dish oftea

. ., boiled meat and crullers.

Crumb, sb. Add :

1. c. In artificial silk manufacture (see quots.).

1927 M. H. AvRAM Rayon Industry 259 Following the

steeping operation the blocks of alkali.cellulose are shredded.

In this operation, which is usually carried out in a machine

called a shredder or disintegrator, the cellulose is reduced to

very finely divided particles called crumbs. 1929 T. Wood-
house Artif. Silk (ed. 2) 104 The action of the internal parts

of the kneader breaks up the [alkali-cellulose] sheets effec-

tively into small particles similar to small breadcrumbs, and
hence these panicles are called * crumbs *.

Grmaen (kr«-men). Zool. [ad. L. crumena

purse.] The suborbital gland iu deer and antelopes,

secreting a waxy substance.

1875 W. H. Flower in Proc. Zool. Sue. 160 There was no

suborbital gland or crumen [in a musk.deer]. 1883 — in

Encycl. Brit. XV. 348/2 The suborbital gland or 'crumen

of Antelopes and Deer.

Crump, sbA Add

:

2. The sound of a heavy shell or bomb exploding

;

hence, the shell itself. Crump-hole, a hole or crater

made by a shell. Soldiers' slang.

1914 Times 10 Dec. 6/1 The heavy shell . .ending in a loud

•crump' as it buists on the ground. 1913 D. O. Baenett
Lett. 180 Suddenly a yellow cloud leaped up three times as

high as the tower itself, .and after abit there was the deuce

ofa crump. Ibid. 220, 1 got buried by a six-inch crump. 191S
Boyd Cable Between Lines 254 There was some fancy driv-

ing past them crump holes in the road. 1916 Bean Lett,from
Jirance (1917) 75 We can hear the crump, crump, crump of

heavy explosives almost incessantly. 1917 P. GiBBS Battles

of Sojurne 171 The enemy was ' lathering ' the field of obser-

vation with every kind of ' crump ' and shell.

Crump, i'.^ Add

:

4. To bombard with heavy shells. Soldiers' slang.

1915 Boyd Cable Betiveen Lines 254 We could hear the

blighters crumpin' away back down the road behind us. 1916

BlackTV. Mag. Jan. 125/1 You may imagine with_ what me-

thodical solemnity the Bosche ' crumps ' the interior of that

constricted area, xgao J. C. F, Fuller Tanlis in Gt. War
54 The ground had . . become severely ' crumped ' in places.

Crum.pet. Add

:

4. slang, a. A trivial term of endearment.

1900 G. Swift Somerley 40 You're Ophelia, Scrubby ; but

don't you go winking at the johnnies in the stalls, you giddy
little crumpet 1

b. The head. Balmy ox barmy on the crumpet

:

wrong in the head, ' cracked ' : see ""Balmy a. 7.

Also off one's crumpet.
1891 [see *Balmv a. 7]. 1902 Strand Mag. Mar. 298 He

placed his hand against his forehead. 'Barmy on the

crumpet', he observed. 1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay
in. ill. 276, I heard my aunt admit that one of the Stuart

Durgan ladies did look a bit 'balmy on the crumpet'.

Crumple, sb. Add

:

2. fig. The act of giving way or collapsing. (Cf.

Crumple v. 5 c.)

1909 H. G. Wells Ann Veronica vii. 140 "The other's

a crumple-up—just surrender. Funk I I'll see it out.

Crumple, v. Add -. 5. o. (with up). To give

way, collapse (nnder hostile pressure or attack).

1^8 Westm. Gaz. 17 May 2/2 It may be well that the
Spanish defeat should not be too immediately overwhelming.
It may help to keep Spain stable internally if she does not
'crumple up' at once.'

7. fig. To deprive of strength and energy.

1893 Kipling Barrack.room Ballads, Yng. Brit. Soldier

iv, For the sickness gets in as the liquor dies out, An' it

crumples the young British soldier,

Crumply, a. Add : b. Having crumpled horns.

1885 * C. E. Craddock * Prophet Gt. Smoky Mtn. iii. 59
Dorinda, hunting for the vagrant 'crumply cow', paused
sometimes. Ibid, 70.

Cruncliable (krmjab'l), a. [f. Cbdnch v. -^

-ABLE.] Capable of being crunched or crushed.

1906 WEH.S In Days of Comet 1. iv. § 3 The coal-cellar.

.

opened, and diffused small crunchable particles about the

uneven brick floor.

Croncllillgly (krc-nJir)li),fl<A'. [f. Ceunchino

///. o. -I- -LY C] In a crunching manner; with a

crunching action or sound.

256

1843 A. I. Symingtok Harebell Chimes (1849) 24 While
there crisp d 'neath her feet The snow crunchingly. 1927

Chambers's Jrnl. itj/i Carwardine stepped out on to the

shingle, with no particular caution as to noise—quite crunch-

ingly, in fact.

Crnncliy (krrnji), a. colloq. [f. Ckunoh v. or

;l)_ + -Y 1.] Characterized by crunching ; fit for

crunching or for being crunched. Hence Cnmolii-
ness, quality of being ' crunchy '.

1891 W. Besant in Pictorial World 6 Feb. 434/2 Showing
molars of a whiteness and crunchiness both beautiful and
awful. 1928 Daily Express 14 June 4 The ripe-corn flavour

and delightful 'crunchiness'. .make it unusually tempting.

1929 Ibid, 3 Jan. 5 The crispest and crunchiest of nuts from

Brazil.

CrUuUe (krp-qk'l), v,^ [Echoic] intr. To
make a harsh dry sound, as by grinding the jaws.

Hence Cru'rikling vbl. sb.

1883 Flover Unexpl. Baluch. 362 The 'crunkling' noise

of so many feeding together. 1900 Westm. Gaz, 5 Sept. 2/3

The crabs.. crunkled loud and long.

Cruse, b. Add : Also widow's cruse.

Crush, sb. Add

:

2. d. To have or get a crush on:\.o\x. enamoured

of, take a strong fancy to. orig. U.S. slang.

1914 Gertr. Atherton Perch of Devil 1. 31 Some of the

younger married women . . get a crush on some other woman s

husband. Ibid. 186 To be jealous you've got to have a fearful

crush. 1917 Will Irwin Reporter at Armag. 349 'She has

a crush on our military chauffeur ', said the doctor. 1928

Punch 2 May 484 /I Gervase and Pontefract had had a quiet

sort of masculine crush on Joyce for some time.

e. Hence, a person whom one is ' gone on '.

X929 Jelliffe & White Dis, Nervous Syst, (ed. 5) 335

They tend to be aggressive, domineering and often play the

man role with their schoolmates, or ' crushes '.

4. c. A number of persons ; a ' crowd '. orig.

U.S. colloq.

1924 A. J. Small Frozen Gold i. 40 Any one of that crush

would do murder for no more than that 500 dollars reward.

d. A body of troops; a unit of a regiment.

Soldiers' slang.

1916 Boyd Cable Action Front \^i You want toasksome-
thing about someone in the old crush [jr._ regiment]. 1927

Observer 12 June 10/3 The best recruiter is the man who is

pleased with his ' crush '.
^

e. A funnel-shaped fenced passage along which

cattle are driven one by one for branding. Austral.

1872 C. H. Eden My Wife 4- / in Queensland iii. 69 A
crush, which is an elongated funnel, becoming so narrow at

the end that a beast is wedged in and unable to _move.

1889 Mrs. Campbell Praed Romance of Station ii, TThe
' crush ', or branding lane. Ibid, iv. Those animals which

were drafted through the crush into the mob destined for sale.

189s Chambers's Jrul. 702/2 A crush—that is, long lines of

parallel fences just wide enough for one horse to pass at

a time—was erected ; they were driven into this long lane.

6. b. spec, in Geol. with reference to compression,

thrust, or shattering of rock : as crush-breccia,

-conglomerate, -line, -material, -movement, -plane,

-zone.

1893 Geikie Texi^ik, Geol, (ed. 3) 703 Dykes of 50 or 60

yards in breadth are reduced, where one of these crush.lines

crosses them obliquely, to a thickness of no more than four

feet. 1903 M. M. Ogilvie-Gordon in Trans. Edin. Geol.

Soc. VIII. 30 The previous investigators of Fassa Valley

failed to recognise the presence of the innumerable crush-

planes with extremely low hade. 1903 Nature 12 Feb. 359/1

This passage-zone had been the great crush-zone of the

district. 1904 Ibid. 16 June 166/1 The post. Bala crush-

movements. 1930 Peach & Horne Geol. Scotl, 62 The belt

of sheared rocl^ and flinty crush-material.

Crnsll, V. 3. b. Add : Also, to crush one's way.

1893 F. F. ^loom. I Forbid Banns xlvii, He came into the

room just now and crushed his way up to her at once.

Crusher. 2. Add : A crushing blow.

1888 F. W. J. Henning Recoil. Prize Ring iB Caunt now
got closer for a try, but missed an intended crusher.

Cru^SOCrea'tinin. Physiol. Chem. Also -ine.

[app. incorrectly f. Gr. x/Jfo^s gold.] A leucomaine

of the creatinin group, obtained from muscular

tissue.

igio Practitioner ]utie 829 Leucomaines in fresh muscular

tissue :—Xantho-creatinin. . . Cruso<reatinin.

Crusoe (krii-so). One who is shipwrecked on

a desert island, like the hero of Defoe's romance.

Also atlrib. and Comb., as Crusoe life, -like adj.

and adv. Hence Cru-soein?, living like Crusoe.

1888 Stevenson Lantern-Bearers i. in Across the Plains

(1892) 210 And then you might go Crusoeing, a word that

covers all extempore eating in the open air. 1907 Dally

Citron. 3 July 5/5 There he had built himself a habitation,

Crusoe-like, out of brushwood. 1908 Ibid. 16 July 1/5 Blades

of penknives were fashioned into needles, hair-combs were

made from bush thorns, and altogether the men led a regular

Crusoe life. 192* Chambers's jrul. 104/1 No other island

..has accommodated more Crusoes during the last three

centuries than Chatham Island. Ibid., There is another and
fell aspect of Crusoeing, however—an aspect which most

fiction-writers carefully ignore.

Crust, sb. Add : 5. c. U.S. (Earlier example.)

1809 A Henby Travels 146 The crust upon the snow
cutting his legs, -to the very bone.

7. b. Impudence, effrontery, slang.

1914 P. G. Wodehouse Inimitable Jeeves xiv. The blighter

had the cold, cynical crust to look me in the eyeball without

a blink. 1927 — Small Bach, xviii. 243 When a woman has

the crust to disparage the morals of one of the finest young
fellows who ever came out of the golden West.

13. to. Spec, in Geol. (see 4 b), as crust-block,

CBYOCONITE.

-fold, -fracture, -lag, -movement, -strain, -stress,

-torsion.

1897 Geogr, yrnt, June 669 There are two primary and
permanent kinds of crust-movements 1900 Ibid, Jan. 48
The great Rocky Mountain.Andes fold,.. the longest and
most continuous crust-fold of the present day. 1900

M. M. OciLviE-GoBDON Ibid. Oct. 457 That phenomena of

crust-torsion were induced by any combination of crust-

pressures. /^z'(f., The original cause of crust-strains. Ibid.^6o

Old crust-forms and crust-fractures, especially such as allow

occasional intrusion and outlet of volcanic material, are

determining factors in the distribution of the subsequent

deposits. Ibid. 461 Gigantic crust-creep of overthrust

masses. 1903 in Trans, Edin, Geol, Soc, VIII. 177 The
form of the sill^;omplex was capable of being re.moulded

periodically in harmony with the localised crust-stresses.

1907 igth Cent, Aug. 2zo The remarkable crust-movements

exhibited over a wide area. 1926 Chambers's "Jml, 598/2,

I would, .hazard also the suggestion that crust.lag may be

a potent factor, in conjunction with shrinkage of the earth's

crust, in the causation of earth-tremors and eavthquakes.

1929 Encycl, Brit, II. 980/2 According to current views of

the mechanics of mountain-folding, a crust-blotk of old and

hard rocks is always present, which receives the pressure of

the thrust causing the folding.

Crusta (knJ-sta). The L. original of Cbcst,

used in some scientific senses and combinations

;

as a. Zool. The hard integument or shell of crus-

taceans and some molluscs and insects ( = Ckust
sb. 6) ; b. Bot. The crustaceous thallus of some
lichens ; c. Anat. The lower part of the crus

cerebri; d. Path. A scab or eschar (= Crust sb.

3) ; e. Crusta fibrosa, c. petrosa, the cement of a

tooth (Cement sb. 4) ; f. Crusla phlogistica, the

buffy coat of the blood when coagulated
; g. Crusta

lactea, an eruptive disease of infants at the breast,

milk-scab, milk-blotch.
1806 Med, Jrnl, XV. 33 Crusta Lactea .. sometimes proves

a very severe..disease; in some families attacking every

child at the age of a few weeks. 1866 Treas, Bot,, Crusta,

the upper surface of lichens. 1876 T. Bryant Pract, Surg.

(ed. 2) I. 537 The crusta petrosa is formed on the gradually

elongating root through the agency of the dental sac or

capsule which surrounds the forming tooth crown. 19x9

Encycl. Brit. IV. 12/2 The superficial part (crusta) of each

crus.. consists of motory and sensory nerve fibres. Ilnd,

XXI. 874/1 Surrounding the dentine where it is not covered

by enamel is the ' cement ' or ' crusta petrosa ', a thin layer

of bone.

h. Antiq. A thin plate of embossed metal, etc.,

inlaid on a vessel, wall, or other object.

1842 Brande Diet. Sci., etc., Crusta, in Gem Sculpture,

a gem engraved for inlaying on a vase or other object.

1910 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 627/2 The proscenium oi the

Odeum was lined with criistae, or 'marble-veneering ', under

one inch thick. 1911 Ibid. XXIII. 484/1 The crustae, or

plaques decorated in repoussi, which were mounted on

smooth silver cups. Ibid., Cups adorned with goldtn crustat.

Crustacean, a. Add

:

2. Of the wings of an aeroplane.

1938 Daily Tel. 10 Apr. 4 ' Crustacean ' wings, in which
the metal lifting surface itself takes the stresses.

Crustal, a. Add : esp. of the crust of the earth

or moon.
1883 A. Winchell World-Life 402 (Cent. Diet.) The addi-

tion of crustal layers upon the exterior [of the moon]. x8o8

Jrnl. Sch. Geog. (U.S.) Oct. 286 Long ago the crustal rocks

were crowded together in a great system of wrinkles. 19x4

Skerl tr. Wegener's Orig. Cont. * Oceans 14 An explana.

tion of mountain building must take into account immense
tangential crustal movements.

Crusting, vbl. sb. 2. U.S. (Earlier example.)

1839 C. F. Hoffman Wild Scenes I. xviii. 92 ' Crusting ' is

the term applied to taking large game amid the deep snows

of winter, when the crust of ice which forms upon the surface

after a slight rain is enough to support the weight of a mao,
but gives way at once to the hoofs of a moose or a deer.

CrustleSS (kro-stles), a. [See -LESS,] Made
without a crust.

X927 Daily Tel. 6 Dec. 2 English crustless cheese.

Cry, sb. 14. Add : See also quot. 1S73.

1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West ii. 57 The coach drags

heavily, the wheels often causing a disagreeable 'cry ' in the

sand and soda.

19. 'Jo follow in the cry: to be in the following

crowd of undistinguished or unimportant people.

1938 Manchester Guardian Weekly 27 July 72'! Timmis
is not always a mere follower in the cry. Ibid. 31 Aug. 172/2

In 'the provinces * we can hardly muster a coterie ; we are

content to follow in the cry, to be merged to be an insignifi-

cant part of the great world.

Cry, V. 18. b. fig, (U.S. example.)

1849 U. J. Browne Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 74 A cross

between the Cochin-China, and some other large eastern

fowl, which, at present, has nearly or quite 'cried back'.

Cryable (krsi-ab'l), a. \L Cky v. -f -able.]

That may be cried or wept over.

1897 Daily Newt 22 Mar. 9/4 Tragedy means a cryable

play. 1908 S. E. Whtte Riverman ixi. 188 What laughaUe

and cryable mistakes she made only those who have en-

countered a like situation could realize.

Cry-baby. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1851 Alice Cary Clovemook 274 You had better be still,

cry-baby. 1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest Sr Sunshine xiiL

180, I wouldn't be such a crybaby, anyway.

Hence Cry-baby w. intr.

1903 WisTER Virginian vii. 85, 1 am not crybabying to the

judge.

Cryoconite, mod. form of Ketokohitk. See

also quot. 1924.
1923 C. S. Wright & R. E. Priestley Glaciology m
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Cryoconite holes which have at one time definitely contained

water. 19>4 Snture 33 Mar. 418/1 The authors adopt the

term * cryoconite' for wind-btown sand in the ice. 1925
Odell in E. ¥. Norton Fight /or Everest, 1^24 311 "Ihe

so-called 'cryoconite holes ' or * dust wells '.

Cryogfenic (kr3i(jd3e*nik), a. [f. Cryogkn +
-ic] 01 or pertaining to cryogens or to the pro-

duction of low temperatures.

1903 Dewar in Encyct. Brit. XXX. 387 Within recent

years several special cryogenic laboratories have been
established.

Cryohydric (krai^jhai'drik), a. [f. Cbyo-
HYDB-ATE + -ic] Of or pertaining to a cryohydrate.
Cryohydric paint or temperature^ the freezing-point of

a cryohydrate.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 569/1 This can only occur at

the cr>-ohydric temperature. 1903 Amer, Chem.J/m/. Mar.
205 Such a system can exist only at its cryohydric tempera-
ture, and the composition of the solution is fixed. 1910
Encycl. Brit. XI. 371/3 The solution must necessarily be-

come saturated with respect to both ice and salt, and this

can only occur at the cryohydric temperature. 1929 ibid,

XXII. :ii 2 Cryohydric Points.

Cryoscopic, Cryoscopy, modem ff. Krto-
scopic, Kbyoscopy.
1000 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 167 The cryoscopic behaviour of

substances possessing constitutions simitar to that of the

solvent. 1903 Nature 15 Jan. 263/1 The methods of exact

cryoscopy. 1908 Practitipner^pu 435 In difTerential diag-

nosis, he regards cryoscopic examination as of great impor-
tance. 1909 /^/V/. Nov. 664 Kiimmel is satisfied in such cases

with the cryoscopy of the blood. 1910 l&td. Mar. 305 Cryo-
scopy of the separated urines, 1917 E.W.H. Groves 5>«*:5**,

Surg. (ed. 8) 568 The freezing-point is known as the cryo-

scopic index.

Crtrypt»sthesia(kript«sJ)rzia). Psychics* Also

-esthesia (-esj);"zia). [f. Gr, KpwT6s (see Cbtpto-)

+ oiaBijais perception -»- -lA 1.] Supernormal know-
ledge, whethe'' telepathic or clairvoyant,

19*3 tr. C. Richet'sso Vrs. Psych. Research 11. ii. 64 Nearly
the whole of subjective metap^ychics can be reduced to

a single phenomenon which tne magnetizers of a past age
called 'lucidity' or 'clairvoyance*..; which is now called

telepathy . . 1 propose to name it cryptestbesta. S9S6
Spectator 9 Oct. 601/2 The dowser.. is a person endowed
with a subconscious supernormal cryptesthesia.

Cryptic* «. Add : 3. Zocl. Serving for con-

cealment, as markings or coloration.

1890 PouLTON Colours ofA nimats x vii. 338 Cryptic colours.
Protective and Aggressive Resemblances.

Crypto-* 1- Add : Cr7ptoiiuie*sia [after am-
ncsia] (see quots.). Hence Cryptom.ne'slo a.

1903 Myeps Num. Pers. I. p. xvi, CryAtomnesia^ sub-
merged or sublimin.1l memory of events forgotten by the
supraliminal self. J6id. II. 136 ' Cryptomnesta ' (as Pro-
fessor Floumoy calls submerged memory). Jbid. 140 1 his

cryptomnesic automatism. 1916 tr. Jun^s Coil, Papers
Anal. Psychol. 91 The rudimentary glossolalia of our case
has not any title to be a classical instance of cryptomnesia.
Ibid.^ The cryptomnesic image arrives at consciousness
through the senses.

Cryptogenetic (kript^^ene'tik), a. PaiK [f.

CKYPTO- + -genetic] Of a dlseasc : Of obscure or

tmknown origin. Also (in the same sense) Crypto-
sranio (-dscnik), Cryptog'eiioua (-f? da;en9s) adjs,

[see *-OEXic, *-OENO0a].
S908 R. Park Mod.Surg: 1. 87Cryptogenetic orspontaneous

septicemia is a term applied to those cases in which the port

of entry of the germs is no longer visible—^.^., a hypodermic
puncture—or cannot be positively determined. 1908 Frac
tithner Feb. 249-50 Cryptogenic pernicious anaemia... So-
called 'cryp{o;;cnic* sepsis, or pyaemia.

Cryptomeirift (kript^mU'riA), [mod.L. (Don),
f.Gr,«/wirTot (see Cbtpto-) + ^«/>orpart. Soname^
because the seeds are hidden or enclosed by scales.]

An evergreen coniferous tree {C, japonica) allied

to the cypresses, a native of North China and
Japan, and now extensively cultivated in England ;

the Japanese Cedar.
i8$a R. Fortune yonm. Tea Countries China xviii. 304

The beautiful Cry^tomeria, or Japan cedar. 1863 Alcock
Ctipit. Tycoon I. iv. 103 A long avenue of cryptonierias and
pines. 1886 Athenxunt 17 July 73/1 The valleys.. are filled

with.. acacias, cedars, cryptomcrias, and chestnuts. 1895
*Clive Hoi.ijind' Japanese Wife vii, The grove of giant
camellias, camphor-wood trees, and cryptonierias. 1^04
Sla DK N Playing theGame xii, An avenue of tall cryptomerias.

CryptOZOic (kript(»z<ya-ik), a. [f. Gr. /tpvirrSs

(see CitYi'TO-) + iarq life + -ic.j

1. Bio/. DeBning a class of fauna composed of
animals living a concealed or hidden life (see

qnots.) ; also, belonging to this class.

1895 A. DrWDY Presid. Addr. Section D Austral. Assoc.
Adv.Sci, 1 The Cryptotoic Fauna of Australasia...! use the
word 'Cryptozoic for want of a belter. 1898 Parker &
Haswell Zool. (1910) II. 637 Cryptozoic forms, which live

under stones, lo^s of wood. Ac, such as Land-Planartans,
Peripatus, Centipedes, and Woodlice. 191 1 Encycl. Brit.
XXI. 707/1 The majority of marine Planariansare nocturnal
or cryptozoic, hiding away during the period of low tide to
avoid desiccation of their soft sticky bodies and coming out
at night or during high tide to feed.

2. Geol. Designating limestones whose organic
origin cannot be recognized by the naked eye.
1911 EficycL Bht. XXII. 266/3.

Cxystal, sb. Add : 4. C. fy. {a) Applied to
a statement regarded as a crystallization ; ip) a
prophecy derived from crystal-gazing.
190a iVestm. Caz. 6 Nov. 3/3 The Cleveland by-election

will always be memorable if only for the fact that the crystal

SUPPT,

has had a new form given to it. X914 Concise Ojc/. Diet.
Addenda, Crystal coUoq., view of the future thus obtained
\i.e. by crystal-gazing], prophetic utterance.

12. Wireless. A piece of mineral (natural or arti-

ficial) used, in contact with a metal or another piece

of mineral, to * rectify * an oscillatory current, i.e.

to allow it to pass through in one direction only.

This device is called a crystal detector or rectifier.

Crystal receiver, set^ a receiving set in which the

detector is a crystal.

1913 Year-Bk. Wireless Telegr. 419 Crystal Detector, a
form of oscillation detector depending on the fact that cer-

tain crystals {e.g., carborundum) allow current to pass
through them more readily in onedirectionthanin the other.

X918 W. H. EccLKS Wireless Telegr. * Teleph. (ed. 2) 512
Thermoelectric Detector, Crystal Rectifier. 1923 J. A.
Fleming Wireless Telegr. ^ Teleph. 20 The most generally
used crystal is now galena (sulphide of lead). 1933 Hawk-
head & DowsETT Wireless Telegr. 129 A good commercial
crystal detector., should rectify with very small changes in

potential. Ibid. 223 Crystal Recei\-er. 1^^ E. T, Larner
(title) Crystal Sets. 1935 B. E. Jones {title) Loud-speaker
Crystal Sets, 1936 J. A, Fleming Electr. Educator I. 379/2
This detectoi consists of two crystals, zincite and chalco-

pyrites, in contact. 1938 W. James in Morning Post 26 Ian.

13/4 A cr>*stal detector cannot amplify ; a valve can and does,

B. 2. o. crystal-gazing, -vision, concentra-

tion of one*s gaze on a ball of rock-crystal in order

to obtain a telepathic or hallucinatory picture

;

similarly crystal-gazer ; cC crystal-seer^ -seeing

in Diet.
1889 Proc. Soc, Psych. Research V. 486 Recent Experi-

ments in Crystal-vision. Ibid, 501 Crystal-seers. Ibid. 502
Examples of crystal-seeing. Ibid. 507 Crystal-fjazing. 1898
A. Lang Making 0/ Religion v. 90 Crystal Visions, Savage
and Civilised. Ibid. 95 The crystal -gazer. 1919 M. _K.
Bradby Psychchanalysis 5 We read of automatic writing
and painting of visions seen by crystal -gazers and clairvoy-

ants. 1930 Rose Macaui-av Potterism 111. i. io3. Thought-
readers, crystal-gazers, mediums and planchette-writers.

Crystalline, sb. Add

:

6, A lifiht soft dress-material.

1903 Daily Chron. 25 July 8^4 Crystalline differs very lit tie

from mousseline de soie, for it is a thtn fabric with a silky
sheen upon it, and a very charming one for afternoon summer
frocks. 1933 Z^oi'/yJ/a/VS May 14 Soft crepefinish crystalline.

CsardaS (tja*rda|). Also trron, csardas.
[Magyar.] A Hungarian national dance.
1883 *OuiDA* Wanda vi, They ended their dances with

the Hungarian czardas. 1886 W. J, Tuckkr E. Europe
217 The bewildering postures and maddening antics of the
Csardas. s888 E. Gerabd Land Beyond the Forest 1 1. 245
Whenever the csardas comes to an end there is a violent
clapping of hands to make the music resume,

Cnadrilla (Icwadri'lya). [Sp. : see Qcadrillk
j^.2] The troupe or following of a matador.
1893 Chapman & Buck Wild Spain v. 67 The Espada^ or

Matador, receives on the day from ^ lao to j^aoo, including
the services of his cuadrtlla or troupe, which consists of two
picadors, three banderilleros, and a cachetero. 1898 Daily
News II Aug. 7/1 The crowd, blaming the bull, instead of
the toreador aod biscuadrilla, insisted on that animal being
killed.

Cub, sb^ Add : 2. O. A junior member of the

organization known as * Boy Scouts * (see Scout
j^.3 3 c). In full wolf-cub.
19U A. PoYSER (title) The Cub Song Book. X9»3 Daily

Mail II June 16 Boy Scouts and Cubs furnished a guard of
honour. 19*7 Ibid, 12 July 10/4 A Hastings Rover Cub-
master. xaa7 Daily Tel. 21 June 3/2 A child who had fallen

into a milfstream. .was rescued by a local cubmistress,

3, b. spec. An apprentice or beginner. C/.S.

1883 * Mark Twain Li/e Mississippi xii. 115 The pilot

not on watch takes his ' cub ' or steersman . . ancTgocs out in

the yawl. Ibid. 117 Nothing delights a cub so much as au
opportunity to go out sounding.

6. cub-bear \ (sense *2 c) cub-master^ -mistress i

(sense '3 b) cub-engineer , -pilot, -reporter.

1834 H. Bbackenridck Recoil. viL 79 Some would rather
pass for cub bears than be disappointed in their endeavours
to attract attention. 1883 ' Mark Twain ' Li/e Mississippi
iv. 45 They.. learned to disappear when the ruthless 'cub'.
engineer approached. Ibid. v. 47, I want to be a cub-pilot.

1908 A. RuHL Other Americans ii. 9 The mere gringo feels

luce a cub reporter at the o£5ce of a campaign committee.

Cuban (kiu*b&n), a. and sb, [See -an.] A. adj.

Of or pertaining to Cuba. B. sb. A native or in-

habitant of Cuba.
Cuban heel, a high, comparatively straight heel (in shoes).
x^Ui (title) Cuba and the Cubans; comprising a Hbtory

of the Island. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 679/1 Great sym-
pathy had long been shown for the Cubans by the people
of the United States. Ibid., The yearly campaigns up to
the present time have shown that in the eastern interior the
Cuban patriots are practically invincible. 1878 Chambers's
Encycl, III 349/t The Cuban sugnr.trade. Ibid. 350/1
'Cuba for the Cubans', is the watchword of the Creoles.

1885 R. L. & F. Stevenson The Dynamiter 144 Story of the
Fair Cuban, i909/'Hd//cZ.^</^fr(Philad.)24 June 5 Turned-
sole Oxfords. .Cuban heels. i9a6 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 180
Among the mass of the Cuban peasants, the Cuban politician

. .strikes a responsive chord.

Cnbanize (kiMbSnsiz), v. [See -izs.] trans.

To claim a right of protection or partial control

over (a weaker but independent state), as the United
States are alleged to have done with regard to

Cuba. Hence Ca:baniza*tlon.
X9sa Q. Rev. July 151 The various Yankee associations

whose ultimate aim is the attraction of Mexico within the
political orbit of the United States, and its 'Cubanisation *

by treaty. 1934 Countries 0/ the World xv. 1525/1 Among

Cuba's other claims to fame may be placed the fact that its

fclitical status has originated a new verb—to Cubanise. ..

t is a quasi-protectorate of America and the word was in-

vented to express this relation.

Cubbed (k»bd), ppl, a. poet. [f. Cub sb^ -t-

-ED ^,] Possessed of cubs.
1889 Tennyson Demeter <5- Perseph, 54, I envied human

wives, and nested birds. Yea, the cubb a lioness.

Cubby. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1868 Congress. Globe 2 June 2762/3 [Many of the national

banks] keep a little cubby of an office, loan no money, . .and
yet draw interest on their circulatioiL

Cube Ck«,b^), j^.2 A South American plant
the root of which contains a principle known as

rotenone, used as an insecticide.

1930 Sci. Amer. Nov. 391 The cube plant now grows in a
part of South America where the climate is similar to that
of the Malay States.

Cubically, adv. Add : In the form of a cube
or cubes.

185s J, R. Leifchild Cornwall 61 Rocks rising cubically.

Cubicle. Add

:

2. Electr. Engineering. A chamber or compart-
ment to hold a switch-gear apparatus,
191X J.F. C, Snell Power House Design 347 The oil-

break switches are contained within glazed brick cubicles.

JbicL 349 The operating gallery and cubicle gallery in the
Bahia Blanca power house. 1987 Daily Tel. 14 Mar. 4
Switch-gear cells and cubicles constructed of moulded
stone.

Cubism (kiw-biz'm) . [ad. F. cubisme, f, cube Cubk
ji.] A phase of post-impressionistic art in which the

representation or design is based on the cube and
other geometrical figures, and which lays emphasis
upon volume as the important feature of objects.

Hence Cubist [F. cubiste^, an artist who adopts

this style ; also attrib. and as adf. Also Cubi'stlc

a.f Cnbi'stically adv.
* The word '* Cubism "

. . dates from 1908 and was pronounced
for the first time, according to M. L4£once Rosenberg, by
a member of the Hanging Committee of the Salon des
Ind^pendants. As a canvas by Georges Hraque was being
carried by,this person exclaimed," Encore desCubes I assez

de cubisine !" A journalist seized on the mot and spread
it abroad, and the painter concerned, together with his

associates, accepted tne nickname and confessed themselves
Cubists ' (Rutter Evol, Mod. Art 80).

1911 Illustr. Loud. News 21 Oct. 648/1 Paris is perturbed
by the Cubism and the Cubists of the Salon d Automne.
191Z Lit. Digest (N.Y.) 18 Nov. 914/1 The cubists take the

blocks of the pavement as their medium for interpreting the
external world. 1913 tr. Gleizes <5- Metzin^er's Cubism 16

To undersLind Cezanne is to foresee Cubism. 1915 A. J.
Eddy Cubists ^ Post-Impress. 72 Cubism is simply a
systematic use of planes. 1915 W. H. Wright Mod. Painting
187 Those whose criterion is prettiness are naturalW attracted

to Whistlerian and Cubistic modes. 1917 W. J. Locke V?rrf

Platut X. 1
1
3 All their talk was of Hauptmann and Suder-

mann.,and in art—Heaven save the mark—the Cubist
school. 19*0 R. Fry Vision 4- Design 186 It is interesting

to consider his Cubist period, since Marcband's reaction to

Cubism is typical of his nature. 19*1 P. M.Turner Apprec.
Painting 193 There are a number of perfectly sincere painters

who, being cubist by conviction, will probably continue to

practise its principles. loaA Gai.sworthy White Monkey \u

li. 133 [Painter to model) * No, I shouldn't be treating you
cubistically'. 19*8 — SwanSong iii. xiii.317, I remember
the first shows in London of those post-impressionists and
early Cubist chaps,
trans/. 1915 A. J. Eddy Cubists 9r Post-Impress. 64 A form

ofdramatic representation that is essentially Cubist, Futurist,

and Orphist in its expression. 19*6 W. J. Locke OldBridge
11. vi, 'Ihe. .German tourist and hiscubistically attired wife,

xoa? S. Vines Movements 3 Mr. Blunden is a case in point,

this critic claiminj^ him fur the Georgians, while that one
will allege that cubistic symptoms have characterised, if not

marred, nis later work, X9a7 Observer b Mar. 21/3 A few
[ladies' coats] display cubistic ideas, amusing to study in

detail.

Cubitus (ki«*biti?s). Ent, [L. : see Cubit.]

(See Quot.

)

i8s6 kiRBY & Sp, Entomol. \\\. 369 Cubitus, the fourth

and elongated joint [in the first pair of legs in Hexapods],
answering to the Tibia in the legs.

Cuokle-, Cuokold-bur, U.S. varr. Cocklb-bub.
i8ax T. NuTTAix Trav. Arkansa ii. 58 The corn6elds, at

this season of the year, are so over-run with cuckold-burrs
(Xanthium Strumarium). .SkS to prove extremely trouble-

some to woollen clothes.

CuckoOy sb. Add

:

3. b. A person, individual, slang".

X9S4 Galsworthy White Monkey i. ix. 77 'Don't worry,
we II dig up the just-right cuckoos, somehow *, * A Chinese
Minister would be perfect', mused Fleur.

9. ouckoo-ilsh U.S. (mod. example) ; cuckoo
fowl (see quot.),

a 1884 J. C. Brevoort in Goode Nat. Hist. Aguat. Anim.
(1884) 257 When freshly taken from the water they grunc

Suite loudly, whence their popular name of Grunter, or

Cuckoo-fish, 1849 D. J, Brownk Amer. Poultry Yd,
(iSs5) 55 *Cuckoo fowl, of the Norfolk Farmyards, England.
Barn-Door Fowl, of the English and Anglo-Americans,

Cuckoo (ku'kw), a. U.S. slang, [f, the sb.]

Crazy, out of one's wits.

1913 P. G. WoDEHOusE Inimit. yeevesxvW. 241 He pottered

about the room for a bit, babbling at intervals. The boy
seemed cuckoo. 1918 Collier's 29 Dec. 28/1 When every-

thing., failed to reduce Jack's bulk, I was nearly cuckoo

with rage and fear.

Cucumber. 4. Add: cucumber-beetle, -bug,

flea beetle C/.S. (see quots,) ; cucumber-wood
C/.S., the wood of the cucumber-tree.

17
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CUCUMBER-TREE.
x86x Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1S65) V. 435 The various

remedies adopted to check the ravages of the *cucumber
beetle, would be appropriate. Ihid. 432 This insect . .comes

so near in its colors and markings to the DietholUa vitiata,

or **cucumber-bug\ that care must be taken to prevent

mistake. 1877 Refi. Vermont Board Aerie. IV. 154 The
*Cucumber Flea Beetle,.. a little black beetle.. sometimes

attacks the raspberry. 1904 ' O. Henry ' Cabbages ^ Kings
X. 161 Johnny Atwood. .prated feebly of cool water to be

had in the *cucumber-wocd pumps of Dalesburg.

Cucamber-tree. ^S. (See Cucumber 4.)

x78i-a Jkffersom Ao/es on Virginia (1787) 38 Cucamber-
tree. Magnolia acuminata. 1784 J. Filson Kentucke 23

The cucumber-tree is small and soft, with remarkable leaves,

[and] bears a fruit much resembling that from which it is

named. x'j^yiQ?&% Amer, Gazetteer ^.v. Territory^ The
more useful trees are.. elm, cucumber tree, lynn tree. 183a

D. J. Browne Sylva Anter. 205 The cucumber tree some-

times exceeds 80 feet in height. 1834 Southern Lit. Messen-
er I. 98 The customary variety of oak, ash maple and
jickory presentsitself, mingled with the cucumber tree (^<^.
nolia Acuminata). 1895 'C.E. Cbaddock' Myst. IVitch-

Face Mt.Wi. 56 Near at hand, a cucumbertreewith its great,

broad green leaves and its deep red cones.. gave the only

touch of color.

Cud, sb. 4. Add : cud-chewer, a niminant

animal,
1937 Haldane & Huxley Anim. Biol, vf, 112 In cud-

chewers like the cow and sheep.

Cnddleable (k»*d'lab 1), a. colloq, [See -able.]

= CUDDLESOME.
1938 E. Wallace Again the Three Jttst Men 32 The Lord

has given you kissable lips and a cuddleable body. 2928
DaUy Express 18 May ii/i, I do not want a brainless doll,

but I would like a jolly, lovable, cuddleable woman.

Caddiesome I
a. Delete nonce-wd. and add

quots,

:

1893 Ardrossan ^ Saltcoats Herald x Sept. 3 The crowd
of cuddlesome darlings in nice frocks. 1923 Daily Mail
37 Feb. 7 A rattlesnake has produced a family of thirty

babies. There is nothing of cuddlesome, infant softness

about these tenfold triplets.

Cuddly, a. Delete nonce-wd. and add to def.

:

Such as invites cuddling ; = Cuddlesome.
1915 Galsworthy Freelands xxxvi, She laid her face be-

side his on the pillow. ..It made everything seem cuddly and
warm. 1923 Daily Mail 16 Mar. 14 Cuddly toys appeal to

babies. 1934 D. H. Lawrence England 55 He put his arm
round her and drew her a little nearer to him, in a very warm
and cuddly manner. 1937 P. G. ^onvjiKOMs^ Small Baclu L
8 1. 6 * Are you trying to convey the idea that she is short

and stout 7
'

* Ob, no> sir, not stout* Just nice and plump.
What I should describe as cuddly.*

Cuddy 2. 1. Naut. (Earlier Amer. examples.)
1641 WiNTHROP Hist. New Eng. 34 He threw himself in

at the door of the cuddy, x^s^ Plymouth Col. Rec. HI. 16
The surges being violent, hee was beaten of the fore cuddey
of the said boate into the water, and soe ended his life.

Cue, sb.^ 2. b. (Later U.S. example.)
1831 P. WmCATE in B. Peirce Hist. Hatiiard Univ. (1833)

219 We were allowed at dinner a cue of beer, which was
a half-pint.

Cuff, sby 4. Add : cuff-links.

19x5 * Bartimeus* Tall Ship iv, 75 This liberal display of
Ane linen and flashing cuff-links.

Cuffee, cuffy (ko'fi). U.S, [A personal name
formerly common among negroes.] a. A negro

;

also used as a generic name. b. transf. A black
bear,

1834 J. Doddridge Notes 21 When the bear approached
him, be sprang out and hallooed ai htm; but cuffee. .jumped
at him with mouth wide open. 1837 Soutlurn Lit. Messenger
III. 86 The song ceased, and the cuffee advanced in silence.

1844 *JoK. Slick' High Life N. V. I. 74 Jest as I was
a thinldng this, the cuffy come into the room. 1863
* Artemus Ward ' His Bk. (1B65) 61 Praps I*ra bearin down
too hard upon Cuffy.

Cuffer^. dial, or slan^, [f. s.w. dial, cuff vh.j

to talk over, discuss, relate + -BE 1.] A yam or

story.

1887 Farrell How He Died 6^ You made me start to pitch
you this most interesting cuffer. 1898 P, H. Emerson
Marsh Leaves 188 He'll spin up a rare cuffa along with old
Jenks. 1899 F- T- Bullen Idylls Sea^ etc. xxv. 219 The
time-honoured ' cuffer * or yarn was going its soothing round.
1923 Blackzv. Mag. May 661/1 There's plenty of cuffers, as
they're called, about mermaids, phantom ships, dripping
corpses, and such Hke.

Cuirass, sb. Add : 4. C. In full cuirasse

bandy a band made of linen pressed in layers to

protect a cycle tyre.

X906 Daily Chron, 28 Nov. 9/2 The winter and tropical
tyre.. consists of a smooth vulcanised cover, with cuiras.se

band put on top by hand. 1907 Ibid. 12 Oct. 9/4 The Paris
cuirasse band... Unlike the Spninx, the cuirasse becomes an
integral part of the tyre, being attached inside the cover.

Culching, cultching (k^-ltjig), vbL sb. [f.

CULCH, CDLTCH.] The practice of strewing an
oyster-bed with culch. Also attrib,

1894 Westnt. Gaz, 3 Apr. 5/3 A Bumham cultching boat.
1904 Nature 17 Mar. 466/1 The process known as 'culch-
ing , that is, scattering the floor of the bed with rock, loose
coral, and so on, to afford the necessary anchorage for the
byssus of the young oyster.

Culicicide (kiu-lisissid). Also cuUcide (ki»--

lisoid). [f. L. culeXf culzcts gntLt : see-oiDEl.] An
insecticide to destroy gnats and mosquitoes.
190X L. O. Howard Mosquitoes 197 The non-spreading

qualities of corn-oil, however, as well as its price, remove it

from the list of good culicides. 1901 Practitioner Mar. 263
By fumigating the rooms occasionally with some such
culicicide as the dried flowers of the chrysanthemum.
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Culicifage (kiw-lisifiwd^), \i. L. cuUx^ culicis

gnat + -FUGE.] (See quot.)
1901 DoRLASD Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Culicifuge^ a preparation

intended to prevent the attacks of gnats and mosquitoes.

Culicine (ki«*lis3in), a. and sb, Ent. [ad.

mod.L. Culicina (pi.), f. ctdex, culicis gnat: see
-iNfil.] A. adj. Belonging to the sub-family C«//-
cina or gnats. B. sb. A member of this sub-family.
1921 G. H. Cabpentkr Insect Trans/.n^Z Less abundant in

these countries than the CuHcine gnats are the Anophelines.
1923 H, M. Lefrov Entom. 419 The Anophelines hang
parallel to the surface.. but the CuUcines hang at an angle.
1929 R. Matheson Mosquitoes N. Amer. 36 The species of
Cuticine mosquitoes have widely varying larval habits.

CuU, sb:-'^ Add : 2. Also/^.
1919 H, L. WiusoN Ma Pettengill viiL 253 It made him

feel hke a social cull or an outcast, or something.

3. a. U.S, (Earlier example.) A\so cull lumber,
1865-6 Trans, ill. Agn'c. Soc. VI. 647 Culls are a quality

manufactured from winding, worm-eaten, shaky or dry-rot
timber, badly manufactured, or less than sixteen (16) inches
in length. 1897 Moore How to Build H. ^2;^ The 'cull* lum-
ber should be put in the closets, storerooms, and upper or
attic rooms.

Cull, vA Add : 4. To pick out (calves) accord-

ing to their quality. Also absol. Australian.
1927 Bennett ChristisonxW, 125 Christisonused to cull on

clearly defined lines. At first coarse calves were culled.

Culler. Add:
1. b. spec, as the name of a town official.

1663 Boston (Mass.) Town Rec. VII. 15 Francis Hudshon
and Ralph Sammies are made choice of by the Selectmen
for to be Cullers of fishe. Ibid. 20 CuUour of staves, Edward
Belcher. 1684 Cambridge (Mass.) Ree. 2^2 Culler of bricks
for the Town. 1696 Maftchester (Mass.) Rec. 70 Att ye
same towne meettinge John Uishope was chosen culler of
staves and other goods. 1697 Ibid. 76 Clark of the market
and culler of fish and staves. 1781 Baltimore Toivn Rec. 43
Jacob Dawson appointed Garbler, Culler of Staves.

C. local. (See quot.)
1906 Viet. Co. Hist.^ ComvjallX. 521/2 Many comparatively

rough blocks (of slate-rock] are refused by the contract men,
and these are passed on to men and boys called cullers, who
are paid a fixed price, and make as much out of them as
they can.

Culmen. 1. Delete ^Obs. Still in use, esp. in

fig. applications.
1928 C. T. Onions in Times 19 Apr. 10/7 The Oxford

English Dictionary is the culmen [of a scries of lexicons].

Culminate^ v. 4. Delete rare and add modem
instances.

1896 Earl of Roseberv in IVestm. Gaz. 12 Sept. s/i This
brings to a head and culminates all the nameless ma5sacres
in Asia Minor, t^^ Omaha Bee 25 Sept., A romance ex-
tending over several years was culminated. 1927 Daily
Express 25 Apr. 1/5 They decided that an immediate cere-

mony would culminate their childhood romance.

Culmination. Add : 3, [Of. It. cohnare.l

The raising of land by the deposition of silt.

1838 F. Maceroni I\Tein. II. 62 The process of culmination
is particularly successful if practised nigh up a river much
liable to winter floods.

Cult, sb. Add : 2. b. Now freq. used attrib.

by writers on the archaeology of primitive cults.

1901 A. J. Evans Mycen. Tree \ Pillar Cult 25 Aniconic
Cult Images. Ibid. 77 Cult Scenes relating to a Warrior
God and his Consort. 1903 Folk-Lore Sept. 264 The image
of the patron deity, usually a simple copy of the cult statue.

Ibid. 269 Inscriptions found at various cult-centres. 1906
D. G. HocARTH in Proc. Brit. Acad, igoj-6 375 Small ob-
jects dedicated in that temple, among which are several cult-

figurines of the Goddess. 19x8 PeakE & Flrurr Steppe «5-

Soivn 104 Already in Early Minoan times the double axe had
become, not only a symbol of authority, but a cult object.

Cultching : see *Culching.

Cultellus (k»lte-l^s). PI. cultelli (-9i). £nt.
[L., dim. of culler knife.] Each of the lancet-like

mandibles of many blood-sucking Diptera.

1899 D. Sharp Insects 11. 443 Cultelli (mandibles of other
anatomists).

Cultic (Ico'ltik), a. [f. Cdlt sb. -j- -ic, perh. after

G. hillisch.'] Of or pertaining to a religious cult.

X898 Peritz in jfrnl. Bibl. Lit. XVII. 117 Whether as
divinity, devotee, or cultic official, woman shares cultic

duties with man. 1925 G. B. Gbav Saeri/lce in O.T, 193
Though of course women reckoned their descent from Levi,
they did not exercise the special cultic Levitical service.

loaS J. E, McFadyen in A. S. Peake People <$• Bk. 216
Gunkel maintains that, though they [sc, the psalms] ori-

ginated in poetry composed for the cult, most of them no
longer presuppose any cultic action.

Cultivated, ppl. a, 2. Add : Of the voice or

utterance, indicating refinement in its user,

1908 IVestm. Gaz. 2 Jan. 8/1 The prisoner is a well set>up
and well-dressed man with a cultivated voice.

Cultivation. Add : 2. Also attrib,, as culti-

vation field, zone ; cultivation paddock, the part

of an Australian station used for the raising of

crops. ( Foreign and Colonial.)
1853 C. St. Julian & Silvkstkr Prod. N.S. W. 170 (Morris)

Few stations ofany magnitude are without their ' cultivation
paddocks *. 1893 F. Adams Netv Egypt 94 An open space
in the desert, beyond the cultivation fields. x8^ Daily Ne^vs
2 Jan. 5/6,1 hope toestablishcultivationzones in the province
of Havana. 190a IVestfn. Gaz. 13 Dec. 2/1 Posy, .went over
the fence into the cultivation paddock.

o. Short for cultivation paddock (see above).
igxo Davis Our Selection xvi. 151 The kangaroo started

across the cultivation, heading for the grass-paddock.

CUMBRIAIT.

Cultual (ko-lti«al), a. [ad. F. cuUuel, f, L.
cultus CuLTDS.] Of or pertaining to a cult or
organized religious worship.
1906 VVestrn. Gaz. 17 Dec. 2/3 Catholic Cultual Associa.

tions. 1912 Von Hugel Eternal Life 163 There is nothing
necessarily superstitious in.. Cultual Acts.

Cultural (k(?-ltiiiral), sb, [f. Cultural a. 2.]

A factor in human culture.

1904 Nation (N.Y,) 8 Dec. 466/1 There has been.,an
interaction between all human culturals, namely, between
industry, knowledge, art, conduct, and religion.

CultTiral, a. Add

:

3. Relating to civilization, esp. that of a par-

ticular country at a particular period.

1875 Whitney Life Lang, 172 All these widely-sundered
tribes of men, found at the dawn of history in every variety
of cultural condition. \^&^ Science IV. 21/2 In its cultural
development, China stands wholly for itself. 1898 Daily
News 30 Aug. 5/1 The gigantic cultural problems awaiting
solution in the Russian Empire. 1909 IVestm. Gaz. 22 Apr.
5/2 The Professor [DoerpsfeldJ says the excavations reveal
several distinct cultural deposits. 1909 A. H. Keane Centr.
4- S. Amer. (ed. 2) I. 48 The southern extremity of the cul-
tural zone.

4. Bacteriology. Relating to culture-media or to

the character of the micro-organisms grown upon
them.
1900 fml. Exper. Med. V. 259 The bacillus recovered by

us from our several autopsies always showed the same cul-
tural characters.

Culturally, adv. Add :

2. Bacteriology. With reference to culture-media
or their development.
1893 Daily Tel. 29 Sept. 4/6 A fatal case, .is officially de-

scribed as * culturally indistinguishable from true cholera'.

1906 Practitioner Nov. 655 Culturally, it possesses no
features by means of which it may be readily distinguished
from other diplo- or streptococci. igaSIiid. Jan. 68 Ruppeli
found^ that there was a striking resemblance between the
non-virulent strains of meningococciand ordinary gonococci,
morphologically, culturally, and as regards their immunising
power against virulent meningococci

Culture* sb. Add : 3. C. culture plate ; cul-

ture medium, a substance, solid or liquid, in

which bacteria or other micro-organisms are culti-

vated.
x8^ G. Newman Bacteria i. 27 The sunlight acts preju-

dicially upon the 'culture medium. 1906 J. B. Burke (7rr^.

/,/y<;97 Ifcyanogen is a half-living thmg. .it is only natural
to try if it would form growths in culture media. 1907
IVestm, Gaz,Q Oct. 12/1 The feet of the fly, .are so formed
as to make efifective carriers of germs, and as an illustration

of what a single fly can do in this way he showed a photo-
graph of a 'culture plate upon which a captured fly bad
been allowed to walk.

5. b. spec. The civilization of a people (esp, at

a certain stage of its development or history).
X871 E. B. TvLOR {title) Primitive Culture. 1903 C.

LuMHOLTz Unknown Mexico I. 117 A thrifty people whose
stage of culture was that of the Pueblo Indians of to-day.

c. attrib. and Comb.., as cultttre-condition, -in-

stincts ; culture-loving ppl. adj. Also spec, in

Anthropology^ as culture-hero, -lieroinCt -legend,

-myth, 'province, -slock, -zone.

1897 Mary Kingslev W. Africa 28 The present *culture-
condition of West Africa. Idid, Pref. p. ix, Your superior
*culture-instincts may militate against your enjoying West
Africa. 1905 Daily Chron. 15 June 3/1 The *cuiture-ioving
Catholic Gael. X909 IVestm. Gaz. 2Jan. 11/2 A modernised,
constitutional, culture-loving Turkish State.

1907 A. C. Haddon in Anthropol, Ess. 183 The death
dances were introduced into the Western Islands by two
•culture heroes from New Guinea. 1901 Contemp. Rev.
Mar. 455 The ancient ' *culture-heroine '. 1903 Daily Chron.
II June 3/1 The hero-tales and *culture-legends of the pre-
historic period of the Hebrews. x9oa Encycl. Brit. XXV,
373/2 *Culture provinces. 1908 Daily Chron. 5 Mar. 3/3
Human ''^culture-zones.

Culture, 'V. Add : 2. Bacteriology, To grow
(a micro-organism) upon a culture medium.
i9o8/*rtf<r//Vr<7«<rSept. 463 The ovary and tube (unopened)

were despatched, .with a request to see what organism could
be cultured, and to make a vaccine.

CultuzrizatiOU (krdliuraiz^i-Jan, -tjar-). [f.

Culture sb. : see -ize, -ization.] T'he process of

making (a people or country) cultured.

jgiS Hist. Amer. Lit. I. 11. r. 273 All his translations..

are a witness to Bryant's knowledge of foreign tongues and
literatures, to his part in the culturization of America.

Cultus. Add: 3. attrib,, as cultus-type
\

cultus-image, -statue, an image or statue set up
in connexion with the cultus of a deity.

1906 D. G. Hogarth in Proc. Brit. Acad, sgoy-d 376 A
well-known type of cultus-image.. a traditional cultus-typc

. .of Phrygian or Cappadocian origin.

Cumberland. Used to designate the fashion

of cutting up a pig's carcase in which the ham is

cut away and cured separately.

1905 W. H. SiMMONDS Practical Grocer III. 103 It pays
to sell the ham separately and convert the rest of the side

into * Cumberland cut ' bacon or * Irish roils '.

Cumbrian (kp'nibrian), a. (and sb.). [f.med.L.

Cumbria, f. W. Cymry:—prehist. W. ^kombrogi,

pi. oi*kombrogos\it, fellow-countryman (W. bro:—
*mrog- region).]

1. Belonging to the ancient British kingdom of

Cumbria, which included Cumberland, As sb,, a

native of this kingdom.
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2, Belonging to Cumberland, or its system of

rocks; also, more widely, belonging to the Lake
District and its fells ; sb. a native of Cumberland.
1778 T. West Guide Lakes Cumb.^ etc. (1789) 6 The

txmvelled visitor of the Cambrian lakes. 1835-4 J. Phillips

GeoL in EncyciMeirofi.{tZ^s) VI. 584/2 The analogous arches

of limestone, which begird the primary district of the Cum-
brian lakes. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 223/2 The Cumbrians
have been undeservedly said to be litigious. Ibid.^ Cumbrian
peasantry have various festive mcelingSj called the i'l'rw, or

harTe>t-home, sheep-shearinc:, merry nights, and upshots.

x88a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 40/1 Kentigern,..the restorer of

Christianity among the Cumbrians. 1901 A. G. Bradley
Lake /J/j/rrV/ 4 The simple dalesman,..canny Cumbrian as

he is. 190a W. G. Collingwood LtUte Counties 38 There have
been many Cumbrian poets, most of them, like Wordsworth
at Grasmere, cottage folk. Haskktt Smith Ibid. 259
Leaving out Langdale, which runs down into Westmorland,
there are five purely Cumbrian dales.

Cumulet (ki«'mi/3llet). A high-flying variety

of fancy piijeon.

1876 Bazaar, Exchange Sf Mart 12 Jan. 74 /^ Pair splendid

white eyed cumulets. 1910 A. H. Osman Ptgeon Bk. 131.

Cumulo-. Add : comulo-niinbuB (see quots.).

1887 Leisure Hour 570/2 Similar cumulus and cumulo-
nimbus forms range in latitude from London to near Cape
Horn. 19x8 D. Brunt MeteoroL iii, Cumulo.nimbus is the

thunder-cloud. It frequently takes the form of towers or

anvils.

Cunarder. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1869 C L. Brace Ne-m West \. 23 Take the matter of coal

alone, .burned at the rate it is on a Cunarder. 1873 * Mark
TwAiM ' & G D. Warner Gilded Age iv. 494 He pointed
out where the Cunarders lay when in port.

Cnpf sb. Add : 4. Also, a depression in the skia

formmg a rudimentary eye in certain low-grade

animals. Also eye-cup or cup-eye,

19*7 Glasgoiv Herald t) July 4 In some of the sea-worms
..we start with diagramm.itically simple 'cup-eyes*,.. and
gradually pass to veryelaboratc* cup-eyes'. Ibid.^ A minute
optic skin-cup. 19x9 EncycL Brit, XX. 628/2 Eye-spots
are found in Medusae, starfishes, and some Annelid worms.
..The first step. .is the sinking of the eye-spot intoapit-
Hke depression, thus forming an eye-cup (optic cup). Ibid.,

llie cells situated at the back of the cup.

6. (Earlier and later U.S. example.) Cf. cup-

and- ring \Ti *I3 d.

S819 W. Faux MemoroM* Days Amer. (1823) 284 He
would have bought (land) from Mr. Birkbeck, but could get

only a 'cup', that is, a swamp. \986 Outing [,\J .S.) Nov.
107/1 He [sc. the grizzly] had passed the end of the butte, and
descended into a shallow cup in the plain.

13. O. Additional combinations and quots.

S894 Daily Ne^vs 26 Feb. 5 i Those mighty cup-fighters,

the Blackburn Rovers. 1895 /irid. 21 Feb. s/j The Wed-
nesday men arc noted cup-tie fighters. 1901 Irestm. Gas,
32 Apr. 7/3 A typical ' cup-fighting * team. 190a Encycl,
Brit. XXIX. 329/2 The expression " a cup horse ' ii under-
stood to imply an animal capable of distinguishing himself
over a long distance at even weights against the best

opponents. 1905 Daily Chron. 14 .\pr. 8/1 A special brand
of play known as ' the Cup-tie game '. I6id. 25 Dec. 3/4 Old
Internationals and Cup-finat players. 1910 Westm. Go*.
14 Mar. 14/s The cup-holders were defeated in their first

match.

d. oup-and-ring, designation ofa type of marks
fonnd cut in megalithic monuments, consisting of

a circular depression surrounded by concentric

rings ; oup-cake, ong,C/,S,f a cake baked from in-

gredients measured by the cupful, or baked in small

cups; oap-oustard (U.S. examples); oup-funffus,
any discomycctous fungus having a cup-shaped
ascoma; cf. cup-mushroom ; oup-head, a hemi-
spherical head to a bolt ; hence cap-headed a, ;

oup-mark, -marking,a shallow cup-like depression
found cut in rocks or stone monuments (see 5) ; also

cup-marked a, ; oup-mouthpieoe (see quot.)

;

cup-plant U.S, (examples) ; oup-sotUpture =
*cup»marking\ cup-8hrijnp(seequot.); cup-stone,
a stone or rock surface inscribed with cup-marks.
1867 J. Y. Simpson Arck, Sculpt. a*Cupand ring cuttings.

X875 C Maclacam Hill FortSy etc Index, Cup and Ring
SoilpcuTing^ ibid, 41 On one monolith, .are some 'cup
mnd ring markings '. tooo Daily News 11 Oct. 6/1 A rude
dial at West Kirby looks like an example of * cup and ring
ttooes*. 1919 Proc. Sac. Antiq. Scot. LIU. 33 The cup-
and ring-marked stone which was found near this spot.
1886 Harper's Mag. Dec. 134'^ Cousin Carry with her
eternal *cup^calce. zBgoMAftyK.WiLKiHsHumlileEomaitee,
etc. Unwilling Guest 271 Mis' Steele made some cup-cake
to-day...She put a cup of butter and two whole cups of
sugar in it. 1911 E. Feksbr Dawn O'Hara viiL 109 There
were little round cup cakes made of almond paste that
meiis in the mouth. 1934 Mrs. Beeton's Cake-making
24 Cup Cakes, Plain (American Recipe.) Take 3 level
cupfuls of Sour, I cupful of sugar, \ cupful of butter, i cup-
ful of milk. . . Bake in shallow tins or small cups. x86a * G.
Hamilton' Country Living ff Thinking 72 We had "cup-
cnstards at the close of our breakfast that morning. x866
Mrs. Whitney L. Coldtkwaite x, Cup-custards, even, dis^

appeared,—cups and all. 1910 Encycl. Brit. XI. 341/a
Owing to the shape of the fruit-body many of these forms
are known as *cup-fungi, the cup or apothecium often
attaining a Urge uze. I9ag/^r</.(ed. 12) III. 827/2 The 'cup-
head or coach-bolL 1884 Proc. Soc. Antiq, Scot. XVIII.
no Edge of Rock with *Cup-marks. 1919 Ibid. LIII. 22
The fracture on one side cuts across a cup-mark- 1867 Ihid.
<i87o) VII. 270 A Kist, with a *cup-marked Cover. 1875C Maclacan ///// Forts, etc 45 The cup-marked stone
figured on Plate XI. 1898 Ctogr. Jml. XI. 681 Inscribed
and cup-marked stones. 1867 J. Y. SiMfSON^n://. 5<:«^^ 7
In the centres of the remaining six series of circles there are
DO 'cop-markings. 1877 W. Giikbnwbi.i. Brit. Barrows

34t A square piece of the same stone, .which has a circular

pit or cup-marking on each face. Z91Z Encycl. Brit, XVIII.
947/1 *Cup-Mouthpieces.^^x^ss, wind instruments are
played by means of cup or funnel-shaped mouthpieces,
generally made of silver. . . The shallower the cup the more
suitable it is for producing the higher harmonics. X84&-S0
A. Wood C/aw-^>l. Bot. ^^6 Silphium per/oliaium. *Cup-
plant. 1870 Amer. Naturalist IV. 580 Another species
of the same genus, called llie cup plant {Silphinm per-
y^//(z/vm).. is common in the moist ravines. 192 x Calman
Li/eo/"Crustacea 245 A smaller species. .{Leander sguilla)^
and another very similar species../-. rt</s/*rfwj, .. are said
to be sold on some parts of the English coast as **Cup
Shrimps *.

Cup, V. Add :

3. D. To lodge or contain as in a cup.
1889 Bret Harte Cressy ii. Her chin cupped in the hollow

of her hand. 1907 Daily Cnron. 17 Oct. 8/5 Dene, cupped
by the hills that guarded every outlet.

O. Golf. To lodge (the ball) in a * cup ' or de-

pression of the ground. (See Cup sb. 5.)
1896 \V. Park Col/'gs A cupped bail gives room for play-

ing one of the finest strokes in golf. 1905 H. Vardon CotttpL

Golfer 81 When the ball is really badly cupped. 2909
IVestm, Gaz. 11 May 12/2 The cleek is only for use when
the ball ties cupped.

6. Irans, To make concave or cup-shaped,
form into a cup.
X909 Mrs. Strattom-Porter Girl of Litnbcrlost xv. 299

* Are you afraid she is going t ' Elnora asked. ' If you are,

cupyourotherhandover her for shelter.* 1911 Encycl. Brit.

XXVII. 39/2 Power presses for working sheet.raetal articles

include those for cutting out the blanks, termed cutting-out
or blanking presses, and those for cupping or drawing the
fiat blank into shape. Ibid.^ The cupping of the blank
being effected by the downward motion of the plunger.

Cupid. Add : 1. CupiiCs bow, a popular name
for lips curved like the double-curved bow of Cupid.
Cnpiifs darts (see quot. 191 o).
1875 Sir T. Seaton Fret'Cuttingi29 It gives the lip that

shape called *Cupid's Bow. 1904 B*ness von HirrrEN Pai»
IV. viii. He's a sweetly pretty youth.. with a cupid's-bow
mouth. X9a9 J. L. Hodson Grey Dawn i. i, Big brown eyes,

Cupid's bow mouth and broad U>rehead. 1910 Encycl. Brit.

XII. 272/1 This form of the mineral [gothite) has long been
known as onegite, and the crystals enclosing it are cut for
ornamental purposes under the name of ' "Cupid's darts

*

{Jfeches tfamour).

4. A variety of dwarf sweet pea,
1903 Daily Ckron. 16 July 7/4 A collection of * Cupids*
—a dwarf variety—in pots.

5. (With small mitial.) A kind of small jam
tart ; a love-well. Also cupid-cake. ? U.S,

Cupola, sb, L Add : Sometimes spec, the dome
of the building in which the French Academy
meets {la coupoU de tinsiiiut).
S900 li^estm, Gaz. 21 June 1/3 It is only by a majority of

one that M. Hervieu is called ' under the cupola '. xoao
Edin. Rez'. Oct. 276 These guardians of the Cupola. Ibid.

279 On the 2oth of March 1919, M. Reni Boylesve .

.

was received under the Cupola by the poet, M. Henri de
Regnicr.

2. cupola-furnace (U.S. examples).
1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gazetteer 55 In a circle of five miles,

. .there are 11 stores, 2 cupola furnaces, iwo oil mills. 1849
Chamberlain Indiana Gaseiteer 319 It contains two large
blast furnaces, two cupola furnaces, one forge.

Cupolated (kiw-p^ited), a. Delete f Obs,

rarer^ and add quot.

:

19S4 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 78 Their carbuncled, cupolated
torn.

Cupper^. Oxford University siang, [f. Cup5^.
+ *-ER fi.] A series of intercollegiate matches
played in competition for a cnp.

1903 Oxf, Mag. II Feb. au/i Hockey.— ..We aredrawn
against Magdalen in the second round of the 'Cupper*.
19>8 Observer 18 Mar. 13/4 The final of ' the rugger cupper '.

Cuppy, a- b. {Goif) Add; Cuppy lie, the

position of a ball when it lies in a ' ctip ' or shallow

depression. Said also of the ball.

1886 H. HuTcniNfiOS Hints Game G«lfyi Ifit (rt. the ball]

lie 'cuppy *, a jerking stroke will be necessary. 1901 W. J.
Travis Pract. Golf {igo-^) 46 It is better to. .play each shot
the same way—except in the case of a very cuppy lie. K9aa

P. G. WoDKHousE Clicking of Cutkbert 88 Mortimer.,
fornid his |)all in a nasty cuppy lie.

Cnpram (kitt-pr§m). Chem. [f. L. cupr{um
copper -h AM)ifOMlA.] Ammoniacal copper car-

bonate, used as a fungicide. 1911 Webster.

CupramiaO'nia. Also erron, cupra-am-
monia. ^ next.
X9a7 M. H. Avram Rayon Industry 497 The capra*

ammonia cellulose process.

CnprfllXLZUOliilllXI (kii^pramJa'ni;^m). Also
erron. cupra-ammonium. [f. L. cuprum copper

-h Ahmoniuu.] a solution of copper oxide in

ammonia, which has the property of dissolving

cellulose. Chiefly as the designation of a method
of makinjT artificial silk.

X911 T. WooDHOUSE tr. Foltters Arttf. Silk 29 Despeissis
Artificial Silk (Cupramnionium Process). Ibid. 36 Cupram-
monium Solution . . is a solution of copper oxide in ammonia.
It is a blue liquid known to chemists as Schweitzer's re-

agent. 19*5 Good Housekeeping K:^T. 142/2 Cuprammonium
silk. 1937 Avram Rayon Industry 193 The cupra-ammonium
solution of cellulose. Ibid, 407 Cupra-ammonium Rayon.

Cnprea (ki«-pr/a), [U, fem. of cupreus Cu-
preous a.] Cuprea bark^ the coppery-red bark
of the S. American tree Remijia pedunculcUa (and
other species), one of the sources of quinine.

1884 Pharmaceutical Jrnl. ^ Trans. 23 Aug. 141/1 The
china cuprea, which we now know to be derived from
Remijia peduncuiata. Ibid., The alkaloid of cuprea bark.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 186/2 A few years ago it was dis-
covered that a bark imported from. .Colombia under the
name ofcuprea bark and derived from Remijia pedunculates^
Tnana^ and other species, contained quinine.

Cupreine, -in (ki«pr/',in). Chem. [f. *CuPKEA
+ -ine5^ -in 1,] A cinchona alkaloid contained in

cuprea bark.
x886 Encycl. Brit, XX. 185/1 Homoquinine has been

shown, .to be decomposed on treatment with caustic soda
into quinine and a new alkaloid, cupreine.

Cnpro-. Add: Cnrpro-nl'ckel, an alloy of
copper and nickel used as a sheathing for army-riile
bullets.

1905 Kynock *^ml. Jan.-Mar, 18 The bullet is sheathed
with a cupro-nickel envelope. 192a Encycl. Brit. XXX.
135/2 This jacket is made from cupro-nickel which.. con-
tains from 80% to 85% copper and from 15% to 20% nickel.

CuproicL Add :

2. A trade name for a preparation of cuprous
oxide used in artificial-silk manufacture.
X9ai T. WoODHousE tr. Foltzer's Artif, Silk 123 Instead

of metallic copper, this firm used cuprous oxide, Cu^O, and
the special preparation which they obtained is termed
'cuproid '. The product appears as a commercial article in
the form of pulverized cuprous oxide.

Curate. Add :

2. b. The curates egg\ taken as a type ofsome-
thing of mixed character (good and bad).
Originating in a story of a meek curate who, having been

given a stale egg by his episcopal host, stated that ' parts of
It * were 'excellent (Punih g Nov. 1895, p. 222).

1^5 Minister's Gazette ofFashion Aug. 141/1 The past
spring and summer season has seen much fluctuation. Like
the curate's egg, it has been excellent in parts.

6. jocular. A small extra poker, meant for use,

not ornament.
X891 A^ if Q. 7th Ser. XII. 206/2 A 'curate' is a small

auxiliary poker with a steel point, intended for use, in con-
tradistinction to the elaborate fire brasses, which are only
kept for show.

6. In Ireland, a spirit-grocer's assistant.

1909 M. Havden & Hartog in Fortn. Rev. Apr. 781
'Curate*.. is the assistant to a 'spirit grocer', such as most
grocers are in Ireland. 1914 Jas. Jovce DubUners^ Grace
(1926) i6c} These two gentlemen and one of the curates
carried htm up the stairs and laid him down again on the
floor of the bar.

Curatingf (kiue-ratiij), f^/. jd, [-INgI.] Actinj;

as curate
;
performing the duties of a curate.

1831 W. CoBBETT Two-Penny Trash Jau. 159 Non-resi-
dence, or stipendiary curating. 1907 H. Begbie Vigil W.

23, I am to commence vicar. No curating. Ibid. v. 68

Vou have begun curating for me already.

Curative. H. (U.S. example.)
1857 D. E. E. Braman Inform. Texas \. 15, I place great

confidence in the frequent outward use of cold water, as a
preventive and curative.

Curb, sb. Add: 12. b. The body of curb-

stone brokers, 6^.5*.

1903 Nation (N.Y.) 4 June 446 The Stock Exchange and
the * curb '..gave.. plain evidence what their opinion was.

15. curb-market, -price, -stocks U,S. (cf.

CUBB-STONK b).

19x4 A^. Y. Heredd 17 Nov. 6/4 Prices again strong in

curb market. 1915 WorLCs Work (N.Y.) Oct. 641 Unlisted
(Curb) Stocks. 1930 San Antonio (Texas) Light 31 Jan.,
Closing Curb Prices.

Curb, v'^ 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1836 J. Hall Statist. West viL loi Id the west, .wells are

curbed with hollow logs.

Curbed, ppl, a.2 Add :

3. Of a horse : Affected with a curb (Cueb sb, 4).
x86i Trans. IlL Agric. Soc, IV. 375 A narrow-quartered,

splinted, curbed mare.

Curbing^, vbl. sb,'^ 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1838 J. Hall Notes Western States viii. 106 After re-

moving the rich soil, a stratum of hard clay presents itself*

then gravel, and then another layer ofclay* all of which are
so compact as to require no curbing,

Curb-stoue. b. U.S, (Earlier example.) Also
curbstone operator.
1848 W. Armstrong Stocks j This class comprehends.. all

those petty operators and non-descripts, who have neither a
local habitation or scarcely, a name, that are dignified by
the title of curb-stone brokers. i86x Knickerbocker Mag.
June LVI I. 635 All sorts of brokers, from the leading houses
down to the curbstone * operator'. 1868 R. B. Kimball
Undercurrents 321 It is rather a habit with the Curb-stone

operator when he gets severely winged, to go into the cigar

business.

Curdyi a- 3. Add mod. quots.

i8s9 L.KVER Davenport Dunn xxxvi, His curdiest salmon
declined, his wonderful 'south-down' sent away scarcely

tasted. 1893 Hutchinson Fairway Island \, We'll eat this

[salmon] that had the tide-lice on him. He'll be tine and curdy.

Cure, sb.^ Add : 9. Still in use in the cod-fishery.

Also, a catch of fish so treated.

1883 Shea Newfoundland Fisheries 7 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.)

The cure of the fish requires much care and judgment.
..The best cure !s eflTccied when the weather is variable.

looa Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 143 The fish caught round the

iHewfoundland coast are generally of good quality, but the

Labrador cure, .is often very inferior.

11. After F. cure, G. kur, cur (see Kursaal) : A
period of residence at a health-resort, under medical

regimen, in order to restore or benefit one's health.

Also comb,, as cure-guest (= G. kurgast), -seeker.



CURE.

Z898 Daily Xe-rvs 22 July 5/1 One of the speakers was an

old cure servant. 1905 IVestm. Gaz. 11 Sept. 10/2 The
number of cure-guests registered (at Carlsbad J. %go6 Ibid.

ay Aug. 8/1 Cure-seekers at Homburg. 1908 T. P. O'Connor

CamfifeU'Banturmtut 123 He rarely took the cure [at

Marienbad). Ibid., The severe waters which the other cure-

guests were taking. -. ,. ,t_ Al
12. The vulcanization of indiarubber. Also ap-

plied, with defining word {hard, soft cure), as a

designation of different brands. (See also quot.

1923.)
1907 H. L. Terry India-rubber 32 Fine Para rubber.,

varies slightly in its properties and price according as it is

'Up-river hard cure' or * Island soft cure'. 1908 H. A.

WiCKMAM Para Rubber 24 Extraction and cure of the rubber

latex. Ibid. 29 The antiseptic smoke-cure. 1909 Wesfni.

Gaz. g Nov. 12/1 Fine Hard Cure Para Rubber. i9Ja

H. E. Simmons Rubber Afanu/. 48/2 This variation in rate

of cure or vulcanizing capacity. Ibid. 98/1 'I'hcre are two

general methods of vulcanization, namely, what is^known

as the * cold cure ' and the * hot cure vulcanization *. 19*3

B. D. W. Luff Chetti. Rubber 19 In works practice, and in-

deed in technical literature, the term 'cure 'is frequently

employed instead of * vulcanisation *. While this has the

merit of brevity, it is unfortunately used also to denote the
* smoking' of wild or cultivated rubber in the course of its

preparation. Ibid. 136 Hydrochloric acid gives a rubber

having a slower rate of cure. /bid. 137 The effect of alum
in retarding the cure of the rubber.

Clire« vA Add : 5. b. a/fso/, or tntr* To effect

a cure ; often in Jkz/l or cure (see Kill v. 7 e).

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, v. i. 99 Whose Smile and Frowne,

like to Achilles Speare Is able with the change, to kill and
cure. 1764-1875 (sec Kill u. 7 e]. 1787 Cowper Stanzas
Bill Mortality 27 No med'cine, thoush it often cure, Can
always balk the tomb. 1908 Smart Set Sept. 82/1 Butter-

milk is good for it...Warranted to cure in thirty days or

money refunded.

7. (Earlier Amer. example.)
1633 Virginia Statutes (1823) I. 205 That Itobacco] which

shalTDC cured that present yeare.

C. Spec. To dry (hay, etc.) properly for keeping.

Also intr., to undergo this process.

1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandman V. ii. 11 (E.D.S.) The
cutting, curing, and inning of barley-crops. 1787 Washing-
ton Diaries II. 256 Carried the Pease and the Vines which
appeared to be cured into one end of the Tob[acc]o House.

1837 CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. {1838) 38 [They] have this

year cut and cured 75 tons of hay, 1840 J. Buel Farmeifs
Comp. 2i8Theadvrnta^eof curing clover in the cock is this,

that when cured by being spread, the leaves and blossoms

are dry long before the stems are cured, or sufficiently dry.

1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xxxv. 749 The grass,

dead ripe, stands cured to a bright yellow.

intr. X873 J. H, Beadle Undevel. West ii. 58 It then

cures upon the grounds, and stands through the year look-

ing very much like bunches of broom.sedge. 1887 [see Cure
r/.> 7 b in Diet.]. x888 Harper's Mag. Mar. 567/1 Judging
by the grass (which cures into the most nutritions feed

as it stands) there had been no lack of rain during the

summer.
9. intr. To reside for some time at a health-

resort, following a regimen for the benefit of one's

health. See *Cube sb."^ 1 1.

190a Westfft. Gaz. 22 Aug. a/i Those who have come up
lo ' cure ' at Davos. 1905 Ibid. 9 June lo/i They * cured '

together on the balcony, and rowed together on the lake.

10. trans. To vulcanize (indiarubber).

x88o Encycl. Brit. XII. 841/2 The calendered sheets are

generally cured between folds of wet cloth. 1902 C. O.
Weber Chem. India Rubber 299 ' Dry heat cured ' water-

proof fabrics. Ibid., ' Cold cured ' cloth. 1907 H. L. Terrv
India-rubber na Goods cured by Dry Heat.. are less likely

to be damaged by copper than those which are cold cured.

1908 H. A. WicKHAM Para Rubber 29 The standard rubber
known in commerce as * fine Park ' is smoke-cured. Ibid.yz

The weight of the cured rubber should approximate very

nearly that of the latex used, i^ai H. E. Simmons Rubber
ManuJ. 48/2 They cured all their samples at a temperature

of 140 C.

b. intr» To become vulcanized, undergo vul-

canization.
i9ax H. E. Simmons Rubber Manuf. 4B/3 A rubber which

cures an hour and forty-five minutes more cjuickly than plain

or smoked sheets. Ibid. 49/1 A rapid curm^ rubber.
_ 1923

B. D. W. Luff Chem. Rubber 136 Sulphuric acid gives a
slow-curing rubber if used in slight excess.

Cnrelessness (kiOa-ilesnes). The quality or

condition of being cureless.

1891 Kipling & Balestier Naulalika xiii, Her heart
torn with the curelessness of it all.

CuretoniaxL (kiu»jt^u'nian), a. and sb. Desig-
nation of the Syriac version of tlie Gospels dis-

covered by the Rev. William Cureion, and edited

by him from the MS. in 1858.
x86i Scrivener Introd Crit. N. T. 236 The Curetonian

Syriac. Ibid. 237 note. Such cases.. aie common to the
Curetonian wlih the Peshito. 1904 F. C. Burkiit {title)

Evangclion Da-MephaiTeshe: The Curetonian Version of
the Four Gospels. Ibid II. 17 note^ Where the photograph
clearly agreed with the Curetonian against the Peshitta.

Curettage (kiurena.^). Surg, [Fr. : see

CuEETTE and -age,] The application of the curette;

scraping or cleaning by means of a curette.

1897 W. Anderson Surg. Treat- Lupus 8 Various sup-
plementary measures have been added to the curettage.

1908 Practitioner Feb. 180 No more than a curettage of the

growth was attempted.

Curettement (kiure'tmSnt). Surg. [Seeprec.

and -MENT.] = »CUBBTTAGB.
1908 Practitioner Dec. 787 The right ovary had been re-

moved elsewhere five years ago, at which time currettement

had also been done.

260

Cnrf (k^jf). local. Also carf, kerf. [var. f,

Cakf, Kebf.] One of the strata of the Portland

beds of stone.

1839 Civil Eng, «$ Arch. Jrnl. II. 375/2 A middle or curf
bed occurs only in the southernmost of the quarries. 1893
spans' Mecltanics' Own Bk. (ed. 4) 564 Then.. the Bastard-
Roach, Kerf, or Curf is reached.

Curia. Add

:

4. Hist. a. Each of four electoral bodies in the

Austrian constitution of 1861. b. Each of three

bodies,representing respectively the nobles,knights,

and towns, into which the members of the estates

of Bohemia were divided in 1446.
1907 IVestm. Gaz. 28 May 2/1 How false was the idea

given by the old Curia Parliament of what were the feelings

and the aspirations of the people of Austria. 1908 Ibid.

16 Jan. 2/1 He wished to see Bohemia divided into curias

—Germans being governed by a German, and Czechsby
a Czech curia. 1910 Encycl. Brit. III. 26/1 (Austria).

Ibid. IV. 126/2 (Bohemia).

Curiajra (kwria-ra). The native name in Vene-
zuela and Colombia for a dug-out canoe.
1910 H. J. MozANS Up the Orinoco 174 note. The curiara

is smaller than the bongo or falca. 1910 M. B. & C. W.
Brebb Our Search 12 A network of narrow channels.,
allowed us to explore the far interior in our shallow curiara

or dug-out. 19^7 Chambers's Jml. 290/1 Their curiaras

are very strong and carefully made.

Curie (kiu^-r/, ||lf«r«). [Named in honour of

M. Pierre & Mme Marie Curie, who discovered

radium,] A standard unit of radium emanation,

being the quantity in equilibrium with one gram of

radium. Also CuTiogrram.
1913 E. Rutherford Radioactive Subst. 479 At the

Radiology Congress in Brussels in 1910, it was decided to

call this equilibrium quantity a * curie ', in honour of M_. and
Mme Curie. ..It is convenient to use the term miUicurie as

a smaller unit. 1929 Encycl. Brit. VI. 875/2 Curiegram,

.

.

the quantity of radium emanation in equilibrium with one
gram of radium. This unit is subdivided into the milli-

curiegram and the microcuriegram.

Curing, vbl. sb. 3. curing-room (examples).

1833 B. SiLLiMAN Man. Sugar Cane 46 The line of the

floor, .deviates only six inches in the curing rooms. 1878
Rep. Vermont Board Agric. 79 In connection with. .the

manufacturing room was the curing room.

Curious, «. 16 and 17, Add : Used in book-

sellers' catalogues as a euphemistic description of

erotic or pornographic works.
1925 Aldous Huxi.ey Those Barren Leaves, Mrs. Aid'

•winkles. (1927) 55 The publications of the Purity League
figure invariably under the heading * Curious ' in the book-
sellers' catalogues.

-CUrist (kiu»:rist). As the second element of

compounds such as mind-curist, sure^curist ( =
one who dabbles in mind-cure, etc.)-

1889 Cent. Did. 1907 Practitioner Apr. 580 Whetherthe
engineer calls himself Christian Scientist, or Mind Curist,

or Hypnotist, matters nothing.

Curl, sb. 3. Add: Thr. in curl, out ofcurl;

said of hair which is kept curled, or which has gone

straight. Also fig. to go out ofcurl \ to lose one's

activity and * vim ', to become limp.

1924 Galsworthy White Monkey i. ix, * If you got
pneumonia *, he said, * I should go clean out of curl.*

Curl, v>^ Add : 9. Cricket, a. intr. Of the

ball : To turn in after pitching ; also, to turn in its

flight before pitching, b, trans. Of the bowler:

To cause (the ball) to curve in the air.

x888 Cricket (Badm.) ii. 54 Apart from breaking or curling,

the ball may shoot or bump. 1900 Warner Cr. in Many
Climes 83 He makes the ball curl in the air. 1904 IVestm.

Gaz. 21 May 3/1 When he first came to England,, .he had
that *cnrl-in-the-air ball* to a very marked degree. Ibid.^

Trott shone as a baseball player, and it is to this that he
owed his power of curling a ball.

Curled,///, a. Add: 3. C Ofwood: Having
a wavy or curly grain. Chiefly in curled maple.
1813 H. Muhlenberg Caial. Plants 84 (Alnus undulata

orcm/a/a)\Vavedalderorcurledalder, X83JD. J. Browne
Sylva Amer. 107 It sometimes happens that in very old trees,

the grain instead of following a perpendicular direction, is

undulated, and this variety is termed Curled Maple. 1851

C. CiST Cincinnati 249 There are no finer ornamental woods
in the world for furniture, than those of American growth,

the black walnut, cherry and curled maple. ^Z^ Trans.

Mich. Agric. Soc. VI. 528 Much of this [maplej timber is

curled and some birdVeyed.

Curlicue. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1844 ' JoN. Sii.\CK.' High Life 2V. V. II. 54, I writ out my

name. .and handed it over, curlecues and all. Ibid. 155 We
made a curlecue round both the ships.

Cu*rlicue, ^. U.S. [f. thesb.] trans, ^n^ intr.

To bend elaborately or fantastically.

X844 * Jon. Slick ' High Life N. V. I. 11 A kind of picket

fence made out of iron, all curlictied over on the sides.

Ibid. 66 Then her arms went curlecueing over her head.

Curl-leaf. [Curl sb. or z/.] = Curl sb. 4.

1886 Harper's Mag. July 283/1 Foreign varieties and their

hybrids are sometimes afflicted with the curl leaf.

Curly, a. 3. Add : curly maple (see *Curled

3 c).

1909 Mrs. Stratton-Porter Girl of Limberlost xi. 218

In an expressed crate was a fine curly-maple dressing table.

Curly-WUrly (kij-jliiw^uli), a. dial, and
colloq. [SeeCuiaiE-wuRLiEJiJ. inDict.] Twisting
and curling.

1853 Cadenhead Bon.accord 187 (E.D.D.) Wi* a* their

curly-wurly stanes. 1907 N, Munro Daft Days xix, The

CUBSUS.

dusting of the stair-rauls and the parlour beltings—the curly-

wurly places, as she called them.

Curragh (kyrax, Vvzk). Ireland 2.wA Isle of
Man. [Ir. corrach marsh, Manx curragh moor,
bog, fen.] Marshy waste ground ; spec, the proper
name of the level stretch of open ground in Co. Kil-

dare, famous for its race-course and military camp.
1664 in Lex Scripta Isle ofMan (1819) 144 Digg and take

away Timber in and out of the Curraughes on the North
Side. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman vi. i,The bog-bane to the

rushy curragh^ say I, Nancy. 1908 — in M. A. P. XX. 362
A widower living alone in some little mud cottage on the
curragh.

Currajong, var. Kurrajong.
Currant, 4. Add : currant-borer, -worm

(U.S. examples).
1867 Amer. J^aturalist Jane 223 The "currant-borer moth

{Trochilium tipuUforme) darts about the leaves on hot
sunny daj/s. 1886 Harper's Mag, Aug. 447/2 There are

three species of the currant-borer. 1867 Amer. Naturalist
June 222 The Abraxas? ribearia of Fitch, the well-

known * Currant-worm, defoliates whole rows of currant
bushes. 1886 Harper's Mag, Aug. 447 The natural history

of the currant worm and moth.

Currant jelly. A preserve made of the

strained juice of boiled currants heated and mixed
with sugar in a preserving-pan. Also in fig. con-

text. Also attrib.., as currant-jelly dog, a harrier.

J5r47 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 145 To make Curran Jelly.

Strip the Currants from the Stalks, put them in a Stone Jar
[etc.]. 1761 W. Gellerov Lond. Cookvy^ To make Currant
Jelly. 1831 Athenseum 31 Dec. 852/1 Swallowing the bitter

powder of instruction by enclosing it in the currant jelly of

amusement. 1851 lllustr. Lond. Ne^vs u Jan. 27/3 Those
agents of woodcraft, called, in flippant parlance, 'currant-

jelly dogs '. [1923 H. Cox Dogs and I xvii. 145 Those which
are contemptuously termed 'Red Currant Jelly Dogs*, .are

composed either of Beagle Harriers or.. dwarf Foxhounds.]

Cu'rranty, a. [See -y l.] Full of currants.

1876 Miss Braddon y. Haggarefs Dau. xx. Certain rock-

cakes, seedy and curranty.

Currency. Add : 4. C. Formerly a name
for native-born Australians, as distinguished from

sterling, or English-born. (See 4 b and the quots.

there marked y?^.) Also attrib. and adj.

1827 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales xxi. II. 53 Our Cur-

rency lads and lasses are a fine interesting race. 1828

Ibid. (ed. 3) 48 The Currencies grow up tall and slender, like

the Americans. 1804 W. C. Dawe {title) The Confessions

of a Currency Girf. 1899 Macm. Mag. June 127/1 The
boys when questioned would say: ' I'm not English ; I'm
Currency '.

6. curroncy note, paper money used as currency,

esp. the fii and 10^. notes issued by the Treasury

for circulation as legal tender during the war of

1914-18 ; a Treasury-note.

1893 Kipling Man^ Invent., In the Rukh, The currency
notes accumulated in the drawer. 1915 Proclamation in

Jml. Instit. Bankers Mar. 113 Payment for the order at its

face value in coins or currency notes. 1920 Discovery May
145/1 Our over-issues of currency notes. I9aa Encycl.

Brit. XXXI. 969/a The 1914 Act.. allowed an issue oi £,1
and 10s. currency notes by the Treasury.

Current, sb. 8. Add: a. current. meter,
also, see quot, 1868, b. Various obvious combs.
i86a Caial. Internal. Exhib. II. xiii. 13 As these instru-

ments have no break pieces or current reversers they cannot
get out of order. 1S66 R. M. Ferguson Electr. (1870) 185

A contrivance for this purpose is called a rheotome or

curi ent-brcak. 1868 Haskoll Land ff Marine Survey.
(1886) 209 The current meter is useful also to ascertain the

velocity of undercurrents. 1884H1GGS Magn. iff Dyn.-Electr.
Mach. 207 The current closers and interrupters. Ibid. 27a
The current-energised rotating helix. 1888 Bottone ^/w-^r,

Instr. Making (1894) 192 The current rcverser for the

Wheatstone single needle telegraph, 19*7 Daily Tel. 31 Jan.
5 The plate current-grid volts.

Current, a. 3. Add ; current account, an

account kept by a customer at a bank to meet his

current expenses.

1875 H. FiSFiER Opening etc Spec. Bank Accts. \ The
opening, working, and closing of certain cla-^es of Current
and Deposit Accounts, 1883 J. Hutchison Praci. Banking
II, 112 A number of the accounts in the Deposit Ledgers
might with propriety be transferred to the Current Account
Ledgers. i%9 IVestm. Gaz. i Sept. 6/3 It is the defjositor,

rather than the current-account customer, who is victimised

by this custom.

Curse, sb. Add : 3. b. = Cuss sb. a,

1791 R. TVLER Contrast in. L (1887) 55 There was a poor,

good-natured, curse of a husband, and a sad rantipole of a
wife. 1853 B. Young in Jml. Discourses 1. 83 We have
known Gladden Bishop for more than twenty years, and
know him to be a poor, dirty curse. Ibid. i6g Why doQ*t

you do it, you poor miserable curses?

C. An angler's name for a very small gnat or

mitige,

1889 F. M. Halford Dry-Ely Fishing \\. 116 'Curses',

or black midges or gnats. 1899 jgth Cent. Jan, 122 The
monstrously minute 'curse'.

5. curse-w^ord = cuss-word (Cuss sb, 3),

1897 R. M. Stuart Simpkinsville vii. 235 The popular

aftei -dinner 'curse word storj'* ?f the cloth would never

have been tolerated in Simpkinsville.

CursUS. Add : d. The regular varying ca-

dences which mark the end of sentences and phrases,

esp. in Greek and Latin prose.

1904 H. A. Wilson in fml. Theol. Stud. V. 387 Prof. E.

Norden has traced the use of the * cursus * in Class«Cal

writers, Greek as well as Latin. 1910 Encycl. Bnt. VIII.

304/1 The cursus or prose rhythm of the pontifical chancery



CTTBTAIN.

of the nth and 12th centuries. 1910 A. C. Cl-ARic {titU)

The Cursus in Mediaeval and Vulgai I^tin.

Cnrtain, sb.^ Add :

3. b. Mil. 'In full curtain offire, curtainfire.")

A concentration of rapid and continuous artillery

or machine-gun fire on a designated line or area,

to prevent the advance or retreat cf enemy troops,

or to clear the way for the combatant's advance.

Also, a concentration of fire to block the progress

of aeroplanes.

1916 BovD Cable ActioH Frmtin Shells began to batter

at their parapet, and to prepare a curtain of fire along their

front. 19x0 D. \. Macalister Field Gmmery (ed. 4) 157

During an attack, .the batteries, acting in concert, estaWlsh

the ' curtain of fire ' or ' barrage '. igza Encycl. Brit. XXX.
98, 3 The idea also was evolved of barrage fire, a curtain of

bursting shell to be put up in the path of the raiders.

C. A contrivance consisting of wooden slats

which can be rolled up : a number of these are

used to form a dam or weir. Also attrib., curtain-

dam, -valve, -weir.

1913 B. F. Thomas & Watt Imprmem. Rivers (ed. 2) it.

6 1 6 Curtai n Dams. . . The Camir^ curtain .. consists ofnarrow

horizontal strips of wood hinged together, and capable of

being rolled up by an endless chain. IbUi. 640 The space

between the two rows [of shutters] was then filled with

water by opening curtain-valves. 1917 E. Wevmann Dams
586 The curtains are suspended from hooks on the face of

the frames. 19x9 Encyct. Brit. XXIII. 489/1 The curt.iin

weir.. . In it wooden curtains that can be_ rolled up from the

bottom were substituted for the needles in the Poir^ weir.

8. curtain-oall, a call for an actor to appear after

the fall of the curtain (see 2) ; ourtain-fall, the fall

of the curtain at the end of an act or scene ; the

situation or tableau when the curtain falls ; also /f^.

a 1909 ' O. Hen«v ' RaoAs 0/Destiny xxL 353 Uncle Sam
has nine 'curtain^alls holding Miss Panama by the hand.

1909 Wistm. Gaz. 17 .'^pr. 1/3 Thirty 'curtain calls' re-

warding play and players. 19*0 P. G. Wodehousi Damsel
in Distress xii. 144 He felt a wave of siage^friRht such as

he bad only once experienced before in his life—on the

occasion when he had been young enough to lake a curtam-

call on a first-night. 1904 IVcstm. Gnz. 30 Mar. 4/a The
sad 'curtain-fall of universal commonpbce. 1907 ftid. 10

June 3/1 Pride.. forbids him to propose until close on the

final curtain.fall. 1909 Daily Ckron. 26 Jan. 5, 6 ' A Merry
Christmas

!

' he shouts light-heartedly at curtain-fall.

Cortate, » Add :

2. Economics and. Statistics. Shortened or limited

according to some formula or rule.

I9«7 BowLEV & Stamf Nat. Income 1Q24 71 When the

averages of these curtate groups are taken, that for women
is often higher than for men. 1^17 B. C. Hoskins Jnsur.

Lexicon 134 If payments cease with the last payment pre-

ceding the death, the annuity is said to be ' non-apportion-

able *, or * without proportion ', or ' curtate '. soso EncycL
Brit. VIII. 9731 This expression, is technically known as

the curtate expectation of life. No allowance is included

in the formula for that portion of life-time lived by each

individual in the year of his death.

Carvatnre. Add : 1. O. Curvature of space

(or spcue-tinu), in the theory of relativity, a

generalization of the notion of curvature applied to

space of four (or of n) dimensions.

1910 A. S. Eddencton Space Time GraviL x. 158 \Ve

thus get the idea that space-time may have an essential

curvature on a great scale independent of the small hum-
mocks due to recognised matter. 19x3— Matk. Th. Rela-

tivity V. 149 Curvature of space and time. Z9S7 — Stars ^
jitoms 83 Mass produces a curvature of space,

Cltrve, sb. Add :

B. 5. Physics, Statistics, etc. A line dnwn
from point to point so as to represent diagram-

matically a continuous variation of quantity.

1384 Pkarmaceut. "Jrnl. >, Trans. 26 July 77/2 The object

of these curves was to show clearly some of the most impor-

tant factors in the growth of crops. 1899 temperature curve

(see Tempe«aturk loj. 1909 Kabl Peakson Frobtem Fract.

Ententes 11 The curve lor all possibly reproductive wives

Is amply verified by the curve for young wives. 1910 W. E.

Dalby in Kef. Brit, .-issoc. (1911) 695 The curves of mileage,

passengers carried, and goods carried increase regularly with

the increase of capital.

C. curve-billed (epithet of a N. American

thrush) ; ctirve-plottinc, the graphic representa-

tion of a curve in a plan or diagram by means of

points marked on coordinates.

iSts Amer. Saluralist XV. 217 The 'curve-billed thrush

{,H\.arforhynckus\ curvirostris). 190$ Ashe &_ Keilkv
Electr. Railivays 6 "Ciurve plotting is accomplished by
means of a series of perpendicular and parallel lines.,

termed coordinates.

Curved, ppl. a. Add: Curved fire, gun-fire

with an angle of elevation or departure exceeding

that of direct fire.

The angle is variously estimated : see quott.

1883 G. .MACKINI.AY Text Bi. Gunnery 162 Indirect or

curved fire. Fire from guns, with reduced charges, and
from howitzers and mortars, at all angles of elevation not
exceeding 15*. tooa Text Bk. Gunnery n. iv. 2x4 When
the curvature of the trajectory becomes considerable, as in

High Angle and Curved Fire. 1907 O. -M. I.issak Ordn. ^•

Guttnery ^^Z Direct Fire is with high velocities, and angles

of elevation not exceeding 20 degrees. Curved Fire is with
low velocities, and aneles of elevation not exceeding 30

degrees. 1917 W. H. Tschappat Ortt. + Gunnery^ 436 For

convenience of discussion curved fire will be considered as

firings with elevations between 15* and 40* and high-angle

fire as firings with elevations above 40". loao D. A. Mac-
alistrr Field Gunnery 19 Curved Fire,—Where the angle
of elevation is not above >o*.
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Gurvometer (kwvpmftsj), [f. Cukve sb. -t-

-METEE,] An instrument for measuring the length

of a curve. 190a EncycL Brit. XXX. 578/1,

Corvulate (k»uvi<iil«it), a. [f, L. c«>T/«iCuEvE

a., with dim. termination as in Ungulate, virgti-

late.'\ Slightly curved, 1889 Cent. Diet.

Curvy (ko-jvi), a. [-T 1.] Having a curve or

curves ; full of curves, marked with curves.

190a IVestm. Caz. 23 Oct. 3/2 The collar and the quaint

curvy applications on the skirt should be of guipure lace.

Cusec. Abbreviation, used by engineers, of
' cubic foot per seconA '.

19x3 B. F. Thomas & Watt Impravem. Rivers (ed. 2) 1.

46 The abbreviation ' second-feet which is frequently used
in America instead of * cubic feet per second ', h.is the
equivalent of ' cusecks ' among the Anglo-Indian engineers.

19x5 HoosDEN Is Venus Inhabited^. 37 We should need a
continuous flow of 20,000,000 cusecs. I9as Q. Rev. Jan. 79
Taking the high flood discharge at Baghdad as 250,000

cusecs (L e. cubic feet of water per second), then the

escapage amounts to 342,000 cusecs.

Cush. (kuj), coUoiq. shortening alcushion in sense

3 c. Also as verb.

xoos Westm. Gas. 21 Oct. 4/1 It is like watching a game
of billiards with wooden cushes and beechwood balls.

Cush v., var. cosA (see Cosh sb.'^). Hence
Ca'Bher.
xgai Packard Four Stragglers I. ii, ' A bit ofa " cushing "

expedition, was it? '. .'Just the usual bash on the head with

a ncddy.' Ibid. It. iv, 1 hat was the method of the ' cusher '.

CushAg (ku'Jag). dial. Also -og, [Manx
cuis/tagvooarXit. big stalk.] The common ragwort,

SenecioJacobxa.
1887 rfALi- Caine Deemster xxiv. There's gold on the

cushags yet. 1894— Ufanxman It. xxii, Philip plucked the

cushag. 1^00 IVestiH. Gaz. i OcU 2/3 The term ' weeds ' is

defined as including thistles, cushags, and common docks.

Cush-CUSh. [Native name,] A species of

yam, Colocasia esciilenla, used as a food in the

West Indies,

1871 KiNcsLEY At Last ii. (1892) 26 Great roots of yam
and cush<ush. Ibid. 37 Wild cusb-cuslt roots.

CusMon, sb. Add

:

3. c. Also of a bagatelle board.
1837 D. Walker Games ^ Smarts 89 There are likewise

two small cushions placed against the sides.

e. .\ small dam or body of water to catch the

water falling from a weir.

1917 W, G, Blicm Irrig. lyis. (ed. 3) too The system of

providing water cushions to canal ^lU by lowering the

floor below the bed of the channel down stream.

f, A sweetmeat in the shape of a cushion.

I9st Louisa Thorpe Beubcns 4- Simple Sugar Sweets 49
Satin Cushions. .. With a pair of scissors cut the mixture into

smalt cushions and leave them until quite firm.

Cushioned,///. <r. Add:
1. e. fig. Oi ihe voice : Soft and smooth, velvety.

1909 Daily Chron. 20 Jan. 5/6 Complaining for two hours

against fate in that cushioned voice of hers. X9S0 Gals-
worthy In Chancery 11, xiii. There was comfort in her

cushioned voice,

Cn'sMoning, //A «. [f. Cushion v. + -ing *,]

Forming a cushion.

1887 Toi;rgee Button's Inn 304 The soft . . snow . . may have
formed a cushioning mass saving him from instant death.

Cushiony, a. Add : fig. = *CU8HY a.

S908 Daily C hron, 35 Feb. 4/4 A lot of them have rare

cushiony jobs,

Cusixy(ku'ft),«. slang. Alsooushey. [Anglo-

Ind,, f. Hind, khUsh pleasant.] Of a post, job, etc.:

Easy, comfortable, ' soft '. Of a wound : Not
dangerous or serious.

X91S D. O. Harnett Letters 44 The billets here are very

good . .and we have rooms to ourselves. . . It's all very ctishey

and nice. igx6 Blackvi. Mag. Jan, 91/3 I've got a cushy
wound, tfiiDaily Mail i N ov.. He's got a cushy job. 1917

GiBBS Battles ofSomme 146 All our men who have had the

lucktogeta'cushiewound', i9a8E.WAUCMZ'«/. cS-/". I. iii,

I was sent to Ireland on a pretty cushy job connected with

postal service, 1919 A. Waugh Three Score * Ten 214 For
two months,.. thank Heaven, we'll be in a cushy section.

Cass, sb. U.S. 2, (Earlier example,)

177s Narrag. Hist. Reg. III. 263 A man that .. was noted

for a d.tmn cuss.

Cuss, v. 6^..?, Add: (Earlierandlaterexamples.)

183s R. M. Bird Hawks 0/ Hawk-hollow II. xx. 344, 1

hit the 'oss on the 'ead, and cuss the bit of his master 1 1873
Aldricii Marj. Daw etc. (1885) 217 A vicions drop of rain ..

fell upon the wick oi our tallow candle, making it ' cuss ', as

Ned Strong described it. 1897 ' Mark Twain ' Following
Equator vi. See him weep, hear him cuss between the lines 1

b. With «</, (See qttot. 1881,)
x88i N. y. Times iS Dec. in f/. ^ Q. 6th Ser. V. 6s/t Cuss

out, to subdue by overwhelming severity of tongue. ' He
cussed that fellow out ', /. e. ne annihilated him verbally.

1901 S. E. White (Westerners xvi. 134 Clearly he could not
* cuss out ' the delinquents as they deserved.

Cussed, 1. orig. [/.S. (Earlier examples,)
184a Knickerbocker Mag. XVI. 333 Blast the 'cussed old

imp!' 1S41 Ibid. XVII. XS4, I had a Iwelve-pounder out

of the water, when my cussed line broke.

Cussedly, adv. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1846 Corcoran Pickings 10, I never keeps low company,
and you is so cussedly vulgar.

Custard. 2. b. Add : custard pie ; custard-

powder, a preparation in powder form for making
custard by mixing it with milk ; oustard tree, the

tree bearing the custard-apple.

CUT.

1869 Mrs. Stowe Ohitown Folks xxvii. 340 "Custard pies,

apple pies. i86x H. Beasley Druggist's Gen. Receipt Bk,
278 "Custard Powder [recipe]. 1808 T. Ashe Trav. x. 85
[Custard Island abounds] with the papaw, which is vulgarly
known by the name of the "Custard tree.

Custard-apple, Add : Also attrib,

18x9 E. Evans Fedestrious Tour-zZi, The papaw resembles
the locust, or custard apple tree.

Custom, .ri(. 6. Add: custom-made a. 6^.-9.,

made to order or to measure ; similarly custom
garment, -shop, -tailor, -work.
1905 Washington Stari^ Nov. 5 Advt., Double or Single-

Breasted Sacks, as perfect-fitting as the finest "custom
garments. \ilSi Chicago Inter-Ocean (F^rmKr) Mr. Bond
abominated "custom-made clothing. . . He put comfort before
style, and independence before tailors' plates. 1899 W. D.
Howells Ragged Lai/y 65 That's a custom made slipper,

and the price, .was seven dollars. X851 C. Cist Cincinnati
176 Two thirds of these at least, are made here, wholesale
or at "custom shops. X903 A'. V. Times 26 Sept. 6 Advt.,
"Custom tailors charge for suitslike these $35. X851 C. Cist
Cincinnati 175 Fine and coarse work for foreign markets,
and 'custom work for home consumption. Ibid. 176 Custom-
work boot and shoemakers.

Customer, sb. Add : 5, b. A fox that affords

good sport in the field. Also, a player or athlete

who offers to take on or compete with a champion.

*843"S4 R-S. Surtees Handtey Cross xx\\v. (1901) I. 271

A lignt-coloured fox beat him so often as to acquire the
name of the ' old customer '. 1896 IVestm. Gaz. 5 Dec 4/2
A. R. Downer is the latest ' customer ' for Bredin. He last

night telegraphed . . expressing his willingness to run the

new professional 350 yards for ^^50 a side. X898 Ibid. 17
Nov. 9/1 At a second attempt Scraptoft Gorse produced the

right sort of customer. 1898 J. A. Gibes Cotsvjold Village
xtv. (X912) 329 An old dog fox, the hero of many a good run
in recent years from these coverts (an ' old customer ' in fact).

1899 Westm. Gaz. 15 Feb. 9/2 Almost immediately a fox

went away, and he proved to be a real customer.

Cut, Ji5,2 Add

:

12. b. Intentional absence from or deliberate

omission to attend (a service, etc.).

xgso W. T. Grenfell Labrador Doctor ii. x6 Attendance
at chapel was compulsory, and no ' cuts * were allowed.

23. b. To have or take a cut : to make a slight

meal with a slice of meat. U.S.
1770 Washington Diaries I. 383 Had a cold cut at Mrs.

Campbell's. 1773 Ibid. II. 103 [ Ibey) calld here, but would
not slay dinner, taking a Cut before it. x8x6 U. Brown
Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag.Xl. 230 At last comes to an
Omiary [= Ordinary], fed and took a cut.

c. A number of cattle cut out from the herd.

U.S.
1888 Roosevelt in Century Mag. Apr. 860/3 As the

animals of a brand are cut out they are received and held

apart by some rider detailed for the purpose, who is said to

be 'holding the cut'. X907 S.E. Whits Arizona Niehts

I. vL xxa The round-up Captain appointed two men to hold

the cow-and-calf cut, and two more to hold the steer cut.

27, Also, a portion ofa field cut, or intended for

cutting, at one time. U.S.

176s Washington Diaries I. 216 Finished sowing Wheat
at the Mill—viz 19 Bushls in ye large cut within the Post

and Rail fence and 6 B. in ye small cut. X770 Ibid. 399
Morris at Doeg Run began to sow his third Cut of Wheat.

j8ss Florida Plant. Rec. 132 The Cotton in the lower most

cut of prelow will avrige knee high, the next two cutes will

not avrige quit wast high.

Cut, V. Add :

8, c. To cutfine : to allow only the minimum or

a very small margin of profit, etc, on,

1896 Deuty News 34 July 8/6 The making of clothes was,

he added, 'cut very fine '.

9, d. To cut and cover: to plough so that the

furrow-slice is turned over on an unploughed strip.

U.S.
X840 [see *6i below). s86i Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 1 1

1

Mr. Mills is not in favor of any implement that 'cuts and

covers'. Col, Harris.. says that cutting and covering is

practiced by some of the Scioto farmers,

18. b. Also of land, to yield as a crop.

1754 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIII. 90 The Pasturing

good.. and cuts enough to keep all the stock. 184D J. BuEL
Farmer's Comp. 2x1 One acre of good grass will cut three

tons of hay, or keep a cow. . . Four acres of lean, poor grass

will cut httle more.. than three tons of hay. x87» Rep.

Vermont Board Agric. 35X It would cut only hay enough

to winter four cattle. 1911 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling

Ocean x. 169, I quit the sea for a spell to run my own place

—she cuts thirty ton o' hay.

14. o. transf = 56 d. U.S.
1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy ii. X3 Flood had the first pick,

and cut twelve bays and browns,

15. To cut across (fig,).

1937 Carr-Saunders & Jones Soc. Struct. Eng. fr Wales

83 But these other associations cut across industrial, occu.

pational, and income classifications.

16. b, esp. U.S. with trail. Also ellipt.

1899 T. Hall Th/w 19 One of his men dashes breathlessljr

in. with the exciting report that he has cut the raiders'

trail 1903 A. Adams Log^ Cowicy vii. 90 If you have no

authority to cut this trail then you don't cut this herd.

Ibid., They were merely cutting (trail cutting) in the interest

of the immediate locality.

19. b, (Earlier examples,) To cut round: to

make a display. U.S.
1834 D. Crockett Life 63, I saw a little woman streaking

it along through the woods like all wrath, and so I cut on

too. Ibid. 65, I took my eldest brother, .and cut out to her

father's house to get her. 1848-sa Mas. Whitcher /^'jrfow

Bedott P. (1856) 9X They say she cut round and hollerea

and laffed and tried to be wonderful interestin . a 1859 .(V. r.

spirit 0/ Times (Bartlett) Instead of sticking to me as she



CUT.

used to do, she got to cuttin' round with all the young
fellows, just as if she cared nothiii' about me no more. 1879
F. R. Stockton ^«^ii/rrGr««^viii. 86 (Thedog]wasonly
cuttin' round because he was so glad to get loose.

c. To get up behind a vehicle. 6^^*$*.

z86o O. W. Holmes Prof. Breakf.-t. viiL 171 Here is a
boy that loves to.. chalk doorsteps, 'cut behind* anything

on wheels or runners [etc.].

21. Also, to lower the prices in (a trade list).

1930 Pubiiikers' Circular ^ J uly 5/3 Many publishers have
told us they are cutting their lists,

33. d. To cease to support politically. U.S.
Z004 N, V. Even. Post 6 Sept. 2 Information, .that Mr.

Blithe Republican nominee for governor, was being cut

by the farmers of Chittenden County because of his policy.

41. To cut hose. c. To begin to act freely ; to

start off ; to commence an attack ; to let oneself

go. U.S.
1900 G. Adk More FahUs in Slaitg (1903) 182 She would

approach the Piano timidly and sort of Trifle with it for a
while, and say they would have to make Allowances, and
then she would Cut Loose and worry the whole Block,

1901 S. E. White Westemtrs xviii. 157 You just ought to
see him when he cuts loose. 1910 W. M. Raine B. O^Connor
244 It was York shot Reilly, after Cork had cut loose at

him. 1918 E. M. Roberts Flying Fighter 66 My lorry had
been seen, however. As I was t^ing it round a corner the
Huns cut loose and caused me to go down that road as fast

as the motor would take me. 1921 R. D. Painc Comr.
Rolling Ocean xL 196 He just now cut loose with ' Goodness
gracious..! should call this the deuce of a mess'.

49. To cut didoes (Dido 2), dirt (Dirt sb. 6 d),

eyes, {nd) ice, the painter (Painteb 2 2 b), a splurge,

a swath (Swath 1 3 c), to waste (Waste sb. 10 d) :

see the sbs. For cut onds loss{es), cut prices, see

*Loss sb,^ 4 , *Pricb sb.

52. Cut ba.ck. c. Bread-making. (See quot.)

^P**? J- KiRKi.AND Mod. Baker I. 99 When it has been
lying altogether ten hours, it [jr. dough]should be cut in pieces
and turned from one end of the trough to the other, and well

kneaded. The kneading operation should be repeated in

another hour's time ; but dough need not be cut b.ack, only
well kneaded, and four sides folded up. Macliine*made
dough ought not to require cutting back at all.

oL intr. In a cinema play or scenario : To
return to a previous scene by repeating a picture of
that scene. (See *Cut-back sb. 2.) Also trans,

(with the play as obj.). Also cut simply,
1913 E. W. SarckiNT Techn. Photoplay (ed. 2) 91 The same

device may be used to get rid of a dinner scene. . .We cut-

back to some other action. 1916 Ibid. (ed. 3) 184 If you can
not use a crowd perhaps you can cut to some single person
who overlooks the crime and later tells the story. Ibid.

191 Another effective use is cutting from a person unknow-
ingly approaching destruction to the person who seeks to
brmg about the catastrophe. Ibid. 194. It is well to remem-
ber, .that not all plays may be cut back.

54. Cat in. G. In recent use also, to drive a
motor-vehicle between two others which are passing

each other in opposite directions, instead ofkeeping
behind the one until the other has passed. Also
transf.
igsa Encycl. Brit. XXXI I. 1027/2 Two.way radio-

telephony enabling two communicators . . to * cut in or inter-

rupt each other. 1925 Don is /or Motorists 55 Cutting in

is another evil practice. Ibid. 100 How to avoid accidents,
..Don't 'cut in', 1926 Weekly Disp. 5 Sept. i/i He is

supposed to have been reported for cutting in at the second
and eleventh tecs.

d. In recent use also spec.^ {a) to employ a tele-

phone so as to listen to conversation between other

parties ; {b) to supersede a partner during a dance.

190^ W. H. Smith Promoters xxv. 348 That telephone is

* cut in * and I have a number of friends . . who are listening

through it. 1921 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean viii.

13s Excuse mCf but may I cut in \ Miss Crozier wants to
see you right away. 1928 Daily Express 14 Dec. 19 The
American practice known as 'cutting-in '..consists., of any
man who wishes to dance tapping the shoulder of another
man who is already dancing and abducting his partner.

65, C5nt off. h. Also, in recent use spec, to

deprive of communication by telegraph or tele-

phone; to stop (one) from talking.
X891 E. S. Ellis Check No. 2134 v. 38 The company can't

afford to be cutoff this way, X926J. Black VouCatit IFin
vi, 68 She might git worked up about your troubles and ask
a lot of dam' fool questions. Cut her off.

56. Cat out. a, Freq. Jig. in recent use : To
stop doing or using (something) ; to leave off, do
without, omit, drop : esp. in imper. phr. cut it out.
a X910 ' O. Henry ' Sixes 4- Sevens xviii. aog To be frank

with you, Whatsup, I've cut out the dope. 1914 Gp;rtr.
Atherton Perch of Devil 1. 137 If it were more the primal
instinct . .so much the worse, the more reason to * cut it out '.

Z9SX R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean vi. no Will you cut
out the booze while you are ashore in Jamaica? 1924 W. M,
Raine Troubled Waters \\\\. 85 We'd >>etter cut out threats.
They lead to trouble 1928 F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial Xvl,

96, I thought sheM make him cut it out.

d. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
X869 Overland Monthly^ III. 126 Another rides in, selects

a stray brand and * cuts it out ', by chasing it out with his
horse. 1874 J. H. McCoy Hist. Sk. Cattle Trade 79 Whilst
from six to ten cow boys hold the herd together the ranch-
man with one or two assistants separate such as are suitable.
This process is termed ' cutting out '.

q. To finish shearing. Austral.
Z890 Melbourne Argus 20 Sept. 13/6 When the stations

*cut out *, as the term for finishing is.

r. trans. To disconnect (an electric circuit, etc.).

Also intr. of the motor.
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19x0 Chambers's yml. May 350/1 By means of a switch
near the keyboard the organist can cut the motor in and out
as desired. 191a Ibid. Aug. 556/2 The dynamo is cut out
automatically. X917 Blachiv. Mag. May 804/1 We continued
in a westerly direction, with one cylinder still cutting out.

X924 A. W. Judge Mod. Motor Cars III. 75 Which causes
the hammer to vibrate and to cut-out the battery circuit. 1926
H. H. U. Cross Electric Lighting &\.c. (ed. 4) 264 When the
gears are fully enmeshed, the electro-magnet is. .cut out by a
disconnecting switch. \gzZ Motor Manual {cd. 27) noWhen
the dynamo speed falls below a certain minimum the device
cuts out or opens the charging circuit. 1930 Daily Express
16 Aug. 5/5 When aero engines were much more liable to
cut out and force one down in isolated places.

68. Cut under. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), To Cut under, to

undersell in price. New York.

59. Cut up. O. trans. To *kick* up (a dis-

turbance). US.
a 1848 Knickerbocker Mag. (Bartlett) A wild bull of the

prairies was cutting up shines at no great distance, tearing
up the sod with hoofs and horns. 1902 McFaul I/i-e Glidden
ii. II It was not Ike that cut up the mischief this time.

p. To conduct or manage (a contest) fraudu-

lently. Sporting slaitg.

1923 Daily Mail 16 Jan. 7 Georges Carpentier, M. Des-
camps, his manager, and M. Hellers, the manager of the
coloured boxer Siki, have been acquitted by the French
Boxing Federation of having arranged and ' cut up ' the
fight in which Siki was declared victor. 1923 Weekly
Disp. 13 May 7, 1 read in newspapers now that more than
half the races under National Hunt rules are cut up, and
that jockeys and trainers are out to rob the public.

61. Cut-ajid-cover. Also Agric. (see*9d), U.S.
1840 J, Bt;EL Farmer*s Conip, 113 The cut-and-cover

practice is still worse as it leaves, .two thirds of the soil, un-
disturbed by the plough. 187 . Rep. Vermont Board Agric,
IV. 93 The old Dutch wooden plow, .[was] used among the
stumps and roots of the newish landsj with the plowman's
ideal of cut and cover.

CvAi^ppl.a. Add:
2. b. Of money (see *Cut-monet.). U.S.
1844 in C. Cist Cincinnati Misc. 5 The early settlers coined

cut money, that is to say the dollar was cut into four equal
parts. Ibid. 6 As late as 1806.. the business house in

Philadelphia in which I was apprentice, received over one
hundred pounds of cut silver.

3. b. Cut bank, a bank formed by a river cutting

into it. U.S.
1836 S. CuMMiNcs Western /*iV(?/ 68 You pass close by this

cut bank of the bar. 1S84 ' Mark Twain ' Hiick. Finn xv,

127 In about a minute I cornea-booming down on a cut bank
with.. big trees on it..That cut bank was an island.

6. US. freq. in recent use in cut rates.

18.. Boston Jml. (Farmer) The plain people who enjoy
a spectacular^ musical, and dramatic season at cut rates.

X904 F. Lynde Grafters xiii. 163 If the cut rates should be
withdrawn and the railroad activities cease. 1907 N. Y.
Even. Post (semi-weekly ed.) 14 Feb. 6 The evangelist was
referred to as a man who ' .stole members from other churches
by offering cut rates to heaven '.

12, b. cut-glass, -leafy -paper, -steel.

1875 Mrs. Stowe We ^ Neighbors xxxii. 303, I arranged
it in my high *cut-glass dish and covered it with foamy
billow of whites of eggs. 1923 E. F. Wvatt Invis, Gods u
ii. 16 *Cut-leaf birch flickered their light foliage in summer.
1891 Kipling Light that Failed (1900) 9 The boy who. .had
decorated Amomma's horns with *cut-paper ham-frills. 1896
Westm. Gaz. lo Dec. 3/2 A *cut.steel buckle.

d. cut-chopping^ 'drive^ -lob.

1907 P. A. Vailk Mod. Laivn Tennis 87 A cut lob should
drop straighter than a lifted one. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 27 June
11/2 The latter's cut-drives and crisp volleying proved more
than usually effective. 1927 Daily Express ii June 13/5
The ' cut-chopping * by Miss Ryan was fierce and fast in

the first set.

Cut-away, a. (sb.). Add : c. [f. Cut v. 51.]
adj. 'Having a cutting action; as, a cutaway
harrow' (Webster 1911). sb. 'That part of a
machine which cuts away ; as, the cutaway of a
harrow' (Funk 1928),

Cn-t-back, sb. [f. Cut v. 52.]

1. Gardening. A plant which has been pruned

by cutting oflf shoots close back to the main stem.

1897 Garden 21 Aug. 141 The * cutbacks * \sc. young vines]

planted in March. 1920 tgth Cent. July 173 Too often they
\sc, roseriesl consist of little more than serried rows of ' cut-

backs ',

2, Cinematography. A scene which is a return to

a previous action in the play,
X913 E. W. Sargent Techn. Photoplay (ed. a) 90 Origi-

nally the cut-back was used to close up a gap in the action,

to obviate the actual showing of a crime [etc.]. 1916 Ibid,

(=:d. 3) 360 Cut-back—One or more returns to a previous
action, either to avoid the showing of prohibited action,

to raise the effect through contrast or to quicken the action.

1927 Sunday Times 27 Feb. 6/4 In the last ten minutes a
* cut-back' occurs, and the quarrel and killing are recon-
structed. Ibid. 15 May lo/sChe discovery of the *close-up*
and the 'cut-back ' has always been accredited to Griffith.

Cute, a. 2. U.S. (Earlier and later examples.)
1834 C. A. Davis Major Downing's Lett, 214 I'm goin'to

show you about as cute a thing as youVe seen in many a
day. 1849 N. P. Wilms Rural Lett, xviii. 155 ' Purty
'cute tool ' says my neighbor. 1857 D. H, Strother
Virginia Illustr, ii. 166 * What cute little socks I ' said the
woman. 1879 F. R. Stockton Rudder Grange vi. 61 [The
flatl was so cute, so complete. i88i A. A. Haves New
Colorado vii. 97 The way that Smart Aleck hollered when
we swung round some of them ' cute ' curves. 1900 Daily
News 15 Nov. 6/5 A small and compact wooden bouse,
what the Americans would call 'cute'. 1908 Daily Chron.
21 Apr. 3/3 American visitors who are used to wide rect*
angular streets are delightfully bewildered when I take
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them through sinuous byeways and tortuous alleys. They
proclaim it 'just too cute and lovely*.

Cuteness. (Later U.S. examples.)

184S Knickerbocker Mag. Aug. (Bartlett) He bad a pair

of bright, twinkling eyes, that gave an air of extreme cute-
ness to his physiognomy. 187a H. M. Si anlky How Ifound
Livingstone xii. 464 Very fine people and singularly re.

markable for commercial ''cuteness' and sagacity. 1903
Booklovers' Mag. Dec. Advt., The illustration gives but a
faint idea of the beauty and cuteness of the calendar itself.

Cutey, cutie (kizi-ti). U.S, slang, [f. Cute a.]

A clever or smart girl.

192X R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean vfii. 130 Her
friends tliought she was a cutey for turning the trick. 1927

J. Barbican Confess. Rum-Runnerxiv.i^g He goesabout
with a high-stepping cutie who's ace-high on the face and
figure. 1930 Punch 12 Mar. 284/2 Only two flappers (' cuties

',

Percival whispered to me).

Cuthbert ^, A name given during the war of

19 14-18 to a man who secured a post in a Govern-
ment Office or the Civil Service expressly to evade
military service,

1917 Evening News 25 Jan. [in a cartoon by ' Poy *^

Cut-in, sb. [See Cut v. 54.]
1, The act of striking in,enteringy()r(a race),etc
1898 Westm. Gaz. 21 June 9/2 Herminius himself, with

all his weight, is likely to have a cut in for the same race.

2, Cinematography. A sub-title or * leader

'

thrown on the screen during a scene, and thus
• cutting into ' the action. Also called cut-in leader,

19x6 E. W. Sargent Techn, Photoplay (ed. 3) 164 If the
leader is placed directly in a scene, generally as the spoken
words of some character, it is termed a cut-in leader, and is

written 'cut-in '.
. .It is termed a cut-in because the joining

pirl takes a pair of scissors and cuts the scene to permit its

insertion. 192X Lescarboura Cinema Handbk. ai Cut-In—
Anything inserted in a scene which breaks its continuity.

3, A device for starting a motor engine by com-
pleting the electric circuit,

1924 A W. Judge Mod, Motor Cars HI. 74 A more com-
mon form of cut-in is that depending upon electro-magnetic
action. Ibid, 76 There are many other forms of electrical,

thermostatic, and mechanical 'cut-out 'and 'cut-in * devices
for the battery-dynamo and batterj'-ignition circuits. 1929
Motor Electr, Manual {td. 4) 119 A cut-out (which b also

a cut-in) is an essential control device between the dynamo
and the battery.

Cutlass, sb, 2. cutlass-fish (example).
1884 GooDE Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 335 The name

* Cutlass -fish *, which is current for the same species [so. Tri.
chhniis lepturtts\ in the British West Indies.

Cut-line* Cut-line drawing (see quot. 191 2).

1912 M, Drake Engl, Glass-Paintiug 183 Once a panel.

.

has been made up, the panes compo.sing it should be laid in

their places on a sheet of paper and their outlines traced by
a pencil run round their edges. This sheet of paper will

serve the glazier as a 'cut-line' drawing when the panels
are handed to him for re-leading. 1923 — Dootn Window
xxv. 290 Cartoons began to be completed, and Reinecke and
Sophie now made the cut-line drawings.

Cu't-mouey. US. [*Cut///. a. a b,] (See

quots.)
1822 J. Woods Engl. Prairie 230 We found change at

these towns very scarce ; what there was, was mostly cut-

money ; that is, when change is wanted they often cut
dollars, half-dollars, and quarter-dollars, into smaHer pieces

with an ax or chisel. 18*4 W. N. Blane Excursion 957,
I was obliged to cut a silver dollar, into quarters, and even
into eights ; a practice so common in the Western States, that

the cut.money as it was called, was the only change that

could be had in Missouri.

Cut nail. U.S. (SeeCur///, 0.3, quot. 1874.)
X795J. Scott U.S. Gazetteer 12SB/-2, 3 nail manufactories

for cut nails. 1809 Deb. Confess 13 Aug. 2250 Ihe manu-
facture of cut nails was bom m our country. 1835 Southern
Lit. Messenger I. 260 In the city. .there arc. .two manu-
factories for cut nails. x86o Holmes /'r^. Breakf.-t. v. 152
The cut nails of machine-divinity may be driven in, but they
won't clinch.

attrib. 1817 S. R. Brown Western Gaz. 316 Also, more
mercantile stores, ..one cut nail factorj'. 1878 Congress.

Rec. 28 Jan. 612/1 An improvement nearly as important ,

.

as was the cut-tiail machine in mailing nails.

Cut-off, J^. Add: 2. U.S. (Earlier examples.)

Now used in other countries. Also, a lateral canal

dug across a bend in a river or formed by the flood

action of the river itself (also attrib.).

1773 Ads Gen. Assembly Georgia (1S81) 300 To make any
such cut off as shall be thought necessar>' from River to

River. Ibid.f In such Cuts off and Clearing. 1817 S. R.
Brown Western Gaz. 222 It is about fotu- miles across the
several branches of the Pascagola.. intersected b^' bayous
and cut-offs. i8ai T. Nuttall Trav. Arkansa vi. 98 The
latter proceeds from the bayou,., the bayou or cut-off con-
tinuing to the southwest. 19x3 B. F. Thomas & Wall
Improvem. Rivers (ed. 2) i. 27 When a bend has become
almost a complete curve, the river breaks through the inter-

vening neck of land and forms a cut-off. Ibid. 11. 337 The
entire river was dammed at or near the upper part of a
sharp bend, and a cut-off or lateral canal was dug across

the bend from the pool thus formed. Ibid. 367 Cut-off walls

resting on the river-bed.

b. U.S. (Earlier and later examples.)
1807 Yxvi^Sources Mississ. (1810) 64 Observed Mr. Grant's

trackes going through it; found his mark of a cut off,

(agreed on between us) took it, and proceeded very well.

1818 Boston Weekly Messenger 23 July (Th.) They pointed
[it] out to him as being a nigh cut-offto the highroad. 1857
W. Chandless Visit Salt Lake 1. 107 Two more daj-s. over

a 'cut off', little travelled, brought us within a few miles of

the mountains. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 31 Dec 3/1 The Great
Western's Ashendonto Aynho 'cut-off', which will provide
that company with a new route to Birmingham, nineteen
miles shorter than its existing one. x9a4'W. M. Raink
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Trauiifd Wattry m. 29 Evidently she was taking the cut-

o^ back to the ranch, unaware that the bridge had been
washed out by the freshet.

3. e. In a magazine rifle, a device which prevents

the feeding of cartridges from the magazine into

the chamber, and enables the rifle to be used as

a single-loader.

1890 [see 3 c in Diet.]. 1898 Daily Ne^^vs 9 May 3/1
Magazine Cut-off. 1904 IVtsim. Gaz. 9 Dec 7/a As the
Navy considered that a cut-off was necessary this . . is fitted

to all naval rifles. 1919 Boyd Cable Old CcniemptibUs ix.

141 In a twinkling ever)' man .. had his rifle muzzle over the
parapet, and his fingers busy with magazine and cut-off.

f. An automatic safety device for shutting off

light, esp. the light of a cinema-projector.
1906 Daily Chran. 28 June 2/7 Automatic cut-off devices.

19*3 C. N. Besnett Kinematography 46 Immediately
before the condenser .. is a safety device called the hand
light cut-off. Ibid, 47 There is a second cut-off fitted to all

professional projectors.. .It is the automatic light cut-off.

X9S3 F. A Ialbot Moving Pictures ix. 119 The 'cut-off',

an automatic safety shutter, mounted between the lamp and
the film, which falls to intercept the light when the machine
is at rest.

Cut-oat, sb. Add : Also, in motor-vehicles
am appliance that gives a free opening to the exhaust

gases.

1905 Motor Cycle 2 Jan. 6 An exhaust cut-out. T906
Daily Cktyn. 17 July 3/3 Nothing is easier than to have a
'cut-out* in the exhaust pipe, worked by a wire from the
steering column, and so produce this noise and eliminate
the back pressure whenever you wish. 1907 Public 0/>ini&H

17 May 628/a The attention of the Committee of the Royal
Automobile Club has been called to the increase in the use
of sirens and exhaust cut-outs by certain motorists. 1908
IVestm.Gaz. 5 May 4/3, I opened the cut-out, and applied
the exhaust whistle.

2. a. The space formed by a piece or section

being cut out (as of a floor).

1850 A. O. Hall MoMAat/tiner A'rw Orlfttfu yy Above the
bar and post-office (the former. .looked down upon through
u wide cut-out in the floor) are the . . reading*rooms of the
merchants.

b. A railway or canal cutting.

1898 EngiHtcring Mag. XVI, 116/1 The dredge by which
the cut-outs were excavated and embankments constructed.

c. A figure cut out (or designed for cutting out)
ofpaper, clotli, cardboard, or wood ; also, appliqu^.
Such figures are used for photographing as part ofa cinema-

tographic scene.

190s Calkins & Holdem Art of Mod. Advertisiti^ 10
The grocer must be supplied with attractive counter slips,
* hangers', window-cards, 'cut-outs*, posters and other
forms of lithographed matter. 1920 E. G. Lutz Ammattd
Cartocm 84 This model, specifically spoken of as a •cut-
out ', is pushed over the background under the camera and
phot<^rapbed. 19*7 — Motion^Pict* Cameraman 169 A
seiies of cut-outs for a continued action. \^t DailyExpress
37 ^ept. 5/3 Cut-outs are all the rage—cut-outs in wood
and in cardboard painted. 1917 Ladies' Home yrnl. Dec.
68/3 It would be easy enough to adapt for the purpose the
various animal cutK>utsand illustrations, loay Home Notes
17 Dec., Embroidered AppliquiS and Making Directions
Supplied with Each Cut-Out.

a. A portion excised from a play, cinema film, etc.

1918 America (N. Y.J 20 July 352/1 A list of the cut-outs
is marked on the permit so that an inspector visiting the
theatre can see whether those parts arc omitted.

3. An act of cutting out cattle from the herd. U,S,
X907 MuLroRD Bar-io xL 120 In this contest Hopalong

Casstdy led bis nearest rival, Red Connors, . .by twenty cut-
outs. i9aa— 7- j\V//tfnxxiii.354Samsawnouseofcollecung
infants only to have them turned loose at the cut-out.

b. A place where cut-oat animals are collected.
1910 Hunter Trail Drivers 0/ Texas 98 Our camp was

the catch and cut-out for all the other horses.

c. The finish of shearing, end of shearing-time.
Austral.
1900 H.L^wsoN Over Sliprai/s 23 It was within a couple of

days of cut-out, so I told Mitchell—who was shearing—that
I'd camp up the Billabong and watt for him.

Cut-out, a, [See Cut v. 56 j and Cut///, a.

1 1 .] Formed by cutting out a piece of paper, cloth,

cardboard, etc, or of the piece cut out. CC •Cot-
out sd, 2 c
iTWrseeCor/Z/.i. iiinDict.). 1898 W-Vi/wr. Ca*. 4 June

7/3 'I'be slate-coloured cut-out frames, on which the prints
are mounted. 1997 E. G. Lt;TZ Motion-Pict, Camemman
162 Cut-out figures photographed in sequence. ig>9 Pub-
Ushers* CircQar 33 June 73 Attractive cut-out figures, in
full colours.

Cut-over, a. and sb. US. [See Cut v. 57 b
and Cut ppL a. 11.]

A. aJJ. Cleared of timber by cutting.
X899 IVtstm. Gaz. 6 Jan. lo/a At least 90 per cent, of the

cut-over lands [on the Pacific coast] are 01 absolutely no
value for agricultural purposes. 1911 H. Quick VelloW'
stone N. xii. 338 The solitary guest which is the only thing
that brings the haunch to the spit in the MinneMsta cut^^ver
forest.

B. sb. Anareaon which the timber has been cut.
193a Titos Timber vi. 60 If we bad known we could have

gone north, .into the hardwood cutover and made a goof it.

Cut-rate, attrib, U.S. {^'i *Ctst pj>L a. 6.)

1904 Daily Ckron. 15 June 7/3 During the first eleven
days of June one out of every eighty of the cut-rate arrivals
was ordered back to Europe, a 1909 ' O. Henry ' Roads of
Destiny xv. 237 A clerk in the Cut-ratc Drug Store.

Cut 8h.eet. India-rubber cut into sheets from
a pressed block.
iy»7 H. L. Tkrrv Indin.rMbber j:ii. 161 Cut sheet rubber.

Ibid. x6a A good deal of English cut sheet goes Co Paris.

263

xpio Seeligmann*s IndiarubberitA. 2) 146 The great use of
blocked rubber consists in the manufacture of cut sheet and
English sheet. 1933 B. D. W. Luff Ckem. R jibber 17 This
•cut sheet', as it was and still is called, was adapted to
many purposes, surgical appliances, tubing and overshoes
being made at an early date.

Cut-stone, allrtd. (See Cut///, a. 3,)
1.^2,6 Knickerbocker Mag. VIII. 193 A depth of eight feet

and width of ninety feet, with cut-stone lodes. zSSs Econ.
Geol. Illinms II. 57 All the principal limestone formations
in this county afford good building stone . . and some of them
afford a superior article, suitable for cut-stone work.

Cutter, sb.'^ Add :

1. b. cuiter-oui, also spec, in U.S.j one who
separates cattle from a herd.
X910 MuLFORD Hopalong Cassidy iii. 28 Each ofthe cutters-

out rode after some calf. 1930 — J. Nelson xxv. 259 There
was only one pair of ropers, .and only three cutters-out.

c. Culter-in, a motorist who cuts in between two
vehicles going in opposite directions (see *CuT v.

19x8 Daily Express $ June 9/1 The cutters-in, and the
speed-at-any-price merchants who spoil travelling. Ibid.
26 June 10/2 'I'be cutter.in and the speeder-up..are the
causes of. .accidents.

8. cutter-dredge, a river-dredge fitted with
knives ; cutter-wheel (earlier U.S. example).
1849 Rep. Comiu. Patents (1850) 231 We arc aware that

planing machines have been made with cutters on the face
of the cutter wheel. 19x3 B. F. Thomas & Watt Improvem.
Rivers (ed. 2) i. 100 'the cutter dredge,.. in which the
material is loosened by a series of knives shaped so that
they will not clog, fastened to a shaft and revolving close
to the end of the suction pipe.

Cutter, sb.^ 3. C/.S. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
1804 Fessenden Terrible Tractoration 80 Then con-

descend to be my crony And guide my wild Parnassian
pony. Till our aerial cutter runs, Athwart a wilderness of
suns ! xSii Massachusetts Spy i May (Th.) The horse and
cutter advertised in your paper has been found. ..The post
bags which were in the cutter, [etc.]. 1912 Canfield
Squirrel Ca^e 1. ix, 88 Women used to sleigh-ride in a little

cutter just big enough for one and a half.

Cut-throat. Add

:

6. b. \TiiM\\ cut-throattrout \ AtrovX, Saimoclarkii,
of the lakes and rivers of N.W, America ; the
typical form has a red mark under the jaw.
6. Alsoyf^. and trans/.
X848 W. AausTRONG Stocks 31 [Harlem rail road stock] b

generally considered to be most essentially a 'cut-throat
stock'. X903 IVestm. Gax. 17 Jan. 3/1 The wide valley of
the Po, where, in nine months of the year, the cut-throat
iratncntana is a frequent visitant.

b. Cut-throat euchre : three-handed euchre, in

which one player plays against the other two.
Also applied to dummy bridge.
X904 Eleanor A, Tbnnant ABC ofBridge 100 Cut-Throat

Bridge. Though the above is the simplest way of playing
three-handed Bridge, Cut-throat has great attractions for
some people. 1907 Hoyte'sGames 131 Three-Handed Bridge,
Cut-Throat, or Dummy Bridge. Ibid. 223 Euchre.. .Cut-
Throat, or Three-HanH. 19^ F. Tennyson Jessb Many
Latitudes, etc 167 We played cut-throat and bad a rather
dejected evening.

Cutting, vbi. sb. Add

:

3. b. A quantity that may be cut.
190a S. E. White Biased Trail xxvil 191 *Its a fine

country/ vfent on Thorpe so ever>-one could bear, ' with a
great cutting of white pine.*

9. Cutting-in : (aj the action of starting a motor
engine by some device which closes the circuit.

19S4 A. W. luDCE Mod. Motor Cars III. 74 When the
dynamo speed is low, the spring holds the contacts apart,
but as soon as the * cutting-in ' speetl is attained [etc.]. 1998
Motor Manual (ed. 27) 1 10 A dynamo has what is termed a
definite^ *cuttingin* speed, which means that at, say, 400
revolutions per minute, it Ix^ins to eenerate efleciive
current, which, by the action 01 a device known as the cut-
out, connects the dynamo to the battery and charges It,

(b) See *CuT v, 54 c.

1^30 Times 36 Mar. 11/3 [He] laid one of the most serious
ofiences was * cutting in ', and the motorist who was passed
in this way would be the only witness against the offending
driver.

cL Cutting-out — sense i c.

xSt^ R. £. Stkahorn Iland-bk. li^yoming 35 Our artist

has given a very fair representation ofthe 'cutting out * scene.
1884 W. ^HV.f\i%HD Prairie Exper. 34 Thiscutting-out goes
on all the day lone. 1890 'R. Boldbewood* Squatters
Dream Vi. 13 He's the best cutting-out horse. 19x0 W. M,
Raine B. O Connor 75 Vm running this cutting-out expe-
dition. Z990 MuLFOBD j7- Nelson XXV, 255 Selecting from
their beat cutting-out animals, saddles were hastily changed,
(etc.).

10. cutting-cylinder^ -'^^» -plate. Also quots.

for cutting-bed^ -knife, -room,
x88t Cakpenter Microscope (ed. 6) v. 329 The circular

•cutting-bed, instead of being fixed on the upper end of the
cylinder, b made to screw upon it. 1909 Daily Chron. 1 1 June
7/5 Each colour is rolled out in long sheets, and passes through
separate rollers upon which what is known as a ' "cutting
cylinder* is rotating continuously, one to each colour. 1939
Encycl. Brit. XIV. 166/2 In this process the scratched
material is rolled into a continuous sheet, and led . . under a
revolving * cutting cylinder'. 18*5 Loudon Encycl. Agric.
% 501 It resembles a large, .shovel, strongly prepared with
iron on the "cutting edge. 1831 Mech. Mag. 23 July 334
The cutting-edges must be parallel to each other. 1009
A. Bercst Conquest ofAir 11. v. 213 Angle of cutting edge,

7 degrees. I9«7 Carr-Saunukrs & Jokrs Soc. Struct. Eng.
4r It^ales 207 No one supposes that it is possible to put a
sharp cutting-edge on a leadezi blade. 1935 F. Walton

CYANIDING.
Linoleum 48 An octagonal cylinder, arranged with anumber
of ^cutting knives. 1876 Pbeece&Sivewright Telegraphy
195 The *cuttin^.plate itself is in the formof a screw, and thus
acts both as a drill and cutting-plate. 1903 Daily Chron. 25
Oct. 7/6 At the rear is a *cutting-room, where meat is cut up.

Cutto6. (Earlier Amer. examples.)
1771 Boston Even. Post 4 Mar., Advt. (Th.) [Public vendue

of] Pen-knives, Razors, Cuttoes, Jack Knives, &c. 177a
Massachusetts Spy 9 Apr. (Th.) Thimbles, Cuttoe knives, &c.
Cutty, a. Add :

6. Capable of cutting, sharp.
1903 KiPUNG in Windsor Mag. Sept. 364/1 We'll draw

fine, freehand, tribal patterns on their backs with the cutty
edges of mussel -shells.

Cut-under, sb. Add

:

2. Cutting of prices.
1851 C. Qa^t Cincinnati 313 The next effect will be a

general reduction on the margin of profit in commercial
operations—a system of cut-under will be pursued.

Cut-up, sb. Add

:

1. b. A personwho* cuts up 'or capers. U.S, slang.
a 1906 '(3. Hknry' Trimmed Leufrp etc. 226 Kappelman,

the painter, was the cut-up. .he got up from his chair and
waltzed down the room with a waiter. 1911 R. W. Chambers
Common Law \. 157 Jests emanating from the boarding-
house cut-up—a blonde young man with rah-rah hair and a
brier pipe. X9ai R. D. Paine Coiur. Rolling Ocean viii. 129
As a college cut-up he was the star comedian of the campus.

C, jig. A damaging criticism or review.
19x8 Galsworthy Silver Spoon ri. vi. He says there's

a snorting cut-up of it \5C. a new publication] in *The
Protagonist'.

Cuvage (k«va3). [Fr., f. cuve CcvE.] The
vatting of wine ; the time allowed for this.

1893 P. E. MusKKTT Art Living in Australia 215 The
* cuvage ' is the length of time the contents are left in the
fermentlng-vat.

Cuvierian (ki«vi,iB*rian), a, [f. Cuvier (see

below) -*- -IAN.] Of, pertaining to, or named after

the French naturalist Georges Cuvier (1769-1832)

;

characteristic of his methods or system of classifi-

cation.

Cuvierian ducts, two short transverse venous ducts in the
vertebrate fetus which return the blood from the cardinal
sinuses to the heart. Cuvierian organs {sea ^xxoU 1910).
1856 Chambers's Jml. 27 Sept. 207/2 A Cuvierian examt.

nation of the various articles. 1905 H. S. Pratt Veriebr.
Zo6l. 53 Joining each end of the transverse sinus venosus
is a largeand conspicuous duct or sinus called the Cuvierian
duct. X910 Parker & Haswell ZooL I. 428 In the Holo-
thurians . . the ' Cuvierian organs * are simple filiform glandu-
lar tubes, . .connected with toe cloaca.

Cyanamide (under Cyan- a). Add : Also, a
compound of this with an alkaline earth metal

;

spec. =. calcium cyanamide (CaCNj"), used as a
fertilizer and as a source of other nitrogen com-
pounds.
Cyanamide process, the production of calcium cyanamide

by the reaction between calcium carbide (CaCs) and nitrogen
at a high temperature.

1914J. Knox P'ixation Atmosph. NitrogenZZThe mtizWic
cyanamides are derivatives of cyanamide, HjCNj. zgas
Partington & Parker Nitrogen Industry 188 Thr second
important method of nitrogen fixation— viz., the cyanamide
process. X936 J. F. Crowlev in Waeser's Atmosph, Nitr.
Industry p. xiv, Cyanamide has been found to be a useful
fertiliser fur particular soils.

Cyauicide (saije-nisaid). Metallurgy, [f. Ctak-
2 + -ciDE I .] A substance (esp. salts of copper and
iron) which consumes cyanides.
189s M. EissLER Cyanide Process 33 To remove such

soluble salts or ' cyanicides * as may be present. 1896 T. K.
Rose Metall. Gold[cd. 2) xvi. 348 These substances.. act as
' cyanicides ', destroying large quantities of the solvent by
direct or indirect oxidising effects. 1904 Julian & Smart
Cyaniding xxviii. 202 The principal cyanicide remaining
in the Rand concentrates is the basic ferric sulphate.

Cyanide. Add : Cyanide process, a. A method
of extracting gold and silver from ores by treatment

with a dilute solution of potassium cyanide.
i89i( M. EissLER {pitW) The Cyanide Process for the Ex-

traction of Gold.

b. The fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by
chemical reaction at high temperatures so as to

form alkali cyanides or other cyanogen derivatives.
X9»6 Waesers Atmosph, Nitr, Industry 486 The Cyanide

Processes.

Cyanide gauze : an antiseptic gauze impregnated
with a cyanide, used in dressing wounds.
1%^$ Arnold^ Sons' Catal. Surg. Instr. 726 Double Zinc-

Cyanide Gauze. 1913 A. Bennett Regent ii. § 4 He did
nothing but cover up the place with a bit of cyanide gauze.

1935 R. W. G. HiNGSTON in E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest,
ig24 350.

Cyanide, v. Metallurgy, tracts. To treat with

a cyanide ; to subject to the cyanide process (in

metallurgy). Hence Cy'anider, C7*anidliiff vbl.

sb., Cyanidation.
1894 N. Brit. Daily Mail 30 July 5 Cyaniding syndicates.

1895 M. EissLER Cyanide Process 39 I'he cost of cyaniding
was as follows. 1896 A'. Amer. Rev. Apr. 479 The develop-
ment of certain wet processes, cyanidation . . has supple-

mented the work. X896 Daily News 10 Dec. 2/7, 2,666 tons

cyanided, producing 352 ozs. 1900 J. Park Cyanidi Process
VI. 73 Drj'-crushing with cyanidation will soon be entirely

displaced by wet*crushing with cyanide. Ibid. 75 Roasting
previous to Cyaniding. IbiiL App, 124 The many worries

which the use of cyanide entails on even the successful

cyanider. 19x5 T. K. Rose Metalt. Gold (ed. 6) xiii. 281

The roasting of gold ores as a preliminary to chlorinatioo

or cyanidation.



CYAHIZATION.

Cyauize (sai-ansiz), v. Chetn. [f. Cyan- 2 +
-IZE.] trans. To fix (atmospheric nitrogen) in the

form of cvanides ; to convert into cyanides. Hence
Oy-anijied //>/. a., Cyanlrinsr vbl. sb., Cy:anl«a--

tion.
19x6 IVacser-s Aimosph. Nitr. Industry 499 In order to

determine whether pure nitrogen is necessary for cyanisa-

tion. Ibid. 501 The cyanising apparatus. Ibid., The
cyanised briquettes contained 19 percent, ofsodium cyanide.

llnd. 507 Mond cyanlses briquettesofbarium carbonate and
charcoal in a ring furnace.

CycladiC (siklce-dik), a, [f. L. Cydades pi., a.

Gr. KtixXoSfs (i^ffoj islands) + -ic] Of or pertaining

to the Cyclades, a group of islands in the Aegean,

lying in a circle round Uelos; spec, designating, or

pertaining to, the prehistoric civilization of these

islands.

1910 Discovery '}vmK 178/2 ' Cycladic '..is sometimes sub-

stituted for ' Minoan ' when one speaks exclusively of the

island sites outside of Crete. lOil Brit. Museum Return
60 Large beaked jug of later Cycladic style. . From Melosor
Thera. 1917 Peaks & Flf.urb Priests I, Kings 113 These
tsub-periodsj have been named in the same way, ranging
from Karly Cycladic I to I.ate Cycladic III.

Cyclamen. Add : c. The shade of colour

characteristic of the red cyclamen flower.

x^v^ Daily Mail 29 Jan. 1 In shades of Powder Blue..

Cyclamen,. . Flamingo, Pink. 1926 spectator 24 Apr. 750/2
Sleeveless cardigan, in various shades of cyclamen, rose

marie and saxe.

Cycle, sb. Add : 10. C. Physics. A recurring

series of operations, as in internal combustion
motors, in which heat is imparted to or taken away
from a working substance, which consequently

produces mechanical work, and is finally brought

back to its original state, d. Electr. A full period,

or complete positive and negative wave, of an
alternating current. (The number of cycles per

second is the measure of frequency.)

1929 A. F. Collins Aviation 148 An airplane engine.,

works on what is called the four-stroke cycle principle.. .In

an airplane engine there is only one explosion, or power
stroke, for every lour strokes of the piston. . . After the power
stroke is completed three more strokes must take place

before there is another ex plo.sion stroke and, hence, another
power stroke. Then the series of strokes, or cycle, as it is

called, begins all over again, and this is what is meant by a
four-stroke cycle engine.

12. oyole-oar, a light motor-driven vehicle with

three (rarely four) wheels.

1914 Morning Post 9 Feb. 5 A Cyclecar Paperchase,

Cyclery (sai-klsri). U.S. £f. Cycle j*. ii.]

A bicycle shop.

1897 Trans. Mississippian (Council Bluffs) Apr. so Advt.,
Council Bluffs Cyclery. 1899 J. F. Fraser Round World
on Wheel xxxvii. 484 There is a cyclery—that's an American
word—where machines are hired out at a shilling an hour.

Cyclette (saikle-t). [Fr. : see -ette.] A small

(motor) bicycle.

Z898 Daily Nnvs 15N0V. 7/6 The one-mile motor cyclette

race. 1923 Daily Mail 28 Feb. 6 The Paris-Nice_ Trial.

How the motor cyclettes fared under strenuous conditions.

Cyclic (si-klik), sb. [See Cyclic a. a, 5.]

L Short for cyclicpoem or cyclicpoet.

2. McUh, Short for cyclic curve.

Cyclic, a. Add :

7. Org. Chem. Of, pertaining to, or characterized

by the ' closed chain ' formation ; opposed to ali-

phatic. See also *Ar.iCYCLic, *Cabbocyclic,
*HeTEROCTCLIO, *I800YCLIO.
1913 Bloxam's Ghent, (ed. lo) 544 The cyclic or closed-

chain series. 1923 T. H, Pope MolinarCs Org. Chem. 616
Cyclic compounds.

Cyclically (sai-klikali), adv. [f. Cyclical +
-LY 2.] In a cyclic or cyclical way ; in cycles.

189s Athenxum 1 June 710/1 Mr. Burstall commenced
the reading of a paper * On the Measurement ofa Cyclically
Varying Temperature '.

Cyclo-. Add : Cyclobraiicliian, a mollusc
of the sub-order Cyclobranchia. Cyclohe'xane
Chem. = hexamethylene or naphthene, C^H,,,
occurring in petroleum. Cyclople'^a Path. [Gr.
irXijT^ stroke], paralysis of the ciliary muscle.
Hence Cyclople'trio a., producing cycloplegia; sb.

a cycloplegic agent. OycloBtro-phlc a. Mcteorol.,

denoting that component of the deflective force of
a wind which is due to the curvature of its path.

Cyclotliy'lilia Path. [Gr. BviiU mind, temper],
cyclic insanity. Hence CSyclothymlac, -tliyinlo

adjs. and sbs. (a person) affected with this.

1837 Penny Cyct.\\. 1 1. 248/2 *Cyclobranchians. 1839 Ibid.
XIU. 485/1 With regard to the marine species [of Lima-
cineansl which Cuvier has approximated to these, M. de
Blainville observes that they constitute his genus Peronia.
in his order of Cyclobranchians. X925 A. W. Judge Auto-
mob. Engines 10 A mixture of 20 parts benzole and 80 parts
•cyclohexane will enable an engine to be run at 2oolb, per
sq. in. compression pressure. Z919 W. B. Faraday Gloss.
Aeronaut. 'Perms 31 The portion of the [pressure! gradient
which is balanced by the now on account of the earth's spin

is called the geostrophic component, and the remaining por-

tion, which is balanced by the curvature of the air's path, is

called the *cyclostrophic component. 1921 tr. A. Adler's
Neurot. Constit. 187 Dementia praecox, paranoia and *cyclo.

thymia. t^^tr. A, Adler's Probl, Neurosis ay AcyclothymiSi
beginning late in life. 1926 W. McDoccALL Outl, Aonor-

264

tital Psych. 353 Most of us. .are liable to mild alternations

of this kind, moods of * excitement ' and of depression...
When the liability to such alternations is well n^arked, the
personality is said to be of the "cyclo-lhymic type. Ihui.

356 note^ Cyclo-thymics, in whom periods of energetic
euphoria alternate with despondent impotence.

Cyclone. 2. Add: cyclone cellar U,S.^ a cellar

intended to give shelter during a cyclone; also_^^.

X904 G. H. LoRiMER Old Gorgon Graham 125 This was
one of those holy moments. .when an outsider wants to pull
his tongue back into its cyclone cellar, 1910 N. Y. Even.
Post (semi-weekly ed.) 7 Feb. 3 An iron cyclone cellar is a
novelty.

Cyclonisb. (sai-kUuniJ), a. Somewhat cyclonic

(/^•).
1893 Nation (N.Y.) 15 July 32/2 She is altogether of the

* breezy ', indeed cyclonisb, western type—a good tempered
girl with no end of go.

Cyclopean, a. Add :

1. b. Zooi, Designating one form of the eyes of
trilobites (see quot.). Also Cyclopic (-(7*pik) a.

1906 SoLLAS tr. Suess' P'ace 0/Earth II. 213 In the case of
Afglina armata .. the enlargement of the eyes is so far

advanced that they meet from side to side in the middle, and
Barrande calls this tlie cpfclopeanioxxru X9a4 ibid. V, Index,
Cyclopic form of Trilobite eyes.

Cyclostyle, v, trans. To print (copies) by
cyclostyle.

X897 VVestm. Gaz. 3 July 2/3 Note the gradual rise from
the cyclostyled circular to the printed appeaL xgaS Daily
Express 5 Alar. 2/3 No candidate can be directly boosted

by name in any matter printed, typed, or cyclostyled.

Cyliudery ^^. 9. b. Add: cylinder card {%^e

5)» S^*^ (se^ 5)> iJiO,ch{ne^ saw^ seal (see 4 a\ stove.

x8is Deb. Congress 12 June (1853) 2188 In the year 1762
*cylinder cards were first made use of by Mr. Peel. xSgs
Grrener Breech-loader 141 An old or true *cyHnder gun
will not. .put three pellets intoa pigeon thirty yards distant.

X907 Cambr. Mod. Hist. Prosp. 90 The *cylinder machine
has immensely increased the speed at which it is possible to
print well. 185X C. Cist Cincinnati 181 They are. .fed to
a *cylinder saw, which cuts them into staves of the proper
thickness and curve, 1893 W. M. F. Petbie Ten Vears*
Digging in Egypt (1893) 198 •Cylinder seals, xgss Guide
Babylonian ^ Assyrian Antiq. (Brit, Mus.) (ed. 3) 82

Cylinder seal., of Syrian type. X927PEAKE& ¥i.t.vr:e Priests
<5- Kings 64 Some of the Egyptians used mace-heads and
cylindef'Seals almost exactly similar to those found some-
what later in Mesopotamia, X898 E. N. Westcott David
Harum 162 The proximity of wet boots and garments to

the big *cylinder stove,

Cylindered (si'lindoid), ppl. a. [See -ED 2.]

Having a cylinder or cylinders (of a specified

number or type).

1899 Daily Ne-ws 14 Sept. 7/5 The engine, .is one of Mr,
Drummond's latest type ^ of four-wheel-coupled inside

cylindered express locomotives. i^6A IVestm. Gaz. 14 May
4/3 As a hilUclimber the Argyll, with its 120 by 140 cylin-

dered engine, has great claim.';.

Cylindra'ceo-. Used in Zool. as combining
form of Cylindkaceods.
182a J, Parkinson Outi. OryctoL 395 A straight cylin-

draceo-tubular operculated shell. 1887 W, Phillips Brit.

Discotfivcetes 161 Asci cylindraceo-clavate,

Cylindrite (sili-ndrait). Min. Also kyl-.

[ad. G. kylindrit^ f. Gr. wuXivSpos Cylinder ; see

-ITB 1.3 A compound of sulphur, lead, anlimony,

and tin. So named from the shape of the crystals.

X896 Chester Did. Min.^ Kylindrite.

Cymba (si'mbS). ZooL [L., = boat.] A boat-

shaped sponge-spicule.

1887 SoLLAS in EncycL Brit. XXII. 417/2 Thb , . C-shaped
spicule . . may be termed a cyinba,

CymblinCg, cymling. U.S. Varr. Simltn.
x78i-« Jefferson Notes on \ irginia (17S7) 40 Cymlings,

Cticurbitaverrucosa. X796-1806B. Hawkins/.^//. 211 They
made beans, ground peas, cymblins. x8a9-3iJ.P. Kennedy
Swallow B. IV. vi. 100 Little garden-patches, .where cymb-
Hngs .. flourished. 1885 'C. E. Craddock' Prophet Gt.

Smoky Mtn. ix, 160 Ef ever thar war a empty cymblin* its

yer head.

Cymometer (sMmp'm/'tai). Electr, [SeeCTMA
and -METER.] An instrument for measuring wave
length, frequency, etc.

Z918 W, H. EccLES Wireless Telegr. ^ Teleph. (ed. 2)

Glossary, Cymometer^ a kind of wave-meter iq.v.). X926S. O.
Pearson Did. Wireless Tenus^ Cymometer (Fleming's),

a wave-meter in which both the inductance and the capacity
are varied simultaneously by the operation of one handle.

Cymoscope (s3i*m^sk(?ap). Electr. [See Cyma
and -SCOPE.] A wave-detecting device used in

wireless telegraphy.

1906 J. A. Fleming Princ, Electric Wave Telegraphy vi,

353-

CymotncnOTlS (saim^^trikas), a. Anthrop.

[f. Gr. Kviita wave (see CYMA) + tf;M'^, t/)ix<5s hair.]

Having wavy hair. Cymo'tricliy, wavy-hairedness.
X909 A. C. "^KDViO^ Races of Man Gloss., Cymotrichi \ .

.

cymotrichous. 1924 Ibid. 5 Cymotrichy^ or smooth, wavy
and curly hair. Ibid. 6 Some cymotrichous peoples have
very hairy bodies.

Cypress ^. 4. Add : cypress brake, planky

shingle\ cypress gall U.S. (see quot. 1S37)

;

cypress-knee U.S. (earlier examples) ; cypress
pine Austral. .^ a tree of the genus Callitris\

cypress vine, the quamoclit.
x868 Putnam's Mag. May 592/1 One would not. .be sur-

prised. .to hear a[n] ,. igiianodon crashing .. through yon
*cypress-brake. zSio E. Dana Gcogr. Sketches 173 The
*cypress gallsy (so called), the poorest species of land, have,

CYSTO-.

below their surface, veins of a remarkably fine clay. 1837

J. L. Williams Territory oj"Florida 89 Pine barren swamps
, .when covered with small coast cypress trees and knees,

are usually, but improperly, termed cypress galls. 1784

J. F. D. Smvth Tour U.S. II. 235 *Cypress knees, closely

intermixed with a matted body of strong fibrous roots, 1791
W. Bahtram Trav. Carolina 91 From these roots grow
woody cones, called cypress knees, four, five, and six feet

higli. X817 S. R. Brown Western Gaz, 145 A number of
conical excrescences rising from its base to the height of
eight or ten feet, called cypress knees. X836 Southern
Lit. Messenger \\. 288 His tail. .mounted suddenly upwards
like a cypress knee. X875 E. King Southern St. N.Amer.
383 The gleaming water out of which rise thousands of
•cypress-knees'. 1847 Lf-ICHHAKDT Jrnl. i. 13 It was
covered with "cypress-pine, and an Acacia, 1885 Spans*
Mechanics* Own Bk. 131 Cypress pine {Callitris columel-
laris) is a plentiful tree in (Queensland. X725 Maryland
Hist. Mag, VII. 279 The new Covering the shed of the

Vestry house with feather edged * Cyprus Plank. X7a4 Ibid.

VI, I [The house] was well shingleid with good Vypress
shingles. 1785 Washington Diaries II. 411 Bought 28430
good Cyprus shingles, xSaS Deb. Congress 2 Apr. 2112,

60.000 Cypress Shingles. X857 A. Gray First Less. Bot.

(1866) loi The corolla of the Phlox, .and of the *Cypres5-
Vine are of this sort, 1868 Rep. U.S. Contm. Agric. (1869)

205 Cypress vine, {Quanioclit vulgaris).

Cypress-swamp. US. [Cypress i 2.] A
swamp having a growth of cypress.

1736 Weslkv jrul. 22 Dec, In an hour or two we came
to a cypress-swamp. 1737 Ibid. 2 Dec, Cypress-swamps are

mostly large ponds, in and round whicli cypresses grow.
X766 J. Bartram Jml. (1769) II A cj'press-swamp, at the

upper end of which oaks and palmettos join the river. 1817
S. R. Brown Western Gaz. 11 Canebrakes along the river;

and sometimes cypress swamps. x868 Putnam''s Mag. May
594/3 Stretching.. in the rear of these great sugar-estates

are the immense cypress-swamps of Louisiana. x886 Outing
(U.S.) VIII, 59/2 In the lonely fastnesses of a cypress
swamp with only the alligator for company.

Cyprianic (siprise'nik), a. [ad. mod.L. Cypri-

anicitSji, Cyprianus,'\ Of, pertainingto, orcharac-

teristicof St. Cyprian (ThasciusCaecilius Cyprianns),
bishop of Carthage, martyred 258 a.d.

1695 J. Sage {title) The Principles of the Cyprianic Age.
X696 G. Rule {title) The Cyprianick Bishop examined and
found not to be a Diocesan, a x86i W. Cunningham Hist.

Theology Wks. 1863 I. 164 Ihe Cyprianic bishop was very
different from the modern one. xgx6 J. Rendkl Harris
Testimonies i. viiu 77 We have an almost contemporary
witness for the Cyprianic text. Ibid xiv, 127 Justin starts

with the first chapter of the Cyprianic Christology. z9»
Christian World 19 Aug. 8/4 We need for tlie recovery of

Christian unity a man of Cyprianic grasp, though not of

Cyprian's opinions.

Gyprid (saiprid). ZooL An cntomostracous

crustacean of the family Cyprididac (see Cypbis).
X9X3 H. M. Cadell Story ofForth i. 8 Other shale seams

are almost entirely composed of minute cntomostraca or

cyprids.

Cypriote (si-pri^ut), Cypriot (si-pri^Jt), a. and
sb. [ad. Gr, Ki/irp(diTi;s, f. KiJirpos Cyprus. The
earlier name is Cyprian.] a, adj. Belonging to

Cyprus, b. sb, A native or inhabitant of Cyprus

;

the dialect (ancient or modem) of Cyprus.
X750 Universal Mag. July 4/1 For a while he triumphed

over the 'I'yrians, Sidonians, and Cypriots. 1797 R. Heron
Collect. Voy. <V Trav. 198 St. Spiridion, the Cypriot 1837
Penny Cycl. VIII. 261/2 Almost every house has a garden,

of which the Cypriotes are very fond. X878 Murray's
Handbk. Trav. Turkey in Asia (ed. 4) 179/1 Ihe Inscrip-

tions found, .in Cyprus are in three languages : i. Cypriote.

Ibid. 182/1 AndrocIes..was present in the Cypriote fleet

which supported Alexander, xoso J[. A. Robertson Hidden
Rom. N. T, i. 20 The wealthy (Jypriote Mnason, who enter-

tained Paul X9»o Buckle i-'/i/Yw// VI. 300 The occupation

of Cyprus ensured the fair treatment of the Cypriot Greeks,

xgao Q. Rev, July 38 'I'his Cypriote Scliool, with its grand
Grasco-Oriental seriousness, had many ramifications, one of

which, the Palyrene. .lasted down to the third century a.d.

X927 Tiities (weekly ed.) 25 Aug. 208/3 The Cypriots in Egypt.

Cypripedinm (sipriprdiiJm). [See Cypri-

PEIJIN.] An orchid of the genus so named.
X884 M. T. Masters in F.no-cl. Brit. XVII. 816/2 In place

of the six stamens we commonly find but one (two in Cyfrt-
pedium). X9oa Westm. Gas. 31 Dec. lo/i Cypripediura

orchids. 1904 Farrer Garden Asia 250 On the shelving

banks of grass in open places [grows] the cypripedium.

CyriUian (siri'lian), a.and sb. Relating to Saint

Cyril, bishop of Alexandria (376-444 A.D.) or his

doctrine ; a follower of Cyril.

X917 Bartlet & Carlyle Christianity in Hist. v. v. 6oa

The ApoUinarian or CyriUian Christology.

Cyst-. Add: Cyste'ctomy [Gr. f/fro/*^], sur-

gical removal of a cyst.

xoio Practitioner Mar. 377 The performance ofcystectomy.

Cysticotomy (sistik(7*l6mi). Surg. [f. mod.Gr.
KvcTLKos Cystic (duct) -i- -tomy.] Incision into the

cystic duct.

X901 Dorland Med. Did. 1908 Practitioner Dec. 826 A
stone was extracted after the incision of the cystic duct
(Cysticotomy J.

Cystitic (sisti'tik), a. Affected with cystitis.

X910 Practitioner July 44 Distended cystitic bladder gave
way.

CystO-- Add : Cysto'scopy [Gr. <7/coma look-

out, watch], examination of the bladder with the

cystoscopy Cystostomy [Gr, {jTofia mouth], the

formationofan opening intothe bladder by incision.

1^ Practitioner Sept. 434 *Cystoscopy is of great use in

determining the character of the fluid issuing from eac>x

ureter. 1909 Ibid. Nov. 664 Cystoscopy and ureteral cathe-

terization are necessary. 19x0 Ibid, Mar. 377 As a genei^



CYTASE.

rule the operation of cholecystectomy shows a higher mor-

tality than cholecystostomy, but in Riniann's statistics the

reverse is the case (cystectomy 3-4 per cent, and *cystostomy

i4'3 per cent.).
^

Cytase (S3i't«is). Biol. Chem. [f. Gr. mras,

taken as = cell (see -cyte), with ending after dia-

s/ase.] An enzyme found in grass-seeds which has

the property of decomposing cell-walls ; »= *CoM-

PLEMENT sd. 5 1. Hence Cjrtasic (saitae-zik) a.

189s W. J*GO Brtadniaking 123 Ihe enzyme, which thus

dissolves the parenchymatous cell-walls of the endosperm,

has received the name Cytase. Cytase is secreted by the

embryo during germination. 1899 J. R. Green Soluble

Ftmunts (1901) vii. 90 The existence of cytase has not been

known for many years, our acquaintance with it dating back

only to 1886, when it was discovered by De Bary. Ibid. xxi.

394 Bacillus mesenUriciis vulgatut has been shown to be

possessed of diastajic, inverting, cytasic, and peptonising

power. 1901-S, J903(see •Complement sb. 5 ij.

CytO-. Add : Cytochrome (see quots.)

;

C7 todlatrno'Bis, diagnosis by examining the cell-

contents of effusions into the serous cavities of the

body (Dorland 1903). Cytolo-pio, Cytoloffical

adj's., pertainingtocytology. Hence Cytolo^ically

adv. Cyto*loji«t,onewhostudiescytology. Cyto'-

lysis, the dissolution of cells. Hence Cytoly tlca.

C7:tomorplio'siB, the series of changes undergone

by cells. Cytophll a., having affinity for cell-

substance. Cytotoilc a., pertaining to cytotoxin.

Cjrtoto-zin, a substance developed in the blood

265

serum, having a toxic effect on cells. Cytotropliy
(see quot.). Cytoxyme (see quot,).

XQOt Borland Med. Diet. (ed. 2), *Cytochrome, a nerve-

ccll having an ill-developed cell-body, in which the stained

nucleus appears to be completely surrounded, and does not

exceed in size the nucleus of a leukocyte, y^s Glasgoiv

Herald I Aug. 4 A recently discovered.. pigment called

cytochrome. 1937 A. V. Hill Living Machinery iv. 130

Cytochrome contains an atom of iron attached to a fairly

complicated chemical substance, i^fiA Pra£titzo>ur Oct. 621

The method of *cytodiagnosis.. usually gives satisfactory

results, especially in the case of pleural exudates. 1898

Academy 11 June 761/2 On the "Cytological Features of

Fertilisation. 1908 Practitioner Aug. 306 A cytological ex-

amination of the blood. 1908 W. E. C. Dickson (title)

The Bone-marrow: a Cytological Study. \^ Practitioner

Apr. 525 Theinfected region, .should be bacteriologicallyand
•cytologically examined. 1919 Osler in Proc. Class. Assoc.

28 I n the action and interaction of physical forces the *cytolo-

gist hopes to find the key to the secret of life itself. I9»3 H. G.

Wklls Men iiJke Cods ir. ii, This Cedar was a cytologist,

and he was In charge of the arrangements for this improvised

sanatorium. 1907 Srit. Med. Jml. 20 Apr. 023/1 There

seems to be some toxic condition produced which overcomes

natural resistance, resulting in *cytolysis. 1004 Keeru's

Bath youmal 28 May 5/5 The ' "cytolytic ' milk of a cow
has been tried. ..The word 'cytolytic * has not yet found its

way into biological dictionaries. 19x0 Practitioner Feb.

199 The virulence of the cocci was evidenced, .by the cyto-

lytic findings. 1908 C. S. Minot UitU) The Problem of

Age, Growth, and Death ; a Study of *Cytomorphosis. xoos

Vaughan & Now Cellular Toxins (ed. 4) 182 In the first

f
lace,.. the body ceils must pos-^ss toxophil side chains...

D the second place, a given substance, in order to be toxic,

CZIGANY.

must possess certain "cytophil side chains. Both the toxo-

phil groups of the cell, aiitl the cytophil groups of the toxin

may be designated as haptophorous bodies. 1907 Pracii-

tioner Aug. 191 The result of -cytotoxic activity. 1915 Ibid.

Jan. 171 mile) Pituitary Insufficiency And A Pituitary

.Antiserum or 'Cytotoxin. 1901 G. N. Calkins /"ro/ozoir 217

The phenomena of -cytotrophy, or the mutual attraction of

two or more cells. X9a7 Haldane & Huxlky Anim. Biol.

viii. 166 A waxy substance called "cytozyme produced by
the breaking-up of cells.

Czechize (tjekaiz), V. [f. Czech + -izE.] trans.

To make Czech in character, language, etc. So

Cxechiza'tion.
1920 Clas^o^u Herald 21 Sept. 8 If Magyarlsation was

bad, Czechisation is little better. 19x7 Contewp. Rezi. Feb.

173 Efforts to ' Czecbise ' place-names and to impose the

Czech language.

Czechoslovak (tJek<»lou'vaek), sh. and a. A
native of the new state called Czechoslovakia,

which includes Bohemia, Moravia, and the northern

Slavs of the extinct Austrian Empire. As adj.,

belonging to this state. Also Cze:choslova-kian

a. and sb.

1917 Namif.r l.title) The Czecho-SIovaks. All oppressed

nationality, xoao Pokornv & Selvkr i.tiUe) The Czecho.

Slovak Republic, its economical, industrial and cultural

resources. I9>9 (title) An Anthology of Czechoslovak

literature, selected and translated .. by P. Selver.

Czigany (tsiga-ni), sb. and a. — Tzigane.
I9aa Blaciw. Mae. June 717/1 The Czigany folk-songs

are part of the people's life.



D
D. Add : 2. /)-j/;a/Vf/(examples^; TiXso D-fro7ziy

D link ; D-Jronted adj.

1883 Grksley Gloss. Coal-nu 72 D Litik^ a flat iron bar
attached to chains, and suspended from a hemp rope to a
windlass at surface. It is a loop in which one man is

lowered and raised in an engine-pit. 1890 W. J. Gordon
Foundry 135 A closed crucible with a D-shaped opening in

one of its sides. 1895 IVestm. Gaz. 22 Nov. 5/3 L>-shaped

and oval tubes. 1908 /3/</. 16 Nov. 4/2 A D-front limousine.

Ibid. 19 Nov. 5/2 A ' D '-fronted landaulette.

TTT 3, D- =Dame,asD.B.E., Dame Commander
of the British Empire (established 1 9 1 7) ; = Deputy,

as D.A.A.G., Deputy Assistant Adjutant General;

D.A.G., Deputy Adjutant General ; D.A.Q.M.G.,
Deputy Assistant Quarter Master General ; =
diameter; = Dictionary, as D.N.B,, Dictionai-y of

National Biography; = distinguished, as D.C.M.,
Distinguished Conduct Medal (established 1862) ;

D.F.C., D.F.M., Distinguished Flying Cross,

Medal (established 1918); D.S.C., D.S.M.,D.S.O.,
Distinguished Service Cross (established 191 4),

Medal(l9l4), Order (1886); D.M.O. = Director of

Military Operations. D.O.M. = L. Deo Oplimo
Maximo., to God best and greatest ; D.Z.A. (see

quot.). D.S. {dal segno from the sign); d.d.d.,

D.D.D. {dat., dicat, dedicat gives, devotes, and dedi-

cates) ; d.d., D.D. {dono dealt gave as a gift). See
also *D0BA, *D,T.
1899 Westm. Gaz. 8 Nov. 2/1 Calling into consultation..

the I).A.A.G. for 'topography. 1901 * M. Grav ' Four-
Leaved Clover i, He's got a D.S.O. You 've got to deserve
a D.S.O., mind you, before you get it. 1903 Gosse in

Life <S- Lett. (1931) 287 To see if anything has been over-

looked by the D.N»B. 1910 N, Hawkins's Electr. Diet.,

27, abbreviation for diameter, in electrical calculations.

1914 Daily Express lo Nov. 6/3 Our fellows were extra-

ordinarily brave, and I think several of them should get
the D.C.M. 19x8 E. A. Mackintosh /Kar, the Liberator
100 If you want a D.S.O. Or a small M.C. or so Don't go
crawling rashly out When there's nobody about. 19x9 G. K.
Rose 214th Ox/. <"i- Bucks Lt. In/ty. 151 Next morning
Private Hatt, who for his exploit gained the D.C.M., crawled
into our lines, x^zz Biac/tw. Mag. Mar. 356 Plymouth sent
a'D.Z.A.' Note, International Code—'Allow me to con-
gratulate you *, 1930 A'. <5- ^. 4 Oct. 245/2 There was a
goodsprinklingof D.S.O.'sandO.B.E.'s. Ibid.w Oct. 257/2
Corrigendum for the D.N.B.

b. D and P., D.W. : see quots.

1909 Practitioner Feb. 262 D.W. stood for distilled water.

1934 Brit. ymL PJwtographicAbn. 333 The appliances used
in a. .D and P (developing and printing) establishment.

Dtlbber. Add : 1. d. (See quot.)
192Z Diet. Occup. Tenns (ig27) § 139 Dabber-up; dabs

clay round furnace doors to make air-tiglit and keep in heat.

Dabbler. Add : 3. (See quot.) Hence Dab-
bling: sb,

x88x CasselVs Family Mag,W\. 85/2 Two dabblers of
different sizes should be procured, .for laying the back-
ground smooth and even (in painting on china]. Ibid. 87/1
Wash over the . . ground-work . . with light sweeps ofthe brush,
..then take the dabbler and. .dabrapidiy and evenly. Ibid.,

It will., draw off the colour if the dabbhng is persisted in.

Babchick. Add

:

2. A small yacht of five tons or under.
1895 Daily News 3 Sept. 7/3 An amateur yacht race, .in

which several one-raters and dabchicks started. 1896 Ibid,

4 June 2/6 The dabchicks sailed the second match of the
week yesterday round the short course at Leigh.

Dabitis (dse-bitis). Logic, [L., = you will give,]

The mnemonic term for that indirect mood of the

first figure of syllogisms in which the major premiss

is universal and affirmative, and the minor premiss

and conclusion are particular and affirmative.

Daclia (daeka). Also 8 dacca, dacka, 9
dakka, dakha^ daka, dagga. [Hottentot (Khoi-
"Khoin) dachab!] A South African namefor Cannabis
iitdica, Indian hemp, used by the natives as a nar-

cotic. Also applied to other plants, as Red Dacha,
Leonotis leonurus. Also attrib.

1785 G. FoRSTER tr. Sparrmans V^oy. I. 145 Bueku
{diosma) and wild dacka (phloviis leonurus^ which aie
known both by the colonists and the Hottentots tc be as
efficacious as they are common. X83S Moodie Ten Yrs.
*!>". -^A* 1; 41 Many of these people \,sc. Hottentots) have
. , a pernicious habit of smoking a plant called ' dacha '.

..The * dacha rookers' are held in great contempt by the
tol>acco smokers of their nation. 185a Godlonton Kaffir
War 306 (Pettman) His dacha sack at the saddle-bow. 1894
C. H. W. Donaldson With Wilson in Matabeleland\\\. 140
It is exceedingly entertaining to watch these boys 'dakha-
smoking*. 1912 East London Dispatch 28 June 9 (Petiman)
The red dagga or * Mfincafincane' of the Kaffirs. i9ax
Blackjo. Mag. Jan. 110/2 They are..much addicted to
smoking a drug which is known as ' daka '.

Bacian (d^i-Jian), a. {sb.) [f. Dacia + -AN.'] Of
or belonging to, a native of, Dacia, a country of

south eastern Europe, which became a Roman
province.
x8i8 BvRON Ch. Har. iv. cxH, There were his young bar-

barians all at play, There was their Dacian mother—he,
their sire, Butcher d to make a Roman holiday. 1837 Penny
Cyc/.VIII. 381/2 Doiiiitian celebrated his pretended exploits
against the Dacians by assuming the title Dacicus. 1877
Encycl. Brit. VI. 758/2 He advanced to the Dacian capital.

Ibid. , The Dacians come forward as one of the most powerful
enemies of Rome.

Dacryo-, combining form of Gr. Sa/cpuoi' tear, as

in Da:cxyocysti'tis, inflammation of the tear-sac.

1848 DuNGLisoN Med Lex. (cd. 7). 1908 Practitioner
Feb. 288 Acute and chronic dachryocystitis \sic\ are usually
associated with epiphora.

Sacryou (dse*kri|7n). Anal. [mod.L,, a. Gr.

5d«/>uoi' tear.] The point of juncture of the lach-

rymal, frontal, and upper maxillary bones ; the

lachrymal point.

1878 IJartlev tr. ToPviarSs AnthroPol.zy^.

Dactylate (dEe-ktil^u), a. Anat, [f. Dactyl
(or its source) + -ate 2,] Having finger-like pro-

cesses, digitate.

X890 Billings Nat. Med, Diet.

Dactylically (dsekti'likali), adv. Prosody, [f.

Dactylic a. : see -ly 2.] With a dactylic rhythm.
1891 Stevenson Vailima Lett. (1895) 85 *Ulufanua the

isle of the sea,' read that verse dactyllcally and you get
the beat.

Dactylo-. Add : In terms relating to the taking

of finger-prints : Ba'CtylogTam [Gr. ypdfifia

letter], a finger-print. Dactylo'scopy, the examina-
tion of finger-prints ; hence DaxtyIosco pic a,

1908 Boston Transcript 10 Oct., An interesting illustration

of the practical value of the science of dactyloscopy. 1910
Let. to y. A, H. Rlurray 5 Mar., The dactyloscopic records

of the Boston Police Department. 1913 Dorland Med.
Diet. (ed. 7), Dactylogram, a finger-print taken for purposes
of identification. 1921 Discovery Oct. 257/1 You would
not find two dactylograms alike, says Gallon,. .if you
were to examine a series of 64,000,000. Ibid. 259/1 [Poro-

scopy] is infinitely more fruitful in results than the one
known by the name of dactyloscopy. Ibid. 259/2 In all

cases of dactyloscopic analysis.

Dad (deformation of God), Add : U.S. esp.

with verbs and pa. pples.

1834 Carruthers Kentiickian in N. Y. I. ai6 111 be dad
shamed if it ain't all cowardice. 1845 [W. T. Thompson]
Chron. Pineville^j (Th.) Dadfetch me if (etc.]. Ibid. 74 I'll

be dadfetcht if [etc.]- 1884 ' C. E. Craddock ' Tenn. Mis. i.

45 Dad-burn that.. idle poultry. Ibid. in. 141 That dad-
burned scoundrel. 1901 Harben Wesier/elt xiv. 195 'Don't
act so dadratted foolish,' he said. Ibid, xxii, 300 Yes, dad
burn it ; you know she loves you. X91X R. D. Saunders Col.

Todhunter vi. 84 I'll be dadblamed if I know what's goin to

come of it all some day ! 1927 Mollis St. Theatre Progr.
(U.S.) 19 Sept., But who'd think where buildings arc tall

Business could be so dadburned bum?
Dada^ (da'da). [Fr, ; title of a review which

appeared at Zurich first in 1916, founded by Tzara (a

Roumanian"), Arp (an Alsatian German), and Huel-
zenbeck (a German).] Applied to a short-lived move-
ment among writers of French poetry, whose chief

tenet was that the sound of what is written is alone of

importance. Hence Da'daism, the theory or prac-

tice of these writers. So Da'daist, Dadalstical a.

1^0 Athenaeum 13 Aug. 221/2 The movement 'Dada'..
has its headquarters in Paris, and its principal promoters
are Francis Picabia and Tristan Tzara, neither of whom is

of French nationality. Ibid.^ Mr. Dent defines Dadaism as
being a ' whole-heartedly aesthetic movement ', in contra-

distinction to * papaism ' and 'nanaism'. Ibid. 222/2
(Guillaum Apollinaire's] most advanced, most nearly da-
daistical poetry. 1920 Tiriies Lit. Suppl. 2 Sept. 569/3
M. Mille still believes in bon sens, clarity and humour as
valu.ible assets in art, a belief which has got him into

serious trouble with the Dadaistes. 1930 Glasgo^v Herald
27 Nov. 6 It is when we try to give our vague raptures a
coherent form that the troublesome part of our task begins.

This the Dada decadent tries to escape. 1931 Cornhill
Mag. Dec. 700 The riff-raff of the studios whom it would
have been a politeness even to call * Dadaists '.

Daddler (docdlaj). slang. Also dadler. A
farthing.
i907/?a/^CArtf«. 26July4''7AnEast-endcarman..assures

us that a farthing is a dadler, 1908 Ibid. 5 Feb. 4/7 He
could not recognise the daddler—which is a farthing, or the
stiver or the * yennyp' that indicates the penny.

Daddy. Add

:

2. Various slang uses (see quots.).
1859 Slang Diet., Daddy, the stage manager.

—

Theatr.
i860 [adds^ The person who gives away the bride at weddings.
1865 Daddy; at mock raffles, lotteries, &c., the Daddy is

an accomplice, most commonly the getter up of the swindle,
and in all cases the person that has been previously arranged
to win the prize. 1874 Daddy, the old man in charge—
generally an a^ed pauper—at casual wards. 1886 Graphic
10 Apr. 399/2 The manager himself is .sometimes known as
the ' gorger *, and 'daddy ' is the stage-manager.

Dafadar, variant form of Duffadar.
3849 Eastwick Dry Leaves 69 A Dafadar of Captain

Christie's corps. 1921 Glasgow Herald 25 Mar. 7 A force
of one dafadar and ten sowars of mounted police.

SafS-Ugly (dEe'firjli), <uiv. [f. doffing., pres. pple.

of Daff I'.l -i- -LY 2.] Sportively.
iQoi D, S. Meldrum Conquest oJ^Charlotte \\\, xix, ' Ah !

he s married : that's crucial,' I said, dafiingly. 1907 J. H.
M'^Carthv Needles <S-

Pins xx, * I should have taken a great
fancy to you,* he answered dafllingly, ' if I had been a free

man when we met.'

Daf9.e (d^f1), v. dial, or coUo^. [f. Daff v^
+ -LE,] inlr. To become silly, daft, or wandering;
to act stupidly or inanely.

1796 Marshall E7ir. F,con. Yarks. Gloss. (E.D.S.) s.v.,

'He daffies', he wanders, or falters in his speech or con-
versation. 1853 ^- S. SuRTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour xxxvi.
If your old man is done daffling with your draft, I should
like to have the pick of it.

Daffy (dse-fi), sb,^ [The nameof Thomas Daffy,
an English clergyman of the seventeenth century.]

Orig. in Daffy's elixir^ a medicine given to infants,

*tinctura sennae composita' (Dunglison), to which
gin was commonly added ; hence, a slang name for

gin itself.

1776 Hibernian Jrnl. S-io Apr., Daflfy's Elixir, Just im-
ported. 1821 7'/;^^a«<:>'I.304(Farmer) Whilecarryingonhis
new vocation as publican. Jack did not deny himself the use

of drops of daffy. 1828 SportingMag. XX I. 435 His predilec-

tion for daffey of late years grew upon him. 1838 Dickens
O. Tivist. ii,lAlittlegin]toputintothe blessed infants'Daffy.

1857 Troli-Ope Barchester '/'. xxlii, Not got a coral—how can
you expect that he should cut his teeth ? Have you got Daffy's

Elixir ? i86x Mavhew Land. Labour IV. 430 When I goes in

where they are a bavin* their daffies—that's drops o' gin, sir.

1871 London Figaro 15 April (Farmer) [If the baby] should
bawl persistently., he would., thoroughly dose it with daffy.

1882 Punch 29 Apr. 193/2 A good many of them .. had been
partakin*^ freely oi daffy.

Daffy (dse'fi), sb,^ colloq. (orig. dial.) Abbre-
viated f. Daffodilly. So Da'ffying sb. (see quot.).

1871 Leisure Hour 25 Mar. 184/1 Another of our rustic

treats.. was going to gather daffodils.. .In Herefordshire
this little festival was called Daffying. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss.y

Daffy-doon-dilly, Daffy, the daffodil. 1925 Sunday at
Hofite hxnc S3(>/^ Little winds just rose on purpose to stir

the daffies. 1928 Daily Express 28 Mar. 3/3 Despite the
fact that this has been a bad season for 'daffies' owing to

a recent spell of frost in Cornwall.

Daffy (dae'fi), a. dial, or slang, [f. Daff sb.y

v.'^ ; cf, *Daffle v.'\ = Daft a, 3.

1884 Upton-on-Sevem Gloss., Daffy, simple, soft. 1896
G. Ade A?tie iii. 24 She'd make anybody dafl^'. X90S
Afunsey's Mag. XXII. 491/2, I want to know what this

new affair is. If I'm darfy, there's the reason. 1908 Mul-
FORD Orphan xiv. 180 Old man Gordon was daffy on educa-
tion, which is a good thing to be daffy over. Z921 K. D.
Paine Covir. Rolling Ocean xv. 258 England was daffy
over spy stories during the war. 192a i<)th Cent. Feb. 270
Guess the poor old devil's gone daffy.

Daff (dreg), sb.^ dial, or slang, [prob. altered

from X)akg (one*s) task.] A feat of skill ; chiefly

pL esp. in doing dags (see quots.),

1879 N. if Q. 5th Scr. Xn. 128/1 ' Til do you (or your)

dags.*—An expression used by children of young, and some-
times of older, growth, meaning, ' I'l! do something that

you cannot do.' x886 Elworthv W. San. Word-bk. s.v..

To 'set a dag * is to perform some feat in such a way as to

challenge imitation. ..There's a dag for you—do it if you
can. 1886 Fun (Farmer) He was very fond of what, in

schoolboy days, we used to call doing dags. 1898 Daily
News 4 Oct. 6/3 What does your entertainment principally

consist of?..Domg 'dags ' lo make the people laugh. 1902
Windsor Mag. June 114/1 Wearing it in your hat shows
that you don't funk me. It's doing my dags to touch you.

Dagga, variant of *Dacha.
Dagger, sb. Add :

6. c. = Dog-shore.
1838 Civil Eng. * Arch. Jrnl. I. 384/2 At 11 o'clock the

dagger was knocked down, and the beautiful vessel . . glided

majestically into the river. 1896 Strand Mag. XII. 325
Being simultaneously released .. these weights instantly

fall, and .. bring down the daggers, thus removing all

obstacle to the passage of the ship down the ways.

Daggett (dieget). Also degote, deg:ut(t. [ad.

Russ. j^erOTb degoti^ A dnrk tar obtained by the

distillation of the bark of the European white

birch, and used in the preparation of Russia

leather, and as a local application for diseases of

the skin.

1861 Chambers's Ettcycl. II. 104/1 [The birch] yields also

the B[irch] Tar, or Degutt. [1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 698 i

An empyreuinatic oil, called diogott in Russia.] 1890

Billings Nat. Med. Diet., Daggett, birch-lar. 1901 Dou-
LAND iVied. Diet. (ed. 2), Degote, . -tarry oil of white birch.

Dagher (dae'gsi), sb. Also dargha, dagga.
[Kaftir u-Daka mud, clay, mortar (cf. im-Daka
dark, dirty, muddy).] A kind of moitar used in



DAGO.

South Africa^composed ofmud, cow-dung, and blood
mixed together. Hence as vb.^ to smear with dagher.
z88o H. M. Prichard Friends 8r Pocs 282 Kafir women.,

smear the walls and floor with 'dargha'. 1893 Blenner<
HASsrrr & Slreman Adv. MasJian, 32 We had heard, .that
' daghering * and * smearing ' would be essential parts of our
work. 1899 W. H. Brown On S. Afr. Frontier 63 The
houses were built of * dagga * (mud), brick, and corrugated
iron. 1905 Btackvj. Mag. Mar. 389/1 The room was floored

with dagga—anthill earth brought to a high stage of hard-
ness and mahogany-like polish by frequent dressings of
bullock's blood and kraal manure.

Da£fO. Add : (Earlier examples.)
183a Wines T-wo Years in Navy (1833) 1. 145 These Degas

[of fliinorcal, as they are pleasantly called by our people,
were always a great pest. 1^8 Knickerbocker Mag. Jan. 7
And so, Bill, you served as a ingineer with these ere blamea
dagos, you say.

2. Spanish or Italian (language).
190Z U. McHucH yohn Henry 33 She said she was svelte.

I suppose that's Dago for a shine.

3. attrib.y as dago red, Italian red wine.
1910 E. A. Wai-cott open Doorxxx. 146 Vou know Im..

pleased when the meal can be washed down only with
diluted ' dago red '.

Da^uerrean (dage-ri^), a. Also Daguer-
ryan, -ian, Daguerreian. [See Daguerreotype.]
Pertaining to Daguerre or the daguerreotype

;

photographic.
1844 Yale Lit. Mag. IX. 381 His imitative bump is

certainly Marge*—so large, in fact, that it becomes almost
Daguerr>'an in itsworkings,in that its productions only want
an appearance of life and health to counterfeit the original.

1851 C Cist Cincinmxti 161 Daguerrcan rooms. 1878
Abkey Photogr. XX. 63 The method of developing the Da-
guerrean image. Ibid, xxxiii. 364 Both of these eminent
pb>'sicists employed the Daguerrcan process with the
greatest success in these researches. 1889 A ntlumy'i Photegr,
Bull. II. 5 A full fledged daguerrean artist.

Dah (da). [Burmese. See also *Dao, *Dha.]
A short sword with a heavy l^ck, used also as a
knife, especially in Burma; also attrib.

1831 JAS. Bell Syst. Geog. IV. 588 A short sword called daJt^

having a blade of about a foot and a half in length. 1839
H. Malcom Trav. S.'E. Asia I. n. iii. 247 Their chief tool,

and one used for all manner of purposes, from the felting of
a tree to the paring of a cucumber, is the dah. The handle \%

like that ofa cleaver, and the blade like a drawring-knife. 1858
C. T. W, Six Months Brit. Burntak xiiL 104 The Burman
has few agricultural implements... A cart, plough, dah (or
sword>kni(e), and sickle are about all be requires. i88x
KirLiNG Vefiarim. Ditties, li^/iat Ha^ened ix, Amid the
jungle-grass.. grinned and jabbered Little Boh HIa-ooand
cleared the dah-blade from the scabbard. 1908 Sir H.
Jones in Life (1924) 307 [He] was finished promptly by the
native and his dak. X9S3 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 304/2 Thrust
into bis coloured sash were two silver-mounted dahs.

Dahil, var. *DAyAL.
Dahlgren (da-Igren). Now //ist, JjifullDaA/-

grengun : A cast-iron smoothbore gun invented by

J. A. Dahlgren in 1856.
i86« Ckamoers's Encycl. III. 304 Dahlgren guns, made to

fire shells or hollow shot, have been introduced to a con-
siderable extent in the United States navy, 1867 H.
Latham Black 4- White 86 Each [gunboat] wasarined with
two 15-inch Dahlgrens. 1876 Voyle & Strvenson Miiit.
Diet. (ed. 3) S.V., The Dahlgren xi^nch was once a for-
midable Kon on the seas.

BahUite (da-hbii). Min, [Named dahliit

(1888) after T. and J. /?a^//: see-iTEM Phosphate
and carbonate of calcium found as a yellowish crust

on apatite.
s89> Danas Min. Ced. 6) 866 Phosphates or Arsenates

with Carbon.ttes, Sulphates, Borates. .. DahlUte sCagPzOg.
CaCOs-iHjO.
Dahomau (dah^a-m&n), a. {sb.) Also Daho-

znean, Bahomeyan. [f. the name of the country
Dahomey or the tribal name Dahomeh.'] Of or
pertaining to, a native oi^ the West African state

of Dahomey.
X837 PtnnyCycL VIII. 385/3 The captains of these forts.

.

were now prisoners in the Dahoman camp. Ibid,, The
Dahumans . . made their appearance on the coast. 1851
FoKBES {title) Dahomey and the Dahomans. 1877 Encycl.
Brit. VI. 766/3 The Dahomans have at several times pene-
trated along the beach towards the east as far as Bada^ry.
1883 Moloney W^. A/r. Fisheries 50 It has been for some time
conveniently contrary to the Dabomean fetish to cross water.

Dail Xiireann (d^'l ^'rsn). [Ir., « assembly
ol Ireland.] The Sinn Fein Parliament in Ireland.

Also abbreviated Dall.
19x9 Times 31 Jan. f)f^ A committee had been nominated

' lo select Iri^h technical terms for the work of ** An Dail
Eireann," ' the Gaelic appellation of the new Irish Parlia-
ment. Ibid. 23 Jan. 0/4 The first word in Knglish was
sp>7ken when the Dail bad been in ses-^ion for about three-
quarters of an hour. 1931 Punch CLX. 254/:5 The Govern-
ment should enter into unconditional negoti-itions with Dail
Eirann. 1933 Contemp. Rev, Sept. 332 ParlLiment has been
sitting continuously ever since the last Dail elections.

Dailiness. Delete rare, and add quots.

:

1898 A. Bennett Manfrom North xix, The drab dailiness
of her existence in Carteret SirecL 1899 Academy i^ Oct.
433/1 That which Mrs. Meynell has well called the ^dailiness'
of life. 1906 Daily Chron. 22 May 6/6 All necessary im-
plication of dailiness has long disappeared from the word
'journal '. 1906 E. V. Lucas IVand. in Lotid. i. g Perhaps
a touch of grime is not unnecessar>'< Perhaps bouses can be
loo clean for the truest human dailiness.

Baily, a. Add :

1. b. Daily girly etc. Also as sb. short for this.

X931 Diet. Occup. Terms{,\<^'r}^%'^Qo Daily servant, daily

267

girl..; a non-resident general servant. Mod. I can't get
anybody to live in, I have to be content with a daily,

B. sb. (orig. 0\S.)
1833 Pauluing Westivard Ho i. xxi. 190 ' Make out an

estimate of the cost of establishing a paper.' 'A daily, sir?'
* Ay, a daily, if you wish.' 1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XVI.
382 Mr. Morse., was reading his 'daily'. 1851 C. Cist
Ci«c/««a/* 74 These are all dailies, tri-weeklies, and weekly
reissues of dailies.

Dairy, sb. Add

:

2. b. Dairy produce. (J.S.
1883 Narragansett Hist. Reg. I. 326 Farmers used to sell

their dairy in the Boston market,

4. dairy cow, produce \ dairy butter, butter
made at a private dairy ; dairy berd, a herd of
milch-cows.
c 1830 Ghitc. Farttt Rep. 17 in Libr. Use/, Knmvl., Husb.

Ill, The twenty heifer-calves are bred to keep up the stock
of dairy-cows. 1844 H. Stephens Bk, Farm III. 835 Cows
being kept for the express purpose of yielding dairy produce.
Ibid. 1387 Cattle..—food given todairycows. z88i Sheldon
Dairy Farming s/2 Whilst a cow is kept in the dairy herd.
X9a7 Peake & Fleure Peasants ^ Potters 43 A small and
docile dairy-herd. 1928 Daily Ex.press 3 Feb. 5/2 Instruc-
tion is given in the management of small dairy herds.

Dais. Add

:

2. c. Freemasonry. (See quots.)

^ 1879 A. G, Mackev Encycl. Freemasonry 301/1 The dais
isthe elevated portion oftne eastern part of the Lodge room,
which is occupied by Past Masters and the dignitaries of
the Order. 1935 Sm A Hahdince Life H. If. M. Herbert
I. 333 The crippling decisions of the Grand Master and the
' Dais* or board. Ibid., The ' Dais ' was consternated at the
audacity of so young a brother.

Daisy, sb. Add

:

1. o. Slang phr. Under the daisies : dead. To
turn one's toes to the daisies : to die.

1843 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. n. Babes in the Woodxw, Be
kind to those dear little folks When our toes are turned up to
ttie daisies. x866G. ^\KCX>cmKtx> Ann.Q. Neighb. xi. I. 356,
I shall very soon hide [my name) under some daisies. 1938
S. Vines Htnttours Unreconciled xxi. 368, \ think she's
drinking herself under the daisies, so to speak.

6. b. U.S. slang. (See sense 5.) Also as adv.
1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle ^ Mocassin x. 189 Well, if he

can kick anything out of a Government mule, he's a daisy
burro. x9^ Harper's Mag. Feb.438/1 Apassenger informed
on him for having his coat unbuttoned. Daisy passenger,
wasn't it? 1903 S. E. White BlazedTrailxxxvVu 352 She's
my daisy Sunday best-day girl. 1905 Rex Bbacii Pardners
V. (1913) 130 The noose sailed up and settled over him fine
and daisy.

7. daisy fleabane (/.S., daisy-tree (see quots.).

18^ A. Grav Man. Boi, (i860) 198 Erigeron annuum^
•Daisy Fleabane* Sweet Scabious. Ibid. 199 E.strigosurn,
Daisy Fleabane. 1873 Rep, Vermont BoardAgric. I. 279
Erigeron amiuum and E. strigosttm, Daisy Fleabanes,
acrid plants, mingle their coarse stalks quite too freely with
the hay from newly seeded land. 1898 Morris Austral
Engl.^ *Daisy Tree, two Tasmauian trees, Astnrstellulatus^
..and A. glandulosus.

DajaksclL (da'yakj). The arrow-poisoa of
Borneo.
1864 P. M. Braidwood in Edin. Med, Jml. X, 123 The

Physiological Actions of Dajaksch, an Arrow Poison, used
In Borneo. xSoo BiixiNCS Nat. Med. Diet.

Daka, dakha : see *Dacha.
Dakbina (da*kma). Also dokhma, dokhmeh.

[Pers.] = Tower of Silence (see Silence sb. 2 c).

1865 Chambers's Encycl. VII. 300 Their dead are not
buried, but exposed on an iron grating in the Dokhma, or
Tower of Silence, to the fowls of the air. loxs H. G.
Rawlinsom Bactria iii. 40 Alexander promptly ordered
the dakhntas, or Towers of Silence, to be closed.

Dakin (d*i-kin). The name of H. D. Dakin, of
the llcrter Laboratory, New York, designating a
solution of sodium hypochlorite used as an anti-

septic.

19*0 Martindalb & WasTcOTT Extra Pkarmacop, (ed. 17)
I. 56 Dakin's (Stronger) Hypochlorite Solution. 19*7 T.
SoiXMAN Man, Pharmacol, (ed. 3) 165 The addition of
Dakin*s solution to blood prevents clotting. 2938 Edmunds
& GuKN Cushny's Textbk. Pharmacol, (ed. 9) 160 Dakin's
solution is prepared by adding chlorinated lime to a solution
of sodium carbonate.

Dakka, variant of *Dacua.
Dale'^. I. Add : also ottHb., as dale hose.

1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval Archit. x\, 129 A flexible

hose, knou'n as a dale hose, is led from the delivery nozzle
of the pump to the pipe in the deck plate communicating
with the compartment to be flooded.

Dalle ^. 2. ^^.S". (Earlier examples.)
1839 J. K. TowNSBND Narr. Joum. Rocky Mis. xv. 358

Here Mr. M'Leod and myself debarked, and the men ran the
dalL x8<|4 Lee & Fkost Oregon xviti. 198 The next object
to be noticed is the Small Dalls two miles further up. 1846
Da Smet Oregon Missions (1847) 231 The distance from the
cascades to the dalles is about forty-five miles. Ibid, 232
The third day we arrived at the great dalles.

Dalo (dab). [Fiji.] == Taro.
_ 18^ Encycl. Brit. IX. 156/3 The taro or dalo..u grown
in ditches, by streams, or on irrigated ground.

Dalripa (dse'lripa). [a. Norw. dalrjupa. Ql,

RipaI, Kypb.] The Norwegian ptarmigan.
X889 Cent. Diet. 1896 Blackm. Mag. July 92/2 The willow-

grou.se or dalryper is treated in very similar fashion.

Dalton (d§*Il9nV The name of the high school
(at Daltotty Mass., U.S.A.) in which the educational

method devised by Miss Helen Parkhurst was first

adopted, which consists essentially in dividing up
the year's work into monthly * assignments* which

DAME DE COMPAGNIE.
the pupils contract to carry through (with certain pre-
liminary aids) on their own responsibility and with
their own discipline. Hence Da'ltonize v, trans.,

to manage or arrange on this educational method

;

Daltonization ; Da'ltonism, the metliod itself.

1933 Helkn Parkhurst Ednc. on Dalton Plan iL 15 The
Dalton Laboratory Plan provides that means by diverting
his energy to the pursuit and organization of his own studies
in his own way. Ibid. iv. 40 Demonstrating the superiority
of the Dalton Plan from the point of view of economy. 1934A J. Lynch Individual Work ^ Dalton Plan 34 The teach-
ing of arithmetic under the Dalton Plan. Ibid. 47 Convinced
Daltonians recognise at once that assignments are the heart
and centre of the plan. Ibid. 124 He could find no fault
with any other Dalton teacher. 1937 Aldous Huxley
Proper Studies 117 The first step in the Daltonization of
a school consists in the abolition of class rooms and the
substitution of specialist rooms. Ibid. 125 In a well-run
Daltonized school the problem of discipline soK-es itself.
Ibid. 133 These ancient seats of learning {sc. Oxford and
Cambridge] were Daltonized long before Daltonism was
invented.

Dam, sb.'^ Add : 4. d. A reservoir or tank, as
of loam and brick construction, in which metal is

collected for heavy castings.

1901 Holland in Webster Z>/<:/.

e. A soft rubber guard to protect a tooth from
saliva while it is being prepared for filling. U.S.
187a L. P. Meredith Teeik (1878) 117 By the use of the

rubber-dam inconvenience and unsuccessful operations may
be avoided. \Z^S Dental Cosmosyj^W. 514 The next step is

the application of the ' rubber dam ' to the four teeth.

Dam (dam), sb.^ Also daum, dawm. [Hind.
dam,'\ An East Indian copper coin of the value of
one fortieth of a rupee.
1781 Fr. Balfour ^^rwj^/f^r^tfrw 39 The sum of twenty

one lacks, of dams. i8oi R. PArroN Asiat. Mon, 182 A crore
of dams. 1871 E. Balfour CycL India (ed. 2) II. lo. 1884
Encycl. Brit. XVII. 343/1 1'he gold coinage and the silver
rupee are seldom seen [in Nepal], the ordinary currency
consisting of the copper dims and paisa, and the mObar or
half rupee.

Dam.agef ^^. 5. Add: Common in recent use.

187S Holland Sevenoalis xxii. 303 What's the damage for
the sort o' thing yc're drivin' at this morning? x888 A. C.
GuNTER Mr. Potter of Texas xi, * What's the damage?'
' Damage! * echoes Lubbins, not understanding this Amerir
canism. * Yes, how much do I owe 2

*

Dam.agedy ///. a. Add : b. Damaged goods :

merchandise thai has become deteriorated in quality

by exposure to the elements, unsaleability, etc.

Also_^^. of persons.
i8i6 J. Scott Visit to Paris in 1814 211 Damaged goods

of every description, were brought out for the Cossack
market. 1840-1 S. Warren Ten Thousanda Yearly Didn't
I feel like damaged goods, just then ! 187a Porcupine Aug.
330/3 Everj'thing seemed to be done in some shops to steal

money and pass off damaged goods. 1911 tr. Bneux {title)

Damaged Goods [tr. of Les A varies].

Damascene. B. 2. Add : attrib. and Comb,
1880 G. C. M. BiRDWOOD Indnstr. Art India 1. 141 Avast

establishment of. . damascene workers, chiefly for ornament*
ingarms. x88aCAULKF.iLD& ^Kv,'kv.d Diet. Needlework ly^f i

Damascene Lace... The difference between it and Modern
Point lace, .consists in the introduction into Damascene of
real Honiton sprigs, and the absence of any needle-worked
Fillings.

Dam.ass6. Add: B. adj. Woven like damask.
i88a Cai LFtiLD & Saward Diet, Needle^vork^ Dantassi^

a French term applied to all cloths manufactured after the
manner of damask, in every kind of material. 1896 Godey's
Mag. Apr. 443/2 White damasse mohair.

Dambo (dae*mb<?). Central Africa, Also
damba. [Mang'unja dambo treeless grass-covered

plain, open glade in the bush.] A grassy clearing.

X907 Macm. Mag. Jan. 194 Large open patche.s, or dambos,
covered with ftesh green grass and well-watered. 19x6
Cornhill Mag. Mar. 385 Crossing those *dambos* in

the fierce heat of the day. 1937 Observer 20 Nov. 21
Northern Rhodesia, which consists mainly of orchard btisb

interspersed with dambas.

Dam.e. 1. Delete -^Obs,, and add : The title

given to Benedictine nuns who have made their

solemn profession (c£ Dan, Dom) ; also, any fully

professed nun.
c 1435 HampoWs Psalter Metr. Pref. 34 At a worthy

recluse prayer cald dame merget Kyrkby. 1590 in Cath.
Rec. Soc. Publ. V. 193 Dame Isabel Whitehead an ancient
religious woman, a itoo Ibid. IX. 335 She leaving the world
went over to the English Benedictme Dames of our Blessed
Lady of Consolation. Ibiii. 339 The R* Dames, Dame
Magdalena, D. Augustina, D. Maria, and D. Clementia.
X795 in B. Ward Dawn Cath. Revival (1909) II. xxiii. 82
The three houses of English Dames at Pans. 1867 Dkanf
Chr. Schools II. iv. 179 Dame Mabel Wafre, abbess of
Godstow, X906 P. Nolan {title) The Irish Dames of Ypres.

7. d. The title of lady members of the Order of

the British Empire ; also Dame Commander, Dame
Grand Cross.
X917 Times 3 June 6/1 The New Order of the British

Empire. . .Degrees of classification for women,.. (i) Dame
Grand Cross, {3) Dame Commander, (3) Dame Companion.
x^jfilbid. I Ian. 14 Made a Daineof the Order of the British

Empire for her services to aviation.

Dame de compagnie (dam d? konpan'/).

Also, semi-anglicized damdecompany, [Fr. ; lit-

* lady of company*.] A paid female companion.
X784 in H. Walpole's Lett. (1858) VIII. 518 note. The

duchess brought with her, as a doiuede compagttie, a French-

woman. x83a Edin. Rev, July 481 The female professor.
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\»X^ doitte de c»mpagnie to La Fayette. 1848 Thackeray
Van, Fair xxxiii, Marry a drawing-master's daughter,

indeed !—marry a dame de cotitpa^Ue—^or she was no better,

Briggs. 1885 * L. Malet ' Cot. Enderby's Wife 11. in, A
nice, gentle, little person in grey, who put in an appearance

at dinner

—

dome de compngnie^ 1 suppose. 189^ Sat. Rev.

5 June 641 '.Mecs* became a 'damdccompany to an old

Coniessa.

Damenisation (da-men3iz*i'j3n). Mus. HtsL
[f. the syllables da me «i + -ization.] The use of

the syllables da^ nie^ ni, po, iu, la, be in solmization

for the notes of the scale, advocated by Graun

(died 7759).
1889 RocKSTRO in Grove's Diet, Mus, III. 551/2*

Damewort (d^J'mwwt). [f. Dame + Wort.] A
book name for the garden rocket, Hesperis mairo-

nalis ; = Dame's-violet,
1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 587 Hesperis

ittodora. .Scentless Damewort

Damfool (dsemfw-l). coHoq. Also {jocular)

damphool, -phule. [f, *Damn a, + Fool sb, 4.]

A damned fool ; iransf, a foolish thing or affair.

Also attrib. or as adj.y foolish, stupid. Hence
Damfoo lishness.
1886 * F. Anstev' Fallen Idol x\. 216 When I open the

note I see in Greek characters, and forgif me that 1 reheat

such words to you at all, but I see written there— ' Do not

a damfool be! 1900 Kipling in Daily Express 20 June
4/5 * Fighting heroically ' in some damfool trap he's wall;ed

into with his eyes open ! 1908 G. H. Lorimkr jf, Spurhck
iv. 66 The grasshopper is n't the only damphool in the good
old summer-time. /^/(/. xiL 328 It's all damfoolishness. /tx9og

in J. R. Ware Passing Engl. 103 Now, Hennery, I am going
to break you ofthisdamfoolishness, or I will break your neck.

191X H. S. Harrison Queedsn. 84 Something loose in his

belfry, as ye might have surmised from thim damfool tax-

drools. 1913 W. J. Locke Stella Maris ii, It's perhaps the
only tremendous thing in my damfool of a life.

Damianist (d^*mianist). [f. the name Damian
+ -1ST.] A follower of Damian, patriarch of Alex-

andria in the 6th century, who denied the separate

godhead of the three persons of the Trinity. Also

Sa'mianite.
1727-38 Chambers Cycl.y Datnianists, a branch of the

antient Acephalous Sevcrites. 1894 National Ohs. 29 Dec,
Damianist.

Damine (d^min, -ain), a. Zool. [f. L. dama
deer +-ike1.] Belonging to or characteristic of the

fallow deer, Cervus dama.
189X Fi.owER & Lydekker Mantm. 323 Damine group of

existing Deer.

Dammar. Add : In full dammar pine, dam-
mar tree, any tree yielding dammar resin.

<z 1815 W. Roxburgh Flora Indica 436 In the Bednore
country, it is called the Dammar tree by the English, and
blossoms during the hot season. 18x9 Loudon Encycl.
Plants (1836) 802 Agathis Salisb. Dammar Pine. 1846
LiNDLEY V'eg. Kingd. 229 Liquid storax is thought to be
yielded by the Dammar Pine. x88o C. R. Markham
Periw. Bark 347 The Canarum f/ric/ttiw, or black dammer
tree.

Dammed, ppl* ^- Add later quots. with up'.

1899 . li^'estm. Gaz. 17 May 8/1 In a dammed-up glacial

valley. 1904 Gallichan Fishing Spain 115, I made a few
casts with the fly over a dammed-up pooL

Dammit (dae-mit), for damn it, used in com-
parative phrases.

1908 E. Wallace Angel Esquire xii, ' Outside as quick as
dammit 1

' he cried.

Damn (daem), a. and adv. Also damn', dam'.
Clipped f. Damned///, a. (See also *Damfool.)
"775 Narrag. Hist. Reg. III. 263 A man that . . was noted for

a damn cuss. 1776 Ibid. I. 304 You damn old Tory Raskel.
1787 Mirror 164 Don't beef and butter go off damn soberly?
x8Sa in T. M. Healy Lett. -V Leaders (1928) I. 150 T. P.
quoted my answer as 'I'm damn glad'. 1897 Flandrau
Harvard Episodes 4 You've gone through the whole damn
thing yourself. Jbid. 218 * But he isn't bad, really bad.'
* No, certainly not ; merely a damn fool.' 190X Merwin &
Webster Calumet K iv. 62 My only order was, 'Clear the
road—and be damn quick about it *. 1903 Kipling Five
Nations 199 I've known a lot o' people ride a dam' sight
worse than Piet. 19x8 W. J. Locke Rough Roadxvm^ It's

all dam funny 1 19^ D. L. Savers Bellona Club iii, If you
understand that . . you understand a damn' sight more than
I do. 19x8 E. Wallace Again t/ie Three Just Men 209
It's none of your dam' business.

Damned, ///. a. Add : 4. In the Southern
U.S., a common epithet added to Yankee.
x8is Niles' Weekly Reg. III. 45/1 Take the middle of the

road or I'll hew you down, you d' d Yankee rascal.
18x8 Fearon Sk. Amer. 210 His friend. .said that there
was * nothing in America but d—d Yankies and rogues, and
that it was not fit for a dog to live in '. 1833 H. Barnard
in Maryland Hist. Mag, XIII. 361 It is only surpassed by
their haired of the d—d Yankees, 1837 Knickerbocker Mag,
X. 381 As they [sc. inhabitants of GuU-states] come to the
North to be educated, they_ herd with the Carolinians at our
colleges and schools; continually quarreling among them-
selves, and slandering each other, they only agree to hate
the *d—d yankecs '.

C. Substantival use of superlative in phr. Oju's
damnedest: the worst one can do; the utmost evil

or harm possible ; also ironically = one's very best.

1830 [see Damned 4]. 1845 J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon
Suggs xii. 144, I.. tried my d—-dst, but it wouldn't grind
no way. 1891 H. Herman His Angel 176 Now do your
damnedest at your peril. 19x8 S. Vines Humours Un-
reconciled xvjii. 237 She .. had done her 'damnedest' to
please him.

268

Damnonian (doemn(3u*nian), a. [f. med.L.
Damnonii sb. pi. : see -ian.] Of or pertaining to

the Damnonii, ancient inhabitants of Devon and
Cornwall.
1849 KiNGSLKV Prose Idylls^ North Devon^ Clovelly (1873)

279 Far and wide over the Damnonian moors. 1876 Encycl.
Brit. V- 302/1 The Damnonian kingdom of Devon and
CornwalL

Damnum (da^'mnym). [L., = hurt, harm,
damacje.] A legal wrong: see quot. 1862.

1828 Congress. Debates IV. i. 424 (Stanf.) It is a loss which
gives no legal title to indemnity ; it h a. damnum, hut a daw-
num, as the law has it, abst/ue injuria, 1862 J. W. Smith
Man. Com. Lam 264 Damnum is such a damage, whether
pecuniary or perceptible, or not, as is capable, in legal con-
templation, of being estimated by a jury.

Dampen, v. 3. (Earlier and later U.S. ex-

amples.)
1827 J, F. Cooper Red Rover I. xv. 246 It is seldom that

..he is dampened with salt water. 1902 C. C. Munn Rock*
haven i. We took a handful o' matches, an' dampenin' 'em,

rubbed the ends round the eyes. .0' the critter. 1906 H. D.
PiTTMAN Belle 0/Blue Grass C. xxi. 302 The heavy dews.,
fell upon hei, dampening her hair.

Dampener. Add : AlsoJig.
X920 Giasgotv Herald 5 Nov. n Socialism has received

a decided dainpener.

Damper. Add : 1. c. An operative who
damps the materials used in various manufactures.
192X Diet, Occup. Terms {rp27) § 429 Daiiiper (boots)

;

wetter; soaks leather bend^i m clean soft water. Ibid.y

Damper-do2vn (boots); smooths bottom of sole of a boot or

shoe with a pad of clean, white flannel, damped with special

solution.

2. O. In an organ : A thumping-board (see

Thumping vbl. sb. b).

4. b. Electr, (See quot.)
X906 A Russell Altem. Curr, II. 191 In order to prevent

phase swinging, Hutin and Leblanc provided the field

magnets with ' amortisseurs ', or 'dampers', which tend to

prevent any relative change between the positions of the

magnetic field due to the armature and the field due to the
field magnets.

Damping, vbl, sb. Add : Also damping-off^ the

decay of seedlings or cuttings due to excessive

damp; damping-out (Damp v. id); damping-
coil, in a galvanometer or dynamometer, a coil used

to check vibrations of the needle, etc. ; damping
roll, roUer, a roller or cylinder used for damping
in certain processes.

1906 A, Russell Altem. Curr. II. 192 The ordinary field

m.ignet coils must act toa certain extent like *damping coils,

1919 Y. O. Bower Bot, Living Plant 413 When Mustard
and Cress are sown thickly, and kept too warm and damp,
the seedlings are liable to the disease of ' *damping-off', the

plants quickly rotting with an unpleasant smell. 1912 Q. Rev.
July 242The*damptng-outofoscillationscannot be expected
to be as rapid. X904 Technot. Sf Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild &
Tweney),*i?flw/i«jfA'tf//j, metal cylinders of small diameter
used for damping paper,

Damster (dse-mstai). U.S. [f. Dam sb^ I +
-STER.] The superintendent of a logging dam.

tf 1861 T. WiNTHROp IJfe in Open Air (1863) 18 The
damster. .received us with hearty hospitality. Ibid. 24
Hardly less important is the Damster.

Danaid. Add : b. A butterfly of the family

Danaidm.
189s W. L, Distant Naturalist in Transvaal 65 The

female Hypolimnas being present with tlie Danaids.

Dauain (da-n^iin), Chem. [f. mod.L. Danais
(generic name) + -IN 1.] A glucoside, Q^^\-^fi^^
contained in the root of Danais fragrans. Also
Danaldin (dsen^'idin) : see quot.

1886 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. L. 173 This substance, to which
the author gives the name danain, has the composition
C14H14OJS, and splits upintohalf its own weight of glucose,

and a resinous amorphous compound, danaidin^ which
probably has the composition C22H2oOg.

Danaine (dse'n^iin),^. {sb.') Etit. [ad. mod.
L, Danainm^ f. generic name *Danai3 : see -ine l.]

Of or belonging to, a member of, the subfamily

Danainst of butterflies.

1901 E. B. Poulton The. ofMimicry Afr. Butter^. 2 .Ml

of them possess a dark tip to the fore wing crossed by a
white bar, as in the Danaine butterfly. Ibid.^ The abundant
black-and-white Danaines. 1913 Oxf. Univ. Gaz. 4 June
951/2 The rare Danaine butterfly Amauris ansorgei.

Danais (dse*n^|is). [mod.L., a. Gr. Aai/ais.] A
butterfly belonging to the genus so named.
X878 P. Robinson In tny Indian Garden loi The coppery

Danais flitted at ease about the shrubs. 189a W. L. Distant
Naturalist in Transvaal 6^ Birds may.. make an experi-
mental dash at a Danais.

Dance, sb. Add:
6. d. Also transf.

1883 igth Cent. Sept. 537 He calls this policy ' the policy
of salutary agitation ', which I irreverently translate: 'the
St. Vitus' dance policy '. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex.^ St. Vitns^
dance ofthe voice, a name for Stammering.

7. dance-frock ; dance-cellar U.S,^ a dancing-
saloon beneath the ground level ; dance-hall,
-house U.S. (earlier examples).
185s Knickerbocker Mag. XLV. 363 This is the dance-

cellar of notorious Jim Poole ! 1904 Westm.Gaz. i8Feb,4/2
An accordion-pleated lace net is one of the prettiest *dance-
frocks I have seen for some time. 1858 Mass. Acts ^
Resolves 125 Any person who shall offer to view., any., show,
concert, or *dance-hall exhibition of any description shall be
punished by a fine, iSia Knickerbocker Mag.A.lN. 364 The

DANDY.
tattered curtain of a *dancc-house. 1868 Rep. U.S. Comm.
A^ric. (1869) 176 All their \_sc. Esquimaux] houses and
casinos, or dance-houses, are built from it \sc, spruce].

1876 Mrs. Stowe We <V Neighbors xii. 375 He told me that
he was in the constant habit of passing through the dance-
houses, and talking with people who kept them.

Dance, z^. Add:
8. To rejoice over by dancing round (a captured

scalp) in the manner formerly practised by North
American Indians.

1841 Catlin N. Amer. Indians I. 31 After having been
formally ' danced *, as the saying is, (i. e. after it \sc. a scalp]

has been stuck up upon a pole . .and the warriors have danced
around it for two or three weeks at intervals). 1846 Sack
Scenes Rocky Mts. (1859) 126 Rarely did we return empty-
handed from the foeman's land—without, .scalps to dance.

Danclli (d&'ntp'). Also dhanicha, dbunchee,
dhun-chl, dunchee. [Bengali.] A tropical shrub,

Sesbania aculeata ; also, the bast fibre obtained

therefrom.
A 1815 Roxburgh Flora Indica 571 Cultivation of the

Dhunchi plant. 1866 Treas. Bot, s.v. Sesbania, S. acu-
leata^ the Danchi of India, is an erect slightly branched
annual. 1887 Molosev Forestry W. A/r. 312 ' Dhunchee '

or * Danchi '. . .Cultivated about Calcutta during the rains.

Dancing, vbl. sb. b. Add : dancing-class^ -list,

-party^ -teacher ; dancing-partner (see quot.).

1870 Mrs. Stephens Married in Haste xxxi. 172 Con-
stance had never felt ..pleasure in departing for her *dancing
classes. 1871 Mrs. Stowe Pink ^ White Tyranny xxi. 26^
Her *dancing-list seemed in a fair way to be soon filled up
for the evening. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927J § 899
*DancingPartner .

.

, an expert dancer engaged by proprietor

or manager of dancing hall or by individual dancer, to act
as partner when required and to teach ball-room dancing.
1889 Kansas Times <5- Star 13 Dec, The *dancing party
given by Mrs. Kirk Armour and her sister, Mrs. Ed Smith,
at the Casino last night was the most brilliant social event
of tlie early winter. x88o Cable Grandissimes xliii. 336,
I could be. .a *dancing-teacher.

Dandelion. 3. Add : dandelion coffee U.S.y

a preparation from dried dandelion roots ; dande-
lion greens t/.^.t/za/., fresh dandelion leaves used

as a green food or herb.
x886 Harper's Mag. Sept. 57S/2 If you'd asked plcasantcr,

I should just as soon told you that we use *dandelion coffee.

1887 Mary E. Wilkins Humble Romance 234 There were
..two old women—one.. searching for 'dandelion greens
among the short young grass. 1889 Rose T. Cooke Steads
fast xvii. 190 Dandelion greens is better 'n a doctor.

Dander, sb."^ (U.S. examples.)
(Z z8oo Spirit ofFarmer's Museum {\Zo\) •z'jZ An infant

child.. had ever since its birth, been grievously afflicted

with a certain disorder in the head, called by the learned,
•the dander, or dandriff'. x86o Holland Miss Gilbert's

Career vVii. 131 A young man that.. keeps the dander all

off his coat collar, .always makes a good husband. 1875—
Sevenoaks v. 65 I've took more nor three quarts o* dander
out iv 'is hide.

Dander, sb.*^ U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1834 C. A. Davis Lett. % Downing 34 He was as wrathy

as thunder—and when he gets his dander up, it's no joke,

I tell you. 1834 D. Crockett Life 89 So sullen is the
Indian, when his dander is up, that he would sooner die
than make a noise.

Dandie Dinmont (dse'ndi di-nm^nt). Also
shortened to Dandie. [Name of a character in

Sir Walter Scott's novel Guy Mannering (q.v.

ch. xxii, * Dandy Dinmont's Pepper and Mustard
terriers', and Note C).] A breed of terriers from
the Scottish borders, having short legs, long body,

and rough coat. Also attrib.

1848 sporting Life 8 Jan. 246 'i The dog celebrated by Sir

Walter Scott as the Pepper and Mustard, or Dandie Dinmont
breed. 1859 'Stonehengk' .SV/(7^-^//« 77 The Dandie Din-
mont. .is an excellent rabbit dog. i86s J. Brown Our Dogs
29 From this dog descended Davidson (the original Dandle
Dinmont) of Hyndlee's breed. 1875 Mrs. Stowk We ^
Neighbors i. 7 A rough coated Dandie Dinmont terrier.

1894 R, B. Lke Mod. Dogs {Terriers) 287 He has never
known one of his Dandies show the 'white feather'. 1925
Chambers's Jrnl. 772/1 The two so-called Dandies.

Dandy, 5bJ\. Add: 2. (U.S. examples of a
dandy^ Also, in colloq. phr. For dandy, for effect.

x8as Pennsylv. Intelligencer 3 Dec (Th.) 'I'he reader will

suppose this was a dandy of a thing, since it was on writing

paper. 1887 Harper's Mag. June 160/1 'Death loves a
shining mark *, and she hit a dandy when she turned loose

on Jim. 1897 Susan Hale Lett, srg Mrs. B. was a dandy,
she didn't fuss nor worry. 1897 Marv Kingslfv W. Africa
387, I go to bed early, thankfully observing that the gay
mosquito curtain is entirely ' for dandy '—decorative and not

defensive. 1919 H. L, Wilson Ma Pettengill iv. jii It was
just one punch, though a dandy.

7. b. attrib. and Comb.
i88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 42 Dandy Roll and

Dandy Roll Mould Maker. 1895 Daily Nevjs 19 June 9/3
Dandy rolls,, .allkinds of machinery apparatus and fittings

used in the trade of a paper-maker's engineer and dandy
roll maker. 192K Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) S 363 Raver^
dandy ; dandy minder.

.

; minds dandy roving frame, which
further attenuates and twists slubbing from gill roving

frame.

B. adf 2. Fine, splendid, first-rate. U.S. colloq.

1794 Massachusetts Spy 27 Aug. (Th.) My uncle Cuthbert
blew out a prodigious puff of my d^indy tobacco. X898

P. L. Ford Hon. Feter Stirling 163 ' If I was as big as

him *, said one, * I'd fire all the peelers'. ' Wouldn't that

be dandy?' cried another, 190a Harden Abner Daniel
243, I know the place like a book,, .an' it's a dandy invesf-

ment. 1908 MuLFORD Orphan \\. 73, I got yore smokin',

Orphant ! . . Here she is, right side up and line and dandy I
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1900 S. E. White Rules 0/Game \.\y 'How's Mrs. Orde..?'

he inquired. * Mrs. Orde is fine and dandy.'

b. As adv. Finely, splendidly. U.S.
Z908 S. E. Whitk Riverynan xH. 323 * She's holding

strong and dandy*, said Orde. ., examining critically the

clumps of piles.

Dandydom (dse-ndidam). (f. Dandy sbX +
-DOM.] The condition of a danay ; the world of

dandies.
ci8so in Daily Chron. (1902) 4 Nov. 3/2 It * flustered the

realms of dandydom *. 1885 Society in London 155 A glori-

fied dragoon who has reached the apotheosis of old dandy-
dom. \^^ Strand Mug, Mar. 273/2 He was.. reduced to

a state of dilapidated dandy-dom.

2)andyishly (dae-ndi,ijli), adv. [f. Dakdtish
+ -LY 2.J

Like a dandy, in the manner of a dandy,
1868 Good Words 1 Nov, 699 Dandyisbly dressed io spot-

le^ white linen.

Dandyize, v. (See after Dandy shX) Add

:

trans. 1 o dandify.

X846 in Worcester. 1855 in Ocilvie Suppl.

Dane SplZl. A gun used in the Guinea Coast
area of ^Vest Africa.

1900 Daily Xe-ws 25 Sept. 8 '3 In the village were found

300 Dane guns, 40 rifles, three Martini-Henry carbines.

loox Daily Chron. 31 Aug. 3^4 Three Ashantis, armed with
their long dane guns. X9ao Biackw. Mag. Mar. 384/2 Every
man or boy who could wield a spear or bold a dane gun.

Dane^ (da*nek). Also danio. [Arab. JpU
daneq.'\ An Arabian weight, one sixth ofa dirhem ;

also, a small silver coin of tliis weight*

1884 J. Payne Talesfrom Arabic I. 277, I will pay thee

a dirhem, when I enter thecity ; or uke ofmefour danics now.

Dan^t sb. slang, [f. Dang z/.] A damn, cuss.

1906 S0MERVILLE& Ross /WjA Ytsterdaysw-^Vifi wouldn't
give a dang for them.

Danger, sb, C. Add: danger area, --point,

-spot, -zone ; danger angle, (a) A^aut, the angle

enclosed by lines drawn from two known points to

a point marking the limit of safe approach to a

danger to navigation, so that a ship by steering a
course keeping the two known points at a larger or

smaller angle will avoid the danger ;
(i) Gunnery

(see quot. 1918) ; danger building, at Woolwich
Arsenal, a building in which are carried on the most
dangerous Generations in making ammunitions

;

danger line, a line, real or imaginary, representing

the division between safety and danger.
x^ Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 109/a To avoid an onneces-

tanly wide detour in rounding points and shoals, extensive

use IS now made of both horizontal and vertical *danger
angles. .. llie vertical danger angle enables similar results

to M attained by measuring the vertical angle subtended
by a known heishi, 1918 E. S. Farbow Diet. Mil. Terms,
Dattger Angle^ the angle which the tangent to the trajec-

tory at the point ofsplash makes with the plane containing the

point of splash and parallel to the horizontal plane through
the inuzzle of the piece in the firing position. 1939 Star
91 Aug. 12/4 The gas leak, .which made a portion of New
liridee-street a ' "danj:er area '. 1809 Daily Ne^vs 8 June
3/4 The •Danger Buildings, East Laboratory, Woolwich
Arsenal. 1903 Westm. Gat. 2a June 7/3 Timekeeper in the

danger building, 1890 Congress. Rec. 5 June 5654/2, I be-

lieve the good sense of our law-m.^k<-rs will still hold us
inside the *danger line of peril. S9a« Monthly lVe.zther

Rev. 3/1 The December floodsof the Tennessee. .continued
considferably above the danger lines for the first few days.

1873 Casselfs Mng. (N.S.) Vin.70/1 In the excursion sea-

son, stock and servants are alike taxed to the 'danger point.

1897 Daily J^'ews 22 Apr. 6/3 The Macedonian difficulty,

which is the real danger-point. 1910 lyestm. Gas. 6 Apr.
a/3 The axle is the danger-point in all heavy vehicles which
are run at high speeds. 1905 Ibid, 4 Oct. 3/2 The 'dangcr-
tpot in our new Treaty with Japan.. is the provision for

'insuring the independence and integrity of the Chinese
Empire . 19x8 Ofpenhkim in Strand Mag. July 17 Their
danger spot was turning into the Brompton Road here with-

out exciting suspicion. 1907 U'^estm. Gaz. 5 Feb. 7/3 An
alarming fire broke out in the City *danger-zone soon after

six o'clock last night. 19*5 E. F. Norton fightfarEverest^

ig24 58 Anywhere beyond the Base Camp may be considered

as the ' danger lone '. loa^ O^irrtrr 5 June 19/3 The chief

new feature [of contract bridtte] introduced in America has
been what is known as the * Vulnerable ' or ' Danger Zone *.

A side is said to be ' vulnerable * when it has won its first

game.

Danffered,//A a. Add mod. poetic examples.
1819 KKATsCMi? I, i. Poems (1889)433 This danger'd neck

b saved. 1915 Oxfjrd Mag. 9i May 317/1 High Powers
that love this daiigtred folk.

Danffersome, <z- (Blarlier U.S. examples.)
1850 Odd Leaves 173 (Th.), I knew it war a dangersome

place for a well man to go in, much less a one-leg cripple.

"*5' J- J* Hooper Widciv Rugby's Husb. 50 It was danger-
some for me to stay on the deck.

Dangle, sb. Delete rare and add quots. for

sense : An object that dangles.
1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., Dan^le-money, an early Chinese

bronze coinage, so called from its resemblance to and former
use as dangles of a musical instrument. X909 Margaret B.
Saunders Litany Lane i. ix, A pair of long jet earrings
representing funeral urns with cloths over them had replaced
the usual gulden dangles. 191X Webster s.v., A dangle of
Curls.

Danian (d^-nian), a. GeoL [f. L, Dania Den-
mark, f. Dantis Dane : see -AN.] Epithet of the

uppermost division of the cretaceous system in

France and Belt,'ium.

88^ Gkikif. Text-bk. GeoZ. 823 The uppermost division, or
Danian, of the Continental chalk appears to be absent in

England, unless its lower portions are represented by some
of the uppermost beds of the Norwich Chalk. 1893 tr. E.
Kaystr's Cofnp, Geol. 314 In the North of France the suc-
cession of the Upper Cretaceous rocks closely resembles that
of England ; but still higher zones are represented, and these
are united under the term Danian. \^s Cottntries 0/ the
World XXX. 3072/1 A beautiful stone resembling marble is

secured from phosphatic beds of Danian Age.

Daniel (dae'nyal). The name of the biblical

character (see Dan, i-vi) used typically for : An
exemplary judge, a person of infallible judgement.

Also attrib. and Comb.
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i, 223 A Daniel come to iudge-

ment, yea a DanleL Ibid. 333 A second Daniel, a Daniel
Jew. 1898 IVestm, Gaz. g Nov. a/3 His Daniel-likeappeal
to the writings on the wall.

Daniell (dae*niel). [The name of John Frederic
Z)a«/>//, English physicist (1790-1845), inventorof
Daniell's hygrometer constant battery, etc. (see

below).! a. A unit of electricity equal to 1.124
volts. D. Short for Daniell cell,

1871 Engl, l^fechanic^yaf-i The improved Daniell devised
by me. 1878 G. Chrystal in Encycl. Brit. VIII, 93/2 The
sawdust Daniell, invented by Sir Wm. Thomson (1858), is

very convenient when portability is desired. 1884 Higgs
Afagn. ^ Dyn.-electr. Mack. ^11 In this battery the value
of the electromotive force, e, of each element is 2 (that of
a Daniell being i).

0. Used attrib. or in genitive to designate the

various inventions of Daniell or their modifications.
184a G. Francis Diet. Arts, etc., Daniell's Constant

Galvanic Battery. 187a Atkinson tr. Ganot's Physics 639
'ihe current produced by a Daniell's ba;tcry is constant
for some hours. 1873 F. Jenkin EUctr. ^ Magn. xi. § 9
In the galvanic cell known as Daniell's cell, the electrodes
are copper and zinc. %^t^ Encycl. Brit. VIII. 114/2 A
Daniell's cell consists, in its usual form, of a copper vessel

containing a saturated solution of blue vitriol or sulphate of
copper, in which is placed a porous cylinder containing
dilute sulphuric acid. 1S84 Higgs Magn. ff Dyn..electr.
Mach. 233 If the instrument were always graduated with a
Daniell cell. 190a EncycL Brit. XXVI. 735/* In cells of
the Daniell type,

Danish, a. Add : Danish balance : a form of

balance consisting of a graduated beam with a
weight at one end and a movable fulcrum which
indicates by its position the weight of any object

attached to the other end of the beam.
1837 Hkbert Engin. «f Meek. Encycl. I. laS.

Danite (dse'n^it). [f. Dan, the name of one of

the sons of Jacob and of the tribe of Israel founded
by him + -ite 1-] A member of an alleged secret

order of Mormons supposed to have arisen in the

early days of that sect to act as spies and suppressors

of disaffection.

1857 Congress. Claie 34 Feb. App. 289/3 They suppose
that there is a secret society existing there, called Danites,
Siianpips. or Destroying Angels, a 1861 T, Winthrop
yoAn Brent xxix. 306 He might too have an undiscriini-

nating senile terror of any letter going to America, lest it

should set Danites upon his track. 188a Waite Adv. Far
West 353 The Danites are expected to act as spies upon the
federal ofTiccrs and other gentiles ; to watch the feelings and
spirits of the saints, and to report the first indications of dis^

affection. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 826/2 To counteract the
efforts of his enemies, a secret society was organized in

Smith's favour in October 1338, called the Danites, with the
avowed purpose of supporting Smith at all hazards. 1905
Daily Chron, aa June 3/x The duties of the Danites, or
* avenging angels .

Danization (d^niz/i-jsn). [f. Dank : see

-IZATION.] The act of making anything Danish, or

making it conform to Danish fashion.

1918 C C, Robertsom Bismarck iv. 157 To Holstein incor-
poration with Denmark meant de-Germanisationand Dani-
aation.

DanO- (dr<*ni7), Qsed as comb, form of Danus
Dank, Danish, = 'Danish and*, z.% Dano-Irish.
\J6Ao Encycl. Brit. X 11 1. 252/2 The many feuds between the

Irish clans in which the Dano-Iri&h shared. Ibid., During
the independence of the Dano-Irish kingdom of Dublin.

Dansant (dansan), fem. dansante (dahsant),

a. {sb.) [Fr., pr, pple. of danser to Dance.]
Accompanied by dancing, as in th^dansant (erron.

-ante), an afternoon entertainment at which there

is dancing and tea is served ; soiree dansante, an
evening party with dancing.
1841 Punch 28 Aug. 83/3 The elegant soirees dansantes,

nightly held at the 'Frog and Fiddle '. 1845 Ibid. 36 July
52/ 1 Among the fashionable parties of the season we have ob-
served the frequent announcement of a Thi Dansante, or a
dancing lea. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis vii, What did
I^dy Snapperton do.. at her dijtuni dansant after the
Bohemian ball? 1854 ^~ Newcomes xiv, Mrs. Toddle
Tompkyns*s soiree dansante in Belgrave Square. 1858
Punch 39 May 214/1 'I'wo medical students.. got up an
impromptu The Dansante. 187B E. Bradi>on Li/ein India
v. 151 Ihe projection of balls and patties dansantes.

b. sb. = th^ dansant.
19SI Glasgow Herald 17 Nov, 5 It must not be confused

with the tea frock that owes its origin to the dansant.

Danter (da'ntw). local. A female sui>erinten-

dent of a silk-throwing department.
1867 SiMMOMDS Diet. Trade Suppl., Danter, a person

engaged in silk-throwing operations. 1877 E. Leigh Cheshire
Gloss. x88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 67. igai Diet.

Occup. Terms (1927) { 355-

Dantonist(c)se'nt^nist). [f. the name of/)aM/^»

+ -IST.] A follower of Georges Jacques Dauton

(1759-94), one of the leaders in the French revolu-

tion. So Bantoue'sque a., resembling the style

of Danton; Danto'ziian a,, of or pertaining to

Danton {Diets.),

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 606/2 Two parties, .the Exagires,
or Hebertists..and the Mod^r^s, the Dantonists. 1899
A. H. Beeslv Danton 316 The indictment against the
Dantonists. 1901 Daily Chron. 31 Dec. 3''i He who had
corrected the proofs of the Dantonist appeal for mercy.
1924 Conteinp. Rev. Apr, 420 He can cut a knot with
a phrase of Dantonesque audacity. 1928 Sunday Ex-
Press 10 June 10/5 CamiUe Desmoulins was one of.. the
Dantonists.

Dan(t)zi^ (dx'nzig, -tsig). Name of a city

near the mouth of the Vistula and of the district

containing that city, used att^'ib. chiefly to desig-

nate kinds of timber grown in that district, as

Danizig deal, fir, oak. Dantzig beer, a black
syrupy beer made at Dantzig. Dantzig spruce,
beer made by adding a decoction of the buds or

cones of spruce.

185s Ogilvik Suppl., Black-beer, or Dantzic. 1863 Cham-
bers's Encycl. IV. 334/2 It [sc. the Norway spruce fir] is the
. . Danzig Deal of the market. 1871 S. T, Aveling Carpentfy
«5- Joinery 9 The weight of a cubic foot of English oak
generally considered seasoned is about 50 lb. ..Of Dantzic
oak about 4S. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 223/2 The well-known
* Danzig-spruce ' is prepared by adding a decoction of the
buds or cones to the wort or saccharine liquor before fer-

mentation. 1889 Welch Text-Bk. Naval Archit. iii The
wood employed [for decks] is generally Dantzic fir,

Danubian (dani»-bian), a. [f. med.L. DanU"
bins, Danuvius, Gr. AavotJ^ios : see -ian.] Of or
pertaining to, bordering on, the river Danube.
Danuhian com, Indian com grown in south-eastern

Europe for chicken food. Danubian reed, the giant reed
Arundo donax, cultivated in Australia.

1854 Punch 6 May iQi/i The aggression of Russia upon
the JJanubian Principalities. 1864 Chambers's Encycl. Vl.
Sii/a Moldavia and Walachia, ..forming the so-called
Danuhian Piincipalities. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 700/1 The
Danubian provinces. 1878 Gladstone Sp. Berlin Treaty
27 'l"he union of theDanubian Principalities. 19x1 Webster,
Danubian reed. 1927 Peake & Fleure Priests <y Kings 138
Their civilization, which in many respects resembled that
of Thessaly, is known as Danubian.

Dao (dav). Also dhao ; *Dah, Dha. [Native
name.] « *Dah.
1876 VovLE & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3), Dhao^2k

Burman tool or weapon (half chopper, half sword) used in

clearing jungle and in cutting down trees. 1884 Encycl.
Brit. XVII. 163/2 The only implements of tillage being the

ddo or hill knife, and a koddli or hoe. 1923 Blackiv, Mag,
May 569/3 They.. are armed with., spear and ^a<7.

DapicllO (dse'pitjt?). Also dapico. [Cf. Gua-
rani tapicha^ A South American name for the

caoutchouc obtained from various species of ^^z/^fl.

1864 Watts Diet, Chem. II. 305 Dapieho or Zaspis,..

the dirty-white spongy caoutchouc which exudes from the
roots of Siphonia elastica. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI i. 837/1
Rubber is obtained, .in Venezuela izovsa. Hevea brasiliensii,

there called ddpi or dipiche.

Dapping (dge-piq^, vbl. sb. [f. Dap w. -»- -ino l.]

Fishing by a method in which the bait is allowed

to dip or bob lightly on the water. So Da'pper,
one who daps. Dap sb., the bait used in dapping,

1799, 1867 Isees.v. Dapp.]. 1908 tVestm. Gaz. i^ June 11/3
Heavy trout being captured with the natural insect on ' dap-

fiing' tackle, 1920 Glasgow Herald 17 July 4 A position

roni which he can lower his 'dap' on to the water without
drawing the fishes' attention. Ibid.^ The floating imitation of

the dry-fly fisher or the dapper's living lure. 1928 Dailpf

Express 28 July 4/6 The patient 'dapper', who thrusts his

rod between the branches ofover-banging foliage and dangles

a blue-boLtle temptingly at the extremity of a 3X cast.

Dapple, sb. 2. (Later U.S. examples.)
x868 Lowell Lett. (1894) 1. 404, I should like to lie under

a tree for a year with no other industry than to watch the

dapples of sunlight on the grass. 1878 B. F. Taylor Be-
tween Gates 262 The green turf, .invited you to sit down on
the d."ipple of a shadow every few minutes.

Dapple-grey. b. absol. (Modem U.S. ex-

ample.)
1858 Teresa Viele Follotving the Drum 35 The term

•Vermont horses* was soon after our arrival most potently

realized in the possession of a pair of dapple greys.

Dard (dajd), sb. and a. Of or pertaining to, a
member of, any of various Turko-lranian tribes of

Dardistan, in northwest India.

1879 Encycl. Brit. (ed. g) X. 598/1 The Dards are described

as decidedly Aryan in features. 190a Ibid. (ed. 10) XXVIII.
729/2 Eleven different languages, which have all been usually

classed together under the name Dard. 1920 Biackw. Mag.
May 620/1 The 'Indians' to whom Herodotus refers are

none other than the Dards. Ibid., In Ladakh to this day
we find pure Dard settlements.

Dare, sb}- 1. (Earlier modern U.S. example.)

1876 'Mark Twain' TomSeewyer\.Z, I dare you to knock
it off and anybody that 11 take a dare will.suck eggs.

2. (Modern U.S. example.)
0x904 H. R. Martin Tillie 13, I would love to play in

the evening if I had the dare.

Dare, v.^ B. 5. (Later U.S. example.)

x886 Harf>er's Mag, Dec. X05/2 Jabe Pennell begun to

hunt him an' dare him.

Dariole. Add

:

2. A savoury of various lands, esp. one of

which the main ingredients are flour, butter, milk,
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and eggs, baked or steamed in a darioU nunild.

b. A dariole mould.
1846SoYKR Cookery 507 Darioles. Line (very thinly) a dozen

small dariole moulds with paste. iSgREncyd. Pract.Cookery

(ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 575/i- »893 '""• Btetms Cookery

Book S 768 Oyster darioles. 1895 Army * Navy Co-of.^oc.

Prke'Ust 15 Sept. 308 Dariols, Plain. Do. Fluted. 1901 Dady
Chron. 23 Nov. 8/4 Line some danole moulds thmly with

tomato aspic... Set a dariole on each slice of tomato. 1903

Ibid. 21 .Mar. 8/5 Darioles 4 la Maraschino. i«o Daily

Mail 6 June 15/3 Dariole of salmon is made with flaked

cooked almon, set in a mould with aspic jelly, sliced hard-

boiled eg^s, and .shrimps.

Dark, sb. 1. Dark of the moon (later U.S. ex-

amples). .

i87» Egclestou HoosUr Schoolm. x. 87 But it must be

rendered in the dark of the moon. 1889 Farmer American-

isms 193 Dari Moon or Dark of the Moon, lhe_ period

between the moon's change from ' full ' to ' new . .\lso

provincial in England.

Dark, a. Add : 3. d. Of blood or race.

189s Pastom Study in Prej. ii, There is dark blood in us

. . ; our great grandmother was a beautiful half caste.

13. o. dark and bloody ground U.S., the

state of Kentucky ; dark-arches, a British noctuid

moth of the genus Xylophasia (see *Akch sh. 7)

;

dark-line a., of or pertaining to the dark lines in

a spectrum doe to the selective absorption of light

of certain wave-lengths ; dark space, one or other

of two non-luminous regions (the *Cathode or

*Cbooke3 ot first dark space and the *Fakaday
or second dark space) in a vacuum tube traversed

by an electric discharge ; also dark discharge.

(1777 Cat. Virginia St. Papers \. 283 When the said

Henderson & Co., proposed purchasing the lands below the

Kentucky, the Dragging Canoe told them it was the bloody

Ground, and would be dark, and difficult to settle it.) 1831

Paulding Westward HoU.lB This smiling, fruitful region

.. still retains . . the ominous, melancholy appellation of The
»Dark and Bloody Ground". 1835 C. F. Hoffman Winter

IVest II. 138 We crossed the stream near ' Bryant's Station ,

one of the most celebrated spots in the annals of ' The Dark

and Bloody Ground '.1888 St. Louis Daily Globe Democrat
(Farmer) The McCoy and Hatfield feud shows that Kentucky

will not willingly surrender its designation of the dark and

bloody ground. 183a J. Rennie Bntterfl. It Moths 65 The
•Dark Arches.. appears the end of June and beginning of

July. 1878 Encycl. Brit. VIU. 64/1 The "dark spaces that

sometimes appear i.i the spark in gas at the atmospheric

pressure. ..When the discharge takes place in highly rarefied

gas, a dark space of this kind almost always separates the

positive from the negative light.. .Pending further investiga-

tion, Faraday called it the "dark discharge. 1918 W. M.
Smart Sun, Stars ft Universe vi. 83 Certain groups of lines

which are known to belong to the arc spectra of the elements

concerned,. together with their *dark-line counterparts in

the solar spectrum. i88t S. P. Thompson Elem. Less. Electr.

4- Magn. II. iv. (1899) 307 The kathode exhibits a beautiful

bluish or violet glow, separated from the conductor by a

narrow *dark space. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVHL 47/2 Next

. after the negative glow comes a second comparatively non-

luminous space, .. called by some writers the 'second nega-

tive dark space *, and by others the * Faraday dark space .

Barkfall (da-ikfgl). [f. Daek sb. + Fall ii.l]

The coining on of dark ; dusk, nightfall.

1897 'O. Rhoscomyl' IV/iite Rose Arno 292, I can have

fifteen of them here by darkfall.

Da-rkling, sb.^ [subst. tise of Dakkling a.] =
Dabk sb. I, I b.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 13 Jan. 2/3 At darkling of the moon.

1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Butigay iv. i. 343 She carried some

rugs for me through ths shrubbery in the darkling.

Darling, a. Add: C. Sweetly pretty or

charming, 'sweet', affected.

l8S4 Punch Mar. 116 Isn't it the darlingest, sweetest,

prettiest, little dear darling darling ! Oh ! did you ever ! I

1906 Ibid. 21 Mar. 215/1 You have a darling little note-book

..to match your frock. 1908 Beatrice Hakraden Inter.

flay 373 It is perfectly darling of you to have chosen Hughie.

Darling 2. The name of a river in Australia

used attrib. in the names of certain plants growing

in its neighbourhood ; also DarUng shower, a

local name for a dust-storm.

1898 Morris A ustral En^l., DarlingShower, a local name
in the interior of Australia, and especially on the River

Darling, for a dust storm, caused by cyclonic winds. 1899

IVestm. Gaz. 20 Feb. lo/i The Riverina breeds a particularly

distressful variety of dust-storm known as 'Darling showers '.

Darmoor, daminr (da'jmn»j). A coarse

cotton fabric, such as is sometimes nsed in America

for salt-sacks.

1866 S. W. Baker Albert ffyanza II. vi. 242 Ibrahim.

.

bought me a piece of coarse cotton cloth of Arab manu*
Ikcture (darmoor) for clothes for myself.

Dam, sb.'^ U.S. [Cf. next.] By dam, used as

a form of asseveration. Also not to care a darn.

1840 C. F. Hoffman Greyslaer II. Iv, 206 But, by dam,
the capting's cleared out without speaking to one .. but our-

selves. 1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest 9f Sunshine xxiv.

330, I don't care a dam how many Miss Betsy's I git. 1890

Marah E. Ryan Told in Hills 92, 1 don't care a darn about

the sheep just now.

Dam, adv. and a. U.S. [Possibly identical with

darn, var. of Dkrn a. See G. P. Krapp Engl.

Lang, in Amer. I. 1

1

8-1 26.]

A. adv. Extremely, intensely.

1789 Webster Diss. Engl. Lang. 385 The word (<fem) is

in common use in New England and pronounced darn. It

has not, however, the sense it had formerly; it is now used

as an adverb to qualify an adjective, asdam sweet; denoting

270

a great degree of the quality. 1797 D. Mackintosh Rational

Ess. Engl. Gram. 82 We say, dea'rn or da'rn, heark'en,

heart', hearth'. 1869 Barnum Struggles <?• Triumphs (1871)

146 Darn glad to see you, by hokey ; I came down here to

have lots of fun. 189a Century Mag. June 264 It was a darn

good churn too.

B. adj. ' Blessed', ' confounded '. ^%a absol.

1840 C. F. Hoffman Greyslaer III. iv. 141 'Jim, you've

done the darn thing agin us to-night, and no mistake ' said

one. 1899 Susan H\le Lett. 348 You know they are all

here improving their minds, learning some darn thing or

other. C1904 H. R. Martin Tillie 40 To fill out blanks

answerin' to a lot of darn-fool questions "bout one thing and
'nother. 1934 A. J. Small Frozen Gold iii. 87 I'm doing my
darnest to drive you out of Cedar Falls.

Dam, Z'.^ Add: C. trans/. To mend (a hole in

a wall, road, etc.) by filling-in.

1801 W. Beattie Fruits of Time Parings (1873) 24

(E.D.D.) He staps wi' strae ilk navus bore, And ilka crevice

darns. 1850 ' H. Hirover ' Pract. Horsemanship 146 There

is a mode of keeping our present roads in order, that I have

heard termed ' darning ' them : i. e. if a part is seen some,

what lower than the surface, the unbroken pieces of granite

are got up to it, and there left to be crushed by the wheels

of carriages.

2. To ornament or embroider with the darnmg

stitch.

i88a [see s.v. *Dahning »*/. ii. 3]. 1900 L. F.Day .^i^i«

Needlework 108 The flower stalk is defined by darning the

first row in a darker colour. Ibid., The background is

darned diaper fashion.

Darn, v.^ (=' confound '. Earlier U.S. ex-

amples.)
1809 A. B. LiNDSLEY Lwe * Fritndshif 8 Darn my skin

'f you wouldn't dewe it. 1825 Paulding f. Bull in Amer.
iii. 36 If I don't have him before the justice, darn my soul.

1830 [H. H. Porter) Betrothed of Wyoming x. 135 His

ideas took another turn and he exclaimed ' Darn them, what

do I care for them !

'

Damation, damatloned. (Examples.)

1839 Lesc. Observer ^ Rep. 10 Apr., Sal. doii't be so

darnalion skitterish. 1840 Daily Pennant (St, Louis) o May
( I'homton, s.v. Chip) It wouldn't take so much . . to make it a
damation sight riz-er. 1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganuc People iii.

33 If I didn t hold on to him he'd have us all to the darna.

tion in five minutes.

Darned,///- a.^ Add: 2. Formed, made, or

ornamented with the darning-stitch.

i88a Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework Mi/^ The
Darned Embroidery most practised in Europe has been

chiefly worked upon cotton. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 27 Feb. 15/2

The theatre or afternoon dress is of darned filet over satin

or cashmere. Ibid. 7 Aug. 15/1 Darned net, such as was

worn about 1830, or even earlier, looks very well.

Darned, fa. pple., ppl. o.^, and adv. (Early

U.S. examples.)
(<x) 1808 J. N. Barker Tears tt Smiles 18 111 be darned,

sir, if I think this is the way. ciSis Paulding Bucktaiis

II. ii. (1847) 33 I'll ha darned but I guess I've lost my w.iy.

(*) <:i8is Paulding Bucktaiis 111. L (1847) 43 Serving

a man don't make him my master, by a darn'd sight. 1834

C. A. Davis Lett. J. Doivning ^i ' What '..'do you want
another report 1 ' ' Not by a darn'd sight ', says he. 1890

Marah E. Ryan Told in Hills 123 She. .was ' the darndest,

cutest, little customer he ever saw'. 1904 W. H. S.vith

Promoters xviii. 269 Darndest fellow to take things up that

way.
absol. X916 H. I... Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap II. 71

How little we think when we had ought to be thinking our

darndest

I

(d 1806 L. Beach foncUhan Post Free 23 Drove down old

Squire Herdy's cattle—darn'd ugly creatures to drive. l8aa

WoODWORTH Deed ofGift 45, I have taken a liking to you,

'cause you are so darn'd pretty. 1888 Harper's Mag. July

323/2 In Colorado the man who tells the first story has

a damed poor show.

Darner. Add ; 2. b. A daming-machine.

1876 J. S. Ingram Centenn. Exposition x. 346 The Com-
plete Darner. Ibid. 347 The top. .could be removed for the

insertion of a ball of darning-cotton into the swell of the
' darner *.

o. A darning-ball or similar device.

1909 Daily Chron. 25 May 9/1 Even the embroiderer who
does not use a hoop will find It more convenient in working

stockings to do the embroidery over a darner.

Darning, vbl. si. Add : L c. Embroidering

with the darning-stitch ; also = darning-stitch,

1882 Caulfeild & Sawabd Diet. Needlework 148/1 The
embroidery is done in Satin stitch or in plain Darning.

3. darning-cotton (see *Dakner 2 b) ; darning-

egg = darning-ball; darning-machine, a mji-

chine for darning hose or clothes (Knight Did.

Mech. Suppl. 1884) ; darning-needle (see also

Devil sb. 25b); darning-stitch, {b) a straight stitch

used in embroidery to make a regular open-work

pattern.

1985 Ellen Glasgow Barren Ground in. ii. 410 Dorinda
..slipped her *darning-egg into one of Nathan's socks.

i88a Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework 148/2 Fill-

ings for the centre of any designs that are not worked in

Satin or "Darning stitch. Ibid. 149/1 Darn the thick lines

up and down in Point de Reprise or plain Darning stitch.

DarOO-tree. The Egyptian sycamore, Ficus

Sycomorus.
1S14 H. Salt Voy. Abyssinia 229 Here we encamped,

close to two daro trees.

Dart, sb. Add :

1. d. A light pointed missile thrown at a target

in the indoor game called darts.

1901 stationer. Printer, etc. i June 322 Ring Boards.

Dart Boards. Parlour Cricket. 1916 H. G. Wells Mr.
Britling i. v. S 11 Dart-throwing and ring-throwing sulis.

DASH.

X9S4 B. Gilbert Bly Market 18 Coconut Saloons. Shooting

Galleries. Dart-Saloons. /Wrf. 419 Darts, darts, darts, penny
adart Over 50 winstheprize...Noskillneeded. igzgB'ham
Post 12 Jan., A peculiar thing I noticed was that two darts,

such as they use in public-houses, were near the body.

6. C. The name of a type of aeroplane, used for

attacking warships.

1925 Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words
^ <V

Phrases, Darts, a device used in the earlier part of the War
for attacking troops from an aeroplane. . . Also, the name of

a type of small, very fast aeroplane, intended for attacking

warships by diving down at high speed and dropping a

torpedo when at close range and just clear of the water.

X928 Times 23 Mar. 19/2 We saw three of her [re. The Eagle,

aircraft-carrier's] ' Dart ' machines appear as specks in the

blue, to dive and to attack the Furious with torpedoes.

7. b. (One's) fancy or favourite. Austral.

189s in Morris Austral Engl. (1808) 115 'Fresh straw-

berries eh !— that 's my dart', says the bushman when he

sees the fruit lunch in CoUins-street.

Darter. 6. (Earlier U.S. example.)

iSii A mer. Naturalist XV. 147 The author gives the

results of a large series of examinations of the stomachs of

darters, perches, bass, and sunfisbes.

Dartmoor (dautmii»J, -mo»i). A district in

Devonshire, from which the convict prison near

Princetown is named, and which produces special

breeds of ponies and sheep (named from it).

1831 YouATT Horse iv. 59 The Dartmoor pony is larger

than the Exmoor, and, if possible, uglier. 1837— Sheep v'li.

252 The South Downs never succeeded well on the heath-clad

hills of the Dartmoor sheep. 190* Encycl. Brit. XXV. 18^/2

Native ponies include those variously known as English,

New Forest, Exmoor, Dartmoor. Ibid. 194/2 The Darlmooi

is a hornless, longwool, white-fleeced sheep. 1906 Westm.
Gaz.-n Sept. 8/1 An intelligent Dartmoor, that would follow

its master like a dog.

Dartwood. [Dakt j*.] A small West Indian

rubiaceous tree, Chomeliafasciculata, used for darts,

X909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Darwinian, a. Add :

3. Darwinian ctirvature, curvature convex on

the side to which the stimulus is applied, induced

in the tip of a root by mechanical irritation ; Dar-

winian tubercle, a projection sometimes present

on the edge of the human external ear believed by

some scientists to be a relic of the pointed ear of

quadrupeds; also called Darwitis point, process,

tip, tubercle.

i88s Encycl. Brit. XIX. 60/2 It has been shown that the

mere presence of the drop of shellac is sufficient to induce

the Darwinian curvature, and microscopical examination

has proved that the part touched by the shellac had died

away. X890 Billings Med. Diet., Darwinian tubercle..,

eminence on edge of helix of external ear, believed to

correspond with end of pointed ear of apes, and therefore

considered a vestige.

Dash, sbX Add

:

7. c. Sometimes implying the nse of strong lan-

guage ; hence as a mild substitute for devil.

189S A. Nicholas Idyl of Wabash 64 A dreadful thought

which if put in print would have contained a dash. 1903

Lord R. Gower Rec. * Remin. 312 Who the Dash is this

person, and what the Dash does he here?

f. One of the two signals (the other being the

dot) which in various combinations make up the

Morse alphabet. Also dash-and-dot, more usually

dot-and-dash, q.v. s.v. Dot sb.^ 8.

i8s9 Shaffner Teligr. Man. 469 Whether the dots, spaces,

and dashes be long or short, they should be uniform. 1873

F. Jenkin Electr. fi Masn. xxii. § 4 Morse signals are sent

by a simple key. . . A short depression or mere tap sends the

short elementary signal technically called a dot ; a longer

depression sends the second elementary signal technically

called a dash. 1883 Ogilvie Suppl., Dask-aitd-dat, con-

sisting of dashes and dots ; as, the dash-and-dot alphabet.

12. (Later U.S. example.)
J911 J. C. Lincoln Cap'n Warren's Wards ii. 15 He says

the buggy dash is pretty well scratched up.

b. Now esp. in motor vehicles.

1906 Daily Chron. 14 Nov. 9/3 The coil and commutator,

being fixed on the dash, are always in front of the driver.

1907 Westm. Gaz. 18 Nov. 7/2 1 he 35-h.p. open side-entrance

phaeton.. is particularly attractive with its aluminium.dash.

1919 Autocar Handbk. (ed. 9) 25? -"V second lamp placed

somewhere on the dash. IJ»9 Daily Express 10 Jan. 3,1

The car is fitted with electrical devices with lights on the

dashfront to keep the driver informed when anything goes

wrong with the lubrication or the ignition.

Dash, z'.^ Add: 16. b. dash-piston, -plate

(see quots.) ; dash-pot, esp. in an arc-lamp.

1888 LockwooeCs Diet. Mech. Engin., "Dash Piston, the

piston sliding in the dash pot of a Corliss engine, whose re-

lease by a spring closes the steam or exhaust valves, and

whose concussion is deadened by the springs or buffers

enclosed in the dash pot Ibid., *Dash Plates or Division

Plates, plates sometimes fixed in a marine boiler in line with,

and over, the tubes, in order to prevent the crown plates of

the fire.box from being exposed to the action of the flame

when the ship heels over heavily. 1878 in J. Dredge's

Electr. Ilium. (1885) II. App. p. Ixiv, The arm of the lever

may be at right angles to the carbon, one end being weighted

and the other attached to the core of a solenoid ; the core

may have a *dash-pot action. 1879 Ibid. p. Ixxxvii, The
lamp is adjusted so that the magnets shall carry a definite

load, and to insure a steady motion a dash-pot, having the

cylinder movable and the plunger fixed, is employed. 190a

Encycl. FSrit. XXVIII. 86/1 The arclamp mechanism is

provided with a dash-pot, or contrivance in which a piston

moving nearly air-tight in a cylinder prevents sudden jflcks

in the motion of the mechanism.
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Z>asIl-board. 1. Add : Also in motor vehicles,

the partilion between the engine and front seat

(cf. *Da8H sd.^ 1 3 b).

1904 A, B. F. Young Compl. Motorist iv. 1 1 4A cooling appa*

ratus has now been fitted behind the bonnet and in front of

the dashboard. 1925 Warwick Deeping Sorrell <S- Son v. } i

Sorrell remained by the car. He liked the colour of it, and
the compact brightness of the dash-bovd.

Dashed, ppL a, 3. Also adob.^ deucedly, con-

foundedly.
1893 W. S. Gilbert Utopia ii, How utterly dashed absurd.

Baslieen (da?frn). Also dashen. [ad. F. de

Chitu of Chma.] An araceous tropical food-plant,

having a farinaceous root that may be cooked like

the potato ; the Trinidad potato.

1913 W. H. Pace in Life (1932) 1. 128 I'm going to grow
dasheens.

Dasher. 2. (Elarlier U.S. examples.)
1846 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1847) =33 What I claim

as my invention, .is the combination of the vertical dasher
with the oscillating dashers. 1848 in Drake Fion. Life
Kentucky V. 93 The latter stages oi the process (ft:, of
cburningX when the batter rises on the dasher.

DaSSie vanger (dae-si vge-qg^^i). S. Afr. [ =
Dn. dasje Dasst + vanger catcher.] The black

eagle, Heloiarsus ecaudatus,
1889 Bryden Kiocf^ Karroo 273 A great black mountain

eagle. We know him at once for a berghaan (cock of the
mountain), or dassie-vanger (coney-cater), zA|^3 Newton
Diet. Birds 132.

Dastoor, -tir, -1 : see Dustoor, -t.

X909 Maud Diver Candlesin Wind i, Is the zuhbardustt
gentleman up there a toli-gate keeper that we should offer

him dasturil IbiJ. viii, It was dastur; and there was no
more to be said. \9a6Blackw. M<t£. June 756/1 It was his

custom—^j/wr—respected by his people and the British

Resident.

Dasylirion (dxsiliTi/m), [mod.L., f. Gr. 8oCTuy

thick + \upiov lily.] A Mexican plant of the lili-

aceous genus of this name, having ornamental
foliage, cultivated as a greenhouse evergreen plant.

1880 F.ncycl. Brit. XII. 262/1 The Das.ylirions have stout
woouy steins and large heads of narrow leaves.

Dasypeltis (daesipe'ltis). [mod.L., f. Gr. JSa<n5s

thick + vtkTTj small shield.] A small harmless egg-
eating snake of the genus of this name found in

central and south Africa. Hence Dasype'ltld,
-old ad/s. and sds,

1887 Encyci. lirit, XXII. 194/2 A very peculiar genus of
snakes, Dasypeltis, represented by three species only, is the
type of a separate family. 19x7 HALi}ANe& Hvxu^y Anim,
Biol. xt. 223 The egg-eating snake, Dasypeltis.

I>atal, a* Delete rare and add : 1x ContaiziiDg

or including the date (as of a charter).

1837 T. D. Habdt Rot. Chart. Pref. 31 The Datal clause

in .AnglO'Saxon charters generally., precedes the names of
the witnesses. Ibid. 34 William the Conqueror, .also com-
memorated historical occurrences in his datal clauses. 1858
Topographer ^ Gerua/ogi'st III. 120 Same seal and daud
clause.

Datcha (daetj^). PL datche. [Russ] A
Russian country-house.
1896 Edin. Rev. Jan. 83 Russian ofHcIals run down to their

datckas^QX country houses. 1905 iVestm. Gax, 18 Aug. 8/x
Kveryone who can leaves the town during the hot weather
—the rich for their estates and the rank and file for datcha.
life in the country round. 1905 Daily Chron. 9 SepL 4 's,

I was privileged to visit one of these datche and to dine with
the family.

Date, sb\ 4. Add : date-flah ^/.A, a date-shell

or piddock.
1838 Knickerbocker Mag, XI. 446 Each separate raisin

therein embedded, bearing much resetublance to the date-
tlsh in his rock. 1884 Goods Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 707
Some cousins {Zirpkxa crispata, Platydon cancellatus^ etc.)

are esteemed delicacies on the coast of California under the
name of ' Date- fish *.

Datey sb^ Add : 2. O. An engagement or

appointment at a particular time ; esp. in to have
(gol), to make a date. U,S. colloq,

1896 G. Ade Artie viL 65. I s'pose the other boy's fillin all

my dates? 1903 J. M. Foruan Joumefs End liL 42.
I must be going on. I've a date to keep. 1906 'O. Henry
Four Million 176, I made a date for dinner this evening.
i9n J. L. Vance Baroque xv. 93, II give you a rin^, and
make a date. 1918 M. Barisc Comfortless Ment. iii, Mr.
Donne can't come ; he's got a date.

7. To d€Ut\ to the present time or moment. C£
Up to date (1868-).

8. date-box, an apparatus for indicating the

date ; usually a box containing rollers which can
be toraed by handles at the side, so as to show
through openings in the front the letters and 6gures
denoting the month and day; date-cancel v., to

cancel by a written or stamped date; date-stamp,
a stamp with adjustable types, used in recording

the date of posting or delivery of a letter or parcel,

receipting a bill, receiving a book, and the like.

19S9-30 Unemplvyment Book 2 *Date-cancel stamps im<
mediately. 1909 Daily Chron, 3 July 5/5 Mr. Buxton has
undertaken that the *date-stamps shall not in future bear
the name of the firms.

Date, Z'* Add: 2. ^%o colloq. \\\pass. To have
its date Bxed by some circumstance. Hence intr.

To bear evidence of its or one's date or period, to
betray its or one's date by the style or manner.

1895 Westm. Caz, 13 Mar. 5/1 Every portion of a picture
was Mated* from every other portion of it. 1901 Daily
Chron. 17 May 6/6 In the four or five years it has been laid

aside it \sc. a play] has not Mated * in the slightest degree.

1915 H. G. Wells Research Magnificent Prelude 9 He had
found the word * Bushido ' written with a particularly
flourishing capital letter, and twice repeated. * Thb was
inevitable', said White.. .*And it dates. .Yes—this was
early '. i9»5 Sat. Rev. 7 Nov. i Younger men say with con-
temptuous brevity that his views Mate'. 19*7 N. 4- Q.
CLIII. 369 This kind of f;ibe is at the time, .immensely
diverting ; but it does not sustain itself well in cold print..
for it is the misfortune of flippancy to Mate'. 1937 Mus.
Assoc. Proc. 1^26-^ 47 A recent revival showed that the work
bad Mated * a little, as the phrase goes. 1928 Galsworthy
Sivan Song 111. xvt. 341, * I respected old Forsyte ' he said
to his son..' He dated, and he couldn't express himself, but
there was no humbug about him.'

Dateless, a. Add : 1. b. Free from engage-
ments or appointments. U.S.
1933 iV. Y. Tribune 25 Apr., The young men at North-

western University have agreed to join the young women
of that institution in observing three dateless nights each
week.

Dato (da't^). Also datoo, datto, datoh.

[Malay <_5jU ddtoq gi;^dfather, title of respect or

distinction.] A landowner or chief in the Philippine

Islands, Sulu, and other Malayan countries.

1867 Smvth Sailor*s lVord-bk,y Datoo^ ..a Malay term of
rank, and four of whom form the council of the sultan of
the Malayu Islands. 1897 Geogr. Jml. (R.G.S.) Jan. 36
The Galas district is nominally under the charge of the

Data [190s Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 754 [Sultan Abubakar's]
princmal adviser, the Dato' Mcntri.) z^^Chambers'syrni.
46/1 The Malay point of view was well expressed by a certain

Datoh^ or landowner of good birth.

Daub, sb. 6. Add : daub-boy^ "grinder^ -mixer
(Diet. Occup. Terms, 1921).

Daughter. Add

:

1. b. The female offspring of an animal or plant.

1887 W. S. Blunt Land War in Ireland Ugi^) ai8 The
Sheykh . .showed us a filly he had, the daughter ofone of All

Sherirs horses,

C. Used in pi. in the names of various women's
societies, as Daughters ofthe American Revolution

(1890), ofthe Confederacy {\%c)^, etc Also sing.^

a member of one or other of these societies. U.S.
19x1 R. D, Saunders Col. Todkunter i. 4 Working the

Daughters of the Confederacy as a political proposition.

Ibid. 7 Mrs. Todbunter, an ardent Daughter bad gone early

in the day.

7. daughter-land^ -nation,

X901 National Rev. Nov. 347 The conduct of these

daughter nations during our South African struggle. 1903
H^estnt. GoM. 3 June 9/3 Everyone was too busy talkmg
about their grand Imperial theories, and the duties of the
mother-country, to bother about the dull little domestic
facts that are worrying the daughter-land. 190^ Spectator
11 Feb. 205/1 The great self-governing daughter-nations.

b. Biol., etc. Applied to tnings having the

relation of offspring of the first generation, or

resulting from a primary division or segmentation.

1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 137, I cut down upon the
tumour so as freely to expose it, and then punctured it,

when a quantity of clear water escaped, and with it two or

three small daughter cysts. X90X Dorland Med. Diet.

(cd. a) S.V. Cyst^ Daughter cyst, a small cyst developed
from the wall of a larger one. 1934 J. A. Thomson Science
Old ^ Nfw xliv. 257 A non-cellular organism multiplies by
division, budding and spore-forming, and its daughter-units
separate off.

Danliaa (d9*li^), a. [f. mod.L. Daulias used

as the generic name of the nightingale (Z?. lus-

cinid)^ a. Gr. AauAituUt. woman of Daulis, Procne,

who was changed into a nightingale.] Daulian
bird, an affected appellation of the nightingale.

1894 Daily News 22 Jan. 5/1 That tiny modest tome \sc.

Keats's Poems of 1817], a brown Daulian bird in brown paper.

1904 Westm. Gax. o June 12/1 Until three years ago the

existence of the Daulian birds in Devonshire was strenuously

denied. 1900 Ibid. 12 May 5 '\ Londoners who want to hear

the Daulian birds with complete certainty must now journey

to Kew or Chingford.

Dauncy (d9'nsi), a U,S, (and dial), [var. of

DoNSY a!\ Sickly ; delicate, not robust.

1846 E. W. Farnham Life in Prairie Laud'vt. (1855) 39,

I shall give her enough to eat and wear, and I dont calcu-

late shell be very daunsey ifshe gets that. 1874 Ecoleston
Circuit Rider vu 61 You look powerful dauncy, said the

old man. 1880 Antrim ^ Doivn Gloss. 31 Donsy, Dauncey,
sick, sick-looking. 1891 Makah E. Ryam Pagan 0/ AlU'
ghaniesy. 82 He ain't one o* yer skim-milk, dauncy ones.

ilis is stout as a young bull.

Davidic (d«ivi*dik), a, IT. personal name David
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to David as king of Israel,

or as the reputed author of the Psalms, Also
Davl'dical a,

1837 Coleridge Table-t. 10 Mar., I apprehend many of
the Psalms to be Davidical only, not David's own compo-
sitions. 1865 Chamberss Encycl. VII. 819/1 The first

[book]..con tains the Davidic Jehovistic psalms. 1877
Encycl. Brit. VI. 841/3 We cannot well stop short of the ad-
mission that the Psalter must contain Davidic psalms. 1883
Ibid. XVI. 54/1 Amos foretold the redintegration of the
Davidic kingdom. 1^x8 E. Grubb Relig. Experience 186
The glories of the ancient Davidic monarchy.

Daviesite (d^i'vizail). Min. [f. the name of

Thomas DavieSy mineralogist (1837-91), of the

British Museum: see -iTfil.] A colourless oxy-

chloride of lead occurring in prismatic crystals.

z88g Min. Mag. May 171 Crystal of..an Oxycbloride of

Lead (Daviesite), from Mina Beatrix, Sierra Gorda, Atacama,
South America.

Daw (d§), ct. [Of obscure origin ; Ir., Gael.

dath ' colour * has been suggested.] Of a pale prim-
rose colour, as the eyes of certain game fowl.
x856RoscoEinTegetmeier/'<w/^r»'5/&. 100 Black-breasted

reds, .have a fine long head ; daw eyes. 185G Tegetmeier
Idid.f The required ' daw eye '

. . is that which resembles the

gray eye of a jackdaw. 1873 L. Wright Bk. Poultry 277
There never was a Malay with red eyes ; ihey are invariably

pearl, yellow, or daw. 1913 W. Bateson MendeVs Princ,
Heredity iro Malay fowls are peculiar in having a pale,

yellowish white iris—the * daw-eye' of fanciers.

Dawk, sb,^ b. Add : dawk- or ddk-bag^ boat ;

dawk- or d&k-wallah, a letter-carrier.

X838 Asiatic Costumes 40 The dauk-wala is dispatched
from the post-office every day with his bundle of letters.

1873 E. Braddon Life in India vii. 260 The arrival at any
village of the dAk-walia (letter-carrier) with a letter is an
event to be remembered and talked of. t^z-^Blackw. Mag.
Nov. 678/2 My old dAk-wallah . .hs-d scented the battle

from afar. 1936 Ibid. Nov. 587/1 An 'Urgent' dak bag
arrived from the Agency with a letter from Baird. 1938
Ibid. Jan. 5/3 The correspondence came to an abrupt stop.

Great soggy chunks of silence filled the incoming dSk-bag.

Dawn, sb. Add : 1. b. An opalescent colour

resembling that seen in the sky at dawn.
1894 Daily News 11 Apr. 3/1 Palest pink and blue shot

silk, called by the poetic name of ' Dawn ', because it sug-
gests the union of those colours in the early morning sky.

1937 Daily Express 21 Mar. 2 Colours include cedar, green,
silver, new blue, dawn or bois de rose.

Dazie (dse'ksi) Colloquial pet-form of Dachs-
hund.
1899 Daily Netvs 28 Oct. 7/5 They (like Daxies again)

delight in playing tricks. 1900 Ibtd. 23 Dec. 6/3 Coercion
distinctly disagreeing with daxies !

Day, sb. Add : 6. (The astronomical day is

now reckoned from midnight to midnight)
d. Thirty days, sixty days : a month, two

months. Canada and U.S.

e,Ofa day : lit, lasting only a day, ephemeral

;

transitory, fleeting, fugitive.

17^6 Wesley Sentt. I. Pref. § 5, I am a creature of a day,
passing through life as an arrow through the air. 1746
Hervey Aledit. ^ Contempt. (17B9) 39 Phantoms of a Day.
1834 The Rival Sisters 14 Man—the insect of a day. 1863
M. Arnold Ess. Crit. Ser. i. Pref., Apparitions of a day,

7. o. Used without a preposition. U.S.
X905 N. Y. Even. Post 20 May 4 Day before yesterday

the President was again in a state of terrific determination.

Ibid. 26 Sept. 6 Day after election people will want to

know [etc].

8. d. That period of the day allotted by usage

or law for work ; as, an eight-hour day. (See

*ElOHT HOUES, *WORKING-DAY.)
1850 Working Man^s Friend ^ Earn. Insir. 14 Dec. 300/1

Being at the rate of 4s. 2d. per day of ten hours. 1870
Chambers's Jml. 10 Sept. 586/2 In government workshops,

..by special act of Congress, eight hours has been consti-

tuted a legal day's work. x88o C. Marvin Our Public

Offices (ed. 2) 121 [Theyl worked hard the whole of the seven
hours of their otHcial day. i88a }. E. T. Rogers Six Cent.
Work ^ Wages x'u. 327 It is plain that the day was one of

eight hours. 1889 R. Tangve One and All vii. 116 In 1871

a great agitation sprung [sic] up amongst the operative en-

gineers at Newcastle-on-Tyne in favour of a nine hours'

day. 1893 Engt, Illustr. Mag, 293/1 Mr. Morley has from
the first taken a clearly defined position on the question of
the length of the labour day.

9. c. The Day (esp. as translation of G. Der
Tctg) : the appointed day.
x<)i4 O. Seaman in Punch 9 Dec. 470/1 [German Crown

Pnnce loq.) Thank Father's God that I can say My con-

stant aim was Peace ; I simply lived to see the Day {.Den

Tag) when wars would cease.

19. Day in (and) day out, every day for an in-

definite number of successive days, continuously.

Say off, a day away from work. Day out* a
day away from home or one*s lodgings ; sj>ec, a
servant's free day ; also^^.
1838 Car r Crecz'en Gloss, s. v.

,
' Day in and day out 'j all

the day long. i&^Punch 4 Nov. 182/2 The Servant-Girl's

Idea of Life ;—one long day out with ' the journeyman '.

i%6glbid. ao Mar. 111/2 Having made this a holiday with a
view to having a *day out ', my landlady had not had notice

to call me at any particular hour. 1890 Peel City Guardian

4 Jan. 5/5 It was Fayle's day out, and he made the most of

the chances oficred. 1893 A'«^/. Illustr. Mag. 488/2The bus-

driver spends his ' day off' in driving on a pal's bus, on the

box-seat by his pal's side. 1904 Kipling in Windsor Mag.
Dec. lo/i Whatever 'e's done, let us remember that 'c's given

us a day off. 1908 A. E. T.Watson TurfiTli may not have
been iheanimal's 'day out ', it may do better later on. 1937
/'7/MVC'//«/<»«Jan.56/3The British Broadcasting Company
will have to offer, day in and day out, a service. Ibid. Feb.

100/2 Work—day in day out—and not much money.

20. b. To make a day of it : see Makb z/.* 18 c.

To call it a day ; to consider that one has done a

day's work. Between two days U.S. : overnight.

i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career xv. 277 We are going

to make a day of it. 1878 I. H. Beadle Western Wilds
xxvi. 406 Some ne'er-do-well who had defrauded the State

and other creditors by departing between two days. 1903

McFaul Ike Glidden ii. la Hadn't been't he left town

'tween two days he'd be good way on the road to the

pen'teniiary now. 1936 J. Black You Can't Win iv. 27 At

six you come on and slay till ten and call it a day.

23. day-fall (poet.) ; day-old adj. (also sb. ^

day-old chick).

1897 F. TuoMrsoN Ode to SettingSun Poems na Who set
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Upon her brow the ^day-fall's carcanet? igaS Chambers*

s

yrw/. 68/2 Shellcy.alihoughhe had turned Quaker.wouldstill

have * dabbled his fingers in the day-fall, and littered the floor

ofheaven with his broken fancies ', 1007 Daily Chron. 8 July

4/4 Many poultry-keepers dispose of several thousand "day-

old chicks every season. igaS Daily Tel. 11 May 19/4

Day-olds from reliable pedigree strains cost only 21s a
dozen.

24. day boy, daygirl, a boy, girl employed as a

domestic servant by the day ; day-car,-coach U.S.,

an ordinary passenger carriage as distinguished from

a sleeper ; day editor^ the editor in charge of a

newspaper during the day; day-feeder, an animal

that feeds in the day-time ; day-nurse, a nurse who
is employed for day work ; one who has charge of

a day nursery ; day niirsery, {a) a nursery where
children are cared for during the day while their

mothers are at work ; {p) a nursery used by children

during the day (asdistinguishedfrom«??^/«?/ry(fry).
X904 Westm. Gaz. 26 Sept. 6/3 (Accident in Tennessee)

•Day-car and day-car were telescoped, buckled, and thrown
over. 1887 C. B. George 40 Yrs. on Kail xi. 226 A
passenger on his way to the dining-car came out of the May
coach into the ladies* end of my car. 1924 W. M. Raine
Troubled Heaters vii. 68 Tm going forward to the day
coach. 1873 W. Mathews Geitvtg on in World xiv. 218

Mr. Brooks, .acting as leading editor [of the New York
Express\ reporter, *day editor, night editor, and even type-

setter. 1877 Harper's Mag. Dec. 53/3 The day editor in

charge, a 1S89 W. H. Flower (Cent. Diet.), *Day-feeder,
1871 Food yml. 2 Jan. 679 Mothers sending their little ones
to the care of professional *day nurses while they are at

work. 1850 Household IVords II. iio/i These institutions

were to be *Day« Nurseries for the children of the poor.

1884 Harper's Mag, Apr. 782/a A ' Day Nursery and Tem-
porary Home for Children , charging two cents a day to busy
mothers. j886 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXVIII. 686 (Cent. D.)
The day-nurseries which benevolence has established for the
care of these little ones. 1896 Mr. Gladstoru : In the Evefi-

ingo/his Days 70 (Illustration) The Day Nursery at Hawar-
den Castle. 1908 Stacpoole Patsy ii. They were in the day
nursery, whicli was also the schoolroom.

Dayabeah, variant of Dahabeeyah.
1905 E. F. Benson Image in Sand i, A couple of daya-

beahs moored to the bank were a blaze of Syrian awnings,

Dayak, var. *Dyak.
Dayal (da-yal). Anglo-lnd, Also dahil, dhyal.
= DiAL-BiBD (q. V. for etymology).
tSss Orr"! Circle Set., Org, Nat. III. 307 The Dayal..

which, .is called the Magpie Rohin by the English residents

in Ceylon. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 133 Dayal, or more
correctly it would seem, Dhyal (corrupted into Dial-bird),

the Hindostani name commonly adopted by Anglo-Indians.

Dayau (daya*n). PI, dayanim. [Heb.] A
judge,
x88o Encycl. Brit. XIII. 687/1 Each congregation requires

the services of a dayan or religious chief. 1893 Zangwill
Childr. Ghetto I, 4 The Dayanim, those cadis of the East
End, administered justice. 1902 Daily Chron, 3 Jan. 5/1
ITie Rev. B. Spiers, the Dayan of the Beth Hamedrash of
London. 1928 Daily Tel. 3 Jan. 10/4 Dayan Dr.-Feldmann.

Day-break. Add : Phr. To make day-b?-eak :

to announce the dawn of day,
1872 Routledge^s Ev. Boy's A nn. Dec. 5 When the flag-

ship * made day-break ' with one of her guns.

I)aye (da'i). Also S dy, 9 daee, dhyo, [dyah],
dai. [f. Hind, ddt, Pers. ddya/t.'] In N. India and
Persia, a nurse ; a wet-nurse ; a midwife.
1782 India Gaz. 13 Oct. (Y., Suppl.) Dy (Wet-nurse) loRs.

z8xo T. Williamson East India l^ade'Afecum I. 341 The
Dhye is more generally an attendant upon native ladies.

[1883 C. J. Wills In Land ofLion ^ Sun xxix. 326 The
* dyah *, or wet>nurse, is looked on as a second mother.]

2920 Outivard Bound OzX. 82/1 The doctor and her least

dangerous dai (nurse) clambered into the waiting barouche.

1937 Other Lands Apr. 89/2 The indigenous dais are..
absolutely ignorant.

Day labour. Add later quots.

1839 iy>L LA Bkche Rep, Geol. Cornwall, etc. xv. 560 Though
in some mines day-labour is also used underground, a i86x

T. WiNTHROP John Brent i. (i86a) 11 In a few months more,
I should have spent my last dollar and have gone to day
labor, perhaps among the Pikes. 1898 W. St.Clair Baddeley
Cotteswold Shrineqd At the same hour ended his day-labours.
X9it Rep. Labour ff Soc. Cond, Germany III. vi-vn. 207
Half the labour is piece and the other half is day labour.

Daylight. Add: 4. (Later U.S. examples.)
185J E. Bennet Mike Fink x. 14/1 We'll catch the fever

and ager,..and that'll shake the daylights out o'us. 1883
NvK Baled Hay 79 The driver bangs the mule, that is

ostensibly pulling his daylights out, x9ai R. D. Paine
Comr. Rolling Ocean iL 22 Putting seven of 'em in irons
after they shot the daylights out of me left us mighty short-
handed.

6. daylight-loading a., (of a film-spool, cart-

ridge, etc.) adapted for loading by daylight without
the use ofa dark-room ; dayliglit-saving, amethod
of securing a longer period of daylight at the end
of the day by making use of a fictitious time (see
SuMMEB TIME 2), viz. by putting the clock forward
(e.g. an hour).
190a Photographic Catal,^ Reliable *daylight loading

Films. 1908 Hansard^! Pari. Deb. Ser. iv. CLXXXIV.
15s *Daylighl Saving Bill... Mr. R. Pearce..in moving the
Second Reading said that the object of the Bill was to
promote the earlier use of daylight in the summer. 19x6
Ibid. Ser. v. LXXXII. 321 The advocates of daylight
saving are adept in securing the consent of one body of
opinion on the ground that some other body has adopted it

with enthusiasm. 1934 Punch 24 Sept. 338 Two more..
weeks of daylight-saving.

Hence Day-lighter, one of a body of men who
sought to enforce the decrees of the Land League
in Ireland by violence during the daytime ; Day-
lighting vbl. sb.

x886 St. yames\s Gaz. 25 Nov. 11/2 Seeing the '•Day-
lighters ' she ran into the room where she knew the gun to
be and closed the door. 1894 Daily Tel. 2 Apr., A case of
' *daylighting * instead of moonlighting has been reported to
the local police.

Day-liglited, a. [f. Datlight.] Light
; fig,

open, unconcealed.
1887 Mary E. Wilkins Humble Romance 124 Everything,

down to his love-making was prompt, and earnest, and
day-lighted with John Elliot. 1889 Cent. Diet., Day.
lighted^ light, open. [With quot. from R. L. Stevenson, in
which the correct reading is daylit.]

Daytimes (d^i*taimz), adv. U.S, [f. Daytime
-fadvb. -s.] In the daytime, during the day.
18S4MARIA S. CxitAyiXiis Lamplighter xy'\\, Willie was very

busy daytimes, but was always with them in the evening.

Dazzle, sb. Add :

3. The use of splashes of various colours on
sea-going vessels so as to make the constructional

parts unrecognizable. Hence Dazzle v. trans., to

camouflage in this way. Also Comb, in dazzle-

painted, -painting (in quot. 1920 transf.).

1917 Admiralty Order 2 July (MS.), The * Dazzle * paint-
ing of a ship with large patches of strong colour in a carefully
thought-out pattern and colour scheme. 1919 Times ^g May
8/1 * Dazzle *, to use the term employed by the camouflage
department of the Admiralty. Ibid. 5 June 10/2 A * dazzle'
pamted ship is on the whole more visible against sky and
sea than the usual grey vessel, and this was Us chief disad-
vantage. Furthermore, 'dazzle ' painting was designed for

short range, at which it is impossible to conceal a vessel

against its back^ound. 1919 N. Wilkinson Ibid. 9 June
6/4 Dazzle painting was never intended for use on 'ships
of the line , but only for merchantmen.. and war vessels
working with them. IJ19 IVar Slang in Athenaeum 11 July
583/2 The other service [sc, the Navy] invented 'dazzle .

29*0 Blaekw. Mag. Oct. 94/2 A geological * dazzle-painting *

in ochre and red, brown, purple, and buff. 1930 Glasgow
Herald 12 Mar. 7 A number of lantern slides were shown
of ships 'dazzled during the war, 1923 Ibid. 28 Apr. 9 A
' tramp ' steamer, 'dazzle ' painted. 1928 C. F. S. Gamble
North Sea Air Station xxii. 400 It was decided that all

flying-boats should have their hulls 'dazzle-painted '.

JDea, Deao, abbrev. of Deacon i c, d. {U.S.)
i83X Massachusetts spy 2Z Feb. (Th.) Deac Josiah Bridge.

Il'id. 4 Apr., Dea. Ebenezer Read. zS^a Yale Lit. Mag.
XVII. 345 (Th.) In the goodly village of Q. Dea. Pip lived.

1907 Springfield Weekly Republ. 17 Jan. n Dea Wilson
was among the foremost of the town's citizens.

Deacon, sb. Add :

1. f. The cleric who acts as principal assistant

at a solemn celebration of the Eucharist ; the
* gospeller*. (Cf. sense 5 and Subdeacon 2.)

X440 in Peacock Engl. Ch. Fumit. (1866) 181 One whole
vestment for Priest Deacon and Subdeacon. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. i33b/i A preest adeken&asubdeken allreuested
goyng tothaulterasfor tosayemasse. f 1618 Morvson Itin.
IV. (1903) 439 When the pope . . sings Masse himselfe, with one
Cardinall seiuing him as Deacon, and another as subdeacon.
1701 in Cath, Rec, Soc. Publ, VII. 101 His Dsecon, Sub-
diacon & Acolythe were his 3 sons, brothers to y" Nonne.
1851 PuGiM Chancel Screens zt'\^hvi Epistle and Gospel were
sung by the deacon and sub-deacon, from marble desks.

6. deacon-seat U.S. (earlier example).
1851 J. S. Springer Forest Life 71 Directly over the foot-

pole, .and in front of the hre, is the deacon-seat. This seat
constitutes our sofa or settee.

7. * A hunter's name for the young of the elk or

wapiti' {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).
8. * The skin of a very young or aborted calf. It

must weigh less than 8 pounds' (Webster 191 1)>

U.S. [After Deacon v. 2 b.]

1889 Cent. Diet.

Deacon^. The name of H. Deacon, the inventor,

used attrib. or in the possessive to denote his pro-

cess for the making of chlorine gas from hydro-
chloric acid by the use of a catalyst.

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 491/1 The production of chlorine by
Deacon's process, 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 143
Deacon plant man, deacon process man.

Deacon, v. Add : 2. b. (Earlier example.)
1838 H. CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1839) 53 In this case

some calves were raised ; out most of them were killed at
four days old. Throughout the county of Berkshire this

mode ofdealing with the calves is termed ' deaconing ' them.

3. To make or ordain deacon. (Cf. Priest z/. 2.)
X889 Cent. Diet.

Deactivation (d/isektiv^'Jan). [f.DE- + Acti-
vation.] Loss of radioactivity.

X904 Sci. Amer. Suppl. 20 Feb. 23523 (Cent. D. Suppl.)
He finds that the law of deactivation is still the same through-
out this range of temperature.

Dead, a. Add :

A. 2. c. Of pain : Dull and continuous, as

opposed to sharp and sudden pain.
1865-76 Curling Dis. Rectum (ed. 4) 35 He coinplained of

suffering from a dead, aching pain. 1894H elen H. Gardener
Unoff. Patriot 348 She only sat and stared,and was conscious
of the dull dead pain.

d. {a) proleplically, who is * as good as dead *,

certain to die or to be killed, past recovery
; (^) in

hyperbolical phrases expressing extreme exhaustion,
fatigue, or indisposition.

[1508 Shaks. Merry Wives iv. ii. 44 Why then you are
vtterly sham'd, & bee's but a dead man.] 18x3 Annabella

M [ LEANKE Diary (MS. ) At home dead. 1894 PallMallMag.
Feb. 583 I'm nearly dead from being boxed up in the house
all day. X906 Daily Chron. 9 Aug. 8/5 He could not tell

her bluntly., that Wilson was practically a dead man.

12. o. /:'/ff/r. Ofa circuit or conductor: Carrying
or transmitting no current. Similarly of a wire, etc.
X903 A. H. Beavan Tube^ Train, etc. xi. X34 The studs

are ' alive * while the car is over them, and ' dead ' as soon
as it has passed. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 13 July 5/2 There was
another stoppage .. caused by a ' dead car.

13. b. esp. in dead white, where there is now
often mixture of sense 31 (cf. C. *2 b).
X863 Mrs. H. Wood Verner's Pride xiv, The dead white

of the roses was not more utterly colourless than Sibylla's
face.

16. b. Of a horse : Not intended to win, fraudu-
lently run in such a way that it cannot win : chiefly

in dead one, dead ^un. (Cf. *Cobpse 2 f.) slang.
i66^ Baily's Mao-. June 121 A horse which has been re-

garded occasionally as a dead one has proved lively enough
to beat the winner of the Two Thousand. x868 Lond. Rev.
xijuly 38/2 (Farmer) The stable and owners might safely lay
against what was technically a dead 'un from the first. x88o
H. Smart Social Sinners v, Lord, what 'dead *uns* he did
back, to be sure I i9>2 N. i^ Q. 12th Ser. XI. 206/2 Dead
meat. Horses which are not out to win are so described.

18. b. Of a house : Uninhabited.
1879 J. W. HoRSLEY Jottingsfront Jail (1887) 17 Me and

the screwsman went to Gravesend, and I found a dead 'un
(uninhabited house), and we both went and turned it over.
1896 A. Morrison Child Jago 231 On the look out for a
dead 'un. 1933 Daily Mail 8 Aug. 2/2 We thought it was
a * dead ' house, but we walked into a girl's room and she
squealed.

o. Mi/. Out of range. (Cf. deadang/e in B. 2.)
1899 Westm. Gaz. 9 Dec. 5/3 Besides the great advantage

which we shall reap from the smashing power of these
howitzers against field defences, we shall also find them
most valuable to search out hollow or hidden ground ' dead

'

to other fire.^ X900 Daily News 5 May 3/2 A high and
rather steep hill, surrounded by a good deal of * dead

'

ground. 1919 Proc. Soc. Antig. Scot. LI II. 38 There is not
a single piece of 'dead' ground in the whole fortress.

20. Of a locality, etc. : That has lost its former
prosperity or glory.

1875 Annie Wood (title) The Dead Cities of the Zuyder
Zee J a Voyage to the Picturesque Side of Holland, from
the French of Henry Havard. 1905 Rivela & Pebsull
{title) The Dead Cities of Sicily. 1909 Daily Chron. 13 Apr.
4/5 My memory lingered with thepeople in the * dead cities

'

[of Holland] who had spent theur Easter with old-world
simplicity.

d. Typog. That has been used or is no longer
required, as copy after compositionj or type ready
for distribution or discarded.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 679 Dead-letter, Print. : T;rpe

which has been used for printing, and is ready for distribu-
tion. Dead-matter. 1898 J. Southward Mod. Printing
I. xxiv. 154 The 'dead' letter, .would, if of uniform £ace,
constitute in itself a strong fount.

e. Of a cinema set : Out of use.

1939 Edincton Studio Murder Myst. \, The skeletons of
'dead ' sets clothed in flowing veils of gray,

21. (Illustrations of use in various games.) Also
dead-ball ^tuih. Cf, *Dead wood.
1875 Encycl. BHt. III. 407/1 (Baseball) A ball which hits

the bat without being struck at, or the person of the striker
or umpire, is a dead ball and out of play. 1876 Ibid. IV.
180/2 A ' dead bowl ' is one knocked off the green, or against
one lying in the ditch, or an illegally played bowl, and must
at once be removed from the green. 1889 Laws of Cricket
(1890)6, 33. A batsman being out from any cause the bail shall
be 'Dead '. igoo Ibid. 4, 33a. If the ball, whether struck with
the bat or not, lodges in a batsman's clothing, the ball shall
become * Dead '. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 426/2 So the
game [sc. Rugby football] proceeds until the ball is once
more *dead *—that is, brought to a standstill. 1905 Westm.
Gaz. 30 Nov. 8/3 [Rugby football] The necessity of lengthen-
ing the playing area lo admit of the extensions behind the
goals to the ' dead-ball * line.

b. Golf. Of the ball : Placed so near the hole
that it can be holed with certainty at the next stroke.

x88x R. Forgan Golfer's Handbk. iii. 30 Ifyou can possibly
win a ' half ' (i. e. halve a hole] by running your ball * dead

'

at the side of the hole, ..then the cautious game is to he
preferred. 1891 H. G. Hutchinson Golf(cd. 6) 83 Missing
a four-inch put which your partner has left you. .and receiv-

ing the cheery consolation, ' Never mind, partner, never
mind—another time I'll try to lay you dead'. 1909 P. A.
Vaile Mod. Golfs. 73 A man may he 'dead ' off a run up,
but I am referring now to the well-lofted shot that falls

' plump ' within an easy put of the hole and scarcely moves.

c. Lacking resiliency, having no spring.

189s H. W. W. WiLBERFORCE Lawn Tennis ix. 29 This
form of game, .arose from the very wet and dead state of the
courts. 1909 P. A.Vailb Mod. Golfvui. 120 You will do well,

should you nave to choose [a driver] for yourself, to exercise
moderation. Avoid too much spring. Don't have a ' dead

'

one. X930 Morning Post 16 July 16/2 So well did Squires

and Peach perform on the dead pitch that the Kent total of

317 was passed without the loss of another wicket

22. c. Of molten metal : Thick and sluggish,

either from insufficient melting, or from having stood

too long in a ladle. Cf. *Deadmelt v.

1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel ^ Iron xviii, (ed. 2) 425
Extreme 'dead-melting' produces a metal that runs dull

and dead.

29. Dead load, a load whose weight is constant

and invariable.

1888 Lock^vood's Did. Mech. Engin, 1891 Scribner^s Meig.
X. 7 The greater engine-power willadd to the dead load, ih'us

siill further diminishing the vessel's capability for carrying.
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31. Hence cUad-eartust in attrib. use.

1883 ' Mark Twain' Life Mississippi xviii. 323 Ritchie's

good-natured badgering was pretty nearly as aggravating

as Brown*s dead-earnest nagging.

d. (Later U.S. example.)

xoao MuLFOKD y. Nelson xiL 131 Striking into a dead run

as he approached the rocky hump in the trail.

e. Absolutely certain or safe.

1876 Joaquin Miller Unwritten Hist. xv. 237 It 's your

pot, Pnnce, lake it down. You hold the papers, called us

on a dead hand, you did, but this was no bluff of mine.

i88a Waite Adv. Far Wtst 264 ' No* said he, ' I shall not

go into anything new unless it is a ** dead (hing'*^ in fact *,

said he ' it must be very dead.^

32. a. Dead and alive-, see Dead-alive. Also

Deadand buried, done {for, with) ; dead-and-gone

(attrib.).

\^Ai All Yeetr Round VS.. 473/1 The grave of Carthage,

and other dead and buried cities of the Carthaginians.

1899 J. L. KiPLiso Beast <V Mem in India \. (ed. 2) 7

liuddhism has been dead and done with in India proper for

centuries. i897STt'ART Erskine Lard Dullborougk v, We
.saw some six-months'-old playbills, announcing some dead-

and-gone performance. 1909 H'estm. Gaz. 10 Mar. ii/a It

is urged that the intellect of the Poll-man is starved and
himself broken on the wheel of a dead-and-done system.

e. To be dead on : of. Death 16.

X89X ScRiVEMEB Fields ^ Cities 23 These boys always were
• dead ' on a rat, no matter what its size.

f. To be dead nuts on : see Nut sb.^ 6.

B. 6. (Examples of dead-meat.') Dead-pulled

wool = dead wool (Webster 191 0.
1897 If^estnt. Gas. 18 May a/3 One hideous monster was

seen m the Park last week, pufHng and rocking along and
looking as much out of place as a dead-meat van in a

Jubilee procession. 1908 /hid. 23 July 4/1 If we are soon to

get cheap beef and mutton it must be by developing the

dead-meat trade.

7. On the dead I in dead earnest, honestly. U.S.

slang.
190a H. L. Wilson Spenders xxix. 340 Say, on the dead.

Uncle Peter, i wUh you'd come. 1903 A. H. Lewis The
Bass 184 But, on the dead ! I'd like to learn bow you.,
reconcile yourselves to things.

C. 2, esp, dead ceriain^ level \ *Dead-brokb,
Dkad-sdrk.
1845 Cultivator II. 02 As I ..come out upon the high

prairie with the wind Mead ahead*. i86z T. Winthrop
Canoe t^ Saddle 280 Prairie-land lies dead level for leagues.

1883 * Mark Twain * Li/e Mississip/^ixxxix. 414 Well cotton-

•teed his salad for him. .that's a dead-certain thing. 190^
W, H. Smith Promoters v. 92 For a dead easy mark in a busi-

ness way, commend me to a preacher. 1908 G. H. Lorimer

7. S/nriocA i. 19 It was like having one of those mushy
girls dead gone on you. xj^i * B. M. Bowi-b* ParoTvan
Bduutzn Lis* You're dead right, old girl *, Bill agreed.

b. in dead white, pnre white ; Hat or lustreless

white (of. A. *i3b).
X796 KiRWAM Elem. Min. (ed. a) I. 327 Its colour white,

two opposite faces silvery white, two others dead white oc
yellowish. 182S J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 640 If it is to

be finUbed flat, or, as the painters style it, dead white, ^rey.

fawn,&c. 1857 G. A. Lawrence 6"«^Z./f. xxx, The straight,

beauiifully-turned ankle, cased in dead-white silk. 1990
Rose Macaulay Potterism 11. i. 67 Jane, in a square<cut,

high-waisted, dead white frock. 19x4 D. H. Lawrence
England, my England tio She turned white—dead white.

D. 2. dead-bird (sec quot. 1898) ; dead block

(sec quoL) ; dead-box, a vehicle used for convey-

ing dead bodies oat of a mine ; dead-burnt a., so

strongly heated in the burning as to lose the power
of absorbing water ; dead-drop (see quot); dead
dock U.S, slang, a person who has failed financial ly

;

a person or thing that has become nearly worth-

less'; dead earth Electr. ~ *deadground ; dead-
end Electr. (sec quot. 1925); also Jig. (of. *Blind
alley) ; hence as vb., to bring to a dead end ; dead
flzdsh, {a) Austral.^ any of several Australian trees

or shrubs, esp. Albizzia basaltica or Acacia famt'
suma, also the thicket formed by such trees ; (b)

Austral, colloq., the * limit' or extreme point (with

legard to excellence, endurance, etc.) ; dead-fold,

a sheep pen ; similarly dead pen (dial.) ; dead fur-

row, a furrow between two ridges; dead ground
Electr., perfect connexion with the earth ; dead
horse (see Hobse sb, 18); de&d-house (earlier

example) ; dead leaf Aviation, an aeroplane whose
movement is like that ofa falling dead leaf ; as cuij.

resembling a dead leaf, of the colour of a dead
leaf; dead loads U.S.y great quantities; dead
marine (see Maeine sb. 4 d) ; dead metal, metal

left unburnished ; dead wagon U.S., a vehicle for

conveying the dead.
189a Stevemsom & OsBot'RNE Wrecker%x\\ Can't you give

us a **dead bird* for a good trade-room? 1898 Morris
Austral English, Dend.hird, in Australia, a recent slang

term, meaning * a certainty*. The metaphor is from pigeon*
shooting, where the bird being let loose in front of a good
shoe is as good as dead. 1884 Knight Did. Mech. Suppl.,

*D4ad Blocks. ., blocks projecting from the end of a freight

car to receive the concussion when the buflfer springs are
compressed. 1897 Daily Nrtvs la May 5/7 He arrived at

the pit's mouth in the *dead-box, having fainted whilst

below. 1903 Nature lo Nov. 64/2 Under favourable con-
ditions gypsum actually breaks up at 63*-5, and forms
inwiable anhydrite fuund in nature and identical with
'dead-burnt gypsum. 1904 Teckftol. <V Sci. Diet, (ed,

Goodchild & Iweney), Dead burnt, a term applied to

SCPPT.

lime which has become vitrified by fusion of calcium
silicate in the limekiln. igaS Daily Express 13 July 4
Do simple fancy divcs first, such as silting dives, arm
balances, and 'dead-drops. The last-named is performed
like a ' header ', but with arms extended above the head,
then fall into the water rigid, without springing or mak-
ing any other movement. x888 M Y. Clipper (Farmer)
Long Branch is said to be a *dead duck. x88s R. M.
Ballantvne Battery ^ Boiler x. (iS&j) 102 We have found
*dead earth. 19x0 Haivktns* Electr. Diet. io^f\ Dead
earth, in telegraphy, a fault in the line involving a com-
plete grounding or connection with the earth ; a total earth.

ij)i4 Work 26 Sept. 490/2 When cables are earthed inten-

tionally the connection is complete, or a 'dead earth'.
There are also ' partial earths ' when a cable . . leaks. 1925
P. J. Ristx>N Crystal Receivers^ Circuits 10 The unused por-
tion of the coil, although not directly in the circuit, is joined
on to it, and produces an effect known as *dead-end loss.

X9a8 Observer 1 5 Jan. 5 He deplores the fate of boys who get
into dead-end employments. 1998 Daily Tel. 24 July 12/1
Young men.. who are either working into a dead end or
engaged in an industry that has a restricted future. X9>x
Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 641/2 Engineers.. are not dead-ended
so easily. x88x A. C Grant Bush Life xiv, ' He's the
*dead finish—go right through a man ', rejoins Sam, rather

sulkily. \93^V\v.CH-}\hX\OTA Advance Australia xvii. 27a
On the western slopes, rose-wood, myall, dead-finish, plum<
tree, .all woods with a fine grain suitable for cabinet-making
and fancy work. 1889 J. H. Maiden Useful Native Plants

355 Acafiafamesiana...^oinei\n\t:s called by the absurd
name of ' Dead Finish '. This name given to some species

of Acacia and Albizzia, is on account of the trees or shrubs

shooting thickly from the bottom, and forming an impene-
trable barrier to the traveller, who is thus brought to a
*dead finish ' (stop). 1903 J. H. M. Abbott Tommy Corn-
stalk 64 There are few colloquialisms more expressive of
wearisome disgust, dissatisfaction and discontent than is

'Dead Finish*. It is almost synonymous with *the Last

Straw ', 1907 Daily Ckron. 18 Mar. 4/4 There is a cor-

poration which grows roses to compete with Nature's 'dead
finish * trees. 1897 L. Robinson Wild Traits vi. 168 A
sudden change of diet from the frugal fare on the hillturf

and in the ' 'dead-Told ' to that of lush cereals [etc.]- 1906
G. k. B. Dewar Faery Year 32 The dead-fold Ls formed of
wattle hurdles bound about with swathes of straw. 1873
Trans. Dep. Agric. Illinois X. 94 The land between the
rows should be plowed toward the trees, so as to have the

'•dead furrow ' m the center, to allow the water to pass off

freely. X910 Ha-wkins' Electr. Diet. 109/1 *Dead ground^
the same as dead earth. 1805-9 J. HenkvC«w/. a^st. Quebec

134 Many carioles . . passed our dwelling loaded with the dead
..to a place, emphatically called the ^•dead-house*. 1896

Daily News 17 Oct. 6/5 A woollen skirt of a •dead-leaf

shade. X904 Daily Chron. 24 Oct. 8/1 A smart gown ofdead-

leaf brown. 1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms, Dead
Leaf, in aviation, the term applied to an aircraft when its

movement resembles that of a falling dead leaf. 1873 * Mark
Twain* & Warner Gilded Age xxvii. 247 There s •dead
loads of peat down there somewhere. 1874 Knight Diet,

Mech.,* uead-metat, metal, such as gold or .silver, left with

dead or lustreless., surface. 1894 t>«<;«^ (U.S.) XXIV. 7/x

•Dead wagons hospital ambulances and sanitary corps
vehicles were the most prominent objects in the streets.

Dead beat, -r^.^ U.S. slang. (Earlier quot.)
1875 ' P. V. Nasby* Eastern Fruit vii. 48 True, he was

besieged by 'dead beats*,.. but.. they got very little the
better of him.

b. (See qnot.)
X877 Baktutt Diet. Atner. (ed. 4), Dead-heat, a mix-

ture of ^ingef'Soda and whiskey, taken by hard drinkers
after a night's carousaL

I>6ad-bea'ten»///<a. (SeeDEAD-BEAT;fr//.a.)

187s H01.LANO Smenoaks i. 3 One by one—sick, disabled,

discouraged, dead-beateu—they drifted into the poor-house.

I>eaa-beatism. U.S. slang, [f. Dkai>-b£at

sbJ^ Worthlessncss.
x88ji Congress. Fee. 25 Jan. 615/1 (Are we] going to pot a

premium on judicial trumpery and dead-beatism?

Dead-beatness. [f. Dead-beat a.] Uiter

exhaustion.
1907 M. C. Harris Tents of Wickedness 111. v. 299 The

light came streaming in at the window that in the dead-
beatness of last night everyone had forgotten to close.

Dead-broke, ppL a. (1851-) : see *Bbok«
///. a. 3.

Deaden, v. Add : 4. e. To make impervious

to soimd ; = Dkafen v. 3.

1916 Conningtom Death at Swaythling Court viX. 121 The
kitchen is next the workshop and the walls are very badly
deadened,, so 1 could bear voices talking next door.

Deadener. Add: b. Logging. (See quot.) U.S.
X905 Terms Forestry fy Logging 34 Deadener, a heavy log

or timber, with spikes set in the butt end, so fastened in a log

slide that the logs p.issing under it come in contact with the

spikes and have their speed retarded.

Dead-eye. Add : c. <.See quot.)

1874 Knight Did. il/tfM../)tf(K^-<yr,theeye-boUorstapleon

the gunwale of a canal-boat to which the towing-line is bent.

Deadfall. Add : 1. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
x8«9 Massachusetts Spy 8 July (Th.) In the act of getting

in, the log or dead-fall fell upon his back and held him fast.

1843 Carlton .\'ew Purchase I. 3 We. . were setting dead-
falls and snares.

b. attrib. with trap.

Z903 S. E. White Biased Tretil xvii. 128 He had bound
together . .several of the oddly shaped pine timbers to form

a species of dead-fall trap.

2. c. U.S. (Examples.)

1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy xvi. 251 'There's a deadfall

down here on the river *; says he, * that robs a man coming
and Roing *. 19x0 J. Habt Vigilante Girl iv. 52 Lets
shake this deadfall. Come along, we'll goover to the Arcade.

Deadhead, sb. Add : 3. U.S. (Earlier example.

Also attrib. and trans/.)

1848 Babtlett Diet. Amer. Apo. s.v., Persons who drink

at a bar, ride in an omnibus, or railroad car, travel In steanu

boats, or visit the theatre without charge, are called deesd

heads. 1863 Rep. Maine Board Agric. 15 The milch cow
which barely pays the expense of keeping and care is a
* dead head ' yielding no profit. X887 C, B. George 40 Yrs.

on Rail iL 32 Once in a while tlie conductor found it de-

sirable to eject some would-be dead-head passenger while

between stations. x89a Congress. Rec. 31 May, App. 385/1
The free-delivery service is burdened by the collection and
delivery of thousands ofdead-bead matter under the ' penalty-

postage system '.

b. Used predicatively without article.

1873 *Mabk Twain' & Warner Gilded Age xxx. 275
Senators and Representatives . . always traveled ' dead-head

'

both ways. 1888 Portland Transcript 14 Mar. (Farmer)
[Those letters] which had to do with the stage business and
went dead-head.

o. A non-combatant accompanying a fighting-

force.

1867 J, N. Edwards Shelby, etc. xxi. 396 Accompanied by
at least five hundred * dead-heads *, loafers, and amateur
cavalry gentlemen.

4. In full deadhead logi a sunken or submerged
log. U.S.
190a S. E. White Blazed Trail Iv. 380 He was enabled

to catch the slanting end of a ' dead head ' log whose lower
end was jammed in the crib. 1905 Terms Forestry ^ /-(7f

-

gi"S 34- 1907 Black Cat June 1 7 Numerous ' dead-heads
*

bobbed in the current like otters swimming with the stream.

5. as. adj. Headlong.
1906*0. Henry' Four Million 115, I made a dead-head

scramble for the doors.

Dead-head, v. Add : trans/, of logs : To jam.
X9aa Titus Timber viii. 70 Your hardwood will begin

dead-lieading in a hurry. Joid. x. 89 If the raft goes to

piecs and that one log dead-heads.

Deadheadism. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1857 N. Y. Tribune (Bartlett), I had never experienced

the blessed privilege of deadheadism.

Dead-heat, sb. Add : /g. A state or position

of exact equality.

Dead-heat, v. intr. Add : Const, with.

1903 Daily Chron. 21 May 3/5 Hitherto the London and
North-Western have deliberately * dawdled * over the thirty

miles after Crewe, so as to only 'dead-heat' with their com-
petitors. 1933 Daily Mail 22 Nov, 7 Chuck-a-Penny dis-

tinguished himself. . by dead-heating with Eton and dividing

the spoils.

Deadin^, vbl. sb. Delete "^Obs. and add:
2. Something which deadens.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Deading, . ,the clothing or jacket

around a steam boiler or cylinder to prevent radiation of heat.

3. Worknotdirectly productive; = Dead-work 3.

X883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-m. 19SI Diet. Occup. Terms
(1927J 5 042 Deading man, deadwork man; excavates with

pick and shovels into tubs other material than coal where
necessary.

Dead letter. Add

:

3. Typog. See *Dead a. ao d.

Dea'dilghted,a. [f. Dead-light -f-KoS.] Pro-

vided with a dead-light.
xoa6 F. W. Crofts Inspector French ^ Clteyne Mystery

iii. He.. tried to break through the door, the bulkheads and
the deadlighted porthole.

Dead-line. Add : 2. b. gen. A line beyond
which it is not permitted or possible to go.

1917 F. S. Henry Printingfor School ff Shop xi. 183 If

the cnase is one that just fits the bed of the press, make cer-

tain that the type does not come outside of the dead-lineon

the press. 1929 Publishers* Weekly 37 July 349 Deadline

for Poetry's $250 prize poem contest is September 1.

Deadlocki^- Add : intr. To come to a deadlock.

1903 N. Y. Even. Post 25 Nov. 6 The Legislature would
have deadlocked over the vote had not Gov. Odell come to

bb rescue.

Deadly, <^- Add : 8. b. Characterized by dead

accuracy. So deadliness.

X905 Daily Chron. 24 Aug. 6/4 A lack of deadliness in

approaching. 1909 P. A. Vaile Modem Golf v. 55 The
peculiarity of the stymie stroke, played parallel wiUi the
^ound, is its deadly direction.

Dead xaan. Add : 4. b. Logging. (See quot.)

U.S,
1905 Terms Forestry etc. 34 Deadman, a fallen tree on the

shore, or a timber to which the hawser of a boom is attached.

Dead man's liandle. In electric trains, the con-

trolling handle which must be kept pressed down
for the current to pass, so that the current is auto-

matically cut off and the train brought to a standstill

should the driver release his grasp through illness

or accident.

Z911 Webster. 1934 Westm, Caz. 1 Dec, The Dead Man's
handle . . is a safety device for pulling up Underground trains.

Dead-melt (de'dmelt), v. trans. To keep

(metal) at a melting heat nntil it becomes perfectly

fluid. Hence Dead-melting vbl. sb.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 341/2 If cast immediately it is

found that a much larger quantity of gas separates durin|;

solidification, rendering the steel porous, than is evolved if

the metal is dead-melted, i.e., allowed to remain melted for

an extra half hour or more. Ibid., The *dead melting'

effect of the extra time allowed in fusing steel for the molten

metal to stand in the furnace after fusion is brought about

is due [etcj. 1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel ,^ Iron (ed. a)

435 Too long exposure to the heat, or extreme 'dead-

melting', produces a metal that runs dull and dead. Z919

Nature CI II. 169/1 There is a p.-irticular equilibrium at

which no chemical reaction takes place. The neat is then

what is called * dead-melted'.

Dead-sure, a- [Dead adv, 3.] Absolutely sure

or certain.
IS
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1589 Isee Dead tuiv. a], 1873 J. H. Beadle UndeyeU

West i. 34 One thought a seavoyage a dead sure thin^.

1891 Harpers Mag. Dec. 54/1 Some large opportunity is

dead sure to present itself to me if I wait. 1897 Scribner's

Mag, Sept. 297/2, I was dead frozen sure that I had a sure
tip on a wheat deaL 1906 Springfield Weekly Rtpubt,
12 July 3 His scouts. .report that Moran [a candidate for

governor] has a dead-sure thing.

Dead weiffllt. Add : 4. attrib,

1894 WeshK, Gaz, 7 May 3/1 Dead-weight expenses have
almost reached the irreducible minimum. 1903 Ibid. 28 Jan.
9/3 Her dead-weight carrying capacity 18,400 tons. 1905
Daily Citron, 16 May 4/4 There is dead.weight debt,
and there is remunerative debt. 1917 T. Woodhouse ^r//-
ficial Silk \6 A dead-weight safety valve.

Dead wood. Add : 1. Also attrib,

1814 J. Taylor Arator 183 They [sc. hogs] are the cause
of dead wood fences which render.. labour unproductive.

b. Jig, (Earlier and later examples.)
1857 San Francisco Call 7 Jan. (Th.) Let such men but

have a sure thing, or, as Californians say, the deadwood,
and they will bet their last farthing. z888 H. Clews 28 Vrs.
Wall Street 349 Most of the members of the Legislature
thought they had got the * deadwood' on the Commodore.

O. Jig. Inactive members of a business house,
1903 SicClure's Mag. July 326 No dead wood is taken into

the concern unless it is through the supposed necessities of
family or business relations,

3. Jig. Useless material. Also attrib.

1887 Sci. Amer. i Oct. aog/i The commissioner [of patents]
has made some effort.. to cut the deadwood out of the
examining and clerical forces left him as a legacy by his
predecessor. 1928 Daily Express \i Aug. 9/5 These papers
do not receive any advertising support from us unless they
make a price which we consider is adequate when you cut
out their dead-wood circulation. 1929 Daily Tel, 15 Jan,
6/3 Amalgamations of what have hitherto been competing
concerns are being formed, the specific objects being to cut
out any dead-wood which may be handicapping the smooth
working of the machine, to promote efficiency by the pooling
of brains and experience.

4. Used attrib. as an intensive.

1876 *Mark Twain' Tcm Sazuyer xxxv. (1885) :^o6 No!
Oh, good licks, are you in real dead-wood earnest, Tom?
Deady, a. [f. Dead a. + -\ i.] Suggestive of

death, deathlike.

1921 C/ta»t6ers*s Jmt. 846/2 There was something in the
atmosphere of the house that was used-up and deady.

Seafy a. 7. Add: deaf-ear, {c) the ear-lobe of
the domestic fowl.

i8s4/'^«//ry<^^'''»'- I- 225 The cock, .should have large
wattles,_ and a clear wliite deaf-ear. 1855 Ibid. IIL 92 Is
the white deaf ear more important than a clear flight?
Ibid. 443 The importance of white deaf-ears seems however
to have been overlooked by some of the competitors.

Deal, sb:^ Add :

4, b. (Now in gen. English use, and often applied
to international as well as to inter-party agreements,)
1928 i^anchester Guardian Weekly 10 Aug. 102/2 We are

..dependent on Parisian sources for information about our
latest deal with the French. Ibid. 104/1 [He] tries to explain
the attitude of British Liberalism towards the naval deal.

c. Afair deal : equitable treatment (in a bargain,
settlement, etc.). Asquaredeal: see *Square a. 8 b,
x9a8Z>d:i/j/C-4^tf«,9 Aug. 6/2Themen have had a fair deal.

Deal, sb.^ 2. Add : Native dealy the wood of
the Australian pine, Nageia elata,

1889 J. H. Maiden Useful Native Plants 589 Podocorpus
<Ai/«,.. Native Deal, Pencil Cedar [etc.].

Dealer. Add :

6. A jobber on the Stock Exchange.
1837 Penny Mag. VL 186/2 Dealers in bills purchase them

either to get a commission, or in return for goods exported.
1870 Gentl. Mag. New Sen V. 484 The dealers were almost
unable to sell stock of any kind. z8oo CasselPs Sat. Jrnl.
June 724/3 A jobber was engaged in ' banging ' the market. .

,

Another dealer saw througn the trick, 1902 Encycl. Brit,
XXV. 23/2 M uch of the work of the Stock Exchange account
is carried out by a department of that institution correspond-
ing to the bankers' clearing house. Its function is to bring
into direct communication the ultimate buyer and the ulti-

mate seller as represented by their respective brokers, thus
eliminating, for the purposes of the settlement, the middle-
man known as the 'dealer ' or 'jobber '. 1907 Westm. Gaz.
25 Mar. 9/3 Those dozens of other dealers are on the look-
out for orders from brokers whose clientele lies amongst the
great body of the public

Dealing, vbl, sb. Add: attrib., dealing-book
(Stock Exch.).
1899 Westm. Gaz. 19 July 8/2 Dealing-books that have

been innocent for weeks of more than two or three bargains
a day have been filling rapidly. 1907 Ibid. 25 Mar. 9/3
There . . is one man very much absorbed in his dealing-book.
Deaner (drnsj). slang, [Immediate origin

uncertain, but prob. ultimately identical with
Dbnieb, Dbnabius.] a shilling.

1846 R. L. Snowden Mag. Assistant 342 Shilling, Deaner,
also twelver. 1864 Titnes 12 Oct- 11/6 One woman said,
* Where's the "deaner*". 1904 Dailv Chron, 27 Dec 4/4
IVe played it \sc. a cornetj six hour for a deaner and a
haddock-bone disguised in batter as a bit o' cold, fried fish.
192* Conieinp. Rev. Sept. 367 A shilling..b frequently a
'deencr' [in cockney speech],

Deanstouize (.dfnstanaiz), V. [f, place-name
Z?^<7«j/(?«, in the west ofPerthshire -J- -izE.] intr. To
follow the system of subsoil-ploughing practised by
James Smith at his farm at Deanston ; trans, to
treat (land) in this way,
[iZ^ Farmer's Mag. Ser. 11. XIV. 195/2 The engineering

works designed and executed at the Deanston establishment
1850 Ibid. XXII. 67/2 Whether the Deanston system {of
drainage] of 30 inches, or the more recent, and now more
fashionable, one of 48 inches is the best.]

1898 Diet. Nat. Biog. LI 1 1. 58/2 The word * Deanstonising

'

passed into common use to signify deep ploughing and
thorough draining.

Dearborn. U.S, (Earlier examples.)
182a Massachusetts Spy 15 Mar. (I'h.), I don't live ex-

travagantly— I keep a little Dearborn waggon. 1835 Wkems
Letters XW. 358 It might be well to set Jesse out with a
coarse little dearborn cart. 18*5 J. M. Cobbett Lett.fr.
France 216 The farmers and tradesmen use a little wagon,
precisely that which in America is called the Dearborn.
Death. Add : 12. d. To do (a thing) to death :

to overdo it ; esp. to repeat too often or mi nauseam.
a 1889 in Barr&re & Leland Diet. Slangs.v. Done to deaths

Caricature of Academy pictures done to death in comic
journals with utmost regularity for many past years. 1909
W. S. Sparrow Hints on House Furnishing 11. iii. 134
Diapered patterns for wall-papers and carpets., were 'done
to death '.

13. b. To go one's death : to do one's utmost.
U.S. colloq.

1833 Crockett Sketches 74 My little boys at home will go
their death to support my election. Ibid. 173 You think
they don't go their death upon a jig, but they do, 1835
LoNGSTREET Georgia Scenes (184c) 199 I'll go my death
upon you at the shooting match. 1878 Scribner^s i^I'fg- XV,
400/1 The consulship at Rio Janeiro is vacant, and being
worth $6,000, he is moved to *go his death on Rio *.

le. Grig. U.S.
Z84J Spirit of Times (Phllad.) 10 Mar. (Th.) We need not

say that this medicine is death on colds.

17. As sure as death.
1766 GoLDSM. Vicar Wakef. xix. As sure as death there

is our master and mistress come home. 2831 Miss Ferrier
Destiny xlviii. Oh, as sureasdeath, then, that's just owning
that you are going to be married.

19. death-angle, a corner of a military position
where serious losses have taken place ; death
camash, quamash, a plant of the western U.S.,
the bulb of which is poisonous to cattle ; death-
cloth, the head-covering of the Jews worn for

prayer ; death-cup, the poisonous fungus Ama-
nita phalioides; death-fetch U.S. (cf. Fetch j^.l

2) ; death-roU, a list of names of those who have
been killed in an accident or battle.

188^ R. Johnson War Secession xxiii. 383 (Funk) The
fighting around the * *death-angle ', as the soldiers called it,

was kept up till past midnight. 1884 Milt.er Plant-n.,
Zygadenus venenosus^ *

*^Death Quamash ', Hog's Potato.
1905 Dorothea Gkrard Improb. Idyl 255 The white stripes
of the '*dcath-cloth ' in which he had been saying his prayers,
1904 Westm. Gaz. 6 Oct. lo/i The * *death-cup is very
abundant in woods in this country. x8gi Harper's Mag.
Oct. 815/1 Any unusual occurrence fell under the suspicion
of being a *death-fetch. 1873 Porcupine XIV. 725/2 'I'wo
other actresses also appear on this week's *death-ron. 1878
Sunday at Home 28 Sept. 624/2 Our death-roll,,contains
, .so many names that we must dismiss each with the briefest
mention. J906 Westm. Gaz. 17 Oct. lo/i The terrible
disaster at Sealiarn in 1880, when the death-roll approxi.
mated to nearly 200.

Death-bed. attrib. Add : often (with deroga-
tory implication) in death-bed confession^ repentance
(also transf. = a belated change of conduct or
policy).
1691-8 Death-bed repentance [in Diet.]. 1888 A. C. Gunter

Mr. Potter of Texas vi, Curse him and his death-bed
confession !

Death-place (de'>plas). [f. Death + Placb
sb^ The place where a person dies.

X830 MooRK Byron's Life ^ Lett. 11. 778 His lo5it friend's
melancholy deathplace,Missolonglii. 1901 Spectator ^Z^^^x.
430/1 Why, .isthedeathplaceof ConstantiusgivenasMopsu-
crenam ? 1906 Daily Chron. 19 Dec. 4/5 Brocket Hall, Herts,
..the death-place of two Premiers, Lord Melbourne and
Lord PaImerston._x9o8 Westm. Gaz. 16 Nov. g/2 Violating
the precedents which prescribe the death-place of the rulers
of China.

Death-song. [Death j^. i8 a. Ci.Q.todes-
gesang^ earlier f todtengesang.'] A song sung im-
mediately before death, or to commemorate the
dead. \n\J.S.spec. with reference to Indian customs.
a 1780 [see Death sb. 18 a]. x8i8 Eastburn Yamoyden

(1834) I. 295 And thus his death-song wildly woke. 1843
American Pioneer II. 225 Four of the missionaries., were
then led into the camp of the Delawarcs, where the death-
song was sung over them. 18^6 Joaquin Mile.er Unwritten
Hist. ii. 39 They will not revisit their own camp., until it is

first visited by their priest or medicine man, who chaunts the
death-song.

DeathwarcL Add: B. adj, Tendingtowards
death.

1854 ' Grace Greenwood * Haps ff Mishaps 43 O immortal
stones,, .mocking, .the mournful mortality, the deathward
throbbing, of the btows ye encircle ! 1882 Swinburne
Tristram of L.^€tc. 8 Yrs. Old iii, Sounds of dying and
dawning years, Now quickened on his deathward way. 1899
Daily News 17 Oct. 8/3 A pleasant-looking, neatly-dressed
woman on the deathward side of fifty.

Deb (deb). Colloq. U.S. abbreviation of Debu-
TANTE. Also De'bby.
I9a6 Ladies* Home Jml. July 26 One of my deb cousins

makes a transcendent cocktail, xgay Sunday Express
10 July 10 It appears that her comments on society have
roused the ire of the great army of debutantes. , . How the
angry *debs* propose to deal with their victim..! cannot
imagine. 1918 Sunday Dispatch 9 Dec. 11/2 The impos-
sibility of parents doing any of the old kind of chapcronage
in the hours kept by the present day (or night) * debbies *

during their present season.

Debadge (dnjasd^),^;. [f, De- II. 2 a + Badge
sb.'\ trans. Todepriveoflhe badge which in the war
of 1914-18 exempted a man from military service.

19x6 Daily Maili-^ Sept. 5/7 All single men under, say,
twenty one, to be immediately debadged. Ibid. 1 Nov. 5/5
This practice of capturing debadged men has been brought
prominently before the Man-Power Board.

Debag (d/bseg), v. University slang, [f. De-
IL 2 a i- Bag sb. 16.] trans. To remove the * bags

'

from.
19x4 C, Mackenzie Sinister St. iir. vt, At Oxford,.we

should be out of sympathy with him, even up to the point of
debagginghim. Ibid, vii, * We ought todebag him ', he cried.
Appleby was thereupon debagged ; but as.. he continued to
walk about trouserless and dispense hospitality without any
apparent loss of dignity, the debagging had to be written
down a failure. 1917 Daily Express 5 Oct. j/3 If the Gun
Room wishes to pay a tribute to one whom it loves, it de-
bags the adored after dinner ; if the Gun Room wishes to
hurt the feelings of one it hates, it de-bags the hated one
after dinner.

Debating, vbl. sb. b. Add : debating club
= debating society; debating point, a point which,
though not essential to the matter in hand, furnishes

a useful or interesting subject for debate.
1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XVI. 262 We instituted a de-

bating club, in which I soon became prominent and popular.
1843 American Pioneer II. 204 In the absence of other
means of improvement, debating clubs were formed in some
neighborhoods. X9a8 Daily Tel. 9 Oct. 6 ' I do plead for
the liberties of the people of England more than any of you
do.* It wa^ not a bad debating point, if such things had
then been of any avail.

Debel, v. Delete +0^5. and add :

1886 R. K. Burton Arab. Nts. (1903) 11 Doing battle for
the weak and debelling the strong [after Virgil's debellare
superbosl 1897 H, N. Howard Footsteps Proserpine 12
Many mourned by man, by fate dcbelled.

Debitable (de-bitab'I) , a. [f. Debit v. + -able.]
That can be debited,

189s iQth Cent. Oct. 650 Salaries and establishments out
of, but debitable to, India. x8^ Westm. Gaz. 12 Oct 5/3
The monthly maintenance is estimated at;^ii,ooo sterling,
all of which is debitable to England.

Debouchure. (Earlier U.S. example.)
183a Louisville Directory iio The deposites of alluvial

earth at the lower extremity of the Canal, or debouchure,
could not be removed.

Debridement (d^brzdman). Surg. [Fr., f. d^-

brider to unbridle.] The operation of removing
constriction by the incision of tissue.

x8s4 Mavne Expos. Lex.

Debris. Add :

2. attrib, and Comb. : debris-cone, a cone formed
by the accumulation of volcanic ejecta and debris.

_
1890 Dana Char. Volcanoes 113 The cone was found to be

literally a debris<one, not a lava-cone or cinder-cone in any
part. Ibid. 171 Between i860 and 1B82 another debris cone
began in the basin of Halema'uma'u. 1895 — Man, Geol.
(ed. 4) 285 The basin contained a debns-cone made of the
fallen blocks, and not at all of ejected materiaL

Debt, sb. 5. Add : debt-collecting, -collector^

-reduction ; debt-raiser, one who undertakes to

raise money to pay off a debt ; debt-slave, one who
is in slavery for the redemption of debt ; so death-
slavery,
X897 Westm. Gaz. 13 Apr. 2/1 But not by any means must it

be supposed that the work of the County Courts is. confined
to *debt-collecting, Ibid.^ The small debt-collecting work
which now largely occupies them. ax85zinG. B. Hill Talks
about Autographs (1896) 3 F.-M. the Duke of Wellington
begs to inform Mr. Snip that he is neither the Marquis of
Douro's steward nor Mr. Snip's *debt collector. x88i lustr.
Census Clerks{iZZi) 121. 18^ Westm. Gaz. 19 May 3/1 Lord
Salisbury may be an admirable political ' 'debt raiser *, X905
Daily Chron. i Feb. 6/1 We have handed over >^93,;^76 more
towards "debt reduction. X89S Mrs. Gbindrod Slant 40
People still sell themselves and their families to a wealthy
chief, who will pay off their debts contracted through thrift-

lessness or gambling. Tliese ^debt slaves give service for a
specified term. 1895 Swettenham Malay Sketclies 229 'Ilie

revolting practice of *debt-slavery.

Debunk (d/U^*ijk), v. U.S. [f. De- II, 2 +
*i{UNK sb.^ trans. To remove the * nonsense * or
false sentiment from ; hence, to remove (a person)
from his * pedestal' or 'pinnacle'.
I9a7 Daily Express 18 Apr. 4/2 The * New York Evening

Post advertises that it has employed as its chief reporter
for the trial Mr. W, E. Woodward, author of the novel
* Bunk *. He is also the author of a recent life of Washing-
ton, * debunking' the national idol by removing the aura
of false sentimentality from his name. 1937 Brit. Wvekly
29 Dec 327/2 The somewhat ruthless process which in
America is called 'debunking'—that is, pricking pretentious
bubbles [etc.]. X930 Times Lit. Suppl. 6 Mar. 174 The
present fashion for 'debunking' great men. Ibid. 13 Mar.
217 He is not indeed a 'debunker', but he is as far from
being a blind hero-worshipper. Ibid. 8 May 378 The aim of
'debunking ' a reputation that has been swollen by the iiii>

critical eulogies of contemporaries.

Debus CdJb»*s), z/. Army slang, [f. De-II. 3 +
Bus j^.] intr. To alight from motor transport.

1915 Times 12 Mar. lo/i The words 'embuss'and 'debuss*
have been cotisecrated in Staff orders. Many is the bat-
talion which has received orders to *cmbuss ' at dusk at X,
and ' debuss ' at Z. X917 Ibid. s8 Sept. 9/5 This Division
had already had a very hard time... From the moment of
'de-busing its life was made very difficult for it. xoa?
Ol'serz'cr 13 Nov. 17/5 One of the officers. .announced.,
that the infantry were ' de-busing '.

Debutante. Add : attrib.

1900 Elin. Glyn yisits Eliz. (1906) 102 By far the prettiest
debutante frock. X904 Daily Chron. 14 June 4 '4 Lord
Northampton's postponed ball for his debutante daughter.
1907 Ibid. 16 July 4/5 One of the debutante beauties of this
season.



DECAHYDRATE. 275 DECKIE.

Decahydrate (dekahaidr/t). Chem. [f.

Deca- + Hydkate.] a compound containing ten

molecules of water. So Secahydrated a.

1880 LusGE Sulphuric Acid II. 6 The solul^ility of the
decatiydrated salt in water ri^es from 0° to 34° C. with the
temperature. 190J Science 24 Jan. 146 {Cent. D. SupplJ The
equilibrium conditions were deteimtBed by the solid salt

being in the form of the decahydrate.

Decapod, sd. Add : 2. A heavy-freight ten-

wheeled locomotive originating in the United States.

X9oa Prout& SouLKin Enc^cL Brit, XXXII. 150/2 * Ten-
coupled type [of engine], with a leading axle. This orlgi-

natcd in America, where it is known as the 'Decapod *, 1903
Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb, 5/2 ' Decapod '

I New Hustling I.xk:o-

motive for G.E.R. 1906 Daiiy Mail 17 Dec. 5/7 lilessrs.

Robert Stephenson and Co. of Darlington have just com-
pleted three, .huge 'decapod * locomoiives.

Decapsulate (d/kse*psi«l^ft), v, Sur^, [f. De-
II. 2 a + CAPSULE j^. + -ate3.] irans. To remove
the capsule of. Hence Decapsulation, the re-

moval of the capsule.
igo7 Pr.tctilioMcr Oct. 471 The decapsulation of the normal

healthy kidney, /Sid. Dec. 778 The renal artery of a cat,

whose corresponding kidney had been decapsutated and
fixed two motuh'^ previously.

Decarbonization. Add : b- Removal of

carbon deposit from an internal combustion engine.

1919 Motor Mnnual (ed. 14) 232 Certain preparations in

liquid form are sold for which it is claimed that, when in-

jected in the cylinders, decarbonizatioa and thorough
cleansing is effected.

Decarbonize, v. Add : b. To remove carbon

deposit from (an internal combustion engine). Also
absoU
19x5 Afarris Chvrur^s Manned 70 Materials required—for

decarbonizing only—are the standard tool kit and a bottle

of gold size, lOid., The head has to he lifted to decar-
bonize. Ibid. 71 When decarbonizing the Morris engine.

Decarbonizer C<^i~ka*jtjdii9iz3j). [f. Decar-
bonize V. + -ER^.] One who or that which decar-

bonizes; spec, see quot. 1921.
1911 Webstkr. 1921 Diet, Oicuf: Terms (1927) § 449

Decnrboniier (sugar refining); attends a number of steam-
heated cylinders, .in which animal charcoal is decarbonised
after revivification in char kiln.

Decasticlla Add mod. example.
1891 S. R. DaivER Introd, Lit, O. T. (1892) 376 A short

poem on the value of industry to the farmer consisting of a
dec;»stich.

Decasualize (<U~kse'zi«£biz), v, [f. De- +
Casual a. + -izb.] irans. To remove the casual

element from (labour). Ilence Deoa'sualiza'tion,

the abolition of casual labour.
189a T. H. NuKN in Toynbte Record V. 30 \ permanent d«>

casualizaiion of labour at the Docks. 1893 Refi. Agencies \
Methods Unentployed ia{Parl. Papers LXXXII) In other
caseit, such as that of the 'decasualisation * of the doclcs the
displaced ' unemployed * may, to a large extent, be an ineffi-

cient *r««iduum', 1907 Toynbee Hall Ann. Rep. /906-7 34
In its demand for nationalisation before means are taken
to decasualise labour, t^to Fabian News XXI. 16/a Taxi-
driver de>>ircs to decasualize his profession by acquiring
regular clientele. \^^ Daily Tel. 15 May 12/4 Bcrmondsey
contains a large number of casual riverside labourers,

whose d rex'suaTisation has been the steady aim of the Port
authorities.

Decathlon (dekse-^l^). [f Gr. tUa ten + aOKov

contest.] In the modern Olympic games, a com-
posite contest consisting of ten specific events.

j^^ G/atgow Herald 2-^ Aug. 10 In the stadium proper
mo^t of the morning was given up to a succession of De-
cathlon events, including hurdles, throwing the discus, and
pole jump. 1904 Ibid, is July 9 The preliminaries of the
100 metres decathlon, ij^ Daily Tel. 6 Nov, 19/4 The
Springboks* Decathlon champion, .broke down.

Decatize (.de'katsiz), V. [f. F. dicatir to deprive

of lustre.] trans. To subject (woollen cloth) to the

action of steam in order to give it a permanent lustre.

1909 Cent. D, Suppl. i9ai Diet. Occup. Terms (1927} { 384
Decattsing machine minder.

Decandation (dHcod^'Jan). [f Decaitdatb :

see -TioN.] Removal of the tail or * tails'.

1897 igtk Cent. May 805 Decaudation with mutilation is

seen in bike for bicycle. 19*7 Daily Tel. q Aug. 8/5 The
decaudation and blanching and unstifTening of the waiter
arc another phase of the transformauon which has abolished
the frock-coat and the silk hat and women's hair.

Deceased, PpL a, 1. Add : trans/. Of a
deceased person.
1906 Times 99 Aug. 11/3 London and North-Westem

stock was noticeably plentiful for delivery, and was said to
have been sold heavily during the account on behalf of a
deceased estate.

Decelerate (disel^r^t), v. [f. Dk- + L. ceier

swilt + -ATE 3, after accelerate.} trans. To diminish

the speed of; to cause to go slower. Also absoi,

or t'ntr,

1899 Times 30 Sept. 3/5 The 7.45 a.m. ex Exeter. .is de-
celerated nine minutes. x9oa It'estm. Gut. 22 Oct. 3/1 Two
years ago tbU liming was decelerated hy smin. «9i6(Dec.)
Railway Sotice^ 'I'he Passenger Train Service will be
considerahlycurtailed and decelerated. \^%^ PublicOpinion
a<S Apr. 399/3 Pushing the third button decelerates the
whole syvtein. 19x8 EveniugStandard 1% Mar., There would
be a tai.tstrophe if you decelerated too suddenly.

Deceleration (dfscISr^-Jan). [f. prec. : see

•Tioy.] The action or process of decelerating a
railway train, etc.

1897 Daily News 30 July 5/3 As far as the Great Northern

and Caledonian Companies are concerned, ' deceleration
*

has been the order of the day in making the summer
arrangements.^ 1900 Ibid. 24 Mar. 5/6 These alterations
and 'decelerations ' affect only Chatham trains. 1922 Field
iS Feb., Our travel was one of smooth acceleration and de-
celeration. 1926 Bulletin 1 Dec. 5/6 Drive cautiously and
avoid sudden acceleration or deceleration.

Decelerator (drse-ler^taj). [f. *Decelerate
V. + -OR.] An apparatus for reducing the speed of
an engine.

1907 lifestm. Gaz. 18 Nov. 6/3 The decelerator which
automatically throttles the engine wlienever the clutch is

disengaged.

December. Add : altrib, December moth
(see quot.).

1833 J. Rkmnie Butierfl. ^ M. 38 The December Moth
{Pcecilocaitipa Populij Stephens) appears in December.
Decent, a. Add : 6. b. Kind, not severe,

accommodating, colloq. (orig. schoolboy*sT).
1910 Harker ilAw/^r ,5- J/a/f/xvii. (1923)232 Fellows had

told him bow cut up old Nick was when that chap died in
his Iiouse, and Bruiser was a jolly sight decenter than old
Nick. Ibid. XX. 277 He was a very decent chap, quite a
man of the world. 19*8 W. Deeping Old Pybtis ix. § 3 The
pater has been rather decent.

Decentralist (dfse-ntralist). [f. Decentra-
lize : see -isT.] One who believes in a policy of
decentralization.

19*0 Glasgow Herald 18 Mar. 9 The struggle between the
Centralists and the Decentralists or Regionalists in the
matter ofadministration. 19*1^. Rev. Apr. 398 The Central-
ists and Decentralists are about equal in numbers.

Decentralization. Add: AUo attrib,

1898 Daily News 8 Sept. 5/1 The recommendations of
Lord Lansdowne's decentralisation Committee. i^cA Daily
Chron. 23 Jan. 5/2 The decentralisation schemes introduced
by the late Government. 1908 Ibid. 12 May 6/4 With these
larger and wider reforms the Decentralisation Commission
has nothing to do. 1909 IVestm. Gaz. i Mar. 2/2 The
report of the Indian Decentralisation Commission.

Decentralizer (dfse-ntrSbiz9j). [f. Decen-
tralize z'.] = 'Decentralist.
1898 BoDLtY France i. 36 The venerable savant, himself a

decentralizer.

Decerebrate (d/se'r/br^it),a. [f.DE- + Cere-
brum : see -atb2,] Deprived of the cerebrum,
having the brain removed. Also Decerebration,
the removal of the brain.

1901 D0RI.AND Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Decerebration^ the re-

moval of the brain in performing craniotomy. i;)oa Encycl.
Brit. XXXI. 744/1 The decerebrate monkey exhibits 'cala-
leptoid 'reflexes. Father KirchcT^s ejirperimentuni mirabile
with the fowl and the chalk line succeeds best with the de-
cerebrate hen. i9i5SiRW.OsLERinH.CushingZ.{/(r(i93s) U.
484 ll[sc. shell shock] is a sort of psychical decerebration...
I suppose it is theshock and strain. 19*^ Haldane & Huxley
A Hint. Biol, vi, 13^ A 'decerebrate ' animal, i.e- one in which
the cerebral hemispheres have been removed, though un-
conscious, can to some extent adjust its standing posture.

1939 Psyche Jan. 8 As regards the hundred fundamental
qualifiers (adjectives) any but a decerebrate preparation
>nouId be able to elicit the relationship of contradictory or
contrary for exactly half the list.

Decian (.drj'an), a, [f. Z)^««j + -an.] Of or
pertaining to the Roman emperor Decius or his

reign (a,d. 249-251), and esp, the persecution of

Chiistians which took place under him.
1847 C. Maitland Ch. in Catacombs iv. 104 The Decian

persecution at Carthage. 1869 T. W. Allies Formation
Christendom n. xii. 323 At the eve of the great Decian jjer-

secution in 249. 1877 Encycl. BHt. VI. 746/2 The Aa/f/,

or those who had fallen away through fear during the heat
of the Decian persecution.

Decibar de'sibaj}, Meteorol. One tenth ofa bar.

1914 [•^'e IJ^R sbJ\

Deciduoma (d/sidiz/jju-ma). Path. PI. -ata.
[mod.L.,f. Decidua + *-oma.] A tumour probably
caused by portions of the decidua remaining after

abortion. Deciduoma malignumf a malignant and
cancerous deciduoma.
1890 Billings Med. Diet. 1907 F. J. McCann Cancer of

the Womb x\. 119 The deciduoma malignum consists as a
rule of a small primary growth. Ibid, 122 Deciduoma may
occur at any age during the child-bearing period. 1908
Practitioner Mar. 413.

Decim ^ (de-sim). Abbreviation of Decimetre.
1898 Rev. Brit, Pharnt. 53 When volumetric analysis was

a matter of •decims*. 1899 Phil. Mag. Ser. v. XLVIII.
Fig. I Decim : the first Metret.

Decinormal (desin^imil), a, [f. Deci- +
NoBMAi, a.] Having one tenth of a normal or usual
strength, j/^f. denoting a chemical solution in which
one litre contains one tenth of the gram-molecule
or gram-equivalent of the dissolved substance.
1863 F. Sutton Syst. Handbk. Volumetric Anal, it) The

decinormal solutions may be made either by weighing -^
atom of test direct and diluting to 1000, or by diluting 100
parts of normal solution to 1000. 1898 Rev, Btit, Phartn,
32 Deci-normal silver nitrate.

Decivilize, v, (Earlier U.S. example.)
1831 Mrs. Hollky Lett, Texas (1833) 43 It sometimes

happens that a white man from the States, who has become
somewhat decivilized (to coin a word), is substituted.

Deck, sb.^ Add :

3. b. hy extension, any kind of floor or platform

;

esp. the platform or roadway of a deck-bridge

(see III below).
1883 Specif. Alnwick ff Cornhilt Rlwy. 45 The girders arc

connected by a wrought-iron deck. 1910 A. Williams
Engineering Wonders 0/ World III, 282 The old suspension

truss, which could then be removed piece by piece to make
room for the upper deck.

O. Aviation, A main aeroplane surface, esp. of
a biplane or multiplane.
1910 A AViLHAMS Engin. Wonders ofWorld III. 7/2 The

biplane, with two ' decks ' set one above the other.

4. b. The floor of a tramcar or omnibus. Top
or upper deck, the upper floor or compartment of a
double-decked vehicle. Cf. *Double-deck.
1903 [implied in *DouBLE-DECKEDa.]. 1906 DailyChron.

iiSept. 7/1 The cars, .have no upper deck, and carry only
thirty-six passengers, as compared with accommodation for
sixty-six in and on the double-deck pattern. 1921 Diet. Occup,
Terms{\<yti) § 474 Top decks of double-decked tramcars.

o. The floor of a pier, landing-stage, or jetty;
spec, a lower part used for the embarking and dis-

embarking of passengers, (Cf. *Decking 2.)
187a Porcupine XIV. 314/2 The decks of the three stages

being swept pretty clear, by the devastating fire of the enemy.
1876 Ibid, XVIII. 330/1 Its deck is fairly rotting away.

III. deck-cabin^ -car^ -cricketf -dandy, feed
pumpy hoisting engine^ 'passage^ -passenger (U.S.
examples), -plankings platings -scrubber, -tent,

'trumpet ; deck-boy, a boy employed on the deck
of a vessel ; deck-bridge

(J})
(example) ; deck-

feather (see quot.) ; deck-framing (see Framing
vbl. sb. 4) ; deck-hand (earlier U.S. examples)

;

deck-lander, an aeroplane designed so as to be
able to land on a ship's deck ; deck-light, -load
(U.S. examples) ; deok-pot, a pot used on whaling
vessels to receive the scraps ; deck-stringer Ship-
building, a stringer (see Steingeb 5 b) supporting
the deck-beams.
Z900 Westm. Gaz, 22 Mar, 5/2 Prisoner said he was *deck-

boy on board the Carisbrook Castle, 1908 Ibid. 28 Aug.
12/1 The owner.. sent his son, the deck-boy, down to the
engineer. 1874 Knight Did. Mech.^ *Deck-bridge., one in
which the track occupies the upper stringer, as distinguished
from one in which the track.. rests on the lower stringer.

1902 Westm. Gaz. 28 July 2/1 He. .writes pictured postcards
at the "deck-cabin table. z8oz Scribner^s Mag. X. 278
"Deck cricket,quoits,and cock-fighting enliven the forenoons.
1879 Elncycl. Brit. IX. 7/1 "Deck feathers, the two centre
tail-feathers. 1874 Knight Did, Mech.y *Deckfeed Pump
(Nautical), a hand-pump used for washing decks, feeding the
boiler, etc.

^ 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 306/1 Everything
else, including the "deck-framing and decK is of the same
kind of material as those used in a regular battleship, 1844
Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 88 On board of one of the
steam-boats on the Klississippi, I encountered a "deck-hand,
who went by the name of Barney. 1846 Sol. Smith Theatr.
W/»/««//«i/«/i46Thefeeswerepaid,the deck-hand gathered
bis bundle, and we walked down to the landing. 1853 J. G.
Baldwin /"/wj/* Times Alabama 96 Could not interest pro-
cure service as a deck-hand on a steam-boat 2 19x8 Daily
Tel. 18 Sept. 11/4 It \sc. the autogiro] should be able to act
as a *deck-lander on almost any ship. 1849 N. Kingslf.y
Diary f Mate arrived today, Mr. Webb, put in "deck lights

and scuttle to house on deck. 1757 F.ssex Inst. Hist. Coll.

XLVl. 273 They hove overboard the "Deck load of Lumber.
1837 Gaz. Illinois App. 111. -^24 \*deck passage..:—The
deck for such passengers is usually in the midsliips. 1883
' Mark Twain' Life Mississippi vL 79 He only traveled

deck passage because it was cooler I 1835 J. H. Ingraham
South- West I. ix. 106 Their former owners with well-lined

purses return home as "deck passengers on board steam-
boats. 187a Eggleston End of World xxviiL 187 He
passed through to the place where the steerage or deck
passengers are. 1889 Welch Naval Archit. ix. 1 10 "Deck
Plating and Planking. 1904 ^^i. Amer. Suppl, 5 Mar.
23551 The oil flows freely, .into the pots, while the refuse.,

is thrown into another receptacle, called the "deck-pot.

1990 Blackiv. Mag, Apr. 500/2 He.. belaboured them
methodically with a *deck-scrubDer. 1874 "deck stringer [see

Stringer 5 bl. 1874 Thrakle Naval Archit. 102 The deck-
stringer pfate. X038 J. F. Cooper Eve Effinghetnt I. ii. 52
A capital watch. .and a "deck-trutnpct, in solid silver.

Deck (dek), J^.2 Anglo-Indian. Also dekh.
[Hind, dekha sight, dekhnd to see, look at, Cf.

*Dekko.] a look, peep.
1853W. Arnold (?ajt/i"r/(/ .iv. 85 Some officer, stopping, as

he passed by, . . 'just to have a dekh at the steamer . x886
Vui.E & BuRNELL Hobson-Jobson^ Deck.

Deck, V, Add : 6. In lumbering: To pile up
(logs) on a skidway. U.S.
XQOZ Munscy's Meig. XXV. 392/1 Other men pile—techni-

cally, ' deck '—them [sc. logsl exactly as In the woods, 1905
Terms forestry tf Logging 35 Deck up.

Deck-chair. A folding cane-panelled chair,

usually with adjustable leg rest, used primarily on
the deck of a ship as seating accommodation for

passengers. Also popularly applied to a hammock
chair,

x886 [see Deck sb. III]. 1888 W. S. Caine Trip round
World L 3 Ladies are grouped about in pleasant corners in

easy deck-rhairs. 1903 ' Guv Thorne * When it was Dark
(1905) 369 Spence sank into a deck-chair. 1904 Daily Chrotu
6 Oct. 8/1 At eleven o'clock soup and crackers.. are served
and little deck-chair groups are formed. 19C6 Spectator ii

Sept. 372/2 To spend one s leisure lying on a deck-chair.

Decker ^ Add

:

2. One who rolls logs on a skidway. U.S,
190S S. E. White Blazed Trail viii. 57 He decided to

advance Bob Str.itton to the post, that ' decker * having had
more or less experience the year before. 1905 Terms
Forestry ^ Logging 35,

Deckie (de-ki). [f. Deck j3.1 + -ib.] A decker,

a deck-hand.
1913 Q, Rev. Apr. 435 This 'deckie ', .has usually no more

knowledge of seamanship than a ploughboy. 1937 Scots



DECKING.
Oistmrri Jan. 3/3 One of the' dcckies' said he would man-
ace theJob.

Deckmg, vil. si. Add :

2. Also ill extended uses (see *Dkck ji.l 3 b, 4 c).

1883 S/cci/. Alnwick i ComhiU Riwy. ^5 The superstruc-

ture consists of two wrought-iron plate girders.. connected

together by cross-bracing and by a decking of curved strip*.

1897 Daily Ncujs 3 May 2/1 Piles, beams, and decking.

189S Hid. 4 Oct. 3/2 A huge decking.. is being constructed

in the river. /M,i. 12 Dec. 3/3 It was some time before the

decking of the pier collapsed. 1900 IVestm. Cos. 29 Dec. 5/2

Some of the decking of St. Leonards pier was wrenched away
by the waves, i^s Daily Ckron. 9 Jan. 5/2 A quantity of

decking [of the pier] was torn up on the land side.

3. In lumbering : The action of piling logs on a

skidway. Also attrib. decking-chain. U.S.
1901 Muiuey'sMag.XXV. 392/1 A decking chain more than

three hundred feet long is required to roll the logs to their

places. 190a S. E. Whitb Blazed Trait xi. 83 A shout of
surprise or horror would have stopped the horse pulling on
the decking chain.

Deckled (dek'ld), a. [f. Deckle + -ed.]

Formed by a deckle ; deckle-edged.
1906C G. McCrie ConUmj). Portraits 0/Reformers (dust-

jacket) Vellum gilt, gilt top, deckled edges.

Declaration. Add

:

6. ellipt. - Declaration of Independence.
1837 Knickerbocker Mag, X. 444 He was a distinguished

man;, .read *the Declaration * on every Fourth^of-July.

8. b. In the game of bridge, the naming of the

trump snit or the declaring of ' 110 trumps ' by any
of the players.

190S in W. Dalton 'Saturday' Bridge (igto) 12 [Rules]
48. If the dealer does not wish to exercise his option [of

declaring], he may pass it to his partner. ., and his partner
must thereupon make the necessary declaration... 49. If the

dealer's partner make the trump declaration without receiv.

ing permission from the dealer, the eldest handmay demand

:

1. That the declaration so made shall stand. II. That
there shall be a new deal. 1910 Ilnd. 38 The declaration

at Bridge affords an opportunity for the exercise of certain

qualities which were never called into use in the game of
Whist. IHii. 39 The most expensive declaration., being No
Trumps, when the value of each trick is twelve points.

Declare, sb. [f. Dbolabe v. u.] An act of

declaring in the game of poker.
1887 S. Cumberland Queen's Highway 279, 1 raised

Browne's last declare to the extent of the limit.

Declare, v. Add : 5. e. Cricket. To close an
innings before the usual ten wickets have fallen.

orig. * to declare the innings at an end '.

[1M9 La-ws ofCricket 54 On the last day ofa match, and
in a one-day match at any lime, the in-side may declare their

innings at an end.] 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 245/2 Declare, to

close an innings. 1901 Daily News 5 June 4/4 Warwick-
shire made 532 for four wickets, and then declared.

9. b. Racing. To announce the withdrawal of (a

horse) from a race for which it has been entered

;

said also of a horse.

1847 Weekly Times 9 Oct, Stakes of 10 sovs each, 5 f[or-

fei]t, and only 3 if declared. 1897 IVestm. Gaz. 5 Feb. 9/a
Two Grand National winners have just declared.

11. b. In the game of bridge, to make or name
the trump snit, or to aunoimce the intention to play
' no trumps '.

1905 in W. Dalton 'Saturday^ ' Bridge (1910) 12-13 [Rules]

47. 'I'he dealer . . has the option of declaring which suit

shall be trumps. . 55. The player who has declared thetrump
shall have the first right [of doubling].

o. ' In billiards, to name or designate the par-

ticulars as to the balls, the pocket, etc. of (a shot

about to be played)' (Webster 1911).

Declarer. Add

:

3. b. In the game of bridge, one who declares

(•Deolabe z/. II b). So DeolaTing ppl. a,

190S in W. Dalton 'Saturday' Bridge (tgio) 13 [Rule]

57. The declarer of the trump shall have the right to say
whether or not the double shall stand. 1910 lord, 242 A
declaration of ' Two Hearts * offers a free double to the
opponents when the declaring side is 16 up, or more. 1921
Sal. iVestm. Gaz. 1 Oct. 17/1 In playing a no-trump hand,
declarer is recommended to bear in mind the calls.

D4class6 (dcklas<), sb. and a. fern. -6e. [Fr.,

pa. pple. of declasser Dkclass ».] Reduced or
degraded from one's social class, that has lost

caste. Often absol. with the or in //.
1887 Fortn, Rev. Aug. 227 It is only the diclassit the

ne'er-do-well, or the really unfortunate, who has nothing
to call his own. 1905 Spectator a8 Jan. 144/2 Pamela.,
quits the company of artists and actresses, declassSs and
itivorcies. 1931 Glasgow Herald 3 Aug., The attempt by a
body of declass^s to form the policy of the entire working-
class of this country. 1921 Times Lit. Suppl. 29 Sept.
626/3 A girl of any family may, by force of circumstances,
become diclassSe.

So Diclassement (d«klasman).
Z891 Jrtd. Roy. Statist. Soc. June 363 The primary school

. .is rapidly leading to a general diclassement.

Declination. 11. Add : declination axis,
that axis of an equatorial telescope which is at

right angles to the polar axis, and to which is

attached at one end the telescope and at the other

the declination circle, so called because when the

position of the telescope is changed by turning the

declination axis there is an alteration in the declina-

tion of the object viewed ; deolination circle, (4)

the graduated circle which marks the declinations

of the heavenly bodies ; declination compass, a

compass which measures the magnetic declination

;
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declination mag^net^ a magnet used in determin-
ing the magnetic declination and the magnetic axis.

183s Mech. Mag. XXIV. 210/2 On these rollers turns the
*dedinatioii axis. x888 EncycL Brit. XXIII. 146/2 The
equatorial in its simplest form consists of an axis parallel
to the earth's axis, called the 'polar axis'; a second axis,

at right angles to this, called the ' declination axis ' ; and
a telescope fixed at right angles to the latter. 1891 An-
ihony's Fkotogr. Bull. IV. 368 The Lick telescope is simply
a magnified equatorial . .with a polar axis in bearings and
a declination axis at right angles to it. 1905 IVestm. Gaz,
17 Apr. 1/3 A large equatorial with a 26-in. photographic
refractor at one end of the declination axis and a 30-in.

reflector at the other. 1835 Mec/t. Mag. XXIV. 211 V is

the *decUnation circle, fixed on the declination axis. x888
D. Gill in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 149/1 The declination circle

is attached to the farther end of the declination axis. 1862
Chambers's Encycl. III. 461/1 The ordinary compass wiiich

must be used by making allowance for declination, is a
^declination compass. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 238/1 The
first step is to remove the torsion as far as possible from tlie

suspension fibre by hanging to it a brass plummet E of
the same weight as the ^declination magnet. After this

weight has come to rest, it is replaced by the declination
magnet. 1899 Daii^y News 3 Mar. 5/2 They have placed
out here a declinatioi] magnet, a dip instrument for the
inclination of the needle, and a deflexion instrument.

Decline, sb. Add : 1. f. That stage of a
disease at which the symptoms begin to abate.
1848 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7),

Decline, v. Add : 13. d. Chess. To refuse to

take a piece or pawn offered,

187s G. H. D. Gossip Ckess'Player's Man. 703 The
Queen's Gambit accepted and declined. 1899 E. E. Cun-
NiNGTON //<?«; /(? Play Chess 48 P-QKt4, offering the sacri-

fice of a P. to get an attack. Black need not take It (he
may retreat the B to Kt3), in which case the Opening is

called the Evans declined.

Decli*vitously, adv, [f. Dkolivitous + -ly 2,]

In a steep manner; down a steep slope.

1930 Locke Tombarel\'\\. 215 The path lands jrou decUvi-
tously into the Place Georges Clemenceau,

DeclutclL (dikly-tj), V. [f. De- + Clutch j^.i

6 a.] z«/n To disengage the clutch of a motor
vehicle.

1905 Daily Ckron, 21 Mar. 7/4 Without once using a brake,
changing his gear, declutching or slipping the clutch. 1906
IVestm. Gaz. 16 July 5/1 The driver of the *bus declutched
at the top of the hill. tgz$ Morris Owner's Alannal \o'Vh&
expert driver will have recourse to double declutching.

Decode (dzk^u'd), v, [i. De- I. 6 + Code s^.l]

trans. To decipher or translate (a coded message) ;

to interpret (a communication written in a code) by
means of the key. Also absol. and fg.
i8g6 N. Brit. Daily Mail 28 Aug. 5 The message was

decoded. 1897 IVestm. Gaz. 26 Jan. 2/1 If it seems desir-

able, I shall decode and publish at my own time. /hid.

18 May 7/1 The decoded cables. 1897 Tifites 30 June 9 The
cipher telegrams in which they and Mr. Rhodes are con-
cerned, and which have now been decoded. 1899 Daily
Ckron, 13 May 4/3 There was at first a little doubt as to the
decoding. The cipher was a new one and they had not
mastered it. 190^ Daily News 26 Oct. 7/3 The process of
coding and decoduig is a long one.

Decoliei^e (drki^hiau), v, Ehctr, [f. De- +
CoHEKK,] a. trans. To restore (a coherer) to its

normal condition of sensitiveness. Also alsoL,

and intr, {or pass,

1902 //ow to make Use/id Things 5/1 The purpose of the
tapper is to decohere the filings after they are affected by the
etoeric waves. Ibid. 6/1 The tapper keeps busily at work
decohering in response to the continuously closing circuit

caused by the waves.

Hence ]>ecoIie*rence,Decolie'siozL;I>ecoIie*rer,

a device for bringing a coherer back to its normal
condition.
X899 Makconi in Jml. Just. Electr,Engin, XXVIIL 975

This coherer forms part of a circuit.. which circuit works
a trembler or decoherer and a recording instrument . 190X
Science 21 Mar. 466 (Cent. D, Suppl.) After a short de-
scription of the single contact coherer used by him and an
explanation of the so-called decohesion, he csdculated bow
near the metallic surfaces must be brought together. 1903
Scietice Abstracts y\,^eiC\\ovi B. 128 The self-induction of
the telephone may have been sufficient to cause the deco-
herence. 1913 Work 4 Oct. 7/2 The decoherer circuit.

Decoke (d/k^u'k), v, [f. De- 1L a + Cokk 5^.]

s= *DECAKBONlZfi.
tgzZ Daily Express i() May 13/2 Myadvlcetoall motorists

who are puzzled about. .the 'knocking* which invariably

accompanies carbonisation, is that they should lose not an
hour in getting the engine 'decoked*. JbiU. 31 May 3/7
Good car, but wants decoking.

D6collenient (d^kolman), Med. [Fr., f. d^-

De- + coller to glue.] Separation of tissue from sur-

rounding parts.

[1848 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed, 7), DScoUement^ the
state of an organ that is separated from the surrounding
parts, owing to destruction of the cellular membrane which
united them. The skin is decolUe, i.e. separated from the
subjacent parts.] 1908 PractitioMfr Sept. 455 (from French)
The third danger zone Is behind in the neighbourhood of
the portal vein and vena cava. Injury to these vessels may
be avoided by practising •decoUement' of the duodenum.
..The stage of decoUement being completed, ablation may
be proceeded with.

D^coUetage (d^rkoltas). (Also decoltage.)
[Fr. : see Decollete.]
1. The low-cut neck of a bodice.
1894 Season X. 34/2 Into the breast pleats are placed fan-

shaped gores. .loosely smocked into the decoltage. 1896
IVestm. Gaz, 14 Mar. 3/2 The sleeves and upper bodice arc

DECOHATE.
in creamy white chiffon, and the dark line round the d^col-
letage of black jet. 1902 Queen 10 May 816/2 A soft fold

of pink silk at the decoUetage.

2. Exposure of the neck and shoulders by the low
cut of the bodice. Alsoy?^.
X894 Sat. Rev. LXXVIII. 596 Such art as that of John

Oliver Hobbes, so typically feminine In its discreet d^collc-

tage, is not truth but effect. 1921 Public Opinion 8 July
37/3 A bold decoUetage of shoulders still young and white.

1924 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 678/1 Skeletta^s ever-increasing

decoUetage had a sort of embarrassed fascination for us.

Decollet6e (dekolt^). (Now disused ?) [fern.

pa. pple. of dicolkter : see Decollete.] The low
cut neck of a bodice.

1907 Daily Ckron. 2 July 10/5 Mohair braid round the
d^collet^e and armpits in bretellesand as bands on the skirt.

1908 Ibid.Q.^ Aug. 7/5 D^oUet^eand sleeves are in Mallnes.

Decolo(ll)rize, v. Add; b. intr. To lose

colour, to become colourless.

1908 Practitioner Feb. 205 Characteristics of the gono-
coccus. ..Its characteristic balf-moon shape, and the fact

that it decolourises with Gram's method.

Hence DecoTo(u)rized ///. a,

1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 509 Decolorised blood.
clot. 1890 W. J. GoKDON Foundry 177 Decolourized Indigo.

Decomposing, ///• a. Add : decomposing
furnace, * a chemical furnace, used in the soda
industry in decomposing chloride of sodium with

sulphuric acid' (Knight); decomposing man
(see quot. 1921).
1876 Sci. Atner. Suppl. 305 (Knight 1884) ^Decomposing

furnace. i88z Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 60 Alkali Manu-
facture.. .*Decomposing Man. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms
(1927) § 143 Deacon plant man, . .decomposing man ; a pro-

cess man who makes chlorine gas by acidising hydrochloric
acid gas.

Decompress (d^V^naprcs), V, [f. DE--I-C0M-
P11E88 v,^ trans. To relieve the air pressure on
(one who has been working in compressed air) in

an air-lock before returning to the outside air. Also
absol. Hence Decompressing vbl. sb. ; Becom-
pression, the process of relieving pressure, the

restoration to the pressure of the outside air;

Surg, the removal of a flap of the skull to relieve

intercranial pressure ; so Becompre'ssive a.

1906 JVestm. Gaz. 27 Jan. lo/i The men who controlled

tlie airlocks, and were subjected to compression and deccun-
pression every few minutes, were in no case affected. 1910
H. Gushing in Mod. Med. (ed. Osier & M^Crae) VII. 457
Tumor-Palliation (Decompressive Operations). Ibid, 458
When it Is desirable to end a fruitless exploration of the
hemisphere with a palliative decompression, the osteoplastic

flap may be removed in toto. Ibid., We have had over 70
subtemporal decompressions for tumor. 1911 Engineer 10

Mar. 243/1 To decompress slowly but continuously. X925
Literary Digest 27 June 24/1 When they have finished their

labors, it is necessary that they be 'decomprest ', that is,

slowly restored to normal air conditions. Ibid.y The two air-

locks . .are used in putting the comprest-alr workers gradually
under pressure and for decompressing them after tliey have
finislied work. Ibid.^ To reduce most materially the period
of * decompression ' of divers.

Decompressor (d/kfJmpre*s^i). [f. *Deoom-
PKESS V, -I- -OB.] An apparatus for reducing com-
pression in a motor engine.

1983 Daily Mail 7 June 12 An ingenious decompressor to
lower the engine compression., for easy starting.

Decongestive (d/k^n^cstiv),*!. and j^. Path,

[f. De- II. I -J- Congestive a,'\ a. aiij. That
relieves congestion, b. sb, A decongestive agent.

So Becon^e'Stlon.
1903 Med. Record i Aug. 167 (Cent, D. Suppl.) Treatment

..by electricity.. has a decongestive local action. 1908
Practitioner Oct, 569 Heat relieves the pain, not by the old-

fashioned theory of * de-congestion '. but by causing byper-
a:mia.

Decontrol (djk^ntr^a*l), sb. [De-.] The re-

moval of control, spec, the removal of government
control. Hence Becontro'l v,

1919 G. H. Roberts In Times 14 Feb. 3/1, I am told that

every one wants to get rid of Government control... The
moment 1 can see those conditions safeguarded in respect

of any commodity, decontrol will come. Ibid. 3/2, I do
not propose to risk decontrolling any commodity while there

is the slightest possibility of decontrol resulting in higher
prices. 1923 Daily Mail 27 Jan. 8 Rent decontrol. 1913
Kams.w MacDonald in Pari. DebatesCX^. 21 To decontrol

a certain block of middle-class tenants, .will do more harm
than good. Look at what happens the moment decontrol

comes. Either the rent goes up, or what Is more likely the

house will be sold.

D6cor (dtfkor). [Fr., a. L. decor Decor(e.]

The scenery and furnishings of a theatre stage

;

also, the lay-out or method of display of an exhi-

bition, entertainment, etc.

1927 Observer^ June 11/2 Despite the producer's horta-

tory notes, the inqenuity of the dfeor, and some very clever

acting. 1927 Daily Tel.xt Aug. 12/5 The new d6cor of ' Ihe
Mikado', x^j Observer -2^ July 18/3 Olympla last week
marked a revolution In exhibition decor. 1931 Times Lit.

Suppl. 29 Jan. 76/2 This author, .seems to lavish all his art

. .on fitting to them [sc. his characters] . . a telling dicor.

Decorate, v. Add : 2. c. spec To deck (a

town) with flags and bunting.

185a Illustr. Lond. Neivs 26 June 504/2 Thc/apade of the

market was tastefully decorated with tri-colour«i banners.

187a Porcupine 29 June aoi/a The whole display was
organized and paid for by a committee of tradesmen in the

^t^eets which were decorated. i88a Standard 2S Apr. 6
Has the town been bcflagged and decorated?



DECORATION.

Decoration. Add : 2. b. pi. Fla^s, wreaths,

etc., pnt up at festival times or on occasions of

public rejoicing,

1887 Jubilee CeUbr* Cetmbr.xft The townspeople.. patting

out their decorations earlier than they prooably otherwise
would have done.

4. The composition placed in the head of a
rocket which makes the display when the case

explodes.
1873-4 W. H. Browne Art ofPyrotechny 23 The rocket is

now ready for its cap or pot which is to contain the stars or
other decorations that are to be used. x^BA—- Firework
Making 74 The first decorations that I shall notice are
rocket stars.

Decortication. Add : spec, in surgical use.

1909 Praciittoner's ow. 661 Where the surgeon finds during
the course of a nephrectomy that the decortication of the
sac is very difficult.

Decoudtiu (dik«di»n). [Named after Jules

Vecouiiun.] A calender ironing machine of French
invention, first made in England in 1876.
1889 Laundry Management p. xxi, The Decoudun Ironer,

..The decoudun varies in size and construction with each
maker. A simple form consists of a poltslied metal bed (con-
cave) and a heavy roller, fitted In a strong cast-iron frame.
1905 Daily Chrcn, 23 Feb. 9/2 Wanted to purchase, Decou-
don Ironer, a Cudlipp Perfect preferred. Ibid. 31 Oct. 9/5
Laundry.—Wanted really good calender hands, K>r calender
and Decoudun. 19x1 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 283/1- \^^I>ict,
Occ»p, Terms (1927) % 918 Decoudun h.ind.

Decoy, sb.^ 6. Add : decoy keeper, a decoy-
man ; decoy ship, one used to decoy enemy vessels.

i88x Instr, Census Clerks (1885) 39 Decoy Man, *Decoy
Keeper. 1911 Did. Occup. Terms {igaj) J 910 Decoy keeper,
decoy man. 1915 IVar Ill?istrated III. 362/a *Decoy ships
flying a neutral flag. 1933 Churchill H^arld CrisiSf igiS
290 Our two principal devices for destroying the German
submarines were the Bircham Indicator Nets and the Decoy
Ships, afterwards called the Q-boats. 1915 Fraser & Gibbons
Soldier ^ Sailor It^tfrds, Decoy Sliips, a name for certain
vessels (also known as * Mystery Ships' and ' Q-Ships ')»

introduced in 1915.

Decoyment (dikoi-ment). [C Dbcot v, : see

-MENT ] The action or fact of decoying.
1841 H. S. FooTE Texas * Texans I, 59 Abominahle

treachery [was] practiced for the decoyment of the confiding
Monteninia into captivity.

Decretorial (dikrA5arial), a. Transfer ^Obs*
to I and add to 3 :

1909 Gbo. TxviftiLU. Chrisiiamty at Cross Roads 179 He
understood this destination as more than moral or decre-
torial, asan inh«:rent potentiality of His spirit. X9sz Glasgo^v
Herald 18 Apr. 7 The argument .. which that gentleman
plainly considers decretorial.

Decretum (dilcrrti^m). [L.] A decree; some-
times short for Decretum Gratiani.
x6oo W. Watson Decacordon (1602} 163 The decretum of

the order obserucd in all elections, 1817 Pari. Debates 939
(Stanford) The decretum of the Irish synod was promul-
gated in Dublin. 1888 Encycl. Brit, XXIV. 639/1 The
Decretum specially inculcated subjection of the wife to the
husband.

Dedes (drdes). [Javanese] A perfume ob-
tained from the rasse.

1817 RAfFLES Java I. 50 Musk, called dedes, ts procured
from the rasrf. 1843 Penny Cycl, XXVI. 406/3 ITiis is the
Rasse of the Javanese, who term the odoriferous secretion
dedts or jihet.

Dedifferentiate (djidifcrcnfii^t), v, Biol.

[f. De- + UiFFEHKNTiATE.] itUr, Of an organ : To
lose its special form or function. Hence De:-
diifere-ntiated pp/, a. ; De:diirereBtla*tion, the
loss of form or function, simplification of structure,
19SI J. S, Huxley in Discovery Feb. 28/2 Such a process,

which we may style dediifcrentiation followed by redifTeren-
tiation, is clear evidence of the possibility of reverung deve-
lopment. 19316 Gits£ow //eraid I & Sept. 4 A good example of
the dedifferentiated inert state of suspended animation ts the
•brown body ' of some of the moss-animals. i9a7 Haldank
& Huxtev Anim, Biol. ix. 179 Eventually they will lose
almost all si^ns of their previous differentiated structure...
They have lost differentiation—in other words, have under-
gone dcdifierentiation. /bid. 180 When the tadpole meta-
morphoso into the frog, some of its tissues start to de-
differentiate.

Dedolomitization (Ar-Spl^mitoiz^'pn). Min,
[f. De- + DoLOMiTizE V, + -ATiox.] The changing
of dolomite into rock of another kind. So De-
doTomltiza v. (Cent. D. Suppl, 1909).
1907 J. J. H. TsALLin Geilde Geol. .'itruet. M.-IV. Highl.

Scot, 461 In extreme cases no dolomite is left ; in others
there is only partial dedolomitisation. 1930 Peach &
HottsK Geol. Scot/. 113 Another method of dedolomitization
should be added to tbos« enumerated by TcalL

Deductible, a. Delete rare and add quots.
(also Dedu'ctable) :

1894 lyntm. Gaz. 14 .\ug. 2/1 Now tax is deductable
either at the rate actually in force at the date of payment.
1913 Standttrd 3 Apr. 11/4 A dividend entrusted to an
a^ent for pa>*ment on a date before April 6 is chargeable
with the duty in force for the year 1912-1^ and the duty is

deductible notwithstanding that payment in individual cases
may not happen to be claimed until after that date. 1918
Nation (N.V.) 7 Feb. i6q/i Advances against futiue pay-
ments to the insured., aeductible at the maturity of the
policy. 19*5 Glasgow Herald 30 Jan. 9 The time within
which.. discount was deductable under the contract.

Dee, V, Add : b. »= Daunkd.
1889 Ktpi.mG P'rom Sea to Sea \u Wits. 1900 I, 356 Dee

fool. It's different in Upper Burma.

De-exoanate (d/ieman^a), v, [f. Ds- + Eman-
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ATE.] trans. To deprive (a radioactive substance)
of the power of sending out radioactive emanations.
Hence De^-emana'tloxi.
X904 E. Rutherford Radio-eu:iivity 216 Thus de-emana-

tion does not permanently destroy the power of thorium of
giving out an emanation. Ibid.^ The de-einanated thoria was
dissolved. 1913 DoRLAND.T/.r//. ZJjc/. (ed. 7), Deemnnate, io
deprive of the property of giving offradioactiveemanations.

Deemstership (d/mstajjlp). [f. Deemster
+ -SHIP.] The office of DeemsterinthelsleofMan.
1894 Hall Cains Manxman iii. lii, Let the Deemstership

go to perdition. 190a Daily Chron. a8 Mar. 5/2 When he
retired from his deemstership of the Isle of Man in 1897.

Deep, sb. Add : 3. d. Cricket, The deep field

(see *Deep a. IV. c),

1906 Beldam & Fry Gt, Bowlers ff Fielders 438 A fine
example of the throw in from ' the deep '. 1924 Selincourt
Cricket A/atch iv. (1928) 89 One catch in the deep which he
had held in a school cricket match , . was still vividly remem-
bered.

Deepf a. Add : L b. Also of a theatrical set

scene.

1918 H. C^OYHow Motion PicturesesreMadetM Audiences
..demanded real rooms, with the result that 'deep 'sets re-

placed the painted representations.

C. In deep water (fig. phr. ; cf. Psalm Ixix. 2,

14): in trouble, difficulty, or distress; in distressful

(esp. impecunious) circumstances.
1867 Trollope Chron, Barset xxxiv, Once he had been

very nearly in deep water because Mrs. Proudie had taken
it in dudgeon that a certain young rector, who had been
left a widower, had a very pretty governess for his children.
(1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xxiii. 275. 1 thought it seemed
deep water for Alan to be riding, who nad no better battle-
horse than a green purse and a matter of five pounds. Cf.
quot. 1926 s.v, DrsptsH a.\

d, Togo (in) offthe deep endy etc. : to let oneself
go, give way to emotion or passion.
19SX Times Lit. SuPpl. aa Dec 853/3 Saint-Saens rarely,

if ever, takes any risKs; he never, to use the slang of the
moment, 'went in ofTthe deep end *. X9sa Jo/D //ighkrorvs
vi. 186 She passed her life metaphorically at the end of a
diving-board, ready at the slightest provocation to go in at
thedeep end. 19*3 li^'eekly Dispatch 21 Jan. 5 Mr. Nicholas
Hannen.. plays the second fiddling husband admirably, ex-
cept when, once or twice, he goes off the deep end a trifle too
explosively. 19x4 Galsworthy White Monkey 11. iv, Would
it not be more in the mode, really dramatic—if one 'went
over the deep end *, as they said, just once? 1930 Punch la
Mar. 300/] There are fathers who, when their sons get the
sack, .go off the deep end.

2. b. Also in trivial use, so many deep = having
so many engagements or obligations.
191Z Discovery Sept. 949/3 He proposed to her, and she

accepted him—if he would wait his turn ; she was four deep
already

!

3. c. spec. Far below the surface of the ground

:

said of mining operxitions. Deep Uad (see L£AJ>

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 239/2 Even in very deep shafts,
when complete, daylight may be seen from the bottom.
1899 Dail^ News 3 Alay 3/5 Deep-level mines and deep-
level mining, i^a Daily Chron. a Dec. 6/5 Mr. Chapman
maintained that it was possible so to ventilate even a deep-
level tube railway that passengers * would not notice any
difference between the atmosphere in the tunnels and the
atmosphere on the street level*. 1906 Ibid. 21 Mar. 6/6
Some of his 'deep-sinking ' projects were at first considered
symptoms of insanity. i9ai Diet. Occup. Tertns (102^)
§581 Deep sinking /abourer% navvy or miner engaged in
sinking deep holes or shafts.

IV. a. deep-well.

1874 Kmight Diet. Mech.^ Deep-well Pump, a pump
specihcally adapted for oil and brine wells which are Dored
of small diameters and to great depths. 1906 Daily Chron,

fi

Sept. 3/3 To allow these deep-well waters.. to run heed-
essly to waste, is a policy of which a later generation of
Australians may have bitter cause for complaint.

b. deep-bosomed (fSx. &a&v/£o\vos), '/aced^ -rutted

adjs.

i848BucxLKY///a^346 Trojan (dames) and *dee^bosomed
Dardanians. -^6^ ^ktb.^ Greek Studies {,\%js^^x The deep-
bosomed daughters of the Ocean. 1905 R. Garnett Shake-
speare 56 Not all deep-bosomed earth's wide fruitfulness.

1909 Wesim. Gaz. 14 Aug. 3/3 The brown-faced, deep-
bosomed peasant women. 1908 IVestm, Gas. 23 Dec 4/1
A number of golfers playing with *decp-faced, round>headed
drivers, 1836 T. Hook G. Gurney 1. lii. 217 At the corner
of the *deep-rutted lane. 1899 Daily Ne^vs 19 Oct. 6/1
Transports stopped in the deep-rutted roads. 1906 Daily
Chron, 10 Mar. 4/4 There is a sort of road, steep, winding,
deep-rutted down to the stream.

C. deep-drauKht a.., of a vessel that draws or

displaces deep water ; deep field Cricket, that part

of the field which is near the boundary, esp. l>ehind

the bowler ; also, a fieldsman or his position there

;

deep-milUng, the production of a good yield of

milk ; so deep-milker 'y deep-rooter, something
which takes deep root ; deep-sinker Austral., {a)

adrinking-glass of the largest size, so called from a
fanciful resemblance to a deep mine shaft ; (b) the

drink served in such a glass ; deep tank, a tank
for water ballast, formed by catting off a part of a
ship's hold.
1908 iVestm, Gas, 30 Oct. 11/4 None of our inward water-

borne traffic enters the Port in 'deep-draft vessels. 1900
/bid. 22 June 3/1 There is scarcely a bowler nowadays who
does not station at least one man in the "deep-field, /bid.

3/2 Our first two batsmen, .succeeded in getting the ball

between his deep fields. 1881 Sheldon Dairy Farming 5/2
It is important that she should be a * '^deep milker '. /bid.

DEEBLET.
36/2 Deep milking.. IS a question of breeding and training.

1833 Ridgemont Farm Rep, 148 in Libr. Use/, Knoxvl.,
Husb. Ill, The large, heavy, slow-fattening but "deep-milk-
ing cows of this country. X9a3 Discovery Sept. 244/2 The
deep-milking propensity of some cows may be transmitted
through the bull to tlie next generation of female calves.

1898 iVestm. Gaz, 19 Mar. 2/1 Her first cousin., is a
*deep-rooter, and must be looked after betimes, z^zj Small-
holder 26 Mar. 105/2 The main-crop, deep-rooters should be
sown at the end of May. 1897 Argus 15 Jan. 6/5 (Morris)
A tumbler—whether medium, small, or •deepsinker.

Deep, ^'A', Add: 3. deep digging, ploughing,
1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm I. 641 On the broad prin-

ciple that deep ploughing ought to be the rule.

Deeping*. Add : 2. The making of deep thea-
trical set scenes. Cf. *Deep ff. I b.

1918 H. Crov Hotu Motion Pictures are Made 90 As the
number of producing companies Ijegan to increase rivalry
resulted and everywhere was there ' deeping *,

Deepish (drpij), a, [f. Deep a, + -isa i.]

Somewhat or rather deep.
1879 Miss Bird Lady's Life Rocky Mountains 197 We

crossed a deepish stream on the ice. 1920 Black^v. Mag.
July 86/2 It's only a deepish scratch. 1925 A. S, M.
Hutchinson One /ncreasing Purpose i. xx. 128 Rather,
rather deepish things. 1926 Spectator 6 Mar. 408/2 The
Government was now in deepish water.

Deep-water. [Deep a. i.] Used attrib, or
as adj. Having, relating or pertaining to deep
water.
i795.[see Deep a, IV. a]. 1874 J. W. Long Wild-Fowl

Shooting 15, I shall, .separate them into two distinct classes
which I shall term respectively the d€ep-ivaterz.xA the shoal-
water varieties (of wildfowl). 1880 Ilaiper's Mag. Aug.
341/2 Hesat down. .to the business of hand-lining for deep-
water fish. 1890 (see Deep a. IV, a]. 1897 ITestm. Gaz. ig
Oct. 8/1 The new scheme will embrace a new deep-water
dock. 1909 Daily Chron. 8 Sept. 7/3 It is a natural deep-
water harbour.

Deep-waterman (dj:p,w§-t9jm£en). [f. deep
H/a/tfr+ Man sb.^'\ A sea-going vessel as opposed
to a coaster.

X906 Daily Chron. 21 Mar. 6/4 Owners, not of ' deep-
watermen ' only, but of coasting craft as welL 1909 /bid.

13 Au^. 3/r What of the hundreds of fine deep-water men
that still fly the Red Ensign ? 1925 Rex Clements Gipsy
ofHorn 57 This., constitutes the time-honoured decoration
of a deep*waterman.

Deer. Add: 4. (U.S.) deer-gun, -hunt^ -hunter

^

•leather^ -trace.

•A-^Soutlum Lit.Messenger 1. 157 Double barrelled guns,
*deer guns, ducking guns. 1843 Carlton Nerv Purchase
I. xxL 195 We had a *deer hunt..somewhat remarkable in

itself. 1828 A. Sherburne Mem, iu (1831) 51 Nor were we
any ways equal to those *deer hunters in travelling this
wilderness, 1751 Narrag. Hist. Reg. 1. 216 Feloniously
taking ..in Meer leather, and money to the value of one
thousand and eighty pounds. 1897 J. L. Allen Choir Invis.
ii. (1918)13 Beyond which be struck a narrow "deer-trace,
and followed that.

b. deer-ball, an underground fungus of the

genus Elaphomyces ; deer-bleat 6^.*$"., an instru-

ment serving to imitate the bleating of a deer
;

deer-drive (earlier U.S. example) ; deer-fly U,S.^

a fly infesting the Virginian deer ; deer foot U.S.
(see quot.) ; deer-en^asshopper, a locustid itisect

of Malay, of the genas Mecopoda, characterized by
its ability to take long leaps ; deer-horn, {a) the

material of a deer's horn ; {b) C/,S.y a large rough
mussel of the Mississippi, Trigonia or Unio ver-

nuosa^ the shell of which is used for making
buttons ; deer-meat U.S. (example) ; deer pad-
dock, a paddock in which deer are kept ; deer-
stand, a station for the shooters at a deer-drive

;

deer-yard U.S. (earlier example).
(1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 1320 Tubera cervina. The

^Deares underground balles or Mushromes are another sort
of these Tuberaes.) 1854 Mavnk Expos. Lex,, Deer-Ball.
«866 Treas. Bot., Deer balls, a synonym of Hart's Truffles,
Lycoperdon Nuts, and Elaphomyces. 1853 Marcy &
McClellan Explor. Red River vi. 50 The idea occurred to
me of attempting to call them with a *deer-bleat, which one
of the Delawares had made for me. iS^S Southern Lit.
Messenger I. 614 Almost every morning a company started,

with hounds and horns, on a ' *deer drive '. 1903 S, E. White
Forest ix. 105 The question of flies . . in its wide embracenient
of mosquitoes, sand-flies, *decr flies, black-flies and midges.

190S Terms Forestry ^ Logging 2I *Deerfoot, a V-shaped
iron catch on the side of a logging car In which the binding
chain is fastened. looo Proc. Zool. Soc. 854 The enormous
leaps of., the 'Belalang Rusa' or *Deer Grasshopper.
1843 Carlton Ne^v Purchase I, xvii. 123 A powder horn,
and its loader of *dcer-horn. t88o Encycl. Brit, XII.
167/2 Deer-horn is almost exclusively used for handles by
cutlers and walking*stick and umbrella makers. 1897 Daily
News I Feb, 6/a A saddle, probably Burgundlan workman-
ship of 1400, composed of polished deer-horn plates. 1846
Sage. Scenes Rocky A/ts. (1859) 149 *Deer.meat at this season
of the year is very poor eating. 1786 Washington Diaries
1 1 1. 27 Returned to the erection ofmy *Deer paddock, which
the bad weather had impeded. 1835 J. H. Incrahau South-
iVest II. 137 After a farther ride of a mile, .we arrived at

the ' *deer-stand '. 1849 C. iLAHi&hn Alleghany Mts. v'lu.

^8, I discovered a large spot of bare earth, which I took to

be a *deer-yard,

Deerberry. (Earlier U.S. example,)
xZz^ Southern Lit. Messenger W. 25 We. .admired.. the

rich crimson deer-berry, which was very abundant.

Deerlet. Add to def. : spec, the chevrotain.

J883 CassdVs Nat. Hist. II. 336 In the Water Deerlet of

West Africa the external toes are smaller, whilst, .each
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metacarpal .. is independent of its neighbour, the Javan
Decrlet differing in having the third and fourth fused into

a 'cannon* bone. 19*4 Glasgotv Herald Z Nov. 4 While
camels chew the cud they resemble the old-fashioned chevro-

tains or deerlets in having only three chambers in their

'stomach * instead of the usual four.

Beer-lick. l/.S. (Earlier examples.)

1778 Maryland JniL a June (Th.), I never saw a Deer-

lick. Hunters have told me that Deer frequent those places

for the mud. 1819 Faux MemorabU Days Amer. (1823)

234, I saw a deer-lick, at which I dismounted and took a

lick. 1840 in Trans. Mich. Agric. Soci^Z'^^) VI. 389 Several

saline springs and deer>licks were examuied in the valley

and vicinity of Maskego river.

Deer-mouse. U.S. (Earlier examples.)

1841 Catlin A'. Amer. Ind. I. 194 A small * deer mouse ',

of which little and very destructive animals their lodges
contained many. 1865 S. Ti.nnby Man. Zool. 73 The White,
footed, or Deer Mouse, .of Labrador and Virginia.. is three

to four inches lone to the tail. 1876 J. Burroughs Winter
Sunshine m. 72 He is known to the farmer as the *deer
mouse ',

Deer-stalker. 1- (Earlier U.S. example.)
1849 Pritts Mirror of Border JLife 686 In one of the

loneliest of these glens.. well known to_ the deer-stalker,

there flourished a few years since a weeping-willow.

Deevey (d'*vi), ct, colloq. Also devey, devy,
deevie. [Affected alteration of *DivvY a!\

Delightfal, sweet, charming.
X900 EuN. Glyn Viiits Eliz. (1906) 4 Miss La Touche

happened to be next me, so she spoke to me, and said my
hat was *too devey for words'. 1904 Benson Chalhners
xi, * Martin,' she cried, * you are too deevey 1 ' 1905 Punch
8 Mar. 178/1 Do look at this sweet little monkey on the
organ ! Isn't he deevie I 1906 Ibid. 13 June 422/2, I had
the most devy doll you can imagine. 1909 Vachkll Paladin
i, The affair., was so appropriate, so obviously fashioned
in heaven, so 'deevy *—a word coined in those days, and
now regrettably become obsolete. 1930 Sackville-West
Edwardiaiis i, 17 Tommy, you're going, aren't you? How
too deevy 1

Hence Dee'vily adv,
1905 E. F. Benson linage in Sand vii, How too deli-

ciousiy eerie ! How deevily mysterious I

Defalcation. 6. (Earlier U.S. example.)
183a Deb. Congress 9 May 911 The defalcations of post-

masters.

Defalcator. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1806 I-'essenden Democr. Unv. 11. 84 Public defalcators.

Defatted (d/fse-ted), a. [f. De- + Fat sb.'^ +
-ED.] Destitute of fat or fats.

X9a3 Drever in l^imes 15 June 11/6 If the bacillus is *de.
fatted '..it no longer retains the acid stain. Ibid.^ Dr. A. C.
Inman..began..to treat cases of human tuberculosis with
the 'defatted' antigen. 1924 Glasgow Herald 15 Feb. 6
These * defatted ' vaccines.

Default, sb. Add :

3. attrib. and Comb. ; Dealing or connected with
a default, as defauU attthority^ interest^ price.

1897 IVeslm. Gaz. 29 July 5/3 If aclient borrowed ;^ioo,

say, and paid off £90, * default interest * at the rale of one
halfpenny per shilling per week. ..was at once charged on
the^^io inarrear. \^:Z Daily Ckron. 1^ May 7/7 While tlie

county council is the default authority in case of the failui-e

of the district council in sanitation, tiie Local Government
Board is the default authority in case of the district coun-
cil's failure to do what is needed in housing. 1909 Westm,
Gaz. 9 Nov. 8/2 The Army authorities saying that if plain-
tiffs would not take the cattle the beasts would subsequently
be issued at default prices.

Defaulted (d/fg-lted),///. a. Transfer \Ohs.
to I and add :

2. Not paid by reason of default.

1897 IVestm. Gaz. 26 May 5/1 Nearly all the bonds issued
of late by the Greek Government in respect of defaulted in-

terest having found their way to London,

Defaulter, o. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8o6 Webster, Defaulter^ one who fails in payment, a

debtor.

Defeatism (d/fi^ tiz'm). [ad. F. difaitisme^ f.

difaiU Defeat sb. : see -ism.] Conduct tending to
bring about acceptance of defeat, esp. by action on
civilian opinion.
1918 0^«rfrr 9 June. 1923 Daily Mail 13 Nov. 10 At

an order from tlie leaders, the Labour Press has broken into
a campaign of defeatism, lamenting that organised capital
is still too strong to admit of any possible chance of the levy
becoming law this time. 1926 C. L. Gkkwes Hubert Parry
\l. 79 He was as far removed from foolish optimism as from
' defeatism '. 1928 Galsworthy6"w<1'/ Song 124 Toacknow-
ledge the limitations of human nature was a sort of de-
featLim. 1930 H. Redwood God in Slums 128 Religion
must throw off its defeatism.

So Defeatist (d/friist) [F. difaitisi€\ one who
advocates defeatism ; also altnb. or as adj.
1918 Times 19 June 6/4 The Independent Nationalist Press

..has applied the label 'defeatist' to those Nationalists
who voted for a moderate policy at the Irish Convention.
1920 i^thCent. Mar. 556 The shop-stewards, too, in the great
factories In Berlin and other towns were disloyal and * de-
featist '. 1921 ' N. Angell * Fruits 0/ Victory vii. 207 The
repression of pacifist and defeatist propaganda during the
War. 1921 igth Cent. Jan. 151 Throughout the Great War,
as in the Japanese War, he was a defeatist. 1922 Sir B.
Thomson Queer People xxiv. 282 The second Russian
Revolution turned the heads of the Pacifists and Defeatists
in England.

Defeminize (dzfe-minaiz), V. [f. De- + L. fe-
wz«a woman + -IZK.] trans. To deprive of femi-
ueity; to unworn an. Hence Sefezninization.
1900 Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. July 546 The most defeminized

ofthese specimens, wlio are so prone to diminutives suggest-
ing eudearmcuL 1905 Daily C/iron. 25 May 3/6 He thought

this was * monstrous and de-feminised ', 1907 Ibid. 9 Mar,
4/6 'I'he so-called Feminism tends in reality to the ' de-
iemlnisation 'of women, x^j Standard 22, Mar., There was
no need for women's suti'rage, which would defeminise
women.

Defence, ^^- 5. Add: Also,a defending force.

1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 27 The defence, de-
moralised by that tornado of explosion, was pushed a good
fifty yards further back.

Defendant, a. 2. Delete ? Obs. and add :

1896 Daily News 24 Nov. 5/7 Detailing my instructions
to the defendant surgeon. 1907 IVestm. Gaz. 6 Dec. 9/1
The defendant directors. 1927 Pocket Ox/, Diet, s.v., The
defendant company.

Defender. Add :

1. e. Sport, The holder of a championship, cnp,
etc., who defends the title (opp. to challenger).

Defensor. Add :

4, Eccl. An ofiicer in charge of the temporal
affairs of a church.
[1875 Smith Sc Cheetham Diet. Chr. Antiq. I, 33/2 In

Rome.. the Dc/ensores became by the time of Gregory tlie

Great a regular order of officers.] 1903 Dudden Greg. Gt.
I. 327 A certain defensor of the Milanese Church, named
Valentinus.

Deferred, ppl. a. Add: (Earlier U.S. examples
of modern special uses.)

1792 A. Hamilton IV^s. (1885) II. 330 The ist of January,
1802, when the deferred debt will become redeemable.
1796 Deb. Congress (1849) 792 A sum., will then become due
and payable on the deferred stock. Ibid. 793 Additional
revenue . . will , . discharge . . the accruing annuity arising

from the Deferred Debt.

b. Deferred payment^ payment by instalments.

Deferred rate^ cheaper rale charged for a telegram,

cable, etc. which may be delayed in transit ; so

Deferred telegram ^ one not for immediate delivery,

1884 Walker Pol. Econ. \\\. iiL 115 The Standard of
Deferred Payments, usually called the Standard of Value.
1896 Chambers's Jrnl. 26 Sept. 610/1 It is this system of
* deferred payment', as it may be called, that enables the
speculator to deal in shares although he may not possess any
appreciable capital. 1898 Morris Austral Fng., Deferred
payvient^ a legal phrase. 'Land on deferred payment';
* Deferred payment settler*; * Pastoral deferred payment*.
Tliese expressions in New Zealand have reference to the
mode of statutory alienation of Crown lands. 1907 IVestm,
Caz. 18 June 4/2 The introduction of the deferred-payment
system in connexion wiih the automobile business, 1908
Ibid. 3 Apr, lo/i All deferred rate telegrams are posted
instead of being wired. 1929 Times 2 Feb. 8/3 The cost of
* Urgent ' telegram to be is., and 'Deferred ' 6d., for 15 words.

Deficient, sb. Add : 4. = Defective sb. 2 b.

1906 F. Thokesby in IVestm. J^cv.Jan, ^g There are the
deficients, /. e., those who from, or before birth, or by reason
of their rearing, or both, never have.. a fair start. 1937
Carh-Saundkks & JoNts Soc. Struct. Eng. 4- Wales 213
[Authoiities] vary notoriously.. .Some are active, while
others close their eyes to the existence of deficients within
tlieir areas.

Define, v. 2. b. Add : (Examples of active

use.) In more recent use also rcfl.

1859 Gko. Eliot Lifted Veil ii, I . .saw the light floating
vanities of the girl defining themselves into the systematic
coquetry, the scheming selfishness, of the woman. x888
Mrs. H. Ward R.Elsmere xv, The slender figure suddenly
defined itself against the road. Jbid. xxxii. The difiiculiies

began to define themselves more sharply, /bid, xHli, Tlie

half-coherent enigmatical sentences.. began gradually to
define themselves. 1908 Smart Set Sept. 6 The great
crystal stars barely defined the mountainand the tall, slender
shafts, .of the royal palm.

Defiate, v. Add :

1. b. ijitr. ioxpass. Of an inflated object: To
be emptied of the inflating jjas.

1903 Daily Chron. 2 Sept. 4/5 Mr, Spencer turning aside
from the deflating balloon.

2. To reduce (an inflated currency). Alsofl^W.
to pursue a policy of deflation, b. intr, iox pass.

To be reduced by deflation.

19x9 R. G. Hawtkky Currency Sf Credit 352 Everycountry
will seek to keep pace with its neighbours. If one does not
deflate its currency as quickly as the others the exchanges
will turn against it. 1922 Glasgow Herald "j Aug. 8 All of
these costs, .would require to deflate to pre-war standard to
enable the sixpenny loaf to reappear. 1933 R. M*^Kenna
in Daily Mail 27 Jan. 3 If at this stage we made no further
effort to deflate, tr.ide would soon recover. 1926 Westm,
Gaz. 30 July, To 'deflate' the franc from 240 or 200. .to

a level of only 25 to the ^ is beyond the realms of practica-
bility.

Hence Defla'ted ppl. a.

1894 Sat. Rev. 8 Dec. 618/1 There are narrow edges to the
rims on which a deflated tyre would rest.

Deflation. Add :

2. Geol, The removal of solid particles by the
wind, leaving the rocks exposed to the weather.
1898 J. Geikie Earth Sculpture 20 The transporting

action of the^ wind, or ' deflation ' as it is termed, goes on
without ceasing. 1910 Lake& Rastali. 'Text-bk. Geol. 73
Erosion by wind divides itself naturally into two parts—re-

moval by material or (/ty^a^/ow, which ofcoursecomes under
the heading of transport, and actual corrosion or wearing
away of the rocks by the dynamical effect of moving sand.

3. The action or process of deflating currency.
1919 R. G. Hawtrky in Pep. Brit. Assoc. (1920) 252 Tore-

store a depreciated unit to its normal gold value requires
a measure of deflation. Deflation, which is a reversal of the
process of inflation, must mean a deciease in the aggregate
of money incomes. 1920 Glasgovj Herald ti May 10 Ihe
?rocess of deflation likely to result from the new rights of the
'ederal Reserve system to discount on a graded scale. XQa3

GuernseyStar2^ Jan., The primary ground oa which a policy

of gradual deflation is recommended is that it raises the ex-
change value of the pound sterling in relation to the dollar
and hastens our return to the gold standard.

Deflationary (d^'fl^fi-Janari), a, [f. *DErLA-
TION 3 + -AiiY 1.] Of or pertaining to deflation.

_ 1920 Glasgoiv Herald 2t Aug. 7 'I'he transition from an
inflationary to a deflationary period in prices. 1929 Nnv
Statesman 1 June 231 The falling price level of recent years
has been in large part the result ofa world-wide deflationary
movement wliich has inevitably reacted on credit and tin.

employment.

Deflationist (drfl^-Janist). [f. *Deflation 3
+ -1ST.] One who advocates a policy of deflation.

Also atl?ib. or as acl;'.

1921 Glasgoiu Herald lo Feb. 4 If the deflationists have
their way, the pound will be raLsed again to the value of 20s

1922 Edin. Rev. July 194 The decision to get back to gold
would divide the country into inflationists and deflationists.

X923 Obsemcr 19 Feb. 18/2 The policy of the Suiyukai is

positive and inflationist, while that of the Minseito is

negative and deflationist.

Deflator (d«fl^it/i). [f. Deflate v. + -ob.] A
thing which deflates.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 2 Nov. 9/1 Some person..had strewn
the road with a number of * boot protectors', perhaps the
most deadly deflator that could be constructed.

Deflectable (drfle'ktab'l), a. [f. Deflect z/. +
-ABLE.] Capable of being deflected.

X89S Funk's Standard Diet. 1925 Contemp. Rev. July 89
Woman . . being less deflectable and in her nature more im-
pressionable [than man].

Defloccnlation (dzfl(?ki/?l^i-|3n). [f. DB--i-

Floc'CULation.] Separation into fioccules.

1904 A'iz/wr^7 July 238/2 The removal of the finest par-
ticles from the surface soil is attributed to deflocculation in-

duced by the use ofsodium nitrate.

Defluvitun (d/fli^ viiJm). [L.] A falling off,

especially of the hair, also the bark of a tree, from
disease.

[1848 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7).] 1906 Practitioner
Nov. 692 All loss of hair is abnormal, and the popular belief

in a physiological defluvium is false.

Deforestation, Deforesting vbL sb.

(Earlier U.S. examples.)
xZj^Rep, Verinont Board Agric. II. 501 But now, because

of tliese early clearings and succeeding deforestations, the
lowlands have become drier and warmer, ibid.y There are
many compensations accompanying the deforesting of the
country.

Deformation. Add : 3. b. Bot, Any mal-
formalion or abnormal growth.
1862 Once a Week VII. 135/2 The calyx, when this defor-

mation is about to take place, has not ceased to exercise its

vital power of development x866 Treas. But.^ Deformation,
an alteration in the usual form of an organ by accident or
otherwise. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms^ Defor-
«:rt/w;/, a malformation or alteration from the normal sense.

C. GeoL The process by which a stratum, mass
or rock, or portion of the earth's crust tmdergoes
change of form, usually by compression. (Cf. next.)
1883 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. 312 Evidences of actual de-

formation within the mass of rock. 1905 Chamberlin &
Salisbury Geol, I. 547 It is theoretically pos-iible that
deformation of the sub-crust may result from the internal
transfer of heat without regard to external loss.

Deformational (dnpjm^J>nal), a. [f. Dk-
FOUMATioN + -AL.] Of Of pertaining to deformation.
X903 Nature 12 Feb. 359/1 Several deformatiotial move-

meius had afTected this district.

De&eeze (dnrfz), v, [f. De- + Fkeeze vi\

trans. = next.
1901 Westm. Gaz. aa July 10 '2 A new process of * de-

freezing ' is now being tried. 1922 Evening News 20 Dec.
4/3 When these birds, only lightly frozen for the %'oyage, are
Mefrozen '—the trade term.

De&rost (difrf)*st), V, [f. De- -f- Frost v."] trans.

To unfreeze (frozen meat or other provisions).

189s Daily News 29 May 8/4 It was l>elieved that Queens-
land defrosted beef could be brought into formidable com-
petition witli American chilled. 1895 Austral. Pastoraltst
Rev. 15 Aug. p. viii. The difficuUies hitherto attaching to

the defrosting of Beef and Mutton. X908 Daily Chron. 22
Oct. 8/s The Judge : \Vhat did you provide Trinity College
with ? Witness : A tot ofdefrosted mutton, sir. 1924 Glasgozv
Herald 19 Aug. 7 The electrical defrosting process experi-
ments which were recently undertaken in Melbourne.

Deffcerdar (deftaida'r). Also 6-7 toftadar,

8 tefterdar, 9 daftardar, diifterdar. [Hind,

daftarddry f. daftar DurTER + -rt'^r holder.] A
Turkish officer of finance, esp, the accountant

general of a province ; also formerly, the Turkish
minister of finance.

X599 Hakluvt Voy. II. L 392 Vnder him be three sub-
treasurers called Teftadars. x6ox \V, Biduclph in T.
Lavender Trav. Four Englishm. (1612) 75 Defterdare^ that
is, treasurer of Aleppo. i6isSandvs 'Prav.uu 211 Tendring
to the Teftatiar or Treasurer the reuenew of that Sanziackr>'.

X796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 463 The first minister of
finances is called Defterdar. 1836 Lane Mod. Egypt. 1. 154
The Defturda'r, having caused tlie Na'zir to be brought
before him, asked him [etc.]. igoz Encycl. Brit. XXXII 1.

508/1 A complete budget of receipts and expenditure is

drawn up by its defterdar.

Defy (d/fai*), sb'^ U.S, [app. a new formation

on Defy v,'\ A challenge, defiance.

1897 Harper's Mag. Jan. 231 He sent out the last defy
to the enemy in 1800. 1910 in //'. ^ames* Mem, J- Studies
(iQii) 396 Roaring my fierce defy.

Degenerate (d/'d5e-ner/i), sb, [subst. use of
the adj.] One who has lost, or has become deficienf
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In, the qualities proper to the race or kind ; a de-

generate specimen ; esp. a person of debased or

perverted physical or mental constitution.

1890 Havelock Ellis Criminal iiL (1910) 51 Nacke..
found the skulls of women, .abnormal, and among degene-

raies generally. .the stigmata of degeneracy are more com-
mon in women. 1895 tr. Nordau's Dfgeneration i. iii. 18

In the mental development of degenerates, we meet with

the same irregularity that we have observed in their physi-

cal growth... That which nearly all degenerates lack is the

sense of morality and of right and wrong. 1919 M. K.
Bkadby Psycho-analysis 17 The fact.. is compatible with

his being a genius or a degenerate, a scoundrel or a valuable

citizen.

Degenerate, «'- 6. Delete "^Obs. and add :

1870XURTEIS Bampton Lect. (cd. 3) p. xxviij. The nation

is being degraded by drink and degenerated by impurity.

1893 J. PuLSFORD Loyalty to Christ 1 1. 131 The one seeking

to regenerate, and the other to degenerate yet more and
more the soul's nature. 1931 MacNeill Celtic IreL 17

Acquired habits, .can degenerate and recreate a tiation.

Degote : see *Daggett.
Degradation ^. Add : 7. Organic Chcm,

The systematic reduction of the molecule of a

compound into others of less complex structure.

1904 Nature 24 Mar. 504/1 A method of preparation of
aldehydes and the systematic degradation of acids.

Deg^rade, v. 8. Add : Also occas. at Oxford

University (now disused). Now at Cambridge, to

take a specified examination when one is above

the standing prescribed for it.

X906 Ox/. Univ. Gaz. 29 May 654/a John O. Aglionby.

.

was granted permission to degrade till Trinity Term, 1907,

and to offer Modern Historj*.

b. Seequot. 1883 ; now at Oxford University,

to supplicate for a lower degree than that for which
one originally entered.

1883 Casstlls Encyci. Dici.^ Degrade^.. X.o take a lower

deijree than one is entitled to;., to descend from a higher to

a lower clas>;. 1931 (Nov. 4) Oxford Univ. Registry Ace.
liks. (M.S.), Wing, J. L... Degrading to B.Litt. 3C>-

De«Ml (d/'gr^-n). [f. DB- + GBAiNiiJ.i] Used
(ittrio, designating leather from which the grain has

been removed. Hence De^rai'iied a.

1915 Civil Service Supply^ Assoc. Ltd. Catal, 133 Men's
Glove Department... Degrain Mocha finish. 19x8 Daily
Express i Nov. 8/1 D^rained Glove.. .Made from supple
Degrain skins.

De^as (d^gra*, de'grSs). [F. tUgras, f. d^-

graisser to remove grease from, with assimilation

to gjos fat.] A fat or grease obtained by the

treatment of hides with 6sh-oil and potash as a

commercial article or as a by-product in the manu-
facture of leather, especially chamois leather; also,

wool-grease. See also quot. 1904,
i8Ss Encyci, Brit. XIV. 390/2 This uncombtned oil ia

washed out with a warm potash solution, and the fat so
recovered, knoMm as dtgrtu^ forms a valuable material for

thedres>ingofcommoaleatber by curriers. 1898 C Salter
tr. Andis A uim. Fats ao^ DJgras, Tanner's Grease, Leather
Grease... The substance indicated by the above names was
originally a waste product obtained in the preparation of
chamois (shamoy) leather. Ibid., In composition, d<g;ras is

nothing more or less than emulsified fat, /.*., a fatexisting

in an extremely line state of division in a suitable liquid, so
that it forms a mass of buttery or salve-like consistency.

1904 Tecknol. ff Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s.v.,

Arti6cial Degras is made by adding tallnw to cod oil (and
sometimes red oil and wool grease), and incorporating with
a neutral soap.

b. Comb, : degras-former, a brown, resinous

constituent of tanners* degras, the presence of

which promotes the emulsiftcation of the fish-oils

used in currying and tanning.

Degree, J*. Add:
1. O. Degree-cut in gem-cotting : — Teap-cut.

e. e. Thirddegree {^,%.)\ »ec*THiEDa.
7. In legal use.

t88o Encyci. Brit. XIII. 87/2 Each inn confers this status

or degree \sc. of barrislerj on its own members only. 1885
La-M Jml. 13 June 364/1 That his Royal Highness. .be
called to the degree of the Utter Bar.

14. A percenta^'c of >he basic clement or pure

material of a substance ; as, a soda of ninety

degrees.

16. Comb, ^z& degree-day, -fee \ degree-conferring^

-granting adjs.

1^)03 Westm. Gaz. 11 July 2/2 The 'degree-conferring
Universities of the Unit«i Kingdom. 1906 Daily Chron.
27 July 6/7 To make the Nottingham University College
a (Tesree-conferring University. 1900 G. Swift Somerley
164 When the dance and *dcgree*day were over. 1897 Daily
News 23 Apr. 7/4 Many of the *Degree-Fecs have,. been
raised. 18^ Westvt. Gaz. 27 July 5/3 It. .had never been
adequately encouraged by 'degree-Kraniing Universities.

1896 Daily Neivs 20 Feb. 5/4 The Larger degreergranting
institutions.

Degression (d/grcjan). Transfer ^Obs, to i

nnd add : 2. The decrease in the rate of taxation

in a degressive scale.

1896 Palgravk Diet. Pol. Ecffn. II. 244/1 Graduated
taxation therefore technically includes progression, de-
gression, and regression. 1906 IVesim. Gaz. a June 7/1 The
mcome-iax so long planned in France. .is English both in
its taxation by schedules and in its exemptions of the less

wealthy payers, though it effects the last-named result by
a more complete scheme of 'degression* than is in operation
here. Ibid. 31 July 5/3 If any change was made in the
direction of degression by which everybody would first be

taxed at the higher rate and then have to apply for abate-
ments.

Deglressive (drgre-siv), a. [f. L. degj-ess-, ppl.

stem of degrcdi to descend.] In taxation, of or

pertaining to schemes in which the rate decreases

successively on sums below a certain limit. Hence
De^e'ssively (Webster 1911).
X91X S. J. Chapman Outl. Pol. Econ. xxxii. 379 Degressive

taxation means that large incomes are taxed at a higher
rate than smaller incomes, but not in a degree which involves
as great a proportional sacrifice for the former as for the
latter.

D^gxringolade (d^graengolad), \^x.yi.degrin-

goUr to descend rapidly.] A rapid descent ; dete-

rioration, decadence; change from bad to worse.
1883 Sat. Rev. 94 Nov. 648/1 The d^gringolade of Tokka

and the catastrophe of Obeid. 1906 \v. De Morgan Joseph
Vaiice XXXV. 346 This last b a short chapter, but is a record
of VL &x.e!idy digringolade. 1909 IVesttu. Gaz. 29 May 5/3
We. .share her distress in the ensuing digringolade. 1926
Spectator 29 May 900/1 This digringolade, this falling back
into an undraincd, unfenced, unploughed, unweeded prairie.

19*6 Nation 24 July 460/1 The franc has this week looked
the penny in the face, and has acquired a momentum in

decline which suggests that a d^gringolade is close at hand,
unless prompt and effective measures are really taken.

Delisematize (d/hr*mat9iz), v. Also dehe-
matize. [f. De- + Gr. aluar-j alfia blood + -IZE.]

trans. To deprive of blood.

1903 Med. Record j Mar. 362 (Cent. D. Suppl.). 1913
DoRU^ND Afed. Diet. (ed. 7).

DellSBDlO^lobillize (dihfm^TglJu'binaiz), v.

Also dehemo-. [f. De- + H.*:moglobin + -ize.]

trans. To remove hsemoglobin from (the red blood-

corpnscles).

1903 Jml. Trop. Med. 1 Nov. 337/2 A very large thick,

slowly^^ricd, unfixed blood film, dehzmoglobinised and
stained by immersion in a weak watery solution of an aniline

dyc-

Deliaip (dihea'j),^. [f. De- + Hair sb^ trans.

To remove the hair from (a skin), to nnhair. Hence
J>elial*Ter.
a 1909 Mod, Amer, Tanning yi (Cent. D. Suppl.). 1991

Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) 8338 i/«/ta/r^r (tanner>') » ^^•

haireT\ (i) a beam man whospreadshidcsor skins on wooden
beam; scrapes hair, by hand, with two-handled knife; (ii)

passes hides or skins from lime pits, between unhairing
machine, removing hairs.

Dehalogenise (dihscW^enaiz), v. [f. De-
+ Halogen + -IZE.] trans. To deprive of one or

more of the halogens.
1883 Jr^tl. Soc. Chejfi. Industry 39 Apr. 171/1 Dchalo-

genising lienzotrichloride.

De haut en bas (d^ o tan ba). [Fr., lit. ' from
high to low'.] With an air of conscious superiority

or condescension. Also attrib, and Comb,
1697 Vanbrugm Relapse \. ii,Ifyou treat hxvade hauten bas.

1778 H. Walpole Let. to /K Mason 4 July, The Congress
has ratified the treaty with France, and intend to treat the
Commissioners dt haut en has. 1B68 Good Words i Aug.
516/r A de-haut-en-bas-like drawling gait. iZ66 Atkenarum
la June 773/a Whose utterances, moreover, though treated

somewhat de haut en has, are among the most sensible of
all. 1910 lyestm. Gaz. la Jan. 13/t The cable companies.,
took up a very de haut en has attitude.

DehorzL, v. [De- H. 2.]

1. trans. To deprive (an animal) of horns. Also
absoi, and fig. Hence DelLO-m sb., a dehorned
animal (Western U.S.) (Funk, 1895) ; Deho'mer,
1888 Missouri Repuhl, 15 Feb. (Farmer) Dehorning is

performed when the calf is young, and the tips of the horns
movable. 1888 Dehorn, Dehomer [see Df.- II. 9^ 1889
Fakmer Americanisms 197/1 The preferred age at which
to dehorn is in the second year of the animal's life. 1914
Boston Even. Transcript 6 June a/1 Four years ago they
dehorned the speaker.

2. (Seequot.)
1905 Tertns Forestry ^ Logging 35 Dehorn^ to saw off the

ends of lo^s bearing the owner's mark and put on a new
mark (Kentucky).

Dehvdracetic (d/haidrasTtik), a, Chem, [f.

De-+ Hydb(o- + Acetic] Designating or per-

taining fo an acid (CgHg04), obtained by heating

aceto-acetic ester.

187a Watts Diet. Chem. VT. 543.

Deh.ydrogexiated(di'h9i*dr^5en^ted),///.a.
Chem. [f. Dehydeogenatb v, + -xd 1.] Deprived
of its hydrogen.
1909 Chambers's yrnl. Oct 6R6/2 A direct conversion of

the K^s into alcohols and dehydrogenated alcohols.

DeliydrOgfenatiOII (dihaidriyd^enii-Jan). Chem.
[f. Dkutdbooenatk ; see •ATiOK.if — Dehydko-
OENIZATION,
i8660di.ing Anim. Chem, lag The oxidation or dehydro-

genation of uric acid,

Deiamba (dz|3e*mb&). Also diamba. [Native

name.] Congo tobacco.
1851 R. O. CuiRKE in Hooket^s Ke^v Jf-nl. III. 9 {title)

Short notice of the African Plant Diamba, commonly called

Congo Tobacco. x86x Bentlev Man. Bot. 637 Indian hemp
Is also used for smoking. The plant is also known under
the name of Diamba in Western Africa. 1864 Watts Diet,
Chem. II. 3og Deiamba.

Deifi-CatOiy (drifik^Jtari), a. Delete "^Obs.

and add

:

X9oa A. M. Fairbairn Philos. Chr. Relig. ir. 11. ii. 474 He
is not conceived as the subject of a deificatory process.

Deiters (dsi't^Jz, ||dai*t3rs). The name of Otto
Friedrich Carl Deiters^ German anatomist (1834-

63), applied to certain cells and processes recog-

nized by him.
1890 Billings Med. Did. 1902 Encyci. Brit. XXXI.

742/3 Certain cerebellar cells send processes down to the

cell-group in the bulb known as the nucleus of Deiters,

which latter projects fibres down the spinal cord.

D6jeuner. Add : b. Short for dijeuner-

service.

1875 E. Metkvard Wedgwood Handbk. 395 A dejeuner
consists of a tray, one or more cups and saucers, occasionally

a teapot, a cream jug, and a slop basin.

C. attrib.

1851 lllustr, Catal. Gi. Exhib. in. 726/1 Communion and
d^jeune services. Ibid. T^Z/it Papier mach^ 'standish',

'dejeuner tray', and bottle-stand. 1865 'Ouida] Strath-
more xii, In the break fast-room every dejeuner delicacy was
waiting. 1875 J. Grant One ofSix Hundr. x, A dijeAner
service of splendid Wedgwood ware. 1899 Westm. Gaz.

5 July 1/3 Messrs. Christie sold yesterday the dejeuner-

service of Napoleon I.

Deiabrist (de-kabrist). Also Deca-. [f.Russ.

Dekabri December + -1ST.] One who took part in

a military conspiracy which broke out in St, Peters-

burg on December 26th, 1825, on the accession of

the Emperor Nicholas to the throne.

i88a Ogilvie (Annandale). 1885 Encyci. Brit. XIX.
649/1 The unfortunate conspiracy of the Dekabrists.

_ 1920

igth Cent. Sept. 420 Russian Wome?i gives a description

of the wives of the Dekabrists, aristocrats but our first

revolutionists. 1925 Glasgorv Herald 5 Mar. 4 Prince

Wolkonsky, aS became a descendant of a Dekabrist, was
a Liberal.

Dekko (de*k£»). Army slang, [f. Hind, dekho,

imperative oidekhnd to look : cf. *Deck sb,'^'\ A
look. Also as vb.

1894 Daily Neivs 8 Sept. 6/3, 1 had a ' dekho ' round every

'house' in the place, but couldn't see you. 19x7 A. G-
Empey From the Fire Step 'iyz * Dekko , to look ; a look

at something. x9>o M. A. MUgge War Dia>y 0/ Square
Peg 2rQ Dekko.—l.oo\i ! X9a7 E. Thompson These Men thy

Friends 63 'You haven't had a proper dekko^ padre* he
protested.

Delafossite (dtflaf(?'S3it), Min, [a. F. dela-

fossite (1873), f. the name of G. DeUtfosse', see

-ITK^.] An oxide of iron and copper, perhaps a

mixture, cleavable into thin opaque lamellae.

1880 Dana Min. (ed. 5) App. 11. 16. 1914 Brit. Mus.
Return 225.

Delanoilite(del3e-nw3it). Min. [a.F.de/anoti-

ite (1856), f. the name of J. Delanoue : see -ite ^]

A kind of clay of a rose-red colour,
1868 Dana Min. 459.

D61assenieiit (driasman). [Fr., f. d^iasser, f.

d^- Dk- + las weary.] Relaxation.
x8^ Thackeray Ne^vcomes xxii, Clive (who had taken

a trip to Paris with his father, as a dilassement after the

fatigues incident on his great work)., declared the thing was
rubbish, i860 Russell Diary India I. 56 We had the

d^lassemens ofmany meals, and music, and whist, and songs

at night. 1906 W. De Morgan Joseph Vauce xxiv. 232

Illusion—hallucination

—

dilassement of the senses—that
sort of thing.

Delay, sb. Add : 3. attrib, (Cf. next.)

1879 ^fan. Artill. Kxerc. ii. 51 Delay Action for base of

Battering Shell. X900 Daily Ne7vs 1 1 Apr. 5/6 Delay-action

projectiles. 19*8 in C. F. S. Gamble A^. Sea Air Station

XV. 280, loo-lb. bombs with 2i seconds delay fuses.

Delayed,/^/. iJ.^ Add: delayed-action fuse,

a fuse which delays the action of the shell until it

has penetrated the object struck.

X89S C/iambers's Jml 560/1 A delayed-action fuse. X909

Westm, Gaz. a Jan. 13/3 The thickest armour-plate can now
bepierced by projectiles 6tted with a delayed-action fuse.

Dele. Add ; Also as sb,^ an instance of the use

of the sign so called.

»7»7~5' Chambers Cycl. s.v. Correction, There are differ-

ent characters used to express different corrections, v.gr. D
or £^* dele for anything to be effaced, or left out. x8ax Djbdin
Bibliogr.^ etc. Tour I. lag, I could discover, .that., he wished

me to. .leave him to his deles and stets 1

Hence Dele (drU*), v. = Delete v, 2.

1705 S. SEWALLZ?i«ry 24Dec. (1879) II. 150, I deled the

Title, In Obitum Crucis. 1765 N. Carolina Col. Rec. (1890)

Vil. 81 To the deleing the Clause, .we. .agree. 1869 R.

Morris Spenser's Wks. App. I (1893) 689/3 The comma
after ape should be deled.

Dele'Ctify, v. [f. L. delect- (see Delect v. and
-pv).] trans. To delight.

1834 W. G. SiMMS Guy Rivers 78 So spake another of the

company, who, having been much delectified with the trial,

bad been particularly solicitous in his cries for order.

Delegate, sb. 3, U.S. a. (Earlier examples.)

1774 Jml. Contin, Congress I. 15 [ToJ be appointed. .as

delegates, on the part of this province, to attend and assist

in the General Congress of delegates from the other Colonies.

1777 Act Con/ed. Art. 5 Delegates shall be annually

appointed in such manner as the legislature of each state

shall direct, to meet in Congress [etc).

Delegation. 3. b. U.S. (Earlier examples.)

X77S Jml. Contin. Congress II. 16 We, the subscribers,

do.. signify our assent to, and approbation of, the above

Delegation. X787 Jkffbhson W^r/V. (1894) IV. 441 The
members of the Pennsylvania delegation, .came in.

Delicate, <z. Add:
8. b. Also coUoq. phr. in a delicate condition

or state of health : pregnant.
, ,

X850 DiCKRNs Dav. Copp. xxvii, Mrs. Micawber hemg in

a delicate state of health, was overcome by it. 19x0 Sanoeb



DELICATESSEN.
SewiiiyVeMTs a SAiKvman 1 1937) 1B4, I was the more con-

cerned as Mrs, Sanger was in a delicate condition.

C. Characterized by the fastidious use of slight

qnantities.

i^cA Ammainfana^w. (War Office) 127 Occasionally a
timid, delicate feeder will be met.

Delicatessen (de:likate's3n). oris:. U.S,

[G. delikatessett^ Du. eUlicatcsseny ad. F. delicatesse

(see Dblicatkssk).] Delicacies or relishes for the

table; esp. attrib.y in delicatessen shop, store,

b. eilipt. A delicatessen shop.

x88g Kansas Times ^ Star 7 Nov., Burglars broke into

Blake's delicatessen store, .and . .made an awful mess of the

juicy stuff, canned and bottled. 1896 P'oice (N.Y.) 25 June

6/3 A delicatessen store on upper Third avenue. 1896

G. H. Putnam Backs <5- their Makers I. 249 A dealer in

delicatessen. 1904 ' Alan Dale' Wanted: A Cook 28 To-

night, Anna has provided us what she calls a delicatessen

dinner. 1904 -V. Y. Even. Post 30 June 14 Advt., Our Modern
X)elicaiessen Department on the fifth floor is prepared to

famish estimates for picnic luncheons. 1905 Ibid, 13 Nov. 7

Next iveek's opening of Mr. Conried's operatic delicatessen

store on Broadway. 1908 Daiiv Ckron. 8 Jan. 8/3 The
German delicatessen shops which are now becoming such a
ieature in London life. 1930 Daily Tel. 8 Apr. 9/6 The New
York women, . . in their skyscraf>er niches, where everything

can be done by electricity, with the delicatessen and .

.

prepared food as a stand-by.

Delictal (dili-ktal), a, [f. Delict + -AL.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the natnre of a delict.

1913 H. GouDY in Ess. Legal Hist. Congr. Hist. Stud.
so8 Where.. a delictal action was not strictly penal.. it

transmitted both actively and passively.

Delight, sb. Add :

4. In the name of the sweetmeat called Turkish,

delight (see Turkish a. 2 b), formerly Lumps of
Delight (tr. Turkish rahat luqurn) (whence mod.
Gr. XovitovpiC), altered from Arab, rdhatu Hhalqum
ease for the throat, by association with luqmat, pi.

luqam piece, and apprehended as meaning ' pieces

of delight \
1870 [see Turkish a. il 1875Miss pLiccyrr Eight Cousins

v.Phebe.. crunched the *Lumpof Delight ' tucked into her

mouth. 1894 Daily News 4 June 7/7 The Turkish, or

rather Greek, sweetmeat known as Rabat Loukoums, or
* Lumps of Delight '.

Deligllt, V, 1. absoL Add quots. :

1904 'LiLLiE T, Meadk' Love Triumphant v, I mean to

to to London.. to meet my equals. I shall dazzle,^ I shall

elight. 1908 Gertrude Athkrton Gorgeous Isle iii, There
had been much to delight and awe.

Delilah (dilai-U). Also 6-8 Dalilali. The
name of the woman who betrayed Samson to the

Philistines (see Judges xvi), used allusively to mean
a temptress or treacherous love.

X594J. King (!?« yi?«<w xlvi. (1597) 630 You whoesteeme..
to be the dearlings of the pleasure of Egypt, and be set vpon
the knees of the Delilah of this world. 1614 T. Adams Fatal
Banket i. Wks. (1629) i6g If Dalilah inuite Sampson, ware
bis lockes ; she will spoile the Nazarite of his hayres; there

are many Dalilahs in these dayes. 1678 Butler Hud. iii.

ii. 1115 [Ye] Transform'd all Wives to Dalilahs, Whose
Husbands were not for the Cause. 1768 H. Brooke Fool of
Quat. xiii. III. 30, I have no foreign Dalilahs, no secret

amours. 1879 J. C. Shaibp Robert Bums y\. J4i_ Other
Delilahs on a smaller scale Bums met with duringhis
Dumfries sojourn. 1893 F. Adams New Egypt 63 This is

about as far as the French Delilah dare at present go in the
public incitements of her young Egj'ptian Samson.

Delineatives <^' (Earlier U.S. example.)
1841 H. S. FooTE Texas ^ Texaus I. 40 Others were

perspicuously delineative of current events.

Delineator. Add : 3. (See quots.)

1874 Knight Diet, Meck.^ Delineator i. {Tailoring.) A
pattern formed by rule ; being expansible in the directions

where the sizes vary, as indicated by the varying lengths
obtained by measurement. 2. [Surveying.)^ A peraml)U-

lator, or geodetical instrument on wheels, with registering

devices for recording distances between points [etc. J.

Delint (d/li-nt), z/. [f.DE- + LiNTl.] trans. To
remove the fibre from (cotton or similar seeds).

Hence Deli*iiter. SoDeli'nt j3. (seequot. 1904).
x9oa IVesttn. Gaz. 2 Jan. 7/2 A new process for delinting

and bulling the cotton seed. X904 L. L. Lamborn Cotton-
seed Products 34 Linters, or delint, as the short fiber is also
called, find extensive application in the arts. Ibid. 50 The
delinter is similar in construction to the gin for seed cotton.
I99i> Diet. Occufi. Terms {i<)2y) § 159 />^//«^i'r;. .attends
and feeds machine which removes short fibres adhering to
cotton seeds, after long fibres have been detached in ginning
process.

Deliver, v.'^ Add : 8. d. CoUoq. phr. Ta
deliver the goods ; see *Goods sb. pL
9. e. intr. Of a road : To discharge traffic.

1895 Daily News i Oct. 3/1 The Committee thinking it

desirable that the new thoroughfare shall deliver directly
into and on a level with the Strand.

Delivery. Add :

9. aitrib, and Comb. : delivery cart, -roller^

"tube^ -van., wagon \ delivery box, order (see

quots.) ; delivery pipe, a pipe through which
liquids are ejected, spec, from a pump ; also, a ser-

vice-pipe ; delivery-valve, a discharge valve.
1888 LockfvooeCs Diet. Meek. En^n., *Delivery Box, the

upper or delivery cbamljer of a series of two or three throw
pumps, into which the liquid is lifted by the pistons and
from which it is delivered. 1859 Measom Illustr. Guide
Lane. ^ Carlisle Raihv. 115 Advt., 'l'radesmen*s*Derivery
Carts and Vans. x88a R. Bitheix Counting-house Diet.

(1693), *Delivery ^r^^r, a..document, entitling.. the legal

280

holder thereof, to the delivery of any goods . . of the value of
forty shillings, or upwards, lying in any dock, port, wharf,
or warehouse. 19S4 Times Trade ^ Enf^in. Suppl. 29 Nov.
245/1 Ownership in goods can be transferred by mere en-
dorsement of a hill of lading or a delivery order,. .A delivery

order, or formal request, signed by the owner of goods, that
they be delivered to the firm or person named, or to
' bearer ', must be lodged with the bill of lading or freight

release. 1888 LockivooeCs Diet, Meek. Eugin., * Delivery
Pipes, the series of pipes through which the liquids drawn
up by pumping machinery are ejected. 1889 Hasluck
Model Engin, Handybk. (1900) iii 'J'o connect the delivery-
pipe union. 1893 Daily Nctvs 14 Sept. 5/1 It was noticed
that this water had the power to dissolve the lead of the
delivery pipes. 1874 Knight Diet, Meelu^ *Delizicfy-roller,

that roller in a carding, paper, or calendering, or other
machine, which conducts the object finally from the operative
portions of the apparatus. 1879 Noad & Pref.ce Electrieity

221 The 'delivery tube conducts the gases into a graduated
receiver. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.y *Delivery-vahie^ that
valve through which the discharge of a pumped fluid occurs,

as the upper valve of the air-pump in the condensing steam-
engine, through which water is lifted into the hot-well i(>o6

Westin. Gaz. 22 Feb. ii/i For the purpose of manufacturing
in England motor-cars, motor-omnibuses, and *delivery-

vans. 1907 Ibid. 21 Nov. 4/3 Delivered free by express
motor delivery-van. 1889 Kansas Times ff Star 14 Dec,
The sign painted on one side of the *delivery wagon going
to the various schools with supplies.

Delia Xtobbia (deda r^j-bia"). [Proper name
of a family of Italian painters and sculptors of the

fifteenth century.]

1. Used attrib. to designate the enamelled terra-

cotta ware made by Luca Delia Robbia and his

successors, b. Any similar ware.
1787 Beckford /-c/^y?'. Italy iiSos) I. 307 Some curions

specimens in Terra della Robbia. 1878 Lloyd's JVeek/y

19 May 5/4 (Stanford) A mural tablet in Della Robbia ware.
x886 Etuyel. Brit. XX. 589/2 Though Luca was not the
inventor of the process \sc. the production of terra-cotta

reliefs covered with enamel], yet his genius so improved and
extended its application that it is not unnaturally known
now as Della Robbia ware.

2. Printing. The name of a kind of type.

1917 F. S. Henry Printingfor School ff Shop vi. 79 Mr,
Bullen further subdivides roman letters into two groups—
Display Types and what he calls Publicity Types, Tlie

second includes Cheltenham, Delia Robbia, Pabst Oldstyle,
and IJewick Roman.
Delomorphic (dfl^^m/'ifik), a, Anat, [f. Gr.

ZriKos visible + y^ofxprj form + -ic] Having a definite

form, spec, denoting certain cells of the gastric

glands of the stomach. Also Delomo'rplious a.

1890 Billings Med. Did., Delomorphous cells, large
parietal cells of secretory portion of peptic glands. 1891
W, D. Halliburton Chem, Physiol, f^ Path. 633 Cells of
a different nature called parietal cells (Hcidenhain), delo-

morphic cells (Rollett), or oxyntic cells (Langley).

Delonl (delwl). Also delool, deltU. [Arab.

JJi 4^lul lit obedient.] A dromedary.

1853 Lavard Discov, Nineveh <5- Babylon xi, 236 note,

I use the word Miomedary' for a swift riding camel, the
Deioulof the Arabs, and Hejin of the Turks. ^ 1855 R. F.
Burton El-Medinah xx. 1 1. 225 Bedouins bestriding naked-
backed * Deluls ', 1875 Eneyct. Brit. 1 1. 242/1 The ' hejeen

',

or dromedary, sometimes also called * delool ', or 'facile '.

Delonse (dJlau'z), v, [f.DK- -i- Louse sb^ trans.

To clear of lice. Hence Delou'sing vbl. sb. and
ppl, a.

1919 Library Assoc. Rec. Sept. 6 The inhabitants of each
barrack went in turn to the delousing station on the other
side of the island, where the delousing process took three

days. X9ai GlasgoTo Herald 9 July 7 Ihe fact that there

were no adequate means of delou&ing these men. 1929
A. Forbes Hist. Army Ordn, Serv. HI. ii. 46 Disinfectors

for de-lousing clothing.

Delpbine (de-lfin). Also -in. [ad. L. Del-
phinium.] A deep blue like that ofthe indigo-blue

delphinium.
1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. s.v. Blue^ Deipkin blue^ a mordant

coal-tar color of the o.xazin type. 1923 Daily Mail 2S May
I Shades: Lemon,..Champagne, Delpbine,

Delpbininin. Add : b. = prec
1923 Daily Mail 23 Apr, 6 Exclusive colourings, includ-

ing.. Delphinium, Saxe. X9«7 Observer 9 Ocu 21 Nut
Brown, Cocoa, Delphinium.

Delta. Add :

3- b. Electr, In a three-phase alternator, the

triangular figure formed by the connecting of the

three wires of the transmitting circuit to the junc-

tion of the three coils ; chiefly used attrib.
.,
as delta

connexion, a method of connecting the coils to

the wires of the transmitting circuit in this manner.
1903 Eneycl. Brit. XXVI 1. 582/2 Any three-phase winding

may be changed over from the star to the delta connection.
Ibid. 592/1 If the three coils are closed upon themselves in

a mesh or delta fashion,

4. delta-connexion (see above) ; delta-plain,

-plateau, a sand plain ; delta rays or t-rays^

rays of low penetrative power emitted by radium,
polonium, uranium, and perhaps by other radio-

active substances,
190Z *DeUa connection [see above]. 1892 R. D. Salisbury

Geol. Surv. Neiv Jersey loi (Cent. D. Suppl. s.v. *DeIta-
plain). 1903 Amer. Geol. Sept 163 For such topographic
forms professor Davis long since proposed the name ofdelta-
plain or delta-plateau, instead of sand-plain.

DeluginOIlS (deli«*gin3s), a. [Fantastically

f. Delugje ^ix^rferruginous^ salsuginous.} Like a

deluge.

DEMERSAL.
183s Dabley Nepentlie 11. 60 He. .enthralls EUrth in

deluginous ocean. i9a3 Glasgow Herald 15 Nov. 8 The
deliiginous flooding of its markets. 1924 Ibid, 15 Apr. 8
When the Great War broke deluginous over the world.

Delusion. Add : 3. b. A fixed penchanty^r
(something), U.S.
1901-2 Rep. Kansas State Board Agrzc. 52 (Cent. D.

Suppl. s.v. Disked) 'ITiere was a time when swine-breeders

had a dtflusion for 'dished faces' and heavy jowls.

De luxe (d? b/ks). [Fr,, lit. * of luxury*,]

Luxurious, sumptuous ; of a superior kind.

1819 edition de luxe (see Luxe 2]. 1865 * Ouida ' Strath-
fttore viii, I wonder governments don't tax good talk; it's

quite a luxury, and they might add de luxe. 1885 edition

de luxe [see Luxe 2]. 1890 trains de luxe [see Luxe 2).

Z908 VVestm. Gaz. 6 June 5/1 We are conscious of some-
thing de luxe, but not oppressed by the sense of it.

Delvauxite (delv^'ksait). Min, [ad. G. del-

vauxit (1845), f. the name of Professor Delvaux
de Teuffe : see -iteI.] A variety of dufrenite.

Also Delvau'xene [F. delvauxitie (1838)].
1864 Church in Chemieal Neivs 24 Sept. 145/1 The

formula 2 Fe203.P05-l-24 HO is assigned to delvauxite.

i368 Dana Min. 58^ Church also demonstrates that the

delvauxite of Liege is only a wet dufrenite. Ibid., The
delvauxene is from Besnau, near Vis^ in Belgium.

Delve, V, 9. (Elarlier U.S. example.)
1838 Caroline Oilman Reeoll, Southern Matron xxix.

204 The poor motlier, .delving at her needle.

Deiiiagpa.etized(d/m£egnet3izd),^//.a. [f.De-
magnetize + -ED 1.] Deprived ofmagnetic quality.

1876 Preece & SiVEWRiGHT Telcgr. 346 A demagnetised
needle.

DemagOgpie, v. Delete nonce-wd. and add
modern U.S. examples.
1850 Congress. Globe 24 July App. 946 In Ohio, the master-

spirits of the party, while demagoging upon the stump, have
promised the people [etcj. 1867 ibtd. 16 Mar. 146/1 There
was a great temptation presented to members of the Re-
publican party now to demagogue. 1876 Congress. Rec.
I July 4338/1, I have not been one of those, .trying to cut

down a few dollars for the purpose of demagoguing before

the county,

2, trans. To deal with (a matter) after the

fashion of a demagogue,
1897 Congress, Rec. 20 Feb. 2041/2 Here is a plain, com-

mon-sense question, not to be demagogued in any way.

Demantoid (dimse-ntoid). [f. Sw., Du. de-

matit diamond + -oid.] A green variety of garnet

having a brilliant lustre.

1892 E. S. Dana y. D. Dana's Min. 442 Demantoid is a
grass-green to emcrald-greeu variety [of garnet) with bril-

liant luster. 1895 Anderson Prospector's Handbk, (ed, 6) 96
Garnet.. .Demantoid, green. 1897 Edin. Rezi. Oct. 346 The
demantoid or Bobrovka garnat. \^^o Brit. Museum Return
144 Demantoid with fibrous enclosures.

Demarcator (d^-majk^itar). [f. Demarcate +
-OR.] One who marks out boundaries.

185^ Daily News 25 Feb, 6/3 English demarcators and
French got on together excellently welL 1900 Ibid, 22 Dec.
7/2 The demarcators failed to agree, and there b now a
tremendous question between the two countries as to the

lines drawn on the map by their respective experts.

Demargarinated (d^'maugarin^ited), a, [f.

Dk- + Margarin + ATE 3 + -ED 1.] Of an 6il, hav-

ing the stearin or solid part removed.
1920 W. Clayton Margarine 10 A deposit of ' stearin * en-

sues.., and if this is removed a ' winter ' oil is obtained...

Such winter oils are also said to be ' demargarinated '.

Dementi (d^mantz). [Fr., f. dSmentir to give

the lie.] In modem use applied esp. to an official

contradiction of a published statement.
1698-X883 [see Dementie]. 1918 The Crime II. v. 228

The semi-official organ seeks to defend the reports of Pour-
tales against the English dementis. 1921 Contewp. Rev.

Jan. 103 My information contradicts the dementis published
by the Deutsche Tageszeitung,

Demerara (demeresTa, demera'ra). The name
of a region of British Guiana, used to designate a

kind of raw cane-sugar, originally and chiefly

brought from Demerara, the crystals of which have
a yellowish-brown colour.

1848 Sugar Question 11. 72 With a long price of 42*. for

Demerara sugar, and more labour, the estates could go on.

1880 Eneycl, Brit. XL 251/1 The 'Demerara crystals'

are very popular for their purity and saccharine strength.

189s Young ^Voman Dec. 98/2 Sprinkle them with a little

Demerara sugar to form a crisp brown coating. 190X Brit.

Med. yml. 4 May 1119/2 The West India Committee have
caused several grocers to be prosecuted, .for selling yellow

crystals as Demerara sugar.

Demerit, v. Add

:

2. b. To lower in status by cancelling of merit
1895 Century Mag, Oct. 843/2 He stands a fair chance of

being demerited and punished until his hope of release

before he is of age is almost extinguished.

DemBrsal (d/'mo'rsal), a. \L L. demersus, pa.

pple. of denierg^re to submerge : see -al,] Of the

eggs of fishes : Sinking to the bottom of the sea,

deposited at or near the bottom. Of fishes

:

Living near the bottom.
1889 Nature 13 June 159/2 The herring with its demersal

eggs, fixed firmly to the bottom. 191X A>in. Rept. Sea Fish,

zgog p. vi. in Parlt. Papers XXIV, Demersal fish landed

from each ' Area * of the North Sea. 1915 A. M eek in Rep.

Dove Mar. Lab. Cullercoats 14 The region where the de-

mersal fry are mainly congregated. 1925 Public OpiifioH

16 Oct. 376/1 This increase was most marked in the bottom
living or demersal fish.



D£M£HSION.

Demersion. Add : 2. Organic matter lying

at the bottom of the sea.

(1919 A'a/wrtf 31 July 43S/2 There remains the * Demcr-
son ', that extremely plenteous floating ort;anic matter, .de-

rived from the. .planktonic forms which raiti down '. .from
the upper waters lo the depths below.J 1923 [see * Benthos].

Demidofite (demidf^'fsit). AJin. [a. Sw. demi-

dcvit ( 1 856}, f. the name of the Prince de Demidcv^
A variety of chrysocolla.

1868 Daxa Min. 403 DcmiJoffite occurs at Tagilsk, Urals,

in mammilla": ed crusts of a slcy-blue color.

Demi-mondaillO (d7mi,mond^). [Fr. ; f.

IDemi-monde.] a woman of the demi-monde.
1894 Nation (N.Y.) la July 29/1 The conclusion is irresis-

tible that be has been fooled into \>iV\^\x\%d€mi-m<mdaims
women of good society. 1898 W.J. Locke A/<?/jxxi.a 11 Her
manner ^^as that of the insolently Inxurious demi-mondaine.

Demiour^OS (di"mian»*JQ7s). A strict tran-

scription of Gr. Si)fuovpy6s (see s.v. Deuiurge).
1923 J, P. NuTfT* Edttcatiottf Data ^ First Princ. 193 The

*pure geol<%ist still presses for the kind of understanding
of the earth's structure that we might ascribe to the demi-
oureos who made it. 19x4 W.li.SELBiE/'f>'cAtf/./?^//>. 56*l"he

familiar conception of the demiourgos in gnostic philosophy.

Demi-repritable (dcmi|re-pii2tab*l), a. [f.

Demi- + Reputable: see Demi-rep.] Of doubtful

reputation. Also De^mi-reputa'tion.
1897 W. J. LocKB Derelicts xvii. 224 That fashionable

demi-repiitable world which had drawn him to his precipice.

1909 Maro. B. Sauni>ers Litany Lam x. People with
doubtful histories, women t^demi-reputation.

Demi-semL Add recent examples.
tgot Confoit^. Rev. Mar. 358 England. .no longer. .em-

ployed the demi-semi-educated to educate the voters. 1906
Daily ChroH. i May 3/1 Among the demi>semi-educated
a laugh can always be raised by sitting down upon a silk

hat ! 1908 IhiJ. 13 May 7/7 In the demi.semi-rural districts

on the outskirts of towns.

Dezniss. 1. Delete \Obs. or arch, and add :

1837 Mansimg in Leslie Life (1^21) 269, I wrote a very
soft, dcmiss rejoinder. 1888 Doughty Arabia Deserta
I. 353 Not timid as the demissDamasc*^neChri.stians. 1903
Brvck Studies in Cantemfi.Biog^, 53 By appearing too demtss
or too unenterprising in foreign affairs.

Demit (d/mi't), sb. U.S. J-reemasonry. Also
dimit. [f. Demit z'.2] Written permissioa to
leave a lodge, granted to a mason.
1856 R. Morris in A. G. Afackey Encycl. Freemasonry

(1879) 221/2 A ' demit '^ technically con>idered, is the act of
withdrawing, and applies to the I^ge and not to the in*

dividual. 1879 ibid. 220/1 The granting of 'a dimit* does not
oeccanrilylead to the conclusion that the Mason who received

it has left the Lodge. He has only been permitted to do so.

/^/^.32 1/2 'A demi t' is . .an A mericanism of ver^' recent usage,

Demnitioil (demni \^xi). CbieHy U.S, Euphe-
mistic pronunciation of Damnation 3 b.

1838 [see "Bow-wow ac]. 1840 PoE Business Man WVs.
IV, 168 A democratic rabble is so obtrusive, and so full of
demnition mischievous little boys. 1888 San Francisco
Weekly Exam, an Mar. (Farmer) It was demnition hot.

Demo, U.S. abbreviation o( Democrat a.

1796-1801 Fesskmoen Orig: Poemt 57 In vain each demo
spouts and billows. x8o6 — Democr. Unx>eiUd \. iit
Nothing did demos any good But syllogisms made of woou.

Demob (d/m^'b), v. CoUoq. abbreviation of
Deuobili/e.
i9ao Clasgavo Herald 3 Jane 11 Some young soldiers.

.

who bad l>ecn recently demobbed. X9ax Ibid. 5 Feb. 7 The
unemployed demobbed men. i9«a W. J. Locks Tale 0/
Triona v. 56 'I'he impecunious demobbea, X9a6 Spectator
36 June 1075 I He was 'demobbed ' in 1903.

Democrat. 3. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1873 Trans. f>e/). Agric, Illinois X. 65 Landing at the

depot about midnight, they were conveyed in a * Democrat

'

at Drcak.neck speed to the Railroad House,

D6mod6 (dfm<7ii*d^, |ldtfmod^)r a, [Fr., = De-
moded.] Out of fashion.

1896 Westm. Gas. 7 Mar. 3/2 A chance of reincarnation
for some denftod^ white satin bodice. 1900 Daily News
x6 Oct. 6/6 There is fashion in art, a* in everything else,

and the d^mod^ painter soon passes into an obscurity which
be does not deserve. 1918 Observer a6 Feb. 15/5 Ibsen,

demod^ as he is, seems to have the quality of the mountain
that does not move. 1930 Ttifie 4- Tide 4 Apr. 451 This
does not mean ihit Mr. Hinell's mind is demode.

Demogra*phical» <i. = DsuoaBApHic. Also
Dezaogra'phlcally adv.
1902 Daily Citron. 7 Nov. a/j» The application of what we

ini)iht almost call dcmograpnical method to departmental
studies of the French Revolution.^ 1904 Biomelrika ia.n.

100 Bu^os-Ayres is a town which is altering demographi-
cally in two very sensible ways.

Demoiselle. Add

:

2. o. A fish of the genus Potnacenirus,
X884 GooDR Nat. Hist. AquaticA nim. 275 The Demoisello

andtbeCichtid Families. \^Al^%v.nv. A returns Adv. x\\.^\'^

Out from this very coral rock in its path there would shoot
a dimin'itive demoiselle, fins erect in righteous wrath.

d. The tiger-shark, Galeocerdo iigrinus,'
a 1889 Flayi-air (Cent. Dicu).

Demon. Add

:

2. e. Applied to a being of saperhuman or
'diabolical' energy, skill, etc. (cf. 3 a spec,'),

1876 Cmtrsine Calendar 21 A demon of a hare got op for

Rose and Bar Girl. Ibid. 315 It was hard lines indeed for

Mr. Wat54m to meet with such a demon of a hare for the
decider. 1899 Weitm,Gaz. 6 Feb. 3/1 He is a demon of
accuracy.

3. demon star, Algol [Arab, J^ J\ the

demon : see Ghoul], the /3 sur of Persens.

281

1895 Funk's Standard Diet, 1909 Daily Chrott. 1 Sept.
7/3 AJgol, the Demon Star.

Demonomaniac (drmon<7,tntf5*niaek), [f. De-
MONOMAxiA : see -Aa] One who believes himself
to be possessed by a devil.

1891 tr. C. Lotnbroso's Man of Genius in. \. 173 For the de-
monomaniacs of a hundred years ago. .are now substituted
the modern paranoiacs, 19x0 Chesterton Ne^ ferns, ix.

177, I do not say that psychologists admit the discovery of
demoniacs ; and if they did they would doubtless call them
something else, such as demonomaniacs.
Demonstration. Add

:

8. atlrib.^ chiefly in sense 5.
1883 [see sense 5 in Diet.]. 1899 Westm, Gaz. 16 June 4/1

The demonstration farm of the Northumberland County
Council at Cockle Park. 190a Lanteri Modelling XiwroA. i

The notes of « hich I made use for my demonstration-classes
at the Royal College of Art. 1902 Rep. Brit. Forestry 9 in
Parlt. Papers XX. 1215 That two areas for practical demon-
stration_ be acquired.. .We suggest that the Alice Holt
Woods in Hampshire be made available as soon as possible
to ser\'e as a Demonstration Area. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 22
May 12/2 The Board of Education recognises gardening as
a school subject. . . To each school is allotted a demonstration
plot, which IS used by the teacher for object-lessons. 1908

J. J. FiNDLAV (title) The Demonstration Schools Record.
1909 Westm. Gaz. 36 Jan. 4/ i To . . give demonstration
flights.

Demoralizei v. Add : 2. b. intr. for pass.

To lose moral strength or character.

1^3 R. Langbrioge Flame 4* Flood xx\. She had demo-
ralised beneath the unwise admirationofbermereness which
she received from Maurice.

Demoralizingly (d/'mf7'ral3idr)li), adv. [f.

Demoralizing ppl. a. + -lt 2.] In a demoralizing
manner ; to a demoralizing degree.
1996 W. J. Locke Old Bridge iv. xii, It seemed.. so de-

moralizingly vicious to drink a friend's cocktails or whisky
behind closed doors.

DemOsthenian, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1834 Deb. Cono^ess 10 Mar. 843 This Demosthenian pour-

in^-out of the shreds and patches of old Grecian orations.

Demote (d/m^ut), v. oxi^.U.S, [f. De-4-
(Pbo)mote.] trans. To reduce to a lower rank or

class. Hence I>emo'tlo]i.

189s Funk^s Standard Did, 1900 Daily Netvs 26 May
6/7 when absentees returned to school, the masters were un-
willing to ^demote* them. 1901 Stnithsonlan Jiep.{i<y>'2) 75
Promotion and demotion, i.e., advancement in *age* (rank)
by common consent in recognitionof prowess, etc., with cor-

relative reduction in 'age as the penalty for cowardice.
x^i^ Daily Mail

-J
Oct. ^/4 Major-General Biddle.. is shortly

to be 'demoted' to brigadier. 1929 R. A. Fisher Genet.
Tlu, Nat. Selection 326 The agencies controlling promotion
or demotion.

Demoticist (dim^tisist). [f. Deuotio i -i-

-IST.] A student of demotic script Also Demo*-
tlBt.
190a EncycL Brit, XXVIL 726/2 Though demotic hasnot

yet received seriousattention at Berlin, the influence of that

f;reat school has made itself felt amongst demotists, especially
m Switzerland, Germany, America, and England. 191

1

Year's Work Class. Stud. 18S The use made in the syntax
of the writings of the modern demoticists.. is.. quite fresh
and very interesting.

Den, v.^ 2. To den up, U.S. coUoq. (Earlier

example.)
1843 American Pioneer XI, 171 In that climate [sc. of

Canada] the bears usually dea up in the winter, and Ue in
something of a torpid state.

Denatant (d/n^ tant), a. [f. De- + Natant.]
Of migrating fishes : Swimming with the current.

Hence Denata'tioai, the migration of fishes in the

direction of the current.

1915 (sec •Contranatant). 19x0 Rep. Dove Mar, Lab,
Cullercoats 38 .\ consideration of our herring shoals from the
standpoint of denatation.

Denationalism (dfnse-Janaliz'm). [f. De-
nationalize : see -I8M.] The loss or deprivation

of national character. Also Deiia*tionallst, one
who would deprive a people of its national identity.

1516 Stanford & Forsyth Hist. Music (1925) 305 The
nationalists and the denationalists. 19x3 Glasgozu Herald
39 Mar. 9 International control of the Khineland and the
Saar meant denationalism of the people.

Denaturalizer (dihsctiiiraUizdi, -tjbr-). [f.

Denatukauze + -krI.] One who or that which
denaturalizes.
1831 Crisis ig May 31/3 Man. .the great denaturalizer of

other animals, has exerted his deforming powers most re-

markably, .upon him^If. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 38 Mar. 4/3
That xdcai * de-natural iser ' which would, .solve the whole
problem.

Denatnrant (dfn^-tiiirant, -tjar-). Also -ont,

[f. De.vatube v. + -aktI.] a substance added to

alcohol and other commodities as a denaturing
agent. (Cf. Denatobe v, 2.)

1905 Westm. Gaz. 4 Apr. 5/2 Alcohol similar in purity to
methylated spirits before the denaturent is added. 1906
Daily Chron, 15 Sept. 3/4 The problem of a cheap, avail-

able and efficient denaturant. i^to Auto 4 Mar. 248/2 A real

denaturant, which will leave the fuel efTective for its pur.
pose, but destroy its qualities as a substitute for drinkable
spirit. X9aa Chambers's Jrnl. 624/2 Alcohol of 95 per cent.

purity was used without denaturents.

Denaturate (dfn^'iiiir^it, -tJbr-), v. \l. De- +
Natube + -ATE •*.] = Denature v.

189S Iajhcv. Sulphuric Acid (ed. 2) It. 14 Decomposing
the salt for saltcakc. .is avoided by 'dcnaturatiog * the salt

DENTABIA.
under official suf>ervision. 1904 Daily Chron. 4 Aug. 3/5A proper denaturating medium is not known,

Denatnrize (dih^tiiiraiz, -tjor-), z/. [f. De- +
Nature + -ize,] = Denature v. 2, HenceDena:-
tnriza'tion, denaturation.
1898 Trans. Ainer. Inst. Electr. Engin. 139 (Cent. D.

Suppl.). 1905 Westm, Gaz. 26 Jan. 2/2 The general idea is

that if the alcohol be denaturised . . it should be subject to no
impost.

Dendrite. Add : 3. Anat, Each of the short
branching filamentous outgrowths of a nerve-cell,
X90O_W. S. Hall Physiology 535 The dendrites, or proto-

plasmic processes, resemble more closely in appearance the
cell-body itself than does the axon. 190a Encycl, Brit. X'^W

,

394/2 In the simplest cases the dendrites carry the sensory
impulse to the nerve-ce!I. 1937 Haldane & Huxley .^«;w.
Biol. I. 40 Shorter branched outgrowths (dendrites).

Dendron (dcndr^pn). Anat. [a. Gr. Uvhpov
tree.] = *Dendbite 3.
1901 DoRLAND Med, Diet (ed. 2).

Dener (drnsa). slang, a shilling. Cf.*DEANER.
^1907 Daily Chron. 26 July 4/7 In Ireland the 'denarius*
lingers in the name for a shilling—a dener. 1908 Ibid.

5 Feb. 4/7 Here we come to classic reminiscences of the
denarius ! It is a ' bob ', and ' owt deners ' is a florin.

Dengue. (Earlier U.S. examples,)
i8a8 Charleston Courier 15 July, The Dengue. This.,

epidemic exists at this time in our city. Ibid. 9 Aug. 1830
Amer. Beacon (Norfolk, Va.) 9 Nov. 2/2 A rheumatic fever,

pronounced by the physicians to be the celebrated Dengue
of 1818, made its appearance.

Denia (dr-nia). The name of a Mediterranean
seaport of Spain in the province of Alicante used
attrib. to denote the products grown in that neigh-
bourhood, as Denia grape, Denia orange; also

ellipt. for these,

184s Dodo Brit. Manuf, V. 102 The ' Lexias * produce a dry
wine, the ' Denias * a sweet wine. 1904 Westm. Gaz. t2 Aug.
lo/t Quantities of new Denia grapes flood the market.

Denidation (dfnid^Jan). Path, [f. Db- +
L. nidus nest : see -atiok] The removal of the

nidus for a fertilized ovum.
1874 J. H. Avkling in Obstetr. yml. July 212 Nidation

has been likened to gestation. Denidation may be com-
pared with parturition.

Denier^. Add: 4. A unit of weight, equal to
about 8J troy grains, by which silk yarn is weighed
and its fineness estimated. Hence "D&ni^'Tv.trans.,

to ascertain the fineness (of silk yams) in deniers

;

DeuioTer.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1105 The first of these raw silks will

have a titre of 20 to 24 deniers. 1858 Simmonds Did.
Trade^ Denirr,. .in Italy, a small weight equal to about
a grain, by which silk is weighed. 1887 Colonial <V Indian
Exhib.j Rep. Col. Sect. 341 '1 he general sizes [of silk] seem
to be 16 to 20 deniers, but it will range from about 10 to 24
deniers, single thread. 19*1 Did. Occup. Terms (1927) § 149
Tester^siik; denierer, examiner \ samples, weighs and tests

artiflcial silk for quality when spun. 1937 T. Wooohouse
Artificial Silk 78 Finally the hanks are weighed., to

ascertain the denier count 19x8 (Jan. 11) British Celanese^

Ltd. (To shareholders] Artificial silk yarns in all the forms
and grades which correspond to any deniers existing and
offered in the trade.. . Finest single hlament denier thread,
being approximately 0*5 to 2 denier.

Denkli (de*gkli), Indian. [Hind. (Hmdi)
4kenkliJ\ A contrivance used in India for raising

water for purposes of irrigation.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 592/1 In India this is known as
the denkli or paecottak \ in Egypt it is called the shoitA/.

Denmark (dcnmaik). The name of one of

the Scandinavian countries, used attrib., as in Den-
mark satin,

1858 Simmonds Did. Trade. i8Ss Caijlfeild & Saward
Did. Needieu'orkt Denmark Satin, a kind of worsted stuff

employed for the making of women's shoes, measuring 27
inches in width.

Denonncey v. Add : 6. b. absot. or intr.

1837 E. G. G, Howard Old Commodore iii, He first

petitioned, then remonstrated, and, fooli>h boy ! at last de.
nounced. x888 Mrs. H. Ward Robert Elsmere xl, I went
to confront, to denounce you!..l went lo denounce.and
the Lord refused it to me.

Dent, ppl. a, 3. U.S. Add ; Also ellipt. Also,

seequot. 1909.
1853 Trans. Mich. Agric Soc. V, 125 The land.. was

planted. .with the 'Indian Yellow Dent'. 1873 Trans.
Dep. Agric. Illinois X. 77 The Dent Corns—White and
Yellow Dent, Large White, and Yellow Bent. 1909 W.
Batkson MendeCs Princ. Heredity 264 According as the

seeds {of maize] are opaque or semi-transparent, the varie*

ties are distinguished as 'Dent ' or ' Flint*.

Dental, a* Add : 1. C. Engaged in dentistry or

dental work, as dental mechanic, an operative

who makes artificial dentures ; dental moulder,
one who moulds artificial teeth for dentures;

dental surgeon, a dentist.

1931 Ad II
.J-

la Geo. K c 21 5 3 (i) The occupation of a
"dental mechanic. Z9ax Did. Occup. Terms (1927) S ^'8
*Dental moulder.

3. Provided or fitted with toothed projections.

1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 312 The application

of a dental faced crushing side to a hopper.

Dentaria (dentestria), Bot. [mod.L., fem. sing,

of L. dentarius pertaining to the teeth, so called

from the toothed roots of the plant.] A plant of

the cruciferous genus so named, toothwort.



DENTED.
1886 M. Arnold Lett. (1895) II. 327 The dentarias too are

beautiful.

Dented,///, a. Add :

3. b. Of Indian com (see Ti%-st ppL a. 3). U.S.

i8« Trans. Mich. A^c. Soc. VI. 151 My. mode of har-

vesting is, to cut up the corn as soon as it is generally

denied, or glazed.

Dentelle. 3. Add; dentelU border^ tooling

m

bookbinding.
1890 Catal. Rxkih. Bk.-bindin^s Grolier Cluhw DenielU

Border, A tooled pointed border with finely dotted or

Gascon ornaments in imitation of lace. Ibid. 21 [Book]

Blue morocco; double with blue morocco, laige dentelle

tooling.

Dentez (de-nteks). [L.] An acanthopterygious

fisli of the genus of that name, common in the

waters of the Levant.
x88o GiJNTHER Fishes 389 Dentex— . . Marine fishes rather

locally distributed in the Mediterranean. 19*5 Cojtntries of
World IV. -ztT^lx The dentex and bairacada pike.

Denudant (c]?ni«-dant). [f. Denude v, +
-ANT I.] That which denudes; spec, in GeoL, an

agent or agency which removes disintegrated

matter and lays bare the underlying rock or for-

mation.
1894 J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age (ed. 3) 359 Its \sc, the boulder-

clay's] chief denudant has evidently been running water.

Department, sb. Add :

6. department store, orig. U,S.^ a large shop
dealing in a variety of articles.

1896 Congress. Rec 7 Apr. -^ddi/iz [He] seems to think that

a department store is the great curse of the country and the

devilfish which ought to I^ killed. 1903 Forum Oct. 223 A
certain department store in Chicago contains in its equipment
no fewer than 53 elevators. 191 1 R. W. Chambers Co/«w/(7«

Law n. 45 One of those bread-and-butter objects that the
department shops call a ' Miss '. 1928 Daily Mail 25 July
4/3 One hi:; department store, where Japanese paper fans

are priced from 3d. to ^s. 6d, each, is selling 1,000 a day.

Departmental, ^. Add : 3. Consisting of or

comprising several departments.
1934 Times Trade ^ Engin. Suppl. 29 Nov. 235/2 The

departmental stores and the larger retail shops throughout
the Western States. 1918 Alonza James Covunerce i. 53
Departmental stores contain under one^ roof many depart-
ments. It is possible to purchase groceries, boots and shoes,

furniture, clotliing, toilet requisites, as well as listen to the
latest jazz music u^m the orchestra.

Departme'ntalist. An adherent or advo-

cate of departmentalism.
19*8 Manck. Guardian Weekly 31 Aug. 175/1 It will not

be possible for departmentalists and lawyers of backward
countries to be any longer unconscious of their own imper-
fections.

Depatriation (d/psetri^i-pn). [f.DEPATRlATE

:

see -TiON.] The removal from one's or its country,

1918 Oxf. Mag. 21 June 342/2 To rescue works of art of the
first importance from the swift-flowing tide of depatriation.

Dependability (dipendabi-liti), [f. Depend-
able : see -ility.] The quality of being dependable,

reliability,

1901 F. T. BuLLEN Sa£k 0/ Shakings 264 Next to the
Trades in dependability.. are the west winds of the regions
north and south of the Tropics. 19x2 Daily Mail 7 Nov. 8
Renowned for entire Dependability, 1928 Daily F.xpr^ss
21 Apr. 10/3 That essential solidity and dependability that
every wise woman seeks in her life mate.

Depersonalization (drpdussnal^iz^'/sn). [f.

DEPEBSONALIZE + -ATION.] The action of deper-

sonalizing or fact of being depersonalized.

1907 Illingworth Doctr. Trin. x. 151 Madness, prison,

suicide may be the end, and all equally symbolise the
destruction of proper personality, or, to use a modern term,
tlie depersonali-iation, to which transgression leads, zjixa

F. VON HiJGEL Eternal Li/e 69 A certain depersonalization
of his conception of this same Christ, 1929 Times 14 Ang.
6/3 That progress means the * de-personalization' of the
individual.

Deplane (d/pl.?i-n), vJ^ [f, De- + *Plane sb,'^"]

intr. To descend from an aeroplane.
1923 Blackiv. Mag. July 11/2 Dudley left me, saying.,

that he was to ' deplane * [jc. by parachute] now. 1929 Morn.
Post 28 Oct., Two new words, 'enplane' and * deplane'.

Depo, U.S. var, of Depot,
1819 E. Evans Pedestrious Tour 180 The Hudson.. the

great maritime depo of the state.

Deport, V. Add : 5. b. In Indian nse, =
*Detain v. I. So Deporta'tiou = *Detention7,
1909 ViscT. MoRLEv/«^/a« .S^^fcZ/w 144 Great uneasiness

is growing in the House of Commons as to the matter of
deportation. .You knowwhat deportation means. It means
that nine Indian gentlemen on December 1 3 last were arrested
and are now detained. Ibid. 149 If he is one of these nine
deported men, he is not put into contact with criminal per-
sons. 1910 V. Chirol Indian Unrest vii. 99 The deporta-
tion struck just at that type of agitator whose influence is

most pernicious because it is mostsubiie. 1914 Mrs.Besant
India ff the Empire 123 Harmless men like my friend
I^joat Rai, who is here, are deported or imprisoned without
trial.

Deportable (d^poa-jtab'l), a. [f. Deport 2^.+

-ABLE.] Punishable by deportation.
1891 Stevenson Vailivia /-<r/^ (1895) looTIiis intervention

would have been a deportable offence.

Deportee (dfpoitr), [f. Deport v, -t- -ee i.]

One who is or has been deported ; spec, in Indian

use, = *Detenu.
1895 Wcstvi. Gaz. 13 Dec. 5/1 One party of fifteen de-

portees from Constantinople having been massacred. 1909
h\o».i.e.\' Recoil. (1917) II. 309 The failure to tell the deportee
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what he is arrested for. 19x0 V. CniitOL Indian Unrest vii.

99 The grounds on which Government announced the release

of these deportees last winter were even more unhappily
chosen than the moment for the announcement. 1914 Mom.
Post 3 Feb. 9/4 To intercept the Umgeni and give the
deportees an opportunity of returning to their homes.

Deposit, sb, 6. Add : deposit account (earlier

U.S. example) ; (sense 3) bed, gold^ mines.
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 89 Their average *deposit account

during that period was about eight hundred thousand
dollars. 1849 C. Lanman Alleghany Mts. i. 11 Heretofore
the gold ore of Lumpkin county has been obtained from
what is called the *deposit beds. Ibid. 17 The *deposit
gold is extracted from the gravel by means of a simple
machine called a rocker. 1833 H. Barnard in Maryland
Hist. Mag. XIII. 346, I.. hired a horse for 50 cents to go
down to see the *deposite mines, which are spread over the
whole country.

Depot. V. Add : depot-wagon U.S.,^ formerly

a square-box wagon with a detachable top ; now a

rockaway with a trap-door at the rear end which
can be converted into a baggage-rack * {Cent, Diet.

Suppl.).

1908 Daily Chron, ^g Sept. 7/1 Resisting a little as he
drew her out, down the stairs, and aided her to enter the
depot-wagon.
Hence Depot v. trans., to place in a depot.
1921 H. G. PoNTiNG Gt. White South 274 When near the

summit, Captain Scott told off four more of the party to

depot their surplus and return.

Deprecating (dcpr/k^itiq), ///. a, [f. Depre-
cate V. + -ING ^.] That deprecates or expresses

disapproval or disavowal ; deprecatory.
1871 L. W. M. Lockhart Fair to See xviii, A bright, but

withal deprecating, smile on her lovely face. 1919 Wode.
house Damsel in Distress xi. Albert waved a deprecating
hand. 1925 Mrs. Belloc Lowndes Some Men i^- Women
199 With a queer, half-deprecating, half-humorous look on
his handsome face.

Depreciating, ///. ci. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1777 J. Adams IVks. (1854) 1^- 4^3 There is so much
injustice in carrying on a war with depreciating currency
that we can hardly pray with confidence for success,

Depressent. Variant of Depressant sb,, a
depressing influence.

1894 Stevenson & Osbourne Ebb-Tide i. v, 87 So strong
a tonic to the merely weak, and so deadly a depressent to
the merely cowardly.

Depressingness (drpre-siqnes) . [f. Depress-
ing ppl. a, + -NESS.] The quality of being de-

pressing.

1923 Glasgoiv Herald 9 June 7, I wonder if he finds * per-

vading depressingness ' in these verses. 19*7 Chambers's
Jrnl. 3/3 More likely to stop a fellow from getting back to

the mark, by its wretched 'depressingness *.

Depressor. Add : 4. Electr, A device in

the return circuit for keeping the potential in that

circuit the same as that of the earth.

1909 Cent. Did. Suppi. s.v., A depressor or crusher is

essentially of the same nature as a booster, but is applied to

the regulation of the return circuit Instead of the insulated

circuit.

Deprint (dz' print), sb. [f. De- -i- Print sb,'\ An
offprint. Hence Depri'nt v. {Cent. Diet. Suppl.).

1885 Skkat in Academy 22 Aug. 121/3 Various terms,

such as 'deprint', 'exprint', &c., have been proposed to

denote a separately printed copy of a pamphlet. 189s
{title) Modern Language Kotes: Deprints of Articles by
George C. Keidel, Ph.D. ..Baltimore, Md. 1895.

Depth. rV. Add : depth, bomb, charge, a

bomb capable of exploding under water.

1918 E. S. Farrow Did. Mil. Terms s.v., Submarines..
are pursued and destroyed by dropping "depth bombs from
the observing aircraft or warship. 1917 War lilusiraied iS

Dec. 361 Telegraph to seamen . . who prepare to drop ^Depth
Charges to destroy U-boat. 1^20 Blackvj. Mag. Mar. 315/2
The depth-charge thrower, which later came into common
use. .was as yet far from perfection. 1928 C. F. S. Gamble
N. Sea Air Station Introd. 14 Lieutenant Williamson.,
described how depth-charges (he said 'bombs exploding 20
feet under the surface of the water 'j might possibly be used
to destroy submarines.

Depilla (de-pi/Ha). Embryol. [mod,L., irreg.

dim. of Gr. hkTta% goblet.] The stage in the deve-

lopment of a fertilized egg-cell which succeeds the

blastula and precedes the gastrula.

1893 E. Ray Lankester tr. Haeckets Hist. Great, (ed. 4)

n. 159 Depula. {Hooded larva.) Hood-shaped larva with
body-cavity (Blastoccel) and primary intestine (Progaster)
('Gastrula invaginata*).

Deputize- 2. Add illustration of wider use.

1900 il'estm. Gaz. 27 Sept. 5/2 Sir Samuel Scott being
absent in South Africa, has cabled the neighbouring Tory
candidate, Mr, Boutnois, to deputise for him. 1904 Daily
Chron. 15 Sept. 3/6 He was called upon at various limes to

deputise for other high officials. 1906 Sat. Re7'. 30 June
807 With the exception of Mr. Stead and Mr.T. P.O'Connor,
the representatives of the press were deputising in the
absence of their chiefs. 1915 Observer 31 Jan. 9/6 Mrs.
Levison.. deputising for Lady Jeliicoe, read to the company
a letter.

Deracialize (drr^-Jiabiz), v. [f. De- + Racial
+ -IZE.] trans. To remove racial characteristics

or features from. So Deraclaliza'tion.
1899 Patten Devel. En^l. Thought 365 Religious leaders,

no longer deracialized by education, are dissatisfied with
foreign platitudes and commonplaces. 1907 lyestm. Gaz.
21 Feb. 2/2 The good service they have rendered by de-
racialising (so to speak) the elections. 1931 Sir A. Keith
Ethnos 27 Where Huxley went wrong was m believing that
when Europeans belonging to separate racial stocks, .were

DERIVATION.
planted together,, they became, if I may coin a term, de-
racialized. Ibid. 90, 1 am convinced that deracialisation is

possible.

Deracixi6 (d^ras/n^), a. (sb.) [Fr, : see Dera-
cinate.] ' Uprooted' from one*s (national or social)

environment. Also sb.

xgtt igth Cent. May 770 The unseen Jew deracini provides
munitions of argument for the revolutionary group. load

J. liucHAN Dancing Floor \. vi, She rides well, but her
manners are atrocious. Lord, how I dislike these d^racines !

Derate (d/r^i-t), v. ff. De- + Rate 5^.1] trans.

and intr. To diminish the burden of rates (upon).

Hence Dera'ting vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

X938 Churchill in Hansard's Pari. Deb. Ser.v. CCXVI.
849 Twelve months will be required after thai Bill is passed,
to enable the new valuation to be made for the purposes of
de-rating. Ibid. 869 The cost of the complete de-rating of
agriculture is about ^£4,750,000. 1928 Daily Express 22

June 2/4 [He] asked the Government to expedite their

derating scheme, which is expected to be worth
;(^ 3,000,000

a year to the coal industry. igsS Daily Tel. 17 July 11/4
[He] proposed to derate hospitals supported by voluntary
subscriptions.

Deratization (dfrsetaiz^jsn), [f. De- + Rat
sby + -IZATION.] The getting rid of rats.

X914 Standard 13 Oct. in N. ^ Q. nth Ser. X. 386 The
Board of Trade communication gives a translation of the
circular, in the course of which it more than once uses the
curious word ' deratization ', meaning, apparently, the clear-

ing away of rats, itjai Glasgow Herald 28 May 5 A dis-

cussion on 'Deraiisation of Ships at British Ports . 19*9
Ministry of Health, Stat. Rules & Orders No. 832 The
Public Health (Deratisation of Ships) Regulations.

Derby. Add

:

1. d. Applied to any kind of important contest.

1909 Daily Chron, 17 June 5/6 The twenty-ninth Medway
Barge Sailing Match, known locally as 'the barge Derby '.

1914 Daily Express 3 Oct. 3/1 A local Derby \sc. football
match] between Liverpool and Everton.

2. b, A kind of sporting-boot having no stiffening

and a very low heel.

1901 Daily Neius 23 Feb. 6/4 The Prince Consort is

represented . . as wearing low-heeled, square-toed ' Derbies ',

with buckles on them. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 15 Apr. 10/2
Russia calf Derbys for shooting-boots.

6. Derby scheme \ in the war of 1914—18 a re-

cruiting scheme initiated in October 1915 by Lord
Derby. Also Derby recruit and simply Derby^ a
soldier recruited under this scheme.
1915 Times 4 Dec. 9/6 Last week of the Derby Scheme.

Ibid. 20 Dec. 9/2 Men who have been attested and classified

under the Derby scheme. 1917 P. Gibbs Battles o^Somme
177 Old English regiments with new men in them, including
some of the * Derby recruits ', 1918 McCudden Five Yrs.
R.F.C, 198 It was at that time [Feb. & Mar. 1917) that the
' Derby * scheme was operating. 1925 E. Fraseb & Gibbons
Soldier^ .Sailor Words s.v., Men 01 the ' Groups ' of * Der-
bies', awaiting their turn to be called up, .. wore armlets
lettered ' G.R. (General Reserve).

6. Denoting a variety of porcelain made at Derby,

esp, a soft-paste porcelain made from about 1750,
Crown Derby being a variety made from 1784, and
Derby Crown being a modern imitation of old

Crown Derby ware,
X87S Tiffin {titled A Chronograph of the Bow, Cbelsea and

Derby Porcelain Manufactories. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX.
641/2 The Derby under-glaze blue was remarkably fine.

7, Derby or Derbyshire cheese^ a hard, pressed

cheese made from partly skimmed milk, produced
chiefly in the Derbyshire district.

1905 W. H. SiMMONDs Pract. Grocer III. 79 The true
* Derbyshire ' cheese, .is a small cylindrical or flat and thin

cheese of pale colour, and generally of rich, buttery quality.
* Derby Goudas' are a variety shaped like the Dutch
Gouda. X9oa Encycl. Brit. XXV II. 355/2 Derby cheese in

its best forms is much like Leicester, t>eing ' clean ' in flavour

and mellow.

HenceDe'rbyeda,, wearing a Derby hat {U.SJ).

1905 H0WEL15 in Harper's Mag. Mar, 560 One of the few
cylmdered or derbyed heads in the swarming processions of
Piccadilly.

Deregister (cU're-d^istaj), v. [f. De- + Regis-
ter sb, 1] trans. To remove from a register. Hence
De:re£ristra*tion.
X924 Glasgow Herald 19 Nov. 11 Disobedience would

almost certainly have caused de-registration of the union
under the Arbitration Act. 19*3 Ibid. 23 Jan. 10 Mr Justice
Powers indicated plainly that he would deregister the union
if he did not receive a pledge that the men would obey the
award. 1927 Obsen^er 4 Dec. 17/5 As the Federation, by
a triple refusal, in Maich, May, and October, to obey the
award, is in flagrant contempt of court, it should, it ts held,

be promptly deregistered.

Derisive. Add : b. That causes derision,

ridiculous.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb. 2/1 In thirteen years he has
brought a paper costing money to keep it gomg and with
a derisive circulation to the front rank of the world's

journalism. 19*3 Daily Mail 15 May 8 Germany has pro-

vided only a derisive amount to make good that cruel injurj'.

Derisory, a. Add : b, = prec.

1923 Westm. Gaz. 19 Mar., In comparison with what it

was hoped to do the result is derisory, xjas Daily Mail
5 June 8 Of the total German payments fi-^r reparations

France has received in cash or kind the derisory amount of

;^ 14,500,000, and England the equally preposterous amount
of2 5»700,000.

Derivation i- Add :

1. d, Borrowing, in an organ : see *BoRROW ».l

2 b. So Deri-ved ppl. a. = *Boiirowed ///. a. 2 b,-
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b

1905 T. Cassom Pedal Organ 23 It is true that they often

call ihc borruwiiig by another name, such as ' transmission ',

'derivation' and even 'duplication ', but that is not straight-

forward.

Derivative, a. Add

:

4. GeoL a. Of fossils : Occurring in rocks other

than those to which they are nativt. b. Of rocks

:

Formed from materials derived from older rocks.

1871 Lyell Student's Eiem, Geol. Index, Derivative shells

of the Red Crag. 1894 J.
Geikie Ct. Ice Age (ed. 3) 371 The

shells whicli they occasionally contain are probably, in most
cases, derivative—they do not occupy the positions in which
the mollu-^cs themselves lived. 1904 Tcchnol. ff Sa\ Diet.

(ed. Goodchild & Twency) s.v., Conijlomerates, sandstones,

shales, and clays are good examples of derivative rocks.

Derive, v. 11. Add : In recent jonrnalism

extensively used, prob, as a gallicism.

1895 tr. /'a«/ Bourgefs Ontre-mer ii. 36 How all literature

derivesfromhim[jc. bhakespearel inevcry English-speaking
country. 1899 Daily Ke'vs 28 Nov, 6/5 As a draughtsman
he derives from Charles Keene, 190Z Ibid. 22 Jan. 5/4 Tlie

theory of the mediaeval empire derives immediately from
Rome. 1907 Daily Chron. 18 Oct. 4/6 Thackeray derived
straight from Goldsmith. 1908 Ibid. 16 Sept. 3/3 In the
beginning the American portrait painters, .derived from
England as England had derived from Flanders and Italy.

Derived. Add: d. Derived fossils (Geol.),

fossils occurring in formations other than those to

which they are native. Cf. *Derivative a. 4.

1904 Technol. ^ Set, Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),
Derived /•'assils. . .Such fossils need to be distinguished from
those which actually lived during the period when their

matrix was laid down.

Derivometer (derivp'mAai). Delete f Ods.

and add quot.

:

19*8 Times 15 Aug. 13/6 The afierpart of the cabin . .con.
tained the derivometer for measuring tiie airship's deviation
from ttie straight course.

Derxnale (dDim^'l**). [niod.L., neut. sing, of
*dermali5 Debmal.] Each of the spicules of a
sponge which support the dermal membrane.
1898SKOCWICK Text-bk. Zoot. I. gi Dermalia are spicules

in relation with the bounding memorane of the sponge.

Dermato-. Add : De:rmatocl7*sis (see quot.)

3>e:miatosco*pic <z., having the faculty of perceiv-

ing variations of light by means of the skin alone.

(Many other terms are given^in metlical diets.)

190B Practitioner Apr. 436 •Dermatoclysis, or the sub-
cutaneous injection of large quantities of water or normal
saline solution. 2898 Gecgr. Jml. (R. G.S.) Xll. 45a
Actinia, Meduiae^ Velella, Spangiarin, etc, when subjected
to light of greater or less intensity, give evidence of sensa-
tions to which the name of * "dermatoscopic ' is given.

Dermo-. Add : DeTmochrome, a coloured
illustration of the skin. Berxnogra-pliia, Der-
xncgrapbism, an irritable condition of the skin

in which lines drawn on it leave a reddish elevated

mark.
1903 Lancet 9 May 1308/a Portfolio of Dermochromes.

Ily Professor J acobi of Freiburg in lireisgau. 1908 Prac
titioner Feb. 2^2 From these individuals we get a historyof
attacks of urticaria, whilst they niay even show dermo-
graphism.

Dermoid. Add : B. sb, A dermoid cyst.

1897 AllbutCs Syst. Mid. III. 686 The intraperitoneal
dermoids may be very numerous. 1908 Practitioner Apr,
469 A dermoid often produces an indentation of the bone.

Dermotrich (d9-jm<?trik). Also in L. form
-triohitun. [f. Debmo- + Gr. t/«x-» *P*f hair.] A
mesoblastic dermal fin-ray of fishes.

»904 Q' 7ml. Microsc. Sci. (N.S.) XLVII. 512 In all the
fins of the true Pisces there are present dermal ra>'s of
mesoblastic origin, the dermotricbia. 1909 Cent. Diet.
Suppt., Dermotrich.

Deni,J^.var. ofDAB5(-damD). l/,S, (Earlier

examples.)
1874 EcciJtsTON Circuit Rider (1295) 120, I tole him as

how 1 didnUkeer tbre«continentaldemsfer his whole band.
1876 *Mark Twain' Tom Sawyer vL 56, 1 wouldn't give
a dern fur spunk-water.

Dem, U.S. var. of *Dabx a,

xBT* *Mark Twain* Tom Sawyer tx. 84 I*d druther
[rather] thry wa^ devils a dem sighi. 1883— Li/e Missisti^^t
xviiL 2ip 'Where was you born?' 'In Florida, Missouri.'
* Dern ught better stayed there I ' 1919T. K. Holmks Man
fr. Tall Timber xviii. 220 The dern fool 1 Thirty thousand
against thirty millions t

Dem, U.S. var. of Darn v. ( = damn).
1883 ' Mark Twain ^ Li/e Mississippi xviii. 226 * Dod dern *

was the nearest he ventured to the luxury ofswearing. 1890
H. C. BuNNUR Short Sixes (1891) 100 'Dern you', said the
keeper to Dr. 1 ibbitt.

2>emed, U.S. var. of Darned a. (=> damned).
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. ft^est xx'i. 405 [He] was rich

•To* the war J derned poor now, 1898 H. S. Canheld Maid
of Frontier L 6 The derned rangers will have to make the
same ride.

Dernier. Add: O. Tke{oxk)dei'niercri\\\t,
the last cry] : the very latest fashion. Also ia
predicative use.

1896 Westin. Gaz. 10 Dec. 3/2 At a moment when cut^stecl
is le dernier cri. 1906 Ibid. 13 June 6/7 There was a time
wlien (he lisp was, so to speak, the 'dernier cri'. 1998
Daily Mx/>rfss 16 June 5/5 That is why they wear hats and
gowns that thej' are told are le dernier cri. /bid. <> Nov.
5/4 Any old necklace can be made modem and *dcruiercri'.

Derrickillg (deTikio), vbi. sb, and///, a. [f.

Debbick s^. + •I^G i» -.] a. vdL sb. The action

of operating the jib of a derrick-crane, b. ///. a.

Operating as a derrick.
1888 Lock-Mood's Diet, Meek. Engin. s.v. Derrick, Port-

able cranes.. are provided with movable jibs, whose mechan-
ism for derricking is made in various types.

Derrid (de*rid). [f. mod.L. Derrisx see below.]
A tarry substance obtained from the bark of the
root of Derris (or Deguelid) elliptica^ used by the
people of the Malay archipelago as a fish poison.
1891 JrnL Soc. Ckem. Industry X. 268.

Derringer. U.S. (Earlier example.)
"854 J. R. Ear 1 LETT PersonalNarr. Ex^lor. Texas!. \\\.

48 Mycarriage driver carried a pair of Deringer pistols.

Dewy (dcxi). AustraL [?jocular adaptation of
derry in the refrain derry doivn^ = Down sb.^ 5.

iSgiS Argus ig Mar. 5/9 (Morris) Have you any particular
•derry* upon this Wendouree?

Dertram (da-itriJm). Zool. Also dertrou.
[mod.L., ad. Gr. hiprpov beak.] The extremity of
the upper bill of a bird when in any way distin-

guished from the rest of the beak.
«893-6 Newton Diet. Birds.
Derzie, -y, variants of *Duuzee.
Desai (de-sai). Anglo-Indian. Also ydesie, 9

desaye, dessai. [Marathi//^ia/".] A native Indian
revenue official, or petty chief.

1698 Frver Acc. E. India ff P. 120 The Desleor Farmer,
who squeezes the Countryman, as much as the Governor does
the Citizen. 1800 Wellington Snppl. Desfi. (1858) II. 116
H e has sent 300 horse to seize the dessays of the villages which
you mention. 1835 Jas. Bikd tr. Order in Mirat-i-Akviadi
408 (Y.) The Desaye3..made a complaint at Court. 1883
Pioneer Mail 24 Jan. (Y.) The Desai of Sawantwari has
arrived at Delhi on a visit. x88s G. S. Forbes Wild Life in
Ca«ara 20 They were also instructed to rendezvous, .under
their Dessaies at any point which might be threatened.

Desax6 (d^aks^r), a. Also -axe. [Fr., f. dis-

Dis- + axe axis.] Out of line with the axis of the
cylinder ; off-set.

1906 Daily Chron. 14 Nov. 9/3 The setting of the crank-
shaft de.saxes, or out of line with the cylinders. 1908 IVestm.
Gaz. 4 June 4/3 An uncommon feature of the Metallurgique
engine is the setting of the crank-shaft desax/s—that is to
say, the centre of the crank is set slightly out of line with
the centre of the cylinder. Ibid, ij Nov. 5/a The off-set

crank-shaft, or disaxes^ as it is more familiarly termed.
191a Motor Manual (ed. 14) iii. 66 Principle of Offset
Cylinder, or Desaxe Crankshaft Setting.

Descended, ///. a. Add

:

2. That has descended, fallen, or dropped.
1903 VV. M. EccLtis {title\ Imperfectly descended testis.

Descent. Add

:

L g. The descent of Christ into hell.
i88a Wkstcott Hist. Faith vi. (18S3) 76 The eternal

meaning of Christ's Descent^ Resurrection, Ascension,
Session m heaven, as set forth in our Creed. 1894 Swete
Apostles\ Creedw, 56 The doctrine of the Descent had found
a place in three synodical declarations. Ibid. 57 Cyril,.
a<(signs great importance to the Descent, making it one of
his ten primary credenda.

Description. 3. b. (Recent U.S. example.)
190a S. E. White Biased Trail xvti. 127 Entering the

sections, .in his note-book ; taktnginonly the * descriptions'
containing the hrst pine.

Descriptive. Add

:

2. Descriptive geometry ( = F. gSomStrie descrip-

tive^ Monge 1794-5) : that branch of geometry in

which the relations of lines and figures are studied
in their projections on two planes.
xBOaEncycL Brit. XI. 359/a The department of descriptive

geometry*. 1885 C Leudrsdokf tr. Cremona's Projective
Geom. 50 Projective Geometry.. dealing with projective
properties, .is chiefly concerned with descriptive properties
of figures.

Desensitize (d/se-nsitaiz), V, [f. DE- + SKNSI-
TIVE + -iZE, after sensitize.] trans. To reduce the
sensitiveness of. Also tntr. Hence Desensitizer,
a preparation which desensitizes ; Deseiisitizins
///. a. and vbl. sb.

1904 Brit, fif Co!, Printer 10 Mar. 15/a Don't leave the
plate too long out of the hath or it will desensitise. 1921
Glas^ozv Herald^ Mar. 7 A single bottle contains enough
solution for" the desensitising of hundreds of small plates.
Ibid, 6 Apr. 7 The discovery of phenosafranin as a de-
sensitiser. Ibid. 11 May 7 The de>ensitising properties of
pheno-safranine. igaa Brit, yml. Photogr. Aim. 368 Ihe
desensitising action. Ibid. 369 I'he transparent backing.,
acts as a powerful desensitiser.

Desert, sb'^ 5. Add : desert-brown^ -gr^y ;

desertfrequenting^ -haunting^ -worn adjs. ; desert-
lemon^wj/ra/., a rutaceous Ute^Atalanlia glauca^
bearing a small acid fruit ; desert oak (see Oak
3 b) ; desert polish, the polish imparted to rocks
or other hard surfaces by the friction of the wind-
blown sand of the desert; desert varnish, a film

of iron oxide or quartz on rocks polished by wind-
blown sand.

1933 Daily Mail 5 Mar. 13 Nigger, Regal Blue, Grey,
*Desert Brown. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 26 Aug. 10/2 This
species \,yaranus griseus) is a larce, *desert-rrequenting
lizard. 1906 Ibid, i Oct. 4/3 The kiang [sc, wild ass] is a
desert-frequenting species. 1901 Ibid. 2 Jan. a/i Two stal-

wart sportsmen with. . their *desert-grey hounds gliding near
them. 1894 R, B. Sharpe Handbk. /Hrds Gt. Brit. I. 112
From its pale coloration this Pipit might be considered a
*desert-haunting bird. 1889 J. H. Maiden Useful Native
Plants i A talantin glauea, ..* liAtive Kiimqnat *, '*Desert
Lemon*. 1896 W. B. Spencer /ieP, Home Sci. Exped. 1. 49

The region of the * *Desert Oak ' {CasuaHna Decaisneand).
1903 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 4) 436 On the sandy plains
of Wyoming, Utah,.. surfaceseven of such hard materials as
chalcedony are etched into furrows and wrinkles, acquiring
at the same time a peculiar and chai acteristic glaze (**desert-
polisli'). 1904 Van Hise Treat. Metamarphism in U.S.
Gcol.Siifv. Monograph 47. 547 In arid regions the hardened
film has frequently been smoothed by the wind-blown sand,
so as to present a polished surface. Such polished hardened
films are known as * *desert varnish'. 1890 'R. Boldre-
wooD * Col. Reformer ix, Sun-buined and *desert-wom
passengers.

Desertion. Add

:

1. b. A person who deserts,
1898 H. G. Wells War of Worlds i. xvli, The Midland

Railway Company had replaced the desertions of the first

day's panic.

Desezualize (drse*ksi«abiz),z/. [f. De- + Sex-
ual + -IZE.] trans. To deprive of sex or sexual
characters, to deprive of the distinctive qualities

of a sex.

1894 Idler Sept. 195 The most highly cultured, mentally
most richly endowed women 1 have known—not desexual-
ised. 1919 Bkadby Psycho-analysis (1920) 50 They regard
all human energy as sexual, or 'libido , though Jung holds
that it may become de-sexualised by turning from a sexual
aim to non-sexual surrogate. 1926 ^/Sfc/rt/fjr 19 June 1038/2
The self-flatterer who, because of a misdirected sense of sin
desexualizes the human form that he may pride himself on
his idealization of it.

b. To castrate.

19x3 DoRLAKD Med. Diet. (ed. 7).

DeshmuUl (d^-fm7*k), Indian. Also des-
mook, d6smukh. [Marathi de^itikk.'\ A here-
ditary revenue oflicer in India.
i8oi R. Patton Asiat. Mon. aio The desmooAs, or ofRclaX

zemindars,who had preceded him in the subordinate financial
management of the country. 1841 Elphinstone///j/. India
II. 461 They were left in charge of the nearest d^smukh, or
otiier revenue oflicer.

Designate, a. Add : spec, in the University
of Cambridge.
1878 Cambr. Unw. Cat. 5 There are three days of general

admission to the title of Bachelor Designate of Arts in every
year. i&^ Ordinances ofCambr. Univ. 152 At the creation
of Doctors of Law in every year, tlie names be arranged in
order of seniority according to the seniority of the Doctors
Designate as Masters of L.aw. 1925 Cambr. Univ. Cal. 85
Bachelors in Arts, Law, Medicine, Surgery, and Music re-

main ' Bachelors designate ' until the 31st of December.

Desirable, sb. Add : 2. One who is desirable.
1&64 H. Moke Aniid Idolatry viii. 93 The highest of all

desirables, that is, God himself. 1853 R- ^' Suktees
Spongers Sp, Tour xvi, Certainly all parties concurred in
placing him high on the list of * desirables '. 1904 Daily
Chron, 21 Sept. 8/5 Nor did the individual who spoke
proudly of 'moving in a circle'—of 'desirables'— realise the
vulgarity of the expression. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 31 June 8/2
The real undesirables.. would have to be kept back and
looked after until they became 'desirables'. 1908 Ibid. 26
June 2/1 Could not the undesirables be got rid of, and the
desirables multiplied!

Desk, sb. 5. Add : desk-room U.S., space
for a desk rented in a business office,

1868 A. B. Kimball Undercuts 9, I occupied an office—
no, I had *desk-room* in a basement office. 1870 Med-
BEKY I^len ff Myst. Wall Street 117 Many of the operators,

as well as the smaller brokers,, .have simply desk-room,

Desmoncns (dcsm^-qk^s). Bot. [mod.L., f.

Gr, Sifffjios bond + o7«os hook.] A climbing plant

ofthe genus ofpalms ofthis name,common in tropi-

cal America.
1899 RoDWAY Guiana Wilds 14 His head grazed by the

formidable hooks which hung from the horrid desmoncus.

Desolatingly (de-s^tfitigli), adv. [f. Deso-
lating ///. a. + -LY 2.] In a manner that desolates

or saddens.
X901 *L. Malet* Counsel of Perfection xiv. These de-

solatingly encouraging persons. 1909 H. G. \Vem.s Tono-
Bungny i. lii. 81 A drab-coloured passage, .not only narrow
and dirty but desolatingly empty.

Despecialize (d/spe-Jabiz), v. [f. De- + Spe-
cial +-ize.] trans. To eliminate as a specialist

or specialized vocation, b. intr. To pass from a

specialized to a general condition. Hence Despe-
cialixa*tion,

1896 F. L. D, Herbertson tr. P. de Rousiers* Lah. Quest.
Britain 11. iii. 100 Service is a very despcdalised trade, at

any rate in ordinary families, where a man-servant is an
unknown luxury. Ibid. in. i. 253 The increasing despeclali-

sation of the worker. 1898 Edin. Rev. Apr. 381 The whole
tendency of the age of machinery has been to., de-specialise

the average workman. 1903 Patten Heredity <y Soc. Progr.
61 Emotion is the same force expressed as feeling, and in

conscious beings is the index of the despecialization and re-

generation acting within them. Ibid., The dcspecialized part
IS not restored, but a new specialization begms in the part
affected by the emotion.

Desperatey'z* Add : 4. C. Desperately in love.

1835 Knickerbocker Mag. V. 301 They were, it was plain

to sec, quite desperate with each other,

Despisement C<5^^p3i'zn^ent), Delete iObs.

and add

:

1886 C. A. Brigcs Messianic Propk. 398 Her days of

oppression and despisement are over. 1887 Critic 37 May
(Farmer) An uncomfortable sensation of over-familiarity

bordering on despisement.

Des(;s)atine, more freq. forms of Dessiatine.
1814 Des*;atiiie [in Diet.]. 1898 B. Redwood Rep. on Schi-

baieff'i Petrol. Re/tnery 6 Two other plots, about four des-

satines in area. Z90X Daily Chron. 29 Aug. 5/* The Tsar
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is said.. to own in private property, mostly in the Baltic

Provinces, a million desatines of land.

Dessert. Add : Also 9 C/.S. desert.

1. b. l/.S. (Earlier example.)

1833 H. Barnard in MayytandHtst. Mag. XIII. 379 The

<les«t was puJding—cherry pie—and strawberries, cream

and sugar. , -

DeSSOUS (des«-)- [Fr-. = below, underneath.]

L Underwear.
,, , j

looi ' Clive Holland ' Mousmi 285 Moustn6 had adopted

the dainty dtssous of Western woman. 190a Elin. Glyh

Refl. Ambrositu 237 The tiniest pink satm slippers peeped

out of billows of e,xquisite dessoits.

2. Phr. Dessous des cartes : the underside of the

cards as they lie face downwards when dealt ; fig.

a secret aim or object, explanation, etc. kept in

reserve.

1756 Ld. Chestkbfikld Let. to VayroUet 26 Nov., Misc.

Wks. 1777 II. 433 There must be some dessous des cartes,

some invisible wheels within wheels, which. .1 cannot guess

at. 1820 Mrs. Opie Tales IV. 271 Sir Walter and Arthur

laughed at this dessous dis cartes. 1885 ' L. M alet Col.

Enderiy's Wife iv. iii. Just a little something behind, an

explanation, you know, a dessous-des-cartes.

Bestool (dfstK-l), V. [f. De- + Stool j^.] trans.

To remove (a chief) from his ' stool'. Hence De-

Btoo'lment.
1919 Rattray AshantiLaw ^Cmsi. 82 Failure to accept

such guidance and advice was a legitimate cause for destool-

ment. Ibid. 83 The person of a Chief was. .invested with

sanctity, just so long as he sat upon the Stool of his dead

ancestors. This is the reason why there was a reaction the

moment a Chief was destooled.

Destroyer. Add ; b. Short for torpedo-boat

destroyer, q.v. s.v. Torpedo boat b.

Destroyer was the proper name of an American torpedo-

boat in 1882 (see Leisure Hour, 1882, 637/2, quoting Brook-

lyn Eagle). An earlier name for the torpedo-boat destroyer

was torpedoi-botit) catcher (see *Catcher 3).

1893 torpedo-boat-destroyer [see ToRPKtio boat b]. 1899
torpedo-destroyer [see Torpedo sb. 4).

l.igiRe^^uegin.desSciellces\V.^s^{nonmf!i)l.eDestroyer

itait amarri k 30™, 48 d'un bassin. 1894 Daily News 11

June 6/5 This type of boiler.. is being put into most of

the * destroyers * which are being built for the Government.

189S Ibid. 27 July 3/1 The Rocket, another destroyer,

. .will not be ready for sea until Wednesday next. 1897

Pofi. Sci. Monthly Nov. 139 It is becoming difficult to

obtain the requisite area in screws of 'destroyers' without

either resorting to an abnormal width of blade or to a large

diameter. 18^ Kipling Fleet in Being ii. 23 Would she

—

and a fast cruiser can do this—try to rush her by night,

destroyer.fashion ? 1899 Daily News 23 July 6/6 She is the

gunboat in charge of one of our destroyer divisions. 1927

Daily Tel. 28 June 12/1 Large cruisers, destroyer-leaders,

and submarines. 1929 W. J. Locke Jorico 124 He strode

up and down with the air of the Commander of a Destroyer

going into his first action.

Destroying,///, a. Add i Destroyingangel,

= *Danite.
1857 [see 'DaniteJ. 1872 'Mark Twain ' Ronghing it xii.

(1882) 71 Half an hour.. later we changed horses, and took

supper with a Mormon ' Destroying Angel ',

Destmctional (distr^-kjsnal), a. [f. De-
STBUCTION -)- -AL.] Of Or pertaining to destruction

;

formed by destructive agencies, spec, by denudation.

1904 Amer. Jml. Scl Jan. 38 The steep cliff is clearly in

both cases a dcstructional surface from which material has

fallen away.

Destmotivity (drstrokti-viti). [f. Destruc-

tive a. ¥ -ITY.] Destructiveness. Also Destru'c-

tivlsm.
1902 Encycl Brit. XXVII. 609/1 With the result that

seismic destructivity can be accurately expressed in mechani-

cal units. 1927 Weekly Times 19 May 562/1 It (11;. Marxism]
demolishes the foundation of an individualistic society. On
the continent this is now called destructivism.

Detached, ppl- a- Add : b. Of persons, their

conduct, etc. : Characterized by detachment (see

Detachment 4 b, and next).

XQ24 Anne D. Sedgwick Little French Girl \i. xi. She
might be detached, and even callous ; but she was not brazen.

Ibid. IV. i. Someone quite, quite detached and devoted must
fall in love with her.

Detachment. 4. b. Add : More widely,

freedom or aloofness from ordinary occupations,

concerns, attachments, or the like.

x888 H. James in Harper^s Mag, Feb. 342/2 Her detach-

ment, her air of having no fatuous illusions, and not being
blinded by prejudice, seemed to me at times to amount to

an affectation. l9i5R.BROOKa in Coll. Poems (1918) Mem.
147 One just hasn't, though, the lime and detachment to

write, I find. 1924 Anne D. Sedgwick Little French Girl

II. xi, ' C'^tait un bien m&bant homme ', Madame Vervier

remarked in atoneof surpassingdetachment. 1926CKURCH-
iLL in W. R. Inge Lay Thoughts ofa Dean 166 That sen,se

of detachment and impartiality, that power of comprehend-
ing the other man's point of view.

DetaU (dfit^i 1), v.^ [f. Db- II. 2 -f Tail i*.i]

trans. To deprive of its tail.

1837 MarryAT Snarleyyovj xxxvi. The dog had been de-

tailed. 1900 G. SwlFT Somerley 148 Hisde-tailedcoat looked
like a ragged Eton jacket.

Detailed, ppl. a. Add

:

2. Mil. Appointed to a particular duty ; seconded.

1874 Rep. yennont Board Agric. II. 617 We have in

connection with the college, a detailed United States army
officer, but what he is to do I do not know.

Detain, v. 1. Add : spec, in Indian use, to place

(a political offender) in confinement. Cf. *De-

BEKTION I and *Detenu.

284

1918 Rep. Comin. Rev. Conspiracies 86 in Parlt. Papers

VIII, Such men are the leaders and organizers of the move-

ment. They are now detained or their arrest is intended

under Regulation III of 1818.

Detainnre. (Later U.S. example.)

1816 U. Bkown Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 363

The Espence of my Detainure in Cumberland on the Above
Account with my 2 Horses.

Detartarizer (dfta-Jtarsizai). [f. De--i- Tar-

tar i*.' -V -we. -f -KK 1.] An apparatus for purifying

or softening water. 1911 Webster.

Detective, a. and sb. Add : A. adj. Detective

camera, a hand camera adapted for taking in-

stnntaneous photographs.
1881 Brit. JrHl.Plwiogr. 28 Jan. 44/2 Aform of the detec-

tive camera, in which the finding arrangement and the

slock of slides are omitted, is in progress. 1882 Year-Bk.

Photogr. 27 Among novel apparatus we may mention . .
Mr.

Kolas'^ so-called ' Detective Camera '. 1888 Brit. Jml.
Photography 18 May 305 The subject of detective cameras

is capable of considerable subdivision.

B. sb. .tltrib. detective force, -inspector,

1888 A, C. Gunter Mr. Potter of Texas xx. Sergeant

Bracken, of the British detective force. 1898 Westm. Gaz.

17 Nov. 7/2 Detective-inspector Egan said that he arrested

the prisoner upon the charge.

Detectivism (ditektiviz'm). [f. Detective +

-ISM.] The activities of a detective, detective work.

1894 Academy 23 June 514/2 An incredible piece of de-

teclivism. 1896 Athenxum 15 Aug. 223 Literary detecliyism

of a high order. 1905 Book-Loiier 10/2 A sea story with a

little detectivism and plenty of humour in it.

Detector. Add: 3. f. A high-frequency

rectifier used in wireless telegraphy.

189s S. P. Thompson Elem. Less. Electr. f, Magn. 11. xiv.

(1899) 557 Using such a detector, ..Lodge has shown how
these electric waves can pass hundreds of feet through walls.^

189S Science Siftings 11 June 117/2 A Hertz-wave 'detector

resistance included in the circuit. 190a Ettcycl. Brit.

XXXIII. 232/2 The coherer, or detector, is inserted be-

tween the earth and the outer end of this last wire. 1924

IVireless Weekly 8 Oct. 744/2 Seven valves (all ' peanuts "),

used successively as first detector, oscillator valve, three

stages of intermediate frequency, second detector valve, and

one stage of transformer-coupled note-magnification. 1928

Mortting Post 6 Feb. 3/4 The nature of the circuit connected

to the detector helps to determine the amplification-

4. In full bank-note detector: A published list of

current bank-notes, formerly in use as a guide to

their real value. U.S.

1893 Congress. Rec. 25 Aug. 9^6/2 We had throughout

Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio what is known as blue-dog and

ye!low-pup, where every man had to carry a detector with

him.

Detent (dne-nt), sb.'^ Delete iObs. and add :

The holding back or inhibition.

1907 W. James Mem. * Studies (1911) 256 They are

forces of detent in situations in which no other force pro-

duces equivalent effects, and each is a force of detent only

in a specific group of men. 1929 R. Bridges Test. Beauty

iv. T50 A pinprick or a momentary whiff or hairbreadth

motion freeth the detent of force.

D6tente(d«tant). [Fr., = loosening, relaxation.]

The easing of strained relations, esp. in a political

situation.

1908 Times 17 Aug. 5/4 A change in the European situa-

tion . . had . . set in. . . The characteristic feature of this trans-

formation may be called a detente. 1921 VoN Hugel in

L. S. Hunter John Hunter 213 The profound impression

of a comforting detente made upon my mind by my firet

contact with his spirit. 1928 Daily Tel. 29 Mayg/s To
bring about an early detente in Turco-Persian relations.

Detention. Add

:

L spec, in Indian use, of the confinement of a
political offender. Cf. *Detenu.
Z909 Viscr. MoRLEY Indian Speeches 146 Ther« is no fixed

limit of time of detention. 1920 Statem. Moral JS' Mat.

Progr. India 26 in Parlt. Papers XXXIV. 744 The con-

tinued detention of dangerous characters already under con-

trol or in confinement.

5. attrib. : detention barrack Mil., a recent

name for a military prison ; detention camp, in

the war of 1914-18 a camp in which aliens and

others were kept under restraint ; detention

money, a sum of money held back until certain

conditions are fulfilled.

1906 Act 6 E,hv. VII c. 2 § 6. 5 A soldier sentenced to

imprisonment..may be confined in a "detention barrack.

iS^ Westm. Gaz. 12 July 7/3 The Union rate of wages,

overtime, and "detention money are paid. 1902 Daily Chron.

27 Nov. 4/7 The cable contract detention money payable

when the cables had proved satisfactory.

Detenu. Add: Also spec. A political prisoner

in India.

1918 {title) Report of Sir N. Chandavarka and Mr. Justice

Bcachcroft on Detenus and Internees in Bengal. 1920

Sir H. V. Lovett Hist. Indian Nat. Moslem, vii. 196 The
Committee recommended the release of six only of all the

above enumerated detenus.

Determa (dfta-ama). Also 8 tetermer. [Native

name.] A native wood of Guiana.

1769 [Bancroft] Nal. Hist. Guiana 80 The Tetermer

Tree grows to near fifty feet in height. 1851 Illustr. Catal.

Gt. Exhib. IV. I. 984/2 Determa, transverse and vertical

sections,from River Demerara. i858SiMM0NDsZ)/ir<. Trade,

Determa, a native wood of Guiana, which is used for masts,

booms, and planking for colonial craft.

Determinant, sb. Add

:

4. Biol. In Weismann's theory of heredity, a

DETBAINMENT.
secondary unit of germ-plasm supposed to deter-

mine the character of a cell or group of cells (hence

called a determinate) in the organism.

1893 tr. Weismann's Germ-Plasm i. f. 57, I shall designate

the cells or groups of cells which are independently variable

from the germ onwards as the * hereditary parts ' or * deter-

minates ', and the particles of the germ-plastn correspondmg
to and determining them, as the ' determining parts ' or
' determinants *. Ibid. 59 A determinant is always a group

of biophors. 1^5 Westm. Gaz. 30 Mar. 2/1 Selection acts

on the determinants and produces the variations once so

plausibly attributed to the Lamarckian principle of acquired

characters. 1920 Cambr. Bulletin Feb. 16 Germ-cell Deter-

.niinants.

Determinantal (dftStminse'ntal), a. Add

:

Consisting of or expressed in determinants.

1867 C. L. DoDGSON Elem. Treat. Determinants 12 The
determinantal coefficient of any Element of a square Block

is the Determinant of its complemental Minor.

Determinate, //''. a. Add : C. sb. Biol. (See

prec.)

1893 tr. Weismann's Germ-Plasm I. i. 58 Similar heredi-

tary parts or determinates may be observed in butterflies, in

winch the colours on the wings often form very complicated

lines and spots of slight extent but of great constancy.

Determine, v. Add

:

14. c. absol. or intr. To give a (certain) direction.

1863 O. M. Mitchell Astron. Bible 157 A time finally

comes when a preponderance determines in £avor of the

attraction of one sun above all others.

Determiner 1. Add : 1. d. Biol. = *Deteb-

MINAHT sb. 4.

1909 W. Bateson Mendel's Princ. Heredity 79 Hitherto

we have spoken of the determiner for such a colour as grey

in rabbits and mice as 'dominant ' over the colours lower in

the scale, as black or chocolate.. .We shall then speak of the

determiner for grey as epistatic to that for black. 1922_R. C.

Punnett Mendelism (ed. 6) 113 A female determiner incap-

able of carrying sex-limited factors.

Detin (dftin), v. [f. De- II. a + Tnr rf.] trant.

To remove the tin from (scrap tin plate).

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1923 Glasgow Herald 15 k\s%. 7

The major portion of the old tins was disposed of after being

detinned and pressed into billets. S929 Tinus ai Sept. 7/4
Scrap metal . . suitable for detinning.

Detonate, v. Add : 1. d. Ofan internal com-

bustion engine : To make a clinking or hammer-

ing noise, owing to some defect in the machinery.

Cf. *Knock v.

1928 Daily Tel. t6 Oct. 17 Why the motor engine 'jinks',

'knocks ', or, as it is technically termed, * detonates .

Detonation. Add :

L b. A hammering noise occurring in the

machinery of an internal combustion engine, in

motor engines caused chiefly by faulty ignition or

carburation and worn or loose bearings. Cf^

'Knock sb.

191a Motor Manual (ed. 14) vL 20t With siiper-compres-

sion of the charge instead of a gradual expansion of the

ignited gases a * detonation ' occurs.

Detort, V. Transfer -^Obs. to I and 2 and add

:

3. Biol. intr. To become straight (cf. *Dbtob-

TION 3).

1930 G. R. DE Beeii Embrfol. ^ Evol. vii. 54 There is no

possibility whatsoever of mistaking these tietorting forms

for the ' totting ' forms for which we search in vain.

Detortion, -sion. Add:
3. Biol. The straightening or straight condition

of an organism whose ancestors were twisted.

190a Eiuycl. Brit. XXX. 796/2 Not an absence of torsion,

but an actual detorsion of the visceral commissure. 1913

DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7), Detorsion, the correction of a

curvature or deformity. 1930 G. R. DE Beer Embryol. *
Evol. vii. 54 That intermediate stages are not a priori im-

possible is proved by the fact that intermediate stages in

detorsion in later Gastropods are not wanting.

Detour, v. Add: b. trans. To send by a

detour.

1905 N. Y. Even. Post 18 Sept., The Missouri Pacific is

detoiiring its St. Louis.Kansas City trains over the Burling-

ton Railway via ChiUicothe.

Detoxicate (dA(>-ksik«it), v. Delete nonce-wd.

and add

:

1906 Practitioner Nov. 590 Focalisalion of the infection

in the liver, with disturbance of its detoxicating mechanism.

1927 Observer 7 Aug. 3 It detoxicates the blood and keeps

it clean and free-running.
. .

Hence Detoxlca-tion, the action of depnvmg of

poisonous qualities ; also Detoxiflca-tion. De-

to'zicator, that which detoxicates.

1906 Practitioner Nov. 586 A reducer and detoxicator of

toxic substances. Ibtd. 593 The detoxication of the poisons

found in the blood. 1906 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 4', De-

toxijicalion, reduction of the toxic properties of poisons.

1913 Ibid. (ed. 7I, Detoxication.

Detractation (d/lrsekt^ijan). Delete ^Obs.

and add :

1888 H. S. Salt Shelley 141 Against Shelley he never

uttered a word of detractation.

Detrainment (dAr^-nment). [f. Dkteaih ».*

4- -MENT.] The action of detraining.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 9 Dec. 6/1 Three trains of mounted

troops have been detrained at Arundel,, .being covered in

their detrainment by the New Zealand Mounted Infantry.

1916 Ld. E. Hamilton First t Div. (1917) 156 On October

nth the detrainment of the and A.C. was completed. 1928

Obsenrer 18 Mar. 13/1 .\I1 dctrainments of the assault

divisions were made well back on a wide front.



DETBIBALIZE. 285 DEVIL,

Detril)alize(f^i"tr3i*babiz),zf. [f. Dk- + Tribal
+ -IZE.] trans. To render (a person) no longer a
member of a tribe ; to destroy the tribal habits of.

1990 Contemp. I\ev. Sept. 397 Numbers of natives who,
throagfa living in close contact with the settlers have become
quite delribalised. 19*7 Public Opinion vj^lx White men
have detribalised bim. xaxy Oik^r /,aftds Ja.n. 59/1 Two
types, the tribal native and the detriba/{zed native.

detrimental, a. Add; b. Detrimental sur-

face (of an aeroplane) : see quot.
1916 Barbfr Aeroplane Speaks 58 Active Drift, which is

the drift produced by the lifting surfaces. Passive Drift,

which is the drift produced by all the rest of the aeroplane

—

the struts, wires, fuselage, under-carnage, etc, all of which
is known as 'detrimental surface*.

Dence^. 2. Add: deuc6-game(seeqtiot,i897);

deuce-set, a set in which each side is level, having

won five or more games.
x886 Coiselts Fam. Mag. Oct. 704 s It also scores back

to deuce points and deuce games. 1897 Encycl. Sport I.

6-21/3 Deuce-gauie^ the game won, which makes the score in

games Ie%'el when each side has won more than five. 1908
li^tsttn. Caz. x6 Nov. 14/1 Losing the first game after a
deuce set.

Seurbanize (drii?*ibanaiz), v, [f.DB- + Ur-
ban a. + -IZE.] trans. To deprive (a district) of its

urban character. Also /^.
19x4 Public Clinton 15 Feb. 154/3 Its work is to deurbaniso

the minds of British rulers. 19*7 Observer ag May 7 Can
we de-urbanise England ? Or will all our efforts to empty
the towns merely result in urbanising the countryside?

Deateranopia (di;7:t€r^nJa*pia). Path. [mod.
L., f, Dkuteko- + mod.L. anopia blindness (f, Gr.

privative av~-^w-^ eye).] Green-blindness. Also
Denteranope, one who is affected with deuter-

anopia.
X90X 7. M. Baldivin's Did. Phths. * Psyched. I. 274

DeuteroJtopia,

.

. the name proposed by v. Kries for what was
formerly called green-blindness. X9oa /did. II. 787 The
wave-length which corresponds to the colourlrss sensation,

IK, is different for the two sorts of colour-defectives, protcr-

anopes and deutcranopes.

Dentero-. Add: Deu'terocone, the inner and
anterior cusp of an upper premolar of mammals.
Sea^roconid, the corresponding casp of a lower

premolar. Dea-terograph, a duplicate written or

printed passage. Benteroinerite, a deutomerite.

I>«U'texothe2ne, a stem used as the second element

of a compound word. Deutero tokoiui a., of or

pertaining to deuterotoky, Denterctoky, thatform
of parthenogenesis in whicli the virgin female pro-

daces offspring of both sexes. Dan:teroto*zln,

any one of the second of four groups of diphtheria

toxins,

X896 Proc. Z(v/. Soc. 5 May 563 The antero-extcmal cusp
. .develops first, the antero-internal or *deuterocone secotid.

1894 R. B. GiKDr.ESTONE Uitie) *Deuterographs. Duplicate
Passages in the Old Testament. 1896 Karrar in Expositor
Jan. 36 We can explain.. the repeated occurrence in the
same book of deutcrographs. 1888 Kollestok & Jack-
son Anim. Li/* 858 nate^ ihe proto- and 'deutero-merite.
19x4 N. ^ Q. iiih Ser. X. 142/1 Mr. Scarle has accideiually
omitted hadixom. hislistof *deuterotbemesofO.E.jperson^
Dames on p. xviiofhis *Onomasticon'. 1895 F.G. aiKci.AiR

in Cambridi;e Sat. Hist. V. 141 It is a curious fact that the

result of parthenoKenesls in some species is the production
of only one sex, which in some Insects is female, in others
male; the phenomenon in the former case is called by
Taschenberg 'IhelyotoWj-, in the latter case Arrhcnotoky;
*Deuterotoky being applied to the cases in which two sexes
are produced. loox Dohlano Med. Diet. <ed. a), ^DeMttrO'
toxin^Any one of the second of the four groups ofdiphtheria-
toxins. 1904 Brit. Med. yml. 10 Sept. 567 We have three
different toxins with different toxicity and different avidities

to the antitoxin, viz. the prototoxin, the deuterotoxin, aud
the tritotoxin.

Deuterocanonicity (diwrt^r^ikcen^i'sTti). [f.

mod.L. denterocanonicus + -ity.] The condition or
quality of being deuterocanonical.
X909 J. Rbndkl Harris Odes ^ Ps. SoIomoh fi^st) 4 We

may perhaps describe their \ic. the Psalms*] position as the
penumbra of uncanoDtcity, or, rather of deuterocanonicity.

Deuterogamy. Add : b. Bot, A form of

nuclear fubion in certain cryptogams, subsequent to

and superposed on the sexual act.

X898 P. Groom in Trans. Bot. Soc, Edinb. 8 Dec. 140
Bearing in mind the analogy to the sexual act, we may
dcsciibe these nuclear unions as being casesof deuterogamy.

Sevalozrize (dn-ae'lor^iz), v, [f. De- + Valor
+ -IZK : see Valobization.] trans. To lower the

value of. Hence DeTalorization.
19*5 Gtasj^ovo Herald i Apr. 8 To face honestly the ques-

tion of devalorising the franc X9a8 Observer 15 July 12/3
So that be and they may equally share the devalori&atioo.

Devaluate (drv3e'li»,^t), v. [f. Db- + Value
zb. + -ATE ^.] trans. To reduce or annul the value
of ; to deprive of value.

X898 W. J. Locke Idols x\\\, isS He is relying on hts
speech to-morrow to devaluate the evidence. 1914 Glasgtnu
flerald 1 Mar. 8 The country has gone a great length in
the direction of devaluating the vole by conferring it on
men whose politics are as immature as themselves.

Devaluation (dfvsellwi^-bn). [f. prccornext:
see -ATioN.] I he process of devaluating or fact of
being devaluated.
1914 EngL tiist. Rev, Jaa. 140 The devaluation of the

atKicnt Meiovingiaa pence. X9ax Glasgow Herald xo Dec.

8 Devaluation has an important bearing on Lord Inchcape's
criticism of teachers' salaries. 1933 ibid, 12 May 9 The
probable further devaluation of the mark.

Devalue (d^vseli/^, v, [f. De- II. 2 + Value
sb^ trans. = *Devaluate.
^ X918 Guardian 24 Oct. 847/3 The chemist has succeeded
in devaluing the ruby. 1935 Glasgoxv Herald 29 Apr. 10
To return to the gold standard on the basis of a devalued
sovereign,

Devastatingly (de-vastfltiqli), adv. [f. Dk-
VASTATiNO ///.«. + -LY*"^.] In a devastating naanner:
often used trivially.

190S Daily Ckron. 28 Sept, 4/6 The devastatingly tidy
housemaid. X937 Observer 15 May 8 A man in whom
a natural violence of lust and temper is restrained by the
unnaturally strict taboos of his childhood's environment, but
breaks loose all the more devastatingly when his inhibitions
are removed by drink. Ibid. 21 Aug. 5 The devastatingly
betraying sentences of Theodore Parker, 1938 Daily Tel.
>5 May 8 His conversation.. is positive, narrow-minded,
egregiously self-satisfied, impregnably commercial, but it is

devastatingly entertaining.

Develop, v. Add :

3, d. Lhess, Phrases. To develop one'sganw. to
pursue a certain plan, carry out intended tactics.

To develop apiece : to bring that piece towards or
into a position where it is of service.

1847 Staunton Chess- Player's Handhk. 32 In chess, this is

attempted by the first player putting a Pawn en prise of tlie

enemy early in the game, by which he is enabled more
rapidly and effectuaUy to develope his superior Pieces.
Ibid, 147 Leaving him the option of exchanging Knights or
of protecting his K.P., either of which would afford you an
opportunity of developing your game. 1864 Chess Player's
Mag. 52 lilack, it seems, had no other chance of developing
his game than to give up Rook for Knight at this point.
Ibid, 80 Black's game is now fully developed; their Bishops
are strongly posted, and., their game, we think, was prefer-
able.

e. To show the details of (a piece of work) in a
drawing (cf. *Development 7 d).
x888 [see "Devklopment 7 d],

5. d. To reveal, bring to light, U.S.
1889 Kansas Times 4- Star 8 May, A census of Kansas

City's saloons develops the startling fact that there are about
1,000. IbiiL 16 July, A search for the pioneer bicyclist
hereabouts developed Dr. Henderson, who proudly rode a
wheel on our streets in 1880. 1900 Publisiurs' Circular
X5 Dec. 617/2 The inquiry did not develop any new facts.

e. To come to light, become known. ^'.^S'.

1903 N. y. Ez'en. Post 17 Sept., A new feature of the
shooting developed to-day,wnen it was discovered that [eta].

1937 H. y. Times 29 Scpu 1/6 It developed tliat Beach had
been pressed for money.
7. c. (with cross-influence of sense 9 b). To ex-

hibit the symptoms of(a disease or ailment), eolloq.
Mod, I'm sorry to beaway from work, but 1 have developed

a bad cold.

Developable, a. Add: c. Photogr, Capable
of being deveIoi>ed (see Develop 5 b),

1878 Abney PhotM^T. (1881) 30 An exposure in the camera
to produce a developable image would have to be very
prolonged. 1893 Photogr. Ann. II. 85 New Theory of the
Developable Image. X907 Westm, Gaz. 26 Oct. 13/2 They
take only a short time to produce a developable condition
in the emiiKion.

Developed, //A a. (see under Dkvelop r.).

Add : Chess. (See *Devklop v. 3 d.)
X898 Wcstm. Gaz. 36 Feb. 3/3 Unnecessarily moving a

developed piece.

Developer. Add : o. Photogr, An operative
who develops photographs.
1899 Daily Nevus 38 Apr. 5/3 We had two men on the

train—our regular developer and his a&sistant. X9ax Diet,
Occup. Terms 11927) \ 527.

d. An apparatus for developing a person's

muscles.
_x9oo Sandow Strength 41 The great value ofthe Developer
lies in the fact that it serves to render the muscles pliable.

Ibid.y Exercise with the rubber Developer affords a welcome
change from work with the dumb-bells. X907 Westm. Gaz.
17 Jan. 4/2 With regard to the use of grip dumb-bells and
the developer, they are not intended for the abnorioal
development of any one muscle.

Developing, vbl. sb, (see under Develop z^.).

Add : developing-cup^ ^machine ; developing
(out) paper Photogr.^ paper on which the image
remains invisible during printing and is afterwards
developed,
1878 Abncy Treat, Phatogr.irru ii8The solution should be

flowed back into the "developing cup. 1884 T.C. Hepwortii
Photogr. Amat, 149 Wavy markings on a developed plate
may generally be traced to dirty dishes or developing-cups.
X9AX Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) S 398 "Developing machine
minder (textile printing). 1890 Anthony*s Photogr. Bull.
III. 166 Any one who has ever manipulated "developing
paper, t^ih Photo^Mi'tiature XV, Mar. (Gloss.), Develop-
ing Out Papers (D.O.P.).

Development. Add :

L b. In mod. use : A iact or circumstance
emerging or coming to light. (Cf. *Developv. 5 e.)

i^ Puliliskers* Weekly (N. Y.) 24 Nov. 2191 The October
*37 issue of 'J'ke Outlook was devoted almost eni irely to con-
fessions and developments proving Vanzetti^s innocence.

3. d. The developing of the potentialities of an
estate, property, site, etc by laying it out, building,

mining, or the like : freq. attrib., esp. in develop-

fnent work,
1885 (in Diet, sense 11]. 1897 Daily News 4 Jan. 9/1

During the year an unusual amount of development work

was done on the producing mines 1898 Wcstm. Gaz. 2 1 Afv,
4/3 Advance moneys for development purposes. 1900 DeUly
iWwf II June 2/1 Development operations have been carried
out upon the Le Roi, No, a Property. 1909 Westm, Gaz,
n Feb, 11/4 About 5,000 ft. of development work has been
done on the claims.

7. d. The working out of details in a technical

drawing,
1888 Lockwood^s Did. Mech. Engin.^ Development.^{,1) A

drawing is said to be developed when certain working details
are drawn in full. Thus a propeller blade is developed when
tlie various transverse sections are shown ; . . a plate or
templet is developed when it is so marked out that if cut to
the developed lines and then bent, it will forta the envelope
of some detinite geometrical figure. Z904 Technol, 4- Sci.
Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Twcney).
10. b. Chess, The disposition of the forces for

attack or defence at an early stage of a game.
1864 Chess Player's Mag. 195 The difficulty, .of meeting

the many new developments of the attack, especially those
resulting from 9 Q.Kt. to B.3rd, has led to a reaction in favour
of the move Q.Kt. to R. 4th. 1865 Ibid, 48 In order to fix a
Pawn at bis Q. fifth, and so obstruct the development of
Black's cavalry. 1889 Freebqrough & Rankine Chess
Openings (1893) 13 There are two styles of development; the
attacking and the defensive. In one the pieces are spread
about to secure the greatest possible command of the board.
In the other they are kept together mutually supporting or
defending each other. Ibid. 14 When you cannot see your
way to an attacking move, play a development move.
11. development rock, rock of inferior value

removed during the development of a gold-mine.
See also *3 d.

X900 Daily News 17 Oct. 2/4 The mill during the past two
months has been hampered by the necessity of crushing low
grade development rock, removed in order to render rock of
average value available. Ibid.^ Crushed 1,021 tons develop-
ment rock.

Deverbative (d/vaubativ). Gram. [f. De- +
Vkub, after denominative!\ A word formed on or

derived from a verb.

1913 J. M. Jones Welsh Gram. 381 Other Arj'an stem-
furms, mostly deverbatives and denominatives.

Deviable (drviab'l), a, [f. L. deviare (see

Deviate) + -able.] That can be caused to deviate

;

capable of being deflected. Hence Deviahl'lity
{Cent, Diet. Suppl. 1909).
1913 J. Cox Beyond the Atom \\\, 50 The a rays [from

radio-active substancesl bear a positive [electric] charge...
Though deviable by magnetic and electric fields, the amount
of deviation is minute compared with that of kathode rays
or /3 lays.

Deviation. Add ; 3. d. spec, {a) Deviation

ofthe eovipiementSj in Biol. Chem., the prevention

of the complements from acting upon the receptors.

(^) EmbryoL Divergence in the development of

an animal from the ontogenetic stages of its

ancestor.
1906 Practitioner Dec. 748 Another and much more im-

portant and serious cause of failure comes about by means
of the phenomenon described by Neisser and Wcchsburg,
and known as the 'deviation of the complements'. X930
G. R, de Beer Efnbryol. 4- EvoL xv. 103 The appearance
of characters in the early stages of development is caeno-
genests, and these characters which loom so largely in

neoteny and deviation are flies in the Haeckelian ointment
of recapitulation.

Devil, sb. Add :

8. Various other contrivances (see quots.),

X874 Knight i7/W. Mech.y De^nl^ a machine for making
wood screws. 1890 W. J. Gokdon Foundry 72 A herculean
metallic disk, grimly named the 'devil*, armed with steel

cutters on its circumference that takes off a pound of
shavings at every revolution, 1901 Earm, Field

<J-
Fireside

13 Dec 363/2 Large surfaces are dealt with by burning, an
instrument called a * devil' being generally employed by
painters for * burning ofl*' doors, panels, etc. X904 Technol.
4- ScL Diet. (ed. GcKxlchild & 'i'wcney), Devil (Foundry), a
small portable grate containing a charcoal fire, used for dry-

ing the internal surfaces of a mould. (Plumb.) A plumber's
firepot; used for heating solder, etc.

0, b. Devils on horseback — angels on horseback
(see *Angkl 9).
X009 Cent. Diet. Suppl.

11. Also, a dust-storm in South Africa.

1897 Baden-Powell Matabcle Camp. 284 A 'Devil' with
its roaring pillar of dust and leaves, comes tearing by. X900
Daily NeTvs 3 Apr. 3/1 I'hc 'dust devils * that sweep across
the blustering plain, x^i Westm. Gaz. 16 Mar. 3/1 The
'devil 'in South Africa will pick up boots and tins of sardines,

even bottles of whisky and saddle bags.

17. Deviltake the hindmost : see Hindmost tf. i b.

23, C, devil-driven adj.

1926 ' Lucas Malet * Dogs of Want v. § 3 Lonely and
deviMriven. 19*6 M. Leinster Dew on Leaf 11. i, Jack is

lonely, wretched, devil-driven.

24. dovil-crab, the velvet crab, Portunuspuher\
devil dauoe (cf. devil dancer) ; devil-devil, in

Australian folk-lore (see quot.) ; devil-grass (U.S.

example); devil-on-the-coals Austral.^ a small

damper hastily baked in hot ashes ; devil-wood
(U.S. examples).
187X Darwin Desc. Man \\. ix. 269 When a *Devil-crab

(Portunus puber) was seen . . fighting with a Carcinus mcenas^
the latter was soon thrown on its back. 1899 Grant Allen in

StrandMag. June 655/2 Prickly devil-crabs. 1930 G. E. O.
Knight Intim. Glimpses Myster. Thibet 29 The *Dcvil

Dances ofTibet , . represent cither some historical, legendary,

or mythological evenL 1900 H. V-KVi^^Q^i OverSlifrails \qZ

Black limniie shifted away from the hut [of thedead woman]
. .for the ' *dcvil-devil ' sat down there. x87a Rep. Vermont



DEVIL.

Board Agric, 289 TritUnm re/>eHs. Its various English

names. Couch... Witch and 'Devil Grass, attest how wide-

spread it is becoming. i86» Polehampton Kangaroo Laud
77 Instead ofdamper we occasionally made what is colonially

known as ' *devils on the coals '. 183a D. J. Browne S^lva

Amer. 225 The wood. .when perfectly dry—is excessively

hard and very difficult to cut and split—hence is derived the

name of *Devil Wood. 1844 Lee & Frost Ten Yrs. Oregon

vii. 81 A species of maple called green-maple, or 'devil-

-wood *, remarkable for its toughness.

25. b. devil's darning-needle U,S. (earlier

examples').

1809 W. Irving Knickerb, vi. iv. (1825) 245 They, .bore as

a standard three Devirs-daming-needles, volant^ in a flame

coloured field. 1830 Paulding CUron. Gothatn 14 Gnats,

flies, and devil's darning-needles.

Devil, ». Add : L d. To treat harshly.

i8j3 W. Faux Mem. Days 216 Go. .tell our great Father,

the President, how we are deviled and cheated.

2. b. Jig. To ply with questions or chaff; to

* grill*; to tronble, nnnoy. U.S,
1891 Harper's Mag: June 78/2, I be powerful sorry I kem

a-devilin' ye hyar this time o' night fur nuthin . i8g6

Gmgress. Rec. 21 Dec. 384/2 All the members of. .the 'hog
combine' were on their feet, deviling him and asking him
questions. 1906 B'ness von Hutten What became ofPatn
II. xiii. Don't devil me, Pam; I haven't slept for a week,

tr>'ing to think. 1910 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 229 Go in

and devil him. 19*4 Mulford Rustlers' Valley xiii. 151

The cook was stirring about the kitchen when they dis-

mounted at his door and devilled him for hot coflee.

2)e7il-iuay-care. Add : Also used subst.

1857 G. W. Thornburv Songs of Cavaliers J20, I and
some seventy devil-may-cares Rode to Bristol. 1928 Man-
chester Guardian Weekly 21 Sept. 230/3 An air of devil-

may-care.

Devil's bit. 3. U.S. (Examples.)
i8iS D. Dkakb Cincinnati ii. 87 [List of plants used in

medicine] DeviUbit. 1836 D. B. Edward Hist. Texas ii. ^3
Let us look at some of the roots and plants below, such
as the devils hit, the blood-root. 1871 Schklh dk Verb
Americanisms (\%Ti) 406 A medicinal plant (Aletris farlnosa),

which, under the name of Devil's Bit is highly esteemed in

the West for its virtues.

Devil's-gats. Add: c. The Australian plant

Cassytha filiformis.

1889 J. H. Maiden Useful Native Plants 14 This and other

species of Cassytha are called ' Dodder-laurel ', The em-
phatic name of ' Devil's guts ' is largely used. It frequently

connects hushes and trees by cords, and becomes a nuisance
to the traveller.

Deviltry. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1788 Massachusetts S/>y 2S Aug. (Th.) His shoes were

made of the leather of hypocrisy, tanned wiih the bark of
presumption and curried m the shop of deviltry.

Devirilize (dm'ribiz), v. [f. Dk- + Vibilb +
-IZE.] trans, a. To deprive of virility, to devita-

lize, b. To deprive of manly qualities. Hence
Devirillza 'tion.
1901 Amer. Jml. Psychol. XII. 277 The devirilized eflfects

of transcendental and idealistic habits of thought. 1910
W. J. Locke House ofBaltazar v, These new women are
out fur the deviriiisation of man.

Devolution. Add

:

9. b. In Irish politics, with reference to a scheme
proposed as a substitute for Home Rule.
1898 J. Redmond in Pari. Deb, Ser. iv. LIIL 379 It is

perfectly evident, .that Liberal popular opinion in England
IS in the direction.. of the dimniuiion of the magnitude of
the Home Rule question, from 1886 and 1893, down to

some scheme of devolution and federalism. 1907 A. S. T.
Griffith Boscawen 14 Yrs. ParL 323 In the middle of the
summer holidays [1905] the country had been startled by
the promulgation by Lord Dunraven and his friends of a plan
of 'devolution' of Irish Government, which was neither

Unionism nor Home Rule, but a sort of half-way house, in

which Irishmen of all persuasions were to live in happiness
for ever after. 1907 Daily Citron. 9 May 4/6 The vehement
language in which some of the Orange Members spoke of

resistance to Mr. Birrell's Irish Council scheme might.,
almost justify fears of another * Devolution War '.

Devolutionary (d/v^i«'J3nari), a, [f. Devo-
lution + -ABY 2,J Of or pertaining to, charac-

terized by devolution.

1896 Daily News 1 June 8/3 The symptoms of a coming
dcvolutionary change. igMoClasgow Herald 17 Apr. 6 He
has arresting ideas of the Clyde Valley as a devolutionary
unit.

Devolationist (dfv^i«-j3nist). [f. Devolu-
tion + -1ST.] One who believes in or advocates the
principles of (political) devolution.

1905 IVestm* Gaz. 20 Feb. 1/2 Sir West Ridgeway, now
a Devolutionist. 19x0 Glasgow Herald 17 Apr, 6 Everyone
is a convinced devolutionist to-day.

Devon (de'van). Name of a county in the south-

west of England, designating (a) a breed of cattle

noted for the quality of their milk, {b) a breed of

sheep.

1837 YouATT Cattle (L.U.K.) lii. 15 The skin ofthe Devon,
notwithstanding his curly hair, is exceedingly mellow and
clastic. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 454/1 The North Devon oxen
arc famed for their docility.. .A cow bred fromaNorih Devon
by a Yorkshire bull. ..The milk of the pure Devon cow.
Ibid. 454/2 South Devon nott, brown face and legs, long
wool, pure. 1844 H. Stephens Z?.fe. /arw/ IL i72TheDevons
may perhaps be classed among the Galloways and Angus.
1851 Ibid. (ed. 2) II. 144/1 Lord Farnham's Devon ox,

slaughtered in Dublin in 1828. j88i Sheldon Dairy Farm-
'"jT 33/2 The North Devons.,may be regarded as the true

Devons.

b. Angling. Name of an artificial fly,

\gz^ Blackiv. Meg. Apr. 492/1, I.. fished out across the
stream with a heavy Devon.
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Devonshire (de'vsnj^j). = prec. ; used attrib.

todesignatevariousarticles manufactured, produced,
or animals reared in Devonshire, or characteristic

of Devonshire ; as Devonshire cider., Devonshire
sheep ; Devonshire cream, a thick rich clotted

cream ; Devonshire slipper (see quot, 192 1),
i8a5 Loudon Encycl. Agric, 991 Devonshire cream^ is a

term applied in the county of that name, sometimes to sour
curd, and sometimes to sour cream. 1837 Youatt Sheep vii.

253 The Devonshire notts, or polled sheep used, forty or fifty

years ago, to be at least middle-woolled, if not short-wooUed
sheep. X845 DoDD Brit. Maniif. V. 176 Straw-plait. . . There
are several descriptions of plait made in England—such as .

.

the ' Devonshire *. 1865 E. Burritt Walk to Land's End
viii. 269 That most delectable of luxuries, Devonshire or
clotted cream. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 57 Devon-
shire Slipper Maker. 1907 Gosse Father ff Son (1916) 129
A coating of that rich Western whitewash which looks like

Devonshire cream. 1931 Diet. Occitp. Terms (1927) § 344
Devonshire slipper maker; a brown saddler who makes the
fitting known as a slipper for one type of lady's side saddle.

Devnlcanize (d/vi^-lkanaiz), v. [f. De- + Vul-
canize.] trans. To restore (vulcanized india-

rubber, etc.) to its former condition.
1899 Engl. Mechanic 19 May 316 Any one who can

devulcanise indiarubber ' so as to make it soluble in benzine *

will assuredly take out a patent for the process.

Dew, sb. Add : 5. e. dew-damp adj.

1899 A. R. Cowan Hist. KissZ6 The grass, still dew-damp
in the glade. 1906 T. S. }*Iqq9.e. Poems 29 She. .ordered the
dew-damp hair.

Dewalee (dAva-lJ^. Also 7 dually, 9 divali,

diwali, dewallee. [Wind, diwdli, ad. Skr. dipavalt

(dJpdit) row of lights, f. dipa light, lamp.] A
Hindu festival with illuminations held on the day
of the new moon in the month Asvina or Karttika.
1698 Fryer Acc.E. India ff P. no The first New Moon in

October, is the Banyans Dually. 1820 T, Coats in Trans.
Lit. Soc. Bo}nbay{\%i-^ III. 211 The Dewallee, Deepaullee,
or Timeof Lights, takes place twenty days after the Dussera,
and lasts three days. 1849 E. B. Eastw ick Dry Leaves 84
The Diwali happening to fall on this day, the whole river

was bright with lamps. 1883 Monier Williams Religious
Thought

«f- Life in India 432 The Dlvali is celebrated with
splendid effect at Benares.

Dewater (drwj-taj), v, [f. De- + Water sb^
trans. To remove the water from.
1923 Glasgow Herald 10 Oct. 10 There is now more hope

of getting through *dewatered' roadways. 1929 Times
10 May 22/3 The Lagan Navigation Company shall.. de-
water such portion of the canal [sc. the Ulster Canal].

Dew-bow (diw*b<3u). [iSi^yi sb.yUiicx rainbow^
A halo resembling a rainbow, occurring on a dew-
covered surface.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1920 Conquest May 346/1 That
curious phenomenon known as the dew bow. Jbid. 346/2
The. .author may have seen a dew bow effect at his feet.

Dewdrop. Add: b. A glass bead resembling

a drop of dew,
\ZZo Harper's Mag. June 31/1 'Grass-work* consists in

the fastening of small glass beads or ' dew-drops ' to the arti-

ficial blades.

Dewindtite (dAvi-ntsit). J\Iln. [Named after

Jean De Windt, Bel^^ian geologist: see -iteI.]

(See quot.)
1922 Mineral Mag. XIX, 339 Dewindtite. .. Hydraled

phosphate of uranium and lead.. occurring; as a canary-
yellow powder at Kasolo, Katanga [in the Belgian Congo].

Dewmink, ^-S*. (See quot.)
1781 S. Peters Hist. Connecticut (iSzg) 193 Larks,

humilitys, whipperwills, dewminks. Ibid.^ The dewmink,
so named from its articulating those syllables, is black and
white, and of the size of an English robin.

Dew-pond (diw*pf7nd), [Dew sb."] A shallow

pond, usually of artificial construction, fed by the

condensation of water from the atmosphere, oc-

curring on downs where there is no adequate

water-supply from springs or surface-drainage.
See A. J. and G. Hubbard Neolithic Dew-ponds^ Cattle-

ways (ed. 2) 1907, and E. A. Martin 'Some Considerations
concerning Dew-ponds ' in Trans. South-Eastem Union of
Scientific Soc.y igo3, pp. 66 ff.

1877 H. P. Slade (title) Short practical treatise on dew
ponds. 1879 Athenxum 14 June 757/1 The Wiltshire

farmers, havmg learned the value of 'cloud ponds' or 'dew
ponds *, have formed them at much expense on the tops of
the hills. xgo2 Cornish Naturalist Thames ia8 The dew-
ponds.. have kept their water, while the deeper ponds in the

valleys have often failed. 1903 Kipling Five Nations, Sussex
vi, Only the dewpond on the height Unfed, that never fails.

1905 A. J. & G. Hubbard Neolithic Dew-ponds 2 The gang
of dew'pond makers commence operations by hollowing out
the earth for a space far in excess of the apparent require-

ments of the proposed pond. They then thickly cover the
whole of the hollow with a coating of dry straw. The straw
..is covered by a layer of well-chosen, finely puddled clay,

and the upper surface of the clay is then closely strewn with
stones.

Dexter ^ (dckstai). [Said to have originated

from the name of a Mr. Dexler, who is credited

with having established the breed.] A breed of

small hardy Irish cattle originating from the Kerry
breed. Also called Dexter Kerry.
x88o Encycl. Brit. XIII. 225/2 'Ihe variety known as the

* Dexter *, a cross between the ' Kerry ' and some unknown
breed, is shorter and plumper than the pure ' Kerry \ 1899
Daily News 20 June 9/5 The best dexter animal in the
show. Ibid, 21 June 9/1 The dainty Jersey or pigmy Dexter
and Kerry. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV, 192/2 The Dexter
breed... Until recently it was called the Dexter Kerry.

DHOON.

Dextral. Add

:

1. c. That uses the right hand in preference to

the left, right-handed : see Dextbality 2.

187X Lancet I, 49 On Dextral Pre-eminence by William
Ogle M.D. i90|t, Westm. Gaz. 6 Aug. 11/3 As if fate had
chosen to make it a dextral child.

Dha (da). Also dhar. [Burmese.] = *Dah,
*Dao.
1859 J. W. Palmer New 9f Old 421 (Cent. Diet.) The

Burmese dropped their lances and dhars. 1920 Blackw.
Mag. June 834/2 The two men were allowed to come on
after they had deposited their guns and dhas.

b. A Burmese measure of length.
1821 P. Kelly Univ. Cambist (ed. 2) I. 115 The Dha, or

Bamboo, consists of 7 royal Cubits ; 1000 Dhas make i Dain,
or Birman League.^ 1888 Encycl. Brit, XXIV. 490/1
Eurmah,— ..dha 154 inches.

Dhall, van of Dal.
1923 Nature CXI. 626/2 The addition of oatmeal and

dhall to the British ration.

Dhaman (dayman). Indian. [Hindi (Skr»

dharmana).'\

1. a. The grass Pennisetum cenchroides^ used for

fattening cattle, b. Thedhamnoo, Grewiaelaslica,
1887 Moloney Forestry W. Afr, 348 Dhaman of Punjab.

2. The rat-snake.

1878 P. Robinson In my Indian Garden 92 A pair of
gorgeous dhaman snakes. 1927 Chambers's Jrnl. 493/2 The
dhaman, though not poisonous, turns a somersault and hits

you with its tail. Ibid. 495/1 The local natives all think
that the dhaman or ' rat snake *, is the female of the cobra.

DliainH00(dEe*mn«). Indian. [Hind.] An East

Indian tiliaceous tree, Grewia elastica, or the

timber therefrom.
1846 Loudon Veget. Kingd. 372 The wood of Grewia

elastica, called Dhamnoo, affords timber highly valued for

its strength and elasticity.

Dhan (dan). Indian, [Hind, dhdn, a. Bengali

dhdna rice, grain, dhand fried barley, rice, etc,

(Skr. dhdnaW Rice in the husk,
a 1815 Roxburgh Flora Imiica (1832) II. 201 Dhan the

Bengalee name of the plant, and the unhusked rice, and
Chaul the clean rice. 1858 Simmonds Did. Trade^ Dlian^ a
vernacular name in parts of Hindustan for rice. xqoS Animal
Managem. (W.O.) 299 In Burma, unhusked rice (d/mn), and
in Madras, koolthi, is issued instead of gram or barley.

Dh.audh (dsend). Indian, Also dhand, A lake

or swamp of the territorial division of Sind in India.

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 91/1 In the cold season the lakes
or dhandhs are covered with wild geese, kulang^ ducks, teal,

curlew, and snipe. 1926 Black%v. Mag. Dec. S07/1 Any
swamp or overflow water or tank or jhil in Sind is a dhand.
1928 Ibid. Mar. 389/1 In that year the dhand extended more
than a hundred miles north and south, and ten to thirty

miles east and west. Ibid. 389/2 Several canals took off
from the dhand.

Dhani (drni). Also dhurmy. A kind of

palm, the leaves of which are often used for

making thatch in the tropics.

1926 Chambers's Jrnl. 85/2 Bamboo matting, jungle-
wood boards, and dhunny thatch make ready prey for flames.

1926 Blackw, Mag. June 731/2 She arrived soon after seven
at the steamer anchorage, beyond the flat islands of dhani
palm and mangrove swamp. Ibid. Dec. 71S/1 Hut5. .squalid
and filthy and stinking, but for the most part newly roofed
with dhani thatch against the rains. Jbid. 732/2 ihere was
a sampan with a hooped covering of dhani leaves.

Dlianua (dauma). Indian, Also dharm,
dhurm. [Skr., = decree, custom.] Right beha-

viour, virtue, righteousness ; in Buddhism, the law.
i86s Max Muller Chips (1867) I. ix. 196 The second and

third baskets [sc, canonical books of the Buddhistslare some-
times comprehended under the general name oi Dharina^
or law. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 429/2 The customs of the law
(Dharma) are good both for this world and the world that

is to come. Ibid. V. 190/2 Before the caste assembly the
Dhurm, or caste custom, is sometimes appealed to. 19*6
Otlier Lafuls Apr. 84/2 'I'he missionary is the most dreadful

enemy you have to meet, the greatest enemy of dharma and
Hindu national life in the present age.

Diiantxsala (daumsala). Indian. Also dhar-
ma sala, dhurmsalla, durhmsallah, dhormsal.
[Hind. (Skr. dhannsdld^ f. dharma custom, decree,

said house).] A building devoted to religious or

charitable purposes, esp. a rest-house for travellers.

a 1805 Wellington Disp. (Stanford). i8a6 Hockley Pan-
durang HiiriX. 255, I then proceeded to the durhin snllalt^

or place where travellers put up, and where I had left the two
females. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 233/2 A Dharma Sala,
one or more sheds or buildings for the accommodation of the

mendicants or travellers who are constantly visiting the

math. 1920 Chambers's Jml. 434/1 Even the precincts of

the regimental mosque and dharmsala (Sikh temple) were
examined. 19M Blackw. Mag. Oct. 550/2 At the door of the

dhormsal I was met by some of the priests.

Dhobi. Add : dhobie('s) itch, ring-worm affect-

ing the arm-pit and crotch in hot moist climates.

1890 Billings Med, Diet.., Dhobie's itch. Tinea circinata

tropica of scrotum, thighs, and perineum ; so called in India.

1910 Practitioner Jan. 16 'Ihe name * Dhobie itch is used
to denote several kinds of troublesome eczema generally first

appearing on the covered hairy regions of the body.

DIlOOH (d«n). Indian. Also dhun, doon,
dun. [Hind, dun^ a. Hindi diina valley.] Any
of the flat valleys lying parallel to the base of the

Himalayas dividing the sub-Himalayan hills into

two ranges, spec, the valley of Dehra.
18x4 Asiatic Jrnl. (1816) II. 151 Me void in the far-famed

Dhoon, the Tempe of Asia. 1877 H. M. Elliot's Hist, India
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VII. xo6 Khalilu-lla Khan.. having reached the Diin. 1879
Medlicott ^ Blanford Gtol. India 521 A repetition of low
ridges and intervening diins. 192X xgtk CenU Jan. 46 In
the lower valleys and hollows, or dhnns.

Shoona (d«*na), [Skr. dhutut^ A resin ob-
tained from the Indian tree Shorea robusta,

2846 LouDorJ Veget, Kingd. 394 The dhoona or dammer
pitch, generally used in India for marine purposes, and as
incense. 19x4 Public Opimon 20 June 582/1 The odour of
dhoop (incense) and dhoona greeted our breath.

DhOOp (dwp). Indian* [Hindi, Bengali dhiipa

incense, resin, gum.] An Indian plant, Valeria

indica, also the pitch obtained therefrom,

1851 Illustr. CataL Gt. Exkih. iv. I. 877/1 Piney resin of
dhoop tree.. from Canara.. .Different sorts of dhoop, a
perfume, from Nepal, Bhotan. 19x4 [see •Dhoona].
Dhudheen, var. of Dudeem.
1867 P. Kesnedv Banks Boro xxiv, Their hands went into

their pockets more than once in search of the treacherously-

consoling dkud/wen. 1905 Daiiy Chroru 7 July 5/7 Re-
moving his clay dhudheen from his lips.

I>huine-wassel, var. of Duniwassal.
1905 Daily Chron. 7 July 5/7 Scottish Dhuine wassels

with aggressive feathers in front of their Tarn o' Shanter
caps, 1920 Blac/cuK Mag. Apr, 517/1 Kilted Hebridean
dhuine-was-sels.

Dhiinehee : see *Dakcht.
Diabeah, variant of Dahabbetah.
i86a J, AGrant ll^alk across Africa 2^ Baker led usto

his ' diabeah *, or Nile pleasure-boat.

Diablotin. Add : b. In the West Indies, a
rare bird of the petrel family, (Estrdata hssitata^

O. A name in Trinidad for the guacharo.
18x3 Latham Gen, Hist. Birds VII. 366 They [sc. Trinidad

Goatsuckers) were served up without the heads or feet,

under the name of Dumpy Ducks, or Diablotins. 1880
EncycL Brit. XI, 227/1. 1891 Ibis Ser. vi. III. 131 The
Capped Petrel or Diablotin {(Esirelata kaesitata) formerly
bred on the tops of the mountains of Dominica, 19x4
Glasgtnij Herald 28 Oct. -x The diablotin bird, one of the
petrel family, now believed to be extinct,

Diabolo {Ci^\-s^hS\o). [It., =- devil.] The game
of the devil-on-two-sticks revived under this name.
Also, the wooden top with which the game is

played. Hence Dia-boliat, a player of the game.
The came consists in balancing and spinning a double-

headed top on a string (which is supported on two sticks),

throwing It into the air, and catching it again.

1907 Fry's Mag. Mar. 58a The Devil Game: Diabolo.
Ibid. 586/2 It is not difficult to learn to spin the diabolo.
Ibid. 587/2 The diabolo game can be played by sides of
almost any number. 1907 Wtsttn. Gaz. 25 Sept. 12/1 The
inventor of the modern Diabolo is M. Gustave Phillipart,

a French engineer, well known in the automobile world.
19XX JoAD Highbrows \y, 135 They invent somcquaint form
of amusement like diabolo or roller-skating.

DiacetiC (daiiasZ-tik), a, Chem. [f. Dl-2 +
Acetic] Diacetic acid^ an acid found in the urine

in certain abnormal conditions, esp, when diabetes

is present. Hence Dlacetonu'ria, Diacetn*ria,
the presence of diacetic acid in the urine.
1890 Ui LLiNGS Med, Dict.^ Diaceturia, . . excretion ofacetic

acid in urine. 1906 Doru^sd Med. Diet, (ed. 4) s.v. Acid,
Diacetic acid. 1908 Fractitionrr Feb. 197 Uriuc did not
contain acetone nor diacetic acid.

DiACt (dai'aekt). ZooL Shortened form of next.
1887 tr. /^ E. Schulz€ in Ckallenger Rep.y ZooL XX!. 36

The t*o rays of a diact belong either to the same or to
diflTerent axes. Ibid.^ A.. typical dlact structure.

Diactine OiaiiK'ktin), a.andj^. Zool. [f. Di-2
+ *AcTi.NE,] A. adj. Of a sponge spicule of the
monaxon type : Having two rays, pointed at both
ends. B. sb. A straight or curved spicule with
two rays. Also Dia'ctinal a.

2888 S01-1.AS in Challenger Rep. XXV. p. liii, Diactlne
idieutina).—A monaxon in which growth proceeds in both
directions along the axis.

Dial, sb.^ Add : 8. b. dial (tele)phone, an
automatic telephone (cf. next).

_ X931 Punch 27 May 564/2, I like the dial telephone. Bless
its mnny little dial I Ibid.^ One can do such a lot with the
dial phone without getting into a hot exchange of snappy
come-backs.

Dial, V. Add

:

4. To indicate on or with a dial (a number to be
called up on an automatic telephone). K\.%o£tbsoL

to make a call on an automatic telephone.
19XX Glets^ovi Herald 9 Au^. 9 Subscribers will com-

municate with each other by * dialing ' the required number
and obtaining Immediate connection without the intervention
of an operator. 19x7 Daily Express 28 OcL 3/t I'he ringing
tone (ells you, after you have dialled the number you want,
that the automatic system is ringing the other subscriber's
belL 19x8 Daily Tel. 38 Feb. 15 .She goes to the 'cential
supply conveyor', at which, by dialing on an indicating
switchboard, she lets the store know her requirements, 1930
Punch 21 May 170/1, I keep meeting people who are quite
worn out with dialling all day.

Dialling. 4. Add ; dlalUng tone, the sound
produced bya telephone where automatic exchanges
are in operation, showing that the line is in order
and that the user can proceed to dial.

19x7 Daily Exirtsi 28 Oct. 3/1 The dialling tone is heard
as soon as you place the receiver to your ear—if your line
is in order.

Diamante (djama*Atr). [Fn, f. diamant Dia-
mond.] Material to which a sparkling effect is

given by the use of powdered glass or crystal or of
(paste) brilliants. Also altrib.

1904 Daily Chron. 3 May 6/4 The duchess was in black
with diamante wings in her hair. 1909 Ibid, 20 Mar. 4/6
A long stole-like panel of crystal and diamanti embroidery.
Ibid. 18 Aug. 4/5 Garnitures of pale blue silk embroidery and
diamantd. 10x3 Weekly Dispatch 29 Apr. 15 The gown being
draped Greek fashion and trimmed with bands of diamant^.

Diameter. Add : Tactical diameter^ the per-

pendicular distance between a ship's original line

of advance, and her position when she has turned
1 80° from that line, under the given angle of helm.
Final diameter^ the diameter of the practically

circular path which a ship traverses if after turning
through iSo° the helm is still kept over.
i88x W. H. White Man. Naval Archit. (ed. 2) 631.

Diamond, sb. Add :

1, d. pi. Shares in a diamond-mine.
1905 Daily Report 22 Mar. 1/2 Lace Diamonds have been

bought from Johannesburg, z^t Daily Chron, 28 Oct. 1/7
In Mines diamonds declined. 1909 Westm. Gttz.xi Aug. 8/3
Diamonds hard. Diamond shares maintained their strength,

6. d. U.S. (Elarlier example.)
x888 Outing (U.S.) May 120/2 Joe Start has retired from

the diamond and keeps a saloon.

e. In a safety bicycle, the lozenge-shaped frame
of steel tubing. More fully diamondframe. (Now
disused.)

1897 Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 488/2 Those had canvas
lugcage-cases in the diamondof their wheels. 1898 Cycling
26 Valises which fit into the ' diamond * of the frame. 1917
Cycling Man. 2 Diamond frame, with horizontal top tube.

12. diamond hitch U.S. (examples) ; Diamond
State U,S.^ the state of Delaware.
x888 Roosevelt in Century^ Mag. June 20a An expert

packer, versed in the mysteries of the '*diamond hitch*.
the only arrangement of the ropes that will insure a load
slaying in its place. 1904 Eliz. Robins Magnetic North i,

223 You see him.. throwing the diamond hitch as he goes
from camp to camp for gold and freedom. xoi8 Mulford
Manfr. Bar-20 x. loi The diamond hitch which held the
bulging tarpaulin in place. 1869 Congress. Globe 20 Dec.
262/a Pass tills bill, and you strike down the sovereignty of
the Slates,., and my own little **Diamond State* is crushed.

Diamorphinecdsiam^jf/h). Chem. [f. DiA-2
+ Morphine ] A drug usually called heroin (an
acetyl derivative of morphine).
1914 Chemist 4- ZJrwflfij/LXXXV. 819/2 The name 'dia-

morphine ' cannot be regarded as satisfactory. 1916 P. W.
SguiRE Comp. Brit. Phartnacofitria 551 Dlamorphine Hy-
drochloride, .is described officially as the hydrochloride of
an alkaloid obtainable by the action of acetic anhydride on
morphine. 19x0 Act 10 ^ 11 Ceo, Fc. 46 § 8 The drugs
to which.. this Act applies are morphine, cocaine, ecgonine
and dlamorphine (commonly known as heroin)*

Diana. Add : 1. e. trans/.

1784 t?owpER T'ask IV. 517 Nymphs were Dianas then, and
swains had hearts That felt their virtues. 1897 lyestm. Gaz.
25 Oct. 2/1 Some of these fair Dianas are clad in divided
skirts.

Diapasonal (dsiiSp^-zdnal), a. [f. Diapason
sb. + -AL.] Of or pcrtnining to the diapason or
melody. Also Diapascnio a.

Z9a8 Daily Tel. 31 Jan, 8 There was no 'diapasonal ex-
cess*, which a distinguished Mus. Doc has declared to be
the aouse of modern organ-playing. 19*8 Observer Z Apr.
9/j The trills, roulades, cascades, and diapasonic fertility

of Zampa *.

DianhanouSf a. Add : AUofig.
i9a7*G.Mu»RAy Class. Tradition 104 Poems.. which

attain an Indescribable and as it werediaphanous beauty by
almost nolhinL; but their rhythm.

Dia-phototropic (dai:a0at<7tr(J-pik), €U Biol,

[f. UiA-^ + PiiOTOTKOPic] Indifferent to the action

of light. Hence Bla-photo'tropism.
*9«9 J* C. BosE Croivth «f Tropic Movent, Plants xIIL 133

Dia-phototropism and Negative Phototropism. Ibid. 134
Three stages of phototropic action may be distinguished.

Diaphra^gm, sb. 4. a. Add examples of the

use ot the diaphragm in a camera.
1878 Abney Treat. Photogr. xx'xx. 205 In the doublet lens

the position of the diaphragm is important. 1892 Photogr,
Ann, II. 38 The diaphragm case. Ibid. 39 A flare spot Is

..really the reflection of the diaphragm aperture. 1918
Phcto-MiniatureXy , M as. {G\o^^Ty\ Diaphragm Sit utter,

one working approximately in the position of the diaphragm
in the doublet lens. Constructed of leaves or blades which
open and tlien close the aperture in the exposure shutter.

Diapsid (daiise-psid), a. [f. Di-'^ + Gt. dx^is,

difiS- arch.] Having two temporal arches, like the

reptiles ofthe sub-class Diapsida. So Dia'psidau a,

Diarchal (d9i,a*jk£l), a. Also diarcbial,
dyarohal, -ial. [f. Diakchy -f -al.] Of or per-
taining to a diarchy (see below).
1991 Glasgow HereUd 11 Mar. lo Among the Ministers

recently elected under the new 'Dyarchal ' system was an
Indian who had been previously convicted on charges of
Con>piracy. I9ai Evening Standard -iolXziy ^/-^ Mr. ..Sastrt
..took a prominent part in the dyarchal reforms in India.

19*4 Observer 3 Aug. 5/1 In Bengal, the Diarchal plan is in
suspense, j^j Ibid. 27 Mar. 11/2 I'he diarchlal system had
to be.SMspended, Ibid. 13 Nov. 18/3 The dyarchml system
[in India].

Diarchic (daiia-ikik),*!. Also dyarohic, [f.

Diarchy : see-ic] = prec. So Diarchloal a.

i^ao Edin, Rev. Oct. 386 The dlarcbic character of the
Swiss Government. I9»i Spectator ^ Keb. 161/2 The pre-
posterousdyarchical constitution forced upon India by Mr.
Alontagu. 1926 Content^. Rev. Feb. 240 He broke every
rule of the diarcbic principle. Ibid, Mar. 274 The dyarchic
executives.

Diarchy,. Add : Revived, chiefly in the form
dyarchy, to describe the system of provincial
governments in India established by the Govern-
ment of India Act of 1919 (9 & 10 Geo. V).
1917 L. Curtis Papers Frinc. Dyarchy (1920) 105 Self-

government in any large country thus involves the operation
of two authorities with separate mainsprings side by side.
The word 'dyarchy '..has been coined to denote this prin-
ciple and for convenience I shall use it- 1919 Ld. Chelms-
ford in Blue Bk. E. India Const. Reform Cd. 1 23. 55 in Parit.
Papers XXXVII, The only method by which this can be
attained is one which involves the division of the functions
of government between two diff'erent sets of authorities, a
method which has been compendiously styled 'dyarchy*.
1920 Sir H. V. Lovrtt Hist, Indian Nat. Movevi. 163, etc.
1921 Glasgo7v Herald 4 June 6 To exempt Burma from the
operation of this system, which is known as Dyarchy.
Diasporic (d3i,asp^-rik), a. [f. Diaspoju. : see

-ic] Of or pertaining to the Dispersion.

189s Expositor Aug. 139 The Diasporic Jewish Christians
who were 'intermediate 'between the strict Jewish Christian
and the free Gentile Christian.

Diathermal, a. Delete iObs, and add :

1923 Blackw. Mag. Nov, 584/2 The Diplomatic Body's
process of diathermal hibernation.

Diathermic, a. Add : 2, Ofor pertaining to
diathermy. Also Diathe'rmioally adv., by means
of a diathermic current.
z^io Brit, Med. 7r«/. 12N0V. 1547/2 During diathermic

operations the blood vessels and lymph channels are securely
sealed. 29x9 Martindalk Risen Sun 100 They were sure
I liked heat, and pumped an incredible amount, diathermi-
cally. into me each day.

Diathermy (d3i-aj)3jmi). [f. Gr. Std through
+ Oepf^os heat + -y3.] AppUcationofelectriccurrents
of low tension and high amperage to produce heat
in those parts of the body that lie below the surface.
igio A rchij'es Roentgen Ray June ig Diathermy is but

one phase of d'Arsonvalisat ion, which, besides the production
of heat, has other physiological effects dependent on the
tension, length, form and frequency of the waves, 19x0
Brit. Med. Jrnl, 12 Nov. 1547/2 Diathermy, or thermo-
penetration, describes the heating of diseased tissue by
electrical currents of high frequency. 1911 Ibid. 14 Oct.
900/1 The now familiar diathermy apparatus. 1929 Times
19 Apr. 16/3 Dr. F. D. Howitt visited Craigweil House and
again applied the diathermy treatment to the King. 1929
MoRRiN in Irish Jrnl. Med. Set. Apr. 183 Such coagulation
of cancerous growths is carried out with a very powerful
diathermy apparatus.

Diatonism (dsiiSe-tJniz'm). Mus. [f. Dia-
tonic : see -ism.] Diatonic system.
19*7 Music «V Lett. July 325 An insipid diatonic scheme

which lacks the primitive freshness of Beethoven'sdiatonlsm.
19x8 G. CooKK Theory of Music 19 Recent att.icks upon
conventional and arbitrary Diatonism.

Diazon (d3i,£e-ks^n). Med, Also -one. [f. Dl-2
+ *AxoN.] A nerve-cell having two axons.
X90X DoRLAND Med, Diet, (ed. 2).

Dibata^f (di*batseg). [Native name.] A variety

of antelope, Ammodorcas clarkei, found in Somali-
land, having recurved horns ringed at the base.
xgmEncycl. Brit. XXV. 454/1. 1904 Nature 8 Sept. 458

The dibatag, or Clarke's gazelle.

Dihlastic (daiblaestik), a. [f. Di-2 + Gr,
^A-atTTos germ : see Blastula.] Having a twofold
origin; composed of two germ-layers.
1901 G. N. Calkin Protozoa 26 Colonies [of Protozoa] do

not form a distinct tissue of cells as in the blastula stage of
Meta2oaj while a still stronger point is that they never form
a diblastic embryo.

Dibs^ (dibz). [Arab. ,_^^j debs = Heb. Z'21
debash honey, wine syrup.] A thick sweet syrup
made from grape-juice in Eastern countries ; also,

a similar syrup made from dates.
1841 E. Robinson Bibl. Res, Palestine II. 442 The finest

grapes are dried as raisins; and the rest being trodden and
pressed, the juice is boiled down to a syrup, wlilch under
the name oiDibs is much used by all classes wherever vine-
yards are found. 1864 Tweedie Lakes /^ Rivers of Bible
62 He will fetch fresh-baked bread, and a supply of dibs—
a kind of honey made from grapes.

DichOptic (daikp-ptik), (7, Zool. [f. D1CH0- +
Optic a.\ Of certain insects : Having the eyes
widely separated.

1899 D. Sharp in Camb. Nat, Hist, VI. 440When the eyes
of the two sides meet in a co^adapted line of union the
Insect is said to be ' holoptic ', and when the eyes are well
separated ' dichoptic '.

Dickensian, a. Add : b, sb. An admirer of
Dickens or his works.
1905 {title) The Dickensian, a Magazine for Dickens

Lovers and Monthly Record of the Dickens Fellowship.

Diclcer, j^.2 U.S. Add : 2. Articles or com-
modities as a medium of exchange or payment.
x88o Harper's Mag. May 907/1 An old watch and shot-

gun,, that he had taken as 'dicker 'on accounts.

Dicker,?'. Dickering, z^<^/. j^. U.S. (Earlier

examples.)
x8oa Port Folio II, 268 note fTh.) Dickering signifies all

that honest conversation, preliminary to the sale of a horse,

where the parties very laudably strive in a sort of gladia-

torial combat of lying, cheating, and overreaching. 1834
C A. Davis Lett. % Downing 47 * Here *, say 1, * Squire

Biddle, I have a small trifle I should like to dicker with you '.

Dicky, dickey, sb. Add : L (Earlier U.S.

examples.)
S836 Knickerbocker Mag. VIII. 203 Jack Marlinspjke,
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who had been first dickey of an Indiaman. 1839 /^/V.XIII.
40 To hear our second dickey (an old mau) talk about the
nor'»-est coasL
9. C, An extra seat at the back of a two-seater

motor car which can be closed down when not in

use.
19x3 Motor Manual \v. 139 On most two-seaters a light,

detachable, re-ar single or dickey seat can be arranged for

if specially desired. X9a6 W. Deeping Sorrell <V Son v,

IMI take it round to a garage for you, sir. Luggage in the
dicky ?

d. In other extended uses.

1907 Macm. Ma^. Feb. 314, I..went to the leadsman's
dicky, or little projecting platform, on the starboard side.

o igxa T. Burt Atitobiog. (1924) 94 The hauling.engine,
called the * dickey ', was at the surface.

Dicotf DicotyL Abbreviations of Dicoty-
ledon.
1877 Si R J . D. Hooker in Life (1918) 1 1, xxxbc. 236, i . Mono-

cots. 2. Dicots. a. Angiosp. d, Gymnosp. 1877 Le
CoNTK Elem. GeoL (1879) 354 Types.. of the Monocoiyls on
the one hand, and the Dicotyls on the other, 1890A thenzum
22 Nov. 702/1 Thus placing the monocots and dicots on a
lower level than the cycads. 1903 Amer. yrnl, Sci. Dec.
416 The main development of the early Dicotyls and other
plants constituting the best horizon markers took place in

the late Jurassic. 1907 Sir J. D. Hooker in Life (191 8) II,

xxix. 22 Vou ask why Md the British Flora of Mr. Bentham
and myself I begin Dicots with Ranunculaceae' I

Dictamnus (diktse'mn^s). [L. : see Dittany.]
A plant ol the genns of this name, esp. of the culti-

vated species Fraxinella,
X9XS Gtasgmv Herald 5 Aug. 6 The dictamnus is easily

raised from seeds.

Dictaphone (diktSf^n). [irreg. f. Dictate +
-phone as in Gramophone.] A proprietary name
for a machine which records and subsequently re-

produces for transcription words spoken into it.

z^a-j Daily Chron. 3 July3/sThe 'dictaphone', an adap-
tation of the phonograph. 1^0 Chambers's Jml. 264/2
A familiar object in many business and editorial offices is

the dictaphone, an instmment which records on wax cylinders
letters or articles spoken into it. 1920 Glasgow Herald
22 May 5 Typing for half an hour an aggregate of 3991
words from dictaphone records. 1936 J. J. Connington
Death at Sivayihling Court xvi. You know he's an expert
on gramophones and dictaphones and all that kind of truck.

. . He got a dictaphone record of a telephone message from
Hubbard to his c'.erk.

Dictionary. 3. Add

:

1911 H. Bradley in F, y, Fumivall ii. 8 In April 1909,
when I gave my annual report on ray dictionary work tothe
Philological Society. 1939 Cath. I. Dodd Apples ^ Quinces
Iv. ii. 146 When Amanda grew tired of teachingshe got work
on a big Dictionary in Oxford... It was over the Dictionary
work that Amanda made the acquaintance of Mr. Jasper
Stafford. Hid. v. iL 156 Amanda went back to Oxford and
Dictionary-making.

Dictograpn (di*kt(?graf). [irreg. f. L. dictum
thing said, word + -GBAPH.] A proprietary name
for a machine capable of recording in one room
sounds or conversation made in another, having a
sound-magnifying device as a substitute for the
m9Uthpiece of the telephone.
1907 Times 26 June 12/4 Mr. [K. M.] Turner of NewYork

. .had the honour of exhibiting the Dictograph before the
King and Queen. 1912 y/ww (weekly ed.) 23 Feb., Indiana-
polis advices, .say that a * dictograph ' which was concealed
m the office soon after John McNamara's arrest enabled
Government stenographers in the room below to take the
daily conversations. 1936 Spectator 20 Mar. 520/1 Among
inventions for great captains of industry, I looked with awe
upon the Dictograph Telephone.

Dictjronal (di-kti^nal), a, ZooL [f. mod.L.
Dictyonina, f. Gr. Uktvov net.] Pertaining to, or
characteristic of, the DUtyonina^ a suborder of
sponges of the order HexactineiUday in which the
parenchymal spicules coalesce in a firm and
regular skeleton. Hence Bictyonale (diktitm^l),
one of the spicules which become fused to form the
skeleton of a dictyonal sponge.
X887 tr. F. E, Sckulze in Challenger Rep., ZooL XXI.

265 Hexactinellida in which the principal hexacts are already
at an early stage united into a connected and compact
(dictyonal) framework.

Dicty;onine (di-ktitmain), a. Zool. [ad. mod.L,
Dictyonina : see prec] «= prec. Also Bictyonx*-
nal a,

1887 tr. F. E. Schulze in Challenger Rep., Zool. XXI.
489 As a Lyssacine every Dictyonal form must still begin
its development, though this stage may only perhaps last
for a very short time. And thus there was at any stage the
possibility of the Dictyoninal form becoming again reduced
to a Lyssacine. Ibid. 496 Even in the Silurian period both
Lyssacine and Dictyonine forms appear to be present.

Dictyoxylou (diktip-ksilf^n). [mod.L,, f. Gr.
SiHTvov net + (vXov wood.] One of a genus of
palaeozoic fossils occurring in the coal-measures
of Europe, and represented by stems exhibiting
radiating wedges of wood.
1896 Naturalist Jan. 38 The Dictyoxylons of the Coal

Measures.

Diddle, -f^. Add: 4. A slight and rapid move-
ment in dancing.

1835 LoKCSTREET Georgia Scenes 12 Rhoda Nobles swam
through the reel like a cork on wavy waters, giving two or
three pretty little perch-bite diddles as she rose from acoupee.

DiddlUnS (di-dsmz). [= did'emy i.e. Did they
(tease you, etc.) ?, with addition of plural j.] An
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expression of commiseration addressed to children,

and jocularly to adults. Hence D'iddiuu v, trans.,

to say * diddums * to.

c 1880 [remembered by a correspondent], 190Z E. F.
Benson Dodo vii, It bored her to say 'Didums' for an
indefmite period, and she did not believe it amused the
baby. \^6 Spectator x May 795/1 On being *diddumed'
when sleeping.. it [sc. a cat) opened its eyes crossly. 1928
Internal. Jml. Psycho-Analysis IX. 17 Where an hysteric
will spend endless time consciously rejecting, say, an obscene
word, the obsessional will spend the same time in an agony
of confusion over a simple nursery phrase, e. g. ' Diddums ' or
* Ducky *. 1928 Rose Macaulay Keeping Up Appearances
viii, Sometimes they inquire. .as to the past life in general
of the object of their solicitude, as ' Was he ?

' or ' Diddums ?

'

Dido^. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1831 L. OsBORN Life of Jeremy Levis II. vi. x. 315 Then

cutting a few more didos (if I may apply so vulgar a phrase
to a man of the Doctor's refinement), he would add [etc.].

183s D. P. Thompson Adv. Timothy Peacock 170 Must all

the world know all the didos we cut up in the lodge-room?

Die, sb.^ (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 398 (Th.), I wonder [the

dogj didn't go fnad ; or make a die of it. 1848 Stray Subj.
195 (Th.) I'm afraid I'm going to make a die of it. I'm
going to create a vacancy.

Die, z*.^ 3. Add : To die in one^s boots or shoes,

with one's boots on : to die a violent death, spec, to

be hanged ; also U.S., to die in harness (see *B00T
J^.3 I C).

1694, 1837 [see Shoe sb. 2d]. 1712 [in Diet.]. 1873, etc.

[see *BooT sb.' i cj. 1886 B. Hartk Snoivbouftd 109 ttote,

*To die with one's boots on '. A synonym for death by
violence, popular among South-western desperadoes, and
the subject of superstitious dread.

Die-hard. Add:
B. 2. Applied to {a) those who were prepared

to * die in the last ditch' in their resistance to the

Home Rule Bill of 191 2; {b) those members of
the Conservative party who followed the leader-

ship of the Marquess of Salisbury in 1922. Hence
applied to any one who is extremely conservative

on a political or other issue. Also attrib.

1912 Tatler^ Oct. 32a, One of the * Die-hards*. Lord
Willoughby de Broke speaking recently at Ballyroney
against Home Rule for Ireland. 1923 Times 18 Oct. 14/2
Diehards demand freedom. Lord Salisbury on Coalition.

1922 Daily Mail 25 Oct. 10 Mr. Chamberlain said : Politics
have many vicissitudes. A few days ago 1 was orthodox

;

to-day I am a ' Die-hard '. Ibid, 3 Nov. 13 Die hard, the sec-
tion of Conservatives led by Lord Salisbury who were hostile

to Mr. Lloyd George's Premiership and Home Rule. 1923
E. A. Ross Russian Stwiet Republ. 395 The dte-hard
Tories. X927 A. T. Hagg Labour Community Song Bk. 6
The Tory Die-hards in their clubs They sing ihis plaintive

song. 1930 Daily Til. 15 May 14/3, I always feel at home
. . where 1 can hear a Liberal thought expressed.

_
The only

place where I do not feel at home is where there is die-hard
thought or left-wing Socialist thought.

3. A variety of Scottish terrier.

1900 Westm, Gaz. 9 July 3/1 To anyone in doubt as to a
suitable dog to take up as household guard or companion
the Scottish terrier, often called the ' Die-hard ', or Aberdeen
terrier, and the DandieDinmont, immortalised by Sir Walter
Scott, are strongly recommended. 1921 Melbourne Argus
13 Sept. s The name 'Die-Hards* has been given to the
well-known black or brindle Scottish terrier.

Hence Die-liardis2ii (ddi'haidiz*m), the prin-

ciples, tenets, or spirit of a die-hard.
1922 Glasgow HeraldZ Mar. 8 If the atmosphere of co-

operation can be created, *die-hardism ' will be painlessly
asphyxiated. 1923 Ibid. 28 July 8 There is a core of ' die-

hardisra ' in all sincerely held convictions, and its language
does not consist only of ' outworn shibboleths '. 1926
spectator 17 Apr. 695/2 Those half-dead persons whom one
may see. .sitting in their clubs, reading the newspapers, are
partly responsible, with their die-hardisms and inhibitions,

for keeping up a spirit of pessimism in Young England.
1926 Matich. Guardian Weekly Sept. 181/1 Mr. Churchill
has reversed his former die-hardism and struck out boldly.

Diener, var. *Dener.
1930 Palmer Men are Human xxix. 273 I'd like a diener

for every quart of whisky the old boy's sunk in his day.

Diesel (dz-zal). Name of Dr. Rudolf Diesel of
Munich, the inventor, used attrib. to designate a

type of oil-engine, in which air alone is drawn into

the cylinder, this air being so highly compressed
that the heat generated ignites the oil when it

enters the combustion space. Also Comb.
1894 B. DoNKiN Text-bk. Gets, Oily ^ Air Engines Index

413 Diesel engine. 1894— Rational Heat Motor 53 The th ree

vertical cylinders of the Diesel motor. 1905 H. Allen Gas
«f Oil Eng. (1907) 267 Test of a 500 B.H.P. Diesel Oil
Engine. 1016 Motor Ship Sf Motor Boat 30 Nov. 379,
J200 h.p. Diesel-engtned Auxiliaries. 1929 Oil Engine
Po7uer Plemit Handbk. (ed. J. Kuttner) 79 The Buckeye
Vertical Diesel Engine is of the solid injection, four cycle
tj^, securing its ignition from the heat of compression.

Diety sb.^ 7. Add : diet-sheet, a paper showing
the daily diet of the inmates of an institution.

190a J. H. M. Abbott Tommy Cornstalk 182 We all lay
in, or upon, our beds with onr board-mounted diet-sheets in

our hands. 1904 Windsor Mag. Jan. 274/1 The Steward.,
composes the hospital diet-sheet. 1920 Chambers's Jrnl.
825/1 In the diet-sheet of this prison appeared on twod.iys
a week ' turtle-soup '.

Dietheroscope (d3i,2))eTJsk^up). [f. Gr. 5(-

two + alQrfp Etheh -{ -o- -(- -SCOPE.] An instrument
invented by M, G. Luvini of Tunis for measuring
the variations in atmospheric refraction, usually

consisting of a telescope having additional lenses

DIFFEKENTIATOH.

or mirrors which bring two images of any object
into the field of vision.

X878 Haydn's Diet. Dates (ed. 16), Dietheroscope, an
apparatus for geodesy and teaching optics, constructed by
G. Luvini, of Tunis, and announced, April. 1876. 1889
Times 21 Mar. 3/3 There are also Luvini's dietheroscope
for observing the changes ofatmospheric refraction optically.

Dietitian (dsiieli-Jan). orig. U.S. Delete
rare and add (also dietician) :

1905 Spring/ieldWeekly Republ. 29 Dec. 16 The dietitian's
work consists in ordering food and preparing the dietary for
the patients. 1906 Daily Chron. 14 Aug. 5/3 An ex -graduate
of Harvard, and an experienced dietician. 19^ Daily
Express 2 Aug. 2/3 An outline of each day's menu is

supplied to the steward's department by the dieticians 00
board.

Dietl (df-t'l). Name of Joseph Dietl, an
Austrian pliysician (1804-1878) in Dietls crisis

,

* sudden severe attacks of nephralgic or gastric

trouble, chills, fever, nausea, and vomiting, and
general collapse' (Dorland).
1907 Practitioner Dec. 750 In such cases [of movable

kidney] as present symptoms, the severity of these may pre-
sent every gradation from a dull aching pain in the back to
the acutest paroxysms of renal pain. To the latter the name
of Dietl's crisis is commonly applied. 1908 Ibid. June 784
A Dietl's crisis in intermittent hydronephlrjosis.

Diff., coUoq. abbrev. of Diffeeence sb,

xgio O. Johnson Varmint iv. 58 * What's the diffJ'said
the Tennessee Shad, yawning. 1919 Punch 28 May 417/1
But Laltie couldn't see the dif between a man and a noveUst,

Different, a. Add

:

1. c. siang. Out of the ordinary, special. r^c^r^M
1913 Canfikld SgnirrelCage iii, What a perfectly lovely

couch. ..Why, it is so h^auWuWy di^erent t Ibid, xviii, To
avoid being

|
queer * and ' different "one had to play a good

hand [at Bridge]. 1950 Publishers' Weekly 8 Feb. 709/r
They arc always striving to write a pieceof copy that will

be 'different ', that ' will hit the reader right between the
eyes '. Ibid. 15 Mar. 1554/' A 'different ' Iwok ad appeared
in the Sunday, March the gth, New York Herald Tribune.
1930 Publisliers' Circulam^ Mar. 376 Will war IkjoIcs never
cease? Perhaps not ; but at least some may be different. 1930
Punch 26 Mar. (Cigarette advt.), are different. 1930
Week-end Rev. 7 J une 467 Ireland this year ! For a ' dif-

ferent* holiday, with all the charms of foreign travel and
none of the disadvantages.

Differential. Add

:

A. adj. 4. b. esp. Applied to mechanism de-
vised for imparting differing velocities, e. g. to the
two halves of the driving axle of a car (so that the
wheels revolve at different rates when turning a
comer).
x9oa A. C. Habmswobth Motors 4- Motor-Driving x. 213

The differential gear acts on the principle of the action of
the pair-horse whippletree and equalising bar. 1903 Sci.
Amer. 7 Feb. 91/2 Single<hain-drives are more popular
than ever, although.. it looked as if the double outside
chain drive to both rear wheels from a differential counter-
shaft would supplant this fornu 1904 A. B. F. Young Ccmpl.
Motorist iii. 62 A separate shaft, parallel with the rear axle,
called the differential shaft, driven by bevel gearing from
the secondary shaft in the gear case. 1908 Westm. Gaz.
16 Jan. 4/2 In conformity with the latest ideas in live-axle
construction, the differential case is assembled horizontally.
S935 Morris Oivner's Man. 26 If any adjustments to the
differential bearings are required, /bid.. This adjusting
sleeve is easily accessible through an opening on the upper
side of the differential carrier.

5. Operating differently on different kinds of
material.
ij>oo Geogr. Jrtil. (R.G.S.) XV. 652 The facts collected

pointed to the conclusion that this type of valley was due
to differential preglacial decay.

B. sb, 4. A differential gear, spec, of a motor
vehicle.

X902 Daily Chron. y:>}\xn<i 6/a When be broke the differea-
tial of his 70 h.-p. Panhard car 50 kilometres from the finish.

iyj5 WestJn. Gaz. 17 Feb. 8/2 A motor-boat requires no
differential. 1925 Morris Ownet's Man. 26 The bearings
take the load and thrust of the differential.

5. (See quot.)

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Z)i^^««//a/(Electricity),
a coil of electrified wire having such relation 10 another
electrified coil or to an armature (or needle) common to both
as to produce polar action contrary to th.-it produced by
such other coil. (Electric Lamps], a conductor of high
relative resistance—used with electric lamps in series,

—

which operates in the twofold capacity of shunting surplus
current to the next lamp, and of shortening the arc of its

own lamp, so as to maintain equal action in all lamps of the
series.

Differentiate (diiere-nji,^t), sb. [f. the vb.]

Avariety of a rock, differentiated by its constituents.
a 1995 Daly in J. Joly Surface-Hist. Earth i,32 The 'ob-

vious and long recognized hypothesis that augite andesite is

a differentiate from basalt '.

Differentiatingly (diiere-nji .^tiqli), adv.
[see -ly2.] So as todiTferentiate.

1879 J. MoiusoN in Expositor IX. 106 He immediately
adds differentiatingly a servant of Jesus Christ,

Differentiator (difercnji^tai). [f. Diffkb-
ENTIATE V. + -OR.] One v^iio or that which differen-

tiates ; spec, in Math, an instrument for calculating

or indicating differential coefficients ; in Bi^I. a
modified or specialized part, organ, etc.

X894 Times 11 Aug. ii/i It was.. advisable to have a
'differentiator '..and this was difficult to construct, because
any irregularities in a curve were magnified in its differential

coefficients. X934 J. Huxlev in Discovery June "jjii Some
intluence had spread from it [sc. the grafted dorsal Up]



DimCULT.

which made the tissues of the host build themselves up in

the special and orderly way of differentiation. It was a
differentiator.

I>if5.cult, «. 2. a. Delete arr^. and add recent

examples (after F. difficile), Cf. Difficile 3.

1904 li'tstm. Gas, 20 Jaii, 5/2 Lady Verona refers to her
hu&band as *ratl)er difficult . 1939 Ttntes 2 Feb. lo/i A
letter from a 'difficult ' customer.

Difformed (difpumd). Delete \Obs. and add :

Boi. Of unusual form or shape.

1887 W. PHiLLtPS BriL Discoittycetes 35 Club diffbrmed,
compressed, obtuse, distinct. Ibid. 174 These burst out
through the bark in little heaps, much crowded and dif-

formed.

Diffonuity. 1. For ^Ohs. read Obs. c\c.poet.

1929 K. Hfidces Test. Beauty iw. u^i Exuberant difformity
of disorder 'd growth.

Di^y sb,^ Add : 5. l/^S. (Earlier example.)
1837 Harrardiana III. 283 in B, H. Hall Coi'Icge ll^'ords

(1836) 158 [He] yet is noelaborate dig, Nor for rank systems
cares a fig.

6. p/. Lodgings (cf. Diogivg 5), ca/Zoa.

1893 Stage II May 16/2 * Bein^ in the know regarding
the best 'digs* can only be attained by experience. 1905
I'arsity 16 Nov. 79/1 An invitation from a friend in digs.

1908 A. S. M. HvtQHWSon Once Aboard the Lv^er \.\.-2T^
] have heard that one can work far better bylivmgnearthe
hosp tal in digs. 193a Mrs. A, SiD<;wiCK Victorian xxv.
190 He had achieved the entry of the studios through a
cousin with whom he had shared digs.

Di^, V, Add : 1. Also irausf,^ to make incisions

with action resembling digging.

1^30 W, A. Thorpe in Connoisseur Oct. 226/2 To produce
relief motives the operator has to * dig ' with his wheel at a
steep angle to the surface,

d. To have * diggings', lodge. coUoq,

1914 C Mackenzie Sinister St. II. xi, Soon it would
come to the point of declaring outright that he did not want
to dig with him. i9ao W. T. Grenfell Labrador Dr» iv. 64
Two or three classmates would 'di;g ' together.

11. Dlff In. d. intr, or refl. To excavate a
trench or trenches and dag-outs in order to with-

stand an attack or consolidate a position. Also

fig,^ to establish oneself in a position.

1917 Empev From Fire Ste^ 145 The machine-gunners
went over with the fourth wave to consolid.ite the captured
line, or *dig in', as Tommy calls it. 1918 E, S. Fabrow
Diet. Mil. Tertnt, * Digging in ' is frequently replaced by
the exprt-ssion Consolidate Captured Line. 1919 }. B.
MoKTON Barber 0/ I'utney xvi. 263 Word came back that
they [sc. a platoon] were to go to a certain point and dig it).

i9aa Daily Mail 3t Nov. 8 The most alarming ot Sir
Percival Phillips's disclosures is that our * limpets * in Meso-
potamia are digging themselves vigorously in.

13. Dig out, fig. To obtain, get hold of, or get
out by search or effort.

x8«4lin.Di^t.J. \^f Gentl. Mag. CCXL. 596 This last-

named prince. .had hidden himselfin a cupboard in the midst
of a roll of cat pet, and was with difficulty dug out to be girt

with the sword of Othman. \9^t Uarper s Mag. Way 884/2,
I don't believe it is worth while to dig out the glasses. 19*9
P.Williams Jacob's Ladder x\x. 269 It was C^olyn who.,
dug out two old volumes of eightt^eiith century pictures
lying forgotten in a cupl>oard. 1930 Daily Express 30 July
3/7 England . . may need mure batsmen of the type who nave
to be dug out.

14. Biff up. d. To obtain ; to search oat. Also
absoi. C/.S. siang,

1895 Century Mag. Sept, 674/1, I heard he was Iryin' to
dig up a trade with a man whos got a mine over in the
Stocan country. 1909 *0. Hknry' Options (1916) 47 So
Ogden digs up a deck of cards and we piny casino. 1910
W. M. Raine^. ^'(Towntfr 21 Digup, Mr. Pullman, Go way
down into your jeans.

Digby (di'gbi). [Name of a seaport of Nova
Scotia,] A herring caught and cured at Digby.
In full Digby chicken or chick (see Chick sb,^ 4).
18*9 G. H EAD Forest Scenes tVilds N. A mer. 40 A small

species of herring. ..They are extremely delicate, and are
salted in great quantities every year. They have gained
the nick- name of Digby chickens. \9fy^ Chambers's Fncycl.
III. 557/2 A variety of small herrings or pilchards, which
are smoked and dried for export ; they have a high flavour,
and are known in trade as Digbies.

Digester. Add : 4. d. An apparatus used in

the preparation of artificial silk from wood,
1937 T. WoouMousK A rti/icial Silk 19 The chips are then

blown up to the top of the wood-boiling house into large
silos, from which the digesters are filled.

Digger. Add : 2. e. An Australian or New
Zealander, spec, in the war of 1914-18. coUoq.

1919 War Slang in Athenxutn S Aug. 727/2 (The soldier]

gave nicknames to the Overseas troops, as * Aussies
',

' Diggers ', or * Dincums ' for Australians. 1995 Eraser &
GiBEONS Soldier ^ Seulor Words^ Digger, an .'\ustralian

;

also a New Zealander. The name originated for Australians
in the old gold-mining days. 193^ MABTiNDALE^/j^'ff.S'MM
14 Where my experience of the Diggers really began was a
little club in the Turl, to which hospital cases came.
6. digger's delight Auslra/., a species of speed-

well, Veronica perfoliata, so called from the sup-
position that it grows only on auriferous soil.

1878 W. R. GuiiKOYLE /// Bk. Bot. 64 (Morris) Digger's
Delight...A pretty, blue-flowering shrub with smooth stem-
clasuins leaves. x888 D. Maci>onalo Gum Boughs 147
Such native flowers as the wild violet, the shepherd s purse,
or the blue-flowered 'digger's delight*.

Digging, vbi. sb. 4. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
81^ Brackenkidck yie7vs Louisiana 148 The mode of

workingthe mines is exceedinf^ly simple. The word (//]ff///^j,
by which they axe known, very well designates the appear-

SUPPT.
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ance of these places, /bid. 151. 1823 S. H. Long £x/ed.
Kocky Mts.l. 93 Near his house are the diggings so often
mentioned in this region as objects of curiosity,

Diggy (di'gi), a, colloq. [f. Dig sb.^ 4 b + -t i.]

Inclined to give sly digs,

1904 Daily Chron. 26 Mar. 3/3 General Frey is very
* diggy' against what we should have thought he would
have found to be equally fine representatives of our Indian
Army—the Sikhs. 1906 Ibid, 23 Jan. 3/1 Our official

German critics, .are always very ' diggy ' towards Buller.

DigitorixuzL (did3ito9Ti^m). [f. Digit sb. +
-OKiuM.] A small portable keyboard used for exer-

cising and strengthening the fingers in piano-play-
ing ; a dumb piano.
1876 Staineh & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms. 1921 Times

15 Jan. 1/3 Wanted, Digitorium.—State size and price.

Digonal (di-g^fnal), a, CrysL [f. Dl- '^ + Gr,
•^aivia angle + -AL.] Denoting an axis of binary
symmetry, spec, one of the six axes of an isometric

crystal at right angles to the dodecahedral faces.

189a G. H.Williams Elem. Crystallo^r. (ed. 2) iii. 47 note^
One [set of axes] is the set of intersection-lines between the
principal ana secondary planes of symmetry. . .(They) are
normal to the faces of the rhombic dodecahedron and are
called the digonal. 1898 Nature 27 Jan. 309 Only digonal,
trigonal, and hexagonal axes [of symmetry] are possible with
cr^tals.

Diliedralytf. Add :

1. Dihedral angle, (also) the angle formed by any
two meeting or intersecting planes or plane faces,

spec, the angle formed by the wing pairs of an
aeroplane. Dihedral board, an instrument used in

measuring and correcting the dihedral angle of the
wings of an aeroplane.
1909 Westm. Gaz. 11 Mar. 4/1 The problem of automatic

transverse stability is solved by giving the aeroplanes a
dihedral angle or keels. 1916CC. Turner Aircra/t o/To'
day viii._(igi7) 140 Inherent stability is secured., by a dihe-
dral setting of the wtngs, i.e. sloping up to right and left

frum the body. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks ii. 7^
It is a necessary condtuon [of stability] that the neutral
lift lines of the two surfaces, when projected to meet each
other, make a dihedral angle. Ibid. lii. 108 Another method
ofsecuring the dihedral angle, and also the angle of incidence,
is by means of the dihedral board.

B. sb. A dihedral angle.
19x6 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks u. 80 It is sometimes

advanced that the lateral dihedral increases the 'spill' of
nir from the wing-tips and that this adversely aflfects the
Uft'drift ratio.

Dihybrid (daihDi-brid). Biol. [f.Di- 2 + Hy-
brid.] A hybrid descended from parents differing

in two characters. Also attrib. Hence DU17*-
bridism.
1910 R. C. PuNNETT Mendelism (cd. 2) 34 Where the

original parents differ in two pairs of characters, the case is

termed one of dihybridism. Ibid. 62 In the dihybrid cases
. . the two pairs of characters behave quite independently, in
so far as the process of segregation was concerned.

Diionio (d9i,3i,f»'nik), a. [f. Di-^ ^ loK + 'lc]
Producing two ions by electrolytic dissociation.
x^/a^Fkyiicat Rev. XIX. 5170 The conductivity and trans-

ference values of neutral diionic salts.

Dik-dik (di-kdik). Also dikdik, dlgC-^dig.
[Native name in Abyssinia (?).] Any of several

small African antelopes.

1895 i<)th Cent. Sept. 489 Besides lion and rhinoceros
there wete..Gerenook, Dik.Dik {Nanotragus Saltii),. .and
many kinds of birds.^ 1^06 Daily Chron. 23 Mar. 3/3 1 he
dainty little Somali dik^lik. 191a The State July 30
(Pettman) Later on I shot a dik-dik, a pretty liitle buckbut
little bigger than a hare. 19*0 Blackw.Mag. May 660/1
There is nothing to be seen cf wild life save occasional
tracks cf dik-dik.

Dike (tlaik), sb.^ and r.a l/.S, slang or colloq,

[Of obscure origin.] (See quots.)
1871 ScHELK DE Vere Americantsttts 597 Dike^ denoting

a man in full dress, or merely the dress, is a peculiar Amen-
can cant term as yet unexplained. To be out on a dike is

said of persons, mainly young men, who are dressed more
carefully than usual, in order to pay visits or to attend a
party. 190a Clapin Diet. Amer. 159 Dike^ to attire oneself
faultlessly for social purposes. Dikedoutt to be dressed up,
with connoutiun of bein^ in one's best clothes. 19*3 Watts
Luther Nichols 63 All light for you. .comin* round here all

diked out like Sunday.

Dikelet (ddi'klet). [f.DlKEJ^. -f--L£T.] A small

or low dike,

1901 S. E. White H^estemers x'lx. 175 She was accustomed
to perch on a neighbouring dikelet, near a claim.

Dikh (dik). Anglo-Ind. Also dik(k. [Hind.]
Trouble, worry, vexation.

1873 W. Heeley Lay Mod. Darjeeling (Y.) And if his

locks are white as snow, Tis more from dikk than age I

IMS Kipling Land ft Sea Tales 243 There has been great

dikk in this case ? Ibid. 246 There bias been great dikli-dari

[Le. trouble-fiivingl.

Dikkop (di-k^p), S,A/r. Also dikop, diocop,
[Afrikaans; f. Du.dW thick +>6<?^ head.] The stone

curlew. Alsoy?^. ( => thickhead).
1858 Drayson Sporting Scenes 17 One or two of the

bustard tribe are also found here, and are called the diccop,

coran. and pouw. 1873 tr. ?. Ver»e*s Meridiana xvi. 148
'J he hunters shot.. some * dikkops*^ whose flesh is very
delicate eating. 1891 Ld. R. Churchill in Daily Graphic
17 Aug. 5 Eleven snipe, one dikkop, one wild turkey, one
blue crane. 1903 Glanville Diamomi Seekers 116 They're
playing dik-kop. . .'I'he dik-kop drops his wing and shams
hurt to lead you off. 1913 Petiman Africanderisms^
Dikkop, a term of reproach meaning numskull, blockhead.

DIMINISHED.

b. A form of blue tongue (see *Blue tongue i).

1877 Baine Gold Regions S. E. Africa 75 One of whose
horses was standing apart suffering from the 'dikop' form
of horse sickness.

Dilapidated, ppl. a. Add : Comb.
1926 M . Leinster Detv on Leaf\\\\. § i, The doctor knocked

at a faded green door of a dilapidated-looking house.

Dilex, variant of dillesky Dulse.
1883 J. B. Bloomfield in N. Okoshi Fisheries Japan 27

(Fish. Exhib. Publ.) A kind of seaweed called dilcx, which
they found upon the rocks.

Dill, J^.i 3. Add : dill-pickle (U.S.).
i9i6_H. L. Wilson Somexvhere in Red Gap v. 217 A big

dill pickle, two deviled eggs, and a half ot one of these
Camelbert [sic] cheeses.

Dilly (drii), a. colloq. The first syllable of
delightful (dilai-tful) + -Y 6.

1909 Punch 26 May 362/1, I sent out the ordinary cards
. . wiih * Dancing ' in one corner of the card, but in the other
corner was ' Bare feet '. Wasn't it a dilly idea ? loas Joad
Highbrows iii. 103 Have you heard that new waltz, ' Luscious
Love '? It's simply dilly.

Dilly-dally, J^. Delete t <5^J. and add : Also,
a dilly-dallying person.
1929 Vachell Virgin ix. 155 I'm serving on our Green

Committee. I'm making the dilly-dallies sit up and howl.

Dilo (drltf). The Fijian name for the domba,
Calophyllum Inophyllum. Also altrib., as dilo

oil, tree.

1S74 Treas. Bot. Suppl. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 156/a
The dilo.., the oil from its seeds being much used in the
[Fiji] islands.., in the treatment of rheumatism. 1894 B.
Thomson .S". Sea Yams 184 His arm was thick and knotted
as yon dilo.tree.

Dilutee (daili«tr). [Badly f. Dilute z/. -i- -KE 1.]

An unskilled worker who takes a place hitherto

occupied by a skilled worker,
X918 Times Z Feb., That 'dilutees' under 32 and fit for

general service should be taken first. 1921 Glasgotv Herald
7 Mar. 12 The 50,000 dilutees whom the Government were
particularly anxious to force upon the building trade. 1923
G. D. H. Cole Trade Un. ^ Alunit. 135 Before any skilled

men were taken for the army, all * dilutees ' of military age
and funess should first be removed.

Dilution. Add : 4. The substitution of un-
skilled for skilled workers.
1919 Daily Mail Y'ear Bk. iii/i True, the dilution of

labour includes the employment of a large contingent of un-
skilled men besides women. 1931 Ibid. 60/2 Dilution by
taking in unskilled and partially skilled men, and particu-
larly ex-Service men. 1923 J.D. Hkckett LaliorTertns'vci
Management Engin, May, Dilution, the practice of placing
unskilled workers in positions bllheito occupied by skilled

workers.

Dime, sb. 2. Add : The dimes, money. U.S.
1854 Marv J. Holmes Tempest ^ Sunshine viii. 114 ' No

matter about her temper— has she got the dimes? said
Raymond.

b. dime novel (earlier example),
1865 A. H. Stephems Diary (1910) 42^ A little primer-

looking sort of a child's book. It was a dime novel.

Dimension, sb. 6. Add : dimension lines,

straight lines usually having an arrow at each end,

indicating tlie parts or lines to which the figured

dimensions refer in a technical drawing.
1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw. 5 Dimension lines and

centre lines are best put in of different colour. 190a P.
Marshall Metal Tools 18 'I'he marking of dimension lines

on metal surfaces is generally done witli a steel scriber.

Dimension, v. Add : 2. trans. To mark the
dimensions on (a working drawing, diagram, or

sketch). Chiefly in pa. pple.
1885 Marine Engiueer i Apr. 27/1 Twenty-five large plates

of fully dimensioned drawings. 1887 D. A. Low Machine
Draw. 5 Many a good drawing has its appearance spoiled
through being slovenly dimensioned. 189a Ibid, gg Rough
dimensioned sketches. 1904 kVesim. Gaz. 28 July 2/1 All
parts being carefully illustrated by dimensioned drawings.
1907 Install. News OcL 1/2 Diagrams are more valuable
when dimensioned.

Dimeric (daime'rik), a. [f. Dimer(ous -(- -ic]

a. Zool. Bilateral, having a right and left side,

b. Bot. = DiMEKOUS b,

1897 L. H. Bailey in Ann. Rep. Smithsonian Inst. 455
A compijrison of bilateral or dimeric animals with rotate or
polyuieric animals. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

Dimery (dsi-meri). Bot, [f. Dimebous + -t3.]

The condition of being dimerous.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 433/2 The pentamery and dimery

of Dicotyledones,

Dinudiately (dimi-di^li), adv. [f. Dimidiate
a. -H -LY ^.] In a dimidiate majiner.

1857 T. Moore Handbk. Brit. Ferns [cA. 3) 168 Dimidi-
ately sub-quadrate. 1887 W. Phillips 5/vV. Discomycetes
51 Cup subscssile, externally pruinose, dimidiately elon-
gated, or obliquely contorted.

Dimini (dimrni). Also Dh-. [Gr. Ai/x^w.]

The name of a locality of north-eastern Greece used

to designate a kind of pottery ornamented with

spirals, found there by excavation.
1912 Wace &^ Thompson Prchist. Thess. 16 Painted

pottery, Dliimini ware. 1025 V. G. Cmildk Dawn Eur.
Civiliz. 69 The invaders [of Eastern 'I"hessaly].. introduced
a new pottery, Dimini ware, rather coarser than the older

fabric.

Diminished, ppl- a. 1. Add : Diminished
return (cf. *Dimini8HINO/^/. a. i b).

1870 M'^Culloch's Princ. Pol. Econ. 199 The greatest

possible amount of capital and labour may be employed \sx

19
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fashioning raw produce and adapting it to our use, and in

transporting it from where it is produced to where it is con-
sumed, without a diminished return.

Siminishingf, vbl, sb^ Add : 3. attrib. di-

minishing glass, an instrument which causes

objects to appear smaller than they appear to the

naked eye ; diminishing rod, that part of the

mechanism of a cotton-roving machine which gives
the bobbins of roving their conical ends.

1896 ZJa/TyiVrrwaSMaya/a Diminishing and magnifying
glasses such as are used by artists. 1890 Nasmith Cotton
spinning x. 168 The slide in its reciprocal vertical move-
ment causes, by means of the diminishing rod ' or 'hangar
bar*, the upper cradle to oscillate in its centre.

Diminishlii^, ppL a, 1. b. Add : esp. in

law of diminishing returns \ the observed fact that

the expenditure of labour or capital beyond a certain

point does not produce a proportionately corre-

sponding return.

1884 F. A. Walker Pol. Econ. ii. 23 The great compre-
hensive principle to which we give the name, ' the law of
diminishmg returns in agriculture '. 189a Peel City Guar-
dian X. 8/1 With a diminishing moneyreturn has naturally

come a luke*warmness towards the crop. xSqi A. Marshall
Elent, Econ, Imiustry iii. (1898) 115.

Dinunueudo (diminiucnd^), V* [f. the sb.]

intr. To grow less, to become fainter,

X901 Westm, Gaz. 12 Nov. 2/1 Their booming note cres-
cendoes up the scale with increasing speed and diminuendoes
with the slackening of it, 1905 Daily Chron. 27 Oct, 6/4
The wail of Niobe diminuendoes in the receding distance.

Dimit, variant of *Demit.
Dimmer, sb. Add : spec, a device for reducing

the brilliance of a light. Also^^f.
1909 Century Diet. Suppl., Dimmer, in elect..^ an adjust-

able reactive coil used for reducing the amount of light of
incandescent lamps. 1913 Work 14 June 21 2/1 The resistance
of the dimmer coils. 19x6 H. I* Wilson Someivhere in Red
GaP'vsL, 378 It was a suit that the automobile law in some
states would have compelled him to put dimmers on. 1926
H. T. WiLKiss Maj-^els Mod. Mechanics 236 Levers on
these dials operate the ' dimmers '.

Dim.m.er, v. (Earlier example.)
1873 Lkland Egypt. Sketch-bk. 22 He.. looked over the

top-rail at the beautiful Monte Christo, which was dimmer-
ing in the distance.

Dimoric (d3im(7'rik), a. Pros. [f. Di-2

+

Mora. 1 3 + -ic] Containing two morse ; having
the length of two short syllables.

190X [see TrimoricJ.

Dixnorphobiotic (daimpiifo.boi^ik), tf. [f.

Dl-2 + Gr. fiopcprj form + picvcris wa.y of Iife + -IC.]

Kxhibiting alternation of generations; having a
parasitic and a non-parasitic stage in the complete
life history.

190X yrnl. Exper. Med. VI. 79 [Grassi] advanced .. the
hypothesis, .that /4«^7<///7//a z«/«^/«rt//j was a dimorpho-
biotic parasite Hke Ascaris nigrovenosa.

DimpliUfifly (di-mpliqli), adv, [t DIMPLING
ppl, a. + -LY*.] With a dimpling face.

1907 M. C. Harris Tents of Wickedness 11, iv. 166 She
said very daintily and dimplingly [etc.].

Diuar^ (dinau), [Serb, etc, dinar^ ad. L.
Denarius.] The monetary unit of Jugoslavia.
X934 M, M. Stojadinovic Financial Pos. Kingd. Serb,

Croates ^ Slovenes 9 For the period April ist 1924 to April
ist 1925 it is estimated that the amount of cash payments
for already concluded agreements should amount to 300
million dinars. 1926 Juga-Slavia ig2j-3 3 'I'he changes
in the economic conditions of this country, which were the
consequences of the stabilisation of the dinar. 1927 Eco-
nomic yugoslatna 34 The National Bank.. has paid up
capital to the amount of 30 million dinars,

Dinarian (dine»-rian), a, GeoL [f. Dinara^ a
mountain in Dalmatia + -IAN.] Denoting a division

of the Triassic rocks between the Tirolian and the

Scythian series,

X903 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 4) 1108 The Scythian and
Dinarian stages are developed in the coast province of
Eastern Siberia.., where Brahmanian and Anisian cepha-
lopods have been discovered.

^
JNnaric (dinacrlk), a, [f. Dinara, a mountain

in Dalmatia + -ic] Denoting a mountain range
•which extends in a south-easterly direction along
the eastern side of the Adriatic, and a race ofpeople
inhabiting the coast ofthe northern Adriatic, charac-
terized by tall stature, a very short head, dark wavy
hair, and straight or aquiline nose,
1833 Penny Cycl. I. 387/1 The Dinaric Alps. x86a

Chambers's Encycl. III. 572/1 Dinaric Alps, that branch of
the Alpine system which connects the Julian Alps with the
western ranges of the Balkan. X900 Deniker Races ofMan 333 Dark, bracbycephalic, tall race, called Adriatic
or Dinaric, because its purest representatives are met with
along the coast of the Northern Adriatic and especially in
Bosnia, Dalmatia, and Croatia. 1924 T. P.'s <§ CasseUs
Weekly 13 Sept. 658/2 The pyramid-headed man from the
Dinaric lauds. 1928 C. Dawson /I^tf^(7(7(/^xvi. 370 There
is.. no evidence for the occurrence of the Dinaric type in
the neolithic period.

Dinas (di-nas). [f. Dinas Rock, in the Vale of
Neath, Wales.] Used altrib, in Dinas brick, fire-

brick made from Dinas clay, a kind of rock con-
sisting almost entirely of silica,

187s Urk Diet. Arts (ed. 7) I. 532 Stone Bricks.—These
are manufactured at Neath, in Glamorganshire. ..They are
usually known as the ' Dinas bricks *. X879 Encycl. Brit. IX.

844/1 Dinas clay, which is really nearly pure silica. x88o
Ibid. XIII. 294/2 Dinas brick, which perfectly resists the
ordinary steel melting temperatures of coke-fired furnaces.

Dine, v. 1. b. Add : To dine in : to dine at
home or at one*s place of residence.
x888 Mrs. H. Ward Robt. Elsinere i. v, The college cook

..mounted to his room.. to inquire whether he would
•dine in *.

Din£faan('s) apricot. A Natal name for the
Kei-apple, the acid frnit of Aberia Cafffu.
1853 E. .Armitage in Jas. Chapman's Trav. (1868) II. ^49

The Kei apple, or Dingan's apricot, invaluable for forming
thorny fences and yielding a pleasant fruit. X89X R.Russeljl
Natal 31 The Dingaan apricot, or iCaw apple.

Dinff-a-ling. [Echoic] => Ding sb^
1894 Ei.iz. L. Banks Campaigns Curios. 77, I was

awakened by the ding-a-Ung of the front-door belt

Dingar (di'ggaj), A large wild bee of East
India, Apis dorsata.
X899 D. Sharp in Cambr. Nat, Hist. VI. 70 The fondness

of bears for the honey of the * Dingar *, as this species
[sc Apis dorsata] is called, is well known.

Dingbat. C^^S. slang, [f. Dmo vX -f Bat sb,^
(See qnot, 1889.)
1864 p. A. Sala in Daily Tel. 19 Oct., Little John, erst a

hog-driver, .and recently in trouble for manufacturing bogus
•dingbats'. Ibid, i Nov., I paid for my Kissingen in five-cent
'dingbat ' or 'spondulick —two of the many names given
to the fractional currency. X889 Farmer AmericanismSy
Ding'bat^ this word seems to be applied to anything that
can be thrown with force or dashed violently at another
object. X936 J. Black Voii Can^t Win vi. 65 If you was
some kind of a rank dingbat you wouldn't have been invited
down here.

Ding-dong, sb. Add : L b. fg.
1928 Manch. Guardian Weekly ig Oct. 301/1 Accustomed

to cut a good figure in the ding-4ong of public argument.

Dinge (dindg), sb.^ [f. Dinge z/.2j or back-for-

mation from DiNGT J.] Dinginess.
1846 Eliz, D. Bancroft Lett,from Eng. (1904) 12, I can-

not get accustomed to the London dinge. x8S4 Thackeray
Netvcomes xxxv, A noble dinge, a venerable mouldy splen-
dour. i860 — Roundabout Papers, De yuventuie (1863)
117 The dinge and wrinkles of their wretched old cotton
stockings. 19x6 Galsworthy Apple Tree § 8 His mood
threw a dinge even over the children.

Dinger (di-r)3j). dial, and (7.S. [f. Dingz-.I 3.]
Something superlative.
x8^ Leeds Merc. Stipfil. in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v, X904

Dail^ Capital (Topeka) i June 4 The alfalfa crop this year
is going to be a ' dinger '.

Dingled (di-qgUd), a. [f. Dingle j^.-i--ed2.]

Having dingles.
a 191a CoLviN Mem. (1921) 134 An enchanting fir-belted,

green and dingled oval glade.

Din^S (di*i]Ds). S, Afr, Also dinges. [f,

Du. ding thing,] (See quot. 1913.)
X898 FossicKER Kloof Yams in The Empire 27 Aug,

(Pettman) 'Where d'ye find the animile?* *Animal, Mr.
Pike?' 'The dingus—the gentleman who lumbers round
in space.' X913 Pettman Africanderisms^ Dinges^ thing,
almost universal in its application, things animate and in<

animate in Dutch-speaking districts are all of them dinges
if the speaker fails to recall their names. xgaS Blacks.
Mag. Jan. 30/1 Even an oiler, sent in an emergency to start
such a homely inadequate dingus, can do no more.

Dingy, a. Add :

2. b. Also, <drab', dull.

1920 H. G. Wf-Lls OutlineofHist. 20\ Narrow and dingy-
spirited specialists.

c. As an epithet in the vernacular name of
certain bntterflies.

1833 J. Rennie Butterfl. ^ Moths 20 The Dingy Skipper
..appears about the end of May and middle of July. Ibid,

69 The Dingy {M[amestra] furra). Ibid. 142 The Dingy
Wave, .appears in June. 1876 Encycl. Brit, IV. 596 Plate
XXIX, Hesperia tages (Dingy Skipper).

Dining, vbl, sb.

2. dining-hall (U.S. examples); dining-ooat
U,S., a dinner jacket.
X907 Lady G^os^ Social Fetich 152 'Tuxedo*, * *dining

coats*, or 'dinner jackets*. X83X Peck Guide for Emi-
grants 247 A boarding-house, including a *dining hall,..
two kitchens, a pantry [etc.]. X870 ' Fanny Fern ' Ginger-
Snaps 837 Mrs. Fire-Fly.. swept into the dining hall in a
train about six yards long.

Dinka (di'ijka). [ad. native name Jeng^ pi.

JangS^ An individual of a powerful and numerous
group of Nilotic negroes, b. The language spoken
by this group,
X875 Encycl. Brit, TI. 118/2 The Dinka may supply

examples of forming the plural by internal change, raw,
* man ' ; ror^ 'men'. i8S^ Ibid. XVII. 317/1 note \, The
same expression *jet black' is applied by Schweinfurth to
the Upper-Nilotic Shilluks, Nuers, and Dinkas. 1900 E. S.
Grogan in Daily News 27 Feb. 5/7 Four days before
reaching Bahr el Jaraf I was attacked by Dinkas. 1926
Blackiv. Mag. Oct. 561/2 Wol explained in the Dinka dialect
the reason and object of my sudden visit. Ibid, 562/1 The
native Dinka never hurries unless be is being hunted.

Dinkel (di-qkal). [G.] A variety of wheat,
Triticufn monococaivi.
1866 Treas. Bot. 1928 V. G. Childe Most Anc. East ii.

43 The uncultivated form of another variety of wheat,
Triticuni monococcum or dinkel, grows in the Balkans [etc.J.

Dinknm (diqk^m), sb. and a. Austral., diaL^
and slang. Also dincuxn. [Origin unknown.]
A. sb. L Work,
x888 ' R. BoLDREwooD * Robl>ery under Arms r, It took

us an hour's hard dinkum to get neai- the peak. 1891 Addy

Suppl. She^eld Gloss. 18, ' I can stanu plenty o' dincom.*
This word is used by colliers at Eckington.

2. An Australian (see B},
19x9 [see *DiccER 2e).

B. adj. Honest, genuine, real, Phr. (Australian)
dinkum oil, the honest truth. Cf. ^Fair dinkum /

fair play' (E.D.D.).
X916 Anzac Bk, ^22/2. *Ere*s some er the dinkum coc'nut

ice the tart useter make. z^\6 C. }. XiKVin\s Ginger Mick Zy
Thai's the dinkum oil frum Ginger Mick. X92X Spectator
5 Feb. i6g/i This, as we Australians say, is * dinkum *, 1924
Public opinion 7 Mar. 230/2 The answer must be dead
honest, as a friend of mine used to say * Cross my heart
straight dinkum '. 1925 Fraser& Gibbous Soldier ^ Sailor
WordSf Dinkum oil, a colloquial phrase meaning 'Correct
Information *. tgz^.Spectator :zi Nov. 930/1 Every 'dinkum
Bushman '. 1930 Groom Merry Christinas iii. 21 IT! strike
a dinkum business deal with you— fair and square.

Dinky (di-gki), a. {sb.). orig. dial, and U.S,
colioq. Also dinkie, -ey. [f. Dink a, or z/.]

1. Neat, trim, dahity.
1858 M. PoRTEous Souter yohnny 29 Ye'll observe yon

dinkie pile In your ain cauf-lan'. X893 Columbus (Ohio)
Dispatch 8 Apr, The British Artillerymen wore little dinky
caps with a yellow band. 1896 G. Ade Artie xvii. 154 I'll

come hot-footin' in here with my kuee-pants and a dinky
coat. 1904 'O. jHenby ' Cabbages <5- Kings x. 169 A train
of cars was waitin' for us on a dinky little railroad. 1905
E. Phillpotts Secret Woman i. 1. 16 You're all angel your-
self—all, to the dinky dimple there at the corner of your
li'l mouth. Z909 S. E. White Rules cf Game 111, xxiv,
What's those dinkey little reports.. amount to, anyhow?
>9X5 Punch 20 Jan. 49, I shall have a couple of the dinkiest
little wounded subs to show you. 19x7 'Contact' Air*
mans Outings 22^ Winkle, the dinky Persian with a pen-
chant for high life, has presented the family with five kittens.

1929 Desmond Coke Monkey Tree xvi. Miss Des Vaux as-
serted her superiority by saying that it was a ' dinky notion '.

2. Tiny. s. w, dial.
1880 W. Cornwall Gloss, x88o Mrs. Parr Ada%n ^ Eve

xxviii. You must leave me a dinkey little cxjmcr to squee2e
into by.

B. sb. Applied to small contrivances ; spec, an
apparatus of smaller size than the usual standard,
e.g. a donkey-engine for doing work which require!

small horse-power; a pair of wheels on an axle
used to carry the weight of a beam or pole in
erecting structures or wire lines ; a small locomo-
tive used for shunting, etc.

1905 Terms Forestry fy Logging, Dinkey^ a. small logg^
locomotive. X909 Cent, Diet. Suppl. 191X Webster.

Dinner, sb. 2. Add : dinner-alarm, -gong;
dinner-bucket U.S, = *dinner-pail\ dinner-call,
a formal call upon one*s host after a dinner party

;

dinner-card, a card bearing a name and indicating

a person's place at a dinner-table ; dinner-dance,
a dinner followed by dancing; dinner-hom l/.S.^

a horn used to announce dinner on a farm ; dinner
jacket, a dress-coat without tails worn in the evening
as a less formal alternative to the swallow-tailea
coat ; dinner-pail U.S., a pail in which a workman
carries his dinner with him ; dinner-pot, a large
pot in which dinner is cooked ; dinner speech, an
after-dinner speech ; so dinner'speaking ; dinner-
tin = *dinnerpaiL
x8si C CiST Cincinnati 172 Bells of all sizes, from a

*dinner alarm to the largest class of church bells, X90X
Scribner^s Mag. XXIX. 404/2 Biily put on his coat, took
his *dinner-bucket. X897 Howeli^ Landlord at Lion's
Head 84 He never paid his *dinner-call. X907 M. C
Harris 7V«^j r/ Wickedness i. iii. 35 His *dinner.card lay
on the side of tiie cloth next her, and she. .glanced at it.

*Mr. Paul Fairfax'—so that was his name. X90X Lady's
Realm X. 613/1 From one 'dinner-dance to the ncxL xgxe
Westm. Gaz. 15 Apr. 5/2 A dinner-dance—quite a small
affair. X838 Knickerbocker Mag. XII. 227 How startling is

the sound of the *dinner-gong ! X900 Westm. Gaz. 7 June
2/x The vultures had gathered as usual at the sound of their
dinner-gong. X838 Caroline Oilman Recoil, vi. 51 The
business wasscarcely settled, when the*dinner-hom sounded.
X849 Congress. Globe 10 Jan. App. 80/2 The dinner horn will

be heard across broad fields, and will be answered by the
keen appetites attendant upon honest labor. X856 Traits.
Mich. Agric. Soc. VI. 55 [Exhibited] 6 farm dinner horns.
1867 'T. Lackland' Homespun in. 290 From that time
until the dinner-hom sounds, no tented field . . ever furnished
a busier.. spectacle. XB94 To-day 17 Mar. 182/1, I see that
the so-called * *dinner-jacket ' is getting to be the regular
wear at the theatres. X900 H. Harland Cardinal's Snv^-
box iv, A youngish, presentable-looking creature, in a dinner-
jacket. X934 Galswokthv White Monkey \. iv, Full fig, or
dinner jacket? 1904 AT. V. Even, Post 19 Feb. 3 Thousands
of men with their *dinner-pails on their way to work, XQ04
Philad. Publ. Ledger -2^ Aug. 8 Four years ago the 'full

dinner-pail ' was the battle cry of the national campaign,
x8ss M. M. Thompson Doesticks xxxv, 319 A hole in a board
which was painted in admirable imitation of a ^dinner pot.

1871 Mrs. Stowe Sam Laivson 119 A gret iron pot as big
as your granny's dinner-pot with an iron bale to it. xgxo
Westm. Gaz. 11 Apr. 8/3 Mr. W. W.Jacobs.. said,. •Dinner-
speaking was a gift which was never put into his stocking.

1890 Harper's Mag. Apr. 799/2 I'he modern "dinner speech
is a liappy blending of sparklmg banter, [etc].

DilloflagellateCddin^fise'd^el^t),^. (j3.) ZooL
[ad. mod.L. Dinojiageilala.'] Of, pertaining to, or
characteristic of the JJinoflagellataj an order of

flagellate infiisorians, having two flageUa. Also
as sb,, one of the Dinojiageilala.

1901 G. N. Calkins Protozoa 260 The diooflagellate

Ceratium hirundinella.



DIOCLETIAN. DIPPING.

Diocletian (dai^lrjan). Name of the Roman
Emperor C. Anrelius Valerius Diocletianus, used

attrib. (as ifan adj. in -iax, like *Decian) to denote

the persecution of the Christians which took place

in his reign (303 A.D.).

I1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 504/1 This w»s the last persecu-

tion under the Roman empire, and it has been called by the

name of Diocletian.] zS^ C Maitland Church inCata-
combs iv. g4 Towards the time of the Diocletian persecution.

1878 J. Hl'Tcheson Ckzirchits Life^ IVorA, The Diocletian

persecution.

Diode, a. Add : 2. Wireless Telegr, Desig-

nating a two-electrode valve,

1931 W. H. EccLES Contin. Wave Wireless Telegr, \. 257
A bulb with two electrodes, namely, anode and cathode, is

called a diode tube. Ibid. 306 This example shows plainly

that two constants are required to define the chief properties

of a diode. 1936 R. W. Hutchinson Wireless viii. 139.

Dionine C<i^i*^nin). [app. f. Dl-2 + arbitrary

element -on- + -INK^.j \ proprietary name for ethyl

morphine hydrochlorate, used as a local anaesthetic.

1901 DoRLAND Med. Did. led. 2\ Dionin. 1907 Practt'
tiotur Aug. 350 A solution of dionine, i per cenL
Dioptre, var, of Dioptek 5,

1907 Pretciitiofur June 820 Patient was myopic to 2-0

dioptres. 1910 li}id. July 69 A sudden increase of several

dioptres in the degree of optic neuritis present.

DiOSCUric (d»!^skiQ»*rik), a, [f. Gr. Aio(r«oi;/KM,

f. AfOS, gen. of Z«i/$ Zeus + Kovposj xSpos boy, son

+ »IC,] Of, pertaining to, or resembling the legend

of the twins Castor and Pollux. Also Dioscu*-

rian a. Hence Dioscurism (ddifskiiiriz'm).

X903 J. Rbndel HARttiS Dioscuri 43 Let us. .examine a
third case of twin saints in the Christian calendar, and test

it . . for Dioscurism. /bid. 47 We naturally enquire . . whether
there are any Dioscuric features about them.

_
/bid. 61 The

popular religion was deeply tinctured with Dioscurism.

Diose id;>i'o^s), Ckem. [f. Dt-2 + ,osE2,] a
BlOSE.
X904 yrnl. Pkys. Ckem, VIII. 509 DIoses, trioses, tetroses.

Diosphenol (dsi^frn^l). Chem. [f. Dio8(min
+ Phenol.] A camphor obtained from the oil of

Barosnia betulina.
x888 Jml. Ckem. Soc. LIV. 1205 Acetyldiosphenol ts

obtained by mixing diosphenol with anhydrous sodium
acetate and excess of acetic anhydride, and heating at 145**

in a closed tube.

Dip, sb. Add : 1. g, A receptacle from which
a prize may be obtained by dipping. Lucky dip

= LUCKY-BAO I.

X915 ' Baittimeus* Tall Ship vii. (1916) 129 Pennies.. to be
extracted at great personal risk from an electric dip. 1927 W.
E. CoLLiNSOf* Contemp. Engl. 30 Here one could for a small

sum put one's hand iuto the.. lucky dive (dip) and draw out
a prize.

6, b. Mining. Short (or dip-head (see 11 in Diet.),

1877 Etuycl. Brit.Vl. 69/1 The drawing roads for the coal

may he of three diiTerent kinds,—(1) levels driven at ri^ht

angles to the dip,. .(3) rise ways known as jinny roads, jig-

brows, or up-brow^, . . (3) dip or down-brows, requiring engine
power. 1883 Grkslky Glass. Coa/-Af., Dip.., a heading or
other underground way driven to tlie deep... It is usual to

drive a pair ofdips about 10 yards apart every iSo yards or so,

6. b. (See quot)
1874 Knight Did. ^yfech.^ Dip, . .The slight downward in-

clination of the arms of an axle... { Fortification.) a. The
superior slope of a parapet, b. The inclination of the sole

of an embrasure.

8. b. A grade of turpentine. (See quot. 1884,

and of. •Dipping vbi. sb. 2 b.)
' 1863 ' E. KiRKE ' Lif; in Dixie's Land-z^tG [The Abolition-
ists have] long, lean, tommerhawk faces, as white as vargin
dip. x3S4 C. S. Sargent Rep. Forests A'". Amer. 517 The
following grades of turpentine are recognised in the trade

:

'Virgin dip*, .the product the first year the trees are worked

;

'Ycilow-dip'—the product of the second and succeeding
years. 1896 Pop. Set, Monthly Feb. 473 The dip or crude
turpentine is emptied.

9. b. //. Dough-boys. Austral. coUoq.

1859 BuNC« Trav. tviih Leichhardt j6i Dr. Leichhnrdt
gave the party a quantity of dough>boys, or, as we called

them, dips. Ibid. 171 Dr. Leichhardt ordered the cook to

mix up a lot of flour, and treated us ail to a feed of dips.

11. dip-compass --•</////«^-^t?////ajj; dip equa-
tor, a line drawn through places where there is no
magnetic dip; dip-regulator (see quot.); dip-

roller^ a form of roller used in printing-works for

taking up ink ; dip-slope^ the surface-slope of

ground when parallel to the dip of the strata over

which it lies; dip-stiok gauge (see quot.).

x8y7 Strttnd Mag. Mar. 344/2 Its \sc. the Pole's] variable
pobition was approximately determined by Sir James Clark
Kos» hy help of the *dip compa>>s. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.
164/2 The line of no dip is called the magnetic or *dip equator.
X884 Knighf Diet. Mech. SnppL, *Dip Kegulatort 3. dcyic&
used in gas works for regulatinK the seal of the dip-pipes in

the bydraoHc main, and for drawing off the heavy tar from the
bottom of the main without disturbing the seaL 1874 Ibid.^

^Dip-roller (Printing), a roller to dip ink from the fountain.

1900 Geogr. yml. (R. G. S.) XV. 320 Its [sc. the Aruns]
course was determined by the original *dip-s1ope of the
Wealden dome. 1^ H. J. Mackimdkr Britain 4- Brit,

Seas ix. (1907) lai J he original consequent drainage of the
dip.slupe. S9asOoKLL in K. F. Norton PigAt /or Everfst.

jg34 ags Thi< ts vividly shown in Somervell s wonderful
photograph taken from 28,000 feet, where one is looking
down the dip slope of the series. i9a7 Observer 4 Dec. 1 1/4
The Dear ude of the engine {sc. of a new Ford motor vehicle)

carrissthe self<RUrter and the oil-filler and *dip-&tick gauge
(MIJi Mid ku almost a European appearance.

b. In various attrib. uses of sense 5.
1839 Ure Vict. Arts 964 Where the coal-measures are

horizontal, and the faults run at a greater angle than 45"* to
the line of bearing, they are termed dip and rise faults.
/bid. 96S The true dip-line of the plane which leads to the
outcrop, /bid. 974 On the dip side of the gallery, /bid.
902 The subterraneous fire broke forth with two heavy dis-
cbarges from the dip-pit. Ibid. gg4 In thedip-mineadouble
tram-road is laid. 1877 Encycl, Brit. VI. 63/2 Galleries
driven at right angles to these \sc. the dip head level and
lodgment level] are known as 'dip' or 'rise headings',
according to their position above or below the pit bottom.
1879 Ibid. X. 297/1 A quarry is usually worked to the dip
ofa rock, hence the strike-joints form clean-cut faces in front
of the workmen as they advance. These are known as
' backs, 'and the dip-joints which traverse them as 'cutters'.
/bid. 303/1 Dip-faults will often be observed to deviate
considerably from the normal direction of dip. 1883 Geikig
Text-bk. Ged. 502 In general they \sc. joints of stratified

rocks] have two dominant trends, one coincident, on the
whole, with the direction in which the strata are inclined
from the horizon, and the other running transversely at
a_ right angle or nearly sa The former set is known as
dip-jointS} because they run with the dip or inclination of
the rocks. 1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal-M.^ Dip Split, a current
of intake air directed into or down a dip or deep district of
a mine. 1887 P. M'^Neill Blawearie 24 The firm. .had
turned their whole force of men into the dip-workings, in
order to exhaust the coat bordering on the march.

DipyZ*. 6. Todipsnuf{V.S.). AM: Aho absol,

1853 Putnam's Ma^. Feb. I. 142 (Th.) This horrible prac-
tice, called in Lower Virginia and North Carolina dipping,
is of respectable standing. 1857 T. B. Gunn JV. V. Board-
ing //oHses 291 (Th.) She was suspected of a mysterious
habit denominated in Southern parlance ' dipping ',—in

other words of chewing snufT. 1864 J. T. 'lROWBRit>cE
Cudjo*s Cave xxxiv. 332 For this excellent woman snuffed,

'dipped 'and smoked. 1865 S. Andrews South since War
(i866) 181 The native North-Carolinian..' chaws' and she
'

if^
*' /bid. 182 Women of most classes * dip '.

Iilpeptide(d3ipe*pt3id), Ckem. Also -id. [f.

Di- *
-t- PsPTtic -f -IDE.] Any of several substances

formed by the union of two amino-acids in the

process of digestion,

1903 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXXXIV. r. 694 Derivatives of
Dipeptides and their Behaviour towards Pancreas Ferments.
1906 /bid. XC. I. 326 Formation of a Dipeptide by Hydro*
lysis of Silk Fibroin.

DiphASe (dei'fefz). = Diphasic.
1910 Hawkins' EUcir. Diet, 118/1 Diphase, a term some-

times used for two phase.

Diphtheroia, a. Add: B. sb, A pseudo-
diphuieria bacillus.

1906 Practitioner }ax\. 138 The true diphtheria bacillus,

and not one of these diphtheroids.

Diphthongism (di*f))^t))z'm). [f. Diphthong
jd. + -IHM.] The development of diphthongs.
189a Hake J/<rw. ^/^///y »j.204ThcIawsofdiphthongism

and acc(--nt.

Diphyletic (daifiletik), a, [f. Di-8 + Gr. <^X)},

2iX.^x phyUtic.'\ Having two lines of descent, de-

rived from two distinct sets of ancestors ; also, of or
pertaining to a classification of groups of animals
in accordance with the view that they have a diphy-
letic origin ; hence Diphyle'ticaJly adv,
190S Nature 25 Sept. 526 The ' Myriapoda*, if a natural

group, are diphyletic. 1003 Amer. Nat. Jan. 74 The
diphyleiic origin of the birds as represented by the Ratiise
and Carinata:. i9za 0. EL Smith in Rep. Brit. Assoc. Adv.
Set. 578 Vet others claim a diphyletic origin for Man from
the Apes.

IKplacnsis (dipUkt/^'sis). Path. [mod.L., f.

DiPLo- + Gr. d/rovfrif hearing.] Double hearing, the

hearing of two notes when only one is produced,
due to the hearing of a different tone in each ear,

or to the arousing of two tonal sensations in the
same ear.

1800 Billings Med, Diet. 189S E. B. Titcheneh tr.

Kalpe's Outl. Psychol, 299 The abnonnality UliP^<^custs)

may be restricted to a single ear.

Diplanar (dsipl^i-naj), a, [f. Di- 2 -»• Planar.]
Of or pertaining to two planes.
a 1865 Sir W. R. Ha.milton Elem. Quartemions (1866)

113 Any two quarternions (or quotients), which have difier-

ent planes finiersccting therefore in a right line through the
origin), may be said, by contrast, to be Diplanar.

Diplenrogenesis (dairplusr^je-nesis). [f.

Dl-=^-j- Gr. KK*vpa side + yivtait G&NESIS.] Bi-

lateral symmetry, tlie two-sided form assumed by
the higher members of the animal kingdom ; also,

evolution through the acquisition of bilateral sym-
metry.
1896 L. H. Bailet Suruivtd 0/ Unlike \. 17 We may,

therefore, contrast these two great lines of ascent which,
with so many vicissitudes, have come up through the ages,
33 Dipleurogenesis and Ccntrogenesi^

Diplenmla (d3ipliJ»Tii?la). [mod.L,, dim. of
DiFLKURA.] A supposed bilaterally symmetrical
ancestor of the echinoderms.
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 620/1 We reach the conception

that this supposed bilateral ancestor (or Dipleurula) may
have become fixed.

Diplo*. Add: IHiplobaci'llns, a form of
bacillus in which the cells occur in pairs. Biplo-
co'ccal, Dlploco'ccio adjs,^ of, pertaining to, or
produced by diplococct. Diploco'ccold tf., re-

sembling diplococci. Diploffenesls, {b) the sup-
posed change of germ pUam produced by changes

due to environment, bringing about inheritance

of acquired characteristics. Diplogra'pliic a. =
diplographicaL Di^plomye'lia, * longitudinal fis-

sure of spinal cord, giving an appearance of dupli-

cation' (Billings, 1890).
1899 ypil. Exper. Med. (1900) V. 215 The occurrence of

acid-resisting diplococci or *diplo-bacilIi. r^:& Practitioner
Feb. 203 The diplobaclllus of Morax-Axenfeld. 1903 Med.
Record 27 June 1047 (Cent. D. Suppl.) *Diplococcal. 1908
Lancet 15 Feb. 484/1 A diplococcai infection of the spinal
sac. a 1909 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. IV. 398 (Cent. D.
Suppl.) "Diplococcic. 1910 Practitioner Apr. 489 The
characteristic *diplococcoid arrangement of the germs. 1896
Nat, Sci. Nov. 288 Cope's theory of *Diplogenesis. 1823
J. Elmes Mem.^ Hf Life C. Wren 23 In 1647.. he had a
patent granted him for seventeen years, for a *diplographic
instrument for writing with two pens.

Diplodocns (diplfJ'd^kzJs). [mod.L., f. Gr.
5t7rA.oos double -I- 60/cus a beam.] An individual of

the extinct genus of gigantic herbivorous dinosaurs
of the order Sanropoda, of which remains have been
found in the Upper Jurassic of Colorado and
Wyoming. Also allusively.

1890 Guide Exhib. Galleries De^arim. Palxoniol. Brit,
Mus. \\. 9 The Dipiodocus, an animal intermediate in size
between Atlaniosaurus and Morosaurus. 1905 Daily
ChroH. 13 May 6/6 The dipiodocus which lived and died
about 4,000 centuries ago. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 6 July a/i Divo
Pietro Aretino, the heroic literary blackguai d, the dipiodocus
of the reptile press. 1927 Haldane & Huxlev Anim. Biol,
xi. 242 Dipiodocus (herbivorous, gigantic, and semi-aquatic).
X9a8 G. IJ. Shaw /ntell. Woman's Guide Socialism xlii.

(1929) 162 Adam Smith's eighteen men are as extinct as the
dipiodocus.

Diploid. Add : B. adj. Biol, Of a somatic
cell : Having double the number of chromosomes
characteristic of germ cells.

19*^ Haldane & Huxley Anim. Biol. ii. 60 The 2k or
diploid number of chromosomes, .found in the body*ceIls
being reduced to «.

Diplomatize, v. Add : 1. (Later U.S. ex-

ample.)
1834 ICnickerbocker Afag. IV. 120 Ladies were invited.. to

prepare themselves for future honors.. by becoming Latin-
ized, Graecised, mathematicized, and at length diplomatized.

3. Delete rare ; later examples.
1898 Daily Nrzvs 6 Aug. 7/3 Italian unity is owing in great

part to the work of the people with Garibaldi, and Cavour
did nothing but diplomatize the movement. 1906 Daily
Chron. 24 Dec. 4/6 Count Nicholas IgnatiefF who may be
said to have * diplomatised ' the Russo-Turkish War of 1877.

Dipode (dsi'ptfod), a. and sb. [ad. Gr. StwoS-,

Stirofs having two feet.] A. odj. Biped. B. sb,

A lizard with rudimentary pectoral limbs, so that

it appears to have only two feet.

x88j) Cent. Diet.

Dipolar, a. Add : dipolar bath (see quot.).
Z906 Practitioner Dec. 773 The di-polar bath, in which

both electrodes are in the bath with the patient.

Dipped,///, a. Add : 1. C. trans/. Extended
or carried below a surface or level.

'9^ J* Pendere[,-Bbodhurst & Layton Gloss. En^.
Furniture, Dropped or Dipped Seat, the seat of a chair
having a concave upper surface between the two side rails.

1^29 Evening News 18 Nov. 10 A wonderfully flared skirt
dipped at sides.

Dippel's oil> [f. the name of the discoverer

J. C. Vippel{\()i2-\ 734), German alchemist.] Bone
oil. In full DippeVs animal oil.

1840 PermyCycl. XVI. 415/1. 1904 Technol. ^ Sci. Diet.
(ed. Goodchild & Tweney).

Dipper. Add : 5. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1783^. PARKMAN Diary 298 Tin tunnel. ., two tin dippers.

b. 6^.^. (Earlier example.)
184a /.tnvell (Mass.) O^eringM, 234, 236 (Th.), You all

know the Dipper? Yes, it is in tlie Great Bear. The Little

Dipper is in Ursa Minor.

O. In full dipper dredge^ an American dredging

boat or machine (see quots.).

1877 EncycL Brit. VII. 465/1 The dipper dredge consists

of a barge, with a derrick-crane reacning over the stern«

suspending a large wrought-iron bucket which brings up the

dredged material. 1879 Scribners Monthly^ Nov. 55/1 The
channel has also been assisted somewhat in its development,
by an Osgood dipper dredge. 1884 Knight Diet. Meclu
Suppl., Dipper,aiioxm of dredging machine which has a large

ladle on the end of a spar.

7. b. As the name of various mechanical devices

or instruments.

1915 Morris Owner's Man. aS In the bottom case are 6tted

the troughs for feeding oil to the connecting-rod big ends
through the oil dippers which are fitted to same. 19*8 Daily
Express 28 Sept. g It should be made compulsory for all

motorists to have dippers affixed to their headlights.

Dipping^, vbl. sb. Add : 2. b. A grade of tur-

peiitnie. (Cf. *DlP sb. 8 b.) U.S.
183a D. J. Browne Sylva Amer, 232 The turpentine thus

procured is the best, and Is called pure dipping.

3. dipping-machine y -lanky -trough^ -vat; dip-

ping-oompass, an instrument for measuring the

inclination of the magnetic needle, an inclinometer

;

dipping-wheel U.S.t a wheel consisting of revolv-

ing buckets or nets set in a river for catching fish.

1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming 1 45 The material best adapted

for making the tub of a Mipping machine is concrete...

On a sheep farm the "dipping-trough should be always the

landlord's property, and a fixture. 1^0% Daily Chron. loFeb.

6/4 'Ihe molten si>eUer, with which the "dipping tanks were

filled ready for the day's work. 1884 Knight Diet. Meek,



DIPPY.

Suppl., ^Dipping Fat, the trough containing fine glaring

slip in which biscuit ware is dipped to be covered with the

material which, baked on, forms glaze. /hJ., ^Dipping
Wheely a contrivance used in Soutliern rivers to meet local

demand for fish. It is set in ihe stream so as to be turned

by the current, and has a number of dip-nets which laise

the fish and tumble them out at the axis in the manner of

the scoop-wheeL

Dippy (di-pi), ff. slan^, [Oiigia obscure; ?f.

Dip c] Mad, insane, crazy,

19*3 J. A. Dunn Man Trap xiu 167, I got lost there...

Damned fool. No water ! Too much sun I Went dippy

and threw away everything. X9s8 E. Waugii Decl. (f F, iii.

iii, Old Prendy went to see a chap What said he'd seen

a ghost; Well, he was dippy, and he'd got Amallett and
a saw. 1930 pRiESTLcv An^cl Pavement vii. 353 The
daughter she talks about seems to be completely dippy.

Diprionid (doiprsivnid), a. = Diprioni-

DIAN a.

1888 Roi-LESTON & Jackson Anhti, Life 769 Specimens of

diprionid Graplolites.

Dipyl01l(cU-piVn),rt. andj^. Gr,ArchseoL Also

Dipylum. Pl.aipyla(di*pila). [L.,a.Gr.5i7n/\oi',

neut. of 5iVuAos double-gated, f. 6t- two + -nvK-q

gate.] A. sb, A double gateway in which the two
gates are placed side by side, esp, a gateway in

Athens on the northwest side of the city. B. adj.

Denoting or pertaining to the Dipylon of Athens

;

spec, designating a style of Greek pottery belong-

ing to the Geometric period found during excava-

tions near this gate, or a similar Boeotian ware of

the same period and of similar style.

183s Penny Cycl, III. lo/i The direction of the wall from
the Itissus along the south and west sides of the city to

the Dipylum is quite clear, 1896 Daily News 12 June 5 U
Through the modifications of the Dipylon period .. the

fashions of Greek ladies vere always changing. 190a

EncycL Brit. XXV. 572/3 We engrave an excerpt from
a Dipylon vase. Ibid. 759/1 The discovery of the Dipylon
Gate, the principal entrance of ancient Athens. 1911 Pktrie
Retwhitions ff Civilisation iii. 59 The rise of a new art

began to dawn in the dipylon vases.

Direct, a. Add :

2. O. Also applied to gunnery fire with an eleva-

tion not exceeding 15°,

1879 Man. Artill. Exerc, i. V, 2^ Direct fire at masonry is

eit)ier for demolition or for breaching.

6. d. Direct action, {p) the exertion of pressure

on the community by industrial workers through

any action which is directly effective, such as strikes,

sabotage, or demonstrations, in order to force

political measures on the Government, as dis-

tinguished from action through parliamentary

representatives. Hence direct-actionist.

19x2 J. R. MacDonald Syndicalism iv. 24 The Programme
of Direct Action. 1919 7V;««28 June 14/3 He had been
a direct actionist for 35 years. 19208. & B. Wkbb Trade
Unionism 672 The vast majority of Trade Unionists object

to Direct Action.. for objects other tiian those connected
with the economic function of the Direct Actionists, . .Trade
Unionists. . are not prepared todisapprove of Direct Action as
a reprisal for Direct Action taken by other persons or groups.

1920 Edin, Rev. Oct. 361 The root idea of direct action dates

back in this country to Chartist days. In practice, direct

action almost invariably implies either a sectional strike by
a particular group or groups of labour, or a general strike

by alt groups of labour combined. 1026 Mom. Post 7 Oct.

11/5 They really think the failure of this industrial action

will cause a swing round from the direct actionists to the
politicians.

f. Of or pertaining to the work and expenses

actually incurred during production as distinct

from subsidiary work and overhead charges, i.e. to

prime or initial costs or charges; also, applied to

labour employed for the construction of works
directly (without the intervention of a contractor).

1895 A. FiELDHOUSE Student's Adv. Book-keeping (1910)

215 1 he more immediate or direct cost of production. 1898
S. S. Dawson Accou7ttant's ComPend. 71/1 U'he prime cost
..is the original or direct cost of same. 1903 Encyd. Ac-
counting \i. 263 These 'expenses' or charges are broadly
divisible into 'direct ' and 'indirect', 192a J.D. Hackett
in Management Engineering Feb., Absence, such as is being
considered here, applies mainly to direct or 'productive
labor and not to indirect or 'non-productive' employees.
1923 Ibid. May, Direct Labor^ work done exclusively in the
making of a product, in contradistinction to subsidiary work
also necessary for production. 1925 Rvall Primero/Costing
49 Direct labour may therefore be defined as—' Labour
applied to a works order which can be measured and directly
charged to that order or product '. 1930 Daily Mail i Aug.
7/7 The Office of Works is about to substitute direct labour
for the present system of work done by contract.

g. Of a dye : Not requiring a mordant, sub-
stantive.

190a EncycZ. Brit. XXVII. 558/1 i^irect Colours.—The
characieristic feature of the dyestufis belonging to this class
is that they dye cotton 'direct'. Ibid. 558/2 Wool and
^ilk are dyed wuh the Direct Colours in the same manner as
cotton. X904 Techtiol. <V Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney)
S.V. Dye^ The Direct Cotton Colours or Substantive Dyes,
also known as the Benzidine Colours.

ll. Designating a process by which iron or steel

is obtained direct from the ore wilhout passing
through the stage of cast iron.

187s l/re's Diet. Arts icd.y) II. 941 Chenot's sponge may
be obtained by an * internal * or ' direct ' method, in which
the ore is reduced . . by a hot current of carbonic-oxide gas.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 291/1 The 'direct 'methods of
Clay, Chenoc> Yates, iilalr, Saelus, Du Puy^ Siemens, and

292

Others, 1&84 W. H. Greknwood Steel ^ Iron xi. 213 The
direct processes necessitate the use of purer and richer ores

and fuels than the indirect processes.

i. direct-connected a, = next (o) ; direct-

coupled a., {a) coupled without intermediate trans-

mission device
;

{b) Wireless Teiegr., of an antenna

or aerial, * connected electrically with one point of

a closed oscillation circuit in syntony with it and
earthed* (Webster 1911); direct coupler (see

quot.) ; direct current Electr.y a current flowing in

onedireclion only, asdistinguishedfroman alternat-

ing current ; also aitrib. ; direct (extraor) induced
current, *a momentary current of the same direc-

tion as the inducing current, produced by the stop-

ping or removing the latter ; also, a similar current

produced by the removal of a magnet' (W. 191 1);
direct spark, designating a form of magneto-igni-

tion in an internal combustion engine.
190X Feilden^s Mag. IV. 441/2A *direct-coupled electrical-

ly-di iveii fan. 1910 G. W. Piekce Wireless Telcgr. 96 Direct
coupled transmitting and receiving circuits. \i^\^ Standard.
Rules Amer. Inst. Electr. Engin. 97 *Direct Coupler^ 2l

coupler which magnetically joins two circuits having
a common conductive portion. 1893 D. C.Jackson Electro-

Ma^n. I. 92 A current constant in direction, but not
necessarily so in value, is often called a *Direct Current.

1893 yml. Soc. Arts XLI. 623/2 The general merits of
alternate-current, as against tliose of the direct-current

systems. 1906 A. RussELi-^//<'/'«.C«rr.II.2 0ne advantage
that direct current machines have over alternators is that

they are self-excjiing. 1915 Hawkhead & Dowsett Techn.
Instr, Wireless Tclegr. 83 A direct current may be passed

through a known resistance and the amount ofheat generated
may be measured. 1916 Staftdard. Rules Amer. Inst,

Electr. Engin. 21 A Direct-Current Compensatoror Balancer
comprises two or more similar direct-current machines,,
diiectlycoupledtoeachother. 1863 li. Atkinson tr.^^iXMo/'*

Elevt. Treat. Physics 6,:)o_ When the circuit is opened the
induced current formed is in the same direction as the
principal current, and hence it is called the *direct extra-

current. 1866 Ibid. (ed. 2) 702 A *direct induced current,

that is, one in tlie same direction as the principal one. This
is known as the extra current. 1908 IVesttn.Gaz. 16 Nov,
p/2 The adoption of the high-tension *direct-spark magneto
Ignition.

Dire'ctedness. [f. Duiectted/^/. a. + -ness.]

The quality of being directed.

192a J. Y. Simpson Man ff Atlainm, Jnuuort. xii. 267 The
specificity of action, the directedness, the working out of

what looks like purpose.

Directee (direktr), [f. Direct v. + -EE.] One
who is directed or is under direction.

1928 G. IB. Shaw Intell. Woman's Guide Socialism Ixx.

(1929) 337 By paying the director more than the directee it

creates a difference of class between them.

Direction. 11. Add: direction-finder ffVrtf-

Uss Tekgr. (see quot. 1919) ; so direction-finding.

1913 Year-Bk. Wireless Telegr. »f TeUph. 307 Direction-

finding from ship-board. Ibid. 316 The uses of the direction-

finder. X919 R. Stanley Wireless Telegr. I. 387 An instru-

ment for use on board ships, called the ' Wireless Direction

Finder'. 7^/^/. II. 270 Adirection-findingaerialsystem. 1919
H. Ward Techn, Terms Wireless Telegr. 39 Direction
y-VM^^r, two Bellini-Tosi aerials at ri^ht angles, each of which
has in middle of lower side a coil which acts inductively upon
another coil in detector circuit, which is capable of being
swung until parallel with either aerial coil. 1920 Discovery
May 131/2 I'he Marconi direction-finder not only receives
wireless signals; it also indicates the direction of the send-
ing station. 1921 L. B. Turner Wireless Telegr. i^3
Direction-finding stations on land.. are usually grouped m
paiis at the ends of a suitable base line, so that the inter-

section of the two orientations determined gives the position

of the source of signal, e.g. a ship or an aeroplane. Ibid.
iBo Observations with a direction-finding receiver. 1928

C. F. S. Gamble N. Sea Air Station xviii, 313 Sub.
marines..whose presence had been detected largely by
direction-finding wireless telegraphic stations.

Directional, a. Add : 4. Of or i>ertaining

to the direction or guidance of affairs.

i9at Glasgow Herald 5 Mar. 6 The responsibility of so
improving his directional control of the conditions of work-
ing. 1922 Ibid. 21 Mar. 7 Their doctrine of one directional

authority. 1928 Daily Express 26 SepL 1 All directional

aud organisation expenses.

6. Wire/ess Telegraphy. Concerned with the

record of directions indicated by signals received

from a vessel, etc. Also sb,^ a directional signal,

1914 R. Stanlev Wireless Telegr, 179 To illustrate the
effect of directional aerials at the sender and at the receiver.

192a Encycl, Brit. XXX. 45/1 There are two methods by
which 'directional wireless* (as it is termed) can be employed.
1930 Aberdeen Fi-ess «V ^rnl. 26 June 7/1 An occasional

directional message from tlie Cape Race wireless station was
the only guidance they could pick up.

Directive, sb. Delete \Obs, and add : spec, a
general instruction how to proceed or act.

Z911 Encycl. Brit. XX. 720/1 The ecclesiastical regime
..arrogated to itself the right of interfering by means of
* Directives ' with the political life ofnations. 1914 tr. /•". zion

BernhardVs Hoiv Gennany makes War x. 206 He had to

make the best of politely advising, of obligingly leaving it

to the discretion, of directives, and of similar makeshifts.

Directivity (direkti'viti, dai-). [f. Directive
+ -ITY.] The quality or state of being directed by
a vital force or power as distinguished from the

physical forces, spec, as a theory of evolution.

X903 Daily Chron. Apr., That directivity which could not

be explained without the power of the Deity behind it.

1907 Ilibbert Jrnl, Oct, 150 Sheep, oxen, horses, aud even

DIKT-EOAD.

geese may be feeding in the same grassland. In each case
the molecular compounds of the grass are identical, but tliey

find themselves ultimately disposed in very different arrange-
ments in the different animals. This can only he possible

under the influence of directivity, but ' directing ' differently

in each creature.

DirectOire (dire-ktwai), a, and sb, [Fr. ; see

DiKECTORY sb, 6.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to, or

in imitation of, a style of dress prevalent at the

time of the French Directory, characterized by its

extravagance of design and its imitation of Greek
and Roman costume. B. sb. A hat of this style.

1878 CasselCs Family Mag. 756 The Diiectoire..very

nearly obscures the face. 1888 Weldon's Illustr. Dress-
maker Dec, The Empire and DIrectoire styles are steadily

increasing in popularity. z^^Godey's Mag. Feb. 214/2 An
immense directoire bow of ribbon or chiffon. 1904 Daily
Chron. 18 June 8/2 Such hats, with their picturesque brims,

are known as Directolres. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 22 Apr. 4/3
Her hat is Directoire-shape. 1908 Daily Chron. 16 June
4/5 Worth has made a feature of Directoire gowns for Ascot.

19x4 Drapery Catal., Ladies Summer-weight Stockinette

Directoire Knickers,

Diremption. Add : c. Bot, An abnormal
separation or displacement of leaves,

1869 Masters Veget, Teratol, 87 The term * diremption
'

has sometimes been applied to cases where leaves are thus
apparently dragged out of position. 1900 B. D. Jackson
Gloss. Bot, 'J erms, Diremption, the occasional separation
or displacement of leaves.

Dirge, v. Add : b. To sing as a dirge.

1895 Punch 5 Oct. 162/2 They misht all dirge tn chonu
the old duet of ' Again we come to thee, Savoy '.

C. intr. To utter a dirge.

1907 MuLFORD Bar.zQ xxi. 2o6 Shortly afterward the
niournTul cry of a whip-poor-will dirged out on the early
morning air. 1921 Chambers s Jml. 211/2 The dead tops

of the Gwynfrwyn trees were swaying aud dirging dismalfy.

Dirgee, var. of *Duuzee, tailor.

Dirigibility (ditrid^ibi'Iiti). [f. Dirigible a. :

see -ILITY.] Tlie quality of being dirigible.

190a Westm. Gaz. 25 Mar. 9/2 Proving the dirigibility of
the aerostat. 1903 Ibid 16 Nov. 7/3 Wireless duigibility

experiments. 1908 B'ham Inst. Mag, Jan. 254 The problem
of. . perfect dirigibility of dynamic flying macliines.

Dirigiblei a. Add : B. sb, A dirigible balloon

or airship.

1907 Daily Chron, 26 July 5/6 He had been up in a cap-
tive balloon, but never before in a dirigible. 1910 Daily
Mail 6 June 8/1 Night-flying dirigibles. 1917 Glasgow
Herald 28 Apr. 15 A new dictionary of air terms has been
compiled.. .So far as England is concerned, the word
' dirigible * will disappear and only ' airship ' remain.

Dirks sb. 2. dirk-knife (U.S. example).
1843 Carlton Nezu Purchetse I. xx. 1S9 Tom fwas] talking

and laughing away like a fellow whittling poplar with a
dirk knife 1

Dirned. U.S. var. of Duhned adv,

1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xx, 369 Him and two
other Cherokees.. scared some Eastern fellers dirned near
to death.

Dirt, sb. e. C. To eai dirtx also {U,S:)^ to

make a humiliating confession or retractation.

1891 FABMKR^Vaw^s.v. /?/>/, To eat dirt,., to Ttitizct. 1903
Clapin Diet. Amer., Eat dirt^ to retract, to be penitent,

the Yankee equiv. of ' to eat one's words *.

7. d, dirt-liue, a layer of dirt and debris accu-

mulaled on the surface of a glacier and imprisoned

by the seasonal layer of snow ; dirt track, a course

{a) made of cinders and brickdust for motor-cycle

racing
; (^) composed of soil, esp. as distinguished

from turf, for flat-racing.

X894 J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age (ed. 3) 30 note. The beds of
snow, .being usually marked off by a **dirt-Iiiie ' or crust
formed of a mixture of dust, small grit, and occasional
remains of insects, xgoa Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 335/2
Practically all flat racing in the United States is held on
* *dirt-tr.acks *, i. €., courses with soil specially prepared for

racing, instead of turf courses. X934 Masefiei.u Sard
Ilarker i. 63 The road was not macadam but dirt-track,

with soft going, after the flrst mile. 1928 Daily Tel. 20 Mar.
14/2 Motor-cycle racing on * dirt tracks ', a form ufsport very
popular in Australia. 1928 Times 2 July 6/7 Dirt Track
l\acing.

Dirt, V, Add : 2. To cover with earth. U.S.
1903 A. Adams Log Cozvboyxiv. 221 It now only remaiaed

to sod over and dirt the bridge thoroughly.

Dirt-eater. Add : spec, one of a class of * poor
whites * in some parts of the southern United Stales

(see quot. 1895).
1840 C. F. HovviAAH GreyslaeriM. xiL 223 Even Bettys,

little fastidious as he was, recoiled from the fare which these
* Dirt Eateis', as the Indians called them, placed before htm.

184s J. J.
Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs vii. (1843) 88 * Whar

do you aim to bury your dead Injuns Cap'en ?' sarcasticaliy

enquired the little din-eater. 1866 Ret. Agric. Soc. Maine
46 It rests with you.. whether you will take rank with the
poor whites, the dirt-eaters of the South, or with the best

classes of the north. 1895 Funk's Stand, Dict.^ Dirt-eater^

one of a non-sl.iveholding class in the slave states of the

Union : so called by the supporters of slavery.

Di*rt-road. U.S, [Dikt sb, 3.] An immade
road, having merely the natural surface.

x8sa Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. vIL 62 Der*s two roads
to de river—de dirt road and dc pike. Iviii.j Haley..
thou<^ht that it lay in favour of the dirt road aforesaid.

1884'C. E. Craddock' Tenn.Mts.3g From the summit of the
mountain could be seen for many a mile the dirt<road in the
valley. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XX I X. 385/2, 1 found myseiion
a level and reasonably smooth dirt-road. X906 J. McCeokge
in Engineering Mag, June 382 Our dirt roads are simply a
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heap of soil scraped up into a ridge by the farmer's scrapers.

1917 Mathewson Sec. Base Shan vi, 75 A few scattered

houses indicated the dirt road in that direction.

Di*rt-roofed, (Z. U.S, [Dirt j^, 3.] Having
an earthen roof.

1873 J. H. Beaole Undevel. West X3^iv. 734 To his joy
he came upon a dirt-roofed log-house. 1890 T. Hall Tales

773 Slowly.. the sole representative of the law in Skull
Gulch ambled into his ditt-roofed log cabin.

Bi'rt-washer, -washiiig. (See Diet ^^5. 3 c.)

1869 S. Bowles Our Nnv West ix. 179 The dirt-washers

swept eagerly over the rich surface deposits. Ibid.^ The
old and simple dirt washing for gold was resumed.

I>irty, fl. Add : 2. b. Also absol. in phrase

To do the dirty : to play a dirty trick.

1914 Daily Express 13 Nov. 514 The Germans have been
doing the dirty' on us by donning khaki and kilts to

approach our trenches. 1915 D.O. BarnettZ^/^.is7» 1 hope
our friends the 133rd will, .do the dirty on their Prussian

friends. 1939 Priestley Good Comp. ni. v, 607 Anyhow
they did the dirty on yer. 1930 Mottram Europa's Beast
xii. 282 If you've been doing the dirty on my friends.

6. Also dirty-looking adj.

x8i8 W. Tucker Family Dyer <5- Scourer i. (ed. 2) 7A kind
of dirty looking green.

Dirzie, variant of *Ddrzee.

Dis (t'Js), V. Printers slangy, CoUoq. abbre-

viation of Distribute v. 5. Hence Dis sb.^ type

ready for distribution,

1889 BARRkne & Leu^no Did. Slanff. Diss (printers),

abbreviation for distribution, f.^., printed off type—to be
returned to its respective cases, and re-composed, 1899
.Southward Mod Printing 11. 168 It is not necessary for an
operator to read the matter to be 'dis'd*. Ibid. 169 The
type being ordinary 'dis', and in no way assorted. 1903
' No. 7 ' jy ) 'rs. in tj Prisons x. 96 There was ' pic ' to the

left of us, ' pie ' to the right of us. .and what had only taken
a week to 'set up ' took nearly a month to 'dis*. ihiif.

115 For the fir'^t week or two I was put upon 'dlssing*.

IHsablement. Add : 3. attrib.

1898 W'estut, Caz, 23 June 9/1 A crushing liability for

death and disablement claims. 1898 Daily News 35 June
6, 6 The first 26 weeks* disablement pay. x^jstaAct 10 Geo. V
c. lo § 2 The rate of disablement benefit.

Sisaccliaride (ddisa^'k^r^id^-id), Chem, Also
-id. [Di- a 2 c] = *Bl0SE.

189s [see *Biose). X905 E. F. Armstrong In Proc. R.Soc.
H. I,XXVI. 592 The enzymes which are capable of inducing
the hydroly-is of dtsaccharides or bioses.

DisafBIiation (di^safdi^i-J^n). [C Disaffili-
ate V. : see -tion.] The action of disaHiUating.
i9a7 Glasgo-at Herald f^ Mar. 11 The ground upon which

disaffiliation \s urged. I9»7 Observer 10 July 14/6 The
announcement of the disamliation of the Union of Post
Office WcwkcrsL 19J7 Gtasgovu Herald-^ Oct. 13 The dis.

affiliation of societies which have not carried out the
decisions of the conference debarring Communists from
membership.

Disagreeable, a, 3. b. (Earlier U.S. ex-

ample.)
1836 Knickerbocker Ma^. VIII. 151 Had I not become

accustomed to such dangers, I should have fell very dis-

aereeable.

Disamenity (disame*nUi, -r'niti). [f. D18- 9 +
Amenity.] //. The disadvantages or drawbacks of

a place or time.
19x4 Clasgo^u Herald 19 Apr. 4 The disamenities of warm

countries in the summer time. Ibid. 29 Nov. 4 The dis-

amenities attendant on the growth of civilisation.

Disappear, v. Add : 1. Also with advb.

expressions introduced by preps.

1837 E, Howard Old Commodore I. iv, iii Richard
Stubbs. disappeared down the Jacob's ladder. 184a Lever
Jack Hiiiton hi, A mounted party.. entering one of the
cates of the city, disappeared from our sight. x88i Mrs.
KiDUELL Senior Partner viii. Like a man in a dream,
young McCullagh. .disappeared from outward view. Ibid.

xxit, The boy disap(>cared into the retirement of the back
room. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Klsinere v, Almost every
year he disappeared to France. Ibid, x. Rose caught a gray
dress disappearing up the little stairs.

3. trans. To cause to disappear.

1897 Chem. Neivs ig .Mar. 143 We progressively disappear
the faces of the dodecahedron.

Disappoint) v. 2. Add : Also absol.^ to cause

disappointment.
184a Leveh Jack Hinton ix. The Duke has disappointed so

often, that he is suretogo now. i88x .Mrs. RiooELL6V//i(7r
Partner xxxii, I shall look out for you at Waterloo at a
(luartcr to five, and trust you will not disappoint. 19*7
Daily Tel. 3 .May t6 Innuendo [a racehorsej has disap-
pointed in the past when fancied.

Disarmingly (disa-imiijli), adv. [f. D18ABMIXG
//>/. a. + -LY '''.] In a disarming manner ; so as to

disarm opponents.
1905 Daily Chron. 11 Mar. 7/2 Hascombe smiled dis-

armingly. 1930 Dlackvo. Mag. Dec. 714/2 A name. .which
she. .disarminply admitted there was small prospect of her
ever otherwise being able to change. 1998 Daily Tel.

21 Aug. 8/s He is a business man himself, speaking in terms
which are disarmiiigly straightforward.

Disassemble (disascmb'l), v. Delete Obs,

and add : b. To take to pieces, to take apart.

(The opposite of *Assemble v.^ 2 b.)
i9xa Short .Stories Veh. 41/2 This generating plant was

partly disassembled. 1930 Set. Anier. Nov, ^89 The entire
50-foot line can be assembled or disassembled in six minutes.

Disassociation. Add:b. =*Dissociation3.
nioji M. Princk (////^)The Disassociation of a Personality.

Disaso- (dis3e'2<7). Chem. [f. Gr. hU twice -1-

Azo-.] A combining form used in organic chemistry

to denote the presence in the molecule of a com-
pound of two azo groups. Also used attrib, as
disazo.

1891 RoscoE & ScHORLEMMER Treat. Chem. III. iii. 353
Dis:izobenzene..is obtained from the ccrresponding amido-
disazobenzene by dJazotizing and boiling with alcohol. 1913
Bloxa.m & Lewis CA<f;«. (ed. 10)719 Disazo-dyestufTs.. con-
tain the -NiN- group twice, and are of three kinds. 1930
Hackh Chem. Diet. 250/1 Disazo coiifpound, a compound
containing two azo groups of tlietype R,N:N.R.-N;N.R.
Many dyes belong to this group.

Disboscation. (Modern U.S. example.)
1874 /?ir/, Vermont Board Agric, H. 477 Does the dis-

boscation of forests predispose to a diminution in the
pluvious character of a region?

Disbursal (disb^-asal). [f. Disburse v. + -al.]

The act of disbursing, disbursement.
1589 in Refi. Hist. MSS. Comm., Far. Colt. (1904) III. 40

Divers disbursalles..as for some bookes, 1895 Grace Nf.

Kimball in Matich. Guardian :;o Sept. 6/8 Accommodation
..upstairs for the disbursal and reception of goods. 1898
in Westm. Gaz. 9 Mar. 2/3 All moneys received shall be
duly acknowledged, and their disbursal shall be controlled
by the Mansion House committee.

Disc^. Abbreviation of Disconnected.
1916 BovD Cable Action Front 175 The wire was pro-

nounced disconnected, or ' disc ', as the signaller called it.

Discard, j<^. Add

:

1. c. gen. The fact of being discarded ; dis-

missal. Also, the act of dismissing or abandoning.
X787DALRVMPLE Jmt. Young Lady yirg.{iSji) 29 Nancy

had an admirer lately.. .He got his discard yesterday. 1906
Daily Chron. ag Sept. s/^ * The Chiefs' sudden discard of
South Africa and adoption of Protection under the name of
Tariff Reform.

2. b. Jig. and gen.
1905 Smart Set Oct. 14/1 I*m much obliged to the lady

;

but she goes to the discard, too. 1927 H. E. Fosdick Pilgr.
Palestine 260 One surely does not mean to sweep into the
discard as spiritually futile the elaborate symbolism of
Eastern worship.

Discamate, <z. Transfer •\Obs. rare to sense I

and add :

2. Divestedofthe flesh or the body, disembodied,
189S IVest/fi. Gas. 5 Nov. 2/3 Any a priori belief in a dis-

carnate existence of one's personality. 190Z J, H. Hvslop
in Proc.Soc. Psychical Research XVI. 216 We ought to
expect a priori that a discamate memory should be defec.
tive in its communications from a transcendental world.

1903 Myers Hum. Pers. II. 274 We cannot simply admit
the existence of discamate spirits as inert or subsidiary
phenomena, z^ao Public Opinion 9 July 34/3 It is rash to
claim that a given phenomenon.. must. , be due to discar-

nate influences, igaa E^ Phillfotts Grey Room iv. 106
This death-dealing ghost, or discamate but conscious being.

So Dlsoama'tion, disembodiment.
Z901 Crntenip. Rev. Aug. 221 The discamatton of person-

ality in de.^ih.

Discerptor (dis5'jpt^j). [f. L. discerpt-^ ppl.

stem oi discerpire ', see -or.] One who disjoins.

1904 Nature 17 Mar. 464/2 Ihe first discerptor (of the
genus Cimex\ was Fabricius.

Discbarffe, v. L O. Delete f and add :

1899 Daily News 12 June 3/4 Kennerley was not aware
that the firearm was loaded, and it discharged in his face.

Discbargeable, ^. Delete rare and add :

1897 Daily X'c:<-s 20 July 5/6 The notes are dischargeable
on August ist, 19-0,

Discbargee (disitjajd.;/*). [f. Discharge v,

+ -EK.] A |)eison who is discharged.

1894 Scottish Rrv. July 58 Government finds place for its

deserving dischargees in its public service.

Disciple* sb. 3. Add : The name was sug-

gested by Alex. Campbell of Lexington, Kentucky,
in 1832.
1835 J. Martin Gaz. Virginia 76 The precise distinction

between the regular Baptist and the Reformers, called the
disciples of Christ, not being in all cases drawn.

Disco-. Add : Bi'scoplasm, Di'scotrisane

(see quots.).

900 tr. Ehrlich ff Lazartts's IHstol. Blood 51 The *dis-

coptasm loses its powerofretaining the hjemogIobin,and gives

it up to the blood plasma in ever increasing quantity. 1913
DoBLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7), Discopiasm^ the stmctural part

of a red bl6od.corpuscle. 1888 SoLt,AS in Challenger Rep.
XXV. p. Ivii, Varieties of the Tria;nc..."Z3iJCt»/r/ar»if.,. The
cladome is a disc in which separ.itc cladi are not distingutsli*

able; and the axial rods representing them extend out a
short distance from the cladal origin. Ibid.^ The discotria;ne

combines in itself the characters of the desma and the
ordinary spicule.

Disconere (disk(?hT»'j), v. [f. Dis- 6 + Cohere
V.'] Early synonym of *Decohere.
1899 standard 8 May, The current causes a small hammer

to strike the coherer and to cause the filings to discohere,

so that the circuit may be completed and broken at wilt.

Discommodious (disk/mJu'dios), a. Delete

'\Obs. and add examples of modern pedantic use :

1897 N. MuNRo in Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 593/2 [A fashion]

discommodious for warm weather. 1938 Ihid. Feb. 160/2
Confound and bli>ter that blasted German and all his damned
discomtnodious works.

Disconcert, v. 2. Add : Also absoL
1908 Smart Sft Sept. 47 She was conscious of a baffling

reserve, a (>oise that disconcerted.

Disconcertingly (disk^ns5-Jtii]li), adv. [f.

D18CONCEUTIXG ppl. a, + -LY -.] In a disconcerting

manner.
1898 iVestm. Gaz. ^ Apr. 2/2 The Japs have found it dis-

concertingly expe^^lve. 1900 H. G. Wklls Love if Mr,
Lennsham xi, He regarded Lcwisham critically and dis-

concertingly over gilt glasses. 1906 Galswohthv Man of
Property i. 1, He had sherry-coloured eyes, disconcertingly
inattentive at times.

Disconformable, a. Delete ^Obs. and add :

1925 in E, F. ^oTion Fight/or Everest, igz4 295 The true
nature of this important junction it is difficult to tell, but it

has the appearance of being .1 disconformable one.

Disconne'cting, vbl. sb. [f. Disconnect v. +
-ING I.] The action of separating. Also attrib.^ as

disconnecting engine (see quot.).

188S Lock-Mood's Diet. Meclu Engin., Disconnecting
Engine, a double engine, usually of the compound type, in
which the cylinders can either be used in combination, or
each separately from the other.

Discrimination. Add : 1. C. (See qnot.)

1923 J. D. Hackf.tt Labor Terjiis in Managemetit
Engineering W'BLy, Discrimination, the act of employing
non-union workers to the exclusion of union workers.

5. attrib. and Comb. : discrimination reaction
Psychol.^ a reaction in which the movement of
response is delayed until the mind of the subject

has identified the stimulus; discrimination time
Psychol.^ the total duration of the time of such
reaction, or the time necessary for the identification

of the stimuli.

1898 E. B. TiTCHESKR Prim. Psychol. 260 In the *discrimi-
nation reaction, he \sc. the subject] moves when he has
apperceived some one of two or more familiar stimuli. 1894
tr. W. Wundt^s Hum. <5- Anim. Psychol. 279 By subtracting
the previously determined simple time from this longer time
we get a *discrimination-time.

Disease, sb, 1. (Revived in recent use with the

spelling dis-ease.)

X909 Daily Chron. 17 May 3/1 Perhaps he. .kept dark the
apprehensions of his artist soul, communicated his ease not
his dis-ease. 1933 A. S. M. Hutchinson This Freedom 11.

X. 166 They were in a curious dis-ease whose occasion was
not to be defined. 1925 — One Increasing Purpose in. xiv,

She h.^d a curious dis-ease in meeting socially doctors whom
also she met professionally.

Diseuse (di"'zoz). [Fr,,fem, = talker.] A female

artiste who specializes in monologue. Also less

freq. masc. Diseur.
1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 444 She is only a concert-hall

singer (or diseuse, to use a newly-coined and specific titl^

1903 Daily Chron. 20 June 8/2 Mme. Anna Thibaud, the
celebrated diseuse. 19*7 M. Baking Tinkers Leave xxv^
Bielor played songs, and Zurova, a well known disease sang.

Disfellcwsnip, v. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1831 Troy (N.Y.) Watchman 3 Sept. (Th.) They were dis-

fellowshipped by the association.

Disfigoringfly (disfi'giuriqli, -fi'gar-), adv,

[f. DiSFiGUuiNQ ppl, a, + -LY 2.] In a disfiguring;

manner; so as to disfigure.

191 X Mrs. H. Ward Case o/R. Meynell i. Certain lines

on the forehead.. showed themselves disfiguringly. 1943
Baring-Goulo Early Remin. it. 23 Telegraph stations

planted . .most disfiguringly, on the summit ofchurch towers,

Disgorger. Add: Also spec, in the manu-
facture of cfi'crvcscing wine, one who temporarily

removes the cork from a bottle of wine after

secondary fermentation in order to allow the yeasty

sediment to be blown out by the escaping gas.

1900 Sadtler Hand-bk. Industr. Org. Chem. (ed. 3) 207

With the sediment thus on the cork it goes into the hands
of a workman called a 'disgorger*, who, holding the bottle

still neck downward, proceeds to liberate the cork by slipping

off the agrafe, and when the cork is three-fourth parts out

he quickly inverts the bottle.

Dish, sb. Add : 6. Also, more commonly, the

condition of wheels having such concavity ; the

amount of such concavity.
x8xo(in Dict.l. 1837 W. B. AoKW^Carrtages^Z Some wheels

,
.
get moredish than others. 1844 H. Stephens BK:Farm III.

1 1 54 The third or front wheel may be found without dish. 1888

Eficycl. Brit. XI. 311/1 The di4i is considerable, amounting
to 2 inches in the ^-foot wheel. 1891 Pur^ Fin <5- Feather
Mar. 167 The left hind wheel of his wagon is out of dish.

10. dish-croas, -rim, Sheffield plate appliances

for keeping dishes warm at table ; dish face, the

face of a dog when the nose is higher at the tip

than at the stop (cf. disk-faced) ; dish-keel (see

Keel sb.^ i b).

1908 B. WvLLiE Sheffield Plate^ 75 * *Dish-crosses ' or
'spiders', .served two purposes: either to keep a hot dish

from marking the polished tables.. or to support a spirit-

lamp which kept the contents of the dish above hot. 1908
H. N. Veitch Sheffield Plate 136 These dish-crosses.. are

suitable for both round and oval dishes. 1893 Kennel Gaz,

Aug. 214 Jess III is spoilt by her *dish face. 1874 Thearle
Naval Archit. 72 The hollow or *dish keel is a variety of

the flat keel system. 1774 in B. Wyllie Sheffiicld Plate (i?>o8»

Lr
*Dlsh-rims. 1908 B. Wyllie Ibid. pi. Ixxi, Revolving

)ish Stand for round or oval dish. Possibly this is what was
meant by a ' dish-rim '.

Dish-clotll. Add : 2. Dishcloth gourd, the

gourd or the plant of any of the species of Lvffa of

which the spongy inner portion of the fruit may be

used as a cloth. i9ix Webster.

Dished, PpL a. Add : d. Of the face of an

animal : Concave in profile (cf. *dish-face),

1878 Trans. III. De^t. Agric. XIV. aio The head was
short and fine, with a dished face and rather thin jowls. 1908

Animal Managem. 21 The face. .* stag-faced ' or 'dished '.

Dislionse, v. 1. Add : also, to deprive oi a

habitation. Chiefly in Dishou'sed ///. a, (also

absol.)y Dishou'sing vbl. sb.

190C Daily News 4 Jan. 3/1 The evil of dishousing
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altogether would be substituted for the evil of Hvin^ in

places unlit for habitation. 1900 Ibid. 8 Jan. 7/1 Such con-

siderations as the fate of the dishoused. J901 WesttH^ Gas.

S Sept. 2/3 To secure sites for the dishoused. 190a ibid.

13 Dec. 5/1 The dishousing of the inhabitants of the slums.

19SX Contemp. Rev. Oct. 451 Large closing orders are out of

the question because of the dishousing they would occasion.

Dish-rag (di-/ra?g). U.S, [Dish j^. 10.] a. A
dish-cloth, b, trans/. The dishcloth gourd.

1873 ' Mark Twain* & Warner Gilded Age vii. 81 We
used to have a calf that et apples and just chawed up dish-

rags like nothing. 1904 .A'". V. Tribune 22 May, A novel

enterprise, that of raising dishrags, is being exploited by
a number of Southern California horticulturists. These
curious vegetables assume the form and appearance of

cucumbers, and hang on the vines until their green coats

become brown and dry like parchment.

Dish-washer. 2. (U.S. example.)
1889 Kansas Times -^ Star a July, The patent new dish

washer washes a bushel of dishes in a few minutes.

Di'Sh-wa-'tery, a, [See -y 1.] Resembling dish-

water, Alsoyf^'.

1910 W. James Afem. ^ Studies %\. (1911) 284 Mawkish
and dishwatcry. 1928 Sunday Express 8 Jan. 9/4 Then
came the soup. Great greasy tins of a dish-watery liquid.

Disinhibition (disinhibi'Jsn). [f. Dis- 9-t-

Inhibition.] (See quot)
loa? Pavlov tr. G. V. AnyeP^s Conditioned Re/fexes iv,

67 We are now afforded some justification for regarding dis-

inhibition, as we did a short while ago, as being the ' inhi-

bition ofan inhibition '.

Disi'ntegratively, adv. [f. Disintegrative
+ -LY 2.] In a disintegrative manner, in a way that

causes disintegration.

1874 Simon Rep. Med, Dept. P.C. 30 July 6 A force.,

acting disintegratively upon organic matter.

Disinterest, sb.

2. Delete -^Obs, and add :

1896 Sat. Rev. Suppl. Christmas 4/2 We here see Morris
working, with entire disinterest, at his work, and caring
above all things for fine workmanship. 1905 Globe 19 Sept.,

The American Press.. reproached Japan with her want of
disinterest.

3. (Add examples and cf. next.)

X900 Pilot I Sept. 283/1 The general reader may, without
confessing to a heart of stone, feel a certain disinterest in

weather and Mrs. Bouveries, however nice and however ilL

1904 Sat. Rev. 9 Jan. 34 The whole election was a model oi
quiet disinterest.

Disinterested, a. 1. Delete f? Obs, and add :

X938 in C. F. S. Gamble IV. Sea Air Station xiW. 22a Being
disinterested with the rest of the proceedings, I opened the
file and began to read the theory of Wave Transmission.
1928 Daily Express 21 June 11/4 She is listless and dis-

interested, 1928 Sunday Dispatch 8 July 15/2 The English
public is disinterested in its theatre.

Disk. Add: 2. d. A phonograph or gramophone
record. Also, see quot. igag-^i.

x888 Leisure Ho^tr 209/1 A disc about eleven inches in

diameter can, it is said, contain four minutes' talk. 1907
Sound Wave <§ Talking Mack. Record Dec. 60/2 The world
today always associates Edison's phonograph with a^ cylin-

der apparatus, but the first phonograph we look at in this

patent is a disc (he called it a disk) machine. 1919 A. Sev-
moiJr Good-bye-ee / 37 A gramaphone record with the picture
of afoxterrier on the disc. 1939 Sunday Disfraich 20 Jan.
16 A fine disc by his orchestra. 1999 Photoplay Apr. (Diet.

Talkie Terms), DisCy the wax record, Uke a phonograph
record, on which sound is recorded.

8. C. disk-cuttery -faWy also in the names of
American agricultural machines, ?i%disk-ailtivatory

-drills -harrow (example), -plough ; e. also instru-

mental and similative, as disk-adjusting^ -capped,

-like adjs, ; disk-anvil (see quot.) ; disk-crank, a
crank composed of a disk or a pair of disks and a
crank-pin ; disk electrode (see quot. 1884I) ; disk
pile, an iron pile, having a disk or flange as a
foot, used for foundations in sand ; disk-winding
Eiectr.j an armature winding in which the con-
volutions are flat.

1898 Cycling 54 "Disc-adjusting bearings. 1884 Knight
Diet, Mech. Suppl., *Disk Anvils a strengthening plate or
reinforce placed inside the head of a cartridge to support
the impact of the striking pin which explodes the fulminate.
1928 Daily Express 17 Aug. 2/7 The system of milk distri-

bution by means of *disc-capped bottles. 1888 Lockwoods
Diet. Meek. ETtgin.y *Disc Crank, or Crank Disc^ or Crank
Plate, a crank of circular outline in which the metal is so
disposed that the varying motion of the connecting-rod is

suitably balanced. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf, 198 A toothed
pinion . . gives each •disc-cutter a quick rotatory motion on its

centre. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Disk Cutter^ an
instrument for cutting circles of thin glass for covers of micro*
scopic objects on slides. 1907 L. H. Bailey Cycl. Amer.
Agric. I. 207 The "disc drill is also used very extensively in
many sections of the country. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.
Suppl., *Z>w^ Electrode^, .^.w electrod : for telegraphic instru-
ments in which the connection is secured by the contact of
the peripheries of two disks. 188^ P. Higgs Magn. ^ Dyn.-
tlectr. Mach. 104 A kind of voltaic battery in wliich only one
metal was employed, the disk-electrodes of which were ren-
dered active by polarisation. 1903 IVestm. Gaz. o Dec. 8/2
The air.. is drawn out by a *disc-fan. 1907 L. H. Bailey
Cycl. Amer. Agric. I. 385 The revolving *disc barrow or
plow, with its concave discs moving obliquely through the
soil. 1893 TucKEY Amphioxus 137 A *di.sc-likc thickenint^

of the hypoblast. X90X Westm. Gaz. 3 Sept. 10/2 Disc-like
expansions of the fingers and toes. 1895 MiV/. 19 Dec. 8/s
The structure is.. to be supported on Misc piles sunk to a
depth of 30 ft. in the sand. 1881 C/.S. Patent 15 Mar. 9603
•Disk plow. 1907 [see disk hamnu above), xgoa Encyct.
Brit. XXVII. 577/2 The fourth or *disc winding was ia
principle employed in many of the earliest machines.

Di*s3dng, vbl. sb. [f. Disk sb. 2.] Cnltivation

with a disk-plough. Disking machine {^^^ quot.).

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Disking Machifie,. .s.

steam-cultivating implement to be drawn by an engine over
sod or plowed sod. 1917 Ninth Crop Bulletin (Wash., D. C.)

5 Apr. 4/2 Disking and plowing has commenced.

Disloyalist. (Karlier U.S. examples.)
1863 Boston Sunday Her. 24 May 1/3. 1870 Congress.

Globe 7 July s^jo/^ The county of Monroe [in Missouri) was
the place where disloyalists fleeing from other counties took
shelter all the time.

Dismayillgly (dism?i*iqli), adv. Delete -fObs.

and add

:

19x8 M. & J. Findlatf.r Penny MonyPenny in. iv. 300 It

was now dismayingly hot. 1926 Chawbers*s Jmt. "iyji^.

She would have found it dismayingly difficult to conduct the
most juvenile class.

Dismiss, v. Add : 3. O. To free from (an

office) by a formal discharge, U.S.
1907 Springfield Weekly Republ. 7 Mar. 14 Rev. T. Claire

Luce.. who recently resigned on account of ill-health, was
Monday formally dismissed by a council representing the
neighbouring churches.

10. c. To discharge or acquit (an accused person).
X904 N.Y, Times 30 Apr. 9 Judge McCann of the Police

Court had received requests from women all over the city

asking that Mrs. Wiggs be dismissed.

Dismoded (dism^u-ded), <z. Anglicization of

*Demod^.
1898 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 693/2 A tune dismoded, common.

1907 Ibid. Sept. 428 His ambition was the ambition now
wholly dismoded, to make scholars and gentlemen. 1917
Daily Mail '2$ Aug. 2/4 The works of Frith, Leighton, and
other dismoded veterans. X9az Blacktu. Mag. June 806/1
The men of genius who are its peculiar glory seem dismoded
to the anarchs who write in hopeless competition with them.

Dismonntable (dismau*ntab'l), a. [f. Dis-
mount V. -i- -ABLE.] Capable of being dismounted.

Of a gun or cannon : Capable of being removed
from its carriage for transport.

171 1 Finf^all MSS, in 10/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comvi. App.
V. 168 The garrison had a battery, .which, .was not dis-

moun table, by reason of its lowness. 1900 Engineering Mag.
XIX. 789/2 A gun madedismountable, that it may be easily

carried by men or animals. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 17 Nov. 9/1
The gun is provided with..dismountable shields.

Disorderly, a. Add: B. sb. A disorderly

person.
1853 MuNDY Antipodes (1857) 200 A brace of disorderlies

in handcuffs. 1855 Illusir. Lond. News 21 July 74/1 One
of the drunk and disorderlies. x90$Daily Chron, 9 Oct. 5/3
ThePope was obliged to threaten the disorderlies with ex-
pulsion from the Vatican.

Disordination (dis^idin^-Jan), (Modern ex-

amples.)
1896 Pop. Sci. Monthly Feb. 521, 1 would propose the term

disordimition, the etymological opposite of coordination.

1897 Ed]ic. Rev. XIII. 52 The phenomena of hypnotic dis-

ordination or disruption of consciousness.

Disowner (dis^u^nsj). [f. Disown v^ One
who disowns,

189s J. Smith Per7n» Mess. Exodus ix. 126 The disowners
of God.

Dispatch, sb. 12. Add: dispatch-carrier',

diapatch.-boat (earlier example) ; dispatch
money (see quot. 1923) ; dispatch note, a memo-
randum required to be made in addition to the

customs declaration for foreign parcel post ; dis-

patch rider, one who rides on horseback or bicycle

to carry dispatches; so dispatch riding; dis-

patch-vessel = dispatch-boat.

1807 Deb. Congress (1852) 614, I received by a ^despatch
boat an invitation to dine. 1905 Daily Chron. i Aug. 3/1
A *dispatch-carrier for the Foreign Office. 1878 Law Jml.
Rep. Q.B. XLVII. 513/1 If the Court shall be of opinion

that. .Mespatch-money. .is to be paid per working day of
twelve hours. 1923 D. Maclachlan^s Merchant Shipping
(ed. 6) 428 Despatch money is a term which designates a
payment which the Shipowner agrees to make for lime saved
out of the lay-days. 189a Post Office Guide Oct. 383 Parcels

for Foreign Countries must, .beaccompanied bya*Despatch
Note. 1899 Daily News 18 Oct. 7/2 A report brought from
the north by *dispatch riders, via Vryburg.

_ 1907 Daily
Chron. 10 Jan. 9/5 An interesting *dispatch-riding test from
Newcastle and London to Manchester. 1809 Deb, Congress
21 Feb. 432 There may be time for the *debpatch vessel to

go to France and return.

Dispatclling^ (dispse*tjli]), vbi. sb. Add : also

Comb, dispatohing-sheet (see quot.),

1918 H. Crov Hoto Motion Pictures are Made 254 On
shipment of the film the photographer makes out a title and
a despatching-sheet which shows the light conditions.

Dispenser. Add : 3. b. An attendant who
serves out aerated water at a soda-fountain.

1925 Daily Tel. 1 3 May 20 Soda water dispenser required,

to supervise six fountains.

Dispensing, vbl. sb. b. Add : dispensing-
counter, a counter at which medical prescriptions

are made up.
1898 Rev. Brit, Pharm. 14 The syrup of glucose generally

used at the dispensing-counter.

Dispeo'plement. [f. Dispeople v^ The
process of dispeopling, depopulation.
1841 H. S. FooTE Texas 4- Texans I. 14 To mark its

dreadful course with the dispeoplemeut of her infant towns
and villages.

Dispermy (dai'spsjmi). Biol. [f. Dl-2 + Gr.

airipfxa seed + -Y 8.] The entrance of two sperma-
tozoa into a single egg. Heace Dlspe'ruLic a.

1896 E. B. Wilson The Cell 335 Dispermy. 1905 Rep.
Brit. Assoc. 432 Dispermic eggs.

Disperse (dlspaus). Chem. The verb-stem

used attrib, in disperse phase, system (see quots.

1927); also dispersed phase. So Dispersion,
Dispersoid (see quots. 1915, 1919, 1924, 1927).
1915 Washburn Princ. Pkys. Ghent. 361 If we imagine

any phase within a given system to be gradually broken up
into smaller and smaller panicles, then as the sue of these

particles gradually decreases the surface of contact between
this phase and its neighbors will correspondingly increase

and the effects of forces of the nature of surface tension .

.

will gradually become more apparent, and these surface
forces will eventually begin to be an important factor in

determining the fugacities of the molecular species compos-
ing the system. Whenever thLs situation exists to an appre.
ciable extent, .we have what is called a disperse system or

a dispersoid. /^2V/.,The degree of dispersion of a dispersed
phase is usually defined as the ratio of its surface to its

volume. 1919 E. Henurick Chcm. Everyday Life t^ Soap
is a colloid, and when we get a little of it in a great deal of
water we have it in dispersion. 1923 W. Clayton Theory
Etnulsions i That liquid which is broken up into globules

is termed the dispersed phase. 2924 A. Findlav Phys.
Chem. 1 73 A colloidal sol . . consists of finely divided particles

(the dispersed phase) distributed throughout a dispersion

medium. 1927 Cbocker & Matthrws The. iif Exper. Phys.
Chem. 273 Dispersator, a protective colloid used to stsuDi-

lise colloidal solutions made mechanically, e.g., in the Plau-
son mill. Disperse phase, the discontinuous constituent

of a colloidal solution corresponding to the solute in true

solution. Disperse system, any colloidal solution. A two-
phase system with greatly developed surfaces. Ibid. 274
Dispersion ^tedium, the continuous phase in a colloidal

solution, corresponding to the solvent in true solution.

Dispersedness. (Modern U.S. example.)
1897 Atlantic Monthly LXXX. 544 It ..gives added cohe-

sion to a great institution whose topographical dispersed*

ness is surpassed only by its enormous enrollment.

Dispiral (d3ispoi»*ral), €U Bot, \L Dl-2 +
Spiral sb.'\ = *Dispirous a.

1899 W. H. Pe.arson Hepaticse Brit. Isles I. 15 Etatersia
almost all cases dispiral, rarely monuspiral or 3-4 spiral.

Dispireme (d3isp3i»*r/m). Cytology. Also

-em. [f. Di- 2 -1- Gr. aiidpTjfia spire, coll.] (See

quot. 1896.)
1890 Sir W.Turner Cell Theory -^x In the., dispirem stage,

the chromatin threads thicken and shorten. 1896 £. B.
Wilson TheCell 336 Dispireme .. ^ that stage of mitosis in

which each daughter-nucleus has given rise to a spireme.

DispirOUS (daispaia-rss), a. Bot. [f. Di- * +
Gr. ffTreipa coil, spiral ¥ -ous.] Of the elaters of the

Ilepaiicx : Having double spirals.

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terins.

Displacement. Add : 3. d. Bot. Abnor-
mality in the position or form of a leaf or organ.
1869 Masters Veget. TVra/*?/. 89 Instances ofdisplacement

of leaves arising from suppression.

4. attrib. and Comb., as displacement apparatus

(see 3 c), cylinder, lubricator.

1874GARROD& Baxter A/a/. il/<<f.(i 880) 277 Place the bark
in a Misplacement apparatus and percolate with the diluted

hydrochloric acid. \^& LockivoocCs Diet. Mech.Engin.^*Dis-
placement Cylinder, an auxiliary cylinder belonging to some
gas engines, by which the constituents of the charge are
forced into the working or power cylinder. *Displacement
Lubricator, a lubricator which acts by the difference in the
sp. gr. of oil and of water. An impermeator is one form of
displacement lubricator.

Display, ^^> 5. Add: display liand, (a) one
who sets up display-type ; {b') a pyrotechnist em-
ployed chiefly to assist in firework displays.

1806 Daily News i Dec. 12/7 Compositor.— First-class

Jobbing and Display Hand seeks situation. 1921 Diet.
Occup. Tenns (1927) § 148 Display hand.. % Pyroteclmist

\

assists at firework display, lighting fuses [etc.].

Disposedly, adv. Add : In mod. instances

echoing the * high and disposedly ' of quot l6lo
in Diet., used = with lofty dignity.

X904 Farker Garden Asia 187 Go-betweens conduct the
negotiations, high and disposedly as Queen Elizabeth. 1907

J. H. M^Carthv Needles <V Pins viii, Ihe company.,
marched up the aisle very disposedly. 1924 P. G. Wode-
nousE Leave it to Psmith ix. § 5. 195 Through the belt di
rhododendrons . . a portly form . . made itself visible, moving
high and disposedly in the direction of the back premises.

Dispossessed^///- a. Add : Also ahsol. with

the,

1901 Mactn. Mag. Apr. 411/2 Throughout Ireland, on the
whole, Protestants are the possessors. Catholics the dis-

possessed. 1909 English^voman Apr. 305 Woman rebelled

because she belonged to the classes of the dispossessed.

Disq,Tiietezi (diskwsi-et'n), w. [f. Dia- 6 +
Quieten v^ = Disquiet v.

I9ax Glasgoiv //rrd!/c/9Mar. loHer condition isdisquieten-

ing. Ibid. 33 SepL 7 In view of disquietening reports as
to their activities in the Near East. 19x8 L. Rossiter Sex
Age viii, She turned, bewildered and disquielened, from the
sickening turmoil.

Disquietingly (diskwsi-etiqli), adv. [f. Dis-
quieting ///. a. + -LY 2.] In a disquieting manner.
1922 Public Opinion 23 June 580/1 A tendency to change

strangely and disquietingly. zgsS Britaints InJusir. Future
{Lib. Jnd Ing.) iv.xxvii. 398 In some industrial centres there

is a disquietingly high percentage of registered unskilled

workers between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five.

Disraeliaill (Hizr^liaa), a. [f. name of Ben-

jamin Disraeli^ first Earl of Beaconsfield (1804-
188 1), prominent Tory ]>olitician and prime
minister.] Pertaining to or characteristic of Disradi

or his opiuious, measures, or writings.
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1901 A^ Amer. Rev. Feb. 153 The great DisraeHan Mjth,
which has changed the most un-tngiish of all our Prime
Ministers into an almost sacramental Symbol of Patriotism.

iO»7 Observer 11 Dec. 15/3 A devout Disraelian Tory. 1937
h7 Miles ir. A. Maurois' Disraeli 296 Kven abroad the
altogether Disraelian boldness of this coup was extolled.

Disrelate (disril^ft), v, [See D18RELATED
///. fl.] trans. To sever the connexion between,

cause to have no connexion with.

1654 J. OwKN Doctr. Saints Persev. xv. 353 True Believers
who only are the members of Christ disrelate themselves to

him. 189s li'estm. Gaz. 25 Nov. 2/3 Something analogous
to a sense of prudery has caused the author slightly to dis-

relate the two contestants for hois.

Disremexuberi v, (Earlier and recent U.S.

examples.)
1815 in Doc. Hist. Amer. InHnstr. Soc. (1910) IV. as,

I belonged to the Society about fifteen months; as to the
constitution I disremember, the rules I recollect. 1998
Byrne Destiny Bay viiL 383 Either in Ohio or Illinois, I

disremember which.

Disrobing', vbl. sb, (see after Disbobe r.). Add
quots. iUuslrating recent currency.

1903 M'^Neill Egregious Engl. 58 The bare business of
roMng and disrobing takes up pretty well half her waking
day. 191a L. A. Harkkr Mr, Wyckerlys Wards x. Neither
of them cared a whit for Jane-Anne aikd her disrobings.

Dismptnre, sb. (Earlier Amer. example.)
178a jKFhERsoN Notes Virginia (1787) 37 The evident

marks of their disruptiire and avulsion from their beds by
the mo^ powerful agents of nature corroborate the impres-
sion.

Dissava (disa'vi). Also 7 dissauva, 8 dis-

suava, dissave. [Sinhalese disdwa!\ A governor
of a district of Ceylon.
x6Si R. Knox Hist. Rel. Ceylon 35 He gives order to his

Dissaj'a's or Governors of the Countreys to.. choose out
Boyes. Ibid. 5c Next under the Adigars, are the Dissauva's.
tjao 0E Foe Captain Singleton 294 The King of the
Country, .sent down a Dissuava, or General, with an Army.
1803 R. Pekcival Ceylon 258 The Dissauvas, as long as they
hold their office, are allowed by the king a certain portion
of land for their services. 1859 J- K. Tennknt Ceylon II.

pi The dissave of Oovab. .placed himself at the heaid of the
insurgents.

Dissection. 7. Add : Applied to woands,
etc. contracted by dissectors.

1884 T. Bryant Pract. Surg, (ed, 4) I. ii, i32 Dissection
wounds.

Dissector. Add : b. A dissecting instrument.
a i860 Ai.B. Smith Med. Student (1861) 6 He perpetually

carries a Dublin dissector under hi^arm. \^\<i Practitioner
July 118 If the appendix., is concealed under massive granu*
lations, careful search with swab, blunt dissector and the
occasional u>e of -scissors will rarely fail to bring it into view.

2>issociated (dis^n-ji^Hed),/;^/. a. (See under
Dissociate zf.) Add: Psychol, Characterized by
the disjunction of associated mental connexions or
the disaggregation of consciousness. Dissociated

personality^ a pathological state of the mind in

which two or more distinct personalities exist in

the same person, (Rarely used as active verb.)

1911 I. H. CoRiAT Abnormal Psychology 7 When an
experience or complex has become dissociated, it tends to
act automatically, and cannot Ijc controlled by the will.

19U B. Hakt FsychoL Insanity iv. 47 That the continu*
ous stream of her thought bad been interrupted by the
sudden appearance of a ' dissociated system of ideas *. 1918
C. S. MvESts Prtsent-day A^plic. Psychol. 35 Irene had
undergone a severe shock owing to the death of her mother.
..Shortly after, Irene began to develope a dissociated
persooaltty. 1919 HiiAnay Psycho-Anal. 68 If we cannot
readily recall such principles at will for a critical overhauling
then we are in danger of becoming 'dis-sociated ', of doing
the thing and not knowing why we do it. Ibid. 70 It links

up proverbial knowledge of human nature with the pheno-
mena of 'dissociated personality', i^a j^wcjr/.^n/.XxXII.
3oo/i As a little girl of three, ' Doris Fischer ' was thrown
down violently by her drunken faiher, and so sustained a
pqrcbic fracture, which * dissociated ' her into * Margaret *

od *Real Doris '. 1924 W. B. Selbie Psychol. Relig, 391 It

is not necessary to presuppose a secondary personality or a
dissociated consciousness.

Dissociation. Add : 3. Psychol. The process

or result of breaking np associations of ideas.

1890 W. Jahes Princ, PsyckoL I. 506 What is associated
DOW with one thin^ and now with another tends to become
dissociated from either.. .One might call this the taw of dis-

sooation by varying concomitants. 1890 J. M. Baldwin
Hetndbk. Psychol, (ed. 2j 2 1 8 The part played by dissociation

is evidenL If there were no such breaking up of representa-
tions, imagination would be simply memory.

b. The disintegration of consciousness, the state

in which a person snffers from dissociated per-
sonality.

1897 E. Parish Halluc. ^ Hlus. 71 If we..seek for some
(jl^oality common to all the various states in which hallucina-
tions occur, we shall find that their most striking character-
tstic is the dissociation of consciousness. 1908 VV. McDou-
CALL io Brain July 257 That cerebral dissociation of some
degree is at least one of the essential features of the hypnotic
State can. .hardly be doubted. i9aa Encycl. Brit. XXXII.
aoo/t Other cases of dissociation (e.g. the ' Watseka
Wonder 'j.

Dissoconch (di-s^k^k). ZooL [f. Gr. SfffaiS;

double + C0KCH.] The shell of a mollusc in the
religer stage ; also» the shell of an aHult bivalve.
1888 Jackson in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hiit. XXIII. 543

In the oyster ..this (jr. the earlier] shell is not single, but
double-valved, and, therefore, deserves a distinct name, as
it precedes the dissoconch or true shell.

Bissogfony (dis^-goni). BtoL [f. Gr. SiCffos

double + yovo^ offspring.] A form of reproduction
among the Ctenophora, in which there are two
periods of sexual maturity in the same individual,

one in the larval and another in the adult form.
Hence Disso'^onous a.

1896 LvDEKKER Roy. Not. Hist. VI. 477 In at least one
species {Eucharis mvliicornis) sexually mature larvae,

or larvae which are capable of reproduction as such, also
occur ; these, when completely developed, become once more
capableof reproduction as adults ;—a method of multiplica-
tion which has been called dissogony.

IMssolve, V. Add : 7. b. In cinematography,
to cause (a picture) to become faint or fade away
{into another); similarly intr. (cf. 13); also in

Bisso'lving ppl. a. Hence Dissolve sb., the act

or process of dissolving a picture ; a dissolving

scene in a cinema film ; a piece of apparatus with
the aid of which this is produced. Disso'lvex, an
apparatus for dissolving a picture ; also attrib,

191a F. H. Richardson Motion Picture Handbk. (ed. 2)

375 The lamps of a dissolver should each one be connected
just as though the other one did not exist. Ibid. 377 To con-
struct a home-made dissolver shutter. Ibid. 378 A dissolv.

ing effect with one lens is an impossibility. Ibid.^ Your
dissolver lens must be matched. 1915 Ibid. (ed. 3) 604 The
upper dissolver lamp must be supplied with amperage
equal to the projection machine arc. Ibid. 606 Dissolving
moving picture. /^V., Many operators who run two machines
dissolve one reel into the next, 1918 Homer Croy How
Motion Pictures are Made vii. 176 The second means of
accomplishing a fade picture is by means of the dissolving
shutter.. .The dissolvmg shutter is a mechanical device
which, while the shutter is revolving, is closed by a blade
slowly passing over the opening until it is entirely closed.
Ibid. 178 The so-called ' dissolve , by which the figures ofthe
scene gradually disappear while those ofa succeeding scene
slowly take their place. 1933 F. A. Talbot Moving Pic-
tures XX. iy^ The conventional type of studio camera.. is

equipped with what is known as the mechanical automatic
* dissolve '.

Dissnader (see under DissUADK v.). Add:
Also, a thing which dissuades.

1883 M. ARNOLDZ.f//.(i895)II. zi6f I relied onadissoader
from you.

Distearin (daistrarin). Chem. [f. Di- 2 4.

Stearin.] That form of stearin derived from gly-

cerin by the replacement of two of the three OH
groups by stearyl groups.
1873 Ralfe I'hys. Ckem. 48 Stearic acid forms with gly-

cerin 3 compounds, Monostearin, Distearin, and Tristeaiin.

1879 [!>ee Monosticakin].

IHstemperer. Delete rare and add :

i88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 52 Coloarer. Decorator.
Distemperer. 190X Daily Chron. 10 SepL 9/7 Painter, Dis-
temperer.— Good brush hand wants Work,

Distexisile (distcnsail, -il), a. Delete ^Obs,
rare, add quots., and extend def. : Also, capable of
distending or causing distention.

1879 .S*/. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 337 Over the whole of
this tumour could be felt well-marked distensile pulsation.

ipoa Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 560/2 As a result of these fibrous
changes there is interference with the blood current, since
the vessels become unyielding yet frangible, instead of dis-

tensile and elastic, tubes. 1907 Practitioner Nov. 621 This
distensile force would have been amply sufficient to cause
dilatation of the ventricular cavity. 1910 Ibid. Apr. 482
Forcible inflation under pressure may also be done by com-
pressing the india-rubber tube between the distensile bulb
and the proxitnal ^lass tube.

Bistingnislied, ///. a. 4. Add : Distin^
guished Service Order (abbrev. D.S.O.), an order

of distinction for British naval, military, and air

force commissioned officers, instituted 9 Nov. 1S86.

Distinguished Conduct Medal (abbrev. D.C.M,),
a distinction, instituted in 1863, awarded to war-
rant officers, non-commissioned officers, and men
for distingubhed conduct in the field. Also Dis-
tinguished Service Cross (D.S.C.), Plying Cross

(D.F.C.), Service Medal (D.S.M.), Plying Medal
(D.F.M.) : see quots.
x86a in Royal H-'arrants^ etc. (1864) 289 No retrospective

action will be given to the warrant in question, so far as
'distinguished conduct * medals without annuity or gratuity
are concerned. 1914 Titnes 19 Oct. 8/5 His Majesty has
been pleased to approve of the establishment ofa medal, to

be called the Distinguished Service Medal, to be awarded to
chief petty officers, petty officers, mcn,andbo5-s ofall branches
of the Koyal Navy, to non.commissioned officers and men
of the Royal Marines, and to alt other persons holding corre-

sponding positions in his Majesty's Service afloat, for dis-

tinguished conduct in war in cases where the award of the
Conspicuous Gallantry Medal would not be applicable. His
Majesty has further approved of the award of the Con-
spicuous Service Cross (to be designated in future the Dis-
tinguished Service Cross) to all officers below the rank of
Lieutenant-Commander in addition to the officers previously
eligible for this Decoration. 1018 Ibid. 3 June 7/5 'The
Distinguished Flying Cro^s *, to be awarded to officers and
warrant officers for acts of gallantry when flying in active
operations against the enemy...* The Distinguished Flying
Medal ', to be awarded to non-commissioned officers and
men for acts of courage or devotion to duty when flying,

although not in active operations against the enemy.

DistingUO (disti-qgw^). [L., = I distinguish.]

A distinction in thought or reasoning.
i9ao Contemp. Rev. Mar. 364 When one hears that put in

so unqualified a way, certain distingnos at once present
themselves to the mind.

Distortion. Add : 4. The uneven frequency

response of electrical apparatus, usually causing
bad reproduction. Hence Disto-rtionless a.

1914 Rolfe-Martin Wireless Telegr. 117 It is found that,

owing chiefly to dielectric losses in the condenser, the distor-

tion has a still greater weakening effect on radiating power.
X921 yrnl, Inst. Electr. Engineers Apr. 397/2 For satis-

factory transmission of speech the circuit should also be
practically 'distortionless'. igz^Ckattibers^s yrnl. 220/r
The invention ofa new distortionless [telegraphjcable. 1928
Morning Post 16 Feb. 13/4 Too much grid bias causes dis-

tortion by reducing the high tension current.

Distraction. Add : 1. f. Surg. The action

of drawing apart normally opposed surfaces,

1001 DoBLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2}.

Distress, sb. 6. Add : (sense 2 c) distress

call, light y message
J
signal, signallings distress

committee, a committee set up to help people
in distressed circumstances ; distress work, work
provided for people in distress.

1913 Year-Bk. Wireless Telegr. ^ Telepk. 319 Accumula*
tors, enabling the ship to issue Mistress calls. 1903 Daily
Chron. 21 Sept. 1/7 The establishment of *distre.ss commit-
tees. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVUl. 818/1 Inextinguishable
•distress-lights. 1931 Discovery Apr. 92/2 A 'distress mes-
sage is preceded by a signal consisting of three dots, three
dashes, and three dots sent as one sign, and repeated at short
intervals. This is usually alluded to as the S.O.S. signal.

1873 Porcupine 6 Sept. 361/1 It is necessary for all craft to
carry a gun for use in making *distress signals. 1913 Year-
Bk. lyireless Telegr. * Teieph. i^iS ^Distress Signalling.

\^% Daily Chron. 13 Nov. 4/4 The *disiress work is not
provided except in emergencies.

Distressed. Add : o. Upon which a distress

is levied.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 24 June 3/1 The Government had never
said they could discriminate between land distressed and
land not distressed.

Distributary, a. and sb. Add : A. adj, 2.

spec, in distributary canalj cliannel^ river.

1926 Spectator 24 Apr. 756/2 To excavate additional dis-
tributary canals and field channels.

B. sb. 2. A river branch which flows away from
the main stream without returning to it, as in a delta,

1863 J. Fergusson in Q. Jml. Geol. Soc, XIX. 328 One
consequence of any such alteration in the course of the main
stream is, that the initial or terminal oscillation of any tribu-

tary or distributary is continually altering itsposition. 1881

Times 16 Aug. 3/6 (A river's] breaking up into distributaries

as it approaches the sea. 1891-1 13th Ann. Rep. U.S. Geol.

Surv. (1893) III. 171 The canal skirts the slopes of the foot-

hills to the north on a changing grade, the object of which
is to diminish its discharge as the various distributaries are
diverted from it.

Distributing, z't^/. ^<^. b. Add : distribut-

ing box Electr.
J
a box containing apparatus for

the distribution of an electric current; distribut-

ing-table Printings an inking-table.

19x3 V. Ii. Lewes Oil Fuel 109 The wires for ^ch lamp.

.

should be carried to the lamp from a *dislributing-box

placed outside the pump-room or companion.^ 189a W. J.
Gordon Foundry 190 His new perfecting machine was fitted

with ihe *distributing-table and ' end motion ' of the com-
position inking-rollers.

DistributisxtL (distri-biKtiz'm). [Short for

Distributivlsm, f. Distributive a. + -ism.] The
theory of the * distributive state* (Hilairc Belloc),

in which the possession of personal property is to

be assured to all. Hence Distri-but(iv)l«t.

191$ E. Barker Pol. Tht. in Engl. viii. 223 Mr. Belloc s

Distributivism. 1996 G. K.*s Weekly 18 Sept. 13/1 In

Switzerland distributism is not confined to economics..and
distribuiists who [etcj. 19*7 Ibid. 17 Sept. 605 Nor do we
decide how far machinery may be used m the Distributist

State. 19*7 Church Times 22 July 105/2 With the extreme
revolutionaries of the Clyde, and with Guild Socialists and
distribuiists represented by Sir Henry Slesser, Mr. Lloyd
Georgeand his capitalist friends can have nothing in common,

IJistributive, <j. Add :

2. b. Distributive fault, a fault in which the

displacement is distributed among several parallel

planes at short distances from one another instead

of being confined to a single plane.

1905 Chamberlin & Salisbury Geol. 1. 494 Sometimes the

faulting is distributed among a series of parallel planes,..

thus giving rise to a distributive fault.

Distributor, b. Add : Electr. An apparatus

for distributing an electric current. 19x1 Webster,

District, sb. Add : 3. b, attrib. General dis"

trictfund, rate (seeqnot.).

1901 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 318/a As a general rule, al! the

expenses of carrying into execution the Public Health Acts

in an urban district fall upon a fund which is called the

general district fund» and that fund is provided by means of

a rate called the general district rate.

d. U.S. (Karlier example.)
179a Mass. Acts St Resolves (1895) 185 The first district

shall consist of the Counties of Suffolk Essex & Middlesex
& shall be entitled to choose four representatives.

f. A territorial division of the Methodist com-
munions comprising a number of circuits.

1839 [see CiRcurr sb. 6J. 1885 [see sense 6 in Diet,].

g. 'S\ix>x\.ioxMetropolitan District Railway \ also

//. shares in this railway.

1898 Westm, Gaz. 29 Nov. 8/1 We cannot find any sufficient

reason for the recent rise in Districts. 190a /bid. 29 May
7/3 To travel on the District from Ealing to the Mansion

House and back, third-class, will in the future cost 8d. 1009

ibid. 16 July 10/3 Districts were also good in tone at 178.



DISTRICT.

6. district attorney 6^.^. (example) ;
also as v, ;

district court (earlier example) ; district curves,

in terrestrial magnetism, curves obtained by joining

the successive points where isogonals, isoclinals,

etc, intersect the lines of latitude ; district judge

(earlier example) ; district lines = *disiria curves ;

district messenger, one employed by the District

Messenger Service (see quot.) ; district iiurse, a

nnrse who serves a rural district ; so district nurs'

ing; district school (later U.S. examples) ; dis-

trict system C/.S,y a system of electing members

to the House of Uepresentatives by electing one

member for each district of a State (see sense 3 d

in Diet.).

1856 S. MoRDECAi Virginia, vii. (i860) loi The office of

•district ationiey in the United Slates Court of Virginia.

1873 *Mark Twain •& Warner Gilded Age liv. 493 The
district attorney . . opened the case for the state, igaa

AucK Brown OtdCraiv vi. 67 You're dislrict-attorneyhig it

a trifle too much to interest me... This isn't a third degree.

1791 Washington Diaries IV. 186 The "District Court is

held in it [jc. Salishury]. 1800 Wkems Lett. H. 150, I can't

think of the Dumfiies District Court with patience, xgoa

EncycL Brit. XXX. 461/1 [Rucker and Thorpe] found

where isogonals, isoclinals, &c., cut the lines of latitude. The
curves obtained by joining these successive points of inter-

section on a map are called "district lines or curves, 1789

U.S. Stat. Large I. 73 And it be further enacted That there

be a court called a District Court . . to consist of one judge .

.

called a "District Jud^e [etc.]. xgxx Chambers's Jrnl.\.

ao8/i The *Distrtct Messenger Service was founded in

London 111 1890 for the purpose of introducing., the electric

call-box system. 1902 EncycL Brit. XXXI. 298/1 "District

nursing, which is the highest and most exacting branch

of the profession... A "district nurse should be able to do
everything for the patient. 1854 Marv J. Holmes Tempest

Of Sunshine viii. in He handed him five hundred dollars,

telling him. .to send her for two years tot he *district school.

1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. 1 1. 609 Until I was twenty-

five, laboring on the farm in summer and teaching district

school in winter. 190a EncycL Brit. XXXIII. 581/3 The
House of Representatives is composed of members elected

by popular vote. . . Each State is at liberty under the Consti-

tution to adopt either the ' general ticket ' system, 7>., the

plan of electing all its members by one vote over the whole

State, or to elect them in one-membered districts (the * "dis-

trict system*).

District, v. Add : Oiig. and chiefly US.
i79» Mass. Acts Sf Resolves (1895) 184 Resolve for district-

ing the commonwealth, for the purpose of choosing federal

representatives. 1806 Webster, District^ v.t. to divide into

circuits or parts.

Disturb, v. Add

:

L d. rejl. To put oneself out by moving, etc.

(e. g. in order to oblige a person^
1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle iii. The stranger was

rising up, when j\Ir. Crotchet begged him not to disturb

himself, i888 Mrs. H. Ward Robt. Elsmere xiii, 'Can I

find anything for you 1 ' he said springing up. She hesitated

a moment, then. .she said.. :
' Pray don't disturb yourself.

I know exactly where to find it.*

Disunionist. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1833 Deb, Congress 15 Tune 3572 Those who denounce them

. .are branded as disumonists and nullifiers.

So 'Disunionism. (Earlier U.S. reference.)

1855 Boston Post 24 Aug. 2/1.

Ditch, j3.1 Add:
1, C. Calcutta, so called in allusion to the Mah-

ratta Ditch (see Mahbatta 3). slang.

1886 Yule & Burnell Anglo-lud, Gi&ss.^ Ditch*, and
Ditcher, disparaging sobriquets for Calcutta and its

European citizens.

d. The ground (formerly a trench) immediately

surrounding a bowling green.

1861 Chambers^s EncycL II. 289/1 If a bowl..stnke<! the

jack, and then rolls into the ditch, it reckons asif on the

green. 1886 Rules of Bowling 16 When the jack is run into

the ditch by a bowl in the regular course ofthe game. 190a

EncycL Brit. XXVI. 328/1 There is no excuse for short play
on the part of the first players; their bowls would be far

better in the ditch.

Ditch, v.^ Add :

8. intr. To take to aditch, take refuge in a ditch.

1876 Coursing Calendar 73 Scotch Brotli passed his oppo-
nent, but puss ditching, the course ended.

Ditcher. Add: 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1846 Rep. (U.S.) Comm. Patents (1847) 256 Having thus

fully described my improved ditcher what 1 claim therein
as new. .is ietc.].

4. A bowl which runs or is driven off the green.
x886 Rules 0/Bowling 17.

5. A resident ia Calcutta (cf. *DiTCH sb.^ i c).

slang.
1886 [see *DiTCH sb.^ i c]. 1909 IVestm. Gas. 17 June 8/1

The existence of the unfortimate ditchers left to themselves
in the off season. 1923 United Free Ck. Miss. Rec, June
248/1 Residents in Calcutta are sometimes referred to in

prints of origin other than Bengal as ' Ditchers'.

Ditchiuff, vbl. sb. C. ditching-machine (earlier

U.S. examples).
1838 H. W. Ellsworth P'alley Upper Wabash iv. 35 The

recent improvements in ditching machines. 1846 Rep. (U.S.)
Comm. Patents (1847) 306 What I claim therein as new., is

the combination of the two ditching machines. 1854 J. R.
Bartlett Personal Narr. II. xxii. 18 In one place I saw a
ditching machine in operation,

Dite, sb*^ Also dit. Phr. Not to care a dtt{e) :

not to care at all.

1907 IVestm. Gaz. 7 Sept. 13/1 'Don't care a dite*, Sylvia

!>aid despondently. 19S0 Blackzv. Mag, Oct. 488/2, *I

296

suppose your major won't mind that? * Not a tuppenny
dit/

Dithamatic (dsijj/msenik), a. [f. Dl- 2 -(.

Thematic] Of a word : Containing two significant

themes or stems. Also as sb.

19x6 Weekley Surnames 26 These Teutonic names were
originally all dithemetic \sic\.

^
I9»a — in A^. 4- Q. 12th Ser.

XI. 52/2 Some old Teutonic ditheinatic.

Dither, sb. Add : b. A state of tremulous ex-

citement or apprehension; chiefly in phr. all of a

dither.

1819 ' Paul Bobbin '

(J. Butterworth) Sequel to Lane,
Dial. 6 (E.D.D.) I'm aw on o* dither, if th' wynt bo slurs a
twig. 1899 Watts-Dunton Aylwin xii. 331 The .«iight o*

both on us.. might make the poor body all of a dither if

she was very ill. 1920 Priestley Good Comp. iii. ii. 500

They'll rehearse all right.. . When it comes to the niglit, all of

a dither. 1931 E. S.\ckville-West Simpson in. xvii, She
quickly pulled herself together, feeling that such a state of

dither would not, if she showed it, illustrate her name.

Dithyrambically (dij)ira£-mbikali), adv. [f.

DiTHYBAMBic : sec -ICALLY.] In or as in dithy-

rambs ; with dithyrambic or * lyrical' expression.

1891 Symonds in Biog. (1895) II. 332 Tell me if you would
like me to write what 1 think about their excellence—not

dithyrambically, as here, but soberly as art requires. 1905

Spectator w Mar. 571/r M. Santos-Dumont writes interest^

ingly, if dithyrambically, of the future of the airship.

Ditto, V. Add : b. To say or do 'ditto*.

1894 Helen Gardener Unofficiett Patriot -zt^ci They are

sulking in their tents and we are diitoing in ours. 1901

IVestm. Gaz. -22 Mar. 2/1 No, Mr. Balfour knew nothing of

Lord Lansdowiie's communication. 'Nor I,' dittoed Lord

Cranborne.

Di'tto^aph, V. [f. the sb.] pass. To be

repeated by dittography.
1B97 £'j:/S£j«Vor June 409, X. 22 c is certainly 'dittographed*

from v, 32 a. 1906 Driver Jeremiah 349 The H at the end

is simply dittographed from the following word.

Divali, diwali, var. fT. *Dewalee.

Dive, sb. Add : 1. b. Aviation. A precipitate

descent. (Cf. ^nose-dive.')

1914 RosHER In R.N.A.S. (1916) 13 When in the air, he
bawls in your ear, ' Now when you push your hand forward,

you go down, see !
' (and he pushes your hand forward and

you make a sudden dive).

3. dive-keeper U.S. (examples').

1890 Nation (N.Y.) 8 May 367/1 Gamblers, dive-keepers,

and rumsellers. 1909 S. K. White Rules 0/ Game i. xvi,

One of the saloon keepers at Twin Falls. . . This dive-keeper .

.

had offered transportation.

b. In wider use, a more or less concealed build-

ing or place affording a sanctuary or hiding-place.

i89aSTF.vENSON&OsBouRNE /F>-tff:A^rviii, I visitcd Chinese

and Mexican gambling-hells, German secret societies, sailors*

boarding-houses, and 'dives' of every complexion of the

disreputable and dangerous. 1897 Daily News 17 Apr. 3/1

From highway into byway they go; now up into tottering

garret, then down into dim dive. 1910 Westm.Gaz. 25 Jan.

4/1 This dingy * dive ' can boast of many glorious memories.

Dive> "v. Add : L O. Aviation. To descend or

fall precipitously with increasing momentum.
1908 H. G. Wells War in the Air iv. | 5 He could feel

the airship diving down, down, down. X914 Rosher In
R.N.A.S. (1916) 37, I switched on and off, and dived down
through the opening to 1,000 feet. 1916 H. Barber Aero-

plane speaks 136 Diz'e, to descends© steeply as to produce a
speed greater than the normal flying speed.

Diver. 2. Add : In Natal, the cormorant.

1906 Natal Mercury Pictorial 703 (Pettman) I notice

a number of tliose ugly, useless, and predaceous birds known
as divers in the Bay.

Diversion. Add

:

6. attrib. and Comb, : diversion-cut, a channel

made to divert impure water past a reservoir

;

diversion weir, a weir erected to divert water

from a river to the head of an irrigating canal.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., *Diversion-cut^ a channel to

divert past a reservoir a stream of impure or turbid water

which would otherwise flow into the reservoir. A by-wash.

1891-a H. M. Wilson in 13th Ann. Rep. U.S. Geol. Sum,
(1893) III. 231 One of the latest, .^diversion weirs constructed

in this country is that built at the head of the Turlock and
Modesto canals.

Diversity. Add

:

4. attrib. diversity factor Electr, (see quots.).

X90S Fabian Tract 7/96 When we speak of a ^ood diversity

factor we mean that the generating station is so happily

situated that it meets a regular and constant maximum
demand for diverse purposes. ..A continuous *diver»liy

factor* makes a good Moad factor*. 1916 Standardization

Rules Amer. Instit. Electr, Engin. 17 Diversity Factor^

the ratio of the sum of the maximum power demands of

the subdivisions of any system or parts of a system to the

maximum demand of the whole system or of the part of

the system under consideration, measured at the point of

supply.

Diverter. Add: b. Electr. (See quots.)

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. s.v. Diverter, Electrical diverter,

a form of combined lightning guard and fuse for telephonic

and other electrical apparatus. 1910 N. Hawkins' Electr,

Diet,, Diverter^ in electric traction, a name given to a cer-

tain type of motor starting-coil, probably because some of

the applied voltage is diverted from the motor in forcing the

current through the coil against its resistance.

DivesianCdsiv/'sian), a. Geol. [f. Dives, a river

in France.] Denoting a division of the Jurassic

system in the vicinity of Dives and other parts of

France.
1903 Gkikie Textbk. Geol. (ed. 4) II. 1150 Upper Callovian

(Divesian).

DIVISION.

Divide, sb. 2. Add : The Great Divide, the

watershed of the Rocky Mountains ; fig. a dividing

or boundary line ; spec, the boundary between Uie

and death.

1879 Miss Bird Lady^s Life Rocky Mts. v. 65 The Snowy
Range, the backbone or 'divide' of the continent. 1887

HowORTH Mammoth ^ Flood 256 This catastrophe, .is the

great Divide when history really begins. 1907 Mulfoho
Bar-20 xxiii. 226 Snip ! goes his bill an' th' snake slides

over ih' Divide. \qo&—Orphan xi. 139 If he was killed, he

would have company across the Great Divide. 1909 Daily
Chron. 16 Sept. 1/2 He was good to Ruth, and s"h_e, too,

loved him. But between them still was 'the great divide".

She could not forget that he had bought her for a string of

nuggets. 1930 Times Lit. Suppl. 24 July 601/1 In view of

the extent of the chronological divide.

Divide, v. 8. Add : Also with up,

1914 E. Cannan Wealth v. 82 Even the pasture was divided

up with the small exceptions which we see in the 'com-

mons ' of the present day.

Divided, ///. a,. Add: 1. d. Divided axle:

see quot. Divided skij-t: see Skirt jiJ. i.

187^ Knight Did. Mech., Divided Axle, one bisected at

its mid*length.

Di'VidendleSS, a. [See -less.] Without divi-

dends.
1899 Westm. Gaz. 26 Jan. 8/1 If the Hyderabnd-Dcccan

Company were in its infancy instead of having laboured on
through thirteen years ofadividendless career. Ibid. 2 Mar.

8/1 The dividendless stock of the District Railway. 19x0

Glasgow Herald ^ Sept. 10 It may be noted that share-

holders again go dividendless.

Divident, a, A. 1. Add : esp. in divident

fence^ line (cf. next).

1644 Col. Rec. Conn. I. 105 There shall be a liberty for

ether party of 12 inches from the divident lyne. 1697 Conn.
Hist. Soc. ColL XIV. 462 To maintain the Divident fence

between the said Longs home tott and this parcell of land.

1703 Col. Rec. Conn. IV. 445 This Court doth allow of the

divident line agreed upon by the inhabitants of Plainfield to

be the dividing line of their township.

Dividin^f, ppl* a. Add : Earlier examples of

dividing line ; also dividing bounds, fence,

X640 Conn. Hist. Soc. ColL XIV. 106 Which field abuttcth

,.on the deviding lyne betwene the South & North Side.

Ibid. 257 To make and mayntaine the halfe of the div(id)eing

fence. 1680 Col. Rec, Conn, III. 69 They agreed that the

dividing bounds should be at Ashowat to Wongushock.
X751 C. Gist Jritls. 65 The dividing Line between Carolina

and Virginia. 1760 Washingicn Diaries I. 133 Also run
round the fields in the lower pasture according as the dividing

fence is to go.

Diving, vbl. sb, h. Add : diving-board, a

board projecting some distance over the water, from

which a swimmer dives.

1893 Sinclair & Henry Swimming {B^dm. Libr.) iv. 108

A spring diving-board is generally used for running headers.

Division, sb. Add :

1. e. Biol. In cytogenesis, the separation of the

protoplasm of the mother-cell into two or more
daughter-cells. In zoology, the breaking up of an

organism into two or more parts which develop

into new individuals of the typical form of the

organism, as distinguished from reproduction from

a bud.
xS8o EncycLBrit. XIL 13/1 Four types of Cytogenesis

may be distinguished: (i) Rejuvenescence; (2) Conjuga-
tion ; (3I Free-cell formation ; and (4) Division. 1901 _T. H.
Morgan Regeneration 149 The breaking up of UimbricuUis

or of a planarian into pieces that form new individuals is a
typical example of division.

10. o. Also//. The parade of a ship's company
according to its divisions.

1915 * Bartimeus ' A Tall Ship iii. {A Captain s Forenoon)

54 Nine o'clock, sir; all ready for divisions, ibid, SS A
moment later the bugle overhead blazed forth * Divisions *.

e. In the Civil Service, tlie technical designa-

tion of the several grades of clerks.

iZj^Order in Council 12 Feb. in Guide Employm. Civil

Setvice (1886) 17 A Lower Di\ ision of the Civil Service shall

be constituted. It shall consist of men clerks and of boy
clerks, engaged to serve in any department of the State to

which they may, from time to time, be appointed or irans-

ftrrtd. ibid. 19 Promotion from the Lower to the Higher

Division of the Service shall not be made without a special

certificate from the Civil Service Commissioners. 189X S.

Savill Civil Service Coach 2 The salaries of Clerks in the

Second Division, .shall commence at 70/. per annum. 1898

Guida Employm. Civil Serz'ice 15 Second Division Clerk-

ships. ..The Second Division forms at present the rank and
file of the permanent Civil Service.

f. Any of the tliree grades of imprisonment to

which certain misdemeanants may be sentenced

(see quots.).

1865 Act 28 ^ 29 P'ict. c 126 § 67 In every Prison to

which this Act applies Prisoners convicted of Misdemeanor,

and not sentenced to Hard Labour, shall be divided into at

least Two Divisions, One of whit-h shall be called the First

Division; and whenever any Person convicted of Misde-

meanor is sentenced to Imprisonment without Hard Labour

it shall be lawful for the Court.. to order, .that such person

shall be treated .is a Misdemeanant of the First Division, and

a Misdemeanant of the First Division shall not be deemed to

be a Criminal Prisoner within the Meaning of this .^ct. 1898

Act 61 <V 62 Vict. c. 41 § 6 Prisoners, .not sentenced to penal

servitude or hard labour, shall be divided into three divisions,

..Where a person is. .sentenced to imprisonment without

hard labour, the court may.. direct that he be treated as an
offender of the first division or as an offender of the scccsid

division. If no direction is given by_ the court, the offender

shall, subject to the provisions of this section, be treated as.

an offender of the third division.



DIVISIONAI,.

g. A section of a railway line. AUoa/^Hd. l/,S.

X887 C. B. Geokce /o Years on Rail xii. 254 My plan.

.

is to have a book to be called the division book kept by each
company. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 71 Every line

in the United States is divided into divisions of various
lengths... Each division is under the supervision of a man
who is called a division road master. ^Ibid. 96 Wallace was
a division terminus. 1891 Gunter Miss Dividends 10 This
citizen soldier,. had been one of the division engineers of
the Union Pacitic Railway.

Divisional, a, 2. Add: DivismuU Court

\

see Divisio.v lo.

19x8 Daily Mail 3 Aug. 10/6 In recent years the trend of
decisions is very di^erent and reached its culminating point
in the Divisional Court this year.

DivisioxiisiU (divi\:53niz*m), [f. Division +
-ISM.] The practice of painting with pure colours,

and of achieving the effect of mixed colours by the

juxtaposition of contrasting colours instead of by
mixing the desired shade on the palette. Hence
Divi'sionist, a palmer who follows this practice

;

also attrib. or as adj.

1901 L. ViLLARi Giovanni Segantiui 53 His 'divisionist
*

drawing-<t. Il}id, 73 In this replica he began to apply the
sj'stem of divisionism. 1930 Times Lit. Suppl. 18 Nov. 745/4
Cezanne, with his insistence upon the volumes of objects,

rebelled again:>t the dlsintegrauon of form which was the
logical consequence of diviNioiiism. i^i Edin, Rer'. Apr.
311 The Futurists accepted the Divisionism and comple-
inentarism of the Neo-Impressionists. 19x6 Rutter hvoL
Mod, Art ^\ A Divisionist painter desiring a prey, .places

on his canvas little touches, say, of pure violet ui juxtaposi-
tion to little touches of a yellowish green.

Divot, sb. Add : Golf. A piece of turf cut out
with a club by a player in making a stroke.
1801 H. G. HuTCHiNsos Gol/g With an iron club an un-

skilful player is much more likely to cut fids of inzi^gol/ic^t
'divots'—out o( the green.

Divulse, V. (^Modern U.S. example.)
1807 Trims. Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX. 55 Dr. Lesser..

performed tracheotomy, and divulsed the stricture through
the wound.

IN,TV6r8 (di'vajz). Oxford UniversUy slang.

[f. first syllable of Divinity + *-eb« + -s (represent-

ing the pi. moderalions).'] Divinity moderations,
the first public examination in Holy Scripture.

1905 Varsity 30 Nov. 109/3 Those who are in for ' Divvers*
should make sure of knowing all about St. Stephen's Speech,
1913 /sis 8 Feb. 184/3 Honour Mods, and Divvers behind
hmi and Groups before.

Diwy, sb. and v. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
i88z A. .\. Havks Netu Colorado x\. 156 The two men,

unsuspicious of danger were ' divvying up * the spoils in the
middle of the road. 1883 J. Hay Bread-winners x. 150
• You surely do not intend— ' * 'lo strike Saul for a divvy ?*

Diwy (di'vi), a, slang, [f. first syllable of
Divine (A. 5 b) +-y1 ; cf. *Deevey.] * Divine',
' heavenly.'

1903 Dail^ Chren. i Aug. 8/1, I heard one of them say
that * the dimpy was divvy,' and this, when translated, meant
that a certain dinner party was divine.

Dix (d/s). [Fr.] The lowest trump in bezique and
other games; also, in pinocle, a certain score of
ten points, or the trump entitling the player to it.

ip6B R. F. Foster Pinochle 5 In two-hand, any player
holding the dix may exchange it for the trump card im-
mediately after winning a trick.

Diz-nnitidme (dizwityfm), «. [Fr., — eigh-
teenth.] Of or belonging to the eighteenth century.
19*0 Times Lit. Su^pl. 26 June 538/1 In a charming and

characteristically dixhuiticme manner.

Dixie ^ (di ksi). Also [deohsie]. dizey, dixy.
[Hind, degchiy -choy a, WxniSX dega^ht^ nha, Panjabi
dekachi, degdcht, -chd, a« Pers. degcha, dim. oidegf
dig iron pot, kettle, cauldron.] An iron kettle or
pot, used by soldiers for making tea or stew.

[187^^ Mrs. a. E. James /nd. Househ. Managem. 40 Six
decbsies and covers, lind. 45 A few declisies (copper pots)^]

^ 1900 IVestm. Gnz. 25 Mar. 8/1 On halting at Klip Drift we
immediately got down our dizies {sic\ and made tea for all.

1900 Daily \cws lo July 3/2 The 'billy* is what Tommy calls

a * dixie *. 1901 IVest/M. Gaz. 26 June 8/1 With much diffi-

culty water was procured fromasprutt over a mile away, and
the ' dixey ' Ijoiled. 1916 H. G. Wells Mr. Dritliiig n. iv.

9 14 They shelled us again next day and our tt-a dixy was
hit. 1916 Anzac Bk, 41/2 'I'ea made in the stew dixie, aiid

tasting more of dixie and stew than of tea.

Dixie ^ (di-ksi). U.S. [Of doubtful origin.

Suggested explanations are cited by Bartlett (ed. 4),
Farmer AmericanismSy and in the Century Diet,

(Cycl. of Names).]
1, The southern United States ; the South. Also

Dixie{*s) Land.
x86i G. P. PuTNAHf////^) Beforeand.^fter the Battle; aday

and night in ' Dixie'. 1863 Ret. Agric. Soc, Maine (1864)
19 Sheep step in to funiiih. .what every one must acknow-
ledge to be a very excellent substitute for * Dixie's product*
{i.e. cotton). 1864 W. Pittengeh Daring ^ Sufferifig 35
That coat.. I wore all through Dixie. 1866 C. H. Smith
Bill Arp 1 59 I'm a good Union reb, and my battle cry is

Dixie and the Union. i879To(;rcer Fool's Err. v. at, I am
conMdering the idea of removing my household gods to
Dixie. 1901 W. Pittengkr Gt. Locom. Chase loi Now
I will succeed, or leave my bones in Dixie. 1903 N.Y. Times
xo Dec. ^ Nearly 400 exiles from Dixie Land gathered at the
annual dinner of the Southern Society.

b. The music or words of the song of * Dixie '.

t^a^ Minneapolis Times 23 June 8 The orchestra in a
Ceorgia theatre quieted a panic-stricken crowd by playing

297

* Dixie \ 1911 H. S. Harrison Queed xxi. 261 From far away
floated the strains of ' Dixie ', crashed out by forty bands.
2. (See quots.)
X873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xxx. 660 'Dixie wine*

as the Mormons call it, is rather strong and pungent. Ibid.
661 AH that part ofMormondom south of the rim of the Great
Basin is called Dixie, and extends some distance into Arizona.

Bizoic (daizJQ-ik), a. Zool. [f. Gr. St- Dl- 2 +
foJov animal + -IC.] Producing two young ; applied
to a spore producing two sporozoites,
1901 Calkins Protozoa 153. 1903 [see Monozoic 2I.

Dizygotic (daizsig^-tik), a. BioL [f. Dl-2 +
Zygote + -ic] Formed by the development of two
distinct zygotes.
x^jp Nature 15 Nov. 766 Dizygotic twins are..on the

whole inferior to their brothers and sisters in the physical
measurements, but this is ccrwinly not the case with mono-
zygotic twins.

Dizzy, a. Add : 3. b. (U.S. examples.)
1878 J. H. Beaple Western Wilds xxxv. Dance houses

and saloons multiplied and 'dizzy doves* g.ive an air of
abandon to the streets. 1888 Texas Si/tings 29 Sept.
(Farmer) Professional beauties or m:iidcns, commonly called
dizzy blondes. 1889 Kansas limes .5- Star ^ Nov., Many
of the local clergy last night warned the church members
. .against a * Dizzy Blonde ' company coming to one of the
theaters soon.

C. Startling, astonishing, stang,
1896 G. Ade Arlie xvii. 158 They was out there in them

dizzy togs cuttin' up and down the track. 1897 Daily News
10 Aug. 5/2 Four straw hats with 'dizzy bands', xgax R. D.
Paine Comr, Rolling Ocean v. 84 When she limped into
Brest a week overdue, the admiral called it a dizzy miracle.

Dizzyite (di-zi|Oit). [f. Dizzy^ nickname of
Benjamm Disraeli (see, e.g., Pttnch 3 Apr. 1852)
+ -ITE.I] A follower or admirer of Disraeli (cf.

*Disraelian),
1903 Mevnfll Disraeli I. 61 Dizzyiies. .must marvel that

one who received this close confidence could afterwards be
jaunty at the expense of the de.id woman whom Disraeli ' so
truly loved '. /bid. 1 1. 483 If Disraeli bore his traducers no
grudge, it would be superfluous indeed for true Dizzyitcs to
bear them any.

Djati (d^a-ti). Alsod*jattl. [Malay yif/i".] The
teaC tree.

Z908 Westm, Gaz. 9 June 5/3 Java teak, known as d jatti.

Djebba, djibba(h), variants of Jibbah.
1896 Dailv News 23 Oct. a/i They had turned their

tattered djebbas inside out. 1904 Daily Citron. 27 July 8/2
The djibbah is produced in full, warm reds, purples, blues,
and orange hues.^ 1909 H.G. Wells Ann I'eronica vii, A
purple djibbah with a richly embroidered yoke. 19*7 S^ecta-
toriyDcc. 1081/1 The books., arc sold by ladies indjibbas.

Do.sb.l Add:
2. b. £Sp, An entertainment or show (see quots.

in Diet.) ; hence {orig. Jocu/ar), a military or naval
engagement, raid, or oiher *show',
19XJ Cable Between Litres 110 We are about the first

Terrier lot to be in a heavy 'do ' in the forward trenches.

4. An injunction to do (something specified).

Only when coupled with don't : see Don't.
1904 'Stancliffe* (title) Golf Do's and Don'ts. X9S0

0. C. BAfLEY Complete Airman 190 Between this and the
next lesson the pupil should be encouraged to think well
over the ' dos ' and * don'ts ' of his trip.

I>0, V, Add : A. 2. o. 7. (American examples
of do9^t — does not.)

1670 Rhode /si. /list. Soe. X. xoa Evidence of.. River
being more than 11 miles long, but how much more dont
say.

^ 1774 P. V. FiTHiAM Jrnl. (1900) 202 K Sunday in
Vurginia dont seem to wear the same Dress as our Sundays
to the Northward. 178J Essex /nst. Hist. Coll. I. 13/2 It
dont all discorage me in the least. 1813 Paulding John
Bull fr Br. Jon, ii. 9 The old saying that a man don't know
when he is well off". 1835 R. ^L'^xho J/awks o///awkhollo7o
1. xL 143, 1 wonder she don't sing ; for a speaking voice,
she has the richest soprano, i85a O. W. Norton Army
Lett. 120 It don't take ten thousand acres here to support
one family.

3. d, dial, and U.S. done.
1847 in D. Drake Pioneer Life h'entiicly iii. 63 The

weavil , .
• done * great injury to that grain. 1849 N- Kings-

ley Diary 56 Anna done the fair thing last night. 1850
Ibid. 117 [WeJ worked in the old place and done middling
wciL 1873 * Mark Twain ' & Warner Gilded Age xxxiii.

307, 1 think it done him good, 1994 W. M. Raink Troubled
Waters xxi. 226 The little boss done right not to take that
Cheyenne bid for the doggies.

B. 6. f. ItisnUdofu: it is forbidden by custom,
opinion, or propriety ; it is bad form, colloq.

1879 E. GossE in Charteris Life ff Lett. (1031) 126 We
haven't the originality to think of dying. It's never done
here, in our set. 1911 R. W. Chambers Common Ltxw i^

* You know ', he said, ' models are not supposed to come hci c
unless sent for. It isn't done in this building.' 19x6 Ethel
M. Dell /ilacit Knigltt l viii, *Oh, but you couldn't—you
couldn't— live there by yourself I

* protested Joyce. 'It isn't

done, Ermine. It wouldn't be fitting.' igaSObserver^gjRn.
22/1 Undergraduates regard the conduct of the night of
December 13 as the sort of thing that ' isn't done '.

11. a. With person as obj. = to operate on, attend to.

X901 Daily Chron. 16 Oct. 5/2 The [vaccinated] man who
. .has been * done in the leg '. Mod. I will do you next, sir
(s I will cut your hair, shave you, etc. next).

e. Phr. Done to the wide or the world : abso-
lutely done for, defeated, etc. colloq.

19x2 Daily Mail ^ Dec. 11 He came again after appearing
* done to the world ' more than once. 1925 Fraskk & Gibbons
Soldier f( Sailor Words, Done to the wide^ utterly beaten.

f. Also lo do in the eye.

x8gi Dixon Diet. Idiomatic Phrases s.v.| The jockey did

DO.

your friend in the eye over that horse. 1908 Punch 20 May
367/1 Done in the eye again. What on earth do you expect ?

m. To provide food, etc, for (a person); to treat
or entertain {well). To do oneself well: to make
liberal provision for one's creature comforts, slang.
1897 (Apr, 23) Correspondent, They do you well at the

White Lion. 1897 Punch 23 Oct. 185/1 The nightmare of
an artist who does himself not wisely but far too well, at an
unnecessary supper. X902 Daily Chron. 16 Aug. 3/4 For
ten francs a day one is done welt there. 1902 Westfn. Gaz.
25 Aug. 2 His Majesty has been to Westminster Abbey, and
the Crystal Palace,.. and Madame Tussaud's—re.-illy we
think that on the whole we have done him very well. Ibid,
22 Oct. 3/3 The man who had done himself fairly well on
everyday cooking. 1928 Daily Express 7 Sept. i/i They
do you well, with plenty of eggs, cream, [etc.].

15. b. Also, to make shift to live on (a limited
income).
1924 Rose Macaulay Orphan Island xv'm. 237 'Is that a

good living wage ?
' he asked her ; and she answered that they

could just do on it, no more, with what she herself earned.
16. Hence do or die as adj. phr., expressing deter-

mination to be deterred by no danger or difficulty.
190a Westm. Gaz. i Mar, 4/1 She dips the first pen into the

ink with a do-or-die expression. 1907 Daily Chron. 26 Sept.
4/6 The dominant motive with all was hatred of the foreign
yoke, and the * do-or-die* determination to shake it otT.

1907 National Church 15 Oct. 273/1, 1 confess that I do
not agree w ith the stalwarts., .And I certainly am not ini-

pressed with their ' do or die ' earnestness.

20. b. Hence trans. To do for, suffice, satisfy

(a person), colloq.

1846 Congress, Globe 20 July 1118, I have just enough
[money] to do me to the end of the session. \%^Congress.
Rec. 22 Jan. 491/1, I should like to have ten minutes, butit
will do me just as well in the morning. 1926 W. Deeplng
Sorrell ff Son xiii, ' What's it to be, Do? An orange cock-
tail?' 'Yes, that will do me.' 1928 Galsworthy Sivan
Song I. iv. 25 Leicester Square would do me all right.

31, b. In illiterate, esp. negro, speech, used with
pa. pples., esp. done gone \ sometimes with inf. as
done make. U.S.
1836 N. V. spirit 0/ Times (1846) 22 (Th.) He had done

gone three hours ago. /bid. 94 I'd done got the licker, and
I was satisfied. 1843 [W. T. Thompson] CJiron. Pineville
107 (Bartlett) The horse and cart is done gone, and every-
thing in it. 1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest 9f Sunshine ti.

24 I've done let my best horse and nigger go off with a man
from the free States. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undet'el. West
xix. 356 People have done forgot they had any Injun blood
in 'em. 1887 G. W. Cable in Century Mag. Nov. 96/1
'You done had supper?' she asked. 1897 R. M. Stuart
Simpkinsville 23, 1 sec my pipe has done gone out while I've
been lalkin'.

34. c. Nothing doing I lit. nothing being done,
or transacted ; no business on foot ; hence (.f/a//^or
colloq.) an announcement of refusal of a request or
offer, failure in an attempt, etc.

\Z^ Leisure Hour 2$ Mar. 1S6/2 There's nothing doing
now. 1870 Porcupine 26 Mar. 503/3 A friend of mine hailed
an outfitter the other day, * How is business ? ' ' Nothing
doing.'

1910 A''. V. Evening Post 13 Dec. 7 Spottford offered the
porter a_ dime. The negro waved it aside and said :

' No-
thing doing ; my price is a quarter at least '- 1915 * Ian Hay '

J'irst Hundred Thou. xx. 302 ' Na pooh 1 ..also means,
*Not likely 1' or 'Nothing doing i

* 1921 R. D. Paine
Comr. /tolling Ocean u 5 Tm all through. Nothing doing.
i^Boston Even. Transcript 30 Mar. 15/7, I looked in the
dictionaries, 'Nothing domg 1

' 1930 Maugham Gent, in
Parlour x. 46 Then my girl asked mc to marry her.. .1 told
her there was nothing doing.

46, Do down. b. To overcome, master, get
the better of, bring to grief, colloq.

X911 H. Walpolk ^/r. Perrin Sf Mr. Traill viii. 154
He saw nothing but a spiteful and malignant world trying,
as he phrased it, to *do him down*. 1923 Daily Mail
12 Mar. 6 Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen. .said they had
been done down by what had been rightly called an act of
treachery. 1924 D. H. Lawrence England, my England
228 Poor Fanny I She was such a tady, and so straight
and magnificent. And yet everything seemed to do her
down. 1928 Daily Express 2 July 7 Mr. Cairns, the magis-
trate : You want all the brains you possess to deal with two
women of that relationship. Your wife, plus your mother-
in-law, can do you down sober, much less [sic] drunk.

45. Do in. b. To bring disaster upon, do a great
injury to, ruin ; often, to murder, kill, slang.
1905 Daily Chron. 22 May 6/3, 1 heard people tell her to do

me an injury, throw glasses at me, and 'do me in'. 1006
Ibid, II Dec 4/4 It seems funny that the first blooming
order I got In Enfield I should be done in. 19x2 Siiaw
Pygmalion j\i, Liza (darkly) My aunt died of influenza: so
they said. Afrs Eynsford //ill (clicks her tongue sympa-
thetically) I ! ! Liza (in the same tragic tone) But it's my
belief they done the old woman in. 1017 I. A. R. Wvlii:
Duchess in Pursuit 60 ' Dear Sir John (the Duchess had
scrawled)—*I am not murdered—"done in " I think is the
local expression.' 1918 W. J. Locke Rough Road\\, If you
engage a second-rate man. .who isn't used to this make of
car, he'll do it in fur you pretty quick. 1919 J. B, Mortom
Barber 0/ Putney xiv. 235 'Yes', said Graves. * That's
what did my nerves in. Still sleep bad.' a 1928 Cadbuky
in C. F. S. Gamlile N. Sea Air Station xii. 194 As an awful
sea sot up about noon we knew he must be done in unless
he was picked up. 1928 Galsworthy Swan Song i. be. 66
'Ihat house had 'done in * her father.

47. Do off. c. To deck up. U.S.
2839 Mrs. Kirkland New Home xxxiv. 22^, I.. recon-

noitred the company who were * done off ' (indigenous,) ' in

first-rate style *, for this important occasion.

d. To partition off. U.S.
1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 514, I have also one

small room done oflT for storing butter in the fall.



DOBBEB.

50. Bo over. b. = make over (Make v. 92 d).

US.
i9<i SmaH Set Sept. 84/1 If only somebody would ' do

over ' Browning into English.
.^i

•

52. Do up. £ To get the better of ; to settle in

some way. U.S.
^ r-

1901 S. Merw.n & H. K. Webster Calumet K yi. iii

Max did him up good last night, when he was blowing off

about bringing the delegate around. 190a EuzL. Banks

Ne^staicrCirl 11 Instead of being allowed 10 do her up^

I was instructed to give her a ' good sendott 1904 W. H.

Smith Promoters ii. 54 The thing to do is to do up your

competitor. 1906 'O. Henry' Four Milhon lar, I have

many times told you those Dagoes would do you up.

Sibber. U.S. (Additional example.)

1836 Knickerlocker Mag. VII. 14 His tangent now is the

lithsomc bamboo, his sine the buoyant dobber, that taketh

the gauge of bite or nibble.

Dobe,'dobe(doa-bi). V.S. Colloq. shortenings

of Adobe.
1883 NvE Baled Hay rs; The dobe pig pens are not true

to nature. 1897 Outmg(\i.%.) XXIX. 582/1 The afternoon

monsoon.. howls.. as if it would tear the stubborn little

'dobe shanties off the earth. 1904 ' O. Henry Cabbages ^
Kings iv. 73 Grass huts, 'dobes, five or six two-story houses.

Ibia. vi. 104 A 'dobe house in a dirty side street.

Dobermaim (do"-b3imsen). [Name of Z)c*<rr-

tnann, a German of Thuringia. See also *PiN-

SCHEB.] In full Dobermann pinscher : A kind of

German honnd with smooth coat and docked tail.

I9>S G. W. LlTTLK Dog Bk. (facing p. 274) One of the

greatest Dobermann Pin.schers ever imported to America.

1928 Sunday Express 24 June 11 A German named Dober-

mann, of Aplolba, Thurmgia.. spent his life experimenting

with different breeds, and at last, in the middle of the last

century, he produced specimens of the ' Dobermann Pincher

—and died before disclosing his secret.

Dobie, dotay, varr. of *Dobe. Also attrib. and

Comb. U.S.
, , ,

,857 W. Chandless Visit Salt Lake II. 1. 146 Sun-baked

bricks, called ' dobies ', a corruption of the word ' adobe ',
are

the sole building material. Ibid. v. 214 The dobie-maker,

the mason, the shingle-layer. Ibid. vii. 249 He'll only have

to pay the dobie-layer. 1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds

xxiL 348 He told of digging ditches, building fences and

making dobies. Hid. xxx. 660 The neat white dobie houses.

1885 Outing (U.S.) VII. 52/1 Half sand and the other half

•doby'-mud. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 86 These

bricks.. although they are spelt 'adobes', I always heard

..spoken of as * dobies *.

b. (See quot.)

1857 W. Chandless Visit Salt Lake II. L 146 The fifty

dollar California pieces..were called 'dobies', because

octagonal.

Dobra (dJn-bra). [Pg.] A former Portugnese

gold coin worth abont^s 12s.

1910 Alan Graham FoUojo Little Pict. xxv. The chest

was packed to the brim with gold—guineas from England,

louis from France, doubloons from Spain, dobras from

Portugal.

Doc (dpk), U.S. colloq. abbrev. of Doctor.

1854 R. Glisan Jrnl Army Life 24 Nov. (1874) 149

Don't you think. Doc, ague makes a fellow powerful weak J

1887 F. Francis Jr. Saiidle <5- Mocassin viiL 146 Anyhow,

Doc Gilpen the Marshal jumped him [= took him to task].

1904 G. H. LoRiMER Old Gorgon Graham 173 Doc was

cribbing those powerful Sunday evening discourses from a

volume of Beecher's sermons. 1920 Multord J. Nelson\\.^

«o I'd like to shake hands with th' coyote that lugged th

Doc off to fix that laig.

Docete (dif"-sA). [Anglicized form.] A member
or follower of the Docete ; a Docetist.

1894 Illingworth Pers. Hum. If Div. i. Ji Had Christ

been, .a mere appearance as with the Docetes.

Dock, sb.^ Add

:

4. In dry dock (fig.) : out of employment, colloq.

1929 Vachell Virgin m. 5S June found herself in dry

dock, and likely to remain there.

b. In dock : in hospital. War slang.

rgtg AtAenzum 11 }n\y 582/2 'Dock', hospital, is. .pro-

bably from ' in dock '. Ibid. 22 Aug. 791/2 While ' in dock

{i.e. in hospital) one lay upon ' biscuits '.

6. b. Theair. Accommodation for scenery that

has to be removed quickly from the stage.

1898 E. O. Sachs Mod. Opera Houses III. Suppl. 1. 24 At

each side of the stage the counterweight boxes practically

form enclosing walls with a number of openings leading to

a series of ' scene ' docks on each side. The arrangement

of these side docks.. is essentially of French origin, and

they afford a very ready means for the disposal of scenery

which has to be quickly removed from the stage. Ibid. 34

'I'here is a dock for each sequence of ' traps ', so that the
* wings ' belonging to each ' entrance ' can always be kept

in the dock opposite it.

7. dock-glass, a large wine-glass for wine-

tasting ; dock-biead (earlier American examples).

1911 Concise Ox/. Diet., "Dock-glass. 19M ' Langa
Langa ' (H. B. Hermon-Hodge) Up against it in Nigeria

X. 180 A dock-glass of rum.. soon transformed me from a
quasi-corpse into an exhilarated and hungry man. 1657

Beston Town Rec. II. 142 To sett up a building att the west

end of the house.. by the *dock head. 169a S. Sewall
Diary I. 354 By the Dock-head Mr. Willard struck in. 1736

Boston Town liec. XII. 139 The Watch House at theDock-

Dock, sb.^ attrib. Add : dock brief, a brief

handed direct to a barrister in court, who has been

selected by a poor prisoner, standing in the dock,

to defend him. (CfL Docker 3.)

xgag Daily Chron. y^ hpt. 6/7 The 'dock brief'.. is the

oniyexception to the rule that briefs must come through a

solicitor. 1918 Daily Tel. 10 Jan. 9 Barristers who are not
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anxious to accept dock briefs are entitled to leave the court

on hearing a prisoner ask for one.

JDock, vX Add

:

2. b. To deprive (a person) of part of his pay as

a fine, colloq. (orig. dial^.

l8ai CobbetfsWeekly Reg. 13 Apr. 81 Hencearose numerous

schemes for docking you in this quarter. 1891 Rutland

Gloss. S.V., Mr. A has docked his men as last Saturday,

I suppose. 1891 Harper's Mag. Nov. 88B/2 Each man was
' docked ', or charged, seventy-five cents a month for medical

services. 1901 S. M ERWiN & H. K. Webster Calumet K
vii. 128 Every man that drops anything into the bins gets

docked an hour's pay. Ibid., I guess we won't take the

trouble to dock you.

Dockage l. (Earlier Amer. example.)

1669 Boston Town Rec. VII. 151 The..peece of land with

all.. accomodations and benefitts with wharfige, dockage,

moreage (etc].

Dockland (dp-klsend). A newspaper name for

the poor districts about the London docks.

1904 Daily Chron. 21 Sept. 6/2 Clarkson-street School, .is

situated in the heart of Dockland. 19M Weekly Dispatch

JO Nov. 8 For him there is glamour even in the mean streets

of dockland. 1921 Daily Mail 12 Dec. 7 The Dockland

Mission, formerly known as the Malvern Mission, in Canning

Town. 19Z9 Times 7 Feb. 9/4 His work there won the

whole-hearted love and devotion of Dockland.

Docksman (d?-ksm&n). [f. docks (see Dock

sb.^ 5) + Man sby\ A man employed at a dock or

docks; spec, see quot. 1921.

T921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) S 745 Docksman, one of

a team of men who open and shut dock gates by means of

capstan. 1929 Daily News 25 July s/6 The former Cardiff

docksman.

Dockyard. Add : dookyardman, a man per-

manently employed in a Government dockyard.

1837 Dickens Pickvt. ii. Soldiers, sailors, .. and dockyard

men. 1906 Outlook 20 Nov. 495/2 Dockyardmen who are in

danger of losing that otium cum dignitate which they have

regarded as their perquisite. 1908 Daily Chron. 5 Oct. 5/4

The men of the salvage corps who have worked at raising

the Gladiator for the last six months, and the bluejackets

and dockyardmen who have assisted. 1909 PallMall Caz.
12 Apr. 3/2 Naval men, or dockyardmen, which practically

amounts to the same thing, raised Torpedo-boat No. 99 after

she was sunk off Berry Head.
,. t a

DocmaC (d(7-kmsek). [Ar. doqmdq mallet.] A
large edible catfish, .5a,jr2« d'fl<rff/a<r, common in the

Nile.
1887 GOnther in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 68/1 The ' Bayad

{^B\agrus\ bayad) and 'Docmac' (B. docinac)..g,rovr to a

length of 5 feet, and are eaten.

Doctor, sb. Add :

e. Also, a wizard or medicine-man in a savage

tribe.

1838 Compendium ofKaffirLaws 4- Customs 123 Doctors

are not entitled to fees, except a cure is performed, or the

patient relieved.
, ,,t a

b. In the West Indies, S. Africa, and W. Aus-

tralia, a cool sea-breeze which usually prevails

during part of the day in summer, colloq.

1740 [in Diet.]. i8s6 Fleming Southern Africa iv. 62 The
South-easter, from blowing all pestilent vapours and efiiuvia

out to sea. .has obtained the local epithet of ' tlie Doctor .

c. One who mends or repairs ; as a chair doctor.

colloq.

11. Naut. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

i8ai Massachusetts Spy i Aug. (Th.) The cook, at sea, is

generally called doctor. 183S J. H. Ingraham Soutlt-West

I. vi. 69 All [the crew] neatly dressed in white trousers and

shirts, even to the sable ' Doctor ' and his ' sub '.

b. A name for a certain class of shippmg broker

(see quot.). colloq.

1899 Daily News 2 Mar. 9/1 The owner, nervous about a

vessel, wants a further insurance, and the ' doctor procures

it for him. . .The ' doctor ' is a broker who deals particularly

with the overdue vessels.

13. Also, doctor's gum, the West Indian tree

Rhus Metopium; also, see quot. 1887.

1858 [see Hog gum]. 1887 Moloney Forestry W. Afr. 279

Hog or Doctor's gum. Gamboge tree (Sympkonia globu-

lifera).

Doctorand (dpktorasnd). Also in L. form

dootora-ndus (pi. -i). [C.ad.med.L.] A candi-

date for a doctor's degree.

1912 R. S. Rait Life Med. Univ. n. 32 When our young

English Doctorand received the permission of his Rector

to proceed to his degree. 1921 Edin. Rez!. }^a. 72 In-

creasing numbers of doctorandi sought admission to his

laboratory.

Dod- (DoD sb.^), used as an intensive with verbs

and pa. pples. U.S. vulgar. See also *Dodgast

v., *D0D-KOT V.

18. . Southern Sketches (Bartlett 1859) I'll be dod fetched

if I meant any harm. 1908 Mdlfoed Orphan xiil. 164

' Dod.blasted postage stamp of a pelt ', he grumbled.

Dodderer (d^-darar). [f. Dodder v. + -er i.]

One who dodders ; one infirm in body or mind ; a

feeble or inept person.

1517 W. J. Locke Red Planet xi. 131 Do you think I'm a

blind dodderer? 1926 Public Opinion 23 .4pr. 420/1, I am
constantly meeting ponderous dodderers who are sure civili-

sation is in rapid decay. 1930 A, P. Herbert in P"nch
14 May 551, I see now that I have been a difficult old

dodderer upon this subject.

Doddering, ppl. a- (see under Dodder v.).

Add : IMow freq. Mentally feeble or inept ; futile,

footling. Hence Do'ddoringness.
1908 Fabian News XIX. 82/2 Mr. Justin McCarthy, la

DOG.

his rather doddering introduction, explicitly warns us

against Mr. Sheehy-Skeffington's portraiture of Davitt as

an anti-clerical politician. 191S Wodehoose Something

Fresh iii. The amiable dodderingness which marked every

branch of his life. 1926 Brit. Weekly 23 Sept. 519/3 Vour

puir, toom, dodderin'. fushionless kirk.

Doddery (dfj-dsri), a. [f. Dodder v. + -T i.]

Apt to tremble or totter, from age or infirmity

;

shaky. .

1919 BuCHAN Mr. Standfast xvil. When he got on his feet

he was as doddery as an old man. 1921 Chambers's Jrnl.

May 325/r The old man.. seemed to have become very

doddery as he descended from the buggy.

Dodecapropheton (deoidz'kapr^fMpn). [Gr.

SaidfKawp6(prjToy (.Epiphanius).] The book of the

twelve minor prophets.

1897 T. K. Cheyne in Expositor Jan. 41 The earlier com-

mentators on the Dodecaproplieton.

Dodecyl (d^u-dfcil). Chem. [f. Dodeca- -i- -tl.]

The univalent radical C12H25, of which dodecane

is the hydride. Hence Dodecylene (dWe'siUn),

each of several isomeric liquid hydrocarbons,

C,,Hj4 , of the ethylene series.

1889 MulR & MORLEV Watts' Diet. Chem. II. 413/2

Dodecyl alcohol C12H25OH. Ibid., Dodecylene...Got by

distilling the potash-soap derived from herring olL

Dodgast, V. U.S. vulgar, [f. *Dod--i-^!M/,

prob. for Blast v. io. Cf. *Dod-eot ».] In

imprecatory and expletive use : To ' confound ',

' curse '. Chiefly in Do-dgasted ///. a.

1888 Detroit Free Press (Farmer) It's a dod^asted funny

thing, . . but it's a fact. 1908 Mulford Orphan ix. 103 What
can we do when our cayuses are so dod-gasted tired ?_ 1909

N, Y. Observer 2 Sept. 319/2 Well, dodgast you, get in the

stern there. 1914 W. J.
IxiCKE Fort. Youth xxi. It's a pity,

sonny—a dodgasted pity !

Dodge, sb> Add : 2. b. On the dodge : en-

gaged in crooked or dishonest proceedings.

a 1910 ' O. Henry ' Sixes * Sevens v. 67, I don't think

I ought to close without giving some deductions from my
experience of eight years ' on the dodge '. It doesn't pay to

rob trains.

Dodge, v. Add : 13. To dodge Pompey (see

quot.). Austral, slang.
i93oBiLLis&KENYON/'flJi^Kr«iV^iwiii.46BrowiiedetaiIed

the laws passed, not to encourage the ovcrlander, but rather

to counteract his habit of stealing grass—' dodging Pom-
pey ', as it was known.

Dodger. Add: 2. U.S. (Earlier examples.)

1831 Peck Guide for Emigrants n. 152 Dodgers are

masses [of corn meal] like small loaves of bread, prepared

in a similar manner [i.e. with water or milk], and baked in

the spider or skillet. 1832 Mrs. F. Trollope Dom. Mann.
A mer. 1. 83 Hoe cake, johnny cake, waffle cake, and dodger

5. A screen on the bridge of a steamer to afford

protection from spray, etc.

1898 C. HvNE Capt. Kettle x. 260 Under shelter of the

dodgers on the upper bridge, /bid. 262 Kettle hung on be-

hind the canvas dodgers at the weather end of the bridge.

6. A game.
1928 Daily Tel. 30 Oct. 7/2 The dodger,. .Throw and sit,

and King of the Ca.stle.

Dodgy, a. Add : Also of things.

1898 SliAW Mrs. Warren's Prof. 1. i, Take care of j-our

fingers : theyre rather dodgy things, those chairs.

Dodrat, var. of *Dod-rott£D///. a.

1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 173/2 This is the dodtattest

place I ever struck.

Dod-rot, V. U.S. vulgar, [f. 'Dod- + RoT v.}

= *Dodgast v. Hence Do-d-rotted ///. a.

1842 American Pioneer I. 347 ' Dod rot'em ', said the <M
hunter, ' I would not let them have a bushel '. 1885 C. E.

Ca.u>DOCK' Prophet Gt. Smoky .Win. vL 121 'Dod-rot that

critter ', exclaimed the sheriff, angrily. 1887 Century Me^.

(Farmer) ' You ketch uswithyerdodrotted foolin ,says ht

191 1 R. D. Saunders Col. TodhunlervVi. looThat dod-rotted

old lady is a-movin' Heaven and earth to make a match.

Doegling (dtJ-glii]). [Native name in the Faroe

Islands.] The beaked whale, which yields dccgling

oil. Hence DoBglic (do'glik) a., in daglic acid,

obtained by saponification of doegling oil.

1890 RoscoE & Schorlemmer Treat. Chem. III. 11. 483

Dceglic Acid, Ci gHjcOa. The glyceride of this acid forms,

according to Scharling, the principal part of the docglmg

train oil.

Dog, si. Add :

15. n. To put on dog: to assume pretentions

airs, colloq.
,

191s Y..m.\iiC Fringes of Fleet (rgie) 36 AhlThats the

kin» of the Trawlers. Isn't he carrying dog too ! Give hiin

room ! 1924 W. J. Locke Coining ofAnwsnu, I don twamt

to put on dog, but the Lord didn't give me physical strength

for nothing. 1926 — Old Bridge u. v, Young Blake puts on

dog and condescends to take the order.

17. a. in ref. to greyhound racing, as dog-race,

-racer, -rcuitig, -track.

1864 Chambers's Jrnl. 502/2 Betting more than yxiu can

afford upon a dog-race. 1863 Ibid. 657/2 They are also fond

of dog-racing. 187s Ibid. 2541 Excluded from enj05_ing the

pleasures of bull-baiting, the Lancashire rough falls back on

dog-racing or some similar sport which admits of betting.

Ibid , Manchester.. being the headquarters of the rabbit-

courser ;.. and the colliery districts generally, of the doe-

racer. 1928 Obserrer 25 Mar. 16/6 The Ministry of Health

has decided that Wimbledon must put up with a dog-track,

however much the Council and inhabitants may resent U.

1928 Mancliester Guardian Weekly 10 Aug. 113/4 The Dog-

racing bill.

18. a. dog-musher6'-S'.,onewhousesadog-teani
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DOG-BRIER.

for sledging ; dog-sled (earlier example) ; dog-
teaxn, a team of dogs used for drawing a sled

;

dog-town (earlier example),

1907 Jack London H'hite Fang^riis *Dog-mushers* cries

were heard. .They saw, up the trail, two men running with
sled and dogs. 18*3 S. H. Lose Exped. Rocky Mtns. I.

186 By.. preparing iheir saddles and '(J^^g'^'s*!^ *^5 AV/.
U.S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 174 The warm sun at noon melts

the snow a little forming a hard crust. Over this the dog-
sleds can go anywhere. 1918 PubUtkers" Weekly 16 June
9461 The author worked as a *dog-team freighter in Alaska
during the gold-rush. 1854 J. R. ^Ks.-t\.wrt Persofial Narr.
1. iv. 70 The vast domains of this community, or * *dog-town

',

as they are usually called.

b. dog's age U.S.^ a long time ; dog's body
(see abo qnots. below) ; dog's chance, the poorest

chance ; of. dog chance in 18 a in Diet.

i8»6 Knickerbocker Mag;. VII, 17 That blamed line gale

has Kept me in bilboes such a *dcg's age. igi6 H. L. Wilson
Somewhere in Red Gap v. 175 Booming jjained surmises
through the house as to what fearful state it would get to

be in if she didn't fight it to a clean fiiu-h once in a dog's
age. X919 T. K. Holmes Man /r. Tall Thnbtr v, 55,
I don't get a letter once in a dog's age from any of them.
1924 Rkx Clements Gipsy ofHorn 38 Sea-biscuits soaked
into a pulp with water ana sugar, are known as **dog5-
body*. sgsS Daily Express 3 Apr. 13/2 A midshipman is

known . . in the service as a ' snottie '. . . If he is a junior mid-
shipman he b also a * dog's body*. I defy anyone to be
accurate and sentimental about a snottie who is a dog's

body. 190a Captain VII. 543/1 They all felt that Adder-
man's wouldn't have a *dog's chance when Ardenwood
College had got fairly going.

C. dog salmon, a salmon of the species Onci>-

rhynchus keta and O.gorbuscha of the Pacific coast

;

dog-winkle, the marine gastropod Purpura
lapillus.

x88s Amer. Naturalist XV. 178 The males of all the
species in the fall are usually known as *dog salmon, or fall

salmon. 190J IVestm. Gaz. 16 Dec 3/1 The Tyrian purple
of the ancients can be obtained from the conunon *dc^-
winkte {purpura lapiUus).

I>Og-brier. (Later U.S. example.)
1840 Cr. F. Hoffman Greyslaer II. xi. 42 A spot where

some huge rocks, covered only with dog-briers let down the
li^ht . . into tiie forest.

Dog-collar. 2. Add : spec, used as a deroga-
tory term for the clerical collar.

t86B Good Words i luiy 445/1 He wore the dre», clerical

*dog-collar* includea, in which Roman Catholic priests
usually take tbeir walks abroad. 19^1 Tablet 21 Feb. 234/2
Jewish Rabbis.. as well as Free Church pastors, are often
seen wearing what the profane call ' dog-collars *.

b. ailrib.

igax Daily Ckr<m. 17 Oct. 8/4 The latest ornaments for
the throat are of the dog-collar pattern. 1904 Ibid. 3 Nov.
5/6 Diamond dog-collar necklet.

Dogeate (d^u-d^tfit). [f. Doge -h -ateI.] «
DOOATE.
i9«3 7- Bmcka^s Nations 0/ T^Day, italy 3 In tlw

Dogeate of Pictro Orseolo.

Bog-fennel. (U.S. example.)
1873 K. K'.r.i rsTON Myst, Metrop. 12 A country road

where the dog-feiinei blooms almost undistarbed by comeis
and goers.

Dog-figHt. Add

:

2. trans/. A general shindy or melee.
1913 Kipling Diversity o/Creatures (1917) 9o8 The piti-

less Whips were even then at the telephones to bead 'em up
to another dog-fight. 1919 A. E. Illincworth Fly Papers
79 The battle develops into a 'dog-fit;ht ', small groups of
machines engaging each other in a fight to the death. 1917
F. E. Bailv (*^</*« Ka«//y xiv, No dividend, reserve fund
wiped out, and m dog-fight at the annual general meeting.
19S8 C. F. S. Gamblk N. Sea Air Station xxii. 400 It was
decided that all flying-boats should have their hulls 'dazzle-
painted*, .so that a pilot could, in a * dog-fight*, know at a
gbnce whj was in a particular machine.

Dogged* <Z- 3. Add vulgar phrase : Ifs dogged
as does it : persistency and tenacity win in the end.
1867 T«OLLor« Last Ckronicle of Barset Ixi, There ain*t

Dowt a man can't bear if he'll only be dogged. . . It's dogj^ed
asdocs iL 1896 Daily News 27 June 8/1 All his own writing

secBt to have been done in about three hours a day. * It's

dogged a-s doe&it,* he has been wont toexplain.

Doggery. 4. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
i835l>. i*. Thompson Titnot/iy Peacock 140 (Th.) A sort

of Dutch doggery, or sailor's hotel, situated near the wharf.

1843 R. Cakltdn NeTV Purchase xxti. 212 (le has agents to

treat at his expense at every doggery. 1853 J. G. Baldwin
Flush Times Alabama 65 An altercation had arisen at the
grocer^' (fa^hionab!y called doggery).

Dogging, vbL sb, (see under Doo v.). Add

:

Groosc-shooting over dogs, as distingtushed from
'driving'. Also ailrib,

1894 (s^ce dogging vbl. sb., &.v. Dog r.]. 1904 Westm. Gas.
x^ Aug. 4/3 On the *dogging* moors.. the actual sbooting
will b^in as soon as it becomes legaL 1905 Kynoch yrnt.
Jan.-Mar. 41 Very soon after dogging operations were com*
menced on August tsth. 1907 Westm. Gaz. t6 Aug. 4/2 If
he wants to spread his shooting out over many ciay*s..he

can do this on the *dogging ' method. 1908 Ibid. 14 Aug. 5/2
When the shooting-time came for 'the dogging men*. 19x8
Daily Tel. 26 June 13/5 The shooting extends to 16,000
acres and is an excellent dogging moor.

Doggo (d^gtf). €tdv. slang. [Of obscure origin :

prob. i. DoQ J*.] To lie doggo : to lie quiet, to remain
hid. Also occas, with other verbs.

1893 Kiri-iKC Many Itwent^y Lave-et^^vomen 259, 1 wud lie

most powerful do^go whin I heard a shot, 1916 Roshkr
In RM.A.S. 141 In the meanwhile lie doggo and do come
dowo this w«ek-end. 1918 Vachux Settle Happenings iv,
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Youll play doggo and keep out ofsight, 1924 Blackm. Mag.
Sept. 352/2, Istayed doggo in the scrub. 19x4 A. J. Small
Frozen Goldi. 36 That Indian is lying doggo. 19x4 Rose
Macaulay Orphan Island Wi. 29 Islands-.arechancey httle
devils. Ihey lie doggo, saying nothing, just below the
horizon, while yousteaniby.

1^0&&y» doggie, sb. Add: 3. An officer

who assists an admiral in his duties. Naval slang,
1931 Blackw. Mag. July 50/2 Is the Admiral going to have

a doggie ?

Doggy, a. Add: 4. Of Latin: Debased, cor-
rupt. (See Dog sb, 1 7 e.) colloq.

1898 Daily Ne^vs 3 Jan. 6/3 He spoke Latin I patristic
Latin of the doggyest order.

Dog-house. (Later U.S. examples.)
1879 F. K. Stocktos Rudiier Gratige vii, 77, I had no

dog-house as yet. 1898 Susan Hale Lett. 338 Behind the
dog-house there is a warren of. .four small animals.

Dogie, dogy (d^u-gi). U,S. [Of obscure
origin.] A motherless calf on a cattle range.
1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy vii. 86 Before you could say

Jack Robinson our dogies..wcre running in half a dozen
difiereot directions. 191Z H. Quick Vellowstone N, v, 126
To them as '.hink strange often thousand steers, even dogies,
bein' bought by a busted boomer, xgao Hunter Trail
Drivers of Texas 151 It took us just exactly three months
and twenty days to drive a herd of southern * dogies ' from
Red River.
attrib. 1911 H. Quick Yellowstone N. r. 124 The Old Man

. . was a one-lunger when this dogie enterprise started. 1920
Hunter Trail Drivers of Texas 130 A dogie calf that had
got into the herd several days before.

Dog-leg, a. Add : b. Dog-leg hole, in Golf,
1907 Daily Ckron, 17 Aug, 7/2 There are two or three very

finespecimensofthedog.legkindof hole. 1909 IVesirn. Gaz.
30 Apr. 4/2 There is the occasional variety of the 'dog-leg'
hole, where the player has to go round an angle.

2. Applied to an inferiorquality of tobacco. (/.S,
1863 ' E. KiKKR • My Southern Friends m. 48 The other

[apartment] was densely crowded with logwood, Mog-leg*,
..and cistern water. x868 Congress. Gi^e 18 Mar., App.
287/1 Watching the neighbors pitch horseshoes for dop*leg
tobacco. 1891 SIakah E. Rvam Paganrf Alleghaniesn. 25
Then the black-and-tanman treated himself to a fresh chew
of 'dog-leg '.

Dog-legged, <z. Add: b. Ofa fence (see Dog-
leg a.\ Austral.
1900 H. Lawson Over SUprails 95 A spider7 dog-legged

fence.

Dogoned, var. of Dog-goned «.

1868^1// YearRound \^ Sept. 353/2 He looks the dogondest
cuss ever since Jim Fora left. 187a E. Egcleston End of
Jf>r/</xxiii. 1^8 Clark township don't want none ofem, I'U
be dog-oned if it do.

Dog's-ear, sb. 2. U,S. (Earlier example.)
1840K. H. Dana Be/. Mast iv, The first [man] on the yard

goes to the weather earing, the second to the lee, and the
next two to the 'dog's ears *.

Dog-ivolf. Add ; 2. = WoLF-DOo a.

1907 SoDESKAMF in KennelEncycl.X. 159 At a dog show
at Spa, in 1882, several 'Dog-wolves* were exhibited, and
the animals so termed in the catalogue.

Dog-wood. Add : 3. b. == dog-wood hark
(see 4).
1843 R. Carltom New Pmrckase xxxiv. »6 Give them theJr

dog-wood and cherry-bitters every morning into the bargain I

Doing, vbl. sb. Add : 1. C. A scolding, dress-

ing-down, colloq.

1880 AniritH ^ Down Gloss.^ Doing off^ a scolding. 19*3
Lady Asto« in Parlt. Deb, CLXVI. 1782 Thehon. Member
for Dundee has given me a tremendous doing.

4. pi. Materials for a specified adjunct of a dish

or meal (in quot, 1856 y5j.) ; also, a made or fancy
dbh. U.S. local,

1838 E. Flagg Far West II. 7a * Well, stranger, whatll
ye take: wheat-bread and chicken fixens, or corn-bread and
common doins?' by the latter, .being signified bacon. 1843
R. Carltom New Purchase U. xl. 58 A snug breakfast of
chicken fixins, egcs, baiu-doins, and com slapjacks. x8<6
Knickerbocker Mag. Apr. XLVII. 406 (Ih.) Pretty girl

there in the black fixings, and white arrangements, with l^ue
doings. 183^ Ibid. LI 1 1. 317 Tell Sal to., have some flour-
doins and chicken-fixins for the stranger. Ibid, ^18 Instead
of 'store-tea 'they had only saxifrax tea-doins, without milk.
1881 J. C. Harris Uncle Remus \. 18 Sposen' you drap roun*
termorrec an* take dinner wid me. We ain't got no great
doin's at our house, but I speck de old *onian..kin sorter
scramble roun* 'en git up sump'n. 1908 Dialect Notes III,
IV. 306 Z?W«^j),.. prepared dishes, especially fancy dishes.

b. (orig. JVar slang,) Applied to any concomi-
tant, adjunct, or * etcetera ', or anything that hap-
pens to be * about ' or to be wanted.
191^ War Slang in Athenaeum 25 July 664/2 'Doings*,

practically anything :
' Pass the doings. 19*5 Fraser &

GiBaou% Soldier ^r Sailor lYords, Doings, the, a word with
every kind of meaning and application. t.g., In quarters,
• Pais the doings ', might mean bread, salt, a pack of cards,
or anything at hand. ' 111 have a drop of the doings* {i.e.,

whatever drink there is going). * Here comes Jerry with
the doings ' (i.e. an enemy aeroplane sighted), j^j W. E.
CoLLiNSON Contemp. F.ngl. loi Doings for gravy, salt, sugar,
pepper, milk or anything wanted at a particular time for a
particular purpose.

Dole, J*.l 6. Add: ZStf flS?/^ : the popular name
for the various kinds of weekly payments made
from national or local funds to the unemployed
since the war of 1914-18. Phr, {to be 01 go) on the
dole : to be in receipt of such unemployment relief.

1919 Daily Mail \i June 8/4 You won't draw yonr out-of-
work dole of sqs. this week. 19S3 L Allen Harkbr Master
4- Ataid{acw ed.) xx. 265 If only I'd danced an Irish jig

DOLLY.
I believe I could have got the whole of them to increase the
dole. 1925 WestiK. Gaz. 26 Mar., 3,000 Aliens on the Dole.
X936 Good Housekeeping}M\y 188/2 Profiteers dole-drawers
and music-hall artists—in fact, the only people who have any
money to-day. 1928 Britedn^s Industrial Future {Lil'. Ind.
Inq.) 2-jj To speak of Unemployment Benefit as ' the dole

'

is to misrepresent the facts.

Dolichocepb.al (d^:lik(7se-fal). [ad. mod.L.
DoLiCHOCEPHALi //.] A dolichocephalic person.
Also adj.

1876 tr. q. PescheVs Races 0/ Man 55 If the index [of
breadth] sinks below 74, we speak of ' dolichocephar,
narrow or long skulls. 1901 G. Sergi Mediterranean Race
i. 12 The present populations of southern Germany are in
great part brachycephals, among whom mesocephals are rare
and dolichocephals quite isolated. 191X A. C. Haddon
Wand. Peoples 16 The tali, fair, blue-eyed dolichocephals
of north Europe.

DolichomorpMc (d^dik^jm^ufik), a. Ethnol.
[f. Gr. hoKix6% long + /io^i7 form + -ic.] Having
disproportionately long bodily members, as the
head and neck.
1930 R. L, Sutton Long Trek 162 In bodily conformation,

the typical Mbulu is dolichomorphic. The head is consider-
ablylonger than it is wide, the neck is long, the chest is

phthisical.

Doll (df>l), z;.2 colloq, [f. DoLL sb,^ 2.] trans.
To dress up finely; to deck up. Also intr. (for

X906 Even. Standard 31 Aug. 3/3 The time fellows spent
in dolling up before taking a wheel. 1916 H. L. Wilson
Somervhere in Red Gap ix. 378 JefF said he*d also doll up in
his dress suit and get shaved. 1917 Mathewson Sec, Base
Sloan xix. 261 He was.. all dolled up in fancy togs. 19x1
Public Opinion 9 Sept. 252/1 Kcturah dolled herself up a
little but not too much. 19J7 M. Eiker Over the Boat-Side
269 She had been exquisitely costumed. If she ever did run
into Reverdy, she hoped it would be some time when she
was dolled.^ 1928 Galsworthy Swan Songn. xiJi. 216 He
supposed his fellow-guests were 'doUing up' (as young
Michael would put it) for this ball.

Dollar. Add : 3. b. The value of a dollar;

an amount answering to this. U.S.
1851 C. CisT Cincinnati 231 Geo. S. Stearns, .makes yearly

eight thousand dollars of printing inks.

6. dollar-bill^ -note (earlier examples) ; dollar
store U.S,^ a shop in which each article is priced
at a dollar.

^ 183X Deb. Congress 22 Feb., App. p. cxxxix. Taking the
issues ofone,two,and three dollar notes, in the Eastern States
as a guide, a x86i T, Winthrop Canoe f Sotidle (1862) 21
Have we not all beeneducated..by handling the dollar-bills

of civilization? 1887 Harper's Mag. July 215/2 'I'hose

houses are built, for the most part, by wealthy Hebrews,
brokers or dollar-store men.

b. with reference to the pursuit and worship of

'the almighty dollar' (see quot. 1837 in 3).
189a Stevenson & Osboukne Wrecker ix. Of all forms of

the dollar-hunt, this wrecking had by far the most address
to my imagination. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 373/1 Our
striving, doUar-chasing people. 1900 Daily News 25 Sept.

4/6 The dollar-hunting Americans, loox Westm. Gaz.
5 July 3/1 The father is regarded as the dollar-grinding
machine. 1909 Ibid. 9 May 9/1 What if the American
Dollar-Kings hold the keys to the railway depots of the
great Western Continent? 1906 Fabian A'ews XVI, 7/1
It is not life but the dollar-hustle which is copious, vehement
and bold for this hundred<million nation. 2906 Westm. Gaz.
17 Dec. s/x Washington society escapes the dollar-mark with
entire success. 1920 BlacMu, Mag. Aug. 139/1 Manhattan
Dollardom trooped into the Kitz-Carlton carrying flasks.

Do-ll-ba^by. U.S. [Doll j^.la.] A doll. Also
at/r/b.

1807 Jeffrrson Let, Writ. (1898) IX. 83 The dresses of
the annual doU-babics from Paris. 1853 J. G. Uai^win
Flush Times Alabama 42 She never had more than
a thimbleful of brains in her doll-baby head. 1887 Mrs.
Smeoes Mem. Southern Planter vii. (1880) 57 Let us light

the candles and play with your doll-babies. 1897 R. M.
Stuart Simpkinsville 59 Same ez if a doll-baby was to
commence to lakk by machinery,

Doll's house. Also dolls' house, U.S, doll
house. [DoLLi^.l 3.] A miniature toy house made
for dolls; hence, applied to a diminutive dwelling-

honse.
185a Dickens Bleak House vi, A habitable doll's house.

X882 H. F. LoKD Nora p. v, To a public unused to Ibsen's
surprises, A DolCs House (Norw, £t Dukkehjem^ is a mis-
leading title. X904 Daily Chron. 2 July 8/1 The little stone
houses..and their diminutive doll's-house windows. 19x4
(title) The Book of the Queen's Dolls* House. 1926 W.
Dkkpinc Sorrell ff Son xxiv, Christopher spent a week-end
with Thomas Roland in his doITs house at Chelsea. 1928
F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial ii. 44 He'd made Polly a won-
derful doll house.

Dolly, sb."^ Add : 4. h. A platform with a
roller used as a truck. U.S,
1901 S. Merwin & H, K. Webster Calumet K vi. 104

Other gangs were carrying them {sc. planksl away and piling

them on 'dollies' to be pulled along the plank runways to
the hoist. Ibid, xiii. 246 And every stick that leaves the
runway has got to go on a dolly.

5. doUy-bag, a small bag or purse carried by
women.
19J7 MoTTRAM Spanish Farm Trilogy 595 She carried the

day's takings clasped to her breast, in a solid little leather

dolly-bag.

Dolly, a. Add : b. Games. Designating a

simple or ' soft* catch, shot, etc.

1895 in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v. 1904 Daily Chron. 17 Aug.

7/3 Wells received a 'dolly ' catch and bowl off the sphce.

Z909 Westm. Gaz. 2 Mar. 12/2 Till then he had played a
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grand game, and had saved many clever shots, only in the

end to be beaten by a 'dolly one '.

Do'lomite, v, [f. the sb.] = Dolomitize v.

igi3 V. B. Lewes Oil Fuel 32 The carbon dioxide dis-

solved in the brine under enormous pressure would slowly

become absorbed in actions upon the mineral matter present,

such as formini; carbonates and soluble bicarbonates of

magnesia, thus dolomiiing the calcareous deposits.

DolorOSO (dplorJo'M), ff. Mus, [It. : see Dolo-
rous d.] As a direction to the performer : Plain-

tive, pathetic.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms,

Dolphin. Add : 6. f. (See qiiot.) U,S,
1905 Terms Forestry S( Lo_^ging 35 Dolphin^ a cluster of

piles to which a boom is secured.

Dom^ (dJum). Also dome. [Hind. Dom^ f,

Sanskr. Z>Jwa, Domba^ A member of a Dravidian

menial caste, of Bengal, Behar, and the North-
western Provinces.
1838 H. H. Wilson in Astatic Researches XVIII. ^7

Nabhdji..was by birth a Dom^ a caste whose employ is

making baskets and various sort of wicker work. 1869
H. M. Elliot's Races N.IV. Prov. I. 84 Ramgarh and
Sahankot, on the Rohini, are also Dom forts. Ibid. 85 The
Magabya Doms of Champaran are a race of professional

thieves. 187a Sherring Hindu Tribes 400 The Dom is

generally considered by Hindus to be the type and repre-

sentative of all uncleaniiess. 1891 H. H. Risi.ev Ethnos^r,

Gloss. I. 243 When a man has been ejected from his own
caste for living with a Dom woman.

Dome) sb. Add :

4. O. The head. U.S, slang,
zgi8 C. Sandburg Cor^/AKj^dTj 60 Your bonyhead. .Those

grappling hooks.. The dome and the wings of you. igai
R. D, Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean ix. 160 He got tired of
trying to shove the book stuff into ivory domes like yours.

6. dome fastener, a kind of spring fastener for

a glove ; dome-headed a., having a large, well-

roimded head.
1910 Daily Chron. 14 Mar. 6/4 Ladies* Kid Gloves, .with

2 or 3 dome fasteners. 1910 H. G. Wells Mr. Polly vii.

158 A certain higli-browed gentleman living at Highbury...
This dome-headed monster of intellect alleges [etc. J.

Domestic, «. and sb» Add : A. adj, 2. Do-
mestic economy^ science ; domestic workshop, a
workshop in a private dwelling-lionse.

1778 [see Economy a]. 1797 F, M. Eden (/://*) The State
of the Poor, or an His-ory of the Labouring Classes in Eng-
land, . . in wliich are particularly considered, Their Domesiic
Economy, with respect to Diet, Dress, Fuel, and Habitation.

1878 j4i:/ 41 Vict. c. 16 margin^ Period of employment.,
for children and young persons in domestic workshop. 1915
* Bartimeus' /4 7'a//6'/(// ii. 37 Cooking and laundry, and
hygiene—domestic science it's called.

3. (Recent examples.)
1898 Daily^ News 12 May 6/7 London, .began buying

later, and this, combined with heavy domestic buying, sent
prices upward rapidly. 1903 Churchman (U.S.) 14 Nov, 608
The domestic postage on this copy of the Churchman is a
cents. The foreign postage is 3 cents.

b. (Recent example.)
1907 J. L. Howe Inorg. Chem. 213 The ammonia process

..for many years furnislied the only domestic soda, the
larger part of that used being imported.

B, sb, 4. b. sing. A specific article of home
manufacture,
1894 Mary J. Jaqoes Texan Ratich Life 113 The large

spinning wheel, with which Mrs. B, ,.made by hand the
domestic' (calico) for her household. 1905 F, Hoi-kinson
Smith At Close Range 74 Sam.. tilled his domestic at a
higher angle, and went out to view the harbor. I&id. 85
This done, he drew out a domestic from the upper pocket,
bit off the end, slid a match along the well-worn seam and
blew a ring out to sea.

Domett. Add : In more recent use domette.
1901 Daily Chron. 23 Nov. 8/3 Close-grained cloth coats,

lined with fur, or with satin, or sandwiched with domette
between it and the cloth. 19x0 Practitioner Mar. 367 A
many-tailed bandage of domette.

Dominance. Add

:

2. Biol. The character of being dominant in

cross-bred descent. See *Dominant a. 6.
190a W. Bateson MendeVs Princ. tiered. 119 The Facts

in regard to Dominance of Characters in Peas. Ibid.., The
dominance of the smooth form over the wrinkled. 1916 J,Wilson Man. JMendelism 24 if the pairs in which the
parents differ are clearly defined at the hybrid generation
as regards dominance and recessiveness. 19*5 T. H. Morgan
Evol. <jr Genetics 151 The Dominance of the Wild Type
Genes.

Dominant, a. and sb. Add : 6. BioL Applied
by Mendel to a marked parental character which is

transmitted to a cross-bred descendant.

_
See Mendel in Abhandtungen des natnrforsch. Vereines

in Brunn IV. 1865.

1900 W. Bateson in Jml. Royal Hort. Soc. XXV. 58 In
the case of each pair of characters there is thus one which
in the first cross prevails to the exclusion of the other. 'J'liis

prevailing character Mendel calls the dominant character,
the other l>eing the recessive character. 19*5 C. C, Hurst
Exper, in Genetics 246 In each pair, when crossed, Mendel
found the first-named character dominant over tlie other.
i9aS T. H. Morgan Evol. <9 Genetics 151 The genes that
arise by mutation have been found to be largely recessive to
the genes already present in the original type which are
said, therefore, to be dominant to the new genes.

7. Forestry. Overtopping other trees; said esp.

of those trees in a forest which have their crowns
free to light on all sides,

^893 J. NisBET Set. Trees WoodlandCrops ^\ Fourclasscs
of stems become distinguishable, viz., (i) predominating,

(a) dominant, (3) dominated, and (4) suppressed. 1908
A. M. F. Caccia Gloss. Techn. Terms Ind. Forestry^ Do-
tninant, a tree which has raised its crown above the level of
the surrounding trees, x^yi Indian Forestry Rec. XV. 1.2
Dominant Trees, including all trees which form the upper-
most leaf canopy and have their leading shoots free.

B, sb. 3. Biol. A marked parental character

which is transmitted to cross-bred descendants ; an
organism exhibiting such character.
1900 W. Bateson in Jml. Royal Hort. .'ioc. XXV. 58 In

this generation the numerical proportion of dominants lo
reces-sivfs is.. as three to one. 1905 Pvssett Mendelism
10 There are dominants which breed to the dominant
character, and are therefore pure. 1013 O-v/". Unii). Gaz,
4 June 948/2 Hypolimnas . .du&ius, Beauv., proved to be
a Mendelian dominant, and H. anthedon, Boisd., recessive.

1920 Princle-Patiison Idea of God 80 noie^ Keinke*s
'dominants' .. seem to resemble Dricsch's entelechies or
psychoids.

Dominie, domine. Add

:

3. dominie-apple U,S. , a large variety ofapple.
1867 J. A. Warder Anter, Pomology 430 Domine.. Fruit

large, flat, regular. 1876 J. Burroughs Winter Sunshine
vii. 158 If they were the dominie apples, .he certainly would
[hasten his sermon].

Dominion. Add: 2. b. Applied individually

in sing, or generally in pi. to countries outside

England or Great Britain under the sovereignty or

suzerainty of the English crown
; fformerly, to the

principality of Wales ; l/ie Old ot Ancient Domi-
nion^ Virginia, U.S.A.
1606 First Charter Virginia in H. W. Preston Amer,

Hist. (i_386) Q The said several Colonies and Plantations,,,
they being of any Realms, or Dominions under our Obedi-
ence._ 1623-4 Act 21 Jas. / c. 3 Within this Realm, or the
Dominion of Wales. i68a Acts ofAssembly Virginia (1727)
I. 142 His Majesty's Subjects, being in this his Majesty's
Dominion of Virginia. 1684 Ibid. 146 Inhabitants of this his
Majesty's Colony and Dominion of Virginia. 1700 Act u
(5; 12 Will. Hi c. 12 g 1 Commanders in Chief of Planta-
tions and Colonies within his Majesty's Dominions beyond
the Seas. Ibid. c. 19 S 7 Any Prisons. .belonging to any
County of this Realm, or the Dominion of Wales. 1808 Deb,
Congress 7 Apr. (1852) 2024 In 1798, everything went on
merrily—no dissentients, except one or two Stales, the Old
Dominionand her eldest daughter. 1824 H. C. Knight (' A.
Sin;;leton ') Lett.fr. South ff West 69 (Thornton) The chief
sickness in this ancientest dominion, is in the autumn. 1828
Richmond Whig 16 Feb. 2/3 (ibid.) His idea of the Ancient
Dominion is very much confined to that part of the State
which lies below and near to the tide water. 1850 Foote in
Congressional Globe 28 Jan, lyjfi [Richmond] that famous
metropolis of the Ancient Dominion.

{b) Designating the larger self-governing British

colonies. The title was given spec, to Canada in

1867 (i July) and to New Zealand in 1907 (28
Sept.),

1867 Act 30 ^ 31 Vict. c. 3 § 3 The Provinces of Canada,
Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick shall form and be One
Dominion under the Name of Canada. 1901 Proclamation
Edw. VII 4 Nov. 2 The following addition shall be made
to the Style and Titles at present appei taining to the Im-
perial Crown of the United Kingdom and its Dependencies

;

that is to say, in the Latin tongue, after the word ' Britan-
niaruni ', these words 'et terrarum transmarinarum qua: in
ditione sunt Britannica '; and in the English tongue, afier the
words' of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland*,

these words, 'and of the British Dominions beyond the Seas'.

1901 Act I Edw. VII c. 15 An Act to enable His most
gracious Majesty to make an Addition to the Royal Style
and Titles in recognition of His Majesty's dominions beyond
the seas. 1907 Times i Mar. 10/2 They had found them-
selves in completeagreement with the Premiers and Ministers
of Defence of the King's Dominions across the seas. Ibid.
22 Apr. 14/2 The Prime Miiuster-S of the self-governing
Dominions. 1910 Clough [title) History of the Britisli

Dominions beyond the Seas (1558-1910). igia A. B. Keith
Respons. Govt, in Domin. III. 1313 Since the Colonial
Conference of 1907 Dominion is a tcclmical term for the self-

governing Colonies. 1930 Daily 'Tel. 27 May 10, I look
forward to the day when Indian liberty will be enlarged in
order that she will take her jjlace as a fuily self-governing
Dominion in the Dominions of the Empire.

Domino. Add

:

3. d. Hence J«i5.f/. (see quot. 1874). It is domino
with : it is all up with, there is no hope for. slang.

1874 Slang Diet. s.v., A domino means either a blow, or
the last of a series of things, whether pleasant or otherwise.
i8g6 Daily IVews 10 Feb. 7/5 The young delinquent sullenly
declared that James struck him first, whereupon he 'gave
him domino for himself'. 1927 Chambers's Jrnl. 45/1, I

thougtit it was domino with me and my Httle schemes.
e. To make {tks) domino : to go out at tlie game

of dominoes; alsoyf^. to anticipate the end.
1890 * Bkrkelkv ' Dominoes ^ Solitaire 1 1 Sometimes each

hand constitutes a game in itself; and when this is so, the
player who makes ' domino * wins. 1892C. S^^iJt.F.'t Stfident
^ Singer (ed. 3) 24 At the rehearsal of Rossini's 'Stabat
Mater , in my eagerness, I did not notice the bar's rest before
the ' Amen *, and performed a solo, which called forth some
witty remark from Benedict about the future career of the
singer who made the ' domino ', and some merriment at my
expense from the orchestra.

g. pi. T/te dominoes : the keys of a piano. Box
of dominoes: a piano, slang.
1889 Barreke & Leland Diet. Slang, Domino thumper

(theatrical), a pianist. 1891 Farmer Slangy Dominoes. .2,
(colloquial). U'he keys of a piano.

h. A design or picture printed on paper from a
wood-block and coloured. Hence domino-paper,
an early kind of wallpaper decorated with these
designs. [F. domino, papier dominate,']
1924 N. Mt^CLELi.ANi) Hist. Wall-papers 20 The industry

which gave the Dominotiers their name was the making of
'domino papers', which consisted principally of marbleized
papers and again of others with little figures and grotesques,
crudely printed from wood-biocks and coloured by hand.
Tliese 'dominos' were made in Rouen and in other cities..

of France. 1926 Sucden & Edmondson Hist. Engl. Wall-
Paper 2'j In France, 'domino' papers are regarded as the
real forbears of paper-hangings. Ibid. 28 * Domino ' papers
were usually small— 16J in. by 12^ in.—and all the earliest

were ' marbled '.

Don, sb,'^ L C. Add : Don JTnane'sque a.

,

Don Quixote (examples^
1898 W, Graham Last Linis 23 Byron's manner was tinged

with a vein of *Don-Juanesque recklessness. 1926 W. j.
Locke Old Bridge iti. ix, Where lier father was a Don
Jnanesque clerk in a factory, 1900 Conan Doylk Gt. Boer
War X. 167 His long thin figure, his gaunt *Don-Quixote
face, igoz Pa/l Mull Gaz. 4 Jan. 6/3 Tt;e Woman's Suffraae
Society has again made its voice heard in the land. ..This
Don Quixote of a society has made an assault upon the most
solid of windmills.

6. (Example of the shortened form.)
iSgy Daily News 16 Mar. 8/3 Two detectives. -saw the

prisoners playing Don.

IDonall. slang. See DoNA 2.

Donate (dju-n^n), donat (d^n-n^t), sb. [ad.

med.L. ddndtits^ -a, pa. pple. of ddndre to give.]

One who is aggregated to a religious order and
imparts to it his worldly goods, without becoming
a member.
1902 Bedford & Holbeche Order Hosp. St. John Jerus.

207 In addition to Members there should be Honorary
Associates and Donats— ..the Donats being persons who,
from an appreciation of the works of the Order, had con-
tributed to its funds. 1911 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 13/1
Affiliated brethren {coifratres) and 'donats' (donati, i.e.

regular subscribers, .to the order in return for its privileges).

1925 C. S. Dukrant I'lem. Mystics 4- Engl. Martyrs 45
Here [at Diepenveen] he saw about a hundred veiled nuns
with no small number of lay sisters, donates, and servants.

Donate, v. 1. Example of U.S. use.

1928 S. Vines Humours Unreconciled xxi. 270 Godly
millionaires . .

* donating ' motors and villas at climatic
stations to their missionaries abroad.

Donation. 4. Add : donation act U.S, (see

quot.) ; donation party (earlier examples).
1894 Congress. Rec. i7july7572/2 Certain lands disposed

of under the act of Congress approved Sept. 27, 1850, and
the acts amendatory and supplemented thereto,, .commonly
known as the * *donation act '. 1845 S. Judd Margaret 11.

v. 290 One day there wasa ^donation party at our hotise.

x846--5a Mrs. Whitcher Widow Bedott P. xxiii. 249 They
agreed to give him four hundred dollars a year and a dona-
tion party every winter.

Dona-tism, Donatist, Donative, Dona-
tory. The pronunciation of the first syllable is

now generally (d^u).

Donkey. Add

:

3. b. donkey-drop colloq., a slow, high, drop-
ping ball ; donkey-jacket, a thick jacket worn by
workmen as a protection against wet, mud, etc. ;

donkey's breakfast Sailors' slang (see quot.) ;

donkey's ears (or years) jocular slang [arising

from such an expression as years and years—and
donkey's years, with punning allusion to the fre-

quent pronunciation of ears as years^, a very long
time ; donkey-sled l/,S. (see quot.) ; donkey-
work, hard unattractive work.
1890 Lyttelton Cricket 69 Slow round-hand bowling,..

known by the contumelious tiesignation of * *donkey-drops*.
1906 P. T,0. I. 2 1/2 There are worse ' donkey-drops *

than those he sends down. 19*7 Daily Tel. 14 June 9/1
He is content to play 'donkey drops' back into court,
awaiting the right ball to hit. 19*9 Morning Post 4 Oct.,
Members of the City Corporation wanted to know at yester-
day's meeting at the Guildhall what a "donkey jacket is...

Mr. Gower explained that the jacket was one with leather
shoulders and back. 190X VV. C Russell Skip*s Adv. iii,

Explaining, .that the term *donkey's breakfast signified the
bundleof straw which sailors who are recklessof their money
ashore carry on board ship with ihem as a bed. 1916 E. V.
Lucas Vermilion Box Ixxvii. S6 Now for my first bath for
wliat the men call * *Donkey's ears', meanmg years and
years. iga7 H. Walpole Great Trotl. xvi, 1 was at the
wedding, you know,..'aving worked for Miss Janet and her
sister donkey's years. 193^ S. Vines Humours Unrecon-
ciled ix, 121 He hasn't talked emotionally to me for donkey's
years. 1929 V^CHiiLL Virgin xii. 190 Winkie was famous
for his luncheons, but never, not for donkey's years, had he
asked young girls to help to eat them. 1905 Terms Forestry

<!r
Logging 35 *Donkey sled, the heavy sled-like frame upon

which a donkey engine is fastened. 19Z0 Nat. Rev. Apr. 145
Most of the 'donkey-work of this preposterous League has
fallen on British shoulders. 19x8 .Sunday Dispatch S July
20/5 It would never do for a player to bat and not take his

share of the donkey-work afterwards !

Donn^e (don^). [Fr., fem. pa. pple. oi donncr
to give.] The subject, theme, or motif of a story,

play, etc.

1878 H. James Fr. Poets ^ Novelists 136 The d^nnee of
* Le Pere Goriot' is typical. 1879— Haivthornes. 123 The
subject, the donnee, as the French say, of the story, does not
quite fill it out. 1925 Glasgo7v Herald 29 Aug. 4 In the
same tale donn^es from classical myth are also to be en-
countered.

Donnishly (tV'"iII>)> ''^^- {.-^^ ^O I" a
donnish mnnner.
1924 Rose Macaulay Orphan Island vu. 76 Mr. Think,

well signed to him, donnishly, with his hand, to slop talking.

Donnybrook (d^-nibruk). [The name of

Donnybrook, Dublin, Ireland, a town once famous
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for Its annual fair.] A scene of nproar, disorder,

and free fighting ; a riotous and uproarious meeting.
1900 Daily Tel. 19 Feb. (Ware Passing Ettg.) The De-

stroyers' Donnybrook. 1909 li^'estm, Gaz. 13 Dec, 8/2 The
Irish election campaign has opened with real * Donnybrooks '.

Z)OIiSie« donsy, a. 2. Add : also, poor, low

;

low-spiriled. U.S. (Cf. *DAUNcy a.)

i8os Lancaster (Pa.) Jml. 2 Oct. (Th.) Citizen Lafferty
must have a * doncy ' opinion of the cause, when he is afraid
to bet even. 1853 Yale Lit. Mag. XVII. 223 (Th.) [She
brought some letters] to my room, to keep me from feeling
* donsy '.

Doo-da, doodah (d/7'da). slang. [From the

refrain doo-daiji) of the plantation song * Camp-
town Races '.] Phr. all of a doodah : in a state of
excitement, * all on wires .

1915 RosiiEK In R.N.A.S. (1916) 97, I had lunch with the
R—s and five daughters (swish, I was all of a doo-da!).
19x8 S. Vines Humours Unrtconciled xiii. 165 It was the
evenings, clearly, that made her 'all of a religious doodah '.

19*9 pKiESTLKY Good Com^, 11. iii. 307, I don't care if a
man's been fifty years in the business, there's the same old
thrill comes back. Opening night—all of a doodah 1

Doodle, sb. Add : 2. A doodle-bug. C\S.
1887 Harper's Afag.]xi\y 276/1 She wondered how the nice,

fat Hille round 'doodles ' were getting on in their tin can
under the house ; she never had Had Kuch a fine box of bait.

3. doodlebug 6^.^,, a tiger-beetle, or the larva
of this, used as bait.

1876 'Mark Twain' Tom Smvyer viii. 76 Doodle-bug,
doodle-bug, tell me what I want to know ! 1877 Bartlett
T>ict. Amer.{<ii\. 4), Doodle bugs^ a kind of beetles which
live in holes in the ground. Bycalltng^twr/// several times
near their holes, it is said the bugs will come out. Louisiana.
1903 S. E. White Forest \\u 81, I never hesitate to offer
Ihem \sc. trout] any kind of a doodle-bug they may fancy.

fig. 1^18 MuLf-OHiJ Man /r. Bar-ao xviii. 193 ^\Q^te a
fine pair of doodle-bugs '... * Don't you know an opportunity
when you sec one ?

*

Boodle-doo. Playful shortening of CocK-A-
DOODLE-LKK).
1904 ^h.%^\%. Peter Pan v. (1928) 133 Hook {sloivly). Cecco,

go back and fetch me out that doodle-doo. 1907 D.
O'Cqnnob Pet^ Pan Picture Bk. 53 He was silenced by a
shrill and piercing cock's-crow from the cabin. ' Someone
must bring me out that doodledoo *, roared the Captain.

Doonga (d«ng4). India. Also dunga. [Hind.
dunga.'X A rtat-bottomeddug-out with a square sail.

190$ iVestrn. Gaz. 3 Jan. 2/1 A line of stretchers was
windin; in and out past the dungas—all laden. 19*9
Chambers's Jml. 759/2 There Is the house-boat, the dffoitga—a species of long canoe, with a sloping rush roof... in
which you live. 19*3 f^id. 77/1 At Snnagar Durrant hired
a large doonga-houseboaL

Door. 8. Add : door-casing, -facing, -trim
U,S. = Dook-case; door-knob, a door-handle;
door-prairie U.S. (see quot.) ; door-stone (later

example) ; door-window, a window reaching to
tiie floor and opening like a door.

1887 Mabv E. WiuciNs Humble Romance 3 He lounged
smilingly against the *door<asing, jingling his scales, and
waiting for the woman. 1845 W. G. Siwus Wigwam ff
Cabin Ser. I. 99, I had been hewing out some "door-facings
for a new corn-crib and fodder-house. 187^ Congress. Rec.
«6 Nov. 705/1 This man.. was sitting up in the door with
his feet on the door facing. 1846 AV/. Comm. Patents
(1847) 63 Several improvements have been patented for im-
provements in 'door-knobs. 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger
III. 737 The "door prairies' which, .take their name from
the fact that tbey communicate with one another by an
opening like a door. 1871 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I.
6a 'ITie old apple trees.. showered their luscious bounties,
ruddy and golden, about the *door-stones of our old home-
steads. 1905 N. Y. Even. Post 30 Dec. 12 Advi., The
corridors, floors, suirwa)-^, •doortrims and walls are of
marble. 1897 Outing K\^ .^.'s XXX 463/1 Above, outside
the hotel, cuuld be seen long *door-windows. 1899 Daily
News 23 May 5/7 Instead of an ordinary window, I have
substituted large French folding doors. . .Nly bedroom tsal.^
upon the same principle, and the door windows are ever
upen. 1907 lYestm. Gas. 31 Aug. 3/3 He bounded out
ihrougfa the wide.open French window... Vincent slammed
the door-wiiidow behind him as be jumped.

Doorman (do«*Jni3en).

1. = DOOBSSIAN,
1904 Daily Chron. 36 July 6/4 A publican whose doorman

ejected a customer. 1905 tVestm. Gas. 37 June 9 i Employ-
ment as porter, odd-man, lift-man, or door-man. 19*7
Blackzt'. Mag. Nov. 701/1 At this moment entered the d^
creet white-clad doorman.
2. A farrier^s assistant.

1896 Daily Chron. 25 Aug. 9/5 Farrier—Young man wants
Job as doorman and jobbing. 1897 Daily News 10 Alay
1 1/5 'Ihe present scale of pay u js a day lot doormen and
6i. for firemen. 1901 A". ^ Q. 9th Ser. VIII. 184/2 [.idvt. in
provincial newspaper] Wanted, doorman, able to nail wclL

Door-mat* Add : fig, applied to a person upoa
whom people * wipe their boots \
1930 G Saistsbury in Observer so Apr. 5/5 She is not

such a nullity and * doormat ' as Miss Byron.

Door-step. Add : attrib. — belonging to, or
carried on at, the froat-door of private houses

;

door-totloor.
1906 Daily Chron. 4 Jan. 4/1 Dr. Cooper's fight is in

every respect a ' doorstep ' affair. 1008 ibid. 20 Feb. 3/5
All the prisoners concerned in the 'door>iep ' campaign.
1909 Uestni. Gaz. 25 Oct 9/2 We still want doorstep
workers.

Door-yard. U.S. (Earlier example.)
««4« J. >. CooPKR De^rslaytru, Old Tom calb this sort

of a wharf bis door-yard.
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Dooanti (d«s«'ti). [Hind. \Syi^^ do$utd{do two,

sul thread).] A kind of Indian linen.
1908 Animal Managem. (War Office) 306 For cold band-

ages use thin doosuti or linen.

X)ooted, var. of Doted (sense 2).

Dop, sb.'^ S. Africa. [S. Afr. Du.]
1. A drinking-cup ; a basin.
x^mo Chambers's Jml. Aug. 482/1 The vessel, or ' dop \ is

then lifted off and the full effect of the operation [sc. cutting
men's hairj is disclosed.

2. Cape brandy, made from grape-skins. In full

dop brandy.
1894 C. H. \y. Donaldson With Wilson in Mataheleland

xi. 251 'Dop* (the usual name for Cape Brandy). 1895
ScuLLV Kafir Stories 1 8 J im . . got his daily number of tots of
poisonous *dop* brandy. 1896 Johannesburg Weekly
Times 8 Aug. 8 Several samples of whiskies, Cape dop, and
Cape brandy were examined. 1897 Baden.Powell Matabele-
/a«rfCrtw/>. 347 We just had sufficient *dop' (Dutch brandy)
to give everybody a tot in which to drink her health. 1901
Westm. Gaz. 11 May 5/1 A bottle of 'Dop*—or Cape
gin. 1910 'R. Dehan'CCIo. Graves) Dop Doctor xiii. 98
' pop \ being the native name for the cheapest and most
villainous of Cape brandies, has come to signify alcoholic
drinks in general. 1931 Chambers's yml, 647/1 'Ihe Cape
'dop' bottle brought oblivion to his tortured mind.

Dope, sb. Add : 1. b. A varnish applied to
the cloth surface of aeroplane parts, in order to
increase strength and to keep them taut and air-

light. Also, a liquid preparation applied to air-ship
covering, to increase gas-tightness.
191* Aero/lane 19 Dec. 607 Cellon...The Fabric Dope

used by the leading British and Continental Aeroplane and
Hydro-aeroplane Builders. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane
Speaks 143 Struts Dope, a strut within a surface, so placed
as to prevent the tension of the doped fabric from distortinjj

the framework. 1917 T"!/*!;* 1 June 9/5 The King and Queen
..went on through., the seaplane department, and the
•dope 'room, t^t^xn Aeroplane Haudbk.ic6. h. }. Swin-
ton 1930) 144 The Germans at the beginning of the war
used acetate dope and covered it witli transparent oil
varnish.

C. Applied more widely to any kind of material
applied to a surface or used in an operation.
1915 E. Poole Harbor 60 Joe's father vaccinated about a

score of children that week. The 'dope * he used was
mailed to him b^ a drug firm. 1933 F. A, Talbot Moving
Pictures 57 This is the substance forming the base or thin
strip of film serving as the support for the sensitised emul-
sion, and which is called 'dope'. 1914 Webster Addenda,
Dope...s. Photogr. A varnish used to facilitate retouching,
block out portions of a negative, etc X9S8 Sunday Dispatch
8 July 9/5 • Dope finish ' (is a slang expression] for face paint
and powder.

3. 'Opium, especially the thick treacle-like pre-
paration used in opium-smoking' {Cent, Diet.
Suppl. 1909); hence applied to stupefying drugs
and narcotics in general, or to alcoholic drink.
Also atlrib,^ esp. in dope fiend, a drug addict,
orip. U.S,
1889 Kansas Times 4* Star 8 Oct., The oldest of the

trio, an Irishman from County Cork, was very hilarious. .

,

The 'dope 'made him 20 years youngerandverypugnacious.
189s J. L. Ford Lit. Shop ix. (1B96) 130 Oplum-joints,—
those mysterious dens in which, .the fumes of the burning
* dope * cloy the senses. 1896 G. Auk /^r.'/V viii. 7:, I would
advise you to stop smokin that double X brand of dope.
1896 F. J. Masteus in Chautauqunn Oct. 60/1 In San
Francisco, large confiM:aiions of *dope' are made nearly
every week. 1806 iT. r.^wwDec. ' A dope fiend '. .a victim
of the opium habit. 1915 R. H. Davis With the Allies 158
With the desperation of a dope fiend clutching his last pill

of cocaine. 19s* Public Opinion $ Ma^y 420/^ The cabarets
in Constantinople are a meeting place for all the world's
dope purveyors.

b, * A person under the influence of, or addicted
to tlie use of, some dope* (Cent, Did. 1909).
4. spec. a. A medical preparation administered to

aiace-horse for the purpose of faking his condition.
1900 Westm. Gas. 30 Oct. 7/3 It is administered in cap-

sules, given in a gelatine of varying thickness according
to the required time when the 'dope' is desired to take
effect, t^i^ Badm. Mag. Jan. 88 A dope proper may be
administered [to a horse] as a powder laid on the tongue,
as a drink—usually given in old ale—or by the hypodermic
syringe.

b. A mixture of petrol, alcohol, etc., sometimes
used as a fuel for racing cars.

5. Information concerning the performances, con-
dition, etc of a racehorse which may give assistance

in judging of his possibilities (cf. dope-book, -sheet

in •6) ; hence, (a) information designed to gloss
over or disguise facts, (b) information or statement
of particulars in general, esp, for journalistic use.

Phr. lo hand {pttt) the dope: to supply the neces-
sary information, orig. U.S,
1901 H. McHucH John Henry -j-t I've known Tommy for

a long time, so he feels free to read his dope to me. 1904
\y. H. Smith Promoters iii. 73 Unless you cover your dope
with a sort of angel-of-ligbt coating that would fool Gabriel
himself, you'll never get there. 1905 Riix Beach Pardners
\. (1919) 26 He handed nie the dope: ' In re Olive Troop
Morrow vs. Justus Morroe '. 1909 S. E. White Rules of
Game 11. iii, Gosh 1 I get sick of handing out dope to these
yapjs. 1917 Empey From Fire Step 10^, I was to send the
dope to Cassell and he would transmit it to the Battery
Commander as officially coming through the observation
post. 1919 Detective Story Mag. XXVIII. i. 13, I sug-
gested it to a detective, but he laughed at me and said the
article was nothing but ' dope ', 1930 Public Opinion 9 July

DOPE.

43/3 Your patent dialectic dope By gulps we take with zest.
19S1 K. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean iii. 41, I thought
you were asleep on your feet. 'Ihe wrong dope. 1921
jgth Cent. May 748 He does not quite believe that the
Bolshevik leaders themselves believe in their doctrines. He
strongly suspects that on their part it is mainly 'dope'.
1922 H. L. Foster Adi/. Trop. Tramp x. 140 Run up to
Bolivia and get the dope on this affair.

b. gen. Something designed to deceive or bam-
boozle ; a fraudulent design or action ; a piece of
deception or humbug ; also, a person employed in
a fraudulent transaction.

191S Kroest & Dilnot Crime Club vi, I want you to find
out who's marketing the dope. ibid, xii, ' I reckon it [sc. a
pistol] is liable to go off,' agreed the other grimly. ' Espe-
cially if you try to put any of the funny dope over on me.*
/bid., 'Don't pull any of that dope on me', said Coyne
.sharply. 1935 N. Vknner Imperfect Impostor ii, It's his
idea. I am just the humble dope ; the clay pigeon.

6. attrib. : dope-book U.S. slang, * a miscel-
laneous collection of racing information' {Cent.
Diet. 1909) ; dope fiend (see a) ; dope-sheet,
*a list of race-horses, giving the recoid of their

performances in previous races' {Cent. Did. 1909).

Dope, V.
^
slang, orig. U.S. [f. Dope sb.'\

1. trans. To administer dope to (a person, a
horse) ; to stupefy with a drug ; to drug.
1889 BARitfeRE & Leland Diet. Slang s.v., i)oping is the

stupifying men with tobacco prepared in a peculiar way.
Nine out of ten saloons in the slums employ doping as a
means to increase their illicit revenue. Atnericnn News-
paper. 1891 Farmer Slang, Dope v. (American), to drug
with tobacco. Also Doping = the practice. 1900 Westm.
Gaz. 33 Oct. 8/2 They urge a liberal investment on the
American horse, and confidentially impart the information
that the animal is 'doped'. 190s H. L. Wilson Spenders
XXXV. 429 That guy that doped ine. he wa'n't satisfied with
my good thirty-dollar wad. 1915 C. S.Jones Hohcmollef-n
169 The King (who, if we are to believe his fair companion,
used to be liberally doped; would awake from a trance at a
s/a/ice to find his inamorata in his arms. 1919 H. L.
Wilson Ma Petten^ill ii. 62 To say nothing of doping him
with asperin and quinine and camphor and menthol and hot
tea and soothing words. 1919 Gertrude Pack Veldt Trail
xix. 200 ' 'ihey must have kept him fjc. a horse] pretty short
of food'.. 'Or doped him*, suegested Birkdale. 1922
Blackw, Mag. May 632/2 He ladled into his nose sufficient
snuff to have doped an ordinary man.

fig. 1908 G. H. LoRiMER y. Spurlockm. 41, 1 wa'^ so doped
with my siren song that I steered straight for the rocks.
1928 Shaw /ntell. Woman s Guide Socialism I. (1929) 218
Boycotting the Churches as mere contrivances for doping
the workers into submission to Capitalism.

2. To treat witli an adulterant, etc. ; to * doctor *.

1898 Let. in Congress. Rec. App. 223/1 They will run their
flutter mills and mixers, and elope the flour to suit them-
selves. 1913 Sunday Times (Trenton, N. J.) 2 Mar. i

Alternative offered to^ the water drinkers of Trenton :

Typhoid if the water isn't 'doped' with hypochlorite of
lime; an itch if it is.

3. To apply * dope * to (the outer fabric of an
aeroplane or air-ship).

1917 Times i June 9/5 Some hundreds of girls were
engaged in *dopnig' the fabric whicli covers the planes,
rudders and ailerons. 1923 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 59/1 [Air-
ship.] Col ton., appears to have some advantages owing to
its great uniformity ofcontract ion when doped. 1928 C. F. S.
Gamble N. Sea Air Station Introd. 10 The envelope was
* doped 'with aluminium paint on its top side and with
yellow pigment on the lower portions.

4. 7b dope out. a. To make out ; to find out,
discover; to get the truth about.
1906 'O. IIehr^* Four Million, Gretu Door 181 All the

same, I believe it was the hand of Fate that doped out the
way for me to find her. ijiia Bicgehs Seven Keys to Bald'
^ate ii. 31 Ther's something I haven't quite doped out.
That is—who's trespassing, nie or you? 191^ R. H. Davis
With ihe Allies 10 We would study the mornmg papers and
..from them try to dope out the winners. 1918 (I^arolvk
Weli^ Vicky Van xv. 180, 1 dope out all this has to be so.
1919 P. G. WoDEHOusK Datnsel in Distress ii. 30 Nature
hacf it all doped out for me to be the Belle of Hicks Corners.
x^s Short Stories Feb. 102/2 ' How'd you dope it out.
Kid? ' asked one. *TcII u.-i how you could do such good
detective work.' 1936 J. Black }'ou Can't Win xxiii. 367,
I had all the criminal lawyers in San Francisco doped out
Uke race horses by this time.

b. To work out ; to get hold of.

1906 *0. Henrv' Four Million xviii. (1916) 191 He's
doped out a fifty-dollar bill, anyway. IQ19 Detective Story
Mag. XXVIII. L 6 He niiglu have dopcdout a corking yarn
about how the Phantom, .made everj-body believe that the
explosion killed him. 1922 Short Stories Feb. 175/2, I didn't
have time to dope out any plot till I got back to Denver.
Hence Doped ///. a. ; Do'ping vbl. sb. and

ppl. a. Also Do'per, one who dopes; one who
administers, or taices, drtigs.

1900 Daily News 14 Nov. 8/4 * Doping ' meant the admini-
stration to a horse of certain medical preparations, with the
object of either stimulating or retardmg the animal's pro-
gress in a race. 1903 Westm. Gas. 15 Sept. 5/2 Ihe Jockey
Club propose to pass a rule forbidding doping in any shape
or form. 1903 Iv. Y. Sun 23 Nov. ja A ' doped ' cigar was
given tohiminapooland billiard room, and it had pretty near
the same eflfect on him as knockout drops. 1913 Daily Mail
II Mar. 7/5 * Doped 'Athletes... It is well known, .that the
Russian skaters take such stimulants [as strychnine]. 1913
Batlm. Mag. Jan. 89 A doped animal will run till it is done,
maddrunk with the drug, ibid., A regular doper always tries

his horses at home. 19x3 Aeroplane 13 Mar. 303/1 The shiny
surface of well ' doped ' wings. 1914 Racing Calendar 23
jvXy, I was unable to obtain evidence of the presence of a
doping agent. losi Blackw. Mag. Apr. 535/2 She rejoined

the remainder of the passengers.., having in her bands a



DOPPELGANGER.
doped hamikerchicf. i9m/<^;V£. Jan. 124/1 He might publish

in his doped and venal press the felicitations that were
showered upon bim. 1923 P. G. Wodehouse Inhnitablt

yeeves xiv, To tell me we ought to cook Harold's food our-

selves to prevent doping. 1906 Chnmbcrs^s Jml. 515/1 So
the old reprobate's dopings had told at long last.

Dopey : see *Dopy a,

Doppelganger(<lrp3lg3s=']3-^)* -^^so dopple-,

[Properly doppeigdnger {'^Q'r^^i)^ f. </<?//^/ double +
ganger goer, agent-n. oi gehen to go.] = Double-
ganger I.

1895 Denkam Tracts (Folklore Soc iSgs) II. 79 Hell-

hounds, dopple-gangerSj boggleboes. 1907 N. Munro Daft
Days xxviii, Miss Macintosh is surely your doppelganger.

Soppier (d^'plaj). The name of Christian

DoppUr (Austrian mathematician and physicist,

died 1853), designating a principle defined by him
(seequot. 1S88).
1888 C. A. Young G^n, Asiron, 202 Not infrequently it

happens that certain lines of the spectrum are crooked and
broken in connection with sun spots.. .Such phenomena are
caused, according to Doppler's principle, by the swift

motion of matter towards or from the observer. NotCy
Doppler's principle is this : that when we are approaching,
or approached by, a body which is emitting regular vibra-

tions, then the number of waves received by us m a second
is increased, and their wave-length correspondingly dimi-

nisbed. 1909 W^estni. Gaz. 9 Dec. 2/1 The Doppler or
Doppler-Fizeau principle. -first applied to the velocity of
stars in the line of sight by Sir William Hug^ins. 1926
H. Macpherson Mod. Astron. 34 The application of
Doppler's principle to the measurement of the rotation and
atmospheric motions of the Sun. Ibid. 119 The Doppler
principle was first applied to the study of stellar motions as
far back as 1868.

Dopy (d^u'pi), a, slang. Also dopey, [f. *Dope
sb. i7\
1. Heavy or stupefied, as with a drug.
1896 N. Y.Sun Dec,A man who acts as ifunder theinfluence

ofthe poppy drug is said tobedopy, 1900 G.Ade More Fables
in S/an^ligo2) 179 A Young Man with Hair who played
the 'Cello. He was so wrapped up in his Art that he acted
Dopey most of the time. 1919 Branoek Matthews £ss.
JEnglish (1921) 112, 1 began to hear men assert that they felt

doPy^ i. e. sluggish, as though they had taken an opiate. 1934
A. J. Small Frozen Gold iii. 97 Henderson was still a bit

dopey [after a blow on the head].

2. Of the nature of or containing dope or a nar-

cotic.

i9»S E. Wallace Melody ofDeath xii.212 * Will you have
a cigar?. .You need not be scared of them *...' There is

nothing dopey or wrong with these.'

Dor, sb.'^ 4. dor-bug US. (earlier example).
iZyj Southern Lit. Messenger III. 590 An enormous door-

bug \sic\ or hedge-chafer, .bounced, .into the room.

Dor, dorm, school slang shortenings of Dormi-
tory.
1920 Blackw. Mag-. Oct. 479/1 No fag may, proprio motuy

enter Lower, still less Middle or Upper fifth 'dors'. 1927
Anne MacDonald Dorty Speaking iii, I found Midge in
the dorm when I went up to change for tea.

Dora (do^'ra). A jocular personification of the
* /defence oi the A'ealm ^ct \ the name being an
acrostjc of the initials of the title, and at the same
time forming a familiar feminine proper name.
The Act was first passed in August, 1914, and pro-

vided theGovemment with wide powers during war.
1918 ' Ian Hay ' Last Million vi. 68 We are up against

official secrets again. A lady called Dora : you will become
well acquainted with her. 19*1 Punch CLX. 293/2 To
judge by his description, Dora's daughter [Emergency
Powers Act of 1920] will not be a whit less drastic in her
action than the old lady herself. 1929 Guedai.la Missing
Muse 194 These imbecile restrictions, which are the last

legacy of * Dora ' to her grateful heirs.

Dorcas^. Add: Dorcas Society (earlier U.S.
example) ; also short for * Dorcas society* or * meet-
ing *. Hence DoTcasing, working for a * Dorcas *,

1833 Knickerbocker Mag, 1. 157 A message from a Dorcas
society. 1894 Baring-Gould Queen 0/Love xx. 11. 40 Aunt
Beulah will not be home for an hour. She is Dorcasing. 1900
Upward Eben. Lobb 39 Getting ready fora Dorcasthatcame
to our house once a quarter to have tea and work for the
heathen.

Dorcas 2 (d^-jkas). [mod.L., a. Gr. 5op«dr deer,

gazelle.] A genus of antelopes, including the
common gazelle.

1836 Ogilby (Cent. Diet.). 1893 Lvdekker Horns .$

Hoofs 180 The last of the Asiatic gazelles in which the
females are horned is the Dorcas gazelle.

Dori, variant of DORT sb^
1903 Month AviZ. i46The little flat-bottomed doris.holding

two or three men, drift away. 1927 Observer j^D^c. 21/2
The morutier's day begins at two in the morning, when he
goes out from the smack, with one other man, m a small
boat called a * doris '.

Dormitory, sb. Add : 1. b; In universities

and colleges : A building in which students reside

;

a hall of residence ; a hostel. U.S.
189a Univ. ofChicago Quart. Cal. 9 Students are advised

to make their residence in the dormitories. 1903 Clare
Howard in N. Y. Even. Post 7 Oct. 7 There are four regular
domitories or halls for women at Oxford. 1906 Athens
Female College 7 The dormitories will accomodate about
100. 1913 J, K. 1-OKD Hist. Dartmouth Coll. 487 In 1899
the old home.. was converted into a small dormitory for
twenty men.

c. jocular, A suburb of a large town, regarded
as merely a sleeping place for those who work in

the town during the day.
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1923 XVesifit. Gas. 6 Feb., The steady expansion of
London's working centres and the ever-increasing sprawl of
its surrounding dormitories. 1930 Times 12 May 51/5 More-
over, it is said, West Fulham is but a London dormitory—

a

place where voters sleep, and have their interests elsewhere,

Dormy, a. Add : dormy house, a hostel,

generally run in connexion with a golf club, in

which members may be accommodated for the

night. (With jocular reference to dormiloryj)

Dornick^. U.S. Also donnick, don(n)ook,
darnick. [Cf. Ir. domog handful, small stone.]

A pebble, stone, or small boulder.
1840 Daily Pennant (St. Louis) June 18 (Thornton) That

ar man he tooks up a dornick, and made a heap of cavortins.

1869 'Mark Twain' Innoc. Abr. xxxv, Darnick from the
tomb of Abelard and Heloise. 1878 J. H, Beadle Western
Wilds 185 (Thornton) He gathered a dornick, and was just
drawin' back to send the strange dog where there's no fleas.

DorOnicniU (d6r(?*nikDm). [mod.L., a.mod. Gr,
ZojpovuKoVf ad. Arab, doronakk.'] A plant of the

asteraceous genus so named, esp. any of the species

used for herbaceous borders.

1892 S. R. Hole Bk. about Garden 27 That group of iris

(germanica) and doronicum reminds us of tlie cohorts of the
Assyrians, ' all gleaming with purple and gold '. 1921 G.
Jekyll Colour Schemes for Flotver Garden 27 Tulip Chr^-
solora of fuller yellow, yellow Wallflowers, the tall Doroni-
cum, and.. several patches of yellow Crown Imperial.

DO'rothy "bag. [f. female proper name
Dorothy.'] A woman's open-topped hand-bagslung
by loops from the wrist,

1909 IVestm. Gaz. 23 Aug. g/i A ' Dorothy* bag, contain,
ing a quantity of jewellery. 1923 Daily Mail 15 Jan. 15
An effective Dorothy bag for evenings.

Dorothy Perkins {6p-T^\i paukinz). Also
simply Dorothy. [Personal name.] A popular
variety of climbing rose which bears clusters of
double pink flowers,

190^ T. W. Sanders Roses ^ their Cultivation 36 Free-
growing roses like Dundee Rambler, Thalia, .. Dorothy
Perkins, 1908 J. H. Pembkbton^oj« 314 Dorothy Perkins
(Wich.) Jackson & Perkins, igoi.—Shell pink, white centre.

—Very vigorous pillar. 19x2 H. H. Thomas Complete Card*
no Liberties may be taken with the Dorothy Perkins class
of rose that would lead to disappointment with other kinds.
19x3 — Rose Bk. J3 Dorothy Perkins.—The most popular
of all wichuraiana roses, bearing large clustersof big, double,
rich pink blossoms. 1915 Star 5 Aug. 2/6 Suburban gardens
round London are aflame with blooming ' Dorothys '.

Dorp. Delete -^Obs. Still in use in reference

to Dutch S. Africa.
Z902 Daily Chron. 23 Apr. 7/3 The most remote * dorp '

has not been too far placed beyond the reach of the fertilis-

ing stream. 1902 J. H.M. Abbott Tommy Cornstalk 13
The dorp represented the Bush township. 1920 Contemp,
Rev, Feb. 197 In the dorps and the backveld, society,

business, religion, and politics are closely interwoven.

Dorsi-. Add : Dorsico*rnu, the dorsal cornti

of the spinal cord (Dorland, 1903). Hence Dor-
sico'rnnal a. Borsiflez v. trans. ^ to bend
towards the dorsum. Dorsifle'zion, flexion or

bending towards the dorsum or dorsal surface.

Dorsl-ve'ntral a., -ventrality = "DoiLSO-veNtral,

'Vetitralitv.

1890 Buck*s Handhk. Med. Set. VIII. 528^ The myelic
cornua are strictly dorsal and ventral, , .permitting the ad-
jectives *dorsicornuaI and vcntricornual. 1908 Practitioner
Oct. 561 The ankles can be ''dorsiflexed, until the dorsum
of the feet touches the shin. 189s Oliver tr. Kemer's Nat.
Hist. Plants II. 697 The oophyte is a lobcd band-Hke
thallus with marked *dorsi-ventrality.

Dorsum. 2, Delete nonce-use and add recent

example.

190S W. G. Holmes fustinian ^ Theod. I 27 The moat .

.

follows the trend of the ground as it rises on cither side from
the beach to the dorsum of the peninsula.

Dory, sb^^ Add : In Comb.^ as dory-becket,

'fishings -mate^-rodingx dory-ntodelled^ -shaped SLd]s.

X897 Kipling Caft. Cour. 154 Fiddling helplessly with
a *dory-becket. Ibid. 163 Men had met one another before,

*dory-fishing in the fog. Ibid, 178 It's yours and welcome,
Harve, because we're *dory-mates. 19x9 Hist. Anter. Lit.
11. w. X. 9 The reader asks resentfully what they are doing
in this *dory-modelled gaiere, painted green below with
a border of blue. 1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. 52 A tiny anchor
..and some seventy fathoms of thin brown *dory-roding.

1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 386/2 The boat.. is *dory-shaped,
nine feet long.

Dos-a-dos (d<3zadi7), adv. pkr., sb. [Fr.] A,
adv. phr. Back to back. B. sb. A seat, carriage,

or the like, so constructed that the occupants sit

back to back.

1837 J. F, Cooper Europe I. 41 Some one kindly totd him
that they no longer danced dos-a-dos. 1859 Habits ofGood
Society xiv. 349 A liberal supply of ottomans, dos-d-dos, and
sofas. 1882 De Windt Equator 179 The street cab of
Batavia is a *dos-^-dos' literally so called, as the passenger
sits with his back to the driver's, thus forming a mutual
support.

Dosag^e. Add : 1. b. In electrotherapeutics

and radiotherapeutics : Tlie intensity of current,

X-rays, or the like, applied in a particular case.

1893 A. S. Eccles Sciatica 56 Care must be taken not to
exceed the dosage either in strength or duration. 1912
BvTHELL & Barclay X-ray Diagnosis ^ Treatment 121
It is necessary to be extremely cautious until some idea
is obtained as to the amount of dosage the skin will stand.
1918 R. Knox Radiography <^ Radio-therap. (ed. 2) 11. 424
The various systems of measuring the X-ray dosage. Ibid.

DOUBLE.
511 The most difficult question in radium treatment is that
of dosage. 1928 New Statesman 28 July 510/1 The most
careful and experienced practitioner may sometimes cause
an X-ray burn after dosage which he has used, .without
injury on hosts of occasions.

"Dose^sb. Add: 1. b. The application of a
given quantity of electricity, X-rays, or the like.
191a Bvthell & Barclay X-ray Diagnosis ^ Treatment

117 Heavy doses may occasionally produce a strong skin
reaction. X9X8 R. Knox Radiography ^ Radio-therap.
(ed. 2) II. 424 An erythema dose is one which causes slight
erythema to appear within fifteen to tweniy-one days. Ibid.

428 If the total dose is to be administered in several sittings.

Ibid. 514 P^xposures, with large quantities of radium in well-
filtered doses, may be given up to twenty-four hours.

Dosology, Dosometer: see Dosiologt, Do-
simeter in Diet.

Dossy (dc*si), a. slang. [Cf. Sc. doss neat,

spruce, dossie small, neat, well-dressed person.]

Stylish, smart. Hence Do'ssily adv.
1889 Gilbert Brigands in Standard 9 Nov. 3 (E.D.D.)
We are dossy and neat From head to our feet. 1900 Daily
Neuvs 31 July 8/2 What with the ladies' bonnets and blokes'

dossy hats. 1903 * Marjoribanks* Fluff-hunters 42 A dossy
Sloane Street milliner. Ibid. 95 A dossily dressed girU

Dot, sb^ Add ; 4. b. To a dot : exactly, pre-
cisely. U.S.
1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest ^ Sunshine xv. 215 That

was one of Tempest's capers to a dot. 1866 Congress. Globe
18 June3235/^ He understands it to a dot. x88x /^/t/. 20 Apr.
356/1 That IS the question. That is it to a dot. 1887
TouRCEE Buttons Inn 189 'That'll suit me to a dot',

c. Toput dots on : to bore, weary, slang.
1919 War Slang in Athettsum 8 Aug. 727/2 If a man is

boring or tiresome he is said to ' put dots on one '.

5. e. Morse telegraphy, (See *Dash sb^' 7 f,)

Dot, ^-.1 Add: 6. trans. To dot off: to tick off

(in counting on the fingers).

1904 LiLLiE T. Meade Love Triumphant i. ii, She re-
counted a little list of famous women,, .dotting them olToa
her slender fingers.

7. To hit, strike ,* to give (a person) a black eye.

Phr. to dot (a person) oite. slang.
1896 Jacobs Many Cargoes 239 Put your dooks up. . .I'm

going to dot you ! X9X2 A. Neil Lyons Clara xxL 237 Some
of us might dot you one.

8. intr. To limp {off).
\^-i^Chambers^s Jrnl. 124/2 The ungrateful little brute

, .dotted off, wacging his skinny tail.

Dotard. A. sb. Add : 3. (.See quot.)
1884 Goode Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 58 The Harbor

Seal. Phoca vitulina. The young are there \sc. In New-
foundland] also called ' Rangers ', and when two or three
years old , . receive the name of ' Dotards *.

DotOf sb\ Add: 4. Decay in wood. (Cf.

Dote v.^ 4.) U.S.
1874 Knight Diet. Meek. 564/1 Clear.stuff^ boards free

from knots, wane, wind-shakes, rtng-hearts, dote, sap. 1905
Terms Forestry ff Logging 35 Dotey the general term used
by lumbermen to denote decay or rot in timber.

Dotted, ///. a, L Add : Of engraving : Exe-
cuted by dots instead of lines; stippled, = F.
(fnaniire) pointillee.

1897 R. E. Graves in Diet. Nat. Biog. L. 58/3 He \sc.

Ryland] adopted the 'chalk' or dotted manner of engraving.
XQ08 A M. Hind Hist. Engraving (1911) 290 We have
already noted dotted work in plates of Giulio Campagnola.

Dotter, sb. Add : 2. A device in wliich a pen-
cil dots an oscillating target fixed to a gun when
fired without ammunition, used in training gunners
to take aim.
1903 Daily Chron. 25 June 4/5 Neither Captain Percy

Scott nor his dotter were on view. 1906 Ibid. 5 June 2/3
Admiral Percy Scott's dotter and aiming apparatus.

Doty, a. dial. Add : Also doaty. Hence
Do'tiness.
1885 Spoils' Mechanics' Ozvn Bk. 167 'Doatiness*: a

speckled stain found in beech, American oak, and others.

Double, sb. Add : 3. i. esp. in phr. at the

double. AlsoJig.

1863 Chambers's Jml. 213/1 Intellect not only marches,
but marches at the * double'. Ibid. 470/1 Ellsworth detailed
twenty men . . , and went at ' the double ' down Pennsylvania
Avenue. 1883 Afviy Regulations II. x. 242 A certain num-
ber of movements are to be performed at each drill at * the
double '.

n. Further instances (e,g. = double bedroom,
double event, double snipe, two 'tots* of whisky,

two centuries scored by a batsman in one match).
189X Nat. Gould Double Event xx\\^ Messrs Isaacs and

Moses, .were always ready to lay the double. Ibid.f If he
loses the Derby we may go for a recovery in the cup. But
,,Ike is confident he will win the double. 1902 London
Mag. June 43S/3 The men who play both cricket and foot-

ball well -.the best 'first-class doubles' who were at Oxford
or Cambridge. 1920 Eleld-z Oct. 488/2 There were several
'doubles* (a fish on each of the two hooks used on the line)

of red gurnet and bream. 1920 G. Burrard Notes tm
Sporting Rifles 33 A hammerless ejector double rifle is the

btst and quickest to reload.. Next come hammerless non-
ejectors, and then hammer rifles, but a double is a sine qua
nan. X93t Spectator 19 Mar. 357/1 A few snipe rose. We
got four of them, two being 'doubles'. 1922 J. Syrett Alf^
Old Chum 99 ' You've 'ad a lot of doubles to-night, \lr.

Powell ', Flo remarked...' Don't want to go 'ome screwed
again to-night, doesyer?' 1929 Star 31 Aug. 17/1 When
he reached his second hundred of the match, for no batsman
before has twice done the 'double' in Test Matches, xgy
Titnes x6 Mar. 2/7 Large doubles \,sc. bedroomslnow avail-

able.



DOUBLE.

o. = doublefeast (see 'Double a. 6).
c 1690 in Tlu ilonth (1883) Jan. 122 And his feast kept as

a dubic annualy upon y« 2nd of Octobre. 1759 Challoner
Let. 4 MSy in E. H. Burton Li/e (1909) II. xxiii. 7 He.,
will come over to receive his consecration here : and there-
fore I should be obliged^ to you if you would obtain for him
..a license to have this performed on any double. 176a
Evening Office efChurch (ed. 2) 303 Tb» Transfiguration of
our Lord Jesus Christ. A greater double. 1850, 1885 [in
Diet., sense 3 n].

p. Donble-screened coal.

»93« Times 16 Mar. 19/7 Lanarkshire [coal].. trebles..
doujies. .singles.

Double, a. Add :

A. 5. To live (or lead) a double life : to sustain
two different characters in life, one virtuous and
respectable, the other immoral or blameworthy.
Often of a married man who keeps a mistress.
189a Zasgwiu. Childr. Ghetto viiL (1893) 83 Esther led

a double life, just as slic spoke two tongues. 1907 Mr.
li;sTlci Grantham in Times 19 Dec. 9/4 The woman must
have been murdered by a man who was leading a double life.

..The prisoner had been leading a double life. 1934 E.
Wai-Lace Sinister Man xxxv. She bad never imagined that
this gawk of a girl.. could lead what was tantamount to
a double life.

6. Double Hani : a domino with both halves of its

face blank. Double chin: a chin with a fold of
flesh under it (cf. double-chinned, qnot 1387 in
Double a. C. i). Double coal: a superior kind of
coal (the application varying locally). Double
consciousness : a hypnotic condition in which the
patient seems to lead two lives, oblivious in either
state of his experiences in the other. Double crown :

a size of printing-paper (lox 30 in.). Double ele-

phant : see Elei-hant io. Doublefault : two con-
secutive (aults at tennis. Double feast [eccl. L.
festum duplex] : a feast on which the antiphons are
recited in full before and after the psalms and can-
ticles. Double figures \ a total or score, esp. of
runs at cricket, higher than nine and less than one
hundred. Doublefoolscap: a size of paper (writing
16^x36^ in., printing i7X27in.). Dottble-nelson
(seequoL 1889). Double pneumonia: pneumonia
affecting both lungs. Double room : a *Double bed
room. Double salt : a compound salt composed of
two salts in chemical combination. Double shuffle :

see Shuffle sb. 5. Double vision : diplopia.
1868 Sala Soles li Si. Paris Exhi6. it. 34 The houses.

.

gave to the outskirts of Paris an odd affinity to a city built
of dominoes set on end. The duuble.sixes and double.fours,
with here and there a 'double- blank in the shape of a dead,
wall. I9a7 P. G. WodemOUSE Smalt Bachelor i. | 4. 20 It has
been well said of Sie<bee H. Waddington that, if men were
dominoes, he would be the double-blank. 183a 'double chin
(see Chimin, i). 1803J0S. Vi.\«i.t.H Agric.Skropslu^CaaX,
called the •doulile.co.il. 1839 Urk Did. Arts 9«2 A section
cf theQuarrelton coal, .showing the overlapped coal and the
doable coal. 1879-81 .Miss Jackson Shrofsh. Word-blc,
Douhte-coat^ a good coal for manufacturing purposes, much
used, igao W. Gibson Coal Gt. Britain 207 The Seven
Feel Coil . . is the chief coal, hut below it the Double and
Bench coals are workable. i8fi JI/»«r«/,7r3o June, Cases of
double.coiisciousness,—that 15, cases in which the patient

appear* to have at one time one set of memories dating
firom one date, and at another time another set of memories
dating from another date. «897 IVestm. Gas. 22 Dec. 9/1
Billpasting..at One I'enny per "DouWe.crown Sheet per
Week. I9ai A. W. Mvers Ttuenly Yrs. Lawn Tennis 128A universal 'Oh I 'echoed round the .irena when Wilding
served a •double fault. Hid. 156 He served half adoien
double fauhs and two foot.faults. a laac Ancr. R. 70
Eucrich urideie of 8e yer holdeS silence, bute jif hit beo
•dublc feste. 1440 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (i8«6)
182 for great doble fea^tes and principall tfeastes. i486
Sec SI. Mary at Hilt (1905) 13 Euery Sonday & euery
double feest, pryncipall feest, & solempne feest. 1514 Ibid.
1^ Vppon high and doble ITestes. 1534 Ir. Lymtewode's
Const. Anghx 35 b. The feast of saint George the manjT
shal be kept doble, after the maner of the more doble feaste
1*14 SntLMAN Orr>. Four Terms Eng. Wks. It. (1727) 92
The Feast, .of St. Peter and Paul on the ao"' of June was
a double Feast. 1884 Boys Chan Pufer Summer No. 16
Watch the ball, keep your temper, and don't be afraid ; For
that is the way 'double figures arc made. 1894 Times
25 May 11/3 Mr. Mitchell for once in a way failed to reach
double figures. 1889 W. Armstrong Wrestling (Badm.)
233 Probably the most dangerous move in Lancashire and
Cornwall and Devon wrestling., is what is called the
' 'Double Nelson '. . .To get behind an opponent, place both
arms under his, and clasp your hands round the back of
his neck and thus bend hb head forward till his breast-
bone almost gives way. 1903 J. J. Miller Scottish Sports
127 So Ingram slipped on a double.Nelson, pinned him
down for the requisite 30 seconds, and then politely
assisted hira to rise. 189a Oslkr Princ. Med. 525 'Double
pneumonia presents no peculiarities other than the greater
danger connected with 11. I9a9 EncycL Brit. XVIII. 100/2
Usually pneumonia afTccU one lower k>be but it may extend
to the whole lung or even to parts of both lungs (double
pneumonia). 19^ Fannik Kilbourni Dot ^ Wilt, yaca-
tioii (1929) 193, I would change to a single room in the hotel
which was a litlle cheaper than the 'double one..we had.
1931 Times I June lo/i A large double room and private
bathroom. 1849 D. Campdei l Inorg. Chem. 176 These
double salts are known as manganese alums. 1889 G. A.Bury Dis. Eye 504 The diflofiia or 'double vision 10 which

tte condition gives rise, igaa Encyct. Brit. XXX. 975/1
Paralysis of the muscles of the eye, producing diplopia or
double vision.

C. L double-bottomed, -tracked, -triggered (ex-

303

amples)
; double-threaded a. (of a screw ; also

transf. ).

1833 B. SiLLiMAN Man. Sugar Cane 60 His apparatus is
composed of a 'double bottomed copper boiler, covered by
a dome. 1909 IVestm. Gaz. 18 Mar. 4/1 'Ihe propeller is
made upof two portions of a 'double-threaded screw, igio
Daily Chron. 28 Jan. 6/3 ' A Will in a Well ' is a double,
'hreaded mystery story. 1887 C. B. George 40 Vrs. on
Rail v. 91 Accidents are reduced to a minimum, owing to
good management and to the 'double-tracked roads. 1839 Z.Leonard Adv. (1904) 70 In a hurry, the one that was accus-
tomed to the single trigger, caught up the "double tiieirered
gun.

2. double-motor, -spiral, -standard ; double-beat
sluice (seequot.) ; double-gate table, a gate-table
with two hinged movable legs to support leaves.

,^^\?' **• Du-Plat-Tavlor Reclam. Land fr. Sea 72
Double.beat or compensated cylindrical sluices. 1908 Daily
Refort 5 Sept 8/2 A 3 ft. 6 in. oak 'double-gate table. 1910
Chambers's Jrnt. 24 Dec. 55,'2 A 'double-motor aeroplane.
I9a8 PeakeS: Vl.t.\i»x.Stefpe ff Sown 96 "Double-spiral or-
naments made ofcopper wire. 1867 J. Laing Theory <ifBusi-
ness iv. (1B68) 59 The 'double.sundard system is found to
cause one of the two metals involved to be treated as bullion.

3. double-board vb. ; double-favJt v. inlr. (Ten-
nis), to serve two consecutive faults ; hence double-
faulter; double-iron v. trans., to shackle with
irons on both legs (cf. double-ironed \a 4 in Diet.)

;

double-shuffle v. inlr., to perform a double shuffle.
1874 Ref. Vermont Board Agric. 11. 512 My plan was to

•double board and cleat the main body of the barn, having
a basement or cellar under the whole barn. i9ax \. W.
MvKRS Twenty Yrs. Lawn Tennis 136 Dixon 'double-
faulted in the eleiimth game and lost it. Ibid. 78 The
brilliant server and smasher became a 'doublefaulter and
a snatcber at lobs. i9aa Tilden Ifs All in Ihe Came 118
Vincey took the first point on Dave's net but double.faulted
away the next. 1917 Daily Express 6 June i Tildcn..
double faulted. 1897 P. Wabung Tales Old Refime 42
Here, guard ! 'double.iron this man. Z9G9 Marg. B.
Saunders Litany Lane u i, Toeing, tipping, *double.
shufning, hopping.

4. double-opposed a., of an engine, h.iving two
or more pairs of cylinders on opposite sides of the
common crank-shaft ; double-screened tt, (see
quot. 1921).

•f* if"'"?' ^"^^ '° ^°''- *'3^ f-^P- rtinaboot fitted
with a doubleK)pposcdair.cooled engine. 1909 //^/ti'. 23 Mar.
4/a A . . douhle.opposed horizontal four-cylinder engine.
tbiit. I Apr. 4/2 The double-opposed horizontal eniitne,
which is made with two, four, and six cylinders, i^s Daily
Chron. 4 May, 'Donble-screened Nuts. 1911 C. E. Evans
flints Coat Buyers 56 Double Screened coal, indicates coal
tJiat has been screened at the Colliery, and screened also over
two open screens in the spout at the Dock Tip, that is to
say, 'Double Screened ' at time of shipment.

Double, V. 1. e. Add : Also absol.
1918 H. Crov //oio Motion Pictures are Made v. 114 A

young man, doubling for a leading ladyin a bit of hazardous
urc jumping.

Doubll (dabU), a. [Kr., = lined.] Of a book
binding : Made with a doublure.
1890 CataL Exhib. Bi.-bindings Grolier Club u When

the inside of the cover is lined with leather it is termed
ttoublt. tbtd. 27 Garnet morocco, with ornament in mosaic
and gold j doubl(£, blue morocco, with border of foliage and
flowers.

Double-barrelled, a. 2. (Earlier U.S. ex-
ample.)
1777 Maryland ynil. g Sept. (Th.) The event of this

doubIe.barrcled scheme has been, that the colonel and his
parly are defeated.

Double bed. A bed to accommodate two
persons. Also attrib. So Bonbla-bedded a.,
having a double bed or two single beds.
1866 Mrs. Whitnev L. Goldthwaite iii, Ours is a double-

bedded room, igas G. Burrard Big Came Hunting 280 A
good warm rug or blanket, preferabTy double.bed si/e. 1931
Times 16 Mar. 22/1 Large double bed room.
Double-bi tter. [f. Double-C a + Bit j4.i

+ -EB 1.] A double-bitted axe.
1904 Eliz. Robins Magnetic North i. 247 Then the Colonel

would give a little start, turn about, Uft his double-bitter
and swine it in frontier fashion.

Double-cross, sb. slang, [f. Double a. -I-

Cbcss sir. 29.] An act of treachery to both parties
(prig, in gaming or sport), esp. by pretended collu-
sion with each ; more widely, betrayal of the other
party in a (dishonest) transaction.
t874 Slang Did., Double cross, a cross in which a man

who has engaged to lose breaks his engagement, and ' goes
straight 'at the last moment. 1887 Re/eree 21 Aug. 1/3 (far-
mer) A double cross was brought off. Teemer promtsed 10
sell the match, and finished by selling those who calculated
on his losing. 1896 G. Aue A die ix. 79 Every time I see him
over at the city hall he's whisperin' to one o' them red.nccked
boys and fixin' it to give somebody the double.cross. 1905
Rex BEACH/'ar,/««-i ii. (1012) 53 Now, he alius found him.
self planning how to hand Mr. Lo the double cross and avoid
complications. 1910 W, M. Raink B. 0'Con>tor:ir^'Think
you re gelling the double-cross ?

' asked Leroy. loio .\. E. W.
Mason Summons xii, There was always a certain amount of
money for the man who would work the double cross.

Hence Double-cross v. trans., to give or hand
(a person) the double-cross ; loosely, to cheat ; also
absol. ; ..crosser ; -crosslncr vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
1904 ' O. Henry ' Cabbages n Kings x. 161 'Twas thus I

was double-crossed by the Tropics through a family failin'of
goin' out of the way to hunt disturbances. 1910 W. M. Kainc
B. O'Connor i^o Nothing like being on the spot to prevent
doubIe<rosiing. 1915 P. G. Wodehoi;sk Something Fresh

DOUBLET.
i, A wealthy uncle who subsequently double-crossed them
by leaving his money to charities. 1926 J. Black YouCan t Win iv. 42 This song is a favorite among negroes
when in great trouble, sucli as. .being double-crossed by
a friend. 1937 Observer 10 July 17/5 This was apparently
part of a deep.laid plot, for the Nationalists now consider
they have been double-crossed. 1928 Hearst's International
.^ug. 156/3 Are you going 10 be a dirty thief and a double,
crosser? 1928 Collier's 18 Aug. 6/4 'You're a double.
crossing rat,' I said.

Double-deck. [See Double a. C. 3 and Deck
sb.] Used attrib. in designations of structures
having two platforms, floors, or planes one above
the other. So Double-decked a. [Dodbles. C. il.
1867-S Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VII. 460 Sheep arrive here

from the west in single decked cars, but leave in double
decked ones. 1903 A. H. Beavan Tube, Train, Tram, *Car XV. 212 Electric omnibuses. .doubleKlecked. i9o<5 [see
Deck sb.^ 4 b). 1910 A. Williams Eiigin. Wonders World

1 1. 49/ 2 The makers claim that . . it {sc. the Scherzer Rolling
Lift Bridge] could be made double-decked. Ibid, stt/iThe double.deck floor accommodates four elevated railway
tracks. 1917 C. C. Tvtitie.R A ircra/t 0/ To-day it. ^^tbe
doub.e-deck ' tjpe of rectangular planes.

Double-decker. Add : b. orig. U.S. (Ex-
amples.)
1878 Design * Work IV. 324/3 [Quoting U.S. newspaper)

1 he car is a double-decker. 1887 Har^r's Mag. Sept. 557/2
I he street.cars are doublcdeckers, with seats upon the roof
as well as withm. 1895 Popular Sci. Monthly Apr. 757 The
double decker 'or two.story cars.

O. In various technical uses : A loaf baked with
a smaller upper portion ; a woman's dress consist-
ing ol two skirts or flounces, one above the other;
a miner's cage made in two stories ; a double-
decked aeroplane.
190a Fortn. Rev. June 1008 The English ' double-decker

"

IS a fearful and wonderful production that errs on the side
of heaviness, igoa Westm. Gaz. 30 Oct. 3/1 The double-
decker costume sketched has each of its flounces bordered
with, .grey and white .squirrel. 1901 Daily Chron. 12 Nov.
8/6 A number of workmen were being brought up out of the
mine.. in the double decker cage. 1917 C. CVvrsek Air-
craft 0/ To-day viii. 137 Chaiiute made 700 glides in his
double^lecker ' without an accident.
Double dummy: see Dummy sb. 2.

Double Dutch : see Ddtgh B. fi. 3 b.

Double-eagle. U.S. [f. Double a. + Eaqlb
sb. 5.] A gold coin of the value of twenty dollars.
1859 Bartlett Did. Amer. (ed. 2) 185 There are also

double eagles of twenty dollars. 187a E. Eggleston End
of World xxvi. 179 He.. piled the double-eagles like a
fortification in front of him. 1886 Harper's Mag. Dec. 36Then the spokesman took a golden double-eagle from his
belt. 190a S. E. White Blazed Trail viii. 61 His wages
were twenty.five dollars a mouth, which his van bill would
reduce to the double eagle.

Double-edgedness. The quality or con-
dition of being double-edged.
1901 Jastuow Fact fi F'able in Psychol. 165 With peculiar

obliviousness to the double-edgi.dne.ss of his remark, he
writes (etc.). 1908 Dublin Rev. Oct 281 He did not realize
the double-edgedness of epigram when delivered in the
wrong time and place, to the wrong person.

Double event. [£ve.\t sb. 2 e.] orig. in
Racing, applied to the winning by a horse, com-
petitor, or team, of two races or matches at the
same meeting or in tlie same season ; hence gen.
applied to two occurrences, acts, or performances
of any kind. Also attrib.

1863 lltustr. London Neius 566/3 They are not anxious to
back anything for the 'double event". 187a Gtntl. Mag.
Dec. 696 He then 'backed himself for the double event'
and went in for 'second schools', the last bar to a B.A.
taking up mathematics. 1885 Earl of Suffolk, etc Racing
(Badm. Libr.) xiv. (1889) 268 The double-event betting.
1888 Peel City Guardian VI. 2/3, I was not codding, dear
old boss, when I gave you the tip. . . Double event this time.
..Jack the Ripper. 1891 Nat Gould Wtle'i The Double
Event. 1898 Cycling fi Most of the special burning oils
are satisfactory, provided that 'double.event' oils are es.
chewed. 1899 Chambers's Jriil. 25 Nov. 823/1 The reasons
for a display of disgust at a 'double event' \,sc. the birth of
twins). 1915 Kipling Fringes of Fleet y:, It was a simple
calculation of comparative speeds and positions, and when
it was worked out she decided to try for the double event.

Dou'ble-liead, v. U.S. [Cf. Dodblk-headeb
b.] inlr. Of a train: To run with two engines.
1904 Delineator Sept. 374 A heavy freight train had

double-headed up the mounUin, and at the summit the
leading engine had been cut off to run down ahead of the
train.

Donble-headed, a. Add : Of a train : Run-
ning with two engines. Of an electric locomotive
(see quot. 1905).
jgoa Daily CAr<»«. 2 1 May 3/5 So heavy a train .. doubtless

..will always be 'double.headed '. 1905 Ibid. 12 Jan. 8/5The locomotive is double-headed, and controllable at either
end, so that no turning is necessary.

Double-header. Add : o. in baseball and
lacrosse, the playing of two games in succession on
the same day by the same opposing teams. U.S.
Sc Canada, d. Logt^ng. (See quot.) U.S.
1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging 35 Double header, a place

from which it is possible to haul a full load of logs to the
landing, and where partial loads are topped out or finished
to the full hauling capacity of teams.

Doublet. Add : 2. d. A story told twice over
(as in ihe book of Genesis), or a saying in the

bynoptic Gospels occurring in two diflerent con-



DOUBLE-TEAM.

texts, and hence regarded as derived from distinct

sources.
1006 F. C. BuRKiTT CosHl Hist, 14 One of the really

striking features about the narrative in Genesis.. is the

number of Doublets, i.e. stories told twice over. Ibid. 163

At the first glance they are real doublets; i.e. different ac-

counts of the same event drawn from different sources.

Double-team, z'. U.S. [f.DouBLEz'. i +Team
sh. 3.1 intr. To brinjj double force to bear on one,

x86o Congress. Globe 12 Jan. 424/2 I" respect to the Sena-

tor's allusion to 'double-teaming' upon hini .. I do not

exactly agree with my friend from Mississippi. 1865 Mrs.

Chestnut Diary fr. Dixie (1905) 346 Grant had double-

teamed on Lee. 1904 T. Watson Bethany (1920) 197 On
the next day we double-teamed on one section of his army.

b. With//: To act in combination.

1884 * Mark Twain ' lluck. Finn xix. 183 * Old man ' said

the young one, ' 1 reckon we might double-team it together '.

DoubletOn (dr'bUtsn). Ca7-d-playing.
^

[f.

Double a., after singleton^ In whist and bridge :

Two cards only of one suit, in a player's hand.

1906 Westm. Gnz. 11 Aug. 14/1 B's ten of hearts is nearly

sure to be a lead from the best of three— it cannot be a

singleton. ..Similarly, if it is a doubleton (etc.]. x^^x Evening
News 10 Apr. 8/6 Do not lead from a doubleton (a suit of

two cards only) about which you have no information. 19J7

Obserz'er 20 Mar. 25 When he holds a singleton or weak
doubleton of a suit.

Donble-tonipief "v. intr. Musk. To apply

the tongue with a quick vibratory action to the

teeth and hard palate alternately in producing stac-

cato or rapidly repeated notes on the flute or cornet.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Tervis. 1880 [see

ToNGUiNG vbl. sb.X 1898 Daily Ni-tvs 25 Feb. 6/6 A flute

solo, in which florid passages and difficult double-tongueing

were executed with the timbre of a Barrett or a Radcliff,

Doubletree (d»b'ltr/). U.S. [f. Double a.

+ Tree ji^., after \}.^. single-tree = Swingletree.]

The cross-piece to which the swingletree of a car-

riage, plough, etc. is attached.

1847-64 Webster (citing Naldeuian) s.v. Single-tree^ A
single-tree is fixed upon each end of another cross-piece,

called the donhle-tree, when two horses draw abreast. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech.

Double wall. In full double wall knot : see

"Wall-knot. Hence Double-wall v.

1801 J. J. MooRK Brit. Alariner's Vocab, M a, Double
wall Knot. i8o8 D. Lever Vng. Sea Officers Sheet Anchor
5 To Double Wall this Knot. ..The knot will appear,, liaving

a double wall, and single crown. 1834 Tough Varns (1858)

31 Occasionally he would turn 'em end-for-end, and begin
vith the prayer first, knotting it with a double-walled damme,
.,crowned with an Amen. 1841 R. H. Dana SeatnaiCs
Matt. vii. 37 Make the single wall stack, and crown it...

Thus made, it has a double wall. Ibid. 38 It may be double
walled by ne.xt passing the strands under the walling ou ihc
left of them.

Doubt, J5.^ 1. b. Add phr. 7>^"z'^ (an accused

person) the benefit of the doubt : to give a verdict of

Not Guilty where the evidence is conflicting ; to

assume his innocence rather than guilt. Hence in

wider use, to incline to the more favourable or

kindly decision, estimate, or the like.

i860 T. Inman On Myalgia 104 We should more fre-

quently give our patients the ' benefit of our doubts ', and
abstain from attempting to cure an inflammation [etc.]. 1891
[in Diet.].

Doucbe, sb. Comb, Add : douche-can^ -glass.

1908 Practitioner Oct. 579 At first I used an ordinary
enamelled tin douche-can. Ibid.^ It is an advantage., to be
able to watch the limb which is being congested, and so I

now use a cylindrical douche-glass.

Dougb., sb. Add : 2. b. Money. U.S. slang.

1851 Vale Tomahawk Feb. (Th.) He thinks he will pick

his way out of the Society's embarrassments, provided he
can get sufficient dough. 1896 G. Ade Artie ii. 12, 1 pulled

in the dough and picked up the cards. 1903 iV. V. Even.
Post 31 Oct. 4 Its attitude is simply that of a millionaire

buyer of votes. * We've got the dough * is the cry of the
conspirators in the 14th Street. 19x9 IVar Slang in Athe-
naeum 22 Aug. 791/2 *Dough' denotes money, but more
especially the weekly pay.
attrib. X904 A^. V, Even. Postj Nov. 3 This is Tammany's

regular annual 'dough day *—that is, the day on which the
district leaders come to Tammany Hall for election day
funds- 1906 Ibid. 34 Oct. 4 In the country, election day
without some sort of ' dough-bag ' is an unheard-of thing.

No ' dough-bag ' means no votes.

6. dough-bail^ <a^tf (examples) ; dough-like 3^6].

}

dough-head (example).

1904 ll^estm. Gas. 19 Nov. 3/1 On the bank.. men and
boys, .are fishing with quill-floats and *dough-bait, the least

artistic form of sport. 2844 Leu & Fkost Oregon xxii. 290
Becominjj quite hungry we got out some flour, and baked
some *dough cakes. aiBSi '1*. Winthrop John Brent v, 53
Sternly common viaticum of poik, dough-cakes, and coffee.

1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest^ <y .S"nshine xv. 222 He
inwardly accused tliem all of being '*doughheads'. 1928
A. B. Cai.low Food Sr Health 25 The 'indigestibility ^of
very new bread is due to its "dough-like consistency.

Dough-boy. Add : 2. An infantry soldier.

US, colloq.

In allusion to the 'large globular brass buttons of the in-

fantry uniform ' in the American civil war.

1867 M RS. Custer Tenting on Plains xvii. 532 She was so
accustomed to fast riding with our cavalry, she does not
know how to treat a dough-boy. 1904 N. Y. Times 13 June 6

A disgusting practice which reduced a bold cavalier to the

level of a * doughboy ' at once. 1930 Bok Ameticanization

of Ed. Bok (1921) 410 He found himself in one of the

numerous little towns where our doughboys were billeted.
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Dough-face. 1* Substitute : A mask made of
dough. Also transf.

1809 Deb. Congress 23 Feb. (1853) 1509 It is something
like dressing ourselves up in a dough.face and winding-sheet
to frighten others. i8ao Massachusetts Spy 22 Mar. ( I'h.)

They saw their dough faces in the glass and were frightened.

1883 E. Eggleston Hoosier School-Boy xviii. 120 Two boys
from the neighborhood, who had joined the party, agreed to
furnisli dough-faces for them all.

2, (Earlier example.)
1833 H. '^KKHKHXixw MarylandHist. Mag.yi\\\.'2-]i^\i2X

a set of ' dough faces * have we got here to be frightened
into a repeal of their Tariff".

Douglas's poucli. Anat. [Name of James
DouglaSj English physician (1675-1742).] A sac

of the peritoneum which dips down below the

posterior surface of the uterus. Also Douglas's cul-

de-saCf space. Hence Donglasitis (d^glassiuis),

inflammation of Douglas's pouch (Dorland 1903).
1890 Billings Med. Diet., Dougla'^'s cul-de-sac... D.'s

pouch. 1899 Jrnl. Anat. ^ Physiol. XXXIII. 368 Freund,
on Douglas' cul-de-sac. 1907 Practitioner Apr. 472 A boggy,
ill-defined, and very tender swelling present in Douglas's
pouch. Ibid. Nov. 678 Ulcer siitciied, Douglas's space
opened, and drainage tube inserted.

Doukhobors (dw-k^b/iz), sb.pl. AlsoDukh-,
[ad. Kuss. DukhobSrets^ pi. ~bortsyj spirit-wrestler

or -denier.] A Russian fanatical sect who migrated
in large numbers to Canada because they refused

military service.

1897 [see Spirit sb, 23 c]. 1899 IVestm. Caz. 24 Apr, 3/2
Some of the Russian Doukhobors who have been expelled for

refusing to participate in war. 1899 Daily News 30 May 5/2
Several settlements of the persecuted sect of the Doukobohrs
[sic'] are established there [sc. in Canada], zgsi R. M. Jones
Later Periods nfQuakerism II, xx. 836 The persecution of
the Doukhobors in Trans-Caucasia.

Douma, variant of *Duma.
Donrine (du»*rm). [F. dotirin."] A contagious

disease of horses transmitted by copulation and
caused by the parasite Trypanosoma equiperdum,
1903 M. H. Haves Vet. Notes (ed. 6) 510 Dourine is a

specific disease which at first appears as an inflammation of
the surface of the genital organs, and which causes grave
alterations in the nervous system of the attacked animal.
Ibid. 511 Mares are more liable to acute dotu:ine than stal-

lions.

DOTiro(du»-rj?). [Fr., a. Sp. dtiro^ A Spanish
coin of the value of five francs.

1905 Daily Chron. 21 June 5/4 That the ^^oo^ish Govern-
ment should pay g.ooo douros by way of compensation. 1905
Westm. Gaz, 12 Sept. 2/1 No, my daughter, a douro, that
is sufficient. Another sou would be excessive. 1908 Ibid.

21 July 5/1 The new law provides tliat all these Seville

douros shall be confiscated. 19*5 Chambers's Jml. June
383/2 He proposes forty douros as a fair price. . .A douro is

equal to five francs.

DourOUCOUli (d«rwk;7'li). Also douroucoli,
durukuli, doura-, doroucouli. The native name
for monkeys of the S. American genus Nyctipiihe-

cus; a night-ape.
1891 Flower & Lvdekker Mamtnals 714 The Dourou-

coulis. 1894 H. A. i'oKRRS Primates 1. i66TheDouroucolis.
1897 Q. Rev. Oct. 414 The Douracoulis or Night Apes are
truly nocturnal animals.. .The group ranges from Costa
Rica and Nicaragua to the south of Paraguay. 190a F. K.
Ijf.odakd Alavunalia 560 The Doroucouli Monkeys.

Douser. Add : Cinema. (See quot.)
X9ax Lescarboura Cinema Handbk. 21 Douser^ the

maimally operated door in the projecting machine, which
intercepts the light before it reaches the film.

DovOi sb. Add: 1. d. « dove-colour {^h\
X89S Bow Bells 29 Mar, 322/1 Sortie-de-baIs..are almost

always in neutral tints—dove, gray, or fawn. 1903 Daily
Chron. 21 Nov. 8/4 Aubergine accords with dove charm-
ingly.

5. b. dove-marble, marble of a dove-colour;

dove-party U.S. (see quot.).

iZ-jzHep. Vermont Board Agyic. 675 The first mills at
Swanton were wholly employed in the manufacture ofgrave-

stones from the *dove-marble. 1886 /larpcrs Mag. Dec,

159/2 The'*dovc parties ' composed of the wives of cabinet
officers and foreign ministers., were exceedingly lively and
popular.

Dover's powdor. Pharmacy. A prepara-

tion of opium and ipecacuanha {ptilvis Doveri)

prescribed by Dr. Thomas Dover (1660-1743) as

an anodyne diaphoretic.

1854 Maysk Expos. Lex. 1887 Buck's Handbk. Med,
Sci. V. 325/1 Dover's Powder. . : Powdered Opium 10 parts,

Ipecac 10 parts, Sugar of Milk 80 parts.

Dowdy sb.^ Add examples of recent currency,

which appears to be due to a new back-formation

from Dowdy a.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 30 Oct. 3/2 She's a dowd to-day. X904
Ibid. 23 June 4/2 Only a duchess may dare to be a dowd just

now.

Dowel, sb. 3. dowel-pin (U.S. example).
loox S. Mehwin & H. K. Webster Calumet A" J. 6 Then

he hammered the timber down on the iron dowel pins.

Dower, sb.^ 4. Add : dower-chest, an orna-

mental chest or coffer made to hold a bride*s mar-
riage-outfit (cf. *Cassone) ; dower-land (earlier

U.S. example).
'192a Daily Tel. 12 June 20/1 Antique walnut cabinets,

*dower chest, xgas N. Venner Imperfect Impostor iv,

There was an old oak dower chest, curiously carved. 1927
Daily Tel. 14 June 3/1 A fine old carved dower chest of the

Henry VIII. period, 2769 WAsinncioN Diaries I, 325 Rid

DOWN.
over my *dower Land in York, {^Note^ Land belonging to
Mrs, Washington's estate.]

Dowitcher (dau'itj'3j). pad. G, Dcutscher
(doi'tj^ar) German.] An American long-billed snipe

of the genus Macrorhamphus.
187a CouKS Key N. Amer. Birds 1^1 Brown-back. Dow-

itcher. 18S8 Lkes & Clutterbuck B.C. 18^ xvii. (1892) 182
'1 he long-billed dowitchers arc very much like large snipe,

of a pale cinnamon colour.

Down, sb!^ Add: 2. b. An act of throwing
down, as in wrestling. In American football : see

quot. 1897.
1840 W. G. SiMMS Border Beagles 134 He downed bim;

a fair stupid down. 1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories i-z

After three downs Spofford dropped back. Ibid. 24 On the
fourth down, the ball would be Harvard's. 1897 F.ncycl.

Sport \. 425/1 A dmvn.—The term used to indicate the

number of attempts made to advance the ball. Each side

has three tries in which to advance the ball five yards. The
end of each try, i.e. when the ball is held by the opposing
side, is a down. As soon as the five yards have been gained
it is first down again. 1917 Observer 11 Dec. 16/3 After the

kick-off the side that has the ball mu-^t gain ten yards in a
maximum of four * downs '. Otherwise it loses the ball.

5. Chiefly in phr, to have a down on : to dislike,

regard unfavourably, be ill-disposed towards.
1878 in R. Brough Smyth Aborig. Queensland \. 129

Blacks never like a quarrel to be of long standing :. .nothing
would make a man more miserable than to think that some
of his tribe had a 'down ' on him. tqo^ Daily Chron. 8 Dec.
8/1 Why this 'down' on an always useful, sometimes
dainty, garment? 1928 S. Vines Humours Unreconciled
xiii. 179 Somebody'd got a down on bim.

Down, a. Add

:

1. d. Of payment: see Down ^z^z?. 12.

1930 San A ntonio (Texas) Light 31 Jan. 14/6 Small down
payment, balance like rent,

Down, adv. Add :

14. b. (So many points, etc.) behind one's oppo-
nent in a game ; opposed to up.

1894 Times 16 June 16/1 [He] lost the [golf] match by four
down, and two to play. 1897 Eucycl. .Sport \. aT^I'^ A
player is said to be down when his opponent has won one
or more holes [more] than he has. 1907 H. H. Hilton
GolfingRemin. 103 At the fourteenth hole he was one down.

15. Later examples, in the phrase down to date

(after Up to date).
1897 * Mark Twain ' P'ollowing the Equator xxv. 244 He

was down to date with them, too. 1901 Daily Chron. i Nov,
5/2 An author of the most down-to-date ballads of the
barrack-room, 1930 Morning Post 4 Mar. 7/5 The most
down.to-date dictionaries.

25. c. Down charge : the order given to a setter

or pointer in training to drop when the game rises

and the shot is fired.

1^2,^ New sporting Mag. V. 259/1 Some sportsmen., make
him down charge when the bird is missed. Ibid. 260/1 Call

out directly, * Down charge !
* 1859 Stosehenge Shotgun

A- sporting Rifie ir. 1. 129 He puts up the birds, calling out
* Down charge ' at the same moment in a loud voice. i88a
W. N. Hutchinson Dog Breaking ii. §27. 16 You may,
whilst he is lying down (in order to teach him the 'down
ctiarge'}) go through the motions of loading. sB86 Ld.
Walsincham, etc. Shooting (Badm. Libr.) I. 324 His obe-
dience to *down charging' being frequently enforced. Ibid.

334 Provided the dog is fairly cured of chasing, taught to
*down-charge ', find, return, and keep at heel.

VII. Down along*: in, or to, the West Country.

Also attrib. J and sb. (= the West Country), dial.

187X KiNGSLEY At Last i, Their faces lighted up at the
old pass-word of 'Down-Along*; for whosoever knows
Down-Along, and the speech thereof, is at once a friend and
a brother. X899 Westm. Gaz. 12 Jan. 3/3 'I he people of the
* down*along * country are slow in putting thoughts into

words. 1905 E. PHiLLroTTS Secret Woman iii. xiii, Hence-
forth I shall come down-along once a year to visit you. 1907
Westm. Gaz, 18 Dec 4/2 In his 'Devonshire Characters'
. . there is a true tang of * Down-along ' tn every page. 1929
F. C. BowEN Sea Slang 40 Down Along. Sading coast*

ways down Channel

Down, prep. Add : 1. o. Down cellar : in the

cellar or basement. U.S.

185s M. Thomi'Son Doesiicks x. 84 A patent medicine
palace, with a. .conservatory down cellar. 1870 * Fannv
Fern Gi/iger-Snaps 142 When we place a young plant

down cellar and shut out light and sunshine. 1871 Mrs.
Stowe Sam Lazvson 7 Ef ye should be down cellar, and the

candle should go out, now? 1877 .Mrs. E. S. Ward Story

ofAvis 141, I wonder if it wouldn t help you out to go down
cellar and stir the ice-cream.

2. d, Down the course : said of a horse which

is not among the leading competitors in a race.

1920 A. E. W. Mason TheSummons xx. 202 All our horses

were down the course. ..I'hey weren't running in their form
at a!l. 1933 Dail^ Mail 11 Jan, 9 Certain horses which ran
second or third in the great 'cliase at Aintrce were 'down
the course* this week at Birmingham. Ibid. 5 Mar. 9 What
about the big and powerful stables, .whose horses are down
the course one day and up the next, according to the
batting?

Down, 2^-2 Add ; 1. 7^0 down tools : to refuse

to go on working, to go on strike. Hence down-
tools is used attrib. to designate such action.

X898 Westm. Gaz. 7 Aor. 6/3 The men. .have ruined th«r
position by. .suddenly downing tools. 1915 Daily Express

4 Mar. 1/5 The 'down-tools' movement seems to have arisen

spontaneously out of the engineers' dissatisfaction at not

securing the twopence an hour increase when they asked for

it. 1919 Brit. Manuf. Nov. 39/2 The recent * down-tools*

policy of the workers. 1933 Dady Mail 3 Mar. i3_Yeste_rdxy

some hundreds of men who did not receive their notice.,

to ' down tools * on the previous day left their work.
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b. fig. To overthrow, to get the better of.

2898 H. S. Canfikld Maid of Frontier 45 We will have
trouWein finishing the gang after Harriott is downed. 1900

Westm. Gas, 26 July i/a He sees a chance of 'downing

'

his political opponents. 1904 F. Lynde Grafters xviii. 233
* A determination to make my brag good.' ' To down the

ring, you mean?' 'Yes; to down the ring.* 19x6 W,
'D&E.piv.G Sorrell ^ Son i. i. § 5 The thJhg is not to love your
neighbour, but to be able to make it unsafe for him to try

and down you.

C. Todrinlc down.
2922 MuLFORD Tex X. 145 Silently be poured out a drink

and downed it roechanically.

2. b. To die down. C/.S.

1914 W. M. Raine Tro-ubUd Waters xvii. 180 The rumour
would not down that one of the prisoners had turned State's

evidence.

Down and out. orig. U,S, [Down adv, 5,

Out a^z'. 19 c.] Completely without resources or

means of livelihood; * on one's beana ends
' ; abso-

lutely *done*. Also a^i<7/. ('the down and out*) and

1889 Kansas Times 9f Star 28 Nov., The brewers,saloon-

keepers and sports will meet - . to provide a turkey feast for

the 'down and outs' in their line. 01906 'O, Henry*
Trimmed Lamp etc. 186 I'm down and out; but I'm no
traitor to a man that's been my friend. 1917 Teffery
Fahnol Definite Object vi. 49, 1 don't want 'em to tnink I'm

fioatin* around with a down-an'-out from Battyvilte. 1921

H. Walpole Young Enchanted in. vi, Everybody over
forty is tired and down and out, and everybody under thirty

has swelled head, igaa G. M. Trevelyan Brit, Hist, igik
Cent, xxiii. 375 France was down and out, 1923 H. L.

Foster Beachcomber in Orient x. 215 Nowhere in my travels

bad I ever found a city so full of the down-and-out as was
Singapore at that particular moment. 1924 W. B. Selbie
Psyck. Relig. 87 The down-and-outs converted there. 1928

H. Walpole Wintersmoon in. v, Next to Wildhemc was
a down-and-out with boles in his boots. 1928 Galsworthy
Siuan Song in. vi. 259 ' You've never been down and out»

I imagine, Mr. Forsyte?* ' No*, answered Soames.

Hence Down-and-out v, trans.., to do for, de-

stroy. Down-and-ont«r, one who is ' down and
out . Down-azid-ontness.
X909 Springfield Weekly Republ. 4 Mar. 2 Compliments

from political enemies follow the most distinguished down-
and-outer of his day into the seclusion of private life. 1914
GErntUDE Atherton Perch of Derail w.if^Z You don't. .put

it over without running the risk of being shot by some sort

ofdown-and-outer. 1916 Bovo Cable Action Front tS6 That
machine-gun upstairs is a certain invitation to sudden death
and the German gunners to down and out us. 19*9 H. L.
Foster Adv, Trop, Tramp ii. 20 l"he down-and-outers of
whom my old sea-captain had spoken. 19x6 Htacfno. Mag.
Ang. »35/2 In the process of investigating the reason for

their down-and-outness, he considered that the applicant bad
been a knave.

Down-dranglit. Add : 3. The drawing or
displacing of watt;r by an object as it sinks.

2899 BuLLEN IVay Navy 24 The down-draught of th«
anchor had sucked him after it almost to the bottom.

Down-easter (see Down adv, 38). (Addi-
tional example.) Also applied to a ship.

183s [see *nuMBFiSHl. 2925 RExCLEMESTs(7/>jry ^/A?r«
84 1 f this sh Ip wa< a' down-caster ' she'd be flauntin' a main-
royal. 19*9 F. C. BowEN Sea Slanp 40 Down Easter.
Originally a native of the State of Mame, which turned out
aomc magnificent men, or a sailing ship built there.

]K>W*n-fold. GeoL A synclinal fold or de-

pression. So Down-folded a., (of strata) dipping

on each side towards a common axis.

190a Mackinder Britain 9f Brit. Seas vi. 71 To the very
top it consists of down-folded beds. Ibid. 80 The valleys

are floored with strips of carboniferous limestone still pre-

served in the Old Red downfolds. Geographical valley and
geological downfold here coincide with a precision that is

rare. 19*0 Giasgovt Herald 15 Oct. 7 The oil did not come
from the arches or anticlines, but from the downfolds, (syn-

dines).

Down grade. (Earlier U.S. examples.) Also
as adv.
1876 JoAQirm MiLLES Unwritten Hist. vL 96 He [sc. the

staKc-driverj said :— * boys, I am on the down grade, and
can't reach the brake I ' and sank down and died. And so
it is that * the down grade,' an expression born of the death
of the old stage-driver, has a meaning Mrith us now. 1878
B. F. Taylor Between Gates 13 The down grade has begun.
Let the engines take breath, 1901 S. MERVfiN & H. K.
Webster Calumet K xi. 199 They'd all strike like a freight

train rolling down grade.

Downilv, adv. Add : 2. Artfully, cunningly.
I9a9 C. E, Montague Disettchant7nent v. § it. 72 He cotild

soothe the couch of a wounded sergeant by telling him
..howdownily the old colonel. .bad timed bis enteric ino-

culation.

Downinff Street. Ashort street running out

of WhitehalTtowards St, James's Park and contain-

ing the Foreign Office and the official residence

(No. 10) of the prime minister : hence used as a
synonym for the Government of the day,
1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxxi, Look ! here comes the

Foreign Express galloping in. They will be able to give
news to Downing Street to-morrow. 1858 Leisure Hour
18 Nov. 738/1 The decrees and counsels of Downing Street
will be heard simultaneously in Pekin or Canton. loao
K. Jokes Fleet St. fk Dovming St. 330 Thus would Fleet

Street and Downing Street at last understand one another.
29x0 I^H. Becbie] Mirrors of Downing St. 7 The private

opposition he \sc. Lloyd George] encountered in Downing
StreeU

Down lead. WireUss Telegraphy, [Down
adv,. 38.] (Sec quot. 1919.)

SUPPT,

1913 Work 23 Aug. 413/2 The aerial .. should be at least

joo ft. to 150 ft., including down leads. Z919 H. Ward
TecJin. Tertns Wireless Telegr.^ Dorvn lead^ wire connecting
elevated portion of aerial to the instruments.

Down-looking, a, (Earlier U.S. examples.)
^ 1788 Maryland Jml. 9 May (Th.) Lindsey, a down-look-
ing fellow, had on a new flaxen shirt. x8oo/l«rcJra(Philad.)

23 July, A number of sneaking down-looking fellows, who
occasionally assembled in a group.

Downsman (dau*nzm£en). [DowNi^.la.] A
native or inhabitant of the (Sussex) Downs.
1906 i^tizif^wjyao Jan. 63/1 The Downsman in the city May

not bis home forget. 19x1 5. Leslie Manning a,\ Morning
after morning in the grey mist the shepherds and downsmen
could hear the bell of their vigilant pastor. 1927 Observer

5 June 6/3 [He] founded the Society of Sussex Downsmen.

Downsome (dau*nsi?m),a. colhq.OTdial, [See
Down adv. i8, Down a. 3.] Inclined to be down
or dispirited.

x888 F. R. Stockton The Dusantes iii, When you left us
at ^Frisco we felt pretty downsome, 1804 Blackmore Perly-
cross vili. 6i Then I just looked in at the Bushy because my
heart was downsome,

Down South, adv, U.S. [Down adv, 2, 4.]

In or into the States south of Mason and Dixon's

line,

x86a * E. Kirke * Among Pines L 12 Old Abe he*se gwine
to come down Souf. Ibid. iii. 60 Away down South in

Dixie. 1884 ' Mark Twain * Huck. Finn xxxiii. There was
plenty other farmer-preachers like that,.. down South.

Dow'nstrea*ni, adv, {a.). [Down prep, 3.]

Down the stream, in the direction of the current,

towards the month of a river. Also (/<? t^e) down-
stream of,

1864 (see Down Pre/. 3}. 1869 Blackmore Lama D, vii.

Even an otter might float downstream. X900 Wesim. Gaz,
10 July 3/a He found the sudd of the flood. .still in the
White Nile, downstream of Lake No. . . Dr. Schwcinfurth .

.

found the ' sudd ' to the downstream of Lake No, as before.

1999 Belloc yoat% of Arc iii. 6a The French forces lay
downstream.

b. as adj.

x84a American Pioneer I. 70 Steam-boats seem almost to
say, we will do your up-stream business for nothing, if you
will give us your down-stream business. 1890 Morris 7V««J
from Nowhere ii. (1913) 8 Even the up-stream bridges, .are

scarcely daintier, and the down-stream ones are scarcely
more dignified and stately.

Down-town, a. and sb, C/.S, [See Down
prep. 2 b and 3.]

A. adj. Situated in the lower, or more central,

part of the town.
1870 J. K. Medbery Men ^ Myst. Wall Street 67 On

these securities therefore the down-town banks make call

loans. 1876 Ingram Cenien. Expos, v. 155 Foreign orders.

.

were obtainable the same as at the down-town office. 1891
Congress. Rec. 28 Jan._ 1906/1 The second ward of the city

ofNew York . . is what is called a down.town ward, a business
ward. 1906 'O. Henry* Four Million ix. (1916) loi To-
morrow he would go into the roaring downtown district and
find work. 191X H. S. Harrison Queed iL 17 He would
spend all his time in bis room, apparently having no down-
town occupation.

B. sb. The lower or business part of a town.
1851 H. Melville Whale \y Its extreme down-town is the

Battery. 190S.V. Y. Even. Post^ Mar. 5 Oneof thediversions
of downtown yesterday was watching the sure movements of
a steeplejack.

Down nnder, adv, [Down adv. 4.] At the

antipodes; in Australia, New Zealand, etc Also
aiirib, and sb, (after a prep,).

1908 Daily Ckron, 31 Oct, 4/6 The Bishop of London.,
does not take a very active interest in the 'down under'
section of his see. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 11 Jan. la/i The
same could happen *down under* if New Zealand..were
bracketted with New South Wales and Queensland. 1916
Anzac Bk, 145/2 Macaulay's prophecy concerning the man
from ' down under ' sitting on the ruins of London Bridge.

19x9 Dailjf Mail 9 Dec. 11 The steeplechaser Kinlark, a gift

to the Prince from * down under *. X9s8 Daily Express
17 Feb. 4 Mr. Collins, the captain of the last visiting

Australian team, was a stipendiary steward ' down under*.

Down wind : see Wind sb,"^ 18 a.

Downy, a.'^ Add : 3. b. Downy hickory,

1846 J.
W. Abert in Emory Military Reconn. 387 Here

we noticed the white hickory, or downy hickory,

C. Downy woodpecker U,S. (see quot.).

xStj Rep. Vermont Board Agric. 321 The Downy Wood-
pecker {Picus pubescens, I.inn.) a black and white bird,

usually not over six inches long,

Doxographer (d^ks^'gr^fdi). [f. modX. doxo-

graphtis (Di^s 1879), f. Gr, 8<jfa opinion + -7pa0os

writer : see -er ^.J A writer who collects and re-

cords the opinions or placiia of the Greek philo-

sophers. Hence Doxog^ra'phical a.^ of or pertain-

ing to the doxographers ; Doxo'ifraphy, a collec-

tion of philosophical opinions.
189s J. Burnet Early Greek Phtlos, 371 By the term

doxographers we understand all those writers who relate

the opinions of the Greek philosophers. Ibid, ^174 The
doxography [of the Litcullus] has come through the hands
of Kleitomacbus. Ibid, 375 Short doxographical summaries
are to be found in Eusebios [etc.]. 1908 J. Adam Relig,
TeachersofGreecex'iW. 267 Wehavedoxographical testimony
to show that Diogenes pronounced the soul to be imperish-
able. Ibid. 268 The doxographers sometimes ascribe to him
[sc. Democritus] the doctrine of a single world-soul or Deity
identical, .with the aggregate of fiery atoms in the world.
X919 yml. Hellen. Stud. 180 The Greek doxographers know
of 00 astronomer before Tbales.

Doxologize, v. a. Add : More ^en. To give

glory to God.
1919 R. Harris Orig. Docir. Trinity 9 It must be re-

membered that the Church doxologised before it defined.

Doxology. Add : c. gen. An utterance or

ascription ot praise and thanksgiving.
1906 Sat. Rev. 3 Feb. 131 It may be only here and there

that cheers have been given in dissenting places of worship
for the Liberal candidate, and triumphant doxologies sung
for his return.

Doyenne (dwaye*n), [orig. F. doyenni^ in full

poire de doyenni, lit, 'deanery pear*.] A variety

of pear. More fully Doyenne pear,
1781 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Pyrus 35 Le Doyenni, i.e.

The Deans Pear. 182a Loudon Encycl. Gardening (1824)

§ 4437Doyenn^. Synonym. Dean's pear, i860 Hogg i^'rwiV

Manual i8i Fruit small, roundish-obovate, or Doyenn^
shaped.
1867-8 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VII. 506 We know that the

Bartlett and the White Doyenne have no two things exactly

in common. 1873 Re/. Vermont Board Agric. 109 A yearly
crop of the finest Doyenne pears, in size, colour and quality,

of any I have ever seen.

Dozy, «.l 2. U.S, (Earlier and later examples.)
1871 ScHELE DE VEfiK Americanisms (1872) 464 Dozy and

dozed are said in Pennsylvania of timber beginning to decay
and unfit for use, while the decay is yet hardly perceptible,

but the timber already brittle. (S. S. Haldeman.) 1928
D. H, Lawrence Kangaroo viii. 166 Refined young men.

.

writing with a guarded kind of friendliness,.as dozy as ripe

pears in their. . heaviness.

Drab, sb."^ and a. Add :

B. adj. c. In comb, with other names of colours,

1894 R, B. Shabpe Handbk, Birds Gt. Brit. (1896) I. 12

Sides of neck and nnder surface of body drab-grey, 1905
Westm. Gaz. 15 May 10/2 The rather soft fur of the under-
parts is drab-brown.

C. sb, L b. Jig, A dull or lifeless appearance or

character,
X903 Daily Ckrtm, 31 Dec 5/1 Despite the fact that so

many of his works wore a drab, still those who knew him
best recognised that the drab was the colour ofhis experience.
J909 Westm. Gaz. 4 Feb. 1/3 It is the one sustained note of

colour in the dreary drab of Irish life.

Draba (dr^i-ba), Bot. [mod.L., ad, Gr. 5p<5^7

a kind of cress.] A plant of the genus of crucifer-

ous herbs so named, found in temperate and arctic

regions, cultivated as a hardy annual, biennial, and
perennial alpine plant.

1777 W. Curtis Flora Land. I. Plate 49, Vernal Draba or
Whitlow Grass. 1895 Vines Students^ Text-bk, Bot. 603
Latiseptal silicula of Draba.

Drabble, sb. Add : 3. A wet mass. U.S.
1893 'O. Thanet' Stories Western Town 3 There was

a drabble of dead leaves on the sidewalk.

Drabble, v. 2. Add examples of wider use.

1903 Kipling Five Nations^ Cruisers vii, Across the sad
valleys all drabbled with rain. 1923 Chamhers's Jml. 89/2
Thews who. .drabbled graybeards in their blood.

Drabi (dne'bi). [See quot 1920.] A muleteer.
x^xo Cha/nbers's frnl. 296/2 (Indian frontier) The lot of

the muleteer (or drctbi^ as he is generally called, this being
the native rendering of the Engli-;h word ' driver ') is never
a very easy one. 1930 Blackw, Mag. Nov. 569/2 (Mahsud-
land) Mule drabis. 1927 £. Thompson These Men thy
Friends 125 A fool of a drabi^ who had left his mules and
stumbled off', seeking India that lay to the easL

Drably (dras-bli), adv, (see under Drab sb,^ and
fl.). Add : Also^^. Without brightness or colour,

dully, uninterestingly.

1905 Westm. Gaz. 19 Sept. lo/i Few guess that the dahlia
..has had a drably unromantlc origin. 19x8 Comhill Mag.
June 616 The desirability of expressing thoughts fully and
truly in words.. is too drably presented to the child. Z9a7
Sundaf Express i May 9 Their novels look drably old-

fashioned.

Dracocephalnm (dr^iktyse-falym). Bot,

f
mod.L., f. Gr. dpaKOJv dragon -f-«€0aAi^ head.] A
ablate plant of the genus so named, found in tem-
perate Europe and Asia, a few species of which are

cultivated as hardy perennial herbs.

1904 Farrer Garden Asia 237 The pallid gleam ofa draco-
cephalum.

Draconiform (dTakp'nUpim), a, [f. L. dra-
coH'j draco Dkagon : see -form.] Resembling a
dragon in shape.
x888 DuNLOP Prose Fiction I. 450 The accessory emblem

of a draconiform monster.

Draft, ^^. Add: 2. O. A member of a selected

military detachment,
1914-16 E. A. Mackintosh War. the Liberator (igiB) 23,

I know the drafts are good men I know they're doing well.

19x6 Boyd Cable Action Front no I've seen one-half the
battalion wiped out in one engagement and built Up with
drafts.

d. «= draft ewe (see 7).

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 1107 Drafts are ready
for sale in September. x886 C. Scott Sheepfarming 107

Ewes and gimmers at 34/4(1 being 3/- a head more than the
drafts.

Draft, V. 1, Add : Also iransf,

1927 Obserz'cr ^ Dec 20/7 Mr. Smith will be nominated.
Mr. Coolidge will be * drafted ' by acclaim of the Convention.
The Republicans will win.

Drafter. Add : 3. A draught-horse.
Cf. 1876 Whitby Gloss.^ Draugkters^ waggon-horses.

1906 Springfield Republ. 7 Feb. 2 Advt., A nice lot of well-

broken useful horses, consisting of all classes from the mce,

pleasant driver to the large, strong, rugged drafter.
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Dra^ft sb. Add : 3. e. The slow-moving portion

of a cattle-herd which is being driven. Hence
drag-driver. U.S.
1888 T. Roosevelt in Century Mag. Apr. 862/1 The rest

[of the men] are in the rear to act as * drag-drivers *, and
hurry up the phalanx of reluctant weaklings, iojo Hunter
Trail Drwtrs cf Texas 44, I went up the trail twice, and
drove the drag both limes. Ibid. 151 All the men were in

front of the cattle except myself, the drag driver, and the

cook. Ibid. 172 We left the drags together in another herd.

19*4 W. AI. Raine Troubled Waters x. loi I'm plumb fed

up with the dust of ihe drag driver.

f. Feminine attire worn by a man when imper-
sonating a woman ; also, a party attended by men
wearing feminine attire, slang.

1870 Reynold's Ninvsp. 29 May (Farmer) We shall come
in drag. 1870 London Figaro 23 June (Farmer) Not quite
so low.. as going about in drag. 1887 Referee -i^^xxXy
(Ware), I don't like to see low corns, in drag parts, \^z^
Sunday Express 13 Feb. 5/5 A drag is a rowdy party
attended by abnormal men dressed in scanty feminine gar-
ments, singing jazz songs in high falsetto voices.

g. Influence, * pull \ U,S, slang.

1896 G. Ade Artie xii. 105 He knows IVe got a drag in

the precinct. Ibid. xvii. 160 Ifyou've got any drag with him.

9. drag-rope (U.S. example) ; drag-line, (a)

Geol.i each of a series of striae which form a fringe

on the lee-side of older strize ; {f)) Aeronautics^ a
guide rope ; drag-mill » Arbastre ; drag-saw
(U.S. e7:::mple) ; drag-seine U.S.t a haul-ashore

seine {Cent. Diet, 1890 s.v, seine^) ; hence drag-
aeining vl>l. sb.

x886 T. C. Chamberlin in '7th Ann. Rep. U.S. Geol. Snrv,
(188S) 201 It clearly shows the older set by the *drag-Iines
on their lee sides. 1922 Glasgow Herald 28 Sept. 7 Drag-
line excavators. 1884 Knight Mech. Diet. Suppl., *Drag
Mill, another name for the arrastra. 1856 E. E. Hai-E if^

YeSySf Perhaps {\Z6%) 147 'Ihe sled is fitted with two *drag-
ropes, at which the men haul. 1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc.

(i868) 220 *Drag-saw, for cutting Io;;s into fiie-wood. x888
GooDK Amer, Fishes 179 The method chiefly practiced by
the colonists ofNew England was that of *drag-seining.

Brag, V, Add

:

6. b. Stock Exchange, To be sluggish or inactive,

1906 Daily Chron, ig Sept. 1/7 Stock markets were heavy.
Consols dragged.

13. (From Drag sb, 6 a.) To follow the line of
scent of (an animal) ; to trail,

1772 Washington Diaries W. 133 Went out after Breakfast
wiin the Dogs, diagd a fox an hour or two, but never found
[it]. 1786 Ibid. III. 12 Never got a fox afoot, thol dragged
one to Mr. Robt. Alexander's Pocoson.

iDrag6e. Add : In recent use not restricted to

sweetmeats serving as a vehicle for drugs ; often,

a chocolate drop.

Draggle-tailedness, [-ness.] Draggle-
tailed condition or character.

1889 E. F. Knight * Falcon ' on ihe Baltic iv. 62 The
outrageously bad taste and gaudy draggletailedness of
English girls of the same degree. 1904 lyes/m. Gaz. 2 Nov.
1/3 The terrible draggletailedness of some of the women.

Dragon ^ Add:
10. C. A very powerful armoured tractor.

1926 GiasgoTV Herald 8 Apr. 11 The tanks, dragons, light

and heavy guns, cookers, etc 1927 Sunday Express i May
7 Just as these ' tankettes ' will largely supersede the in-

fantry, so will the 'dragons' supersede horse-teams for bring-
ing up the guns.

Drag-out : see *Knock-down.
Drail(dr^ll),2/.2 U.S, [f, Dbailj3.] intr. To

fish with a drail.

X873 Rep. U.S. Fish. Covtm. 1. xiv. 248 The usual method
of taking them \sc. bluefish] with the line is by drailing or
trolling. 1888 GooDK Amer. Fishes 180 It is not known
when the custom of drailing for mackerel was first introduced.

Drain, .f^. Add: 1. c. (Later U.S. exatnples.)

1816 U. Beiown Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag, XI, 49
What the people here call a Dram; I would call it a Gully,
20 or 25 feet deep. 182a J. Fowler Jrnl. 144 Crossing over
and down a small drean about two miles wide, .we went up
a small Branch. 1836 W, Irving Astoria HI. 76 About
noon, the travellers reached the 'drains 'and brooks that
formed the head-waiers of the river.

Drainage. 4. Add : drainage-canal^ -line^

-outfall ; drainage-basin, the area of land drained
by a liver and its tributaries; drainage cyole, the
initiation, development, and maturity of drainage of
any given region to the time of interruption intro-

duced by new conditions ; drainage-level, a tunnel
in an underground working for collecting the water
from upper levels so that it can be pumped out.
i88s Geikie Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 2) 352 The proportion of

mineral matter in river-water varies with the season... Its
amount and composition depend uDon the nature of the
rocks forming the *drainage-basin. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 20
Sept. 8/1 The opening of tlie *drainage canal has given
Chicago an excellent supply of pure water. 1903 W. G.
Tight U.S. Geol. Surv. i'ro/essionat Paper No. 13. 76 The
deformations of the ba'^in during the development of this
old *drainage cycle. i88a Geikie Text-bk. Geol. i^-z-z

The permanence of «drainage-lines is one of the most
remarkable feacures in the geological history of the con-
tinents. 19H F, O. BowF.R Plant-Life on Land 16 Con-
spicuously near to the *drainage-outfalls.

Draining, vbl. sb. 4. Add : draining-board,
a grooved and sloping board on which utensils are

put to drain after they have been washed ; so

draining-table.

X906 Westm. Gaz. 30 Apr. 4/2 Few sculleries are equipped
with a *draining-board. i8gs Army ^ Navpf Co-op. Soc.
Price List 15 Sept. 230 Plate Rack and Folding "Draining
Table Combined.

Drainless,(7. Add: 2. Unprovided with drains.
190a SrR H. Kd^abqld Recoil. Diplomatist I. 38 They were

badly lighted and worse paved, drainless and malodorous.

Drake ''^. 2. Add:
drake-fly. also, a may-fly, used in angling.

1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. i. v, A dab at killing trout;
drake-fly, wasp-fly, or stone*fly, all one to him. 1928 H.
Williamson 'J'arka the Otter 58 The summer drake-flies.

.

hatched from their cases on the water and danced over the
shadowed surface.

b. Prefixed to the names ofbirds ofthe duck kind
to denote the male of the species.

1907 in Zoologist (1908) Apr. 124 A drake Shovelez seen on
the nver at Eaton.

Dramatism (dras'matiz'm). Add

:

2. Dramatic quality,

1880 Mrs. J. H. Ewing in Horatia K. F. Ewing J. H.
Ewing (1896) 222 Her writing is glorious—Imagination
limited— Oramatism— nil I 1901 'Linksman* Words Eye-
witness (1902) 165 The infamous stage management of
the thing rather aided than detracted from its unspeakable
dramatism.

Dra-m-sliop. Chiefly ^/.-S". [Dram j^.l 3 b.]

A shop or bar where spirituous liquor is sold in

drams or small quantities.

1761 J. Adams Wks. (1850) II. 122 Taverns and dram-
shops are therefore placed in every corner of the town. 1775
in J. S. Loving Boston Orators (1S52) 673 The commanding
officer will accordingly. .put a stop to Dram Shops. 1799
Aurora (Philad.) 27 Mar. (lb.) Does he or Brother Eyerley
mean to keep a dram-shop? 1824 P. Horrv L,ifeE\ Marion
vi. (1833) 47 If there was a devil's house (a dram shop) hard
by. 1839 [see Dram sb.^ 6]. 1849 Parkman Oregon Trail
445 We passed . , Boone's grocery and old Vogle's dram-shop.
1875 Holland Scvenoaks i. 2 A row of Stores and dram,
shops and butchers' establishments.

Drapery, sb, 6. Add : drapery drudge,
man, an ariist employed by another artist to paint

the drapery in a composition.
1861 Drapery drudge [in Diet.]. 1894 H. Gamltn G. Rom-

ney 90 Unlike Reynolds and Gainsborough, he employed no
drapery men.

Draping (dr/ipiij), ppl. a. Hanging in grace-

ful or * artistic* folds.

1898 Daily Nevis 7 May 8/4 A stiff collar on which are
drawn folds of some softly draping stuff. 1903 Lancbhidge
Flame ^ F'lood xx. Vases with the draping honeysuckle.

Draught, sb. Add : 24. Phrase. To feel the

draught (,fig.) : see *F£el v, 6 b.

48. C. draught arm, a handle used in drawing
liquid from a beer-machine or soda-water fountain

;

draught-excluder, an apparatus for excluding
draughts (see quot. 1895); draught-proof a.,

fitted so as to be proof against draughts ; draught-
screen, a screen for keeping off draughts

;

draught-scroll, a scroll for regulating the draught
of the roving on a spinning-mule ; draught-table,
a table on which the game of draughts is played.
1901 Westm. Gaz. 11 Nov. ii/i Before entering into any

arrangements with the vendors of the various taps or
•draught arms at present being offered. iZg^Ari/iy fy Navy
Co-ofi. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 187 Patent ^Draught Ex-
cluder. This simple invention consists of a roller covered
with plushette, which revolves between two brass brackets
when the door is opened or closed. 1909 Ladys Realm
July 271/2 A most effectual drauglit excluder. 1908 Westm,
Gaz. 17 Nov. 4/2 When closed it is entirely *draught-proof.
X929 Evening Neivs 18 Nov. 5/1 It seats a pilot and two
passengers in an enclosed draught-proof cabin, igax F.
NiVEN Justice of the Peace x. Behind the *diaught-screen
was the sound of soap-lather and water. 1894 C. Vickermam
Woollen Spinning 233 The form of the *draft-scroll has to
be varied in diameter at different points to suit the twine at
different portions of the draft. 1756 Payne Draughts^ The
*Diaught-Table must be placed with an upper White Corner
towards the Right Hand.

Draughting, vbl, sb. Add : draughting-
table, one used in drawing designs, plans, etc.

1901 S. Merwin & H. K. Webster Calumet K xiW. 24,^

Bannon was sitting in the ofi&ce chair with his feet on the
draughting-table.

Dravidian (dravi-dian), a. and sb, [f. Skr.

drdvida pertaining to Dravida^ name of a province

of southern India. (See Tamil etym.)] A. ctdj. Of
or pertaining to Dravida or its inhabitants or their

language. B. sb. a. A member of the race inhabit-

ing southern India and parts of Ceylon, b. Any
of the group of languages spoken by the Dravidians.

Hence Dravi'dianism.
1856 R. Caldwi:ll Gram, Dravidiati Lang. 503 The

Coorgs, whose Dravitlianism cannot be questioned. Ibid.

527 The builders of the cairns had settled in India earlier

than the Dravidians. 1871 E. Balfour Cycl. India
(ed. 2) II. India 39/2 That geographical distribution of the
Kol and Dravidian languages. Ibid. 42/1 The uncivilized

Dravidian speaking tribes are genuine Dravidians who have
in a great measure escaped the culture which the more
exposed tribes have received. 1884 D. Aubrev Lett.fr.
Botnbay 149 Every scheme appears to have been tried to
draw the Hindoo, the Iranian, the Jain, the Dravidian to

Christ, igao H. G. Wells Ontl. Hist. 78/1 Dravidian in

South India. Ibid. 79/1 The Himalayas etc. divided off the
Dravidians from the Mongolians, the canoe was the chief
link between Dravidian and Southern Mongol. 192^ A.
Huxley Little Mexican^ OtherStories ^Z'^wq expatriated

Hindus and a couple of swarthy meridional Frenchmen,
whomightpassat a pinch as the Aryan compatriots ofthese
dark Dravidians. xgaS C Dawson Age 0/ the Gods iv, 83
The Dravidian was pictured as a mere jungle-dwelling
savage. Ibid. 83 The modern Dravidian-speakmg Brahui,

DravidiC (dravi-dik), a, [f. Dravida : see prec.
and -ic] =3 prec. adj.

x888 Amer. Antiquarian X. 59 They first entered India,
became mingled with tlie Dravidic race, and afterward
were driven out.

Draw, sb. Add :

1. c. Short for draw-poker (see Dhaw- a). U,S,
colloq,

1876 Joaquin Miller Unwritten Hist. x. 157 The man
. . took a quiet game of * draw ' with the boys at the HowUn'
Wilderness, and won at once the title of Judge. xZ^xScrib'
ner^s Mag. X. 278 A small game of draw shortens the dying
hours.

2. b. Tiie act of drawing a revolver in order to
shoot. U.S.
1857 T. H. Gladstone Kansas v. 54 With my hand upon

the pistols.. be didn't stand out long. Hut I felt pretty
bad. .till I got the draw on him. 1903 C. T, Brady Bishop
i. 9 He had the reputation.. of being the quickest man on
the draw.. in the Territory. 1908 Mulford Orphan iil yj
And they would have gotten it, too, only Ibeat themont&e
draw.

7. U,S. (Earlier examples.)
1785 Maryland Jrnl. 3 Nov. (Th.) A draw is placed over

the deepest water, for permitting vessels to pass and repass.
X789 Morse Amer. Geog. 181 The draw, .is designed to
require the strength of iwo men only in raising iL aiZij
T. DwicHT Trav, NewEng. etc, (1821) I. 403 1 he draw fof
Haverhill bridge] is thirty feet in length, and is easily raised
by means ofa lever. xZ^U.S. Stat.c. ccxxvi. (1856) IV. 582
Provided, That the said bridge be so constructed as to
have a draw therein suitable for the safe passage of vessels
of the largest dimensions.

b. A drawer. l/.S,

1748 ^V. //. Probate Rec. III. 565, I give. .my chist of
draws to my dafter Lidea. 1764 Boston Even. Post 30 Jan.
(Th.) A Chest of Draws, x-jjs Essex Inst. Hist. ColLXlll.
188 You know I can take a Draw at a time and lay them
in the same manner into Dr Gardners. 1829 in W. L.
Mackenzie Lives Butler^ Hoyt (1845) 50 'Ihat celebrated
receptacle of Chancery papers, .the draw or bushel-basket
..of his venerable predecessor. i86a Lowell Biglow P.
Ser. 11. vi. I Once git a smell o' musk into a draw, An' it

clings hold.

Draw-. Add : draw-cord = draw-string ;

draTur-frame = drawing-frame (see Drawing vbl,

sb. 6a); draw-hors© (U.S. example); draw-
shave (^), a surgical instrument resembling a
drawing-knife for removing thin slices of tissue

from the interior of a cavity (Dorland 191 3);
draw-stxing (earlier U.S. examples); draw-tub
6^".^ (see quot.).

1840 W, G. SiMMS Border Beagles 376 [I] have nothingto
do but tie a few threads and lay a "draw^cord through the
end-loops of the net. 1901 T. Thorsley Holmes' Cotton
spinning 191 *Drawframes. 19x3 W. S. Tagcart Cotton
Spinning (ed. 5) 11. 4 A complete draw.frame. 1845 S. Judd
Margaret I. xvii. 160 Near Hash stands the •diaw-horseon
which he smooths and squareshisshingles. 1845 Mrs. Kirk-
land Western Clearings (1846) 127 It was Miss Celcstina
Pye, and ^he certainly had no *draw-strings in ber lips just
then, 1872 Egglesto:< End 0/ World xiii. 89 She pulled out
the folds of the chintz curtam";, banging on its draw-string
half-viay up the window. 1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric.
11. 719 The * sap-gatherer or ' *draw-tub', as it is called,

is a hogshead containing from one hundred to one hundred
and fifty gallons.

Drawback, sb. Add :

2. h. Bookselling, A rebate ofthe paper tax given
under certain conditions to the King*s printers and
theOxford andCambridge University presses. J/ist,

1796 {title) The Poems of Ussian. . . Printed for A. Strahan
and T. Cadell : And sold by I'.Cadell Jun. and W. Davies.
..MDCCXCVI (Drawback). 1797 {title) An Historical
Essay on the Ambition and Conquests of France. .. London
Printed for J. Debrett, .1797. (Diawback.)

Draw-bar. 2, orig. l/.S, (Kxamples.)
x6jo Groton Rec. {i8So) 36 A gat or a sufficient pair ofdraw

barrs to[be] Kept and maintained at the end [of] Nathafniel]
Lawtences field. 1671 Portsmouth ^R.!.) Rec. 159 He letting

in a paire of Draw barrs at each end the sayd Lane. 1811
Massachusetts Spy 3 Apr. (Th.) There were a pair of draw
bars about twelve or fifteen yards from (his] door. 1836
Soutliern Lit. Messenger II. 162 On every side I was met
by gates, drawbars, and gaps. 1888 Macon Uncle Gabe
Tticker 23 Some people gwine to git leC de wus sort when
dey jump de eberhistmg draw-bars.

Draw-boy- Add :

2. An article exposed for sale in a shop window
at a very low price to attract customers, slang.

1865 Slang Dict,^ Draw-boy, a cunning device used by
puffing tradesmen.

Drawer^. Add: 7. b. Printing. =TtmpaN4.
1896 De Vinne Moxoh's Mech. Fxerc, Printing 410 The

pasting down of the vellum on the inner side of the tympan
(now known as the drawer).

8. drawer-off{\i\ various trades : see Diet. Occup.
Terms, 1921).
1908 Westm. Gaz. 9 Oct. 3/1 * Drawers-off ' in saw-mills.

Drawing, ^^/. J^. Add: 1. b. U.S. (Earlier

examples.)
1846-53 Mrs- Whitcher Wido7o Bedott P,v. 53 She went

to borrer sonethin or other—a loaf o' bread or a drawin' o*

tea. 1855 Haliburton Nat. <V Hum. Nat. II. 350 * I beli»ve\
she said, ' I have a drawing of tea left,' and taking from the
shelf a small mahogany caddy, emptied it of its contents.



DHAWING-KNIFE. 807 DEIPT.

I

6. "drawing-string (earlier U.S. example).

z8s9-3s J. P- Kennedy Swallazv-B, II. xviii, 225 Faces
shortened as if with drawing-strings,

Urawing-knife. (Earlier Amer. examples.)

i6^S Eariy Conflict Probate Rec. I. 21 A gunn,..on[e]

auger, one draweing knife. 1650 Esse.v Inst. Hist. ColU
XLIII. 71 Three axes, too wedges & a drawing knife.

Bliuwing-room ^. Add :

3. b. Used allusively to qualify a version of a
story, etc. fitted by its observance of the proprie-

ties for the society of the drawing-room.
1877 Porcitpine 10 }^n. dj^ifz It was desirable to modify

the language a little, and the drawing-room version ran thus.

1909 Bai.four in Daily Chroru 23 Sept. 1/3 The Prime
Minister's IJirmingham version of the Budget struck me.,
as having been intended for what I may call drawing-room
use. 1915 RosHER In R.N.A.S. (1916) 82 What do you
think of this story, the latest from the trenches? It's not

quite a drawing-room onel

Hence Drawing-roo:my a, characteristic of the

drawing-room, as being over-refined, insipid, etc.

1906 Daily ChroH, 18 May 9/3 Miss Eveljn Millard's

Desdemona was a disappointment. She was terribly drawing-
roomy. 1907 tbid. 18 June 6/4 The sentiment was some-
times rather drawing-roomy.

Drawly v» 3. Add : Often with quoted words
as obj.

1841 LxvER yack tlinton xxx, *Them chaps always re-

cover', drawled out the doctor in a dolorous cadence. 1878
Stevenson Neva Arab, Nts, II. 66 *Ye — es ', drawkd
Northmour.

Drawn, /^/. a. Add : 1. b. Drawn-in, (of a
rug or mat) made ofsmall cuttings ofmaterial drawn
through a canvas foundation.

1901 Harper's Mag.Cll. 661/2 Her mother had onlydrawn-
in rugs, which Ellen had watched her make.

Dray, sb^ Add : L b. A sled used in dragging
logs in the woods. Also a/lrt'b. and Comb, U.S,
190J S. E. White 5/ar*rf7'r<3[//vii, 49 Whenare you going

to dray-haul that Norway [pine] across Pine Lake? ibid.

52 A number of pines had been felled out on the ice, cut in

logs, and left in expectation of thick ice enough to bear
the travojr 'dray', 1905 Terms Forestry .y Logging 36
Drayy a single sled used in dragging logs. One end of the
log rests upon the sled.

4. dray-road (see quot. 1905).
1905 Tertns Forestry ^ Logging 36 Dray road^ a narrow

road, cut wide enough to allow the passage of a team and
dray. 1907 Wtstm. Gaz. 14 Dec. 14/1 For four hot and
weary da>'s I had tramped along lonely and disused dray,
roads and bridle-paths that led from a tittle mining tuwn^ip
in the nonbem part of New South Wales to the coast.

DraTf V, Add : Also to dray in, U.S,
1905 Terms Forestry 9f Logging 36 Dray in^ to, to drag

logs from the p!ace where they are cut directly to the skid-

way or landing.

lience Drayingf vbL sb. Also cUtrib.

1906 *0. Hknrv* Four Million 248 A single gentleman
connected with the draying business. 1906— Rolling Stones
(1915) 13 You L;in ^et me a bunch of draying contracts.

Dreadnoagllt, sb. Add : 2. The name of the

first British battleship (launched on l8 Feb, 1906)

of a powerful type superior in armament to all its

predecessors; hence, the name of a class of battle-

ships having their main armament entirely of big

guns of one calibre. (Now disused.)

1906 Outlook ao Oct. 495/3 The Atlantic Fleet will consist

of three Dreadnoughts and five of the Canopus class, 1908
IVestm. Gaz, 14 Aug. 2/2 The mysterious Dreoilnou^hts
which are being built in this country for the Brazilian

Government. 1909 Daily C/iron.3i Niar. i/x Our Dread-
nought strength and our strength in pre-Dreadnought ships,

in compari^on with those of Germany. 1909 Westtn. Gaz.
13 Apr. 9/1 Three and a half years is still practically the time
I count on for 'Dreadnought -building, i^n^ Daily Express
36 Nov. 2/4, 7 Dreadnought Zeppelms: Airships built for

the Invasion of Britain. 1915 Ibid. 33 Jan. 1/5 Vessels of
the Dreadnought era.

Dream, sb.'^. Add: 4. g. dream-book, a

book containing interpretations of dreams ; dream-
child, a child seen in a dream.
1803 Weems /.*//. II. 272 Toihat list yoti may add.. Some

Mream books, dreaming Dictionaries and above all, some
Pilg. Progress. 1854 Poultry Chroit. I. 514 The gift of a
Napoleon's Dream Book necessarily contracts the intellect,

1909 Jane Barlow Irish IVays 17 1 herearc fair-sized coun-
try towns, whose shops might be thoroughly ransacked
without bringing to light any literary wares of more account
than a dream-lxwk. 19*3 P. Colum Castle Conquer x, I

bought ear-rings and brooches, dream-books and fortune-

books buckles and combs. i8as Lamb Elia^ •Dream-
Children; A Reverie. 1903 Westm. Gaz. aS Mar. 2/1 He's
only my Dream-child. Some women have to be content all

their life with Dream-chitdren.

Drea'mlessness. [-ness.] Dreamless con-

dition.

1905 E. F. Bf-Nson Image in the Sand xiji, Something
that bad mingled with sleep, but was previous to her deep
dreamlessness.

Dredffe, sby b. Add : dredge-catchy -chock,

189X Scttbner's Mag. X. 473 At the sides ofthe vessels there

are long iron.rollcrs, "dredge-catches ' and * dredge-chocks *.

Dredge, sb.'^ 4. Add: dredge-fork \ dredge
corn (bee quot.),
\^fi Statutory Rules ff Orders a mParlt. Pa/ersKXyi.

402 For the purposes of this Order, **Dredge Com ' shall

mean a mixture of cereals, whether or not grown together,

containing more than one cereal as a main constituent. Z89X
Scribner's Mag. X. 469, I began to see a jgreat glass case

. .contatoing. .a*dredge-fork : an oyster knife.

Dredg^gf, vd^, sb. C, Add : dredging-buckeiy
•steamer.
x86o Abdott South ^ North 6$ A few dredging-stearners

were also slumbering upon the nmd. 187a Porcupine 29
June 198/3 Set the dredging-buckets to work, and scooped
It all away.

Dreelite (drrbit). Min. Also dreeite, [a. F.
dreelite^ named by Dufrenoy (1835) after E. de
Driex see -lite and -ite l 2 b.] Sulphate of barium
and calcium in small pearly-white crystals.
1836 Avier. Jml. Sci. XXX. 380 Dreelite, a new Mineral

Species. 1896 Chester Diet. Min.^ Dreeite, Dreelite,

DreibnJld (draibunt). [G., f. ^;-« three: see
*BuxD.] The triple alliance formed in 1883 be-
tween Germany, Austria, and Italy.

1914 Scotsman i Oct. 6,6 Vienna journals triumphantly
dwelt on the solidarity of the Drcibund.

Dreikanter (drai'kantar). [G., = three-cornered
thing's, f. drei ihvec + kant corner.] Angular and
prismoidal pebbles the faces of which have been
cat by wind-blown sand.
1903 Nature 10 Dea 143/1 A collection of wind-worn

pebbles of quartz and quartzite from an old raised beach
near Wavertey, North Island, New Zealand, . . was exhibited
by the president. They have been cut by the sand driven
by the wind into the characteristic Dreikanter. 1920 Brit,
Museum Return \yj Three dreikanlen \sic\ from the Bunter
Sandstone of Notttngbam.

Dresden (dre'zdsn). Name of a town in

Saxony, used attrib. or absol, to designate a variety

of white porcelain made at Meissen near Dresden,
and characterized by elaboratedecorationand figure

pieces in delicate colourings. Hence (often attrib.)

used to designate anything of a delicate or feeble

prettiness.

175a [see China sb.^ 3b]. 1753 Hanway Trav. II. 226
FourteenapartmenlsfiHedwithChinaand Dresden porcelain.

>756 [see Porcelain i). 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 640/1
Perhaps the chief specialty of Dresden porcelain consists in

its statuettes and group of figures, the best of which were
made between 1731 and 1756 under the superintendence of
a sculptor named Kandler. Ibid.^ The increase of prices

fiven for old Dresden. 1905 W. Holman Hunt Pre'Raph.
. 49 £tty was cramped by a taste for Dresden-china pretti-

ness. 1908 Dailpf Citron. 28 Aug. i/z His own Dresden-
china doll of a wife.

Dress, sb. Add :

4. a. dress-case ; dress-basket, a travelling case

for a woman*3 dresses; dress-length, a piece of
material sufficient to make a dress ; dress-reform,
a movement to make dress more practical ; so dress-

reformer \ dress-shield, a piece of waterproof
material fastened under the arms of a woman's
bodice to protect it from perspiration ; a dress-

preserver,

189s Army 4^ Nav^ Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 1358
•Dress Basket, fittedinside with 1 Trayand Webbing Straps.

1899 r. M, Ellis Three Cat's-Eye Rings 35 Her trunk and
her dress-basket were already loaded in. 1005 Daily Chron,
34 Apr, 6/a We.. 'kiss again with tears across the dress-

basket. 1807 Westm. Gaz. 9 Dec 3/3 The travelling

**dress-case that combines dressing-bag and trunk. 1899
Westtn. Gaz. 3 Aug. 3/3 These., low broad dress-cases, ihat,

if necessary, can go under a railway carriage seat. 1689
Young Ladies' Jml. t Jan. ai/i AdvL, A full *dress-lengih
of beautiful cloth. 1907 Daily Chron. 16 May 5/7 The wife
of a native chief who was given a dress length by Lord
Kitchener. xW^ Kansas Times 4- Star 16 Mar.,Anna Jen-
nes3 Miller's *dress reform disciples now number about 400
here. Ibid. 7 Mar., Mrs, Jcnness Miller, *drcss reformer,

is back in New York from her Western lecture tour. 1^5
Daily Netvs 26 Sept. 5/1 Sewn on the inside of the bodice
were two rubber 'dress-shields.

b, dress-boots (example), hat, -parade (earlier

example) ; dress-carriage, a carriage reserved for

state or semi-state occasions ; dress rehearsal
[short for full-dress rehearsal; also "^dressed re-

hearsal {%te DaESSED, quot. 1793)], a rehearsal of

a drama in costume, esp. the final rehearsal before

the first public performance ; zX^ofig.
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 178 He employs from 75 to 135

hands, all upon fine work of men's "dress boots, .and fine

shoes. 189/ Daily Neivs 8 Feb. 5/4 Many of these are what
one might call semi-state carriages, but are known as "Dress
Carriages. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 7 Aug. lo/i His Majesty has.

.

intimated a wish that dress carriages might come in vogue
again for evening Court functions. .. in the early days of..

Queen Victoria dress carriages were always used by those
commanded to attend the Court. 1787 Dalrympi.e Jml,
Young Lady Virg.iiZ-ji) ig, I shall wear my Great-Coat and
*dress Hat. x86a O. W. Norton Army Lett. 105 By the
time I get back it will be time for *dress parade. 1865
M rs. Stowe House fy Home P. 75 You gave him a bad *dress-

rehearsal. 1874 Porcupine 24 Oct. 469/1 A dress rehearsal

of 'The Black Prince' at St. James s Theatre. iZ^y Encyl.
Sport I. 563/2 After several undress and dress rehearsals the

master may venture to ask a field to meet him. 1917 Strand
Mag. Dzc, 538 If you'll have one dress rehearsal, I'll pro-

mise to leave you in peace for the duration of the war.

1925 A. I, TovNBEE Surv. Intemat. Affairs igao-zj 46 It

[jc, the Reparation Question) served as a 'dress rehearsal*

for the Ftr&t Session of the Assembly of the League of
Nations,

Dress, v. Add : 11. O. tram. To weigh (a speci-

fied amount) on removal of the skin and offal,

1873 ^'P: y^-'rmont Board Agric, II. 1S6 These steers.,

weresolclin market.. dressed 1,570 pounds, amounting to

$331,58. 1895 [see Dress v. 13^
13. j. Type-founding, To finish (types or lines

of type) after casting^, by grooving and smoothing
them and adjusting tlieir height and alignment,
1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc.^ Printing xxi. f 2 This pair of

Dressing-sticks will serve to Dress Brevier, Long-Primmer,
and Pica. 1839 W. Nichol in T. C. Hansard Pri?tt. ^•

TyPC'/oiindin^ 231 'I'he letters are then set up in a long
stick, and again dressed. 1888 J. Southward in Encycl.
Brit. XXIII. 699/2 The types are then dressed and the
picker takes them in hand.

Dresser ^ Add ;

1. b. A dressing- or toilet-table. U.S.
1906 * O. Henry* Four Million^ Unfinished Story 180

Dulcie took a last look at the pictures on the dresser..and
skipped into bed.

Dresser 2, Add : 1. b. Type-founding. An
operative who finishes types or lines of type after

casting or who controls a type-dressing machine.
1846 DoDD Brit. Manufactures VI. 45 The long frame,

filled with a single line of type, is removed to the dresser.
1888 J. Southward in En.yd. Brit. XXII L 699/2 The
dresser, .slips them into a long stick., and. .cuts with a plane
a groove in the bottom.

Dressing, vbl, sb. Add :

3. Also with down (see Dress v, 9).
iQy6 Coursing Cat. 223 Blucher was much faster in the

stretches than Folly, who got a genuine dressing down.
1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories 70 The poor man got
such a dressing down that Randolph presented him with
full forgiveness, xgix H. S. Hariuson Queed xiii. 146 She
must doff all gloves and give ilie little Doctor the dressing-
down of his life. 1925 K. K. "Hovlvq^ Fight/or Everest, 1^24.

21 The following morning, when they were coming up for

a second dressing I thought I would add a little dressing
down on my own account.

4. c. (Later U.S. examples.)
1833 B. SiLLiMAN Man, Sugar Cane 20 The most speedy

remedy for such .soils consists in. .the addition of a dressing
of ashes. i88a Rep. Maine Board Agric. XXVI. 50 Ihe
farmer finds he can plant but little corn, because he has but
little dressing.

5. a. dressing-sack (example), b. dressing
forceps (see quot. 18S4) ; dressing-house, a house
for dressing ore.
1816 Hutchison Pract. 06s. Sutg. (1826) 180 By dilat-

ing the meatus urinarius with a common pair of*aressing
forceps. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 772 Passing
a pair of dressing-forceps through the joint to the lowest
part of its outer aspect. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.,
Dressing Forceps^ an instrument used in applying and re-

moving dressings. x87a ReP. Yermont Board Agric. 628
The same track takes it [sc. tne ore] to the ^dressing house at

the fool of the hill. 1883 J. Hay Bread-winners x. 1^3 She
was in the summer afternoon condition which the ladies call

••dressing sack*.

6. Printing (see Dress v, 3 b) dressing-bench^

-block, 'hook. f. Typefounding (see *Dress v.

13 j) dressing machine
^
plane, stick.

1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc.^ Printing xix. f 7 The •Dress-
ing-Bench. Ibid. ix. f 3 The *Dressing-Hlock..is to run
over the Face of the Form, and.. to be gently knock't
upon. ., that such Letters as may chance to stand up higher
than the rest may be pressed down. Ibid. xx. p 2 The
•Dressing-Hook. x888 J. Southward m Encycl. Brit.
XXIII. 699/2 A machine, which produces types that do
not require rubbing or dressing. .. The casting machine
and the *dressing machine are.. mounted on a common
frame.. -The letters pass through a channel one by one into

the dressing machine. i6j(S in H. Hart Century of TypO'
grap/ty (\^oo) 55 Utensils for Printing. 4 "Dressing Planes.

3 Dressing Blocks. 1683 *Dressing-stick [see *Dresst'. 13 j].

Dressing-case* (Later U.S. examples.)
1838 J. F. Coopi-:R Home as Found xxvi. (1873) 443 The

dressing-case was complicated and large, having several
compartments. 1858 Teresa Vielk Following the Drum q6,

I sat on a drt;ssing-case in the sand, patiently watching the
operation. 1891 Egglhston \w Century Mag. Feb. 542 'I'he

satin cravat is against the looking-glass on the dressing-case.

Driblet, sb. Add

:

4. DribUt'Cone^ a cone produced by the successive

ejections of small quantities of lava.

189s Dana Man. Geol. {cd. 4) 271 Driblets pile up the
fantastic driblet-cone, which has nocrnter but simply a hole
for the projection of lava in small liquid masses, dropS|
driblets, or worm-like streamlets.

DriedneSS (drai-dnes). [f. Deied ///. a. +
-N£S3.] Dried condition. Also dried-up-ness.

1907 Galsworthy Country House iii. ii. 231 The strange
yellow driedness of his face. 1923 United Free Ch. Miss.
Kec. June 248/1 Dried-up-ness is of the essence of the thing.

Drift, sb. Add :

2. e. Aeronautics, The horizontal component of

the reaction pro<luced by the detrimental and lift-

ing surfaces of an aeroplane in flight : cf. *Lift
sb:^ 5 e.

1896 H. S. Maxim in Aeronautical Ann, 50 (Cent. D.
Suppl.). 1909 Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb. 4/1 One of the most
ardent experimenters, .who adopted the daring plan ofjump-
ing off a hill 45 ft. high with the object of ascertaining the
proportion between lift and drift. 1016 Barbkr Aeroplane
Speaks 2 Drift, ..sometimes, though rather erroneously,

called Head Resistance, igao igih Cent. July 145 The ob-

ject of camber is to obtain tne maximum lift, and to reduce
the drift.

f. Astron, Either of two streams of stars of

which the universe is supposed to consist. Also

drift curve.

1907 H. H. TuRNFR in Westm. Gaz. 16 Mar. 8/2 Do we
belong to one of these drifts more than the other ? 'I'he dis-

parity in velocity rather su^^gests that we do. 19x8 W, M.
Smart Sun, Stars ^ Universe x. 172 The feature of the

curve is that the great m.njority of the stars appear to be

moving in or near the direction of the solar antapex and
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comparatively few in or near theopposite direction ; depress-

ing It somewhat differently, we say tliat the general ten^

dencyof the proper motions is in the direction of the anta-

pex. Such a distribution of proper motions iscalled a drift.

Jhid. i74irthe stars with which we are dealing were mov-
ing about in space with quite haphazard motions, we sliould

obtain, . . from the observed proper motions of stars within a
restricted part of the sky a single drift curve. . .

We have seen

that if we envisage the sky as a whole, the prominent drifts

in the different parts of the sky are directed towards a defi-

nite point on tlie celestial sphere.

a b. Also/^.
1897 DailyNews 3 May 4/1 They are not beggars . . ; they

are merely human drift—men who live on *nuffm *.

10. b. drift-peat, a deposit of peat iu or asso-

ciated with a glacial drift.

iZ^ G^iviiv. Gt, Ice A^e i^d. 3) 508 The drift-peat and tim-

ber that underlie the Carse-deposits of the 45 to 50-ft. level

19. C. dxift angle Naval Arch. , angle of lee-

way (see Lee-way) ; drift oyster, an Australian

oyster, Ostrea subirzgona, supposed to be subject

to drift ; drift-weed (a), viiso Jig.

X882 W. H. White Man. Naval Arckii. (ed. 2) 621 The
angle between this tangent and the keel-line, or **drift*

angle *(a«^/« de dirwe). 1906 E. L. Attwood War-Ships
(ed. a) 237 At the point P, where OP is drawn perpendicular

to the centre line of the ship, there is no drift angle, as the

tangent to the circle through P is the centre line of toe ship.

1883 E.P. KKyi?.K\ FoodFishes N.S. /fa/«43(Fish. Exhib.
PubL) The so<aIled "Drift Oyster of the Sydney Oystermen.
1906 SoMERViLLE & Ross Iris/i Ycsterdays 223 She belonged
to the *drift-weed of the household. 1909 Daily Chrou
14 June 9/2 These dreadful drift-weeds of the great city.

Drift, V. Add :

1. c. Also with in. (Cfl *Elow z;. i 2 d.) orig.

U,S,
1884 Marc. Deland Old Cluster Tales (1899) 43 Peter,

with a pretty girl on his arm, drifted in out of the windy and
rainy darkness. 1921 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean
viii. 141, I drifted in for a minute to listen to a nigger with
a bully voice.

2. b. To allow or cause (a fishing-net) to be
borne by the current. Also absol. U.S.
1830 N. KiNGSLEY Diary n8 [We] drifted the seine across

the river and floated down with the current. Ibid, 119 They
drifted once more and made up the number of 51 salmon.

C. To drive (cattle or horses). Also with zw. U.S,
1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy iv. 51 The Rebel and Blades

were following, to drift in what cattle we had held on our
left. Ibid, vii, S5 We were drifting them back towards the
trail. X9S0 Hunter Trail Drivers of Texas 50 [They said]

they would drift the horses along with two outfits instead of
four.

d. Fly-fishings To allow (the fly) to float down
stream.
1907 Wesim, Gaz. 29 Nov. 3/1 By casting or • drifting ' the

dry-fly on a long line down stream to the 6sh,

7. Mining. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1849 President's Message Congress II. 505 After drifting

on that vein some 30 feet, all signs of copper disappeared.
Ibid.^ He. .is now drifting in on a vein on a level with the
surface.

Drifter. Add: d. A wind causing snow to drift,

192^ A. J. Small Frozen Gold ii. 49 A confused ,. blur of
whjning blizzards, roaring drifters, flat calm cold-snaps.

e. An object which is allowed to float freely in

the sea to determine ocean-currents.
X900 Geogr. Jrnl. (R.G.S.) XV. 275 On the voyage from

Iceland to Jan Mayen in 1896 twenty driftei-s were thrown
o^rboard.

£ A man following an aimless, irresolute, or

vagrant way of life.

i5>8 Didly Ckron. 28 Sept. 4/7 The drifter drifts to
California, and brings up there because..he can drift no
further, igaa Short Stories Feb. 25/r The trampers ain't all

hoboes, some of *em being just drifters. 1926 Deeping
Sorrell <y Son xxviij. 275 For months he had had a sense of
drifting, and his character was not that ofa drifter.

Drifting, vbl. sb. Add :

2. spec, in Mining (see Dkift v. 7). Also attHb,
1882 U.S. Rep. Precious Metals 70 This mine has been

worked by the drifting method. Ibid. 640 The workings in

the drifting ground.

Drift-wood. Add : esp. wood carried down
by a river. 6^.^.

1785 Washington Diaries II. 396 It would probably be
frequently choaked with drift wood. Ice, and other rubbish.
Ibid, IV. 79 The river there is . . full ofsmall islands occasioned
by drift wood lodging on the rocks. 1821 J. Fowler Jml. 26
The men waided over and geathered di ift wood for the night.
1848 J. F. Cooper Oak Openings I. iii. 47 The drift-wood
choked the channel. 1850 H. C. Watson Camp-fires Revol.
67 That exposed our boats to being all the time tangled in
the drift-wood and bushes. 1884 'M ark Twain * Huck. Finn
vii. 44 The river was coming up pretty fast, and lots ofdrift-
wood going by on the rise.

Drill, J^.2 7. b. Add : drill-hall \ driU-book,
a manual of instruction in n^ilitary drill; drill-

order (see *Ordeb 5^.).

X846 United Services Mag. ir. 235 The French *drill-book.
X900 Daily Neivs 15 May 3/3 The Queensland Mounted
Infantry contingent seem to have engrafted sufficient drill-

book into their common-sense methods. 1906 W, Wood
EneTny in our Midst vii. 73 On a certain assumption which
was that an enemy would work according to drill-book and
rule-of-thumb. \Z']Z Chambers's Encycl. 111.671/1 *Drill-
halls, in which drill can be carried on comfortably in any
kind of weather, are now common. xSgi Scribner's Mag. X.
565 Entertainments are also given in the drill hall every
Friday evening.

Drill, sb'^ Also attrib.y as drill hahoon^ vionkey.

190s Daily Ckron. 29 Apr. 7/1 The finest *drill baboon ever
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seen in confinement is in the Bellevue Gardens. 1898 Westtn.
Gaz. 15 Feb. 11/3 The *drill monkey, the most costly and
rare of its kind in the gardens.

Driller 2. Add:
1. c. A ship used for carrying out drilling opera-

tions.

1896 ll^es/7tT. Gaz. 31 Dec 5/2 The driller Delta, which
was engaged in operatioiis for the widening of the approaches
to Devonport Harbour.

Drilling*, ^bl. sb.^ 3. Add : drilling-machine

(earlier example) ; drilling-plant = Rig sb.^ 3.

1847 ^<^A ^'S. Comm. Patents {184Z) 73 Letters patent
have been granted for a *drilling machine, 1913 V. B. Lewes
Oil Fuel 63 The form of *drilling plant or * rig \ as it is

generally called.

Drink, Jj^. Add : 6. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
183a Paulding IVestward Ho ! I. lai Sing dumb, or I'll

throw you into the drink. 1840 Knickerbocker Afag. XVI.
43 Down by the drink I'he wolves howled so loudly he slept

not a wink. 1849 N. P. Willis Rural Lett. viii. 79 My
catechiser lives above me on the drink (his name for the
river).

8. C. drin^-soddenad).

1897 IVestm. Gaz. 13 Jan. 2/1 Many a heart that has long
been too drink-sodden for any human passion. 1904 H. G.
\l v.\.i.s Food0/Gods m. iii. 240 The drink-sodden wretched-
ness of the painted women at the corner. 1908 Daily
Chron. 10 Nov. 4/7 If they presented themselves in a drink
sodden conditioiL

Drink, z*.^ 12. e. Add : Also in other ana-

loj^^ous uses,

1746 Francis tr. Hor.^ Sat. i. iii. 24 He drank the Night
away Till rising Dawn. 1B36 Dickens Sk. Boz, New Vear,
The musicians exhil;it unequivocal symptoms of having
drunk the new year in,

Drinkeiry. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1840 J. P. Kennkdv Quodlibet 111 The Sergeant took a

small frame house next door to Sim Traver's Refectory,

—

or rather as Sim called it, his Drinkery. 1845 T. J. Grken
Texian Exped. xix, 368 We wended our way up town, and
called into the first open * drinkery *.

Drinking^, vbl. sb, 4. Add : drinking-place,

-saloon (examples), 'shop \ drinking-nut (see

quot.).

1909 Chambers*s yml. Apr. 256/1, I met a stalwart native
..with. .a dozen **drinking-nuts' (young cocoa-nuts), the
ice-creams of the Pacific 1870 ' Fanny Fern ' Ginger-Snaps
Qi The man who. .takes that child to bar-rooms and *drinking
places. 1875 Mrs. Stowe We »V Neighbors xli. 378 After this

we went out. .to go through the. .drinking places. 1864 B.
Taylor H. Thurston xvii. 221 He halted before the red
lightofa*drinking-saloon. 1875 Mrs. Stowe lf> 4- Neigh-
bors xli. 377 Finally we alighted before a plain house in a
street full of drinking -sal00ns. 1891 Kipling Light that
Failed XV, When Dick entered the *drinking-shop which
was one source of her gains.

Drip, sb, 8. Add : drip coffee-pot, a perco-

lating coffee-pot ; drip-feed, used attrib. to desig-

nate a method of lubrication by which the oil per-

colates in drops ; drip-point, -tip Bot, (see quot.

1897).
1897 Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 574/1 He. .produced a jar of

coffee and the *drip coffee-pot, 1907 IVcstnt. Gaz. 18 Nov.
6/3 The neat four-sight *drip-feed lubricator. Ibid. 27 Dec
4/2Noadjustinentofthedrip-feed points is necessary,as the
pumps send a continuous stream of oil to the various parts,

X916 Motor Cyclists' A.B.C. 115 Lubrication (Automatic
Drip Feed). 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, *Drip-
point, Drip-tip. 1897 Willis Flowering Plants 1. 154 The
*drip-tip. .or acuminate leaf*apejc.

Dripped (dript), ///. a. [f. Drip v.] That has

been allowed to drip or percolate.

1909 ' O. Henry * Options (1916) 50 But if youVe ever in

the Middle West just mention my name and you'll get foot-

warmers and dripped coffee.

Dripper. Add :

2. A pen in which sheep are put after they have

been dipped, having a floor sloping towards the

bath, so that the dip which falls off the sheep flows

back into the bath.

x886 C. Scott SheeP-farming 145 The dripper of a l^th
consists of a couple of pens capable of holding from thirty

to forty sheep, set upon a water-tight floor.

Drive, sb. Add

;

1. spec, of cattle or logs (cf, sense 3). U.S,

1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel, West xxxiii. 718 Each com-
pany comes down on a 'drive', hunting such logs as have
lodged along the way. 1890 Harpers Mag. July 240/1
They \sc. cowboys] have little to do when not on the drive

or in branding time. 190a S. E. White Blazed Trail il. 7
Customarily a jobber is paid a certain proportion of the

agreed price, .so much when the 'drive ' down the waters of
the river is finished. 1920 Hunter Trail DriversofTexas
53 A cheap rate.. had been perfected for.. the..cowboys
returning home after the drives,

c. (Earlier examples.) Also of a hound in

coursing.

1833 Crockett Sketches <5- Eccentr. 196 We were soon on
foot, moving merrily forward to a small hurricane which
had been agreed upon for a drive. 1843 American Pioneer
II. 55 There were four drives, or large hunts, organized dur-

ing the winter. 1876 Coursing Calendar 5 Dovedale got up
first, through ptiss bearing to her side ; Thunder then took
a good drive and turned.

g. An organized effort to collect money for a

special purpose ; an organized campaign. U.S.
1890 Ami Arbor R. i Mar., Advt., Ladies, we are going

to give you a Benefit and it will be the drive of the season.

1928 Washington Star a Dec., The drive for $100,000 to buy
a site for the Lutheran College will get under way tomorrow
night at a dinner in the Lee House. 1928 BritaitCs Indus-

DKIZZIiE.

trial Future {Lib. Ind, Inq.) in. xjx. 258 The Board of
National Investment should devise means for facilitating the
continuous, direct sale of National bonds of tow denomina-
tion, through the Banks and the Post offices. The remark-
able American ' drive ' for the sale of Liberty Bonds during
the War affords a model which iscapable ofadaptation. 1930
Publishers^ Weekly 15^ Feb. 858/2 In this ' Plant Your
Home ' drive fjc. campaign for the outdoor living-room],

h. VVhisl drive: see Whist j^.3 b.

2. b. (Examples.)

183s J. H. Ingeaham South-West II. 132 We .. proceeded
to the * drive '. .as the hunting station is technically termed.
Ibid. 137 An extensive * drive ' or forest frequented by deer.

6. A driving-gear,

1901 S. Merwin & H. K. Webster Calumet K xiv. 263
He's putting in three drives entirely different from the way
they are in the plans. 1902 Hanttsivorth's Motors 191 A
very smooth and silent drive without the spreading or burst-
ing action of the bevels. 1912 Motor Man. (ed. 14) 74 Three
speeds and a reverse are provided, with direct drive OQ top
speed.

Drive, v. Add : 8. Also in Golf.
1801 Stkutt sports 4- Past. ii. iii. 81 The game consists

in driving the ball into certain holes made in the ground.
1856 ' Stonehenge '

(J. H. Walsh) Brit. Rural S^rrts 111.

I. ii. 503/2 The score depends upon the number of strokes
required by each party to drive their ball from hole to hole.

186a Chambers's Encycl. IV. 823/2 Crack-players will

drive a ball above 200 yards. 1892 R. Barclav Batch 0/
Golfing Papers 42 He drives with the * Bulger ', as so many
of the best players do nowadays.

17. o. With under : To suppress.
X920 Rose Macaulav Potterism v. 180, I hadn't known,

until that moment, because I had driven it under, how large
a part of my brain believed that Gideon had perhaps done
this thing.

Drive-, drive-wheel (U.S. example).
1887 George ^f^r/y Years oti Rail ii. 28 ' The drive*wheeU

will slip\ was tlieir crushing argumenL

Driven, fpl. a. Add : 3. Of a stake, tube, nail,

etc. : Forced into a solid material. Driven well^

a tube-well.

1875 Knight Did. Mech* s.v. Well-tube^ The driven-well,
invented., 1862.

Driver. Add : 1, b. A horse for driving, as

distinguished from a hunter, roadster, etc. U.S.
1876 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. III. 168 Stylish, endur-

ing roadsters, trotters and gentlemen's drivers, standing from
fifteen to fifteen and one-half hands high. 1902 McFaul
Ike Glidden viii. 61 This is a pretty good driver youVe got
here. Ibid, 66 All prosperous people there keep a * driver

*

and a ' trader ',

2. c, (Later U.S. example.)
1887 Century Mag. Nov, iio/i A 'driver' is the foreman

of a |:ang of laborers. On some plantations the title of fore-

man IS coming into use, the negroes objecting to the old word.

f. An overseer, bailiff. Ireland.

1847 TuKE Visit to Connaught (1848) 20 The landlord's
'driver * was pursuing his calling, seizing almost every little

patch of oats or potatoes. 1848 Ibid. 6^ TJie j-ounger Mr.
Walshe with two drivers, had come and pulled down the
roofs of their houses.

g. Short for driver-ant.

1897 Mary KiNGSLEvJf, 4/>7'<ra 626 Bad language, suchasl
am accustomed to when a lord of creation gets drivers on him.

Drive'WUy. (Earlier U.S, examples.)
1838 H. CoLMAN ReP. Agric. Mass. (1839) 80 Tbe building

should be so placed that the barn floor could be laid upon
the beams, and the drive-way be into the end directly under
the roof, 1870 Congress. Globe 2 Feb. 966/3, 1 doubt as to the
policy of allowing this railroad to go along exactly in the
track of where we propose to have a public drive-way.

Drivings, "vbl. sb. Add :

1. b. Bee-culture. The removal of bees to a new
hive in artificial swarming.

187s Encycl. Brit.^ III. 502/1 Considering, first, straw
skeps, the common hive of the country', the operation to be
pursued is known as 'driving '.

3. c. Pertaining to the driving of game, as ebiV"

ing'ftioor.

1896 Westut. Gaz. 12 Dec. 7/2 The Scottish driving mooxs,
of which the best are situated iu Inverness-shire.

Driving, ppl. a, 1. Add : driving force,

power, the force or power by which an engine or

vehicle is driven, naotor force or power ; oiicujig.

1856 [in Diet.]. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 948/2 The
great weight of this wheel is . . to carry the machine over the

one half of its period in which the driving-power is absent.

1905 Sketch 26 July 38/1 The driving power \_sc. of a dirigible

b.-iUoon] is supplied ny two 50 horse-power Bucket motors.

1909 F. Harris The Man Shakespeare -^fi^, I alwa>-s think

of him as a ship over-engined ; when the driving-power is

working at full speed it shakes the ship to pieces. 192^ G.
Frankau Gerald CraJistons Lady i, § 2 Other qualiues

than decision shewed in Gerald Cranston's countenance.
From it. .there radiated a force ; a driving power ; a poised

and dominant individualism that bespoke the born leader,

1917 M. PopiN Ne'va Reformation 214 .\ cosmic stream of

solar energy from which everything that lives and breathes

on this terrestrial globe derives its driving-force, just as the

mill on the niountani side derives its driving-power from the

mountain stream.

Drizzle, v. Add

:

4. intr. To pick the gold thread out of tassels or

embroideries into which it was woven ; so drizzler,

drizzling (also atlrib.).

jZ^Godey*s Mag, Feb. 177/2 Drizzling—which was notfaiog

more or less than picking the gold thread out of old gold
tassels, braid [etc.]. Ibid. 178/1 One of the Countess's piinci-

pal grievances against the Prince seems to have been that

he was a confirmed drizzler ; she saj's Leopold would sit by
her hour after hour diligently and iudefatigably drizzling..

,
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The tall Prince., bending over his elegant drizzling.box of

tortoise-shell.

Drome (drJum). Short for *Aerodbome.
1915 RosHER In R.NM.S. (igi6) 41, I crashed into the

atmosphere first thing this mornitig and flipped around for

55 minutes. By then I was as cold as —, so pitched in the

^romc. 1919 ' Besta Vmcv.^ Disturbhtg Ckar*H xiii, I've

been carting some young lunatic, who'siostbJs 'bus or some-
thing, back to his drome.

prQitiniM g.Ti 4 a. (dr^mi^m^'nia), [f. Gr. Spoftos

running : see -mania.] A mania for roaming.

190X DoRt-ANti M^if. Did. 1906 W. James Mtffi. ^ Studies

(igii) 248 Hitherto such freaks of impulse have received

Greek names (as bulimia, dromomania, etc).

Dromotropic (drpm^J'tr^'pik), a. Bot, and

Physiol, [f. Or. Spoiios race + rpoiriKos (see Tropic

a. 4).] (Seequots.) Hence Dromo'troplsm.
1900 B. D. JACKSos Gii^ss, Bof. Terms (Additions), Dramff^

irfpistn, the in itability of climbing plants which results in

the spiral growth (M.tcmillan); adj. dromotropic, X9oa
Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 733/2 The centrifugal cardiac nerves

influence ihe frequency, the force of contraction,^ and the

conductivity of the excitatory wave (chrono-, ino-, and
dromo-tropism of Engelmann). 19x3 Dorland Med. Diet.

(ed. 7), Dromotropic^ affecting the course or conductivity,

as of a nerve-fiber. Dromairopisnif interference with the

conductivity of a muscle.

Drool, sb, (/S. [Cf. Drool v.] Drivelled

matter; alsoyf^. drivel, nonsense.
1867-9 Trans. Hi. Agric. Soc. VII. 179 Thedrooled matter

is filled with air bubbles, and may be described as a * frothy
*

drool. 19H H. S. Harrison Queed xxv. 314 Say, Doc, I

been readin* them reformatory drools of yours. 15^ Daily
Express 6 Aug. ix I'hat sentimental drool.

Ihrool, V. Add : fig. to talk drivel or nonsense.

Ilence Droo'ling vbl. sb,

X9ax R- D. Paine Comr. RoUingOcean vii. ixSYou might
think you were somebody, to hear you drooL X9a3 P. G»
WoDEHousK Inimit. Jeeies xiL 130, I never know, when
I'm telling a story, whether to cut the thing down to plain

facts or whether to drool on and shove in a lot of atmo-
sphere. 19x4 Llovd Gkorge in Glasgotv Herald ^it^ov,
10 The peppery leaders of the 'Morning Post', the dull-

witted leaders of 'The Times', and the drootings of the
* Observer '.

Drop, sb. Add : 12. d. « Dbop-kick.
1845 Htiles Footb, Rugby School § 7 Kick out must not b«

from more than..twenty five yards, if a pant, drop, or

knock on.

14. (Earlier examples,")

\96^ A. K. McClure Rocky Mts. xxiv, 233 So expert is

he with his faithful pistol, that the most scientific of rogues
have repeatedly attempted in vain to get * the drop' on him,

1876 JoAQOis %IiLLER First Families xii. 105 It was strange

that Sandy did not pull .
.

, at all events he had the * drop ',

and could afford to wait, .and see what he \sc. the Parson]
would do.

17. b. Thieves* slang. A receiver ofstolen goods;

a fence.

1915 Times 19 Mar. 5/5 The Magistrate.—I thought that

they called these men 'fences'. Mr. Pcarce.— Perhaps the

fashion has cliangcd. One usually associates a 'drop with
a more serious utfence.

Drop, V, Add : 6. Also with through.

1865 fnnch 13 May 189/3 The debate * dropped through

'

at a quarter to six.

9. b. To come casaally to knowledge of some-

thing, colloq.

X901 Marah E. Ryan Montana viii. 118 As I slipped out
through the back door before your visitors left, I dropped to

the fact that you had some damage done to that left arm.

13. o. To plant (com) by letting fall on prepared

ground, U.S.
1854 T. D. Price MS. Diary aa May, Afternoon dropped

corn. 1909 Mas. Stratton-Porter Girt ofLimberlost xi.

3 1 8, I earned it myself, dropping corn, sticking onions, and
pulling weeds.

d. To form by dropping from a shot-tower into

a water-cistern.

x89a Greeskb Breech-Loadert6s Lead shot is of two kinds

:

that which is moulded, as large buckshot, and that which
is 'dropped ', as the ordinary small shoL

e. To drop a brick : see *Brick sb.'^ 5 c
30. Drop out. itUr, To disappear from one's

or its place in a series or order ; to fall out of a
plan or arrangement.

Drop-. Add : 'arranged so as to drop or let

down , as drop-end, -frame, -shelf̂ -window ; drop'

in, drop-over in atlrib. use; drop-cake, a small

cake made by letting batter drop from a spoon into

hot fat, or on a greased pan to be baked in an oven
;

drop-cannon BilliardSy a variety of cannon ;

drop-forge v., to forge by means of a drop-press;

also in vbl. sb. {eoncr.) and ///. a. ; drop-frame,
(see above) also, a bicycle frame having the top

bar lowered or depressed ; so drop-framed adj.

;

drop-jaw, the canine disease of paralytic rabies

;

drop-lajnp (/.S. (example) ; drop-light, {b) a
suspended electric lamp ; drop-line, also, a hand-
line used in fishing; drop-out Rugby Football, a
drop-kick made from within the player's twenty-
five-yard line; drop-pattern (see quot.) ; drop
Bcone (see Scone i); drop-shot = i/w^-j/r<j^^

;

drop-stitch, openwork in stocking-web; drop-
stroke Lawn Tennis, a stroke whicli causes the
bail to drop abruptly after clearing the net; so

drop-volley; droi»-title, a title which is set

comparatively low on the first page ; drop-worm,
the larva of any of various moths, which drop
from trees by a thread of silk.

1879 ^^.''S- Whitney Just H010 83 May also be baked as
cookies, in muffin rings ; or 'drop-cakes, in your small drop-
cake rings. 1904 y. P. Mannock's Billiards Expounded
336 The plain * "drop cannon ' which is employed to gather
the balls between the two top pockets. 1909 Westtn. Gaz.
2 Feb. 12/j He unexpectedly missed a rather wide drop-
cannon from hand. 1928 Daily Mail^x July 1/2 Settee has
*drop end. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 7 Jan. 7/2 Cleeks and irons
made of *drop-k)rged steel. x^jOuting (U.S.) XXX. 278/2
The hammers that are pounding out the drop-forgings. 1909
Westm. Gas. 13 July 5/1 A nickel chrome steel drop forg-
ing. J^og Engineer evil. 277 Drop forgings are cheaper
and more accurate than hand forgings. 1898 Westm. Gaz.
18 Nov. 9/1 In Professor Lilly's triangulated frame will be
found an attempt by a skilled engineer to overcome the
* *drop '-frame difficulty. 1906 Bazaar^ Exck. ff Mart
Suppl. la Oct. 1481/2 Gentleman's cycle, 23 in. drop frame.
19x8 Daily Tel. 16 Oct. 7 Another feature demanded by
lady drivers is a drop-frame for the divisional window
between the front and rear seats. 1898 Cycling 91 The
*drop-framed safety. 1921 Spectator 16 Apr. 485/2 Above
this French window is a "drop-in fanlight. 1900 Yearbk. U.S.
Dept. Agric. 233 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The dumb form of
rabies is very common, and many persons know it as * *drop
jaw ' who have no idea of its true nature. 1891 Century
Mag. Apr. 940 A long discussion..was held. .between the
young people sitting by the *drop-lamp. 1904 Kath. C.
Thurston John Chilcote viii. The *drop-light from the ceil-

ing being directly above his head. 1847 C. Lanman Summer
in Wilderness xxv'u 158, I. .with a *drop-line have taken,
in twenty minutes, more trout than I could eat in a fortnight.

x9m Encycl. Sport I. 430/2 *Drop-out is z. drop-kick from
within 25 yards of the kicker's goal line. . . If the ball pitch

in touch the opposite side may have it dropped out again.
Z90S Westm. Gaz. 12 Dec. 9/2 From the drop-out Cam-
bridge began an attack. 1897 Stephenson & Suddards
Texibk. Orti. Desig^ Woven Fabrics iv. 49 This placing or
•dropping 'ofone diamond below another, .gives the essence
of the 'drop pattern. 1916 A. S. Neilx. Dominie Dismissed
ix. 118 Margaret.. invited me to sample some *drop-scones
she had been making. 1905 Daily Chrott. 16 Feb. 8/5 A
*drop-shelf, with chains attached to one of the panels. zoo8
Cnptain_ Aug. 453/1 They never practice its [jj. the lob's]

antithesis;, the *drojp-shoL 19*7 Observer^oM&r.sjl^ Mixing
up deep drives anti clever drop-shots. 1905 Smart Set Oct.

9/2 Kind o' openwork, like a lady's ^drop-stitch sock. 1923
DailyMailagJ unt 1 French Lisle Thread Stockings..Drop-
stitch design. 189^ Wilberfokce Lawn Tennis xL 39 The
cross-*drop stroke is considerably easier to make backhand
Irom the backhand court. 1897 Encycl. Sport l.C^x/z Drop-
stroke, a stroke by which the ball is made to drop dead, just
clearing the net. 1893 Wise & Smart Bibliographyo/Ruskin
1. 189 There is no tiile-page, the * *drop-tiilc 'on page i read-
ing * Memorandum ofAssociation of the Guild ofSt. George *.

1907 Westm. Gaz. 9 Nov. 12/3 The *drop-volIey..was one
of her favourite strokes. ioa7 Daily Express 4 May 13/7
She would leap forward ana summarily cut short the rally

with a deft drop-volley. 1901 Daily Nttvs 3 Jan. 6/4 A door
with window, and on either side of the latter a "drop
window. 1996 Glasgoiv Herald 36 June 9 The drop-windows
permit of ready means of ventilation on warm days.

_
z863

r. \V. Harris Insects Injur. Veget. 415 In Philadelphia and
the vicinity, cases of a similar kind [sc. an Oiketicus] are
very common on manjr of the trees,, .which are often very
much injured by the insects inhabiting them. These are
there popularly called 'drop-worms and hasket-wornu.

Droplet. Add: Droplet infection^ inftction con-

veyed Dy fine droplets of mucus sprayed into the air

when a person opens his mouth to speak^ cough, etc.

1904 Westm. Gas. xt Sept. 7/2 In the act of loud speaking,
fine droplets of mucus are sprayed from the mouth into the

air... It has been shown that by reading aloud for half an
hour B(acillus) prodigiosus may be disseminated from the
mouth to a distance of 24 ft. in front, ign Times 12 June
16/4 The prevaience and mode of spread of minor epidemics
in residential schools, especially those believed to be spread
by * droplet infection ,

Dropper. Add : 4. (Later U.S. example.)
x88i McLHANC<z/tfir«/y^7/-&jiii- 54 There was a marked and

cheerful variety in the nature of the droppers-in at the Ark.

5. e. Jlort, A young bulb of certain bulbous

plants, esp. a small bulb developed at the apex of

a downward shoot growing from the base of the

parent bulb.
looo B. D. Jackson Gloss. Boi. Terms, Dropper, the young

bulb ofa tulip, not of flowering size. 1907 Annals 0/Botany
XX. 429 ihe * Droppers* of Tulipa and Erytkronium.
1920 A. D. Hall Bk. Tulip 22 Occasionally also it will be
noticed, .that a stolon has started away from the base of the
old bulb, turned downward and formed a bulb at the ex-

tremity.. .These bulbs are called 'droppers' and differ in no
respect from other offsets.

Dropping^, vbl. sb. Add : 5. b. //. The waste

materialcast off from a machine in certain processes

of textile manufactnre.
190a Hannan Textile Fibreso/Commerce ji^The^rimsLxy

impurities from each of the two processes of opening and
scutching are known as the droppings.

Drosera (dr^^sera). [mod.I^, f. Gr* Spofffpos

dewy.] A plant of the genus so named, the sun-

dew; also applied to the drug prepared from the

roots and leaves of this plant, which is nsed as a
remedy in bronchial diseases.

1846 LiNOLEY Veget. Kin^d. 433 The common Droseras
are rather acid. t^oEncycl. Brit. XIII. 135/1 Insects seem
to be attracted by the leaves of Drosera. 1909 Rami-Syrup
3 I'incturc of drosera. 1928 Martindalk & Wbstcott
Extra Pharm. (ed. 19) 854 Drosera not found specific.

Droseraceous(dr(?ser^i*J3s),a. Bot. [f. Dro-
sera + -ACEOUS.] Of or belonging to theZJ/VJ^nJkr^iP,

the sundew family of insect-eating plants.

DrOSerin (drp*serin). [f. *Drosera. : see -in 1.]

An antiseptic and digestive ferment derived from
Drosera and other insectivorous plants.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 139/2 Droserin seems to be
present in the secretion of all those insectivorous plants

which possess the power of digestion.

DrOSOpliylluill(drJus^fi-lom). Bot, [mod.L.,

f. Gr. Spoffos dew -^ (^tiXXov leaf.] A plant of the

genus of droseraceous plants so called, which con-

sists of a single species, Drosophyllum lusitanicum^

found in Portugal and Morocco.
1880 Encycl. Brit, XIII. 134/1 Drosophyllum occurs only

in Portugal and Morocco. 1901 Daily News 5 Jan. 9/1 The
lecturer.. told how the drosopliyllum went in for a sticky

exudation that acted not as a deterrent, but as an actual

death-trap. 1909 Daily Chron. 18 Feb. 7/5 Portuguese
farmers use the fly-catching

__

drosophyllum instead o£

mechanical flytraps to clear their houses of insects.

Drot, U.S. variant of Drat v,

1834W. Guy Simms Guy Rivers 11. 100 Drot the man. .who
hasn't the courage to get in a passion. 1845 J. J. Hooper
Adv. Sivton Suggs ii. 20 Drot it ! what do boys have daddies
for, any how?
Drought. Add : 2. Absolute drought, a period

of fourteen or more consecutive days without rain.

Partial drought, a period of twenty-eight or more
consecutive days with a very small average rainfall

per day.
x88o British Rainfall 112, (i) * Absolute Droughts,'_or all

periods of 14 or more consecutive days absolutely without
rain ; and (2) ' Partial Droughts,' or all periods of 28 days or

upwards in which the total fall was less than a quarter of an
inch. 1899 Daily News 12 June 7/2 With all the dry weather
we bad last year there was not one case of an absolute

drought in London.

6. drought-resisting adj.

1916 Nature XCVII. 333/2 Special drought-resisting

wheats. 1927 Kendrew Climates of Contine?tts 54 Drought-
resisting busnes,

Dro*vework. [SeeDROVEz^.Sand j^. 4.] The
dressing of masonry with a drove or broad chisel,

as distinguished from broached and striped work.
1883 specif. Alnwick ^ Cornhill Rlwy. 5 The face-work is

..to be.. dressed in the manner that is technically called
• Drove Work *.

Drown, v, L Delete (Now unusual) and add

quots.

:

189s A. Symons Poems (1907) I. 119, I sicken with a wild

desire, 1 drown in sweetness. i9a4ANNED. Sedgwick Zj'/^/t'

French Girl i. viii. 70 She had the sensation of drowning
yet of keeping calm while she drowned. x(>28 Manchester
Guardian Weekly 31 Aug. 152/t Puolic opinion is like the

crowd that watches a man drown while convinced that

something ought to be done.

5. O. Tobacco culture, pass. To be injured by
long-continued rain followed by hot sunshine.

1897 Vfarbk, U.S. Dept. Agric, 33 (Cent. D. Suppl.) This
tobacco was cut after being drowned or scalded.

Drowse, v. Add

:

2. b. Also with away, off,

iSSsW.Vl. Story Fiat/imefta itBZ6)ig He. .now and then
drow.sed away into a halfsleep. 1908 ^/nar/ .Sf/ Sept. loi/a,

I must have drowsed off.

Dradffe, sb. Add:
1. b. drudge-horse (later U.S, example).
1849 N. KiKGSLEY Diary 72 Mr. Potter is at work at

harnesses for drudge horses.

2. The performance of drudgery,
189J Stevenson & Osbournb Wrecker -xm. With every day

it took harder driving to keep them to the daily drudge.

Drudgy (drp-d^i), a. [f. Drudge j*. + -tI.]

Having tne character of a drudge.
1863* Gail Hamilton '{^a/a-Z^oyj 288 If a woman lets her-

self become stiabby, drudgy, and commonplace as a wife.

Drug, sb^^ Add

:

1. b. spec. Now often applied without qualifica-

tion to narcotics and opiates ; esp, in attrib. use, as

drug-addict, -evily -fiend (*Fiend 4 e), 'habit, etc.

x()oa Daily Chron. 7 Nov. 5/6 Two remedies to the drug-
evil were suggested by the Bishop of Kensington. 1905
Ibid, 2 May 5/7 The drug-taking Chilcote. X906 Ridek
Haggard Benita xix, It was as though the power of the
drug-induced oblivion.. had reasserted itself, 1906 Bensom
House of Defence i, The raptures of these drug-effects. 1907
Public opinion 17 May 622/1 The cure of a drug-logged
man by a Christian Scientist, i^aa E. F. Murphy Black
Candle iii. 31 The drug habit affects all classes of society in

Canada. i9a8 F. B, Young My Brother fonathan 271
Wheeler, .whose yellow skin suggested, .the coloration of a
drug-addict. 19x9 J. (JouRNOStr. Stories Soviet Russia 78,

I had thought you were a drug-fiend. 1931 H. Walpole
Above theDark Circus 11. ix, She was a hopeless drug addict.

3. drug-shop (U.S. example) ; drug clerk U.S.,

an attendant in a drug-store ; drug-disease, (<z) a
morbid state caused by the excessive use of a drug

;

{b) in homoeopathic medicine, the symptoms noted

after the administration of any drug for experi-

mental purposes ; drug-rash, a rash caused by the

taking of a drug.
/1 19x0 *0. Hknry* Rolling Stones 128 The *drug clerk

looks sharply at the white face half concealed by the high-

turned overcoat collar. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 312/2

The manifestationsofdrug action thus produced arecarefully

recorded, and this record of **drug-diseases ',
after being

verified by repetition on many 'provers', constitutes the

distinguishing feature of the homoeopathic materia medica.

1008 Practitiomr Sept. 466 They act like tonics and prevent

the development of *drug-rashes. 1836 Knickerbocker Mag.

VI 1 1. 74 A "drug-shop . .where you can obtain soda powders.



DRUG.

Dro^f, ».2 Add : 3. intr. To take or be in the

habit ot taking drugs ; e%p. to indulge in narcotics.

1895 Funk's Standard Diet,

Dra*g-store. ^.-S*. [Drugj3.^] Admggist's

shop, also dealing extensively or mainly in other

articles, as toilet requisites, stationery, magazines

and newspapers, light refreshments, etc.

1845 J. J. Hooper Adv, Simon Su^gs v. 52 The windows
of the great drug store cast forth their blaze of varied lights,

1857 D. Braman Inform. Texas ii. 24 Tliere are twelve

stores here, among which are two drug stores and a book
store. 1873 Aldrich Marj. Daw etc. 7 The bone was very

skilfully set by the surgeon who chanced to be in the drug-

store where Flemming was brought after his fall. \^j
R. M. Stuart Simpkinstiille 94 They rise from their

comfortable ch.iirs tilted back against the weather-boarded

fronts oftheir respective drug-stores. 1903 N.V, Even. Post

04 Sept. 8 It hardly pays to keep the [soda] fountains going
in the drugstores. 1908 IVesim. Gaz. 18 Aug. 3/1, I took

them to a chemist's or I beg pardon : a drug-store.

Drum, siy Add : 1. d. Now esp. To beat or

ihump the big drum : to make loud or clamorons

advertisement, protest, or the like.

1907 Q. Rev. Apr. 393 It was left to the Navy League to

thum^ the big drum. [1930 Church Times 4 July 3 Even
the Bishop of London hesitates when the Protestant drum
16 loudly beaten.)

6. g* The cartridge-holding receptacle of a
machine-gun ; also, the contents of one of these.

z8B8[in Diet.]. 1890W.J. Gordon /^cKw<fry 29Tothebreech
is fixed a drum with 104 bullets. 1916 Hovd Cable Action
Front 198 Can you fill the cartridges into thes&drums while

I shoot ? 1928 Daily Tel. 24 Apr. 12/6, I gave him a drum
and he went down underneath me.

9. d. A bundle. To hiwip otte's drum : see

HcMPz^. 2. Aitstral.

1866 W. Stamer Recoil* Life Adventure I. 304 Our ci-

devant millionaire. .* humping his drum ', [would] start off

for the diggings to seek more gold. 1872 C H. Eden My
Wife ^ / in Queensland i. 17 They all cliaffed us about our
swags, or donkeys, or drums, as a bundle of things wrapped
in a blanket is indifferently called. x886 K. Cowan Australia
31 (Morris) The Swagman: bed and board upon his back—
or, having humped his drum and set out on tne wallaby.

13. drum fire (see quot.) ; drum-fishing, fishing

for drum-fish ; drum winding, an armature wind-
ing in which the wire is wound on the cylinder's

surface from end to end ; so drum wound a,

X918 E. S. Farrow Did. Mil. Terms^ *Drmn Fire, a com-
mon name given to the artillery barrage or curtain of fire.

Continuous bombardment, like the rolling of drums. 1855
Knickerbocker Mag. XLVI. 499 So highly enjoyed is •drum-
fishing among our bail-fishers. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVII.
582/1 The de\elopment of the modern *drum winding from
the shuttle-wound Siemens armature. 1893 W. P. Mavcock
Electric Lighting ii. vii. 196 The armature is *drum wound.
1904 R. M. Wai-MSLky E/ectriciiy in Service of Man ii. i.

736 A method of arranging the connections of drum-wound
armatures .. consists in winding and insulating the Colls

separately before placing them on the core.

14. dntm-and-Jife, drum-and-irumpet (see His-
tory sb, 2).

1874 [see History x3. 2]. 1899 JVestm. Gaz. 14 Dec. 3/2
1 hey are both drum-and-fife supporters oftheir particular

^ lews. 19*8 Daily Tel. 14 Aug. 5/3 We have had enough of
drum-and-trumpet history.

Dnun, V. Add : 5. To solicit orders ; to

canvass. U.S.
1839 C F. BfUCGS Harry Fratico I. xiii, 90 Augustus.,

had drummed in Arkansas, and collected in the lithograph

cities of the west. i88i Congress. Rec. 315/1 The merchants
..have many thousands, .drumming for business in every
town, X901 Chambej-s's Jrnl, Dec. 827/r, I was * drumming

'

for one of the two great houses which divided the wool and
the hides of the Argentine.

Dmmliead. 5. Add :

Z899 IVestm. Gitz. 22 Dec. lo/i What he calls 'drum-head
letters,' written by soldiers at the front before and after

battle. 1908 Daily Ckron. 25 May 7/7 A drum-head service

held in the camp of the Essex Imperial Yeomanry.

Xhrnmin (drf-min). Chan, Also -ine, drum-
mine, [f. the specific nnme of the plant : see -ine 5.]

A crystalline alkaloid obtained from Enpho7-bta
dni?n?fmndi, said to have anaesthetic properties.
1886 Australian Med. Gaz. Oct.

Drunk, ///. a. and sb.'^ Add :

1. Drunk and disorderly : the official form of a
charge in police court procedure. Drunk and in'
capable ; see Incapable a. 5.

1874 H. C. Greenwood Magisterial 9f Police Guide 610
margin, Offences. Drunk and disorderly persons. 1893
T. Marriott Constable^s Dutyjd OflTence Defined...Every
person who. .is found to be drunk and disorderly.

B. sb. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1839 C. F. Bkigcs Harry Franco II. vii. 78, I have kept

money enough to have a good drunk.

Drused (drKzd), a. [Druse a.] = Drdsy «.

189S Stohv-Maskf.lvne Crystallogr, 172 Forms ., which
exhibit ridjicd or ' drused ' surfaces.

Ihry, sb. Add : 5. (from Dry a. i i a) A pro-
hibitionist, orig, U.S.
1918 Literary Digest (N.Y.) 17 Aug. 39The * drys ' lose the

Stale by only a bare majority. 19x2 Ibid. 16 Dec. 12 The
*drys' broadly base their satisfaction on the fact that no
previously *dry ' State reversed itself in the election, 1930
X^aity Express 6 Nov, 2/1 An active 'Dry*.

Dry, a. Add : 11. a. (Later example.)
1916 Literary Digest (N.Y.) i Jan. 4/2 About as much

' dry ' territory ' going wet ' as there was of * wet ' territory
' going dry '. 19x2 [see *Dry sb, 5].

310

C. 2. a. dry-feed vb. ; dry-clean v. trans., to

clean (clothes and other textiles) without using
water ; so dry-cleaner^ dry-cleaning vbl. sb. and
ppl. adj. ; dry-dyeing vbl, sb,, dyeing with dyes
soluble in spirit.

18x8 W. Tuck-ER Favtily Dyer 4- Scourer (ed. s) i. 20 For
*dry cleaning Clothes ofany Colour. 1897 Chambers's yrnl.
25 Sept. 620/2 A firm of so-called 'di-y<leaners' of wearing
apparel. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. 9 Mar. 3/1 A dry cleaning cloth
ball. /bid. 20 Apr. 3/3 The present extraordinary perfection
of dry-cleaning. Ibid., A good gown, dry-cleaned, is a much
better thing than an inferior new one. Of course I do not
pretend that all dry-cleaners are equally good. Ibid. 12 Oct.
3/2 How well they may dry-clean at home by the use of benzo-
line. 1908 Daily Report 27 Aug. 6/4 Tiie conditions under
which women and girls work in dry-cleaning establishments,
where benzine is largely used. 191 1 R. W. Chambers Co7n-
jno7t Law viii, 232 Her gown needs dry-cleaning. 1904
IVestm. Gaz. 8 Sept. 4/2 *Dry-dyeingissimplydyeing with
aniline dyes soluble in spirit. 1907 Daily Chron. 8 July
4/4 New systems of *dry-feeding young and adult stock.

3. dry-blower Austral. ^ a term of opprobrium
(cf. Blower 1 5); dry-blowing Austral, (see

quot.) ; dry camp U.S.y a camp or halt where
there is no water; dry diggings, (a) in S. Africa,

diamond diggings at which the diamondiferous
material is disinte^jrated by exposure to the atmo-
sphere ; (b) U.S. diggings on high land or a hill-

side away from a river; dry-dike = dry-stone dike

(see Dike sb, 6 b); so d^y'diked adj., dry-diker\
dry farmer U.S. (see next) ; dry farming U.S.,

farming without a good supply of water; dry
norther U.S., a north wind not accompanied by
rain ; dry spell, a [jeriod of at least fifteen conse-

cutive days to none of which is credited as much as

•04 inch of rain ; dry stone a. (earlier U.S. ex-

ample) ; dry-wall v.., to furnish with a dry wall

;

to build a dry wall ; dry-walling, walling without
mortar ; so dry-waller ; dry-wash U.S., the dry
bed of an intermittent stream.

. 189s Queenslander J Dec. 1069 Every other man you meet
in Coolgardie .. is either a lord, a colonel, a captain, a
doctor, an expert, an agent, a sharebroker, or a sharper;
all the rest are dude;, drunkards, and *diyblowers, pro-
fessional liars, and loafers, x^^ Argus 28 Mar. 5/5 (Morris)
When water is not available, as unfortunately is the case at
Coolgardie, **dry blowing 'is resorted to. This is done by
placing the pounded stuff [i'c. alluvial ore] in one dish, and
pouring it slowly at a certain height into the other. If there
IS any wind blowing it will carry away the powdered stuff ; if

there is no wind the breath will have to be used. 1873 J. H.
Beadlb Undevel. West xxviii. 615 We.. find a pool with
water enough for our horses, and to fill our jugs, as we must
make a **dry camp* to-night. 1887 Cm/Zw^ (U.S.) X. 4/2
We halted on an open place at the edge of a canon and
went into dry camp. J920 H unter Trail Drivers of Texas
312 The round up boss. .called for two or three men.. to
make what is called a * dry camp ', 1851 in igth Cent. (1889)
June 970 The cradles were at work washing the earth
brought from his claims upon the *dry diggings. 1873
F. Boyle To the Cape for Diarnonds 123 Four 'dry
diggings':—New Rush.. Old De Beers, Dutoitspan, and
Bulifontein, 1889 K. Munroe Golden Days x.m The dry
diggings were those of hili-sides, or in gulches containing no
steady supply of water. 1899 Lacv Pictures of Travel 173
The ' dry diggings ' are thirty miles to the south-east of Pniel.

They are so called because the gems are not found in river-

wash, but in dry tufa, which nas apparently never been
in contact with water. 1910 J. Hart Vigilante Girl xxiv.

326 It had been a 'dr>' diggings', and the skeleton line of
a long flume ran threa3-like along the mountains. 1920
Hunter Trail Drivers ofTexas 43Thisbeiiig Dry Diggings,
meaning no gold to be found, ..we all scattered. 1907
MacjH. Mag. Jan. 196 The platform..was some fifty ieet

above the valley, and the stones on its face, which was
almost perpendicular, appeared to be irregularly "dry-dyked.

1905 Spectator II Feb. 211/1 In the Boer War the **dry
dikers* ofa certain East Yorkshire regiment used to be asked
to volunteer to build *sangars'. 191* W^ason Friar Tuck
iii. 36 Next came the *dry farmer. 1919 H. L. Wilson Ala
Pettengill v. 155 Tlie forlorn shack ofa dry-farmer. 1908 Sci,

Amer. 22 Aug. lao '*Dry farming* consists in so preparing
the soil in semi-arid regions that it will catch what little

annual rainfall there is, and store it within reach of the roots

of the plants to be grown. 1871-3 Texas Almanac 97 The
people here in Texas divide these winter storms into 'wet
northers* and * *dry northers'. 1927 Observer 15 May 32
A..*dry plate clutch. 1887 *Dry spell [see Spell sb} 5b].

X919 British Rainfall 27 A Dry Spell is a period of fifteen

or more consecutive days no one of which is a ' Wet Day '.

1770 Washington Diaries I. 380 The Mason's went to lay-

ing Stone in the walls of the water Pit {*dry stone). 1886
Elworthy W. Somerset IVord-bk.^ *Dry-waller. . . *Dry-
walling. 1921 G. Jekyll Colour Schemes for Floiuer
Garden 67 It is a plant for dry banks, tops of rock-work
and dry. walling. Ibid. 86 An earth bank four and a half
feet high, *dry-walled on both sides. 192a Daily Mail
10 Nov. B/s A dry-waller has to be born, not made. So old
William told me when I found him dry.walling. 1928 Peake
& Fleure5'^(^/^4-.S'(J7('«ii6 Acertain amount of dry walUng
was used. 1926 y[\:t.voviX3CeLssidy''s Prot^g^ix, no Abridge
spanned a "cfry-wash, dry most of the year.

Dry, V. Add ; 2. c. To dry straight : to come
right in the end. colloq.

1897 W. J. Locke Derelicts xxii, I shall miss you terribly
—at first—but it will all dry straight, Yvonne.

6. Dry up. d. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1855 f. S. Marrvat Mts. Sf Molehills xiv. 2^7 One of the

miners told him., that * if he didn't "dry up he'd chuck
him out of the stage*. i86a 'Gail Hamilton' Country
Living ^ Th. 94 Men can talk 'slang '. * Dry up *is nowhere
forbidden in the Decalogue.

DUB.

Dryas (drsi-aes). [L. : see Deyad etym.] A
tufled rosaceous plant of the genus so named, found
in arctic and alpine rej*ions.

1839 Loudon Encycl. Plants 454. 1927 Glasgow Herald
a6 Mar., A thin carpet of Arctic-Alpine vegetation such as
a white-flowered dryas and dwarf-willows.

Dry-dock, v. Add : hX^ofig.
1882 Li-qnor Christmas Annual ii. 83/2 They had the

ability and tact to live by fraud without being overhauled
by Justice and dry-docked.

Dry goods. (Additional U.S. examples.)
1806 Weems Lett. II. 334 If you can make by the Dry

Good commerce 2, or 3000S per an. ..I really think you
ought to embrace the offer. 1815 Ibid. HI. 126, I may get
the decks clear for.. some dry goods. t86o S. Mobdf.cai
Virginiaxv.^Z The first specimen in Richmond of the Broad-
way style of dry goods palaces. 1902 O. Wister Virginian
iv. 43 The new day and its doings be^an around me in the
store, chiefly at the grocery counter. Dry-goods were not in

great request. 1904 Tom Watson Betizany {igzo) 6 Bethany
had a dry-goods store.

Drvness. Add: 4. The condition of being
* dry '^ or without alcohol. U.S.
Z920 Contemp. Rev. July 79 * Dryness* in America is

enormously increasing the consumption [of sugar] there.

1927 Obsertier 24 July 9/2 President Coolidge wiii..run as
a staunch champion of 'dryness *.

Drysalted, ///. a. Salted and dried, as dis-

tinguished from pickled.

1885 [see Dry a. C. 2]. 1930 Times =2 Mar. 18/6 Pork
(drysalted clear bellies).

DSO. Add : Also Dzo.
1897 Geog, yrnl. (R.G.S.) July 36 The male dzo is used for

ploughing. 192^ Glasgoxo Herald 3 May 6 These Dzos
gave excellent milk, and weie fertile * inter se *.

D.T. (d/-tf-). Also D.T.*s (d;-trz). The
initials of Delirium tremens used as a word.
1838 'Megathym Splene ' .^/«/^ Matres 33 The disease

called D.T. (heaven forbid I should write it m full). 1865
Soiled Dove xx\ ii, I wish to God I could get D.T., and then
I should go mad and cut my throat. 1880 G. R. Sims
Ballads ofBabylon, Beauty ^ Beast iv, A tilled churl Who
had just got round from a bad dt. 1907 Daily Chron.
30 Aug. 7/3 'D.T.'s* without drunkenness, xgio Davis
Fro7n Selection to City ix. 82 He started to shake as if he
had the d.t.'s.

Dnal, a. (sb.) Add : A. adj. 3. In technical use

;

esp. dual control (of an aeroplane) ; heuce cUtrib.

and dual-controlled 2A].

1909 IVestm, Gaz. 22 July 8/3 Some system of what is

known as dual ignition for the modern high-class.. motor-
car. 1911 A. G. Clark Motor Car Ettgin. I. 173 Diagram
of Wiring for Dual System. Ibid. 175 Bosch Dual Magneto.
Ibid. 177 Bosch Dual Wiring. 1912 Motor Manual {<cd. 14)

51 Bosch dual-ignition system. 1912 J. Armstrong Motor
156 A well-designed type of dual disc-clutch. igi^Scotsman
8 Oct. 9/1 The number of * dual-pui pose ' boats, equipped to

burn both coal and oil, includes 38 battleships, 17 battle-

cruisers, and 21 light cruisers. 1914 Aeroplane 15 July 60/2
Even if the ' H erring Pond ' is crossed previously by a single

or dual control machine. Ibid. 12 Aug. 164/2 The Beatty
School, with its dual control Wright biplanes. 1917 A. G.
Clark Motor Car En^^in. II. 73 Having in view the high
efficiency of the modern miigneto, it may be accepted that

the dual ignition will only be fitted on the more expensive
and high powered cars to facilitate starting up. i'9i7 C. C.
Turner Aircraft of To-day vii. 114 The dual-engine aero-
plane. Ibid. xi. 184 A common method of tuition is on
machines with dual control. 1928 Titnes 13 Aug. 1S/7 A
Shorthorn is, and always has been, a dual-purpose animal.

1930 Aberdeen Press Sf yrnl. 18 Mar.7 AGrebedual-control
aeroplane. 1930 Daily Tel. 24 J uly 10/4 The machine was
dual-controlled.

B. sb. 3. In chess problems, a choice in White's
continuations. Hence Dual v. in pass,, to admit
of a dual solution.

1875 City^ London Chess Mag. 116 The Black Pawn on the
KR file is here omitted as superfluous, and the above-
mentioned duals entirely eliminated. 1903 Daily Chron-
II July 8/7 Your prob.em is dualled by 22 17. 1906 A. C.
Wh ite Tours de Force p. xxxiii^ If White is allowed a choice

of continuations, such a choice is called a dual, or multiple,

continuation. There are two kinds of duals: Absolute duals

. .and minor duals.

Duar (d;7 aj). Also douar. [Arab., f. Semitic

root meaning * round'.] An Arabian village.

1899 Daily News 6 Nov. 7 '2 At the duar of Charifin a man
stole a donkey. X900 A. E. W. Mason Miranda of the
Balcony x, He [sc. the Aral>] belonged to a douar, a tent

village, you understand. 1908 IVestm. Gaz, 16 Apr. 5, 2 The
duar or village of the Kaid of the Ouled BuzirL

X>Tlb (d»b), sb.^ Criminals' slang. [Cf. Dub z/.3]

A key, especially one used for picking locks. Hence
Du'bsman (or abbrev. Dubs), a turnkey, gaoler.

a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Dub, c. a Pick-lock-key.

1789 G. Parker Life's Painter 13(5 A bunch of young dubs
by her side. x8ai D. Haggabt Z-^Ced. 2)31 We seized him,
took the dubs, bound, ami gagged him. 1839 Ainsworth
yack Sheppard 11. xii, Oh! give mc a chisel, a knife, or
a file. And the dubsmen shall find that Ml do it in style !

1887 Henley Villous Good Night (Farmer) You coppers'
narks, and dubs, What pinched me when upon the snam.
1923 Chambers's yrnl, 716/1, I pulled the dub of the outer
jigger from his sack.

JMa^sb.^ U.S. slang. [Perh. related to Dub f.^

II, Dubbed///, a, 4,] A poor hand at anything.

1896 G. Ade Artie i. ^ What kills me off is how all these

dubs make their star winnins. 1902 H. L. Wilson Spenders
XXX. 353 People can talk all they want to about your bein'

just a dub— 1 won't believe 'em. 1905 Smart Set Oct. i?/i

I've made up my mind that 1 ain't goin' to keep on bem*
a common dub all my life. 1911 H, Quick Vel/ozi'stone A^^
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43, I was coming on pretty well for a dub. 1916 BovD Cable
Action Front 8 1 he Schmidt customer crowd didn't need to

know a thing about me being here unless he was dub enough
10 tell 'em. i9ai R. D. Paine Catnr. Rolling Ocean vi. 99
He . .says the officers are dubs and most of the boys muckers.

Dubf ^-^ slang. [Origin obscure.] intr. To
dub up : to pay up.

1840 Comic Almanack 36 * Come, du5 up !
' roars a third

;

and I don't mind telling you. .that I. -took out the sovereign

and gave it. 1845 Punch Oct. 147/1 He has been compelled

to* dub up* cut of his own pocket. i8s» Ml'ndy Antipodes

(1857) 36 The juniors are compelled to dub up.

JbuD, vfi U.S. slang, [Cf. *DuB sbfi] intr. To
go or act aimlessly or ineffectively.

1896 G. Ade Artie xvi. 146 I'd been readin' them con story-

books about pickin' flowers and goin" fishin' and dubbin*

around the woods out in the country.

Dnbber^. Add: 2. An implement for trim-

ming hides. US,
1850 L. H. Garrard Wah-fo-Yak iv. (1927) 6r Bringing.

.

bufTalo skins down to the required thinness, by means of

the dubber.

Dubbin : see Dubbing vbl. sb, 4. Hence Du'b-
bined a., treated with dubbin.

i8js Jamieson, Dubbin, the liquor used by curriers for

softening leather, composed of tallow and oil. 1855 J. Davies
Races ^Lancashire in Trans, Fhilol. Soc. 230 Dubbin, a
kind of paste used by shoemakers. 1896 J. K* Snowden
ll'eb o/Old Weaver vii. 77, I was seeking a pot of dubbin
on the top shelf of her cupboard. 1899 M. Cobbett Bottled
Holidays 147 An omnibus odorous of freely-dubbined boots.

19x8 Daily Express 1 1 Oct. 3/3 Wearing enormous dubbincd
b'X)ts.

Dubby (dp-bi), a. coUoq, and dial, \L Dub z/.l

+ -y1.] Blunt; short, dumpy.
1835 Jennings Obs. Dial, w. Eng. 35 Duh, dubbed^ dttbby^

..blunt; not pointed; squat. 187a F. W. Robinson /Kraij-

ford's Ward III. 208 A nose that young ladies, I believe,

call *dubby'. 1904 Eixen T. Kowlkr & Kelkin A'a/*- «r
Kate Hall xxili, A dubby piece of blacklead that couldn^t
write two consecutive words-

Dublin CdD'blin). The name of the capital ofthe

Irish FreeState, formerly of Ireland ; as in Dublin
prawn, the small lobster Nephrops ttorvegicus.

1915 E. R. Lankester Diversions 0/ Naturalist 100

Another lobster of our markets b the little one known as the
' Dublin prawn ', which is common enough on the Scotch and
Norwegian coasts, as well as that of Ireland.

Dubs^ (dpbz). The Dubsy the nickname given

to the men of the Royal Dublin Fusiliers,

1899 Daily A'ettfs ao Nov. 4/5 One of the ' Dubs * shot
tlirough the left leg and both arms. 1900/l'id, sg Mar. 3/4 It is

asgood as a tonic to get into conversation with the ' Dubs *.

"Dnhs^ {dvbz), iocai. [Short for ^«^/«.] (See

quots.)
xSaa E. Moor Suffolk Words s.v., A player knocking two

out of the ring cries * dubs 1
* to authorize hb claim to both«

x88a Mary H. Footk Led-Horse Claim iv. 63 ' What is it

the boys say when they play marbles?'. .' Fend dubs?*
Hilgard suggested. 1896 Dialect Notes {Amer. Dial. Soc.)

I. 220 In Missouri, .dubs means, not doublet'i, but that the

player has blundered, and by crying * dubs ' is entitled to

play again.

Dubster (di^-bstaj). U.S. slang, = *DuB j^.8

1004 A'. 1
'. Tribune 1 ^iay , Tliey seize upon the latest clever

dubster and cry htm up as a miracle of wit and wisdom.

Ducb.esS6 (do'tjts, lld/Vjfs). [Fr., = duchess,]

1. Duchesse satin, satin dtuhesse, a very soft kind

of satin.

1878 Casseltg Family Mag. IV, 365/1 Duchesse satin is

the widest, and at the same time far the best. 1884 /*a//

Mall Gaz. 9 Aug. 9/1 A long train of cream duchesse satin.

1894 Times 19 Sept. 10/4 Charged, .with stealing a large

quantityof silk ana satin duchesse. \f^Amiy^Navy Co-op,

Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 1095/3 Coloured Satins. Duchesse.

2. Duchesse lace, a variety of Brussels pillow-lace,

worked wiih fine thread in large sprays.

i88a Caulfeiu> & Saward Diet. Needlework 166/%
Duchesse Lace is worked with a finer and different thread
to that of Honiton. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXX. iio/a
' Duchesse ' and Bruges lace are the chief pillow.made laces.

3. (See quot.)

x8*B CasselCs Family Mag. IV. 168/2 For balls, .there are
the Duchesse and Marquise sleeves. The Duchesse covers
two-thirds of the arm, and is finished off with frills, .and lace.

4. Dtuhesst dressing chesty table^ a dressing-table

with a swing-glass. Duchesse toilet cover, set, a
cover for a dressing-table, or a set of covers consist-

ing usually of one long runner,0Qe smaller, and two
very small mats,
1895 Army <V Navy Co^p. Soc, Price List 15 Sept. iioa/a

Duchesse 'toilet Covers. 1906 Lady*s World Nov. 136/1
Very dainty Duchesse toilet sets can be made by placing
some of tlie^ floral squares on a foundation of coloured silk.

i9sa Daily Tel. 13 June 20/1 Burr w.ilnut duchesse tables and
va^thstands. x^yilbid, 5 Apr. 21/7 Duchesse dressing chests.

Dnck, sb^ Add : 1. e. ellipt. Duck-shot.
1687 S. Sewall Letter Bk. 64 Six tone of sbott, of which

three ton Goose, two lone Duck, one pigeon. 1775 Jmls.
Cant. Congress III. 426 Procure a quantity of duck and
powder. 1845 W. G. Simms Wigwam ^ Cabin 334 Draw
the loadj, Scip, and put in some of the high duck.

3. b. Often a duckofa . . . ; and appliedto things

as well as persons,
184s Punch 18 Sept. 1 12/1 If our remarks were made with

an affectionate eye to the young ladies of the &.itin-album>

loving school, we should assuredly style this *a duck of
ft picture*. 184s W. L, Rede Sixteen .String Jack i. li,

Ob, Lsn't he a duck of a fellow? 1891 Farmer Slang s.v.,

A duck of a bonnet.

4. Also, a fellow, * customer '. U.S. slang.

1889 K. MfNROE Golden Days xxiv. 261 He was the duck
that stole Paddy's horse. 190^ A. Adams Log Co^vboy ix,

125, I can't quite make out this other duck, but I reckon
he's some big auger. 1904 \V. H, Smith Promoters v, 100
As you said, Goldsby, Slosher's a slick duck,

9. b. trans/.

1929 W. J. 'LoQK.E.yorico 226 She was something of a lame
duck of a craft.

10. b. Sydney duck (Australian), a convict,

1873 JoAQL'iN Miller Unwritten Hist. viii. (1876) 120
There are some hard names given on the Pacific ; but when
you call a man a ' Sydney duck ' it is well understood that
you mean blood.

11. a. duck-hunt,
1847 C. Lanman Summer in Wilderness jixvm. 1961 I..

started on a duck hunt down the river Raisia

12. duck-disease colloq., shortness of leg ; also

ducks* disease ; duck shot (U.S. example) ; duck-
shover Austral., a cabman who does not wait his

titrn in the rank, but touts for passengers ; so diick-

shoving; duck walk, a duckboard track (see

Duckboard),
19*5 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier 4* Sailor Words,

* Ducks* disease, short legged. 1928 S. Vines Humours
Unreconciled viii. 103 Mr. Sheepshanks, .soon got his host
expanding a theory of the * duck-disease *, as he facetiously

called the shortness of leg from wliich the Japanese were
sufTerin?. 1851 K.Glisan Jml, Army Life vu {1874) 57, I

had a fine opportunity to plunge a whole charge of *duck
shot into his side. 1898 Morris /4Kf/ra/^//^,,*Duck-shover.
X908 Westm. Gaz. 18 Jan. 3/2 A swanker and a duck-shover.

1870 N, fr Q. 4th Ser. VI. ni ' "Duck-shoving ' .. is the
term used by our Melbourne cabmen to express the unpro-
fessional trick of breaking the rank, in order to push past
the cabman on the stand for the purpose of picking up a
stray passenger or so. 1896 Otago Daily Times 25 Jan. 3/6
(Moms) ' Duck shoving ', a process of getting passengers
which operated unfairly against the cabmen who stayed on
the licensed stand and obeyed the by-law. 1917 War Ulus,
trated 28 Apr. 239/2 The **duck-walk* is laid for easy
crossing of difficult surfaces.

Dnck, V. Add : 2. b. To back out, withdraw

;

to make off, abscond, orig. ^^..S". slang,

1896 G. Ade Artie it. 9, I think I'll have to duck on that

present. 1910 W. M. Raine B.^ O'Connor 349 Coming
through the caffon Del Oro in the night, he ducked ; I reckon
he's in Mexico now. 19x1 H. S, Harrison Queed xx\. 370
It's about over. And now I must pay for my fun—duck
back to the office. 1915 \\. L. Wilson Rugbies of Red
Cap ii. (1917) 36, I duck out every morning before she's up,

2919 P. G. WoDEHOUSE Doiusel in Distress xvi. He saw me,
too, and what do you think be did ? Ducked down a side-

street, if you please.

c. trans. To get away from, to avoid, dodge (a

person or thing). U,S.
1896 G. Ade Artie vi. 55 And purty soon he duck's *em

and comes over an' touches me for two cases. 19*6 J. Black
You Cant Win vii. 80 We'll get a passenger train out of
Cheyenne, kid, if we can duck Jeff Carr. 19S8 Daily Tel.

6 Nov. 13/3 (American Election) Both sides, he says, have
* ducked the problems of Labour and foreign policy.

6. trans, aud intr. In the game of Bridge (see

quots.).

190^ R, F. Foster Complete Bridge 263 Ducking.. is

refusing to part with the command of your own suit, and is

usually resorted to in situations in which no finesse is pos-
sible. Ibid. 264 The dealer sees that it is impossible to
catch the K, Q, 10 of spades, so he ducks the suit by
leading a small card. Ibid. 266 As there is no card in

dummy's hand but the club ace that will bring the suit into

play, that card must be kept as a re-entry until the third

round, and the first two rounds of the suit must be ducked.
Ibid, 31a Ducking.—Refusing to win tricks when able to do
so, 1^8 Daily Express 27 Aug. 4 You can frequently
make the most of a suit by deliberately losing the first trick.

This method of play, called 'ducking , is founded not only
00 the law of average probabilities but also on the expecta*
tion that the cards are normally distributed.

Dnckboard (dirkbo^jd). [f. Duck sb,^ + Boakd
sb^ Usually //, In the war of 1914-18, a slatted

timber path laid down oa wet or muddy ground in

the trenches or in camps; also in wider use. Also
attrib. Hence I>u'ck-l>oarded a., furnished with
duckboards.
1017 War Illustrated 17 Mar. 109 Walking wounded are

helped along the duck-boards that flank the light railways.

loid 14 July 467 They. .flung duck-board bridges over the
Douve river. 1919 G. K. Rosk 2/4/A Oxf. if Bucks Lt.
Infty. 31 For four miles the path lay along a single duck-
board track, capsized or slanting in many places. Ibid.

73 The day was spent in., rebuilding dug-outs or laying fresh

duckl>oards (wooden slats to walk on in ibe trenches). Ibid,

73 A duck-boarded communication trench. 19*5 £. Fraser
& Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Wonts, Duckboard glide, a
common term for after-dark movements along the trenches,
when secrecy and quietness was essential. . . Duckboard
harrier, a despatch ' runner ' or messenger, whose duty took
him along the duckboards in the trenches. 19*6 Glasgow
Herald 9 Jan. 9 Certain underground stations are feeling

the effects of the flood, particularly that of Mirabeau, where
duckboards have been laid upon the platform.

Dncker^. Add: 3. A duck-hunter.

1903 N. Y. Sun 8 Nov., The professional ducker goes
about his work in an entirely difTcrent manner. Killing
ducks with these men b a business.

Dnckinff^. (Later U.S. examples.)
190^ N, Y. Times lo May 4 Advt., Splendid selection of

duckings from which to make them \sc. awnings]. 1990
Hunter Trail Drivers of Texas 177 The silver., was placed
in duckin' sacks.

Ducky (dvki), a, colloq. [f. Duck sby -f- -y 1.]

In affected or juvenile speech an emotional epithet

of commendation : see *Ddok sb^ 3 b.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 5 Apr, lo/i She remembers making his
first dress with its * ducky buttons*. 1905 M, Barnes-
Grundy Vacil. Hazel in The duckiest, little bronze beetle,

..mounted in gold. 1905 Punch 8 Mar. 178/1 Only see
how prettily he's scratching his ducky little ear. 19*7 Ibid.

14 Sept. 285/1 You can wear one of those ducky little lace
caps.

Duct. Add:
6. Also, a conduit for an electric cable.

1901 Westm, Gaz. n Apr. 7/2 The work of laying the
cable ducts has practically fini>hed.

7. In attrib. use = affecting the epithelium of the

mammary glands, as dud-cancer, -cyst, 'papilloma.
1864 T, Holmes' Syst. Surg. IV. 680 Duct-cysts. Per-

fectly closed cysts, .but having an opening communicating
with a duct. 1889 Lancet 21 Dec. 1278/1 In duct cancer of
the breast he had not observed eczematous appearances. 19x0
Practitioner Apr. 469 When a duct-papilloma obstructs one
of the large ducts near the nipple.

Dud, sb. Add : 4. A counterfeit thing, as a bad
coin, a dishonoured cheque ; in the war of 1914-18
applied spec, to an explosive shell that failed to

explode ; hence (cf., however, sense 3 in Diet.)

applied contemptuously to any useless or inefficient

person or thing. (Cf. next.)

1897 Daily News 14 Jan. 2/2 He admitted that he knew
that he ought not to have sold the piracies, and that such
works were known as ' Duds'. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 28 Jan.
4/1 Gambling with 'Duds.'..A 'dud' car is a worthless
contraption, which . . has arrived at a stage when it would be
dear at any price. X908 Captain Apr. 23/2 We want talent,

not duds. 1915 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 141 Our weary hearts
rejoice When Silent Susan sends us t.lown a dud ! 1915
Boyd Cable Betzueen Lines 254 One of these [shellsl

was a dud an' didn't burst. 1915 Rosheb In R.N.A.S.
(1916) 97, 1. .spent the whole of the afternoon trying to get
my beastly engine to go. It's an awful dud. 19x0 Punch
1 Sept. 168/1 He. .has. .been irritated by his school-boy son
derisively addressing him as an 'old dud '. 19x3 S. Baldwin
in Public Opinion 30 Nov. 531/1 All the torpedoes they
carry are duds. 1927 R. Thorsdike SlyPe xi, And then you
wants to know the reason of their putting a dud in charge
of a public building. 1928 Galsworthy Swan Song 111. xvi.

345 It's when you don't understand that you feel suchadud.

Dud, a. [app. adj. use of Dud 3, *4.] Counter-

feit ; failing to answer to its description or to per-

form its function; worn out; useless; unsatisfactory.

1903 Daily Ckron, 29 July 9/4, I . .got him to give me half

a crown for a dud ring. 1904 Ibid. 13 May 6/3 Wanted
comedy and dramatic sketches. Something with life and go
in it. No Dud stuff required. jpiS Rosher In R.N.AS.
(1916) 130 As luck would have it, the weather was dud.
1917 Blackw. Mag. May 803/2 It was soon afterwards that

our engine went dud. 1917 ' Contact ' Airmail's Outings
267 They wanted a plan of some new defences on which the
Hun had been busy during the spell of dud weather. 1918
W. J. LocKK Rough Road xviii, * It's a dud sort of a place,

Durdiebury*. said he. *Dud?' He laughed. 'It never
goes off.' 19S0 Punch 20 Oct. 309/1 Give me some dud
messages. 1919 Star 21 Aug. 14/4 Hitherto, he has met
with rotten luck in Africa, Seemed to strike one dud patch
after another.

Due* a. Add: 9. d. advb. in Due to: — owing
to (Owing ppl. a, 3 b). Frequent in U,S. use.

10. b. On the point of (doing something). With
inf. 6^.^*. colloq.

X9» R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean ii. 22 These.,
relatives of his had never taken the trouble to find out

whether he amounted to anything or not... Well they were
about due to find out.

11. duo-bill 6'.6'. (earlier examples).
1800 in C Cist Cincinnati (1841) 173 A number of due

bills. 184X J. F. CooPKR Deerslayer vil, Though there's

them about that would look upon you more as a due-bill for

the bounty than a human mortal.

Duff, sb.\ (Earlier U.S. example.)
1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XI. 446 And oh ! that 'duff*.,

that plum duff!..ofa Sunday!

Duff, z'-^ Golf. [Uack-formationf. Duffer j^. 2]

trans. To perform (a shot) badly, by hitting the

groimd first behind the ball and thus driving the

ball only a short distance. Alsoyff.to make a mess

of, muff.

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 469/1 The verb ' to duff* does not

mean., to play as a * duffer' or hopelessly bad player, but

simply to hit the ground first, behind the ball, so that the

ball is struck with the upper edge of the face^ and sent

only a short way into the air. Ibid. 469/2 Duffing is very

frequently caused by the player having his ball too near his

right foot, 1906 Westm. Gaz. 8 Sept. 3/1 At the first duffed

shot. 1909 Ibid. 30 Apr, 12/2 Mayoduffed his approach.

1924 Glasgoiv Herald 15 June 11 He made one solitary slip

when he duffed his putt on Wee Bogle.

Duffer, i'5.2 Add : 1. b. Duffersfortnight, a

fortnight of the angling season during which trout

are supposed to be caught easily.

I9a7 OOsen'er 19 June 27/4 That period of imbecility the

so-called ' duffer's fortnight '. 1938 Daily Express 28 May
4/5 This annual festival of the Mayfly inaugurates the

' Duffers' Fortnight '.

Dtifterdar. variant of *Defterdar.

Duff-OUt, sb. Add :

2. (Earlier U.S. examples.) Also attrib.

1855 in J. A. Thomson So Vrs'. Kemin. (1904) I. 171,

I live in a dug-out tent [at BalaklavaL wliich is pretty warm,

with a capital fire-place made out of potato tins ! x86o

Bkigham Young Jrnl. Discourses WW. 293/1 When you

have built splendid habitations, be as willing to leave them

as you would to leave a dug-out. 1873 J. H. Beadle

Undevel. West xxxi. 685 The unhappy traveler, if com-

pelled to seek shelter in winter, will find it in a SwedisU

* dug-out '.



DUG-UP.

b. spu, applied to the roofed shelters used in

trench warfare. Also aitrib.

X904 \Vest$n, Gaz. 7 Dec 7/1 The following telegram from
General Sakharoff. . has been received at St. Petersburg :.

.

Our troops, thanks to their dug-outs, warm clothing, and
plentiful food, do not suffer from the cold. 19x4 D. O.
Barnett Lett. (1915) 19 A dug-out in the reserve trenches.

1914-16 E. A. Mackintosh IVar the Liberator (1918) 23
And I shall see no more 'Ihe gallant friendly faces Framed
in my dug-out door. 19x9 G. K. Rose 2/^th Ox/. Sf Bucks
Lt. Infty. 26 Desire Trencli.-was a shallow disconnected
trough upholstered in mud and possessing four or five un-

finished dug-out shafts. Ibid. 63 A bombed dug-out is the
last word in * unhealthiness *.

3. A channel made by digging. U.S.
1854 Bartlett Pers. Narr. Expior. Texas, etc. II. xlv,

535 A little further we came to a * dug out '—that is, a passage
cut or dug across a bar.

4, A superannuated officer in temporary service.

Also trans/, applied to any person of out-of-date

appearance or ideas, orig. Army slang.
191a Blackw. Mag. June 805/2 From his turn-out, he was

probably a prehistoric * dug-out', a ' was-bird ' of ' weird

'

early Victorian ideas. 1916 H. G. Wklls Mr. Britling 11.

U. 232 Anew untried man—usually a dug-out in an advanced
state of decay—is stuck into the job.

^ 1918 W. J. Lockb
Rough Roady'xx. 75 The Colonel was immensely proud of
them and sang theu: praises to any fellowdug-out who would
listen to him. 19200. Rev. July 139 Retired officers and
civilians, the much sneered at 'Dug-outs* .. saved the
situation.

Da'g-np, a. [See Dig z/. 14.] Exhumed ; un-
earthed.

1897 Daily News 23 Jan. 5/5 When the loud laughter
which greeted this dug-up relic had died away. i^oolVesim.
Gaz, 20 Jan. 4/3 The facts which this * dug-up* material
discloses are all to Thackeray's credit, 1921 Galsworthv
To Let I. xii, Thought her father had some * ripping*
pictures and some rather * dug-up '.

Du'g-way. U^S. [Dug///, a.] A road made
by digging.
1718 Lancaster Rec. 183 Neer where the path now goes;

to witt the partfa \sic\ called the dugway. 1819 E. Dana
Ge&gTt Sketches 43 The spacious dug ways by the side of,

and around the adjoining hills, gave them the facility of
speedily gaining their fort. 1870 J. H. Beadle Li/e in
Utah 2ig Descending to the valley by a dangerous 'dug-
way', we forded Green River. 1873 — Undevel. West viii,

148 A narrow 'dug-way '..cut by cross ravines.

3>1lk-duk (du'kduk). [Native name.] A (mem-
ber of a) secret society among llie natives of Neu
Pommem, Bismark Archipelago, whicli executes
justice on the rest of the tribe and practises sorcery
and mysterious rites.

1883 W. Powell Wand. Wild Country dx The Duk-duk
..may be spoken of as the administration of law, being
judge, policeman, and hangman all in one. 1884 Encycl.
Brit. XVII. 372/2 Justice is executed, and tabus, feasts,

taxes, &c., arranged, by a mysterious disguised figure, the
'duk-duk'. 1896 tr. Ratzets Hist. Mankind I. 133 The
weak chiefs of Melanesia, in order not to be quite powerless,
apply the mystic Duk-Duk system to their own purposes.
1908 AtheniBUiti 11 Apr. 444/2 The Dukduk of Melanesia.
1929 Eliz. a. Weber {title) The Duk-Duks. Primitiveand
Historic Types of Citizenship.

Duke, sb. Add:
3. d. The Duke's : short for {a) the Duke of

Cambridge's Own (Middlesex Regiment) ; {b) the
Duke of Wellington's (West Riding Regiment).
1900 Westm, Gaz. 20 July 5/1 The force that was engaged

. . was composed of the Duke of Cambridge's Own and the
Irish and Belfast Yeomanry. The Dukes were 125 strong,
i9aS E. Eraser & Gibbons Soldier <$• Sailor Words s.v,

^icknameSy Duke's, The, the Duke of Wellington's (West
Riding Regiment).

DuMe (di«-ki). [-IE, -T 6.] The Dukies, fami-
liar name of the boys (soldiers* sons and orphans)
of the Duke of YorVs Royal Military School. Also
sing.

1906 Daily Chron. 27 Aug, 4/4 A big detachment of * the
Dukies '. 1908 Ibid. 23 Jan. 6/3 Enough to fire the imagi-
nation of the very dullest 'Dukie* in the school. 1927
Daily Tel. 28 June 7 The ' Dukies '. .were given a farewell
at the station.

Dolce, sh. 2. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1844 G.W. Kendall .Va:«jfa^(f£^/£<i II. i. 31 Among

the higher order of Mexicans the dinner finishes with fruits,
dulccs or sweetmeats. 1858 Teresa Viele Folloiving the
Drum 186 Then came the dessert, dulcies of candied cactus
and melons.

Bnlcin (dp-lsin). Chem. [f. L. dtilcis + -in l.]

A very sweet crystalline substance, paraphenetol
carbamide, used as a sugar substitute in diabetes.

189s Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. Suppl. 844 Dulcin. CaH*,
OC3H5.NH2.NH.CO. 1912 yml. Chem. Soc. CII. n. 104
Detection and Identification of * Saccharin' and 'Dulcin

-

in Beverages, Foods, Drugs, Cosmetics etc.

Dnlcitone (dz7-lsit(7an). [f. L. dukis sweet +
Tone sb.'\ (See quot. 1927.)
1909 Chambers's Jrnl. Mar, 306/2 The dulcitone is a

musical instrument on the lines of the pianoforte. 1933
R. Noble Shakespeare's Use 0/ Song 17 The dulcitone,
which is portable and is capable of being performed upon by
an actor or actress of moderate musical accomplishment.
19*7 Grove's Diet. Mus. (ed. 3), Dulcitoney a keyboard
in<;trument somewhat similar in effect to the Celesta, in
which graduated steel tuning-forks are struck by hammers.
The compass is usually five octaves from bass A.

Boll, a. Add :

.7. C. Defining a grade of tobacco leaf.

iS^Rep. U.S.Comm. Patents, Agric, (1850) 322 There

312

oogbt, if the quality of the crop will permit, to be four sorts
of tobacco, ' Yellow ', ' Bright ',

' Dull *, and * Second '.

8. b. dullemittervalveW^z>(f/«j(seequot.i924).
I9a3 Exper. Wireless Nov. 97 The development of the

dull emitter has been a more ciosely-guarded secret than
any other manufacturing process connected with radio
engineering. 1^24 Hartnswortk's Wireless Encycl. II.

761/1 A dull emitter valve is a valve used in wireless work
that has been specially designed and made to operate on a
minimum voltage for the heating of the filament.

Dulosis (di«l^u-sis). Efit, [mod.L.,a. Gr. SotJ-

AwaiS, f. hovKovv to enslave, f. ^ovKo^ slave.] The
practice of enslaving colonies or individuals of colo-
nies of other ants, exhibited by certain genera of
ants. Hence Dalo'tic a., slave-holding.
1904 Biol. Bulletin May 257 Dahl is mistaken in supposing

that L[eptogenys] bismarckensis is a dulotic ant. 1908
Wesim. Gaz. •zija.n. 2/1 The custom of 'dulosis'.. exists in its

pure and unadulterated form in two—the Formica san^inea
and the Polyergus rufescetts. 1925 A. D. Imms Textbk.
Entom. 571 From temporary social parasitism the next step
is exhibited by dulosis or slavery. 1928 W. M, Wheeler
Social Insects 2S9 Yet another Myrmicine genus, Harpa*
goxenus..must lie included among the dulotic, or slave,
making ants.

Duma (d«*ma). Also (in Fr. form) douma.
[Russ. Aywa dufna.l In Russia, an elective muni-
cipal council, llie Duma, the elective legislative

council of state, Gosoudarstvennaia Duma, estab-

lished in 1905 by a ukase of Czar Nicholas II and
abolished in 191 7. Hence Du'zuaist, a member
of a duma or the Duma,
x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 70/2 Since 1870 the municipalities

have had institutions like those of the zemstvos...The
executive isxn the hands of an elective mayor and an uprava
which consists of several members elected by the duma.
1905 Daily Chron. T6¥^h. 5/1 The Douma will consist of
delegates of the district councils, each sending five. 1903
Times 19 Aug. 7/2 The Dujna is established for the pre-
liminary study and discussion of legislative propositions
which, according to the fundamental laws, will be sutmittted
to the supreme autocratic authority by the Council of the
Empire. 1905 Outlook 12 Aug. 892 (Cent. Diet. SuppL)
[The plan] was received with derision by the zemstvoists
and dumaists at their Congress in July. 1906 Daily Chron.
2 Aug. 1/7 M. Herzenstein, a wealthy Dumaist,. .has been
shot dead, .in Finland.

Dnmb,<a!. Add: 7. b. Foolish, stupid. (Chiefly

of persons,) U.S^ colloq.

Possibly after G. dunun or Du. dotn.

1823 J. F. Cooper Pilot 1 1, iii. 39 ' They're a dumb race \
said the cockswain,, .'now, there was our sargeant, who
ought to know something' [etc.]. 1825 — L. Lincoln ix.

(1859) 133 Do you think the Boston people so dumb as not
to know the law ? 1846-52 Mrs. Whitcher Widozu Bedott P.
xxix. 369 How could you be so dumb, Peggy? x^zJIarper's
Mag. Feb. 441/1 My, but men are dumb. A woman would
have caught on long ago. <r 1904 H. R. Martin Tillie 14
And he used to be dummeryet than-what he is now. Ibid.

58, I got religion a plenty, but 1 don't hold to no sich dumm
thoughts I

8. Dumb ague (earlier U.S. example). Also dumb
fever,

i83a_[R. Baird] Valley Mississippi viii. (1834) 85 These
maladies are intermitting and remitting billions fevers— ..

which have received the names of ' ague ',
* dumb fever *

and * chill and fever '. 1837 Knickerbocker Mag. X. 414
To this cause {sc. violent exertion] he attributed the 'dumb
ague *, that laid him up when the first snow commenced.

B. 3. A dumbfish. US,
1835 J. F. Cooper L. Lincoln xiv. (1859) 199 A real dumb is

not to he despised, especially when served up in a wrapper,
and between two coarser fish, to preserve the steam.

4. [Short for *Dujibhead] A foolish or stupid
person. ^..S". colloq.

1928 Daily Express 4 Dec. 10/3 A 'dumb' is a stupid
person, and if he's dumb enough he'll probably drive you
• cuckoo ' or crazy.

C. b, dumb-play = Dumb shovt 2,

1920 Chavtbers's yrnl. 21\f'^ A violent dumb-play of
smoothing the hair and arranging the coats of pyjamas.
1921 Glasgow Herald 10 Feb. 6 Certain M.P.'s did take the
part of actors and were duly taken and their dumb-play
shown on the screen.

Dumb-bell, -fd. Add: 2. b. (After *Dumb<z.

7 b.) A stupid person, a blockhead. U.S. slang,

Dumbfish. U.S. local. [Of doubtful origin ;

also called dumbed fish in i8th c (1762-), Cf.

the later Dunfish.] Codfish cured by the process
of dunning (see Dun v,^ i b).

1763 Boston Even. Post it Jan. Advt. (Th.) Choice Dumb
Fish and Connecticut Pork. 1772-6 J. Andrews Lett. 337
Finally determined to admit Dumb fish and rice to be
brought up as articles of provision. 179a [see Dumb a. 8].

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. iii. vi. (1820) 198 They have been
called dumb-fish ever since. 1835 Paulding John Bull <$

Br. Jon. xix. 80 These Down Easters are excellent good boat-
men, as well as great takersof . .a certain fish called dumbfish.

Du'mbliead. US. slang, [f. *Dumb a. 7 b
+ Head sb., after G. dumnikopf Du. doml'oj).'] A
blockhead,
i92x_MuLFORD Bar'20 Three xi. 125 Have I got to do alt

the thinking for this crowd of dumbheads?

Dnmb-iron (domai^jn). [See Dumb a. 8.] A
carriage-spring composed of two half-elliptic

springs joined at the ends. In the chassis of a motor
car, each of the pair of curved forward ends of the
frame-side members to which one end of each front
spring is fixed.

DUMMY.
1907 Westm. Gaz. 19 Dec. 4/2 The distinctive frame is of

pressed steel, slightly narrowed from thedashboaid, tapered,
and turned down in front so as to form its own dumb-irons,
thus making the connexion for the forward ends of the
springs. 1920 London Mag. June 334/1 The sharp dumb-
irons dug into the bank, and the car reared itself on end.
1928 Daily TeU 16 Oct. 17 Saiikey's tool box.. which fills

the usual blank space between the dumb irons, carved to
follow the line of the dumb iron.

Dnm.b-waiter. 2. U.S. (Examples.)
1856 CozZENs Sparrowgr. Papers vi. 68 We have put a

dumb waiter in our house. 1876 ). S. Ingram Centennial
Exposition iii. 69 The general kitchen whence the food is

distributed throughout the upper stories by means of dumb
waiters. 1890 Harpe/s Mag. Apr. 744/1 She clutched the
door of the dumb-waiter, which stood ajar.

Dnm casta (dom kse*sta). Law, [Short for

dufn sola et casta vixerit as long as she shall live

alone and chaste.] A clause in a deed of separa-
tion in which it is provided that the husband's
allowance to the wife shall be conditional upon her
continuing to lead a chaste life.

1905 Law Jrnl. Rep., Prob. LXXIV. 3/1 The main sub-
ject to be regarded is the temptation to which the wife may
be exposed ; and in this respect it appears a material pre-
caution that the limitation dum casta should be inserted.
1906 Westm. Gaz. 29 Mar. 7/2 The question, .was whether
it was a condition of the allowance of ;£ioo that a dum
casta or chastity clause should be inserted.

Dumdnm (dr?-md»m). [f. Dum Dum, name
of a town and military station near Calcutta, the
seat of the arsenal for the Indian army.] In full

dumdum bullet: A metal-cased bullet with a soft

core uncovered at the point, which expands on
impact, first produced at the Dum Dum arsenal.

(The name was first used of the Mark IV. Lee-
Metford bullet.) Hence Da-mdnm v. trans,, to
convert into a dumdum bullet.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 14 Dec. 7/3 The piper hero, Findlater,
was wounded in the ankle with a Dum Dura bullet. 1898
Ibid 25 Mar. 3/1 That the War Office authorities are not
responsible directly for Dum-dumming the Lee-Metford
bullets. X898 Times 28 June 13/6 The Dum Dum bullet,
now. .superseded.

^ 1899 Westm. Gaz. 25 Nov. 6/1 Any man
can *Dum-Dum ' his own cartridges in a very few minutes
by merely filing the nickel envelope off the nose of the
bullet. 1906 laid 27 Mar. 9/2 It is impossible that the
Kaiser can know or approve of the adoption of the dum-diuu.

Dumminess. Add

:

2. A condition of defective intelligence in the
horse, following actite inflammation of the brain
(see*DuMMY sb, 3 b). U.S,
1903 U.S. Dept. Agric. y Rep. Diseases Horse 11 In dum-

miness, or immobility, the hanging position of the head and
the stupid expression are rather characteristic.

Dninmy;, sb. Add :

2. b. Bridge, In Mi dummj^Aandt The hand of
the dealer's partner; in auction bridge, the partner's
hand of the player who makes the first call in the
accepted declaration ; also, the holder of this hand
after his or her cards are laid down.
X894 * BoAZ * Bridge 5 After the first player has played a

card, the dealer plays his partner's hand, which, like Dummy,
is placed face upwards on the table. 190X R. F. Foster
Bridge 17 After laying down his cards, .the dummy takes no
further part in the play, and is not allowed to make any
remarks or suggestions.

_ 1901 W. Daltok Btidge Abridged
23 With very bad cards in your own hand, there isashghtly
increased possibility ofan exceptional hand in your Dummy.
Idid.,MteT the first card is led the Dummy hand is exposed.
1905 in W. Datton * Saturday* Bridge (1906) 14 The duty
of playing the cards from that hand, which is called Dummy,
..shall devolve upon the dealer. 1906 Ibid, ai The player
who cuts the lowest card deals first, and has the Dummy,
throughout the first rubber. 1910 Ibid. (ed. 9) 230 (Auction
bridge) Z leads to the first trick, and A's hand Is exposed on
the uble, and A becomes the dummy for that deal.

3, b. A horse whose senses are dulled, after

acute inflammation of the brain. US,
X901 Jrnl. Exper. Med. VI. 66 The duration of the

disease varies from a few hours to a week, the average being
perhaps 72 hours. Horses which recover are said to become
'dummies'— animals with a permanent cerebral lesion and
defective intelligence.

5. A\so dummy engine (see quot. 1864 in Diet).
1889 Kansas Times ff Star 10 Oct., Mike Ross sued the

Kast Fifth Street railway for damages, a dummy engine
causing a runaway, seriously injuring his horse.

e. In dummy = ' in dummy form * (see quot.

1893 in Diet., sense 5).
1898 A. J. Balfour in Pari. Deh. Sen iv. LIX. 768 The

Report has been presented in dummy, and is now being
proceeded with.

f. In full dummy teat : An indiarubber teat put
into a baby's mouth to soothe it,

1903 Science Siftin^s 2a Aug. 269/1, 1 never saw the child
but it had a dummy in its mouth. 1906 Chemist ^ Druggist
LXIX. 648/2 There has been little progress in the shape of
the ' dummy teat '. 1921 Sunday at Home Feb, 257/a She
smiled and crowed and dropped her dummy,

g. Dentistry. (See quot.)
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII, 418/2 When artificial crowns

are supported not by natural tooth-roots but by soldering
them to abutments, they are termed dummies.

h. Rugby Football. Togive or sell the dummy :

to feign to pass the ball so as to deceive one's

opponent.
1907 'Old International' a*w^^_y Guidi 27 Feinting,

' giving a dummy ', or pretending to pass is a useful adjunct.
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to the numerous other qualifications ofa good centre, a 1914

J. E. Raphael Mod, Rugby Football (1918J 125 A licile

judicious * dummy * giving might be very effective in secur-

ing an opening. 19*0 Times 8 Nov. 6/3 R. C. Pickles * sold

the dummy ' really cleverly to score again for Gloucester-

shire.

7. dmnmy-head, applied to torpedoes which are

provided with a thin copper head and filled with

water for target practice ; so dummy-headed a,

X906 Daily Chron, 8 Sept. 5/3 A large proportion of the

dummy-headed torpedoes struck her hull. 1923 Daily Mail
22 June 5 The 'planes released six dummy-head aerial

torpedoes.

I>limp,j^.* Add: 1, b. The practice ofdumping
goods (see *D0MPz;.l 3cl ; also, the goods dumped.
1884 Ctnigress. Rec. i May 3663/1 It is this dump that we

want to stop; it is protection against this dump that the

protective system seeks to accomplish. 1908 Westm. Gaz.
8 Apr. 9/2 The present 'dump*, which has assumed such
amazing proportions in the eyes of the alarmists.

O. A collection of provisions, ammunition of

war, apparatus, or general equipment forming a
depot ; hence, a place used for a depot of this

kind ; more widely, any material or articles de-

posited for use later, or the place of such deposit.

1915 Daily Mail 30 Dec. 4/6 The Dump 1 Just a pile of
old clothes, battered helmets, decrepit boots, kit bags, shirts,

socles, boots—all the little personal properties of soldiers.

1916 BucHAs Battle ofSomnie 55 That same day we.. took
a 'dump' of German stores. 1918 E. M. Roberts Flying
Fighter 61 One night about six o'clock I received orders to
report at an ensin^e^s' dump known as Hyde Park Comer,
19*3 Blackw. Mag. June 767/3 .She had gone home to collect

dumps. I9»5 in E. F. Norton Fight for Everest^ t<)24 353
A dump for stores, .would seem to be essential half-way be-
tween Camps II and III. Ibid. 361 To provide dumps of
reserve cylinders on the mountain. Ibid. 643 To makeadump
of some ropes and pegs at the foot of the ice slopes.

4. dump-boat, 'caty -^art, -luap, 'hook, -ore, -wagon,
1889 Koftsas Times 4- Star 18 Nov., The bie city 'dump-

boat that sank to the river bed at the foot of Grand avenue
has been refloated. 19x4 Haskin Attur, Govt, (revised cd.)

435 The trains of *dump cars used in carryingaway this vast
amount of earth. 1890 Harper^s Mag. Sept. 557/1 Presently
Adoniram clattered out of the yard in his two-wheeled
•dump cart. r903 Daily Chron. 2 Mar. 6/1 There is not a
mile of public road fit to run a dump-cart over. i88x A. A.
Hayes Neto Colorado vii. 106 The hills having been quite
stripped of trees and covered with gray ' *dump-heaps *.

xoo^ Terms Forestry if Logging^ *Uuinp kook^ a levered

coain grab hook attached to the evener to which a team is

hitched in loading logs. A movement of the lever releases

the hook from the logging chain without stopping the team.

1877 Raymond Mines if Alining 308 Those months in

which custom-ore and *dump-ore were run. 187^ — 6th
Rep. Mines 405 The ore is brought from the mine to a
•dump-pile. 1884 [in Diet.]. t^GS Rep. U.S. Commissioner
Agric. (1869) 357 Wheelbarrows, carts, or *damp*wagons
wilt be necessary,

Dump, v.^ Add: 2. C. To import, or throw
on the market, in large quantities and at low prices

;

sp££. to offer for sale (siuplus goods), esp. abroad,

at less than the ordinary trade prices. Also absoL

Often in ///. adjs. and vbi, sb.

1884 Congress. Rec. i May 3663/1 The surplus dumped
from foreign pauper markets is the great bane of our indus-
tries. 1903 Ivesim. Gaz. 8 Sept, 2/2 Tiiose who base their

caae on {a) decreasing exports, and {b) the dumped state of
iron and steel. 1903 Dail^ Chron. 35 Sept. 3/7 * Dumping*
is in our eyes a great sin, 1903 Earl of Roseheky in

Westm. Gaz. 36 Nov. 3/2 Canada.. has in the last two
years dumped down in Great Britain nearly as much iron

as all the dumping countries put together. 190^ Grafton
Treasury Oct. 8/r The.. capitalists desire this, as it..

enables them to dump their surplus production on foreign

countries. 1908 Westm. Gaz.ys Mar. 10/3 As 'or the dump-
ing scare,, .there is nothing in iL Ibid. ^ May 3/3 Yoa
ap[>ear to think that be dumps for the sake of dumping.
S916 Economist 4 Mar. 458/1 We hear of large stocks of

cheap manufactures that will be dumped upon us. X9a8
Britairis Industr. Future {Lib. Ind. /nq.) i. v. 50 They
sbowol that the practice of dumping demoralises the world-
market to the ultimate disadvantage of all concerned.

d. To make a dump of; to deposit in or as in

a dump (see •Dump sbA i c).

1919 A. P. Herbert Secret BattU viiL 154. We call them
the Old Duds, and we believed that.. they were dumped
upon us by way of penalty. Ibid. 165 Philpott.. accused him
hotly of dumping the rations carelessly anywhere. 19x9

G. K. Rose 2/4/A Oxf. ^ Bucks Li. In/ty. 35 A pile of logs

dumped in the wrong place. 1925 E. r*. Norton Fight/or
Everest, ig24 52 There to prepare the camp and dump tents

and stores for it. Ibid. 77 Od*^!! and Lhakpa Tsering should
collect the dumped stores. Ibid. 137, I dumped the oxygen
apparatus and immediately went onalong the probable route
Mallory and Irvine had taken.

Prnnp (dz^mp), zr.3 [Cf. dump (dial.) to blunt]

trans. To shorten (the toe) by rasping the front

wall of a horse's hoof. Hence Du'mpixiff vbi. sb.

Z908 Animal Management (War OflBce) 226 * Stumping
up* or Mumping' the toe... Dumping is very occasionally
neces>.ary with flat feet in order to get the luiils high enough
up the wall to give a secure bold.

Dumper. Add : c. One who, or a country or

community which, dumps goods (*DoMP v.^ 2 c),

1903 Daily Chron. 34 Oct. 5/3 They would not have sup-
ported the fiscal policy of Mr. Chamberlain, for they were
'dumpers', who sold shoes to the poor below cost-price.

Ibid. 31 Nov, 6/3 How long do you think that the dumpers
will be content with only dumping unfinii^hed goods? 19x9
Economist 11 Oct. 568/2 Germany as a * Dumper*.

Dnnipoked (dr^-mpJakt), a, Anglo-Ind. [ad.

Hind, ihimpukhi, f. Pers. dem breath, hoi -^ pukht^

cooked.] Applied to a baked dish of meat boned
and stuffed. Hence Dn'xnpoke, a baked dish of

this kind, especially a boned and stuffed chicken
or duck.
X696 OviNGTON Voy. Si/ratt 397 A dumpoked FowL 1698

Frvkr Acc. £. India ^ P. 93 These Eat highly of all Flesh
Dumpoked, which is Baked with Spice in Butter. Ibid. 404
Baked Meat they call Dumpoke which is dressed with sweet
Herbs and Butter, with whose Gravy they swallow Rice dry
Boiled. 1879 Mrs. A. E. James Ind. ilouseh. Managetn,
89 Dumpoke is a boned chicken, its form preserved, only all

the bones extracted ; it is stuffed with a rice forcemeat, and
you cut it through in slices.

Suinpty, sb. Add : =! next, c.

1923 Sunday at Home Apr. 385/1 The girl, .was sitting on
an enormous dumpty close to her father's big chair.

Dumpy, sb> Add: O. A low stuffed seat or

cushion ; a humpty.
d. A short umbrella.

I9a7 Glasgovj Herald 11 Mar. 10 The dumpy reduced its

dimensions severely, while now and then an umbrella-stick
has been carried by men.

Dun, a. Add : 1. b. Of a horse : Of a light

yellow or sand colour.
X84X Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. ii. Smuggler's Leap (1905)

318 Smuggler Bill, he looks behind, Andhe seesaDun horse
come swift as the wind. And his nostrils smoke and his eyes
they blaze Like a couple of lamps on a yellow post<haise I

Dun, v.^ 1. b, U.S. (Earlier example.)

^ 1818 Massachusetts Spy 23 Dec., When cod-fish is dunned,
it ought not to be boiled at all.

Dundreary (dpndria'ri). [Name of Lord
Dundreary, a character in T. Taylor s comedy Our
Afn^rican Cousin (produced in NewYorkin 1858).]

In allusive attrib. uses, esp. Dundreary whiskers^

long side whiskers worn without a beard. Also
absol, \xipl.

tB6m Engiishivoman's Dom. Mag, Aug. 183 Bodgcr. .came
to understand (in a Dundreary manner) a little more about
Bradshaw. 1864 Chambers's JrnL 17 Sept. 595/a It was
only a summer scarf, of the sort that is called Dundreary.
1867^* Pips' Lyrics iif Lays 141 Full proud is he, 1 ween, Of
his Dundreary whiskers. 188a ' F. Anstey' Vice Versaxsxx.
Bushy black whiskers, more like the antiquated * Dundreary
tj*pe than modem fashion permits. 1894 C. G. Harper Re-
volted Woman ii. 39 This fashion was the ' Piccadilly-weeper

*

variety of adornment, known at this day—chiefly owing to
Sothern's impersonation of a contemporary lisping fop—as
the ' Dundreary '. xoo6 Galsworthy Man 0/Property i. i,

His cheeks, thmned by two parallel folds, and a long clean-

shaven upper lip, were framed within Dundreary whiskers.

19*9 C H. Smith Bridge 0/Life ii. 38 The older men wore
beards, Dundrearys or side whiskers; the middle-aged,
mustaches.

Dunducket^, dunducldty (dmdz^keti,

-iti), a, [app. *. Dun a. + Duck sby\ In phr.

dunducketty mud-colour '. of a dull, drab colour.

z8i8Ladv Morgan /Jw/o^/fjf. (1850) 29 She..makes parties

for us of all sorts of colours—pink, blue, gray, and a colour

I have supplied her with {not from the rainbow), dun-
ducketty mud colour, [1847 Halliwkll, Dunduckitytnur^
an indescribable colour, but rather dull. Suffolk.^ 1897 Mary
K1NGSI.EY W. Africa 420 It is better than all white, or dun-
duckety mud-colour paint.

Dunfisll. U.S. local. (Earlier examples.)
1818 Massachusetts Spy 23 Dec.. Dun-fish, When cod-

fish is dunn^, it ought not to be boiled at all. 1819

J. HopKiNsos Let. to D. Webster 19 Apr., I have heard you
Boston folks brag that the codfish we get are not the thing

;

but you have a certain animal called a ' Dun fish * much
superior. 1841 Whittiek Si. "John 36 They had loaded his

shallop With dun-fish and ball.

Dunker^. (Earlier example.)
175X G, Cbochan Jml. 61 A Dunkar from the Colony of

Virginia.. requested Liberty of the Six Nation Chiefs to
make [a settlement] on the River Yogh-yo-gaine.

Dunlop (d»*nif7p). The name of a parish in

Ayrshire, Scotland, designating an unskimmed-
milk cheese originally made there.

1834 YouATT Cattle (L.U.K.) 1^7 The Dunlop sweet-milk

cheese has a peculiarly mi!d and rich taste. 1878 Chambers's
Encycl. II. 786 Dunlop Cheese.. is now manufactured in

the dairy districts of Scotland generally. 1905 W. H.
SiMMONDS Pract. Grocer III, 79 The Dunlop is a rather

rich cheese, similar in general qtuility to Derbyshire or
Gouda, but larger in size.

Dunnage, sb, if, (Earlier U.S. example.)
1834 Knickerbocker Mag. III. 81 The crew were disposed

in various groups about the deck . , ; some with their clothes-

bags beside them, turning it to account in overhauling their

dunnage.

Dunnage, v. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1849 in G. A. Thompson Handbk. Pacific 4- Cal. 17 See

also that the bottom of the canoe is properly *dunnaged ',

that is, laid with long strips of wood to keep your luggage
or bed from getting wet.

Dunno (doiK?, d^n^u*), also dunna(w), etc.,

colloq. ff. dof^t knew.
184a G. P. R. PuLMAN Sketches, Eqnestrianship 34 There

1 vlounder'd like a zow, An' rammTd out I dun-no how.
1848 Lowell Bigloiu Papers Ser. i. vii, I dunno as it's ushle

to print Poscrips. 1867 P. K.e.^nv.T>\ Banks Boro xxm. Now
indeed I dunna wliat to do. x888 Burnett Stable Boy ii,

I dun naw wat ta du 1

Dunt, sb.^ Add: 1. d, (See quot, 1924.)
19x4 yrnt. Roy. Aeronautical Soc. Mar. 198 Special

temperature conditions arc brought about by vertical currents

of air. The vertical currents usually consist of a hot stream
of air rising or a cold stream falling. In fiying into such
a current the airship will experience a 'dunt*. The ' dunt'
received will depend on two actions--one the dynamic action

of the current, and the other the &udden change in lift due

to change in temperature. 1928 E. F. Spanner Gentlemen
Prefer Aeroplanes vi. 43 Moderate clouds—unavoidable
temperature 'dunts'—and so on. Ibid. x. 71 When the
vessel meets 'temperature "dunts" 'and other atmospheric
irregularities,

Duodenectoxny (di«:(7dene-kt6mi). Surg. [f.

Duodenum + Gr. cKTOfirj cutting out.] Partial or
total excision of the duodenum,
1908 Practjtioiur Sept. 454 Codivilla Is the only surgeon,

who, operating on the pancreas, has performed a duodenec-
tomy.

Duodeno- (di/7i<7drn£7), comb, form of Duo-
denum, = relating to the duodenum and another
part denoted by the following element, as duodeno'
jejunal adj., pertaining to the duodenum and the
jejunum,
1886 Buck's Hamlhk. Med. Sci. II. 537 Duodeno-chole-

cystostomy. 1887 Ibid. V. 606 The little pocket which lies

behind this (duodeno-jejiinal recess). 1901 Dorland Med.
Diet. (ed. 2), Duodenocholeeystostomy,.^ the operation of
forming a communication between the gall.bladder and the
duodenum. zgo6 Practitioner Dec. 761 Thediiodeno-jejunal
junction. 1907 Ib/d. Nov. 680A large hernia into the duodeno-
jejunal pouch. 1908 Ibid. Nov. 712 The duodeno-pyloric
constriction.

Duplet (di«-plet). Delete f Obs. and add

:

i9aa F, \V. A ston Isotopes 96 The atoms may be coupled
together by one or more 'duplets' held in common by the
complete sheaths of the atoms.

Duplex, a. Add

:

1. c. Designating the type of human eyes that

has a layer of pigment over the iris, which causes
the iris to be black, brown, or green.
1911 A. D. Darbishire Breeding^ Mendelian Discov. 276

Duplex eyes are those which have a layer of brown pigment
in front of the iris. i9as C. C. Hurst Exper. Genetics 273
The eyes in which two kinds of pigments are present; the
one, yellow-brown in colour, deposited on the outer or
anterior surface of the iris; the other, blue-black in colour,
deposited on the inner or posterior surface of the iris. Such
eyes I propose to call duplex. Ibid,, To the duplex type
belong the various shades of eyes with both anterior and
posterior pigments.

Duplex querela (di«*pleks kwerf-la). [Law
Latin, lit. twofold complaint.] (See quot. 1763.)
1763 Burn Eccl. Law 1. 113 When the bishop doth without

good cause refuse.. to admit and institute a clerk to the
church to which he is presented, the clerk may have his

remedy. .by the way of a duplex querela; that is to say, if

a bishop doth refuse, then before the archbishop in his court
of appeals; if an archbishop doth refuse, then before the
delegates. And if the bishop doth admit the clerk, and then
doth refuse to institute him; the clerk.. being refused or
unjustly delayed, and complaining to the judge of appeals
thereof; the judge is wont to write to the bishop in form of
law, and this writing they call a duplex querela. This
duplex querela is to contain a monition to the bishop, or to

bis vicar general . . that within a certain time . . he admit the
party complaining ; and also a citation, whereby the bishop
may be cited to appear.. to shew cause why.. the right of
institution is not devolved to the superior judge. 1768
Blackstone Comm. III. xvL 247. 1931 S. Royle Shore in

Church Times 20 Feb. 223/1 '1 he Clerk might have com-
menced proceedings by Dnplex guerelain the Arches Court,
but for weighty re-isons this was turned down.

DupOndius^.di»pfndi£?s). Roman Antiq. [L.]

A bronze or brass coin of the value of two asses,

x6ox HotXAND /*////}' xxxiii. iii. II. 462 Like as the weight
in brasse of two pound, they named Dipondius \sic\ 1853
Humphreys Coin Collector''s Man. II. 37S The second
bronze, which was called the dupondius, or double as, was
..exactly half the sestertius, igaz Brit, Museum Return
8r A dupon'lius of Nero.

Dupuytren (d«p;Vi*trgn). The name of Baron
Guillaume Dupitytren (1777-1835), French sur-

geon, used in the genitive to designate certain con-

ditions observed or appliances invented by him.
Dnpujrtxen's contraction, a contracted condition

of the lingers and palm due to inilammatory hyper-

plasia of their tissues ; Dupnytren's ftracture,

fracture of the fibula just above the malleolus;

Bapnytren's paste (see quot. 18S6); Dnpny-
tren'8 splint, a splint to prevent eversion in Pott's

fracture.

1879 in Brit. Med. Jml. (1880) 19 June 919/1 Dupuytren's
Fracture of the Fibula. 1883 T. Holmes 8f Hulke's Syst.

Surg. I. 1093 Dupuytren's sphnt is often used, and is good
when properly applied. x886 Buck*s Handbk. Med. Sci. II.

7 Dupuytren s pa-ste was made of from six to ten parts by
weight of arsenic, and one hundred of calomel. Ibid. III.

159 Dupuytren's Finger-tontraction.—This deformity is

dependent chiefly upon chronic disease and contraction of
the palmar aponeurosis. 1887 Ibid. V. 197 Dupuytren's
Method. A method of amputating at the shoulder-joint.

1898 Treves' Syst. Surg. I. 870 Dupuytren's splint, .a Mong
splint* in miniature, should be padded with increasing

thickness from the knee down to the ankle. 1908 Practitioner
Feb. 279 Treatment of Dupuytren's contraction by thio-

sinamine.

Duralumiu (diutxli^min), Duralumiu-
iuxu (diuraeli«mi"ni;5m). [Trade name, 1. L. diirus

hard + Alumin(ium.] A lifjht aluminium alloy,

comparable in strength and hardness to soft steel,

used esp. in the manufacture of aircraft.

1910 Bleuk%v. Mag, July 4 In the Barrow [air) ship

another aluminium alloy called duralumin is employed.

19x7 A. G. Q.\.KVLVi Motor CarEngin. II. 53 A metal which

has recently come into prominence on account of remarkable

properties that it possesses is duralumin^ which is manufac-

tured by Vickers, Limited.. .This material combines light-

ness with great strength, has an excellent elongation, and
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may be forged. 19x0 T. G. Andrews & Benson Aeroplane
Design 15 Duralumin is composed of aluminium, copper
manganese, and magnesium. loax Glasgow Herald 8 July
8 The aerohydrotor parts will be made chiefly of duralu-
minium wire stayed, xjjas E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest

,

1924 131 The duralumin carriers. 1938 C. F, S. Gamble
K,Sea Air Station Introd. 10 This hull was twelve-sided,

the framework being built of the alloy duralumin.

]>Tirailce* 3. (Later U.S. attrib. example.)

1744 Jas. MacSparran Diary i3 Oct. (1899) 21 My wife

put her red Durance Petticoat in the Frame and Betty and
she is at work thereon.

Dnranta (diurx'nta). Also durantia. [moi
L., f. name of C. Durante (d. 1590), an Italian

herbalist,] A shrub of the verbenaceous genus so
named, found in tro])ical America.
28x9 Loudon EncycL Plants 522. 19*7 Chambers's yrn2,

27S/3 A twig of Durantia on which were some yellow berries.

Duration. Add

:

3. Army slang. The term of service for which the
soldiers who joined the British army in 1914 were
recruited, from the term of enlistment ' for four

years or the duration of the war '. For the dura-
tion : uniil the end of the war; hence, for an un-
conscionably long time.

1916 Punch 12 July 51 * I've got a lot ofcontracts to finish.'
* How long will they lake?' * Oh, about three years—or
the duration of the War.' 1985 Frasrr & Gibbons Soldier
4- Sailor Words, Duration, for the, a phrase often used
colloquially to express weariness and impatience. . . Men, for
instance, whose relief was long overdue might be heard
complaining 'Are we going to stop here for the duration?*
1930 Times Lit. Sufipl. 17 Apr., Nothing so prosaic as
• doing one's bit ' would have kept an Italian heart up * for
the duration *.

Dnrative (dius-rativ), a. {sb.\ [f. Dure v. +
-ATIVE.] Continuing^; not completed ; Gram.ap-
plied to a form which marks action as going oiu
Also as sd. Hence Dnrati'vity,
1B89 W, R. MoRFiLL Jiuss. Gram. 40 Durative verbs on

taking a prefix become perfective. 1904 J. H. Moulton in
Expositor Nov. 360 In ot airoAAu^ei'oi, strongly dur.^tive
though the verb is, we see its perfectivity in the fact that the
goal is ideally reached. Ibid. 361 'Ayon'ifeo-^ai is only used
in the durative present, but xoTayajri'tTaff^ot. .is agood per-
fective. xgfy6 Ibid. Dec 441 Other futural presents, .have
no lack of durativity about them. 191s Wright Conipar,
Gram. Gk. Lang, § ^24 (2) An action is said to be cursive,
durative or imperfective when it denotes continuous action
without any reference to its beginning or end, as in English
/ rtw/ striking compared with / strike.

Dnrclminstemng (duTx^muJstarui]). Astr,
[G., f. durch thoroughly + musterung muster.] The
name given to certain extensive catalogues of stars

containing their magnitudes and approximate posi-
tions. The oldest of these, from which the name
was adopted into general use, was Argelander*s
Durchmusterung of the Northern Heavens.
189a Proctor & Ranvard Astron, "j-zj^ According to

Littrow's analysis of Argelander's magnitudes, there are in
the region included in the Durchmusterung survey 1,001
stars between the 5th and 6th magnitudes. 190a Newcomb
^tars^ 46.

Duress, v. (Modem U.S. example.)
1870 Congress. Globe 5 July 1197/3. 1 never heard of a man

who was duressed into an office to hold and exercise the
functions of it during a period of four years by duress.

DurhaiU (digram). Name of a county in the
north of England, designating a breed of shorthorn
cattle originating there, now generally called short-

horns.
1834 YouATT Cattle (L.U.K.) 229 The circumstance which

brought the improved sliort -horns into most extensive notice
was the production of the ' Durham Ox *. 1875 E?tcycl. Brit.
I. 303 /i These [sc. long-horned cattle], however, . . have now
been entirely superseded by the shorthorn or Durham breed.
1903 Ibid. XXV. 190/2 The Shorthorn.. is still termed the
Durham breed in most parts of the world except the land of
its birth.

Dum, U.S. variant of *Dabn^ *Dern.
1888 Portland Transcript (Farmer), I'll bet I could make

as good-lookin' a burst as any o' these,—an' mebbe a durn
sight better. 1898 H. S. Canfield Maid of Frontier 176
It was as much as a man's life was worth to say 'durn * out
loud, xooa Harben Abner Daniel 198, I axed 'em what
they tuck me fer—did I look like a durn fool?

Durwan (d».iwa"n). Anglo-Ind. Also 8 der-
wan, dirwan, door-van, 9 darwan. [Hind,
(a. Pers.) darwan^ A porter or door-keeper.
1773 E. lvzs_yoy. to India 50 Derwan. These are properly

porters, who sit at the gate to receive me.ssages, &c. 1781
Bengal Gaz. 14 Apr. (Yule) A Door-van is well known to
be the alarm of the House. 1784 in W. S. Seton-Karr Sel.
fr, Calcutta Gaz. (1864) I. 12 A most extraordinary and
horrid murder was committed upon the Dirwan of Thomas
Martin, Esq. 1874 Calcutta Rev. LIX 207 In the entrance
passage. .is a raised floor with one or two open cells in
which the danvdns (or door keepers) sii, lie and sleep.
1916 Blackiv. Mag. June 726/2 His durwan. .refused to
awaken a sleeping man.

Durzee (d»-jzi). Anglo-Ind. Also derzie, -y,
dirge, dirzie, dir(d;jee, dirgee, durjee, dhur-
zie, dhirzie, [Hind. (a. Pers.) darzt^ darjl (Pers.
darz sewing, hem).] A native tailor.
i8ia Maria Graham Jml. Resid. India 30 (Yule) The

dirdjees, or taylors, in Bombay, are Hindoos of respectable
caste. «i847 Mrs. Sherwood Life (1854) 300 Dirges, and
Dobes. 1879 Mrs. A. E. James Ind. Ilousek. Managem.
4t The thmgs for minor furnishings, .you can, with the
aid of the native durzees (tailors), soon make up into

coverings, curtains, and blinds. X884 D. Aubuvy Lett, fr,
Bombay 204 Their parents have no wish to make 'dirzees*
or tailors of them. 1894 Mrs. Dvan Mans Keeping i,

Manufacturing, with the incompetent aid of her durzee,
a gown for the ball. 1907 Mrs. B. M. Cboker Company^
Servant xix, 'I'hc Bazaar's chief * Dirzee ' was engaged in
overhauling his cricketing flannels. 1920 Harkkr Montagu
Wycherly n. xiii. 117 He asked for the very Dhirzee who
sat working on the verandah. 1922 Blackw. Mag. Feb.
183/2 Ihe regimental dhurzee.

Dusk^, a. Add : 1. (U.S. example.)
i8s5 Kfiickerbocker Mag. XLVI. 222 In the marshes the

black or dusky duck, willet, black-beaded gull, and dapper-
raii or mud-hen rear their young.
5. As sb. Dusky colour.
1886 Nkwton in EncycL Brit. XXI. 846/1 Beneath it fw.

the shrike] is nearly wliite or., barred with dusky.

Dust, sb.^ Add : 6. (Later U.S. example.)
'873 Joaquin Miller Umvritten Hist. \\\. (1876) 56 * Why

don't you pay me, and be off?* ' ..Haven't got the dust.
Can't liquidate.'

8, b. dust-layhtg, -raising', dust-proof ^^y
x8p9 jVestm. Gaz. 18 July 2/1 Water-carts sprayed the

road with grateful *dust-laying streams, xgoxibid. 11 Sept.

7/3 Oil is the latest dust-laying agent. x88a Leisure Hour
414/3 The fittings are massive and *dust-proof. 1898 J.
Southward Mod. Pi-inting I. iv. 26 One of the most useful
recent innovations is to make the racks 'dust-proof. 1903
Beatrice Harraden Kath. F'rensham 272 A long, strag-
gling, *dust-raising line of about 50 conveyances. 1908
IVestm. Gaz. 32 Dec. 4/2 On the mere off-chance of
minimising in an infinitesimal degree their dust-raising
propensities.

e. dust-blister, a blister in a rubber tyre caused
by the entry of dust into a cut ; dust-cover, book-
seller's name for the paper cover or jacket in which
a new book is usually issued and which often con-
tains an illustration to the work or information
about it or its author, designed to attract buyers;
dust-flow, a stream or land-slide of volcanic ashes
saturated with water; dust-jacket = ^dust-cover

\

dust-pan (earlier U.S. example) ; dust-sheet, a
sheet for covering furniture or the like to keep off

dust; dust-up, disturbance, uproar; a brisk bout
in rowing, boxing, etc, (cf. 5 b); dust-veil, a veil

worn to keep otf the dust ; dust-wind, a wind
brinj^ing dust-storms; dust-wrapper = *£/?;i'/-r(?z'^n

1898 Cycling 67 *Dust blisters occur from the entry of dust
into a neglected cut. 1921 Sat. Westvi. Gaz. 17 Sept, 14/1
The *dus_t-cover.. suggests that the book will be of service
not only in schools but also as 'an entertainment for home-
reading '. 1923 Times Lit. Suppl. 22 Feb. 126/1 The lurid
dust cover. 1925 Aldous Huxlf.y Those Barren Leaves,
Concl. i. (1927) 346 ' This thoughtful young writer. .* would
be quoted from the reviewers on the dust-cover of her next
book. 1904 E. O. Harvev in Science i July 24 (Cent. D.
Suppl.)Cloudsof steam rising from thecrater, accompanied
from time to time by *diist -flows. 19Z8.S'. y. Looker's Book-
iover'sCatal. Jan. 5 The Life and Lettersof Emily Dickinson
..in *dust jacket. x^z8 Observern }xxr\t 8 'I'he book is sent
out by Constable's in a particularly attractive dust-jacket,

1841 A. Bache Fire-Screen 68 She brought in a *dust-pan
and brush. 1904 B^kani Inst, Mag. Nov. 43 A splendid house
..wholly superseding the clothes-horse and *dust.sheet
structure. 1907 IVestm. Gaz. 17 Aug. 4/3 The big town-
house was depressing in its shroud of dust-sheets. 1897
Daily News t Mar. 7/3 They turned at the Lasher, and after

a *dust-up for about a minute in Iffley Reach did a nice
piece of paddling back totheraft. 1897 'Wx^vyv.Congo Arabs
152 An American nigger said . , they ain't had such a dust-up
in this hoje since creation. 2938 Sunday Express 3 June
20/1 Maxie Kosenbloom. .and George West have had some
rare 'dust-ups'. 1901 Geog. yr7il. (R.G.S.) XVIII. 91
Observations, outline and relief of the region,, .temperature
in the interior, *dust-winds, temperatures of wells and
springs [etc.].

Dust, Z'.^ 10. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1873 JoAQum Miller Univrilten Hist, xxxii. (1876) 407

Some cliipmenks dusted down the road and across the track.

Dust-brand. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents, Agric. (1850) 393 The

sooty powder on the flowering parts of corn-plants, called
smut, chimney-sweepers, and dust-brand, is formed of the
spores of another uredo.

Duster. Add :

6. Naval. An ensign. The red duster^ the red
ensign flown in the Mercantile Marine, slang,
1904 Eastern Morn. News 27 June, A regatta. .of the

duster boats for the championship of the H umber. 1918
Punch 27 Mar. 206/1 She's dipped her dingy duster in the
spray of all the seas.

Dustering (do-starir}), [f. Duster -h-iNGi.]
Material such as is used for dusters.

1910 H, G. Wells Mr. Polly ii. 33 He was now hanging
long strips of grey silesia and chilly<oloured linen dustering.

Dusty, a. Add :

1. b. Of wine : Containing sediment.
x886 J. Noble Handbk. Cape Gd. Hope 275 Notwith-

standing the large amount of alcohol which they \sc. Cape
wines] contain, they are not clear and always somewhat
* dusty *.

6. dusty miller, also {c) a species of moth. U.S,
1909 Gene Stratton-Pobter Girl of Limberlost xXi, 243

Small insects of night gathered, and at last a little dusty
miller, but nothing came of any size.

Dutch, sb.'^ sla?7g. [Abbreviation of DocHESS.]
A costernionger's wife ; often old Dutch.
4x2889 MiTCHF.LL Jimmy yoAnsou's Holiday (Barrere &

Leland) He made a vow he*d never row With his old Dutch
again. 1889 Barr^rk & Leland Did. Slang s.v., (Popular),
A Dutch, a wife. 1893 A. Chevalif.r My OldDutch, There
ain't a lady livin* in the land As I'd ' swop ' for my dear old

Dutch ! x9ot R. C. J.KHtAhnN Anni Fugaces J2B, I detected
a coster, .with some one to act as his Dutch.

Dutch, a. Add :

3. b. Dutch doll, a jointed wooden doll

;

Dutch garden (see quots, 1872, 1899) ; so Dutch
gardening

; Dutch pink, a yellow lake pigment;
also slang, blood ; Dutch roll, a roll in skating,
executed by gliding with the feet parallel and press-
ing on the alternate edges of each foot.

1797 Lady Annk Barnard in South Africa (ed. W. H.
Wiikins, 1901) 57 What they \sc. Dutch ladies] want most is

shoulders and manners. I know now what is meant by a
**Dutch doir. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet Let. iii, All thy
motions, like those of a great Dutch doll, depending on the
pressure of certain springs. 1926 W. Dkeping Sorrell^ Son
vii, Her head was as neat as the head of a Dutch doll, a jyy*
T. WHATELvin A. F. Sieveking Praise ofGardens {iZgg) 197
To get too, as far as can be, the advantage of natural pros-
pects, the artificial mounts of the flat *Dutch gardens should
here be introduced. 187a Smek My Garden 584 The chief
peculiarities of a Dutch garden may be said to consist in
Its being seen at one glance;.. in the utmost symmetry
bting observed in all its parts..; in its trees being clipped
sometimes into curious shapes and figures..; in its having
long serpentine or straight walks..; [etc]. 1899 S. R.
Hole Our Gardens 277, X asked an old gardener whether
he could tell me anything about Dutch Gardens, and he
made answer, 'They be bits o* beds with edgings o' box,
and gravel walks, and four sloping banks fnrmnig a square
outside, and they be pratty toys for children, and very
snug for varmint'. 1902 Triggs Formal Gardens plate
58 Holland House, Kensington. The Dutch Garden. 1896
*Dutch gardening [see Dutch a. 5]. 1853 ' C. Bede'
Verdant Green 11. iv, That'll take the bark from your nozzle,
and distil the *Dutch pink for you, won't it ? 1858 Sim monds
Diet. Trade, Dutch-pink, a painter's yellow colour, obtained
from Reseda Inieola. 1881 Jas. Bell Anal, Foods !. 22 The
leaves were slightly coloured with Dutch pink to impart
a bloom. 1893 Durham Univ. Jrnl. X. 103 Others have in
spite of honourable endeavour been obliged to content them-
selves with mediocre achievement and *Dutch roll.

4. Dutch lu7ich,pariy^ supper^ treaty one at which
each person contributes his or her own share. U.S»
189s Funk's Stand. Diet., Dutch treat (Slang, U.S.), an

entertainment in which each pays for himself. x^^Colnm.
bus Post-Dispatch 21 Aug., Dancing was enjoyed by all as
was^ the Dutch lunch which was partaken of at intervals
during the evening. 1904 Dallas Morning Neivs 10 Sept. 6
Depriving themselves of money they need to buy plug-cut
and Dutch suppers with. 1927 Observers May 13/3 Dutch
parties are rather more elaborate, in that while the hostess
provides the dance floor, music, table, service, and cutlerj*,

her friends bring along the drinlcs and the viands, raiding
their family cellars and larders.

B. 3. a. Latterly C/.S.

1845 in C. Cist Cincinnati Misc. 198 Shall we infer from
the above that the Indians and Germans have one common
origin ? If so, the Dutch are the real natives.

c. To beat the Dutch (modem U.S. example).
1906 Mary E. Wilkins-Fkeemam By Light of Soul 277

* Well, you women do beat the Dutch *, said her brother.

Dutchman. Add : 1. (Later U.S. examples.)
1807 Balance (Hudson, N.Y.) lo Mar. 75, 1 think they

call him German, though he is not a Dutchman. 1841
W. G. SiMMs Scoj<t xxi. (1882) 234 The dull, drowsy, beef-
eyed Dutchmen.. the Hessian boobies. 1873 Ecgleston
Hoosier Schoolm. vii. 74 The robbery at *the Dutchman's *

(as the only German in the whole region was called).

b. The name given in the Far East to any man
of northern Europe ; also used by British sailors in
this sense or to include any foreign sailorman.
189a Stevenson & Osbourne Wrecker (ed. 2) 194 note.

In sea-lingo (Pacific) i?«/i-^/«aM includes all Teutons and
folk from the basin of the Baltic; Scatterviouch, all Latins
and Levantines. 1907 Daily Chron. 21 Dec. 6/6 'Only
fifty years ago', he remarked, *we gave the generic name
of Dutchman lo all the representatives of Western civilisa-

tion in the Far East*. 1925 Fraskr & Gibbons Soldier Hf
Sailor Words, Dutchman, the British seafarers' name for
sailormen in general, natives of Northern Europe: Dutch-
men proper, Danes, Swedes, Russians, Germans. Finns are
excepted. 1928 Daily Express 20 July 2/7 British sailors
refer to foreigners employed on vessels as ' Dutchmen *.

4. Also in other applications. (See quots.) U,S.
1905 Tenns Forestry \ Logging 36 Dutchman^ a short

stick placed transversely between the outer logs of a load to
divert the load toward the middle and so keep any logs from
falling off. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., Dutchman, a layer of
suet fastened with skewers into a roast of lean beefor mutton.

Dutchy (d»-tji), sb. [f. Dutch -H -T 6.] A
familiar or contemptuous name for a Dutchman or
German.
1864 J. T. Trowbridge Cudjo's Cave iv. 39 See here,

Dutchy I ye haint been foolin us, have ye? 1890 H. C.
BuNNER Short Sixes (i3gi) 83 * Say, Dutchy !' he roared.
The German stood aghast. 1901 Daily Chron. 12 Aug. 6/1
The captain of the ship insulted him by saying, 'Here's
another Dutchy who wants to be an American '.

Duty. 7. Add : duty-man «= dt^ty-sergeant
;

duty-paid «., on which duty is paid ; duty-pay,
a bonus paid for work done outside the ordinary

routine-work.
1906 Westtn. Gaz. 15 Sept. 4/1 Prepared to join the sug-

gested training battalion for a further period of six raontlis,

as non-commissioned officers and ' 'Duty-men '. 1930
Snowden -S'^. in Ho. Comm. 15 July, The extent to which
*duty.paid stocks ofjace are being re-exported with the
intention of re-importing them duty free. 1880 C. Marvin
Public Offices {<td.. 2) 67 Most of these extras, .had something
handsome attached to them in the way of gratification money
or '*duty-pay '.

Duvetyn (di«'vetrn, diJ-vtin). Also -tine,

-tyne. [t. E. duvet down.] The trade name of a

.
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soft material of worsted and silk with a fine downy
nap, used for women*s coats and dresses,

1913 Trade Marks Jrnl. lo Sept. 1434 Duvetyn. .Silk Piece

Goods, igai Glasgtnv Herald \() Feb. 5 The upper part, which
had a high calyx collar buttoned at the left side, was of dark
duvetine. ipaa TatUr 18 Oct. Advts. p. w. This Hat can
also be copied in Duvetyn, in all shadts, at 2J Gns. Ibid,

130/2 A new fabric known by the name of crocodile duvetyn.

X9a3 G. G. Dknsv Fabrics ^ hmv to know iketn 41 The so-

called silk duvetyn usually has a fine mercerized cotton warp
and spun silk filling. 1034 Scribner's Ma^. Aug. 200/2 She
was wearing a new dark blue duveiyne suit,

I>uxeen (d27ks/h}. [Patented by the Dtix
Chemical Solutions Co., Bromley-by-Bow, London.

See *-EEN 1.] A paper used as a book covering,

made in imitation of bookbinders' cloth.

1930 Traiie Marks yrnl. 34 Nov. 2215. 1911 Cojcton

Mag. XXIII. 127. 1927 Longmans' Class. Catal. Educ,
Works II.

]>vomik (dv^mik). [Russ. ABopHmcB, i. ;^BopB

court, house.] A house-porter.

1903 \VesU7t.Gaz, 17 Jan. lo/i The duties of the dvomiks,
a sort of assistant police. 1933 Blackiv. Mag. Feb. 203/2
The ' dvornik ' had been with the family for years.

Bwarf, sb. Add :

2. b. The name (G. ztotrg) given by Dr. Hertz-

sprung in 1905 to the red stars belonging to the

class of smaller stars of greater density as distin-

guished from the larger diffuse stars or * giants '.

19SI Discovery Sept. 236/1 After this sta^e is reached and
the star attains a certain density, it falls off rapidly in

temperature, and becomes a cooling dwarf.

Dwarfism (dw9-ifiz'm). [f. Davaef sb. + -ism.]

The condition or character of being a dwarf or

undersized.
XO19 Nature 3 Nov. 304/1 One of these forms of dwarfism

I^ kqpwn to medical men as achondroplasia, because the
growth of cartilage is particularly affected.

DwellinSff Z"^/. si>. 4. Add : dwelling-room

(local U.S.).

1837 Knickerbocker Mag. X. 433 The coffin was placed in

the centre of the largest apartment, in country phrase, the
'dwelling-room*.

T^wet^ (dwaig"). Pseudo-archaic form ofDwarf
s!>. simulating OE. dwer^*
189a KiPLiKG Lett. Trav. {1920) 76 A puff of the warm

night wind among the flares set the whole line off again in

a crazy dance of dwergs. 1896 — Se^'en Seas, Neolithic
A^e ii. And the troll and gnome and dwerg. and the Gods
oi Cliff and Berg Were about me and beneath me and above.

315

Dwindling, ^^. Add: U.S. local. (See quot.)
1911 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLVII. 14 The small creeks

into which the marsh lots slope are called * dwindlings '.

Dyad. 3. Add : dyad axis Cryst., an axis of
binary symmetry. 1909 Cent. Did. Suppl.

DyadlCi sh. Add: 2. Math. a. A sum of
dyads, b. ' The science of reckoning witli a system
ofnumerals in which the ratio ofvalues of successive

places is two' (Cent. Diet. 1889).
18S4 [see Prefactor].

Dyak (dsicek). Also Daya^o)k, Dayakker.
[Native name.] A member of one of the aboriginal

tribes of Borneo in the Malay archipelago; the

language of this tribe.

18315 Fenny Cycl. V. 189/2 The mines are only wrousht
by the Dayacks. 1876 Encycl. Brit.lW. 58/1 The Dyaks,
Dayaks, or Dayakkers are,. broken into ntunerous tribes.

1880 Hid, V. 818/1 Among the other languages which have
been reduced to writing and grammatically analysed are
the Baiinescthe Dayak, and the Macassarese. 1893 A.
RusSAN & BoYLB Orchid Seekers xii. 134 Squatting on their
' tail-mats 'to the Collector's right hand .. were the Dyaks ;

on the left lay the Malays. Ifiiil. xiii. 151 On eveiy side
rose cries of terror in Malay and Dyak. 1937 IVeekiy Times
29 Sept. 434/2 Dyaks of Borneo.

Dyarciial, etc : see "DiAitcHAL, etc.

I^e, V. 1. c. (For dyedinthe wool in fig. use,

see Wool sb."^ i g.)

2. b. Delete f before into and add :

1891 Clo. Graves Fieid ofTares 61^ I saw a lovely flush

risem her cheeks and dye her sweet white throat intocrimson.

Dying, vbl. sb. L b. Add : Dying-back : see

Die 2;.! 14.
loai Times Lit. Suppl, 8 Sept. 574/3 Its silviculture [j;:. of

Sat) is very difficult, more especially the question of the
dying-back of its seedlings.

Dynamic a. and sb. Add : A. 8. Dynamic
equator (see quot.).

18S3 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 165/1 "The line connecting all the
points where the magnetic intensity is least is called the
dynamic equator.

Dynamite, sb. Add : L b. transf. In the

name of a plant used as a fish poison in New Guinea.
ipa8 F. E. Williams Orokaiva Magic an The vine Anisi

(which belongs to the genus /^£"'^/r), known as 'New Guinea
Dynamite ' because it is used for killing or stunning fish.

Dynamite, v. Add : Also/^.
1903 Wtstnt. Gaz. 30 July 3/1 Mr. Chamberlain .. tried to

dynamite discu^ion by declaring that the rejection of the
liill would mean the infringement of treaty obligation.

DYTISCUS.

Dynamo. Add : b. Also^^.
1904 DowuEN Browning 327 Any stream ofmoral electricity

worked from a dynamo of the will,

Synamophone (dainse-m^fJun, di-). [f. Dy-
namo- + -phone of telephone.'] A form of dynamo-
meter in which the twist of a revolving shaft is

measured by means of momited telephones.

190a Science 29 Aug. 339 (Cent. Diet. Suppl.).

Dynamotor (dai-namc^ut^i). [f. Dyna- 4-

MoTOR.] A combined electrical motor and genera-
tor with one field magnet and two armatures, or

with one armature upon which are two windings,
one which receives current as a motor and the
other which generates current as a dynamo.
1908 Westnr. Gaz. 30 Mar. 5/2 For starting purposes

supplementary power is obtained hy means of an electric
machine, best described as a dynamotor. 1910 Hawkins'
Electr, Diet, i'i'^/2 Another form of dynamotor is called the
continuous alternating transformer.

Dys-. Add : Byschronons a., not agreeing
as to time, separate as to time. Dysphotic a,

Phytogeography^ badly lighted, having little light

;

also, occurring or growing where there is little

light, as at certain depths of water.
190* Science 4 July 5 (Cent. D. Suppl.) [Consciousness] can

make synchronous impre<;sions *dyschronous in their effects,

and dyschronous impressions synchronous. i^o^tr.A.F. IV.

Schimfier's Plant Geog. 811 The flora of the *dysphotic
region [in fresh-water lakes] is composed almost exclusively
of microphytes, Diatomaceae in particular.

Dysgenic (disd,^e'nik), a^ [f. Dys- + *-gknic.]

Exerting a detrimental effect on the race, spec, op-
posed to eugenic.

1915 W. R. Inge Outspoken Ess. (icjai) 41 Its [sc. frequent
war's] dysgcnic effect, by elimlnatm^ the stroneest and
healthiest of the population, wlule leaving the weaklings at

home to be the fathers of the next generation. 1922 Edin,
Rev, July 46 Encouraging the dysgenic art of fortune-hunt-
ing. 1926 Spectator 1 May 804/3 Conceptive control has
been an almost entirely harmful or dysgenic factor. 1928
G. B. Shaw Intell. Woman's Guide Socialism xxxviii. 150
Division of society into classes, with the resultant dysgenic
restrictions on marriage.

DyfciSCUS (daiti'sk^s, di-). [mod.L. : see Dy-
Tiacii).] A beetle of the genus of water-beetles so

named. Also atlrib,

1903 Cornish Naturalist Thames 26 The great carnivorous
water-beetle, the dytiscus. .will rise by night from the
surface of the Thames. Ibid-t A dytiscus beetle.



E. in. Add: E.D.D. = English Dialect Dic-

tionary. E.D.S. = English Dialect Society.

E.E.T.S. = Early English Text Society. E.H.P.
= (a) effective horse power ; (^) electrical horse

power. E,I. = East India. E.I.C. « Eastlndia(n)

Company. E.M.F., e.m.f. = electromotive force.

E.P.D. = excess profits duty.

1884 Nature 16 Oct. 595/1 In a circuit of uniform tempera-
ture, if metallic, the sum of the E.M.F. is zero by the second
law of thermodynamics. 1891 Schick Lydgate's Temple 0/
Glas lutrod. p. xii, Dr. Erdmann's forthcoming edition of
the 5/(7ry ^r//<r/'«-, fortheE.E.T.S. 1898 J. J. M. Innes
Sir H, Larwrence 103 The E.I. Board. 1905 E. B.

TiTCHENER Exper. Psych. II. 120 The practical unit of
E.M.F... is the volt. 1903 N. H. Schneider Study Elecir.

76 The e.m.f. is raised. 1919 J. A. Fleming Thermionic
Valve vii. 225 The same plate battery may be used to provide
E.M.F. in the plate circuits of all the valves. loao Conquest
June 360/1 An average of about ;^5o [in cost] per E.H.P.
at power house must be allowed. 1991 Times jl Feb. 11/4
The End of E.P.D.

£aclly ci' 1. d. Add : Each way : a racing term
denoting that a horse has been backed for a win
and a place. Also attrib.

1869 Casselts Mag. IV, 170/2 One pound on Blue Gown
each way. 1897 E. H. Cooper Mr. Blake vi, I'lljust go and
put a little bit on Highborn for this race . . ; only fifty pounds
or so each way. 1925 G. Frankau Masterson xvi, Cynthia
bad decided to ' risk a couple of Bradburys each way '. 1929
Star 21 Aug. 16/2, I should think he may be a good each-
way bet 1930 Daily Mail 17 June 14/z Sun Glory..has
a useful each-way chance.

Ea^le, J^. Add : 1. Also in U.S. allusive use,
1861-2 Trans. IlL Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 203 The clang of

mighty forges, fashioning out the sinews of war, to guard
the eagle of liberty. 1904 N. K Even, Post 14 Sept. i Mr.
Fassett was toying with those dear but haggard phrases.,
and generally making the eagle scream.

C. (Later example.)
1849 Congress. Globe 16 Feb., App. 114 This gentleman

thought proper to denominate me the 'Eagle from Harper's
Ferry '.

d. Golf. A score of two under bogey or par.
1922 C. Lkitch Golf xW, Z02 Barnes, .holed his putt for

a 3, so securing what is known in American golfing parlance
as an ' eagle '. 1926 P. G. Wodehouse Heart o/a Goof iv.

135 When he had got that 'eagle' on the third, he had
looked bored. 1927 Observer 3 Apr. 29/1 [He] let loose
a whole flock of 'birdies' and 'eagles' with which he
captured the remainder of the holes. 1928 Daily Express
9 July 17/7 He accomplished an 'eagle' two for the 351
yards.

2. d. U.S. Mil. A device worn on the shoulder,

indicating the rank of a colonel.

1865 BouDRVE Fifth N.V. Cavalry 184 Col. Hull.. was
killed. He wasa gallant young officer, who had but recently
borne the eagle.

e. = eagle button (see *io).
1812 Niles' Weekly Reg. 11. 131/1 Cockades and eagles..

have been bought or made.

5. (Earlier US, examples.)
1786 in Avzer. Museutn (1789) II, 182 There shall be two

gold coins J one. .to be stamped with the impression of the
American eagle, and to be calle(i an eagle. 1789 Gazette
ofl/.S.(ii.Y.) 14 July (Th.) 'I'he Eagle containing 10 dollars
of 5od. is worth 2 guineas, and rather more. 1809 Fessenden
Pills Poetical 16 Were eagles, in embargo times, As plentiful
as cents and dimes, 1816 Niles' Weekly Reg. IX. 370/2
The president tendered several eagles in gold to cover the
costs. i8s4 Mary J. Holmks Tempest ^ Sunshine x\n. 84
At the same time managing to slip an eagle into the hands of
the honest clerk.

10. eagle button, a button bearing the device of
an eagle.

1897 J. L. Allen Choir Invis. ii. (1918) u As he joined
them, tliree other young men—Federalists—sauntered past,
wearing black cockades, with an eagle button on the left

side.

Eagle-liawk. Add

:

2. An Australian bird of prey, Aquila atidax.
1827 in Biscboflf Van Diemen*s Land (1832) 177 The

eagle-hawk pouncing upon them for his prey. 18-^ J. Gould
Birds ofAustralia I. pi. i Aquila Fucosa. .Wedge-tailed
Eagle. . . Eagle Hawk, Colonists ofNew South Wales. 1886
Kendall /*(?£»« 159 The fierce-featured eagle-hawk flies

—

afraid as a dove is afraid, ign C E. W, Bean ^Drea^tought*
ofDarling -xxx. 105 A big black eagle-hawk,

Z!ar^ sb^ Add

:

1, c. To give ones ears (earlier U.S. example).
To have ones ear{s) to theground*, fig. to be on the
alert regarding the trend of public opinion.
1796-1801 Fessenden Orig. Poems (1806) 128 Jove tells

his peers He'd give his ears For such an hour as this is.

M30 Nat, Rev. Apr. 142 On the eve of a Presidential
Kleciion campaign, when practical politicians have their
ears to the ground.

h. To get (a person) up on his ears; to make
him indignant. So to be on on/s ear. Toget up or

go offon om*s ear : to rouse or bestir oneself. IJ,S,

1871 Galveston News 4 May (De Vere) They.. said that
I was lightning, when I got up on my ear. 1881 A. A. Haves
New Colorado v. 77 Wouldn't that just get some of his high-
toned relations up on their ear? i88a Howklls Mod,
Instance xxix. II. 144, 'I can cut your acquaintance fast
enough,., if you're really on your ear !' *I m on my ear*,
said Ricker. 1889 Farmer Americanisms s.v,, To get up
or go offon one's ear^ to bestir oneself; to rouse oneself to
a great effort. 1907 M. C. Harris Tents of Wickedness iil
iv. 255, I only hope Paul Fairfax won't read it and get on
his ear 1

3. d. To believe one^s ears : to credit what one
hears. (Chieflywith negative expressed or, implied.)
1886 H. CoNWAV Living or Dead viii, He..blamed my

partner, who could scarcely believe his ears.

15. a. ear-hook., -scoops 'Spoon, -spud.
1929 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 202/2 The aortic tourniquet, the

wire needle, the*earhook,thesinusforceps. xgzi Chambers's
Jml. ji.g/2 Some peculiarly shaped ^ear-scoops. 1928
V. G. Childk Most Anc. East viii, 189 Twee^rs. .were
combined with prickers and earscoops in regular reticules.

c 1325 Gloss, W. de Bibbesivorth in Wright Voc. 146 Cakenole
gloss *herespon. 1878 Sunday at Jrloine 6 July 424/2,
I made several purchases, such as . . ear spoons. 1921
Chambers's frnl, ^63/2 Toilet implements as toothpick,
tweezers, ear-spoon. 1928 Daily Express 16 June 3/7 Soak
the entire external canal of the ear in warm olive oil...

Repeat this process for a week. At the end of that period
it will be found possible to remove the wax with a small ear-

spoon. 1927 D. McKenzie Dis. Throaty Nose, Far(ed.2)
462 Removal of foreign body from the External Auditory
Meatus by *Ear.spuds.

16. ear-bob dial, or slang (additional U.S. ex-

amples); ear-bone,abone of the ear; earchair,an
armchair or easy chair having side pieces fixed near
the top of the back ; ear-flap, also, a flap ofmaterial

covering the ear; hence ear-flapped <^. ; ear-fly, a
gad-fly belonging to the genus Chrysops, esp. C,

vitiatus^ which attacks the ears of horses ; ear-hoop
U,S,.y an ear-ring; ear-lappet, also U,S, = '^ear^

tab; ear-lid, delete f and add quots.; ear-lock
(later examples); ear-muff 6''.^., a protection for

the ears in cold weather ; ear-phone, {a) a device

applied to the ears for listening in to wireless

broadcasting
;

{b) a device to aid defective hearing

;

ear-piece, an apparatus or a part of one designed

to be fitted to the ear, as of a telephone or a wire-

less receiver ; ear-plug, {a) an ornament worn in

the lobe of the ear ; (p) a wad of cotton-wool, wax,
or other substance placed in the ear to prevent an
inrush of cold air or water ; ear-roll, in a leather

helmet, a roll of leather behind the ear; ear-tab
U.S.^ a tab, esp. one affixed to either side of a fur

cap, to protect the ear in cold weather ( = sense 1 3)

;

ear-tone, a tone due to the constitution of the ear

itself and not to the surrounding air waves.
1846 M^Kenney Memoirs I. vi, 121 Finger.rings. .and

*ear-bobs. 1863 Louisa M. Alcott //ospital Sk. 35 (Cent.)

A pair o' ear-bobs. i68x Grew Musseiau 1. v. i. 82 Part of
the *Ear-Bone of a Whale. 1901 Jrtil. R. Microsc. Soc.

138 Ear-bones of Opossum. 1915 Shipley & MacBride
Zool, (ed. 3) 644 The evolution of the ear-bones in Mammalia.
1930 Times 25 Mar. 31/7 * Derbyshire' and Grandfather
**Ear' Chairs. 1925 E. F. Norton Fight for Everest^

ig24 51 *Ear-flapped caps. 1917 Sanderson & Peairs
School Entom. 136 The Horse-flies. 7'abanzda?, . . Some
are called *Ear-flies, some Gad-flies. 1808 Massachnsetts
Spy 18 May (Th.) A large assortment of *Earhoops, of
different sizes, 1845 S. Judd Alargaret i. x. 64 Many
wore ear-hoops of pinchbeck, large as a dollar. 1864 B.
Taylor H, Thurston vi. 79 Woodbury recognised, pro-
jecting between *ear.lappets of fur, the curiously-planted
nose., which belonged to the Rev. Mr. Waldo. 1871 Huxley
Anat. Vert. 250 The tympanic membranes [of the crocodile]
are exposed, but a cutaneous valve, or *earlid, lies above
each, and can be shut down over it. 1930 Times 3 July 10/5
Nature.. has not provided against assaults upon the hearing,

and we have no ' ear-lid ' by which we can shut out noise. 1854

J. R. Bartlett Pers. Narr. II. xxx. 230 Their *ear-locks
either hang loose, or are braided in several strands. 1867
Lowell Fitz Adam's Story 431 His ear-locks gray, striped
with a foxy brown. Were braided up to hide a desert crown.
1889 Kansas Times /^ Star 30 Nov., A young chap got off

a train from the South today. ..Said they wore no flannels,

gloves or *earmuffs down at Shreveport. 1893 Funk's Stand.
Diet., Ear-muff one of a pair of adjustable cloth coverings
for the ear, usually secured in place by a spring, and worn as a
protection against cold. 1904 ' O. Heneiy ' Cabbages <V Kings
X. 168 'Twas a fine Chinchilla overcoat, Arctic overshoes, fur

cap and ear-muffs, with elegant fleece-lined gloves and
woolen mufiler, 1934 Glasgow Herald 24 Dec. 6 With
a slight effort of the imagination we can forget *earphones
and valves. i9a7 Radio Times 22 Apr. 145/1 One might
even suppose that you had never in your life put on a pair
of earpiiones or listened to a loud speaker. 1928 J. F.
Barnhill Nose, Throat Sf Ear 58^ Ear phones, .are the
most serviceable present means of aiding impaired hearing.
a 1843 *ear-pieces [in Diet.]. 1853 Markham Skoda's
A uscuit. 29 The ear-piece may be convex, concave, or plane,
provided the disk forming it be large enough to close the ear

completely, 1904 IF". Lvndk Grafters xxvii. 352 The train-

master dropped the ear-piece of the telephone. 1909
Practitioner Dec. 862 The ear-pieces should fit closely and
accurately into the external auditory meatus, igioHawkins'
Electr. Diet, iza/^ Ear Piece, that portion of a telephone
receiver designed to rest against the car of the listener.

1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 185 The earpiece receiver
strapped tightly over one ear. 1928 Galsworthy Sivan
Song I. iv. 29 Soames . . took up the earpieces of the wireless.

1904 Nature 9 June 138/1 Numerous copper ornaments.,
such as pendants and *ear.plugs. 1904 Daily Chron. 5 Sept.

8/3 We should like.. to see the use of ear-plugs spread, for

many cases of ear trouble are brought into activity by the
inrush of water during diving or swimming. 1909 Wesini.
Gaz, 23Sept. 12/3 Oneofthe regulations was that competitors
had to wear *ear-rolls to facilitate their hearing when other
riders wished to overtake them. 1922-3 Halford Cycle Co.
Ltd. no Helmets. Leather, with Ear Rolls. 1855 /fw/^jfr^r-

bockerMag. Feb. 199 In stable-yards, old-looking black boys,
in cat-skin caps, with *ear-tabs to them. 1909 N. Y. Even.
Post 28 Jan. ( 1 h.) With the first really cold weather of the
winter, there appeared on Broadway the vendors of ear-
tabs, X901 E. B. TiTCHENER Exper. Psychol. I. 40 The first

difference-tone.. is an *ear-tone and not an air-tone.

Ear, sb.^ Add : b. Ear of corn, a head of In-

dian corn. Also ellipt, U,S.
1622 MouRT Relat. Plant. Plymouth 21 We. .found afine

new Basket full of very faire come of this yeare, with some
?6. goodly eares of corne. 1697 S. Sewall Diary I. 462
le was Carting Ears of Corn from the uper Bam. 1831
Peck Guide for Emigrants 11. 156 The ears [of Virginia
corn] are usually five or six feet, and often more from the
ground. 1852 D. G. Mitchell Dream Life 199 Broad
rustling leaves, and ears half glowing with crowded corn.
1880 Webster Suppl s.v. Head^ In the U.S., ear is used of
Indian com alone.

C. £ar-eorn J Indian corn, maize; esp. corn on
the cob. 6;^.
1872 Eggleston End of World xx. 140 Put a bushel of

ear-corn in the great wash-boiler.

Ear, z/.^ Add: b. Of Indian corn. U.S.
1888 Vermont Agric. Rep. X. 48, I plant., with the hills

far enough so that the stallcs will fully ear. 1896 Ibid. XV.
71 Usually it [se. the Red Cob] does not ear.

Ear, v.^ [f. Eak j(5.l8.] trans. To fit with ears.

1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 181 [The staves] are then. .eared
and handled.

Earlet. Add : 2. d. = Tragus, esp. when
largely developed as in some bats.

1837 Penny Cycl. VH. 25/2 The ears are large, insulated
and lateral, with an internal earlet. 1845 Encycl. Metrop.
XXV. J072/1 Ears large,thetragusor earlet always existing.

1904 Speaker 24 Dec. 315/2 The earlet, a curious develop.
ment of the tragus in insectivorous bats.

Early, a. Add

:

7. Special collocations : as, early-closer, one
whose place of business is closed one afternoon

in the week ; early closing, orig, designating a
movement for the reduction of the daily hours of

labour in wholesale and retail trades ; now, the

system by which business premises are closed for

the day at the end of the morning on a particular

day of the week ; also, the closing of public houses
earlier at night ; also attrib. or adj. ; early door,
a door at a theatre which is opened at a specified

time before the ordinary door at an enhanced price

;

also attrib. I early Victorian a,, belonging to or
characteristic of the early years of Queen Victoria's

reign, its literature, fashions, etc. ; also as sb. ; often

derogatory.
1906 Daily Chron. 28 July 7/6 Thus giving *earIy-closers

and Saturday-afternooners a chance. 1847 Hotviit's Jmi.
248/2 The *early closing movement. iZ^g Hogg's Instructor
III. 24/2 The Metropolitan Early Closing Society. 1851
Household Words 1 Nov. 126/2 That early-closing move-
ment which has fastened the portals of all those magnificent
palaces oflinen-drapery. 1852 Illustr. London Ncivs 17 Jan.
50/3 Early-closing Movement in the IronTrade. \ZeftIbid,

27 i3ec. 652/4 Early Closing Hosiery Establishment. x88i
Household Words ^.i Nov. 53/2 That Saturday * early closing

'

..must be a vast boon toshop.people. i^'&Boy'sOivn Paper
Christmas Number 34/1 Wednesday was our early-closing

day, 1902 £"?/^c/.^r//. XXXI 1. 685/2 Scottish Early Closing
of Public-houses Act. 1901 Daily Chron. 6 June 7/2 London
playgoers are familiar with the iniquitous ' "early-door

'

system, under which grasping managers trade on the fears

of their nervous patrons. 1883 Engl. Illustr. Mag. Nov.
89/2 'ihe late Georgian or *early Victorian age. 1896 * H, S.

Merriman ' in Lady's Realm Dec. 129/1, I was a youth—in

the mahogany age—early Victorian, you know. 1896 F.
Harrison {title) Early Victorian Literature. 1906 E'ortn,

Rev. Nov. 880 We invite the humour of the gods if we look
down on the early Victorians. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 31 Oct. 15/3
The bonnets, .were positively early-Victorian in size, and
quite early-Victorian in the dainty pale silk frillings which
framed most becomingly the face and the hair.

b. In collocations used attrib.

1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 65 The pottery has a very
early-man look about it. 1900 Westm. Gat. 9 Jan. 2/1 The
shock of that early-dawn disaster. 1906 Daily Chron. 2 Jjttie

g/i The abolition of early-season events for two-year-olds.



EARMARK.
X909 IP'estm. Gas. 93 Apr. 8/2 Much of the early-morning

worlc is performed entirely alone.

B. j^. a. An early fruit or vegetable. Chiefly//.

1883 R- Fbkmlin Potato 4 Second Earlies and Late Sorts.

1900 Daily Nnus 10 SepL 2/3 Hops... A few samples of

earlies were offered at market to-day. 1905 E. Phillpotts

Secret li'ontan i. iv, Look at my earlies [«. potatoes]—all
scorched black by that damn-frost.

b. //. Early years or days. *>

X9J7 ' A. Horn * {title) The Ivory Coast in the Earlies.

1928 Sunday Express 24 June 8/5 So much for the old show
days in the earlies.

Earmark, v. Add : 3. To set aside (money,

etc.) for a particular purpose.

[(Z1868 W. Stebbing in M. Pattison Acad. Org. u 13

Corporate property .. unearmarked .. by the doTior.] 1890

spectator 28 June, With large sums ear-marked and
accumulating for the extinction of licences. 1893 Times
28 Apr, 9/4 A perfectly arbitrary earmarking of moneys paid

into a common fund. X928 Manchester Guardian Weekly

yt Aug. 179/2 Sundry amounts of sovereigns were 'ear-

marked* for the Commonwealth Bank of Australia. 19*9

S. McKenna Happy Emiing iii. ii, I need only earmark
sufficient iinie in the summer for certain people whose
hospitality I've accepted.

Ea-r-mi^nded, a. Psychol, [f. Ear sb.^- +
Minded a.] Having a marked tendency to carry

on mental operations most readily by auditory

images ; thinking in sounds.

1900 W, B. Secor m Amer. Jml. Psychol. XI. 228 Not-
withstanding the fact that he was decidedly visual, he had
a strong tendency to be e.-ir-minded. 1901 E. B. Titchener
Exper. Psychol, I. 1. 196 1 he purely ear-minded man would
recognise persons, things and places by the sounds connected
with them.

Hence XIa'r-mitadednesa.
1903 BaldivifCs Diet. Philos. J^ Psychol. II. 571 The vary-

ing prominence which visual and auditoryand muscular
processes occupy in different minds—eye-mindedness, ear-

mindedness, niotor-mindedness.

£a'r-ringed, <7. [f. Eak-bing-i--ed2.] Wear-
ing ear-rings.

1883 J, PAVN Thicker than Water xvi, The ear-ringed,

ringleted sailors. iS^a Stevenson & Osboufne Wrecker
vlii, Some ear-rin^ied tisher of the bay. xSga E. L. Wakkman
in Columbus {<^\i\o\ Dispatch 14 Apr., The type of Italian

fishermea . . has all tlie beiibboned, earringcd and half

b1igandi^h look of the inland peasant. loao CkawBer^s
yrnl. 561/1 His black.browed, ear-ringed kind knew him
of an older race.

Earth.) sb."^ Add : 4. To run to earth : to

chase (the quarry) to its earth
; fig, to capture or

find (something sought for) after a long search.

Similarly logo to earth, said of the quarry; also

//•
1857 KiKCSLEY Two V. Ago xxviii. Frightened—beat—run

to earth myself, although I talked so bravely of running
others to carih just now. 1876 [see Run v. 42 Jig\ x8M
Spectator 7 Jan. 20/2 All the men who helped to run to

earth the various members of the Kuthven family.. were
richly rewarded. 19x7 Mary Webb Ktitle) Gone to Earth.

6. EUctr, (Substitute dcf. and add quots.) Con-
nexion of a wire conductor with the earth, either

accidental (with the result of leakage of current or

dangerous differences of potential) or intentional

(as for the purpose of providing a return path for a
telegraph current, etc.). (Cf. Ground sb. 15 b.)

1870 [in Dict-l. 1876 pRF.ECK & SlVEWRiGHT Telegraphy

a2S Upon no account whatever is a leaden gas.pipe to be
employed for the purpose of affording earth. Ibid. 243 Earths
are indicated by an increase in the strength of the current at

the sending end,and by a decrease in the strength,or the entire

cesvation of it, at the other end. Ibid. 253 If the earth at B
is bad while that at A and at C is good, then a part of A*s

current, on reaching B, instead of going to earth there, will

take the course of the wire to C, working C's apparatus, and
go to earth at C. 1901 Watehhouse Conduit Wiring 17
When the cables are pulled through, the braiding (and
perhaps the rubber) is torn offand the result is a bad 'earth*

at some future time. 1911 Encyct. Brit. XXVI. 523/2 The
signals received on such sensitive instruments.. are liable to

be disturbed by thereturn currents of other systems, .and to

obviate this it is necessary to form the * earth * for the cable

a few miles out at sea.

9. c. (Quots. illustrating wider use, chiefly in

interrogative and negative contexts.)

1774 Ck>UDSM. Retaliation 103 With no reason on eardi to

go out of his way, He turned and he varied full ten times

a day. 1S47 Mks- Carlvlk Lett. I. 389 If ' could have done
an^-thing on earth but cry. 1876 Miss Broughton Joan
xiti. You people really have the worst small-beer in Europe.
Where on earth did you get it? i88a Mrs. 'Rmum^xx, Daisies

ft Buttercups x.'vi, \^\ What on earth did it all matter tome?
1885 * F. Anstkv ' Tintedyenus 128 Why on earth was she
tiiaicing this dead set at bim?

B. II. earth almond US, (sec Chufa) ;

earth glacier, a glacier of land-waste and snow
occurring in the spring ; earth-life^ terrestrial

existence; Earth-Mother [tr. G. erdmuiter\,

in mythology and folklore, a spirit or being

taken as a symbol of the earth; also^MoTHEE
EARTH I ; earth-pig, transl. Du. aardvarken ~
Aabivvark ; earth-return Electr., an earthed

return circuit, as distinguished from a metallic

return ; also attrib. ; earth-ahrinkage Geol,, the

reduction of the earth*s diameter and volume by
contraction ; earth-sqtilrrel « Ground-squirrel
1 b; earth-tilting (see quot.) ; earth-wire Elecir.j

wire carried from a conductor into the earth, esp.

317

to prevent contact from the leakage of current from
one wire into another ; hence earth-wire v.^

-wired///. a.y -wiring vbl. sb,

1894 J. Ge[Kie Great Ice Age (ed. 3) 600 The so-called

*earth-glaciers of the Rocky Mountains. X906 W. De
Morgan Joseph Vance xix. 191 The black Shadow that op-
pressed me was bidden to. .scatter itself over the remainder
of my *earth-life. 1906 Daily Chron. 2S May 3/4 One brief

day—as long as seven years of this earth-Ufe, 1922 Sir O.
Lodge Rayvtond Revised 47 Humour does not cease with
earth-life. 1004 Edin. Rev. Jan. 38 The Indian women dis-

raimented still enact the ancient ritual of the Rain-Goddess
or "Earth-Mother. 1906 B'ham Inst. Mag. A\>r. 312 When
the great, good Earth-Mother saw this, she called to April
and sent her back to gain a victory over her malicious enemy.
1907 Academy 31 Aug. 837/1 Soft to his neck earth-mother
clings. 1785 G. FoRSi ER tr. Sparrman*s Voy. Cape Gd. Hope
I. 270 The aard'Varken, or *eavth-pig, which, probably, is a
species of manis. 1898 Guide Matnmalia 104. 1871 Engl.
JSIech. 8 Sept. 627/1 *Earth return currents are not practicaU

190a ^Mcj-c/. ^«V. XXXIII. 227/2 Steinheil of Munich.,
discovered the use of the earth return. 1904 Avter, GeoL
XX XIII. 112U nder the new hypothesis the *earth-shrinkage
is due tooriginal porosity and gravitational compression, and
is in active operation today. 1857 W. Chandless Visit Salt
Lake It. X. 311 Little heaps of earth thrown out from the

burrowings of tbe*carth-squirrel, who generally sat on the top
ofthe heap, sunning himself. x886 Encycl. A'W/. (ed.g) XXI.
626/2 The ground is subject to other movements. Some.,
which may be called * *earth- tiltings ', show themselves by
a slow bending and unbending of the surface. 1868 E.
Atkinson Ganofs Physics (ed. 3) 650 Into the other hole of

the fuse a wire is placed which serves as *earth wire. 1876

Preeck Si. SiVEWRiCHT Telegraphy 215 *Earih-wiring.. -The
object of the earth-wires is to prevent contact from arising

through the leakage of currents from one wire at its point of

support into another. Ibid, 216 In dry sandy soil or in rock

the earth-wiring is therefore to be avoided. Ibid. 258 It is

always advisable to earth-wire at least the last five supports

on each side of every office, as a protection against the effects

of lightning. 19H Encycl. Brit. XXVI.512/1 For protection

from lightning each pole has an 'earth wire * nuining from the
top, down to the base.

Earthy v. Add : 8. Elutr, To connect (a con-

ductor) with the earth. Hence Earthed ///. a, ;

Earthing z/^/. .ri. (also fl^/n*^.).

xViAScience 13 July 18/1 In dry weather they \sc. conduc-
tors] are not earthed at all well. 1889 Daily News 25 Dec. 6/7
A piece of mechanism known as an 'earthing device ', the

invention of Major Cardew, which infallibly cuts off the

current if a condition of danger occurs. s8^ Ibid. 3 May
5/3 The swaying to and fro of the earthed line in the field

due to terrestrial magnetism. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXV.
773/1 Let a conductor—sa^, a metallic sphere—be supported

by a metal rod of negligible capacity whose other end is

earthed. 1906 A. F.Collins Man. Wireless Telegr, 212

Earthed terminal. The wire connecting the plate buried in

the earth and the aerial wire. 1909 Install. News HI. 80/1

Mr. Lcrkie recommended earthing through a resistaace.

iSarthlyi a. 1. C. Add : coUoq. phr. No
earthly y not an earthly = not an earthly chance.

1899 Referee 22 OcL (Ware, s. v. Ne\ The actors who
have not booked their seats via Mr. Henry Dana, are hereby
notified that they have now no earthly, as all seats have

been allotted. \^ Hockey 13 Dec 101/2 The poor goal-

keeper had not an 'earthly '. 1911 W.J. Locke Clementina
Wing .xii. 134 Just an extra fiver on Punchinello, He's got

no earthly—you know that as well as I da
ISairthqaaky (o-jjikw^iki), a. [f. Earthquake
+ -Y 1.] Resembling the effect of or suggesting

the motion of an earthquake.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xlv, l^gs shaky—head queer-
round and round—earthquaky sort of feeling—very. 1846

Thackeray Comhill to Cairo ii. Wks. 1900 V. 596 Many
churches, .had a dry, uncomfortable, eartbquaky look, to my
idea.

EasOi V. Add : 1. Also U,S. with up.
loaz R. D. Paink Comr, Rolling Ocean v. 83 The doctor

is down there easing up the guys that got the bide burned
off 'em.

2. Also U.S. with up.

1898 E. N. Westcott DavidHttrum 155 After we'd eased

up our minds on the subjects of each other's health and such
Ukc.

4. C. (U.S. example.)
1839-31 J. P. Kennedy S-wallow B. II. i, 4 He became

notorious for picking up stragglers..and now and then,

for easing a prisoner of his valuables.

d- 71? ease in : to break in with light work.
189a Leisure Hour May 462/x He is graduallyeased in to

his work.

7. b. To move, lift, or shift down gradually or

gently, or into a person's pocket.

1850 N. KiNCSLEY Diary 154 The road is verry steep, .so

bad in some places that a rope is necessary to ease them
down with. '11875 'Mark Twain' Sketches Wks. XIX.
246 The widow caught the limp form and eased it to the

earth. Ibid. 252 'Ease this down for a fellow, will you?'

I eased the gravestone down till it rested on the ground.

1916 J. Black Vou CatCt Win iv. 41 The only thing to do
is to blow back his money. Either the lawyer or one ofthe

girls eased it into his coat pocket.

8. b. To relax or cease one's efforts, spec, in

rowing; also with up. To ease all', to stop row-

ing (cf. *Easy v. c).

1863 Rmving !f Sailing 55 This sisurt should be continued

till the boat begins to rock, when it is better to * case all
*

than to attempt altering the stroke into a milder one. i88s

Dnily Tel, 2 Mar. (Cassell) They also row right through to

Iffley without easing. 1883 ' Mark Twain ' Life Missis-

sippi xii. (.igii) 89 When the measurements indicate that

the yawl is approaching the shoalest part of the reef, the

command is given to ' Ease all 1
' 1889 Jerome Three Men

in a Boat v. On catching sightof Harris and me.., he eased

up and stared. 19x5 Boyd Cable Between Lines 25 ' Can't

EASTEHI.Y.

you keep on belting 'em for a bit ? * asked the Platoon officer.
* Might make 'em ease up on us.'

10. Ease off. C. trans. To fire off.

1916 ' Taffrail * Carry On 93 What I do want is a nice

little cruiser or a destroyer ; something, at any rate, to ease

off the guns at.

d. intr. To take things easily.

1925 E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest, 1^24 35 It enabled
us to., have a welcome bath, and generally ease off after our
first taste of high-level marching.

e. To fall away with a gentle slope.

igaS E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^ ig24 79 The slope

began to ease off towards the edge of the shelf above.

11. intr. Of shares : To become easier, fall in

value. Hence Ea'sing vbl. sb.

1900 Daily News 5 Mar. 10/7 There is no easing in the
prices for coal. 1904 Financial Times 23 Nov. 1/7 Sewing
Cottons eased off to 12s. yl. x^vj Daily Tel. 22 Nov. 2

Marconi eased -^d. and Eastern Telegraph declined 3.

East-about, ^^z^- U.S. [Ctwest-aboutyWEST
adv. 3 b.] In an easterly direction.

1886 Sci. Amer. a Jan. 7/1 The cause, whatever it was,
gradually spread, moving east-about.

Easter, ^-^.1 Add: 1. b. R.C. Ch. To make

(t do) one's Easier (see Make v. 57 e) : to perform

one's Easter duties (see below). Hence Easter is

used for an individual performance of these.

1700 in Cath. Rec. Soc. FuBl. VII. 62, I wasat S* Gomars
& Saw ye Quire do their Easter. Ibid., I wasat my Easter
at S' Gomars. 1885 E. H. Y>KW.\iiG Lady ofRaven's Combe
I. ii. 20 Mick.. is.. very happy about everything, when he
has made his Easter. 189a J. Morris in Month May 37
Taking in those who have made their Easters at Melior St.

. .we may count the Easters as 2000.

3. b. Easter-dues (examples). Easter duty (or

duties) : the religious duties (viz. of confession

and communion) obligatory at Eastertide. Easter
Sitting(8 s= Easter law term. Easter term: (a) a

term in the law-courts formerly movable and falling

between Easter and Whitsuntide, now fixed within

a certain period each year ; {b) in the older

universities, a term which was kept formerly be-

tween Easter and Whitsuntide, but which is now
included in the Trinity term ; in some universities

and schools, the term between Christmas and

Easter. Eastertide, time, the church season of

Easter, either Easter Sunday, or the Sunday with

the following days until Ascensiontide. Easter
week, the week beginning with Easter Sunday.
i7»o in Jrnl. Derbysh. Archsol. Soc. (1905) XXVII. 215

*Easterduesi. II. o. 1848 in Bunc&OldSt.AIartin's, B'ham
(1875)35 Easter dues ^d. for a man and bis wife, and ^d. for each

single person above tlie age of 16, and ad. from each house-

keeper. 17*3 S. Ll. Gen. Instruct. Hist, 9f Tenets Relig. n. v.

256 What Punishments hath the Church decreed against those

who have not perform'd their * Easter Duty? \%^^Act 38

^ 30 Vict. c. 77. Sched. 1. Order Ixi, The *Easter sittings

shall commence on the Tuesday after Easter week and
terminate on the Friday before Whitsunday. 1910 Law
Times 9 Apr. 509/2 On Tuesday last the Easter Sittings

commenced with 145 appeals and 1514 causes awaiting hear-

ing. 1913 Earl of Halsbury, etc. Laws Eng. XXVII.
436 The third, Easter sitting. 1641 G. Cavendisfis Negotia-

tions CdL Woolsey xi. 30 Untill such time as the Cardinall

resorted thither to him, where after *Easter ternie was ended,

he kept his feast of Whitsontide. 167a Cowell Interpr. s.v.

Terme^ Terminus Paschae, Easter term, which begins the

Wednesday fortnight after Easter-day, and ends the Monday
next after Ascension-day. 17J7 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Term^
Oxford Terms. . . Eastcrtcrm begins the loth day after Easter,

andends the Thursday beforeWhitsunday. CatnbridgeTerms.

, , Easter-term begins the Wednesday after Easter-week, and
ends the week before Whitsunday. 1818 [in Diet.]. 1905

Vachell //;// viii, Racquets, the chief game in the Easter

term. 1930 Law Times 26 Apr. 373 The Easter Law Term will

commence on.. the 29th April, and will end on.. the 26th

May. ciooo AIlfric Horn. I. 312 Nu is his Srowung and
his xrist ure *Easter-tid. 14.. Eestertyde [in Diet., 3a].

i8s6 Smyttan Hymn^ *Forty days ' vi, Tliat with thee we
mayappear At the eternal Eastertide. 1868 Vio^^xs Earthly
Par., Watching ofthe FalconZ^ If one chanced to fare Into

that place at Laster-iide. 1885 [in Diet.], c 1440 *Esterne

tyme[in Diet., 33]. 1567-83 L.VAUxCfl/^c/r.(Chetham 1885)

64 Euery man and woman., should receiue the Blessed Sacra-

ment at Easter time. 1849 M. Arnold Forsaken Merman
58 Twill be Easter-time in the world, ciooo Ags. Gosp.

John XX. i. rubric, Dys sceal on .sseternes da:^ on ^asre

*easter wucan. c 1406 in G. R. Owst Preachiftg Med. Eng.
i. (1926) 23 At Seint Marie Spitel, in Estir Weke. 1549
Bk. Com. Prayer 54 b, Tewesdaye in Easter weke. a 156a

G. Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 199 The thursday in Ester-

weke. a 1670 S. Collins Pres. State Russia (1671) 18 In

the Easter week all his Majesties Servants and Nobility

kiss tlie Patriarchs Hand, and receive either gilded, or red

Eggs. I7a7 [see above], a 1773 A. Butler Moveable Feasts

^ Fasts Cath. Ch. viii. (1839) 233 Every day during Easter

week. 1884 Addis & Arnold Cath. Did. 285/1 Down to

the twelfth century each day in Easter week was a holiday

of obligation.

Easterliness (rstailines). [f. Eastekly a, +
-NEsa.] Easterly quality or condition.

1927 J. Adams Errors in School 222 Each of them has

acquired an absolute qu.ility ; Edinburgh of easterliness and

Liverpool of westerliness.

Easterly, a.^ Add : 2. b. sl>. An easterly

wind.
looi V. T. BuixEN Sack o/Shaklngs 265 The brave west

wlnd..beiilt succeeded by baffling easterlies. igc6 rimes

31 Feb. 10/5 The usual seasonal rise of pressure over IMortn-

eastern Europe which before long will cause the spring

easterlies.
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Eastern, a. Add

:

, , t.s
1. b. Situated in, of or pertaining to, the (.nortli-J

eastern parts of the United States.

177* JmL Ccnl.CotigrtssM 'Dec. VI. 1039 That the dele-

gates of the eastern 'states confer together, and also those

of the southern stales. i8ji J. F. Cooper Spy xxix. C1831)

327 The full richness of the twang that distinguishes the

Eastern psalmody. 1831 Peck Guide for Emigrants i.io

Notice of their plans. . was inserted in an Eastern periodica,

1837 Southern Lit. Messenger III. 373, 1 set out to make

a tour of the Eastern States. 1885 Century Mag. Nov. 33/1

llr. Tully. .admitted willingly that he was an Lasternman

—a Down East lumberman and boat builder. 1908 Mulford
Orphan xiii. 153 At one time an Eastern woman had tried

to live there, but. . New York regained and kept its own.

C. The Eastern Shore : that part of Maryland

lying between Delaware Bay and the ocean. Also

atlrib.

1676 yml. Burgesses Virginia (1914) II. 76 William Nic-

colls, Tayler, liveing on the Easterne shore. 1777 Maryland
JrnL 5 Aug. (Th.) [He) now has a family living near Chop-

tank, on the Eastern Shore. 1785 Washington Diaries II.

<6i Landed 230 Bushels of Oats to day from an Eastern

Shore vessel. 1786 /iid. III. 39 Afterwards I sowed.. the

common Oat of the Eastern Shore,

Eastemism (j-stsiniz'm). [f. Eastern +
-ISM.] Eastern characteristics, practices, etc

;

tendency to make Eastern in character.

xgax Gtasgtnv Herald 23 June 4 A new Eastemism_ which

shall enable the Eastern races to stand on a level wilh the

other races of mankind. 19ZI Chambets^s Jml.^ 819/1

Cairo can show nothing more oriental than this; its

isc. Tetuan's] easternism . . is nearly complete.

Easternmost, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1789 Mouse .4w;r. Geog. 194 The easternmost tprovince]

called Lincoln, contains all lands east of Sagadahok.

East-side. US. [f. East D. i b + Side sb.^

That section of New York City which lies on the

east side of Manhattan (to the east of Fifth Avenue).

Also attrib. Hence East-si'der, one who lives

on the East-side.

1898 IVeslm. Gaz. 28 .4pr. 8/2 The Bowerybrigade, recruited
from.. patrons of the eastside dime hotels and doss-houses.

1899 J. L. Williams Stolen Stor^f 4 The busiest bank presi-

dents, .opened their mouths to him \sc. a reporter] quite as

readily as East Side saloon-keepers. 1903 N. Y. Even. Post

21 Aug., The Health Commissioner to-tlay made a tour of

the East Side. 190J N. Y. Tribune 25 Oct., 15,000 East

Siders attended the ^inal dedication ceremonies at William

H. Seward Park.

East'ward. Add: A. 1. b. Comb.
19H Newbigin Mod. Geog. iv. (1928) go The long, east-

ward-stretching, inland sea. 1914 G. A.J. Cole Growth of
Europe viii, 157 'the eastw.-ird-running rivers.

B. Eastward position : the position of the cele-

brant standing on the west side of the altar (and so

facing east) in the Communion Service.

positi

Position 9 ^

of the posture claimed by some for the minister at the Com-
munion Table is inaccurate, misleading, and deceptive. 1890

Times 5 Feb. 3/2 The third charge [against the Bishop of

Lincoln]—relating to the eastward position—was contained

in article 5. 1921 M. Baring Passing By 256 She said that

the local clergyman was so low—no eastward position.

2. Situated or dwelling in the east. ? Obs.

1716 yrnls. No. Re/'r. Mass. I. 92 A letter.. relating to

the behaviour of the Eastward Indians.

Eastwardly, a. Add : a. also, facing the

east. b. (Earlier Amer. example.)

1703 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLII. 360 Thence on a
Straigh[t] lien to a heap of Stones on the Eastwardly sied

of a hill. 1768 Washington Diaries 1. 286 Wind East-

wardly—with appearances of Rain.

East wind. Add : b. In the game of mah
jong the name given to the player who, by draw-

ing a disk or by a throw of the dice, is entitled to

choice of seats.

1922 LiNDSELL Ma-cheuk 9 Four players make up a table,

and seats are usually determined by chance, the four discs

(' East ',
• South ', ' West ', and ' North ') being placed face-

down on the table and each player drawing one in turn. The
player who draws ' East * has choice of seats. Ibid. 25 In

the East round. South has originally one East wind. I9a3

Daily Mail 3 Mar. 7 Why ' East Wind * should have played

his * Red Dragon '. 1924 Mah Jong Rules ofQueen''s Club 9
* Jong ' is always East Wind, the player on his right South.

Easy, a. Add : 3. (Recent U.S. example.)
1902 O. WlSTER Firginiau'iv.^4 'She'seasier this morning,

since the medicine.' This was the engineer, whose sick wife

bad brought a hush over Medicine Bow's rioting.

4. Stand easy : an order in military use allowing

a greater freedom of posture than ' stand at ease '.

1859 Field Exerc. Infantry 5 If the command to Stand-at-

Ease is followed by the word Stand Easy, the men will be
permitted to move their limbs, but without quitting their

ground. 1883 Ibid. 1. 6On the word Squad being given to men
standing easy, every soldier will at once assume the position

of standing at ease. 1914 Recruit Training (Infantry') 5
Stand at Ease. Feet sufficiently apart.

_
Easy position.

Dressing maintained. Men perfectly still till 'Stand easy'

fiven. 1917 GslsviOKTHV Foundfitions ill. Plays (1920) 62

'orm fours—by your riijht— quick march !.. Left turn!..

Stand easy I

8. b. On easy strut: in comfortable circum-

stances; well-to-do.

1903 A. H. Lewis ^«^ 205 Just as a sport finds himself on

easy street.

10. c. Of water, etc. : Not rapid, swift, or

tiubulent.

318

1883 ' Mark Twain ' Life Mississippi vi. 8i When he had
cooled a Httle he told melhat the easy water was dose
ashore and the current outside.

13. Easy meat fig. b. Freq. in easy money, orig.

U.S.
1896 G. Ade Artie ix. 79, I guess it*s easy money too from

the way he lets goof it. 1909 'O. Henry* Roads of Destiny
vi. 88 The boarding houses were corralling the easy dollars

of ;he gamesome law-breakers. 1914 Gkrtrude Atherton
Perch 0/ Devil \. i. 15 It maybe this.. spirit that inspires

the midnight burglar.., not merely the desire for 'easy

money'. 1921 R. D. Painf. Comr. Rolling Ocean iv. ^7
When I pickupeasy money, I justnaturally havetoblow it.

01928 in C. "?.^.Qf2>m\i\fi, North- Sea Air Stationhi. i43Had
the Zeppelin been picked up by a searchlight, it would, of

course, have been easy meat.

17. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1836 D. Webster Private Corr. (1856) II. 21 The deposit

and distribution bill has become a law, and money is already

getting to be much easier, as the phrase is. 1848 Bartlett
Diet. Amer, s.v., 'Ihe money market is easy*; i.e. loans

of money may easily be procured. 1870 Medbery Men Sf

Myst. Wall St. 69 The lender seeks the borrower. Money
becomes a drug. Technically it is 'easy* or ' inactive '.

C. c, easy-paced a. Cricket^ said ol the ground

or pitch when the ball comes at an easy pace to the

batsman.
1905 WestMU Gaz. 25 July 8/2 Cotter, though he made the

ball bump considerably at times, was scarcely suited by the

*easy-paced wicket. \^AObse}'ver i July z8/i Batting first

on an easy-paced pitch, Leicestershire began well against

Warwickshire.

Easy (2" zi), v. Transfer f Obs, to a. and b. and

add : c. intr. Of an oarsman or a crew : To cease

rowing, d. trans. To give (an oarsman or crew)

the order to stop rowing.
1881 Roxving., Steering g( Coaching on Cam 25 Ail boats

going down are supposed to give way to boats coming up

—

?,^., to easy and pull in their oars. Ibid.y You must always

easy for the 'Varsity trials in the October term. Ibid. 26

You must take care to easy some distance from where you
want to stop. x88i Daily^ Tel. 2 Mar. (Cassell) They..
were not easied until reaching I ffley Lasht^r. x8oo S. Lane-
PooLE Barbary Corsairs 11. xvi. 2 13 She . . 'easies with every

blade suspended motionless above the waves.

Eat, sb. Delete f Obs, and add :

1. b. Now freq. in pi, U.S.
\V^ Kansas Times ^ Star ^^iTCi'^ A majority..adjourned

to the Coates House for ' eats ' and refreshmeiil. 1918 ' Ian
Hay ' Last Million Introd. p. xiii. There is no ice-water, no
ice-cream, no soda-fountains, no pie. It is hard to get the

old familiar cats in our restaurants. 1929 S. Andersos in

Mercury Story Bk. 230 It was a pretty good place with

good eats. 1930 Randolph Enterprise (Elkins W. Va.) 16

Jan. 5/4 'i'hen the ' Eats ' were served by the young ladies

of the Rebekah lodge and the * Feast of the Passover—of
Good Things' was one long to be remembered.

2. On the eat (U.S.).

1879 Harpers Mag. Aug. 479 It always flatters women
when their guests are on the eat.

Eat, V, Add : 2. a. Also To eat dinners.

1850 Thackeray Pendennis xxix. In term lime, Mr. Pen
showed a most praisewortiiy regularity in performing one
part of the law-student's course of duty, and eating his

dinners in Hall. 1856 H. Mayhew Gt. World ofLondon i.

72 Lawyerlings 'qualify* for the bar by eating so many
dinners. [1867 CasselCs Mag. I. 287/2 These dinners he
must eat in hall in his own person.] 1879 Chambers's JrnL
23 Aug. 539/2 No student shall be called to the Bar until he
has eaten a certain number of dinners at his Inn. 1929 A.
Waugh Three Score ^- Ten 71 The eating of dinners in the

Temple, and the attendance of lectures.

g. To eat dirt : see Dirt sb. 6 c.

h. To eat one's hat : see Hat sb. 5 c.

3. d. To eat out of another^s hand : to be com-
pletely submissive to him or her.

1921 Hugh Walpole Young Enchanted \\. v. 185, I won
a glorious victory and Victoria has eaten out of my hand
ever since.

7. 6'".^'. (Examples.)
1842 Spirit of Times (Phllad) 4 Mar. (Th.) [The Bay

State Democrat says that Mr. Dickens] has declined the

invitation of the Philadelphians to eat him. 1855 M. Thomp-
son Doesticks vii. 53,1 resolved.. to quit the premisesof ihe

Emerald Islander who agreed to ' lodgeand eat ' us. 1889

Farmer Americanisms s. v., A steamer is alleged to be able

to eat 400 passengers and sleep abouthalf that number.

8. d. To exercise, disturb, vex. Also intr, in to

eat at, (Cf. Bite v. 13 b.) U.S.
1904 W. H. Smith Promoters xvi. 238 What's eatin' 'em?

Are they trying to hog the whole game? 1906 * O. Henry*
Four Million 203 ' What's eatin' you ?

' demanded the mega-
phonist. 1910 Mulford H. Cassidy xi. 74 'What's eating

him, anyhow ? ' 'I don't know. 1 never saw him act that

way before.* 1929 S. Anderson in Mercury Stpry Bk. 235
There was something else eating at me.

16. Eat off. b. To clear off (a crop) by feeding

it with cattle : said also of the cattle. Also intr,

(Jot pass.) of a crop.

1733 W. Ellis Chiltern 9f Vale Far^n 28 One of our best

Farmers . . eat off his Turneps early, and chalked his Ground
well. 1764 Museum Ritst. II. xxv. 79 We eat it {sc. coleseed]

off with sheep, .to make them fit for the butcher. 1841 y>nl.

R. Agric. Soc. il. i. 126 Nitrate of soda may be sown..on
pasture that does not eat off regularly, 1921 W. E. Heitland
Agricola 266 Stock must be kept on the farm, partly to eat

off your own fodder-crops.

17. Eat out. o. Also in phrases with heaj't,

x888 Stokes Celtic Ck. 212 [Image-worship] which had
largely eaten out the heart of religion among them, i8go
Review ofReviews II. 323/1 General Boulanger is not eating

out his heart in vain regrets, ijjig V^KKZi^.t Psycho-analysis

70 Commonsense says that it is better..* to let off steam*
than to ' eat your heart out *.

EBULIiIOSCOPY.

18. Eat up, g. Jig. To traverse (a distance,

ground) rapidly.

1898 H. S. Canfield Maid ofFrontier iii If I don't put

my spurs into him an' make him eat up the groun*. 1905
Sloss Bk, Automobile 179 One of the keenest pleasures in

possessing a car is being able to annihilate a hill or 'eat it up'.

1919 P. G. WoDEHOUSE Damsel in Distress x, Ten minutes
in the gray car ate up the distance between the links and
George's cottage.

Eater. Add : 2. A fruit that eats well, or is

intended to be e.nten uncooked (cf. Cooker 2).

x^jjo Observer ii May 13/2 The blossom is as thick.. on
the tiardy 'cooker ' as on the shy and delicate ' eater*.

Eatery ('"'tari). y^Jcw/ar. U,S, [f. Eat -1- *-EBT

2 b.] An eating-house.

1923 WoDEHOUSE Inimit. feez^es i. 11 Why, then, was he
lunching the girl at this God-forsaken eatery? iqz6Ameri-
can speech I. 38/2.

"Eating, vbl.sb. Add : L C, Also//. = Food.

U.S. (Cf. *Eat sb. I b.)

X840 Southern Lit. Messenger VI. 386/2 Good eatings

there, light-bread, fried bacon and eggs, waffles, batter-

cakes—coffee and buttermilk.

3. attrib. (U.S.) eating palace^ saloon.

1858 Teresa Viele FoUo^ving the Drum 149 A billiard

room, an eating saloon, a bakery and even a ' pharmacie *.

,

are found here. 1877 Rep. Verviont Board Agric. IV. 199

Grounds [arc] furnished with a. .floral hall and eating-

saloon. 1902 O. WisiER Vifginian xiii. 148, I came upon
hiiu one morning in Colonel Cyrus Jones*s eating palace.

Ean. Add : £au-d«-Kil (erron. -du-) [lit.

* water of (the) Nile'], a pale green colour supposed

to resemble that of the Nile ; also attrib, Ean
sucr^e {p %ilVxe\ water with sugar in it.

X870 Young Ladies' Jrnl. VII. 482 A pretty toilette of

*eau-du-nil. 1890 Daily News 5 July 3/4 The colours

known as crevette and eau-de-Nil. 1891 Truth 10 Dec.

1240/2 A row of begonia leaves in eau-de-Nil velvet. 1905
E. F. Benson //««i'tf in Sand'xx, Four greens— eaii-de-nilt

vert-doret aquamarine, and emerald—shone and shimmered
together. 1928 Timvs 9 May 11/5 A robe de style of eau-

de-nil tulle. 1834 tr. K. facqitejnonfs fount. India I. i£8

They laugh at my milk, my *£au sncrie. 1844 Thackeray
Misc. Ess. {,iZZs)b%.'V\\K.xe.\i^%eausucrie in the dining-room

if the stalwart descendants of Du Guesclin were athirst.

1Z1845 Barham Ingot. Leg. Scr. in. Ld. of ThoulousCf

Lemonade, eau siicrie—zx\6. drinkables mild. 1872 E. Brad-
don Life in Itidia viii. 314 Playing dominoes and drinking

cau sucrie.

Eaves. 3. Add : eave{s)-run, -shootj -spouts

"trough (designating various forms of gutter or

spout to catch the drip from eaves),

X92X Bltukiv. Mag. Dec. 742/2 The starlings sitting on the

*eve-runs [«£:].. would stop gossiping. 1889 Herring & Ross
Irish Cousin II. ill. iv. 207 The noisy splashing of the water

that fell from a broken ^eavcshoot on to the gravel. 1899

Somerville & Ross Irish R. M.'i^ The rain sluiced upon
me from a broken eaveshoot. 1865 Mrs. Si owe House ^
Home P. 103 The water-barrel which stood under the *eaves.

spout. X889 Rose T. Cookh Steadfast xxxv. 369 A wild

November storm.. shrieked and wailed in the eave-spout.

X852 Trans. Mick. Agric, Soc. 111. 185 Lightning rod, tin

*eave troughs and a permanent cement cistern. 1878 B. F.

Taylor Between Gates 176 Every day a wooden spout,

a great eaves-trough was laid from the top of the steps.

Ebb, sb. 2. b. Add : To be on the ebb..

x888 Bryce Amer. Commw. cix. III. 580 Metaphysics
themselves being now on the ebb in Germany.

Ebbed, ///- a. Add : Also with down.
1923 Galsworthy Forsyte Saga, Indian Swnmer v, The

beat of life vehemently impressed his ebbed-down senses.

Ebbman (e-bmoen). [f. Ebb sb. + Man sbX^

(See quot.)

1921 Diet, Occup. Terms (1927) § 741 Ebbman% keeps
bridge which rises and falls with tide..clear of mud, sand,

silt, etc.

Ebenezer. 1. (American examples.)

X693 C. Mather Wond. Invis. World 14 Many an
Ebenezer has been Erected unto the Praise of God by his

Poor People here. 1745 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. VI. 181/2,

I can.. here set up my Ebenezer, & say that hitherto God
has preserved me. 1840 Knickerbocker Mag.'S.V. 184 These

things . . were only inducements to him to set up his Ebenezer

in this place.

b. Temper, passion. U.S. slang.

Evidently by a misunderstanding of ' raise *.

X836 Public Ledger (Pnilad.) 27 July (Th.) Says I, Deb...

I'll send you wool enough to make a wig. That ris Deb's

ebenezer, 1838 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 11. xxiL 333 If

you go for to raise your voice at him,, .liis Ebenezer is up
in a minit. 1849 D. Nason JrnL 14 Our Steward is under

the constant necessity of a check-rein upon his ebenezer.

Ebon, sb. Add : 3. A negro. U.S.

1895 OwZ/V (U.S.) XXVI, 428/2 A little ebon, who had
been watching to set open the gates,

Ebonize, v. Add : 2. intr. To take an ebony

colour.

1892 Eleanor Rowe Chip-carving (1895) p. xi, Kawrie Pine

ebonizes very well, but requires some stiength to carve.

Ebony. Add : 4. b. A nej^ro. U.S.

X863 ' E. Kirke ' My Southern Friends iv. 69 The scented

ebony roared. 1889 Farmer AmericoJiisms s.v., An ebony

is a negro in common parlance.

EbxUliosCOpic (/b»:li(7sk(7*pik), a, [f. Ebul-
LioscoPE -1- -ic] Of or pertaining to the ebullio-

scope or ebulUoscopy. So Ebullioscopy 'xlhvXxg'-

skopi), the study and use of the ebullioscope.

1902 Nature 4 Sept. 436/2 Molecular weight determina-

tions in liquid nitrogen peroxide by the ebullioscopi^

method. 1914 JrnL Chem. Soc. CVl. 11. 170 Of the follow-

ing five formulx for calculation of the ebullioscopic constant.



ECACTINE. 819 ]6COBCH]B.

X914 yrnl. Amer. CAem, Soc. XXXVL 11. 1411 The Con-
stants of EbuUioscopy and Cryoscopy.

Ecactine (ek|ae-kt3in). ZooL [f. Gr. I« out

of, from + oKTiSy hv- ray.] The distal ray of a
sponge-spicule ; cf. *Esactinb.
1888 SoLLAS in Chaiitnger Rep. XXV. p. Iv, The esactine

is oxeate and the ccactine strongylate.

Ecardinate (rtcajdinA), a, [C mod.L. Ecar-

dines ^U c- without + (:jr£/<? hinge) + -ate 2] Of,

belonging to, or characteristic of the Ecarditus

(hingeless molluscs).

1895 F. R. C Reed in Camhr. Nat. Hist. III. 492 FossiU-

ferous 1 ocks in which the Ecardinate division alone is repre-

sented.

Ecboline (cklwlin). Chem, Also -in. [f. (by

W'enzell) Gr. €k0oKoSj t tK^aXXeiv to throw out,

expel.] A bitter alkaloid found in ergot, ergotinine.

1878 ir. voH ZiemsseiCs CycL Pract. Med. XVII. 891
Ecboline ^-as first obtained by Wenzcll from the watery
extract of ergot. 1878 Encycl. Brit, VIII. 521/1 The drug
[sc. ergot], according to Wenzell, contains two bitter alka-

loids, ergotin and ecbolin.

Eoca, variant of *Ekka.

Eccliondronia (ekpidr^mna). Path, [mod,
L., f. Gr, tK out + x(i»'8p<w/«i cartilage : see*-OMA.]

A tumour growing from a cartilage.

X890 BiixiKGS ^fed. Diet. 1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med. IV.
826 Ecchondromas are usually fuiiily attached, hard, sessile

growths.

Eccles (ek'lz), [Name ofa town in Lancashire.]

Eccles cake^ a kind of fancy cake resembling a
Banbury cake, but usually round.
i88x E. Skuse Confect. Hand-Bk. (cd. 3) 155 Eccles Cake.

Roll out a sheet of paste, .about a quarter of an inch thick,

then roll out another sheet same size, . .spread on the first

sheet some I!anburymeat..thencoverit with the second sheet.

S889 Manck. Sc/t. Board Cookery Classes 38 Eccles Cakes.

2 oz. brown sugar, i oz. butter, fib. currants, 1 oz. candied
peel, a little grated nutmeg and lemon rind. 1897 Lanca-
shire Cookery Bk. 42. xgoS J. Kirklamd Mod. Baker III.

354 Eccles cakes are made in nearly the same manner and
with the same ingredients asBanburys, only the usual shape

is round.

Ecdemic (ekdcmik), a. [f. Gr. \k out, after

€7tdemic.'\ Of a disease: Occurring away from the

place where it is endemic
xSoo BiLLiKGS Med. Diet.

ficdexnite (e-kd/mait). Min, [Named (1877)
ekdemit^ f. Gr. t^fti;;*©* unusual: see -iTfil.] Chloro-

arscnite of lead, fotmd in small, yellow masses,

foliated or granular.

X896 Chester Diet. Names Min.

Ecg^Onine (e-kg^min). Chem, [£ Gr. t/ryovoj

(f. i-K out of, frora + 7o»'-, 7<i'-toproduccJ + -iNE5.]

A base obtained by the decomposition of cocaine.

X864 Watts tr. Gmelin's Hand-hk. Chem. XVI. 304
Chloroplatinate of Ec^onine. A mixture of hydrochlorate
of ecgonine with chloride of platinum and strong atcoboL

1885 Jml. Chem. Soc. XLVIII. il 913 It would seem that

cocaine, e':gi)nine, and isotropinc arc derivatives of ethyl

tetrahydropyridine.

iicnce Ecffonic (ckgfj'nik) a., defining an add
obtained from ecgonine ; E-CGTonate, a salt of this,

x89f yrn/. Chem. Soc. I.X. i. 749 'Ihe acid C7H11NO3,
obtained bytheoxidation of Izvo-ectjonine, is termed ecgonic
acid. /6id.f Eihyl ergonatc, CTHjoEtNOs, is a colourless,

viscid liquid. 1901 /hid. LXXX. 1. 291 Ecgooic acid . .crys-

tallizes from ethyl acetate or benzene in colourless needles.

Echelon. Add: I. b. Each of the subdivisions

in rear of the main supply service for troops in

warfare. See also quot. 1929. Aho atirid.

1924 L. E. ViNiNG Ueid by Bolsheviks 88 People are

coming to me in numbers a>king me to get their trains and
echelons away. Ibid. 104 Each echelon commander is

demanding to have his train put on the west-bound track.

1929 EncycL Brit. VII. 895/2 l*he word is also u.sed..in

military organization to indicate parts of the headquarters

organization which are left in rear of the fighting zone.

Echeloned,/*/^, a. Add: K\so irons/,

19*4 Skebl tr. ivegener's Orig. Cont. <V Oceans 65 The
Cordilleras.. run from south to north along the coast, and
terminate in echeloned folds which retreat successively

wet wards.

Echidnase (/kidn^s). Chem. [f. Echidna
+ •-ASE.] A poisonous diastatic ferment found in

the venom of vipers.

1899 Jml. R. Microsc. Soc. 583. 1914 G. N. Stewart
Man. Physiol, (ed. 7) 53 The action of the oxidizing ferment
* echidnase ' in the poison of the viper.

Echidnotoxixi (fkidn^pksin). Chem, [f.

KcHiiJ.NA 1- To.M.s.] The poisonous principle found

in viper venom.
1899 ymi. R. Microsc. Soc. 584 Experiments show that

this diastatic ferment is able to digest not only the tissues

of inoculated animals^ but the venomous principle or
echidno-toxin itself.

Echinate (e-kin^U), v. Transfer nonce-^d. to

sense in Diet. , and add : trans. Of a sponge spicule

:

To project from (the fibre) at an acute angle. Also
intr.

^ 1883 SotxAS in Casselts Nat. Hist. VI. 328 The skeleton

is..composed of chief i^picules lying parallel to form a
fibre, which is spiiied by other (cchinating) spicules pro-

jecting from it. 1900 E. R. Lankester Treat. Zool. II. 140
The spicules so placed are said to 'echinate'the fibre.

ECiiillO*. Add : Echi'noohrome, a brown or

yellowiih brown pigment found in some cchino-

derms, Echioiococco'sis Path,, hydatid disease.

Ecliixiopse-diTim [Gr. jrafS/oc], a bilateral larva

of an echinoderm. Ecliinosphsa'rite, a cystid of

the genus Echinosphmrites ; also attrib. Echino-
tlin'rid, a member of the family Echinothuriidm.
1886 Jml. R. Microsc. Soc. 48 Dr. C. A. MacMunn de-

scribes the spectroscopic or chemical characters of the blood
of various worms and molluscs ; one of the most interesting
pigments which he has detected is that which he calls

*echinochrome. .obtained from the perivisceral cavity of
Strongylocentrotus Irvidus. igzs yynl.C!iein,Soc.Q\\..\.^iQ
Echinochrome is probably held in the same way as chloro-
phyll is held in the plant cell. 1907 Osler & MacCrae
Syst. Med. I. 576 *Echinococcosis : Echinococcus Disease;
Hydatid Disease .. is practically cosmopolitan. 1877
HuxLKV Anat. Invert. 54 A singular series of changes
undergone by the endoderm and mesoderm of the larva or
*Echtnopa:dium. [1882 Q. Jml. Geol Soc. XXXVIII. 520
The widely spread *Echinospha;rites-limestone.] 1929
Encyct. Brit. XVX. 874/1 The Vaginatcnkalk and Echino-
sphaerite Kalk show many features in common with the
Orthoceras Limestone and Cystid Limestone of the northern
region. 1886 Jrnl. R. Microsc. Soc. June 452 The com-
parison of tlie *£chinothuiids with Holothurians.

Ecllitaniiue (eki tamin). Chem, [f. mod.L.
Echites^ generic name (f. L, echtte, name of a plant)

+ Amine.] An alkaloid found in the bark of

Ahtonia scholaris {Echites schclaiis^. So Eclil'-

telue, EcM'tenine, Exhltine (see quots.).

z&-j6yrnl.Chem. 5"(V. XXIX, 277 Echitein crystallizes from
hot strong alcohol in light needles. /(J/^.,Echitm, C32H52O2J
forms white scales. 1879 Ibid. XXXVI. 71 Dita baik (the

bark of Aisionia scholaris or Echites scholaris) contains
two alkaloids, ditamine and echitamine. idSiIbid. XL.
185 The action of hydrochloric acid on echitamine hydro-
chloride. x886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. II. 519/2 Three
alkaloids, ditamine, echitamine, and echitenine. 1906 Watts
Diet. Chem. II, 411/1 Echitin. .accompanies echicerin, from
which it differs in being less soluble in ligrom.

Echinriaii (ekiyua-rian), a. anti sb, [f. mod.L,
EchiuruSy generic name (f. Gr. «x'^ adder + oupa

tail) + -IAN.] Of or pertaining to the genus Echu
urns or family Echinridx, b, sb. A member of

this genus or family. So EolLia*rid, Echiu'rold.
x886 ymi. R. Microsc. Soc. Dec. 984 The armed Gephyrea

or Echiuroids. Ibid. 985 The nerve-trunk has in adult Echi-
urians lost all trace of segmentation. 1897 Q. ymi. Microsc.
Sci. Dec. 367 .\ new British Ecbiuroid Gephyrean. 190s
£Mcycl. Brit. XXVII. 625/2 The female (of BonelUa] has
the normal Echiuroid structure. 1909 ymi, R, Microsc,
Soc. 50 New Deep-sea Echiurid.

Echo, sb. Add : 8. Also in Bridge, a signal to

the leader indicating how many cards his partner

holds of the suit led (plain-suit echo), or that the

third player can trump in oa a suit in the third

round (down-and-out echo).
X900 A. Dunn Bridge (ed. 3) 51 The leader should alwa^

be on the look-out for his partner playing the plain suit

echo. X90J — Neuf Ideas on Bridge 80 A player must have
cither led or 'called for * trumps before his partner gives
the * three-trump echo ',

8. echo organ, a set of pipes in an organ, en-
closed In a wooden box to give a distant sound effect.

i8ss Hopkins Organ xv. 66 The Echo organ consists of a
duplication of the treble portion of some 01 the stops found
on the other manual organs, closed in a wooden box, to

render their tone soft and more distant-sounding. 1884
Encycl. Brit. XVII. 830/1 The fifth manual, where it

occurs, is the echo organ.

Echo, V, Add : 4L b. tibsoh Also in Bridge
(cf. prec. sb, 8), to indicate to the leader how many
caids the third hand holds in the suit led.

1885 R. A. Proctor Wliist 96 You cannot readily echo,

as you can signal, by the discard. 1900 A. Dunn Bridge
(ed. 3) S3 The 'trump suit echo' is played to inform a
partner that the player who 'echoes* orieinally held four,

or more, trumps. loid. 54 He should take the first oppor-
tunity of echoing in a plain suit, which will inform the
leader that he has still one trump remaining.

Echoic (ektfu-ik), a. [f. KcHo j^. +-ic.] Of
the nature of an echo : a term proposed by (Sir)

J. A. H. Murray and used in this Dictionary to

describe formations which echo the soimd which
they are intended to denote or symbolize.
188a (in Diet. S.V. Echo sb.\ x886 N.E.D. s.v. Botch v.*,

App. related to Du. botsen to knock, dash, Ger. dial.

butschen, butzen to strike, knock ; according to Franck an
onomatopceic word of echoic origin.

Echolalia (ek^^l^'Ua). [mod.L., f. Gr. rJx"'

Echo + \aXia talk.]

L Path. The meaningless repetition of words
and phrases.
1885 Buck^s Handbk. Med. Sci. 1. 290/1 Periphrastic

forms of speech and the recurring or barrel-organ utterances,

constituting what is known as echolalia. 1925 R. M. Ogoen
tr. KojffkeCs Growth 0/Mind 31 1 At the time when speech
is being learned, there begins a period of echolalia in which
the child repeats with tireless continuation all the words or
sentences it hears.

2. A depreciatory term for a succession of sounds
in poetry which subordinates sense to sound.
1895 Westm. Gnz. 3 Dec. 2/1 Our suspect poets, with.,

their liking for echolalia. 1897 R. Vallance il^illiam

Morris lit. 31 The ' Eve of Crecy ' contains two magnificent
examples of that mode of poetic expression, dubbed 'echo-
lalia' by Max Nordau, and as such condemned by him.

Echnriu (ekiurin). Chem. [f. Gr. txvpos

strong + -IN 1.1 A yellow dye composed of picric

and nitric acid and Havin.

1884 yrftl. Chem. Soc. XLVI. 1450 A newyellow colouring
matter, called 'echuiin*.

£cka, Ecker, variants of *Ekka, *Ekker.

Eclair (tfikleau). [Fr., lit lightning.] A small
pastry made of flour, butter, and eggs, coated with
chocolate icing, and filled with whipped cream or

custard.
1870 Londott Society XVIII. 506/2 You get, .meringue

Si la creme, eclairs, 1889 R. Weli.s Pastrycook <$ Confect.
Guide 103 Eclairs .. after baking fill with cream. 1925
A. Huxley Those Barren Leaves^ F, Cheli/er iii. (1927)
2QI At one of the little tea-tables.. Miss Elver, .was eating
chocolate Eclairs and meringues, messily, with an expression
of rapture on her cream-smeared face. 1927 C. Mackenzie
Vestal Fire \. iii, You knew that the Eclairs of the Villa
Amabile would effuse authentic cream and not discharge
stale custard like those dreadful waistless middle-aged Eclairs

you had met in some houses.

Eclaircise (/"kleaTsaiz), v, (Modem U.S. ex-

amples.)
1873 H. W. Beecher in Ckr. World Pulpit I. 300/1 Till

the enigma is solved; till the mystery is eclatrcisecl. 1884
Ibid. XXV. 238/3 If men.. listen to preaching that stimu-
lates them, eclaircises their imagination.

Eclipse, sb. Add : 2. b. (See quot, 1838.)

Hence eclipse-dress, -feathers^ -plumage.
1838 Waterton Ess. Nat. Hist. 101 At the close of the

breeding season, the drake undergoes a very remarkable
change of plumage, .and. .is. .so completely clothed in the
raiment of the female, that it requires a keen, .eye to dis-

tinguish the one from the other... Thus we may say that once
every year, .the drake goes, as it were, into an eclipse. x^o6

C. W. Beebe 7'/^tfZ>Yr(f 48 The invisible cloak of his brooding
mate is dropped over him for a while—his colours vanish,

and by a partial moult, .the hues of his plumage change to
an inconspicuous mottling of brown, hardly distinguishable

from the female. . . This has been happily termed the ' eclipse
*

plumage. 1913 VV. R. Ogilvii:-Grant in Brit. Birds Vll. 2

The short eclipse-feathers.. differ so little in general tint

from the feathers of the winter- and breeding-plumage., that

it is difficult to see what advantage the bird derives from the
change. 1913 J. G. Millais Ibid. 74 The second eclipse is

for the most part similar in colouring to the first eclipse,..

but these second eclipse Eiders can always be distinguished
. . from the first eclipse . . birds. 1914 W. P. Pycraft in Bull.
Brit. Orttith. Club XXXI 1 1. 67 The pigment for the colora-

tion of the eclipse-dress was beginning to form. 1930 F. B.
K1BKMAN& F. C. R. JovRDAin Brit. Birds isgGadwalL.ln
eclipse much like duck.

£Clipsing, ///. a. 1, Delete f and add :

I9a3 Discovery Sept. 245/2 Mr. F. C. Jordan..announces
the discovery of a remarkable eclipsing variable star. 1926
H. Macphehson Mod. Astron. 157.

Eclosion (/klJu'gsn). [a, F. ^closion, n. of
action of iclore^ f. e- = Ex- + clore :—L. claud^re to

shut.] Emergence from concealment; specinEni.,
the emerging of an insect from the pupa case,

X889 Cent. Diet, 1925 Imms Textbk. Eniomol. 1E6 As
the time for the eclosion of the imago approaches the pupa
noticeably darkens in colour. 1928 Sylv ia Thompson Battit

o^ the Horizons v. vii. Her speculation vaguely pursued the
^te of that simper—the man waiting for the savour of its

rehearsed eclosion.

Ecillliesia(ck|mn2'zi^, -sia). Path. [mod.L.,

fl Gr. Ik out -* /ir^ffts memory.] Loss of memory
with regard to the events of a particular period.

1890 Billings^ Med. Diet., Ecmnesia, a form of amnesia
in which there is normal memory of occurrences prior to

a certain date, with loss of memory of what happened for a
certain time after that date.

Ecological, Ecology, now the more usual

forms of (ElCOLOGICAL, (ECOLUQY. So Ecolo'ffic a.t

Eco'loglst.
1896 Pop. Sci. Monthly L, 7a These ecologic color adap-

tations. Ibid. 185 Botany.. with reference to the physio-

logy and ecology of plants. 1902 Nature 17 .-Vpr. 574/1 The
ecology of a glacial lake. 1904 C. L. Laukie Flowering
Plants 6 'J'he study of plants that grow together, forming
plant associations, in some respects the most interesting

part of Ecology. Ibid. 8 Ecological classification of plants.

X916 F. E. Clements Plant Succession 73 It is one of the
most important tasks of ecology to determine the root and
shoot relations of communal plants. i^6 Spectator -2$ Sept.

492/1 Part of the distinctively modern progress in palaeonto-

logy has just been this ecological outlook. 1930 C Elton
Animal Ecology 7 Evolution, .is not at all a popular subject
among animal ecologists to-day.

Economic, <z* Add : 2. C. Characterized by
adaptability to human needs

; practical or utilita-

rian in application or use ; e. g. economic botany

^

geography^ etc.

i88a B. D. Jackson {ittle) Vegetable technology; a con-
tribution towards a bibliography of economic botany. 1914

J. McFablane Economic Geography 1 Economic Geography
may be defined as the study of the influence exerted upon
the economic activities of man by his physical environment,

1936 Cambr. Univ. Reporter 30 June 1213 Economic Plants
Received.

^C0rcll6 (<?korJ>), Painting ^Xi^ Sculpture. [F.,

pa. pple. oiicorcher to flay.] A subject so treated

as to expose the muscular system.
1854 Thackeray Newcomes txxviii, If you will have the

kindness to look by the ecorchi there, you will see that little

facket which I have left for you. i86a Chambers's Encycl,

II. 761/2 It is not uncommon to represent the ecorchc in

action, in the form of the Fighting Gladiator. 1883 J. W,
MoLLETT ///«j^ Diet. Art ^ Archxol. 120/2, 1891 ' Lucas
Malet ' Wages ofSin iv. v, Try to put the bones into this

upper figure and make an icorchi oi \.\\fi lower one.

transf. 1891 Hardy Group Noble Dames {ii)-24) 85 Lifting

her eyes as bidden she regarded this human remnant, this

ecorchc, a second time. But the sight was too much. 1908



ECOSSAISE.

— Dynasts iii. ii. iv. 376 The contorted and attenuated

^corch^ofthe Continent appearing as in an earlier sceae,

but now obscure under the summer stars.

^COSSaise. Add : 2. (See quot.)

1875 Er.cycl. Brit. III. 439/2 The alternation of hot and
cold douches, w hich for some unknown reason has got the

name of Ecossaise^ is a very powerful remedy from the strong

action and reaction which it produces, and is one of very

great value.

Ecphore (e-kfo^j), v, Psychol. Also ek-. [ad.

Gr. ifctpopfiy, f. exipopos to be made known (cf. <«-

tf>(p€iv to carry or bring forth, produce, disclose).]

trans. To evoke or revive (an emotion, a memory,
or the like) by means of a stimulus. So Ecpliorlc

(ekf^rik) a., pertaining to or characterized by ec-

phory; whence Ecphcrically adv. Ecphorize
(e'k^raiz) v. ; whence E'cphorizable a. Ecphory
(e'kfori), the evocation of a disposition from a latent

to a manifest state.

1914 L. Simon tr. i?. Semo^s Mneme iigii) 39 Groups of
influences may act ecphorically on an engram. Ibiti. 73 The
diurnal periodic leaf movements of plants are ecphorised
chronogeneously for some time after the cessation of the

light-stimulus that normally liberates them. I6id. 138 The
ecphory of an engram. Ibid.^ The ecphoric factor . , consists

of the partial or entire repetition of that energetic condition
which formerly acted en graphically. 1917 A. WonLCEMxrrH
in Brii. J't-w/. Psych. June 429 An *ekphored* feeling is

always a new state of feeling and never the memory image
of a previous one. Ibid. 453 If we look at.. a red rose

and perceive it, and after a Httle while ekphore its memory-
image, we note immediately howunlike . . this memory-image
is to the original perception. Ibid. 456 The ekphory of the
memory-image of a pain. I9zi B. Russell Analysis of
Mind IV. 84 The second mnemic principle, or ' Law of
Ekphory*. Ibid.^ When two stimuli occur together, one of
them, occurring afterwards, may call out the reaction for the
other also. We call this an ' ekphoric influence ', and stimuli

having this character are called * ekphoric stimuli*. 1913
B. DuFFV tr. R. Semon's Mnemic Psych. 155 An engram
whichj when evoked into life {ecphorized), will produce a
mnemic sensation in consciousness. Ibid. 314 Homopho-
noiisly ecphorizable engrams. 1925 C. Fox Edncat. Psychol,
10 The process by which future stimuli touch off the engrams
is known as ecphory. Ibid., The partial^ recurrence of the
excitation-complex which left beliind it a simultaneous
engram-complex acts ecphorically on the latter.

Ecrixi(^*kriien). [Fr.] A casket for jewellery.

185^ Thackeray Newcomes lix. The cigar-boxes given over
to this friend, the /rrr« of diamonds to that, et caetera. 1910
Crockett De^v o/thHr Youth xxxviii, A hoop of rubies . . was
placed in a lined box of morocco leather, called an * ccrin '.

Ecmstaceons (ncr27st<fi-Jas),a. Bot, [f. E-3
•f Cbustaceous.] Of lichens : Having no thallus,

187a W. A. Leighton Lichen-Flora (ed. 2) p. xxiv.

Ecstasiate, v. Add : [After F. s'extasier, f.

exlasiCj early form of extase Ecstasy.] ?w/r. or

refl. To go into an ecstasy.

1838 Miss Pardoe River ^ Desert I. 10 He extaslated
on the Emperor, and shrugged his shoulders at all other
crowned heads. 1889 Sat. Rev. 7 Dec. 662/2 What we
admit that we cannot sincerely extasiate ourselves before or
admire is M. Huysmans's idea of style.

£ctad (e-kt£ed), adv. Anal. [f. Gr. <tfr<5s out-

side +*-ad.] On the outward side of.

1802 Wilder & Gage Anat. Technol. 27 The dura (mater)
may be described as ectad of the brain, but entad of the
cranium. 190X Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. a) 220/1.

Ectal (e'ktal), (z, Anat. [f. Gr, £«t(5s outside

+ -AL,] External, superficial.

x88a Wilder & Gage Anat. Technol, 27 The suggestion
to employ ental and ectal was welcomed, and they were
published [by Wilder in zSSi]. 1901 Dorland Med. Diet*
(ed. 2) 220/1.

Ectene (e-kt/n^). Gr. Church, [eccl. Gr., f.

kKT^vri^ extended.] A litany recited by a deacon
and choir.

1850 Neale Holy East. Ch. i. 36T The Ectene for the first

Sunday in Lent. j88z Encycl. Brit. XIV. 707/1 A series

of short intercessions resembling the Greek *Ektene', or
deacon's litany. 1916 N. F. Robinson Monasiicisr/t Ortho-
dox Ch. 89 Then followeth the customary Ectene.

Ecthesis (e*k))/sis). [ad. Gr. tKOeffts exposition,

f, (KTiSivcu to put forth.] An edict of the Em-
peror Heraclius promulgated A.D. 638, maintaining
the doctrine that Christ has only one will.

^7*7-38 Chambers Cycl. s.v.. The ecthesis favoured the
error of the Monothelites. 1850 J. Miley Hist. Pa^al
States I. I. i. 225 Meddlers in theology, attempting by
eciheses and ty^es.. to dictate what the vicars of Christ were
to teach the Church. 1854 [see Tvpe sb.^ 5 b]- 1902 H. K.
Mann Hist. Popes I. l 363 Monothelism and the Ecthesis
were condemned.

£ctllol (e'k))f?l), [f, Ech{ina£ea+Tk{uja-k'
-OL.] The proprietary name of an antiseptic used
in septic and infective ailments, prepared from
Echinacea angustifolia and Thuja occidentalis.

1900 Year-Bk. Pharvtacy -221. 1910 Practitioner Feb. 279
Ecthot is a clear brown fluid with a characteristic odour re-
calling that of valerian.

ECCO-. Add : Ectobla'stic a., of or belonging
to an ectoblast. Ectobra*ncliiate a. Zool.y having
external gills. Ectoclio'ndral a. Anat.j situated

or occurring outside the substance of a cartilage.

E'ctoclione Zooi., the outermost structure of a
chone. ZEctodynaixioiuo'rplilc a. (see quot.).

Ecto-etliinold Z.00I., the prefrontal bone of the

skull. Ectole'dtlial a. Emhryol.j having the food

yolksituated outsidetheformatlve yolk. E'ctoloph,

320

the outer ridge of a lophodont tooth. E'ctonxere
Embryol.y each of the cells produced by the seg-

mentation of the ovum. Ectopare'ncliynia Z^?^/.,

the outer part of the parenchyma in a trematode,

E'ctoplisrte, an external vegetable parasite ; hence
Ectophy'tic a, Ectopla'stic a.

,
pertaining to ecto-

plasm. E'ctopy Path., the abnormal position of an
organ. Ectorhi'nal a., situated on the outer side

of the nose. Ectoso'inal d., of or pertaining to
the ectosome. E'ctosome, the exterior membrane
of a sponge. Ecto'Steal f7. Anat.y of, pertaining

to, or situated on the exterior surface of a bone;
hence Ectcsteallytz^z'. Ecto'stracum, the middle
layer of the shell of a crustacean. Ectotrache'a
Ent.t the outer epithelial layer of the trachea of an
insect.

^ 1903 Daily Chron. 16 Sept. 5/2 A pair of *ectoblastic
invaginations. 1910 Practitioner Jan. 40 The core of the
chorionic villus is mesoblastic in origin, . .whereas the tropho-
blast is ectoblastic. 1888 Rollf.ston & Jackson Anim,
Life 557 The *cctobranchiate Desmosticha. 1889 *Ecto-
chondral [see etitochondral s.v. *Ento.]. 1887 Lankester
in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 415/1 A transverse muscular
sphincter, which defines an outer division or *ectochone
from an inner or endochone. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson
Anim. Life 795 The. .chonae. .are divided, .into an outer
part, the ectochone, long and cylindrical, and an inner part,

the endochone. 1930 Nature^ ig July 8^ *Ektodynamo-
morphic soils, that is, those in which climatic and other

external factors in soil formation predominate over internal

ones. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Li/egi Anteriorly

to the septum is a large hone, the *ccto-ethmoid..(= the
pre-frontal of Huxley). xgzS C. F. Cooper Parker ^
Hasweifs Text-Bk. ZooL (ed. 4) II. 78 The outer walls of

the olfactory capsules may be ossified by paired ecto-

ethmoids. 1884 Sedgwick & Heathcote Xx. Claus'' Zool.

I. 112 Ihe first processes of segmentation in these at first

"^ectoleciihal ova are withdrawn from observation, since they
take place in the centre of an egg covered by a superficial

layer of food yolk. 1905 Afner. Ceol. Apr. 244 The outer
border C*ecioioph) rises higher than the cross crests. 1890
Billings Med. Dict.^ *Ectomere, the larger of the two
primitive cells produced by the segmentation of the mam-
malian ovum after impregnation. 1924 Co^vdry's Gen.
Cytology 584 The subdivisions of these ectomeres are much
morenumerousinlargeeggsthan in small ones. x^'^Jml.R.
jT/£'<:*'<7j£'.6"<3C.Aug. 5ooThe shedding of the "cctoparcnchyma,
1883 D. Macalister tr. Ziegler^s Path. Anat. i. 354 *Kcto-
phyte. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 439/1 There is a reciprocal

symbiosis between the Angiosperra and the fungus which is

endophytic, only rarely *ectophytic. Ibid.^ More or fewer of

their rootlets have their extremities invested by a weft of
hyphal mycelium as an ectophytic mycorhiza. 1885 Lan-
kester in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 834/1 *Ectoplastic products in

which the material produced by the protoplasm is separated

from it, 1000 G. C. Bourne Comp. Anat. Anim. 109 The
cell-protoplasm, .has given rise to substances which.. are
formed on the outside of the cell as a sort of envelope, .in

which case they are called ectoplastic products. 1890 Si r W.
Turner in Jml. A nat. XXV. 106 The demarcation between
these two parts is due to the presence of a fissure, more or

less distinctly defined in diflferent animals, which has been
named the rhinal or *ecto-rhinal fissure. 1904 A. Keith
Hum. Entbryol, (ed. a) 258 Hippocampal and Ectorhinal
Fissures. 1888 Sollas in Challenger Rep. XXV. p. xvj.

This cleavage occurs parallel to the outer surface, dividing
the spongeatonce into choanosomal and "ectosomal portion.

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 415/1 An outer or *ectosomeand
an inner or choanosome. 1885 W. K. Parker in Proc. Roy.
Soc. 29 Jan. 135 I'his malleus in its articular part has two
endosteal and one *ectosteal bony centre. 1870 W. H.
Flower Osteal. Mamtn. viL 74 They ossify, according to

Parker, *ectosteally, or from without inwards. 1880 Huxlev
Crayfish iv. 194 Immediately beneath the epiostracum,

there is a zone, .distinguished as the *ectostracuni. 1898
A. S. Packard r«/.i&A. £«/<;;«. 684 The larval *ectotrachea

undergoes histolysis.

Ectogeiiesis(ekt£>d,:5e*nesis). BioU [mod. L.

:

see KcTO- and Genesis.] The production of struc-

tures or bodies outside the organism. So Ecto-
Sfenetio (ektt^djene'tik), Ectog'eiiic (ektf>dge'nik),

EctoGTenons (ekt^'d^enss) adjs., pertaining to ecto-

genesis, producing or produced from without.
1883 D. Macalister tr. Ziegler*s Path. Anat. i. 201 Some

of the pathogenous bacteria are accustomed to cievelope

and multiply without the body, while others only do so
within it. The former kind we may describe as ectogenous,
the latter as endogenous. Ibid.^ Sometimes the ectogenous
bacteria proceed to multiply within the body. 190a Jackson
Gloss. Bot. 7Vr7Kj83/2 Ectogenic. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.,
Ectogenesis, the production of or the giving rise to structures

from without. 1923 Haldane Daedalus (1924) 63 It was in

1951 that Dupont and Schwarz produced the first ectogenetic
child. Ibid. 64 France was the first country to adopt
ectogenesis officially, and by 196B was producing 60,000
children annually by this method. 1926 Times Lit. Suppl.
21 Oct. 710/4 Mr. Shaw's affinities, .are with the biological

school, whose moststartlingforecast, sofar, is Mr. Haldane's
ectogenetic baby. 1930 Ibid. 24 Apr. 11 By the twenty-first

century science will have solved the problem of ectogenesis,

will be able, that is to say, to develop a human infant from
a fertilized cell by laboratory methods.

Ectopic (ektf'-pik), a. Path. [f. Ectopia +
-ic] characterized by ectopia : said of pregnancy
and gestation,

1873 R. Barnes Dis. Women 424 The gestation is ectopic,

that IS, proceeding in an abnormal locality. 1893 Brit. Med.
Jrnl. I Apr. 50/1 Ectopic gestation with ruptured sac.

1929 G. S. DoDDS Hum. Embryol. 78 In ectopic pregnancy
the uterus hypertrophies.

ZSctoplasm (ckti^plaez'm").

1. (See Diet. s.v. Ecto-.) 2. A viscous substance

which is supposed to emanate from the body of a

EDENITE.

spiritualistic medium, and to develop into a hnmao
form or face. So Ectopla'smlc, Ectopla'stic adjs.

192Z Daily Mail -2 Dec. 13 Frederick Munnings-Gaulton
..prominent as a medium.. appears to have been an adept
at producing ' ectoplasm *. 1923 Ibid. 5 Mar. 5 Ectoplasm
..is described as being to the touch ' a cold and viscous mass
comparable to contact with a reptile*. 1926 J. Laifd Our
Minds ^ their Bodies 1 Those hearers look for photographic
evidence of * auras' and 'ectoplasms*. \gaA}ot^D Babbitt
Warren 116 Ectoplastic mediums, quack doctors and in*

spired clairvoyants. 1927 Daily Express 11 Apr. 2/4 The
genuinenessofectoplasmic forms. . seemed quite certain, X927
De Brath tr. Geie/s Clairvoy. ^ Materinl. 175 It seems to

me desirable to substitute for 'materialization' the term
* ectoplasmic form *.

Ectrodactyly (ektr^jdae'lctili). Anat. [ad.

mod.L. eclrodactyiia, f. Gr. (xrpw^fia^ -Tpoj{ms, etc.

(f. ft- + Tpco- to damage) + SatfTi/Aos finger,] Con-
genital absence of dii^its. So Ectroda'Ctylism.
1893 yml, Anat. XXVII. 422 Schsefar gives an account

of five cases of ectrodactyly. 1894 W. Bateson Study 0/
VaHaiion 358 Absence of Digits (Ectrodactylism), 18^
Jrnl. Anat. XXXIII. 524 A case in which ectrodactyly and
syndactyly of the right hand co-existed with double ectro-

dactyly of the feet. 1913 W. Bateson MendeCs Princ.
Heredity 228 Several pedigrees of ectrodactylism., are re-

corded in medical literature.

ZiCuadorian (ekwadoa'ri^), a. and sh, [f.

Ecuador •k--\K'S.'\ a. adj. Of, belonging to, or

characteristic of Ecuador, b, sb» A native or in-

habitant of Ecuador.
1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 645/1 The only real glacier known

to exist in _the Ecuadorian Andes. 1886 A. Simson Trav.
Ecuador ii. 27 The dinner, in an Ecuadorian sense, was
capital. Z892 E. Whvmper Trav. Gt. Andes 17^ Ecuadorian
Hand-Made Lace. Ibid. 421 The head-coverings worn by
Ecuadorians shew that the sun's rays are seldom so powerful
as to be dangerous. 1927 Glasgo^v Herald 24 Oct. 7 Ecua-
dorian Hats (commonly called 'Panama' hats],

Ecnelle (^ki«e'l). [ad. F. icuelk :—pop. L.
'^sciitellay altered from scHte/ta.']

1. A two-handled porringer used for soup.
1856 J. C. Robinson Inv. Mus. Ornamental Art 19

* Ecuelle * or Shell Tazza, ornamented with interlaced
arabesque ornament in ruby and yellow lustre. 1861 Official
Catat. Exhib. Indust. ^ Dec. Art 66 Ecuelle cover and stand.

187a W. Chaffkrs Keramic Gallery I, p, xi, Ecuelle and
Dish, painted with Carnival figures,

2. 'rhe process by which the essence of limes is

obtained from the ripe fruit. Also Ecue*Uing.
X884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 812/1 The i)rocess known as

Ecuelle, in which the skin of the ripe fruit is scraped against
a series of points or ridges arranged upon the surface of a
peculiarly-shaped dish or broad funneh 1891 Bull. Roy.
Gardens Kevj May-June 120 From the rind of the fruit, by
a process known as 'ecuelling*, which consists of gently
rubbing the fruit on rounded projections arranged inside a
brass basin, a very fine essence of limes is obtained.

Ecyphellate (rsaifel^^t), a. Bot, [E-3.] of
lichens: Without cyphellse.
187a W. A. Leighton Lichen-Flora (ed. a) p. xxiv.

Zfd. or ed-, abbrev. oiedited {by), edition, editor,

Edam (rdam). In full Edam cheese : a cheese

made at Edam, near Amsterdam.
1836 J. Murray Handbk. Traru. Continent 52/1 A vast

quantity of these cheeses (called here Edam cheeses, but
known all over the world as Dutch cheeses). 1890 Jas.
Maclmjnald Stephens* Bk. Farm (ed. 4) iv. 515 The two
important cheeses inadein Holland, both of which are sold

in the English markets in very large quantities, are known
as round or Edam, and flat or Gouda Cheese. 1902 EncycL
Brit. XXVII, 355/2 The Edam and Cjoudaare the common
cheeses of Holland.

Edapbic (idas-fik), <u Phytogeogi-aphy. [f. Gr.

edatpos floor + -ic] Pertaining to, produced or in-

fluenced by, the soil.

1900 Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms Additions, 190a Encycl.
Brit. XXV. 430/1 The var^ang climatic or environmental
conditions to which An^osperms may be exposed in their

wide distribution, including those ofthe soil, edaphic, those of
the atmosphere, epedaphic, and tbose of water, aquatic Ibid.,

Geophytes are.. subject to the influence of both edaphic
and epedaphic factors of environment. 1906 Chamberlin
& Salisbury Geol. II. 343 Adaptation to the immediate
physical environment, particularly the nature and depth of
the sea-bottom (edaphic adaptation). 1930 Nature 25 Jan.
120 Wherever domesticated animals come upon the scene
the biotic factor undoubtedly ranks with the edaphic and
climatic as of supreme importance.

Eddy, sb. 4. Add : eddy-chamber, a cham-
ber in which a current of fluid is compelled to whirl

in eddies ; eddy-current, a current of electricity

induced in places where such currents are undesir-

able and cause waste of energy.
X899 Ycarbk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 153 W. S. Barnard, work-

ing under the direction of Riley, invented the admirable
*eddy chamber, or ' cyclone system ' of nozzles. 1893 W. P.
Maycock Electr. Lighting i. vi. 158 Most armatures of
direct current machines have iron cores, and the revolution

of the cores in the magnetic field would, .cause currents to

be induced in the core...These cuixents [are]calledy(?MC<x«//

or *eddy currents, t^az Encycl. Brii. XXVll. 583/1 There-
suit would be aconsiderable reduction in theefhciency of the
machine, since the power absorbed by these so-called eddy-
currents would be entirely dissipated in heating the core.

Edenite (/"donait). Min. [ad. G. edem't (iS^^),

f. £"a'<f«ville. Orange County, New York: see-iTK.l]

An aluminous variety of hornblende,
1868 Dana Afin. 235 Aluminous Magnesia-Ltme Amphi-

bole. (rt)Edenite...(^)Smaragdite. iSS6yml.Chem.St<.l^
519 Edenite (Hornblende). Colour green., or greyish-yellow.
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Edestin (ftle-stin). Chem. [f. Gr. e5«<rTor

eatable + -l-V ^.] A vegetable globulin occurring in

wheat, r)e, etc.

i8a6 Jml. Clum. Sac. LXX. I. 400 The proteid which is

soluble in saline solutions the author shows to be edesiin, or

vegetable vitellin,

Edge,^^. Add:
2, d. Of temper (cf. *Edgy a. 4>.

1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 224 The company com-
manders found him with rather a sharp edge to his temper.

e. To have an edge on (a person) : to have a

grudge against, or an advantage over. U,S,

S896 Daily Nc^s 18 Mar. 7/5, I expect that when I am
gone, especially from your own people, who always had an

cd}:eon me, and for no reason. 1929 Publishers* Weekly

14 Sept. J060 Here we have the edge on our rivals, not only

because of our superior location, but also because we are

repuiediy reckless about reducing prices.

4. b. To be on edge: to be excited or irritable (cf.

*2d).
1900 Daily Nfjjs 4 Oct. 6/1 For me there was to be no

sleep far into that night, for my nerves were upon edge,

1908 R. W. Chambers Firing Line v. 56 I'm all on edge
over this landscape scheme.

6. b. See also Razor sb, i b.

7. O. Edge of regression (see Regbession- 3 b).

12. a. edge-laid s.^). ; b. edge-millings nailing
\

edge grindstone, key, -metal, plane, -rolled a.

Tsee quots.) ; edgo-runner, an apparatus for grind-

ing ores by means of a heavy disk which runs on
its edge in a circular mortar ; edge-setter, -zone
(see quots.).

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Edge fyindstont, one
the peripheral edge of which is the portion utilized; as
distinguished from surface grindstone. *Ed^e key^^XotA
used in boot.making for rubbing and burnishmg the edges
of soles. The disks are made of patterns: plain, con<

vex, scotch edge, fluted, etc *E'fge laid belt^ one made
by cutting up the hides into strip* of the width of the

intended thickness of the belt, and setting them on edpe.

1839 Uii« Diet. Arts 961 The coal-seams thus upheaved
\sc. at a high angle], are called 'edge-metals by the miners.

1883 Gresley Gloss, Cotd^m. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 156/2
Profiling or *edge-milling machines are a still more recent

application of the millinp[-tool system. iZ-j^Jbid. IV. 493/1
For side or *edge nailing . . clasp.naiU . . are used. 1874
Knight Diet, Afech.^ "^Edge-plane, i. (Wood-working.) A
plane for edging boards, having a fence, and a face with the

required shape; flat, hollow, or round, a. (Shoe-making.)
A plane for shaving the edges of boot and ^hoe soles. 1880
Zaehnsdorf Art Bookbinding \^o *Ed ye- rolled, when the

edges of the boards arc rolled, either in blind or in gold. 1883
H, G. Hahris Flate Glass 146 The pieces of limestone are
further crushed undera pair of '"edge-runners'. \9li\EncycL
Brit.\yi.46i '2 Edge-runners (Chilian mills). iSgi Engineer

9 Jan. 36 Edge runner grinding mill. 1884 Knight Diet.

Mech. Suppl., *Edge settfr^ a small lathe for burnishing the

edges of boot soles. In the Tayman edge setter the shoe is

carried on a jack and the burnisher held in the band, if^oa

E'/cycl. Brit, XXV. 459/a A fold of soft tissue extending
to a greater or less distance over the theca, and containing

. .a cavity continuous over the lip of the calicle with the
cijclentcron. This fold of tissue is known as the •edge-zone.

S904 Ann, 4* M^g. Nat, Hist. XIII. 23 The epitheca is that

part of the skeleton secreted by the edge^zone.

Edge, v.l Add : 7. CrickeL To deflect (the

ball) with the edge of the bat.

1906 Daily Ckran, a8 July 7/4 Seeing his first ball ed^ed
by Rhodes over the slips. 19*7 Observer 7 Aug. 18/3 Being
inclined to edge the balL

Edger. Add

:

4. An operative in various crafts (see qnols.).

1909 Daily Chron, 36 June 8/5 Optician's Edger wanted.
1921 Did. Occu/. Terms (1927) { 105 Edger^ a fettler who
.smoothes edges and joints of clay ware articles with a knife,

leather or sponge before firing. Ibid, f 439 Black edger
(gloves) ;. .stains, with a blackened pad, as received from
machinist, the white edge left on black kid gloves.

6. Cricket, A ball that is deflected with the edge
of the bat.

190S Daily Chron, 16 Aug. 5/6 Aided by an extraordinary
quantity of luck in respect of edgers and extras, the Aus-
tralians succeeded in getting within 67 of the English total.

1906 Ibid. 28 July 7/5 Tunniclifl'c, who repeated that edger
and then mis-hit one just short of Goatly at mid-on.

Edtfily (e'd^ili), adv, [f. Edgy a. + -ly2.] In

an cogy manner; irritably, testily.

1837 Manning in I-*slie Life{.\<^\) 269 He answered rather

edgily and defensively. Z9aa 'M. Ari.en ' Piracy rii. ix.

f 3 ' Vou are making a butt of me, Virginia *, he complained
edgily.

Edging, vbl, sb. Add: 3. o. Photogr. A
narrow strip of albumen, gelatin, or india-rubber

along the edge of a collodion dry plate.

1885 Abnev Photogr. with Emulsions (ed. 3) 947 Tlie plate

is given an edging by placing the moistened end of the spill

beneath the thumbof the right liand, and drawing it round the

edge of the plate. By this means a ' safe edge * is given to it.

O. attrib. in various senses.

1884 Knight Did, Mech. Suppl., ^Edging and divid-

ing bench, a circular saw of special adaption for sawing
blocks into voussoir shapes, used in one form.. of car-

wheels. 1880 G, TurnfT^s Catal. T0OI U'kt. Sheffield 34
Common Grass Plot •Edging Knives. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech., *Edging machine, a machine for edging boards
to a given pattern. An edger. 1841 Mks. J. W. LouuoN
Ladies' Comfi. Flower Garden 117/3 Gentiana acaulis is

frequently u^ed as an 'edging plant. 1907 Macmillans
Mag. 835 I^pidoptera seek out this sunny retreat and suck
ihe edging plants.

Edgy, a. Add

:

4. Slaving one** nerves on edge; irritable; testy.

SUPPT.

1837 [see *Edgily]. 1864 Webster. 1914 Kipling Dog
Hcrvey^ Dixiers. Char. (1917) 149 * I say ', he began hurriedly,
* do you mind if I come in here for a little? I'm a bit edgy.'

1915 J. ^MQWKA 3g Steps \. 33 Then I could see that he began
to get edgy again. He listened for Utile noises. 1934
Chatnhers's JmU 555/1 The horses were very nervous and
edgy for the rest of the day. 1929 S. Aumonikr Ups <V

Downs 514 That its mood was tense and ' edgy was evident

from the way in which the members spoke and behaved.

Edh (e3), name of the Anglo-Saxon letter, or

the phonetic symbol, & (' crossed d').

187s Encycl. Brit. I. 612/2 In order to express the corre-

sponding sonant (heard in ' Mat \ and confusedly denoted
by the same compound th) a stroke was drawn across the
simple d (d), and the new letter was called edh.

Edifier (e-difsi^i). Delete rare and add quots.

1833 Carlvlk Ess., BosweiVs yohnson (1872) IV. 117 The
trne Spiritual EUiifler and Soul's-Father ofall England. 1909
Westnt. Gaz. 23 Jan. 3/1 The real etlifiers. 1921 Glasgow
Herald 19 Feb. 6 The professional edifiers of British youth.

Edisonite (cdisanoit). Min, [f. name of

Thomas Alva Edison, American inventor (1847-

1931) + -ite1.] Titanic acid occurring in golden-

brown orthorhombic crystals.

x888 Amer, Jml, Set. Ser. 111. XXXVI. 274. 1 therefore

propose for it the name Edisonite, after Mr. Thomas Alva
Edison. 1889 Jml, Chem, Soc. LVI. 354 Edisonite, a fourth

form of Titanic Anhydride.

Edition de luxe : see Luxe 3.

Editio princeps (^di-pw pri*nseps). PI. edi-

tiones priuoipes (rdiJ^iJn'nizpri'nsip/z). [mod.L.]
The first printed edition of a book.
x8oa T. F. DiBDiN Inirod. Kttmvl. Rare ^ Val. Ed. 4

This editio princeps contains but nine comedies. 1815

J. Scott yisit to Paris (ed. 3) 237 The room of the Editiones
irincipes, contains every thing to gratify the taste of the
oibliographer. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 656/3 Azzoguidi's
editio princeps of Ovid. 1885 Lightfoot Apostolic Fathers
I. 113 A misprint of the editio princeps.

Editor* Add: 3. b. A person in charge of

a particular section of a newspaper, e.g. of the

financial news {city editor \ see *City 9).

O. The literary manager of a publishing house,

U.S.
1930 Publishers^ Weekly 5 Apr. 3096 Far more attention

mi^Tit well be given the West's peculiar needs by Eastern
editors.

d. attrib. (appos.), as editor-manager, -proprie-

tor, "publisher,

x&^ ik'estm. GaM, ao May 1/3 Editor-manager of the

O.xjord Chronicle. 1906 Ibid. 20 Sept. lo/a The editor-

proprietor of the ' Studio '. 1907 Ibid. 8 Nov, 13/1 The staff,

from the editor-publisher downward.

Editorial* a. Add : b. spec. Written by the

editor of a newspaper, as distinct from news items.

i8oa Deb. Congress 25 Feb. (1851) 796 The editorial part

of the f>aper..was supposed to come from the pen of Mr.
Hobby. \Z\^ Niles* IVeekly Register^. Index, Editorial

articles. 1877 Harper's Mag, Dec. 109/1 [He] thoroughly

worked an idea into an editorial leader.

B. sb, (Earlier U.S. examples.)
i844A'«/^/^(^**jrAtfr//<if. XXIII. 114 A drawer containing

..unflnished letters, half-writien editorials, incidents of

travel. 1850 D. Webster Private Corr, (1856) 1 1. 365 The
editorial in the Courier., is exactly in the right spirit.

Edmonsonite (e'dmansanait). Min, [f. name
of George Edmonson (1798-1863), headmaster of

Queenwood College, Hampshire + -itbI,] An alloy

of iron and nickel found in meteorites,

1883 W. FuGHrin mil. Trans. CLXXIII. 888 Edmonson-
ite, . .occurrin;; in the Cranbourne meteorite.

Edriophtlxalxaate, a* [See Edbiophthal-
MIAX.] Oi or pertaining to the Edriophlhalma,

Also Edriophtlut'lmAtous, -mio adjs.

t^a^Ann.^Mag.Nat. Hist. Feb. 15A In the Edriophthal-

maie orders no similar arrangement is known.

Educaud (edi^kae-nd). [ad. L. gdncandus,

gertindive of edUcdre to Educate.] One who is to

be educated.
a 1909 Petty (Cent. D. Suppl.) We wish therefore that the

educands be taught to observe. 1917 J. Adams Student's

Guide 6 We have a case where the teacher is all educator,

and the pupil all educand. 1937 — Errors in School 44
Preparing the cdncand totake his place in his surroundings.

Edacatable (e*di«ktfUab'l), a. [f. Educate z/.

+ -ABLE.] = Educable. Hcncc E:ducatabl'llty.
1868 Alcott Tablets 105 (Cent. D.) Not letters but life

chiefly educate if we are educatable. 189^ C^ C Siopi s

Brit. Freewomen i =;3 A constantly expanding view of the

edncatability even of ordinary girls.
^
1936 Glasgo^v Herald

31 ^ly 10 Some fi:ihes are 'more intelligent, or, as Dr.

Longley puts it, 'have a greater degree of educatability

'

than others.

Eduction. 5. Add : eduction-port, an ex-

haust port.

1874 Knight Did. Meeh, 774/1.

Edwardian, a. Add

:

3. lielonging to or characteristic of the reign of

Edward VII. Also Edwardlne.
1908 Wesim. Gaz. 28 Sept. 2/2 That the Edwardian age is

more placidly disposed towards such a threat [i/«. * your beer

will cost you more'] than the times of the King's great-

grandfather, George III. 1910 Tablet 14 May SuppL 793/3
One event of the Edwardine reign afforded to the Catholics

of this country satisfactions that were all their own, the

union of the King of Spain and the Princess Ena. 1936
Chambers's Jrnl. 4,(i'il\ He sleeked his Edwardian mous-
tache. 1917 M. Sadlfih Trollope 3 To the critical eye of

Edwardian and Georgian enlightenment the mid-Victorians

have appeared smug and hypocritical and selfish. 1930

^ham Post i^K^r. 15/2 Most Edwardian little girls enjoyed
a foretaste of the permanent wave—but without the perman-
ence—suffering the infliction of tightly-twisted ' curl rags

'

at night.

B. sb. 1. An alumnus of a school of King
Edward VI's foundation, of St. Edward's School,

Oxford, or of King Edward VII School, Sheffield.

1873 S. EdwarcTs Sch. Chron. Apr. 15/2 Then with a kick

S. Edward's chief raises the ball on high; And above their

adversaries* heads the Edwardians see it fly. 1875 Ibid,

July 154/2 The captain of the Old Edvardians. 1919 Gilson
in Serv. Rec. K. Edw. Sch.^ B'ham (1920) Introd.,l[His]

unrivalled knowledge and memory of Old Edwardians.

2. A person belonging to the period ofEdward VII.
1930 Times Lit. Suppl. 23 Sept. 617/2 Beguiled to sleep

towards the end of last century..and suddenly awoken in

a world of earnest Edwardians. 1939 S. Aumonier Ups

^

Downs 147 He was an Edwardian of Edwardians.. surpris-

ingly gracious, tactful and charming.

Eel. 6. Add : eel-back U.S. (see quot.) ; eel-

cat, a channel catfish, Jctalurits anguilla or /,

punctatus ; eel-pot (earlier example) ; eel-schuit,

an eel-boat.

1884 GooDE iVa/. Hist Aquatic Anim. 185 The Smooth
Flounder, . . Pleuronectesglaber, . . may be distinguished from
the former [sc. the Flat Fish] by its smooth skin, which has
given tothe species, in some localities, the name**Eel-back'.
1898 JoRUAN & EvERMANN Fiskcs N. <J-

Middle Amer. 27S9
The *eel cat rarely attains a greater weight than 5 pounds.
1648 T. Shepard Clear Sunshine (1833) 59 All winter they
sell Brooms, Staves, *Elepots, Baskets. 1905 M. A. Wylijk
London to theNore iv. 43 Gaily painted and varnished Dutch
*eel-schuits.

Ee*l-grass. A plant with long narrow leaves :

{a) the aquatic herb Vallisneria spiralis; {b) the

common sea-wrack Zostera marina* U.S.
1806 Baltimore Even. Post 19 Feb. 3/3 (Th.) A young man

at Sullivan [Maine] saw a Fox go down to some eel-grass,

and roll himself up in it. 1837 Colman Rep. Agric. Mass.
(1838) 58 The eel-grass is of little value except as litter.

1864 [in Diet. s.v. Eel]. \^t Amer. Naturalist May 1. 164
Go to the nearest brook, gather. . a root of the Eel grass, letc],

i83o Bessey Botany 473 Order Hydrocharideae.—This con-

tains the Eel Grass, Vallisneria spiralis. 1888 Goode
Amer» Fishes 65 Jungles of eel-j;rass and meadows of lily

pads. 1893 B. ToRREV Footpath-Way 39 I'he beach was
strewn with sea-weeds and eel-grass.

Eeling (i"*lio), gerund and vbh sb» [f. Eel sb.^

Fishing for eels.

1780 Narrag. Hist. Reg. I, 104 Made an eel spear. W-nt
eeling. /^/</., Went an eeling. 1843 Knickerbocker Mag.
XXll. 426 No clammin', no eelin', and no pastur to feed

your cows onto. 1895 Outing (U.S.) XXV 1. 406/3 When
he couldn't go eeling.

Eel-pont. Add : 1. o. The mutton-fish,

Zoarces anguillaris, U.S, 1889 Century Diet,

Eel-skin. Add : b. U.S, = Pasters, Stick-

er 1 5.

1877 Bartlett Diet, Amer. (ed. »),Eel-skin, a thin, narrow
slip of paper, with the name of a candidate on one side, and
coated with mucilage on the other, so as to be quickly and
secretly placed over the name of an opponent, on a printed
ballot.

Ee*l-WOmi. A nematode worm resembling an
eel, injurious to plants. (Cf, Eel 3.)
1890 E. A. Obmerod Injutions Insects (ed. 2) 53 These

eel worms (Tyletichus divastatrijr) are too small to be
observed without the h^lp of a magnifier. 1897 y'earbk.

U.S. Dept, Agric. 568 What appeared to be eel worms, or

nematodes, were observed in potato stalks, causing the
foliage to turn yellow. 1901 Dundee Advertiser 15 Jan.
4/3 * Tulip-root *, a disease {of oatsj caused by a minute cet-

worm,
_ ^

-een(m), Jf(^jci, ultimatelyderived from L.-t««J,

-J;/fl adj. suffix, through F. -in, -ine, as in ^damask-
een (1551), canteen (1737), tttreen (1706), bom-
bazeen (iSth-ipth century variant of bombasine^.

Bombazeen apparently furnished the model for

velveteen (1795, velvatean 1776), on which followed
sateenizxi. alteration oi satin).

-een ("i), J'/^-f^, ad. Ir. dim. suffix -/«, as in ^«fr^-

een (1795), colleen (1828), dudeen {1S41), girleen

(1836), jackeen (1840), poUcn (1812), spalpeen

(17S0), squireen (1809),

E'enamost (/""namtfust), ai/z'. English a.n^ U,S,
dial. Also a. e'en a most, a'most; &. enymost,
eeny(-)mosfc, enermost. [f. e^en Even adv. +
a'most Almost adv.l Even almost ; nearly.

o. 1736 Pegge Kenticisms (E.D.S.), E'en a'most^ almost.

1839 Havana (N.Y.) Repnbl. 21 Aug. (Th.) [The whale's
head] w:is e'en a most off. 1843 Haliburton Attachi I.

xiv. 353 The repudi.iiion of debts . . has lowered us down e'en

a'most to the bottom of the shaft. 1891 H. Fkkderic
Coppcrkeoii iic, (1894) 208 'I could e'en a'most 'a' thought
it was Alvy talkin", was what he said.

0. 1833 ^* A. Davis Major Downing 168 It was made so

long ago he has enymost forgot it. 1840 Crockett Almanac 2

The sun will be enermost hid. 1845 S. Judd Margaret i.

xiv. 113 He.. has got the whole Bible eeny most by heart.

1870 Mrs. Stowe Oldtozun Fireside Stories {i8ji) 189 Then
he d jaw and scold so that she was eenymost beat out.

-eer, sufix l. Add :

The spelling -eer, replacing the older -ier, be-

came frequent in the early 17th century. Moun-
taineer and Waistcoateer (a prostitute) afford early

instances, and are also exceptional examples of the

use of this suffix. A few formations denote in-

animate objects, as gazetteer (1704), muffineer

(1806-7).
21



In the latter part of the 17th century gernndial

and (to a less extent) participial formations on
ngent-nouns in ^eer appeared, and increased in the

course of the following century, as auctioneering

(1733), buccamering (1703), electioneering (1790),
engimering (1720), parliamenieering (1711),
privateering (1664), volunteering (1691), These,

being formed directly on the sbs. in ner^ do not

necessarily imply the existence of a corresponding

inBnitive or finite verbal form, though an early

example actually appears in fnutineered (1682).

Some of these formations, e.g. parliamenteering,

were in commoner use than the original sb. ; occa-

sionally, as in revolutiomering, no sb. exists, »eering

itself being used as a suffix.

-eer, suffix'^^ representing Du. -eren^ ad. F. in-

finitive ending -er\ as in domineer (Shakspere),

ad. Du. ^dominereiif ad. F, dominer to Dominate
;

commandeer (1881), ad. Cape Du. commanderen^
ad. F. commatuier to Command.

35ffect, sb. Add :

1. d. Any of various phenomena of physical
science, e. g. those connected with electric cur-

rents, usually named after the first discoverer or
describer of the appearance.
i88x S. P. Thompson Elem. Less. Electr. Sf Magn. 343

This phenomenon of heating (or cooling) by a current, where
it crosses the junction of two dissimilar metals (known as the
• Peltier effect ', to distinguish it from the ordinary heating
of a circuit where it offers a resistance to the current, which
is sometimes called the * Joule effect '). Ibid. 346 This effect,

known as the Thomson effect from its discoverer Sir W.
Thomson, is opposite in iron to what xt is in copper or zinc.

1894 Ibid. 563 Kerr's Effect. Dr. Kerr showed in 1877 that
a ray of polarized light is also rotated when reflected at the
surface ofa magnet or electromagnet. 1904 R. M. Walmsley
Electr. Serv. cfMan v. 295 The Faraday Effect. 1913 P.
Phillips _.S"«. of Light 82 The Zeeman Effect, .is perhaps
the most important magnetic effect. 1927 A. S. Eddington
Stars <S- Atoms 52 The Einstein effect is proportional to the
mass divided by the radius of the star. Ibid. 75 Owing to
the Doppler effect a moving atom absorbs a rather different
wave-length from a stationary atom. 1929 Nature 31 Aug.
354 Cooling a neon tube in liquid air, to reduce the thermal
broadening of the lines by the Doppler effect.

e. In various technical uses : see quots.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 180/1 With a factor of effect

0-7, the net muzzle energy iso'7X4X92'488i=259 foot-tons.

1904 Technol. ff Set. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),
Effects..^ the separate vacuum units of a multiple effect
evaporator. Ibid. s.v. Evaporators^ Multiple evaporators
are generally operated under a vacuum, and may be either
single, double, or triple Effects.

f. Psychology. Law of effect \ see qi^ots.

X922 R. S. WooDwoRTH Psychol. 392 The law of effect,

stated as objectively as possible, is simply that the successful
or unsuccessful outcome or effect of a reaction determines
whether it shall become firmly linked with the stimulus, or
detached from the stimulus and thus eliminated. 1929
Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 683/1 The so-called ' Law of Effect *.

. . which refers . . more particularly to the acquisition of skill,

and. to the formation of habit.

3. b. Also of music.
1870 Porcupine 19 Mar. 492/3 The other perfectly unique

*Spohr effects' produced during the performance of this
catttata.

Hffectisni. Delete nonce-wd. and add :

1889 Harper's Mag, Nov. 964/1 The vice which has been
very graphically called effectisitr, or the itch of awaking at
all cost in the reader vivid and violent emotions. Ibid,

965/2 The result oieffectism when allowed full play.

Hence XSffectist (efe'ktist), one who aims at

effect. Also Effe'ctivlsm.
1889 Harper's Mag. Nov. 965/2 The effectists who delight

genteel people at all the tlieatres. 1892 Ibid. Nov. 960/1
No desire for startling effectivism ever disturbed the calm
serenity of his style.

Effector (efe'kt.^i). 1. AsavariantofEFFBCTEB,
q.v. in Diet.

2. Biol. In attrib, use or as adj., or sb., applied
to an organ which shows the specific effect of a
nervous reaction.

^ 1906 C. S. Shebrington Integrative Action Nerv. System
1, 7 An effector organ, e. g., gland cells or muscle cells.
Ibid. ix. 309 The conductor mediating between receptor and
effector. Ibid., Ai the deep, i.e. effector, end the branching
of the conductive stem places it in touch not with one effec-
tive cell but with many. 1920 T. P. Nunn Education: its
Data Sf First Princ. 166 Connector-axons which make their
way to effector-neurones entirely outside the cord. 1927
Shumway Vert. EmbrypL 186 The sense organs (receptors)
from the nerves (transmittors) by which stimuli are passed
on to the muscles or glands (effectors). 1927 Ranson Anat.
Nerv. System j8 A sensitive mechanism for receiving
stimuli and conducting them to thr appropriate organs of
response. These organs.. are known as effectors.

Efferve'scingly, adv. [f. Effervescxng/^/.
a. + -LY 2.] In an effervescing manner, sparklingly.
1898 Westm. Gaz. 15 June 3/1 He speaks briskly and

cffervescingly.

Efficiency. Add: 3. The ratio of useful work
performed to the total energy expended.
Radiant or luminous efficiency^ the ratio of the light-

giving radiation ofa source of light to the total radiation.
1879 G. B. Prescott Speaking Telepiwne xiv. 465 The

true comparative measure of the efficiency ofdynamo-electric
machines. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 496/1 The efficiency
of furnace and boiler is the ratio which the amount of heat
taken up by tbe water bears to the whole potential energy

823

of the fuel. In good boilers this efficiency is about 0'7.

1^02 Ibid. XXXIII. 418/1 The ratio between the power
given out by a transformer and the power taken up by it is

called its efficiency, and is best represented by a curve, of
which the ordinate is the efficiency expressed as a per-
centage, and the corresponding abscissae represent the
fractions of the full load as decimal fractions, 1929 Ibid.
(ed. 14) VIII. 2go/ 1 The * efficiency * of a lamp is measured
in lumens per watt.

Effigurate (efi-giiir^it), ppl. a. Bot. [f. Ef-
( ^ ec-^ ex-) + FiGURATE.] Having a definite form

;

also, fully developed in its subordinate parts.
187a W. A. LErcHTON Lichen-Flora (ed. 2) p. xxiv,

Effgurate, having a distinct form or fringe. 1886 Holmes
& Gray Brit. Fungiy Lichens^ When its [jc. of the thallus]
circumference is radiate or stellate, it is effigurate.

Efigy. Add : 3. effigy-motmd, an earth
mound in the shape of an animal.
1886 Amer. yml. Archsol. II. 66 Bancroft .. places

Pidgeon and Lapham on an equal footing, as the original
discoverers of the 'effigy mounds'. 1929 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 14) XV. 938/2 In Wisconsin tbe most interesting
mounds are the effigy mounds—earthen forms of mammals,
birds and reptiles. Ibid.^ The purpose of these effigy mounds
is probably totemic

Effleurage (gflorag^, sb. Massage. [F., f.

effieurer to skim.] A centripetal stroking movement
made with the flat or the heel of the hand. So
Efflenrag'e v. intr.^ to massage a part or a limb
with this movement.
x886 MuRRELL Massage iii. 10. 1890 Kellgren Man.

Treatment 9 The effieurage may be very superficial or
deep. 1894 A. C. Hai.e Massage 133 Separate the fingers
and efileurage thoroughly over and round the malleoli.

Effort, sb. Add :

2. b. Often used somewhat trivially or jocularly
for any kind of achievement or result of activity.
1871 L. W. M. LocKHART Fair to See xxiii, His first

attempt {sc. the letter itself] ran thus..and he tried again...
This effort was also torn up in despair. 1924 Anne D.
Sf.dgwick Little French Girl i. \'i\, 59 The Venus is an
effort of Ruth's.

c. A/ech. (See quots. 1842,1875.)
i842_ Francis Diet. Arts, Effort, the 'force with which a

body in motion tends to produce an effect, whether the effect
be really produced or impeded. 1875 Rankine Mech. Text-
Bk. (ed. 2) 205 A direct force is.. distinguished, according
as it acts with or against the motion of the point.. by the
name of effort, or of resistance, as the case may be. 1883
Encycl. Brit. XV. 764/2 If the component along the direc-
tion of motion acts with the motion, it is called an effort.

Effortful (e-fojtfiil), a. [f. Effort sb. + -rt'L.]

Exhibiting, full of, or requiring effort.

X900 Academy i June 473/1 At its most effortful it is

strained and excited—a painfully obvious striving beyond
the poet's power. X9z6 Sir O. Lodge in Brit. Weekly 4 Nov.
120/4 A life of value is always a strenuous and effortful life.

1927 C C, Martindale Christ is Kittg'n. 1^ It is usually
more effortful to do right than to do wrong. 1927 Man-
Chester Guardian Weekly SepL 169/3 Ihe effortful con.
scious striving towards an assthetic and philosophical ideal,

E'ffortlessness. [f. Effoutless a. + -ness.]

The character or quality of being effortless.

1889 W. Boyd Carpknter Perm, Elem. Relig. vii. 253
He passed from the effortless stage, through the stage of
pain and effort, and on again to the stage of effortlessness.

1904 Daily Chron. 18 Apr. 3/2 And, in spite of its effort-
lessness, how splendid in technique, 1923 Public Opinion
28 Dec. 643/2 Hegave an impression of effortlessness in the
calm ease of his manner. 1928 Observer 8 Jan. 21/4 That
effortlessness and comparative noiselessness of the engine.

ZifEusion, 1. d. Add : effusion-aperture y -plug.
1901 M. W. Travers Exper. Study Gases z8i The effusion-

plug, or partition containing the effusion-aperture, was
placed at or near the lower extremity of the glass tube.

Effusive, <z. Add: 1. b. Geol. Of an igneous
rock : Poured out on the earth's surface in a state of
fusion and afterwards solidified; so effusive period

,

the period in which effusive rocks were formed.
Also sb.y an effusive rock.

1895 A. Hakker Petrol. 128 The two periods of consoUda-
tion were styled by Rosenbusch the * intratelluric ' and the
' effusive *. 1897 G. P. Merrill Treat. Rocks 60 To divide
the eruptive rocks into two general groups: first, the in-
trusive or plutonic rocks ; and second, the effusive or
volcanic rocks. x^^Amer. yrnl.Sci. XVI. 121 An origin
contemporaneous with that of the Rossland effusives. 1903
A. Geikie Text'Bk. Geol. (ed. 4) 197 The effusive or volcanic
rocks (Erguss-gesteine). 1905 Jas. Geikie Struct. ^ Field
Geol. 206 Effusive rocks, .are of two types, crystalline and
fragmental. 1915 Lindgren Igneous Geol. Cordilleras 273
Basalt is probably the most widely spread of the Tertiary
effusives,

Egalitarian (^gselitea-rian), a. "Delete nonce-
wd. and add quots. Also sb., one who asserts the
equality of mankind.
1894 Daily News 21 July 5/2 The Scot, .is, of course, the

most 'egalitarian 'of mankind. 1898 J. E. C. Bodley j'^rawc.r

I. 162 In warlike but egalitarian France. 1909 Belloc
Marie Antoinette 377 The violent egalitarian mood which
had now for a year and more driven the military fury of the
Republic 1920 igth Cent. July 10 A variant of tlie super-
man as noxious as the mediocrity or the egalitarian.

Egbo (e'gbij"). [Alege egboi ; cf, Efik ekpe^

Bulom ugbOj igbo^ A native secret society at one
time existing as a political bond between the vari-

ous towns in Old Calabar.
1876 Encycl. Brit, IV. 649/2 The only political bond ofunion

between the various towns is the Egbo. loso Chambers^s
Jrnl. 799/2 The Old Calabar custom of 'Egbo'.. .The
penalty of death was incurred by any unauthorised person
looking at an ' Egbo ' runner as he passed through the town.

EGG.

Egeria (/agta-ria).

1. In Roman Mythology, the name of a prophetic
nymph, supposed to be the instructress of Numa
Pompilins, and regarded as the giver of life;

trnnsf. a tutelary divinity.
1621 B«KTON Aimt. Mel. (1624) To Rdr. b, My Mistris

Melancholy, my i^Lgeria, or my malus Genius. 1818 Ladv
Morgan Ft. Macarthy (1819) III. ii. 82 Why may not I
have ray Egeria or my daemon, as well as another ? >8i6
Disraeli Viv. Grey ni. vi, It is in these moments, that
Nature becomes our Egeria. 1890 A thcnaeum 24 May 670/2
With the help and counsel of Beatrice, who turns his Egeria.
he wins fame in law and politics.

2. Astron. One of the small planets or asteroids
between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter discovered
by De Gasparis, 2 Nov., 1850.
186s Brande & Cox Diet. Set. Lit. i Artl. 754/2.

Egg, si. Add :

3. b. In (uW egg (oal : see quots. Cl.S.

1885 £KCycl. Brit. XVIII. 501/2 (Pennsylvania) The
market sizes being designaled egg, stove, chestnut, pea,
and buckwheat. 190a Coal ^ Metal Miners' Pocketbk.
(ed. 6) 434 Egg passes over 2' mesh, and through 2f* mesh.
Ibid. 585 Egg coal, anthracite coal that will pass through a
2i* square mesh and over a 2* square mesh.

c. An egg-shaped tea-infuser.

1894 Mrs. Dvan Man's Keepine: xvi. She watched him
pour the water into the teapot on to the silver egg full of
the fragrant leaves.

d. Cricket. = Duck's egg b.
1898 Ranjitsinhji With Sloddart's Team in Australia

X. 195 Gregory.
. was yorked first ball. ..Iredale also secured

an ' egg '.

e. An aerial bomb, slang.
1917 IVar /liustrtjieii t J Jan. 524/2 That seaplane, .having

some explosive ' eggs ' to drop. 1918 E. M. Roberts Flying-
I'iphter 335 Eggs, bombs weighing twenty pounds and up-
ward filled with high explosives and Maid ' in Hunland.

4. y4 ^a(/(?jj-(^earlier U.S. example). Good egg
(slang) : (a) an excellent person or object ; (b) an
exclamation of enthusiastic approbation.
1853 Capt. Priest 319 (Th.) In the language of his class,

the Perfect Bird generally turns out to be 'a bad egg *,

1914 C. Mackenzie Sinister St. \\\. x. It doesn't look a
hundred quid to a tanner on his blue. Bad luck. He's
a very good egg. Ibid, xii, Oxford was divided into Bad
Men and Good Eggs. 1915 D. O. Barnett Lett. 56 We
are going to do this regularly, and I think it is a very good
egg. i9'S Wodehou.sk Something Fresh x. § 3 ' She isn't
going to sue me for breach V * She never had any intention
of doing so.' I'he Hon. Frederick sank back on the pillows.
' Good egg I ' he said with fervour. 192s — Clicking fl/

Cuiltbert x. 256 * Weil ? ' we said, anxiously. ' I like it,' said
the editor. ' Good egg !

' we murmured. 1929 S. Aumoniek
Ufs <S-

Dmvns 418 Hullo, Pan ! Good egg 1

c. Old egg: a familiar form of address = old
chap, old fellow, old sport.

1919 Punch 5 Mar. 190/2 Cheerio, old egg. 19*7 A.
Armstrong Patrick Engaged ix. § 3 ' You'd be arrested .

.

and spoil the whole show*, replied Patrick tersely. 'Sorry,
old egg, sorry

!

'

6. egg-coloration, -mass, -stage.

1911 J. A. Thomson Biol. Seasons n. 177 A stereotyped
kind of *egg-coloration. 1889MARYE. Bamford Up^Da-.vn
ihe Brooks 45 The bright-yellow *egg-mass. 1921 Brit,
jifuseurn Return 119 An exceedingly fine egg-mass of
Natica sp. from Scotia Bay, South Orkneys. 1883 F. Day
Indian Fish 26 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) They have their
enemies in the *egg stage . . and during their maturity.

b. egg-gatherer, -hunting.
•lZs^ Knickerbocker Mag. XLVI. 223 Upon the approach

of lhe_ egg-gatherers, with little or no dissenting clamor,
they rise up in one vast, dangling-legged body. Ibid., As
egg-hunting is viewed by our country people as a species of
'picnicking', lovers and their mistresses., are tbe principal
actors in these excursions.

°- 'SS-""^'it -tyd, -faced, -headed adjs.

1859 Rankine Steam Engine § 63 The ends of '*egg-
ended ' cylindrical boilers. 1875 Plain Needlework 10 Abel
Morrell's '*egg.eyed' needles. 1931 Glasgoiu Herald ^
Sept. 6 He will find the *egK-faced man there, igao W,
Deeping Second Youth iv, Aliltle *egg-headed pedanL
7. egg albumin, the principle found in the white

of egg ; egg-and-spoon race, a foot race during
which the competitors are required to carry an
egg in a spoon with which it has been picked
up; see also qnot. 1894; egg-apparatus Bot.,

the group of three cells at the micropylar end of
the embryo-sac in seed plants, only one of which
is fertile; egg-assorter (see quoL) ; egg-barrel,
a barrel-like egg ; egg-bread U.S., bread made of
the meal of Indian corn, eggs, etc. ; egg-burster
= *egg-tooth ; egg-oapsule, a natural envelope
containing eggs; egg-chain, a chain of the egg-
cases of ceita in fishes; egg-cleavage, the process
of division that occurs in a fertilized egg-cell ; egg-
oosy, a cover to keep a boiled egg warm (see Cosy
K 2) ; egg-eater, a South African name forasnake
of the genus Dasypeltis ; egg-end, an egg-shaped
cap of a cylindrical boiler ; egg-fruit, the fruit of
the egg-plant ; egg-guide Ent.,a. movable flap at

the external opening of an oviduct to guide the

eggs as they are laid ; egg powder, an artificially

prepared substitute for eggs in cookery ; egg-purse
= *egg-capsule ; egg-raft, -rope, -string, a con-
nected series of eggs laid by various insects; Ogg-
stand, a stand or frame for holding a set of egg-



EGG-CUP,

cups; egg-tooth, a small, hard, white protuberance

developed in the embryo bird and reptile which is

used to crack the egg and is cast off after hatching;

egg-tube, an oviduct, esp. of an insect; egg-
irebb = *fgg-rafi\ egg-whip, an egg-whisk.
1871 yml. them. Soc, XXIV. 572 Sonkc propertiesof*Egg

Albumin. 1919 J- B. Cdw^^Class-Bk. Ghent. II. 94 Of the
albumins, egg- and serum-albumin are the most important.

1S94 Daily Xetvs 8 Sept. 5/3 The gentlemen had a turn in

the *egg-and-spoon race, in which the competitors had to

punt with one hand and balance an egg on a spoon with the
other. 190a EncycL Brit. XXV. 4:^4/2 Of the three energids
of the *cgg-apparatus, one alone is normally functional as
the egg. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.y *£ffg'-ass0rter,& device
by which eggs are assorted according to quality ; being
so placed that a strong light is brought upon them. 1889
Mary E. Bamfobo I// ^ Down the Brooks 132 The *cgg-
barreU of the Harlequin Cabbage-bug. 1854 Maby J.
Holmes Tempest ^ Sunshine viii. 118 *Egg-bread which
Souibem cooks know so well how to make. x86s Sout/tem
Hist. Soc. Pa^rs XII. 26 (Th.) The table was spread with
rich egg-bread, fried ham, and pure coffee. 1911 R. D.
Saunders Col. Todkunier iL 29 The Missouri supper of
fried chicken, egg-bread, butterbeans and corn on the ear.

S9ao Brit. Museum Return lai The *Egg-burster of En-
cephalous Fly-larvas. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 653 '2 When
*egg-capsules are formed they are often of large size, have
tough walls, and in each cafuule are several eggs floating

in a viscid fluid. X9SX Brit. Museum Return iig A string

of egg-capsules containing young examples of Bnscyon
perversunt. 1870 Atfter. Naturalist III. 286 These "egg-
chains are sometimes two feet in length. 1899 J. A. Thom-
son Science of Life 123 The primary processes of *egg-
cleavage, and the establishment of the germinal layers. 1894
Edith tE^ Somkrville & Ross /("^a/CAdWoZ/^xxxv. (1918)

255 The 'egg-cosy that his wife had crocheted for him. 1906
Westm. Gas. 3 Nov. 6/a The sale of pin-cushions, d'oyleys,
-and knitted egg-cosies was unprecedented. 1909 Lady's
World Dec. 204 The egg cosy made in the form of a cock's
Tiead and comb. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXI!. 194/2 A. .genus
of snakes, Dasyieltis,. .In Cape Colony these snakes are well
known under the name of ' eyer-vreter *, i. e. ' *ege-eaters '.

J911 East London Dispatch i Sept 7 (Pettman) The Egg-
eatrr lives almost entirely on eggs, which it eats in a curious
fashion. 1892 Daily Neivs 33 May 6/1 A soup cauldron
holding about 140 gallons was improvised from the * *egg
end ' oif a steam boiler. 1887 Harper^s Mag. Jan. 310/1 A
dozen well-grown plants will supply a large family with
•egg-fruit. 1898 A. S. Packard Text-bk. Entom. 183 In the
Acrydiidx (he external opening of the oviduct is bounded on
the ventral side by a movable, triangular, acute flap, the 'egg.
guide. 186a EngliskwomaH's Dom. Mag. Sept. 9yii% \Vith
the mysteries of making *egg-powder we are quite unac-
quainted. 1864 Chemist ^ Druggist 193 It seems that
certain cooks.. are in the habit of buying and using egg
powders. 1911 Chambers's "Jml. 375/2 The cockroach.. is

very careful in the selection of a suitable site to place her
*eg4-purie. Ibid., Each egg-purse [sc. of a cockroachjcon-
tains sixteen eg^s, arranged in two rows with the ends from
which the larvae will emerge pointing towards the top. X9a7
Observer 18 Sept. 3 I he *eKg-raft is laid by the many species
of that group of mosquitoes, the Culicine^ represented by
our common gnat. 1891 Nature 10 Sept. 457 Each *egg-
rope is moored to the bank by a thread. 1848 H. R. Forster
Stowe Catal. 60, 2 'egg-stands; and 4 cups. 1909 Bennett
Old Wiz-es' Tale il i. | 3 The resplendent egg-stand holding
twelve silver-gilt egg-cups and twelve chased spoons to
match. 1888 R0U.ESTOM & Jacksom Anim. Life 222 In
Nepkelis and C/<^j/»/f ..* *egg-sttin^s', produced by the
continuous division of a cell, Tie free in the capsular cavity.

1893 Newton Diet. Birds 36 The '*egg- tooth', .is developed
in the embryos of all birds as a small whitish protuberance
or conglomeration of salts of calcareous matter, deposited in
the middle layers of the epidermis of the tip of the upper bill.

i8a6 KiSBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlii. 148 Theovaries, or 'egg-
tubcsas tlicy are sometimes called. 1895 D. Sharp in Ctf/rf/'r.

Nat, f/ist.y. 137 The number of egg-tubes varies greatly in
different Insects. 1889 Marv E. iJAMtoRu Up 4- Dotun the
Brooks 45 These *egg-webs are clear al>ove the water. 1910
Daily ChroH. 23 Apr, 7/5 Beat with an "egg whip until
smooth and glossy.

Egg-cup (c'gkrp). A cup-shaped ve&sel to hold
an t^g. Hence E'ggoupftil (mually egg-cupful),

as much as will fill an egg-cup.
1837 DtCKENS Pickjv. xvi, There s nothtn* so refreshin* as

sleep, sir, as the servant-girl said afore she drank the egg-
cupful of laudanum. 1848 H. R. Forster Starve Catal. 117,
6 egg-cups. 1870 {in Diet., Egg sb. 6 a]. 1871 The City-
Roott Mag. I. 263 We drank all but boiling coffee at half a
piastre an eg^-cupful. 1905 H. G. Wells Kipps i. v. 88 An
egK-cupful of brandy.

£gger, J^.2 (Earlier U.S. examples.)
xSj^AuDUBON Ornith. Biog. II. 370 Turtles.. deposit iheir

eggs m the burning sand, and clouds of sea-fowl arrive every
spring for the same purpose. These are followed by persons
<alled 'Eggers*. 1849 D. J. Bbowme Amer. Poultry Yd.
(1^55) 310 A class of persons called 'eg^ers ', who follow.,
the avocation of procuring the eggs of wild birds.

Sgger (e-gai), sb.^ [prob. f. Egg z/.2 -i- -£e 1.]

(^i,e who dresses white leather; a tawer.
]9«i Did. Occup. Terms (1927) % 338 Tarvert egger and

washer ; treats skins with alum, by hand, to produce soft,

white leather for gloves, etc.

Eggery (egari). [f. Ego s^. + -ert.] A col-

lection of eg^s ; an establishment forproducingeggs.
1846 WoRcESTKii, Eggery, a nest of eggs. 1910 Daily

Chron. 21 Mar. ^f^ A^Wcstern Canadian paper declares
that next to the discovery ofa gold-mine the most profitable
investment is the 'importation of a batch of well-dtsposed
hens and tisc establishmentof an up-tcdate eggcry '.

Egging, vbl, sd.^ Add : 2. The laying or pro-
duction of eggs, as in egging season^ time.
1905 Westm. Gaz. 4 May 4/1 Among the risks which

nttend the breeding of game birds, frost at the 'egging'
time is not the least serious. S909 Ibid. 14 May 5/1 This is

the ' egging ' season, and outlying nests of pbeasaats and
partridges may be disturbed.
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Eggless (e-gles), a, [f. Egg sb, -I- -less.] With-
out eggs.
1904 H. G. Wells FoodofGods \. iv. 92 The two surviving

hens, .spent their remaining years in eggless celebrity. 1909
Daily Chron. 2 Feb. 4/7 The recipe for an eggless omelette.
19x5 Even. News 20 Jan. 7 Eggless and Less Egg Cookery.

£ggy, a. a. Add : spec, as in quot.
190X Parmy Field ^ Fireside 13 Dec. 357/3 If it has laid

eggs, or is within a short time of laying, it is also detected.
These birds are called *cggy*.

Eglestouite (e-g'lztanait). Min, [f. name of
Thomas Egleston^ an American mining engineer
(1832-1900) + -ite1.] a native oxychloride of
mercury, occurring in brownish isometric crystals.

1903 Amer. yml. Sci. Ser. iv. XVI. 258 The eglestonite
crystals are usually easily recognized. 1912 Brit. Museum
Return 196 Eglestonite and calomel from Palo Alto, Cali-
fornia.

£glomis6 (eg\omize)y a. and j^. [Fr., f. name
of Clomy, a Parisian picture-framerof the i8th cent.

So It. aggiomizzatOj G. eglcmisiert.'] Applied to

glass painted on the back, and used by Glomy for

frames.

1897 A. Hartshorne Old Eug, Glasses 343 To the last

quarter of the eighteenth century belong also those florid

painted panels—'^glomisi^s '—inserted in the bottoms. 1912
Catal. Wks. Art j. E. Taylor sold at Christie's Lot 85 A
portable altar ofeglomise and silver-gilt. The base is further
enriched with two eglomisi plaques,

Egocentric Cegi?se-ntrik), a. \i, Ego-i-Centbe
sb,, after geocenltic, heliocentric^ Centred in the
ego; in vague or popular use, self-centred, egoistic.
1897-8 sgth Ann. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol. 831 An earlier

ethnocentricsystem born of the primeval egocentric cosmos of
Inchoate thinking. 1901 Baldivin's Diet. Philos. ff Psychol.
IL ig4/2 For the ego-centric point of view is substituted the
homocentric_ 19x9 The Sfirit iii. 97 The instincts, the
radical fault in most of which is their selfish and egocentric
character. 1926 iqth Cent. July 83 The girl of to-day
absorbs a freedom-loving and egocentric conception of life.

Hence Z:ffocentri*clt7, the state or quality of

being egocentric ; self-centredness.

1903 Amer. frnl, Psychol. July-Oct. 100 Ziehen limits
the hysterical constitution to emotional instability, egocen-
tricity, craving for attention. 19x8 E. Jones Psycho-analy-
sis (ed. 2) 632 Its ruthless and absolute egocentricity. z^8
Brit. If'Vtf^/y 22 Mar. 593/2 In this book the first personal
pronoun occurs with a frequent and monotonous egocen-
tricity.

Egomania. Delete humorous and add quots.

:

189S tr. M. Nordau's Degeneration 241. 1895 Times
31 Nov. ii/a He panders either to the morbid egomania of
the sitter or to the snobbism of his readers. 1901 Academy
18 May 427 There is not much reasoning with nerves and
temperament ; and as for ' egomania *, was she not shut up
with a mirror all her life? 1924 W. \^.^v.\.u\f. Psych. Relig. 140
Instances abound of religious individu.ilisin degenerating
into egoism and producing even egomania.

ZSgOmaniac (eg^m/i*ni£ek). [f. prec after

monomaniac^ etc.] One who suffers from egomania.
1890 Daily AVwj 8 July 6/1 To the end she is an ego-

maniac, and her religion is but another expression of the
sensuousness that is the active principle of her being. 1895
Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb._a/i The Ego-maniac—the degenerate
who is too feeble of will to control his thoughts by a regard
to the welfare of society. 1914 Daily Express 17 Nov. 4
llie crazy egomaniac who has deluged Europe with blood.
19x5 C. S. Jones Story ofHokenzoUem 199 So ruthless and
imperious as to become that most dangerous of lunatics—
a confirmed egomaniac I 1920 Glasgow Herald 20 Nov. 5
Pretensions that had grown to egomaniac heights. 1921
Galsworthy To Let 11. ii, I know those enthusiastic ego-
maniac gentry.

Egattnlate (/g»-ti»71A), a, Bot, [f. E-3 -(- Gct-
TULATE.] Without spots.

1887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 39 Sporidia lanceo-
late, hyaline, eguttulate.

EgyptiaiXi a. and sb. Add : A. 2. Egyp-
tian lily, the white arum, or trumpet lily. Rich-
ardia mthiopica ; => Calla 2 ; Efi^yptian millet,

(«) Penicellaria spicaia, {b) Pennisetttm tkyphoi-
deum\ Egyptian onion (see quot.); Egyptian
pea, the chick pea, Cictr arietinum\ Egyptian
privet, henna.
1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Lect. Bet, 191 The elegant exotic,

Calla ethiopica, or 'Egyptian lily. \Zi^Encycl. Brit. XVI.
391/1 Bajrce, sometimes also called 'Egyptian Millet, a
Guinea com. 1880 Ibid. XII. 285/1 The Tree Onion or
*E^wian Onion.. produces small bulbs instead of flowers.

lbtd.A.\. 36/2 Gram, or Chick-pea, called also *Egyptian
Pea, or Bengal Gram. 1825 Loldon EncycL Agric. § 1057
The benn^ or •Esyptian privet. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII.
710/a Laxvsonia alba, or Egyptian privet, which is said to
be a flower of Paradise. x&8o Ibid. XI. 654/1 [Henna] is

called Egyptian privet.

6. Egyptian binding, pound, wheel, wind
(see quots.).

*7*7"3* Chambers CycL s. v. Bookbinding, The manner of
binding Books in Volumes, i. c. of giuiiig the leaves together,
to roll tbem on round pieces, or cylinders of wood., we call

*Egypiian-binding. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 695/2 The
authorized expenditure for administrative purposes was
originallyfixedat j^E. 5,237,000. Note, The 'Egyptian pound
--/i OS. 6d. 1793 [Earl Dundonald) Descr. Estate of
Cruross 9 Sir Gcorije Bruce erected machinery, consisting
ofthe 'Egyptian wheel, commonly called chain and bucket,
to drain the Coal to the dip of the old workings. 1867 Lady
Herbert Cradle L. vij. 196 A well of water worked by a
thoroughly Egyptian wheel. x88o Encycl. Brit. XII. 435/1
The Egyptian Wheel or Noria. xgoa Ibid. XXXII. 187/2
In the Gulf of Suez the westerly, or '"Egyptian', wind
occurs frequently during winter.

EIGHT.

B. sb. 4, The Hamitic language of Egypt.
1646 J. Gregory Notes -5- Obs. (1650) To Rdr., This Booke

ofours . . may be read in , . Coptick or ifegypttan. 1842 Visitor
or Monthly Instructor 409/1 It ain't Greek at all : except,
perhaps a few words. What ain't Greek is Egyptian ; and
what ain't Egyptian is Greek, 1857 S. Bikch in J. G.
Wilkinson Egyptians 182 Enlightened rulers prided them-
selves in speaking foreign tongues. , .Cleopatra spoke seven,
Egyptian among the number. 1875 Whitney X^ Z.a«^.
254 In this {sc. * Hamitic '] family, the Egyptian occupies
the same commanding position as the Chinese. 1877 Encycl,
Brit. yil. 721/2 The inscribed and written character of
Egyptian was the hieroglyphic.

5. a. A mother-of-pearl shell from Egypt, b.
An Egyptian cigarette.

i88s£"«cyc/. Brit. XVIII. 447/2 The Arabs still obtain
from thisdistrictfjtr. JiddahandKoseirJaquantity of mother-
ofpearl shells, which are shipped from Alexandria, and
come into the market as ' Egypti.ins '. 1892 Whitehall Rev.
22 Oct. 8/1 She could tell Russians from Egyptians, and
sometimes took a mild Havannah with her B and S in the
smoking-room. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 28 Oct. 10/2 A box of
Egyptians.

Egypticity (/'dgipti-siti). [f. Egypt + -icitt.]

The character or quality of being Egyptian (see
quot. 1895).
x888 Expositor Sept. 219 The Pentateuch—Egypticity

and Authenticity. 1895 W. H. Turton Truth of Chris-
tianity X. 147 The Egypticity of the narrative. By this is

meant that the part of the Pentateuch in which reference is

made to Egyptian customs, seasons, and names appears to be
written with correct details throughout. 1921 G. A. F. Knight
Nile ^ Jordan xxviii. 384 The reference.. is thoroughly
Egyptian, and testifies to the ' Egj-pticity ' of the book,

Egyptizing (rd^iptaizig), ppl. a. [f. Egypt
+ -IZE + -ING 2,] Becoming Egyptian in character

;

adopting Egyptian characteristics.

1847 J. Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art § 240 The
Egyptising image of the god of Heliopolis. 1923 Weekly
Westm, Gaz. 24 Mar, 16/2 The art of two great and widely
different empires knew its Egyptising phases,

EgyptO-, repr. stem of Gr. Piiyvitro^ Egypt, in

comb. ( = Egyptian and . . .) as Egypt0-Abyssinian,
-Arab, -Arabic, -Caucasian, -Syrian, -Turk,
1831 A then3ium 3 Dec. 787/3 All . . were obviously ofArabian

or Egypto-Caucasian extraction. 1874 P. B. Randolph
Seership 73 Nor do I see any reason why the white women
ofWestern Europe, .should not be. .as. .successful, .as theW
Arabian and Egjpto-Syriac sisters. 1879 Ch£unbers''s Jrnl.
'i^l\l'2 The Egypto-Syrian forces. 1884 /////j/r. Land. News
9 Feb. 130/1 Peace had been completely restored on the
EgyptO-Abyssinian frontier. 1893 F. Adams Ne^u Egypt 16
Even these fanatical Egypto-Turks,. .even these degraded
Egypto-Arabs. 19x1 Webster s.v. Saracenic, The square
or polygonal minarets in diminishing stories of the Arabic or
Egypto.Arabic style.

Eh, ifit. Add :

3. Used interrogatively, as a request for the repe-
tition or explanation of something that has just been
said : = AVhat do you say ? colloq. or vulgar,
1837 T. Bacon Impressions in Hitidostan II. 149 Eh?

What's that, Sackville? a 1845 Hood Hood's Own Ser. 11.

{i860) 26 ' The mail bags are on board—and it's more than my
post is worth to put back'. 'Eh? What? How?' exclaimed
the Oddity. 1869 Chambers's Jrnl. 555/2 ' Eh ? * said the
old clerk, at last detecting my intrusion. 1 repeated my
business. 1903 C. Marriott House on Sands xv'i, *As8!'
muttered Lanyon, with a diabolical grin. 'Jelly-belly!*
*Eh?' said Sir Peter, blankly. 'Your health', replied
Lanyon, gravely, raising his glass. 1905 H. G. Wells Kipps
III. i. 321 ' I'm going to build a house, Ann.' ' Eh ? * said Ann
suddenly, as if awake. ' Build a house.*

Eidetic (sidetik), a. Psychol. \2A.Q. eidetisch,

ad. Gr. tldijTucSs, f, tlSos form.] Applied to an
image which revives an optical impression with
hallucinatory clearness. So eidetic ability, etc.

K\^o sb.pl. (tr, G. eidetik) : see quot. 1930, Hence
Elde'tlcally cuiv., by an eidetic image.
19*40. W, ALLPORTin Brit. Jrnl, Psych. Oct. 100 The

true eidetic image, in distinction to the vbual memory-
image, revives the earlier optical impression when the eyes
are closed, in a dark room, and sometimes when the eyes
are normally open, with hallucinatory clearness. Ibid. loi
Children with less eidetic ability frequently need to be
instructed regarding the nature of the phenomenon. Ibid.
120 Eidetic imagery is a common possession of children.

1925 C. Fox Educat. Psychol. 81 The inability to discrimi-
nate between hallucinations and normal mental imagery and
the mental confusion thereby entailed is responsible for a
psychological abortion called the 'eidetic ima^e '. 1939
Encycl. Brit. VIU. 112/1 An object may be eidetically seen
either immediately after it has been removed from sight or
afler a considerable period of time.. has elapsed. 1930 O.
Oeser tr. yaensch's Eidetic Imagery i Eidetics—the theory
of eidetic or perceptual images.

Eifel (ai'fsl), the name of a plateau in Western
Germany used atlrib. to designate a subdivision of

Middle Devonian in the region so named, and the

rocks. Hence Eifelian (aif/'lian) a,

1879 Encycl. Brit, X. 341/2 Stringocephalus group, con-
sisting of the great Eifel limestone witli underlying crinoidal

beds. [188a A. Geikie Text-Bk. Geol. 702 Eifi£lien, Shales

(Schistes de Couvin). 1894 Geol. Mag. Oct. 474 The Eifiilien

and the Stringocephalus beds of the Middle Devonian.]

1895 Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 4) 626 The Lower, Middle, and
Upper divisions are named (i) the Rh^nan, (2) the Eifelian,

and {3) the Famennian. 191a Jukf.s-Browne Stmt. Geol.

(ed. 2) 217 Middle Devonian. _This also comprises two
divisions, the Eifelian and the Givetian.

Eight, a. and sb. Add : B. 2. b. Also the

( . . ) eight, the eight-oar crew of any society chosen

to represent it in races.



EIGHTEEN,
1871 tin Dict.1 S891 Pall MallGaz, 22 Mar. 3/1 The ^Varsity

eight has departed for Putney. \^ Daily Ne%vs -zo^zxi. 5/1

After leaving.. Oxford, where he rowed in the eight, he took

a curacy at Fulham, X9»6 Buchan in Mod. Short Stories^

/•^ar Islands 196 In his first year he rowed seven in the Eight.

4. A shoe of the eighth size.

1913 Gertrude Pace IVhere Sirange Roads \x, (ed. 14) 79

My wife takes large eight's in shoes.

5. slang phr. One over the eight x intoxicated.

C. eight-manned, •oared, -rowed, -spoked,

'-vheeUd adjs, ; eight-bore^ -ounce^ eigkt-andsix-

penny ; eight-bearer, -company^ -dog \ eight-pointer^

-wheeler^ -yarder; eight-box system, a system of

voting in South Carolina; eight-coupled a., having

eight coupled wheels; eight-day clock (earlier

examples) ; eight-foil J/er, (see quot.).

1906 B'ness von Hutten What became ofPam i. ii, The
new hat, an *eight-and-si.vpeiiny confection from the Totten-

ham Court Road. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 17 Dec. 7/2 An •eight-

bearer yellow chair. 1874 J. W. Long Wild-Fowl Shooting

23 For flight-shooting, an *8-bore (gun) is as large as is

advantageous, and a 10 is sufficiently small. 190a Encycl.

Bfit, XXXII. 732/2 In order to restrict the ignorant negro

vote,. .the General Assembly in 1882 instituted an electoral

system which enforces an educational qualification by
requiring the voter (who is secluded) to select his ticket

himself and deposit it in the appropriate box. The system

has become known as the ' *Eiglit-Box ' system, and has

been imitated in other states. 1900 Daily News 26 June 3/5
An *eight-company battalion. 1900 Locomotives i^ Railways
Jan. 10/2 Twenty *8-coupled compound goods. J902 Encycl.

.^nV. XXXII. 150/2 ' Eight-coupled ' total-adhesion type;

now found on a good many English railways. 1903 Westm.
Gaz. 3 Oct. 7/3 One of the standard eight-coupled goods
engines. 1904 C. S. Lake Locomotive 60 Goods engines

with eight-coupled wheels. 1750 Boston News-Letter 1 1 J an.,

A beautiful *8 Day Clock. 1784 in Wallace Nutting Clock

Bk. (1924) No. 33 Common eight-day repeating Clocks. 1876

CcntrsingCalendar 56 An *ei^ht-dog slake was added to the

card in the evening. 1847 Gloss. Terms Brit. Her., Huii-

foil, *Eight-foil, or Doable quatrefoil, an eight leaved flower

used as a mark of cadency for the ninth son. 1897 Daily News
3 Feb. 6/4 A woman riding one among seven men on an
•eight-manned wheel. 1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories

305 Now began that most pathetic spectacle, the finish of a
beaten *eight.oared crew. 1886 Outing (U.S.) VIII. 161/1

On one side an *eight-ounce rod, a thread of silk [etc.]. 1^09
Daily Chron. 28 Sept. 4/5 A good *eight.pointer,_ weighing

over 15 stone. 183^ Rep. Agric. Mass. 24 The Pickwacket
corn, an early *eight-rowed variety. 1849 Rep. Comvi.
Patents, Agric. (1850) 101 Maize, The eight-rowed and
twelve-rowed varieties are mostly used. 1868 Rep. U.S.

Comm. Agric, (1869) 431 A small variety of eight-rowed

corn. x8^ P. Higgs Magn. ^ Dyn.-electr. Mach. 3;? The
armature consists of an *eight-spoked wlieel. 1906 Daily
Chron. 1 Mar. 7/2 *Eight-wheeled first and third-class

carriages. 1904 Westtn. Gaz. z8 Dec. 3/1 A special mail train

consisting of twelve *eight-wheelers. 1930 Morning Post
ij June 14/7 He holed an *eighi-yarder for a 2 at the sixth.

ISigliteen, a. (sd.) Add : 2. b. //. A sheet of

eighteen pages ; a book in i8mo.
1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc, Printing II. 55 When a

Twelves, Eighteens, etc. is wrought. \']^<i,Hnll Advertiser

19 Dec. 4/3 A purposely manufactured wove paper, in Octo-
decimo or Eighteens. 1808 Stower Printers Gram. 199
A plan for imposing a half sheet of eigliteens. 1839 T. C.
Hansard Print. ^ TyPe-Founding 168 Works done in six-

teens, eighteens, twentyfours, or thirty-twos.

3. eighteen-hole (golf-course) ; eighteen-tonner.

1907 Westm. Gaz. 21 Sept. 9/1 The opening of Matlock's
new *eighteen-holes golf course. 1888 B. Moore (title) To
Gibraltar and Back in an *Eighteen-Tonner.

b. As in eighteen-twenties, the years between

1819 and 1830.

1906 Daily Chron. 16 Oct, 4/4 A collection of poems by
Frances Ridley Havergal,belongingtotheeighteen-seventies.

1909 Westm, Gaz. 24 Mar. 2/1 She has abundance of * sensi-

bility *, as that word was understood in the eighteen-twenties.

1924 Galsworthy White Monkey 11. i.\, The Hotch-potch
Club went back to the eighteen-sixties, 1929 Susan Ektz
Galaxy x, The eighteen-nineties came, with their revival of

intere.it in literature and painting. 1929 {tilW) 'Ihe Eighteen-
seventies : essays by Fellows of the Royal Society of Litera-

ture. Ed. H.G.Granville- Barker. x93o(/iV/(C) The Eighteen-
Eighties. Ed. W. De la Mare.

Ziigllt hours. Usually attrib., as in eight

hours' {hour) day, a working-day ofeight hours, esp,

regarded as the maximum for industrial workers.
1867 in S.Webb Trade i/«/tfww7« (1920) 309 Such a measure

of legislative restriction as shall secure a uniform Eight
Hours Bill in factories, exclusive of meal-times. 1869 C. L.
Brace New West v. 60 The effort to gain a larger share of
the profits ofcapital by means of an Eight- Hour Law. Ibid,

61 From all we can hear, the eight hour movement will soon
fall to the ground. 1891 S. Webb & H. Cox {title) The
Eight Hours Day. 1895 J. Burns in Encycl, Brit, (1902)
XXXII. 668/1 Higher wages and eight hours for Government
workmen— all these things were in the direction of helping
the unemployed. 1899 Daily News 6 Mar. 7/1 It should
never be forgotten that Alfred was the inventor of the eight

hour day. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 668/1 English public
opinion was sceptical when the Trades Union Congresses
declared themselves powerless to establish an eight hours'
working day without the help of the State, 1910 J. F,
Fraser Australia 20a The eight hours' day is operative
throughout the Commonwealth.

Eiglitsoine (^"tsam), a. Add: [See -some 2.]

Also sb. = an eightsome reel,

1875 W. Alexander Ain Polk 246 They. .caper through
the 'eightsome 'figure with louder ' hooch-hoochs !

' than
before. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 15 Sept, 7/a A host of charming
young Highland girls, with the tartans and badges of their

clans, danced the eightsomes and the Reel of Tulloch. 1926
Glasgow Herald 7 June 8 The dancing of Scottish reels,

foursomest eightsomes, and sometimes even a sixtceasome.
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Eight-sauare, a, (Recent U.S. example.)
1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights i. i. 4 He. .carried

across his saddle a heavy * eight square' rifle.

Eighty, a. {sb,) Add : 2. c. A halfof a quarter

section ol land, comprising eighty acres. C/.S.

184s Mrs. Kirkland Western Clearings 2 Section-corners

and quarter-stakes, eighties and forties, and fractions, are
plain enough when one is habituated to them. 18'jzAmer.
Naturalist VI. 77 The whole surface of the plains is sere

and brown save some ' eighties ' or larger tract* that are
fenced. 1915 Mrs. Stratton-Porter Laddie xi. (1917) 204
Then I hurried.. across the west eighty to the woods.

3. eighty-ton (gun).

1874 Porcupine 18 Apr. 37/1 The construction of an 80-

ton eun at Woolwich is stated to be decided upon. 1880
E. ISIaitland in Encycl. Brit, XI. 292/2 In the 80-ton gun
powder cubes of li^ in. edge are used. 1888 A. C Gunter
Mr. Potter ofTexas iii, That was the first eighty-ton gim
fired in war.

£iko (si'k^). Short for *Eikonogen.
1890 Anthony*s Photogr. Bull. III. 20 Eiko has not yet.,

shown all it can do. 1892 Photogr, Ann. II. 45 Eiko stock
solution.

EikoilOg6Il (sik^'n^d^en). Chem. [Discovered

by M. Andresen, of Berlin ; f. Gr. (Xkovq-, «Xkwv

image, Icon -i- -gen.] A developing agent used in

photography (see quot, 1889). Also attrib,

1889 Jrnl, Soc. Chem. Ind. 31 Dec. 958 This acid was the

first amidosulphonic acid of naphthol ever obtained, and it

is the sodium salt of the said acid which has recently been
introduced as a photographic developer under the name of
• Eikonogen *. 1890 Anifiony's Photogr. Bull, III. 25 Eiko-
nogen for lantern slides is cheaper and easier than any
other developer. 1892 Photogr. Ann. II. p. vii, Eikonogen
Cartridges only require the addition of water when it is

ready for use. Ibid. 96 The addition of a veryfev/ drops of

J. Emerson Reynold's tetrathiocarbamide-ammonium bro-

mide to the eikonogen developer.

Eiukom (si'nk/^m). [G., f. ein one + horn
seed.] An inferior variety of wheat, Triticunt

vionococcum.
1924 J. A. Thomson Science Old ^ New xliii. 250 Inferior

cultivated wheats like Emmer, Spelt, and Einkorn, S9Z8
Peake & Fleure Steppe ^ Sown 54 It is believed that their

predecessors [in Eastern Thessaly], like the early peasants
tn the Danube basin, had cultivated einkorn.

ZiillSteixiiaxi (ai'njtainian), a, [f. the name of

Albert £instein + -lA2i ,^ Pertaining to or charac-

teristic of Einstein or his theories.

19»S JOAD Mind ^ Matter 46 In an Einsteinian universe
the velocity of light is the greatest velocity possible. 1928
Observer 25 Mar. 9/4 Einsteinian physics.

Eirenical, variant of Irenical.
1890 Gasquet& Bishop £dw. VI <5- Bk. Coftt. Prayer nZ

The choice of Qui^^non's work for a model had an aspect
almost eirenical. 1891 Tablet 3 Jan. 11 The whole Pastoral

,.is decidedly eirenical.

Ziisegesis (ais/d^rsis), [f. Gr. tU in, into

+

~egesis of Exegesis.] The interpretation of a word
or passage (of the Scriptures) by reading into it

one's own ideas. Hence Eisege'tical a,

i878ScnAFF Through Bible Lands 1. v. 53 Theeisegetical
manner of those allegorical and typological exegetes who
make the Scriptures responsible for tiieir own pious thoughts
and fancies. 1892 Evangelist (N.Y.) 3 Mar. 4/4 (Funk)
Dr. Elliot.. held firmly to the doctrine that exegesis, and
* eisegcsis ', is the province of the student of the Scriptures.

Eisteddfodic (esteffvp-dik), <3. [f.EisTEUDFuD

-f -10.] Of or belonging to the Eisteddfod.

1877 Rhys Led. Welsh Philot. vi. 314^ Ofy(ui..\s defined

to be an Eisteddfodic graduate who is neither bard nor
druid, and translated into ovate. 1894 Daily News 31 May
5/4 One of the Eisteddfodic conductors. 1923 Sir H. Jones
Old Mem, i. 29, 1 pass over the Eistedfodic prizes we won.

EiS wool. [G. eis ice.] (See quot. 1882.)
1882 Caulfeild & Sawarq Diet, Needlework^ Eis ivool

(sometimes written ' Ice Wool *), a very fine glossy descrip-

tion of worsted wool, made of two-thread thickness, and
employed double for making shawls. 1891 Queen 17 Oct.

639/3 Twelve balls of eis wool are required.

-eity, termination of nouns of quality or condi-

tion corresp. to adjs. in -Ecus, on the model of L.

idoneus Idoneous, late L. idonellas IdoneitY (i 6
1 7),

scholastic L. homogeneiis Homogeneous, homo-
geneitds Homogeneity (3635). Among other early

examples are spontaneity (1651), subierraneity

(1686), cotisentaneity (1798). Two exceptional

mod.L, formations ecceitds (f. ecce lo, behold), vel-

iettds (f, velie to will) gave Ecceity (1549), Vel-
LEITY (1618).

Ejecta (idge-kta), sh, pi, [nent pi. of pa. pple.

of L. eicere, f. e- out, forth -l- iacire to cast.]

1. The matter ejected from a volcano.
^1889 Amer. Meteor. Jrnl. III. 109 (Cent. D.) Dust and

other ejecta played but a secondary part in the production
of the phenomena. 1890 Nature 16 Oct. 601/2 It may be
thought that any volcanic ejecta would speedily melt the

snow upon which they fell. 1902 Daily Chron. 11 Sept. 6, 2

On the afternoon of the 3rd the ejecta was of the colour of

sulphur.

2. Path. That which is ejected in vomiting.
i^oS Practitioner Oct. 6oi Frequent vomiting,, .the ejecta

being often blood-stained and sometimes faecal.

Zijector. Add : 2. ejector rijie.

1920 G. Burrard Notes on Sporting Riffcs 68 Sparc fore

siglits, extractors in the case of ejector-rifles.

Ekka (e*ka). Anglo-Ind, Also ecca, eoka.
[Hind, ekka (Skr, eka one).] A small one-horsed
vehicle used in India.

ELASTIC.

i8ji F. B, Solvvns Les Hindons III, £kka.. perhaps the
simplest carriage that can be imagined, being nothing more
than a chair covered with red clotii, and fixed upon an axle-

tree between two small wheels. The Ekka is drawn by one
horse. 1886 Kipling Departm. Ditties (1888) 21 The Water
jumped an ekka just above the City Drain. 1892 Pall Mall
Gaz. 21 Dec. 3/2, I am going to take an ecka, 1895 Mrs.
Croker Village Tales (1896) 148 His wife had real silver

tyres to the wheels of her ekka 1 1922 igth Cent. Oct. 592
The bullock carts, the loaded camels, the eccas, the ele-

phants, of typical India.

attrib. 1890 Kipli.sg Plain Tales, Thro^vn away 23 The
ekka-pony . .had gone home. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. 25 OcL 3/1
Ekka bells.

Zikker (e-ksi) University or school slang.

[.See *-ek6.] = Exercise j^. 7.

1891 Sara J. Duncan Amer. Girl :« London 254 Wallcini;

for what in the vulgar tongue might be called exercise, but
here \sc. in Oxford] was 'ekker'. 1901 Winduster Coll.

Notions 40 Most houses have Ekker KolU, the amount of

compulsory exercise varying from four to six hours a week.

Ekphore, etc. : see Ecphobe, etc.

El (el). U.S. [Short for Elevated ///. a.] An
elevated railway. (Cf. *L.)
a 1906 *0. Henry ' Trimmed Lamp etc. J21 Behold Ikejr

as he ambks up the street beneath the roaring ' El ' between
the rows of reeking sweatshops.

Elaborate, v. Add

:

3. intr. To become elaborate.

1876 H. Spencer Princ. Social. I. § 103 This cu.stom

elaborates as social development goes through its earlier

stages. 1903 Langbridce Flame <§• Flood xx, 'I'hese [sc.

preparations] she discovered bad augmented and elaborated
to a considerable extent.

Elabrate (^I^rbra), a. £jtt, [f. E-3 + La-
EUUM + -ATE 2.] Without a distinct labrum or upper
lip.

1826 Kirbv & Sp, Entomol. xlvi. IV. 30S Elabrate (£"/a-

hratunt). When an imperfect mouth has Mandibulae,
Maxillae, Labium, and JNIaxillary Palpi, or what perform
their office, but no Labrum.

Elaioplast (^lai'iJ^plaest). Cytology. Alsoelceo-.

[f. Gr. iKaiQv oil + -plast.] A globular body con-

sisting of granular protoplasm and drops of oil.

\ya2. Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 334/1 In the Hepaticae, oil-

bodies are found which may have some relation to elaio-

plasts. Ibid.^ The eye-spot which is found in motile cells of

the Algse, Protococcus, Plnglenia, etc., may also have some-
thing in common with the elaioplast.

Elamite (/'lamait), [-ITE^.] An inhabitant or

native of Elam. Also attrib.

iS26TiNDALE/4c/.sii. gParthians, Medesand Elamyts, and
the inhabiters of Mesopotamia. \^o Encycl. Brit. XI. 155/1
It \sc. Nestorian Christianity] was successfully preached to

the Bactrians, the Huns, the Persians, the Indians, the

Persarmenians, the Medes, the Elamites. 1928 C. Dawso.s
Age Gods iv. 83 The ancient Elamite tongue.

Elaphure (e'lafiuw). [ad. mod.L. elaphurtts,

i, (Katpos stag + ovpd tail.] A species of deer, £la-

phtirus davidianuSf of northern China. So E'la-

phuriue a.

187a Trans. Zool. Soc. VII. 336 The Elaphure is. .very
distinct in the form of its horns from every other described
species of the genus [Cef~'us]. 1891 Flower & Lydekker
Mammals 321 The Elapliiurine group is represented .. by
Cervus davidianus.

Elapoid (e-lapoid), a, [f. mod.L. Elaps +
-oiD.] Of, belonging to, or resembling the Elapidss.

3895 Athenseum 14 Dec. 838/2 Boulengerina stomisi, an
elapoid snake from Lake Tanganyika.

£laS2110bratlclu,ail (flsezmtJbrK'rjkian), a. and
sb. Zool. = I'XASMOBUANCH. 1889 Cent. Diet.

ElasmOSaurtLS (/lsezm£7s^Ti»s). Palmont. Also
anglicized -saur. [mod.L., f. Gr. kKaaixos metal

plate -<- ffat)/)os lizard.] An extinct marine reptile.

1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 359/2 One of the most extraordin:try

of these reptilian forms was the Elasmosaurus—s. huge:

snake-like form 40 feet long, with slim arrow-shaped head
on a swan-like neck rising 20 feet out of the water. 1924

J.
A. Thomson in Glasgow Herald 5 July 4 One of them,

Elasmosaurus, seems to have been 45 feet in length, half

consisting of neck.

Elasmothere {t\-xrzxtioyvix), Palmont. [ad.

mod.L. elasrnoiherium (also used), f. Gr. iKaa^xos

metal \>\3Xq + Gr^piov beast.] A large extinct rhi-

noceros the remains of which are found in the

Pleistocene.

1927 Peake & Fleure Hunters ^ Artists 32 Another
grass-eating rhinoceros from Siberia, usually known as the
Elasmothere.

Elastance (Hse'stans). Electr. [irreg. f. Elas-
tic -t- -ANCE.] The capacity of a dielectric for oppos-

ing an electric charge or displacement.

1890 W. P. Mavcock Pract. Electr. Notes (ed. 3) 48 Elas-

tance is the reciprocal (or reverse) of Permittance ; the com-
parative elastance of a dielectric is called its clastivity. For
mstance, a dielectric of great permittance has little elastance

and vice versA. 1890 Electrician 14 Nov. 41 The use of the

words decalescence, reluctancy, reluctivity, elastance, elas-

tivity, permittivity, might be well deferred till they are more
generally adopted. 1893 Heaviside Elcclromagn. Theory

I. ii. § 31. 29 The formal relation of reluctance to reluctivity

with magnetic force and induction, is the same as that.. of

elastance to elastivity with electric force and displacement.

Elastic, a., and sb. Add :

A. of^'. 4. (partly attrib. use ofthe sb.) Applied

to fabrics (or articles made of them) containing

threads or thin strips of rubber usually covered Dy a

woven material. Elastic sides', pieces ofsuch fabric
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forming the sides or insertions in the sides of a boot

;

Q\%oattrib.,^s elastic side boots, and ellipt. « boots

of such a make. Hence elastic-sided adj.

185Z niustr. Catal. Gt. Exhih. iii. m. 525/1 Elastic side,

dresst and other boots. Ibid. $19/"^ Corset, made to fasten

in the front with patent spring clasp, and gauze elastic sides.

Boots and shoes, with elastic sides, made by sewing pieces

of India-rubber to the upper leather and then to the sole.

1856 [in Dict.l i858SiMMONDsZ?/<r/. Trade^ Elastic-bands^

belts, braces gaiters, &c., made with threads of caout-

chouc, either naked or covered. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.^

Eletstic'/abric toom^ one having mechanical devices for

stretching the rubber threads or shirrs, and holding them at

a positive tension while the fabric is woven. 1880 Encycl.

Brit, XII. 8.(2/1 The threads used in making elastic webbing

are usually cut from spread sheets, 1899 Somerville & Ross
Irish R.i^f. 295 Narrow feet in elastic-sided cloth boots.

190S NIrs. Baknes-Grundy Thames Camp 30 A man with

a soft felt hat and elastic-sided boots, 1905— VacilL Hazel
292 An elastic-sided-booted woman.

B. sh. (Earlier example.)

1847 in H. Howe Hist. Collect. Ohio 48 With the elastics

supplied by the ladies, for a halter.. the young dog passed

from the shores of time.

Elastivity (flaesti-viti). Electr, [irreg. f.

Elastic + -ivitt.] The property of a dielectric by

virtue of which the flow of current between points

having difference of potential is restrained.

X890, 1893 [see *Elastance]. 1890 W. P. Mavcock Praci,

Electr. Sates (ed. 2) 48 1 he comparative elastance of a
dielectric is called its elastivity.

Blatement (ri/i*tment). Delete + Ohs, and

add quots.

1894 Leisure Hour Jan. 146/2 Impossible to describe the

child's elatemcnt X9aa Mrs. A. Sidgwick Victorian xv.

X17 A note of elatemcnt in his voice.

£lative, a- Add:o. Gram, Havinganabsolute

soperlative force. Also J^,, an absolute superlative.

1906 J. H. MouLTOK Gra»t. I/. T. Grk.l. 78 In the NT the

obsolescence of the superlative, except tn the elative sense

is most marked. Ibid., Mt. ii20 may show the elative--
' those very numerous mighty works '. Ibid. 97 The repeti-

tion ofan adjective produces anelative. X915A. H. iPNEii.E
St. Matt. s<)/2 'EAox»ff'«-.niay be elative, 'very small'.

Elbow, sb. Add

:

1. b. Delete f Obs. and add qnot
X908 Animal Managem, (War Office) ^30 For the horse, a

small sausage-shaped pillow, long enough to surround the
pastern.. will be found to prevent the elbow touchitig the

ground when lying down. Ibid, [see elbo:v-brushin^ in "5].

4. g. 7i? lift one's (or the) elbow : to drmk im-

moderately. Similarly, to crook the elbow, see

*Crook v.l

1916 W. J. Locke Wonderful Year xiv. 205 It was he.,

who. .when, /awfr^ gar^on, he lifted his elbow too often

himself, gave her the taste for alcohol. 19*8 Daily Express

7 Mar. 15/4 Many a young man who has been lifting his

elbow too frequently m Ihiblin is packed off to MelTeray
for a cure.

6. elbow-bruahing (see quot.) ; elbow-pipe, a
pipe having a bend resen^bling an elbow; elbow-
sleeve, a sleeve reaching: only to the elbow.

1908 Animal Managetn. (War Office) 330 ' Elbow brushing

in the camel is a serious condition resulting from the friction

of the elbow pad against the side in animals which are tied

in at the elbow and whose toes arc turned out. 1861 Sir W,
Fairbairn Iron 166 An 'elbow-pipe.. establishes a com-
munication. .between the blast-pipe and the tuyere. XB83

Specif, Alnwick <V Cornkill Rlxvy. 22 Proper elbow pipes

and connections to be made with existing drains. 1899
Daily Nervs 24 June 4/6 Some of the smart people com-
promise by adopting 'elbow sleeves with very long gloves

rucked up the whole length of the fore-arm. Ibid, 23 July

4/3 Elbow sleeves have come in with the heat.

Elbow-cliair. (Earlier and later U.S. ex«

amples.)
1696 S. Sewall Diary I. 438, I reach'd the elbow chair to

him and with my Arms crowded him into iL x8^ Knicker*

backer Mag. V. 221 Rising from hisclbow<hair. 185s D. G.
Mitchell Dream Life 183 The old elbow chair is in iu place.

Eldor, a. and sb,"^ Add :

A. adj, L O. Elder statesman, in Japan, a
member of a body of retired statesmen and nobles

who act as confidential advisers of the emperor.
19*1 (see "GenboJ. 1913 igth Cent. Jan. 138 The exclusive

powers of the genro, or elder statesmen, arc passing with

the men themselves.

B. sb. 4. b. An order of priests in the Catholic

Apostolic Church.
sSaS E. Irving Doctr, fncam. Ep. Dcd., Writ. 1865 V. 7

These Sermons on the Incarnation.. you received with all

acceptation ; and the Elders whom God hath set over you
made choice of them to stand first in these volumes. 1876

Encycl. Brit. V. 238/1 Four-and-twentypriests, divided into

the four ministries of ' elders, prophets, evangelists, and
pastors '...The understanding is that each elder, with his

ctvpresbyters and deacons, shall have charge of 500 adult

communtcanis in his district.

C. In New England, a minister ofany denomina-

tion.

1874 B. F. Tavlor World on Wheels, etc 1. xix. 140 Take
a young fellow from Hamilton or Rochester .. and call him
Elder, as his country brethren and sisters always will

Ibid. 141 Elders Card and Cook. 1911 R. M. Jones Later
Periods Quakerism I. iv. 120 note. Even now in the rural

disiriuts of New England a minister of any denomination is

called Milder'.

Eldonian (eldi5ii*nian), a. [f. the name of John
Scott, i:arl of Eldon^-wv.'l Belonging to or

characteristic of Lord Eldon, regarded as typical of
' diehard ' toryism. Also Bldonln* (e'ldandin) 0.

1876 W. Cory Lett, ft Jmls. (1897) 419 A fusion of Hen-
thamic legislation with Eldonine evolution. 1898 Daily
News 8 July 4/7 His Toryism is Etdonian and antediluvian,

t^oo Ibid. 31 Dec. 4/7 The century, considered from a
political point of view_ may be divided into the Eldonian,
the Peelite, the Palmerstonian, and the Gladstonian eras.

X926 London Merc. May 104 An Eldonian Tory still describes

a type peculiar to the English temperament, and never,

perhaps for that reason, personally unpopular.

Election. Add : (Also 6''.^". lection.)

7. b. The choosing between two rights by a per-

son who derives one of them under an instrument

in whicli a clear intention appears that he should

not enjoy both.
1891 G. Serrell Equitable Doctrine Election 6 Election

is often said to rest on an implied condition.

8. election bun, cake U.S., varieties of fancy

bread ; election-oomtnissioner, one of a body of

men appointed to inquire into corrupt practices

during an election or {l/,S,) to take charge of an
election ; election court, a court for the election

of magistrates or officers ; election district 6^-5".

,

a district created for the purposes of elections ;

election petition, a petition brought against a
member of parliament for illegal practices during

his election campaign ; election sermon U.S.j one

delivered on the occasion of an election.

1859 O. W. HoLMRS Prof. Breakf.t. ii. 52 [He] recollects he
bad a glazed *'lection bun, and sat eating it, and looking down
on the Common. 1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown folks v. 48
Aunt Nancy Prime, famous for making *election-cake and
ginger i>op, x^^ Harpers Mag. LVII. 581/1 Polly.,

nursed him up with a mug of flip and a lot o lection cake.

1889 Rose T, Cooke Steadfast vL 73 Nobody in Trumbull
could make.. such shortcakes, 'lection cake, or pound cake.

190a Encycl. Brit, XXVI. 369/1 A prosecution for any of

the above offences cannot be instituted more than a year
after the ofl^ence was committed, unless an inquiry by
•Election Commissioners takes place, a 1656 Bradford
Plymouth Plant, ii. (1856) 189 At ye spring of ye year, about
ye lime of their * Election Court, Oldam came againe amongst
them. 1685 S. Sewall Diary L la They would have had
them made a report.. next Tuesday, but agreed to be next
Election Court. 179^ in Ann, yth Congress 2 Sess. 1411 In

every *eleciion district in the country. 1835 Southern Lit,

Messenger I. 218 One or two. .get a resolution passed for a
general caucus of the whole parly, in the town, or election

district. 1839 -^"^^ 2 .t 3 ^ '^t. c. 38 {title) An Act to amend
the Jurisdiction for the Trial of "Election Petitions. 1840

Penny Cycl. XVII. 278/2 In 1741, Sir Robert Walpole. .\yas

. .driven from office by a vote upon the Chippenham election

petition. 1868 W<:/ 31 <V 32 Vict.c. 125 § 11 The Trial of every
Election Petition shall be conducted before a Puisne Judge
of One of Her Majestv's Superior Courts of Common Law.
1885 Encycl. Brit. XVlII. 705/1 By the Act of 1879 the trial

of an election petition is conducted before two judges instead

of one, as before. 1644 Pec. Massachusetts Bay{iZs2) II-

71 The printer shall have leave to print the *election sermon,
wtl* M' Mathers consent, 1685 S. Skwall Diary I, 92 This
dav his Election Sennon came out.

Electioneer (/lekjanl^u), sb, [f. Election +
-EER, after auctioneer^ etc.] «= Electioneeber.
xi^i Pall Mall Gaz, 26 July 8/i In the Yorkshire Con.

stitucncies. The Champion Electioneer. 1905 Jrnl.Educ.
Apr. 272/a To secure that the professorship shall not neces-

sarily go to the most succe.-isful electioneer, 19S8 Daily
Express 11 Oct. ii/i The Liberal electioneers at once
denounced it as a * Tory trick \

Electioneer, v, (Later U.S. examples.)
1817 in Kcaron Sketches (i3i8) 146 One who intrigued and

bargained for the office, and openly electioneered for him-
self. 1836 Crockett Exploits -V Adv. Texas (1837)^ 11 For
this reason he came out openly to electioneer against me,

1844 Cabltom Neiv Purchase xviii. 139 Numbers go to see

their neighbours, or to hear the news, and not a few to

electioneer.

Electioneering, vbl, sb, (Earlier example.)

1774 \V. Gordon Hist. Amer. Rev. (1788) I. 252 Caucusing

. .answers much to what we style parliamenteertng or elec-

tioneering.

Elective, «. and sb. Add : A. adj. 3. b. Of
college or high-school studies : Subject to the

student's choice ; optional. So elective system. U.S.

1847 in Ann. Rep. Harvard Coll. 18S3-4 14 The elective

system is now given up in this department. x868 C W.
DiLKE Greater Brit, i. vii. 89 The system of elective studies

pursued at Miclngan [University] is one to which we are

year by year tending in the English universities.^ 1880

Harper''* Mag. July 254/1 In the German Universities the

studies are all elective and optional; in the colleges of the

United States compulsory. 1890 I. G. Fitch Notes Amer.
Schools 50 In the high schools ana universities the practice

of prescribitig * elective ' subjects is very common.

B. sb, 2* A subject of study specially selected

by the student in a college or university; an optional

subject or course of study, U.S.
1876 J. D. Whitney in Life (1909) 330, I shall have an

elective this winter in economical geology. 18^5 Ca/. Univ.
Nebraska 312 The elective in thellistory of Sculpture and
Painting will be given at three o'clock, xoox Westm. Gaz.

30 May 12/1 At Yale, where the study of this language had
been neglected for many years, more than a hundred
students have chosen it as one of their *electives*. x^os

C0R8IN American at Oxford 167 The idea of grouping
electives is the fundamental difference between English and
American education. i9a6 Amer, Oxonian July looOxford
is a school for specialists. There are no minors, no electives,

nothing but majors.

Electoral, a. Add : L b. Electoral college

(see quot. 1889). U,S,
i8ia Steele Papers II. 687 The sense of each district may

then be pretty generally represented in the Electoral College.

axfiifi Calhoun Wks. I. 175 In case the electoral college

fails to choose a Vice-President, the power devolves on the
Senate to make the selection, 1889 Century Dict.^ Electoral
collegCy a name informally given to the electors of a single

State, when met to vote for President and Vice-President
of the United States, and sometimes to the whole body of
electors. 1903 R. L. Ashley Amer, Govt. 274 The work of
the Electoral College.

4. Electoral Act^ an act determining the method
of parliamentary election.

X87S Encycl. Brit. III. ago/a The Constitution Act of 1856
and the Electoral Act of 1858. Ibid.., The Electoral Act of

1865 {29 Vic. c 279). X906 Westm. Gaz. 7 Feb. 2/2 Tlie
precedent of the Commonwealth Electoral Act.

Electric, a. and sb. Add : A, adf, 2, 2 b.

Additional examples and quots. : also, electric

chair U.S.^ a chair in which persons condemned to

death are electrocuted ; electric chorea (see quot. )

;

electric hare, an artificial hare made to run by
electricity, used in coursing; electric storm
Aleteorol.f a violent disturbance of the electrical

condition of the atmosphere, often causing inter-

ference with telegraphic communication ; electrio

torch, {a) a gas-lighter operated by electricity

(Knight Diet. Mech, 1S74) ; {b) a contrivance con-

sisting essentially of an electric lamp enclosed in

a portable case containing a battery.

1891 A. E. Kennedy in Elect, in Daily Life, Househ. 239
The first application of electricity to household purposes
was presented by the *electric bell early in the [ 19th] century.

188^ Peel City Guardian 8 June 6/2 The preparations,

which are to consist of taking a seat in an 'electric chair.

1903 N, Y. Even. Post 28 Oct. 12 Two men were sentenced
to die in the electric chair. 1890 Billings Med. Dict.^ *i5/«-
/riVcAt^r^a, a peculiar disease ofnorthern Italy, characterized

by sudden, shock-like muscularcontractions,with progressive

atrophy and paralysis. 1917 Punch 27 July 85/3 .A greyhound
race at the White City had to be re-run last week because the
•electric hare ran too fast, zgoa Encycl. Brit. XXX. 449/1 A
transverse difference of *electric potential (Hall effect). i88a
Proc. R. Inst. Gt. Brit.X. 69 Siemens' Lichterfelde'Electric

Railway, now running at Berlin. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI.
228/1 An overhead electric railway runs from the Zoologischer
Garten to the Schlesisches Thor. 1919 E. Hendrick Chem,
EverydayLife 99 *Electric steel is the latest method whereby
the steel is heated, and the required ingredients added in an
electric furnace. 1906 Springfield Weekly Republ. 14 June
16 A severe "electric storm, accompanied by a high wind,

swept over Springfield. 1859 Shaffner Telegr. Man. 142

Soenimering's *Electric Telegraph of i8og. 1868 Act 31 «V

32 yict. c, no An Act to enable Her Majesty's Postmaster
General to acquire, work, and maintain Electric Telegraphs.

190a Windsor Mag. June, Advt. p. xxv/2 The ' Ever-Ready

'

Portable *EIectric I'orch. 1916 Boyd Cable Action Front

3 The list of damages discovered by the glare of an electric

torch. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 495/2 Another method of

effecting *electric traction is to carry a store of energy on
the car or on a special locomotive. Ibid. 495/1 An *electric

tramway 6 miles long connecting Portrush and Bushmills,

in the north of Ireland. 1871 Leisure Hour 18 Nov. 720/2

The *electric wave, produced by a few pieces of copper and
zinc. 1895 S. P. THOMrsoN Electr. <*( Magn. 11. xiv. % 516
In the case of true electric waves, portions of the energy
of the current . .arethrownoff. 1903 Encycl. Brit.'X^VWl,
55/2 Electric waves must be passing through the dielectric

surrounding a condenser in the act of discharging.

B. sb, 3. Short for {a) electric lamp, light,

(b) electric motor car, railway, tramcar, etc,

1886 Harper^s Mag, July 314/1 The light of common day
. .b preferable to any manner of. .alabaster lamps, or even
the latest improvement in electrics. 1890 Boston (Mass.)

yrnl. 3 Mar. 1/7 Do the electrics travel too fast for the

public safety ? 1891 Sl'san Half. Lett. 269 There are cables^

and electrics, but these haven't entirely driven out the
horse. 1896 Peterson Mag, Jan. 65/2 [They] would no
more enter an 'electric ' than they would give up wearing
milts all day. 1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. 215 Harvey.. was
asleep before his father could shade the electrics. 1898 —
Eleet in Being vi, A triple row of white and purple electrics.

1905 £uN. Glvn Viciss. Evangeline 166 In the twinkle of

an eye we were rolling in the electric to Willis's. 1909
Westm. Gaz. 2 Sept. 9/1 Underground electrics, igaa Marg.
B. Houston Witch-man ix. 95^ Mrs. Morse .. climbed
breathlessly back into the electric. 1924 Susan Glaspell
Pidelity iv. 33 She told him.. that Mrs. Blair had come
for Mrs. Franklin in her 'electric ' and they had gone to a
tea. 1926 E. Wallace Clue of Twisted Candle xiii, He felt

for the switch of the electric

Electric eel. (Also electrical eel.) [tr. mod.

L. gymnotus electricus.'] ~ Gymnotus.
xil^Phil. Trans. LXV.i. 102 An Account of the (Tyww.?/!*/

Electricus^ or Electrical Eel. [1775 A. Garden Ibid. 107
The person to whom these animals belong, calls them
Electrical Fish.] 1794 Medical Extracts it. xii. 121 note,

Vandelott makes two species of the electric eel, the black

and reddish. x8oa, 1836 [see Electbical 2]. 1838 Penny
Cycl. XI. 510/2 The electric-eel is said to communicate
shocks so violent that men and even horses are overpowered
by them.

Electric ray. = Torpedo sb, i.

i86a Couch Brit. Fishes I. 119. i98o Encycl. Brit. XII.

649/2 The electric rays {Torpedinida;). 1880-4 Day Fishes

Gt. Brit,9f Irel. II. 331.

Electricute (ilcktrikiKt), a proposed substi-

tute for *Klectbocute v, : see quot. So Elex-
tricater, Electriou'tioner, Electrlcn*tioxi (in

Diets.).

1893 F. A.March in The Chautauguan Apr. 21 (Funk)

A L^tin word for execute, to go witn electric, or a Greek

word to go with electro is wanted. The Latin word execute

makes electri execute, which would contract into electricute.

£lectrifia1>le (ele-ktrifsiiabU), a. [f. Electbi-

FY + -ABi-E.] Capable of being electrified,

i8a8-3a Websti^k.



ELECTRIPlCATIOIf,

Electrification. Add :

1. b. The action or process of electrifying a rail-

way system or the like.

Earlier attempts to provide a term for this were electro-

luatirx and eleclriliiathn, with a verb eiectralise (sic) =
*Electrifv v. I b,

(igoo ll'estm. Gaz. 15 Feb. 4/1 The electrolisation of the

inner circle, with its twenty.six stations. Jiid. 15 Aug. 3/1

The complete electrolisation of London tramways. 1901

I. Burns in Standard t Mar., If Londoners had only done

in 1895 what they did on Saturday, three-fourths of the

tramwa}*s would have been electralised. 1901 iVestm, Gaz.

28 Aug. 4/3 Americanised companies which go in for the
' standard * system of electrilisation.]

1901 IVestm. Gaz. a Jan. 8/5 The character of the coal con-

sumed. .has altered the position for the worse.. .The one
possible remedjr is electrification. Hid. 6 June, District

Kailway Electrification. 1904 Daily Citron, 26 Aug. 7/4
Electrification Perils. Risk Entailed by the Transformation

of the 'Underground', igai Diet. Occuf. Terms (1927)

$561 Electrification ganger.

3. Jig. The condition or state of being electrified

or excited. (Cf. Electrify v. 2.)

1878 Fr. A, KsMBrE Rec. Girlhood L iv. T13 The tragedy
was ended, and I had electrified the audience, my com-
panions, and, still more, myself; and so, to avert any ill

efl^ectsfrom this general electrification, Mrs. Rowden thought
it wise and well to say to me [etc.]. 189a Leisure Hour Aug.
657/1 Her electrification by Mr. Belport's proposal.

Electrify, v. Add : 1. b. To introduce

electric power into (a system of railways, etc.).

X900 Westm. Gaz. 17 Oct. 9/3 It is not very astonishing
that the directors of the District Railway should be in no
violent hurry to start upon the electrifying of their line.

Electro-. Add :

i:ie:ctro-aiia'l7sis Chem., electrolytic analysis

;

so Elextro-analytical 17. Elextro-bra'sser (see

quot.). Ele'ctrobus, an omnibus propelled by
electricity ; also attrib. Ele:ctTo-ca'rdlo£rram
Path., a tracing giving a record of the electric

currents produced in the body by the heart-beats ofa

patient. Ele:ctro-ca'rdio^aph, theapparatusused
in registering electro-cardioijrams; hence Ble^ctro-

cardiogra'pMc a., Electro-cardlo'jfrapliy.
Ele:ctro-clieTnically aifo., in accordance with ihe

laws of electro-chemistry. Ele^ctro-che'mist, one
who practises electro-chemistry. Electro-clxrono-
gxaph (earlier U.S. example). Elextro-co'utact,
applied to a submarine mine which is exploded by
means of electricity. Elextro-co'pper v., to coat

with copper by electrolysis. Ele:ctro-cu"ltnre, the

use of electricity in the growing of crops. Elextro-
faTjner, one who uses electricity for the cultivation

of farm-produce; soElextro-farmiiiir. Elextro-
kinema'tics, the theory of the distribution of
currents in conductors. Electro-motograph : see

MoTOGKAPH. Elextro-o'ptlcal a., of or pertain-

ing to electro-optics. Elextro-pneuma'tic a.,

pertaining to a combination of electrical and pneu-
matic power: so Ele:ctro-pneniua'tics. Elextro-
sy-nthesls, chemical synthesis effected by electri-

city. Ele:ctro-therapeu*tical a. , of or pertain-

ing to electro-therapeutics. Eleictro-tlie'rapist,

-therapen'tlst, one who practises electro-therapy.

ElextTO-therinal, -the'nuic adj's., relating to

heat derived from electricity. Elextro-tra'otor,
a tractor driven by electricity. Ele:ctro-tro'pio a.,

of, pertaining to, or exhibiting electrotropism.

Blectro'tropism = *Electp.opism. Ele:ctro-
va'lency, a state of atomic linkage due to the
' sharing ' of electrons ; so Electro-va'lent a,

1903 Sleet. World Sr Engin. 28 Mar. 330 (Cent. Suppl.) The
differences observed in the ''electro-analysis of mercury from
a potassium cyanide solution .ire due to an attack of the plati-

num disc serving as cathode and to the solubility of platinum
in potassium cyanide, llnd. 21 Nov. 853 "Electro-analytical
methods. 1921 Diet. Oecu^. TerJiis (1927) § 278 *Electro-
^raj«r. .effects electrolytic deposition of brass on better
types of finished screws, 1906 Westm, Gaz. 20 Apr. ii/i
The London "Electrobus Company, Ibid. 4 Dec. 6/3 About
January.. the first of the electrobuses will be placed in
regular running. igo^J Sci, Aii:er. 5 Mar. 197/3 The human
electrocardiogram discovered by A. D. Waller, 1927 A. V.
Hill Living Machinery iii. 117 'i'he second record is a
normal * electro<ardiogram ' accompanied by a ' phono-
cardiogram '. 1913 Q. Jrnl. Med. July 442 The Two In-
stallations, Electro-phonograph and "electro-cardiograph,
are arranged side

^
by side. 1927 A. V. Hill Living

Machinery iii. PI. xii, String galvanometer ('electrocardio-
graph *) as used for recording currents produced by the human
heart. J916 MacCullum Pathol, 477 "Electrocardiographic
tracings, which give a dear idea of the movements of the
heart. 1913 Dorland Med. Diet, (eu. 7), "Electrocardio-
graphy. <ji889 Sci. Amer, Suppl. 8814 (Cent. D.) 'the
"electro-cheniically equivalent amount of copper sulphate.
1885 Jrnl. Eranklin Insl. Feb. 81 The man skilled in its

science [sc. electro-metallurgy] and art may appropriately be
styled an "electro-chemist. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 302
The invention of the "electro-chronograph by Professor
Locke ofour city. 1888 Encycl. Brit, XXIII. 443/2 This is

done . . in "electro-contact mines by a circuit closer in the mine.
1898 Westm, Gaz. 28 May 2/1 The electro-contact mine is

fired by an electric cable leading from the shore 1873 Spon
Workslwp Kec. Ser, l. 212/2 Steel, iron, zinc, lead, and tin

which have been previously "electro-coppered. 190a Webster
SuppL, "Electro-culture. 1917 Electrical Rev. 6 July 21/1
Though only just b':ginning to attract public attention,

electro-culture is by no means a new idea. 1920 Electrician
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27 Aug. 293/2 Experiments were made as to the effect of
applying electro-culture to three varieties of potato. 1926
Electro-Farming Mar. 294/2 Outside his cheery comfy
house, The *electro-farmer stands. 1921 R. B. Matthews
in jfmi. Inst. Electr. Engin. (1922) LX. 725/2 This use of
ihe term * *electro-farming ' mu.st be interpreted in its broad-
est sense, i. e. whether the electrical medium provides merely
mechanical methods, .orwhether the methods are exclusively
electrica}. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 3/1 *Electrokinematics.

1899 Daily News i July 4/5 This Westinghouse *electro-

pneumatic signalling plant. 1908 Encycl. Br/t.X'K'K 1 1. 147/2
In the electro-pneumatic system a full-size semaphore is used.
1898 LoRHNZ tr. Lob {title) Electrolysis and *Electrosynthesis
of OrganicCompounds. igoB PractitiangrOcUtogThc other
sections, namely, Dermatological, *Electro-therapeutical,
Epidemiological. 1909 Iditl, Dec. 870 The electro-thera-

peutical Department, West London Hospital. 1899 IVestm.
Gaz. 19 July lo/i Oculists, and *electro-therapeutists.

1928 Sunday Dispatch 23 Dec. 5/6 Even Grosvenor-street
having a dressmaker and an electro-therapeutist. 1928
Daily Express 16 May 7 An *electro-therapist. 1883 Sir
W. Thomson Pop. Led. (1889) \. 134 Joule's •electro-thermal
method. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI I L 123/2 In 1885 the
brothers Cowles patented a process for the electrothermal
reduction of oxidized ores. 1899 Engineering Mag. June
495/1 *Electrothermic method.s have been in use for a
number of years in connection with the production of alu-

minium, sodium, potassium, etc. 1926 Electro-Fanning
Mar. 309 The Essentials ;of *ElectrO'-Tractor Design. 1927
N. V. SiDGwiCK Electr. The. Valency 84 Covalencies, un-
like *eIectrovaIencies, are directed force.';. Ibid. 83 The
electronic structure which we assign to an atom in a mole-
cule depend.s on whether we regard its attachments toother
atoms as *electrovalent or covaleiit.

ZSlectrocxite (i"Ie*ktr^ki«t), V, [f. Electro-,

after Execute v.'\ trans. To put to death by
means of a powerful electric current.

1889 Voice (N.Y.) 1 Aug., Kemmler, the murderer sen-

tenced to be * electrocuted '. 1890 Boston (Mass.) Jml.
3 May 5/6 Theiiniportant thing to consider is that the State
has a large number of murderers which it can neither hang
nor ' electrocute *—as the new phrase hath It. 1890 Congress.
Rec. 8375/1 That tlie gentleman. .should be 'electrocuted *

by the Kemmler process recently adopted in the state of
New York. 1924 A. Huxley /.I'wi^tf 84 It was as though he
were about to be electrocuted.

b. transf. To kill in anyway by electricity.

1909 Yorkshire Post 4 Aug. 4/5 [A boy] who was electro-

cuted on the Mersey Railway last Saturday. 1913 Daily
Mail z-^ Jan. 3/2 The horse,. was struck by the wire and
instantly electrocuted.

Electrocution (ileklrt^i^i-jan). [f. prec. :

see -TiON.] Execution by electricity.

1890 Even. Nnvs 6 May 4/1 The Supreme Court of the
United States has refused to grant a writ of habeas corpus
in the case of the wife murderer under sentence of electro-

cution. 1890 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 4 Aug., Buffalo
parties invited to witness the Kemmler electrocution. 1903
Encycl. Brit. XXVL 579/1 Sentence of death is executed
by hanging by the neck except in New York and Ohio,
where it is carried out by 'electrocution', or by passing
through the body of the convict a current of electricity of
sufficient intensity to cause death and until death is caused.

Electrode. Add : Also aiti-ib.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 123/2 Ordinarily carbon is

used as the electrode material. 1907 Trans. E'araday Soc.

July 70 Electrode Potentials in Liquid Ammonia.
Hence Ele'ctrodeless a., destitute of electrodes.

1893 Athenxunt 13 May togf^ Mr. E. C. Rimington read
a paper ' On Lumhious Lischarges in Electrodeless Vacuum
Tubes'. 1899 Daily News 29 June 6/5 The electrode-less

or ling discharge in various gases.

ElectrOmobile (/lektr^l^mffu-bil). (Disused.)

[f. Electro- after autof?iobiie.'\ A motor vehicle

driven by electricity. Also atlrib.

1899 Automotor Nov., Accumulators for Electromobiles.

1900 G. Ilks Flame, Electr. J^ Camera 148 An electromobile
cab. 1906 {title) Steam Car and Electromobile Review.
1907 Daily Chron. 12 Nov. 7/4 The new electromobile
garage, tlie largest in the world.

Electromotivity (/le:ktr<7im(?ti'viti). [f.

Electromotive + -ity.] Electromotive power.
1900 Phil. Trans. Ser. B. CXCIIl. 128 The original posi-

tive current of a freshly excised eyeball has two factors :

electromotivity of the cut end of the optic nerve and electro-

motivity of the disturbed retina.

Electron 2 (ne*ktrf7n). Physics, [f. Electr(tc
+ -071 in aJiiotZy cation^ ion."] The smallest supposed
component of matter, associated with (or consisting

of) an invariable charge of negative electricity.

1891 Trans. Roy. Dublin Soc. Ser. 11. IV. 583 Achargeof this

amount is associated in the chemical atom with each bond. .

.

These charges, which it will be convenient to call electrons^

cannot be removed from the atom ; but they become dis-

guised when atoms chemically unite. X902 Fortn. Rev.
June 1023 Larmor's hypothesis of electrons, which supposes
a kind of an electric atom, a charge not associated with
ordinary matter. 1902 Nature 18 Sept. 488 The conception
..that the ultimate atoms of matter involve positive and
negative electrons. 1927 A. S. Eddington Stars ^ Atoms id
The electron is the lightest thing known, weighing no more
than 1/1,840 of the lightest atom.

b, attrib. : electron theory = electronic theory
(see next).

X903 Crookes in Science 26 June 1001 (Cent. D. Suppl.)
The electron theory fits and luminously explains Ampere's
idea that magnetism is due to a rotating current of electricity
round each atom of iron. 1921 Discovery Sept. 226/2 The
corresponding electron velocities are so small that it is diffi-

cult to measure them. Ibid.^ We must recognise that wave
radiation and electron radiation are in a sense mutually
C')nvertible.

Electronic (zlektr^-nik), a. Physics. [f.

Electron - + -ic] Of or pertaining to an electron
or electrons.

ELEOITOEITE.

ElecironU theory^ the theory that the chemical atom con-
sists of electrons having orbital or vibratory motions under
the influence of the forces acting between them.
1902 J. A. Fleming {title) Electronic Theory of Electricity.

190s Agnes M. Clerke Moti, Cosmogonies x. 175 An elec-
tronic theory of gravitation. 1906 J. B. Burke Orig. Life
xi. 191 Three states ofelectronic aggregation. 1922J.M1LL.S
Within the Atom xi. 147 Whenever electronic impacts give
rise to radiation, the energy associated ther-.-wiih is always
proportional to the frequency. Ibid. xii. 159 Only in a highly
evacuated tube would there be the possibility of large
electronic orbits. 1927 N, V. Sidgwick {title) The Elec-
tronic Theory of Valency.

Electrophone (i1e'ktr^f(7un), sb. [f. Electbo-
+ -PHONE.] An instrument for transmitting sounds
by means of electric currents. Also attrib. Hence
Ele'ctrophone v., to transmit (a speech, etc.) by
this instrument. Illectropho'uic a., of or pertain-

ing to an electrophone. ElectrophczLioally j^z/.

iZ6% Chambers's Encycl. X. 510/2 The electrophone may
he adapted to the telephone. 1897 Daily News 6 Dec. 8/7
An ' electrophonic conversazione '. 1898 IVestm. Gaz. 22 July
S'l People who could hear Melba, Jean de Reszke, and the
rest through the electrophone, 1900 Ibid. 13 Feb. 10/2 An
electrophonically-heard sermon. 1904 Ibid. 20 Jan. 8^2 The
rapidity with which the words spoken by Mr. Chamberlain
in the Guildhall were electrophoned to Langham-place.

1921 Glasgow Herald 30 Mar. 9 By means of wireless and
an electrophone device British troops on the Rhine are to
be entertained at bi-weekly concerts. 1922 Ibid. 22 Dec, 9
The Radio Association anticipates a popularity for wireless
telephony far exceeding that of the electrophone,

Electropism (i'le-ktr^piz'm). Bot. [f. Elec-
tro- -t-Gr. -Tpoitos turning -f -ISM.] Curvature of
growth in plants due to slight electric currents.
iSgBtT.Strasburger's Bot. 263 The existence of electropism

in plants shows clearly that an irritability may be present,
from which no direct benefit is ordinarily derived. 1900
B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms 85/1 Electropism, the
electric impulse which governs certain plant-functions.

Electrotechnic (nektr(?te*knik). [f. Electbo-
+ Technic] //. Tlie technics of electricity. Hence
Ele:ctro-tecli'2iical a. ; Ele:ctro-tecliii-iciany

one who is versed in electrotechnics.

1886 S. P. Thompson (//V/tf) Dynamo-Electric Machinery,
a Manual for Students of Electrotechnics. 1896 Daily Nevjs
1 Dec. 5/5 A commercial as well as an electro-technical

success. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. p. xxxii, In close
touch with the Engineering Laboratory should be a I-jibora-

tory for Electro-Technical Industries. 1927 Daily Express
21 Dec. 11/7 Engineers who are to take charge of large
machines, locomotive drivers and electro-technicians, where
instant and accurate response to any change in conditions is

essential, are tested by another machine.

Elegant, c. 8. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1772 Mass. Spy June ii (Thornton) In the evening they

exhibited some elegant fireworks from the balcony, 1817
]\L BiRKBECK yourn. Amer. 152 You hear of an elegant
mill, an elegant orchard, an elegant tanyard, &c. . . The word
implies eligibility or usefulness in America, but has nothing
to do with taste. 1822 J. Woods Engl. Prairie Illinois 203
This negro said, some very elegant potatoes grew on this

land last year. 1837 Peck Gaz. Illinois i. 38 Mr. Brigham
has an elegant farm on one of these mounds.

Element, sb. Add :

14. c. The bottom class in some English Roman
Catholic schools or colleges.

X908 Stonyhvrst Mag. in Tablet 25 Apr. 646 '2 We are
informed that any boy from Rhetoric down to Elements may
join the class.

Element, v. 2. (Recent U.S. example.)
1905 Greenslet y. R. Lowell 2 When we endeavor to

add to our portrait of his personality some analysis of the
things that elemented it.

Elemental, a. Add : B. sb. An entity or a
force which is regarded by occultists as capable of
producing physical manifestations.

1877 H. P. Blavatsky Isis Pref. p. xxx, These elementals
are the principal agents of disembodied but never visible

spirits. X894 H. NisBET Bush GirVs Rotn. 235 So that we
may not be horrified or shy aside at the sight of the strange
beings and elementals that surround us. X923 Rider
Haggard in IVestvi. Gas. 7 Apr., Did they suppose that

God Almighty would permit a Pharaoh., thousands of years
after his own death,. to loose what spiritualists called an
Elemental?

Elementalism (el/me'ntaliz'm). Delete nonce-

wd. and substitute :

1, A method or theory which divinizes the ele-

mental powers of nature.

1863 [in Diet.]. 1S82 OciLViE Suppl., Elefnentaltsm^ the
theory which identifies the divinities of the ancients with the
elemental powers. Gladstone.

2. A system based upon elemental forces or

characters.

1921 Glas^ozu Herald Z Jan. 4 An incompetent charlatan,

performing in public under the guise of ' sublime elemental-

ism ' his worthless exercises. 1921 Times Lit. Suppl. 17 Feb.

106/4 To reduce two women, one the enibodimentof inherited
fastidiousness, the other touched with intellectual greatness,

to a common level of elementalism.

ElemiC (ele-mik),a. Che?n. [f. Elemi + -ic.]

Epithet of a crj'stalline acid existing in elemi.

1878 yrnl. Chem. Soc. XXXIV. 440 The solution of elemic

acid is laevogyrate, deviating the ray 3-5°. ..Its formula is

CssHsgO* or {C^Yl%)-jO^, thus showing elemic acid to be
allied to bryoTdin, amyrin, and other derivatives of terpene,

C5H8.
EleonOrite (ei'/'i^noe-rait). Min. [Named

(iSSo) eieonoril, f. Plleonore the name of a mine io

the Diinsberg near Giessen.] =BERAUifiTE.



ELEPHANT.
iMi yrtil. Chnn. Soc. XL. 525. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.

405 z.

Elephant. Add

:

1. d. To see the elephant (U.S. slang) : to see life,

the world, or the sights (as of a large city) ; to get

experience of life, to gain knowledge by experience.

Also to show or get a look at the etefhant,

[1840 A. E. LoNGSTREET Georgia Sceties 10 (Thornton)

That's sufficient, as Tom Haynes said when he saw the

elephant.] 1844 G. W. Kendall Santa Fi Exped. I. 108

There is a cant expression, ' I've seen the elephant ' in very

common use in Texas. 1846 VV. T. Pobtek Quarter Race
Kentucky S7 (Th.), I axed him if he'd ever seen the elephant.

1849 N. KlNGSLEY Diary 86, [I] went up town and saw the

Elephant, and it almost baffles description. [1850 T._T.

Johnson Sights in Gold Region 324 (Thornton) Ifyou think

we have not shown you enough of the elephant . . please to

mount him and take a view for yourself.) 1857 Quinlaiid 11.

xviii. II. 126 The ' Fox and Crow' is one of the famous

sights in New York. It is never missed by the countryman

or the foreigner, who is searching after the ' elephant '. 1878

J. H. Beadle Western Wilds ni. 45 My friend Will Wylie,

who had seen the elephant in its entirety, from trunk to tail

1906' O. Henry ' FourMtltion 87 He makes his rounds every

evening, while you and I see the elephant once a week.

e. Astheemblemof the Republican party. U.S.

1904 Chicago Tribune 20 June 6 The selection.. will..

handicap the republican elephant in the coming race.

f. In full elephant-colour: A fashion shade

simulating the grey colour of the elephant. Cf.

elephant-grey below.

187s All Ytar Round 278 i So admirably is elephant-

colour copied. 1894 Queen 6 Oct. 574/1 The shade of cloth

used . . being known as ' Elephant '. 1913 Daily Mail 7 June
6 In Almond Green,. . Mole, Elephant, Honey.

10. b. Army slang. (See quot. 1925.)

1917 Empey From Fire Step 152 One gun., had the

exact range of our ' elephant * dug-out entrance. 1919
War Terms in Athenaeum 15 Aug. 759/1 Elephant, corru-

gated iron sheher. Baby elephant, small corrugated iron

shelter. 1919 G. K. Rose 2 4th Ox/, .y Bucks Lt. Infly.

10 Battalion Headquarters, .were comfortable enough with

many * elephant ' ducouts and half a farm-house for a

mess. 191$ Fbaser & Gibbons Soldier ti Sailor Words,

Elephant (and Vaby Elephant) Du^-Out : A dug-out made
with semi-circular linings of heavy corrugated iron. The
two names refer to the two sizes issued.

11 and lib. elephant grasa, a cat-tail, Typha
elephantitia, of which the leaves are used for basinets,

etc., and the pollen (in India) for flour ; elephant-

grey = 'i f; elephant-rain (see qaot.) ; ele-

phant's foot (earlier example).
a 1815 RoXBUEGH Flora tndica (1832) III. 566 "Elephant

grass. . . Elephants arc fond of it. 1895 Mrs. Crokbr Village

Tales (1806) 15 We marched two.-md two,., glancing askance

at every bush, at every big tuft of elephant grass. 1906
ll'estm. Gaz. 28 Dec 2/1 Long grass in Uganda, 'elephant

grass', grows from fifteen feet to twenty feet high. 1896

Daily News la Sept. 6/2 '"Elephant grey is another
favourite. 1906 Westm. Gax, 7 Apr. 18/2 A tailor suit of

elephant-grey facecloth, loal G. Jekyll Colour Schemes
Flozuer Garden 2 The trunks of the Spanish Chestnuts are

elephant-grey. 1805 Kipling 2nd Jungle Bk. 215 A light

spring rain—'elepnant-rain they call it— drove across the

Jungle. x84S-soNtKS. Lincoln Lect.Bot. i86The*elephant's.

foot (Elephantopus), a low, hairy-leaved plant, with purple,

ligulate florets.

Elevate, v. Add : 6. b. absol.

1886 ' M. Gray • Silence Dean yfaitland in. vi, It was the

kind of sorrow that purifies and elevates.

Elevated, A"/. a. 1. Add: Also (U.S.) ^/rt/a/^rf

railroad, railway (examples), road ; so elevated

train. Also ellipt. as sb. = elevated railway, etc.

1874 Knioht Diet. Meek., Elevated Railway. 1880

Harper^s Mag. Sept- 563 The buzzing which vibrates in

the air tximes from an elevated railway. 188a Leisure
Hour 413/2 The variegated lamps of the frequent trains

on the 'Elevated*, like aerial firc.serpenls, pervaded the

city. 18S4 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 465 2 After a long period

of clamorous discontent, the remedy was applied in 1878

by the construction of wliat is known as the Elevated
Railroad. 1886 Ibid. XX. 240/2 I'he New York Elevated

Railroad. 1890 Century Mag. Nov. 45 In those days there

were no elevated roads. 1901 Scrihner's Mag. XXIX. 454/1
In the street the Ninth Avenue Elevated train roared by...

I'he cobble-stones on Sixth Avenue were shining under the

Elevated. 1904 Booklover's .^lag. Sept- 354, I could almost

fancy I was on an elevated train liound for Harlem. J906
' O. Heney ' Four .Million 8 Standing under a gas-light and
looking over the elevated road at the moon.

Elevator. 3. a. (Earlier examples.)
l:j87 in Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1849) I. 574 One of

which [machines], denominated by the said Oliver Evans an
elevator, is calculated by its own motion to hoist the wheator
grain from the lower floor, .to the upper loft of such mill.

•795 '• Weld Trav. N. Amer. 1. 35 The elevators are in-

closed in square wooden tubes.

d. (Earlier examples and attrib. nses.)

1871 Marietta Holliy Betsy Bobhet (1891) 395 She spoke

Bp and says she, ' Here is theelevater, be carried up *. 1879

F. R. Stockton Rudder Grange i. 4 You had to go up 10

them in an elevator. 1890 Congress. Rec. 8123/2 On this

list there are firemen, watchmen, elevator men. X9oa Encycl.

Brit. XXVIII. 129/1 A., plunger, which .. carries the

elevator-cage on its upper end. Ibid. 130/2 The walls, .of ihe

elevator shaft. 1904 r . Lyndk Gra/ters xxiv. 300 When the

door of the elevator-cage clacked again, Kent was waiting.

4. Aeronautics, a. An elevating screw, b. A
indder device for lifting or steering an aircraft

vertically.

1871 English Meeheuuc 27 Jan. 448/a The side elevators

would not only raise but poise the car. X916 H. Barber
Aeroplane Speaks (1918) 138.
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Eleven, a. and sb. Add :

A. adj. 2. c. Eleven o'clock (U.S. and dial.),

eleven hours (Sc), a refreshment or slight repast

taken at eleven o'clock.
i8o8 Jamieson, Eleven-hours^ a luncheon ; so called from

the time that labourers or children get their meridian. 1845
S.JUDD Margaret 11. i. 214 Men and boys were seen going
to the tavern for their eleven o'clock. x888- in Eng. Dial.
Diet. s. V.

C. elevenpenny, comb, form of eleven pence

^

as in elevenpenny bit C/.i"., a coin of the value of

twelve and a half cents ; = Levy sb.^

i8a6 New-Hamiony Gaz. 3 May 256/2 (Th.) There were
many poor people that would have made the shirts for three

elevenpenny bits apiece. 184s Congress. Globe 9 July, App.
699 (Th.) The bones of the biggest statesman . ., ground into

dust, would not be worth an elevenpenny bit. 1891 Kipling
Light that Failed ix, The one^and-elevcnpenny umbrella.

XSlevener (i'le'v'nsj). Add: One who takes

a drink at 1 1 a.m. U,S,
1807 Janso.s Stranger in Atner. 299, 1 know of no custom

more destructive than that which is practised by slingers

and elevcners.

EleTentlL,a.andjd. Add: A. 1. AUoelevenlh-
hottr used attrib. or as adj.

1897 Flandrao Harvard Episodes 230 So, in response to

John's eleventh-hour prayers, he did what he could.
__
1904

Daily Chron, 34 Oct. 5/4 An eleventh-hour alteration in the

arrangements for the return of Queen Alexandra from
Copenhagen.
4. Delete f Obs. and add quot. :

1880 C. H. H. Parry in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 437 The
chord of the dominant eleventh, when complete., is hardly

likely to be found unabridged. Ibid. 438 [Some] theorists

. .repudiate the chords of the eleventh and thirteenth.

£lfi]l, «. and sb. Add ;

B. sb. 4. elfln-tree, a dwarfed alpine tree

;

elfin-vood, a wood composed of such trees.

1903 tr. A. F. W. Schimper's Plant-Geogr. 704 We
contrast alpine grassland, aipine shrubUind, and alpine

desert with those of the lowlands, and retain for alpine forest

merely the title elfin-wood. Note^ * Elfin-wood ' and * elfin-

tree * are the terms introduced here as the equivalents of
' Krummholz *. Ibid. 705 Elfin-tree, .is characterized by a
short, gnarled, often oblique or horizontal stem, and long
serpentine branches, which are bent in all directions.

Elia(i"lia). The pseudonym adopted by Charles

Lamb. Hence Ellairai (rliaiz'm) , a characteristic

Elian essay, E'lian a., pertaining to or charac-

terisiic of the Essays of Ella or their author,

Charles Lamb ; sb. an admirer of* Elia*.

1854 Patmore Friends ^ a CO. X.oq Lamb, in his exquisite

Eliaism, ' Blakesmoor in H—shire . 1903 in Dobeifs Caial.

June 31/3 It is a comfort to think that there are so many
good and true Elians in the world. 1905 /4M*«ar«/«3 June
6S1/1 Many of the new letters are of no literary account •

perhaps a score have the true Elian cachet. 19*3 Times Lit.

.SuppL 33 Aug. 55^/2 Mr. Tillyard renounces all claims to

satisfying 'every Elian*. 19S9 Daily Express 3 Jan. 8/5
The Elian Chinaman's device for roasting pork.

Elidible (/Ui-dib'l), a. [f. Elide i^.+.ible,]

That may be elided.

18780. Conway Versijicaiion 67 Theoretically, there ts

no interval between the elidible vowels of separate phrases.

Eligibleness (e-lid^ib'inesj. [f. Eligible a,

-^ -M£S4.1 Eligibility.

x8a8-3S Webster. 1877 G. P. Fisher Begin, Christ. 49
The right of sufirage, and eligibleness to office.

Eliminant. Add : B. 2. Med. An agent

which eliminates deleterious matter from the system.

1887 MoixjNEV Forestry IK. A/r. 417 Recommended ai an
eliminant in malignant cholera. 1907 Practitiotier Oci. 557
Stoeltzncr states that the intestinal mucosa acts both as

absorbent and eliminant of lime-satts.

Eliminating (/li-min^nii]), ///. a. [f. Eli-

MiNATK V. + -iNt; 2.] That eliminates.

\9»i Pali Mall Gat. 13 Sept. 4/1 The eliminating influ-

ence of the battle-field. 1909 IVestni. Gaz. 9 June 14/3 To
face the ordeal of the eliminating competition.

Eliminator. Add : b. Any apparatus which

eliminates a battery (iiigh or low tension or grid

bias) by enabling a wireless to be worked from any

electricity supply.
10x8 Mom. Post 9 July, The rectifier intended for inclusion

in high tension battery eliminators.

Elinvar (e-linvaj). (See quot. 1923.)

1993 Glazebrook's Diet. Applied Physics V. 320/1 Elinvar
(short for e/asticity invariahic) is an alloy of iron and nickel,

with a considerable admixture of other metals or metalloids,

pos.-iessing an invariable modulus of elasticity (Young's

modulus). 1928 J. E. Haswkll floral. 163 Dr. Guillaume's

researches have been continued, however, and in 1913 he
invented an alloy of nickel-steel with a percentage of

chromium, which he has named ' Elinvar ' (derived from
' Elasticity invariable '). X9a9 Daily Tel. 8 Jan, 8/6 Dr.

Charles Edouard Guillaume. .is the_ inventor of three

metallic alloys of great importance, invar, elinvar, and
platinite.

Elizabethanism (/lizabri)aniz'm). [See

-ISM.] Manner or style, ci a particular feature

of these, characteristic of the reign of Queen Eliza-

beth of England (1558-1603).
1895 S. Baker in Li/e{i<)i<i) II. xxxiii.207 He who would

write a translation like those of the Elizabethans must above

all things avoid Elizabethanisms. i^aj Daily News 10

May 9/1 Complaint is heard of bis * affected Elizabethan-

isms'. 1009 Chesterton in D. Figgis K/j. Life Introd.

f).

vii, The latest Elizabethanism has differecf not only

rom the actual Elizabethan work, but from other revivals

of it.

ELUL.

Elizabethlne (/lizabrjiain), a. and sb. [f. the

name of Elizabeth of Hungary (1207-31) -*• -ike 1.]

a. adj. Of or belonging to the order of St. Eliza-

beth, b. sb. A nun of this order.

1909 Catholic Times 12 Mar., She discovered the relics of

St. Elizabeth in the Elizabethine convent in Vienna. Ibid.,

The convent of the Elizabethines in the same city.

Elfcl. Add:
1. b. (U.S. examples of collect, sing.)

1807 Gass Jml. 38 The men . . killed two elk, four deer and
one porcupine. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville (1895) II.

132 After a time they came in sight of a gang of elk. 1850

N. KlNGSLEY Diary log Saw two elk among the tulas. 1890

H. P. Wells City Boys in Woods 108 {Plate) A group of elk.

2. b. In Anglo-Indian use, the Sambur.
1884 W. Rice Indian Game 95 Sambar deer, beautiful

animals one sometimes hears miscalled the elk. 1890 Bakkk
WildBeasts {iBgi) 414 Sambar deer, miscalled elk in Ceylon.

4. elk-hound, a dog of Scandinavian origin speci-

ally adapted for hunting the elk, having a thick

and weather-resisting coat of a grey colour with

black tips, and a thick tail curled over the back ;

elk-wood (U.S. examples).
1878 Kennel Club Stud Bk. 213 Norwegian *Elbehound

[sic\ 1889 Kennel Gaz., Swedish Elk Hound. 1895 Kennel
Club Cnl. (1896) XXIII. 436 Foreign Dogs.. .Norse (Elk-

hound). 1907 R. Leighton New Bk. Dog 491 Prominent
among these varieties [of Norwegian Bear-hounds} is the Elk-
hound, which may be termed the Scandinavian Pointer, for,

as well as for elk and bear-hunting, it is used as a gun-dog for

blackcock. 1908 Kennel Encycl. 1 1. 588 The true Elk or Bear
hound is distinctly by nature a hunting dog, hailing origi-

nally from Swedish Lapland or Jeintland.. .The dogs are

designated by their owners 'Svenske Hunder*. 1814 F. Pursh
Flora Amer. Sept. I. 381 *Elk-wood. Magnolia tripetala.

1834 Southern Lit. Messenger I. 97 The underwood is mostly

streaked maple or elkwood (the Acer Striatum of Michaux).

z88o Harper's Mag. July 182/2 Vines and elk-wood cover

both sides (of the rock).

EU2. Read: U.S. = l. 2 a.

187S Holland Set'enoaks xii. 157 Can't we put on an ell

when we want it ? 1876 ' Mark Twain ' Tom Sawyer ix. 81

A single minute later lie was .. creeping along the roof of

the ' ell ' on all fours. 1904 To.m Watson Bethany (1920)9
So it came to pass that two handsome rooms were built in

the front of the west end of the old house, forming an * cU '

thereto.

attrib, 1891 Howells Mercy 367 Matt could see a light in

the ell-chamber.

Ellagitannic (eladjitae'nik), a. Chem. Also

ellago-. [f. Ellagio + Tannic] Ellagitannic acid,

an acid resembling ellagic acid,-derived from the

tannin of divi-divi and myrobalanes.
1891 Jml. Chem. Soc. LX. n. 918 This new ellagotannic

aci<(,CnHioOio. has already been obtained in an impure
form by Lowe, from the fruit of niyrobalan and divi.divi.

Also Ellagitanuin (elad.^itse'nin).

189s Naturalist 25 Ellagotannin CnHio.OlO, which is

the most highly oxidised of vegetable astringents. 1898

/'roc. Chem. Soc. 104 I'he presence of ellagic acid has also

been detected, and thus besides gallotannin, ellagitannin is

also present.

^Iin.,s6. Add: 2. Dutc}! elm, Ulmus suierosa.

1731 Miller Gard. Diet, dd; 3 The Dutch Elm affords the

worst Timber. iSBi Garden 11 Nov. 419/3 A form of Wych
Elm entitled to specific rank is the Dutch Elm.

5. elm beetle, Elm City (also City of Elms)

U.S. (see quots. ) ; elm butterfly, a butterfly whose

larva feeds on the leaves of the elm, as the comma-
butterfly {Grapta comma-album).
1^6 Field <y Forest U. 12 One [insect] found destroying

the foliage of the elm, pronounced, .to be Gulentca cal-

mariensis, the *elm beetle. 1871 Packard Study Insects

Index 692/1 *Elm butterlly. 1843 >'"'« L<t- l^'S- V'-
328 Some inconsiderate hard-hearted beauty, that was
supposed to reside somewhere in the ' *City of Elms '. 1871

Schklk de Verb Americanisms (1872) 664 New Haven m
Connecticut, is known throughout the United States as *Elm
City, from the number and magnificent size of the elm-trees

that adorn the public squares and most of the principal

streets.

ZSlollilU. Add : o. attrib. = Elohimic a.

1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 637/1 It is still possible to recon-

struct at least the Elohim document. 1886 ibid. XX_. 30/1

The Elohim psalms.. have undergone a common editorial

treatment distinguishing them from the rest of the Psalter.

Elollisin (elou-hiz'm). [f. Klohim-i--ism.] The
worship of Elohim.
1888 Edin. Rev. Apr. 502 It was the task of the great

prophets, .to bring Israel back to the primitive Eloliism of

the patriarchs.

Eloquent, a. Add :

4. Jig. Clearly expressive of.

1873 Proctor Ejcp. Heaven 123 To the Almighty every

atom in infinite space is eloquent of the universe itself.

a 1881 RosSETTi House 0/ Life iv. Close-kissed and eloquent

of still replies. 1885 A. Forbes Souvenirs of some Con-

tinents 208 His whole attitude eloquent of discouragement.

Elsewlience (e-lshwens), adv. Delete \Obs.

rarer^ and add quots.

1864 W. Smith Smaller Lat. Diet. (1S79), Aliunde, adv.

(ali unde) lit. else.whence. 1892 Pall Mall Gaz. 9 Dec. i/s

He has learnt.. not only the lesson of reticence fiom his

Chief, but a certain lesson in vivacity to boot elsewhcncc.

Elul (»-1p1). The name of one of the Jewish

months, being the twelfth of the civil and sixth of

the ecclesiastical year.

1535 CoVERDALE Neh. vi. 15 The wall was fynished on the

fyue & twentyeth daye of the moneth Elul. j6ii Bible

1 Mace. xiv. 27 The eighteenth day of the moneth tim, m
the hundred threescore and twelft yeere. 1753 Chambers



ELUTEIATOR.
CyeL Suppl. 1886 Encycl. Brit, XXI. 126/2 What we do
know from a calendar of the intercalary month Elul II. is

that in that month the 7th, 14th, igth, 21SI, and 28th days
had a peculiar character. 1007 Daily Chron. 10 Aug. 4/6
\Vith the advent of the Jewish month of EIlul, of which to-

morrow is the first day, a religious revival annually takes

place in Jewry.

Elatriator (/li«-tri^it(?j), [f. Elutriate v. +
-on.] An apparatus for elutriatinjj.

igaa Nature CIX. 497^1 Prof. Lowry then showed * A
New Elutriator for Rapid Use ', especially adapted for use

in factories.

£lytrO-| comb, form of Gr. f\vTpov sheath, used
-= Vagina in various medical terms (Billings iWir;/.

Did., etc).

Email (eni^'l). [Fr., « enamel.] Vscd aUrid.

in email-ink, coloured ink used on glass, porcelain,

etc. Bmail ombrant Pottery^ a process in which

the impressions of the design appear as shadows

(see quots.),

1874 Knight 7>zc/. Meck,^ £'/7mr7-(»w<5rrt«/, aprocesswhich
consists in flooding colored but transparent glasses over

designs stamped in the body of earthenware or porcelain.

1880 C. A. Janvier Pract. Keramics 95 In these the

pattern is.. exactly the opposite of the eninux ombrants.
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Evtallink.. .Colored inks

—black, while, red, blue—used with a quill on glass, porce-

lain, ivory, marble, bone, mother of pearl, or metal.

Zimanant (e*manant),j(^, Math, [ad.pres. pple,

of L. imandre to Emanate.] The result of operat-

ing upon a quantic with the operator {p^d/dx +
yd/Jy^-.^X

1853 J. J. Sylvester Math. Papers (1904) I. 5S2 When
the order of the emanant is the same as the degree of the

ftmction (supposed to be rational and integral) from which
the emanant proceeds, the form of the original function is

reproduced in the final emanant. \^6oQks\j&hMath. i*apers

(1891) IV. 604 The coefficients of the successive terms A^,

A"»~V) etc. are said to be the emanants of the quantic

Emanation. Add

:

1, d. Math, The process of finding successive

emanants.
1853 J- J* Sylvester Math. Papers (1904! I, 582 The

process of emanation is one of incessant occurrence in the

theory of invariants. 1856 Cayley Math. Papers (1889) II.

321 The facients (X, K, ...) may be termed the facients of

emanation, or simply the new facients.

5. Chem, The heaviest of the inert gases, an ele-

ment (no. 86) produced byradioactivedisintegration.

X904E. Rutherford Radio-Activity 226 Red-hot magne-
sium would not retain an emanation consisting of radio-

active hydrogen, or red-hot zinc-dust, an emanation con-
sisting of radio-active carbon dioxide. Ibid.^ Since the
matter which produces the phenomena of excited radio-

activity is derived from the emanation of thorium and of
radium, the xxs^xm emanation X <fi''Ci\ be given to it. x^vj

N. V. SiDGwicK Electronic TJu. Valency 7 Radium in

Group II becomes emanation in Group 0.

Emanatist. Delete rare and add attrib.

1866 LiDDON Bampton Led. vii. (1867) 646 These Emana*
tist doctrines. Ibid, 647 The Niceiie Fathers, .were able..

to vindicate for the word its Catholic sense, unaffected by
any Eraanatist gloss.

iSmancipation. Add : 2. a. (U.S. example.)
Emancipation Day^ the day, Jan. i, 1863, when by
President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation

the slaves in the Southern States were declared to

be free.

1834 Southern Lit, Messeng^erl, 88 The abolitionists find

fault with colonization because, say they, its aim is to post-

pone or prevent emancipation. x86x O. W. Norton Ariity
Lett. 29. 1 am fully satisfied, .that it [sc. the war] cannot be
ended without the emancipation proclamation. 1863 Nation
I. 163 (Cent. Diet.) Was the Emancipation Proclamation
legally operative and efficient the moment it was uttered?
IQ05 Hart/ord Courant 3 Jan. 10 The 42nd anniversary of
Emancipation Day was celebrated last evening by the
colored people of this city.

Emanometer (emanp-m^taj). [irreg. f. Ema-
nate V. + -METER.] An instrument which furnishes

a diagnosis of a disease by testing the emanations
of a patient. Also attrib.

igi3 H'estfft. Caz. 2 i\Iar., Boyd's Emanometer. 19*4
Glasgow Herald 23 J.-\n. 8 The emanometer, which, .was
invented by a San Franciscan doctor and improved by
Dr. Boyd, of Glasgow, igaj Hordkr Comm. cone. Electr,
React, 43 Report on Emanometer tests conducted with Dr.
W. G. Boyd at Glasgow, June, 1924.

ZSmbanker (embse-qksj). [f. Embank z'. +
-ER 1.] One who makes an embankment.
1852 Wiggins Etnbanking Zq The embanker may. .always

test the time it will take to freshen and to admit the growth
of clover by experiments on the soil from different spots.

x8^ Contemp. Rev. Aug. 203 Barrowers, ..embankers,, .and
bricklayers.

£mbargO| .f^. Add: embargoact, law ^..9.,

a statute, e.g. that of 1807-8, 1812, and 1813, for-

bidding the clearing of foreign merchant vessels

from any port except by the special permission of
the President.

1809 Repertory (Boston) Jan. 17 (Thornton) The Embargo
laws were called O grab me laws. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV.
301/2 Everything prospered until the Embargo Act of 1808,
cutting off commerce and the coast trade, struck Maine in
a vital point.

Embarkation. 1. attrib. Add quots.
iSgp Wesitn. Gaz.<^ Nov. 10/2 As the ship was about to

sail, investigations were made, and.. (he embarkation officer

328

went aboard to see the supply. 1904 Daily Chron, 6 Sept.

6/7 The embarkation staff at the port.

Embarras, sb. 2. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1814 H. M. Ukackknridgk Views Louisiana 205 At the

distance of every mile or two, . . there are embarras, or rafts,

formed by the collection of trees closely matted, and ex-
tending from twenty to thirty yards. Ibid. 20S Passed an
entbarras, N.E. side, the most difficult since we started.

Emblaze (embl^i-z), sb, [Cf. Emblaze vX\
— I'^MBLAZONBY I b.

189J Harper's Mag. I>XXXIV. 194 Dragons and monsters,
crescents, stars and all the arrogant emblaze of heraldry.

Emblema (emblr-ma). [L. : see Emblem sb.'\

An ornament in relief, either carved or mounted, on
jewellery, vases, etc.

184* W. Smith's Diet. Grk. Sf Rom. Antiq. x88o C. T.
Nk.wton Art ^ a rchsol. 265 Embossed and cut out in out-
line, like the emblemata of later Greek art. 1885 Encycl.
Brit. XIX. 181/1 A seated figure ofAthene—an ' emblema *

soldered on, in very high relief.

Embolic, ^. Add :

2. Embryology. Characterized by emboly ; in-

vaginate.
1885 K R. Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XVJ. 653/r The

embolic Paludina. 1884-5 Shdgwick& HEATHCOTEtr.C/a!Wj'
Zool. 114 The two-layered gastrula is, as a rule, developed
from the blastosphere by invagination (embolic invagination).
1888 R01.LESTON & Jackson Anim. Life p. xxvi, Tbelatter
[sc. larger cells of the blastosphere] undergo invagination or
evtboli^ that is to say they sink inwards, obliterating more
or less completely the blastocoele. The result is an in-

vaginate, or embolic Gastrula.

Embolism. Add :

3. b. Path. An obstruction in a blood-vessel.

(Cf, sense 3 and Embolus 2.)

190a Encycl, Brit, XXXI. 565/2 The small vessels are
sometimes blocked by masses of organisms only, producing
minute embolisms.

4. In the Eucharistic canon of Eastern liturgies

= Embo-lismus 2.

i88x Wr.STcoTT & Mort Creek Test. App. g The embolism,
or expanded last double petition. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.
509/1 The *cation'. . (except in the Nestorian liturgy) con-
cludes with the Lord's Prayer and 'embolism*. 1904 Rock's
Ch. Fathers ri. xi. IV. 105 The Lord's Praj^-er was said as
at the end of the Canon, with its bidding before it and its

embolism after it.

Embolium (emb^'li^m). Eni. [mod.T«, a,

Gr. €fA06\tov insertion, f. iv in + ^oA.-, var. of root

of ^aXXitv to throw.] The marginal part of the

corium in some heteropterous insects.

1889 Cent. Diet. 1895 Comstock Insects 135 Classifica-

tion of the Heteroptera. . .In certain other cases, a narrow
piece on the costal marjiin of the corium is separated by a
suture; this is th^embolium. 1899 G. H. Cmivestf.r /nsects

187 The corium . .in most families reaches to the costa, but
in one is separated from that edge by a narrow emboliutn,

Embracive (embr^isiv), a. [f. Kmbuace v. +
-ivE.] 1. nonce-tise. (See Diet.)

2. Embracing or tending to embrace all. Hence
Embra'cively adv,
1897 Academy 18 Sept., Fiction Suppl. 70/1 'George Du

Maurierin three volumes' would be a fair embracive title.

iB^lVestm.Gaz,a2Apr. 7/2 General Sir W. 01pherts,V.C.,
in replying for ' Tlie Army ' embracively spoke of the
American Army. 1902 Academy 16 Aug. 178/1 The 'cha-
racteristics of the time' and the 'natural lineaments of
contemporary people ' mayhave found noembracive novelist.

X9ao^^/«./Cfr'.Oct. 357 Important deities have been omitted
from this brief catalogue, which is much more representative
than embracive. 1930 /^««cA 18 Jmie 683 Perhaps he is too
embracive, for it is doubtful if Mr. William Nicholson should
be grouped with puiely comic artists.

Embritbite (e*mbrij)3it). Min. [ji. G. em-
brilhit, f. Gr. ifi0ptO^s heavy + -ite 1.] A variety of

boulangerite.

1854 I')ana Syst Min. fed. 4) IL 81. 1883 Encycl. Brit,

XVL 395/1 Plunibosiiu or Embrethite, from Nertchinsk.

Emori'ttle, z'. [f. Em- + Brittlb a.] ^rans.

To render brittle.

190a Encycl. Brit, XXIX, ^74/2 Sudden cooling hardens
and embrittles steel and cast iron. 1903 H. ^L Howe Iron^

Steel, etc 237 The coarsening and embrittling of low-carbon
steel.

Embroidery. Add : 6. attrib. and Comb.
z88o L. HiGGiN tfandbk. Embroidery i. i 'Embroidery

needles' for ordinary crewel handwork. 1883 Caulfeild &
%K>NK\Ko Diet. Needle^vork 197/1 Embroidery needles.. for

canvas work . .are short, thick, and blunt, and theeye is wide
and long. Ibid., Embroidery paste is used for two purposes
in needlework : one to make two materials adhere together,

the other to strengthen and stitfen Embroidery at the back.

1899 Daily News 28 June 8/4 A gigantic embroidery-like
cloth ofgold. X909 Englishwoman .Apr. 232 The lace-making
and eniljroidery industry.

Embryo-, combining form of Gr. €fi0pvov Em-
BRYON, as in z::iul)r7oca*rdia, an affection of the

heart in which its action resembles that of the foetal

heart. E:mbryopla*stic a.j pertaining to or par-

ticipating in the formation of the embryo (Billings

Med. Diet. 1890). E'xnbryoscope, an instrument
for examining embryos ; so E:mbryosco*pic a.

Etmbryospa'stic o., applied to instruments de-

signed to bring away a child from the uterus

without injury. Eiiubryoto'niic a., pertaining to

or used in embryotomy.
X908OSLER& M^Crae ^y^/. Med. IV, 275 Tachycardia

with *enibr5'ocardia exhibits phenomena which correspond
to a prolonged series of extrasystolc, Z908 Practitioner
Feb. 291 With gradual heart weakness and signs of dilata-

EMERGENCE.
tion, the longpause is greatly shortened, the soundsapproach
each other in tone, and have a foetal character {enibryo-
cardia). 1909 Allbutt & Rolleston Syst. Med. VL 409
Thename* embryocardia'..is pedantic if it means merely
a very rapid heart; misleading if it means that the heart
has undergone some reversion to a fetal state. 1889
Geddes & Thomson Evol. Sex 103 The minute area oC
formative protoplasm [that] the observers of to-day look
down upon through their *enibryoscopes. sSzS Lancet 5 Apr.
4/2 A case requiring the use of *embryospastic instruments.
Ibid., Instruments.. designed to bring away the child by
reducing its bulk, and those again which are intended to
abstract the fcetus without injury. .the latter may be called
the embrj'ospastic instruments, the former the *embryotomic.

Embryogenical (e:mbri£7d5e-nikal), a. [See
-ICAL.] = KMBIIYOGEMC.
1895 Pop, Sci. Monthly July 395 Degeneration in general

results from embryogenical troubles.

Em,bryoma (embri^u-ma). PI, -m.ata. Path.
[f. Embkyo -f- *-0MA.] A tumour composed of foetal

tissues.

1903 J. H. Teacher in Jml. Ohstet. 9f Gynxcol. July 54
Either at once (congenital tumours) or after an interval
(mixed tumours of later life) this developes into an imperfect
organism—a teratoma or embryoma. 1906 Practitioner
Nov. 66^ y. Bonncy.. derives teratomata and embryomata,
..not originating in pregnancy, from cell seclusions formed
normally, or abnormally, during embryonic life.

Embryonically (embrif7-nikaU), adv. [f.

Embryonic a. : see -ically.] In (the) embryo.
1883 M. Foster & F. M. Balfour Embryol, (ed. 2) 255

The atrophy of the dorsal section of the embryonically large
canal of the spinal cord. 1899 E. Griffith-Jones Ascent
through Christ 377 In prophecy He was as it were cmbryoni-
c-tUy incarnated.

EmbryoniferonS (embrii?ni-fer3s), a. Bot,
[f. Embkyo + -(i)fekous.] Producing or bearing
an embryo.
i8i9_ LiNDLEY tr. Ricliard's Observ. Fruits ^ Seeds 29 An

examination of the embryonlferous cavity. 1834 R. Browm
Misc. Bot. iVks. (1866) 1. 570 The remains of the embryoni-
ferous areolae, from four to six in number, were still visible.

Embus (embys), v, [f. Em- i a + Bus sb.y after

embark.^ a. intr. To mount a bus or transport

vehicle, b. trans. To transport by * bus '.

19*5 [see *Debus]. x^x-j Daily Tel. 13 Sept. 10/5 Using
the mechanised transport thus released for embussmg the
headquarters. 1929 D. Rorie Medico's Luck vii, 141 On
the 24th July we left Clairmarais for Lederzeele, and 'em-
bussed '. .for the XVIII Corps.

Embusc[ll6 (anb/Vsk^). [subst, use of pa. pple.

of F. embtisquerXo ambush.] One wiio escaped
war service by working in a government office or

the like ; a * Cuthbert '.

1920 Blaclnv. Mug. May 586/2 These particular embitsquh,
who made Egypt a byword during the War. 19*6 Spectator
7 Aug. 207/2 The best scenes are those between the poor
embusqui and his wife.

Emerge, ^' 4. Add : Also said of the pro-
duction of a type by such a process as evolution.
191a G. E. Smith in Rep. Brit, Assoc. 582 When the true

mammal emerged.

Emergence. 2. Add: Also said of the result

of an evolutionary process : cf. prec.
191a G. E. Smith in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 577 Th'e gradual

emergence of human traits from the uncouth simian features

of our ancestors, xpia Geddf.s & Thomson Evolution 102
It is undeniably difficult to discover the factors in his
emergence and ascent.

Emergency. Add

:

4. c. Cricket, etc. An emergency man, a sub-

stitute.

1862 in W. G. Grace Cricketing Reniin. \. (1899) 12 With
this ball (presented by M.CC. to E. M. Grace), he got
every wicket in 2nd innings, in the match played at
Canterbury, August 14, 15, 1862, Gentlemen of Kent v.

M.C.C. for whom he played as an emergency, and in which*
going in first, he scored 192 not out.

6. Now esp. in general adj. sense 'used, issued,

called upon, or arising in an emergency ',

1896 Daily Chron. 1 5 Aug. 1 1/6 She had been asked by the
medical officer to take charge of the emergency brandy.
1898 Daily Nezvs 13 May 5 ''2 The emergency ration is never
served out for more than five days consecutively. 1900
yml. Soc. Arts 21 Sept. S02 2 The fitting of emergency
brakes. 1903 Voung Eugineer I, 47/2 Doors are provided
both for regular use and as emergency exits. 1903 IVestm.
Gaz. II Sept. 8/1 Directly the current between the Bank
Station and the stations as far as the British Museum was
cut off, an emergency current was turned on. 1904 Baltimore
A tnerican 13 June 6 The emergency offices of the Baltimore
American. 1904 F. F. Moore Origijtal Woman xxiv. He
was a man who always had at hand an emergency exit

opening outward by which he could escape from any situation

that was getting too hot for him. 1915 Lit. Digest (N.Y.)

21 Aug. 348/1 All of the [beaver-lponds are equipped with
' emergency exits ' in the form of holes in the bank. 19*0
Act 10 Geo. V c. $ {title) An Act to continue temporarily

certain emergency enactments. 1921 Diet. Occup, Tervts

(1927) § 729 Emergency 7nan..z. tramway conductor..who
is held in readiness to replace anyone of depot cashier's

assistants who may be on leave or sick. 1925 A. S. .M.

Hutchinson One Increasing Purpose i. xx, ' Have you a
girl on your staff called Glade? ' * Not on my staff... Miss
Glade i^ one of my emergency-calls. 1 get her when I want
her, if she isavailable.* i^a6\\.X>v.K?\KGSorrell ifSonxxKt
He asked you to do an emergency job for him in the theatre.

1929 Star 21 Aug. la'i Glamorgan's emergency bowlers.

6. Bot. = Emergence 4.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 90/2 When the cells of hairs are

hardened by thickening of the cell-wall, .they are caMed
Prickles. .. By some these arc not considered as hairs, but

are termed emergencies.



EMERGENT.

Emergent. B. sb, 1. Add : In wider use

:

Soraethini^ that emerges.

19*0 Challenge 15 Oct. 337/3 The growing estrangement
(between England and Ireland] which is the mildest emer-
gent from the tragedy. 1918 Joad Future of Life vi. 105
I'he mind is an * emergent ' uf>on the combination of two
constituents—namely the body and what Professor Broad
calii the ' psychic factor '.

*

Emeritus, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1794 U,S* Register (Pbllad.) 119 Emeritus professor of
divinity.

Emersonian (emars^a'niSn), a, and sb. [f.

the name of the American author Ralph Waldo
Emerson ^1803-1882) + -IAK,]

A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

Emerson or his writings. B. sb. An admirer or

follower of Kmerson. Hence Emerso'ziiaiiiBni.
1851 Family Friend }\i\y 120 2 {title) Emersonian IVea-

sures. iSyoGentl. Mag. July 160 He 'planted himself, in

Emer<«>nian language, 'upon his instincts*. 1883 Century
-1/<if. XXVII. 930 It is hard to reconcile Arnold's criticism of
Emerson's poetry with what many of us feel to be its beauty
and value. It is irritating to Emersonians to be compelled
to admit that his strain lacks any essential quality. 1884

J. Hawthobnk in N. Auier. Rev. Aug. 166 To be Emer.
sonian is to be American. 1888 Atheuxufii 24 Mar. 372/3
In later life he \sc. A. H. Alcoit] went about the American
cities as a peripatetic philosopher, displaying in •conversa-

tions 'the Emersonian* jewels and Transcendental wares,

1918 Hist. Auier. Lit. I. 352 The volatile and heady liquid

known as Emersonianism.

Emery, sb. Add : 1. b. A case containing

emery : of. emery bag (below).
1900 Mary E. Wilkiss Lcve of Parson Lord 47 Her

scissors, her emery, her thread were on the ground, ibid,

49 An emery of painted velvet in an ivory case.

3. emery grinding^ shaping; emery bag (see

quot. 1895); emery-cake, a compound of emery
and beeswax ; emery planer, a planer having an
emery wheel as a cutter instead of a blade.

189s Funk's Stand. Diet., *Emery hag, a small bag or
case filled with emery ; used for keeping needles bright and
clean. 1905 Daily Chron. 6 Apr. 4/7 A minority of Engli<ih-

women who chafed against their educational inequalities,

who loathed their emery-bag destiny. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts
(ed. 4) I. 644 *Emery-cake consists of emery mixed with
a little beeswax. 1884 Knight Diet, Meek. Suppl., •Emery
Grinding Machine. 190a Encycl. BHt. XXVIII. 154/1
Emery (grinding operations may be divided into four classes.

1883 Ibid. XV. 157/1 Emery wheels are now mounted for use
in a great many different wa)*^,—either on slide-rests as
turning toolst in *emery planers and *emery shaping
machines.

Emigrant, sb. Add : Frcq. atirib, in sense * of,

pertainmg to, or used by emigrants', as emigratU
campj caKf company^ road^ shtpy trail, vessel.

184a Amer. Almanac (Boston) 321 The emigrant ship
called the Govenior Fenner, .comes in collision with the
Nottingham Steamer. 1845 Frkmont ^.i-^^t/. 107 The usual
emigrant road to the mountains. Ibid. 133 The edge of
the wood.. was dotted with the white covers of emigrant
waeons. Ibid. 179, I bad determined to leave the emigrant
trail. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mts. (1859) 30 Here, most of
the . . emigrant companies 1 emain encamped for several weeks.
1849 Farkman Oregon Trail to$Thc white tents and wagons
of an emigrant camp. 1851 Mass. Acts \ Res. 314 The con-
sequence IS, that emigrant vessels discharge at New York.
1858 Penn. RmI Road Annual Rep. 14 'i'he rolling slock

.
..consisted, .of 31 Emigrant Cars. 1883 Nyk Baled Hay
t6 The tourists.. got them onto the emigrant train.

Emilian (/mi-Uan), a. and sb. Also 9 .^milian.
[f. Emilia 'r-h.^^ Of or i>ertaining to Emilia, a
department of Northern Italy; a native or inhabi-

tant of Emilia ; the dialect of Italian spoken there.
i<S6o E. Warcupp Italy l 82 At Piacenza begins the

Emilian Way. 1776 Gibbon DecL ff F. xiv. (1782J I. 505
From Milan to Rome, the v^milian and Flaminian high-
ways offf^red an easy march of about four hundred miles.
Z878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 701/1 The dialects, .ofUpper Italy,

tiiclndine Genoese, Picdmonte:se, Venetian, Emilian, and
Lombard. iWofbtd. XIII. 435/1 The side of the Apennines,
where the great Emilian Way . . preser^ es an unbroken
straight line from Rimini to Piacenza. Ibid. 493/1 Charac-
teristic of the Piedmontese, the Lombard, and the Emilian
is the continual elision of the unaccented final vowels. Ibid.,

Gallo-lialian and more specially Emilian characteristics.

t9g2G.A.G»E,Eiiz Hal. Lyrists Introd.p. xxx. The Tuscans,
Emilians, and Romans must l>e classed together. 1904 E. O.
Gaidner Duk^s ff Poets in Ferrara 10 Transfigured in the
glow of an Emilian sunset.

Emission. 3. (Earlier Amer. example.)
i7»9 Franklin Pafier Currency W)a, 1905 11. 141, 1 appeal

to those immediately concerned, .whether Land has not
risen very much since the first Emission of what Paper
Currency we now have.

Emissivitv (rmisi-vTti). [f. Emissive + -itt.]

Emissive or radiating power of heat or light ; spec,

in Physics (see quot. 1902).
x88o Encycl. Brit. X I. 577/3 We define thermal emissivity

as the quantity of heat per unit of time. Ibid, The first

thoroughly trustworthy experiuients giving emissivities in
absolute measure. 1684 Tait Light 248 We now define the
emissivity of a body at a given temperature, for a particu-
lar radiation^ as the ratio of tts emission of that radiation
to the emission of the same radiation by a black body at
the same temperature. 1891 Proe. Royal Soc. L. 166 The
'ITiermai Kmi&sivity ofThin Wires in Air. 190s Encycl.Brit.
XXVII. 189/2 Fourier defined another constant expressing
the rate of loss of heat at a bounding surface per degree
of difference of temperature between the surface of (he body
and its surroundings. This he called External Conductivity,
but the term Emiuivity is more convenient.

329

Emj.t, V. 6. (Earlier Amer. examples relating
to currency.)
17x6 ymls Ho. Repr, Mctss. I. 160 An Act for the making

and Emitting the Sum of One Hundred Thousand Pounds
in Bills of Credit on this Province. 1775 Jmls, Cont. Con-
Sress III. 390 Report the number and denomination of the
bills to be emitted.

Emjua, used in telephone communications and in
the oral transliteration of code messages for ;«, as
in emmagee, for m.g. = machine gun ; acJ^ emma, for

a.m. = ante meridiem; pip emma, for p.m. = post
meridiem ; loc emma, for /. m. = trench mortar.
191^9 If^ar Slang in Atliemeum 18 July 632/2 ' Emma

Gee *, * Tock Emma ', and a host of others. 19*0 Blackw.
Mag. Oct. 468/1 'I'hey can bet on tools being downed by
three pip emma signal time.

Em.menagOgue, a. Delete + Obs. and add

:

i86i BENTi.Ev"/a«. Bot.6-2S Petiveriaalliacea is reputed
sudorific and emmenagogue. 1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat.
Med 232 Myrrh . . is supposed to possess antispasmodic and
emmenagogue properties. 1887 Moloney Forestry W. Afr,
328 All parts of this plant are said to be emmenagogue.

Emm.enthaler (e-mantabi). [Name of loca-
lity in Switzerland.] A variety of pressed cheese
resembling gruyere.

x^fo* Encycl. Brit. XXVI I. 355/2 Of the varieties ofcheese
made in Switzerland, the best known is the Emmentlialer,

Emm.er (e-maj). [Upper G. emmer (OHG.,
M HG. anier\'\ A species of wheat. Also atirib.
«9ai G. A. F. Knight Nile <V Jordan \\\. yz One of the

names of the primitive *emmer-com' in Babylonia was
bututtu, which is akin to the Egyptian bbti. i9a4 J. A.
Thomson Science Old ff Kevj xliii. 250 According to Aaron-
sohn, there is strong evidence for regarding the Hermon
wheat as the ancestor of Eminer. 1998 V. G. Childr Most
Anc.Easi ii. 43 The wild ancestor of emmcr wheat {Triti-
cum dicoccum with fourteen chromosomes) is alleged to
grow native in Western Persia and Mesopotamia, in Syria
and Palestine.

Emotionable (/mJa-Jsnab'l), a. [f. Emotion
+ -ABLE.] = Emotional 2.

1889 Univ. Rev. III. 46 The secret of his supremacy over
an emotionable nation. 1893 H. W. Lucy in Daily Neivs
6 May 5/5 Mr. Asquith, not ordinarily an emotionable man.

Emotionlessness (/'mJo'janlesnes). [f. Euo-
TiONLESS + -NESS.] The character or condition of
being emotionless.
i9ai T. R. Glover Jesus in Exper. ofMen xiii. 219 One

of their ideals was 'Emotionlessness . X9S6 Chambers^

s

Jml, 357/1 The whole face bad a suggestion of emotion-
lessness acquired by habit.

Empathy (e*mpaj)i). Psychol, [Rendering
(after Gr, ilivaBtia) of G. ein/Uhlung (Lipps), f.

ein in +/iih/ung feeling] The power of entering

into the experience of or understanding objects or
emotions outside ourselves.
I9xa Academy 17 Aug. 209 '2 [Lipps] propounded the

theory that the appreciation of a work of an depended upon
the capacity of the spectator to project his personality into
the oi-tjcct of contemplation. One had to ' feci oneself into
it '...This mental process he called by the name of Eifi/lik-

lung, or, as it has been transl.itcd, Empathy. 1913 J. M.
iJALowiN Hist. Psychol. II. 126 note, * /Esthetic semblance '

is the equivalent of * empathy*. 19*8 'Rkbi-xca West'
Strange Necessity 102 The active power of emp.ithy which
makes the creative artist, or the passive power of empathy
which makes the appreciator of art. iQa8 Observer 29 July
5 Joyce, like Proust, is the possessor ola violent empathy.

Empennage (empc-ned^). [Fr., f. empenner
to feather (an arrow).] An arrangement of stabi-

lizing planes at the stem of an aeroplane or airship;

aUo, the tail-surfaces or tail-plane.

X909 A. Bf,«get Conquest of Air 11. 1. 132 The empennage
will comprise a surface placed well to the rear of the sus-

tainiiig surface, .to which it will be joined. 191 1 Aero Nov.
332/1 The construction of the empennage or fixed * non-
lifting* tail plane. 191s S. L. Wai-KDkn Aerofilanes in
Gusts xW.^s'Wxis. .only defmes the path AH more oDstinately

than before, unless the empennage is made with considerable
spread in the fore-and-aft direction. X9a6 Chambers's "frnl.

*fio/ 1 In every aeroplane the tail unit or 'empennage ' com-
prises the rudder,, .the elevators,, .and the tiii.

Emperor. Add: 4. b. elUpt. iox emperorfisk^
emperor pengttin,
19*7 7V///«(weekly ed.) 3 Feb. 115/3 The King penguins.,

are, next to the Emperors, the largest of the family, i^ao
S. E. Napier in Times 2 Aug. 14/1 ' Emperors', beautiful
fish of about 30 lb., and of a rich red colour all over.

6. emperor fish, a brilliant-coloured chsetodont

food Ash ; emperor goose, a goose of Alaska,
Philctcte canagica, having handsomely variegated

plumage ; emperor pengruin, the largest of the

penguin family, Aptefwdytes imperator.
1896 LvDKKKER Royal Nat. Hist. V. 344 The splendidly-

coloured *emperor-fish (lI[olacantliusj imperator) . .mngcs
from the east coast of Africa to the Indianaiid Malayan seas.

iB^a CouKS AVy A*. Amer. Birds 283 Painted Goose.
*Emperor Goose. Wavy bluish-gray, with lavender or lilac

tinting. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVII f. 492 '"Emperor' and
' King ' Penguins. 1895 Lvdkkkf.r RoyalNat. Hist. I V. 546
The king.peni;uin..aod the still larger emperor-penguin.
1905 R. F. Scott Voy. * Discov.'' I. 148 A small colony of

Emperor penguins in process of moulting exhibited the most
dishevelled appearance.

Emphasizer (cmfasdizsj). [f. Emphasize v,

+ -EB*.] One who or that which emphasizes.
1887 Outing (U.S.) X. iti/i By way of an emphasizer,

striking the table a blow with bis fist. i9sa H. W. Fowler
in S.P.E. Tract No. XI 20 We have come to such a pass
with this empbasLicr [sc. literally] that [etc.].

EMPIRE.

E'nipb,asizing, vbi. sb. [f. Emphasize v. +
-ING *.] The action of the verb.
1888 Mrs. H. Ward Robt. Elsmere i. vi, The emphasising

rather than the surrender of self.

Emphatic. 1. Add : Also sb. pi. Emphatic
words or phrases.

1873 Gilbert More ' Bab ' Ballads, Lost Mr. Blake iii,

I have known him to indulge in profane, ungentlemanly
emphatics. 1905 Daily Chron. 23 Oct. 3/4 His emphatics,
his luxuriant indulgence in the use of the ' and '.

Em.piecement (emp/'sment). [ad. F. em-
piecemenl, f em- = en- -^pike Piece sb. -f- -ment.]
A piece of ornamental material inserted in a gar-
ment as a trimming.
1899 Daily Ne-Ms 26 Jan. 6/3 The cape matched the dress,

and Its empiecement and storm collar were covered with
steel embroidery. 190Z IVestm. Gaz. 17 Apr. 3/r The skirt of
this costume has the popular empiecement about the waist.

19*7 Observer 13 Mar. 25 Empiecements in artistic and
other geometrical designs are inserted on some, bars of a
contrasting material on others.

Em.pire, sb. Add

:

5. b. The Empire :
(J>)

Great Britain with its

colonies and dependencies ; the British Empire.
(Cf. British Empire : see *British a. 2 b.)

177a R. Cumberland Advt. to Fashionable Lover p. vi,

Wherever..! have made any attempts at novelty, I have
found myself obliged to dive into the lower class of men, or
betake myself to the out-skirts of the empire. 1776 Adam
Smith \V. N. v. iii, II. 586 Countries which contribute
neither revenue nor military force towards the support of
the empire. 1847 in J. C. Byrne Tivelve Years IVand. Brit.
Colonies {1848) II. iii. 86 'Ihis gentleman asked whether the
colony was to remain the sink-hole of the empire. x86a
Englishwoman's Dom. Mag. Jan. 136 'The Hope of the
Empire '—the Prince of Wales. 1900 J. Chamberlain in
Daily Nevus 25 Oct. 4/4 Was it too much to say that in this
last twelve months the Empire had been bom anew? z9oa
Earl of Mkath in Times 18 July 8/3 Their fellow-subjects
in other portions of the Empire. 1904 Daily Chron. 15 Nov.
6/7 Lord Roscbery, in his capacity of principal j^uest at a
dinner of the Oxford Colonial Club last night, replied to the
toast of the • Empire '. 19x7 R. Muir Char. Brit. Empire
13 The British Navy has made the growth of the Empire
possible.

(f) the rule of Napoleon Bonaparte as Emperor of
the French, 1804-14, or the period of this.

1830 W. Hazlitt Life Nap. Buonaparte III. 114 If the
reign of terror excited their fears and horror, the establish-

ment oftheEmpire under Buonaparte seemed even agreater
affront and encroachment on tlieir pride and privileges.

190J J. H. Rose Life Napoleon 1 1. 470 At Metz the troops
and populace fretted against the Empire and its pretentious
pomp. Z904 R. M. Johnston Nxpoleon viii. iii In 1805
began the first of the three great cycles of the wars of the
Empire. Z9a4 R. B. Mowat Diplom. Napoleon xiii. 1^2
Bonaparte had ushered in the Empire by proclaiming his
contempt for the law of nations.

8. empire-lmilder, -bttilding, -grown adj., -maker

^

-making'. Empire City U.S. (examples) ; Em-
pire Day, May 24, the birthday ofQueen Victoria,

usually observed as a (school) holiday in the British

Empire, and instituted as a memorial ofthe assistance
given by the colonies to the mother country in the
South African war of 1 899-1 902 ; Empire Mar*
keting Board, a body set up to superintend and
promote the development of the market in Great
Britain for the produce of the dominions ; Empire
State 6'^.5'. (examples); empire-waistedrt., having
a waist of a type fashionable under the French
Empire.
1894 Westm. Gaz. 30June 6/t A reference to Mr. Cecil

Rhodes 's work as *empne-builder. 1909 Visct. Moblev in
IVestm. Gaz. 10 June 7/ 1 As if Shakespeare and Burns and
Bunyan and Swift and all the rest of that superb gallery
were not the greatest of British Empire-builders. 1898
Daily Ne7vs 13 Aug. 6/1 His exploits in the *Empire-
building Hue. 1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest <V Sunshine
xvi. 104 When you return, I shall probably be looking on
the dust, smoke, and chimneys of the *Empire City. 1857
W. Chandless Visit Salt Lake II. v. 22a The mint julep,
that in the Crescent City you may enjoy for ten cents, costs
you twelve and half in the Empire city. 1904 N. Y. Tribune
24 Oct. 5 Thursday's formal opening of the subway will mark
a distinct red letter day even in the miglity rubric of the
Empire City, looa Times 18 July 8/1 L^rd Meath.. wrote
suggesting that May 24.. should be observed as an oHicial

holiday under the title of '*Empire Day'. 1905 Earl of
Meath Addr. Exeter Hall 24th May 11 'i'he 'Empire
Day ' movement desires to promote amongst the rising

generation a deeper sense of patriotic and of civic duty.
X901 Empire Rev. I. 370 A concession in support of •Empire-
grown wine. 1903 Daily Chron. 5 Dec. 4/4 Whether we
had * Empire.grown ' cotton, or depended chiefly on Ameri-
can supplies. 1903 Westm. Gas. i June 12/3 Gazing out
across the silent waters at the granite hills that have seen
the passage ofhow many *empire-makers. 18^ Daily News
zg Jan. 5/2 Mr. Rhodes is an *Empire-making man. 19*7
Daily Tel. 5 Mar. 8/7 The 'Empire Marketing Board for the
development of the market for Dominion produce in Great
Britain. iZ^^ KnickerbockerMag. V.51 Showhimthepublic
worksof the *Empire State, as wellastboseof Pennsylvania.
1841 J. Q. Adams in Congress, Globe Sept. App. 433 If there

is an ' Empire State ' in this Union, it is Delaware, .[butj

if my forty friends from New York choose to call it the

Empire Slate, I will not quarrel with them, i860 Leisure
Hour 29 Nov. 765/2 Illinois, the 'Empire State' of the

mighty West. 186a Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 693
Ours is now the Empire State of the West. 1889 Fakmrr
Atnericanisms s.v., The term Empire State 0/ the South

has been applied to Georgia. X903 N. Y. Even. Post, The
saloon men of Tennessee have not, perhaps, the literary

finish .. of their brethren in the Empire State, a 1910



EMFLACE.
*0. Hesby* Sijt*s 4- Sevens xiii. 146 High-coIIared, baggy,

*empire-waisted, ample-skirted.

b. Applied to styles of furniture, etc. character-

istic of the period of tlie French Empire (see

1879 Eficycl. Brit, IX. 849/3 The 'empire' style, a stiff,

affected classicalism, prevailed in France during the reign of

Napoleon. X889 R. Brook Elem. Style Fumit. 20 As in

all other French styles, * Empire ' was closely imitated in this

country. //•«/., It is impossible to have a better authority on

'Empire' Furniture, than the book of designs published in

Paris, by the architects, Percier and Fontaine, in 1809. 1901

E. Singleton /^7/r«i/. ofour Forefathers U. 573 Empire sofa

owned by Mrs. William Young, Baltimore, Md. 1904 H. E.

BissTEAD Fumit. Styles x. 116 It is never difficult to de-

termine what is Empire. 1905 A. Havden C/iats on Old
Fumit. 208 ITie wood used for., Empire cabinets is rich

mahogany.

Emplace, z'. Delete rare^ and add quots. m
spec, sense of providing an emplacement for guns.

X900 Daily Netus 23 Jan. 3/2 This morning the Boers em-
placed a five-pounder at the brick fields, and proceeded to

drop shells into the market square. 3904 Daily Chron.

28 May 5/4 A series ofbatteries, strongly emplaced, crowded

the crest of the hill. 1915 J. Buchan Hist, t^FarV. 26 They
had an ordinary range of four to five miles, and this allowed

them to be emplacwi well to tlie rear out of any danger
from the enemy.

Umplane (empl^-n), z-. [f. Em- i a + *PLANB
j^.3] ^rans. and £«/n To take or go on board an

aeroplane,
1923 Westm. Gaz. 2July 3/2 Two Vickers-Victoria machines

arrived, and emplaned the distressed garrison. X930 Air
July 292 The Prime Minister and Miss Ishbel MacDonald
emplaning for a week-end in Edinburgh.

ZSmpleoiuailia {Q-mpltome^'ma). [Sp., t, em^
pleo employ -t- Mania.] A mania for holding public

office.

1878 Lowell in Century Mag. (1898) Nov. 144/' The em-
pleomania^ which is the dry-rot of^ Spain. 1920 Glasgo^v

Herald n-^ Oct. 12 The evil which has sapped the vigour of
so many nations—'empleomania*—has made its insidious

way into British administrative departments. 1922 Ibid,

4 Jan. 4 This creed, adoption of which begets the insanity of
empleomania . . has had a stranglehold upon the whole I bero-

American Continent.

Xlmploy, sb. Add : 4. An owner or body of

owners of a ship. U,S, Naut.
X840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxxi. 291 note^ So high was

the reputation of *the employ' \sc. the owners of the bhip]

among men and officers.

ZSmployability (emploiiabl*liti). [f. Em-
ployable •¥ -ITY.] The character or quality of

being employable.
1926 A M. Carr-Saunders Eugenics vii. 157 Categories

(a) and (b) of employability account for 89-4 per cent, of the

men and 88-2 per cent, of the women. 1937 Daily Tel.

28 June 7/2 The scheme, .is for the purpose of so improving
the general employability of young unskilled men.

Employee. Delete rare exc. U.S^ and add
pronunciation (eraploiv') and quots.:

1891 Pall Mall Gaz. 23 Oct. 2/1 To arrange a forty-eight

hour week for the few binders, while retaining the fifty-four

hours for the bulk of the employees. 1906 Daily Chron,

9 May 5/5 'I don't like this affectation of "employee *",

observed Judge Addison, in the Southwark County Court.
* I prefer' English words.' J909 Ibid. 15 Dec. 1/3 The em-
ployee shares in the company are 50,000 of j^i each, 1928
Britain^s Indttstr. Future (Lib. Ind. Ing.) in. Argt. 141 The
stimulation of employee-ownership under schemes of profit-

sharing and investment by employees.

U In U.S. now often written employe, employ.
1923 Childs& Cornell 0^« ^rf/;/iVHV/r. 258 The training

of a new employe. 1930 Herald-Examiner -y:* }unG,']l\\Q.

3,400 employes of the Elgin National Watch Company went
on a vacation Friday. 1930 Chicago Daily News 25 Aug.,
The first annual picnic of employes of The Daily News and
their families.

Zimpresse (anpr^s^^a. [Fr., pa. pple. o( em-
presser, f. em- — en- +presser to Pbess.] Eager,

zealous.

^837 J. F. Cooper Recoil. Eur. 11. 42 Exceedingly enf
iressees in their manner towards the Great Unknown. 1877
X. W. M- LocKHART Mine is Thine xvii. (1879) 160 (Stan-
ford) Be low, be depressed, but , at the right moment, empress^
and earnest. 1906 W. De Morgan Joseph Vance xxxiii. 325
' Was he very emptesse in his manner? I asked. * Spooney,
do you mean?'

Emptin^, vbl. sb. (Examples.)
1839 Mrs. Kirkland Neiv Home xviii. 120 Mrs. Double-

day,. keeps her husband's house, .in unexceptionable trim.

Her entptin's are the envy of the neighbourhood. [For
1884 read 1848.] 1889 RosR T. Cookk Steadfast vi. 74
Everybody wanted some of her ' empt'ins ' to set their own.
1902 C1.APIN Diet. Amer, 173 To run e7nptins, to show signs
of not holding out well, as for instance a speech or an enter-
prise of any kind.

£mpty, a. and sb. B. sb. Add : An empty
cab or taxi ; an empty house or premises.
a i8m L. Hunt in Personal Traits Brit. Authors {iZ^s)

241, I found him[ff.acabman]returningfromHammersmith,
and he said as an empty he would take me for half-fare.

1005 IVestm. Gaz. 23 Aug. 8/2 Property Owners throughout
tne various .suburbs of London are making loud complaint
of the steady increase in the proportion of ' empties '.

£mpy6Ilia>. The more frequent pronunciation

is now (empaiirma).

£lUIlla«Xlt (cmizXlant). [a. L. mmuiant-., ?eviu-

lans, pr. pple. oimmuldri to rival.] One who emu-
lates ; a rival.

1878 Scribner's Monthly XV. 212/1, I.. could not avoid
lurtive glances, every now and then, at the emulants.
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Emnlsifier (/mtrlsifaiiaj), Chem. [f. Emul-
sify + - ER 1.] An agent which effects the emulsifica-

tion of a fixed oil.

1888 Chemist ff Druggist XXXII. 28 '2 An Emulslfier
Wanted. 190a C.J. S. Thompson Pract. Dispensing 28 When
making an emulsion the oil to be emulsified should be added
to the emulsifier. 1928 Manchester Guardian Weekly 26 Oct.

323/4 Milk.. is being produced in increasing quantities from
an ' emulsifier ',

Enmlsion. Add : 4. Photog. A mixture con-

sisting of a silver compound held in suspension in

collodion or gelatin, used in coating plates, films,

etc. Also attrib.

xZTI English Mechanic 23 Nov. 261/2 Emulsions.. con.
sisting of collodion and silver, ready for pouring upon plates.

1878 Abnev Treat. Photogr. 115 All the different varieties

of the emulsion processes. Ibid. 153 If a glass plate has to
be coated with the emulsion, the same directions as those
given for coating emulsion plates should be followed. 1908
IVestfn, Gaz. 18 Jan. 14/2 The emulsion side of the film or
plate. Ibid. 25 July 14/2 This positive can be made on a
silver emulsion plate. 1921 Dict.Cccup. Terms {,\^^i) § 148.

XSmulSOid (irn2?-lsoid). Chem. [f. Emuls(ion
-J--OID.] A colloid capable of redissolving after

desiccation at ordinary temperatures.
1918 Webster Addenda. 19*5 J. Alexander Colloid

Chem. 27 The reversible colloids are therefore called ennd-
soids and the irreversible colloids suspensoids.

En (en). The name ofthe letter N. In Printings

the half square, formerly of the type n, used as a

unit for measuring the amount of printed matter in

a line, page, etc. Also attrib. (Cf. Em.)
1785 in Stower Printer's Grajn. xvii. (1808) 419 The ems

and ens at the beginnings and ends of the lines not to be
reckoned in the width. 1793 Ibid. 419 That em and en
quadrats, .be included, 1888 Pall Mall Gaz. 10 Sept. 11/2

The 'justifier*. .spaces out the lines with great regularity

and in so short a time that 20,000 ens per hour is about
the average output. 189c P^-inters" Register 7 Dec, 49,000
American ems, equal to 98,000 English ens. 1921 Glasgozv

Herald 22 Feb. 10 The first scale paid to linotype operators

was 3d. per thousand 'ens'.

En (an). [Fr. prep., «=in; as (a).] En atten-

dant, inthe meantime. En avant, forward. En axe
(seequot.)- En barbette : seeBAEBETTE. Enclair,
in ordinary language (not in cipher). En cceur, in

dressmaking, heart-shaped, V-shaped. En coquille

(seequot. 1882). En d^shabill^, ia undress; also

Jig. (see Dishabille). En Evidence, in evidence,

in the forefront, conspicuous(ly). En famille, in

or with the family, as one of the family, at home.
En fSte, in festival array, keeping holiday. En
garden, as a bachelor. En grand seigneur,

like a lord. En grande tenue, in full dress. En
I'air, *in the air

' ;
(of troops) unsupported. En

noir, on the black side. En pantoufles, lit. * ia

slippers', hence, in a free and easy atmosphere.

En pension, as a boarder. En permanence,
permanently. En plein air, in the open air. En
prince, like a prince, in a princely manner. En
prise ChesSj in a position to be taken. En rap-

port, in harmony or sympathy (with'). Enrdgle,
in due form. En retraite, in retirement, on half

pay. En revanche, in return, as a quid pro quo.

En route: see Route sb, 5. En suite: see

Suite 5. En ventre sa mdre, in the womb, un-

born. En ville, away from home. Also En bloc,

En tout CAS.

1743 H. V/alfolk Lett. (1857) I. 276, 1 hope in time tohave
poems upon him-.-^^'w attendant, I have sent you some
pamphlets to amuse your solitude. 1800 Maria Edgkworth
Belinda xu. En attendant here are your two hundred
guineas. 1816 J. Simpson Visit to Flanders^ 181$ (ed. 4)

122 The man who, when the lives of others were concerned,

could only cry, * *en avant, en avant '. 1823 Byron in Moore
Lett. ^ Jrnls. (1875) 935 But never mind

—

en avant\ live

while you can. 1852 tr. Bourrienne's Mem. N. Bonaparte
xiv. 176 (Stanford) 'Very well', said the chief consul, ''en

OKfaw/—let us proceed'. 1901 '^.Sim^gvs. Diet. Archit. \q%l'2

A monument is said to be *en axe with a street when the

centre line of the street passes through the centre of the

monument. Two rooms are said to be en axe, or an opposite

window or door, or two opposite doors, are said to be en axe
when the axis of the room, pavilion, wing, or whole building

passes through them, or even when ihey are centred upon
one another with deliberate care to bring them exactly

opposite, 1897 *en clair [in use at the Foreign Office]. 1928
Daily Tel, 17 July 10/7 Making 'enclair* wireless signals,

1874 Echo Dec. (Stanford) Opened *en ca^r or square, 1882

Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework. 1878 CasselCs
Family Mag. Apr, 295/1 The skirt is. .bordered with a
flounce *en coquille, 1882 Caulfeiuj & Saward Did.
Needleivorky En Coguille^ the French term to denote * shell-

shaped '. The ribbon or lace is laid like a succession of

scallop-shells, one above or over the other, in groups ofthrees.

1698 Lister Journ. Paris (1699) 35 A young Gentleman in

a t ur Cap *en dishabille. 1808 Edin. Rev. Oct. 133 A power-
ful mind en deshabille, and free from the fetters of study.

1877 Rrade IVoman Hater vii, (Stanford) Let me catch

her en deshabille, with her porter on one side, and her lover

on the other. 1818 Lady Morgan Fl. Macarthy 11. i, 6
Mr, Crawley now placed liimself *en evidence at his window.
1886 S, Buxton Handbk. Pol. Quest. Day (ed. 7) 153 The
anxiety of members to keep themselves en ixidence. 1729
Swift Poems, Libel on Dr. Delany 3 Deluded mortals,

whom the great Choose for companions tite-a-tite \ Who at

their dinners, *enfainille^ Get leave to sit where'er you will.

1787 Beckford Italy (1834) II. 55 We passed the day
quite enfimille at Belem with a whole legion of Marialvas.

ENANTIOBLASTOUS.
1843 Thackeray Men's Wives Misc. 1857 IV. 86 It was vary
kaind ofyou to come upon us enfamilies and accept a dinner
sans ceremonie. 1915 P. Jones War Lett. (1918) 140 Flemish
is almost always used by the people enfamille. 1865 ' Ouida '

Strathmore xxxil. Paris was *enfete. 1888 Lancashire Even.
Post 3 Feb. 2/4 Haslingden Liberalism, ,ts to be ^wy^/^ this

evening on the occasion of its annual soiree. z8ii MissL. M,
Hawkins CUess ^ Gertr. (ed. 2) I. 248 (Stanford) He soon
settled himself again, *en garfon, \n chambers. 1866 Mrs.
\i.\<loOD Elster's F'oUy x\\\^ He was living quite ^/t^arftw/,

with only one man. 1929 S. McKenna Happy Ending 11, i,

MarkTollesbury will beiii \jor\6Qv\en garfon. 1831 Disraeli
Yng. Duke IV. i, [It] prevented him from receiving his friends
*en grand seigneur \n his hereditary castle. 1834 Greville
Leavesfr. Diary (1883) 41 A farce at which all the Court
*en grande tenue was obliged to attend. 1872 W. Chaffers
Keramic Gallery I. 59 A lady in the costume of Louis XIV.,
en grande tenue. 1927 Blackiv. Mag. June 749/2 He found
the Rissaldar-major en grande tenue just back from a
wedding, 1808 Wel.lincton Disp. (1838) IV. 130 Its retreat

to the sea should be considered in some degree *en I'air.

189X ' L. Malet ' Wages of Sin v. i, I wait on circumstances.

My plans are rather distraciingly en Coir every way
just at present. 1918 Farrow Milit. Diet. 204 En Vair.

..Said of troops when too far from the main body, either

to render assistance or to receive support. 1905 Mrs. H,
Ward Marr. W. A site 11. xj. 197 She must know that

everything she does is seen there *en noir, 1930 Time Sf

Tide 2 May, H is secretary . . had a little work up his sleeve,

all ready to be printed and published on the morrow of

France's burial, in which he was to be exposed ' *en pan-
toufles '. 1818 ^en pension (see Pension sb. 6 c]. 1889 A the-

naeunt 14 Sept. 351/1 The persistence with which Mrs.
M arken feld . . remai ns en pension in a gloomy house with such
abominable company. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Uii, There
were dirty trays, and wine-coolers *en permanence. 1872 E.
Braddon Life in India v. 178 His Lares and Penates are

erected en permanence. x888 K Drummond in Practi-

tioner Oct. 258 'I'yphus.. is., very uncommon amongst the
class of people, .who are well fed and well housed, and live

largely a life *en plein air. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 16 Jlan.

1678-9, A French merchant, who had his house furnish'd

*tf« Prince. 1885 ' L. Malet' Col. Enderb/s Wife it. iv,

I was assured that you would be treated en prince. i8zx

Kaleidoscope 13 Mar. 294/2 [ He] had the privilege oi taking
such of the pieces.. as might be *en prise. 1902 Encycl,
Brit. XXVIII. 758/2 B moves anywhere not en prise.

1857 Lady Morgan Mem. (1862) I. 23 An Irish audience was
always *en rapport with the stage. 1837 C. MacFarlane
Banditti ff Robbers 39 (Stanford) Many of these Calabrians
were banditti. -and afterwards became robbers *en regie.

x88o L. Fagan Panizzi I. 42 Panizzi's passport being per-

fectly en regie. X849 Thackeray Pendennis 1, Specimens of

the costume of a military man *^« retraite. x86o W. H.
KussELL Diary in Ituiia I. 57, 1 receive as a reward for

my services . . a post, with which I am well satisfied, I live

in it for years. I use all my energies in it, and for me there

is no future except en retraite. 184X C'tess Blessington
Idler in F'rctnce I, 308 She offers him, *en revanche, a cane,

buttons, or a pin—in short, some present. X883 L. Olithant
Altiora Peto vii, 125 She gave a comical look at that lady's

waist and elbows, which was evidently en revanche for the

well-bred stare to which she had been subjected. 1891 Law
Times XC. 461/2 Beyond all question, for many purpo<;es,

a child *en ventre sa mere is considered as being alive.

x86o Once a Week 11 Feb. 152/1 (Stanford) She was so huffy

that I told Blot I would dine *en ville for a short time. X884

F. Boyle Borderland 336 The horrid cooksbops which send
dinners en ville.

-en, suffix^ J the ending of the past participle of

many strong yeibs, ^% broken, spoken.^ sunken. OE.
-en, corresp. to OFris. -en^ OS. -a«, (M" Du. -««,

OHG. -an (MHG., G, -en\ ON. ~enn, -inn (Sw.

-«/), Goth, -ans :—prim. Germ, -enaz, -anaz (Indo-

Eur, 'hioSj -^nos), of which some languages gene-

ralized one and some the other, a third type 'iniz

(Indo-Eur. -enis) being represented by mutated

forms in OE., e.g. cynien {\~*kumini-^^ pa. pple. of

cuman to Come, beside cumen {•.—*kttm€na~),

ZiXia'bley v. 5. Delete f Obs. and add quots,

1892 Daily News 2 Feb. 3/3 It will also enable the inclu-

sion of others. X903 A. Nutt Leg. Holy Grail 27 This has
been held by some scholars to enable the dating of the

romance,

Unabling, ///. a. Add : Enahii?ig acty a legis-

lative enactment enabling or empowering a person

or corporation to take certain action.

^873 J. H, Beadle Undevel. West xix. 364 Let Congress

pass an enabling act for that Territory. 1919 Public Gen,

Acts Index 609 EnabUng Bill, The. See Church of England
Assembly (Powers) Act (c. 76).

Enamel, sb. Add

:

1. e, U.S. (See quot.)

x83a Deb. Cottgrcss 13 Nov. App. 31 The last jayer [of the

road] which will make up the nine inches, and will constitute

its enamel, or wearing surface.

5. enamel prism, each of the microscopic rods of

which the enamel of the teeth is composed.
X877 Encycl. Brit.Vll. 234/1 The enamel is composed of

microscopic rods,—the enamel fibres, or enamel prisms.

Enameli^* Add: 2. e. To paint with enamel

paint (cf. Aspinall). Also absoL

1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 17 Oct. 1/3 The craze for enamelled

furniture and enamelled nick-nacks gets worse and worse.

Everybody enamels. Bachelors enamel their own furniture

and rooms.

Enautioblastic (enaemtii^^blEe'stik), a. Bot.

[f, Gr. ivavTiO'i opposite + ^Xatrros (-blast) + -ic]

Having the radicle turned away from the micro-

pyle. Also £]ia:iitiobla'stous a. (B. D.Jackson).
1878 Henfrkv Elem. Bot. (ed. 3) 157 The radicle generally

points to the hilum (homoblastic), rarely away from it

(enantioblastic). X887 Bentlev Man, Bot. (ed. 5) 347 We



ENANTIOMOHPH.
have already observed, that the radicle as a general charac-
ter is turned towards the micropyle.. .Some apparent excep.
tions to these relative positions occur. .when the radicle is
described as enantioblastic.

Enantiomorph. (enae-nti|OTn^jf). [ad. G.
etiantiomorph (Naumann), f. Gr. ivavnoi opposite
+ /iop(j(>^form.] A form which k related to an-
other as an object is related to its image in a mirror;
a mirror image. Also adj. - Enantlomo-rphic,
-mo'rphoas adjs. ; whence -mo'rphotisly adv. So
i:iia:ntloino'TpIiisiii, ZSna'ntiomorpliy, the con-
dition or property of bejng enantiomorplious, esp.
in Cryst.

i88s A. CiuM Brown in Eiieycl. Brit. XIX 312/1 Two
figures or two portions of matter are said to be enantiomorph
to each other when these forms are not superposable, Le., the
one will not fit into a mould which fits the other, but the one
is identical in form with the mirror image of the other. Ibid.^
As an example of enantiomorphism we may take our two
hands, which will not fit the same mould or glove, but the one
of which resembles in figure the mirror image of the other.
Ibid. 313/2 Ihe cr>-stallographic theory- of enantiomorph
cri-stals. Ibtd. 314/1 We now know a considerable number
of cases where, .both enantiomorphs have been discovered,
and many where only one has as yet been found. 1805
SToRv-M»SKELVNa Crysiallogr. vi. \ 150. 169 The configura-
tion of the one tetartohedron will then correspond to that of
the other as seen in a mirror. In a word, the two tetarto-sym-
metrical forms are enantioraorphous. 1895 Bloxam's Chtm.
(ed. 8) 600 The sodium-ammonium racemate. .has the same
crystalline form as Ihe tartrate, but whilst all the crystals of
this salt are e.xactly alike, those of the racemate difl'er from
^ch other in the posidoii of a certain unsymmetrical face;
this IS on the right hand in the one kind and on the left handm the other {enaiitimtorpham). 1898 A'aliirc 8 Sept. 434/1
Enaniiomorphism is possible only in the case of asymmetric
solid figures. liui. 454/2 The special onesided asymmetry
of the base will modify its mode of combination with the
two enantiomorphous acids. Hid. 455/1 Asymmetric agents
can only display selective action in de.nling with enantio-
mocphs. 1898 Jml. Chtm. Sx. LXXIH. 608 The question
ofthe proportion in which enantiomorphously related crystals
are deposited. 1900 Larmor /Ether^ Mailer 209 Enantio-
morphy [of a molecule) reverses the signs of all its electrons
and perverts their relative position, igoa H. A. Miers Min.
50 Iwo supplementary forms which are similar but not
identical are said to be * enantiomorphous * ; all forms which
have neither a centre nor a plane of symmetry are enantio-
raorpbous to another form. 19x9 Times 2 Feb. 83 The
whole is a perfect enantiomorph (mirror image) of the coast
of Holland and theZuyder Zee.

Enantiotropic fena;:nti,Mii(>-pik), a. Physical
Chem. [f. Gr. fvovtios opposite + -Tponoj turning
+ -ic] That can be transformed in opposite direc-
tions. Hence Bnantio-tropr.
iVxfml.Chem. Soc. LXXVIII. ii. 83 Enantiotropy of

^L°- ^f^ ",S- J""^ ''P'"- '""^^ ^'""•- '72 Subsunces
which like sulphur exist m two phases of the same slate of
JBgregaiion, and the two pha.ses can be reciprocally trans-
formed into one another by changing the temperature, are
known as enantiotropic. 1904 A. f\iiau,sPhase KnU 42.

En bloc (an blok), adv.phr. [Fr.] In a block,
as a whole. .-Vlso attrib.

\trn L. W. JI. I^ocKHART Mint is Thint xiL (1879) iij
(Stanford) You judge all your old friends, en 6lx, simply
from your own point of view. 1888 Conlemt. Rev. Jan. 81 We
ai» bound to take Nature en i/x, with all her law» and all
her cruelties, as well as her beneficences. 1900 l^eslm. Gas. 1

1

July 2/2 We ^%XKK,prima/acie, that there is every kind of
objection to <« blx disfranchisements. 190*, Spectator, Lit.
i»^/. 23 Jan. 11 i/i He was all hut ready to.. accept the tenets
of the elder Church en blx. 1908 Wistm. Gaz. 17 Nov. 5/3This machine is the new 1909 model, the en bloc engine,
four-speed gear-box, and thermo-syphon cooling denoting
the only departure from standarcl practice. 1914 C \T.
DvsoN Perrims rialiaii Bk.-iilnstr. p. v. To rescue them.,
from the perils of the auction by persuading the owner to
sell them to me en bloc. 1930 G. R. de Beer Embryo!, i-Evol. 1. 10 It is not the ' stage ' which is shifted en bloc, but
certain characters which may be peculiar to that suge.
Encallow (enkaeltm), sb. lixal. = Callow sb. 3.
Hence Encallow v.

1836 Penny Cyct. V. 408/1 The encallow, as it is techni-
cally called, or the top-soil. 1850 E. Dobsom Bricks tf
Tiles 21 The first operation [in digging clayj is to remove
the mould and top soil. . . In London Ihe vegetable mould is
called the encallow, and the operation of removing it, en-
callowing. 1884 C. J'. Davis Mcuiu/. Bricks 103.

Encasement. Add: 2. The act of encasing;
the condition of being encased ; sptc. in Bee-keeping.
Also emur. (see qnot. 1875).
i8j5 Nn> Monthly Mag. xVl. 598 This incasement of

our feet in icy boxes was very annoying. 187s J. Hunter
Manual Bee-keefiiig (1884) 13 In the case of a strange
Queens appearance in the hi»e..the stranger is seized by

I

*^°^'"''»' "ho gather round her and form a closely
racked ball .. technically called 'an encasement'. 1888
F. R. Cheshire Beei II. 431 During examination..an en-
casement of the queen in her owm hive is commeDced.
Sncashable (enkae-^bl), a. [f. Encash v. -f

-ABLE.] Capable of being cashed.
_ 19*7 Daily Tel. 7 Mar. a This loan bears } per cent more
interest than the Savings Bonds, but whereas the latter are
encashable at any time without loss of capital, the price
receivable for the Conversion Loan would depend on the
market value when sold.

Enceplialo-(ense'fal<>).cnmb. formofGr, iyxi-
<pa\os brain, as in Ence-plialoUth, a concretion in
the brain (Billings). Encephalo-logy, a description
ofthebram; the science of the brain. Encephalo-
Bula-oia, softening of the brain. Ence:phalo-
Bunl-sgocele, protrusion through a fissure in the
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skull of brain-substance with the attached mem-
branes.
i8j4 («//rt »Encephalology, or a very brief Sketch of Dr.

Jtlirnschadel s Ologies of the Cranion and Phren perfected
by the Rationals. 1877 tr. von Zitmssen's Cycl. Pract. Med.
All. 181 Certain observers have firmly maintained the
opinion that the .so-called *encephalomalacia is always an
inflammatory process. 191a Ada.mi & J1»Ckae Pathol. 487Ihe result of such embolism is encephalomalacia. looe
r. //. Green s Pathol, (ed. 10) 11 Ihey isc. pouches in the
craniumi may contain brain-substance (encepliatxele), or
brain.substance and fluid Cencepkalo-meniugocele).
Encnarm (entja-jm), V. Delete f Obs. and add

quots.

'i'554 Carlvle in W. Holman Hunt Pre.Raph. (1905) I
358 Christ . encharmingthe simple by His loveand loveliness.'
1890 Mrs. Hungerfokd Life's Remorse I. xv. 200 Such aknowledge of horseflesh as should encharm the soul of anv
Irishmen. ^

Encliondrosis (enk(7ndr»u-sis). [f. Enchon-
DROMA + -08IS.] An enchondroma arising from
cartilage.

1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2) 137 Theenchon-
dromata must for the most part be regarded as innocent
growths. Those homologous forms which originate from
cartilage, and have been called ' enchondroses ', differ in all
respects from the heterologous. igo8 Practitioner Dea 763On the inner aspect of the second toe there is an enchon-
drosis.

Euchylema (enkil»"-ma). Biol. [mod.L. : see
Ex-2 and Chyle.] The fluid part of protoplasm.
_
\ie6 Science VIII. 125/1 This basal substance, enchylema,

^ probably more or less nearly fluid during life. 1888
RoLLEsTON & Jackson Anim. Life p. xxi, Protoplasm
appears sometimes to be structureless, but as a rule it is more
or less vesicular, consisting of a denser substance (mitome)
enclosing droplets of a more fluid character (enchylema,
paramitome). 1901 Encycl. Bril. XXXI I. 41/a A fraiiie-
work distinct from granules and enchylema.
Encirclement (ensa-jk'lment). [f. Encibclk

V. + -5IKNT.] The act or fact of encircling.
19J0 H. G. Wells Outl. ///i/. 456/a Their (ic. the French]

government set about the encirclement of the colonies and
their subjugation in a terrifyingly systematic manner. Iga7
Observer 24 July 14/2 A ring of Verey lights.. that exag-
gerated, .the encirclement and nearly completed it.

Enclosed, ///. a. Add : spec, of communities
of religious who are secluded from relations with
the outside world.
1905 Athenstuut 30Sept. 431 /i Catherine de' Ricci belonged

toan enclosed community of Dominican Tertiaries.

Enclosure. 4. b. (Early U.S. example.)
I77« Jruls. Cont. Congress IV. 107 Two letters from

Oeneral bchuyler.
. with an account of his expedition to

1 ryon county, with 9 enclosures.

Encoffined (enkf>'find), ppl. a. [f. Ekcoffin
V. ( -BdIJ Enclosed in a coffin.
im tr. K. ll-'erder's Hamtefs Myst. 49 The secret of the

encofTincd and unprovable crime. xif& Daily Chron. 17 Aug.
5/6 An encuffined body.

Encoignure (ankon'wr). [Fr.,f. ^«- in+<rOT«
comer.] A piece of furniture, esp. of ornamental
design, made with an angle to fit into a comer.
1848 H. R. Fohster Stoxue Catal. 22 A pair of very hand-

some cncoiijrieures. of rich buhl on lortoiseshell.

Encomienda (enkiSumie-nda). [Sp., = com-
mission, charge, sb. corresp. to the vb. encomendar
to commit, charge; cf. med.L. phr. incommendam
(see CoMJtlNDAM).] (See quot. 1885.)
181S /I mer.State Papers For. Rel. (1834) IV. 325(Stanford)

All these regulations were found ineffectual to secure the
Indians against the rapacity of the encomenderos, and en-
comiendas were abolished. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 174/1That system of repartimientos or encomiendas which was

M Tf'y
' '° *"'' *"'^'' '^""^' ""'schiefamong the conquered.

"»i,Ibui. Xyill. 677/2 ' Encomiendas ', or gr.nnts of estates
on which the inhabitants were bound to pay tribute and give
personal service to the grantee.

Encompass, v. Add :

6. Used for C0MPA8.S D.l 3.

ufi.'**'
^' '*°'"'*^'* Under the Sun 201 (Cent. Diet.)

Whatever the method employed for encompassing his death.
1889 Mrs. H. Lovett Cameron Lost /ry/i(iv, What earthly
reason could Captain Thistleby have for encompassing niv
destruction?

EncOOp (enk«-p), ». poet. [f. En-1 -i- Coop sb.n
trans. To coop up.
1867 J. Ii. Rose tr. VirgiFs /Eneid 267 Again besieged,

again enccwped in hold. 1906 T. Hardy Dynasts ir. I. viii.

'^ fieet at any minute can encoop Yours in the Ballic.
Encore, v. Add : Also ahsol. or intr. To call

out ' encore '
; to ask for an encore of a song, etc.

1888 CasseWs Encycl. Diet.

Encroach (enkroutj), sb. Delete \Obs. rare
and add tjuots.

1910 Conquest Nov. 39/3 Rocks are affected by micro,
(ungi, and may crumble as a result of their encroacli into
crevicM and their subseouent action. 1914 Chambers's
Jrnl. Nov. 714/1 From a line square of posts, bordering on
the marshe-s, and on the mud-flats' farthest encroach, the one
safe track leads shoreward.
Enoirustatlon, var. of Incrustation.
I9»3 '{"'ty Mail 24 Jan. 6 The heavy encrustation of

swollen buds on every twig. i9»3 H. G. Wells Outl. Hist.
206/1 1 here was no eflective prohibition of superstitious
practices

. and supplementary worships. At an early stage
(of Buddhism) a process of encrustation began.

Encyclopsedian, sh. I. Delete Obs. rare-^.
1901 If. Wiin K in <^»//'/,j(U.S.) June Advts.,What I needed

hrat was the cncyclopaidian's ideal of what an encyclopadia
ought to be.

J r~

END.

Encyclopaedically (ensaiklopz-dikali), adv.
[f. Enoy-cloi-^dic : see -ically.] In an encyclo-
paedic manner ; comprehensively.
1856 RossETTI Lett. toAllingham (1897) 160, I found hisknowledge of early Italian art beyond that of any one I everm<:t,—encyclopedically beyond that of Ruskin himself.

Encyst, v. Add : Also absol. or intr.
1896 tr. Boas' Zool. 86 A great many forms.. have thepower of encysting.

End, sb. Add :

2. b. An outlying part of a village or small conn-
try town, usually preceded by a descriptive name.
I90« Bungalow Dec. 8/2 It is the typical ' end ' so beloved

01 the novelist, the disreputable quarter which the parsi-monious squire neglects.

3. e. Archery, {a) The place at which a mark
is set up. {b) The number of arrows shot from one
end of a range.
jSoi T. Robkrts Engl. Bowman 288 End.—The placewhere a mark Is fixed. 1836 in Hargrave A rchery (184^) 80Any member who shall draw an arrow before the «»,' has

been determined by the Judges, shall forfeit his right tocount for such arrow. 1879 M. & W. Thompson Archery 52(Cent. Diet.) By the rules of the York Round three arrows toeach archer constitute an end. 1887 H. A. Fords Archery
289 On July 5, 1877, he made 3 golds in one end at loo yards.

£ One stationed at the extremity of a line of
players ; a whig. U.S.
ifa9 A. H. QuiNN Pennsyh. Stories 22 The ends and thebacks came together as though drawn by a magnet and thepyramid toppled and fell.

g. Coalmining. VbT. On the end : see quots.
1867 W W Smyth Coal 140 A far better proportion ofround coal will be obtained by working on the end, i.e., in

! a iVTT °- ^"='' „<:','=•'" '89a H. W. Hughes Coal-m.
158 If Ihe face IS parallel to the cleat, the coal is said to be
on the end .

5. d. A share or portion ; a part or side. C/.S
1916 J. Bl.ack you Can't Win ix. 105 Didn't him and

bmiler bring it [= 8200) up here for my end of that chippy
gambling house's bankroll ? igi& Publishers' Weekly 30 June
^59°. to talk to such a person about the editorial end of a
publishing business means little or nothing.
6. e. (See qnot.)
1885 Spans' Mechanics' Own Bk. 1 69 ' Ends ' are pieces of

ptenk, deal, or batten less than 8 ft. long.

7. o. in attrib. uses of phrases, as end-account,
end-August,.September; end-of-December, end-of-
tertn (also end-of-temiy a.A].).

1901 IVestm. Gaz. 12 June 7/2 The end-of-December
account. 1903 Ibid. 21 Aug. 9/1 The final details of the end.
Augiist settlement. 1905 Ibid. 22 Sept. 9/1 Business in
Kafhrs for the End-September settlement, igoo Ibid, g Dec.
10/ 1 The end-of-the-year requirements are likely to be satis-
fied. 1911 H. Walpole Mr. Perrin iii. 42 The endof.termy
feelings. 1913 Maiicluster Guardian Weekly 10 Aug. 106/1
Smith Minor has been cruelly flogged by an avaricious head
master who had discovered that his cnd-of-term rose-bowl
w:^ oiily electro pl.ite instead of the solid silver which he
had stipulated in his letter to the lad's parents. iga8 Daily
Chron.a Aug. 8/6 The falling off in the average shown in

irr' "f"
''°P'ne'"=*. accentuated by end-account sales.

17. b. Also right or straight on end: (a) con-
secutively, uninterruptedly; (ii) immediately.
(i778slrait on end : see Straight adv. 2 c.) 1837 i'. Hook

Jack Brag 1, The fox going away right on-end across a heavy
country. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Right on end, in a
TOnlinuous line j as the m.xsts should be. 1883 Baring-Gould

ly. a. End-to-end: applied to the (motoring)
course extending from one end of Britain to the
other, i.e. from John o' Groats to Land's End.
1908 Diiily Report 20 July 9/1 The start for the end-to-end

run. 1909 Daily Chroii. 14 Aug. 6/5 The first attempt ever
made to drive a sidecar and passenger over the End-to-Eud
course.

20. a. End on. Recent instances of attrib. use.
l^Kncycl. Bril. XXIV. 366/1 Several ships have been

built for the 'end-on attack '. 1894 Pall Mall Gaz. 23 Oct.
s/i Ships built mainly for end-on fire. 1898 Kipling inMom. Post 10 Nov. 5/1, I meant my shot for an end-on
^ ?,'• »»'o,^«^'«'''- Neivs IV. 59/1 In a Tungsten lamponly
50% of the light IS directed below the horizontal and the entl-
on candle power.

(*) ' Workmg a seam of coal, &c., at right angles
to the cleat, or natural planes of cleavaee ' (Gres-
ley, 1883).

'^
^ ^

b. End up. Also attrib. {end-up) of the nose :

Snub, turned-up.
i8so H. C. Watson Camp-Fires Revol. 311 The broad

face : the short, end-up nose ; the light and red hair.
O. Phr. All ends up : out-and-out, ' anyhow '.

I9«l A. W. Myers Twenty Yrs. Lawn Tennis 19 Barrett
beat hlni 'all ends up ' in an early round.

22. f. To keep one's end up (also to keep or hold
up one's end) : to sustain one's part or bear one's
share fully in an undertaking or performance.
1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganuc People vi. 63 Nobody can say

she hain't been a good yoke-fellow ; she's kept up her end.
1887 ToUKGEF, Button's Inn 131 She'd be worn out. .trying
to keep up her end (of the work]. 189a Stevenson & Os-
BOURNE Wrecker 21 Do you think. .that a man who can
paint a thousand-dollar picture has not grit enough to keep
his end up in the stock market ? 1899 Westm. Gaz. 24 Nov.
5/1 Colonel Baden-Powell and his gallant garrison wiil have
to keep their end up unassisted. 1903 ' O. Henry ' Rolling
Stones (1915I 88 The Diamond Cross'Il hold its end up with
a man who'll look after its interests. 1928 Observer i^ Mar.
15/3 Not a single woman who appears, .in this play is able
to keep her end up after the cosmic announcer informs the
inhabitants of the world that the world is about to end.



END.

25. Comb., with sense 'placed at the end',

'coming at the end'; as tnd-artery, -body, -bud,

-bulb, -situation, -spurt, -stop, -wood; end game
Chess, attrib. uses; end-gate U.S., the movable

board at the rear of a wagon, = Tail-board ;

end-hole (seequot.); end-measure, a measure of

length defined by the distance between points in

the surfaces of the ends of a bar ; end-papers pi,

the blank leaves placed at the beginning and end

of a boolc ; end-pieoe, a piece forming the end

of a box, etc. ; in watchraal<ing, the support for

the end of a pivot ; end-produot Chem., the sub-

stance finally produced ; end table U.S., a table

with a flat side suitable for placing at the end of a

conch or settee ; end-value Math, (see quot.).

1883 J. Coats Pathnl. 35 There are parts of the body in

which the arteries are distributed to a perfectly definite piece

of tissue, and have no anastomotic connections. In the case

of such arteries, to which Cohnheim gives the name of *End
Arteries, the resuUs of obstruction are very serious. 1875

Eitcycl. Brit. I. 861/2 Nerve fibres at their peripheral ex.

tremities terminate in connection with peculiar structures,

named "end-bodies, terminal bodies. tl>i<i.. The peripheral

end-bodies in the skin. 1903 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 3),

Emt-bcdy, that one of the two elements of the serum

of an immunized animal which serves actually to kill the

bacteria. The other element, the Hetween-body or Immune-

body, simply fastens the end-body to the bacteria. The end-

body is also called the complement and addiment. 1900 T. S.

K1NCSI.EV Veri. Zoot. 68 Allied to the sense organs of the

lateral line are structures known as *end buds. 1887 Buck's

Hnnitltk. Med. Sci. V. 150/2 In the clitoris these *end-bulbs

(genital end-bulbs), .are round, elongated, or oval. 1898 H.

Morris's Hum. A nat. (ed. 2) 1076 The spheroidal end-bulbs

of Krause, found in the conjunctiva and mucous membrane.

1897 Wlstm. Gaz. 15 Feb. 4/1 A fine end.game player. 1899

Ibid. I June 6/3 Skill in end-game play. 1903 Emfona
(Kan.) Gaz. 3 Mar., Henry kept right on lamming the end-
gate of the band wagon of reform with a poker. 1911 H.

Quick Vellowstoue N. vi. 165 Two boys.. tied to the feed-

rack by Allen's hired man and spanked with the end-gate

of his wagon. 1877 F.iicvcl. Brit. VI. 576/1 (Cribbage) The

go, "end hole, or last card is scored by the player who
approaches most nearly to thirty-one. 190a Nature 7 Aug.

350/1 The verification in 1890-7 of standard "end.measures

(metres k bouts). 1818 Art Bk.-binding 31 Common marble

paper pasted between the first and second leaf of the *end-

papers. 1846 Dodd Brit. Mmiuf. VI. 94 The end-papers

are. .glued to the boards. 1901 Atlieiixum 4 May, The
end-papers were a little spotted, but the general condition

was splendid. 1839 Penny Cyd. XIII. 118/1 The *end.

pieces, when real diamonds are used, are what are called

rose-diamonds, and are procured from Holland, where they

are cut. 1878 .'^bney Treat. Phologr. 216 A movable end-

piece through which the plate passes into the holder. i88x

[in Diet.). 1907 B. C. A. WlNDi.E Set. facts 10 The element

thorium appears to be constantly engaged in generating from

itself anotlier solid element which again decays, its *end-

product beina so far unknown. 1908 I'ractitioner Mar. 390

.Siich simple end-products of proteid digestion, as leucin and

tyrosin. 1911 JSncjcA £r;V. XXII. Boo Aftertheradio.active

transformations have come to an end, each of the elements

uranium and thorium and actinium should give rise to an

end or final product. 1851 C. Cisx Cincinnati 206 Circular,

center, card, and *end tables. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII.

549/2 The numbers a and * which limit the interval are

usualfy called the ' lower and upper limits '. We shall call

them the ' nearer and further *end-values '.

End, zi.l Add : 2. Also with off, up.

1884 G.Allen Philistia III. 250 Capital sentence to end

oflf one's speech with. ioa6 Ladies' Home Jrnl. Aug. 109

Those things you use to divide off words and end up sen-

tences with.

TTT
, 8. trans. To furnish with an end of a par-

ticular kind, for protection or ornament.

1889 Cent. Diet. s.v., To end a cane with an iron ferrule.

9. To put up on end ; to up-end.

1889 Cent. Diet., End . . to set on end ; set upright. 1890

Century Mag. Aug. 617/1 We ended-up an old plank..

against the twelve-foot brick wall.

H To endor metul : see to mend or end (Mesd v.

12 c).

1671 S. Collins Pres. Stale Russia 9 It is a strange

chastisement to kill, seeing the design hereof was never in-

tended to end people, but to mend them. i^3oScoTT Monast.

xix. My fate calls me elsewhere, to scenes where I shall end

it or mend it. 11823 Byron fuan x. xlii. This is the way
physicians mend or end us.)

Endamasked (endae-maskt), ///. a. [f. Enda-
MASK V. + -ED 1.] Coloured with or as with damask.
1856 Titan Mag. Nov. 403 The down-bent eyes, the

cheek's endamask d glow.

Endarch (e-ndajk), a. Bot. [f. Gr. tvhov

End(0- -I- <ipX'7 beginning, origin.] Having a single

protoxylem, or several protoxylems surrounding

a central parenchyma.
1900 B. D. Jackson Gtoss. Bot. Teruis. 190a Tansley in

Encycl. Brit. XXV. 413/1.

Endeavonrer (ende'vsvar). Delete \Obs. and

add : b. ts\%ospec. (in full, Christian Endeavourer),

A member of tile Christian Endeavour Society, a
religious association which originated in the United

States in 1881.

1897 Helping Words Nov. 247 ' There are some directions

in the Bible tliat you can't follow.'.. 'That is a remarkable

admission for an Endeavourer to make.' 1900 H. Lawson On
Track 136 At one end of the table a Christian Endeavourer
endeavouring.

Endelliomte (ende-lii^nait). Mm. [f. Endel-

Hon, Cornwall -t- -ITB 1.] A variety of boumonite.

1854 Dana Min, (ed. 4) if. 80.
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Endemism (e-ndemiz'm). [f. Endemic -h -ism.]

The character or quality of being endemic.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 126/1 In their fauna also the

Pyrenees present some striking instances of endemism. 1931

Nature 7 Mar. 338 The endemism is tremendous, and the

fauna has the aspect of great antiquity.

Endite (e-ndsit), J*.* Zool. [f. Gr. ivhov

within -H -ITE 1.] Aji appendage on tlie inner side

of the limbs of a branchiopod crustacean.

1888 RoLLESTON & Jackson A nim. Li/e^yi The Phyllopod

type of appendage, . . with its branchia and external respira-

tory plate, and its series of internal lobes or endites. 1902

E. R. Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XXV. 695/2 The limb

of the lowest Crustacea, such as .-^pus, consists of a corm or

axis which may be jointed, and gives rise to outgrowths.,

on its inner and outer margins (endites and exites). Ibici.,

It is by the specialization of two ' endites * that the endopodile

and exopodiie of higher Crustacea are formed. Ibid. 696/1

The conversion ofthe Arthropod's limb into ajaw . . is eflTected

by the development of an endite near its base into a bard ..

gnathobase.

EudlicMte (e-ndliksit). Min. [ad. G. end-

lichit, named after F. M. Endlich, director of the

Lake Valley mines, New Mexico.] An arsenio-

vanadate of lead.

i88s Genth mAnur.Phil. Soc. XXII. 367 Endlichite, or

Vanadium-Mimetite, a new species.. .The name has been

suggested by Mr. N. H. Muhlenberg. j886 Jrnl. Chem.

See. L. 26 Lead Arsenio-vanadate—Endlichite. 1887 Ibid.

LI I. I. 347 The crystals.. corresponding exactly with the

description given by F. A. Clenth and G. vom Rath of the

species named by them endlichite.

E'nd-mau. Also end man. [f. End sb. -h

Man jiJ.l]

L A man at an end of a line or row ; U..^. the

man at either extremity of the semicircle of per-

formers in a negro minstrel entertainment, a comer-

man.
1869 E. P. Kingston in A. Ward's Lect. Pref. Note 40

All 'end-men' of the burnt-cork profession have used

Artemus Ward as a mine. 1886 Harper's Mag. Nov. 837/1

Binns.. sang.. appearing to Roxy as he sang as delightful a

personage as an end man. 1889 Century Diet, s.v.. In the

early days of negro minstrelsy each troupe had two end-

men... I'he larger troupes have since had two, and some-

times four, of each class of end-men. 1909 De Leon Belles,

Beaux f, Brains of do's 356 Emmett was the star of Birch

and Backus, as endman.

2. One who holds advanced views ; an extreniist.

1884 Science 8 Aug. 1 13/1 A very long series of resolutions,

expressing the sentiments of a few end men on most of the

open questions in the broad sphere of modern life, were

approved.

Endo-. Add : E^ndoMo-tlc a. Bot. (see quot.).

E'ndolJlast Biol., the inner substance of the endo-

derm. Eindoca-nnibalism [O.endocannibalismus,

Steinmetz, 1896], thepracticeof eating parents and

relatives. E:ndocervioi-tis Path., inflammation of

tiiemembrane ofthe cervixuteri. E-ndochonoZoo/.,

the innermost structure of a chone. Endo-cliylous

a. Bot., situated inside the chlorenchyma. Endo-

cli-nal a. Geol., of the nature of an E-ndocline,

a fan-fold of anticlinal type. Etndocorpnsca-

lar a. Path., within a corpuscle. Endodro-mlc,

E:ndodynamomoTpliic adjs. (see quots.). Endo-

^a-stric a. Path., situated within the abdomen.

Endoglobtaar a. Path., occurring within a glo-

bule. Endoernath Zool., the inner branch of the

oral appendage of a crustacean. Bndogoni'dinm
Bot. , a goiiidium formed within a receptacle. Endo-

go-nlnm Bot. (see quot. 1866). E:ndometritls

Path., inflammation of the endometrium. Endo-

me-trlum Atiat., the membrane lining the uterus.

E:ndomyocardi'tis Path., inflammation of the

lining and muscular substance of the heart. E:ndo-

pericarditls Path., inflammation of the endo-

cardium and pericardium simultaneously. Endo-

pMce-nm Bot., the liber of bark. Endophytic
a. (a) Bot., of, pertaining to, or of the nature of an

endophyte ; (4) Ent., penetrating or living within

plants, etc. (also Endo'pliytous a.). E-ndopod
= Endopodite. E:ndopodi'tlc a., of or pertaiii-

ing to the endopodite. Endopsychio a., that is

within the soul. Endosiphon, the internal tube

ofcephalopods; hence Endosi-phonal, -Tn&teadjs.

E'ndosome, the innermost part of a sponge.

Endo'steal a., situated or occurring in the interior

of a bone. Endo-straoum, the inner layer of the

shell of a crustacean. Endothe-cium Bot. , the

inner layer of the ripe anther. EndothoTax Anat.,

the internal processes of the thorax or cephalo-

thorax of arthropods. Endoto-xin, a toxic sub-

stance set free during the process of bacteriolysis

which fails to induce the production of an antitoxin

by the animal body. Emdotra-clieal a., within

the trachea. .

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, *Ettdobwtic,

living within as a parasite. 1900 Denikeb Races of Man
148 *Endocannibalism is but the remains of a natural state

of primitive man. z8^g St. George's Hosp. Rep.l^.^iiOnt
case [of retroversion of uterus) was accompanied by severe

•endocervicitis. i888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life

795 The funnels or chonae are divided by a constriction

ENDOCRINOUS,

into an outer part, the ectochone, long and cylindrical,

and an inner part, the *endochone, short and more or less

hemisphericak 1903 Groo.m & Balfour Schimper's Plant-

Geogr. II This aqueous tissue is.. within the chlorenchyma

(*endochylous), as in (^tacese. 1901 Rep. Brit. Assoc. Adv.
Set. 625 The Silurian tableland, its endless overfolds, its

*endoclinal and exoclinal structures, 1901 Practitioner

Mar. 276 The new generation of *endo-corpuscular parasites.

X901 A. B. Basset Eleni. Cubic <K-
(^uartic Curves 14 All

curves of an even degree, except comes, may consist of two

or more perigraphic portions which may lie entirely within

or entirely without one another. In the former case the

curves will be called *endodromic, and in the latter exo-

dromic. 1930 Nature 19 July 89 "Endodynamomorpliic

soils are those in which external factors have not yet exerted

their full influence and which are therefore immature.

1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 795 The *endo-

gastric septa of Haeckel. X902 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 795/2
Ultimately the coil becomes ventral or endogastric 1901

Practitioner Mar. 304 The progressive development of the

*endoglobular parasites. 1899 Proc. Zool. Soe.^ 705 The
middle lobe of the *endognath (the proximal division of the

tacinia externa in Boas's nomenclature). 1881 Carpenter
Microsc. (ed. 6) § 311 These 'endogonidia ..\xmz set

free by the dissolution of the wall of the parent-cell soon

enlarge. 1866 Treas.Bot.,'*Eudogonium,\\izc:ori\x-n\:&oiCa^

nucule ofa Chara. 1918 R. Knox Radiog. Ii Radio- Therap.

II. (1923) 523 Chronic *endometritis. 1907 Practitioner

Dec. 792 The *endometrium was normal. 191a Adam! &
M^C^RAE Pathol. 647 The histological appearances of the

endometrium in certain stages of the menstrual cycle.

1908 Practitioner Mar. 319 An acute *endo-myocarditis

of the infundibulum. 1907 Ibid. June 734 Structural

disease of the tricuspid orifice of inflammatory origin.,

is presumably evidence of an intense and widespread *endo-

pericarditis. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 85 Liber or Inner

Bark, or "Endophlceum. 1898 tr. Strcuburger's Bot. ^oZ
Some species also are *endophytic and inhabit cavities

in other plants. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 439/1 There

is a reciprocal symbiosis between the Angiosperm and
the fungus which is endophj'tic, only rarely ectophytic-

190a Ibid. XXVIII. 563/2 Endophytic parasites. 01889
C. V. RiLEV ((;ent. Diet.) The larvae of the castnians are.

.

*endophytous, boring the stems and roots of orchids and
other plants. 1893 T. R. R. Stebbing Crustacea 36 The
main branch or principal flagellum is the true *endopod.

1880 Huxley Crayfish 218 'I'he inner or *endopoditic

division of the antenna. 1922 Joan Riviere tr. Freud's

Introd. Lcct. Psycho-anal. 240 The why ol the symptom,
its tendency, is.. always an *endo-psychic process. 1927

C. Mackenzie Vestal Fire l. i, A frisson that no endo-

psychio censor is capable of providing. 1883 Hyatt in Proc.

Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. 261 The ' "endosiphon ', here spoken

of for the first time by that name, is the internal tube long

known in Actinoceras, and lately demonstrated in Piloceras.

Ibid. 273 The *endosiphonal tube is narrow and regular.

1883 — Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci. XXXII. 328 The
*endosiphonate . . types [ofcephalopods], X887 Sollas in En-
cycl. Brit. XXII. 415 A reticulation of ectosome on the one

side and of endoderm and mesoderm, i. e., *endosome, on the

other. 1885 "Endosteal (see •Ectosteal]. 1880 Huxley
Crayfish iv. 194 This zone [sc. the ectostracum] may be

distinguished from the "endostracum which makes up the

rest of the exoskeleton. 1832 Lindley Introd. Bot. 128

The lining of the anther has received particular illustra-

tion from M. Purkinje, who calls it *endcitheciunu 1878

Bell tr. Gegcnl'aur's Camp. Anat. 249 These processes

. .are found chiefly in the head and thorax in many orders

of the Insecta-.where they form a complicated structure

known as the * "endothoiax '. 1906 A. C. Abbott Bactertot.

(ed. 7) 568 We now regard the toxic action of these bacteria

to be due to the formation of "endotoxins or intracellular

toxins. 1907 y>-nt. Amer. Med. Assoc. 923 The serum in-

jected into the patient has brought about a local disintegra-

tion of the gonococci and a liberation of endotoxins. 1910

Practitioner June 861 "Endotracheal stenosis, due to

syphilis.

Endocrine (e-ndakrain), a. and sb. Antti.

Also -crin. [f. Gr. iviov Endo- + Kpivuv to sepa-

rate. Cf. F. glandes endocrines (Gottignies,

191 2), Sp. gldndulas cndocrinas (R. Molli, 191 2),

It. ghiandole endocrine (G. Ghedini, \<^\%), endo-

crinico (ibid.).] Denoting a gland having an inter-

nal secretion which is poured into blood or lymph ;

a ductless gland, as the thyroid, pituitary, ,nnd

adrenal glands. As adj. also = endocriiial.

Doriand^ Med. Diet., 1913, has endccrin with the erro-

neous def. '"The internal secretion of a gland *.

19x3 Sir E. Schafer Introd. Study Endocrine Glands

(1914) s Organs.. passing such material into the blood or

lymph are termed internally secreting or endocrine organs.

1914 Lancet j2 Sept. 714/1 The organs of internal secre-

tion, or endocrine glands. 1921 Lichty in .4/ncr. Jrnl. Med.

Sci. CLIX. 800 Thyroid and other endocrin disturbances.

1922 Blumgarten in N. Y. Med. Jrnl. CXV. 393 The
diagnostic and therapeutic role of the endocrines. 1924

R. Muir I'atlwl. ii\ Several of the endocrine glands exert

. .a co-ordinated action on the metabolism of carbohydrates.

X925 Laird Our Minds ff Their Bodies 52 Secretions from

the endocrines. 1925 W. J. H. Sprott tr. Kretschmer's Phy-

sique /( Cliar. 84 Whether the thyroid plays here a rOle as

pnmary cause of an endocrine nature..one cannot say for

certain. 1927 Haldane & Huxley Anim. Biol. ix. 190 The
endocrine system or sum total of the ductless glands.

Hence E'ndocrinal, Endocrinlc (-kri-nik), En-
docrinons adjs., pertaining to, of the nature of,

or relating to endocrine organs ; Endocrino-logy,

the physiology of the endocrines; whence E^ndo-

crino-lotfist.

1913 DoRLAND Med. Diet., Endocrinology. 1914 Brit.

Med. Jrnl. 14 Feb. 369/1 Deficiency of endocrinic glandu-

lar secretion. 1914 Lancet 4 Apr. 952/2 Influence of the

Endocrinous Glands upon Uterine Haimorrhage. 1919

Nature CIV. 208/1 ' Endocrinology ', or physiology of the

internally secreting glands. 1923 Glasgoiu Herald 10 Ninr.

4 Variations in the endocrinal or regulatory system. X930

Times Lit. Suppl. 25 Dec. 1103/1 For the endocrinologist-

I
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there are three papers dealing respectively with the chemical

properties of the oxytocic principle of the pituitary gland,

with oestriri and with a comb-growth-proinoting substance
obtained from testes and urine.

JBudodemi. Add : 2. c. attrih.

1885 M. FosTEH in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 14/2 The endoderm
cells. .are almost wholly taken up in the chemical work of

digesting and assimilating the food received into the cavity,

the lining of which they form. 190a Ibid, XXXI. 794/2
Just as in Anlhozoa and Cteiiophora the reproductive func-

tion and the function of excretion are largely the work of tlie

endoderm cells.

Endogamy. Add : 2. Bot. The fusion or

coalescence oftwo or more female gametes.
1900 B. D. J.\cKsoN Gloss. Bot. Terms.

liUdOgeiiesis (end(?d3e*nesis). Biol. [mod.L.,

f. Gr. ivhov within + 7«V£ff(j origin, production.]

The production of or the giving rise to structures

from within. 1909 Cent. Did. Suppl.

ZIndogeiietic (e:ndi7d3/he'tik), a. [f. as prec.

:

see -genetic] a. Path. Developed internally.

b. Biol. Produced from within, O. GeoL Formed
from solutions.

a 1889 DuNcusoN Med, Diet. (1893), Endogenetic. 1903

Encyd. Brit. XXV. 439/2 The inflorescence may be endo-

genetic, the ovule may consist ofnucellus alone,and frequently

there is do ovutc. 1904 Amer. Geol. Apr. 229 Endogenetic
rocks may also he called nonclastic, since they arc never com-
posed of fragments of older rocks, as arc the clastic rocks.

Endogenous, a. Add :

d. Geol. Formed within a mass of rock, or

within the earth's surface; spec, applied to intrusive

rock changed by contact with surrounding rocks.

1859 Pace Handbk. Geol. Terms, EndogemteSt fossil stems

and migments exhibiting the endogenous structure are so

termed. 1878 T. S. Hunt Cliem. * Geol. Ess. xi. 196 The
en- iotjenous character of this granite ir* well shown by its

bjiided structure. 1890 [see •Exogenous).

£ndopterygotic, -OUS (e:nd^terig(?'tik,

-ig^u'tss), ajj's. Ent. [f. mod.L. Endopterygota^ f.

Gr. ivhov within + irT*ptryeuT(5s winged.] Belong-

ing to the division EndopUrygota of insects, which
develops its wings ini»ide the body. So E&do-
pte'rygote a, = prcc. ; also as sb., a member of

the Endopterygota ; S^ndopterygotisin, the con-

dition of being endopterygotous.
1898 Proc. Intern. Zool. Congr. 248 (Cassell's Suppl.) The

great majority of existing insects are cndopterygotic. xgoa

Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 503/2 Some of the Palxozoic insects,

though we infer them to have been exopierygotous, were
really endopterygotous. 190a [see 'Anaio'erycotish).

Endorse, v. Add

:

1. e. To make an entr>' of an offence on the back

of (a licence, e.g. of a publican or motorist).

190a Fori. Deb. CI. 1436 The justices will not exercise

the power given them of endorsing licenses, the effect of

which, on the third endorsement, would be to deprive a man
of the value of his license.

2. O, To declare one's approval of, 'crack up '(a

person or thing). So Endcrsoment. 1/>S.

1914 Concise Ox/. Dict.^ Endorse (vulgar in advertise-

ments), declare one's belief in. 1^14 H G.^v.i.Ui Englishm.
looks at World 61 note, Larkmism comes to endorse me
since this was written. 9SS Publishers' Weekly 26 Dec.

3013/1, I am told.. that even the endorsing of articles by
prominent stage-folk is now not so eagerly sought after by
Astute manufacturer*. 19x6 Ibid. 20 Feb. 56^ The New York
Times, The New York Post, . .and many others endorsed the

book so highly that we are now setting it up ourselves. Ibid.

18 Sept. 9£> From the standpoint of the manor woman who
endorses college and college education.

Endoscopic (end<7sk(?-pik), a. [f. Gr. ivlov

Eni>o- + -GKQ-Ros viewing + -ic]

1. (See S.V. Endo- in Diet.)

2. Math. Characterized by the treatment of

coefficients ' with reference to their internal consti-

tution as composed of roots or other elements'

(Sylvester). Hence EndoBOoploally adv.

18^ SvLVKSTEB Math. Papers (1904) I. 431 In the second

section 1 proceed to express the residues and syzygetic

multipliers in terms of the roots and factors of the given

functions; the method becoming as it may be said endo-
scopic instead of being cxoscopic, as in the first section. 1893
Correspondent^ An atf^ebraic form may be viewed endo-
scopically or exoscopically.

£ndosnio*tically, adv. [f. Endosmotic a. :

see -ICALLY.] In an endosmotic manner.
x88i Skmper Anim. Life 184 They [sc. desert-snails] may

..be capable of absorbmt; a larger amount of water end-
osmotically through the skin than the snails living in our
damp climates. 1884 tr. Claus' ZooL 307 The nutritive fluid

p^isses endosmotically into the body parenchyma.

Endothelioma (c:nd^})ni^*ma). Path. [f.

Kndothelium + *-OMA.] A malignant growth de-

veloped from endothelium. Hence Bndotlielio'-

matoua a,

1880 tr. von Ziemtsen*s Cycl. Prod. Med. IX. 344 Under
the name of primary melanotic endothelioma of the liver,

Itlock recently described a cnsc of diffuse or infiltrated pig-

ment cancer. 1886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. II. 812/1
Endotlieliomn (psammoma) of the optic nerve consists of
alveolar connective tissue, in which cells lie embedded in

more or less conceniric layers. 1888 J. F. Paynf. Gen.
Pathol. 303 Endothelioma is a name sornetimcs given to

this [sc. psammoma] and other growths originating in, and
comported of, endothelium. 189^^ D. J. Hamilton Pathol.
II. 738 Cytindromatou<i endothehomataare found in various
parts of the brain or projecting into the brain from the mem-

branes. 15^06 Practitioner Nov. 666 The endotheliomatotis
areas consisted of tubules, columns or sheets of cells.

Endotliemiic (endojwumik), a. Chem, [f,

Endo- + Thermic fl.] Characterized by, or at-

tended with, the absorption of heat. So lindo-
the'rmous a.

1884 M. yi. p. MuiR Princ. Chem. 254 To found a system
of classification on the difference between exoihermic and
endothermic changes. 1890 Bioxam''s Chem. (ed. 7) 141
When C is hurnt into CO2 by 2 NjO, it evolves 40,400 more
units of heat than when burnt in 02* showing tliat, contrary
to the usual law, heat is evolved in the decomposition of the
NjO, amounting to 20,200 units per molecule. Such a com-
pound is said to be endothermic. xSoS Nature iS Aug. 375
'Ihe true chemical equivalent of light energy can only be
measured by means of an endothermic irreversible reaction.

x9oa Encycl. Brit, XXV. 37/1 Such endotiiermic bodies
are nearly always found to show considerable violence in

their decomposition.

Endowment. Add :

6. attrib. and Comb, : (sense 2) endowment
assurance, insurance, a form of life insurance

providing for the payment of an endowment or fixed

sum to the insured person at a specified date, or

(usually) to his representatives on his death, should

that take place before the siiecified date of payment;
endowment (insurance) policy, a policy which
provides for payment according to the above
method.
x88o Encycl. Brit. XIII. 168/3 Endowment.Assurances,

1898 Westm. Gas. 5 Feb. 6/3 Tlie Equity and Law seems
to be the only office to which the public should take their

endowment assurance busines-s. 1898 Daily Ne^vs 26 Feb.
8/1 The favourite system of insurance is the endowment
plan, is it not ?

Endurably (endiu»TabH), adv, [f. Endur-
able a. +-ly2.] In an endurable manner; so

as to be endured. In recent Diets.

Endnrance. Add :

1. o. Of inanimate things: The power of holding

out; the capacity (e.g. ofsteel) ofwithstanding strain.

1890 Daily News 13 Nov. 5/7 Her speed was 18 knots an
hour. Her coal endurance is given as 475 tons stowage,
and with that stowed she could have steamed 7,000 miles.

Endways, adv. 2. b. (Later U.S. example.)
1871 * Makk Twain ' Screamers 31 He was all ready for

the dog loo, and knocked him endways with a rock wlien he
came to tear him.

Enemy, sb. and «. Add : A. HI. Comb. ;

instrumental, as etumy-controIUd^ -occupied adjs.

1918 Act 8 <V 9 Geo. Kc. 31 f 8 Any property belonging
to a company which is an enemy-controlled corporation.

1910J. M. Kevmes Econ. Conseq. Peace 108 To maintain the

civilian French population in the enemy•occupied districts.

B. 2. Delete * rare in modern use * and add
qnots.

:

1891 Meredith One 0/our Cong . xxjtiv, The young..have
either emotion or imagination to fold them defensively from
an enemy world. looa Westm. Gaz. 5 Aug. 6/3 Stock
requisitioned during the late war from private enemy owners,

1000 Ibid. 5 Apr. 1/3 The destination, .is presumed to exist

if the goods are consigned to enemy authorities, or to a
contractor established in the enemy country who.. supplies

articles of this kind to the enemy. Ibid, 2/1 If goods con-

signed to any trader supplying an enemy population could
be seized. 1915 J. H. Mokgan tr. German War Bk. 113

Usages of war in regard to enemy territory and its inhabi>

tanis. X915 N.y. Tribune 30 Mar. 8/3 British naval officers

in their reports have also referred to 'enemy 'ships and fleets.

Sneolithic, var. Mtu'roiatbic.
S911 J. I* MvHES/?rttw« Hist. X. 324 The result was a long

chalcofitbic (or as the Italians say, eneollthic) phase, in

which good cheap stone and bad expensive bronze were in

use concurrently. 1913 Engl. Hist, Rev, Jan. 134 la the
neolithic and eneolithic ages.

Energid (cn3-rd3id). Biol. [a. G. energid

(Sachs in Flora 189a and 1895), f. cnergie Energy :

see -id'-^.] The nucleus of a cell together with its

active cytoplasm regarded as a vital unit.

1897 Nat. Science Dec. 395 We may introduce that change
from the word cell to that of energid (Sachs). Ibid-t The dis-

tinguishing characteristic of an energid is the living element
(protoplasm and nucleus), whilst that of a cell is the mem-
brane. 1900 I. B, Balfour tr. GoebePs Organ. Plants i. 24

A polyergic plant is either an eiiergid-colony or coenobium
(cellular ornon-cellular) in which a dlvisionof labour between
the several energids has not yet appeared and each energid is

capable of living for itself ; or the energids exhibit a division

of labour and although in union with one another are therein

different from one another—they form an energid-domlnion.

190S EncycL Brit. XXV. 434/2 Of the three energids of the

egg-apparatus, one alone is normally functional as the egg.

Encrg^m (enajdgiz'm). Ethics, [ad. G. and
mod.L. energismtiSy f. late L. energia Enbugy : see

-I8M.] The theory that the supreme good does not

lie in pleasure but in a contented activity of mind.

Hence Energl'stic a.

1899 Thilly tr. Paulsen's Syst. Ethics u 223 The energistic

view, .holds : The will does not aim at pleasure, but at_ an
objective content of life, or, since life consists solely of action,

at definite concrete activities. I regard the latter concep-

tion as the correct one. M y view may, therefore, be charac-

terized as teleological enereism. 1913 Baitings' Encycl.

Relig. VI. 511/1 * Energism isPaulsen's title for his revived

Greek position. In this third use of the term it [sc. happt-
Dess] includes, rather than excludes, perfection as an end.

Energize, v. Add : 1. b. (In modern techni-

cal use.)

1886 P. Benjamin Age ^Electricity 80 An electro-magnet

is energized or de-energized, .by simply establishing or
stopping the current in the coil. 1909 West?n. Gaz. 12 Jan.

4.^ The Blalsdell energised solid tyre.

2. (Examples illustrating more recent usage.)

1895 Contevip. Rev. Jan. 16 That Law would revive and
energise the moment our hacks were turned. 1908 Westm.
Gaz. II Dea 2/1 The stray Tories who chanced to go with
the Liberal tide In 1906, and who now energise on the Liberal
benches. 1930 Pilgrim Oct. 105 The act of speaking makes
words, .the actual vehicle and expression of a concrete per-

sonality here and now locally energising in them. 1922

J. Y. SiMi'SON Man ^ Attainm. lunnortalityx. 8 Theology
, .must in some degree be a knowledge of the world as an ex-
pression of God, and of Him as enerslsing in and through it.

Energy, Add : 7. atlHb. and Comb. : as

eiiergy-carryingy -change, consttmption^ -producing*
1905 Westm. Gaz. 28 Apr. 2/1 The *enerny-carrying

power of a beam of light. 1884 M. M, P. Muir Princ.
Chem. 453 The *energy-change.s attending the formation of
various compounds. X909 Install. Netvs III. 109/1 The
*energy consumption should not be below 500 watts. 1909
Daily Chron. 8 July 6/4 An *energy-producing food.

Enfantillage (ahfanti'yag). [Fr., f. s"en/an-

tiller (f. enfant child) : see -age.] A childish

action or prank.
1914 E. SiDGwicK Duke Jones 384 The talk distracted

itself again owing to Charles' enfantillages.

Enfant terrible (anfau tgrzbl). [Fr., = ter-

rible child.] A child who embarrasses his elders

by untimely remarks; transf. a person who com-
promises his associates or his party by unconven-
tional or ill-considered action.

1851 Eraser's Mag. Mar. 322/1 He..seemed_ to tell all

these stories just as an en/ant terrible might, without fully

understanding them. 1854 Thackeray Newcomes xxi. Miss
Ethel.. never mentioned this part of her talk with Mrs.
Mason. '^\x\.\.\iftenfant ttrrible, young Alfred, did: announc-
ing to all the company at dessert, that Ethel was In love with
Clive. 1885 'L. Malet' Col. Enderbys Wife in. v. That
enfant terrible of Mrs. Farrell's is not coming hack, I trust.

Enfe'veredy ///. a. [f. Enfeverz/. + -ed1.]

Fever-stricken.

1893 Pall Moll Mag. I. 887 His enfevered brain, xoox
Daily Chron. 2 July 3/1 Whilst the last chill comes To that
enfevered clay and makes it pure.

Enflenrage (anfloraj). [Fr.] The process

of extracting; perfumes from flowers by means of

fats such as lard and olive oil ; Inflowehing.
1855 PiESSE /I r^o/"/*«[/"«7«^^?:j' 15 Absorption, or Enfleurage.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 595/2 The aroma is extracted by
the process known as 'enfleurage', i.e., absorption by a
fatty body, such as purified lard or olive oil. 1884 Ibid.

XVII. 748/1.

Enfold, V. Add : 4. b. Surg. To enclose (an

ulcer) in a fold of the organ (e.g. the stomach) t<y

stitching together the walls on either side- So
Enfo'lding vbl. sb., the operation.

1903 Lancet 29 Aug. 592/ij I decided to infold the entire

ulcerated area without openmg the stomach. Ibid.^ Simple
infolding of the ulcer should prove efficient.

Enforceability ^enfoBisabi-liti). [f. Enforce-
able + -ITV.] The character or quality of being

enforceable.

19*5 Glasgoiv Herald 9 Sept. 10 The danger of ' a Legis-
lature which has grown accustomed to pass any number of

laws without concern for their consequences or their en-

forceability '. 19*8 Bntains Industr. Future {Lib. Ind.

In<^.) in. xvll. 212 The possibility of obtaining legal enforce-

ability for their decisions.

Encfage, v. 5. b. (Earlier Amer. examples.")

1760 Washington Diaries I.iog.'XccompaniedMrs. Bassett

to Alexandria and engaged a Keg of Butter of Mr. Klrk-

patrick, heing quite out of that article. 1770 Maryland
Hist. Mag. XII. 358 Pray wilte to Coolidge and send an
Express to him to Engage the Com and to send it up as soon
as possible.

Engagement. 2. d. Add : e^igagement-ring.
i875?Irs. Stowk We <t Neighbors xxxix. 372 Angie wore

on her finger an engagement-ring. 1900 Elin. Glvn Visits

Eliz. {1006) 73 He seemed to have forgotten that it was
arrangecl for him to give Victorine the engagement ring that

evening and say a few appropri;ite words to her.

Engagfinffness. Delete t Obs. and add quots.

\']%^ HailevvoI. II, Insinuatingness,. .insinuating Nature,
Eiigaginaness. 1906 G. Saintsbubv Caroline Poets II. 371
A certain quality of engagingness which it has.

Engelmann (cggslmfin). The name of Dr.

G, Engelmann of St. Louis, an American botanist,

used attrib. or in the genitive to designate a spruce

{Picea engelmannt) growing in British Columbia
and the Rocky Mountains.
igoa Encycl. Brit. XXVI. y^iji.

Engine* sb. Add :

6. C. (Delete "iObs^ Still used for appliances

used in the illicit catching of salmon.
i86x Act 34 <V as ^ict. c. loo § 11 No fixed Engine of any

Description shall be placed or used for catching Salmon in

any inland or tidal Waters. 1873 Salmon Fishery Act 270
The nets were illegal fixed engines. \^'^Act\-^^\^Geo. V
C. 16 § II.

11. engine-hose.

1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XII. 373 A small engine-hose.

.

coiled up like a huge snake on the deck.

Engineer, sb. Add : 5. b. (Later U.S. ex-

ample.) Also humorously, a team-driver. (/.S.

In recent use applied to one who controls any kind

of engine and is responsible for the running of the

machinery.



ENGINEER.
1878 J. H. Beadle IVesUm IViids iii. 53, 1 to?^ a position

as engineer of a six-mule teani. 1003 N, Y. Times t Oct i

The engineer tried to stop his train before it struck the party.

19ZX Dict.Occup. Tert/ts (1927) §§ 353. 458, 950, etc.

Engineer, v. 2. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

Also, to manoeuvre. ' shepherd '.

Z864 Sala in Daiiy Tel, 7 July, The lobbying or enginea:-

ing a bill through the Legislature. 1865 S. S. Cox Eight

Vrs. Confess 99 When he undertakes to engineer a reso-

lution through this House for the expulsion of a brother

member. 1^9 Sat. Rev. 16 Mar. 299/2 The jealousies and

interests of workmen against employers are engineered

remorselessly by professional wirepullers. 1890 Fortn. Rev.

May 716 To *cngmeer* a party.. throughout a holiday ex-

pedition in a foreign country is an arduous, .undertaking.

Engineering, vbL sh. 2. Add : etigineering

shop
J
yard.

X919 Brit. Manufacturer Nov. 24/t Engineering shops.

Ibid. 2^/2 Engineering yards.

Englacial (engUifal), a. [f. En-1 + Glacial.]

Embedded in or passing over the surface of a

glacier. So Eng'lacially at^v.

1891 R. D. Salisbuhv Gei>i. Surv. iVeztf Jersey 87 (Cent.

D. Suppl.) On one of the Alaskan glaciers.. an englacial

stream appears at the surface of the ice,, .pursues a super-

glacial course for ashort distance, and plunges again beneath

an ice arch and pursues for an undetermined distance an
englacial course, 1903 Chamberlin & Salisbury GeoL^ I.

268 A surface load.. buried by snow and ice.. is englacial.

1925 Odell in E. F. Norton Fight for Everest^ ig24 315

The medial moraine from the north-east shoulder of Everest,

carried englacially.

England. 2. Add: Old England-, the * old

country ' (as distinguished from New England).
1638 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. IV. 184/1 George Ropes is to

have 20 acres of Land to be laid out for him at his retorne

from old England. 1680 Ntw Castle Court Rec. 397, I be-

queath iit to my brother & sister in ould England, a 1700

Evelyn Diary 26 May 1671, The condition of New Eng-
land, .as to their regard to Old England.

English, sb. 2. Delete + Obs. and add later

quots. Also, the English word or equivalent {for).

1824 Oriental Herald I. 90 Whose patience is equal to the

reading of the ' IJahar Damash ' in Dr. Scott's English 1 X864

Alfokd {title) The Queen's English. 1890 T, Hardy Three
Notable Stories, Melancholy Hussar iL 170 Phyllis used to

say that his English, though not good, was quite intelligible

to her. 1926 Ki-:arton Naturalist's Pilgr. vii. 74 'What
are they mining for. .Herr Sonbergh?* * Ah ', he exclaimed,
' I know quite well, but I cannot remember the English for

it.* 1930 N. ^ Q-^x Oct. 270/1 Throughout the English is

apt, for spaces, to be careless and dull.

1. Billiards. = Side j^.l I4d. 6^.^.

Englishism. Add

:

2. An English idiom or form of speech.

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet. 1923 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 203/2
We . .did the be.st we might with blunt EngUsliisms.

Englishize (i'qglijaiz), V. [f. English a. +
-iz^^ trans. To make English.

1858 Brownsons Q. Rev. Apr. 190, I want the Church
Americanized no more than I want her..Engli5hized or

Gallicized, 192a Blackw. Mag. Sept. 281/1 F... had been
accustomed to meet the Englishised Indian in the privacy

of his board-room in London. i^zZSunday Dispatch 22 July

22/3, The Eiigliahised sport from the other side of the

Atlantic.

Englishman. Add : 2. An English ship.

x8a3 J. F. Cooper Pilot xxxiii, Griffith saw his own ship

"borne away from the Englishman. x88s W. C. Russfxl
Strange Voy. iv, She was not an Englishman, thougli I really

forget the nationality of the colour she flew at the peak.

Englobe, z'. Add : 2. Biol. To absorb within

;a blood-globule, amoeba, or the like. So En-
glo'bed ppl. a. ; Eng'lo'bement, the process or

state of being englobed or absorbed.
X902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 536/2 Red blood corpuscles are

often englobed by this amoeba, xgoz yml. Exper. Med.
VI. 155 The bodies of englobed parasites. Ibid., The en-

globement of parasites in the Uver is more active at certain

periods of the cycle.

Engram (e-ngrasm). Psychol, [f. Gr. tv En-
-i-ypafifj.a letter.] A permanent change in the

nucleus of a cell, dne to stimulus, which is trans-

ferred to the germ-cells and thus becomes heritable.

So En^raphy (e'ngrafi), the action of exciting an
organism in such a way that a permanent change or
engram results. So Engra*plxic a., of or pertain-

ing to engraphy ; Engra'phically adv.
19x4 L. S[MON tr. R. Seinon^s Mneme {1921) 24 When an

organism has been temporarily stimulated and has passed,
after the cessation of the stimulus, into the condition of
' secondary indifference', it can be shown that such organ-
ism .. has been permanently affected. This I call the
engraphic action of a stimulus, because a permanent record

has been written or engraved on the irritable substance.

I use the word engram to denote this permanent change
wrought by a stimulus. /^£t/., The sum of such engrams in an
organi.'im may be called its ' engram-storc '. Ibid. 32 Neither
can such influences act engraphically. Ibid. 274 The en-
gram-associaiion is a result of engraphy and becomes mani-
fest on ecphory. 1923 B. Duffy tr. R. Semon's Mnemic
Psych. 325 It is only through ecphory that we first get to know
the existence of engraphy, and there can be no ecphory
unless preceded by engraphy. 1925 C. Fox Educat. Psychol.
10 When a child simultaneously sees his nur.se and receives

food, both the optical stimulus and the taste stimuli produce
their engraphic effects and the engrams are permanently
associated. 19*7 Joao Mind Sf its iVorkings 40 What I am
aware of when I appear to remember something is not the

past occurrence which, as I say, I remeniber, but a present

state or modification of my body. This present state or

modification is called an engram.

334

Enhance, z'- 4. b. Add : In modem use,

(of property, etc) to increase in value cr price.

1889 Century Diet. s.v., A debt enhances rapidly by com-
pound interest. 189a Pall Mall Gaz. 15 Nov. 3/2 Until
the property enhanced sufficiently to sell. 1904 N. V.Even.
Post 31 Mar. 2 With stationary or diminishing incomes, their

living expenses are constantly enhancing.

Enhanced, ppl' a. Add : b. spectroscopy.

Applied to tiie lines of a metallic spectrum which
are strengthened, or which only appear, under the

action of the spark.

1903 LocKYER & Baxandall in Phil. Trans. Ser. A, CCT.
211 The majority of the lines are due to metallic vapours,

the enhanced lines and the arc lines being of about equal
prominence. 1907 Sir N. "Lock^er Spectroscopic^ Comp.
Metals 24 The enhanced lines of titanium are.. considerably

weaker in the stellar spectrum than in the sun. i^z Encycl.

Brit. XXX, 298/2 The ' enhanced lines * of strontium 4077
and 4215 are relatively strong in stars of high luminosity

and weak in those of low luminosity.

Enhancive (enha*nsiv), a. Also U.S. enhan-
sive. [f. Enhance v. + -ive.] That tends to en-

hance or intensify; spec, designating a sentence of

which the second part is more forcible than the

first, or the second part itself.

1853 Edwards & Tavlor tr. Kiikner^'s Grk. Grant. 499
A copulative coordinate sentence is either annexive or en-

hansive. 1889 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 708 What so. .enhancive
of the glow of the bright firelight.. as that delightful ball

of warm dark-grey fur coiled up upon the hearth ? 1904
A. B. Davidson Theol. O. T. 99 Flohim^-^ plural not

numerical, but simply enhancive of the idea of might.

Enhat (enhse-t), v. [f. En- i b + HAT sb:\

trans. To invest with a cardinal's hat.

1925 Times Lit. Suppl.^fi Nov. 795/1 The rings ceremoni-
ally presented to Cardinals when enhatted. 1925 Times
18 Dec. 13/2 Five Cardinals Enhatted.

Enhypostasia (enhoip^st^fzia). Theol. [mod.

L., f. Gr. Ivvnoararo^ really existent.] a. Sub-

stantial or personal existence, b. Personality exist-

ing not independently but in union with another

personality; often describing the human nature

of Christ as related to His divine nature as God
the Son. So Enhypostatic a.

1877 ScHAFF in Smith & Wace Diet. Chr. Biog. I. 495/1
Tiie Anhypostasia, Impersonality, or, to speak more accu-
rately, the Enhypostasia, of the human nature of Christ.

1917 H. M. Rklton Study Christol. 226 The doctrine of
the Enhypostasia. .secures that the self-consciousness of the

God-Man is a single-consciousness which is not purely

human, nor merely human, but truly human.

Enlarge,^* Add: 2. d. Pkotog. Tomakeapic-
ture larger than (the original negative). Also absol.

187X Ejiglish Mechanic 24 Feb. 549/3 Cheap Enlarging
Camera. Ibid. 5 May 166/2 [A] condenser, .for enlarging

with a i plate lens. 1878 Abney Treat. Pitotogr. Index,

ICnlarged photographs. 1903 A. Watkins IVatkins Man. 43
Daylight Enlarging. Ibid. 44 In commencing.. to calculate

enlarging exposures. Ibid., The indicated exposure will be
right for a decidedly dense negative without taking into

account the increase for the enlarging factor. Ibid. 47 Most
photographers want to enlarge from a negative of settled

size to one size of paper.

Enlargedness. (Later U.S. example.)
1805 D. McCi.URE Diary (1899) 105 Desireto be thankful

for that freedom and enlargedness, with which I am some-
times favored.

Enlargement, Add

:

1. C. J'holog. The process of enlarging a picture;

a negative or print made of a larger size than the

original.

1871 English Mechanic 17 Mar. 621/2 The inner body of
large camera for enlargement. 1878 Abnev Treat. Pitotogr.

xxix. 209 It can also be shown that an enlargement from a
small negative is better than a picture of the same size

taken direct as regards sharpness of detail. 1884— Instr.

Photogr. (ed. 6) 188 Enlarged negatives can be produced
either by making an enlarged transparency, or by enlarging

the negative from it in the camera. In all cases of enlarge-

ment the camera must be employed. 1903 A. Watklss
IVatkins Man. 47 The five separate influences which decide

an enlargement exposure.

Enlist, V. 3. (Earlier Amer. example.)
X716 Jrnts. Ho, Ripr. Mass. I. 149 If the interested can

find so many that will Inlist themselves for that Service.

Enlisting, vbl. sb, (Earlier Amer. examples of

attrib. use).

1757 in Lett, to WasJiington II. 125 The Treasurer this

Day sends. .Aloney to pay the Volunteers & Draughts their

enlisting Monejr. 1775 Rec. Neiv Hampshire Comm. Safety

37 Sent him . . Six blank enlisting orders.

Enneastyle (e-n/'astail), a. Arch. [f. Gr.

kvvia nine 4- arvKos column.] Having nine columns

or pillars.

187s Encycl. Brit. II. 410/2 An enneastyle arrangement.

Enocllian (zn^-kian), a. [f. Enoch + -ian.]

Of, belonging to, or characteristic of Enoch the

patriarch (see Gen, v. 24), or the apocryphal Book
of Enoch. Also ZSno'cMc a.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 496/1 Slavonic Book of Enoch. .

.

This new fragment of the Enochic literature has only
recently come to light. 19x9 S. C. Cabpentkr Christianity

ace. Luke iv. 41 [Our Lord s] actual use of the Enochian
conception [of the Messiah], 1920 J. Rendel Harris
Testimonies 11. x. 84 Peter's use of the Enochic writings

makes in the direction of a close relation between his cita-

tions from them and his citations from Isaiah.

Enol {i'-agX). Chem. [app. for *henol, f. Gr. Iv-,

stem oifU one + -Ol.] One of the several compounds

£KSEMBL£.

containing the unsaturated alcoholic group, .CH

:

C(OH). Hence Eno'llo a., of or pertaining to an
enol,

1894 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXVI. n. 433 Compounds contain*
ing the group : C : C(OH) are said to be ' enolic '. Ibid. 4^
No evidence supporting the existence of the tautomeric
enolic form sometimes attributed to malonic acid was ob-
tained. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 725/1 In some cases

compounds are obtained from it \sc. ethylic aceto-acetate]
which are clearly of an enolic form../.*., a form which is

both an ethcnoid and an cloz alcohol.

EnophtlialnLns, -mos {tx\ipi\^'\mv%, -f^s).

Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. iv in + 6c^^aX/Jos eye.] Ab-
normal retraction of the eyeball into the orbit.

1892 Gbadle in Hare's Syst. Pract. Therap. 1075 The.

.

receding of the eyeball into the orbit, cnophthalmos, is

apparently produced by any condition of emaciation or ex-

treme anaemia. 1907 Practitioner Nov. ^34 The intermit-

tent exophthalmos occurs when the bead is depressed, such
as occurs in stooping, whereas cnophthalmos follows when
the head is in the erect position.

Enoa^b., a., sb.^ and adv. Add : A. cuij.

1. Also (J.S. dial, in phr. enough sight better, etc.

Cf. Sight sb^ 2 b.

x84S S. JuDD Margaret i. xiv. no Their music is enough
sight better than ours. 1856 Alice Caky Married 63 Gran-
mam likes Hal, in fact, enough sight the best. 1887 Makv
EI. WiLKiNS Humble Romance 160 If it's got to be done by
anybody I'd enough sight rather 'iwoud be done by the

town, 1891 — Neiu Eng, Nun 407 They'd keep dusted
*nough sight cleaner. 1911 J. C. Lincoln Cap'n U'arren's
Wards xvi. 251 It was enough sight damper amongst the
seats than in those cloth waves.

B. cuiv. 3. With comparatives : Amply, suffi-

ciently. U,S, dial,

1846-52 Mrs. Whitcher Widow Bcdott P. xvi, 163 Its

enough ginteeler *n them flambergasted blue and yaller

things. 1897 K, M. St\j\rt Simpkinsrilie 18 You'd see one
thet was enough pinker an sweeter 'n the rest to make you
climb for it.

Enre^ster, v. For * rare in mod. nse ' sub-

stitute * Revived in recent use as a gallicism \ and
add quots. :

1896 M^Clure's Ma^. VI. 479/2 The works of men too

numerous to be enregistered here. 1918 Times Lit. Sup^.
21 Mar. 137/2 The three hundred thousand enregistered by
the barrister Chenaux. \<pA Nezv Statesman 27 Oct. SiThe
young spiders . . are obeying what is nowadays a racially

enregistered tropism to cHnib,

Enregistration (e:nred.:^istr^i'j3n). [f. En-
begisTER V. : see -ation.] The registering, on the

brain, of previous actions, so that performance be-

comes automatic or instinctive,

1922 J. V. Simpson Alan ff Atteunni. Immortality xi. 241

Increased cerebral development involves in some way a wider
and more complex range of enregistration and combination
of action and reaction, and so, through the presence of

alternatives, of choice. 1927 Glasgow Herald 24 Mar. 4
Experiments with rats that quickly master a labyrinth of

the Hampton Court maze type point to an enregistration

of tactile and muscular sensations, 1930 J. A. Thomson in

yohn O' London^s Weekly 8 Mar. 878/3 Enregistration of

the past is characteristic of life.

Enrolled, ppl. a. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1789 Ann. Congress I. 6 July 49 The House hadappointed

a Committee., for the purpose of examining an enrolled bill

imposing duties on tonnage. 1835 Indiana Ho. Repr. Jrnl.

145 The joint committee on enrolled bills have this day
compared the following engrossed bills of the Senate with

the enrolled bills, and find the same correctly enrolled.

Enrolling^p ///. a. [£, Enrol z/. + -ing2.]

That enters on a roll or list.

1838 Indiana Ho. Repr. Jrnl. 6 The House proceeded to

the election of Enrolling Clerks. Ibid. 143 The duties of

Enrolling Secretary of the Senate.

Ensellxire(ense*liuej,|lansfli7r), Anthrop. [Fr.

f. en- + selie saddle + •ure.j (See quot.)

1900 Deniker Races ofMan 93 Enscllure— that is to say,

the strongly marked curve of the dorso-lumbo- sacral region

—is especially marked among Spanish women. Ibid., En-
sellure is also more marked among Negroes than among
Whites.

EnsemblGf sb. Add : 1. b, A woman's suit or

complete dress (e.g. for afternoon or evening wear).

1927 Weekly Dispatch 6 Nov. 16 A simple ensemble., in

shades of brown. Ibid., The afternoon ensemble is by no
means dead. 1930 Daily Exfress 8 Sept. 55 White rabbit,

brocade, velvet . . add considerable chic to the evening
ensemble.

3. Mus. The united performance of all voices or

all instruments in a piece of concerted music, or of

a chorus and orchestra; also, the manner in which
this is done.
1844 Musical Examiner 28 Sept. 809 It was really possible

for five principal vocalists to achieve a perfect ensemble.

1880 Grai'e's Diet. Music 1 1. 659/2 A feeling of carelessness

..which the conductor must be quick to detect lest the

ensemble be marred thereby. 1915 Fuller-Maitland in

Musical Quarterly I. 83 We must put up with ensemble
when we want to talk of that part of music, which is pro-

duced by the co-operation of several performers. Ibid,,

Much care is required to secure a good ensemble in a vocal

piece. 1937 Obser7'er 27 Nov. 14/4 TJie ensemble between
pianoforte and violoncello was good. 1929 Encycl, Brit,

VlII. 616/2 The 'ensemble numbers' of an opera (trio,

quartet and so forth). By extension the term is applied to

Hie process of combining in this manner and to the skill

with which it is accomplished. Thus in this sense it may
be said that the ensemble of a choir or of a quartet was poor.

4. Math. A collection or combination of systems.
190a J. W. GiBBS Statist. Mech. 116 A microcanonical en-

semble of systems. Ibid, 1 69 The time-ensemble, orensembft
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of phases through which a single system passes in the course

of time. Ibid, 190A grand ensetnble is therefore composed of

a multittide of petit ensembles.

Ensete (ens;-tO. [Native name.] The Abys-

sinian banana, Musa Enseie.

1864 J. A. Grant lyaik Across Africa p. xv,

Ensifomi, O' Add : sb. = eAsiform cartilage.

1907 Practitioner Oct. 467 Even when it travels directly

downwards, in the same line as the pulmonary murmur, it

[sc. an aortic murmur] travels much further, and is usually

clearly audible at the ensiform.

lEnsigHf sb, 9. Add : ensign-fly, a parasitic

hymenopterous insect of the family Evaniidgp,

1894 CoMSTOCK Man, Insects 628 We have named these

insects Ensign-flies, because they carry the abdomen aloft

like a flag. 1897 — Insect Lije 8&

liusilation (ensil^'J^n). [f. Ekstlate v. : see

-Tiox.] The preserving of green fodder in a pit.

1885 Nature 22 Oct. 606/1 The life of the plant under the
restricting conditions of eiisilation.

£ilS&arl, v?- Delete -iOhs. and add quots.

X890 P. Brooks Ne7v Starts in Life xiv. 239 Shall life be
one great deep stream of joy, ever and anon darkening and
ensnarling itself in suffering, but always unsnarling and
brightening itself again ? 1894 W. R. Thayer Poems Ne^v
ff Old 19 The soul of Halid is enmarled in a secret and
pardonless crime, ]9>4 Public Opinion i Aug. 104/2 Ex-
hibiting an amazing capacity to get at the ensnarled Idnks
of the mind and soul.

£n-Soph (^n sJuf). Also -sof. [Late Heb.

CjlD pN in sof no end.] In Cabbalistic doctrine,

the absolute infinite and incomprehensible God.
Hence Bnsophic a.

1693 Ensophick [in Diet.). 1865 C. D. Ginsburg Kab-
bidafit^ No one has seen the En Soph at any time. 1873
Leland Egypt. Sketch-Bk, 202 The supermundane and en-
sophic universe. 1903 Jeivisk EncycL III, 468/1 An ex-
pression of the wUI of the En-Sof is not necessary in the act
of emanation.

Enstool (enstw'l), V, [f, En-1 + Stool sb, i e.]

trans. To place (a chief) on his * stool',

1895 Times 16 Nov. 5/4 The King of Kol£ofu,.is one of
the three chiefs who. by ancient custom, perform the cere-

mony of ' enstooling the King of Kumasst as King para-

mount [of the Asl^ntt Confederation]. 1895 Daily News
25 Nov. 3/5 l*he enstooling of Prcmpeh on Slarch 26, 1886.

1925 Public opinion 1 1 Oct. 396/1 Should aChiefbe enstooled.

ZSnsXiant (ensi«'int), a. Delete f Obs, and
add : 2. Following or consequent on.

1897 Daily Ne-zvs ai Oct. 7/7 His condition, ensuant on a
paralytic stroke, left little room for hope. 1900 Ibid, 3 July
5/6 The stoppage of trade ensuant on the war.

En suite : see Suite.

Enswamped, Ppi. a. (Later U.S. example.)
i8ai T. NuTTALL Trav. Arkansa vi. 108, I was now

obliged more deeply to wade through the enswamped
forests,.. which surround the habitable prairie lands.

Entad (cntaed), oiiv, Attat. and Zooi. [f. Gr.

ivrbt within + '-AD.] On or towards the inner side

or interior ; in or into a position nearer to the centre,

iS8« WiLDEB & Gage Aunt. Tecknal. 37 The dura (mater)

may be described as ectad of the brain, but entad of the
craniom.

Ental (cntSl), <7. Anat, and ZO0I, [f. Gr.

iv-rh^ within + -au] Inner ; internal.

z88a Wilder & Gage A nat. Tecknol. 27 The need of other

terms than those in use was so generally and so strongly felt

among the students in the Anatomical Laboratory of Cornell
University that the suggestion to employ «///«/andA://i/was
welcomed. 1889 Buck's Nandbk. Med, Set. VIU. iii The
ental surface of the pia.

Entanglement. Add

:

3. A/it. An extensive barrier arranged so as to

impede an enemy's movements; an nbatis formed
of trees and branches, or an obstruction fonned of

stakes and barbed wire.

X83A-47 I. S. Macaulay Field Foriif. (1851) 89 The
bougns of the brushwood., interlacing with one another, will

tbuK form a very good obstacle, called an entanglement.

1876 VovLE & Stevknson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) a,v., A good
entanglement can be made with stakes and wire. 1809
Westm, Gaz. 17 Nov. a/r Where a wood enters into the

scheme of defence, an abattis—in this case called an ' en-

tanglement'— forms naturally one of the best resources of
the defenders, if16 Boyd Cable Action Front 47 Slowly
and cautiou<^ly, with the officer leading, they began to wend
their way out under their own entanglement. 19x7 [see WisK
sb. I et

Entente (ahta*ht), [Fr.] An understanding
;

most freq. used as a shortening of *Extbnte cok-

IJIALE. D. A group of states or powers connected

by an entente cordiale.

1877 L. W. M. LocKHART Mine is Thine xxxv. (Stanf.)

£sm^ held out her hand, which he took; and thus the
friendly entente was sealed 1 1883 Lady Bloomfield
Remin, II. 47 Just at the moment that the King was pro-
claiming the happy entente with Austria. 1884 Fortn. Rev.
XLII. I We have been constantly urged to maintain the
policy of entente cordiale with France. 1907 Times 20
.Apr. 8/3 But was there not an entente which must be the
great ideal of every Briton—the entente cordiale^ the entente
eommerciale between Great and Greater Bntain? 1907
Weitm. Giiz, 16 Aug. 3/2 The reforms introduced in the

Macedonian vilayets by the entente Powers. 1906 Daily
Chron, 14 Aug. 1/5 Why, asked Mr. Lloyd George, cannot
we have an agreement with Germany, seeing that Great
Britain has already concluded ententes with France, Russia,
and the United States? imo Glasgow Herald 5 Aug. 7
The young Austrian republic, whose existence would be
endangered unless the knteote intervened. X9S3 IVestffU

Gaz, 2^ Jan., The Little Entente (Roumania, Czecho-
slovakia, and Jugo-Slavia),

Hence Ente-ntist, one who favours an entente.
[1915 Times 30 Aug. 5/6 Oh! you stupid Quadruple

Ententists !] 1924 Glasgo^u Herald 24 Jan. 7 Carlotti, the
Italian Ambassador at Petersburg and an Ententist.

Entente cordiale (antant kordyal). [Fr.]

A friendly understanding, esp. one between two or
more political powers or states ; with special refer-

ence to the understanding arrived at between Eng-
land and France in 1904, and between these two
countries and Russia in i9o8(cf. prec). Alsofl//n'^.
1844 T. Raikes yml. (1857) IV. 400 Still less had he [sc.

the Emperor of Russia] the slightest wish or intention to
derange or counteract this entente cordiale between England
and France, which has been blazoned over Europe. 1845
Ford Hand-bk. Spain i. 227 But all this breeds bad blood
and mars, on the Spaniards' part, the entente cordiale. 1847
H. Grf.ville Diary (1883) Ser. i. 189 If Guizot remains in

office Normanby must be recalled, as the only chance of a
renewal of the entente cordiale, 1870 Lowrll Among my
JSks,, Lessing 320 Something that would break the entente
cordiale o( ^ajzid mutual assurance. 1904 Spectator^i Dec.
1070/1 The Cologne Gazette last week discounted M. Jaures's
reply to Count von Bulow, and warned its readers that the
entente cordiale with England was aimed against Germany.
1008 Times it Mar. 11/6 Ihe agreements which constitute

the entente cordiale with France,

Ententophil, -phile (ahta*nt^ftl), a» and sb,

[f, *KxTENTE + -(o)PHiL, -PHILE.] (One who is)

friendly to a particular entente.

19*0 Glasgow Herald g May g (Greece) A Government
formed with the least possible delay should declare itself

ententophile. Ibid. 15 June 7 Signer Meda is the most En*
tentophile, or the least Germanophile, personality of the
* Popular Party*. Ibid. 14 Oct 6 M. Take Jonescu,., the
staunches! Ententophile in Eastern Europe. 1920 tgth Cent.
Nov. 793 Seven of their ships, .by an act of Ententophil.

.

took refuge in Italian ports.

Entepicondyle(entepikf7'ndil). Anat. [f.Gr.

Ivros within + Epiconuyle,] The process just

above the inner condyle of the humerus. So
Eutepico'ndylar a.

1893 Athenieuni 18 Nov. 701/2 An entepicondylar (ulnar)

foramen in the humerus. 1897 Parker & HASWELLZt^t?/.
11.496.

Enter, v. Add

:

20. d. To get (land) recorded in a land-office in

one's name as the intending occupier. 6^^'.

1835 in H. Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 387 Much land was
entered in the county, and many settlements made. 1843
R. Carlton New Purchase xiv. 100 Out there, a settle-

ment usually takes its name from the person that first

* enters the land ', Ic. buys a tract at the land office, a 1856
P. Cartwright Autob. xviii. (1858)236 He., had some three

hundred dollars hoarded up to enter land. Ibid. 239 Money
was very scarce, and what little there was, was generally
kept close to enter lands when our Congress should order
sales. 1871 ScHELS DE Vere Americanisms (1872) 173 All

other lands can be obtained by entering them. 1^4 H.
liuTTBRWORTH Ztgzag Joum, Western States 217 'What
does it usually cost to make a farm on government land ? '.

.

'It costs fourteeo dollars to enter one hundred and sixty

acres of land.*

22. o. To put down or cause to be put down
upon the record. Also with up,
1896 A. Pulling Law Rep.^ Fivt Years' Digest 679 The

defendant failed to appear, and judgment was entered.

19SO Act \Q«f II Geo. KC67 841 (3) Judgments obtained
or entered up in the Supreme Courts of Northern Ireland.

1930 Daliy Express 6 Nov. 7/3 No judgment w;is entered.

Enteric, a. Add : B. sb. Enteric fever.

1900 Westm, Gaz, 31 Jan. 5/2 The preventive inoculation

for enteric. 1926 \V. R. I nce Lay Thoughts 99 Two of the
worst scourges, enteric and tetanus.

Entering, vbl. sb, 3. Add : entering; edge
Aeronautics^ that edge of a surface which is the

front edge in flight ; called also leading edge,

1908 Sir H. Maxim Artif. ij- Nat. Flight loo Our planes
must have a certain length of entering edge—that is, the
length of the front edge must bear a certain relation to the
load lifted.

EnterO~« Add: l!ntera*lg"ia Path., pain in

the intestines, colic E:ntere'ctomyi'«?;f., removal
of a portion of the intestine. Hintero-anastoxno'sis

Sutg.j the joining of two portions of an intestine so

as to make a continuous tube. X::uteroclilo*xo-

phyl Chem.f a form of chlorophyl present in some
animals. E*nteroooele Biol,, the body-cavity or

coeloma ; hence Enterocoe'lio a, Einterocoli'tis

Path. , inflammation of the small intestine and colon.

Ernterodynla Path., = *enteralgia. E:ntero-
entero'stomy Surg., an operation for forming a
permanent opening between two non-continuous

portions of the intestine. E-nteroki'nase Chem.,
a kinase found in the intestinal mucous membrane.
Enteronepliric a. Zool., designating a nephridial

system in which tbe septal nephridia open into the

intestine. E-.uteropto'sis Path.^ prolapse of the

intestines. B:nteroTrhapliy Surg.^ the sewing up
of a wotmdin the intestines. E'nterospaszu Path.,

spasmodic contraction of the intestine. Entero-
stomy 5«r^., the operation for making apermanent
opening into the intestine. E-nterotome, an in-

strument for opening the intestinal canal.

1848 DuMGLisoN Med. Lex.y *Enteralgia. x886 Buck's
Handbk. Med, Scu II. 331/a Enteralgia is a term sometimes

applied to colic, but more often to a neuralgia ofthe intestines
without spasm. 1897 Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX. iig
These cases are common In the practice of every physician
and are commonly diagnosed as gastralgia' or 'enteralgia'.

1877 tr. von Ziemssen's Cycl. Praci. Med. VII. 662 In case
..the volvulus cannot be withdrawn,.. it has been recom-
mended to excise it completely (*enterectomy), and then.,
to insert the upper end through an opening into the cjecum
(Hacken), and to ligate the other: *entero-anastomosis.
1908 Practitioner Mar. 368 To . . wait for an improvement in

the patient's condition to perform an enterectomy. Ibid.
Sept. 459 Entero-anastomosis without resection. 1883 C. A,
MacMunn in Proc. Royal Soc. XXXV. 133 It .. can be
detected in the bile of specimens of /^^/r.:c after a six months'
fast; for this colouring-matter, since it is found in the ap-
pendages of the enteron, the name *enterochlorophyll is

proposed. 1888 RoLLEsTON & Jackson Anivi. Life 117 The
secretion of the Hver is acid, and has been found to have a
diastatic and a peptic action in H. pomatia. It contains
enterochlorcphyl in Helix pomatia. 1884 tr. Clans' Zooi.
116 The body cavity, .may be developed secondarily as a
split in the mesoderm (coelom), or as outgrowths from the
rudiment of the rudimentary canal (arcbenteron), in which
case it is known as an *enterocoele body cavity. 1888 Nature
2 Feb. 334/2 The'SchlauchfiJrmiger Kanal '. . being *entero'
coelic in origin. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life
592 The anterior enterocoelic pouch. 1857 Dunglison Med,
i^«jr., *Enterocolitis._ 1^^ B!4ck's Handbk. Med. Sci. II.

435/1 In entero-colitis the inflammation is mostly confined
to the lower end of the ileum. 1848 Dunglison Med. Lex.y
*Enterodynia, 1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. 450
Painful affections of the stomach and duodenum, as in gas*
trodynia, enterodynia. 1903 Med. Record 28 Feb. 352
(Cent. D. Suppl.) *Entero-enterostomy. xgoS Brit, Med.
yml. 18 Jan. 140/2 Enteio-enterostomy, or the Y-shaped
junction, avoided. 190a yrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXXII. ii. 680
Snake venom., contains a substance (enzyme) wliich has the
properties of Pawlow's *enterokinase. 1908 Practitioner
Sept. 447 Succus eiitericus, which contains tbe activating
entcrokinase. 1919 K. N. Bahl in Q. yml, Microsc. Sci.

LXIV. I. loi The elaborate * *enteronephric ' type of the
nephridial system in Pheretima. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI.
550/2 Displacements downwards of the stomach and trans-

verse colon, along with a movable right kidney and asso-
ciated with dyspepsia and neurasthenia, form the malady
termed by Gl^nard *cnteroptosis. 1907 Practitioner Dec.
771 Patients with very lax abdominal walls and marked en-
teroptosis. 1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 299/1 The
immediate restoration ofthe continuity of the gut by circular

*enterorrhaphy. 1901 Dorland ^led. i?zc/., *Enterospasin,
1908 Practitioner Aug. 219 A localised enterospasm. 1889
Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 328/2 In cases in which
Strangulation was the marked fe.iture. ."enterostomy could
..do nothing to relieve. 1848 Dunglison Med. Lex.j *Kn-
tcrotome. x88s Wilder & Gage Anat. Technol. 70 The
enterotome supplied in post-mortem cases is a pair of long
scissors, one blade of which is enlarged and rounded, and
projects beyond the other so as to precede it in opening an
intestine.

Enteron (enterf?n). Anat. PI. entera. [mod.
L., a. Gr. ivytpov an intestine.] The alimentary
canal or gut.

1878 Bell tr. Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 165 Separate
glands are almost always absent from tlie mtd-gut of tbe t

Vermes, but^ the epithelium is generally found to be different

from the epithelia of the other divisions of the enteron. 1880
Encycl. Brit. XII. 548/1 By the formation of a mouth to
the saci the enteron acquires the functions of a digestive

retort. I9«7 Haldane & Huxley Anim. Biol. xii. 268 The
mouth lead.s into a cavity called the coelenteron, because it

fulfils the functions both of the coelom and of the enteron or
gut of higher forms.

Entertainee (entait^inf*). ^are. [f. Entertain
V. + -EE.] One who is entertained.

183^ J. F. Cooper Home as Found v. (1878) 84 Miss Ring
was inviting, with her eyes, a number six to join the circle,

her ambition being dissatisfied with five enlertainees.

Eutertainiueilt. Add : 13. Comb.^ enter-

tainment tax, a tax which became operative on
August I, 1918, levied on attendance at public

entertainments.
19*2 Planch 25 Oct. 3B5 Admission to the Carlton Club

for the meeting of Unionist M.P.'s last Thursday was free.

No entertainment tax.

Enthuse, v, U.S. a. (Earlier example.)
1859 Congress. Globe i6 Feb. 1058/3 They are what they

call in the country 'enthused '—run mad on the subject Jof
Cubu].

_

Entire f
<7> Add

:

5. d. Her. Of a bearing, e. g. a cross : Attached
to the sides of the shield.

1825 W. Bkrry Encycl. Her. I. Bb 2/1 Entire, or Through-
out, sometimes c&UedJixed and jirrti, being attached to the
sides of the shield, as a cross pattee entire. 1873 Avelinc
BoutelCs Her. 43 Crosses are sometimes borne entire, that is,

they cover the whole field.

e. Skating. Of a movement : Beginning and
ending at the centre.

z88x MoNiKR.Williams Figure Skating (1883) 29 The term
' Entire ' signifies a Cross Roll at the centre, either forward
or backward, as indicated by the call. Ibid. 30 The word
'Entire' is declared to mean a forward cross roll at the
centre as well as a back cross roll.

Entitativej a. Add examples of more recent

currency :

1890 Tablet 29 Nov. 860 The vexed question as to the eiiti-

tativc simplicity or not of the living principles of mere plants

and brute animals. 1907 Dublin Rev. July 18S St. Thomas,
with all the Scholastics, maintained the absolute entitative

distinction of God from creatures. 1909 M. H. Dziewicki

Wyclifs De Ente 243 marg.^ The commission of sin as an
entitative act.

Entitle r
«'• 4. Add : Also absol,

1897 Daily News 19 Jan. 5/4 A post that does not entitle

to a scat in tbe Lords.



ENTO-.

EntO-. Add: Entobia-ncliiate a. ZooL, having

concealed or internal gills. Entoch-ondral a,

Anat., situated or occurring within the substance

of a cartilage. Entoco-don [Gr. kmZ<uv bell] (see

qnot.). EntoccBle Zool., that portion of the gut-

cavity of certain polyps which lies between a pair

of mesenteries (see quots.) ; so Entocoelio a.

Entode'rmal, -mic adjs., of or pertaining to the

endoderm. Entomere Embryol.^ each of the more

i^ranular cells produced by segmentation of the pri-

mitive ovum, Entopla'stral a., pertaining to the

entoplastron. Entopla-stron (see quot.). Ento-

scle'rite Ent.y an internal sclerite. Bntose-ptum,

in corals, a septum developed interiorly. E:nto-

sole-nian a. [Gr. am\y]v channel, gutter], having

an internal neck. Ej\toste*riLite Anal., an internal

fibro-cartilaginous plate giving support to a series

of muscles in various arthropods. EntosteTmun
Ent,, an internal process or system of processes of

the sternum of an arthropod. Entotri'ceps, the

inner head of the triceps muscle of the arm. En-
to'trophons a., having the characteristics of the

Entoiropkt, a suborder of insects whose jaws seem

sunk in the head.
1888 RoLLESTON & Jackson Anim. Life 560 In the Cida-

r/</rt*or*Entobranchiate Desmosticha. 1889 A. Macalister
Hum. Anat. 38 The mesohlastic tissue, .is replaced by bone

in either of two ways, which are called respectively ecto-

chondral and *entochondral ossification. 1888 Rolleston &
Jackson Anhn. Li/eTA,! The bell and velum are formed.,

from an *entocodon or ectodermic thickening. 1885 G. H.
Fowler in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. -Vc/'. XXV.578T0 thosecham-
bers which lie between a 'pair* of mesenteries the term
•entocoele is applied. 1887 G. C. Bourne /<^/t/. Aug. 34 The
intermesenterial chambers or entocoeies of the pairs to which
they belong project far deeper into the calyx than the

remaining chambers in Seriatopora, 190a Trans. Linnean
Sac. Oct. 304 The appearance of a new mesenterial pair is

followed very closely by the outgrowth of a tentacle from its

entocoele, 1888 Q. Jrtil. MicroscSci. XXVIIl. 5 The ten-

tacles are probably *entocoelic only. 190a Trans. Linnenn
Soc, Oct. 304 The tentacles are outgrowths of both the ento*

coelic and exococlic mesenterial chambers. 1884 tr. Clans*

Zool. 100 The *entodermal lining ofthe gas tro-vascular canals.

x886 Buck's Ilandbk. J\Ied. ScL II 1. 172/1 The division of

the margin of the ectodermal disk into two parts, one
resting directly on the *entodermic yoke. 1890 Billings

Med. Dict.^ *Entomere. 1896 Lydekker lioy. Nat. Hist.

V. 77 Owing to the absence of the unpaired *entoplastral

bone. 1871 Huxi-EY^wrtA Vert. 2o^Th^*ent<>piastrofiand

the two epi'piasira coTTCspond with the median and lateral

thoracic plates of the Labyrinthodont Aiuphibia. tgozFroc.

Zooi. Soc. 17 June 174 From the middle of its area arises a
stout, hooked *entosclerite, which projects backwards into

the cavity of the prosoma. 1885 G. H. Fowi.eu in Q. Jrnl.

Microsc. Sci. XXV. 578 The septa lying in these two classes

of chambers are similarly called exosepta and *entosepta.

1903 Ann. <S-
Ma^. Nat. Hist. Feb. 147 The union of the

entoseptum wUhin each pair of the second cycle mesenteries

with the adjoining exosepta. 1897 Smithsonian Kep.{]>i:iU

Mus.) (1899) 306 Lagena Ghbosa. .aperture leading into a
short internal neck (*entosolenian). 1888 Rolleston &
jACtf SON Anim. Life 526 An *entosternite orchitinoid fibro-

cellular plate. 190a Nature 25 Sept , 529 The entosternite of

Mygale. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 527/2 The affinity between
Limulusand the Arachnids, indicated by the presence of a
free suspended •entosternum or plastron or entosternite in

both. 188a Wilder & GAGKAnat. Technol, 263 The origin

of the middle division of the *entotriceps. Ibid. 266 The
cephalic division of theentotriceps, x^K^Cambr. Nat. Hist,

V. 184 The family Japygidae is. .*entotrophous.

En tout Cas (aii t« ka). [Fr., = in any case

or emergency.] A parasol which also serves the

purpose of an umbrella.

1876 Echo 30 Aug. (Stanford). 1889 Chavthers's Jrnh
2S Dec 827/1 The parasol and the popular en tons cas.

1915 Galsworthy Little Man etc, 39 Klaud comes running,

. .dragging a bull-dog. .by the crutch end of her en-tout-cas.

192B Daily Express 17 July 5/2 The useful en-tout-cas that

will withstand a summer shower.

Entrain, ^.^ Add : 2. spec. Of a fluid ; To
carry (particles) along by its flow ; spec, of steam
which carries along particles of water through a
pipe or particles of sugar from an evaporating pan
during the manufacture of sugar. Hence En-
trai'ner, * a device for saturating a current of gas

or steam with liquid, usually a hollow or pocket

for collecting a liquid in such a way that it will be
picked up by a passing current of gas or steam

*

{Cent. Diet. Suppl.) ; Entrai*niuexit ^, the action

of a fluid in carrying particles along.

1893 ^lod. Lang. NotesJi^ow^g-^ Entrain^entraznejuent—
evidently from Fr. entrainer. The action of carrying over
particles of syrup or sugar by the steam exhausted from
vacuum-pans in boiling sugar. x9oa Sci, Atiter. Suppl.

27 Dec 22558 (Cent. D. Suppl.).

Entrain, v.^ Add :

2. intr. To go on board a train.

X890 Daily News 8 Apr. 3/3 The troops should be back .

.

in sufficient time to .. entrain for London. 1899 Ibid.

21 Nov. 5/4 The debarkation and entraining of the troops

as they arrive here is being carried out rapidly.. .The troops

entrain at the docks. 1914 R.Brooke Coll. Poenis {igi'i)

Mem. p,cxxx, We.. entrained in the last train left.

Entrainment-(entr^i'nmSnt). [f. Entrain z;.2

+ -mp:nt.] The act or fact of entering a train.

X891 Pall Mall Gaz. 8 July 2/2 The early hour of entrain-

ment is. .btill maintained.

336

Entrance, sb. 2. d. (Later U.S. example.)

1886 C D. Warner 7'heir Pilgr. xi. (1888) 255 Paying
their entrance, and passing through the turnstile.. they

stood in the Congress Spring Park.

6. Naut. (Later U.S. example.)

x886 Outing (U.S.) IX. 125/1 The Pocahontas was a
failure. She had a fine entrance, but was too heavy in her
counters for fast sailing.

Entredeux (antr^d^). Dressmaking, [Fr.,

lit. = between two.] An insertion of lace, linen,

or other material.

1850 Harper's Mag. I. 432 (Stanford) Embroidered entre-

dettx. 1902 Daily Chron, i Feb. 8/3 A milk-white gown,
most delightfully arranged about the waist in corselet form

by means of lace entredeux. 1904 Ibid. 3 May 8/s A way
of using medallions and entredeu.x of stitched linen on gowns
of fine cloth. 1928 Observer 12 Feb. 23^ Such felts are.,

simple compared to many another which is complicated by
endredeux of straw.

Entr6e- Add: 2. k\%oaitHh.
1846 SoYER Gastron. Regetierator 713 New pagodatique

entree dish. 1901 Connoisseur Dec. 275/2 A nice pair of

Sheffield plate entree dishes.

Entrenching, vbl.sb. (Earlier U.S. examples

of entrenching tools^

X775 Rec. Nc-^u Hampshire Covmi. Safety 9 [He] went .

.

to Medford, with Blanketing, Entrenching Tools, etc. 1776

J. TiiACHER Military Jrnl. a6 Then follow the carts with

the entrenching tools.

Entre nous (antr^nw). [Fr.] Between our-

selves.

i8i8 BvBON Don fnan i. Ixxxiv, I only say suppose it—

inter nos^ (This should be entre nous, for JuHa thought In

French, but then the rhyme would go for nought). 1824

Laetitia M. Hawkins Annaline I. 272, I suspect, entre

nous, that the man acted under the directions of his master.

Entrepreneur. Add : C. gen, A manager.

1852 CAiiLVLE in Froude Life (1884) II. 107 A public set

of rooms—Kursaal ihey call such things,, .all supported by
gambling, all built by one French gambling entrepreneur.

1871 J. C. Young Mein. C. M. Young I. vi. 208 The great

violinist[Paganini] has shut himself up in close confinement

since his arrival in this country, and refusedtoreceive any one
but his entrepreneur and his dentist.

d. Pol. Econ. One who undertakes an enterprise

;

€Sp. a contractor (whether an individual or a corpo-

ration) acting as intermediary between capital and
labour.
1885 F. A. Walker Pol. Econ. 167 The employer, or en-

trepreneur, receiving profits. Ibid, 365 The state as capitalist

is at no small disadvantage; as entrepreneur, that disad-

vantage is vastly aggravated. 1889 R. T. Elv Introd. Pol.

Econ. (1891) 170 We have.,been obliged to resort to the

French language for a word to designate the person who
organizes and directs the productive factors, and we call

such a one an entrepreneur. X922 F. Lavincton Trade
Cycle iii. 19 In modern times the entrepreneur assumes many
forms. He may be a private business man, a partnership,

a joint stock company, a co-operative society, a municipality

or similar body. 1933 J. M. Kevnks Trent. Money I. 159
Entrepreneurs will sometimes begin to act before the price-

changes which are the justification of their action have
actually occurred.

Entry. Add : 1. Also, the beginning of his

part by a performer in a canon or similar musical

composition ; also attrib. in entry sign.

1879 Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 390/2 Those who can stand the

enormous strain which is implied in the recollection ofevery

nuance and the exact entry of every instrument in a long

and complicated work. 1897 J. S. Shedlock tr. H. Pic'

itianu's Diet. Mus. 220/1 Entry Signs are the marks in a
canon (of which only one part is written out) for the_ entry

of the imitating parts. . . The sign which a conductor gives to

a player or singer to come in after a long pause is also called

an Entry Sign.

e. Card of entry, in card games, a card the

playing of which secures the lead for the player.

1884 'Cavendish ' Whist (ed. 14) 135 In case his only card

of entry in that suit shbuld be an honour. 19x0 W. Dalton
^ Saturday' Bridge ii. (td. 9) 53 When you hold six or more
cards of a black suit, thoroughly established, and one other

card of entry, No Trumps should always be declared at the

score of love.

4. c. The initial training of young hounds (cf.

Enter v. i8 b); now, more commonly <:<?//cY^,

young hounds who are being entered. Also transj.,

the younger generation.

1845 Youatt Dog (1858) T27 There must always be a little

flesh m hand for the sick, for bitches with their whelps, and
for the entry of young hounds. 1856 ' SroNEHENGii ' Brit.

sports iv, 124/2 Remembering that your chance of good
sport through this season and the next depends more upon
your young entry than upon the old draft-hounds. Ibid.

125/1 In order to have an opportunity of rating the young
ones for speaking to * riot ', while under the fresh recollec-

tions of the encouragement which they have received in

their entry to their own particular game. 1881 Encycl. Brit.

XII. 315/2 Tlie young entry are sure to run riot. 1897
Encycl. Sport I. 543/2 It is better to keep steadily on, con-

fining hounds as much as possible to covert, or the entry will

forget what they have learned. 1899 Somerville & Ross
I?-ish P.M. vi. 130 Dr. Jerome Hickey was having a stirring

time with the young entry and the rabbit-holes. 1924 J.

IJuctiAN Three Hostages vii, Thank God that we have a man
like him among the young entry.

6. (For Obs. read Now l/.S.)

1907 Springfield Weekly Republ. 24 Oct. i An act of the

Legislature which became operative with the entry of the

month.

10. entry-card, -list, -money (earlier U.S. ex-

amples), -xvay\ entryraau U.S., one who enters

upon a homestead with the intention of settling.

X908 Westm. Gaz. 13 Aug. 4/1 It was only with the greatest

EOIiIENNE.

difficulty that the R.AC, managed to get anything like

a representative *entry list, x886 N. Amer. Rev, Jan. 59
The *entryman, under the timber culture act, is not com-
pelled to plant any trees until the third year from date of
entry, when if he likes he may file a relinquishment of his

claim, and the land is again open for entry. 1803 Steele

Papers I. 4t7 The *Entry-Money you mentioned is paid.

1804 llnd. 11. 791 The entry money for each coalt shall be [a

specified number of] dollars. 1854 Mary J. Holmes TVw/-

Pest^ Sunshine \\\. 44 There was no "entry way to the build-

ing. 1889 Rose T. Cooke Steadfast xxii. 236 Hisstudy door
opened from the left hand of the little entry-way into which
they stepped from without.

Enncleate (i'ni«-kli,^it), a. Biol., tic. [ad, L.

enucleatus, pa. pple. oiemicleare to Enucleate.]
Without a nucleus.

1889 Cent. Diet. 1910 F. Keeble Plant-Anint. iv. 113

The enucleate green cell may be connected by fine processes

with another green cell still possessed of nuclear substance.

1921 L- W. Sharp Cytol. 69 Klebs found that enucleate cells

of Spirogyra may continue for some time to form starch.

Enu'cleated,///-^. [f. Enucleate v. + -edI.]

Having the kernel extracted. Also fig.

x88s Sir R. F. Burton- Arab. Nts. VII. 14 note, Arab
*'Ajwah', enucleated dates pressed together into a solid

mass. 1900 Daily News 17 May 6/3 The most enucleated
invalid might stand the intellectual strain of the 'Southern
Cross ' and the ' Northern Lights '.

Ennncia«tor. b, (Earlier U.S. example.)
1846 Rep. U.S. Comni. Patents (1847) 1°^ Letters patent

have also been granted for an improved enunciator, for use
in hotels, &c.

Enuresis (cniurJ'sis). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

kvuvpiiv to urinate in.] Incontinence of urine.

1800 tr. Cullens Nosology 173. x82»-7 Good Study Med.
(1829) V. 509 Paruria incontinens...This is the enuresis of

most of the nosologists. 1907 Practitioner Apr. 542 For a
year past he had had terrors practically every night, and
often.. enuresis. 1909 Lancet i May 1245/2 He had fre-

quently known nocturnal enuresis to persist after very
thorough removal of adenoids and tonsils.

Envelopei sb. Add : 6. attrib. and Comb., as

envelope cementer, cutter,flap, folder,
i8qx Kipling Light that Failed (1900) 191 A letter with a

blacK. M. on the envelope flap. 1901 Daily Chron. 16 Apr.

8/6 Envelope Cutter. 1904 iMd. 12 Jan. 10/6 Envelope
Cementer wanted.. .Envelope Folder wanted.

Environmental, a. Add illustrations ofmore

recent currency. Hence Bnvlroiime*iitallyflrfz/.»

with reference to or by means of (one's or the)

environment.
1884 iU/«</ July 338 Environment ally-initiated Sensations

are classified according to the nature of the agent by which
theyarearoused. \Z^\Black7v.Mag.CX,.Z<^i,l\ Somegeneral
environmental cause appears to be necessary for the explana-

tion of the facts. 1918 Times Lit. Suppl, 2 May 205/1 A
cell may environmentally acquire a new property and keep
it. 1920 A. S. pRiNGLE-pAfTisoN Idea ofGod 75 Terms like

stimulus, response, behaviour, all imply the notion of selec-

tion, the power of adaptation to environmental change. 19*8

Daily Tel. 31 Aug. 13/1 If you cannot indict a nation^

neither can you fully describe a nation, environmentally or

spiritually.

Envision (envi-^an), v, [f. Ek- 1 + Vision j^.]

trans. To see as in a vision.

1921 L. Strachev Q. Vict, viil 321 His blackest hypo-
chondria had never envisioned quite so miserable a Catas*

trophe. igzsChambers's yrnl.Gec.Soo/i Namitie.. resigned
himself apparently to envisioning her in the arms of the

perfidious cousin. 1927 Obsen'cr 15 May 6 Karel Capek
has..envisioned a world in which atomic energy, having

been harnessed, first provides mankind with a new religion

and then sets all the world at war.

Enwheel, v* yor iObs, read 06s. exc in

echoes of Shakespeare*s use.

1897 K. Thompson New Poems^ Assumpta Maria 4a The
Presence-hall where Angels Do enwhecl their placed King.
X912 L. A. Harker Mr. Wycherly's Wards ix, Enwheeld
around with love on every hand.

Enzyme (e*nz3im). Chem. Also U.S. enzym.
[ad. O. enzym (Kiihne, 1876), f. mod.Gr. iv^vnos

leavened, f. Gr. Iv in + ftJ/tj? leaven.] An unor-

ganized ferment ; see Febment sb. i.

x88i W. Roberts in Proc. RoyalSoc. XXXIl. 146,! would
suggest the desirability ofadopting this term [G, emytn\ into

English, with a slight change of orthography, as 'enzymes ',

and also of coining from this root the cognate words which

are requisite for clear and concise description. The action

of an enzyme may be designated enzymosis, and the nature

of the action may be spoken of as enzymic. 1890 A S. Lea
in Jrnl. Physiol. yS. 2$^ The word ' zymolysis ' might be

conveniently used to denote. .the changes produced by the

enzymes or unorganised ferments. 1898 J. R. Gheen in

Ann. Bot. XII. 491 The alcoholic fermentation of sugar is

effected by the activity of an enzyme or soluble ferment.

1927 Haldane& HuxLEV/4«//«. />;W. iv. 106 Each digestive

enzyme is a definite substance with the property of bringing

about, or enormously speeding up, a particular chemical

re.iction.

Hence Enaymic a.

1881 [see above]. 1899 J. R. Greem Sohdble Ferments
i. (igoi) 12 Additional instances of enzymic powers. 1905

}. \j.}iKV.E.R BrewingIndustry fj() 'I'he unorganised ferments

were termed 'enzymes' and their action spoken of as
* enzymic action .

Eolienne (/'i^ulicn'). Also se-. [ad. F. iolienne,

fern, of eolien, f. Gr. aX6Ko% quick-moving, glittering,

sheeny + -«<?» = -ian.] A fine dress fabric of silk

and wool. Also attrib.

S902 Westm. Gaz. 27 Feb. 3/2 Crepes de Chine «nd

coliennes and taffetas. 1909 Ibid. 28 June 5/3 Eolienne

skirts trimmed with lace. 1918 JlomeChat 4 May io6 A
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tunic .. of .. fine coaling serge, or wool EoHenne. 1920

Clasgc^v Herald 17 Apr. 4 A iiavy blue aeolienne frock.

Eolith (/vlij*;. Archseol, [f. E0- + L1TH, after

neolith. Cf. F. iolithe^ The name given to certain

Jlints which have been found in Tertiary deposits

in England, France, and elsewhere, which have

been claimed to be the earliest traces of human
handiwork, but whose origin is much disputed.

1896 A. H. Keane Ethnol. 74 Other modern savages, who
arequite incapableof fashioning any of these British eoliths^

as they have Deen called. 1907 T. R. Holmes Anc. Brtt. 26

Flints of divers shapes ,. which have been termed 'eoliths',

or stone implements of a dawning age. 1911 R. A, S. Mac-
A1.ISTER T(xt-bk. European Archaeol. I. 148 Certain flint

flakes to which the name ' Eoliths ' has been given.

Eolithic (»~i^h'l>ik)» «- ArckxoL [f. Eo- +
I.iTHic, after fieoiiihic, palxolithic. Cf. F. io-

liikique (G. de Mortillet).] Pertaining to the

earliest age of man that is represented by the use

of worked flint implements.
x888 T. Wilson in Ke^. SmWisonian Just. (1890) 604 The

first or EoUthic period belongs entirely to the tertiary geo-

logic epoch. x89a J. A. Brown in Jrnl. Antkrppol. Inst.

XXII. 94, I venture to suggest the following four divisions

of the Stone age . . 1. Eolithic ; Roughly hewn pebbles and
nodules, .found on the plateaux of the chalk. X9«o Kearie's

Man Past Sf Pr. 10 The tools exhibit deliberate flaking, and
mark the transition between eolithic and palaeolithic work.

Sosiuopllil (/"|f»i"n^fil), a, and sb. Pkys. Also

-phile. [f. EosiN -i- -o- + -phil, -phile. In F\ io-

sinophile!\ a. adj. Having an affinity for eosin,

staining readily with eosin, b. sb. A cell or

histologic element readily stained by eosin. Hence
XoBinophilic, Eosino*philons adjs. ( = a above).

Eosinoplii'lia, a condition of the blood marked
by the formation and accumulation of an excess of

eosinophil cells.

1899 J. R. Gbeen Soluble Ferments xxii. 382 An eosino-

philous substance diflfused out of the nucleus into the cyto-

plasmic zone- X905 MedicalAnnual i^oOi 158 non-infected

persons oi-i per cent had under 5 per cent of eosinophiles.

Ibid.^ The eosinophilia may persist some time after the

disappearance of ova. 1907 Adaui Infiammation (cd. 3) 82

Duruiglhe height of the infection the eosinophils were found

in the blood-vessels, actively migrating into the peritoneal

cavity. 1907 Practitioner Sept. 455 The Eosinophil Cells.

IHd. 346 The distribution of the eosinophilic leucocytes in

a fatal case of Hodgkin's disease. 2910 Armit Ehrlich ^
Lazarus* A nxmiatij The Eosinophtie Cells. . are recognised

by a coarse, >hotty granulation, which shows considerable

avidity for the acid dyes. Hid. 167 The Post-infective Form
of Eosinophilia. .. There may even be a distinct eosinophilic

leuojcytosis. 1911 Adami & McCrak Pathol. 99 Ail vtr-

niinous parasites set up eosinophilia, an increase in the

number of eosinophile leukocytes in the circulating bltxxl.

Il'id. 128 The leukocytes that take part [in inflammation]
are the polynuclear, .cells, the lymphocytes, and iheeasino<
philes.

ZSpacnie (epae'kmi). Bicl. [f. Gr. kiri upon +
oKfSi Acme.] The period preceding the acme of

development in the ancestral history of organisms.

1887 Hyatt in Proc. Boston Soc, Nat. Hist. XXIII. 405
Haeckel used also the term Anaplastology for the physiolo-

gical relations of the suges of progreseive growth and those
of the epacme of groups.

lEpacris (epse-kris). [mod.L.] A plant of the

genus of shrubs so named (see Epacrid).
1S41 Florist's Jml. (1846) II. 137 A * New Sobscriber *.

.

wishes to know the reason his Epacrises are losing their

foliape. 1884 ' R. Bolorewood' Melb. Mem. xL 77 Special

spectes of Epacris grew there. 1885 Havter Carboona 7
Of our tribe she is the flower, Lily, epacris and orchid.

Epagomenal, Epagomenons (epsegp-mo-

nal, -as), adjs. = Epagomknic, intercalary.

1906 Ex^oiitor Apr. 342 The five cpagomenous days of the

year. losS C. Dawson Ag:e o/Gods vii 151 The Egyptian
solar cafendar with its la months of 30 days and 5 epago-

menal days, which is so marked an improvement on the

iJabylouian lunar year,

Epana-. Add : Epanaleptlo (-le'ptik) a.

[Gr. twai'aXTyirTttfos], characterized by epanalepsis

or repetition of a word or phrase. x:paiLa*phoraI

a., characterized by epanaphora.
19*7 F. J. E. Raby Hist. Chr. Latin Poetry iii. 96 Luxo-

rius. .shows a vicious taste for the cento and for *cpanalcptic

verses. 1906 Atkenxum 10 Mar. 303/2 Under cover of all

this *epanajjhora1 fur>' ..Mr. Campbell has in more than one
instance shifted his ground.

EparcliaBail Cepajkr*an),a. Geol. Also-ean,

-ian. [i, Ep- ( = after in time or sequence) +
AucH.tiAN.] Resting upon or following the

Archaean: Algonkian.
1896 J. W. JuDD Student's Lyell 437/2 These strata the

American geologists propose to call Algonkian, and as alter-

native names they have proposed ' Eparchian ' (lying on the

Archaean), ' Agnotozoic ' . . , and ' Proterozoic ',

Eparterial(epaJti»rial), a- Anat. [SeeEp-.]

Situated above the pulmonary artery (see quots.).

190a D. J. Cunningham Anaf. 039 On the right side, .the

firsi bronchial branch is placed above the pulmonary artery,

and in consequence it i-i termed theeparterial bronchus; all

the others lie below the artery, and are termed hyparterial

bronchi, loai A. KkIth Hum, Embryol. (ed. 4) 349 The
bronchus of the upper right lobe, .commonly lies above its

artery—iliat is to Bay, it is eparteriaU The other bronchi
are hyparterial.

EpedapMc (epedae-fik), a. Phytogeo^. [f. Gr.

Wi upon (see Eri-, Ep-)+€5o<^os ground, soil +
SUPPT.

-ic. Cf. *Edaphic.] Pertaining to or dependent
on atmospheric conditions.
190a I. a Balfour in Encyd, Brit. XXV. 430/1 The

varying climatic or environmental conditions to which
Angiosperms may be exposed in their wide distribution, in-

cluding those of the soil, edaphic, those of the atmosphere,
epedaphic, and those of water, aquatic.

Epee (^p^). [Fr., = sword,] The sharp-pointed

sword used in duelling and (blunted) in fencing.

Hence Ep6(e)ist, an epee fencer.

1889 W. H. Pollock, etc. Fencingw-z The fencer who has
never handled the practice epee may at first find some diffi-

culty when he exchanges the foil for it. 1910 Encycl. Brit.

IX. 668/i English ep^ists have also been coining to the

front. Ibid. 668/2 Ep^e fencing can be, and often is, con-
ducted indoors. 1910 Westvi. Gaz. 11 Apr. 14/1 Mr. Selig-

man is a very fine epeeist. 1922 Laking Eur. Armour V.

59 The Court or 'small' sword, the use and rules of which
are practically identical with those of the modern ipSe.

Epeiric (epaia'rik), a, Geol. [f. Gr. ijvupos

mainland, continent + -ic.] Of or pertaining to

continents or their formation.

^9?5 J- Joi-v Surface-Hist. Earth iii. App. 65 We are

justified in ascribing the epeiric seas, attending the coming
of a revolution, to the density-changes arising from the

change of state of a basaltic substratum.

Epeirid (ep3ii»*rid). Zool. [ad. mod.L. £/«>/-
dm (see below), ? f. ewt on -H ^ipctv to string together.]

Any member of the family Epeiridm of spiders

(which includes all the web-spinners). Also attrib.

or adj.

x88x O. Pickard-Cambrieck Spiders0/Dorset 11. 587 Tlie

studding of the lines of their snares, bysome Epeirids, with

viscid globules intended to entrap their prey, Ibid.^ The
cross-lines of Epeirid snares. 1902 Trans. S, A/r, Pltilos.

.Soc. XI. p. xlvi, The garden.. was tenanted by numerous
Epeirid spiders {Argyope australis). 1909 A. E. Shipley
Arachnida 408 Perhaps our commonest Epeirid, Metaseg-
fneniata.

Epeirogenic (ep3i3rijd,:5e'nik), a, Geol. [f.

Gr. ^fffipoj mainland, continent + *-genic.] Of or

pertaining to the formation of continents. Also

Xlpeiro^enetlc <7. [-genetic], in the same sense.

Epeixog-enesis, Epeixo'ffeny [-genesis, -gent],

the formation of continents ; the deformation of the

earth's crust by which continents and ocean basins

are produced.
x8oo G. K. Gilbert Lake Bonnevillevm. 340, I shall take

the liberty to apply to the broader movements the adjective

ePeirogenic. . . The process of mountain formation is oregetiy^

tne process of conlnient formation is epeirogeny, and the two
collectively are diastrophism. 1894 J. W. Spencer in Geol.

Mag. 449 The gentle but varying amount of epeirogenic

deformation. 1898 J. E. Mark PHhc. Stratigr. Geol, 32
Those wide-spread, fairly uniform movements which are
spoken of as epeirogenic or continent-forming. 1903 A,

Geikie Geol. (ed. 4) II. 1438/1 Epeirogeny or continent-

making. 1925 J. ^OLV Surface-Hist. Earth x. 162 The
relations which exist between epeirogenic movements and
glacial phenomena, /bid, 189 Orogenesis and epeirogenesis

..are funns of diiistrophism.

EpencliyixiEk (epcqkima). Bol. [mod.L., f.

Gr. iirl (see Epi-) + tyxvyxi infusion, after Paben-
CHTUA.] A terra used by Nagcli for the cambium
and the tissue (fibro-vascular) which arises from it

;

contrasted with Protenciiyma.

187s Bennett & Dver tr. Sachs's Bot. 103.

Ependyiua. Add : Also ependymo. Hence
Epeiidymal a., pertaining to the ependyma.
Epand7mi*tla« innammation of the epeodyma
(Dorland 1901),
1897PARKKR&HASWELLZW, 11.94 A purely non-nervous

epithelial layer (ependyme). 1902 D. J. Cunningham Anat.

419 The epciidynial cells. Ibid. 436 The ependymal layer.

19x0 Practitioner July 65 Definite signs of post.basic

meningitis or ependymitis about the foiu-th ventricle were
found.

Epeiithesized, ///. a. [See -ize.] Of a

letter or sound: Inserted by or resulting from
Epenthesis.
1880 A. S. Wri.KiNS & England Curtius' Grk. Vh, 316

The epenthcsised i.

EphelleuiXI (ef»bf,^m). Antiq. [L., a. Gr.

l<^T\^ii.ov ^ i, €(fyTj$os EPHEBE.] A court in the pa-

laestra for the yonng men to exercise themselves.

X697 Potter Antiq. Greece 1. viiL 40 (Plate). 1851-2

Archit. PubLSoc., Detached Ess.^ 5aMj3/i Theepheba:um
(or young men's hexedra). 1901 R. Sturgis Diet. Archit.^

Epkebeion\ -eunt. In Greek archseology, a place for the

youths ((-/A^^i)!) to exercise; hence, in Greco-Roman archeo-
logy, any place for gymnastic exercises, as in connection with
Roman therma:.

Ephedriu (e-fedrin). Med. Also -ine. [See

-i.v^.] (See quot. 1 892.)
1893 yr>U. Chem. Soc. LXII. 11. 803 Ephedrine from

Ephedra mottostachia... The a\ka\oid thus obtained, ephe-

drine, is not the only one which has received this name.
Nagai, of Tokio, extracted an alkaloid from Ephedra vul-

garis var. helvetica, to which he gave this name. 1929
^IoRRlN in Irish Jml. Med. Sci. Apr. 184 In cases where the

blood-pressure falls very low, ephedriu will control the fall.

Ephelcystic (efelsi-stik), a. Gram. Also

-kustic (-ki«*stik). [Gr, f(p€\KV(TTiK6s attracted,

suffixed.] In Greek grammar, designation of the

letter v {yv i<f>tKKV(TTtic6v) added for euphony to a

;
word ending in a vowel when the following word
begins with a voweL

1870 E. C. Brewer Diet. Phr. <y Fable 603/2 N, added to
Greek words ending in a short vowel.., and '1' added to
French words beginning with a vowel, when they follow a
word ending with a vowel (as it Von for si on\ is called N or
L, ' ephelcystic '.

EpheHs (efJ'lis). Med. PI. ephelides (efr-

lidez). [a. Gr. i<pt]Ki'5 (or (<f)rj\is)j in pi. rough spots

on the face, orperh. freckles.] A freckle.

1908 Practitioner Aug. 348 Some dermatologists include
freckles, lentigo, or ephelides under the heading of sexual
pigmentation.

Ephorate. Add: = Ephoealty in both senses.

1841 [in Diet.]. 1897 Daily A'ews 26 Apr. 8/6 The two
native bodies, the Athenian Ephoiate and the Society of
Antiquities. 1923 W. \V. Tarn m Hellenistic Age 134 Then,
liaving captured the ephorate, they were able to prevent him
[_sc. Agis] carrying out both his proposals together. Ibid,

135 He [sc. Cleomenes] also abolished the ephorate.

Epliyra (e'fira), Epliyrula (efi-ri/^a). ZooL
[Gr. *E<pvpaj Ionic -i/, L. Ephy}e, name of a Nereid
and of an Oceanid, Ephyrula is a diminutive.]

An embiyo jellyfish, after separation from the

scyphistoma.
1897 Parker & Haswf.ll Zool. 1. 161 The saucer-like bodies

separate from one another, and each, turning upside down,
begins to swim about as a small jelly-fish called an Ephyrula.
..The umbrella of the ephyrula is divided into eight long
bifid arms. 1916 H. S. Pratt Invertebr. Anim. 125 Each
disc is called an ephyra. .and Is a young medusa or jellyfish,

which on becoming free grows in time to be asexual animal.

1923 R. LuLHAM Zool. (ed. 2) 41 Scyphistoma undergoing
fission. Several Ephyrae have already floated off.

Epialid : see *Hepialid.

EpibentliOS (epibe*nj)(7s). [f. Epi- f-*BENTH0S.]

The whole body of organisms living on the sea-

floor of the continental shelf or littoral zone.

Hence Epibenthic a.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 933 The fauna of this zone.,
may be distinguished as the epibenthos. Ibid.y The epiben-
thic fauna.

Epiblastic (epiblas-stik), a. Biol. Belonging
to the Epiblast.
1887 A. C. Haddon study Embryol, 36 The blastoderm of

a newly-laid egg., consists of a definite epiblastic layer and
an inferior irregular ma^s of rounded cells. 1893 A. M.
Marshall Vert. Embryol. 371 The small epiblastic villi of

the lower pole of the vesicle. 19*1 A. Keith Hum. Embryol.
(ed. 4) 13 An epiblastic or ectodermal set [of cells].

Epiboly (epi'b^i). Embryol. Also epibole
{jSii). [Gr. kmpoXrj a throwing or laying on.]

The inclusion of one set of segmenting cells within

another by reason of the more rapid division of the

latter. Hence Xpiliolic (epib(?*lik) a.

X887 A. C. Haddon Study Embryol. 33 The gastrula in

the rrog is thus formed partly by invagination {embolfi,

partly by overgrowth (epibole). 1897 Parker & Haswell
Zool. I. 205 The stage has been produced, not by a process

of invagination or tucking-in, but by one of epiboly or over-

growth. Ibid. 257 The process by which the germinal layers

have become formed is. .a process of epiboHc gastrulaiion.

1914E. W. ^AchMDE Embryol. I. 171 The formation ofacap
of small ectoderm cells resting on larger endoderm cells and
gradually investing the latter by the process termed epibole.

Epibraucllial (epibras-ijkial), a. Zool. [See

Epi-.] Of or belonging to the segment next below

the pbaryngobranchial in a branchial arch. As sb.,

this segment.
1846 Owen Comp. Anat. V'ertebr. 116 The fourth arch

consists of the cerato-branchial, the epi-branchial, and the

pharyngo-branchial pieces. 1875 Huxley & Martin Elem.
Biol. (1877) 119. 1892 C. S. AIiNoT Hum. Embryol, 651

A chain of epibranchial organs. 1893 A. M. Milnes Vert.

Embryol. 40 Along the mid-dorsal line of the pharynx is a
deep epibranchial groove. ., lined by a single layer of long

columnar ciliated cells. 1921 A. Keith Hum. Embryol.
(ed. 4) 243 At the upper end of each cleft depression there

develop remarkable sense-organs, known as the epibranchial

placodes. 1929 W. Garstang in Q. Jrni. Microsc. Sci.

LXXII. 152 Epibranchial flaps eventually grow downward
over the giil-slils of both sides to form the belated atrium.

Epicaeuana, illiterate var. Ipecacuanha.

Epicanthus (epikse'njws). Anat. [f, Epi- +
CantHUS. Cf. Gr. k-niKavB'i.3 « Encanthis.] A
fold of skin which sometimes covers the inner

canthus, esp. in Mongols. Hence Epicauthic a.

1901 Dohland Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Kpicanthus. 1913 A.
Keith Huvi, Embryol. {ed. 3) 196 The curious epicanihic

fold . .is represented in all races during foetal life. Ibid. 197
Epicanthic or Mongolian fold,

Epicardituu (epika*idii?m\ PI. -la, [f. Epi-,

after Pehicakdil-m.]

1. Aftal. The innermost layer of the pericardium,

closely investing the heart.

1903 D. J. Cunningham Anat. 747 The epicardium, or
visceral portion of the pericardium.

2. Zool. In certain ascidians, each of two hollow
outgrowths from the pharynx, connected with the

process of budding.
1893 A. H. L. Newstead in Q. ^ml. Microsc. Sci. XXXV.

125 'the perivisceral cavity of Ciona corresponds to the epi-

cardium of Clavellina. 1914 E. W. MacBkide Embryol. I.

626 The conjoined inner walls of the epicardia form a kind
of visceral peritoneum, enwrapping heart, pericardium, and
intestine. 1929 W. Garstang in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci.

LXXII. 158 Pharynx produced behmd the endostyle into a
pair of diverticula (' epicanlia ').

Hence Epicardiac, Hpica'rdial adjs.

1893 A H. I-. Nkwstead in Q. yml. Microsc. Sci.

XXXV. 123 Two tubes are first formed as outgrowths of

22



EPICARIDAN.
the pharynx tin Clavellina], called by van Beneden and
Julin [ 1887I the 'epicardiac tubes '. 1908 Practitioner Nov.

638 In the first group of cases there is simple adhesion

between the peri- and epi-cardial layers. 1911 EncycL Brit,

XXVII. 390/1 There are.. two main types of budding [in

compound Ascidians]...There is firstthe ' stolonial 'or 'epj-

cardiac' type. 1914 E. W. MAcBRiDE£'/«^rytf/. I, 626 The
epicardial tubes or epicardia,

Epicaridan (epikre-ridan), a. and sb, ZooL

[f. mod.L. Epicarides (f. Gr. Wi upon + «a/)ty

shrimp) +-AN.J Ofor belonging to (a member oQ
the genus Epicarides containing isopods parasitic

on shrimps.
1931 B. VV. Tucker in Q. yml Microsc. Sci. LXXIV. i

On the effects of an Epicaridan Parasite, Gyge branchialis,

on Upogebia littoralis,

Epiclesis (epiklrsis). Liturgiohgy, Also
epiklesis. [Gr. iniKXTjffiSf f. iiriKaKdv to call

upon, invoke.] In Eastern liturgies, a part of the

prayer of consecration in which the presence of

the Holy Spirit is invoked to bless the gifts on the

altar and the worshippers.
[183a W. Palmer Orig. Liturg. 11. 134 The immediate or

proper prayer of consecration, .may be divided into two
particulars: first, the prayer itself, or «7rt»fA»)(rt?, in the

language of the primitive church; and, secondly, the com-
memoration ofour Lord's deeds and words at the last supper.]

xBjS Eftcycl. Z>*r;/. VIII.653/2 In Quaestio 107 it is laid down
that immediately on the pronunciation of the Epiclesis^

transubstantiation takes place. 1925 Coniemp. Rev. Oct.

426 Many Ans'o'Catholics desire the introduction of the
Epiklesis, or Invocation of the Holy Spirit, at the time of
the consecration of the elements.

E:picontiiie*]ltal, a. GeoL [See Epi-.] (See

quot.)

1905 Chamberlin & Salisburv Geol. I. 11 Those shallow

portions of the sea which He upon the continental shelf, and
those portions which extend into the interior of the continent

with like shallow-depths, such as the Baltic Sea and the
Hudson Bay, may be called epicontinental seas, for they
really lie upon the continent, or at least upon tlie continental

platform.

Epiconuic (epik^*jmik), a. Forestry, [f. Eri-

+ CoiiM 2 + -ic] Of a shoot or branch : Growing
from a dormant bud which has been suddenly ex-

posed to the light and air.

1909 P. T. Maw Pract. Forestry 149 With some trees,

especially Oak ai.d Chestnut, an unduly thick canopy will

often cause, .the flushing of latent buds along the stem, and
epicorraic branches will be thrown out. loaz R. C. Hawi.ey
Silviculture 135 The isolated position of the standards with
full light from all sides.. often results in the formation of
epicormic branches on trees which have not an adequate
crown development.

EpicrisiS (epi*krisis). [Gr. knifcpKris determi-

nation, judgement, f, i-niKpivfty to decide, deter-

mine,] A Massoretic appendix to each book of the

-Old Testament, stating the number of letters,

verses, and chapters, and quoting the middle sen-

tence of the whole book.
1878 EncycLBrit. VIII. 832/1 That the Massoretes them-

selves recognized no real separation [between the books of
Ezra and Nehemiah] is shown by their epicrisis on Nehemiah.

£picritic (epikri*tik), a. PsychoL [f. Gr. €jrt-

KpiTiKos adjudicatory (cf. prec.).] The epithet

chosen by Head to designate the finer and more
recently evolved sensations of touch : distinguished

from protopaXhic.

1905 H. Head, etc. in Brain XXVIII. 107 To this form of
sensibility we propose to give the name ' epicritic ', since it

is peculiarly associated with the localisation and discrimina-

tion of cutaneous stimuli. lyao W. H. R. Rivers Instinct

if Unconscious iv. 23 Epicritic sensibility may be only a
greater perfection of protopathic sensibility. 1920 Discovery
Nov. 340/1 From a physiological aspect, the distinction of
protopathic from epicritic sensibility is, so far, devoid of
neurological basis.

Epicyclic, «. Add examples of recent applica-

tion to the gear of motor vehicles. Also sb,

Z906 Daily Chron. 9 June 3/5 Another kind of gear, known
as the epicyclic, its principle resembling that of the differen-

tial. 1907 Westm. Caz. 13 Nov. 9/1 Three.speed epicyclic

gear, jgto /did. 1 Feb. 4/2 Many of the old epicyclics failed

solely for the reason that their designers were too niggardly
with the wearing surfaces,

£picyte (e-pisait). Biol [f. Epi- + -cyte.]

The investing membrane of a cell.

1^3 E. Ray Lankestkr Zool. i. 11. 179 The cuticle or
epicyte [in Gregarines] is a membrane secreted by the ecto-
plasm, usually of some thickness.

Zlpideildmxil (epidcndri^m). Also -dendron,
[mod.L., f. Gr. tm wpon -i- bivbpoy tree. Cf. Epi-
DENDBAL, -ic] An epiphytic orchid of the genus
so named, native to S. America and the W. Indies.
1829 Loudon Encyd. Plants 760. 1842 Florist's JrnL

(1846) III. 212 A fine orchidaceous plant, with the habit of
an Epidendron. 1890 W. Watson Orchids 237 The list of
useful garden Epidendrums is a fairly long one. 19x0 C. H,
Cl'btis Orchids 100 All Epidendrums are evergreen.

Epidermolysis (epid3jmf?-lisis). Patk. [f.

Gr. imifpfii^ Epidermis + -o- + Xvffts a loosening or

releasing.] A loosened state of the epidermis.

1901 DoRLAND Med. Diet. 1909 W. Bateson Menders
Princ. Hered. 220 In epidermolysis transmission through un-
affected persons occurred in some of the strains. 1922 R. C.
PusNF.TT Mendelisnt 202 EpidermolyMs bullosa, a disease in

which the skin rises up into numerous bursting blisters.

Epidiascope (epidai-askJup). [f. Epi- + Dia-1

+ -SCOPE.] A magic lantern made to project images

338

of both opaque and transparent objects. Hence
Epidiasco'pic a.

1903 Nature 19 Feb. 376/1 The epidiascope, a new optical
lantern, ..is primarily intended for the projection on the
screen of opaque bodies, such as insects, coins, fijssils, dia-
grams, &c., in their natural colours. It is equally service-
able for projection of transparent objects. X907 Practitioner
Dec. 860 An epidiascopic demonstration. 1927 Brit. Jrnl.
Pkoto^. Aim. 345 The lea Hand Epidiascope.

Epidosite (epi*d^sait). Mitt. [f. Gr, kmhoais
a free or additional giving, f. kmhi^ovai (see Epi-
DOTe) + -ITE 1.] (See quots.)
1866 Lawrence tr. Cottars Rocks 355 Epidosite, or pistacite

rock.—Epidote usually comliined with some quartz, 1868
Vih^hSyst, Min. (ed. 5) 284 [Epidote] sometimes forms with
quartz an epidote rock, called epidosyte. j88o— Man. Geol.
(ed. 3) 75 Epidosyte.—Pale green to pistachio-green. Con-
sists of epidote mixed with quartz. 1893 A. Geikie 6^^£i/.

(ed. 3) 183 Epidosite.

Epidotized (e'pid<7t3izd), ppl, a, [f, Epidote
+ -IZE f-ED.] Altered metamorphically into epi-

dote. So E:pidotiza*tion.
1888 Teall Brit. Petrography 150 The epidotisation of

the felspar is an alteration process. 1930 Peach & Hornh
Geol. Scotl. 79 Beds with abundant peboles of epidote and
epidotized felspar.

Xipidural (epiditie'ral), a. Anat, [f. Epi- +
DuiiA (m.vtek) + -AL.] Situated upon or outside

the dura mater,
1895 Buck^s Ilandbk. Med. Set. Suppl. 608/2 There are

two layers of dura [in' the spine], an ectal (periosteal) and
an entai (myelic), the interval between them constitutes an
epidural space. 1902 D. J. Cunningham Anal. 558 The
spinal dura mater., is separated from the walls of the spinal
canal by an interval, the epidural space, which is occupied
by soft fat and a plexus of thin-walled veins.

£pifocal (epif^u-kal), a. Geol. [See Epi- i.]

Situated above the focus of an earthquake.
1902 J. Milne in EncycL Brit. XXVII. 608/1 Causes

which should produce magnetic effects within an epifocal
district. loio — Ibid. VIII. 817/2 {Earthquake) That part
of the surface of the earth which is vertically above the
centre is called i\\^ epicentre % or, if of considerable area, the
epicentral or epifocal tract.

Epigamic (epigse*mik), a* Zool. [f, Gr. eiri

upon + yafios marriage -f -IC. Cf, Gr. (iriyafxos

marriageable.] Relating to the mating of animals
and the characteristics of colour, etc., which serve

to attract the opposite sex during courtship,

1890 PouLTON Colours of Animals xvii. 338 Epieamic
Colours. Colours displayed in courtship. 1926 H. Mace
in Ccntemp. Rei\ Sept. 369 This fact., if it were ascertained
for a large number of species, would help to illuminate the
subject of epigamic colours.

Epigeal, a. Add : b. Of cotyledons : Borne
above ground after germination,
1861 Bentlev Man. Bot. 773 They burst through the coats,

and rise out of the ground in the form of green leaves,
. , in

which case they are epigeal. 1884 Henfkey Elem, Bot.
(ed. 4) 652 The seed-leaves, .are pushed up above ground,
and become epigeaL 1913 H. Bateson MendeCs Princ,
Heredity 36 In Pkaseolus hypogeal cotyledons are dominant
to epi-geal.

Epigenesis. Add to etymology : The word
is used by W. Harvey, Exercitationes 1651, p.148,
and in the English Anatomical Exercilations 1653,

p. 372. It is explained to mean *partium super-

exorientiura additamentum *, * the additament of
parts budding one out of another \
Epigenetic, a. Add

:

2. GeoL & Pkys, Geog. * A term applied to those

rivers whose courses have been determined by the

slope of a once overlying series of strata, now re-

moved by erosion so as to disclose rock-structures

of another arrangement; superposed; inherited*

{Cent, Did. Suppl. 1909).

Epigeous, a. Add : •= *Epigeal b.

1844 LiNULEY Elem, Bot. Gloss.

Epigon (e'P'gf'")- More recent form of Epi-

gone i.

1890 J. H. Stirling Gifford Led. xii, 231 Any true
follower of Hume, any genuine aufgekliirt epigon of his.

X890 W. CoRV Lett. ^ Jrnls. (1897) 553 Anglo-Catholics,
a second crop, the Epigons, started vestments. 1926 Con-
temp. Rev. July 22/1 Theepigonsof the fighters for freedom.

EpigOnic (epigf'nik), a. Zool. [f. Gr. kiriyovos

(see Epigone i) + - ic] Descended from common
parents. So Epi^oziy (epi'goni) [Gr, (Triyovrj off-

spring, descendants + -T^]^ breeding or descent

from common parents.

1904 PouLTON Ess. Evol. (1908) 61 Breeding from common
parents or from a common parthenogenetic or self-fertilizing

parent may be spoken of as Epigony or the production of
Epigoiiic evidence.

Epigyne (e-pid^ain). ZooL [ad. mod.L. epigy-

num, I. Gr. Wi Epi- + yvvi\ woman, female. Cf.

Epigynous fl.] The ovipositor, or the external

genital plate, in spiders or arachnids. Also in

mod.L. form EpigTiinxu (epid,:;3i'n^m).

1875 Cambridge in Encycl. Brit. II. 273/1 These have a
common exterior orifice (vulva).. and connected with this
opening there is frequently an epigyne, or ovipositor.

1892 Trans. Linnean Soc. Ser. 11. Zool. V. 297 The epi-
gynum or external genital plate.. entirely closes the genital
aperture.

_ 1900 Proc. Zool. Soc. 387 The under sur^ce of
the body is whitish except the small yellow-brown epigyne.
1916 H. S. Pbatt /nvertedr. Amm. it s Between them [j£:. the

EPIPHENOMENON.
lung spiracles] is the genital pore which, in the female, is

covered by a plate, .called the epjgynum.

Epileptically (epile'ptikali),flrt'&. [-ly2.] As
if anecled with epilepsy.

1913 KiPLiNc. Diversity o/Creatures (jgij) 21 J The House
sang at the tops and at the bottoms of tneir voices,, .epi-
leptically beating with their swelled feet.

Epimedium (epimrdicm). Bot. [mod.L.,
f. L. epimedioHj Gr. kmy.i\hiov!\ Any plant of the
genus of hardy perennials so named,
1898 tr. Strasburger's Text'bk. Bot. 516 Species o^Mahonia

and Epimedium are culiivated as garden plants. Z900
W. D. Drury Bk. Gard. 293 Epimediums are useful plants
for shady positions. 1901 Casselfs Diet. Gard. 321/2 The
Epimedmms will thrive well in shady places, and even under
trees.

Epimerite (epi-merait), ZooL [f. Gr. Ivi

Evi+fifpos part + -ITE 1.] (See quots.)
X885 E. Ray Lankestkr in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 854/1

Tliere is frequently if not always present, either in early
growth or more persistently, an anterior proboscis-like
appendage (the epimerite) growing from the protonierite.

The epimerite serves to attach the parasite to its host, and
may for that purpose carry booklets. Z92X Parker & Has-
WELL Zool. (ed. 3) I. 85 Sometimes the protomerite is pro-
duced in front into a process ending in a rounded enlarge-
ment, the epimerite, which may be provided with radiating
spine-like projections.

Epinephrin (epine-frin). Chem. Also -ine.

[f. Gr. \-ai upon + yf<pp6s kidney + -IN 1,] An early

name for *Adrenalin.
X899 Jml. Chem. Soc, LXXVI. i. 395 Epinephrine, the

active material of suprarenal capsules. 1908 Practitioner
Mar. 422 The active principle from the medulla of the
suprarenal capsule is now generally known as adrenalin,
though other terms have been applied, such as suprarenin,
epinephrin.

Epineoral, a. Add :

2. ZooL Lying over and parallel to a nerve. Said
of various processes in echinoderms, etc.

X906 E. W. MacBhide Echinodej-mata 515 In E^hinoids
the ambulacral groove has become converted into a canal
called the 'epineural canal *. 1914 — Embryol. I. 254 'I'he

epineural sinus [in arthropods], .derives its name from the
circumstance that it lies above the rudiments of the ganglia
of the ventral nerve cord. Ibid. 495 Epineural flaps. Ibid.y

The epineural roof which covers in each radial nerve cord
of the adult. Ibid. 514 The epineural ridges. Ibid.^ These
epineural canals meet in a central epineural space, roofed
over by a membrane termed the epineural veil

Epipalseolitbic (c:pipEe!/Vli'J>>k)»'Z' ArchtRoL
[Epi- I.] Belonging to the period next after the

palaeolithic.

19x4 W. J. SoLt^s Anc. Hunters (ed. 3) 602 note. We use
the term AziUan in general to denote an age or stage which
Dr. Obermaier designates ' Epipaiaeoliihic ' and others less

appropriately ' Mesolithic'. 19*8 V. G. CniLtiE Most Anc.
East ii. 33 Otliers {sc. rock-paintingsl belong to the im-
mediately succeeding epipala:olithic period.

Epipharynx (epifas-riijks). ZooL [Epi- i.]

(See quots.)
i8b6 K1RBV& Sp. Entomol. III. xxxiii. 359. 187* Packard

Insects 29 'i'he roof of the mouih is formed hy \.he.labrum ^nA
th^ epipharyftx

.

., a small fleshy tubercle concealed henealh
the labrum. 1897 Parker & Haswell Zoi^/. (ed. 3) I. 593
A projection of the roof of the mouth cavity {epipnarynx) is

present in some Insects. 1909 A. E. Shipley Arachnida^^^.

Epiphenomenal (e:pifrn^-mi'nal), a, [f. Epi-

PHENOMENox + -AL.] Ofthe nature of an epipheno-
menon ; relating to epiphenomena.
1899 J. Ward Naturalistn <5- Agnosticism II. 100 From

the standpoint of naturalism a world described in such terms
is epiphenomenal. 1924 Glasg<nu Herald 29 Aug. 10 He
maintained that mind was not epiphenomenal. 19S9 C. S.

Myers Psycliol. Conceptions 22 The old view expressed by
Spencer., was that consciousness has arisen as an 'epiphe-
nomenal' product of living matter whence physiological

processes became too complex to work automatically.

Epiphenomenalisiu. [f. prec. -h -ism.]

The theory that consciousness is an epiphenorae-

non, i.e. a secondary result and by-product of the

material brain and nerve-system. So Epipheno*-
menalist, one who holds this theory; also adj,

1899 J. Ward Naturalism ^ Agnosticism II. 34 Doctrine
of conscious automatism or psjchical epiphenominalism
examined. 1903 A. E. Taylor Elem. Metaphysics 317 The
epiphenomenalist theory is largely adopted by the workers
in the physical sciences, 1915 G. F. Stout Man. Psychol,
(ed. 3) 98 Perhaps the word which best characterises the

general position is epiphenomenalism. Consciousness is

regarded as a superfluous apparition or phenomenon which
unaccountably crops up at a certain stage in the course of
material processes. 19*1 W. R. Inge Outspoken Ess. Ser.

n. 6 Not only does epiphenonienalism (as Ploiinus said long
ago) 'make soul an afiection, or disease, of matter ',

Epiplieiiomenon. Add :

b. spec, in PsychoL Applied to consciousness

regarded as a by-product of the material activities

of the brain and nerve-system.

1899 J. Ward Naturalism <y Agnosticism 1 1. 37 The newly
coined phrase epipkenonrenon (or, as the Germans say,

Btgleiterscheinung). 1902— in Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 57/1
No ' mental chemistry . .can generate objective reality from
feelings or sense-impressions as psycho-physically defined.

Note, Nothing shows this more plainly than the newly<olned
term epiphenomenon now applied in this connexion. »5>i3

J. M. Ualdwin Hist. Psychol. 1 1. 60 The charge ofmaterial-

ism., is frankly accepted, .by those, such as Maudsley, who
accept the 'epiphenomenon' theory of consciousness; to

them consciousness is merely a by-product, a spark thrown
off by the engine, the brain. *



EPIPHLOEM.

XSpiphloexu (epifl^^'em). Bot. Also -phloeum.

[f. Gr. Wi. upon, Epi- -k^fpKoo^ = <p\oi6s bark: see

Phloem.] The outermost bark,

1848 LiNDLKY Introii. Bot. I. (ed.4) 193. x866 Treas.Bot.
1 109/ 2 Sub€r..y cork. The epiphJoeura of bark, when it

acquires an elastic soft texture, and is pretematurally en-

larged. 1900 li. D. Jackson Gloss. Botyierms^ Epiptiloem.

Epiphysial, a^ Anat* Also in the form epi-

physeal.
1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. VIII. 336/2 DifTuse Epi-

physeal Osteitis. ig«8 Practitioner Oct, 531 The slightest

tap on the point of either of these fingers gave her intense

pain, referred to a spot corresponding with the epiphyseal

line.

Epiphysis, Add

:

3. The pineal gland. In {v\\ epiphysis cerebri.

1887 A. C- Haddos Study Embtyot. 199 Vertebral epi-

physes are peculiar to Mammals. 1889 Buck's Handbk.
Med. Sci. Vlll. 175/1 The <r/v*/ywi (pineal gland) is not
regarded as an important neural ingredient of the brain.

4, In sea-urchins, a calcareous piece attached to

each half of an alveolus of a sea-urchin.

X906 Camhr. Nat. Hist. I. 526 (EchiniLsJ Each tooth Is

firmly fixed by a pair of ossicles.
—

"I heir upper ends are con-
nected by a pair of ossicles called * epiphyses ', These two
epiphyses meet in an arch above,

£piphysitis (epifisai'tis). Path, [-ITIS.]

Inflammation of an epiphysis (sense i) or of the

cartilage which separates it from the main bone.
1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci, VIII. 346,1 The *iost

common disease of the hip joint is tubercular epiphysitis,

occurring in the growing bone ot children, x^/ci^ Practitioner
Apr. 507 1 he left elbow was swollen, and the condition was
thought to bt an epiphysitis.

Epiplanktou (epiplx'qktpn). Zool. [Epi- I.]

That portion of the plankton occurring from the

surface of the sea to a depth of about one hundred
fathom!^. Hence E:plplaiilrto*uic a.

X911 Encycl. Brit. XX!. 721/2 (Plankton) The fauna to

which light and warmth are more or less necessary, .may be
termed the epiplankton. i^\ W. A. >1ekdman Fffunders
(>c<raiio^r. 231 Epi-, Meso- and Batby-piaiikton.

Epiplasm (e-piplsez'm). BioL [f. Epi- +
Plasm.] Protoplasm remaining over after the

formation of spores. Hence Epipla'sxnlc a,

1906 M . H A RTOG in Ca/ttbr. Nat. Hist. 1 . 96 [Sporozoa) Some
of the cytoplaitm of the original cells remains over unused,
as * epiplasm ', and ultimately degenerates.

Epipod (e'pip*'*^)* ZooL Shortened form of

EFii-omTE.
1893 T. K. R. Stebbing Crustacea 41 Huxley supposes

that this valve may represent the epipod. 1911 — in Encycl.
Brit. XVII. 457/1 Id the maxillipeds and the trunk-fegs
it is common to find. .a seven-jointed stem, the endopod,
from which may spring two branches, the epipod from the
first joint, the exopod from the second.

Epipteric (epiptcrik), a, Anat, [f. Gr. <m
upon + HT«po»' wing + -ic] Epipteric botte or

ossicU, a small Wormian bone sometimes found
between the parietal and the great wing of the
sphenoid. Also sb. = epipteric bone.
190a D. J. CusNiscH A M/f«a/. 127 They (fc. Wormian bones]

occur commonly about the pterion, and in this situation are
called epipteric bones (Flower). 19*4 A. Keith Hunt.
Embryot 199 The fontanelle ossifications form Wormian
bones. They occur most frequently at the posterior angles
of the parietal (Lambda and .^sterion), but they are also com-
mon at the Ptcrion (epipteric Wormian) and rare at the
Bregma.

Epipterygoid(epipteTigoid),<7. Anat. [Err-

l.l Situated above the pterygoid ; the designation

01 a bone in the skull of certain li2ards (see quot.).

Also sb. "» this bone.
i8f^ Parkf.r & Haswkll ZooL II. 297 Extending nearly

vertically downwards from the pro-otic to the pterygoid is a
slender rod of bone, the epi-pterygoid.

Epipubic (epipi«*bik), a, Anat. [See next.]

Situated on the pubis; of the nature of an epipubis.

1897 Parker& HaswellZ^c/. II. i63[£Iasmo-branchi!lIn
some cases a median epipubic process projects forwards from
the pelvic arch. Ibia. 489 [Marsupials, Echidna] With the
anterior border of the puMS are articulated a pair of large

epi-pubic or * marsupial ' bones.

Epipubis (epipi«-bis). Anat. [Epi- i.] A
cartilagt: or bone in front of the pubis in marsupials.
X897 Parker & Hasweli. Zool. II. 283 Attached to the

anterior border of the pubic region there occurs in many
Urodela and in Xenopu-', a rod of cartilage, forked in front,

the epipubis. 1904 A. Keith Hutn. Embryol. Index 393.

Epirrhenia (epirrmi). Antiq. [ad. Gr. «irt/>-

;w7/«i, f. <iri upon, after -h^^ word, saying.] In

the Attic Old Come<ly, a speech addressed by the

Coryphaeus to the audience after the Parabasis,

Hence Epirrhema'tio a.

1835 W. R. Hamilton tr. Silverfi^s Ess, Birds Artstoph.
96 The second epjrrhematic parabasis. \9^ Amer. Jml.
Philot. VIII. 183 His[/<r. Ziclinski's] theory of the original
* epirrhematic ' com{>osition of a comedy as compared with
the ' epeitodic * of a tragedy.

Episcopalia ^episktJ^p^'lia), sb.pl. [neut. pi.

of late L. episcopdlis Episcopal,] Episcopal be-

longings, e.g. vestments, buildings.

1903 Daily Chron. 23 Jan., To St, Joseph's College at
Mill4iiil testator left hU episcopal vestments and other
cpiscopalia. 1914 \\t,KT Med. Papacy 13 Symmachus was
a busy builder, and in his erection oi episcopalia over against
the ve<^ttbule of St. Peter's may be seen the first beginnings
of the Vatican.

339

Episcotister (episk/ti-stai). [f. Gr. \maK<y
ri^fiv to throw a shadow or darkness over, f. kni

upon + ffKdTos darkness: see -1ST and -er^.] An
apparatus for admitting light into a darkened room
by means of adjustable discs.

190S TiTCHENER Exper. Psychol. IT. 80 The episcotister is

placed as close as possible to the screen. 1909 C. S. Myers
Text-bk. Exp. Psychol. 362.

Episematic (episnnoe-tik), a, Biol. [f. Epi-
+ SEMATIC.] Designating natural colours, mark-
ings, etc, which serve to assist animals of the same
species to recognize each otiier. (Opposed to

*Aposematic.)
1890 PouLTON Colours o^ Animals xvii. 337 Recognition

Markings, .assist an individual of the same species, and are
termed Episematic a 1908 — Ess. Evol. 357 Episematic
Colours are the logical antithesis of Aposematic, tlieir object
being to assist in keeping friends together instead of keeping
enemies at a distance.

Episperm (e-pispsjm). Bot. [f, Gr. kirl upon
+ air(pfia seed: see Epi- and Sperm sd,] The
exterior covering of a seed. Hence E*pisp«niiic a,
X819 LiNDLEV tr. Richards Observ. Fruits * Seeds 17 The

covering or integument peculiar to the seed being the most
exterior of its constituent parts, 1 give it the name of Epi-
sperm. Ibid. 32 If., the entire kernel .. is immediately
covered over by the episperm, it is called epispermic. x86x
Bentlev Man, Bot. 337 The terms most frequently used,
are testa or episperm for the outer coat.

Epispore. Add

:

2. Zool. in Sporozoa (see quot.).

1903 E. Rav Lankesier Zool, i, 11. 189 The spore-envelope
or sporocyst [in Giegarines] consists of two layers, an outer
clear and delicate epispore, and an inner refringent and
tough eiidospore.

Epistasis (epi*stasis). [Gr. tirtVrao-ts a stop-
ping, stoppage, f. itptardycu to stop, check.]
1. A/ed, The checking of any discharge, as of

blood, menses, or lochia (Dorland A/ed. Diet. 1901),
2, A scum, or pellicle, as on the surface of urine
(Dorland 1901),
3, Zool. A condition of arrested development in

the early evolutionary period of a group of
organisms. 1903 in Cent. Diet, Suppl.

4. Biol. In Mendclian inheritance, the expression
of one character to the exclusion of another not of
the same allelomorpliic pair. (Cf, *Epi8Tatic a.)

Epiatasy (epislasi). Biol. [ad. Gr. 4jrtaTaff*a,

parallel form to IviaTaais: see prec] =*Epi-
STASI8 4.
X9S9 Encycl. Brit. XI, 489/2.

Epistatic(epistae*tik),«. Biol. [UGr.imaTari-
K<is, adj. corresponding to imaraa^ *Epl3TASia,]
Of a Mendelian character or factor : Able to ex-
clude, or prevent the development of, another
character (though not allelomorphic). Const, to,

OHy over. (Opposed to hypostatic)
1909 W. Bateson Mendel's Princ. Hertdity (1913) 41

{Primula). The magenta shades have a factor epistatic to
crimson and pink._ Blue is hypostatic to all the red shades.
ibid, 98 The pale ivory is due to a factor epistatic on the
bright yellow. 1910 L. Doncaster Heredity ts The presence
of a higher member of the series obscures or prevents the
development of the lower. This is expressed by saying that
grey is ' epistatic ' over black and chocolate, and black over
chocolate.

Epistemolo'Really, adv. [-ly 2.] in an
epistemological manner ; with reference or in

regard to epistemology.
1906 IVeslm. Gas. 9 June 3/2 Epistemologlcally . . Von

Hartmann b a transcendental realist who ably defends his
views. 1919 Pringle-Pattison in Mind Jan. 4 Tliere is

nothingwhich I believe to be cpistemologicaUymoreunsound
than this identification of the knower's knowledge or ex-
perience with the reality of the object he knows.

Epistemologist (e^pistfmplod^ist). [-ist.]

One who is versed in epistemology.
190S Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 55/2 It is only epistemologists,

and notably Kant, who so describe individual experience.

19*5 J. E, Tt'HNiR Theory Direct Realism ^^'i hissystematic
connection Is ignored by Stout, as also by epistemologists in
general.

Epistlar (epi-stlaj), a. [irreg. f. Epistle sb,

+ -AB, after Epistolar.] Designating the epistle

or south side of the altar,

i885Dixon//'m/'. C//. £«f. III. 193 Standing at the Epistlar
wing of tlie altar.

Epistoiu(e. Add : The Latin form epistotna is

also used. Also applied to similar parts in arach-
nids, molluscs, etc.

1880 Huxley Crayfish 155 In front of the mouth, the
sternal region which appertains^ in part, to the antennae, and,
in part, to the mandibles, is obvious as a broad plate . . termed
the ef-istoma. 1897 Parker & Haswell Zool. I. 328
(Molluscs), A small lobe—the ep'stonic..—overhangs the
mouth and lies between it and the anus. Ihid. 499 The
head exhibits no segmentation : its sternal region is formed
jargely by a shield-shaped plate, the (r//j/tfWrt, nearly vertical

in position. 1909 Cambr. Nat. Hist. IV. 291 In Pterygotus
there is a welf-developed epistome. . between the mouth and
the front margin of the carapace.

Epithalamns (epi^i^i-lamiJs). Anat. [f. Epi-
I + Thalamijs (sense 1).] (See quots.)
190a p. J. Cunningham Anat. 501 The epithalamus, which

comprises the pineal body and the babenular region, i^ax
A. Kkith Hutn. Embryol. (ed, 4) X03 In the upper region

EPSILON.
will be differentiated the optic thalamus, the epithalamus
(the pineal body with its ganglia and conimissures) and the
metathalamus or geniculate bodies.

Epithallus (epij)se-l^s), Bot. [f. Epi- i +
Thallus.] (See quot.)
19H Encycl. Brit. XVI. 579/1 The term epithallus is

sometimes applied to the superficial dense portion of the
cortical layer.

So Epithalline (epi))3e-l3in) a., situated or grow-
ing upon the thallus,

EpitheciuiU (epiJjrJiiJm). Bot. [mod.L., f.

Epi- i+Thecium.] The surface of the fruiting

disc in certain lichens and fungi.
19IX Encycl. Brit, XVI, 581/2 1'he apices [of the para-

physes] are usually cemented together into a definite layer,
the ejntlucium.

EpitheliomatOUS (eipijfni^u'matas"),^. Path.
[-OUS,] Pertaining to, of the nature of, epithelioma.
x88i_yVa«j. Obstetr.Soc. j!:o«./. XXII. 7 The disease was

an ordinary epitheliomatous cervix. 1908 Practitioner SepL
355 A squamous-celled epitheliomatous ulcer.

Epitheted, //>/. a. Add : O. Designated by
an epithet too coarse or violent to repeat, jocular.
1896 Punch 21 Nov, 241/2 Mr. Jones's compliments, Sir,

and when the epitheted substantiz'e is this noise going lo
stop? 1905 Daily Chron, i July 4/4 No London fire engine
has such precedence as the 'Varsity boat. If you make it

* easy all with your epithetted clumsiness in a boat—it is

ten-and-sixpence.

Epitoke (e'pittfuk). Zool. [ad, Gr. (mroKos
fruitful, bearing offspring, f. iiri Epi- i + t6kos a
bringing forth, birth.] The posterior sexual part of
the body of certain annelids. Hence EpitokOTtsa.
xjjii J. A. Thomson Biol. Seasons ni. 261 In some of our

British shore-worms, .a remarkable change occurs in the
body at the breeding season. So striking is the transforma-
tion in some instances, that the breeding (' epitokous 'j phase
has been mistaken for a distinct species. 1916 H. S. Pratt
invertebr. Anint. 283 In many (Polychieta) the anterior part
of the body is sexless and is called the aioke, wliiJe the hinder
part is sexual and is called the epitoke.

Epitoxoid (epii(?ksoid). [Epi- i.] A toxoid
which has less affinity than the toxin for the corre-

sponding antitoxin.

X903 [see Toxoid].

Epitliclliani (epitri-ki^m). Anat. [mod.L,,
f, Gr. Wi upon + t/h'x*oi', dim, ofOpi^ hair.] A thin

membrane which overlies the epidermis and hair

during fcetal life, usually disappearing before birth.

Hence lipitxi'chial a.

1SB7 A. C. Haddon Study Embryol. 100 The epidermis of
Ampnioxus permanently remains as a single layer. In all

other embrj'o Vertebrates, the epiblast, from being single,

becomes double layered, owing to the primitive epiblast
giving rise to a layer of flattened epithelial cells, the epi-

trichial layer. x9oi D, J. Cunningham Anat. 734 A thin

membrane, termed the epitrichium. X913 A. Kkith Num.
Embryol. (ed. 3) 451 The epitrichium,. .so named because
the hairs are developed beneath it, and when they grow out in

the sixth month this surface layer of flat epithelium is shed.

Epoch, 7. Add : epoch-marking a., jour-

nalistic alteration of epoch-making,
189s IVesttn. Gaz. 15 Jan. 2/2. 1919 J. L. Garvin Econ.

Found. Peace 272 Consent by the United States to ad-
minister Constantinople and the Straits, Armenia and
Palestine, would bean epoch-marking step in itself, xgij
Daily Mail 16 Jan. 7 This epoch-marking experiment.

Eponffe (^onj), [Fr,, = sponge.] Some sort

of dress-fabric.

X9S8 Daily Express 11 July 5/5 For a bathing-coat try to

find flowery Sponge or any other bright fabric.

EponycllilUU (eptfni'kiiJm). Anat, [raod.L.,

f, Gr. i-ni upon -1- ovv^ nail.]

1. The horny embryonic structure whence the nail

is developed,

2. The nail-skin ; a film of epidermis which
covers the body of the nail for a limited distance.
xS9a C. S. Minot Hum. Embryol. 555 The epitrichial layer

over the area has received the special name of eponychium
from Unna. i<}oa D.

J.
Cunningham Anat. 734 The part

(of the epitrichium] which persists over the root of the nail

is termed the eponychium, and covers the proximal part of
the lunula.

EpOOphoroU (ep^Jif^-for^), Anat, [mod.L., f.

Ep- + oophoron ovary (f. Gr. t^uv egg -h -<popos bear-

ing, bearer).] ~ Parovarium.
1883 M. Foster & F. M. Balfour Elem. Embryol. (.ed. 3)

224 The sexual part becomes in the cock the after-testes or
coni vasculosi...In the hen it forms part of the epoophoron
of Waldeyer, and is composed of well.developed tubes with
yellow pigment. 1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. V. 520/2
The parovarium (Syn., paroophoron, epouphoron, corpus
pampiniforme (Wrisberg), organ of Rosenmiiller) in the
human female, is a structure having a vertical diameter of
15 to 25 mm. 1904 A. Keith Hum. Embryol. (ed. 2) 125.

Epsilon (epsai'l^n). [Gr. t \pi\6v, lit. ' bare e ',

i.e. * e and nothing else *, = short e written « and
not m.] The fifth letter of the Greek alphabet
(E, «) ; Astron. denoting the fifth star in a con-

stellation.

£1400 Maundkv. (1839) •'!• 20. x84a Penny Cycl. XXTL
448/2 e (4) and < (5) Lyrac, X930 A. J. Quihke Forged^
Anon. ^ Susfirct Documents 7^ AflTectation of letter-forms

of unconventional type. . . A typical example is the use of the

Greek * epsilon* for small r. Ibid. 100 Examination of small

*e'...If Greek *epsiIon' form is used, (etcj. 193* Times
Lit, Suppt. I Jan. 10/3 The epsilon-shaped E [i.e. «].



EQUALITARIANISM.

EcLualitariaxusin. [-ism.] Belief in the

natural equality of mankind.
i9ao H. G. Wells Outl, Hist, ^i-z/^ The dominant liberal

ideas were freedom and a certain vague equalitarianisin.

X931 Q. Rev. July 140 In fifth-century Athens, where equali-

tarianism ran to such a ridiculous extreme that gradually all

civil offices were distributed among the citizens by lot. 1932

G. M. Trevelyan Brit. Hist, igth Cent. v. 84 note^ Equali-

tarianism on board ship b proverbially dangerous.

Equalization. Add : Board of equalization^

in certain state and county governments of the U.S.,

a board of commissioners appointed to make uni-

form the valuations set by local assessors,

1889 Century Diet. 1904 Los Angeles Express 11 Aug. 4
Phoenix, Ariz. Members of the territorial board of equaliza-

tion are in session here.

Equalize, v. Add : 8. intr. To become eqnal,

X906 Amer. Naturalist June 427 The temperature in the

outer and inner layers had equalized to a large extent.

Equate (rkw^it), a, Em. [ad. L. xquatus^

pa. pple. of aequare to make level or smooth.]

Comparatively smooth.
1836 KiRBV & Sp. Entoiiiol. IV. 269 Equate^ without larger

partial elevations or depressions.

Equation. Add :

7. equation box = equaiional box (see next)

;

equation table, a table showing the time a clock

should indicate when the sun is on the meridian.

1895 Funk's Standard Diet. s.v. Equaiional, *Equation
box. 1731 Explan. Equation ofTime (tiile-p.), The •Equa-
tion Table for Adjusting Watches and Clocks to the Motion
of the Sun. 1850 Denison Clock 9f Watch-m. 19 This
(sundial}.. with the equation-table will give the means of
correcting a clock on any fine day.

Equational, a. Add :

2. Mech. Of gearing, etc. : Equalizing, adjusting,

Equational box (see quot.).

1874 Knight Diet. Mech.^ Equational box, . .a differential

gearing used in the bobbin and fly machine for the adjust-

ment of different degrees of twist, for different yarns.

3. Biol. Designating mitotic cell-division in

which the different elements of the chromatin are

divided equally between the daughter nuclei.

Z920 W. E. Agar Cytol, 50 Now in a meiosis with tetrad

formation of tlie Copepod type it follows that if both the

joints represent division planes, one division must be
longitudinal (or equational^ since the resulting daughter
chromosomes receive similar sets of chromatin elements),

and the other division must be transverse (or reductionaly

since each resulting daughter chromosome receives only one
half of the set of chromatin elements).

Equator. Add :

3. D. Rainfall equator (see quot.)- Thermal
equator^ the line which passes through places of
greatest heat on the earth's surface.

1937 Kendrew Climates Cont. 45 In the south of Kamerun
at about lat. s^N. we find the rainfall ' Equator', .where
rain falls throughout the year, with two well-marked
maxima at the equinoxes.

d. Aeronautics, * The line along which the plane

of the maximum horizontal section cuts the envelope

of an aerostat * (W. B. Faraday Gloss, Aeronaut.

Terms 191 9).

1784 P. H. yiKTi New Review"^yAy 61, 64 men who kept the
machine in by ropes fixed to its equator. 18x5 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. 4- Art (1826) II. 151 From this equator pro-

ceeded ropes, by which was suspended a car in the form ofa
boat, a few feet below the balloon. 1838 M. Mason Aero-
nauiica 268 An opening, however, ofabout four feet in length
which appeared above the equator of the balloon, soon
brought it down again. 1900 ll^estm. Gaz. 1 "iAay 2/1 A
balloon loses hut little of its lifting power if a rent is made
below the equator.

e. Biol. Of an egg (see quots.).

1913 J. W. Jknkinson Vertehr. Embryol. 95 The structure
and symmetry of the egg, its axis, poles, and equator, a 1913— Led. Exper. E/nhyol. 7 The equator of the egg is the
plane passing through the centre at right angles to the
axis.

Equatorial, a. Add :

1, c. Pertaining to the equator of a balloon (cf.

prec. 3d).
1838 M. Mason Aeronautica 30 In shape it \,sc. a balloon]

somewhat resembles a pear ; its upright or polar diameter
exceeding the transverse or equatorial by about one-sixth.

3. BioL (Cf. precse.)
Equatorialplate, in mitosis, the group of chromosomes

when arranged in the equatorial plane of the spindle.

1887 A. C Haddon Study Emoryol. 19 At the stage when
the chromatin is ecjuaiorially situated (the ' equatorial plate *,

which is the equivalent of the wreath and aster stage), the
achromatin forms a well-marked spindle-shaped bundle of
fibres, 1902 E. B. Wilson Cell (ed. 2) 68 The chromosomes
group themselves in a plane passing through the equator of
the spindle, and thus form what iskrown as the equatorial
plate. 1909 J. W.Jenkisson Exper. Embryol. 22 Segment-
ing ova... I. The radial type. Here the first division is

meridional, the second meridional and at right angles to the
first, the third equatorial—or more often latitudinal—and
at right angles to both the preceding. 1913 — Vertebr,
Embryol. 40 The plane at right angles to the axis and in-

cluding the centre of the egg is equatorial.

E^ui-. Add: Equice'llular a. .5/^7/., made np
of similar cells. £qulniole'cular a., having an
eqnalnumber ofmolecules. XScLiiira'tionala.il/aM.,

characterized by equal ratio.

1890 E. Ray Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 810/2
The unicellular or *equicelluiar Protozoa. 1992 F. W.
AsTOM Isotopes xg Solutions of two different compounds of
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lead in *equimolecular proportions. 1873 J. Prvde Pract.
Math. 287 "Equirational progression.

EcLUid (e'kwid). [ad. mod.L. eqitidae, f. equus
horse.] A member of the family Equidae., which
embraces horses, asses, and zebras.

1928 V. G. Childe Most Anc. East ii, 25 The zebra, and
perhaps another equid.

Equilibrator(2l;wi-libr^tf?j). [f. Equilibrate
2/. + -OR.] A device for maintaining or restoring

equilibrium, as in a flying-machine, or between the

primary and secondary currents in a phototele-

graphic apparatus.
1908 WestTn. Gaz. 18 Aug. 4/3 All flying-machines.. are

liable to be brought more or less suddenly to earth by a wrong
movement given to the equilibrator. 1909 Ibid. 11 Mar. 4/2
Thepilot. .might. .byskilfulmanipulationofthecquiUbrator,
succeed in recovering his equilibrium.

Equiuely (f-kwainli), adv, [f. Equine a. +
-LY *] In an equine manner ; like a horse.

1899 Pearson's Mag. Apr. 395/1 At the end of this course
a man is supposed to be entirely at home on his horse, and
with it to do everything that is humanly and equinely
possible, a 1906 *0. Henby' Trimvied Lamp etc. 86 I'he

chestnut approving his new rider, danced and pranced,
reviling equinely the subdued bays.

Eg,uinity. (Later U.S. example.)
1898 H. S. Canfeeld Maid 0/Frontier i. 5 The enormous

load of Texas saddle, gun, blanket, . .crushed them into mere
semblances of equinity.

Equipoteutial, a. Add:
3. BioL Of a germ or embryo : Having eqnal

potentialities. Hence E^quipotentiality.
1908 H. Driesch Sci. ^ Philos. Organism I. 83 Though

ectoderm and endoderm have their potencies equally dis-

tributed amongst their respective cells, they possess different

potencies compared one witli the other. And the same
relation is found to hold for all cases of what we may call

elementary organs : they are ' equipotential ', as we may say,

in themselves, but ofdifferent potencies compared with each
other. 1909 J. W. Jenkinson Exper. Eiubryol. 282 Tins
conception, of the absolute equipotentiality of the parts, as

we have already had occasion to remark, is erroneous. 1920
L. DoNCASTFR Introd. Cytol. 118 It is maintained by Driesch
and others that eggs of this type are equipotential systems,

that is to say, they are not differentiated before fertilisation

into regions of different potentiality, and'any part of the egg
is capable of giving rise to any part of the embryo.

Equity. Add: 5. C. (Seequot. 1928.) orig.C^.S'.

1904 E. -S. Meade in Pol. Sci. Q. Mar. 50 Its preferred
stock is quoted at.. prices which indicate a general con-
viction that the equity in the company is worth little. 1926
'limes 30 Apr. 15/6 Your wife in a fur coat or a smart 'en-

semble, in which she has a 20 per cent, equity. 1928 Ne-w
Statesman 28 July, Finance Suppl. p. vi, Out of the com-
bined issued capital of;£i6,629,ooo the public put up 93 per
cent, of the cash required, but received only 21-8 per cent, of
the equity—that is the balance of profits remaining after the
fixed dividends have been paid on the Preferred capital.

1930 Times II P'eb., Financial Rev. p. iii/2 It was widely
imagined that more money was to be made in high pressure
equities than in anaemic mortgaijes.

attrib. X930 Daily Express 8 Sept. 10/2 Purchasers of
equity securities of the speculative type.

Equivalve (rkwivselv), a. {sb^ Zool. [See

Equi-,] Having both valves alike in shape and
size. As sb. , a bivalve mollusc with both valves

alike. Also Eqnivalvnlar a,

1897 Parker & Haswei.l Zool. I. 650 fPelecypoda] As
a general rule the right and left valves are alike, or nearly so,

the shell being therefore equivalve.

EQ,uivolu*Xuilial, a. Physics, [See Equi-.]

Having an equal unchanging volume (see quot.).

1899 Ld. Kelvin in Phil. Mag. XLVII. 480 On the Appli-
cation of Force within a Limited Space, required to produce
Spherical Solitary Waves, or Trains of Periodic Waves, of

both Species, Equivoluminal and Trrotational, in an Elastic

Solid. Note^ By * equivoluminal * 1 mean every part of tlie

solid keeping its volume unchanged during the motion.

Er (3-i). Used to express the inarticulate sound

or murmur made by a hesitant speaker. Also as vb,

i86j St. James's Mag. Mar. 481 Oh !--er—Well I think

it was a—er—little fete at—at—Dear me—where was it?

1878 Porcupine XX. 681/2 Those ladies and gentlemen.,
who have had the advantage of—er—being—er—confined in

Newgate prison. 1904 Whitechurch Canon in Residence
(igo6) 4 Mr. Smith said, * Er, can I have a bed?' 1912
Wright-Henderson ^M«3^t7i. 9, 1 think, Mr. Buckle, ifyou
would slightly modulate—er—thatis—. Ibid. viii. 122 Have
you decided yet what—er—. 1934 RoseMacaulay Orphan
A/a«</xxi, Grandmamma's—er—adultei-y (ifyou will pardon
the crude word). 1931 Time ^ Tide 12 Sept. 1057 He ahs
and ers, and hums and haweshis way through an incredibly

fatuous pronouncement.

-er, suffix ^. Introduced from Rugby School
into Oxford University slang, orig. at University

College, in Michaelmas Term, 1875 ; used to make
jocular formations on sbs., by clipping or curtail-

ing them and adding -er to the remaining part,

wliich is sometimes itself distorted. Among the

earliest instances are *Footeb 3 (= football), Rug-
ger^ (1893% SOCKEE (1891); TOGGER (l 897),
Tosher 3 (1889); *Beekkeb, *Diwers, *Ekkeb.
Other familiar examples are *Bedder, bed-sitter = h^-

sittingroom, collekkers = collections (.see Collection 8),

*Cupper2, and (formerly) rudders — rudiments (of divinity),

stragger = stranger. Kxamples of proper n^me<. are Adders
= Addison's Walk, Bndder = liodleian, Jaggers ~ J esus
(College), Quaggers ^ The Queen's College. (Cf. Madan
Oxfordoutside the Guidebooks xxv.)

1899 Daily Tel. 14 Aug. in Ware Passing Engl, 175 The

ERGATOTELIC.
triumphof this jargon was reached when some one chrUtened
the Martyrs' Memorial the 'Martyrs' Memugger*. 1903
D. F. T. Coke Sandford of Mcrton ii. 10 note^ * Wagger-
f»'igger-basger ' for the receptacle of torn.up letters and the
ike. 1904 Daily Chron. 25 Mar. 4/7 Mr. Gladstone was
'the Gladder*. An undergraduate left his 'bedder' in the
morning to eat his * brekker ' in his * sitter' ; later he attended
a ' lecker ', and in the afternoon he might run with the
' Toggers ' (torpid races) or take some other form of 'ecker '.

1912 Tatler 23 Oct., Suppl. 40 The ' Prayger-Wagger ', it

sliould be explained, is the new name given 10 the Prince of

Wales. 1914 D. O. Barnett Lett. (1915) 13 The P-Wagger
came to see us yesterday. I met him coining off parade,
and threw a hairy salute.

Era. Add : 4. C. Era ofgoodfeeiing(j, in U.S.
Hist., a period during the presidency of Monroe
(181 7-24), when there was virtually only one politi-

cal party. Also trans/.

1817 Colunibian Centinel 12 July (Th.) {heading) Era of
Good Feelings. 1851 H. A. Garland Life J. Randolph II.

278 During the 'era of good feelings', and the undisturbed
repose of Mr. Monroe's administration, [these ideas] had
been widely disseminated. 1904 A^. Y.Herald-z-i Sept. 4The
nomination was made unanimously, and the era of good feel-

ing continued throughout the naming of the rest ofthe ticket.

6. era-making a, — epoch-making.
1894 tr. von Weizsacker's Apostolic Age I. 188 The era-

making significance of the treaty. 19*9 R._A. Cram Cath.
Ch. ^ Art iv. 53 The great monastic sovereignty, .that had
grown out ofthe first and eia-making beginnings at the hands
ofSt. Benedict.

Brcles (3*ikb"z), Bottom's pronunciation of
' Hercules' ; * Ercles vein* is a stock quotation.

{^tt Mids, N. I, ii. 31, 42.)
X901 Standard 9 Apr. 4/7 Mr. J. B. Glacier, in his opening

speech, was in the Ercles vein, and dwelt on perils overcome
and triumphs gained.

Zirector. Add : 1. b. As a spec, designation

of an engineer who works at the assembling of

engines and other iron and steel structures.

189a Daily Chron. 28 .^pr. 9/2 Engineer, Fitter, or Erector,

1905 IVestfn. Gaz. iS Dec. 7/1 Charles Grove, a foreman
erector of steel work.

c. A machine used in erecting iron and steel

structures,

1895 Daily News 31 Oct. 6/5 These 'erectors' are two
hydraulic appliances for lifting up and fixing in position the
ponderous segments of the iron ring constituting the exterior

of the tunnel. 1909 Daily Chron. 19 May 3/4 The tunnel
shield, complete, with hydraulic erector.

ErexuxirTlS (eri"miu»*ri's). Bot. [mod.L., f. Gr.

epTJfios solitary + oifpa tail.] A hardy herbaceous

perennial plant of the liliaceous genus of plants

so named, the cultivated species of which bear

spikes of yellow, white, lilac, or brown flowers.

1839 Loudon Encycl. Plants 278. 1900 W. D. Drury BJk.

Gard. 325 Eremun are noble plants, igoi Casselfs Diet.

Card. I. 323/1 A good but not too heavy soil suits the Ere-
muruses.

Erewhouian (er/wJu-nian), a, and sb, [f,

Erezv/wny title of a book (partial reversal of JVo-

where) by Samuel Butler, published 1872 and de-

scribing a form of Utopia : see -ian.] Of, belong-

ing to, or characteristic of the book Erewhon, the

Utopia described in it, or the principles inculcated.

b. sb. An inhabitant of Erewhon.
1897 Daily News 16 June 5/2 The Erewhonian plan of

counting disease as a crime. 1900 Ibid, 10 Dec, 9/6 The
Erewhonian Professors, Hanky and Panky. 1921 Edin.
Rev. July 28 The exboriaiion which persuaded Samuel
Butler's Erewhonians to destroy all their machines. Ibid, 56
The Erewhonian policy of breaking up the machines is

manifestly impossible in this country, i^zy Observer 2$ Sept.

16/6 The Erew honian paradox of imprisoning the invalid is

not wholly a barren one.

ZIrg'astTllxiltl (sjgas'sti^lzJm), Rom, Antiq.
PI. -ula (-i/ifla). [L., after Gr. ipyacTrjpiov work-
shop, with; altered suffix.] A private prison or

house of correction for slaves.

1885 R. S. Storrs Div. Orig. Christianity v. 159 As
workers on farms, they. .slept at night in the cells of the
ergastula, under-ground. 1891 Fakrar Darkn. ff Daivn
xxxi, 'The ergastulum is half-subterranean. Its windows
are narrow, and high above our heads,

lErgUteS (s'igat/z). Ent, [Gr, ipydrrjs work-
man.] The worker ant,

1910 W. M. Whfeler Auts 97 The worker (ergatesj Is

characterized by the complete absence of wings.

Hence Ergata'ndromorpli [Gr. dvrjp, dp^pos

man, -fiopipos -form], an ant that combines worker

and male characters. I!Tffatane:r (isj) [Gr, di^/)

man], a male ant resembling a worker. E'rguto-
g7:ne [Gr. yvvrj woman], a worker-like ant with

female characters. E'rg'atoid, X::rguto3]i0'rp2iic

adjs., worker-like. z::rgutote*lic a. (see quot.).

1910 W. M. Wheeler Ants 94 The ergataner, ergatomor-
phic, or ergatoid male resembles the worker in having no
wings and in the structure of the antennae. Ibid. 96 The
ergatogyne, ergatomorphic, or ergatoid female, is a worker-

like form, with ocelli, large eyes, and a thorax more or less

like that of the female, but without wings. Ibid. 99 The
ergatandromorph..is an anomaly similar to the {gynandro-

morph] but having worker instead of female characters com-
bined with those of the male. Ibid. 120 In these [sc. honey.
bees] only the secondary instincts are manifested in the

queen, while the worker retains the primary series in full

vigor and thus more clearly represents the ancestral female

of the species. This type may therefore be called ergatotelic.

1915 DoNiSTHORPE Brit, A nts 1 14 Wasmann records a aiixed
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ergatandromorph with only the colour of the head lilce that

ofthe worker. 1927 Glasgo^v Herald 16 J uly 4 The ergatoids

can reproduce ergatoids, besides workers and soldiers.

1Ex%0^ s^- 1. (Later U.S. example.)
1867 LowFLL F'ziz Adam's Story 31 His fancy's thrall, he

drew a!! ergos thence, And thought himself the type of
common sense. «

ErgOgram (3"Jg^gnem). [f. Gr. ifi^ov work +
-GRAM.] A record made by anergograph.
1904 G. S. Hai-L Adolescence 1. 150 Endurance as measured

by ergograms. 1918 C. S. Myers Psychol. 8 After sufficient

rest, complete recovery occurs, so that a second ergogram
equal Co tiie first is obtainable.

ErgOgraph (sugt^graf). [ad. It. ergografo (A.

Mosso), f. Gr. ip^ov work : see -graph.] An in-

strument which measures and records work done
by the muscles. Hence Ergoffra'pMc a., Ergo*-
graphy.
189J Sat. Rev. 9 Apr. 430/3 The action of the brain on

the muscles, as demonstrated by experiments made with the
ergograpb. X897 E. W. Scripture Artw Psychol. 230 'Ihe

ergograph . .consists of a rest in which the arm is fixed so
that the middle finger can be moved alone without involving
any of the others. 1898 Daily News 25 Nov. 6/3 His ergo-

graphic curves, and his abdominal respiratory curves, are

duly recorded. 1909 C. S. Mvkrs Tcxt-bk, Exper. Psychol.

184 Ergography.— The work performed by an active muscle
..may be best determined by means of graphic records.

Ibid. 1S6 An ergographic record. Ibid. 383 The ergograph
..i« especially adapted for the study of simple movements in

which very few muscles are involved.

Ergophobia (5jgil^ff>"*bia'). jocular, [f. Gr,

t/ryoy work + -PHOBIA,] Fear of work.
1905 W, D. Spanton in Brit. Med. Jmi. 11 Feb. 300^2
He has discovered that it often pays better to idle and loaf

about than to work, and the consequence is that a new
disease has l)cen engendered, which 1 have termed * ergo-
phobia'. 1905 Daily Chron, a6 May 5/7 Ergophobia..
means a hatred or terror of work. . . It is a new disease which
a medical paper has recently called attention to. 19*1 A. D.
GoDLEV in iQth Cent. Dec 986 Ergophobia—a recognised if

not a notifiable disease.

ErgOStat (3*ig<fetaet>. Med. [f. Gr. tfrfov work
+ TraTos adj., standing.] (See quots.)

1890 I^iLLiNGs Med. Did., Er^stat..^ an apparatus for

regulating and measuring the amount of muscular effort put
forth during a given time, as in prescribed exercise. 1901
DoRLANo Med. Dict.f Ergostaty a m.ichine to be worked
for muscular exercise, for the cure of obesity, etc.

Ergosterol (wg^^'steripl). Clum. Elarlier ergo-
steria. [f, Ebgot + -sterol as in Cholestebol ;

see -OL.] An inert alcohol derived from ei^ot,

1889 Jrnl. Chem. Soc, LVI. 408 Erjjosterin,, is completely
dissolved by sulphuric acid without discoloration. J906 Ibi<?.

XC. 11. 202 As obtained by Burner's method . .from the fat

of rye, ergosterol contains a small amount of a product which
forms small, white flocks melting at 60-61^ and is non-
saponitiable, but the nature of which is unknown. 1917
Nature 24 Sept. 440 '2 Irradiated ergosterol possesses extm-
ordtnarily potent anti-rachitic activity. 19*8 A. B. Callow
Food ff Health 51 Eriiosterol. .was present in minuteqnanti-
ties in what was formerly thought to be pure cholesteroL..
When ergosterol is irradiated it acquires the property of
preventing or curing rickets, that is to say, it becomes
vitamin D.

Eria. Add : Also (anglicized) ori : The silk-

worm that produces this silk. Also eria moth., worm,
1S39VRK Diet. Arts If. ii04The/4rr/«^, or ^rr'dtworm,

and moth, is reared over a grctt part of Hindustan. 1866
Chatnbers's EncycL VIII. 724/1 The *Eria', or ' Arrindy*
silkworm, native of India. 1887 EncycL Brit. XXII. 60/2
The eria or arrindi moth of Bengal and Assam, Attacus
riciniy which feeds on the castor-oil plant. I9>3 Nature
CXI. 4ii;'2 It appears that all the recognised diseases are
prevalent, and those of the mulberry, muga, and eri worms
are the same.

Erigeroil (eri'djarfm). Delete Obs, and add

:

b. A hardy herbaceous perennial plant belonging

to the modem genus of that name, bearing daisy-like

flowers.

tSao LoUDOM Eneycl, Plants 704. 1900 W, D. DRfRY Bk.
Card. 270 Erigerons are summer-flowerini^ composites with
beautiful star-shaped flowers. 1901 CasselCs Diet. Gard.
I. ^5/2 .Snails and slugs are frequently very destructive to
Erigerons in late autumn.

Erinaceous, a. See also Herin'acious.

Eriuetun (eri*n/i5m^, Bot. [mod.L., f, Gr. cp/-

F€o» woolly, f. fpiovwool.] A pathological growth
of the epidermis of plants caused by certain mites.

Formerly supposed to be caused by a fungus to which
Krineutn was given as the generic name.
1916 H. S. Pratt Invertebr. Anim. 438 A fuzzy spot or

crineum is a dense mass of twisted hairs, among which the
mites live.

Erinoid (crinoid). Proprietary name (perhaps

t Erin Ireland) of a semi-plastic material manu-
factured from casein by Erinoid Ltd., Lightpill,

Stroud, Gloucestershire, and serving as a substitute

for horn, amber, ebony, etc.

tgisC/iemist^ Druggist LXXXVI. 646 ' Erinoid ' . . is |)ut

to a great number of uses, many of them connected with
druggists* sundries. 1930 Daily Express 30 July 2'': [A]
fountain pen . . in either green erinoid with rolled gold bands
or plain black.

Ernestine (a'mestoin), a. Hist. [f. Emesty
proper name=:G. Ernst.'\ Designating the elder

or electoral line of the house of Frederick of

Saxony, originating from his son Ernest ri44l-86).
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 493/2 Albert and Ernest^ who were

the founders of the Albcrtine and Ernestine hnes. t866

Chambers^s Eneycl. VIII. 515 2 The Ernestine, which was
also the elder or electoral line. 1904 iVcstvi. Gaz. 23 Nov.
2/3 The Ernestine line of the House of Saxony to which the
late Prince Consort belonged. 191 1 Eneycl. Brit. XXIV,
270/1 This deed transferred the electoral title..from the
Ernestine to the Albertine branch of the house.

Erogenous (erf?*d3zii3s), a. Variant of Ero-
genic.
Both words are incorrectly formed.
1915 C. R. Payne tr. O. Pfisters Psychol. Method 155

Those places which are important for the gaining of sexual
pleasure, we call erogenous zones. 1925 C. Fox Educat.
Psychol. 237 Any portion of the skin or mucous membrane
which yieldsa feeling ofpleasurewhen stimulated isdescribed
as an erogenous zone.

Eros (i=>r^<;, eT^jnz), PI. Erotea (erJu-tez);

Eroses (is'rpsez, eM(?uzez). [L. Eros., a. Gr. <pas.]

1. Love, the god of love, or a representation of
him : = Cdpid.
*775 J- Bryant Mythol. I. 510 Under this characteristic

they represented an heavenly personage, and joined her
with Eros, or divine Love. 1817 Bvrom Manfred ri. ii. 93
He who from out their fountain dwellings raised Eros and
Anteros. 1864 Tennyson Islet 11 A bevy of Eroses apple-
cheek'd. 1877 Patmore {title) The Unknown Eros and
other Odes. 1888 A. H. Smith Catal. Engr. Gems Brit.
Mus. my Silenus.. threatening to flog Eros, who is held up
by two other Erotes. 1896 Farnell Cults Gk. States II.

625 The only ancient centres of Eros-worship were Thespiae
and Parion. 1904 Budge 3rd ^ 4th Egypt. Rooms Brit,
Mus. 229 Erotes, or Cupids, holding grapes and thyrsus
with wreath. i9a4 tr. Freud's Coll. Papers II. a6i This
masochism would be a witness and a survival of that phase
of development in which the amalgamation, so important for

life afterwards, of death-instinct and Eros took place. I9a8
Times 14 Dec. 10/4 Mr. John Murray's suggested new site

for the Shaftesbury memorial..would be an excellent one
but for the fact that ' Eros ' would then be lost to view from
the principal approach roads to Piccadilly-circus.

2. Astr. An asteroid discovered by Witt at Berlin

in 1 898. It comes at times nearer the earth than
any heavenly body except the moon.
19J6 H. Macthebson Mod. Astron. 92 Eros, comes at

perihelion within the orbit of the Earth, from which it is

then distant but thirteen million miles.

ErotiCE (er^'tika). [a. Gr. ipon-tKOj neut. pi. of
ipojTiKos amatory, f. tpojT-y tpcvs love.] Matters of

love ; often in booksellers* catalogues as a heading
for items of erotic literature.

1854 (title) Erotica. The Elegies of Propertius. 1913
H. Jackson Eighteen. Ninetia v. 122 The romance.. in its

unexpurgatcd lurm, suggests deep knowledge of that litera-

ture generally classed under facetiaf and erotica by the
booksellers.

Erotogenic (er^«t^3e-nik),^ [f. Gr. (ptaro-^

<pa>s love + -*GENic.] = Erogenic tf.

S9aa Joan Riviere tr. Freud's Introd. Led. Psycho-analy-
sis 264 The gratification obtained can only relate to the region
of the mouth and Hps; we therefore call these areas of the
body erotogenic zones. IQS4 tr. Freud's Coll. Papers II. 39
A certain degree of directly sexual pleasure is produced by
the stimulation of various cutaneous areas (erotogenic zones).

Erotoma'niac. [f. Erotomania : see Ma-
niac] A victim of erotomania. AHoatln'd. or adj.

1858 UucKNiLL & TuKR Man. Psychol. Med, 212 The eroto-
maniac is.. the sport of the imagination. 1895 J. A. Noble
in Contetnp. Rev. Apr. 494 The impudences.. of the eroto-

maniacs, //'/i^. 496 Erotomaniac literature. xi^Ch. Times
5 Apr. 398/1 This kind of erotomaniac fiction. z9ai Spec-
iator 16 Apr. 497/1 Outside an asylum for erotomaniacs, the
world i* not governed by perpetual storms of unrestrainable
animal passion.

Erraticisnx (eraetisiz'm). [See -ism.] Erratic

tendencies.

1907 Daily Chron. 18 Jan. g/6 Pronounced Erraticism [tn

golf-^layl. 19x0 igt/i Cent. July 6 In various ways his

erraticism threatened actual danger to the allied cause.

xoaS T. C. Chambeblin Two Solar E'amilies Introd. p.xxi.

Their courses were all-wa>*ward. And yet their erraticisms

are accompanied with spectacular brilliancy.

Ersatz (a'Jzaets, |i'e*rzats). [G., = compensation,

replacement.] A substitute or imitation (usually,

an inferior article instead of the real thing). Also
altrib. or adj,

19x9 W({r Terms in Athenxum 1 Aug. 695/1 Another
word not seldom met with is ' ersatz *, It is the German
•substitute'. 19J7 Daily Express 30 Sept. i/i It will

merely be an imitation Parliament, an * Ersatz ' Parliament,
designed to fulfil the immediate needs of the Dictatorship.

z^jp Observer g Mar. 12 The coffee, .will be. -tempered with
a judicious mixture of 'ersatz'.

ErstwhilOf tidv. Add : Also adj\ = former,

(Cf. whilom.)
1901 L. HouSMAN Ttuo Wido^vs ofCheuhey in Odd Pairs

(1925) i, Her erstwhile rival. 1905 M<=Neill Egregious
English 31 The erstwhile portly motner of daughters. 1909
Weitm. Gaz. 21 Aug. 13/1 A tottering pleasure -resort, whose
erstwhile patrons look more longingly every year at the
prettyand easily reached villages of Normandy and Brittany.

E'ructated, ///. a, [f. Eructate v. + -ed i.]

Vomited.
1869 C. L. Brace Neiu West i. 13 The reeling state-rooms,

smelling of oil, bilgewater and eructated dinner.

Erven, pi. of Erf 2, South African., garden plot.

X9oa Westm. Gaz. 14 Apr. xo/r The erven (acres) in ques-
tion were granted to these Reservists by the Government.
1905 Tarka Herald 4 Feb., For the purpose of leading
storm water, .to their erven.

-eiy, suffix. Add

:

2. D. In recent U.S. use, after bakery (~ baker's

shop or works), this suffix has gamed considerable

currency in denoting * a place where an indicated
article or service maybe purchased or procured*,
as beanery^ bootery^ boozery, breadery^ cakery, car-
washery, drillery^ eatery^ kashery, lunchery, vien-

dery, toggery.

Eryngitini (^ri*nd3iym). [mod.L., f. L. eryn-

gion : see Eryngo.] A hardy perennial plant of

the umbelliferous genus of plants so named, bearing
blue or white flowers.

1900 W. D. Drury Bk. Gard. 270 Eryngiums are hand-
some plants with.. large branching heads of Thistle-like
flowers, 1901 CasselCs Diet. Gard. I. 327/2 These Eryn-
giums may be transplanted safely when young.

ZSrythrsemia (erijjrrmia). Path. [mod.L.
(W.'l urk), f. Gr. epvOpSs red +ajfia blood.] A
disease characterized by a persistent increase of

the red hlood-corpnscles.
1908 OsLER in Lancet i3 Jan. 143. 1908 Practitioner

Apr. 461. 191Z Osier s Princ. Med. (ed. 8) 757.

Erythrism (eri))riz*m). [f. Gr, kpvBp6% red +
-isir.j

L Redness of the hair and beard (Dorland 1901) ;

abnormal or excessive redness (in the plumage of

birds or hair of mammals),
1930 E. W. Hendy rF>Yf/£'.r;«£7(7?-2g7 Erythrism, or excess

of red colouration, maybe produced..by feeding birds upon
red pepper.

2. A red variety (of some recognized species).

(Cf. Melanism i b.)

1893 Athenmum 08 Jan. 124/3 Mr. Hose thought that this
species might possibly be only an erythrism of S[emnopi-
thecus] chfysomelas. 1908 J. H. Gurney in Zoologist Apr.
136 A good example of the same erythrism was that by Mr.
M<^Lean in the autunm of 1906.

Hence Hrythri'smal, Erythri'stic adj's.f ex-

hibiting erythrism.
19J3 Glasgow Herald 17 Mar. 6 The variety, technically

called * erythristic ', occurs among ferrets as well as among
polecats.

Erytliritol (eri*J)ritf7l). Chem. [f, Erythbite
+ -OL.] A tetrahydric alcohol obtained chiefly from
lichens and algae.

1900 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXXVIII. i. 579 The al§ae Tren-
tepohlia yolithus.. when extracted with ether, yields ery-
thritol. 1923 Bhrnthsen Org. Chem. viii. 210 Erythritol (Bu-
tane-tetrol) occurs in the free state in Protococcns vulgaris.

Eryth.ro-. Add : Erytlirotolast, a rudimen-
tary red blood-corpuscle; hence Erythrobla'stlCiZ.
Ery*tliroc3rte, a red blood-corpuscle ; hence Ery-
throcytic a. Ery:throcyth8e-inia = *Ebtthk.e-
MiA. Erytbroplastld = ^erythrocyte.

1890 Billings Med. Diet., ''Erythroblasts. 1898 Allbuit^s
Syst. Med. V. 651 None of the leucocytes of the blood
becomes transformed into red corpuscles, these being formed
from special cells

—
' erythroblasis '—in the bone-marrow.

1908 OsLER & M^Crae Sysf. Med. IV. 600 A considerable
number of the immature cells of the adult marrow, includ-
ing many of the erythroblasts, possess a considerable degree
of affinity for basic coloring matters. 1908 Practitioner
Feb. 239 The •erythroblastic tissues of the marrow. zgo8
OsLER & M^Crae Syst. Med. IV. 679 The disease is due
to a primary hyperplasia of the erythroblastic bone-marrow.
1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 413 The red corpuscles or
•erythrocytes, 1908 Osler & M^Crae Syst. Med. IV. 600
We speak of the . . blue-stained erythrocyte as polychro-
matophilic. 1905 Osler Princ, Med. (ed. 6) 748 An in-

crease in the number of the red blood-corpuscles—*eiy-
throcythaaniia. 1908 Practitioner Feb. 234 According to

the degree in which the parent cell has developed along
the leucocytic or *erythrocytic route. 1878 S. W. Mitchell
in Amer. Jml. Med, Sci. July 17 note^ The foot and hand
disorder I am about to describe may be conveniently labelled

*ErythromeIalgia. 1921 A. Keith Hum. Embryol. (ed. 4)
336 At every period of life the red blood corpuscles ("ery-

throplastids) arise from erythroblasts.

Erjrthrol (eTiJ>r^l), Chem. [f. Gr. €pvBp6s

red + -OL.]

1. An earlier name for *Erythritol.
1901 Dorland Med. Diet, (ed, 2).

2. (See quot. 1908.)
1901 T>ORLAKD Med. Did. (ed. 2), jgaS Practitioner Veh.

379 For butyric fermentation, is used erythrol, a red powder
insoluble in water, which is a double iodide of bismuth and
cinchonidine. 1910 /bid. Feb. 277 Erythrol tetranitrate is

said to have less effect than liquor trinitrini.

ErytlLrOUiTlIll (erij)rju*nit5m), [mod.L., ad.

Gr. fpvSpovtov, a plant of the satyrion kind.] A
plant of the liliaceous genus of plants so named,
bearing cyclamen-like flowers.

1900 W. D. Drury Bk. Card. 326 Erj'tbroniums range be-

tween 6 in. and 9 in. in height. 1901 Cassell's Did. Gard.
I. 329/1 Erythroniums should be as short a time out of the

soil as possible.

Erythrosin (eri-fr^sin). Chem. [irreg. f. Gr.

ipv0p6s red + -in ^.] A red colouring matter obtained

from fluorescein by the action of iodine, used in

photography and as a histological stain.

1891 Jml. Camera Club v. 12^-7. 189a Photogr. Ann.
II. 72 Plates sensitised with erythrosjn and erythrosin silver.

Z908 Jml. Chem. Soc. XCIV. i. 669 When silver nitrate is

added to an excess of a dilute solution ot erythrosin, a much
more intensely coloured colloidal solution of the silver salt

of erythrosin is obtained.

Esactine (esissktain). Zool. [f. Gr. «, th

into, to + a/fTf$, -Xv- ray.] The proximal ray of a

sponge-spiciile : cf. *EcACTrNE.
1888 [see *EcACTiNE, Tyloclad],



ESAU.

ZSsan (i"*s2). Name of the elder of the twin sons

of the patriarch Isaac, who sold his birthright to his

brother Jacob for * a mess of pottage ' (Gen. xxv.

25 ff.), used symbolically for: One who prefers

present advantage to permanent rights or interests.

x66a Brooks Crtm/n ^ Glory 0/ Christ. 83 He that is a
Cato without, and a Nero within j a Jacob without, and an

Esau within.. is ripened for the worst of torments. i8»8

Congress. Debates IV. i. 1226 (Stanford) He would again

call the attention of. .the political Es<ius of our tribe to the

predicament in which they stand. 1845 Browning Flight

0/Duchess xvii. Smooth Jacob still robs homely Esau. 1849
KiNCSLEY North Devon Misc. (1859) II. 240 Esau is a dumb
soul, especially here in England ; but he h.-\s as deep a heart

in Inm as Jacob, 1859 Thackeray Virgin. Ixxxiv, I turned

from Esau, and I clung to Jacob. And now I have my
reward, \ have my reward ! 1889 Sti-venson Master of
Ballantrae (1911) 118 'Ah ! Jacob ', says the Master. *So
here is Esau.'

Escalator (e-skal^tai). orig. U.S. [Formed
from stem of Escalade after elevatorI\ A moving
staircase made on the endless chain principle, so

that the steps ascend or descend continuously, for

carrying passengers up or down,
1904 Daily Chron. 21 Nov. 5/5 [New York] There are to

be four elevator shafts besides stairways and 'escalators *.

a 1906 ' O. Henry ' Trimmed Lamp etc. 132 You will per-

ceive that the Bee-Hive was not a fashionable department
store, with escalators and pompadours. 1910 Daily News
c July 10 In the course of the hearing counsel referred to a
proposed moving staircase as an ' escalator ', z^'^Spectator
29 Sept. 411/2 Three escalators will serve the Bakerloo Tube.

Escape* sb^- Add :

4. C. An outlet for a liquid; esp. a sluice or

gate for the outlet of surplus water in a canal. Also
at(fib.

J
BS escape-drain^ -head^ water.

1891 Daily Nezus 31 Oct. 6/4 The Koshesha Escape, or
T-arrage, . .'I'he e.-icape is constructed to discharge 2,000
million cubic metres in twenty days in good Nile years.

1893 Pall Mall Gaz. 30 Jan. 3/1 The revolution of these

caps whips the skim-milk through a broad escape. 1907
W. G. Bligh Irrig. Wks. x. 274 In places on a canal
where an Escape or a Branch takes ofT, a regulating bridge
across both works is generally necessary. Ibid, o.'&o An
Escape Head should, if pi acticable, be combined with a fall.

1911 W. WiLLCocKS Irrig. Mcsopot. 27 Every canal system
needs its escapes. 1913 Willcocks & Craig Egypt. Irrig.

II. 465 The escape waters of the canals and larger water-
courses should be allowed to enter the escape-drain by
means of regulators at the tails of the canals.

Escapee. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1865 WiiUMAN Specimen Days (1892) 62 Some three or

four hundred more escapees from the confederate army came
up on the boat.

Escapement. Add :

3. In a pianoforte (see quot.).

1896 A. J. HiPKiNS Piano/brie 0\oss., Escapements aspace
that is left between the hammer at its full rise and the
strings, necessary for the strings to vibrate and to prevent
jarring.

Escargot (^akargij). Cookery. [Fr.] An edible

snail.

1892 Encycl. Praci. Cookery (ed. T. F. Garrett). 1926
Glasgtnu Herald 26 Mar. 10 I ve savoured an escargot.

-eSceuce, suffix^ forming sbs. corresponding to

adjs. in -kscent, 2Ji> effervescence^iridescence.

EschatoCOl (e-skat(7k/?l). [G. eschatokoll (It.

escatocollo^ 1*'. eschalocoie\ f. Gr. fffxaros last +
KuWa glue. Cf. TTpojToKoKKov Pkotocol, Martial

(11, vi. .^) has effxaroKukXiov end of a papyrus
roll.] The concluding section of a charter, con-

taining the attestation, date, etc, ; a concluding

clause or formula.

1897 F. W. Maitland Domesday Bk. 24^ Such words as
a charter has about * consent', .may occur in tlieeschatocol,

the clause which deals v/ith the execution and attestation of
the instrument. 1904 E. Bakkkr in Engl. Hist. Rev. Jan.
152 In regard to the dating we find originally a separation,
the year going into the protocol, the month and regnal year
into the eschatocol. But by the middle of the twelfth
century the whole date is put into the eschatocol.

Eschatolo'gically,a^e'. [f. Eschatological
a. +-LY^.] In relation to eschatology.
1922 A. E. Garvie Beloved Disciple ix. 199 Whether we

interpret these functions spiritually or eschatological ly.

EschatclOgize (-d^diz), z;. [See -ize.] trans.

To give an eschatological character to.

1919 S. C. Carpenter Christianity ace. S. Luke vii. 101
The first Evangelist has ' eschatologized ' an originally non-
eschatotogical saying.

Esclxea'tment. [f. Escheat p. + -ment.]
Forfeiture or lapsing by escheat.

1869 Blackmore Lorna Doone xxiv, On pain of a hea\*y
fine or escheatment. 1919 E. MacNeill Phases Irish Hist.
(1920) 312 The new grants were not preceded, .by,. any
e-.cheatment or invalidation of the existing contract.

Escort, v. Add: c. To 'keep company' or
' walk out' with (a woman). l/.S.

1890 Harper's Mag. Oct. 716/2 A whisper also went the
rounds that Dick Jones was escorting Miss Turner.

EsCOrtage (esk^-Jtedg). U.S. [f. Escort v.

-I- -AGE.] The action of escorting.

1898 P. L. Ford Hon. Peter Stirling 153 She likes my
company and finds my escortage very convenient. 1911
H. S. Harrison Queed yX\\. 146 At nine, as it chanced, she
was to go out under the escortage of Charles Gardiner West,

Escudo (eskiM'df?). [Sp., Pg. :—L. scUtum
shield. Cf. ScuDO, ;£cu.] A Spanish and Portu-

342

guese silver coin of the value of a crown. Also
applied to other coins, gold or silver, in American
countries.

1915 Ethel C- Hargrove Progressive Portugal 262 In
1913, the Portuguese Authorities altered the denomination
of the coinage from milreis and reis to escudosand centavos.
1920 Chatnhers's yrnl. ^04,12 The escudo, which normally.,
is of the value of nearly four shillings and sixpence. 1925
Glasgow Herald 14 Aug. 6 Tlie paper escudos nominally
equivalent to a French franc.

Escutcheoil, Add : 3. g. = milk-escutcheon

(Milk sb. lo).

i88x Sheldon Dairy Farming 6/2 This reversed hair is

the so-called * escutcheon '. 19ZS F. T. Barton Cattle^

Sheep .y Pigs 18 The escutcheon may extend over the whole
of the hind quarters and the udder.

-ese. Add : On the model of derivatives from
authors* names were formed Journalese (1882),
Newspaperese (1889).
1898 F. Harrison in igth Cent. June 941 As Mat Arnold

said to me.. 'Flee Carlylese as the very devil I' Yes 1 flee

Carlylese, Ruskinese, Meredithese.and every other <'^^. 1899
Golflllustr. 14 July 134 American 'golfese*.

, t^/oS Daily
Chron. 2 Aug. 3/2 Deplorable guide-bookese,

Eskimo (e'skimc-u). AlsoEsquimaux (8 -eaux,
iEskima). PL -oes, -os (^"z), -aux (('"). [ad. Da.
Eskimo (Sw. Eskim&), ad. F. Esquiinaux pi.,

corrupt ad. an Amer. Indian word (cf, Abnaki
EskimanlsiCj Ojibway Ashkimeq) meaning 'eaters

ofraw flesh ' (cf. Cree askix2.\\\ mow he eats).]

1. A member of a N. American race inhabiting

the Arctic coast from Greenland to Alaska. (Their

own name for themselves is Innuit^ Used as sing.

and pi. Also attrib.^ as Eskimo dog.

1744 DoBBS Hudson Bay 49 The East Main...Here the
Nodway or Eskimaux Indians live. Ibid. 203 A vocabulary
of English and Eskinia words. 1791 J. V-oviQ, {title) Voyages
and '1'ravels of an Indian Interpreter.. .To which is added..
a List of Words in the Iroquois, Mohegan, Sliawanee, and
Esquimeaux Tongues. 179a G. Cahtwuight Labrador 7
The Esquimaux from Ice and snow now free, In Shallops
and in Whale-boats go to Sea. 1845 Youatt Dog 55 'Ihe
Esquimaux Uog is a beast of burden and of draught. Ibid.

56 The Esquimaux I ndian goes in pursuit of the seal. 1850
Latham Nat. Hist. Var. yiAiw 289 The difTiculties presented
by the Eskimo language, /^/a?. 290 The Eskimo is essentially

a Mongol in physiognomy. iByo A mer. Naturalist 111. 83
Esquimaux Curlew {Nu/nenius borealis) breeds near Fort
IJenton. 1875 li. Rink ititle) Tales and Traditions of the
Eskimo. Ibid. p. viii, Words .. peculiar to Eskimo life.

2. The language of this people. Also applied to

a jargon used in intercourse between Eskimos and
whites and consisting mainly of Eskimo words.
1850 Latham Nat. Hist. Var.Matt^^o From the grammar

of Fabricius, the Eskimo was soon known to be a language
of long compound words. 1916 E. W. Hw/kes Labrador
Eskimo 6 Lieut. Lucas, who had acquired a knowledge of
Eskimo. 1929 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 709/1.

3. (See quots.). Also aitrib.

192a Glasgow Herald 11 Oct. 8 Chocolate eggs filled with
ice-cream and known as 'Eskimos'. 1928 'I'urnbow &
Kaffetto Ice Creajn 57 Chocolate-coated ice cream bars
were introduced in 1921 as 'Eskimo Pies'.

Esotericism (esi?te'risiz*m). Add quot. So
XSsote-ricist, one who holds esoteric doctrines.

Also Eso'terist (Funk's Stand, Diet.').

1885 Mrs. H. Wakd AmieVs Jml. II. 315 Yes, but still a
certam esotericism [(^r/^f. dsoterismejis inevitable, since crlti-

cal, scientific, and philosophical culture is only attainable
by a minority. 1891 Review of Rev. 15 June ^iil^i She
\sc. Madame Blavatsky] made all her 'esotericists*, as she
called them, send her iheir photographs. 1892 Clu Times
I Apr. 337/1 Further on the esotericist is identified with the
Rationalist.

Espada (espa'da). Also erron. espardo. [Sp.,

= lt, spada^ Fr. ^p^e sword.] = Matador 1.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 460/1 Two matadors or espardos
are engaged in each day's fight. 1923 Ld. Cubzon 'Pales

Trav. 215 Just as the espada lungeil with the sword. .the
bull. .was upon him. i^z6 BlackTv. I^Iag. Sept. 290/2 Uull-
fighting requires great courage in the bull-fighters from the
espada to the mozo.

Espadrille (espadri'l). Also -iUo. [Fr., a.

Prov. espardilloj f. espart Esparto.] A canvas shoe
with soles of twisted rope, worn in the Pyrenees.
1893 Daily News 16 June 5/4 'Espadrilles ', or shoes with

woven rope soles, are likely to come into favour with run-
ning men. 1907 VtKvaviO'QoMi.'o Pyrenees 123 MauMon..lias
become the centre of manufacture of the espadrillos. 1923
Blackiv. Mug. Aug. 162/1, I crept through the thickets in

my rope-soled espadrilles.

Esperanto (espSrse'ntf?). [Orig. the pen-name
(Dr. Esperanto =iT>x. Hoping-one) used by the in-

ventor on the title-page of his book Langue inter*

nationale\ prSface et manuel complete 1S87.] An
artificial language invented for universal use by Dr.
Ludovik Lazarus Zamenhof, a Polish physician.

Its vocabulary consists of roots common lo the

chief European languages, with endings normalized.
1898 R. H. GEOGHEGAN{^/.''/r)The International Language

' Esperanto '. 2903 Daily Chron. 13 Jan. 5/2 Esperanto is,

in fact, a vocal international shorthand. 1922 C. R. Buxton
In a Russian Village xvi. 70 Petrov. .called himself by the
Esperanto name, * Pecnego \
Hence Hspera'ntio a., resembling Esperanto.

Espera'xitist, one who is versed in Esperanto ; also

aitrib.

1905 Wesim. Gaz. 4 May 10/2 The Congress of Esperantists.

ESTATE.

1909 M. L. Jon-es Advantages of E^eranto 2 To my
Esperantist friends of The Yorkshire Federation. 1909 ' Ian
Hay' MarCs Man vii, He first of all abused them with all

the resources of an almost Esperantic vocabulary. 1922
C. R. Buxton In a Russian I'illage xw'i, 70 He wasa fluent
Esperantist.

Essayi'stic, a. [f. Essay .fi. + -isTic.] In
the style of a literary essay.

189s Thinker VIII. 404 The young pastor thinks himself
obliged by the weight of custom to press much that is

humanistic and essayistic into the ministrations of the truth.

Ess bOUC[uet (e-sb«kfii-). [Short for essence de

bouquet^ Tiic trade name of a perfume.
i855PiEssE^r/ ofPerfumery 118 Ess Bouquet.. .A mere

contraction of ' essence ' of houquet. 1&92 Askinson's Per-
fumes 175 The title Ess. Bouquet is an abbreviation of the
full name given above [i.e. Essence des Bouquets]. 1905
JVestm. Gaz. 8 Aug. lo/i Queen Alexandra.. has recently

abandoned her favourite Ess Bouquet lo some extent and
taken to Sweet Pea. 1920 Deite's Soap-making (ed. 2) 222
* Ess-Bouquet ' Soap.

Esse. Add : 2. b. Used in recent times in the

sense of 'essential being or nature', esp. iu contrast

with bene esse,

1899 II. P. Hughes in Daily Netvs 21 Oct. 7/1 So long as

your clergy believe that Episcopacy is essential not only lo

the bene esse, but to the esse of the Church. 1920 TluLife
ofFaith 23 June 619/a The great missionary meeting on
the Saturday morning.. is not the esse of the movement.
1929 I. RI. Clakic Ch. Discip, in Scot. 208 Some form of
1.T.W will be necessarj^ to regulate her [sc. the Church's] life

and protect that distinctive character which is her esse.

Essence, J^. Add: 8. Of the essence of {or\g,

lethal) : indispensable to. (Cf. V. de I'essence de.)

iSji Act 36 cS" 37 I'ict. c. 66 % 25 (7) Stipulations, .as to
time or otherwise, which would not before the passing of
this Act have been deemed to be or to have become of the
essence of such contracts in a Court of Equity. 1931 Morn.
Post 21 Aug. 8/2 W'liile time is of the essence of tlie contract
to retrieve the situation, discussion still proceeds,

11. essenoe-peddler U.S., a skunk.
i860 Knickerbocker Mag. Apr. 361 It is a vulgar mistake

that the porcupine has the faculty of darting his quills to a
distance, as the essence-peddler has of scattering his aro-

matic wares. 1862 Lowell liiglow P. Ser. 11. iii. 292 With
means about 'em (Like essence-peddlers) thet '11 make folks

long to be without 'em. 2890 Mrs. Custer Folloiving
Guidon xiv. 200 As soon as that essence-peddler saw fit to
move on, the major-general commanding would issue his
order to march.

Essentialize (ese'nJaUiz), V, Delete + and
add : In recent use: To raise to essential character,

express the essential form of.

19x3 IVestm. Gaz. 22 Feb. 5/1 Its difficulties and restric-

tions, instead of essentialising his thought, have frustrated

it. 19Z2 Times Lit. Suppl. 5 Jan. lo/i A poet ysc. Dante] in

whom the manifold passions and cultural movements of his

time were essentialized and ennobled into the highest poetical

utterance. j^-^Glas^ow HeraldigApr. 4 The essentialising

flame of Rembrandt's genius. 1930NAN Shepherd IVcather-
house X. j8i Garry went drunk to bed, bulnot with whiskey.
Again he had seen life esscntialised.

EssenWOOd (esanwud). [Partial transl. of
S. Afr. Du. eschenhout, f. Du. esch ash -1- hout wood.]
{a) The South African ash, Ekehergia capensis\

Ip) Cape mahogany, Trichilia emetica.

1910 J. BucHAN Prester yohst vi, We look a path up the
Berg among groves of siinkwood and essenwood.

Essive (e*siv). [ad. Finn, essiiviy i. L. Esse,
with termination ad. L. 'Tviis."] The designation of

one of the fifteen cases of the Finnish noun, express-

ing a continuous state of being, existence in a spe-

cified state or capacity.

1890 C. N. E. Ei.iOT Finnish Gram. 23 The essive..
expresses a state of being regarded as continuous. Ibid,^-^

The suffix -W3, called here essive. 1905 Jfc:.spF,RSEN Hist,
En<^t. Lang.^ Essive, indicating the state in which anybody
or anything is.

Establishable, a. Delete + Obs. and add :

1918 Hist. Amer, Lit. II. m. i, 259 The facts of his bio«

graphy which are well established or establLshable.

Estamin. Add : Also spelled estamene, as

the name of a woollen cloth lor dresses.

x86a Catat. Intemat. Exhib.^ Brit. II. No. 4019. 1897
Daily Neivs 8 Apr. 8/5 Estamene serges with their diagonal
ribs or plain woolly surface.

Estauipage (esl^e-mped^, Hfstahpa^). Archspcl.

[Fr., f. estampcr to stamp.] A squeeze or impres-
sion on paper of an inscription,

x^T Academy ^\ Dec. 427 3, 1 made complete estampages.

.

oftheAsoka inscription at Kalsi. 1888
J. BuRCtssf/z^gT-a^A/a

Indica I. I Methods of taking direct inked impressions from
stone, also, have been devised ; and estampnges can thus
be taken, having the advantages of presenting a direct

reading of tlie inscription on the inked face and a mould
from it on the back, so tltat the slightest scratch on the stone
is retained on a carefully-taken impression. X903 Wickre-
MASINGHK Epigraphia Zeylanica I. p. iii, From these estam-
pages. .it was arranged that I should edit the texts for publi-

cation. As to the scrupulous care taken in llie preparation

of ink-estampages there need not be the slightest doubt.

Estate, sb. Add:
14. attrib. and Comb. : estate agent, one who

acts as steward or manager of a landed estate; one
who conducts business in the sale of houses and
land ; hence estate agency ; estate duty, a

graduated charge levied by the State on real or

personal property at the death of the owner.
1^12 Estate Agents^ .4rchii. .V Survtyors 5 The 'Estate

Agency profession. x83o Harper^s Mag. Sept. 565 ' *Estat«
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agent ?
' he next asked. 1884 The ' Estate Agent * 3 House

and Estate Agents. 1886 S.W. Mitchell R.Bl.tkexx.{i^9S)

i38 It seems to her natural that an unknown Yankee estate-

agent should wish to marry a woman of as>iured social place.

1894 Act 57 'V 58 I'ict. c. 30 § I There shall be levied, .upon
the principal value, .of all property real or personal .. which
passes on the death of such person a duty called **estate

duty* at the graduated rates hereiiiaftw mentioned. 18^
Act 59 <5- 60 t'kt. c. 28 § 16 The estate duty payable in

respect of any annuity.

Estatincation (est^:ti6k/i-j3n). [f. Estate
sb. + -FiCATiON'.] The integration of separate pro-

perty interests into a common estate. So £sta*tify

V, irons, [-ft], Esta'tifled /^/. a.

i9»i H. C. DowDALL in Law Q, Rev. XXXVII. 167 It

would solve niany difficulties of legal theory.. if in some
circumstances thought were directed more to the estatifica-

tion of interests and le^is to the incorporation of persons.

19*6 /hid. XLII. 466 When you and I.. each invest j^ 100 in

the G.W.R.. ..we estaiify our interests in our £100 in the

estate of the G.W.R., in which we then have an interest;

and when I incorporate my private business. . I estatify my
business in a separate estate distinct from the rest of_my
property. 1930 — EUatification 36 A group of estatified

mtere-<ts governed by the company.

Esteemed, a. Add : Mnch in vogue as a com-
plimentary epithet in commercial correspondence.

1903 Daily Ckron. 35 Feb. 7/2 Sir, yours of even date to

band. If you can make it convenient, wc should be glad if

you could come on Wednesday morning to try on your
esteemed favour.

Ester (e*st3j). Chem. [Invented by the German
chemist L. Gmelin.] A compound ether derived

from an oxygenated acid.

[185a Watts ir. Gmelin s Hand-hk. ChemJSW, 190 Ethers
du troisi?megenre. I forraerlydistinguiihedthesecompounds
by the ^ame of Naphthas produced by oxygen-acids [Naph-
ihendurchSatters\,t\>ffiduren erzeugt); but I now propose
for them the \ximE5ter.\ Ibid. 215 Compound Ethersformed
by Oxygen-acids (Ester). 1889 MriR & Morley Watts*
Diet. Chem. II. 466 A compound ether (or cster)is a hydro-

gen salt in which the typical hydrogen has been displaced

by an alkyL 1899 E, F. Smith tr. V. von Richter's Or^.

Chem. 139 Just as salts result from the union of metallic

hydroxides with acids, so esters arc formed by the combina-

tion of alcohob wiih acids. 1906 Fractitioner Nov. 593
The rapidly fcrmenuble fruit and malt sugars, esters, and
higher alcohoL-i.

atirib. 1907 Jml. Chem. Soc. XCII. i. 383 Ester-Acids of
Sulphur-subitituiedCarbonic Acids with .MiphaticHydroxy-
Acids. laai Jmi. Soc. Djers .y Colourists XXXVII. 288/1
Acetyl silk, the i.ew ester-silk.

Hence Esterity v. [fv], to convert, or be con-

verted, into an ester. E:Bterlflca*tion, the process

.of forming an ester ; the conversion of an acid into

its ester. Also E-sterixe v., E:8terlsa*tioii.

1898 Nature 6 Jan. 239/1 The .lutliors have made experi-

ments on the esierification of many cinnamic acids. ^ 1903
Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1903) 586 '1 he rate of esierification of
methyl hydrogen succinate. 1907 Practitioner June 864
Arhovin..is a product of diphenylamiri and the csterified

thymol-benzoic acid. 19*0 Cross & Uevan Paper^Making
37 Ksteiifying reagents.

ZiSth (csj)), a, and J^. [G. Esth^EhsiA -next.
1868 S. Baring-Gould in Fraser^s Ma^. LXXVIII. 535A

The Esths.. speak a language closely allied to the Finnish,

2/>id. 536/1 The poem was published in Esih, with a trans-

lation mio German. iBid. 542/a Tmja is the Erth name
for Norway, lyio Encycl. Brit, IX. 798/1 The E&ths,

Kbftts or Esthoniaos.

£Bth.oniail (es)xJB-niAn\ a. and sb. Also
Estonian, [f. mod.L. Est{h)onia (f. *KsTH, after

Saxaniay etc) +-AN.1

A- <uij. Of or belonging to Esthonia (native

name Eesti), now an independent Baltic republic,

stretchinji along the sotilh coast of the Gulf of
Finland. B. sb. A native of Esthonia. Also, the

native language (akin to Finnish),

1795 Varieties of Literature I. 33 Esthonlan poetry.
li'iJ., The Ksthoiiians. .have an extremely soft, delicate, and
tender articulation. 1841 [Ladv ¥.\%m.\k.v.\ Resid, Hlwres
Baltic II. xvi. 62 Nothing can exceed the hospitality of the

Estonians. 1863 R. G. Latham Nationalities ofEurope^ I.

129 ^fa, in Estonian, mean:i land. Ibid, 132 The E.stonian

iiKirument is the harp. 1874 A. H. Sayce Princ. Compar,
PhiloL 322 note, Wanna Issi in Esthonian means * the old

father '. 189$ \V. F. Kirbv Hero 0/Esthonia I. p. xvi. The
Finns, the Esthonians, and the Lapps, .tipeak very similar

laiipuages. 1995 O. RinrER Ne^v Baltic States xi. J99
Estonia:) falkfore Owes something to the Finnish.

Estrada (cstra-da). [Pg. :—L. strata (see

Street).] In the Brazilian rubber trade, a wind-

ing path or road connectiug a series of trees. Also
in I'r. form Eatrade.
1906 IVestfu. Gaz. 12 July 9/3 The estradas (or roads)

which are being worked produce at least 250 kilos of rubber
per harvest. 1913 R. H. Lock Rubber 20 [Brazil] To each
seringueiro or coUector are assigned from ]oo to 150 trees,

which are connected by a winding path, ox estrade^ cut

through the undergrowth. ..BcKinning at sunrise the serin-

gueiro makes two rounds of his estrade. t^x Glasgow
Herald 3 May 10 From one estrada in six moothsabout one
ton of rubl>er may be obtained.

Estray, a, (Later U.S. examples.)
1876 Kep. I ermont Board Agric. 1 1 1. 436 Many . . of

these new varieties of grain arc not new... They arc old

varieties estray..from remote quarters, .of the globe, 1889
Harper's Mag. June 158/2 A farmer living near a middle
Georgia town, one day found an estray cow in bis pasture.

ZSstufa, U.S. (Ilarlier examples.)
1844 J- }• \V*EBD Memoirs 33 The old men who.. directed

the ceremoniouft worship of the Indians in the Estufa. 1845

J. Gregg Commerce 0/ Prairies I. 271, I have myself
descended into the famous estufas or subterranean vaults.

ZStserio (eti»Ti(7). Bot. = Het^rio.
1844 LiNiJLEV Elem, Bot. Gloss., Etcwrio, Etairium (adj.

Eiairionar). Such an aggregate fruit as that of the Ranun-
culus or Strawberry. 1861 Bkntlev Man. Bot. 316 When
the achaenia borne by a single flower are so numerous that
they form more than a single whorl or series, they consti-
tute collectively an etserio. 1896 Hemlow's ii'ild /'lowers
102 The cluster of drupels is called an etaerio.

Etager, -ier, U.S. ff. EtagJibe.
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 204 Fancy dressing bureaus.,

corner etagers with closets. 1859 in Chicago Tribune 1 1 Oct.
(i929)viii.i, I amcrazy tohavcanetagicr like Mrs. Neefs.

Btalage (^tala^). [Fr., f. dlaier to display.]

Display.
1900 Daily Neivs 4 Sept. 4/7 A constant dtalage of Jewel-

lery. 1935 Blackiu. Mag. Oct. 493/2 The etalage \\\ the
window betrayed a small grocer's shop.

Eta palm. Variant of Ita-palm.
1866 0. W. Bennett Illustr. Hist. Brit. Guiana 228 The

Eta Palm {.Mauritia Jlejcuosa) is a beautiful tree and is

adored by the Indians for the numerous uses to which it

can be applied.

Zita patclx- Aeronautics. See quots.
1918 W. E. DoMMETT Diet. Aircraft 25 Goosefooty a

method of attaching the rigging on the envelope, often called

an 'Eta Patch*. 1919 W. B. Faraday Gloss. Aeronaut.
Terms 57 Eta Patch, a means of attaching rigging to the
envelope consisting of a large fan-shaped patch made u;3 of
several thicknesses of fabric and reinforced with webbing
bands and terminating in a metal ring. [19*1 L. F. Plugce
Gloss. Aeronaut. Ttrms 87 Vient du nom du dirlgeable

anglais 'Eta' oucettc piece fut utilise pour !a premiere fois.]

^tatisme (tftatr'zm). [Fr., {.Hat'^tK^Y.^-isme

-ISM.] Extreme development of the power of the

State over the individual citizen,

1933 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 195 What one might almost call

the ftlishism of the State, an extreme form of etatisme.
\a^ Spectator 2 July 6/2 That hideous thing which later

the French czWed Etatisme produced a social and political

atmosphere in which a free man could hardly breathe, /bid.

24 July 122/2 It must not be thought that we should like

to seethe British spirit of individual liberty subjected to any
such trial of extreme itaiisme.

Et cetera. 2. a. attrib. Add quots.

:

iZ^ Daily News 15 July 6/2 Colonial affairs.. formed a
sort of etcetera department of the War Office. 1900 /i>id.

2
J
May 6/3 The nickname, Etcetera Department, sometimes

given to the English Home OtTice,

Etemality (/tamse-liti). Delete t Obs. and
add:
19*6 A. N. Whitehead Science ^ Mod. ll'orldiai Every

scheme for the analysis of nature has to face the.se two facts,

change and endurance. There is yet a third fact to be
placed by it, eternal/ty, I will call it.

Eternally, ac/v. 2. b. (Later U.S. example.)
1850 W. R. kvAN upper 4- Loxver California I. 310 If

you'll sell it me. .I'll be etarnally obliged to you.

ZStlierical (/I>e*rikal), a. Delete f Obs. and add
qaot. (which refers to Hther 5),
tyao Cou^uest May 317/3 The plant., responds to different

rays of the vast cthericaJ spectrum, from the extreme ultra*

violet to the longest wireless electrical waves.

Etlierism. Add : 2. Addiction to taking

ether; cf. next, a.

1888 N. Kerb Inebriety loS Etbcrlsm is the antipodes of
opiumism.

Etherist (f)>^rist). [-ist.]

1. One who administers ether to a patient.

x68^ Sir H. Thompson Tumours of Bladder 25 If the

ethenst permits the patient any power of resisting with the
abdominal muscles, the effort is hopeless.

2. One who is addicted to taking ether as a stimu-

lant or intoxicant.

1888 N, Kfrr /nebriety 109 At first be took clilor.Tl and
opium, then he devoted himself to cthert and has been an
ethcrist for some years.

Eth.er02nailia(i'-])er<}mc~i'nia). Path. [f,ETHEB

(Gr. oitfijp, alQipoi) + -MANi.v.] A morbid addiction

to the consumption of ether as a stimulant or in-

toxicant. So E:theroxna*niao, an ether addict.

J889 N. Kerb /nebriety (ed. 2) 122 Etheromania has been

a contributory cause of insanity in cases treated at asylums
in the North of Ireland. 1894 /biti. (ed. 3) 138 A gentleman
aged 35 had been an etberomaniac for three years. 1909
Westm. Gaz. 13 Feb. 14/3 Etberomania is largely on the
increase in South-west Russia.

Etbicality (eJjikse'Uti). [-ITY.] Right doing

according to customary standards, as opposed to

the morality of the individual conscience.

1889 J. H. Stirling Philos. <5- Theol. (1890) 90 What
immediately presented itself to him [sc. Socrates] was, as we
may term it, the ethicality of the past, which, shaken in the
present, promised but poorly for the future. So it was, in his

handa, that ethicality became morality.

Etllicism (e*J)isiz'm). f-isM.] Devotion to

ethics or ethical ideals; tendency to moralize.

1895 W. D. HowELLS in Harper's Mag. Nov. 867/2 Their
art .. was marred by the intense ethicism that pervaded the

New England mind for two hundred years. 1900 F. Harri*
SON in Daily News la Nov. 7/4 A scientific theory of social

duty, ,. ethicism founded on a solid and comprehensive
science of man. 1908 Mod. Philot. V. 625 This means that he
..rejected ethicism, declamation, narration, and description.

EtlliciBt. Add quots. (Sometimes « one who
supportsmoralityorethicsin opposition to religion.)

1891 Monist I. 556 A scientific ethicist has to proceed like

any other naturalist. 1905 Daily Ckron. 29 Nov. 3/3 Able
to make their understanding 'issue in act,' as the Oxford

ethicists used to say. 1907 H. Begbie Vigil xix. 307 He
would play the part of ethicist and point people to the
hiRhest example of human perfection. \^i6& Lit. Guide
I Aug. 121/1 A Rationalist or an Ethicist can seldom get
credit for what he doe.s, however good his intentions.

Zitlxico-. Add : E:thlco-so*cial.
ijK>s spectator Lit. Suppl. 28 Jan. 119/1 Modem ethico-

social guides, such as Stevenson, Whitman, and Maeterlinck.
1920 Red Triangle May 352'2 Every Church is trying to
overcome every danger which is trying to destroy its ethico-
social being, i^ \V. B. Sklbie Psychol. Relig. 102 The
social element in these early forms of ritual, .points to
a tribal consciousness which has in it at least the beginnings
of an ethico-sociai outlook.

Zithiopian,^.and^3. Add: A. 1. c. Ethiopian
sour gourd ~ Baobab.
1640- [see sour gourd^ Sour a. 10].

Ethiopianism (rijitfu*piani2^m). [-ism.] A
movement or propaganda in favour of * Africa for

the Africans *.

1^06 Daily Ckron, 13 Feb, 5/4 The rising in Natal is now
ofltcially declared .. to be the result of the teaching of
Eihiopianism, namely 'South Africa for the Black races'.

1910 J. IJucHAN Prester John vii. 131 It is what they call
' Ethiopianism *, and American negroes are the chiefapostles.

ZStlmic, a. and sb. B. sb. Add :

2. Greek Antiq. An epithet denoting nationality,

derived from or corresponding to the name of a
people or city [ = iOviKtv (Steph. Byz.)]. Also gen.
x8a^ Cramer Anc. Greece III. Index, The Greek ethnic of

each town or place lias been .subjoined wlieie there was
authority for it. 1902 D. G. Hogarth Nearer East 194
Where the *Arab' (to UhC the ethnic widely) lives under
conditions similar to the Greek, he resembles him. 19x1
C. T. Seltman Temple Coins Olymp. 103 The dies.. upon
which the full ethnic FAAEI^IN appears. 1921 Brit.

Mus. Return 79 The ethnics of Damastium and Pelagia.

Ethology. Add

:

4. Zool. The branch of Natural History which
deals with an animal's actions and habits, its re-

action to its environment. [Gr. %Qq^ nature or

disposition (of animals); in pi., customs, haunts.]
1897 Parker & Haswell Zool. I. 9 The whole question of

the relation of the organism to its environment gives us
a final and most important branch of Natural History which
has been called Ethology or Bionomics. 1910 W. M.
Wheeler Ants 124 Their ethology, that is, their functional
aspect (physiology and psychology).

£tic|,Tiettical (etiketikal), a. [-ical.] Ttr-

taining to etiquette.

X838 Miss Pardoe River
<f-

Desert II. 33 Death.. has
resumed its etiquettical observances. 1887 Mrs. Custek
Tenting on Plains (1893) 42 But it was too much for his eti-

quettical instincts. 1900 G. SwiET^Vw^r/irj' ^07 ^^^ shouted
directions at one another, and, in tlie interest of the moment,
forgot the 'Miss' and 'Mr.' and other etiquettical matters.

Ziton (^'t'n). The name of a college, the largest

of the ancient public schools, founded by Henry VI
on the Thames opposite Windsor, a. Eton blue^

a light blue adopted as the school colour.

1883^. Brinslky-Richards 7 Yrs. at Eton 306 A birch
tied with Eton blue ribbon and rosettes. 1899 T. Mi Eu.is
Three Cats-Eye Rings 93 Looking at her wonderingly from
his wide Eton-blue eyes. 1899 Captain II. 1^/2 A very
gorgeous equipage, with mui.h Eton blue about it. 1908
Daily Chron. 4 Apr. 4/6 Philips, .rushed off to a neigh-

bouring haberdasher's, and demanded a piece of Eton blue
ribbon or silk.

b. Eton collar: a broad stiff white collar worn
outside the jacket by Eton boys (and many others)

;

also, a similar collar as part of a wcninn's cosuime.
1887 Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List icgs Boys'

Collars and Cuffs. The Eton. 1895 /bid. 1160 lioj s front

with Eton collar. 1925 Queen 22 Apr. 11 Its piiin Eton
collar, its daintiness of finish with its jabot and cu&s of
pleated lawn.

o. Eton cro/, a fashion of cutting women's hair

close to the head all over. Hence Elon-cropped

ppl. adj.

1926 E. Wai-uvce Square Emerald o The masculinity of
the powerful face was emphasized by tne grey hair cut close

in an Eton crop. 1927 A. Monkhouse Alfred the Great
248 Maud was a trim, competent schoolgirl, long-legged,
Eton-cropped. 1930 launch ag Jan. 126/1 A young tiling

whose essential plainness isemphasised rather than concealed

by an Eton crop.

d. Eton jacket', a short black broadcloth jacket,

with an open front and broad lapels, pointed at the

back and cot square at the hips, worn by bnys at

Eton (and elsewhere) ; also, a garment of similar

cut worn by women. Hence Eton-jacketed ppl. adj.

Eton suit: a boys* suit consisting of Eton jacket

with trousers and waistcoat ; also, a women's suit

of skirt and front with similarly cut jacket. Often

simply Eton and in pi.

i88x Pum/i 15 Oct. 170/3 The coat having no tails, could

serve as an Eton iacket to a growing youth. 1883 ' Y.

Anstf.y ' Vice Versa ii. Two small boys. .m Kion jackets and
broad white collars. 189a Queen 28 May 888 ' With astout

heart', published in 1874, .. delighted an Eton-jacketed

public, X894 Million V, 377/2 Among the ladies riding was
Lady — , in an Eion suit and blue sailor hat. 1925 Blackw.

Mag. July 80/3 The Eton jacket (or * tum-coat ') was reserved

for Sundays.
1899 IVestm. Gaz. 6 Tan. 3/2 The natty little Eton that in

the .South so often replaces the coat in the costume tailleur.

1900 Daily N^ws 8 Sept. 6/3 Two-thirds of the smart dresses

are now made with an Eton or bolero over a more or kss

ornamental front. 1900 Captain IIJ. 405/2Thesrecia(;.eof



Jim in Fourth Form Etons would have been too entrancing

a sight.

Etrenne (rtr^). [Fr., older esfrettie :—h.
strena.'\ A New Year's gift.

1834 K. H. DiCBY Aforcs Cath. v. vli. 234 The faithful were

forbidden to give etrennes. 1880 Disraeli in Buckle Life

(1920) VI. 505 Osborne has sent me, as an itrenne a most

beautiful book. 1883 Sat. Rcz'. 24 Mar. 377/* M"ie. de

Witt's magnificent volume belongs to the class of itrennes.

Etruscology iS^'^v^Vg-Xod.^x), [f. L. Etruscus

Etruscan + -LOGY.] The study of Etruscan history

and antiquities.

19x8 Observer \^ Apr. 12 There is also [at Perugia] a yearly

course on Etruscology. Ibid. 17 June 12 Some recent

admirably illustrated volumes [in German] on Etruscology.

1928 7V/K«7 June 12/3 The International Congress recently

held at Florence demonstrated the great interest taken in

the science of Etruscklogy.

Hence Etrusco legist, one versed in Etruscology.

1894 Athenman 24 Mar. 385/1 The chief interest and ex-

pectation of Tuscan archaeologists and of all Etruscologists

in Italy are turned to. . Vetulonia-

Encaine (y?i-k^|3in, -^lin, y«k^'n). Phann,
Also -in. [f. Ed-, after Cocaine.] A name for

two compounds (encaine A and B) used as local

anaesthetics.

1896 Chemist^ DruggistXLVI II. 597 Eucaine isemployed
like cocaine as a hypodermic solution of the hydrochloride.

1897 Jrnl. Chem. Soc, LXXII. r. 499 Eucaine,_ .. whose
chloride is used in commerce as a substitute for cocaine. 1907
Practitioner Apr. 473 Under eucaine, combined with a very

little general anaesthetic, the abdomen was quickly opened.

Eucalypt. Delete rai-e and add :

1877 F. VON MiJLLER Botanic Teachings 7 (Morris s.v.

<7«/«) The"vernacular name of gum-trees for the eucalypts.

1880 Nirrr Palace Inei. 11 Steins of the soaring Eucalypts
that rise Four hundred friendly feet to glad blue skies.

1887 Moloney Forestry IV. A/r. 228 A collection of fresh

seeds of such Eucalypts as deserved trial. X89S Pall Mall
Gaz. 4 Oct. 2/3 The beautiful timber—the red and Huon
pines, as well as the more utilitarian eucalypts (hard wood).

1893 D. C. Murray Time"s Revengesy\\, Mox^'iitoi^xxczXy^t

closed in the band. 1898 Queensland Year Bk. 96 Great
eucalypts spread their huge arms overhead.

Eucalyptian (y?7kali'ptian),a. {sh^ [See-IAN.]

Belonging to the genus Eucalyptus. Also sb.y a tree

of this genus ; = prec. Also Eucalyptlc a.

1870 Gordon Bu^h Ballads Ded. 8 The gnarl'd knotted
trunks Eucalyptian. 1873 J. B. Stephens Black Gin, etc. 6
This eucalyptlc cloisteidom. 1901 Harper's Mag. CII.

708/1 The huge, white-armed eucalyptians overhead.

EucalyptllS. Add : Popularly used as short

for eucalyptus oiL an antiseptic and disinfectant,

1885 Bucks Handbk. Med. Set. I. 262/2 Odor and expense
serve to tell against eucalyptus preparations. 1888 Brit.

Med. Jrnl. 21 Apr. 849 Eucalyptus acts chiefly on nerve
centres. 1895 Lancet 3 Aug. 268 The soap is pleasantly

medicated with ' sanitas and eucalyptus. 1898 Ibid. 12 Nov.
1304/2, I made a mask of cotton-wool and soaked it with
eucalyptus and olive oil.

Eachre, sb. Add : Also euker,

1. (U.S. examples.) Also attrib,

1841 Southern Lit. Messenger Wll. 54/2 A month ere I

embarked I lost at euker. 1850 L. H.Gerard ll^ah-To-y'ah.

xix. (1927) 220, I ..thought, of. .the 'poker' an' 'euker ' I'd

played to rendevoo an' Fort William. Ibid. xx. 243 Jim
Beckwith . . found himself. . at Greenhorn settlement, ' raking

'

the * piews ' from the less fortunate euchre and poker players.

2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1876 B. Hakte G. Conroy vi. ii, And where am I now?

Echo answers ' where? ' and passes for a euchre I

HtlClire, ^- Add : 2. intr. To play euchre.
X84Z Southern Lit. Messenger VII. 54/2 Go down and

drink your strong compounded potion, and euker in a warmer
atmosphere.

Eucoue (y/7k^un), a, Ent, [f. Etr- -i- Cone sb,'\

Of the eyes of certain insects : Having a well-

developed or true cone.
1885 S. J. HicKSON in Q. JmL Microsc. Set XXV. 230 The

crystalline cone of the 'eucone eyes'. 1888 Rolleston &
Jackson Anim. Life 502 The vitreous cells, .are reduced to
feeble remnants inclosing a solid crystalline cone composed
of 2-5 parts, the eucone eyes ofother Insecta. . . Inpseudocone
and eucone eyes the seven cells are grouped round a central
axis.

Eucyclic, a. Bot, [Eu-.] Cyclic with alter-

nate isomerous whorls.

^ 1878 Henfrey Elem. Bot. (ed. 3) 91 A flower thus present-
ing all the whorls is called complete or eucyclic.

ZSngenically (yz^d^e-nikali), adv, [f. Eugenic :

see -ICALLY.] in regard to eugenics ; from a
eugenic point of view.
Z912 Q. Rev. July 65 The propagation of the eugenically fit.

X922 Edin. Rev. July 46 It is eugenically bad, making
early m.trriage impossible, or encouraging the dysgenic art
of fortune-hunting. 1928 Daily Expreh i June 10/4
Wondering why he has not gone in for the great adventure.
..Is he eugenically unfit?

£ugemst (yw-d.^Mist). [See Eugenic and
-1ST.] A student or advocate of eugenics.
Z909 Saleeby Parenthood p. ix, Some years ago I ventured

to coin the word engenist, which is now the accepted term.
1921 W. R. Inge Lay Thoughts (1926) 247 Prudent eugenists
are in no hurry to advocate legislation.

attrib. x^2i W. McDougall Nat. Welfare p. vii, This
great gap in the eugenist argumenL 1928 Daily Express
16 Jan. 8/7 Candidates for marriage, .may be faced.. with
a searching Eugenist standard of pliysical fitness.

Eugeogenous (ywds^'i^'^S'n^Oj ^' [f- F. eugio-

gint (Thurmann 1849): see Eu- and -genous.]

344

Of rock : That readily decomposes into good soil,

as distinguished from dysgeogenous.

1863 J. G. Baker North Yorkshire 153 They are due
south of the hills of the eugeogenous range and based upon
their slope.

ZSuglenoid (ywgirnoid), a. {sb.^ ZooL [f.

mod.L, Euglena (see def. : f. Eu- + Gr. y\-qvr^ pupil

of the eye) + -0ID.] Resembling, akin to, or like

that of, the Euglena^ a genus of Ftageliata, Also

sb.^ a member of the family Euglenaceez.
1885 E. R. Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 852/2 The

movements now become neither vibratile nor amceboid but
definitely restrained, and are best described as 'eu^lenold*.

lbi(L 857/1 Euglenoidea.. . Fam. 6. Astasina. Colourless,

metabolic, or stiff Euglenoids. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson
Anim. Life 843 Chromatophores . .are numerous, small,

round, or oval in Euglenoids. 1906 Cambr. Neit. Hist. 1. 124

E7igiena . .shovis a peculiar wriggling motion, waves of

transverse constriction passing along the body from end to

end... Such motions are termed 'euglenoid'.

Eulachon, -an, variants of Oolakan.
x866 J. K. Lord Naturalist in Vancouver IsL I. 88 A fish

..called by the natives Eulachon or Candle-fish. 1888

Gqoue Amer. Fishes 476 They \sc. trout] are taken in Frazer

River at the time of the eulachon run, but they probably

then ascend the river to feed upon the eulachon, and not for

spawning purposes. 1889 Century Diet. s.v. Candlefish.
The fish IS . . used . . for the manufacture of eulachon-oil,

proposed as a substitute for cod-liver oil in medicine.

Ennierism (y«'meriz'm). Biol. [f. Gr, «u

well (see Ku-) + ;ifpt(TMo? division into parts (see

Mebism).] The aggregation of like parts in a

regular series in the formation of an organism. So
Exinieri "stic a., having the character of such an

aggregation. Eamerog'enesis (y«:merf7|d3e*ne-

sis), the formation of an organism by successive

production of like parts in a regular series ; hence

Eu^nxero^rene-tic a., marked by orresulting from

eumerogenesis. Eu'ineromo:rpli, an organic form

resulting from eumerogenesis; hence Enimero-
mo'rphic a., having the character of such a form.

(Opposed to Dysmerism, Dtsmeristic, etc.)

i88i E. R. Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XII, 554/2 An
original unit like those which constitute the composite

organism has freely budded, and repeated its own structure

in the well-marked units which remain conjoined to form an
arborescent or linear aggregate. This is 'eumerogenesis',

and such aggregates may be termed eumeristic. Ibid. 555/1
Thus, using the terms eumeromorph and dysmeromorph, we
have—(i) synthesized eumeromorph simulates normal dys-

meromorph ; {2) analysized dysmeromorph simulates normal
eumeromorph.

Eunoiuiail (y«n^a*mian), sb. (a.) Ch. Hist.

[See -AN.] A follower of Eunomius, bishop of

Cyzicus in the 4th century A.D., who developed the

Arian heresy into the extreme form of anomoeanism.

Also as adj. Hence Euncmianism.
<:x449 pECocK Re^r. v. iii. 499 The sect of Acyanys and

of Ennomynyavys [sic], 1574 R. IJiustow Motives Cath.

Faith. To Kdr. *iiij, Y^ Aetians, the Eunomians, the

Macedonians. 1607 T. Rogers S9 -^'"^- i* (1633) 6 The
Eunomeans, and Tretheites. 1788 Gibbon Decl <5- F. xli.

IV. 205 Theodosius had been educated in the Eunomian
heresy, 1880 E. Venables in IV, Smith's Diet Chr. Biog.

II. 288 Eunoraianism, as a cold, logical system, wanted the

elements of vitality. 1893 W. M. Ramsay Church in Empire
xviii. 448 Did the Eunomian differ from the Catholic only

in point of doctrine?

Ennuclioid (y«-n:5koid), a. {sb.) [See -did.]

Resembling, or characteristic of, a eunuch. Also as

sb. Hence En'nuchoidism.
1906 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 703 (heading) Observations made on

an ' Eunuchoid ' Subject in the Cambridge Anatomy SchooL
1925 W. J. H. Sprott tr. Kretschmer's Physique ^ Char.
26 A growth in length which indicates eunuchoidism. Ibid.

73 Disposition of fat according to the eunuchoid plan.

Ibid. 86 Schizophrenes and eunuchoids. 1928 Co'ivdry's

spec. Cytology 1231 Eunuchoid conditions.

UnOXiyillill (y?/p'nimin). Pharm. Also -ine.

[Discovered by G.Romm. See-iNl,-iNE5.] Abitter

principle derived from Euonymus atropurpureus.

1878 Dispensatory of U.S. (ed. 14) 402. 1886 Jrnl. Chem,
Soc. L. 72 The bark of Euonymus europams contains no
euonymin. 1898 Rev. Brit. Pharm. 19 There is neither

footnote nor synonym to say it is Euonymin. 1910 Prac-
titioner }\xx\^ 833 A hepatic stimulant, such as podophyllin,

euonymin, rhubarb.

Enpad (yM*p?ed). Pharm. [f, the initials of

Edinburgh 6^niversity /'^thological ZJepartment

(where the mixture was invented) with jocular

reference to Eu- and Pad sb.^^ quasi * good pad '.]

A mixture of bleaching powder and powdered
boric acid, used as an antiseptic dry dressing. It

evolves hypochlorous acid.

1915 Brit. Med. Jrnl. II. 129/1. igato Martindale &
Westcott Extra Pharmacopoeia (ed. 17) I. 55.

ZiUpliemizer (yy/'f/maizai). [f. EuPHEMizE
V. 4- ~ER I.] One who speaks euphemistically,

1890 C. Martvn Wendell Phillips x^t He was the one
outspoken man in a nation of euphemizers.

Ziuphonion, an early form of Euphonium.
1862 Calai, Internal. Exkib., Brit, lu No. 3377, An Eu-

phonion or solo bass in B flat.

ISuphratean (y?<fr^-ti'an), a. [f. Euphrates +
-AX.] Bordering on the river Kuphrates.
1902 D. G. Hogarth AV^rj'r'^AT^ 220 Trade between east

and west has deserted the painful Euphratean routes. Ibid.

EUSTATIC.

222 The route taken by the Persian haj, after visiting the
Euphratean shrines.

Enqxtinine (y«*kwinr:n). Pkann. [See Eu-.]

A white crystalline tasteless powder derived from
quinine, for which it is sometimes used as a sub-

stitute.

1898 JmL Chem. Soc. LXXIV. i. 282 Euquinine (quinine
ethylic carbonate, C2oH23N20-0-COOEt), is obtained by
the action of ethylic chlorocarhonate on quinine. 1901
Practitioner Mar. 269 Euquinine—a derivative of quinine

—

is at present on its trial.

Eurafricail (yu»rse'frikan), a. and sb, [f.

Europe + Africa + -AN'.]

1. Anthrop. Designation of a dark-skinned race

which inhabited regions on both sides of the Medi-
terranean.

1899 A. H. Keank Man : Past ^ Present 444 The right

of citizenship is to be withdrawn from such time-honoured
names as *Hamitic', 'Semitic '..in favour of *Mediter-
ranean ',

' Euiafiican ', and other upstarts. 19x0 J. L. Myres
in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 217/1 Whether this type is more
conveniently designated by the word Iberian, or by some
other name (' Eur-african , 'Mediterranean', &c.). 1928
V. G. Childe Most Auc. East ii. 39 The so-called Eurafricao,

Mediterranean, or Brown race.

2. Designation of the * Coloured People* of S.

Africa, descendants of Hottentots and other natives

with white admixture.
1937 W. M. Macmili-AN Cape Colour Question 288 All

recent restrictive legislation, designed for tne 'segregation
'

of the Natives, classes the ' Eurafncans ' with the Europeans.
1927 Times (weekly ed.) 24 Nov, 586/1 The coloured or
Eurafrican workers.

ZiTirasiailX, a. and sb. A. a^dj. 1. Add ; Applied
to a movement in Russia, since the revolution/which

regards Russia in Europe and Asia as a distinct

civilization. Also as sb. Hence Eurasianism.
1923 MiRSKV in Contemp. Rev. Aug. 197 Such are the

Eurasians. They have, of course, nothing to do with those
of the name in India...The pith of the Eurasian doctrine is

that Russia is not part of Europe, nor of Asia either, but a
world of itself. . . Eurasianism is a quite recent growth,

XiUrliytllXllic, a- Add: B. sb.pl. A system

of rhythmical bodily movements, esp. dancing exer-

cises, with musical accompaniment, freq. used with

an educational object. Hence X!nrli7*t]uiilc(al

adj's.j Enrytlutti'cian, Eurhytliniist.
1915 A. S. Neill Dominie^s Log v. (igiS) s^, I recently

read an illustrated article by (or on ?) Jacques Dalcroze, the
inventor of tiie method, and the founder of the Eurhythmies
School near Dresden. 1920 Challenge 21 May 44/3 In the

Eurj'thmics of M. Jacques Dalcroze . . the dancer expresses by
improvized postures the emotions aroused by music. 1931

H. F. Rubinstein tr, Ja^ues-Dalcroze's Rhythm^ Music ^
Educ. igsTheartof the Eurhythmist is self-sufficient. Ibid,

196 Eurhythmic exercises enable the individual to feel and
express music corporally. Ibid. 206 Eurhythmicians watch-

ing exercises performed by fellow-students. 1923 Daily Mail
17 Mar. 10 An eurhythmical display under the command of

M. Jaques-Dalcroze. 1924 J. J. Findlay in V. Davis Modern
/'tfarA/'«^(r928)ioi'l'heeurythmist does not neglect or despise

the body ; he accepts the counsel of the trainer, but he leads

his pupils to fix their attention on rh>thmic values._ 1925 C.
Fox Educat. Psychol. 84 Dancing and eurhythmies in school,

Enropasian (yuar^^pi^fjan), a. and sb, \L

Europe -t- Asia + -an,] = *EuBA8lAX.
1928 {title) Russia in Resurrection. .By an English Euro-

pasian. Ibid. 177 The Europasian Movement 1930 Times
Lit. Suppl. 4 Sept. 703/1 ' Europasian ' sympathizers. 1931
Ibid. 8 Jan. 1 8/3 Russia is again turning to the East (a theory

..in which the. .' Europasians ' find cause for rejoicing),

European, a. 1. Add :

Europeanplan (U.S.), the method or practice at a hotel of
charging for lodging and service without inclusion of meals.
Contrasted with American plan.

1847 Tom Pepper I, 201 Her establishment was conducted
on the ' European plan ', and silver forks and finger-glasses

were things of course. 1889 Harper's Mag. Aug. 484/3 Is

this hotel on the European plan ?

Eorope'anly, adv, rare, [-lt 2.] In a Euro-
pean way or style.

1902 S. Lane-Poole Story of Cairo i. 27 Mean and un-
even offices and tenements, neither Europeanly regular nor
Orientally picturesque.

Eurygnatllism (yu^rignafiz'm). [See -iSM,]

Eurygnathous character.

1890 H. Ellis Criminarnx. 52 Microcephaly of the frontal

region,.. eurigmatism {sic; ed. 3 (.1901) jo eurignatt/isml.

191X Encycl. Brit. XXII. 424/2 Eurygnathism.. is the lateral

projection ofjawbones so characteristic ofthe Mongoiic races.

Enryscope (yu»-riski7up). Photog. [f. Gr. ev/ws

broad + -SCOPE.] A kind of wide-angle lens.

1890 W. E. WooDBL'RV Encycl. Photogr. 277. 1892 Pltotogr.

Ann. II. p. V, The Rapidity of this series is equal to that of

the Rapid Euryscopes. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 694/3
VoigtI.inder's * Euryscopes '. .are. .still largely in use,

Eusol (y«*s^I). Pharm. [f. initial letters of

^dinburgliC/niversity5i7/ution: cf.*EuPAD.] A solu-

tion of free hypochlorous acid
,
prepared from bleach-

ing powder, used as an antiseptic and bactericide.

191S B*^t- Med. Jrnl. II. 129 i. 1920 Martindale &
Westcott E.xtra Phamtacopceia (ed. 17) I. 52 Eusol has

been most extensively used to wounds,

Eustatic (y«stJe*tik), a. Geol. and Physiogr.

[ad. G. eustatisch ; see Eu- and Static a.] Of a

land area : Not subject to depression orelevatic*
;

thoroughly established.

1906 tr. E. Suess* Face ofEarth II. 538.
'



EUTHYSYMMETBICAL. 345 EXCAVATE.

Buiiliysyinitte'trical, ^. Cryst, [f. Gr. tutu's

straight + Symmetrical.] Having the correspond-

ing parts exactly symmetrical. Hence Ea'-tliy-

sy3xune*trlcall7 adv,

1895 SroRY-MASKELYNECry-T^'*^'^'^^. § 79 A face ofa crystal

or any other plane surface or figure sj-mmetrical to one line

will be said to be euthysymmctricaHy drvided by that line.

..An isosceles triangle, a deltoid, a symmetrical (as distin-

guished from a regular) pentagon, are euthysymmetrical

figures.

Xitucantllic (ywzsemjjik), ff. Ckem, [f. En- +
Gr. ^(w^os yellow + -ic] Euxanthic acid^ an acid

obtained in pale yellow needles from purree, pnrreic

acid. Also Euxa*ntlione, a yellow sublimate ob-

tained from this acid.

1853, 1857 [see S.V. PurreeJ. 1864 Watts Diet. Chem.
JiSSa) II. 609.

Evacoatiou. 3. attrib. Add

:

1845 KnicUrbocker Mag. XXV. 127 Evacuation day has

a cathartic sound about it, and is only attractive to the great

bo>'S who play at soldiering. 1856 Cozzens Sparrowgr.
Papers vL 68 One is that of the horse-ghost, who may be

seen everj" Evacuation night. 1903 N. r. Sun 26 Nov. 9
Evacuation Day Kept. Flag Raised at the Battery and in

the Park as When the British Left.

Hvangeliar (Asend^e-Uaj). Also Evange-
liary (iari) and in L. form, [ad. eccl, L. rvange-

lidrium, Cf. O^ . evangeliery'aio^,Y,ivangeliaire^

« EvangelistABT i.

1893 F. C CoNVBEARF. in Expositor Oct. 244 The titles

•of Matthew ', 'of Mark',..i" this Evanseliar at the heads
of their respective Gospels. 1900 Bkightman in Jml, TluoL
Stud. Apr. 453 As Mr. Kenyon points out, at least one
Byzantine Evangcliarium was written in France, in 1023.

Ibid., The Evangeliary has no significance for the purpose
in hand.

ZlTen, a. 14. Add : even money, equal betting

(i,e. before odds are laid). The phr. is also used

attrib. Also sb. pi. evens,

189a Nat. Gould Double Event xxvii. The bookmakers
were roaring themselves hoarse. *Even money Perfection,

3 to I CapUin Cook.' 1907 IVcstm. Gaz. 25 June 102 Two
even-money chances—Troulbeck and the White Knight

—

won.

£veilf V, Add : 4. e. With up : To make
even, balance. Also absoi.

1698 U^estm, Gaz. 28 Feb. 7/i_So this morning a big col-

lapse was provided to even things up. /bid. i Nov. 9/t
When they return to-morrow it is quite possible that those

who sold yesterday in order to even up their books may be
again purchasers, i^ Daily Ckron. g Mar. 3/3 But all

things are evened up tn every age. X9ax Mulford Bttr-20

Three vii. 87 Fisher evened up and raised again, watching
his worried opponent.

£ To even up on: to requite, repay or make
a return to (a personl. l/.S.

189a GuNTEB Miss Divitlends (1893) 83 * You and the Cap
has done me a good turn * he says. ' Some day 1*11 even up
on you.*

livelier. O. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1849 Rep. 17.S, Contm. Patents (1850) 371, I claim. .the

exclusive use of said spring rests and 'evener *.

ZSvening, J^.^ Add: 2. e. Afternoon, dial,

and U.S. local.

1836 Southern Lit. Messenger 11. 111/2 So the sad abuse
of that poetical word evening to mean afternoon. 1853
Florida Plant. Rec.-}-^ It [jir.rain]commenced in the evening

at 2 o'clock and rained until night. 1876 ' Mark Twain
Tom Sawyer \. 3 Hell play hookey this evening. x88o Cable
Grandissimes xiv. 94 This evening (the Creoles never say
afternoon) about a half-hour before sunset. 1888 *C. £.
Craddock ' Broomsedge Cove x. 177 Air ye obligated eniiy-

wise ter stan' in the middle o* thb narrer bridge k!l evening?

d. Evenings^ in tlie evening ; of an evening.

U.S. and diaL Ct Nights.
x86a O. W. Norton Army Lett, 40 We have rather dull

times, but evenings we write letters or sing. 1885 Century
Mag. XXXI. 35 'I We h.-id some real good talks evenings
down on the rocks. 1910 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 56 You
and your friend talked it over evenings when he was at the

ranch. 19*6 * Berta Ruck ' Her Pirate Partner xvi. § 4
S'>, fur ail they keep you so close, you go out as you like,

evcning-i I Every night of the week ?

£veiitiialize (/vcmiwabiz), v, U.S. [C

Eventual a. + -ize.] intr. To arise, come into

being, or take place, in a particular contingency

or as a result of certain circumstances,

1908 Practitioner Sept. 480 The projected Institute of
Medical Sciences might have covered the ground if it had,
as the Americans say, 'eventualised '.

E-veTt adv. Add : 7. d. (<?) In tlie (orig. in-

tensive; coUoq. phrase as ever is or was.
1708 Essex Inst. Hist. Colt. X. 78 Bad riding as ever was.

1842 Knickerbocker Mag. XX. 96, 1 am seventy-two as
ever was this very spring. 1^0 Dickens Dav. Copp, xxi,

Slie has l>een as good a girl as ever wa& 1890 Susan Hale
Lett. (1919) 248 Lxjuis Church..a dear as ever was, aged
twenty-one.

ip) Qualifying a superlative, =» ever known, ex-

perienced, etc., ' oil record '. U.S,
1906*0. Henkv ' Four Million vii. (1916) 71 Anna and

Maggie worked side by side in the factory, and were the

greatest chunu ever. 1914 Westm. Gaz. 12 Aug., Mr.
Coolidgc is expected to reach the largest audience ever in

his acceptance address as Republican candidate. lija? B. K.
Seymour Three Halves i. ix. It is the nicest thing—the
nicest ever.

e. Did you ever 7 (as a complete sentence

expressing astonishment, etc) = Did you ever see

or hear the like? Similarly If evert (Cf. Well I
never t^ colloq.

[1817 Hybon Beppoxzn, Bless me ! did I ever? No, I never,
Saw a man grown so yellow !] 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan
1. 150 ' My stars I—well, if ever !'—wiping her fat hands very
carefully. i86t Reade Cloister ^ H. xliv, So then, if they
take us to task we can say, alack we knew nought ; we
thought no ill ; now, who'd ever? and so forth. 1892 J. E.
CoQK.^ B. Hallam y

-J
* Did anybody ever !

' said Miss Alethea.
1892 Peel City Guardian 23 Jan. 3/3 ' And where is she
now ?

'
* In a studio '. . .

* Did you ever !
' said Mrs. Fanshaw.

8. a. &. (Later examples.)
1835 R. M. Bird Haivks of Haivk-hollow II. xix. 221

* Amen,—or e'er a one of 'em ', said Lingo, with solemn
utterance. 1859 T. C. Croker Fairy Leg. S. Ireland
(1862) 306 Norah, did you see e'er a cow you'd like?

Everglade. U-S. (Later examjsles.)

189X C. E. Whitehead {title) The Camp Fires of the Ever-
glatles. 1897 J. L. Allen Choir liwis. x. (1918) 93 Close to
miry swamps and watery everglades. 1907 Harper^s Mag.
Jan. 319 We had crossed the Everglades in four days with
no other guide than a compass.

ZSverlasting, a. and j3. B. sb. 3. b. (Earlier

U.S. examples.)
1763 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIX, 142 Had on.. either a

pair of black Everlasting Breeches, or cloth colour'd Leather
ones. 1789 Washington Diaries IV. 27 Their Broad-cloths
..are good; as are their Coatings, Cassimere, Serges and
Everlastings.

Evertor (iVaut^j). Attat. [f. Evert z*. + -ok.]

A muscle which turns or rotates outward.
1903 Lancet 4 July 56/2 Either the evertor or invertor is

out of use.

Every, a. Add: 1. e. Every tiine^ on all

occasions, without exception, colloq.^ orig. U.S.
1864 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 318, I advise every

body to plant it, ..but always charge them to also plant

Delaware and Catawba without fail, ' every time '.

f. Every which way U.S. (Earlier and later

examples.)
1840 CoRcoRAX Pickings 72 Her hair hung about * every

which way *, as if she was preparing to enact the heroine in

a melo-drama. 1854 Shillaber Mrs. Partington 125 Mrs.
Partington for a moment looked every witch way. 1887
TouRGEE ^7//.V«V /«« 80 You've done., more 'n any other

man would have done, working and contriving every which
way. 1922 Mulford Black Buttes x. 177 That canyon
down below where them fellers are runs every-which way,
except into our part of the Buttes.

EverydayZLesS. Delete rare and add quots.

x86s Temple Bar V. 263 The every-dayness, the common-
placeness of life oppressed me. 1892 Sat. Rev. 26 Mar.
364/1 Tlie everydayness of this nineteenth century,^ Z90A

Marv E. Dlrham Through Lands ofSerbs 289 Their dull

'ever^'dayness '.

Everyman (eVrimsen). The leading character

in an early i6lh c. morality play. Hence = the

ordinary or typical human being.

1906 (/(V/*) Everyman's Librao'. tgi^ Scotsman -21 Oct. i/a

The * Everyman ' Belgian Relief Fund. 1929 R. Bkidges
Test. Beauty \w. 1337 Nor might he escape the fall of Ev'ry-

man. i9>9 C. Dane in Ess. by Divers Hands N.S. IX.

(1930) 49 Everjman's rhyme—'Good friend, for Jesus sake

forbear —does well enough for Philip-sober. 1930 D. L.

MoRbE-BoYcoTT [title) God and Everyman. Mod, advt.

Good morning, Mr. Everyman.

Everywhere, adv. Add : 3. As sb. All

places or directions. The everywhere i the infinite;

omnipresent space.
a 1631 Donne The GoodMorrow \\ Poems (1633) 165 For

love, all love of other sights controules, And makes one little

roome, an every where. 1893 G. Macdonald Baby i. Poet.

Wks. II. 158 Out of the everywhere into here. 1924 D. H.
Lawrence England^ my England 187 Everywhere seemed
silent, but for the rattle of trains at the crossing.

Evolute (j'V(Wi«t\ z'. orig. U.S. [Back-forma-

tion from EvoLUTiOK.]

L intr. To develop by evolution.

1886 Congress. Rec. 2935/2 They expect [that he] will

materialize and evolute into a full-blooded Democrat. 1893
Ibid. 47^12 While we have been evoluting toward a gold
basis. 1907 Daily Chro't. ai Oct. 4/4 'Ihis movement, which
started so promisingly, and ought by now to have evoluled

into honourable well-paid work. 19*6 W. J. Locke Old
Bridge IV. XV, You must let me evolute my own way,
CotrissiTMo..

2. trans. To evolve, develop, joztmalese,

X896 Daily Neivs 29 Feb. 6/2 It was to be an attempt to
* evolute' Mr. Tom Hughes's 'Tom Brown ' in various direc-

tions, to glorify him and bring him up to date. 1899 Ibid.

28 Dec. 6/2 Tlie book plate of a millionaire who yesterday was
a barman . . may in the course of a few generations be ' evo-

luted' into a family emblem fit to take rank with the arms
of any aristocratic Briton. 1930 Publis/iers' IVeekly 4 Jan.,

Many more individual factors which arc cvoluted from know-
ledge gained by years of experience as well as teaching.

EvolU'tionally, adv. [-ly -.] In an evolu-

tional way.
i9sa Sir O. Lodge Raymond Revised 207 They would not

be apparent to us now, with our particular evolutiooally-

derived sense organs.

Evolve, V. Add : 6, To evolve from one's

inner consciousness : to create by a priori mental

process (as the German professor is fabled to have
synthesized the camel).

8. b. To become known, transpire. U.S.
X913 Uma L. Silberrad Lett, yean Armitar i, However,

it evolved in the course of time, chiefly through the agency
of Mrs. Clayton, that Jean was remaining here.

Evalse (/'vp-U), v. [f. L. ivuls-^ Svellere to

pluck out] trans. To pluck or pull out, tear away.

1827 Lamb Let. to Hood 18 Sept., Twas with some pain
we were evuls'd from Colebrook. igio Tractitioner June
786 Polypi (myomatous or mucous) may be evuUed or
scraped away. iga6 Daily Tel. 6 Aug. 5/7 Until the tooth
is loosened and finally evulsed.

Evzone (evz^un). [ad. Gr. tufwyos girt for

exercise, f, €u well + ftuf i; girdle.] A Greek light-

infantryman.
1897 W. K. Rose With Greeks in Thessaly iii. 36 The

Colonel placed at my disposal a guard of half-a-dozsn
Evzones. 1927 Times (weeklj' ed.) 10 Mar. 276/3 'I'he

massive upturned pompon clogs worn by the Evzone soldiers.

Ewigkeit (^'vix^kait). [G., = eternity.] Used
jocularly for * thin air', * waste space' ; chiefly in

phr. in(Jo) the ewigkeit.

[1857 C. G. Leland Hans BreilinantCs Party vi, Hans
Breitmann gife a barty—Vliere ish dat barty now ? , . All goned
afay mit de lager beer—Afay in de ewigkeit !] 1924 ' Lynn
Brock ' Deductions ofCol. Gore viii. The thumb of one of
his hands, which had been rubbing the pad of his second
finger thoughtfully, flicked the chances of any other suppo-
sition's being the right one into the eivigkcit.

Ex (eks), sb, [Kx-1 3.] One who formerly

occupied the position or ofifice denoted by the

context.
1827 Moore Late Scene at Sivanage Poet. Wks. (igio)

597 ' But don't you perceive, dear, the Church have found
out That you're one of the people call'd Ex's at present?*
'Ah, true—you have hit it., (his Lordship replies), And, with
teai^, I confess—God forgive me the pun !—We X's have
proved ourselves not to be Y's.' 1915 Boston Pilot 13 Mar.
4/4 The various kinds of Ex's [= ex-Catholics] are allowed
to advertise their nasty anti-Catholic talks. 1927 Bulletijt

24 Jan. s/z The papers are talking again about * ex-Queen
Olga of Greece*.. .Weare very fond of those 'ex's nowadays.
1930 BvRNK Golden Goat ix. 68 Here was an ex-king, one of
the first exes.

EXy prep. 2. b. Add other common commercial
phrases : see quots.
i88a R. BiTHKLL Counting-House Did. (1893), Ex All.

(x all.) When these words are added to the quotation of the
price of any stock, they signify that the coupon or dividend
just due on such stock, and any preference claim to new
stock, bonus, or other privilege arising from the possession
of the stock sold, is retained by the seller. Ibid., Kx
Draiving. Since the prices of stocks and shares quoted in

the official list carry with them the right to claim all accruing
advantages in respect of those stocks or shares ; and since

the 'drawings' for the Sinking Fund or amortization are

among those advantages, it is usual to state, about tlie time
when drawines take place, whether the prices carry with
them the right to the drawing, or whether that right has
ceased. This is done by inserting, after the price, the phrase
'ex drawing ', or *cum drawing . 1903 Pitman s Business
Man's Guide, Ex C^w/i?;/,. .without the interest coupon. •

1938 />a//y ^)/rtiV 25 July 19/3 Ex rights. Ex all. Ex bonus.
Ex reiuni capital. Ex drawing. Ex cash bonus.

Ex-^. o. b. Add : ex-service adj., having for-

merly belonged to one of the fighting services.

1907 Daily Chron. 5 Dec 6/7 March of the unemployed
ex-service men through the West-end of London to Hyde
Park. 1910 Vanity Fair 13 Jan. 55/1 Employment for ex-

Service men is always a pressing question.

Exact, V. 4. (Modern U.S. example.)
1904 L. O. Bbastow y?</ir. ^/(?(/. /*rt'afAtf>-f 304 Congrega-

tions composed largely of educated people who exacted little

upon his method.

Exarcll (e-ksaik), a, Bot. [f. Ex-2 -t- Gr. apxh
beginning, origin.] Having the protoxylem ad-

jacent to the pericycle.

1900 B. D. Jackson Cdoss. Bot. Tcrms^ Exarch, used of

vascular bundles in which the whole primary wood is centri-

petal, almost thesameaspcrixylic. 190a Takslev in Encycl.

BHt. XXV. 413/1 When the protoxylem strands are situated

at the periphery of the stele, abutting on the pericycle, as

in all roots, and many of the more primitive Pteridophyte
stems, the stele is said to be exarch.

Exarcllist (cksajkist, eksa'ikist), [f. Ex-
ABCH-f-isT.] A supporter of the Exarch of Bul-

garia against the Patriarch of Constantinople.

1903 Daily Record ^- Mail 10 Apr. 5 The Greeks, .declare

that they will kill two exarchists in the towns for every
patriarchist killed in the country. 1903 IVestm. Gaz. 28 Sept,

2/2 Although the Christians are divided among themselves,

Patriarchists and Exarchists being at daggers drawn, the
Turkish soldiers and Bashi-bazouks are treating all alike.

1907 A. FoRTKScuE Orthod. Eastern Ch. iv. x. 321 In iSgo..

the Sultan gave his firman for the erection of two more
Exarchist sees (Ochrlda and Skopia). 1927 Contemp. Rev.
Apr. 734 Hostility between Exarchists and Patriarchists,.

long poisoned the life of Macedonia.

Excalate (e-kskal(?it), V. [f. Ex-1 2 + -calaie

of inlercalate.l trans. To remove from a series

:

opposed to Intercalate.
1900 I^hil. Trans. Ser. B. CXCII. 342 There remains the

assumption that vertebrae have been excalated in front of
the pelvis. Ibid.^ Six vertebrae must have been excalated in

front of the pelvis.

Hence Excala'tion, the omission, absence, or eli-

mination of a part from the middle of a series;

spec, in a race of organisms, the absence of any
part, such as one of the middle digits or one of the

vertebrae,

\Z^ Nature 22 Dec. 171/2 Kukenthal's discovery of ex-

calation of finders in the Cetacea. 1900 Phil. Trans. Ser. B.

CXCn. 343 Hence the supposition of excalalion of vertebrae

in front of the girdle [of Mustelus vulgaris] kads also to

the necessary corollary that a vast amount of both inter- and
excalation must go on at another spot.

Excavate* z'- 3. Add : Also absoi.

I9ti Englishwoman July 8; At the temple of Artemis,

where the British School were excavating.
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Excavator. 2. a. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1843 AV/«rj' i^cekly Reg. 25 Nov. 200/1 With this excavator

he is levelling hilU 1847 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1848)

72 Two patents have been granted for excavators.

Exceed, v. Add

:

6. b. To take too much food or drink.

1994 Rose MACAULAVC7r/A/i» A/am/ xi,Tliis stuff of yours
is sweet and nice, and I suppose she exceeded.

ZiXCelsin (eksclsin), Chem. [f. L. excehns

high + -IN 1]. A crystalline globulin contained in

the Brazil nut, Bertholletia excelsa.

1896 yml. Chem. Sac. LXX. i. 716 To the proteids from
the Brazil-nut {Bertholletia ejrcelsa), and the oat-kernel are

given the names excelsin and avenalin respectively.

Excerptor (eksaupt^j). Delete '\Obs. and add
quot.
1892 Graphic 27 Aug. 254 '

I What the monographer does
for the classic, that the excerptor does for his works.

Excess, sb, 6. b. Add ; Excess profits (see

quot, 1915); 2.\%oattrib.

xgiSActs * dGeo. Kc. 89 § 38 Excess Profits Duty...
There shall be charged, levied, and paid on the amount by
which the profits arising from any trade or business to which
this Part of this Act applies, in any accounting period which
ended after the fourth day of August nineteen hundred and
fourteen, and before the first day of July nineteen hundred
and fifteen, exceeded, by more than two hundred pounds,
the pre-war standard of profits as defined for the purposes
of this Part of this Act, a duty (in this Act referred to as
'excess profits duty') of an amount equal to fifty per cent,

of that excess. 1918 Act 8 ij- 9 Geo. Vc. 1 5 § 35 Excess profits

duty shall be assessed on and recoverable from that person.

Excess, V. Add : b. inlr. To pay excess fare.

1930 Southern Raihvay Handbk. to the Continent (no. C.
ContI, 930) They prefer to excess to ist Class.

Exchange, sb. Add : 7. b. (Earlier U.S. ex-

amples.)
1836 {U.S.) Public Docuin. (1837) I. 545 The object of

authorizing printers' exchange-papers to pass in the mails
free of postage, would be furthttr promoted by extending the
privilege to exchanges with printers in foreign countries.

1848 Yale Lit. Mag. XIV. 47 (Th.) Our Exchanges. 1851
Ibid, XVI. 372 (1 h.) No Exchanges have come to hand.

10. C. —telephone exchange i^Y.h^^no'^Y.sb. 3).
x888 Encycl Brit. XXIII. 133/2 In a large town it is

neither practicable nor desirable to connect each subscriber
directly with all the other subscribers, hence a system of
'exchanges' has been adopted, igzi Diet. Occup. Terms
(1927) § 756 Exchange attendant (Post Office) ; agrees to
provide accommodation for small telephone exchange on his
own premises and acts as telephonist.

12. exchange editor, * an editor who inspects,

and culls from, periodicals, or exchanges, for his

own publication * (Webster) ; exchange news-
paper, paper, = sense 7 b; exchange rate, =
Kate sb^^ 5 b.

1877 Harper's Mag, Dec. 53/2 An '*exchange' editor,
whose duty it is to read the hundreds of papers sent in from
outside towns [etc.]. 1855 Knickerbocker Mag. XLV. 244
Are there not piles and piles of *exchange newspapers lying
on the table? 1798 Deb. Congress 27 Mar. (1851) 1318 The
report also states that the great number of *exchange papers
which pass between the printers of newspapers is very
troublesome. 1836 [see 7 b above]. 1896 R. IJARCLAvZJw7«r^.
Stand. Value v. (ed. 2) 134 The silver equivalents of the
gold prices . . would fall in view of the difference in *exchange
rates. 19*8 BritaifCs Industrial Future {Lib. Ind. Ing.) v,

xxviii. 413 Stable foreign exchange-rates are not enough.

Excise, sb. 5. Add : excise law U.S.y the

licensing or liquor law.
X903 N'. V. Even. Post 3 Dec. 3 His proposed amendment

of the Excise Law to allow the saloons to keep open during
certain hours on Sunday.

Exciter. Add : 3. Ekctr, An apparatus to

produce excitation ; a machine, as a small auxiliary

dynamo, used to energize the field magnets of a
dynamo ; a device to charge the plates of an electro-

static generator; a sparking device to generate
electric waves.
i88s W. Gabnett Physicists ConcI, 318 The idea which

occurred to Siemens, Varley, and Wheatstone was to use the
whole, or a part, of the current produced by the armature to
excite its own electro-magnet, and thus to dispense with the
magneto-electric machine which served as the separate
exciter. x9oa Encycl. Brit, XXVII. 592/2 A small auxiliary
continuous-current dynamo, called an exciter.

ExclnsiTe, a, and sb. Add : A. adj. Q. Also,
of journalistic news or other literary matter, a cine-
matograph film, etc
1845 Douglas ferrolds Shilling Mag. I. 262/1 What you

get from me will be exclusive—from your * own ' corre-
spondent. \Z^^ Sporting Life 18 Sept. 52/2 It paid for ex-
tensive and exclusive reports. 19x7 C. N. Bennett Kine-
matography 121 Exclusive and open market films.

c. Of a coach (see quot. 1839). 6^.^,
iZt^ Knickerbocker Mag.Vill. 347 The 'exclusive extra'

performed its locomotive office with wonderful rapidity and
effect 1839 J. F. Cooper Home as Pound xvi'i. (1878) 282
An 'exclusive extra' meant a coach expressly engaged by
a particular individual, 1849 Wn.i.is Rural Lett. 202 We
reached the head-waters, .by what Miss Martineau celebrates
as an ' exclusive extra ', in an afternoon's ride.

d. Of clothing, furniture, etc. : Of a pattern or
model exclusively belonging to or claimed by a
particular establishment or firm.

xtjiai Tatler 18 Oct. Advts. p. iv. Some very Charming
Artistic Novelties in Exclusive and Original Designs are
now ready for inspection. 1919 Ibid. 2 July Advts. p. j,
Charming and Exclusive Designs. 1924 Queen 2July Advts.
p. xiv. The absurdly low prices of the most exclusive gowns

in London, /^/rfl 9 July Advts. p. ix, 'Durwards' practical

designs for golfing, country and travelling wear. Exclusive
but inexpensive.

B. sb, 4. An article or paragraph exclusively

contributed to a particular newspaper, etc. ; an ex-
clusive cinematograph film.

190Z Westm. Gaz. 28 Aug. 2/2 When he goes beyond tins

to supply his paper's demand for 'exclusives', he has to
rely on second-hand versions of events. 1903 Daily Chron,
9 Dec. 5/2 [He] had the experience this week of reading his
own obituary notice, which the ' Fermanagh Times * had as
an 'exclusive'. X904 F. Lvnde Grafters xxviii. 367 You'll
have all the exciting details for an 'exclusive', to say
nothing of the batch of affidavits in the oil scandal. 1917
C. N. BtiNNETT Kineniaiography 122 A good exclusive will
have a 'life' of six months at least.

Excursion. 3. Add after Obs. : Except in

phrase A/arums (or a/arms) and excursions, for"

which see *Alarm sb. 4 and 1 1

.

xZg* Pall Mall Gaz. 12 Feb. 6/1 There are alarums and
excursions once more. 191^ E. Marsh in R. Brooke's Coll.

Poems (1918) Mem. p. cxHii, Here there was an alarum, but
not an excursion.

Excusal. For * Now rare ' read : In recent use
chiefly of local rates.

i8<)8 Daily News 4 Jan. 2/2 Tlie justices had been in the
habit of signing excusal lists at the rate collector's office and
elsewhere, but not in petty sessions, as the law required.

1899 Punch 19 Apr. 190/3 When they press him to tax them
excusal he begs. 1906 Edin. Rev. Apr. 507 The excusal of
rates being one of the most abused forms of out-door relief.

Excuse, V, 6. b. Excuse me. Add : Also used

as a polite form in addressing a stranger, or in inter-

rupting the speech of another.
1811-13 Jane Austen Mansf. Park 11, vi, Excuse me,

your Ladyship must not see your cards. 1831 [J. Banim]
Smuggler^ xH, Excuse me, sir ; but tliough you have been my
guest . . this is the first time we have met. 1894 Home Chimes
X.VI, 353 ' Excuse me, sir.' Mr. Gill stopped, and addressed
a passer-by. 1901 R. S. Warren Hf.ll Tales ofGreyhouse 255
Excuse me—you are an old boy? 190a Kipling Just So
Stories 66 ''Sense me*, said the Elephant's Child most
politely, 'but have you seen such a thing as a Crocodile in
these promiscuous parts?' 1934 Deeping Three Rooms iii,

Excuse me, but would you care to make up a four?

Excusive (ekski«-siv), a. Delete f Obs, rare-^
and add quots.
1641 Arminian Nunnery in R. Brunne's Chron. C1725) I,

p. cxxxi. The Priestlike Prolocutor did not want a premedi-
tated excusive Justification. 1853 Lynch Lett, to Scattered
ix. 118 Say whatever may be found excusive on behalf of
the very bad. 1903 CRiCHTON-BrowNE Ne^v Lett. Jane W.
Carlyle I. p. Ixix, Hurried, excusive scribbles. 1929 E.
LiNKLATER Poefs Pub iii. 52 Mr. Wesson smiled all round,
an excusive, propitiating smile.

Executionary (eksilci?7-j3nari), a, [f. Execu-
tion + -ARY 1.] (3f or pertaining to execution.
t^zo Chafnhers^s yml. Dec. 849/2 The Prince.. was con-

siderably relieved to find that he was not on the visitor's

executionary list, i^z'^ Observer Z }an, 11/5 Dr. Guillotin,
who persuaded the Assembly to accept the principle of
executionary equality.

Executive, a, and sb. B. sb. Add; 3. A
person holding an executive position in a business

organization. l/.S.

J9a;} Stidger Henry Ford 35 During the financial de-
pression someof the Ford executives insisted upon borrowing
money to tide over. Ibid. 61 Last fall Mr. Ford sent one
of his execiuives to Kentucky to buy some coal mines. This
executive is an expert engineer. 1937 Huntington &
Whitney Builders Amer. 15 All over the United States
business men deplore the scarcity of good executives. 1930
B. Colby Close of Wilson's Admin. 17 Decisions were.,
reached . . with a rapid ease that marked the born executive.

1930 Publishers* Weekly 25 Jan. 475 Whether a department,
an executive, or a book is carried at a loss.

Exempt, //>/•«. and ^(^. B. J^. 1. (Earlier quot.)

1777 Jos. Jones Lett, i The enlisting men for the bounty
is now,, impracticable..on account of the high bounty given
by the militia exempts.

Exemption. Add : 6. attrib. (sense a).

1898 Daily Ne-ivs 5 July 2/5 Under the exemption clauses
of the Acts. 190J Westm. Gaz. 16 Aug. 2/3 Exemption
certificates. ^1909 Englishwoman Apr, a86 The Home
Secretary's withdrawal of the Exemption Order.

Exercise, sb. Add : 8. g. A formal act or
ceremony on some special occasion, C/.S,

1863 *E. Kirke' Southern Friends xxvi. 26a A few
minutes before the 'exercises' [sc. an auction sale] com-
menced, the negroes were marched upon the lawn. 1889
Farmi-:r Americanisms^ Exercises, the proceedings at a
public meeting. 1891 in M. A. Jackson Memoirs (1895) 640
The exercises [sc. unveiling of a monument] were held upon
the campus of Washington and Lee University, 1911
Springfield Weekly Repttbl. 16 Nov. 9 The chief feature of
the inauguration exercises [of Lord ^Iayo^ of London] was
a pageant and tableaux. 1926 Publishers* Weekly 1 May
1474 Dedicatory exercises.

11. (sense 7) exercise-time, -yard; -loving adj.

:

exercise bone, a deposit of bony matter in a tendon,

muscle, or fascia, due to over-exercise or pressure.

1890 Bii.LiNGS Med. Did., Exercise bone-, bony deposit
produced in or over a tendon by continued and repeated use
or pressure. 1897 Daily News 30 Aug. 5/7 Exercise-loving
England. 1897 P. Warung Tales Old Regime 209 To be
deprived of their exercise-time added fresh pangs to the
punishment of the virtuous. 1901 Wiele World Mag. VIII.
J70/1 He was to put up a solid palisade round the outer edge
of my exercise-yard.

Exercise, ^'^ 6, d. Delete -^iObs. and add quots.
1877 H. James Amer. i, If it was necessary to walk to a

remote spot, he walked, but he had never known himself to

exercise. zZgj Daily Ne^vt i Dec. 5/3 T^e other prisoners
exercised as usual yesterday.

Exes (e-ksez). //. slang. Also (formerly) exs,
ex's. Abbreviated form of expenses (see Expense
3c; also X 7).

1865 Slang Dict.f Exes, expenses; written thus—^Exs.
1874 Ibid. S.V., lust enough toclear our exes. 1878 Porcupine
10 Aug. 295/2 You are. .pretty sure tocover your 'ex's'. 1883
Referee 18 Mar. 3/3 (Farmer) The piece was ready, but the
* pieces' were not, and without the exes Morton would not
allow, .the curtain to go up. 1890 M. Williams Leaves of
Life I. xii. 153 He was out for a spree at the races, and I

suppose he thought he'd like to pay his exes. 1939 Priestley
Good Comp. III. L 482 1*11 fix that too—stand all the exes,

Exeter. Add

:

Exeter HaU, a building in the Strand, London,
erected in 1830-31, used chiefly for religious and
philanthropic assemblies till 1 907 ; often used
allusively to denote a type of evangelicalism.
1835 Moore Fudges in England i. 78 'lis rumour'd our

Manager means to bespeak The Church tumblers from Exeter
Hall for next week. 1849 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph.^
^iggf^Q- (1858) 3 Exeter Hall, my philanthropic friends, has
had its way in tliis matter. Ibid., A state of matters, .which
has earned us not only the praise of Exeter Hall, . . but lasting
favour (it is hoped) from the Heavenly Powers themselves.
Ibid. 5 Exeter-Hall Philanthropy. Ibid. 15 We must be
patient, and let the Exeter-Hallery and other tragic Tom-
foolery rave itself out. x86o W. H. Kvsskll Diary India I.

356 Our Christian character in Europe, our Christian zeal in
Exeter Hall, will not atone for usurpation and annexation
in Hindostan. x888 G. Allen in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 531
Thither [sc. Africa] Manchester turns her longing eyes,
thither the heart of Exeter Hall is yearning. 1907 Daily
Chron. 4 Mar. 6/6 The vanishing of Exeter Hall from the
world of Evangelicalism,

Ex gratia (eks gr^-Jl^). [L.] Of or by favour,

done as a favour and not under compulsion ; spec,

implying the absence of any legal right,

^ 1920 Act 10^ II Geo. V c. 32 Sch. B. xvi. Ex gratia grants
in respect of losses and injuries.

Exhaust, sb. Add

:

1. a. Also, the expulsion of combustion products
from the cylinder of a petrol engine ; also, the valve

by which it escapes.
i^a Daily Chron. 4 Sept. 7/4 The exhausts crackling Hke

quick firers. XQ04 A. \i. F. Young Complete Motorist iii. 53
The problem ofsilencing has been to reduce the sound of the
exhaust to a minimum and to retain the maximum of power
given offby the engine. 1906 Metcm. Mag. Nov. 60 Offensive
exhaust is the Committee's polite name for what. .we must
dignify with its proper title, an intolerable stink. 191s Motor
Man, (ed. 14) 235 There is no mistaking the somewhat pungent
odour of an over -rich mixture exhaust, whilstan excessively
over-rich mixture produces a ' black ' exhaust. 1915 Tl>. O.
BarnettX^^/. 176 Suddenly he blew a cloud ofsmoke out of
his exhaust, and up went his tail, and he began going down
in spirals.

3. In various combs., esp. denoting parts of steam
or internal combustion engines.
J903 Motoring Attn. 141 Few things are more annoying

than an intermittent, loud report from the 'exhaust box of
a petrol motor. I9i» Motor Man. (ed. 14) 235 A car that
is addicted to exhaust-box explosions. 18B4 Knight Did.
Mech. Suppl., *Exhaust Chamber, a chamber in the smoke-
box of a locomotive, so placed as to prevent thp unequal
draft of the tubes. 189a Daily Keivs 4 Oct. 3/3 The pro-
ceeds of combustion pass from an *exhaust cylinder in form
of a gas that cannot he seen. 1888 Locktvood's Did. Mech.
Engin.^ *Exhaust Ed^es, the inner edges, or the edges of
the hollow or D portion of a slide valve, by which the
exhaust steam is cut off. 1903 A. C. Harmsworth Motors
4- Motor-Driving vii. 118 The exhaust pipe from the engine
which conducts off the *exhaust gases after they have done
their work in the cylinder. 1904 A. B. F. You.ng Complete
Motorist (ed. 2) iiL 53 The explosions of the engine and the
emission of the exhaust gases, 1904 Techtud. ff Sci. Did.
(ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s.v., In gas and oil engines the
exhaust gases consist of the products of combustion, together
with any unburnt gases remaining after the explosion. 190a
Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 190/1 The vaporizer, .is surrounded
by the *exhaust jacket. j888 Lockwood's Did. Mech. Engin.,
*Exhaust Lap. 1889 Hashick Model Engin. Haudybk.
(1900) 115 The projection on the inside or exhaust side of the
face is called the inside or exhaust tap. xS88 Lock%vooits
Did. Mech. Engin., *Exhaust Line, the bottom line of
an indicator diagram, which represents the manner of the
exhaustion of steam in an engine cylinder. 1896 Tacgart
Cotton Sfiiunitig I. 66 This fan, by creating a partial vacuum
of a sufficient degree of rarity, enables the current of air
which rushes in to replace the air taken out to force loose
cotton considerable distances along tubes, whether they be
straight or curved. '1 he machine, on this account, is often
called an *exhaust opener. 1899 Motor-Car World I. 54/2
To the casual observer the greatest failing of the Bollee is

the noise, but to the owner the *exhaust valve will probably
be the most troublesome part. 1905 Sloss Bk. Automobile
29 The exhaust-valves for the escape of the burned gases axe
operated by levers moved by cams.

Exhibit, V, 7. C. (Later U.S. example.)
ax86x T. WiNTHROP Life in Open Air (1863) 29 My own

opinion is, that the scenery felt that it was dullish, and was
ashamed to * exhibit ' to Iglesias,

ExMbition. Add: 7. The examination of the

pupils of a school or college; an occasion of this.

U.S.
1829 Reptl. Boston School Comm. i r There shall be two

general visitations of the schools annually, for the purpose
of exhibition. Ibid., These cxliibiiions. 1887 J. Kirkland
Zury 186 It was customary to have on February 2znd a
school ' Exhibition ' with speeches, dialogues, and so forth.

1899 E. E. Hale Lorvell <V Friends 29 They were within
the number of twenty-four students [at Harvard] who iiad

had honors at the several exhibitions.
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Zixllibitioilisni (eksibrjsniz'm). [f. ESHIBI-

TIOX + -ISM.]

1. Indecent exposure of the person, esp. as a
Tuanifestation of sexual perversion. Also^^. and
^en. Tendency towards display; indulgence in

extravagant behaviour,

1908 Fractilioner Jan. lo A hyperaestliesia sexualis, with
an insufficient power 10 satisfy his impulses, will lead to

strained marital relations, immorality, and promiscuous
intercourse, exhibitionism, and even sexual perversions.

X919 M. K. Bradby PsycJw-^nalysis 1^6 An expression of

sexuality on a level with childish * exhibitionism', i9ai igth

Cent. Mar. 476 Its \sc. love's] regression and narcissism,

exhibitionism, masochism, (etc. J. 19240. Gray Sut-v. Con-
ieiti^. Music 15 Others for whom art is an opportunity for

spiritual exhibitionism and literature a confessional. im6
T. ^m.t.9. Matn-e Decade \. 180 Aspecws ofexhibitionism that

makes one grin. \^A Sunday Dispatch ^^w%. 11/2 Heroin

is a drug that promotes exhibitionism. The user . . is prompted
to false bravery, extravagant behaviour, showiness.

2. The mania for exhibitions (sense 6).

igao Lethabv ForminCiviliz. (1922) 182 Thisexhibitionism

is one of the many symptoms of * the sickness of acquisitive

society *.

Exllibitioilist. Delete nzriT"* and add :

b. One who indulges in exhibitionism.

19*8 Z^«//y £-r/r«j 1 5 Aug. 15 Two *exhibiiionist* bathers

at Deauvilie.

Extorter, 2. (Later U.S. examples.)

1845 A. WiL^v in Indiana Mag. Hist. XXUI. 202 He
joined the church . . and was made class-leader, then exhorter,

and then local preacher. 1871 E. Eggleston Ditffcls viii.

(1S93J 165 Prisciila trembled lest Mr. Boreas, the stern hard-
featured * exhorter should have been invited to lead [the

class meeting].

Ex hypothesi (eks h3ipp'J>i's3i), [mod.L.]

Irom ine liypothesis, according to a hypothesis,

supposedly.
X603 Sir C Hcydon Jud, AstroL an The Spring and

neape tides, the foure seasons of the yere, with infinite like,

they are phisically necessarie, they are ineuitable fjc hy/fO'

t/usi. X694 J. Howe Eng, cone. Trinity j^() Yet that necessity

not being absolute, but ex hy^thtst only, a 1734 North
Kxam. I. iii. (1740) 215 The Jury, *jr //y/o/A^w.. inclined

on the Plot Side. 18x9 Eiiin, Rev. Oct. 219 The universe,

ex hypothesis is only an effect. 1887 Athenxum i Oct. 430/3
A peOi>Ie to whom it wa^ ex hyfothesi unknown.

XSxilarcll (eksilaik). Jewish UisL [f. Exilb
s!k- + Gr. dpx*'* ralcr, translating Aramaic rfsk

^a/w/a 'chief of the captives*.] One of a line of

Jewish princes or rulers in Babylon who exercised

authority over, and received tribute from, Jews
in all countries from about the third century to

the tenth century a.d. Hence EzUa-rohate, the

period during which there were exilarchs ; also the

people over whom the cxilarch had power.
X893 Q. Rev. Jan. iit Under a succession of Exilarchs,..

they found tbemselves in another Holy Land.

ZaXity sb. 4, Add : esp. said of the doors afford-

inj; exit from a public building. Also cUtiid.

x88i D'OvLY Carte tn W. Hamilton Wfi^/i^/zc Movement
(1862) 39 There are exits and entrances on all four sides,

giving two exits from every part of the house, 1890 A.
Lansdowke Li/e's Remin. Scolland Yard xiit, To leave

the Monument Station by the exit staircase. 191X EncycL
Brit. (cd. 11) XXV. 766/1 Exit doors must open outwards.

Xixitd (e ksait). Zool. [f. Gr. (^ot outside +
-ITE 1 3.] Each of the processes on the outer side

of the limb of a phyllopod.
1881 E. Rav Laskestek in Q. yrnL Microsc, Sci. (N.S.)

XXI. 348 The median portion may be spoken of as the axis

or curm, whilst the processes may be called 'phylUtes' or
* apopiiyses *, those ranged along the ventral or neural border
of the corm being called ' endites *, and those given off from
the dorsal border being called 'exites', /did. 3^0 The
proximal or fir>t exite is not . . vesicular. 1893 A. E. buiPLEY
2oo/. Invert. 260 The abdominal appendages (of W^/o^wr]..

prc»ent an unjointed axis which bears on its inner edge six

processes termed endites, witich bear numerous setae. The
axis ends la a sub-apical lobe, and carries on its outer sides

two exites.

£xlex (e'ks,leks), a, [L., f. ex outside + /tfjc

law.] Beyond the law, outside the law. Also subst.

1909 G. Oragk Austria*Hungary 560 The ex lex ye^TS
had shown that the relations between the two partners in the
monarchy rested upon shifting sand. 1909 IVestm. Gaz. ax

Aug. 4/3 The correct dale for the begmning of ex-lex in

Hungary. 1917 Uensev Chr. Doctr. Recoticil. 7 The only
nlternative is to pronounce God extex—without law—which
i^ as good as to abandon thinking altogether.

EX'librist. Delete rcjre~^ and add quots.
x89a E. Castle Engi. Book-Platex la The ex-librist of

advancing centuries. 1893 Sat. Ret*, ti Feb. 157/a The
modern American can be a very keen Ex-llbrist.

Hence Zx-librism (eks,Ui-briz'm),the collecting

and study of ex-libris.

1893 Sat. Rev. II Feb. 158/1 Among the public that is

curiju:i ofex-Ubrism Mr. Hamilton is widely known.

ZcXmeridiail (eksm^ri*dian), a. Astr. [f. L.

ex out + Mkbidian.] Of an observation : Not
taken on the meridian, extra-meridional.
X884 Encvcl. Brit. XVU. 269/2 It is important to be able

to get the latitude when the sun may have been obscured
from a few minutes before noon till some minutes after.

Such observations near the meridian are called ex-meridian
altitudes.

ExBLOOr (e'ksmu>i, -mo»i). The name of a dis-

trict in Somerset and Devon used to distinguish the

particular breeds of ponies and sheep which it

produces.
x8o8 Vanxouver Gen, Vimo Agric, Devon 338 A cross was

someyearssincemadeatCltittlehampton, of theold Leicester
upon the Exmoor. Ibid. 345 A Dartmoor or Exmoor ewe..
which in November would cost about \%s. will by the June
following produce a l.imb worth 201. X83X Youatt Horse
iv. 58 The Exmoor Ponies, although generally ugly enough,
are hardy and u^cful. 1837 — Skeep vW. 255 'i'he sheep..
bore considerable resemblance to the Exmoor sheep, and to
the Dorsets. i86j Chambers's Encycl, IV, 195/1 Through-
out this tract there is a native breed of poniesi known as
Exmoor ponies. X908 Encycl. Brit, XXV. 194/2 The
Exmoors arc delicately formed about the head and neck,
and they have a close, fine fleece of short wool,

Exo-. Add: Zxoascous (ekstfse-skss) a, Bot,^
having the asci free, as in fungi of the order Kx(h-

ascales. ZSxoca'niilbalisni, the custom of eating
the flesh of persons belonging to another tribe,

exophagy. ExocUual (e'ksi^kbinal) a, Geol.y of or
pertaining to an exocline. ExocUzie GeoL., an
inverted fan-fold (see quot.). Bzocoele (cksf^sfl)

Z<?(7/., the space which lies between different pairs of
mesenteries of a liexactinian polyp; so Exocoa'lic a,

Sxocy'clic a, Zool,, pertaining to the Exocyclica^

a suborder of sea urchins in which the anus is

not central. Exodromlc (-drpmik) a. Math, (see

quot.). Xixo^e'nesis, origin (of a disease) from
external causes. Exomcrpliic a, 6'^i7/., designating

changes in the surrounding rocks by the intrusion of
igneous matter; so Exoxiio*rphi8iu, the state of

being exomorphic. Bxoplio'ria Path.^ a tendency
of the visual lines to diverge outwards from paral-

lelism, Exopod (e*ks£>pf/d) Zool.., an exopodite.

Exose'ptum Zool,^ each of the calcareous septa

appearing in the exocoele of a coral polyp. Exo-
te'ntacle Z^>ol.^ a tentacle arising from an exocoele

in certain polyps. Exotrcphic a., Exotrophy
(eksfj-irofi), Exo'troplsm (see quots.).

X903 EncyU. Brit.XXV III. 558/1 Asci free.i.^., *exoascous.
X900 Dl^SIKER Races of Man 148 '*Exocannibalism', that
is to say the habit of eating the flesh of strangers. 190X
Nature 19 Sept. 514/ 1 The Silurian tableland, ..itsendoclinal

and *exocUnal structures. 1889 Geol. Mag. Feb, 62 We
must naturally expect to find the deepest strata in the 'fan

structure' {.endociine) or pseudo-synclinal form and the
highest in the folds of the inverted fan structure {^exocline)

or pseudo-anticlinal. x88< G. H. Fowlbr in Q. yrnl.

Microsc. Sci. (N.S.) XXV. 578 For the chambers (Radial-
taschen, Leges,) into which the cuclenteron is periaxially

divided by the mesenteries, I am compelled to coin new
names; to those chambers which lie between a 'pair' of
mesenteries the term entocoele is applied . . j to those
chaml)ers of which one lies between every two pairs of
mesenteries the term*exocaele. X904 Biol. Bulletin July 84
The two 6rst pairs appeared within the dorsal exocceles..;

the two next pairs were within the middle exocoeles ; and
finally appeared the pairs within the ventral exocceles. X9oa
Trans. Linncait Soc. Ser. u. VUI. 302 The evaginations..
are simple, hollow, rounded outgrowths of the lower part of
thecolumn-wall. and in transverse sections are seen to be both
cntocoelic and *exoccelic in position, though without any
regular alternation. x888 Roli.eston & Jacksom A nim. Life
562 Anus 'exocyclic 1901 A. B. Dasset Elem. Cubic if

Quartic Curves 14 All curves of an even degree, except conies,

may consist of two or more perigraphic portions whicli may
lie entirety within or entirely without one another. In the
former case the curves will be called endodromic, and in the

latter *exodromic. 1903 Jrnl, Trop. Med. 15 July 227, 1 am
satisfied ttiat the ^cxogenesis of cancer is clinically and
logically proved. 1903 Anter. Jfnl. Sci. CLXV. 280 The
density increment due to *exomorphic changes. 1890
liiLLiNGS Med. Diet,, *Exophoria. X893 T. R, R. Stebbing
Crustacea 36 In describing a crustacean appendage he [sc.

Huxleyl names the first two joints the prutopodite, which
bears at its extremity on the inner side the endopodite,
and on the outer side the exopodite. For these terms the
shortened forms *exopod and endopod will here be pre-

ferred—exopod for exopodite, endopod for endopodite and
protopodite combined. 1904 Biol. Bulletin July 82 The
dorsal and middle pairs of "exosopta arose bilaterally in

advance of the two ventral pairs. 1904 Biol. Bulletin July
88 note. The *exotentacIesin.S/rf<:*ra,r/y^ara^/a«j have been
found to appear throughout in advance of the entotentacles.

1900 B. D. Jacksom Gloss. B<>t. Temts, *Exotrophic, em-
ployed by \VKsner where an organ or lateral shoot, as opposed
tothemoiher-.sli(x>t, is most strongly developed; *Exotrophy,
development of lateral shoots instead of the main axis. 1898
tr. Strasburger's Text-bk. Bot. 258 A torsion must.. occur
when a geotropic organ, which has become curved over
toward its parent axis, turns itself about so as to face out-

wards (*exotropism).

ZSxoCrme (e*ksi?kr3in), a, [f. Gr. «fai outside

+ Kpkvuv to separate, to parallel *Endocihne,] Of
glands, etc. : Having external secretion.

1913 DoRLAND il/^rf. Diet., Exocrin . .\.\\v^ external secre-

tion of a gland. [An erroneous definition.]

Ex officio. Add : Also as sb.

1886 Lett,from Donegal 13 The exnafBcios go for laying
out most on the great.. arterial roads. 1893 Westm.Gaz.
32 Dec. a/2 The first [principlel is tliat the Local Govern-
ment shall appoint ex-otlicios, t he second is that the Guardians
themselves shall co-opt ex-officios.

Exogenous, a. Add :

d. Geol. ' Of external sea-border origin : said of

the stratigraphical growth of continents' (Funk's

Standard Diet. 1895). Also applied by Von
Humboldt to extrusive volcanic rocks changed by

contact with surrounding rocks.

1890 Dana in Bull, Geol. Soc. Amer. I. 48 The growth of

the continent, so far as through marine waters, may be said
to have been endogenous. It began to be exogenous on the
Atlantic side in the Cretaceous era.

Ezonian (ek&^u'nian). [f. L. Exoitia Exeter :

see -IAN".] A native or inhabitant of Exeter.
1903 Daily Chron. 16 July 5/1 In Durham, the Cathedral

is artectionately called 'The Abbey' while that of Exeter
is named ' Sl Peter's

',
perhaps more often still shortened by

Exonians to * Peter '. 1913 Miss Rose-Tkoup Western Reh.
xviii. 282 Reference to the *entrie' and other events occur
in certain depositions of Exonians a few years later.

Exotherm (e'ks(7j)5jm). Chem. [f. Exo--HGr.
Bk^y^f] heat.] A compound which liberates heat

during its formation from its constituents, and which
absorbs heat or energy during its decomposition.
Hence Exothermic (eks(?}>5*amik) a,, characterized

by, or attended with, the development of heat. So
Exothe-rmons a,
X884 [see *Endothermic]. 1899 Nature 11 May 40/2

Speculation . .as to whether he did not hoF>e that the liberated

hydrogen might remove sulphur and phosphorus, notwith-
standing the feebly exothermic result of the ensuing com-
bination.

Exotospore (eks^u-tiJspow). Zool, [f. Gr.
iioJTUKus Exotic + -0-+ Spore.] (See quot.)
X903 E. Ray Lankester in Nature 27 Mar. 500/1 The

malaria-germ which is brought by the stab of the Anopheles
into the human blood-vessels, .is needle-Iilce in shape,, .but
the most important fact about it for description and com-
parison is that it has been formed outside the human body,
and is introduced as a strange element into the human blood
by the agency of the mosquito. I . . call it the Exotospore,

Expanded* ppl- a. 1. Add : Expanded nielal,

slee/j sheet metal slit and stretched into a lattice,

used for making screens and lockers, and for rein-

forcing concrete.
1891 [see hATiiisGvbl.sb.^ 2]. t^i^ Lockivood^s Diet. Mech.

Engin. (ed. 4), Expanded Steel.

Expanding*! PP^- ^* 2. Add : Expanding
bullet (see *Dum-dum).
1859 National Mag. VI. 56/1 Rifles employing expanding

or upsetting bullets. 1873 Sir J. Whitworth Guns ff Steel

ai With all expanding bullets, a quick burning powder must
be employed. The expansion depends on the sudden action

of the powder upon a bullet possessing inertia.

Expansion. Add : 1. o. Naval Arch. The
mathematical enlargement of a ship's lines from a

drawing or model to the full size of building.

1869 E. J. Reed Shipbldg. i86 Either a model of one side

of the ship or an expansion drawing is prepared, on which
tosetofftheed^esand butts of the plates. Ibid. 439 An ex-

pansion batten is applied to the line on the floor representing

the moulding edge of the frame. 1877 Thkari.k Theor.
Naval Archit. 1. 163 When an expansion drawing is made,
the several strakes of plating can be shown upon it, also their

thicknesses.. .It is obviously impossible to calculate the posi-

tion of the centre of gravity from an expansion,

4. d. Extension of the territorial rule or sway of

a country.
X883 J. R. Seblev {title) The Expansion of England. 1884

[see ExPANSioNisr]. 1903 A^. Y, Sun t Dec. 2 When he in-

dorsed the doctrine ofexpansion the cheers were pronounced.

8. expansion box, a chamber fitted to a pipe to

maintain an even supply of gas in a gas engine, or

to allow for the expansion of hot water in a heating

apparatus ; expansion pipe, a vertical pipe in a

heating system allowing for the expansion of hot

water,
X838 Civil Eug. ^- A rch. Jrul. I. 237/2 As the water warms,

it rises through the pipe into the expansion box.. .To guard
against the danger of exceeding the proper degree of lieat,

the expansion box is furnished with a pipe.

Expansional (ekspse-njanal), a. [f. Exp.\n-

810N ¥ -AL.] Of or pertaining to expansion.

X92S J. JOLY Surface-Hist. Earth vii. 115 The sum of tiie

fluctuating changes of volume of the one sign (either ex-

pansional or coniractional).

Expansionism (ukspxnjaniz'm). [f. Expan-
sion -t- -ISM.] Advocacy of, or furtherance of, a

policy of (territorial) expansion.
X900 Daily News 2 May 3/5 By Imperialism British

Liberals ought not to understand militarism or even ex-

pansionism.

Expansionist. Add quots. illustrating the use
* One who advocates a policy of territorial expan-

sion'
fan. 6/4 Truly a tempting country for an

)n. Ibiii. 14 Mar. 4/5
expelled from Siam

for. .advocating a French expansionist policy. 1898 Westm.
Gaz. II Nov. 1/2 Expansionist Republicans.^ 1909 Ibid.

17 Apr. 2/1 It seems, .doubtful if those reasons wiil commend
themselves either to ' Irredentists ' or to * Expansionists '.

Expectant, ppi' a, 1. b. Add : Expectant

mother, a woman who expects to give birth to a

child. So expectantfather.
x86a Maynf. Reid Th^er-Hunter 5 Whenever a Zapoteque

woman is about to add one to the number of their com-
munity, the expectant father of the child assembles all his

relations in hiscabin. x883 R. K. Douglas China iv. 87 The
expectant mother's next desire is to discover ofwhat sex her

child will be. 1918 Act 8 <V 9 Geo. K c. 29 § \ Arrangements

..for attending to the health of expectant mothers and

nursing mothers.

Expenditor (ekspenditfij). Delete f Obs, and

add quots.

1899 IVestin. Gaz. 25 Sept. 4/2 Expenditor of the level of

SIVJU .

X898 Dailpf A>wj 3 Jan. 6/4 Truly a tempt!

Expansionist son of faphet to fix eye upon.

The editor of ' The Free Press ' has been ex



EXPERIENCE. 348 EXFBESS.
Romncy Marsh. 1901 JV. * Q. 9th Scr. III. 303/1 General
Expenditor to East Kent Sewers.

Experience, sb. 3. Add : attrib,^ as expe-
rience table, a table of mortality computed from

the experience of one or more life-insurance com-
panies,

1879 Champness lastir. Diet. (ed. 3) s.v. Expeciaiwn of
Li/e^ The Experience Table is based on that of seventeen
British Life Offices.

Experience, ^. 2. d. (Earlier example.)
1837 Knickerbocker Mag, IX. 356, I have 'experienced

rehgion ', as well as thousands of others, and in the same
way.

Experienty a- and sb. B. sb. Transfer -[Obs.

to I and add :

2. Psychology, One who experiences something,

one who undergoes an experience.

1899 J. Ward A^<z/«r<7/. .*j ^^tfj/. II. 181 His [jc. Descartes']

doctrine reduces the individual experient to a mere automa-
ton. 1917 Mod. Churchman VII, 79 Experience impliesan
experient. X918 E. Grubb Relig. Experience iii. 37 Religious
Experience .. is .. personal and incommunicable; however
abundant the assurance of Reality it brings to the experient,
he cannot share that certainty with others as he can the
normalexpertenceof the senses. 1925 J. E.Turner Theory
0/ Direct Realism 16 Sense-contents.. depend in part for

their own existence and character directly upon the existence
and activity of the percipient observer or experient.

Experiment, sb. 4. Add : attrib. experi-
ment farm, station, an institution provided with
means for prosecuting scientific research into

methods of agriculture, etc.

1893 Pall Mall Gaz. 4 Apr. 3/1 The most careful investi-
gations at many of the experiment stations show that not only
are all traces of the poisons removed before the fruit ripens,
but [etc.]. 1905 Daily Chron. a8 Aug. 4/4, I have seen a
crop of 100 bushels of oats growing on one of the experiment
farms in Canada.

Experiment, v, 3. Delete -^Obs. and add
quots. (? a gallicism).

1899 Westm. Gaz. i8 May 1/3 They are about to experi-
ment another system, on a six months' probation. 1900 Ibid,

5 Jan, lo/i It was he who first experimented the new battle
formation of the French Arm,y at the famous manceuvres of
1 88 1-2.

Experimentee. Delete rare-^ and add :

_ Z904 Daily Chron. 14 May 4/6 After a year of this ' starva-
tion diet * the * exp^rimentees' were stronger.

Expertise (ekspajtrz). [Fr.] a. Expert opinion
or knowledge, often expressed through the action

of submitting a matter to, and its consideration by,

experts, b. The quality or state of being expert

;

skill or expertness in a particular branch of study
or sport.

1869 Reade Foul Play Iv, I have distanced my com-
petitors in expertise. 1897 Daily News 19 Nov. 5/1 This
looks as though Mr, Sellar has been uniformly unfortunate
in his expertise. 1898 2nd Rep, Sc. ^ Art Mus. 28 Sir
Edward Maunde Thompson, .pointed out that expertise is

not necessarily gained by having a large staflf. 1907 A.
Bennett Grim Smile 0/ Five Toivns 283 How could I be
expected, .to judge delicate points of expertise in earthen-
ware? 1922 J. D. Beresford Prisoners ofHartling ii. 17
Arthur [a doctor] would have liked to give a ready diagnosis
of this abnormal condition, but his expertise was not equal
to the task.

Expertism (ckspaitiz'm). Delete nonce-wd,
and add quot.
1890 Cape Law yml, VII. 109 Medical Expertism con-

sidered from its legal standpoint.

Explain* v. Add :

3. c. To give an explanation,
1856 Rf.ade Never too Late xxv, 'Then what were you in

the black hole for?' * For obeying orders.' 'Nonsense!
hum! Explain.' xZ^^^Vi.G^KH'' Silence 0/Dean Maitland
III. xi, He took a card from his pocket. .

.

' That will explain
to Dr, Everard ', he said. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Elsmere
II. xvi, 'But, then—I've another hobby.' She stopped...
Robert. -begged her to explain. 1899 Skeel & Breakley
King Washington 122, 1 cannot explain about the robbery in
your father's garden without disloyalty to my duty.

7. c. With a piece of dialogue as vague obj.

:

To utler in explanation.
1856 Rf-ade Never too Late xxv, 'Yes, sir, clammed and

no mistake.' ' North-country word for starved ' explained
Mr. Eden. j8S6 ' M. Gray * Silence ofDean Maitland in.

vi, He., told him that his room had been waiting for him for
days. ' I should rather say your rooms ', he explained, 1903
Langbridce Flame ^ Flood x, Tears came into Susette's
eyes.. .' I have bitten my tongue ', Susette explained. 1908
Smart Set June 93/1 He slapped down a yellow envelope
upon the desk. ' lelegram *, he explained tersely.

Explanatively (eksplae-nativli), adv, [f.

ExPLANATiVE + -LY 2.] In explanation, explana-
torily.

1897 W. J. Locke Derelicts xii. 14-7 *We were going by
Calais, as you know ', said the Canon, explanatively to Mrs.
Winstanley,

Explicand (ek-splikse-nd). [ad. L. explicafidus^
gerundive oiexplicare to Explicate.] Something
to be explained. In mod. Diets.

Explicit (e-ksplisit). Delete Obs. b. Substi-
tute : as sb. An instance of the use of this indi-
cation ; hence, the last words or lines of a volume
or section of a book

j fig, conclusion, finis. (Cf.
Incipit.)
d 1658 [in Diet.]. 1883 \i. k\j%TiH'Do^so^ At Sign of Lyre

45 Tired the hand and tired the wit Ere the final Ejcplicit !

2897 [see Incipit].

Explicit, a. Add :

5. Explicitfunction : see qnots.
x88o Encycl. Brit, XIII. 13/1 In each of the equations

y = 10*, y = tan x, y = ' the value of v is known when' '
-^

•' a—

X

that of X is given. Such functions are called explicit, 1886
Jos. Edwards Diff. Calc. i. 4 A function is said to be ex-
plicit when expressed directly in terms of the independent
variable or variables. Ibid.^ It appears then that if the
equation connecting the variables be solved for the depen-
dent variable, that variable is reduced from being an im-
plicit to being an explicit function of the remaining variable
or variables.

Explorational (eksplor^i'janal), a, [f. Ex-
ploration + -AL.] Pertaining to, connected with,

or involving exploration.

1923 E. F. W^'ATT Invis. Gods it. Hi. 57 The explorational
tokens of the past in the Government Building. 1927 Daily
Tel. 31 May 9/5 A blue-book which has had no superior as
a contribution to explorational geography.

Explorei v, 3, 3 b. Add quots. in gen, and fig.

sense.

1919 M. K. Bradby Psycho-analysis 165 Those striking
characteristics are on the surface. We do not explore for

others less obvious, because these that we see satisfy systems
of repressed or under-expressed emotion. 1924 Rose
Macaulay Orphan Island xiii. 137 A deep coral pool.,
which he was exploring for live creatures.

C. To go on an exploration to.

181S Jakh Austen Eimna xxxii, We explored to King's-
Weston twice last summer. X924 Rose Macaulay Orphan
Island ii. 29 Wouldn't the Royal Geographical Society
finance the expedition ? It ought to, as it s to explore to an
undiscovered lsl.^nd.

Exploring, vbi, sb, attrib. Add : exploring
coil iCleclr,, a small ilat coil of insulated wire con-

nected with a galvanometer and used for exploring

magnetic fields or used in a telephone-circuit to

ascertain the extent of magnetic leakage in a
dynamo ; exploring conductor (see quot.) ; ex-
ploring-tambour, an apparatus for recording the

respiratory movements of the chest ; exploring
wire (see quots.).

X913 Year-bk. Wireless Telegr. ^ Telephony 316 The
moveable ^exploring coil is attached to a handle and index.

1879 NoacCs Text-bk. Electr. 75 The ^Exploring Conduc-
tor at Kew Observatory.—This is a conical tube of thin

copper raised 16 feet above the dome of the building, carry-
ing at the top a small lantern or collecting lamp, provided
with a little cowl. Ibid. 83 The late Mr. Crosse and the late

Mr_. Weekes examined the electrical condition of the lower
regions of the atmosphere . . by means of ^exploring wires in-

sulated on appropriate supports. 1892 Mrs. A. Crosse Red-
lett. Days I. 178, I have an apparatus arranged for testing
the electricity of the atmosphere. It is connected with ex-
ploring wires carried on higli poles for more than a mile
round the woods.

Explosibility (ekspbuzibi-liti). [f. EXPLO-
SIBLE : see -ILITY.] Liability to explode.
X922 Daily News 28 Jan. 5/6 The range of explosibility

of water-gas-air mixtures is considerably wider than that of
coal-gas-air mixtures.

Explosion. Add: 3. d. 6't?^. Anexplosiveshot.
1924 C. J. H. Tolley Mod. Golfer x. 149 If the ball is

lying well, you can either play an 'explosion ' or take the
ball cleanly.

6. attrib, and Comb, : explosion-bomb, a form
of calorimeter used to determine the heat of com-
bustion of substances ; explosion chamber, a
chamber at the end of the cylinder of an internal

combustion engine in which the charge is exploded
;

explosion machine (see quot.) ; explosion
pipette, a pipette having two electrodes, the gap
between which may be crossed by an electric spark,

thus firing an explosive mixture of gases with which
the pipette is filled, so explosion-tube; explosion-
shot Golf (cf. *ExpLOsivE A. 3 b); explosion
wave (see quot.).

1888 LockworeVsDict. Mech. Engin.^ *Explosion Chamber^
the hinder extension of a cylinder of a gas engine in which
the charge is exploded. 1903 Motoring Aim. 282 It reduces
the space of the explosion chamber. 1884 Knight Diet, Mech.
Suppl., *Explosion Machine, a motor which depends for its

force upon the explosion of substances generating a gas
which IS used under pressure in an engine or apparatus.
X90X M. W. Travers Exper. Study Gases 136 In the earlier

experiments the tap of the*exp!osion pipette was lubricated
with a hydrocarbon grease. 1926 P. G. Wodehouse Heart
of a Goof viii. 259 An *expIosion-shot out of the bunker on
the fourteenth. 1893 .-\. Scott in Phil. Trans. CLXXXIV.
550 By opening tap 8 quantities of the mixed gases are
drawn over into the *explosion-tube. 1904 Tcchnol, <5- .9^:/.

Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s. v. Explosives^ On firing

an explosive such as mercury fulminate, the sudden pressure
developed gives rise to what is known as an *Explosion
Wave. ..This explosion wave propagated in the neighbour-
hood of endothermic compounds such as acetylene or cyano-
gen is sufficient to explocfe them.

Explosive, a. and sb. Add : A. adj,

3. D. Golf, Causing a ball to jump out of a
bunker as if an explosion had taken place beneath
it. (Cf. *Blast V, 5 b.)

1924 c. J. H. Tolley Mod. Golfer x. 149 If you are lying
badly., the ball must be dug out, and the method employed
is called an explosive shot.

B. sb. 2. High explosive', an explosive com-
pound, such as dynamite, guncotton, etc., which is

more rapid and powerful than gunpowder. Also
attrib.

1890 G.S. Cl^^kb Fortifcation ix. 113 High explosives
produce great local destructive effect against ma-^onry-
1892 tr. M. Berthelot's Explosives 2 Generally speaking,
we mean by * high ' explosives, those in which the chemical
transformation is very rapid, and which exert a crushing or
shattering effect, /iz*?., The more common *high 'explosives
are bodies containing a large amount of oxygen, and po^ess-
ing a definite chemical composition. 1899 Mackatl Morris
II. 237 High-explosive bombs. 1917 NatureC. 101/2 High-
explosive and armour-piercing shell.

Exponentially (eksp^iie-njali), adv. [see
-LY ^.J By exponentials.

Exponentiation (eksp(?henji^i-j3n). [irreg.

f. Exponent + -ATJOx.] The action of providing
with an exponent.
1903 A._W. B. Russell Princ. Math. 120 Moreover ex-

ponentiation unavoidably introduces ordinal notions, since
a'> is not in general equal to b'*^.

Expose (eksp<7u'z), sb. 6^.5. = Expose (cf. em-
ploye s.v. *Employee).
'71S J- Chappelow Right Way to be Rich {iti-;) 137 Mercy

..should, with such an Acclamation of exulting Joy, make
a visible and glorious Expose of the Blessed Jesus, to Divine
Justice. i8i8 Massachusetts Spy 14 May(Th.J The expose
of the situation of the interior [ofthe French empire! exceeds
the style of modern romance. 1830 Ibid. 12 May (Th.)
(article) 'Chilton's Expose.' 18x9 Virginia Literary Mus,
I. 420 Expose. For 'expos6 '—an exposition. This is very
common ; and has arisen from the adoption of the word from
the French, without accenting the final e. 1841 Congress,
Globe 25 Jan. App. 152/3 And how was this honest expose
met? 1^8 St. Louis Globe Democrat 30 Mar. (Farmer)
The expose of the Coal Hill convict camp horror. 190s
Eliz. Banks Ne^vspaper Girl 106 'Don't go into it with
the idea of an *' expose"*, said the editor.

Expose, V, Add :

5. c. Photog, To submit (a sensitized surface) to
the action of actinic rays. Often absol.

1848 Chambers's Edin. Jrnl. 24 June 403 '2 On another
plate, exposed for twenty minutes, a long black stripe was
produced. 1878 Abney Treat, Fhotogr. xxxi. 246 As re-
gards the exposure to be given to a picture tliere is one
golden rule to follow :

' Expose for the shadows and let the
lights takecareofthemselves'. 1903A.WATKINS TheWatkins
Manual (ed. 2) 9 In theall-impcrtantquestionj 'how long to
expose ? '..the size of the stop has a most important in-

fluence. 1905 Westm, Gaz, 2 Sept. 14/2 A simple lesson in
exposing a plate.

Exposit (eksp^'zit), V. [f. L. expositus, pa.
pple. of exponere to set forth.] trans. To reveal,

exhibit, show clearly.

188a C. VanNorden Outermost Kim 11. 104 (Funk) The
law of retribution is fully exposited only in the history of a
great nation.

Expositorially (e:kspf7zit03*riali), adv, [see
-LY ^.J In the manner of an expositor.
igz2 Public Opinion 27 Oct. 400/3 He justifies belief in

them expositorially.

Expostulant (ekspfrstiznant), a, [ad. L, ex'
posttiiant-em^ pr. pple. of expostuldre to Expos-
tulate.] Expostulating.
i88o RuSKiN Elem. Engl. Prosody 23 The weighty and

appellant or expostulant use of the Iambic monometre.
1S98 Zancwill Dreamers of Ghetto vii. 295 He would
wander lipsily through the sleeping streets, .arguing meta-
physics with expostulant watchmen. 1922 Housmam De-
thronements 78 Ex-Pres. [Wilson] You can't reproach me
with it, Tumulty. Tumulty {expostulant) I'm not doing
that, Governor I

Exposure. Add

:

1. e. Photog. The exposing of a sensitive plate or
film to the action of light ; also, the time occupied
by this action. Also attrib.

1847 Claudet in Phil. Trans. CXXXVII. 256 Afier ten
seconds of exposure I put the prepared plate in the mercury
box. 1853 P. H. Dei,amotte Fract, Fhotogr. 18 Instantane-
ous exposure to the image in the focus of the lens is sufficient

to obtain a good picture. 1B78 Ab.sey Treat. Fhotogr. xxxL
246 As regards the exposure to be given to a picture. 1899
W. J. Warren Platiftotype Process 33 The method by which
they are to be subsequently developed, and the result which
we desire, are all factors in the estimation of the proper ex-
posure. ..I suggest that we use an exposure meter. 1905
il'esim, Gaz. 2 Sept. 14/2 It is little use for the amateur to

use exposure tables to guide him as to the correct exposures
to be given under certain conditions. 1918 Flwto-Miniature
XV. Alar. (Glossary-), Exposure Indicator, a device attached
to plate-holders to show that the shutter has been withdrawn
and re-inserted, i.e., exposure of plate. 1919 Brit. Jml.
Photogr. Aim. 244 The taking of a photograph is known
as an exposure, e.g., ' 1 made 6 exposures ' ; and tiie term is

also used for the time occupied, e.g., ' 6 seconds exposure *.

Express, a-^ etc. Add :

A. adj, 4. b. Express coach,

1861 BiLi-iNGSLEY Diary i (MS.) Left Omaha City in
Express coach.

e. Having a high speed, run at high speed.

Express boiler : a boiler capable of getting steam
up with great rapidity. Express lift: a lift which
does not stop until it is several floors up.
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 285/2 The tj-pes, sometimes

called * Express * boilers, which are largely used in torpedo-
boats,, .where the most important requirement is very high
power with a very small weight of boiler. 1909 Cent. Diet.
Suppl., Express-pump, a high-speed pump; one that m^kes
a high number of strokes per minute. 1909 Westtn. Gas.

9 June 11/4 Six electric passenger lifts, two of which are

known as 'express ' lifts.

B. adv. 3. b. Without a stop.

1892 Harper's Mag, Feb. 426/1 The managers of ceiwn
tall buildings now arrange them [sc. elevators] so that some
run 'express* to the seventh story.
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C. sdA 3. C/,S. (Earlier examples.)

1839 Knickerbocker J/of. XIII. 24 Means for defraying

the expenses ofexpi esj^-men. 1844 D. Lee& Frost Ten Vrs,

Oregon xix. 2:4 Tnc Hudson Bay Company's Express., is a
communication by which despatches are sent annually from
Vancouver to Canada. 1848 Congress. Globe 23 June 870/1
The present arrangement was diverting [public money] into

the pockets of private expresses. 1859* R. ^- E>ana Bef.
M<tst, T-iventy-four Vrs. After fiSdg) 380 The dock. .and
the streets . . were densely crowded with express-wagons and
hand-carts to take luggage.

c. express agent, the agent of an express com-
pany ; express car, a railway carriage for con-

ve)^!!^ packages, etc., sent by express.

1867-8 Trans, III. Agric. Soc. VII. 522 They can be
handled as roughly, almoii, as these *express agents handle

boxes. 1873 Trans. Dtp. Agric. ItL X. 247 That is, for the

railroads ta take charge of all the goods that consignor does

not desire to be delivered by the express agents. 1891 E. S.

Elus Check ^'o. 2134 i. 5 On the first run made by Arthur
Helmutb, in place of the regular express agent and baggage
master, igio J. Hart l^igilante Girl xxvii. 376 This was
the room of the man who filled the manifold offices of

station-master, ticket-agent, express-agent. x87i Schelk
DE Vere Americanisms (1872) 357 Next to the locomotive

comes another feature peculiar to American trains-^the

*expre5-.-car. 1879 F. R. Stocktok Rudder Grange vii, 76
My paclc.tge was wheeled to the express-car.

Express, v^ U.S, (See after Express sb."^
;

earlier and later examples.)
1716 yrnls. Ho, Repr. Mass. I. 81 Isaac Winslow Esq.,

brought down.. several letters that had been expressed to

his Honour the Lieut. Governour from the Eastward. 189s
SrKVKNsoN & OsBOURNE Wrecker x. Did he express his bag-

gage, ma'am? asked Pinkerton. 1903 N. Y. Even. Post
33 Sept. 3 The trunks were expressed to Sullivan County,
where tiie honeymoon was to be.

b. To send by expressdelivery (see Express £7. 4d).

1899 Brit. Postal Guide Jan. 18 A Letter may be posted in

any Letter Box, from which it will be collected by a Postman
and be expressed on reachingthe proper office. 1930 Daily
Express 6 Nov. i/i, I telephoned to my mother to express

my passport to me at Croydon.

HenccExpre'ssed/'^/.ij.2 U.S,, sent by express.

1909 GfcNE STKKno^-FowmKCirl 0/LiwherlostxX. 218 In

an expressed crate was a fine curly.maple dressing table.

Z!xpressioiiable (ekspre-{9nab*l), a, [f. £x-
PKEssiox -H -AiiLE.] Capable of showing expression.

iBaa Blackzu. Mag. CLL 43/2 Mozart, .discovered the soul-

reaching and expressionable capacity of instrumental mu*>ic.

X908 BsAM Stoker in Daily Chron, 15 Jan. 8/4 The mouth
is an orator's mouth ; clear cut, expressionable.

Expressionism (ekspre-Janiz'm), [f. Ex-
PBESSio.N' +-ISM.3 The methods, style, or attitude

of expressionists, esp. in artistic technique.
S9a3 MacGowan & Jones Continental Stagecraft iii. 27

A Symbolism that is far on the way towards Expressionism.
Ibid. 31 Expressionism. .Is a violent storm of emotion beating
up from the unconscious mind- 1924 A Duki^:s Youngest
Dranta 136 Realism and expressionism repreiicnt attitudes

of mind and not uses of theatrical tnachiner^. 1994 Aknb
D. Sedgwick Little French Girl 11, iv. 133 Giles, .felt that
be could not adequatety defend his theories, which rested

upon an objection to the use of the body as a means of
primitive expressionism. 19S5 H. Carter New Spirit
European Theatre 220 Expres>ionism is simply expression
taking the form of a new technique for t he purpose of giving
the most intense e(rcct..to the spectc:^ of drama that ex-
pressed pre-war and war time insurrectionary tendencies.

1936 KuTTER Evol. Mod. Art 112 The Expressionism of the
Uussu'Polish artist Wassily Kandinsky.

Expressionist* Add modern examples ; now
esp. m reference to artistic technique (see prec).
X9>i Galsworthy To Let i. i. They were all Expressionists

now, he had heard, on the Continent. 1924 Seiv Siatesinofi

3 Aug. 404/2 Elmer kicc'splay, The Adding Machine . .has

two or three expressionist scenes, but is for the most part not
in the expressionist maimer. 1937 Sunday Times 13 Feb.

6/3, I suggest that an expressionist setting would suit it

down to the water's edge. 1937 Observer 1 1 Sent. 6 A cocaine
romance written by one of the most gifted of those men who
joined the band of expressionists early in the movement.

lExpreSSionistic (eksprejanistik), a. [f.

ExPRtasioNisT + -ic] Of, pertaining to, or pro-

duced by expressionists ; characterized by expres-

nonism.
1931 Galsworthy To Let \\i. x, She had begun to exchange

her Empire for her Expression istic furniture, x^ Clasgoiv

Neraid ly July a An example of the expressionist ic type

ofdrama. 1937 Ibid. 6 Oct. 6 Careless, expre^sionistic young
men. 1938 Ooserver 29 ^an. 15/4 His expressionistic in-

genuity achieved many stimulating effects.

Expropriating (ekspr^*pri,^tii]), ///. ff.

£see -INO-] Dispossessing, depriving of property.

1908 H. G. \V'eli.s First ft Last Things 104 A class con-

flict between the expropriated Many and the expropriating

Few. 1910 Daily Chron. 24 Mar. 4/3 The expropriatiii;^

authority is injustice bound to appropriate such land for all

ZtZpulsatory (ekspp'lsatari), a. [f. L. ex-

puliai't -are (see EXPCLSEZ'.) +-OBY i^.] Of or per-

taining to expulsion.
1910 Practitioner Mar. 406 When its \$c. the uterus']

muscular fabric is engaged in expulbatory efforts.. pain of

extreme intensity is endured.

Expulsion. Add : Also altrib. y as expulsion

^rder.

1905 Act s Edw. Vile. 13 8 3 The Secretary of State may
..make an order (in this Act referred to as an expulsion

order) requiring an alien to leave tlic United Kingdom
within a lime fixed by the order, and thereafter to remain
oat of the United Kingdom.

Expnnct (ekspz^-jjkt), V, Delete '^Obs, and
add:
1847 Maddek La^amons Brut I. 127 Written at first

alidade, and the « subsequently expuncted. Ibid, III. 460
The ancient scribes, who often in such cases expunct the
superfluous letter. 1868 Skeat Havelok 21 note. The MS.
has*ig', but thesis expuncted. 1908 — \n N. i^ Q. loth
Ser. IX. 116/1 The scribe first of all copied '^iheredes* as
* Atheredys *, . . and after that he . . divided it as ' At heredys ',

and then, by expuncting /(, produced * At eredys '.

Exsiccator. Add : Also, a drying agent.
189a Photogr. Ann. II. 78 Exsiccators and Drying Agents.

Exstulpate (e-kstz^lp^it), V. Zool. [f. ppl.
Stem of mod.L. *exsluipdre^ representing G. ausstiil-

pen to turn inside out.] trans. To extmde, push
out, as an eversibie papilla, or other process. Hence
Ezstulpa'tion.
1899 Cambr.Nat, Hist. VI. 256 The larva .. possesses

several finger-like pouches that can be exstulpated at the end
of the body. Ibid. 363 There is a gland in the osmeterium,
and as a result a strong odour is emitted when the exstulpa-
tion occurs.

Extend, v. 1. b. Add : esp. pass, and reji. of
a horse : To exert itselfto the full ; to go * all out *

;

so, of a runner, oarsman, etc. ; hence gen. to put
forth all one's efforts.

1^6 'Stonehenge' Brit, Sfiorts 232/1 The horse is made
to extend himself. x886 [in Diet.). 1915 P. G. Wouehouse
Something Fresh v, The Hlandings chifhad extended him-
self in honour of the house-party, and had produced a suc-
cession of dishes which, in happier days, Mr. Peters would
have devoured eagerly. 1931 Baily^s Mag. Jan. 3/2 The
flying Pharmacie, who has not only won all the eight races
in which she has taken part, but has never been really ex-
tended for asingie stride. 1923 P. G. W^ODEHOVSV. InitnileU'le
yeeves xiii. He delivered an address of twenty-six minutes
by Claude's stop-watch. At a village wedding, mark you !

What'U he do when he really extends himself! 1931 Mom.
Post 25 Feb. 16/3 Corpus held tlieir place at the Head of
the River without being extended.

Extended, ///. a. Add : 2. C. In Insurance
(see quots.),
191X Wbbstek, Extended insurance, insurance for the full

face of a policy on which payments are stopped, granted
for an additional {>eriod in consideration of retaining part

<x all of the cash surrender value of tlie policy. Z9a5 Act
15 <V 16 Geo. Kc 69 5 4 A further period thereafter ending
on such date as the Minister may by order prescribe, not
being a date later than the first day of the insurance year
commencing next after the end of the aforesaid deficiency
period (the aggregate of which two |>eriods is in this section
referred to as ' the extended period '), 1928 Britain^

s

Industrial Future {Lib, ind. Inq^ iv, xx. 27S Claimants to
• extended ' benefit.

Extender. Add

:

1, b. Painting. A substance used to let down
strong colours.

19*0 F. H. Jennison Manuf, Lake Pigments (ed. 2) 53
There b a conhiderable difference between the base of a lake,

and the filler or extender that is used in the paint trade to
let down strong coloui-$.

At. University Extender^ a University Extension
lecturer (see Extension 9 g).
1893 National Observer ix Nov. 652/1 The University

F.xtendcr is a familiar type. 1894 tgth Cent. XXXVI. 207
The University Extender exults In the hapless ones who
attend his ministrations.

Extension. Add : 9. a. spec, in a camera,
the distance by which the front part carryinij the

lens can be drawn away from the back pait carry-

ing the screen.

1893 Jrnl. Soc. Arts XLI. 3 Mar. 381/1 With this form
of lens system there can be only one definite extension of
camera.. in which tlie entire system is aplanatic. 1918
Photo-Miniature XV. Mar. (Gloss.).

b. Also (orig. US.\ an addition to (esp. the

rear of) a house or other building, usually not so
high as the main building ; an annex.
1867 [see extension-rootn in \o\ 1889 Century Mag. Mar.

781/1 They were making beds together in the extension.

1889 Century Diet. s.v., A dining-room extension. 1903
Ruth Hale Pine Grove House n The tin roof blew off the
extension one windy night.

10. O. extcfision bag^ table, top \ extension lens,

a lens that may be used in a combination to increase

its focal length (see quot.).

1904 Delinfator Oct. 547 With the genial season arrived
every kind of drummer. They came with ^extension bags
filled with samples, x^/om Nature 17 July 280/1 The replace-
ment of the back component by a lens of greater focal length,

increasing the focal length of the objective by about 50 per
cent, we referred to some time ago, the alternative hack lens
being known as an '*extension lens*. 1851 C. Cisr Cin.
cinnati 202 One of the remarkable articles . . is an ^extension
table. 1864 [in Diet.]. 1876 J. S. Ingram Centen. Expos.
xi. 382 From Crete, Illinois, we saw some very handsome
extension-tables, the extra leaves of which were packed away
in grooves in the legs when not in use. 1893 Kate D. Wiccin
Polly Oliver v. 57 Thedining-room just holds, by a squeeze,
theextension-tabicand four chairs. \^t'Xomhgv.v:. Button^

s

Innq-2 A comfortable 'extension top might be raised at will

to protect the driver from sun or storm.

Eztensionally (ekste'njdnali), adv, [see

-LY ^.] liy way of extension.

1903 Nature 3 Sept. 411 A class may be defined either ex-
tensionally, by an enumeration of its terms, or intensionally,

by the concept which denotes its terms.

ExtensionlesS (ekstcnj^nles), a, [-LESS.]

Without extension.

1919 A. N. Whitehead Ewj. Princ. Nat. Knowledge xia
An extcnsionlesa loomcnt of time.

Extensive, a. Add : 3. d. Econ. Applied to

methods of cultivation in which a relatively small
crop is obtained from a large area at the minimum of

attention and expense: opposed to Intensive a. 5.

1832 [see Intensive a. 5].

Extensometer (ekstensfJ'mi'tai"). Also -ime-
ter. [f. L, exlensusj pa. pple. ol extendere to

Extend + -ometeb.] An instrument for measuring
the alteration of form of a bar of metal under the

influence of temperature or stress.

1887 Proc. Physical Soc. VIII. 183 Screw-Micrometer
Extensometer, 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. lo/i Extenso-
meters, or apparatus for observing the small deformation
which a te^^t-plece in tension or compression undergoes before
its limit of elasticity is reached.

Extent, sb. Add :

7. Campanology. .See quot. 1904.
1904 BuLWER Gloss. Techn. Terms Bells 14 Extent.—

{a) The full number of distinct 'changes', of which a
* method ' admits, is the * extent ' of the ' method '. ib) The
full number of times a bell, or some definite combination of
bells, can occupy a given position, without repetition of any
one of the 'changes' containing such bell, or bells, in that
IJosition. 1938 Daily Tel. 27 Nov. 10/7 Three 'extents'
(i.e. 720 changes each) upon the six large bells there, in
three different methods, 2,160 changes in all.

Exterior, a. and sb. B. sb. Add : 1. b. An
outdoor scene ; a cinema picture made out of doors.
1918 Cbov How Motion Pictures are Made 74 The few

pictures that had been made were made outdoors in the
open— ' exteriors ', as they are called,

Exteriorist (ekstia-riprist). [f. Exterior sb,

+ -1ST.] One who judges by outward appearances.
19x2 G. TyRRELL in Autobiogr. I. 183, I was also largely

an exteriorist, and did not realise, .how compatible outward
carelessness is with inward earnestness.

Externalist. Add : b. One who believes in

the external origin of certain forms of skin disease.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 568/1 The German school,
most of its leaders being pupils of the great Hebra, tend to
look to external irritants as the cause of the great majority
of diseases, and they are often described as ' externalists '.

ExterO-ceptive Ce:ksler(?se'ptiv), a. Physiol,

[irreg. f. L. exlerus exterior + -ceptive of Recep-
tive.] (See quots.) Also E'xtero-ceptor.
1906 G S. SiiEKRiscTON Integr. Action Nerv. Sysi. 130

There exist., two primary distributions of the receptor
organs, eacha field in certain respects fundamentally different

from the other. The surface field lies freely open to the
numberless vicissitudes of the environment.. .This field,

extero.ceptive as it may be called, is rich in the number and
variety of receptors which adaptation has evolved in it.

Ibid., The reaction of the animal to stimulation of one of its

extero-ceptors excites certain tissues, and the activity thus
produced in these latter tissues excites in them their recep-
tors, which are proprio-cep tors. 1927 Haldane & Huxley
Anim. Biol. L 34 ; v. 133.

Extinction. Add : 6. Petrography, (See

quots.) So Sxtingnislied a,

1882 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. 189 In searching for the crystal-

lographic system to which a mineral in a microscopic slide

should be referred, attention is given to the directions in which
the mineral appears dark, in 01 her words, to the directions of
its extinction, between crossed Nicols. It is extinguished
when two of its axes of elasticity for vibrations of light coin-

cide with the principal sections of the two prisms. 1912 tr.

Weinschenk's Petroer. Meth. 67 Maximum brightness is

obtained when the vibration directions of the crystal are at

45* to those of the nicols. It diminishes upon further rota-

tion and passes gradually over into complete darkness when
these directions are respectively parallel. This latter posi-

tion is also called the position ofextinction, and the vibration

directions in the crystal, the extinction directions. Ibid. 71
Kxiinction is of especial importance in the investigation of
cleav.ige pieces. Ibid. 70 Extinction Curve for Diopside,
Ibid^\i\ triclinic minerals the determination of the extinc-

tion angles is of value only when the orientation of the face

upon which they are observed is accurately known. 2921
A. Holmes Petrogr. Meth. j-zt When a transparent mineral
fragment is rotated between crossed nicols various pheno-
mena may be observed according to the nature of the mineral
and the orientation of the fragment. If the object remains
dark, and is therefore isotropic, the total extinction indicates

an amorphous or cubic (isometric) mineral in an unstrained
condition, or a basal section of a uniaxial mineral (tetragonal,

hexagonal, or trigonal). Ibid., Kxcept by rare coincidence
in all sections of triclinic cry.stals, the extinction is neither
straight nor symmetrical, but is symmetrically inclined to the
edge, cleavage, or twin-direction which gives the crystallo-

graphic orientation. The angle between any such direction

and the nearest extinction is the extinction-angle.

Extinguisher. 3. Add : exlinguisher^skaped

adj. ; extingtiisber moss, a moss whose peristome

closes inwards when touched by water.
1821 S. F. Gray Nat. Arr. Brit. Plants I, Encalypta...

*Extinguisher-moss. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 161/2. 1840
Barmam Ingot. Leg,, Hand of Glory 1%^ A shocking bad hat,

*Extinguisher.shaped. 1903 Ld. R. Gouer Rec. ^ Remin.
16 The towers with their extinguisher-shaped roofs. 1909 A.
Morrison Green Gimcer, Absent Three 27 The wide fire-

place and its blazing embers, stuck with black exiiiiguisher-

shaped beer-warmers.

Extra, a., ctdv., and sb. Add: A. adj. e.

Cricket. Extra cover {poinl)^ a fieldsman whose
position is between cover-point and mid-off, but

more distant than either from the batsman's wicket;

also, his position in the field.

1807 Ranjitsinhji Jubilee Bk. Cricket ii. 50 There is no

need to treat extra-cover separately. The position is a cross

between cover and mid-off, and its duties are a mixture of

the duties required in those two places. 1897 Encycl. Sport

1.217 Extra cover point. Ibid., Forslowandmedmm paced
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bowling, a man at long on and extra cover is almost necessary.

19U Warner Bi. Cricitt 74, 1 prefer to see him at cover

or extra-cover.

C. sd. In sense : ' an additional issue of a news-

paper ' (earlier U.S. examples).

1849 WiLUS Rural Lett. xix. 168 As to other and more
general ' Boziana ' are they not written in the Dailies and
glorified in the 'Extras?' 1870 Scriiiur's Monthly I. 115

Newsboys.. forsook the 'extra'. 1883 ' Mark Twain' Z-j/i

Misiissiffi XX. 237 At Napoleon. Arkansas, the same even-

ing, we got an extra, issued by a Memphis paper, which gave
some particulars.

b. U.S. (Seequot. 1838-)
tZ^6 Knickerbocker Mag. VIII. 348 The plunge of the

wheel.s of the 'extra', as they sank. .in the rugged road.

1838 J. F. Cooper Home as Found ii. 35 Mr. Howel in-

formed him that an extra in America meant a supernumerary
coach, to carry any excess of the ordinary number of pas-

sengers. 1849 Willis Rural Lett. 203 VVe felt ourselves

compensated for paying nearly double price for our ' extra*,

by the remarkable alacrity with which the coach came to

the door after tlie bargain was concluded. x86o Holland
Miss Gilberts Career xx. 366 The coach and Cheek were
detained as 'an extra' to take over the bridal party.

C. A spell ofextra sentinel duty. U.S. Mil. slang.

1889 Farmer Americanisms^ Extra (American cadet), an
extra is a punishment imposed on Saturday and Sunday,
when general leave is granted to all except those who are

thus doomed to do extra sentinel duty.

d. An extra item in a program, as a dance.
X900 Elin. Glyn Visits Eliz. (1906) 105 When we got to

the trail-room an extra was on.

Extra-. 1. Add : Extrabra'nchial Anat.,

outside of the branchial arches ; also as sb., an extra-

branchial cartilage. Eztra-ma'rgiual, outside

the field of consciousness. Z!ztra-2ue*ntal, be-

yond the mind, hidependent of mental apprehension.

I!:xtrax>ioral'iiic, ofglacial origin though occurring
in regions beyond the outermost terminal moraine.

Extra-o'vate, exterior to the egg ; also as sb., a
part of the ovum extruded through a rupture in the

membrane.
Also in many other combinations of obvious meaning (see

quots.).

1877 W. K. Parker & Bettanv Morphol. Skull 39 Four
•extrabranchial cartilages. ., parallel lotheceratobranchials.

Ibid.^ The fifth branchial arch has no gill-pouch behind it,

no rays, and no extrabranchial. Ibid. 343 The extra-

branchials of the Dogfish are. .superficial cartilages related

10 the branchial arches. 1888 G. H. Fowler in Q. Jml.
Microsc. Sex. (N.S.) XXVIII. 16 The pseudo-costse occur-
ring at the lip of the calicle of this species of Lophohelia
which are produced by *extra-calicular calicoblasts. 1896
PhiL Trans. Scr. B. CLXXXVII. 147 Mussa is a genus
which produces intracalycinal and *extracalycinal buds
almost with equal facility. 1890 Billings Med. Diet.,

* Extra-ciliaryfibres^ those derived from outer surface^ of

dentate nucleus of cerebellum (corpus ciliare), and joining

the tractus semicircularis. 1901 Science i Feb. 184 (Cent.
D. Suppl.) *Extraconscious. 1914 tr. Maeterlinck's Un-
known Guest iii. 120 In all these extraconscious matters [i.e.

above the unconscious cerebration]. 1913 Dorland Med.
Diet. (ed. 7),

*Extracorporealf outside of the body : said of
the stages of a parasite passed elsewhere than in the host.

ipox Practitioner Mar. 274 Laveran formerly regarded
these forms of the para.site as ^extra-corpuscular. X9a5
CusHiNC Life Osier I. 491 Lest one lose track of Osier in his

daily rounds in the hospital wards during the recital of all

these *extracurricular matters. 1789 Sir W. Scott in J.
Haggard Rep. Consist. Cases (1822) I. 34 Supposing the

jury.. had been of opinion it was extra-parochial,—that the

place may be so, and not *extra-diocesan, is not to be denied,

1897 IVestm.Gaz, 14 July 1/3 The island (.ic. Lundy] is extra-

diocesan and extra-parochial. 1907 Practitioner Nov. 731
The causes of exophthalmos.. tumours of the optic nerve,

which are either intra-dural or *extra-dural. Z919 S. Paget
Sir V. ilordey viii. 127 The removal of part of a large extra-

dural tumour. 19x3 Dorland Med. Diet., *Extra-embryo-
nic, not a part of the embryo proper: applied to that por-

tion of the embryo outside of the uml'ilical stalk. 1902
EncycL Brit. XXXI. 419/1 In the Permo-Carboniferous
series.. In certain cases the structure was further compli-
cated by the appearance of *exlrafascicular zones exterior to

the whole stelar system. 190a W. James Varieties Relig.

Exper. 233 Feelings which are *extra-marginal and outside
of the primary consciousness altogether, a 1909 Buck's
Handbk. Med. Set. III. 260 (Cent. D. Suppl.) Infra-

conscious or extra-marginal psychical activities. 1880
Winchell Preadantites (ed. 2) 271, I maintain that the
derivative theory implies the perpetual e.xertion of *extra.
material power which is tantamount to creation. x886
McCosH PiychoLy Cognitive Powers i. 27 Ail knowledge
obtained through the senses is discerned as *extra-nicntal,
that is, as out of and beyond the perceiving mind. 1903
C. A. Strong Why the Mind has a Bodying Extra-mental
realities. 1903 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 4) 1339 Deposit
of the *extramorainic high-terrace schotter. x9oa Encycl.
Brit. XXV. 433/2 These nectaries, often termed nuptial, to
distinguish them from similar ones which occur upon parts
of the plant away from the flower (*extranuptial). 1893

J. Loeb Biol. Led. 52 (Cent. D. Suppl ) It often happens that
the *extra-ovaie receives its nucleus later. X907 Practitioner
Apr. 481 Old cases, in which there is no fear of severe
haemorrhage, may be treated *extra-peritoneally. 19x8
Osmond Myst. Poets Engl. Ch. viii. 286 There are many
today to whom mysticism, to be genuine must be "extra-
phenomenal. 1901 DouuMiD Med. Diet. {cii.Q),*Extrapolar,
situated or occurring outside, or not between, the poles, as of
a battery. i8ys Et/eycl. Brit. 111. 710/2 The longue-shaped
and fenestrate *extra.stapedial.

Extract, sb. 2. C. Add : Also in fuller form
extract wool.
z888 Encycl. Brit.XXlV. 661/ 1 Extract wool is that which

is recovered from rags of various cloths in which cotton and
wool are variously woven together.

350

Extracted (ekstrse-kted), ppl. a. [f. Extract
V. + -ED 1.] Derived, drawn out, in senses ofthe vb.

;

spec, in Bi'ol.y produced by Mendelian methods.
1694 W. Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713) 19B/1 An extracted

and digested Tincture of Mars. 1905 A. B. Darbishire in
Biometrika )a.n. -25 (Cent. D. Suppl. J By pairing such hybrids
with extracted albinos we should, in the Mendelian view,
produce equal numbers of albinos and dark-eyed hybrids.

b. Extracted honey, honey separated from the

uncrushed comb by centrifugal force or by gravity

;

so extracted comb.
1881 r. W. Cowan Brit. Bee.Keeper's Guide Bk. 88 Pure

extracted honey will usually granulate if kept at a low
temperature. xSjy' Baktrum & McClelland ^^^^ in Bar*
pyame Hive 11 Extract at a distance. .from the hives, in

a room into which the bees cannot penetrate ; return extracted
combatnight. 1905 H hsiMCVi Beehives ^ Bee Keepers' Appli'
ances 116 A number of hives are worked for extracted honey,

Extractor. 3. Add: an instrument for ex-

tracting honey from the combs.
x886 F. G. Jenyns^^. about Bees 150 When the bee-keeper

wishes to obtain the greatest possible quantity of honey he
..uses to a great extent the machine called an extractor.

Extrality (ekstra^IIti). Syncopated form of

*KXTlt.\TEIlltITOBIALlTY.

1926 spectator g Jan. 38/1 The connecting link between
the Anti-British campaign and the question of abolishing
extrality is the Russian policy. \avj Glasgow Herald s Mar.
II Such questions as *extral[i]ty and 'concessions' were not
strange words in Japanese ears. 1929 New York Times
6 Sept. 24/3 That China has suffered grievously as a result

of ' extrality ' (as it is now commonly called),

Extramurally (ekstramiuoMali), adv. In an
extramural way.
X9a7 Observer 5 June 7/2 The University College of the

South-West is the youngest of our University institutions j

but during the short period of its career it has developed
considerably both intra- and extra-murally.

Extraneous, a. Add

:

2. d, Mus. (See quots.)

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terfus^ Extraneous
modulation, a modulation in an extreme or unrelated key.
Ibid. s.v. Modulation, When a remote key is reached by
relative keys, the modulation is by some said to be ex-
traneous.

Extrapolate (ekstrse*p^l<?it, e'kstrapi^l^it), v.

[f. Extra -f--/£>/(2/^ of Interpolate t;.] trans. To
obtain by extrapolation ; also absol.^ to practise

extrapolation. Also iransf.
1831 Gladstone Let. in Chas, Wordsworth Ann. Early

Li/e{iBgi) 91 They inserted the letter.., but extrapolated or
metabolised a part where I had mentioned Canning. 1874
Jevons Princ. Sd. II. 120 If we wish toassign by reasoning
results lying beyond the limits of experiment, we may be said,

using an expression of Sir George Airy, to extrapolate.

Extrapolation. Add more recent examples
illustrating wider and extended uses.

1903 Agnes M. Clerke Probl. Astrophysics 67 The range
allowed to perilous processes of extrapolation can be re-

stricted. 1916 Sir O. Lodge in Hibbert Jntl. Oct. 151
Does dominance of that kind give to that splendid science .

.

the right to make a gigantic extrapolation and sprawl over
all the rest of the universe? X922 J. Y. Simpson Man ^
Attainm, Immortality \, 16 By extrapolation of the curve
of our knowledge we can reconstruct within the range of
conceivability, if not of probability, the course of process.

1924 Skerl tr. iVegcner^s Orig. Continents <y Oceans 135 By
the use of linear extrapolation at a depth of 100 km. in the con-
tinental block, a temperature of 2500"C is reached, a figure

far above the melting-point of igneous rocks. 19^9 R. A.
Fisher Genet. The. Nat. Selection 219 From a series of
comparable census investigations some such extrapolation
should be feasible.

E^xtra-spe'cial, a. [See Extra B. a. note.]

Applied to the latest editions of certain London
evening newspapers; also sb. any of such editions.

Now often colloq. = exceptionally good or fine.

1897 Pearson's Mag, Aug. 221/2 The St. James" Gazette.^

in an extra special edition, announced [etc.]. 1897 Truth,
Christmas Number 25 Dec. 13/2 Strange forms came out
upon her,. .And offered ' Hextry speshuls'. 1901 Punchy 31

July 86/1 Ihe magazines, the newspapers, the extra-specials

of the twentieth century, %^% Captain VII. 8/1 I'm playing
owl.., for one or two extra-special reasons. Mod. He wore
a very extra-special buttonhole for the occasion. Is there
anything extra-special for tea?

Extra-Spective (ekstraspcktiv), a. [f. L.

extra outside -f -spective of introspective.'] Not
introspective, regarding external objects rather than

one's own thoughts and feelings. Cf. *Extbo-
spective.
19x6 Public Opinion 6 Aug. 1 32/2 He is of the introspec-

tive rather than the extra-spective order.

Extraterritoriality. (Extended later to

denote the right of jurisdiction of a country over

all its nationals abroad.) Cf. *ExTRALiTy.
1869 l^aily News 8 Jan., In Rome, at one time, this extra-

territoriality was made to extend to the inhabitants of the
quarter in which the residence of an Ambassador was
situated. X90X IVestm. Gaz. 28 Jan. 1/2 To do in China
what we have just done in Japan and are anxious that others

should do in Egypt—abolish the principle of extra-territori-

ality, and submit ourselves one and all.. to the laws and
institutions of China. X938 G. W. Keeton {title) The
Development of Extraterritoriality in China. 1931 T. F.
Millard {title) The End of Extraterritoriality in China.

Extravagation (ekstrsevag^-Jan). Delete
"^Obs. and add quots.

1849 A. D. Fillan Stories 0/ Rebellions 39 To check all

froward desire of cxtravagation on the part of Major Drum-

EXUMBBELLA.
mond. 1899 C. K. Paul Mem. 304 M. Renan never could
understand how it was people were so little tolerant of his
own extravagations.

Extraversion. Transfer t Obs. rare to sense

already in Diet., and add :

2. Psychol. The fact of having the thoughts and
activities exclusively directed to things outside the
self: opp. to *lNTRoyER.sioN. (Cf. quot. 1692 in

Diet.) So E'ztravert sb. [cf. *introvert], one
characterized by extraversion (also attrib.) ; E*x-
traverted /;>/. a. (cf. Extravert v.), said of such
a person, or of his activities, etc.

1916 tr. Jwi^s Coll. Papers Anal PsyckoLzZZ, I propose
to use the terms ' Extraversion ' and ' Introversion ' to de-
scribe these two opposite directions of the libido. Ibid.,

I will call 'regressive extraversion ' the phenomenon which
Freud calls * transference ' (Ubertragung), by which the
hysteiic projects into the objective world the illusions or
subjective values of his feelings. Ibid., We say that he is

extraverted when he gives his fundamental interest to the
outer or objective world, and attributes an all-important and
essential value to it. Ibid. 348 The extraverted type has his
libido to a certain extent externally. Ibid. 349 An Extra-
vert can hardly conceive the necessity which compels the
Introvert to concjuer the world by means of a system. 19x4
Alice G. Ikin in Brit. Jml. Med. Psychol. IV. 204 In
*altroversion ' psychic energy is not consistently directed
inwards or outwards as in introversion or extraversion, but
can flow freely either way. Ibid. 214, I have suggested the
use of the term altroversion for the socialisation of either
the introverted or extraverted types, .with balance between
the self and the erivironment. Ibid., The personality which
thus combines introvert and extravert react ions., can be.,
called an 'altrovert'. .[as that) resulting from a one-sided
synthesis of interest and libido, with over emphasis on ego
and object respectively, is called an introvert or an extravert.

1936 Geraloine Coster Psycho-A nalysis/or Normal l*eople

38 The extravert goes out to people and things, enjoying
contacts and shrinking from solitude and meditation.

Extremal (ekstrrmal). Math, [f. Extreme
-f- -AL.] In the calculus of variations, a curve the

integral along an arc of which may be a maximum
or a minimum ; a stationary curve.
X90X Ann. Mathematics Ser. 11. II. 112 The Notion of a

Field about the Extremal C. Ibid., Secondly, we assume
that a one-parameter family of extremals, y = (x, y) exists.

Extremist. Add: One who holds extreme
views or advocates extreme measures, esp. as a
member of a party ; also adj. So Sxtre*zuiS2n.
Eztremistic (ekstr/mi-stik) a.^ of or pertaining to

extremists or extremism.
1907 Daily Chron. 28 Aug. 5/2 Bepin Pal, the Extremist

leader. 19*0 Sir H. V. Loveit Hist. Ittd. Nationalist
Movem. 69 The reception committee was broken up by a
gang of Extremists. Ibid. 240 This doctrine is ever the
result of Extremism. 19SI Tcltgr. [n/orm. Moplah Rib.
(Par!. Papers XXVI.) 50 Certain Extremist Muhammadan
agitators . . have been . . working up the people over the
Khilafat. 19x1 jgtji Cent. July 148 The Fascismo was bom
in the provinces, where the extremistic menace was stronger.

Extro-SI»ective (ekstri7spe*ktiv), a. [f. Ex-
tro- + -spective of introspective^ *ExTRyV-Si'EC-

tive.

1925 J. E. Turner Theory Direct Realism v. 51 It [sc. the
inherence of existence] is ofl'ered as an accurate description
of consciousness, confirmed both by psychological observa-
tion, intro- and extro-spective, and tlie logical exclusion of
any alternative.

Extroversion. Add :

3. Psychol. = *EXTKAVERS10N 2,

19x0 Challenge 21 May 44/3 [In eurhythmies] the gestures
represent an extroversion or objeciivisaiion of the libido.

Extrovert (ekstr(?v3it),Ji5. Psychol. [Perverted

f. *ExTRAVERT after Introvert (cf. Extro-).] =
Extravert; 2i\so attrib. So E-xtroverted///.a.
= *Extraverted.
Z918 Phyllis Blanchard in Amer. JmL Psychol. Apr. 163

Jung's hypothesis of the two psychological types, the intro-

vert and extrovert,—the thinking type and the feeling type.
19x0 Times LH. Suppl. 1 Apr. 205^4 The external always
throws him \sc. George Herbert] back into himself, and then
his thoughts turn outwards for confirmation... He is, in the

language of modern psychology, both introvert and extro-
vert, yet never an egotist, i^zo Cltailenge ai May 44/2 An
extrovert soldier faced witli the problem of escape from war
conditions. X9a3 IVestm. Gaz, 21 Mar., Any one of these

will display either the introverted or the extroverted atti-

tude. J9a5 C. Fox Edttcat. Psychol. 254 The first is called

the extroverted type, because in the main he goes outside

himself to the object. 19x6 W. McDougall Outl. Abnormal
Psych. 440 I'he characteristic neurosis of tlie extrovert is

hysteria, while that of the introvert is neurasthenia or
psychasthenia. X930 Music 4- Lett. XI. i. 45 One might ex-

pect the temperamental incompatibility to exist only between
romantic composers and an extroverted nation.

Extrude, v. Add : 1. d. To shape (metal)

by forcing it through dies. Hence Extru'ded
///. a.

19x3 Lockxvoo^s Did. Meeh. Engin. (ed. 4), Extruded
Metal.

Exudate, sb. Delete rartr'^ and add quots.

1906 Dorland Med. Diet., E.xudate, a substance thrown
out by exudation ; any adventitious substance deposited in

or on a tissue by a vital process or a disease. 1907 Gordon
AbeCs Labor. Handbk. BactcrioL 164 Pus and various
pathological exudates.

Exumbrella (ekspmbre*la). Zool. [mod.L., f.

L. ex out + Umbrella 7 b.] The aboral or outer

surface of the umbrella of a jelly-fish. Henc^



EXUMBRELIiAB.

Exnmbre'llar a., of or pertaining to the ex-

nmbrella.
1886 A. W. Greelv Arctic Service II. 400 The genus

Naupknnta is a characteristic one, and is remarkable in the
peculiar sculpturing of the exumbrella, the division of the
umbrella on the exumbral side into a central and coronal or
peripheral zone. x888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life
745 The mesoglaea of the aboral aspect of the bell is much
thickened to form the unibreUa s. exumbrella. Ibid. 783
iwttt If the Epkyra be regarded from the dorsal, t.e, ex-
umbrellar aspect. Ibid. 784 The sense>bodies are usually
protected by a dorsal, i.e. exumbrellar covering-piece or
hood. 1897 T. J. Parker & Haswf.ll Text-bk. ZooL 1. 124
The convex outer surface of the bell or umbrella . . by which
the zooid was originally attached to the blastostyle is dis-

tinguished as the ex-umbrella, the concave inner surface as
the sub-umbrella. 1907 Ge/iiL Mag: July gy/2 The tentacles

. .imbedded in ridges of jelly of the exumbrella.

Ex*VOto. Add : Also attrib.

18*3 R. Kakewell Trav. Tarentaise I. 354 Ex voto
inscriptions.

Eye* sty Add : 3. b. 7i) keep ones eye

skinned or peeled x see the pples. Eyes and no
eyes : used to express the difference between an
observant and an unobservant person ; so, said of
or to a person who fails to observe ; hence used as

the title of a book or series of books dealing with
the observation of natural objects.

170s AiKiN & Barbauld Evenings at H&me C1805) IV.
95 Eyes, and No Eyesj or, The Art of Seeing. 1865 Miss
YoNce Clerer Wotmin Fam. iti, 'There is a wonderful charm
in a circumscribed view, because one is obliged to look well
into it all.' 'Yes; eyes and no eyes apply there,* said
Rachel. 1867 {title) Eyes and no eyes. A magazine of
meteorology and natural history. 1901 Cassell's 'Eyes and
No Eyes ' series.

f. Applied in local names to a prominent natural

object, such as a hill or island.

1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 165/2 Ireland's Eye, a rocky pictur-
esque island of thirty acres. 1891 Dixos Did. Idiomatic
Eng. Phrases s.v. Eye^ The eye of the Baltic—Gothland, or
Gottland, an island in the Baltic 1904 Daily Chron, 14
Sept. 5/1 X low rugged hill, nicknamed ' kuropatkin's eye .

o. To cat eyes or one*s eye : to cast a glance. U.S.
ttarj L. Dow yml. (1850) 177/2 Went to New York, took

steamboat to New BrunNwtck thence stage No. 7, strangers
crosses words and cut eyes. 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger
III. 233 'Why, we thought about here ' said he ' that you
were cutting your eye at Mi^s Catty'. 1885 'C. E.Craddock'
Prophet Gt, .Smoky Mtn, xv. 288 Ter see him cut his blazta*

eye aroun' at ye, ye'd low ez he'd never hearn o' grace.

{b') The glad eye : a movement of the eyes de-
signed to attract a person of the opposite sex.

X911 Punch 22 Nov. 382/2 The lover, the elderly philan-
derer, the girl with the glad eye. 1913 ' Ian Hay ' Hetppy-go-
lucky ii, ^^ss Welwyn..from the safe harbourage of her
mother's arms, was endeavouring to administer to hjm what is

technically known. I believe, as The Glad Eye. i9aa Daily
Mail 13 Dec. it This is tantamount to cutting the owner of
a bad horse on one side of the street and giving him the glad
eye on the other. 1913 W. L. George Hail, Columbia I iv,

119, I have never seen an .\merican girl give toa man in the
street what the English call the ' glad eye *.

C. To turn a blind eye : to refuse to take any
notice of a situation, state of affairs, etc A single

eye : sec SmcLE a. 14 b.

19*5 Odhi.l in E. F. Norton Fight for Everest^ 1Q24.

29a The Tibetans appear to turn a blina eye to the whole-
sale slaughter involved in the collection ..of over 10,000
.specimens by our ardent Natural Historian. S9>S E. F.
NoKTON Ibitt. 127 Not detracting by its impression ^om the
vision of such as can behold with more than single eye.

7. A straight eye (see Stbaight a. 7).

12. O. Also applied to the dark spot in hens* eggs.
1895 Pearson's Weekly 18 May 71a The yolk of one

average-sized hen's egg (from which the ' eye * has been
removed).

d. An eye-like spot in the wings of insects; an
ocellus. (Cf. 'Eyklet sb. 3.")

1876 Encyd. Brit. IV. 595/2 The Peacock Butterfly.,
conspicuous from the *eyes on the upper surface of its wings.
ibid. 5^/2 Tropxa /una,.. with wings of a lemon colour,

each with a * transparent eye \

14. Also Eyes of the ship ^ and (simply) eyes.

1890 W. C. Russell Ocean Trag. II. xix. 134 Sleeping as
he cfid, right in the * eyes ', he got the very full of the motion.
1908 iVestnt. Ca%. 29 Apr. 4'! There was also a man in the
look-out—at what was called the eyes of the ship.

16. b. The bright red spot observed through the
mica or glass-covered sight hole of a blastfurnace.
1884 W. H. Grkicnwood Steely Iron vii. ja6 A small slide

containing a glass or mica plate, through which the state of
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the furnace may be observed ; the bright spot thus seen is

known as the ' eye of the furnace '. 1888 Lockivootfs Diet.
Meek. Engirt, s. v., The eye of a furnace is that spot or area
embraced or commanded by the sight boles.

O. The centre of a target ; = Bdll's-eye 7.
1874 Knight Diet. Meek.
a. Mining. A mass of ore left in the mine to be

worked when other ore is becoming scarce or in-

accessible. Hencey^., the most profitable part of
a possession or enterprise; a 'plum'; a tit-bit left

to the last.

1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Comw., etc. 561 The ores
thus left ill various places arc often termed the eyes of the
mine; and when it may be necessary, in abandoning the
mine, . . to remove them, it is termed, picking out the eyes of
the mine. 1905 lyestitt. Gas. 9 Mar. 0/2 We do not want
anybody to come in and ' pick the eyes out of our districts—to take away the profitable load and leave the unprofitable
one.

27. a. eye-colour, -trouble; {Coimei\c%) eye-black,

-pencil ; (sense 3 1 b) eye-block, b. eye-training.
I5«7 Sunday Express 20 Mar. i The police found little

besides some lipstick and *eyeblack. 1938 Daiiy Express
14 June 10/5 A vow of total abstinence from mouth-paint and
eye-black. Idid. ag Nov. 1/5 M iss Negri sets a new fashion
among cinema actresses. Her cheeks are not enamelled, her
eyes arc free from belladoima and *eye black ', her lips are
naturally red. 1884 Knight Did. Meeh. Suppl., *Eye Block,
a tackle block with an eye or loop above, for shackle or
lashing. 191. R. C. Punnett Memielism 304 It was natural
that "eye-colour should be early selected as a subject of
investigation. 19.5 C. Fox Edueat. Psychol. 26 The physical
characters were such things as stature, length ofarm, cephalic
index, eye-colour, etc 1902 // 'eslm. Gaz. 20 Nov. 6/3 Sticks
of grease-paint, 'eye-pencils, lip salve. 1907 Daily Chron.
24 Sept. 4/4 The effect of free *eye-training in the develop-
ment of mental powers. 1896 IVestm. Gaz. 24 Sept. 1/3
Mr. Gladstone's eye-trouble,

28. eye-area, in tlecorative arta device consisting

of the eye and eyelashes, and sometimes theclieek-
fold ; eye-bath, a cnp-shaped vessel designed to

fit the orbit of the eye, used to apply a lotion to the

eye ; eye-box Tanning, a box in a leach in which
the height of the liquor can be seen ; eye-cap
U.S., the eye-bone ; eye-oasa Ent., in a pupa, the

part that covers the eye ; eye douche, an appara-
tus for douching the surface of the eye ; eye fly,

a minute fly which in summer-time in the East is

troublesome to the eyes of men and beasts ; eye-
frame, the frame of an eye-glass or spectacle-lens

;

eye-groun<l, the fundus of the eye ; eye-minded a.

/'yf/w/., tending to a frequent use of visual imagery

;

thinking in terms of the printed or written word
rather than of the spoken word ; having a mental
constitution chiefly or exclusively visual, so that

thoughts and memories take the form of visual

images ; so eye-mindedness, the condition of
being eye-minded ; eye-opener (a) U.S. (earlier

examples) ; (</) a person who reveals facts to
others ; eye-panel, a conventional representation

of an eye taking the shape of a panel ; eye-plate,
a chilinous sclerite in which the eyes of Acarina
are placed ; eye-ring, a circular space within whicli

the eye of the user of an optical instrument must
be placed in order to obtain the full field of view

;

eye-strain, weariness or strained condition of the

eyes resulting from excessive or improper use of
the eyes, or uncorrected defects of vision ; so
eye-straining sb. and adj. ; eye-veil, a veil which
reaches down as far as the eyes ; eye-ward, a
ward for eye patients in a hospital ; eye wire, wire
forming the metal frames of spectacles; eye-
worker, one whose work needs special use of the

eyes.

189^ Haddon Evol. Art 36 The six rays are but a sym-
metrical coalescence of two pairs of *eye-arcas. Note^ 1

have adopted the term 'eye-area ' to denote the eye device
which includes the eye, the eye-lashes, and often the cheek-
fold of that side. 1830 J. t, S. Maiu's Catal., 'Kye Datlis.

1848 H. ^.yoK%rr.^Slffwe Catal. No. 629. 137 .An eye-bath.
1857 Trans. Mick. Agrie. See. VIII. 170 The orbits of the
eye, the *eyecap or bone^ not too projecting, that is may
not form a fatal hindrance in lambing. z8.6 Kikbv & Sp.
Entoniot. xxxi. III. 250 Just below the base of the antenna:.
case you may discern the "eyc.cases {OpkthattnO'thecd). 1855
Eantily Economist III. 83 *fZye-douche. 1884 [see Diet. s. v.

Eve 27]. 1815 KlKi!v& Sp. Entoinol. iv. (1818J I. 131 A veiy

EYBIE.

minute black fly . .which, because it flies in swarms into the
eyes, is very troublesome,and . . is called there [.re. in India] the
*eye-fly. i88t Instr. Census Clerks^ 1 885) 47 Optician. .

. *Eye
Frame Maker. 1900 Jml. Exper. Med. 25 Oct. iq6 The *eye
grounds.. were normal. _ 1910 Practitioner July 97 Mental
and moral deterioration in the one .

.
, normal eye-grounds and

active pupils in the other. looi E. B. Titchener Exper.
Psychol. I. I. 1^6 The purely *eye-minded man would recog-
nise persons, things and places by their look, and would recall
eventsas a panorama ofviews. 1818 FEARON.S'/fe. Amer. 2^2 At
table there is neither conversation nor yet drinking ; the latter
is effected by individuals taking their solitary ' *eye openers *,

' toddy 'j and ' phlegm dispersers '. 1846 Corcoran Pickings
75 A ' pig and whistle ' is the only reg'lar eye opener, a i86x
WiMTHKOP7(7A«.5re'«/xxii, Others, who, fuddled last night,
are limp in their lazy beds, till soda-water lends them its

fizzle. Eye-openers these of moderate calibre. 1928 Man-
chester Guardian JVfcA-ly 21 Aug. 174/4 He felt hismission
to be that of an agitator, of an eye-opener, of a merciless yet
undogmatic critic. 1895 Hadix^n Eval. Art 23 The eye has
becomeenormously enlarged, and constitutes what I propose
to term an *eye-panel. 1903 Ann. ^ Mag. Nat. Hist. Nov.
505 The comparative structure of the hard chitinous parts
of the body, ei^pecially of the *eye-plates, mouth-organs, and
palps. 1902 tr. P. Driide's Theory 0/ Optics 77 The exit-
piipil^ is often called the "eye-ring, and its centre is called the
position of the eye. 1874 S. Weir Mitchkll in Med. 4-

Surg. Reporter (Phllad.) XXXI. 67 {heading) Headaches.

.

from "eye strain.^ 1898 G. M. Gould Biogr. Clinics (1905)
III. 497 Eyestrain was ruled out by careful tests. 1909
Practitioner Dec. 779 Of all the causes of eyestrain the most
frequent is the presence of an error of refraction. 1871
English Mechanic 380/3 * Eye-straining. 1923 Kipling
Land «y Sea Tales 185 Cold, nose-running, eye-straining
work, z^ Daily Express 4 June 5/3 The *eye-veil
fashion . . is good for the races. 1875) St. George's Hasp. Rep.
IX. 465 'I'he average stay of a patient in the *eye-wards.

.

\vas 25-84 days. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 96 *Eye
Wire Maker. 1898G. M. Gould A'/£"j^r.C//«/cj(i905) III. 500
A seamstress or . . any hard-pushed "eye-worker.

£ye, V. Add : 7. intr. Of eggs : To form eyes.

(See Eye sb^ 1 2 c.)

1904 Daily Chron. 25 Mar, 8/3 The eggs take from six
weeks to three months to ' eye \ as it is called.

Eyebrow. 1. Add : To raise an eyebrow : to
show surprise.

X918 Strachf.v Emin. Victorians C1929) 26 The most
steady-going churchman hardly raises an eyebrow at it now.

Eyeglassy (siglasi), a. colloq. [f. Eye-glass
sb. -*--\^.] Pertaining toor characteristic of one who
wears an eye-glass ; allusively^ haughtily superior
or contemptuous.
1871 Meredith Harry Richmond -kxx^ The interior of the

Casino seemed more hostile. I remarked it to him. * A trifle

more eyeglassy ' he murmured. 1906 Cassell's Mag. Apr.
553/1 Mr. Rodder only laughed—the pleasant laugh that
wasn't eye.gla.ssy.

Eyelet, sb. 3. Add : spec, on a butterfly's

wing ; an ocellus.

1832 J. Rennik Butter^. ^ M. 93 The Eyed Hawk.
Wings..; second pair rosy at the base, the lips much paler,
with a large blue eyelet near the posterior angle. 1832 T.
Brown Bk. Butterjl. <v M. (1834) I. 120 The wings are
angular,. . with largecompound eyelets, reddish in tltecentre,

Eyer. Add : b. A maker of eyes in needles.
1881 Instr. CensusClerks{,\%%^)^s Needle Maker... Eyer.

Eye-wash (3i'vv9j). [f. Eye j^.i
-i- Wash sb. 3.]

1. Lotion for the eye.
xB66 [see Eve sb} 28].

2. Something that is intended to interfere witli

clear vision ; something said or done in order to

give the impression that all is as it should be

;

humbug, blarney, slang.

1884, x^ [see Eve j^.' 28J. 1913 Aeroplane 20 Mar. 327/2
Well as this may do as 'eye wash ', it is not the real thing.
X916 hzMt Lett./roin France {.i<)iy) 197 The ignorance which
. .flies to the conclusion that everything written and spoken
alx>ut the horrors of this war is humbug, and what the .\rmy
calls 'eyewash*. 1919 'Ian Hay' Last Million ii, The
greater the fuss a regiment made about its appearance

—

• eye-wash', we called it—the better its work in the field.

1919 IVar Slang in Athemeuin 8 Aug. 728/1 Anything
complimentary is termed 'eyewash'. loao Blackw. Mag.
July 91/3 Kemp went ashore to pay a polite visit to the local
Sheikh, as 'eye-wash * against our real activities.

Eyra (ai'ra). [mod.L., a. native name.] A wild
cat of S. America, Felts eyra, of a uniform reddish

colour, with a long slender body and short legs.

1873 Proc. Zool. Soc. 2 A specimen of the Eyra Cat. .with
other animals, alt stated to have been brought from Alaran-
h»m, Brazil.

Eyrie. Now the commonest spelling of Aerie.
1861 [>ce .-Vicrie].



F
P. Add: in. 3. F.A. = Football Association.

F.A.F. = Fresh Air Fund. F.A.Q. (f.a.qOor S.(s.)

= free alongside quay or ship. F.D. = Fidei

Defensory Defender of the Faith, F.G. = fine grain.

F.G.A. = free of general average. F.I.T. = free

in truck. F.M. = held-ma}:;net. F.O. « Foreign

Office. F.O.B. (f.o.b.) or R. (r.) = free on board

or rail. F.O.T. = free on truck. F.S. (f.s.) =^foot-

second (see *FooT sb. 35).
1871 English Mechanic 17 Mar. 615/3 Medium rifle powder

..is stili used, .under the name of 'powder shell F.G.' (fine

grain). 1880 C. Marvyn Our Public Offices (ed. 2) 203

Everything at the F.O. revolves round the Library. 1880

Encycl. Brit, XI. 304/2 It is considered that with field

guns the velocity of the projectile at the moment of burst-

ing should not fall below 800 f. s. Ibid. 326/2 Formerly
at Waltham Abbey both musket (F.G.) and cannon powder
(L.G.) were granulated in the same machine at the same
time. 1888 Lockwood's Did. Meek. Engin.^ E.A.S., free

alongside ship. Engages to deliver goods on the wharf
withoutextra charge, /diii., F.l.T.^ free in truck. Engages
to load goods in railway trucks without extra charge. Ibid.^

F.O.R.^ Free on rail. Signifies the placing of goods on the

railway without extra charge, /'.t?. 7'., free on truck. The
same as F.I.T. 1890 Economist 22 Feb. Suppl. 12/1 Bleach
opened firm in January at ^7 16-; per ton for hard wood, f.o.b.,

and £,^ 5s per ton for soft wood f.o.r. 1893 in W. Pickford

Assoc. Football iri^o^) I. 112 The meetings of the F.A. are

carried out under rules of procedure. 1894 W. P. Maycock
Electr. Lighting <V Power Distrib. (ed. 2) n. viii. § 134 The
F. Ms. of an alternator must be separately excited. 1894
Field 9 June 846/2 The average price realized for Irish

creamery butter was 88s f.o.r. at this creamery. 1902 Eticycl.

Brit. XXIX. 171/1 Velocities ranging from loo to 2800 feet

per second (f/s). 1903 Kynoch Jml. Jnly-Sept. 156 Accu-
racy does not demand a muzzle velocity higher than 2,300 f.s.

1907 Westtn. Gaz, 22 July 3/2 Known as the F.A.F.—three

letters that have grown as familiar as P.P.C. or F.O.B. or

any other of the abbreviations of social or commercial life.

..Without distinction of creed or race, the F.A.F. takes

away the children of the slums from the festering alleys.,

ofLondon. 1928 Daily Mail 2$ July 19/3 Oats : Plate f a. q.

afloat 27s. 3d. 1930 Morning Post 18 Nov. 15/4 The first

round proper of the F.A. Cup.

b. F.F. or F.F.V. (A member or descendant of

one of the) first families of Virginia. U.S.

1847 Knickerbocker Mag. June XXIX. 495 d'h.) F.F.y.
A Virginia scion insisted that [these letters] were an abbrevia-

tion he had seen used in the navy to represent* First Family
in Virginia'. iZ^ Odd Leaves 178 (Uh.) [He wasjthe first

of his race to acknowledge that he was not an F.F. 1853
F. W, Thomas J. Randolph etc. 286, 1 came from one of the

first families in Virginia, one of the F.F.V.'s. 1861 Lowell
Biglow P. Ser. ii. i. 217 She's an F.F.. .an* prouder'n the

Gran' Turk. x86a O. W. Norton Arm^ Lett, 115 The home
, .gave much evidence that the owner is. . in name and pre-

tention an F.F.V. 1873 J. H. Bkadle Undevel. W^«^ xxxiii.

710 The F.F.V's wonder how the farmer can get through
the winters in New York. 1005 Springfield Weekly RepubL
5 May 2 He was by every line of descent an F. F.V,

C. Photogr. F, = Focal length. Used in com-
bination with nnmbers to indicate the ratio between

the focal length of the lens and the diameter of the

stop,

i^s C. H. BoTHAMLEV Hford Man. Photog. v. 34 For
example,y/8 andy/16 mean that the diameter of the stop

is, in the first case, one-eighth, and, in the second case,

one-sixteenth of the focal length of the lens. 1903 A.

Watkins The iVatkifis Man. (ed. 2) 42 Instead of having
to work t)ut afresh the value of the diaphragm, it is much
more convenient to regard the lengthening of the camera
as a separate influence which I have named the F factor.

Ibid. 43 The F factor to allow for the lengthened focus of
the lens, and S the value of the subject. Ibid. 45 The F
figure (distance of image to lens in terms of focus of lens)

is always the same as the degree of enlareement plus i.

X918 Photo-Miniature XV. Mar. (Gloss.), j^I/-) Numbers
—denote the * speed * of a lens. About the most rapid lens
isy9'3 to_//4'5...They/ number is the number of times the
diameter of the stop will divide into the focal length of the
lens. X919 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. Aim. 238 In almost all

lenses the diameter of the stop which really determines the
F. No. is a little ^greater than the real diameter owing to
the converging action of the front lens.

Faam, variant of *Faham.

Fabianine (f<?i'bianin). Chem. [f. Fabiana^ a
genus of South African shrubs + -ine &.] A colour-

ing matter contained in the flowers of Fabiana iinbrU
cata. Also Fa'bianol, the odoriferous consLituent

of the volatile oil contained iti the dried twigs of
Fabiana imbriccUa.

1899 JruL Chem. Soc. LXXVI. 1.448 The aqueous extract
contained chrysatropic acid, choline, fabianaglucotannoid
and—after boiling with i per cent, sulphuric acid—fabianol.

Fabianism (f^^i'bianiz'm). [f. Fabian a.-\-

-ISM.] The principles of the Fabian Society.

Hence Fabianist.
1900 G. B. Shaw {title) Fabianism and the Empire. 1918

H. Dalton in E. Marsh R. Brooke 26 During our years at

Cambridge, Fabianism was at its high tide. 1924 BlacJczv,

Mag. Sept. 393/1 Fabianism touched her during her last year
at school.

Fabric, v. Delete "YObs. and add quots.
1921 Public Opinion 14 Oct. 375/1 All these were dreamed

and fabricked out for immediate material benefit. 1926 W. A.
White IVoodrow Wilson 352 This high dream of peace, that
he fabricked upon the anvil of a three years' debate.

Fabrica (fa'brika), [Sp.] A factory,

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 146/1 Every town and village
full of ' fabricas ', with their tall chimneys. 1924 Chambers's
yrnl. Oct. 649/2 The silk factories are not so popular with
the young women of the district as the oi&\n3i.xyjabrica.

Fabrication. 1. Delete ' Now rare * and
add:
1930 (July 15) l/.S. Advt.y The fabrication of the books

themselves was intrusted to craftsmen who are masters of
the art of printing and binding.
concr. 1674 MoxoN Tutor to Astron. Sf Geog. (ed. 3) App.

201 A Sphear is complicated of Lath-like Circles to repre-

sent each Orb, and is not an intire Orb as adobe is, so that

you may see the several Fabrications that are made within

it. 1893 Whitby Gaz. 8 Dec. 2/7, I thought all our masts,

funnel, and the whole fabrication, boats and all, would
surely go.

Fabricator. Add : 3. ArchseoL A flint im-
plement, probably used in the making of arrows.
X872 J. Evans Ana. Stone Impiem, 367 A characteristic

specimen of the tool to which 1 have provisionally assigned
the name of ' flaking-tool ' or fabricator. 1877 W. Gkeknweli,
Brit. Barrows 35 Those {sc. articles found in barrows] of

flint, include hatchets; scrapers ;.. fabricators or flaking

tools. 1907 T. R. Holmes Anc. Brit. 75.

Face, sb. Add : 2. To open one'sfact : to open
the motith, to speak, U.S. slang,

1896 G. Ade Artie iii. 26 If you open your face to this

lady again tonight, I'll separate you from your breath.

4. A slap in the face : a rebuff, an insult,

1861 [see Slap sb} 2 a].

e. Lacrosse. The action of facing (see *Face
V. 4 c), corresponding to the bully in hockey. Also

face-off^
1900 Daily News 29 Mar. 7/5 Kent opened proceedings

with a goal by Jones immediately after tbe 'face'. 1900

J. C. IsAKD in Football, Hockey, <^ Lacrosse 176 When the

game is opening, with the face-otf at the centre.

7. b. To run one'sface (earlier example). Also

io travel on or upon one'sface. U.S.

1845 J. J, Hooper Aiiv, Simon Suggs v. 63 It was, there,

fore, time to ' run his face '. 1856 Knickerbocker Mag. Nov.
XLVIII. 504 [I] must travel on my face after this, when I

want to go through the College. 1859 Yale Lit. Mag.
XXV. 60 (Th.) If you have not a ready tongue, and cannot
travel upon your face, you had better [etc. J.

10. b. 7^1? save one''s face : see Save z/. 8 f ; also

to saveface. To loseface [tr, Chinese tiu lien"] : to

be humiliated, lose one's credit, good name, or

reputation ; similarly, loss offace.
1876 R. 'Hf.KV Land 0/Sinim (igoi) 225 Arrangements by

which China has lost face. 1916 Mack London 'Lost Face
(1918) 27 He had lost face before all his people. 19x8 Gals-
worthy Swan Song i. 5 They've got to save face. Saving
face is the strongest motive in the world. 1929 Times
3 Aug. 1 1/3 Each wishes to concede only what can be con-

ceded without loss of* face ',

12. a. Also Golf the slope or cliff of a bunker.
i88i Forgan Golfer's Handbk. 33 /^<z<rr, ..the sandy slope

of a bunker. 1891 H. G. Hutchinson Gol/{^i\. 6) 33 In the

typical niblick shot the ball lies in a heel-niark or other cup in

the sand, with the face of the bunker in front.
_ 1897 Encycl.

Sport I. 466/1 Shall I play it backwards, or sideways on to

the ffrass, or try to get it over the face of the bunker nearer
the hole ? 1910 B. Darwin GolfCourses Brit. Isles 105 We
may be just short with our second., and we shall be battering

the bunker's unyielding face till our card is shattered and
wrecked.

13, c. On theface of it (fig.): on a merely super-

ficial view, obviously, plainly, primafacie,
x88a Kncnvledge II. 70 The whole theory was absurd on

the face of it. 1926 J. J. Connington Nordenholt's Million
vi, It certainly seemed on the face of it to be a very useless

accomplishment.

15. ta. The striking surface of a golf-club, cricket-

bat, hockey-stick, or tennis-racket ; the inside of

the net of a lacrosse-stick.

i88i Forgan Golfer's Handbk. S The head [of a full-sized

Driver] weighs 7 oz. or 8 oz., and is distinguished from those

of the ' Spoon ' family by its ' face ' being straight and almost
perpendicular. 1887 Grace Cricket 49 It is much better to

hold the face of the bat towards the umpire—nothing is

gained by showing him the edge. 1891 H. G. Hutchinson
Coif {&d. 6) 15 The makers name gives you a fine guide to

the centre of the face, whicli is the intended point of impact.

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 469/1 {Golf) The lofted face enables

the player to start the ball straight. Ibid. 606/2 {Lacrosse)

The leading string is then joined to the face of the gut by
means of otlier pieces of gut, and the crosseis complete.
Ibid. 613/2 {Laivfi tennis) Avoid lop-sided or small-faced
rackets, and see that the grain in the frame runs equally
round the face. 1900 H. F. P. Battebsby in Football, Hockey,

^ Lacrosse 85 Sticks are made up with tbe grain running,

broadly speaking, in one of two ways: either parallel to the
plane of the face, or at right angles to it. 1909 P. A. Vaile
Mod. Golf'\. 13 It is a mistake in the driver or brassic to

have the face too shallow.

26. (sense 1) face-bleach, -hair, -massage^ -paint,

-powder, -screen, -towel, -wash ; face-high adj.

1907 Daily News 3 Sept. 2/7 A *face-bleach for removing
all discolorations from the skin. 1927 Peake & Fleure
Peasants <|j- Potters 122 Scanty *face-hair save for a chin
tuft in the male. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 15 June 7/1 The ball

went, *face-high, just within reach of Gregory. 1896 Mrs.
K. M. Caffyn Quaker Grandmother -2^^ She., would have
her usual *face massage done then, xgoo Dculy Neivs 31 May
7/4 Departments for manicure, pedicure, and face-massage,

1915 Illusir. Lond. Neivs 23 Jan. 120/1 Egyptian women.,
used, .malachite, as the ingredient of a *face-paint. 1858
Illustr. Neius of World 17 ,^pr. 175/4 Saunders's *Face
Powder . . beautifies the complexion. 1879 Chemist Sf

Druggist XXI. 481/1, 60 grammes of.. Face Powder—

a

mixture of talc with a small proportion of white magnesia,
coloured faintly red with cochineal. 1920 Punch 15 Sept.

219/1 A lady with a Russian name, no back to her gown and
green face-powder. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 155 The
men around in "face-screens and leg-guards. 193^ R. A.
Knox Viaduct Murder w\. 59 The ''face-towel was distinctly
mentioned in tbe washing-list. 1926 Agatha Christie
MurderofR. Ackroydx. 127 He wouldn't even buy new face
towels, though I told him the old ones were in holes. 1907
Daily Neivs-^ Sept. 2/7 A^face-wash for improving tbe com-
plexion. 1911 E. Kereer Z^aif/i O'Hara iii. 34 A motherly
hug.. enveloped me in an atmosphere of liquid face-wash,
strong perfumery and fried lard.

27. face-ache (earlier U.S. example) ; face-

brick U.S.J a special brick used for facing build-

ings, etc. ; a facing-brick ; also, face-work of brick

;

face-cloth, (b) a woollen cloth with a smooth sur-

face ; (c) a cloth for washing the face ; face decora-
tion, decoration (of pottery) with a face or faces

;

%oface-decorated s^d.].
-J
face-glass, the glass window

of a diver's helmet ; face harden v, trans., to har-

den the surface of (metal) by case-hardening, chill

casting, or other process; a\sofg.\ face-lifting, a

method of improving facial beauty by an operation

in which the skin is tightened and the wrinkles

smoothed out ; face-line, {a) the alignment of the

face of a structure, etc.
;
{b) pi. the lines or wrinkles

of the face ; faceman, a miner who works at the

face ; face-piece = *face-glass ; face-plate, {f>) a
plate protecting some piece of machinery; face-

symbol Cryst,, the symbol designating the face

or plane of a crystal ; face-urn, an urn decorated

with a face or faces ; face-work, the e-xterior of

masonry, the material forming the outside of a wall

or the like.

1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest ^ Sunshine ii. 40 It was
more of a ^(ace-ache, .than the genuine toothache. 1878
Congress. Rec. 25 Jan. 548'! In consequence of the limit

placed upon the cost of the building, it was found necessary

to adopt "face-brick. 1901 R. Stubgis Diet. Arckit. s.v.

Brick, Face Brick, one of a superior quality used for the

face of a wall. 1909 Century Diet. Suppl. s.v. Face-work,
In a brick wall, the face-work may be of what are called

face-brick, and laid in thinner points. 1898 Westm. Gaz.
29 Sept. 3/2 Dark plaid skirts and *face-cloth coats. 1928
Daily Express 27 Dec. 5h Smooth face cloth and fox. 1930
Chemist 4" Druggist CXII. 663^1 A novelty in the way of

face cloths. 1928 Peake & Fleure Steppe jf Smvn 97 Its

curious pottery with *face decorations reminds us of the

^face-decorated handles of pots from Cemetery A at Kish
in Mesopotamia. \Z^ Strand Mag. XII. 356/1 It is use-

less to butt the *face-glass or wildly knock your head against

the inside of the helmeL 1874 Porcupine 21 Feb. 742, 3 They
were seen to join in the revelry and devilry as drunkenly as

the most *face-hardened of their companions. X896 Westm.
Gaz, 28 Feb. 6/3 All thick armour is face-hardened on the

Harvey principle. 192a F. Couktenay Physical Beauty 57
The * face-raising ' or ' *face-lifting ' process which does away
with wrinkles, mouth and eyelines and sagging cheeks by
literally 'lifting'off partof theold face and replacing it. 1928

Sitnday Dispatch 16 Dec. 9/4 A youthful appearance is con-

sidered an advantage, and face-lifting is a common thing

among men. 1883 *Face line [see 26 in Diet.]. 1906 Daily
Chron. 13 July 3/3 They are the real Rembrandt. There is a

deep furrow in the brow ; the face-lines are bitten as by acid.

1909 Westm, Gaz, 6 Mar. 16/1 The work of erecting the new
intermediate ribs between the old bridge and the new face-line

is now in progress on all the spans. 1921 Glasgow Herald 21

Apr. 5 The effect of the new offer on thewages of* *facemen*.

1908 Westm. Gnz. 2 1 Sept. 5/3 A big round-topped helmet that

contains a small glass *face-piece through which the wearer

can see. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Face-plate a, a

covering plate for an object to receive wear or shock. 1903

Athenxum 17 Jan. 86/3 How to convert the 'face-symbols of

Naumannintothose of Miller. 1927 Peake &; Fleure /"r/w/i

<V Kings 147 The *face-urns.. do not seem to belong to the

invading people who founded Hissarlikll. 1838 Civil Eng.
& Arclu Jrnl. I. 330/1 What is. called Flemish bond con-

sists in the disposition of the bricks on the outside, or *(ace

work. 1909 Daily Chron. 5 Aug. 1/3 The face-work of the

old parapet having been rc-erected.
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Face, ». Add :

3. To face out of coutitettance : to confront and
disconcert (cf. Countenancb sb. 6 b). To face
up : intr, to show a bold face ; with to^ to con-

front, oppose (a person, etc.).

X854 Punch 27 May 222/1 Is he to be faced out of counten.

ancc by a young whipper-snapper? 1934 D. H. Lawrence
England^ my England 109 She faced up at the truck where
the two men stood up in the wind. X9as Mrs. Belloc
Lowndes Some Men «V Wonten^ Gun Room 161 She was a
woman who always faced up to the realities of life, 1926
Hulchinson's Best Story Mag, Nov. 21 Margery faced her

up. * What I have I hold ", she answered.

4. Toface (he music \ see Music j^. ii.

c. Lacrosse. To place (the ball) between the

crosses of two players of opposing sides, for in-

stance, as a preliminary to the commencement of

the game.
x86^ Laws ofLa Crosse 6 Should the ball lodge in any

spot inaccessible to the ' crosse ' it may be taken out by the
hand and immediately placed on the ' crosse ', but should an
opponent be checking and cry ' face ', it must be faced for,

x88a Rules ofLacrosse 15 Should the ball lodge in any place

inaccessible to the crosse, it may be taken out by the hand

;

and the party picking it up must * face ' with bis nearest

opponent. 1897 E. T.Sach£ ^acr^Xf^ X17. 1910 [see *Facing
vbl. si. 3 b].

6. b. csp. pass. To be confronted with.
1930 Challenge ai May 44/2 An extrovert soldier faced

with the problem of escape from war conditions.

8. e. With off. To turn aside {spec, the current

of a stream).
1887 RusKiN Prmieriia II. 394 A little logwork to face off

the stream at its angles.

14. Also with up,
1883 Specif A Inivick ^ Cortthill Rlwy. 10 All bolt-holes to

have bosses cast on them, which are to be faced up. 1889
Hasluck Model F.ngin. Handybk. (1900) 113 Ifall the flange

joints are faced up absolutely true.

Faced, ///• «-- l- Add : Of a golf-club, tennis-

racket, etc. (see *Fack sb. 15 b), as long-faced^

short-faced adjs.

1893 H.G. Hutchinson ^iJ^^ai These short-faced clubs.

1897 Encycl. Sport \. t^d-jl-x A straight-faced club. Ibid. 613/2
(see "Face sb. i^bj. 1909 P. A. Vaile Mod. Golf\\\\. lao
Don't choose a big-headed club, and avoid a long-faced one.

Fach (f^x). [G., compartment, partition, divi-

sion.] A line of work or business ; a department
of activity

;
(one's) metier.

19S0 Santavana Char, iy Opin. US. v, 143 Very profes-

sional in tone and conscious of his Fach. 19*3 Content^.
Rev. June 757 The Eldorado of story-tellers whose Fach is

the portrayal of luxurious vice.

Facial, a. Add : 4. b. = *face-massage. U.S,
1914 Gertrude Athfrtom Perch of Devil 1. 84 I've got

fourteen heads to dress . .and most of them want a facial, too.

Facies. Add

:

1. b. Path. The appearance or expression of the

face,

1907 Preu:tition£r Apr, 510, I can only recall one facies

which at alt suggested the condition of bien-itre associated

with the acquired disease. 1008 lind, Feb. 393 The facies

gray. 1909 Ibid. Feb. 205 The disorder produces siich a
change m the personal appearance and mental activity of
the patient that its ' facies is pathognomonic

2. b. Spec, in Geol. (see quots,).

1849 [in Diet, sense 3]. i88i Geikik Text-bk, Geol. 615
Every well-marked formation is characterized, .by a general

assemblage oxfacies of organic forms. 1895 H. 5. Williams
Geol. Biol. 69 The X^rmfacies is used in a particular sense in

geology to apply to the particular composition or condition of
a formation tn a ^iven region. 1910 Lake & Rastau. 7>-r/-

bk. Geol. a35 When a geological series or "system is in one
district composed chieny of limestone and in another of clays

and shales, it i« usual to speak of these different types of
deposit as different * facies', toH tr. A. IVegener's Orig,
Continents <V Oceans 46 I'hese alkaline rocks are very strik*

tng in the absolutely similar development of the plutonic,

dyke, and volcanic facies.

Facile princepS (fse-siU* prinseps). [L.]

Easily first, the acknowledged leader or chief.

1834 Greville Mem. (1874) III. xxii. 64 In the prime of
life, . .facile princePs in the House of Commons. 1858 A,
Trollope Three Clerks I. ii. 33 He.. soon became /ociVlf

princeps in ihe list of habitual idlers. 1861 Two Cosmos i.

vi, I'hc /.idle princeps of the Whig Attorneys. 1870 Sir

G. G. Scott /.«/. Medim'al Archil. II. 253 (St. Sophia's)

v^facile Princeps among structures on the pendentive domi-
cal principle, 18B7 Marquisof Salisbury in Times 20 Dec
7/3 In that \sc. political terEivcrsationlheisy«KnV*^n««/*,
and has left all competitors behind.

Facin^f, vbl. sb. Add : 2. b. Lacrosse. (Cf.

•Facb z/. 4 c.)

1910 iVestm. Gas. 2a Apr. 14/3 Facing is no longer to be
regarded as a penalty.

FaciO- (f^ Ju?), used as combining form (see -o-)

of L.facies face, as in faoioplegica.» pertaining to

paralysis of the face ; etc. (see quots.).

1901 DoRLAND Mrd. Diet. (ed. 2), F'acicbrachial^ pertain-

ing to the face and arm. Faciocervical^ affecting the face

and neck. Fnciolingual, pertaining to the face and tongue.
Facioscapulohniiteral, pertaining to the face, scapula, and
arm. 1910 Osler & M«Crae.S';'j/. Med. VII. 124 The facio-

scapulo-humeral type [of progressive muscular dystrophy^
19U F. W. I'rice's Textlk. Pract. Med. 1577 Whrn the
wasting begins in the face (fado-scapulo-humeral type). 19x3
A. A.Stevens /'mcA J/a/. 916 Ina fewinstancesrecurrent
facial paralysis seems to have been an accompaniment of
migraine (facioplcgic migraine).

Fa^on de parler (fasondparU). [Fr.] A way
or manner of speaking ; a mere phrase or formula.

SUPPT.

1806 Edin. ^«v. Jan. 494 Philostratus.. introduces the high
priest of Serapis saying, (in the time of Vitellius) ' and who
can alter the sacred institutions of Egypt?' Was this a
in^re /agon de parler^ 1813 Wellington Dis^. (1838) X.
161, 1 hope that this mode of considering an omission which
can easily be rectified, is only %/a^on de parler. 1886 H. G.
Hutchinson Hints Golf$6 A mere ^oifin^facon deparler.
1907 W. De Morgan Alice/or-Short xUi. 439 Which was
palpably a lie, taken literally; but was ?t./a^on-dc-parler
that passed muster, taken leniently.

Fact, sb. Add :

8. Comb. J as (sense 6")fact-crammed 2.6].

1894 IFestm. Gaz. 4 Apr. 3/1 It was a clever fact-crammed
speech. 1907 Daily Chron. 16 Jan. 3/2 A fact-crammed
encyclopsedia.

Factional, ^ Add : Also sb. A member of a
faction.

1904 N. V. Even. Post 5 July 5 At his left sat the Harrison
factionals of Chicago.

Factionalism (fse'kjanaliz^m). [f. Factional
a. + -ISM.] A condition characterized by faction;

tendency to factional differences; the factional

spirit.

1905 Springfield Weekly RepubL -^x Mar. 3 Factionalism
within the republican parly in Wisconsin, X933 Glasgow
Herald ix Feb. 8 Italy, .suffers in her political life from the
ineradicable vice of factionalism. xga^ContemP. Rer. Nov.
594 'Ihe provinces would be less subject to civil factionalism
if the incentive to obtain control of Peking were absent.

Factionally (fae'kjanali), adv. [f. Factional
a. + -LY ^.] By means of faction.

1893 Columbus Dispatch 16 Sept., It will be their purpose
to not factionally prolong the session.

Factionism (fse'kjaniz^m). [See -ism.] The
factionist spirit or tendency ; *= *Factionalism.
1930 AWf States/nan 18 Jan. 458/2.

Factor, sb. Add: 7. t). Biol. In Mendelian
theory, any of the physiological units which are

held to cause the development in the offspring of

certain characters present in the parent.

1907 PuNNETT Mendelism (ed, 2) 34 Every zygotic cell,

being formed by the fusion of two gametes, is a double
structure, and contains two factors belonging to any given
pair of characters. Note^ By this term \sc. factor] it is con<
venient to denote the physical basis for the unit character
which exists in the gamete. Tallness in the pea is a unit
character, and is transmitted from one generation to another
by the 'tall ' factor in the gamete. 19x0 Doncaster Heredity
56 If the factor tallness is present it makes itself visible, and
therefore the short peas in Fj should contain no tall factor.

Ibid. 136 In Mendelian inheritance, the hereditary deter-

minant of a particular character is spoken of as the factor

for that character. 1921 Conquest Sept. 491/3 Mendel..
introduced the idea of germinal factors, which are to heredity
what the atoms ofDalton were tochemistry. \%%y Haldane
& Huxley Anim. Biol, it. 63 These units are called factors

of heredity, or sometimes still more shortly iix^ ^enes. X930
G. R. DE Beer Embryol. ff Evot. ii. 14 The internal and
transmitted factors are by themselves unable to 'produce*
an animal at all.

8. Factor of safety : the ratio between the load

which a structure or material is capable of sup-

porting and the load which it is required to support,

between the stress which causes it to break and the

stress that it is required to stand ; also, between
the elastic limit of the structure and the usual load.

x8s8[«ee Safetv6I. x866 Rankine Usef Rules 205 Factors
ofsafety for perfect materials and workmanship,.. Dead Load
3. Live Load 4. x876A*//c_yr/. /j>V//. IV. 296/3 In designing a
girder the load which it will have to carry is multiplied by a
number called thefactor of safety, varying from 3 to 6. X877
W. H.White Man. iViji'f///JrM//. 377 Supposing a factor of
safety of 8 to be taken instead of 10, the safe working load..

for timber subject to compressive strains would be about
three-eighths of a ton per square inch. 1910 N. Hawkins*
Elecir. Diet., Factor ofsaf-ty. x. A term expressive of a
determined limit to which materials or mnchities shall be
subjected; the safety limit. 3. In wiring, the ratio between
the breaking stress of a wire and the maximum tension to
which it is subjected in overhead suspension.

Factorisdly (fsektS'-riali), adv. Biol. [f. Fac-
torial a\ + -LY 2.] By reference to factors.

X913 W. Baieson MendeCs Princ. Heredity 84 In all the
cases yet studied the genetic properties of the pied types can
be represented factorially by regarding the pattern or dis-

tribution of the colour as due to a distinct factor or to its

absence.

Factorization (fae:ktor^iz^^•Jon). Math, [f,

Factorizev. + -ation.] The resolution into factors.

x886 G. Chrystal Text-bk. Algebra I. 133 Every known
identity resulting from the distribution of a product of
such factors, when read backwards gives a factorisation.

1888 C Smith Algebra 60 The factorisation of jt*—S is for

many purposes complete in the form (x—i) (jr2+aj:-f-4).

Factory. 6. Add : factory butter (U.S.), -girl

(earlier U.S. example), system^ factory-made ip^\^.

(and sb.) ; factory cloth = factory-cotton,

x888 Vermont Agric. Rep. X. 14 'Factory butter secures
an average higher price than its patrons could secure it if

they made it at home. 187a Mariktta Holley My Opin.
(i89i)205Merrymacca!icoand "factory cloth. 18338. Bkeck
Recoil. (1877) App. 275 "Factory-girls were introduced. X904
Daily Chron. 23 .'Xug. 5/4 The over-decorated "factory-made
furniture ofMichigan and Ohio. Ibid. 28 Dec. 4/5 Cheapest
line of factory-mades. 1905 Ibid. 13 June 7/2 Practically

all shoes are factory-made in the United States. 1847
Knickerbocker Mag. XXX. 513 Such shallow observers be-
tray an entire ignorance of the "factory system.

FactnalnesB (fse-kti»alnes). [f. Factual +
-NESS.] The state of being factual.

1906 C. A. Briggs & VON \i\}OV.\. Papal Comm.ff Pentat.

29 The massive factualness, the serried, interdependent ranks

of fact upon fact. 1995 Public Opinion 14 Aug. 153/3 Even
the compassionate pity they arouse does not lift the weight
of their seriousness and factualness from the reader's breast.

Faculty. 5. Delete -^Obs, and add :

1889 Cent. Diet., Faculty. ..d. In the law of divorce
(commonly in the plural), the pecuniary ability of the
husband, in view of both his property and his capacity to

earn money, with reference to which tlieamount of the wife's

alimony is hxed, X894 [see 12 below].

9. b. The whole teaching staff of a college or

university. U,S,
1829 Western Monthly Rev. III. in Exposition of the

System of Instruction and Discipline pursued in the Uni-
versity of Vermont. By the Faculty. 1843 Vale Lit. Mag,
IX. 66 That was all I could ever get from him on the subject—'that the Faculty were funny fellows, very—bad sent him
off for laughing'. 1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVIII. 9
This body [of trustees] , . is composed of men . . who are not
obliged to consult the Faculty of the college in regard to

proposed changes. 1893 VV. K. Post Harvard Stories 79
There are many classes and individuals..as firmly estab-

lished.. as the Faculty.

12. (sense *9 b) faculty business j list, meeting;
faculty psychology, a term for those systems of

psychology in which certain mental faculties were
held to be the forces and powers accountable for the

phenomena ofmind; %ofacultypsychologist; faculty
tax (example of survival in U.S.) ; faculty theory,
the theory of taxation according to which every

man should help to bear public burdens accord-

ing to his ability.

1877 Mrs. E. S. Ward Story of Avis 74 Some pressing
•Faculty business took him.. to Professor Dobell's house.
X911 H. S. Harrison Queed xviii. 318 The president sat

up late going over his "faculty list. Ibid.^ There was one
man on the staff that West objected to from the first *facuUy
meeting. x886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 41/1 To free us from the
mythology and verbiage of the ' *faculty-psychologists'.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. s.v. Psychology, C. von Wolff (1679-

1754) is regarded as the typical faculty-psychologist. 1897
tr. W. Wundt's Oull. Psychol. 11 The *facuUy.psycholo§y
considered these class-concepts as psychical forces or facul-

ties, and referred psychical processes to their alternating or
united activity. 191X E. R. A. Seligman Income Tax 598
The only other state in which the "faculty tax lasted during
the nineteenth century is South Carolina. X894 — Pro-
cess. Taxation (1908) 205 The "faculty theory of taxation
IS very old. That a man should contribute to the public
burdens in proportion to his ability or faculty is a principle
which dates back to the middle ages... For a long time,, the
best practical test of faculty was supposed to be general
property. 1896 C. C. Plehn Introd, Public Finance 11. ii. 84
feach citizen should contribute as he is able. They claim
that it is easier to measure ability than it is to measure
benefit. This theory is called the faculty theory, the term
'faculty* having been found in this sense in early tax laws.

Facundity (fak27'nditi). Delete iObs. and add

:

X921 limes Lit. Svppl. 17 Feb. H0/4 Two love sequences
..have a fine poetic tacundity, but that is alL

Faddislily (fse-difli), adv. [f. Faddish + -ly 2,]

In a faddish or finical manner.
1928 Collier's 10 Nov, 35/2 The sufferer generally cats

poorly and faddisbly.

Fade (f^>d), sb."^ Transfer + Obs. and add :

2. Cinematography, The action or an act of
* fading ' (see *Fade z/.l 7); also iKC[. fade-in or

fade-outy the gradual brightening up or blacking
out of a picture. Also altrib.

^ X918 Croy How Motion Pictures are Made 175-6 It was
in such experiments that the principle of fade was discovered,
by means of which a scene could be made gradually to grow
plainer until the full details were before the audience. This
in photographic parlance came to be known as the fade>in.

Ibid., Slowly the details of the picture are faded in until

not only the girl's features are plain, but also the surrounding
setting. The reverse of this—the gradual elimination of the
scene—came to be known as fade-out. Ibid., The second
means of accomplishing a fade picture is by means of the
dissolving shutter. Ibid., The diaphragm fade is open to

the objection that with an iris that never closes completely
it is impossible to make a complete fade. 1919 Aniat.
Photographer <V Plioiograpky 592/2 After two hundred f*et

of any picture they could nnd their way blindfolded., to the
fade-out of the lovers. 19U Macbkan Kinemat. Studio
Technique 71 The number of turns in which a 'mix 'or
' fade ' should be accomplished. 1983 Strand Mag, Oct. 350
As I glance around me at this extremely good luxury, and
see through it, like a fade-out at the movies, that abhorrent
little bedroom in the purlieus of Bloomsbury. 1930 Times
a6 Mar. 17/4 We may expect the 'close-ups 'and 'fade-outs*

of happy lovers to be accompanied by the scent of. . roses.

b. transf. Fade-out : Disappearance ; death,

Cf. the earlier *Fadk-away.
19x4 A. J.

Small Frozen Gold 1. 39 It isn't natural for

a whole tribe of stick^at-nothings to be able to do a fade-

out like that. 1930 London Mercury Feb. 324 Personally
I don't want a sticky fade-out yet.

Fade, v.'^ Add :

6. b. Of sound : To die away (cf. *Fadino vbl,

sb, c).

1879 G. B. Prescott Sp. Telephone ix. 387 The voice in-

creased or faded out in proportion as the telephone was
directed towards or receded from the pole of the dipping
needle. X9S4 Wireless Ann. 21 Without a word of warning,

the signal * fades * to nothing.

O. Now often with away, out : To disappear

from the scene, obliterate oneself.

X9S4 A. J. Small Frozen Gold i. 39 When that gang fades

out of one camp, I hear all about it inside twenty-four

hours. 1919 Prikstlky GoodCotnp, 1. ii. 63 'My wife', Mr.

Rathbury muttered, fading out.

7. Cinematography, trans. To cause (a picture,
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etc) to pass gradually in or oztt, i.e. to appear or

disappear on the screen.

X918 Croy Haw Motion Pictures are Made 177 The fourth

method of fading a picture is by means of a chemical process.

Ibid^ This shutter device for fading out a picture may
be operated automatically or by hand. 1922 Macbean
Kinemat. Studio Technique 82 On occasions . . it is necessary

. .to iade or mix titles into a scene to which they relate.

b, transf. of wireless transmission.

10«7 Observer n Sept. 21 Why can't we have the crowd
noises faded in? If it is properly handled it won't interfere

with the man who is reading the race. Ibid. 30 Oct. 26 It

was faded out in the middle of Mr. Chesterton's speech.

Hence Fa'der, an apparatus for controlling the

Tolume of sound in a talking-picture.

1931 B.Brown 7'a/<feM^/*iir/«r« 102 The faderand volume
control.

Fa'de-away. U.S. [Fade v^ 6.] An act of

disappearance.
1911 H. S. Harrison Queedv. 56 She had only pretended

to die in order to make a fade-away with the gate receipts.

19x2 C. Mathkwson PitcJiingin a Pinch i. 1 1 Many persons

have asked me why I do not use my * fade-away ' oftener

when it is so effective.

Faded, ///• a. Add : A\sofaded-oui.
1874 Re^. Vermont Board Agric. U. 600 They are about

shedding their coats, with large patches of unshed, faded-out
hair upon either side.

Fading, vbl. sb. Add : b. Cinematography.
(See Fade v,^ 7,) Also ppL a,

1918 Crov How Motion Pictures are Made 176 Fading in

or out is accomplished by four different methods. 192a

Macbean Kinemett. Studio Technique 65 The operations of

'fading in* and *fadin|; out'. .are. .effected with the dia-

phragm. Ibid. 78 ' Mixing ' from a * Fading-in ' Title. Ibid»

82 The film is then wound bade to the beginning of the
' fading ' with the lens closed.

O. The periodic variation in intensity of wireless

signals, due to in- and out-phase effects.

1923 Wireless Rev, 23 June 128/2 Manchester and New-
castle both appear to m suffering very badly from fading,

1924 Ibid» 20 Feb, 355/1 Fadinsj is always confined to distant

signals (not necessarily weak signals). 1927 GiasgoTv Herald
I Jan. g A site where interference and what is technically

known as 'fading* would be reduced to a minimum. 1930
Morning Post 18 Aug., The difficulty lies more in the
reception of the medium wave stations. These are subject
to variations in strength, owing to fading.

Faenza (fa,e*nza). Name of a city in the pro-

vince of Ravenna, Italy, used attrib, to designate

the pottery made there in the sixteenth century.
1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. t^y/^ Faenza plate (tondino),

with border in deep ultramarine blues, and central coat of
arms in rich orange and red. 1904 Technol. ^ Sci. Diet,
{ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Faenza IVare, a distmctive term
given to a fine sort of pottery originally made at Faenza
near Bologna, in Italy.

Faeroese : see *Faboe3e.

Fag (fseg)* J^-* siatig, [Abbreviation of Fag-
end. (Cf. Fag j^.2 2.)] The fag-end of a cigar

or cigarette; hence applied to cheap brands of
cigarettes.

1888 Sat. Rev, 30 June 786/2 They.. bum their throats
with the abominable *fag , with its acrid paper and vile

tobacco. 1893 Pick-nte'UP 14 Oct. 45/2 Stimulants he calls
' booze ' and a cigarette a * fag '. 1898 Engl. Dial. Diet, s.v.,

Here \sc. at Redruth] we are often asked by youngsters to
'chuck* them *a fag —and whole cheap cigarettes are also
often called fags. 1908 Ch. Times 7 Feb. 173/1 He gathered
into a leather pouch the remains of his cigarettes, and left

the room. 'What docs he do with all those fags?* asked
Conway. 1928 Galsworthy Swan Song iv. 24 Cinemas,
fags, and football matches—there would be no real revolution
wliile they were on hand.

Fa^aceous (^g^'J^s), a, ff. mod.L, Fagacem
(typical genus Fagus * beech ') : see -aceods.]

Belonging to or characteristicofthe family /i7^<w<?^e;

pertaining to or resembling the beech.
1Q02 Webster Sum)!.

* aggot, sb, 10. Add : faggot-iron, iron, in

the form of bars or masses, made from welding
together a faggot or pile of iron bars; faggot-
stitch, needlework in which two pieces of material

are joined together by stitching resembling the fag-

goting of drawn-thread work ; %qfaggot-stitching.
1905 Daily Chron, 13 June 8/4 A lace and canvas epaulette

pelerine, the seams ofwhich are separated by faggot-stitch,

1928 Sunday Express 5 June 8 The frills, which were not
more than halfan inch wide, were set in with faggot stitching.

Faggot, V. Add :

1. d. EmbroidEmbroidery, To ornament (needlework)

by Faggoting ; also, to join (two pieces of mate-
rial) by faggot-stitch.
1900 Mary E. Wilkins Parson Lord 117 She has hem-

stitched and fagoted everything. 1904 Daily Chron. 3 May
5/4 They are joined with an insertion, or are faggoted to-
gether to make kimonas for morning wear.

Faggoted (fae-g^ted),///. a. [f. Faggot sb. or
V, + -ED,] Made into faggots. Faggoted iron (see

quots.). Also attrib.

1848 W. Templeton Locomotive Steam-Engine (ed. 2) 29
The best wrought iron, fagoted and welded together,

fenerally termed fagoted iron- 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.t
'agoted Iron Furnace.

Fagin (f<?i*gin). The name of a character in

Dickens's * Oliver Twist ', a Jew who trained

children to be thieves and pickpockets; allusively

used for a thief or trainer of thieves,

1847 Punch 2 Oct. 125 The Fagin of France after con-

demnation. {Slightly alteredfrotn ' Oliver Twist '.) 1905
Daily Chron. 14 Apr. 6/6 Thieves' kitchen kept by two
modern Fagins...This school of crime bore outwardly the
innocent semblance of a greengrocery and ice<cream shop. .

.

The two Fagins whoconducted it were, .both Italians. I1907
Ibid, 17 May 3/4 The Fagin-Uke person who has hitherto
been King of the Nile.]

Fagine (f.?»*d.5in). Chem, Also -in. [f. L.
fagus beech + -ine 5.] An alkaloid obtained from
the nuts of the common beech Fagus sylvatica,
1838 R. D, Thomson in Brit. Annual 337 Fagin. 1846

Loudon Veget. Kingd. 291 The husks of the common Beech-
tree yield a narcotic extractive, called Fagine. i860
Chambers's Encycl. I. 804/2 A volatile, narcotic, poisonous
principle, called Fagine, is.. found in it [sc, beechmast].

Fagmaster (fse-gmastsj). [f. Fag sbJ- 2 +
Masteb sb.^l A boy who has a junior boy as his

fag, a fagger.
1876 Albemarle 50 Yrs.ofMy Life I. 293 One day I had

to lake a pair of my fagmaster's shoes to ' Cobbler Foots ' to
be mended. 189S Q. Rev, Oct. 283 Probably he would have
been., cobbed by his faemaster as an incorrigible toast-

burner. 1920 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 483/2 One small boy.
Marker minor. . .was told by his fagmaster that he would be
licked for ' fighting * as soon as he was well.

Faliam (fa-am, ft'^'am). Bot, Also faam. [So
Fr.] KnoTch.\dj Angr3ecumfragrans,iTom Bourbon
and Mauritius, used as a substitute for China tea,

and medicinally; also, the leaves so used.
iSsSSiMMONDS^/c/. Trade^ Faham-tea. 1861 [see *BouR-

BOM 3 d]. 1862 Chambers's Encycl. IV. -iwl-z Faam, or
Faham . . much prized in the East for the delightful fragrance
of its leaves.

Fail, V. Add

:

12. e. With negative and const, to with inf., of
a thing, circumstance, situation, influence : Not to

have the effect of, not to result in doing something.
1920 Engl. Hist. Rev. Jan. 143 Turenne. .wasaprotestant,

a circumstance which could not fail to prejudice Louis.

14. c. trans. To fail to pass (an examination).
COlloq.

1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay in. ii. 244 He failed some
dreadful examination and had to go into the militia. Mod.
She failed even School CertiC

Fain (f^'n), ^'.2 Chiefly school slang, orig, dial.

« Fkn v?- Used in the expressiony^zwj oxfain{s
I,fain ityfainitsx see quots.
1870 N. ff Q. 4th Ser, VI. 415/2 * Fains*, or • Fain it *—

A

term demanding a * truce * during the progress of any game,
which is always granted by the opposing party. Ibid.

517/1 A boy who had ' killed * another at marbles, that is hit

his marble, would call out ' Fain it ', meaning ' You mustn't
shoot at me in return ' ; or if a boy was going to shoot, and
some inequality of surface was in his way, which he would
have cleared away, his antagonist would prevent him by
calling out * Fain dears'. Ibid. 517/3 if a prefect wants
anything fetched for htm and jloes not say by whom, those
who wish to get off going say ' Fain I *. 1889 Barrere &
Leland Did. Slang, Faints^ in vogue among schoolboys to
express a wish temporarily to withdraw from participation

in the particular sport or game being played. 1891 Farmer
Slang, Fains ! Fainits ! Fain it

!

Faiu^antism (f^i^iantiz'm). [f. Faineant +
-ISM.] = Fainkantise.
1873 Bookseller z July 549/1 He had little tolerance for

anything like fain&ntism or shirking in those about him.
1808 Star 3 Jan. 1/7 Old Russia, with its fain^antism, its

childish superstition, its base and effeminate pleasures.

Faiuty a. Add

:

7. b. Of food: Not fresh, tainted, local.

x9oa Westm. Gaz, 25 Oct. 2/3 This meat hadn*t been
trimmed. I admit it was * faint '.

Fair, sb,^ 2. fair-ground (e2.x\\tr examples).
1741 LadyPomfret Z,e//. (1805) III. 247 The fair-ground;

which is a square enclosure, with.. shops of all sorts on each
band. 1857 Trans. III. Agric.Soc. 25 Chooseaspotofground
..south of this city for fair grounds. i86z O. W. Norton
Army Lett. 106 It looks like the road near a county fair

ground.

Fair, a. and sb,^ Add : A. adj, 1. b. Also
in comparative,
x8^ J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxix. 451 The fairer

section of our party are startled at the crowds of men in the
streets.

d. Also arch.
1820 Scott Abbot xi, ' So much for your lineage, fair sir

',

replied his companion.

10. Fair wages (attrib.).

1894 S. Webb Hist. Trade Unionism 386 A hundred and
fifty local authorities have now (1894) adopted some kind of
•Fair Wages 'resolution. 1^2 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 692/1
The extent to which a ' fair wages clause ', in some form or
another, has been inserted in public contracts. 1907 Westm.
Gaz. 3 Sept. 7/1 The committee appointed to consider the
fair-wages resolution.

d. spec, in games.
1867 Routledge's Handbk. Football 41 Knocking on and

throwing forward are disallowed : in case of this rule being
broken acatch from such a knock or throw shall be equivalent
to a fair catch. Ibid. 47 A Fair Catch is a catch from a kick,

or a knock on from the hand but not from the arm of the
opposite side, or a throw on, when the catcher makes a
mark with his heel provided no one else on his side touch the
ball. 1896 R. G. Knowles & Morton Baseball 23 If the
ball falls exactly on the foul line, it is afair hit, uulessit rolls

into foul territory.

e. Fairgame \ see Gamej^. 10 b.

11. C. Unquestionable, absolute, complete,
thorough, dial.^ Austral.^ or slang.
187a E. J. Irving Fireside Lays 232 The sichts an* the

soun's thai we witnessed, Amaist made me greet for fair

shame. 1889-98 Fair cop [see *CoPi<5.' ij. zgiS Anzac BA,

31/2 'Ee's a fair cow, *e is.

B, sb.'^ 1. C. Forfair: completely, altogether,

a.S, slang,

1903 H. y. Times 5 Dec 5, 'I seem to he putting my foot
in It for fair*, said the green marine. 1916 H. IZ Wilson
Somewkerein RedGap viiL 352 Pete must of [ = have] been
crazy for fair about that time.

Fair, v. Add : 1. b. Also dial, and U.S, with
^or up.
a 1859 Western Tales (Bartlett) He . . moved to the North,

and whenever he see a fog risin', took to his bed, and kept
it till it fair'd off. a 1859 N. Y. Spirit of Times (ibid.)

There's going to be a nasty fog to-night,, .call me if it fairs

up. 1859 W. White Northumb. ^ Border 448 The squall
lasted for nearly two hours. When it 'faired up*, the son
said [etc.]. x8^ T. D. Price MS. Diary 28 Apr., Rain in

morning but faired up and good day. 1903 A. Adams Log
Caivboy viii. no The weather in the meantime had faiied off.

3. Also of an aeroplane (cf. *Faibing vbl. sb.^).

1922 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 21/1 To reduce resistance, ex-

posed parts may be 'faired *,

Fair-liaired, <z. Add: c.y?^. Darling, favour-

ite. (Cf. White a, 9, White boy.)
1916 J. W. Gerard Face to P'ace with Kaiserism vii.

(1918) 76 The [German] Government published a certificate

va.x.\izOfficial Gazette tQXki^^^^cyihzX. I was their fair-haired

boy, etc.—very nice of them.

Fairily (fes-rili), adv. [f Fairy a. -h-ly2.]

In a fairy-like manner.
1864 Tennyson Islet 18 Fairily-delicate palaces shine.

Fairing (fea'rig), vbl. sb.^ [f. *Faibz', 3 +
-ING 1.] The action or result of making the lines of

a vessel suitable for its easy passage through water
or air ; the line or curvature so made, or the struc-

ture added for this purpose.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fairing, sheering a ship

in construction. Also, the draught of a ship. 1916 H.
Bafbkr Aeroplane Speaks 137 Fairing, usually made of
thin sheet aluminium, wood, or a light construction of wood
and fabric; and bent round detrimental surface in order to
give it a ' fair * or ' stream-like ' shape. 1927 Daily Tel. 6
Sept. 11/3 Ihe fairing of the wings into the fuselage.

attrib. 1930 Daily Express 23 May 11/5 The fairing piece
at the extreme end of the tail, which performs no actual
function in theoperationofthe airship, was slightlydamaged.

b. (See quot.)
X92S Encycl. Brit.'X.'S.X. 21 /i In other countries cable has

continued to be used, frequently duplicated, the cables lying
one beiiind the other with a wood * fairing * between them.

Fair Isle (fe»'rail). Name of one of the Shet-
land islands used attrib. to designate woollen
articles knitted in certain designs characteristic of
the island.

1851 Illustr.Caial. Gt. Ejchib. in. in, 585/2 Fair Isle socks,
gloves, vest piece, comforter, and cap. 1923 Queen 25 Oct.
Advts. p. i/3 Allover Fair Isle Jumpers. Ibid., Fair Isle

Knitting Yam, in 2-ply yellow, green, blue and red. 1924
Tourist Winter Sports No. 20 Shetland wool with Fair Isle

border, 1925 Queen 8 Apr. 19 Attired in her Fair Isle jersey.

Fairly and squarely, adv. (see tmder Fair
AND square). (Earlier U.S. example.)
i86a Congress. Globe 27 Mar. 1402/2, 1 . . doubt . . the ability

of these guns to remain in their position if. .struck fairly and
squarely by shot from the enemy.

Fair-top boot. l/.S, [Fair a, 1 f.] A boot
topped with light-colonred leather.

xj^'m C. Cist CiMcinnaii UZ^i) 150 As an illustration of
fashions, .fair.top boots. 1836 Rhode Isl. American Let.
a Mar. (Th.) His usual dress in the Senate is a blue coat,.

.

drab small-clothes, and fair-top boots. 1853 J. G. Baldwin
Flush Times Alabama 22 He dressed in the old-fashioned
fair-top boots and shorts, i860 S. Moroecai l^irginiaui.
48 His tall and burly form arrayed in fair-top boots [etc].

Fairway, Add

;

b. Golf. That part of a golf-course between a
tee and putting-green which consists of short grass.

1910 B. T)ARv/tti Gol/Courses Brit. Isles 18 Hillocks have
risen as if by magic in the middle of the fairway. 191* Gol/.
From the Times i. 12 The flanking bunkers, set on the edges
of the fairway, are as often as not wholly outside the range
of practical politics as far as his tee shot is concerned, i9a3
Daily Mail 18 Jan. 9 The maintenance staff.. are busy on
the fairways and teeing grounds.

C. Lawn tennis. The middle of a court.

1987 A. W. Myers in Daily Tel. 30 Aug. 10/5 The court
..was soft and yielding near the base-lines, even if true
enough in the fairway.

Fairy, sb, and a. Add : A. sb. 6. Euphemism
for: A catamite, slang.

19J5 F. Lonsdale SpringCleaning 11. Mona. I say, what's
the fairy's name? Richard. Happily for the moment I have
forgotten it. 1929 R. Hughes High Wind in Jamaica iv,

*\Vho are they?' Emily asked the Capuin,..* Who are
who?' hemurmuredabsently...'Oh,those? Fairies.' 'Hey!
Yey ! Yey 1

' cried the mate.

C. 2. fairy bells, a kind of musical instrument

;

fairy cycle, a small cycle for yonng children;

fairy lights, (a) a kind of night light ; {b) small
coloured lights used in illuminations out of doors
and often hung among trees; (c) perversion of
* Verey light *,

189s Ariny ^ Nm/y Co-cp. Soc. Price List 15 Sept, 1664
*Fairy Bells. 1917 Times 6 July 13 A girl of six .. riding

her *fairycycle. 1^)28 Daily Express a June 7/3 The boy
was pushing his fairy cycle near his home when a collision

occurred between two motor-cars, one ofwhich killed him.
1871 Engl, Mechanic 24 Nov. 244/2 A long crescent of
*fairy-!ights, glimmering on the coast-line. 1886 Colon..

&

Ind. Exhib. Official Catal. 166 Advt., New Patent * Fairy
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Lamps and ' Fairy ' Lights. 1891 Strand Mag. Aug. Advt.
I ' Fairy * LigliU With Double Wicks. 1895 Army 4- Navy
Ca^. Sec. Price List 15 Sept. 20 Night Lights... Fairy
Lights, to burn in the * Fairy Lamps*, t^^j W. E, Colun-
SON Ccniemp. Eng. 98 Fairy lights (Verey lights to send
up the S.O.S. or distress signals),

Fairyology (fesrif^'lod^i). [f.FAiBT + -0L0GY.]

The study of fairies. Hence Faixyologlst, one
who studies fairies.

2859 Denkam Tracts {tiiie) A few Fragments of Fairy-
ology. 1908 Daily Ckrott. \x Dec. 4/4 Mr. Dion Clayton
Calihrop, the ' fairyologisc ' of all others—to quote Mr. Tree's
quaint phrase.

Fairy-tale (fe8*ri,t^l'). [f. Fairy + Tale sb,
;

rendering F. conte defies^ a. A tale about fairies.

Also gtn,y fairy legend, faerie, b. An unreal or

incredible story, c. A falsehood. Also attrib.

Hence Tai'ry-tale-lsli a.

tjSoU^'^^*) A new Collection of Fairy Tales, 1797J.
Moses

{titi€) Moral Tales; consisting of the ReconciUation,..a
Fairy Talc, in the modern style, dementia and Matitia; a
Fairy Tale, in the ancient style. 1864 Tensyson Ayiffter's

^/V/d' 89 He.. Had., told her fairy-talcs, Show'd her the fairy

footingii on the grass. 1887 Ruskin Frxterita 1 1. 244 [Shake-
speare's] Henry V. is only a king of fairy tale, ipoo Dail^
Ttl. 4 July (Ware) Mr. Kruger, for the information of his
sympathisers in America, has told a Chicago journalist one
of his pretty little fairy tales, the only truth in which is that

some burghers are again taking up arms. 19x4 Scotstnan
16 Sept. 6/4 1 he Rus*.ians have neither ' landed in nor passed
Great Britain on their way to France or Belgium ', nor are
they now on French or Belgian soiL The whole story has
been a gigantic fairy tale. 19*0 O. Douglas Penny Plain
ix. It would be very nice and fairy-tale-ish !

Fait accompli (fgtakohpU"). [Fr.] An ac-

complished fact,

1845 R. Ford Handhk. Spain i. 337 This is now 3. /ait
accompli. 187a E. Braodon Life in India v. 170 After the
overland route was Vk/ait accampU, the rules of the services

. .restricted the servants of the East India Company from
enjoying much of their leave westward of the Cape of Good
Hope. 1895 Bmif Bells 16 Aug. 177/2 It will be very
interesting to see. .whether various other suggestions.. will

also become fait accompli. 1905 Mrs. H. Ward Afarriage
of W, Ashe IL viii, 139 Elizabeth knew that his appearance
m the conversation invariably meant A/ait accompli of some
sort.

Faith, sb. 14. Add : faith-state,

1896 J. H. Leuba in Amer. JmL Psychol. Apr. 345 That
state of confidence, trust, . . which we have found, more or less

tersely expressed, in every conversion considered is the
Faith.state. 190a W. Jamks Var, Relig. Exper, 505. xoa4
W. B. Si-LBiK Psych. Relig. 158 To induce what psycho-
logists c:tll the faith state may be a very great and wonderful
thing if the object of faith is worthy, Le. God or Christ.

Faithist (f^-))ist). [f. Faith j*. + -tst.] A
member of a sect whose religion is based on revela-

tions contained in the *Kosmon Bible * or 'Oahspe

'

and on angelic communications. Also attrib.

1907 Westm. Gat, 35 June lo/x The Faithist Community,
which has established a modest footing in Balham, anci

whose comprehensive gospel ranges froni the creation of man
to the * glory aiid labours of the gods and goddesses of the
Etherian Heavens'. 19SI Glasgova Herald ^\ Sept. 10 Mr.
F. T. A Davies, founder of the Faithist movement in Eng-
land. X9a8 Sunday DisPatch 39 July 9/5 The Faithists

originated in America. There are only two or three hundred
in Great Britain—most of them in London and the Home
Counties.

FaJcdt v.*^ Add : 1. Also absol,

1908 Smart Set Sept. 39, I knew that . . it had 00 Ctirative

power and I didn't want to be caught faking.

b. Spec. To conceal the defects of (an animal) by
colouring hair or feathers.

1874 (see Diet., sense i). 1895 Stables Our Friend the
Dog viL 73 Faking— Dyeing, staining, clipping, or otherwise
interfering with the dog's coat or appearance, to hide defects

and deceive the judge or pubiia

O. To fit I// as a makeshift,
X9ag Abu Kadaar in Mercury Story Bh. 05 He managed

to fake up some sort of a hand-crusher for the quartz.

Fakir. Add : L b. erron, for Faker U-S.^

pronounced (ffl-kaj),

190* A. D. McFaul Ike Glidden xviL 127 Each day
brought its new characters, fakirs, peddlers, schemers and
promoters. 1903 N. Y. Even, Post 31 Oct. 5 One may see

at almost any of'^the downtown comers a street fakir selling

shoestrings.

Falaslia (fala*ja). [Abyssinian falasJia exile,

immigrant.] One of a group of people in Abyssinia

holding the Jewish faith. Also as collect, sing.

1790 J. Bruck Traxf. L 404 The Falasha . . are^ a people
of Abyssinia, having a particular language of their own ;.

.

they are now, and ever were, Jews. 1869 S. P. Goodhart
tr. J. M. Flad {title) The Falashas (Jews) of Abyssinia.

1875 Encyct. Brit. I. 63/2 A race of Jews, known by the
name of Falashas, inhabit the district of Sainen. 1908 Daily
Chron. 6 Mar. 3/5 Proposed School lor the * Falashas * of
Abyssinia.

Fall, sty Add : 14. d. In ivW fall-fwtch : A
notch made on that side of a tree indicating the

direction in which the tree is intended to fall.

1893 G. D. Leslik Lett, to Marco xxxviii. 253 Then what
they called the fall was made ; this was a larger and deeper
notch on the side the tree was intended to fall. ..By the

proper placement of the fall-notch, the tree was eventually
brought down due west. When the fall had been carefully

cut with the axe, a long, narrow saw was worked through
the stem.

23. c. Also, a flap overhanging a bookshelf.

1897 F.J. HvKGorNK Library Construction y> Falls should
be ofsome cheaper material than leather.

855

29. fall-block, either of the two lower blocks of
a boat's falls ; fall-leaf f/.^"., a table-leaf which can
be let down ; also attrib. ; fall-line, an imaginary
line drawn through a number of rivers where they
make a sudden descent, as at the edge ofa plateau

;

spec, such a line in the eastern United States mark-
ing the western limit of the Atlantic coastal plain

;

fall-notoh = *i4d ; fall-pieoe CT.S,, the flap of a
pairof breeches ; fall-pipe, {a) the sloping inlet pipe
of a water-ram

;
{b) the pipe conveying rain-water

from a roof, etc. to the ground ; fall tube, (a) a
tube in a mercury air pump through which the
mercury falls carrying with it the air from the
vessel in which it is desired to make a vacuum

;

{b) the supply pipe of a water motor.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s.v. Davits When the boat is

lowered the hooks of the •fall-blocks are cast off simul-
taneously. 1883 Man. Seamanship for Boys 136 Fall
Blocks, for Top. Tackle Pendants. 1853 B- F* Taylor Jan,
4- yune (1871) 204 It was the old table with the *fall leaves.
x88a Waite Adv. Far West 189 (A] fall-leaf table. 190a
Ld. Avebury Scenery of Eng. 481 A similar line along the
junction of the uplands with the sea-plain is known in the
United Statesas the **fall line'. i893*faIl-notch[see*i4d].
1837 Knickerbocker Mag. IX. 157 The pantaloons, .with a
perpendicular opening in front, which I should think must
be much more convenient than the old-fashioned *fall-pieces.

1888 Lockwoods Diet. Mci^h. Engin.^ *Fall Pipe^ a drive
pipe. 1999 Daily Tel. 22 Jan. 12/4 When cornered he slid

down a fallpipe. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 1 May 7/2 The *fall

tube is about two metres in diameter. 1904 Tecknol. <$- Set.
Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s.v. Air Pumps, Mercury
is poured into a large funnel (A), and flows thiough the tubes
AB and BC into the ' pump head ' D, from which it falls

down the *fall tube ' D£, whose length is greater than the
height ofthe barometer.

FaU, V. Add :

19. <L Also of the batsman : To be out.
x8Sa Pardon Australians in Eng. 147 Grace fell to a

catch at long-on. z888 R. H. Lyttelton Cricket (Badm.
l^^r.) 344 Ridley again fell to Patter^n, with the total

at 16.

e. To fall over om another or each other (fig.

phr.) : to * scramble * for the first place, engage in

rough-and-tumble rivalry.

X904 W. H. Smith Promoters viii. 144 Capitalists are get-
ting ready to fall over each other in availing themselves of
the opportunity of utilizing the situation.

26. d. Of tobacco leaves : To lose freshness

after cutting.

1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents^ Agric. (1850) 320 Let it \sc.

tobacco] lay on the ground for a short time to * Call * or wilt.

O. Lenther-manufacture* Of a skin : To be-
come soft and pliable.

1885 H. R. Proctkr Text-hk. Tanning xxi. 226 The bate
must be used tepid, and not too strong. The skins *fall

'

(lose their plumpness) in it rapidly, and become extremely
soft and fine to tne touch.

32. b. (Modern quot. for northern usage.)
189a H. R. Mill Realtn ofNature i. 3 They alone fall to

be considered herCL

38. Also const, upon.
X906 E. pHiu-POTis Portreeve in. iv. The rest of the party

fell upon a few moments of silence after they had got out of
earshot. Ibid, xiv, She marked how he fell once more upon
a fitful gloom.

59*. Fall for —% To be captivated or carried

away by ; to yield to the attractions of ; (in a bad
sense) to be taken in by. orig, U.S. slang.
xyzz L. J. Vance Cynthia 179 'Ihere's only one sensible

tbm2...And 1 think I can see you falling for it. 1916
H. I* Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap v. 186 Even
Mis' Judge Ballard fell for it, though hers were made of
severe black with a long coat. 1^19 — Ma Petiengiil x.

292 Herman fell for it all—ail this old stuff. 19x4 Rose
Macaulav Orphan Island xiz. { i. 250 European critics, for

ever falling for new things, would fall most certainly for

this. zoa6 Galsworthy Silver Spoon u. viii, ' Francis
Wilmot? Oh 1 he's "fallen for" Marjorie Ferrar', 19*6
Publishers' Weekly 30 Jan. 327 Can't you picture the sus-
ceptible swain falling for books of love stories? 1937 Sunday
Express 4 Sept. 5, Ihave got a play here by some French-
man about how you live with a guy who has got a wife.

The guy falls for you until his wife trips him. Then there's
a bed-room scene. 19*9 Farjeom Underground xxi, I held
out my pocket-case, and said I'd found it on the floor of
the hotel. * Is it yours? * i asked. To my surprise, he fell

for it beautifully.

60. Tall from—w O. Delete f and add :

187a C. E. MAURicE5/<^'^fMZ.a/<f:^tf«iv.354 The followers
of Louis were falling from him.

84. Fall down. f. To 'come to grief*; to

collapse, fail. Often with on. slang, orig. U.S.
1873 J.^ H. Beadle UndeveL West xxxii. 704 We'll reach

Sioux City by 5 o'clock if we don't fall down.. .But we did
'fall down ' just at noon, running hard aground. 1899 J. L.
Williams Stolen Story etc. 223 It amazed him every time a
new reporter.. fell down on a story. 1913 F. H. Burnktt
T. Tembaromii, I'll put upa mighty hard fight before I fall

down. Ibid, iii, Vouldn't nave fell down on that order for
twenty-five dollars. 1938 Publishers' Weekly 26 May 2175
We know of many cases where we fell down on buying
books written by authors that bad had successful books be-
fore. 19*8 Daily Tel. 14 Aug. J0/4 If we fall down on the
job of ahborbing these 10,000 men of good stock and stamina.

Fall-away, sb. Add : 2. A falling off.

1878 H. F. Tayloh Between Gates ^yi On midsummer the
Yo Semite is less of a fall than a fall-away.

Fall-backi a. U.S. Of a chaise, etc. : Having
a back which can be let down.

falsi;.

1767 Boston Gaz. 12 Oct. (Th.) A Fall-back Chaise for sale.

1768 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XI. 38 He also has five fall-back
chaises, one fall-back curricle. 183a Coll. Neiu H. Hist. Soc.
III. 37 He was the proprietor of a fall back chaise.

Fall-down, sb. U.S. [Fall v. 84.] a. A device
forming part of a trap. b. A downfall ; a reverse.

1853 F. W. Thomas J. Randolph io6 There stood the trap
with the fall-down about ten feet from us. 1889 Kansas
Times Sf Star 13 Dec, There was prosperity in about every
line of business here, except the undertakers' and for the
latter's fall down, much thanks.

Fallen, ///. a. 4. absol. with the : Add : Those
who have died in battle.

1914 W. D. Newton War xi. i ig The corpses of the fallen
were trodden and ground beneath stumbling heedless soles.

1917 L. BiNYON ititle) For the Fallen and other jjoems.
1919 Times 12 Nov. 16/5 The majority of the citizens
willingly consented to pay a tribute to the memory of the
fallen.

Fallenness (f^'l'nines). [£ Fallen//'/. a.+
-NESS.] The state of being fallen ; es/>. degenerate-
ness consequent upon the Fall,
1871 W. Graham Lect. Ephesians 364 It teaches the

fallenness of our whole nature. 1913 W, H. Moberlv in
Foiintiations 283 What is important is not an historical Fall,
but the fact of ' fallenness *. 19*3 Expos. Times J uly 439/2
It fails to express the fallenness of man's original animalism
and degradation.

Faller. Add : 2. Also US.
X90S Ter/ns Forestry ^ Losing yj Faller^ one who fells

trees.

5. b. A kind of stamp (see quots.).

^ 1884 Knight Did. Mech. Suppl., yra//<?r, a vertical stamp
in a fulling, milling, or stamping machine ; usually lifted by
cams and allowed to drop vertically and endwise. Ibid.^
Faller Machine., a machine with vertical stamps or fallers,

used in milling goods.

Falling, z^M J(J. 7. Add : ff^/?-?i5. C^ felling)

\vifalling axe ^ rope^ wedge,
1875 G. C. Davies Rambles School Field-Club viii. 67 A

' faUing rope '. .that men attach to the top of a tree when
they wish to cut it down. 1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging
r^ Falling <z.r,an ax with a long helve and a long, narrow
on, designed especially for felling trees. Fulling wedgey a
wedge used to throw a tree in the desired direction, by driv-
ing it into the saw kerf.

Falling, ///. a. Add

:

2. Falling diphthong', see Diphthong sb. note.

5. Applied to weather in which rain, snow, or
hail falls or may be expected, dial, and U.S.
X733 Franklin Poor Richards Almanac 6 Windy and

falluig weather. 1760 Washington Diaries I. 112 The
morning., promised much rain or other falling weather. 1780
in ColL New H. Hist. Soc. IX. 176 Cloudy but no falhng
weather. 1838 Caroline Gilman Recoil. Southern Matron
XXV, 172 It looks like falling weather, and my old drab will

come in well to-day. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2) s-v.

Weather^ 'We are going to have falling wcadier*, means
that we are going to have rain, snow or hail. 1884- in dial,

glossaries (Gloucester, Hereford, Warwick, Worcester). 1919
H. L. Wilson Ma Pettengilt v. 165 Will you look at that
mess of clouds? I bet it*s falling weather over in Surprise
Valley.

False, <3:. Add:
2. d, or by any restrictive action or inflnence.

1768 Blackstone C(7w««. III. viiL 127 To constitute the
injury of false imprisonment there are two points requisite :

I. The detention of the person ; and, 2. The unlawfulness of
such detention. 1880 T. E. Holland Jurispr. m A man
has a right to go where he pleases, so long as he does not
interfere with the rights of others, and anyone who prevents
him from so doing, whether by constraint actually applied,
or by such show of authority or force as has an effect on the
will equivalent to actual constraint, is said in English law to
be guilty of 'false imprisonment'.

6. b. False starter \ see quot.

1913 J. D. Hackftt Labor Terms in Management Engi-
net-ring May, False .Starter, one who has been selected,
tested, and approved by the employment department but
who fails to start work,

8, b. Law. False issue : an issue introduced by
counsel in order to conceal the real issue. False
pretences; misrepresentations made to convey a
false impression. Alsofalse representation.

1737 Act 30 Geo. lie. 24 § I All persons who knowingly
and designedly, by false pretence or pretences, shall obtain
..money, goods, wares or merchandizes, with intent to.,
defraud any person, .of the same. 1831 [J. Banim] Smuggler
(1833) 1. xi. 139 Made prisoners in it, upon false pretences.
1836 Mag. Dom. F.con, I. 92 Indictable for obtaining money
under false pretences. 1858 False representation [sccRepre-
skntation 4]. x^\ Act 24 ff 25 Viet, c 96 § 88 it shall be
sufficient in any Indictment for obtaining or attempting to
obtain any such Property by false Pretences to allege that
the Party accused did the Act with Intent to defraud, with-
out allegingan Intent to defraud any particular Person. 1903
Westm. Gaz. 12 June lo/i Mr. Robson : 'l"hen your lordsliip

does not specify any false issues that you say 1 raised? His
Lordship: The false issue you raised was whether or not
the uncle was justified in going to the detective to find

out the wife's residence instead of going to the father, and
there were hours in the Divorce Court occupied upon
that point. 1907 Daily Chron. 38 Aug., When charged he
pleaded guilty to three charges of obtaining goods on false

pretences.

13. d. Also in more fi;eneral sense.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 605/1 Where pheasants exist

in any number, a ' false covert ' of spruce and fir loppings

should be made at the point to which it isdesu-able to force

the birds.

1, Photog. F'alse image x an extra image made
on the plate at the same time as the image proper

by a defective lens.
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xZ^z Pkoiegf. Ann. 11. 30 Another troulilesome fault is

what is called a ghost, or false image. 1918 Photo-Minia-

ture XV. Mar. (Gloss.), False Inia^e^ an extra image, usually

unsharp and often inverted, which a defective (doublet)

lens vnW give on the plate at the same time as the image

li *c. False alarm : an alarm without founda-

tion, given either purposely to deceive or under

misapprehension of danger. Now often transf, or

gen,

1594 [see Alarm sh. Z\ x8oa C James Mtlit. Did. s.v.

Alartth False-Alarms, are stratagems of war, frequently

made use of to harrass an enemy, by keeping them perpetu-

ally under arms. 1834 tr. yacquemont's Journ. India 1, 314

M y pistols and watch were almost in his way ;^
but, disturbed

..by some noise or false alarm, he had not lime to choose.

1847 Annk Bronte Agnes Grey xvii, There was * no need to

be in such agitation about the matter—it might prove a false

alarm after all '. 1873 Gentleman's Mag. X. 587 The false

alarm . . was made the occasion ofa discussion . . , which ended
in the Lord Mayor advising his civic brethren to wait and
see. X900 Daily JVews 7 Dec. 3/2 Any day the giving of a
false alarm might cause the deaths ofpersons endangered by
fire, and whom the Brigade did not reach in time.

15. In various technical uses : see quots.

X854 Poultry Chron. I. 488 On inspecting the windpipe

from the root of the tongue, I found congesuon and swefliLig

of the glottis and rima glottidis, but no false membrane
such as I should have found in a child. 1873 T. H. Green
Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2) 265 In croup the exuded materials

coagulate principally upon the surface of the membrane,
where, together with the newly-formed cellular elements,

they form the false membrane. 1879 St. George's Hasp,
Ke/>. IX. 702 Sore-throats without anything that can fairly

be called false membrane. x88o Encycl. Brit. XII. 180/2

Immediately within the opening of the nostril [of a horse],

the respiratory canal sends off on its upper and outer

side a diverticulum or blind pouch (called ' false nostril ') of

a conical form. i88a Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlew.^
False hem, this is applied to a fold-over at the extreme edge
of any portion of dress or other article, .which has the

appearance of a hem . . but is not one. 1883 Man. Seaman-
shipfor Boys 97 Cardinal Points. . . False Points. So called

because they borrow theirnanies from the two points between
which they come. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 235/2 Such a point

is called a false north pole, and we see that theexistence oftwo
true north poles necessitates the existence ofa false north pole.

1886 Ibid. XXI. 404/2 These portions go on growing in a
direction at an angle with the previous one, but still in con-

tact, and thus produce the 'false-branching* to which the
Cladoihrix owes 'ts name. 1888 Lockwood's Did, Meek.
Efigin. s.v. False IVater^ When steam is generated very
rapidly in a boiler, the immediate effect is a rapid rising of the
water level in the gauge cock.s, due to the increase in volume
caused by admixture of steam. This sudden increase is

termed false water, zooa Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 99/2
False Station.—When the theodolite cannot for any reason

be placed over the centre of a station, if the distance be
measured, and the theodolite reading of it be noted, the
observed angles may be reduced to what they would be at
the centre of the station. False stations have frequently to
be made in practice.

e. False grain : a fresh crop of small sugar

crystals formed during the process of sugar manu-
facture when syrup is introduced into the crystal-

lizing pans in order to increase the size of the

formed crystals.

X900 Sadtler Hand-hk. Industr. Org. Chem. (ed. 3) 132
Tlie process of admitting successive portions of fre.sti syrup
after the * grain 'has once formed is used in the develop-
ment of large crystals. It must be used with judgment
though, or the new syrup starts a new set of minute crystals,

making what is called ' false grain *.

16. c. False dawn, morning, sunrise [tr. Arab.

^ubhi kd^ib"] : a transient light which precedes the

true dawn by about an hour, a phenomenon common
in the East.
183a MoRiEK Zohrai \, Do tell me. .whether that be the

dawn or the false dawn ? 1868 E. Fitzgerald Omar (ed. a)

ii, Before the phantom of False morning died. 1879 E.
Arnold Lt. Asia v. 54 Then slept he.. But rose e'er the
False-Dawn. 1928 Daily Express 23 Aug. 8/3 A flickering

false-sunrise.

17. False core : see quots.

1843 HoLTZAPFFEL Tumttig I. 338 note^ The term false-

core IS employed by the brass founder to express the same
thing as the drawback of the iron founder. The former calls

every loose piece of the mould not intended for holes, a false

core. 1874 Knight Did. Mech.^ False-core^ a part of a
pattern which is used in the undercut part of a mold, and is

not withdrawn with the main part of the pattern, but re-

moved by a lateral draft subsequently. 1907 A. M^^William
& LoNGMUiR Foundry Practice 95 In light work these re-
movable parts of a mould are termed ' false cores ', and in
heavy work ' drawbacks '.

False-card, v. inlr. To play a false card (see

False a. 2 g).
1580 Warner Alb. Eng. vi. xxx. 132 Nay, be it that he

should espie false carding, what of it ? 1903 Elwell Bridge
82 The dealer false-cards so that the adversaries will not
know that he holds the queen. 1^3 Daily Mail 23 June 6
A simple case of false-carding is where declarer holding
ace, king of a suit led by an opponent takes the first trick
with the ace in order to convey, the idea that he does not
possess the king. , . Many players false-card without rhyme or
reason,

Falntin, sb. and a. =: HiGHFALUTiK.
igai T. R, Glover Pilgrim 118 He does not use of the

Church the splendid language of Paul, still less the falutin

of some second century Christians. 2938 Observer 12 Feb,

17/5 The Swarajists.. would have. .sought to flout Parlia-
ment with falutin phraseif.

Palx. Add : 2. Ent. Each of the pair of pre-

hensile claws of the proboscis of a spider.

i.^%Encycl. Brit, II. 272/1 These organs are often called

356

mandibles, but more generally..yi/rw, 1883 H. O. Forbes
Nat. Wand. East. Archipelago iii. vi. 216 With the lapidest

motion.. it \sc. a spider] flashed its falces into my flesh.

Pamennian (fame-nian), £Z, Geol. Also -ien.

[ad. Y.famennienj f, Famenne, a district of western

Luxemburg.] Epithet of the uppermost division

of the Devonian rocks in Belgium and northern

France, consisting of the Condrusian psammites
above and the Famenne shales below.
18S8 Pbf.stwich Geol. II. 581 Famennian system. 1893

Geikie Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 3) 787 In Brittany also, Devonian
strata are found, including representatives of the Famennian
groups with Cypridinas and Goniatites, 1894 J. D. Dana
Man. Geol. (ed. 4) 627 In the Eifel, the three divisions, the
Rhe'nan, Eifelian and Famennian are well developed. 1909
SoLLAS tr. Suess* /''ace of Earth IV. 61 Five species of
Avicula (Leptodesma) which the Chemung stage possesses

in common with the Famennian of Belgium.

Familial (fami-lial), a. [ad. Y.familialy f. L.
famiiia family + -al.] a. Med. Occurring In mem-
bers of a family, characteristic of a family.

1903 Avter. yrnl. Psychol. July-Oct. 100 The chronic con-
stitutional type, said to be to a large extent familial. 1910
Practitioner June 809 It is a familial defect rather than an
acquired disease, 1925 H. Gushing Osier I. 432 Instances

in which the disease [sc. Angina Pectoris] has shown heredi-

tary or familial tendencies.

D. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a family.

1907 Saleeby in Daily Chron. 6 June 4/4 The parental or
familial attitude towards education. X919 Conrad Arrory

ofGold IV. ii. 163 A remote ideal which yet may belong to his

lamilial tradition. 1929 Josephson Zola plate facing 492 A
Familial Scene in the Garden of Zola's English Retreat.

Familistere (famiU'st^r). [Fr.] = Familis-

TEBY.
x88o Encycl. Brit. XI. 265/2 A palatial /«OT(7«^.?Vr with

accommodation for 400 families, a 1889 Sci. Amer. Snppl.

8761 {Cent. D.) In 1859 Godin put up a large building called

\.\\fifajfiilisterc, for the accommodation of 300 families, add-
ing a theater, school-house, etc 1899 Daily News 15 Sept.

3/2 The famiUisteie [sic\ founded by M. Goudin at Guise.

Famille (famzy). [Fr., = family,] Vhv.famille

de robe : a lawyer's family. (See Kobe sb. 4 b,)

1857 J. W. Croker Ess. Fr, Rev. iv. 161 Pierre Louis

Roederer, born about 1756 of a respectable^/wV/i? de robe.

x88x Miss Thackeray Mme^ de Shngni ii. 10 A. .gentle

heiress belonging to a respectable^/«///^ de robe.

b. Famille rose : Chinese enamelled porcelain

of which the predominant colour is red. Famille

verte : enamel ware of which the predominant

colour is green,

1898 Gulland Chinese Porcelain 174 Famille Verte. So
called from the decoration being chiefly in green enamel.

Ibid. 192 Famille Rose. So named from a rose tint in

greater or lesser quantity being employed in the decoration.

1003 Daily Chron. 7july 2/7 A large famille-rose cistern. i(^
E. Dillon Porcelain 106 We may probably associate with
the beginning of this reign [rv's. Kien.lungf 1735-1795)!. .the

first use of the rouge dor which has given its name to a well-

known class of porcelain

—

^^famille rose.

Family. Add : 6. b. (In botany ' family ' is

now used, as in zoology, for a division of an order,

and has therefore superseded the term * natural

order
'
; e.g. order Rosales, family Rosacex.)

11. family allowance, an allowance paid to

workers in proportion to the size of their families;

family portrait, a portrait of a member ofa family

in whose possession it remains as an heirloom or

a relic; family-room U.S., = living-room.

1938 Briiain^s Industr, Future {Lib. Ind. Ing.) iii. Argt,

139 The minimum wage should be fixed for each industry. .;

the introduction of *Family Allowances may be found
desirable by industries to which they are suited. 1928
Manchester Guardian Weekly 6 Jan. 5/2 A living wage laid

down by the State, to pay which industry must be re-

organised by Stale action, family allowances, [etc.]. 1931

N. <y Q- 20 June 447/2 Is not the fifteenth century too early

for *family portraits? 1884 Howells 5. Laphani xix. 356
Indicating the *family-room, he added, * She's in there*.

Ibid. XXV. 461 He heard talking in the family room.

Fan, sby Add: 6, d. Geol. See quots. and
*CoNE sb?- 1 d. Also attrib. mfafz-dellay -terrace.

1864 Haast Rep, Form. Canterbury Plains 19 The term
'delta ' in geology is confined to the alluvial deposits of a
river at its mouth, falling either into the sea or into a lake;

but thinking that giving such a name to the alluvial accumu-
lations of the rivers in this island, showing some peculiarities,

would impart an erroneous impression. Dr. Hector and my-
self, in drawing up a synopsis of the geological formations

of New Zealand, have adopted for the formation of those

subaerial accumulations the expression ' Fan ', for those of
regular vvater-courses; and of Half-cone', for those of inter-

mittent mountain torrents, and we shall for the future use
these two expressions. 1873 F. Drkw in Q. Jml. Geol. Soc.

XXIX. 446 At the mouth of each of these [gorges] are alluvial

fans, which project out into the flat of the river-alluvium.

Ibid. 447 The fan is properly a flat cone, having its apex at

the mouth of the ravine. Ibid. 448 The only difference of

form between an alluvial fan.. and the fan talus sketched

in fig. 3 is in the degree of slopc.^ Ibid. 455 The course of

events was, that after the formation of that fan the main
river lowered its bed, cutting through its own alluvium;
this caused the fan-stream to cut through its fan. 1883

H. Miller in Proc. R. Phys. Soc. VII. 290 Fan Terraces,

or Lateral Delta Terraces. 1890 Gilbert in U.S. Geol.

Survey Monograph I. %\ footnote^ The *a!luvial fan ' of
Drew is the * alluvial cone' of American Geologists, and
there would be some reason for preferring 'fan' to *cone_*

if it were necessary to employ a single term only. It is

convenient to use them as synonyms, employing 'cone'
when the angle of slope is high and ' fan ' when it is low.
1903 in Ld. ky&hMxy Scenery ofEng. 482 The vale of Neath

PAN.

contains a series of such cones or 'fans' of gravel. 1930
Nature CV. 322/2 The wind-worn grains of magnetite
brought northward from the great fan-deltas of the Adour
system.

e. Tiiat portion of the side-bars of a saddle

which projects behind.
X908 Animal Managem. (War Office) 169 The projecting

portion of the side bars behind is known as the ' fan . Ibid.

179 'Ihe part of the pannel corresponding to the * burr ' or
'fans ' stitched across to keep the hair from re-entering.

6. f. In a motor car, an apparatus for sending

a current of cold air through the radiators. Also
attrib.

1900 Motor-Car World May 178/2 The motor.. is cooled
by means of a fan driven from the periphery of the fly-

wheel. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 27 Apr. 4/1 The cylinders had
kept so cool by the fan-blower that I could almost keep
my hand on the combustion head. z9xs Motor Manual
(ed. 14) iii. 64 An alternative method which avoids the use
of a separate fan, is provided by fan-vaned arms in the fly.

wheel. 1925 Morris Owner's Man. 14 The Fan Belt Ad'
justmen t.

10. a, fan-blower (earlier U.S. example).
1846 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents {iZ^i) 84 The fan blowers

now used in steamboats for blowing the fires in the furnaces

are generally made from two to three feet in diameter.

e. In various atlrib. uses relating to the ventila-

tion of a mine by means of a fan.

1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal-mining 101 Fan Drift, a short

tunnel leading from a short distance from the top of the
upcast shaft to the fan chamber or casing in which the fan

runs, along which the whole of the return air is drawn by
the fan. .. Fan-shaft, i. A shallow pit-shaft sunk beneath
a fan connecting it with the fan drift. 2. The upcast
shaft where a fan is in use. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 9 Mar. 7/4
The fan-drift connecting the present downcast pit with the
existing fan has at last been completed. 1921 Did. Occnp.
Terms{ig2-j) § 047 Fan boy^an man, . . turns handle of small
ventilating fan to ventilate heading not served by main air

current. 19*7 Daily Tel. 7 June 12/5 The dismissal of
three fanmen who refused to do certain work.

11. fan consouant, a consonant pronounced with

the edges of the tongue more extended than is

usual in making analogous sounds, as in the Arabic
' emphatic ' consonants ; fan-delta, see *5 d ; fan
draught, a system of supplying air in boiler

furnaces by means of mechanically driven fans

;

fan-head U.S.^ the hooded merganser of N.
America, Merganser cucullatuSf the male of which
has a fan-shaj^ed crest.

1902 Sweet Primer Phonetics (ed, 2) 36 *Fan (spread)

consonants . . are modifications of point and blade consonants.

[1908 — Sounds Engl. 45, t/, d/ occur in Irish English as
substitutes for J), 6 respectively ; in them the fan modifica-

tion is supplemented by a slight raising of the back of the

tongue.] 1894 VV. H. White Man. Naval Archil, (ed. 3)

563 *Fan draught is also of great value under unfavourable
conditions, such as hot weather, calms, or following winds,
giving a command of steam not possible with funnel draught*

1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 58/1 Thehooded merganser,
generally termed ' *fan-head ' owing to its beautiful crest, is

a fish duck.

Fan, sb,*^ (abbrev, of Fanatic), Delete ^Obs,

and add : Re-formed in mod.Engl. (orig. UJs.') to

denote : A keen and regular spectator of a (pro-

fessional) sport, in early use esp. of baseball

;

hence, a keen follower of a specified hobby or

amusement, and gen, an enthusiast for a particular

person or thing.

1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 26 Mar., Kansas City baseball
fans are glad they're through with Dave Rowe as a ball club
manager. 1896 G. Ade Artie xvii. 158 I'm goin* to be the
worst fan in the whole bunch. 1901 Dialect Notes II. 139
Fan, a base ball enthusiast ; common among reporters.

19x4 Daily Express 3 Oct, 3 First League football 'fans*
in London can have a joyous time to-day. 1915 Film
Flashes 13 Nov. i It is quite usual for a picture * fan* to

come out of one theatre and immediately cross the road to

another. Z9»> W. T. Grenfell Labratipr Dr. iv. 56 Among
my acquaintances there were not a few theatre fans. 1921
A. W. Myers Twenty Yrs. Lawn Tennis 149 This was
sheer spectacular tennis, dear to the hearts of the American
'fans'. 19*8 S. Vines Humours Unreconciled xiii. 168

What about., your League of Nations and disarmament
fans? 1928 B. Nichols Star-spangled Manner xxi. 247,
1 felt.. that she might have been a little less obviously
solicitous of the radio fans.

Fan, v. Add :

1. b. (Later U.S. examples.)

1879 ToURGKE Foots £"rr. xxxvii. 261 Whoever got ' fanned
out '—it was always our own folk that did it. 1$^ A. Ruhl.
Other Americans x. 151 One dreams of. .a Broadway
policeman marching down upon them leisurely with a night-

stick and fanning them away.

2. b. Also, to move smartly ; to clear out. U.S.

slang,
1902 O. Wester Virginian xv. 168 This hyeh train?..

Why, it's been fanning it a right smart little while. 1905
Rex Beach Pardners v. (1912) 120 He saw I was drunk, and
fanned out, me shootin' at him with every jump.

3. Also, to stir (water) in this way ; hence intr.

or absol.

i8&6 Outing [V,S.) Will, 161/1 The trout. .is balancing

himself on the hard sandy bottom, his fins slowly fanning the

water. x%^ Daily News 15 June 4/7 It is commonly in

steady weather that you see the trout with their heads a
quarter of an inch beneath the surface, and with their tails

fanning expectantly. r

b. Also in mod. U.S. slang.

1907 Mui-FORD Bar-2o viii. 86 Then I wants a drink an*

he goes an' fans a knife at me. 1916 H. L. Wilson Some-



PAWAR.
wherein RtdGap iii. 85 Ketch me not ready to fan the old
forty-four !

6. C. intr. To spread out in the shape of a fan

;

to assume a fan-like shape.
1936 Hutchinson''s Best Story Ma^. Nov. 59/1 His black

tangle of beard, fanning over his knees rufiled In the wind.
d. trans. To cover (an area) by fanning (*Fak-

NING vbl. sb, 5 b). U.S.
190X H. W. Wilson I'/Uhthe Flag to Pretoria II. 472 It

was our. .task to 'fan' this [jc. a wooded valiey], as an
American officer would say, by scattering a ceaseless shower
of bullets throughout its length.

7, (Later U.S. examples.)
19x6 Titus I conquered \\. 84 His quirt fell... He fanned

his pony again, and the beast grunted in his strugcles for
increased speed in the cUmbing. 191S Mulford Afan/r,
Bar-20 ix. 100 Cussed if I wouldn't 'a' give six pesos, U.S.
to V seen that cougar a-fannin' you !

Fauar> FanariotCe)» variants of Pbanar,
Phanauiot.
1819 '1'. Hope Anastnsius {.\%io) I. 41 He. .plunged head-

long into all the intrigues of the Fanar. Ibid. 70 The
persons of the Fanariote grandees were of a piece wiih their
habitations. /6t'd. 77, I bad had my share of the second-
hand insolence, which the Fanariotes lake very quietly from
the Turks. X83S Penny Cycl. X. 194/2 A crowd of Fanariotes
always followed the new Ho«^>odar5. Ibid.^ The bankers of
the Fanar. X856 Man. h\ Perthes I. 411 The cruel exactions
ofthe Greek princes, and insatiable Fanariots. 1878 Disraeli
in Buckle Life (1930) VI. 320 A perfect Greek of the Fanar.
1886 EncycL Brit, XX. 20/1 Ihe Fanar quarter of Con-
stantinople.

Fauciable (fae-nsiab'l), a, [f. Fanct v. +
-ABLE.] a. That may be fancied or imagined.
b. To which a fancy may betaken,
1930 W. HoLTBY in Time ff Tide 14 Feb, 213 The less

fanciable evidences of his physical ailments. Mod. It looks
very fanciable.

Fancy, sb, and a. Add : A, sb. 14. Often =
*fancy cake (below).
1891 Confectioners' Union 15 Oct., Advta. p. iii, Fondant,

Jellies, Gelatine goods,, .and other Fancies. Ibid, 15 Nov.
633/2 The room where Christmas fancies are being packed
by a small army of girls, 1894 Skuse Complete Confect. 1 10
Iherc are a great number of fancies made from grain sugars,
sold about Christmas time.

B, 2. fancy-girl slang
='fancy-woman.

1930 A. P. Herbkkt iVater Gipsies xxii. Let's hear the
rest now—out with it I You been his fancy-girl?

C, adj. 1. fancy cake, etc. See also next.
1893 Httt\ssM, Pastry MaJking Z Fondant Icing.. for icing

fancy pastry-cakes. Ibid. 97 Fancy Ornamental Meringues.
(Meringues d^cortfes). 191a Ibid. 20 Dtp in the fancy ^kes
or paMry with the point of a penknife or fork,

C. Also as sb., short iorfatuy pelargonium, etc.
X904 Brotherston Bk. Carnation 17 * Fancies ' include a

large variety of flowers with markings and colours of the
most diverse kinds. 1905 ll^estm, (m. 3 Sept. 12/3 Two
fancies were certificated.

3, e. Fatuy religion. (See quot.)
19*5 E, Fhaskr & Gibbons Soldier \ Sailor Words, Fancy

religion, a very old Service colloquial term in both Navy
and Army for a creed or denomination not Church of Eng-
land, Roman Catholic, or Presbyterian, before the War the
three authorized creeds,

Fancy bread. [Faxcy sb. and a. C. i.] Bread
not of the ordinary texture, size, and weight of the
standard ' hoasehold ' and ' cottage ' loaves.
xSoi Times 9 Kfar., Germans, who make what they call

French or fancy bread, particularly to please the appetites
of foreifiners. tZ^t Guide to Trade,BaAer6s Fancy Bread,
Ginger-bread, Buns, Rolls, Muffins and Crumpets, etc 1853
Fraser's Mag. June XLVII. 680/2 A Urge assortment of
fancy breads, 1894 Daily Tel. 5 Dec. 5/3 He brought
witnesses to show that the article was *fancy'—that is to
say it was baked by itself. 1904 l^estm. Gas, 23 Aug. 4/1
Fancy bread is for the future to be defined a« that which is
* made up into separate rolls, t wists, or other shape-^, each of
which is less than one pound in weight *, 1908 y. Kirkl^ttuCs
Mod. Baker II. 165 'I'he greatest diversity of opinion
prevails amongst bakers as to what is fancy bread. The
rough interpretation of the terra as recognized by the Bread
Laws is : Bread that cannot readily be mistaken for plain
bread. Thedistinguishing mark in thlscaseissome difference
in shape or in glaze ; but the baker in a technical sense gives
the term fancy bread a much wider meaning, and makes it

include all sorts which involve more labour in manufacture,
or entail greater cost for materials.

Fancy work. Add: K\%ofig.
t^rj W. p. Ker Eliz. Voyagers Coll. Ess. 1925 I. 3 The

importance and the novelty of their matter seem to prevent
any excessive rhetoric; they cannot afford the time for fancy
work. 1939 Daily Express 7 Nov. 19/1 They cut out all

fancy work and went straight ahead for goal.

Fandangle. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1835 Southern Lit. Messenger I, ^i What is the use of

all these fand;tncles of lace?

Fandangle, v. C/,S, [£ the sb.] inlr. To
philander, flirt, * carry on ',

xyoa Munsefs Mag. XXVI. 583/1 A nice pirate, .. to be
going on talking and fandangling with pretty girls.

Fandango. L Add: Also/,^,
1894 i'lUL KoDtMsOM in Monthly Packet Feb. 152 The

hippopotamus does not indulge in these fandangoes. 1938
E. Bluki>em Undertontt of iVar xix. 197 The usual free-
verse fandango of brick mounds and water-holes.

Fandom. U.S, [f, 'Fan j^.^ + -dom.] The
world of enthusiasts for some sport or amusement.
1918 Pub/ishrrs' Weekly y> June, Ty Cobb, the idol of

ba-eball fandom.

Fanfare, sb. Add

:

c. A style of bookbinding or hook-omamenta-
tion in which the design is characterized by its

357

intricacy and by the absence of a regular or geo-
metrical pattern,
1895 Zaehnsdorf Sh. Hist. Bookbinding 22 A development

of the 'fanfare' sprays of foliage. Ibid,, The graceful
ornamentation known as ' fanfare ' is attributed to the Eves.
..The name of * fanfare* was Riven to this stvie of work in
the last century, when Charles Nodier had a volume entitled
* Les Fanfare et Courv&s Abbadesques ' bound for him by
Thouvenir.

Fanfoot (fse-nfut). PL fanfoots or fanfeet.
[f. Fan sb.^ + Foot.] a, A species of gecko having
fan-shaped toes, b. A collectors* name for a moth
of the genus Polypogon,
183a J. Rennie Bntterfl. ^ Moths 146 Polypogon..The

Common Fan-foot.. The Clay Fan-foot. 1863 W, Smith's
Diet. Bible II. s.v. Lizard, The Fan- Foot Lizard {Ptyo-
dactylus Gecko).

Fang, sb. Add : IV. 9. attrib. and Comb.x
fang-bolt, a bolt having a spiked nut or washer,
used for attaching iron to wood ; fang-hole, the
cavity in the jaw into which a tooth fits.

x88t J. W. Baxry Rail-way Appliances 73 *Fang.bolts
consist of belts long enough to pass through the sleepers,
with a screw cut on the lower end lo fit a wide flat nut,
having on it fangs or short spikes. x883 Locknvood^s Diet.
Mech. Engin.y Fang Bolt, a bolt in which the nut is a tri-

angular plate with teeth for biting into timber, the bolt being
tightened by revolving the head and shank. 1908 Animal
Managem. (War Office) 36 As the tooth (of a horse] grows
up, the *fang-hole becomes filled in with tooth substance
01 a lighter colour than the remainder.

Fango (fa*ijgi»). Med. [It., = F.fiinge.'] A kind
of mud obtained from the thermal springs of Bat-
taglia in Italy, used in the treatment of gout,
rheumatism, and other ailments,
1904 E. RtTTHERFORD Radio-Activity 363 * Fango'—a fine

mud obtained from hot springs in Battaglia, Northern Italy.

«9^ Jrnl. Balneology Jan. 5 The annual visits of several
patients to Italy for the .sole purpose of taking a course of
fango packs. 1906 Christian li'orld 22 Mar., I have just
returned from a trial of * Fango* at the Royal Hotel and
Baths, Matlock Bath.

Fanned (fsend),///.«, [f.FANz;. + -EDl.] That
has been freed from chaff by means of a fan ; win-
nowed.
1845 F. Douglass Life (1846) 66 Hughes was clearing the

fanned wheat from before the fan.

FaTining, vbi, sb. Add: 6. b. (See quots.)

1898 Science Si/iin^KW. 79/1 The destructive area of the
gun can.. be greatly mcreased by moving it gently from side
to side while it is being fired.. .This process is known as
fanning. 2907 Mulfokd Bar-20 L n 'Fanning' is the
name ofa certain style of gun play and was universal among
the bad men of the West,

Fanny 2 (fse-ni). Navy slang. [? The female
name.] A can to hold drink.

190^ Daily Citron, ii Aug, 3/3 Many total abstainers
drawmg their grog and leaving it in the 'fanny' for the
benefit of the mess, Z9as ^- Fraser & Gibbons Soldier <y

Sailor IVords, Fanny, a name for the receptacle holding the
bluejackets' 'tot* of rum. 1936 Bleukw, Mag. Dec. £23/3
On board a British man-of-war the same., vessel is called a
' fanny '...Tea ntade in a billy or fanny is the best to be had.

Fanny 3. The word formed by the initials of
.^irst A'\^ A'ursing Kcomanry accommodated to the
form of the name Fanny.
1018 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms.

Fanny Adams (f^oe'ni se'damz). Navy slang,

[The name of a young woman who was murdered
c\%io and whose body was cut into pieces and thrown
into the river at Alton in Hampshire.] Tinned meat,
1889 Barrf-iie & Leuvnd Diet. Slang, Fanriy Adams

(naval), tiimed mutton, \qarj Blackw. Mag. Ynh. 259/2
•Fanny Adams ' (or preserved mutton) brought from the ship.

Fantasia. 1. Add : Also of literary com-
positions.
1896 '

J. O. HoBBES ' {title) The Hcrb-Moon. A Fantasia.
19x9 G. B. ?>HKVi Heartbreak House p. xlix, Heartbreak
House: a Fantasia in the Russian manner on English
themes. 19x2 D. H. Lawrence i^title) Fantasia of the Un-
conscious.

Fantasist (fse-ntasist). [f. Fantasy + -ist.]

One who" * weaves ' fantasies.
19J3 Glasgow Herald 10 May 6 Wilde, a chartered fantasist.

19x8 Obset-ver i Jan. 5/2 The Fantasists or Special Geniuses !

Ibid, 2 Sept. 5 There is, I believe, no agreement among
statisticians as to the number of H. G. Wells's, There are
the sociologist and the fantasist and the novelist and the
prophet.

Fantee (facnl/). Also Fanti, Fante. A negro
of a tribe closely related to the Ashantees, inhabit-

in;;; the Gold Coast. Also, the language of this tribe,

1819 BowDicH Mission to Ashantee 344, 1 have heard about
half a dozen words in the Fantee, which might he said to be
not unlike the same nouns in the Welsh language. Ibid. 345
The Fantee word umPa {true, indeed). [1868 D. L. Cark &
F. P. Brown {title) Mfantsi Grammar.) 1875 EncycL Brit.
1 1, 681/1 The separation of Fantees and Ashantees is ascribed
to a famine which drove the former south, and led them to
live ox\fan, or herbs, while the latter subsisted on san, or
Indian corn, etc. (whence the names Fantees and Santees),
1879 Ibid, X. 756/1 Fante dialects arc spoken, not only in
Fanti proper, but in Afutu or the country round Cape Coast.
Ibid., A Fanti. .can converse without much difficulty with
a native of Aquapem or Ashantee. Ibid., The Aquapem,
which is based on the Akem but has imbibed Fanti influences.

b, Phr, To go fanlee : to join the natives or a
district and conform to their habits.

1886 Kipling Departm. Ditties, Giffen^s Debt (1888) 81

FARDEL.
Imprimis ht was * broke*. Thereafter left His regiment
and, . . having lost the balance of his friends, ' Went Fantee *

—joined the people of the land. 1888 — Plain Talesfr.
Hills, Miss YotighaVs Sais, He was perpetually 'going
Fantee ' among natives. 1930 Chesterton Four Felons 190
He was a white man, or whitish man, who had gone fantee,
and wore nothing but a pair of spectacles.

Fantod, variant of Fantad.
1885 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn xvii, These was all nice

pictures, ..but I didn't somehow seem to take to them,
because .. they always give me the fan-tods. 1910 .Sttt.

Wesltn, Gaz. i Jan. 6/1 Sundays inside of a house gives
you the fan-tods. 1920 Galsworthy In Chancery i. v, You
mustn't get into a fantod, it '11 never do.

Far, adv. Add : 2. Far and wide : see Wide
adv. I b.

8. Sl. far-going, -travelled ad]s,

183a J. A. Roebuck Hist. Whig Min. II. 32 note. This
view was exceedingly offensive to the *far-going reformers.
1889 Gretton Memory's Harkback 135 A far-going Whig.
1896 Daily News 7 Dec. 7/6 A too far-going concession to
democracy. 1867 H. Latham Black ^ White 25 A *far-
travelled well-read agreeable host, 1903 Westm. Gaz. 9 Sept.
2/3 Far-travelled tourists.

Faraday (fae*rad^i). The name of Michael
Faraday (i 791-1867), English electrician and
chemist, used attrib. or in the genitive to designate
certain phenomena observed, apparatus invented,
and principles enunciated by him.
Faraday or Faraday's (dark) space, In a vacuum tube

traversed by an electric discliarge the dark space observed
between the positive column and the negative glow when
the pressure is low ; also called the second dark space.
Faraday*s disk, a metallic disk capable of producing an
electric current by revolving on a metallic axis in a magnetic
field. Faraday effect (see quot. 1900). Faraday's
electric bag, an instrument invented by Faraday to prove
that a charge of static electricity is distributed on the outside
surfaces of bodies. Faraday's laws, the principles of
electrolytic phenomena enunciated by Faraday, Faraday
or Faraday's tubes (see quot. 1004).
x88t JrnL Chern. Soc. XXX IX. 286 The more expeil-

mental methods were refined, the more completely were the
exactness and generality of Faraday's law confirmed. 1889
Lodge Mod. yiews Electr. (1892) 308 The only substance
in which the Faraday effect is large, is iron. 1893 J. J.
Thomson Electr. ^ Magn. 3 The Faraday tubes either form
closed circuits or else begin and end on atoms. Ibid. 11

1

Next after the negative glow comes a second comparatively
non-luminous space. .called, .the 'Faraday space'. 1900
W. Watson Text.bk. Physics 863 The Faraday Effect.- -In
1845 Faraday discovered that when a beam ofplane polarised
lightjs passed through a magnetic field in the direction of
the lines of force, the plane of polarisation of the light is

rotated owing to its passage through the field. Ibid. 889
Faraday tubes. 190a Jr^il. Chem. Soc. LXXXII. 11. 300
Faraday's law, so far as the weight of substance deposited
by a given amount of electricity is concerned, may be
regarded as an absolutely exact law of nature. 1901 Encycl.
Brit. XXVIU. 48/2 In the unstriated discharge the
temperature is constant in the positive column, diminishes
in the Faraday dark space. 1904 Technol. ^ Sci. Diet, (ed.
Goodchild & Tweney), Faraday /«^«, the part ofadielec-
tric_enclo.sed within a tubular surface formed by a number
of lines of force drawn infinitely close together from the
boundaries of an area on which there is a unit charge of
electricity.

Faradimeter (fjeradimftw), [f. Farad +
-(i)meter,] An instrument for determining in

farads the electrostatic capacity of a condenser.
Also Farado'meter, ra'rad-me:ter.
S901 S. Sloan in Lancet 22 Mar. 830/1 The Faradimeter,

an instrument for measuring currents from induction coils
for therapeutic use.

Far-away, a. etc. Add :

A. adj. 2. b. Of a voice : Sounding faint as if

from a distance.

1897 Mary Kingsi.ey W. Africa 216 A quaint, falsetto.

far-away sort of voice. 1900 H. Lawson On Track 83 Then
be commenced to speak— ..to talk in that strange, absent,
far-away tone that awes one._ Z936 Glasgow Herald 30 Sept.

5, I heard his voice sounding in a far-away and curious
tone.

C. sb, 2. Part ofacinemafilm taken at a distance,

as distinguished from a ' close-up *.

19*6 Basil Maine Receive It So 29 Seeing that for nine-
tenths of the house these things appeared as 'far-aways',
the whole point of them was lost.

Farce (fais), sb.^ Delete -^Obs, and add :

Z904 Daily Chron. 4 May 10/5 The hollow should be filled

with a rich veal farce.

Farce, v.^ Add : 7. See Parse v.

1857 (see Farse], i894y4/^«arw;H28 July 128/2 .\ p2cuUar
feature in the recitation is the 'farcings* of each psalm, /.*:.,

the introduction of sentences, generally giving some applica-
tion of the psalm lo Christ. 1895 Liturgy ofHoly APcslles
Adai .\ Mari \ There is no farcing at feasts, but a Halleiujah
is said. 18^ Westm. Gaz. 6 Apr. 1/3 A libretto with a touch
of poetry m it, an intelligible story and humorous, hardly
farced. 1907 J. M. Manly in Mod. PhiloU IV. 585 None of
these gradual variations caused legend or farced epistle to
become anything other than legend and farced epistle.

Farcicalize (fa-asikabiz), V, [f. Farcical a?-

+ -IZE.] trans. To make farcical, to make into a
farce. Hence X'a:rcicaliza'tio]t.
19*8 Sufiday Express 8 Apr. 4 ' The Flag Lieutenant

',

Further Adventures of,. .Ovei-farcicalised. Ibid. 16 Dec. 4
Farcicalisation of the cave man theme.

Fardel, sb.^ Add :

1. b. The omasum, or third stomach, of rumi-

nants. AX^ofardel bag,
i86a Chambers's Encycl, IV. 245/1 Fardel-bound, a disease

of cattle and sheep, consists of impaction of the fardel bag.



TABS.

1908 Anhxal Maxagtm. (War Office) 16 The. .'manyplies'

or * fardel ' (omasum).
.

4. fardol-bound a., costive, denoting a condition

in cattle and sheep in which food is retained in the

folds of the omasum.
i8»s Loudon Encfcl. Agric. 976 Costiveness also brings

on a colic in them, called clue bound, fardel bound, etc.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 155 The fardlebound of

cattle and sheep is nothing more than a modification of the

disease in horses called siomach-staggers, which is caused

by an enormous distention of the stomach. 186a [see

*i b]

Fare, sby 5. b. (Earlier and later examples of

TT s sense. J

179a Belknap Hist. New Hampsh. III. 214 The fish of

the summer and fall fares is divided into two sorts. 1818

A. Sherburne Mem. x. (1B31) 217 The old gentleman had

just arrived from the ocean with a fare of fish. 187S

HoiXAND SeaeitMis xi. 139 The whalers had returned with

scantier fares year after year. 1886 Harper's Mag. Dec.

105/1 He come by with bis fare o' fish, an' hove lo to see

what I was gittin. 1904 A'. Y. Even. Post 18 June, The
prices brought by the 'fares', which are.. cargoes of fresh

or salted fish.

Par East. [Fab a. i a, East sb.\ The ex-

treme eastern regions of the Old World, esp. India,

China, and Japan.
1894 G. N. CuRzoN Problems ofFar East L 7 No intro-

duction is needed in presenting the Far East to an English

audience. 1898 Westm. Caz. 1 Jan. 2/3 The Emperor's Far.

East policy. 1906 Q. Rev. Jan. 287 The main interest of

Great Britain in the Far East. loii Ihid. July 245 The
ereat conflict which for many months bathed the Far East

m blood weakened Russia in Europe.

So Par-Eastern a., of or belonging to the Far

East.
1888 Peel Citf Guardian 14 July 7/4 One firm has the

monopoly of this Far-Eastern pari mititcel. 1900 Black ^
il'hile Budget 25 Aug. 649/1 The Far Eastern question is

a new one to American diplomacy.

Pare-you-well. U.S. colloq. [f. phr./a«
you well-, Fare i».l 9.] To afare-you-well: to the

last point ; to the utmost degree ; completely.

1910 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 77 The little cuss has got

me bluffed to a fare-you-well. 1911 R. D. Saunders Col.

Todhunter i. 3 The fight's begun, and we've got to rally

around old Bill Strickland to a fare-you-well. 1924 W. M.
Raise Troubled Waters x. loi ' Who is boss of the round-

up this year ?
' .

.
' Rowan is, and believe me he worked us to

a fare-you-well. He's some driver, Mac is.'

Far-fiuuff, a. [Far adv. 8a.]' Flung ',
' cast

',

or extended far or to a great distance.

1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Native-Born ix. To the far-flung

fenceless prairie. 1897— Recessional i, Lord of our far-flung

battle-line. 1901 Daily Chron. 31 Jan. 3/5 The tangled, far-

flung story of the once semi-Royal house of Douglas. I9as

B. N. Odell in E. F. Norton Fight/or Everest^ Jga4 2ga

A far-flung bead tributary of the Dzakar Chu. 1927 H. E.
FosDicK Pilgr. Palestine 23 This far-flung vista of the land

he loved.

Farinaceous, a. Add :

5. Characterized by flonr. Farinaceous city,

colony, playful names for Adelaide and southern

Australia, from the large export of wheat.

1873 A. Trollope Australia ^ N. Z. II. 184 [Adelaide]

has also been nicknamed the Farinaceous City. 1902 Daily
Chron. 7 May 7/1 Before emigrating to the 'farinaceous

colony '.

Farkleberry. U.S. = Sparklkbebet.
1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Sot. App. 181/2. 1856 A.

Gray Afan. Bot. 248 Vaccinium arboreum, the Farkle-

berry, a tali species of this sectionj with evergreen leaves,

probably extends northward into Virginia.

Farm, sb-"^ Add :

5. b. With qualification, extended to tracts of

water devoted to the breeding or rearing of some
animals, ss,fish-farm, oyster-farm, terrapin-farm,

etc. (see these words).
i866 Chambers's Jrnl. 22 Sept. 601/1, I saw no farm of

mussels.

9. and Qh. farm-building, -labour, -land {ea.i\ieT

U.S. examples); farm-hand (U.S. examples);

farm-market U.S., a market for books among the

farming or agricultural population.
1660 £ar/y Conn. Prob. Rec. 51 Six Mile Island.. with

*farme buildings . . upon it. xZ^-^Cultivator X. 85 In unpropt-
tious weather for out door employment your *farm hands can
go to threshing out grain. 1878 Whitman Specimen Days
(1892) 108 He was about the best specimen of a young
country farm-hand I ever knew. x868 Rep. U.S. Comm.
Agric. (1869) 322 When *farm labor is too valuable to be
used in hunting very small game and fishing. 1638 Water.
town (Mass.) yv'«'.4The*Farmlandat thefurtherendshalbe
for a Common. 1645 [see Quarterland]. 1695 Plymouth
(Mass.) Rec. 93 A Raing run and settled between Samueil
Riders land ..and James Ctarkes farm land. 1859 [in Diet.].

1930 Publishers' Weekly 12 July 175 In many states the
bulk of the population, if towns of under 5,000 population
are included, is predominanlly ruraU It is known as the
*farm market.

Farmer. Naut. slang. (See quot.)

1886 R. Brown Spunyarn tf Spimiri/t vi. 89 I'm a farmer
to-night, and means to have a qtiiet and peaceful night's

rest. Note, A sailor calls himself a_ fanner when he has
neither wheel nor look-out during a night.

Far nieilte (far nie-nte). [It. ; = to do
nothing ] Idleness. (Usually Dolce par nientb.)
1811) T. Hope Anastasius (1820) II. vii. 124, I determined

..to indulge in the supreme pleasure of the Italians—the

farniente. 1894 ' Max O'Rell' John Bull fr Co. 271 fiXlav

him to pass his life in the softest oi/ar nientes.
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Faroese (fe»rC|J'z, fseroiz'-z), a. and sb. Also

Fardese, Peeroese, Peroese. [f. J-ariie { -Kat,,

after Sw. Fdroama, Da. Fxrgeme = Icel. Fm-
reyskr, f. Fsereyjar, f. fser sheep -I- ey island.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Faroe Islands,

their inhabitants, or the language spoken by them.

B. sb. a. A native or inhabitant of the FarSe

Islands, b. The language of the Faroe Islands,

which is a variety of Norse.
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. in. ni. 552/1 Faroese and

Danish St. Luke. 1855 Greig Cruise Vacht Maria 15
Immediately after we anchored, a Feroese gentleman came
on board. Ibid. 25 The Feroese are very long-lived. 1898
Russell-Jeaffreson Farde hi. 15 The religion of the
Faroese.. is Lutheran. Ibid. 99 The child cried out in

Faroese, ' Niig me up*. Ibid. 103, I collected.. as many of

the old Faroese proverbs as I came across. 1908 W. G.
Collingwood Scafidin. Brit. 259 The * Norn ' is shown to

be fairly pure Norse, with a very slight sprinkling of

Danish, Fseroese, FrLsian and English words, ibid. 260

Phonetic changes like those in Icelandic and Faroese.

Far-off, a. Add : 1. d. Of a look : Dreamy,
far-away.
1870 Morris Earthly Par. (1896) III. 463 Scarce happy

'neath his far.off moody gaze. 1876 Mr. Gray Sf his Neigh-
bours II. 41 Alice Gray was very p.lle, and with that far-off

look in her eyes, which those who are to die young have
more than others.

Faxoisll (fe»-r0|ij, ixTO^i^, a. [f. Faroe + -IShI.]

= *Fauoese a. Also Parisli (fea-rij, f^e'rij) a.

a 1889 Child Ballads I. 315 (Cent. Diet.) The Swedish..

Danish, and Faroish ballads. 1898 Blackm. Mag. Aug. 245
A collection of Parish ballads. 1905 Annandai.e Faroes 14

It is only some fifty or sixty years since Farish began 10 be
written. Ibid. J31 A Farish cottage is generally clean, an
Icelandic farmhouse is almost as often airless, filthy, and
verminous.

Farrash, var. Febash.
1873 H. Blochmann tr. Ain I AkbariX. 47 Besides, there

are employed a thousand Farrashes, nativesof I'ran, Turan,
and Hindustan. 1894 Safah Nameh Persian Pict. 162 It

belonged to the Shali's/arroi/i. 1921 Blachw. Mag. June
707/2 JMy farrash entered with a telegram.

Far-reaching (stress variable), a. [t Far
adv. 8 + Reaching ///. o.] That reaches far

;

extensive {lit. and^^f.) ; exerting an influence or

producing an effect which extends far in space or

time.
1824 Newman Poems, To H. E. N. xii. The dusky heath

far-reaching, i860 RusKm Unto this Last ii. (1896) 59 That
which seems to be wealth may in verity be only the gilded

index of far-reaching ruin. 1874 H. SlDGWlCK Meth. Ethics

245 A fundamental conflict of ideas, which appears more
profound and far-reaching in its consequences the more we
examine it 1894 Pap. Sci. Monthly XLIV. 572 Geology
formed a subject of far-reaching importance. 1900 Daily
News I Mar. 2/1 A number of far-reaching caves.

Hence Par-rea'olxiiigly adv., Far-reaolilng'-

ness.
C1850 Bagehot To R. C. Ch. iii. Wks. 1915. 1. J2 With

head of power and thoughts of light. As Britain seas, far-

reachingly. 1893 Harper's Mag. May 821 The most far-

reachingly beneficial expression of this fostering policy. 1901

S. Butler in Mem. (1919) I. 264, 1 was oppressed and scared

by the far-reachingness and daring of what I had done.

Farrow, sb. 6. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1836 D. B. Edward Hist. Texas v. 79 They have more ,

.

milk than they know how to dispose of, except they are well

stocked with farrow sows.

Farther, a. Add: 3. b. Farther East =
*Far East.
1876 Eraser's Mag. Jan. 1/2 There came another thunder-

clap tending once more to direct men's eyes from the near

to the farther East. 190a Mahan Retrospect <V Prospect 160

It is.. the principal sea route between Europe and the

Farther East.

Par West. U.S. [Far a. i a, West sb."] The
more remote area lying to the west of the earlier

settlements in the United States. Originally ap-

plied to what is now the Middle West.

1830 Deb. Congress 8 May 920/2 Sir, I am from the West,

although not from the ' far, far West '. 183a Ibid. Feb. 290

Some of the descendants of illustrious families have gone to

the far West. iSiSSouthem Lit. Messenger I. 615, 1 do not

believe that the prairies of the ' far West ' can exhibit more
luxuriant fields of corn. 1833 Z. Leonard Adv. (1904) 187

The idea of being within hearing of the end of the Far West
inspired the heart of every member of our company with a

patriotic feeling. 1843 Carlton- New Purchase I. 2 In a part

of what was, at the lime of this journey, the Far WesL 1867

Rep. Iowa Agric. Sac. (1868) 437 The few settlers we have are

mostly poor people who have sought homes in the far west.

1881 A. A. Haves New Colorado vii. 108 Surely this is at

variance with the traditions of the Far West.

Hence Par-Wester, a white settler in, or inhabi-

tant of, the 'Far West'; Par-Western a., of or

belonging to the Far West.
1843 Carlton New Purchase I. 112 True honest-hearted

far westers unadulterated by foreign or domestic scum. 1844

[see Far adv. 8 c]. J84S Knickerbocker Mag. XXVI. 283

There is a county in one of our far-western states which

numbers just four whigs. 1874 B. F. Taylor World on

Wheels, etc. I. vi. 50 Such touches of border-life give a Far

Western train a character of its own. 1887 C. B. George
40 Vrs. on Rait xi. 234 The hearty ' Wall stranger ',

with

which a Far Wester greets his neighbor on the train, im-

mediately does away with reserve.

Fasci (fa-Jj), sb.pl. [It., pi. oifascio\>\mA\t,

burden, assemblage, group :-pop.L. fascium for

L. fascis bundle : see Fasces.] Groups of men
organized politically, such as those i^fasci dei lavo-

FASSANIAN.

ratori) in .Sicily c 1895, and those of the Fascisti

(e.g. ihefascia interventista of 1915).
190Z Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 649/1 To produce in Sicily a

discontent of which Socialist agitators took advantage to

organize the workmen of the towns and the peasants of the

country into groups known s.^/asci. X931 Public Opinion
20 May 464/3 TTie first Fasci (composed of ex-soldiers)

began to show signs of resistance and oi)position to the

Communists. Z922 Q. Rev. Jan. 144 A considerable propor-

tion of the poet's legionaries in Fiume was drawn from the

Fasci in different Italian towns.

Fascia. Add : attrib, in fascia-board (see

Facia).
1926 W. Deeping Sorrell ff Son i. § 2 Painted in white

letters on a black fascia-board 'John Verity—Dealer in

Antiques '.

Fascinatedly (fse'sineitedli), adv. [£ Fas-

cinated />/>/. a. + -LY 2.] In a fascinated manner.
1894 Mrs. Dyan Man's Keeping (1899) 83 The lady stared

fascinatedly on.

Fascinator. Add : C. A head covering worn

by women and made of a soft material. (Now-

disused.)

1900 Athenienm i Sept. 285/1 A fascinator being a knitted

kerchief or hood which women put round their heads. i^oB

Scribner's Mag. Feb. 177 A scant worsted * enchanter or
' fascinator *, 1 think she called it, thrown over her head and
shoulders. 1909 Daily Chron. 8 Dec. 9/4 A lovely shawl of

eider, Shetland, or any fine wool, .can be utilised as a fasci-

nator, or shoulder wrap.

Fascine, sb. 3. Add : fascine-net.

187a Game Laws Penn. in Fur, Fin tf Feathtr 115

Such contrivances, .as are commonly known as fish-baskets,

brush or facinenets.

Fasciola (fasai-^a). Anat. [L., small bundle.]

The dentate convolution of the brain, Ihe fascia

cinerea or dentata.
188a Wilder & Gage Anai. Technot. 478 Fasciola...The

somewhat thickened margin of cinerea along the fimbria.

In man the ventral portion lias commonly been calledyiMr/a

dentata; in the cat, however, there is no denticulation, and
the name fascia is certainly misleading; hence the senior

author proposed to cm.-^oyfasciola for the whole.

FaSCiole (fae-sioal). [f. mod.L. fasciola."}

1. Fnl. A narrow band of colour, a small fascia.

2. Zool. One of the bands of minute tubercles,

bearing modified spines, in spatangoid sea-urchins.

Hence Pa'sclolet, = i above.
1816 KiRBV & Sp. Entontal. IV. xWi.y^ Fasciolet.aAon

fascia. 1850 E. Forbes Brit, Organic Rem. iiL plate x. 2

A fascicle of tertiary spines. l888 Rolleston & Jackson
Anim. Li/e 558 Clavulse, found only in Spatanguteie,^TK

minute spines, .attached to minute tubercles which form
regular bands known a&fascioles or semitx.

Fascism (fjcjiz'm, fae'siz'm). Also in It. form

Fascismo (fajizmo). [ad. ll. fascismo, {.fascia

bundle, group : see *Fasci and -ism.] The princi-

ples and organization of the Fascists.

igaa Q. Rev. Jan. 148 A section of the Press., now veered

completely round to the cause of Fascism. The Fascist

terror increased in intensity. X923 Contemp. Rev, Nov. 557
Fascism in Germany will never be more than one of several

factors. 1925 Weekly Westm. Gaz. 10 Jan. 320/2 The out-

rages which have been associated with Fascism have gradu-

ally alienated much ofthe support which it won two years ago.

1921 igth Cent. July 148 The Fascismo was born in the

provinces, where the extremistic menace was stronger. 19*3

Contemp. Ren. Jan. 44 We do not want Fascismo in this

country.

Fascist (fa^'fist, fse'sist). Also in Italian form

Fascista (fajzsta). PI. Fascisti (fajrstj).

[ad. It. Fascista, formed as prec. : see -ISI.] One
of a body of Italian nationalists, which was organ-

ized in March 19:9 to oppose Bolshevism in Italy,

and, as the partita nazionalc fascista, under the

leadership of Signor Mussolini assumed control of

the Italian government in October 1932 ; transf,

applied to similar organizations in other countries.

Also attrib.

J921 Times I Jan. q/6 The Fascisti are certainly paying

back., the Socialists in matters of violence. 1921 Glasgow

Herald 30 Mar. 9 A party of Fascisti from Perugia visiting

Cilta di Castello burned the Labour Bureau. 19JI Public

Opinion 20 May 464/1 For the moment the Fascisti arcact-

ing as a sort of Government bodyguard for the elections and
Fascist candidates find a place, .on the Government lists.

192Z Daily Mail 17 Nov. 7 Signor Mussolini, the Fascist

leader, to-day made his first speech in the Chamber. loas

Ibid. 26 Feb. 7 The gala ball organised by the London
branch of the Fascisti party in aid of the fund for the

Fascista Home in London. 1929 Walpole Hans Frost ii.

146 At Venice, .a Fascist official at the railway station had

been abominably vulgar.

Hence Pa:scistlaa-tion, the action or process of

making Fascist.

rgz^ Glasgow Herald 2Q May 10 The complete ' fascistisa-

tion' of Italy, t^^ Observer '2-j Nov. 12 The .salient pro-

nouncements of the Grand Council were the following :—
1. Direct control by the State of the schools where ' Fa-scis-

tisation ' has proceeded apace, but not as yet thoroughly

enough to meet the case. 1918 Ibid. 26 Aug. 6/5 It is but

a step further along that road which, ultimately, leads to

the total * Fascistization of the country '.

Fashion, sb. 14. Add : fashion-book, a book

describing and illustrating new fashions in dress.

1878 Harper's Mag. Apr. 764/2 The pictures were merely

an improved reproduction of the men and women of the

fashion-books.

Fassanian (fses^'nian), a. Geol. [f. Fossa, a

district in Tyrol, from which the Fassa valley takes
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its name.] Denoting a group of strata forming the
lower group in the Tirolian series in the Mediterra-
nean triassic province.

1903 Geikie TexUbk. Geol. (ed. 4) 1106.

Fast, a. Add : 1. h. (See quot.)
1913 DoRLANO Mill. Diet. (ed. 7), Fast, resistant todestruc-

tion or to staining : said of bacteria.

8. O. Also of scales : Indicating more than the
actual weight.
1908 N. Y. Evm. Pest (semi-weekly ed.) 7 May 5 Such

people lose heavily if the scales on which their purchases are
weighed daily are fast only half an ounce.

11. fast-footed a. Cricket, denoting the action or
method of keeping the right foot firm in batting;
fast-goer (earlier U.S. example).
1897 Encycl. Sport I. 228/2 The ' *fast-footed ' style of

hitting. 1907 lyestm. Gaz. 21 Aug. 7/1 To play right over
it in attempting a fast-footed drive. 1S68 H. Woodruff
Trotting Hi?rsexxx. 253 She was.. introduced to the very
best society of *iast-gocrs on the filoomingdale . .road.

Fast, v.- Add : 3. b. To cause to fast or be
without food.

1854 Poultry Chran. I. 15 Before they are killed, they
should be fasted at least fourteen hours.

Fasten, v. Add :

7. o. intr. To become fixed or fastened together.
1839 Scott Old Mart. Note x. The iron hasps (of the

window], .fastened in the inside. 1850 Smedley F. Fairlegh
iv. The macintosh . . fastening round the neck with a hook and
e>-e. 19x4 AXNK D. Sedgwick Little French Girl 11. viii, A
dark silk dress.. fastening at the breast with a great old
clasp of wrought gold.

8. Also with up.
1908 J. S. Fletcher Paradise Crt. v. ii. Was he.. to be

fastened up there like a rat in a trap for—how long?
b. intr. To close with fastenings.

l86a G. Macdonald D. Elginired 11. xxiv, He could find
no fastening upon it [sc. a doorj. ' No doubt \ thought he,
* it docs fasten, in some secret way or other ',

12. d- Also with to.

1881 Mrs. Riodell Senior Partner xxxv. One of the
nephews . . insisted on fastening himself to Mr. Snow.

e. t= Fix »- 6 c.

t88z Mrs. Riodeu. Senior Partner xvi. Fastening ber
kinsman with a cold steely eye.

Fat, a. and sb.''^ Add :

A. adj. 2. e. Of larger size than is tisnal, large
in comparison with others of the same species.

187J Encycl. Brit. VII. 368/2 The Fat Dormouse (Mycrux
flis) IS larger than the British species. 1877 A. B. Horton
in Moloney Forestry IK A/r. (1887) 38 Nuts well supplied
with flesh* or what is technically calt«i * fat nuts *.

£ Fat herring : = Math.
l8«3 (see Matie). 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 259/2 ' Maties

,
or fat fish, in which the milt or roe is quite undeveloped.
1883 Wallem Fish Supply Norway 1% (Fish. Eihib. Publ.)
Ttie Norwegian fat herring is considered to be the very
best herring in the world.

3. O. Of a spark.
«9oa A. C. Harmsworth Motors 9f Motor^driving viii. 16a

The magneto machine itself seems, and is, inexhaustible...
It also gives a fine * fat * spark, which adds to the efficiency
uf the explosion.

5. Of quicklime : Nearly pure, and therefore
slaking easily.

1904 Technot. ^ Scf. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Fai
Lime, a nearly pure lime (calcined white chalk}.

10. c. A/a/ lot : a large amount, a great deal

;

always ironical and implying • very little, hardly
any'.

1899 C. J. CtrrcLiFFK HvjiE Further Adv. Capl. Kettle i.

a fat lot of good theyll be !
' scofled Archibald.

14. fat acid = Seb.acic acid; fat colour, stale
mixed paint which has become greasy owing to
exposure ; fat orab U.S., a crab ready to shed its

shell ; fat edge, a superfluous rim of paint left on
the edge of a surface ; fat-headedness, stupidity

;

fat-tail, a fat-tailed sheep.
1904 Tecknol. ^ ScL Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney)

S.V., 'Fat colour is sometimes used for painting rough work,
being thinned down with turpentine or benzene before use.
Ibid., \ professional painter guards against "fat edges.
1891 Kipling Light that Failed viii. The 'Cit-headedness
of deliberately trying to do work that will live. 1915 Wode-
HOUSE Something Fresh iii. If you want any further proof
of your young man's fat-headedness, mark that. 1888
Castle Line Guide to S. A. 55 (Pettman) The *Iat-tail3
held their own for many years.

B. sb.^ 1. b. //. or collect, sing, {attrib.) Fat
cattle or gheep. Austral.
|836 C Scott Sheep-farming 137 Sheep intended for the

fat niarkeL 1894 A. Robertson Nuggets 132 What sayye to
him goin' to Melbourne to sec the flock o fats sold at the
Flemington Yards? 1910 Davis From Selection to City
xiii. 112 We had to hold them together on the camp while
the fats were cut out.

2. o. K\iQ Mining. (See tjuot) U.S.
1883 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxxv. 584 Here and

there.. are sometimes found little accretions of pure silver
which miners speak of as ' the fat of the vein '.

6. a. fat-formation, -fornur, -mass. b. fat-
forming, -splitting adjs.

iyo9 Daily Chroii. 8 July 6/4 'Fatformation in the body
..IS not to be regarded as a mere accretion or addition
of the (at we consume to the tissues of the frame. 1886C Scott Sheep-farming 41 A ton of good linseed cake con.
tainsaf*Cu.foraiersijo8lbs.;offlesh-formets,582lbs. 1893
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F. F. Moore / Forbid Banns xxxiv, She knew the flesh-

S"?°'yV .f"™ '"= fat-formers, and partook of both. 1847
Kep. U.S. Comm. Patents US^S) 116 With respect to the
tat-torming principle . . the proportions of the difiTerent parts

01 the gram stand thus. 1871 H umphrv Myol sin addition
to the four fat-masses disposed with the longitudinal series
of vessels are four deep fat-masses lying beneath the four
teteral muscles. 189a Billings Afcd. Diet., * hat-spiitting
ferment, steapsin. 1907 Practitioner Aug. 320 The steap-
sin, or fat-splitting ferment of the pancreatic juice.

c. fat-body, in arthropods, amphibians, and in-
sects, a mass consisting of connective tissue and
globules of fat, forming a reserve store of nutritious
matter ; fat-cake Austral, (see quots.) ; fat-flsh,
the blue-fish

; fat liquor, a mixture of soap and
oil used in leather manufacture for softening hides

;

also as vb. ; fat-tree, one of a class of trees of
temperate zones, including chiefly the soft-wooded
trees such as the birch, lime, and conifers, which,
at the beginning of winter, convert the starch of the
bark and wood into fat, and reconvert it into starch
in the spring.

.59°". '-f'^''- ^'''- ^'''- '^III- 52 All Amphibia possess
b at-bodies. They consist of richly va-scularused lymphatic

tissue, the meshes of which are filled with lymph-cells,
globules of fat and oil. Ibid., There is in some Anura..a
mysterious organ, intercalated between the fatbody and
the testis or ovary. 1917 Haldane & Huxlev /)«/,«. Biol.
IV. 1 13 In the frog fat isstored in special fat-bodies. 1865 W.
HowiTT Discov. in Australia II. 15 *Fat-cakes, made of
flour, and fried in their pan, a bush dainty. 1898 Morris
Austral Eng., Fat-cake, a ridiculous name sometimes
applied to Eucalyptus leuco.vylon. 190$ East London
Dispatch J Aug. (Fettman) When opened ihe stomach usu-
ally contains large lobes of (at—hence the name *fat-fish.
1904 Technot. tf Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), 'Fat
Liquor, an emulsified solution of soap and oil in warm
*"»ter, used for softening mineral tanned leather... First
used by Ed. Kent on Dongola leather. 1903 Flemming
Pract. Tanning 22 The leather is then ready to be stained
or colored, fat-hquored, put out on the grain and treated in
the finishing operations. Ibid. 127 The leather treated with
It {sc. palmetto] takes even cooling and carries the fat-
liquor well. 1903 tr. A. F. W. Schimfer's Plant-Geog. 437
In the group of *fat-trees, which are chiefly soft-wooded
speaes, such as conifers, birches, and lime-trees, all the
starch in the cortex and wood is converted into fat.

Fat, V. Add : 3. d. trans. In the manufacture
of leather, to smear over with a fat liquor.
1903 Flkmhing Pract. Tanning 166 l"he leather is now

treated as usual, and fatted or oiled.

Fate, sb. 5. Add : fate-line Palmistry, a line
in the palm of the hand supposed to indicate a
person's fate in worldly affairs.

1896 Spark Sci. Palmistry 252 Islands. ..On the Fate
line—fate, handicapped by relatives, or lover. 1898 Daily
NcTvs 23 Nov. 2/4, I told you I was born mad, with my fate-
line upside down. 1898 Cheiro's Guide to Ihe Hamt no
The happiest mark of marriage on the Line of Fate is when
the Influence Line lies close to the Fate Line.
Fatha, variant of *Fatihah.
Father, sb. Add : 1. £ hW,father-in-church.
1871 Mrs. H. Wood Dene Hollenu vi, ' I shall want you to

stand father.in<hurch to this young lady', said Geoffrey
to the clerk.

4. Liie afather: in a paternal, authoritative, or
severe manner.
1830 Paulding Chron. Gotham 64 If she wont listen to

reason, I will talk to her like a father.

8. b. Father Christmas: the personification of
Christmas as a benevolent old man with a flowing
white beard, wearing a red sleeved gown and hood
trimmed with white fur, and carrying a sack of
Christmas presents. Father Time : see Time sb. 25.
a 1800 in Brand Pop. Antiq. (1813) I. 373 Lordings, 'in

these realms of pleasure Father Christmas yearly dwells.
i8«o Christmas Tree 189 Tb now, when once more from
his lair Old Father Christinas issues forth. Ibid. 190 Hail,
Father Christmas ! Come, and bring Thine ancient merri-
ment and glee. 1864 Chambers's Bk. ofDays 1 1. 740/2 Old
Father Christmas, bearing, as emblematic devices, the holly
bough, wassil-bowl, etc. 1919 Punch 24 Dec. 538 Uncle
James (who after hours of making up rather fancies himself
as Father Christmas).

9. c. (U.S. examples of Father of waters, etc.

;

in later use spec, the Mississippi.)
1813 Miles' lyeeily Reg. V. Suppl. 176/2 The Mississippi

IS the Nile of America. The aborigines who resided on its
banks, called it iMechaseba, or Father of waters. 1818
Fearon .V*. Amer. 257 The facilities of export afforded by
those * fathers of waters ', the Ohio, Mississippi, and Mis-
souri. 1834 H. Hrackenridge Recoil, xix. 237 About noon
we. .came in si^ht of the ' father of rivers '. 1836 J. Hall
Statist. West iii. 46 The traveler is struck with the magni-
tude. .of the stream which has been so appropriately called,
the Father of waters. 1857 Trans. Mich. Agric. See. VIII.
193, 1 was. .more than a hundred miles on the sunset side
of the father of floods. 1878 B. F. Tavlor Betmeen Gates 23
Fox river. Rock river, M ississippi, the old Father ofthem all.

12. father-right [G. valerrecht], the supremacy
of the father in a family in ivhich descent follows
the male line ; father-rule, the rule of the father
of a family as distinguished from the rule of the
male relatives of the mother where descent follows
the female line

; patriarchy.
1907 Folk-Lore June 245 The passage from motherright

to •fatherright. ^1909 tr. /,. Gumplowiex'sOutl. Social. 53
(Cent. D. Suppl.) Father-right. Ibid. J12 «Father.riile.

Fatherhood. Add

:

L e. The position of being the ' father ' or oldest

FATIGUED.
member of a society, esp. of the House of
Commons.
1899 Daily Neivs 24 Apr. 7/3 The House decided in-

formally that the Fatherhood rested with whoever had been
longest in the House. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 23 May 2/3 The
' Fatherhood ' of Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman.
Fathering, vbl. sb. Delete ^Obs. and add :

1894 G. Egerton Discords 60 The want-wit inconsistency
that forgives the man that begat the brat and treats with
pitiless scorn the helpless result of his fathering. 1894
Al/ienxum 24 Feb. 238/3 The fathering of bairns. 1894Du Maurier Trilby III. vu. ig Tafiy..was equal to any
burden or responsibility all this instinctive young fathering
might involve. 1903 Daily Chron. 16 Oct. 3/4 There was
too much fathering. The settlers were fathered by their
priests, fathered by their King. 1910 H. G. Wells Oiitl.
Hist. 122 The divine fathering and birth of Amenophis III.

Fatherlandless, a. Used as tr. G. vater-
landlos: Unpatriotic.
1898 Daily News t 1 July 3/4 A Conservative Deputy at

Dirschau lately called five Liberal electors who voted for
the Polish candidate ' Vaterlandlose gesellen ' (unpatriotic
Fatherlandless' fellows). 1915 T. F. A. Smith Soul of

Germany 274 Every Socialist, in my opinion, means an
enemy to Empire and Fatherland. They are the Father-
landless enemies of the divine order of things.

Fathership. Add : b. = *Fatherhood i e.
'899 fF«/„,. Gaz. 28 Dec 3/3 The ' Fathership ' falls upon

Lord Templemore. 1901 Ibid. 22 Apr. i/i The successor of
the late Mr. Villiers in the ' father.ship ' of the House of
Commons. 1910 Ibid. 16 Feb. 2/3 Mr. Balfour.. lost his
chance of the ' Fathership ' by a like accident.

Fathom, sb. 6. Add : fathom-flsh U.S., fish
that are tied together in series and sold by the
fathom.
1849 A. 'Ross Adv. Oregon River -n. (1904) 109 Toprepare

them [sc. the ulichans] for a distant market, they are laid side
by side, head and tail alternately, and then a thread run
through both extremities links them together, in which
state they are dried, smoked, and sold by the fathom, hence
they have obtained the name of fathom-fish.

Fatigability (fsetigabi-llti). Also fatigua-
bility (fatfg-). [f. Fatigablb: see -ility.] Sus-
ceptibility to fatigue.

1913 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 7), Fatigability, easily
susceptible to fatigue. 1^19 J. A. Hadfield in The Spirit
lit. 79 A man's fatiguability is tested by tying a weight to
his finger [etcj.

Fatigue, sb. Add :

1. c. Physics. Fatigue of elasticity, elasticfatigue,
etc. : see quots.
189s G. F, Barker Physics 143 A curious phenomenon called

the ' fatigue of elasticity ' has been observed in solids which
shows very clearly the effect of molecuUu- friction. When
a wire is vibrated torsionally, tliere is always a displacement
of thezero-point to one side or the other, according to the
direction of the original torsion: this disturbance requiring
hours or even days for its disappearance. If the wire be
kept vibrating, however, the molecular friction is greatly
increased. 1899 Nature 6 July 239/2 Experiments on an
u-on wire . . showed distinct (atigue of elasticity. 1921 Glaze-
brook's Diet. Applied Physics II, 505/1 Photoelectric
Fatigue.—The photoelectric activity of a metal surface
which has been freshly polished diminishes as the time that
has elapsed since the metal was polished is increased. This
is known as the ' fatigue ' of the Hallwachs effect.

d. Physiol. A condition of cells or organs caused
by excessive activity and characterized by loss of
power due to the formation of waste products.
1000 W. P. Lombard in W. H. Howeirs Text-bk. Physiol.

(ed. 2) II. 70 'Ihe fatigue which results from functional
activity has, therefore, a twofold cause, the decrease in
energy-holding compounds available for work and the ac-
cumulation of poLsonous waste matters.

3. b. //. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1836 HlLDBETH Dragoon Campaigns Roeky Mts. L vii. 51

Wehave^not yet received our uniforms .. but even in our
* fatigues ', we make an imposing appearance when mountetL
4. fatigue dtUy, party, uniform (earlier U.S.

examples) ; s\%o fatigue duty man, fatigue frock,
trousers ; fatigue-fever, a high temperature con-
sequent upon excessive muscular exertion and due
to an accnmulalion of poisonous products in the
system ; fatigue products, stuff, the accumulation
of products in the body caused by oxidation of
tissue after fatigue.

i8s« R. Glisan Jml. Army Life xxiv. (1874) 336 The pre-
sent custom^ of employing soldiers while in the garrison, on
almost continuous hard *fatigue duty. 1867 J. N. Edwards
Shelby xx. 354 Shelby gathered up his "fatigue dutymen
and opposed front to front. 1898 Cycling 27 Riding too far or
too fast leads to ''fatigue fever". 1813 Niles' IVeeily Reg.
III. 295/2 *Fatigue frocks. 1847 in IL Howe Hist. Colleet.
Ohio 490 It was at night.. and they [sc. the soldiers] were
dressed in fatigue frocks. 1794 American Pioneer (1842) I.

351 This morning the "fatigue party ordered yesterday
began to fortify and strengthen the fort. 1909 Westm. Gaz.
8 June 9/2 To eliminate from the muscles what pathologists
know as ' "fatigue products '. 1901 Dorland Med. Diet.
(ed. 2), *Fatigue-stnff, toxic material due to tissue-degenera-
tion after excessive fatigue. \iiiNites' Weekly Reg. III.
295/2 "Fatigue trowscrs. 1836 J. Hii.dreth Dragoon Cam-
paigns Rocky Mts. I. fii. 28 Attired in what I afterwards
learned to be the "fatigue uniform.

Fatigpaed, ppl. a. Add : o. Worn, shabby.
1894 Daily News 22 Jan. 5/1 Preferring a fatigued brown

calf binding to a new suit of leather for ' Tom Jones '. 1897
Ibid. 2Q Nov. 8/3 The renovation of a dress that has seen
some wear, and consequently has that fatigued appearance.

d. Physics. (See *Fatigue sb. i c.)

189a G. F. Barker Physics 144 If an electrically vibrated
tuning-fork be kept in motion for a long time, its elasticity
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appears to become fatigued. 1899 Nature 6 _J_uIy 259/2
1 here is no apparent reason why too large an initial oscilla-

tion should be given always to the fatigued wire and to the
unfatigued wire.

Fatihah (fa-tiha). Also fatha, fattah. [Arab.

fatiha^ fatha opening, f, fataha to open.] The
sliort first sara of the Koran, used by Mohamme-
dans as a prayer.

1863 Chambers's Encycl. V. 818/1 Immediately after the
introductory fatiahor exordium, follows the longest chapter.

1883 E. Arnold Pearls of Faith-x\w^ 'Gabriel ! why stay'st

thou me ? '. .
* Since at this hour the Fatihah should be read '.

1916 J. Rendel Harris Testimonies i. v. 41 He begins his

discourse with an imitation of the Fatha, or opening chapter
of the Koran.

Fatimite (fae*tim3it),a. and sb. Also Fat(h.)Q-

mite, Fathimiite, Fatiinid(e. [f. Arab. Fatimah
+ -iteI.] a. adj. Descended from Fatima, the

daughter of Mohammed by his first wife, Khadija.

B. sb^ A descendant of Fatima and her husband,

Ali; a member of the Arabian dynasty which ruled

in parts of northern Africa from a.d. 908-1171,
and during some of that period in Egypt and Syria.

1717-38 Chambers Cy^/., Fatbimites, or Fathemites. <:i78g

EncycL Brit. (1797) HI. 4/2. c 1791 Ibid, VII. 177/1
Fathemites, Fatemites, or Fathimites. 1838 Penny Cycl. X.
207/1 Obeidallah, the first Fatimide caliph. 1883 Encycl.
Brit. XVI. 587/1 With the reign of Moktadir is connected
one of the greatest events in the history of the Caliphate, the
foundation of the Fatimite dynasty. 1897 Daily Ne'vs
8 Apr 8/1 In 1072 the Holy City was possessed by the
Fatimite Caliph of Egypt. X90Z Daily Chron. 20 June 4/2
The Fatimid Caliphate.

Fatlingf, sb. Add : Also transf. of a person,
a 1861 WisTHROP yohn Brent vii. 72 * Well, boys !

' said
the unpleasant fatling, approaching again.

Fatness. L C. (Later U.S. examples.)
1814 J. Tavlor y4rii/tfri72This[jf. using bottom lands for

tillage and grazing] is owing to the extreme fatness of the
soil. 1849 E. Bryant California ii. 23, I never saw a soil

indicative of a higher degree of fatness.

Fattah, variant of *Fatihah.
Patty, a. Add :

I. o. Of quicklime : «= *Fat a, 5,

6, Fatty series : a group of carbon compounds
derived from methane and having a chain-like

structure. Fatty-tailed sheep : = fat-tailed sheep
(see Fat^j. 13).

1864 jT. A. Grant Walk Across Africa. 31 *Doomba* or
fatty-tailed variety, 1897 Remskn Org. Chem, 147 The acids
with which it {sc. glycerin] is in combination are mostly
members of the fatty acid series. 1913 Dori^aud Med. Diet.
(ed. 7), J^atty series, the open-chain series.

B, sb. A fat person : esp. as a nickname.
x8aa R. Richardson 'Prav. Medit. II. xix. 266 Well-built

fatties, with double mouldings in the neck and chin. 1891
Farmer Slang, Fatty^ a jocular epithet for a fat man ; a
comic endearment for a fat woman. 1913 E. F. Benson
'Phorley iVeir ix. 317 He proposed tohertwice,the old fatty.

Fancalize (f§'kalaiz), v, [f. Faucal-h-ize.]
trans. To add a faucal element to (a sound).
1919 Sir H. H. Johnston Comp. Stud, Bantu ^ Semi-B.

I.aitg. I. 36 The faucalizing of w. 1920 Miss A. Werner
in Man XX. 14 How do you faucalise w'i

Fault, J^. Add:
L c. Delete +<9^j. and add quots. Also without

for (after Y.fautede).
1867 Emerson Terminus 21 And, fault of novel germs,

Mature the unfallen fruit. 1874 Swinburne Bothweilii. xiv.
(1882) 195 Though it be evil made for fault of time.

0. A flaw or dislocation in ice.

i860 [in Diet.], igas N. E. Odell in E. F. Norton Fight
for Everest^ igz4 314 That the ice above the Trough was
undergoing severe stress was apparent not only from its

foliation, but also from the faults— ' flaws * or * tear-faults'—
that had been extensively developed in this area.

II. (sense 9), as fault-buiidle, -fissure, -plane',

fault-block, a mass of displaced rock between
two faults ; fault-acarp, the upthrow side of a
fault remaining as a line of cliffs; fault vein,
a vein of mineral filling a fault; fault-vent, a vol-
canic vent occurring at a fault.

1897 W. B. ScoTT Introd. Geol. 248 If two parallel dislo-
cations hade toward each other, they form a trough fault
and include a wedge-shaped *fault block. 1985 N, E. Odell
in E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^ 1934 292 At one point
in the gorge a fault block had been turned through 9o^
1900 Geogr. Jml. (R.G,S.) XVI. 464 Varied arrangements
in •fault-bundies and fault-polygons. 1855 J. R. Leifchild
Cornwall Mines 87 In some instances.. the *fault-fissures
are open. 1903 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 4) 372 Another
remarkable instance of the, .fault-fissure type was furnished
by the great Japanese earihauake of 28th October 1891.
tgoo Geogr, Jrnl. (R.G.S.) XVI. 466 Inclined 'fault-planes
with downthrow towards one trough. 1897 W. B. Scott
Introd.Geol. 248 It is comparatively seldom that the up-
throw side of a fault is left standing as a line of cliffs ; when
such is the case, the cliffs form a *fault scarp. 1905
Chamberlin & Salisbury Geol, I. 490 The cliff above the
edge of the downthrow side is a fault-scarp. 1903 Nature
3 Sept. 413/2 During the geological periods when the "fault-
vent continued intermittently active.

Fault, V. 9. Add : Also intr.

1905 Chamberlin & Salisbury Geol. \, 496 Faulting is

probably one of the common causes of earthquakes. 1927
Daily Express 5 July 11/4 A geological inexactitude which
appears to have faulted or slipped from peaceful churchyard
surroundings to a boisterous life in the ocean waves.

Faultag[e (f^-ltecl.:5). [f. Fault sb. 9 + -age.]

Faults considered collectively, faulting.

1899 Geogr. Jml. (R.G.S.) XIII, 272 Well-marked lines of
faultage going down to the bases of the mountains.

Faunally (f^-nali), adv. [f. Faunal a.- -*-

-LY 'K'\ As regards the fauna of a district or epoch,
187a Amer. Naturalist VI. 342 These two regions are as

diverse faunally as they are in physical features. 1887
Ibid. XXI. 447 This formation, .displays a number of divi-
sions, which differ both Uthologically and faunally.

Fanunle (f^'niwl). [ad. mod.Y^. faunula, dim.
of Fauna.] A subdivision of a fauna ; esp. a local

group of fossils representative of a fauna.
1928 C. L. Fenton & M. A. Fenton in Amer. Midland

Natural. Jan. II. i. 21 A zonule is the stratum or strata
which contain a faunule.

Faute de mieuz (f<?t d? my^). [Fr.] For
want of better,

1766CHESTKRF. Lt-tt. (1774) II. 501 The seals., were offered
first to Lord Egmoni, then to Lord Hardwicke;..but, after
their going a begging for some time, the Duke of— begged
them, and has ihemfaute de tiiieux. i8a8 Lvtton Pelham
xxxii, At seven o'clock, up came a coteleite pannie—faute de
tnieux^ I swallowed the composition. 1865 ' OuroA Strath-
viore li, Still they were better than nothing, and were
pepperedy>r«^^ de viieux that day.

Fauteuil- Add:
b. The seatof a member of theFrench Academy;

hence, membership of the Academy.
1883 Standard 23 Aug. 5/2 (Stanford) The number of

Picadcmicfauteuils would be fixed. 19SO Glasgo7u Herald
28 Apr. 9 The creation, -of tlie class of Senior Academicians,
whose fauteuils automatically became vacant.

o. A seat in a theatre, an omnibus, etc. designed
to resemble an armchair. Popularly pronounced
(f^-unil).

1901 Playgoer 15 Oct, 38/1 F'lnefauteuils for sixpence.,
or stage box seats for ninepence. 190a Machray Night
Side ofLondon y'n, (1906) 124 You abandon your fauteuil,
get out of the smoke-laden. .atmosphere, and pass out into
the street. 1925 A. P. Herbert Laughing Ann 37 Oh, I

likes a bit of enjoyment on a Friday, I like to sit in the
fautles an' be grand. 1931 Morning Post 20 Aug. 8/3 With
their covered-in tops, resilient springs, and voluptuous_/ii«.
ieuils, the latest omnibuses have become so attractive that
one often feels. .disinclined to get off.

Faveolas (favr<?l»s). PL -i. [mod.L., dim. of
favus honeycomb.] A small depression, like a cell

of a honeycomb.
188a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 562/1 The apothecia of several

calcicole lichens . . have the power, . offorming minute faveoli

in the rocks.

Faverolle (fas'vsrfJl, fsevarJu-l). [f. place name
Faverolles.'] One of a breed of domestic fowls
originated in France by crossing light Brahmas
or Dorkings with Houdans.
190a L. Wright Neio Bk. Poultry {i<^^ 457/1 Faverolles

have for some time been common in the northern part of
France, where they are regarded as simply useful fowls.
Ibid. 457/2 The colour of the Salmon Faverolles cock is

quite different from that of the hen.

Favositoid (fsevJsai-toid), a. [f. Favosites
+ -oiD.] Pertaining to, or resembling, the genus
Favosites.

I90-J, Amer, frnl. Sci. Ser. iv. XVIII. 136 The septa of a
favositoid coral.

FaTOnr, sb. Add : 3. d. Ombre and Quadn'lle,

(See quots.)

X903 Ld. Aldenham Ombre 46 Favor .. consists .. in a
preference given to one suit—usually Diamonds (Oros).
Ibid., One of his antagonists, having a good hand in Dia-
monds, outbids him, and demands Fuvor, intending to
play the Simple game.

Favourable, a. Add :

5. b. Of a patient's condition, progress, etc.

;

Satisfactory ; favouring recovery.
1903 IVestm. Gaz. 8 July 7/1 Seeing that bis condition was

so favourable.

Favoured, ppl. a^- Add quots. illustrating the

attrib. use of ' the most favoured nation *.

igoz Encycl. Brit, XXVII, 164/1 By extending to a third
nation privileges granted to particular countries, the most
favoured nation article began to be framed. 1909 IVestm.
Gaz. i7_ Aug. 2/1 Having secured a most-favoured-naiion
clause in her commercial treaty with China in i8g6. 1928
Manch. Guardian Weekly 26 Oct. 328/2 In the agreement
will be two main clauses dealing with most-favoured-nation
treatment.

Favourite, sb. and a. B. adj. Add :

2. Ombre and Quadrille. Favourite suit, the
suit wliich has preference over the others. Also
sim piyfavourite.
1763 Lady Sarah hr.ssox Lett. (1901)1. 13a Mr. Bunbury

and 1 won a vole in favourite in the last deal of all some
time ago. z8ao Hoylk Games (1835) 281 Tlie favourite suit

is determined, either by drawing a card, or otherwise fixing
upon a suit at the commencement of the party; and during
the whole game, each player, asking leave in that suit, lias a
preference before others who have a good hand in a different
suit.

Favrile (favrH). Formed as a trade name by
L. C. Tiffany, the inventor of the glass, in 1894,
from Fabuile a., to denote a kind of glass charac-
terized by rich colouring, iridescence, and enamel-
ling.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 8/1 The so-called * Favrile
*

glass of Messrs. Tiffany of New York owes its effect entirely
to surface colour and lustre.

Fawnish (fg'nij), a. [f. Fawn sb."^ 3 + -ish ^.]

Somewhat fawn, resembling fawn in colour.

1895 Daily News 31 May 2/1 The rest of the dress beinga
negation in fawnish cream colour. 1909 Marg. B. Saunders
Litany Lane 1. i, looming out of the fawnish mist shone
the great golden glory of the world.

Fay, v.'^ 2. b. U.S. (Earlier and later ex-
amples.)
1847 D. P. Thompson Locke Amsden 138 (Th.), I have no

notion of spoiling sense to make it fay in with book rules.

1906 P. Lowell Mars Xf its Canals 347 The explanation of
the canals as threads of vegetation fays in with the one
which has been found to meet the requirements of the blue-
green areas.

Faze, ^. U.S. (Earlier examples.")

1843 Carlton Ne-w Purchase I. xix. 174 This dxdnifaze
me, only I steps back for my old camlit cloak. 1859 Harper's
Weekly 16 July (Th.) Such a stomach that even a dram of
nitric acid would not faze it.

Feather, sb. Add :

11. b. Also on other animals.
1884 G. Stables Our Friend the Dog vii. (1895) 74

Feather—The long hair on chest, legs, and tail, &c., of some
breeds. The hair generally. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX.
413/1 The coat[of the Russian wolfhound] is long.., forming
a liberal 'feather' upon the legs, chest, belly and hind-
quarters. %^i^ N. Z. Farmer Apr., Although the General
Trend of the hair [sc. on the part between the hock and the
vulva of a cow] is in an ascending direction there are varia-

tions on certain points where changes in the direction of the
growth makes the hair stand up on ridges, sometimes form-
ing figures. These variations are called feathers. There are
in all seven feathers, i The Oval feather. 2 The ISuttock
feather. 3 The Babine feather. 4 The Vulvous feather.

5 The Bastard feather. 6 The Thigh feather. 7 The Dart
feather.

c. The foamy crest of a wave.
1838 CtTil Eng. 9f Arch. Jml. I. 272/1 The feather only

of each wave would be seen. 1896 Daily News 10 July 3/6
White feathers from their bows.

18. a. feather-boa.
1895 Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 1041

Black and Colouied Feather Boas. 1902 Queen 15 Feb.
Advt. and sheet, Lace Berthes and Feather Boas.

19. feather ball, a golf-ball stuffed with feathers

(cf. *Feathery a. 4); feather-curler, one employed
in curling feathers ; ?,ofeather-curling.
'893 H, G. Hutchinson Golfing 4 Before the days of

gutta-percha. Men |)layed with ' *feathcr balls *— that is, balls

of leather stuffed . . tightly with feathers. 1881 Instr. Census
Clerks (1885) 79 *Feather. .Curler. xZgs Daily News ^ h^t.
5/6 Earning fifteenpence a day as a feather-curler.

Feather, v. Add : 11. b. To fix (paddle-
floats) so as to offer the least resistance while
descending into, or ascending out of, the water.

(Cf. Feathering ppL a. b.)

1847 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1848) 71 Another for im-
provements in the mode of feathering the floats of paddle
wheels.

Feather-duster. 1. (See Feather sb. 19 in

Diet.) 2. An American Indian. U.S. slang,

1907 MuLFORD Bar.zo'ix. 103, I had a little argument with
some feather dusters. X908— Orphan iv. 40 Show me the
feather-dusters in war paint.

Feather-edge, sb. Add : attrib. feather-edge
steps (see quot.).

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 473/1 It is usual to make the steps
of somewhat a triangular shape, so as to present a continued
sofBt. In this case they are called »rns, or feather-edge
steps.

b. A wire edge. (See quot.)
1901 y. Black's Carp. ^ Build., Home Handier. 32 Some-

times, by over-grinding, . . a * feather-edge ' is produced.
This is a little film of steel projecting from the true edge.

2. fig. An over-fine edge. U.S.
X89Z Harper's Mag. July 210/1 Let the pony have a Uttle

fun... This takes the feather-edge off him. 1903 A. H.
Lkwis Boss 59 An' . . not to put a feather-edge on it, 1 thought
I'd run you over, an' see if they'd been fixin' you.

Feather-edge, v. (Earlier Amer. example.)
1648 Dedltam (^Iass.) Rec. 157 A schoole house to be

built.. the stayers [to be] made, the sides boarded feather-
edged & rabbited.

Feathering, vbl. sb, L Add : Of a paddle-
wheel : see *Feather z/, ii b.

1849 Kep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 447 Many applica-
tions have been made based upon alleged novelties in the
feathering of the vertical float paddle wheel.

Feather-weight. Add : 4. attrib,

1905 Daily Chron. 28 June 3/2 A 'feather-weight' laid

paper of a durable kind is employed. 1908 I&id. 3 Aug. 6/6
Green's mount was a featherweight Raleigh.

Feathery, a. Add

:

4. Ofgolf-bails: Stuffed with feathers. Also as j^.

1891 R, FoRGAN Golfer's Handbk. 34 The so-called
* feathery' variety of golf balls exclusively held the field.

These ' featherics ' were made of leather, stuffed with feathers.

Feature* sb, 4. C. Adti : in recent Comb. =
forming a special feature in a magazine, newspaper,
etc.

19x8 Publishers' Weekly i6 June 2440 When a single
SuTiday newspaper sometimes has three or four feature
stories about authors.

Feature, v. Add : 4. To exhibit as a * feature '

;

to make a special feature or display of, make a
special attraction of. orig. 6'..^.

1888 St. Louis Globe Democrat 29 Apr. (Farmer) The
biggest thing I saw at the wedding was a lot of glassware
and block tin knives and forks, whicli were featured in one
of the rooms. 1889 Farmer Americanisms, Featnred to
he, to be displayed; to be set out to the best advant.ige,
literally to be made a feature. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 24 SepL
9/3 The way in which Miss Clifford had been ' featured ' and
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* billed' in preference to herself. 1907 Times (weekly ed.)

28 June 402 Every day for weeks past it has 'featured*

articles . . on ihe Japanese question. 1938 Publishers^

Weekly 12 May 1932 You will know then why so many
booksellers feature Macaulay books. Ibid. 9 June 2353 All

three {books] will be featured in a lavish and spectacular

joint display. 19x8 G. b. Shaw Inlell, Woutan's Guide
Socialism {ig2g) 444 The Government posters ' feature * pre-

cisely the same epithets. 1929 Times i Aug., The Louvre,
Oxford-circus, are featuring coats and skirts and top coats

for Scotland in new designs.

b. Spec, To exhibit as a prominent feature in a
dramatic piece, esp. on * the films * ; to * star*.

1897 Metropolitan Ma^. (N.Y.) Nov. 383/2 A company
that includes in addition to the * featured ' members, [etc].

'9*3 Westm. Gas. 23 Jan., lialzac's 'The Eternal Flame',
featuring Miis Norma Talmadge, 1927 Daily Chron,
2Q Mar. 6 She said she had been 'featured' in 22 or 23
different pieces in America. 1928 Manchester Guardian
IVeekly 7 Dec, Suppl. p, ix/i A young man in trouble and
not a handsome nuddle>aged gentleman featuring himself
through five acts.

Feaze, v, U.S. Var. Faze v, (Cf. Feeze v. a.)

1906 Springfield Weekly Republ. 27 Dec i The gentlemen
at the bead of the Standard oil trust will not he feazed or

troubled a bit by these revelations. 1907 Mulford Bar-zo
ix. 96 I've bit on so many of them rumours that they don't

feaze me no more. 19x6 ' B. M. Bowkr * Pheuitoni Herd ix.

143 Tliat . . rather feazed the Happy Family for a few minutes.

Febriculo (fe-brikiwl). Anglicised form of

Febricula.
1887 R. L. Stevensos Merry Men (ed. 3) 328 A fcbricule

when I digest.

Febronian, a. Add : Also sb,^ a follower of

Febronius.
1884 Addis & Arnold Cath. Diet. 346/3 The Pope's power

was to be reduced to tliat which Febronians supposed him to

have exercised in the first three centuries. i8<)S W. Ward
in igtk Cent. Nov. 797 Protestants of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries were succeeded by Febronians and
Jansenisis in the eighteenth.

Fecbner (fe*x'n'J)- The name of Gustav
'lheodori''ir^^«^r(i8oi-87), the founder of German
experimental psychology, tised in the genitive to

designate laws, formulae, etc. of his invention.

1876 Mindl.4S5 1' is thus quite possible to give a physical
imerpretation to Fcchner's law without implying anything
'inconceivable'. 1887 Ladd Pkystol. Psychol. (1890) 365
The significant addition which Fechner has made to Weber's
law consists in the assumption that all just observable
(iin'erences are equally great. It is therefore also called
' Fcchner's law '. X89S tr. Ziehen's Physiol. Psychol. 54 The
logarithmic formula of Fechner's Law. Ibid. 55 The un-
doubted advantage of being able to explain or account for

Fcchner's Formula entirely in accordance with the spirit of
the natural sciences. 1897 ScBirruKK New Psychol. 441
Upon such considerations as these, Bernoulli developed
formulas equivalent to the differential and logarithmic ones
we have Rpuken of when considering Fcchner's law. 1909
MvEss Exper. PsychcL 86 When a white sector upon a black
ground b very slowly turned on the colour wheel, a series

of black bands in the form of radii may be observed on that

part of the white surface which first stimulates the eye...

With somewhat more rapid rotation, especially under bright

illumination, various colours, called Fechner's colours, may
be visible on the white surface.

Fechnerian (fex'ni»*ri^), a. Relating to

(i. T. Fechner (see prec). So re'ohnerisin (in

recent Diets.).

1909 Westm. Gaz. 15 May 4/3 These Feclmerian ideas.

Fecula : sec FjECULA.

Feculent, a. Add: Also sb. A starch, a
starchy substance or food.
1908 PractHioiur Feb. 280 Feculents and sugar must be

limited in the diet.

Feculose (fc-ki/H^us). Chem. [f, F.eccla +
USE -.] (Sec quot. 1928.)
i^zo Ckoss & Bevan Paper-Making 309 ' Feculose'. is

l>cing cmptoyi:d in increasing quantities as a substitute for

gelatine. igiaS Kingzett Chem. Encycl. (ed. 4) 272 Fecw
lose is an acetylated starchy product ttsed by treating dry
starch with glacial acetic acid at 120** C, using, if desired,

small additions ofmineral acids or formic acid as accelerators.

Fecund, Fecundity. Distinguished from

fertile^ fertility (see quotsj.
1866 J. M. DuscAN Fecuttdity^ eta 3 By fertility or pro-

ductiveness I mean the amount of births as distinguished

from the capability to bear.. .By fecundity I mean the de-

monstrated capability to bear children; it implies the con-

ditions necessary for conception in the women of whom its

variations are predicated. ..In short, fertility implies fecun-

dity, and also introduces the idea of number of progeny;
while fecundity simply indicates the quality without any
superadded notion of quantity. 1904 lirit. Med. Jmt. 23
Apr. 769 A difference is drawn between fecundity and ferti-

lity. Thus women of Irish birth in Australia are less fecund
than women born either in New South Wales or in Scotland,

but they are more fertile. In other words fewer Irish women
have children, but to those who are fecund more children are
born-

Fed, sb, U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1788 Maryland yrttl. 3 June (Th.) The famous Dr. Spring

;isked a lady on which side she was, fed. or aniifed. a 1800

.spirit of Farmers' Mus. (1801) 56 There Feds shall cease to

charge the Antis, With making Frenchmen rule brave
yankees.

Fedf pa. pple. Slang phr. to befed tip : to be
surfeited or disgusted {wiih)j bored to death, or

tired to breaking-point. Also with emphasizing ex-

pressions, SAfedtothe {back) teeth ; occas. without up.
[188a F. Arnold Three Cornered Ess/tys (1886) 4 Fed up

to the eyelids, it is no care 10 him that there are other people
all otherwise than so well off.]

1900 iVestm. Gaz. 13 Nov. 2/3 It may be quite true that,

to use an expression often heard in South Africa just now,
the men are * fed up ' with the war. 1906 Daily Chron. 22
Mar. 9/5, I am about 'fed-up' over this motor-car. 1914
Even. Ninvs 19 Sept. 4/1 We have also seen hundreds of
German prisoners, mostly looking ' fed up '. 1916 Boyd
Cable Action Front 32 'I'm just about fed up with him',
said Gunner Donovan bitterly. 1929 A. S. M. Hutchinson
This Freedom iv. iv. 293 Oh, those sickening scarves and
things, they were eternally knitting, that wasn't war work.
It was fun at first. They were fed to death with doing them
now. 1924 A. J. Small Frozen Gold iii. 78 He had the air
of a man who was utterly and finally fed-up with the eternal
effort of keeping the upper hand of the worst. 1928 Wode-
HOUSE in Strand Mag. July 4 Her aspect was that of a
girl who is fed to the teeth. 1930 Mackail Hovj Amusing
342 It made me feel pretty fed with the old boy.

Fedai (fcdai). Pi. fedal, fedais. [Pers. (^Ijj

courageous, valiant, volunteer.] = Assassin 1.

1875 Encycl. Brit, II. 723/1 When the sheikh required the
services of any of them, the selectedy5*f&/i- were intoxicated
with hashish. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 15 Feb. 2/1 Thousands of
them became *fedai*, men ready to sacrifice themselves for

the common good. 1921 Glasgoiv Herald 13 Sept. 7 Seven-
teen Fedai, otherwise reckless desperadoes, are stated to have
been specially brought to Constantinople for the purpose of
commuting murders.

Federal, a. and sb. Add : A. adj. 3. C.

Federal City, Washington, as the capital of the

United States.

1847 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIX. 536 She.. last winter
travelled with her uncle as far as the Federal City.

B. sb, (Earlier example.)
1867 J. N. Edwards Shelby, etc. lii. 52 The dead were

buried by the Federals, and the wounded cared for in the
hospitals.

Federator (fe-der?t^j). [f. Federate v, + -or.]

One who or that which makes a federation ; one
who takes part in a federation,

1879 Jas. Martineau Ess. (1891) IV. 271 It's [j^.religion'sl

power., as a federator of nations, .is freely admitted. 1901

Wide World Mag. VI. 472/2 Professor Bickerton himself
paying on the same scale as any other Federator.

Fedora Cfedo»-ra). [f. Fidoray title of a drama
by V. Sardou.] A low soft felt hat with a curled

brim and the crown creased lengthways, worn by
both men and women.
19x6 Leacock Moonbeamsxx. 23 There was no use in my

having bought a sage-green fedora in Broadway. 1927 L,

Bromfieli) Possession ix. 46 He took off. .his brown fedora

hat, ibid. xvii. looinplace of a warm skating cap he worea
Fedora hat pulled over his ears. 1930 E. V. Knox in Punch
26 Feb. 236 He carried a cheap black fedora in his hand.

Foe, sb.^ Variant of Fay sb:^

X839 [in Diet.]. 1864 7mi. R. Agric. Soc. XXV. 11. 371 The
eartn overlying the marl, technically called 'fee* or 'rid*.

/bid.. The fee was in the first instance carefully removed
from the upper surface of the marl.

Feeble, a, 9. feeble-minded (add quot. for

technical definition).

1908 Rep. Comm. Care «f Control Feeble-MindedVWl.
324 ' Feeble-minded ', i.^., persons who may be capable of
eamine ^ living under favourable circumstances, but are
incapable from mental defect existing from birth or from an
early age : (a) ofcompeting on eqiuil terms with their normal
fellows ; or {b) of managing themselves and their affairs with
ordinary prudence.

Feebling (f'bliq). [f. Feeble a.: see -ling 1.]

A weakling, a feeble i>erson.

189X H. A. Beers Init. Studies vii. (1896) 2t6 [Henry
Jamesl has exhibited types of the American girl, the Ameri-
can business-man, the aesthetic feebling from Boston. 1896
Westm. Gaz. 13 June 2/1 Toshriek with horror at them, the

sign ofa feebling. 1914 Baring-Gould CA. Revival 151 The
Church was supplied with fecblings as candidates for Orders.

Feed, sb. Add : 3. o. Also, food, fare (for

human beings). U.S. colloq,

t8t8 Fbaron Sk, Atner. 194, I guess whiskey is all the
feed we have on sale. 1835 Knickerbocker Mag. V. 304
A John Smith lives next door, to whom halfmy choice rounds
and sirloins, selected personally in the market,—for I love

good feed,—are sent without distinction. 1867 Susan Hale
Lett, (1919) 27 The cook is French and feed delicious. 1888

Nye Bated Hay-^x He will., absorb a given amount of feed.

6. d. Theatrical slang. = Feeueb ii.

1999 Pribstley Good Companions 11. i, Joe over there.. is

as good a feed as you could wish for. Ibid., You couldn't

want a better dancer... The only thing is, he won*t feed.

I never struck a worse feed.

6. a. 6^^^. (sense 3 and 3 b) feed-bin, -lot,

'Stabley 'Station, -stuffs -yard; (sense ^ feed-bar \

feed-cocky -hole (earlier examples). b. (sense 3)
feed-chopper,

1876 J. S. Ingram Centennial Expos, ix. 298 The radiating

arms.. act against the *'feed-bar. 1898 Makg. Deland Old
Chester Tales 250 The open space between the stalls and
the *feed-bins should be the stage. 1916 H. L. W11.SON
Some^vhere in Red Gap vii. 3104 Hex II [beagle] didn't get

in till next day and looked like he'd come through a 'feed

chopper. 1833 B. Silliman Man. Sugar Cane 56 It is drawn
up mto the vacuum pans.. by the *feed cocks. 1874 J. W.
Long Amer. Wild'Fo-wl Shooting 37 A quick loading flask.

i.e., one having a large ^feed-hole to the charger, should
also be used, i^ii H. Quick Yello^vstone N. vi. 165 Two
boys.. had met in Allen's *feed*lot to fight a duel. 190a

O. WisTKR Virginian ii. 13, I took its dimensions, twenty-
nine buildings mail,— . .one *feed stable, and.. others. 19x0

W. M. Rainb B. O'Connor 106 Jay Hardman's place, a
tumble-down *feed-station on the edge of town, a X909
•O. Henry' Roads 0/Destiny xx.. 157 There wasa*feedstun
famine in Mexico, 191 1 H. Quick Vello^vstone N. iv. 109
One, two, three farmsteads we passed, with its white house
bidden in trees, low bog-houses, its *feed yards.

7. feed-back (circuit) IVireiess (see quot. 1923) ;

feed-block (see quot. 1902) ; feed check, a
valve placed between the feed-pipe and the boiler,

to prevent return of feed-water; feed collector
(see quot.) ; feed-door (earlier U.S. examples)

;

feed-floor U.S., a floor off which cattle, etc., can

eat food ; feed gear, the mechanism of feed-

motion ; feed-mouth = feed-door\ feed-room
U.S., a dining-room; feed-strip, a cartridge belt

for a machine gun ; feed-table, a table indicating

the food values of fodders; feed-tank, also, a tank

to hold liquid fuel; feed-trough, also U.S, a
trough in which food for animals is placed ; feed-
tub, the supply vessel of an evaporator ; feed-
wire = Feeder 10.

1923 HariusivortKs Wireless Encycl. 91^/1 The term
*/eed hack is applied to any radio-telegraph circuit in which
one part of the circuit is coupled to another part in order to
transfer some part of the energy in ihe one circuit to the
other circuit. 1930 Morning Post 14 July 3 If the receiver is

well designed, so that low-frequency feed-back is negligible,

a filter circuit is not needed. 1893 Lukin Maxim Machine
Gun II What keeps the extractor at its highest until the
cartridge is drawn from the *fced block? Ibid. 21 When
loading for rapid fire, the crank handle is turned over to buffer

spring twice and the belt is pulled through the feed block.
X9oa Encycl. Brit. XXX. 401/2 I'he feed-block through
which the belt of cartridges is fed to the gun. 1928 C. F. S.
Gamble N. Sea Air Station xvi. 295 A left-hand feed-block,
which was instantly interchangeable with the right-hand
feed-hlock. 189S Daily News 17 Dec. 3/5 To repair *feed
check valve. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 25 Apr. 2/3 Off they
went into the stoketiole, where the Third put two of them
to mind the feed-checks. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 284/1
A horizontal cross-tube of square section, called a *feed
collector, which extends the whole width of the [marine
water-tube] boiler. 187* Rep. Vermont Board Agric. 1. 635
The ore.. is landed at the *feed door of the furnace. 1877
Raymond Statist. Mines <5- Mining 269, 10 ft. 6 ins. from
tuyeres to feed-door. 1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc. (1868) 104
Put them {sc. hogs] in small yards with a good plank *feed-

floor. 189s Lockivood's Diet. Mech. Engin. (ed. 2), *Feed
Gear, (he mechanism, usually automatic, by which the ex-
lent of the operations of cutting tools used in machines is

governed. 1895 Daily Ne^vs 27 July 3/1 The torpedo boat
destroyer Ferret, which broke down, .owing to the defective
working of her automatic feed gear. 1833 B. Sk.liman
Man. Sugar Catte 34 An opening into the furnace, called the
*feed-moulb, for thesupply offuel and the regulation of ^he

fire, is left. 1887 Tourgee Btttton's Inn 142 A. great towel
..hung inside the *feed-room door. 1902 Encycl. Brit.

XXX. 404/2 The breech-block.. driving acaitridgein front

of itoutof the*fecd-strip. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming -^-i

He can only examine the *feed tables..and guess at the
quality of his own fodders. x886 Marine Engineer i Feb.

283 Storage-tanks,. being connected by pipes to the small

"feed-tanks situated above the boiler. 1845 A. Wiley
in Indiana Mag. Hist. XXIII. 212 To come with their

wagons, and gram, and hay, and *feed troughs and watering
buckets. X854 Bartlett Pers. Narr. Explor. Texas etc.

II. 12 All [the wagons] had to be provided with feed>trougfas.

1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc. (1868) 148 Our market is in the
feed-troughs. 1878 Rep. Vemtont Board Agric. 109 The
*feed tub will be high enough for the sap to run from that

to the evaporator. X909 Westm. Gaz. 16 Apr. 8/1 Killed.

,

while testing some electric *feed wires.

Feedy v. Add

:

6. O. Also, trans, and intr., to supply another

character with cues. (Cf. Fkedeb ii.)

X9a9 Priestley Good Companions 11. i, You couldn't want
a better dancer. . .The only thing is, he won't feed. M/.V., The
chap that feeds has to ask the comedian questions. 1930
Mackail Hoiu AmusiHg()6 I've had laughs I've earned, and
laughs the other fellow s earned by my feeding him.

g. Football, To give a pass to.

X889 Bakbkre & Leland Did. Slang s.v.. To Jied, to
support. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 417/2 The way in which he
can aid bis side in attacking is by passing to, or, as it is

called, feeding his forwards.

8. b. (Earlier and later examples. Also with
out.^ Also, to supply (food) to persons. U.S.
x8x8 in Trans. III. State Hist. Soc. igio, 158 They either

have to feed out their corn or their cattle get very poor.

xBsa Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 145, 1 feed almost every
thing, hay, oats, straw, (etc.J. 1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc.

(1868) 148 Corn is husked and cribbed and fed out to stock.

1904 Grand Rapids Even. Press 2 June 3 The professor..

fed snake sandwiches to his college class at a party. 19x1

R. W. Chambeks Common Law viii. 237 Rita., fed them bits

of cassava and crumbs of cake.

Feed-box (frdbf?ks). [f. Feed j^. -fBox sb.'^'\

a. A box for containing fodder, b. A box con-

taining the feeding apparatus of a machine.
X867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc, (1868) 118 The plan ofallowing

the colt., to eat all the corn it can from feed boxes., is a mis-

taken idea. 187* Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. 149 Put
all into a water-tight feed box. 1886 C. Scott Sheepfarm-
ingZo A number of small feed boxes, suitable for feeding

the ewes in the pens. 1890 D'Oyle Notches 128 Then he
looked to the wants of his horse, and putting a feed inio the
* feed-box ' of hers too, went back to the house. 1895 Kip-

ling in Pall Mall Gaz. 26 June 2/3 As if he had his nose in

a feed-box and was looking for something nice. 1902 Encycl,

Brit. XXX. 404/1 'Ihe platform on the top of the feed-box

[of a machine ^un] through which the teeth of the smaller

feed-wheel project.

Feeder. Add

:

7. d. =*fceder-line.

1858 SiMMONDS /?;V/. Trade, Feeder...^ branch railway,

running into the main-trunk line, 190a Encycl. Hrit. XXIX.
^^3/1 All the leading trunk lines, with their principal

feeders.
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12. attrib. feeder line, feeder railway, branch

lines linking up outlying districts with the main

lines of communication ; feeder main, a main

supplying electricity to branch-wires.

xSos Westm. G<iz. 6 June 6/2 The policy of building what

areknown as *feeder fines is one that is much advocated by

politicians who take an active interest in the future of India.

1003 Earl of Cromeh in Daily Chron. 30 Jan. 5/5, 1 want

feeder lines to Kassala. 1893 Jml. Soc. Arts 5 May 622/2

A pair of omnibus bars,, .from which all the *feeder mains

run off to the various circuits of the distribution. 189s

Westm, Gas. 6 June 6/3 The question of *feeder railways,

whether on a standard or meter gauge, had also attracted

some attention.

Feeding, s^'^/. sb. Add :

1. (Examples of modern techn. senses.)

X897 EncycL Sport I. 404/2 Many aver that. .Alan Rother-

ham was the first to reduce the art of feeding to a science.

1939 Priestlev Good Companions 11, ij This feeding I'm

talking about.. is a name in the profession for working up
to gags.

^feeding-ground (other U.S. examples), -hoUt

-land (earlier U.S. example), -room, -trough,

1647 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. V. 223/1 Weehave granted to

him 200 acres of "feeding grounde. 1874 J. W. Long Amer^
Wild-FoTul Shooting \f>\ The ducks will be seen, .coming

to the feeding-grounds. 1868 Joynson Metals 71 In this

country the "feeding hole of the furnace is generally closed.

X90X Feildens Mag, IV. 436/2 With a steeper inclination.,

to a * feeding-hole' for the admission of refuse from the

platform above, 1669 Wateriirum{M.^^'&^ Fee. 99 Ifany such

sheep be taken vpon comon *feeding land. 1910 Blacktv.

Mag. Mar. 614/1, 1 was wet, miserable, and tired, so I passed

into the common *feeding-room. 1825 j. Nicholson Operat,

Mechanic 403 The flax is fed or supplied in handsfull on the

*feeding-trough. 1867 'T. Lackland' Homespun ii. 170 It

will pay you well to feed your beast, .in the feeding-trough

under the shed.

b. feeding bag, a nose-bag for a horse (cf. feed"

bag, Fked sb, 6 a).

i8ia Niles^ Weekly Register II. 131/1 The purveyor of

public supplies advertises for. .3000 nose or feeding bags.

Feel, V. Add : 1. d. Also, to search outy to

ascertain, by feeling or testing.

183S LoNGSTREET Georgia Scenes 24:^ These [chills] I had
to bear for the space of a minute or two before 1 couldyeel

out my hat. 1928 Publishers* Weekly 9 June 2376, I can-

not stress enough., the necessity of feeling out the possibili-

ties ofa book before giving a large order.

5. O. Tofeel out (see quot.).

xgaS E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier^ Sailor Words, Feel
cut, of Artillery ranging until a desired target or objective

is attained.

6. b. Slang phr. Tofeelthe draught*, to be seri-

ously incommoded.
1925 Westm. Gaz. 27 Apr., When the wind changed it

might be the Conservative Party which would be feeling

the draught.

d. Also tofeelone^sfeet.
1889 Farmer's Mag. Dec. 217 Trees put in now cannot be

expected to succeed as well as those that ate already be-

ginning to * feel their feet '.

Feeler. Add : 5. A device which moves a
control lever in the weaving of artificial silk,

1917 T. WooDHOusE Artif. Silk 131 When the weft is

nearly exhausted in the shuttle, an electric circuit is com-
pleted ; this causes a single feeler under the circular magazine
to move a control lever which ensures that the next change
of weft will place in the shuttle a bobbin with the same kind
of weft as that just finished.

Feeling, vbl. sb. Add : 11. attrib. and Conib, :

(sense 9), esp. after G. compounds ol gefuhl, e.g.

gefiihhton (Wundt).
1899 G. F. Stout Man. Psychol. 60 Besides having cogni-

sance of an object, we are usually, if not always, pleased or

displeased, satisfied or dissatisfi^ with it, and sometimes
partially the one and partially the other,_ This feeling-

attitude pre-supposes the existence of cognition. Ibid. 62
Feeling-tone is a generic word for pleasure and pain. Idid.

63 In the complex emotion of anger there is included a
specific feeling-attitude distinct from being pleased or the

reverse. 1900 Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. Apr. 307 The manner in

which delusions are formed is ^^feeling-tone of pleasantness

and unpleasantness. 1901 E. B. 1'itchener Exper. Psychol.

1. 1, ii. 54 Likeness may mean ' likeness oifeeling-effect '.

19x9 M. K. Bradby Psycho-analysis 58 Certain uncon-
scious factors.. give the complex its peculiar feeling-tone.

Ibid. 150 A woman who heard the first maroon announcing
the Armistice on November nth, 1918, responded with an
instantaneous feeling-tbought. 1920 Phingle-Pattison Idea
ofGoii 120 The feeling-tone of the secondary qualities and
their intimate connexion with the higher emotional life.

1920 T. P. NuNN Educ.y Data <y Princ. (1923) 125 Feeling-
spread is almost wholly biological imitation. Ibid. 134
Pugnacity is an example <^ the instincts in which the feel-

ing-element is a definite emotion.

Feelingness (frliqnes). [f. Feemitg///. a.

+ -NKS8.] Emotional quality or character,

1870 G. Meredith Lett. (1912) I. 216 The feelingness of
your letter to Mickleham was much felt there. 1901 Mrs.
F. H. Burnett MakingofMarchioness ii. vi, * I do love him
so', she whispered hysterically.^ |1 do so love him, and I

shall so ntiss him !
* with the italicised feelingness of old.

Faerie (f^*eri). Also f6ery, feSrie. [F.

fierie^ i.fie fairy; see Fairy j^.] A spectacular

theatrical production involving the representation

of fairy scenes and characters.

1878 Lloyds Weekly 19 May 7/2 (Stanford) A magnificent

f^ery^ in which five Nubian lions are announced as about to

make their dibut. x886 Athenmum 24 July 116/3 M. Vic-

torien Sardou is at work on a feerie, or rather a piece for

children, intended for the Port-Saint-Martin. 1895 Daily
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News 5 Feb, 5/4 It b not stiictly an opera, but is described

as a dramatic feerie, entitled ' The Royal Infants '.

PeezCiJ*. 2. 6^5. (Earlier example and refer-

ence.)
iSas I. Neal Sn. Joixathaii II. 315 By snum ; but you're

a precious fellow !—in a feeze, 1 dare say, at receiving a
decent letter from your sweetheart. 1843 Haliburton Sam
Stick in Etig. ii. (= quot. a 1865).

Pei (f^i)' [Tahitian vernacnlar name ofthe plant

and fruit.] Zn Polynesia and New Caledonia, a

species of plantain or wild banana, Musafehi.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 24/1 The wild plantain (/«").

1894 Stevknson & OsBOURNE Ebb-Tid^ I. ii. Five Kanakas
. . were squatted round a basin of fried feis.

PeinneCfrn). Also Fein. [Gaelic.] =*Fian(n.
1782 T. F. Hil.L in Gentl. Mng. Lll. 570/2 The songs

relating to the Feinne, and their Chieftain, Fion-mac-Coul.

/*/(/. 571/r The whole host of the Feinne, or Fingalians.

1872 J. F. Campbell Leabhar na Feinne 33 Fionn and the

Feinne were the successors of Cumhal and CuchuUin^ 1891

YouthfulExploitsofFionn 96 Acompany of the old Feinne.

1891 A. Macdougall Folk !i Hero Tates 35 The Fein looked

at each other.

Feint. In commercial use, the usual spelling

of Faint a. 5 c.

1874 stationers' finnd-bk. 7a Feint only, the term for a

book having merely feint blue lines across the page from left

to right. ^Ziji Army Sf Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept.

525 Foolscap Paper—Ruled with Money Columns and Feint

Lines.

Feis (fej, ffij). PI. feiseanna. Also fes(s.

[a. It.feisjfess meeting, assembly.]

L An assembly ofkings, chiefs, etc, bemg a kind

of early Celtic parliament.

1792 Encycl. Brit, IX. 313/1 Ollam Fodla .. erected a
grand seminary of learning, and instituted the Fes^ or trien-

nial convention of provincial kings, priests, and poets, at

Feamor or Tarah in Meath. 1880 Ibid. XIII. 250/2 He
summoned a convention (/eis or/ess) . . to assemble at

Druimceta, 1898 Heron Cettic C/t, 19. 1905 Daity Chron.

15 June 3/1 The whole scheme of [old Irish] national life

turned on central febeanoa—social, legislative, and literary

functions.

2. An Irish festival which provided competi-

tions in singing, dancing, acting, music, and handi-

crafts, resembling the Welsh Eisteddfod.

1S96 Daity News a Oct. 5/2 The ' Feis ' extending over

four days. 1896 IVestm. Caz. 3 Oct. 8/r The Feis is an.

nounced to take place next May. 1910 Daily Chron. 3 Jan.

3/4 In her incidental reference to latter-day Feiseanna.

i9i6iV. /iQ. i2thSer. II. 7iThefeisportionsoflocalshows.

Feist, variant of Fist sb."^

Feldsher (fe-ldjai). Also feldschar, feld-

BOher. [ad. Little Kmss. felcker, Kms. feltdsherii,

ad. G.feldscher field surgeon.] An army surgeon.

In Russia, a surgeon's assistant, a hospital orderly.

1877 D. M. Wallace Russia I. v. 104 There is not exactly

a doctor, but there is a Feldsher in the village. 1^16 H,
Walpole Dark Forest l. iv. Like an old feldschar in my
village who hates our village Pope. 1925 Contemp. Rev,

June 752 In Russia the place ofdoctor or nurse b often filled

by a 'feldscher ' or half-trained doctor only.

F61ibre(fel2br). \¥./i;libre,a..moA.Vxo\.felil>re

doctor of the law.] A word used by F. Mistral

(1830-1914) to designate a member of the brother-

hood which was founded by J. Roumanille for the

maintenance and purification of Provenjal as a

literary language, and also for the promotion of the

artistic interests of the South of France.

1902 Encycl, Brit. XXXII. 44/1 Greatest of them all, the

true and acknowledged forerunner of tiiK /^tibres^ Jacques

Jasmin (I7g8-r864), the hairdresser of Agen.^ Ibid. 45/1 The
fetibres are in no sense of the word the direct successors

of the troubadours. 1904 Westm. Gaz, 27 May 12/2 The
F^libres, who have just been celebrating their jubilee.

Hence rili'ljrian a., relating to the Felibres, or to

the Provenjal literature produced by them ; F£li-

brism (f^i-libriz'm), the movement instituted by the

Felibres ; the principles underlying that movement.
1908 Daily Chron. 16 Jan. 4/4 He plunged into the centre

of things F^librian. 1911 Daily News 11 Mar. 6/4 The
literary output of F^librism has been mainly poetic.

F^iibrige (f^U'brjj). [F. FiUbrige, ad. Prov.

Felibrige, i.fdibre ; see prec] The name of the

society formed by the Felibres.

1902 Encycl.Brit. XXXII. 44/2 The most widely read ofthe

Filibrige publications is the A rmana Frouvenfau, which .

.

contains much of the best work of the school, lofri Daily
Chron. 14 Nov. 3/3 Two other pioneers of the 'F6Iibrige'

movement, Roumanille and Mathieu.

Fell (fel). Name ofJohn Fell (1625-86), dean

of Christ Church and bishop of Oxford, designating

the founts of type and matrices procured by him
for the Oxford University Press, the use of which

has been revived in recent years.

1900 H. Hart Cent. Ox/, Typography p. ix. All doubts

and conjectures as to where most of the^ Fell types were

purchased may..now be regarded as disposed of. 1922

Updike Printing Types II. 199 Caslon and Fell revivals.

Fellah, representing an affected pronunciation

of Fellow sb.

1912 A. C. DovLK Lost World -n. 84 Young fellah my lad.

Feller ^. Add : 4. A sewer in various trades.

1894 N, Brit, Daily Mail 5 Sept. 4 The wages of the

fellers, whether on day work or on piece work, ranged from
xs 6d to 2s 6d. 1921 Diet, Occtip. Terms (1927) § 404 Fin-
isher, tailor's finbher ; feller : sews by hand, sleeve Unings,

FEMINISM.
vest arm holes. Ibid, § 411 Feller^ sews seams of gloves

with a particular kind of felling stitch on treadle machine.

Feller 2 (fe-bi). Vulgar or affected (cf. 'Fel-
lah) form of Fellow sb, 9. Also in jocular phr.

youngfcller-me- {or mjy-) ladj orig. used vocatively

with an implication of disapproval or reproof;

hence as compound sb. designating young men of

a frivolous or irresponsible character.

x88o Punch 20 Nov. 234 Why, there was an Actor, by Jingo

!

and a scientific chap, and an artist feller. 1897 Kipling Capt.
Cour. 17 You've nigh slep' the clock around, young feller.

1909 P. G. WoDEHOUSE The Swoop ! vi. 86 Not so much of

your eight hundred and seventy-five, young feller me lad,

1913 Mrs. Habker Ffolliots ofKedmarley xxiv. (1919) 321,

1 beheld Miss Bax seemingly in difficulties with two young
feller-me-lads, who evidently had no intention of going on.

1925 B. Travers MischiefWy Now. listen, young feller-me-

lad. It's about that place at Richmond. [19x6, 19x9: see

*Fkllow sb. g.]

FellniOllger. Add : In modem use restricted

to an operative who works skins.

1845 DoDD Brit. Manuf. V, 195 There are in Bermondsey
several manufacturers called fellmongers, whose business it is

to bring sheep-skins into a certain state of preparation before

the leather-dresser commences his operations thereon. 1921
Diet. Occup. Ter^ns (1927) § 338 Fellmofiger^ general term
for any person employed in fellmongery trade, e.g. washing
sheep skins, painting pelt side of skins with chemicals to

facilitate subsequent pulling [etc.).

Hence Fellmongered a., Fe-Umong-ering
vbl. sb.

1895 Austral. Pastoralist Rev, 15 Aug. 284 The ver>-

large quantity of fellmongered wool sold in Sydney. 1897
Daily News 7 Oct. 2/2 Fellmongering and leather dressing
premises.

Fellow, sb. Add : 7. Now extended to women
holders of such positions.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 24 Nov. lo/i A lady * research * Fellow
already exists in Wales, x^x Oxf. Univ. Cal,^ Somerville
College... Lady Carlisle Fellow. 1923 Ibid,^ Somerville
College. .Official Fellow—Research Fellows.

9. Yoitngfellow-fne-ipt my-) lad: see *Felleb2.
X926 Spanner Nauigators 36 This young fellow-me-lad

seems to have spent ten minutes or so diving in and out
among the wreckage. 1929 W, Deeping Roper s Row iv.J i

There were young fellow-my-lads who began to take notice.

Fellowly (fe'h^Mi), a. and adv. Delete f Obs.

and add quots. illustrating revival in poet, and
rhet. use.

X883 G. Meredith Woods of Westermain iv. Love it

[sc. the light] so you could accost Fellowly a livid ghost.

1898 T. Hardy Wessex Poems, The Temporary the All x^

Change and chancefulness in my flowering youthtimc. Set

me sun by sun near to one unchosen ; Wrought us fellowly,

and despite divergence. Friends interblent us. 1903 Trawt
May 3 The fellowly enfolding of the night. 1918 W. J.

Japp Wayfarings viii. 93 The revealings of a spirit fellowly

and accordant with his own.

Felting, vbl. sb. Add : L b. Of the hair (see

quot. 1848J.
184B DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7), Feltingy..z^ term

applied to the hair when inextricably interlaced, as occtirs

occasionally in women from inattention. 1864 \V. T. Fox
Skin Dis. 75 Canities, Felting.

Female, <z- Add: 10. b. Female close - femi-
nine dose (see Feminine a. 6 b, quot. 1844).
1928 E. Blom Limitations ofMusic 85 Mendelssohn uses

female closes to excess.

FemaleneSS (f/'m^ilnes). Delete nonce-wd.

and add : 2. Biol. The quality of being female.

1894 H. Drummond Ascent of Man \\\. 315 That this

division into maleness and femaleness should run between
almost every two of every plant and every animal in exis-

tence, must have implications of a quite exceptional kind.

Ibid. 323 What exactly maleness is, and what femaleness,

has been one of the problems of the world. 1902 Encycl.

Brit. XXXIL 210/1 That maleness and femaleness may be

regarded as expressing metabolic alternatives open to the

geim-cell in its development. 1930 G. R. de Beer Embryol.
(5" Evol. iii. 22 The various organs and parts of the body do
not all switch over from maleness to femaleness together.

Femic (fe-mik),a. Min. [f./^r, /«, initial letters

oi ferro-magTiesian (see *Febbo- i)-i--ic.] (See

quots.)

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. s.v. Rock, The second group con-

tains all other pyrogenetic minerals which are free from
alumina...This group is called yirw/V (mnemonic of^rro-
w/agnesian, the predominant character of the group). 19x2

J. W. Gregory Making of Earth iv. 64 These minerals

belong to the series which, owing to their poverty in silica,

are known as basic minerals; some of the most important

contain ferrum (iron) and magnesium as their chief consti-

tuents,and are therefore called feraic, a word formed from the

letters Fe and Mg, the chemical symbols for those metals.

Femiual (fe*minal), a, Transfer + Obs. to

sense in Diet, and add : 2. = Feminine a. 4.

X907 Ladies' Field 10 Aug. 357/1 Combine the perfection of

physical strength with the highest type of feminal beauty.

X922 C'tess Barcynska Wehs xxv. 207 In her emotional

tumult, sheerly feminal, she believed every word she said.

FexZLixiinej-fd- 1- b. Add: The eternalfetninine

as a literal rendering of G. das ewige weibliches

(Goethe).
1892 [in Diet.]. 1898 Daily News 5 Sept. 6/2 The Eternal

Feminine played a larger part in Oxford social life in the

earlier part of the eighteenth century than she has since

done. X912 W. J. Locke Aristide Pujol ix. His quest being

little Jean and not the eternal feminine.

Feminism- Delete rare and add :

2. [After ¥, feminisme.^ The opinions and prin-

ciples of the advocates of the extended recogniticBi
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of the achievements and claims of women • advo-
cacy of women's rights. (Cf. Womanism.)
189s AthtTUium 27 Apr. 533/2 Her intellectual evolution

and her coquellings with the doctrines of ' feminism ' are
traced with real humour. 1897 Daily News 6 Sept. 8/6
Vou alluded, Mr. Goldwin Smith, somewhat disparagingly,
to that phase of feminism which is so cuAous a feature of
the pi-esent day. 1908 Daily ChroH. 7 May 4/7 In Germany
feminism is openly Socialistic.

Feminist (fe-minist). [ad. Y.f^ministe, i. L.
fimina woman : see -1ST.] An advocate of femin-
ism. Often attrib. Also Fe-mlnlnlst.
1894 Dally News 12 Oct. 5/5 What our Paris Correspon-

lent describes as a ' Feminist^ group is being formed in the
French Chamber of Deputies. 1895 Critic 2 Feb. 90/2 The
writer depicts Ford as the deepest 'femininist' in the
Shakespearian constellation. 1898 Daily Chron. 15 Oct.
5/1 The lady Parliamentary reporter is the latest develop-
ment of the feminist movement in New Zealand. 1904
AthinMum 26 Nov. 730/2 There have been feminists who
claimed George Eliot as the rival of Thackeray. 1910 W. J.Locke House ifBaltaiar v. 56 We're out of this feminist
hurljf.burly. 1930 Manchester Guardian ij Sept. 7/7Femmists are rare birds in Russia.
Hence Feminl'stic a.

1908 Hcstm.Gaz. 11 Sept. 6/3 Some thinkers in Hungary
anticipate feministic developments even in Turkey. 191a
Englishwoman Mar. 261 This society b only feministic in
so far as it strives to give women better opportunities.

Femino- (fcmino), used as combining form
(see -0-) of h./imitui woman, = female. 7e:mlno-
nncleus Embryology, the female pronucleus.
18S4 [see MASCtJLO-J.

FemorO- (fe-moro), used as combining form
(see -0-) of Femur = pertaining to the femur and
(another part) ; also = femoral.
184a DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7), Femoro-liUal, belong-

ing to the femur and tibia. 187a Humphry Myal. 22 This
femoro-fibular muscle appears to represent the short or
femoral origin of the biceps. 1901 D01U.ANO Med. Diet-
FetnorvceU, femoral hernia.

Fence, sb. Add: 5. o. On the fence (earlier
U.S. examples). On the other side cf the fence
(U.S. example). To mend (or look after) one's
fences, of a member of Congress, to renew contact
with the electors.
i8j8 Rich,m,n.t Whig 13 Aug. 1/5 (Th.) There are certain

Administrauon Eduors, Editors for a long lime on the fence,
who occasionally undertake .. to sit as censors upon their
fatigued and dusly brethren. 1834 [R. B*ibdJ ValUy Missis-
sif'pi xviu. 360 1 he demons of discord are on the fence, ready
10 pounce down upon the unsuspecting public, on either side.
».*** ^"f*" V/yim^r 7 July (Farmer) Journals on the other
side of the fence will represeiu him to be a weak, feeble old
man. 1H8 Congress. Rcc. 16 Aug. 7646/1 (They) are athome seekmg renomination or looking after their fences
1889 BARRt«« & Leland Diet. Slaiig, Mend /nues, to
i.\mencan), to mend or repair fences for a man is to attend
to hui interests. 1906 H. L. West in Forum Apr. 444
.\il early adjournment of the session is deemed essential in
order that thc_members may go home to mend their fences,
as the saying is.

10. \i. fence-post (earlier U.a example).
i8s3 a F. Taylok yon. «, yuneliSjt) 13 Life. .laid away

in Patent Bunal Cases ' and fastened to rails and fence-
posts.

11. fenoe-orbour, a piece in a combination lock
which connects the spmdle and the tumblers;
fence corner C7..^., (a) one of the four corners of a
fenced enclosure; (b) one of the many angles made
by a zig-zag rail fence ; also attrib. ; fence-man
l/.S., one who practises 'sitting on the fence',
who avoids taking a side in an issue ; fenoe-rail
1/.S., a long, rough rail for fencing, split from a
small log ; fence-rrder (/.S. (see quot 1930)

;

fenoe-riding 6^.5"., 'sitting on the fence'; avoid-
ance of committing oneself to one or other of two
contrary policies ; fence-row C.S., a fence with the
row of shrubs and other vegetation which frequently
grows up under its protection.
Moa Encycl. Brit. XXXIL 360/1 A balanced "fence

arbour. 1829-31 J. P. Kennedy Swalltrw B. \. xiv. 153 He
slowly went to the *fence corner, and untied his horse.
»*45 J. J. HooPEE Adv. Simon Suggs i. 14 Simon and Bill
were in a fence corner very earnestly engaged at ' seven up '.

»?SS KnicktrlKcher Mag. XLV. 197 Posting himself at
lught m a fence.corner, he s.-iw her at one end of a hollow
log. 1874 E. EccLEsTos Circuit Rider xxviii. 272 Patty
climbed upon a fence-corner. 1886 Harper's Mag. Oct.
&>8/2, I was a couple o' fence corners from 'em. 1901 S E.
White CUim Jumpers iv. 64 It was.. not as large as a
good-sued tat, quite smaller than our own fence-corner
chipmunks of the East. 1819 Lett. ' Columbus ' (Boston) 10
Fence-man. 1848 .V. Y. Herald 14 Oct. (Bartlett 1859)

All the fence-men, all the doublets, all the seekers after
majorities, will now bustle up. 1889 VK^Mt.^ Americanisms
S.V. A/JKT*, The possessors of highly developed bumps of cau-
tion are called ><«:< men; they run with the hare and hunt
with the hounds an operation which receives the equally de-
^"P"" 'lanieof/<r««.nV//»f. i8oa Eu-ICOTt JriU. 3 It was
then placed on a 'fence.rail which was covered with frost.
1814 J. Iavlok Ar.itor 177 Small common fence rails..
make folds with less labour.. than any I have ever tried.
18x9-32 J. p. Kesnedv Swallow B. 1. xxiiL 239 The mill-
pond,, wasted away, like a chestnut fence-rail under the
tinned attacks of sun and wind. 1853 i- G. Baldwin Flush
..""^ laSama 1 10 Buck Jones . . seized a fence rail, grasped
'?."'»'•' hands, and. .hurled tbesame. 187a E. E0G1.K.STON
t.nd of World xxxviii. 238 I've knowed Ijoys wlio'd throw
a rock at a fence-rail and hit a stump. 1909 R. A. Wason
tiapfy Hawkins 207, I met the foreman o' the E.Z. outfit
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ridin' into town to see if he couldn't pick up a *fence.rider.
1920 HuNTEE frail Drii,erso/ Texas -2,^ Ihe fence rider,
also called the line rider ', is employed to ride fences and
repair them, a 1859 ^V. K Mirror (Bartlett) The dividing
line. .admits of no "fence.riding; the candidate must be onone side or the other. 1868 Co,igress. Globe i-, UU (De Vere)
Ihis question IS one of clear right and wrong, and there canbe no fence-ridmg, when the rights of four millions of men
are at stake 1889 [see '/cnce-manl 1842 American Pio-
neerl. 43 I was alone, clearing out a 'fence row, about aquarter of a mile from the house. 1855 Trans. Mich. Agric.

k "L • yt, ^^\ '^f?"
"""^ """' fr'^ from weeds and

bushes. i8s8 J. A. Wa.dee Hedges ^ Evergreens u. 225Many kinds of trees. .are to be taken from their natural
position in open woods, fields or fence rows, igoi N LLr.tton Afan. Flora N. United States 952 Along fence!rows in partial shade.

*

Fence, v. e. Add: Also trausf., to ride on
either side of. U.S.
1910 W. M. Raink B. OConnor 21s Alice Mackenzie

might have searched the west. .and not found. .two such
riders, .as fenced her that day.

Fence-viewer. U.S. (See Fknck j3. 1 1.)

167J
Connecticut Public /f«. 11. 276 Ln t Joseph Orton is by

tills Court appojTited
. .to administer oathes to fence viewers.

1686 in Temple & Sheldon Hist. Northficld, Mass. (187?)
102 The fence about the Great Meadow shall be made up
according to the judgment of the fence-viewers. 1706 RecMuddy River * Brookline, Mass. (i 875) 92 Voted that John
Winchester jun'r & Edward Devotion should serve asheme viewers. 1736 in Temple & Sheldon Hist. North-
field, Mass. (1875) 16 Fence viewers were chosen, who were
ordered to lay out ye fence and proportion it to each pro-
E""0'';„ »77« H. Pelham in Cofley-Pelham Lett. (1914) 125
i)hc will apply to the Fence viewers to have the Fences
made upp. 1843 Carlton New Purchase xxii. 209 From
Oovernor down to a depuly constable's deputy and fence-
viewer's clerk's first assistant. 1858 J. A. Warder Hedges *t-vergreens \. x. 162 Fence-viewers (are) to assign the portions
to each occupant when they cannot agree. 1886 (in Diet 1

fig- 1880 Scribner's Monthly Feb. XIX. 504 You are
likely to start from its .shelter a hare.. or you may catch
glimpses of a brown wood wren. .. These are the fence
viewers of the wood lot.

Fencing, vbl. sb. 7. Add : (sense i)fencing,
room; (sense i)fencing-stuff {V.S.).
1897 (7<,//MP-(U.S.) XXX. 2oo/i'Thecontest was held March

TOlh in theTencmg-roomof the NcwYork Athletic Club. i64e
Sfnngfield (Mass.) Rec. 1. 183 Every man cut his "fencinge
stuff upon his owne grounde. 168a Braintree (Mass.) Rec.
19 1 hat no person . . shall fall cutt or carry away any wood
timber (or] fencing stuff. 1893 B. Torrey Footpath-lVay 72No wonder such fields do not pay for fencing.stuff.

Fendered (fe-ndajd), ppl. a. [f. Fkndee sb.

+ -ID 'K\ Provided with a fender or fenders.
179s R. Dooi> Rep. fmprm. Hartlepool »Th\i pier.. well

fendered, piled, &c. 1927 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 368/2 The tug
thrust her fendered nose against the timbers.

Fenestrated, ///. a. Add :

4. Of a surgical instrument: Having openings or
loops at the grasping end.
l88t Tra>is. Oistetr. Soc. Lond. XXU. 46 These forceps,

fenestrated longitudinally. i884KNlGHTZ)«<.A/«A.Suppl.,
/««/ra/t<f/»«/r»,«r«/j(surEical), said of instruments such
as some forceps, scoops, enucleators, etc., the grasping ends
of which have openings, or loops which engage and partially
embrace the object. 1884 W. Pve Surg. Handicraft 23 The
patterns of a few of these forceps are given here. On the
whole, the most satisfactory is the ' fenestrated '.

Feng-shni (£» i)|«:i). Also 8 fong-ohoul, 9
fung-shtii. [Chinese, f. feng wind + shui water.]
In Chinese mythology, a system of spirit influences,
good and evil, which inhabit the natural features
of landscapes; hence, a kind of geomancy for deal-
ing with these influences in determining sites for
houses and graves.

J^P?- '^"'^y'- S,'-''..(t797) IV. 679-2 The greater part of
the Chinese are of opinion that all ihe happiness and mis-
lortunes of life depend upon the /ong-c/wui 1883 ibid.XV. 204/1 The fieng-shui, or ' windand.water ' magic, is a
system the practitioners of which regulate the building of
houses and tombs by their local aspects. 1906 W. De Morgan
Joseph yance xxvii. 252, I think what the Chinese call the
reng.bhui of the sofa.back had a good deal to answer for.

Ferme'ntal, a. Delete t Obs. and add quots.

:

1753 Cha»jbers Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Zymology, Thefermental
principles oi acid and sulphur connatural to that oil [k. oil
of vitriol). 192a Gtizsgow Herald 21 Aug. 7 Sugar or any
other kind of fermental food.

FenuentlUU (faime-nt^m). [med.L.nse of L.
fermentum yeast, Febment ii5.] In the mediaeval
church, a portion of a consecrated wafer reserved
and brought to a priest about to say Mass, as a
token of Christian communion.
1884 AoDis & Arnold Cath. Diet. s.v. Resernation A

suppled decret.ll of Pope Innocent to Decentius proves
that the Bishop of Rome sent thi:/ermentum or consecrated
host per titulos '—/. e. to the chief churches of the city
1902 Eueyct. Brit. XXX 1 1. 220/2.

'

Fermorite (fsumorait). Min. [f. name of L. L.
Fermor, of the Geological Survey of India + -ite •.]
An arsenate and phosphate of lime and strontia
found in the manganese deposits of India.
1910 G. T. Pbioh & Smith in Nature LXXXIII. 513.
Feroose, var. *Fakoese.

Ferozone (fe-roz^n). Also ferro-. [Pro-
prietary name, app. arbitrarily formed.] A pre-
cipitating substance, consisting chiefly of iron proto-
snlphate, for treating sewage.
1888 PaUnt Specif. No. 11663. 1889-90 Proc. Assoc.

FEBEO-.
Munic 4- County Engin. XVL 38 The 'ferrozone' or mae-
netic ferrous carbon. 1898 (see Polarite).
Ferra(feTa). [Local It.] The fresh-water her-

ring, Coregonusfera.
1807 [see Pollan]. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. isa/r The Lake

of Geneva is not so rich in fish as many of the smaller lakes
of Switzerland..

. 1 he ' fera' (Coregonusfera) is economically
the most important species. 1925 Glasgow Herald r. Aug. 3The ferra of Lake Geneva.

o s

Ferranti (fene-nti), name of S. Z. Ferranti,
used attrib. to designate certain electrical devices
invented by him, and a phenomenon first observed
in connexion with the Ferranti cables in Loudon.
See quots.
1892 Sloane Electr. Did. (1898), FerrantiEffect, an effect

as yet not definitely explained, observed in the mains of the
IJepttord, Eng., alternating current plant. It is observed
tnat the potential difiercnce between the membere of a pair
01 mains rises or increases with the distance the place of
trial ^ from the station. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 596/2
AO? •'"ranu conlinuousH:urrent ampere-hour meter. Ibid.AXXIII. 424/2 The Ferranti rectifier is much employed for
rectifying alternating current for arc lighting purposes,
ipio N. Hawkins' Electr. Diet., Ferranti Cable, a type of
electrical conductor designed to carry high tension currents,
consisting of concentric tubes of copper separated by an
insulation ofpapersaturated with black mineral wax.
Ferrazite (fe-razait). Min. [f. name of Jorge

Belmu-o de Aranjo Ferraz, of the Geological Sur-
vey of Brazil + -ite 1.] A hydrated phosphate of
lead and barium.
1919 Amer. Jml. Sci. Ser. iv. XLVni.3S3. 1921 BritishMuseum Return 157 Ferrazite, a 'fava ' from the Brazilian

diamond-washings (a new species named after the donor)
oyDr. J._ B. de Aranjo Ferraz.

Ferris (fcris), name of an American engineer,
G. W. G. Ferris, used attrib. to designate an
amusement device, the Ferris wheel, invented and
first erected by him for the World's Columbian
Exposition in Chicago in 1893 (see quot. 1897).
1893 Sci. Amer. 9 Sept. 169/1 The World's Columbian

Exposition—A view from the Ferris wheel. 1897 R. John-
SON tVorld's Columb. Expos. I. 77 The feature at the
Exposition that corresponded in its character with the Eiffel
lower at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was the Ferris Wheel
—an enormous wheel two hundred and fifty feet in diameter,
projected into the air, hung upon suppoiu of steel frame-
work by an axle thirty-two inches in diameter, forty-five
feet long, and weighing fifty-six tons...On the periphery of
the wheel were hung thirty.six passenger cars, each with a
seating capacity of forty to sixty persons. 1927 Blackw.
Mag. Sepu 358/2 Two ferris wheels squeaked like pigs in
agony.

Ferrite. Add :

3. Metallurgy. Pure metallic iron as separated
out from iron carbides in the cooling of steel.
1890 H. M. HowE Metall. Steel 1. 164. 1900 Engineering

Mag. XIX. 752/1 Iron in its pure state consists of crystalline
fertile granules. Ibid. 753/1 The changes caused by heat
in the form and size of the ferrite granules depend..upon
the condition of the metal when heating begins. 1902
Eneyct. Brit. XXIX. 572/1 Slowly cooled steels in general
consist essentially of a mixture of ferrite and cementite.
Ferro-. Add : 1. Various other names of

minerals.
1891 yml. Chcm. Soc. IX. II. 992 'Ferro-goslarite, a New

Variety of Zinc Sulphate. 1877 Dana Text-bi. Min. 338
Colutnbue. Niohite. * Ferroilmenite. 1902 Miers Min.
47t Biotite (*Ferro.magnesian MicaX 1&9 Amer. jml.
Sci. Ser. ill. XXXVlll. 244 *Ferronatrite. .occurs in stellate
groups of a pale, whitish green color, forming nearly spheri-
cal nodules; it is in general similar to pale wavelhte in
appearance, igoa Mieks Min. 547 Ferronatrite. Na.Fe'"
(M)4)3.3 HjO. looj yrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXXIV. 11. 556
Ferropalhdite.—This name was given to a white, granular

mineral which occurs with romeriteat Alcapa rossa, Calama,
Chill.

b. Metallurgy. In names of alloys with the
meaning of ' iron and *, Asferro-aluminium. Also
Ferro-alloy, an alloy of iron and some other metal.
190S Electr. Rev. 31 Mar. 517/2 The production of special

steels and "ferro-alloys. 190S Jrul. Chem. 5o<r.XCII 1. 11. 1496The production of ferro-alloys from a mixture of the oxides
with ferric oxide is a comparatively simple matter. 1928
KiNGZETT Chem. Encycl. (ed. 4) 395 Ferroalloys are used
in the steel industry to remove oxygen and nitrogen from
molten steel, or to introduce into the steel a small proportion
of the metal. 1890 Jml. Chem. Soc. LVIII. 11. 1471 •Ferro-
aluminium is composed of iron, aluminium, manganese, sili-
con, and carbon, and resembles ferro-tungslen in appearance
1910 Ibid. XCVIII. II. 508 The Behaviour of Goldschmidl's
*Ferroboron and Manganese-boron on Heating in Chlorine
and Hydrogen Suli^hide. 1920 Ironmonger 18 Dec 97/1
'fhe other steel-making alloys dealt with include chromium
alloys, .. ferro-titanium. ferro-uranium, ferro-boron. 1878
yrnl. Chem. Soc, XXXIV. 772 Thed iscovery of chrome-steel
and "ferrochrome by Berthier in 1821. 1894 Ibid. LXVl. 11.

452 *Ferrochroininm.. contains crystals,the hardness of which
= 6, wliilst that of the magma = 4-2. 1902 Ibid.'LXXXW.
II- 533 Volumetric Estimation of Molybdenum in Molybde-
num Steel and *Ferro.Molybdenum. 1885 Ibid. XLVIII. i

462 Malleable *ferronickel and ferrocobalt. 1882 Ibid. XLII.
118 "Ferro-silicon. 190S IVestm. Gaz. 22 Dec. 2/3 Anything
'"01^ dangerous to carry than casks of ferro-silicon cannot
well be imagined... Ferro-silicon is used in the manufacture
of steel, and Ihere is a Board of Trade order on the subject
of Its conveyance. 1893 yrnl. Chem. Soc. LXIV. 11. 97
r errotitanium can only be di.ssolved by fusion with sodium

nydrogen sulphate and treatment with cold water. 1911

t'vv
" ''' ^''^ Analysis of "Ferro-Uranium. 1904 Ibid.

LXXXVI. It. 824 *Ferrovanadium, containing 33 percent,
of vanadium, is made by igniting in the electric furnace the
precipitate obtained by mixing sodium vanadate, iron sul-

phate, and sodium carbonate in the requisite proportions.
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2. b. In names of various substances containing

iron, or consisting of iron and something else, as

ferro-glidin^ -plasma (see Dorland's Med, Did,),

x9o> Encyci. Brit XXXI. 7*4/2 Ferro-piotcids. proteids

combined with an iron-containing molecule. Ihe best-

known of these is the colouring matter of the blood, ha:mo-

globin, which consists of about 96 per cent, of a globulin

linked with about 4 per cent, of hamatin.

3. Photog. Perro-ffa-llic a., designating a pro-

cess by wiiich specially sensitized paper is deve-

loped by immersion in a solution of gallic acid

;

ferrO'gallic paper^
printing paper which has been

sensitized with a special solution for development

by the ferro-gallic process, ^o ferro-gallic sensi-

tizer, PeTro-print (see quot.).

190a EncycL Brti, XXXI. 703/2 For architects and
engineers, cyanotype and *ferro.gaUic papers are prepared

in rolls of considerable width for the direct reproduction of

tracings and drawings, as blue or black prints by these

methods, 1918 Photo-Miniature XV. Mar. (Gloss.), Ferro-

Gallic Process^ for copying plans giving black lines on white

ground. X919 Brit, Jrnl. Photo. Aim. 253 Ferro-gallic, or

black-line paper. Ibid, Index, Kerro-galUc sensitiser. 1914

Literary Vear-bk, 494 *J''erro-print. Ferro-gallic and ferro-

prussiate. Prints made from salts of iron sensitizers, prin-

cipally used for plans and copying tracings in blue or black

lines.

PerrO-COncrete (fe:r(7|l;f?'nkr/t). [Ferro-.]

Concrete reinforced by having embedded in it iron

or steel bars, netting, or the like : see *Concuetjc

sb, 3. Also as adj., composed or constructed of

ferro-concrete.

1900 Patent Specif. No. 8831. 1902 Galbraith in Trans,
Sac. Engineers t Oct. 177 Ferro-concrete.. is the combina-
tion of iron, or more strictly speaking, steel and concrete.

JbiJ.f The Hennebique System of Ferro-concrete Construc-

tion. 1904 C. F. Marsh Reinforced Concrete \ The com-
bination of iron and concrete as a material for building.,

called armoured concrete, ferro-concrete, concrete-steel, and
reinforced concrete. 1905 />a//y C^rtw. 10 June 4/4 Ferro-

concrete houses. \9aXilVestn1. Gaz. 13 Aug. 8/1 A promenade
deck with ferro-concrete floor. 1914 Scoismanx-z Oct. 8/7
The tall white ferro-concrete telegraph posts lining many of

the main roads. 1927 N. ^ Q.() July.35 I" a building of

ferro-concrete any fire of contents was isolated.

Hence Pe:rro-concre*tor,
1921 Diet, Occup. Terms (1927) § 579 Ferro-concretor

tips, pours, or shovels wet concrete, ..brought to his machine
mixed, into wooden casings or moulds.

Ferrozone : see *Ferozone.

Perry, sb."^ Add

:

3. c. Used allusively with reference to Charon's

ferry (see Chakon). To take theferry : to die.

1895 Meredith Amaz. Marr, xxviii. The Lethean feiry-

boatload. 1928 Galsworthy Swan Song in. vi. 266 What
are you going to do with your pictures when you take the

ferry? Leave them to the nation 1

d. Used jocularly to describe the passage be-

tween England and New York, Australia, or New
Zealand.
X90S C. Hyne Mr. Horrocks Purser 57 They see funny

things on the Atlantic ferry which rich young men get mixed
up' in. X907 Daily Chron, 11 June 10/4 Nearly all the

Australian States are now offering a-ssisted passages to

selected immigrants...Why should not the Imperial Govern-
ment take a hand in this, and in certain cases contribute the

other ;^6, and thus realise the ' free ferry ' 1 1930 C. E. Lee
{title) The Blue Ribband: The Romance of the Atlantic

Ferry.

5. b. ferry-house (earlier U.S. examples).

1791 W. Bartram Trav. Carolina etc. 470 The ferry-house

being on the opposite shore I hoisted my travelling blanket

on a pole for a signal. x8ai T. Dwight Trav. New Etig.

II. 444 We found nothing in the ferry-house.

Fess, 'fess, 2^. U,S, Aphetic for Confess z*.

X840 Knickerbocker Mag. XVI. 112 It would be a sad
thing Iodic here all alone in the woods with a lie in your
mouth; so *fess clean. 1930 Randolph Enterprise (W.Va.)
20 Nov. i/i The joke is on him and he may as well * Fess
up' to it.

Pest (fest). U,S, [a. G. fest.'] A festival or

special occasion.
X889 Kansas Times <V Star 24 June, Bob Ricketts won

the gold medal at the shooting fcst of the Kansas City Gun
Club Saturday.

Pestival, a, and sh, B. sb. Add :

1. b. Also applied to recurrent celebrations such
as the annual series ofperformances held in honour
of Shakespeare at Stratford-on-Avon. Also attrib,

X864 Chambers's Jml. Shaks. Tercentenary Na 2/1 At the
present moment, when a grand Tercentenary Festival of the
birth of .Shakspeare is about to be celebrated at his native
place. 1909 English-woman Apr. 298, I am convinced that

there is enough appreciation of Wagner in England to build

a modest festival theatre, 1926 Publishers* Weekly i May
1474/2 The annual Shakespeare festival at Stratford-on-
Avon X930 Times Lit. Suppl. 3 July 551/3 A festival

production of TIu Pretenders.

Festschrift (fe-stjrift). PI. -en, -s. [G.,

lit. * festival-writing '.] A collection of writings in

book form presented to a scholar or savant on the

occasion of his attaining to a certain age or period

in his career.

\^\ Eugl. Misc. Furnivall 4,<^\ An English Miscellany
or ' Festschrift * in Dr. Furnivali's honour. 1931 Periodical

June 100 Dr. Cowley.. contributed to the Sir Anbur Evans
and the Reginald Lane Y'QoXcfestsckrifs. 1931 Times Lit.

Suppl. I Oct. 757/3 Lectures, collected papers and Fesi-

schriften.

364

Fetch., sby Add : 1. c. Afar or longfetch : a
long distance to travel.

XQ03 Jack London People of Abyss xi. 138 The day was
half gone, and it was a far fetch to Stepney. 1^x9 Sir W. N.
Shaw Man. Meteorol. iv. 50 The heavy cloud in winds from
the North which have a long ' fetch * over the North Sea.

Fetch, V. Add : 4. (U.S. example.)
i860 Holland Miss Gilberts Career xxv'n. 470, I thought

you'd fetched me once, but somehow it didn't stick.

9. b. Tofetch thefarm : see Farm sb.^ 8.

a 1889 Evening News (Barrere & Leiand), The dodges
which would take place to * fetch the farm . igao Pall
Mall Mag. Oct. 203 To * fetch the farm ' was, and still is,

the current slang equivalent for getting round the doctor.

18*. Petclx throuffh. ifitr. To win through.
X9ia R. F. ScoTT Last Exped. (1913) I. 593 Though we

constantly talk of fetching through, I don't think any one of
us believes it in his heart.

19. Fetch up. i. (Earlier and later examples.

Also t7-ans.)

18. . J. C. Neal Dolly Jones (Bartlett s.v. Bust\ I was soon
fotch'cTup in tlic victualling line—and I busied for the benefit

of my creditors. 1848 Bartlett ZJ/V^. Amer,, To Fetch up^

to stop suddenly.. .We often hear the plirase *He fetched

up all standing ' that is, he made a sudden halt. It is a
nautical vulgarism. 1857 Quinland I. 27 His little, tough,

jet-black, Canadian horses, fairly wallowed in the snow, as

he drove in a large circle round the house, and ' fetched up

'

at the front door. 1879 Whitman 5/fc//«^« Days (1892)

139, I made quite a western journey, fetching up at Denver, I

Colorado. X890 Buckskin Mose ii. 25 Waukegan was desig-

nated as the place where he might probably fetch up. 1898
E. N. Wi^sTcorr David Haruin 175, I. .walked alongside

the erphant,.till they fetched up inside the tent. 1906

Springfield Weekly Refiibl. 11 Oct. i If he tries often

enough he may fetch up in Congress.

j. To bring up, rear, or train children, U.S.
X848 W. E. Burton Waggeries 88 (Th.) * Where was you

raised, old fellow?' 'Raised?' 'Yes, raised,—fetched up.'

X869 Mrs. Stowe Oldto^vn Folks xx. 237, I was fetchin' on
her up to work for her livtn' as I was fetched up. X870

Putnam's Mag. Nov. (De Vere) How you were the child of

a missionary, and frocn your cradle had been fetched up for

the work.

Fetcher. Add : 1. C. Something which
* fetches ' or attracts. (Cf. Fetch v. 4-) U.S.
X909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 83 But this business

was sure a fetcher to me. Ibid. 146 Well, that was a fetcher.

Fe'tch-Up, sb. [f. vbl. ^\\x, fetch up. Fetch v.

19 i.] A coming to a stand-still ; stopping.

1866 Mrs. Whitney L, Goldthwaite x, It isn't the fall that

hurts,— it's the fetch-up.

F§ting (f^l-lio), vbl. sb. The action of Fetk v.

1895 Westm. Gaz. 11 Sept. 1/3 It would be absurd to ex-

pect as muchy^//«^and feeding among the Liberal asamong
the Conservative rank and file.

Fetish, sb. 4. a. Add : fetish-bird, phcenix,

1895 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 229/2 From the ashes ofone fetich

phoenix arose another equally strong. 1915 R. M. Ogden
tr. Koffkas Growth ofMind 347 If a white man shoots an
invulnerable fetish-bird» this does not destroy the bird's in-

vulnerability in their eyes.

Fetticus (fe-tik»s). U.S. Also vetticost.

= COKN-SALAD.
X848 Bartlktt Diet. Amcr.

Feudist. Add : 3. A person who has a feud

with another. U.S.
X90X Munsefs Mag. XXV. 614/1 To speak of his feud to

a feudist is a serious breach of the mountain etiquette.

ai909 ' O. Yi^^Ki' I\oads of Destiny v\\\. 130 The punchers
from that ranch were more relentless and vengeful than
Kentucky feudists. 1922 Daily Mail 13 Dec. 9 Neigh-
bours, formerly thebest of friends, are now virtually feudists,

1927 A. Nevins Emergence Mod. America 252 A gang of

horse thieves and outlaws ; moonshiners, hunters and
feudists.

Feuing (fi«*ii]), vbl, sb. Sc The action of

Feu v.

iB<i3 Dk. Argyll. Unseen Foutid. Soc. xviL 536 No ex-

clusive or preferential right of leasing, or of purchasing, or

of felling, had ever been conceded to local bodies. X909

Westm. Gaz. 7 Aug. 2/1 The Scottish feuing method.

Fever, sbA 1. C. Add : Alsofever and ague

U.S., intermittent fever.

1676 S. SEWALL/J/(zry I.2aTold. .ofthe death ofGoodman
Titcomb, .after about a fortnight sickness of the Fever and
Ague. x8z8 A. .Sherburne Mem. xi. (1831) 243, 1 was vio-

lently attacked with that distressing disease, the fever and
ague. X846 Knickerbocker Mag, XXVII. 55 Fever-and-
ague riots among the ditches and green ponds. 1874 R.
Glisan Jml. Army Life xxxi, 444 They would be prostrated

with the various forms of malarious fever—such as fever and
ague.

Feyness (f^'nes). [f. Fey ^z. + -ness.] Fragile

delicacy.
X926 spectator 9 Oct. 568/1 That queer, elusive ' feyness ' .

.

of iMiss Fay Compton. 1930 Time <$- Tide 24 May 677 That
ethereal physique and effect of feyness which has helped her

to so many of her successes.

Fian(]l (f^'n). [Irish. ] A member of the ancient

Irish militia, one of the soldiers of Fionn mac
Cumhail ; == Fenian sb, 1. Also attrib.

X787 M. Young {title) Ancient Gaelic Poems respecting the
Race of the Fians, collected in the Highlands of Scotland
in the years 1784-1786. 1879 [see Fenian A. 1]. xSoi J. G.
Camtbell Fians p. xii, The Fian heroes are to this day pro-

minent in proverbs and riddles. X910 D. A. Mackenzie
Elves ^ HeroeSf The Ossianic or Fian Cycle.

Tia,t,sb. 3. Add: AUofat dollar; fiattown
US, (see quot).
X879 Congress. Rec. 17 May T438/1 You now have the

*fiat dollar '..redeemable in pulp. 1879 Harpers Mag.

PIBRO-.

Dec. 30/1 Atlanta is a ' fiat ' town, and was put where she
is by act of Legislature.

Fiat, V, Add : b. To declare by a * fiat *.

1879 Congress. Rec. 17 May 1458/1 You can ' fiat * eighty-
five cents to be worth a hundred cents.

Piatism(f^i*atiz'm). U,S, [f. Fiat j^.+ -ISM.]

The principle or practice of making money legal

tender by a * fiat ' of the government. Hence
Fi'atist, one who believes in or advocates fiatism.

1896 N. Amer. Rev, CLXIII. 698 The protective theory
as applied to our tax laws, and the theory of fiatism as
apphed to our currency issues, have introduced,. the ele-

ments of legislative control to such an extent that [etc.].

Ibid. 701 Those, .who. .repudiated the doctrines of the fiat-

isl, the Populist and the Socialist, 1904 J. G. Cannon in

N. Y. Times 23 June 2 When the first battle was fought
against greenback or fiat money, whatever they were on the
Atlantic Coast, they were fiatists in the West.

Fiat lux (fai'aet l»ks). [L., = let there be
light.] Used allusively with reference to Gen. i. 3.

a x68o Charnock Disc. Kno^vl. G^^ Wks. 1684 II. 405
The new Creation as well as the old begins with a Fiat lux.

1905 Daily Chron. 21 Apr. 3/1 The death-knell of tyranny
in these islands, a fat-lux in the history of the Western
hemisphere.

Fibre, sb, 8. Add : fibre-faced a., (a) hav-

ing a facing or coat of fibre; {b) U.S., (paper)

having a surface composed of visible fibres ; fibre

needle, a gramophone needle made of fibre ; fibre-

plant, any plant which produces a fibre of com-
mercial value ; fibre-stitch (see quot.).

X884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl., *Fiberfaced Paper, a
means of security against tlie restoration of the surface of
check or draft-paper after it has been tampered with. It

consists in imbedding in the pulp., a layer of fibers, the outer

ends of which are then raised in the form of a nap [etc.].

i0>2 Times 20 June 8/5 At right angles to this disc is a
fibre-faced wheel which is mounted on a castellated shaft,

along which it can be slid by means of the ' gear * lever. 1922
S. A. Mavcock Handbk. Gramophone v. 32 My own experi-

ences with *fibre needles. 1929 P. Wilson & G. W. Webb
Mod. Gratnophones 153 A fibre needle, in a sound-box spe-

cially made for it. 1887 Moloney Forestry W. Afr, 277
* Buaze' *fibre plant of the Zambesi {Secnridaca longiped-

unc/ilaia). i88z Caulfeild & Sawakd Diet. Needlework,
*Fibre Stitch, a stitch used in Honiton and other Pillow
Laces to make open leaves, with a fibre running down their

centres.

Fibrilia (faibri-lia). [mod.L.] A fine vege-

table fibre used as a substitute for cotton in the

manufacture of fabrics.

x86x lilustr. Lend. News 18 May 476,'2 Fibrilia is a
generic term given in the United States to fibres obtained
from a large number of plants. Ibid., A paper, .was read at

a recent meeting of the French Academy when tissue made
from fibrilia were shown.

Fibrin. 2. Add : fibrin-ferment, = TnuoM-
BiN ; fibrin-globulin, a globulin contained in

fibrinogen (Dorland, 1913); fibrin-hyaloidin

(see quot.).

1876 Jml. Chem, Soc. I. 945 The author {sc. Alex Schmidt]
proceeds to show.. that *fibrin-ferment is not a body pre-

existing in the blood, which was originally in the red blood
corpuscles, and only after its exit from the lx)dy passed over

into the plasma. 1897 Daily News g Jan. 7/7 THesymptoma
of poisoning by fibrin ferment. 1898, 1900 fibrin ferment
[see ThkombinJ. X920 Jml. Chem. Soc. CXVIII. 1. 688
*Fibrin-hyaloidin obtained from fibrin, C30H54O24N21 is

different from those [sc. hyatoidin.s] already discussed.

Fibrinate (fai'brintfit), v. [f. Fibuix + -ate 3.]

trans. To add fibrin to (the blood).
X87X A. Meadows Man. Midwifery (ed. 2) 357 Either we

may defibrinate the blood, or we may add something to pre-

vent or retard coagulation... The fibiinating method is on
the whole, perhaps, not quite so satisfactory. 1910 Practi-
tioner Jan. 54 The haematocele contains red fibrinated

blood-clot.

Fibring* (fai-brir]), vbl. sb. [f. Fibre v.] The
action of the verb Fibre ; also, an instance of this,

1893 TucKEv Avtphioxus 146 The transverse fibring..of

the notochord plates.

Fibrinoid (fsi-brinoid). Path, [f. Fibrin +
-oiD.] (See quots.)

X910 Practitioner Jan. 43 The muscle so invaded stains

feebly, and the presence of these cells in them has brought
about a fibrinoid or necrotic change. 1913 Dorlanij Med,
Diet. (ed. 7), Fibrinoid^ the substance formed in the process

of caseation of tissues: so called because it resembles

canalized fibrin.

Fibriuose (fsi'brin^^us). [f. Fibeix + -ose2.]

An albnmose derived from fibrin.

1909 Cent. D. Suppl. 1913 Doki-and J/if./. Diet. (ed. 7).

Fibrinosis (fsibrin^u-sis). Path. [mod.L., f.

FiBum -h-osis.] A condition marked by excess of

fibrin in the blood.
X901 DoKLAND Med. Diet.

Fibrinuria (fsibriniuaTia). Path, [f. Fibrin
-J--UKIA.] Passage of fibrin ni the urine.

1890 Billings Med, Diet. 1896 Brit. Med. Jml. 29 Aug.
531/2 Docent Dr. Klein writes an interesting article on
fibrinuria. . . The disease is very rare.

Fibro-. Add : Fi:bro-adeiio'xna, a glandular

tumour containing fibrous tissue. Pi:bro-ca*5eose

(Dorland 1903), -ous adjs., both fibrous and

caseous. ri:bro-cicatri-cial a., consisting of

fibrous tissue and scar. Plbro-cyst, a fibrous

tumour which has undergone cystic degeneration.

Fi:b2^o-e2idot3ieIio'xiia, an endothelioma contaixi-
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in" fibrons tissue. Pi:liro-lipo-nia, a lipoma con-

taining fibrous tissue ; hence ri;bro-Upo'iiiatons

a. K:bro-papillo'iua, a papilloma containing

fibrous tissue.

1891 Brii. Mtd. yr>j/.23Apr.862/2Alarge*fibro-adcnoma

removed from the left breast of a girl. J908 Practitioner

Feb. 183 What was apparently a fibro-adcnoma of the pro-

state was enucleated. Ibid. Mar. 423 A 'filjro^aseous

lesion due to tuberculosis. Ibid. Jan. 44 The "fibro-clcatn-

cial bands. 1881 Trans. Obstetr. Soc. XXII. 129 A *fibro-

cj-st of the uterus. 1908 PractiiioMrJun. 16 A slow-grow-

ing, non-vascular *fibro-eDdothelioma. 1889 Brit. Med,

jml. It May 1062/1 'Fibro-lipoma of Labia Majora. Ibid.^

A 'fibro-lipomatous growth. 1884 Thompson Tumours 0/

Bladder 66 The ble<5ing is more continuous and free than

in * •fibro-papilloma*.

Fibroid, a. Add : b. Designating diseases

characterized by the formation or inflammation of

connective tissue.

1874 Fame in Pathological Trans. XXV. 64 A series

of cases of fibroid disease of the heart. Ibid. 67 Towards

the apex of the left ventricle . , there was advanced fibroid

?owth. 1891 Taylor Pract. Med. (ed. a) 424 Fibroid

hthisis.—This form may supervene upon chronic pleurisy

and chronic pneumonia. 1918 Act 8 (V9 (^eo. ^'c. 14 tttltt

The disease known as fibroid phthisis or silicosis of the

lungs.

Fibrolysin (fsibrflisin) . [f. FiBEO- + Ltsin.]

A soluble combination of sodium salicylate and

thiosinamin used, as an injection, to break up
fibrous tissue.

1906 Pracliiionrr Dec. 828. Ijio Ibid. Apr. 470, 1 am not

aware that fibrolysin has been tried in mastitis.

Fibrose (fsibreus), v. Med. [f. Fibrose «.]

intr. To form fibrons tissue. Hence Pi'brosed

///. a. ; Pi'brosing vbl. sb, and ppl. a.

1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX 133 Lungs (some fibros-

ing or caseous). Ibid. 156 Indolent fibrosing tubercle at the

apices of the lungs. 1807 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 11 Dec. 1728/1

The lower lobe of each lung was completely fibrosed. 1909
Practitioner Feb. 210 On examination of the fibroid, it is

found shrunken and fibrosed throughout.

Fibrosis (faibrJo-sis). Palh. [mod.L., f. L.

fil/ra Fiekk: see -osi3.] The development in an

organ of fibrons tissue ; fibroid degeneration.

1873 Brit. Med, JnU. I. 4 Arterio-capilbry fibrosis. 1886

BuclPt Hcmdbi. Med. .Set. II. 174/3 Cirrhosis. Synonyms-
Sclerosis,. .Chronic Fibrosis. 1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl, 2 Dec
1214/3 Ordinary fibrosis of the kidney. 1906 Practitioner

Dec. 730 The fibrosii steadily invades the lung parenchyma.

Hence Plbro'tio a., of, pertaining to, or charac-

terized by fibrosis.

1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 2 Dec. 1214/3 The difficult problems

presented by fibroiic kidneys. 1906 Practitioner Liec. 730

Chronic inflammationsof the bronchi, thepletira, or the lung^

which, having failed to resolve, become fibrotic. 1910 Ibid,

June 781 Between 45 and 50 the liability to fibrotic metritis,

endometritis, and mucous polypi diminishes.

Fibrositis (faibri^sainis). rath. [f. F1BBO8B

+ -ITI3.] Inflammatory hyperplasia ol the white

fibrons tissue.

1910 Lancet 12 Mar. 713/2 Muscular rhetimatism.—-This

affection is always a fibro«itis. Ibid., Muscular fibrositis of

the shoulder.

Fibrons, "• !• b. Add : Fibrous grass, a

Tasmanian grass, Slipa semibarbata, the stem of

which splits into fibre when the seed is ripe.

iB6s W. Akhui Prod. Tasmania 41 (Morris).

Fice (f'is). U.S. Variant of FisE 2.

184$ J. J. Hoopot Adv. Simon Suggs vii. 88 111 bury yoti,

you little whifflin fice. i8s4 R- Gusan Jrnl. Army Lifi

XL (1874) 138 Its resemblance is between that of a small fice

and grey squirrel. l8<o Rickmond Enquirer 10 July i/s

(Th.) John Bell may indeed be a very 'little dog —yea, a
most excellent fice. 1874 E. Eggleston Circuit Rider ix.

89 Dogs set up a vociferous barking, ranging in key all the

way from the contemptible treble of an ill-natured 'fice' to

the deep baying of a bull dog.

attrib. 1843 Missouri Reporter (St. Louis) 29 June (Th.)

Did you ever see a pack composed of five or six little fice

dogs, barking furiously?

Ficelle. Add : 1. K\io ficelle-coloured adj.

1900 vyestm.Gai. 5 Feb. 2/1 Hatof ficelle-coloured straw.

1917 Observer 12 June 11/4 Ficelle coloured lace.

2. A device, trick, artifice.

1910 in H. G. Wells Outline Hist. 125 note. True, raids

on women were a real cause ofwar, but they were alsoavery

(avomiicjScelle of fiction.

Fichued (fi'J«d), a. [f. Fichu + -ed 2.] Draped

or covered with a fichu.

1938 Galsworthy Swan Songll. xiiL 219 Over her fichued

shoulder.

Fiction. 6. Add : fiction-numger (earlier U.S.

example).
1835 J. P. Kennedy llorse-Sltoe Robinson il. 32 If any one,

hereafter, ihould tell your Story, he will be accounted a
fiction-monger.

Fictioneer (fikjanwu). [f. Ficnos + -bib.]

A writer or inventor of fiction (senses 3 and 4).

Hence FlctlonMTiiig vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1933 D. A. W11.SON Carlyle till Marr. ill. xvL 213 Carlyle

had as little patience as Irving with sentimental fictionecr-

ing. /;.;V/.xxvii. 246 Fictioneering biographers. Ibid.\t.m.

265 A fictioneer would say the story has no plot tgr) Scott

Olisen/er ya July 1/3 He does his job of fictioneering

gaily.

Fictioner (fi-k|Msj). [f. Fiction + -eb i.]

A writer of fiction ; a novelist.

365

1916 L. P. Jacks Philos. in Trouble ii6 Divine Fictionism

. . Actor Camelius will address the Divine Fictioners today in

the Temple of Light. 1934 G. Overton Cargoesfor Crusoes
215 There are present in this novel the two requisites of
Mr. Lucas's art as a fictioner.

Fid, 5^. Add:
5. b. A heap

; //, * heaps % * crowds \ Also as

an exclamation = Great!
1899 Kipling 5/n/*;'<VCf7. (1900) 17 Fids! Fids! Oh, Fids I

I gloat 1 Hear me gloat I igzo Blackiv. Mag, Oct. 473/'
Look at the dirty blighters on that hill there I Fids of 'em !

1936 Ibid. Mar. 353/2 Little fids of snow.

8. fid-hook (see quot, 1905).
^851 J. S. Springer Forest Life 108 (Th.) He examines

above all the ' fid-hook ' and the "clog-hook *, the former that

it does not work out, the latter that it loose not its grappling
bold upon the tree. 1905 Terms in Forestry Sf Logging yf
Fid hookt a slender, flat hook used to keep another hook
from slipping on a chain.

Pid, V, Add : Also with outj and vxppL a, and
vbl. sb,

1883 Man. Seamanship for Boys 30 Holes in the heel of

topmasts, for the top tackle pendants to reef through for

housing, striking, or Adding. Ibid. 220 The cringle is.,

fidded out. 190X W. C. Russell Ship's Adventure 342

A full-rigged ship must have fidded topmast and fidded top-

gallant-mast.

-fid (fid), terminal element representing L. -Jidus

cleft, divided, related to fndere to cleave, as in

bifida palmatijidy pinnaiifid^ t^fid, which are ad.

L. bijuius, uiO^X., palmdtifidus^ etc.

Fidate (fsi-d^'t), v. Chess, [f. med.L. /^J/-,

ppl. stem oiJidareJ] trans. To give (a piece) im-
munity from capture. So Fida'tiozu
1910 H. J. R. MuBRAV in Brit. Chess Mag. 230 This left

the white pieces unprotected on QR 7 and QK,t 7 and in

typical mediaeval fashion they were fidated, i.e. made
immune from capture. Ibid.y The necessity of preserving

the original solution, .made the Rook's fid.xtion a restricted

one : the King could not take it, but the Knight could still

do so. 1913 — Ilist. Chess 570 In one problem, men are

fidated {atregitado) and their capture is prohibited.^ Ibid.

679, BS 13 prevents thb by fidating Bd 4 from the King and
renders the fidation of the P unnecessary.

Piddle, Jd. Add:
1. b. Asfine as afiddle U.S., = as fit as a fiddle.

To hangup onesfiddle (early U.S. examples). To
play thirdfiddle : to be the third party.

1811 Massachusetts Spy ao Mar. 4/1 But plea.sures are

brittle as gla-is. Although as a fiddle they're fine. 1815
HuMPHREVS Yankey in Eng. 37, I am as fine as a fiddle.

i8»7 J. K. Paulding St, NicholiisiiZjfi) 78 Pleasure sleighs,

which, at that period it was the fashion among farmer* to

have as fine as fiddles. 1836 Dunlai* Mem. It^ater Drinker
II. 6 He does not bang his fiddle up behind the street-door

when he comes home. 1870 Mr-S. Stowk Oldtown Fireside

Stories (1871) 185 Wal, you see, from the time that Bill

Elderkin come and took the academy, 1 could see plain

enough that it was time for me to hang up my fiddle. 1889

*Edna Lvall' Derrick Vaughan ii, I took care to drop
behind, having no taste for the third-fiddle business.

3. dl Ceramics, A rack in which pieces of ware

are placed to drain after having been dipped in

liquid glaze.

i8ss J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. j^t^ Hollow pieces and
blueprinted ware, are placed on hair sieves, or on four pieces

of sheet iron, from two to thre« feet long, called afiddle.

4. f. A swindle. U.S.
1B74 Slang Dict.t Fiddle... In America, a swindle or an

imposture,

8. fiddle-back, (b) an Australian scaralxeid

beetle, Schizorrhina australasia (Morris) ; {c)

colloq. a chasuble having a fiddle-shaped back ;

fiddle-boat (see quot.) ; fiddle-drill, a drill rotated

by a string and bow, a bow-drill.

1890 W, J! Gordon Foundry 120 The *fiddle-boat being

two boats, or rather two sections of a boat, rigged catamaran

fashion and having the wheel in the middle. x9i&Lockwoods
Diet. Mech. Engin., Bow Drill, a "fiddle drill.

rideism (f3i-dr,iz*ra). [f. 1.. fides faith -I- -isM.]

A mode of thought according to which knowledge

depends upon a fundamental act of faith. Hence
ri'delst, Fidei-stlo a.

1885 [see Traditionalism], 1895 Dublin Rev, Apr. 313
notft As to Fideisni, sec Dr. Hettinger's interesting classifica-

lion of its four stages, as corresponding to the four stages of

Rationalism, in his * Fundamental Theologie', 1879, vol. ii.

pp. 348-9. 1908 The Programme of Modernism 142 notCt

Such scepticism destroys thecertitudeofthefact ofrevelation

and ends in blind fideism. 1909 CaM. Ettcycl. VI. 68/3
Fideism owes its origin to distrust in human reason, and the

logical sequence of such an attitude is scepticism. Ibid.^ For
somefideists, human reason cannot of itself reach certitude in

regard to any truth whatever. Ibid.^ It is also a fideistic

attitude which is the occasion of agnosticism, .and other

modern forms of anti-intellectualism. 19x3 F. von HUgel
Eternal Life w, xii. 344 Rome is finclyfree from all Fideism

or Pietism.

Tiefiftt. Add: 3. h.&ssh,fiefi?r-shamesV,S,f

trousers.

1847 Knickerbocker Mof. XXIX. 386 Following the

general practice I usually, m pulling offmy * fie-for-shames *,

hung them up to the ceiling of the state-room opposite the

door.

Piedlerite (fir-dlarait). Min, ISAmedfiedlerilf
1887, after Baron von Fiedler^ mine director of

Laurium, Greece : see -iteI.] A chloride or oxy-

chloride of lead.

1899 frnl, Chem. Soc. LXXVI. 11. 433 The new mineral,

FIELD-LAND.

paralaurionite, may at a cursory glance be easily mistaken
for laurionite or fiedierite.

Field, J^. Add:
19. b. In designations of crops grown solely for

feeding to cattle, and covering a large area, 2,%field-

hay ; field-pea, Pisum arvejtse.

189s C. J. Cornish Wild England of To-day 242 * *Field-

hay ', as the produce of the rye-grass, sainfoin, clover, and
trefoil is called, is a new feature in tlie country. 1858 *Field

pea [see Pea ^ 2 b], 1892 Fream Elent. Agric. (ed. 2)340 The
field-pea, of which there are several sorts, distinguished by
bearing a blue blossom, should be sown as early as possible

in the spring.

21. field-dinner U.S.^ a picnic dinner ; field

driver (earlier examples) ; field editor U,S. (see

quot.) ; field events, certain athletic events (see

quot. 191 2), as distinguished from events on the

running track ; field-grey [tr. G. Jeldgran^ the

regulation colour of the uniform of a German in-

fantryman ; field hand (earlier examples) ; field

labourer =field hand {b) ; field-man, (c) a sur-

veyor; field-negro l/.S.j a negro field hand;
field-notes (earlier examples) ; field-regulator,

-rheostat (see quots.) ; field spaniel, a variety of

spaniel closely allied to the cocker; field-trash

(see quot.).

1857 E. Stone Life Hotvland xii. 282 A *field dinner and
Rhode Island clam bake., was announced. 1695 Manchester
(Mass.) Rec. 65 Geiikin Williams and Samuell Lee wear
chosen Howards or *field Drivers. 1736 Boston ToTvn Kec.

XII. 153 Voted, That Mr. Nathanael Tultle he Haward
or Fielti-d river. 19*3 H. M. Swetlans Industrial Publish-

tng 54 On a paper covering a wide territory there may be

an assistant editor (sometimes called *field editor) stationed

at each important center. 1901 IVestm. Gaz, 30 Mar. 8/2

In the five '"field' events there was one more surprise.

z^ia E. H. R\i.B Athletics 19 'Field events' (/>.,long-,

high- and pole-jumping, weight-putting, hammer- and
discus-throwmg, and hurdling). 1929 Bretherton {title)

Khaki or *Field-Gre^ ? X9a9 E. Sutton tr. Zweig*s Case of
Sergeant Grischa 11, ii, I'hey came in their threadbare field

grey. 1835 J. H. Ingraham South-lVest II. 254 The third

and lowest class consists of those slaves who are termed
* *field-hands*, 1845 F. Douglass Life (1846) 58, I was now
for the first time in my life a field hand. j86o Abbott
South <5- North 279 A little handful of slaveholders may
be exempted from paying wages to.. their *field-laborers.

1003 Sci. Amer. Suppl. 31 Jan. 22,647 (Cent. Suppl.) 'i'V*t

*fieldmen of the Geological Survey have been the pioneer

surveyors of the natural features of the vast region.s which

constitute halfthe continent. i8ia IPaulding] Beauties Bro,

Bull-US 52 The democrats of the South despise the democrats

of the North as much as they do their * field-negroes. 1818

Fearon Sk. Amer. 239 The price ofgood field negroes is now
about eight hundred dollars. 1845 W. G. Simms H'igjvatn

<5- Cabin Ser. 11, 104 Mr. Carrington and myself had begun

to take interest in the issue thus tacitly made up between

the field negro and his visiter. z8o6 in Ann. gth Congress

2 Sess. 1002 He was retained as a necessary assistant to the

principal surveyor in copying "field notes. 1841 C. Cist 0'«-

cinnati 152 From these field-notes, the plats, or maps.. are

Ercpared. 1849 President's Message Congress n 572 United

tatcs geological survey of public lands in Michigan— Field

notes, Z919 W. H. Marchant IVircless Tele^r. (ed. 2) 297

*Field Regulator. A variable resistance forming part of the

field circuit of a motor or a dynamo. 19*3 HarmswortlCs
Wireless Encycl. 918/2 A field regulator is a device for

varying the strength of the field magnets in a dynamo or

electric motor, /^rf. 919/1 From the wireless point of view,

the chief use of field regulators is to provide a convenient

means for regulating the charging raie of a dynamo used to

recharge accumulators. 1910 Hawkins' Electr. Diet. ,
*Field

Rheostat^ an adjustable resistance used to vary the strength

of the magnetic field of a shunt wound dynamo or motor.

X867 J, H. Walsh Dogs Brit. Isl. 36 Field Spaniels.. .The

heavy, large-eared, well-feathered, short-legged "field-

spaniels*, have been known for years as 'springers'. 1807

Encycl. Sport I. 319/2 There are four varieties of field

spaniels... the Clumber, the Sussex, the Black, and the any-

other-colour. X793 B. Edwards I/ist. Brit. Colonies IV. I.

II. 221 Refuse, or *field-trash, (i.e.) the decayed leaves and
stems of the canes ; so called in contradistinction to cane-

trash.

Field (f^d). Name of Edward Field (of Messrs.

Merryweather & Sons) used altril). to designate a

form of engine boiler tube invented by him.

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 498/1 Tubes of this kind (called

Field tubes) are used . . where it is necessary to gel up steam

with the least possible delay. 1895 Model Steain Engine

53 'Ihe steam cylinders and pumps are horizontal and fixed

on a rigid wrought iron frame, the boiler being at the hind

end. They are on the ' Field system.

Field, V. Add

:

6. C. fig. To * catch \ * pick up ',

X9oa Daily Chron. a Sept, 3/1, I would get an agile and

hard-skinned man to field the novels as they come. 1908

Ibid. 20 Apr. 4/6 From Good Friday to the following Tues-

day, if you stay in London, you have to field splashes of paint

and skirt ladders. 1909 Ibid. 18 Nov. 4/6/rhe Correctors

of the Press are demanding the proper consideration of men
who field the mistakes of careless writers.

6. Football. To put into the field.

X9aa Daily Mail \ Dec. 11 The F.A. played four pro-

fessionals in the defence, but fielded an amateur forward

line. Ibid. 6 Dec la North Midlands hope to field apowerful

fifteen in to-day's match v. Warwickshire. 1927 I\!orn. Post

24 Oct. 13/3 The Oxford side fielded against the United

Services was a more workmanlike lot.

Field-land. Transfer -^Obs. to a and b and

add : C. Land suitable for cultivation. (f.S.

x8<x A. O. Hall Manliattaner 129, 1 have seen a million

dollars worth of properly.. planUtions; field lands; sugar-

bouses.



FIEND.

Fiend. Add : 4. O. With qualifying word or

phr. : One who is much devoted to or skilled in

some subject; one who is addicted to some

practice or habit, esp. one of an injurious character,

as dopefiend, opiumfiend, orig. U.S. slang.

1889 f.\KitTX A mericattisms s.v., The free lunch fiend, .is

one who makes a meal offwhat is really provided as a snack.

He pays for a drink, but shamefacedly manages m this way
to get something more than his money's worth, 1896 dope

fiend (see "Dope sb. 3). 1911 Webster s.v.. An opium fiend.

. . He is a fiend in mathematics ; a botany fiend. 1923 H. G.

Wells ChriMna Alberta's Father vi. § 8 There you see.

.

artists' models and drug-fiends. 1926 Deakden Under-

standixg Ourselves l xiv. 151 We can no more resist our day-

dreaming than the morphia-fiend his drug. 1929 Graves

Good-Bye to All That xxviii. 377 He had been upset that

morning by a letter from an autograph-fiend.

Fie'noisll, a. Add: Also as flMfzi., excessively,

horribly.

1891 Susan Halb Lett, (rgip) 258 As all the Continent is

fiendish cold, we did wisely.

Fierce, a. Add

:

1. C. (See quot.)

19x2 il/o/or jl/<i««<i/ 166 Complaintsare occasionally made
of what is called a 'fierce' clutch. In other words, the

clutch will not slide or slip in, but permits the engine to take

hold suddenly, and almost takes the starting control from

the driver's hands.

d. fig. Characterized by wild or brutal conduct,

manners, etc.

1923 R. S. Framftan's Caial., Old Fierce Novel—Paul
Periwinkle, or the Pressgang.

5. o. Outrageous. U.S. slang.

a 1906 'O. Henry' Trimmed Lamp etc 6 How can you
wear a waist like that, Lou?. . It shows fierce taste. Itid,

aio But it's fierce, now, how cynical I am, ain't it ?

7. Also, violently. U.S. slang.

1027 H. Rose in Atlantic Monthly Mar. 338, I broke

a finger on my right hand. It ached fierce.

Fiery, a. Add : 4. d. Crickel. Causing the

ball to fly up after pitching. (Cf. *Fire sb. 15.)

1882 Pardon Austral, in Eng. i8r The wicket was fiery

and the outfielding rough. 1893 Baily's Ma^. Oct. 255/1

Fiery wickets are not at all desirable.'since they introduce

an element of danger into the game which is customarily

absent.

7. d. flery thorn U.S. (see quot.).

i8s8 \. A. W'RDER Hedges !( Evergreens 11. 276 Fiery

Thorn is an evergreen with dark foliage and bright-red

berries.

Fiesta (f/e-sta). [Sp., feast.] In Spanish America,

a religious festival ; also, any festivity or holiday.

l88s U.S. Cons. Rep. No. 59. 257 (Cent. D.) On holidays or

fiestas. 1923 Btackw. Mag. Nov. 697/1 The failure of the

ereatjuneyfw/oi owing to continued rains. zgzsChamders's
yrnl. 123/1 Except for an occasional 'Fiesta', they have
to supply their own brand of entertainment.

Fife, sb. Add : 1. o. Fife anddrum : taken as

typical instruments of martial music ; often attrib,

in lit. sense, and fig. = martial, militant (cf. drum-

and-fife, *DBnM sb.^ 14).

Song, Here they come, Fife and drum.
1900 IVestm. Gaz. 14 Feb. 3/2 The ' Captains Courageous'

of the House were by no means unanimous in his favour.

The Under-Secretary for War had not many fife-and-drum

supporters in their ranks. 1923 B. Whitlock jf.^Hardin 4r

Son I. V. 69 In the line there was a fife and drum corps.

Pifer^ (fsi'fsj). [f. /"j^ -^ -ER 1.] A native or

inhabitant of Fife, a county of Scotland.

1801 Farmer Slang. 1897 R. Wallace in Daify News
23 Nov. 3/6 He knew that the outside and envious critic was

in the habit of telling Fifei-s that they worked the idea ofa
kingdom of Fife for a good deal more than it was worth.

190X Daily Chron. 14 Oct. 5/2 The London * Fifers * do not

forget in exile the engaging qualities of their native county.

19^ IVestm. Gaz. 12 May 7/2 We Scots outside 'the_ King-

dom ' know it takes 'a long spoon to sup wi' a Fifer '. 1927

Glasgtnu Herald 14 May 9 The average Fifer, .has more of

Gaelic blood in him than the average Lewisman.

Fifth, a. and rf. Add: C. Comb, fifth nerve,

either of the fifth pair of cranial nerves (see Tri-

facial, Trigeminal).
1836-9 Todd^sCycl.Anat. II. 270The fifth nerve isattached

to the surface of the brain on either side of the pons Varolii,

at a distance of three-fourths of an inch from its middle line.

187s Encycl. Brit. I. 881/2 The Trifacial or fifth is the

largest cranial nerve. 1890 Billings Med. Dict.^ Trifacial
neuralgia, neuralgia in the distribution of the fifth nerve.

X931 IJaily Tel. 19 Jan. 11/3 The Archbishop is suffering

from severe fifth nerve neuralgia.

b. In Quaker use : fifth day (i.e. of the week)

;

similarlyy^/A month. May.
1799 E. Fey in S. Corder Life (1853) 63 Fifth Month, 1st.

1821 Ibid. 318 My beloved daughter, Rachel, was married
last Fifth-day, the 23rd, at Runcton. x868 G. G. Chanmng
Early Recoil. Newport, R.l. 231, I went frequently to hear
him at the fifth-day \sc. Thursday] iiieetings.

Fifty, a- and fi. C. Comb. KiA: Qffy-aix. dial.

and U.S., a fifty-six pound weight.
a 1800 Sp. Farmers* Museum (1801) 176 He had no notion

of hanging a fifty-six to his chin, for the sake of lengthening
his face to the taste of a wilful audience. 1886 W. Somerset
Word-bk., Vifty-zix, . . a weight of 56 lbs.—the usual name
for a half-hundredweight stone.

Fifty-fifty, adv. and a. colloq. (orig. U.S^.
[f. Fifty sb. i.j A. adv. On a basis of fifty per

cent, (or one half) each ; half-and-half, equally.

B. adj. Equal, shared equally ; half-and-half.

1913 WoDEHOUSE Little Nugget vL 121 Say, Sam, don't

be a nawg. Let's go fifty-fifty in dis deal Ibid, xii, 209

866

Would a fifty-fifty offer tempt you? Ibid. xiv. 248 ' Fifteen

per cent. Is our offer *, he said. ' And to think it was once

fifty-fifty I
* 1916 H. L. Wilson Somcivkere in Red Gap vi.

263 And she glared at Cousin Egbert with rage and distrust

splitting fifty-fifty in her fevered eyes. 1911 R. D. Paine
Comr. Rolling Ocean i. 9, 1 intend to divide the worries with

you fifty-fifty. 1924 Daily Mail 1% Nov. 10/5 [He] did not

take a fifty-fifty chance that the bedroom door he would
enter by was the right one. It was pointed out to him the

day before. 1929 Farjeon Underground \\^ Perhaps half the

impetus of rising was supplied by the shock he had just

received. Shock and heroism may have been fifty-fifty.

1929 Nebraska Alumnus June 167 Child raising is a fifty-

fifty job for the parents,

Figaro (frgar*?). slang, [The name of the hero

in Le Barbier de Seville,, and Le Mariage de Figaro

of Beaumarchais (1732-99).] A barber.

1865-74 Slang Diet.i Figaro, a barber; from Le Nozze
di Figaro [ot Mozart]. 1886 Globe 18 Mar. 3/2 (Farmer)

There is wailing and weeping among a certain section of the

army, the Figaros, which has been despoiled at one fell

swoop [viz, by an order of French War Minister permitting

soldiers to wear their beards]. 1922 Contemp. Rev, Mar. 334
[He] one day asked his Figaro who he thought was the

richest man in the town.

right, J*. Add:
2. a. Fight-offt a contest to decide a tie in a

fencing match.
1930 Morntug Post 14 July 15 In the fight-off, Armstrong

worried at his enemy's arm with an incessant attack.

Fight, V. Add : 2. a. Of an animal : To
struggle for freedom or mastery. Also trans. To
strive with (a horse, etc) for mastery, U.S,
1850 * H. HiEOVER * Pract. Horsemanship 179 If you find

he at all fights against you. .stand now on no ceremony with

him. 1875 [in Diet.]. 1908 Mulford Orphan j. 13 He
mounted and fought the animal for a few minutes, just as he

always had to fight it. 1920 Hunter Trail Drivers o/Texas
231, I * fought * cattle for nine years almost night and day,

4. b. Tofightfire. (Cf. ^'Svsm sb. B. a.)

1865 Chambers's Jrnl. 29 July 470/1 They took away from

the local firemen theirapparatus, and proceeded in their own
way to ' fight fire *,

Fighting, vbL sb. 3. b. Add

:

fighting chance, an opportunity of succeeding

by great effort ; fighting drunk, -tight adj's.,

colloq.
J
drunk to a state of quarrelsomeness ; fight-

ing-fit a., fit to fight ; hence fighting-fitness ;

fighting-top Naut.y a circular platform placed on

an elevation on the mast of a warship, on which

guns and armed men can be placed.

1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 20 Feb., With a somewhat
divided parly, but having a *fighting charKe of success. 1894

Outing{\J.S>.)XXIV, 295/1 The captain decided to. . land the

sailor so as to give him a fighting chance for his life in the

hospital. 1894 Congress. Rec. x Feb. 1786/1 He can not be

beaten out of hand. He will have a fighting chance. 1908

Daily Chron. 17 Nov. 4/7 Those whoare acting like hooligans

or who are * *fighting * drunk, 1909 IVestm. Gaz. 1 Oct. 3/3

Jim's Sarah she come 'ome fighting drunk the other night.

1894 A. Morrison Mean Streets 131 Neddy Milton was not

quite *fighting-fit. 1894 H. Drummond Ascent 0/Man 267

Fitness in the stormy days of the wond*s animal youth was
necessarily *fighting-fitness. a 1889 Chicago Tribune (Bar-

rere & Leland), A quarter of a dollar would buy enough sour

mash to make an ordinary man *fighting tight. 1896 Naval
Annual (ed. T. A. Brassey) 1. 32 The foremast has two
*fighting-tops...The mainmast has only one fighting-top.

1915 Nature XCVI. 182/1 On board our battle.ships a range-

finder of this kind is placed in one of the fighting-tops on the

masts.

Fighting, ppl a. Add

:

1. C, In colloquial designations of various regi-

ments,qualifying the regimental number, in allusion

to specific episodes in their history.

Fighting Fifteenth, the 15th Hussat s ; Fighting Fifth,

the Nortliumberland Fusiliers; Fighting Fortieth, the

Prince of Wales' Volunteers j Fighting Ninth, the Norfolk

Regiment,

i.
1871 Chambers^ Jml. 33 Dec. 802/2 The * Fighting Fifth

'

..was distinguished by its men wearing a white plume in

the cap, i838 Nicknames in tlte Army 32, 15th (King's)

Hussars... The* Fighting Fifteenth*. iZ^ Standard 25 A'^r.

3/4 ( Farmer) The Northumberland Fusiliers, better known as

the Fighting Fifth. 1891 Farmer Slang, Fighting Fifth.

.

Other nicknames were The Shiners.. The Old Bold Fifth

..and Lord Wellington's Body Guard,

d. Mining, (See quots.)

x86o Eugl. fc for. Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) 72 Fighting applies

to the ventilation when reversed, as the upcast becoming the

downcast, and vice versd. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-m, 105

When the weiglit or pressure of the venjilating current of

air in a mine becomes equal or nearly so in both the down-
cast and upcast shafts, and no appreciable movement is

caused in the air,, .the pit is said to be fighting.

Figure, sb. Add : 19, o. (Earlier and later

examples.) A\so figurefour trap.

1837 J, C. Neal Charcoal Sk. I. 38 The most beautiful

notions are all lost for want of a trap ;an intellectual Figgery

Four. 1847 H. Howe Hist. Collect. Ohio 275 The [wolfj

trap was set by a figure four, with any kind of meat except

that of wolfs. 1853 Lowell Our Otvn Digression D 114

So bait your moral figure-of-fours to catch the Orson public.

1862 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 734 Boys.. capture

them by means of a 'figure four' trap. 1919 H. L. Wilson
Ma Pettengill viii. 243 Lew Wee. .made a figure-four trap,

and put something for bait on the pointed stick and set the

trap.

20, b, BigfigurCy in phrases to do things on the

bigfigure^ logo (or cotne^ the bigfigure : see *Bia B.

To go the wholefigure U.S. : to go the whole way

;

to act in a thoroughgoing fashion.

PIJO.

1838 [Asa Green] Gla$i£e at New York (Bartlett 1859), A
foo-foo, or an outsider, is a chap that can't come the big

figure. 1839 Havana O^.Y.) Republ. 21 Aug. 369 (Th.), I was
determined to go the hull figure, and see all. 1840 J. P.

Kennedy Quodlibet xii. (1872) iSo, I can tell you that He
goes the whole figure against rotation in this Individual.,

case. 1855 Haliburton Nat. J^ Hum. Nat. xii. II. 142 Sally

was death on lace, and old Aunt Thankful goes the whol*
figure for furs. i8i&4 J. T. Thowbriixje Cudjo's Cave iii. 37
The time may come when we will have to.. go the whole
figure with the free north, or drift with the cotton states.

1914 H. James Ivory Tower Notes 309 The. .momentous
season or scene, . . in which she goes the whole figure.

22. b. pi. The name of the first form in certain

Jesuit schools and colleges, divided into High (or

fGreat) and Low (or fLittle) Figures : correspond-

ing to the Rudiments or Accidence of other places.

1629 Wadsworth Piigr. iii. 12, I was promoted to the first

forme called the Figures. 1713 in B. Ward Hist. St.

EdmuntVs Coll. (1893) 58 What we call the Accidence they

call Figures, which they divide into two years one for the

lower, the second for the higher. 1716 M. Davies Athen.
Brit. III. 3 Their Humanity-Schools. .are subdivided, and
call'd Little Figures.. then great Figures or Rudiments.

1736 in E. H. Burton Life Bp. Chailoner (1909) i. ii. 17,

I have at this very day. .39 in Figures only. 1893 B. Ward
Hist. St. Edmunds Coll. iv. 58 note. The two classes of

'Figures' were changed very shortly after this [1713I into

three classes of * Rudiments ', and this terra has stwvived at

St. FMmund's to the present day. At Ushaw the older title

of • Figures' is now in use, 1913 Uskaiv Mag. Dec. 170

The Rev. William Lamb, who for a year had Uu^ht High
Figures as a professor. Ibid. 278 The most interesting game
of the year was that between Grammar and High Figures.

Fignrei v. Add

:

12, b. {trans., also with down) To reckon, cal-

culate. Also with obj. clause, (J.S.

1865 Congress. Globe 9 Feb. 671/3, I have not figured the

number of square miles that there will be. 1891 Fur^ Fin
4- Feather Mar. 170 By this time Sagebrush and I hM_ got

the whole thing figured down pretty fine in our own minds.

1901 Chambers's Jrnl. Sept. 633/1 Only this morning I was
figuring that the work should bring us enough to put all

straight and sow next year again. 10x3 N. Y. Even. Post
8 Sept. 1/6 Vale men figure that the bones have lain where
found from 5,000 to 20,000 years.

{b) To figure on or upon (fig.) : to think over,

consider; to count on, anticipate, expect. U.S.

1837 Congress. Globe App. 247/1, 1 . .caimot undw^tand the

Secretary's report. I figured upon its data until I threw

down my slate in despair. 1877 Bartlett Diet. Amer.
(ed. 4) S.V., ' Figure on that ' means to consider it ; to think

it over. Western. 1904 Genb Stratton-Porter Freckles

241 In figuring on their not coming that day he failed to

reckon with the enthusiasm of the Bird Woman. 1905

Smart Set Oci. 17/1 But I'mfigurin' ongettin* hold ofsome
more land. 1906 N. Y. Even. Post 1 3 Oct. 5 He is not figur-

ing on any extensive defection on their part. 1907 Smart
Set Feb. 96, I hadn't figured on that. X909 N. Y. Even.

Post 7 Jan. (Th.) We always figure on supplying more lenses

in July and August than in all the rest of the year.

{c) To make estimates or lay plansyi>r. U.S.
a 1889 Burlington Free Press (Farmer) The next evening

we came to a drove of small pigs and began to figure for one.

15. nguro ont. C. Also, more widely, to esti-

mate or calculate ; hence, to work out, make out.

Chiefly U.S.
1833 C. A. Davis Lett.J, Donvning{,\%zA) 41 As I said before,

I'm stump'd about that Bankof U.S. ; and I want you to help

me figure it out, 1888 ' R. ^oi-^^^'wooii^ Robbery under
Arms xlvii. We took a couple of days figuring it out at the

Hollow. Starlight had a map, and we plotted it out, and
marked all the stages which could be safely made. 1902

G. H. LoBiMER Lett. Self-made Merchant i. 5 You can't

have to be very bright to figure out which one started the

demand. 190^ A^ K Sun i Nov. 5 The telegraph lines began
to have trouble, and for a while the experts couldn't* figure

out what was the matter. 1905 Smart Set Oct. 17/2 I'll

figure it out after a while', he said. * It ain't exactly worryin'

me sick yet.' 19x0 W. M. Rains B, O'Connor 12 Now, this

is how I figured it out.

Fijian, Feejeean (ffdgfian), a. and j*. (Also

Feegeean.) [L Fiji, native name of the principal

island of the Fiji archipelago + -AN,] A. adj. Of
or pertaining to Fiji or the Fiji islands or people.

B. sb. A native or inhabitant of Fiji or the Fiji

islands ; the Fiji language.

1838 J. Williams Miss. Enterpr, S. Sea Isl. p. xviii, Cruel

Rite of the Fijians. 1846 in IVesle^an-Meth. Mag. (1847)

Apr. 221/1 Thus is laid the foundation of another Feejeean

war. i860 Mrs. Smythe jo Months in Fiji Isl. (1864) 112

He wrote a letter to him, which Mr. Waterhouse read

aloud, in Fijian. j86i Ibid. 206 A narrow patch of ground

supplies the wants of a Fijian household. 1865 Lubbock
Prehist. Times 356 The fortified towns of the Feegecans

had an earthern rampart. 1875 Jevons Money 25 Among
our interesting fellow-subjects, the Fijians, whale's teeth

served in the place of cowries, 1877 Encycl. Brit. yi.

79S/2 The Fijians jump half round from side to side Mfith

their arms akimbo. 1879 Ibid. IX. 157/1 The Fijian cha-

racter was till lately proverbial for every saN-a^ abomina-

tion. 1885 (^ODRiNGTON Mclanes. Lang. 4 It is d«irable to

use the term Polynesia strictly to indicate the region of the

East Pacific to the West of which Melanesia begins with

the Fijian group. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 423/2 In Fijian

the word luve means either a son or a daughter. 1921 W.
Deane Fijian Soc. 208 It is at feast.tinie that the Fijian

earns for himself the reputation of being a good eater.

FijO (ii'X^)' [Sp'T^i? fixed, settled.] A stand-

ing regiment.
1902 Eneycl. Brit. XXVI. 643/2 The disciplinar>' ccps of

military convicts styled Fij'o de Ceuia, 1928 Blac'fciv. Mag.
May 642/2 The * fijo * or permanent regiment of Paleraio

was small.



PIKE.

Fike, var. of Fyke U.S., bajj-net.

1871 Cam€ Laws N. V. in /'ur. Fin 4- Feather (187a) a8 It
shall not be lawful for any person to take eels in fikes or pots,

Fiiey (f^i'ki). S, Afr. [ad. Du. vaatje^ dim.
oivaat Vat.] (See quot, 1913.)
1891 EI. Glasville Fossicker xix, On* of the three rose

up,.. took a final pull at the water 'fikey*, and stretched
himselfon the bare ground. 1913 Pettman A/ricanderisms^
Fikey .

.
, a small keg for water, generally forming part of the

furniture of a transport wagon.

Pitilieas (fsi'kines). Chiefly .9^. Alsofeikie-
ness, fykinesa. [f. Fikie a. + -ness.] Restlessness,

agitation ; the action of taking much trouble.

1889 Barrie IVindowht Thrums x\y. Her feikieness ended
in his surrender. x89a N. Dickson Auid Sc, Mitt. 128 I'm
sure ye ken as weel as me that love's just an unco fykiness
o' the mind.

Filament. Add : 2. b. Astr. A narrow
thread-like streamer of the sun's corona.
a 1869 J. Nasmyth in Duncan Midnight Sky 224 The

filaments in question are seen.. at the edges of the luminous
surface. 1871 English Mechanic 24 Nov. 243/1 The chromo-
sphere is surmounted by filaments like brilliant hairs. 1902
Fncycl. Brit. XXVII. 630/2 The drawings in the volume
q^uoted show its polar rays, wings, interlacing filaments, and
nfts as they are now known to be, as well as the forms and
details of the prominences.

5. at/rib.^ zs^jilatfient battery^ current.
X919 Radio Rev, Oct 47 The filament battery is used to

supply the anode circuit voltage, as well as for lighting
the filament, xoax W. H. Ecci-es Contin. Wave Wireless
Telegr. i. 266 The filament current and the length of the
filament which could be used directly on a lo-volt battery
at a temperature of 2,300** K. 1913 Narmsivorth's Wireless
Ettcycl. 922/1 Filament battery^ expression used to describe
all types of batteries used for energizing the filament of a
valve employed in receiving from another wirelessapparatus.

XSIaria Cfile»Ti4). [mod.L.,f. L..fiium thread.]

A member of the genus TnT/jz-m of threadworms.
Also allrib.

1883 P. Manson /V/arr'a Sanguinis Hotninis 51 Filarial
periodicity is an adaptation of the habits of the filaria to
those of the mosquito. 1886 C. Scott 6'Ar</*:/^rw/»^ 94 This
second growth of gra>s, from the drof^ings of previous stock
on thesame land, often harbours thegerms of various diseases,
and particularly those of filaria and tapeworm. 1897 Mary
KiNGsLEY W^ Africa 686, I have seen the eyes of natives
simply swarming with these filaria. 1807 Daily Ne^vsZ Feb.
6/2 From its decaying body the filaria larvz escape into the
water. 1901 I>. O. Howard Mosquitoes 141 The Filaria
embryos.. lose their hyaline envelope, x^ Nature Cl"^
3^9/t The filarias and their allies, which live in the connec-
tive tissues

Filariasis (file»ri^'sis). path. [f. mod.L.
Filaria + -A8IS.] A disease caused by the presence
of filarise in the blood and lymph vessels. Also
Pllarlosis (see quot. 1888).
1888 Brit. Med. JmL 29 Sept. 728/2 The term 'filariosis*

( Dr. Lanccreaux] applies to the entire group of pathological
conditions resulting from infection of the organism by the
filaria sanguinis hotmnis. 1895 Ib/d. 20 July 160/1 Dr.
Austin Flint, .advocates the use ofmethylene blueinchyluria
and filariasis. loo^r Pliilipfine JmL Set, 1 1. 1 The rarity of
filariasis in the Philippines.

Filasse (fila-s). [Fr., = tow. Cf, *FiLLis.]
Vegetable fibre prepared for manufacture.
1858 SiMUONt>s Diet. Trade. 1895 Daily News 3 Bee

2/3 Ramie, whose fibre produces a substance called filasse,

simitar to flax.

Pile, J*.2 Add:
7. d. An individual soldier.

1903 Med. Record 7 Feb. 227 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The poor
file who has to carry it, as well as his gun and various other
accoutrements. 1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 105 * Dusty
Miller ', the next file on bis left,, .spoke to him.

11, (sense 4) ^/e copy, cover ; file-closer (earlier

U.S. example); file mark, * the note indorsed by
a clerk or recording officer upon a document filed,

usually consisting of the y/oidjiled and the date of
filing ' (Cent Diet.).

iStlS J. HiLoarm Dragoon Campatgns Rocky Mtns, i. rL
43 Next in order of in.spection came the adjutant, and, com-
mencing at the right of the line, ' told ofT* the battalion by
equal troops, the subalterns taking their stations in the rank
of 'filc-cIosers. 1899 Daily News 23 Jan. 4/j Prudentswains
might find a *file copy extremely useful in general emer-
gencies. 190^ Daily Chron. 2 Sept. 4/7 The filecopy of * The
Daily Chronicle ' of the same date. 1030 D. L. Sayers .S'^rtw^j^f

Poison vi, I don't think you could get a first edition in
London for love or money. We have nothing here but our
own file copies. 19*5 in E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^ ^9^4
349 S. few *file covers are useful to keep the correspondence
on various subjecu separate.

Pile (fi-l«), sb.^ Also flleadh, fllidh. [Gaelic

fiUy fileadhy filidh bard, poet.] The name given
in Irish to one of the orders of Druids.
1876 EncycL Brit. V. J03/1 The Fili truly represents the

Oitttr«tf, or vateSi who formed one of the orders of Druids,
mentioned by Strabow iiZolhid. XIII. 250/2 The /?/;</, whom
we shall conventionally call hards, .were part of the trans-
formed Druidic order. ..An ollam fili, the highest grade of
the order, was entitled to a lai^e retinue of pupils. 1898
\\%%QHCelticCh. 30 Entrance into the ranks of the Ollamhs
and the Filcadfa (or poets).

Pile, v:^ 4. c. 6".^. Add : Also with on,
1871 E. Egcleston in Scribnet's Monthly 11. 254 The

half-breed who had * filed on * the claim alongside Lindsley's.

Pilet (filet). Also fillet, [a. F. //<r/ thread.]
A kind of net or lace having a square mesh. Also
attrib., 9sJiUi lace, nety veiling.

367

{i88a Caulfeild & Saward Did. Needlew. 233/1 Guipure
d'Art.—In this lace, also known as Filet Brod^ and Filet
Guipure, we have the modern revival of the Opus Filatorium.]
1904 TechnoL ^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Fillet
ground.., a. net with absolutely square holes, similar to
canvas, but more defined and * lacey in appearance. Made
upon all descriptions of lace machinery. 1907 Westm. Gaz.
9 Mar. 13/2 The lace might be of cream silk filet. 1907
Daily Chron. 25 June 8/3 The new filet designs. 1908
Westm. Gaz. 8 Aug. 13/2 The square spotted filet veiling.
Ibid. 28 Dec. 5/1 A brown filet net trimmed with small
rosettes of velvet. 1909 Daily Chron. 6 July 4/4 She's
got on a sort of fiiet-lace. I thought they went out with the
Georges. 1931 Evening Standard 29 Jan. 5/3 Fadeless
artificial silk filet net.

^
Pilibuster, sb. Add : 4. An act of obstruction

in a legislaiive assembly. U.S.
191S Mom. Post 13 Feb. 8/3 It has been decided ..to

suspend the filibuster in order to attend to important appro-
priations. 1917 Daily Chron. 5 Mar. 1/7 The bill. .was
talked to death. Its last hours were spent in a filibuster
against Senator Lafollette, 1923 E. F. Wyatt Invis. Gods
III. iii. 121 There was a three hours' filibuster against the
civil service clause,

Pilibnster, v. 2. (Earlier examples.)
^ 1863 Congress. Globe 29 Jan. 607/3 He was not engaged .

.

in voting with the filibustering gentlemen. Hid. 20 Feb,
X154/1 His friends filibustered all night in this hall.

Pilibasterism. U.S. (Earlier example,)
1854 California Pioneer Jan. (Bartlett) Every foot of

Mexican soil is now under the dominion, language, laws,
usages, and liturgy of fillibustcrism.

Pilicic (fili'sik), a. Ckem. [f. 'L.filic-,fiHx
fern + -ic] Pertaining to or derived from ferns,

Filicic acid, the dibutyric ether of phoroglucin,
obtained from the rhizome of the common male
fern. Hence Fi'Ucin, Filici-nio tu (see quots.V
1886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. III. 65/1 The most

characteristic ingredient of Male Fem is filicic acid. 1889
yryil. Chem. Soc. LVI. 54 Filicic acid., has the composition
GuHiflOs. xSga Ibid. LXII. i. 380 Experiments show that
the poisonous properties of fern extract are due to an
amorphous substance which is the true filicic acid. The acid
is readily converted into its lactone, by simply boiling its

ethereal solution. The lactone is named filictn. 1898 Ibid.
LXX I V. 1. 41 By heating filicin_(filicic acidj , ., phenol, phloro-
glucinol, and a new acid, fiHcinic acid, C11H14O4, were
obtained.

Piling, vbl. sb.^ Add: c. attrib., as filing
cabinety case.

191X H. S. Harrison ^««(/xxv. 329 West went to a "filing

cabinet in the comer of the room. X930 Daily Express
6 Nov. 3/2 There are .scores of new type-writers, .and filing

cabinets, telephone instruments and . . telephone boxes for the
use of the ninety delegates and their staffs. 1911 H. Quick
y'ellowstone N. ii. 32, I was over at the *filing-cases,

PiliO-pietistic (fi-li,<7p3i|eti*stik), a. [f. L.

filius son + PiBTisTic] Marked by excess of filial

piety, {contemptuous^
1893 C F. Adams Massachusetts 49 The historians of the

Massachusetts filio-pictistic school. 1897 Q. Rev. Apr. 532
The *filio-pietistic * school [of American historians]. 190a
Daily Chron. 19 June 4/1 The ' filio-pietlstic' spirit of the
New England writers in American history.

Pilipinize (fiiipinaiz), v. [f. *Filipino + -ize.]

trans. To make Philippine in character. Hence
TiUpinisatlon.
jgMiGla^mif Herald aB Apr. 8 The administrative services

have been almost completely FiUpinised. 1934 Life 4- Work
Feb. 30/1 A Dual Government for eight years marked by
a sweeping Filipinisation of the services, /did. 31/1 A Re-
serve Fund of 41 million dollars was handed over by the
Americans to the Filipinised Government.

PilipinO (filiprno). [Sp., f. {las Tslas) Filipinos
the Philippine islands.] A native of the Philippine
islands, especially one of Spanish or mixed blood.
Also Filipina (-rni) fem.
1898 Daily News 16 Dec. 4/6 Though there may be no

guarantee of American citizenship for the Fitippinos, the
islands will become a part of the Union. 190* Encycl. Brit,
XXXI. 663/2 Filipinos had for generations been ordained
in the priesthood, ai^og *0. Henry' Roads of Destiny
xxi. 353 A Southerner is as good as a Filipino any day.

^
attrib. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 668/2 Ever ready to

join issue jigainst any Filipino movement. 1918 Farkow
Dict.^ Mil. Termst hilipino ration, the ration for use of
Filipino scouts, consisting of 70 per cent of fresh beef or
canned meat, 20 per cent of bacon, and 10 per cent offish.

Pill, J^.l Add : 2. b. (Earlier examples.)
1850 Congress. Globe Apr., .App. 531/1 It was like, .making

deep cuts and large fills with a view to construct a railroad.
18731. H. Beadle Undevel. West xxiv. 507 There is not.

,

a dimcult 'cut ' or 'fill * for over two hundred miles.

C. In Poker : A hand in which every card helps
to complete the set, as a flush, or * run* ; a full

handy or ' full house '.

1887 Stuart Cumberu^nd QueetCs Highivay 276 If I

drew for a 'fill' I 'filled *, it is true, only to find that some
one at the table had drawn a ' full hand ' of a higher denomi-
nation.

Pill,J^.2 X, (Later U.S. examples.) "Sow dial,:

see Eng. Dial, Diet
1845 D. Webster Priv. Corr. (1856) II. aoa He could not

follow them any more than a dray-horse can jump out of the
fills. 1849 D. Nason yrnt. 34 They.. set their feet upon
the fills, and jog off.

Pill, V, Add :

L f. In Poker: To complete (a 'full house',
flush, straight, etc) by drawing thenecessary cards

;

also, to improve (one's hand) by drawing comple-

FILLIKa.

mentary cards : intr, or absoL, to make a flush,

etc. ; also, (of the flush, etc.) to become complete.
1882 /'(7^^/- 31 Scott drew to ' fill a straight and a flush both '.

1885 [in Diet,, sense i cj. 1887 Stuart Cumberland Queen's
Highivay -zyfj^y-sind-hyl found myselfwith three kings inmy
hand, and hoping to ' fill ' I took two cards. Chance favoured
me, and I ' filled '. 1889 R. Gukrndale Poker Bk. 25 To fill

your hand, to improve it by the draw. 1895 ' 'I'k.mplar ' Poker
Manual i^^ Sometimes the ante-man or the stradnler will
come in, if there has been no raise, on three to a straight or
flush, drawing two cards. Such hands rarely fill. looz D.
Curtis Sci. Draiv Poker 56 If the three cards held be the
Queen, Jack and nine it is evident that either the ten and
eight, or the King and ten, would fill. Ibid. 78 Theoretically,
the Flush should be filled oftener than the Straight. Ibid.
79 If B then fills he is getting 11 to i, 1913 A. B, Lougher
Poker 13 The next process is that of drawing to fill the
hands.

3. c. intr. 0{ the eyes : To fill with tears,
X871 Two Little Bruces ix, * I'm. .tired..*, said Clemmie,

with filling eyes. 1905 Westm, Gaz. 14 Jan. 2/3 The blue-
grey eyes filled as the girl got quietly into bed.

d. Of a horse's legs : To become oedematous.
Also pass,

1907 The Horse (ed. J. W, Axe) VI. 364 CEdema.. fre-
quently occurs in the legs of horses, when they are said to
'fill'. Ibid, VIII. 380 Some, which are commonly spoken
of as * filled ' legs, are generally the outcome of slight tem-
porary disturbance of the general system.
7. O. ToJill the bill', see *Bill j^.3 8 c.

12. a. (Later U.S. example.)
1836 Congress. Globe Jan., App. 50/2 From age to age,

they \sc. the negroesj have filled this saying [' Cursed be
Canaan *].

o. (Earlier and later examples,)
t96o Richmond Enquirer 2 Nov. 1/7 The Executive of the

State is making the most strenuous efforts to fill the orders
for arms that come to him from all parts of the State. 19*6
D. L. CoLviN Prohibitionin U.S. 171 During the campaign
he filled one hundredand twenty-five speaking engagements.
14, b. To put or throw into (a receptacle) by
way of filling it.

1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 742 Measured quantities .. of
[oil-seed] meal are filled into woollen bags. 1906 Sfiringfieid
Weekly Republ. 12 Jan. 13 The New Englander curses gold
mining. Billions of good, hard New England cash have
been filled into those little black holes.

15. Fill in. d. To fill in the time, to occupy
oneself during a period of inaction.
1905 W. Boum Bodie Bk. i^S It is simply to fill in the time

while I am deciding how to act.

Pilled, ///. a. 1. (Add example, = stuffed.)
1843 Carlton Neiv Purchase viii. 51 Why should we

trespass on patience with the account of.. steaks, filled
chickens, plum puddings, and the curious dish of what-nots ?

Piller^. Add : 1. (In mining,)
1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-m.^ Filter^ one who fills at a

working place or in a stall, xgai Diet. Occui>. Terms (1927)
§ 042 Filler..^ shovels coal into trams or tubs or upon con-
veyor at coal face. 1928 Observer 12 Feb. 21/4 The full
eflTect of the reduction will be felt only by the hewers, fillers,

and a few others.

c. A filling machine or apparatus.
1895 Anny ft Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 252/3

Boiler Fillers, galvanized, 2 gall. Ibid. 309 Oil Fillers, i pint.
X901 Daily Chron. 10 Sept. 9/1 Mineral Waters.—Experi-
enced respectable young man, accustomed Riley's filler.

2. (Earlier U.S. example.) Also in Forestry (see
quot. 1916) and in various technical uses applied
to objects, compositions, etc employed to fill gaps
or to bring something to a required solidity, etc.

1874 Congress. Rec, 10 Jan. 558/1 They will not give
beyond so much for a certain class of fillers and a certain
class of wrapper. 189S Street Raihvay fmL Apr. 252
* Filler ' wire strand, consisting of 19 wires of the same size
with the small wires inserted so as to make the outer wires
of the strand tangent to the circumscribed circle. 1904 Sabin
Paint -v Varnish (1917) 406 The very best filler that can
ever be put on wood is a good varnish. 1904 Technol. ^
Sci. Diet, (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Filling up^ the process
of bringing a surface to a level before painting or between
the application of the coats.. .A good filler for a plastered
surface is made by mixing fine plaster of Paris, whiting, and
warm size. 1904 Electr. Rev. 11 Sept. 450 (Cent. D. Suppl.)
The floor framing consists of six sills, the four centre ones
being six-inch '1' beams with wood fillers extending the
entire length of car. 1916 J. W. Toumev Seeding ^ Plant-
ing 70 When the original cost of the seeding or planting can
be materially reduced by the use of so-called fillers, i.e. in-
expensive species which serve to occupy a portion of the
are.i, but which are removed in the early thinnings.

Piller3 (file«-j). [Magyar jf/Z^r.] A Hun-
garian coin, the hundredth part of a krona.
X904 Statesman's Year-Bk. 416 Nickel :—The twenty-

heller (20-fill^r) piece. 1927 Observer 9 Oct. 11/3 Buyers of
thefifty-filler 'Trianon 'brooch. 1928/^^. 15 Apr. i2Nddosy
earned io\ir filler a day.

Pilletiug, vbl, sb. Add : 3. spinning. = Fil-
let sb.^ 3.

1884 W, S, B. McLaren Spi/mingBi Leather filleting with
very strong teeth set in it.

Pilling, vbl. sb, 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
Also, in cigar-making : see quots,
i8ii Niles\ Weekly Reg. I \. 9/1 Much of it [sc. wool] . . may

be wrought into. .worsted chain or warp for woolen weft or
fillings. 1864 C<7«.^«i.6'/0^rf 3June 2706/3 Cigarsaremadeof
Connecticut grown wrappers and the best qualities filled with
Cuba filling. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 15 Dec. 2/1 ' Fillins I What
may they be?' 'Why, they're the inside of noo cigars, of
course.' 190X Chambers^s yrnt. May 302/2 Each leaf will

give on an average two 'wrappers' or outside covers for

cigars and when used for such the remainder of the leaf is

u^d for 'filling'.
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4. filling-engine (see quot.) ; filling-station, a

depot for the supply ofpetrol, oil, etc., to motorists;

a petrol station.

1874 Knight Mech, Dici.y *FiHing-ett^ne

.

., a machine in

which waste and floss silk from the. .silk-machmery is dis-

entangled, and the fibers laid parallel. 1928 J.
N. Hall

Miii-Paci/ic viii. §4. 173, I should not be surprised to learn

that there is now a *li Iling-station or a moving-picture

theater on the very spot where tliis scene took place. 1929

Chicago T?ibune 22 Jan. 6/1 They robbed four gasoline

filling stations. 1929 R. R- Moton What the Negro
Thinks 313 In that same city a Negro cannot get gas at a
filling station patronized by whiles.

Pillis (fi'lis). Also phillis, [Variant of

FiLASSE.] A kind of loosely-twisted string,

made of hemp {kempfillis) or of jute {jute fiiHs)y

tised by horticulturists as a tying material.

1900 OxfordropeHieaier'sprice-list^ FilHs, Hemp, and Jute.

Pilm, sb. Add

:

3. b. Photog. Now esp. such a coating or layer

of gelatin or collodion mounted on a flexible sheet

of celluloid, and made either in the form of a roll

containing several exposures, or into a pack (see

film pack in *7 b).

z8oo [in Diet.]. looa EncycL Brit. XXXI. 687/2 Instead

of glass plates, flexible films of celluloid and other materials

are available in single sheets like plates, or in rolls enclosed

in opaque paper. 1903WATKINS IVatkinsMan. 50 The great

convenience of daylight changing with rollable films. 1918
PkotO'Miniatnre XV. Mar. (Gloss.) s.v., Roll film, flat or

cut film. x^x^Brit. Jfnl. Phot. Almanac z\\ Autographic
film . . is one by which the title of the subject can be impressed
on each section of the film by the action of light.

c. A celluloid roll of film used in the production

of cinema pictures.

1897 C. M. Hepworth Anim. Phofozr- 60 In a short time
commercial cinematographic films will be as good in their

way as the best lantern slides on the market. Ibid. 09
Cinematograph films are usually manipulated in the dark-

room, looi Brit. Jml. Photogr. 738/1 No attempt has yet

been maoe to make a national collection ot cinematograph
films. 1907 C Urban Cinematograph 22 Every piece of

exposed film that does not reach the depository is eflfectively

destroyed, x^xo Punch 15 June 433/1 Messrs. Path^, who
have conceived the idea of showing the news of the week on
films at the cinematograph theatres. 191X I6id. 20 Dec.

464/3 The Latest Films.. . Mr. J. W. H. T. Douglas making
two runs. (Film 1,800 yards long). 1928 Daily Express
12 Apr. 8/6 A length of film, comprising a number of small

photographs, is placed in the transmitter.

d, A cinematographic representation of a story,

drama, episode, event, etc ; a cinema perform-

ance ; //, the cinema, the pictures, the movies,

(See also *7 c.)

1911 Times 22 Sept. 6/2 The great majority of heroic and
patriotic films shown here make United States sailors and
roughriders the heroes, xgxx Pield 14 Sept. 548/2 A cinema
film of myself boxing a round or two. 1913 Punch 14 May

f;88/2

When half-a-dozen persons in the same film write

ettcrs they all do it in the same hand-wriiing._ 1923 F. A.
Talbot Moving Pictures 72 'I'he films emanating from the
European studios. 1927 Times 33 Dec 11/4 The American
film The King 0/Kings,

7.^b. In sense 3 b, a?,film base, -camera^ -carrier

y

'holder^-punch,roll^ side ; film pack, anassemblage
of cut films fitted in a case or holder.

1889 Anthony's Photogr, Bull. 11. 361 The film side of the
plate. 1890 Ibid. III. 22 Where a film roll is used, one is

tempted to make a great many utterly useless pictures.

Ibid, 312 We have to use 'film carriers which up to date
have been complicated, un.safe. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 10 May
9/2 Nine hand-cameras out of every ten are film-cameras.

X903 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. 19 June 490/2 The Film Pack con-

sists of a light tight sheath made of black press board, with
an opening in one side corresponding in size to the exposure,
into which are folded thirteen strips of black, chemically
pure paper..; each of twelve of these.. has fastened to

the inner side a sheet of film. 1918 Photo-Miniature XV.
Mar.(Gloss.),y^IV////'a£A,acardboard or metal holder contain-
ing, usually, 12 cut films so placed in it that, by pulling in

succession projecting paper tabs, the films are brought into

position for exposure m the camera and then carried in turn
to the back of the pack. ..A magazine film-holder. 1923 F. A.
Talbot Moving I'ictures 62 It was necessary to discover.

.

a new film-base. Cellulose could not be avoided as the basic
constituent. Ibid. 88 The film-punch for indicating exposure
changes upon the edge of the film in a camera.

C. In sense *3d, as _/?//« actress^ fan (see *Fan
i^.2)^ -hero, -producer, -super^ trade^ etc. ; film-
goer, a frequenter of the cinema ; film-star, a star

actor for the cinema.
19x4 Even. Ne^vs 8 Oct. 2/1 It is * up to' the American

film trade to see that the evidence of the camera gets a fair

reception. 1918 H. Ckoy How Motion I'ictures are Made
vi. 134 The director.. gives him what might be called his
film cues. 1920 Q. Rev. July 182 The only kind of ending
the film-producers can think of for this or any other type of
drama. 1921 Punch 12 Jan. 21/1 Twc leadingfilm actresses
have made runaway marriages. 1933 Weekly Dispatch
28 Jan. I She had become absolutely ' film-struck '. 1923
Chatttbers's Jrnl. Mar. iSo/i A number of very beautiful
women have earned untold riches as 'film-stars'. 1924
Galsworthy White Monkey w. ii. The lurid professions

—

film super, or mannequin. 1925 W. Deeping Worrell ff Son
XV. § I He hated crowds, he—the crowd's film-hero. 1027
Sunday Express a6June4 Every film-goer likes to feel that
he is up-to-date in cinema afTairs. 1928 Observer 15 Apr.
5/4 Filmcraft is little understood.

Hence Fi'lmdom [-dom], the realm of cinemato-
graphic production and producers; the cinema
world.
1927 Sunday Express 12 June 18/3 One of fiImdom*s finest

mansions is Pickfair. 1928 Weekly Dispatch 15 Apr. 9/1
His remarkably Hberal outlook on filmdom.

Film, V. Add : 3. trans, a. To photograph
(moving objects) for use in a mutoscope,

1899 Westm. Gaz. 21 Sept. 4/1 Professors of medicine are
* filming' their patients' muscles.

b. To photograph for use in a cinema ; to exhibit

as a cinematographic production ; to put on ' the

films * or * the screen *,

1915 A. S. Neill Dontinie's Log viii, I have seen Hamlet
filmed. 1915 Even. News 18 Feb. 6The Monkey's Paw. . .The
Most Thrilling Mystery-Drama Ever Filmed. 1915 Irwin
Meuy Women ^ Wari^ We filmed a Belgian troop of cavalry
going into action. 19x8 H. Crov Hotv Motion Pictures are
Made iio The filming of this is put last to give the
carpenters time to complete it. 1920^. Rev. July 183 Hallo,
here's a big success, let's film it ! 1920 Glasgo^v Herald
II Sept. 7 Churchmen are invited to write thrilling Biblical

scenarios to be filmed for exhibition at afternoon services.

4. intr. To be (well or ill) suited for film-acting

or for reproduction on the films.

1928 Obsci-ver 26 Feb. 20/2 [He) * films * very well indeed.
1925 Sunday Dispatch 22 July 4/2 He had had a film test,

at the conclusion of which he was told that he filmed re-

markably well.

Filmable (fi'lmabU), a, [f. *Film v. + -able.]

Capable of being filmed or adapted to the cinema.
1931 Glasgow Herald -2$ Mar. 7 Full of * filmable ^incident.

1926 spectator 17 July 8B/2 A reason, incidentally, why
Dickens is not really filmable. 1928 Daily Tel. 25 Sept.

12/5 To find fresh filmable ' material *.

Filmic (fi'lmik), a, [f. Film sb. 3 d -»- -ic] Of
or pertaining to the films.

1930 Time
<S-

Tide 23 Aug. 1080 They do seem to have
an eye for the filmic possibilities of subjects. 1930 Times
Lit. Suppi. j8 Sept. 72B/2 Debating the merits of various
types of ' filmic ' art.

Filter, ^b. Add :

3. b. Photog. A screen to cut out rays which
interfere with correct colour-rendering; ^^ colour-

filler {'iet*Coi.oiiB. sb. 18).
j9oo[see*CoLOURi*. 18J. xgxzE.y. WalVs Did. Photogr.

(ed. 9) 335 Most makers of orthochroniatic .. plates also
supply filters specially adapted for use with their plates.

O. A device used in telephony and wireless re-

ception for the elimination or attenuation of alter-

nating currents of undesired frequencies or undue
prominence.
1920 Radio Rev. July 505 By a combination of the two

types of filter [sc. infra- and ultra-] only currents between
the two frequency limits are transmitted. Ibid.y When using
a number of such filters thermionic valve amplifiers may be
connected between successive filters to prevent reaction of

the output circuit on to the input circuit. 1923 Exper,
Wireless Dec 149/1 An electric filter is an apparatus which
enables us to separate into its various parts an electric current
made up of a combination of different frequencies. 1923
Harmsivorth's Wireless Encycl. 933 A filter is generally

employed with high-frequency amplifiers for preventing
signals from other stations than the one sought being
amplified.

5. filter cell (see quot.) ; filter circtiit = 30
above ; filter-condenser, a condenser forming part

of a wave trap or filter circuit; filter-paper (ex-

amples) ; filter-passer, a filter-passing bacillus

;

filter-passing a., (of a virus or bacterium) so small

as not to be arrested by the finest filter.

xmSKingzettCAww, Encycl.i-jZ*filter cellySi.-pxo^x\ct&Ty

infusorial earth used as a filtering and decolorizing agent.

1920 Radio Rev. July 505 A number of special *filter circuits

designed with the object of allowing certain frequencies to
pass and cutting out others. 1924 Exper. Wireless July
6\i\/i Systems of multiple amplifiers and filter circuits . . for

the purpose of suppressing unduly prominent frequencies.

1923 Harvmvorth's Wireless Encycl. 934/1 The *filter

condenser is varied until the interfering sound is eliminated.

1929 R. L. Duncan & Drew Radio Tetegr. 507 Filter con-
densers are of the fixed type and employ either a mica or
paper dielectric. 1849 ^' Campbec.l Inorg, Chan. 18 A few
grains of recently-heated spongy platinum, in a small piece

of *filter paper. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 105 Dried on pure
filter paper. 1919 Nature CIV. 210/2 The infective agents
of the common exanthemata.. are at some period of their

life-history so small as to be included amongst the **filter-

passers '. 1930 Mortiing Post 24 Nov. 3 * Ultra-microscopic

'

or ' *fiiter passing ' virus.

Filter, v. Add : 1. d. In Telephony and Wire-
less (see*FiLTER sb. 3 c).

1924 Discovery Mar. 72/1 It is an extremely instructive

experience to listen, first to an unfiltered.and then to a filtered

transmission [of wireless telephony]. Ibid.^ The filtering out
of atmospherics has already been carried to a high level of
success, .at Ongar.

Filterable (fi'ltarabM), a. Also filtrable.

[f. FiLTEii V. + -ABLE.] Able to pass through the

pores of a fine porcelain filter.

1913 DoRLAND Med. Diet, (ed.7}, Filtrable. x^xzGlas^ow
Herald 21 Feb. 10 A number of animal diseases besides
foot-and-mouth disease are caused by filterable viruses, 1938
Daily Tel. 10 July 9/4 Dr. Gye's theory of the causation of
cancer by a filtrable virus.

Filtering, vbL sb. 2. Add: filtering-bed,

a filter-bed; filtering-cloth, material for filtering.

1908 W<pj/;«. Gaz. 24 Jan. 5/4 The filtering-beds of the New
River works at Hornsey. 1909 Ibid. 23 Feb. 3/1 Filtering-
cloths.

Filthy, a. 6. quasi-iz^z^. (Later U.S. example.)

1843 Knickerbocker Mag, XXI. 122 His trousers [were]
'filthy dirty' aud pulled up above the tops of his boots.

Fin, sb. Add

:

3. d. A fin-like appendage to a ship's bottom ;

a fin-keel ; also, a centreboard.
1885 Marine Engineer x Apr. 8/1 But it is possible to fit

fins, fiappers, or shutters. ., to the run of a ship so as to be
flush with the plates. 1893 (9«/zm^ (U.S.I XXii. 147/1 The
fin is of Tobin bronze, one-quarter inch think, six feet long
on upper edge, x^^ Ibid. XXX. 468/1 Their hulls, .are enor-
mously strong, so as to restrain the heavy weight of the fin.

6. In aircraft (see quots,).

1836 Mag. Dom. Econ. 1. 92 There is no fulcrum upon which
any oar, paddle, fin, wing or any ihingelse, can possibly act.

1852 lllustr. London News XX. 46ii/i By means of the
handles at the outer sides, the apparatus contained in the
case can be turned round at pleasure, and the position
of the fins altered, thus enabling the operator to steer the
balloon. 1910 C C. 'Yvkukvi Aerial Navigation 0/ Today
iv. 54 Leppig's Balloon, 1812. It was to be driven by a fin

propeller, worked by hand. x^i6 Bakber A eroplaj/e Speaks
137 Pin, additional keel-surface, usually mounted at the rear

of an aeroplane. 1920 Discovery Mar. 78/1 An elliptically-

shaped gas-bag provided withaconical-shaped tail filled with
air, to which a rudder and stabilising fins are attached.

Fin, e'. Add : 4. To fin it ox fin its way i to

swim, as a fish.

ai86i T. WiNTHROP Canoe <5- Saddle (1862) 134 In mid-
summer salmon fin it along the reaches of Whulge. 1894
Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 140/1 For this [stumpj the rascal

[trout] steers, as fast as he can fin bis way.

Finalism (f3i"naliz*m). See Diet. s.v. Final
a. and sb. Add :

X909 SoRLEV Interpr. Evol. 24 *The organization ofnature \
says Kant, ' has in it nothing analogous to any causality we
know'. It is not mechanism; nor, again, is it finalism.

X920 Pringle-Pattison Idea of God 370 He develops his

own account of ' creative * evolution in contrast with the two
rival theories of mechanism and finalism.

Finalist (see after Final). Add :

2. Any of the competitors that are left in for the

final contest (see Final sb. 2 c).

1898 Bury Times 1 Nov. 2/3 Two of the finalists...

just before the race started, publicly appealed to the Baths
Committee to withdraw the objectionable clause. 1902
Westm. Gaz. x July 4/3 'i'he finalists in the Gentlemen's
Doubles Championships. 1906 Daily Chron. 25 May 1/7
The finalists in the Amateur Golf Championship.

Finance,^!^.^ 8. Add: finance bill (see quot.).

190X CouRTNEV Working Const, if. K. 24 What used to be
called the Customs and Inland Revenue Bill, received in

1894 the name of the Finance Bill.

Find, ». Add : 18. Also simply found = all

found. U.S.
1853 B. F. Taylor yan. 4- June (1871) 273 A story.. he

wouldn't have whispered for twelve dollars a month 'and
found'. Z923 * B. til. VtOwEK * Parowan Bonanza iv. 48,

I got him cheap for yub. Three dollars and found.

19. d. In Harrow School phraseology (see quot.

1905). Also as sb. (see quot. 1899).
x8ggCaptain I.471/1 A'find consbtsofanumberofSixth

Form boys, who are privileged to have their breakfast and
tea together in one of their own rooms. 1905 Vachell The
Hill X. 2iii Yon will find together. Of course Scaife can
find with you, if you wish. Eootnote. * Finding* is the
privilege, accorded to the Sixth Form, of having breakfast

and tea served in their own rooms instead of in Hall. Ibid.

xi. 244 They no longer shared Nay. -but they still ' found'
K^ether.

20. Pind ont. e. dbsol. ox intr. To make a dis-

covery; to discover a fact, the truth, etc. ; also with

prep, about,
i86a G. Macdonald D. Elginbrodn. ii, *I don*t like the

pigs— I don't know where they are.' 'Well, we must find

out.' i88i Mrs. K\xyziv.i.i, Senior Partner xxx\, * Who might
that one be ?

'
* I am thinking yeMl have to find out for your-

self.' 1893 Masv E. Mann Summer Sheuie xix, * He has
found out about Mrs. Le Grice's bill,' said Lally to herself.

1894 Beatrice Harraden Varying Moods, Umbrella
Mender, Perhaps death brings peace. I shall soon find out
about that. 1913 Gallichan Like Stars that Fall xi, Sup-
posing your husband found out ? There might be a devil ofa
row. 1927 May Sinclair Antlwny Waring xviii, Tony
determined to find out. Aunt or no aunt, he would go to her.

Fine, a. Add : 7. f. In colloq. expressions

such as to cut fine, to runfine^ with advb. force :

With a very slight margin of lime or space.

1890, 1892 [see Run v. 36 d J. 18^ Chambers'sJrnl. 30 Sept.

604/1 If by.. chance I was cuttrng it fine. xgoS Pearson's
Weekly 5 Mar. 606 '2 Running it fine.

g. Cricket. Less square with the wickets and
nearer the line of flight of the ball.

189s Sunlight Year Bk. Sports 13 The batsman b in a
better position for cutting late or ' fine '.

B. sb. pi. e. In various technical senses.

1880 J. Dunbar Pract. Papertnakeri^ Fines consist of fine

white cottons [sc. ragsj. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 28 July 32
Breaking up much waste rock into fines. 190S Ibid. 22 Oct.

13/1 All fines(= fine ores] are discharged into the tank over
the head of the funnel with great force.

D. Comb, 3. fine-axe v. trans., to face (stone)

to a smooth surface by tapping with a mason's

axe; fine-etcher (see quot. 1921).
1886 H. C. Seddon Builder's Wk. 82 "Fine axed is a more

careful description of single axed work. 1895 Daily Neivs
j8 June 6/4 All kinds of Scotch granites, polished and fine*

axed. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 526 *Fine etcher. .,

an experienced etcher capable of undertaking all etching
processes except line etching.

Fine champagne (f^'n Jampan'). [Fr. , = eau-

de-vie fine de la Champagne ' fine brandy of

Champagne* (of the district of Angoumois and
Saintonge).] Old liqueur brandy. Also abbreviated



PIITE-CUT.

Jim in fine (de la) maison, old brandy * of the

faoQse \
x868 Sah Notes ff Sk. Paris Exhib. 167 We shall require

sixty bottles of cognac, yJ«tf champagne. 1875 Vizetkllv
Wines o/iVorld \(i The Enrageat,. . FoUe Blanche, or crazy
vine, which prevails so extensively in the Deux-Charentes,
and from whose fruit fine champagne cognac is distilled.

1908 A. E. W. Mason Prisoner in Opal xxiii, Sol Some
coffee and some^///- dc la maison ? 1928 Observer n Mar.
12/3 The wine waiter has had the habit of insidiously pro-
posing a '6ne maison' to the customer who wants an old
brandy.

Fine-cut, ^ and sb, [Fink adv^
A. adj. Finely cut (See Fink a. D. 3.) U.S.

1878 Congress. Rec, 5 June 4164/2 Gentlemen of fortune,

.

can very wcU afford.. to chew their 6ne-cut tobacco.

B. sb. A kind of fine-cut tobacco. U.S.
i8s4 H. H. Riley Puddleford 100 (Th.) He chewed a

paper of fine-cut every day. 1864 Congress. Globe 3 June
3707/3 On tobacco, cavendish, plug, twist, fine cut, and
manufactured of all descriptions, a 1909 'O. Hrnry* Koads
0/Destiny xxL 355 Haven't got a chew of fine-cut on yoUj
have you ?

Fine gentleman. Add : Also attrib, or as

adj\ Hence Fiue-ge'ntlemanisxu, 7ine-g6*ntl»-
manBhip.
1866 Atkenxum 24 Nov. 676/a The evanescent air of fine

gentlemanism. 1874 L. Cakb Judith Gwynne xvii, 1 hat
boredom is one of the necessary traits of fine gentlemanism.
1883 Contemp. Rev. June £99 The spirit of fine gentleman-
ship. X9»8 Smart Set Sept. 49/1 Your fine-gentleman airs
sit ridiculou^sly on you.

Fine hair, i^. [Fink a. 7.] (See qnot. 1901.)
X897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather {cd. 3) 109 Besides the

hair proper, the animal hide is covered with a short down,
similar to what is found on the arms and legs of the human
body, ITiis down is known to the tanners as fine-hair.

1901 AoDYMANtr. Villon^s Leather IndHstry^t^t) Fine hairy
long, fine but coarser than wool, as the rabbiU

Hence nne-liair v, trans.^ to remove the fine

hair or down from (a skin).

1897 C T. Davis Mattuf. LeatJter (ed. a) 158 The best
lime for fine-hairing is after the drenching, as the ^rain of
[he skins is then cleaner and the fine hairs more easily seen.

1903 H. R. Procter Leather Manuf. 180 After bating, the
hides are usually 'worked ' ('scudded', *fine^iaired *)on the
beam, to remove dirt and grease.

Fine-hand, a, [Fink a. 7 d.] Written in a
fine or delicate hand. AlsoT?^.
x84sCakoi.inkM. Kirkland It^estem Clearings i $4,1 wvoit

a fine-hand copy. 1846 Knickerbocker Me^^ XXVII. 279
How many recollections of early school-days, . .of coarse and
fine-hand pens. 1878 B. F. Taylor Between Gates 228 From
this rock the horse-trail climbs to the right for Nevada Fall
and a fine-hand affair, a fooC-crail, trends up to the left of
Vernal Fall.

Finely, adv, 8. Add : Jimiy-axed, fine-axed

(•Fine a. D. 3).
X9oa Daily Chron. 13 Oct. 7/1 Tlic pedestal is of finely-

axed Kemnay granite.

Finery^. Add: 4. Comb.i finery-ironer,
-maohiniat (see quots.).

1895 IVestm. Gaz. i6 Apr. 3/3 Of the Ironers : four made
incomplete week<; one worked 73,.. and one (the finery

ironer) 75f. 1908 Daily Chron. la June 9/6 Laundry.

—

Wanted finery ironers. 1991 Diet. Cccvp. Terms (1927)

I 918 Finery tnachinist, general term for any persoD ironing
delicate articles by machine in a laundry.

Fine-tooth, a, [Fisb a, 7 d. CU Jitu-toolked

(Fine a. D. .^).] Of a comb: Having fine and
closely-set teeth. Also in fifj. phrases.

1839 H. Malcom Trav. South-Eastern Asia I. ii. 37 noie^
Friends who wish to make little presents to the Karen
Christians, might send fine-tooth combs. 1849 Rep. U.S.
Comm. Patents (1850J 267 Improvement in making Ivory
fine-tooth Combs. 1878 B. F. Taylor Between Gates 346
As slender in the distance as a fine-tooth comb. 1891
Century Mag. Feb. 595 I'll go through this town like a fine-

tooth comb nut what III find him. 1911 H. S. HARRrsoN
Quecd xx\. 266 You could scrape this town with a fine-tooth
comb without finding anybody of his age that wasn't in
tlic war,

Finetop* U.S. [Fine a, 7.] Fimtop grass^ihe,
meadow and pasture grass also known as herds-

grass^ etc.

1856 ReP. Mass. Board Agric. I. 36 Redtop, Finetop,
Burden's Crass, Dew Grass, Herds Grass of Pennsylvania
and Southern States.

Finger, sb. Add

:

5. a. Also, a quarter of an inch,
X90X 7. Black's Car^. ff Build.^ Honie Handicrafts 35

The laths should be laid a 'finger*, that is, a iin. apart.

c. U.S. (Earlier and later examples.)
1886 Harper's Mag. Oct. 678/1 Even ' two fingers *, said

the artist, standing at the bar, had little effect in allaying
the impression of terror out there. 1907 Daily Chron.
13 June 4/4 'Ilie man who sells his vote lot three fingers of
whisky or a glass of beer.

8. esp. A banana.
1894 [in Diet.). 1895 Daily News 36 Aug. 5/a This, .is a

.thorter and stouter plant than the tropical banana, and often
bears from 150 to 330 * fingers * in a bunch.

15. flnger-aohe, used symbolically for a slight

or negligible pain; flnger-bar (earlier U.S. ex-

amples) ; finger-beam 6''.^.,
'^finger-bar ; finger-

berry, in Queensland, the native loquat, Rhot^
myrtus macrocarpa ; finger-board, \d) U.S., =
FiNGSB-POST

; {p) a gradient post; flnger-gra«a
(Uij. example) ; finder-hold, something by which

SUPPT.
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the fingers can hold ; also transf, ; finger-impres-
sion, -mark.nowalways finger-print, with specific

reference to the recording by the police of im-
pressions taken from the finger-tips of criminals and
suspects; ^•s>Qattrib.\ hence finger-print z^./rawj.,

to take the finger-prints of; finger-spin, spin im-
parted to a cricket ball by the fingers, as an element
in bowling; also a^lrib.; finger-work, {a) work
executed with the fingers

; {b) the play of, or mani-
pulation by, the fingers.

187a Tennyson Gareth <$ Lyneite 86 And thee . . Who never
knewest finger-ache, nor pang Of wrench'd or broken limb.
1865-6 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VI. 52 Patent Cold Rolled
Reaper and Mower *Finger Bars. 1867-9 ^^'^' VII. 312
The greatest objections to a joint in the finger-bar of a
mower. 185a Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 158 Lapping the
*finger beam above or below. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXII.
109/t The **Finger Berry' or 'Native Loquat' (Rhodo-
myrtus macrocarpa) makes a good jam. 1845 in D. Drake
Pioneer Life Kentucky VK. 235 At their.. forks there were
no *finger boards, and not many living fingers to point out
the true way. 1883 F. S. Williams Our Iron R<Hids iv. 95
Gradients, .vary considerably as we may see by the finger-

boards placed on the lines for the guidance of the enguie-
driver. 1856 Rep. Mass. Board Agric. I. 85 The stems of
the 'finger grass are from one to two feet high. \^o^ Daily
Chron. 21 Aug. 7/4 Wherever it \sc. samphire] can get
*finger-hold in the rough face of the cliff, it shows in abun-
dance, loai A. Trmn His Children's Children xviii. 219
The reliefof him who, having plunged part way down the
face of a precipice, has caught a finger^hold in a crevice.

1923 H. ll Wilson Oh, Doctor! xii, 135 * Yes', assented
Seaver ;

' one of these movie actors that can bite nails in two
and throw a horse over a fence and climb up the side of a
church with only a finger hold.' 1903 Wfsttn. Gaz. 16 Nov.
5/1 Witness told him that his *finger-impression had been
found on a pane of glass on the roof of the building. 1906
Daily Chron. 24 OcL 1/7 Two men who are so much alike
that they can be distinguished only by their finger impres-
sions. 1891 Galton in Proc, Roy. Sac, 38 May 540 Methods
of indexing *Finger-Marks. 1891 — in jgth Cent. Aug. 304
* Finger-prints have been proposed over and over i.gain before
now as a means of identification, 1903 Daily Chron. g Feb,
8/7 The finger-print system of identification. 1905 iVestm.
Gaz. 7 Feb. 8/2 The finger-print expert from Scotland Yard.
1905 Daily Chron, 4 Apr, 5/6 Three pairs of well-worn gloves
. . were used by the thieves to prevent any finger-print clues
being left. 19*1 Z3i«^rtfryOcl. 259/1 The finger-print archives

of the Lyons Police Laboratory. Z905 Daily Chron. 1 3 Sept.

7/4A prisoner, .seldom objects to being •finger-printed. 19*3
GlasgoTv Herald 2 Nov. 6 Demanding that every new-born
child be finger-printed when registered. 1905 H^'estm. Gaz.
1 July 2/3 Bowlers with plenty of *finger-spin are most
likely to take wickets on the mat. 1906 Ibid. 8 May 2/1
Finger.spin bowlers like Schwarz, Faulkner, and Vogler.
X9a7 Observer 17 Apr. 17/4 [He] only needs more power of
finger-Kpin to be a match-winning bowler. 1849 *finger.

work [in Diet., sense 14I. 1906 Practitioner Dec. 826 The
great drawback of this treatment is that it . . must be minutely
carried out, demanding, .a great deal of finger-work. 1906
H'^est/n. Gas, 10 Aug. 3/1 There was never before so clear

an exposition of balance, of swing, and of finger-work in

bowling. 19*7 Observer 29 May 14/5 [His] first recital

showed promise. . .Mozart does not suit his style: it needs
[ better finger-work and not so much arm and bodyand pedaU

Finffer, v. Add : 3. Also with over.

1853 KiNGSi.EY//)';*<a//<ixix, Her., splendid jewels, which
she had been fingering over as a child might its toys. Ibid.

xxvi, She fitted the two pieces together again and again,
fingering them over.

6. b. intr. To be manipulated with the fingers,

X9a7 W. W. BiSHOF Pract. Handbk. Mod. Libr. Catal. 33
The tests of a card are the cleanness and speed with which
it * fingers* in consultation, and the fastness of its color.

Fingerpoll (fi-qgMp/^l). S. Africa, [ad. Afri-

Icaansch vingerpol^ f. vinger finger +po/ shrub.]

A plant, /Euphorbia caput-medusstt characterized by
a bnnch of finger-like growths, and providing a
nourishing food for cattle.

1889 Brvokn Kloof ^ Karroo 358 Spent and foundered
oxen, ..when fed with fingerpoll, regained vitality. 1890
Annie Martin Home Life on Ostrich Farm 58 Another of
our many eccentric-looking plants, ih^finger-poll,

Fi'nger-tip. The lip of a finger; Archaeol,

wsjtAattrib, to designate ornamentation made with

the tips of the fingers. Phr, to the finger-tips
s= through one*s whole body, ' from top to toe',

I throughout; at one^sfinger-tips (seeFiNGERi^. 30).
184a, 1883 [see Finger j^. 14]. 1886 KifusG DepaHmental

Ditties 45, I redden to my fingcr.tips. tgo$ Strand Mag.
June 702/1 He has at his finger-tips every stroke in the game.
1907 Daily Chron. 3i Jan. 3/5 Alive with science to the
finger tips, ij^ Crawford & Keiller Wessex from the
Air 10 If it was constructed, as he concludes, by the finger-

tip people. Ibid. 20a The fragment of a typical finger-tip

urn. 19*9 F. HACKETT^^nryM* A>^A^A VIII. 4»7 He wasa
magnate to his finger-tips. 1939 Chilob Danube in Prehist,

364 Biconical or open urns with finger-tip ornament.

FingO (fi*qg'')- Also fengu. [f, Kaffir ama-
fengu destitute people in search of work, f.fenguza
to seek service.] The designation of certain races

formerly occupying the country west and north-east

of Durban, Natal, and now of the remnants of these

(see quot. 1903).
1836 Grahamstovm fml. 109 (Pettman) The Fingoes

residing on the missionary station, displayed . .considerable
firmness and courage. 1850 Appleyard Kafir Lang. 41
note. The term Amafengtt is a conventional national
epithet, first applied to the Fingoes by the Kafirs, but now
in general use amongst themselves. 1883 Encycl. Brit.
XVI. 517/1 The Sooth African races, Hottentots and
Kftffres, Fingoes and Bccbuanaa, BasuC06 and Zulus. 1901

PINWSKO.
Ibid, XXX. 3/1 The formerly degraded but now respected
and civilised Fingos or Fengus, who give their name to the
district of Fingoland, and aUo form the bulk of the popula-
tion in the Idutywa Reserve.

Finickiness (fi'niklnes). Also finn-. [f.

Finicky a. +-nkss.] The quality or condition of
being finicky; exceedingly affected or over-fastidi-

ous character.

1833 NvREN Yng. Cricketer's Tutor (1902) 114 It was
thought a piece of finnikiness by those simple and homelj'
yeomen, igao Glasgow Herald 23 Dec. 4 Sensitive to the
point of finnlckiiiess.

Finicky, a. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1839 PoE De-vil in Belfry Wks. 1865 II. 388 He was really

the most finnicky little personage that had ever been seen in

Vondervotteimittiss. 1857-8 Trans. Ill, Agric. Soc. (1859)
III. 473 We desire to be neither coarse or finicky. 1873
E. Eggleston Myst. Metrop,x.xxw. 303 You a'n't so finicky
'bout vittles as you was.

FinifyjZ'. (Later U.S. and dial, examples.)
1847 RoBB Squatter Life 73 (Bartlett) If this newjudge is

the slicked up, finefied sort on a character they piciur' him,
I don't want to see him. 1891 'C. E. Cbaddock ' in Harper^s
Mag, Jan. 222/1 They \sc. the wimmin] air obleiged ter set out
a tableau tricked up an' finified oflf. 1895 Rvk E. Anglian
Gloss.f Finify, to be over-nice in doing anything.

Finish, sb. Add : 6. finishfight U.S., a fight

to a finish.

1909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 143 The' ain't nothin*
ever satisfies a civilized human except a finish fight.

Finish, v. Add : 5. Also with up.
1878 Harpers Mag. Nov. 892/2 Shall we finish up and have

done with it, with a song at the end ? 1902 Machkay Night
Side London i. 21 Others vanish into the night.. finishing
up. .at some night-club, or in some other den.

d. Of a competitor in a sporting contest: To
come to the end of a course or race (in a certain

condition or ' place ').

1881 [in Diet., sense 5]. 1894 G. Moore Esther Waters
ii, He told me.. to bring the colt along and finish up close

by where he would be standing. 1929 Star 21 Aug. 16/2
Every horse he has backed has finished out of the first three.

Finisliment. (Modem U.S. examples.)
1873 E. EGGI.ESTON End of World \\\\. 59 This 'rithmetic

preacher can't make a finishment of this sublunary speer by
addition.

_ 1873 Lf.land Egypt, Sketch-Bk. 103, I should
say, in finishment of this chapter, that one leaves the dervish
performance with mixed emotions.

Finitize (fsi-naitaiz), V, [f Finite a. +-ize.]
trans. To make finite.

1917 Pringle-Pattison Idea of God xvi. 321 Professor
Howison . .seems to use the idea of self-consciousne.ss entirely

as a principle of separation and exclusion, which finitizes

even what he calls ' the Supreme Instance ', the ' absolutely
perfect mind, or God '. 1930 Monument to St. Augustine 257
In his account of Kant, Hegel reproaches him with a shallow
finitizing, whereas Spinoza represents for him an impractic*
able infinitizing.

Finity. Add more recent example ; also semi-

coJicr,^ an instance of finiteness.

1899 H. Wright Depopulation 57 There seemed no finity

to the vista of country the eye followed, 1903 Beatrice
Harraden Kaih. Frensham 11. x. 199 Infinities which one
..could see were finities blending with each other imper-
ceptibly.

Pinlcl (fii]k). S,AfHca, [a. Du./«^ finch.]

Any of various birds of the family Pioceidse.

18196 Clairmontb Africander 2 A flock of long-tailed
mousebirds, called finks, would dash past to settle in a
rooihout tree. 1897 Anne Page Afternoon Ride 6a The
Kafir fink swaying on the grass.

Fink^. U.S, *One who engages as a strike-

breaker but is inexperienced in the work to be
done' {¥vinW% Standard Did, 1928).

Finlander (finlsendai). [f, /•inland ^ -zu'^,']

An inhabitant or native of Finland.
1727 P. KiNCK in Phil.^ Trans. XXXV. 357 A Letter to

Tames Theobald, Esq., giving an Account 01 the Norwegian
Finns, or Finlanders. x8o8 in Monteiih's Narr. Cong.
Finland (1854) 53 The Finlander regiments entering the
serviceof His Imperial Majesty shall not be employed against
Sweden.-during the present war. iZj,% Penny Cycl. X. 274/1
The Laplander is of the same extraction as the Finlander,
and calls himself a 'Samelada or Same *. 1854 [see Finn].
X930 Contemp. Rev. Dec. 792 Finnish-speaking Finlanders.

Finney (fi*ni). Local name of finnan haddock.
Also finnio haddie.
1851 Mavhew Land. Labour I. 77/1 Smoked or dried

haddocks (often called * finnie baddies *). 1906 Daily
Chron. 10 May t/4 Finneys, kippers, bloaters, as. 6d. per
box. . . Fish Docks, Grimsby.

Finno- (fi'"^), used as comb, form of Finn or

Finnic to designaterace combinations and language

groups of Finns or P'innish with other elements.

1879 J. S. Kf.ltie in Encycl. Brit. IX. 219/1 The term
Finns has a wider application than Finland, being, with its

adjective Finnic or Finno-Ugric or Ugro-Finnic, the collec-

tive name of the westernmost branch of the great Uralo-
Altaic family. 1885 Whitnky Ibid. XVIII. 779/2 'I'he nearer
relation of the Samoyed is with the Finno-Hungarian. 1888
Keanb Ibid. XXIV. i/i The Ural-Altaic, Finno-'latar, or
• Turanian * languages. 1896 — Ethnol. ^00 We have in

Europe . . mixed Finno-Slavs, Slavo-Teutons, Kelto-Teutons,
but no Finno-Slav, Slavo-Teutonic or Kelto-Teutonic
tongues.

Fin(n)sko, finnesko (fi-nsk*?). [Norw. finn-
skoy f. Finn Finn + sko shoe.] In Norway, a

boot made of birch-tanned reindeer skin with the

hair left on.
1890 tr. Nansen's 1st Crossing Greenloftd I. 47 The two

Lapps had two pair of ' finnesko ' each. 19x1 R. F. Scott

24
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Lasi Exitd. (19J3) iv. 103 We have. .served out two pairs

of finnesko (fur boots) to each traveller. 19*8 Daily Tel.

27 Nov. 10/6 Leather boots to replace the finsko which the

men were wearing. ^ . ,-. t

Finos (frnos).j3.//. [Sp., pU of/«<? Fine a.]

Wool of the second grade from the merino sheep.

1887 BoNwicK Rom. Wool Trade 56 In 1798 he [sc. Sir

Joseph Banks] divided the wool into the three classes, after

the Spanish method, of terceros, the coarsest,^ww [sic],

the middle sort, and ra^uos, the choicest.

Finsen (n-nsan). The name of Niels R. Finsen

(1860-1904), Danish physician, used attHb, to

designate a certain treatment of skin diseases by

actinic rays and apparatus used in applying it.

2902 Brit. Med, JruL 31 May 1324/2 A small ulcerating

surface, which resisted treatment by Fjnsen's light. Ibid.

25 Oct. 13:9/2 The pathological changes in the skin produced

by the rays from a Finsen lamp. 1903 Ibid. 3 Jan. 24/1 The
Finsen treatment in lupus vulgaris. 1907 Practitioner Nov.

721 The Finsen-light treatment of lupus. I9«x AllbutVs

Syst. Med. IX. 480 Intra-nasal lupus can be rarely reached

with Finsen's apparatus. 1913 Dorland Med, Did. (ed. 7),

Finsen light, light consisting principally of the violet and
ultra-violet ray.

Pip, U.S. (Earlier examples.)
182a Pkilad. Freeman's Jml. 5 Sept. (Th.) A dispute now

commenced between two persons respecting some cents and
a *fip'.. : one asserting that there were two 'ftps', and the

other that there was but one. 1833 Ind. Q. Mag. Hist. XV.
244 He would not let us pass through the fense without

a 'fip ', that is 4J cents. 1838 Knickerbocker Mag, XI. 244
A man can always go to an inn with a * fip * in his pocket,

and find a welcome, when he could find one no where else.

1845 S. JuDD Margaret it. vii. 313, I havn't hardly a hair

left to my hide, or a pewter fip in my pocket.

Fipenny. Add : fipenny bit, piece U,S, = Fip.

1836 Southern Lit. Messenger II. 455/1 We give the

amount of six such volumes then for forty cents—or one of
them for very little more than a fi'penny bit. 1840 W. G.
SiMMS Border Beagles (1855) 252 [The boy had] the tempting
reward ofa fip-penny piece before him. 1843 Carlton Neiu
Purcliase xxvii. 253 To lay out even a fippenny-bit must
have become a matter for very solemn reflection.

Pir, 4. Add: fir balsam, the silver fir of

Canada, Abies balsamea ; fir sawfly, Lophyrus
ahietis^ especially harmful to the fir tree.

x8xo MicHAux Arbres I. 18 Sylvir fir,. .*Fir balsam,, .[ou]

Balsam of Gilead tree. i86a T. W. Harris Insects Injur,

Veget. (ed, 3) 520 The pine and *fir saw-flies, described by
Kollar.

Fire, sb. Add

:

A. 3. g. To play with fire \ to trifle with

dangerous matters, esp. at the risk ofmoral disaster.

x8^ J. Grant Ktitle') Playing With Fire. x888 Kipling
Plain Tales fr. Hills, His Wedded Wife (1890) 150 There
is no sort of use in playing with fire, even for fun. 1907
Daily Chron, 9 Oct. 4/6, 1 should like to sound a note
of warning, for, as one who plays with fire, be can only
expect to get burnt. 1925 A. S. M. Hutchinson One In-

creasing Purpose III. xvi. Looking back upon herself in those

fire-playing days. 1928 Galsworthy Swan Song v. 33 If—
on second thoughts, she wanted to play with fire.

5. e. A brandfrom or oiil oftAaJir^ I sec BB.^'sn

sb, 3 b. To save out of the fire ; to preserve as a

remnant from a disaster or catastrophe. To pull

or snatch out of thefire [after Jude 23] : to rescue

from destruction or ruin.

1855 Trollope Warden xix. To be sure Puddingdale is

only four hundred, but that would be saving something out
of tfaefire. X924LAMBTON Men (5- Horses 120 Well, I pulled

that race out of the fire. 1917 Daily Tel. 11 Oct. 5/6 The
winner pulling the match out of the fire after being down
2 sets to I, 1928 Observer 10 June 27/4 The best snatcher
of a match out of the fire that we ever had.

f. To pull the chestnuts out of the Jirr ; used

(with reference to the fable of the monkey using the

cat's paw to extract roasting chestnuts from the fire)

of the employment of another to undertake the

dangerous part of an enterprise. (See N,& Q, 6th
Ser., 1883, VII. 286, VIII. 34.)
[1586 G, Whitney Emblems 58 The ape, did reache for

Chestnuttes in the fire,, .he with a whelpe did close. And
thruste his foote, into the Embers quick, And made him, pull

the Chestnuttes out perforce.] 1657 (see Cat's paw 2]. [1754
Richardson Grandison III. 358 He makes her fight his

battles for him ; and become herself the cat's paw to help
him to the ready-roasted chestnuts.] 1855 Kingslsv West-
vjard Ho I ix, I am . . ready to make a cat's paw of him or
any man, if there be a chestnut in the fire. x&86 [see Union*
1ST A. I. c]. 1930SNAITH i////ijr«ir^«ii.xxi, Hewas theguy
who pulled the financial chestnuts out of the fire.

15. Cricket, Tendency (of a ball) to fly up
erratically or (of the ground) to cause the ball to

fly up.
t888 A, G. Steel in Cricket (Badm. Libr.) iiL 161 A good

long run..^ets way and 'fire ' on to the ball. X897 Ranjit-
siNHji Jubilee Bk. Cricket 70 Coming from a high elevation,

a ball.. has more fire or 'devil ' in it. Ibid, 80 There is some-
thing to be done with the ball when., tiie wicket has fire in it.

L g. fire-call, -chief"i.
X897 Daily News 30 Nov. 5/1 Our *fire-call system in

London. 1906 Westm, Gaz. 26 Apr. 7/1 Within a very few
minutes of the fire-call being rung. X889 Kansets Times ^
Star 21 Sept., Our gallant *fire chief was elected first vice-

president.

2. (sense ^firefighter^ fighting.
1903 Westm. Gaz. 16 June 4/3 The 'invention' and

arrangement of the display., is the work of a practical •fire-

fighter of great experience.. who has been for a long time
the chief officer of the Hampton Fire Brigade. 1904 Forujn
Oct. 274 The most modem equipment should be at the com-
mand of the fire fighters. igoSs Daily Chron. 20 Apr. 7/j

370

The efforts of five thousand fire fighters are useless, because
there is no longer any water with which to attack the flames.

19x8 Nation (N.Y.) 7 Feb. 168/1 Automobile fire-engines..

manned by a sufficient force of trained fire-fignters. 18^7
L. J. Gage in Open Court xi. 213 The *fire.fighting force is

divided into 109 companies. 1897 Westm, Gaz. 22 Nov.
9/1 Chemical engines, water-towers, and other time-saving
and fire-fighting apparatus. 1903 Dailpr Chron. 5 May 7/1
Tlie present week is an interesting one in the history of fire-

fighting. 1918 A'<a:/iV«(N.Y.)7 Feb, 168/1 The completeness
of the fire-fighting equipment . .constituted a most reassuring
factor of safety.

5. flre-baok (earlier U.S. example) ; fire-bag

U.S., (a) a bag for carrying shot ; (S) see 1 c of

Comb, in Diet. ; {c) a bag containing implements
such as are used by Indians for making a fire

;

fire-barrier (see quot.) ; fire-bed attrib., suitable

for grate or furnace bottoms ; fire-blight, chiefly

U.S., a form of blight affecting plants or trees,

producing a scorched appearance of the leaves

;

fire-board, -chamber (earlier U.S. examples)
;

fire command Mil., a number of guns or batteries

under one officer, the smallest unit of fire control

;

fire-company (examples) ; fire-control Mil. and
Naval, the regulation or control of the fire of each
gun of a battery ; also, the central station from
which the commanding officer can exercise such

control ; also attrib. ; fire-crack, a crack formed
by heat, spec, in metal when it is being reheated

or annealed ; fire-oraoker U.S., «= Cracker 6

;

also colloq,, a revolver; fire-orome = Fiue-hook
(a) ; fire-cure v. trans., to cure (tobacco or leather)

by means of fire ; hence fire-curing vbl. sb. ; fire-

discipline Mil., the training of men to fire exactly

as directed by the commander, so that the work of

a unit is co-ordinated; fire-dog (earlier U.S. ex-

ample) ; fire dropper, a man who removes the fire

from the fire-box of a locomotive at the end of a
journey ; fire-fight Mil., the struggle to establish

fire superiority over the enemy ; fire-gang, a gang
of incendiaries ; fire-guard, (i) U.S. a member of

a fire-brigade ; (c) a strip of burned grass preventing

the spreading of fire; fire-guard v., to surround

(land) with afire-guard (c); fire-hat U.S., a hat for a
fireman ; fire-lighting =fire-hunting (see *Fire-

hont) ; fire-line = *fire-guard {c) ; fire-painting,

unusual effects of colouring and glazing produced

by a special kind of firing ; so fire-painted a. ; fire

position A/il., a position from which fire is opened

by an attacking force during an advance ; fire-range
>= Range sb. i a ; fire-ranger, a Canadian official

who keeps watch against the occurrence of forest

fires ; fire-risk, («) the risk of loss by fire ; (b) the

obligation of a fire-insurance company to make
good loss by fire

;
{c) property insured against fire

;

fire-room (earlier example) ; (b) a furnace-room of

a building or stokehold of a ship ; fire-shooting=
yf»-«-A«K/««^(see*FiRB-HONT); fire-step = '^r»«^-

siep ; flre-stiok, (c) an implement used for stirring

up a fire ; fire-stop, (o) = fire-bridge (see Diet.)

;

(b) a device designed to stop the spread of fire, spec.

incombustible material placed in open parts of a
structure ; so fire-stop v. ; fire-trace = *fire-guard

(c) ; fire-trench Afil., a deep and narrow trench

from which firing takes place; fire-walk, the cere-

mony of walking barefoot over hot stones, per-

formed as a religious rite by the Fijians and others,

and formerly as an ordeal in European countries

;

so fire-walker, -walking.
1846 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1847) 149 The *fire-backs

of fireplaces have been made separate, i"]^ Massachusetts
Gaz. 2 Feb. (Th.) Some silk ' lately found in a *fire-bag '.

1844 Bp. of Montreal Jml. C1845) 103 The powder-horn
and the fire-bag, in which the shot is carried loose, are slung

upon belts crossing each other upon the breast. 1892
Harper's Mag;. Mar. 4(17/1 The Sioux.. each carried a fire-

bag, a quiver, and a brightly painted shield. 19x8 Farrow
Diet. Mil. Terms, *Fire Barrier, a protection against
poisonous gases. The burning of dry material giving a line

of high and hot flames and little smoke may, under favor-

able circumstances, lift the wave of gas when it arrives at

the trench. 1851 C. CiST Cincinnati 213 One thousand tons

"fire-bed and sheet-iron. 1750 *fire-bHght [see Diet.]. 1849
Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents, Ap-ic. (1850) 271 Pears suffer

much from fire-blight especially on very rich ground.
1857-8 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1859) III. 346 The fire blight

. .has., done much injury to theorchards of this state. 1867-8

liiri. VII. 503 There are several distinct diseases, all grouped
together under the general name of * Fire Blight . 1867
Amer. Naturalist Apr. 1. 110 Cylindrical bark borers, which
are little round black weeviUlike Beetles, often causing
• fire-blight ' in pears, etc., are now flying about fruit _trees

to lay their eggs. 1838 J. H. Ingbaham Burton II. xtl 194
There was.. a flower-vase containing a daisy upon the

shining red hearth before a flaunting paper "fireboard. Z845

Knickeriocker Mag. XXV. 446, I went out of the bed-room
into the * sitting-room * where was a black mantel-piece and
fire-board, almost as high as the ceiling. 1846 Rep. U.S.
Comm, Patents (1847) 2ir, I also claim the air passage
below the *fire chamber. 1918 E.S. Farrow Diet. Mil.
Terms, Tire Command, in coast artillery, two or more
battery commands, the additional fire control stations and
accessories, and the personnel assigned to the fire com-
mand. 1817 S. R, Bkown Western Gaz. 344 A *Fire Com-
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pany; a public library. 1835 Southern Lit. Messenger I,

259 The remaining expenses are on account of the public
markets, fire companies, salaries of officers, [etc.]. 1841
C. Cist Cincitinati ^7 They have power to establish., fire

companies. _ 1849 CHAMBi^RLAm Indiana Gazetteer 373
There are in the town.. two fire companies and engines.
x88o Harper's Mag. July 208/2 Several of the members be-
longed to the volunteer fire-companies, then in the height of
their glory. 1886

J. H. A. Macdonald Common Sense on
Pareuie 118 What is wanted is the conviction in the mind of
every instructor.. that his men should never leave a parade
without having gained something in fire discipline,—that is,

that *fire control drill be one of the main points in view as
a necessary part of the work to be performed on every occa-
sion when men are being drilled, (etc]. 1907 Westm. Caz.
3 May 7/1 Stand on the deck amidships, look up at the vast

tripod which supports the fire-control, a 19x8 in C. F. S.

Gamble N. Sea Air Station xv. 241, I had a ven' pleasant
minute or so wondering which I was going to hit—the wireless
masts or the monitor's lire-control top. i86» Catal. Intemat.
Exhib. II. X. 12 ClifTs patent enamelled clay retort is.,

adapted for the use of gas works, by its . . freedom from *fire-

cracks. 1898 Engineering^ Mag. XVI, 147/2 The Influence
of Bismuth on Brass, and its Relation to Fire-Cracks. 1849
in Harper''s Mag. (1878) Jan. 274 The signal for starting was
the exploding of^fire-crackers by the hundred boxes, 185a
Mrs. Stowe Uncle Totn*s C, xxiii, The boy is.. a perfect

fire-cracker when excited. 1857 Quinland I. 120 Here is

everything you want,.. fire-crackers, powder, shot. 1894
Outing (U.S.) XXIV, 106/1 You drop that little firecracker

or 1*11 send you after your father I 1901 S. E. White
Westerners xx, 182 Peter was barking like a bunch of fire

crackers, xoos G. H. Louimf.r Lett, Self-made Merchant
vL 76 It isn t possible to make so much noise with a fire-

cracker as with a cannon. X846 ^fire croom [see Crome],
1899 Athenaeujn 2 Sept. 2^g/:t The head of a great fire-hook
or fire-crome was noted. 1847 Eep, l/,S. Comm. Patents
(1848) 170 The following experiment . . shows that "fire-curing

is not necessary. X&99 At/antic Mont/t/y LXXXIU. 758/2
The pliant sandals of fire-cured skin, a 1909 l/.S. Dept.
Agric. Rep. 65, 34 (Cent. Suppl.) Tobaccos that have been
fire-cured, as the plug tobaccos. x836 *fire discipline [see

*^re-control]. 1897 Cavalry Tactics xvii, 121 Fire discipline

must be strictly enforced, both to ensure accurate shooting
at the indicated object and to control the ammunition ex-
penditure. 1905 Daily Chron. 25 May 5/4 The whole Alder-
shot infantry force..swept forward regardless of everything,
including the rules of fire-discipline. 1793 Massachusetts
spy X Mar, 3/i[He]caught a *fire-dog| which he threw with
such force that he knocked down one of the ruffians. 1898
Upool Weekly Courier 9 Apr, 2/7 He was a *fire dropper

—

drawing the fires from locomotives. 1899 Westm. Gaz,
23 Nov. 2/1 The excitement of a "fire-fight at short ranges,
1898 Ibid. 18 Jan. 2/3 There have been plenty of *fire-gangs
inthepast,thelastof any note being broken up in 1891. x^i
C. Cist Cincinnati 168 There are besides, two hook and
ladder companies, and one company of *fire guards. X874 J. C.
lilcCov Hist. Sh. 217 An impassable barrier would be created
between the unburned grass within the encircled tract, and
that upon the outside of the * fire-guard '. Ibid., A large adja-
cent tract of land, .will be * *fire.guarded *, in order to secure
a winter range from the ravages of prairie fires. X85X C. Cist
Cincinnati 213 George E. Minister .. makes .. *firc bats.

x8^9 C. Lanman Lett. Alleghany Mts, vi. 48 In killing wild
animals he pursues but two methods, called **fire-lighting

'

and ' still-bunting '. X90S Terms Forestry <$ Logging 10
*Fire line, a strip kept clear of inflammable material as a pro-
tection against the spread of forest fire. X927 W. H. Iodd
Tiger^ Tiger! 108, I walked down a jungle ride, or fire

line. 190^ E. A. Barber Pottery ^ Porcelain U.S, (ed. 3)

494 By this process *Fire-Painted ware may be produced
successfully in all colors and lustres. Ibid., The *Fire
Painting will again be restored in all its prismatic brilliancy.

X905 Westm. Gaz. 15 May 4/1 Cavalry could do next to
nothing, and artillery could seldom find really effective *fire-

positions. Ibid. I3junc3/i The mostfavourable spot for your
individual fire-position. 1899 Westm, Gaz. 19 Rlay 2/1 The
kitchen, with its.. huge *nre-range. X928 Daily Express
29 Aug. 2/5^ The British Columbia *fire ranger, whose look-
out station is on Mount Cartier, 9,000 feet above sea level.

X907 Install, Ne-ws June 4/2 The *fire risk aspect of any
particular installation. Ibid, Mar. 7/1 The Gunpowder
Manufactory at Minden, where Simplex Screwed Conduits
have been used because of the fire risk. 1741 N.H. Probate
Rec. III. 8 Also they are to find one convenient *fire-room
and wood sufficient to maintain one Fire. 1836 Soutlurn
Lit, Messenger II. 734 Passing the fire-room, where they
were just firing up, I stopped. 1880 Harper s Mag. Oct,

793 Yet even on the Seavjanhaka it appears that the fire-

room . . was unprotected. 1903 A, H. Lewis The Boss L 8 As
for abed, if it should be summer time, what should be finer

than the docks? Or if winter, than the fire-rooms of the tugs?
1904 S. E. White Blazed Trail Stories iv. 70 Factory owners
. . raised up their voices in bitterness over flooded fire-rooms.

1876 Habberton yericlto Road x. 95 He had done * *fire-

shooting ' near springs elsewhere. 19x6 War Illustrated

23 Dec 449/1 Bill got upon the *fire-step, placed his rifle

against the wall, [etc.]. 1896 J. C. Harris Sister Jatte 100
Sister Jane, armed with a *fire-stick (a heavy piece of metal
weighing four or five pounds) , .was . . making an eff"ort to get

to the door. 1900 Ann. Re^. Smithsonian Inst. (Nat. Mus.)
180 in the same plate are included a pair ofwooden fire sticks

or tongs [of the Tulare Indians], xgii Webster, *Fire-stop.

X936 MuLFORD Cassidy's Proiegi iv. 41 The farms he had
dreamed ofwere now no more than memories, their boundary
furrows and firestops rank with triumphant bunchgrass.
X895 W. R. Fisher Forest Protection IV. 547 Wherever
forests are surrounded by inflammable undergrowth such as
heather, grass, etc., *fire-traces ofsufficient breadth should be
made along their boundaries, and internal fire-traces are also

required for all extensive inflammable forest areas. .. Before
burning fire-traces, the soil-covering is usually cut on guide-
lines on either side of the trace. X90S Terms Forestry

<J-

Logging 10. X909 Strand Mag, Apr. 365/2 He dived down
into the *fi re-trenches. 19x6 Boyd Cable Action Front 103

The deep ditch with a narrow platform along its front that

was the forward fire trench. X92G Infantry Training I. 8

Traverse, a buttress of earth, etc provided between two
adjacent portions of a fire or communication trench. X898
Westm. Gaz. 26 July 3/2 The Fijian *fire-walk. 1900 P-oc,
Soc, Psychical Res, Feb. 11 Colonel Haggard saw the fire-
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walk done in Tokio, on April 9th, 1899. 1898 Westm. Gaz.
28 June4/3The*fire-waIkers then approached . . and . . walked
leisurely across and around the oven. 1899 Daily News
25 Jan. 4/6 There was a *fire-walkinsj ceremony at Benares
the other day. 1904 Athinseum 13 Feb. 216/1 An interest-

ing lecture on 'The Fijians and their Fire-Walking *.

b. fire-grass {U) U.S.^ a kind of grass which
springs up on burnt land (ci.Jire-weed) ; fire-leaves

(earlier example) ; fire-lily, a name given to cer-

tain plants bearing brilliant flowers.

s8ai T. DwiGHT Trav. Neva Eng. (1823) IV, 50 Immediately
after the fires a species of grass springs up, sometimes called

*fire grass. 1796-1806 B. Hawkins /,*//. 46 There is a plant

in bloom called by the whites wolfs tongue or *fire leaves.

1871 Mrs. Stowb Sam Lawson 179 A tall straight *fire-

lily, black, spotted in its centre. . rose like ajet of flame. 1878
— Poganuc P. xix. 211 There, under the burning August
sun, the ground shot up those ardent flower-flames well

called fire-iilies.

O, fire-beetle (see quot) ; fire-brat, a thysa-

nurous insect found in bakehouses ; fire-bug (/,S.,

the glow-worm ; fire-finch, a name given to several

weaver birds from the red plumage of the male in

the breeding season.
i86a T. W. Harris Ins€cts Injur. Vf^et. (ed. 3) 55 Eiatcr

iPyrofhortts) noctilucus^ the night-shming Elater, is the
celebrated cucuio or *(ire-beeile of the West Indies. 1895
Cambr, Nat. Hist. V. 186 The bakers call these Insects

(so. 'J'hermoina/'urtutnitti)*^rc\>v^x.s^ apparently consider-
ing them to be fond of heat. 1797 Mass. S/y 30 Aug.
(Thornton) These maybe more properly stiled Fire Bugs;
they are differently formed from common Bugs, a 187a J. M.
Baii^v Folks in Danhury 40 (ibid.) (The lamp] don't give
more li^ht than a fire-bug. 1897 Daily News 6 Feb. 8/3
Australian *firefinches.

Pire, w.l Add: 2. e. To set fire to (forest land)
in order to produce pasturage-land.
1908 Wfstm. Gaz. 15 Apr. lo/i Complaints.. that we do

not fire enough of the forest, .where there is pasturage.

IL b. (Earlier examples.) Also trans.

1836 Southern Lit. Messenger 11. 734 Passing the fire-

room, where they were just firing up, I stopped. 1840
Knickerbocker Mag. y..y I. 227 Come, gentlemen, 'fire up,
fire up !' as the steam-boat engineer says. 1855 R. Glisan
jfrni. Anny Life xjv. (1874) 190 He neglect^ to fire up
properly and take in fuel at the proper time. X857 E.
Stone Life Ho-wland xii. 267 The time required to *fire

up ', and set the engine again in motion, delayed the arrival.

trans. 1865-6 Trans. Ill.Agric. Soc. VI. 320 It can be
attached . . in less time than is required to fire up a steam fire

engine. 1867 Rep. Ifftva Agric. Soc. (1868) 168 Rye—No
market but one distillery, it has not been fired up for six

months. 1003 ^- ^* Even. Post 13 Oct. z Then the two
statesmen fired up their cigars.

16. d. Photog, To release (the shutter). Also
intr. in To fire ojf at.^ to take a snapshot of (see

Shoot v.ii f).

j89a P/totogr. Ann. 11. 51 What is the object of firing offat
a street view . . with the shutter set at -^second when^ would
be fast enough? /did. 349 The shutter release, .appears to
lift the mirror and fire tlie shutter much more efficiently.

Fireable (fai^'rab'l), a. Delete fOds. and add
quot.
1900 Tinus (weekly ed.) 3 Aug. Suppl. p. ui/4 Ameri-

can coal, in consequence ofbeing very firable, Is not screened
ouL

b. Of a fire-arm : Capable of being discharged.
1898 Wtstm. Gaz. 26 May 4/2 ITie Don Juan de Austria

had only two fireable guns.

Firedy ///. a. Add

:

6. Of the case of a cartridge : Used, having had
the cartridge discharged.
189a GRKFseR Breech-loader d^ Such processes as cocking

the locks and taking out the fired cases. 100* EncycL Brit.
XXX. 402/2 The extractor holds a cartridge and a fired

case ready to be pushed into thcempty breech and ejector-
tube respectively,. .The lock is withdrawn taking with it the
fresh cartridge from the belt and the now fired case.

Fire-eater. 2. b, U.S. (Earlier examples.)
185J Fisher in Life ^ Corr. Quitman (i860) 1 1, xvii. 178

Men of the two extremes, Free-soilers and Fire-eaters, hasten
into parties. X658 Congress. Globe Mar., App. 290/2, I tell

you, southern men, I am ready to strike hands with fire
eaters and exterminate the race.

Fire-f^n^a v. (Later U.S. example.)
1896 Vermont Agric. Rep. XV. 72 There is danger if

ensilage contains more than 25 per cent of dry matter that
it will fire-fang in the silo.

Fire-hunt, sb. U.S. [Ftbb sb. B. 3 b.] A
huat by night in which lights are nsed to reveal or
attract the game.
X788 Mary Dewees ymL (MS.) 172 Had Several Gentle-

men to dine on board the Arke expecting a fire htmt of some
deer. 1831 Peck Guide Emigrants ii. 48 Mr. Flint [see
"FiRE*HUSTiNG 1826} ^ives the followlnganimatcd description
of what is called the ' Fire bunt '• 1852 [see Fike sb, B. 3 bj.

Hence FiTe-hnnt v. trans. ^ to hunt (animals)
with lights ; also intr.^ to carry out a fire-hunt

;

Fi-ra-huntar ; Fi-re-lianti2ig> vbL sb.

'775 A. BuRNABY Trav. N.Amer. 88 An act of parliament
. .prohibits, .that very destructive practice, taken from the
Indians, of fire-hunting. 1814 [see Fire j<^. B. 3b]. i8s6
T. Flint Recoil. Ten Yrs. Mississippi 339 The most in-
teresting hunts (in Louisiana] are practised at night, and
are called fire-huntings. 1843 Carltom Nevj Purchase 164
We feel tempted to give Uncle Tommy's 'morakalus' escape
in fire-hunting 1 1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 214 As to
deer, fire-hunting, stilUhunting, or up in the fork of a tree by
night.. it is all one to Harry. 1868 Amer. Naturalist OqU
II. 472 (When deer hide by day and feed by night] fire,

hunting may take the place of still hunting. 1875 £. King
Southern States N. Amer. 417 The sportsman ..may 'fir^

371

hunt ' the deer in the forests. 1876 Habbebton Jericho Road
X. 96 He puzzled his brain to know who the men might be.
Fire-hunters? Ibid. x. 97 Two, or three men at most, were
as many as ever composed a fire-hunting party. 1885 [see
FiBE sb. B. 3 b],

Pire-water. 2. orig. ^..5'. (Earlier example.)
1817 J. Bradbury Trav. Amer. 156 He informed me that

they called the whiskey fire water.

Fire-work. Add: 2. b. Necessaries for

making a fire. U.S.
X847 H, Howe I/ist. Collect. Ohio 188 The necessary

appendages of his journey would be an axe, a pocket
compass, fire works, and blanket and bells.

Firing', vbl. sb, 8. Add : firing-glass, a table-
glass with an unusually thick base; firing-step
Mil., a board or ledge in a trench, upon which sol-
diers stand when firing.

X905 Bate Engl. TaWtf^/aw 72 '*Firing' glasses, .having
a thick and massive base with which to knock on the table
when applause was to be given. 1933 Weekly Disp. 30 Sept.
7/4 Short Jacobite firing-glasses. 1916 Boyd Cable Action
Front 254 He . . leaped on the *firing step, and hurled himself
over after him.

Firniy a. and adv. C. Comb. 1. b. Add :

firm-footed =^fast-footed (*Fast a, 1 1).
1907 Westm. Gaz. 20 Aug. 3/2 A hitter of the firm-footed

school. 1928 Daily Tel. 15 May i^i He attempts, firm-
footed, to drive the ball which is pitched a couple of feet
wide of the off-stump.

Firm, v. Add : 7. b. Tofirm up : to become
firm, to stiffen ; esp. of stocks and shares. Hence
Finning-up vbl. sb.

1899 Daily News 30 Oct. 2/6 A gradual firming-up of
prices. 1907 Daily Chron. g Dec. 1/7 One cr two Argentine
Rails firmed up. 19S9 Daily Express 7 Nov. 2/7 Then all
firmed up on trade and Cuban buying.

First, a. {sb.) and adv. Add : A. adj. L 2.
b, (Later U.S. examples ofspecial use.)
X9aa Titus Timber xxii. 201 Humphrey was going down

state the first of the week to hunt an investor. Z9S6
Publishers' Weekly \^ Jan. 147 When the firet of the year
had passed.

4. Also in phr. ofthefirst order [F. du premier
ordre]. {To put) first things first: a catch phr,
used to denote a policy of giving the first place to
the most important things.

1794 [see Order sb. ^]. 1895 R. L. Douglas in Bookman
Oct. 33/t A diplomatist of the first order, 1920 W. Kilev
Yorkshire Suburb 136 The dear lady was.. incapable.. of
putting first things first. [i9a6 A. Bennett Lord Kaiugo
xix. Just like her ! She would put last things first.] 1931
News Chron. 28 Apr. 3/3 ' First things first' must be the
guiding principle.

H. 7. g. A first edition ; a first-class railway-

carriage or compartment ; the first known or dis-

covered example or specimen of a thing,
Z9aa M. Sadleir Excurs. Vict. Bibliogr. 6, I have con-

trived. .to keep myself fairly supplied with 'reading firsts'.

1914 G. M*^Leish's Catal. 13 Elssential to the collection of
•modern firsu'. 1925 B. Travers Mischief vt^ Ihe train
arrived and Eleanor.. was easily spotted, being alone in the
firsts, 1931 F. Buck & EL Anthony Bring 'em back Alive
SI 5 There is no bigger thrill in the game than bringing back
rare 'firsts' [i.e. an animal that has not been seen alive
before in the country to which it is broughtj.

B. adv. 1. £ First off \ at the first blush, at the
first go-off, in the first place» to begin with. U.S.
1891 'L. Malet* Wages of Sin v. i, What anger is not

righteous first off in the estimate of the enraged one ? 1897
HowKLLS Landlord at Lion's Head^$ First off, you know,
I thought I'd sell to the other feller. 1910 W. M. Raise
B. O'Connor 39 Four's right. First off Neil, then the fellow
I took to be the Wolf. 1915 Nation (N.Y.) 10 June 646/1
Men of science . . no longer admit first off what simple good
sense shows to us.

C. Comb. 2. first aid (examples) ; oXsoattrib.

andfig. ; flrst-fleeter Austral, slang (see quots.)
;

first-footer, one who goes first-footing; first

offender (see Offender note) ; first pointed
Arch.t = Early English (see Early a. 4 b) ; first

polar Math, (see quot.) ; first-spear, in pig-stick-

ing, the first thrust which draws blood ; also, the
man who makes it.

188a P. Shepherd {title) ''First Aid to the Injured, 189a
Medical Annual ton Dressing^ (First Aid). 1907 Chambers's
yrni. 26 Oct. 768/r A first-aid chemical fire<«xttngutsher.
ij^6 W. X)ez?ihg Sorreil ff Sonx, § 2 The porter applied first

aid to their piece of luggage. 1848 Havgarth Bush Life
Australia viii. 93 A man \vho, by his own account, is of so
long standing in tne neighbourhood as to have been what is

called in the colony a * *first fleeter '. 1850 Dickens Housek.
Words I. 418/2 He was a * first fleeter', that is, came over
with Governor Phillips in the first fleet. 1897 Daily News
25 Sept. 3/6 Scottish ' *first-footers ' in the fifteenth century
awoke the night echoes with a mild and ' soughing * Tra-Ia-la.
i9s6 Glasgoiv Herald 30 Dec 6 The red herring which your
Dundee *first-footer * carries with him as a lucky emblem.
1860 Temple Bar XXV. 541 We ought to temper justice
with mercy in dealing with all *first offenders. 1875 Encycl.
Brit. II. 427/1 The *First Pointed, Lancet, or Early English
style to which the transitional work thus led up. x886 F. G.
Lee Edw. VI. i. 58 A first-pointed ':hapel and charnel-house.
1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 720/2 The points of contact are found
as the intersections of the curve u = o by a curve depending
on the position of the arbitrary point, and called the ' "first

polar * of this point ; the order of the first polar is = wr— i,
and the number of intersections is thus = //; {tn—i). 1808
Encycl. Sport 1 1. 92 The object of the run is to kill the pig,
and not entirely for getting the honour of **first spear'. Ibid.^
First spear... Transferred frequently to the man who makes
it. 1920 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 11 2/2 Much of the supreme joy
in pig-sticking lies in toe successftil struggle for first-spear
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and in outgeneraling and outriding one's friends. Ibid., A
first-spear which merely pricks the pig in the buttock, is
a matter for shame.

b. In attrib. uses of syntactical collocations, as
first-edition copy, first-magnittide star \ see also
First-class B., Fikst-fudit 4, Fikst-rate A. 2.
at86o Alb. Smith Med. Student (i86i) 61 First-session

pupils receive turkeys and fresh-looking loins of pork from
their friends in the country. 189a Greeser Breech-loader
174 Loaded with first quality powder. 1897 Daily News r
June 3/2 To establish themselves once more in their former
first line positions. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 28 May 2/3 First-
category Cossacks of the Chitinsk, Argunsk, and Veckhni
Udinsk regiments. 1905 Ibid. 14 Mar. 12/1 Any privileges
which go with a first-cabin ticket. Ibid, g June lo/i A first
edition copy of ' Richard III'. Ibid. 13 Nov. 12/1 The only
first-magnitude star in the track of the moon, 1906 Daily
Chron. 21 July 1/7 The third best first-wicket stand on re-
cord. 1906 IVestm. Gaz. 24 Aug. 4/2 The nests which are
marked and inspected by way of tests are always first-brood
nests. 191a L- J. Vance Destroying Angel xvi, A light-
house—probably a first-order light—with its characteristic
flash, not duplicated anywhere along this section of the
Atlantic coast. 1921 A. R. Lord Princ. Politics vi. 156
This crude, first-sight democratic theory.

First class, b. elHpt. Add : = first-class

accommodation or fiire.

xSsa H. W. DuLCKEN tr. Ida L. Pfeiffer''s Visit Holy
Land i. 23 The first-class to Constantinople costs 120 florins.

First-cla'sser. coUoq. [f. First class -f-

•ER 1.] A person or thing of the first class.
1915 Glasgozu Herald 28 Mar. 9 These [matches] are

exclusively 'first-classers'. 19*7 Daily Tel. 7 June 3/1 The
first-classers are a mere. .drop in the cricket ocean.

First-day. (Additional U.S. examples.)
x8ix R. SuTCUFP Trav. N. Amer. xiii. (1815) 257, I

attended Merion meeting, it being ist day. iZ^a American
Pioneer I. 166 The fifty-first anniversary of the First Day,
or Sunday School Society, was held at 146 Chesnut Street.

First-handedueSS (fdjsthee-ndednes). [f.

First hand + -ed + -ness.] The quality or condi-
tion of being first-hand or of an original character.
1905 Daily Chron, 3 May 8/5 It may breed distrust as to

the first-handedness of some brilliant toilettes whose origin
we could never account for, 1926 M. Barykg DaphneAdeane
X, That first-bandedness; that habit, .of taking nothing for
granted.

Firstness (fa-istnes). Delete fObs. rare and
add :

c 1380 WvcLiF Set, Wks. 1. 172 Oo firstnesse of love shulde
we have to us silf, and to oure fadir and oure modir.
1895 Mrs. W. K. Clifford /^/ojj^ ofSummer v'\\. Daffodils

..—the bell-like single ones: and their tender firstness ap-
pealed to her. 19x4 Glasgffiv Herald 4 Sept. 4 A first novel,
..with a freshness and spontaneity not always synonymous
with ' first-ness ' in novel-writing. 1927 Blackw. Mag. June
828/a An odd kind of distinction should halo the person who
is the very first to see something or to do sometning which
hitherto humanity has not seen or done.. .The value of these
'firstnesses' is by no means equal.

Fiscalism (5-skaUz*ra). [f. Fiscal + -ism.]

Fiscal principles or policy, esp. in relation to the
questions of free trade and protection.
x89» tr. ScJi&ffle's Imposs. Soc. Democr. 193 The old-

fashioned fiscaUsm. xooa Daily Chron. 15 July 3/7 Two
out of every three members spoken to declared that they will
fight regardless of fiscalism for the House of Representatives
having effective control of the purse. 1906 Ibid. 27 Mar. 6/7
Seeing that they are Free Traders, and most of us are Pro-
tectionists, their talking fiscalism would not be very helpful.

FiscaJity. Add : Also, fiscal policy ; //. fiscal

matters.
Z904 W. D. Gainsford What is the Fiscal Question ? j

Such is Cobden Club Fiscality. X904 IVestm, Gaz. 13 Jan.
?/i The rascalities of the Education Act would be set aside

y the fiscalities of the food-tax. 1904 Fabian News XIV.
4/1 Fiscalities occupy much space. 1905 Daily Chron,
14 Dec. 4/6 One eye on Fiscalities and the other on Mr. John
Burns's costume.

Fisetin (fisMin, fi-sitin). Chem. [f. G.fisett*
(A^i/s) young fustic + -IN 1.] A yellow crystalline

colouring matter obtained from fustet.

1873 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XXVI. 73 Fisetin, the colouring
matter of Fiset wood, was regarded by Bolley as identical
with quercetin. Theauthor gives to it the formula C15H10O6.
x886 Ibid. L. 894 Fisetin occurs in fustet.

Fish, sb.'i^ Add : 1. t Applied to the turtle.
X898 IVestm. Gaz. 9 Nov. 3/1 The sea round about the

West Indies is the happiest hunting-ground for green turtle.
The fish (the dealers describe them as fish) are usually taken
in the manner described. 1908 Daily Chron. 6 Nov. 7/3
The 'fish', as they are called in the trade, are probably as
tenacious of life as any animal,

6. h, fish-bait, -craft {U.^. example),-////^, -spear
(later U.S. example).
1870 * Fanny Ff.rn ' Ginger-Snaps 275 Won't the laundress

rub the skin off her knuckles when she tries to get the *fish-

bait off your ruffled skirt. x866 Game Laws Conn, in Fur^
Fin if Feather (1872) 34 Shall forfeit the value of the seine
and "fish-craft used for said purpose. 1864 J. T. Trowbridge
Cudjo's Cave xliii. 451 Arms and head hung down, causing
him to resemble.. a frog hooked on for bait at the end of
a *fish-line. 1837 R. M. Bird Nick of Woods II. xL 144
Upon this pillar.. were laid or suspended sundry Indian
utensils of the kitchen and the field,., wooden bowls.. *fish

spears [etc.].

Q, fish-ball (earlier U.S. examples), -chowder

(example), "Stock,

1854 SHn-tj^BERA/rf./*rt»-/;^/'tf« 100The breakfast was wait-

ing for him, the *fishballs were getting cold. 1873 Aldrich
Marj. Daw, etc. 90 She averted her head in making up the

fish-balls. 1891 Scribner's Mag. X. 106 We had our dinner

at noon.. of *fish chowder and potatoes. X787 J. Farley
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Lond. AH <if Cocksy (ed. 4) >« 'l'"''' ^'"'L^^^i^
may be wanted of *fish-stock. 1883 Annie Thomas Mtd.

Housnui/e 51 The receipt for a fch-stock which is as

strengtheuing and succulent as can weU be desired.

A. fish-breeder (earlier U.S. example); fish-

breedtng (U.S. example). „. „ ,

1868 R€*. U.S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 323 The efforts of

•fish bree'ders will be called into requisition to restore the

salmon 10 those waters. Ibid, 320 The information concern-

ing •fish-breeding experiments..was quite full and satis-

T^fish-basket, (a) a basket used for carrying fish

(see 6 b); (*) U.S., a creel for catching fish;

flsh-bed (U.S. example) ; fish-blooded a., cold-

blooded ; flah-brant U.S., a snow-goose ; flsh-

commissionor, an officer appointed to super-

intend fisheries ; fish-cow = Cow-risH i ;
flsh-

crow (earlier examples) ; fish-eye, fish's eye,

a variety of moonstone ; fish-farming (U.S. ex-

ample) ; fish-feast, festival U.S., a festival held

by American Indians at the beginning of the

salmon season ; fish-flaJce (earlier U.S. examples)

;

fish-fry U.S., a picnic where fish is fried and

eaten ; fish geranium, an evergreen shrub {Pelar-

gonium inquinans) ; fish guano (earlier U.S. ex-

ample); flsh-hatoher, one who rears fish from

spawn ; so fish-hatchery, a place for the rearing

offish by artificial means; flsh-hatohing dW. sb.

;

fish-hom, a tin horn used on fishing-boats or by

sellers of fish; fishladder (earlier U.S. example);

fish-leaves, thepondweed Potamogeton natans, the

flat leaves of which were formerly supposed to give

shelter to fish ; fish-manure (U.S. example) ; fiflh-

marten (see quot.) ; fish moth = *Fish-taii.

moth; fish-oil (earlier U.S. example); fish-

poison, a name given to various plants which have

an intoxicating effect upon fish, causing them to

float helplessly on the surface of the water ; fish

pole U.S., a pole used as a fishing-rod; flsh-

sorap (U.S. example); fish-story (earlier U.S.

examples); fish-v^ard ^ Jish-warden ; fish-way

(earlier U.S. examples).

1844 S. S. Haldeman in Scheie de Vere Ainerzcamsnis

(1872) 351 Various species are abundantly caught.. in •fish-

baskets, made of lath-work, with diverging walls of stone.

1867 Came Laws Penn. in Fur, Fin * Feather {1872) 100

It shall not be lawful to take, catch, or kill.. any fish, by

means of any fish-basket. 1868 Rep. U.S. Comni. Agnc.

(1869) 75 Bones of marine animals are so abundant as to

have bduced Professor L. Agassiz, twenty years ago, to call

it the '*fish bed' of the Charleston Basin. 1898 iVestm.

Caz. J4 Jan. 3/1 Not that the historian is *fish.bloodedand

without predisposition. J0«3 Daily Mail 27 Feb. 8 The
Ministerial policy of fish-blooded neutrality. 1874 J. W.
Long Amer. lVild.Fim}l S/woting 243 The snow-geese are

all called •fish-brant. 1866 Game Lams Ft. in Fur, Fm *
Feather (1872) 63 The Governor is hereby authorized .to

appoint two persons, to be styled *fish commissioners, i860

Mavne Reid Odd People 359 The manatee, or **fisb;Cow .

1834 Audubon Omith. Biog. 11. 268 The »Fish-Crow CorijM

ossifrngus. Wiyon). xijoAmer. Naturalist III. 287 The
Fish-crows.. are running over the wet sands. i88a b,. W.
Streeter Free. Stones (ed. 3) ?6 The ' *Fish's Eye becomes

red by transmitted light, undergoing the same changes as

a bead of Schmetze paste. 1868 Rep. U.S. Comm. Agnc.

(1869) 330 Area for •fish-farming. 1837 W. Irving Capt.

Bonneville (zSgs) 11. 163 It was now the season of theannual

•fish-feast, with which the Indians in these parts celebrate the

first appearance of the salmon in this river [sc. the Columbia].

1845 De Smet Oregm Missions (1847) 119, I arrived among

the Arcs-a-plats in time to witness the grand *fish festival,

which is yearly celebrated. 1767 Boston Gaz. 26 Jan., Adyt.

(Th.) Several Fish Houses, and *Fish Flakes now fit for

Curing Fish. 1819 Massacknseits Spy 19 May 4/3 While

attending the fish flakes at Windmill Point. 1853 J. G.

Baldwih Flush lima Alabama 80 In thescience of getting

up and in getting through a . . •fish fry, the Virginian . .
was

first. 189s Century Mag. Oct 830/1 Fish-fries and picnics

are arranged that you may spend or gamble away your money

with a free hand. 1898 H. S. Canpield Maido/trontter

i63 The young clerks and lawyers .. concocted a "fish-try .

a 1000 ' O. Henry ' Roads of Destiny ix. 153 A little party

372

devoid of wings. 1803 Ann. Jth Congress 2^Ses5. ;49 It

of peaceable rustics assembled for a fish fry. 1862 Trans.

111. Agric. Soc. (i36s) V. 581, I remarked to her, on viewing

some *fish geraniums..how much their scent was like that

emitted from the scales of a fresh fish. 1870 Rep. Mass.

Board Agric. I. 196 '*Fish guano '.. consists of the dry

residuum of the fish-oil factories on the New England coast.

1S6S Rep. U.S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 336 The result was
successful beyond the expectation of the amateur •fish-

hatchers. 1885 *fish hatcheries [see Hatchery]. iSgy Con-

gress. Fee. 8 Jan. 602/2 A bill granting to the state of

Washington certain lands . . for the purpose ofa fish hatchery.

1868 Rep. U.S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 319 The Chinese .
.have

practised *fish-hatching successfully for centuries. 1883

GooDE Fish. Indust. U.S.A. 59 This being needed for fish,

hatching purposes, another larger 5te..mer..has just been

built. l8s* CozzENS Sparravigr. Papersm. 38 Mrs. Sparrow-

»rass asked me who that was ' blowing a *fish-hom . i860

Holland Miss Cilierfs Career xix. 351 The instrument

leaping out into various angular flourisheSj as if a fish-horn

had got above its business and were ambitious of the repu-

tation of a key-bugle. 1870 Game Laws Cal. in Fur, Fin

fc Feather (i&T^) 1-n [He] may superintend.. the construc-

tion of fish-ways and *fish-ladders. 1868 Rep. Mass. Board

Agric I 105 *Fish manures, the product of the oil-fishenes

on our coast, .sell at about forty-five dollars per ton. 1904

P Fountain Great North-West x. 104 The tree-fox, or treis

cat. of the trappers. This is Mustelapennanti, often called

the *fish-niarten. 1859 Mann Nntal 171 (Pettraan) It is one

of nature's beneficent compensations that the *fish moth 13

appears that Great Britain.. has secured effectually the

carr5'ing..of our •fish-oil, tobacco, pot and pearl ashes.

1846 L1ND1.EV yeget. Kiiigd. 384 Serjania tiiternata is also

employed as a •fish poison. 1866 Treas. Bot., Fish-poison,

Lepidium Piscidium. Jamaica, Fiscidia Erythrina. 1884

Miller Diet. Plaut-n. 1834 Visit to Texas ix. 88 We
touched la flame] to a few of the tall canes, at this season

as dry as •fish poles. 1841 J. F. Cooper Deerslayer xiv. 99

Deerslayer . . played with the end of a fish-pole in the water.

1881 N. Y. Times in Goode Amer. Fishes (i888) iis These

smacks are engaged.. for the oil-rendering and "fish-scrap

works on Barren Island. HigSt. Louis Enquirer % Dec.

(Th.) A *fish story ! . . I n consequence of the shoals of white-

fish which occupied and choaked the channel between Hois

Blanc Bland and Amherstburgh, the steamboat could not

pass. 1813 Missouri Intelligencer 28 Jan. (Th.) 'Ibats

"a fish story', but mine's a true one. e 1843 O. Russel

Jrnl. (1921) 129, I have frequently seen those 'fish stories

published with the original very much enlarged. 1870

Game Laws N. H. in Fur, Fin t, Feather (1872) 166 AH
nets..may be seized by any *fish ward, 1866 Game Laws
Vt. ibid. 63 To direct. . the construction of •fishways. 1867

Amer. Naturalist I. 165 Mr. Theodore Lyman .. exhibited

models of fish-ways.

Fish, v> Add

:

4, b. To use as a bait in fishing.

jgaa Times Lit. Suppl. 27 Apr. 273/3 Fishing the floating

fly with a very fine cast. 1917 Observer la, July 26/3

Mackerel skin, on a single hook, cast and fished like a ay.

9. intr. Of water: To provide (good or bad)

sport for anglers.
.

1898 Daily News 4 Oct. 9/3 The Aran continues to fish

badly. 1904 Daily Chron. 13 Jan. 5/2 It is a loch that fishes

best in the early part of the year. 191a IVestm. Gaz. 26 i eb.

16/4 The Avon was fishing well for roach.

Fisher. 6. b. Add : fisher-wife.

1868 Miss Beaddon Dead-Sea Fruit xxxix. The rough

fishermen and brawny fisherwives. 1887 RusKiN Prztertta

II vi. 200 A fisber-wife doll from Calais. 1895 Month Sept.

52 All the fisher-wives we dressed alike in short petticoats ot

blue stuff. ..,. , r r..

Fisher 2 (fi-Jsi). collog. [f. the name of Sir

Warren Fisher, Permanent Secretary to tlie Treasury

from 1919.] Temporary name for a currency

note (esp. of ;^i). Cf. *Bradbukt.
I9» Daily Mail i8 Dec. 7 A ' Bradbury' or a ' Fisher are

terms that have practically passed into the language. 1^3
Motor Cycling 14 Nov. 35/2 The Bench mulcted him of a

couple of Fishers and warned him as to his future behaviour.

Fish-gig. (Later U.S. example.)

1866 Atlantic Monthly Mar. 278/2 They were prevented

from ascending by what appears to have been an ordinary

fish gig.

Fish-hook. 3. Add : fish-hook oaottis U.S.,

a cactus with hooked spines.

187s A mer. Naturalist IX. 20 Mammillariapkelosperma

Engel , or ' the fish-book cactus ', is found as a rarity m
rocky clefts, at this season adorned with its bright red fruit.

1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights 1. xiil 196 Denton ran

across some fishhook cactus, which we cut up and chewed.

FishineSS. Add : 2. fig.
' Shadiness ', ques-

tionableness. coUoq.

1910 WoDEHOusE Damsel in Distress xiv. The extreme

fishiness of Albert's sudden production of a cousin from

America.

Fishing, vbl. ay Add: 5. a. fishing-gear

(earlier example); fishing-light, -party, -spear,

-station. (All US.) ^ ,^ ^
1839 Knickerbocker Mag. XIII. 406 Tothrow bymy •fish-

ing gear, and sit upon rocks. 184s Caroune M. Kirkland

Western Clearings 120 Nobody broke his windows or pulled

the shingles off his roof to make *fishing.lights or quad-traps.

1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil. Southern Matron xxyi. 176

Fishing parties, and the chase soon occupied his leisure

moments. 1849 Parkman Oregon Trail 35 She sat down
and entertained us . . with anecdotes of fishing-parties. 1840

C. F. Hoffman Greyslcur 1. xi. 122 The torches. .enable

them . . to approach sufficiently near to destroy him with then:

•fishing spears. 1841 J. F. Cooper Deerslayer \i. 12 Fishing-

spears, rods, nets. 1836 Southern Lit. Messenger U. 747

He under pretence of making inquiries at a small fishing

station, sailed down the river alone. 1845 Fremont Exfed,

186 A favorite fishing station among the Indians.

b. fishing-plummet (see quot.) ; fishing-pole,

a pole used as a fishing-rod ; fishing warden =
fish-warden. (All f/..S'.)

1871 Amer. Naturalist VI. 225 Girdled, globular or ov^
pebbles, which have been designated ' •fishing-plummets

,

are very abundant. 1873 Aldrich Marj. Daw, etc. 75 He
rigged himself up a •fishing-pole. 1870 Game Lams N.H.

in Fur, Fin * P'eather (1872) 167 Any town. .may. .choose

one or more •fishing wardens.

Fishing, ///. a. 1- A.d& : Pishing eagle, a

fish-eagle. Pishing hawk, a fish-hawk.

1688 Fishing hauk [in Diet.]. 1781-2 Jefferson Notes

Virginia UySy) 72 Accipiter piscaiorius.. Fishing hawk.

183s R. M. Bird Hawks of Hawk-hollow I. vi. 85 They

arrno true fishing-hawks, after all. Ibid, vil 94 The
Solitude .. (was] broken by. .the plaintive scream of the fish-

ing eagles.

Fishling. (Earlier U.S. example.)

a 1861 T. WTntheof Life in open Air (libi) 33 Only petty

fishlings, weighing ounces.

Fish-tail. Add : c. Fish-tail moth South

Africa -= Silver-WSH 2.

1891 MoNTEiRO Delagoa Bay 129 Some people call them

fish-tail moths—why 'moths ' it would be difficult to discover.

Fishy, a. 6. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1840 J. P. Kennedy Quodlibet 75 Jesse being. .a little

amphibious in his poliucs, or, in Mr. fog's expressive lan-

guage, rather fishy.

FIT-UP.

Fission (fi-Jsn), !!'. [f. FisaiONji.] intr. To
undergo fission.

1939 Sir Jas. Jeans Universe Around Us 226 The de-

velopment of the hypothetical chaos has now been traced

through five generations of astronomical bodies, chaos

—

nebulae—stars—binary systems—sub-systems, to which a

sixth generation roust be added if the stars of the sub-sj-stem

happen to fission further.

Fist, .t*.l L o. To make a {good, tUti.) fist of,

at something. (Earlier U.S., dial., and other ex-

amples.)
1833 A. Greene Dod. Duckworth u. 8 You hadn't ought to

tax any thing, .seeing you've made such a fist of it. 1838

Caroline Gilman Recoil. Southern Matron v. 46 He
reckoned he should make a better fist at farming than edicat-

ing 1841 W. G. SlMMS Kinsmen II. 24 (Th.) You made a

poor fist of this business. 1869 A. C. Gibson Folks*. Cunib.

177 Thoo hes mead a fist on't. 1876 Hardy Ethelberta xlvi,

'Tis a poor fist I can make at hearing anything. i8j(4

(Amer.-) Z>ia/.iVff/<j(i896)I. 330'Tomakeabadfistof It ;

to make mistakes or do work incorrectly. 1920 Galsworthy

In Chancery iii. He made a poor fist of sleeping.

4. fist-fight (later U.S. example).

1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West iv. 88 Dances, drunks

and fist-fights met with a sudden interraption.

Fist, sb.^ 3. U.S. (Earlier and later examples.

Cf. FioE.)
i8so L. H. Garrard Wah-To-Yah iv. (1927) 60 In our

lodge were three huge curs and four cross feists. 187a E.

Eggleston End of World xliv. 287 It reminded me of a

little fice-t dog I had when I was a leetle codger.

Pit, sb."^ 3. d. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1844 G. W. Kendall Santa Fi Exped. (De Vere) The man
ran after the thievish Indian, and the corporal cried out to

him to give him fits if he caught him. a 1848 Dow Jr. Patent

Serm. I. 54 (Th.) Either flax out your opponent, or give

nature special fits in the undertaking. 1851 Knickerbocker

Mag. Jan. XXXVU. 102 He's given the Mexicans, to their

pain, Such charming fits—and will again.

Fit, a. 5. b. quasi-ai/j;. (Later U.S. example.)

1856 Knickerbocker Mag. Oct. XLVIII. 433 Then she

laughs fit to kill.

Fit, v^ 8. fig. Add : Freq. refl. of persons,

and const, to, into.

1919 Bbadey Psycho.anal. 52 His consequent difficulty m
fitting himself in to life. Ibid. 247 He cannot fit himself in

happily to his surroundings.

Fitch (fitj), i*.3 Also fetch. [Origin unknown.]

In basket-making, a kind of plait in which two

canes or osiers are twisted together in the same

direction so as to enclose a crossing weft at each

half-turn. Also = fitch-rod, one of the canes so

used. Hence Fitch v.

xmo T. Okev in Encycl. Brit. III. 482/2 The 'fitch'.,

employed for skeleton work such as cages and waste-paper

baskets. 191a Rep. Cambr. Anlhropol. Exped. Torres

Straits IV. 64.

Pi't-OUt. See Fit rf.* 4 and add U.S. example.

1844 G. W. Kendall Santa Fe Exped. II. xix. 363 A cruel

bit,, .which causes the horse to curve his neck, champ, and

froth.. at the mouth, completes the fit-out of the Mexican

gentleman.

Fitter, sb> Add : 2. (Examples.)

1851 C. Cist Cincinitati AA\t., Brass and iron founders

;

fitters of wrought iron welded pipe, for steam, gas, etc. 190S

Terms Forestry <5- Logging 37 Fitter, i. one who notches the

tree for felling and after it is felled marks the log lengths

into which it is to be cut ; 2. one who cuts limbs from felled

trees and rings and slits the bark preparatory to peeling

b. Tailoring and Dressmaking. One who is

engaged to supervise the cutting out and making

of garments, or the alteration of ready-made gar-

ments to suit customers' requirements.

1858, i88s [in Diet., sense 2]. 1896 Daily News 10 Dec. 7/2

She will find that the fitter who receives ber presides . . at the

table where her orders are being carried out. 1906 Daily

Chron. 17 July 5/2 She sent the defendants notice that unless

they sent a fitter up to make the dress right on the Monday
it would be of no use to her. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927)

§ 405 Fitter, dressmaker'sfitter, in charge of workrooms in

large establishment..; fits garments requiring alterations

and takes customers' measurements for length of skirt, etc

Fitting, vbl. sb. Add : 1. b. The action or

an act of fitting on a garment in tailoring and

dressmaking.
1930 London Mercury Feb. 320 They had had to cancel

two fittings and three dress shows.

Fit-up (fitop). slang, [f. verbal phr. tofit up

(see Fit z/.l 11 d).] A stage or other theatrical

accessory that can be fitted up for the occasion.

Hence (in i^\ fit-tip company), a travelling theatri-

cal company which carries makeshift scenery and

properties that can be fitted up for the occasion.

1883 Referee 22 July (Ware) The 'fit-up' towns.. are the

towns which do not possess a theatre[etc.l. 1885 J. K.Jerome

On the Stage v. He had been a member of a fit-up company

that travelled with a complete Shaksperian rfpertoire and

four set scenes. /bid.xYii, However, I never did join a booth.

The nearest I approached to anything of the kind was this

fi't.up. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 5 Mar. 4/3 We venture toguess that

there will be many a fit-up dressing-room on the enonnous

stage of Old Drury on this memorable day. 1899 Daily

News l3 July 3/6 St. George's.balL.isa much more suit-

able place for operatic representations ihan the fit-up

in the Royal Academy concert room. 1901 Westm. Ceo. 4

Nov. lo/i His early, struggling, happy days with his father

when they took the road with a little fit-up show. i it-up,

indeed 1 ' he used to say with a laugh ;
' why, our whole tu-

up went into a couple of brown-paper parcels 1 190a B ham.

Inst. Mag. Ocu 38 The difficulties of ' stage fit-ups and



FIVE.

accessories, scenery, limelight, andthe rest. X904 Daily
Chron. 8 Sept. 8/1 Halls in provincial towns in which
theatrical performances are occasionally given by what are
known as *fit-up ' companies.

Pive, ^- and sb. Add

:

A- 2. O. The five pounds weight allowed to

apprentice jockeys. Racing slang.

X9«s N. ff Q. 12th Ser. XI. ^ofif-z Claiming ikeJive. Five
pounds weight allowed to apprentice jockeys.

B. 1. b. The figure (5) or letter (V) denoting

this number.
C. 2. fivo«and-t©n (store) ^'l^., a store where

all the articles are priced at either five or ten cents

;

five-eighth Ruoby Football, a player stationed

between the half-backs and three-quarter backs;

flve-flffure tables, tables of five-figure logarithms,

or of log sines or tangents to five places of decimals

;

Five Nations Anur, Hist., the five confederated

tribes of Indians (cf. Nation sb.^ 5 d); five-

o'clock (later examples) ; five-out measure (see

quot.) ; Five-Pointer, one of a band of rowdies

named from the Five Points district in New York
;

flve-shooter, a five-cbambered revolver ; so five-

shot a., having five cartridge chambers ; five-spot,

a playing-card having five spots ; five-year plan,
the plan, inaugurated in 1928, for the economic
development of Russia over a period of five years.

1905 Wfstm. Gaz. 5 Oct. 10/3 Their three three^uarters
and two * •five-eighths ' gave them, .a three-quarter line of
five men. 1906 Gali.aher & Stead Complete Rugby Foot-
baller 76 During very many matches of the British tour, one
of the present writers (Stead) played five-eighth to Roberts.
igay Daily TeL 37 Sept. 14/1, I place no value at all on the
fact that they indulged in five*eighths, and multiplied the
number of potential attackers immediately in rear of the
scrummage. iSMf^ytZ ^n/. XXIII. 12/1 Of *five-figuro

tables the most convenient is Tables of Logarithms.., which
were prepared by De Morgan. They contain five-figure

logarithms to 10,000 and log sines and tangents to every
minute to 5 places. 2939 F. G. Hall & E. tC Ridkal(/i//c-)

Cambridge Five-Figure Tables. x'ji'xCot, Rec N.Carolina
II. 34 To fly to the Indians and hire them to be mediators of
a peace, .would be derogatory to Her Majesty's honor, and
might encourage the *five nations to set Indians against Her
Majesty'* subjects. vfi^Ann.Congr, }.2$Ma.y4i Resolveii,

That the Superintendent of Indian Affairs., inform the Five
Nations, the Hurons, and other Indian nations, ..that Con-
gress., received their said representation. 1884 Encyct,
Brit. XVII, 454 /r (New York] Forming permanent settle-

ments about the headwaters of the streams which gave them
passage to the heart of the country, they organized the poli-

tical league or confederacy known as the Five Nations. 1886
CD. Warner Their Pilgr, iv. (1888) io8 The •five-o'clock

at Mrs. Bartlett Glow's was probably an event to nobody
in Newport except Mrs, Benson, ijifi Mrs. A. Sitx^wicic

Sack 4- Sugar i, 9 Eva had invited her future in-laws.,
to five o'clock. 1909 Daily Chron, 13 May 1/4 As a rule,

he serves his customer from a **five-out' measure, which
gives five drops of whisky to the quartern, or 160 to the
galioo. 1878 B. F. Tavlor Betzveen Gates 88 He is neither
the rowdy, the *Five-Pottiter, the wharf rat, the Bowery
Boy, or the bummer, 1871 Schele de Vere Atnerican^
isms (1Z72) ig6 The more recent revolver., is ., his *five

or six shooter, according to the number of barrels. 1897
U^ettm, Gaz, 30 Nov. 4/3 The Moozin *five-shot magazine
rifle of 3 in. I9«3 Mt;LFORD Comiug of Cassidy vii. 118
As the Queen slid off a *five-spot showed. z9ao Times 9
July 15/3 Soviet Industries. Failure of *Five-Year Plan.
Ibid^ A special conference toconader how far Soviet organ!*
rations have succeeded during the past eight months in carry-
ing out the five-year economic plan. 1930 Grinko Five^Year
FloJi 29 The Five-Year Plan is a program for the further eX"
tension and consolidation of the great October Revolution.

1930 Tiittes 24 Sept. 13/3 Ever sincethe Five Year Plan
for the industrialization of Russia was introduced two years
ago, the wliole nation . . has been living tn the future tense.

Fivepenny, a. (Examples,)
1799 in Ann. Jtk Ct Congress 2 Sess. 1410, I was likewise in-

formed that this was done, and a five-penny-bit each paid
freely for a copy. x8. . (see Tenpence].

Fivesome. Add: B. sb. Golf. A round in

which five players take part.

19x8 Collier's 10 Nov. 6/a The idea was not to play a five-

some on a crowded course.

Five-SQUare, «. Delete -iObs. and add :

1868 Model Steam Engine (1895) 9a Broaches are made
five-square, round, or fluted.

Fix, sb. Add : 1. orig. U^, (Earlier examples.)

1833 J* H*"-** ^S' ^^'t 43 When a man has Aeadreligiont
.. he IS in a beidfix to die. 1834 Crockett Narr. Life vi.

50, I believe., we should all have been genteelly licked that

time, for we were in a devil of a fix.

b. Condition, state ; (working) order. U.S.
x8t4 P, Horry Life of Marion {1833) 121 They are in a

mighty good fix. 1834 Carruthers Kentuckian in N.Y. I.

29, I couldn't get my hands in no tort of a comfortable fix.

1836 Pleasant Peregrinations 50 (Th.) Tables and settees

are put into a sleeping fix in the twinkling of a bedpost. 185a

C. H. WiLKV Life in South 126 I'll be delighted to be
in your company in any fix {i.e. costume). x868 H. Woor>
RUFF Trotting Ifarse x\. 113 In getting a whole stable of
horses into fix to trot races, there will seldom be two whose
treatment during their preparation ought to be the tame.

189s OutingiXi.^.) XXVI. 356/1 George's rod is splintered,

and the Kid's reel out of fix. 1898 H. S. Canfielo Maid
of Frontier ii. 36 His horses are in good fix.

3. Nautical Surveying, The determination of a
position by means of bearings of objects on shore
or observations of celestial bodies ; sdso, the posi-

tion itself.

X90S EncycL Brit. XXXIII. 97/2 The * station-pointer ' is

the instrument used in plotting fixes.

378

Fix, V. Add : 3. a. Also refl.
X838 Dickens Oliver Tavist xXw, A mind unable.. to de-

tach itself from old . . associations, though enabled to fix itself
steadily on one object. 1904 Liixie T. Meads Lmje Tri'
umpkant iv. vii. Her eyes fixed themselveson Leonora's face.

14. b. Tofix out (example). Also with off^ and
const /br (doing something).
xyas S, WiLLARD in Early Rec. Lancaster., Mass. (1884)

237, I fixed the men out with stores. 1853 J. G. Baldwin
Flush Times A labama 99 Tom had unfortunately fixed him
for visiting his mother on crutches. 1856 Knickerbocker
Mag, June XLVII. 617 Only point me out your traps, and
I'll send them up to the hotel, and fix you ofif all as square
as a box.

16. intr, a. To get ready, make preparations,

for or to do something. U.S.
1716 B. Church Hist. Philip's IVari. (1865) 140 He fixes

for another Expedition. 1779 D. Livermore in Coll. Nezv
Hampsh. Hist. Soc.(\Z^6^S\. 335 Troops are busy in clear-
ing and fixing for laying the foundations of the huts. \%nx
Mrs. Stowe Sam Lau/son 39 He was a fixin' out for the
voyage. 1907 SpHng^eld {Mass,) Weekly Repttbl, 22 Aug.
6 What a pretty night 1 The moon Is fixing to shine I

1910 W. M. Raine B, O'Connor 37 The sheriflf looked
anxioti:»ly at the sky. ' It's fixin' to rain, Jim.* 1914 Ger-
trude Atherton Perch tf Devil l 32, I meet.. schoolgirls
..so painted up they look as if they was fixin*. .to be b^
b. (Usually with up,) To put oneself in proper

trim; to spruce up. u^S.
1834 Crockbtt Narr, Life vIi. 51, 1 fixed up, and joined

old Major Russell again. Ibid, 58 The next morning we all

fixed up, and marched down the Scamby. _ 1845 is. Tudd
Margaret iiu 303 Pa and Ma.. were for fixing up a little.

1846-51 Mrs.*Whitcher JVidow Bedott P. xxvi. 316 She
looked as if she'd fixed in a wonderful hurry. 1854 Mary J.
Holmes Tempest 4- Sunshine v. 29 Accordingly he * fixed
up right smart,' as he thought, which meant that he took oflf

his beard, and put on a * bran new suit of jecns.* 1873 J. H.
^KAOi-E. Undevel, IVest x. 177 When we can build larger
hou<;es it wilt be time to fix up. a z88o in Tourgee /h-
visible Empire viii. (1880) 451 The colored people dare not
dress themselves and fix up like they thought anything of
themselves.

Fixate, v. Add: 3. Psychol (trans.) To
direct the eyes upon, concentrate the gaze directly

on. Hence Fi'xated p/>l, a,

1896 Stout Anal. Psychol. I. 21a The motor process by
which we fixate percepts generally depends on their con-
nection with the general direction of mental activity. 1899— .Man. Psychol. 373 The object which is at any moment
fixated by the two eyes. 1901 Titchener Exper. Psychol.
I. II. 312 The tendency to fixate the lower end ofan oblique
line drawn in perspective. 1^5 R. M. Ocden tr. JCoffka's
Growth 0^ Mind 71 In fixation, the eye is turned until the
fixated object falls upon the place of clearest vision.

b. transf in Psycho-analysis,

^ 19*6 W. McDoucALL Ouil. AbnormalPsychol. 133 Accord-
ing to this theory [i.e. the theory of the CEdlpus complex]
the //^/V/)?,,of every infant normally becomes fixated upon
the parent of the opposite sex.

Fixation. Add : 3. a. Psychol. The con-
centration of the gazeupon some object for a given
time with the intention of holding the retinal image
upon the area of direct vision.

1889 A. Moll Hypnotism i. (1890) 3 Indian yogis and fakirs

..throw themselves into the hypnotic state by means of
fixation of the gaze. 1896 Stout Anal, Psyc/tol. I, 214 For
the most part, however, the fixation of images is not accom-
f)anied by overt movement or by any very appreciable muscu-
ar strain.

b. Psycho-analysis, (See quot, 1926.)
1919 Bradby Psycho-anal. 52 There may be what Freud

calls a Sexual fixation * at any critical point, Ibid.^ A t>-pe

of fixation to which psycho-analysts have given the name
of ' Narcissism ', Ibtd, 226 But emotionally he \sc. Nelson]
was childish with a large trace of that infantile fixation to
the mother described in an earlier chapter. 1036Geraldine
Coster Psycho-AnaL Normal People 42 Ihe term fixa-

tion is uAcd to denote the mental state which occurs when
an individual refuses to take the step forward in life which
normal development demands.
4. aitrib. and Comb. : fixation abscess (see

quots.) ; fixation circle, mark,a circular object or

illuminated area on which a person is required to

fix his eyes during certain physiological experi-

ments ; fixation-point, {a) the point upon which,

in normal'vision, the eyes converge; (b) « ^fixation

circle,

1906 DoaiJiND Med, Diet. fed. 4) s.v. Abscess, *Fixation
abscess, an abscess produced artificially {as by the^ injection

of turpentine) for the purpose of attracting and fixing at the
site 01 the abscess the bacteria of an acute infection. 1939
Brit. Med, ^ml. 5 Jan. 31/1 A streptococcal septicemia,

which.. localized at the base of the right lung, first imper.
fectly and later as an empyema (* fixation abscess '). 1890
MiLiAHGS Med. Diet.J *Fixation-point . .^ the point ofsight

—

/. e. the point of which the retinal image is on the centre of
clearest vision; the crossing-point in outer space of the
lines of regard. 1909 Titchener Text'bk. Psyclwl. i. 81
The object first becomes visible as a patch of black;.,
finally, as it approaches the fixation-point, it appears in its

true colour. i9a5 R. M. Ogden tr. Koff^ka s Growth of
Mind 78 A point placed above the original point of fixation

becomes itself the fixation>point.

Fixed, ///. a. Add : 6. Fixed point (attrib.

examples). CU point-constable^ -policeman (Voui'S

sb.^ D. 14) and PoiNT-DUTy.
1896 Daily News 15 Feb. 3/1 'Fixed point* constables.

1900 Daily Chron, 15 Aug. 5/1^ City Police on fixed-point
duty. xgio^Ibid. 16 Sept. ^/s Fixed-point constables, whose
imperious arms will later indicate the right of way.

9. Cormptedy bribed, ' squared^, (Cf. Fix v,

14 d.) U.S,

FIZZY.

a 1889 San Francisco News Letter (Farmer) His friends
on the grand jury.. acted precisely as fixed jurors had been
known to act.

10. In predicative use: Situated materially or

financially. U.S.
i8;73 J. H. Beadle Uudeoel. West 791 From these figures

I think they should be better fixed than they are. 1^x904
H. R, Martin Tillie 47 I'm well fixed. I got money
plenty. 1906 Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republ. 25 Jan. i

The new Connecticut senators are much better fixed finan-
cially than their predecessors,

11. Special comb. : fixed bayonet, a bayonet
fixed to the mouth of a musket or rifle ; also attrib, ;

fixed establishments (see quot.); fixed focus
Pho(og.yt\iQioQ.\x% at which an adjustable lens gives
the clearest definition \fixedfoctis camera^ one hav-
ing a non-adjustable lens ; also aitrib. ; fixed
pivot (see quot) ; fixed seat, a rowing seat with-
out a slide.

1858 Leisure Hour 660/1 We essay to enter the waiting-
room but are stopped by a. .soldier, armed with musket and
*fixed bayonet. igo8 Daily Chron, 3 Oct. 4/6 The Royal
Marines, .enjoy the same fixed bayonet rights in the City,
X909 Ibid. 1 Oct. 4/6 Other fixed-lMiyonet corps in the City
are the Honourable Artillery Company,.. the * Buffs,' or
East Kent Regiment, and the ' Royal Fusiliers ' {City of
London Regiment). 1918 E. S. Fakrow Diet. Mil. Tenns,
*Fixed establishments, a term which covers stationary or
general hospitals, whether actually movable or located on
the line of communications, or at a base. 1892 Photogr,
Ann. II. 320 Those who object to *fixed focus cameras. 1904
Westm,Ga3, 27 Aug. 14/a It will be found that with the
majority of lenses the best fixed focus b at about a distance
of 20 ft. X918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Tenns, *Fixed
piTwt. the fixed point about which any line of troops wheels.
i888\VooDGATK A'«o/'«^(Badm.) 103 The mechanical power
gained by a sliding seat is so great that even if he who uiies

It sets at defiance all recognised principles of *fixed-seat
rowingi he can still command more pace than if he adhered
to fixed-seat work. /$/</., Oarsmen of the fixed-seat school.

1907 Daily Chron. 37 July 9/3 It would be a good thing if

all junior races could be rowed on fixed seats. Many novices
who promised well have lost all style and cultivated wrong
methods by having rowed races on sliding seals before
knowing how to work on a fixed seat.

Fixer. Add: 3. U.S. (See quot.)
1930 Observer 14 Sept. 15 The Americans have a word for

the professional collaborator : they call him a ' fixer *; and
his business is to remove the technical defects from a play,
and to make it run smoothly on the stage,

Pixing, vbl. sb. Add: 2. a, (Earlier example.)
x8so-x R. ^hO'ffv.K Lett.fr. Illinois 1^6 * There wife, said

he, *did you ever see such fixings?' He felt the paper,
looked in a mirror.., and gazed with amazement.
3. fixing agent,
18^ Chambers's Encycl, VII, 508/2 Many other fixing

agents_ had been previously used, as ammonia, iodide of
potassium. 1878 Abnev Photogr. iv. a8 In determining the
fixing agent to employ in silver printing. 19x9 Brit. Jrnl.
Pfwtogr, Almanac 248 For materials, such as gelatine dry-
plates and papers,.. the fixing agent is hypo.

Fixity. Add: 2. d. Fixedness (of look).

X89S CornhilZ Mag, Nov. 510 Dark, restless eyes, that
could . .fasten upon one with a disagreeable fixity.

Fixture. 2, b. U.S, (Earlier example.)
1849 N. KiNCSLEY DiarytA Sawaman that had died, and

the fixtures and mode of preparation for burial.

6. fixture list.

190^ Strand Mag. SepL 298/1 We alwaj-s take it last on
our fixture-list

Fix-up (ti'ks,pp), sb, U.S. [f. verbal phrase to

fix tip : see Fix v, 8 and 14 b.] Something * fixed

up * ; an appliance, or * get-up *.

\^SS ^Knickerbocker Mag. XLVI. 84 The old gentleman
looked at me very disdainfully, and then in his most staid
accentsdrawledout :

* Well, if thisisn*toneof the curiousest
fix-ups ever I did see !* X873 Joaquin Miller Umvritten
Hist. X, (1876) 149 The lady who has the least amount of
natural hair has invariably the largest amount of artificial

fix'Ups on her head.

Fizgig. 1. Add : Also attrib. or as adj. ~
flighty.

19x8 Galsworthy Swan Song ni. xii. 308 Like all these
* fizz-gig ' young moderns, she was just fluttering without
basic purpose or direction,

Fizzer. Add : 1, b. Cricket. A very fast ball.

colloq,

1904 Daily Chron. 9 May 7/3 It will be good fun watching
Tom keeping his fingers out of the way of a springing
*fizzer' of Lockwood. 1929 A. Conan Doyle Maracot
Deep 251 Challen sent down another over of fizzers.

Fizzle, sb. Add : 2. b. A good-for-nothing
person.
X896 W. A. White in Emporia (Kan.) Gazette 15 Aug.,

Put the lazy greasy fizzle who can't pay his debts on an altar.

FizzlOfZ'. 3. To fizzle out (earlier U.S. ex-

amples). Also with away,
<zx848 Cincinnati Gaz, (Bartlett) The factious and revolu-

tionary action of the fifteen has.. disgraced the actors, and
fizzled out! x8s4 Olympia (W.T.) Pioneer 15 Apr. (Th.)
The Stellacoom gold excitement has entirely fizzled out,

x866 Richmond Enquirer 17 Sept. (De Vere) The enterprise
fizzled out in the most contemptible manner. 19x0 R.
^^OQV.z Collected Poems [.\<^-zVi Mem. p. li, I've several times
started to write to you a notable., letter, but mylife has been

too jerky to admit of much connected thought lately, so the

letter always fizzled away.

Hence Fizzle-out sb,y U.S.^^ fiasco, failure.

x86i O. W. Norton Army Lett. 23 The Erie Regiment
is one grand fizzle out.

Fizzyf
<». Add : Also sb.^ a fizzy drink, e. g.

champagne.



FLACKET.
1896 Kipling Sfven Seas 209 The Captain stood a limber-

ful of fizzy—Somethin' Brutt.

Flacket, v, (Later U.S. and dial, examples.)

1863 Mrs. Whitney F. Gartney's Girlk. v. 45 You go
flacketting out, bareheaded, into the streets, after a topping

jade like that. 1885 [J. Spilling] Daisy Dimple ix. 72, 1 see

her go past flackeriing with him last night.

Plag, j3.i 4. Add ; y?rt^-^d!Ji- (U.S.), -pond^

^root ; flag-lily, the common blue flag, Iris versi^

cohr,
1848 "EuovY N'otes Milit. Reconn, 93 It \sc. the island] was

overgrown with willow, cane, Gila grass, *flag grass, &c.
X884 *C E. Craddock' In. Tenn. Mis. i. 18 Among their

roots *flag-tiUes..and devil-in-the-bush mingled in a floral

mosaic, 165* Rec. Providence, R. /. (1893) II. 64 John
Field shall have the *Flagge-pond. \6^ PoristnouthiR.l.)
Rec, 204 The flag pond where the fence now stands. i88x

McLean Ca^e Cod Folks v, 107 Grandma fed him with bits

of unsweetened *flag-root.

Flag, sb.^ 5. Add : flag-paved adj.

189s Daily News 21 Nov. 6/2 The street is flag-paved.

19*6 W. J. Locke Old Bridge 11, vii, A narrow flag-paved

street,

Plag, sbA Add :

L C. To keep ihe flagflying: to refuse to haul

down one's flag and surrender; to carry on the

fight ; chieflyy^.
1931 Times LiU Suffl, i Oct. 740/3 Professor Warfield

kept the flag flying in tbetheologicalseminaryofPrinceton,

d. A metal plate bearing the words ' For
Hire' affixed to the meter of a taxicab.
The flag is raised when the vehicle is disengagred, and

when engaged is lowered to start the meter and register the
fare due for the distance travelled.

igog Daily CAron. 26 June 6/2 Taxi-cab 'flag up* case...

A taxicab driver, .was found guilty of defrauding his em-
ployers, .by driving a cab of the company with the flag up,
thus putting into his own pocket money that shouldhave
gone to the company, 1910 Punch ia Dec. 421/1 Or in the
pouring rain., a taxi will go by with tne flag up.

e. Sporting. A flag used chiefly to indicate the

start or finish of a race. So to drop theflag, to give

the signal for the start or finish ; theflagfalls,
1856 'Stonehenge* Brit, Sportsy'xn, 203 The Duties of

the Flag-Steward are to. .see that the flagman hoists the
right flag.. .The Field-Stewards. .should have one or two
flagmen with blue flags. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood* Col. Re-
former XX, He will be there, or thereabouts, when the flag

falls, I *\\ lay. 1890 inA E. T. Watson rwi/CiSoS) 252 Every
horse shall be considered as having started which is under
the Starter's orders when the advance flag has been raised.

1895 Manson sporting Diet. s.v. Distance Judges, When
the first horse reaches the winning post, one of the judges
there drops a flag. 1898 in A. E. T. Watson Turf iv. 113
It had been supposed by many that no horse of this age
could win with so heavy a burden ; but there was never any
doubt as to the result after the flag had fallen. 1915 E. F.
Norton Fight for Everest, 1^24 200 It would be a great
help to the leader of a future expedition in making up his
mind when to ' drop the flag *.

7. flag-planter, -planting ; flag-bedecked^ -decked^

'hung adjs. ; flag-day, (a) U.S,, the anniversary of
the adoption by Congress of the Stars and Stripes

as the American national flagon June 14th, 1777;

(J)) sL day on which money is raised for a cause by the

sale of small paper flags or other tokens which are

worn as evidence that the wearer has contributed

;

flag-fall, the falling or dropping of a flag to indi-

cate the start of a race {ste *i e); flag-flying,

(a) the flying of flags
;
{b) colloq.t overbidding at

Bridge; so flag-flier; {c) j/a«^ (see quot. 1889);
flag-rush U.S., a contest for a flag between two
classes in a college; flag-signal v., to signal by
means of flags; so flag-signaller; flag-wagger
Mil. slang, a flag-signaller ; flag-wagging, {d)

recent examples of sense * flag-signalling * ; also

attrib. ; {b) ^flag-waving ; also aitrib,

1904 Daily Chron. 13 Aug. 5/7 The *flag-bedecked town,
1904 Westm. Gaz, 30Aug 8/ 1 The flag-bedecked cars h urried
through. 1906 Daily Chron. 9 May 7/4 The flag-bedecked
fleet. 1901 (May 6) Proclamation of James B. Orman,
Co7K Colorado, In pursuance of a commendable custom
which has become established among the States of the
Union, I hereby proclaim Friday, June 14, 1 901, as *Flag
Day. 1905 N, V, Even. Post 10 June 9 Flags shall fly from
the City Hall on June 14 in observance of Flag Day. 1914
Scotsman 5 Oct. 10/3 The Flag Day cff"ort organised to help
the Belgian Relief Fund. zj>i6 Times 12 Dec 11/3 Certain
flag day and other collections. 1919 Shaw Heartbreak
House (1927) p. xvii. The passionate pennycollecting of the
Flag Days was brought under some sort of regulation. 1899
Daily News 18 July 6/3 In *flag-decUed cages. 1926 M.
Leinster Dew on Leaf ^i Flag-decked floating temple.
1899 Westm. Gaz. 16 May 5/3 At Newmarket,.. in two
consecutive races, the favourite was practically out of the
race at *flagfall. 19*7 Observer 29 May 25 The more sober
and sane "flag-fliers who calculate risKS. 2889 Barrere &
Lklanu Diet. Slang, *Flagflying (tailors) is used in refer,
ence to a bill posted up when bands are required. 1904
Westm. Gaz. 10 Aug. 2/3 There was some diversity in the

shout. 1917 '^•E.^OHOi.TRoyalAuction Bridge, Laws ^Princ.
loi 'Flag-flying*. In the early days ofAuction, it was con-
sidered a very heroic thing, when you saw that the oppo-
nents would make game on their call, to rush in with an
overbid that you were sure would fail, in order to keep the
game alive. 1918 Ibid, (ed, 2) 152 As this is an instructive
example of ' flag-flying ' it is as well to compare the two
results in figures. 15(27 Observer 15 May 25 * Flag-flying*
or, as I prefer to call it, justifiable overbidding. 19x8 Daily

874

Express 21 May 3/7 Jack, with a pitying smile for Sam's
heroic flag-flying, doubled—and Sam made a grand slam.

1897 Ethel L. voynich Gadjiy iii. viii, The sunlit blaze
of carpeted street and *fla^-hung walls. 1905 Daily Chron.
25 Dec. 3/5 The Rev. Michael Adler preached a sermon
from the flag-hung pulpit. i902Clap[n Did. Amer.,*F\3i^-
rush. 1903 N, v. Even. Post 25 Sept, 2 The annual flag

rush of the sophomore and freshmen classes of Columbia
University was held this morning. 1930 Daily Express 6
Sept. 5/5 To make the robot swing his arms and go through
the *flag-signaller*s alphabet. 189s Kipling ^<7W/tfri Three
15 As if he were *flag-signallin' to t' world at large. 19x0
H. G. Wells Mr. Polly vL 130 His mind passed to Mrs.
l>arkins and the bonnet that was to gain such a hold upon
him; it seemed to be flag-signalling as she advanced. 1919
Athettaeum xi July 582/2 *Flag-wagger. 1898 Westm. Gaz.
21 Sept. 2/2 Flag-taking (like '*flag-wagging') is more
exhilarating than remunerative. 1907 /bid. 9 Mar. 6/1
There's something beautifully incongruous in a clerk to the
Commissioners flag-wagging messages to a solicitor's secre-

tary. 1908 /^jV. 20 Nov. 2/2 Flag-wagging rhetoric. 1^15 G.
Adam Behind Scenes at Front 129 The picturesque line of
army signallers, flag-wagging from hill-peak to hill-peak.

Ibid. 130 The old name of Army Signals still exists, but
flag-wagging is to Signals what Euclid is to mathematics.
1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 152 Wally and me was both
in the flag-wagging class. 1928 Daily Express 6 June 13
To live among them without flag-wagging or publicity.

Z^ag, v.^ 2. a. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1871 N. V. Even. Post (De Vere) The trains were to be

flagged from the tank instead of the bridge. 1871 J. G. Hol-
land in Scribner's Monthly II. 433 Perhaps you know old
Tom, who flagged at the Cherry street crossing.

Flagellate, a. Add

:

B. sb. One of the Flagellidia, a subclass of pro-

tozoa of the class Mastigophora.
18^7 Bernard Concise Knowl, Nat, Hist. 718 It is im-

possible to draw any hard and fast line between the lowest
plant and animal cells, and. .such simple Flagellates may
be regarded as belonging to a border land. 1908 Practi-
tioner Feb. 225 An elaborate investigation of the trypano-
somes and other flagellates of mosquitoes. 1924 Glasgow
Herald 1 1 Oct, 4 All the genera and species [oftermites] that

have been examined have been found to contain enormous
numbers of the intestinal flagellates.

Flagellation. Add

:

C. Biol, The formation or development of fla-

gella among protozoa.
1893 TvcKEV Amphioxus 164 The flagellation of the body.

Flagged, /a. ///^. ? Cl.S. [f. Flag v,^ 5.] Tired
out, exhausted.
1876 Fur, Fin Sf Feather Sept. 95/2, I.. returned to my

tavern flagged and disgusted.

Flagstone. Add : 2. flagstone artist ^
pavement-artist (see Pavement sb. 4).

1891 Kipling Light that Failed {\9<x>) 46 They believed I

was a self-taught flagstone artist.

Flail, sb, 6. Add : flail-joint, a joint showing
abnormal mobility in opposite directions, as some-
times occurs after resection,

1876 Trans, Clin. Soc. IX. 173 A flail joint, i.e. unionby
a fibrous bond, more or less long, between the bones of thigh
and leg.

Flaith (fl^]'). Irish Mist. [Irish.] The chief

of a fine or ancient family,

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 799/3 An a/r^ whose family held the
same land for three generations was called ajlaith. Ibid.

800/1 The rank of ^flaith depended upon the number of
\i\s ceiles. 1898 Jas. Heron Celtic Ch. 15 The * nobles * or
' flaiths ' possessed not only cattle but dels.

Flakage Cfl^'*l^«<^3)- [f- Flakb j^.2-j--age.]

The flakes chipped offduring the making of flint or

chert implements.
x9oa Amer. Anthropologist Jan,-Mar. 120 There were

many fragments and chips of chert scattered through the
spring deposits, as if work had been done on the spot or
near at hand and the flakage thrown in along with the
shaped objects.

Flake, sb,^ 6. flake-yard 1/.S. (example").
i8.. Peter Got*, the Fisherman (Bartlett 1859) The

owners of vessels [in fishing districts] have a flake-yard in the
vicinity of the landing-places, to which the flsh are carried
on being landed.

Flaking (fi^-kiq), vbl, sb. [f. Flake vJ +
-ING 1.] The action of the vb, ; the condition of
being flaked or flecked ; spec, an adventitious ap-

pearance of light flecks on animals. Also attrib.

1879 [see Flake z'.^ 3]. 2903 Bateson & Saunders in

Rep. Evol. Comm, Roy. Soc. i. 47 Flower-colour of First

Cross-bred Generation. . . In connection with the tjuestlon of
colour one point of interest may be briefly mentioned here,

viz., the occurrence of * flaking '.
. . Such flaking was recorded

in thirty-one out of thirty-nine combinations in the first

year. 1904 Technol. ^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchlld &
fweney), Flaking, a defect in distemper in which the paint
flakes off, owing to imperfect adhesion with the surface to
which it is applied. 1920 Chambers's Jrnl. 591/2 The auto-
matic carrier once more picks them up. to transfer them
to the flaking-machine. 1921 Ibid. 173/2 The entire flint

armoury of Philip Bentley, along with his fire-drills and
flaklng-tools.

Flamb^ (flanb^), a, [Fr., pa. pple. oiflamber
to singe, pass through flame,] Of a certain type of
Chinese porcelain : Iridescent from the effects of a
special process of firing, or from the irregular

application of glaze. Also as j^., a piece of porce-

lain decorated in this way.
1888 Harper's Mag. Oct. 658 The comparison of these

Jtambi vases with onyx or precious stones is to the advan-
tage of the brilliant porcelain. 1904 Daily Chron. 31 May
3/1 A dozen specimens of 'flambe', which exhibit the
splashed reds, browns, and purples, due to a special process

PLANCH.
of firing. 1904 E. Dillon Porcelain 42 In the case of the
flambi or * transmutation ' glazes, the strange caprices of
colour have their origin, in part at least, in the contrast of
the red sub-oxide and the green silicate of copper. Ibid.
152 In this class ofy?n/K^/ ware \sc. of the Sung period] we
must include also a large part of the so-called Yuan tsu.

Flame, sb. Add :

5. C, The colour of flame, flame-red.
1921 Queen 13 Aug. 198 The buds are of extraordinarily

deep colour with a suggestion of flame. 1923 Daily Mail
i6July 16 In Peach, Brown, Mastic, Royal, Flame, Gold.

7. Delete f and add :

X904 Brothkrston^A. Carnation 17 In this section the old
Flames {French, Flamand) are now included.

10. flAme machine, projector = Aflame-thrower ;

flame manometer (see Manometer); flame-red
a, and sb,, denoting a vivid orange-red shade ;

flame spectrum, * the spectrum obtained by vola-

tilizing substances in a nonluminous flame' (Web-
ster 191 1) ; flame-thrower = Flammenwebfee.
1917 Times ig Feb. 7/2 The Germans have used *flame

machines for the first time in the Balkans. 1915 War Illus'

trated 4 Sept. 70 German *Flammenwerfer' ("flame-pro-
jector) in action. 1382 Wvclif Lev. xlv. 4 *Flawm reed
silk. X90G Claremont Gem-Cutter's Craft 77 The beautiful
* flame red ' variety which displays the extraordinary efl^ect

of a burning coal. 1903 Acnes M. Clerke Problems in
Astrophysics 92 The *flame-spectra of metals and of their
oxides. 1917 P. G I BBS Battles of Somme 178 There were
eight of these *flame-throwers brought against the Sussex
lads. 1917 Times 8 Mar. 5/1 The Germans on February 12
launched an attack with ' flame-throwers'. 1927 Sunday
Express i May 7 Broadsides of machine-guns and flame-
throwers.

Flamenco (flame-gk*?). [Sp., = Flamingo.]
A Spanish dance ; also, a kind of music.
1.^^ Daily News 8 June 4/2 A few steps from the fla-

menco, or wild Spanlshdance. i^jBlackw, Mag.July 2B/1
Graniophone records of flamenco-slnglng. /bid. OcL 503/2
Spanish flamenco music. 1925 /bid. Jan. 80/2 The nasal
eastern flamenco which gives to Spanish singing its most
marked character.

Flaming, />//. a. Add :

1. c, Flaming onions
J
an anti-aircraft projectile

consisting of about ten balls of fire shot upwards
in succession, so called from its resemblance to the

strings ofonions carried by Breton onion-sellers.
1925 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words,

/'laming onions, a colloquial name for a German anti-air-

craft projectile. 1928 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea Air
Stationxxii. 384 Oneof the flying-boats, .cameintoaheavy
barrage of * flaming onions '.

2. Used euphemistically for a profane epithet.

1895 'G. Mortimer ' LikeStars thatfait xv, Yes, by God,
I'll get flaming drunk. 1934 D. H. Lawrence England,
my Englandzos I've never been patient tono flaming doctor,
and hope I never shall be.

Flamingant(fla*miqgan), j^. {a.) [Fr., = Fle-
mish-Speaking, f. *flameng, itxa.flamenge , ad.Du.
Vlaming Fleming l.] An advocate of the use of

the Flemish language. Also attrib, or as adj.

Hence Fla'minffantlsm, the policy of furthering

the use of Flemish.
1920 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 86 While the chauvinists were

badly beaten, the Parliamentary power of both Socialism
and Flamingantism was increased tremendously. 1921 /bid.
Nov. 700 The aim of the Flamingant programme has been
to obtain equal rights, both in theory and practice for the
Flemish language. 1922 /bid. 244 They \sc. the WalloonsJ
consider the Flamingants to be unpatriotic and pro-German.
Ibid, Dec. 786 The result is that the Flamingant oflSclals

are rapidly promoted.

Flamingo. Add :

1. b. The colour of the flamingo, bright scarlet.

1897 Westm.Gas. $ June •;1 1 The poor little flamlngo-caped
lassies. 1923 Daily Alait 29 Jan. i In shades of Powder
Blue.. Cyclamen,.. Flamingo, Pink. Ibid. 12 June 15
Favourite Colour of the Season is Flamingo.

Flammenwerfer (fiamonvgrfar). [G., f,

flamme Flame sb. -f werfer thrower, f. werfen to

throw.] A machine of war consisting essentially

of a reservoir from which a long spray of flame

can be ejected against the enemy.
1915 [see *Flame sb. 10]. 1917 P. Gibbs Battles ofSomnu

178 It was against the Sussex men that the Germans used
their * flammenwerfer ' or flame-jets.

Flammulated (flsemiwl^ted), a, [f. mod.L.
flammulattis, f. L. flammnla, dim. of flamnia
Flame.] Of a reddish colour, ruddy. So Plamnm-
lation (flsemiwl^'jan), a small flame-like marking.
x86o Ibis II. 41 The nearest ally of the present species

[sc. Malacoptila verm Pads] is Lafresnaye s Malacoptila
panamensis, from which it may be distinguished by the

absence of anyflammulatlons below. i87aCouEs A*. Amer.
Birds 203 Flammulated owl. Above grayish-brown, ob-
scurely streaked with black.

Flan (flsen, llflah), sb.^ [Fr. : cf. Flawn.] A
cheese-cake or an open tart containing fruit or other

filling. Also attrib.

1846 SoYER Cookery 502 A Flan of Puff" Paste.. .Have a
plain round or oval flan mould. 1858 Thackeray Virginians
IX, The sweetsand^a«j, Madam Esmond prepared herself.

1906 Mks. Beeton Househ. Managem. S97 A 6-inch dia-

meter flan or paste-ring. Ibid. 899 There are two ways of
making a flan without the aid of a ring.

Flanch, z*. Add : With 7{p : To slope inwaMs
towards the top; applied especially to the outsidcs

of chimney-shafts.



PLANCHING.
1833 Loudon EncycL Archil. § 234 Each flue to have

a Roman cement chimney shaft.. flanched up (sloped in a
way to throw oflF wet).

Flanching, vbL sb, [See Flaxch v.I
1. The action or state of spreading outwards (see

Diet.). 2. The sloping fillet of cement or mortar
in which the base of a chimney-pot is bedded.
Also calledy?a«<r^^^ work,

_ 1833 Loudon EncycL ArcAii.%as4 Sections of the flanch-
ings. 1904 Tecknol. tf Set. Did, (ed- Goodchild & Tweney),
Flauncking ox F!aunci/t]<fd lyork^ the cement fillet round
the bed of a chimney pot.

nanders. 2. Add : Flanders poppy, a
poppy of Flanders, the emblem of those who fell

m the war of 1914-18 ; also, one of the artificial

poppies made by disabled ex-service men in aid of
Earl Haig's British Legion Appeal Fund.
i9«i Times 21 Oct. 13/6 Australia, Canada, France, and

the United Stales, as well as Newfoundland, have adopted
the Flanders poppy as the national remembrance flower,

iiid.t All will be able to buy a Flanders poppy. I&id, 39
Oct. 11/5 The King.. has expressed his desire to include
Flanders poppies in his wreath to be placed on the Ceno-
taph on that day.

Flange, sb. Add

:

3. c. traits/. Of natural objects : A rim or fan

which stands out from the main part of the objecL
1897 Mary Kingslcy IK Africa 607 The brown water.,

striking a ridge of bi|^her rock, .flew up in a lovely flange
some twelve feet or so high,

FlangelesS (fiK*nd3les), a, [f. FlJlXGE sb, -f-

-LESS.] Having no flange.

^ \^j kt'^ooDHOVs^ Artiyicial Siik 116 This machioe is

intended to beam warps on flangeless beams.

Flank, sb^- 9. Add : flank-guard.
190Z ' Linesman * li^ordt Eyewitruss (190a) 305 Here they

are spotted by the self-constituted British flank-guard. 1918
Farrow Diet. Mil. Tervis, Fiank Guards a detachment
detailed to cover the flank of a column marching past, or
across the front of an enemy.

FlanlCy V, Add : 5. b. (Earlier and later ex-
amples in various applications : see quots.)
x866 C H. Smith BillArp 33 They flanked me in double

quick and.. I was conslmined to depart ..for fear of
being a desolate victim of extortion. 1867 J. IVI. Crawford
^fosby ff Men 295 (Th.) Th^y would lead the horses out, take
the greenbacks from the prisoners, and when near their home
would flank out with a borscj, and never come up, [etc-^
1875 Fur^ Fin At Feather 105 They will be surprised to see
how. . overblowing breezesof the prairie will 'flank 'debility
and hydra-headed di^pepsia. 1879 Southern Hist, Soc,
Fapersy 11. 394 The Government never made anything by
emploving these * rebels ', as they invariably * flanked * more
tbaja they received as pay.

6. d. To throw (ao animal) on its side to be
branded (see quot.). U,S,
i9ao Hunter Trail Drivers e>f Texas 307 'Flanking*

consists in seizing the animal by the skin of the flank oppo-
site the cowboy...When the animal jumps with all four feet
oflf the ground the cowboy by a Jerk throws it on its side,

7. To trim (pork) on the flank. U.S,
iSds-ti Trans. Ill, Ajrric. Sac, VI. 639 Mess Pork, .shall

be packed from sides of well fatted bogs, cut into strips.

.

ano flanked according to diagram.

Flanker, sb.^ Add: 5. In cattle-branding
operations, the man who throws each calf on its

side to be branded. Cf. *Flank v. 6 d, CT.S,

1900 HusTFR TrailDrirers 0/ Texas ntjj The flanker and
assistants.. call out 'hot iron*.

Flanky(flaei]ki),«. Tanning, [f. Flank j^.

I

+ -T
IJ Of a skin : Loose and coarse.

1903 FtirMMiNG Pract, TanHifig \\6 Some classes of skins
are naturiilly more flanky than others.

Flannel, sb. Add

:

2. c. A person who has got his flannels as a
member of the Harrow cricket or football team.
190X Ifarrovian 30 Mar. 35/1 In addition to the good

batsmen we have among our old flannels, it seems likely
that the Eleven will be stronger in batting than in bowling.
xtts} Daily Mail 13 July 11 Unfortunately for Harrow,
they have not the same eleven available, la fact, only two
old ' flannels * are left.

^,flannel-clady-sttited adjs, ; flannel-cake (later

U.S. examples) ; flannel flower, an Australian
plant, Actinotus Htlianthi^ the involucre of which
resembles a snipped piece of white flannel; flannel-
znouthy a variety of cat fish ; soflanml-mouthedaA]

.

;

flAnnel-silk, silk fabric having a nap.
1847 Tom Pepper I. jia (Th.) A very delicate species of

food which I tasted then for the flrst time, called *flannel
cakes. 1909 * O. Henry* Options (1916) 212 We. .then
parted, after Chateau Margaux, Irish stew, flannel-cakes,
[etc.). 1885 E. P. Warren & Cleverly Wand. Beetle 59
The Beetle and her "flannel-c!ad crew. 1898 Mrs. Woods in
jgthCent, XLIV.991 Oxford [with] its sunburnt, flannel-clad
youth. 189s J. H. Maiden Flowering Plants N. S. IK i. 9We only know one truly local name for this plant, and that
is the '*Flannel Flower'. 1884 Goode A'^jA Hist. Aquatic
Anim. 398 The brilliant red color of the inside of the mouth
and throat, from which they have sometimes been called
Red Mouths, or *Flannel Mouths. Ibid.. The Red-mouth
Grunt, Diabasis aurolineatiis^ is probably the •"Flannel-
mouthed Porgy'. 1863 'Gail Hamilton Ca/rt-ZJavj 241
She takes some white 'flannel-silk, not embroidery-silk, but
flannel-silk. 1917 S. McKknna .StM/a vii. } 3. 397 A group
of barristers, *ttannel-suited for the Long Vacation.

Flannel, v. Add : o. inir. To put on flannels.
loao W. T. Grenfeu. Labrador Dr. ii. 19 Each boy. .had

to flaoncl ' and ran round the Aylesbury Arms.

375

Flannelled, ///. a. Add: Also, wearing
flannels.

1898 Mrs. Woods in iglk Cent. XLIV. 994 The single
trotting figures of flannelled men. 190a Kipling Islanders
33 Then ye contented your souls With the flannelled fools
at the wicket or the muddied oafs at the goals.

Flap, sb. Add:
2. b. A consonant sound produced by a flapping

motion of the tongue, as an r or /.

(1867 A. Melville Bell f'lw'to .S>«(r/i 57 The subsequent
removal of the centre obstruction is attended with a slightly
percussive^a/, which is the essential characteristic of the
class of ' Divided ' Consonants.] 1887 A. J. Ellis in Encycl.
Brit, XXII. 383/1 Glides to and from Flaps.— Flaps are
consonants where there is a slack organ which fiaps with
the breath as it passes. 1888 Sweet Engt. Sounds 13 The
most distinct glide-consonants are the flaps, of which the
Norwegian ' thick ' / is an example.
6. d. A loose covering for the lower part of the

abdomen.
1813 Nile/ Weekly Reg. V. 270/1 The fort was attacked

oy 725 Indians.
. ; they were entirely naked, except a flap.

10. flap-board, -slmlter, -top ; flap table, one
with a hinged flap, a leaf table.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 2031 A *flap.board. 1899
W. C. Morrow Bolitm. Paris 269 The bleeding trunk of the
victim lying upon the fiap-board. 1867 T. Suttom & G.
Dawson Diet. Photogr. 156 Some use *flap-shutters in front
of the lens. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 613 An ironing-
board, or "flap table. 19.7 R. A. Freeman Certain Dr.
Thomdyke 11. jiiv, A large, old-fashioned -fiap-top desk.

Flap, V. Add ; 10. b. To speak or talk about.
Also, Toflap one's mouth, slang.
1910 H. G. Wells Mr. Polly vii. 166 You go flapping your

silly mouth about me, and I'll give you a poke in the eye.
io»7 J. Elder Thorn. Toddy\x, • Anne'sajolly niceperson

',

she said to Stella. ' Not bad. Nothing to flap about ', said
Stella. /iiJ.xxii, It's silly to flap about things which can't
be remedied.

Flapjack. Add : L (Earlier U.S. example.)
zjSg Alassachuselts S/y s Mar. 4/1 Pies, custards, cran-

b'ry tarts, and flapjacks.

3. A form of somersault.
'835 J. F. Cooper Monikins viii. 90 He threw three sum-

mersets or fl.ipj.-icks. Ibid. xii. 1 78 He knew that he should
break his neck the very first flap-jack.

Flapper, sby Add

:

4. e. Racing slang. = •Flapping vbl. sb. 4.
I9»8 Weekly Dispatch 34 June 2 No flapper meetings

for me.

Flapper (fla-psj), sb."^ slang. [Commonly
supposed to be a fig. use of sense 3 ('young wild
duck or partridge ) of Fi.appee sb. in Diet. (cf.

the G. equivalent backfisch perch, fish for frying)

;

but the earlier use (' immoral young girl ') app.
connects the wordwith mod. north.dial. (Northumb.
and Durham) flap {' an unsteady young woman ',

Halliwell) ; see Flap si. 9.]

fl. (See quots.) Obs.
1889 BarrSre & Leland Diet. Slang, Fliffrrs,/lapfers,

very young girls trained to vice. 1893 Farmer Slang,
Flapper..!,]) A very young prostitute. 1909 Wakk Passing
English, Flapper, a very immoral young girl in her early
* teens *•

2. A yotuig woman with her hair down, esp. in

a pigtail ; a girl not yet out of her teens who is

between childhood and womanhood; gen. a very
young woman : sometimes with implication of
flightiness or lack of decorum, slang or colloq.^ "'

Flapper, 2.11893 Farmer Sla.
D. F. 1, CoKB Saiid/ortt pf fllerton ill, 1 here's a stunnin
flapper. 190S Sladen Ploying the Game 1. ix, A red-facei

ng. Flapper, 3. .. A little girl.) 1903
i/ord rf Merton iii, There's a stt

-

flapper, with a lot of freckles and a pigtail. 1906 yarsity
18 Oct, 33/1 Here we were in tight uniforms stepping out
to raucous bugles beneath the eyes of many ' flappers ', 1909
Tatler ]o June 149 'ihe first appearance of a ' flapper * at a
ladies' golf championship was in iB95,..in these two long-
haired, long-legced colleens were the two most famous lady
golfers the world has yet produced. 19x5 Home Chat 6 Nov.
337/1 She was thejolliest flapper 1 had seen, with her long plait
of hair down her back. 19.7 Punch 30 Nov. 591 * Flapper

'

is the popular press catchword for an adult woman worker,
aged twenty-one to thirty, when it is a question of giving
her the vote under the same conditions as men of the same
age. z^A'lhid. 30 May 605 Attention was called in the
Upper House to the conspicuous absence of the Peer who
had violently attacked what he was pleased to call the
* Flappers' Vote ' in his Press. X939 Vachell Virgin L 33
Sbe nad behaved like a flapper.

b. cUtrib., as flapper cousin, etc.; flapper-
braoket, -seat, a seat at the back of a bicycle to
accommodate a young woman ; flapper vote, a
contemptuous expression for the parliamentary vote
which was granted to women of 3 1 years and over
by the Act of Parliament of 1928 ; %oflapper voter.
1909 Taller 30 June 149/3 The flapper brigade is a force

[at golfj which grows every year. X916 ' Berta Ruck *

Girls at his Billet ii, As long as [I] can persuade her to let
me take her out on the flapper-bracket of my motor-bike.
19x7 Church Q. Rev. July 317 Educated India, .is still pos-
sibly at the flapper age, a little awkward.. but full of the
joy of life. X9SX Sylvia Thompson Rough Crossing ii. § 3
The . . attention bestowed . . by her ' flapper ' cousins on these
ordinary, pleasant-faced young men. 19J3SM.BEHRAD Lett.
Jean Armitar xili. She was thrown off the flapper-seat of
a motor-cycle. 1918 Pari. Dei. Ser. v. CCXV. 1414 As to
all this talk about the flapper vote, 1 want to know whether
the flapper vote is to keep oflf the register these 3,000,000
women who are merely excluded at the present moment by
a technicality. X9a8 John Blunt XI Aug. 3/1 Tea thousand
new flapper voters.

FLASEB.

Hence Pla-pperdom, flappers collectively

;

Fla'pperhood, ria-pperlsm, the condition of
being a flapper ; Fla-pperish a., pertaining to or
characteristic of a flapper or flappers.
1907 ' Ian Hav ' Pip m. § 5 (1915) 216 The flapper going

so far as to ask her two admirers for a quotation ofodds— in
the current coin of *flapperdom, chocolates. 1933 M. Sadleir
Excurs. Vict. Bibliogr. 5 Brought up on Jane Austen, Scott,
and Dickens, I read, during my years of flapperdom, Mar-
ryat, Trollope, and Wilkie Collins. X90S Sladen Playing
the Game 11. ix, That was during her childish beauty, before
she passed into red-faced "flapperbood. 1911 Times Lit.
•S''y*/'. 16 June 377/3 The first full-grown, full-blown stories
which their mothers considered suitable for their years of
flapperhood. 191a W. J. Locke House of Baltazar xvii.
Her inconsequence and "flapperish immaturity, igjx Cham-
bers s Jrnl. 36/1 Those old flapperish. calfish days. 1937
Manch. Guardian Weekly s Dec. Suppl. p. xiii/t This
array of flapperish literature, which makes our desk look
younger than it has done for years. X909 Tn/ferjo June
149/3 Whilst the elder [sister] .. wears her hair on high, the
younger . . has still a year or more of *flapperism. 1937Sunday Express 14 Aug. 4 She represents the essence of
youth and fl.ipperism.

Flapping, vbl. si. Add :

4. Racing slang. A form of racing which is not
subject to Jockey Club or National Hunt Com-
mittee regulations. Also atlrib.
1911 Queen 8 Apr. 581/1 In racing parlance there are three

sorts of racing, ' the flat ', ' over the sticks ', and ' flapping '.

The first is the spring, summer, and autumn sport, the
second is the winter sport of steeplechasing, and the third
either form of racing which takes place neither under Jockey
Club nor National Hunt regulations. 19x6 Daily E.rpress
o Sept. 3/5 There was trouble at the 'flapping ' meeting at
Blaydon..on Saturday. 1918 Daily Tel. 14 Feb. 11/5
'Flapping Meetings'. .will not be exempted by the bill
from the provisions of the Betting Act, 1853.

Flappy, a. Add: 3. That flaps.
1908 Daily Chron. 9 Oct. 7/1 Sailors, with bare feet and

nappy blue trousers. 1934 Scribner's Mag. Aug. 200/2 A
flappy little bag ofgray and silver beads.

Flare, sb.^ Add : 2. Also in military, aero-
nautical, and general use : also attrib. (see quot.
1918).
19XJ Aeroplane ^TiKc. 565/1 Were the flares lighted in

order that our own airship should know where to alight 2

191S Times 14 Apr. 7/6 The enemy fires some flares across
to us, and this is a good sign, for it shows they are afraid
of an attack from us. X916 Bovd Cable Action Front 48
Magnesium flares. igi8 Farrow Did. Mil. Terms, Flare,
an unsteady, dazzling light used as an illumination and in
signaling; in aeronautics.a guide for landing. Flare Lights,
lights used in combination with obstacles, either protected
or screened, to prevent the enemy removing them. They
are screened in rear so that the defenders may remain in
shadow. Flare Pistol, a large pistol, which looks like a
sawed-oflf shot-gun, from which flares are fired. 1925 E. F.
HoKTOx Fight/or Everest, 1924 134 We watched till late
that night for some signs of Mallory and Irvin's return, or
even an indication by flare of distress.

4. b. trans/, A gradual widening or spreading
outwards ; also, that part which spreads. Also
attrib.

a 1906 ' O. Henrv ' Trimmed Lamp etc 4 Her skirt is
shoddy, but has the correct flare, igxt C. V. Stanford &
C. FoRSVTll Hist. Music (1935) 186 'I'he shawm-player pre-
fers to place his lips.. on the widened rim or 'flare' at the
top of the pine. X939 Star 21 Aug. 2/4 Cut . . with the new
smart waist line and full flare skirt.

Flare, v. Add : 4. c. intr. To open or spread
outwards, as the sides of a bowl, a skirt, the mouth
of a horn. Hence Flared ///. a.

183s C. F. Hoffman Winter in Far West II. 346 Finally,
it [sc. the vault] flares upward, so that the edges of the
arch lose themselves in the projecting face of the cliff.

1857-^7 [see "Flaring />/>/.«. 3]. iS^ Daily Nezus ij Feh.
6/6 The fronts of the short coat flare open to show agathered
lace vest. 1939 Evening Nev}s 18 Nov. 3 Semi-fitting bodice
and flared skirt. X930 Times 17 Mar. X5/6 A skirt slightly
flared about the hem.
6. b. Also with out, quasi-/ra»j. with quoted

words. (Cf. Flare-out.)
1907 Smart Set Feb. 95 ' Your name is Ougheltree ', he

suddenly flared out.

Flarinsf,///. a. Add : 1. (Later U.S. example.)
a 1861 T. Wintiirop John Brent xviii. 205 Brent looked

a fit chieftain . .with bis buckskin hunting-shirt and leggins
with flaring fringes.

3. Also of a pan or dish (cf. *Flabk v. 4 c).

\iS? Trans. III. Agric. Soc. II. 158, I.. allow a little of
the milk to pass along into a larpe flaring pan. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech., ^/a>7;^, ..increasing in diameter upward, as
of an upwardly expanding pan. Funnel-shaped, conical,
trumpet-mouthed. X877 Ibid., Trumpet, . . the flaring
mouth of a railway-car draw-bead.

Plary, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
184X J. F. Coofv.^ DeerstityerW, Judith liites soldiers, and

flary coats, and fine feathers.

Flaser (fla'z3.t). Geol. [a. G./aj<';-,diaI. form
offlcuier streak, vein.] A rock so altered by pressure

that the component parts have become flattened

and elongated, and assumed the appearance of
streaks. Also attrib,, as flaser gabbro, a gabbro
which possesses the flaser structure ; flaser struc-

ture, a structure produced in granitoid rocks,

esjjecially gabbros, by the action of pressure, charac-

terized by having small lens-shaped areas of un-

changed texture embedded in themidst of laminated

material.



FlaASH.

1888 Lapworth Page's Geol. (ed. 12) 108 A curious veiny

or banded structure (flaser structure). 1891 G. A. J. Colk
Prnct. GeoL 210 This structure .. appears to arise by inter-

action of the minerals when subjected to earth-pressures

(' Flaser-gabbros,' etc). 1930 Peach & Hornb Geol, Scot,

58 Flaser structure with abundant phacoids of felspar and
hornblende.

Plash, J^.2 14. b. Add :

flaah boiler, generator = Flasher 6 ; flash-

lamp, {i}) a portable electric lamp which produces

a light by the pressure of a button ; flash powder,
powder used in flash-light photography ; flash

spectrum, a spectrum of the chromosphere which

appears at the beginning and end of totality of a

solar eclipse; flash steam generator = *Jiask

^neraior ; flash torch, a theatrical device for pro-

ducing flashes in imitation of lightning.

190S LocfnvoocTs Diet. Meek. Engitu (ed. 3),
*Flash Boiler

y

a rapidly steaming boiler in which the steam is generated

in coils of small tubes. 1^ Daily Ckron. 3 Mar. 3/6 Water
is converted Into steam m a tubular boiler, called a flash

boiler. 1903 Work 28 Feb. 58/3 The cylinder constituting

alternately a gas-engine and a *flash generator, 1908 Model
Engituif Electrician 11 June 570/2 *FlasMamp batteries.

1938 Daily Express ti Oct. 8 Tom shone his flashlamj) on
the knife. 1889 Brit, yniL Photog. 805 The characteristic

of *flash powder is that it contains within itself the elements

by which the flash is produced. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 9 June
4/2 A considerable quantity of flash-powder wrapped up in

a piece of paper. 1899 C. A. Young Gen. Astron. 267 The
'•flash-spectrum" was successfully photographed at a num-
ber of stations. X900 Evershed in Proc* Royal Soe. LXVII.
373 The centre of the flash spectrum arcs was . . midway
between the edges of the spectrum in the photographs
obtained at mid-eclipse. 1926 H. Macpherson Mod. Astron,

32 Confirmatory observations of this * flash spectrum', as

the phenomenon of reversal from dark to bright was called,

were secured at subsequent eclipses. 1907 Westtn. Gaz. 19

Nov. 4/2 The *flash steam generator, which is of the Ser-

pollet type.

Flash, v.^ Add :

8. e. Toflash a glance^ a look^ onis eyes.

1886 * M. Gray * Silence Dean Maitland i. ix, Cyril flashed

upon him one of his droll glances, and laughed. 1888 Mrs.
H. Ward Robt. Elsfnerexin, She flashed a quick, defiant look

at him. 1903 Langbbidce Flame ^ Flood xvii. The young
man.. flashed bis insolent eyes. .at her.

9. b. Also with round.
1853 KiNGSLEY HyPatia v, The steel-clad apparition sud-

denly flashed round, and vanished. 1893 Mary E. Mann In
Summer Shade xvi, ' He must be paid.' ' How? ' demanded
Mary, flashing round upon him. 1903 Langbridge Flame
Sf Flood iii, Susette flashed round upon him with a brilliant

smile.

o. Toflash hack : tojump back, as when a flame

of the Bunsen type retreats down the tube and
barns at the air-inlet ; to * light back '.

190a EncycLBrit. XXVIII. 596/2 A still further addition

of air causes the mixture to become so highly explosive that

it flashes back into the tube of the burner.

10. b. quasi-/r(Z«5. with quoted words.

187s Harper's Mag, Aug. 415/1 One day she flashed out
upon Tom Saymour * Vote 1—why should I?*

^
1886 * M,

Gray* Si/ence Dean Maitland i. v, ' The whole village look-

ing on and not lifting a finger—the cowards !
' Lilian flashed

out. 1907 Munseys Mag. Nov. 169, * 1 intend to see Varani
—alone *, she flashed.

14. C Photog, To cover (Tz/^r with a very thin layer.

1903 Nature 29 Jan. 301/2 The so-formed negative is

sprung from the wax, cleaned and polished, and flashed over
with a very thin layer of nickel in a nickel bath.

15. Eiectr, To flash over x to form an arc dis-

charge by passing as a spark between neighbouring

wires or commutator bars. Hence Fla'sh^o:veri
X893 S. P. Thompson Dyn.- Electric Mack. (ed. 4) 88 In

those dynamos.. that are constructed to work at high po-
tentials ..there sometimes occurs a phenomenon known as
'flashing-over*. Ibid.^ Commutators of the ordinary sort

with thin mica insulation between the bars, .are easily short-

circuited by the flash-over. 1931 Nature 21 Feb. ago It was
. .found out that flashovers occurred in the strings of sus-

pended insulators in industrial areas.

Flasher. Add : 2. b. An automatic device

for alternately lighting and extinguishing incan-

descent lamps, as in advertising signs.

1909 Install. News III. 127 The eflfectiveness of the fixed
pattern is greatly enhanced by the addition of a * flasher '.

1928 Publishers' Weekly 30 June, Inset, Electric flashers

7 X 11" (loaned for special displays).

Flasqued (flaskt"), a. Iler, [f. Flasque +
-ED 2.] Having flasques.

1881 Miss Goodwin in Church Plate Carlisle Dioc. (1882)

52 Small Roman n in a shaped escutcheon, the sides flanched,
or flasqued.

Plat, a., adv,j and sb.^ Add :

A. adj. 2. h. Of relatively small curvature or
inclination. Golf, Of a club: Having the head at

a very obtuse angle to the shaft. Of a swing of the
club : Not upright, oblique.

1887 Jamieson"s Scot. Diet, SuppL, Flat^ adj. A term in
golfing, applied to a club of which the head is at a very
obtuse angle to the shaft. x888 Lockwood's Diet. Meek.
Engin., Flat Siveep^ a flat sweep or curve signifies one that
is relatively of less curvature than others with which it may
be compared. 1909 P. A. Vaile Mod, Gol/'u 17 [One who
plays an upright swing] will keep longer in the line of the
ball's flight to the hole, and in the plane of its flight, than
one who stands away from the ball and uses a flat swing.
Ibid, nu 32 A club with a lie which is too flat.

3. g. Ofsomethingnormallyinflated : Collapsed.
1933 WoDEHousE Inimit. Jeeves xvi. 218 I'm bound to

876

say it isn't very often I find my own existence getting a flat

tyre.

4. b. Engraving, Wanting in sharpness ; ap-

plied to a pull or impression of a plate which has

received only the flat impression of the press with-

out the overlay used to develop light and shade.
1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocab. 44 Flat^zxi expression used

to indicate excessive flatness in an illustration owing to want
of light and shade in overlaying... ^'/a/ pull {or itnpres-

sion), a simple proof without under or overlaying, 1897
H. W. Singer & Strang Etching^ etc. 175 A flat ' proof
of a block as it comes from the photo-engraver generally
shows itself to be in need of some touching up.

6. d. Impecunious, penniless. U,S, slang. (Cf,

flat broke \ ¥hk'^ adv. 2,)

1930 Times Lit. Suppi. 4 Sept. 698/2 Satisfying his desires

freely when he can, starving when he is * flat '.

12. C. Grammar, Not distinguished by a charac-

teristic ending, as an adverb which has the same
form as an adjective or substantive, or a substantive

used as an adjective.

Flat adverbs of modern Englbb often go back to an Old
English form ending in -c.

1871 Eable Philol. Engl. Tongue 361 The Flat Adverb
is simply a substantive or an adjective placed in an adver-
bial position. X90> Greknough & Kittredge Words 199
Not all of our 'fiat adverbs' actually go back to such S
forms.

13. U.S, (Examples.)
184s N, Y, Standard Jan. (Th.) Flat, without interest, in

brokers* slang. 1870 Congress. Globe 25 Jan. ^33/2 [Certifi-

cates] have been sold *flat'..that is to say, without taking
the interest into account. 1870 M edberv Men ^ Myst. Wall
St. 61 Stock can almost always be obtained by borrowers,
either flat, i.e. with no interest on either side, or with inter-

est at market rates for the money advanced.

b. Comm, Unvarying, fixed, uniform; of a
standard amount ; not varying with changed condi-

tions ; without excess or diminution for particular

cases. Also quasi-o^z'.

1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 38 Three costs are kept,—
the flat cost (including labor and material only), the factory
cost (factory expense added to flat cost), and total cost (in-

cluding all expenses of every kind). X903 Encycl. Brit,

XXXII. 163/2 The statistics as to the street railway earn-

ings in America are based upon the universal practice there

of charging a ' flat ' 5 cent fare for the whole trip. 1^3
Westtn. Gaz. 30 July 10/2 The Tube Railway, on which
there was what was known as a * flat fare *— that was, a fare

of twopence for the whole way. 1907 N. Y. Ei/en, Post
(semi-weekly ed.) 11 Feb. 4 A company., will take in exactly
as much money if the whole lot pay fare at two cents flat.

1908 Daily Chron. 21 Feb. 2/6 They had found.. that the
*flat* rate system—the fixed annual rate—was unsound.
X91Z New Age 30 Nov. 98/1 In these flat-rate democratic
days. i9«o Westm. Gaz. i Apr. 4/2 There . .ought not to be
any flat rate for all classes of horse-drawn vehicles, 1928
Evening Ne7vs 18 Aug. 11/2 The flat yield at this figure is

}Cs 8s. 6d. 2928 Britain's Industr. Future {Liberal Ind.

/h^.) 111. Jtvi. 193 The majority of workers are paid at flat

time-rates.

14. Ob. flat-coated did.}, {oi 3Xi\xao.\i)*

iZjz 'Stonehenge* Dogs Brit. Isl. (ed. 2) 89 The flat-

coated or short-coated small St, John's or Labrador breed
[of retriever J. 1888 H. Dalziel Brit. Dogs (ed. 2) I. 476
The Liver or Red-coloured Flat-coated variety [ofretrievers].

1902 Cornish Naturalist Tkatnes 109 Our sheep .. their

wild ancestors, the active and flat-coated animals which still

feed on the stony mountain-tops.

15. flat back, (c) a book whose back is flat when
the book is closed; flat-crown, (b) a Natal tree,

Albizzia fastigiata^ characterized by its very flat

top ; flat-earth «,, of or pertaining to the theory

that the earth is flat ; flat field Photog, (see

quots.); flat-flame a., yielding a flat flame; flat-

ring a., denoting an armature taking the form of

a flat ring ; flat spin (see quot. 1928) ; also^^f.

;

fiat-ware (examples) ; flat water hcal^ patches of

oily water in the sea, indicating the presence of

pilchards ; fiat works (see quot.),

1904 Technol. ^ Sci, Diet. (cd. Goodchlld & Tweney),
*Flat Backs, whole bound or half bound books whose backs
have the leather firmly glued or pasted to them. x868

J. Chapman Trav. IL 451 The umbreUa-like *Flat-crown,
common in the Berea-bush near D'Urban. 1887 Moloney
Forestry W, Afr. 346 Flatcrown of Natal. 1897 * Mark
Twain More Tramps Abr. Ixviii, The * flat-crown ' (should

be flat-rooO—half a dozen naked branches, full of elbows,
slant upward like artificial supports, and fling a roof of
delicate foliage out in a horizontal platform as flat as a floor.

1905 Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb. 3/2 This *Flat-Earth Society.

1909 Ibid. 21 Sept. 4/1 A lifelong upholder of the flat-earth

theory. 1993 A. S. Eddington Theory cf Relativity 26
Those who adhered to the fiat-earth theory must hold that

the flat map gives the true size of Greenland. 1871
English Mechanic 24 Mar. 22/1 It will give abundance
of light, but not a *flat field. 1878 Abney Pkotogr. 205
Since the manufacture of non-distorting doublets giving a
fairly flat field has been perfected. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XV I

L

805/2 A flat field, a wide angle of view., freedom from dis-

tortion, and a great concentration of light are more impor-
tant than a high degree of definition. 1893 JrnL Soc. A rts

XLI. 384/2 The efforts of opticians., are being continually

put forth in the direction of the attainment of. .as near
approach as possible to a ' flat field *, 1904 Technol. Sf Sci,

Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s.v. Flatness 0/Field, A
lens is said to give a flat field when the image of a distant

object is equally in focus, whatever part of the screen it

occupies. X918 Photo-Miniature XV, Mar, (Gloss.), Flat
Field—applied to a lens which, when photographing a flat

subject, e.g., a painting, gives equal definition to all parts

of the plate. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 99>(i *Flat-flame

burners, or burners which spread their flame in a broad thin
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sheet. 1884 S. P.Thompson Dyn.-Electr. Mack. iii. 29 The
''flat-rtng armatures may be said to present a distinct type
from those in which the ring lends to the cylindrical form.

1893 C. C. Hawkins & Wallis Dyna/no 122 A second
magnet. .can be presented to the other face of the flat-ring

core. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 577/2 The di'^coidal or
flat-ring method. 29x8 Daily Mail 7 May 6/4 When a per-

son becomes excited or confused, aviators say ' He went into

a *flat spin '. 1930 Punch 30 Apr. 500 Getting into a flat

spin over the perishing spelling. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt.

Exhib. III. III. 719/1 Plates, dishes, saucers, &c., termed
* *flat ware', are made from moulds which form the inside

of the article, the exterior being given by 'profiles * of the
required outline, made of fired clay, glazed. 190X N. Y.
Even. Post 7 May 4/5 A complete line of Rogers Flatware.
X914 Gertrude Atherton Perch ofDevil u. 241 The present
proved to be a magnificent silver service, from many dozens
of* flat ware', to massive platters. 1883 Geikie Text-bk,
Geol. 598 Section of Mineral deposits in Limestone, Derby-
shire, , f, spaces between the beds enlarged by solution and
filled with minerals or ores (' *flat-works '),

C. j^.3 3. O. A flat space or flattened surface

;

spec, a flat place on the tread of the wheel of a

vehicle, or the flat space on a commutator caused

by sparking or irregularity of rotation.

^873 J. H. Beadle Undevel, West xxvii. 576 Up the
cliffs, where caves open inward, flats have been worked upon
the rock. 1893 C. C. Hawkins & Wallis Dynamo 391
Occasionally, one or two segments in a commutator wear
down below the general cylindrical surface of the rest, and
form what is known as a *flat '. X906 Westm. Gaz. 3 July
10/2 Flats on the wheels may to a great extent be avoided by
skilful driving, but there is a potential ' flat ' in every skid.

1906 Technol. 4- Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s.v.

Tyres, A violent application of the brakes may cause
several pounds' wortii of damage by grinding a ' flat ' on the
tyres.

8. g. (U.S. examples.)
1804 J. Roberts Penn, Farmer 55 It is made like a gate,

with five bars or fiats, 1846-52 Mrs. Whitcher Wida^
Bedott P, V. 53 The times that Critter has had.. my flats

[= flat-irons] and my wash board, aint to be numbered.
189X Century Mag. Feb. 526 The Mexican system of crush-

ing grain by hand on the metate, as the flat under the mill-

stone of the Mexicans and native Californians is called.

9. f. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1855 Knickerbocker Mag. XLV. 566 A good-looking young

squaw, who wore a large ' flat ' to save her complexion.

IL Phr, Tojoin the flats '. to make into a con-

sistent whole, to give unity.

X90X Daily Chron. 21 Aug. 3/4 The* flats' of her career,

so to speak, are not quite joined. 1908 Ibid. 29 Apr. 3/3
The ' flats ' of the new edition are not very well ' joined .

Flat, z/.^ Add: 4. b. U.S. 7oflat out i also,

to relax ; to talk feebly.
1863 ' Gail Hamilton ' Gala-Days 89 Before twelve o'clock
we flatted out and made jests. 1869 Mrs. Stowe Old-
toivn Folks xlii. 529 He was all kind of flattin* out onter
morality.

11. To saw perpendicularly to the plane of the

width of a plank, deal, or batten.

1883 M. P. Bale Saw-Mills 333 Flatting, sawing through
the flat or thinnest way of boards.

Flat-boat. L b. 1/.S. (Earlier examples.)
1801 Massachusetts Spy 25 Nov. 2/5 Exports down the

Mississippi,.. from ist January iSoi, to 30th June 1801, in

440 flat boats, 26 keel boats, and 7 large canoes—62,033
barrels flour [etc.]. 1819 W. B. Dewees Leit.fr. Texas 1.

II The vessels upon this river consist.. mostly of upper
country flat boats, (generally called broad-horns).

2. flatboat-man U,S, (earlier example).
1843 American Pioneer II. 272 The keel-boatman regarded

the flat-boatmen and raftsmen with great contempt.

Flat bottom. Add: U.S. = Flat-boat I b.

X834 H. Brackekridge Recoil. 207 The shore is lined with
the various kinds of keels, flat bottoms or arks, of all sizes

and forms used in the growing trade of the West.

Flat-cap. 3. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1851 C- Cist Cincinnati 225 Printing and book paper and

flat cap.

Flat-foot. Add : 1. b. A condition in draught-

horses in which the hoof is large and very sloping,

with a flat sole and large prominent frog.

X903 Dis, Horse (U.S. Dept. Agric) 372 Flatfoot is that

condition in which the sole has little or no convexity. 1906
Reeks Dis. Horse's Foot 144 Flat-foot is undoubtedly a
congenital defect, and is seen commonly in horses ofa heavy,
lymphatic type.

2. b. A sailor, slang.

1897 Daily News 3 Sept. 5/6 When some marine reads it,

he'll say, * It's easy to see that a flat-foot has put that in the

paper'. 1898 Tit-Bits 30 Apr. S1/3 The blue-jacket himself

IS a ' flatfoot *. 1909 \^ ATiE.Passing Engl., FlatfbotfA young
sailor less than twenty-one.

Flat-footed, a. 2. orig. U,S, (Earlier U.S.

examples and later examples of British use.)

x838Mrs. Anne Rovaix Black Bk. II. 114 He was one of

your right down flat-footed ox-drivers. 1834 Knickerbocker
Mag. III. 35, I haint got no shoes, tis true, but I stand

fiat-footed and damn the man who can move me one inch.

1899 Westtn. Gaz. 6 Nov. 2/3 A flat-footed, commonplace
scribbler of heroic verse. 190a Daily Chron. 14 Jan. 3/2
His ' enigmatic smile ' and hi;3 flat-footed compliments.

1923 Times Lit. Suppl. 4 Jan. 4/2 Histories of literature.

,

in which the erudite .. mind traverses with flat-footed

thoroughness the country it has mapped out for itself

Flat-head. Add : 1. b. A fool. U.S. slang.

i889B\-RRkRE.&LBi-Anv> Dict.Slang, Flat-head{Avaenc3.n),

a greenhorn. 190* Westm. Gaz. 31 May 2/1 *G'n, ye little

flathead,' he said adnionishingly, folks don't get headaches

here.'

4. b. A flat stone surmounting a pillar. U.S.

1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XI. 518 Often have the flat

heads of the gate-posts served as a platform to the branches.'
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B. atirib. flat-head adder = sense 3 ; fiat-

head Indian ^ sense x (bence flat-head horse).
1847 Db Smet Oregon Missions 33 Father De Smet . . was

sent on a visit. .to me Flathead Indians, ft 1861 T. Win-
THROP John Brent viL 68 The little villain's mount was a
red roan, a Flat-head horse. \Z^^AtHer. Naturalist IX.
lo, I have known the Flat-head Adder or Blowing Viper,
Heierodonplaiyrkinos, to eat the heads of the common eel.

x8m EncycL Brit. VIII. 837/1 In a legend of the Flathead
Inmans.

Hence Fla*t-headr. /ra«j.,to flatten the head of.

a x86i T. WiNTHROP Coftoe ^ Saddle (i86a) 204 One infant
..was being fl.^t-beaded.

Flatness, Add : 3. b. Flatness offield (see

quots. andy/^yfo/rfs-v. *Flat a. 15),
1878 Abney Photogr, 206 On the distance of the diaphragm

from the lens is depjendent the amount of distortion, as is

also the sire of the picture which the lens is capable of de-
fining; whilst at the same time the flatness of the field is

also m a great measure due to a large distance being main-
tained between them. 1884 EncycL Brit. XVU. 805/2 To
get tolerable deliiution and flatness of field a stop must be
added. S919 Brit. yml. Pkotogr. Aim. 238 Flatness of
field means the property of givmg equal definition in all

parts of the plate when photographing a flat subject with
the lens pointed squarely to it.

Flat-out. ^^.^S". [f. verbal phr. toflat out (see

Flat r.2 4 b).] A failure, a fiasco.

1886 Century Afa^. Mar. 727/1, I didn't know it wasgoin'
to be sVh a perfect flat-out.

Flatstone (fl^x-tst^wn). [f. Flat a. + Stone sd.'}

1 and 2. (See Diet. s.v. Flat a, 15.)

3. A horizontal prave-stone.
iSa Farl. Papers XLI. i, 5a FlaUtone, not exceeding

6 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. ibid, y^ Memorial, consisting of a fiat

stone over such grave, in remembrance of one person..
^I lOJ.

Flatted (flx-ted), a.2 Sc. [C Flat j3.a + -ED2.]
Divided into or constructed as flats.

1913 Ckamb. Eiym. Diet* .Suppl., Concierge^ .. a door-
keeper, csp. in a flatted bouse, t^i Glasgtnu Herald
28 Jan. 10 English visitors..are sometimes astonished at our
flatted houses.

Flatten, v. Add :

2. b, intr. Aviation. Toflatlenout xXohviXi^^n
aeroplane into a position parallel with the ground.
Also, of the aeroplane : to assume such a position.
1913 Aeroplane 17 Apr. 453/1 Apparently he tried to

flatten out too quickly. 1914 Kosher In R.N.A.S, (1016)

37, I just managed to flatten out and straighten up a tittle

as I hit the ground sideways, 1917 C C. Turner Aircraft
^/To-Day vii. 116 When the sea Lscalm the pilot often finds
it anything but easy to see when to flatten out to * land '.

4. fig. Also With dowtu
1904 History Oct. 209 I'he general average flattened down

to a moderate thirteen shillings.

Flatter, ^3.2 Add: 3. In diving, striking the
water with the body in a flat or horizontal position.

Flatter (flae-iaj), sb.^ [f. Flat j^.s 4 b + -kr 1.]

One who couples and imcouplcs trucks at a flat in

a coal-mine.
1894 Times ii Oct. 4/6 After two yearsor so. .the trapper

tsaavaDCcd to the rank of a flatter. His occupation then
consists in coupling or uncoupling the trucks or wagons.
19SI Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) J 043 Flat keeper^ flat

coopler-on ; flatman, flatter; cooples full and uncouples
empty tubs at * flat ' or working face tenninus of haulage
system.

Flatter, v^ Add :

9. b. To show to the best advantage, make
effective, emphasize the good points of.

1904 \yestm. Gaz, n Feb. 4/2 A dark blue velvet will
ftatler diamonds remarkably. Ibid. 27 Aug. 2/3 The wickets
at Nottingham. .flatter batsmen enormously. 1909 fbid,

37 Feb. 15 I A ^ood white shoe worn with a white dress
flatters the foot immensely.

Flattering, ppl- a. Add :

3. b. flattering unction : see UnCTION 5 b.

Flatwoods (fl«twudz). US. [f. FLATfl.+
Wood sd.^'\ Low-lying timber land; applied
especially to types of well-wooded land in Ohio,
Alabama, and Florida.
1887'C. E.Chaddock ' A'tf<'rfo«5/w^i6QThe cattle., had

been, .driven home to the farms in the ' flat-woods*. 1908
R. W. Chambrrs Firing Line ix. Where have you been for
ft week? In the flat.woods. Ibid, x, Those lemon-tinted
butterflies which haunt the Florida flat'woods.

Flaunohing ; see *Flanching vbl. sb.

Flaveil0l(flae*veDf»l). Chem. [f. *Fl.\vone +
-en + -OL.] A colourless crystalline derivative of
quinolin.

1883 yrnl.CJum. Soc. XI,IV. 600 Acetylflavcnol is ob-
tained by boiling flavenol with an excess of acetic anh>'dride
for an hour.

Flavin. Add

:

2. rin iorrckfiavine.) A yellow crystalline base,

CjjHjjNjO, used as an antiseptic

1917 yrnl. Chem. Soc. CXII. 1. 241 This substance,
' flavme,' kills Staphylococcus aureus at i : 20,000 in water
CDRtaininf; 0.7% peptone. 192* Encycl. Brit. XXX, 155/1
Flavine liifTered from all the other antiseptics in that ft

acted more powerfully in the presence of blood serum than
it did in water.

Flavindnline (fl^'vi-ndialain). Chem. [f. Fla-
V0- + INUULINE.] A coal-tar dye producing a light

yellow.
^i9^ 7rnl. C/um, Sac LXXVI. i. 239 Flavindulincas

877

a type of the suonium bases, readily reacts with methylene
compounds, yielding characteristic colorations.

Flavol (fl^i-V(>l, flse-). C/tem. [f. L. _fiavui
yellow + -OL.] A yellow crystalline compound,
^u^t(Oli)i, a derivative of anthracene.
1883 ym/. Chtm. Soc. XLIV. 74 Flavol, Ci4H8(OH)2, is

lonned when the fusion with potash is continued until the
mas? becomes intensely black, and gives off a tarry odour.

Flavoline (flti-volin). chem. [f. *Flavol +
-ine6.] a crystalline compound, CigHuN, pre-
pared synthetically from quinoline.
1881 yrnl. Chem. Sx. XLII. 1067 On distillation with

zmcdusl, the phenol is converted into a new base, flavoline,
Ci«HisN, which distils above 36o° as a yellowish oil.

Plavone Cfl^*v«"n). chem. [f. Flavo- + -ONE.]
A colourless synthetic crystalline substance, the
parent-substance of a number of yellow vegetable
dyes

; also, any of the derivatives of this substance.
1897 yrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXII. I. 425 Flavone.CijHioOj,

IS formed by the condensation of ketocumaran with benz-
aldehyde, and separates in almost colourless crystals melting
at io8*. I9» Ibid. CXX. I. 68a The bromides of o-acetoxy-
phenyl styryl ketones yield flavones.. according to the
substltuents in the benzene nucleus.

Plavonol (fl^i-v^upl). Chem. [f. *Flavone +
-01..] A yellow crystalline compound from which
several vegetable dyes are obtained.
1898 yml. Chtm. Soc. LXXIV. i. 327 Morin differs from

quercetin and other flavonol derivatives in colour.

Flavour, v. Add :

1. b. To have the flavour of, to savour.
1887 Marie Corelli Thelma I. xii, A strange sickening

sense of unrest that flavoured of despair. 1897 U^estm. Gaz.
4 Mar. 3/3 Though they flavour more of antiquity and the
early Victorian era than of novelty.

Flawy, a. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1807 P. Gass yml. 78 The wind became flawy and the

sailing bad.

Flax, sb. Add :

7. e. Referring to the colour of the flower of the
flax, A%flax-blue,flax-flower blue.
1809 Daily Nnvz 20 May 8/6 Flax-Sower blue, a lovely

shade that seems to reflect the summer sky itself, zgoo
Ibid. 21 July 6/5 Flax.blue Irish linen.

Flia, V. 2. a. U.S. (Earlier and later ex-
amples with o«/.)
a Z848 Dow Jr. Patent Serm. I. 54 (Th.) Either flax out

jrotir opponent, or give nature special fits in the undertaking.
»9»3 (Amtr.) Dialect Notet II. 351 Flax out, v. phr. to
wear out, be weary. ' I'm all flaxed out"

Flax-seed. 2. U.S. (Earlier example.)
>8«a Trans. 111. Afrie. Soc. (1865) V. 485 A wheat stubble,

full of Hessian flies in the 'flax seed * or pupa state.

Flea, Jft. 6. Add : flea-bag, also, a soldier's

sleeping-bag; fiea-bug U.S. == flea-beetle.

191S RosiiER In R.M.A..^. (1016) 4t, I am going to invest
ill a Jaeger 'flea ba^ 1930 Pkrtwee Pursuit i. xi. 58 He
snaked his feet into his flea bag. 1877 Rep. Vermont Board
Agric. IV. 158 It is very lively in its movements, and is
sometimes called *flea-bug.

Flea-bit, a. (Later U.S. example.)
1830 O. \V. Holmes Poems, Daily Trials 15 The small-

voiced pug-dog welcomes in the sun. And flea-bit mongrels
..give answer all.

Fleasome (flJ-s^m), a. jocular (in association
with glecsome). [f. Flea sb. + -soUE l.] Full of
fleas.

'853 } Pavh Poems 79 (0« our Dog yoci) A gleesome
fleasome affectionate beast. Z8S4 Kipling Other Verses 53
Gentle Bandar, an inscrutable Decree, Makes thee a glee-
some fleasome Thou, and me a wretched Me. 19*4 Blackiv,
Mag. Feb. 220/1 The still fleasome but now gleesome puppy.

Fl^che. Add : 2. b. In decorative art, a
re])resentation of a spire in carving or metal-work.
i8«» Catal. Spec. Exhih. Wks. Art S. Kens. Mus. 60

Chusse. .in the shape of a church, surmounted in the centre
of the roof with a ' fl^he ' or spire.

3. Fencing. (See qnots.

)

1918 Daily Tel. 17 July 17/7 With the ipA; Waker mot his
most dangerous opponent.. in the first round, and beat him
with a rapid fleche att:ick on the body. 1930 Morning Post
14 July 15 In the concluding series Armstrong's pace em-
barras.jed ^fDwlam into an ill-timed fltche.

4. One of the twenty-four points on a back-
gammon board.
1867 Bohn's Hand'bk. Games 381 Backgammon is played

.. upon aquadrangular.. board, on which arefigured 24 points
orJleches, oftwo colours, placed alternately. . . The points or
fleches are numbered from I to 12 of each colour [sc. in a
diagram]. 1897 K. F. Foster Complete Hoyle 617.

F16cliette (fl<-Je-t). [Fr., dim. ofy?^<rA« arrow.]
A missile resembling a dart, dropped from aircraft.

191S F. a. Talbot Aeroplanes * Dirigibles 141 Another
missile which has been introduced by the French airmen.

.

is the steel arrow, or ' fl^chette ' as it is called. Z915 Gra-
hame-White & Harper Aircraft Gt. War 247 The first

use of ' flechettes ' in the war was at the beginning of
September.

Fleck (flek), ».3 U.S., var. of Flick w.2
1887 TouRGEE Button's fnn 124 'You handle that as if

there were eggs in it ', laughed the other, flecking the whip.
x888 * C. E. Craddock ' Broomsedge Cove xxiii. 424 He ex-
perimented with some delicate flecking touches of the bow.
19x8 C. .Sanoburg Cornhuskers 50 He lived flecking lint

off coat lapels.

Fled, ppl. a. Add :

2. Of pottery : Liable to crack at a late stage of
manufacture by a too rapid change of temperature
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during or after a firing, pled ware, ware cracked
after the bisque firing.

1904 TechnoL 4- Sd. Did. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney).

Fleece, sb. 8. Add : fleece-roller (Austral.).
i8go ' R. Boldrewood * Col. Reformer xii, Sheepwashers,

shearers,, .fleece-rollers.

Fleet, sb.^ Add :

1. Fleet in being: a phrase first used by the Earl
of Toi-rington after the engagement off Beachy
Head in 1690 to describe a fleet, which, though
inferior to that of the enemy, is able to hamper his
movements.
(1690 Earl Torrington Sp. to Ho. Comm. {r^^o) 29 Most
Men were in fear that the French wou'd invade; but I was
always of another Opinion, ..for I always said, that whilst
we had a Fleet in being, they wou'd not dare to make an
Attempt.] 1898 Kiplikg (/;//•) A Fleet in Being. 1899 A. T.
Mahan IVar ivitk Spain (1900) 76 It is indeed as a threat
to communications that the fleet in being is chiefly formid-
able. 1901 Encycl. Brit. XXXI I. 501/1 Of late years con-
troversy has raged round this phrase, 'a fleet in being 'and
the strategic principle which it expresses.

2. Revived in the sense of: A number of vehicles
or aircraft forming a definite group or ' unit '.

'8*9 Kansas Times ^ Star 7 May, A fleet of hacks was
cruising around to take them to their, .homes. 1905 Daily
Chron. n Sept. 5/6 At five o'clock, when the motor fleet
drewup. 1908 air-fleet (see "Air jiS.B. II bl. lisiCliambers's
yml.-j6y/2Th&vtLSt sumofmoney, .expended on. .a single
Dreadnought might better be devoted to creating a whole
fleet of dirigibles and aeroplanes. 1914-15 W. J. Locke
ya^ery'iii, Barbara has gone away with the Daimler,., and
as I don't keep a fleet of cars, I had to choose between this
and the donkey-cart. 1914 F. J. Haskin Amer. Govt, (re-
vised ed.) 433 Large fleets of trucks and automobiles.
4. fleet-action, engineer, -men.
1901 J. Blake How Sailors Fight iv. jr As the first phase

of a "fleet action the captains of the various warships meet
together on the admiral's flagship. Z910 Daily Citron. 17
Mar. 3/s_The fleet action of the future will . . develop into an
aggregation of duels between opposing battle units. Z90X
J. Blake Horn Sailors Fight li. 44 A "fleet engineer is

always on duty in South Wales, and it is his business to
recommend to the Government the coal they shall include
in their contracts. Z904 Daily Chron. 1 Feb. 3/3 It will en-
courage straight shooting amon^ the "fleetmen. 1905 Ibid.

19 July 5/6 The magic personahty of British fleetmen. 1909
London Mag. Aug. 605/2 To cheer the fleetmen as they
march through the streets.

Fleet, rf.2 2. b. Add : Fleet Street, a street

in London devoted largely to the production and
publication of periodical journals ; hence alltt-

sively,Xht newspapers generally, the journalistic
press, journalism.
1904 Sir J. R. Robinson so Yrs. Fleet St. 236 The passion

for letter-writing to newspapers is recognised in Fleet Street
as a distinct form of mental aberration. 1905 H. Leach
Fleet St. 87 A faculty for quick and perfect condensation
is one of the mo.st valuable possessions of the Fleet Street
man. Ibid, 143 Fleet Street has its particular specialists for
several of the courts of law. Ibid. 189 Their [sc. editors']
differences show how impossible it is for Fleet Street to tell

what the morrow will bring forth for it 1920 [see "Down-
ing Street]. 1927 Scots Observer 12 Mar. 11/3 Sfaabbiness
and flyblownness represent a Fleet Street tradition that has
been broken.

Pleetful (Artful), [f. FLEETji^.l + -FUL 2.] As
many as would make a fleet ; transf. a large number.
1899 i^fstt//. Gas. 21 Feb. 2/2 The public would have

paid for a fleeirul of ships. 2908 Dinnt.en tr. JCenting-'s
Nisi. Irel. II. 165 The king gave him a fleetful, that is, two
thousand two hundred, and they put out to sea. 19*3 S.
GwYNN Hist. Irel. v. 45 '1 he ' fleetfuls ' of foreign students
who came to attend surprisingly advanced teaching.

Flem (flem). An abbreviation of Fleming ^.

1909 Daily Chron. 20 Aug. 3/3 Rubens. .This exuberant,
robust, vivacious Flem. 2935 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 31a The
Flenis outnumber the Walfoons in Belgium.

Flemingin (flemi-nd^in). Chem. [f. Flemtngia
+ -in1.] An orange-red crystalline powder,
CjjHjjOg, obtained from Moghania congesia {Fle^
mingia congesia of Roxburgh), used in dyeing.
1898 7r«/. Chem, Soc. LXXIII. 661 Flemingin., under the

microscope, is seen to consist of star-shaped groups of small
prismatic needles.

Flesll,^^. Add: 12. h, fieshforming ViA],

1875-4 Rep. Vermont Board Aerie. II. 232 These roots
contain about one third as much flesh-forming matter as
does our best hay.

13. flesh-Split, that part of a split hide or skin
which is nearest the flesh,

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather fed. 2) 429 Flesh splits
are splits which are finished on the flesh side. The usual
weight of the flesh splits is from \\ to 3^ pound.s. 1904
Technol. Sf Set. Did. (ed. Goodchild & 1 weney) s. v. Bag
Hides, The lower or Flesh Split is used for insoles and
stifTeners in boots.

Flesh, V.

4. b. Delete \Obs and add qnots.
1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay ii. i. 103 We've fleshed

ourselves a bit, eh 7 a 191X Century Mag. (Webster) .A rangy
bay that ought to be fleshed for six months.

C. intr. for pass. To acquire flesh, become
(more) fleshy.

187a Susan Coolidce What Kaiy didxW, I seem to have
fleshed up since then.

Fleshing, vbl. sb. 7. fleshing-knife (earlier

U.S. example).
i8ia Niles' Weekly Reg. I. 25 Jan. 390/1 The subscriber..

at short notice can furnish tanner's fleshing knives.



PLESHMONGEB,

FleshmoUGfer. Add : 3- A slave-dealer.

1845 F. Douglass Life (1846) 4 Cruel as the deed may
strike any one to be, for a man to sell his own children to

human flesh-mongers, it is often the dictate of humanity for

him to do so. rr t.

netcherian (fletJi»Tian), a, [f. the name of

John Fletcher (1579-1625), English dramatist

+

-IAN.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

Fletcher. . ,_ t.- ^ u
X007 Westm.Gaz, 3Apr. 4A It is curious, .that FitzGerad

should have made his translations of Calderon so strongly

Fietcherian in style, igai Spectator 19 Feb. 236/2 We
all know how this new flower flourished and ramped m
the Fietcherian garden and was taken up by the poet's

dramatic imitators.

Fletcherism (fle-tjsriz'm). [f. the name of

Horace Fletcher (1S49-19T9), American author +

-iSBf.] The practice of thorough mastication ad-

vocated by Fletcher. So Ple'tcherite, a follower

of Fletcher ; Ple'tcherize v, trans,^ to masticate

thoronghly, Also^^.
X904 Daily Chron. 31 Oct. 4/7 The Fletcherites preach

the gospel ofchewing. 1905 /^/f^. 30 May 4/4 'Fletcherising'

means much monetary economy. 1907 Practitioner June
852 The Fletcherites, who, so far from not giving two bites

to a cherry, insist on thirty-two to a mashed potato. 1909

H. James in Orcutt Quest Per/. Bk. (1926)88 It is impossible

save in a long talk to make you understand how the blessed

Fletcherism, .lulled me, charmed me, beguiled me. 1910

*0. Henry * ^y^riV/Zv ^««««j xvit. 203 Annette Fletcher-

ized large numbers of romantic novels, loaa P. G. Wode-
HousE Adventures of Sally ii. 41 The raffish mongrel was
apparently endeavouring to fletcherize a complete stranger

of the Sealyham family.

Flenr. Add

:

2. b. In names of artificial silk materials, asy?tfwr

de ckiiie^Jleur de sole {&\%ofleursoie),

1987 Daily Express 5 Apr. 3 It is practically impossible

to tell the newest material 'fleur de Chine' from crepe de
Chine. 19*8 Times ^ May 10/4 A draped gown of parch-

ment fieur de soie, trimmed with old lace. ig,2& Daily Ex^
press 23 July 5/2 Fleursoie, a soft firm material rather like

triple georgette.

Flenss (flois). The name of H. A. Fleuss, used

attrib. to designate apparatus designed by him.
1882 Rep. Inspectors ofAfiuesfor JS8t ^(fi Fleuss'breathJng

apparatus and lamp. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. ^67/1 Persons
equipped with tho Fleuss breathing apparatus can now enter

mines after explosions, 1902 /Siil. XXXII. 190/1 Thesmall
Fleuss machine will produce about lilbof ice in one opera-

tion of20 minutes. 1904 Technol. * Sd. Diet. (ed. Goodchild
& Tweney) s. v. Air Pumps, A great improvement in

mechanical pumps has been made of recent years in what
is called the Fleuss Pump. 1906 Ibid. s-v. Tyres^ The Fleuss

Tyre possesses no inner tube, but the edges of the cover

overlap and fit together closely enough to retain the air.

1909 Westvu Gaz. 22 Feb. 8/1 'The Fleuss*, he added, 'is

the prototype of all apparatus using compressed oxygen
and caustic soda, and it has already proved its value in

mine rescue-work.'

Flew 2 (fl«). [Probably a variant of Flue sb.'^'\

'A layer or fold of cloth as it comes from the

loom ' {Cent. DicL Suppl. 1909). So Plewing,
* the process of examining cloth for blemishes in

weaving by folding it upon the front of the loom
as it is unrolled from the cloth-beam * (ibid.).

J895 R. Marsdkn Cotton Weaving^ ^^g The first method
(of cloth-lookingl may be said to be that of * flewing ' it,

which is probably the oldest form, and a survival from the

days of bandloom weaving. When the weaver has com-
pleted a piece of cloth, it is * pulled out ' from the cloth beam
of the loom, being folded in ' flews * or layers upon the slay

cap of the loom.

Flex (fleks), sb.^ [Abbreviation of *Flexible

sb."] Flexible insulated wire used in electric

lighting. Also attrib.

1907 Install. A'eivs July 10/2 A flat piece of vulcanite.,

provided with three holes, the bottom two being used to

take the flex. 1922 Daily Mail 18 Dec. 1 Electric Iron,

Complete with Flex cord and Adaptor. I92;7 Glasgow
Herald 6 Sept. 6 Found dead on his bed with wireless ear-

phones on his head and a piece of flex, connecting with the

crystal set, in his mouth.

Plex (fleks), j<5.2 Math. \i.'L.flexus,i.flectere

to bend.] A point of inflexion (see Inflexion 3).

x866 Cayley ColL Math. Papers (1892) V, 521 The station-

ary ineunt, or cusp, considered as.. a particular case of the
double ineunt, is a spinode ; to render this notation sym-
metrical, we require certain new terms, say link, as the
correlative to node, and flex as the correlative to cusp...

The ordinary singularities of a plane curve would thus be
the node, the cusp, the link, and the flex.

Flexible, a. Add

:

1. b. In modem mechanical and electrical usage
(see quots.). Also as sb. «*Flex sb.^

1859 Rankine Steam Eug. (1861) 26 Flexible Tube and
Diaphragm Valves. 1874 Knight Z>/c/. jWrcA.s.v., Thirion's
flexible coupling is used for conveying power from one
shaft to another when they are not in line. iSSS Lock'
•wood's Diet. Meek. Engi/i., Flexible Crank Shaft, a crank
shaft in which the strains due to the rigidity of an unyield-
ing mass compelled to revolve under conditions of strain

due to the want of alij^nment of its bearings, are reduced
and minimised by the introduction of flexible joints in its

\&Ci%i^i... Flexible Hose, piping made either of india-rubber

or leather. 1907 Install. News May ii/i Conductors (ex-

cepting flexibles) may be enclosed in steel conduits. 1909
Ibid. II. 186/1 Flexible cord surface wiring. J918 E. S.

Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms, Flexible, a term applied to

a dirigible balloon in which a flexible gas container is held

in shape only by the pressure of gas within and to which

378

the load is hnng. This characterizes the whole non-rigid

system of airships.

Flexing (fle'ksii]),«'^/.j^. [f. Flexz/. +-ing1.]

The action of the verb Flex.
1902 Westm. Gaz. 9 May lo/i Those earth movements

which have resulted in the flexing and fracturing of strata.

1920 Blackw. Mag. July 71/1 Never a tremor of wing ex-

cept just the flexing and twisting of the tips for balance.

Flexure. Add

:

8. attrib. and Comb. : (sense 7) flexure-fault, a

fault in strata where flexure has occurred.

189s YiKViKMan. C^o/. (ed.4) 109 Not unfrequently a flexure

changes, in one direction or the other, into a fault.. .Many
examples of such flexure-faults have been described .. from
the plateaus of Colorado.

Fli^bbertigi'bbet, v. [f. Flibbertigibbet
sb.'\ inir. To play the flibbertigibbet; to gad
about frivolously.

19ZI Galsworthy To Let \. i. His daughter would K^'
berty-gibbet all over the place like most young women since

the War.

Flick, J^.l Add: L d. Cricket. A quick turn

of the batsman's or bowler's wrist in playing or

delivering the ball ; also, a turn of the ball.

1897 Ranjitsinhji Jubilee Bk. Cricket 73 There is a certain

amount of ' flick ' from the fingers, but this is quite different

from the twist of the slow bowler. Ibid. 84 Spin imparted

by wrist 'flick'. 1903 Jephson in Cricket (ed. H. G.
Hutchinson) 91 The varying ' flicks ' or ' whips ' of the wrist.

Ibid. 112 Two or three long loose strides, two at a trot, and
an arm swinging round like a flail,a good length, great pace,

and on any wicket at times a considerable flick back from
the off.

e. //. The films, the pictures ; sing, a moving
picture, a cinema performance, slang.

1936 E. Wallace Square Emerald xv, Well occupy the

afternoon with a * flick.' I love the movies—especially the

romantic ones. 1931 Repertory (Oxford) 18 Apr. 9/1 Hand
in hand with the Muse of the Theatre departs the appro-

priate feminine deity who presides over the ' flicks '.

Flick, W.2 Add :

2. c. Cricket, (a) Of the bowler : To deliver (a

ball) with a flicking movement of the wrist. Also

inlr. said of the ball so delivered.

X903 Jephson in Cricket (ed. H. G. Hutchinson) no Bowl-
ing with a long bouncing run, he can make the ball flick

higher and faster from the pitch than any other bowler.

Ibid. 116 He 'flicks' the ball as we have all seen many
a wrathful billiard-player do when returning the white from

a most unexpected pocket. X9ao E. R. Wilson in Cricket

(Badm.) 102 He \sc. Simpson-Hayward, the underhand
bowler] * flicked ' the cricket ball as if it were a billiard ball.

{b) Of the batsman : To play (the ball) with a

slight turn of the wrist.

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 223/2 The two wrists moving the bat

with a sort of 'flicking* movement, impossible to describe.

1903 Warner in Cricket (ed. H. G. Hutchinson) 62 Short

and straight balls, if they do not get up to any height, may
be flicked round on the on side by a quick turn of the wrist,

1904 Daily Ckron. 8 July 7/2 His success lies in the flicking

of the straight, good-length ball to leg. 1937 Noble Tlwse
^ Ashes* 176 Gregory., was all at sea to Larwood, whom he
flicked three times dangerously through the slips.

4. Jig. To * touch up \
i9a3 Challenge 2 Feb. 390/1 The parody that follows.,

flicks the whole super-sensitive school of novelists very

neatly.

Flicker, sb.^ Add

:

2. b. A rapidly fluctuating or intermittent light;

also, the sensation caused by such a light.

1893 O. N. VjaoTi'va. Anier. Jrnl. Sci. Sept. 173 For the

determination then of the reflecting power, for example of

a vermilion disc, it was only necessary to select from the

series a gray disc which when combined with it in equal

parts gave no perceptible flicker, ijjoa Encycl. Brit. XXX.
238/2 When in the comparison of lights of different colour

the flicker vanishes, the sensation of colour is greatly dimin-

ished. 1923 F. A. Talbot Moving Pictures 7 The regu-

larity of this recurring damping wave, described as ' flicker ',

set up severe eye-strain.

3. attrib. flicker method, the use of flicker pho-

tometry ; flicker photometer, an instrument for

measuring tlie relative intensities of light from two
different sources by measuring the flicker or observ-

ing the absence of flicker when the field of view is

illuminated alternately by the two sources of light

;

so flicker photometry.
190a Amer. Jml. Psychol. XHI. 130 The brightnesses of

these colors were determined by Rood's **Flicker-method.'

Ibid. 145 Shades ofgray paper were selected by the ' Flicker

Method', dilTering as little as possible from the brightness

of the colors used. 1910 N. Hawkins' Electr. Dict.^ *Flicker

Photometer^ a type of photometer in which rotating mirrors

of diffusing screens are employed in order to give rapidly

alternating impressions from both lamps. 191a H. Bohle
Electr. Photom, 46 Experience shows that a Flicker photo-

meter gives more consistent results than any other type when
comparing lights of different colours, 190a EncycL Brit,

XXX. 238/1 *Flicker photometry.

Flicker, v. Add : 7. b. To cause to move in

a fitful and unsteady manner ; to indicate by a

flicker.

1903 R. Langbridge Flame ^ Flood viii, He watched
her eyelashes flicker dismissal. Ibid.xxW, There was yet

a partial inhumanity which licked its iips.. which, .burned

as fiercely on the side of justice as injustice,, .flickering an
equal encouragement to * I can*t go 1

' and— * I must !
* 1907

Munsey's il/of. Dec. 308/1 [They] entered the castle..; the

torches flickering weird shadows as they walked between
.
them.

FLINDERS.

Flickerless (fliksjles), a. [f. Flicker sb."^

+ -LESS.] Without flickers, producing no flicker,

192a M. J. Wbiglev The Film 117 Mr, Martin Harper..
has the credit to his name of producing the 'Extralite'
flickerless shutter.

Flicky. (fli-ki), a.2 [f. Flick j^.i + -y1.] Of
or pertaining to a flick, jerky.

1897 Ranjitsinhji Jubilee Bk. Cricket 127 There is some-
thing distinctly jerky and flicky in this projection of the
elbow and straightening of the arm.

Flight, sby Add

:

1. f. The action or art of travelling through the

air in a flying machine; now restricted to travel in

such machines as are capable of effective control

(and so distinguished from a voyage in a balloon).

1784 UniversalMag. Sept. 358 We again took our flight [in

a balloonj, and ascended to near 1200 feet. 1835 Nautical
Mag. Oct. 613 It is related that the aerial ship took her first

flight in a waggon. 1853 Household iVords IV. 98/2 Exer-
tions he had undergone in preparing for the flight. 1879
Encycl. Brit. IX. 308/1 It is not necessary to enter upon a
history of artificial flight. t^o^PallMall Alag.JAn. 19/2 Nor
is it an easy task to calculate an air-ship's speed. On these

flights up and down the Mediterranean coast, [etc.]. 1909
Daily Ckron. 10 Mar. 4/5 Lilienthal. shares with Pilcher.

.

and Le Bris, the honour of being the pioneer of modern
experiments in gliding flight. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane
Speaks I Tlie Elementary Principles of Flight,

g. An instance of this ; a voyage in a flying

machine.
1909 Aero 25 May 14/1 Mr. J, T. C Moore-Brabazon has

made several short flights with the Bird (f Passage 2X

Shellness. 1912 Aeroplane 26 Dec. 637/2 Their Yuletide
present takes the form of a ticket for a passenger flight at

Hendon. x^aS Times 22 Mar., [The King of Afghanistan's]

first flight to any civil aircraft, and his only flight since

he visited Europe.

h. A Royal Air Force unit consisting of about

five or six machines.
1914 RosHER In R. iV. A.S. (1916) 25 We shall not get our

squadron together until the end of January...We may,
however, go over in pieces, a flight at a time. 1915 IVar
Illustrated 27 Nov. 345 This branch of the Army is organized

in what are called wings, divided into squadrons, and sub-

divided into flights, x^i-^ Blackiv. Mag. July 121/1 Twelve
officers flew to France with the flight to which I belonged.

6. d. Cricket. The control of the trajectory and
pace of the ball in its flight before pitching. (Cf.

Flight v. 7.")

1903 Jephson in Cricket (ed. H. G. Hutchinson) 88 He..
possesses a wonderful command of length, . . a considerable

variation of flight. Ibid. 106 He was. .one of the most diffi-

cult of medium-paced Ijowlers, for the flight was so deceptive.

191 X P. F. Warner Bk. Cricket 74 Every slow left-hander

should cultivate 'flight ',

13. d. (Earlier U.S. example.)
iZijNiles' IVeekly RegisterV. Add. A.6/3 Itwas extended

with flights to draw the meal towards the Hopper.

14. b. In titles of officers of various ranks in the

Royal Air Force.
X916 H. Barber Aerof>lane Speaks 27 The Flight-Ser-

geant is awaiting the Pilot's orders. 1917 Blackw. Mag.
Mar. 380/2 ' Good-night, you chaps/ said one of the flight-

commanders. Ibid, May 800/1 The good work of my pilot

had brought him a flight commandership. 19*8 C. F. S.

Gkkbi.^ North Sea Air Station \v. 75 Flight Commander
(relative rank of Lieutenant, R.N.). Flight Lieutenant
(relative rank of Lieutenant, R.N.). Flight Sub-Lieutenant
(relative rank of Sub-Lieutenant, R.N.).

ZUight, V. Add: 7. Cricket. To vary the

trajectory and pace of (the ball) in its flight before

pitching.

1927 Noble Those *Ashes * 24 Lockton . .flighted and turned

the ball well. 1931 Daily Mail -j Mzy 13/3 Slow bowling

is useless unless the ball is pitched up to the batsman, or,

rather, is made to appear to pitch up to him. That is what
is commonly called flighting, persuading a batsman to play

forward when he should play back.

Flim-flam, v. U.S. (Later examples.)

1903 O. KiLDARE My Mamie Rose 72 * Flim-flamming *..

.

Doubling a bill in a number of them and counting each end
of it as one separate bill. 2904 Eliz. Robins Magnetic
North n. 144 But I didn't know ^-^jwV get flim-flammed out

o* your boots. 1911 H. Quick Yellowstone N. xi. 290

Financial ingenuity has found a way to flim flam the devil

himself.

Hence Plim-flammer U.S. (Later example.)

X903 N. V. Sun 20 Nov. S They are about as fine a
bunch of grafters and fliin-flammers as have been got

together in some time.

Flimmer, v. (Later U.S. examples ofextended

use.)

1918 C, Sandburg Comhuskers 17 Canada thistle blue

and flimmering larkspur blue. Ibid. 114 The shafts across

her bed are flimmering.

Flinch., sb. [f. Flinch c.^] Flinching.

i8a9-3a J. P. Kennedy Swalltrw B. L xx. 205 Thar's no

flinch in me, you may depend upon it. 19x3 A. S. M.
Hutchinson This^ Freedom 11. ii. 91 But she came back

bravely from her flinch.

Flinders 2 (fli-ndajz). The name of Captain

Matthew /7;«fiferJ (1774-1814), English navigator

and explorer, used attrib. in Flinders bar(8), a

soft iron bar or bundle of rods, placed vertically

near a ship's compass to correct deviation due to

magnetic induction and to lessen the heeling-error.

S9oa Encycl. Brit. XXVII, 181/2 A method of correcting

deviation by means of a bar of vertical iron so placed -.s to

correct the deviation nearly in all latitudes. This bar, now
known as a ' Flinders bar,' is still in general use. 19*4 Rsx



PIiINDOSA. 379 FLOATING.
Clements Cipsy ofHorn (1925) 217 The binnacle was use-

les'^. .for ilie Flinders-bars had gone with the sky-light.

Flindosa (flind^u'za). Austral. [Corruption

of FiincUrsia, a genus of trees, f. the name of

Captain Matthew Flinders : see prec] The rasp-

pod or Australian beech, FlUtdersia. australis. So
Plindo-sy.
1898 Morris Austral Eng.

FlinMte (fli-qkait). Miiu [ad. G. flinkit

(1889), f. the name of Gustav Flink^ Swedish

mineralogist.] A basic arsenate of manganese,

occurring in greenish-brown crystals in Sweden.
189a YiKUkSyii. Min. (ed. 6) 802 Flinkite. . .Occurs with

caryopilite and sarkinite at the Harstig mine near Pajsbcrg,

PHnt, sb. Add : 8. C. ellipt, for flint-corn

(see *io).

1857 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. III. 63, 1 plant the white flint.

It is rather on the gourd seed order, 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV.
309/2 The ' Flint ' varieties are most common cast of Lake
Enc and north of Maryland. 1913 W. Bateson Mendets
Princ. HeredityzS^ Analogous observattonshave been made
in regard to Maize, especially by Lock. According as the

seeds are opaque or semi-transparent, the varieties are dis-

tinguished as ' Dent ' or * Flint .

9. h. flint-chipper. C. flint-headed a6]. (t^rlict

U.S. example).
x87» Amer. NaturalistW. 208 Unfinished specimens sug-

gest that variety was continually aimed at by the **Aint
chipper '. 1843 Carlton Neiv Purchase I. 2 Shadows of

branching antlers and *fiint-beaded arrows caused many a
darkness in hLs path.

10. flint-com, the name of certain varieties of

maize having very hard grains ; flint-gun (earlier

U.S. example).
1705 Beveiilky Hist. Virgima (1722) 136 The one [grain]

looks as smooth, and as full as the early ripe Corn, and this

they call */"//«/-Ctfr«. 1837C0LMAN Rep. Agric. Mass.{,\%-^%)

3o The best kinds of flint com weigh 60 Ihs. to the bushel
187a E. EoGLESTON Erui0/ Worlds\\\. 60 The relative merits

of * gourd-seed ' and ' flint 'corn. 1894 Vervtont Agric. Rep.
XIV. 47 Where the whole corn is put in. .say of the Flint

corn, is there not a good deal of waste by imperfect diges.

tion? 1837 W. Irving Ctf/r. ^«(««'/V/^ (1895) I L 133 Their
* flint guns were at fault, and missed Are.

ninty, a. Add : 2. b. spec, applied to varieties

of maize {d. flint-corn, *Flint so. 10).

x8i8 J. Tavloh Arator 227 The small flinty forward kind
[of com] producing from a to 6 ears on a staHc, inspired the

most hope. 1876 Traits. III. Dep. W^nV. XIII. 301 The
French raised almost entirely the hard, flinty com, from
which hominy was manufactured.

4. flinty-slate (see quot.).

1879 A, Geikip. in Encycl. BHt. X. 218/1 Flinty-slate

(Lydian-stone, Horn^tone) Ls a siliceous shale or mudstone..
breaking with a concboidal or splintery fracture.

Plip, sb.'^ Add: 2. In U.S. = custard.

3. flip-iron U.S. '*^ flip-dog.
1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown Folks xxxviL 480 Draw the

flip-iron from the fire and stir the foaming bowL

Plip, J'^.* Add:
2. b. Gunnery. The springing of the barrel of a
gim at the moment of discharge.

1903 Kynock yml. June-July loi/a The flip, or springing
of the barrel may eniirelv counteract the increase in jump.
S904 Ibid. Jan.-Mar. 63 'i'he flip was evidently not entirely

vertical since the direction varied as well as the elevation.

1^05 /^V. April-June 80 There is the probability that the
* jump 'or 'flip* of the rifles will not be quite the same.
1995 G. Burrard Notes on Sporting Rj/tes (ed. 2) 75 They
do not take into account the effect of^jump or flip. This
varies in every individual rifle and barret

4. A night in an aircraft ; a trip in an aeroplane.

colloq. or slang.

1914 RosHER In R.N.AS. (1916) 38 It was much too foggy
for my trip to Hartlepool yesterday afternoon, but I went
for a short flip around. 19*0 Blackit}. Mag. Feb. 167 /a The
^ivwr arrived, untouched, on^tli March, after a two months*
' flip *. 19*9 Daily Express 7 Nov. 2/1, 1 went to Croydon
ana went up again for a short * flip '.

Plip, V. Add

:

8. "io fly in an aircraft, colloq. or slang.

X915 RosHER in R.N.AS. (1916) 41, I crashed into the
atmosphere first thing this morning and flipped aroimd for

55 minutes.

Plip-flap, sb. Add

:

3. i In a place of amusement or the amusement
section of an exhibition, etc., a machine with long

moving arms to which passengers are raised on
platforms (see quot. 1908J.
1908 Daily Chron. % Apr. 7/3 The. .huge steel arms [are]

iSofL in length, much like toe main shaft of a crane, greatly
magnified.. .These arms will be slowly raised until their ex-

tremities cross in the air, 150 ft. above the level, and then
each will complete the semi-circle. Suspended from.. the
hand of each steel arm will be a car containing passengers. .

.

|« The fli[>'flap is built on the cantilever principle with heavy
counter weights. I9aa Mrs. A. SitxiwiCK Victorian xxii.

He is going to have millions of Japanese lanterns and a
Flip* Flap and an open air cafe like at Earl's Court.

Plip-flop, sb. Add : c. A somersault. Cf. Flip-
flap B. sb. 3 a. U.S.
X9M G. H. LoRiMER Lett, Selfviad* Merchant xvii. 345

And when a fellow's turning flip-flops up among the clouds,

he's naturally going to have the farmers gaping at him.
I9a9 Liberty 30 Nov. 43/1 Turning hand'Springs and flip-

flops all over the sawdtut covered floor.

d. As advb.
1904 H. G. Wells Food 0/Gods il.i. 145 She.. passed, flip-

flop, within three yards of them.

Hence Flip-floppinff, a flip-flop sotmd.
1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 176/1, 1 could hear a vigorous

flip-flopping going on beyond the weeds, and I knew the
captive was a trout.

PUtch,J^.l Add:
3. C. In full flitch-platej a strengthening plate

added to a beam, girder, or any woodwork.
1888 Lockvjoods Did. Meek. Engin.t Flitch, a plate of

metal or of wood bolted to an otherwise weak and unstayed
beam or structure in order to strengthen and support it.

Flitch Plate, a broad thin plate or rolled bar used in building
up flitch beams or plated work. 191a Motor Man. (ed. 14)
iii. 89 To build the frame up of stout section ash and bolt on
steel * flitch ' plates to the sides.

Pliwer (fli'vai), sb. orig. US, slang. [Of
obscure origin.]

1. A person or thing that has a damaging or

deleterious influence ; * a failure, fizzle, bungle

'

(Webster, Add. 1918).
19x3 H. L. Wilson Ruggles of Red Gap xiii. (1917) 230

That Jackson lad has oflTered me about ten thousand ofthem
vegetable cigarettes, but I'll have to throw him down. He's
the human flivver. Put him in a car of dressed beef and he'd
freeze it between here and Spokane.

2. A cheap motor car or aeroplane. Also, * a des-

troyer of 750tons or less' {Fun^s Stand. Diet. 1928).
1930 Glasgow Herald 31 July 9 May be I will disguise the

Shamrock as a ' flivver ' (as the Ford car is known here).

X9SI R. D. Paine Comr. Roiling Ocean i. 4 It was a shabby,
weary-looking flivver that rolled its bones over the sun-baked
ruts. 1934 W. M. Raine Troubled Waters vi. 58 Rowan
McCoy drove his new car—it was a flivver, though they did
not call it that in those days. 1936 Ladies' Home yrni. Apr.

39 Won't it be amusing when we can . . step into our little up-
shooting flivvers at the backdoor? igmj Puncit 2 Feb. 135/1
He has successfully fought the villain Trust ; his workmen
all own 'flivvers'; there has never been a strike.

Hence PllTTver v.j to travel in a flivver ; also

to fail, to come short of success.
X913 L. J. Vance DestroyingAngel\\. 74 If the production

flivvers, 1 11 need that thirty cents, %^-j Bulletin w Apr. 14/1,

I was finding the desert a bit flat when you flivvered in.

Ploat, sb. Add : 6. b. A * wave * or crowd. U.S.
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevei. West xviii, 329 Their mode

of life engenders a love of gaming, and following close upon
them . . is a ' float * of gamblers, strikers, [etc.].

8. e. A Structure fitted to the alighting gear of

a flying-machine to enable it to float on water,

1897 Strand Mag. Juno 717/1 The conical vessel in front

is an empty float, whose use b to keep the whole from sink-

ing if it should fall in the water. 1909 ^/i)f<i/ 30 Jan. 63/1
Delagrange, .has ordered a set of special floats for his aero-

plane. X913 Aeroplane ^^ Apr. 453 Labouret. .
* stalled * the

machine, fell over sideways, and smashed, .the right float.

/^iV/. 455 The concertina floats on this machine are evidently

a great success. loaS C F. S. Gamble North Sea Air
Station Introd- 13 Experiments with various types of floats

and flotation bags for aeroplanes.

9. a. Also, a device which floats on and regulates

the motor spirit in the carburettor of a petrol motor.
190X Motor-Car World Mar. 42/1 The Float, i^oa A. C.

Harmsworth Motors ^ Motor-Driving vii. 113 F is a float

with wire attached to indicate the height of the petrol 1913
Motor Man. (ed. 14) 10 When the float sinks it opens a small

valve and allows the petrol to flow in till a certain level is

reached. The float then rises and closes the valve.

22. U.S. (Later example.)
1841 J.

Buchanan Wks. (1908) IV. 3^5 We have wisely
determmed to put down forever the practice ofgranting what
are called * floats '.

24. float-anohor = floating anchor ; float-

carburettor, a carburettor in which the feed is

regulated by a float ; float-ohamber, the cham-
ber containing a float (sense *9 a); float-feed, a
device for controlling the feed of a liquid by means
of a float ; also attrib. ; float-gold (earlier U.S.

example) ; float-ironod a., ironed by means of

a float roll calender; so float-ironing; float

needle, the indicator of a float (sense *9 a) ; float-

road U.S. (see quot.) ; float-rock = float-mineral-,

float roll calender, machine, an ironing machine
constructed with springs and resilient padding to

the rollers^ so that articles with buttons, etc. may
be passed through without damage; float-sea-

plane, a seaplane equipped with floats.

1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 259/1 Securing the Otterhy means
ofa'*float-anchor'. 1^1 Motor-Car World Mar. 42/1 Should
petrol run over at the jet when the pressure is on, give the
spindle in the centre of the "float-chamber a few turns with

a screwdriver to grind in the needle valve. When the engine
is not running keep the spring on the *float needle. 1903

A. C. Harmsworth Motors ^ Motor-Driving vii. 115 The
method of supplying petrol to thccarburetter is on the same
principle .

.
, *float feed. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 28 Nov. 4/t The

carburetter is of the float-feed type. ibid. 5 Dec. 4/3 Carbu.
retter..of the usual float-feed spray type. 1873 Joaquin Mil-
ler Unwritten Hist. xvi. (1876) 231 They had found only a
few bars with *float gold, x^^vj Daily Tel. 11 May 17/5 Laun-
dry for sale., .Good-class family and *float-ironed services.

1905 Terms Forestry ff Logging 37 *Float road, a channel

cleared in a swamp and used to float cypress logs from the

woods to the boom at the river or mill. 1903 H. L. Wilson
Spenders i. 15 He was talking about some likely *float-rock

he'd picked up over that way last summer. 1936 Laundry
Jml. 23 Oct. Suppl. p. iii, *Float-Roll with Hamilton Pad-
ding and full vacuum attachment. 1938 C. F. S. Gamble
I^orth Sen Air Station xvii. 212 'I'he flying-boat is not so
fast, nor has it the same ceiling, as * float-seaplanes.

Float, V. Add :

6. d. To be deflected/r^/« its position.

1896 M^Clnre's Mag. VI. 490/2 In technicallanguage, the
core had 'floated * an eighth of an inch from its position.

9. U*S. (Additional examples.)

187s Holland Sevenoaks x. 134 They floated for deer at
night. i88s Outing(\] .S.) Oct. VII. 80/2 * Kill any deer over
there ?

'
* No,' said Carl, * we floated two nights, but it was

terrible foggy '.

11. d. To clear out by floating. U.S.
, "873-4 i^ep, Vermont Board Agric. II. 226 The washing
in brine is done to float out imperfect kernels.

Floatation. Add: 1. b. The separation of
the particles of finely pulverized ore by utilizing

their relative capacity for floating on a given liquid.
1908 Westm. Gaz. i Aug. 15/1, 11,775 'ons of dump tail-

ings were treated by the flotation process. 1937 Daily Ex-
press 15 July lo/i The original ore is readily amenable to
treatment by flotation.

3. attrib. (sense i) floatation bag = *Float
sb. 8 e.

193S [see *Float sb. 8 e].

Floater. Add : 1. a. spec, {a) A golf-ball

capable of floating in water,
1897 Westm. Gaz. 30 Mar. 9/2 There are bournes from

which no ball, not e'en a floater, returns. 1931 Punch CLX.
134/1 The only theme to-day discussed Is 'Shall we standard-
ise the Floater?' 1937 Daily Express 29 Sept. 9 Many
leading American professionals ask that the ' floater ' be
adopted as the ofliciul standard balL

(b) A piece of float-ore.

1931 Chambers's Jml. 508/1 The molybdenite-seeker next
proceeds to work in earnest by breaking all the loose 'floaters

*

or detached boulders, and collecting all the flakes that are
set free in bags. 1938 Sunday Dispatch 25 Nov. 3/5 The
chance discovery, .of a large ' floater,' or piece of gold-bear-
ing quartz.

{c) A cask, buoy, or bottle containing a message,
thrown into the sea and left to float.

1898 Geog. yml. (R.G.S.) XII. 527 Several 'floaters', or
receptacles for messages, had been thrown overboard before
reacning the neighbourhood of Cape Farewell.

{d) A dead body foimd floating in water. U.S.
slang.

1897 [in letter from Washington University, St. Louis].
1898 Westm. Gaz. 28 July 8/1 Bodies found in the water,
which are known at the [New York] Morgue as ' floaters '.

2. e. A tanning vat.

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather (ed. 2) 405 The skins
are handled daily. .for a month in 'floaters in liquor of
about 20 degrees.

3. b. Insurance. A policy in general terms. (Of.

Floating/^/, a. 5 b.)

1900 Policy-holder t June 441/3 The Norwich Union b
largely interested.. by specific amounts and by floaters...

Messrs. John McNairn and Co. had a j^20,000 floater from
the North British.

4. U.S. a. (Further examples.)
1847 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIX. 329 Early the next

morning the ' floaters ' were marched in single file with votes

in hand, to the ballot box. 1905 D. G. Phillips Plum
Tree 14 Those * floaters * had to keep the ballot in full

view.

b. (Earlier examples.)
1873 J. H. Beadle Underel. West xxiii. 455 There arc

clerks, agents.. and perhaps fifty 'floaters ', making up the
American population. 1878— Western Wilds iii. 45 A man
..failed, lost hope, and sank into a ' floater '.

5. A mistake, * bloomer '. slang.

1935 A Huxley Those Barren Leaves 1. i, What she called

in her jovial undergraduatish moments, a * floater '. 1939
P. G. WoDEHousE in Legion Bk. no Its just when our in-

tentions are best that we always make the most poisonous
floaters.

Floating, /»//. a. Add : 1. (Additional ex-

amples.)
1838 Southern Lit. MessetigerW. 26/1 The noise of steam,

and the dissonant voices of the crowd subside, and give place

to the regular thump of the floating hotel [sc. a steamer].

1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 85 The Knickerbocker-
Steamer, that floating palace of the Hudson. 191a Cham-
bers's yrnt. 184/2 A floating factory means an old steamer
of three to four thousand tons, a size which has annually
been increased. . .By using the larger size of steamers the

owners are able to fit them with plant not only for trying

out the blubber, .but also with plant for turning the carcasses

into oil and guano.

3. b. (See quot.)
1888 Lock^vood's Diet. Mech. Engtn. s.v., When the lever

of a weigh-bridge or of a testing machine is in equal balance

it is said to be floating.

5. b. Ofan insurance policy: Variable as to cer-

tain details, as a policy of marine insurance which
covers a certain class ofgoods or all goods shipped

between specified ports, or a policy which insures

goods of a certain class the specific articles of

which are liable to change.

1839 Southern Lit. Messenger V. 7/1 The packets, by their

'floating policies of insurance' ofier another inducement to

shippers. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 527/2 As it frequently

happens that merchants desire to have all their shipments
covered, by whatever vessel they may come, they require

insurance in general terms ; such a policy is termed ^float-
ing policy.

6. floating axle, a live axle in which the revolv-

ing part turns the wheels while the weight of the

vehicle is carried on the ends of a fixed axle hous-

ing ; floating battery («) (later example) ; {b)

Electr. (see quot. 1910) ; floating: mill U.S.^ a

mill so constructed as to float in a river and be

worked by the current ; also attrib. ; floating vote,

voter U.S. (see Floater 4 a).



FLOATIWG^OTTT.

lOM IVesim. Gaz. s6 Nov. 4/3 The famous ' 'floating '
back

axt 1866 E. A. Pollard Southern Hist, lyar I. 60 Ihe

'floating battery dismounted two of the parapet guns lot

Fort Sumter]. 1878 Emycl. Brit. VIII. 72/2 De la Rives

floaUng bauiry. J,.o ^.Ha^ukMEUctr. D,ct FloaUng

BatUry,i^\aT2i%<t battery employed in a parallel system to

discha^e into or be charged by the system as '^q-red.

1817 S. R. Brown Wtstem Gaz. 5> It has a post office and

a •floating mill anchored abreast of the town 1888 Loci.

U^s Diet. Mich. Engin., Floating MM Wheel, a water

wheel, having its bearing! in a boat moored in the stream of

a rapidly flowing river, which turns the wheel and performs

wort for which it is suitable. 1847 I^'t'ckerbocker Ma^.

XXIX v% Such constitute what in common parlance is

called the ' "floating vote '. 190S D. G. Phillips Plum 1 ree

i4Thosestiff.armed men were the • *floating voters of that

ward of PulaskL
_ . n rr o

b. In the names of certain grasses (see quots.). U.^.

i8s« Ref. Mass. Board Agric. I. 22 Floating Foxtail,

(Alofeatrus geniculatus). Ibid. 50 The Floating Meadow
Grass, or Common Manna Grass.

Floating-ont. [f- vbl. phrase to float out (see

Float v. ii).] The action of floating a ship out

of dock. AXsoattrib.

1806 Daily News 18 Sept 6/7 The float!ng-out of dock of

theUittleship Illustrious at Chatham Dockyard. 1899 Ibid.

2Q June 5/5 Her floating-out weight was 1,500 tons.

Plobert (floa-bait, llflcb/r). The name of a

French armourer, used attrib. in Flobert cartridge,

rifle. . , .

1S04 Kynochjml. Jan.-Mar. 33 The Flobert cartridge is

notable as being an evolution of the percussion cap.

Flocculus. Add: 3. Astr. a. Applied to the

wisps of luminosity in a nebula.

1826 Sir J. Herschel in Mem. Astrcm. Soc. II. 491 The
flocculi [in the nebula of Orion], instead of being generally

round, are drawn out into little wisps,

b. A name given by Hale to cloudy wisps or

masses covering the sun's surface, revealed when

the sun is photographed with the spectroheliograph.

1904 G. E. Hale & Ellerman in Aslrophys. Jrnl. XIX.
42 It has now seemed best.. to suggest the rtxmt. flocculus

to distinguish a mass of vapor from the facula which may or

may not lie below it. Ibid., The term ' flocculi ' is applied

indiscriminately to all bright or dark cloudsof vapor photo-

graphed in projection on the Sun's disk, without distinction

of level. 191S G. E. Hale Ten Yrs. Wk. Mount. Obseru.

20 The spectroheliograph.. discloses extensive clouds of

calcium, hydrogen, iron, and other vapors, which ..are re-

corded (as flocculi). Ibid. 21 At the lower level of the calcium

flocculi the period of rotation at the sun's equator is 24-8

days.

Flogging, vbl. sb. Add :

2. d. Army slang. (See quot.)

1919 War Terms in Athenaeum i Aug. 695/2 ' Flogging/

the illegal disposal of Army goods. [Cf. 1915 E. Eraser &
Gibbons Soldier S, Sailor Words, flog, to: to sell some-

thing not the vendor's own to dispose of.]

Flood, sb. 8. Add: floodlight, artificial

light projected in quantity from different directions

so that dark shadows are completely eliminated;

also, a light forming part of a system for illumi-

nating ground in this way ; also attrib. ; hence

flood-light V. trans., to Illuminate with flood-

light ; flood-lighting, the action of illuminating

with flood-lights ; also, flood-lights collectively ;

also aitrib. ; so flood-lit a. ; flood-plain (earlier

example) ; flood-way, (a) a piece of flooded road

or path ;
{b) a channel constructed for the purpose

of taking the flood-waters of a river; flood-wood

(earlier U.S. example).
1925 A. E. Newton Greatest Bk. in World 82 From either

side of the proscenium arch two "flood-lights played upon the

actors. 1915 Cody ft Dates' Ilium. Engin. 410 The light may
be projected from flood-light projectors. 1928 Daily Tel.

29 May 10/5 From thirty flood-light projectors the Royal

Pavilion was bathed in amber, red, and green. 1930 Aber-

deen Presstf Jrnl. 29 Mar. 7/1 Itwould be useless to turn a
' flood-light 'on to any article which cannot stand this_search-

ing test. 1913 LuCKiEsH Light f; Color 256 Tall or isolated

buildings are particularly attractive when *flood-lighted.

1918 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea Air Station ix. I3r By
flood-lighting the sky with flares placed on the tops of

balloons. 1917 Electr. News 26, 48 A Resum^ of Flood-
lighting. 1923 J. W. T. Walsh Lighting fr Phototn. 188

The illumination of open spaces.. may often be carried out

satisfactorily by a floodlighting equipment. 1927 Mary
Borden Flamingo 11. ii. It was, of course, most beautiful at

night against the dark, when Peter's flood-lighting streamed
over it to make it translucent as ice. 1928 Daily Express
6 Aug. 15/1 Its walls, brilliantly *flood-lit,. .are made almost

entirely of sheets of glass. 187^ J. H. Beadle Undevel. West
XXX. 656 West of the * Buckskin * was a singular *fiood plain

some six miles wide. 1889 Gretton Memory's Harkback
108 Near Tewkesbury and Upton there was a nasty bit of
"flood-way. 1928 Manchester Guardian Weekly 31 Aug.
178/3 The construction of a ' floodway ' leaving the main
stream [of the Mississippi] at Bird Piint, near Cairo. 1822

Massachusetts Spy 6 Feb. (Th.) There are two short carrying
places in this distance, occasioned by "flood-wood.

Flood, V. Add : 3. b. To drive out by floods.

xoxo Westm. Gaz. 21 June 8/3 The flooded-out attendants.

i. d. To become flooded.

1908 Daily Report 24 Aug. 9/r A carburettor which per-

sistently floods IS not uncommon. 1913 Motor Man. 13 A
persistent tendency to flood, .due to a punctured float.

Floor, i*.^ Add: 1. Fhr. To wipe thefloor with:

see Wipe v. 9 e.

7. b. The floor (Cricket colloq.) : the ground.

So toput a catch on thefloor (Cricket colloq.) : to

fail to hold it.

380

1903 Strand Mag. XXV. 624/2 A large majority of them

\sc. catches] were ' put on the floor '.

14. floor-space.

1876 J. S. Ingram Centennial Expos, v. 150 It occupied

about one-seventh of the entire floor-space in that structure.

189S M. Beau.mont JoanSeaton 113 The floor-space was so

great, that there was no crowding.

15. floor-leader U.S., a leader in debate, esp.

in legislative assemblies ; floor-manager U.S., a

' master of ceremonies ' at a dance ;
floor-timber,

(*) U.S. timber for flooring ; floor-walker U.S.

(earlier example).
1899 Congress. Rec. 11 Feb. 1764/2 Congress has witnessed

very few more successful *floor leaders. 1906 Springfield

(Mass.) Weekly RepnbL 8 Feb. 11 Representative Payne..

is titular republican floor leader in the House. 1887 Harper's

Mag. May 967/1 Jerry, as one of the "floor-managers, was

gorgeous. 1902 Harben Abntr Daniel 47 The floor-

managers piloted the dancers down-stairs. 1851 C. Cist

Cincinnati 325 *Floor timbers.. are here furnished. 1876

F. R. Stockton in Scribner's Monthly Feb. 599/2, 1 next

went into a store a few doors further up Broadway. When
I entered I approached the "floor-walker.

Floorer. Add:
1. b. In the game of skittles, a throw with the

first of three balls which floors all the pins.

1883 CasselCs Bk. Sports 128 The only play that will secure

a floorer is to throw the ball with a good round-handed

swing, imparting to the ball what in billiards would be called

a ' side ', and so that the edge of the ball alights on the

right-handed shoulder of the front pin. 1928 Daily Express

3r Mar. 3/4 A scroll on which are inscribed the names of

members who have scored floorers. 1930 A. P. Herbert
Water Gipsies xxi, .\ stranger to the game could not have

told how it happened, but in less than a second the frame

was clear—not one pin standing—a ' floorer '.

Flooring, vbl. sb. 5. flooring-board (earlier

U.S. example), -machine.

1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 237 Every other building article,

panel doors, blinds, . . "flooring-boards and plank, [etc.]. 1847

H. Howe Hist. Collect. Oliio 372 There are now in opera-

tion -within the corporate limits. -2 "flooring machines.

FlOOSe (fl«s). Also falus, faloos, floos,

flus(e). [See Fluce sb.'\ A small coin of north

Africa, Arabia, India, and other neighbouring

countries.

1625 in Foster Fngl. Factories India (1900) III. 71 There

money goeth by the cafiala, of which gj maketh a doller and

60 fluse to a caffala. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Floose,

the tenth part of a danim, a petty money of Bussorah and

other parts of Arabia. 1906 Daily Chron. 2 May 7/6 To-day

a well-dressed man, who sees a European passing in the

street, extendshls hand, andmutters something about 'flus .

1907 Daily Mail 18 Jan. 6/4 Often have I bestowed upon

him Kfloos for bread.

Flop, J*. Add: 4. b. A turn-round ; a sudden

change of policy or party. U.S.

1904 Springfield (Mass.) Weekl;/ Reputl. 7 Oct. i That a

flop by the most militant of the muonists is under contempla-

tion has been denied. 191 1 H. S. Harrison Queed xvui.

230 So ran the editorial, which was offensively headed
' West's Fatal Flop '.

c. A failure, collapse, or decline. Also, a book

or play which is a failure.

1893 Farmer Slang, Flop. 2. . . A sudden fall or ' flop' down.

3. . . A collapse or breakdown. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 28 Jan. 6/a

There has been a flop in Trunks, but Canadas have been

good. 1927 Sunday Express 15 May 5/7 Nearly all the

American turns prove a flop. Yet they think they can com-

mand the earth. 1930 Publishers' Weekly 18 Oct. 1851

These authors every once in a while write a flop.

d. A ' flabby' or ' soft' person, slajig.

1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay 11. iv. 171 All the little,

soft ieminine hands, the nervous ugly males, the hands of the

flops, and the hands of the snatchers I 1923 Glasgow Herald
12 Dec. JO If that little flop.. believes he can play fast and

loose with the moral consciousness of this nation. 1030 R.

Fraser Rose Austey xli. 301 You funny little man.. .You're

simply a flop.

5. flop-eared (earlier U.S. example) ; flop-honse,

a doss-house.

184s J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs ii. 28 You..gnatty,

"flop-eared varmint ! 1927 Scots Observer 26 Mar. J0/3 The
lowest of the derelicts spent the night.. in a '"flophouse

(which is worse than the lowest 'model '). 1930 Harper's

Mag. July 133 The Welfare Council of New York bad to

charter an old barge, .as an overflow flop bouse.

Flop, adv. and int. Add : Also^^.
1930 Daily Express 6 Sept. 4/2 Every one adopts a ' wait

and see ' policy, and business goes * flop '.

Flop, Z'. Add: 2. b. Also without (W^r; and

trans, to cause to change sides ; to bring over. U.S.

1904 Omaha Bee 3 Sept. 6 A number of New York news-

papers have flopped to the support of Parker. 1904 Spring-

field {Ms^s.) Weekly Republ. 16 Dec. 8 Mr. Roche flopped

the Boston Pilot to the support of the republican candidate.

C. To ' go flop ', collapse, slang.

19x9 P. G. Wodehouse Damsel in Distress viii, The
summertime number [in a theatre] flopped on the second

night. 1928 Observer 15 July 15/1 If. .the play ' flops 'after

a run of. .three or four nights-

Flopper (flcpsi). US. [f. Flop v. 2 b.] One
who deserts to the opposite side, esp. in politics.

1904 Louisville Courier Jrnl. 1 7 Aug. 4 There are always

floppers. The mere circumstance that somebody deserts his

party and goes over to the other proves nothing.
_ 1905 N. V.

Even. Post 28 Dec. i Assemblyman Rogers is a flopper

because he withdrew from the speakership race and re.

entered it.

Floppy, a. Add: Wsoflg.
1905 Sladen Playing the Game ix, She's such a young

heifer—she's at the floppy sentimental age.

FLOUE.

Florencite (fl?'rens9it). Min. [f. name of W.
Florence -t- -ite 1.] A hydrated phosphate of alu-

mina and cerium earths.

1899 Min. Mag. (1900) XII. 244 Florencite was first dis-

covered as a rare constituent of the cinnabar-bearing sands
of Tripuby, near Ouro Preto, Minas Geraes, Brazil. Ibid.

247 The chemical composition of florencite is.. very similar

to that of hamlinite.

Florida. Add: Florida moss = Lokg-beakd 2,

Tillandsia usneoides.
1888 G. TRU.MBt;LL Bird Names 75 A large bunch of

' Florida moss'. 1924 Coittemp. Rev. Jan. 95 Giant trees

hung with florida moss.

b. A variety of orange grown largely in Florida.

189a Susan Hale -Z^^//. (1919) 270 Oranges are delicious..

.

I tliink they must be Floridas. 1896 Daily News 24 Dec.

3/2 '1 he difficulty with * Floridas ' is the cost of the transit,

owing to the very great tenderness of their skins.

Floridean (flpri-di'an), a. [{. mod.L. Tloridex

(f. h.floridus Flobid) -h -an.] Of or pertaining to

the Floridese.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 272/1 The colourless granules

of Floridem. .have been called floridean-starch.

Floridian (fipri-dian), a. and sb. [f. Florida
+ -IAN.] A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or associated

with Florida ; Geol., of or pertaining to a group of

strata of the Pliocene series extending through the

Atlantic states of North America, or to the corre-

sponding geologic age. B. sb. a. An inhabitant

of Florida, b. Geol. The Floridian group of strata.

1870 Amer. Naturalist III. 400 It is called Grape Fruit

by the Floridians. Ibid. 401 A species grows in Mexico,

but whether identical with the Floridian we do not know.

x888 Amer. Anthrop. I. 342 Along the coast from Labrador

to the Floridian peninsula. 1893 Dana /l/(t«. Geol. (ed. 4)

884 Marine Tertiary of the Atlantic and Gulf Borders.

3. Pliocene period. Floridian Epoch. i^^G^lKie. Text-bk.

Geol. (ed. 4) II. 1298 The Floridian series, in which have

been recognised—(a) a lower group (Caloosahatchie, Wac-
camaw), and ijt) an upper group, variously termed De Soto

and Croatan.

Floristic (floristik), a. and -f*. [f. Flora : see

-iSTic] A. adj. Of or pertaining to the study of

plants with reference to their distribution. B. sb.

pi. That branch of phytogeography which deals

with the distribution and abtmdance of plants. So
Flori'BticaUy adv.

1909 Warmings CEcot. Plauls i Floristic plant-geography

is concerned with— i. The compilation of a ' Flora ', that is,

a list of species growing within a larger or smaller area...

2. The division of the earth's surface into natural floristic

tracts. -according to their aflinities...3. The sub-division of

the larger natural floristic tracts—floristic kingdoms—into
smaller natural tracts. Ibid. 145 Grassy surfaces lining a
railway differ floristically according to the aspect. 19x8 L.

HuxLEV Life Sir J. D. Hooker II. 41.4 This great floristic

work was fitly rounded off by his completion of the ' Ceylon

Flora '. X928 V. G. Childk Most Anc. East iii. 50 To find

a floristic and faunistic environment comparable to that en-

countered by the most ancient Egyptians one must travel

far upstream into the monsoon zone.

Flomle (fl5»Ti«l). Anglicized form of FlO-

BULA.
1894-S 16th Ann. Rep. U.S. Geol. Sum. I. S3S In view of

the fact that in both countries [sc. Portugal and America] a

number of distinct horizons showing the progressive_change

in the flora throughout that period have yielded fossil plants

in such a way that, if the Portuguese beds were as fully de-

veloped as are the American ones, each of these fiorules

might also be compared, the subject becomes rather fasci.

Dating.

Flossy, a. Add: Msoflg. Saucy, impertinent,

' fresh '. U.S. slang.

1900 G. Ade More Fables in Slang (1902) 136 He'd show
you if you could get Flossy with a Lady, even though she

Works. 1903 A. H. Lewis Boss 122 He's as flossy a proposi-

tion as ever came down the pike. I9aa Titls 'Timber i. 14

Do you list that with your references ? Your luck with these

flossy young petticoats?

Flots (fl?ts, \\f\o), sb. pi. [Fr., pi. offlot wave.]

Trimmings of lace or loops of ribbon arranged in

overlapping rows.
i88a Caulfeild & Sawakd Diet. Needlework, Flits, a

French term, used to signify successive loops of ribbon or

lace arranged to lie over.lapping one another in rows, so as

to resemble the flow of small waves.. .What iscalleda Fl&t-

bow is made after the -same style, igoa Daily Chron. 12 .\pr.

8/3 The long flots of frills.

Flouncy (flau-nsi), a. Also -ey. [f. Flodnck

j^,2 + -Y i.J Having flounces, flounced.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 20 Sept. 3/2 A deep-kilted flouncy

chiffon. 1906 Daily Chron. 31 Aug. 5/7 Floppy hats and

skirts, all ' fluffy * and • flouncy ', have come into vogue

again. X909 H. G. Wells 'Tono-Bungay l i. 15 Shiny and

flouncey clothing, igzjSunday at Home }\nie$:il/2¥\oancy

petticoats, -are giving way in Spain to modern styles.

Flounder, -s*-^ Add: 2. C. A drowned corpse.

slang,
1889 Barrere & Leland Diet. Slang.

Flour, sb. 3. flour-dredger (U.S. example),

loaf, man, -shoot.

1867 'T. Lackland' Homespun i. 125 Spoons, and knives,

and rolling-pins, and "flour-dredgers. i8a8 A. Sherburne

Mem. ii. (1831) 53 He withdrew and sent us in some flour

loaves. 1848 Knickerbocker Mag. XXXI. 221 The butcher s

bill the coal man's bill, the "flour man's bill, the house rent,

were all quickly settled. 1880 T. Hardy Trumpel-MtLJor

xxxii The miller entered the mill as if he were simply stay-

ing up to grind. But he continually left the "flour-shoot

to go outside and walk round.



PLOITB.

4. flour-worm, the larva of any one of the flour-

beetles or flour-moths,

x88o T. Hardv Truntpet-Maj9r xvi, Such abundance of
u-ater that the old-established death-watches, wood-lice, and
flour-worms were all drowned.

Flour, Z'* 3. Add: Also-rans.
x88a /Ce/. Free. Metals US. 648 The acfion of pounding

is likely. . to flour the gold as well as the qtilcksilver.

Flouring, vbl. sb. 1. (Karlier U.S. examples.)

h^soflouring mill-stone.

1817 S. R. Brown Western Gas. 49 Steam mills. .will be
in operation as soon as the country is sufficiently settled for

the purpose of flouring for exportation. /biJ. 91 There are

two merchant flowering mills. 1833 Indiema Gazetteer 37
There are now on this creek three flouring mills, five saw
mills, and a carding machine. 1837 Peck Gaz. lUiuois \.

30 Steam mills for flouring.. are profitabli?. 1842 Atnerican

Pioneer I. 204 In the city and its vicinity are twenty-five

pairs of flouring mill-stones, 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 310
First comes the blacksmith, then the wheelwright, then the

flouring-mill.

Flow, sb^ Add : L e. GeoL A gradual bend-

ing or deformation of rocks.

1889 Bull, 1/.S, Ceol, Surv. No. 55. 68 The elaborate and
exhaustive series of experiments made by Henri Tresca on
' the Flow of Solids '. 1897 Geol. Ma^. Nov. 513 Some Ex-
periments on the Flow of Rocks. Ibid. 514 The conditions

of pressure to which the marble u subjected are those In the
' rone of flow ' of the earth's crust. 1900 Fkil.^ Trans. (1901)

CXCV. 363 An Experimental Investigation into the Flow
of Marble.

9. flow-blue, a blue colour applied to pottery or

porcelain which diffuses readily through the glaze

;

flov-glase, coloured glaze applied to the top of a
vessel and allowed to ran down the sides in irregu-

lar streaks ; flow-meter, an instrument for measur-

ing rateof flow(of gas, liquid fuel, etc.) ; flow-pipe,

the pipe by which hot water leaves the boiler in

a system of heating; flow-structure Geol.^ the

structure in igneous rock produced by the flow of

the molten mass before solidification,

1925 Odell in E. F, Norton Fightfor Everest^ ig24 362
The . . *flow.mctcr . . was connected up with the rubber tubmg
conve>-ing the gas from the cylinders to the mouthpiece.

1930 C. J. Stewaiet Aircraft Instrum. v, 115 The purpose
of a fuel flowmeter is to measure on an aircraft the rate of
flow of fuel to the engine. 1904 Techno/. ^ Sci. Diet. (ed.

Goodcbild & Twcney), Flow or *F'lozu Pi^e^ the pipe by
which the water leaves a boiler. 1893 'flow-structure (see

Fluidal]. x^-^Atiuuxum 11 July 65/2 A flow-suucture
has 1>een developed in the matrix.

Flo'W, V. Add: L f. Geol. (Seequot. 1900.)

1894-S Vaw HisE in it>th Ann. Reft. U.S. GeoL Surv. v.

594 Whether rocks flow or fracture Is in many cases largely

dependent on the rapidity of deformation. \%yj Geol. Mag.
Nov. 514 The experiments therefore show that limestone.

.

docs possess a certain degree of plasticity, and can be made
to ' flow '. 1900 Fhxl. Traits. (1901) CXCV. 398 Many lime-

stones ander pressure in the earth's crust flow precisely as

metals do by deformation of the compressed grains and
without the mterventioa of vaur or any other solvent.

3. a. Also, of animals.

1890 * R. BoLDREwooD * CoU Reformer xix. He , .confined

himself to riding . . round the cattle on the camp, preventing
them firom flnwmg out in unnecessary directions.

8. d, (Motiern U.S. example.)
1906 K. M. WiECAND in Amer. Naturalist }\xTi€ 446, I

observed a tree which flowed little sap and cootioued flowing
after the other trees had ceased.

Flowag^e. Add : (Earlier example.)
sgao Mmssackusetts Spy 3 Feb. (Th.) The flowage, which

would be occasioned by a dam to turn the water into the
Feeder.

b. Geol. and Mech, Gradual internal alteration

in stmcture of a viscous solid by intermolecular

movement.
X804-S Vam Hise in tUh Ann, Rep. U.S. GeoL Surv. i.

594 Even in homogeneous rocks, the zone of fracture and the

zone of flowage arc not sharply separated from each other.

tgoiAtMtMtnm 11 July 65/2 One of the most interesting

structures developed by the fracture and flowage of the xocks.

Flowed, /?>/. a. U.S. [t Flow v. +-mj1.]
Flooded.
189a Vermont Agric. Rep. X 1 1. 1 14 The areas of interval,

or flowed lands, of the Otter Creek and some of its uibuuries
arc very extensive.

Flower, sb. Add ; 3. No flowers : an intima-

tion that floral tributes are not desired at a funeral

;

hence, no sign of mourning or regret.

1900 Chaslotte Hasbvrv a utoii^r. (1901) xv. 934 When
the Home-soing ts, I want to say with more than common
empha^s—~by desire '—no flowers; also no bell tolling.

19S8 £. Wallace Gunner xxii, I shall . . explain to the police

why I shot TOD, aod there will be no flowers from Scotland
Yard.

12. &. floTt/er-jOTj -seed, -shop (U.S. example),

d- flower-sweet adj.

1835 Southern LiL Messenger I, 239 Getting some water
from a 'flower jar, I sprink^d it over her face. 1863 B.

Taylok //. Thunton il 35 Mrs. Babb..had gathered, .the

chrysanthemums, .and stuck them into an old glass flower.

jar. 1866 Mrs, Whitney L. Goidtkivaite vii. There were
•flower-seeds—bags labelled ' Petunia '. 1867 Amer. Natu-
ralist May 1. 1 54 Brandies of this early gem may now be pur-

chased. .at the *flower-&hops of Boston. 1863 Swinburne
Ckastelmrd u i, I love her for sweet eyes or brows or hair.

For the smooth temples, where God touching her Made blue
with tweeter veins the *flower-swect while. 1908 Hardy
Dyneuts m. v. iL 431 To put it so is flower-sweet of you.

MoS Westm. Gat. a June 2/3 Her flower-sweet hand<;. 19*5

J. Grkcorv Bab ofBackwoods 34 Flower-swect attributes

of girlhood.

881

13. flower-basket, {a) a basket for flowers

;

{b) see Venus 1 12 c; flower-beetle, any beetle

which feeds upon flowers, esp. one belonging to the
genus Meligothes \ flower-box, a box in which
flowers are grown, e.g. one placed outside a window,
a window-box ; flower-bud, an unopened flower,

as distinguished from a leaf-bud ; flower-fly, a fly

which frequents flowers, esp, one belonging to the
family Bombyliida&\ flower-service, a church
service to which offerings of flowers are brought

;

flower-shut U,S., the time in the evening when
flowers close ; flower spider, a spider whose
coloration resembles that of the flowers among
which it lives.

i86a T. W. Harris Insects Injur. Veget. (ed. 3) 24 The
tree-beetles, .during the same period of their lives, frequent
flowers, and are called *flower-beetles. 1876 J. S. Ingram
Centen. Exposition xii. 308 The general description of tiles

made by this firm are here enumerated. Encaiutic and
tessclated tile pavement ;. .*fiower-boxes, etc. 1871 Leisure
Hour ^-jZlx One kind [of caterpillar], .manages to enclose
a young *flower-bud betwixt the leaves. z86a T. VV. Harris
Insects Injur. Veget, (ed. 3) 17 *Flower-flies {Anikaniyix).
1884 Family Friend Jatu 2/2 * It will do me more good to
rest than to go to church.' * But the *flower-service !

'

1894 {title) Hymns for Flower Services. 1849 N. P.
Willis Rural Lett. \^ Between five in the morning and
* "flower-shut* 1 feel as if four walls and a ceiling would
steamy breath. 1879 Trans. S.A, Phil, Soc 1. 11. 40 The
•"Flower Spider* also assumes deceptive colours, as it hides
beneath the petals of a flower, ready to spring forth upon
itsprey.

Flower, v. 1. b. Add : Also with into.

1865 Mrs. ftliRiAM C. Harris C'^'.r^/Mfxxxii, Itseemedas
if earth had suddenly flowered into a paradise. Ibid, xxxvi,
The evil in him had flowered out into luxurious growth.

Flowery, a. Add: 1. c. Flowery Empire^
Kiyigdom., Land^ or Nation [transl. Chinese hwa
kw6\'. China. Flowery Land sXso = Florida.
1847 R. Fortune Three Years' IVand. L a Was this.. the

'flowery land *,. of which I had heard so much in England?
1859 KIavne Reid Ofeola i, The Flowery Land. z86s
Oftce a IVeek 36 July 138/1 Celestials of the 'flowery'
empire. 1867 Cozzkns Sayings i. 4 Silk, sir, came from the
Flowery Nation. X870 Macm, Mag. XXIIl. 172/1 Nor has
Christianity. .ever been able to obtain a solid footing in the
Flowery Land [sc. China).

Flu : see Fluk sb.^

1915 RosHER In R.N.A.S. (19x6) 44 Riggall and Maude
are both pretty rocky too^-sort of flu or something.

Pluavil (flKavil). Ckem. [ad. F. fluavile

(Payen, Comptes Rendus, 1852, XXXV. 118).] A
yellow resin obtainedfromgutta-percha by oxidation.
1864 Watts Diet. Chem. 11. 669 Fluavily a constituent of

guttapercha,containingfroni 4 to6percent. ofthat substance.

z88o EmycL Brit. XI. 338/3 M. Payen gives the following
analysis of commercial gutta pcrcha :—Pure gutta . . 75 to 83
per cenL Resins soluble in boiling alcohol:— i. Crystalbin
or albin..6 to 14 per cent. 2. Fluavil (C20H32O), yellow,

falling as an amorphous powder on the cooling of the alcohol,

6 to 14 per cent. i88a yml. Chem, Soc. XLIL 308.

Flubdub (flzrb,d»b). U.S, [FancifuL] Bom-
bnslic language.
x888 Detroit Free Press Aug. (Farmer) By swiping out

the flub-dub and guff, 1 guess well have room to put in the
points. 1904 Rochester Post-Express 13 July 4 I'here is an
immense amount of flubdub and nonsense and gush in this

sort of talk. 1908 Herald (Buenos Ayres) in Daily Chron.
30 June 4'7 All the oratory aod political flub*dub that was
ever mouthed or printed.

Fluctuational Cfl»l;tiK,^-j3nal), a. [f. Fluc-
tuation + -AL.] Of or pertaining to fluctuation.

1913 W. Batesos Mendets Princ. Heredity 311 Negative
results which suggest that these features are largely fluc-

tuational.

Flue, sb.^ e. Add : flue-tube \ fltu-like adj.

;

flue-boiler (earlier example) ; flue-cure i/., to cure

(tobacco) by using artificial heat introduced by
flues ; so fltu-curing ; flue-dust, dust which col-

lects in the flue of a furnace, spec, of a metallurgical

furnace, and which contains valuable particles of

metal, etc. ; flue-gas, any mixture of gases from

the flues of chemical and smelting factories; flue-

surface (stfe quot.).

1857-8 Trails. III. Agric. Soc. IIL 522 My boiling was not

conducted under as favorable auspices.. as in the experi-

ment previously alluded to with the 'flue boiler. 1909
C^w/.^/c/.Suppl., "Flue-cure. x^-^Glasgo^v Herald^-iJidne

10 Each ofthesc growers has a flue-curing barn. 1857 R. S.

BuRM Steam Engine (ed. 2) 77 Each chamber, .is also con-

nected with the bottom of the boiler by a series of vertical

flue pa.ssages,.. which.. allow the *flue-dust to precipitate

into the spaces beneath, x^n Encycl. Brit. XXV. 42/3 Both
kinds of gas» when issuing from the burner, hold in mechani-

cal suspension a considerable quantity of ' flue-dust '. 19x7

Nature C. 92/1 The flue-dust of blast-furnaces. 1898 Jrnl.
Chem. Soc, LXXIV. 11. 188 *Flue Gases in Relation to

Furnace EflSciency. X900 Engineering Mag, XIX. 760/1
The now easy process of flue-gas analysis. 1874 Knight
Diet, Mech.. *Flue-surface (Steam-engine), the area of sur-

face q{ the boiler which is exposed to the action of the

flame and healed gases after they have left the fire-chamber

or furnace. The heating surface of a boiler is made up of
the fire-surface and flue-surface. 1878 Design «f Work IV.

335/1 Smoke and soot were discharged in such abundance
as speedily to choke the *flue-tubes.

Flueless Cfl«*les), a. \i. Floe j^.s
-f- -less.]

Without a flue.

X903 Daily Chron. 27 Jan. 3/7 Flueless fires. x^^Glasgow
Herald 25 Mar. 10 Flueless grates.

FLUKE.

VlufE.sb.^ Add: 1. d. Vsn^Wy bit offluff {%tt
*BiT sb."^ 4 f ) : A young woman, colioq,

1903 'Marjoribanks' Fluff-hunters zi The guard was
about to whistle, when a bit of fluff was blown up the plat-
form, and, before Webster had had time to send up a petition
for a safe journey, it (the fluff) had come to rest on the corner
seat opposite him. 1920 W. Deeping Second Youth xxiv,
Got a little party on, you know, two bits of fashionable flufl*.

e. A kind of wheat.
192a Glasgow Herald 30 Mar. 11 Good white Kent flufis.

Fluff, z'.^ Add:
5. e. Of porters : To wait about when off duty

in the hope of receiving tips, slang.
Z926 IVestm. Gaz. 7 Jan., ' Fluffing '—that is, unauthor-

ised tip-hunting by railway men—must stop, by order of the
National Union of Railwaynien.

f. To bungle (a stroke ormovement in gamesV
Also in ppi. a, (Cf. *Dufp v.'^)

X90X Westni. Gaz. 30 Apr. 7/3 Blain played first, and
topped his shot into the bunker. Hilton then played, half-
fluffed his. 1909 Ibid. 10 June 12/3 He skied his second into
the rough at the third, and then fluffed his approach. 1915
H. L. Wii^oN^«£g^^fj^7?<-^(?a/ XV. (1917)264 If it proves
that I have fluffed my catch, rely upon me to use extreme
measures, 1923 Glasgow Herald 25 June 9 There were
fluffed strokes near the greens, 1930 Morning Post 17 June
14 Jones's fluffed pitch at Hoylake.

Fluffed (flpft), ppl. a. [f. Fluff sb."^ or z'.l +
-ED.] a. Having or covered with fluff or soft hairs

;

puffed out like a ball of fluff.

1906 Westm. Gaz. 6 Jan. 14/r A pair of little sedge-warblers
busy feeding a fluffed-out young cuckoo. 1900 Marg. B.
Saunders Litany Lane i. xi, A dark-fluffed, dimple-fisted
citizen [viz. a baby].

Flnffily (fi^'-fili), adv. [f. Fluffy a, + -ly '^.]

In a fluffy manner or condition, like fluff.

15)23 Weekly Dispatch 14 Jan. 15 Beautiful pink plumes..
swing fluffily from the waist on either side. 1927 Scots
Obscj-uer 30 Apr. 11/3 One was a fluflSly pretty stranger.

FlufFment (fl»-fmenl). dial, and U.S. [f.

Fluff ^^.1 or v.i -*- -ment.] Something of a light

or loose texture {lit. andy?f.).
1890 Century Mag. Apr. 817 That isbutafluffmentof talk,

my Lady... I never heard tell in my time of nurture being
stronger tlian nature. 1899 Cumbld. Gloss., Fluffment^
light and loose talk, or material. [Ex.] Her dress o" fluff-

ment an' leacc. 1928 F'unk's Standi. Diet., Fluffment., a
bustling manner or fussy style of dress.

FlufEy, a. Add : L c, fig.., often with reference

to personal character or intellect.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 16 Apr. 1/3 Celia is strong-minded. You
would not think so to look at her; she is what 1 call a fluffy

girL 1904 E. F. Benson Chnlloners xiv, IJegin instantly

without playing any fluffy arpeggios. 1927 A. P. Herbert
Plain Jane 10, I like them fluffy,..With downy soft eye-

brows and artful blue eyes,.. With fluffy complexions, like

plums on a wall. And fluffy opinions, and no brains at all.

5. Comb. : fluffy-brained^ 'headed^ -minded adjs.

1905 Author I Feb. 150 Has he thrown you over for her,

the *fluffy-brained thing? 190a Westm. Gaz. 2^ Oct, ^/i A
*fluffy-rainded woman. 190^ C.H amii.ton {.title) The Wisdom
of Folly, being Three Exciting Days In the otherwise Peace-
ful Life of a Fluffy-minded Lady. 1915 P. G. Wodehouse
Something Fresh ili, Happy as only a fluffy-minded old man
..can be.

Fluid. Add : A. adj.

1. Fluid extract, a concentrated solution of the

active principle of a drug of such strength that

1 cubic cm. of extract may represent i gramme of

the crude drug. Fluidfilament = Stueam-line.
X851 G. B, W00D& Bache jyw;>^«i. U.S.A. (ed. 9)991 Mix

thoroughly with the resulting Fluid Extract the lincture of

Ginger. xB8o Encycl. Brit. XII. 461/1 In a stream we may
often regard the particles as flowing along definite paths in

space. A chain of particles following each other along such
a constant path may be termed a fluid filament or elementary
stream. 1885 Buck's liandbk. Med. Sci. I. 783/1 The Aro-
matic Fluid Extract (Extraetum Aromaticum Flmdum^
U.S. Ph.).

B. sb, 3. fluid compression, compression of

steel while in a fluid state; ^o fluid-compressed

adj. ; fluid pressure, pressure of a fluid or resem-

bling that of a fluid, being uniform and everywhere
of equal intensity.

1888 Lock-wood s Diet. Meek. Engin., *Fluid Compressed
Steel. 1884 W. H. Greenwood 5/*;^/ 4- Iron xxii. (ed. 2) 511

The moulds employed in Sir Joseph Whitworth's process of

*fluid compression are of special construction. 1858 Rankine
Applied Mech. 100 The term *fluid pressure is used todenote
a thrust which is normaland equally intense in all directions

round a point.

Fluidible (fl«*idib'l), a, [f. Fluid -(--iblk.]

Capable of change of shape like a fluid under

pressure.

1908 J. W. Gregory Geog. 5 The shape of the earth depends
on the fluidible nature of its interior. i9»6 Encycl. Brtt. II.

172 Under the influence of the intense heat and pressure,

the material must at that depth be capable of flow into any
cavities like a fluid, so that it has been described as elastico-

rigid, or ' fluidible ',

Fluidram, Flnigram, contracted ff. fluid
dram,fluid gram{nie.
1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VII. 731/2 In medicine

and pharmacy the gram and the cubic centimeter arc the

most important metric units, and to express their close

relationship the cubic centimeter has been very appropriately

termed a * Fluigram'.

Fluke, z'.'-* 2. Add examples of extended uses.

Also intr.



FLUKED.
1897 Nat. Gould Steiug^ him through xiJi, Even if he

managed to fluke home in this trial. 1904 Daily Chron. 5

May 7/2 Even if Mr. P. F. Warner's XI. were fluked out

of the game. 19*9 Star ai Aug. 16/2 Mai-vellous handicap

horses that may fluke the City and Suburban.

XlXLked (fl«kt), a.2 [f. Fluke sb?- + -ed2,]

Infested with flukes» fluky.

1855 [see Fluky <z.']. igas Glasgow Herald 20 June 4
Badly fluked sheep should be destroyed.

FluMe (flw-ki). coiioq. [f. Fluke sb.^ 2 + -ie.]

A whale.
X9»3 Biackii). Mag, May 603/1 He hung over the side of

the dinghy aiming at half-seen 'flukies *.

Fllixue« sb. 4. Add : jittme-water,

1897 Beatrice Harraden Hiliia Strafford 59, I wish I

hadn t filled up my reservoir so full with flume-water.

Flnmmadiddle. U.S. Add : Also flummer-.

2. (Earlier and additional examples.)

1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest <$• Sunshine iv. 51 What
does she want of any more flummerdiddle notions? 188a

Century Mag. Oct. 837 Well, see all that flummer-diddle he
got off" about it.

Flummoc^ (flt^'maki), a. dial, and U.S,

Also -ucky, flommocky, -ucky. [f. Jlummock sb.

or vb. : see Flummox z*,] Confused, muddled
;

nntidy, slovenly. (Cf. Slummocky.)
1834 Carruthers Kentuckian in N.Y. II. 215 Hang me

if I don't think he's a little flumucky altogether about the
head. 1884- in dial, glossaries (Cheshire, Shropshire, War-
wick).

Flummox, v. 3. U.S. (Earlier example.")

1839 D. P. Thompson Green Mountain Boys xxiv. 256
Well, if he should flummux at such a chance, I know of a
chap , .who'll agree to take his place.

Flung, /•//. a. ^ojlung-out. Also *Fab-flung.
1909 Westm. Gaz. 7 Aug. 2/3 As though theflung-outarm

had wakened a forgotten pain.

Flunk, sb. U.S. 1. (Later example.)
X904 A^. y. Even, Post 6 Jan. 5 A sprinter and football

player has received a flunk in one study and a condition in

another.

Flunk, V, U.S. L (Later examples.)
1850 H. C. Watson Camp-fires Revol. 414 They were, of

course, exposed to the fire of the red-coats.. but they didn't

flunk a bit 1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest ^ Sunshine xi.

151 Most probably the Kentucky girl had flunked, for marster
hadn't had a letter in ever so long. 1898 P. L. Ford Hon.
Peter Stirling 2$$ What will people say of me on November
fourth, if my regiment flunks on September thirtieth ? 1901
Munsey's Mag. XXV. 408/2 It looks pretty middling tough,
and it won't do to try it and flunk. 1910 J. Hart Vigilante
Girl xxi. 294, I don't mean that he's flunking, for he's no
coward. 1915 H. L. Wilson Ruggles ofRed Gap xv. (1917)
263 He flunked a meeting of the Onwards and Upwards
Society.

b. (Later examples.)
1899 A. H. Quinn Pennsylv. Stories 166 He never attracted

attention by bis scholarship, but yet he drifted along some*
how without flunking. X91Z R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling
Ocean vi, gg He tutored for Princeton and flunked in fresh-

man year.

2. (Examples.)
1843 Yale Lit. Mag. IX. 61 That day poor Fullman was

flunked, and was never again reinstated in the good graces
of our officer. 1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories 231 That
was all very well for him, who . . never got * flunked '. 1899
A. H. Quinn Pennsylv. Stories 40 He.. finally flunked him
in his finals. 1910 A''. V. Even. Post 29 Nov. 8 Examining
boards may 'flunk ' an officer in his first examination.

Flunker (fl^qkaj). U.S. [f. Flunk z;. + -er i.]

a. One who fails in an examination (Clapin, 1902).
b. One who causes (candidates) to fail.

xgio O. Johnson Varmint i. 14 * What had he done to
you ?

' said Jimmy, winking at Mr. Hopkins, . .master of the
Latin line and distinguished fiunker of boys.

Flunkey, ^^.^ Add: 1. c. (Seequot.) U.S,
1906 N. y. Even. Post 12 Sept. 7 ' Flunkeys in the North-

west do not wear uniforms ; their work Is to act as assistant
cooks in mining and lumber camps.

Hence Pltinkesria'ua = Flunkeydom i.

i8s4 Punch XXVI. 44 {keading\ Flunkeyiana—s, fact.

Flunkey {out ofplace). * There 's just one question I should
like to ask your Ladyship—Ham I engaged for Work, or
ham 1 engaged for Ornament?' 1938 John Gore in Miss
'E.di^n Senii-nttacked Couple IntTod. p. xi, Miss Eden., could
. .draw, .the characters of servants with brilliance of touch
and a knowledge of flunkeiana which Thackeray might have
envied.

Fluo-- Add : Plno-be'nzene (see quot.).
1884 yml. Chem. Soc. XLVI, 426 FUiobenzene is a limpid

liquid, smelling like benzene, boiling at 85-86*, and not
solidifying at —20*.

Fluor-. Add : Flnor-a'delite Min.y a massive
resinous grey magnesium calcium fluo-arsenate.
nuora*ntheiie Ckem. [Akth(racene], a white
crystalline hydrocarbon found in coal tar.

1897 Jml. Ckem. Soc. LXXII. 11. 325 Tiiasite or *Fluor-
adehtc from ULngban. 1879 fbid. XXXVI. 536 Constitu-
tion of Isodiphenic Acid and *Fluor^nthene.

Fluorescence. Add : altrib. fluorescence
•pectrum, the spectrum of the light emitted by a
substance when excited to fluorescence.
X908 Astrophysical Jrnl. XXVIII. 76 The fluorescence

spectrum of sodium vapor alone is made up of thousands of
very fine lines arranged in groups or bands.

Fluorescent, a. Add : Of a screen or plate :

Coated on one side with a fluorescent substance
such as calcium tungstate or calcium sulphide used
in X-ray photography or examination.
x8q8 \Vestm. Gaz. i3_Dec 5/2 The fl[u]orescent screen

coufd be adjusted outride, 1899 Nature 14 Dec. 150/3
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Points brought out by an examination of the photograph^;,
or by visual observations with a fluorescent screen. 1927
Glasgo7v Herald ^ Feb. 12 The imprinting r.cross space of
a skull on a fl[u]orescent plate by invisible rays outside tlie

spectrum.

Fluorescer (fl« oresai). [f. Flugeesce v. +
-Ett ^.] A fluorescent substance.
1904 Nature 31 Mar, 523/1 The most powerful fluorescer

towards the a radiations is Sidot's hexagonal blende, a
crystallised form of zinc sulphide.

Fluorescin (fl«6re'sin). Chem. [f. Fluor-
esce z*. + -in i.] A colourless amorphous com-
pound, CgoHj^Og, formed by reducing fluorescein.

1871 yml. Chem. Soc. XXIV. 834 Fluorescein dyes sitk

and wool a fine_ yellow, without the use of a mordant. By
the action of zinc dust and ammonia it is converted into
fluorescin.

Fluorescing (fl«6re-sii]), ///. a. [f. Fluoe-
ESOE V. +-ING 2.J That fluoresces, fluorescent.
1892 Photogr. A nn. 1 1. 108 The sensitising action increases

as the fluorescing power decreases. 1896 IVesim. Gaz. 27
May 6/3 Mr. Edison by coating the interior surface of a
Crookes' tube with crystals of a new fluorescing substance
has succeeded in causing the X rays to change to light.

1908 Astrophysical Jml. XXVI 11. 77 Band spectra appear
to be characteristic of fluorescing metallic vapors. 29*4
Discovery June 97/2 A fluorescing screen.

Fluoridation (fi^orid^'Jsn). Chem. [f. Fluo-
ride : see -ation.] The process by which fluorine

combines with other elements to form fluorides.

1904 Van Hise in L/.S. Geol. Surv., Monographs XLVII.
206 Fluoridation is the addition of fluorine, forming fluorides.

Fluorindine (fl«6ri'ndin, 'tx\), Chem. [irreg.

f. Fluor(escence + Ind(ul)ine.] One of a class of

complex dyes (see quot.).

1890 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LVIII. 11. 1444 The term fluorindine
is applied to a class of compounds formed by heating
azophenine, or almost any induHne base, and also by the
action of orlhophenylenediamine hydrochloride on diamido-
phenazine.

Fluoroform (flw'or^^f^jm). Chem. f f. Fluor-
(iNE + Form(tl.] a volatile liquid analogous to

chloroform, used in etching glass.

1890 yrnl. Chetn. Soc. LVIII. 11. 724 This gas is fluoro-

form, CHF3.
Fluorol {Hu'OTpX). Pharm. [f. Fluob(ide +

-OL.] Sodium fluoride, used as an antiseptic.

1901 Dorland Med. Diet.

Fluoroline (fl«*6r(7lin). Chem. Also -in. [f.

*Fluorol + -INK 6.] A volatile base obtained from
lignite coal-tar.

1892 yrnl. Client. Soc. LXII. 11. 1492 Fluoroline, C12H13N,
the volatile base previously described as hygrinc.is pro-

bably derived from the coal-tar oil employed in extracting
the alkaloids.

Flnorophore {^H'oroiooi). Chem. [f. Fluob-
(escence + -o- + -PHORE.] An atomic group whose
presence in the molecule ofa compound, as in certain

ring structures, is supposed to cause fluorescence.

1903 Nature 5 Nov. 15/2 Richard Meyer criticises Dr.
Hewitt's theory that fluorescence is dependent on oscillatory
isomeric change, and urges that a * fluorophore ' group must
also be present in the molecule.

FluoroSCOpe (flw'or^jsk^^up). [f. as prec -l-

-scoPE.] An instrument for observing the effect of

X-rays by their action on a fluorescent screen. So
Flaorosco'pio a., of or pertaining to the fluoro-

scope or to fluoroscopy ; Pluoro'scopy, the use

of the fluoroscope, examination of an object by
X-rays.
1896 The Lancaster (Pa.) Daily New Era 2 Apr. 2 He

[sc, Edison] calls his instrument the Fluoroscope. 1898 Pop.
Sci. Monthly Feb. 569 Any abnormal state of affairs in the
lungs and any variation in the size or position of the heart
are readily made out by the use of the fluoroscope. 1901
DoBLAND Med. Did. (ed. 2), Fluoroscope^ a device used for

examining deep structures by means of the RGntgen-rays.
1913 Ibid. (ed. 7), Fluoroscopy, examination by means of the
fluoroscope. 1908 Practitioner Sept. 437 Fluoroscopic ex-
amination of the thorax was also negative. 1920 Chambers's
yrnl. 142/t This arrangement permits of viewing all parts

of the body through a fluoroscope in a few seconds.

Fluorotjrpe (fl«'6rt7t3ip). Photog. [f. Fluor-
(iDE + -o- + -TYPE.] An old positive process in which
paper sensitized with salts of fluoric acid was used.
1844 R. Hunt Res. Light 106 It has been found that the

fluate of soda has the property of quickening the sensibility
of bromidated papers to a very remarkable extent ; and
from this quality a new process, which I would distinguish
by the name of the Fluorotype, results. 2893 Brothers
Photogr. 116.

Flurry, sb. Add : 2. C. A sudden activity (in

the stock-market).
1876 Fur^ Fin Sf Feather Sept. 129 The prospect of a

flurry in stocks.. is sure to strip the island of visitors. 1889
Kansas Times ff Star 2 Nov., The big flurry in the stock
market yesterday should cause no particular alarm.

Flurry (fl»Ti), sb.^ Dyeing, [ad. Y.fleurSe,
Ljleur Flower + -/d suffix.] A light froth.

x8oo J. Haigh Dyer's Assist. 25 When the flurry is of
a fine Turkish or deep blu& ri8a4 Urk tr. Berthollet''s Art
Dyeing II. 64 When, on striking the vat with the rake,

a beautiful blue froth called^*«r^^ is obtained.]

Fluse, variant of *Floosk.
Flush, a. 1 Add: 5. b. K\^o absol.

1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln, 30Two inch six.panel bead
and flush.

_ 184a Gwilt Archit. §2131 The panels are sur-
rounded with a bead formed on the edge of the framing, and
the work is called bead and flush. 1885 Spons' Mechanics'

FLUX.
Own Bk. 379 When it \,sc. a piece of cope-bead stuff] lies
close in the cheek, and also close at the mitres, it receives
a little glue, and is nailed on with j-in. fine brads, 3 or 4 to
each. These are punched below the flush,

7. flush-binder, one who cuts the pages of a
book flush with the cover ; %oflush hattd\ fluah-
box, each of a series of iron boxes placed at inter-

vals along an underground electric conduit system,
through which the wires are drawn.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) Index, •Flush binder.

1902 Daily Chron. 28 Apr. 11/4 Flush binders wanted, used
to piece work. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) | 532 Binder^
flush ; glues up books and affixes boards ; . . cuts book flush
with edge of cover at top, bottom and fore-edge, by hand
or power-operated guillotine. 1876 Preece & Sivewright
Telegraphy 231 The name "flush box was given to these from
their being laid level with the surface of the ground. 1904
Daily Chron. 12 Jan. 10/6 *Flush Hands wanted.

Flush, z*.^ Add: 11. trans. To fatten ///(sheep);
to stimulate (ewes) with generous diet at the breed-
ing season,
x']^^ Museu3n Rust. III. xxxiii. 148, I had a fine piece

of turneps, with which I intended to (lush up five score
sheep. i836 C. Scott Sheepfarming-j^ Nor is this the only
evil of ' flushing * the ewes when they are put to the rams.
From actual test we are convinced that ewes which have
been flushed one year are never so prolific the next. 1923
Discovery Sept. 243/2 Many flockmasters.. practised the
methods of 'flushing ' or artificially stimulating their ewes
by means of an extra supply of special food at the approach
of the ' tupping •. . .season.

Flush, v.^ 1. Add : Also with up.
1BS3 Specif. Alnwick <y Comhill Rlwy. 3 The whole of

the work is to be flushed up with mortar or cement.

FlusherS (fl27-j3i). U.S. [f. Flush a.2 + -ERi.]

A person who holds a ' flush * iiand of cards. Fo^-
cardflusher « *fourflusher.
191 1 R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter vii. 98 You know it,

you little fo*-card flusher, you !

Flushinsr, sb. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1812 Niies* Weekly Register II. 9/1 The flushings or Hon

skins for great coats.

Fluster-buster. (Modem example.)
1891 Constance MacEwen Three Women in Boat 112 It

is not everybody who gets into a fluster-buster.

Flute, V. Add: 3. b. intr. To hang or jut

out in flutings.

1896 Sun II Dec. 1/7 Arranged with the usual sidepieces,
which flute out gracefully to the lower edge. 1908 AI. & J.
F'indlater Crossriggs xxxi, Her skirts fluted out about
ber like the ruffled petals of a flower.

FlMe-a-bec (flwtabgk). [Fr., flute with beak.]
An old form of flute, having a beak-like mouth-
piece.

^ 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 171 The_/?ii/«

a bee was used so commonly in England that it was called
on the continent 7?w^tf dAngleterre. 1930 Daily Express
8 SepL 6/3 The half-forgotten flute-a-becs, basscthorns .

.

and oboes d'amore.

Flutter, sb. Add :. 1. c. Vibration (of the

propeller of an air machine). Similarly FLnXTER v.

19XX H. T. Wright in C. Grahame-White & Harper
Aeroplane 258 Another experiment was tried recently to
illustrate ' Propeller flutter ...The motor turned the solid

propeller 100 revolutions per minute faster than the lighter

one, which, undoubtedly, would 'flutter* more than the
other. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks 123 Propeller
'flutter' or vibration, may be due to faulty pitch angle,
balance, camber, or surface area.

4. b. A speculation on a small scale in stocks

and shares, slang.

X900 Sir J. Robinson Life Time S. A. 366 The oppor.
tunities of the share market were open to ihc humblest
operator. Men and youths, women and maidens, all could
have a ' flutter '. 1930 Cambridge Daily News 24 SepL 7/6
The shares ought to be worth a mild flutter at round 8s. 6d.

6. flutter-mill U.S., a mill worked by a flutter-

wheel ; flutter-wheel U.S. (earlier example).
1896 J, C. Harris Sister yane 45 [The cat] purred loudly,

making a noise like a small *flutter-milL 1898 Congress.
Rec. 22 Feb. App. 223/1 They will run their flutter-mills and
mixers, and dope the flour to suit themselves. 1817 Index
of Patents (1874) 559 *Flutter-wheels, letting water on.

FlutteratiOU. (Modem U.S. example.)
1896 J. C. Harris Sister yarn 220, I heard a big flutter

ation at the top, and out came a pair of wood-peckeis.

Fluvio-. Add

:

Fla vio-gla*cial a., pertaining to or produced
by the action of streams which have their source in

glacial ice, or the combined action of rivers and
glaciers. Pluviology (fl«vif7-16d3i), the branch of

science dealing with rivers and streams in their

physical forms and actions ; the facts and conditions

relating to a river or river-system.

1894 Geol. Mag. Jan. 30 The younger ^fluvio-glacial gravel
deposits of the Limmat valley. 1905 J. Geikie Struct.
Geol. 3S7 Deposits originally of glacial and fluvio-glacial

origin have been rearranged and redistributed by aeolian

action. 1915 Odell in E. F. Norton Fight for Ez>erest,

IQZ4 319 t luvio-glacial, if i>ot direct glacial deposits. 1904
Amer. Geol. Jan. 43 The modern science of *fiuviology.

1924 Glasgow Herald 13 Dec. 8 An unexpected addition to

the fluviology of Glasgow.

Flux, sb. 13. Add : flux density (see

quots.) ; flux-tums Electr., in an electromagnetic

circuit the product of the number of lines of mag-
netic force with the number of turns in the coil

which carries the magnetizing current ; so flux
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turn, the mean magnetic flux through one turn of
a coil.

jgnSncycl Br;t XXVU. s86/iA(BH)or flux.density
curve, /oia. XXvlll. iio/i Ihe quantity,. .measured by
the time-integral of tliis induced current is a definite
physical quantity, and in this article will be called the mag-
netic flux. The flux, through a unit of surface normal to
the direction of the flux, is called the fl4x density. 1004
Ttdmol. f, Set. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Flusc
Densi/jr, tbc flux per unit area, i. t. the number of lines of
force which pass through a unit area placed at right angles
to the lines.

Ply.rf.l Add:
\. B. A Jly in the ointment [after Eccl. x. 1]

:

some small or trifling circumstance which spoils
the enjoyment of a thing, or detracts from its
agreeableness.
iSaj Lamb Elia Ser. II. Poor Relal., A Poor Relation—is

the most irrelevant thing in nature,— . .a lion in your path,—
a frog in your chamljer,—a fly in your ointment. 1914
Scotsman 10 Sept. g/i The present situation is not without
Its 'fly in the ointment ' for those motorists who have
patriotically lent the assistance of their cars to the military
authorities. 1918 Daily Expras 11 May 10/7 The in-
surance of school fees has now become so general that it is
as well to point out to parents that there is a rather large
fly in the ointment.

f. There are noflies on : (a) there is no lack of
activity or astuteness in (a person) ; there is no fault
to be found with, there are no blemishes in

; (*) there
is nothing dishonest or ' shady ' about (a transac-
tion). So to have noflies on. orig. Colonial and
U.S. slang.
The earliest examples indicate that the phrase was orig.

applied to cattle that are so active that flies do not settle on
them.
1848 Havcarth Bush Life Australia Ix. loi 'It's lucky

we got them," said Amos; 'there were "no flies" about
that black bull.' Note. This expression is very common in
-Australia. . . Anything particularly good is said by the class
of men we are here describing to have ' no flies ' about it.
i8«8 DiPROSR St. Clement Danes 90 To this celebrated pugi-
list [k. Deaf Burke] is attributed the old story of the ' flies
in the gin-and. water ', and hence the term 'no flies 'became
prevalent. (The story follows.) 1888 Missouri Republ.
24 Feb. (Farmer ,4««n) Persons who are capable of descend-
ing to New York and Boston English are fully justified in
saying that there are no flics on St. Louis or the St. Louis
delegation either. 1888 Detroit Fret Press 25 Aug. (Farmer
& Henley) There ain't no flies on him, signifies, that he is not
quiet long enough for moss to grow on his heels, that he is
wideawake. 1893 FarmehS HENLEv.S'/a«f s.v.F//«, 7Vi^«
are no /lies on me, on liim, etc.,.. 'I am dealing honestly
with you '

;
' he is genuine, and is not humbugging '. In

America, the expression is used of (i) a man of quick parts..
(») a person of superior breeding or descent. 1897 R. M.
STUAar Simfkinsmlle L 18 They wasn't no flies on his
shape, nor his rig, nor his manners neither. 1898 G. Allen
in Strand Mag. May 516, I kin put you in the way of
making your pile, I kin. This is a bonafidt offer. No
flies on my business. 1900 G. Bohnkk Hard Pan iii. 83
There are no flies on your little sister. 19*8 Gai,swo«thy
Swnn Song m. vL 156 There are no flies on your uncle.
3. b. ellipt. The tsetse fly. S. Africa.
1856 Andhissok Lake Nrami 488 The natives, who are

well acquainted with localuies frequented by the fly 1864
T. Baines South-West A/rica (424) They have lost all their
oxen by the fly. 1877 — Gold Regions South-Hast A/nca

J
7 Keeping a sharp look out upon our own and each otiiers
orses to see that no ' fly ' settled on them.
C. =fly-belt, -country (see 10 a).

1868 Jas. Chapman Trav 1. 163 At night, as the moon
rose, we started 10 get through the fly, but, on entering it,
our wagon struck against a large tree.

11. fly-brush (earlier U.S. examples) ; fly-dopo
U.S., a liniment used as a protection against flies

;

fly-eater, an eater of flies, spec, any of several
small Australian fly-catchers of the genus Gery-
gone

; fly-fliok, an instrument for killing or driving
away flies; fly-fungus, (a) the fly-agaric, Agaricus
muscarius

; {b) a kind of fungus, Empusa muscm,
parasitic on flies ; fly-mould =flyfungus {b) ; fly.
speck (U.S. examples); Aj-a-wiah =fly-whisk

;

fly-water, (tr) water suitable for fly-fishing ; fly-
weight Boxing, a weight of 8 stone or less ; a
pugilist of such a weight ; fly-wing Bookbinding
(see quot).
1S38 Caeoline Gilman Recoil. Southern Matron iv. 38

As he wielded the "fly.brush, he peeped out of one corner
of his eye at the stranger's proceedings. 1841 Catlin A^
Amer. Ind. \. 113 His fly brush made of the buffalo's Uil.
1897 Oa/rVdJ.S.I XXX. 377/1 The 'fly-dope, orpreventive
against the attacks of insects. 1903 S. E. White Forest
IX. io« Each and every man. .heral<is the particular meriu
of his own fly.dope. 189s W. O. Leggk in Australasian
Assoc. Advancement Set. (Brisbane) VL 447 (The habits and
habitats of the genus asj applied to Gerygone suggested the
'""> 'Hyeater, as distinguished from Fly-catcher. 1906
Westtii. Caz. 30 .May 12/1 Starlings (are) great fly-eaters.
1914 D. f HASER Winning a Primitive People iv. 45 He
carried nothing in his hand but a "fly-flick. 1908 Westm.
Cat. 8 .Aug. 16/3 Flies..may be seen. lying about in odd
comers covered with a mouldy grey fur, which is called
fly-mould, sgu Blociw. Mog. Apr. 462/1 An old "fly-

swish made of palm-lcaves. iKj Mrs. Siowe House ItHome P. 290, 1 would shut my eyes on '^fly-specks, and open
them on the beauties nf Nature. 1909 R. A. Wason Hafpy
Hawkins 113 Lookin' like a flyspeck on a new ubieclolh.
1904 Gallkhan Fiiking Stain 59 There is some pretty "fly
water close to the railway-bridge, ifit Bo.ringg Sept. 454 13
Kleber reigns over the 'fly.wt championship. 1913 J. G. 13.

l^iCHComj^leteA mat. Hoxer2}4 Championships. Standard
Weights. Fly Weight, 8 stone and under. 1914 — Promin.
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Pugilists 158 He [sc. Jimmy Wilde] is far below the fly-weight limit. 1924 Jf..^ Q. CXLVII. 398 The word ' «)-.

wLlfh
'."=^"^"'= '"'"ing piece, made of very thin leather,which IS stuck on the back of the volume.

Ply, sb.i Add : 1. d. A flying leap.

JS* ?°;3T-r",'-'-^
& R?ss Irish R. M. ,33, 1 had achieved agood-sized fly

, and had not perceptibly moved in my saddle.
e. Football. = *fly-half.
19*1 E. H. D. Se^vetfs Rugby Football tgs L. A. Phillips

Krum 0°
fl

'"*"°°
' " *^''=='"y squally at home as

*• °- An addition to or insertion in a bill or act.

i8jo Congress. Globe 1 July 5062/1 This was put in as a
' fly' in the act of March i8, 1869.

8. fly-frame, a machine used in the polishino
and grinding of glass ; fly-half Football, the
half-back who stands off from the scrum-half-
= stand-off half; fly-kick, a kick made while'
moving at rapid speed ; ^fly-kicking; fly-nut, a
screw nut having wings or projections which enable
It to be tightened by hand ; fly-post v. inlr., to
post fly-bills rapidly in unauthorized places ; trans.,
to cover with bills so posted ; fly waste, waste
which comes from the fly (sense j f).

1890 W. J Gordon Foundry 131 The huge sheets of glass
are .

.
ground with sand under a heavy iron ' *fly-frame ', said

'."i-
5' „ '? 'nvented by James Watt, a 1914 J. E. Raphael

Mod. Rugby Football 127 It is the business of the three,
quarters not to force the "fly half forward, but to stand back
also. I9»l f. H. D. Semelts Rugby Football 60 He [«:. the
scrum half] knows bythe signal which way his fly.halfisgoine
to run. 1906 Gallaher & Stead Complete Rugby Footb. 208
Ninety-nine successful *fly-kicks do not atone for one failure.
1911 E. H-D. SewelCs Rugby Football^i Whether by punt,
drop, or field or fly.kick does not matter. 193a Daily
Ejcfress 6 Nov. 1^/7 Hunt suddenly turned defence into
attack by •fly.kicking. 181S J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 454Ihe small binding screw with a 'fly.nut. 1806 Palmer
syns 12 Y\y nut for opening valve. 1903 Daily Mail
25 Feb. 3/7 A young advance agent for a theatrical company
who went out ' *fly-posting ' in the dead of night and pasted
bills on private property. 1906 Daily Chron. 21 July 6/6A stafl^of men. .to fly-post the constituency during the night
with larlff Reform literature. 1884 W. S. B. McLaren
Spinning (ed. 2) 205 If they have a drawback, it is that they
have a tendency to make more "fly waste.

Ply, a. 2. (Later U.S. example.)
1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds vil 103 Two plainsmen,

known as Arkansaw and Curly—, the former a 'fly shot'.
3. fly cop slang, a sharp policeman; U.S., a

detective.

1859 ilATSELL yocaiulum (Farmer). 1889 Barrere &
Leland Z>,c/. Slang. 1893 Whittemore Delia 62, I didn't
know whether the men were ' Fly cops' or something else.
« 9o« 'O. HiNRv' Trimmed Lamp etc 230 It was purely
the still panic produced by the sound of the ax of the fly
cop. Conscience hammering at the gambling.house doors of
the Heart.

Ply, ».! Add:
L g. To travel by aircraft. Also /niwj., to cover

or traverse by aircraft (also said of the machine).
[i8»6 W. Hone Every-Day Bi. I. 1462 He had purposed,
7-^ f" °' P"'="' wings,., to fly from one of the Dover

chffs down into the town of Calais.] 1884 Hlustr. London
News 26 Jan. 91/3 Many successful and unsuccessful
attempts have been made to fly the Channel. 1909 Flight

^k i-i'
'?'^' ^° ''""* together other would-be aviators

who, like himself, are primarily anxious to learn to fly. 1909P^nch
^ Aug. 73/1 On the spot where the first man to fly the

Lhannel alighted from his aeroplane. 1909 Captain Nov
Advt. p. xu, Model of the Machine which flew the Channel.
'?" Gramame-White & Harper Aeroplane 265 As their
skill and confidence increased, they began to fly in breezes.
1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks 44 If he were flying
over the shortest route to his destination. Ibid. 45 The Pilot
and Observer fly on and on. 1917 Brit. Dominions Year Bk.
242 We who still regard flying the Straits of Dover as some-
thing of a feat. 1931 Times 2 Mar;, The Sahara route
which IS now being flown by the French.

h. Of aircraft : To travel through the air.
iSii Chatnbers's Edin. Jrnl. 6 May 302/3 To construct

a machme to fly by mechanical powers alone. 1901 Aero-
nauttcal World 1. 63/2 S. Bycrley says he has been working
on a novel flying machine, which, iie is confident will fly
when finished.

1. Of pigeons : To fly to (a certain place).
1898 Daily News 21 Nov. 7/1 There were also young birds

that had, to use the technical term, ' flown Berwick '. 1907
E. Chamberlain Homing Pigeon 178 The best birds in the
Barrowford lofts have all flown Nantes as yearlings, and
subsequently flown Nantes and Marennes again and again.

j. To beflown down : (of a pigeon).
1907 E. Chamberlain Homing Pigeon i8o One late bred

bird . . was a week away when tossed at Stafford, and returned
to her loft right flown dowa Ibid. 188 Should a bird be
flown down in any training stage don't send it to the next.
5. D. Also: to conduct or pilot (a flying

machine).
1901 Yotmg Engineer I. 265/1 He, in his indignation,

undertook to fly his ' Illustrissimo", as he termed his
balloon, with the whole of ihe Holy Oflice. 1911 Grahame-
White & Harper Aeroplane 264 A machine that.. will
require no more skill and nerve to fly it than does the driving
of a car. 1917 Brit. Dominions Year Bk. 243 It calls for
considerable courage.. to fly heavy seaplanes a hundred
miles or so inland. loao Act 10 ^ 11 Geo, V. c. 80 § 10 (i).
Where an aircraft is ilown in such a manner as to be the
cause of unnecessary danger. igaS Manchester Guardian
W«*/c 21 .Sept. 224/3 SeliorJuan de la Cierva, the inventor, .

.

flewone of these machines to Paris from Croydon on Tuesday.
C. To convey by aircraft.

1918 Daily Express 18 May 2/6 More than ;£ 26,000,000

FLYING.
worth of gold coin and bullion has been flown in and out ofLroydon during the past three years. 1930 C. R. SamsonFtghts * Fiights 209 You will fly me to Calais^nd I willrepair 1241.

7. Of a fox : To break covert.
1897 Encfcl sporty 546/1 They force the fox through

the cover in such a determined fashion as will make him
fly or die . 1901 Daily Chron. 14 Nov. 8/5 The pack had

to wait some time before they could get their fox to fly.
e. orig. U.S. (Earlier examples.)

f 'i?^ '•
i"*'-'-

^'^- '^"' 88 She flew around among the
folks mighty peart. 1839 Caroline M. Kirkland NewHome II. 16 Come, gals 1 fly round, and let's git some supper.

I. trans. 1 o fly off, leave suddenly.
''"' ' 9-^"'^'','"'

'
options (1016) 157 One of them .

.' roller-
coa.slers flew the track and killed a man. 1910 C. HarrisEve s Husband 85 No man ever gets too old to fly the track
in some way.

9. h. Baseball. To hit a fly-ball (see Flt sb,"^
8). Chiefly with out.
1911 C. Mathewson Pitching in a Pinch ix. 202 Sheckard

Bled out to Seymour, Kling being held on second base.
I'ly-abOUt, a. Add : b. Of horses : Skittish.
1889 Gretton Memory's Harkback no 'J'wo little blood-

ch^tnuts. .very fly-about, and disposed to bolt.

Ply-away. A. Fly-away grass U.S. (early
example). ^ ^

1856 Rep. Mass. Board Agric. I. 29 Hair Grass, or FlyA»^y Oras.s
.
.IS another species belonging to the genus.

±ly-Catclier. Add: 4. In the war of 1014-18,
a fast type of aeroplane, collof.

. n*^ P"*-"?"
Herald 28 July o The royal yacht had three

ny-catchers .1925 L. i raser & Gibbons Soldier * Sailor
""ords. Fly-catchers, a fast type ofaeroplane, officially rated
as Fleet Fighters'. 1028 Times 23 Mar. 19/2 They wereenwged in turn by the '^Flycatchers ' from the Furious.
Plyer. Add : 1. c. An aviator.
2. ». A fast kangaroo. Austral, colloq.
1848 H. W. Haygarth Btish Life in Australia-i\.t\% kl

first starting, a young male or female kangaroo, called in
the colony 'a flyer', can leave both horse and hound far
behind. i8«i McCombie A ustral Sketches 172 The settlers
Oesignate the old kangaroos as ' old men ' and ' old women '.

the full.grown animals are named ' Flyers '.

0. fig. of persons, colloq.

1930 Thurston Man in BlackHat xvi, 278We had an extra-
ordinarily pretty girl here in the bar. Real flier, she was.
4. O. A flying buttress.
loia F. Bond Cathedrals 73 A secotid set of fliers was

built above the aisle roof.

f. U.S. (See quot.)
1899 Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agric. 435 Flyers, the first two

Ijottom leaves (of tobacco) which are overripe and very trashy.
0. D. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1848 W Armstrong Stocks 37 A. B. Neilson..occasion-

o/o^?l A,'y
""^ * '"'"d'«d .shares of stock by way of a flyer

1868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse Amer. xxx. 255 He
determined 'just for a flyer' to let her try her metlle for
Jhe purse. 1870 Medberv Men

/f- Myst. Wall St. 136 A
flyer

, is a small side operation, not employing one's whole
capital. It IS nearly equivalent to what is ordinarily known
as a venture.

Plying, vbl. sb. Add

:

1. b. The action of guiding or piloting aircraft,
or of travelling in aircraft.

1864 R. Chambers' Bk. Days II. 722/1 This extraordinary
aerial locomotive is perhaps one of the most curious of these
apparatuses for the purpose of flying. 1909 Flight 27 Feb.
;i3/i In the present stage of flight the art of learning how
IS almost as great as that of the art of flying itself. Ibid
23 Oct. 668/2 As a result of the good flying on Saturday
alternoon, a large attendance was attracted to the racecourse
on Monday afternoon. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks
48 When .

.involuntary descents (were) often a part of 'cross-
country flying.

3. b. attrib. (sense *i h) flyingground, meeting,
school, -velocity, week; flying boat, a form of sea-
plane having a bo.it-like fuselage ; flying corps,
a unit of aircraft for military or naval purposes

;

the Royal Flying Corps was the precursor of the
Royal Air Force ; flying machine, a machine or
contrivance capable of being controlled in the air;
often restricted to a heavier-than-air machine de-
pendent on its motors for maintenance and pro-
gression in the air ; flying officer, an ofiicer of the
Royal Air Force ; flying position, the position of
an aeroplane in flight.

1913 Aeroplane 24 Apr. 470/1 The death of Louis Gaudart
showed what a deathtrap the ordinary type of *flying.boat
IS. 1917 C. C. Turner Aircraft 0/ To-Day x\x. 277 The
twin-engined Curtiss flying-boat 'America'. 19x8 Man-
chester Gttardian Weekly ^t Aug. 178/3 A flying-boat service
between Sydney and Wellington. 1913 "Flying Corps [see
Jtying offlcer\. 1914 Scotsman 15 Sept. 5/7 The success
attained by the Royal Flying Corps, sat^ Daily Citron.
26 teb. r/2 Ihe *flying ground gives an interrupted flight
of over ten miles in a straight line. 1909 Westm. Gat.
23 Oct. 2/1 Those who, in spile of the halfgale which was
blowing, went to the flying.ground. [1736 Centl. Mag. Oct
617/1 One James Todd.. at the Theatre in Covent-Garden,
fell from the upper Stage, in a "flying Machine, the Wires
breaking.) 1848 Chambers's Edin. Jrnl 6 May 300/2 Fly-
ing Machines. 1851 Household Words III. 557/2 His soul
was set upon perfecting a flying machine. i8«s Reader i Apr.
375/3.Unlll the time shall arrive when an aerostat or flying
machine can be introduced with something like success. 1895
Nature I Aug. 321/2 A large party of scientific men.. to
witne-ssatrialofthecelebratedflyingmachine. 190^ Westm.
Gaz. II Jan. 9/1 The regulation of flying-machine races.
1909 Flight 2o Nov. 749/1 A "flying meeting to be held on
the Napoule aerodrome. 1913 Aeroplane 17 Apr. 446 Royal
Flying Corps, Military Wing.—To be "flying officers anil to



PLYING.

be seconded. 1916 H. Barbek Aeroflant Sfcaks ia8 The
aeroplane should be standing upon level ground, or. .packed

up into its "flying position". i9»o /4c/ 10 4- " [•">/•

c. 80 87 (i). Any aerodrome, 'flying school, or landing

ground. 1918 E. -S. Famow Did. Mil. Terms, *Hyms
Vclocily, the speed requisite to raise an aeroplane from the

ground. 1909 Fli^kl 20 Nov. 749/2 The "flying week to be

held there by the Aero Club of France.

Plying, ppl. a. Add: 1. e. Flying angel:

angels on horseback (*Angel q).

i»nCasselVs Mag. Dec 58/1 While upon the subject of

cooking oysters, I will refer to a...bonM-bouche, which I

think has been dignified with the name of ' flying angel .

3. K\%o,flying-boom, -iron. Flying deck :^ & ifizV.

supported at the side by railings, stanchions, or

the like ' (Webster). Flying-kites : see Kite sb. 5.

Flying ring, each of a number of rings suspended

in pairs or rows by swinging ropes used in acrobatics

and gymnastics.

1883 Man. Seamanshipfor Bo^s 24 The Pven diameter

of a *flying-boom is at the boom-iron. Ibid. 23 The extreme

end (of the jib-boom] is eight-square and an iron hoop driven

on to receive the *flying iron. 1896 Daily News 17 Dec. 6/1

The boats are relegated to a 'flying deck overhead, ijoi

Ibiil. 2o Feb. 6/7 'Flying-ring performers, a troupe consist-

ing of two men and a girl.

4. Flyingjump : = flying leap. Flying start

:

in a race, a start in which the competitors pass the

starting point at full speed.

1851 Fraser's Mag. XLIII. 658/2 A flying start being the

rule. 1893 Kipling Many Invent., Confer. Poivers 35 You
know how you take a flying jump on to a fellow's head at

school, when he snores in the dormitory. 1899 Harms-
wortk Mag. July 531/2 The cycle is next best with a fly'ng

start record of i m. 35? sec I9ai E. H. D. SeweUs Rugby
Football (ti The easiest way to make an opening is to steal

a march on your opposing outside half by getting a flying

start. 1924 G. Lambton Men * Horses 233 In the Kiiowsley

Nursery, at Liverpool,.. thanks to a flying start, she was
only just caught close home. 1938 Daily Mail 7 Aug. 15/s
[He] set up a new record for the mile (flying start) with

a speed of 40 miles per hour.

e. (a) Flying squadron: transf. and fig. applied

to any body of persons organized for rapid move-

ment or action.

1670 [see Diet., 4d transf^ xtijs Temple Bar June 197

A constant system of espionage carried on by the beautiful

demoiselles of her Court, whom BrantSme h.-ts immortalised

under the term of the Queen-Mother's * flying squadron '.

1901 Girts' Realm 930/2 Flying Squadron Race.

(b) Flying squad : a detachment of a police force

organized for rapid movement.
I9»7 Daily Tel. 10 May 6 Fatally injured by being knocked

down by a motor-van ofthe Flying Squad. 1929 Priestley
Good Comp. II. iv. 347 What with photographs and finger-

prints and telegraphs and wireless and flying squads 1. . Not
a dog's chance

!

£ Football, (a) Flying man, in the Eton field

game (see quot. 1 898) ; (*) Flying half, man, earlier

terms iorfly-haif (see *Fly j*.'^ 8).

1864 B. HEMYNG^/t7«.S'c/i^(7/ZJayjxxiiL 255 Hewas a little

too heavy for ' flying man '. x8[98 Encycl. Sport II. 143/1
In eleven a-side games the bully is formed of four players..

.

Immediately behind is 'flying man*, usually the most
skilful forward on the side. 1906 Gallaher & Stead Com-
plete Ru^by Footb. 64 Two half backs, one being delegated

to attention to the scrum, and the other being by way of a
flying half, a 1914 J. E. Raphael Mod. Rugby Football 127

With the flying man standing as far back as the scrum h.ilf

can throw the ball full pitch, it is extremely difficult to

bottle him.

g. Flyingflock,flying[ewe) stock: a flock of ewes

acquired before the lambing season and disposed

of after they have reared their lambs. Opposed to

running stock (Running ///. a. 17 d).

1837 YouattSheep xv. 519 1 n a breeding stock this [examina-

tion of ewes and lambs] Is absolutely necessary, but in a
flying stock, or that in which the ewes and the lambs are

usually sold before the termination of the year, this may be

dispensed with. 1844 H. Stephens Bk, Farm 1 1 1. 1105 The
ewes are sold in autumn to be fed on turnips, and the lambs
are disposed of, aftar being weaned, to rearers of sheep who
breed none. Such a one is called a flying-flock. . . Flying-

slock retjuire no drafting. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming
29 A flying ewe stock is one where the ewes are bought in

annually, and sold out again after bringing a lamb.

Flyless (flai-les), a. [f. Fly sb?- -h -less.]

Without flies. Hence Flylessuess.
Z904 Daily Chron. 28 July 4/7 You leave Brindisi. .in a

perfectly fly-less ship. 1906 Ibid. 2 Oct. 4/7 The window-
panes of a hitherto flyless house. X919 W. Hutchinson
Doctor in IVar xviii. 254 This miracle of flylessness was
achieved.. even in most of the Ospedali da Campo and
Ospedaletti da Campo in the.. camps just behind the Front.

Flyness (flai-nes). [f. Fly a. -f -NESS.] The
quality or fact of being fly ; wide-awakeness.
1888 Daily lnter.Ocean 8 Mar. (Farmer Amer^ Each con-

viction is a lesson to the youthful potl.ician that flyness and
smartness cannot be pleaded in mitigation of contempt of
honor. 1925 United Free Ch. Mission Rec. June 347 Free
from any of that holy flyness,

^
with which, justly or not,

ecclesiastics are sometimes credited.

Fly-net. Add: 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1858 Texas Almanac Advt., Hughes' Saddle, Harness and

Trunk Manufactory. . Saddle and Horse Blankets, Fly Netts.

2. Some kind of net used in fishing. U.S.
1871 Game Laws N. Y. in Fur, Fin 9f Feather (1872) 26

Nothing.. shall apply to or affect the setting or using of

any pound . , set or fly-net.

Fly-past (flai'pa'st). [f. verbal phr. tofly past

(see 'fLYz/.l I g), after march past^ The action

384

of flying past, or forming part of a procession of

aircraft.

19x4 Flight 24 July 791 The machines which took part in

the 'fly past* were three of the big i6o h.p. Gnome-Short
machines. i9a8 Daily Express 12 Oct. i At the end of the

display when a fly-past of five different types of bombers
was taking place.

Ply-time. [f. Fly j^.l + Time ^(5.] The time

of the year when flies are to be met with or are

troublesome. In later use esp. U.S.
1706-57 [see Fly sb} ii]. 1805 T. M. Harris State of

Ohio 179 ['Ihey are] called * Buffaloe beats,* because supposed
to be occasioned by the resort of those animals thither in

fly-time. 1838 J. F. Coopeb Honicivard Bound xxvi. 402
Captain Truck, to use his own language, resembled 'a horse
in fly-time'. xB6o O. W. Hoimus Prof. Hreakf.-t. v. 150
Would you stand still in fly-time, or would you give a kick
now and then? 1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganuc People xiv. 158
He comes out o' church as cross as a bull in fly-time. 1897
R. M. Stuart SimpkinsvUle iii. 93 During the long after-

noons in fly-time, no woman.. would leave her comfortable
home.

Fly-trap. Add : 1. b. fig
1935 G. Warwick Deeping Sorrell ^ Son iv. The * Cubby

Hole ' of the Angel Inn was a pivot, a fly-trap, a cave into

which all sorts of male things crowded, and drank.

4. (See quot.) U.S.
1816 U. Brown J^rnl. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 231

He could take a reference & fall into the Right Course (he

carrying a flie-trap slung on his Back to assist him on such
Occasions).

riy-up (flsi'pp), a. [f. verbal phr. tofly up (see

Fly z/.l 9 c).] That flies up.
189a Photogr. Ann. II. 287 The fly-up shutter.

Ply-wheel. Add : atlHb.y as fly-wheel effect.

\Z^Daily News 18 Nov. 7/7 The great problem was to

get the required fly-wheel effect without too great a weight,

1909 Westm. Gaz. 30 Nov. 5/2 The flywheel effect is in-

creased owing to the kinetic energy of the mass of the re-

volving liquid medium.

Foamed (f^umd), ppl. a. [f. Foam sb, or v. +
-ED.] Covered with or as with foam.
i8w> far-foamed sands [in Diet,]. 1894 * A. E.' The Great

Breath i, Its edges foamed with amethyst and rose. 1898
R. Lb Gallienne in Westnt. Gaz. 30 Nov. 3/2 The stream
went singing foamed with meadow-sweet.

Fob, sb.^ Transfer dial, to a and b and add :

c. Soap-7naking. The scum or froth which rises to

the top of the semi-liquid soap during a certain

process of manufacture.
1857 Mn.LER Eletu. Chem.^ Org. (1862) iv. % i. 271 The fob

is skimmed off, and the semi-solid pasty mass ofsoap is trans-

ferred to the frames, i860 Ure's Diet. Arts (ed. 5) III. 714,

1884 A. Watt Soap-Making v. 47 A black foam or * fob

'

appears on the surface, which only ceases when the materials

are completely saturated with alkali. 1904 Technol. <5- Set.

Did. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s. v. Fitting^ A solid crust

or Fob of frothy soap.

Fob, i'-^ 1. Add : Also, tofob (a person) ^or
ottt ^(something). coUoq.

1843 Punch V. 152/2 Kings and ministers have fobbed us

of our renown. 1854 Ib(d. XXVII. 232/1 Noodles who
complain, .of being fobbed. .out of various sums from £^$
to^Cgo.

Fob (fpb), V.3 See tmder Fob sb.^ with quots.

1838, 1883 ; also spec, in Soap-making.
1898 G. H. Hurst Soaps 229 The material may rise u{) in

the form of froth very considerably, this proceeding being

known to soap-makers as fobbing.. .It is this liability to fob

that renders it undesirable that a soap pan should be fully

charged to start with.

Focal, «- 3. Add ; Focal aperture, capacity

:

see quots. Focalplane : also often attrib. z.%focal

plane shutter^ a roller-blind shutter with a wide

slit that moves across the front of the plate.

190s Westm. Gaz. 21 Oct. 18/2 In photographing rapidly

moving objects the focal-plane shatter does give unmistakable

distortion. 1906 Ibid, 8 Sept. 14/2 In a piece of apparatus

so complex as the focal-plane reflecting camera. 1918 P/ioto-

Miniature XV. Mar. (Gloss.), Eocal Aperture (Relative

Aperture), a term expressing the speed of a \^n%... Focal
Capacity^ an item in the specification of a camera denoting

the greatest focal length of lens which can be used. Ibid.^

Focal-Plane Shutter, an exposure shutter of the roller-

blind or curtain type, placed as nearly in contact with plate

or film as possible. X9S1 H. G. Ponting Great White South

58 To make focal-plane photographic exposures.

Focalize, v. Add

:

3. Med, To confine to a certain focus (Focus

sb. 4). Also intr, iox pass.

1906 Practitioner Nov. 589 The severer disturbances of

the liver, those in which the intoxication.. focalises in the

liver. 1914 Seh V. Hokslev in Life (1919) 1 1. 196 Every case

of focalised epilepsy.

Fo'c'sle : see Forecasti.e.

F0CUS(s)ed,///. a. Add : 1. transf. and/^.
189a J. D. Hood Waterspouts Vorksk. Wolds 25 The

force of the focussed body of water made a triple rent down
the slope of the hitl. 1909 Milton Memorial Lect.^ 09 The
beauti^l, but not strictly focussed scenery of * Lycidas *.

Fodder, sb. Add : 2. spec, (see quot.). U.S.

1847 Knickerbocker Mag. XX IX. 201 They [sc. corn stalks]

are then thrown into stacks, and are called by the Georgians
* fodder *, Corn and fodder are the winter food of cattle.

4. fodder-crop., -cutler , -house (later U.S. example),

-plant (earlier U.S. example), -stack-, fodder-corn,

also 6'^^., maize used as fodder.

1873-4 ^^- Vermont Board Agric. II. 257 He sliould

grow beets m preference to *fodder corn. 1876 Ibid. III. 77
It is of quite as much importance when feeding fodder-corn.

1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents^ Agric. (1850) 158 It is. .a

FOI.D.

•fodder-crop and . .an improver of the land. 1867 Rep. Mass.
Board Agric. I. 297 Hay and *fodder cutters nave become
quite indispensable. 1845 W. G. Simms Wigwam ^ Cabin
Ser. I. 99, I had been hewing out some door facings for a
new corn-crib and *fodder-house. 1847 Rep. U.S. Comm.
Patents (1848) 229 The perfection which has been obtained
in the root culture and of the *fodder-plants. 1835 Ixjng-
street Georgia Scenes (1871) 24 He commanded all the
corn-cribs and *fodder-stacks in Georgia, 1890 J. C. Harris
in Century Mag. Dec. 284 The fodder stacks . . might conceal
dozens of guerrillas.

Foddered,/;*/, a. (Later U.S. example.)
1864 Ret. Agric. Soc. Maine 52 It will require the attrac-

tion of provender. .to bring them \sc. sheepl back to their

foddered rack.

Fog, sb^ Add : 2. e. Condensed moisture on

a surtace. Cf. *fog4imit.

1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 15 Jan. 34/1 Andr6e and bis

advisers under-estimated the effects of ' fo^ \ or moisture
frozen or half frozen upon the balloon, in weighing it down.

6. fog-buoy; fog-breaker = *fog-cutter\ fog-

chamber, a vessel used in the study of the pheno-

mena ofcondensation ; fog-cutter U.S.y = Akti-
FOGMATic; fog-limit Physics, the difference be-

tween the outside pressure of air and the pressure

within a closed vessel containing dust-free saturated

air at the point where condensation of the moisture

begins.

1845 S. JuDD Margaret ill. 441 Cold water is his only *fog-

breaker. 1899 Bullen Way Navy 31 A *fog-buoy-^ barrel

towed at the end of a rope at the distance each ship should
keep astern of the other. 1833 Crockett .S-t^/Mw ^ Eccentr.

(1834) 137 They take a *fogH:utter, cat breakfast, and Slim
returns to the charge, 1835 D. P. Thompson Adv. Timothy
Peacock 150 (Th.) [He recommended] the internal applica-

tion of a double fog-cutter. 1905 Science 17 Feb. 275/2 A
particular '^fog-limit and hence a particular size of nucleus is

reached for each case until the fog-limit vanishes.

Foggage. Add: 1. b. = Fog sh^ i.

1775 J. W^tson Hist. Halifax 538 Fog, the Grass which
grows in meadows after mowing. ..It is otherwise called

Feg, or Kogage. 1834 Cattle (L.U.K.) 118 Highland slots

..are turned out on the foggage. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farm 111. 841 A foggage field. x886 C. Scott Sheep-

Jarming 169 l^nibs. .will do very well, .if they have the run
of a good aftermath or foggage.

Fogged, ///. a. 1. (Later U.S. example.)

1837 CoLMAN Rep. Agric. ilAwJ. (1838) ii8 Where water
stands for a length of time about the roots, It [sc. the larch]

becomes fogged or covered with lichens.

Fogging, 'vbl- sb.^ 1. Add attrib. uses, e.g.

fogging (= fog-signalling) dttty, post.

1898 Daily NeTi'S 5 Jan. 2 A platelayer, .proceeding to his

post on * fogging ' duty, was knocked down. 190a Westm.
Gaz. 5 Nov 12/1 At the different fogging posts on their

system. 1907 Ibid. 29 Oct. 9/1 The light of the home signal

was out when he arrived at his fogging post.

Foggy, «• 5- b. Add : Used in supcrl,, with

ellipsis of idea, noti^m.

1917 Punch 22 Aug. 145 Uncle. *.. Wonder who she is.*

Niece. ' Haven't the foggiest. Must be pre-war.*

Fogy. 4. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1852 Democr. Rev. XXX. 207 The fogy atmosphere of

Washington makes cowards of you all. 1862 Trans. III.

Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 691 We flaunt our labor-saving farm
machinery in the faces of slow and fogy Germany.

^ See also oldfogyish, -fogyism s.v. Old a. D. 2.

Foie-gras (fwajgra). colloq. Short for pdie de

foie gras : see Pate i.

1818 MooRE Fudge Fain. Paris 23 note. The liver of the

unfortunate goose is enlarged, in order to produce that

richest of all dainties, \\it.foie gras, 1865 'Ouida ' Strath-

more I. L 5 'I'he liost and the guests. .lounged;. .peeling an
apricot, or cutting into a foie gras. 1913 Caradoc City of
Plain iii, Sussex here helped himself to two^tJiV-^^zi^ sand-

wiches.

Foist, J^.3 Add: d. U.S. = *Fice, *Fist sb.^

1848 Polly Peablossom's Wedding 18 [The sounding of

the horn] was sufficient invitation to every hound, foist,

and ' cur of low degree ' to join in the chorus.

Fokker (f/^'kaj). [Name of A. H. G. Fokker

(1890- ), a Dutch engineer, the inventor.] A
German tractor monoplane characterized by its

speed and climbing power.

1913 Aeroplane 23 Jan. 78/1 The.. successful flying of the

Rumpler 'Taube', the 'Albatros', and the 'Fokker' in

Germany. 1930 C R. Samson Fights Jjr Flights 324 A Ger-

man Fokker, which, .was more than a match for a slow old

Short with only a Lewis gun.

Fold, sb.^ Add : 1. b. spec, the median eleva-

tion of the dorsal valve in brachiopods ; also in

gasteropods (see quot. 1895).
1836-9T.R. Jones in Todd'sCycl.Anat. II. 380/2 In all the

conchiferous Gasteropods it [sc. the mantle] Unes the interior

of the shell. .forming a distinct fold. .round its aperture.

1888 RotxESTON & Jackson Anim. Life 294 Two 'mantle'

folds, one dorsal, the other ventral, line the corresponding

valves. . .A ' brachial * groove bounded on its inner side by
a prominent fold or lip. Ibid. 692 They [sc. the valves of

Coelomate Meiazoa] are lined by two mantle folds or exten-

sions of the body-walls. 1895 Cambr. Nat. Hist. Ill, 264

The folds or plaits on the columella, which are often charac-

teristic of the genus or even family i^e.g. Fasciolariidac,

Mitridae, Turbinellidae) are not merely external, but con-

tinue down the whole spire.

C. Spec, an undulation or gentle cur\e of the

ground; a slight hill or hollow ; the general group-

ing of heights and hollows.
loox Daily News 19 Jan. 5/3 Four companies of the Rifle

Brigade were concealed behind a fold of ground. 1904 A. E-
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FtrrcHKR G^inshoroMgh 88 The fold of the fields and the
grouping of trees. 1930 Morning Post 17 June 30/5 Delight-

ful house in a fold of the Downs.

h. Geoi. The folding or curvature of strata,

1863 Dana Man. Geoi, 104 One fold or flexure in the rocks

may succeed to another, or they may form interrupted series.

1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 500/1 The prevalei^t strike of a region

is determined by the direction of the axes of the great folds

into which the rocks have been thrown.^ 1885 Lyell EUm.
GeoL (ed. 4)61 Stratified rocks have their strata usually bent

into parallel folds forming anticlinal and synclinal curves.

1894 Dana Man. GeoL (ed. 4) 104 Fan-shafjcd folds are com-
mon on a small scale in schists, and occasionally they may
occur on a scale of mountain magnitude. 'I'he facts at Mont
Blanc in the Alps are explained on the idea of such a fold.

7. attrib. fold-mountain (see quot. 1908).

1908 J. W. Gregory Geog. 34 Fold-mountains arise from
the crumpling of bands of the earth's crust by lateral pressure.

Such fold-mountains resemble the wrinkles formed when a
table-cloth is pushed across a table. 19*5 J. Jolv Surface'
Hist. Earth x. 34 The great Eastern Eurasian Chains of

fold-mountains.

Fold, v.^ Add : 1. e. Now esp. with up.

19x4 Daily Mail 21 Feb. lo/i One of the little scats that

folded up when they were not required.

6. In mod. use freq, with together.

1771 H. Mackknzie Man Feel. 223 He folded his hands to-

gether, i853KiNGSLEY//i';*a/y/zx, Herhands folded together

before her. 1894 Beatrice Harraden Varying Moods (to

She folded her bands together on the buckle of her waist<belt.

8. Also const, certain advs. and prepositions.

1906 K. Trask Night if Morn, 34 Take me, Leonidas, to

thy strong arms— ..fold me from the whole wide world.

Z915 H. NIackav London^ One Nov. 46 The mystery of things

the twilights fold away.

Folder, sb. Add : h. A folding case for loose

papers.
192a Brit. Stationer ji Dec. 66 Folders for name and

number system. 1930 A. Palmer Company Secretariat
Practice 182 To ^ile the copies in a folder.

Folding, vhL sb.^ 3. Add :

1848 H. w. Haycarth BushLi/e in Australia v. 48 As
soon as the fleece is taken off, it is laid upon tlie 'folding-

table ',.-and after being shaken.. it is folded up neatly.

Foliary (f(ju*liari), a. [ad. mod.L./o/iartSf f.

L,/»//»ffi leaf.] = KoLiAB a.

1898 Nature 15 Dec 147/1 The foliary organs are found
separately in the shales and ironstone nodules.

Folie (foh*). [Kr. ; see Follt.] Madness, in-

sanity, mania. Chiefly in various pathological

terms (see qnots.).

1803 Edin. Rev. II. 163 The maniac appears perfectly
composed, makes the best and most correct answers to the
questions put to him; but, if set at liberty, immediately be-

comes furious. This kind of derangement.. ts what is vul-

garly calledyi7/« raiionnoitte. X848 Dunglison Med. Lex.
(ed. 7), Folie^ insanity—/", des Ivrognes^ delirium tremens,
x88o Encycl. Brit, Xlfl. 109/2 To this condition foreign
authorities have applied the term /olie circutaire. ..After
intervaUof comparative sanity, the patient manifests symp-
toms which run their course through the prodromal, the
acute, and the demented stages, on again to recovery. 1890
BtLMNGS Afed. Diet,, Folie raisonnante, constitutional

emotional insanity of Krafft-Ebing. 1913 Dori^nd Med,
Diet. (ed. 7), Folie A deux, communicated insanity. 1914
W. J. Locke ^affery viii, This is absurd. It's megaJomanla
—la folie des grandeurs.

Folk. Add:
3. c. Folk of peace [mistransl. of Gael, daoine

sidhtj lit, people of the fairy hill or of the fairies

(cf. If. bean sidhe Banshee), by confusion with
sUhe^ gen, of sith peace] : fairy folk, fairies. Sc,

1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 203/2 The Highlanders call them
the folk of peace. 1893 R- L. Stkvknson Catriona u i,

I .im nameless, like the Folk of Peace.

4. C. People who are eminently respectable. U.S.
1839 Caroline M. Kikkland Neva Home v. It's a rattle-

snake ; the Indi.-ins call Lhemmassisangas[r.^. massasaugas]
and sofolks calls 'em so too. 1844 Cath. M. Sfdgwick Tales
2CO There was considerable earthenware and silver teaspoons,

and it was evident they had lived like folks. 1867 Lowell
/'//s-/4<irwi'/ 5/o'> 544 ' Why, where In thunder were hU
horns and tail? ' ' They're only worn by some old-fashioned

pokes ; They mostly aim at looking just like folks.'

6. folk-dance, a dance of popular origin ; the

music for such a dance ; also folk-dance v. ;

folk-dancing vbL sb. ; folk-laws, customary laws
of the people and especially the Leges Barbarorum,
the laws of the Germanic jjeoples; folk-music,

music of popular origin ; hence foUc-musician ;

so folk-tune ; folk-play, a play written for acting

by the people of a town ; folk-psycholofiry [tr,

G. v6lkerpsychohgie\ == Ethnopstchologt; folk-

singer, a singer of folk-songs ; so folk-singing.
1909 Eliz. Burchbnal {title) *Folk-dances and singing

games. 191a C. J. Sharp Folk Dancing in Schools 4 The
three main types of folk-dance found In England are:—(i)

The Morris Dance. (2) The Sword Dance. (3) The Country
Dance. 19*7 Observer 2 Oct. 19/4 He de^ed anyone who
*foIk-danced to be unhappy. 1008 Amer, Physical Ednc,
Rnt. Oct. 375 The place of *folk dancing. I9a7 Observer
a Oct. ig/4 If there was more singing of the old songs and
more folk-dancing. 1884 'folk-law [see Diet. ^ b]. 1898 E.
JzHKsCa7v^ Politics Middle Ages ii. 32 While France and
Germany have their feudal laws. . England is still in the twi-

light of the folk-laws. 1^ C. J. Sharp Engl. Folk Sonf
Introd. p.ix. It is impossible to say how far the *folk-music
that has survived in a county like Somerset is.. truly rej>re-

Kcntative of English folk-song as a whole. Ibid. 34 The
*folk-musician. .IS under no such temptation \sc. to make
music for the sake of making it]. 188^ Cent. Dict.^ *Folk>
psychology. 19*4 R. M. Ocoen tr. Koffka's Growth ofMind

SUPPT.

49 Comparing child-psychology with folk-psychology. 1907
C. J. Sharp Engl. Folk Song Introd. p. viii, Only those, per-
haps, who have been brought into close contact with the old
*foik-singers of to-day, can fully realize how intimately *folk-

sinking and folk-dancing have.. been bound up with the
social life of the English village. 1927 C?3j«-r7'«ria June 13/2
Altogether more than fifty folk-singers and craft workers
hailing from all parts of French Canada were gathered
together. 1931 Times Lit. SuMl. 30 Apr. 344/4 fhe free

rhythm and florid ornament, .characteristic of Greek ^folk-

singing. 1907 C. J. Sharp Engl. Folk Song Introd. p. x.

The *folk-tune presents many problems of absorbing interest

to the musical theorist. 1914— Folk Singing in Schools 5
The folk-tunes which have recently been collected from the
English peasantry.

Folk-song (fiJa-k|S(7i)). Earlier folk*s song,
[f. F<jLK-f-SoNG sb.^ after G. volksHed,] A song
originating from * the people'; also collect, sing.

1847 Hoivitfs yml. 17 Apr. 212/1 The Three Little Roses.
A German Folk's song. Translated by Mary Howitt, 1870
Foik-Song [see Folk 5 bj. 1871 Comhill Mag. Nov. 573 In a
large collection of folk-songs from all the chief Dravidian
languages, not one may be called immoral, not one cheerful,

187s Encycl. Brit. III. 283/1 It was not till the publication
of Allan '^.s.msAy*^ Evergreen and Tea Table Miscellany,
and of Bishop Percy's Religues, that a serious effort was
made to recover Scotch and English folk-songs from the
recitation of the old people who still knew them by heart.

1880 * Mark Twain Tramp Abr. xvi, Germany is rich In

folk-songs, ..but *The Lorelei* is the people's favourite.

1883 Grove's Diet, Mus. III. 584/a In some countries of
Europe the development of the Song can be followed from
the primitive form of folk-song to the highest type of
artistic composition. 1887 Contemp. Rev, Mar. 338 The
idyllic bond between shepherd and sheep has formed the
subject of many quaintly graceful Roumanian folk-songs.

X907 C. J. Sharp {fitte) English Folk Song.

Pol3csy(ftf'«'ksi),a. U.S. [f.>/-^x, pi. of Folk
-(- -Y 1.] Sociable.
1871 ScHELE DE Vebe Avtcricanisnts (1872) 474 Even an

adjective, folksy, has been made, which is used in Virginia
and the South. 1886 Harper's Mag, Dec. 107/2 She's
dreadful folksy for a girl that's had^ to live aloLe on a far

island. 1890 /i^/^. Dec. 138/2 IM kind o' thought 'twould
be folksy an*. .cheerfuL 1891 KostiT.Cook^ HuckleberHes

331 I'm real folksy ; grasshoppers ain't no neighbours to me.

Follow, sb. Add

:

1. b, A supplementary portion in a restaurant,

1910 A. A, Milne The Day's Play aij At most restaurants
you can get a second help of anything for half-price, and
that is technically called a ' follow '.

.3. Pollow-on. attrib,

1897 Badminton Mag. Apr. 441 The original ' follow-on
'

limit W.-IS 100. 1899 Grace Cricket. Remin. 329 The com-
pulsory follow-on innings.

4. Follow-throUgh. Golf etc. The action or

an act of following through (see *FoLLOW v. 20*).

1897 Encycl, Sport I. 465/1 Both force and direction are
imparted by what is technically known as the 'follow
through *. 190A Daily Chron. 28 Apr. 3/3 1 1 is. . worthyof note
that after the ball has departed, when the follow-through is

nearly completed, Vardon's gaze is still fixed on the spot
whence it has flown. 1905 Westm. Gaz, 10 Nov. 4/3 If he
had hit it with the straight-forward, follow-through stroke.

1920 D. J. Knicht in Cricket (Badm. Libr.) 27 Another
great factor of the batsman's art is what is known as the
follow through. 192^ F. G, Lowe Lawn Tennis 46 The
wrist brings the striking face square with the ball, and after

impact gradually turns the striking face over until at the
finish of the * follow through ' it almost faces the ground.
\^\\ Times Lit. Suppt. 17 Sept. 699/3 i he upward swing of
a bait-rod (that gentle easy follow-through).

b. Applied to an organization which attends to

the after-care of patients.

19*6 Socialist Rev. Jan. 308 He should be familiar with
what Is meant by * follow-through Departments ', for the con-
dition of a patient five years after he leaves is a good test of
the Hospital's efficiency.

6. Pollow-up, The continuation of an action,

investigation, circularizing, etc.

x9>3 j. D. Hackett Labor Terms in Management En-
gineertng May, Follow- Up, methods used b^the personnel
department to maintain friendly relations with employees,
19S9 Saturday Even. Post (N. Y.) 14 Dec. 13/3 It's the
follow-up of that injunction gag.

Follow, V, Add :

1. Also with advs., e.g, about^ in^ out,

1749 G0AD8Y Apot. Life Bampfylde Moore Carew (1768)
48 Parson Bryant _ followed him out. i860 W. Collins
Woman in White xi, I opened the door for her in silence, and
followed her out. 1866 Mks. Miriam C. Harris Christine
XXX, Richard followed his brother slowly out into the path.

1877 A. Srwkll Black Beauty xlviii, I used to come to him
in the field and follow him about. 1910 E. Maria Albanbsi
Loi'e ofAnne Lambart 59 He follows me about like a dog.

2. O, To provide (a thing) with a sequel (cf.

*3i c) or a successor.

167X Head & Kirkman Engl. Rogue tv. (1680) 138 At the
first blow, I thought be had cut me in two, following that
with three or four more, xj^oi Daily Chron, 14 Dec. 8/2 He
had arranged to follow 'Ins' with..'My Lady Virtue'. 1907
Smart Set Jan. 73 Her efforts to follow * Anchored ' with
other stories.

3. C To attend (the body of a deceased person)

to the grave. Also absol. To attend a person's

funeral, colloq.

1819 C. WoLPK in Rem. (1827) 155 Last night I helped to
lay poor M— in his coffin, and followed him this morning to

bis grave. i8ao Kaleidoscope New Ser. 1. 142/3 His brothers
..agreed to follow the body to the grave. 1831 [J. BANtM]
Smuggler (1856) I. xi. in They renewed their cries for
' Hood ! to follow in the funeral !' 1857 Chambers's fml.
5 Dec. 354/2 You are likely to be following another party as
your own dear departed to his or her long home. 1897 Hall

Caine Christian i, viii, Gimme a black cloth on the corfin, my
dear, and mind yer tell 'Im to foller. 190a Westm, Gaz. 18
Dec. 12/2 In Norfolk It is customary to speak of attending
a funeral as ' following ' the remains.

15. b. Const. 071,

i888 Mrs. H. Ward Robt. Elsmere i. ill, That state which
so often follows on the long confinement of Illness. XS)03
Lancbridgk Flame ^ Flood ii, A rich-souled organ poured
out its absolution ; following on the voice of the violin.

20*. rollow thTongrh. intr. Golf etc. To con-
tinue the stroke, after the ball has been struck, to
the full extent of the swing. (Cf. *Follow sb, 4.)
[189S Hutchinson Golf'vi, (ed. 5) 87 The difficulty. .of

getting the club to follow easily through after the ball.]

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 464/1 The player should have the
habit, so important in this * following through ', of regarding
the ball merely as a point through which the club head is

to pass in the course of Its circuit. Ibid. 469/3 It \sc,

slicing] can only be cured by earnest endeavours to 'follow
through '. 1909 P. A. Vaile Mod. GoifyCw. 197 The timing
of the stroke, so that the head of the driver, .runs Into the
line of flight of the ball, hits It truly, and then follows
through In a true vertical plane.

21. Follow tip, C. = sense *2 c.

3^.795 T. Paine Age of Reason 11. 66 Matthew, .follows up
this part of the story of the guard . . with a second part. 1905
W. BoDiK Bodie Bk. 173, I must explain these two state-
ments, and then follow them up by a third.

22. Comb, : foUow-me-lads sb.pL [cf. F. suivez-

moi'jeune-homme'l'. curls or ribbons hanging loosely
over the shoulder; also sing., U,S, colloq., an at-

tractive furbelow in a woman^s costume.
1871 spectator {^airmer), * FoUow-me-lads * are not In them-

selves very pretty, though, like any other fashion, they be-

come the Princess. 1874 Slang Diet., Follow-me-lads, curls

hanging over a lady's shoulder. 1902 J. B. Greenough &
Kittredge Words Eng. Speech 190 Kiss-me-quick, hug-me-
tight, follow-me-Iads,—names for articles of female attire.

1918 Kath. H. Brown The Father i. Miss Evelina Amber-
ley, in all her frills and laces and follow-me-lads, as scalloped
and frilled and fluted as her name. /^/V. ix, The knife sawed
through Aunt Euphemia's follow-me-tad, slashed out a thick
chunk of somber plush.

Following, ppL a. Add ;

6. In various technical usages.

1839 Ure Diet, Arts 979 When a coal has a following or
roofstone, which regularly separates with the coal. 1883
Greslev Gloss. Coal'in., Follovtnng dirt, loose shale, etc., in

a thin bed forming the roof of a coal seam. Ibid., Follo-W'
ing-up bank, a breadth of about 6 yards of coal taken off

on either side of a leading bank. 1888 Lockwood's Diet.
Mech, Engin., Follozving edge, that edge of the blade of
a screw propeller which leaves the water behind it, as dis-

tinguished from the leading edge. Followingjoints. Ihe
rings ofwhich cylindrical boilers are built, being lap jointed,

fit one within the other. Instead, therefore, of being parallel

cylinders, they are necessarily frustra of cones, and as the
joints all lap In one direction, they are termed following
loliits. Following steady, a steady which is attached to the
Dack of the side rest ofa lathe, and which embraces the work
behind or after the tool and follows it along with the rest.

Fomorian (ft>in5»'rian). [f. Ir, fontor pirate

{i*fo wn^ti + muir sea) = Gael.yaffM<z^V-^-IAN.]

A sea-rover ; a name given in Irish legend to the

early invaders of Ireland.
187(5 Encycl. Brit.V, 300/2 That the Fomorian and Tuatha

D£ Danaan contests are mythological there can be no
doubt. 1898 Jas. Heron Celtic Church 5 Partholonians,
Nemedians, and Fomorians, or sea-rovers, are.. the first..

to take possession [of Ireland].

Fons et origo (ff»nz et ^i^vgo'). [L.] The
source and origin {pf\
[1809, etc. examples oXfons et origo mali : see Stanford's

Diet. Anglicised Words.] 1897 Westm. Gaz, 12 Nov. 2/2 If
we may reserve our opinion on the one point which was the

fons et origo of Liberal Forwardlsm—the Eastern Question.

1987 A. H. M^Neile Introd. N. T. 285 Paplas, thcfons et

origo of many problems. 1930 Times Lit. Suppl. 20 Nov,
955/3 The^WJ et origo of the downfall of the West.

Food, sb. Add : 2. b. transf.^ as in skinfood.
1908 Queen 30 May 932/1 The introducer of the Russian

i skin food Valaze Is Dr. Lyruski. 1912 Ibid. 30 Nov. ioo6/t
It is a skin food in the truest sense and really works wonders
with the skin.

7. food faddistf -fish (earlier example), product,
tax, ticket.

1910 Daily Chron. 14 Apr. 4/2 The * *food faddists * or
' food reformers '. 1937 W. E. Collinson Contemp. Engl. 38
Some of the food-fad ciists went beyond the vegetarian stage
and became fruitarians. 1865 J. G. Bertram {title) The har-
vest of the sea. A contribution to the natural and economic
history of the British *food fishes. 1875 Congress. Ree. 26
Feb. 1804/1 A good many States have already established
a system for the Introduction of food-fishes. 1897 Daily
Neivs 6 Mar. 6/4 The Select Committee on *food products
adulteration. 1906 Daily Chron, 5 June 5/4 I'o enable
Government inspectors to supervise, from hoof to can, the
preparation of meat food-products. 1913 Punch 32 Jan. 67
*Food taxes. 1907 Westm. Gaz, 13 Oct. 13/1 The *food-ticket
is invaluable, when money might prove a danger. 1909 Ibid.

30 Jan. 3/2, I felt also bound to refuse the gift of a food-ticket
until their cases had been investigated.

b. food-taxer^ -taxing,
1903 Westm. Gaz. 19 Aug. 5/1 Mr. Arnold-Forster a *food-

taxer, 1906 Daily Chron. 13 Feb. 4/3 There was something
for the Food-taxcrs also, for . . the matter of food-taxes is ' not
a question of principle '. 1905 Ibid. 25 Mar. 7/4 This *food-

taxing policy.

8. food-card, a card used in the rationing of

food to indicate the amount of food allowed to a

person for a specified period of time ; food-con-

troller, an official having control of food supplies

;

food-values, in dietetics, the relative nourishing

25



FOO-FOO,

power assigned to foods ; food vbso, vessel, names

given to a form of pot which sncceeded the beaker

in the round barrows ofGreat Britain ; food-vessel

men, the people of a Middle Bronze Age.

loiS Timet 6 Feb. i/i 'Food cards taken out for children

educated at boarding schools, igas E. A. Ross Kjit^tau

Soviet ReiuiL 113 Bread- and food-cards of four different

colors were issued to four class divisions of the population.

Ibid. 114 Inthespringofispo there were only eight thousand

adults in Petrograd who had not taken out food-cards, i.e. had

not gone to work. 1916 /Jrf 6 * 7 G">- f'-c 68 § 3 For the pur-

pose of economising and maintaining the food supply ol the

country during the present war, it shall be lawful for His

Majesty to appoint a Minister of Food under the title of

•Food Controller. 1907 Chamliers's jfrnl. 29 June 49s

The York Health and Housing Reform Association has

published a table of "food-values. 1909 IMd. Jan. 6/2 1 he

average Chinese and Japanese diet is rather richer '"food-

values than the average American. 191S Lit- Digest (N.Y.)

4 Sept. 479/2 Advt., A nourishing and appetizing first

course like. .Tomato .Soup .. contributes rich food-value.

iSjtArcluieoloiia'KlAn. 385 One of the four «food-vases..

is ornamented with fine punctures at the bottom. _
liid. 378

•Food vessels are rare in the barrows of Wiltshire and the

South of England, liid. 383 Food vessels, almost alone of

British ^rtiV/a, are in rare cases furnished with covers. 187J

J, Evans Attc. .S/<?«tf /w//^w. 200 A smaller hammer-head..

was found with a small ' food vessel ' accompanying an inter-

ment near Doune,

Foo-foo {fu-fu). Also fou-fou. [Ashanti (Twi)

fufa. Cf. Cuban Sp./ze/'rf.] A kind of dough made

out of plantains.

1851 lilustr. Cntal. Gt. Exhib. iv. i. 977/2 This mass [of

plantain boiled whole], beaten in a mortar, constitutes the

foo-foe of the negroes [of British Guiana]. 1858 Simmonds

Diet. Trade, Foo-foo, a negro name for dough made from

plantains: the fruit being boiled and then pounded in a

mortar. 1899 Rodway Guiana Wilds 54 There were fou-fou

soup, pepper-pot, barbecued meat, and pilesof oranges. T?>4
ClasecTv Herald 8 Nov. 5 The women pounded their fou-

fou 'in the courtyard of the [Ashanti] village.

Fool, J*.l and a. Add : 6. fool-water (see quot.).

1837 Knickerbocker Mag. X. 413 The disturber .. by the

Indians appropriately named * fire-water ', and more em-

phatically ' *fool-water ', was happily beyond their reach.

B. adj. Freq. in U.S.

180S L. Dow "ynil. Wks. 1806 II. I. 76, I showed the con-

trast of a gentleman and a fool deist. 184a Congress. Globe

25 Jan. App. 153 (Th.) All the fool Federal fandangoes that

disgraced the country. 1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest *
Sunshine ii. 25 Tempest.. can hardly wait till I'm dead

before she spends my money on fool fixins. l86a Susan
Hale Lett. (1919) 13 Everybody talking such fool nonsense

as sometimes almost to prevent digestion. 1897 Congress.

Rec. 31 Jan. 1018/2 If you had availed yourselves of the

information you would not have given the fool votes you
did. 1901 Hakben Abner Daniel 2 Oh, Alan, don't you
see he's goin' to ruin us with his fool notions ? i9xa R. A.

Wason Friar Tuck xxiii. 165 It was the foolest lookin'

group I was ever part of. 1914 Gebtr. Atherton Perch of
. Devil I. Ill Men are.. as .selfish as. .fool women have.,

made them. 1924 W. M. Raine Troubled IVaters xxiii. 245

You've heard that fool story about Norma and Mac.

Fooler (fw-lai). [f. Fool ». 3 -f -ebI.] A person

or thing that ' fools ' one.

1909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 316 They finally

located a mine that looked good-natured an' generous ; but

it was a fooler.

Fool-proof (f«-!pr»f), a. orig. U.S. [f. FoOL
ji.i -(- Pkoof a. I b.] Proof against even the in-

competence of a fool ; simple and straightforward

so as to respond to the most inexperienced or care-

less handling ; safeguarded against every sort of

accident. Hence Poo-l-proofness.. the quality of

being fool-proof.

1901 A. C. Hahmsworth Motors tt Motor-driving 309 The
car.. is comparatively 'fool-proof. 1904 Westnt. Gaz.

24 Oct a/a 'The car is so ' simple ' that my daughters drive

it
—

* fool-proof ' the Americans call it. 1906 Ibid. 24 Apr.

10/2 Not even a coffin-shaped bottle is ' fool-proof ', however.

1908 H. H. Smith Cacao Planting 34 Such a pump is said

to be practically fool-proof, and capable of being understood

and operated by a native labourer of the lowest degree of

intelligence. 1911 Grahame-White & Harper Aeroplane

318 It is a difficult task to construct a flying machine which

shall be ' fool-proof. 1924 W. R. Inge Lay Thoughts (1926)

220 Everywhere we find tlie same demand to make life ea.sjj,

safe, and fool proof. 1928 Galsworthy Swan Song in. li.

331 A base of operations with a fool-proof title was essential.

Foolscapped (fw'lzkaept), /«.///«. and///, a.

[I. Fool's-cap -e -i£D 2.] Furnished with a fool's-

cap.
X909 NovEsin Westm. Gaz. 26 Aug. 1/3 Poor fool's-capped

scholars. 19x8 Hist.Amer. Lit. I. 265 He was never laurelled

like Byron, never foolscapped like Keats by critics or public

Foot, sb. Add : 7. Also by the or perfoot run :

by the linear foot (see Run ppl. a. 1 2).

1847 Smeaton Buildei^s Man. 1P3 Plasterer's work is in

part measured by the yard and foot square, and in part by
the foot run. 188;^ Daily News 6 July 7/4 The Cheap Wood
Company are selling 2 by 4 at Jo. per foot run.

d. As a measure of coal gas : The amount of gas

contained in one cubic foot of space.

1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 88/2 A sufficient quantity of gas was
turned on to give a light equal to that of a mould candle;

the consumption in this case was a foot and a half per hour.

x86a Chambers's Eucycl. IV. 640/1, 1000 cubic feet will last

as long as 20 candles. 1879 Enrycl. Brit, X, 96/1 These
holders are each capable of storing 2 million cubic feet of

gas. Ibid. 99/2 A burner passing 7 feet of gas per hour.

22. b. In Archery (see quot.).

1913 Daily Mail 18 July 3 Several of tlw Woodmen..

386

made what are known as 'thumbs'. .and 'foots', the arrow

in this case lying against one leg of the target.

29. b. Toget thefoot of. (Earlier U.S. example.)

iS29-3a J. p. Kennedy Sivallom B. I. 248 She got the

foot of them [ar. dogs) so far, that she found she could get

back to her nest.

30. d. To have or set otie's foot on the neck of:

(fig.) to hold completely in subjection : see Neck
sb^ 3 a.

32. On foot. d. Of cattle-flesh : Alive, before

being slaughtered for food.

1846 M'Kenney Memoirs I. ix. 217, I told him that I

knew that beef could be purchased in Missouri and Illinois,

on foot, at from one dollar to one dollar and fifty cents per

hundred pounds.

34. e. esp. in names of speed and control appli-

ances on vehicles, s&foot-accelerator, -brake, -brak-

ing, -clutch, -starter ; aXiofoot-acted, -operated adjs.

1888 Lockmoods Diet. Mcch. Eugin., Foot Brake. 1905

Westm. Gaz. 17 Oct. 4/2 Many motorists who find the

working of a foot-clntch trying. 1908 Ibid. 16 Jan. 4/2

A foot accelerator is also fitted. Ibid. 30 Jan. 4/1 A large

foot-operated contracting brake. 1908 Daily Chroit. 21

Nov. 9/4 The three-speed gear in association with a foot-

acted brake. 1925 Morris Owner's Man. ri Both foot and
hand brakes operate on drums fitted to the back wheels.

35. foot-drop Path., a permanently extended

position of the foot, due to paralysis of the flexor

muscles ; foot-pieoe, (*) the wooden support for

the foot in a wood clog skate ; foot-plate, (A) Anat.

(see quot. 1901) ; (c) each of the metal mounts

which support the foot in a metal skate; foot-

rule, a.\soJig. ; foot-seoond, (a) a unit of velocity,

being the speed necessary to traverse one foot per

second
; (*) = *CnSEO ; foot-stook, (a) = *foot-

plate c ; foot-ton, a unit of energy, being the

amount necessary to raise one ton through the

height ofone foot ; foot-work, ((/) in other games,

agility, sureness and accurate placing of the feet.

1920 Glasgow Herald 8 July 4 Conditions affecting the

feet., e.g. *foot-drop, corns and contracted toes, clawfoot.

1856 'Stonehenge' Brit. Sports 522/1 The 'foot-piece is

generally a solid block of hard wood, flat above and shaped

to the boot, and rounded below with a longitudinal groove

to receive the iron. 1898 Encycl. Sport II. 361/2 The *foot

plates, or mounts, one for the sole and one for the heel, are

best made of light metal. 1901 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 2),

Foot-plate, the plate that forms the base of the stapes. 1910

Practitioner Feb. 237 In a typical specimen the stapes will

be seen to be fixed to the oval window by bone either along

the margin of the foot-plate or by bony processes passing

from the limbs of the ossicle. 1003 Westm. Gaz. 16 June
2/2 The advantage of having a *foot-rule, so to speak, by
which to test agreements for purchase. 1904 Daily Chron.

12 May 3/2 Mr. Richard Bagot's work may not always

satisfy the critical foot-rule. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 9 June 1/2

It was Mr. Chamberlain who had pointed to exports as a foot-

rule with which he wanted us to measure up our trade as a

whole. 1001 'Linesman' Words Eyewitness (1902) 147 A
velocity of 2500 ' 'foot-seconds '. 1905 Kynoch Jrnl. July-

Sept. 156 In the Government back-pressure gun, a muzzle

velocity of2,400 feet sec b practicable. 1891 Gentlewoman's

Bk. Sports 1. 131 My own skates have metal *footstocks.

1888 Lockwood^s Diet. Mech. Eugin., ''Foot Ton, a unit used

in calculation, signifying one ton lifted one foot high. Ibid.

S.V. Unit, The great primary mechanical units used by

engineers are the Joule, or unit of heat ; the foot pound or

ton; theinch pound,orinchton,and the H.P. xgozEncyct.

Brit. XXIX. 176/2 The energy in foot-tons .. of a shot

weighing w lb. 1908 Daily Chron. 25 June 3/3 (Tennis) It

is *footwork that wins. 1921 A. W. Myers Twenty Vrs.

Lawn Tennis 167 So well controlled was her footwork.

b. With adv. : foot-up Rugbyfootball, in scrum-

maging, the lifting of either foot by any member
of the front row of forwards on either side before

the ball is fairly put in the scrummage. Also attrib.

1911 E. H. D. Sewell Rugby Football j6i Inadvertent

offside, foot-up, . . are . . absolutely unavoidable at times.

1927 Wakefield & Marshall Rugger 183 The forwards.

.

merely leant up against one another while the front row tried

trick hooking and foot-up tactics. Ibid. 185 He must be

careful . . not to be penalised, .for foot-up.

Foot, V. Add

:

2. Also of a ship : To move or sail vrith speed.

Also with it. (In windward sailing, denoting speed

as distinguished from pointing.)

1899 Daily News 4 Oct. 3/1 Shamrock, under clever

handling, and footing splendidly, again took the lead.
_
1901

Daily Chron. 27 Sept. 5/7 His boat seemed to be footing it

better. 1905 Ibid, ig May 5/5 The latter boat was closely

pursued by Hamburg, which was footing splendidly.

9. c. (Earlier U.S. examjile.)

1844 Lvivell (Mass.) Offering IV. 76 I'll drink with him,

even if I have to foot the bill.

Footage (futed 5). [f. FooTi*.+-AGB.]
1. Mimng. A piece-work system of paying miners

by the running foot of work ; the amount paid

;

also, the amount mined.
1902 Webster Suppl. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 9 Dec. 10/4 The

output was 1 5,800 tons, or 2- 1 5 tons per head, and the develop-

ment footage 3,700. X9«3 Glasgoiv Herald 31 May 16 The
fathoms broken in the slopes were 234,960 against 192,784,

the development footage 104,447 against 87,159, the tons

milled 3,786,666 as compared with 3,447,73*- '9a7 iunday
Times 23 Jan. 5 The Development Footage sampled totalled

5,530 feet.
. - i-1

2. The length in linear feet of craematographic tilm

used in photographing a scene, play, etc. Also attrib.

1916 ' B. M. Bower ' Phantom Herd ii. 22 He visualized

a stampede and the probable amonnt of footage u would

FOOTING.
require. 2918 H. Crov How Motion Pictures are Made v.

128 Directors, .craftily working to keep the production ex-

pense as low as possible, do not altogether forget the foot-

age possibilities of an exterior love-scene. Ibid.y\. 150 The
amounts are added up and a footage rate determined. Z927

Daily Express 5 Dec i3The total amount of film 'footage
'

devoted to him.

Foot-bridge. [Foot sb.'\ A bridge for foot-

passengers only.

X375 Creation 1139 in Horstm. Altengt. Leg. (1B78) 138

Ouer a diche \rax tre l>e5 dedcn leye . . For to ben a fot brigge.

1506 [see Foot sb. 35], 1645 New Haven Col. Rec. I. 210

A foote bridge formerly made over the Mill River into the

Necke. 1710 Boston TovmRee. II. 117 Mr. John Oliver and
others, .have of Late Layd Timber or plank as a foot bridg

over the slip. 1807 [see Foot sb. 35). 1863 Mas. Whitney
F. Gariney's Girlh. xxvii, A pretty little foot-bridge crossed

it. 18M ' C. E. Craddock ' Broomsedge Cove iii. 49 The
foot-bredge over the ruver air nigh tmder water by this time.

Foot-coal. [Foot sb. l8.] An underlying

stratum of coal.

171a [see Foot sb. 35]. 1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XV.
105 About a foot from the bottom of every vein, there is a

layer of earth.. .This divides it into 'foot-coal' and 'upper

coal '. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. 91.

Footer, sb^ Add : 6. (See quot.)

19*7 T. WooDHOUSE Artificial Silk 95 In the manufacture

of stockings .. two machines are used. .. One of these

machines, termed the * legger ', knits the upper and longer

part of the stocking, whereas the other machine, termed the
' footer ', knits the remainder of the stocking.

Footer (fu-tai), sb.^ orig. University slang.

[f. Football : see *-er <>.] Football. Also attrib.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 12 Dec. 1/3 Who'd have thought of

finding the old smug at a footer match? 1899 E. Phillpotts
Human Boy 23s He had changed in the dormitory for

' footer '. 1906 Varsity 29 Nov. 147/3 Two enthusiasts in
' footer ' clothes. 19x1 H. Walpole Mr. Perrin v. 83 There's

a most ripping footer match this afternoon, sir. 191a Hugh
Walpole Prelude to Adventure v. Every time I put on my
footer boots. 1925 G. Warwick Deepino Sorrell it Son xvi.

To perform on the footer field with a lot of young louts.

Foot-evil. U.S. [Foot sb. i.] A disease

affecting the feet of cattle.

1845 Fb6mont Exped. 259 Many animals are destroyed.,

by a disease called the foot evil X867-8 Trans. 111. Agric.

Soc. VII. X44 I'he disease known to stock-growers as foot

evil or foules, to which our native cattle are occasionally

liable.

Foot-fault (futf^lt). Lawn Tennis, [f. Foot

rf. -^FADLT sb^ A fault or infringement of the

rules made by overstepping the base-line while

serving. Hence Poo't-fault v. intr., to make a

foot-fault ; trans., to record a foot-fault against (a

player). Poo-t-faiater, Poot-faiatliis vbl. sb.

190a Westm. Gaz. 6 Oct. 4/3 The ex-champion was
annoyed at being several times pulled up for ' foot-faulting '.

Ibid. 23 Oct. 6/2 The New Lawn Tennis Laws. The Foot-

Fault Difficulty Abolished... TTie feet of more than one

•crack ' had to be carefully watched by relentless linesmen

to detect the slightest inclination to foot-fault. 1909 Ibid,

?Feb. 12/2 The ruling . . that players who . . lift the left foot

efore throwing up the ball, or while doing it, and then do
the same with the right foot before the ball leaves the

racket, are foot-faulters. 1921 k. W. Myers Twenty Yrs.

Laum Tennis 114 Lamed.. was the foot-fault ^ndge in the

Davis Cup doubles. .. When he foot-faulted, ..he signalled

to the umpire with his hand and the man in the chair called

the foot-fault. 1922 Tilden It's All in the Game 35 In his

anxiety he foot-faulted and his first serve was wasted.

1927 Daily Express 6 June i Tilden was foot-faulted by a
special umpire in the fifth game of the third set.

Foot-folk (fu-tfciik). Delete -^Obs. and add :

In mod. use a new formation, prob. partly after G.

fussvolk, as in quot. 1859 in Diet.

1876 Morris yEneids vii. 793 A cloud of foot-folk follow

him. \ga% Daily Chron. n Dec 3/4 The British footfolk

at close grips are the very devil. 1905 Ibid 24 June 4/6

The Scottish army consisted almost exclusively of foot-folk.

Foo't-gear. [Foot sb. 1.] Boots, shoes, or

similar covering for the feet.

1837 [see Foot sb. 34 a]. 1869 Touegee Toinette ix. (i88t)

101 The heavy brogans and a part of the gray stockings

which formed her foot-gear. X872 Congress. Globe 7 May
3917/1 Then, except the matter of gloves and mittens, it is

footgear only that is made of kip-shins? 1891 Scribnefs

Mag. X. 279 The proper foot-gear is the canvas shoe with

rubber sole. X904 S. E. White Silent Places viiL 81 A
man's standing, .can be accurately gauged by the magnifi-

cence of his foot-gear.

Footguards. For ' Now . . . Guards ' read :

The Footguards now comprise the Grenadier

Guards, the Coldstream Guards, the Scots Guards,

the Irish Guards, and the Welsh Guards.

Foot-hill (fu-thil). orig. U.S. [Foot sb. j8.]

A hill forming a lower eminence at the foot of a

mountain or mountain-range.

x8s9 G. A. Jackson MS. Diary 9 Camped at some springs

in the foothills. 1870 W. Gladden m Scribner's Monthly
I. 153 The road leading to it passes over and among a series

of conical foot-hills that rest against the base of the moun-
tains. 1873J. H. BEADLE£/Wr»«/. ;FM/xv.253laCalifornia,

everything under two thousand feet high is called a hill ; if

it leads up to a mountain, a foothill. 1879 (see Foot sb. 35).

1882 Rep. Prec. Metals U.S. 262 The mineral belt is in tlie

western foot.hills of the Verde range of mountains. 19x6

J. B. Thoburn Hist. Oilaheiiut 11. 4 The Bl.ick Mesa ism

reality one of the foot-hills of the Rocky mountains.

Footing, vbl. sb. Add :

1. d. The stamping of hop-flowers into large

canvas bags for preservation.



FOOTLEB.

1876 Eiuyel. Brit IV. 273/t * Footing ', that is, letting the
empty bag drop through a hole in the floof, and having the

hops stamped down by one man, whilst two others filled.

Footler (f«nlax), £f. Footle z/. + -er1,] One
who footles.

I9C3 Daily Mail 22 June 7 Urbane persiflage directed

ag.Tinst 'footlers', bores, and busybodtes. 19*3 Una L.
SiLBERKAD Lcit. Jcatt ArTTiittr IX. rgi The rest are just

footiers whoM piflle and gas.

Footlights. Add : Across thefootlights : see

Across b. 3 b.

Footling (f«*tlii]), ppL cu [f. Footle v, +
-IXG -.] That footles or trifles; * drivelling *,

* blithering' ; hence of things.

1896 [in Diet. S.V. Footle v.\. 1905 G. B. Shaw in Daily
ChroH. 15 Mar. 6/3 They are paraphrases of great works,

made by footling people. 1907 Daily Chron. 7 .\pr. 4/4 That
dreary room, .with its footling Utile lace window curtains.

'9»3 A. Bennktt Things that have interested me Ser. n. »o

A perfectly footling popular play which fails to be popular.

1930 Thurstos Man in Bleuk Hat x, i8ij \ had heard it

before from fatuous idealists and footling divines.

Foo't-log. U^. [Foot ji. I.J A log used as

a foot-bridge.

1863 T. D. Price MS. Diary i^Js^n.^ Helped put foot-log

over run by my water-gate. 1869 Overland Monthly III- 9
Balancing over the deepest on lound foot-logs, where one is

moderately certain to slip off at critical places. 1873 J. H.
Beadle Undevel. West xxii. 446 An important bridge has

been washed away, leaving only a foot-log, on which tlie

fassengers cross. z88i I'ourgek ZourCs Christmas vi,

heti they crossed the foot.log together.

Foot-loose, <z. (/.S. [Cf. FooTj^. 35.] Free

to act as one pleases ; not hampered by any ties.

1873 J, H. Beadle Undevel. West xxxi. 669 All my friends

who were * footloose ' had the ' Arizona ferer *. 1904 F.

Lysde Grafters xxvii. 347 If the mine should happen to

explode . . it 11 be a comfort to have a foot-loose friend or two
on the outside to pick up the pieces of us. 1910 W.M.
Raine B. O'Connor s^ We went in together for all the kinds

of spreeing that young fellows who are footloose are likely

to do. i9«4 — Troubled Waters x. 104 Oh, she's nice

enough, when she isn't a little divvle. The trouble is she
isn't foot-loose.

Footsek, variant of *Voktsak,

Foot-slog (fu-tsl^), V. [f. Foot J*. + Slog v.

2.] inlr. To go on foot ; to tramp, march. Also
with it. Hence Foo*t-aloff sit.y a tramp, march ;

Toot-slo :crffer, a foot-soldier, infantryman, pedes-

trian.

1894 C. H. W. DoMALDSON With WiUon tm MaiaheUland
ix. 198 Some of the Johannesburg ' Foot-Sloggers*.. were
doing damage in the village. 1906 Macm. Mag^. Apr. 47a
Must get in and foot-slog it, that sail. 1916 * Peter* Trench
Yarns iv. 34 I'm not a Shop gunner, y* know. I'm only
a miserable fooOlocger I Z9S5 11 Tkavers Mischief viii.

Another long foot-slog .. in squelching shoes. 1927 Cham-
berss frnl, June 393/11 I -.had to foot-slog until I could
find a British Consul to borrow from. 1998 Sunday Express
a8 Oct. 14/3 A long, long way to Berlin^ especially for the

poor bally foot-sloggers wbo did the fighting and the dying.

Footstep. 6. Add : altrib. : footstep bear-

ing = sense 5 d.

1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw, ixo Plan and sectional

elevation of a footstep bearing for an upright shaft. 1888

Lcckivoods Diet. Mech. Engin. 1 47 Footstep bearings are .

.

made adjustable by placing the beating in the centre of a
ring casting.

Footstool. 1.

examples.)
iSag T. DwicHT Trtev. New Eng. (i6a3) III. 231 We felt

a total superiority to all the humble beings who were creep-

ing on the footstool beneath us. 1859 Congress. Globe 18

Feb. 1122/1, 1 would give tliat power [of declaring war] to

no Presid^it—none that has ever stood upon this footstool.

Z906 N.y. Globe 30 Feb. 6 This New Vorkof oun>, regarded
by m^iny the wickedest city on the footstool.

Footwear (fu'twcw), orig. U.S. [f. Foot si.

I -f Weab slf. 3.] Clothing for the feet; boots,

shoes, etc.
' 1881 [see Foot J^. 34 a]. 19M i?(»^ 3/a// 1 Nov. 8 Women
and giHs, with their short skirts, neat footwear, and other
prevailing fa^hions.

Foozled (fw'z'ld), ///. a. [t Foozle v. + -bd i.]

Bungled ; esp. of a stroke in Go/f.

1699 Westm, Gaz. 25 Aug. 3/1 Foozled drives or missed
approaches. 1909 Ibid. 22 Jan. 5/3 A round freely Inter-

spersed with foozled tee shots.

So Foo'xUng vbi, sb., bungling.

'9*7 J- Adams Errors in School 187 In his playing the
pupil finds no lack of errors, mistakes, foozlings, call them
what you will.

ToVtprep, Add:
8, Also, in preparation for or anticipation of (the

stated time of a meeting, etc.),

J900 Athenjeum 5 May 545 i The Annual Dinner of the
Society will take place on Wednesday, May 16. .at 7, for

7.30 P.M. 1999 E. Wallace frou Grip viii, You can please

yourself about accepting. .No. 109 Grosvenor Place, and the

hour is 7.30 for 8.

13. o. To btfor it (f^'rit) : (orig. Mil. slang) to

have one's name on the crime sheet, i.e. to be

marked down for ptmishment or trouble ; hence,

to be in for trouble.

1915 * Iak Hay ' first Hundred Thou, xvi, 214 No more
trial trips ; no more chaperoning 1 This time, we decided,
we were * for it '. 1915 War lllitstr. 31 Aug. 22/1 Then it

is that he realises so acutely that if anything happens to his

ilot he is *for it ', as the current flying phrase has it. 1917
KMacgh.i. BrvzuH Brethren iv. 68 IfCaptain Thorley finds

*tm nitsin' he'll be for it. 1919 War Slang in Athenaum

o. C/.S. (Earlier and later

f.

887

25 July 664/1 ' You're for it,' i.e., for the 'orderly room '. Ibid.

I Aug. 695/1 *On the peg,' to be charged with a •crime'.
' You'll be for it,' the sergeant's threat of ' the peg '. 19*6
Punch iZ Apr. 466/1 Major Atlee.. declared that if the disci-

pline of a unit broke down it was the officer in charge who
should be * for it *. 1938 Galsworthy Swan Song lu vi. 152
We've come to ask you to lead a forlorn hope. Don't smile 1

You're ' for it ' as they say in this Bonzoid age.

Forage, sb. 4. forage-bag^ -hat (U.S.) ; forage-
cap (earlier U.S. example) ; forase-master (later

U.S. example).
i8ia Niles^ Weekly Register FI. 131/1 The purveyor of

pubHc supplies advertises for. .3000 *forage bags. 1837
Southern Lit. Messenger III. 82 He advanced, and grace-
fully bowing, took off his *forage cap, x^^Ccntury Mag,
Apr. 901/2 Five troopers, sitting loosely in their saddles..
*forage-hats set well over their eyes [etc. J. i86x U.S. A rmy
ReguL 149 No wagon-master or "forage-master shall be
interested.. in an^ wagon or other means of transport cm-
ployed by the United States,

Foramen.. Add ; Also with defining name, as

foramen of Magendie^ of Monro ^ of Winslow.
1848 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7). 1907 Practitioner Aug.

267 A hernia into the foramen of Winslow was discovered.
X910 Ihiii. July 48 The two lateral ventricles communicate
With each other and with the third ventricle by means of the
foramina of Monro. Ibid. 50 The orifice in the ependyina
roofing the fourth veotride, which b called the foramen of
Mage Iid ie.

Forbesite (f^'ubzait). Mitu \a.A.G.forbesi£y
f. the name of David Forbes^ who first analysed it

:

see -ITE 1.] (See quot.)
1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 560 Hydrous Bibasic Arsenlate of

Nickel and Cobalt. Under this name D. Forbes describes
. .a mineral occurring in the desert of Atacama in veins in a
decomposed diory te. . . Kenngott names it Forbesite.

Force, J^.^ Add: 4. d. 6^.^. (Seequots.)
1834 W. G. SiMMS Gu^ Rizfers II. 97 The force of the

traveller—for such is the terra by which the number of his
slaves are understood—was small. X845— Wigwam ^ Cabin
Ser. L 178 The crop.. had been so great as to be beyond the
ability, to gather in and harvest, of the * force ' by which it

was made. 1850 Baktlktt Diet. Anrer. (ed. 2), Porce, in

the South, the slaves of a planter able to work in the field.

187J ScHELE DE Verk Americanisms (187a) 475 Force is a
common name for a gang of laborers, whether they are Irish-

men at work 00 a railway, or negroes employed on a planta*
tion.

IS. b. Tennis. (See quots.) Also attrib,

1890 J. M. Heathcotk 7V««(j(Badnu Libr.) 50 The Force
is the usual resource of a player who must try to win at very
* close chase ', or who returns a ball which comes ' fair-oflf

*

from the end-walL Ibid. 124 Force, a stroke played, either

direct or boasted, for the dedans with some strength. 1927
Daily Tel, 26 Apr. 17/1 Some admirable tennis was seen,
with good returns, short chases, and accurate forces.

Force, v.^ Add ; 8. b. Tennis. To use the

force stroke (see prec. 15 b).

i8f^ J. M. Heatucote Temiis (Badm. Libr.) 52 It Is im-
possible to force as severely, difficult to force as accurately,
with a back<haad as with a fore<hand stroke.

9. To force (a person) on^ upon (something).
Delete t and add :

1856 Dk Qm^czv Coi^ess. 238 Nervous irritation forced me
. . upon frightful excesses ; but terror from anomalous symp-
toms sooner or later forced me back. Ibid. 269 The . .riotous
prodigality of life naturally forces the mind more powerfully
upon the antagonist thought of death. 1903 Lancbriix^e
Flame <V Flood xxiv. Her lack of money had forced her
back upon the most respectable costume which she bad.

12. MsoabsoL
i8s^ Poultry Chrvn, 1. 624/2 If 3rou wish to/orce,yoa have

nothing more to do than give the male bird an extra good
feed in the afternoon, [looa Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 878/1 The
following is the ' mash ration on a successful American
Egg-farm, and represents a high forcing diet.]

Po-rce-bill. U.S. [Force sby 5.] A bill

authorizing the use of military force to prevent
civil disorder.

i8« Deb. Congress 27 Feb. 1818 He was pledged to meet
this force bill fairly and openly, and he should do it. 187s
Congress. Globe 2 Apr. 2110/1 He proposed in the tariff hill

to hold out the oUve branch of peace to South Carolina, and
in the force bill to hold out the sword. 1893 Congress. Rec.
28 Feb. 2300/1 The so called ' force hill ' has been consigned
to its political grave. 19x0 Atlantic Monthly Sept. 292
There is in the American nation a fixed hastitity to the em-
ployment of troops at polling-places. It is a fact that every
administration which has ever passed a force bill has lost the
House of Representatives at the next election.

Forced, ppl. a. Add :

7. In ventilation, etc., artificially produced, as in

forced air, draught^feed^ inducii&fi (usually attrib.).

1885 Marine E/igincer Vll. 39/1 On the Application of
Moderate Forced Draught to the Furnaces of Small Steam
Vessels. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 496/2 Where forced
draught has been substituted for chimney draught. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 18 May 2/3 In our service we are satisfied

with a forced draught trial of four hours as a rule. 1901
Feilden^s Mag. IV. 441/2 The forced-air draught fans...

Forced-air draught is preferable to steam blast. 1907 Westm.
Gaz. 19 Nov. 4/2 Forced feed lubrication. 1909 Ibid. 12 Aug.
4/2 Designing an engine on the forced-induction principle.

Force majeure (fors ma^or). [Fr., = superior

strength.] Irresistible force or overwhelming
power, such as an act of God, etc.

1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Force-majeure, a French
commercial term for unavoidable accidents in the trans-

port of goods, from superior force, the act of God, &c.
1883 Academy 8 Sept. 158/t Tyranny, upheld by law,
willgenerally be ' tempered * by outrage, so long as x/orce
majeure prevents its being met in any other way. z886
Macm. Mag. Sept. 342/1 They [sc. poHiiciansl will not
combine except under yfe/r^ majeure. 190s Encycl. Brit.

POHB-AND-APTEB.
XXV. 112/1 The expression * act ofGod V . is not synonymous
with force majeure % but it includes every loss by force
majeure in which human agency, by act or negligence,
has had no part. 1907 W. De AIobcan Alicefor-Shortx^
Hindered from., determined effort \iy ^force-majeure \.Tyi^%
to the temper but heroically endured. 1916 * Peter ' Trench
Yarns v. 51 Force majeure being on George's side, the
transaction was accomplished to the accompaniment ofawful
threats as to George's lurid future.

Forceps. 3. Add : forceps-tail, an Ameri-
can species of scorpion-fly.
xZ^T Amer. Naturalist 1. 279 The Forceps-tail, or Panorpa,

P. rufescens . .is found in bushy fields and shrubbery.

Forcer 2. Add: 1. b. One who produces forced
crops.

1789 J. Abercrohbie {title) The Complete Kitchen Gar-
dener and Hot-bed Forcer. 190a Westm. Gaz. 4 .Apr. 8/2
There are forcers who have a dozen large hothouses devoted
solely to Easter lilies. 1905 /^/(^^. ai Feb. 12/1 A'forcer'in
Kent gets a living from strawberry-forcing on less than half
an acre of land.

Forcb.erite (f^'ijarsit), Min. [ad. G, for'
cherilf f. the name of V. Forcher, the discoverer

:

see -ITE 1.] A variety of opal found in Styria.
189a Dana Min. (ed. 6) 195 Forcheritc.an orange-yellow

opal, colored by orpiment. . . It is from Knittenfeld, m Upper
Styria.

Forcing, vbl. sb. 3. a. Add : forcing-jet,

a jet of exhaust steam used in making a forced

draught {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).
Forcing-pump. = Force-puiup 2.

1838 Civil Engin. ^ Arch. Jml, I. 322/1 A substitute for

the Forcing-pump in supplying Steam Boilers.

Forcive (f^Jsiv), j^. Physics, [f. Force j^.i +
•IVE.] A system of forces,

1890 Ld. Kelvin Math. ^ Ph:ys. Papers III. 457 note^
Forcive is a word which has been introduced by my brother,
Prof. James 'I'homson, to denote quite generally any system
of forces such as, for example, a force or a number of forces
acting on a rigid body, or on any system of particles, or any
distribution of bodily or surface force on an elastic or fluid

body. Ibid., An example ofa circuital forcive is, the triangle
of forces or the polygon of forces, in elementary statics, by
which I mean forces numerically equal to the sides of the
triangle or polygon and applied in the lines of the sides, not
as sometimes meant, forces applied in parallel lines through
one point. 1899 — in Phil. Mag. XLVII, 480 The forcive

which must be applied to the boundary.

Ford (fSoid), sb.^ The name of Henry Ford
(1863-), an American manufacturer of motor ve-

hicles, used to designate these, esp. as typical of

cheap makes of car.

X914 Scotsman 14 Oct. 12/1 Ford Chassis jC^oS* *9^8
Automobile Engineer Mar. 85/9 The minimum-priced car,

represented by the Ford. 19*0 Btackw. Mag. Jan. 105/2 It

is the sort of road that even a Ford would hesitate to tackle.

1925 A. P. Herbert Laughing Ann 48 Like the starting of
a Ford.

Fordi V. Add : 1. b. (Modern U.S. example.)
1903 A. Adams LogCozoboy\\\. 88 You can hardly imagine

what a difference there is m fording this herd, between a
cool cloudy day and a clear hot one.

Fording, vbl. sb. (Earlier U.S. example.)

181S-16 iWiles' Weekly Reg. IX. Suppl. 165/1 The dams
are to be made with fording places.

Fore-- 5. Add :

fore-caddie, a caddie who goes in advance of the

players to watch where the balls fall ; fore-car, an
obsolete form of motor-cycle having the passenger's

seat in front ; fore-hook, the hock of the fore-leg

of pork or bacon ; fore-intestine (see quot.) ; fore-

kidney = Pbonephbos ; fore-milk, {a) the first

milk drawn from the cow at each milking
;

(b) the

colostrum (Borland, 1901) ; fore-stone, also, the

front cross-piece of a blast-furnace; fore-truck, a

truck attached to a locomotive engine, a bogie-

truck.

1890 A. Lang in H. G. Hutchinson G(?^(Badm. Libr.) 17
In the time of. .James II (then Duke of York), we hear of
the '*fore-cadie who ran in front, to mark the ball down.
1904 Motor Cycle n Apr. 348/1 One of the most highly
developed "forecars we have yet seen. 1908 Westm. Gaz.
21 May 4/3 My machine was a three-wheeler, known in

those days as a forecar. 1913 R. E. Davies Pigs f^ Bacon
Curing 29 The side may be made into smaller cuts by either

of the following divisions:— First: *forehock, thick streaky,

thin streaky, flank, gammon, corner, long loin, back and
ribs, and collar. 1898 A. S. Packard Text-bk. Entom, 299
The *fore-intestine (stomodoeum of the embryo). 189a J. A.
Thomson Outl. Zool. 404 The pronephros or *fore-kidney
persists. 1904 Daily Chron, 15 July 3/7 Thousands of bac-

teria have been found in the '*fore* milk, whereas the
'middle* milk was. .germ-free. 1908 Stratford-on-Avon
Herald -2^ July 7/1 The rejection of foremilk and the dis-

continuance of wet milking. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 756
The front of the furnace is open for about 12 inches from
the lower part of the front cross-piece called *fore-stone.

1891 Kipling Light that Failed xvy Let me come into the

bogie truck of the train. There is a *fore-truck, isn't there?

Fore-and-after. Add : a. (Later U.S. ex-

ample.)
X891 Scribner's Mag. X. 781 The big ' fore-and-after ' now

showing a torch-light, rushed at almost ten-knot speed

across the bows of tne propeller.

c, A kind of dance.
1841 5£'«/A<rr»/,f/. ^^wtf^w- VII. 767/2 The fiddler would

be sawing away for life and death, and two or three couple

in the floor—men and women—dancing fore and afters.

Ibid. 768/2, I was one of six sailors and women in a regular

fore and after.



PORE-BAY.

Pore-bay. *b. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1844 in C dist Cincinnati Misc, 38 His only chance of

escape was to cross the forebay of the mill, where if the

stretch would have proven too great for his horse to leap, he

must lose him and cross on the timbers.

Pore-carriage. Add : c. The front seat of

a fore-car (see *Fobe- 5).

1904 A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist 170 The motor*

bi^cle..wlth its fore-carriage or trailer.

PorecloSTire. attrib, AAA: foredosure action,

1905 ii''f^t/fi. Caz. IS May a/i [The] suggestion of a fore-

closure without a foreclosure action. I9»9 Encyct. Brit, IX.

494/2 A foreclosure action is brought by the mortgagee
against the mortgagor in the chancery division of the High
Court in England.

Poreconscious (fo»-ik/?:nJ»s), a, Psychol, [f.

Fore- + Conscious at.] Belonging to that portion

of the mental field the memory traces of which may
be more or less readily recalled. Also absoL

1915 C. R. Payne tr. P/ister's Ps^ych. Method 47 Freud
distinguifthes foreconscious ideas which lack onlythe con-

scious investment of energy, from the real unconscious, but

attributes to this distinction more practical than theoretical

value. 19SO T. P. Nunn Educ. Data <5- ist Princ. (1923) 49
The complex may be on the * fore-conscious ' level—that is

the ideas belonging to its activity, though forgotten, may
be capable of being recalled. 1921 Sat. Westm. Gaz. i Oct.

16/2 The fore-conscious or marginal region of the mind.

Forehand, a. and sb. Add :

A. adj. 5. Lawn Tennis, a. Said of a stroke

made by holding the racket with the palm of the

hand turned forwards, a stroke on the right-hand

side. b. Applied to the right-hand court or right-

band comer or side of a court.

X889 H. W. W. WiLBERFORCE LawH Tenuts ai When
about to make a forehand stroke, the feet should be apart.

Ibid. 36 Supposing it \sc. the returnj comes to the player's

forehand, he may.. return it in the direction it came but at

an acuter angle. Ibid. 37 From the forehand court the return

will be either—(n) Down the line . . (d) Across the court. 1890
C. P. Heathcote Tennis, etc. (Badm. Libr.) 212 The moment
it is seen that the ball will come to the fore-hand, the left

foot should be brought across and in front of the right. 192X

A. W. Myers Twenty Years Lawn Tennis 9 He attacked
the Australian's backhand corner (the forehand corner of a
light-handed player) very adroitly. 1939 Mom. Post 13 July
16/2 The Forehand Grip.

B. sb. 3. (See quot., 1908.)
1764 Museum Rusticum II. 165 [Mares that are] small

limbed, with a moderate-sized head, and a good forehand.

1908 A nimal Managem. (War Office) 20 The ' forehand

'

[of a horse] includes head, neck and fore limb.

4. Lawn Tennis. On theforehand', forehanded.
1908 H. S. Mahony in A. W. Myers Complete Laivn Tennis

Player 246 Of their ground-play, especially on the forehand,
there is nothing to be said but praise. 1924 G. W. Hillyahd
Forty Years Laivn Tennis 69 He.. never did acquire the
right method of hitting the ball on the forehand.

C. adv. Lawn Tennis. (See quot.)
«9a5 S. Lenglen Lawn Tennis 24 The ball is cut forehand

when it is struck below the centre of its circumference and
across from right to left.

Forehanded, a. Add: 3. Lawn Tennis.

Played forehand. Also advb.
1^89 H. W. W. WiLBERFORCE Lawn Tennis 20 It is much

more difficult to volley a high lob backhanded than fore-

handed. 1890 C. P. Heathcote Tennis, etc. (Badm. Libr.)

2i8 The over-hand twist, given fast or slowand fore-handed
as well as back-handed. 1908 A. W. Myers Complete Lawn
Tennis Player 129 Lawford attempted to take them fore-

handed. 1922 A. E. Crawley Lawn Tennis Do's <V Donts
sj The receiver is in doubt whether to play it forehanded
or backhanded.

Porelia*ndedness. l/.S. [f. Forehanded
a. 2.] The quality of being * forehanded*.
1840 Dana Se/. Mast (1854) 272 Regular habits, forehanded-

ness (if I may use the word) in worldly affairs. 1898 Maiian
Ld. Nelson II. 277 The incident shows at once the fore-

handedness of Nelson. 1905 Springfiild Weekly Republ,
8 Dec. I The attempt. .to persuade people to do their

Christmas shopping early appears to be making headway.
Such forehandedness is in the interest of the buyers.

Poreliailder (foauhzeindai). Lawn Tennis,
[f. FoHEHAND-f--ERl.] A forehand stroke.

1922 A, E. Crawley Lawn Tennis Do's «y Don'ts 05 If
you hold [the racket] across your chest, you may be too late
for a forehander.

Poreign, a. Add : 2. d. Of a railway : Be-
longing to another company, a.sforeign car^ line.

1897 Rep. Cambrian Rail'way, Foreign Lines.

8. Foreign legion : see Legion i b.

14. Further examples of combs, of the type of
foreign-owned ( = owned by a foreigner, of foreign

ownership).
1898 IVestm. Gaz. i6 June 1/3 A foreign-controlled de-

partment of public works. 1898 Daily News 5 Nov. 6/3 The
commander of the foreign drilled troops. 1905 Daily Chron,
22 Nov. 6/3 Our corn is part home-grown and part foreign-
grown. 1J06 Ibid. 13 Aug. 4/7 The foreign-trained fitters
and machinists.

Poreigner. Add ;

1. c. //. Foreign stocks and shares.

1898 IVestm. Gaz. 14 Feb. 9/1 Foreigners arc quiet. 1904
Ibid. 10 May ii/i The Account Changes in Foreigners.

POTelady. U.S. = Forewoman b.

1889 Farmer Americanisms^ Forelady, a forewoman,
1904 N. Y. Even. Pest 6 Oct, 3 Advt., Help Wanted.
Designer and Forclady for long-established waist factory
near Chicago, a 1906 * O, Henry ' Trimmed Lamp etc. 12
Two of the most 'refined ' women in the store—a forelady
and a cashier—had a few ' swell gentlemen friends '. 1906

388

U. Sinclair yungU x. 125 Miss Henderson, the forelady in

her department. 1909 Public Ledger (Philaaclphia.) t4 June
14/1 Umbrella forelady, to take charge of finishers in large
umbrella factory.

Poresite (for^i*z3it). Min. [ad. G, foresit,

f. name of G. F. Foresioi Porto Ferrajo, Klba : see

-ITE 1.] A hydrous silicate ofaluminum and calcium.

1875 Dana Min. App. ir. 1877— Text'bk. Min. 325 Fore,
site.—Resembles stilbite in form. 1914 Brit. Mns. Return
226 Granite with a crystallined cavity containing poUuctte,
tourmaline, foresite, etc., from Elba.

Porest, sb. Add : 4. a. forestfire.
1880 Harper's Mag. July 317/2 A large portion of Southern
New Jersey was laid waste by forest fires, 1896 Vermont
Agric. Rep. XV. 82 She has directed him to. .determine..
the extent and cause of forest fires.

d. forest-boi-n (modern examples).
1837 Southern Lit. Messenger III. 238 The walls.. once

resounded with the accents of the forest-born Demosthenes.
1841 FooTK Texas iff Texans I. 120 It was in fact perfectly
natural, .that ' forest-born * orators [should have come for-

ward] to rouse., the spirit of resistance.

Porestian (fore-stian), a. Geol. [f. Forest
+ -IAN.] (See quots.)

'895 Jml. Geol. III. 241. 1903 Geikie Text-bk. Geol.
(ed. 4) 1313 Professor James Geikie.. has come to the con-
clusion that there were really in Europe six glacial intervals

embraced within what is called the Glacial Period... These
he arranges and names as in the subjoined table :—..Upper
Forestian or sth Interglacial Epoch, shown by a buried
forest, with a fauna and flora indicative of a temperate and
dry climate... Lower Forestian or 4ih Interglacial Epoch,
embracing the great fresh-water lake of the Baltic Area
{A ncylus-h^d^), the lower forests under peat bogs, and the
Littorina-c\siy^ of Scandinavia in part, x^a&Glasgo'MHerald
20 Jan. 13 Pealing with the Scotland of that remote time,

Dr. Ritchie, .showed that Early Man reached Scotland
before the Upper Forestian epoch.

Pore-sti.ck. U*S, (Earlier examples.)
175(3 Massachusetts SPy 7 Mar. (Th.) He found his com-

panion lying in a large body of live coals, her bead on the
backlog and knees on the forestick. a z8oo Sp, Farmer's
Museum (1801) 167, I kicked over my forestick, and saw by
this man's uneasy countenance that he must be no more nor
less than a Jacobin. 1815 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I, 33
[She was] watching the current of sparks that rushed up
the chimney whenever the ' back log moved or the ' fore,

stick* parted in the fire. 1845 S. Judd VJ/rtr^ar^/ i. xvii.

158 A great fire, composed of a huge green back log, a large

green forestick. i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career xxiv.

429 The doctor and Aunt Catherine were sitting before the
deep wood-fire, .the doctor trying to read a newspaper and
punching the forestick.

Poreteach, v. Delete Obs. and add

:

1876 Morris -<E'«£^/</j x. 843 The father's soul foretaughtof
ill, afar their wail he knew. 1909 Washboukne tr. Sermons
0/ St. Bernard 152 They are foretaught by the Holy Spirit.

Porete'llable, a. [f. P'oretell 2/. + -able.]

Capable of being foretold,

191a F, VON HiJGSL Eternal Life 212 The very range and
slowness of such an immense, assumedly necessary, fore-

tellable evolution. 1927 H. G. Wells in Sunday Express
20 Feb. 12/3 A foretellable disaster.

Poretop. 3, (Later U.S. examples, of sheep.)
1866 Ret. Agric. Soc. Maine 149 They all had the large

foretop on the forehead. 1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric.
J 1 , 416 When young they should have good foretop, and the
skin a light pink.

Forfar (f/ufaj). The name of the county town
of Forfarshire, Scotland, tw^ attrib. to designate

a kind of linen cloth which is chiefly made there.
190a A. Reid Royal Burgh Forfar 384 Forfar linen grew

more famous in the mart than its brogues had ever been.

Porge, sb. 6. b. Add : forge-scale = hatn-

vter-scale (Hammer sb^- 7).

1883 Specif. Alnwick «5- Cornhill Rlivy. 9 To substitute a
portion of forge scales or cinders.

Porgfet, sb., variant of Forgett.
1886 [see *FoL'RCHETTE I d]. 1921 Diet. Occup, Tertns

(1927) §429 Side piecesfor fingers of glove (called fourchettes
or forgets).

Porget, V. Add : 1. Used colloq. in admoni-
tory phrases, orig. U.S,
x888 Detroit Free Press 6 Oct. (Farmer Amer.) You don*t

want to fool with those Quakers any, and don't you forget it.

1908 Eliza C. Hall Aunt Jane 0/ Kentucky \\. (igog) 33
He was the Rev. Lemuel Page, and don't you forgit it.

3. Also, toforget about : Not to recall the facts

concerning ; not to remember to take action in the

matter of. colloq,

1897 Nat. Gould Seeing him through xix, He had for-

gotten about that, it was such a long time ago. a 1915
R. Brooke in Collected Poems (1918) Mem. p. xxv, I often
wonder whether 1 haven't written several of them myself
under a pseudonym, and forgotten about it.

Porget-me-not. 4. Ki\d.:forget-me-not ring.

Also ellipt. for this.

1863 Mrs. Whitney y^ Gariney*s Girlh. xx. There was the
forget-me-not ring lying in her box of ornaments. Ibid, xxiv,

You must wear this, now, and keep the forget-me-not for a
guard.

Porging, vbl. sb,^ [f. Forge z/.s + .ingI.] =
Clicking vbl. sb. b.

1843 YouATT Horse 393 A singular species ofover-reaching,
termed forging or clicking, i^a in Funk's Stoftdard Diet.,

^n /orgingy a horse merely hits one of his forward shoes
with his hind shoes, making a disagreeable noise, but does
not cut or injure his feet as in over-reaching.

Poi^vableness (f^jgi-vab'lnes). [f. For-
givable a, + -NESS.] The quality of being forgiv-

able. So 3PorglTa1)l7 (f^igi'vabli) adv.
Z898 A. B. Bruce in Expositor Aug. 105 When general

FOBM.
unbelief prevails in the forgivableness of transgression, it

is a truth worth proclaiming. Z9a6 Spectator 29 May 917/2
The quality which distinguishes his great prototype Pepys,
we mean the quality of forgivableness. 19*7 Sunday Times
13 Mar. 6/4 [The part] was quite ludicrously, if forgivably,
presented by a substitute.

Porgottenness (f^Jgp*t'nines), [f. Forgot-
ten + -NESS.] The state of being forgotten

;

oblivion.

1^34 Brit. Weekly 4 Sept. 483/4 Archbishop Leighton*s
writings are apt to be relegated to forgottenness to-day.
iga4 L. M. Watt Prayers Public Worship 159 Awake them
from the lethargy of forgottenness.

Pork, sb. Add :

10. d. The part of a bicycle frame in which the
(front or back) wheel revolves ; also attrib,, as
forM-blade, -crown, -end, •head,

1871 Eftgl. Meclianic XIII. 144 Can anyreader give me a
description of socket and fork of * Ariel ' bicycle ? 1880 Scott,
Football Ann. Advt., The Howe Bicycle, all the latest im-
provements, hollow oval fork, &c. 1898 Echo 19 Nov. 2/5
'i'he ' Moliawk ' |>eop1e have improved their fork crowns.
1898 Cycling 48 The fork ends. 1903 Captain Vi I. 83/1 The
fork head of the Raleigh. 1908 Daily Chron. 7 Nov, 7/1
I n a fog it is better to carry one's lamp on the fork-blade than
high up.

e. The forked prop which supports the mantle in

an incandescent gas burner.
19x3 Work 14 June 219/3 Clay forks for incandescent

mantles.

12. o. (Earlier Amer. examples.)
169a in Maryland Hist. Mag. I. 11 [It is therin described

as] Being in the forks of Gunpowder River by the side of
the said River. c:i7oo Rec. Providence (R.I.) XI. 183 Two
trees in the forke of the brooke.

g. Chess, A simultaneous attack on two pieces,

esp. by a knight.
1656 BcALE Royall Game ofClusse Play vii, Forke is, that

when you see two of the enemies Noble-men standing in the
same ranke, and but one house betwixt them, advance a
pawne, guarded with an other, unto (be middle house before
them both, and you may commonly take one of them. 1688
R. Holme Armoury (Roxb. Club 1905) 66/2 A Fork or
dilemma, is a way of takcing a cfaesse man, by runing vp a
pawn to the rank next two great men of the aduerse part
standing in one rank with a house betweene them, where if

one be saued, the other wilbe taken. 1761 Hoyle Ess. Cltess

A 4, Take care of a Fork or a Check by Discovery, or a
Stale mat. 1764 Lambe Hist. Chess 98A Fork is, when an
adverse Pawn must take one of your Pieces, by standing
upon a Square of the next Line, between two of them. 1889
R. F. Green Chess (1894) 17 The annexed diagram shows an
example of a frequent and fatal fork. The White Knight, it

will be observed, attacks both the Black King and Queen.

Pork, V. Add : 1. c. Chess, trans. To attack

(two pieces) simultaneously with the same piece.

174s Hoyle Piquet tf Chess 6j Take care that no guarded
Pawn of your Adversary's fork two of your Pieces. 1891
Frkeborough Chess Endings 116 The Queen maybe forked
by a diverging check, with the Kt, preceded by B-Kt 7 ch.

1891 SwiNTON Chessfor Beginners 73 Sometimes a Pawn can
play a shrewd trick by ' forking ' two pieces. 1899 Cunning*
TON Alod. Chess Primer 20 There is nothing, in chess, more
dangerous than to allow one of your opponent's men to..
' fork ' two of your men by one move.

5. (Earlier examples with (W^r.) Also toforh 7tp.

(a) 1839 Obsen-er ^- Reporter May 18 The gambler should
fork over his illgotten gains. 1849 D. Nason yrnl. 113 As he
was the biggest man I had to fork over Ji*25. 1866 Gregg
Life in Armyxv. 132 Every person, .forks over his picayune.
Cb) 1839 Observer ^ Reporter Nov. 23 Well then, fork up,

and be quick. 1843 Punch V. 86/2 ' Oblige me with that

hod,' and ' Have the kindness to hand me that gimlet,' are
phrases which might be well substituted for a request to
* chuck' or 'fork up' 'this here' and 'that 'ere . 1857
Quinland uu lii. II. 167 The plethoric dog of a New Jersey

Jew has got the ' tin ', and will fork up as soon as the matter
IS fixed. 1871 Scribner's Monthly I. 601 So the governor
forked this up, though it 's my selection entirely.

10. To bestride or mount (a horse). 6^.^".

X903 A. Adams Log Cowboy xix. izgs So fork that swimming
horse of yours and wet your big toe again in the North
Platte. i9ao Hunteh Trail Drivers of Texas 245 Throw
your rope and whatever it falls on, fork him.

Porked, ppl. a, 8, Add : forked-tail.
X849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 621 Only two other

birds he knew perform such a feat, the forked«tail hawk and
the swift or chimney swallow.

Pork-liglltnixig. ^forkedlightning. Forked
///. a, I.

x86a*G. Hamilton 'CcMw/rj' Living 9f Thinking 2xothty
[sc. the birds], .moved by a sudden impulse, hopping along
again in a fork-lightning kind of way.

Porlornity (f/il/uniti). [f. Foblobn a, +
-ITY.] Forlornness,

1904 B'ness von Hutten /«;« 111. ii, 'Oh!' she added,

breaking into rueful laughter at the sight of his fat forlornity.

192a Contemp, Rev. Oct. 489 In their rusty forlornity.

PonUy sb. Add : 6. d. Librarianskif. (See

quot. 1913.) Chiefly attrib., as fomi-catalogue,

•class, -entry, -list,

1876 C. A. Cutter Rules Did. Caial. Contents, Form-
catalogue. Ibid. 14 Form-entry, registry under the name of

the kind of literature to which the book belongs. Ibid, .^q

In the catalogues of libraries consisting chiefly of English

books, if it is thought most convenient to make form-entries

under the headings Poetry, Drama, Fiction, it may be done.

Ibid., There is no reason but want of room why only col-

lections should be entered under form-headings. Ibid., In

the case of English fiction a form-Ust is of such constant use

that nearly all libraries have separate fiction catalogues.

X913 QuiNN Library Catal, 30 Form-Catalogue is oir« in

which the entries are arranged according to the forms of

literature and the languages in which the books are writtea.



FORM.

either alphabetically or according to the relations of the

forms to one another.

IL A matter ofform : a point of formal proce-

dure ; orig. a legal phrase ; hence colloq, = a merely

formal affair; a point of ordinary routine,

1787 lin Diet.]- «8a4 H. J. Stephen Princ. Pleading ii.

§ I. 254 As the party has no option in accepting the issue,

when well tendered, and as the similiter may in iliat case be

added for him, the acceptance of the issue when well tendered,

may be considered as a mere matter ofform.

22. (sense 6 h) form-room ; form-cloas, -factor

(see quots.) ; form-genus, a form or phase of the

life-cycle of a microfungus, etc which has been

regarded as a distinct genus ; so form-species

;

form-letter, a circular with blanks for the insertion

of relevant particulars,

1905 Terms Forestry ^ T.o^ging 12 *Form clasSy all trees

in a stand so similar in form that the same form factor is

applicable in determining their actual volume. 1895 Sir^W.

ScHLicH Man. Forestry III. 36 Under '"form factor' is

understood the proportion which exists between the volume

of a tree and that of a regularly-shaped body which has

the same base and Iieight as the tree. 1886 EncpfcL Brit.

XXI. 401/2 When vigorously growing and dividing, the

Schizomycetes as a rule present certain definite foriris, which

are at any rate so constant under constant conditions that

they can be figured and described with such accuracy and

certainty that good observers have regarded them as fixed

species, or at least as '•form-species or * "form-genera \

x^M B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terttis 174/2 The form-

genus Oidium. 1921 Sinclair Lewis Babbitt \\\, § 3 The
fortnightly *form-letter. to be mimeographed and sent out

to a thousand 'prospects ', 1897 Bleacklev Short Innings

XV, 'I*he bell.. signified that all the boys should be in their

•form rooms. 1899 Kipling Stalky 105 Why aren't you
down watchin' cricket?.. You mustn't frowst in a form-room.

1907 MrssC. L. Thomson Teaching Engl. 11 The form-room

library, under the control of the form mistress.

Form, v.^ Add : 1. g. EUctr. trans. To pre-

pare fplates for a storage battery) by coating one

with red lead and the other with litharge by means

of a direct charging current. Also intr. fw pass.

1893 Sloane Electr. Did. 72 Two lead plates . . are * formed *,

by exposure to an electrolyzing current of electricity in one

direction, while they are immersed in dilute sulphuric acid.

190a Encycl, Brit. XXV. 26/2 They required too much time

to 'form'. Ibid. 28/2 The positive plates.. are formed (that

is, covered with peroxide) by charging them, and leaving

them on open circuit (repose) alternately. I9»6 R. W,
Hutchinson IVireless 51 The current is first p.ossed through

the electrolyte in the direction A to A', wiih the result that

.4 is peroxidised ; it is then reversed, in which step the oxygen

at K forms PbOj there, while the hydrogen at A reduces the

existing PbOi to porous spongy lead. This operation is

several times repeated, with the final result that the last

anode (positive plate) has a thick coating of dark brown lead

peroxide, while the last kathode (negative plate) is coated

mainly with metallic lead of a greyish colour in a porous

spongy condition, readily acted on by the SO4 during dis-

charge. The process is known as ' forming * the plates.

8. c. esp. in the orders Fonnfours I and Form
two deep t

188a Infantry Drill 152 The companies that wjll form the

sidcTices will form fours in the required direction, [bid.

154 On the words Form Two-Deep, the original rear-rank

men will take one pace to the rear, 1915 * Ian Hay* First

Hundred Thaus. i, 'Squoad—'Shun ! Move to the right in

fours. Forrm-^«rrrj!',,'On the command "form fours",

odd numbers will stand fast. ' . .
* Forrm—two dee^ !

'

Porm- (f/-"")i a combining form of Formic, used

to designate various chemical and proprietary pre-

parations, as formalj fomtamidine^ formanilid^

formeston^ etc.

1901 JrfU. Ckem. Soc. LXXX. 1. 25^ The limiting pro-

portion of "formal or acetal produced is decreased by the

presence of water. 1901 I^okland Afed. Dict.^ Formal^
methylal or methylene dimethylate .. ; a clear, fragrant

liquid. It is anesthetic and hypnotic 190X Ibid., *Form-
albumin^ a formaldehyd and casein compound ; a yellowish

powder, used as a wound-antiseptic.^ 1863 Jml. Chem, Soc.

XVI. 74 In a partial vacuum, which reduces the boiling

point to 140*, •forinamide may be distilled without the

slightest decomposition. 1867 Hloxam Chem. 549 Oxamide
is the representative of a large class of bodies, known as

\\\K€unides, which may be denned as substances capable of

being converted, by the assimilation of the elements of two
equivalents of water, into the ammonia-salts from which they

are derived. Some other, .members of this cla-ss are here

enumerated, together with the corresponding ammonia-salts
— Kornianiide, .. NH2.C2HO2— Formiate of ammonia.

1869, 1800 (see Dict.l. 188a 7r///. Chem. Soc. XLI. a66 The
solid, .obtained by the action of the substance, a HCN +
3 HCl, upon alcohol is.. •formamidine. X889MU1R& Morlev
Watts*s Diet. Chem. II. 563/1 Formamidine^. .formed from

the compound (HCN)2s H(jl by decomposing it with alcohol

at 100*; the products being formic ether and formamidine.

19x9 Encycl. Brit. I. 810/2 Formamidine, is only known in

tlie form of its salts, the crystalline hydrochloride being

obtained by ihe action of ammonia on the hydrochloride

of formimido-ethyl ether. 185a W. Gkegoby Ilandbk. Org.

Chem. 3^7 *Formanilide, the .nnalogous compound to which,

formamide. is not known. 1901 Dorland Med. Diet., Form-
anilid, a substance, HCO.N H.C«H6, resembling aceianihd;

an anodyne, antipyretic, and local anesthetic. 1908 Ptacti-

tiotier Feb. 280 Combination [of pure eston] with formic

acid produced a more energetic substance. This has been

called * *Formesion,' the acetic acid of one of the valencies

of tlie alumina hydrate I>eing replaced by formic acid. I9as

T. L. Stedman Med. Dict.^ Fonneston, aluminum acetc

formate, a duMing; powder similar to eston and subeston.

Formaldehyde (fj^imje-ld/haid). Chem. [f.

FoBMic a. i + Au>EnYDE.] A colourless gas,

formic aldehyde, largely nscd in aqueous solution

889

as a disinfectant and as a preservative in synthetic

resins and varnishes. Also attrib.

1873 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XXVI. 885 Formaldehyde and
Diphenyl yield a hydrocarbon which separates from chloro-

form in small crystals. 1897 l^estm. Gaz, 9 June lo/i Dr.

Billings says that he has a perfect disinfectant in the gas

formaldehyde. 1903 Brit. ^ Col. Printer 19 Nov. 6/4 I'he

glutinous material in the fabric is rendered insoluble by the

formaldehyde treatment. i9ao Chambers's Jmt. 477/^ A
most powerful germ-destroyer—formaldehyde. 1929 Encycl.

Brit. XIX. 212/1 Formaldehyde-phenolic resins.

Formalin (f^'imalin). Also -ine. [f. *FoRM-
al(dehyde + -in 1.] An aqueous solution of form-

aldehyde, used as adisinfectant. Also attrt'd. Hence
Fo'rniallni:z6 v. trans, y to treat with formalin,

1893 Specif. Pittas Patent 5 Apr. No. 7038 The new antisep-

tic material, herein called formalin, ..contains 40% of pure

formaldehyde combined with 60% of water. 1895 Analyst
July 167 The addition of formalin to milk may be deemed
admissible. 1901 IVestm. Gaz. 25 July 5/3 The formalin

treatment of consumption. 1907 Practitioner Apr. 570 The
use of formalinised gut is advised. 1^08 Ibid.^ Jan. 47 A
simple and convenient method [of sterilisation] is treatment

by formalin vapour.

Formant (fp'Jmant). Phonetics, [ad. G.for-
mant (L. Hermann), ad, L. formant-., -ans, pres,

pple, oi formdre to FoRM.] The characteristic

pitch of a vowel-sound.
X90X Nature 26 Dec. 187/2 A vowel, according to him

{sc. Hermann], is a special acoustic phenomenon, depending
on the intermittent production of a special partial, or ' for-

mant * or 'characteristique *. The pitch of the 'formant'

may vary a little without altering the character of the vowel.

1930 Times Lit. Suppl. 3 July 545/1 Later investigators

have developed a theory of the vowel as z.formant^ which,

though occupying a definite region of pitch, nevertheless

manages somehow to affect the whole sound-com piex.

Forma pauperis (f^im^i pg-peris), [L.]

= in forma pauperis (s.v.
||
In 4). Also f under

forma pauperis.
i6j7 Middlktom, etc. Widow 11. i, I scorn to get thee

underyijr/«a pauperis. 1633 T. Adams Exp. z I eter ii. 6.

621 Doe they not sue for their inheritance in heaven, Foj-mA
pauperis \ refusing to give the least scrap of their super-

fluitie for eternall life? i^oj Daily Chron. 4 Mar. 3/5 In

the Divorce Court.. fees to the lawyers are supposed to be
paid even in forma pauperis causes.

Form.ation. Add

:

1. b. Electr. The action or process of * forming

'

accumulator plates.

1895 S. P, Thompson Electr. ^ Magn. 519 During the

subsequent process of * formation * the hardened paste is

reduced on one plate.. and peroxidized on the other. 19x6

R. W. Hutchinson Wireless 51 To obviate the tedious
* formation ' of the Plants plates, Faure coated the plates,

prior to charging, with a paste of red lead (PbgOi) and
sulphuric acid.

6, b, Bot, An assemblage of plants of a similar

character or environment.
1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bet. Terms. \^ia\ Science

18 Mar. 467 (Cent. Diet. Suppl.) The persistent misuse by
many ecologists of the word '•formation ', when referring to

plant societies or associations.

Form.ative, ^b. Add : gen. A formative agent.

1907 GAi.swoRTHy Country House i. iv, That essential

formative of character, east wind.

Formatore (fpJmatoa'r^). [It., agent-n, f.T&r-

mare to form.] A modeller in wax or plaster,

x86»Ca/rt/. Iniemat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 5451 Forma-
lore to the Science and Art Department, the Trustees of the

british Museum, and the Royal Academy of Arts. 1899
Proc. Zool. Soc. 776 .\sAistant formatore in the Museum.

Formed, pph a» Add :

1. b. Eieclr. (see F'ORM v."^ i g).

1904 Technol. ff Set. Diet. {ed. Goodchild & Tweney) 3/2
In the original cells used by Plants the coating of oxides of

lead was formed by immersing ordinary leaden plates in

a dilute acid, passing the current, then discharging, and
repeating this process a number of times. Cells made in

this way are sometimes termed ' Formed cells '. X9a6 R. W.
Hutchinson Wireless 51 The nascent oxygen at A will

convert the PbS04 .. there into PbOj, while the nascent

hydrogen at K will reduce the products there to the metallic

state; thus the electrodes arc again in their * formed ' con-

dition, viz. lead peroxide (PbOa) at Ay lead (Pbj at K,

Former, sb.^ Add

:

1. b. Electr. One who attends to the * forming

'

of accumulator plates.

I9ai Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 302 Storage battery

former.

4. attrib. and Comb., as former-wound a., of

an armature coil, wound on a former before being

mounted,
s9oa Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 583/a The former-wound coils

have the advantage that they are perfectly symmetrical and
interchangeable. 1906 A. Russell Altern. Curr. II. 328

The winding of the stator of a polyphase motor is simple.

It may be made up of rectangular former-wound coils, that

is coifs which are wound into shape on a rectangular wooden
block before being fixed on the stator.

-former, [f. Fobm sb. 6 b + -er l.] In schools,

a member of a specified class or form, as sixth-

fornur,
1917 J. Eldrr Thomnsina. Toddy xi, Sixth and Fifth

formers who were in the Elevens, Ibid, xii. They gained

on the Sixlh.formers' boat. 1918 Daily Express 31 Aug.
is/a One of them inquired of a small fourth-former whether
he had seen any suspicious characters about.

Former, a. Add : 1. e. Used to designate a

former holder of an office ; - English ex-, U.S.

1905 N. Y, Herald 5 Feb. 47 Former President Cleveland

POBT.

18 among the arrivals of the week at the Lakewood Hotel.

1919 H. L. Mencken Amer. Lang. 118 Such clumsy quasi-

titlesas ex-United Stales Senator,, .and formerChief of the

Fire Department.

Forming, vbl. sb. Add : b. Electr. = For-
mation I b. Also attrib.

x^^ Encycl. Brit.YJ^W. 26/2 Faure.. greatly shortened

the time required for ' forming ' by giving the plates a pre-

liminary coating of red lead, igai Diet. Occnfi. Terms (1927)

§ 302 S.V, Former^ A forming ta»k, a lead-lined wooden
container filled with sulphuric acid. 1933 HarmswortlCs
Wireless Encycl. II. 956/1 The process of 'forming* in

accumulators consists of converting the paste in the grids

of the plate into an active mass containing lead peroxide

in the case of the brown positive plate, and grey porous
metallic lead in the negative plate.

ForniO-2 (f^jm*?), used as combining form of

Formaldehyde, designating various formalde-

hyde preparations.

1874 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XXVIII. 755 Fornioguanamine..
exhibits a slight alkaline reaction. 1896 Ibid. LXX. i. 628

Marcourt's ' Formopyrine '.
. . The substance obtained by

Marcourt..on allowing anttpyrine and formaldehyde to re-

main together in solution, is identical with methylenedianti-
pyrine.

Formol (f^'imf?!). Pharm. [f. *Form(aldehtde
+ -OL.] = *F0BMAL1N.
1894 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 22 Dec. 1429/2 Formol was intro-

duced by Professor Leber ; it was supplied under two names
—formol orfotmaline. xyvj Practitioner Oct. 571 When 240

grammes. .ofcrystals ofpermanganate ofpotash were placed

in an ordinary three-gallon pail, and.. 17 fluid ounces of

formol, poured on to them, sufficient gas was evolved to

disinfect 1,600 cubic feet of space.

Formosan (ff?imJn-san), a. and sb. [f. Formosa,

orig, fern. (sc. insula island) of L..formos7is beauti-

ful ; orig. the Portuguese name for the island

Taiwan : see -an,]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the island of For-

mosa or its inhabitants. B. sb. A native of For-

mosa ; the native language of the Formosans, one

of the Malayo-Polynesian group of languages.

1704 PsALMANAZAR Descr. ForiHosa 122 The Formosan
Alphabet. 1731 R. Millar Hist. Propag. Christ. II. viii.

318 Mr. Robert Junius.. translated certain psalms into the

Formosan language. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 416/2 The
Formosan fauna has been but partially ascertained. 1898

W. A. PiCKEHiNG Pioneering in Formosa 33 The climate of

the Formosan capital is exceedingly fine.. except for an

occasional ' north-easter ', 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 685/1

Upon the Chinese Government properly devolved the duty

of punishing its subjects, the Formosans.

Formose (fp"Jm^«s), sb. Chem. [ad. G. for-

mes {Lovs)^ f. *Form(aloehydk : see -ose 2.] A
mixture of sugars obtained by the action of milk of

lime on formaldehyde.
1886 7rw/. CArwz. .yiw. L, 610 Formose, CsHi^Oe, is obtained

by shaking a 3-5 to 4 per cent, solution of formaldehyde with

an excess of milk of lime.

Form.ularism (f^'jmi/nari:z*m). [f. Formu-
lary + -ISM.] Rigid adherence to or dependence

on formularies. So Po-rmularlst,
1896 T. Hardy ^ude the Obscure n. L 95 The well-known

three, the enthusiast, the poet, and the formularist. 1987
Observer 30 Oct. 7 The cut-and-dried formularism of the

Socialist theory.

Formulate, v. Add examples of more ex-

tended use.

1893 A. CoNAM Doyle Mem. Sherlock Holmes J2, I

listened.. to the dialogue of the two detectives. Gregory
was formulating his theory. 1906 Philli*otts Tortreeve i. x,

She.. stood for the moment powerless to formulate a clear

pathway through this thicket of ideas. 1907 Smart Sft

Mar. 134 He resolved to send her some volumes of Ruskin

and to formulate a graduated course of reading. 1910

Albanesi ^vr /.^vr of Anne Lambart Qt Anne began to

put into movement the scheme that had formulated itself in

her mind. 1924 Annb D. Sedgwick Little Frencit Girl \.

viL 69 It was strange to her, as she spoke to feel how deeply

she knew all this about Giles, though she had never before

formulated it to herself.

Hence ro*rmulator.
1919 K. Pearson in C. Goring £«^. C^JnwV^ (1919) Introd.

12 The use by the formulator of a thoroughly unscientific

method does not justify us in rejecting his hypothesis.

Forra(r)der : see *FoRWABDEa,

Forsytjlpa (ffJs3i*Jiia). [mod.L., f. the name
of William^tfrjyM (1^737-1804), English botanist:

see -lA^,] Any plant of the ornamental oleaceous

genus of spring-flowering shrubs so named, which

are cultivated for their bright-yellow bell-shaped

flowers,

X814 O. O. Rich Amer. Plants 57. 1905 /><wV^ CAwm,
3 Aug. 3/1 Daffodils in the grass under drooping Forsythia.

i9«7 E. H. M. Cox Evol, Garden xiii. 250 The Forsytliias

with bright yellow flowers. 1931 Mom. Post 25 Feb. 6/3

R—'s forsyihias and cherries towered up 12 feet.

Fort, V. (Later U.S. examples.)

1834 Crockett Narr. Life vii. 52 The fort was built right

in the middle of a large old field, and in it the people had

been forted so long and so quietly, that they didn't apP^«-

hend any danger at all. xZ^Southem Lit. MessengeriW,

295 The settlers were .sometimes forted. 1851 W. Dk Hass

Hist. Western Virginia 31 5 Of those forted at Grave creek,

was a William ^|clntosh, wife and child.

absoL X853 B. Young yrnl. Discourses 1. 165 Suppose we

should say to all the wards in this city, the time has come

to fort up. 1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds x"- "f
They lit on the Yorker and his friends and druv em back

into Milier*s Store, when they forted and held their own.



FOBTESCUE.

PoarteSCUe (f^'Jteski;/). Austral, [perh. altera-

tion of the pop. naxncforty skewer after the proper

name Fortescue,'\ A scorpsenoid fish, Pentarogt

mamwrafa,
1874 Hill in Tenison-Woods Fish N. S, W, (1882) 49

The scorpion or Fortescue . . bear that name no doubt in

memory of the pain they have hitherto inflicted ; and for its

number and array of prickles it enjoys in this country

the«//«f 'Fortyskcwer^or'Foriescure'. xWzldid.^g Ihe

'Fortescue*. .isacommon fish in Port Jackson, with a very

long dagger-shaped preorbital spine. 1896 F. G. Aflalo Nat,

Hist. A ustralia 228 Kortescue (Pentaro^) . . is a terrible pest,

lurking among the debris in the nets and all but invisible.

Fortified, ppl «• Add : b. Denoting animals

that have been immunized against diseases.

X904 Daily Chron. 4 July 7/6 Serum taken from ' fortified
'

beasts.

c. (See qnot.)

1913 DoBLAND Med. Diet (ed. 7), Fortified milk^rnxW made
more nutritious by the addition of cream or white of egg.

Fortissimo, odv. Add : B. sb. A very loud

passage or point ; fig. a high pitch of excitement.

1938 Observer 5 Feb. 12/5 The hard and sudden fortis-

simos. xgaS Daily Express 17 Mar. 9/7 As this jazz

harmony reached its fortissimo. 1931 E. Sackville-West
Sivtpson III. xiii, Flinging a fortissimoof emotion—whether
of anger or of delight—with sudden and deafening violence

on to everything which twitched the robe of bis soul.

Fortress, sb. 2. b. Add : fortress^astU,

-cityy -palace.

1906 IVestm. Gaz. i6 Aug. 2/3 No Imperial ^fortress-castle

is strong enough to Germanise the vast plains where peer and
peasant alike are still pnssionately Polish. 1909 Ibid. 22 Feb.

1/3 The buried *fortress-city of Jericho. xqt>$Ibid, 11 Sept.

3/1 The gloomy *fortress-palaces.

Fortline, sb. 9. Add x fortune-favoured 2A\. ;

fortune-seeker.
1898 Daily News 6 Oct. 6/7 The more *fortune-favoured

individuals. 1915 W, J. Locke Jaffery i, He had put poor

old JafTery and fortune-favoured me in the sliade. 1906
Daily Chron. 5 May 4/7 A vast throng of *fortune-seekers.

Forty, a. and sb. Add: A. adj. e. The forty

hours (also qualifying devotion^ etc ; It. le quaran-

fore) : in the K. C. Church, the continuous ex-

position of the Host for forty hours, used as an
occasion of special devotion or intercession.

1756-9 Butler l,ives Saints (1845) XI. ii8 The saint.,

cwrdered the forty hours* prayer for his recovery. 1839 IC. H.
DiGBV Afores Cath. ix. iii. (1847) lU. 41/2 The devotion of

the forty hours prayer instituted by a poor Capuchin friar,

Joseph of Milan. 1869 Li/e Mother Margaret Ifaliahan
viL 189 During the Octave of Corpus Chiisti this year the

Devotion of tlK Forty Hours was for the first time celebrated

in St. Catherine's Convent. 193Z Cath. Eucycl. Suppl, 29/1
The Forty Hours* Adoration.

B. sb. 5. One fourth of a quarter section of land,

comprising forty acres. U.S.
1845 Caroline M. Kirklahd IVestem Clearings 2 Eighties

and forties , . are plain enough when one is habituated to them.
1B73 E. Eggij:ston Myst. Metrop. i. 19 It was just so many
quarter sections, ' eighties ', and ' forties ' to be bought low.

1902 S. E. White Blazed Trail i. 13 The men who were to

fell the trees, Radway distributed along one boundary of

a* forty'. 1913GKNE Stratton-Porter Laddie xiv. (1917)

276, I had thought we would commence on the east forty

when planning the work [of ploughing].

6. A period of forty minutes* play.

1913 Field 25 Oct. 904/2 Light forwards are bound to be
worn down in two * forties ' by heavier,

7. A sharper. Australian slang.

1937 M. M. Bennett Christison xxii. 19-^ Their numbers
swelled with rowdies and ' forties '—gambling sharpers who
travelled from shed to shed making five pounds by cheating
for every five shillings they earned.

C. 1. forty-acre (see *B, 5) ; forty-footer, a

forty-foot yacht; forty-rod £/,6*. (earlier examples).
1887 C. B. George ^or/y Yrs. on Railxx. 237, * I live just

over there ',
pointing to his houseacross a *forty-acre lot. 190a

Essex Inst, Hist. Colt. XXXVIII. 356 The schooner-yacht
* Excelsior * was one of the earliest of the * * forty-footers *.

f 1871 'Mark Twain' .S"j6//cA£j\Vks. 1900 XIX. 77 Trading
for *forty-rod whisky.. has played the everlasting mischief.

1873 J.
H. Beadle Undez>el. West xiii, The standard^ drink

is wnisky—' stone fence ',
* forty-rod ', and * taraniula-juice \

2. forty-eight, (^) pi. a sheet of a book folded

into forty-eight leaves ; {/) the forty-eight preludes

and fugues of J. S. Bach ; forty-©ightmo, the size

of a book in forty-eights.

x8o8 Stower Printers^ Gram. 192 A Half Sheet of Forty-
eights, with Two Signatures. 1839 T. C. Hansard Print.
<5- Type'Fonnding 168 Forty-eights to be paid 3S. per sheet
extra. 187a H. C. Banister Music in. xxxvL (1889) 206
Bach's Fugue in CJ Minor, No. 4 of the 48. x888 Jacobt
Printers' pycab., Forty-eightino^ a sheet of paper folded
into forty-eight leaves. 1902 IVestm. Gaz. 20 Dec 1/3
Those famous fugues and preludes kr-iwn to all musicians
as the * Forty-Eight'.

b. forty-niner U.S. (earlier examples),
X873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xv. 268 'J'he * voyage

of Jason and the Argonauts* is rw doubt a poetic account
of the '4g-crs'of Greece. 1878 B. F. Taylor jPfiw^wGrt/w
96Tliere: is an association of Forty-niners.

Porty-five. Add: C. A revolver of.45 calibre.

V.S
1898 H. S. Canfield Maid ofFrontier \.j He iut=was]

wearin' a shiny nickel plated forty-five, a 1909 ' O. Henry '

Roads of Destiny xviii. 296 He could handle the trigger

of aforty five with skill. X9s6 J. Black You Can't Win m.
21 He owned the latest pattern of repeating rifle and a
couple of * foiiy-fives ',

390

Forward, a. and sb. Add : A. adj. 4. Also

of delivery.

1930 M. Clark Home ^ Trade 107 * Forward delivery*

[means] that the goods will be delivered..at a future date.

C. sb. 4. Also in various other games,

1895 J. M. Brown Polo 78 The two ' forwards ', No. i and
No. 2, should work together, and, if possible, be exactly

the same class of player. 1897 Entycl. Sport I. 517/2 All

the forwards should make a point of taking passes with their

sticks. 1929 Encycl. Brit. III. 1S3/2 The duty of the for-

wards (in basket-ball] b primarily to make goals.

Forwardal (f^iw§'jdal). [CKobwakd v. + -al.]

— FOItWAKDING.
1911 Supt. Govt. Printing India Form No. 283 Books,

The l>ook..is available, price Rs. — inclusive of forwardal
charges.

Forwarder (fp'jwajdaj), a. and adv, [compar.

of FoBWAKD a, and adv.'\ Further forward. Often

in jocular coUoq. use in the (orig. dial, or vulgar)

form forTa(r)der (^rsdsj), in the phr. {to get) no
or any forra{r)der.
1796 M ME. D'Arblay Camilla x. vii, She ventured to bend

forwarder, to take a view of the side wings. 1796--7 Jane
Austen Pride <§ Prej. Ill, xiii, Kitty is forwarder than
either of us. 1811-13 — Mans/. Park I. xviii, Without his

being much the forwarder. x86a Spencer First Princ.

C1867) 33 And so on in an infinite series, leaving us at last

no forwarder than at first. 1898 Daily Tel. 15 Dec. (Ware)
Whether the Liberal Forwards will get any ' forrader * over
tlie light claret [etc.].

Forwarding, vbl. sb, 3. Add : forwarding
agency^ establishment^ house,

1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 126 It has.. ten heavy for-

warding houses, connected with lake and canal transporta-

tion. 1847 f^- Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 43 The harbor of

Ashtabula.. has several forwarding establishments. Ibid.

331 Toledo.. has. .0 forwarding and commission houses.

1897 C«//»(^(U.S.)XXX. T97/2 The tourist should look after

his own mount. .and he should not send it by an indepen-
dent forwarding agency.

Forwardly, adv. 3. Delete U,S, and add :

1907 Practitioner Nov. 643 A forwardly displaced kidney.

Fossa, Add : Also with qualifying phrase.

1907 Preutitianer Aug. 268 The pouch in which this

hernia took place was formed by the inconstant^ fossa of
Waldeyer. Ibid. 269 The inferipr mesenteric vein, which
is the guide to the fossa of Landzert.

Fossa, foussa (f^'sa, f«-sa). [Malagasy.] A
civet-like animal of Madagascar, Fossa daubentoni,

or Cryptoproctaferox.
1883 Encycl. Brit, XV. 435/2, 436/1. 1887 Chisholm tr.

Vogt ^ Specht's Nat. Hist. Aniiit. 1. 184 Tlie Fossa of the
Malagasies or in scientific nomenclature Cryptoprocta ferox.

Fosse. Add : 2. b. In full fosse-road^ =
*F0SSE-WAT.
x88a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 424/2 The Fosse road from

Lincolnshire.. passes by Leicester to Watling Street; the

Via />ffa?/(i..joins the Fosse at Leicester on its way to
Chester.

Fosse-way (ff?'sw^i). Hist, (Usually with

cap.) Also foss-way. [f. F"ossE 2-f-WAY *5.l]

Any of the great Roman roads in Britain, so called

from the ditch or fosse on each side.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. i. 562 Thus much of the
Feldon, or champion part, which, that ancient Fosse-way
(a thing that would not bee overpassed) cuttcthoverthwart.

c 1790 Encycl. Brit. (1797) V. 26/1 The fosse-way, which
comes from Scotland, passes through this county and town
to Totness in Devonshire. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 381/1

From Aquae Soils the Foss-way continued its course in

a pretty direct line to Ischalis (Ilchester), of which town it

forms the principal street. x8^6 Encycl. Brit. V. 792/2 The
junction of the Fosse-way with the Ermin and Icknield

streets.

Fossildom (ffsildsm). [f. Fossil sb. -»- -dom.]

The condition or character of being a fossil or a
lifeless piece of antiquity.

1898 Daily News 3 Dec. 5/7 Sptirious vulgar fossildom

secretly urges members to oppose this non-party measure.

190S J. RiCKABv D&velopnie'it 48 Protestantism, even Angli-

can Protestantism, is essentially fossildom.

Fossor. Add : 2. A burrowing hymenopter,

as the digger-wasp.
1899 Cambr. Nat. Hist. VI. 95 The apterous condition of

the females of the Muiillides and Thynnides is very anoma-
lous in the Fossors.

Foster-mother. Add : 2. An apparatus for

rearing chickens hatched in an incubator.

1911 J. W. HVRST Sticcess/ul Incub. 78 A cheap form of

ordinary lamp should never be used, as is sometimes at-

tempted., by makers of home-made brooders and foster-

mothers. X914 Poultry 2 Jan. 1042 When my Chicks are

in your Foster-Mothers I can rest comfortably at night, and
so can the Chicks.

Foucault (f«-k(j). The name of J. B. L. Fou-
cault (1819-1868), French physicist, used attrib.

and in the genitive to designate experiments or

discoveries made, or apparatus designed, by him;
as Foucault current ; Foucaulfs gyroscope^ pendu-

lum experiment^ prism^ etc.

1863 Atkinson tr. Ganot's Physics 632 Foucault's experi-

ment.—This consists in projecting on a screen the image of

the charcoal points produced in the camera obscura at the

moment at which the electric light is formed. 1879 Encycl.

Brit. X. 197/2 Foucault's pendulum experiment. 1883

Atkinson tr. Ga/tojf'j Physics (ed. n) 869 The currents.,

produced in solid conductors and which are converted into

heat, are often spoken of as Foucault currents, 1883 Glaze-
brook Phys. Optics 338 Foucault's prism is constructed in

a similar manner [as a Nicol's prism], only the Canada bal*

rouB.

sam is done away with. 1887 Mendenhall Cent. ofEUctr,
1 89 Foucault's first automatic regulator. x8^ 0. F. Barker
Physics 835 Foucault's interrupter. .consists of an arm
supported on a vertical spring, carryingan armature at one
end and a vertical platinum contact-point at the other.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 195/1 Foucault's gyroscope. 1906
A. Russell Altern. Curr. II. 326 Foucault's disc. xs|»9

Encycl. Brit. IX. 551/1 Eddy or 'Foucault currents' in-

duced in a copper disc moving in a strong magnetic field.

Fougade (f«ga-d). Delete + and add quot,

1904 Daily Chron. 4 June 5/5 The explosion of a number
of mines and fougades.

Foulf^-, etc. Add: A. adj. 1. b. Foul brood

(earlier U.S. examples). Hence Foul-broody a.,

infected with foul brood.
1868 Pep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 278 The foul-brood

fungus, which 1 have nzmza Cryptococcus ah'earis, belongs

to the smallest of the fungoid forms. 1868 Amer. Natnra-
list June II. 196 An insect.. producing the well-known
disease called ' foul-brood ', which is analogous to the typhus
fever of man. 1875 J. HtmTER^a«.^«-^*<^/«f 193 Twenty
stocks.. were foul-broody, and I lost them alL

13. b. Kevolting, disgusting, slang.

1930 A. P. Herbert Water Gipsies xxi, ' Hullo, Gordon !

My dear, it's 2. foul night. Arctic !' She shivered charm-
ingly. 1930 Punch 20 Aug. 200/1 'How foul I ' I said...
* How dare the creature long to meet me !

'

C. adv. 6, foul-hooked a., hooked anywhere

on the body except in the mouth.
1898 Westm. Gaz. 6 Oct. 4/2 Without doubt this fish was

foul-hooked, though it was surely a heavy one. 1908 Ibid,

XX Sept. 4/1 A large salmon has been foul-hooked by, and
has broken away from, anglers roach-fishing in the Trtnt
at Wilford.

Found, ppl. a. Add : 3. absol. in //. Adver-

tisements of foimd articlesj usually in phr. losts and
founds.

1913 G. B. Dibbi.ee Newspaper 126 The most important
groups of classified advertising are as follows : financial,

theatrical, public notices, losts and founds, educational.

Foundation. Add : 7. Also attrib.

X882 [in Diet.]. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 9 Mar. 13/2 Such a
coat is.. mounted on a foundation silk.

8. b. Also applied to persons, etc. belonging to

or associated with the foundation of a society or

institution.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 28 June ^l^ The Royal herd and flodc

at Sandringham were established in 1863, when the founda-

tion animals were selected from some of the best stocks in

England. 1928 Daily Mail 31 July 8/5 The subscription

will be 5s. a year for foundation members.

Fountain. Add : 2. b. A naetal vessel con-

taining aerated water for drinking; a box contain-

ing ice and a coil through which aerated wat^ is

drawn ( = '*soda-fountain), U,S,
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel, West xxxi. 675 A drink equal

to the best soda from fountains. 1874 Knight Di£t. Meek.

Fountaininif (fau-nteniq), ppl. a, [f. Foun-
TAIN -h -ING -.] = FODNTING ppl. fl.

1883 G. Mebedith Day of Dan. of Hades x, A chariot,

cleaving the storm, Clove tlie founiaiinnglake with a plough.

19*3 Glasgow Herald 5 Sept. 8 When the sun plays on the

foam the impression of iimumerable fountaining pearls is

conveyed. Ibid. 1 1 Dec. 6 The pale fountaining gold of the

clumps of tall windlestraws.

Fountain pen. [f. Fountain 4 -1- Pen sb^
A pen containing a reservoir of ink (see quot. 1 738).

1710 M. Henry Expos. Bible^ Zechariah iv. 2 Without any
fm-ther Care they \sc. Umps] received Oil as fast as they
wasted it, (as in those which we call Fountain InkbomSj or

Fountain Pens). 1738 Chambers CycL^ Fountain /V« is a
sort of pen, contrived to contain a great quantity of ink, and
let it flow by gentle degrees; so as to supplytbe writer a

long time, without a necessity of taking fresh ink. 1758 E.

Stone tr. Bion*s Constr, Math. Instruments (ed. 2) 85 Of
the Fountain-Pen...When the afore-mentioned Pen is to be

used, the Cover must be taken off", and the Pen a little

shaken, in order to make the Ink run freely. 1789 Miss
BuRNKY Diary^ etc, l8 Aug, (1S42) 51, I took my fountain

pen, and wrote my rough' journal. 1833 Mechanics' Mag.
XIX. 319/1 The introduction of this paper will go far lo

supei-sede the use of fountain-pens of all kind&. 1885

Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 484/1.

Four, a. and sb. Add:
B. sb. 1. b. The figure (4) denoting this number.

2. f. //. A light meal taken in the fields at four

oVlock in the afternoon, local,

i8a3 Moor Suffolk Words 27. 1849 Ravnbird Agric.

Suffolk 296 The names ' fourzcs ' and * elevens
',
given to

these short periods of rest and refreshment, show when
taken. 1887 E. S. Suffling Lmui of Brooils (ed. 2) 366 At

4 p.m., when they have their 'fourses*. 1895 C J. Cornbh
Wtld Eng. of To-day 243 The workmen rest for their

* elevenses ' and ' fourses '.

C. Comb. 1. a. fottr-cylinder, -day^ -mile.

XQoa Westm. Gaz. 8 Sept. 7/3 Quadruple expansion *four-

cj'linder engines of 4,000 horse-power. 1903 Daily Chron.

24 Mar. 5/2 The new De Glehn fourH;ylinder compound
express locomotive. 1902 Ibid. 1 Sept. 5/2 The half-yearly

*four-day closing of the British ^luseum reading room.

J909 Westm. Gaz. 3 Sept. 12/1 Thus making the first four-

day westward voyage. 1897 Hinde Fall tf Congo Arabs
115 The whole crowd jumped into the river, here about a

hundred yards wide, with a *four.mile current. 1903 KrPUNC
Five Nations 90 From the Four-mile Radius roughly to the

plains of Hindustan.

2. four-ball a,, defining a foursome at golf in

which four balls are used, the best ball on each

side counting at each hole ; four-baller, a golfer

playing in a four-ball match; four-cycle = *FoDR
STROKE 2 J

four-figure a., consisting of *four figures'.
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i.e. a thousand pounds or over; four-place a.,

said of mathematical tables worked out to four

placesofdecimals (four-figure tables) ; four-seater,

a car with seating accommodation for four people,

also aitrtb, ; four-spot, a card marked with four

spots ; four-walled a., having or inclosed within
four walls ; four-walLs, the walls of a room or a
house; hence, allusively, in reference to confine-

ment within the limits of a (small) building.

X904 Wcstm. Gaz. 25 Mar. 4/1 The players in a *four-balI

match. X909 IdiiL 8 Alar. 12/2 Four-ball foursomes. 1927
Observer 31 July 15/5 A selfish ' *four-baller,' intent solely

on his own pleasure, has blocked the wray. 1909 U'estm.
Gaz. 25 Mar. 4 i 1 1 is open to question ifa two-cycle engine
will ever be produced which will show the same economy of
fuel as the *four.cycIe. 1924 Times^ Trade ^ Engin. Sufipl.

29 Nov. 250/3 Four-cycle double-acting engines. 1877 Por-
cupim 17 Feb. 741/1 The same modest *four-figure price.

xS88 EncycL Brit. XXIII. 13/1 A *four-place table. 1927
Cabev & Grace {title) Four-Place Mathematical Tables
with Forced Decimals. 1909 Westnt, Gaz, 16 Nov. 4/3
The &nious rs-h.p. *four-5eater touring-car. X92S Times
30 June 8/5 The increased convenience and comfort of a
four-seater. 19x0 Mulford y, Nelson x. 100 I'm layin'

down as fine a pair of *four-spots as I've ever held. 1905
Daily Ckrott. 18 Aug. 3/7 A *four-waUed prison life. 1908
Wallace ChiUren Chapel 7 The four-walled coach-court
of the public inn. [j834 tr. Jacquemont's Journ. India I,

156, I was much more comfortable under it. .than within
•four naked walls.] 184J) N. P. Willis Rural Lett. 17
Between five in the morning and 'flower-shut' I feel as if

four walls and a ceiling would stop my breath. X9sa K.
Percy (title) If Four Walls Told. 1930 M. C. G Harjiison
& H. A. Cari WRIGHT {title) Within Four Walls.

Fourcliette. Add :

1. d. GUrve-making, The forked piece between
two adjacent fingers of a glove ; a forgett. Also
Comb,, ^sfaitrchet/e-cutter, -puncher,
i86a CataL Inieritat. Exkib., Brit. II. No. 4942 The

Children's fgloves) have an improved fonrchette. x88x /risir.

Census Clerks (1885) 76 Thumb and Fourchette Cutter and
Puncher. 1886 Ckambrrs's yml. 226/2 He cut pieces for
the thumbs and fourchettes or sides of the fingers—usually
pronounced * forgets'.

e. The disposition of troops in furcated lines.

1866 R. L. Dabney Li/e T. J. Jackson 533 These fjc, lines]

formed a vast, ahlMA^fourchettti presenting its concavity
toward the enemy.
2, Cardgames, (See quots.)
1885 R. A. pRocTOE Whist 241 King and Khetc make the

fourchette to the Queen led ; Queen and ten make they^wr-
chette to the Knave ; and so on. 1898 ' Cavendish * Whist
ko3 When you have \\\cfourchette it is almost always right
to cover. 1906 * Cut-Cavrndish * Cotnfilete Bridge Player
131 A fourchette is the combination ofcards in one hand im-
mediately above and below the card led, such as knave,
nine, sitting over the ten. It applies to the cards of the
second player over the leader, and to the cards of the third

flayer over the second. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 18 May 14/t
n the unusual case of holding a hand that is full of four-

chettes, the middle heart is the correct opening.

Fourorcea : see *Fdrcr£a.
Foordrinier (fn«jdri-ni^). Fourdrinier ma-

chim, a paper-making machine invented by C.
and S. Fourdrinier, printers of the early part of
the 19th century. Also Fourdrinier cloth^ the

special wire cloth used for draining the pulp in the
machine; Fourdrinier loom^ the macliine in which
the wire cloth is made.
1874 Art of Paper'Making 164 They certainly well de-

serve to be immortalised in the name of the present Four-
drinier. Ibid. 182 It is this shaking movement, though itis

Tery trifling (about \ inch), which makes the Fourdrinier
pap>er superior to that made on a cylinder-machine. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech.^ Pourdrinier'niaehin^t zpAper-makin^
machine, the 6rst to make acontinnous web.

Fourer (itSa-raj). Cricket, [f. Foub + -er1.]
A hit from which four rtins are scored.

1875 Field 8 May 458/1 Boys made a * fourer *. 1901 R. H.
Lyttei-ton Out-iioor Games 14 The public only applaud
him \,sc. the baistnan] when he hits a fourer. zgnj Obserrer
29 May 23/5 At the other end I'll make old Brown bowl full

haU-voUeys wide of the oH'^stump and have an outer ring of
three to save the fourers.

Four flush, sb, U,S, [Flush sb.^ i,] In
poker, a flush containing only four (instead of five)

cards ; a bob-tail flush. Hence aitrUf^ lacking in

genuineness.
1887 J. W. Keller Draiv Poker 35 If in opening a pot a

player finds in his hand a pair and a four flush, or four
straight, he may break his pair. 1904 A'". V, Even. Post 20
Feb. 10 Mayor Harrison's assertion that the Sunday closing
law is a 'four-flush ' law.. one that was meant to deceive
and not meant for actual enforcement.

Hence Foa-r-flnsher, a pretender, humbug.
xgioOutlook 2$ June 376 Many doubted his intention, and

one newspaper called him a * four.flusher '. 1916 ' B. M.
BowKtt ' Phantotn Herd \\. 30 Some of the four-flnshers.

.

kept eyeing that bluff. 19*0 A. B. Baxter Parts Men Play
3txL f I Vot you mean, you great big fourflusher? I9ax R. D.
Paine Comr, Rolling Ocean vi. 106, 1 could have sized up
this Maddigan four-flusher if be had merely walked across the
campus in my freshman year. io«4 W, M. Raise Troubled
Waters ii. 23 You're a fine hunch of four-flushers.

Fonr-flush, ^'. U,S, [f. thesb.] w/Zr. Toact
iff a * bluffing ' fashion,
19M I. OsTRAMDER How Many Cards? 34^ I've an idea

that Waverly is four-flushing financially..and is in on a per-
centage of Cutler's garner.

FouT-foo^er. [f. Foob a. + Foot sb, + -xr i.]

A creature having four feet, a quadruped.

391

19*0 Galsworthy /«C/iJ!««rj' II. x, 'Strange life a dog's,'
said Jolyon suddenly ; ' the only four-footer with rudiments
of altruism, and a sense of God I

'

Four hundred. U.S, [Four a, 3.] (See
quot. 1895.)
1889 Century Mag, Apr. 857/2 Her sayings and doings

were as much a part of tea and dinner table gossip as they
would be if she lived today and belonged to the ' four
hundred '. 1895 Sun (N. Y.) i Feb., The term Four Hun-
dred has no actual meaning. It is a general phrase which
stands for an exclusive association of people who represent
the very best Society in this city. X906 Mary E. Wilkins
Freeman Light of the Soul 93 People in Edgham aped
society, they even talked about the ' four hundred '.

Four-in-hand. Add: 1. b. A kind of neck-
tie of the variety designed to be tied in a loose
knot with hanging ends.
1893 four-in-hand tie[see ?]. 1902 Susan Hale Lett. (1919)

374 The young men in Tuxedos, four-in-hands, panamas,
as909 'O. Henry" Roads of Destiny x. 166 While trying
to ligure out Jimmy's method of tying his four-in-hand he
cordially gave information. 1909 Public Ledger (Phila-
delphia) 24 June 5/1 Knitted and French Four-in-hands,
made of fiber and short lengths of silk. 1919 T. K. Holmes
Manfr. Talt TimSerxlx. 224 She had fashioned, .acrimson
four-m*hand to be tied at the low, rolling collar of her blouse.

Fonmier (fu»'ini<s). Thenameof P.S./^7«r»i>r
(1712-68), French engraver and type-founder, used
to designate a style of type originated by him.
190a De Vinnb Plain Printing TyPes 146 note^ Attempts

have been made to return to the Fournier point by making
it in accord with the new measures. Ibid. 155 note^ In the
Fournier system looo points made 35 centimetres. 1930 H.
Carter Fournier on Typefonnding p. xxxv. The traditional
• Fournier point ', long used in Belgium, was •013728 English
inch.

Fourr6 (fOa-r^,
)|
luxe), [Y.fourri^ pa. pple. of

fottrrerio dip, thrust.] A kind of cream mixture in

which DUts,froit, etc. are dipped to make fondants

;

the sweetmeat itself.

I9ax Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 435 DipScr^fonrri^

.

. heats
fourre mixture (cream) in a steam-heated pan , , ; throws in
almonds or other sweet centres and picks them out, covered
with fourr^ with a spoon.

Foorreau (faT^). \^,fourreau sheath, scab-
bard.] An under-slip. (Cf. Slip sb.^ 4 c.)

1931 Glasgow HenUd 22 Jan. 4 A fourreau of black char-
meuse, with which., is worn a simple over-dress ofcrepe de
chine, iqaj Observer 10 Apr. 22 The whole dress is also slit

from throat to hem, permitting a glimpse of a contrasting
foorreau.

Four-spot. U.S. [FooRtf. C. a.] Aplaying
card having four symbols or * pips *.

1878 B. F. Taylor Between Gates 193 We arc a four-spot
of dirty spades.

Four stroke. [Four a.. Stroke j^.i]

1. A stroke in billiards by which four points are
scored.
1868 J. RoBn-re Billiards (1869) 925 A four stroke may be

made by pocketing the white and spot.white balU, or by
making a cannon and pocketing an opponent's ball.

2. attrib, la internal combustion engines, de-
signating a cycle of operations which consists of
four strokes, intake, compression, combustion, and
exhaust, z.sfour-stroke cycle^ engine,
1906 Motor Boat 13 July 14/1 A four-stroke engine. 191a

Motor Manual 4 The Four-stroke * Cycle ' of Operations.
1939 EncycL Brit. XV. 881/2 Practically all automobile
engines opeiate on what is called the lour stroke cycle.

Fourth, a. and sb. Add: -Au adj, 2. b.
Fourth ofJuly (earlier examples. Hence Fourth-
of'Julyism, Also later examples of Fourth),
(a) 1807 Weems /,f//*rx 11.369 From these reflections., we

may collect some good fourth-of-Juljr ideas. 1809 \V. Irving
JOtickerb. \i. viii, (1825) 980 The dmner went off much the
same as do our. .fourth of July banquets. 1834 Southern
Lit. Messenger l.z$6t I do not know that the celebration of
a Fourth of July in a country village has ever been thought
worthy of appearing in print. 1874 B. F. Taylor World on
irhee/Sf etc il i. 183 A Fourth-of-Julyism has somdiow
become an object of contempt.
0) 1830 S. BreCK in Recoil, (1877) 91 On the Fourth, being

a national holiday, there was a great parade on the Common.
1854^ W. G. SiMMs Southward Hot xiii. 253 Ordinarily
admirable^ our dinner on the glorious Fourth was worthy of
the oonision. 187a E. Egcleston End of World xi, 76 No
more electin' presidents... no more Fourths,.. no more
nothin. 41009 'O. Henry' Roads ofDestiny xm. 206 It re-

minds me ofa Fourth I helped to celebrate down in Salv:uior.

B. sb. 6. A player who comes in to make a party
of four in a game.
Z90S Elin. Glyn Re^. Ambrosine 159 The men played

Bridge. Augustus made one of the fourths.

C, Comb, fourth, arm (see *Abm sb.^ 9) ; fourth
dimension, a supposed or assumed dimension,
additional to length, breadth, and thickness (see
Dimension 3 note) ; hence fourth-dimensional
«., of or relating to the fourth dimension, Jig.
superhnnian, extraordinary ; hence fourth-dimen-
sionaliam ; fourth (cranial) norve, the troch-
lear nerve ; fourth party Fngl. Ilist.^ a group
of politicians (1880-85) led by Lord Randolph
Churchill, forming a party independent of the three
existing political parties ; fourth-proof a. U.S.,
highly refined ; of a high grade or quality ; fourth
ventricle, a rhomboidal cavity situated between
the medulla oblongata and the pons Varolii in

front and the ceiebeliom behind.

FOX-TBOT.

1904 C. H. HiNTON in Harper's Mag. July 232/2 If it be-
came necessary to assume the existence of five atoms at
equal distances from one another in a molecule, there would
be evidence of a *fourth dimension. 1908 Westm. Gaz, 28
July 2/1 A forcible proof of superhuman or *fourth-dimen-
sional power. 1909 Sir O. Lodge Survival of Man (1916)
123 In some unknown or fourth-dimensional manner. 1921
Quest Oct. 55 These few crude remarks on *fourth-dinien-
sionalisin and the time-enigma are ventured solely as the
tentative opinions ofa layman. 1875 EncycL Brit. I. 881/1
The 7'?'<?ir///mr/> or ^fourth, the smallest cranial nerve. 1890
Billings Med. Dict.^ Trochlear nervey, .fourth cranial nerve,
the motor nerve for the superior oblique muscle of the eye.
x88o Sir H. Wolff in W. S. ChurchiU Ld. R, Churchill
(1906) I. 160 My dear Randolph,—After you left yesterday
I received two very handsome tributes to the ^Fourth Party.
1897 J. McCarthy Hist. Own Timesfrom z88o to Jubilee
27 Now came Lord Randolph with his new group, having
its distinct individual purpose, and it claimed to be recog-
nised as the Fourth party. 1828 A. Sherburne Mem. \.

(1831) 24 My share was.. from thirty to forty gallons of
*fourth proof Jamaica rum. 18^ J. F. Cooper Monikiiisv\.
(i860) 92 Those parts.. being indicated by touches of red,
nearly as bright as Fourth-proof brandy, a 1861 T. Win-
THROP yohn Brent ix. 91 I'd seen 'em gettin' up the sham
kind [of miracle],,, and 1 knowed the fourth-proof article.

1877 EncycL Brit. VII. 147/2 The floor of the "fourth ven-
tricle in the brain.

Fowling, vbl, sb. 2. cUtrib. Add : fowling-
gun (U.S.).

1847 Knickerbocker Mag. XXX. 239 Reader, in your
younger days you have, no doubt, left your fowling gun
slyly hid in a fence corner.

Pox, J*. Add: 16. fox-walk = *Fox-TKOTj3. i.

1879 TouRGKE ^otf^j .S'rr. xxxvL 248 Pressing on now in
theswinging fox-walk, wliich he took whenever the character
of the road, or the mood of his rider demanded.

b. fox-snake, -squirrel (examples).

_ 1857 Trans. Ill, Agric. Sac. II. 658 They are also found
in the stomachs of the milk-snake,..and of the large *fox-
snake fScotophis vulpinus). ifi88 Clayton yirginia 5 in
Phil. TVrt/w. XVIII. 123 Thefirstisthegreat*Fox Squirrel,
much larger than the English, and gray. X791, 1844 [see
Fox sb. 16 b]. 1831 R. Glisan yrnl. Army Life (1874) 89
Animals most common to this country that are good for food
are.. fox squirrel [etc.],

o. fox-grass, {b) US. a salt-marsh grass of New
England.

^ 1837 CoLMAN Rep. Agric Mass. (1838) 18 The next grass
is the Red grass or Fox grass, a very fine reedy grass, abun-
dant and excellent

Fox, V. 2. c. Delete f and add quots.
2835 LoNGSTREET Georgia Scenes 63 Has he foxed you?

X906 E. Phillpotts Poitreeve i. xv, Don't fox yourself to
think that. That's mad. Ibid. 11. xviii, Love makes a man
cunning. . , 1 foxed you fifty times. X9»8 Collier's 29 Dec. sS/j
Fay's hard to fox.

e. To disguise or make confused. U.S,
1876 Joaquin Miller Unzvrttien Hist. xv. 310 Klamat

kept an eye constantly on his rifle when not foxing the trail

and eyeing the pursuers.

Fozaline (fp'ksdlm). [Fanciful formation on
Fox j/^.] Imitation fox-fur.

1907 Ladies' Field 12 Jan. Advt., White Foxaline long
Stole. 19*3 Daily Mail it K^j. 4 White Foxaline Tie.
X927 Daily Express 13 Sept. 5/2 Grey Chinese cat (sometimes
called foxaline), 1930 Daily Tel. 9 Apr. 9/6 Grey and Fawn
Foxaline.

Fo'x-colonred, a, (See Fox sb. i6.)

1641, 1879 [see Yoy.sb. 16]. iSeST. Ashe Trav. Amer. xvii.

159 Between ninety and an hundred American birds have
been described .. as follows: fox coloured thrush. 1845 S.

JtjDD Margaret 11. i. 316 A thin stream of water emerging
from a long line of fox-coloured cotton thistle. 1867 Afner.
Naturalist Mar. I. 54 Ornithological Calendar for March
20th to 31st.. .Fox-colored Sparrows arrive.

Fox-fire. (Additional U.S. examples.)
Z829-3S J. P. K%viit^T>y Swallow B. I. xxviii. 311 The fox-

fire—as the country people call it—glowed hideously from
the cold and matted bosom of the marsh. 187J E. Eggle-
STOM End of World xxxil. 210 The 'fox-fire', rotting logs
glowing with a faint luminosity, startled her several times,
1886 Harper's Mag. Dec. 97/3 The night hunter. .waits in
the darkness to observe his ' fox-fire ' obscured ere he pulls
the trigger. 1920 Hunter Trail Drivers of Texas 149
There is where you could see phosphorescence (fojt fire) on
our horses' ears.

Fo'X-grape- (See Fox sb. t6 c.)

1648 B. Plantagenet Ne7u Albion iv. 34 There are four
sorts of Grapes,., the second the great foxeand thick Grape,
after five moneths reaped being boyled and salted, and well
fined, it is a strong red Xeres. 1657, 1683, 1849 [see Foxj3t
16c]. X705 R. Beverly l^'irgim'a iiy-zn) 116 Asecond Kind..
grow upon small Vines and in small Bunches ; but are . . of a
rank Taste when ripe^ resembling the smell ofa Fox, from
whence they are called Fox-Grapes. 181^ D. Drake Cincin-
nati ii. 83 Ihe . . fox grape and mountam-chestnut oak ore
still scarcer [than flowering locust]. 1836 Mary A. Holley
Texas v. 87 Almost every variety of grape is native in Texas,
from the large fox-grape down to what is called the cliicken-

grape. 1886S.W. Mitchell^, ^/o/i^xxvi. (1895)2^7 About
them on the stunted cedars the fox grapes hung thick.

Fox-trot, sb. 1. (See Fox sb. 16 and add
earlier quot.)
1887 Ow/mr (U.S.) May X. ii3/t ' Come Peggy, old boy

',

said Jim, as he led ofi'at a fox trot.

2. A modern dance, of American origin, charac-

terized originally by two measures of slow move-
ment followed by two measures of rapid movement.
The origin of the name has been attributed by some to a

dancing-master named Fox.
X917 LtAcocK Frenzied Fiction- v. (1919) 70 The others

were dancing the fox-trot to the victrola on the piazza. 1919

D'Egville How ^ what to dance (rgaa) 55 The Fox-Trot is

a dance of many steps, and to the casual observer every-
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bodyseems tohave different ones. 1910 E. ^corr Ail about

Latest Dances 68 The true basU of the American Fox-Trot

is an alternation of four slow and four or eight quick move-

ments, depending on the step chosen. i9»3 — A.B.C, ef
Dancing 84 The foxtrot is not a dance in the sense that the

walu and polka are dances because it has no distinctive

rhythm and no characteristic step or figure.

Hence Pox-trot v. intr,, to dance a fox-trot;

Fo-z-trotter, one who fox-trots, 7o*x-trottlnff

vbL sb.

1919 Punch 26 Feb. 166/2 I've fox-trotted in Stranraer,

Irish-jigged in MuUingar. i9ao E. Scott AU about Latest

Dances 72 Some fox-trotters spin round at intervals on the

soles of their feet. I9ax R. D. Paine Ccmr. Rolling Ocean
v. 75 A dozen couples.. fox-trotted in a clear space of the

forward deck. 19x8 F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial i. 18 He
seems to have spent most of his time perfecting his golf game
and his fox-trotting ahilities.

Foyer. Add

:

1. D. Palh. The focus or centre of infection.

190a ^wO't/. j?rt/. XXVII. si/i Each nation is pledged

to notify the others of the existence within its own borders

of a * foyer ' of cholera.

Frabjous (fr3e'bd53s), a. A nonsense-word

invented by * Lewis Carroll * (C. L. Dodgson), app.

intended to suggest * fair * and ' joyous ' ; used

vaguely by others, e.g. «= 'egregious*. Hence
rra'bjonsly adv.

187a ' L. Carroll ' Through Looking-Glass i. 24 O frabjous

day ! Callooh 1 Callay ! 1899 KiPLtN(i Stalky 144 Oh, you
frabjous asses ! Ibid. 2^4 You're a dirty little schoolboy.
Besides bein' frabjously immoral.

Fraction, sb. Add

:

6. Chem. Oneof the parts into which a substance

is separated by fractionation.

X904 F. SoDDY Radio-Activity 18 If the active barium
chloride was fractionally crystallised, the activity tended to

concentrate in the least soluble fraction. 1905 Garrod &
Hele in yrnl. Physiol. XXXIII. 198 The destruction of
the aromatic fractions of proteids. 19x3 A. R. Warnes
Coal Tar Distill. 52 When it is not desired to recover the
anthracene, the heavy creosote and anthracene oil fractions

are sometimes not separated, but worked as one fraction.

7. A portion of a section of land, l/»S,

1815 D. Drake Cincinnati vi. 203 The principal wall or
embankment, encloses an entire block of lots and some
fractions. 1837 Peck Gaz. lltinois i. 77 Fractions are parts
of quarter sectionr intersected by streams or confined claims.

1847 in H. Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 206 Matthias Denman , . had
purchased the fraction of land on the bank of the Ohio, and
the entire section adjoining it on the north. 190X S. E.
White Westerners xvWx. 156 Thar is a lode.. over on the

J. G. fraction that's shore th' puitiest bit of quartz lead you
ever see.

Fractional, «. Add : FracUonal currency
(example). Fractional note, a note in fractional

currency. Fractional section « *Fkaction sb. 7.
X83X Peck Guide Emipants in. 294 The town is laid out

of fractional sections thirteen and fourteen. 1863 Stat, at
Large i/.^.^. (1864) XI I, 711 In lieu of postage and revenue
stamps for fractional currency, and of fractional notes, com-
mon ly called postage currency, . . the Secretary of theTreasury
may issue fractional notes of like amounts in such form as
he may deem expedient. 1878 Congress. Rec. 29 Jan. 638/2
[Silver] is not like our fractional notes, a promise to pay. It

is payment, tbid. 4 Feb. 727/2 The fractional currency had
become so ragged and so dirty that people were willing to
surrender it for almost anything.

b, Chem. Of, pertaining to, or resulting from
fractionation. Fractional distillalion : see Dis-
tillation 3.

1887 A. M. Brown Anim. Alkaloids 24 The bodies which
crystallize are afterwards separated the one from the other
by fractional precipitation.

Hence Fraotiozially adv. Add: Chem. So as to

separate into fractions,

x888 Nature 8 Nov. 39/2 The chloride was next fractionally

distilled. xs>o4 F. Sooo'i RadiO'Activity 17 If the active
barium chloride was fractionally crystallised. X9ai Lewko-
wiTSCH & Warburton OUs, Fats ^ Waxes (cd. 6) I. 672 The
glycerides of the lower fatty acids can be fractionally dis-
tilled in a complete vacuum without undergoing decom*
position.

Fracto- (frse-ktij), used as comb, form of L,
fractus broken, in terms of meteorology (seequots.).

^ 19x7 McAdie Princ. Airograpky 115 The true cumulus.

.

is often torn by strong winds,, .('fracto-cumulus'). Ibid.^
If the mass of nimbus is torn up into small patches.. they
may be called 'fracto-iiirnbus', the 'scud 'of the sailors. 1926— M(^t ff Weather 68 The \ioxA.fracto..\s now in general
use to designate a cloud form in which the mass is broken
into small divisions.

Fractnrable (frae-ktiurab'l, -tJarSb*!), a. [f,

Kractdrb V, + -ABLE.] That can be fractured.

X897 Kodak News May 6 Nor should there be anything
easily fracturablc. X91X H. S. Harrison Queed xxxi, He
might fracture all of tlie decalogue that was refinedly frac-
turahle.

Fracture, sb. 6. Add : fracttire-box, a com-
bination of splints used to encase a broken limb.

Also Ceol. (of fracture in the earth's Qx\x%i)fraclure-

Hne, -system.
X879 S^' George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 685 The dislocation was

easily reduced under ether.. and the limb was put up in a
fracture-box. xgss Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 214/2 Rectilinear
and regularly intersecting fracture-systems. X9a5 J. Jqly
Surface-Hist. Earth viii. 140 The lon§ rift valley of South
Australia, mainly meridional in direction, as well as meri-
dionally-directea fracturc'lines along the eastern side of that

continent.
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Fracture, v. Add : 3, Phonology. (Jrans.)

To subject to fracture. Hence Fractured pj>l. a.

==*Bboken/^/. a. I e.

x888 Ellis E. E, Pron. v, 496 The peculiar manner of
fracturing the vowels in the A-, A', J£>, E-, EA', O' words
by prefixing an accented (ce) or {ii) and reducing the vowel
itself to indistinct (h),

Frsenulum. Add : Also frenulum (fre'nizl^-

l^m).

2. Ent. A bristle or group of bristles attached
to the base of the hind wing in many Lepidoptera,
and interlocking with a process on the front wing,
thus uniting the two wings of a side in flight.

1892 G. F. Hampson Fauna Brit. India, Moths I. 6 The
fore and hind wings of the majority of families of moths are
united by a ' frenulum ' arising from the base of the costa of
the hind wing and fitting into a ' retinaculum * on the fore
wing. XS98 A. S. Packard Entomol. 122 In many Lepido-
ptera they \sc. the wings] are loosely connected by the loop
and frenulum, X899 D. Sharp Insects 11. 316 The bristle is

called the ' frenulum ', the structure that retains it a ' retina-
culum '.

Fragarol (fr^-garpl). Chem. [? f. mod.L. /Vd:-

garia the strawberry genus + -OL.] The butyl ether

of ;3-naphthol, used for making a synthetic perfume.
X9a3 E. J, Parrv Durvelle's Perfuvies 75 The substance

known under the name fragarol, with its slijihtly fruity

odour, is the corresponding butyl ether, 19x5 Bunbury &
"QwiTi^on Coal Tar Products 158 The only derivatives of
P-naphthol which are employed in making up synthetic per-
fumes are the methyl, ethyl, and hutyl ethers, known as
Nerolin (or Yara-Yara), Nerolin II (or Bromelia), and
Fragarol respectively.

Fragment (fisegment), v. [f. the sb.] trans.

To break or separate into fragments,
xyox H. McIntosh /j Christ /n/alliblet {ityiz) 76 They

vainly dream that they can fragment and vivisect the Spirit's

embodiment and environment of Christ's teaching, 1919
Osler in Proc. Class. Assoc. 27 Specialism, .has fragmented
the specialities themselves in a way that makes the outlook
hazardous.

Frail, sb^ slang. [Subst. use of Frail a^ A
woman.
X93t Eric Linklater Juan in Avtericaw. xvi, 177 Without

bullets whistling through the air to frighten him and threaten
widowhood for the ravished frail.

Frail, v. U.S. dial, [prob, f. dial. /raiV flail.]

trans. To beat, thrash. Hence Frailing vbl. sb.

1851 Arkansas Doctor 82 (Th.) The old man plainly told
her.. he would frail her worse than a dog would a pole-cat.

fbid. 123 (Th.) He.. did not like the thought of getting a
frailing for it. X890 J. C, Harris in Century Mag. Dec.
287/1 He uped an' frailed me out, an' got the gal to boot.

1896 Peterson Mag. Jan. 89/2 A frailing with a dead branch
left him \sc. a mule] unmoved, xooi W. CiiURCHit.L Crisis i.

xii. 97 Reckon I'd frail 'em gooclcf he catched bold of me
with his black hands.

Fraise (fr^'z, llfffz'), sb.^ [Fr., = strawberry.]

1. Her. A conventional strawberry-flower used as

a bearing.
1896 J. Woodward /T^r. I. 341 A charge resembling the

cinquefoil is the Fraise, or strawberry flower, which in
Scottish armory is recognised as a distinct bearing :. .as in.

,

the arms of Fraser: Azure, three fraises argent.

2. The colour of crushed strawberries.
X9a3 Daily Mail 19 Feb. i Also In plain colours.. Lemon,

Fraize \sic\ Coral, and Ivory,

Fraising, vbl. sb. [f. Fraise 7/.] A palisade.
x8ai T. DwiGHT Trav. New Eng. (1823) II. 178 He

fastened, with the skewer, the comer of his blanket round a
picket of the fraising.

Frame, sb. Add

:

4. d. Geom. Frame of re/erettce : a set of co-

ordinates by means of which the movements of a
body or group of bodies are described.
1929 Encycl. Brit. 1. 870/1 A co-ordinate is always measured

with respect lo a fixed origin or base or frame of reference
of some sort. . . We often need to change the frame of refer*

ence in the middle of a piece of work.

10. (Recent U.S. example.)
X904 Harben Georgians 299 Half a dozen expert work-

men were putting up the frame of a two.storied building on
massive pine sills.

b. (U.S. examples.) Also = Frame-house a.

X73« Boston Town Rec. XII. 40 Henry Gibbs has very
latcfy Incroched on the Towns Land on Dock Square by
Erecting Frames thereon. X84X C. Cist Cittcinnati 41 Of
these last [buildings] 200 were brick and lai frames. 1873

J. H. Bkadle Undevel. West xxi. 405 The log bouses here
are superior in style to those in most new countries.. .There
are few frames.

c. ellipl. as adj. ( = Framed) or sb, ( = Frame-
work). U.S.
x8i6 U. Brown Jrnl. in Maryland Hist, Mag. X. 268 The

3rd House is Log and frame with Double Porches. 1836
J. HAhL Statist. West iv. 66 The dwelling houses are usually
large edifices of brick or frame. x87a ' Mark Twain' Rough-
iiig it xiii. (1882) 74 Block after block of trim dwellings,
built of * frame' and sunburnt brick. 1897 J. L. Allen
C/toir Inz-is. ii. (1915) 9 Rude dwellings of logs now giving
way toothers of frame and ofbrtck. 19x4 Mulford Rustlers'
Valley iv. 38 The street was a busy one in front of a line of
lighted buildings, frame, one-story sh.icks all.

11. e. The rigid part of a bicycle. Henceframe-
bag (a bag for carrying articles, fixed within the
frame).
_x87i Engl. Mechanic jo Feb. 491/3 The great ease in
riding, .the makers attribute to the form of the frame. 1897
Westm. Gaz. 14 Aug. 7/2 In the frame bag was a package
containing blocks of writing paper. iS^Cycling 8 Lacking
the elaborate plant of the great firmfr—especially that for

PEAME.
frame building—they are apt to fit their frames together un-
truly.

f. The skeleton of a motor vehicle or aeroplane,
supporting the machinery and body ; see also quot,

1918. Also attrib.

1900 W. W. Beaumont Motor Vehicles I. 332 The frame
is built up of tubes, and is carried on double-leaf springs on
the front axle, which carries stud axles at its ends with for-

wardl)^ projecting steering arms. 1906 lldd. II. 221 The
frame is of the wood and steel flitch build like the Panbard ;

and the engine is carried on a suspended subsidiary under-
frame. X9oa Motors ^ Motor-Driving 11. x, A frame which
has some diagonal stays or parts which act as diagonals is

very desirable, though few car frames are so made. X909
Flight ao Feb. 103 Fraine^ in French, the term ' chassis ' is

sometimes used, but more often the word ' fuselage ' on
account of the bodies of most monoplanes being spindle-
shaped. Ibid.^ Half'Elliptic Frames,^ frame of the fusi-

form type which has been curtailed at the middle. 19x8
W. E. DoMMETT Diet. Aircraft^ Frames extensions to the
car of a non-Rigid Airship which distribute the weight more
evenly over the envelope ; the keel of a Semi-Rigid Airship

;

the hull of a Rigid Airship. X9ai Chambers's yrnl, 341/1
The rattle and jolt of the little frame-car and the noise of
the motor made conversation . . inaudible. 19*9 Encycl. Brit.
XV. 893/a The type of frame which has become practically
standard consists of two longitudinal beams., with cross
members spanning between them at intervals... The frame
with the mechanical parts of the car assembled upon it is

called the chassis.

g. In Pool, the triangular form used in setting

up the balls ; also, the balls as set up, or the round
of play required to pocket them all ; similarly in

Skittles and Tenpins ; also, one of the several

innings forming a game.
^
X890 C. C. Moore Games ofPool 79 These balls are placed

in the form of a triangle upon the table, as in Pyramids, a
wooden frame or * triangle ' being employed to save trouble
and insure correctness. 1897 R. F. Foster Compl. Hoyle 608
(Tenpins) Each player rolls ten frames or innings. X910 Hints
OH Skittles^ OJic. Rules 23 The Frame shall be 4-ft. 6.in.

square, the Plate circular, 3.in. in diameter, and 22^-in. from
centre to centre. Ibid. 24 The ball is not dead until it is

motionless on, or off the frame. 19x9 Encycl. Brit. III. 978/1
The teams roll one frame {2 balls) on one alley, and for the
next frame alternate and use the other alley. 1930 \. P.
Herbert Water Gipsies xxi, There were thirty competitors
for the Cup, and each of them played seven frames.

12. b. Cinematography. One of the series ofsmall
pictures on a film (see quot. 1913).
X9X3 E. W. Sargent Photoplay (1916) 36a Frame. A single

photograph in the roll of film. A picture one inch wide by
three-fourths of an inch high. There are sixteen of these
frames to the foot. X918 H. Crov How Motion Pictures are
Made 32 The light revealed the postures of the dancer as she
appeared on the ' frames ' in front of the viewing aperture.

1927 E. G. LuTz Motion-Picture Cameraman 16 One frame
or section of film.

13. d. An open box of slats in which bees build

and which can be removed from the hive. Also
attrib.

1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6097 The Frame for the Bees to
fasten their Work upon. 1875 J. Hunter Matt. Bee-keeping
137 Select a frame of comb. x88i Gardening Hlustr. 111.

123 Remove the top, and four or five of the frames, so as to
let the bees drop in the hive. Ibid.y The bees will run up
into the frame hive. X904 Daily Chron. 17 Sept. 8/5 The
new, clean, and manageable frame-hive.

15. Csense \o)frame bamy building {G2.r\\tT\}.S.

examples), dwellings shop, tenement
; frame-built

adj. ; frame aerial ITireless Tclegr., an aerial com-
]>osed of a rectangle or loop of wire, adapted for

directional reception.
xgax Wireless World 10 Dec. 562/2, 1 can receive the Dutch

Concert., on a. .*frame aerial. 19x4 Wireless Weekly 8 Oct.
745/1 A good range of receivers, including refiex sets using
small frame aerials. X83X Feck Guide Emigrants 182 He
may put up a *frame barn. 1837 Drake & Mansfield Cin-
cinnati iv. 36 .\ *frame building. .is at present used by the
Society as a Synagogue. X84X C. Cist Cincinnati ig Two
frame buildings were also added during the same time. X797
F. Baily yrnl. Tour N. Amer. lygd-y (1856) 228 Cincinnati
may contain about three or four hundred houses, mostly
*frame-built. x8a9-3a J. P. Kennedy ^'wd/Z^a/ B. I. xix. 192
Haifa dozen *frame dwellings. .were scattered over the
landscape.^ 1796 A urora (Philad.) 15 Apr. (Jh.) That certain
one-story "Frame Shop in front, and Two Story Frame
Messuage IctcJ. 1799 Ibid. 13 Aug. (Th.) *Frame tenement
at Auction. 1836 Crockktt Exploits ^ Adv. Texas (1837)
65 He made fast an immense cable to the frame tenement
where the theft had been perpetrated.

Framei z'. Add: 7. b. To be framed up \ to

be suitable _/i»r. ^'.^S'. colloq.

1909 S. E. White Rules of Game ii. i. no Fresno.. is a
nice, well-built city... But it is not framed up for tourists.

8. e. To frame up : to prearrange (an event)

surreptitiously and with sinister intent ; to plan in

secret; to fake the result of (a contest, etc.). orig.

U.S. slang.

X910 E. A. Walcott open Door\\\. 86 ' An' then he frames
up d is job on nic ', said Jimmy bitterly. 1913 Mulford
Coming ofCassidy vii. iig As long as this deal was framed
up, we'll say it was this mornin'. X919 Detective Story
Mtig. 25 Nov. XXVIII. 5 If you give me the signal I'll

frame up something, X9ai R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling
Ocean vii, 121 All I need is a little work with your catcher,
10 frame up signals and so on.

H. To concoct a false charge or accusation

against; to devise a scheme or plot with regard to

;

to make the victim of a ' frame-up \
X9sa Titus Timber xxvi, 234 So they were after Bryant

were they? They were framing him? 1926 Mulford
Cassidfs Protigi iv. 40 He had seen honest men framed;
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and C^ilty men let off for political reasons;. 1936 J. Black
yitu Cunt Win xxii. 347 The police.. knew 1 was trying to

frame myself out; they beean framing me in. x^-^ Observer
6 Nov. 31 Her heart has been given to Tom Slix, who, in

consequence, is 'framed'. 1031 Daily Tel. 19 Jan. 11/6
They're for ever after me all tne time, trying to frame mc
Framed, ppL a* Add : spec in U.S. of houses.

(Cf. Frame sb. if.)

1639 [in Diet.]. 1784 Marylami Jml. 11 May, Advt (Th.)

A large framed House almost as good as new. 18*3 E. James
Long's Exped. Rociey Mts. I. 82 This town, .contamed..

several framed dwellings of two stories. 1834 Southern

Lit. MessfHger I. 39 The links of graduation between the

rude cottage and what they styled the * framed house'.

1837 Peck Gaz. Illinois 11. 133 The rough.. cabin is giving

place to comfortable framed or brick tenements.

Frame-liouse. 2. U.S. (Earlier examples.)

1796 Aurora (Philad.) 28 Nov. (Th.) To be Sold, An Ele-

g.int Three Story Frame House. 1797 F. Bailv Jml. Tour
N. Anter. {1856) 219 He begins then to think of erecting

himself a frame-house. 1818 Paulding J. Bull ^ Br. Jon,

L 6 IJuilding himself a fine frame bouse, [Jonathan] began
to be quite snug and comfortable.

Frame-up. OT\g. U.S. siang. [See *Frame z/,

8 e.] Anything that has been prearranged or con-

cocted, esp. with a sinister intent ; a conspiracy

or plot, e, g. for the purpose of incriminating a
person on false evidence,

1907 Rkx Beach Barrier y'vu (1908) 100 You go about it

Queer. .. Your frame-up may work double. 1913 Mulfobd
Coming of Cassidy vii. 116 The crookedness would not come
more than once in a deal if the frame-up was 'single-odd '.

X019 Neiv Appeal {G'lrard, Kans.) 11 Jan. 1/5 They were the

victims of a frameup inspired by class hatred. 19x4 Westm.
Gas. 12 Feb., The Government, he said, were guilty of

manufactunng a plot which never existed. He claimed that

the plot was from beginning to end a * frame-up'. 19*7
Agatha Christie Big Four iv, Some one put those little

glass figures amongst my traps. It was a ftame-up.

Francbisal' (fra-ntjlzal, -tjaiz-), a. [f. Fran-
CHiaE + -AL.] Of or belonging to the franchise.

1897 Maitland Domesday Bk.^ With feudal justice

therefore we contrast ' francbisal * justice.

Franchise, sb. Add :

2. o. Marim Insurance, A percentage below
which the underwriter incurs no responsibility.

The term was borrowed from French practice, but the

English application differs from the French ; cf. 1857 M.
Hopkins Handhk. Average 140 In some foreign policies the

warranty has a rather different signification. It not only
requires that the damage should amount to a certain pro*

portion of the value of the ^oods insured, but it gives to the

assured, in case of Average, only that portion of the loss

which exceeds the agreed limit, which is there called the

franchise^ or affranchisement.

189s W. Gow Marine htsur. 19a It has been arranged that

all claims falling short of a certain amount or percentage
should not attach to the policy covering the goods, lliis

amount or percentage is termed the franchise. Ibid. 195
Nowadays in England when the franchise is once reached,

the whole amount of average including the franchise is paid

by the underwriter, i^ V. I>over Marine Insur.{vA. 3)

240 Once the franchise is reached the policy pays in full.

Ibid. 330 Unless a franchise of 5/fr cent, is attained.

Franchised, ///• a. Add: 4. Of a company:
Possessin;^ special powers or rights conferred on
the ground of public utility. U.S.
1908 Munsey's Mag. Nov. 165/3 His attitude toward the

fraiichised and privileged monopolies of Washington.

Franco-. Add : Fratuo-Canadian,
1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 59 The ever-noisy sailors,

with their strange Franco-Canadian /a/MV, *made the air

vocal with sweet sounds'.

FranCOinaiiia(frseijktfm^ini&). [See -mania.]

A craze or excessive liking for France and for things

French. Hence Trancoma'iLlac.
Z899 Dail^ News 8 May 8/2 From 1750 to the Revolution,

Anglo-mania in France was fostered by Franco-mania in

England. 1908 Daily Chron, 4 Mar. 6/6 That Franco-

maniac, Frederick the Great.

FranCOpllobia (frpeqk^jftfo'bia). [See -PHO-

BIA,] Dread or dislike of France or the French,

tending to become an obsession,

1900 Fortn. Rev. May 722 To deny Frenchmen the quality

of courage in the face of danger is really to push Franco-

phobia beyond the bounds of common sense. X9a8 Manch.
Guardian Weekly 10 Aug. 104/t In his indignation M.
Jacques Bainville, of the 'Libertc', brings a direct charge

of Krancophobla.

Frankenstein (frae'ijkanstsin). The title-

character ill a romance by Mrs. Shelley (1818),

who constructed a human monster and endowed it

with life. Commonly misused allusively as a
typical name for a monster who is a terror to his

originator and ends by destroying him,
1838 Gladstomk in Murray's Handbk. Sicily (1864) p. xlvt,

They \sc. mules] really seem like Frankensteins of the animal
creation. 1889 S. Webb in Faliian Ess. 38 The landlord and
the capitali<it are both finding that the steanv^ngine is a
Frankenstein which they had better not have raised. 1907
Sat. Rei>. 6 Apr. 414/1 Is Great Britain creating for herself

somtthine of a Frankenstein monster on the Nile?

Franker. Add : Also, an instrument for frank-

ing postal matter.
S9S5 Glasg<ytv Herald 5 Jan. 8 There are addressers, dupli-

cators,., postal frankers and cheque writers.

Frankfort (frseijkfwt), Frankfurter
(fr^i)kf3Jt.^j). U.S. \0. Frankfurter wurSt YmxiV.

furt sausage. Cf. Fkankfort.] A highly-seasoned

German sausage.

XQoaG. H. LoRiMKR Lett. Self-made Merchant ^zij OxAy
last week the head of our sausage department started to put
out a tin-tag brand of frankfurts. 1908 — y. Spurlock vii.

147, I told the Major that he had undoubtedly got hold of
the hottest dog in the frankfurter can.

Frankincense. 2 and 3. (Earlier U.S.
examples.)
1803 A. B. Lambert Descr. Genus Pinus 23 Frankincense

Pine. Plains consisting of dry sand, and sea coasts, in N.A.,
are abundantly stocked with this species of pine. 1858 J. A.
Warder Hedges ^ Evergreens 249 Pinus taeda^ the Frank-
incense or Loblolly, is a lofty American tree.

Franklin ^ (frse-qklin). U.S. [f. the name of

Benjamin Franklin (i 706-1 790).]
1. A lightning-conductor,
1817 J. Palmeh Jml. Trav. U.S. (1818) 104 in N. ^ Q.

nth Ser. \\\. 487 Franklins, or conductors, are a certain
safe-guard, and generally used, a x86a S. Breck Recoil, ii.

(»877} 71 Our professor of natural philosophy was desirous to

erect on the old lofty tower, .a lightning-rod, very properly
called at that time a * Franklin ',

2. Franklin stove, a form of stove for heating a
room, devised by Franklin.
1841 Congress, Globe Aug., App. 453/3 The booby.. was

told that the Franklin stove would save half the wood. 1846
Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1847) 361 A design for an orna-

mental Franklin stove. xMx Howells Mod. Instance xii.

154 The landlord had kindled a fire on the hearth of the
Franklin stove in his parlor. 1895 J. L. Ford Lit. Shop \,

(1896) 2 From where I lie I can see a Franklin stove, a pair

of brass andirons.

b. ellipt. = Franklin stove.

1817 J. Palmer ym/. Trav. U.S. (1818) 14, 15 in A^. fl- Q.
nth Ser. IIL 486 In the best room some have an iron fire-

place called a Franklin ; these look very neat, and will much
sooner heat a room than the open fire-place. 186^ Lowell
Fitz Adam's Story 288 And bushed asparagus in fading
green Added its shiver to the franklin clean. 1879 B. F.

Taylor Sttmmer.Savory x. 95 Within the wide door was
the bar-room, with a great hospitable Franklin and chuckle-

headed andirons with slender crooked necks.

Frantic, <2. Add: 2. b. colloq. In exaggerated

use = * Terrific', 'awful*. So Pra-ntloally adv.

1908 Punch 26 Feb. 152/2 I'm working simply most awfully

hard for Ireland just now. I've bougUt a ghastly heap of
poplin. .and a frantic lot of Limerick lace. Mod. I'm in a
frantic hurr^'. He is frantically busy.

Frappe, a. Add : Also as sb.^ an iced drink or

mixture. U.S.
i9aa Glasgoiv Herald 13 May 6 Besides untold recipes for

cobblers, coolers, highballs, frapp6s, daisies, sangarees.

Frasnian (fracsniin), a. and sb. Geol. Also

-ien. [ad. F. frasnieny f. Frasne in Belgium.]

A. adj. Belonging to the lower of the two groups

of strata of the Upper Devonian in western Europe.

B, sb. This group of strata.

i88a A. Geikik GeoL ^ox In the Belgian and Eifelian tracts

they have been subdivided as under:. . Fammenicn, .Fras-

nien. 1894 Geol. Mag. Oct. 474 The Frasnien series in the
North of France and Belgium.

Frat(fr3el). U»S. College slang. Abbreviated form
of*Fratkb»ity 7, Also attrib.^ z.'&frat-house^ -man.
1809 A. H. QuiMN Pennsylv. Stories 186 But any Frat

would have wanted Harington. 1900 Daily Chron. 9 Feb.

4/4 The Frat-man is one of a group ofabout fifteen students.

, . r rat-houses may be expensive or cheap. 1996 Ladies'
Home yml. Nov. 12 It's a frat hotise.

Fraternal, a. Add : Fraternal order ^ a
brotherhood or friendly society. U.S.
1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 7 June, The Iron Hall, a

western fraternal order, is in session here this week. 1905
B. G. Phillips Plum Tree 267 Local machine leaders of

Scarborough's party, with corruptible labor and fraternal

order leaders.

b. sb. A friendly meeting of ministers of re-

ligion of a town or district.

Fraternity. Add : 7. A literary or social

association of the alumni of a college or university

;

a * Greek-Letter' Society. U.S.
Each society Is named by the initials of two or three Greek

words ^ the * Phi Beta Kappa* of William and Mary
College, Va.

1777 in F. W. Shepardson Phi Beta Kappa (191^) 9 [At
the January meeting of 1777.. a mode of initiation was
reported.] *I, A.B. do swear,. to prove true, just, and
deeply atta«;hcd to this our growing fraternity.' 1844 in

A. P. Jacobs Psi Upsilon Epitome (1884) 180 Catalogue of
the Psi Upsilon Fraternity. 1879 in Alpha Delta Phi
(1882) xxxi. An act to incorporate the Executive Council of

the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity and to provide for the

organization of New Chapters. 1883 W. R. Baird {title)

American College Fraternities. 1901 H. D. Sheldon
Student Life 224 In general, the fraternities dominate the

smaller colleges, . .although an occasional revolt on the part

of the non-fraternity men sometimes occurs. 190a J. Corbin
American at Oxf 54 In Balliol there are three debating
clubs, and they are of course in some sense rivals. Like
the fraternities in an American college, they look over the

freshmen each year pretty closely.

attrib. 18^ A. H. Quinn Pennsylv. Stories 59 He could

not help seeing that the Fraternity men were in general the

best dressed. Z90S J. Coriiin American at Oj^. 269 The
fraternity houses so widely diffused in America offer almost

a counterpart of the halls of the golden age of the mediaeval
university. 1909 S. E. White Rules ofCame \. xi. 61, *I see

you're a College man ', said he, indicating Bob's fraternity

Kin. i9«7 Saturday Even. Post 24 Dec. ig/;^ There was
cartbreaking rivalry among us to secure fraternity piiis from

the boys who possessed them.

8. Used by Gallon for : The brothers (and sisters)

of a family collectively.

1889 F. Galton Nat. Inheritance 234 note, A Fraternity

consists of the brothers of a family, and of the sisters after

the (qualities of the latter have been transmuted to their Male
Equivalents.

fraudf sb. 6. Add : fraud order U.S.^ an
official order prohibiting the delivery of letters to a

firm or individual suspected of making illegal use

of the postal service.

1906 Macm. Mag. Apr. 469 In the United States, the Post
Office can get a 'fraud-order' against an advertiser, by virtue

of which authorities have power to open letters addressed to

him and return money to the senders.

Frannhofer (frau-nhJufai), The name of

Joseph von Fraunhofer (1787-1826), a Bavarian
optician, used, chiefly in Fraunhofer's lines, to

specify the lines of the spectrum, esp. the dark lines

of the solar spectrum.
1863 Atkinson Ganofs Physics (1866) 421. 1879 Encycl.

Brit. IX. 728/1.

Frawn. Add : Also fraughan, fraun.
1869 P. Kennedy Evenings on Duffreyxix, 208 They mi^ht

. .gather, .fraughans in the woods. 189a Jane Barlow Bog.
landStudiesSg Weefrauns. 1906 Temp/eBar Jxxiic 553 They
trod the heather and fraughan beneath them. 1914 * G. A.
Birmingham' Lost Tribes xi, Under their shelter fraughan
bushes nestled, their black fruit already ripening.

Frazzle, sb. Add examples (chiefly U.S.) of

phr. to a frazzle in fig. expressions denoting com-
plete exhaustion or extinction.
1865 Gordon in Church Ulysses Grant (1897) 318 Tell

General Lee, I have fought my corps to a frazzle. 1872
Congress. Globe 30 Majj, App. 578/2 They . . got great big long
brushes.. and they whipped them all into frassels. There
arc welts on me now. x88i J. C Harris Uncle Remus xi.

Brer Fox dun know Brer Rabbit uv ole, en he know dat

sorter game done wo* ter a frazzle. x88a Southern Hist.

Soc. Papers X. 504(Th.) All these causes combined dwindled
the Army of Northern Virginia away to a mere frazzle, as

General Gordon expressed it. 1905 WashiugtonStara^ Nov.
23 The Becham machine whipped Blackburn to a frazzle,

giving him the first real defeat he had ever experienced.

X908 Westm. Gaz. 3 Nov. 7/3 Mr. Roosevelt, when asked
for his opinion on the result, said, ' We have got them
beaten to a " frazzle".' 19SX Mulford Bar-20 Three viii.

101 I'm aiming to ride him \sc. his horse] to a frazzle.

Frazzle, z'. '^owi slang ox colloq. (Earlier U.S.

example.) Also zWr.andinppl.adj. {frazzled-out).
187a Congress. Globe 30 May, App. 577/3 The ends of the

switches were all frazzled. 1896 J.C. Harris ^/V/^-ryaw* 344
He's the genuine article, guaranteed not to rip in the seams
or frazzle at the sleeves. 191a J. H. Moore Ethics Sf Educ.

54 Many a frazzled-out member of society owes his failure

in life to no greater misdemeanour than the mere failure to

make connection with his calling. 19x3 J. London .S"*??* of
Sun viii. 285 Loose ends of rope stood out stiffly horizontal,

and, when a whipping gave, the loose end frazzled and blew
away.

Freak, sb^- 5. Add : Also quasi-^^*. to denote

something abnormal or capriciously irregular.

X&98 Daily News 17 Mar. 6/5 'The yellow kid', a per-

Bonification of 'freak' or sensational journalism. X907

Westm. Ge^. 126 Sept. 7/2 The boats which have been built

for this race of recent years are freak boats pure and simple.

1907 Daily Chron. 5 Oct. 4/4 Conditions in America seem
particularly favourable to the propagation of freak religions.

X908 Westm. Gaz. 7 Mar. 8/1 The production of freak fruits,

such as white blackberries.. and seedless oranges.

Free, a. Add: 10. b. Free fight {oug.V.^.).

(Earlier example.)
1855 Knickerbocker Mag. XLV. 130 The fight is free !—

There is naught to pay.

U. b. Of the movements of molecules, atoms,

ions : Unrestricted by other molecules, etc. Free

path : the distance which a molecule, atom, or

ion traverses without encountering another and
without colliding with the sides of the containing

vessel.

x88x Sir W. Thomson in Proc. Royal Inst. I3C. 520 Ob-
servation and measurement of the free path of an individual

atom. X883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 616/2 The distance traversed

by the type molecule.. from one encounter to another.. is

called its free path. 190a Ibid. XXVIII. 31/1 The free

path of the ion.

20. b. hUofree to admit,
X9ai MuuoRD Bar-20 Three xiv. 179 An' I'm free toadmlt

that I'm cussed glad to be settin' here.

I). 2, free association FsychoLj in an experi-

ment based on the association of ideas, an associa-

tion freely made by the person undergoing the test

without suggestion or control on the part of the

experimenter ; free food, food imported free of tax

or duty ; also attrib. ; free-fooder, a politician

who opposes taxes on food ; free (public) hoxise

(see sense 31, quot, 1858); free list, a list of things

on which, or persons from whom, payment is not

required ; hence free list v. ; free lover (earlier

U.S. example) ; free lunch U.S., a lunch given

gratis by saloon-keepers to attract customers; also

attrib. ; hence free-luncher ; free pass, authority

to travel on a railway, etc., or to enter a place of

entertainment without payment ; free path (see

sense *il b) ; free place, education in a secondary

school awarded free to a scholar from an elementary

school ; also attrib. ; free union [F. union libre\

cohabitation of a couple without marriage; free

verse - *Vbrs libbe ; hence free-versor, -versi-

fier.

X905 E. B. TiTCHENF.R Exper. Psychol. \\.\. 192 We show

him a word ; he is to react when the word has suggested
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something, no matter what. The word sea may arouse the

idea of land or water or ships or some particular sea or some
particular incident at sea,—anything it likes. Associations

of this sort are termed, technically, yr^ associations. 1903

Westm.Gas. 17 June 7/2 The *free food Unionists. 1903

National Rev. Aug. 803 Though calling themselves * Free

Fooders, they are not in favour of Free Food. 1905 Specta-

tor 7 Jan. 13/2 Such a supposition. .is surely strange as

coming from convinced Free-fooders. i9a7 W. E. Collin-

soN Contemp. Engl. So Tied houses and *free houses. X930

Daily Express 1 6 Aug. lo/a To bring about in large regional

areas the compulsory merging of brewery companies, in-

cluding • free ' houses. 1833 Deb. Congress 20 Feb. 1749

The gentleman moved to strike the article of cotton out

from the *free list of imports. 1845 Ann. U.S. Treas.Rep.

6 An adec^iiate revenue will still be produced, and permit

the addition to the free list of salt and guana xBfiS M.
Thompson Doesticksxx\\.^2g The Bowery Theatre .. where
they announce a grand ' benefit ' five nig:hts in the week, for

the purpose of cutting oflF the free list. 1856 [see Free a. 32].

1870 Medberv Men 4- Myst. Wall St. 20 The securities.

.

are divided into two classes, known respectively as the

Regular and the Free List. 1909 Daily Ckron. 13 Apr. 5/2
Cocoa was *free listed on the ground that., it was a common
necessity of life. 1858 Baltimore Sun 28 June (Bartlett)

Abolitionists, spiritualists, and *free lovers. 1889 Kmisas
Times <5- Star 25 June, Two.. Saloon keepers here were
notified by the police department to discontinue the *free

lunches at their places. 1908 G. H. Lobimkk y. Spurlock v.

82, 1 had mapped out the most complete little free-lunch route

in New York City, a 1909 'O. Henry' Roads of Destiny x"^.

58 [His] memories of the old hotel are limited to his having
been kicked out from its free-lunch counter in 1873. 1898 Daily
News 15 July 6/6, 1 felt flattered myself, a mere *free-luncher,

when I saw the great Joseph, with the income ofa prince, thus
deigning to superintend my viands. 1857 Trans. III. Agric.
Soc. II. 3 The railroad company sent *free passes over their

whole line, 1894 [see Free a. 32]. 1907 Pari. Debates 15
May 1054 These *free places, .would he for Public Elemen-
tary School children who would not be asked to compete
with children outside hut who would only be asked to pass

a qualif>^ing examination. X909 Daily Chron. 28 July 5/5
The distinction between fee-paying and free-place scholars.

X9S0 Rep. Departm. Comtnittee on Scholarships ff Free
Places 3 To qualify as a ' free place ' pupil the child must
have attended a Public Elementary School for a certain

period previously. Ibid. 35 The existing provision of free

places in secondary schools appears to us inadequate. x^6
Rep. Educ. of Adolescent 133 The Free Place Examination
is conducted in writing. 1931 Times Lit. Suppi. i Oct. 742/4
Marriage, companionate marriage, *free unions, are con-
sidered intimately. Z908N0VES W. Morris 119 The so-called

**free-verse' experiments, with abrupt and meaningless jerks

or bumps. i9at(5 W. R. Inge Lay Thoughts 31 A cubist or
a free-verse writer. 1936 Glasgow Herald i Feb. 8 Those
among the "free-versers who are not purely imbecile arc dis.

gruntled, sarcastic, and gloomy.

Free-board. 2. Add : tramf. and^f^.

1898 Kipling Day's Work 268 {.Bread upon the Waters),
I saw Mrs. McPhee swell and swell under her garance-
coloured gown. There is no small free-board to Janet
McPhee, nor is garance any subdued tint 1935 J. Joly
Surface-Hist, Earth iii. 54 The change of buoyancy of the

. magma which must arise if the substratum changes from
the solid to the liquid state. . . How will this change affect the
• freeboard ' of the continents? When we melt basalt in the
laboratory we ea<iily float granite in the fluid rock. It floats

with a good free-board, and appears to preserve its buoyancy
indefinitely.

Free Church.. Add: 3. (With small initials.)

A church in which the seats are free, U.S.
1835 J, Martin Gaz, Virginia 126 It contains several dwell-

ing houses—one free church—one common school. 1835
A. A. Phelps in Life W. L. Garrison (1885) II. 63 He has
since been requested to preach the sermon to the Free
Church in Hartford. x86o Massachiisetts Acts cj- Resolves
c. 181 An act to incorporate the trustees of the free church
of Saint Mary, for sailors.

Freedom. 10. Degree offreedom. Add

:

b. Phys. Chem. The number of factors in a sys-

tem, which can be varied independently without

altering the number of phases.

1904 A. FiNDLAV Phase Rule ii. 15 We shall therefore de-
fine the number of degrees of freedom of a sj'stem as the
number of the variable factors, temperature, pressure, and
concentration of the components, which must be arbitrarily

fixed in order that the condition of the system may be per-
fectly defined. 1934 H. S. Taylor Phys. Chem. II. 1169
Every, independent positional coordinate thus implies a
possibility of motion or a * degree of freedom *, Thus, our
point molecule has three degrees of freedom.

15. freedom-loving {t2sX\tx examples).
1841 FooTE Texas fy Texans I. J02 The descendants of.

.

freedcmi-loving ancestors in Texas nobly resolved to imperil
their lives. 1866 Gregg Life in A rmy xxviii. 244 Thousands
of freedom-loving Germans have spoken deeply in condem-
nation of this monster iniquity.

Free-for-all, a. and sb. U.S. [Free a. lo b.]

a. adf. Open to all. b. sb^ A fight, etc in which
any one may take part.

1881 [see Free a. 10 h]. 190* S. E. White Blazed Trail
xxvii. 175 In a free-for-all knock-down-and-drag-out, kicking,
gouging, and biting are all legitimate. 1918 Mulford Man
fr. Bar-20 vi. 56 From the noise it appeared to be turning
into a free-for-all. X9a3 L. J. Vance Baroque xiv. 85 The
girl quietly lifted the lower sash, letting in . . cacophony of a
domestic free-for-all in one of the neighboring flats. 1931
Amer. Speech VII. Oct. 49 [Lumberjacks'] * free-for-all

'

when the ' shanty men ' join the ' bull pen boys ' around the
box stove.

Free-growing, a. [Fbbe adv.l Growing
freely.

x8a4 Loudon Encycl. Gard. (ed. 2) 396 The species of
stocks for fruit-trees are divided into what are called free-

growing and dwarfing stocks. x868 Rep, U.S. Comm, Agric.

(1869) 198 Neither b it {sc. the silver maple] liable to pro-

duce suckers, aa objectionable tendency peculiar to some

894

free-growing trees. 1909 Daily Chron. i Apr. 2/1 The free-

growing heralds of spring [sc. daffodils).

Freehandedness. [f. Frebhanded a.]

Open handedness, liberality,

x888 Lowell Lit. <5* Pol. Addresses (1914) 214 The power
of the political boss is built up.. by his freehandedness in

distributing the property of other people.

Free lance. 2. Add : cUlrib. (in quot. 1927
= working for oneself and not for an employer).
190X Westm. Gaz. 7 Mar. 9/1 Someone who calls himself

a free-lance journalist. 19*7 Carr-Saunders & Jones Soc,
Struct. Eng. ^ Wales 62 Free-lance professional men,
doctors and barristers for instance. Ibid. 75 When mem-
bers of a free-lance profession take salaried positions.

Hence Free-lance v. intr.^ to act as a free lance

;

Free-lancingf vbl. sb.zn^ppL a.

IQ04 West?n. Gaz. 6 May 2/3 Lord Londonderry.. has done
a bit o( free-lancing himself in his non-Mintsterial days.

5907 Ibid. 27 Mar. 4/2 Some free-lancing Parliamentary
iconoclast. 1909 Daily Chron. 7 Apr. 4/^ If the clergy were
allowed to free-lance in each others parishes. 19x5 W. J.
Locke yaffery i. He had a terrible time for a dozen years or
so, taking pupils, acting, free-lancing in journalism.

Free State. 2. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
i8ao Deb. Congress g Feb, 1209 Population in the free

States we know increases with greater rapidity than in the
slaveholding States. 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger III.

64^ The various police trials ofnegro offenders in the different

cities of the free states. 1845 F. Douglass Life (1846) 107,
I have been . . asked how I felt when I found myself in a Free
State.

Free trade. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
s8ia Niles' Weekly Reg. III. 61/2 The Essex maybe known

by a flag bearing the motto—Free Trade and Sailors Rights.

Free-trader. Add : 1. C. A trader not in the

service of a company. U.S.
1837 W. Irving Capi. Bonneville C1895) !• 66 Waylaying

and dogging the caravans of the free traders, and murdering
the solitary trapper. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mts. (1859)

213 We.. halted with a camp of free traders and hunters.

1871 Eggleston Duffels iv. (1893) 108 [He was] bent cm
spending the rest of his life as a 'freetrader* in British

America. 190J S. E. White Conjuror^s House iv. 39 Brood-
ing on his imprisonment the Free Trader forgot his sur-

roundings.

3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
183a Deb. Congress 6 June 3305 He admits a fact which

the free traders have always found it difficult toex{>Iain, that

goods do not usually rise under an increase of duties.

Free "wheel, free-wheel. [Free a. 14] The
rear wheel of a bicycle arranged so that it can rotate

freely while the pedals remain stationary ; also

attrib. Hence Pree-whieel v. intr., to ride with a

free wheel ; free-wheel gear, a non-rigid steering

gear of a motor vehicle, as distinguished from locked

gear; Pree-wheeled a., having a free wheel; Pree-
wheeler, a free-wheel bicycle.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 17N0V. 7/1 The free-wheel device. .is..

the novelty of the show. 1900 Isle ofMan Exam. 3 Nov. 7
The recent free wheel contests. 1900 Captain lU.80/2 All

these free wheeled machines made a clicking noise. 1901
Westm. Gaz. 18 Sept. 8/1 Injuries sustained while riding a
free-wheel machine down Knockhott Hill. 190XAC. Harms-
worth Motors^ MotOT'Driving X. 217 Free-wheel steering

gear. 1903 Motor Cycle 31 Mar, 10/2 There is nothing in-

congruous in the sight of a club of bicyclists—some of them
propelling their bicycles by muscular power at al! limes, ex-

cept when free-wheeling downhill. 1905 Mosquito Aug. 4
They thoroughly enjoyed the ride coming back and free-

wheeled the whole way. 1908 E. M. Snevd-Kynnersley
H.M.L viii. 78 It was the first year of 'free-wheelers*, ijtog
* R. Andom ' On Tour with Troddles 185 We had a magnifi-

cent run for miles without putting an ounce of pressure on
the pedals. Most of the time we free-wheeled.

Pree-wiU. 3. b. Add :

1823 Baptist Mag. IV. 32 Some who usually assembled
with those denominated Free-will Baptists. 1847 H, Howe
Hist. Coll. Ohio 548 The village contains..! Free Will
Baptist, 1 Methodist and i Universalist church.

Freeze, v. Add : 4. d. Tofreeze out : to die

out through freezing.

187a Trans. Dep. Agric. Illinois 73 They \sc. strawberry
plants] dry out and freeze out worse in a loose and well

aerated sand. 1872 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. 128 Alsike
luxuriates in damp soils, and will not freeze out as red
clover.

e. To become stiff or motionless. U.S.
1908 S. E. White Riverman iii. 27 But Ordc.had frozen

in an attitude of attentive listening. 191a Mulford & Clay
Buck Peters iii. 49 Dave froze in his position. _*Meanin'?*
he asked, coldly. 1916 H. TiTUS / conquered ix. 109 Of a
sudden the horse froze, stopped his breathing.

7. b. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1867 ' Mark Twain '/Jw^r. Drolleries ^1 They would let

that man go on and pay assessments.., and then they would
close in on him and freeze him out. xS6g C. L. Brace Ne^v
West V. 69 They can., lay assessments to bring astock down
to the lowest point, thus ' freezing out ' the unhappy stock-

holders. 1882 A^. r. Times 2 Feb. (Th.) John A. Walsh
became the contractor on the route after the original con-
tractor had been ' frozen out *.

Free*ze-out. U.S. [Freeze if. 7.]

1. A variety of the game of poker in which the

players, as fast as they lose their capital, dropout,
all the stakes going to the last player left in. In full

freeze-out poker,
1877 Harper^s Monthly Oct. 799 fBartlett) They doant do

nuthin' but drink whiskey and play frease aout poker. 1887
F. Francis }t. Saddle <$ Mocassin 61 The boys was having
alittle game of 'freeze out * last night. X889FARHER Ameri-
canisffts s.v., Infreeze-out poker. . no player, when his money
is exhausted, can borrow, or continue in the game on credit

FKENCH;
under any circumstances: 1907 TARKiNinoK His owk People
iv. 61 nf put it up against that tin automobile of yours,
divide chips even and play you freeze-out for it.

2. An act of ' freezing ' or forcing out.

1883 J. Hay Bread-Winners x. 151 They organized a
freeze-out against him. 1904 F. Lvnde Grafters xiv. 190
By that time enough of the stock will have changed hands.,
and the freeze-out will be a fact accomplished.

Freezer. Add ; 4. In Chasings a punch for

producing a frosted groundwork. (Cf. Feieze v.*^

3.) Also Freezing tool.
1887 L. L. Haslope Repoussi Work 23 A small punch,

called a freezing tool, which produces a small star. 1S98
T. B. Wigley Goldsm. ^ jeweller 79 Punches of various
shapes, called chasing tools. .. Freezer. Mat. Dead Mat.
Hair Mat.

Freeze-np. [f. phr. freeu up."] The con-
dition of being stopped by frost ; a frozen condition

(of a water tank, motor cylinder jacket, etc.).

1879 [see Free2e.j^.']. 1904 J. Lynch ? Vrs. Klondike irz^

A couple of steam-engines had been..brought to Dawson
last October just before the freeze-up. 1912 MotorManual
(ed. 14) 177 If the motor-house is continually heated .. there
will be no risk of a freeze-up.

Freezing, ppi. a. 1. Add : quasi-j<fo. in adj.

\ihT.freezing cold (cf. boiling hot).

1907 Smart Set Mar. 96 They transferred firom the first

stifling car to the second one, freezing cold.

Freezy, a. Add : freezing cold,
1902 O. WisTER Virginian xxiii, Thought it looked pretty

freezy out where yn' war riding.

Frei^lt,^^. Add: 4. U.S. (Later examples.)
1887 C. B. George Forty Vrs. on Rail w. 83 A freight had

made an effort to run from Winnetka to Evauston. 1899
Tarkincton Gentl. Indiana x. 166 It began to be generally
believed that they had escaped by the one-o'clock freight.

1922 Titus Timber xx. 183 The morning freight came down.
1922 Marg. B. Houston Witch-mtvi i. 14 Ihcre were four
trains a day in Innessburg, not counting the freights.

5. i}J.^.) freight agent, car (earlier and later ex-

amples), conductor
J
depot, house, room, -train

(earlier and later examples), wagon, yard,
iS^^Rep. WestemR.R. i7*Freight-agenL xSjsN. Amer,

Rev. CXX. 403 He has been promoted to the office of
freight-agent. 1841 Ann. Rep. Boston ^ Wore. R. R.^
*Freight-car. 1887 M. Roberts Western Avemns 238 He
. . was standing up between the freight-cars, with his feet on
the coupling. 1905 Springfield Weekly RePubl. 7 July 12

The boy attempted to cljmb on to one of the freight cars.

187a E. B. TuTTLB Boy's Bk. Indians {iBB2)75Tvro 'freight

conductors brought in their trains. 2904 Hakben Georgians
I The long, brick 'freight depot. 1906 SPringfield Weekly
Republ. 4 Oct 7 What the English call a 'railway goods
station *, and what we call a freight depot, 1880 Harper's
Mag. Mar. 580/1 The only *freight-housc of the line at
Boston could hold hut two freight-cars. 1889 Kansas Times
<S- Star 16 Mar., The Rock Island railway will build two
big freight houses. 1918 Essex lust. Hist. Coll. LIV. 118
They should be run as one road, thus doing away with the
expensive separate staffs, repair shops, freight houses, etc
1899 Tarkington Gentl. Indiana x'lx. 354 The doors of the
*freight-room were thrown open. 1845 ^//m. Rep. Boston ^
Wore. R. R., *Freight-train. 1887 M. Roberts Western
Avemus 35 We found there was a freight train leaving this

town at one o'clock. 1906 Harper's Mag. July 309 The
wind brought the noise of a freight-train. 1855 Barnuh
Life 69 My father, .ran a *freight wagon to Norwalk. 1889
K. MuNROE Golden Days ix. 91 Holstead and Thurston soon
bad their modest outfit..on txiardan Oregon freight wagon.
19x0 J. Hart Vigilante Girl\\\\. 122 Behind these were..
waiting stage coaches, and behind them freight wagons.
xZ^liKRY.xncTQ'AGentl. Indiana .\ii. 201 One ofmy sergeants
found him in the *freight-yards about four-oclock. 1903
N. Y. Times 24 Sept. 5 Two youths..were seen prowling
about the freight yards.

Freight, v. 2. Add : Also absol.

1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds iii. 46 He was freight-

ing thence to Montana, the owner of mules and wagons
worth five thousand dollars. 1920 Hunter Trail Drivers
Texas 163 My father sold them several yoke of old oxen
which he had freighted to Mexico with.

Freigllter. 2. Also, one who owns or con-
ducts a freight wagon or train of wagons.
1874 B. F. Taylor World on Wheels i. v. 43 You meet now

and then a * freighter ', as the ox-expressmen of plain and
prairie are call«l. x8^6 Fur^ Pin ^ Feather Sept. 162
Freighters pass through it regularly. x88i Amer, Naturalist
XV, 30 Freighters . .always replace the broken spokes or felly

with one made from green Mezqiiit. 1891 Fur^ Fin ^ Feather
Mar. 184 There [they] hire what they call a freighter's wagMi
and a driver that can cook. 1907 S. E. White Arizona
Nights I. xvi. 229 It happened to be..a freighter without
the fear of God in his soul.

3. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1839 Southern Lit, Messenger V. 5/2 The Great Briton
is now sailing as a mere freighter, and larger vessels are
sailing as packets. 1859 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast^ Ttoenty
Vrs. After (1869) 381 Capacious freighters and passenger,
carriers to all parts of the great bay.

b. A freight-wagon. U.S,
1885 Century Mag. Nov. 65/1 Heavily loaded freighters

were lurching in. z9ax Mulford Bar-zo Three xiii. 147 Pete
Jarvis was proud of his new sixteen-foot freighter. 19x9
Randolph Enterprise (W. Va.) 14 Nov. 1/3 The Conestoga
Wagon, known as the freighter, hauled travelers too.

Frencll, v* Add ; 6. itUr, To take French
leave. U.S, slang.

1907 N. Y. Times 14 Sept. 18 The midshipman recently
recommended for dbmissal from the Naval .Academy for
* frenching ' from his ship during the late summer cruise.

7. Of tobacco, cotton, or other plants: To become
diseased and distorted. (Cf. Frenchman 4-)

xSsa Florida Plantation Rec. 67 My Corn Crop Looks
better than it did Last year ; this time it have Frencbed a



FBENCHEB.
Little, I see, in Places. x888 Congrtss. Rec, 17 May 4069
Then [the cottoivplani] begins to blight, then comes french-

ing and the shedding of squares and formes.

Freiicll6r. (Earlier U.S. example.)
i8»7 J. F. Cooper Prairie xxv. (1879) 3^8 And so it was

atween the Frenchers of the Canadas and the red-coated
English.

^

Freucllie, variant form of Fbencht sb,

1916 BovD Cable Action Front 89 Now I wonder who it

is. A Krenchie by his tunic sleeve.

Frencliiuan. Add

:

5. A knife used in pointing brickwork,
1S85 Spons' Mechanics' Ottm Bk. 591 This Frenchman is

simply an old dinner-knife ground to a point, the tip of
which is turned down square to foon a book.

6- The red-legged partridge, Caccabis rufa,
1893 Baily's Mag. Oct, 258/1 The red leg, the very much-

abused ' Frenchman' of the English fields.

Frenulxun : see *FB.t:NULUM.

Frequency. Add : 4. b. Eiectr. The num-
ber of complete cycles per second of an alternating

cnirent. Also in comb., as frequency-changer,

-converter, 'indicator^ -meter, -raiser, -teller.

1891 English Mechanic %\ July 469/2 Fairly good results

have been obtained by a frequency as low as 15,000 to 20,000
per second, and a potential of about 20,000 volts. 1893 jfrnL
Soc. Arts 11 Aug. 843/» We speak of the frequency of the
current meaning the number of complete cycles in a second.
X904 R. M- Walmsuey Eiectr. in Service of Man l xiv. I.

S14 To a current which. .would show -f and — loops follow-

ing one another with the same frequency as the loops of
E. M. F. loae G. G. Blake Radio Telegr. ^ Teteph. 234
The main object of the foregoing frequency raisers has been
to obtain an increase of frequency from comparatively low
frequency alternators. 1998 G- £. Sterling Radio Manual
22 If the alternating current has a very high frequency. Ilrid.

32 Frequency Meters. Ibid. 153 The Frequency Changer.

O. Statistics. The ratio of the nnmber of actual

to the number of possible occurrences of an event,

within a given interval of time. Also attrib^, zsfre-
quency-curve, -distribution, -polygon (see quots.),

1897 K. Pearson Chances of Death 1. 14 However unable
we may be to predict the result of a single trial, the fre-

quencies of many trials distribute thenuetves around the
mode in a perfectly orderly manner. Ibid. 16 This curve is

the so-called frequency curve. Ibid. 272 The frequency
distribution, ibid. 273 If the tops of these lines be joined
we obtain a frequency polygon. 2906 W. P. Eldertom
Frequency-curves ii. 5 If statistics are arranf^ed so as to
show the number of times, or frequency with which, an event
happens in a particular way, then the arrangement is a fre-

qucQcy distribution. . . It is necessary to have a name for the
formula used to describe such distributions, and the term
&equcncy-curve has been adopted for the purpose. ..The
drawings of distributions, such as those in the diagram, are
called frequency polygons or histograms. 1911 G. U. Yulk
Theory of Statiitics vi. 76 The manner in which the obser-
vations are distributed over the successive equal intervals

oi the scale is spoken of as the frcauency-distribution of the
van;U>le. /bid. 87 Such an ideal limit to the frequency-
polygon or histogram is termed a frequency-oirve*

Fresh,, a.^, adv., and sb.^ Add

:

A. adj. 6. fresh air used in attrib. phrases, as

fresh-airfend or maniac, etc.

1901 ' R. Andom * Troddles xiv. 166 He didn't want to go
down there spreading the impression that we were a waif-

and-siray party or the prot^gis of a Fresh Air Fund. 1908
Daily Ckron. 6 July 4/4 The fresh-air cure has been.. very
much boomed of late years... One result of this has been
the evolution of what I may term the fresh-air maniac.
1909 Sat. Wgstm. Gax. 16 (3ct. 6/a An out-of-door, fresh-air

cry. 19J7 W. E. Collinson Contemp. Engl. 39 Before thewar
we had our fresh aJr fiends.. and the hatlesa brigade.

10. o. Of a COW ; Yielding a renewed or greatly

increased supply of milk ; coming into milk. U.S.
1884 Vermont Agric. Rep. VIII. 29 The cows will go dry

for a time during the hot weather in summer and be fresh in

fall. 1896 Ibid. XV. 67 This [inoculating of cream] may be
done by using a ' starter * made from cream of the skim-milk
of a fresh cow.

B. adv. 2. fresh-find v. trans.^ to find (a deer)

after the scent has been lost.

1780 in C. P. Collyns Chase Wild Red ZJ^^r (1862) 193 He
was fresh found lying in a rush-bed. 1799 Ibid. 209 Here
they fresh found him. 1855 in J. Fortescue Sta^-huntin^
{1887) 1S9 Still persevered in hopes of fresh (indmg him in

Haddon. Ibid, 190 We had fresh found our deer. 1S99
Westm. Gax. 18 Aug. 3/1 A clever huntsman..usually suc-

ceeds in fresh-finding his deer.

C. sb,'^ 5. A freshman. U.S. (college slang").

1837 Knickerbocker Mag. IX. a^ The president's/rwA
came in. and handed me a suspen&ton.bill, and left me, with
a mock bow.

Presll, a.2 orig. U.S. [Anscofprec, perhaps

influenced by G.frech saucy, impudent.] Forward,
impertinent, free in behaviour.
1848 Bartlett Diet. After. App., Fresh^ forward; as

* don't make yourself too fresh here * ; that is to say, not quite

to much at home. 1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle 4- Mocassin
136 What's the matter, then? Has Piggy been too 'fresh '?

190a H. L. WiLw^N Spen'iers xxiii. 270 And when she goes
oat and says that isn't right they tell her she's too fresh.

1004 ' Alan Dale ' Wanted: A Cook 199, 1 smiled, and was
about to speak, when she rose, and in a loud voice, cried :

'Say, you're too fresh ! Where dVe think ye arc?' 1908
G. H. LoRiMER y. Spurlock it a6 That [remark] was pretty
fresh, and my only excuse for doing it was that I couldn t

think of anything fresher. i9»8 S. Vines Humours UnrC'
eonciled iii. 41 A woman who does that sort of thing has no
business to turn one down as soon as one gets a little bit fresh,

Hence Fre'sluieMi. forwardness, impertinence.
X901 Mumey^s Mag. XXIV. 791/1 He had once heartily

' larruped ^ a new haod who had exhibited an unpleasiog

595

* freshness ' when speaking of her, 19x8 J. C. Lincoln Silas
Bradford's Boy i^ Thecaptain's dignity wasslightly ruffled
by what he considered freshness on the part of his nephew.

Fresh, v. 1. Delete •^Obs., and add U.S. and
recent examples. Also with up.
1835 J. P. Kennedy Horse Shoe Robinson i. 66 Put a

sprinkling of salt in a bucket o' water,., it sort of freshes the
cretur up like. 1897 Kipling Capi. Cour. 260 The fresh air
win fresh Mrs. Cheyne up. 1910 Westm. Gaz. 16 Apr, 16/2
The rains have freshed the trout streams.

Freshen, v. Add: 1. d. To become fresh
(see *Fbesh a.l lo c). U.S.
1931 Randolph Enterprise (W. Va.) 9 Apr. 2/2, I have

for sale 2 year old Jersey heifers to freshen in April and two
Jersey cows, ..one of them fresh now.

3. Naut. To freshen the nip (earlier examples

;

alsoy?^. : cf. Nip sb.^ b),
i8a7 J. F. Cooper Red Rover \\\. (1881) 51 Profiting bythe

occasion * to freshen his nip ', as he quaintly called swallow,
ing a pint of rum and water, he continued his narrative.
X841 Southern Lit. Messenger VII. 764/1 After going into
the saloon (grog-shop) to ' freshen the nip '—as they pro-
fessionally called taking a glass of brandy and water—they
led me into the upper tier of boxes. X859 [see Nip sb.^ 1 cj.

Freshman. 2. Add : Applied also to female
students (in their first year). U.S.
1B97-8 Vassar Coll. Catal. go Freshman Class. Adair,

Barbara. Affeld, Antoinette [etc.].

b. freshman-class U.S. (earlier examples).
180S D. McClore Diary (1899) 8, I.. was examined &

admitted into the Freshman Class at Yale College. 183a
Collect. New Hampsk. Hist. Sac. III. 9 He was..ui 1751..
admitted a member of the freshman class in Harvard tJni-
versityat the age of twelve years. rS^z KnickerbockerMag.
XIX. 433 From time immemorial a playful animosity has
existed between the freshman and sophomore classes.

Freshwater, a. Add : L b. U.S. (See quot

1881 Harper's Mag. Jan. 224/1 'There is enough to send
him through college.'. .' In a fresh-water college? '..* Why
not, for a fresh-water boy? He will always live in the West.'
X903 C T. Brady Bishop xii. 230 He bad just entered the
preparatory class of a little Eastern Fresh-water college.

1925 Krapp English Lang. 1. 135 One speaks also, .ofregions
further inland with the qualifying adjective freshwater, as in
freskivater tornns ox/reshtvaier colleges, the adjective carry-
ing with it some implication of rusticity and provincialism.

Freshwoman. Delete f and add mod. ex-

amples.
1871 Scribner's Monthly Jl. 347 To bring them where they

can enter as Freshmen, or Freshwomen. 1885 Academy 21
Nov. 347 (Girton Dram. Soc.) A fresh-woman—if that is the
girl-equivalent of fresh-man—is to play the second lady.

Fret, ^.^ 9. Add: Often const, ctboui^ after,

at, over, upon.
1788 B. Franklin Autobiog. (1909) 79 Fretting about the

money Collins had got from me. 1837 £. G. G. Howard
Old Comm, III. 69 Timothy began to fret upon it. 1854 W.
Collins Hide 4- Seek I. vii. 247 Don't forget the letter, sir,

for I shan*t fret so much after her, when once I've got that I

1865 M RS.^ MiRiAU C. Harris Christine xi, She went through
life . . fretting at her lot. 1899 A. Skeel & W. H. Brearley
King Washington 224 In vain the captain fretted over the
delay.

10. (Example of modem technical nse.)

1897 W. J. Sykes Princ. ^ Pract. Brnving 481 Often the
.secondary fermentation becomes unduly excited ; the beer is

then said to * fret ' or * kick up '.

Fretty, «.2 Add : C. Of beer : Characterized

by fretting or secondary fermentation (see FuKT z/.^

10, Fbkttino vbl. sb.^ 2).

1897 W. J. SvKEs Bre7ving 382 Beers produced from such
contaminated waters show a great tendency, especially
marked in hot weather, to become *fretty ', go turbtd, turn
sour.

Freudian (froi*dian), a. [See -IAN.] Of or

pertaining to Dr. Sigmund Freud, the psycho-
analyst of Vienna (born 1856), or his teaching.

Alsoj^., a follower or adherent of Freud. Hence
7reu*diattism,Freu*dlszn, the teaching or system
of Freud ; a characteristic specimen of this.

X910 Amer. yrnl. Psychol. Apr. 289, 1 recently dreamt that

I was traveUtng to Italy on my way to the next Freudian
Congress (which is to be held in March). 1915 E. B. Holt
Freuaian Wish Pref. p. vi. The idea has gone abroad that

the term ' Freudian * is somehow synonymous with *&exual ',

1919 Athenxunt 23 May 360/2 Curative treatment based on
Freudian theories. 1919 B. Low Psycho-Analysis 10 The
Freudian theory and technique, and these alone, constitute

Psycho-Analysis. I9«i igth Cent. Mar. 47-5 The out-and-
out Freudian.. held the stage. Ibid. 477 The attitude of
the new school towards Freudism. X93a Woodworth Psychol.
xix. 505 The Freudian would shake his head at our interpre*

tation of the lightning dream. 1913 Times Lit. Suppi. 12

Apr. 245/2 Once or twice he strains us with a Freudianism.
1924 E. & C. Paul tr. Wittels' Sigmund Freud 225 Able
thinkers who have no intimate connexion with Freudianism,
1924 C. Hamilton Prisoners of Hope 149 Lady George.,
began singing *Not for Joe, oh no, no,' which, for some
Freudian reason, had come into her mind out of the rag-bag
of her childhood.

Friction, sb. 6. Add : friction-baH (earlier

U.S. example) ; friotion-drive, a transmission of

power by means of friction-gear.

tSi3 Niles' Weekly Register IV. 111/2 The wheels of both
boats and carriages are provided with double ratchets re-

versed, or "friction cups and balls. 1907 Motor Boat 19
Sept. 190/2 The cargo winch should have a ^friction drive
and a good brake for lowering. 19x7 T. Woodhouse Artif.
Silk 54 By these means, and a suitable combined belt, wheel,
and friction drive, the trough can be tilted, when desired.

lUctionally, adv. Add : By means or by-

way of friction.

1927 T. WooDHOireE /Jr/^ Silk 90 These vertical discs im-
part motion frictionally to horizontal discs.

Friedreich (frrdraix). Name of N. Friedreich

(1825-82), German physician, used in the genitive

in designations of hereditary locomotor ataxia.
1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. V. 198/1 Friedreich's

Disease. Hereditary locomotor ataxia—the family form of
locomotor ataxia. 1907 Practitioner Apr. 484 Friedreich's
Disease. 1910 Osler & McCrae Syst. Med. VH. 131
Friedreich's ataxia.

Friesian, var. of Frisian a. and sb., as the
name of a breed of cattle.

I9»3 R. Wallace Farm Live Stock (ed. 5) 222 The general
type of the Friesian is that of a large dairy animal. Ibid.
Index, Friesian (or Fresian) British cattle. 1926 J. A. S.
Watson, etc Cattle.Breeder*s Handbk. 46 It is many years
since certain shrewd dairy-farmers in England and Scotland
imported Friesian cattle from their native home. Ibid, 48
For crossing purposes.. the British Friesian is supreme.

Frie'zing, vbl. sb.^ [f. Feieze sb.^ or v.^l
Frieze-work. Also attrib.

1769, c 1850 [see Frieze tt.'^ 2]. 1899 Westfn. Gaz. 17 May
5/2 Ihelarge amount ofwindow space will contrast pleasingly
with the plain friezing above. 1911 Webster, Friezing
machine., a machine for making edge moldings on wood-
work.

Friezy, a. Add : 2. Resembling frieze.

1890 J. H. Pearce Esther Pentreath i. iii, Covering him
over with Tom's frcezy coat. 1892 Nortkumbld. Gloss, s.v.,

A friezy coat is made of a kind of rough home-spun yam.
1901 Westm. Gaz. 25 July 3/1 The Highwayman coat,..
formed of a friezy tweed or homespun.

ZVighten, Z'. b. Add: with (7^(adv. and prep.).
1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. xiv. 261 Ifyou can't bring your

mind to frighten her off touching things, you must..keep
'cm out of her way. 1904 Lillie T. Meade Love Tri. iv. x,
I frightened those fellows off, didn't I, Beaufort?

Frighteningly (frai^t'niqli), adv. [f.

Frightening ///. a. + -ly 2.] In a manner that
frightens.

<: 1854 [see Diet. s.v. Frighten v."]. 1906 W. J. Lockb
Beloved Vagabond y.i^ The backward vista down the years is

too fri^hteningly long. 1921 Gausworthy To Let i. ii. She
was frighteningly self-willed, sgza A. S. M. Hutchinson
This Freedom iv. i. 251 Her mother had scalded her hand
and had cried out to her, frighteningly.

Frightfully, adv. 2. b. Add : Not now
restricted to unfavourable reference, bat merely =•

* awfully', greatly, very, colloq. or slang.

1875 Punch 24 July 31/1 Everything is.. *How deliciously

frightful!' ' How frightfully charming 1 19*8 Galsworthy
Sivan Song i. v. 39 With more jaw, and deeper set eyes, but
frightfully like Jon ! Ibid. in. vii. 308, I don't know that
I approve of it ftightrul!y.

Frightfolness. Add : Used during the war
of 1914-18 to render G. schrecklichkeit, implying

a deliberate policy of terrorizing the enemy (esp.

non-combatants) as a military resource.

1915 D. O. Barnett Lett, 115 We are having a quiet time
tO'day, without any frightfulness for a change. 1915 P.
GiBBs Soul of War 155 It was only when special orders for
* frightfulness * had been issued,.. that the rank and file of
the enemy's army committed its brutalities. 19x4 J. S. C.
Bridge Hist. France 11. 119 Attributing to the French the
deliberate pursuit of a policy of ' frightfulness ',

FrigO (frrgfj). Soldiers^ slang. [Fr., short for

vian(UfrigoriJUe^ Chilled or frozen meat.
%^z^ A thenatian 11 July 582/2 With the entry of America

into tlie war came a mob of Yankeeism*— *frigo,' frozen

meat ;
* kookenette," a cooker.

Frill, i<^.i Add:
1. O. esp. in pigeons (see quots. i860, 1879);

hence, a pigeon having a frill {ci,frill-back in 5),
x86o B. P. Brent Pigeon Bk, 53 The eye .

. is of a pearl or
gravel colour, .very different from the Tnrbit's, . . and the
biil is rarely so long, 1879 L. Wright Practical Pigeon
Keeper xiv. 165 The fourth and last property is frill. Ibid.,

If the frill, or group of re-curved feathers on the breast is to

extend [etcj. X890 Daily Nevjs 8 Jan. 2/4 Oriental frills,

imported 20 years ago from Turkey and Smyrna,

d. orig. U.S. and Austral. (Earlier and later

examples.)
1870 Sacramento Paper {Jy^ Vere) I can't bear his talk, it's

all frills. 1871 ScHELE DE Verk Afnericanisms (1872) 603
Frillsy denotes, in California and the West generally, any
assumption of style. 1885 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn \,

You've put on considerable many frills since I been away.
Ibid., He cussed me for putting on frills, and trying to be
better than him. 1891 K. }^\\iG\.KVi% Australian 157 Do not
put on what the Americans call 'frill*. 189a Kicling
Barrack-room Ball., Oonis 12 It's the commissariat camel
puttin' on 'is bloomin' frills I 1900 G. Bonner Hard Pan vi.

194 She suffered from none of that rancor which the boarder
who is suspected of 'putting on frills' is liable to arouse,

1928 Galsworthy Stuun Songm. 23 The first book was born
too still for anything. A sort of 'African Farm,' without
the spiritual frills—if you remember it.

e. fg. A thing or feature which is merely orna-

mental ; an embellishment. Usually in a deroga-

tory sense.

1893 Farmer Slang, Frills, swagger ; conceit ; also accom-
p1tshments(as music, languages, etc.); and culture; c/., Man
with no frills. 1904 N. V. Tribune 13 Oct. 6 The Hoard of

Education should he encouraged in its tendency to lop offa
few ' frills ' from the curriculum and add the time saved to

the suhstantial parts of the course. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 4
Aug. 4/1 A full-fledged Parliament.., a Speaker, a Mace,

and alt the frills and furbelows still considered essential

to Parliamentai-y Government. 1916 *Q' On the Art of
Writing vii. 133 The editor of a mining paper in Denver,



PRILLING.

U.S.A., lx>ldly the other day laid down this law, that niceties

oflanguagc were mere 'frills'. 1919 Mrs. L. F. Cody Buj^ulo

Bi7/2i There were no frillsabout Will Cody's story as he told

it to mc.

Prilling, vdl. sb. Add : 1. b. Jig.

xSog C. J. CuTCLiFFE HvNE Further Adv. Caf'L Kettle

vi, Great masses of foliage growing to the crown of the

splintered heights, with a surf frilling. X003 Westtn. Gas.

2 Mar. 8/2 A mid-day meal of stewed steak and frilhngs.

Prilly, a. (nnder Frill j3.1). Add: Full of

frills; resembling frills. AlsoJig. b. sb.pL Frilled

undergarments. coHoq. Hence Fri'Uiness, frilly

character ; vtXsoJig.

1890 Mrs. Eliz. Custer Following the Guidon xiv, 202

Our opera glasses looked just a little ' frilly ' in such a place,

but they were really useful 1899 Westtn. Gaz. 21 Sept. 3/2

Fluffy, frilly wraps, xyoo Ibid, iq July 3/1 Capelines. .more

or less frilly and floppy, xooi ikd. 20 Nov. 3/1 The effect

was delightfully ripplmg and frilly. 1904 B'ness von Hutten
/\zw I. iii, Pamela ma frilly nightgown. 19x1 H.S.Harrison
Queed vi. 75, 1 am a clerk, . . and office girl. My official title

ofcoursc, isalittlemorefrilly. tg^aGlas,^07u Heraldm Mar.

10 [He] insisted upon the need for a thorough elementaiy

education.. even if less attention were paid to the *frilly'

subjects than at present.

1900 Elin. Glvn Visits Eliz. 16 Lady Doraine and that

horrid Smith creature made a place for me in the empty
hammock between them, and, as I knew my ' frillies ' were

all right, I hammocked too. X9a7 Daily Express 27^ June

1 3/4 There are bargains to be found from fur coats to ' frillies*.

1909 IVesttn. Gaz. 3 July 15/1 Once more everything is

tending towards paniers, frilliness, flounces, and full skirts.

x^Mj Daily Express 27 Apr. 3/2 There was, surely, more
feminity, more coy frilliness . . about the evening dresses than
last year. Ibid. 23 Sept. 3/3 The food was nourishing and
English— ..none of your Frenchified frillinesses.

ZVringe, sb. Add

:

2. b. Also in wider use : An outer edge or mar-
gin of any kind, material or immaterial ; an outer

limit of a country, area, or population. Also
ailrib, = existing on the edge or margin ofan area

or region.

1898 Q. Victoria in Daily Ne-.us 20 Dec. 5/4 AH these

people ask is to be allowed to do their daily task in peace.

.

and to have a little fringe of play. \^z D. G. Hogarth
Nearer East 162 The density of this Fringe population de-

pends on fertility. Ibid. 181 It is necessary to detach the

Arabs, who are found in the Arabian and Mesopotamian
Fringe, from the central Semitic group. Ibid, 185 The outer

desert ring has up to now proved effective to separate this

loose unity from ihe Fringe populations.^ Ibid. S2i This sys-

tem of railways.. will serve to neutralise the immemorial
tendency of this Fringe to display upon a superficial area.

.

a congeries ofhuman groups bitterly antagonistic in tradition

and hope. 1936 J. Geddie (title) The Fringes of Edinburgh.

C Also GrecianJringe.
xZ'jZCasselCs Fam. Ma^. IV. 175/2 None of that affected

'Grecian fringe' with which modern * girls of the period'

strive to hide what little forehead they possess.

3. fringe-net, a net intended to confine a fringe

of hair (2 c) ; hence fringe-netted///, a. ; fringe-

variation Chess (see quot. 1907).
1899 IVestm. Gaz. 10 June 2/1 She was now engrossed with

a refractory *fringe-net. 190^ Marg. B. Saunders Litany
Lane i. vi, Her round face, tightened up in a stiff frame of

fringe-nets. Ibid, x, Provincial mayoress . . with *fringe-

netted hair. iB^ Brit. Chess Mag. 472 It would not be
very difficult to find quite a goodly collection of two-movers
in whicheveryspecimen contained the weakness ofa **fringe'

variation. 1907 Blackburne Terms ^ Themes of Chess
Problems 54 A variation which does not spring naturally from
the position, but had been tacked on by the employment of

men which have otherwise no effect upon the solution is

known as a * Fringe Variation '.

Fringe, v. Add

:

4. intr. (with adv.) To spread like a fringe awayy

only over, etc.

X883 ' Mark Twain' Li/e Mississippi ix. 112 Do you see

where the line fringes out at the upper end and begins to

fade away? 1899 C. P. Allen IVhat is Liberalism f viii.

48 Its limits fringe away from it like a huge penumbra.
X90X IVestm. Gaz, 15 Aug. 2/1 Exmoor. .is for the most part

in the west of Somerset, but it fringes over into the north-

eastern part of Devon.

Fringin^fi vbi, sb. Add : The appearance of

a rim or border of false colour on the ontline of

an object photoijraphed.
X9S1 Cottquest Oct. 511/a The moment motion of any

rapidity occurs the objectionable defect of ' fringing ' makes
itself apparent.

FrisesomortLXU (frai:ses6m58'izJm), Logic,

The mnemonic term for that indirect mood of the

first figure of syllogisms in which the major pre-

mise is particular and affirmative, the minor uni-

versal and negative, and the conclusion particular

and negative. Also called Frisesmo.
x849MANSKL^A/r;VA65«fi^^,The five indirect moodsof the

first figure were called Baralip, Celantes, Dabitis, Fapesmo,
Frisesmo. X884 J. N. K%\viF.s Fonial Logic 199 Similarly,

Fapesmo and Frtsesomorum (the Fesapo and Fresison of
Figure 4) have no corresponding direct moods.

Frisk, V. 4. a. Add : To run the hand rapidly

over (a person or his clothing), in search for a con-

cealed weapon, smuggled goods, etc. U.S. slang.

X9X0 I. OsTRANDER IIow Many Cards ? 65 When you frisk

this man Hill at Headquarters, if you find a pair of gloves

on him keep them aside till I get there. 1949 C. E. Mbrriam
Chicago 289 To take the police away from the task of frisk-

ing hip pockets and inspecting refrigerators. 1930 E. V.
Knox in Punch 26 Feb. 236 His arm was twisted during the

course of the interview, and his person was frisked on tlie

chance of finding a gun.

806

Insure. Delete "^Obs. and add recent example.
X9a7 Daily Express 4 Oct. 9/6 Other resolutions declared

that bobbed and shingled heads should have a higher frisure

than formerly.

IVitz (frits). German nickname for Friedrich

( e Frederick). Hence in War-slang used for : A
German, esp. a German soldier (as typical of the

German array) ; also, a German shell, aeroplane,

submarine, etc
151x5 D. O. Barnett Lett. 174 By that time, of course,

Fritz had made himself scarce. 1916 Daily Mail i Nov,
4/4 An effective bombardment of the enemy's lines or a
successful trench raid [is] described by Tommy as ' strafing

the Fritzes '. 19x9 G. K. Rose zUth Ox/. ^ Bucks Li. In/ty.

5+ At night it seemed probable that a patrol of a few brave
men could crawl right up to the German wire and listen, or

by setting foot in them enquire whether ' Fritz ' was at home
in his trenches or no. 1919 J. B. Morton Barber0/Putney
xiv. 228Anyone'd think you was the first bloke that ever done
a Fritz in.

Frizziness (fri*zines). [f. P rizzy a. + -ness.]

Frizzy style or character.

X906 W, J. Locke Beloved Vagabotid ili. 36, 1 criticised her

straight Teutonic fringe and fanfaronaded on the captivating

frizziness of Janna'shair. xgia L. A. Harker Mr. IVycher-

ly's JVards xvii, Your type is severe and classical ; ' frizzi-

ness * would be quite dreadful and incongruous.

Frock, sb. Add :

6. c. transj, A diputi or politician.

[1917 Sir H. Wilson Z)/a?^ (1927) 1.^42 It makes itallthe

more necessary to put off the next meeting of the Frock Coats
till after that date.] x^x^Ibid. II. 177, 1 think the Frocks have
gone mad. They sit and talk all day. 19*1 Sir W. Orpen
Onlooker in France xiv. 100 A little mass of black frock-

coated figures
—

* frocks ' as we called them. 19*6 Blackw.
Mag. Oct. 455/2 These deputies were not as the * frocks*

of 1914-18, remarkable only for their ignorance of matters

military. X9a8 Observer sf) Aug. 5 Contemptible as a soldier,

Lord George was impossible as a ' frock '.

6. frock dress, a form of court dress (see quot.

1875).
X87S Dress ivorn by Gentlemen at Court 3 Frock Dress

is worn at Dinners and Evening Parties, where uniform is

not worn, and consists of Dress Coat lappelled, Waistcoat,

Breeches or Pantaloons, with white Cravat. 1903 IVestm.

Gaz. 17 Nov. i/i ' Windsor Uniform—Frock dress ' is the

order for evening attire at Court this week.

Frog^ Add: 7. Jrog-spear.
X89X Fur, Fin ^ Feather Mar. 196 If the tourist likes

frogs' legs.. a fiog spear is handy but not necessary.

8. frog-eye, a disease of tobacco which produces

white spots on the leaves (Cent. D., Suppl. 1909)

;

so frog-eyed ///. a. (Webster Suppl, 1902);
frog-face, a face like that of a frog; Path., a

deformity of the nose and eyes caused by a polypus

in the nose; frog-farm U.S., a place where frogs

are bred for market ; so frog-farming vbl. sb, ;

frog-hop, a jerky leap like that of a frog.

1873 George Eliot Middlemarch xxxiv, A little round
head with bulging eyes—a sort of *frog-face. X884 M.
MACKENZtE Dis. Tltroat .y Nose 11. 385 The most marked
symptoms [of enchondromata of the nose] an obstruction

of the nasal passages, and deformity in advanced cases

amounting to ' frog-face '. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 2 Aug._ xo/i

There are extensive *frog farms in Indiana and Illinois.

X027 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 292/2 The bear fled in ungainly
*frog-hops, whining pitifully.

b. frog-lily U.S.^ the American yellow water-

lily, Nymphaea advena.
1889 Harper's Mag. May 860/2 From its filthy habits it

\sc. the yellow nuphar] has been called, with some justice,

the frog-lily.

FrO^ 2. b. Add : frog-band, a band running

from above the wall below the coronary band to

join the frog ; frog-pad = Cushion sb. 4 b.

X831 YouATT Horse Contents p. vi, The Anatomy of the

Foot... The coronary ligament: the coronary ring: the

*frog-band. 1908 Animal Managem. (W.O.) 219. Ibid.

217 A firm, soft cushion, sometimes called the ' *frog pad ' or
' cushion of the heels '.

Trog*. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1846 Rep. U. S. Comm. Patents (1847)95 Frogs are used
having guards or grinders on their outsides, and double in-

clined planes up and down, by which the wheels are guided

to the right track.

FrogjEfish, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
ai86z T. WiNTHROP yohn Brent xxii. 240 Thanks La

Grenouille, rover of the wilderness, for thy froggish instinct.

Froglet (fff^'glet). [See -let.] A small or

young frog.
'
1907 W. De Morgan Alice-Jor'S/wrt xxi. Just one chirp

of a nightingale or trill of a flute from a froglet. XM9 J.
HuxLEy Ess. Pop. Set, xvii. 196 The brusque transforma-

tion of tadpole into froglet.

Pro'g-pond. Chiefly U.S. [FroqI i.] A
pond frequented by frogs.

163s Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. IV. 92/1 Half of the playne
ground l)etwixt that and the frog pond. X748 N, H. Probate

Eec, in. 625, I give unto my son Ebenezer the one half of

my woodland. . .Excepting three acres of sd woodland lying

at the west of a frog pond. 1799 Aurora (Philad.) 28 May
(Th.) The hero who performed such wonders at the Kensing-
ton (Philad.) frog-pond. X838 Caroline Gii-man Recoil.

XXXV. 254, I involuntarily paused at tlie frog-pond, for there

seemed a kind of society in their voices. 1863 ' Gail Ham il-

ton' Gala,Days 33 It \sc. Bostonl has .. a Frog-pond.

x88a Congress. Rec. 18 Jan. 497/1 [The language) is suffi-

ciently precise to cut off headwaters and frog-ponds . . and it

applies to main rivers exclusively. 189X * L. ^lALET* Wages
^ Sin V. iii. The daily routine of frog-pond existence would
become deadly dull if King Stork should abdicate.

FRONT.

Hence Fro'gpondian, a Bostonian.
x88o Harper's Mag. Oct. 78/1 Poe retorted that the poem

was good enough for Frogpondians.

Frolickyy a, (See Frolic sb. ; modem U.S.

example.)
X883 Nye Baled Hay 88 They was just frolicky and gay

because they felt good.

T^VOJXl, prep. 15. a. Add: {toget)Jrom under

i

(to extricate oneself or escape) from a difficulty or

a * tight place *. U.S.
1916 Lit. Digest (N.Y.) 8 Jan. 88/2 Ed. Gwinner and C. B.

Comstock, the Pittsburg members of the Federal clan, were
the next to * get from under '.

Front, sb. (and a.). Add :

7. e. spec, ^'\X\i the: The promenade of a seaside

resort, often with adjoining gardens.
X904 Ward, Lock .^ Go's Guide Isle of Man 44 The

Queen's Promenade., is the part of the Front most favoured

by visitors with a taste for quiet, x^io Glasgow Herald
17 July 7 For them the * front

',
palpitating with cheerful

humanity, is Elysium.

9. e. The front part of a woman's garment.
1889 Daily News 23 July 7/2 The travelling mantle,.

buttons the whole way down the front, and is provided with

over-fronts which fall straight from the shoulders... These
fronts are lined with yellow and pink., surah. xS^xIbid. 25

June 6/2 A rather similar dress., has the front in gold-

coloured silk musUn held with clasps of yellow topaz. 1895
Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc, Price List 15 Sept. 1036 Cape m
Amazon Cloth, solid Fur Collar and trimmed down Fronts.

10. a. To get in Jront 0/ oneself: to hurry,
* hustle'. U.S. slang,

1907 Dailpf Chron. 2 1 Oct. 6/4 There is a common American
phrase, which expresses better than anything else the curious
effect of this policy of * hustle' upon the national tempera-
ment. They say that a man gets * in front of himself '.

11. ^ Jront-pipe (see *I4),

1879 Organ Voicing 12 Zinc is frequently used for basses

and ' fronts '.

b. Front oj, in front of, U.S.
1843 Carlton New Purchase xv. no Front of the fire-

place was the parlour. X87X Mrs. Stowe Sam Latvson 45
Wall, she was a standin* front o' this.

O. As a command : To the front, forward.

xsK>7 N. v. Even. Post (semi-weekly ed.) 13 May 6 The
register clerk [at a Shanghai hotel] assigns you to a room,
and instead of ' Front

!
' he shouts * Boy I

'

13. In various more or less technical uses.

x8o7 Encycl. Sport I. 267/2 It ruins the tyres, and, if

apphed to the front wheel, puts a great strain on the front

forks. Ibid. 493/1 It often happens in heavy shooting that

the recoil of the second barrel causes the front trigger to

cut the first joint of the fore-finger. X902 Captain VII. 474
Crabb front rim brake. X907 Daily Chron. 11 Nov. 7/4
The front axle being.. used for both steering and driving

alike. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 18 Jan. 7/2 Front- pressure over
the area of a railway carriage must be from 251b. to 351b.

per sq. foot before the stability of the train is imperilled.

X908 Daily Chron. 3 July 6/4 This front-cover picture.

XQis Morris Man. 68 When the front axle is off the ground,
the pedal should be depressed.

b. Phonetics, Applied to sounds in the forma-

tion of which the fore-part of the tongue touches or

is raised towards the front of the hard palate.

1867 A. M. Bell Vis. Speech 52 FronL The Front of the
Tonguecontracting the oral passage between it and the roof

of the mouth. Ibid., Front-Mixed. The Front and the Point

of the Tongue both raised. Ibid. 58 The * Front-divided

'

Consonant has its side apertures within the palatal arch.

x888 H. Sweet Engl, Sounds 2 Front vowels are rounded
by the lips only.

14. front-action a. (see quote.); front-bencher,
an occupant of a front bench (q.v. in Diet.) ; front

brake = *Jront-wheel brake ; front brick, brick

for the front of a building ; front door (earlier

U.S. example) ; front-driven a., designating a
motor car in which the power is transmitted to

the front wheels; front flight = first flight (see

Flight j3.l 8 d) ; also attrib. \ front foot, a linear

foot along the front of a plot of ground (cf. Joot

Jront in 11); front line = Front sb. 5; also

attrib, ; front matter U.S. Typogr.y all matter

in a book that precedes the text (such as title-

page, preface, table of contents, etc.) ; front

name 6^.^. (earlier example); front office

Thieved slang, police headquarters ; front page,

the front outside page of a newspaper ; often attrib.

to indicate an important or striking piece of news;

front-piece Theatrical, a. small play acted in front

of the curtain (cf. Front sb, 7 f); front-pipe,

each of the row of pipes which form the front of an

organ, often gilded or otherwise decorated ; front

rank, the first or foremost rank ; also attrib. ; front-

ranker, a person (ship, etc.) of the highest class or

of leading position ; front trench Mil.j the trench

nearest the enemy ; front wheel, the foremost or

either of the foremost wlieels upon which a vehicle

runs ; also attrib., z& front-wheel brake,

x88x Greener Gun 2091 Back-action locks . . tend to weaken
the slock at the grip more than *front-action locks. 1907
Ibid. (cd. 8) 144 If the mainspring [ofthe lock].. is placed

before the tumbler, it is * front action' or *bar'. X907

Westm, Gaz. 31 Aug. 1/3 Each Unionist *Front-Bencher
will have to do a douole or treble turn. 19x9 G. B. Shaw
Heartbreak House (1027) p. ix. Where were our front

benchers to nest if not here ? 1995 Morris Man. 68 From
the points near the ends of the front number plate to the
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*front brake assemblies. 1865 Trans. III. Agric* Soc. VI.

39 Best Brick Machine for making fine *Front Brick. 1749
N. H. Probate Rec, Hi. 754 We set off to the Heirs of
Eleanor Shackford, .. the Privilege of the *Front Door
Entrys below and above stairs. 1907 Daily Chron, 11 Nov.
7/4 The •front-driven vehicle is much less liable to sideslip

than when the front wheels are merely pushed forward from
the rear. 1899 '*''«/;«. Gas. i Dec 4/2 The field gradually
tailed off and only the *front-flight men were able to keep
on terms. 1902 Daily Chron. 5 Dec. 3/4 A department of

the chase upon which front-flight men of the shires may be
inclined to look down. 1873 E. Egcleston Myst. AUtrofi.

13 Corner lots were once sold for a hundred dollars the

*front foot. 1889 Kansas Times ff Star 30 Mar., John
Taylor bought the southwest corner, .about $i,;70o a front

fool. 1915 ' Ian Hay ' First Hundred Thou, xviii. 248 That
sudden disturbance in the *front-linc trench. Ibid. 251 Our
front-line parapet. 1919 Bovd Cable Old Contemf*tibles

XV. 243 If the front line tliere was pushed back. 1919 G. K.
RosK 2l4th Ox/. ^ Bucks Lt. In/ty. 36 My company supplied

parties to carry wire and stakes up to the front line. 1919
' R. Andom ' Troddles in Trenches xi, We'll soon be up in

the front line now. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 12 Feb. 116/4
From a vast mass of published diaries, .by officers and men
whose duties brought them constantly into the front line,

Professor Cru, himself a front-line soldier, has studied the

fundamental nature of war. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., ''Front

matter. 1930 Publishers' Weekly 4 Oct. 1660/2 We have
cast-off your manuscript and estimate it will make 8 pages of

h-ont-matter and 248 pages of text. 1877 Bartlett Diet.

Amer, (ed. 4), *Front name. Christian name. * The familiar

manner in which the telegraph handles my front name ', i.e.

in calling him Ben. 1901 J.
Flynt in McClure's Mag. Apr.

571/2 The 'Front Office itself could not tell for a certainty

the number of first-class thieves who are on the streets at

this moment. 1930 Publishers' Weekly 31 May ^ly^fx
Realizing that such announcements would have "front-page
value, a 1889 Evening News (Barrere & Leland) At the
Gaiety.. a farce, ' Lot 49', by Mr. Fisher, as a *front piece

to ' Frankenstein '. 1907 Daily Chron. 9 Nov. 4/4 Thirty-
four full-length plays and seven front-pieces. 1855 E. J.
Hopkins Organ 73 Tin does not soon become tarnished j

hence its peculiar appropriateness for ungilded ' *front pipes *,

1905 T. Elliston Organs ^ Tuning 303 The front pipes to

be of stout V.M. zinc silvered wiin aluminium leaf. 1899
Westm. Gaz. 10 Mar. 4/3 Mr. Fox, another *front-rank

costumier. z9i>s /bid. 25 Mar. 15/1 The eagerness which
was displayed by some * *front-rankers ' to get a ' line ' of
the Ceylon Pearl Syndicate's underwriting. 1914 in E. C.
B&mKsAl/red Karroo (1923) xxvii. 260 The Firedrake and
Lurcher were looked upon as two front-rankers, ij)28

Manchester Guardian Weekly 7 Dec., Suppl. p. vi/i It is a
long time since a year's verse list was led by so many front

rankers. 1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 143 The stretcher-

bearers carried their burden into the 'front trench. 1878
Design ff Work IV. 218/1, 5a in. Wolverhampton.. with lamp
and pouch, *front wheel brake, 1900 Captain III. 463/2
Carnage's Holborn Front Wheel Rim Brake. x9oa A. C
Hakmswokth Motors >f Motor.Driving x. 318 Theautomo-
bilist should frequently jack up the front of bis car so that

the front wheels are free of the ground. 1904 Technol, 4-

Set. Diet. (ed. Goodcliild & Twcney) 147/2 The front wheel
brake usually carries two blocks on a horseshoe-shaped clip.

1908 Westm. Gas. ^ Nov. 4/1 The AUen-Liversidge system
of front-wheel braking.

Front, v."^ Add : IL Phonetics, To pronounce
with the tongue in a front position, i.e. touching

or raised towards the hard palate ; to palatalize.

Hence Fronted/^/, a., Fronting vbl, sb,

1888 H. SwEKT Engl. Sounds 36 The fronting is carried out
most fully with the point nasals and stops. Ibid., These
fronted consonants again in their turn influence a preceding
sound. Ibid. 37 IThis soundj fronts the preceding

J*.
t907

H. C. WvLO Hist. Study Mother Tongue viii. 160 A natural
inference is that..« being a front vowel, fronted the preced-
ing consonant. t^M^ Encycl. Brit. I. i/a These [changes]
are due to fronting.. or to rounding.

Frontal, a. Add :

2. O. Of or pertaining to the fa9ade of a building;

sp£C, in Gr. Arl^ pertaining to front or full-face

view of a sculptured object (cf. next).

1899 ^'""^'* Standard Diet. S.V., The frontal effect ofa fine

building. 1905 P. Gardner Gramm. Gr. Art v. 57 One
finds figures stooping, or kneeling, or in a variety of other
attitudes; but the frontal law still holds.

Frontality (frrntae'iiti). [f. Frontal a,+
-ITT, after Dn./ronla/ilet (Julius Lange) : so G.
frontalildt, Y . frontaliU.'\ A principle in sculpture,

according to which the figure is carved or moulded
as viewed from the full front.

In the strictest style, the figure is divided by an imaginary
plane into two symmetrical halves, with no bending to either

side.

1905 P. Gardner Gravnn. Gr. Art v. 56 Lange has ex-
pounded in detail his theory of frontality in early art. i^io
K. A. Gardner Six Greek Sculptors 34 The bold modclUng
of the figure, and the skill with which the twist of the body
is rendered, make it worthy of notice in its departure from
the rigid * frontality ' of early art, 19*0 Q. Rev. July 39 A
new decorative style of portraiture, of which the leading
characteristic was a return to the frontal view of primitive

Greek art. That is to say, * frontality * became, as in the
archaic periods, the basic principle of composition.

Frontally (fr»ntali), adv, [f. Frontal o. +
•Lt ^.] By a frontal attack.

iftoo Westm. Gaz, 2 Feb. 7/1 Thus Buller, in order to

relieve Ladysmith,must frontally force a tremendous position

held by 10,000 or 12,000 of the best riflemen in the world.

Frontier, sb. and a. Add : A. j^. 4. b. U.S,
(Earlier examples.)
1803 Steele Papers I. 374, I dislike the Country as a

frontier. 1838 Southern Lit. Messenger IV. 294 In this

Mtuation he., passed his days upon the Irontier. iS^aAmer.
Pioneer I. 226 Of all the men I ever knew he was the best

qualified to live on a frontier where there were savages.. to

contend with. 1848 J. F.Coopeb OakOpen, I.iv.sQGershom

had seen more of the peculiar life of the frontiers than his
companion. 1856 R. Glisan Jrnl. Army Life (1874) 327
An equal number of sharp-shooters enlisted from the whites
on the frontier.

B. adj, 1, * Frequent in U.S, (sense 4 b) from
17th cent.'

b. Frontier Colt, a Colt revolver for frontier use

;

sXsoellipt, U.S.
1Q18 MuLpoRD Manfr, Bar.2o v. 50 He, .did not care to

call attention to his wooden-handled, flare-butt Frontiers.
Ibid, viii, 78 A plain Frontier Colt peeked coyly from his hip.

Fro'ntierless, a, [See -lbss.] Havmg no
frontier or dividing line.

19*5 The Inner Life ix. 165 The English layman as he
comes to receive the Holy Communion in his parish Church,
finds himself caught up into a Fellowship which is frontierless.

Frontiersman. Add : Legion of Frontiers'
men, an organization intended to enrol for irregu-

lar service men with colonial or frontier experience.
1905 Times 11 Apr. 8/1 A corporation to be called the

* Legion of Frontiersmen '. 1906 Daily Chron. i\ May 7/1
Mr. Roger Pocock, founder and bon, secretary of the
Legion of Frontiersmen. 1930 Times 8 Nov, 8/7 A move-
ment has been set on foot for the formation of a Maritime
Command of the Legion of Frontiersmen.

FrOnto-. Add \ fronto-centraly -ethmoidal adjs.

1908 Practitioner Jan. 10 The *fronto-central and parietal
regions. Ibid. June 795 The,,*fronto-etbmoidal cells.

Front yard. U.S. [Front j^. (a.) 13.] A
piece ofground or garden in front of a house.

}^3S J» H. Ingraham South-West IT. 114 Southerners,
with the exception of the cultivation of a few plants in a
front yard, pay little regard to horticulture. iZ-^Z -^ Burton
II. vii. 106 Meeting Caroline in one of the avenues of the
front yard, he delivered his message. t86i-s Trans. III.

Agric. Soe. (1865) V. 198 The front yard is well laid out, and
filled with fruit, ornamental trees, shrubs and plants. 1897
*Mark Twain ' Folloiuing Equator xxix. 282 There cannot
be another town in the world that has no . . weed-grown front-

yards of the poor. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 29 May 1/3 *The
front-yard *, as my old farming friend in the train informed
me, was mostly grass. 19x6 H. L. Wilson Someiuhere in
Red Gap ii.69The Piedmont Queen dahlia bulbs I'd ordered
for the front yard.

Frost, sb. Add : 4. b. A detrimental influence.

1911 R. D. Saunders Col. Todhnnier \\\\. 112 They're the
ones that's puttin* a frost on the Strickland campaign fund.

0. jocular. One who disappoints expectations

;

one who tries to humbug or mislead ; a * fraud ',

1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 123 'You old frost! 'he
said gaily, ' there's no need to keep it up any longer now.'

7. c frost-grape U.S. (earlier examples).
1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Lecf. Bot. App. 186/1 Vitisvulpina,

frost-grape. 1849 Kep. U.S. Comrn. Patents Agric. (1850)

443 Besides the common * frost-grape * of the East, we have
some excellent native varieties.

Frost-bite, sb. Add : Also, the effect of frost

on a plant.
i86a Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 570 The bitter, smoky

taste. .arises wholly from frost-bite.

Froth, sb. 4. Add : froth-blower jocular^

a beer-drinker : adopted as the title of a certain

charitable organization.

1905 Daily Chron. 25 Mar. 6/4 The quaintly-named * Froth
Blowers '..are a little group of twenty-four working men.
19*7 Times 25 June 9/7 A company limited by guarantee
under the title of 'Ye Ancient Order of Froth-Blowers,
Limited ', has been registered to take over all or part of the
property and liabilities of the incorporated Ancient Order
of Froth-Blowers. 1937 Punch Feb. 146/2 England might
have remained part of the Scandinavian empire, with a fixed

Nordic physiognomy and a population of blue-eyed froth-

blowers. 19*8 Times^ Feb. 5/3 In 1924 Mr. Herbert Temple
..desired to benefit certain charities. He invented the name
'Ancient Order of Frothblowers '. 1938 *Sapphr ' /^fw/a/f

ofspecies xvii, Now then, boys, once again—and all together
— Froth Blowers for ever.

Frothy, a, 3. Add : Used to describe very

light, tenuous dress-material. Hence Fro'tMness.
1901 Westm. Gaz, lo Jan, 3/2 In evening frocks and tea.

gowns there is still a very marked liking for frilled frothy
edges. 1930 Times 13 Nlar. 11/6 The outstanding feature
is the frothiness of the dresses made from perishable materials
with their innumerable frills* flounces, and furbelows.

Frotton (froton). [Fr., i.frotlerio rub. The
termination -on denotes a tool or implement.]
In early block -printing, a dabber or burnisher used

to press the damp sheet upon the inked block.

1893 E. G. DuFP Early Printed Bks. 17 It consists of three

sheets of paper, each of which contains an impression from
a block... They are printed by means of the frotton in light-

coloured ink. igiz Hessels in Enc^cl, Brit. XXVII. 511/2
Then a sheet of damp paper was laid upon it \sc. the block],

and the back of the paper was carefully rubbed with some
kind of dabber or burnisher, usually called afrotton, till an
impression from the ridges of the carved block had been
transferred to the paper.

FrOU-&on, v. [f. Frou-fbou sb^ intr. To
move about with a rustle of draperies. Only in

frou-frouing.
1905 Truth 18 May isSg/a Frou-frouing femininities. 1909
M ARC. B. Saunders Litany Lane u. xvii. She found herself

floating and frou-frouing up Majorson's monastic stairs.

Frowst (froust), j^. C(?//(?^, Alsofrouflt. [Back-
formation from Fbowstt a.]

1. At Harrow School : see quots.
1880 tW. G. Baillie] Hugh Russell at Hamrnj 12 Can't

you let a fellow take his frowst the very second morning?
[Glossary : Frowst, extra time in bed on Sundays, saints' days
and whole holidays.] 1905 Vachell The Hill y. 113 note.

Lying in bed in the morning when there is no First School

is a * frowst '. By a subtle law of association, an armchair
is also a ' frowst '. 1910 Gai.sworthv Captures (1023) 60
Ruding . . looked right down on me in my old ' froust , as we
called arm-chairs.

2. The close and fusty air of a room which is

over-warm or over-crowded and without adequate
venlilation.

1907 'J. \ihui\i\yi^ Lone7vood Corner t-^o For the manu-
facture of froust trust the elementary schools I 1911 Blackiv.
Mug. Apr. 453/1 Poor Colin.. had to listen in candle-lit
frowst [in a dug-out] to the banalities talked by the Brigadier.

1929 D. Coke Monkey Tree vii. He liked the cheap room
and its genial frowst.

Frowst, V, Substitute for def. : To take plea-

sure in staying in a warm, close, * fuggy * atmo-
sphere. Hence Pro'wster.
1919 *A Berkeley' Wychford Poisoning Case xxiii. 280

' Hallo, you frowsters !
' cried Sheila, bursting without

warning into the room.

FrOWStinesS (frau'stines). [f. Frowsty a. +
-NESS.] PVowsty quality ; fustiness, stuffiness.

z^^ Daily Mail 21 June 10 To clear his lungs of their

over-night 'frowstiness '. 1916 W. J. Lockk Old Bridge
III. ix, The old frowstiness of dirt had given place to the
fraqrance of cleanliness.

Frowzled (frau-z'ld),^//. a. U.S, Rumpled,
tousled, dishevelled, frowzy {Cent, Diet. Suppl,

1909). Also Frowzly (frau'zli), a, (in quot,

froivsly)y in similar sense,

>jK>i Harper's Mag. CII. 665/1 Look at the poor thing's
hair 1 Only see how frowsly it is.

Frozen, ///. a. Add :

1. b. The frozen limit (colloq.) : the hard and
fast limit; the neplus ultra of what is objectionable

or unendurable. See *Limit sb. 2 h.

1917 W. H. L. Watson.^ (ft'. Despatch Rider-x., 2t6, 1 don't
mind their machine-guns, but their Minnenwerrer are the
frozen limit I 19S0 H. C. McNeile ('Sapper') Bull-Dog
Drummond\.% i Only his eyes redeemed his face from being
what is known in the vernacular as the Frozen Limit.

o. Billiards. Used to designate a ball at rest in

close contact with another ball or a cushion.
S904 J. P. Mannock Billiards II. 275 When the object is

frozen lo the side cushion. Ibid. 287 Here we have the red
ball ' frozen * or ' tight up ' against an end cushion. Ibid. 293
A ball ' frozen ' on a cushion,

d. Of credits, assets, etc. : Impossible to liqui-

date or realize at maturity or other given time.

(Opposed to Liquid a. 6.

)

X9aa Daily Mail 16 Dec. 9 Germany has an immense
quantity of 'frozen credits* locked up in this country. 2933
Ibtd.f^jsin. 7 A large part of British assets., were temporarily
' frozen '. 1929 Eucycl. Brit. IX. 876/2 Frozen credit, credit

(generally bank-loans) which has been extended but which
the creditors find it impossible or highly inexpedient to

collect at maturity or at any given time. . . In such a case the
bank will often renew or extend the loan, and this credit is

said to hefrozen, a term signifying the opposite of 'liquid'

as applied to credit, capital or assets, 19^0 Times 34 Mar.
23/5 The opportunity to accomplish this liquidation of over
$10,000,000 of frozen assets.

e. Of a journal and its bearing: Immovable by
reason of expansion consequent upon imperfect

lubrication. 1895 Funk's Standard Diet,

Fruit, sb. Add : 2. e. Old {tin of) fruit :

a term of familiar address, (Cf old bean.) slang,

X933 Daily Mail 8 Feb. 6 Was she simply bursting to

address him Gaily as her 'dear old tin of fruit'? 1928 Ibid.

25 July 10/6 Then their politeness. No slapping a friend

on the back with a 'What cheer, old fruit?'

5. Applied to the boll of the cotton-plant. U.S,
1854 Florida Plant. Rec. 89 Still they [= there] is a good

dealof grown and half grown fruit on the cotton.

8. a. fruitfarfn, -Juicey lot, pulp,year, b. fruit'

farmer, -^(^</(?r (earlier example), 'growing %h, and
ppl. adj. (earlier example), -raising,

187a Trans. Dep, Agrie. Illinois 65 The first consideration

in the establishment of a *fruit form is accessibility to
market. Ibid. 66 The *fruit farmer can raise cheap pork
in his apple and peach orchards. 1854 Trans. III. Agric.
Soc. I. 70 The fruit and *fruit growers of seven states were
represented. Ibid. 135 *Fruit growing. .has not increased
any faster than the growing of other agricultural produce.
187J Trans. Dep. Agric, Illinois 66 A soil adapted to the
growth of forest trees is.. the best for fruit growing. 1849
Rtp. U.S. Comm. Patents A^ric. (1850) 106 This perhaps
is the best *fru it-growing district of the State. 1880 frnl.
Chem. Soc. XXXVIII. 354 Behaviour of *Fruil-Juices of
Different Ages with Reagents. 1912 Chambers's Jrnl,
Mar. 173/2 It is very beautiful up behind the *fruit-lot

among the rocks and the pine-trees. 1887 Colon. 9( Indian
Exhib., Rep. Col. Sect. 131 Importing a large quantity
of fresh fruit, and what is called '*fruit-pulp from Tas-
mania. 1887 Moloney Forestry W. Afr. 339 The fruit-

pulp is eaten and also prepared into a pleasant beverage.

1906 Westm, Gaz. 28 Aug. 6/i To avail themselves of any
cheap and defective fruit-pulp for the making of jam. 1854
'Trans. III. Agric. Soc. I. 500 'Ihe fact that *fruit raising

here is attended by drawbacks. 1891 C. D. Warnkr in

Harper's Mag. Jan. 168/2 California has much to learn

about fruit-raising and fruit-curing. i8n R. Sutcliff
Trav. N. Amer. ii. (1815) 45 This was likely to be a very

abundant "fruit year.

9. fruit-cake (earlier U.S. example) ; fruit

oooktail, a preparation of fruit used as an appe-

tizer orrefreshment ; fruit-cup, a drink made from

fruit; fruit-gatherer, an implement forgathering

fruit from tall trees ; fruit-jelly, a fruit-flavoured

table-jelly; frxdt-moth.=^ codling-moth (Codling 2

4) ; fruit-netting, nets or network containing



PBUITABIAN.

fruit; fruit salad, freits, usually uncooked, cut

up and mixed in a bowl with sugar, cream, etc.

;

fruit steamer, a steam vessel engaged in carrying

fruit; fruit (tree) bark beetle, Scolytus rugulosus,

which burrows beneath the bark of fruit-trees.

igiS Let. to Editor/rem Royal Bot. Gardens, Kcw One

of thi commonMt insects that mine under the bark of trees

including the pear, is Scolytus rugulosus, the "fruit bark

beetle. 18*8 E. Brvant What I saw tn Califorma xl. j6a

The prejudice against the grasshopper '"fruit-cake' was

strong at &st, but it soon wore off. 1918 Saturday Emn.

Post 12 May 107/1 Mr. Montgomery had taken a morsel of

fruit cocktail. 1931 N. If Q. A, Apr. 241/= Where *fruitK:up,

ices and wonderful cakes were served. 1846 Kep. U.^.

Coumt. PatctiU (1847) "9 A *fruit-gatherer, of very ingenious

and simple construction, has been patented. \gia Uailf

Chrm. 10 Feb. 1/5 A fruit-gatherer attached to a pole and

armed with cutting teeth. 187S Eiicycl Brit.\ 172/1 Jams,

marmalades, and *fruit jellies. i86a T. W. Harris I'ftcis

injur, ytgtt. (ed. 3) 484 Carfocafsa Pomonella, the codling-

moth, or •fruit-moth of the apple. 1846 Knickerbocker Mag.

XXVIII. 67 The "fruit.netting over the stern amply filled

with the products of that luscious land. 189J-4 Encycl.

Cookery (<&. T. F. Garrett) 657/1 "Fruit Salad. 1887 Susan

Hale Lett. (1919) 181 My idea is to come home in one of

those "fruit-steamers from Gibraltar. 1921 R. D. Paine Comr.

Rolling Ocean vii. iii Nothing ever happened excepting

the arnval of the fruit steamers which took on thousands of

bunches of bananas. 1898 E. A. Ormerod Orchard!) Bush
Fruit Insects 197 "Fruit-tree Bark Beetle.^

rmitarian. Add : also as adj.

190a H. Begbie Sir John Sfarrow x. 150 The form of

eating which I practise.. is not vegetarian, but fruitarian.

1903 Sci. Amer. 10 Oct. 255/2 Fruits contain little protein,

and nuts are relied on in the fruitarian plan of eating to

balance the ration.

Hence PmitaTlanlsm, the principles or practice

of fruitarians.

190a H. Begbie j'/r yoAn S/arrowxW. 221 We flee from

before the face of vegetarianism, fruitarianism, theosophy,

and religious manias. 1908 Fractitioneryizx. 401 Vegetarian-

ism, fruitarianism, and even zomotherapy may suit a few.

1930 E. T. Thurston Man in Black Hat viii. 149 The
medical profession at the moment approves of fruitarianism.

Fruity, a. Add: 3. colloq. Full of rich or

strong quality ; highly interesting, attractive, or

suggestive. Cf. spicy, juicy.

1900 TiGHE Hopkins Silent Gate ii. 45 When pulled up
short, his language was of the Dials, fruity. 1915 T. Burke
Nights in Town 337 A popular murder, fruity, cleverly done,

and with a sex interest. Vfii Wodehouse Indiscr. Archie

299 It's here now. The dickens of a fruity picture. 191S
Weekly Westminster 19 SepL 522/3 Mr. John Garside's

Young Launcelot is more intelligent, even if it is like the

work of a fruity comedian without his fruitiness. 19*8 S.

Vines Humours Unreconciled xy. 201 An unusually 'fruity
'

political scandal connected with bribery.

Fnunpiness (fr»-mpines). [f. Frumpy a. -f

-NES8.] The quality or condition of a frump.

191a C. N. & A. M. Williamson Heather Moon i._v. 59
Aline tried to think that she was the weirdest frump in the

world... The thing was to hurry her away in all her frumpi-

ness. 1924 Sunday at Home Feb. 258/1, 1 arn going to take

you up and save you from frumpiness and spinsterhood.

Prumpisllly (fr»-mpijli), adv. [-ly2.] In

a frumpish manner ; like a frump or dowdy.

1937 Daily Tel 23 Aug. 8/5 The middle-aged matron

refuses definitely to take a back seat. She does not feel

a frump. Why, then, should she dress frumpishly?

Pry, z-.l Add : 1. With up : To ' hot up

(cold viands) in a frying-pan.

1899 G. B. Burgin Bread of Tears I. v, ' What are you
cooking there, Fenella? It smells good.' ' Frying up the

cold fowl,' said Fenella.

O. Tofry thefat out of: to subject to extortion.

Tofry outfat : to obtain money by pressure. U.S.

slang,
. .

1890 Congress. Rec. 10 July 7088/1 That process which in

the U.S. is called the 'frying of fat" out of people. Ibid.

x6 July 7790/1, I did not suppose there had been any
authority of law for ' frying the fat ' out of the manufacturers

in the last presidential campaign. 1904 Nation (N.Y.)

28 Apr. 321 His main qualification is admitte|d to be that of

a good collector of funds. No one could, in the historic

phrase, fry out more fat.

Prsring, vbl. si. 2. Add : frying-basket, a

vessel for frying fish, etc., made of metal basket-

work.
1888 Mrs. Beeton't Bk. Househ. Man. xi. 369 Iron sauce-

pans or stewpans, frying-pans and frying-baskets. xozS

Daily Mail 9 Aug. 3/5 Use a frying basket,.. let the fish

fry a nice golden brown.

fuclisia. Add : d. A red colour like that of

the fuchsia flower, fuchsia-red.

X923 Daily Mails Mar. 13 Colours : Peach, Apple, Apricot,

Mauve, Fuchsia, Periwinkle. 1930 Times 29 Nov. 16 A
colour scheme of fuchsia and gold predominates.

Puchainopllil, -plule (fuksi-ntyfil, -fail), a.

and sb. I'hys. [f. FuoHsiNK-f-PHiL, -phile.]

A. adj. Readily stained by fuchsine. B. sb. A
cell or other element readily stained by fuchsine.

Also Fachsino-philons a. = A. (Borland 1901).
X91X W. K. Hunter Rec. Adv. Hxmatol. 31 Azurophile

and fuchsinophile granules are absent from the myeloblast.

X913 Gruner Biol. Blood-Cells 206 There are no azur or

fuchsinophile granules.

Fudge, int. and sb. B. sb. Add :

4. A patch of print, esp. a piece of late news,

inserted in a newspaper page ; also, a machine or

cylinder for printing such patches. Also attrib., as

fudge-space ; fudge-box (see quot 1929).

3%
1809 Daily Newt 15 Sept. 5/1 The blank space left for

'fudge ' while the evening paper is being printed oflf is caused

by the presence of the empty fudge-box. xgoa Daily Mail

27 June 7/5 After the paper has passed through the big

cylinders that print the entire sheets, it goes past the small

cylinder which prints the contents of the * fudge box ' in the

vacant space. X9X0 E. Wallace Nine Bears vi. 45 ' Issued

at 4.10', he said, glancing at the 'fudge* space, where the

result of a race had been printed. 1929 Encycl. Brit. XVIII.
508/1 This late news is printed into the blank spaces by

a contrivance called a ' fudge box ' which is circular in form

and into which are secured linotype slugs. The 'fudge' is

fastened on to an auxiliary cylinder equipped with inking

mechanism.

5. A soft-grained sweetmeat prepared by boiling

together milk, sugar, butter, and chocolate or

maple sugar, orig. 6'^.S'.

X897 Confectioner's Price List., Chocolate fudge. 19M
Queen 3 May 763/1 The greatest 'stunt' among colleg^e

students is to make Fttdge. Ibid., Nut Fudges. .. Fruit

Fudge. 1905 Buffalo Express 16 Jan. 2 The overturning of

an alcohol lamp over which some girls were cooking fudge.

Fuel, sb. Add : 1. Also applied by extension to

the fireclay and asbestos which the flames of a gas

fire or stove make incandescent.

3. b. fuel food, food which maintains steady

heat in the body ; fuel oil, oil used as fuel in an

engine or furnace; fuel-value, the value of a

combustible article as fuel ; also in reference to the

amount of heat-energy imparted to the body by a

given article of food,

190S Daily Chron. 14 July 4/4 At the present period of

year there is comparatively little demand for fuel.food.

1893 Power Mar. 6 A contract.. for the supply of all "fuel

oil required during 1893. x886 Lett.fr. Donegal (ed. Col.

Maurice) 36 Bog once ' cut out ' docs not grow again, and

the "fuel-value is permanently lost to the land. X9a8 A. B.

Callow Food /^ Health 18 Water cannot be burnt in the

body, and therefore has no fuel-value.

Fuelling (fi«'elii)), vbl. sb. [f. FOEL V.-¥

-ING 1.] The action of laying in, or furnishing with,

fuel ; supply or storage of fuel. Also attrib.

X921 igth Cent. June 1063 At each port, facilities for fuelling

and for receiving the various supplies which a fleet requires

must . . be forthcoming. Ibid. 1068 There are numerous minor

ports available as temporary fuelling bases. 1927 Gliesgow

Herald 14 July 11 The broad Imperial development of the

science of fuelling.

Fug (f»g), sb. colloq.,oi\g. dial, and school slang.

[? Related to Food. Cf. *Fdgot o.] A thick,

close, stuffy atmosphere, esp. that of a room over-

crowded and with little or no ventilation.
_

x888 [E. F. Benson] Sketchesfr. Marlborough I 16 Seat-

ing himself in the most comfortable chair, as a consolation

for the prevailing fug. X9X5 ' Bartimeus ' A Tall Shif iv.

78 We get up quite a good fug in our casemate at night.

Ibid. ix. 171 ' Pouf 1
' he exclaimed. ' What a fug I' And

elevated his nose with a sniflT. X9a3 Silberrad Lett. Jean
Armiter x. 214 Can you smell the cold damp fug of those

wet Sunday afternoons. . ? jgi$Chatnbers's Jrnl. 556/1 The
' fug ' that could be got up inside these huts was sheer bliss

to many a trench-weary soldier during the war. 1927 G. W.
Deeping Kilty xvii, It Isc. a sickroom] smelt like a green-

house, full of soft fug.
.

Hence Fug v. intr., to stay in, and enjoy, a stuffy

atmosphere. Also with up.

X889 Barrere& Leland Diet. Slang, Fug, to (Shrewsbury),

to stay in a close, stuffy room. x9ao W. T. Grenfell
Labrador Dr. ii. 35 Others were ' fugging ' in the house or

had gone to bed. 1921 A. S. M. Hutchinson If WinUr
Comes n. V. 122, I like it a jolly sight better than fugging up

in those carriages with all that gassing crowd.

FugatO, adv. Add examples of sb. and aitrib.

use.

X876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Fu^ato, in the

fugue style ; a composition containing fugal imitation, but

which is not in strict fugue form. 1891 E. Prout Fugue

§ 358 Passages of imitation, provided that all the voices take

part in them, will very often be also fugato passages. Ibid.

§ 359 The freedom allowed in fugato. 1903 Trawl May 28

A fugato entry for the lower strings. X906 Grove's Diet. Mus.

II. 118/1 Beethoven was particularly fond of the fugato.

Fnggle (f^'g'l)' Also Puggle's. A variety

of hops.
x89a Westm. Gai. 5 Sept. 7/3 All good sound hops suitable

for copper use, such as the fuggle. X902 Times 5 Sept. 2/5

Bramblings that are picked are small.. but fuggles have

developed most. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 25 Sept. 9/2 The growers

of * Fuggles ' and other comparatively hardy kinds. X9X0

Encycl. Brit. XIII. 679/3 The variety known as Fuggle's,

a heavy-cropping though slightly coarse hop, has been much
planted in the Weald of Kent.

Fuggy (f»"gi)> "• colloq., orig. dial, and school

slang, [f. *Ft;G sb. -I- -T 1 ; or Fuo may be a back-

formation from this. Cf. Foo j-i.2 and Foggt a.]

Of the air in a room : Close, stuffy, and smelly,

from want of ventilation. Of persons : Addicted

to living in such an atmosphere.
x888 (E. F. Benson] Sketchesfr. Marlborough i. 15 How

beastly fuggy this place is. Ibid. vi. 58 He was rude enough

to say that I was a fuggy beast. X889 Barrere & Leland

Diet. Slang, Fuggy CShrewsbury), stuffy. X900 Globe 12

Jan. 3/1 They mi.ssed the warm, and it must beovimed often

' fuggy ' heat of their old cabins. X9ax Chambers's Jrnl. i8g/i

Inthefuggycomfortof theengineers' mess. X923 Silberrad

Lett. Jean Armiter U. § 3. loa He came up to the window
and I opened it—the artists are rather a fuggy lot indoors.

Fugketta (fi«ge-ta). Mus. [It., dim. oi fuga
Fdgtje. Cf. G. fugkette.1 A short, condensed

fugue. Also aitrib.

PULL.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. X891 E. Peout
Fugue § 351 In the form most frequently met withj a fughetta

is an abridged fugue. Ibid. § 356 Another variety of the

fughetta form. X898 Westm. Gaz. 19 Dec. X0/2 The Finale,

..with, .its fughetta based. .on the first subject of the first

movement.

Fugue, sb. Add :

2. Psycliopathol. The impulsive flight or wander-

ing of a neurotic from his accustomed haunts

followed by his appearing in some distant place,

with or without memory of what has happened in

the intervaL [So used by French writers on the

subject.]

X92S E. &C Paul tr. P. yanets Psychol. HeaHng 595 The
subject cannot tell us about the incidents of the fugue, or

explain why he ran away. 1925 J. Laird Our Minds * Their

Bodies iv. 86 There is a palpable difi'erence between man s

behaviour in somnambulism, or in a fugue, or in masked

epilepsy, and ordinary human conduct. X92S C. Burt Young
Delinquent 439 Amnesic Fugues.

Pulirt-saok, variant of *Voetsak.

Fulcrum. Add : 2. o. The stem or median

part of the incus of the mastax of certain rotifers.

x88« C. T. Hudson Roiifera I. xi8 The trophi consist

mainly of two ribbed rami, attached to a long narrow plate

(the fulcrum). 1896 M. Hartog Rotifera m Cambr. Nat.

Hist. II. ato In the ventral wall of the gizzard ofmost Ploiina

is a median piece, \.hfi fulcrum, from which run forwards

and upwartia two pieces, the rami, which are hinged on the

fulcrum. The Y-shaped structure formed of these three

pieces is called the incus (anvil).

d. In trilobites (see quot.).

1909 H. Woods Trilobites in Cambr. Nat. Hist. VI. 234

At some distance from the axis the pleurae are bent down,

wards and backwards. The point where this bend occurs is

called the ' fulcrum ' ; it divides the pleura into an internal

and an external part.

e. Ent. A chitinons portion of the pharynx.

xgxoC. G. HEwrrr House Fly 12 The Fulcrum.—This chitin-

ous portion of the pharynx, .lies on the lower part of the

head and in the rostrum. X9»s -^- D- Imms Entomol. 597
Situated within this region is a complex^ framework of chiUn

known as ihcfulcrum, which forms a kind of case enclosing

the pharynx, and is present in almost all Diptera.

Fulcrumed (fzrlkr^md), pa. pple. [See -Ei).]

Supported on (some object) as fulcrum.

1927 T. WooDHOuSE Artif. Silk 41 The upper ends of the

two vertical rods /V are attached to the two ends of the lever

O fulcrumed on the shaft P.

Fulfil, V. Add : 5. refi. Of a person : To
work out one's destiny; to develop one's gifts and

character to the full. (A development of Tenny-

son's use : see Diet.)

X920 Rose Macaulay Potterism in. i. I 8. X17 In what

place, under what conditions, would Oliver Hobart now
fulfil himself, now carry on the work so faithfully begun

on earth? Ibid. vi. v. § 8. 259 Jane would, no doubt, fulfil

herself in the course of time, make an adequate figure in the

world she loved.

b. absol.

XS39 Bible (Great) Matt. v. 17, 1 am not come to destroye,

but to fulfyll. X862 G. Macdonald D. Slginbnd l v, Hugh
promised and fulfilled.

Fulgorid (fflgorid), sb. and a. Ent. [ad.

mod. L. Fulgoridsi, f. the generic name Ftdgora,

a. L. Fulgora goddess of lightning, i.fulgur light-

ning : see -id 8.] A. sb. An insect of the homo-
pterous family Fulgoridx which includes the lan-

tem-flies. B. adj. Belonging to this family.

1899 D. Sharp Insects 11. 576 The wax o' Fulgorids is used

by the Chinese for candles. 1913 Zoologist Ser. iv. XVII.

281 Some notes on a Luminous South African Fulgorid In-

sect (Rhinortha Guttata). Ibid. 289 With approach of cold

weather all signs of the Fulgorid parasites disappeared.

Pulgurante (fK'lg/Vrant). [Fr., fem. of fitl-

gurant: see FuLcnEANT.] A glistening dress-

material.
X9a2 Daily Mail 21 Nov. 8 A gown of lovely silver grey

fulgurante. Ibid. 24 Nov. 6 The wedding dress is a beauti-

ful silver grey fulgurante gown. x9a3 Ibid. 19 Jan, 8 A
lovely debutante's frock of ivory fiilgurante.

Fuliguline (fi«li'g«nain), a. Zool. [f mod.L.

Fuligula (f. L. faligo soot) -f -WE 1.] Of or be-

longing to the sub-family Fuligulinsi or sea-ducks,

of which Fuligula is the typical genus.

X862 H. G. Adams Wild Flowers, Birds, etc. 273 The
Fuligulinz, or Fuliguline birds. X893 [see *ANATtlJE).

Full, sb.* Kent. [Probably a use of Fdll sb.^

A ridge ofshingle or sand pushed or cast up by the

tide. Hence Pull v.i trans., to form such a ridge

on (the beach).

X864 Proc. Instit. CivilEngin. XXIII. 187 Thesandy fore-

shore, .has a small shingle ' full ' at the top. Ibid. 195 The
spit . . is formed of parallel ' fulls ' of beach. X864 F. Drew
Geoi. Country betw. Folkestone 4- Rye 16 ITie beach is

gradually ' fulled ', that is pebbles are heaped up in front of

the breaker, generally forming a small ridge. 1902 W. H.
Wheeler Sea-CotLst 36 In calm weather the face of the

bank becomes heaped up, assuming what is termed a 'full ,

or ridge and hollow, parallel to the coast. X902 Ld. Avebury

Scenery of Eng. 163 It \.sc. North Weir Point) consisUofa

series of curved concentric ridges or 'fulls '..forming a pro-

jecting cape or ' Ness '. X907 1st Rep. Royal Cotnm. Coast

Erosion App. 144/2 The successive fulls of Dunge Beach.

Full, a., etc Add :

A. adj. 11. Full andby: also/^.

1930 Ne^ti Statesman 5 July 412/1 And, take it full and

bye, it is one of the very few things to be honoured in oor

nature.



12. a. full-siu, -tank, -term, -voice.
i88S Hasi.uck Model Bitgin. Handybk. (igoo) 41 The

Figs, are reduced from *fuIUsi2e drawings. 1947 W. H, Todd
T'S"', Tigtrl J5 The water. .had already reached to within
a foot or so of the designed "full-tank level. 1907 Maloney
tr. P. Budin {fittt') The Nursling : the Feeding and Hygiene
of Premature and *FuIl.term Infants. 1927 V. McNabb
Cath. Ck. f, Philos. iii. 119 The *full-voice assertion of the
rights of reason to reason.

d. foU-choke , a gun with the maximum amount
ofchoke-boring; fuU-hond Poker = *FoLL house
3 ; full load Aeronautics, the dead load plus the
useful load (Webster Addenda 1934) ; full pitch
advb. phr., without the ball having first touched
the ground ; so full-pitohed a. ; full score Mus.,
a score in which the parts for all voices and instru-

ments are given on separate staves.
1881 GsEENER GuH 387 A *full cholte is constricted to the

extent of 30 to 4o,oooths of an inch. 189a — Breech-loader
J34 The i6.bore fuIlH:hoke, with barrels 30 inches in length.
189s Outing (U.S.) XXVII. 65/1, I have ruined too many
fine hirds with the fuil.choke to want to use it any more. 18^
H. G. Hutchinson P. StteU L 29 One or two [balls] went
over the wicket altogether, and were taken, 'full pitch, by
the wicket-keeper. Ibid., He. .sent..ball after ball full-
pitched. 1876 Staines & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, * Full
score.

C. adv. 5. b. fall-fashioned, of a garment
(esp. a stocking) shaped to the fuU proportions of
the body ; also trans/.

1883 (in Diet.). 19*7 T. Woodhodse Arti/. Silkqi Origin-
ally, the spring beard needles were used in full-fashioned
(flat) machines. Ibid. 95 Needles have to be taken out of
action when it is desired to decrease the width of any part
of the full-fashioned fabric. .. ITiis possibility of effecting
various ch.inges in the width according to the amount of
inaterial required for various parts of the human body, gave
rise to the term ' full-fashioned *.

Poll, p.S 1. b. Of the moon (earlier and later
U.S. examples). Also said of the tide.

179^ Eui. Drinker jfrnJ. (1889) 237 The moon foiled this
morning about 8 or 10 o'clock. 1809 Fessenden PiUs
PiV/ical 7 She [sc. the moon] fills moreover, when she fulls.
Their plainest bills so full of bulls. 1878 B. F. Taylor
Bettaeen Gates 40 It is as if a poor little aster should full like
the moon and be a dahlia. 1911 L. J. Vance Destroying
A rtgel xix. He should be able to catch the tide just as it was
Hearing high water. Allowing it to swing him north.west
nntilit fulled, he ought to be a third of the way across by
the time it slackened.

Fnll-blood, a. (Earlier U.S. examples, of
animals.)
iSit.ViUy lyeetly Regitterll.^di/i His full blood merino

ram lamb. 1837 Coi man Ref. Agric. Mass. (1838) 53, I
have had some of the full-blood and some of the mixed breed
1849 Kef. U.S. Comm. Paints Aerie. (1850) 88 Sheep.,
ranging in quality from half to full-blood merino.

B. sb. A full-blooded person or animal.
J846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mis. (1859) "* They {te. half,

breed children] were more beautiful . . than the same number
offull.bloods,—either of whiles or Indians. iK^Ret. Agric.
Soc. Maim 9 Those [sheep] exhibited were mostly Spanish
Merinos.. most full bloods. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel.
West xix. 358 One may travel for days in the Territory, and
never see a fulUblood. 1888 Vemiont A^ric. Rep. X. 38, I
breed Jerseys; have no full.bloods but high grades.

Full-blooded, a. (Earlier Li.S. examples.)
1786 Maryland Jrnt. 31 Mar. (Th.) A naraber of full-

blooded Colts and Fillies. i8ox Steele Papers I. 218 The
present Secy, altho' a full blooded Yankee, as we call him in
these parts, knows the importance of this place. iZio Massa.
chuutts Spy 25 Apr. 3/1 Forty-five full-blooded Merino
Sheep. i8ia Miles' Weekly Register II. 408/1 His full
blooded merino ram lamb.

Fullerphone (fu-laif^»n). [£ name of Major
A. C. Fuller + -phone in telephotu.^ A telegraphic
instrument used in war-signalling.
1910 Glasgow Herald 2 Mar. 7 The claim of Major A. C

Fuller in respect of the ' Fullerphone*. X9aa Encycl. Brit.
XXXII. 49i/2_l'he fullerphone is a telegraph instrument,
the essential point of which is the changing at the receiving
end^ of a Ueady current into an intermittent current of
audible frequency, while at the same time the current in the
line remains steady. x^a8 E. Bli;nden Undertones ef War
xxvi. 253 'ITw mechanism of the 'fullerphone* or 'power
bujzer '.

Fall-face. [See Fdll a. 8, qnots. 1702, 1876,
1895-]
1. atlrib.phr. = Fdll-faced a. 2.

X909 Daily Chrou. 4 Mar. 1/3 The Halcyon was struck a
heavy full face blow on the port quarter.

2. Printing. A full-faced type.
i8ga (see Face sb. 22]. 1913 y. J. Little Bk. Types, etc.

(N.V.)409BoldFace.—Afullfacelettersimilartotheroman,
cont.iiiiirig both hair lines and heavy strokes.

Full-fJaced, a. Add: a or type: Bold-faced.
'814 J. Johnson Tyiup: II. i. 10 Being cast in all the

various siz'~s, both Full.Iaced aiul Open.

Full house.
L An assembly or audience which fills the build-

ing in which a performance is given or a meeting is

held. Also, a session of a legislative or delibera-
tive body, in which all or most of the members are
present in their nsnal capacity {Funk's Standard
Did. 1895).
(Cf. i66at-3 s. ». Hotnra ri.' 4 g, and 1710 s. v. Full <i. i.)
ttaSOlio 22 Mar. 164/1 A party of itinerant Maromeros (or

rope dancers) held their exhibition in the large walled yard
. ., to about eight hundred people ; which was considered as
STcrj'&ill bouse'.
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2. Poker. A hand containing three of a kind and
a pair (next in value below four ofa kind). Alsoyf^.
t88y Puck (U.S.A) 7 Sept. 21/2 Noah drew to pairs and

got a full house [in the ark]. 1908 Mulford Orphtin xxi.
267 You two make a pair of aces what can beat any full-house
ever got together. 1921— Tex m. 33 Tex wondered what the
crowd would say if he should lean over and pull a royal flush
out of Williams ear, or a full-house from the nephew's nose.
1939 Epic Linklater Poet's Pub xxv. 274 He had filled the
kitty rocf.high, bluffed the four-ace-players, scared the full-
house-holders.

Full-ri-gger. [See Rigger 1 4.] A full-rigged
vessel. Alsoyf^.
1899 CuTCLlEFE HvNE Further Adv. Captain Kettle vii,

Image nodded towards the deserted vessel. 'Fine full-
"gger, hasn't she been ?

' 1907 Daily Chron. 27 Dec 3/2A well-found full-rigger of 600 tons. 1908 Ibid. 17 Dec. 3/3
Instead of being the fine fullrigger that it might have been,
It IS, comparatively, only a topsail schooner.

Full time. The complete tale of hours nor-
mally allotted to daily or weekly work or school-
attendance. Chiefly aitrib. (hyphened) and advb.
1898 Daily News 13 Dec. 5/7 The halftime system.. does

u-retnevable hurt to the full-time scholars as well. 1911
Rep. Labour^ Social Conditions in Germatty III. vL-vii.
89 Full-time emptoyment. Ihid. 97 Full time is worked
all the year round. Ibid. 104 All the factories we visited
were running full time, igai Act 11 4- 12 Ceo. Kc 51. § 77
(2) Any young person..shown.. to be under suitable and
efficient full.time instruction, a 1936 in Fowler Diet. Mod.
Engl. Usage j^-j/i That motherhood is a full.time job all
worlh-while mothers will readily admit. 1917 Bowlev &
Stamp .Vat. Income 1^24 31 The general average increase in
weekly full.time wages.

Fulminate, v. Add :

10. Path. Of a disease: To develop suddenly and
severely. (Ct *F0lminating ppl. a. 3.)
1910 Practitioner June 744 A gland presumably tubercu-

lous. . . Sooner or later such a gland almost always fulminates,
that is to say, rapidly bursts its capsule andallows the broken-
down contents to invade the surrounding lymphoid tissue-^.

Fulminating,///, a. Add: X (Earlier U.S.
example offulminatingpowder.)
1804 Fessf.nden Terrible Tractoration 142 Sound Dis-

cord's jarring tocsin louder, Than Howarcl's fulminating
powder.

3. Path. Of a disease: Coming on suddenly with
intense severity; fondroyant; « Folminant a. 1.
1901 DoRUAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2). 1908 K W. Goadbv in

Brit. Med, Jrni. 22 Aug. 477/1 Two cases of fulminating
pyorrhcea_ alveolaris specifica. X910 Practitioner Feb. 204
Fulminating cases of infection with virulent organisms.

FulvO-, used as combining form of FoLVOUS,
meaning ' having a reddish-yellow hue', a.s/alvo-
aeneous, -hyaline, -rufous adjs.

1887 \V. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 256 Exterior fulvo-
rufous.

Fumagine (fiti-madjin, -in). Hot. [Fr.,£,Fu-
HACO.] A sooty mould on plants, caused by the
parasitic fungns Fumago.
1913 D. Grant tr. E. Bourcarfs Insecticides etc. 393

(Gloss.) Fumagine is the terra applied to tlie black coating
which appears on certain plants infested by plant lice or
cochineals (scale insects). This coating is formed by the
blackmj^celium of a fungus which lives solely on the saccha-
rine liquid, the honey-dew, which the insects project on the
leaves.

Fnmaroid (fi«-miroid), a. Chem. [f. Fn-
MABio -h -oil).] Of the character of or resembling
that of fumaric acid.

189s Bloxam's Chem. (ed. 8) 595 Many cases of stereoiso-
merism are believed to be explicable by formulae resembling
those given above, so that the expressions maleinoid and
fumaroid structure are used.

Fumarolic (fiumar^lik), a. [f. FuHABOLE -t-

-ic] Of or belonging to a fumarole, formed by a
fnmarole.
1903 Science 3 Apr. 5^3 The placing of various ore deposits

of many well-known districts in such clas.ses as fumarolic,
solfataric, pneumatolytic, etc..seemed to the speaker to be
premature.

Fnmaryl (fi«'maril). Chem. [f. FOMARIO-)-
-TL.] The bivalent radical, C,H,(CO)„ of fumaric
acid.

1864 Waits Diet. Chem, II. 747 Chloride of Fumaryl.
X890 Bloxam's Chem. (ed. 7) 565 Fumaryl dichloride.

Fumatorium (fi«mato»-ri«!m). [mod.L. : see
FuMATORY sb.'\ An air-tight compartment in which
vapour is generated to destroy germs or insects on
plants. 1901 Webstek SuppL
Fumble, v. Add

:

6. Forming combs., Si%fumlle-fisted, -footed aA]s.
1847 Haluwell, Fumble./isted, veryawkward in handling

things. Suffolk. 187J A. Skweli, Black Beautyxxxi. ng,
I don't know what is the matter with this hor.se, he goes very
fumble-footed. 1916 A. Brent Smith Studies ^ Caprices
150 Music which even the most fumble-fisted can play with
pleasure.

Fume, sb. 8. Add :

fume-chamber, -closet, -cupboard, -pipe,
ventilation contrivances for getting rid of noxious
gases generated in laboratory work.
190S strand Mag. Apr. 422/1 It is.. fitted tip with.,

'muffles'. .fumechanibers,[etc.]. igx^Oxf. Univ.Gaz,^ June
943/2 (Apparatus of the pharmacological laboratory] fume
chamber. I9ax A. E. Munbv Laboratories 34 Fume hoods
on the benches are sometimes provided in the form of a metal
or wood tube or boxing with a small hood o or ro ins. square
attached to a ventilating trunk in the bench. Ibid. 35 Fume
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cupboards or draught closets.. consist of a wood-framed
glazed case in which the experiment is performed, with some
special means of ventilation. Ibid. 44 Fume Pipe for Benches
or Lecture Table.

Fume, V. Add : 6. b. o^xa.%\-trans. with a
sentence or words as obj. : To utter irritatedly.
Also with away: To pass or spend (time) fuming.
1897 W. W. Jacobs Skipper's Wooing xii. Glover fumed

the afternoon away. 1907 Munsey's Ma^. Dec. 392/r ' What
ai e you doing—guying us ?

' fumed Bailey. 1908 Smart Set
Sept. 76/2 ' Good Gad, Titcorab," fumed Parmalee.-.'it'sa
chamber of horrors.'

Fumed, ///. a. (at end of Fume ».). Add :

fumed oak, oak which has been darkened by ex-
posure to ammonia vaponr. (Cf. Fuif£ a. b and
Fumigated///, a.)
X90S Idler Nov. 255 Bookcase in Fumed Oak. 19x0

Encycl. Brit. XI. 301/1 ' Fumigated ' or 'fumed ' oak. 19x5
1. Burke Nights in Town no There is one of those
ubiquitous fumed-oak bookcases.
Fumerole, variant of Fumaeole.
Fun, sb. Add: 2. b. Like fun (earlier U.S.

example).

. '?^ ? ,^- ^*™ •^'"- y- ^oiming (.1B34) 24 And began
to laugh like fun.

o. Exacting or difficult duty; dangerous and ex-
citing goings-on. Soldiers' slang.
1897 Daily News 13 Sept. 7/1 From the soldier's point of

view, indeed, as expounded by themselves, the engineer
officers who are engaged in carrying out some of the Sirdar's
plans get much more than their fair share of ' the fun '. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 28 Oct. 3/1 It is possible that there may be
rare fun by.and-by on the Nile.

3. ftm fair, a fair (or that part of a fair) which
is devoted to amusements and side-shows; fun-
maker, a jester.

X9a5 A. Huxley TItose Barren Leaves, F. Chelifer iiL

ly^^'cJ'!^'.' '^*°"0' claim to bring every attraction of the
t un i air into your place of labour—only the switchback,

the water-.shoot and the mountain railway. X904 Daily
Chron. 12 Nov. s/fi Mr. James Welch to be Prominent "Fun-
maker at Drury Lane. X906 R. L. Ramsay Sketton's
Magnyf. (E.E.T.S.) p. xcvii, The two fun-makers of the
morality are the brothers Fancy and Folly.

Ftmction, v. 1. Add more recent ex.imples
of the meanings derived immediately from F.finc-
tionner.

1897 Grant Allen Evol. Idea of God iii. 46 We . . know .

.

consciousness ceases altogether at death, when the brain no
longer functions. 1898 J. A. HoBSON Ruskin j66 It is a
condition of the effective functioning of capital, as the
latter is of the effective functioning of labour. 1904 Daily
ChroH. 19 Aug. 3/2 The marvellous mechanism and function-
ing of the universe. 1907 Ibid. 2i Aug. 4/7 This joy does
not function,' as the French so charmingly say, over the
present sample of autumnal weather in a month that should
strictly be August. 19x8 Times 18 Apr. 8/3 The agencies
of obstruction and party intrigue which will immediately
begin to function in every section of the political arena.
X9X4 Galsworthy While Monkey i. viii, There are rules of the
game which must be observed, if society is to function at all.

Functional, a. Add :

1. b. Relating to the system which specializes
and divides the functions of managers, workers, or
employfe in a business, factory, etc U.S.
1903 F. W. Taylor Sltop Management 9 234 * Functional

management ' consists in so dividing the work of manage-
ment that each man from the assistant superintendent down
shall have as few functions as possible to perform. Ibid.
§240 The four functional bosses who are a part of the plan-
ning department. Ibid, i 245 Functional Foremanship.
X9XX — Princ. Sci. Management 65 It is necessary, there-
fore, to provide teachers (called functional foremen) to see
that the workmen both understand and carry out these
written instructions. Under functional management, the
old-fashioned single foreman is superseded by eight different
men, each one of whom has his own special duties. 1930 M,
Clark Home Trade 198 Foremen are of the type termetl
'functional'.

Fu'nctionalism. [f. Fdnctional a. -i- -ism.]
Regard for the function and purpose of a building
as regulating its shape and style.
X930 Observer 29 June 20 Sugar-cube architecture, or to

be impressively abstract ' Functionalism '. Ibid. 5 Oct. 19
This IS what is called the architecture of functionalism. The
architectural form arises purely out of the purpose of the
building.

Functionalize, v. Add : U.S. In the theory
of business management : To distribute or assign
(work) with due regard to the special function ofthe
individual worker. Hence Fa:nctionaliza'tion,
the system governing such assignment of work.
,*9*3.R-.H. Lansburgh Industr. Management 55 Func-
tionaiization has brought with it basic changes in the struc-
tureofindustrialorganizations. Ibid. 60 These functionalized
foremen. Ibid. 63 Functionalized departments working
through one foreman. X9as W. H. Leffincwell Office
Management 108 As business grows ever largerand becomes
increasingly functionalized and specialized. Ibid. Xi8 'I'he
functionalization of all industrial departments.

Fundamentalism (f»ndame-ntaliz'm). [f.

Fundamental a. + -ism.] A religious movement
which became active among various Protestant
bodies in the United States after the war of 1914-
18, based on strict adherence to traditional ortho-

dox tenets (e.g. the literal inerrancy of Scripture)

held to be fundamental to the Christian faith ; op-
posed to liberalism and modernism.
X9a3 Daily Mail 24 May 8 Mr. William Jennings Bryan

, . has been exerting the full force of his great eloquence in
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a campaign on behalf of what is termed * Fundamentalism '.

19JS K. Lake Relig. Yesterday * To-morrow t^ There has

been in America some surprise at the sudden rise of Funda-

mentalism in the last five years. I9«7 Observer 5 June 5/3

Fundamentalism and the Klux Klan are signs of alarm on

behalf of the older ideals.

Hence Pundamentallat, an adherent of funcla-

mentaUsm. Also attrib. or as adj.

losa Contemp. Rev, July 30 The fundamentalist creed.

Ibid. 21 The Fundamentalists have been fortunate m their

non-ministerial leader \sc. Mr. Bryan]. 19*5 K. Lake Relig.

Yesterday ff To-morrow 60 1\\t. most energetic. group, but

the least well educated, is the Fundamentalist. Ibid. 62 The
Fundamentalists have zeal, but it is certainly not according

to knowledge. 1926 H. F. Osborn Evol ff Relig. in Educ.

13 The fundamentalist movement, .sought to re-estabUsh the

Biblical literalism of the time of Cromwell, Milton, and the

Puritans.

Fnndamentum divisionis (fondamcnt^m

divi^i^u-nis). Logic, PI. -menta (-me'nta). [L.,

= foundation or basis of division.] The principle

or basis of logical division of a genus into its con-

stituent species,

1849 W. Thomson Laivs of Tlwugkt (ed. 2) 134 The division

must be made according to one principle {Jnndamentttm
divisionis), 1870 W. S. Jevons Elem. Lessons Logic xii.

105 The size of the books is in this case the ground, basis, or

principle of division, commonly called the Fundamentum
Divisionis. 1906 H. W. B. Joseph Inirod. Logic \. 104
*^\\^ fundamentum divisionis^ the principle or basis of a

division, is that aspect of the genus, in respect of which the

species are differentiated.

Piindatrix2(finxd^i*triks). Ent. PI. -atrioes.

[Late L. funddtrix^ fern, oi fundaior founder.]

The 'stem-mother* of Aphidse, which produces

young parthenogenetically,

1907 W, R. Fisher Forest Protection (ed. 2) 362 The wing-

less parthenogenetic 9, stem-mother ory^«^/rwr, hibernates

alone on spruce buds. 19J3 H. M. Lefrov Entomol. 272
These first females areknown as fundatrices, or stem-mothers.

Fandi (fo*ndi). [Native African name,] A
West African grass, Paspalum exiie, cultivated for

its seed, which resembles millet ; hungry rice.

1858, 1887 [see Hungry a. 4]. 1915 Nature XCVL 350/3
Fundi, Digitaria exilis, has been known for some timc_ as

a cultivate cereal. . .It is cooked by being thrown into boiling

water or used like porridge.

Frmdiform (f»'ndifpjm), a, Anat, [ad.

mod.l^. fundiformist f. L, funda sling -h -form.]

Shaped like a sling ; in fundifonn ligament (see

quots.).

1889 A.M ACALiSTER Hum. Anat. Index 761. 1901 Dorland
Med, Diet. <ed. 2) r.v. Ligament^ Fundifonn /.,_a portion

of the anterior annular ligament of the ankle, forming a loop

around the extensor longus digitorum and the peroneus

tertius. 1906 A. M. Buchanan Anat, I. 481 The fundiform
ligament of Retzius.

Funeral, sd. Add : 1. c. None ofyour {our,

etc.)/««^^a/: no affair of yours (ours, etc.) I
nothing

to do with you (us, etc.). Your (tio,)ftmeral

\

your (etc.) affair or concern, orig. C/.S, slang.

1854 Oregon Weekly Times 25 Nov. (Th.) A boy_ said to an
outsider who was making a great ado during some impressive
mortuary ceremonies, *What are you crying about? it's

none of your funeral *. 1865-6 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VI,

167 As this was ' none of our funeral ", of course the party

of the other part was provided with all the regalia of the

occasion. 1895 Century Mag. Sept 674/1 We don't know
for certain it was them, and it s none of our funeral, anyhow.
1877 Hartford Times 17 Oct. (Farmer), Oh, that isn't my

funeral, I want you to understand. 1908 S. E, White
Riverman viL 60 However, it's your funeral. Come^ on, if

you want to. 1917 S. Graham Priest of the Ideal i. Biit

although we go into black it is not i?wr funeral. 1921 A.o. M.
Hutchinson If Winter Comes iv. i. 254 However his wife

was his funeral, not mine, and I said nothing. 1930 Savers
& Eustace Documents in the Case 72 But how he can ever

imagine that it will sell.. But that's bis funeral.

3. (Delete -^Obs.) Now U.S. Also, a funeral

service.

1871 ScHELE Dz Vere Amcricanlsms (1872) 238 This led to

the custom, still prevailing in densely-settled districts, and
especially among the freedmen ofthe South, to \x^^^funeralsy

i.e. special funeral sermons preached some time after the
death of the person. 1005 N, Y. Even. Post 9 Mar. 8 An
official funeral will be held in the Senate chamber to-morrow
at two o'clock, and the body will be taken to Tennessee to-

morrow evening. i9aa Marg. B, Houston Witch-man xi,

131 The cemetery to which Wilda had fared as much as
twice for many of the graves within it, first when the sleeper

was laid there and later—sometimes there was the lapse of
a year—when his funeral was preached.

Fxmgatiou (fogg^Jsn). J^aik. [f. as Funqate
V. : see -ation.J The formation of a fungous
growth.
1908 Practitioner Sept. 395 These palliative operations are

performed to prolong life, to prevent fungation, to give relief

to pain. 19x0 Ibid., June 764 Owin,; to the fungation, this

was the most unfavourable of the cases.

Fungicidal (fond^isai-dal), a, [f. fungi-,
FuNGua-H-cmEi -h-al.] Of the nature of or

characteristic of a fungicide ; fungus-destroying.

S930 Nature 13 Dec. 921 The fungicidal power of wood
preservatives.

Fungoid, a, and sb, B. sb. Add : b. PalA.

A fungoid growth. (See A. adj. b, and Fungus 2.)

1899 Westm. Gaz. 12 Apr. 9/3 He says a fungoid was
certainly found in Dr. Bra's cultivations.

Fungoidal (fpijgoi'dal), a. [f. Fungoid -f- -al :

cC -oioal.] = Fungoid A.
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i9oy W. R. Fisher Forest Protection {ed. 2) 437 External
injuries of any kind to trees admit the spores of fungi tothe
inner tissues of the injured tree and thus favour fungoidal

attacks.

FungUSf sb, 5. Add : fungus-eater^ -flora,

-hunt, -hunter, -ring; fungus-eating, -plagued

adjs. ; fungus-garden (see quot.); fungus^gnat,
-midge Ent,, a fly of the dipterous family Myceto*

philidae.

1899 G. H. Carpenter Insects 304 *Fungus-Eaters,..A
considerable number of small Beetles together with the

crubs of many Flies and Midges find their sustenance in

fungi. Ibid. Index 397/1 * Fungus-eating insects. 1892 G,
iMassee {title) British *Fungus-Flora. 1934 J. A. Thomson
Science Old ^ New xvL 88 The *fungus-gardeni of the

termites are seen at their best in Ceylon, and the character-

istic feature is the construction of a maze of chewed wood
with labyrinthine passages, on the walls of which the fungi

grow. X884 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) II. 40^ The family

Mycetophilidae, commonly called *Fungus Gnats. x8og

BuBNAND in Pall Mall Mag. XVIII. 536 We espied the

Professor .. evidently enjoying a *fungus.hunt. x886 P.

Robinson Teetotum Trees 134 A common object of the

country in 'the fall of the year *..is the fungus. And
scarcely less familiar, in wooded districts especially, the

*fungus-hunter. 1899 G. H. Carpenter Insects 256 The
Mycetophilidx or *Fungus-midges. xqi8 W. Beebe Jungle
Peace (igig) viii. 178 Light-starved anti *fungus-plagued, the

shrub and saplings are stunted and weak. 1907 Woodruffe-
Peacock Pasture ^ Meadow Anal. 5 The flora of *fungus-

rings. .should always be most carefully noted the season

through.

Funicle. Add : c. Ent, = Funiculus 4.

1925 A. D. Imms Entomol. 14 In some insects, particularly

among Hymenoptera, the flaccllum is divisible into the ring-

joints, the funicle, and the club.. .The funicle comprises those

joints which intervene between the ring-joints and the club,

..or between the latter and the pedicel in cases when the

ring-joints are not differentiated.

Funiculaire (f«nzk«lfr). [Fr. : see Funicu-
lar.] A funicular railway.

1907 Westm. Gaz. 9 Oct 2/1 We never go up anything
except by funiculaire. I9a7 Observer 18 Dec. 9/4 Every
attention is paid to the comfort of travellers, even in the

funiculaires.

Funicular, a. Add: B. sb^ a. A funicular

polygon (Cent. Diet. 1889). b. A funicular rail-

way (Webster 1911).
19H Lamb in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 0S7/2 The vertices of

the funicular will lie on a parabola whose axis is vertical.

1936 H. Bennett tr. G. Leroux's Adv. Coquette vi, A num-
ber of travellers set down by the funicular gazed from a
respectful distance at the actress's enthusiasm.

Fuuicularize (fi«ni-ki«laraiz), I*. [See-IZE.]

trans. To provide with a funicular railway.

19*7 R. Capell in Heritage ofMusic 216 The Alps., arc

now mostly funicularised.

Funiculus. Add : 4. b. Ent. (See quots.)

i8z6 KiRBY& Sp. ^«/(7W(7/. xxxiii. III.3S9 The Funiculus,

a small cartilaginous cord, passing through a minute orifice

of the Postfrsenumy just above the point where the footstalk

is fixed, to an opposite hole above it, 1895 D. Sharp /«j«/j
I. 492 The petiole, besides articulating . . with the propodcum
by means of certain prominences and notches, is also con-

nected therewith by means of a slender ligament placed on
its dorsal aspect and called the funiculus.

Funk, sbP In Cuba : Inferior and waste tobacco

leaves.

1901 Chambers^s frnl. May_ 302/1 The remainder of the

crops—in the shape of inferior leaves, broken ones, and
pieces of vein or rib . .—is known as ' funk ', . . or dcsferdicios.

and is serviceable for little else than snuflF, bad cigars, and
native cigarettes.

Funk, v.^ Add : 1. Also const, at,

1841 Punch 13 Nov. 213/2 Funking at the rejection of

a clever man,, .determining to take prussic acid in the event

of being refused . .
, the student finds his first ordeal approach.

1857 Hood Pen ^ Pencil Pictures 144, 1 have seen him out

with the governor's hounds : he funked at the first hedge.

1859 Punch 23 July 34/2 Louis Napoleon, who had gone to

war on a pledge that the Austrians should be driven out of

Italy, had ' funked 'at the Quadrilateral. 1863 Readk Hard
Cashxxy, I began to funk again at his knowing that;..

I

was flustered, ye see.

5. funkstioks, also transf. a coward.
1916 National Rev. No. 382. 527 The rising predicted by

Bernhardi and feared by all funksticks.

Fu'nk-hole. Mil. slang, [f. Funk sb.^^ A
dug-out in the trenches. Hence, any place of

safety into which one can retreat ; employment
which is used as a pretext for evading military

service.

1900 Daily Ne^vs 20 Nov. 3/2 The Funk Holes which the

besieged residents had mined in the river bank. 1^14 Daily
Mail 4 Dec B/3, I am sitting in my * funk hole ' lined with

straw. 1920 Biackw. Mag. May 608/1 Grain-pits that

afford excellent ready-made funk-holes. 19*8 Sunday
Dispatch 30 Sept. 2/2 Jim might have stayed ! A few hours

away from the office wouldn't matter. Lovely funk-holes,

offices

!

So Pulik-pit.
19x4 Times 2 1 Nov. 6/1 We are very shel tered at the bottom

of our funk-pit.

Funkia (f»*gkia). [mod.L. ; named after the

German botanist H. C. /wwi (1771-1839).] A
plant of the genus of liliaceous plants from Japan
so named, having racemes of white or pale lilac,

drooping, bell-shaped flowers ; a plantain-lily.

184X Loudon Encycl. Plants Suppl. 1178. "883 W.
RoBiMsON Engl. Flffiver Garden 132/2 The bold and striking

foliage of some of the strongest plain-leaved section of

Funkias renders them very effective as edging plants for

FUKCAL,
large beds. isi«7 E. H. M. Cox Evol. Garden v. 78 Funkias,

or Plantain Lilies, are among the best fcliage plants of the
herbaceous border.

FlumiOBity (fonifrsiti). jocular, [f. Funky
a. + -OSITY.] Comicality, jocularity; also, some-
thing comical, a comicality.

X900 Westitu Gaz. 5 July 3/2 There is no end to the freaks

and funniosities of the cricket field, igax S. Graham Childr.

of Slaves xiv. 271 The mind stocked with music-hall

mnniosity and pseudo-cynicbm. 19SX— Europe^^lVkither
Bound? X, 138 Sbylock s cleverness and intellectual assur.

ance was obscured by funniosities.

Funny, a. Add : 1. b. Funny business, action

(on the part of a clown or actor) intended to excite

laughter ; hence, jesting, nonsense ; also slang,

fooling or monkeying about ; sXmWarXyfunny stuff,

funny dope. Funny column, a newspaper column
containing humorous matter or illustrations, orig.

U.S.
x888 Nye Baled Hay 38 There was no funny business in

his nature. 1890 Century Mag. Dec. 303 She even ventured

on the funny column, for it was not Sunday. 1891 E, S.

Ellis Check No. 2134 xiv. 93, I hope well get through

without any more funny business. 1915 Fboest & Dilnot
Crime Club x, The blue barrel of a revolver showed in the

electric light. * No funny business !'__ he warned them,
* You guys can't play it on me.' Ibid, xii, Especially if you
try to put any of the funny dope over on me. 1930 London
Mercury Feb. 324 He'll be out and about in a fortnight.

Till then we will visit him together—and no funny stuff I

O. sb, A comic illustration, etc, U.S.
1930 C. Sandburg Smoke ^ Steel 33 About the funnies_ in

the papers, igza — Slabs of Sunburitt West 35 Turning
among headlines, date lines, funnies, ads.

Fur, sb.^ Add : 2. b. To make the fur fly

(earlier U.S. example).

1834 Crockett Narr. Life iL 11, I knew very well that

I was in a devil of a hobble, for myfather had been taking

a few horns, and was in a good condition to make the fur fly.

9. fur company ; fur-trade^ -trader (earlier U tJ.

examples) ; furfarming^ -huntings -trading ; fur-
setver

;
fur-bordered^ -bounds -muffled^ 'topped^

-trimmedy -wrapped adjs.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 8 Oct. 4/2 The *fiir-bordered, serrated

lace collar. 1898 Ibid. 18 Nov. 3/2 A *fur.bound coat. 1880

Scribner's Monthly May 135/1 Trappers and hunters for

the *fur companies would have thought themselves in

paradise coulcf they have seen our stores in '74. 1914 J. W,
Jones {fitle) *Fur-Farming in Canada. 19*3 J. C. Sachs
Furs ^ Fur Trade 92 Fur farming.. is one of the old^t
of occupations. i9ao W. T. Gbenfell Labrador Dr. xiiL

238 The only trouble with..*fur-hunting is that its very

nature limits its supply. 1905 Westm. Gaz, i6 Jan. 2/1

Sleighs with "fur-muffled occupants. 1896 Mrs. H. Ward
Sir G. Tressady xi. 227 Tailorcsses and shirtmakers and
*fur-sewers. i9»8 Daily Express n Oct 5/5 Russian boot
..*fur-topped, fleece-lined. 1791 Larws^ of Massachusetts

c. 3 {1895) 262 An act for the preservation and encourage-

ment of the *furr trade within the commonwealth. 1807 P,

Gass yml. 65 This and Hudson's Bay Company.. carry on
almost the whole of the fur trade in that extensive country.

1831 Peck Guide Emigrants 274 They intended to engross

the whole fur trade of the west. 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger
III. 63 The usual route of the *fur-trader. 1840 Knicker-
bocker Mag. XVI. 213 Couriers de Bois, or fur-traders, who
had been driven out of their track, 1905 Dail^Chron.j Nov.

4/5 The famous Hudson's Bay Company, which, once merely

a *fur-trading body with a vast territory, has now grown into

a general dealer. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 29 June 4/1 The fur-

trading vessels of the Hudson Bay Company. 1898 Ibid.

4 Nov. 3/1 The Common Councillors . . in their *fur.trimmed

robes. 1895 Kipling znd Jungle Bk. 151 He and hb master
..hunted together, ..*fur.wrapped boy and savage, ..yellow

brute.

10. fur-bearer, an animal which yields fnr, any

memberof the j1/«j/^/»V«; far-cloth,-fever, -moth
(see quots.),

X9o6£. \ngkrsoia. Life ofMammals 162 The *Fur Bearers

..the martens, weasels, badgers, ratels, skunks, otters, and
their kin of the family Mustelidae. 19*6 Spectator 18 Sept.

409/1 This League is recommending all devices which taice

fur-bearers alive and unharmed, or kill them instantly. 19x8

Daily Express 23 June 5/1 *Fur-cloth is specially made to

imitate fur, and can be used for all furry animals, 1905

Pearson's Mag. July 102/2 Bronchial catarrh, and ' *fur

fever '..are both caused by inhaling this 'fluff' and dust,

x86a T. W. Harris Insects injur. Veget. (ed. 3) 493 Among
them (jc. destructive moths] maybe mentioned, .the "fur-

moth {Tinea peliionella).

Furane (fiu»*r/in). Chem. Also -an. Ab-
breviation of *FDRrURANE.
X906 MuiR & MoRLKV Watts' Diet. Chem. II. 588/2 Fur-

furane C4H4O, Furane. 1911 Perkin Org. Chem. II. 632

Furan, C4H4O, is obtained by heating the barium salt of

furancarboxylic acid (pyromucic acid) with soda lime.

Fnrca. Add : 2. Ent. An apodeme or process

in the thorax of many insects.

1895 D. Sharp Insectsi. 103 Entothorax (apophysis or furca).

XQio C G. Hewitt House Fly 9 The theca rests on a triradiate

chitinous scleritc—the furca, which consists of a median,

slightly convex rod. 1995 A. D. Imms Entomol. 47 The endo-

sternites (apophyses of some writers) are commonly repre-

sented by t\iK furcae; each furca is a median apodeme,

unpaired at its base, with two free distal arms. Ibid, 598
The theca. .articulates distally with a short rod orfurca.

FurcaJ (fS-ikal), a. Nat. Hist, [f. l^ furca

fork + -AL.] Forked, furcate; esp. Ent.j of or per-

taining to the fnrca.

1851 Trans, Linn. Soc XX. 434 Some traces of the

entrances into these furcal bones exist in the sternal plates

of Perla. 1895 D. Sharp Insects i. 399 [In Perlidje^ The
metasternum..has on each side a peculiar slit; similar

orifices exist on the other sterna... Newport.. sa>'s thatthry
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are blmd invaginations of the integument; he calls them
the sternal or furcal orifices.

Purciferine (foisi-fSrain), a, ZooL [f. L.

furcifar i^see FuuciFEBODs) + -INE.I] Belonging to

a groDp of S. American deer (subgenus I-urcifer)

with forked antlers.

1891 Flower & Lydekkkh Mamm. 339 The Furciferine

group includes Cervus chiUnsis.

Furcrsea (foikrra). Also Pour-, -croea,

-croya. [mod.L, ; named after the French chemist

Antoine Fran9ois de Fotircroy (1755-1809).] A
plant of the amaryllidaceous genus so named of

Mexican desert plants.

iSig Loudon EncycL Fianis 246. 1900 L. H. Bailey Cyci.

Ajner. Hort. s.v., As a rule, Furcrzeas bear fruit not more
than once, and then die without producing suckers. 1901

Westm. GtMz. 3 July 7/1 Poles of the furcroea aloe for the

construction ofrecreatioa-rooins and school booses.

ZVrCUla. Add : 2. EmbryoL A process from
which the epiglottis is developed (see quots.).

1893 A. M. Marshall Vert. Etnbryol. 562 On the fifteenth

day. .a swelling is present on the floor of the pharynx,
opposite the first, second, and third branchial arches; and
along the middle of this swelling, or furctila, there runs a
longitudinal groove. 1902 A. KsrrH Human Embryol. 249
The furcula. .bounds the pulmonary groove ; in its anterior

part.. is developed the epiglottis.

3. Ent» A forked appendage at the end of the

abdomen in springtails.

jgag A. D. Imms/Tm/awo/. 316 The majority of CollemboU
carry a pair of partially fused appendages m relation with
the 4lh abdominal segment. They constitute thc/itrruin, or
springing-organ, which enables the insect to take sudden
leaps into the air.

Forflira'CeO*, nsed as combining form of FuB-
FDRACEOU8, meaning * furfuraceous and . . '.

1687 W. Phillips Brit, Discomycetes 253 Cup5..fnTfiura-

ceo-vitlose, fawn coloured.

Furftiral^fS'-ifiiirael;. Cketn. [f. L.y«?y«rbran
+ 0/ of aldehyde^ = Fdkpuboi-. Also called

]E^rfara-Ideli7de.
1879 Jml. Chem, Soc. XXXVI. 137 A preparation of

glacial acetic acid (99-100 p.c.) which had been observed by
the author to give a deep red coloration with aniline.., he
finds to contain furfuraldehyde. 1895 Bloxani's Chem. (ed, 8)

56S Pyromucic aldehyde, or furfural,.. is the aldehyde of
furfurane. 1901 Daily Chron, 11 May a^a In the case of
whisky the chief cause of mischief is fiuTural, from which
old matured whisky is free.

Purfarane (f^'ifiur^n). Chem. [ad. G. _/«r-

furan, f. L. furfur bran: see -ane,] A colourless

liquid, C4H4O, obtained by the distillation of
barium pyromucate with soda-lime ; = *Furan.
I1877 ymi. Chem. Soc. II. 745 The author (jc. Adolf Raeyer]

proposes for the group C4H4O (Limpricht's Tetra^henol)
the name 'furfuran'.] 1895 Bioxam's Chem. (ed. 8) 744
Furfurane, C4H4O, is found in the first runnings of the dis-
tillation of wood-tar.

Purforyl (l»jfiuril, -ail). Chem, [f. \^furfur
bran + -TL.J The univalent radical C4H3O, of
which furfurane is the hydride,

1885 JniL Chem. Soc. XLVIII. 11. 1144 Reciprocal Trans-
formation of the Pyrroline, Furfuryl, and Thiophene Group-
ings, 1890 Bloxatn'i Chem, (ed. 7) 513 Furfuryl alcohol.

Furnace^ sb. 5. Add : furnace lines, spec-

trum lines of vapour heated to the highest tempera-
ture of a furnace. Sofurnace spectrum.
I9aa A. S. Eddington in Encyct. Brit. XXX. 298/2 The

' furnace lines' of strontium 4607 and calcium 4455. 1925
F. J. M. ^-iV-KTrty^ Astronom. Physics 32 Furnace, Arc, and
Spark Spectra.

Famish, sb. Add : d. The materials from
which paper is manufactured.
19SO Cross & Bevan Paper-Making 374 The cbaractersof

these sorted rags are taken into account in the composition
of the paper*maker's furnish. 19*9 Parley in Penrose's

Ann, XXXI. 99 A good proportion of cotton and/or linen in

the furnish of a paper, as well as high chemical purity, are
essential for durability.

Furnish, v. 10. a. Furnish forth. Add
more recent examples of echoes of Shaks.
1850 Smedlev F. Fairlegh iv, Clayton had. .slain a suffi-

cient number of victims to furnish forth pies for the supply
of the whole mess, i860 G eo. Eliot Bro. Jacob ii, What
housewife, .would not think shame to furnish forth her table

with articles that were not home'cooked? 1903LANGBRIDGE
Fiame ^ F(oo<i xvi, So she would.. order.. the best that the
'cuisccn'.. could furnish forth.

Furnisher. Add : 2. In textile printing, a
revolving brush that supplies the colour.

1899 F, H. Thorp Industr. Chem. 495 The color is fed to
the print roll from the color box by a revolving cylindrical

brush called the * furnisher ', which dips into the color paste.

Fomishinsf, vbL sb. 1. attrib, (earlier U.S.
examples).

1833 Knickerbocker Mag. I. 157 Gardiner's magnificent
furnishing establishment already totters on its base. 1848
E. Bbyaht What / larv inCalifornia L 14 These I obtained
at reasonable rates, of Messrs. Wilson & Clarke, who keep
a general furnishing store for these expeditions.

Furniture. Add

:

6. spec. The mountings of a rifle.

185* Household Words 13 Mar. 582/1 Such close fittings as
those of the furniture of guns to the stocks. 189a Greener
Breech-loader 14 The furniture of the stock consists of the
heel-plate, trigger^guard, &c.
7. b. Applied in the book trade to well-bound

volumes and ' standard ' sets which serve to fill and
SUPPT.
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adorn the shelves of a private library. {fZi,furni-
ture-picture in 10 in Diet.)
t^ Periodical No. 143. 25 Its \sc. the N.E.D.'s] claims

as • furniture ' are not despicable. 1928 Times Lit. Suppl,
5 Apr. 260/3 The big 'furniture* books in folio and quarto
which long formed the most conspicuous feature of private
libraries.^ 1928 Publishers' Circular 6 Oct. 461 Much of it

just furniture, and yet there were many very nice items.

10. furniture-polish (examples), -sale.

'833 J.
Neal Down-Easters I. 15 Plastering the foot all

over with his *fumiture polish and wrapping it up. 1870
* Fanny Fern* Ginger-smips 205 That * furnitiiie-polish
man *, who looked so much like a clergy-man that Betty mis-
took him for one. 1891 Kipling Light that Failed iv. 59
If they want furniture-polish, let them have furniture-polish,
so long as they pay for it. 184a Knickerbocker Mag. XX.
468 Of all the diflFerent kinds of auctions, the most amvusing
are *furi)iture sales.

Hence Fn'mitnreless a,, having no furniture.
1894 H. NtsBET Bush GirCs Rom. 23 That first rough

shanty, as yet doorless and windowless as well as furniture-
less. 1910 Daily Ckron. 12 Mar. 7/5 The furnitureless con-
dition of Japanese houses. 1927 Glasgtyzu Herald 8 N ov. 1

1

Marlborough House is still furnitureless, and is a place of
ladders and dust-sheets.

Furor. Add : 4. Sometimes with L. adj. added
to define the nature of the * frenzy ', as furor
poeticus, furor biographicus.

1908 Daily Tel. ii SepL 12/1 Once upon a time Macaulay
complained of the furor biographicus or lues Boswelliana
which makes biographies an orgy of praise.

Furphy (fy'ifi). Austral, soldier^ slang, [See
quot.] A canard or absurd story.
\^\^ Amric Bk. 56/1 Furphy was the name of the con-

tractor which was written large upon the rubbish carts that
he supplied to the Melbourne camps. The name was trans-
ferred to a certain class of news item, which flourished
greatly upon all the beaches. 1916 C. J. Dknnis Ginger
Jilick 122 Soljerin's me game. That's no furphy.

Furriered(f»Ti3jd), /a. ///<r. [-edI.] Dressed
by a furrier.

19J3 Daily Mail a July 4 This regal looking garment.

.

Lined and Furriered beautifully. 1927 Obserre* 30 Nov.
20 French fur productions. Furriered from hundreds <rf

perfect pelts. 1^29 Daily News 5 Oct. i, 8 Fitch Skins.,
furriered in Pans.

Furriery (f^'riari). [f. Furrieb -^ -y 3,]

+ 1. ;*/. Furs collectively, Obs.
1784 King in King & Cook l^oy. Ill, vi. vi. 340 No labour

can ever be turned to so good account as what is employed
upon their furrieries. The animals, therefore, which supply
these, come next to be considered. 1799 Tooke l-'iciv

Russian Empire III. 51 For smaller furrieries and edgings,
the skins of the Marten, the Squirrel, the Ermine, the
Rabbit and the Marmotte are the choicest. [x8s8-3a Web-
ster, Furriery^ furs in general. Tooke.'\

2. The art of dressing and making up furs;

furrier's work ; the trade or business of a furrier.

1930 C. J. Rosenberg Furs <V Furriery Pref. p. v. There
was no work obtainable dealing with the practical side of
Furriery. X9S9 Daily News 5 Oct. i A stole which cannot
fail to please— the quality and furriery are sans reproche.
Ibid., The finest points of furriery are embodied in this
charming Coat.

Furrin^f, vbl. sb. Add

:

4. The business of collecting furs, fur-trading.

1849 Jrnl. up. Nen/oundland's y'oy.by Sixty miles within
that bay the Hudson s Bay Company have a furring estab-
lishment, fbid.f The settled inhal>itants . are supported by
the salmon fishery, by furring, and by killing seals.

Furrow, sb, 2, Delete f Obs. and add def. and
examples: spec, (more particularly Water-fur-
row), the depression lying between two ridges of
cultivated land and serving for drainage.
C1470 [see 1 ^J. 2^5 Cooper Thesaurus, Porca in agro^

a ridge, or a lande liynge betweene two furroes wheron the
come groweth. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 39 Seed sowen,
draw a forrough, the water to draine. \tnarg. Water fur-
rough.] 1733 Tui.i- Horse-hoeing Husb. {1733)251 To lay
such wet land up into Ridges, that the Water may run off
into the Furrows. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm I. 465 Heavy
land is formed into narrow ridges, to allow the rain to flow
quickly into the open furrows. 2805 R. H. Wallace Agri-
culture 206 Drainage systems may be put into three classes

:

(i) Deep, thorough, parallel, furrow, leading, closed, covered,
or minor drainage letc). iBid. 217 The water is run on at
the ridges, end surplus taken away by the furrows, igai
K. D. DovLE Agric. 4- Irrigation 35 In porous soils the fur-
rows must be short.

Furrowed, ///. a. Add: in Masonry (see
quots.).

1904 C. F. yixTcw^ix. Brickwork^ Masonry xiZFurrffwed
Work...'Y\ii% labour, used to accentuate quoins, consists in
sinking a draught about the four sides of the face of a stone,
leaving the central portion projecting about | inch, in which
a number of vertical grooves about J inch wide are sunk.
19x9 K. G. Wari-and Mod. Pract, Masonry 24 Fnrronved
Surfaces,—Small flutings, from i to | in. wide, are worked
vertically or horizontally across the surface.

Fursa (fu»*jsa). [Marathi phursa,'\ A small
very poisonous viper of arid sandy regions, Eckis
carinata. Known also as krait and kuppur,
1885 G. C. Whitwohth Anglo-Ind. Diet.

Furunculosis (fiurOTjkiz?lJu-sis). Path. [mod.
L., f. L. fttrunculus Furuncle : see -osis.] The
diseased condition that accompanies the appear-
ance of a crop of boils.

1889 Buck's Handbk, Med. Set. VII. 692/1 Furunculosis
[of the vulva] occurs as the result of poisoning of the parts
by an acrid vaginal discharge. 1908 Practitioner June 858
JCczema, with complicating furunculosis. 1914 Times Tr^ie

PUSS.

^ Engin. Suppl. 29 Nov. -zj^S/^ Its potency is such that ax
doses will clear Qp most cases of furunculosis or acne.

Fusain. Add :

2. (fi«*2£(n). One of the four distinctive bands
which together form bituminous coal. Hence
Fa:saiiiiza*tlon, Fa'salnized pa, pple, (see

quots.).

1883 Jrni. Chem. Soc. XLIV. 941 Fusain is a variety of
coal, resembling wood-charcoal in appearance. Some stalks,

the interior of which is composed of fusain, are covered with
a bark which has been converted into coal. 1918 Stopes &
Wheeler Consiit. Coal n-zfn The two terms * carbonised
wood ' and * mother of coal *. .are both open to grave objec-
tions. ..We therefore propose to adopt the Anglicised form
of the French word,Jusnin, as is done by Stevenson (1911-
13). We .suggest also .. for the proress of forming fusain,

fusainization^ Zindfnsainizedzs the corresponding adjective.

19*3 A. R, Warnes Coal Tar Distill, (ed. 3) 17 Fusain. The
equivalent of ' mother-of-coal ',

' mineral charcoal ', etc. of
various authors. Ibid. 23 * Mother-of-coal \ 'carbonised
wood ', or fusain, as it is now called, is the dull charcoal-like
substance which is found in practically all coal.

Fuscous, a. Add : Path, (see quot.).

19*4 R. MuiR Pathal. 45 In the nerve cells of the cortex of
the brain.. a considerable amount of pigment is met with in

senile insanity and allied conditions, this being known as
fuscous degeneration.

Fuse, sb.'^ 2. Add : fuse-plug, the plug that

holds the fuse of a shell.

1938 Manchester Guardiaii Weekly 31 Aug. 178/3 Fuse-
plug levees—that is, levees which will blow up automatically
when the water reaches the dangerous height.

Fuse, sb.^ Electr, [f. Fuse v.^ In full safety

fuse : A strip or wire of easily fusible metal inserted

in an electric circuit, which melts (or ' blows ') and
thus interrupts the circuit when the current increases

beyond a certain safe strength.
X884R. Hammond Electric Light in enr Homes \, 56 Con-

ductor Joined with Fuse. Ibid. 58 Showing Safety Fuses In

Circuit.^ X890 J. W. Urquhart Electr. Light Fitting 160
The main object, then, of a safety fuse or cut-out., is to pre-

vent accidental overheating. Ibid. 165 [see *bl.

b, fuse-block, -board, -box, -carrier, -holder,
-plate, -plug, various contrivances for holding a
fuse or a number of fuses ; fuse-wire, wire used to

make fuses.

1885 y. Dredge's Electr. Ilium. II. 325 A fuse box con-
taining six fuses. 1890 J. W. Urquhart Electr. Light
Fitting 162 The fuse plate may easily be removed and re-

placed by others. Ibid. 165 In such cases it is considered
safer to assemble all the fuses upon a fuse board. 1892 F. C.
Allsop Electric-Light Fitting 57 The reason why lead or
lead-tin alloy is preferred for the fuse-wire of a cut-out. 1893
MAYCOCKf/f^^r^'cZ-^fA^/^jf 111. xv.§ 220.384 AS. P. fuse block.

Ibid. 386 The fuse wire is fitted in what is called a fuse plug.

1894 Salomons Electr. Lt. Install, (ed. 7) II. 219 Another
improvement, .is that of placing under the fuse binding-
screw a washer carrying a steady pin, which passes loose
into the fuse block, ibid. III. 162 It is almost impossible to
remove the fuse-box cover or replace the fuse without re-

moving this box completely. 1899 W. P. Maycock Electr.

Wiring, etc. 185 The removable fuse-carrier is of porcelain.

Ibid. 245 The fuse-holders are of porcelain. J899 H. M. Leaf
Internal Wiring %^ A guide for determining.. the sizes of
fuse wires that may be employed for cut-outs. 1914 S. C
Batstone Electric-Light Fitting 104 Porcelain Tubular
Fuse Carrier.

Fuse, V,^ Add :

2. c. Of an electric light ; To be extinguished

owing to the melting of a fuse, col'oq,

1930 Daily Express 6 Nov. 2/2 Two minutes before he
arrived.. the lights in the building fused.

Fuselage (ti«"zela3, -ed^). Aeronautics. [Fr.,

i.fuseler to shape like a spindle, i.fuseati spindle

:

see Fusil 1 and -age ] The body or framework of

an aeroplane, so called from its spindle-like shape.

It usually contains the engine, crew, tanks, etc.

1909 C. Q.'Vx^Ytnv.vt. Aerial Navig (rgio) 318 [Some French
Aeronautical TermsJ. Fuselage.— Fusiform frame. 1909
Flight 19 June 366/2 The aeroplane itself was considerably
damaged, t\\&fuselage which carries the elevating-plane in
front., being completely broken. 1913 A. E. Bkrriman
Aviation 249 Another French word at present in common
use v>,fuselage, meaning the girder-like backbone employed
in modern aeroplane design. This member also forms the
body of the machine. 1913 Times 14 Apr. 4/1 The number
of machines which have broken their fuselage—to say nothing
of their wings.

Fusi-, combining form of L.y>/j«5 spindle, used
with the meaning * spindle-shaped '. Also less

correctly fuso-.
1901 Borland Med, Diet. (ed. 2), Fusocellular, having

spindle-shaped cells. 1931 Brattie & Dickson £7fn. Pathol.
367 Fusi-spirochastal infections.

Fusion. Add : 3. C. Psychol. A blending
together of separate sensations into a new complex
experience or qualitative perception,
1892 W.James Text-bk. Psychol. 57 'J'he so-called Fusion

of Sensations in Hearing. 1903 G. F, Stout Groundtvork
Psychol. 45 They [sc. sensations] may combine like the
bitterness, sweetness, and aroma of a cup of coffee. ..The
first of these modes of union is caW&d fusion or blending...
Fusion is characterised by the absence of any definite order
among the constituents of the sensation complex. 1911 E. B.

TiTCHENER Text-bk. Psychol. 11. 351 The classical instance

of the qualitative perception is the tonal fusion.

Fuss, sb,^ Add : 4- fuss-box, -pot, jocular

terms for one who fusses, a fus«er.

1915 W. J. Locke Jajfery x, You thought I was going off

my chump, you dear old *fuss-box. But you were wrong.

Z9JS Blackiv. Mag. Dec. 708/1 ' What a fussbox you are,

26
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Ronnie,* she laughed. 19*1 G. O'Donovan Vocations i. 16

Vou are a *fuss.pot. First you won't and then you will.

X^sticate, v. (at end of Fusty a.). Add:
Also intr» to stay in a close stuffy atmosphere.
I913SilbkrradZ.c//. Jean Amtiteriv. 102 *Are you going

to stop
—

' (I feel sure he meant * fusticating ', though he was
too polite to say it) * in here all afternoon 7 * he asked.

Fusnla (J^u'zxtiXk). Ent, PL -ae. [mod.L., in-

correctly f. h,fusus spindle.] (See quot.)

1909 A. E. Shipley Arachnida in Camhr, Nat, Hist. IV.

325l"hese spinnerets., are movable turrets on which are

mounted the ' fusulae ' or projections where the tubes from
the spinning glands open. Ihtd, 326 In some spiders the

fusulae are all much alike, but usually a few very much
l.irger than the rest are noticeable under the microscope, and
these are often alluded to as ' spigots '.

Fusuma (fM*s«ma). [Jap.] A sliding screen,

covered with paper, used to separate room from
room in a Japanese house.

x886 E, S. Morse Japanese Homes 126 Thc/ttsuma form-

ing the movable partitions between the rooms are covered

on both sides with thick paper, 1890 B. H. Chamberlain
Things Japanese 24 The rooms are divided from each other

by opaque paper screens, caWcd/uiUfttaov karakajjti, which
run in grooves at the top and bottom, 1905 IVestm. Gaz.

33 Sept. 10/2 Sliding the fusuma, the screen of opaque paper
separating the living- from the sleeping-room, Sada entered

the chamber.

Fut2 (fpt), int [Variant of Phut.]

1. Imitative representation of the noise of a

bullet landing, a shell bursting, etc. See Phut.
1898 J. M. Falknkr Moonjleei ix. 125 There came a flash

of fire.,and a fut, fut, fut, of bullets in the turf.

2. To gofut : to collapse, come to grief; to fail

to work or function, colloq.

1908 A. S. M. Hutchinson Once Aboard the Lugger iii.

iii, 1 50 The plans., have all gone fut, 1917 W. J. Locke ^^^
J'lattet xiii, There's a limit to the power of bearing strain.

As soon as you feel you're likely to goyj'A throw it all up
and come and see me. Ibid, xvi. My head goesy«/nowand
then. 1919 Gertrude Page Veldt Trail i, The carburetter

went /ut yesterday. 19*3 Daily Mail 15 May 13 My
literary ambitions have gone fut, 1928 L. Robinson Give
a Dog-' II. Plays 416 Did the 'phone really go fut ?

402

Hence Put v, intr,^ of a bullet, to land with a
dull abrupt sound,
X90Z Westm. Gaz. 3 Jan. 2/1 The bullets,. came more

thickly now, squealing over our heads and futting on the
ground between the horses* hoofs.

Futilitarianism (fi»:tilite(»>rianiz'm). [f. Fu-
TILITABIAN + -ISM.] Futilitarian policy,
1921 Clasgo^v Herald 5 Feb. 8 To associate the activities

of the Church with the Labour Party would be one more
example of the Higher Futilitarianism with which ecclesi-

asiics in all ages have been tempted to experiment, 1924
C. E. Montague Right Place x. 153 At least for someeager
and absorbed hours your true rambler has washed all that
futilitarianism out of his souh

FutOU (fw'tf^n). [Jap.] A Japanese bed-quilt,
1886 E. S. Morse Japanese Homes 212 T\i^ futons, or

comforters, are.. hung over the balcony rail to air. 1891
Chamberlain & Mason Handhk. Japan 8 Beds are siill

rare ; but good quilts ifnton) are laid down on the mats.

Putliral (fiw'tiiiral), a. Grammar, [ad. med.L.
futiirdlis (see Futubality).] Having a future

sense.

1906 J. H. Moui-TON Gram. N.T. Grk. I, 120 Futural
presents . , have no lack of durativity about them.

Futlire, a. 1. b. Future life (examples).
1814 J. Kenrick {title) The Necessity of Revelation to

teach the Doctrine of a Future Life. 1879 Psycliol. Rev. I.

335 Those who believe in God and a Future Life.

Futurism (fiM'tiuriz'm, -tjar-). [f. Future a.

+ -ISM, after It. futurisfno^ F. futurisme.'] An
art-movement, originating in Italy, characterized

by violent departure from traditional forms, the

avowed aim being to represent the sensation of

movement and growth in objects, not their appear-

ance at some particular moment. Also applied to

a similar tendency in literature.

1909 Daily Chron. 5 May 6/6 ' Futurism * is the declaration
of the new school of literature grounded by the International
Review ' Poesia*. 1915 W. H. Wright Mod. Painting 276
Marinetti, a poet, is the spiritual (and monetary) father of
Futurism, xqxi Galsworthy To Let ii. ii, Paul Post—that
painter a little in advance of Futurism.

PYKB.

Futurist (fi«'tiurist, -t/ar-). [f. prec, after It.

futuristo^ Y.futuriste.'] An adherent of ' futurism

'

in art or literature. Also attrib. and quasi-a^/^
19H W. J. Locke Clementina Wing xxii. 278 After that

they had gone to see theNew Futurists. 1914 Star 16 Dec.
6/2 Smallbullet'proof shields, ..painted in cubist patterns in
futurist colours, 1^x5 W. H. Wright Mod. Painting 372
The famous Futurist statement that 'a running horse has
not four legs, but twenty'. 1916 Bovd Cable Action Front
128 Erratic daubs of bright colours laid on after the most
approved Futurist style. 19x4 C. Hamilton Prisoners 0/
Hope 129 The walls, .were covered with the raw and con.
fused handiwork ofthe people who called themselves futurists
because they had never been taught how to paint.

Futuristic (fi«tiuri*stik, -tjar-), a, [f. prec, +
-ic] Having the characteristics of * futurism ',

191S W. H. Wright Mod. Painting 257 His [sc. Gleizes*]
well-known L'Homme au Balcon appears to us today aU
most Futuristic in conception. 19*1 Queen 10 Sept. 326
Quaint futuristic or jazz embroidery. 19x1 Galsworthy To
Let 1. i, What was the use of going in to look at this crazy,

futuristic stuff with the view of seeing whether it had any
future?

Futurity. Add: 4. U.S. futurity race, a
race for futurity stakes ; futurity stakes, stakes

to be raced for at some future date, often long after

the entries or nominations are madej also, a race
so arranged.
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 335/2 The Futurity Stakes,

the richest event of the year., is for two-year-olds, and is

run at Sheepshead Bay [U.S.I.

Fuzzy, sh. Soldiers^ slang. ^ fuzzy'Wuzzy
(Fuzzy a. 5).
1913 Kipling Landff Sea Tales 11 A wounded Sudanese
—what our soldiers used to call a 'fuzzy'. 1926 Rose
Macaulav Creive Train 11, iii, Those infernal fuzzies of
yours have upset the lamas.

Fyke, sb. (For i860 read 1848, and add
1871 Game Laivs N. Y. in Fur^ Fin 4- Feather (1872) 21

Fykes set in any of the waters surrounding Long Island.

15(03 N. y. Even. Post 20 Oct. 3 He stojaped up the stream
with the exception of one narrow outlet, in which he placed
his fyke.



G
G, m. Add : a. G, = Grand, in the descrip-

tions of the ranks of various orders, as G.C.I,E, =
Grand Commander ofthe Indian Empire, G.C.M.G.
«Bof St. Michael and St. George, G,I3.E. = Grand
Cross of the British Empire. G.C. = Grand
Chaplain, Chapter, etc. G.O.M. = Grand Old
Man (W. E. Gladstone) ; ^\sotransf, G.B. {U.S.)

= grand bonnce, i.e. dismissal, rejection. G.O.P.,

the initial letters of Grand Old Party, used to

designate the Republican party in the United

States, b. — General, as G.H.Q. = General

Head Quarters. G.O.C. «= General Officer Com-
manding. G. P. = general practitioner (i.e. an
ordinary * medical man ')• G.P.I. = general para-

lysis of the insane. G.P.O. «= General Post Office.

C. = Great, as G.B. =- Great Britain; G.B.P. (g.b.p.)

= great British public, d. Miscellaneous. G.A.T,
— Greenwich apparent time; G.M.T. =3 Green-
wich mean time, g.m., humorous substitute for

(Z.ZW. or p.m. G.T.T. (6''..5'.) = gone to Texas,

See also *Gee-8TBTng, *G.P.U., *G string,
a. 1871 Whitaker's Aim. 70 Lord Lisgar, G.C.M.G. 1884

Puncki-^ Feb. 95/a G.O.M. been looking worn and irritable

since Session opened. 1888 Chicago Tt'i/ies (Farmer), Bloom-
ington people assert that their city was the birthplace ofthe
G.O.P. a 1889 A Cali/orJtian Rojitanctva Barrerc & Le-
land Diet, Slang, I have Been given the G.B. on your ac-

counL 1889 IVhitaker'sAlm. 108 The Most Eminent Order
ofthe Indian Empire. . Knights Grand Commdrs. G.C.I.E.

1903 A. H. Beavas TuSct Train, etc i. a note. This is by no
means the oldest steam-engine at work in the kingdom, the

doyen being one built as far back as 1767... It is said that

this G.O.M. is more economical than many of the modern
engines. 1904 Hartford Courant jo Nov. i Every republi-

can of prominence has been invited, and nearly 1,000 of the
G.O.P. will be present. 1909 S. E. White RuUso/Game i.

iii. ig' I'm mighty sorry, old man ', he whispered...* Did you
get the G.B.?' 1918 lyhitaktrr's Aim. 143 G.B.E., Knights
Irand Cross or Dames Grand Cross [of the British Empire].

b. 1883 Queen's Regul. Army II, 45 Office of G.O.C.
Camp, Colchester. i8fcr Graphic 30 Apr. 447/2 The ordinary
general practitioner—the * G.P.', as he is familiarly called.

189s iVirw Xf^r II. 328/3 Come with me. .into the G.P.O.
1890 Tit-Bits 21 Oct. 85/3 The * Dead Letter ' department
of the G. P.O. 1915 A. C. Walsh Diary 52 We are billeted

at Delelle, a small village about 10 miles due south ofG. H.Q.,
at St. Omer. 1916 G. W. Deeping Sorrell <V Son xxix, ' If I

became a G.P., he said, * would you mind ! * 1930 Times
Lit, Suppl. 3 July 542/3 If the G.O-C could have flown

or rather hovered over the scene for ten seconds, the attack

would have been countermanded. 1930 Daily Express
8 Sept. i/i Pathological experiments., have enabled 'G.P.I.'

to be diagnosed in its incipient stages. 1931 Sir H.Gough in

Daily T<L 23 July 12/6 In a memorandum from G.H,Q. the

policy ofthe Fifth Army was definitely laid down.
C* 19*5 G. Frankau Life—and Erica xv. I i It's no good
making the G.B.P. laugh at you. x^A Punch 8 Feb. 150/3
The g.b.p. does like a wedding.
d. 1840 Halidurton Clockm. Ser. iii. viii. 104 Now it's

time for me to cut dirt, and leave the country. I believe I

must hang out the G.T.T. sign—Why, what the plague is

that? says I. Gone to Texas, said he. 1884 (^/V/^f) G.T.T.
Gone to Texas. Letters from our boys, ed. by Thomas
Hughes. 1901 'Linesman' Words Eyewitness (1902) 346
Merely referring to it as such and such an hour cm. 1918
W. M. Smart Sun, Stars -V Univ. iv. 49 The true Greenwich
Mean Time (G.M.T.). 10x9 S. Lewis Dodsworth xxxii, I

bet I never went to bed before three g.m. once, the whole
way over

!

Gabardine. A form of Gaberdine used sp€c,

as the name of a dress material of cotton or silk

with a wool lining.

1904 Ladifs' Field 14 May 4^6/1 Gabardine, a material of

flax and cotton, with a wool lining, both gabardine and lining

being waterproofed. 1908 Times (weekly ed.) 14 Aug. p. iii/a

Gabardine is a material which has many cjualities not to be

overlooked when it is a question of sporting dresses. 19S3

G. C, Denny Fabrics 46 Gabardine or gaberdine (wool). A
firm materi.1l similar to whip cord.

Gabbroid (pre*broid), a. Mitt. [f. Gabbro +
-oiu.] Resembling gabbro. Also as j^., any-

crystalline rock in which the ferro-magnesian

minerals predominate.
1905 Chamrerlin & Salisbury GeeJ. I. 433 The term^a^

braids may be used to include the dtirk crystalline rocks in

which the ferromagnesian minerals predominate, as the

diorites, gabbros, doTcrites.peridotites, etc. /<^/</., The grani-

toids are usually acidic and the gabbroids usually basic.

Gabfeat (gse-bfest). U.S. slang, [f. Gab sb.^

+ i^.fest festival.] A gathering for talk ; a spell

of talking.

1904 Grand Rnpids Evening Press 30 July 5 The pioneer

graduates of Olivet college have decided to hold a 'gabfest*

Aug. 17. 1910 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 101 I'll leave you
and your jelly fish Scotty to your gabfesU

Gable, sb.^ 4. Add : gable-topped a., topped

by a gable, having a gable-shaped top.

t9^CitnlEng. 4- Arch, Jrftl, V. 81/1 Somcarchitecti

..give us a gable-topped and an elliptic bed-topped window
alternately. 1903 Ld. R. Gower Rec. ^ Remin. 214 A small
gable-topped building. 1913 Collingwood Rom. Brit. 86
A gable-topped canopy.

Gaboon (gab«n). Also Gabun. [The name
of a French colony in West Africa.] A kind of

wood (see quot. 1930). Also attrih.j as Gaboon
chocolate, dika ; Gaboon viper, Bitis gabonica,
1910 A. L. Howard Timbers of World 140 Gaboon. Bos-

tvellia Klaineana. . .This, .useful wood., fills a place of im-
portance which justifies a title which would give it individu-
ality, though it should not be called mahogany, /bid.,

Gaboon has been tried for the purpose of making aeroplane
propellers. 19*8 Daily Tel. 29 May 6 Specimens of the
green mamba and gaboon viper from West Africa, 1999
Ettcycl.Brit. VII. 882/1 The heart-wood.. is known as black
ebony, ..billet'wood, Gabun, Lagos, Calabar or Niger ebony.

Gad, sb.^ Add : 1. d. An ear-mark for cattle,

usually/^r^ or hind{er) gad, U.S.
i66j Portsmouth Rec. (R, I.)269 Afore gadd one the r[ight

ear] The eare marke . , is two hinder gads. The eare marke .

.

is a hinder gadd. X84S /lid. 386 The ear mark.. is a fore

gad on the left [ear]. 1845 /bid. 390 The Ear mark of the
Creatures of Edward Anthony is a hind Gad on the left car.

Gad-bush., variant of *God-bush.
Gadget (gx'd^et). colloq. or slang. Also

occas. gadjet. [Origin obscure. First known in

use among seafaring men, and said by several cor-

respondents to have been current ^1870, and by
a few as far back as the fifties of the nineteenth

century, but not found in print before 1886.
One of the most plausible suggestions of etj^molo^y is F.

gdchette^ which is or has been applied to various pieces of
mechanism, e.g. in a lock and in a gun ; it is a dim. ofgdche
staple (of a lock), wall-staple or hook. The possibility of con-
nexion with F. engager to engage (one thing with another)

has also been suggested ; cf. dial. F. gagie tool, instrument.
Derivation from Gauge is improbable.]

Used as an indefinite or general name for : A
comparatively small tool, contrivance, or piece of

mechanism, esp. in nautical use.

1886 RoBT. Browm Spunyarn if Spindrift xxxi. 378 Then
the names of all the other things on beard a ship ! I don't
know half of them yet ; even the sailors forget at times, and
if the exact name of anything they want happens to slip

from their memory, they call it a chicken-fixing, or a gadjet,
or a gill-guy, or a timmey.noggy, or a wim.wom—just pro
tern., you know. 1904 Kipling Traces ^ Discov.^ Steam
7'actics ly^t I telegraphed Mr. Pyecrofl a question. 'Not-
in-the-least*, was the answer. * Steam gadgets always take
him that way.' /bid, 190 You've certainly got the hang of
her steamin gadgets in quick time. 1907 Motor Boat 4 July
439/1 There will be no harm in pointing out a few of the
requirements of a Whitehead torpedo, which will enable the
reader to appreciate the number of ' gadgets ' which arc in-

volved, igii C. E. W. Bean * Dreadnought* of Darling
ii. 30 He bad known every stick in their sides and every
gadget on their decks. 1915 Kipling New Army 39 They
have installed decent cooking ranges and gas, and the men
have already made themselves all sorts ofhandy little labour-
saving gadgets. 1918 Glasgow Even. News 14 Sept. 6 There
are a variety of gadjets connected with a motor-car ;an aero*
plane is replete with them—thermometer, barometer, alti-

meter, and the pilot only knows what besides. Z919 Black-
burn & Newby All about Aircraft looGadget, any small

and ingenious piece of mechanism, such as a gun mounting.
i9ao Blackw. /ifag. Mar. 318/2 Naval ratings, brought up all

their days amongst steam, electricity, and hydraulic gadgets.

199* Chambers's Jrnl. 435/2 A fine, new ten-knot steamer.

.

with alt the newest stunts and gadgets, loas * B. M. Bower '

Parowan Bonansa L 12 Solid ledge ofgold.. .Knock it off in

chunks with a single-jack and gadget. 19*7 Glasgow Herald
18 Aug. 9 Innumerable motor cor and wireless gadgets.

b. transf. and gen. An accessory or adjunct ; a
knick-knack or gewgaw.
1915 * Bartimeus ' Naval Occas. 142 Look here, old lady,

here's a gadget I got for you—he fumbled with the tissue

paper enclosing a little leather case. 1917 Daily Chron.
3 Aug, (Weeklcy) The Prussian assessor [state lawyer] with
his monocle and ornamental gadgets. Z9ai Blackw.^ Mag.
Apr. 421/1, I had to work with concordances, glossaries, all

sorts of gadgets. X9aS /bid. Sept. 42J Another waiter offered

a selection of * gadgets ',—the appetising morsels of anchovj-,
stuffed-olive, or pat6.

o. Spec, in local use. A winch or similar

mechanical gear for discharging vessels ; also, a

craft equipped with such gear.
X899 Bristol Times ^ Mirror 10 June 3/8 The gadget

which was used in the discharge of vessels was being towed
down the Harbour.. .The man who was steering the gadget
rather lost his head. . . There was ample room for the gadget
to have passed through if it had been steered properly. 1931
/bid, 16 May, Pulley gear was rigged to the stays or spars of
the sailing ship over the hold, and the heaving rope passed
to the winch drum of the gadget lying alongside.

d. Glass-making. A spring-clip used for grip-

ping the foot of a wine or other footed glass when
it is being shaped.
1918 P. Marson Glass <5' Glass Man. 83 The servitor has

now done his part of the work, and the glass is handed to

the workman. It is then cracked off,and the foot caught by
a spring clip arrangement attached to a pontil, called a
* gadget '. X933 H. J. Powell Glassmaking in England 43.

G-adi (ga-di), gaddi (g»'di). Also gadi,
gadhi, guddy, -ee. [Maratbi gddi, Bengali gadJj

Wm^.gaddiy lit. cushion.] The cushioned throne
of an Indian ruler; transf., the regal position.

1855 H. H. Wilson Glossary Juiiicial ff Revenue Terms.
1879 E. Arnold Li, Asia 11. 333 The marriage feast was
kept, as Sakyas use. The golden gadi set, the carpet spread.
1886 Yule & Burnell Hobson-fobson s.v. Guddy, Guddee,
* 'I'o be placed on the guddee ' is to succeed to the King-
dom. 1906 Westm. Gaz, 6 Sept. 4/3 The Jam died in 1895,
whereupon this child was installed on the gadi of Jamnagar
by Colonel Hancock, then ' Agent to the Governor ' in

Kathiawar. i;9J3 Blackxv. Mag. Jan. lo/i He had had a
very narrow escape of being deposed from the gadi. 1927
Times (weekly ed.) 29 Sept. 346/2 The Nawal) of Bhopal
succeeded \.o gadiaxi the death of the Begum his mother.

Gadinine (gae*din/n). Chem. [irreg. f. mod.L.
gadtis cod -J- -INK 5.] A ptomaine, C7HjgN02,
formed in the putrefaction of fish and the bacterial

cultures of human faeces.

1887 A. M. Brown Anini. Alkaloids 41 The chlorohj-drate
of gadinine crystallizes in colourless needle-shaped prisms.

z888 Buc/e's /iandbk. Med.Sci. VI. 63/2 Gadinine. . is a base
whose chloroplatinate crystallizes in golden-yellow scales.

Gadolinium (gsecli?li*ni^m). Chevi. [Dis-

covered by Marignac (1880): see Gadolinite and
-lUM.] A metallic element found in gadolinite.

x886 frnl. Chem. Soc. L. 667 Marignac gives the name
Gadolinium (Gd) to the substance which has hitherto been
provisionally distinguished as Ya, 1908 /bid. XCIV. 11. 695
Gadolinium sulphide. X9ao /bid. CXVIII. 11. 317 The
fractional crystallisation of the acetates effects a rapid separa-
tion of gadolinium from samarium and didymium,

Gaduol (gse-dittf>l). [irreg. f. mod.L. gadits cod :

see -OL.] An alcoholic extract of cod-Uver oil.

1901 Dorland Med. Diet. 1905 Jrnl. Soc. Chem. /nd.

XXIV. 301 The Board of General Appraisers overruled the
assessment of duty on gaduol and morrhuol at 55 cents per
lb., as ' medicinal preparations in the preparation of which
alcohol has been used .

Gaekwar (gai-kwaj). Also Guicowar, Gaik-
war. [Marathi^rttf/twrtr, lit. cowherd.] The title

of the native ruler of Baroda in India.

i8<4 E. Thornton Gaz. /ndia I. 266 Baroda.. .the capital

of tne territory of the prince called the Guicowar. x88i
\V. W. Hunter Imp. Gaz. /ndia I. 451 The Gdekw^ of
Baroda is entitled to a salute of 21 guns.

Gaertner^ (geautnaj). The name of August
Gaertmr^ German bacteriologist (born i S48), used

attrib. or in the genitive to designate the bacillus

enUrilidis^ found in cows that have died of enteritis

or similar forms.
1899R.MUIR& KncHiE Man. Bacteriol fed. 2) 331 During

the last few years, in some epidemics of meat-poisoning,
similar bacilli differing slightly from Gaertner's bacillus have
been isolated. 19x8 A". O. Jordan ^ /. S. P'alh's Bacteriol.

4- Immunol. 444 The term ' Gartner bacillus ' came to be
used by some writers ..as a general term synonymous with
'paratyphoid bacillus'. X9a8 Daily Express 11 Aug. 7/1
Death was due to heart failure following infection by the
bacillus gaertner from ham purchased in the police canteen.

1930 Brit. Med, frnl. 22 ^Iar. 546/1 The patient's serum
after operation contained no agglutinins for the organism,
isolated, a feature not unusual in Gaertner infections*

Gaertner 2, The name of G. Gaerlner, Aus-
trian physician (1855—1921). Gaertner s pheno-
menon^ the degree of fullness of the veins of the

arm as it is raised to varying heights as indicating

the degree of pressure in the right auricle. Gaert-

ner"s tonometer^ an instrument for measuring blood-

pressure by means of a compressing ring applied to

the finger.

X903 Crile Blood-Pressure 310 Gaertner's tonometer . . con-
sists of a pneumatic^ritig about i cm. in height and 2^ cm, in

diameter, /bid. 324 The Gaertner method, /bid. 354 With
the Gaertner tonometer he noted that..tlie pressure fell once
from 120 to 9c,

Gaff, sb:^ Add: 3. To stand the gaff, to sub-

mit silently to being blamed. Similarly to give

the gaff, U.S. slang.

1903 McClure's Mag. Oct. 563 * Good,' they cheer, when
you find fault ;

' give us the gaff. We deserve it and it does
us good.' X9X0 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 244 Neil has got

to stand the gaff for what he's done, igat R. D. Paine
Comr. Rolling Ocean iv. 66 It was dead white of you to

stand the gaff and keep your mouth shut. X914 W. M. Raine
Troubled lyaters x\\\\. 194 Just because he shuts his mouth
and stands the gaff.

Gaffe (g3ef). Also gaff. [Fr.] A blunder, an

instance of clumsy stupidity, a ' faux-pas \
* bloomer *.

1909 Pall Mall Gaz. 12 Apr. i/i These two gentlemen,

whose weather predictions are still listened to with some

deference, have made a bad ' gaffe ', to use a popular slang
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exprtsslon. 1911 Bl^ctw. Mag. Jan. s;/'. I
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.'°

set your face, iViend Ahmed eUAoufi, after Rauull had dis-

covered the ' gaflFe ' that you bad made.. JW Galsworthy

mute Monkey I. i!,
• He's a bit romanl.c, of course Oh I

Have I made a gaffJ' 'Not a bit i jolly ?ood shot. 1918

C. Mackenzie Extremes Meet 207 Knowmg nothing, you

might easily make a bad gaffe.

Ga^, sb^ Add : 1. b. (Earlier U.S. example

of modern sense.)

1861 Congress. Glohe App. 49/1 The Pacinc railroad bill.

Just passed through this House under the gag , and in vio-

lation of the constitution.

4. gag-biU, a theatrical bill snmmarizing the

sensational episodes of a play ; gag-book, a book

containing a selection of jokes to be used as gags
;

gag-man t/.^. , a deviser of jokes or comic situa-

tions for pl.tys or films.

i88s J. K. Jerome On the Siecge 147 The old man has got

the knack of making out good 'gag bilb. 1909 B. Williams

Actor's Story xix. 259 Not having a ' *gag book I had to

think how to adapt a scene suitable for my particular line of

business. 1918 Sunday Express 15 Jan. 4 ' *Gag men h.ive

long flourished in America. One of them thought of making

the villain sit on a red-hot stove. J928 Collier's ag Dec 28/3

' What you need is a smart gag man,' I say.

Gag(g«g), J*-^ i/.j". [Local name.] A large

serranoid fish, Mycttroperca microhpis, found off

the coasts of the southern United States.

1899 Jordan & Evermann Fislus Amer. 1177.

Gag, w.l L b. Delete Obs. exc. dial, and add

examples.
1908 Practitioner Sept. 367 The operation causes a little

gagging and retching at first, but the patient soon becomes

accustomed to the feeling of the cords in the throat. 1909

R. A. Wason Hapl<y Hawkins ^6 My heart popped up in

my mouth till I'd like to have gagged, 1929 Nation (N. Y.)

20 Mar. 331 We offered to go into the World Court in 1926

hut with five reservations. Eiirope swallowed the first

four but gagged at the fifth.

Gaga lg£e-ga), a. slang. [? Imitation of idiotic

laughter.] Fatuous; doting, exhibiting senile

decay ; ' dotty '. Also advb.

tigoS Daily Chron. 18 Mar. 8/6 'Ah, you English,' quoth

Mr. De Vries not so long ago, after a round of the London
theatres, 'you like to laugh—ga-ga 1'.

. Is not that the

pathetic cry of our present drama, ' Ga-ga 1
*1

1931 M. Baring Passing By 210 Sir Arthur is quite gaga

and took me for George the whole evening. 1926 EuNA
Ferber Show Boat xix. 385 Nola darling, you've just gone

gaga, that's all. What do you mean by staying down there in

that wretched malarial heat ! i^iSuniiay Express 12 ^i^r.

4 The conventional pictures of a young man and a young

woman looking 'ga-ga ' at each other. 1929 W. J. Locke
Ancestor Jorico-x^'m, 'But why did he leave the half-million

to his son, in his will?" 'Ga^a, my dear Binkie. J\iS<.gaga.

Senile, if you'd like it better.'

Gaiassa (g3ii:e'sa\ [Arab. khayasaJi.'] A high-

stemmed vessel with lateen sails used on the Nile

for freight.

1906 IVestm. Caz. 21 Mar. 3/2 One of the most heterodox

of boats to European eyes is the ' Gaiassa * of the Nile.

Gaine (g^'n). Electr. [Fr., = sheath.] A
metal tube screwed to a fuse.

^i^itiNature CI I. 218/1 The gaine is a metal tube screwed

to the fuse, which enters a cavity in the filling and makes

good contact with it. i9a» Encycl. Brit. XXX. 121/1

Sometimes the relay element interposed between fuze and

main bursting charge is contained in a 'gaine' screwed to

the fuse itself

Gainsboroagh. (g^-nzbara). [The name of

Thomas ffajKii5or«/^/((l727-88), English painter.]

1. A portrait painted by Gainsborough.

1894 W. Akmstronc; Gainsborough 83 As refutations of

Sir Joshua we could name many Gainsboroughs which beat

the Blue Boy. 1903 A. B. Chamberlain Gainsborough 132

She \sc. Signora Grass!] called her house a 'painted Paradise

'

because of the Gainsboroughs hanging there.

2. A large broad-brimmed hat of the type worn
by women in Gainsborough's portraits.

1878 Casselts Fam. Mag. Aug. 569/2 The.. wearers of

the Gainsborough, Rembrandt, and beef-eater hats. 1904
Westm. Gaz. 12 Aug. 5/1 Extemporised Gainsboroughs.

Gaita (gai-ta). [Sp.] A musical instrument

resembling a bagpipe, played In Galicia, Spain.

So Qaite-ro, a piper.

1932 Glasgow Herald 14 Aug. 4 Withinthe deep, wide
recess of the chimney the son of the house is singing to the

accompaniment of the ' gaita'. 1927 Chatnbers's Jml. 758/2

Their little gaitas (bagpipes) lassellerf with the national

colours of red and yellow. Ibid.^ A famous band oigaiteros,

or pipers.

Gaiter, -t^.^ 2. U.S. In iaWgailer-boot, -shoe.

1849 Rep. C/S. Comm, Patents {1850) aii Improvement in

Machines for cutting Gaiter Boots. 1849 Willis Rural
Lett. 230 Dandies strolling and stealing an occasional look

at their loose demi-saison pantaloons and gaiter-shoes.

1875 Mrs. Stowe We ft Neighbors x. 106 Lookin.t^ as if

they never had heard of a French hat or a pair ofgaiter-boots,

Gaize (,g^^)- Ceol. [Fr.] A fine-grained mica-

ceous sandstone found in the Mesozoic rocks of

France and England.
1885 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. (ed. a) 832 A porous calcareous

and argillaceous sandstone known as Gaize, containing

a large percentage of silica soluble in alkali.

Gal = Girl. (Earlier U.S. examples.')

X796-1801 Fessenden Orig. Poetns (1806) 76 note. Gal is,

in New Enelaml, the vulgar pronunciation of the word girl.

1834 S. Smith Sel. Lett. Major JiuhDomting ia6 And the

gals get on their clean gowns.
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Galabeeah. (gala-biya). Also galabeah,

-biya, -beeyeh, -bieh, gallabi(y)a. [= Arab.

i<j\L. jaldbiya, pop. equivalent of i_jUl». julbdb.']

A smock-like garment worn by Egyptian natives.

1892 D. A. Cameron Arabic.Engl. Vocab. 45 ' Galabiya '.

1900 A. C Dovle Green Flag, etc. 328 Tell them to undo

the man's galabeeah. 1916 Sir V. Horsley in Life (1919)

321 The small boys, .are given the head-dress and a few feet

of stuff for a galabea. X9SI Chambers's yrnl. 265/1 A figure

in a blue galabich and a white-turbaned tarboosh.

Galactan (galse-klan). Cheni. [f. Gr. yaXaKT-,

faS.a milk + -AN.] A gummy substance which is

found in plants during the germinative period and

yields galactose on hydrolysis.

i88« yrnl. Chem. Soc. L. 609 This carbohydrate (from the

seed of Lupinus luteus] very closely resembles galactin (or

adopting Scheibler's nomenclature galactan), obtained by
Muntz from the seed of the lucerne, jgia /bid. CII. 11. 657

The hepalo-pancreatic juice of Helix pomatia hydrolyses

all the mannans and galactans which have been investigated.

Galactase (galK'kte's). Chan. [f. as prec.

-f *-ASE.] An enzyme which occurs in milk.

xgaoyrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXVIIL I. 712 Galactase.. is a
proteolytic ferment similar to trypsin and is present in the

milk of all animals. looi J. R. Green Soluble Ferments 207.

Galactic, <z. 2. Kid.-. Galactic belt, latitude,

plane, zone : that area in space which includes the

Milky Way and the large stars near it. Galactic

system : that system of stars to which the Milky

Way and most of the visible stars belong ; dis-

tinguished from other island-universes visible to us

as nebulK.
1878 Newcomb Pop. Astron. iv. 417 Telescopic stars. .are

least numerous in the regions most distant from the galactic

belt, and grow thicker as we approach it. 1898 C. A. Young
Text-bk. Gen. Astron. 561 The northern ' g.-ilactic pole'.,

lies, according to Sir John Herschel, in declination -1-27*.

1903 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 755/2 The rate of increase is as

rapid as it would be if the boundary of the universe were

two planes parallel to the galactic plane. Ibid., It is a re-

markable fact that the condensation towards the galactic

zone begins with the brighter stars. X9I5_ Ox/. Univ. Gaz.

jg May 6i6/2The ratio of the number of faint stars to bright,

though it does not change much with galactic latitude, does

nevertheless vary in different parts of tbe sky. 1928 Jeans
Astron. Sf Cosmog.-iS3 The system of slars bounded by the

Milky Way is commonly called the Galactic System.

GalactOHiC (ga;la:kt?-nik), a. Chem. [i.

Galacto-.] Galactonic acid, a crystalline acid,

188s yrnl. Chem. Soc. XLVIU. li. 967 Galactonic acid.,

is best prepared by the action of bromine on an aqueous

solution of lactose. 1895 Bloxam's Chem. (ed. 8) 712 The
galactoses yield galactonic and mucic acids.

Galalith (gselali})). [Fr. (patented 1902 by
the Cie. Fran9aise de Galalith) ; irreg. f. Gr. 70X0

milk-i-Xiflos stone.] A proprietary name for a
product resembling celluloid made from the casein

of milk with the addition of other substances, used

as a substitute for horn, celluloid, ivory, etc

1903 yml. Soc. Chem. Ind. XXII. 373/2 Gal.-ilith prepared

according to Fr. Pat. 292, 705, by the action of alkali-lye on
casein. I9aa Glasgow Herald t^, Feb, 9 A product, formerly

a German monopoly, known as galalith. 192a Daily Mail
13 Nov. I A number of curved galalith handles, in all white

or antique colour.

Galangin (galse'rigin). Chem. [f. Galakg* -(-

-IK 1.] A yellow crystalline substance allied to

flavone, found in galingale,

1883 yrnl. Clietn. Soc. XLII. 209 To separate camphetide

from the two substances, galangiu and alpinin, with which

it is mixed.

Galax (gse-lseks). Also galaxy. [mod.I«, ad.

Gr. yaXa^ia^.'] An evergreen ])lant, Galaxapkylla,

with white flowers and shining leaves, found in the

south-eastern United States.

1898 B. ToRRKV in Atlantic Monthly Apr. 458/2, I could

only conjecture the plant to be galax. 1923 Marg. B.

Houston IVitc/i-man xi. The darkly polished galax leaves.

Gale, sb.3 Add: 1. a. In restricted use, ap-

plied to a wind having a velocity within certain

limits (see quot. 192,^).

1899 Westm. Gaz. 24 Jan. 4/3 A gale is not a gale until it

has reached Force 7 on the Beaufort scale, though marly

people lightly class all heavy winds as gales, i^oa Daily

Chron. 4 Mar. 5/2 Southerly winds were blowing in all pai ts

of the British Isles yesterday, re.-u:hing gale force on the

west coast of Ireland. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 8 Jan. 7^ The
wind is of intermittent gale force. 1923 Sir N. Shaw Fore-

casting Weather (ed. 2) 4^6 As a result of tbe investigation

of 1905 we now classify winds with velocity above 75 miles

per hour as hurricane winds, thosewith velocity between

64 and 75 miles per hour as storm winds, and those between

39 and 63 as gales.

2. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1838 Soutlurn Lit. Messenger IV. 65/2 On the way Wint

was in ' a great gale ' his spirits high, his hopes buoyant,

his gaiety of heart overflowing.

Gale, sb.'<^ 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1789 Morse Amer. Geog. 314 He pays one third or one

fourth part in cash.. and the rest in gales or instalments, as

it is called here.

5. gitle-day (earlier U.S. example).
183J Louisville Public Adv. ii July, I was thildiing to

myself that the gale-day is passed.

Galeanthropy (gscUitenJir^pi). [f. Gr. 7aAf'o

cat -f avOpantoi man.] A maniacal delusion in

which the subject imagines himself to be a cat.

GALLA.
1888 H. Power & Sedgwick Lex. Med. 1894 F. P. Foster

Med. Diet.

Galenobismuthite (galfnobi-zmajiait). Min.
Also -utile, [f. Galena -h Bismuth -i- -ite 1.] A
tin-white sulphide of lead and bismuth.
1880 Jml. Chem. Soc. XXXVIII. 14. 1900 Dana Text-

bk. Min. joS.

Galician (galijian, gali-Jian), a^ and rf.l [f.

Galicia -v -an.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to

Galicia, a province in north-west Spain, or its in-

habitants. B. sb. An inhabitant of Galicia ; also,

tlie national language of Galicia.

1750 U. Rhys Tour through Spain 28 The Galicians make
good Soldiers ; and are pleased with the Profession. 1809

tr. A. de Laborde's View Spain II. 428 This road is

frequented by.. a great many Galician workmen. Ibid_. 456
"The Galician who serves either his master, or the public, or

in the army, is contented to appear a slave. 1838 Encycl.

Metrop. (1845) XIX. 438/1 The Galicians, or Galegos as the

Spaniards call them, are a grave and sober people. 1847 tr.

Boutenuek's Hist. Span. Lit. 7 The vulgar idiom spoken

by the Galician water-carriers in Madrid. 1937 Chambers's
yrnl. 759/1 Her head is the Galician woman's carry-all.

Galician (gali'Jian), a.^ and sb.'^ [f. Galicia +
-an.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to Galicia, a

(largely Jewish) province of Poland, or its inhabi-

tants. B. sb. An inhabitant of Galicia.

1835 Penny Cycl. III. 131/2 The Galician soil is no where

so productive as in the districts of Zloczoffand Stanislawoff.

1918 MosTEFloBE Lib. yndaism v. 246 It has been too rashly

assumed that the Russian, Polish and Galician ' masses

'

must be for ever wedded to Orthodox Judaism. 1930 iQth

Cent. Mar. 563 This shabby little plebeian, sprung from

some Galician Ghetto. 1927 Times (weekly ed.) 16 June
664/4 He took charge of a Red-Cross unit on the Galician

front.

Galipeiue (gceli-p/ifn). Chem. Also galipine.

[f. mod.L. Calipea, generic name of the tree pro-

ducing angustura bark.] An alkaloid, CjoHjiNOj,
obtained from angustura bark. Similarly Gallpi-

deine (gKlipi'd/,j"h), Oali-pldine, -edine, the

alkaloid CjaHj^Oy
1884 yrnl. Chem. Soc. XLVI. 341 In the mother-liquors

from which the cusparine was originally precipitated^ as sul-

phate or oxalate, another alkaloid is found, to which the

authors \sc. Koerner and BOhringer) have given the name
of galipeine. X893 IbieL LXII. l. 643 Galipidine, CigHisNOs,
crystallises from light petroleum in very light, silky, lustrous

plates which are pure white. X9xa Ibid. CII. L 895 Angos-

tura Alkaloids... It was found that mixtures of cusparine

and galipine could be separated by conversion into the

oxalates.

Galjoen (galy«n). S. Afr. [a. Du. galjoen

galleon.] A S. African fish, Dipterodon capensis.

X900 Gilchrist in Trans. S. A/r. Phil. Soc. 221 (Pettman)

Ih^galjeon [sic] also can readily be supposed to have de-

rived its name from its resemblance in shape to the high

built three-decker. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 16 Apr. 301/a.

Gall, sb> Add :

1. b. Phr. To dip one's pen in gall : to write with

virulence and rancour. (Cf. quot. 1641 in sense 3.)

Probably derived from instances like those in quots. 1601,

1605, where there appears to he a pun on (jall sb.^ (the oak-

gall, which is used in the manufacture of ink).

(1601 SiiAKS. Twel. N. III. ii. 52 Let there bee gaulle enough
in thy inke, though thou write with a goose-pen, no matter

:

about it. x6os tst Pt. leronbno u. iii. 14 ler. What, is j-our

pen foulet Hor. No, Father, cleaner then Lorenzoes soule

;

Thats dipt in inck made of an enuious gall ; Elce had my
pen no cause to write at all.]

X858 Illustr. News 0/ World 30 Oct. 283/1 The men who
..have before now dipped their pens in gall. X893 Rev.

RevievfsW. 376/1 In ihc Contemporary Review hr A^tW an

anonymous writer dips his pen in gall in order to depict the

German Emperor.

6. esp. the North American plant Nabalus ser-

pentaria {N. Fraseri), a species of rattlesnake-root.

i8s7 A. Gray Man. Bo!. (1S60) 338 Nlnbalus] Fraseri.

Lion's foot. Gall-of-the-earth. 1901 C. MoHE Plant Life
Alabama 755.

8. gall-bitters U.S., a preparation of bitters and

g.ill; gall-bug U.S., a genus of bark -lice ; gall-

sickness [b), the name [tr. Do. galziekte'] given in

South Africa to diseases of the liver in cattle, sheep,

and goats.

1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mts. xvi. 133 Were those laboring

under, .this disease [sc. dy.spepsial to drink *gall-bitters.

.

thousands..would be restored to perfect soundness. X837

J. L. WiLLlA.MS Terr. Florida 69 "Gall Bug...An insect

similar in appearance to the puceron. 1896 R. Wallace
Farming Ind. Cape Col. 288 Deaths in Cape Colony from
*g.ill.sicknes3.

Gall, sb.i 2. Add : gall-berry U.S., the ink-

berry {ilex glabra) ;
gall-busli, = *gall-ierry ;

gall-wasp, a hymenopterous insect which produces

galls, e.g. a cynipid.
X90X C. MoHR Plant Life Alabama 816 With gallberry

bushes for the undergrowth. 1835 J. Martin Gaz. Virginia

41 An ever-green shrub, called lhe*gall-bush,. .bearsa oerry

which diesa hlack color like the gall of an oak—and hence its

name. X879 Encyet. Brit. X. 44/1 Amongtbe Hymenoptera
are the "galLwasps. 189X Schlich Man. Forestry 1 1- 247

Many gall. wasps attack the Oak. X93S Glasgovt Heraid li

June 4 The rose gall-wasp (Rhodites).

Gall, 2/ 1 6. b. Add ; also, to vent one's 'gall

on (a person). U.S. colloq.

1909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 288 He was still

g.illin' on Barbie, but I couldn't help feeling. .sorry forhim-

Galla (gse'la). A member of a group of par-

tially civilized tribes of Hamitic race inhabiting

.
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equatorial Africa, allied to the Abyssinians in Ian- '

gTiage and origin. Also attrib* or as adj.

187S EncycL Brit I. 263/3 The next great branch of the

Ethiopic race comprehends the Galla, who occupy an im-

mense tract in Eastern Africa.. .Our knowledge of them is

chiefly confined to those Gallas who conquered Abyssinia.

1878 K. JohusiofCs Africa 286 The Sonwli and Gaila people

are as closely related as they are hostilely disposed towards

each other. 1891 A. S. WnrrE Dt^el. Africa (ed. 2) 101 As
agriculturists and herdsmen, and in the industrial arts, the

Galta bordering on Abyssinia and the Somal of the Coast

towns are the most advanced. 1895 A. H. Keanp. Africa

L 489 The typical Gallas of Kaffa and surrounding regions

are perhaps the finest people in all Africa. Ibid. II, 570

The Galla love of roaming. 19*0 Blackiv. Mag. May 678/2

The poor old Galla vendor clucking with rage.

GaUanol (gK-lanf?l). Chem, [f. *GALLO-a +
An(ilink + -OL.] An anilide of gallic acid, used

in ointments for skin diseases.

1894 yml. Soc. Cfum. Ind, XIII. 755/a The germicidal

effect of gallanilide (or gallanol) on the carbuncle bacillus.

Qall-darn'd, variant of *Goldarned.

Galled, ppl. a.i 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1814 J. Taylor Arator 196 [Putting manure] on nearly

a caput mortuum of a galled and gravelly hill side.

Gallegan Cgael'^'^gan), a. £f. next + -AK.] =
Galician a.^ and sb?-

X9aa Glasgow Herald 14 Aug. 4 The 'arrival ' . . of the

Gallegans. 19x7 Clutnthers's Jrnl. 7592 The pipers.,

break off their meal to chant an impromptu couplet in the

Gallegan dialect-

Gallego (gaU^-g<?). [Sp.] « *Gaucian j*.i

x8xi Sia J. Carr Spain 50 The Gallejos (pronounced

Gallegosv) or Galicians are a remarkably fine athletic race of

men. 1846 Thackerav CoriihiU to Cairo I Wks. 1898 V.

591 A little.. boat, rowed by three ragged gallegos. xou
Glasgffw Herald 14 Aug. 4 Undoubtedly the Gallego makes
good. X9SS Chambers's JmL To^/z The Gallegos are for

the most part miserably poor.

Gallery, sb. Add : 3. e. The part of a Friends'

meeting-house occupied by the ministers or elders.

Galleryfriend^ a Quaker minister or elder.

x8os W. Matthews Recorder I. lai The galleries of

I^ondoD. 1913 Jml, Friends' Hist. Soc. Jan. 2 Jane Wig-
ham .

.
, the second wife of John Wigham, Tertius, was also

a gallery Friend. 19*1 R. M. Jones Later Per. Quakerism
I. 58 The phrases so characteristic of Molinos, Guyon,
F^nelon . . were heard everywhere in Quaker * galleries '.

4. O. The group of spectators at a golf match or

other game.
1891 H. G. HuTCHiNSOS Hints on Golf {^A. 6) 71 If you

rise to such heights of golfing powers as to attract a gallery.

1906 IVestm. Gaz. at SepL 4/3 The novice, who is oat

familiar with the presence of a 'gallery',

d. At ecarte, the spectators who are betting on
either player and are allowed to offer suggestions.

1890 'Berkeley* &carti ^ Euchre 28 French Ecart^
When several persons desire to join in a game of Ecart^, it

is generally arranged in the following manner. Two of the

number sit down to play a game in the usual way, . .and the

remainder, called ' The Gallery ', are allowed to take part

in the game to the extent of betting on the player of their

choice, and advising him, if necessary. 1897 R. F. Foster
Complete Hoyte 255 Any person in the gallery is allowed to

draw attention to errors in the score, and may advise the

player he is backing, or even play out the game for him.

12. b. a^allery-play, playing to the gallery (see

4 a) ; showy play designed to gain the applause

of the vulgar ; also /jf.
1899 Westm. Gaz. 31 Jan. 7/2 A weak opposition, evidently

disp'jscd 10 indulge in 'gallery' play, a 1914 J. E. RArHAiL
Mod. Rugby Football 107 * Gallery play ' should only be
resorted to as a last despwrate resource. 1916 Boyd Cable
Action Front 121 You've.. done good work for your first

show; don't spoil it with rank gallery play. 1993 Kipling
Land .V Sea 7*. 21 In the Great War there was very little

suspicion, or chance, of gallery-play for the V.C.

Galley, sb. 8. Add : galley-yam — galley^

packet.

1884 Henley & Steven.son Adtniral Guinea iii. iv. You
the one overtaken and denounced; and you spin meagallcy
yarn like that? \^sDaily Ckron. ii July 3/4 Mr, Baring-
Gould has gathered up all the old galley-yarns.

Ga*lley-west, ativ, U,S. cothq. [An altera-

tion of Kng. dial, colly-west^ -tvestoft : see E.D.D.]
To knock galley west', to bring to confusion; to

knock out completely, dispose of finally.

X883 ' Mark Twaim ' Life Mississippi xxviii. 303 What
does Ecclesiastes vii 13 say? Says enough to knock their

littlf; game galley-west, don*t it? 1884 — Huck. Finn
xxxvii. 383 Then she grabbed up the basket and slammed
it across the house, and knocked the cat galleywest. 1891

Marah E. Ryan Pagan AlUgkanies xiv. 184 Here you
come with your theories of hue and knock mv serenity

galley.wcst. i^^os C. C. Munm Rockhaven i. 3 Tninkin* I'd

set the price high 'nough to knock him galley west. 1916
Atlantic Monthly Sept. 391 Nowadays good old-fiashioned

balance-sheet practice has been knocked galley-west.

Gallin (gx'lin). Chem. [Arbitrarily f. Gal-
LKIN.] A crystalline dye-stuff, CjoHj^O^, formed

by reducing gallein.

i88s yml. Cliem. Soc. XLII. 59 By the further reduction

of hydrogallein, galUn. .is produced.

Oallinipper. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1801 Port Folio (Philad.) I. 40/3 These Gallinippers..

Wiih monstrous paunches, and with wings of lace.

Gallio (gae'iit?). The name of a Roman pro-

consul of Achaia, whose refusal to take action is

recorded in Acts xviii. 17 (* And Gallio cared for

none of those things '), applied gen. to one who is
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indifferent. Hence Oa^lio-llke a. and adv. ;

Oallionic (gselip-nik) a.j characteristic of a Gallio,

indifferent.

185s Macaulay Hist. En0. xiii. III. 293 Unhappily,
Scotland was ruled, not by pious Josiahs, but by careless

Gallios. 1865 Sk.from Cambridge 137 (Hoppe) Our pre-

vailing tone is what I should venture to describe as one of

quiet good sense, and what fanatics would consider to be
only fit for careless Gallios. Ibid. 140 A Gallio is generally
a pleasant companion. 1884 S. J. Reid Sydney Smith x. 240
Gallio-like, he cared for none of these things. 1909 IVestm.
Gaz, 8 Mar. 4/3 Gailio-like bargain. 1920 Q. Rev. Oct. 403
Japan seemed Gallionic all the time. 1926 Glasgow Herald
20 Mar. 8 The Gallionic attitude of the soldiers along the
various lines of the route.

Gallipoli (gseli-p^i). The name of a town in

Italy used to designate the olive oil exported from
there, which is used in Turkey-red dyeing.
1842 Francis Diet. Arts. 1868 Joynson Afetals 120 Com-

mon rosin, melted with a little gallipoli oil and spirits of
turpentine. 1884 W. S. B. M'^Laben Spinning (ed. 2) 45
If. .oil is used . . it should be the best quality of olive. Galli-

poli is the name for the very best.

Gallisin (gx*lisin). Chem. [G., f. gallisiren :

see Gallize v. etym.] An unfermentable carbo-

hydrate, analogous to dextrin, obtained by ferment-

ing commercial glucose and adding absolute

alcohol in excess.

1884 fmL Chem. Soc. XLVI. 981 The authors [sc. C.
Schmitt and A. Cobcnzl] have succeeded in separating from
fermented glucose (prepared from potato-starch) an intensely

hygroscopic substance which they have named galHsin.

1900 Sadtler Hofid-bk. fndust. Or^. Chenu (ed. 3) 178
Gallisin is stated to have the composiiiou Ci2H240io«

Gallo-* !• Add : d-allo-Romau a., belonging

to Gaul when it formed part of the Roman Em-
pire; also as sb, an inhabitant of Gaul under

Roman rule.

1841 T. Arnold Lect. Mod. Hist. (1860^ 24 Throughout
the south of France, the population is predominantly, .of

Gallo-Roman origin. 1879 Kitchin iaEncyci. Brit. IX.
528/1 These were also the day* of what is called ' the Gallo-

Roman empire '. Ibid. 528/a The Visigoths and Gallo-

Komans defeated the terrlhle hordes of Attila at Chalons-
sur-Marne.

Gallo- 2 (gS2"l'')» also before a vowel gall-, com-
bining f. Gallic a.- in the name of compounds
derived from gallic acid or related substances.

i86<| Watts Diet. Ckem.^ G<Ulamic Acid.J^^s the com-
position of acid gatlate of ammonium minus x at. water.

1881 Jrnl. Chem. Soc, XL. 267 Pyrogallol on treatment wiih

ammonium carbonate yields two acids, ..gallocarboxy lie acid

..andp^rogallocarboxylic acid. Ibid. 811 Gallacetophenone
is obtained on heating pyrogallol with glacial acetic and
zinc chloride at 145°. x88a Ibid. XLII. 1290 Pyrogallol is

dissolved in pure acetone, and a few drops of phosphorus
oxychloride added... The product, C9H10O3, is crystalline.

The author \5C. M. Wittenberg] calls it gallacetonin. 1883
Ibid. XLIV. 335 Gallanilide is deposited as a crystalline

mass when digailic acid is dissolved in aniline. 1883 Jrnl.
Soc, Chem. Ind. II. 377/1 The gallocyanines are blue or

violet colours, obtained by the action of nitrosodimethylani-

line on.. gallic acid. 1887 Jrnl. Chem, Soc. LII. 11. 1x07

Gailoflavin . . is obtained by dissolving 50 grams of gallic acid

in 875 cc. of alcohol and i litre of water. 1888 Ibid. LIV.

949 Gallocyanin . . is very sparingly soluble in water. 190a

Fncycl. Brit. XXVII. 561/a Gallanilide Blue, Delphine
Blue, Gallamine Blue.

Gallop, sb. Add : 1. O. A track designed for

the galloping or exercising of horses.

X9a3 in F. Siltzer Neiomarket App. 369 Horses not com-
pleting the full length of a gallon, .must at once walk off the

gallop to the nearest Walking Ground. i9a7 Times^ 6 July
so/s Scotland Lodge Estate, 1,009 acres,, .including the

residence, stud farm, and gallops.

Gallows,^- o. gallows-looking; (earlier U.S.
example).
X78X in Maryland Hist Mag. V. 126 He was a tall, slim,

gallows looking fellow, . . with a gold Ixiced jacket on that he
had robbed from some old trooper.

Oaloptious, galuptious, van-. Goluptious.
1887 7"(iy 21 Sept, 140/1 Four young ladies represented

the g.ilopshus sum of 20,000,000 dollars. 1919 W. Die Morgan
Old Motihouse 6g Galoptious room for a dance, this !

Galpon (gaelp^u-n). [Local name.] In South
Americana building given to the use of labourers

on a farm.
X894 Proc. Zool. Soc. 305 Behind some wood piled up at the

side of the big galpon. 19x8 W. H. Hudson Far Away^
Long Ago xiv. 193 My father went to th^ gaippn^ the big

barniike building used for storing wood, hides, and horsehair.

Galswortiliail (g9*lzwoiCian), a. [f. the name
of John Galsworthy (born 1867), English play-

wright and novelist : see -ian.] Of, belonging to,

or characteristic of Galsworthy ;
(of a work) in the

style of Galsworthy,
19x3 Engl. Rev. June 494 A grim, almost Galsworthlan,

unpleasantness. X928 Daily Express 24 May 10/6 A tight-

lipped Galsworihlan pessimist like the Duke of Wellington
or Ixjrd Kitchener.

Galton (gg'ltan). The name of Sir Francis

Gallon (1S23-1911), English scientist and anthro-

pologist. Galton^s laWy the formula proposed by

him to account for ancestral heredity, which
assigns to each of the parents a contribution of one-

fourth to the characters of their offspring. So
Galton*s curvgy etc.

1889 A. R. Wallace Darrvintsm 4x4 Galton's law of
* regression towards mediocrity '. X903 Daily Chron. 3X July
5/2 'Galton's law',.. now one of the cardinal principles

GAME.
of biology. X904 tr. Weismann^s Evol, Theory II. 206
Galton's curve of frequency ofvariations. X907V. L. Kei.logg
Dar^uinism To'day 71 Variation,, is subject to Galton's law
of regression,

Galvanoglyph (gse'lvant^glif). [f. Galvano-
+ Glyph.] = Gltphogbaph. Hence Oalvano*-
fflyphy,
_x866 Chamber^s Jrnl. 86 Galvanoglyphy, in which the

picture is etched on the varnished surface of a zinc-plate.

GalTa3r2ie (gEclv^in). The name of Sydney
Galvayne, a writer on horses. Galvayne^s marky
a depression on the outer side of the upper corner
incisor of a horse. Hence Oa'lvayne v. trans,^ to

break in (ahorse) by Galvayne's method (see quot.

^ 1905 S. Galvayne XX^^ Cent. Bk. Horse 23 * Galvayning '

is really a scientific utilization of the animal's strength
against itself.. .The 'Galvayne ' position is attained by tying
the animal's head round with the halter-shank, or the
' Galvayne ' strap, to its tail. Ibid. 29 Once you have got
the horse properly 'Galvayned', watch it carefully for a little

while before proceeding further. Ibid. 32 If the animal be
* Galvayned ' on the * near ' side, the trainer must work on
the 'off'. X9XX Encycl. Brit. XIII. 725 The method of
subduing a colt by 'galvayning' is as good as any. It is

a more humane system than 'rareying'. 1908 Animal
Managem. (W.O.) 43 At ten years ' Galvayne's mark ', a de-
pression on the outer side of the upper corner incisor, appears.

Galziekte (gahrkta). [Du.] = gall-sickness^

*Gallj^.18.
X90S Nature LXVII. 46/2 TT\ypanosoma\ Theiteri^ the

cause of the cattle disease known as Galziekte.

Gam (gseni), sbA The headman of a village in

Assam.
X926 Biackzu, Mag. Sept. 406 The gam, or headman, put

in an appearance. 1927 Ibid. Mar. 291/2 Village demo-
cracies, .using their gams as spokesmen.

Gambia (gscmbia). The name of a British

Colony in West Africa, used attrib. to designate

forms of trypanosomiasis prevalent there. So
Oa'xnblaa a.

1905 Prw:. Royal Soc. LXXIV. 389 These experiments go
to show that the two diseases—Gambia Fever and Sleeping
SicTcness— . .are distinct. 19x3 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 7),

Gambian horse sickness. 19x6 Fantham, etc. Anim,
Parasites 100 Gambian horse sickness.

Gamble, sb.'^ 2. Add : On a gamble^ at a

venture. 6^.^^. colloq.

1924 MuLFORD Rustlers' Valley vi. 68 On a gamble he
raised his sombrero.

Gamble, v. Add : L C. To speculate reck-

lessly,

X884 Harper's IVeekly Apr. 26 (Cent. D.) The evil effects

of gambling in stocks and provisions.

2. Delete rare and add U.S. example :

1930 Publishers' Weekly 8 Feb. 706 He would not have
gambled his money upon them by adding them to his list.

b. Also (a) with off, and {b) without away,
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair\x\v, When she got her money

she gambled ; when she had gambled it she was put to shifts

to live. 1869 ToURGEE Toinetie xii, Loyd probably traded
her off, perhaps gambled her off, in some drunken spree.

Gambling, vdl, sb, b. Add : gambling-joint
l/.S.y a gambling-den.
X92X MuLFORD Bar-20 Three xxi. 272 I'm going to set fire

to that gamblin'.joint an* drive 'em out. 1925 B. Travers
Mischief \^ Who does Captain Dumfoil expect to find run-

ning a gambling joint? The Archbishop of Canterbury?

Gam.brel. 4. Add : gambrcljoint ;
gambrel-

roof, -roofed a, (earlier U.S. examples),
1876 J. Burroughs Wintej'-sunshine iv. 104A fox struggling

with a traji whicii held him by the hind leg, above the

*gambrel-joint 1 X765 Massachusetts Gaz. 19 Dec. (Th.) A
large building with two upright Stories and a '"Gambrel

Roof. 1834 Knickerbocker Mag. ill. 428 Built in the

ancient Dutch mode, with a high, steep gambrel-roof, 1779
in Mass. Hist. Soc. Ser. n. IJ. 466 The [Indian] Queens
Pallace was a *gambril ruft house, 1824 Microscope 21 Feb.
(Th.) In a gambrel-roofd house|.,She dwelt with a heart

void of care.

Game, sb. Add

:

4. d. //. Athletics as organized in a school or

college. Also attrib. y s.-^ games master.

1899 ¥i\7U}^G Stalky 66 King and Macrea, fellow house-
masters, had borne it is upon him that by games, and games
alone, was salvation wrought. 1902 Daily Chron. 16 July
7/1 Special games-masters and mistresses. 1903 Ibid.

27 Nov. 10/5 A games half-holiday. X909 IVestm. Gaz.
22 May 1/2 As a games organiser he was a great success.

e. Thieves' slang. The game-, thieving, house-

breaking; usually inphr. on the game.
1839 Brandon Poverty^ Mendicity^ ^ CrimeGlos^s. (Farmer)
On the game, thieving. 1851 Mayhew Land. Labour I. 245
Whether the game got stale, or Peter became honest, is

beyond the purport of my communication to settle. 1905
Daily Chron. 14 Apr. 6/6 Paolillo pressed me to go out ' on
the game '.

£ The game: prostitution, slang,

1898 Daily News 21 July 8/5 The prosecutrix pestered her
to 'go on the game*, i.e., the streets. 19x1 F. Harris
Women of Sh<3^espeare 194 The phrase of the prostitute

to-day on the streets of London is :
* I'm on the game.'

6. £ A person's performance in a particular game ;

the normal standard of one's play. To be on (or

off) one's game : to be in (or out of) form, to be

playing well (or badly).

1885 I played a wretched game [see Diet. 6cJ. X89X H. G.

Hutchinson Golfi6 What am I doing wrong, Tom? I m
quite off my game. Ibid. 52 If you are one of the many
golfers who overrate their game. 1895 H. W. W. Wilber-



QAME-LEGQED.
PORCE La7vn Tennis xii. 45 Another thing that mav put

one's partner offhis game is running across and taking his

bails. 1904 J. P. Mansock Billiards Expotmded 1. 33 It is

wonderful how strength of nerve improves with the strength

of one's game. J9«o Wcstm. Gas, 16 Oct. 2/2 Iheir dis.

regard of the recognised rules was accentuated by the lact

that neither man was on his game.

16. a. (scnsQ 11) game-drive, -parky -shot.

1805 Scully Ka/ir Stories 98 These *game.drives were

fraught with considerable danger. 1897 J. L. Allen Choir

Invisible xiii, The great neutral *game-park of tlie Northern

and the Southern Indians, I9a7 A. C. Dovle Case Bk. S.

ilolntes 82 The famous *game-shot, sportsman, and man-

about'town was a big, swarthy fellow.

b. game-dealer,

1876 J. S. Ingram C^«^^«.£'^/i?j///(7« 691 One of the oldest

game-dealers in the West.

17. game-goer, a bid (at bridge) which is likely

to secure the score of * game ' ; so game-going a,

1939 Work Comf'l. Contract Bridge i. 6 The dealer's first

concern when he picks up his hand is to get his side into a

game-going contract if game is in their cards. Ibid. 7 Dealer

having made a bid that is not a ganie-goer.

Game-legged, a. [f. Game ^.s + Leg sb.+

-ED 2.] Having a game leg.

1889 A. C Doyle .S^fwo^J^WfrjtiL 236 A raw recruit, and
a game-legged one at that.

Gametic (gamctik, -rtik), a. BioL [f.

Gamete + -ic] Of or pertaining to gametes.

1905 PuNNETT Mendelistn 25 ITie theory of gametic purity

can be further tested by deducing from it the results which
should follow from crossing the heterozygote with either of

the homozygotes. Ibid. 64 Gametic coupling. 1909 C. C.

Hurst Ex^er. in Genetics (1925) 340 Our knowledge of the

behaviour of the accessory criromoHomej while rendering it

certain that sex is a gametic differentiation [etc.].

Gameto-a Add : Oame'toblast, any of the

bodies produced by the division of a gametospore

;

Game-tocyte, a cell giving rise to conjugating

gametes ; Oametog-e'nesls, -o*geny, -o-ffony,

reproduction through gametes ; so Qametog'e'nic,

-o'genoTis adjs, ; Oa2ue*toklast = *gametobiast ;

Game'tophore^i?/'., a modified branch or filament

bearing gametes ; Game*tospore, the spore of a
sporozoan parasite, as of malaria.
X90X Practitioner Mar. 281 •Gametoblast—or *Gameto-

klast—is Ray Lankester's name for the Sporozoite of
Schaudinn-Blanchard. Ibid. 272 The *gametocytes have
a special form (crescentic). i^z* Punnett Mendelistn (ed. 6)

124 During the "gametogenesis of the Fi plant. 1^3 Piflc.

Royal Soc. Lond. LXXII, 500 The *ganietogenic tissues

which are destined to become the reproductive elements.

Note^ The term gavtetogcnicy as here proposed, is also in-

tended to include the primary sporogenous tissue of plants.

1903 E. R. Lankester s Treat. Zool.^ Protozoa 11. 210 note^

The gamelocytes are termed *gametogenous mononts, the

formation of the gametes being regarded as a special case of

inonogony. \t^% iincycl. Brit. XXVIII. 139/1 "Gametogeny
is the name applied to the formation of the gametes, i.e.^

of the ova and spermatozoa. 1916 Fantham, etc. Anim,
Parasites 143 The trophozoites begin to show sexual
differentiation instead of forming schizonts, that is, *game-
togony commences. X9oa EncycK Brit. XXVIII. 556/1
Since. .the sporophore bears sexual cells, they are con-

veniently termed *gametophores. 1901 Practitioner Mar.
281 *Gametospore is Ray Lankester's name for the Oocyste,

Ookinet, Copula, or Zygote of Schaudinn-BIanchard.

Gametoid (gscm/toid), a. and sb. Biol. [f.

Gamete + -oid.] A. adj\ Having the form of a

gamete. B. sb, A body resembling a gamete, but

having a number of nuclei instead of a single one.

1891 [see ZvGOToiD in Diet.]. 1903 Proc. Royal Soc. Loud.
I.XXII. 503 These ' gametoid ' neoplasms. 1908 Practitioner

Feb. 226 Nuttall and Graham-Smith. ..These authors par-

ticularly note that neither gametoid cells, nor flagellated

forms of this parasite, have been observed.

Gamgee (gse'radsO* The name of S. Gamgce
(1828-1886) usedattrib.in Gamgee lIsstie,or ahsoLf

to designate an absorbent cotton-wool for dressing

wounds, invented by hire.

X906 Practitioner Nov. 674 The application of a baked or
scorched pad of Gamgee tissue. 19*0 Rose ^- Carless' jMan.
Surg-, (ed. 10) 2S8 Swabs,. of absorbent material, sucli as
Gamgee tissue. 1924 Glasgov} Herald S Apr. 10 Strips of
emergency field-dressing gamgee.

Gamine (gamin). [Fr.] A female street Arab
or the like. Hence Gaminerie (gamznrzj, the

action of a gamine.
1991 Glasgoiu I/erald^-^ Apr. 4 The 'Coquette' is an un-

scrupulous milliner's assistant, a regular * gamine', who
plays off a lover against a husband. 1927 Observer 25 Sept.

15/3 Miss Gertrude Lawrence.. can play the gamine and
the lady. 1930 Ibid. 1 June 15 Amused by the rich gavii'
tterie of Miss H.

Gam.ma. 5. Add : gamma or 7 rays, very
penetrating rays not appreciably deflected by a
magnetic or electric field, emit'ed by radium and
other radio-active substances. So gamma irradia'

Hon,
Z904 Daily Chrffn. 6 June 4/4 It is probably the * gamma

'

rays from radium, similar to Rontgen rays. 1904 E. Ruther-
ford Radio-Activity 141 The y or very penetrating Rays.
X929 Brit. Med. yrnl. 14 Sept. 508 The Effect of Gamma
Irradiation on Cell Division. 1930 Buckingham Matter ^
Radiation 31 The longest X-rays have the properties of the

shortest ultra-violet rays and the longest Gamma-rays merge
into the shortest X-rays.

Gamma (grass), var. Gaua grass.

Gamm.011, i^^.^ Add; 5. U.S. — Gambueli.
X874 J. C McCoy Hist. Sk. Cattle Trade West <$• South-

406

west 312 Then comes one or more men and insert a strong
gammon of four or more feet in length, in the hocks beneath
the hamstrings of the hinderlegs. In the middle of the

gammon stick a flat iron hook is adjusted.

Gammon, sb.^ 3. Add : Also in phr. gammon
and spinach (^see Spinach 3).

Gam.my, a. 3. Add : Also, disabled through

injury or pain.

1893 [in Dict.l. 1913 Punch 23 Apr. 331 Gammy thumb !

The rest o* the squad ain't got gammy thumbs, has tliey ?

Gampless (gse*mp,Ies), a. [f. Gamp sb, 2.]

UmbrelTa-les3.

1899 IVestm. Gm. 2 Oct. 6/2 To provide *gnmpless ' seat-

holders with umbrellas. 190a Mxttv E. Mann In Siftntner

Shade ix, Any old gampless woman of the congregation.

Gander, sb, 4. Add : gander-puUer U.S.,

one who engages in gander-pulling; gander-
pulling (earlier example).
1835 Sottthern Lit. Messenger I. 645 Of the most con-

spicuous * viinora sidera ' the Kentuckian horse drover, the

horse jockey, the *ganderpuller might be mentioned. 1818
Fearon Sk. Anier. 247 They have also another practice,,

called ' "gander pulling'. This diversion consists in lying

a live gander to a tree or pole, [etc.].

Gandhism (gse-ndiz'm), Gandhiism (gjcn-

di[iz'm). Also erron. Ghand(h)-, [f. the name
of M. K, Gandhi (born 1869), Indian nationalist

+ -ISM.] The policy advocated by Gandhi. So
Ga-ndhlBt (also attrib^y Ga'ndhiite, a supporter

of Gandhi, an adherent of Gandhism.
192X Public opinion 2 Dec. 554/3 The inherent selfishness

of Ghandi-ism. 1921 Glasgo^v Herald 2 Dec. 8 It is. .unde-

sirable., to mention ' Ghandliism' just nowin this picturesque

Rajput city. Ibid. 12 Dec. g Protests from some few Gan-
dhists. X9a7 Observer 7 Aug. 13/5 Such reactionary and
barren movements as Gandhiism. 1927 W. E. Collinson
Contemporary Engl. 85 The policy adopted by the Gandhi-
ites of non-violent coercion. \^^Z Observer 15 Jan. 4 The
general Gandhist idea,

Gandnra (gandu»Ta), Also gandoura, -tirah,

gondourah. An East African imder-garment.
1851 Illmtr. Catal. Gt. Exhib, iv. i. 1262/3 Gandoura,

made of wool and silk. 190a Daily Chron. \i June 7/5
\Vearing only his rich white gandurah. 1927 Glasgo-u

Herald 17 Sept. 4 Tlie Cadi in spotless burnous and fine

wliite linen gandoura.

Gang, sby 8. b. (Additional U.S. example.)
1821T. DwiGHT 7'r«r'. (1823)111. 204, 1 had an opportunity

of seeing in one of the mills . . what is called a 'gang of saws ;

tliat is, a sufficient number to convert a log into boards by
a single operation.

12. gang-plough (earlier U.S. example),
1850 Cw/Z/Vrti'tfr New Ser. VII. 369 We stand much in need

of some good . . gang plows.

Gang, v,'^ Add

:

1. b. To arrange (implements) in gangs. U.S.

1900 Veafik. U.S. Dept. Agric. 540 The plows are usually

ganged, two to one frame.

2. Also, to go in company with,
1928 W. A. White Masks in Pageant 34S He was frail

[in his boyhood] and never ganged with his fellows.

Gangdom (gae-gdam). [f. Gang .f^.i + -dom.]

= *Gangland.
1930 Observer ig Oct. 17 A mere commonplace of New

York gangdom.

Gange, v. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1854 Shillaber Mrs. Partington 245 Ike ganged his hook.

Gangland (gce-rjlrend). U.S, [f. Gang sb\

+ Land sb^ The domain of gangsters.

1928 Daily Tel. a8 Aug. 7/5 A bomb, known in gangland
parlance as a ' pineapple '. X930 Daily News (N.Y.) 6 Nov.
2/1 A Chicago gangland massacre. 193X Daily Express
28 Apr. 2/1 All crimes attributable either to the gangland
chief or liis henchmen.

Gang-plank. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVII. 469 The last bell rang;

the gangplank was drawn in-board ; the hawsers were cast off.

Gangsman. Add : 3. = next.

1923 Glasgow Herald -y^ Aug. 7 The complete story of the
gangsmen and their crimes.

Gangster (gse'qstoi). orig. U,S. [f. Gang sb.'^

+ -STKR.]

1. A member of a gang of criminals.

1896 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 10 Apr. 4/2 The gangster

may play all sorts of pranks with the ballot box, but in its

own good time the latter will get even by kicking the gang-
ster into the gutter, 1911 N. V. Evening Post 17 June 6 A
musician, returning to his home, was knocked down and
killed by a group of gangsters, x^zj DaiIp'News 6 Apr. 7/1

This violence [in Chicago] occurred in spite of an eve of the

poll order to round up allthe gangsters. 1928 Daily Express
31 July 8/2 Finding the three Brighton gangsters guiuy of

murder.

2. A member of a gang of workmen,
1927 Daily Express ao June 1/5 Gangsters followed with

new ballast and new track.

Ganister. Add : Also attrib, and Cojnb.

1833-4 J.
Phillips Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 587/2

The ganister or calliard rocks of the coal strata. 1855 —
Man. Geol. 191 Ganister measures. 1890 W.

J.
Gordon

Foundry 107 I'he ganister lining of the converter is replaced

by bricks ofmagnesian limestone, t^^ Daily Chron, 12 May
3/1 Ganister crushing,

Ganodont (g3e*n(?dpnt). [f, mod.L, Ganodonta,

f. Gr, ^ai'oj brightness + oSoi'T-, hhom tooth.] An
individual of the Ganodonta^ a group of extinct

Eocene mammals. Also atlrib. or as adj,

1897 Nat. Science Sept, 153 The Eocene Ganodonts of the
northern hemisphere.

GABCIiriA.

Ganophyllite (gaen^fi-lait). Min. [(. Gr,

yavoi brightness + <pvK\ov leaf : see -ITE 1.] A
brown hydrous silicate of manganese and aluminium

,

1892 yrnl. Chem. Soc. LXII. 11. 1412.

Ganted, U.S. var. of Gaunted a. (made lean).

1887 Scribner's Mag. Oct. 475''2 Looks right puny an'
ga'nted. 1909 R. A. Wason Happy^ Hawkins 3^3 His face

was pale., an' he was ganted down in weight a Tittle.

Gantry. Add : 2. b. A structure crossing

several railway-tracks to accommodate signals,

1902 Encycl, Brit. XXXII. 144/1 In cases where room
must be economized, signals are usually placed on narrow
overhead bridges or * gantries ' spanning a number of tracks.

Gap, sb.'^ Add :

6. d. {a) The distance between the upper and
lower surfaces or planes of a biplane. \b') The
distance, measured in the direction of the thrust,

between the spiral courses of the blades of an aero-

plane propeller,

1909 HazelVs A nnual igio, 487/2 Another tailless biplane

is the Cody, the main planes of which have.. a gap of ^ ft.

in the centre. 1915 Do.mmet r Aeroplanes ff Airships 33 l"_he

gap between the planes, which are staggered, is 4 ft. g in.

1916 H. Barbek Aeroplane Speaks 63 There will be, .loss of

efficiency unless the gap between the top and bottom surfaces

is equal to not less than \\ times the chord. Ibid. 125 'Ihe

smaller the pitch, the less the ' gap *. 1918 Dommett Diet.

Aircraft 24 Gnp^ the distance between the projections on
the vertical axis of the entering edges of an upper and lower
wing of a biplane. (American definition.)

9. gap-bridge, a bridge or piece of casting which
closes the gap in a gap-bed lathe when not in use ;

gap-rope (see quot.).

1888 Lockwoods Diet. Mech. Engin.^^ *Gap Bridge. 1883
Man. SeamansJiipfor Boys 60 Foot-Line or *Ga_p Rope is

a rope's end rove through a block at the bowsprit cap, and
bent to an eyelet-hole in the foot of the jib, or to the clew
of the jib.

Gapf V. Add : C. To make a gap or breach in.

1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet. 1925 Brit. Weekly 5 Mar,

545/3 Demolishing two-thirds of the houses, and ' gapping '

and 'loop-holing* the remainder. 1927 Daily Express 29
July 1/2 The sowing, * gapping', 'singling', hoeing, and
other processes.

Gape, sb. Add : 6. attrib, and Comb. : gape-
•worm, the worm which causes the gapes (see 3 a).

1872 L. Wright Bk. Poultry 196 The egg of the gape-worm.

Garage (g£e-ra5, gre-red^), sb, [F, garage^ f.

garer to shelter.]

1. A building, either private or public, where
motor vehicles are housed for storage or repaire

and cleaning. Also attrib. and Comb.
1902 Daily Mail 11 Jan. 6/7 The new 'garage' founded

by Mr. Harrington Moore, hon. secretary of the Auto-
mobile Club... The 'garage*, which is situated at the City

end ofQueen Victoria-street, . .has accommodation for eighty

cars. 1902 Times i Mar. 4/3 Motor Garage. _ 1902 A. C.

Harmsworth Motors ^ Motor-driving ts The simplification

of the motor engine and the establishment of^araf«. Ibid.

306 In stations or ' garages ' where a number ofcars are kept.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 13 Apr. 4/2 A Midland firm of garage

proprietors. Ibid. 18 Nov. 5/3 Customers who need garage

room for business and private vehicles. 1920 Ibid, i Apr.

4/2 These charges, .having been carefully arranged between
the hotel proprietors and garage owners. 1931 Times Lit.

Suppl. II June 459/1 The stable boy. .has now become a
garage boy.

2. A hangar in which aircraft is kept. (Disused.)

1909 A Bercet Conquest 0/Air 11. vii. 280 The construc-

tion oigarages, landing stations and shelters.

3. A canal-siding, U,S, (Cf. *Gabe sb,&)

Z918 Webster Addenda.

Garage (g^e-ras, gse-red^), v, [f. prec] trans.

To place (a motor vehicle) in a garage for storage

or repairs; to accommodate (a motor vehicle) at a

garage. Also ahsol,

X906 Daily Chron. 26 May 3/7 They will garage your car

..,wash it, clean it, adjust it, repair it, keep it always at

'concert pitch*. 1907 {title) Where to garage. 1916 /«
the Hands ofthe Huns 14, I garaged our 45-b.p. Mercedes.

J928 Galsworthy Swan SongyW, 55 Having garaged his

car, he remembered that he had not lunched,

Qaramity, variant of *Gor-amity.

Garamond (gseram/^nd). Typog. [f. the name
of Claude Garamond (died 1561), a French type-

founder.] A form of type-body.
1928 Scholartis Press Catal. June, Printed by the West-

minster Press in 14 point Garamond. 19^ Encycl. Brit.

XVIII. 509/2 The * Garamond' type steadily acquired in-

fluence.
'
X931 Times Lit. Suppl. 25 June, Suppl. p. i/3 The

brilliant Garamond setting for Louys* ' Roi Pausole'. Ibid,

p. 1/4 Jules Meynial shows. .a catalogue well printed in

hand-set Garamond,

Qarbanzo : see Garavanck, Calatance.
1892 Humboldt in U.S. Dept, Agric^ Div. Veg, Pathol.

Riilletin 2. 30 {Cent. D. Suppl.) Barley^ beans, lentils, and
garbanzos grow very well in the fields in the greatest part

of the province. 19x8 Chambers's yrnl. Jan. 33 The fat

Castiiian garbanzos. xp*s Glasgoiv Herald 51 July 6 These
garbanzos or chichis give the peculiar flavour to soups.

Garcinia (gajsi*nia). Bot. [mod.L., f. the

name of Laurent Garci7t, French botanist + -ia.] A
tree of the genus so named of tropical Asiatic and

African guttiferous trees, some species of whicli

furnish gamboge,
1886 G. Nicholson's Illusir. Diet, Gardening II. 43/a

Garcinias thrive in a peat and loam compost. 1890 W. J.
Gordon Foundry 126 The garcinia that yields the gamboge.



GARDEN.

Gardeilv ^^* Add : l. c. (U.S. example.)
1803 Steele Papers I. 374 [He] speaks of the Lands found

in the neighbothood of the Walnut Hills, as being the

Garden of America.

d. To lead up the garden : to lead on, entice,

mislead, slang.

1926 Kthel SIannin Sounding Brass i, vHi, They're
cheats, that's wot women are! Lead you up the garden
and then go snivellin* around 'cos wot's natcheral 'as

'appened to 'cm, 1931 Publishers* Circ. 10 Jan. 25/3 It is

a little disconcerting to find that everyone has been 'led up
the garden ' by what was evidently an entirely innocent
misconception.

e. Garden ofEden : in attrib. use denoting any

place of surpassing beauty or delight or of supreme

rural felicity. Similarly Garden 0/ God.
i860 Maykk Reid Odd People 37 Ihis vast Garden of God

[sc. the valley of the Amazon] is yet unexplored by man.
1918 Kipling Lan<i <$ Sea T, (1923) 120 Garden-of*Eden
picnics for weeks an' weeks.

4. a. garden-border^ -door (later U.S. examplej,

-hoe^-hoset -palings -patkj -rail, -rake^ -j^^^/ (earlier

example), -soil^ -spade, -vegetable.

i86a 'Gail Hamilton* Country Living^ ff Thinking 19
They hummed with the bees in the •garden-borders. 1845
Caroline M. Kirkland Western Clearings 116 The minis-

ter., drew his gentle fiance to the *garden.door, and thence
into the garden. 1783 E, Parkman Diary 300 *Garden
Hoe 1/6. x88( Rep. Indian Affairs 3, I distributed among
these people six hundred field and garden hoes. 1883 Nye
Baled Hay 207 Use benzine, .cautiously with whitewash
brush and 'garden hose. 1813 Niles* Weekly Reg. IV. 12/a

A temporary breastwork, composed of rails and *garden
pailing. 1863 B. Taylor H. Thurston xxxi. 306 Crickets

chirped loud among the dying weeds along the garden-

fialings. 1870 ' Fanny Fern ' Ginger-Snaps 162 The irrcso-

ute hand, that could only lead them tip and down that

narrow *garden-path. 1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVHL
144 The Doctor stood looking over the *garden rails when
one of the ' seven wise men ' of the village passed by. 1858

}. A. "Wakoer Hedges Ar £vergreens 60 A light *gardcn-rake,

i6ai MouRT Reiat. Plant. Plymouth (1865) 82 This day
some*earden Seeds were sowen. t^^ Cultivator W. 213, 1.

.

potted It in common *garden soil. 18^5 Mrs. Stowe We jr

/Neighbors ii. 20 Catnip, .which grew in a bit of garden soil

back of the house. 1744 in Ma-ryland Hist. Mag. XXL
243, 6 good Well Steeled 'Gardin Spades. 1831 Peck Guide
/or Emigrants ii. 141 *Garden Vegetables.

6. a. garden-frtnt (later U.S. example).

1747 N.H. Probate Rec. IIL 507 Herbs Cabbages and
such garden fruits as she shall desire.

6. garden city, a town surrounded by a rural

belt, in public ownership and organized for healthy

living and for industry within restricted limits

;

Garden Colony, a name given to Natal, on
account of the wealth and beauty of its flora

;

garden county, the county (of a state) most re-

sembling a garden ; the most fertile and beautiful

part ; garden craft, the management of gardens

;

garden lot U.S.y a piece of groimd for a garden
;

garden patch 6''.^. - garden-ground (b) ; gar-

den-room, a room with a door or window opening

out on to a garden ; garden sauce (sars, sass)

U.S., garden vegetables ; Garden State U.S.y

the state of Kansas ;
garden-suburb, a suburb

organized on the same lines as a garden-city

;

garden-truck U.S., market-garden produce,
1903 Times 29 Aug. 4/j The 'Garden City Pioneer Com-

pany (Limited) has acquired about 4,000 acres of land near
Hitchin on which to build the first garden city. 1914 Scots-

man 6 Oct. 7/a There are at present in existence a number
ofschemes such as the First Garden City at I^elchworth, and
the various garden suburbs which have been successfully

started invariouspartsof the country. \^%t Daily Tel. i May
9/4 The Federal Capital City of Australia, .its splendid
design on * garden city * lines. 1899 Devereux Side Lights

S. A. 158 The ' *Gardcn Colony ' cfeserves its name, so uni-

versal in Durban are its lawns of smooth turf and its banks
of blossom and foliage. 1899 Westrn. Gaz. 18 Dec. 12/1 The
hills and valleys of the Garden Colony are all clad in green.

i&aa yer/norit Agric. Rep. XII. 113 This is often called the

•Garden County of Vermont. 189a J, D. Spdding (////«•)

•Garden Craft, Old and New. 1904 E. Wharton Italian
Villas^ To enjoy and appreciate the Italian garden-craft one
most always bear in mind that it is independent of floricul-

ture. 1917 Rohde(^////) Garden-craft in the Bible, and other

£ssays. x<i^ Charlestown LandRecords 138 One dwelling
hous and a *garden Lott,.scituateat the sconce- Poynl, 1875
Mrs. Stowe We <$ Neighbors i. 12 The house itselfand the

•garden-patch in the rear. 1887 Mary E. Wilkins Humble
Romance 166 She had taken a fancy lately to a landward
window, the one with the poor little garden-patch under it.

189a Stevenson & Osbourne Wrecker xx, There was but
one place reserved, the •garden-room, whither Lady Ann
had now retired. 1899 W. Robinson Engl. Flotoer Garden
(ed. 7) xxxii. 367 Where they give shade or a^ ' garden room

'

as part of the house they arc a real gain. Ibid. 368.

1833 J. Neal DoivH-Easters I. 91, 1 wanted cabbage or

potaters, or most any sort o' 'garden sarse. 1869 Bowles
OurNew West xi. 231 A load ofgrain, pork, or **garden sass *.

1873 Bbaule Undt-vel. West xxiv. 504 The country West
does not contain arable land enough to supply enrdensauce
to an average population. 1871 Schele dk Vere Ameri-
canisms (1872) 659 Kansas is often called the *Garden State,

from the beautiful appearance of rolling prairies and vast

cultivated fields which abound in that fertile region, 1883

J. H. liEADLK Western Wilds xxxviii.612 The soft blue sky
of the Garden Stale. 1905 Spectator 11 Mar. 356/2 The
•Garden Suburb Trust, 1913 Punch 30 July 105 Gentility

in our garden suburb. 1^8 B. F. TAvt^oR Between Gates
84 A deep bushel basket.. filled with "garden truck'. 1897
R. M. Stuart SimpkinsvUle 152, I 5 pose you and Mis'
CarroU've been swappin' confidences about garden-truck.
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1901 Marah E. Ryan Montana \. ag But I've eaten some
pretty good garden truck they've raised.

Gsirden, v. Add

:

1. b. Cricket. To clear away loose fragments
likely to deflect the ball from its course, slang.
1897 Encycl. Sport I. 226/2 Fragments of grass and turf

should be removed.. .The process of clearing the ground of
dibris is known to cricketers as 'gardening .

Garden spot. U.S. [Garden sb. i
.]

1. A piece of garden-ground.
1687 Plymouth Rec. 190 From thence we are bounded by

goodman Watson's garden spot. 1767 in Essex Inst. Hist.
Coll. II. 87/1 Agreed with the Rev. Peter Clark to hire his
House,. .and agardenspot. 1834 H. Brackenr!dce^«4j//',
V. 43 Gallipolilans did not pretend to cultivate anything
more than small garden spots. 1878 M rs. Stowe Poganuc P.
xi. 116 Though the snow banks yet lay over the garden-
spots, deep and high, 1884 ' C. E. Craddock ' In Tenn.
Mts. I. 53 She was welcomed to a chair and a view of the
weed-grown *.garden-spot *.

2. A place suggestive of a garden. (Cf. Gabden
sb. I c.)

1813 A7/«' Weekly Reg. IV. 317/a The Rapids of the Miami
may justly be termed the *garden spot' of the territory.

1856-7 D, D. Owen Geol. Kentucky (Hartlett 1859) The un-
broken tracts lying towards the heads of the streams are
indeed the 'Garden Spots' of the State. 1873J. H. Beadle
Undevel. West xxii. 433 Garden spot o' the world, sir, no
doubt of it.

Garden-stuff. (Earlier Amer. example.)
f 1644 WiNTHRop Lett. (1869) 460 All sorts of English

fruits and garden stuffe prosper very well heere.

Gardner (ga-jdnaj). The name of Captain
M. W. Gardner, used attrib. and absol. to desig-
nate a type of machine gun invented by him, which
has two to five barrels side by side.

1884 Illustr. Lond. Neivs LXXXIV. 322/1 The force was
drawn up., with three Gardners on the left and three
Gatlings on the right. 1899 Daily News 30 Jan, 5/1 The
workshops were turning out two Gardiners [sic] and two
Maxims every month. 1903 A. C. Dovle Green Flag 11
Caught in the blast of lead from a Gardner.

Gare (gai), sb.^ [Fr.] a. A dock-basin on a
river or canal, b. A railway station, O. A pier,

wharf, or the like,

1869 Sir S. Northcote in Lt/e (1890) I, 360 Two or three
gnres have been hollowed out, where vessels may lie. 190a
Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 708/2 Commander Edwards, R.N.,
proceeded down the Canal, taking possession of the gares
and dredgers. 1906 Daily Chron. 10 Sept. 5/6 When seen
at the gare he was wearing a bowler hat and had a grey
beard. 191a Q. Rev. Oct. 315 GareSf or mooring stations,

are now provided.

Garibaldi. Add : 1. O. Garibaldi biscuit, a
sandwich biscuit containing a paste of currants.
1898 A rmy ff Navy Co-op. Stores 8 Biscuits. . . Garihald! .

,

5^ [per Ib-I. 1909 H. G. Wf.lls Tono-Bungaywx. iii. 276 In-
stead of offering me a Garibaldi biscuit, she asked me with
that faint lisp of hers, to 'have somesquashed flies, George',

Garibaldian (gseribo-ldian, -bx'l-), a. and J*,

[f. Garibaldi + -AN.] A. adj. Of, pertaining to,

or supporting Garibaldi. B, sb. An adherent of
Garibaldi. Also Oaribaldlst.
i860 Unifrerse 8 Dec. 1/2 The Garibaldian General TGrr.

x86i E. Dicey Cavour xxiv, The Garibaldian Dictatorship.
1863 All the Year Round -2. May 222/1 The Garibaldists are
coming! 1867 J. Watts-Russell in CardcUa Li/e ix. 49
We shot away at the Garibaldians from some windows.
189* O'Clery Making 0/ Italy 221 The numerous ex-
peditions which followed (ox the purpose of reinforcing . . the
Garibaldian army.

Gam (gaJn), int. Cockney pronunciation of

go on I (see Go v. B, 84 j) often used to express

disbelief or ridicule of a statement.
1888 Runciman Chequers 80 G.trn, you farthin' face 1

I9xa G. B. Shaw Pygmalion i. The Note Taker {whipping
out his book) Heavens I what a sound !.. Ah—ah—ah—ow

—

ow—ow—00 ! The Flower Girl {tickledby the per/ortnance^
and laughing in spite 0/ herself) Gam I 19*5 Glasgcno
Herald 9 Jan. 8 He complained that if he used such words
as * garn * or 'struth ' he was accused of vulgarity, whereas
were he capable of imitating the peculiar sounds such as
were heard from those north of the Tweed he would be able
to move in any society.

Gacmetrts v. Add ; Also as sb , the machine
used for this purpose; Garnett tooth, a form of

saw-tooth used in Garnett machines.
1884 W. S. B. M^Larfn Spinningi^A. 2) 189 The [machine]

for opening the looser waste is called aGarnett. 189a
Nasmith Students* Cotton Spinning 132 It is customary to

cover the llcker-in with a set of teeth... These are called
• Garnett * teeth.

GarO (ga'rtf), A member of one of a group of

Mongoloid tribes of the Garo Hills, Assam; also,

their language.
x88o Encycl. Brit. XII. 777/2 The following are the twenty

principal dialects of the Tibcto-Burman group ;— (i) C5chnri
or Bodo, (2) G.-iro, [etc.). 1883 Ibid, XV. 295/1 Of the
aboriginal tribes [of Maiinansinh] the most numerous are
the Hajongs (24,936) and G5ros (10,997). 191a A. Gordon
Li/e A. H. Charteris 330 The plams at the foot of the
mountains—called the Dooars—are peopled by Mecbis,
Kajbunsis, and Garos.

Garret, sb.^ 4, Add : garret chamber, -stairs

(earlier U.S. example).
1657 '" Essex Inst. Hist. Coll, VII. 39/2 John Norman is

to build an house for them.. with..one *garret chamber.
X889 Rose T. Cooke Steadfast ii. 27 She crept upstairs to
the 'garret-cbaml>er * where she slept. 1688 S. Skwall
Diary I. 34X1 1 thought of Mr. Oakes's Dream about Mr.

QAS.

Shepard and Mitchell beckening him up the *Garret.Stairs
in Harvard College.

Garrigae Cgarrg). Also garigue, [Fr,] In
the south of France, uncultivated land of a calca-

reous soil overgrown with scrub-oak and pine.
1896 Sfuithsonian Rep. 414 Often upon uncultivated lands,

there called the garrigues, are seen long trains of ants
forming two continuous lines hurrying in opposite directions,

one gomg away from the nest, the other toward it. 1922
jgtk Cent. Sept, 429 The short.toed lark . . was found mainly
on the garrigues—high, chalky downlands, planted with
the universal vines.

Garrison, sb. 6. Add : garrison duty.
1813 Southev Nelson i. 37 The few who were able to per-

form garrison duty.

Garrupa: see Grouper.
Garter, sb. Add : 7, Tofly the garter : see
Fly z/.l 4 b.

8, garter-stitch, the simplest stitch in knitting,

used in making garters ; also called //flz« knitting.

1909 Daily Chron. 8 Dec. 9/4 Sixty stitches are loosely
cast on, and sixty rows of garter-stitch knitted.

Garth 1. 2. For f Obs. read Obs.txc. Hist,
i8«)4 J. C. Atkinson Old Whitby 43 There is such a per-

plexing uncertainty in the words.. of all who have taketi in
hand to write about the Horngarth, as to what the garth
element of it really was. 1908 W. G. Collincwood Scand.
Brit. 193 He made his ^arr, a group of buildings, in the /«H,
or homefield, which he manured and mowed for hay, and
surrounded with a garth,

Gartner (geautna-i). The name of Karl F.
Gartner, Danish anatomist (1785-1827), used to

designate certain parts of the anatomy of mammalia
distinguished or described by him.
Gartner's canal, in the female, a tube that is the homo-

logue of the vas deferens, Gariner^s duct^ a straight canal
extending from the parovarium through the broad ligament
to the vagina,
x85>o Billings Med. Diet. 189a W. W. Keen ^ % W.

White's Text-bk. Surg. 978 Gartner's duct. 1896 tr. Boas'
Text Bk. Zool. 491 Gartner's duct in the Ruminants. 1907
W. Rose & Cari.ess Man. Surg, (ed. 6) 218 The main
Wolffian duct.. occasionally runs down between the layers
of the broad ligament close to the uterus, to open in the
vagina near the urethral orifice, being then known as Gart-
ner's duct,

Garua (gar«*a), [Peruvian Sp.] « *Caman-
CHACA.
1877^ E, G, Squier Peru 38 We are assured that * it ne\ ^r

rains in Lima ' ; but the dense permeating mist not infre-

quently forms itself into minute drops, when it is called

guara [sic.]. 1914 C. R. Enock Ecuador 195 The Peruvian
coast., receives.. a light mist-drizzle, known Sisgarua. 1917
Kendrew Climates Cont. 313 At Lima. .heavy showers are

rare, the usual rain being a fine drizzle or a wet mist called

Garua.

Gas, sb. Add

:

3. C. Read: * a balloon or airship*.

f. In full asphyxiating gas, poison gas : highly

poisonous or asphyxiating gas, such as chlorine,

used in warfare. Also = tear gas, lachrymatory
gas.

First used in the war of 1914-18 by Germany on April 22,

1915.

1915 D. O. Barnett Lett. aS Apr. 124 You may like to
know we've got a way of competing with asphyxiating

fas. X915 War Illustr. 8 May 282/1 Germans Held Back
y their Own Gas. 191$ Daily Sketch 18 Aug, 6/2 'Ware

Gas, 1916 War Illustr. 7 Oct, 177 As soon as the use of the

gas lost its novelty it was deprived of much of its effect,

6. gas-proof s^^].

1909 Westm. Gaz. 17 Feb, 7/2 Experts in the use of gas-

proof apparatus. 19318 Daily Express 30 Apr. 7 Fortifica-

tions. .shellproof and gasproof.

7. (in sense *3 f), gas alarm, bombardment, cloud,

war, zone; gas alert, attack, bomb (see quots,)

;

gas-cell, a cell containing gas in an airship ; gas-

cooker — gas-stove; gas-filled a., filled with gas,

spec, applied to a type of electric light bulb
; gas-

fired a., heated by the combustion of gaseous fuel;

gas gangrene, ^zxX\t,i gaseous gangrene, gangrene

in which gas (e.g. hydrogen sulphide) is formed ;

gas helmet = *^J mask; gas-mantle (see Mantle
sb. 5 g) ;

gas TCi&6k.{eadieT anti-{poison-)gas mask),

a mask used as a protection against poisonous

gas; gas-oxygen = oxy-coal-gas (see Oxt- a);

gas shell (see quot.)
;

gas-spurt, little heaps

or lumps occurring on the surface of some strata,

thought to be due to the intermittent escape of

gas from decomposing organic matter ; gas thread,

a standard form of screw-thread used on iron and
brass tubes ; gas trap, a trap to prevent sewer gas
from coming up a pipe

;
gas-turbine, a turbine

which uses for its motive power the gas obtained by
burning or exploding a fuel ;

gas-valve (see quot.).

191S D. O. Barnett Lett. 183 There was a false *gas
alarm last night. 1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms s.v.

,

When conditions of atmosphere and wind are favorable

for a gas attack preparations are made to meet it.^ This is

known as *gas s\^xt...*Gas Attacks^ attacks in which
chlorine and other gases are brought up to the trench com-
pressed in steel cylinders.. ,*G<ij Bomb, in trench warfare,

a bomb containing a bursting charge of high explosive and

poisonous gas. 1919 G. K. Rose 3l4th Oxf. <$ Bucks Lt.

htfly. 203 Throughout the night of August 7/8.. a heavy

*gas-bombardment was kept up. 1998 C, F. S, Gamble A'.

Sea Air Station xix. 334 Above us the •gas-cells are hanging



GAS.

Kmply down. 1915 War /Hustr. as Sept. 128 A coming

•cascloud. iBgo Casselfs Mtig. Mar. as5/i A ^?,*',^''*

Cooker. 1907 7rHi. Sx. Arts LV. 596/2 *Gas-filled air-

ships have lately been so improved. 1919 Coti^'^st 1. 25/3

A modem half-watt gas-filled lamp. i8«9 C. E Groves ff

IK Tkorf's Chtm. Ttchiul. I. 546 The «gas-fired boi er

showed an evaporation of from 6-6 to 9-2 lbs. of water per lb.

of coaL 1918 Nommcl. Dis. 238 Bacillus tcdematis maligni.

The cause of malignant ccdema and some cases of gas

iknerene. 191S /""«<* "5 Dec. 488/3 Will officers plrase state

how many -Gas Helmets they possess? 191; P. Macgill

Bro-MH Brethren vii. 102 A few had pulled iheirgas helmets

down over their heads and faces. 1900 Jrnl. Sac. Arts

XLVIII. 460/2 The Incandescent "Gas Mantle and its Use.

1909 H. G. Weu-s Tono-BuHgay iii. i. 219 The cerium and

thorium alone were worth the money he extracted for the

fis-mantles then in vogue. 1913 '^'i'' Illustr. 4 Sept. 69

rench soldiers wearing anti-poison "gas masks and respira-

tors. J917 Ibid. 17 Feb. 15/3 An Austro-Hungarian in-

fantryman with gas-mask. 1904 Nature 9 June 132/1 The
soapstone can be melted in a *gas-oxygen jet, and very fine

fibres are easily drawn out from the clear bead thus ob-

tained. 191S D. O. Barnett Lett. 204 Coming through

a district where they'd been using •gas-shells. 1918 E. S.

Farrow Diet. MU. Terms, Gas Shells, ordinary shells from

which the greater part of explosive has been taken and re-

placed by a poisonous liquid, which, when the shell bursts,

turns into a poisonous vapor or gas. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X.

894/1 *Gasspurts. i88a Geikie Text-hk. GeoU 486. 1884

Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Gas Tra/, a device toprevent

the reflux of gas from the sewer. IJ14 N Davkv Gas Tur-

bine II The constant-pressure, single-fluid •gas turbine.

1884 KmcHT Diet Mech. Suppl., *Gns Valve, a stop valve

for gas mains. 1931 ' Miles (title) The "Gas War of 1940.

191S War Illustr. 8 May 270/2 Most of them [sc. Canadians)

were sufficiently removed from the deadly *gas zone to

escape sudden asphyxiation.

Gas (gfes), sb:^ U.S. Colloq. abbrev. of *Gaso-

LEMB. To step or tread on the gas, to accelerate

a motor engine by pressing down the accelerator-

pedal with the foot ; gen. to pnt on speed.

190S Rex Beach Pardners v. (1912) 125, I turned the gas

into the tug, blowin' for the Wells Street Bridge. 1916

H. L. WilsoN Somewhere in Red Gap vii. 289 Once she d

tramped on the gas of a ninety-horsepower racer and socked

him against a stone wall. 1924 W. M. Raine Troubled

Waters viii. 81 Next moment she was pushing home the

brake and shutting ofT the gas. i9zs H. L. Foster Trop.

Tramp Tourists 42 My chauffeur turned off the gas. .and

lighted a cigarette. 1927 Huntington & Whitney Builders

Amer. 329 The only question is whether we shall stubbornly

keep our foot on the gas until there is a collision. 1017

Meherin Sandy Ixi, With a suddenness that sickened her

he stepped on the gas. 1919 Times 6 Nov. 15/4 The time

may come when, to speed up the cause, be may tread on the

gas with the best of them.

Gas, V. Add : 1. o. To inflate with gas.

1912 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 4B/2 Airship harbours have
facilities for gassing airships with hydrogen.

4. pass. b. spec. To be subjected to a gas attack
;

usually, to be affected by poison gastised in warfare.

The original wider sense is now felt to be a generalization

of this use.

191S Times 7 May 9/4 The men in hospital.. who were
'gassed '..on Hill 60. 191s D. O. Ba»nbttZ.««. 9 June 168

Young had to go off this morning to a village a few miles

back to be gassed. He (and a lot of staff men) were put in

a trench and given a dose, with respirators on ofcourse. Ibid.

14 JVme 178 They say that round Wipers the German infantry

is rotten . . [and] won't advance if there is any fire to hold them
up, that is, unless we're gassed out. 1919 G. K Rose 2l4th

Ox/, ti Bucks Lt. Ii'/ty. 203 The Colonel, .. Regimental

Sergeant-Major and many signallers and runners, all found

that ihey were gassed. 192a Daily Mail 1 1 Nov. 7, 18 Girls
* Gassed '. A number of employees were overcome by_fumes

, .through a stopper flying from a cylinder of ammonia gas.

Ibid. 14 Nov. 7 Army Officer Gassed in his Bath*..Acci.

dental Death, the result of poisoning by a gas escape from

a geyser. Ibid. 20 Nov. 7 Residents of Horley, Surrey,

complain of being ' gassed ' by the fumes released in the

breaking up of mustard gas shells at a dump near Gatwick
Racecourse, about a mile and a half away.

5. b. orig. U.S. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1855 Herald ofFreedom (Kansas) 8 Sept. 2/4 (Th.) When
it's done 'tis done, without buncomin' and gassin' on't two
or three days. 1871 Schele de Vebe Americanisms (1872)

263 One of the means employed for this purpose is to deliver

long speeches, merely to consume time, and for this the ex.

pression \.ogas, has, of late, come into use.

6. intr. Of a storage battery : To give off gas.

190a E. J. Wade Second. Batteries 332 When once^ the
surfaces of a pure lead anode in an electrolyte of dilute

sulphuric acid are peroxidised and gassing. Ibid. 335 As a
rule the positives commence to gas almost immediately the
current passes. 1907 Vicarey Storage Batteries 7 The
charge must be continued until every cell in the whole
battery has become milky or 'gasses freely*.

Gas-bag. Add

:

1. b. A balloon or airship, colloq. {depreciatory).

1877 Design if Work 111. 602 Science ! indeed, to talk of
propelling a flaccid gas-bag ! z888 English Mech. XLVII I.

224 'ITiere was an instance the other day. .of the impracti-

cability of gas-bags. 19*5 E. Frase" & Gibbons Soldierly

Sailor Words.

O. A lag inflated or inflatable with gas, consti-

tuting the envelope of an airship or a section of it.

i89&Fearson's Mag, VI. 611 We have an apparatus that can
lift a man up several hundred feet into the air without using

any gasbag. 1900 Black t, White Budget III. 8i8/t The
framework is sub-divided by sixteen network partitions, in

each of which a gas-bag of corresponding shape is inserted.

191Z Rev. Reviews XLVI. 61 Inside the frames go the gas-

l^gs, sixteen or so in number.

Gas-light, o. Add : gaslight paper, a

photographic printing-paper on which the negative

is printed out by exposure to gas-light ; gaslight-
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print, a print made from a negative by gas-light

;

so gas-light printing.

1906 R. C Baylev Complete Phytographtr 243 •Gaslight

papers, as their name implies, are sufficiently insensitive to

be worked in gaslight. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 26 Oct. 13/2 The
sulphide toning process used so much now to give warm
brown tones to bromide prints is equally applicable to "gas-

light prints. 1906 R. CUk\\.k\ Comflete Photographer

m

Incandescent gas is much more powerful than is needed for

bromide work, but is an excellent light for •gaslight printing.

Gasolene. Add : U.S. The petrol used for

motor engines. (See also * Gas rf. 2)

1895 [in Diet.]. 189s Netu Rev. Oct. 390 Thirteen [vehi.

cles] were driven by petroleum (or g.-\solene)_ motors._ Ibid.

392 Of the petroleum vehicle, -it may be said_ that it owes
much of its extreme lightness to its modesty in the matter

of fuel. A few pints of gasolene or rectified petroleum will

suffice it for five or six hours. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl.

14 May 381/3 If you must do your own dry-cleaning, use

carbon tetrachloride, not the perilous petrol (which Ameri-

cans call gasolene).

Gasper. Add

:

2. Colloq. name (orig. given in jocular deprecia-

tion) for a cigarette of a cheap brand.

1914 Isis J4 Feb. 5/2 Not only docs he prefer the Irish-

grown * gasper ' to all others, but he provides them for^ his

Saxon guest. 1916 Punch 11 Oct. 261 ' D'yer finkjellicoe

gits Is share ? ' * Course not, stoopid. Admirals don't smoke
gaspers !

' 1921 Mais Why ive should read 32 Why should

one prefer a Corona cigar to a * gasper '?

Gaspergoo, -gOU (gaespajga-). U.S. Bi

Canada. Also gaspar-goo. [Of obscure origin.]

The fresh-water drum-fish.

1810 F. Cuming Tour (Pittsburg) 302 A fine dish of

gaspar-goo, the best fish I had yet tasted of the produce of

the Mississippi. 1831 W. B. Dewees Lett./r. Texas xv.

137 Up the country our rivers abound with various kinds of

fish, such as cat, buffalo, perch and gaspergoos. 1909 Cent.

Diet. Suppl., Gaspergou.

Gassed (gsest), ppl a. [*GA3 v. 4.] Affected

by poison gas.

1915 Morn. Post 29 May 7/7 The death of the ga-ssed

victims around Ypres. 1918E. M.Koberts E/yiftgPighter

28 .Several thousands of other wounded and gassed men
followed us.

Gastero-, gastrozooid {giest(Ji)rozoa-oid).

Zool. [f. Gastbo- •)- ZooiD.] A nutritive or

digestive zooid in certain compound Hydrozoa.
1880 Encycl. />'n/.XII. 554/2 Acentral short mouth-bearing

person (gastrozooids). 1888 Rollestom & Jackson Anim.
Life 758 The Gastrozooid, a term applied to the digestive

zooid of Hydrocorallina.

Gasthaas (ga-sthaus). [G., = Guest house.]

A (German) inn.

1833 Sir F. B. H ead Biibblesfr. Bruxntn (1834) 274 At one

of these solemn villages the postilion stopped at a * gast-

haus ' to bait his horses. Z841 Thackeray Misc. Ess. Wks.

1885 XXV. 375 If he has dined at an inn or restaurant,

gasthaus, posada, albergo, or what not, invariably inserts

into his log-book the bill of fare. 1874 Busk Tirol 86 Its

principal inn. claims to be not merely a Gasthaus, bllt a
Gasthof, 1918 .Sunday Express 11 Mar. 3/3 'This is a
gasthaus *, he answered, .

.
' and my name is Ludwig.

'

Gasthof (ga-sthtff)- [G.] A (German) hotel.

183a Stocqueler is Months' Pilgr. Khuzistan II. iv. 106

A spacious gasthof, or public house. 1865 * Ouida ' Strath,

more V, A Bohemian Gasthof is about the only place . .where

you see the doctrine of equality in absolute., practice. 1874

[see •Gasthaus].

Gastric, a. Add : c. Gastric mill : a frame-

work consisting of movable calcareous or chitinous

plates in the stomach of certain Crustacea.

1897 T. J.
Parker & Haswell Text-bk. Zool. I. 547 A

gastric mill is present in Malaccstraca.
_ 1927 Haldane &

HuxLKv Anim. Biol. i. 7 Gastric mill, with grinding teeth

and straining apparatus.

Gastro-. Add examples of recent terms of

surgery, etc. (see quots.).

1901 H. Gadow Amphibia f,- Reptiles 282 The vertebrae

of the Reptilia and those of all other Amniota are *gastro-

centrous ; that is to say the centra or bodies of the vertebrae

are formed by the pairs of interventralia, while the basi-

ventralia are reduced. 1896 '^\Ki\j,'Ka Surg. Afim. Canal

249 When the junction is with the ileum, it is strictly a
*gastro-ileostomy ; and when with the colon, a *gastro-colo-

stomy. Ibid. 156 *Gastrodiaphany. .has received up to the

present but a very limited trial. 1904 Nature 4 Aug. 316 'a

The examination by the ROntgen rays and by so-called

gastro-diaphany. 1903 Lancet 29 Aug. 501/2 We rapidly

considered the relative advantage of pyloroplasty .. and
•gaslroduodenostomy. I^ Practitioner SepU 450 The
original posterior •gastro-jejunal opening had closed. 1925

F. Taylor's Pract. Med.(iti. 13)427 Gastro-jejunal or jejunal

ulcer. 1896 Mavlard Surg. Alim. Canal 249 The more
commonly performed [operation] of *gasti o-jejunostomy.

191$ F. Taylor's Pract. Med. (ed. 13) 427 Symptoms sub-

sequent to gastro-jejunostomy. 1896 Mavlard Surg. Alim.
Canal 248 Brandt also records a successful case (x<r. of gas-

trorrhaphyl under the title of *gastroplicalion. Ibid. 156

The method is especially valuable in delimiting the lesser

curvature in gastrectasia and *gastroptosis. 1909 Osler &
M=Crae Syst. Med. V. 60S Gastroptosis, although one of the

less frequently recognized of the visceral ptoses, is one of

the most important as regards symptomatology. 1906 H. J.

Paterson Gastric Surg. 53 *Gastrorrhagia, or gastric hemor-
rhage. 1906 W. Hale White in Lancet 3 Nov. 11B9/1

•Gastrostaxis, or oozing of blood from the mucous membrane
of the stomach.

Gastroscope (gse'strtjskoop). [f. Gasteo- -i-

-scopB.] An instrument for inspecting tlie interior

of the stomach during life.

1890 tr. Urbanitzky's Elecir. in service ofMan 593 The

GATHER.
ga5;troscope has. .a fine channel through which air is forced

by means ofindia-rubber balls, in order to inflate the stomach.

Gat ^ (gset). Criminals' slang, [Short for Gat-
ling.] A revolver or other weapon.
19S0 Bulletin 22 June ro Then the Chink out with a gat

and cuts loose. 1922 Short Stories Feb. 42/2 Swnpe his

gat ', said a harsh voice—and I became conscious of the fact

that hands were searching ray pockets. 1924 W. M. Raine
Troubled Waters xix, I'll be in the outer room with a gau

Gate, 5^.1 Add:
6. Phr. To give (a person) the gate : to dismiss

him. So to get the gate. U.S. slang.

Z924 P. Marks Plastic Age 273, 1 guess his girl has given

him the gate. 1928 L. North Parasites 62 Anyhow, it would
stop me from submitting the same ideas he got the gate for.

C, — starting'gate.

X928 Daily Mail 25 j[uly 14/1 Drift has hilherto been a
disappointment. She is bad at the gate.

8. b. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1815 Niles* Weekly Register IX. 36/1 The engine drives

four saws in separate ^fl/t'J.

d. In an internal-combnstion engine, an arrange-

ment of slots, in the shape of the letter H, through

which the gear-lever is pushed to engage different

gears. Also attrib.

1906 Wesim. Gaz. 25 Jan. 4/2 The advantage of the gate

change is . . its simplicity and ceruinty. 1906 Daily Chrotu

14 Nov. 9/3 The 'gale* system of gear changing. 1907
Westm. Gaz. 5 Dec. 4/2 The gate-operated change-speed
gear sy.slem. 1908 Ibui. 28 May 4/3 The two motions that

an ordinary gate-quadrant necessitates. Ibid. 14 Nov. 15/2
Four speeds operated through a gate. 1928 Daily Express
ji Oct. 1/2 The gear lever can be shifted through the gate
at will according to the road and traffic.

13. Gate City U.S.y a city placed at the en-

trance to a district (applied spec, to Atlanta,

Keokuk, etc."); gfate-crasher colloq,,^ orig. U.S.y

one who attends a private party, reception, or enter-

tainment without an invitation ; so gate-crtishing

vbl. sb. ; also fig. ; gate-fine, a fine imposed for

failing to be within the College gales by a certain

hour; gate-leg, gate-legged a., designating a fold-

ing-table with a leg or legs set in a gate-like frame

which may be svrang back to allow the leaves to

be shut down ; gate table = *gate-leg table ; gate-

valve, a valve with a sliding gate ;
gate-wheel,

(fl) a wheel operating the gates protecting a level

crossing; {b) a wheel attached or geared to the

spindle of a large gate-valve or to a hydraulic gate

to effect its opening and closing.

1866 E. A. Pollard Southern Hist. War II. 382 The
Battles of Atlanra.—The Fall of 'the ""Gate City'. 1871

Schele de Vere Americanisms {iBj^) 663 Keokuk, in Iowa,
..is.. poetically called Gale City, since here opens to navi-

gation the largest river of the Union. 1889 Kansas Times
4" Star 28 May, The title so long borne by Keokuk, ' Gate
City of the West', finally has been surrendered to Kansas
City. 1894 Congress. Rec. 8384/2 In the front, where.. the
enterprising citizens of Atlanta have put that beautiftil 'gate

city* of the South. 19*7 Daily News 28 June 5/3 * One-
eyed Connolly', the champion American '"gate crasher'

(one who gains admittance to big spwning events without

payment)... The Committee of the White Ro5« Ball,.. held

at the May Fair Hotel last evening, dealt severely with a
few cases of ' *gate crashing '. 1928 Ma>ichester Guardian
Weekly 26 Oct. 335/2 There he saw the representatives of

the press, to the number of 300, ofwhom perhaps seventy-five

were really newspaper men and women, the others being

what the American language calls 'ringers*, 'gate-crashers ,

or 'dead-heads'. 1930 Atom. Post 19 Aug. 12/1 A 'Political

Gatecrasher'. 1906 illag. Fine Arts Apr. 442/2 A •gate-

leg table is perhaps the most convenient for modern small

rooms. 1930 Daily Tel. 5 Apr. 21/3 Gate-leg and other

Dining Tables. 1903 Connoissertr V, No. 19. advt,. Oak
•'gate-legged table. 1906 Mag. Pine Arts Apr. 443 Spiral-

legged *Gate-table. 1884 Kkight Pict, Meek. SuppL, *'GaU
Valve^ a valve for water or gas. main.

Gatha (ga-ta). [Zend; = Skr. gathd song,

verse, stanza.] In the sacred writings of the Par-

sees, any of the five collections of metrical com-
positions. Also attrib.^ esp. \vith reference to

their language. Hence OatMc (ga-tik) a. [cf, F.

gathique\ of or pertaining to the gathas or the

language in which they are written ; sb. the lan-

guage itself, being the more archaic form of the

Avestic language. Also G-athaic (gata'ik) a,

1867 M. Haug Zand-PaJdavi Gloss. Introd. p. xliii, The
difference of the Gatha dialect i^gasanVi) from the common
Avesta language is shown in the pronouns of the first and

second persons. 1878 — Ess. Parsis 143 The first Gatha
contains verses, each ofwhich consists of forty-eight syllables.

1891 K. E. Kakga Avesta Lang. Pref. p. iv, The examples,

both Avestaic and Gaih.^ic..are such as are actually met
with in the sacred writings. 1902 L. H. Mills {.title) A
dictionary of the Gathic language of the Zend Avesta. X910

E. C. SvKES Persia 21 The entire copies of the Avesta and
Gathas are believed to have been destroyed when Alexander

burnt one of the palaces of PersepoHs.

Gather, sb.^ Add : L c The action of * gather-

ing ' a ball.

192X E. H. D. Seivelfs Rugby Football 64 plate, A
' gather ' at full-speed, .of a well-heeled ball.

Gather, v. 4. d. To pick up (a shot bird).

X89S GsEENER Breech-Loader 225 If a wounded bird

struggles in front of you from a companion's gun, drop it if

yoa can. Explain to the first shooter that you did so to

save lime in gathering it, 1892 Hurtingkeun Club Rules 14

All birds must be gathered by the dog or trapper, aitd no
member shall have the right to gather bis own bird.



GATHMANK.
e. Wrestling.

1870 W. Armstrong Wrestliana 167 In the second fall,

Jameson succeeded in 'gathering' Wright, and it seemed
all over witfi him. idid. 172 Matthew .'gathered 'his man
well, and hiped him- 1889 — ll'\esU/ng 203 Your opponent
will merely 'gather * his hold and you are helpless.

16. b. Phr. To gather up the threads : to resume
the story, argument, or the like. *

Cratlmiailll (ga*tman). The name of Louis
(7a//iwa;;«^born 1 843), German-American inventor

and engineer, used attrib, to designate certain of

his inventions, as Gathmann gun, a gun with
large bore designed to throw the Gathmann tor-

pedo shell, a thin-walled steel shell filled with a
high explosive which explodes on impact.

1899 IVfstm. Gaz. 16 Mar. 2/3 We can only hope the
American Press hasdrawn the long bow in its descriptions of

the Gathmann gun.

'Gator, U.S. colloq. abbrev. of Alligator.
1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 407 The 'gator is n\

what you may call a han'some critter. 1885 Milnor (Dakota)
Teller 5 June 3/3 He was walking on the banks of the
stream when he saw an immense alligator. The 'gator

humped himself. 1886 Ovimg (U.S.) Apr. 60/2 The natives

often feed their dogs and hogs boiled 'gator meat. 1890
C. W. Butler Big Game N. Atuer. 563 This is not based
upon the dog's love of 'Gator-hunting, but upon the 'Gator's

love of dog-hunting. 1907 Seakcy /» A ustral. Tropics 245.

Gattine (gsetrn). [Fr.] A disease of the silk-

worm.
18S4 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 613/3 Owing to the ravages of

gattine^ the silk industry has greatly declined since 1864.

Gan (gan). [G.] A territorial and administra-

tive division of ancient Germany, including several

villages or communities ; in the Middle Ages, a
larger division, over which, under Frankish rule,

was placed a graf.

The word is a frequent final element of place-names, as
Bretsgau, OberamTitergau.

1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. { 26 The four [sc. marks] were in

A.D. 804 made into a Gau, in which the archbishop of
Bremen had the royal rights of Heerbann and Blutbann.

1875 EncycL Brit. II. 563/1, 1880 Ibid. XII. 70/1 'Land-
schafts' and *gaus'. ruled over by dukes and counts. X916
E. G. A HoLiiEs Nemesis 0/ Docility L 19 Ihe counts.,
were&cppo^ed ta..keep order in their own ^ttux or *shires\

GaudeteCff^drt/). [L.,2ndpLimper.of^aKd^rtf

to rejoice.] The third Simday in Advent, so called

from the first word of the introit.

1897 AdJis 4- AmcLTs Caih. DUi*

Gauge, sb. 15. Add

:

gauge-fleld. Astron.^ a restricted area of the sky
photographed for the purpose of gauging the num-
ber and density of the stars in that region; gauge-
work — gauged work (see Gauged 2).

1891 A M. Clexke in Smithsonian Inst. Rep, 107 A photo-
graphic "gauge-field on a small scale. 1906 Daily Ckron.
33 Aug. 3/5 *Gage-work window headings. X9S0 Conquest
Apr. 559/2 These slips of steel.. are much used in gauge
work for building up bars of any desired thickness.

Ganltherase (g9*l)>er^is). Chem, [f. *Gadl-
THERlN + •-A9B.] An enzyme capable of splitting

ganltherin into glucose and oil of wintergreen

(methyl salicylate).

1896 Jmi. Chem. Soc. LXX. it. 540 Schneegans has given
the name betulase to the ferment obtained by Procter from
the bark of Betula lenta^ but the author \.sc. £. E.
Bourquelotl regard? as preferable the name gaultherase.
190a Kncyci. Brit. XXXl. 763/1 The enryme* which act
upon glu':osicles..emutsin and myrosin..erythrozym, rham-
nasCf and gaulthera&e.

Ganltlierm (fi5*lj>5rin), Chem, [f, Gaul-
TiiKUiA : see -IN ',] A crystalline glucoside found
in the bark of the cherry birch {^Betula lento).

1844 W. Procter in Awer. Jrnl. Pharm. (N.S.) XV. 2^9,
1853 Ure Did. Arts (ed. 4} I. 842 The fluid which contains
the gaultherinc has a slight bitterish taste. 19x3 Nature
CXII. 674/2 A new methyl salicylate glucoside, monolropi-
tine... It does not appear to be identic^ with gaultherine.

Ganly, variant of Golly ifU,

1841 Knickerbocker Mag. XVII. 401 It's well my gizzard

here.. was well hooped in, or by Gauly ! 1871 Schkle db
Vere Anuricauistns (1872) 604 GauUy, By, a Yankee oath.

Gaunt, z'. [f. Gaunt a.] trans. To make lean.

1887 Ou:ingy\J.S.) May 115/2 Jim, do you want to gaunt
Pci^'leg for a race, or wiU you give bim his ration?

Gaussage (gnn-sed3). [f. Gauss + -AGE.] The
intensity ot a magnetic field expressed in gausses.

So Oatusl'vity, the intensity of magnetizing force

expressed in gausses per square centimetre,
X90B Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 214/1 Sofi is the inductivity,

and H the gaussivity. 1903 S. J. Barnett EUctrotnafn.
Theory 273 I'he unit gaussa^e ia the gaussage which exi<its

between two points when unit work must be done to transfer

a unit mat^netic pole from one to the other.

Gauze. 3. Add: gauze-net \ gauze-ring -*

<rap€ n'Hg{*CKkFK 3 b).

1839 Knickerbocker Mag. XIIL 213 The usual mode., is

to keep them [tc. mosquiloesj off by "gauze nets. 1867
Chambers Descriptive Astron. vil viiL 709 As a rule the
•gauze ring must not be expected to be seen with anyaperture
below 4 inches. 1889 Young Text-bk. Gen. Astron. S 638.

Gavage (gaeva*^). [Kr.] A method of forcible

feeding by the use of a force-pump and a tube

passed into the stomach.
X889 Btuk*s Hamibk. Med. Set. VIII. 103/3 Dr. Tumier,

of Paris, has advocated the method of gavage in infants

409

prematurely bom. 1^5 Osler Princ. Med, (ed. 6) 511
When there is persistent anorexia, gavage may be necessary,

GaVTOChe (gavroj). [Name of a gamin in

Victor Hugo's Les Misirables.'\ A street urchin.
1876 Times 2 Nov. 4/4 A Norwegian ^tft/rf^cAc is balancing

himself by a miracle of adroitness on the dorsal extremities
of the slender shafts. x883 Pall Mall Gaz. 8 Dec. 4/1
*Mo-sieu *.. is., pronounced as 'm'sieu' in 1882, or, if one
wishes to talk as a real gavrocke^ ' ra'seu ', X9ai Blackw,
Mag. Feb. 251/1 Beneath the demure exterior the Parisian
gavroche lurked.

Gaw, variant of Gor ( = God).
1900 H. G. Wells IVar im Air iv. § 3 ' Gaw !* said Bert.

* We re going up !

'

Gawbliruy, variant of *Gorbumy.
Gawkily (gg-kili), adv. [f. Gawky a. + -LT 2.]

In a gawky or ungainly manner ; like a gawk,
i8ia L. M. Hawkins C'tess ^ Gertrude IV, 39 * I suppose

you read a great deal then ', said Lady Elma gawkily. 1928
Daily Express 13 Feb. 3 He is tall and almost gawkily built.

Gawldng, ///. a, (Earlier U.S. example.)
1817 Massac/iusetts spy ^ Apr. (Th.) All with their wives,

and some with their gawking offspring.

Gay, a. Add : 1, £ Forwanl, impertinent, too
free in conduct, * fresh*, (/.S. siang.

18^ G, Ade Fables in Slang {1900) 109 The Copper, per-
ceiving that he had come very near getting Gay with our
First Families, apologized for Cutting In. 1901 S. Mer-
wiN & H. K. Webster Calumet K xiL 226 He got gay one
day.^ I warned him once, and then I threw him off the
distribnting floor. 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters \\, 53
Don't get gay 1 Say another word, and we'll do you ! 1905
F. HopKiNSOM Smith At Close Range 41 See here, young
feller. Don't get gay. 1910 W. M. Rainr B. O'Connor ig
If anybody gels gay, drop him. 19IX J. F. Wilson Land
Claimers vi. 80 And I wouldn't get gay round her, 191S
P. G. WoDBHOusE Something Fresh iv, The flush on the
little man's face deepened. 'Are you trying to get gay with
me? he demanded dangerously.

Gayatl^ (ga'yatri), [Skr., f. ^to sing.] a. An
ancient twenty-four-syllable metre, b. A hymn,
etc. composed in this metre; esp, the verse of the

Rig-veda repeated daily as a prayer by Brahmins.
_ 1843 Penny CycL XXVI. 177/x The principal metres used
in the hymns of the Vedas are the Jagati, Gayatr!, and
Trtshtup. 1845 EncycL Metrop. XVI. 351/1 His father..,

guided by the priest, ..pronounces three times the Giyatri;
' let us meditate on the adorable light of the Divine Ruler,
may it guide our intellects t

* 1865 SIajc MuLLERCAi/j(i867)
1. 19 The famous hymn, the Gayatrt, which now for more
than three thousand years has been thedailyprayer of every
Brahman. i88ti Encyct. Brit.'S.Xl. s7$/2 Thegtiyatri , .and
other chiefly ociosyllabic metres. 1916 Macdonell Vedic
Grant, 446 Gayatri triplets.

Gay-Pay-Oo (g^jp^i***)* Quasi-phonetic re-

presentation of *G. P. U.
i9a7 Observer 11 Dec 21/2 The Gay-Pay-OO, or Political

Police. 1928 Punch 18 Jan. 57/2 The Gay-Pay-Oo, it seems,
is the name of thereorganised-Russian Cheka.

Gazabo ("gaz^i-b^), U.S, slang, [var. of Ga-
zebo.] A fellow.

1896 G. Ade Artie v. 44 Who does I meet comin* out o' the
house but a cheap gazabo that was with her the first time
1 see her. 1910 W. M. Raine B. O^Cennitr 39A big gazabo
in a red wig held up Frost, the engineer.

Gazania (gaz^'nia). Bot. [mod.L., f. the name
of Theodore Gaza (1398-1478), a Greek scholar.]

A plant of the genus so named of South African

asteraceous plants, which have showy heads of

flowers of yellow or orange rays,
loai G. Jekvll Colour Schemes 63 A few belated Orange

Lilies have their colour nearly repeated by the Gazanias
next to the path.

Gazpacho (gal)pa*tj<7, gas-). Also graa-. [Sp.]

A vegetable soup consisting of onions, cucumbers,
pimentos, etc., chopped very small with bread and
put into a bowl of oil, vinegar, and water.

1845 R. Ford Hand-bk. Spain i. 69 In Andalucia, during
the summer, a bowl of gazpacho is commonly ready in every
house of an evening. 1905 Conrau & Hueffbr Kotnance i.

iv, He spent his days cooking extraordinary messes,, .making
substitutes for eternal gaspachos.

Geanticline (d^z'ise'ntiklain). Geol. [f. Gr,

7^ earth +, Anticline.] = Geanticlinal sb.

1895 Dana Man. GeoL (ed. 4) 389 A mountain range
includes all the mountain ridges made over the area and
border of a single geanticline. 1925 J, Jolv Surface-Hist.
Earth vii. The first Rocky Mountains geanticline came into

existence in closing Carboniferous (early Pennsylvanian)
time.

Gear, sb. Add : 7. b. The relation of the

diameter of the wheel of a cycle or motor vehicle

to the gearing, indicative of speed capacity ; hence,

loosely, speed. Phr. ((?«) top gear, at full speed.

1897 Encycl. Sport I. »68/i The higher the gear, the further

the machine travels at each stroke of the pedals, toos A. C
Hahmswokth Motors Sf Motor-Driving xv. ^27 In going
uphill the engine is best when kept at its maximum rate of
speed J if it (Jrops below this, change to a lower gear at once.

1907 ' Ian Hav 'Pip ix. § 4 (1915) 283 Sometimes slowing
through a village or changing gear up a hill, igit Motor
Cycle 6 Apr. 340 A change-speed gear for motor cycles.

/bid. 22 June 632/2 Directly I put the machine on top gear
after it has run ahout a mile or so it jumps out of gear by
itself. It is also difficult to change into the low gear. 1912
Motor Manual 162 Remember to have the lowest gear in

when starling the car. 1923 Dommett Motor Car Mech,
(ed. 2) 185 On the top gear with the do^ clutches engaged the

speeds are equal 1930 Hutchinson m Strand Mag. May
348/1 Trout retired, top gear, into the distance.

GEELBEK.
IV. (Chiefly in sense *7 b) gcar^change, 'change

ing^ -oily -shaft, ^sleeve, •wkeeL
1902 A. C. Harmsworth Motors cj- Motor-Driving x. 197We have thus three members, the outside gear wheel, the

inside gear wheel, and the pinions. 1904 A. B. F. Young
Complete Motorist \\\. 59 Changes of speed in the car have
therefore to be provided for by different sets of gearing, by
means of which the gear shaft transmits its motion to the
road wheels in different ratios. The usual way ofaccomplish-
ing this is by means of gear wheels. 1907 IVestm. Gaz.
II Nov. 7/2 The gear-shafts can be withdrawn at the
ends by simply removing a circular flange. 1908 Ibid.
20 Nov. 4/2 It is arranged with divided gear-sleeve to enable
short shaftsio be used. 1909 Ibid. 23 Feb. 4/1 The beginner
..can practise the art of gear-changing on the hill, igio
Blackiv, Metg. Nov. 606/1 A black and glutinous compound,
which I afterwards learned to recognise as gear-oil. 1912
Motor Man. (ed. 14) v. 162 Put the gear lever on to the
next speed. Ibid, 169 A Method for obtaining a 'Silent'
Gear Change. 19*5 Morris Owner's Manual 10 Get the
' feel ' of the gear lever with the engine and car stationary.

1927 Glasgow Herald 30 Nov. 11 The new model., will be
of the standard selective gearshaft type.

b. gear-driven a., driven by means of a toothed
wheel or wheels.
1906 Westm. Gaz. 26 Mar. 10/2 A gear-driven car. xgo6

Daily Cliron. 14 Nov. 9/3 The water circulates by a gear-
driven pump.

Geared, />//. a. Add: 3. (Earlier example.)
1831 Peck Guide/or Emigr. m. 288 Nine ox mills, on the

inclined plane, five geared horse-mills.

4. Harnessed.
a 1847 in H. Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 138 We. .fixed geared

horses to the carriages, and moved for Fort Jefferson,

Gearing, z'(^/.j6. 4. kAA-. gearing-beam, -wheel,
1835 J. H. XsQ-RKWKVi South-West II. 288 Two gearing

beams are laid across, for supporting the machinery. 183S
JjRE.Philos. Manu/. 109 Two eighty-horse steam-engines..
are mounted with their great geering-wheels on the ground
floor. 1876 pREECE & SiVEWRiGHT Telegraphy 81 Made to
revolve by means of the 'gearing ' or driving wheels,

Geaster (d^zize'stai). [mod.L., f. Gr. 7^ earth

+ atJT7}p star.] An earth-star (sec Earth- II).

X887 W. Phillips Brit, Discomycetes 213 Splitting into
several lobes, like a Geaster.

Gebang (d5rb3e-ij). [Native name.] In full

gebang palm : A Malayan fan palm, Corypha ge*

banga ; the leaves are used for basket-work and
thatching, and the pith of the trunk yields a sago.

^ 1846 LiNDLEY Veget. Kiugd. 138 Employed.. in weaving
into baskets and bags the young leaves of the Gebang Palm.

Geckotian (gekiJu-Jian), a. and sb. Also
geccotian. [f. mod.L. Geccotidm^ a family of lizards

(see Gecko) + -IAN.] A. cuij. Of or relating to the

geckos. B. sb, A gecko. So Oeckoi'dian

;

Q-e-cconid, Oeckonid; Oe'cconoid, Ge'ckonoid
a. and sb, [f. mod.L. Gecconidas]; Gexcotld,
Oe'ckotid a. and sb, ; Oe'ocotoid a. and sb,

1840 tr, Cuviers Anim. Kingd, 277 The fourth family of
the Saurians,—The Geckotians. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX.
^qtI^ Saurians, consisting of the families of Geckoidians,
Agamoidians [etcj. /^/rf. XX. 458/1 In the Geckotians..
the teeth are more pointed.

Gedackt (gada-kt). [G. gedacki, old pa. pple.

of decken to cover.] An organ flue stop having its

pipes closed at the top, Gedacktwork [G. gedackt-

werk'] : such stops collectively.

1B80 Grove*s Did. Mus, II. 601/2 In Schulze's organ the
Gedact (No. 4) was formed of stopped wood pipes that pro-

duced a fuller tone than the usual Stopped Diapason. 1904
TechnoL * Set. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Gedact
Work .

.

, those organ stops belonging to the flue work, which
consist of closed pipes.

Gedda (gcda). [f. Gedda {J'edda),m Arabia.]

Gedda gum, an inferior gum arable. Hence
Oeddic (ge'dik) a., epithet of an acid derived

from gedda gum,
1884 jrnl. Chem. Soc. XLV. 57 The dextrorotatory gums, of

which Gedda gum is a type. i&^Ibid. LVII.59Geddicacid.

Gee (di50* ^^-^ '^ '*c name of the letter G.
X{)26 Even. Stattdard 12 July 3/2 If one branch of English

society drops its initial aitches, and another branch ignores
its terminal gees.

Gee, v:^ [f. Gee ?'«/.] trans. To direct (a

draught-animal) by the call of * gee \ Also absol.

1845 E. J. Wakefield Adv. N. Z. II. 133 He geed the
bullocks and ploughed on. 1867 * T. Lackland ' Homespun
II. 194 The regiment is somehow got back, by hawing and
geeing, into line. Ibid. iii. 286 The man . .is turning up the
sod with the gleaming share, .while he ' gees ' and 'haws

'

the yoke of cattle.

Geey int.'^ Chiefly U.S. [app. shortening of

Geewhillikins, Gee-whizz.] An exclamation
expressing emotion.
1901 S. E. White Westerners ii. 11 'Gee Christmas!'

ejaculated Billy, and laughed loudly. 1902 Captain VII. 40
Gee 1 i thought the hair would come out of my head. 1906
Amer, Illustr. Mag. Apr. 701, 'I guess he's tall and thin

and homely and dark, gee, he yowled explosively. 1909
E. Underbill Runaway Place 134 'Gee, I believe you're

right ! ' he exclaimed. 1927 Vachell Dew of the Sea etc.

269 But gee ! if she is downing you, she offs it,

U-eebung. Add .- 2. An old settler in New-

South Wales. Used attrilf. ? as a derisory epithet,

1900 H. Lawson Over Sliprails 55 A drunken doctor from

a geebung town.

Geelbek (gMbek). J. A/r. [Cape Da., f. Dn.

geel yeWovi + bek beak.] a. A wild duck, Anas
Jlaviroslris.



GEE-STBIKG.

187S-S4 Layard & Sharpe^/Wj S.A. 755 The 'Geel-

bec'is our commonest Duck, being abundant all over the

colony and South Africa generally. 1893 H. A. Brvden

CuH i Camera S.A. 404. ,

b. A fish, OtolithustquideHS, common round the

Cape.
Mk Hardwicke's Science Gossip t Mar. 64/2 Under this

naine[«. Cape salmon) the ' Geelbeck '. .has been eulogized.

loji Times Lit. Supfl. 16 Apr. 301/2.
, , . , ^

c. 'The term is also applied abusively to a

coloured person ' (Pettman).

G«e-String. U.S. Also G-string. [Of ob-

scure origin.] A string worn by American Indians

round the waist and between the legs.

1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xvi. 249 Around each

boy's waist is the tight ' gee-string ', from which a single

strip of cloth runs between the limbs from front to back.

1891 Harper's Mag. Dec. 36/2 Some of the boys wore only
' G-strings ' (as, for some reason, the breech-clout is com-

monly called on the prairie). J907 S. E. White Arizona

Nights I. X. 142 These Yuma Indians., were a peaceful, fine-

looking lot, without a thing on but a gee-string. 1^13 Mul-

FORD Coming c/Cassidy iv. 67 ' It's a G-slring an a medi-

cine-bag ', .. cried Dad from the harness-shop.

GeewhilliMllS (dsriwi-likinz),?^/. U.S. Also

jewhillikin, -ken, Kewhilikins, geewhilikens.

[Of obscure origin ;
perh. a fanciful substitute for

Jerusalem !\ An exclamation expressing astonish-

ment.
1857 Knickerhocker Mag. Nov. L. 43s (Th.) And great

Gewhilikins! wasn't the snow peppering down I a 1859

Traits Amer. Humor (Bartlett) Jewhilliken, how he could

whip a nigger ! 1865 E. P. Hingston Orpheus C. Kerr
Papers ii. 31 Geewhillikins ! how the critter did squawk and
siiueal. a 1871 Country Merchant 221 (De Vere) Jewhilli-

kin ! There goes a drove of them ! 1871 Schele de Vere
Americanisms (1872) 6n Jerusalem'., a favorite New
England exclamation. . . In the West it is, as usual, improved

to suit the louder taste of the people, and becomes Jewhilli-

kin. 1884 'Mark Twain' Huck. Finn xxxviii. 386 'Gee-

whillikins ', I says, * but what does the rest of it mean ?

'

igix Mary Johnston Long Rollxx. 262 Geewhilikins 1 what
was that? That was oil.

Gee-whizz (d5f|whi'z), int. Also -whiz,

-whitz. [f. *Gee JK/.2 + Whizz int.'] An ex-

clamation of delight or surprise.

1888 Judge (U.S.) I Sept. 334 Geewhitz I 1904 l^. Y. Times
21 Apr. Q He appeared in the saloon and shouted: 'Gee
whiz 1 The gas pipes is all leakin'.' 1908 Westm. Gaz.

9 May 6/1 ' The Raid on Prosperity ' is what he calls his

statement for the defence, and, gee-whiz 1. .he goes for the

Raiders in a way that is positively refreshing. 19*9 S.

Anderson in Mercury Story Bk. 228 Gee whizz, it was fun.

Geez (g»'ez, gfz). Also Ge6z, Gheez, Giez,

Qiz. [Ethiopic] The ancient language of

Abyssinia, still used as a liturgical language ;
=

Ethiopic 2.

1790 J.
Bruce Trav. Source Nile I. 424 Speaking of the

Ethiopic at present, I mean only the Geez language, the

language of the Shepherds, and of the books._ Ibid. 425

The Geez is exceedingly harsh and unharmonious. 1839

Penny Cycl. X. 52/2 The antient Ethiopian, or Geez. 1867

[see Ethiopic 2]. 1883 R. N. CusT Mod. Langs. Afr. I.

74 Jhe Written Characters of the old Ethiopic, or Giz. 1908

Daily Cliron. 6 Mar. 3/5 Their Bible, which is in Gheez, .

.

contains all the books of our own Old Testament, except

the Book of Esther, igao Blackw. Mag. May 676/1 A book
in the Geez language.

Gegensclieill (g^g'njsin). Astron. [G., f.

gegen opposite + schein shining.] = "'Counter-

GLOW.
xiHa Amer. yntl.Sci. CXX. 442 The gegenschein is an

extremely faint spot of li^ht some 7" in diameter, lying in

the zodiacal band. 1888 [see "Counter-olowJ. 1901 H. H.
Turner Mod. Astron. iv. 269.

GeiMelite (grkiUit). Min. [f. the name of

Sir Archibald (7«',4!V (1835-1924), Scottish geolo-

gist -h -LITE.] Magnesium titanate, occurring as

brownish or bluish black rolled pebbles.

1891 A. Dick in Min. Mag. X. 145 Geikielite, a New
Mineral from Ceylon. 1906 Jrnl. Chetn. Soc. XC. 11. 459
The ferric oxide shown in these analyses is in some cases

primary (isoniorphously replacing the geikielite molecule).

Geilfine (g«t-lfini'). Irish Hist. [Ir.] Adivision

of the fine containing four males besides the head
of the family.

1869 tr. Anc. Laws Irel. II. 161 The ' Geilfine '-tribe re-

lationship in the direct line, such as the father, and the son,

and the grandson, and the great grandson, and the great
great grandson to the fifth generation. 1875 H. S. Maine
Early Hist. Instil. 211 A Geilfine class may consist of a
father and four sons who are not in the same degree. X876
Encycl. Brit. V. Soo/i Sometimes ason succeeded his father,

but the rule was that the eldest and most capable member
of Ih^ geil/ine . .v/zs selected during his lifetime to be his

successor. 1881 C. G. Walpole Hist. Irel. 9.

Geis (gej, gff). PI. geasa, geise. [Ir.] Among
the ancient Irish nobility, an obligation of honour.
1890 D. Hyde Lit. Hist. Irel. 344 He thought he saw

Gradn son of Lir upon the plain, and it was Ageis (tabu) to

him to see that. Ibid. 373 Every man who entered the
Fenian ranks had ioMTgeasa (gassa, i.e., tabus) laid upon him.
1028 Observer 22 Jan. 5/4 Apparently a man could be
either :— (i) Born under a ' geis prohibiting certain actions

on his part, or (2) Laid under ' geis ' either at birth or any
time during his life, either by divine or human agency.

Geissler (gai-slaj). The name of Heinrich

Geisskr (1814-79), German physicist, nsed attrib.

or in the genitive to designate certain apparatus

invented by him.

410

1863 E. Atkinson tr. Ganot's Physics § 740, 706 Pluckcr

has found ttiat the light in Gcissler's tubes does not depend
on the substance of the electrodes. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech,.,GeisUr-'tubey2^ sealed tube filled with rarefied gas,

through which an electric spark is transmitted by means of

platinum connections inserted at each extremity. 1883
Encycl. Brit. XVI. 30/2 Geisler's Mercurial Air-Pump,
Ibid. 31/1 Even a Geisler's stop-cock requires to be lubri*

cated to be absolutely gas-tight. i^$Ibid. XIX. 229/2 The
capillary part now called a Gcissler's tube, by means of

which the luminous intensity of feeble electric discharges
was raised sufficiently to allow of spectroscopic investiga-

,

tion. 1896 Chem. News 6 Nov. 230/1 Note on Use of

Geissler Filter-Pump as an Aspirator. 1901 yrnl. Chem.
\

St/c. LXXX. II. 74 An Improvement on the Geissler Potash
;

Apparatus. 1930 tr. /^. IK PohCs Electr. Sf Magn. 219 '

Geissler tubes are being used to an increasing degree in '

practice for lighting. \

Geist (gaist). [G., - spirit: see Ghost j^.]

Intellectuality, spiritnality.

1871 M. Arnold Friendship's^ Garl, 9 France has * Geist

'

in her democracy, and Prussia in her education. 1883 igtk

Cent. Aug. 274 So that the heaven to which we must look
forward will be a heaven of pure Geist.

Gel (dgel). [The first syllable oigelatin used as a

word.] A semi-solid colloidal solution. Also attrib,

1904 Whetham Recent Devel. Phys. Sci. iv, 137 The mass
will solidify under certain conditions to form a solid which
may be called a gel. 1918 Nature CI. 66/1 A very minute
amount of electrolyte added to_a stable colloidal solution

may bring about complete precipitation or fiocculation of the

sol, the sol separating out in a gelatinous form known as a
gel. 192a £no''^/. A'rzV, XXX. 591/1 Gel-products. igx6 Ibid.

Suppl. I. 785 The Brownian movement affords a criterion of

whether protoplasm is in the condition of a sol or a gel.

1930 Nature 15 Mar, 432 Structure in very permeable collo-

dion gel films and its significance in filtration problems.

1931 Oxf. Univ. Gaz. 17 June 693/2 The equilibria between

{(I) silica gel and water vapour, \b) silica gel and alcohol

vapour, (c) iron oxide gel and alcohol.

Gelada (dge-lada). [Native name.] In full

gelada baboon : An Abyssinian baboon, Theropithc'

ens gelada
J
characterized by a heavy mane in the

adult male, and by a tufted tail.

1878 Proc. Zool. Soc. I A Family of Gelada Baboons.

iZ^^-^ Lydekker*s Royal Nat. Hist. I. 125 The aspectof
the gelada forcibly suggests a large black poodle dog, with

an unusually abundant mane, 1906 IVestm. Gaz. 27 Aug.
10/2 A fine specimen of the Dusky Gelada.

Gelalsean (d^elalran), a* Also Jalalaearu

[Kxah. /aldi~ad-dtn.'\ Of or pertaining to Gelal-

ed-Din, * Glory of the Faith ', a title of Malek Shah,

Sultan of Khorasan, and reformer of the Persian

calendar in 1079.
c 179a Encycl. Brit, (1797) IX. 421/1 Gelalean, or Jella-

lasan Kalendar. 1838 Sir H. Nicolas Chronol. Hist.

(ed. 2) 25 The Gelaljean era.. March 14. a.d. 1079. x866

Brandb & Cox Diet. Sci. etc., Gelalean Era, the era of

Yezdegird, 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 717/1 Era of Yezdegird,

or Persian or Gelalaean Era.

Gelasiau (gel^^-zlan), a. [f. Gelasius (see

below) : see -JAN.] Of or pertaining to Pope
Gelasius I (493-6 a.d.) ; esp. applied to liturgical

books or prayers attributed to him.
a 1773 A Butler Feasts^ Fasts ^c. Cath. Ch. 11. i. (1839)

S9 In the Gelasian liturgy, .only five Sundays occur in

Advent. 1838 Archaeologia XXlV. 10 The whole ancient

Roman liturgy is comprised in the three books called the
Leonine, Gelasian, and Gregorian Sacramentaries. 1913
F. E. Brightman EngL Rite Introd. p. x, [The Leonine
Sacramentary] contains much official matter, some of which
recurs in the later Gelasian and Gregorian books.

Gelasin^ (d3e-lasin). [f. Gel(atin + *-ASK

+

-IN 1,] A preparation of agar-agar.

a X909 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. I. 138 (Cent. D. Supp.).

Gelatin. 3. attrib. Add ; gelatinfilm,
1878 Design '\ Work 26 Jan. 121/2 The gelatin film is then

moistened with cold water. 1889 Judge (U.S.) 22 Jfune

180/2 The gelatine film, .is one two-thousandths of an inch

in thickness.

Gelatinase (dgelse'tin^is). Chem. [f. Gelatin
+ *-ASE.] An enzyme which liquefies gelatin,

occurring among bacteria, yeasts, etc.

19x1 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. CII. 11. 283 The Gelatinase of

Bacillus prodigiosus... The most active gelatinase prepara-

tions are obtained from bouillon cultures of the organism.

Grelatose (d,:5e-lat^us). Chem. [f. Gelat(in
-*--0Se2.] An albumose derived from gelatin,

X9oa Jrnl. Soc. Chem. Ind. 15 Tan. 67/2 A neutral solu-

tion of a gelatose. 1903 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXXIV. i. 301

Gelatin and various gelatoses have been hydrolysed by boil-

ing with hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1*20 for 6 hours.

Gemellion (d^eme'li^n). Archseol. Also

gemellione. [ad. med.L. gemellio^ f. L. gemellus

a twin.] One of a pair of basins used for washinij

the hands before meals, the water being poured

over the hands from one basin and caught by the

other; hence, any decorative basin.

1889 Cent. Diet. X9Jo Proc. Soc. Antiq. 18 Mar. 131 The
enatueiled ba.sins known as gemellions,

Geminid. Add

:

B. adj. Pertaining to or resembling the variable

star f Geminorum, Also as sb.^ a variable star of

the type of fGeminorum.
1899 R. H. Allen Star-Names 234 Just north of 5 lies the

radiant point of the Geminids, visible early in October. 1926

Macpherson Mod. Astron. 121.

Gemma. Add

:

4. attrib. and Comb. : genima grass U.S. (see

Gama gkass).

GEKEBAL.
1890 GuNTKR Miss Nobody iv. (1891) 47 T^ie "^esa is bare

of everything for five hundred yards but gemma grasses.

Gemmule. Add

:

2. b. In Darwin's theory of pangenesis, one of

the hypothetical units conceived as capable of re-

producing the part from which it is thrown off.

1871 Darwin Desc. Man 1. 2S0 According to this hypo-
thesis, every unit or cell of the body throws off gcmmules or

undeveloped atoms, which are transmitted to the offspring

of both sexes, and are multiplied by self'division.

c. (See quot,)
x^oa Encycl, Brit. XXV. 394/2 From the other end of the

perikaryon,, .there arises a series of one or more short, re-

peatedly branching filaments, called dendrites... At the ends

of the dendrites are small enlargements called gemmules.

-gen. 2. Add : The suffix is also occasionally

used in names of tissues from which some particular

substance is produced, 2.% phellogen.

Gene (dgm). Biol. Also gen. [irreg. f. Gr.

7«i'- to produce.] -*Factob sb. Also attrib.

19x3 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7), Gen^ the invisible rudi-

ment or transmitted germ of a character. . .G^«^, same as

fen. 1917 T. H. Morgan in Amer. Nat. LI. 590 While the

inkage relations of genes do not at present have any inter-

mediate bearing on our conception of the nature of genes,

they have a very important bearing on the problem of the

localization of genes in the germ plasm. 1927 E. B. Ford
& J. S. Huxley in Brit, Jrnl. Exper. Biol. V. 112 Mende-
lian Genes. Ibid. 130 Such fixed characters. .will. .be con-

sidered as end results of the primary gene-effects upon rates

of developmental processes. i9a8 Daily Tel. 11 Sept. 8/2
Whether X-rays could produce 'gene mutations'. X930

R. A. Fisher Genet. The. Nat. Selection 8 He would cer-

tainly have inferred that each organism must receive a
definite portion of its genes from each parent.

-geneons (d5rn/'i3s), suffix [f. scholastic or

mod.L, -geneuSi as in heterogeneus ^ homogeneus

(Gr. biio'^ivi]-i^ -yfVfo-, f. yivos, ytyeo- kind)], as in

Allogeneous.
General. «. and sb. Add

:

A. adj. 1. General health : the ordinary health

of the body as a whole, or of a community.
18x9 in Sir A Clarke Ess. Dis. Skin. v. (1821) 97 It docs

not seem to hurt my general health ; my appetite is good.

X870 Food Jrnl. x Mar. 67 So numerous are the forms which
charitable relief assumes, that it would be next to impossible

to analyse their separate influence on the general health.

X879 Man. Artill. Exerc. in. 69 .Attentions to the comforts

of the men will..add to their general health. X899GLADSTONE
in Daily Nexvs 11 May 4/1 Although my general health, to

use a well-known phrase, is wonderfully good, I seem indeed

. .to fear being kept here too long. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 26 Mar.

9/2 His leg wound did not heal well, and this, with his poor
general health, greatly depressed him.

2. General circulation', {a) see quot. 1928;

{b) * circulation, as of a newspaper, among readers

not confined to a narrow class in business or inter-

ests ' (Webster). General head-quarters (abbrev.

G.H.Q.) : the head-quarters of the commander-in-

chief. G^^ff^ra//Ki^/zV : the people at large. General

quarters: in the navy, the stationingof all hands, and

the making of preparations, as if for an encounter

with the enemy ; also attrib. (as general-quarter).

General reserve : see quot. General strike : {a) a
strike of all the workers of one industry ; {b) a

concerted strike by workmen of all or most of the

important trades and occupations of a country with

a view to securing some common object by the

stoppage of business.

1899 Q. Jrnl. R. Meteorol. Soc. XXV. 166 Schemes
and discussions concerning the "general circulation of the

atmosphere. 1906 Ibid. XXXII. 293 In the different theo-

ries on the general circulation of the atmosphere it is ad-

mitted that the Counter Trades descend below the Zones of

calms at latitudes 30*. xj^ae Sir N. Shaw Man. Meteorol.

I. 291 Dove rendered a signal service to the observational

representation of the general circulation by producing

monthly maps of isotherms of the globe. I9a8 D. Brunt
Meteorol. iv. 26 When we draw charts on which are re-

presented, at a lar^e number of stations, the most fre-

quently occurring wind directions. ., we find the movement
of the winds of the globe form a system which is much
simpler in appearance than might have been expected by
one accustomed only to the variability of weather in the

British Isles. This system is called the * general circulation
*

of the atmosphere. X014 Times 3 Oct. 8/2 The Press

Bureau.. issued the following descriptive account, which
has been communicated by an eye-witness present with

"General Headquarters. 1865 Chambers's Jrnl. 715/2

Whatever injurious words indeed are spoken whether by his

fares.. or the "general public, he must be prepared with a
fitting counterscoff. i868 CasseWs Mag. III. 28 They wish

for the patronage of the general public. X900 Westm. Gaz.

5 Mar. 9^2 On every * "general-quarter ' day, in my last

ship. 1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms, *General
Reserz>e, a reserve retained in the hands of the general

officer commanding of the whole force until required. 1810,

X830 "General strike (see Strike sb. g\. t^oz Encycl. Brit.

XXXIII. 26/1 In 1891 a general strike took place in the

German printing trade. I9a4 J. F. Bryant Gandhi *r

Indianisation 72 His methods were tinged with the ideas of

Passive Resistance and the General Strike. X9a6 S. Baldwin
in Pari. Deb. CXCV. 71, I do not think all the leaders when
tliey assented to ordering a general strike fully realised that

they were threatening the basis of ordered government.

2. b. {b) General Post : also^^. a general and

rapid exchange or interchange of appointments to

office.

[1889 Kate Grbenawav Bk. Games 6^ General Post, One
person is selected as * postman ' and blindfolded, the others

all take the names of different places, except one, who is
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chosen the leader, and has a written list of the places chosen
by the players. 1898 Alice B. Gommf: Gamesfor Parlour
ff Player, 51 An occasional call of ' General Post * by the
leader, when all players must change their seats, gives a good
chance to the blind man.]

7. C. Various phrases used attrib.

i860 Leisure Hour 10 May 294 These ^re the 'general
utility' men, as they are sometimes facetiously called by
those whose genius is not quite so versatile. s888 J. C
Harris Free Joe, etc. 127 One of them.'\ny ' general-utility

'

men that improved methods enable the high schools and
colleges to turn out. 1894 Eliz. Banks Camp. Curios. 168

Janie was a sort of general utilitymaid for everybody.

1906 Daily Chron, 25 Jan. 4/7 A Scriptural general know,
ledge paper. 1909 irestm. Gas. 11 Feb. 3/3 The largest

fruit and general produce merchants in New York. Ibid
3 Apr. 16/4 As the president of this excellent club, he spoke
of the good trout and general-fish waters it leased on the

Surrey Wey. Ibiti. 28 Aug. 16/4 The Thames is in good
condition, and general-fish anglers are promised a continu-

ance of sport. 1911 F. O. Bower Plant-Li/e 58 It served
as a general-purposes shoot. 19x3 Kipung Land ^ Sea T.
143 A general-utility shed.

B. sb, 7. o. The (title of the) head of the
Salvation Army,
x88a All about Sah. Army 26 If the General were to be

removed by death to-morrow, his successor, without a
minute's delay, would step into his position. 1884 W. Booth
GemraVs Lett. (1B90) 18 Go to the crowd of sinners, or spot
them individually. .because out of them you may make
Lieutenants, and Captains, and Majors, and Generals. t886
— Orders ff Regul. Salv. A>tny 165 The General must and
will appoint his own successor'—each successive General
doing the same.

Geneiral hospital, [app. after F. hdpilal

ghiiral^ the name of the hospital founded at Bicetre,

France, in 1656.] a. A hospital which does not
confine itself to patients sufferingfrom one particular

class of disease.

1737 {.title) The pl.in and elevation of a new general hospital
intended to be erected at Bath for the reception of 150 poor
strangers. 1757 A. R. Curiosities of Paris iv. 62 General
Hospital, Is a small Distance from tne City. ,. They receive
all Kinds of Patients upon Application, such as Women with
Child, Foundlings, Or^ihans, and Lunatics. 1794 Medical
Extracts II. 63 The air in the lowest ward in the General
Hospital, c 1803 l^atering- 4- Sea-Bathing Places 44 The
General Hospital.. is open to the sick poor of the United
Kingdom, ..the inhabitants of Bath alone excepted. 1869
[see General a. 2]. 1880 Encycl. Brit, XIL 302/1 Hospitals
are usually divided into General and Special. In General
Hospitals cases of all kinds are admitted in some, whilst in

otben certain classes are excluded.

b. A military hospital receiving the sick and
wounded from field hospitals.

1899 Daily Keivs 27 Nov. 5''3 Large hospitals .. known as
' general hospitals ' (or * base hospitals *), each accommodat.
ing 500 men and 20 officers. ..A large staff is necessary for

the working of each 'general hospital *. 1914 7*/»rM3oOct.
lo/i, 3rd Southern General Hospital, Oxford.

Generation. 2. Add : spec, the production

of steam, gas, electricity.

1886 tr. Vrbanitzkyt's Blictr. in service of Man 95 The
generation of electricity is to be explained by the mere con-
tact of bodies witti each other. 1900 Westm. Gaz, 7 Mar.
7/1 The generation and distribution expenses for the year.

190S Daily Xeivs 6 Mar. 9/3 The cost of generation was
£ioSfioo. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 14 Nov. 8/j The generation
plant for the first section of the new electric tramways.

Generator. Add : 4. Math, « Generaxt
A. b.

1863 Cavlev Math. Papers (1892) V. 170 The scroll S
(m, n, p) has beiiides the directrix curves m, n, p or Nodal
Director, and the nodal generating lines or Nodal Genera-
tor, a remaining nodal curve or Nodal Residue.

Genetic, <7. Add: B. sb.pL a. That branch of

biology which is concerned with the study of natural

development when not complicated by human
interference.

1897 L. F. Ward Outl. Sociol. 180 But there is a shorter
adjective form telic, which is preferaljle to teleological and
possesses the advantage of being converted into the name of
a science, telics, as proposed by Dr. Small. These two words
may be conveniently set over against genetic and genetics.

D. The experimental study of heredity, varia-

tion, etc.

X907 Daily Chron. 23 Feb. 9/3 The, .International Con-
ference on Genetics. 1908 Bai eson Genetics Prcf. Note,
The physiology of Heredity and Variation, a study now
spoken of as Genetics. 1909 — MendcVs Princ. Heredity

369 The Progress of Genetics since the rediscovery of
Mendel's papers.

Hence 0«ne'tlcist, one who studies or is inter-

ested in genetics.

19x3 DoRLAMD Med, Diet. (ed. 7)-. >9M E. W. Macbride
Study Hered. vii. (1925) i86 'I'his theory .. uncritically

accepted by many ' geneticists'. 1930 R. A. Fisheii Geitei.

The. Nat. Selection 46 The pathological mutations observed
by geneticists.

-ffenic (dseTiik), suffix [f. -gex + -ic], forming

adjectives with the meaning : *of, pertaining to, or

relating to generation or production'; spec, (a)

generating, producing, as *Carcinogenic, *Epeiro-
GENic, Pathogenic, Pyhoobnic; {b) generated,

produced, originating in, as*AUTHI0KNic,*BLA8T0-
GENIC, *ChYIT0GEN1C.

Genicultun (dj5eniki;ni?m). Anat, rL.,dim.

of Genu.] A small genu ; an angular knee-like

or knot-like structure.

X889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sd. VIII. 131/1 The thalami
and geniculums project caudad beyond the intersegmental
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line. 1996 T. L. Stedman Med. Did. (ed. 9), Genicvlum.
1. A small genu or angular icnee-Iike structure. 2. A knot-
like structure.

Genist (da;rnist). [ad. late L. Genistx sb. pi.

,

f. L, gett' to be born.] One of a sect of ancient

Jews who took no strange wives during the Baby-
lonian captivity, and who therefore claim to be
pure-blooded descendants of Abraham. SoOe'nite.
1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage 11. viii. 128 He there nameth..

diuers other sects if they may beare that name : as the Gen*
ites or Genists, which stood vpon their stocke and kindred.
x88a Farrar Early Chr, II. 342 Even down to the fifth

century there continued to be. .' Genists *, or Jews by race.

Genistein (d^eni'st^iin). Chem. [f. L, genista
broom + -in.] A volatile alkaloid derived from the
common broom, Genista tinctoria., ^\^t^2'
3^899 yrnt. Chem. Soc. LXXV. 833 This new colouring

matter, for which tbe name ^cw/V/r/rt is proposed, crystallises
in long, glistening, colourless needles sparingly soluble in cold
alcohol or acetic acid. 1900 yml. Soc. Chem. Ind, 31 Dec.
1101/2 Genistein from Genista tinctoria.

Genitivally (d^enitai'vali), adv. [{. Geniti-
VAL + -LY 2.] la the genitive case ; as a genitive.
In mod. diets.

Genitive, a- and sb. B. sb. Add : genitive
absolute, a construction in Greek similar to the

Latin ablative absolute.
288a Goodwin School Grk, Gram. 172.

Ge'nitively, adv. [f. Genitive a. +-lt2.] As
a genitive.

1846 MoNiER-WiLLiAMS Sanscr. Gram. iCi Dependent
Compounds, or Compounds Dependent in Casc.Genitively
Dependent. Or those in which the relation of the firet word
to the last is equivalent to that of a genitive.

Genizah (ganf-za). PI. genizoth. [Heb., lit.,

a hiding, hiding-place, f. ganaz to set aside, hide.]

A store-room or repository for damaged, discarded,

or heretical books and jiapers and sacred relics,

attached to most synagogues ; also, the contents of
a genizah.

1903 yrw. Encycl. V. 612/1 The term 'genizah' is now
applied almost exclusively to the hoard at the old synagogue
of Fostat nearCairo. jqiSGlasgow Herald 2^ Feb.8 Alltlie
old prayer books or torn Bibles are reverently carried to the
synagogues, where they are placed in what is called aGenizah.
. . In these ancient Genizahs have been found some priceless
old MSS.
Genoa. (Earlier U.S. example of Genoavelvet^
1764 in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 41 A handsome Crimson

Genoa Velvet Pulpit Cushion,, .also, Ten yards of best Crim-
son Genoa Velvet.

Genotype^ (d^e-n^ytaip). BioL [f. Or. 7^1'os

Genus + -TrPE.] The type-species of a genus.
1897 Science 23 Apr. 639 Genotype applies to any typical

material of the type species of a genus. The material, tiow-
ever, should be, ii possible, from the original locality of the
species. 1903 Amer. yml. Sci. July 1 The original concep-
tion of the genus (sc. Rottiingeria] has become obscured..

,

If the original description and figure of Billings be taken as
a starting point, the subsequent vicissitudes of this genotype
will be appreciated.

Genotjrpe-Cd^e-nJtaip), Bioi. [irreg. f. *Gene
+ -0- + -TYi'E.] a. The combination of genes or

hereditary characters possessed by a race or organ-
ism, b. A race or group of organisms having the

same combinations of hereditary characters. Hence
Oenotypic, -typical adjs. • Qenotyplcally mfv.
1910 Science 38 Oct. 588 Genotypes or pure lines of

Jonannsen. 1913 Dori-and Med. Diet. (ed. 7), Genotype,
the fundamental hereditary constitution (or combination of
genes) of an organism. 19U Hereditas III. 211 The geno-
typical response of the plant species to the habitat. 1930
R. A. FisHF.R Genet. The. Nat. Selection 9 The genotypes
are probably unequally fitted, at least to a slight extent, to
their task of survival and reproduction. Ibid. 8r A change
in the genotypic constitution of the species. 1930 C. Elton
Aniui. Ecol. 48 Nothing is more certain than that thespecies
would very quickly become genotypically pure brown in
composition.

-genons (d3en3s), suffix, [f. -0EN + -0U8] =
*-OFNic, as (a) Alkaligenous, Calcigenous,
Kaligenous, Pathogenocs, Pybogenous 3

; (/')

*CBYITOGEiiOtT3, PtrOGENOUS I, TebBIGENOUS,
Genre. Add : 1. b. A kind or category of

literary work characterized by a particular form,

style, or purpose.
1843, '®8o [in Diet., sense i]. x88j SAiNTSBtnnr Hist. Fr.

Lit. 50 .\ better notion of the genre may perhaps be obtained
from a short view of the subjects of some of the principal of
those Fabliaux whose subjects are capable of description.

2. b. transf. of literature.

1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 21 May 406/3 The story settles

down for a time into the methods of a genre novel of Shrop-
shire life.

Genro (dge-nr^^u). [Jap,, = old men, f. gen
root + ro old.] The * elder statesman ' of Japan, a
body of retired statesmen who are at times infor-

mally consulted by the emperor.
1921 Conte?ftp. Rev. July 8 Prince Yaniagata.. continues

the most influential member of the Genro, or Elder States-
men, xoaa Times Lit. Suppl. 2 Nov., The influence wielded
in public affairs by the Genro since the Restoration.

Gent, sb. Add to note : Now frequent in

tradesmen's notices.

X90X Daily Chron. 10 Sept. 9/1 Hair Dresser.—First-class

gent's junior wanted. 19*1 Did. Occup. Terms {,\<yii) 8920
Hairdresser's assistant ; gents* or ladies* hand.

GEORGIAN.

Gentianose (d^e-nJianJus). chem, [f. Gen-
tian" + -03E 2.] A crystalline sweetish compound
obtainable from yellow jjentian {Gentiana iuted).
1898 yntl. Chem. Soc. LXXIV. i. 597 The gentians con-

tain a soluble ferment, analogous to invertin, which hydro-
lyses gentianose. 191a Ibid. CII. ii. 1072 The Ferments
Capable of Hydrolysing Raffmose and Gentianose.

Gentle, a. 8. Add : Freq. in a gentle hint.
1896 J. C. Harris Sister yane 32 Taking this as a gentle

hint, I went out.

Gentleman. Add : 7. c. gentlemen's
(-man's) agreement, bargain, an agreement
which is not enforceable at law, and which is only
binding as a matter of honour, orig. U.S.
1886 in J. K. Winkler Life T. P. Morgan (19^1) 107 [In

1886.. was the first of a series of memorable diimer-table
conferences. At them were formulated so-called] gentlemen's
agreements. 1930 Times^ Lit, Suppi. 27 Feb. 153/3 ^Y a
gentleman's agreement—if one may use such a term when
speaking of ruffians who now have not even courage to com-
mend them—rival gangs enjoj'cd the monopoly of trade in
different districts. 1930 News-Chron. 5 Dec 9/1 The
arrangement respecting the cinemas was a 'gentleman's
bargain '. 1931 Daily Tel, 3 Oct. 10/2 Any agreement that
is reached should be understood by all three parties not
as an emergency political agreement but as a Gentlemen's
Agreement.

Genu. Add : Also in certain Latin terms, as
genu recurvatum, * backward curvation of the
knee-joint* (Borland 1901); genu valgum, knock-
knee

; genu varum, bow-legs.
1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 691/2 During the last few years

. .other deformities, such asknock-knee or^£«7*7/rt^«;«and
bow-leg or genu varunt, have been remedied by operation.
1910 Practitioner Mar. 346 Either genu-valguin or genu-
varum (resulting) from suppression of growth on one side or
the other of the epiphysial line. Ibid. 348 Genu- valgum
(with genu-recurvatum).

GeofEroy (30*frwa), Name of Isidore Geoffroy
Saint-Hilaire (1805-^1), French zoologist, de-
signating a species of cat, Felis geoffroiiy of S.
America.
1883 List Anim. Zool. Soc. (ed. 8) 55.

GeolO{p.Cal, a. Add : Geological time : see
quot. 1904. ^o geological age, epoch.

1904 Technol. <5- Sci. Did. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),
Geological Time, a chronological measure (of a somewhat
indefinite character) which bears the same kind of relation to
the measuresof time used in history that thedistancesof the
stellar bodies do to the ordinary standard of terrestrial

measurement. 1911 7r«/. C/«/«.5"(7C.C n. 570 The Measure-
ment of Geological Time.

Geonoma (d^Jipn^mS). Sot. [mod.L., f. Gr.
ytojyS^os a colonist, in allusion to its rapid propa-
gation.] A tree of the genus of small palms of

this name, common in Central America.
X910 Daily Chron. 12 Mar. 8/4 Otiier graceful plants for

our rooms are the Latania, the Greviilea, the Kentia, the
Geonoma, the Rhapis, and the Dracaena.

George. Add : 6. Also simply George !

1888 A. C. GuNTER Mr. Potter i, George I isn't it horribly
lonely?

7. George guinea = sense 4 b.

1^5 Jf^estm. Gaz. 25 May 7/3 The finding of George
guineas.

Georg^ette (d5pid.?e*t). [Fr., f. the name of

Mme. Georgette, a French modiste.] A thin, semi-
transparent silk crepe of fine texture. Also
georgette cripe,

19S0 Glasgotu Herald 29 Nov. 15 Silk georgette. 1923
Daily Mail 10 Nov. 8 'Z'he bride's gown of gold embroidered
georgette, 1927 Agnes MrLLKH Colfax Bk.-Plate xiii. i6i
My negligde. .was made of georgette and satin,

Georgia (d^/ud^ia). [fem. (sc. colonia colony,

or «V?Vaj state), f. mod.L. 6V<Jr^';/J= King George I

of England,] The American colony and state of
that name, lying between South Carolina and
Florida. Used attrib. in spec. uses.

1740 in Coll. S. Carol. Hist. Soc. IV. 60 Capt. Palmer, with
his own and the Georgia Rangers.., made Excursions every-
day. 1853 F. W. Thomas y. Randolph, etc. 85 There I

thought . . that some Georgia man, as the negroes then called
the slave-dealers—for to Georgia many of the negroes were
then sold,. would leap upon me from the woods.

b. In names of trees and plants,

i8ioMiCHAUx^r^r**j-1. 16 Long leaved pine,..[or]Georgia
Pitch Pine. Ibid. 30 Georgia bark tree . . nom donn6 par moi.
1813 H. Muhlenberg Catal. Plants 23 Georgia bark, or
Downy Pinkneya.^ 1832 D. J. BnowNE Sylva Avier. 228
The Georgia bark is a low tree, dividing itself into numerous
branches. 1859 A L. Hillhouse tr. Michaux's Sylva I.

180 From the properties of its hark, the Pinckneya has taken
the name of Georgia Bark. 1889 Century Mag. Jan. 462/a
And in time we appeared in every shade from Melton gray
to Georgia butternut,

Georgian, a.^ Add

:

1. b. Belonging to the reign of George V.
1910 P, GiBBs in Lady's Realm July 272 Under the new

regime of Georgian England. 191a {title) Georgian Poetry
1911-1912. 1931 R. LvND in Anthol. Mod. Verse Introa.

p. XXX, The Georgian poets, like the Lake poets, are re-

establishing the claim of familiar experiences to poetical

treatment in familiar language, 19J7 M. Sadleer Trollope 3
To the critical eye of Edwardian and Georgian enlighten-

ment the mid-Victorians have appeared smug and hypo-
critical and selfish, 1918 Daily Tel. 10 Jan. 7/2 With the ex-

ception of Froude, most of the Victorian biographers set out

with the idea of seeing nothing hut good in their subjects,

the Georgians must needs set out to belittle theirs.



QEOSYNCLINE.

B. sb. One belonging to the time of the Georges,

kings of England, s/^ec. to that of George V.

loai StaUtor 28 May 689/1 Both the old and the young,

Victorians and Georgians, iw ' M- Arlen These Chami-

ingPeotU, SmeUiK Libr. 223 Oh, the Georgians,the naRm-
ficent younc Georgians— mostly dead ! 1917 J- Boon C/i</«)

Victorians, Edwardiansand Georgians. I'he Impressions ot

a Veteran Journalist extending over Forty Years. 1931 Book

WinJinv Spring No. 204/1 Mr. G. K. Chesterton and Mr.

Hilaire Belloc, late Victorians who are good Georgians.

Geosyncline (d3«>si-nkbin). Geol. = Geo-

STNCLINAL sS.

180S Dana Afan. Grot. (ed. 4) 389 A mountain system m-

dudes all ranges in a region made in different, more or less

independent, geosynclines at the same epoch. 1915 J. Joly

Sur/ace-Hzst. Earth v. 85 The geosyncline wherein the

Cordilleras of N. America were cradled extended from the

Guir of Mexico to the Arctic Ocean.

Ger (dgai). Abbreviation of Gekman s6. I ; also

Comb.y as gerblighter, gerhoy. So Germ.
1916 Boyd Ckto.^ Action Front aoThe Germs are holding

the same trench a little further along, /iid.. The Germ
trench. 1919 J. B. Morton Barter of Putney xlv. 230 It s

about time the Gers had their last fling. Ibid. xy. 246 The
Gerblighter goes into it (j<r. a scrap] like a dog what s been

licked and bullied. Ihid. xviii. 300 At the beginning of

this joily old war the Gerboy cavalry withdrew to Meteren.

Geranial (d^cKi-nial). Chem. [f. GERArn(uM

+ Al(dehtdk.] a strong-smelling, colourless oily

aldehyde, forming one of the chief constituents of

oil of lemon, oil of orange, etc., and used in per-

fumery. Also Oeranlc (djerse-nik) a., denoting

an acid produced by the oxidation of geranial

;

Oeraniene (d^eriFi-nirn), a terpene prepared by the

dehydration of geraniol ; Oeraniol (djer^i-nipl), a

fragrant colourless oil occurring in oil of geranium,

oil of roses, etc. ; Oeranyl (daer^i-nsil), the radical

of geraniol, as in geranyl-acetate.

1871 yrnl. Chem. Soc. XXIV. 261 By repeated fractional

distillation of [Indian oil of geranium]..a liquid was ob.

tained . .called by the author \sc. O. Jacobsen] geraniol.

1891 Hid. LX. r. 323 Geranaldehyde and Geranic Acid.

„ ., _,i Gerany. _

Eucalyptus Oil containing 60 per cent, of Gerauyl Acetate,

1923 Nature 29 Dec. 952/1 Of active principles, australol,

geraniol, citral, r^nd piperitol gave coefficients of 22-5, 21, 19-5,

and 13 respectively. 1914 Times Trade ft Engin. Suppl.

29 Nov. 243/2 Quite a number of changes have taken place

among perfiimery chemicals, and eugenol (los. 6d.), geraniol

(J2S. &1. t0 2os.)..have all advanced.

Gerennk (ge-ren«k). Also geranook. [Na-

tive name.] A long-necked gazelle-like antelope

of East Africa, Lithocranitis walleri.

189s H. G. C. SwAVNE /; Tri/is through Sumaliland 312

The Gerenuk is the commonest and most widely distributed

of the Somali Antelopes. 1897-8 Sclater & Oldfield Bk.

Anletopes III. 229 The Gerenuk. Lithocranius Walleri.

Vernacular name -.—Gerenuk of Somalis. 1920 Brit.

Museum Return 81.

German, a-^ Add : 4. German band, an

instrumental band of street musicians (properly) of

German extraction.

z88l Punch 12 Nov. 228/2 More German Bands ! for Her
Majesty's and Drury Lane 1 Heavens I we are promised a

Cycle of Wagner ! 1898 H. G. Hutchinson Golfing Ptlgr.

25 The German bands of our Margates and our Ramsgates.

1906 B. Kennedy Wander Pict. 190 At first I thought it

was a Salvation Army band, but it turned out to be an awful

German band that was making the town hideous.

b. German ivy, larch.

1837 CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) it6 The Ijirch re-

ferred to in the text and there called the German Larch, is

the common or White Larch. 1864, 1866 German ivy [see

Ivy s6, 2]. 1868 Amer. Naturalist II. 39 German Ivy, so-

called, flowering under peculiar circumstances.

C. German-American.
1906 N. Y. Heralds Mar. i^ Advt., Wanted—Competent

chambermaid. .German-American preferred,

Germanic (d.^jarmaenik), a.2 Chem. [f. Ger-
manium -h -ic] Of, pertaining to, or containing

germanium, esp. in the qtiadrivalent state. So
Oemiaii(l)oTiB a., of, pertaining to, or containing

germanium in the bivalent state.

1895 Bloxam Ghent. 418 White germanic sulphide, GeSj
, , germanous oxide, GeO.
Germano-. Add : a«'xiuanopIiil(e), •pho'be

adjs. and shs. (see -phil, -phobe).
iS^ Daily Ncais 14 Dec. 5/7 M. Barth61&ny-St.-Hilaire,

' the only •Germanophile Frenchman then living '. 1906
Outlook 15 Sept, 338/2 'ITiose whom the Deutsche Revue
describes as * very Germanophil Ministers'. 1911^. Rev.

July 254 The editor of one of the greatest Russian news-
papers, who is at one time a strong Germanophil, and at

another an equally strong Germanophobe. X904 Daily
Citron. 22 Oct. 3/2 In this story he is neither Francophil nor
Germanophobe. 1905 Ibid. 10 Jan. 5/5 The Germanophobe
attitude of the English Press.

Gemiairinni (dgajmea'ricm). Zool. PI. -aria.

[mod.L,, f. l^germen germ.] In certain inverte-

brates, the ovary proper, as distinguished from the

vitellarium.

1877 Huxlev Anat. Invert. 178 A single or double ger-

tnarium, having nearly the same structure as the ovary of

Macrostomum. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life

646 The germarium is always single, usually globular or

elongate, and even folded on itselC

Germiparity (dasjmipseriti). Biol, [irreg.

f. L. germen gam + pari're to produce -1- -IT!.]
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Reproduction by means of germs or germ-cells.

Also Oerml'paroTis a.

1889 Geddks & Thomson Evol. Sex 66 The first period of
' tiermiparity '—from the fourth to the sixth day.

Gerontes (ger^-ntfz, dj-). Gr. Antiq. [mod.L.,

f. Gr. -fifxav old man.] //. Members of the Spartan

gerusia.

1738 Chambers Cycl. s. v. 1890 IV. Smit/ts Diet. Gr. If

Roman Antiq. (ed. 3) 914/1.

Gerontine (dger;; ntm, -tin). Chem. [f- Gr.

-^ifoiv old man + -IN E 6.] A crystalline base ob-

tained from the liver and kidneys, spec, ofold dogs.

i8|9l JmL Chem. Soc. LX. I. 588 Gerontine is a strongly

basic compound isomeric with cadaverine : it is a heavy,

yellowish liquid which resinifies on standing.

Gerrymander, sb. U.S. Add : Also, one

elected by gerrymandering,
1813 Massachusetts Spy 12 May(Th.) An official statement

of the returns of voters for senators give[s]. .eleven gerry-

manders.

b, attrib., as Gerrymander district, law, etc.

i8xa Bos/on Gaz. 23 Nov., Some returns from democratic

towns are not made conformable to the Gerrymander law of

last February. 1813 Hid. s Apr., Essex Gerrymander Dis-

trict Address.

Gerrymander, v. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

18 1 3 Boston Gaz. B Apr, (Th,) When a man has been
swindled out of his rights by a villain, he says he has been

Gerrymandered. 1813 Massachusetts Spy 2 J une (Th.) The
manner in which they have obtained this majority is by a
species of gerrymandering,

Geryonid (dga-ripnid), a. and sb, Zool. [f.

mod. L. Geryoni{i)dx.'\ A. adj. Of or pertaining

to the Geryoni(i)d2e, a family of craspedote medusa.

B, sb. An individual of this family. So Oeryc-
nidan a.

1871 Allman Gymnohlastic Hydroids 43 Geryonidan medu-
sae. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 754 The
hydroid appearance of the larva is much masked in the

Geryonids by the early development of mesoglaea. Ibid.

755 The Geryonid Carmaris Goltsckii.

Gestalt (gsjta-lt). Psychol. [G., = form, shape.

The introduction of the term is ascribed to Chr. von
Ehrenfels, in an article "Ueber " Gestaltqualitaten "' in

Viirteljahrsschriftfar missenschaftlicht Philosophic XIV.
(1890)249-292.]

_ , , ,

A ' shape , 'configuration , or 'structure which

as an object of perception forms a specific whole

or unity incapable of expression simply in terms of

its parts (e, g, a melody in distinction from the

notes that make it up). Chiefly attrib. in gestalt

psychology, school, theory, etc {aite.iG.gestalltlteorie,

etc.). Hence Oesta'ltist, a gestalt psychologist.

1924 tr. K. Koffka in Psyche V, 80 Gestalt-Psychology has

so far got a number of important answers to its questions.

Ibid. 81 Gestalt-Tbeory, Hid. 84 Prof, Wertheimer, in his

lectures, has treated personality as a Gestalt, 1925 C, Fox
Educat. Psychol. 15 The Gestalt theory. Ibid. 17 1 he hypo-

thesis of the gestalt psychology according to which all mental

phenomena are figured or have a structure or pattern. Ibid.

182 The Gestalt psychologists. 1926 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. I.

45/1 The work of the Gestalt school with its stress upon the

unity of psychic processes. A'o/ir, The Gestalt theorists, 1931

Belgion Human Parrot i, 15 The Behaviourists and the

apostles of Gestalt. 1931 Psyche J uly 6 The rise of Gestalt-

ists, hormic psychologists and many other varieties,
_

Ibid.

76 The concepts in terms of which we think are like the

* figures ' of gestalt psychology.

Gesticulatingly (djestiki^JlSitiijli), adv. [f.

Gesticdlating ppl. a. -i- -ly 2.] With gesticula-

tions. Also <Jesti-oula:tively adv.

1893 F. Adams Netu Egypt 22 Strolling about, noisily and
gesticulatingly. 1898 E. P. Evans Evol. Ethics vii. 223 He
can . . express the number of objects lying before him gesticu-

latively with his fingers.

Gesture, sb. Add

:

4. b. transf. [after F. gesle ; cf. *BEAn OESTE.]

A move or course of action undertaken as an ex-

pression of feeling, especially of friendly feeling,

and with the purpose of eliciting a favourable

response from another. Also in trivial use.

1916 Daily News 2 Feb. 4/4 The cost of museums
and galleries ought to be considered as part of the cost of

the war.. .To shut them is a mean and shabby gesture before

the whole world. 1921 George V in Times 18 Oct. 10/4

The gift of your Medal of Honour to a British comrade

in arms, whose tomb in Westminster Abbey stands for all

our best endeavour and hardest sacrifice in the war, isa
gesture of friendly sympathy and good will which we will

not forget. 1921 Daily News 9 Nov., The hope that Sir

James Craig might make a generous gesture. Ibid. 24 Nov.,

You cannot quite get that gesture from Mr. Balfour. 1922

Daily Mail g Nov. 9 So far as the movement against Pro-

hibition is concerned, the victory of Mr. Edwards, Governor

of New Jersey, is only a gesture. As Governor he promised

to make the State as wet as the Atlantic. Ibid. 16 Dec. 9

The United States Cabinet to-day sat. .to consider a world

gesture which is intended . . to assist Europe and to allay dis-

content at home. 1922 Westm. Gaz. 20 Dec, The semi-official

gestures of Greece towards a reconciliation with this country,

1929 Woman's Jmt. Feb., The right gesture in jewellery.

Get,.t*.l K&&:\.c. Lawn Tennis colloq. The
action of returning a (difficult) ball,

1927 Daily Tel. 22 Mar. 15/6 One does not remember

seeing Hake play better, and some of his gets were most

spectacular. 1927 Daily Express 20 June 3/5 Never applaud

a difficult ' get ' m the middle of a rally.

Get (get), i*.S Also gett. {Aramaic] Among
the Jews, a written ' bill of divorcement ' prepared

GET.

according to a prescribed form ; also, the divorce

itself.

1892 Zangwill Childr. Ghetto I. iv, ' He must give her

Gett.'' 'Of course ! ' shouted Sam,.. 'I divorce her at once
!

'

Get, V. Add: Etym. note. The pa. pple. is

also used colloq. with omission of have.

1857 Quinland I. Introd. 1 Got an hour to spare—thought

I'd just run in and see what you were all about. 1884 [see

"Get-OUT i). 1887 Makv E. WiLKiNS Humble Romance 370
What you got there, grandma? 1911 R. D. Saiwders Col.

Todltunter'\. II Oh, of course, you got to laugh at me. 1911

J. F. Wilson Land Claimers ix, 118 But 1 got several plans,

and I need ye.

1. e. I wish you may get it, Don'tyou wish you
may get it?: ironical expressions concealing the

speaker's doubt of or lack of desire for another's

success.

1835-7 Dickens Sk. Boz, Electionfor Beadle, An ' I wish

you may get it ' sort of expression in his eye. 1837— Pickw.
xxvii, ' Won't Mr. Dodson and Fogg be wild if the plaintiff

shouldn't get it?' added Mrs, Cluppins,. .'Well,' said Sam,
..'All I can say is, that I wish you tttny get it.' 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair xiii, 'There's one of the greatest

men in the kingdom wants some,' ' Does he?' growled the

senior, ' Wish he may get it.' jSsz Mf.vHEVt Lond. Labour
I. I. 56 I've heard people say when I've cried ' all a-growing

'

on a fine-ish day, ' Aye, now summer's a-coming.' I wish

you may get it, says I to myself; for I've studied the seasons,

1857 Hughes Tom Brown i. ix. Don't you wish you may
get it ?

5. b. Also with on (a person). U.S. colloq. Cf.

O^ prep. *2i b, d.

1919 Detect. Story Mag. 25 Nov. 129 He gave me the slip.

..Maybe it's just as well since I haven't got anything on
him yet. 1923 L. J. Vance Baroque vii. 42 You haven't got

any thing on me. 1926 Ladies' Home Jml. Nov. 129 There
was no competition except the scenery. After all, almost

any woman's got it on a mountain,

e. RcKing. To hold out for, to stay (a specified

distance).

1898 A. E. T, Watson Turf vii. 148 There are not a few

horses that cannot fairly ' get ' even five furlongs, 1898

Daily News 17 Oct, 3/3 He will, .be opposed by plenty of

candidates who can get the Cambridgeshire course. 1907

Daily Chron. 14 Nov. 3/3 Only a wonder of a horse can

'get those four miles and a half of ditches and fences.

7. d. To understand (a person or statement) ; to

catch, orig. U.S. colloq.

igirj M. C. Harris Tents of Wickedness i. iii. 33 ' I don't

get her,' she murmured, as if Leonora was a telephone num-
ber. 191S H. L. Wilson Ruggles ofRed Gapm\\.(\<)\i) 149
' I want all parties here to get that." ' Say no more please.

It's quite understood.' 1921 R. D. Pajne Comr. Rolling

Ocean vi. 106 ' I get you, sir ' respectfully answered Judson.

1928 F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial 1. 166, I have a first-class

opportunity.. if you get what I mean.

16, C. Also to get it in the neck : see *NSCK sb^

d. To get one's goat : see *Goat 3 c.

21. c. To succeed in taking or catching; esp.

(orig. U.S.^ to succeed in killing.

1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle 4- Mocassin viii. 138 They'll

get you one of these days, Colonel, when you are driymg
around in your wagon. 1899 Tarkington Gentl. Indianei

ix. 160 Wiley, ..you don't think they've got him? 1900 £lih.

Glyn Visits Eliz. (1906) 19 She did not hit any rabbits, but

she got a gardener in the leg. 1901 Daily Chron. 7 June 8/4

Jones getting Bland at square-leg, 1907 Mulford Bar-ao

liL 33 The man . . was dead. Buck got him immediately after

he iiad shot Johnny. 1908 Daily Chron. 16 Sept, 7/3 This

climate is sure to get a white man sooner or later,

d. To exercise, worry, annoy, orig. U.S. colloq.

1884 A. E. Sweet & J. A, Knox On Mexican Mustang
Thr. Texas xxvii. 356 Well, it just gets me, it do 1 1890

Congress. Rec. 4933/2 That is what gets me ; I can not

stand that. 1904 W, H. Smith Promoters xii. 190, 1 wish to

the Lord he hadn't been so quick about it. That's what gets

me. 1914 (Jertruce Athkrton Perch of Devil 1, xvii. What
do you know about that?. .Wouldn't it come and get you ?

1926 G. W. Deeping Sort ell ti Son xxix, ' Do you think he

minds?' ' I know he doesn't. But it gels me.'

e. To get hold of, attract ; to touch emotionally.

1916 To-Day 1 1 Nov. 50/3 The 'curtain ' on that dog
walking across the stage and sticking his cold nose into the

hand of his lonely master always used to get me. 1928

F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial i. 6 It's alwap interested me
more than anything else. . . Well, don't let it get you. 1929

Atlantic Moittltly Nov, 579 Cairo doesn't get me, altogether,

f. To get the better of.

1926 S. P. £ Trad No. XXIV. 122 It gets me, it passes

my understanding.

22. b. spec. To succeed in ' picking up' (a wire-

less signal, a broadcasting station).

1917 S. Leacock Freitzied Fiction iv. (1919) 53 'Will it take

long to get him ? ' I asked. .
.' He's on the line now," they said.

1921 Wireless World IX. 571/1 To ensure that the signals

be picked up if it is at ail possible to get them. Ibid. 586/2

If it be possible to get the Dutch concerts, .with this three-

valve set. 1924 Wireless Ann. 25 Hello, did you get me!
8 XY standing by. 1925 Wireless Mag. Apr. 259/3 ' Hush,

don't talk ! ' he said. ' I'm just getting lerra del Fuego,

1929 W, J, Locke Jorico 66 One of these days, he declared,

he would be able to get China.

29, b. To succeed in making, U.S. colloq.

1891 Outing (U.S.) Dec. 246/2 Rum had so far 'got him
dead'. x'iqj'tAKlavi'Y'KKXli' Follonring EguatorXu. 504 He
got me so nervous that I couldn't look at the view. 1927

Atlantic Monthly Feb. 148, I love to work, but this (Sod-

forsaken country gets me discouraged.

31. Of inanimate objects : To come into exist-

ence, be produced.
1894 Eliz. Banks Ceanp. Curiosity 191 Spots of iron-rust

got on the linen.
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b. (Recent U.S. examples with vbl. sb.)

1884 ' Mark Twain' Huck. Finn ii, There was a place on
my ankle that got to itching. 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters
L o When once an idea gets to going in the world it is liable

to oe picked up by any one:. 1910 W. M. Raihe B, CConn&r
12 Don't you think you'd arrive earlier at the end of your
run if your choo-choo got to puffing ?

c. Toget there U.S. (earlier exairiple).

1883 NvE Baled Hay 49 They were high-toned, and they
got there.

d. (Earlier examples.) Also, to make speed.
iSCk) A. K. McClure Rocky Mts. 1451 As he yelled to them

\sc. his horses] to 'git', his keen silken cracker flashed

about their flanks. 1877 ProzncUnce Jml. (Bartlctt) We
must do what there is to do, and then we can get up and
;et. 1907 Ld. C. Beresfobd in Daily Ckron. 21 Nov. 5/1
n other words, as the Americans said, * That fleet can get.*

33w To get thai way (U.S. slang) : to get into the

condition implied. To get left ; see Leave v,^ 7d.
Toget next to {V.S. coUoq.) : to understand clearly.

19M C. Sandburg Slabs ofSmibumt West 6 How do you
get that way ?

35*. Oet around— = get round {^2 a). l/,S,

CSiZ Montreal lleraid -zx Feb. (Farmer) He thought some
means could be devised of getting around the difficulty.

36*. Get by —, To ' get past *, evade. U.S,
eolloq.

X904 S. E. WHrrE Blazed Trail Stories 11. v. T99 How he
bad gotten by the ofTice boy Brown could not conceive.

40. Get on— . g. To influence in such a way
as to harass or obsess; to become a source of

worry to.

zgao RosK Rfacaui-ay Potterism iii. ii. 125 But please
don't, .er. .let people worry hcr-^et on her nerves. Ibid,

137 * Never mind .'Vrthur'shc said. *I wouldn't let him get
on my mind if I were you, mother.'

lu To get on to I to become aware of, ' get wise

to'.

*9»3 WoDEHOUsK Tnzmii. Jeeves \r. 97, I knew there wasn't
a chance of my being able to work this stage wheeze in

London without somebody getting on to it and tipping off

the guv*nor. 1925 — Carry on^ Jert-es ii. 38 As if they
thought you were the greatest thing on earth and wondered
that yon hadn't got on to it yet yourself.

41, To get over thefootlights « to get across (see

50*). orig. US.
1915 Munsey's Mag. Aog. 515/1 Shaw was generally con.

sidered altogether too wild to stand a chance of getting over
the foothghts.

60*. Get across. See *AcROSS B. 1 b.
«9»3- [*cc •Across B. a bj. 10*3 Silbejcrad Lett Jean

Armiler \\. 148 Sorry—my fault—one fails to get across.

ifaS Observer \ k^T. 6 His verse. .in spite of alt the efforts of
hu friends and admirers., has not really 'got across 'eleven
years after his death. Ibid. 17 June 8 Something, somehow,
uuU to^et across. For it cannot be dented that the actual
story., IS a lilite slow. 1930 Times 34 Mar. 15/5 While he
can * get hi% words across as Gilbert intended.

63. Get along', b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
xSm Frances Trollops Dom. Mann. Amer. (1833) I. iiL

33, 1 was then new to the Western America, and un-
accustomed to their mode of ' getting along *, as they term it.

1833 C A. Davis Lett. y. Downing (1834) 34, I wish you'd
wnte me.. whether yoa think I could get along with the
business.

64. Get away. c. (Earlier example.) Also, to

carry off successfully, {b) To get away with it'.

to sacceed in what one tnes ; to carry off a coup

;

to escape punishment or retribution; to act with
impunity.
x976 J. H, Bkadlx fVtsiern Wilds W. 41 More'n once the

robbers would tackle some gritty man that was handy with
his ^barkeri^', an' he'd get away with two or three cm 'etn.

loxs ^XKxn^yi^oH Pitching in a Phuh xii. 259 Bein^agreat
balUplayer is the gentle art of getting away with it. 1013
MuLFORD Canting 0/ Cassidy xiv. 331 'Nobody's giwn to
make you cry, an' get away with it', he told her. ioa4
A. J. Small Froscn Goldl. 40 One Indian can't 6ght that
bunch of cut>tfaroau and get away with it. 1925 E. Frasek
& Gibsons Soldier ^ Sailor Words^ Get awar with it, to :

To gee off a charge. To grt a tale beliered. Just to scrape
through a difliciilty. {iffffi Observer 35 Mar. 14 Some of
the artists may be able, as the f^rase goes, to 'get away
with the swag .] 1/930 Punch 16 Apr. 443 The whole thing
swung along at a brave pace. . . In brief, Mr. Edgar Wallace
bftft got away with it again. 1930 Pett Rhx^b Miss Coltittg-

wooa I. 5 Youne men carry a new hat which, in the phrase
of tbe day, might enable them to get away with it.

66, Get back. b. To get one*s own back : to
revenge onescll
1910 [see Own a. *xc}. x9ia.SHAw Pygmalionw^ fliggins,

..You have wooncfed me to the heart. Liza.,.Vm. glad.
I've got a little of my own back. 1993 Westm, Cox, 28 Nov.,
Busby said that he did it to 'get his own back*,

C To get back at (or on) ; to retort or retaliate

upon. US, eolloq,

x888 Chicago Infer-Ocean (Fanner) Sam Jones has been
coming down rough shod on Kansas City feminity. ..As the
open letter writers in the magazines nre getting back at Sam
for his fondness for tobacco (etc.], 1896 G. Adb Artie vL 51
There's only one way to get back at you people. 1906
Springfield Weekly Republican 14 June si If the President
had not been vindictively anxious to *get back' at the
packers, he could have accomplii*hed his end efTcctively.

X907 Daily Chron. 17 Oct. 3/3 You cannot afford to be rude
to a journalist. Some day he wilt get back on you. 1911
E. Ferejer Dawn Cffara vii. 99 Some day we'll have
money enough to get hack at some people we know.
66*. 0«t l>y. intr. To be successful in escaping

or evading something ; to succeed, ' manage * ; to
* get away ' with. orig. U,S. colioq.

413

>9a6 S. P. E. Trad No. XXIV 12a That chap would get
by with murder. X9S6 Amer. Oxonian July loi The stipend
is barely enough to get by on. igaS Incomes, etc. Uttiv,
Faculty (Yale Univ.) 109 Barely getting by with no funds
to meet an emergency. 1930 F, A. Pottle Stretchers 38
We had to stand general inspection. ..Our frozen overcoats
stood rigidly out like garments stolen from statues. . . But we
got by somehow. 1931 Atlantic Monthly Feb. 235 Some
have thought it clever to *get by ' [at college] without work.

57. Get down. e. intr. To settle down to
(something), e.g. to settle down to work, to com-
pose oneself to sleep.

'903* '904 to get down to brass tacks [see *Brass *5. 5 b].
igag E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words, Get
dtnun to it : Get on with the job. Also, Go to sleep, lie
down on your bed on the floor. 1930 Times Lit. Sttppl.
29 May 441/3 He never, so to speak, stripped and got down
to it—to contact with.. reality.

60. Get in. m. trans. To bring in.

1893 Chambers's Jml. 1 July 414/2, 1 fetched water, got
in Slicks, cleaned boots.

61. Get in with. a. To get (a person) in bad :

to bring him into disfavour with. Also intr.^ to
bring oneself into disfavour -with, slang, orig. U.S.
1938 Observer 19 Feb. 16/2 Young Wood le>* .. prefers

poetry to cricket. That, of course, ' gets him in bad ' with
his house-master. 1938 Sunday Dispatch 22 July 22/3 It
will be he who will get !n had with the fans.

62. Get off, a. Also, toget off xvith \ to become
friendly with one of the other sex, esp. with amorous
intentions.

^5 E. Eraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Wards^ Get
offiuith^ to : To make the acquaintance of or ' pick up ' with
anyone, usually some girl, without the formality of an intro-
duction. 1925 F. Lonsdale Spring Cleaning i. 13 What
fun it would be if one of us could get off with him.

h. Also intr. To get married or engaged to be
married,

1915 *Berta Ruck* Courtship 0/ Rosamond Fayre iii,

' A! iss Urquhart's got off herself.* ' She has and she hasn't.
Her chap's always away*.
L (Earlier U.S. example.)

1849 Vale Lit. Mag. XIV. 187 There is the writing of one
who tried to *get off', as the boys say, something comic
on every occasion,

j. To prepare (a person) for a journey.

63. Get on. b. Often to get a move on ; see
*MovE sb, 6.

1. With \fo : To succeed in getting hold of or
understanding. U.S.
1895 Century Mag. June 273/2 He.. leaned across Phebe's

seat, and touched the electric button. 'Little girl had n't
got on to it, eh ? * the grizzled man remarked pleasantly.
X904 N.y. Sun 7 Aug. a8 Wise people are getting on to the
fact that Eastwood is no ordinary real estate development.
1907 M, C Harris Tents of Wichedness \, v. 73, I don't
understand jret why none of the men got on to it.

64. Get out, b. Also, to leave one's office,

position, or employment, be dismissed.
1906 P. Keary Get on or get out 3 Get on or get out.

Don't be afraid of that phrase. It's the whole of the ten
Commandments of Business rolled into five small words.
19x1 Punch J Nov. 319 Get on or get out ! 1923 Daily Mail
13 Feb. 9 Railwaymen to * get on or get out

!

'

66. Get over. e. = *get across, trans, and intr.

(see 50*).
X916 Pieturt'Play Mag. III. laa If he works from

characters and uses.. bits of effective bu«.iness to 'get his
plays over ', he [sc. scenario writer] should keep such material
in handy files. X9M H. A. Vachell Blinkers viii. § 3 Mrs.
Merrytree, delighted to perceive that she had, in stage
parlance, * got over *, held the situation firmly. 1998 Sunday
Express ag Apr. 5/6 Her friendliness 'gets over'. 193^
Daily Express 11 June 13 Of the 600 American films.. ten
per cent, will turn out to be excellent box-office attractions.
Fifty per cent, of the remainder will *just get over ',

68. Getthrong-h. C. Also/ra«j.,to put throngh.
1873 'Mark Twain' & Warner Gilded Age xx, The

Senator . . favored tbe appropriation and he gave the Colonel
. . to understand that he would endeavor to get it through,

d. Also trans, f to prepare (a person) for an
examination so that he passes.

f. intr. To establish telephonic communications.
Also trans,, to send or receive (a message) by tele-

phone, esp". after a line has been blocked.
X916 BovD Cable Action Front 188 The signallers leaped

to their instruments, buzzed off the call, and getting through,
rattled their messages off. Ibid. i8g They haven't had time
since they got my message through. X9*9 Lorna Rea Six
Mrs. Greenes 257 * Lavinia dear', she began as soon as she
got through, ' I want you to help me a little to-night '.

70. Get together, b, intr. To meet in friendly

conference. Also, to agree. U.S.
1889 Judge (U.S.) 10 Aug. 282/1 Five Men. .are to be

hanged on the same day. In other words, they will follow
Mr. Dana's advice and get together. 1904 Chicago Tribune
9 Aug. 4 The representatives of the unions and of the
employers should get together and talk it over. 1904 N". Y,
Times 23 Dec. i The jury was unable to get together, and the
Presiding Justice had ordered them locked up for the night.

d. trans. To cause (a crew) to work tojjether.

1898 Encycl. Sport II. 280/a As the day of the race.,
draws near, the attention of the coach must be given entirely
towards getting the crew absolutely together.

VIII. 73. get-off, {b) the action of rising froit>

tbe ground in an aeroplane ; get-on, one who gets

on, one who succeeds; also attrib.\ get-there,

used attrib. to designate action which is likely to

acbiere sncccss.

GHAKIAL.
19x6 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks 50 The Pilot turns

the Aeroplane in order to face the wind and thus secure
a quick '*gct-off'. 1908 Westm. Gaz, jo Mar. 14/3 A
little weary of this * *get on' gospel being continually
dinned in their ears. 1908 Daily Cnron. 13 Mar. 4/6 Pro-
phetically numbered by Landor among the *ons' who are
get-ons. 1900 tgth Cent, XLVIII. 800 We American women
have nothing like your enterprise and *get-there-attveness
in my country. 1901 Daily Chron. 22 June 10/5 Their
style of rowing is peculiarly American . .and, like the stroke
of the famous Sho-woeH;oe-mette crew of 1878, it is certainly
the 'get there* style,

Geta(g<?i*ta). [Jap.] Wooden shoes worn out
of doors by the Japanese.
^ 1897 Outingi^.%.) XXX. 214/2 Their wooden geta clatter-
ing and slapping their soles as they go. 1904 Daily Chron,
i3_June 8/5 Some of tbe 'geta' worn by little girls are
painted in many colours. 1905 Westnt. Gaz. 16 Mar. 2/1
The Yorozu are artistic to the stilts of their wooden geta.

Get(-)away (ge-t,aw^i)* [Get v. 73.] The
action of getting away ; spec, {a) the breaking
cover of a fox, (S) the start of a race, {c) escape,
esp. of thieves, with their booty (often to make one's

getaway^
; also attrib,

185Z, 1890 [see Get v. 73). 1890 R. Boldkewood Miner^s
Right {1899) i2i/i It's the long good-bye I'm thinking, and
no get away this time. 1902 H. L. \lii^oti Spenders ^xxvn.
448 We can go back in style even if we didn't save much
more than a get-away stake. 1907 Mulford Bar-20 xv.
j66 We'll have to make our get-away plumb sudden or
well never go. a 1909 *0. Henry * Roads of Destiny x. 165
Long jumps, quick get-aways .. had helped Mr. Valentine
to become noted as a successful dodger of retribution. 19XS
Punch I Nov. 423/1 Quickly removing the ball from my toe
I crawled under the net and made a get-away in the referee's

car. 1913 Mote^ Cycling 26 Sept. 657/2 No one failed to
start, although In general the getaways were not so fast or
neat as in the case of the trade riders. 1923 Van Loan Old
Alan Curry 137 All the burglars at the track will be levelling
for the get-away money.

Ge't-ont. U.S. eolloq.

1. [Get v. 64.] phr. as or like {all) get-out, used
to indicate a high degree of something.
1844 * JoN. Slick * High Life N. V. II. 170 Me a-settin

there as lonesome as git-out. Ibid. 222 Captin Doolittle has
got a ralesneezer[jc. a pet squirrel], .as black as git out. 1884
' Mari£ Twain' Huck. Finn xxxviii, We got to dig in like

all git-out. 1887 Century Mag. Feb. 610/1 Dark as all git-

out. 1916 H. L. Wilson Sotnewhere in Red Gap v. 197
When I got into the parlour she had them on, pleased as all

get-out. 19x6 F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial v. 104 Oh, com! -

cal as all get out

!

2. [Gbt G=f d.] An escape from a difficult position,

evasion.

1009 Weslm, Gaz. 4 June 7/3 Vm entirely in your hands.
1 have got no get-out. 1928 Daily Express^ 14 Feb. 3
Everybody. .agrees that this story .. was what is described
as a ' get-out *.

Get-rich-quiclc, a. U,S, [Get v. 33 and
Quick adv."] Characterized by attempts to acquire

wealth rapidly. Hence Oet-ricb-quicklshuess.
1905 Chronicle (San Francisco) in Daily Chron. 9 Oct. 4/5

CalifcH'nians have a strong tendency to invest in get-rich-

quick ventures, igad springfield Weekly RepublicaJt 12 July
3 The flaming get-rich-quick advertisements of this planta-
tion company. 1909 Public Ledger (Philadelphia) 24 June
8/6 This business of irresponsible dealers and * get-rich-quJck'

land schemes. 19x4 Gertrude Atherton Perch^ ofDevil
I. X, There was a sort of suppressed get-rich-quickishness in

their manner. 1920 Baily s Mag. Jan. 35/2 The get-rich*

quick brigade. 1^21 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean
viii. 131 If anythmg should go wrong with this get-rich-

quick scheme of his. 19*3 Van Loan Old Man Citrry 72
Young friend Solomon called the turn on the get-rich-quick
stuff.

Get-toge^ther. [Get v, *70 b.] A meeting,

gathering.
191X Springfield Weekly Republican 9 Feb. 12 It was the

biggest get-together the organization has ever held. 2936
Ladies* Home Jrnl, Apr. 24 The newcomer sat down at the
table, and the Chief went on to the next object of the get-
together.

G'et up. Add : 4. Inclination to get up and
be active ; energy, enterprise. Also get-up-and-

get, etc. U.S. eolloq.

X873 J. H. Bradle Undeveh West iii. 74 If you. .have any
'get up 'about you, and can and will work, ther's a show
for you in rural Nebraska. 1889 Kansas Times ff Star
2 Dec, It's not wealth, nor birth, nor state. But get-up-and-
get, that makes cities great. 1909 R. A. Wason HapPy
Hawkins 147 The' ain't any chance for a man with get-up
..on this place, an' I'm sick of it. 19x0 W. M. Raine B.
O Connor 223 When it comes to the get-up-and-hustle, .ihe's

there. 1915 P. G. Wodehouse Something Fresh x, He'll

make a name for himself one of these days- He's got get-

up in him. 19x4 W. M, Raine Troubled Waters xxv. 258
That slim little girl you could break in two over your knee
has got more git-up-and.dust than any man I know,

Gliaffir (ga'fiw). [Arabic] A native Egyptian
policeman.
1933 Glasgo7v Herald 19 Feb. 9 The whole distance was

guarded.. by 'ghaftirs', or watchmen. 1928 Blackw. Mag.
Feb, 348/1 A canal watchman, known as a Ghaffir.

Ghap (gsep). Also gliab. [Hottentot.] The
carrion flower.

1878 Trans. S.A, Phil. Soc. I. r. 24 (Pettman) Here we
find stunted Mesembryanthemums, numerous kinds of Eu-
phorbias, tbe peculiar Ghap (Stapelia) in at least half a dozen

varieties.

Qharial, variant of Gavial,
i9»3 Chambers's Jrnl. Dec. 811/1, I had constant oppor-

tunity of seeing and observing the habits <rf the gharial.



GHAUT,

Ghaut, ghat. Add: 4. In (all turning gAai.

The funeral pyre of the Hindus.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. s*?/' To erect cmerators on the

burning ghat or ground. 190a Ibid. XXX. 20/j A sad pro-

cession of boats floated down to the burning ghats. 1901
' Linesman '

(/ oids Eyewitness (1902) 288 1 he second farm,

which a night or two later blazed as a burning ghat over the

poor sergeant's dead body.

Ghawasee (gawa-z»). Alsoghow-. [Arab.;

pi. of next.] Egyptian dancing girls.

183* Lane Mod. Egyft. \. 240 The Ghawdzee (or public

dancing-girls). IMdTU. 95 The Ghawazee perform, un.

veiled, in the public streets, even to amuse the rabble. 184s

Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 188 The ghorvazee of the Egyptians.

19x4 S. RoHMER Grey Face iv. Her hair, which was dressed

in the fashion of the dancing girls who pose for ever upon

the Egyptian monuments, and which is preserved in life to

this day by the ghawSzi of Keneh,

Ghazeeyeh (gazf-y^). Alsoghazie. [Arab.]

An Egyptian dancing girl.

1819 T. Hope A tmstasius C1820) I. xv. 301 A knot of ghazie

distorted their limbs into as uncouth postures as if they had
been frogs themselves. 1877 Etuycl. Brit. VIL 727/j.

Gheez, variant of *Gkez.

Ghetchoo (ge-tj»). Also gheechoo. An
aquatic root-plant, Aponogeton monostachyon.

1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade^ G/teickoo, an Indian name
for the Aponegeion monostachyon^ the roots of which are

nearly as good as potatoes, and as much liked by the natives.

i8«6 Treas. Bot. I. 530/2 Ghetchoo.

GMlffai (gi'lgai). Austral. Also gilgai.

[Native name.] A saucer-like depression forming

a natural reservoir for rain-water.

1898 MoBRis Austral Eng. s.v.. Ghilgais vary from 20 to

100 yards in diameter, and are from five to ten feet deep.

1930 Palmer Men are Human y. 41 They watched the gil-

gais turn to mud on the blacksoil plains.

Ghilzai (gi-lzsi). Also GhiljI. The name of

one of the most famous of the tribes of Afghanistan.

Also attrib.

i8>6 tr. Mem. Zehir-ed-din Saber 220 Plundering and
beating up the quarters of the Ghiljis. 184a C. Masson
Narr. var. Journeys II. 207 The Ghiljis, although con-

sidcred, and calling themselves, Afghans. .are undoubtedly

a mixed race, ajs ^"cyel- Brit. I. 235/1 On the British

invasion the Ghilzais showed a rooted hostility to the

foreigner, igzo Btackui. Mag, Aug. 172/2 Information at

hand pointed to the Ghilzais from Afghanistan.

Gholanx (gcla-m). Also ghulam. [Arab.]

A courier, messenger.
1840 Fbaser Koordistan I. i. 21 ' What am / to do then,

your Excellency? * roared out some Gholaum or Beg. 188a

E. O'DoNOVAN Merv Oasis I. 3 19 We had with us a gholam,
or courier, belonging to the British Legation at Teheran.

Ghoont (g»nt). Also goont, gunt. [Hind.]

A Himalayan pony.
i6as PuRCHAS Pilgrims I. 438 Heere is the great breed of

a small kind of Horse, called Gunts, a true trauelling scale-

cliffe beast. 1834 tr. Jacquemont's Lett. II. 12 In Cashmere,
I shall buy, without regard to price, the best ghounte in

Tibet. 1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Ghoont, a small sure-

footed Indian pony, used in the mountain ranges as a pack
or saddle-horse. 1871 Balfour Cycl. India (ed. 2) II. 312/2
During winter the ghoont live on the roots of the stunted

bushes, and are very expert at scraping the snow from off

them with their fore feet.

Ghoork(h)a, variant forms of Gurkha.

Ghost, sb. Add :

10. o. An impression of a signature made by

folding the paper over while the ink is still wet.

1929 Sotheby's Catal. 4-7 Nov. 82 On the back of one
' ghost there is a note in the Author's hand.

d. An imaginary enemy in sham fights.

1908 IVestm. Caz. 19 Aug. 8/1 The day's work.. will cul-

minate in a running battle, in which the ' ghosts ' will once

more be the enemy.

14. e. ghost-racket J/.i'.,' any event or narrative

into which the spiritual or ghostly element enters
'

(Barrere & Leland) ; ghost-soul = *Co-walkeb.
(I1889 Chicago Tribune (Barrere & Leland) The most
novel *ghost-racket on record has just been workedbya
Jersey detective, a 1889 Washington (Pa.) Eagle (ibid.)

We have had the tallest ghost-racket here in our town that

you ever did audit. 1871 Tvlor Prim. Cult, I. 451 The
notion of a *ghost-soul animating man while in the body.
1934 W. B. Seldie Psych. Relig. 29 As formulated by
Professor Tyler this theory of a quasi-material ghost.soul is

to be regarded as the tyi^ical and almost universal source of
religious ideas and practices.

Ghost, V. Add

:

4. To do literary or artistic work for another

person. (Cf. Ghost rf. 13.)
jj^* Gletsgow Herald ii Oct. 3 *A certain general' for

whom he did some* ghosting *. 1931 Let. to Editor^ He is

capable of translation, secretarial, or ghosting work.

GhoU'lishneSS, Ghoulish nature or quality.
X910 H. Walker Lit. Victorian Era 11. vK. 505 Her

poetry altogether escapes the taint of ghoulishness. 1928
Weekly Dispatch 24 June 12/4 What is there in poor human
nature. .that creates this ghoulishness?

Ghtirrial, variant of Gavial.
1878 P. S. RoBtNSON In my Indian Garden 83 The ghurial

is of a finer breed. 1905 Kynoch Jml. July-Sept. 152 On
the sandbars Ghurrials in thousands basked in the sun.

Giant, sb. Add :

2. O. The name given by Dr. Hertzsprung in

1905 to the stars belonging to the class of larger

diffuse stars, as distinguished from the dwarfs (see

•DwAEP sb. 2 b).
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19x8 Jeans Astron. <V Cosmof^. 6i. 1931 Nature -^ }An,
16 'I'hc theory of Sir Arthur Eddington., does [not] establish

the division of ordinary stars into giants and dwarfs.

GiantesCLne (d^aijante-sk), a. [f. Giant sb. +
-ESQUE, after F. gigantesque.'] Having character-

istics of a giant, gigantic.

1911 ^VEBSTER. 1929 Sunday Express 20 Jan. 9 Vou gloat
over their giantesque sins and sorrows.

Gib (d.^ib, gib), sb.^ [Of obscure orinin.]

1. A piece of wood or metal employed to keep
something else, as e,g, some part of a machine, in

place, a. A bolt, pin, or wedge for insertion in a

hole, to fasten the adjoining parts more tightly to-

gether.
Gib and cotter.^ g^iB and key : a two-part contrivance, con-

sisting of a fixed and a movable wedge, used to lighten the
strap at the end of a connecting rod.

"794 W. Felton Carriages (1801) II. Glos^., Gibf a small
half-round wedge, which keeps the pole from rising, 1838
Civil En^. J^ Arch, Jml. 1. 150/1 The corners were secured
by a strong iron strap with a gib and key. 1839 R. S.
Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 78 The rectangular hole for

the gib and cutter. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk, ^39 Gib^

a forelock. 1880 Rncycl. Brit. XIII. 732/1 The pin is some-
times rectangular in section, and tapered or parallel length-

wise. * Gibs * and ' cottars ' are examples ofthe latter. 1887
D. A. Low Machine Draw. (1852) 49 'ihe gib is provided
with horns at its ends to keep it in its place. 1888 Lock*
woods Diet. Meek, Engtn, 91 The gib and cottar arrange-
ment is that in which the cottar is formed in two parts,

whose outer faces are parallel with each other, the requisite

taper being given to their inner or sliding faces.

b. A bearing surface to reduce friction, or a

wedge to take up wear at a sliding contact,

1873 J. Richards Wood'Working Factories 13 Gibs of

lignum vitsc will be found to wear well. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech. 650/1 The box has two taper-cheeks a a and two
taper-gibs bb adjustable by screw.s, so as to set up the

boxing to the wrist and the cheeks to the guides la the
cross-head.

C. (See quot.)
190S Encycl, Brit. XXX. 402/2 The extractor tin a Maxim

gun] is recessed to take a movable plate termed a 'gib',

behind which is a spring.

2. Mining. A piece of wood used to support the

roof of a coalmine.
i847inHALLiwELu 1879 Miss Jackson 5'Arf»/jA. Word-bk.^

Gib, a wooden prop used to support the coal when being
holed. 1883 GiiESLEV Gloss, Conl-m.y Gib^ a short prop of
timber by which the coal is supported whilst being holed or

undermined.

3. attrib. and Comb. : gib-head, a head (of a

rod, pin, etc.) with projecting shoulder(s; gib-

headed key (see quot.),

1854 Ronalds& Richardson Ckem. Technol. (ed. 2) 1. 15a
The opposite ends of the connecting-rods are provided . . with
•gib-heads. 1887 D. A. Low Machine Draiv, (1S92) 23 Wheti
the point of a key is inaccessible the other end is provided
with a gib head. x888 Loci-wood's Diet, Mech. Engin.,
*Gib-Heatied Key,2i. key having a set-off standing at right

angles with the thicker end, for convenience of drawing it

back in situations where the use of a drift is not practicable.

Gib (dgib, gib), 2;.3 [f. *GiB sb.^^ irans. To
provide or secure with a gib or gibs. Hence
Gibbed///. a.

1884 Knight Did. Mech. Suppl., Gibbed Lathe, a lathe,

the carriage of which has a bar which grips beneath the over-

hang of the bed, beneath which it is secured by a wedge
known as A gib, to prevent the riding up of the carriage.

189s Funk's Stand. Diet., Gibbed way, a guiding surface

provided with gibs for adjustment,

Gibson (gi'bsan). The name ofC Dana Gibson^

an American artist and illustrator of magazines,

used attrib. to designate a type of feminine beauty

and costume popularized by him {c 1900-10), as

Gibson girl, Gibson pleats,

1902 EncycL Brit. XXVI. 590/r American men.. impart

as much importance and humour to bis pages as his 'Gibson
girls' give radiance. 1904 Daily Chron. 11 Apr._8/4 The
lean-limbed, lantern-jawed American . . accompanied by a
Gibson girl, who calls him 'poppa*. 1905 Ibid, i Mar.
6/6 A Gibson girl, .is a lady with a perfect figureand aper-
fectly-fitting dress. . , M iss Hardren, a handsome brunette in

black, with a black picture hat, criticised the Gibson dress

unsparingly. Ibid. 13 Mar. 8/ 1 Gibson pleats starting from
the shoulder line and brought in symmetrical lines to the
waist.

Giddy, ct- Add: 3. b. Nonsensical, absurd.

Also used in meaningless exclamation of surprise

My giddy aunt (cf. *AuNT 5).

1919 W. N. P. Barbellion Jrnl. Disappointed Man-i^^
Oh my giddy aunt ! 1924 A. J. Small Frozen Gold iii. 02
The giddy part of it is that our strike isn't up north at all.

Gift, sb. 9, Add : gift-book (earlier U.S. ex-

ample) ; gift bookstore 6^^^., a bookshop con-

ducted as a * gift enterprise
' ;

gift coupon, a
coupon issued with certain commodities, a specified

number of which entitles the holder to a free gift

;

gift-deed C/.^V, a deed of gift ; gift enterprise

U.S. (earlier example); gifc-shop U.S., a shop
dealing in articles suitable for gifts ; gift store

U.S. = gift enterprise ; gift-tree U.S.^ a tree on

which gifts for distribution are hung ; a Christmas

tree.

xZ-^ Knickerbocker Mag. III. 113 It is, I believe, your
standing "gift-book. 1873 W. Mathews Getting on in World
vii. 100 To-day some shrewd Yankee starts a '*gift' book-
store, and immediately all the newspapers in the land are

flooded with advertisements ofgift enterprises. 1931 Morning

GIIiIi.

Post 18 Feb. 6/5 The ' "Gift * Coupon system. 1855 Bainuu
Lifi JO My delighted ancestor., handed to my mother a
*gift-deed in my behalf, of five acres of land. 1873 *gift

enterprise [see above). 19x8 Carolyn Wells Vicky Van
i. JO Little faddly prize bags or *gift-shop novelties arc her
stakes. x87a Talmage Abom. Mod, Society 177 In this

class of gambler-makers I also put the ' *gift stores '. 1898
H. S. Canfirld Maid of Frontier x\-] The little church
where the *gift-trce festivities were in progress.

Gift-over (gi*ft|^uvai). [f. Gift sb. -f- Ovee
adv.'\ The act of making over as a gift.

1927 Daily Mail 8 July 7/1 That the gift-over, by which
the property might pass away from the children on account
of the son s marriage, was void. 19*9 Glasgoiu Herald
8 July 8 The gift-over whereby the estate would go else-

where than to the children.

Gigantoblast (d33igae-nt(7blast). [f. Gr. 7/-

yavTo-f 7*709 Giant + fiXaarSs embryo, germ.] A
very large nucleated red blood corpuscle.

1908 Practitioner Feb. 241.

Gig-boat. = Gig sb.'^ 2 b.

1836 Knickerbocker Mag. VIII. 283, I took a Seminole
I ndian . . and in a fine gig-boat, started up the St. John's river.

Gigerium (d.:5id3Ta-rii5m). [sing, of L. gigeria

cooked entrails of poultry.] The gizzard.

1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 726/1 A proventriculus, connected
by a narrow neck with the gizzard {gigerium). 1884 Coves
N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 213 The gizzard, ^/^^r/ww, or muscu-
lar division of the stomach.

Gigglisb, a. Delete fObs. and add :

1900 Elin. Glvn Visits Eliz. 222 [She] got rather gigglish.

Gigolo (d.^i'gcl^). [It., formed as masc. cor-

relative of gigole tall thin woman, woman of the

streets or public dance-halls.] A professional

dancing-partner,
1927 Daily News 21 May 5/4 The audience was delighted

with the grannies' dance with gigolos—as lounge lizards are
called. 1917 Daily Express 24 Oct. 10/4 The Riviera wakes
up... Wefi-known mannequins, dance partners, gigolos, and
barmen, .have once more returned to their place in the sun.

1931 Times Lit, Suppl. 9 Apr. 2S6/2 We are_ glad of the.

.

wit that depicts.. such a skilfully varied gigolo as Dick
Rawdon.
Gila(hrla). [The name ofa river in New Mexico

and Arizona.] In full gila monster, a large

venomous lizard, Heloderma suspecttim.

1890 Chambers's Jml. 8 Mar. 15S/2 The Gila Monster.,
which lives in the valleys and sandy plains of Arizona and
Sonora, is called by the native Mexicans Escupion, which
means ' Spitter*. 190a Mulfobd Bar-20 v. 60, I only had
th' main show—Gilas, rattlers an' toads.

Gilbertese (gilbaatrz). [f. Gilbert (see below)

+ -ESE.] The language of the Gilbert Islands in

the Mid-Pacific.
1908 H, Bingham {fitle) A Gilbertese-English Dictionary.

Gilbertian (gilbautian), a. [f. the name of

W. S. Gilbert (,1836-191 1), librettist of the Gilbert

and Sullivan operas -f-lAN.] Of or pertaining to,

resembling or reminiscent of the humour or the
* topsy-turvy' situations characteristic of, the Gil-

bert and Sullivan operas. Hence GUbe'rtiaJLlsm.
1887 Graphic 29 Jan. 107 All do their duty, and, to borrow

a Gilbertian phrase, ' do it very well '. 1S91 Sirand Mag.
Oct. 33r/2 There is a perfect home farm on the Gilbertian

land. 1804 P. YxTZG^^KXJO Savoy O^era 13 The ' Gilbertian
'

topic of tne English traveller * turning up his nose ' at every-
thing he sees abroad. Ibid. 14 note, A sort of ' Gilbertian

humour '. 1901 IVestm. Gaz. 26 Aug. a/i We are getting

absolutely Gilbertian over this question of the handing over
of actual cash. 190a Temple Barjaxu 36 The Gilbertian Li-

bretto. 1906 Daily Chron. 16 Nov. 6/7 The Gilbertian ques-

tion whether a Lord Chancellor could bring himself to jus-

tice for contempt of his own court., is equalled in the quality

of Gilbertianism by the puzzle of Baton Rouge, Indiana.

19x8 T. H. Ward Engl. Poets V. 540 His peculiar quality

of topsyturvydom, which has perhaps added the word
•Gilbertian * to the language, x^ Times 18 July 15/2 A
Gilbertian situation arose in which a Government pledged

to attack and an Opposition pledged to defend private

enterprise simply exchanged roles. 1931 Church Times 25

Sept. 327/2 Wc are living, indeed, in a Gilbertian world, in

a land far ' curiouscr ' than Alice ever knew I

Gilgny. Add : b. (See quot.) Naval slang.

1886 R. Bkown Spunyam ff Spindrift xxxi. 378 Sailors

forget at times and if the exact name of anything thejj want
happens to slip from their memory, they call it a chicken-

fixing, or a gadjet, or a gill-guy,

Gul, sbj- 5. b. Add : gill-book, the lamellate

respiratory organ of the king-crab (cf. *lu7ig book)
;

gill-pore, a minute opening, which communicates

between the gill-pouch and the exterior in nn

individual of the genus Balanoglosstts of worms

;

gill-pouch, (fl) any one of the biserial chambers

behind the collar in an individual of the genus

Balanoglosstts of worms; {b) a structure present

in the embryonic stages of reptiles, birds, and
mammals.
\ya% Eucycl. Brit. XXV. 521/2 The leaves (some 150 in

number) of the *gili-book..correspond to the tooth-like pro-

cesses of the pectens of Scorpio. Ibid., The gill-books of

Limulus. 190a EncycL Brit. XXVI. 85/1 Each gill-slit may
be said to open into its own., gill-pouch; this in its turn opens
to the exterior by a minute *giIl-pore. 1888 Rollestok &
Jackson Anint. Life 590 New *gill-pouches appear to be
constantly added throughout life.

Gill, Jill, sb.'^ Add: 1, b. The female of

animals of the weasel kind.

1875 G. C. Daviks Rambles Sch. Field-Club xxvifu aio

A., hob*, or male ferret, and .. a 'jiH', or female. 190* i»



aiLIiENIA.

Corni^ Naturalist OH Tltatites 72 The female, or *JiU',
changes her entire coat directly she has young.

Gillenia (d^iirnia), [mod.L., C the name of
Dr. Arnold Gill^ German botanist.] A spiraea-like

plant belonging to the genus of this name, esp. G.

irifoHata ; also the root of this plant, which has
properties similar to those of ipecacuanha.
1899 Loudon EncycL Plants 428. 1874 Garrod & Baxter

Mat. Med. (i85o) 211. 1901 Robinson Eu^. Fltnvtr Garden.
(ed. 8) 575 The Gillenias have a distinct and delicate beauty
all their own.

Gillenin (d^ilrnin). [f. *Gillkn(ia + -in1.]

The active principle of Gillenia^ used in America
as a substitute for ipecacuanha.
1890 Billings Med, Diet.

Gillie Cgi-H). V. [f. Gillie j^.l] intr. To act

as gillie. Hence Gl'llying vbl. so.

190^ Daily Chron. 2 Mar. 3/2 Contriving during the long
vacation of six months to make enough money—by teaching,
giliying or field-labour—to keep himself at the University
for another year. 1916 Chambers's Jml, Mar. 153/1 Archie
usually gilHed for me, ig»y Scots Observerg Apr. lo/i Noris
it intended to have classes in game-keeping and ghiUie<ing.

Gilsonite (gi'Is^nsit). Min, [f. the name of
S. H. Gi/son + -ITE '.] A very pure form of as-

phattum.
1896 Chester Diet. Min. , Cilsonite, . . the first name applied

to the asphalt-like mineral now known as uintahite. 1909
IVcstm. Gax. 20 May 9/4 The stock is secured upon certain
gilsonite. .mines, i^x Brit. Mus. Return 160 Basalt coated
with asphalt, and gilsonite, from Vera Cruz, Mexico^

Gilt, ppl. a. 3. a. Add :

gilt-bronze^ -iatUn\ gilt-edge a. = gilt-idged\

also adsoi., a gilt-edged security
; gilt tooling (see

Tooling vbi. sb. 2 b) ; gilt-toy (see quot. 1863).
X906 Sir F. Treves Highways <5- Bj-w. Dorset iv. 43 A track
made of 'gilt-bronze moss. 1901 IVestm. Gas. 38 Aug. 7/1
The Demand for *GiIt-Edges. 1905 G. Wilsom Ann. Glover
Incorp. i\ What is termed a gill-edge security. 1900 S. R.
Gardiner Students Hist. Eng. 314 "Gilt-latten effigies of
Richard Beauchamp. 1930 G. H. Bushnell Librai-iait-

ship viii, 50 Marking books permanently by *gilt tooling.

1839 U HE Diet. Arts 571 Supposing the articles desired to
be gilded be brass or copper buttons or small articles for

*gilt toys, or ornaments of dress. 1851 fllustr. Catal. Gt.
£xhib.iii. III. 629/1 Much of the Birmingham jewellery and
^ilt toys are produced by means of dies or steel blocks, with
impressions of articles to be sunk therein. x86s Chambers's
EncycL IV. 754/3 Gilt toys, this term is known in trade as a
designation for small articles which are gilded, but ischicHy
apphed to the cheap jewellery which is almost exclusively
manufactured at Birmingham.

Gimbaler (da;i*mbaUj). Also gymbler,
jumbler. [f, Giubal 4-^-EKl.] One who makes
gimbals.
i9ai Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) ( 328.

Gixnbxi (gi'mbri). Also ginbri, gunibry. A
small Moorish guitar played by plucking the strings

with a piece of dry palmetto leaf.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus, Terms ai4/i The
resonance-body of the Guntbry is made of a boitle<pumpkin
cut longwise, and covered with sheep skin. 1903 Westtn.
Gaz. 18 Feb. 2/3 The slender fanatical singer, \Vhose fingers
were skilled on thegimbri. 1907 Mrs. ¥.ChyiVK¥.i.i.Shepherd
Stars 177 The Gimbri waggecl his [head] from side to side.

Gimlety (gi*mleti), a. [f. Gimlet j^.i + -x 1.]

Piercing like a gimlet.
1899 Daily News 3 Jan. 5/6 Small, gimlety eyes. 19x9

J, BuciiAN J9 Steps 13 Small gimlety blue eyes.

Gimp, V.2 Add

:

3. To give a ribbed or cormgated surface to.

Hence Oimpar, one who or that which gimps,
iQoa Encycl. Brit. XXV. 27/1 A roll or rosette of lead

ribbon, which has first been cut to the right breadth.., then
ribbed or gimped, and finally coiled into a rosette. 1996
R. W. Hutchinson Wireless 57 Pure lead in the form of a
tape.. is passed through gimpers, which rib it and sever it

into different lengths.

Oim-peg, var. gempeg (Gem sb, 8 d),

1853 [see Gem sb, 8d]. t88s Eneycl. Brit. XIV. 299/3
A very important substitute for the gim-peg-socket..is the
dial.

Gin, sb."^ Add : 12. gin-band, -standi -wright,
1855 Florida Plant. Ree. 518 Received one *Gin band

from the Tallahassee R.R. Depot, i860 Texas Almanac
333 Pumps, ginbands, window-glass, etc. 18^ J, H. Ingka.
HAM South'West II. 288 A broad band, which passes over
and turns the cylinder and brush of the *gin-5tand alone.
i860 Texas A Imanac 303 'ihese Gin-Stands . . are especially
distinguished for combining great ginning speed with a much
improved sample of cotton. 1833 Quitman Let. in Life <V

Corr, 77 We have few mechanics, except carpenters, masons,
and *gin>wrights.

b. gin-house (earlier example) ; gin-pole U,S.
(see quot.).

i8»7 A. SneRWooD Gaz. Georgia 116 At three or four
•gin-houses much of the cotton, .was cleaned. X90S Terms
Forestry ^ Logging j8 *'Gin pole, a pole secured by guy
ropes, to the top of which tackle for loading logs ts fastened.

Gin, sb.^ 2. b. Add : gin-soaked adj. ; grin-

berry U.S. (see quot.); gin-crawl (see *Cbawl
sb,^ b).

183^ Z. Lronard Adventures (1904) 170 Here we passed
the night without any thing to eat except these *gin berries.

x88^ Bird o* Freedom 7 Mar. (Ware) Phil Benjamin was
taking his daily constitutional, which consisted in what is

called * a "gin crawl'. 1908 Daily Chron. 31 Oct. 3/5 He
used to have a ' pub-up ', or a ' gin-crawl ' four or five times
a week. 1937 [see *Ciuwl sb.^ b]. 1899 Daily News 15 Apr.
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2/1 Lurid accounts of"gin-soaked Africa. 1908 Daily Chron.
20 Aug. 4/4 The gin-soaked grandmother.

Ginestra (d^ine-stra). [It., =» broom.] The
broom fiower,

^.890 Daily News 25 Feb. 5/1 The glorious ginestra, or moun-
tain broom. 1991 Q. Rev. Jan. 5a Thou, Fragrant Ginestra,
joyful in the wild, Scatterest thy solitary tufts around.

Ginger, sb. Add : 3. a. (Examples of more
recent currency.)
1900 Dail^ News 19 Feb. 2/2 The Munsters..seem to be

as full of ginger as any men I have ever seen. 1908 IVestm.
Gaz. 12 June 2/2 A County Councillor who advised his
Council to do just a little so as to avert the threatened
'ginger' of the Board of Agriculture. 1909 Ibid. 20 Aug.
J

I

U^ You may imagine that when a btg section of them are
assailed with such 'ginger', to use an Americanism, they
reply with scathing effect.

4. o. Gold dust.

1887 LeisureHour 2\fI Every night the booksare balanced
before the men leave, and the floor is swept, and should there
be a discrepancy, the dust has to be picked over for 'ginger'
—such being the technical [word] for the missing morsels.

6. d. altrib, or as adj, applied to an organization
(or its members) which provides the 'ginger*,
spirit, or life of a party or movement.
X9J3 G. D. H. Cole Workshop Organiz. 37 A * ginger

'

organization within the Trade Union movement. 1927 Punch
9 Mar. 269/1 The 'ginger group' of Conservative social
reformers.

Ginger-beer. Add : b. Ginger-beerplantj a
yeast-bearinjj bacterium, B. vermifonne.
1891 H. M. Ward {title) The Ginger-Beer Plant and the

Organisms.^ X9o» Eneycl. Brit. XXVI. 50/1 Ginger-beer
plant, showing yeast {Saccharomyces pyrtformis) vM-SlXi^^A
in the meshes of the bacterium {B[acterium\ vermijbrme),

Gi*nger-cake. U,S, {GiSGERsb, i.] Ginger-
bread in the form ofa cake.
1831 PRCK Guide/or Emigrants ir. 152 The Yankees.,

tell us of their., ginger-cake. 1863 B. Taylor /^. Thttrston
xviii. 234 Piles of dark, leathery ginger-cakes. 1896 J. C.
y{KKMS Sister Jane 351 I'll bet a thrip to a ginger-cake that
Mary got you in a corner out there in the garden and asked
you to marry her.

Gink (girjk). [/.S. slang, [Of obscure origin.]
A fellow.

10" E. Ferber Dawn O'Hara viii. lai I'm th* gink you
killed off two or three years back, i^so P. G. Wodehousk
Damsel in Distress ii, I'm certain this gink is giving her a
raw deal. 1931 R. D. Paine Comr, Rolling Ocean xiL 206
If you are the kind of gink that dotes on shipwreck, you can
have my share of It. 19*7 Sunday Express 6 Feb. 4 One
of America's noblemen, a great pirate, a gink with nerve.

Qinnel 2, variant of Gennel.
Ginner ^. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1858 Te-ias Almanac Advt., The liability of injury to the

ginner while tending the gin.

So Oinu«ry. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1887 Harper's Mag. Aug. 432/1 Showing them.. the gin-

neries where cotton-seed oil was made.

Ginny, «.2 Add: 2. Gin-like.
i9a6 Sylvia T. Warner Lally IVillowes 39 A hot ginny

churchyard smell.

Qin-slinff. U,S, (Earlier examples.)
1800 Massachusetts SPy July 9 (Th.) Regaling themselves

in drinking gin slingand smoking segars. 1S34 W. A. Car-
RirrHERS Rentuckian in N, V, I, 11 Here waiter 1.. bring
me a gin sling.

Giorgionesqne (d3^jd,:5yrne-sk), a, [f. Gior-
gione + -ESQUE.] Resembling the style of the
Italian painter, (7ii7r^/>«^ Barbarelli(i478-i5io).
1906^ IVestm. Gaz. 19 Dec. 10/3 Mr. Lane's beautiful

Giorgionesque half-lencih portrait of a young man, 19*9
Daily Tel. 8 Jan. 8/5 The rich, almost Giorgionesque
modelling, of the Diana.

Gip (djip), v:^ slang. [Cf. Grpl a.] iratts.

To cheat.

1930 BvRNE Golden Goat xiii. xo6 Dariano had gipped the
Greek Government during the war of millions in contracts.

Qlp, variant of Gyp 3.

GipO, gypo (d3i-ptf). slang. Also grippe, [f.

g^p-y Syp-i 'Tst syllable of Gipsy + -o, Cf. *Gippy.]
A gipsy.
190a Eleanor G. Havden From Thatched Cott. xi. 95

Dally-oh if Jim ha'n't. .left the place fur tramps an' gippoes
to walk in. .1903— Turnpike Trav. xi. 228 The greatest
insult that can be offered a gipsy is to mistake him for a
tramp, and contrariwise a tramp is roused to fury if saluted
as *gippo' or 'gip*. X9ij Engl, Rev. Oct. 476 He could
get some one else, perhaps a half gypo, or a lad, to take my
place. X939 Sunday Disp. 13 Jan. 2/1 He was a gypo... He
bad been born in a caravan.

Gippo 2 (dji-ptf). Also erypCp^o, gypoo. [Al-

terea lorm of earlier (dial.) gipper^ jipper meat
juice, gravy, stew, hence as vb., to baste,
i8sa Scott Nigel xxx, He was a dexterous fallow that

Derrick. 'Ibis man Gregory is not fit to jipper a joint with
him. 1886 W. H. Long Diet. /. Wight i,\. Jipper, Thce'st
lat all the jipper out of the pudden. 1896 Farmer & Henlev
Slang, 7^/^r (nautical), gravy. 1900^^. .VC'-9th Ser. V. 295
The che/de cuisine was an old navy pensioner, and his in-

structions were: ' Mind you jipper them \se, thrushes] well.'

From_ him I learned to call gravy 'jipper', and bread and
dripping ' bread-and-jipper '. 1904 Daily Chron. la Au^.
3/7 The mysteries of Irish stew, or gipper*, as it is

mysteriously termed in camp. 1909 H. G. Wells Tono-
Bungay\\.\\\. 153 The child made no end out of the shavin's.

So might you. Powder 'em. Tiiey might be anything.
Soak 'em in jipper, —Xylo-tobacco I)

Grease, fat of any kind, gravy.
X914 T/wiTj 23 Dec. 3/3 You take your mess-tin, [and] empty

out.. the greasy 'gyppo' (that means stew). Z916 Daily

GIVE.

Afaili^ov. 4/4 *Gipoo' (gravy or grease). X9a5 E.Fbaser
& Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words, Gippo (also Gypo),
gravy. Bacon fat. Butter. Any greasy sauce.

Gippy (d^i'pi). Army slang. Also eryppy. [f.

as *GiPO + -Y 6.]

1. An Egyptian, esp, a native Egyptian soldier.

Also attrib, or as adj.^ Egyptian.
a 1889 (Kc»r/(/ (Barrfere & Leland) Colonel Kitchener will

probably stick to his original intention of having only
gippies (as they call the Egyptian soldiers here) at Suakim.
1911 in Webster. 1915 Sir V. Horslev in S. Paget Life
(1919) III. ii. 308 The Gippy himself has his points. 1925 E.
Fraser & GmBOtisSoldier^ Sailor Words,Gippy (or Gyppf),
a native Egyptian soldier. The name was apparently origin-
ally coined in the British Army of Occupation in Egypt about
1884. The 'Gyppie ' Army was the common colloquial term
for the native force organized by Sir Evelyn Wood and
Lord Kitchener, and officered by British officers. Ibid.,
Gippy Bint, an Egyptian girL

2. A gipsy.
igiiChums 13 Dec. 253/2 'What's your name, sonny?'..
'No idea*, answered the gipsy with a soft laugh. 'I'm
generally called Gippy in England. I've got other names
in France, and Spam, and Italy.'

Gipsy, sb. 6. Add : gip8y('s) pig, the hedge-
tog; gipsy('s) pork, the flesh of the hedgehog;
gipsy wagon, a caravan, used by gipsies, travel-

ling showmen, surveyors, and others {Cent. Diet.),
I9>8 Sunday Disp. 2 Sept. 3/3 * *Gypsy Pork.' Hedge-

hogs are succulent this month, September is the month
when the ' *gypsies' pig ' is plump and tender.

GirafSjie (dgirse-fain). [f. Giraffe + -ine 1.]

A. adf. Like or resembling a giraffe. B. sb, A
giraffe-like animal. So Qira'ffoid a,
iS^t Flower & Lydekker Mammals ix. 332 A gradual

dimmulion.-can be traced from the more Giraffoid to the
more Bovoid forms. 1901 E. R. Lankkster in Proc. Zool,
Soc. II. 280 [The skull] showed itself to be that of a Giraf-
fine animal, and not that of a Bovine. 190a Re^. Brit.
Assoc. Adv. Set, 623 The African Okapi..is a giraffine,
horned in the male.

Crirba (gi*rba). [Arab.] A water-vessel made
of leather.

1864 J. A. Grant Walk Across Africa 418 We had twenty
Secdces, and each required to have two goat-skins, or ' girba

,

to carry his drinking-water. 1866 Baker Albert Nyanza
I. iv. 150 This is the unexceptional rule in African travel-
ling
—

' fill your girbas before starting *.

Girdle, sb,^ Add: 1. d. Girdle of Venvs
(Palmistry) : see Venus l 9 and quots.
Z894 [see Venus ' 9]. 1^00 Ina Oxenford Mod. Pahnistry

47 The Girdle of Venus is a half circle, of which one end lies

between the first and second fingers, and the other between
the third and fourth.

4. g. (Earlier U.S. example.)
iSaj J. Lorain Pract. Husb. 63 All of them eventually

die, provided the girdle be carefully cut through the sap
into the heart*wood of the tree.

Girl, sb. Add : 2. e. A coloured woman, U.S.
1835 J. H. Ingraham Soitth-West II. 242 They always

address them \sc. the slaves] as * boy ' and ' girl ', to all under
forty years of age. 1870 Tourgee FooVs Errand x, 42 You
must remember that alf colored women are 'girls'.

4. a. girl clerk \ grirl guide: see*GuiDE j^. 2 d.
1901 Daily Chron. 29 May 3/6 No redeeming feature of

girl-clerk labour. 190a Ibid. 1 Sept. 3/6 The market is

vastly overflooded with incapable girl-clerks, who can just
manipulate a machine, at los. or 12s. a week. 1908 IVestm.
Gaz. 17 June 9/3 A girl-clerk does not expect to obtain an
engagement without the necessary knowledge of shorthand
and typing.

Girl-less (g3ul,les), a, [f. Girl sb. + -less.]

Without or devoid of a girl or girls.

1903 Daily Chron. 15 Apr, 5/1 If * Harper's Weekly ' may
be trusted, the girlless telephone will soon be as familiar as
the horseless carriage or the boneless sardine. 1929 Mase-
FIELD Haivbucks 147 It's a very girl-less neighbourhood.

Girly-girly (gs'ili ga'Jli), a. [See Girly a.]

Girlish in an exaggerated or affected manner.
In 1900 Girly-girly was the name of a music-hall song.
1891 Outing (U.S.) Dec. 246/1 They despised dancing as

' girly-girly ' and silly. 1900 Lawson On Track 73 She'd .

.

make a sweet little girly-girly dive for her chair. 19*7 Daily
Express 20 June 8 Typical girly-girly ' romp ' stuff.

Girth, J^.l 7. U.S, (Earlier example.)
i8ax J. F. Cooper Spy xxxiii. (1831) 384 A heavy piece of

lumber lay across the girths of the barn.

Ginlio (d3«'liJ). Archmol, or Hist. = Julio.
x^fi^Westm, Gaz, 17 Mar. 5/1 A. .purse containing twenty-

five giulii.

GiUOCO piano (d^uo-k^ pya-n<?). Chess, [Tt.,

lit. plain game.] A common opening in games of
chess.

1876 Eneycl, Brit. V. 595/1 The position here arrived at is

the same as in the Giuoco Piano opening.

Qive^v. Add: 54. Giveaway, f. Latterly l/,S.
1816 U. Brown Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 232,

I was Just going to pay the Chain carriers & dismiss them,
James gave away, Alihough full 6 feet high & well made.
1833 H. Barnard Ibid. XIII. 305 He spoke about an hour
and a half, and gave away on account of a sudden dizziness
in his head and failure of voice. 1^3 R. T. Elv Stttd.

Evol. Industrial Soc. i,i The cattle-raising frontier has given
away continually to higher stages.

61. Give on, b, = Contango v.

1938 Morning Post 19 Nov., He will approach a fellow-

member in the House, and say that he wishes to give on 50
shares.

62. Give out. e. (U.S. example.)
1831 E. C. Wines Two Yrs. ^ Half in Navy II. 52 Our

money.. gave out.



GIVE-AWAY.

Gi"Ve-away. [f. vbl. phr. to give, away (see

GrvEt'. 54).]

L An inadvertent betrayal or revelation of one-

self, of plans, etc.

ou^.. a thing I Such a gr
_

- ^ , r .

19 May 3/a When Mr. Chamberlain went on to declare that

the Government's amendment and his own had the same

idea, the giveaway was complete. 1910 Blacinu, Mag. Mar.

334/1 This . .might . . have been a sure * give-away ', as steam

at once mingled with the smoke. 1924 Galsworthy White

Monkty n. ix, She also realised the give-away.

2, attrib, applied to prices so low that the goods

so sold may be said to be * given away *,

190S Westm. Gaz. 13 Sept. 8/1 They are advertising their

stock at give-away prices. 1906 Daily Chroiu 10 Aug. 3/5

Sold at give-away prices.

Given, ppL a. 1. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1833 J. \i%K\. D<rwn-Easters I. 5.9 Ah, but your chriss'n

name; your given name? \Z^ Knickerbocker Mag. XIX.

557 O, my name's Barker; people call me 'Squire Barker;

but Ephraim Barker is my given name.

4. (Modern U.S. examples.)

1837 Knickerbocker Mag. X. 430 Why, his own party are

the mo'it violent, given-over, as it were, and low-lived people.

19*0 Hunter Trail Drivers Texas I. 211 The Indians had
just as soon have these.. given-out cattle as any.

Giving, vbl. sh. Add : 5. attrib. : giving-

away price = give-away price (*Give-away 2).

1934 Sale Catal.^ Giving-away price, per yard 6d.

Givy (gi*vi), a. dial, and U.S, Also givey,

[f. Give v, 40.] Inclined to give or rela^t (see

quots,)*

1829 Virginia Lit, Museum I. 457 Gi"^' * Mugfry.' The
weather is said to be givy, when there is much moisture in

the atmosphere. 1859 Bartlett Did, Amer. (ed. 2), Givy,

a term applied to tobacco leaves, in a certain condition of

their preparation for market. 1887 Kentish Gloss. s.v.. The
ground is said to he givey when tlie frost breaks up and the

roads become soft and rotten. 1889 Farmer Americanisms^
Givy., pliable ; easy to work ; i.e. ready to ' give \

Glabellad (glabe-Iad), adv, [f. Glabella +
*-AD.] In the direction of the glabella.

1803 J, Barcu^y Ne^v Anat, Notnencl. 165 In the head,.

.

Glabellad will signify towards the glabellar [aspect]. 1808
— Muscular Motions 471 In the motion glabellad, the two
obliqui, resisting one another's rotatory powers, become the

motors. 1890 BiLUNGS Med. Diet.

Glacialin (gl^-Jialin). [f. Glacial -*• -in i.]

A food preservative composed of boric acid and

glycerin. In full glacialin salt,

1883 Encyct. Brit. XVI. 304/2 Boracic acid and borax are

also employed by dairymen, the former being known as

glacialine salt. 1895 A rtny <$ Navy Co'op. Soc. Price List

15 Sept. 699. 1904 Westm. Gaz, 7 Jan. 7/1 Various prepara-

tions of boric acid are in use, the most common of which are

glacialin salt and boro-glycerine.

Glaciere (gla*sifr). [Fr., = ice house.] An
ice-cave.

1865 G. F. Browne Ice-Cares iv. 46 The upper glaciere

of the Pr^ de S. Livres. 2879 Encycl. Brit. X. 270/1 Cases

. .occur where ice forms in caverns iglaciires) even in warm
an'd comparatively low districts,

Glacieret (glresiare-t, gl^-s-, gl^J-f). [f. Gla-
cier +-ET.] A small glacier or mass of ice which

is revealed by the wastage of nevd in iinusiially dry

seasons on the summits of the Cordilleras.

1889 Cent. Did. s.v., The glacierets are considered by
some to be properly denominated glaciers, and by others to

be something quite different from true glaciers, xgzz C. S.

Wright & R. E. Pbiestlev Claciology 109 A snow-drlfc

glacier, or glacieret.

Glad, a. Add : 2. d. Gay, fashionable. (Cf.

*4 d.) U.S. slang.

19x1 L. J. Vance Cynthia 177 He's all there with the glad

class, and everything like that.

4. d. Glad clothes or rc^s : (one's) best or cere-

monial clothes ; esp. evening dress. Gladeye : see

*Eye 5^.1 5- Glad hand : (the) hand of welcome,

orig. U,S.
1905 Daily Chron, 11 Jan. 4/5 Only when starvation stares

him in the face will he relinquish his '*glad clothes ', as the

cowboys call them. 1896 G. Ade Artie i. 4 She meets me
at the door, puts out the *glad hand an* says [etc.]. X90S
Washington Post 8 Mar. 6 His return was a signal for the
extension of the ' glad hand ', for few men in the Senate had
as many friends. 1911 H. S. Harrison Queed ii. 14 Mr.
Bylash didn't go out to give her the glad hand, and welcome
her into our humble coturee. J930 Time fy Tide ii Oct.

1256 He makes a habit of cutting out glad-hand phrases and
smooth generalities. 1904 Daily Chron. 6 Oct. 8/2 Donning
an elaborate evening frock—the slangy American girl calls

it ' gettin' into her *glad rags*. 1906 N. Monro Daft Days
vii, There's a Wg garden-party to be at it.* * My ! I guess
I'll put on my best glad rags.' x^oS Springfield Weekly
RepubL 33 Apr. x The women bad striven to outdo each
other in the splendor of their costumes, while the men were
not behind them in the display of what the college boys call

'glad rags'. 19*2 H. B. HEBwoN-HorxiK Up against it in
Nigeria v. 76 Wc all turned out in our glad rags to join in

the procession.

Glad, V. Add : 4. intr. [f. phr. glad clothes :

see prec] To dress up,

X916 *B. M. Bower' Phantom Herd it 32 Somethat,.
know cow-science so well they don't have to glad up in cow-
boy's clothes.. to make folks think they're range broke.

Glade, sb.'^ 4. Add : gUde maUow U.S„ a

tall malvaceous herb, Napgsa dioica^

416

X857 A Gray First Lessons Boi, (1866) 194 The Glade
Mallow and the Indian Mallow.

Glaistig (gla'stik). Also glastig, -ick, [Ir.]

A supposed she-devil or hag in the shape ofa goat.

1903^.7?CT'. July 84 Fairies, brownies, kelpies and glasticks.

igaS Contentp. Rev. Oct. 537 The water-kelpies, the water-
bulls, the mermaids, the glastigs. 1926 Hannan Beautiful
Isle ofMan xiii. 83 The green glaistig is always represented

wiih masses of long yellow hair.

Glance, sb."^ b. Add : glance cobalt (G.
glanzkoboid) = CoBALTlTE.

1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 71.

Glance, z'.^ Add : 6. Illustrations of the nse

with various preps, and advs.
1816 Scott Old A fort, xxxv, A horseman .. gave a letter.

Claverhouse glanced it over. 1831 Peacock Crotchet Castle
xvi. 252 Her eye glanced on something which made her
change colour. 1843 Ainsworth Windsor Castle i. iii, The
duke , . was glancing rather wistfully at them. 1862 G. Mac-
DONALD D. PlginSrod ii. xviii, Everynowand then glancing

up at her from her work. 1865 [Mrs. M. C. Harris) Chris-

tine xxx. {jB66) 181 Mrs. Sherman and the party, .glanced

off their cards and chatted, /did. 187 She glanced up at

the clock. /l>id. xxxiii. 208 He would, .open her books, and
glance through them for some trace of her in them._ x88i

Mrs. J. H. Riddell Senior Partner I. v. 96 He did not

glance round as the manager entered. Ibid. 111. vi. 139
' No,* she agreed, glancing nervously around her. x88i

Jessie Fothergill Kith <5- Kin I. ii. 22 She.. glanced for a
moment into his face. 1893 Conan Dovi.e Mem. Sherlock

Holmes (iSg4) 147 Glancing very keenly across at me. 1902
R. MachrAY Night Side of London v. 93 You indulge in

pleasant Httle dreams, or glance away from what may be-

come a tragedy. 1907 Smart Set Jan. 54 Her brother-in-

law glanced after her.

8. C. Cricket. To deflect (the ball) with the

glance-stroke (see Glance sb.^ i b).

1899 Captain I. 593/1 You had better practise slipping

and glancing the ball. 1899 A. Lang in Daily Nems^i July
4/2 Men were then less apt to 'glance and glide *, like The
Brook, and K. S. Ranjitsinhji. X928 Daily Express 19 Dec
3/2 White . . glancing Ironmonger for three.

Gland ^o Add : 4. Hist. An acorn-shaped ball

of lead, used as a missile.

x8sa Burn Naval^ Milit. Did. 183 G/rt«</,.. leaden ball

for a sling, in the form of an acorn, having frequently devices

engraved upon it. 1M7 Jessie Mothersole In Roman
Scot. xviiL 252 These leaden sling-bullets (called 'glandes'

because they were shaped like acorns) were only used up to

the close of the first century.

Gland 2. 3. Add : gland-pit, -tube.

1881 Trans, Obsietr, Soc. Lond. XX 1 1. 48 The lumen ofthe
gl and-tubes. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 394/ 1 *1 he forms of the
several kinds of glands depend on the degreeof branching of

these gland tubes. 1906 Academy^ 6 Jan. 8/2 The pre-crbital

gland-pit which has been traced in the skulls of Hipparion.

GlarealCgles-rial), a. Bot. [f. L. ^/ar^fl gravel

+ -AL.] Growing on dry exposed soils. (Cf.

Glabeous b.)

1847 H. C. Watson Cyhele Brit 1 . 66. xpao Trans, Cardiff
Nat. Soc. LIII. 46-

Glass, ^'^•^ Add: 15. d^. glass-cased {ci^GjihSA

case), -fronted adjs.

1901 Westm.. Gaz. 30 Dec. 2/1 The black marble 'glass-

cased clock, iqonlbid. B Feb. 2/1 The glass-cased eatables.

Ibid, II Aug. 9/1 The great *glass-froiited, gilded coach.

JQ03 Daily Chron. 26 May 5/5 A glass-fronted touring car.

16. glass-furnace (later U.S. example)
; glass-

paper (earlier U.S. example) ; glass-printing, {a)
* bronze-printing on gelatin cards ',

{b) ' the art of

printing on glass by the transfer process ' (Fnnk

1895) ; glass silk (see quot.) ; glass silkworm,
the cylinder on which glass silk is spun ; glass-wave
(see quot.); glass-wing, any butterfly with wings

that are wholly or partly transparent.

1880 Harper's Mag. Dec. 63 Since.. Pittsburgh's first

*glass furnace in 1796 this industry has found in that city.

.

congenial soil 1815 Nile^ Weekly Reg. IX. 94/2 *Glass

paper [was manufactured). 1884 Knight Did. Mech.^w-^^X.,

*Glass silk, a product obtained by winding fine threads of

glass in fusion on rapidly rotating and heated cylinders.

1899 yml. Soc. ArtsXLVn I. 64/1 Should they {sc. bubbles]

pass into the *glass silk-worms, the continuity of the thread
would be broken. 01909 M. W. Travebs Exper, Study
Gases 275 (Cent. D. Suppl.) When standing sound-waves are

produced in a glass tube two ditferent systems of waves are

sometimes observed, the air-waves within the tube, and
waves which traverse the walls of the tube. The latter are

called *glass-waves.

Gla'ssichord. U,S, ^.OhK^^sb^j^-^ -chord

as in harpsichord. '\ A musical instrument in which
the notes are produced by the vibrations of glass.

183s J- H. Ingraham South-West I. ii. 24 The musical

rippung of the eddies—like a elasslchord, rapidly run over

by light fingers. x886 Harpers Mag. July 286/1^ Turning
upon his perch, he {sc. the grig] brings to view his 'glassi-

chord ', or shrilling organ.

Qlastick, -tig, var. ff. *Glaistig.

Gla^We^SiZX (glseswf'clgian, glsez-), a. and sb.

[I. Glasgow ^'^a^ixtt Galwegian."] Belonging to or

characteristic of, an inhabitant ornati ve of, Glasgow.
1818 ScoTT Rob Roy xxii, The Glaswegian took him by

the hand. 1884 lllustr, Lond. News 11 Jan. 27/1 Any of

the ten words. . in addition to the Glaswegian foiu-.

Glaze, sb. 3. Add : spec, of maize seed. (Cf.

Glaze z/.i 6, quot. 1889.) (f.S,

1863 Rep. Maine Board Agric. ir, I think the crop would
be required to be cut before the seed was in full glaze.

Glazed,///. <7. Add:
6. Of pig-iron : Containing a large quantity of

GlilDEB.

silica, and so made brittle and difficult to puddle

;

= Glazy a. 2 c.

1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel ^ Iron iv. (ed. a) 55 The
excess of fuel employed when first blowing in a furnace
often results in the metal first tapped being more highly
siliceous than that produced in subsequent workings, and
under these conditions, the siliceous pig known as glazed or
blazed pig often results.

b. Ot blister steel : Showing signs of fusion on
the surface.

1884 W. H. Greenwood Steely Iron xvill. (ed. 2) 413 Bars
showing signs of fusion upon the surface are described as
* glazed bars ', and indicate that the beat of the furnace has
been too high.

Glazier. Add : 2. b. Phr. Is your falher a
glazier ? : see quot.

189X J. M. DixoN Did. Idiomatic En^. Phrases tya Is
yourfather a glazier ?—a vulgar expression, signifying, ' Do
you suppose that I can see through you ?

' It is used when
a person in front of you obstructs your view.

Gleba (gl^ba). Bot, [mod.L. nse of gleba,

glaeba clod, lump, Glebe.] The fleshy part of

certain fungi in which the spores are borne. Hence
Ole'bal a.

i866 Treas. Boi., Gleba^glelnda^ theperidium or thefl«shy
part of certain fungals. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 162/2 The
whole mass so enclosed is the gleba. 1900 B. D. Jackson
Gloss. Bot. Terms, Gleba, the chambered sporogenous tissue

within a sporophore of Phalloideae.

Glebe, sb. 5. Add: glebe law, lot (U.S.).
1836 Southern Lit, Messenger II. 285 The whole history

of the *Glebe Law of 1802—a law the question of whose
constitutionality is still undetermined. 1730 in Afaryland
Hist. Mag. VIII. 157 Mr. John Humphreys, .hath Liberty
from this Vestry to remove the bouse he built on the *Glebe
Lot in the City of Annapolii

Glebnla (gle*bitfla, gir-). Bot, [Uglebulay
glxbula^ dim. of *Gleba,] a. = *Glbba. b. //.

The spores of certain fungi.

i866[see *Gt.EBA]. 1866 Treas, Bot., <7/<fi«/ar, Httle roundish
elevations of the thalius oflichens ; also the spores of certain

fungals.

wee* sb, 5. glee-book ; glee club (U.S. ex-

ample).
x86a O. W. Norton Army Lett. T24, I would rather see

two or three pretty girls and a*glee-book..than the whole of

them. 1889 Kansas 'Times tf Star 16 July, 1 he Yale *Glee
Club gave a concert that was largely attended at the Casino,

on Broadway, last night.

Glial (glsi'al), a. [f. Glla + -al.] Of or per-

taining to glia.

1908 Prtutitioner Oct. 562 By a new staining method, which
stains the neuro-fibril networks but leaves the glia totally

unstained, [they] have demonstrated, .that the Golgi pen-
cellular nets are glial and not nervous in origin.

GHde,^^. Add:
1. b. Aeronautics, The act of gliding ; a flight

accomplished by gliding.

xooa Encycl. Brit. XXV. 103/1 He made over 2000 glides

safely, using gravity as a motive power. 1909 A. Bekget
Congttest ^ Air 11. iii. 175 This descending glide. 1916

H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks (igi8) 43 At three thousand

feet altitude the Pilot is satisfied that be is now sufficiently

high to secure.. a long enough glide to earth to enable him
to choose and reach a good landing-place.*

C. Cricket. Astroke by which the ball isdeflected

towards long leg by the turned blade of the bat.

1888 Steel & Lyttelton Cricket (Badm.) ii. 67 Fig. 10

shows W. G. Grace attempting the glide... This is a stroke

in which W. G. Grace excels. _ 1897 K. S. RANjrrsiNHji in

Encycl. Sport \. ^^^/i There is no more effective stroke on
the leg side than the 'glide 'or 'glance'. Z91Z C B. Fry
in P. F. Warner Bk. Cricket xiii. 227 His {sc. Ranjitsinhji *s]

so-called 'glide' strokes.

Glide, v. Add :

1. c. Also spec. Of aeroplanes, gliding machines,

etc : To fly without motor power. Also trans,,

to traverse in a glider or gliding machine.
1894 To-day 17 Mar. 171/2 He believes that the first

principle of scientific flying is the ability to glide evenly
along in space. 1910 C. C Turner ./4rr/a/ Navig. xx. 352
The best means of becoming proficient in flying is first to

learn to glide. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks (1918)

53 Then the Aeroplane with noiseless engine glides over the

boundary of the Aerodrome. 1931 Timess^ June 17/4 The
claim that he was the first man to ' glide ' the Channel.

9, Cricket, intr. To make the glide stroke (see

prec. I c).

1899 A. Lang in Daily News aa July 4/2 Men were then

less apt to 'glance and glide', like The Brook, and K. S.

Ranjitsinjhi. 19*7 T. E. Casson Century of Roundels 17

Ranjitsinhji, when he glides, Stands at tlie crease in posture

cringy.

Glldeless (glai*dles), a. Phonetics. [-LESS.]

Unaccompanied by a glide (Glide sb. 4),

190a SwEKT Primer Phon. 63 Combinations of stops and
vowel like consonants, .are glideless in English.

Glider. Add

;

2. Aeronautics, a. A motorless flying machine.

1897 Aeronautical Ann. in Epitotm {iqio) 118, 1 made my
first trial with a soaring machine in the summer of '95. . . It is

exceedingly difficult to make a glider with one surface only

which will sail properly. 1903 Daily Chron. 29 Oct. 6/7
'I'he longitudinal stability of aerial gliders. 1909 H. G.

Wells Tono-Bungav m. i. 208, 1 was developing a glider

into a flyer. 1931 ZJoi'/y TV/. 6 Jan. 12/4 [Helhadaleg and
an arm broken when his glider crashed.

b. One who glides or is an expert in gliding.

1910 C. C Turner Aerial Nar^ng. xx. 253 1 1 will be well to

take the experiences of the great gliders in propei order,

beginning with Lilienthal.
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Gliding, v6/. s6. Add

:

2. Atronauiics. A type of flight which is not

dependent on motor power : the action of flying in

this way. Also attrib., as gliding angle, contest,

distance, flight ;
gliding-boat, a hydroplane

;

gliding machine = Glideb 2 a.^

1898 Sci. Amcr. Sufpl. 11 Jan. i839o'(Cent. D. Suppl.)

It was a great deal more difficult to control any gliding-

machine on the giound than when the operator was in the

air. 190a Encycl, Brit. XXV. Illiutr. facing p. 100 Multiple-

wing Gliding Machine. Ibid. 103/1 Reducing gliding flight

to regular practice. 1909 Eiigin. lyonders o/W<irld%l% A
adient equal 10 the gliding angle of the aeroplane. 1910

„ C. TUKNF.R Atrial Naruig. xx. 251 There is no reason why
thousands who cannot hope to possess their own motor-

driven flying-machine should not enjoy gliding through the

air on the simple apparatus that suffices for this sport. /Sid.

258 Montgomery.. built a full-sized gliding.machine with

movable parts, tit'd. 312 Gliding angle, the angle to the

horizontal at which a flying.machine descends when not

propelled by an engine. 1910 Daily Chran. 12 Mar. 3/3 To
establish a gliding school at Hockley, in Essex. 1916 H.

Barber Aeroplane Speaks 43 Can I see a good landing-

ground within gliding distance? igaa Daily /1fa/7 (Conti-

nental ed.) 19 Oct., The third day of the gliding contest at

Itford HiM, near Lewes, Sussex. 1993 Westnt. Gaz. 33 Oct.,

'Gliding' is no longer an adequate name for the new form

of flight which has been discovered.

Glinuner, z'. Add: 2. d. To go glimmering:

to die away, die out, vanish, ' peter oat '. 6'^.S'.

slang.

191a W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 28 My reputation has

gone glimmering. 191a Mathewson Pitcliing in a Pinch
IX. 194 With the decision, the Pirates' last chance went
glimmeiing.

Olinmiery, a^ Add : O. Glimmering. Also

advb.
1907 Daily Chron. 4 Mar. 6/4 The marble bust.,glimmery

white, xoay Btackru. Mag. Mar. 308/z A great white wall of

snow and rock, a)I glimmery in the rising sun, rose above us.

Glio- (gl''i<')i combining form of Guoma,
designating tumours containing gliomatous tissue

and some other element, as gliomyoma, glio-

myxoma, glioneuroma. (Recent medical diets.)

Gliomatosis (glaioimai^-sis). Path. [f.

mod.L. gtiomat-, GuoMA + -OSls.] An excessive

development of the neuroglia cells of the central

nervous system.

1890 BiuLwcs Med. Diet. tSgt A lliuefs Syst. Med. VII.

48 From syringomyelia and central gliomatosis it may be im-

possible to distinguish the later results of haematomyelia-

loio OsLER & M'Crae Sysl. Med. VII. 422 Certain forms

of difl'use gliomatosb, often mistaken .. for hypertrophies of

the brain.
^

Gliosis (glDi|^"sis). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. yKia

Glia + -osi8.]Adiseased condition of the neuroglia.

1892 OsLXB Princ. Med. 849 The condition is now_regarded

as a gliosis, a development of embryonal neurogliar_ tissue

in which hemorrhage or degeneration takes place with the

formation of cavities. iS^ Allbutt's Sysl. Med. VII. 172

He [te. Weigert) wholly discards the hypothesis of syringo-

myelia to which the name spinal gliosis has been applied.

Olissando (glisae-ndo). [Italianized form of

F. ghssant, gerund and pres. pple. of giisser to

slide.]

1. Pianoforte. Applied to the playing of a rapid

succession of notes by sliding the tip or back of

the finger over the keys instead of striking each

note separately.

1*73 H. C Bamister Music Gloss. 240.

2. yiolin. ' A rapid slur in violin playing

'

(Stainer & Barrett 1876).
1936 Bulletin 27 Feb. 5 We had another style of glissando

from Gerard Hekkin^, who in the Boulnois ' Hymnto Bac-

chus ', in order to finish a tone tower than the 'cello is tuned

to, unscrewed the pe§ as he played the last notes and slid

down on the open string.

Glitterer (glinarai). [f. Gutter v. + -ee i.J

One who or that which glitters.

1813 BvRON Don Juan xiv. Ivii, Fondly the wheeling fir«.

flies flew around her. Those little glitterers of the London
night.

Gloaming. 2. Add : gloaming sight, a front

sight specially adapted for evening shooting.

189s A rmy \ Navy Co.op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 925/1
New gloaming sight for guns and rifles.

Gloat, f*.l Transfer t Obs. rare to sense hi Diet,,

and add

:

2. An act of gloating ; a look, feeling, or expres-

sion of triumpliant satisfaction.

1899 Kin-iNG Stalky 13 They spun wildly on their heels,

jodelling after the accepted manner of a 'gloat'. 19JI

Galsworthy To Let 11. iii. To watch the gloat in his

eye. 19»7 Bulletin 7 Oct. 17/2 Preparing to enjoy a satis-

fying gloat over some of hb critics. 1930 Ian Hav & S.

King-Hali. Middle Watch xx. She now stood regarding the

Admiral's wife with a certain deliberate.. insolence of ex-

pression. One might almost call it a gloat.

Global, a. Add :

2. [After F. global.'^ Pertaining to or embracing

the totality of a group of items, categories, or the

like.

189a Harpey>t Mag. Sept. 493/2 Global, with the faculties

and tastes of a historian, M. de VogOi directs his thoughts

by preference to man, his life and his destinies. 1917 Con-

temp. Rev. Aug. 241 The essence of the American proposal

therefore was its ' global ' criterion. 1918 Times i Oct. 14/1

The proposal for a readjustment of tonnage proportions

within the global limits originally proposed by the United

SUPPT.

States. Olid., The original French proposal was for global

tonnage. 1928 Daily Tel. 30 Oct. 10 Countries which do not
discriminate between ' schedular ' and ' global ' taxes. 1928
Spectator 17 Nov. 720/2 If a global tonnage for cruisers

were agreed upon. 1928 John o London s Weekly 24 Nov.
252/1 Adding figures of commerce and foreign investments

. .so as to show to-day's global contacts.

Globe, sb. 10. b. Add: globe-trot v. [back-

formation from globe-trotter, -trotting'], to go globe-

trotting. Also trans.

1883 Manchester Guardian 6 June 6/1 He drivesfrom
London to York . . and is amusing ; he globetrots and is not
amusing. 1903 Ld. R. Gower/?*c. fr Retnin. 289 Nothing is

easier than to ' globe-trot ' round the world. 1928 Observer
8 Apr. 5/7 You are never instructed, never globe.trotted.

Globigerinid (gl^ubidgerai-nid). Zool. [f.

Globigeuina -h -ID 3.] A rhizopod of the group
Globigerinte.
19x4 Glasgow Herald 28 June 4 The unicellular pelagic

Glol>igerinids and Radiolarians.

Globosite (gloubJu'ssit). Min. [ad. G. glo-

bosit (Breithanpt, 1865), f. L. globosus Globose +
-ITE 1.] A fluophosphate of iron, fotmd in globular

concretions.
189a Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 6) 849 Globosite. .occurring at

the Arme Hilfe mine near Hirschberg.

Globnlaretin (gV:bi;/larrtin, retin). Chem.
[f. mod.L. globularia, after quercetin.'] A deriva-

tive of the decomposition of globularin, used as a

diuretic, etc
1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 846 Resolved by [boiling]

dilute sulphuric acid into globularetin. i8Ss ymi. Chem.
Soc. XLII. 1225 When boiled with dilute acids, globularin

yields only one decomposition product, globularetin.

Globnlarin (glfbiSlarin). Chem. [ad. G.
globularin, i. mod.L. globularia + -IN 1.] A glnco-

side occurring in the leaves of Globularia Alypum.
i8«4 Watts /5/W. C/«»4 IL868. i88a [see •Globularetin],

Globnlicide (glp-bi»Slis3i:d), a. and sb. [f.

Globule + -(i)ciDE.] A. adj. = *GLOBnLioiDAL.

B. sb. An agent that destroys blood corpuscles.

Hence Olo-bnlici'.dal a. , destroying the corpuscles

of the blood, especially the red corpuscles.

S901 DoRLAND Med. Diet, (ed, 2), Globulicide. x^oa ^m/.
Exper. Med, VI. 145 These extensive deposits of pigment.,
seem.. to be referable to a greatly increased globulicidal

action of the plasma.

GlocliidiTua (gl<7uki'di^m). PI. -idia (i'dia).

[mod.L. : see Glocbidiate.]

1. The larva of the pond-mussel. Also attrib.

187s HuxLEV & Martin Elem. Biol, no There is a single

adductor muscle and a rudimentary foot, from which one or

two long structureless filaments, representing the ^^wwx of

the sea.mussel, proceed. These byssal filaments become
entangled with one another and tend to keep the 'Glochidia

'

in their places. 1888 Rollkstok & Jackson Anim. Life

zyj This Glochidiitm is eventually set fi-ee from the parent.

1930 G. R. DE Beer Etniryol. ^ Evol. 44 The Glociudium
larva of Unio.

2. Dot. (Seequot.) (Also glo'ohld.)
1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Glockid, glochi'

dium.., (1) a barbed hair or bristle; (a) a similar structure

on the massulae of certain Cryptogams which act as organs
of attachment to a macrospore.

Glockenspiel (gifkenjpfl, -sp»l). [G., lit.

bell-play.]

1. A musical instrument consisting of a series of

small bells or metal bars which are struck with

a hammer ; a kind of carillon.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms. 1893 Work
a July 253/3 "^be glockenspiel proper consists of a set of

eight or more clock bells, mounted on a central spindle,

which is inserted in a wooden handle. 1905 Technol. 4-

Sei. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) 444/1 The Glocken-
spiel or Carillon is an instrument consisting of plates of

steel, playeti by striking with beaters or by hammers set in

motion by an action similar to the pianoforte. 1905 Daily
Chron. 29 June 3/3 A glockenspiel accompaniment.

2. An organ stop.

1898 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms Toa/i.

Glomus (gl^u-mfc). [L., = ball or cine of

thread.]

1. Bot. ='Glombb0le I a.

183X Lindley Introd. Bot. iir Suppose the flowers of

a simple umbel to be deprived of their pedicels, and to be

seated on a receptacle or enlarged axis, and we have a
capilulum or head, named glomus by some, glomerulus by
others.

2. Zool. In the embryo of lower vertebrates, a

coil of blood-vessels projecting into the ccelome in

the region of the pronephros.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl, 529/3 Diagrammatic figure of a
tadpole, dissected from the ventral surface to show the

glomus, the heart and branchial vessels. s^v^Cunningltatn's

Text-bk. Anat. (ed. 4) 1355 The glomus coccygeum is a

small body, 2-2.5 mm. in diameter, placed immediately

anterior to the tip of the coccyx, upon a branch of the

middle sacral artery, /bid.. The glomus develops from the

capillary network of the region of the tip of the embryonic

Uil.

3. Anal. ' A fusiform swelling of the carotid

plexus found at the junction of the body of the

lateral ventricle with the descending horn ' (Dor-

land 1903).

Gloria. Add

:

3. A mixture of silk and wool used for dresses,

the covering of umbrellas, etc. (Now disused?)

X908 Daily Chron. 3 Aug. 4/5 Men abroad carry a grey or
tan gloria sunshade.

Glorious, a. 3. a. Add : spec, as an epithet

of the ' Fourth ' (of July). U.S.
1827 Longfellow in Li/e{\igi) 1. 121 We did not celebrate

the ' Glorious Fourth ' here. 1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XI.
315 It was on the anniversary of the * glorious Fourth '.

1896 Congress. Rec. 5422/1 Waving the stars and stripes on
the Glorious Fourth.

Glory, sb. Add :

9. c. Also =fog-bow (Fog sb.'^ 6 d).

1843 Howitt Rur. fy Dom. Life Germany^ 452 If thefog is

dry, you see not only yourself, but your neighbour ; if very
damp, only yourself, surrounded bya r.iinbow-coloured glory.

1884 Tait Light § 167 It seems possible that glories maybe
due to a cause somewhat analogous to that which produces
the spurious rainbows. X910 C. C.Turner Aerial Navig.
141 Halos round the sun and moon, rainbows, 'glories ', or
* aureoles *—the coloured rings seen round the shadow cast

by the balloon on the clouds.

Glory-bole. Add

:

1. c. The hall of worship used by the Salvation

Army.
' So called, originally, from a cellar or underground place

of meeting in Brighton' (Barrere & Leland).
18. . Broadside, The Brighton Glory-Hole (Barrere & L.)

These hoary-headed buffers. And devil-dodging duffers. At
the Glory-Hole in Teddy Street they rave. 1887 Daily News
24 Oct. (Ware Passing Engl.) The 'Glory Hole' Dis-
turbances at Maidstone.

3. a. Naut. = Lazabetto 3.

1897 E. G. CoNSTANTiNE Marine Engin. ix. 108 In the
' glory-hole *, which had to be descended to tighten up the
inner trunk gland next the crank pit.

b. One or more rooms between decks aft used
as sleeping quarters for stewards. A\sofig.
1839 W. H. Leigh Reconnoitering Voy. ii. 16 The other

one was of the dog-fish species, and had nothing in his ' glory

hole ' worth notice. iS^ Pearson's Mag. V. 213/2 They
went through every part opher, from the sodden shaft-tunnel,

to the glory.hole where the stewards live

4. A large cavernous opening into a mine; an
open quarry.
XQXX Webster.
o. Army slang. A dug-ont.
X9a5 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ft Sailor Words, Glory

hole, a colloquial expression for any small billet or dug-out.

Gloss, v.'^ Add : 2. inlr. To become shiny.

GI0SSO-. Add : Olcsso-lablo-laryngeal a.,

relating to the tongue, lips, and larynx. Olosso-

pa'latine a., •= Palato-glossal. aio:sso-plia-

xy-ngealsb., the glosso-pharyngeal nerve or mascle.

OlOBSopliy-tia, black tongue (Billings 1890).
xooS Practitioner June 758 All the usual phenomena of a

•glosso-labio-Iaryngeal paralysis. zVi&Encycl, Brit, XXIII.
70/2 The *glosso-palatine arch. X875 Huxley & Martin
Elem. Biol. 182 The trunk of the ^glossopharyngeal.

Glossopbagiue (gW'fadjain), a. [f^ mod.L.

Glossophaga (f. Gr. y\(iaaa tongue + i>ay(ty to eat)

+ -INE 1.] Belonging to or characteristic of the

genus Glossophaga of large South American bats.

X89X Flower & Lvdekker Mammals 672 The Vampirine
and Glossophagine divisions.

Glossopteris (glpypteris). [f. Gr. yKoiaao;

yXSiaaa tongue + vrtpis fern.] An important genus

of fossil ferns. Also attrib.

X897 A. C. Seward in Science Progress VI. 178 The Glosso-

pteris Flora ; an extinct flora of a Southern Hemisphere
Continent. 190a Encycl Brit. XXXI. 422/1 Glossopteris

frond, /bid., Associated with Glossopteris occurs another
(cnifGangamopteris. 191a J. W. Gregory Making0/Earth
III. X. 184 Glossopteris was a fern or fern-like platit with

large blunt leaves, each of which has a prominent midrib.

Glottal, a. Add : Glottal stop, a sound pro-

duced by the sudden opening or shutting of the

glottis with an emission of breath or voice.

t888 Sweet Hist. English Sounds i The Glottal stop

is produced by a sudden shutting or opening of the glottis,

as in a cough. X911 W. H. Van Der Smissen Harrap's
Mod. German Gramm. Introd. p. xiii. The utterance of

every German initial vowel, unless wholly unstressed, begins

with the * glottal stop *. X980 Miss A. Werner in Man XX.
14 We find it replaced hy^, di,j, z or the glottal stop, if not

dropped altogether.

Gloucester. Add : (AlsoGlo'ster, Gloster.)

b. Also the name of several counties or towns

in tlie United States, used attrib.

1764 Washington Diaries I. 200 Grafted also in the 7 Row
43 Gloucester white apple. 1765 Ibid. 211 The 7th Row has

25 Graffs of the Gloster white Apple. 1786 Ibid. III. 30

Planted.. in two and an half rows, 95 of the Gloucester

hiccorynut. 1788 /bid. 311 In the other half, .were a bushel

of the Gloucester Beans. l8xo Michaox A rbres I. 20 Thick

shell bark hickery, . .(or] Glocester nut hickery. 183a D. J.

Browne Sylva Amer, 176 It \sc. Thick Shellbark Hickory]

is also found in the county of Gloucester in Virginia, under
the name of Gloucester Walnut.

Glove, sb, 2. Add : To take the gloves off

(fig.) : to set to in earnest. To handle with gloves

off: cf. I f in Diet, (earlier U.S. example).
i8a8 Richmond Enquirer ^o May 3/4 (Th.) The Baltimore

Republican handles Mr. C[lay] with gloves ofi'. 1918 Daily

Express 21 Mar. i/i It is time, Mr. Mayor, that we took

the gloves off and showed the County of London Electric

Supply Company that we will fight. 1931 TimesLit. Suppl.

10 Sept. 669/4 Like Lewis Carroll, who was too_ polite to

'take the gloves ofi'' in his assault on ' Hiawatha .

Glover (gl»v3j). The name of John Glover

{c 1866) used attrib. in Glorer tower, = Denitri-

FIOATOB. ' -
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187B frnL Ckem. Sk. XXXIV. 757 VorsKr declares the

Glover tower to be unsuitable for the denilration of nitrose.

iXiTEiicycLBrit. XXII. 636/2 The Glover tower .serves

to concentrate part of the chamber acid and to supply part

of the necessary steam without expense for fuel. loai Dut.

Occuf. Ter?nsU9V) S M3 C/ot«-/ok«>-«"»", sulphuric acid

'

Glow" '*• Add : 2. b. In astronomical and

meteorological use, applied to certain appearances

of li-'ht in the sky. (Earlier in *CotJNTER-GLOW.)

laatlVestm. Gaz. 20 Feb. j/i Brorsen discovered that on

a fine dark night a faint glow U visible in that part of the

sky opposite the sun. 1901 Encycl. Bnl. XXV. 735/j It

follows that an observer .. should see this portion of the light

as a faint glow in the northern horizon.

Glow, z'l Add:
, . ,

2. C. To pass to or into a glowing colour.

188S Mrs. H. Ward Rtbt. Elsnure xi, The stretches of

purple heather, glowing into scarlet under the touch of the

sun 1906 E. Phillpotts Portreeve ll.i. The breath of ocean

made visible, .glowed into red gold as the sun descended.

5. Also with predic. adj.

iSsS KiNCSLEV Westiu. Hoi i, Turning first deadly pale,

and then glowing red. 1907 Smart Set Jan. 126/2 With

cheeks glowing red.

Glucase (gli«ki?s). Chem. [f. Gr. ^Xvuvi sweet

+ *-ASE.] An enzyme present in blood serum,

yeast, etc., having the property of converting

maltose into glucose.

1894 Jml. Chun. Soc. LXVI. I. 358 Glucase which occurs

in maize slowly hydrolyses dextrin. 190a Encycl. Brit.

XXXI. 763/1 Among those which act on carbohydrates the

most important are.. glucase or maltase, which produces

grape sugar from maltose. loio Practitioner June 823 The
hydrolysis is brought about by means of enzymes, such as

ptyalin, amylopsin or amylase, lactase and glucase.

Glnco- (gl'ako), combining form of GinoosE

used in the designation of substances derived from

or connected with glucose or another carbohydrate.

1879 yml. Chem. Soc. XXXVI. 5^5 For these latter bodies

\sc, leucelnes], the name glucoproteins has been adopted, on

account of their sweet taste. 1884 Ibid. XLVI. 1343 When
coniferin is oxidised with aqueous chromic acid, it is con.

verted into glucovanillin. 1886 Ibid. L. 250 Glucoferulic

aldehyde.. crystallises in needles containing 2 mols. H5O.

1889 JIoRLEY & MuiR Walts Diet. Chem. 1 1. 612/2 Gluco-

drupose C24Hs<iOi6, the chief constituent of concretions in

pears. /«<;. 613/1 Glucolignose.. occurs in pine wood. 1890

Jml. Chem. Soc. LVIII. i. 599 On treatment with hydrogen

cyanide, glucohcptose yields glucoctonic acid. 189X Ibid.

LX. I. 412 A new glucobiose, which from its properties is

doubtless constituted like maltose. 1899 Ibid, LXXVI. I.

180 A New Glucoproteid from Blood-serum.

Gluconic (gl'ak^-nik), a. [irreg. f. Glucose,

after muconic.'\ Derived from glucose. Gluconic

cuid, dextronic acid.

1871 Jml. Chem. Soc. XXIV. 547 Hlasiwetz. .considers

gluconic acid to be bibasic. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 723/2

The optical isomeride of this gulose isobtained by making

use ofthe gluconic acid which is the optical isomeride of that

prepared from ordinary glucose.

GlncOS-, comb, form of Glucose before vowels,

in the designations of derivatives of glucose.

1903 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXXIV. I. 74 Brucine *glucosa-

mate. Ibid.^ When ff-*glucosamic acid is reduced with

phosphorus and iodine, a compound, CeH^sOsN, is formed.

i88a Coll. Index Trans. Chem. Soc. II, "Glucosamine (gly-

cosamine) hydrochloride. 1886 yrnl. Chem. Soc. L. 329

Glucosamine hydrohromide, CeHisNOe, HBr. 1903 Don-

LAND JHed. Diet. (ed. 3), Glucosamin,..a.a amido-denvative

of glucose. i8«« Miller Elem. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) iv. § 3.

289 The body which corresponds to the alcohol having the

composition CijHiqOio- • Berthelot suggests for it the name
of *glucosaite, to indicate its analogy with mannitane,

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 624/1 LcEvuiosan, CoHioOs,
analogous to glucosan.

Glncosazone (gliakao'saz^un). Chem. [f.

*Gloco- + *OsAZONE.] A compound of phenyl

hydrazine and acetic acid.

189s T^-x/. Chem. Soc. LXVIII. 11. 407 The Glucosazone

from Sumach and from Vallonia. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI.
723/1 An osazone was thus obtained which was the stereo-

isomeride of glucosazone prepared from ordinary fructose.

GluCOSO-(gl'«k5»"so), used as a combining form

of Glucose in the designations of acid compounds
of glucose with some acids, and their salts.

1864 Watts Did. Chem. II. 872 *Glucosocitric acid,

C42HMCH8. J871 yml. Chem. Soc. XXIV. 025 Quantitative

determinations of the ash (sodium pyrophosphate). .have

shown that the substance in question has the composition of

disodic *glucoso-phosphate. Ibid., Formed from two mole-

cules of *glucoso-phosphoric acid. 1864 Watts Diet. Chem.
II. 859 Glucose dissolves without coloration when trimrated

with cold oil of vitriol, forming *glucoso-sulphuric acid.

Ibid, 872 Aqueous *glucosotartaric acid is obtained by
decomposing the calcium-salt with excess of oxalic acid.

Ibid., *Glucosotartrate of calcium.

GlncOSOUe (gli«'k(!soon). chem, [I. *Gluco-
+ *080NE.] The osone of glucose.

X9oa yml. Chem. Soc. LXXXI. 670 We have fermented

solutions of glucosone from dextrose and la:vulose with yeast

in order to remove these carbohydrates.

Glue, V. 3. b. Delete -yObs. and add :

i^sSp^ns' Mechanics' O^vn Bk. 131 The wood glues well

Glued,///- «. Add:
2. Jig. in glued-ou, applied to devices, effects,

etc. in literature which are carelessly superimposed

and not woven into the style or form ; glued-up,

applied to a medley of scenes or incidents with little

apparent connexion or unity.

1906 Westm. Gaz. 15 Feb. 2/3 What the Americans call a

418

'gluedup' or nailed-up drama, thid. t6 Sept. 3/2 To avoid

auxiliary complications and eschew ' glued-on ' comic relief.

Glue-pot. Add : b. trattsf. Applied to wet or

muddy ground in which one may ' stick '.

iS9a Daily News (Morris Austral Engl.) The Bishop of

Manchester, .assures us that no one can possibly understand

the difficulties and the troubles of a Colonial, .clergyman

until he has. .struggled through what they tLsed tocall ' glue-

pots '. 1907 C. B. Fav in Daily Chron. 18 July 7/2 The
veriest 'glue-pot' of a wicket.

Glut, sb.^ Add : 3. b. A swarm ofcaterpillars

attacking tobacco-plants. U.S.

1849 Rep. U.S. ComiH. Patents, Agric. (1850) 320 There

axe every year two * gluts *. .; the first attacking the plants

about the time that they are one-third or half grown, the

other comes on when the tobacco is ready for cutting.

Glut, sb.^ Add : 4. (See quot.)

1888 Lockwood's Diet. Mech. Engin., Glut, a gun-metal

block having a face hollowed out to fit against the bossed-up

end of the valve-rod in a knuckle joint, and by which the wear

is constantly being taken up, the glut being tightened by a

wedge and screw, or by a cottar.

Glut-. Add : Olntanol, an astringent made
from fibrin and tannic acid. OlutatM'one (see

quot. 192 1 ). Olutimic a., derived from gluten

and imine ; so Qln-timlde. Olu-tlnol (see quot.

1908).
1908 yml. Chem. Soc. XCIV. I. 40 'Glutinol, Ci4H5gO,

separates from alcohol in leaflets.. .*Glutanol.. differs from

glulinol in being soluble in ether with difficulty, ijai Ibid.

CXX. 1. 636 A dipeptide of cysteine and glutamic acid, which

may be provisionally named "glutathione. 1925 Glasgovi

Herald 5 Dec. 4 The oxygen-transporting and oxygen-

liberating power of glutathione. X879 yml. Chem. Soc.

XXXVI. 546 Amido-acids of the type CnHji^s "; NO3:
glutimic acid. 1876 /*/V. I. 906 'Glutimide.. obtained by

heating ammonium glutamate to iSs'-igo" for six hours in

a retort.

GlutseO-, gluteo- (gli»tra), combming form

of GLUTiEUS = pertaining to theglntseal region (and

some other part of the body), as glutxo-femorals.^).

1890 Billings Med. Diet., 'Gluteo./emoral crease, gluteal

fold. X901 DoBLANl> Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Gluteofemorat, per-

taining to the buttock and thigh.

Glatenin (gli»-tenin). Chem. [f. GLUTEN -I-

-inI.] a principle derived from the vegetable

glutens.

1898 yml. Chem. Soc. LXXIV. 11. 628 The value of

wheaten flour is closely connected with the composition of

the gluten, which should consist of glutenin and gliadin in

the proportion of I to 3. r^ ^ ^

Glutoform (gUS-ti^f^jm). Chem. [f. Gldt(en

+ *Form(aldbhyt)E.] Formaldehyde gelatin.

1901 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2).

Glutted, ///. a.* [f. Glut ^^.6 -l- -Ed2.] Fur-

nished with a glut or wedge (cf. *Gluttek2).
i9ax Diet. Occup. Terms {ig2j) i 279 Clutter's turner-out,

. .pulls glutted wheel, .with tongs from furnace, and bowb
it along, white hot, to press,

Glutter2 (gl»-t3i). [f. GLUTrf.6-i--EKl.] One
who furnishes metal wheels with gluts.

1881 Instr. Census CUrks (1885) 56 Wheel Clutter. 1921

Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 190 Clutter, . . a smith who fills

up small gaps between V-sections of metal wheels, .by ham-

mering red hot steel bar into interstices between sections.

GlyosBmia, var. glycohmmia (s.v. Gltco-).

Glycero-. Add : Glycero-degras (see quot.),

-gel., -ketose, -phosphine, -sol.

1807 C T. Davis Manuf. Leather 239 To the soft mixture

of fats is then added about one-quarter of its weight of

glycerine, and intimately incorporatedwith it, so that the

mass is finally of a cream-like condition. This *glycero-

degras enables the currier to obtain the same advantages as

from lubricating with fat or glycerine alone. 1864 yrnl.

Chem. Soc. XVi I. 323 A *glycerogel fjrepared from a hydrate

containing 9-35 per cent, of silicic acid. 190a Encycl. Brit.

XXVI. 742/2 The isomeric •glyceroketose. 1907 IVestm,

Gaz. 19 Sept. 4/1 The oyster.. contains about equal supply

of nutritive matter with beef and mutton. Another impor-

tant constituent is the compound technically named glycero-

phosphine. 1864 yml. CItem. Soc. XVII. 322 A portion of

the silicic acid is dissolved, and a *glycerosol is produced at

the same time as the glycerin jelly.

Glycerose (gli-s^rous). [f. Gltcer(ine -f

-OSE 2.] A syrup, C3H5O3, formed by the oxidation

of glycerine.
1888 yrnl. Chem. Soc. LIV. 1264 For the preparation of

glycerose, the lead glyceroxide is spread in thin layers [etc.].

1903 DoRLAKD Med. Diet. (ed. ^) s.v.. There are two
glyceroses, glycerin aldehyd and dioxyacetone.

GlyCO-. Add : Qlyoofo-rmal, a solution of

glycerine and formaldehyde used as a disinfectant.

Olyoopro'teid, -protein (see quots.).

1898 yrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXIV. 11. 349 A solution of

formaldehyde in glycerol, which they \sc. R. Walther and

A. Schlossmanl call '*glycoformar. 190a Encycl.^ Bnt.
XXXI. 724/1 *Glycoproteids—a number of proteids, on

treatment with acid, yield various sugar-like bodies. X913

DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7), *Glyeoprotein, any one of

a class of compound proteins consisting of a compound of

protein with a carbohydrate group.

Glycoline (gUik^Ifn, -ain). Chem. [f. Glycol

-I- -INE 5.] A crystallizable compound contained in

commercial fusel-oil.

1881 yml. Chem. Soc. XL. 708 Complete analyses of the

alkaloid.. which the author \sc. A. EtardJ proposes pro-

visionally to name glycoline, prove that its formula is

CeHioNj. X889 MoRLEY & MuiR Watts' Diet. Chem. II.

618/3 When glycerin is distilled with ammonium chloride

a chlorinated compound . . is formed, . .and a base ' glycoline .

GNATTT.

Glyooluric (gbikoliuaTik), a. Chem. [f. GtT-
COL -f Uric a.] Glyeoluric acid, hydantoic acid.

1884 RoscoE & ScHORLEMMER Treat. Clum. III. 96 Glyeo-

luric Acid.. (NHjlCO.NH.
Glycolylurea (gl3i:k«liliu»rra). Chem. [f.

Glycol -h -tl -i- Urea.] A colourless compound
formed by the action of alcoholic ammonia on

bromacetyl urea; =Hydantoin.
i88x tr. Strecker ^ Wislicenus' Org. Chem. 420 Glycolyl

urea. .C5H4N2O2. 1884 RoscoE & Schorlemmeh Treat.

Chem. III. 96 GlycolyI-urea..was first obtained by Baeyer

as a product of decomposition of uric acid and allantoin.

Glycolysis (gbik^jlisis'). Med. [f. Glyco-

-f Gr. Auois dissolution.] The digestion of sugar

or its utilization in the living organism.

189S yml. Chem. Soc. LXVIIL 11. 361 Glycolysis.. is not

a vital process, but the blood corpuscles contain substances

which possess the power in question. 1904 Nature 21 Jan.

287 Their {sc. X-raysT first action is to increase glycolysis.

GUyooaid, glycoside, var. Glucosidk.

Glycosiue (glai'kiJfem, -ain). Chem. [f. Glu-

cose (cf. Glyco-) -I- -IBE 5.] A colourless compound
formed by the action of glyoxal on ammonia.

j8s8 Chent. Gaz. XVI. 333 Glyoxal.. is mixed with about

three times its bulk of strong ammonia. . . The liquid now
contains two organic bases—one in the shape of a crystalline

precipitate, which I \sc. H. Debus] propose to call glycosine,

and the other in solution, to which in this paper the name
of glyoxaline will be applied. 1877 yrnl. Chem. Soc. I.

299 By acting with ammonia on glyoxal. Debus obtained

two bases, glycosine, C6H6N4, and glyoxaline, CsHiNj.
Glycuronic (glaikiurp-nik), a. Chem. [f.

Glyco- + Ur(ic -f -one + -ic] Glycuronic acid, a

monobasic acid, CgH,oOT, derived from glucose.

Hence QlyicuronuTia, the presence of glycuro-

nic acid in the urine (Dorland T913).

i88a yrnl. CA«»i. i'oc. XLII.952 Urochloralicacid. .isde-

composed, on boiling with dilute acids, into trichlorethyl

alcohol and glycuronic acid, xgoa Encycl. Brit. XXXI.
723/2 Glycuronic acid . .is closely related 10 dextrose, and on
oxidation yields the same acid, saccharic acid,

GlyC3rpliyllill (g''"-. glisifi-lin). Chem. [f.

mod. L, glycyphylla (see below), f. Gr. yXvievs

sweet + it^Wov leaf -^ -jn 1.] A glucoside extracte<l

from the leaves of Smilax glycyphylla.

1881 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XXXIX. 240 Were its identity and

distinctiveness established, the term glycyphyllin might

perhaps be applied to it.

GlyC3rrrlietill (glisirrtin, -re'tin). Chem. [f,

Gr, yXvKvppiiCa Liquorice + -</?«,] A bitter com-

pound, CjjHjtOjN, formed by the action of acids

on glycyrrhizin.

1877 yml. Chem. Soc. I. 96 Glycyrretin. . . This compound

. .yields when fused with potash only paroxybcnzoic acid.

Glycyrrlrbsic (glisirai-zik), a. Chem. [f. Gr.

yKvKvppi^a Liquorice -i- -ic] Glycyrrhizic acid, an

acid occurring in liquorice root,

1879 yrnl. Chem. Soc. XXXVI. 1040 Glycyrrhizic acid

prepared by the action of sulphuretted hydrogen on the lead

salt, resembles dried albumin in appearance.

Glyoxaline (glaifksalin, -ain). Chem. [f

Glyoxal -I- -INE 5,] An organic base formed to-

gether with glycosine by the action of strong

aqueous ammonia on glyoxal,

1858 [see *Glvcosine], 1876 yrnl. Chem. Soc. I. 913 In

preparing glyoxaline by Dcbus's method, it is advisable to

replace the alcohol by a 50 per cent, solution of aldehyde.

Gxtlina (mf-na). [Polish.] A local division of

the Polish administrative organization.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 311/1 The 'primary cell ' of the

administrative organization of Poland is the ^mina. Ibid.

311/2 Justice is represented by the gmina tribunals. 1905

Daily Chron. 19 Sept. 5/4 Voters are divided into three

classes, i.—Landed proprietors. 2.—Members of gmina or

cantons who own three to twenty acres- 3.—Urban electors.

Gnat 1. 3. Add : gnat-Hie adj. and adv,

190S Westm. Gaz. i Feb. 2/3 Drifts gnat-like to the flame.

191S E. R. Lankester Divers. Naturalist 216 In early

September, golf links..swarm with a large gnat-like fly of

reddish.brown body, isao Glasgow Herald 2 June 10 Those

gnat-like journalistic attacks.
^

Gnathion (n^i-))i|(>n). Anat. [f. Gr. Tvaflos

jaw.] The most anterior point of the premaxilla ;

the mental point.

1888 O. Thomas Catal. Marsupialia Brit. Mus. Introd.

p. viii, Basal length.—From the 'basion', or lower front

edge of the/orainen magnum, to the ' gnathion ',

Gnathobase (n,?i-j)tfb«is), [f, Gr, tvaSoi jaw

¥ Base sb.^ A jaw process on the parapodia of

arthropods. Hence Qna:tlioba'sic a.

1881 E. R. Lankester in Q. yml. Micr. Sci. Apr. 348 Cf
the six endites the proximal is somewhat isolated and pushed

towards the middle line... It is a jaw process, and may be

spoken of as the ' gnathobase *. 190a — in EucycL Brtt.

XXV. 695/1 The five pairs of appendages of the post-or.-U

somites of the head or prosoma thus constituted all primi-

tively carry gnathobasic projections on their coxal joints,

which act as hemignaths ; in the more specialized forms the

mandibular gnatbobases cease to develop. 1904 W. 1.

Calman in Ann. * Mag. Nat. Hist. Feb. 155 The double

series of epipodial lamellae, the segmentation of the thoracic

limbs, the double gnathobasic lobes of the first pair.

Gnatty (n»ti), a. [f. Gnat>-)--y1-] Re-

sembling a gnat ; infested with gnats.

184s J. J, Hooper Achi. Simon Suggs ii 28 Vou.. gnatty,

flop-eared varmint ! 1909 Amat. Photographer 14 Sept,

252/2 They can venture into the 'gnattiest' woods without

suffering any assault.



GNAUR.

Qnaur, variant of Knar.
1869 Masteks VegeU^ TeraioL 158 The huge gnaurs and

burrs met with occasionally on some trees often produce
great qaantitit:s..of roots. 1900 B. D. Jackson Class. Bot.
Terntx, Gnaurs^ burrs or knotty excrescences on tree-trunks
or roots, probably from clusters of adventitious buds. XQ03
F. W. BuEBiDGE Let. to IV. T. TkhettotuDyer ao June
(MS.), I ^S,*o hand you a 'gnaor' oi?' swollen, arrested
branch of a Tulip tree.

Gnoscopine (n^j'skcfp/h, -ain). Ckem, [irreg.

t Gr. 'Yiyi'aj<TK€tv to know + umov Opium + -ine ^j
An alkaloid derived from opinm.
1878 yrnl. CAcffi. Soc. CXXIV. 987 Gnoscopine, C^Hs^

N2O11, is soluble in 1,500 parts of cold alcohol.

Qnurly, variant of Knurly, Nubly a,

xS^i Kuickgrbcckcr Mag. XVII. 48 A few handsful of
little green, gnurly, ligneous fragments, which the Key
Westers facetiously term ' fire-wood *.

Go, sb. 4- Add : An attack or bont of some
sickness or ailment ; a spell of doing something.
i8as J. Neal Bro. jfonathaH 1. 8 He would rivet his large

eyes, for half an hour at a * go ', upon some part of the wait
X9S0 B/ackrv. Mag. May 614/2 A bad go of^snow-blindness
had driven me in to Leh. 19x8 Galsworthy StuanSongy.
45 No second go of measles, Jon,

Go, V, Add :

18. b. To go dry : to adopt prohibition of in-

toxicants; see Drk (T. II a. To go native \ to re-

lapse into savagery or heathenism (cf. *Fanteb b).

To go red : see *Red a. Also with sb., togo bush :

to take to the'bnsh*.
XQ»7 \V. E. CoLxiNsoK Contemp. Engl. 85 The spread of

BoTshcvisiic propaganda has led to the fear, lest Labour
should go red. i9»^ M. Terky Through a Land 0/
Promise 41 The English settlers. .tried to tame them for
domestic purposes. But the greater number had already
'gone bush". Iiid,Bs% I decided to *go bush' down the
course of the creek. loaS L. P. Greene Red Idol 253, 1 do
all the heavy work... That's the only thing that's saved me
from going native altogether. 1929 J^jvdy Dor. Mills
Golden Land 198 * II s est bougnoulizi t^ (gone native).
X930 Times Lit. Suppl, 4 Sept. 694 Religious ceremonies
which suggest to him that the new religion of Christianity
[in S. America] has, after the fashion of new religions, gone
native;

19. b. 7(7^^f]f: tobeabigsnccess, havealarge
sale. U.S, siang. Cf. 'Sy f.

lojo Pu^lisiiers' Circular 3^ Feb. 186We have reason to
believe that 7'h^ Miracle 0/ Peille . .yrWX go big.

O. To be accepted or carried into effect ; to have
effect or weight ; to be valid ; to be applicable
{/or). U.S. colloq.

X89X Harper's Mag, Dec 104/3 Any other night goes, but
not this ni;;ht. 1893 R. Kifling Many Inventions^ Matter
ofPact 170 Why don't you leave the ElngUsh papers alone
and cable to New York ? Everything goes over there. 1901
& Merwin & H. K. Webster Calumet K iv. 62 What I

said went. 1908 Mulpord Orphan xt 137 * Since it's your
last wish, why, it goes,' replied the SherifiC

190J)
S. K. White

Rules of Game in. x. 191, I want one thing distinctly
understood. This Government gang don't go here. This is

roy property. x9«o B. Cronin Timber Wolves 66 When
he's away 1 carry on. And what I says, has to go.

22. From the word * Go ' U.S. colloq. (earlier

examples).
1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XII. 506 You have perjured

yourself, from the word *go' ;
you have equivocated from

Dan to Beershcba. x866 Congress. Globe 6i/a From the
very word *go * I have been a conservative,

24. O. In fig. phr. Let it go at thai : let that

account, estimate, conclusion, etc., be accepted ; let

us say no more about it.

1898 E. N, Westcott Devoid Harum 306 ' "^^^ well *,

said John, • we will let it go at that.* 1917 J, Farnol
Definite Object iu 19 Eleven will do as well as any other
time I let it go at that. Ibid, xxxvi. 312 5omelx>dy tried to
kill me, but somebody didn't kill me ; here 1 am, getting
SUonger every day, so we'll let it go at tbaL

32. a. Go/etch I an order to a dog. b. Togo to

fetch : (of a batsman) to run out to hit (the ball).

19*8 Daily Tel. 36 June 17/t It was the timidity they dii-
played in dealing with the slow bowling that was the main
cause of the collapse of the tourists. Jupp took four wickets
for 37 runs. The batsmen would not go to fetch him, and
nearly alt of them are free players by inclination and habit.

36. f. To yield, produce (a certain amount).
18x6 U. Brown fml, in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 369

None [of the fields} that I saw will go 15 Bushels to the
Acre. 1867 Rep. lov/a Agric. Soc. (1868) 160 Corn.—On
well-manured land, .will go seventy-five busheb.

36. b. With personal object: To take on in a
wager, game, or offer.

1876 [see Diet., 36]. a 1889 H.K Spirit ofTimes (Farmer),
' I goes you five dollars, this time,* says Jim. 1903 S. E. White
Slaxed Trail xxxv. 161 * Surely you won't refuse to be my
guest here.. I" 'Wallace,' said Thorpe, 'I'll go you.' 1909*0.
Hkkry' options (1916) 38 'Believe I'll go you*, be said,
brightening. * 111 accept the invitation gUdly.*

C, Cards, To make a call or declaration of.

1876 [see Napoleom 4.] e ^SSi, 1898 fsee Nap sb.^} x93a
Sunday Express 6 Mar. 13,'a Cries of* I'll stick 'and 'III
go four ',

46. Go it. O. .See also *BALD-HEADEDa,, STRONa
adv, Phr. (U.S.) To go it alone : to play a lone
band at cards ; hcnocgett.y to act without assistance,

take the whole responsibility {StandardDiet. 1895).
64. Oo l>eliiiid—. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
X839 Congress. Globe Mar., App. 379/3, I do not desire

to go behind these proofs. x86i Ibid. 705/3 It is a thing
fettled, an award made.. and therefore we cannot go
behind it.

419

58. Go for—. e. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
X838 Congress. Globe Apr., App. 312/1, I say that it is

a gross, rank, palpable fraud I And I go for the fraud I

C1870 'Mark Twmh* Sketches Wks. XIX. 23 A thunder
storm came up and the lightning began to 'go for' my house.

61. Goon—. g, Togoon record: see *RKCOKDsb.
X930 Publishers' Weekly i Feb. 567 He asked the jury to

freethe defendant, and thus go on record as opposing the
tactics of Mr. Yarrow and his organization. Ibid. 570 Alfred
Mclntyre.. has already gone on record in favor of ' fewer
and better books '.

62. Go over—. a. To go over the top (or the
bags) (MiL) : to issue from a trench to attack the
enemy.
X916 War Hlustrated 9 Sept. 80/1 Some fellows asked our

captain when we were going over the top. 19x7 S. McKenna
Sonia ix. This chap shoilted out, 'Come on, you men I' and
went over the top of the trench like a two-year-old.

63. Go throng-li —. £ (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1865 T. W, Knox Camp-fire ff Cotton-field 421 Not

being privileged to *go through' me as they had antici-
pated, the gentlemanly guerrillas went through the overseer.
They took his money, his hat, his pantaloons, and his
saddle. 1869 Baltimore Sun 13 Nov. (De Vere) He was
garroted, and the two robbers went through him before the
police could reach the spot. X87S A. A, Hayes Neiu Colo-
rado xi. (1881) 154 The road agents had 'gone through ' all

the passengers of the stage.

65. Go up—. Togo up the line (Mil.) : to leave
the base for the front.

71. Go ahea4. (Earlier U.S. examples.) Also,
to excel anything else.

1834 Crockett Narr. Life L i, I throw aside all hypo-
critical and fawning apologies, and, according to my own
maxim, just 'go ahead'. X83S Knickerbocker Mag. V. 54
They stimulate in the bosoms of all the desire to ^vance,
7-or, 'go ahead". 1839 Ibid.'^lV^iy^ In this respect, as
in every other, we are 'going ahead* with accelerated
velocity. 1846 Ibid. XXVII. 50 Make yourself perfectly
sure you are correct, and then, as the wisdom of the departed
Crockett has bequeathed to us, ' Go ahead '. Ibid. 40S He
declared. . that of all the music he ever did hear, that 'a leetle
went ahead '.

74. Go back. g. Bridge. To redouble. U.S.
X907 R. F. Foster Bridge 16 If either the eldest hand or

the pone doubles, it is the privilege of the player who named
the trump to double him again, the usual expression being;
' I go back '. Ibid, 60 When you go over, never forget the
possibility of their going back. X930 — Auction made easy
III Going backt redoubling.

h. Biol, To revert to an earlier or primitive type.
X930 G. R. DE Beer Embryol. ^ Evol, xv. 104 But does

this mean that the abnormal horse with extra fingers has
• cone back ' to an ancestral type?
78. Go down. h. Bridge, To fail to fulfil one's

contract.
xoiS Bergholt Royal Auction Bridge^ Laws ^ Princ.

57 1 f he calls Four Hearts, as is probable, Z. and A. pass, but
Y. doubles; and AB. are bound to go down.
80. Go in. a. Said ofa theatre, church, etc. when

the audience or congregation enter at a fixed time.
19*4 D. H. Lawrence England^ my Eug. 227 And the

cinema was just going in, and the queues were tailing down
the road to the corner.

81. Go in/or. a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X83S A. B. LoNcsTREET ^tfr^'« Sccnes (1843) xii She

would..' go in' for Augusta, live or die, hit or miss.

85. Go out. c. Also, to leave one's country for

the battlefield.

1917 S. McKekna Sonia viii, 'Is David going out?..
What's he in?" 'The Midland Fusiliers.'

t. Togo all otitfor : see All-out a,

87. Go over. a. — go over the top (fia a).
19x9 Galsworthy Saints Progress 11. i. 8 3 Calculating

exactly where he meant to put foot and hand for the going
over.

f, Oi a. pLiy, speech, etc. : To be successful in

its appeal to the audience ; to ' get over *, * get
across , Also ^^«, to have a vogue or success. Also,

to go over big (cf. ip b). U,S, Theatr. slang,
X9a7 Daily Express 29 Aug. 5 * Little Bits ofLove ' went

over with its acctistomed success. X9a7 Amer. Speech
Oct. 21 A comedy that 'goes over big ' and is very funny is

often referred to as a ' wow '. xoa7 Daily Express 23 Nov.
13 ' Escape' has gone over with a great bang. X9a7 Ob-
server 4 Dec. 16/5 The * hard-boiled New Yorkers seemed
impressed. My friends say that 'the message went over
big*. X9S8 Publishers' Weekly^ 26 May 2175 Sometimes an
author writes a first book, and it goes over very big. 1930
Neiv Statesman i Nov. 115/a Experienced novelists know
that a good trial always goes over big.

t g. Bridge, To double. U.S, Obs.
190a J. B. Klv/kll Bridge 11 r Going over. . .The effect of

* over *,
' over ', etc, is that the value of each trick point is

doubled, quadrujiled, etc. 1907 R. F. Foster Bridge 60 If
tin of tne odd trick, you should go

over in order to make it more valuable. lo/d. [see '•74 g].

you are reasonably certain <:

1920 — Auction made easy 11 x Going over^ obsolete for

doubling.

h. '.To be postponed ; as, the bill went over for

the session ' (Webster, 1911). V.S,

88. Go round, g. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X871 Barnum Struggles ^ Triumphs 259 It [sc. a turkey]

was a small one, and when it was carved, there was not
enough of it to * go round '.

89. GothroQg>h. c. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 8 Apr., Kump intimates the

deal won't go through.

d. Of goods, etc t To be accepted, find a
market.
1934 Tif/tes Trade 4- Bngin, Suppl, 39 Nov. 347/x Some

GtOANESE.

modest lots of miscellaneous cloths have gone through for
the smaller markets of the Far East. Ibid.^ One or two fair
lines of white shirtings have gone through, and a good many
more are under consideration. Ibid. 248/2 Contracts which
amount to a fair aggregate are going through for South
America.

94. Gonp. a. = To go ttp the line i^^^.
1914 t>. O. Barnett Lett. (1915) 19 The officer asked me

whether I wanted to go to the fire trench.. .Of course I went
up, and got in with the machine-gun section.

{p) To * ascend * in ancestry.
1930 J. L. MvRES Who "were the Greeks? 308 Hecataeus'

genealogy went back sixteen generations, and then 'went
up to a god '.

VIII. go-as-you-please(ness, want of regu-
larity or order ; go-at-it «., full of dash; go-
fevor, a hectic restlessness or longing for move-
ment

; go-slow a.y characterizing a workmen's
policy of deliberate limitation of output, ca'canny

;

go-to-sleep a., idle, inactive.
1889 Judge 20 Apr. 21/2 A Western *Go-As-You-Please.

1930 H. G. Wells Mr, Britling i. iv. §6. 117 Explaining
..to this American.. how excellent was the backwardness
of Essex and English go-as-you-please. 1927 Observer
1 May 15/3 The impromptu quality of the entertainment-
its untidy go-as-you-please-ness. 1904 Daily Chron, 27
June 7/3 They are a versatile, well-balanced, *go-at-it side,

and they field as if they like it. 189X Kipling Light that
FaiIdd 12$ lii^*s B.S restless as a swallow in autumn.. .He has
the beginnings pf the *go-fever upon him. 1900 J. Buchan
Half-hearted VI, 78 There comes a thing called the go-fever,
which is not amenable to reason. 1907 N. Munro Daft
Days xxiv, I'd not been twenty mmutes in her society
before I found out she had the go-fever pretty bad. X930
Times 27 Mar. 19/5 The receipts.. showed large decreases
. .due to the recent ' *go*slow ' movement amongst the men.
i^^Athenxjtm 36 June 750/1 Settle down to a *go-to-sleep
life, I could not.

Goad-stick. U,S, [f. Goad j^.» 5.] A stick

capable of being used as a goad.
1825 J. Neal Bra. Jonathan I. 159, I fetches it a rap

with my goard \sic\ stick. 1834 S. Smith Sel. Lett. Major
Jack Dozvning ^6 A farmer ort to stick to his oxbows and
goard sticks. 1839 Knickerbocker Mag. XIW 298 Asmall
man.. holding a goad-stick in his hand, .entered the room.
1851 J* S. Springer Forest Life 97 (Th.) The teamster now
arranges every ox . . , passing through several evolutions with
his goad-stick.

Go-ahead, a. Add : (Earlier U.S. example.)
1839 KnickerbockerMag. XIII. 2p7 Aqueer sortof achnp

he is, too : a real go-ahead sort of a fellow as ever I met with.

B. sb. An act of or the spirit of * going ahead *

;

(zeal for) progress.
1840 C. F. Hoffman Greyslaer i. iiL 32 Sarting ! he does

make a clean go-ahead of it. But when did he come up
here to mix in our doings? 1844 G. W. Kendall Santa
Fi Exped. II. xix. 362 There is a little * go-ahead' in
a spirited, showy, well-trained Mexican horse, a x86i T.
WiNTHROP Canoe ff Saddle xii. 251 It racks my heart to
know that I must still demand much go-ahead from you.

Hence Go-aheadative a. (example) ; Go-aliead-
isli a, ; Go-aheadiszn (earlier example) ; Go-
alieadi*vit7.
X838 J. F. CooPEH Home as Found xx\x. 488 Aristabulus,

who was filled with goaheadism, would have shortened the
delay. X844 Knickerbocker Mag, XXIV. 73 Our state of
society in America with . . its helter-skelterism and go-ahead-
ivity. x8« A. Bunn 0/*i Eng, ^ Nav Eng. I. 109 New
York, .too* go-a-headish * to suit our. . taste. 187a Trans.
De^. Agric. Illinois 173 This is one among the most enter-
prising and go-aheadative villages in the county.

Goal, sb, Q, Add : goal-getter^ -getlingy -kicker,

-scorer \ goal-mouth, the space between thegoaU
posts and under the cros&-bar in association foot-

ball, hockey, etc.; goal-net, the net behind the
goal-mouth.
x^^Strand Mag. XXVII. 341 The saving ofwhich meant

every fibre of nerve and muscle strained to go one better
than the would-be "goal-getter. X910 Westm. Gaz. 2x Jan.
X2/1 The goal>getters for the winners were [etc.], 1904
Daily Chron, 31 Nov, 8/3 Hence we had * Defence, not
Defiance,*..and needless to say •goal-getting did not., enter
largely into the argument, 1909 Bendigonian 24 Aug. 21/2
The *goal-kickers were: [etc.]. x8<^ Captain 11. 127
Filling the *goal-mouth in the event of a corner-kick against
their side. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 7 Oct. 4/2 The yawning
goal-mouth was not fed with that elusive leather sphere.
X930 Cambridge Daily News 24 Sept. 7/1 Snow . . found the
net during a scrimmage in the goalmouth. 1897 Windsor
Mag. Dec 22/1 *GoaI-nets.. would have had to be pretty
strong, X009 Daily Cliron, 20 Mar. 8/5 He heads the list

of West Ham *goaI scorers. 1929 Evening News 18 Nov.
13/4 The League's leading goalscorer.

Goalie (g^^*!!)- Toottall, Also -ee. [f. Goal
sb, + -IE.] A goal-keeper.
i9»x Oxf, Mag. 38 Jan, 158/3 C V. Hill..journeyed to

Henley.. mnch to the discomfiture of the opposing goalee.
X9a6 Spectator^^A^ir.j^-^/i Onecan imagine an indignant
Cfockney ejaculating as he regarded the rotundity of the
Red goalee.

Goalless (gJa"l,les), a. [See -less.] Without
a goal scored by either side.

X904 Daily Chron. 18 Nov. 1/7 At Southall Oxford City
played a goalless draw with the local team. 1928 Daily
Tel. 28 Aug. g/s The game, .ended in a goalless draw.

Goan (g^u'an),(Z. and sb, [See -an.] = next.

X937 J. Fi;rtaix> {title) A Goan Fiddler. X937 E. Gosse
Ibid. Pref. p. vi, He was . . not happy among the Goans.

Goanese (g^nanrz), a, and sb. [f. GoA 1 + -ESB,

vStexJapanese^ etc.'\ A. adj. Of or belonging to

Goa, B, J*, A native of Goa. Also as//.



GOANNA.
Goanest ipecaCy a meltaceous shrub, Naregatma alatOf

and its dried root which is used as an emetic.

1851 R. F. Burton Goa v. 91 The Goanese smoke alt day,

ladies as well as gentlemen, /ditf. 93 A Goanese noble.

1909 Cheuttberss JruL Aug. 523/'. A batch of Goanese
tailors' shops. 19*0 Ibid, May 299/2, I was obliged to read

the burial service in Latin out of a prayer-book lent me by

a Goanese cook.

Croanna (gfJse'na). AustraL Also gohanna.

[Corrupt f. Iguana.] The lace-lizard, Hyd^-osaurus

(
Varamis) varttis, or any large lizard. See Guana.
1891 ' R. BoLDREwooD * Sydney-Side Saxon vi. 99 Blast

that infernal horse ! A goanna started him, and he set to

and kicked the front of the buggy in. 1900 H. Lawson
Over SUprails \c& The four little Australians, .ate under-

done kangaroo.. with an occasional treat of oak grubs and
trohanna. 1903 BlackvJ. Mag: Apr. 468/2 My tongue was
Tike a gohanna"'s back. 1923 Chambers's Jml. Aug. 527/1

Snakes, goannas (guanas), scorpions, and centipedes arc

numerous.

Go-asliore, a, (See Go v. VIII ; earlier ex-

amples.)
1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xvi, Go-ashore jackets and

trousers [were] got out and brushed. 1846 H. Melville
Types vl (1920) 42 He for one preserved his go-ashore traps

for the Spanish Main.

Goat. Add

:

2. d. = Goatee. U.S.
1876 J. S. Ingram Centennial Exposition y. 1^1 The

little puckered-mouth, pug-nosed Esquimaux, with his slight

sprinkling of a mustache and ' goat '.

e. Bookbinding. Short for Goatskin,
1917 J. S. Hewitt-Bates Bookbinding for Schools 13

Goat or Morocco. Ibid, 14 Persians,.may be made either

from goat or sheep. 1927 Longman's Class. Cat. Educ.
Works 12 Hand grained goat, gilt edges.

3. b. To play the {giddy) goat : also, to play the

fool, behave in an irresponsible manner. Also, to

act the goat,

1879 H. Hartigan Stray Leaves from Mil. Man's Note
Bk. i, Don't be actin* the goat. 1887 Kipling From Sea to

Sea (1900) I. xiv. 162 You'll 6nd some o' the youngsters play
the goat a good deal when they come out o' stable. [1901

Tailer 1. 424/1 The dramatic season began, .with the pro-

duction of..The Giddy Goat, .adapted from the French.]

1924 Galsworthy IVhite Monkey i.v, It's playing the goat

for no earthly reason. 19x9 Pett Ridge Affect. Regards 6i

Haven't I got enough trouble without you acting the goat

in this fashion ?

C. To get (a person's) goat : to make (him)

angry, annoy, irritate, orig. C/.S. slang.

191S C. Mathewson Pitching in a Pinch ii. a8_ Then
Lobert,,stoppedat third with a mocking smile on his face

which would have gotten the late Job's goat. 19x3 H. L.

Wilson Ruggles ofRed Gap xix. (1917) 345 ' You certainly

got my ^oat, she said in the quaint American fashion, * tell-

ing me little No-no was too fat.' 19x7 Empry From Fire
Step 152 There was one gun in particular which used to get

our goats. 1924 Galsworthy IVhite Monkey u.i,Thzt had
got the chairman's goat !—Got his goat? What expressions

they used nowadays! 1929 Priestlev Good Comp, ill. i.

474 This is what gets my goal, and you can't blame me.

d. A scapegoat ; a guilty party. l/.S. slang.

1924 Webster Addenda. 1929 Randolph Enterprise
(Elkins, W. Va.) 26 Sept. 1/2 When told of his mistake he
explained that he. .thought we were the goat.

4.
' b. goat-foot [after Gr. ai7(7r(56r;s, aX'^inov%\ : a

faun or satyr ; the god Pan,
1898 G. Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 6 To veil an evil leer,

And bid a goatfoot trip it like a fay. 1906 Daily Chron. 13

Aug. 4/4 It was the hour of Pan. I could almost think 1

saw the goat-foot playing his pipes by the brook. 191a

R. Brooke Crantchester Poems (1918) 54 To glimpse a
Naiad's reedy head, Or hear the Goat-foot piping low.

Goatee. Also goaty. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1844 D. Lee & Frost Ten Yrs. Oregon viii. 102 A few

individuals.. leave what is called, by some of their politer

neighbors, a ' goaty ' under the chin, c 184s Paulding Noble
Exile 107 A queer little amber-colored goatee.

Gob, J^.i 1. (U.S. /^. examples.)
1838 Jonathans Visit in Poor iVills Aim. iBjQ* See what

a big gob o' plums! 1851 J. J. Hooper Widow Rugby's
Huso. 153 If he.. is a judge of talent, Smith has got it, and
that in great gobs ! 1887 Harper's Mag. Dec. 35/1 It mought
be well tub do lots and gobs of things I ain't never tried.

Gob(gpb).i^.5 U.S. slang. [Cf. *GoBBT.] A
sailor, seaman.
1919 Let. in N. V. Tribune 28 Jan., A *§ob* is a new

sailor. ..The term 'gob* was never heard in the United
States navy until about six years ago. 1921 R. D. Paine
Comr. Rolling Ocean iii. 44, I was feeding the coal to her
when most of those ..amateur gobs were seasick and useless.

Ibid. xiv. 241 Here is one Yankee gob.. that will be there
on the first call. 1915 J. Gregory Bab ofBackwoods xvi.

193 Step lively, you gobs ! 19*7 J. Barbican Confess. Ruin-
Runner iv. 47 Now, then, you pie-eyed gob, quit drinking
that darned hooch t

Go-back. (See Go v. VIII.) Add : b. One
who goes back. O. (See qnot 1904.)
1859 Rocky Mt. News (Kas. Terr.) .8 June(Th.) Farewell

to the * go-backs *
; they have had their day, and soon will

be forgotten. 1904 N. V. Evening Post 30 July 3 Vagrant
grass, called by the natives in the West ' go-back', because
It has gone back from the breaking-up process that was
given by the settlers years ago.

Gobbe (gph). [Surinam.] A creeping fabaceous

herb, Voandzeia subterranea^ much cultivated in

the tropics for its esculent pods and seeds.

1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 528.

Gobbet, sb. Add : 1, d. A piece of a literary

or musical work * torn * from its context ; spec, an

extract from a text set for translation or comment

420

19x3 Punch 6 Mar. 173/x Hell gorge you with gobbets of
Homer. 1930 D. L. Savers Strong Poison 160 Playing the
most ghastly tripe, sandwiched in witii snacks of Mendelssohn
and torn-off gobbets of the ' Unfinished '.

Gobby (gf^'bi). slang, [Said to be f. dial, and
yvXgs.xgob expectoration + -Y C.] A coastguardsman.
1890 Scotsman 4 Aug. (Farmer) When a meeting takes

place the men indulge in a protracted yarn and a draw of
the pipe. The session involves a considerable amount of
expectoration all round, whereby our friends come to be
known as gobbles. 1904 Kipling Traffics f^ Discoveries 126
Think o' her Number One chasin' the mobilised gobbles
round the lower deck flats.

Go-between, 2. Add : Also, something in-

termediate or falling between two classes. U.S.
i86i Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 374 A stallion, then,

should be perfect in that class he is intended to represent,

(and we shall drop all those go-betweens). 1871 Ibid. VIII.
143 It. .fattens a horde of go-betweens.

Goblin 2 (g(?-blin). slang, [app. rhyming slang

on sovrin — Sovekeign.] A pound (twenty shil-

lings).

1887 W. E. Heni.ey Villon's Straight Tip iii. Poems 1908
II. 231 Your merry goblins soon stravag. 1925 P. G. Wode-
HOUSE Carry on, yeevesiv.gg Five hundred o' goblins a year.

God, sb. Add : 16. a. god-shelf, a shelf-like

shrine of white wood holding the sacred images in

a Shinto household.
1880 IsAB. L. Bird Unbeaten Tracks in fapan II. 359

In nearly all Japanese houses there is a kanii-dana or god-
shelf, on which is a miniature temple in wood, [etc.]. 1903
S. L. GuLiCK Evol. Japanese xxv. 292 There is hardly a
house in Japan but has some., of these charms, either nailed
on the front door or placed on the god-shelf. 1904 Sladen
Flaying the Game xii, Tliey are never too poor to have a
little light burning on the god-shelf.

b. God-consciousness^ -idea (= consciousness or

conception of God as an object of thought).
1894 G. M. Grant Relig. World \\. 29 The *God-con.

sciousness of Israel expanded under tlie leadership of a long
succession of prophets and psalmists. 1914 F. B. Wilson
{title) The Man of To-morrow. Human Evolution impelling
Man onward to God-Consciousness, ijjio E. S. Ames Psy-
chol. Relig. Experience 319 The *God-idea is a teleological

idea._ 1923 }. B. Pratt Relig. Consciousness x. 206 The
God-idea which most persons carry around with them and
live by. 1924 W. B. Selbie Psychol. Relig. 119 The origin
of the god-idea varies with diff"erent peoples.

17. b. God-gifted,

1863 Tennyson Milton^ God-gifted organ-voice ofEngland.
1907 'Dick Donovan' Gold-spinner 1. i 'God-gifted and
beautiful' was Helga Arnold 1

God-bush. (Also gad-.) A name given in

Jamaica to the Arceiithobium gracile^ a leafless

mistletoe.

1851 P. H. GossE Nat. Sojourn Jamaica 131 But what
interests me most in this place is a flourishing Misseltoe, or
God-bush, as the negroes call it. 1874 Treas, Bot. Supp!.,
Gad-bush, 1914 Fawcett & Rendle Flora Jamaica III.

88 The members of this family \sc. Loranthacez^axc generally
known by the popular names, Godbush and Mistletoe.

God-danui. Add: 1. (Later examples.) Also
quasi-a*/;' = accursed, damnable.
1869 St. James's Mag. IV. 226 It was the fashion in

France, on the stage, .to represent the Englishman as habi-
tually saying, ' Godam '. 1898 W. P. Drury Tadpole of
A rchangel 149 Before I could say ' Goddam ', . . they would
be fired. 1929 Abu Nadaar in Mercury Story Bk. 99 It

was the utter goddam monotony that was the worst.

Godet (gi>dtf, gi»de*t). Transfer •\Obs. to the

sense in Diet., and add :

2. A triangular piece of stuff inserted in a dress,

glove, etc. Also atlrib., as godet skirt.

1896 Strand Mag. July Advt. p. xiv, Costume.. consisting
of wide Godet Skirt. 192^ Daily Mail 10 Apr, 14 Black
* godets ' in white kid {or white in black). 1935 Brit. Weekly
15 Oct. 59/1 Some of the smartest models have a full centre,
piece instead of side godets. 1936 Queen 17 Feb. Advt. p.

vii, The simple bodice has the new long sleeves and the full

godet skirt is finished self binds. 19x8 Daily Mail 31 July
1/2 The skirt has full godet of lace each side.

3. A roller forming part of the machinery for

making artificial-silk filament or thread.
19J7 T. WooDHOuSE Artif. Silk 41 The group [of fila-

ments] is then passed behind a guide-wire, partly round a
roller, usually termed a godet, and often made of glass, [etc.].

Go-devil. U.S.
1. A dynamite-cartridge exploder, used to start a

flow in an oil-well.

1896 B. Redwood Petroleum I. 275 To explode the
charge, an iron weight, known as a go-devil, was dropped
into the well, and, striking the disc, exploded the cap and
fired the torpedo. Now, however, a miniature torpedo
known as sl go-devil sgttib, holding about a quart of nitro-

glycerine, .. is almost invariably employed. 1919 A. B.
Thompson Petrol. Mining 227 The blow is usually ad-
ministered to the firing head by a * go-devil*, a piece of cast
iron with wings to guide it fairly on the cap of the firing head.

2. A jointed flexible tool for clearing away ob-
structions in a petroleum pipe-line.

1896 B. "RE-nyfooTt Petroleum H. 473 To remove obstruc-
tions in the pipes..an automatic rotary scraper is forced
through. . . The scraper is known as a ' go-devil . 1913 V. B.
Lewes Oil Fuel 90 This automatic scraper, called a * go-
devil ', rotates as it passes forward and scrapes the pipe
clean from deposits. 1916 A. B. Thompson Oil.Field De-
velopm. 548 The * go-devil ' is a tool with cutters that rotate

when impelled forward by the pump after insertion in the
pipe line.

3. A rough sledge, dray, or wagon for dragging
logs, hauling stone, etc.

190S Terms Forestry j- Logging 36.

GOGGLE.
4. A rude plough used for breaking up rough,

newly-cleared land ; a shovel-plough.
1931 Wallers iOVXa.) Herald 19 Feb. 6/4 Farm Implements

(Advt.) I 2-row go-devil. 1931 Randolph Enterprise iE\V\nSt
W. Va.) I Jan. i/i We had to [open the roadsl-.with..
sleighs, ' Yankee Jumpers ' and * Go Devils '.

Godfatherly, a. (at end of Godfather sb.).

Delete +, and add recent example (in transf. use).

X928 Observer -i^i Jan. 17/2 That 'brighter cricket' which
Lord Hawke,on behalf of Yorkshire, promises for the coming
season. This taking of godfatherly vows for a county team
is a picturesque departure, which, we may hope, will have
no anti-climax.

Go'd-feaxer. One who fears (and worships)
God.
1926 Conteinp. Rev. May 597 How easy for such * god-

fearers ' to regard antiquity as a guarantee of truth.

Go*dfea:rixigly, adv. In a God-fearing way.
1899 J. H. RiGG Oxford High Anglicanism (ed. 2) 404

If, from point to point, the wise and equitable thing is God-
fearingly carried out.

GO'tt-forsaien,///. a. Of persons: Depraved,
profligate, abandoned. Of places : Desolate,

dismal, dreary. Hence Go'd-foxsa^kenness.
1856, 1886 [see God sb. 17 b]. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 11 Feb.

12/1 Of course, it is not of the same date as Brive. But it

has the God-forsakenness, the viisere^ the penetrating sad-
ness, its essentially French charm. 1923 W. P. Ker Art of
Poetry 60 You come with Milton.. to the Paradise of FooU
in a dry, parched, and god-forsaken land on the outside of
the fi.xed stars.

Godfrey (g^'dfri). U.S. [Meaningless eu-

phemistic assimilation of Ci?a'tothename Godfrey.'\

An exclamation expressing surprise.

1906 W. Churchill Coniston 274 'Godfrey!' exclaimed
Ephraim. Z909 J. C. Lincoln KezitUt Coffin\\\. 104 Ifever
a craft was steered by guess and by godfrey, 'twas that old
hooker of Zach's t'other night. Ibid. vili. 124 Oh, my god-
freys mighty! J916 ' B. M. Bowkr' Phantom Herd \. ji
Why my godfrey, man, the stuff's all punch.

Godism (gf?*diz*m). [See -ism.] A derisive

term for belief in God, Also Godite (gp'dsit), one
who believes in God.
1891 J. M. Robertson Mod. Humanists 18 Call his

[sc, Carlyle's] creed ' Godism ', and you limit the confusion
of words by separately labelling his confusion of thought.
Ibid. 37 At the mere sound of that word [sc. atheism],

the Godite always became rabid. 190^ Lit. Guide i Aug.
124/ 1 The Contemporary Revie^v permits Mr. G. K. Chester-

ton to make faces over Meredith's grave, and claim him
as a believer in godism.

Godless, a. Add

:

C. The Godless [Russ. bezbofnik"] : the title of a

union (and its press organs) in the Soviet Republic
of Russia having for its primary object the suppres-

sion of religion.

i9a7 Olf-shchuk in The Antt-Religious No. 10, The Union
of the Godless makes every effort in order to transform the
International Union of the Godless into an active staff of
class conflict,.. and to make the fight with religion in the
West a factor in the class struggle of the proletariat with the
bourgeoisie. 1930 Slavonic Rev. Mar. 518 The Union of the
Godless is a semi-State institution... The Union organises

special * cells of the Godless ' in factories, villages and units

of the Red Army.
God's country. See *Countrt 2 b.

Godwiniau (gpdwi'nian), a. [f. the name of

William Godwin (1756-1836) + -IAN.] Pertaining

to or characteristic of Godwin's views on politics,

social reform, etc. Also Oo-dwiaism, Godwin's
doctrine or ideas.

1805 Fessenden Democracy Unveiled ii. 197 It is to be
hoped the good sense of Americans will resist the innova-
tions of these Godwinian schemes. 189a L. Stephen Hours
in Library (new ed.) III. 79 The Godwinism, indeed, is

strongest in the crude poetry of ' Queen Mab *. 1913 H. N.
Brailsford Shelley, Godwin, etc. 216 The ideal man of the
Godwinian conception, who lives bj* reason.

Go-easy* a, [f. vbl, phr, to go easy : see Go
V. 2 h and Kast adv. 4.] Easy-going.
1877 ^^P' Vermont Dairynu Assoc. VIII. 23 The many

serious drawbacks which the * go easy ' dairymen of Vermont
are compelled to encounter.

Go*-ge-tter. U.S. colloq. [f. U.S. vbl. phr. to

go get + ER 1.] One who goes out to get something

;

an active, enterprising, pushing pereon,

1922 P. B. KvNE {ti(le) The Go-Gettcr. A story that tells

you how to be one. i9a5 Public Opin. 9 OcL 364/3 The Go-
Getter goes till he gets what he goes for. 1926 Ladies'

Home Jrnl. Apr. 24 As I look at the salesmen gathered
here,.. I see the finest bunch of go*getiers in New York
City. 1927 P. Russell Benj. Frar^lin 238 The thing which
is impossible to the go-getter frequently comes around of

its own motion to him who waits. 1930 J. Buchan Castle

Gay iv. He's a go-getter, is Craw.

So Oo-getttlng' ///. a., pushing, enterprising.

Hence Oo*-ge:ttingiiess.
1938 Daily Express 27 June 10/7 Such jobs generally call

for., a * go-getting' attitude to life that the public^ school

boy does not possess. Ibid. 5 July 13/7 All of which has
somewhat shattered my faith in the * pep ' and ' go-getting-

ness ' of the American reporters. 1939 New Mag. July 100
He had none of the crisp and go-getung qualities he liked

to see in a young man. 1930 Books of Month Sept. 9 A
ruthless go-getting adventurer.

Goggle, sb. 4. Add : Now esp. with reference

to their use by motorists (cf. next).

1899 Jerome Three Men on Butnmel xiii, Their goggle-

covered eyes, their necks tied up in comforters. 1004 A. i>. F.

Young Complete Motorist xiL (ed. a) 260 Goggles arc, un-
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happily, almost a necessity when travelling at any but the

lowest speeds. \^/c& Motor Cycle 12 Feb. 152 A new goggle
constructed after the principle of the four-glass goggle.

Go'ggled, ///. a-- [f. Goggle j-3. + -ed2.]

Equipped with or wearing goggles. (Said esp. of

motorists.) ,

X903 Westm. Caz. 20 July 2/3 These ghastly goggled
motor guys. 1908 Ibid. 23 Aug. lo/i The swimmer s head,

roggled and capped, emerging from the water. 1909 H. G.
(Vells Tono-Bungay ill. ii. 237 A short figure,, .hugely

goggled, . . and surmounted by a table-land of motoring cap.

Qohanna, var. of *Goanna.

Going, vbl. sb. Add ; 4, A line or route, con-

sidered as difficult or easy to follow. Also, advance

or progress as helped or hindered by the nature of

the ground.
X901 ' Linesman ' IVcrds hy Eyetvitness (1902) loi A narrow

path just above the water-line, overhung with bushes in parts,

formed the ' going '. 1925 E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^

jg24 114 We made very poor going, descending at a very
much slower pace than we had made two years before.

6. b. (Modern U.S. example.)
1866 Mrs. WHrrwEY L. Goldthwaite iv, They watched

the long, golden going-down of the sun.

e. Gotngoff^ start, outset. Cf, Go-OPP.

X84S Caroline M. Kihkland /J^w^frr; C/far/«gTi4 You'd
better tell 'em at the first goin' off that you a'n't land-

hunters.

£ Going over, an overhauling ; a talking to. US.
x88a ' Mark Twain * Nuck. Finn iii, I got a good going-

over in the morning from old Miss Watson on account of

my clothes. 1887 C. B. Gv.omcK 40 Yrs. en Rail vm, is<^

When Mr. Butler took me in hand he gave me a terrible

going over. 1919 H. L. Wilson Ma Ptttengitl x. 286 She
wanted to give these here accounts a thorough going-over

while the sensation lasted.

6, b. Gotng-to-press X used attrib. to designate

the latest items of news in a journal,

X906 Westm. Caz. 24 Apr. 7/3 The following are going-

to-press Stock Exchange prices.

Goitred, a. Add recent examples.

1890 Century Did. s. v., Goitered antelope, same as dzcren,

X9a3 Black-xu. Mng. Aug. 152/1 A gentle frog-like croak
proceeded from the goitred throat.

Qol (gel)- An Indian ravine.

1916 Bincktv. Mag. Nov. 609/1 The road track crossed
the got near its junction with the Chitral River. 29*8 Daily
Tel, 10 Apr. 6/6 The valley of the Sbangtu goU

Goldi. Add:
8. c. With reference to the use of gold for coin-

age and as a standard of value, as gold currency

y

standard, value. Also designating a money of

account : Reckoned at its full undepreciated value

according to a gold standard.

X776 Adam Smith W, N. ii. ii, The. .nominal sum of the

gold and silver currency of the country. 1831 Deb. Congress
22 Feb. p. cl/2 The present rate (of our gold standard) was
the result of information clearly incorrect. 1868 J. Laing
Theory of Business iv. (ed. 2) 65 Had India possessed a gold
currency. 1879 AViw York Even, Ex^r. Alman, 373 Favoring
a gold standard, and condemning the Bland silver bill.

1898 Ld. Farher Stud. Currency Pref. p. xviii. The relation

between theGold value of the legal Rupee and the Gold value

of Silver, a Z909 ' O. Henrv ' Roads 0/ Destiny xxL 357 I.t's

a great thing tooea citizen ofa gold-standard nation, ain't it?

19x4 Rep. Royal Comm. Indian Finance Comm. jo68 § 50
The system adumbrated by the Committee of 1 898, viz., a gold

standard based on a gold currency in active circulation such

as the system in the United Kingdom b commonly held to be.

Ibid. % 51 The Indian currency system based on what is now
known as the gold exchange standard. 1917 W, F, Spalding
East. Exch.Currencyi\. 13 The exchange value ofthe Rupee
was satisfactorily maintained between the gold points. 19x3

IVestm. Gas. 12 Aug., If we take the franc of to-day as

having one-quarter of the purchasing power of the pre-war

gold franc 1934 Times Trade <y_ Eng. Suppl. 29 Nov.
236/3 Indian commercial opinion is itselfdivided, .as to the
possibility and desirability of ' scrapping * the gold exchange
standard in favour of an effective gold standard in the ordi-

nary sense of the term. 1936 Encyd. Brit. Suppl. I. 776/a

In the final ph;ise people reckoned in gold marks and stipu-

lated for payment in paper marks at the exchange of the

day... This competition of the gold mark as a money of

account was the final undoing of the paper mark.

9. b. gold-bearing (earlier and later examples),
a 1799 M. Park Trav. Africa (ed. a) 304 Were the gold-

beanng streams to be traced to their fountains, a x86i

T. WiNTHROP John Brent i. 8 It was my own fault that I

looked for gold-bearing quartz. 1869 Kansas Pac. Rail-
way Pamphlet 5 Gold bearing railroad and land grant

sinking fund bonds. 1894 i'op. .Sci. Monthly June 174 The
northern rivers and creeks have gold-bearing sand.

e. gold-rimmed ^Ci}.

i{)OX '.Sarah Grand' Babs xxxix, Mr, Jellybond Tinney
adjusted his gold-rimmed pince-nez. 1918 H. G. Wells
yonnl^ Peters. 82 Mr. Sycamore put his hands together

before him and sat with his head a httle on one side regard-

ing Lady Charlotte attentively through the gold-rimmed
spectacles. 1908 Edith Wiiartom Hermit 2 With the ap-

pearing of every goId-rimmed face \sc. haloed saints]. 1909
iYestni.Gaz. 13 tcb. 2/2 He now put on his gold-rimmed
eye-glasses.

10. gold belt Cl.S.y the area over which gold is

fonnd ; gold blossom {/,S. (see Blossom sb. 3a) ;

gold-copper, applied to ore yielding both gold

and copper ; gold fever (earlier examples) ; gold-

pan Cl.S., a prin in which gold is washed; gold
point Econovtics (see quot. 1925) ;

gold quartz,

quartzcontaining gold ; alsoo/Zr/^. ; gold-washed
a.| lightly faced with gold.

1879 Harper's Mag. Sepu 508 The **gold-belt'.. consists
of a strip of land running..due northeast and southwest
across the northern end of the State. 1891 Harper's Mag.
Aug. 446/2 On the 3d day of December, 1862, a fierce storm
swept over the whole gold belt. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky
Mts. (1859) 334 The surface affords large quantities ^^ ' *go!d
blossom . 1906 Daily Chron. 26 Jan. 4/5 A large deposit
of *goId-copper ore. 1908 IVestm. Gaz, 1 July 6/3 There
are piles of ^old-copper ore. 1849 C. Lanman X*/^. AlU'
ghany Mts. i. 15 When the *go!d fever commenced I. .went
to speculating in gold lots. 1877 Harper^s Mag. Dec. 84/2
The madness of the gold fever was upon every body up
there. 1875 Joaquin Miller First Families of Sierras 1.

9 Men were grandly honest there. They invariably left

gold in their *gold-pans from day to day open in the claim.
loox S. E. White Claim Jumpers ii. 27 He and Davidson
climbed down shafts, ..and worked the gold pan. 1891 G.
Clark Money-Market Primer 104 So long as credit is good
here, high interest almost invariably leads to a rise of the
exchanges, but it is noticeable that, when on the very verge
of *gold-point, the upward movement almost as invariably
receives a check. 19*5 S. E. Thomas Elem. Econ. xxix. 461
We find that the rates at which one currency will exchange
for another fluctuate between two limits on each side of the
Mint Par, marking the points at which it becomes more
profitable to send or to receive gold rather than to send or

receive a credit instrument. These theoretical limits are
known as \he goldpoints. 1930 J. M. Keynes Treat. Money
II. 320 The degree ofseparation of the gold points is a vital

factor in the problem of managing a country's currency.
a x86i T. WiNTHROP John Brent L 6 A few years ago I was
working a *gold-quartz mine in California. 187a Raymond
Statist. Mines <5- Mifting 259 Several small gold-quartz
mills worked successfully, i^i Century Mag. Feb. 533
The most notable improvement, .in gold-quartz machinery.
187a E. Kgci.estou Endof lYorldix. 65 Pewter watch-seals,

*goId-washed.

b. gold-seed, also applied to a variety of rice,

1847 ^^P' i^-^- Comm. Patents (1848) 173 Among the
varieties ofrice is the gold seed rice,

C. gold-robin (/.S, (earlier example).
1849 Willis Rural Lett. i. 19 First came a gold-robin,

twittering out his surprise to find strange company in his

parlor,

Go'ldanif v. U.S, Vulgar perversion of God-
damn. Chiefly in GoldaTned///. a, ; also Gol-
da'sted (cf. *Dodoast).
1870 Bret Harte Sensation Novels^ Muck-a-Muck iv.

Dog-gone. Note, A euphemism common with the men of
the West, and equal to the English ' Od rat it*, or *Gol
darn '. \^S& American Humorist (Farmer), I've broke my
goldarned neck. 188S Cincinnati Eftguirer (Farmer) 'That
foldasted St. X^Duis mugwump. 1904 Told at One Bell 21

11 do the gall-darn 'd working part. 1^7 N. Munbo Daft
Days xxxii, Every gol-darned idiot in England. 1910 R. W.
.Service Ballads ofCheechako 50 Goldarn his eyes. 1917
Observer zs^ Sept. 15/a That goldarned Britisher ain't the
simp and saphc^ he lets on to be.

Gold brick. U.S. slang. [GoldI.] Some-
thing having only a surface appearance of value

;

a fraud or sham. Phr. to sell a gold bricky to per-

petrate a fraud on, * take in ' by a confidence trick.

Also attrib., as in gold brick swindle.
xV^Chatnber^s fml. t Oct.637/1 A 'gold-brick swindler*.

xSSo Kansas Times <V Star 30 Nov., What's new down
at the old union depot shack? Any eruptions, gold bricks

being sold or important arrivals? 1901 S. E. White
lYestertters xiii. 94 Bunco men can clean him out in a
gambling joint, but who ever heard of their selling him a
gold brick? 1911 B. Washington My Larger Educ. aga
In many cases* the diploma that the student carries home
at the conclusion of his course is nothing less than a gold
brick. 1915 P. G. Wodehousk Something Fresh vi, Pre-
venting Fate from working off on us any of those gold
bricks^ coins with strings att.nched, and unhatcbed chickens
at which Ardent Youth snatches.

Hence Gold-brick z^. trans., to swindle,
X90S H. L. WiLSOM Spenders xxviii. 328 He'll be gold-

bricked if he wears 'em \sc. his whiskers] scrambled that
way around this place.

Gold "bug, 6^^. slang. (See GoldI jo.)

1879 Congress Rep. 8 May 1170/2 Fresh raids upon gold
bugs will be in regular order. 1886 Ibid, 27 Mar. 2846/1
It was before the days of * gold-bugs' and 'bloated bond-
holders'. X894 Westm. Gaz. 3 Dec. 3/1 You had better

leave the present occupiers, .than encourage the gold-bug
who would . . exploit the land.

Gold-digger. [Gold i.]

1. One who digs for gold,
X83X Deb. Congress si Feb.^ 770 To remove the gold

diggers of every kind and description. 1846 Ibid, Ex. doc,

41, p. 449 All along the bottom of the stream and in the
heart 01 the town you see holes scooped out by the gold
diggers. 1850 [see Gold' 10]. 1850 W. Colton Deck ^
Port xiv. 398 But you are not perhaps a gold-digger as I had
supposed. 1877 Harper's Mag, Dec. 88/2 There was the

stream of returning gold-diggers. 1889 K. Munroe Golden
Days i. 3 He was better fitted to be a gold-digger than any-
thing else.

2. A girl or woman who attaches herself to a
man merely for gain. 6^.^. slang.

1937 Cleveland Press 29 Jan. {headline), Browning prom-
ises to show young bride up as gold digger. 1928 Observer
15 Apr. 5/5 C3ur own Becky Sharp is an innocent compared
with the * gold-digger ', who is now a stock character of

American fiction. 1919 Randolph Enterprise (Elkins, W.
Va.) 21 Nov. i/i When a gold digger starts chasing after

a Scotchman, she gets a good run for her money.

Go'ld-di^gging. (SccGoldI io, and add) also

U.S, slang (cf. *GoLD-DiaGBR 2). Also ppl. a,

X937 Cleveland Press 29 Jan., The charge of gold-digging

is one of the major counts in Browning's case. 1928 Daily
Tel. 18 Sept. 6/5 She feets the consequences of^a 'gold-

digging' mother's love affairs without entirely understand-

ing them. Ibid. 16 OcL 10/7 She will go to his house, and

(in the American phrase) do a little gold-digging—without,
you understand, giving anything in return.

Grolden, a. Add : 1. b. To kill the goose that

lays the golden eggs : see *Goose sb. I d.

2. Golden State. (Earlier example.)
1847 Congress, Rec. 7 May, App. 246/2 From the hills of

the Golden State we will send . . cattle of every breed.

10, Golden Bible, the Book of Mormon

;

Golden Chersonese, the Malay Peninsula (^

XP^^V x^P^^oi'j/tros) ; Golden City U.S.^ San Fran-
cisco.

a 1847 in H. Howe Hist. Collect. Ohio 286 Some months
ago I borrowed the *Golden Bible. 1667 Milton P, L. xi,

392 Down to the *2oIden Chersonese. 1883 Isab. L. Bird
(title) The Golden Chersonese and the way thither.

_ 1871
ScHELE DE Verb Americanisms (1872) 665 San Francisco.,
finds compensation, .in the high-sounding name, *Golden
City, under which it is elsewhere known.

b. golden bell, the genus Forsythia ;
golden-

cup oak = *golden oak (a) ; golden drop, the

genus Onosma, esp. 0. tattricum; golden oak
U,S. (a) the canyon live-oak, Querctis Chrysolepis ;

(5) the false foxglove, Dasystoma virginicum\

golden pert (earlier examples) ;
golden-seal

(earlier examples)
; golden-top U.S. (see quot.

1909) ; golden willow = golden osier.

1901 W. P. Wright Diet. Pract. Card. I, 349/2 Forsy-
thia. (*Golden Bell.) 1897 B. B. Sudworth Arborescent
Flora U.S. 164 Querctis chrysolepis,.. *GQ\dex\-c\xp Oak
(Cal.). 1883 W. Robinson Engl. Fl. Gard. 199/1 Onosma
{^Golden Drop)., O. tauricum .. bears in summer drooping
clusters ofclear yellow, almond-scented blossoms which have
gained for the plant the name of ' Golden Drop '. 1909
Cent. Did, Suppl. s.v. Live-oak, An evergreen oak of the

Pacific coast,.. also called *golden oak, maul oak, and Val-
paraiso oak. 1928 F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial i. a Nine
rows of the golden-oak seats packed with grimly triumphant
humanity. 1784 Cutler in Mem, Amer. Acad. Arts ^ Sci.

(1785) I. 403 Veronica, . . *GoIdenpert. 1821 W. P. C. Bartom
Flora N, Amer. I. 7X Gratiola aurea. Golden pert. 1855
Trans, Mick. Agric, Soc, VI. 179 We have the sarsaparilla,

ginsing, *goldenseal, sweet ciciiy. 1881 McLean C<7/tf Cod
Folks 11. 38 The golden seal . . was served in a diluted state

with milk and sugar and taken as a beverage. 1909 Cent.

Diet. Suppl., *Goldentop, an ornamental grass, Achyrodes
aw««/«,. .introduced from the Mediterranean region into

southern California. 1916 J.
B. Thobukn Hist. Oklahoma

II. 15 The most common wild grass.. is the ordinary bunch
grass, though blucstem, goldentop and other species are by
no means uncommon. 1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 447
The *Golden Willow has been a favorite with me, z86d

[see Willow sK 2 b].

Gold-field. Add examples of attrib. use of the

plural Also Oo'ldflelder, one who works a gold-

field.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 13 Mar. 1/2 Taking guarantees that

the gold-fields government shall respect the rights of natives.

ibia,^-^ Oct. 5/3 The gold-fieldsaspectof the South African

problem. 1903 Ibid. 28 Jan. 9/1 The coast folk have learned

that all the goldfielders were not mere adventurers ready

to despoil them at a moment's notice.

Goldilocks. 2. Delete -^Obs. and add modern
examples.
Z889 M. Wright in A. Lang Blue Fairy Bk. 193 The Story

of Pretty Goldilocks.^ 1930 Observer 25 May 15 But why is

Mr. Max Montesole in Cassio such a quaint goldilocks?

GO'ldingf^. [f* the surname; see quot. 1798.]

A kind of hop. Also golding hop, vine.

J798 W. H. Marshall Rtir. Econ. S, Counties 1. 183 The
'golding • has, of late years, been in high repute. It is a
sub-variety, .of the Canterbury; which was raised by aman
still living (1790) Mr. Golding, of the Mailing quarter of

the district (of Maidstone). 18x0 — Revievj IV, Eng. 378
There are two [varieties of hops]., in more particular esteem,

both withthe planter and merchant ; the Golding Vine . .and

the Mathon White. 1900 C. Salter tr. E. Gross's Hops 39
The Goldings are the best class of English red hops. 1902

Times 5 Sept. 2/5 The golding hops are reported to be de-

veloping slowly.

Goldite (g^u-ldsit). U.S. [(. Gold i + -ite i.

Cf. SiLVKBiTt;.] An advocate of a gold standard.
x886 Congress, Rec. 24 June 6090/2 It does not frighten

me to see Goldites voting to preserve greenbacks, 1896
JVation (N.Y.) LXII. 130/2 It is generally assumed that

there is a ' goldite ' majority in the House. 1896 IVestm.
Gaz, 6 July 3/1 It is probable that the National Committee,
which is controlled by Goldites, will select him. 1904 Ibid.

27 Oct. 2/3 In some States there were only two sets of

electors, these being practically Silverites and Goldites,

Goldless, a. Delete rare and add examples.
X896 W. Raleigh Some A uthors, Sir f. Hartngton (1923)

146 He belongs, by right of kinship, to the 'threadbare,

goldless genealogy of those who indulge themselves with

that most costly dish—speech for its own sake. 1900 The
King 4 Aug. 13s A goldless gold region.

Goldmine. Add : b. fig. A source of abundant

income or profit
x88a * Thormanby ' Famous Racing Men 81 (Farmer)

Mendicant .. was destined to prove a gold mine. x888

Froude Eng, in IV. ItuUes v. 56 The island was a gold mine
to the Attorney-General. 1894 Vermont Agric. Rep. XIV,
loi We have a gold mine in our Morgan stock if we only

continue to breed and develop them.

Goldsmith. Add : 2. (Later example.}

x868 Amer, Naturalist II. 187 Each season has furnished

me many more Dors than Goldsmiths.

3. goldsmith-beetle (earlier examples),

1868 Amer. Naturalist II. 186 Among the Beetles of

North America very few can bear away the palm for beauty

from.. the Goldsmith Beetle. 1877 Rep. Vermont Board

Agric. IV. 158 This.. goldsmith beetle, is not common

enough to do much damage with us.



GOLDSMITHING.

Hence Oo-ldsmtthlnff vbl. si. [tr. It orejuerial,

the art of a goldsmith.

1898 C. R. AsHBEE (.title) The Treatises of Benvenuto

Cellini on Goldsmithing and Sculpture.

Gold-thread. U.S. (See GoldI 10 b.)

1789 Morse Amtr. Gtog. 53 The gold-thread is of the

vine kind, and grons in swamps. 1806, 1830 [see Gold
JO b]. 1836 D. B. Edward Hist. Texas ii. 43 Let us look

at some of the roots and plants below such as..the gold

thread, the devil's.bit [etc.]. 1885 Outing \\i .S.) Nov. 179/1

The rounded leaves and manner of growth reminded us of

the gold-thread we used to find in our youthful rambles.

l8go Harper's Mag. Apr. 709/a There are red and white

clover.. gold-thread, and violets. 190S Springfield Weekly

Republican 19 May 3 In the swamps the goldthread sends

its starry greeting to the stars.

Gold-washer, c. U.S. (Earlier and later

examples.)
1849 T. T. Johnson Sights GoldRegion xvii. 158 We passed

OD our journey many travellers.. all with a gold-washer or

gingling-pan ofsome kind or other. 1889 K. Munroe Golden

Days L 2 On all sides were scattered mining implements,

patent gold washers, force pumps [etc].

Goldy, a. Delete ' Obs. exc. dial., and add

modern examples. Define : Gold-like, resembling

gold in colour and sheen.

a 1861 T. Winthrop "John Brent iii. 33 * I don't think that

quartz looks quite .so goldy as it did at a distance * said he.

X004 R. Bridges Demeter 81 Now maids playfully dance
o^r enamel*d meadows. And with goldy blossom deck fore-

head and bosom, xpao Gai.sworthy Awakening 35 There
were silver threads in her dark goldy hair.

Golf, sb. b. Add : golf-club ( = a society for

playing golf : add examples) ; golf-oroauet,a form

of croquet in which golf strokes are used ; golf-

green = golf-links ; golf-links (examples).

1834 in R. Clark Golf (1B75) 79 note. The Royal and
Ancient "GolfClub of St. Andrews. J890 H. G. Hutchinson
Go^325 The Royal Liverpool GolfClub. i9aoG.W. Deeping
Second Youth xv. To play them at *golf-croquet. 1894 Wtle)
*Golf Greens of England and Wales. 1891 H. G. Hutchin-
son (title) Famous 'Golf Links. 1920 P. G. Wodehouse
VaitTsel in Distress xv. J74 He seemed to spend all his spare

time frolicking with the man on the golf-links.

Hence Oo'lfdom, the realm of golf. Oo'lfist,

Oo*lfite, a golfer, devotee of golf.

X90S IVesttn. Gaz, 21 Mar. 2/3 Tax golfists: What a lot

you'll make By fip.ing them each time they swear 1 _ X902 in

W. W. TuUoch Tom Morris (1907) 290 Tom Morris, King
of Golfdom. X9a€ Contemp. Rev. Nov. 679 Mr. Wodehouse
. .pictures, .type after type of the creatures that have beset

golfdom.

Golgi(g?ld30appara"tus. Cytology. [Named
after the Italian physician Camillo Golgi.'\ Anintra-

cellular organ or structure of unknown function

surrounding the nucleus. Called also Golgi bodies,

elements, granules, network, rods,

Z919 J. B. Gatenby in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. LXIII. 405
The Golgi rods or grains. Hid. 406 The so-called Golgi
apparatus of histologists, known to zoologists as ' Nebenkern

'

batonettes, chondrioplasts, dictyosomes, etc. Jbid. 470 Golgi
granules . . Golgi elements. X9ao L. Doncaster Introd. CytoL
23 The so-called 'internal reticular apparatus' of Golgi,

often known shortly as the Golgi apparatus. Ibid. 24 Golgi
network. Ibid. loi Golgi bodies. 1925 E. B. ^VIl.sON Cell

(ed. 3) 50 In many cases the Golgi * net ' is built up from
originally separate bodies—lamelliform, rod-like, banana-
shaped or the like... These bodies are variously designated
as 'batonettes', 'dictyosomes', or Golgi-bodies. 1924
HoGBEN & WlNTON Cotjijtar, Physiol. 197 In the cytoplasm
are present granular bodies, ofwhich two sorts are commonly
distinguished, namely, the mitochondxia and Golgi rods,

Goliath. Add

:

2. b. The African giant heron, Ardea goliath.

O. A giant frog, /!anagoliatA, found'm S. Cameroon.
1906 W. L. Sclater Birds S. Africa IV. 55 Goliath Heron.

Ibid. 56 The Goliath is found throughout the greater part of
-Africa.

3. A kind of powerful travelling crane. Also
Goliath crane.
1888 LockwooSs Diet. Mech. Engin. s.v., Goliaths, like

travellers, are worked both by hand and by steam power.
X89Z E. Marks Constr. Cranes 107 A Goliath supplied to

the _
Government of New South Wales. Ibid. 108 The

Goliath crane, known also as the Wellington crane. x8o2
F. CoLVER Z,i/?i"«^^ /'r«j/«^^/^z<:A/«^r>' (ed. 2) 164 'Goliath

'

Travellers. X9a8 Daily Express 5 Dec. 13 Floating cranes
and land cranes, goliaths and derricks.

Gollop (gc'lsp), v. dial, and colloq. Also gol-
lup. [? Extended f. Gulp, meant to symbolize the

sound. But cf. ' Gollop, a large morsel ' (Halli-

well).] trans. To swallow greedily or hastily.
x88a Lanes. Gloss. X9a7 in Brit. IVeekly 14 July 326/4

The Ancient Order of Krothblowers. The 1st Qualification
for Membership is that he or she 'should gollop their beer
with a zest ', three gulps to the pint and 14 to the gallon.
T^vj Observer -2 Oct. 24 Old dogs., se'dom chew, like a young
otter, but gollop their bites. X928 P. G. Wodehouse in
Strand Mag. Dec. 532/1 ' Don't gollup your food, Harold ',

said the second burglar. 1928 * Sapper ' Female of the
Species\\, I saw Captain Drummondengaged in the operation,
as he called it, of golluping his beer with zest*.

Golly, int. orig. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1743 l^ive Argum. agst. Tythes (De Vcre) * By Golly,'

says ne, ' he 'as mauled the parsons '.

Gollywog (gC'liwj'g). Also Golliwogg. A
name invented for a black (male) doll, fantastically

dressed, with staring eyes and a shock of fuzzy

black hair. Also shortened Oolly.
1895 Bertha Upton {title) The Adventures of two Dutch

Dolls—fv;(f a 'Golliwogg'. X904 Woman'5 Life ^ Islvy ztj/i

422

One of her hobbies is the collecting of those quaint, but un-
beautiful, dol!s known as Gollywogs. 1925 E. F. Norton
Fight for Everest^ IQ24 104 Every now and then I was
struck afresh with the absurdly * goUywog ' appearance of
the party.

Golomynka (gpl^mi-r)ka). [ ad. Russ. roJiO-

MflHKa.] A small, very oily fish, Comepkoms baikcU-

ensisy found in the depths of Lake Baikal.

1934 Chaittbers^s Jml. Dec. 837/2 The lake [Baikal] con-
tains one of the strangest species of fish yet discovered, the
Golomynka.

Goxn ^ (gf'ni). Ireland. Also gaum. [Cf. Ir.

gavial stupid.] A poor silly fellow.

1834 Lover Leg. Irel. Ser. n. 241 Do you think me sitch

a gom^ all out, as to put me off wid four pence ha'pny.
1837-8 J. Keegan Leg. 4" Poems {t'^'j) 114 'By gor, you
are no gom,' said Biddy. 1894 E. McNulty Mistlur
O^Ryan xiv. 150 But, shure, I cudn't kape quiet an' see him
standin' there purtindin' to be a gaum. 1928 Byrne Destiny
Bay i. §2. 11 Vou big, thick-footed, herring-fed Southern
gom 1

Gomla(h, variant forms of *Gumlah.
-gOiiy suffix* Add : Also with numeral prefixed,

as i6-gon.

^ 1898 tr. H. Sckuherfs Math. Ess, 125 He constructed an
inscribed i6-gon.

Gonad. Add : Hence Oonadlal (gpn?^'dial),

Goxxadic (g^nas-dik) adjs.y relating to the gonads.
Gonade'ctomy [Gr. kKroy.i\ excision, with ending
assimilated to -TOMt], excision of the gonad or

sex-gland.
1902 A. Sedgwick in Encyd. Brit. XXVIII. 138/1 Forma-

tion. .of gonadial sacs. 1914 Geddes & Thomson Sex iv. 88
The gonadial glands of internal secretion. 1925 Crew Anivi,
Genetics 194 The operation of gonadectomy (extirpation of
the sex-gland). Ibid. igS The animals which were merely
castrated failed to develop the secondary gonadic characters
which they would presumably have shown otherwise.

Gond(g(?nd). [Hind. (Skr. ;if^TSg"^i)Wa fleshy

navel, person having this, Gond).]
1. A member of a Dravidian people, many of
them jungle-dwellers, of the Central provinces of
India. Also aitrib.

The native name is koHor,
iSxo MoxoN in G. Smith S, HislopiiBBB) 38 The Gonds.

.

live mostly in the hills and jungles. 1854 S. Hislop Ibid,

167We found the inhabitants to consist ofGonds and Dheds.

185s /bid. 169 The Gond Raja ofDewagad. 1867 W. D.
Whitney Lang, ^ Study Lang. ix. 327 The wild Gondsand
Khonds of the hilly country of Gondwana. 19*4 Black'>v.

Mag. Apr. 545/1 Several Gond women washing clothes. 1925
Ibid. Jan. 64/1 The Gond nowadays is becoming civilised

and Hinduised.

2. = *G0NDI.
1856 R. Caldwell Compar, Gramvt. Dravidian 8 The

GOnd or Goand. Ibid. 9 The people by whom the Gond and
the Ku are spoken.

Gondi (gp'ndi). [Hind., f. prec] The native

(Dravidian) language of the Goads.
The native name is koiydn.

xSss S. HisLOP in G. Smith Z^(i888) 168 Inquired about
the Gondi. 1875 R. Caldweix &r*w«w. Dravidian Langs.
(ed. 2) 513 A translation of the Gospels of Sl Matthew and
St. Mark into Gondi by the Rev. J. Dawson. 1888 G. Smith
S. Hislop iii. 62 Gondi was the tongue of the aborigines in
the uplands.

Gondite (gpTidait). GeoJ, [f, *Gond + -ite1.]

The name given by Fermor to an Indian rock
composed of manganiferous garnet and quartz.

Gondite series^ a series of manganiferous meta-
morphic rocks belonging to the Dharwar system of
the Central Provinces.

1909 L, Leigh Fermor Manganese-Ore Deposits ofIndia
in Mem. Geol. Surrey India XXXVII. 337 The commonest
and most characteristic member of the gondite series, and
consequently the one to which the name gondite has been
given, is one made up of a mixture of manganese-garnet and
quartz. X919 D, N. Wadia Geol. India 53, 66.

Gondola. Add: 3. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1767 Boston Gaz. 21 Sept. (Th.) Wanted, a sett of good

Hands, to toad and tend on a Gundalo.

4. 6^.6*. (Earlier and later examples.)
1871 Schele de Verb Americanisms (1872) 480 Gondola.
..The use of the word for a peculiarly shaped railroad-car

is not unknown in England. 2906 W'estm. Gaz. 31 Dec. 7/3
The Central News New York correspondent says.,When
the driver pulled up a heavy ' gondola , or low goods wagon,
broke loose from the adjacent siding, xgu Titus Timber
iii. 37 Two Indians were loading pulp wood Into a gondola
on the siding.

b. An elongated car attached to the under side of

a dirigible balloon or airship. (G., Du. gondelS)

1914 Evening Nevjs 15 Oct. 1/6 The distance between the
gondola carrying the engines and the body of the airship

has been very much reduced. 19x4 F. T. Jane All Worlds
Air-craft jo. xgtS W. E. Dommett Diet. Aircraft la.

X930 G. G. Jackson World's Aeroplanes 17 Each ship was
given four propellers, .and these were driven by exception-

ally powerful motors, divided between two cars, or gondolas,
as they came to be called... The gondolas resembled the
Italian craft, from which they took their name, in general
design, but they were, of course, much larger.

Gondwana (gfmdwana). Geol, [Skr. gonda-
vana^ i. gomla *GoND + z'flWii forest.] The name
given to a great system of Indian rocks, chiefly

sandstone and shales, of fluviatile origin, classified

into Lower, Middle, and Upper, Also //. short

for Gondwana fortnalion J system, bed, rocky etc.

1879 Medlicott & Blanford Geol, India Introd. p. xxviii,

GOOBER.
The GondwSna beds are distributed in lar^e basins, fhid,
xxxii, The plants of the Lower Gondwanas consist of acro-
gens and gymnogens, X919 D. N, Wadia Geol. India 133
The soil yielded by the weathering of the Upper Gondwanas,
as of nearly all Gondwana rocks, is a sandy shallow soil.

Gondw^analand (g^ndwanalsend). Geol. [f.

Gondwana + Land j^,] The name given by Suess
to a vast continental area of the Mesozoic period,

of which remnants are preserved in the Peninsula
of India, Australia, S. Africa, and S. America.
1896 W. T. Blanford in Rec. Geol. Survey India XXIX.

52 The southern continent, of which India formed part, and
which is widely known by an Indian name, the Gondwina
land ofSuess. X904 Hertha Sollas tr. Suess's FaceofEarth
I. 596 We call this mass Gondwana-Land, after the ancient
Gondwina flora which is common to all its parts. 19x9
D. N. Wadia Geol. India 204 It was in the early Tertiary,
or the end of the Cretaceous, that Gondwanaland, the most
prominent feature of the earth's Mesozoic geography, finally

broke up, and the Peninsula of India acquired its present
restricted form.

Gone, ppl- ct' Add : 3. b. With adj. comple-
ment, as gone-sofl ( « unstrung). (See Go v. 44 a.)

X9»s A. S. M. Hutchinson One Increasing Purpose iii. xv,

Not a fit man . . but a gone-soft and nerve-wracked man.

Goner, slang. (See under Gone ppL a, ; earlier

and later examples.)
X847 Dow, Jr. Patent Serm. I. 32 (Th.) The old year is not

quite a goner. 1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest 4- Sunshine
V. 211 I'd soon give you up as a goner. 190s S. E. White
Blazed Trail xxxvi. 243, I have given notes. When they
come due, I'm a goner. 1904 Omaha Bee 7 July 4 If he
does not win on tlie second ballot he is a goner. 1930 Bbamah
Little Flutter xiii. 153 If it failed he was—if one may be
permitted the word in the excitement of the moment—

a

* goner '.

Gongora (gf*"]gora). [mod.L., named after

Don Antonio Caballero y Gongora, viceroy of New
Granada (Colombia).] A plant or flower of the

genus of tropical American orchids so named.
1871 B. S. Williams Orchid-Grower's Man. (ed. 4) 183

In the earlier days of Orchid culture one often saw fine

specimens of Gongoras, but latterly they seem to have be-

come quite a neglected race. X9X0 C. H. Curtis Orchids
188 The Gongoras have a quaintness that is attractive, but
the species are of little value except as curiosities.

Gonimoblast (g^nim^^blaest). Bot. [f. Gr.

yoyifios productive -i- -blast.] In the Red Algae

(see quot.).

1898 tr. Strasburger's Text-bk. Bot. 337 The fertilised egg
does not become converted directly into an oospore, but, as
a result of fertilisation, numerous branching filaments termed
gonimoblasts grow out from the sides of the ventral portion
of the carpogonlum.

Goniometer. Add

:

2. RadioteJegrapky, Orig. radiogoniometer*. A
direction-finding apparatus (see quots.).
[19x0 .Scz*. Ajner. 15 Oct. 299 The Bellini-Tosi radiogonio-

meter... With this apparatus, .it is possible to determine
within one or two degrees the direction of a wireless station

from which signals are received. X926 S. O. Pearson Diet.

Wireless Terms 62 The two aerials are connected to an in-

strument called a radiogoniometer^ which consists of two
coils fixed mutually at right angles and a third coil rotatable

within the fixed ones.] X9a8 G. E. Sterling Radio Man.
507 A goniometer, or mutual inductance device, to permit
orienting the course in any desired direction without moving
the antennas. X9a9 A. F. Coluns Aviation 225.

Gonna (g^*n3)j dial, (esp. U.S.) or vulgar pro-

nunciation oi going to (see Go v. 47 b).

[Cf. the earlier Sc. ganna, gannnax see Eng. Dial Diet.

S-v. Go^ quots. 1806, etc.]

1913 MuLFORD Coming of Cassidy ix. 149 Yo're gonna get

a good lickin'. 1919 E. W. Springs Above Bright Blue Sky
136, 5684 has a busted cylinder. Gonna put a new motor
in it.

Gonomere (g^n^miaj). Cytology, [f. GOKO-
-f Gr. ^lipos part.] Each of the pronuclei, male
and female, of a fertilized ovum considered as per-

sisting components of the nuclei of the cells which
arise by cleavage. Hence QonomeTic a., pertain-

ing to gonomeres. Gonomery (gfTn^meri), divi-

sion or separate existence of gamete nuclei.

1903 Amer. Naturalist July 503 These nuclear halvM he
\sc. Hacker] designates 'Gonomeres* while the ve.sicles

formed from individual chromosomes (chromosomal vesiclcsj

he calls * Idiomeres '. X920 W. E. Agar Cytol. 78 In the germ-
track , .evidences of gonomery can be found at a much later

stage of development than in the somatic cells. /^/^., In

prophase each gonomere forms its chromosomes separately

from the other. 198$ E. B. Wilson Cell (ed. 3) 433 Oat of

these observations grew the conception of gonomery, i.e.,

that the maternal and paternal chromosomes might remain

in separate groups throughout life, even though inclosed in

a common nuclear membrane. Ibid.^ Gonomeric grouping.

Gony. 2. (Earlier example.)
1839 Knickerbocker Mag. XIII. 3S6 May the 'Goneys'

eat me, if he \sc, the whale] dodges us this time.

Goo (g«). U,S, slang. [Of obscure origin.]

A viscid or sticky substance,

X91X E. Ferber Dawn O'Hara iii._ 5X You mean to tell

me that you woke me., to make me drink that goo?.. Ill bet

it's another egg-nogg.

Goober. U,S, (Earlier examples.)
XS47 Rep. U.S. Covtm, Patents (1S48) 190 The ground pea

of the south, or as it is sometimes called, the gouber or

pindar pea. X871 Schele de Vere Americanisms (1872)

57 The peanuts or earthnuts . . known in North CarolinaaiKi

the adjoining States as Goober peas, so that during tii late

Civil War a conscript from the so-called * piney woods' of

that State was apt to be nick-namcd a Goober. 1884 A..E
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Sweet & J. A. Knox Or: Mexican Mustang tkr. Texas
iii. 45 'Rooter dogs,* sa>-s 1: *wc use them for hunting
tarantulas, and for harvesting goober peas.

b. Goober-grabbier (also simply Goober), a
Georgian or North Carolinan.
1863 BouDRVE Fi/^h A'. V. Cavalry (1868) 339 Conscripts

..from Mississippi state and 'Goobers' from Tar river.

1869 Overland Monthiy III. 129 A Ge6rgian is popularly
known in theSouthasa'Gouber-grabbler*. 1871 [see above].

Good, a, J etc. Add : A, cuij, 1. d. In mod. use
freq. as an intensive with money,
1889 fCausas Times <5- Star 22 May, Mr. Hammerslough

is putting a lot of good money into it.

f. Good theatre', said of a play, situation, dia-
logue, etc. that is effective on the stage.
xgsS Observer ix Mar. 15/a This is an excellent example

of what we mean when we say that a play is 'good
theatre*. 1928 Daily Tel. 15 May 14/5 The play.. is, to
use the modern phrase, "very good theatre *.

g. That's a good 'un : used ironically to charac-
terize a statement that is incredibly mendacious or
absurdly exaggerated. (CC * I like that '.) slang.
1813 Paulding J. Bull * Br, yoruUhan v. 26 Now this

was a good one, for every body knew [etc]. 1869 Punch 30
Jan. 44 Medical-Attendance, Two-an*-Six I Well, that's a
good 'un 1 Why, I attended on 'im. 1914 Ccncise Ox/.
Diet. Addenda s.v^ That's a good 'un (slang), what a he.
1920 C. Sandburg Sj^oIu if Steel ^s That's a good one.

h. In the coUoq. U.S. phrase looks or listens

good « looks or sounds promising.
S911 R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter iii. 43 It looks good

to me, suh. 19x6 H. L. Wilson Somemhere in RedGap vi.

252 That listens good to her till she finds she has to give
fifty-two dollars for the deck first. 1931 R. D. Paine Comr.
Rollbtg Ocean xii. 215 *Thanks, you look good to us *, yelled
Judson.

2. a Also Your {his) good lady, your (his) wife
(see Lady sb. 7), Your good self (or selves), a
commercial form of polite address or reference,
X9a3 Daily Mail 20 Feb. 3 It is more than probable our

next orders will be placed with your good-selves, 1931 Ch.
Times 8 May 569/3 The kindness and consideration shown
by your good self to me.

3. c. Tofeel good : to feel oneself to be in good
spirits or health. (J.S. colloq,

x8S8 Texas Si/tings 15 Sept. (Farmer) The saloons are
going Saturday afternoons, and the men feel pretty good
Before ihcy come abroad. 1904 tf. Y. EzremngPost 23 June
3 The Captain himself said, ' I feel good \ but be did not
look well.

4. d. Goodforyou {him, ^icJ)t: a colloquial ex-
pression of approval of something said or done by
the person addressed or spoken of.

19x4 D._H. Lawrence England, my Eng. lag 'And did
she take it in?' he asked. 'As much as she took anything
else.' He stood grinning fixedlv. Then he broke into a
short laugh. *Good for herV he exclaimed cryptically.
19S5 * DoRNFORD Yates' As Other Men are in 'Good for
you ', she said. * You've put it uncommonly well.*

9. D. Begood, as a jocular exhortation to good
behaviour.
X908 S. £. WuiTSi?txvrvrafl tij. 39 Well, good-bye, bojrs...

Be good 1

13, A good Press, a favourable reception in news-
papers and journals.

1938 Observer aa Jan. 14/6 The new Measure has not,
upon the whole^ such a *good Press' as that which the House
of Commons rejected in December, X9a8 Daily Tel. 14 Feb.
10/3 Mr. Amcry..has had a very good Press wherever he
has gone. 19*8 SuJiday Dispatch 8 July 22/7 A consider-
able time has passed since a Scotch boxer received such a
good Press in the South.

16. b. Goodfor, {c) capable of producing ; valid
for, etc. orig. U,S.
1*73 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xviii. 337 From thirty

to forty tons ofore,,, good for an average profit of a hundred
and fifly dollars per ton. 1901 S. M erwin & H. K. Webster
Calumet K vL 104 * How's it coming; out?' he asked. * Do
we know how much we're good for?' 1903 N. V. Tribune
ao Sept., A 50-cent combinatioQ ticketgood for everyamuse-
ment on the island.

19. freq. in a good way (dial, and U.S. ways), a
considerable distance. Also transf of time.

1351, i66a [see Way j*.^ 81. 1388, i594[WAy*i,> 230]. j8a4
P. HotiiiY Li/eoyMarion {jB4-i) izi Yes,byjing, does he live

a good way up ! x86s O. W. Norton Army Lett, 125 That
day may fa« a good way off but still I do not get homesick
in the least. 1864 T. L. Nichols Forty Yrs. Amer, Life I.

asolt's a good way, and you will be out late.

22. Make good. i. To succeed; to achieve
success; to satisfy expectations; to fulfil a promise
or obligation, orig. U.S.
X90X S. Merwin & H. K. Wbbstek Calumet KW. ao Itll

play the devil with us if we can't make good. S9a6 G, H.
LoRiHKE 7. S^urlocky. 89, I need work and I need it quick.
Give me a show and 111 make good. 1909 H. G. Wells
Tono-Bungay 111. i. 214 They couldn't for a moment *makc
good ' if the qua'ter of what tbcy guarantee was demanded
of them. 1910 W. M. Kaikk B. O'Connor 55 Ail I ask of
you is to make ^ood. 1914 Gertrude Atherton Perch of
Devil \. 58 Ability and talent make good as always. 19x7
Daily Tel. 7 Mar. a The board consider that the company
will DOW make good.

j. Poker. (See quots.)
x88s Poker; how to play it 8 When all who wish to play

have gone in, the person puttine up the ante . . can play like
the otncrs who have gone in, by ' making good *,—that is

patting up in addition to the ante as much more as will make
nim equal in stake to the rest. 1805 * Templar ' PokerManual
4 If be determines to play on, he ' makes good ', as the ex-
pressioD It ; that is, he adds to his ante as much as will make
his total stake equal to that of each of the other players.
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1904 R. F. FoSTEB Pract. Poker 233 Make Gooii—Adding
enough to the blind or straddle to make it equal to the ante.
1929 Arnold & Johnston Poker 150 Make good. To add
sufficient to an ante or bet to meet a raise.

B. adv. a. Well, properly. Now U.S.
1834 Crockett iV^rr. Life xii. 86, L.shot him[ic. abear]

the third time, which killed him good. 1838 Caroline
GiLMAN Recoil. Southern Matron 32 We will behave. We
will behave good. 1840 Southern Lit. MessengerSl. 386/1
She used to tap her with it on the hands, when she behaved
bad, or did not .say her lesson good. X859 Bartlhtt Diet.
Amer. (ed. 2) s.v., English travellers have repeatedly noticed
the adverbial use of this word. ' He cannot read good.' ' It
does not shoot good.' 1865 in Morison jVir/. £/..?. (1927) II.
318 Columbia !—pretty much all burned; and burned good.
1885 W. L. Alden Adv. Jimmy Brown 90 The bee. .lit on
i era's hand and stung him good. 1901 S. E. White
Westerners xv. 113 He'd have trimmed th' little cuss good.
1904 Harben Georgians 119, I stayed all day an' looked
about good before I traded.

d. Good ami, as an intensive. C/.S. coUoq.
(1834 C A. Davis Lett. J. Dawning 6 Don't forgit my

face, and the Gineral's face ; and let the likenesses be good
and natural.] 1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 18 Mar., The
shamrock doubtless will be wet often, and the tyrannical
lion's tail twisted good and plenty. 1896 G. AoE Artie
acvL 146, I was good and sore. 1901 S. Merwin & H. K.
Webster Calm/iet K i. 14 We got the letter the same day
the red-headed man came here. His hair was good and red.
19J1 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean iv. 57 I'll roll out
there when I get good and ready. 1926 Publishers' Weekly
15 May 1593 That made me good and provoked.

C. sb. 8. O. goods guard, lift, set, yard.
190a Daily Chron. s Feb. 3/4 Every shunter, and . . every
goods guard. 1909 /*'«<;«. Cai. 3 Apr.2/1 Goods guards,

platelayers, and signalmen. Ibid, i Apr. 8/3 He got into
the "goods lift with some fifteen other men. 1927 W. E.
CoLLiNSoN Contemporary Engl. 8 *Goods sets i. c. a set of
goods trucks. 1901 Westnt. Gaz. 20 Jan. 8/^ The dreary
*goods.yard which does duty for the entrainmg station of
war-bound troops. 1904 Ibid. 27 Feb. 8/2 It must be recog-
nised..that the streets are too valuable and too expensive
to be used by private persons as their goods-yards.
D. Comb. 1. a. good-class.

1901 Daily Chron. 2 Sept. 8/2 Good-class rudd have also
been secured in this river. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 13 Jan- 12/2A club. .which has a number of good-class players. 1925
E. F. Norton Fight/or Everest, IQ24 39 He must be a
good-class man of some intelligence.

b. good-intentioned, -Tnannered.
Some of these combinations have parallel forms with wr//:

e.g. ivell<onditioned. -inteittioned, .mannered.
"90s H. G. Wells Kifps II. i. 165 That sinister passion for

pedagogy to which the *Good-Intentioaed are so fatally
liable. 1907 Daily Chron. 6 Mar. 3/2 It is all very nice and
scntimentar, and good intentioned. 1906 Afacm. Mag. July
695 The librarian, a functionary whom he dcsirctf good-
looking, good-natured, ''good-mannered,and ready of speech,

O. good-going (suggested by easy-going), -living,
-selling.

1927 J. Adams Errors in Schoolul. 69 Ifwe find that three
metals that we have tested all expand when heated, we
jump to the easy-going conclusion that all metals expand
when heated—which is a *good-goine error. 1903 IVestm,
Gas. 2 Nov. 9/2 The city had a population of ten thousand,
all "good-living people. 1909 /bid. i Mar. 1/3 A most re.
spectable and good-living man. 1908 Daily Chron. 10 Jan.
3/3 Ordinarily • Edwin Drood ' is one of the least '"good-
selling ' novels of Charles Dickens.

3. good-enough (earlier Sc. and U.S. qnots.).

"S70 .R- Bannatvnk Mem. 33 This was a guid aneuch
obligatioune that the castle snuld be thair ^iend. z6z8
Haddington Corr. 135 Your lordships memorie is good
aneuche. li^jSlirlingChart. ^ Corr. 485 The daik[=dyke)
is in good aniogh order. 1856 Congress. Globe 53 You will
have victims who can answer as * good enough Morgans ' at
least until after the election. [See Bartlett Did. Amer.,
x86o, S.V, Morgan.]

Goo=d-loo'ker. Chiefly U.S. [Of. Good-look-
INO a.. Good looks.] One who has good looks.
1894 Harper's Mag. Mar. 498 She's a good-looker.,

although they say she s gone offa little lately. 1901 Wister
Virginian ii. 26 'She's a good-looker ' Hm ! Yes, the kind
of good looks I'd sooner see in another man's wife than mine.
1920 Blackw. Mag. June 7S6/2 He was a * goodlooker ',

tall, blond, gentle-s^ken. 1928 Daily Tel. 20 May 14/2
Felstead [a horse] . . is quite a good looker and is Mrcll bred.
1929 Pett Kidce Affect. Regards, OhSotitude 121 There's
a l:uly coming along...A good looker, if ever there was one.

Ooodnvan. Add : 6. [After Sp. hombre buttto.\

An arbitrator. U.S.
1836 D. B. Edward Hist. 7V.r<ijvii. i6r They shall adopt

for a definite resolution the opinion most favorable to the
defendant between the Alcaldes and the good.maa of the
plaintiff.

Goods (gudz), sb. fl. Chiefly or orig. U.S.
colloa. [See Goonsb. 8.]

1. Phr. a. To deliver the goods : to supply the
objects contracted for; hence, to perform the con-
tract tindertaken ; to do what one has undertaken
to do ; to supply what has been promised or is

expected ; hence, to come up to requirements or
expectations.

[1781 BURGOYNE Ld. Manor III. iii. Sir John. Hussy 1

how came you by all that money ? Peggy. Perfectly honestly—
1_
sold my mistress and myself for it— it is not necessary to

deliver the goods, for his honour is provided with a mistress.]
1879 Congreis. Kec. 4 Apr. 236/1 There are men in the North
who walk around., saying; 'See me,.. I will take you to
victory.' They cannot deliver the goods. 1880 /£/</. 25 May
3758/1, * I will pledge every vole on our side of the chamber

'

..* You cannot deliver the goods'. loot S. Merwin& H. K.
Webster Calumet K xi. 198, I told him that.. when we
paid blackmail it would be to some fellow who'd deliver the
goods. 1904 F. LYNDEC;r«/i'^r*viii.i20 Ofthe three justices,

GOOGLE.
one of them was elected on our ticket; another is a personal
friend of Judge MacFartane. The goods will be delivered.
1909 London Mag. XXII. 631/2 The New Force Man had
delivered the goods as per promise, icjog H. G. Wells War
in Air iv, § 5 As yet he was only iti the beginning of the
adventure. He had still to deliver the goods and draw the
cash.^ 1911 R. W. Chambers Common Law ii. ^5 'She
certainly is a looker *, nodded Annan. * She can deliver the
cultivated goods, too.' 1919 Economist 12 July 44/1 To
win a few votes at an election a Cabinet Minister declares it

to be the policyof the Government to nationalise the railways.
He is duly elected, and those who are in favour of national-
isation ask him and his colleagues to deliver the goods. 19x2
Dk. Devonshire in Parlt. Deb., Ho. Lords 4 Dec. LI I. 233,
I am convinced that the Irish Government intend . .to deliver
the goods. .in the true spirit of the Act. 1923 Sik J. Simon
in Parlt. Deb., Ho. Comiti. 16 July CLXVI. 1903 When one
is asked to draw up a balance-sheet and to see whether the
existing system can 'deliver the goods '.

b. The goods \ what is supplied or provided;
what is expected or required (for a purpose ex-
pressed or implied) ; the real thing ; the genuine
article.

i8ia Norfolk (Va.) Herald 39 May 314 Federalists call the
troops now raising ' a standing army , They are mistaken
in the goods.

_
i88x A. A. Hayes Neiv Colorado vii. 103

vVhen the mariner heard an expert, who was chipping away
at the^ wajl with a little hammer, remark, ' 'I'hai's good
goods *, this^ purist stopped both ears. 1904 Cosmopolitan
May 132 ' rii agree to make it 25 [dollars] at the end of 60
days if you are the goods', said the editor. « 1910 'O.
Henry Rolling Stones 240 Take it from me—he's got the
goods. X912 Mathewson Pitching in a Pinch ii. 33 Now
O* loole is ail right if he has the pitching goods. 19x8 E. M.
Roberts Flying^ Fighter 35 Some of the road pickets would
want to see our identification papers as dispatch riders, and
being unable to produce the goods we were often turned
back. X919 T. K. Holmes Man fr. Tall Timber xvL 196
Believe me I this Gypsy is all the goods and then some,
2. The goods : the stolen articles found on the

person of a thief; unmistakable evidence or proof
positive of guilt; chiefly in phr., e.g. to catch with
the goods,
X9H N, Y. Even, Post 15 June (Th.) • We've got you. .now,

and you're going to yield the stolen goods.* The goods in
question were the office of Commissioner of Jurors [etc.].

1919 Detective Story Mag. XXVIII. Nov. 50 Detective
Craddock had informed Thubway Tham that, sooner or
later, he was going to 'catch him with the goods'. X921
R- D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean xiv. 245 You have caught
me with the goods, Wymau. It was my way of getting
a slant on you.

b. To have or havegot the goods on : to have the
advantage of or superiority over ; to have knowledge
or information giving one a hold over (another).
1923 ' B. M. Bower ' Parowan Bonanza xxiii. 270 Bill

had a happy half-hour, thinking that he had ' got the goods
*

on Rayfield and Emmett. X9a4 W, M. Raine Troubled
Waters xxii. 333 They had the goods on us. We were
going to hang—every one of us. 1928 Observer 15 July 18/2
'Well, the Old Country sure has the goods on everyone
else '} said one of them \,sc, Canadian teachers].

Goody, sb^ 2. U,S, (Later examples.)
1893 WT K. Post Har^'ard Stories 79 There are many

individuals that make up the university population of Cam.
bridge—unofficial members. There are the.. goodies. 1902

J. CoRBiN American at Oxford 13 The scout is in effect

a porter, * goody', and eating-club waiter rolled into one.

Goody (gu'di), int. U.S. [f. Good fl. + -Y6,
Cf. LoRDY /«/.] A childish exclamation denoting
delight or satisfaction.

X853 B. F. Tavlor Jan. * June (1871) X35 Port's tongue
[being] busy the while with, .'may 1 go? and ' goody [

goody 1
* to a provisional affirmative. i%o Harper s Mag.

Mar. 608/1 You're coming home with us?. .Yes? Oh, goody 1

You'll come? 1898 P. L. Ford Hon. Peter Stirling 244
' That makes five ', said Peter. ' Oh, goody I ' said Leonorc,
* I mean ', she saidj correcting herself, ' that that is very kind
of you '.

Goodyera (gudyl^Ta, gu-dysra). [mod.L,,
named after the botanist John GoodyerA A plant
or flower of the genus of small terrestrial orchids so
named.
[i8ax S. F. Gray Nat. Arr. 5nV. P/ow/* II. ao3 Creeping

goodyer.) 1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants (1839) 754. 1868
B. S. Williams Orchid-Grower's Man. (ed. 3) 142 The dark
foliage of the Goodyeras. 1021 Glasgow Herald 16 July 4
That interesting little orchid called goodyera.

Gooey, a, U.S. slang, [f. *Goo sb. -h -ey =
-T 1.] Of a viscid or sticky nature.
1923 H. L. Foster Beachcomber in Orient 1. 9 She.. ex-

tracted a gooey substance from a tube of tinfoU and smeared
it with a stick upon the bowls.

Goof (g«0- J^'f'"^- [app, a use of dial, goof,
GoFP 2.] A silly, stupid, or *daft * person. Hence
Ooo-ftrd., stupid, silly.

1923 P. G. WoDEHousE tnimit. Jeeves xvii. 333 He was
lying back in an arm-chair with his mouth open and a sort
of goofy expression in his eyes, 1925 C. R. Cooper Lions
'« Tigers iv. 99 The most idiotic, dunce-like goof that ever
struggled about on four legs. X928 Daily Express 26 Sept.

1 3, * I have gone completely goofy over Mr, Robey,* . . writes
one Montreal critic. X930 Ian Hay & S. King-Hall Middle
Watch xviii, Have you stopped to think what is happening
to that poor old goof in the day-cabin, right now? X93X
Observer 11 Oct. 15 The 'sap 'gone 'goofy .

Google (g«*g'0> ^' Cricket. [Back-formation

from »GooGLT.] intr. Of the ball : To have a
' googly * break and swerve. Of the bowler : To
bowl a googly or googlies. Hence Qoo'gler, a

googly bowler.
X907 Badminton Mag. Sept, 289 The googlies that do not
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google. X909 Westm, Cox. 5 July 7/4 Mr. Lockhart, having
googled * to no purpose from the * nursery ' end. 1923 Daily
Afatigjalyii In R. H. Bettington they have a googler

who might triumph over the best of wickets. i9«8 Daify TtL
la June 19/2 Constantine. .was out to a semi-yorker, which
also 'googled '. 1930 Ibid. 25 Apr. 8/5 Grimmett,,can spin

the ball and google it.

Googly (g«*gli)» -f^' Cricket, Also googlie.

[?] A ball which breaks from the off, Ihongh

bowled with apparent leg-break action.

X904 P. F. Warner Ho^vwe recoveredAshes 106 Bosanquet
..can bowl as badly as anyone in the world, but, when he
gets a length, those slow *googUes ', as the Australian papers

call them, are apt to paralyse the greatest players. 1909
P. A. Vaile in Westm. Gaz. 17 Sept. 14/2 The 'googly'

b merely the American service at lawn-tennis introduced

into cricket. 1934 N. Cardus Days in the Sun 48 Hirst
cultivated the swerve and Bosanquet the * googly '.

b. cUtrib, or as adj.^ esp. in googly bowler^

bowling,
X909 Westm. Gnz, 12 June 16/1 The discovery of so capable

a * googlie' bowler as Mr. Lockhart. Ibid. 17 Sept, 14/3
One 'googly '-man does not necessarily win Tests, 1911

P. F. Warner Bk. Cricket iii. 62 Mr. Bosanquet has beea
called the 'Googlie King', xgsz A. W, Myers Twenty
Years Lawn Tennis 9 Fifteen years ago, Brookes mainly
employed a 'googly' service. Z9a4 N. Cardus Days in
the Sun 80 Tyldesley . . was also one of the first batsmen to
master the new 'googly * bowling.

Googly (g«-gli). a. Also -ey. [Cf. next.]

1. Ofeyes: Staring without expression. Hence
Goo*gly-eyed a,

io»6 Spectator 21 Aug. 287/2 A golliwog hugging in its

hicfeous embrace a googley-eyed Dutch doll. 1927 Daily
Mirror 10 Dec. j6/i Others with movable googly eyes in

a hand-painted face. 1998 Daily Express 20 June 13/6
Strange, googly-eyed goldfish.

2. Disposed to love-makinp-, 'spoony*.
19J9 G. W. Deeping Roper's Koiv x. § 3 She ascribed

Mr. George's googly, amorous interest to fatherliness.

Goo-goo (g«*gw), a. slang. Of the eyes or

glances : Amorous, * spoony ', Also sb,, an amor-
ous glance, a * glad eye '.

1906 N. MuNFO Da/t Days ix, They made goo-goo-eyes
at me when I said the least thing. 1906 IVesim, Gaz. 22 Sept.

5/2, 1 don't go round making goo-goo eyes for roses, anyway.
1934 C. Hamilton Prisoners o/"Hope loi The women.. fling

a goo-goo at the band.

Cr00p(g«p). slang. [Cf. *GooF.] A stupid or

fatuous person. Hence Ooo'py a., fatuous, esp,

fatuously amorous or * spoony *,

I1900 G. Burgess {title) Goops, and how to be them,
llanual of Manners for Polite Infants, inculcating many
Juvenile Virtues, both by Precept and Example.] 1918
Story-Teller Feb. 695/2 You rabbit- faced goop I 1925 N,
Venner Impeifect hnpostorx^ Go on, it'sabargain. I'll be
the poor goop of this piece. 19*6 Chambers's JrnL Dec,
770/1 The baggage always affects strangers like that...

Makes 'em frightfully goopy till they discover her for the
Cockatrice she is. 1929 ' A. Berkeley * Wychford Foisoning
Case XX, 250 Oh, ass, dolt, fool, goop and mutt/

Goose, sb. Add : 1. d. {A)gone goose (see Gone
ppLa, i). U.S,

1830 Massachusetts SPy 7 July (Th.) Vou are a gone goose,
friend. 1834 C. A. Davis Lett, y. Downing 26 You must
get 'em afore the governor makes his appjntments, or it *11 be
gone goose with us. 1843 Haliburton Sam Slick in Eug.
xvii. II. 29 You must be up and doin*, Sam, or it's gone
goose with you.

ib) To kill the goose that laid or lays the golden

^gg^ • to destroy a source of one*s wealth by one's

own heedless action ; to sacrifice future advantage
to the greed of the moment. [From the .^sopic
fable of the woman who killed for food her goose
that laid egj^s of gold ; Gr. xV XP^^^'^^'^^^-\
1887 W. E. Norris Major ^ Minor v. If Brian had only

known how immensely he had risen in her respect by the not
very extraordinary display of talent and ability which he had
just made, be would doubtless have hastened to kill the goose
that laid the golden eggs by playing classical compositions
till he wearied her. 1913 J. H. Longforu Evol. Nenv yapan
vii. 88 The Japanese farmer had killed the geese that laid
the golden eggs \viz. by exporting his silkworm eggs to
Europe instead of producing silk himself]. 1916 Gals-
worthy Five Tales, A Stoic (1927) 77 You're getting a
thousand a year out ofmy fees. M istake to kill the goose that
lays the golden eggs. I'll make it twelve hundred. 19SZT. R.
St.-Johnston Islanders 0/ Paci/ic 295 Even an insouciant
native hesitates to kill the goose that fays his ' golden eggs *,

for the tapping of the crown is generally fatal to the palm-
tree.

7. a, goose-breast.

\Zgx W. Morris in Mackail Li/e (1899) 11. s6r Goose-
breast colour. 1904 Daily Chron, 19 Mar. 8/5 Smoked
goose-breasts.

8. goose-shot (later U.S. examples); goose-
trap, also U,S.^ a swindle; goose-yoke U,S.^ a
yoke to hamper the movements cf a goose.
X761 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll, XLVIII. 96 To be sold by

George Dcblois. .bird, pigeon, duck, and *goose shot. X789
Amer. Museum V. 580 A major.. received a wound in the
cheek with a goose shot. 1799 Aurora (Philad.) 31 Jan.
(Tb.) The gulls and *goose-traps that have been sported for
Some time past all come from the shop in which the Washing-
ton Lottery wheels remain undrawn, and where a new goose-
trap, the Amuskeag canal, was some time since hammered
out. 1843 Caroune M. Kirkland Forest Life I. 120 A
variety store, offering for sale every possible article of mer-
chandize, from lace gloves to *goosc-yokes, ox-chains [etc.].

1863 * E. KiRKE ' My Southern Frientis iii. 48 One half of it

(jc. the building] was sparsely occupied with.. fishhooks,
log chains, _goose yokes, etc. 1879 B. F. Taylor Sutnmer-
Savcry xvii. 138 And you find it, the variety store of a
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hundred years ago, where needles and crowbars, goose yokes
and finger-rings, liquorice-stick and leather are to be had for

cash or 'dicker'. 1896 J. C. Harris Sister yane ^/^ Go
show your grandmother how to make a goose-yoke.

Gooseberry. 4. Add : Also applied jocu-

larly to inferior or spurious brands of champagne.
iSsiLamb EliaScr. i. A II Fools' Day, Fill us a cup of that

sparkling gooseberry—we will drink no wise, melancholic
port on this day. 1850 Thackeray Pendcnnis iv, Pen could
not but respect Foker's connoisseurship as he pronounced
the champagne to be condemned gooseberry. 1893 K.
Deighton Lamb's Ess. Elia 130 Whether used literally of
gooseberry wine, or of champagne, inferior brands of which
wine are often spoken of contemptuously as 'gooseberry'
[etc.].

7. a. gooseberry-tart (earlier U.S. example).
1785 A. Elucott in Li/e ^ Lett. (1908)44 Our waiters are

now preparing some Goose-Berry Tart.

G00'Se-£^l. [After G. gansemagd.'] A girl

employed to tend geese.
i8a6 German Popular Stories 11. i The Goose-girl. 1906

Westm. Gaz. 28 July 12/^ Mr. Randal Charlton has written
a fairy-tale, and his herome is called Mave. Qf course she
ought to be a Princess, but she is rather of the goose-girl
type. Ibid. 24 Nov. 7/1 Like all Bohemian geese-girls, she
carried a long branch, which served as a wand to drive her
fiock home.

GoOSegfO^ (gy'zgpg). A widespread local form
iox gooseberry. (Cf. ^x'sX. goose-gob, -bob.)

1823 Moor Suffolk Words, Gusegog^ a gooseberry—also
gew-gog, a i8«5 Forby Voc. E. A nglia, Goose-gog^ a goose-
berry; particularly when ripe. 1863 Mrs. H.Wood William
Allair'w, Green goosegogs. 1916 E. V. Lucas Verjnilion
Box xcix, Gertie's growing goosegogs for the Ghurkas.

GoO'Se-necked, a. Shaped like the neck of
a goose.
xgio Westm. Gaz, 22 Apr. 6/3 Goose-necked and other

daffodils.

GoO'Se-ste^pper. One who practises the

goose-step (used contemptuously ofsupposed dupes
of militarism).
i9a3 H. I* Menckf-m Prejudices Ser. iii. 10 The most

timorous, sniveling, poltroonish, ignominious mob of serfs
and goose-steppers ever gathered under one flag. Ibid, 49
The first made them almost incapable of soldierly thought
and conduct; the second converted them into cringing
goose -ste lepers. 1928 Daily Express 15 Oct. 9 An old
topical print showing *Big Willie* and 'Little Willie' in-
specting a parade of goosesteppers.

Goo'Se-walk. Draughts. (See quots.)
189s J. Lees Guide to Draughts 60 {Single Corner) 27-24

here loses, and forms what is known as the 'Old Farmer ', or
the * Goose Walk '. 1929 Encycl. Brit. VII. 621/1 The trap
which White falls into in the above game when playing 27-24
at the i2th move is of very common occurrence, and is

known by the quaint designation of the * Goose Walk ',

Gopher, sb?- Add : 1. b. A native or inhabi-

tant of Arkansas or Minnesota.
184^ in C Cist Cincinnati Misc, a^oThe inhabitants of.

.

Arkansas [are called] Gophers. 1873 J. H. Beadle Un-
devel. West xxxiii. 706 In May, 1850, I first became a
* gopher ',—practical Western title of the Minnesotians.

3. b. A native or inhabitant of Florida.
1869 Overland Monthly IIL 129 On account of the great

number of gophers in that State,. .a Floridian is called a
* Gopher.'

4. (Earlier examples.)
1837 J. L. Williams Territory ef Florida 68 The Bull

Snake.. is sometimes called the Gopher snake. 1853 Baird
& GiRARD Catal. N, Amer, Reptiles 1. 165 Gopher Snake
{Georgia Couperi).

6. gopher-burrow ; goplier man U,S. slang (see

quot.) ; Gopher State, Minnesota,
1850 L. H. Garrard Wah-To-Yah x. (1927) 138 The

animals, .stumbled more than once in the numerous *gopher
burrows. 1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy iv. 42 Officer's horse
suddenly struck a Gopher burrow with his front feet, 1936

J. Black You Can't Win ii. 12 Famous '*gophermen' who
tunneled under banks like gophers and carried away their
plunder after months of dangerous endeavor.

Gopura (g^i'pura). India, Also -am, [Skr,

goptira city gate, f. go eye \-pura city.] The great
pyramidal tower over the entrance-gate to the pre-

cinct of a temple (in S. India),
1862 C. R. Markham Peru^ India 468 Thegopurams or

towers of the great pagoda. 1895 R. W. Frazer Silent
Gods, Tailless Tiger (1896) 24 The iron-studded massive
gate beneath the many storied gopura.

Gor-amity (g^amai'ti), also garamity, negro
perversion of God almighty,
1834 West India Sketch Bk. II. 16 Da kow no hab no

tail, Gor-a-mity brush fry [= if a cow has no tail, God Al-
mighty brushes the flies]. 1835 Tough Yams, DaddyDavy,
The Negro 158 Gor Amighty send rain,—Gor Amighty send
sun : but Gor Amighty send poor nigger too. 1837 United
Service yrnl. June 209 Goramity, whar for dem nigger
makee me wait? Ibid, sii Tank Garamity,. .me hab de
felicity to find my massa. 1891 Strand Alag. Oct, 77/1 I'm
the gorramighty of the Biddy McDougal.
Goramy, variant of *Gourami.
Gorbli'my. Also Gaw-, -blimey, -blime.

Vulgar corruption of God blind me ! (CC *Bumt.)
See also quots. 1919, 1925.
1896 A. Morrison Child of yago I, 16 Gawblimy, not

what? X909 Ware Passing Engl., Gorblimy (about 1875).
A gutter phrase. 1918' W. J, Locke Rough Road v. 51
*GorblimeI' said Chipmunk, ' that's the first I 'card of it.'

X919 War Terms in Athenaeum 8 Aug. 729/1 * Gor-blimey,'
a soft service cap. igaj Fhaser & Gibbons Sold, ^ Sailor
Words, Gorblitney... An exclamation or adjective ofempha-
sis. A *Gorhlimey ' was the common colloquial term for an
unwired, floppy, field-service cap worn by a certain type of
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subaltern in defiance of the Dress Regulations. Lines from
a song, popular before the War, ran :

—
' He wears Gorblimey

trousers An a little Gorblimey 'at.'

Gorbnsclia (gpubwja). Also gorbusa, gar-
busche. [ad. Russ. ropT,^a, f. ropLt liump,
humpback.] The humpback salmon.
1801 Fur, Fin f( Feather Mar. 151 The salmon most plen-

tiful in the Alaska waters is known as the humpback or
garbusche.

Goree, gori (gfr?"*). Also gore, [Chinyanja
goli,^ A forked stick used by the Arabs to fasten

slaves together by their necks. Also gori-stick.
1891 Life <5- Work May [4] This boy.. worked in a gore-

stick for two years. 1899 Werner Captain Locusts 243 Uledi
and certain men came down.. from the Unango country,
bringing with them people tied in gori-sticks, 1911 W, P.
LiviNGSTONR Laws of LivingstOftia III. ix. 2t^ 'J he slaves

. . fastened with chains or the gori stick. 1925 Blackw. Mag.
Aug. 276/2 The young ones already had their necks in the
goree.

Gorge, V. Add : 6. intr. To become fixed so
as to form an obstruction. U.S.
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xxxiv. 738 The ice..

gorged against a bluff bank in a short bend of the strsami
and dammed the water,

Gorgonzola (gpigf?nzJu*la), A kind of ewe-
milk cheese made at Gorgonzola, a village near
Milan, Italy. It is rich and string, with red and
green mould, and apt to be * lively * with mites.
Gorgonzola Hall, a jocular name for the London Stock

Exchange, from the fancied resemblance of its interior
marble walls to Gorgonzola cheese. (1887 in Farmer.)
1885 Times 8 Oct. 6/6 Specimens of Gorgonzola, Roquefort,

Gruyere, Parmesan, Edam, and Gouda cheese. 1896 Long
& Benson Cheese 49 The Gorgonzola process. 1910 Practi-
tioner Feb. 2n It has become quite an easy matter to make
Gorgonzola, Camcmbert, Pont I'^veque, Gruyere, anything
youlike, in Nottinghamshire.

Gori : see *Goiiee,

Gorilline (g^ri'bin), a. [f. GoRlLtA + -INE 1.]

Resembling the gorilla, esp, in the skull and face.

1935 A. Keith Antiq. Man (ed, 2) XL 386 Rhodesian
man. .is far more primitive—more ape-like, more gorilline—
than any of modern man's variants, living or extinct.

Gorm (g^im), V. vulgar or dial. Also gawin.
A vulgar substitute for * (God) damn'.
1850 Dickens Dav. Copp. xxi, Gorm the t'other one.

tSS^ Punch 19 May 230/2 I'm gormed if there was more than
six ofone and half-a-dozen of the other. X905 E. Phillpotts
Secret Woman i. iv. An' coming for to count em., be gormed
if I didn't find but three I ^ 1910 J. Farnol Broad Highway
II. xviii, 1*11 be gormed if it ain't a'most onnat'ral I

Gonuy, variant of Gaumy a.

In quots. of painting = coarsely executed, dauby.
1907 W. De Morgan Alicefor-Skort xxxii. 331 'What's

his work like though, reely?' ' Footy stuff. Gormy colour.
Nodrawin' !

* 1919— OldMadhouse 306, 1 wishshe wouldn't
trot out hergormy daubsand ask my honest opinion of them.

Go'-round. U.S. [Go v. 88.]

1, A merry-go-round. Also attrib.

x886 Harper's Mag, July 172/2 The rink and the go-round
opposite the hotel were in full tilt. Ibid. 174/1 The rink
band opposite.. grinding out its go-round music
2« A round of beating,

1898 E. N. Westcott David Hanim 13, I had to give
him one more go-round.. an' after that I didn't have no
more trouble with him.

Gorp, var. Gaup, gawp v. intr., to gape. dial.

19*8 D. H. Lawrence Rainbow v. 123 The Uttle crowd
at the gate gorpsand stretches.

Gorsedd (gp'JseS). [W., = throne, tribunal,

session.] A meeting of Welsh bards and druids

;

esp. the assembly which meets each day as a pre-
liminary to the eisteddfod.

1794 E. Jones Welsh Bards (ed. 2) 60 Note 10 Likewise,
we held a Gorsedd, Tribunal-meeting, or Supreme Congress
of the Bards of the Isle of Britain, according to the ancient
form of a Druidical Assembly. 1876 Programme Wrexham
Eisteddvod 6 The Gorsedd will be held every morning, .at

9 o'clock, ill a field in Grosvenor Road. 19J7 Daily Ex-
press 27 June 1 1/7 This circle had already met at a Gorsedd
111 Thors Cave, Staffordshire. X9a8 Observer 15 July 11/3
The early morning sessions of the Gorsedd, with the bards
in their multi-coloured robes.

Gosain (g^usai'n). India. Also (formerly)

gosaing, gosine, gossein, [Hindi, etc. gosain

(Skr, gosvdmin ' lord of cows*, f.^^ Cow sb,^)."] A
Hindu who professes a life of religious mendicancy.
1774 G. Bogle in C. R. Markham Tibet (1876) 124 The

Gosains, the trading pilgrims of India, resort hither in great
numbers, 1793 W. Hodges Traz: 112 A Gosine, or Hindoo
Religious. 18x3 JAS. Forbes <:JrrV«/.^^w. II. 9 This village
belongs exclusively to the Gosaings, or Senassees, a caste
of religious Hindoo mendicants. i8a6 [Hockley] Pandu-
rang Hari 1. 97 About five miles from the ciiy I reached
the nut of a Gossein. Note, A religious mendicant. 1983
igth Century Jan. 107 A certain ^<7jfii« or Hindu devotee.

GosclieilS (g^"'j3nz), sb.pl. Hist. A colloquial

name for consols after their conversion from 3 to

2f per cent by G. J. Goschen (chancellor of the

exchequer) in 1888 (ultimately to 2J).
1889 Man of the World 29 June (Farmer) The nickname

Goschens is going out of fashion. The new -zX stock is now
called by the old name. 1891 Punch 4 Apr. i6!/'i Securities

yielding a larger return than sf Goschens. 1903 Westm.
Gaz. 15 Aug. 7/1 For various reasons, chief of wliich is the

multitude of better-paying investments, the public arc not
buying Goschens.

Gospel, sb. Add : 8. a. gospel ministry.
i7ai ymls.Ho. Repr.Mass. III. 187 The first settled and.

Ordained Minister .. that Shall Live and Dye in the Work
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of a Gospel Ministry. 1831 Peck Guide for Emigrants

ass The object is, 'to etiucate pious, indigent young men
for the gospel ministry ',

0. g03pel-shaxp, a Western U.S. term for a

Christian minister of religion.

187a • Mark Twain ' Innoc. at Hmne \\. (1882) 268 ' What
we want is a gospel-sharp. See ?

'
' A what ?

'
' Gospel-sharp.

Parson.'

OOSS (gfs)* The name of \V. H. Goss^ of Stoke-

on-Trent, used to designate a kind of crest china

invented by him,
X906 Daily Chron. 31 Aug. 1/7 The Goss china and

porcelain. 1926 M. Leinster Dnu on Leaf ii. iii. 176 The
^ngUng piano, the goss china, the gummed shells.

Gotcll. b. Comb. Add : goUh-eared ndj.

1905 Clara Driscoll Girl ofLa Ghria iii. 21 The mave-
t7>«rr.. usually rode a gotch-carcd Mexican pony. 1910
• O. Henry ' Strictly Business ix. 97 You are a concentrated,

effete, unconditional, short-sleeved, gotch-earcd Miss Sally

Walker.

Goth. Add : 2. b. = GoTHiciST.
{c iSia in W. Thornbury Haunted London fi88o) App. 465

TTie Modern Goth. J 1849 Allies 7r»:/, in France 142 The
cathedral [of Milan] itself, .is quite indefensible in the eyes

of a ihorough-going Goth. 1857 {title) A Word to the Goths.

x866 Fr. Pius Life Fr. Ignatius {,Spencer) xii. 276 The
famous Goth [sc. PnginJ. 1907 R. A Cram The Gothic

Quest 134 Bentley, in some ways perhaps the greatest of

all the new Goths of England.

GrOtha Cg^"'ta), [A town in Thnringia, Ger-

many.]
L Short for Almanack de Gotha,

X897 * OutDA * Mnsiarenes vii, Contrast the commonplace
portraits of to-day's Gothayt\\\i the exquisite designs of the

eichteenth-ceniury Kalendars.

2. A large German aeroplane nsed in bombing.
1919 Athenxufn 23 May 360/2- 19S0 Glasgow Herald

a I Aug. 7 It i^ now well over two years since the last Gotha
visited the Metropolis, x^x Eticycl. Brit. XXX. 98/1 On
Aug. 13 [1917] a party of nine Gotbas made the land near

Harwich.

Gothenburg (gp*J>-, g^^-tsnbwg). [A seaport

town in Sweden (Sw. Goleborg)^ Gothenburg

system, a system of control of the liquor traffic

adopted in Sweden, Norway, and Finland,

1877 Harper's Mag. Dec. 146/2. 191X Encycl. Brit. XVI,
769/2 Sweden and Norway.—In these countries the cele-

brated ' Gothenburg ' or company system is in force together

with licensing and local veto.

Gothic* a- Add : 1. b. — Mozababio.
1867 tr. Gu^ranges^s Life St. Cecilia xviii. 164 The Gothic

Church of Spain, wliose Liturgy was compiled bySt. L#eander,

Archbishop of Seville. 1874 Month Feb. 223 The old Gothic

or Mozaraoic rite. 191X lu H. O'Reilly Heroic Spain 235
The Christians who were under Moorish rule.. kept to the

old Gothic rituaL

Go-to-meetiiig, a. orig, U.S. (See Go z'.

VIII.)
1796-180X FE.ssEMDEMOrif./'<'r/«j(i8o6)ii5EachscTaj)es,

huzzas, and kicks and bounces, Waves high her go-to-meeting

cap. 1815 D. Humphreys Yankey in Eng. ag Changing
my old shabby duds, for these new Sabbada close, fit for

a eo-to-meeting-day. 1815 J. Nkal Bro. Jonatltan I. 148

Hts 'go-to-meeting* coat, as they call that in America.

1835-1870 [see Go p, VUIJ.
o, as sb. » go-to-meeting clothes,

xZy^Southern Lit. MessengerV.6s/i She no more looks at

him than if he never put on his Sunday-go-to-mtctings at all.

Gonda (gau*da). A flat round cheese made at

Gouda in Holland.
1885 [sec •Gorgonzola]. 1890 Jas. MacDonald Stephens*

Bk. Famt IV. 515/2 The Gouda, or flat Dutch cheese. 1896

Long & Bensos Cheese 14 The Gouda variety is not unlike

Cheddar when it is well manufactured. 190a J. T. Law
Grocer's Man. ii^. 2)326/1 Derbyshire Cheese. . .One variety

is shaped like Gouda cheese, and known as * Derby Goudas .

I&id. 429/1 Factory Goudas are usually made of skimmed
milk in Friesland.

GoiUfer, (Earlier U.S. examples.)
XT^oGazette of U.S. (NY.) 13 Jan. (Th.) Demanding

Congress now should settle In words, with Gougcrs, Creeks,

and cattle, a 1793 Fbknkau Poems (1809) II. 98 mtlt) The
Gougers.

Gouging, vbU sb. Add : (Earlier U.S. example.)

X774 P. V. FiTHiAN fml. (1900) 104 The Cooper, .is likely

to lose one of his Eyes by that Diabolical Custom ofgouging

which is in common practise among those who fight here.

2. AttstraL (S^e quot.)

X9c» Chambers's JrnL Mar. 175/1 In the 'back blocks'

of New South Wales opal is abundant and ' gouging '—the

term given to opal-mining—is the chief pursuit of every

man on the western side of the Darling River.

Gouging, ppl' a. [f. GouoK v, + -ing 2.] That

practises gouginff.

1796 Gazette of i/.-S*. (N. Y.) lo May (Th.) Brave Abraham
..Dar'd tell them all..That gouging Gunn had challenged

him. x8«5 pAULDtNC J. Dull in Amer. i. 2. I also fully

Wlieved that the people were a bundling, gouging, drinking,

spitting impious race.

Gonlash (fi«*laj). Also goulasch, [Magyar

gulyds{ht4S), f, gulyds herdsman -»- hus meat.]

L A stew or ragout of steak and vegetables highly

seasoned. Often called Hungarian goulash,

X900 F. B. & W. H. Workman Ice World Hivtdlaya 193

Irifih stews and goulascheSt composed of animal odds and
ends. 1906 lyestm.Gas. 27 Sept. 5/1 The national Hun-

farian dishes of Gulyas, or ragout, and Paprikahuhn. 1915
'. G. W0DF.H0USE Something Fresh viii. § r. In his hour of

affliction it soothed him to read of Hungarian Goulash and
Escalloped Brains. i9»o E. Linklatkk Po$t*s Pub i, Suck-

ing-pig, celery, and goula&cfa.

2. Contract Bridge. A re-deal before which each

player arranges his cards in suits and order of

value.

1937 in E. V. Shepard Correct Contract Bridge (1930) 245
When ail four players pass, no bid having been made, and
the players desire to play a Goulasli, the cards shall be
redealt by the same dealer. ..No shuffling of any kind per-

mitted. 1930 Ibid, 129 Each player arranges all the cards
of a suit in sequence before a goulash deal. 1930 M. Kerwin
Contract Bridge xv. 47 In goulashes lies the greatest gam-
bling element of Contract.

GoU'ra ^. Also gowra. ^ Gokah,
1790 tr. Le Vaillani's Trav. II. 104 The goura is shaped

likethebowof asavage Hottentot, itisofthesamesize. 1801

J. Barrow Trav. S. Afr. \, 149 This instrument was called

the goivra. 1902 H. Balfour in yrnl. Anthropol. Inst.

XXXII, i56The^(wra,a stringed-wind musical instrument

of the Bushmen and Hottentots. 1905 Rep. Brit. Assoc.

529 The goura of the Bushmen.. a bow-like instrument
having a piece offlattened quill interposed between one end
of the string and its attachment to the bow.

Gourami (gu»*rami, guarami). Alsogouramy,
goramy. [Malay guraml^ A large freshwater

nest-building fish, Osphromenus goramy or olfax,

native of China and the Malay Archipelago, reared

in ponds in warm countries for food,

1878 F. Day Fishes ofIndia I. 372 At the end ofa month
numerous fry appear, over which the old gouramies keep
watch many days. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 781/1 Goramy. or

Gouramy, x88o Gunther Study Fishes 185 In the first

third of the present century, the Javanese Goramy was
acclimatised in Mauritius and Guiana. 1905 D. S. Jordan
Fishes II. 368 The Gouramis : Osphromcnidse.

Gourbi (gu»'jbi). [Arab, dial,] A tent used in

Northern Africa.

189s F. B. & W. H, Workman Alger. Mem. 113 In the Pro-

vince of Constantine the people. .live in tents or gourbis

made of white or light-coloured canvas. 1908 IVestm. Gaz.
20 Jan. 3/3, I have watched for thee From my lone gourbi.

Gourd '. 7. Add : gourd-like adj. ; gourd
fiddle U.S.j a rude fiddle made from a gourd

;

gourd-melon, the tallow or wax gourd {Benin-

casd) ; gourd-seed corn, maize If.S., a variety

of Indian corn ; gourd tree (earlier U.S. example).
1858 D. K. Bknnett Chronol. N. Carolina 102 '*Gourd

fiddles ' were then in vogue, ' puncheon floors ', and * corn-

stalk bows I ' 19*7 PEAKE & Ft EURE PHcsts 4- Kings 149
The *gourd-Iike form of the earliest Moravian wares seems

to indicate an eastern origin. 1884 De Candolle'sOrig. Culti-

ra/^rf/'/. 263 White*Gourd-meIon,orBenincasa

—

Benincasa
hispida. 1831 Peck Guidefor Emigrants 11. 38 The species

of corn called the *gourd seed. 1835 Knickerbocker Mag.
VI. 173 The rich scenery of forty acres of most luxuriant

gourcl-seed com. x87a Eccleston End of^ World viii. 60

The relative merits of 'gourd-seed ' and ' flint com *. iSa?

Western Monthly Rev. I. 313 *Gourd-seed maize as high

as the waist. 1854 R. Glisam Jml. Army Life xii. (1874)

161 The palm, mango, bread-tree, *gourd-trec [etcj.

Gouty, sb. [app. absol. use of Gouty a.] A
kind of snow boot or shoe,

19S4 Tourist Winter Sports No. 20 Snow Boots. .The
best *gouties' as they are called in Switzerland, are the two
buckle Canadian variety. 19*5 Nation 7 Nov. 213/a For
curling, or walking on the rinks, it is necessary to wear
rubber snow-shoes, or 'gouttes*, and these are very handy
to slip on over house-shoes.

Government. Add: 7, C. (Earlierexam pie.)

1877 Harpers Mag. Dec. 37/t On 5000 governments
which I bold, I have received $166.

d. The governing body of a coUepe ; the ad-

ministrative council of a town or city, U.S.

1787 in B. H. Hall College Words (1851) 149 The Govern-
ment of college met. And Willard ruled the stern debate.

x8xs in B. Peirce Hist. Harvard Univ. (1833) App. 87
'ihc two Boards, which constitute the college-government.

1837 Knickerbocker Mag. IX. JJ47, I am sorry to inform

you, that the government deem it expedient that you should

spend a few months in the country. 1851 Hall College

Words 149 Tutors, who arc styled the Government, or the

College Government X908 Springfield Weekly Repub. 10

Sept. la The city government held a special meeting last;

week to act on recommendations of the finance committee.

9. government house (earlier U.S. examples),

x8oa Ellicott Jml. 43 The Governor.. consented that we
should meet at the government house. 1803 in Ann. 8th

Congress 3 Scss. 1507 A Government house, stables, and
garden.

Govemorate (g»'v3jn6r/t). [f. Governor
-f -ATE 1, after consulate, etc.]

1. A province or portion of country ruled by a

governor, esp. in the Turkish empire ; spec, each

of the six major administrative divisions of Egypt.

X899 Standards Apr. 4/2 Suakim will form a separate

Govemorate. X900 Pilot i Sept. 263/1 Samos, tbe freest of

Turkish governorates. X9»6 Bla^hv. Mag. Mar. 412/1

Kena . . is the Mudirieh, or Govemorate town, of the province

which embraces Luxor,

2. The residence of a governor.

X930 Ceiesterton Four Felons 25 The gardens round the

Govemorate.

Govy (g^vi), hypocoristic (-T**) f. governess,

X903 Westm. Caz. 28 Mar. a/a I'm trying to avoid the

govy difficulty by sending my girls to classes.

Go-way. [Named from its cry kway-kway (cf,

Bechuana maquaai).'\ The grey touracou, Scki-

zorhis concolor^ of S. Africa,

1903 W. L. Sci.ATER Birds S. Africa III. 221 The
* Go-way ' bird, as it is generally called by hunters and
travellers.

Gowers (gan*3Jz). Name of Sir William R.

Cowers, English neurologist (1845-1915), used to

designate certain diseases or symptoms.
1901 Dorland Med. Did. (ed. 2) s.v. Sign, Gowers^ sign,

abrupt intermittent oscillation of the iris under the influence

of light. 1913 W. Bateson Mendets Princ. Heredity 224
Haemophilia and Gowers' disease are too fatal. X930 H. S,

Jennings Biol. Basis Hum. Nat. 50.

Gownless (gau'nles), a. [See -less.] Not
provided with or wearing a gown,
X89S T. Hardy fude the Obscure 11. vii. 144 Two devil-

may-care young men who proved to be gownless under-

graduates. 190X 'Lucas Malet' Sir Richard Cahnady \\.

i, The picture of those reportedly gownless backs had de-

pressed him abominably.

Goya (goi'a), A shade of very deep pink (said

to have been the favourite colour of the Spanish

painter Goya). (In vogue from 1931.)

Goy-blamed, pa. pple. U.S. = Gor-blamed

(perversion of God blamed) with vulgar substitution

of oi for or.

183a J. K. Paulding Westward Hoi I. 172 I'll be goy
blamed if I haven't bin trying to catch this squirrel.

G.P.TJ. See *Gay-Pay.Oo and *Ogpu.
1935 PoPOFF Tcheka 238 The third period of the Tchcka

dates from February 6, 1922. On this date the Tcheka was
* dissolved'; the ' G. P.U.\ however, was immediately set

up in its place. 19J7 sgth Cent. Nov. 653 The activities of

the Cheka and the G.P.U. (initials of the Secret Police De-
partment).

Grab, ^3.2 Add: 1. Also/^. (cf. h). To have

the grab on (slang): to have great advantage of.

X857 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. II. 287 Hotel-keepers would
not act as il" it was the last and only grab. 1873 J. H.
Beadle Undevel. West xxi. 429 The railroads, of course,

get the first grab, their land is already secured.

b. Also : Grab and keep, commercial rapacity

and selfishness. On the grab, intent on gain.

1905 ' Gov Thorne ' Lost Cause it, They've nothing to get

by it. .and that flatters 'em because they're always on the

grab in every other way. 1905 Daily Chron. 9 May 3/1 7'he

grab-and-keep of towns. 1906 Ibid. 21 Mar. 6/4 The grab-

and-keep of modern commercialism has starved out the

good olcl system of apprenticeship.

6. b. Chess. Applied to a particular class of

problems: in i\x\\ grab theme. (See quot. 1913.)

1909 A. C. White Knights <5- RisJiops p. iii. 1913 — Sam
Loyd 357 The Grab Theme... The theme includes, in i's

broadest sense, all problems where a Black piece is captured

on two or more squares. . . In its narrower sense it is limited

to the problems where a particular Black piece is captured

on two or more squares by a single White piece or by two
White pieces of the same kind. Ibid. 353 Tbe Grab by the

concerted action ofthe twoWhite Knights is extremely pretty,

6. grab-bag, game 6^.^*, (earlier examples).

1855 M. M. Thompson Doesticks xvi. 135 [A] young
woman wanted me to invest in the ' *grab bag*; \\\ gave

half a dollar, and fished in. 1873 Mrs. Eliz. S. Ward
Trotty's Wedding Tour 139 A country charity-fair grab-

bag. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mis. xxxii. 282 Provided you
won't attempt the 'grab game on us. 1850 W. Miles jlrnl.

(1916) 7 The grab game had to be carried out, to get even

a spot to lie down.

Grab, v. 1, Add : Phr. to grab hold of (cf.

Hold sb.^ a).

1894 CoNAN Dovle Mem. Sherlock Holmes, Reigate
Squires 123 The fellows evidently grabbed hold of anything

they could get.

Graben (gra-ban), Geol. [G., = ditch; also

grabenbruch, -senke."] A rift-valley.

i^ Encycl. Brit, XXV. 362/1 1 he great African lakes

which occupy rift-valleys or grahen of comparaiiveiy recent

fracture. 1910 Ibid. X. 208/1 Occasionally one or more
parallel faults have let down an intervening strip of rock,

thereby forming * fault-valleys ' or Graben {Grabensenken).

Ibid. sg5/i Occasionally crust-blocks resembling * graben '

and 'horsts* are circumscribed by folds instead of faults;

when this is so they have been called respectively ' infolded

graben ' or 'overfolded horsis '. 1919 Nature CIII. 239/1
The structure was shown to be that of a tableland bisected

by a great rift-valley (graben).

Graceless, a. 1. a. Add : Graceless Jlorin

(see quot.).

1870 H. W. Henfrev Guide to Study Eng. Coins ii. 137
The usual letters D.G., for Dei Gratia, were omitted. . . This
raised a storm of remonstrance against this coinage [of

1849], which at once received tbe name of the 'godless' or
* graceless florin '.

Gracilis (groe'silis). Anat. [L., = slender.]

In full viusculus adductor gracilis : A muscle on

the medial side of the thigh, passing from the hip-

bone to the tibia. It acis as an adductor of the

hips, and a flexor and rotator of the knee.

J727-38 Chambers Cycl., Gracilis, in anatomy, a muscle

of the leg, thus called from its slender shape. 1858 H. Gray
Anat. 281 The Gracilis is the most superficial muscle on the

inner side of the thigh. 1906 A. M. Buchanan Anat. I.

444 The gracilis is flat and strap-like in the upper third of

the thigh.

Gracility, Add

:

%.Jig. Of literary style : Unornamented simplicity.

1900 Whatisi.aw a. C. S-winhurne 146 The dexterous

verses To a Cat are in a lighter tune than usual, recalling the

gracility of Hugo. 1906 Acoiiemy i Sept. 201/2 Their spon-

taneity, ihtXt gracility, to borrow a word from the Latin, is

perfect.

Gracing Cgrf''siij),Z'^/.Ji5.2 slang. Also grey-

cing. Contracted lorm of greyhound racing (see

*Gbethound 4).

1928 Star 8 June, Gracing at Wimbledon. 1928 Daily



GBAD.

^x/mj» July i7/5Greycing... Programmes.. for to-night's

greyhound racing meetings.

Grad, U.S. abbrev. of Graduate rf. i.

i8al W. K. Post Harvard Stories p. ix, Reverend grads.,

from the tales I have heard ye tell, I opme that the under-

graduate is still the same.

Grade, sb. Add : 4. o. A class at school m rela-

tion to ad'vancement. (Cf. Graded /;>/. a. 2.) U.S.

ifei Indiana Hist. Soc. Puht. III. 619 Qualified to teach

in ^v of the grades, from the prim.Try to the grammar

school 1903 K. B. ^KVX Actual Gcvt. Ainer. Conditions

541 Many cities have public kindergartens, which take

children of 4 to 5 years ofage in hand and teach them simple

beginnings. The next division is usually the primarj-, ex-

tending over 3 to 6 years, followed by about 4 years of the

grammar .school ; these two systems taken together are

often called simply 'the grades'. 1904 O. H. Lang in

Fonim (U.S.) Oct. 268 Polite conduct and usages might

advantageously be taught in the grades and in the high

school 1006 a A. McMuBBV »itU) Course of Study in the

Eight Grades. 1009 Springfield Weekly Republican 18

Feb. 2 In the British isles the classes are designated stan-

dards and these are supposed to correspond to our grades.

5. a. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1807 J. Mabshall Life of Washington V. 213 To talents

of the highest grade, he united a patient industry. 1816

U. ^iLO'Kliyrnl.in Maryland Hist. Mag.y.. 274 Jack paks

of the meanest grade. 1818 Feakon Sk. Amer. 30 Neither

trades are (to use an Americanism) of the first grade. Ibid.

191 Because their neighbour's face was (to use their own
phrase) a grade darker than their own.

7. (U.S. examples of absol. and attrib. uses.)

l85» Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 142 A few full blood

Saxons ; the rest are a grade sheep. Ibid. 182 My cattle are

yet grades, and am getting rid of them as fast as possible.

Ibid. 184 One good grade sow. i8S7 I^id. VIII. 707 The
greatest show, however, for number and size, was among the

grades and natives. 1867 T. Lackland Homespun 11. 198

Grade cows that are handsome enough to be of full blood.

1874 /f<7>. Vermont Board Agric. 11. 378 The kindness of the

cows is as conspicuous in grades as in the pure bred. l88j

Hep. Maine Board Agric. XXVI. 168 In every dairy of six

cows I would keep not less than two Jerseys, or their grades.

10. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1850 R. Glisan Jrnl. Army Life ii. (1874) 12 The carsare

moved on these heavy grades by stationary engines. 1831

C. Cist Cincinnati 270 The.. property is a suburb, .which

when its grades shall be completed, will possess no more

slope than sufficient properly to drain it.

d. To make the grade: to reach, the proper

standard, to be successful. U.S.

1930 Publishers' Weekly 5 July 29/1 Can the seasonal

bookshop make the grade, and under what conditions?

11. (Earlier example of a/ .praafe.)

1869 Congress. Globe 24 Mar. 252/3 Does not the junction

road., cross the streets., at grade?. .No, sir; it crosses them

above grade in nearly every instance.

12. grade teacher U.S., a teacher in a grade

school.
1906 Springfield Weekly Republican 12 Apr. 6 The grade

teachers attempting little, .except setting the class to sing

music already familiar. 1909 Gene Stbatton-Portee Girl

of Limberlost ix. 165 She gathered. .all sorts of natural

history specimens and sold them to the grade teachers.

Grade, v.i: Add

:

5. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1873 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 92 He. .thought he

should improve the color of his butter by grading his herd

with Jersey blood.

8. intr. To pass imperceptibly from one grade

into another. Also with down, tip, off. (Cf. }, d.)

To grade up : to take rank with a higher grade or

class (cf. 6). To grade up with : to compare with,

to be like.

1903 Harper's Mag. July 186 The type graded downward
into the lower invertebrates, a 1909 *0. Henry' Roads of

Destiny ix. 155, I never yet see anything on the hoof that

he exactly grades up with. I9ax British Museum Return

157 Rock-crystal grading into quartzite, from..Minas
Geraes, Brazil. 192a Mi;i.ford .S/ac* Bnttes xiv. 227 Slrikes

me funny, though, the way they [sc. the new cattle] grade up.

X925 Odell in E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^ ig24 292 This

granite . . frequently graded off into pegmatite. 1927 Hal-
dank & Huxley Aniiii. Biol. ix. 198 The activity grades

down from one pole of the egg to the other.

-gprade, an adj. suffix repr. L. -gradus stepping,

walking (f. stem of gradus step, gradtri to step,

walk), occurring in a few L. compounds, e.g. retro-

gradus Reteogkade, iardigradus Tardigrade.
Hence in mod.L. scientific formations, as digiti-

gradus ViamovniDE, p/anligradus Plantigrade.

Graded, ///. a- 2. Graded school (earlier

U.S. example).
185a Indiana Hist. Soc. Full. III. 615 Union, or graded

schools, for the terms are synonymous, are simply the schools

of a given township, village or city, classified and arranged
according to the attainments of the pupils.

Grader. 1. a. (Earlier examples.)

1849 Rep. U.S. ComiH. Patents, Agric. (1850) 257 This
grader was to be sworn, as flour inspectors and other agents
are. 1867 Rep. lo7va Agric. Soc. (1868) 266 The grader
selects a portion of the best wheat.

Gradgrind (grue-dgrsind). Name of the mill-

owner in Dickens's Hard Tinus (1854), 'a man
of facts and calculations ', used allusively for : One
who is hard and cold. Hence Ora-dgrinding,
Ora'dgrlndery.
1855 Putnam's Mag. Jan. 76/2 There have not been want-

ing travelled Gradgrinds to assure us that the song from

his lips was a humbug and a sham. 1930 Glasgow Herald
14 Aug. 5 A . . metropolis of ant-like industry and social

426

Gradgrindery. 19*4 Ibid. i3 Apr. 8 A nation of Gradgrinds,

immersed in work and money-getting, and denyhig them-

selves and their employees any opportunity of recreation.

191S Public Opinion 7 Aug. 122/1 The gradgrinding system.

1927 United Free Ch. Mission Rec. Sept. 379/2 These self-

appointed Gradgrinds seem to imagine that their actions are

pleasing to the Almighty.

Gradient. B. sb. Add : 2. b. gradient

wind (see quot. igiS).

1911 W. N. Shaw Forecasting (r<TaM^r46 The direction of

the gradient-wind is along the isobars with the low pressure

to the left in the northern hemisphere. 1918 Meieorol. Gloss.,

Gradient IVind, the flow of air which is necessary to balance

the pressure-gradient. 1928 Sir N. Shaw Man. Meteorol.

II. p. XXX, Gradient wind, the wind tangential to the iso-

baric line [etc.].

Grading, vbl. sb. 2. a. (Earlier U.S. ex-

ample.)
i8sa Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 150 Compare the

grading of my clip, .with that of Joseph Barnard.

Graduate, sb. 4. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1880 Hamard Catal. 190 (heading) Graduate department.

Ibid. , Any Graduate course which is taken by less than three

stutlents may be withdrawn at the option of the Instructor.

1880 Harper's Mag. July 251/2 The solution of the difficulty

lies in . . putting the extra studies in the graduate courses.

Graduate, v. Add : 7. trans. = Grade v.'^ 4.

U.S.
1815 D. Drake Cincinnati ii. 62 When the streets shall be

graduated from the Hill to the river shore. 1827 Western

Monthly Rev. I. 78 In graduating a street,, .a piece of iron

was dug up at a depth of twenty-five feet below the surface.

1829 R. C. Sands Writings II. 182 She proceeded to the

Capitol.. to hear a debate on graduating and paving Ten-

nessee Avenue. 183a Louisville Directory 116 In addition

to these general expenses, are to be considered those of

graduating and paving streets.

Hence Graduating ///. a. (additional U.S. ex-

amples).
1838 Soutliern Lit. Messenger IV. 576/1 Expressing the

hope that the graduating class ofthat day might realize the

wish of the reverend ex-president. 184S Knickerbocker

Mag. XXV. 182 A great girl., spoke of the degree of Fore-

noon (A.M.) being conferred upon a graduating gentleman 1

1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xx. sBiEvery year it sends

out a graduating class, who scatter through the Nation.

Gradaation, 6. Add : Also attrib.

1901 Daily Nevis 2 Mar. 4/7 There are only seven signa-

tures of Milton known, the first occurring in the Graduation

Book of Cambridge, 162S-9. 1903 N. V. Times 7 OcL 6 The
annual graduation exercises of the schoolship St. Mary's

were held last night on board the ship. i(>o6 Mary E.

Wilkins-Freeman By Light ofSoul 217 Maria dressed her-

self in her graduation gown.

Graft (graft), sb.^ orig. U.S. slang. [Origin

uncertain. Perhaps a use ofGraft i*.*' work ' (cf.

job") ; but some authorities connect it with Graft
ji.l with the notion of 'excrescence'.]

1. A means of making illicit profit ; a shady or

dishonest means of making money ; thieving,

thievery. Also, a business or an organization for

making money illicitly.

1889 in J. B. Thoburn Hist. Oklahoma (1916) I. xxix.407

The enterprising individual sold water at so much a drinfc

until he was ousted from his profitable graft. 1896 G. Ade
Artie i. 3 To the church show—the charity graft. 1903 H.

Hapgood Autobiogr. Thief '11. (1904) 3^ In those days..

Moll-buzzing, as well as picking pockets in general, was an

easy and lucrative graft. Ibid. x. 205 The boy had a much
better chance to learn the graft than I had when a kid, for

my father was an honest man. Ibid., One [highwayman].

.

explained a few of his grafts. Ibid, 222, I was too sleepy

those days to go out of town much on the graft.
_
1904

Athenxum 30 Apr. 560 In New York 'graft' k thieves'

patter for stealing. 1904 ' O. Henry' Cabbages Ir Kingsi.

90 Mellinger had a graft in this country that was the only

thing of its kind in the world. 1928 Saturday Even. Post

4 Feb. 35/1 ' We had a slick graft ' he told me, 'We was
taking about two hundred smackers a week.'

2. Dishonest gains or illicit profits made by a

person in and through his official position, as by

bribery or blackmail, esp. in connexion with politics

or municipal business ;
practices intended to secure

these, esp. the improper expenditure or receipt of

money.
1901 JosiAH Flynt Vitle') The World of Graft. 1903

Daily Chron. 2i Oct. 7/2 A Chicago paper has the headline,
' Labour revolts at paying graft '. Ibid. 3 Nov. 5/3 Are you

ready to support a government of law against a government

of 'graft', an administration of the city's resources in the

interest of the public and of the public treasury, against

their dissipation for the benefit of a favoured few ? 1904

Ibid. 17 Feb. 3/5 Glimpses are also given of the shady side

of American politics, where ' graft ' is only another word for

plunder. 1904 Rochester Post Express 30 May 4 Today the

whole state is honeycombed with corruption. Graft is so

common as to excite no particular attention. 1905 Daily

Chron. 13 Sept. 5/2 It is now the turn of the War Dep.yt-

ment to start a campaign against * graft ' among the officials

of the army. 1903 D. G. Phillips Plum Tree 31, I saw

clearly that graft was the backbone, the whole skeleton of

legislative business. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 13 Oct. 5/4 Show-

ing how Tammany robs the city, bribes the judges, protects

criminals, and generally carries on the ^ame of graft,^ an

Americanism for bribery, corruption, and dlicit commission.

191a Thobnton Amer. Gloss., Graft, an illicit commission or

profit, particularly in connection with a political job. 1915

Literary Digest (N. Y.) 2i Aug. 340/1 There is no evidence

that Minister Sullivan received any money or participated

in any way in what has come to be known as * graft .

Graft (graft), ».* U.S. slang, [f. ''Graft sb.^^

intr. To practise ' graft
'

; to make money by shady

or dishonest means.

GBAIir.

1903 H. Hapgood A utobiogr. Thief ii. (1904) 48, I know
some thieves who, although they have grafted for twenty-

five years, have not yet ' done time '. 1905 D. G. Phillips

Plum 'tree 61, I don't see bow those in politics that don't

graft, as they call it, are any better than those that do.

Would they get office if they didn't help on the jobs of the

grafters ?

b. To graft on to : to secure by illicit means.

1903 A. Adams Log Co^vboy xiii. 84 He had a card or two
up his sleeve by which he expected to graft on to some coin

of the realm.

Hence Grafting vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1903 H. Hapgood Autobiogr. Thief xW. (r9o4) 2<jo When I

was hard up.. I didn't mind taking heavy chances in straight

grafting. 1904 Grafton The Treasury Oct. 8/2 We excel

other countries in the phenomenal corruption of our city

Governments and Legislatures. The evil system of 'graft-

ing ', so called, extends everywhere. 1912 F. J. Haskin
Amer. Govt. 71 Large business houses felt the loss from the

petty grafting of stamps by office boys. I9ai Glasgow
Herald 13 June 9 The efforts of professional and grafting

Irish agitators.

Grafter 3 (grd-ftsj). Chit&y U.S. colloq. [f.

"Graft sb.^ or v.^ + -er '.]

1. One who makes money by shady or dishonest

means ; a thief ; a swindler.

1900 Daily Express 22 June 5/3 American thieves, hotel

robbers, ' bunco steerers ', ' grafters ',
' con ' men, and ' crooks

'

of every degree. 1901 H. M'HuGH John Henry 49 No
more swell Sandwich Salons for me, where the grafters want

to butt in all the while. 1903 H. ^>,roaop Autobiogr. Thief

ii. {1904) 39 A good personal appearance is part of the capital

of a grafter, particularly of a pickpocket. 1903 Wesim. Gaz.

16 July lo/t Camp followers, adventurers, and a weird

aggregation of grafters. 1907 ' O. Henry ' {title) The Gentle

Grafter. 1916 S. Leacock Ess. t, Lit. .Stud. 205 All the

world loves a grafter—at least a genial and ingenious grafter

—a Robin Hixid who plunders an abbot to feed a beggar,

an Alfred Jingle, a Scapin, a Raffles.

2. One who practises ' graft ', esp. in public life

;

a politician, official, etc., who misuses his position

in order to reap dishonest gain or advantage.

1896 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 20 Apr. 3/8 Most of the
' grafters ' have left the town, and not many of them will

remain here. 1904 F. Lynde Grafters xxiv. 298 You were

to crush the grafters in this railroad struggle—show them

up. 1904 Daily Chron. 28 Mar. 3/5 Kuropatkin shares with

Prince Khilkoff, the Minister of Railways, the distinction of

being one of the few high officials who arc not called grafters.

1906 U. Sinclair Jungle xi. 134 The two rival sets of

grafters hired halls and set off fireworks and made speeches,

to try to get the people interested in the matter. 1914 Ger-

trude Atherton Perch of Deidl i. 58 And although she has

her pestilential politicians, her grafters ..,yet ability and

talent make good as always.

transf. 1920 R. L. Alsakkr Matutaining Health ^'=ft

Children who are waited upon much become selfish.^ They
soon become grafters, expecting and taking everything and

giving nothing.

Grafter* (gra-ftsj). slang, [f. Graft P.3 -(•

-er '.] One who works ; a (hard) worker.

1900 H. Lawson Oh Track 41 'What are we to do nowf
enquired Andy, who was the hardest grainier, but altogether

helpless, hopeless, and useless in a crisis like this. I9a7

Glasgow Herald 19 Mar. 9 The visiting eight are heavy and

expert in the tight, and to meet them we have a pack which

contains at least three players who are byno means ' grafters'.

Graham (gr^-am). [See Grahamism.] Used

attrib. to designate unbolted wheaten flour, and

bread or biscuit prepared from this. Also absol. =
Graham bread.

1834 Knickerbocker Mag. IV. 305 ' Hail !
' said I, ' thou

pure, unadulterated substitute—Graham bread 1
'. 1834

W. L. Garrison in Life (1885) I. 428 If they are Grahamites

we have a fine spring of water in our cellar, and plenty of

Graham flour upstairs. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West

XXV. 532 The first meal I was delighted to see our Indian

servant bring in what I recognized as an old Yankee acquain-

tance—' Graham biscuits '. 1874 Rep. Vermont Board
Agric. II. 509 Large enough to hold the flour, the meal, the

rye, the graham, butter. 1877 Mrs. E. S. Ward Story of

A vis 63 Aunt Chloe held it impossible that any woman could

make home happy without being able to make good Graham
bread. 1896 Godey's Mag. Feb. 207/1 When Mr. Dives

turns from his recondite menu to nibble at wheaten grits

and graham bread.

Grahamite. A follower of Graham. (Earlier

examples.)
J834 [see "Gbaham]. 1839 C. F. Briggs Harry Franco

II. iil. 27 'Have you got the dyspepsia?* asked Mrs. D.
' Ain't you a Grahamite !

' asked Mr. D. 1844 G. W. Ken-

dall Santa Fl Exp/d. II. ix. 97 He gave us. a breakfast

in the morning which would have been .spumed by a dyspep-

tic Grahamite. 1864 R Taylor H. Thurston ui. 45 They

were Grahamites for a year or two—lived on bran bread and

turnips, boiled wheat and dried apples.

Hence Gra-liainltish a.

xt^T Southern Lit. Messengerlll. 105 My desire toderour

this light food was entirely Grahamitish. 1839 Kmcker.

backer Mag. XIII. 233 'What wonder", exchlims a Gra.

hamitish friend of mine.

Grain, sb.'^ Add : 13. d. Short for grain-

leather (see 19 in Diet.).

1930 Daily Tel. 1 Dec. 15/1 Washable Grain Cape Gloves.

18. a. grain-barge, -bam, -bin (U.S. example),

-boat, -box, -chamber, -dealer, -land, -market,

-merchant (later U.S. example), -room, -trade.

j9oa S. E. White Blazed Trait xxlx. 204 They were

locked through after some delay on account of the grain

barges from Duluth. 1844 Knickerbocktr Mag. AXJU.
430 Let us drop into the ' *grain-barn '. 1879 B. F. lAtlo«

Summer-Savory xiii. 112 iTle pulpit, with the architecture

of a *grain.bin and two stories high. 1891 Kipling LtgtU



GBAIN.
thai Failed 122 An Odessa *grain-boat. 187a Re^. Vemttmt
Board Agric. 1. 312 A convenient *grain-box and root-cellar
are great aids. 1887 H. H. Jackson Between li^hiUs i. 26
A winding staircase outside led to what had been the •grain-
chamber. 1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc. (1868) 158 Near the
river a portion [of the corn crop isj sold to *grain-dealers
where it finds a market at St. Louis. »8i7 S. R. Brown
IVestern Gaz. 84 It proves to be excellent ^grain land. 1871
ScHELE DE Verb Awericanisins (1S72) 481 Grain is used in
America as com is in England, . ^he papers quote therefore
daily an account of the *Grain Market. x8^o Medbery
Men <V Myst. Wall St. 335 All our great *grain-mcrchants
..do the same. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. IVest xxv. 524
The other officials and employes were.. in charge of [the]
*grain room. 1889 Kansas Times J^ Star 2a June, The
new Missouri inspection law. .will seriously hurt the ^graia
trade here.

b. grain-carrier, -crusher, -grower, -huller,

-scourer
;

grain-grinding^ -growing vbl. sbs.

;

grain-carrying, -cutting, -groiving (earlier U.S.
examples) ppl. adjs.

1908 £. Noble {title) The ''Grain Carriers. 1901 Dmly
CkroH, 19 Aug. 5/7 Twenty-nine *grain-carrying ships,
chartered for European ports. 1849 Jie^. U.S. Comm.
Patents^ Ajp-ic (1850) 113 Their newly invented horse-
powers, .their seed sowers and *grain-crusbers. .do much to
expedite the labors of the farm. 1838 H. W. Ellsworth
Valley Upper iVaSaii v. 47, 1 have a plan.. to introduce
the mowing and •grain-cutting machine into this state. 1845
F. Douglass Li/e(iBj6) 1 2 The blacksmithing, cartwrighting,
coopering.. and *grain grinding, were all performed by the
slaves. 1863 D. G. Mitchell flfy Fartn 131 A professed
•grain-grower. 19*7 Peaks & Flkore Peasants <V Potters
22 Grain is a more sustaining diet than whelks and limpets,
and the grain-growers had more time and more energy to im-
prove theamenitiesofiheirsurroundings. xZx-^Nile^ Weekly
Register IV. 385/2 'J'he public vigilance and scorn must aid
the legal authorities ; and so tt will, in the *grain-growing
states. 1847 H. Howe Hist. Collect. Ohio 123 Cleveland is

the^ great mart of the greatest grain-growing state in the
Union. 1857 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VIII. 621 Macomb
county, as a whole, is not a grain growing county. 2858
J. A. Warder Hedges^ Evergreens i. x. 144 Just as., grain-
growing prevails, we find the fences are legally considered
inclosures for the cattle, or liarriers against them. 1867
Rep. Iczva Agric. Soc. (1868) 148 The enemies to grain-
growing are numerous. 1849 Rep. U. S. Comm, Patents
(1850) 502 What I claim.. IS covering, .•grain hullers with
vulcanized India rubber. 1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc. {1868)
420 We are not behind the rest of the world in inveutive
skill, for we have invented. .Kent's *grain scourer.

19. grain-conveyor (see Conveyeb 4 b) ; grain-
cradle (examples) ; grain-elevator (sec Klevator
3 a» b) ; grain-gold (a) (mod. U.S. example)

;

grain-man, a dealer in grain
; grain-moth (earlier

\5.S. example)
; grain split, the grain-side section

of a split skin ; grain-worm, tbe larva of a grain-
moth.
1910 Encycl. Brit. VII. 54/2 The guide rollers, for ordinary

*grain conveyors, are fitted lo the upper or working side of
the band at intervals of about 6 ft. 1845 Cultivator H^w
Ser. 111. 17 My method is to.. cut with a •grain cradle pre-
vious to the first frost. 185a Trans. Mick, Agric. Soc. 1 1 J. 30
Best grain cradle. 1873 ' Mark Twain * & Wabneb Gilded
Wf^xxii, Pictures of wharves, crowded with steam boats, and
of huge •griiin elevators on Uie bank. 1876 H. El. Scuddkk
Dwellers Five-Sisters Crt. x. 159 * lliat is a grain elevator,'
said be. ' It is used for storing grain.' zqoi S. Merwin &
H. K. Webster Calumet /C i. i 'I'he two million bu.shel
grain elevator. 1905 Macm. Mag. Nov. 47 'J'he wheat.. is

warehoused ready fur shipment in grain-elevators, which are
large rectangular building of great height, consisting of
vertical bins, some of which arc a hundred feet in depth.
1910 Encycl. Brit. VII. 57/1 Pneumatic Grain Elevators
have been employed with good cfFect in loading and unload-
ing erain from ships. 1890 W. Colton Deck tj Port xiv.

397 Each has a bag of *graia-gold in his hand, which he must
double or lose. 1889 Kansas Times ^ Star w July, A
former "grain man was appointed, .contracting freight agent
of the.. railway here. 1849 Rep. U.S. Comm, Patents,
Agric. (1850)336 Ventilation. .has already been suggested
among the remedies for the ' little 'grain.moth '. 1897C T.
Davis Manu/. Leather (ed. 2) 188 Good **gTain splits*.

1837 H. CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) a8 A third
cause of tbe failure of tbe wheat crop in several places in the
county, is the •grain worm.

drain, v.\ Add

:

L Delete ^Obs, (Modern example.)
i{^ Glasgow Herald 12 Nov. 16 Arable ground would

grain even faster than it does if the dole-fed masses of the
great cities, such as Buenos Aires and Sydney, were to be
induced to lend a band at the plough.

2. o. Also of syrup.
186a Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 566 The yield of

stalk was enormous but tbe sirup made from it was quite
dark, and refused to grain. 1894 R. Wells Toffy ^Sweets
7 When lump or crystallised sugars are boiled to the heat.

.

of 350 degrees, the sugar is liable to grain, and to turn out
a solid ma-ts on the slab. 1906 Daily Chron. 31 Oct. 8/5
When the syrup has boiled for fifteen minutes add the
chestnuts and stir the mixture until it * grains ' and turns
white.

8. trans. To feed with grain. U.S.
1874 Rep. yermont Board Agric. II. 406 Older sheep

should be grained the first of the season, after which they
may do without till the first of March. 1883 A. E. Bovd
(Dakota) MS. Letter^ When our horses are not doing any
kind of work, we do not grain them, but merely give them hay.

Orain, v.^ Transfer f O^^j. to sense in Diet,
and acid : 2. trans. To spear (fish) with a grains.
189a Stevenson & Osboubne Wrecker xii, Something

struck me right through the forearm and stuck there. 1 put
my other hand up, and, by George, it was the grain; the
bewts had speared me like a porpoise. ' Cap'n !

' I cried.
..*'i'hey've grained me.*

427

Graiue fer^m). Also grain. [Fr.] The eggs
or ' seed ' of the silkworm.
1835 Ure Philos. Manu/. ii. vi. 230 The eggs or grains of

the bilk-worm are covered with a liquid, wliich glues them
to the piece of cloth or paper on which the female is made
to lay them. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXI 1. 58/2 The eggs of the
s''Kworm, called grainc, are hatched out by artificial heat.
Ibtd. 59/2 The sources of healthy graine became fewer and
fewer. 1887 Ccloniat ^ Imiian Exhib., Kef. Col. Sect. 337.
Grainering (gr^i-narii)), »W. sb. [f. GrainsrI
+ -ING '.] The preparation of hides with a grainer
or bate.

1897 C. T. Davis Mati-uf. Leather (ed. 2) 153.

Graineor (grfnor). [F. graiiuur, also gre-
neur.'\ A producer of silkworm eggs.
I9t3 J. H. Longford Evol. New Japan vii. 87 French and

Italian graineurs, while eager to buy her raw silk, were still
more eager to buy the eggs of her healthy silkworms in order
to replenish their own exhausted stock.

Graining, vH. s6.l 4. Add : graining-ilock,
-gouge.

1846 Sage 5'««« Rocky Mis. (1859) 348 Near this is his
giaiiung block ', planted a slope, for the ease of the opera-

tive 10 preparing his skins for the finishing process ia the
art of dressing. 1875 Sir T. Skaton Fret-Cutting 141 The
details of the hair and curls must now be worked out with
fine hollow gouges and ^graining gouges.

Gram 3 (gram). Biol. 'Ihe name of Dr. C.
Gram of Copenhagen, used to designate his
inethod of staining bacteria. Cram-pcHtive, -nega-
tive, adjs. indicating tliat an organism does, or
does not, stain by Gram's method.
1884 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 6 Sept. 487/2 Gram's method gives

good results with many bacteria, x^aj Practitioner haz-
277 The Boas-Oppler bacillus is Gram.positive, whereas the
normal bacillary Bora of the large intestine is mainly Gram-
negative. 1913 MuiR & Ritchie Bacterial, (ed. 6) 107 In
Gram's method the essential feature is the treating of the
tissue, after staining, with a solution of iodine. This solu-
tion is spoken of as Gr.im's solution. Hid. 108 There is
great variation in the avidity with which organisms stained
by Gram retain the dye when washed with alcohol... Most
bacteria are either frankly Gram.positive or Grain.negative.
"9»S C. H. Browning Bacteriology ii. 32 Certain bacteria
part with the violet stain and are consequently counter-
stained red with the fuchsine; these arc Gram-negative
organisms. Other bacteria retain the violet stain and, since
this colour b much more intense than that of the red
counterstain, they do not appear stained by the latter;
hence such Gram.positive organisms show a blue-black
colour.

Grama. (Earlier example.)
18^ J. Grecc Commerce 0/ Prairies I. 160 A highly

nutritious grass called ^ra/zr^.

Grammar, sb. Add : 6. o. Tbe name of a
class in certain Jesuit schools or colleges.
16.9 Wadsworth Pilgr. iii. 13 Father Lacy, the Reader

of Poetry, and Master of the Syntax. Father Henry
Bcntley and Father lohn Compton of Graminer. i66j in
Catk. Rec.Soc. Puhl. HI. 63 He was newly entered into
grammer.

_
Ibid. 6q Answering to hard and intrecat questions

publickly in our Refectory even the first week he was in
grammer. 1773 in Mem. Stonykiirst Coll. (1881) 22 The
former Master of Poetry, the latter of Grammar, at Bruges.
1837 J. C FisHKR in Ushaw Mag. (1904) Dec. 262-3. 1904
/bid. June 201 On Tuesday, Slay 17th, Syntax played
Grammar.

Grammarian. Add: 2. b. A member of
tbe class named ' Grammar' in Jesuit schools or
colleges.

170S in Ushaw Mag. (1903) Dec 198. 1837 J. C. Fisher
Ibid. (1904) Dec. 250 In the c)-phering school with the
Grammarians and High Fig[ures]. 2904 Ibid. Mar. 98.

Grammar-SCllOOl. 2. U.S. (Earlier ex-
amples.)
1671 Doc. «f Rec. New Hampshire I. 312 To sett up a

grammer scboole and appointe a master thereof. 1789
Morse Atiier. Geog. 175 There is also to be a grammar
school. xB^ Southern Lit. Messenger IV. 365 From a
grammar.school to an academy, and from an academy to a
college. 1848 Indiana Gen. A ssembly Doc. II. 279 Connected
with the Institution is a flourishing Grammar School, which
serves the double purpose of a Korinai School and a Pre-
p:j-atory Department.

Grangne (grsena). The name of the Belgian
electrician Z6nobe Thiophile Cra/«ff«(i836-i9oi)
used attrib. to designate a form of dynamo arma-
ture introduced by him in 1870 {Gramme ring,
armature, winding, eta).
1885 Hi(X:s Magn. f, Dyn.-electric Mack. 255 The induc-

tive actions in tbe coils of a Gramme ring. Ibid., The ring
of the Gramme machine. 1893 Hawkins& WALLlsi?r«a«(»
lis The first or 'Ring ' method, .is also frequently called the
'Gramme 'winding. Ibid. 193 In the Gramme-wound ring
armature the number of loops and the number of inductors
are identical.

Gramophone. Substitute the following def.

and add more recent qnots. (In quot. 1896 in
Diet, the word appears to describe a dictaphone.)
An instrument for recording and reproducing v<x:al,

instrumental, and other sounds (invented by Emil
lierliner, of Wasliington, D.C.),«/. a reproducing
instrument consisting essentially of a turn-table
revolving at a constant speed, and capable of carry-
ing disks on which are impressed, in a spiral track,

wave-forms corresponding to sound vibrations, to
reproduce which a stylus, attached to an acoustic
device or electric system, travels along the track.
1906 Daily Chron. 26 Nov. 4/7 What's wearing me to skin

GBAND.
and bone? My neighbour's grinding gramophone. 19136.
Clements-Henrv Gramopkenes ^Phonographs 5 The disc
uiacliine is known as the ' gramophone ', and the cylinder
machine as the ' phonograph '. 1921 P. A. ScHOLEsZ,^<ir«-
ittg to Listenby Gramophone Pref. p. xv. The accumulated
results of their already large experience of the educational

b. aitrib. and Comb., a,% gramophone record;
gramophone-out, the form of record-cutting in
which the recording stylus vibrates parallel to the
surface of the disk.
18S8 English Mechanic 24 Aug. 588/2 The preparation

of Grammophone .. Records. 1913 ]i. Clements Henry
Gramophones * Phonographs 4 The so-called 'gramo-
phone-cut '. 1913 G. F. RowELL Hints about Gramophone
It A gramophone recital. 1924 P. A. Scholes 1st Bk.
Grnmo^/ujtte Record Inxrod. p. vii, Many of the best 'tunes'
.. await their enjoyment in the form of Gramophone
Records.

Gra-mophone, v. [f. the sb.] traits. To re-
produce by means of the gramophone. Also_^^.
and absoi.

1908 Daily Chron. 8 Apr. 3/7 The Tories are canvassing,
' gramophoning ', &c. 1917 Sunday Express 28 Aug. 5/2
America's noise w.is gramophoned everywhere. 1928 Manch.
Guardian Weekly 10 Aug. 113/4 The perils ofa syndicated
or ciammophoned press.

Gramophonic (grsemJf(7-nik), <z. [ic] Of,
pertaining to, or of the nature of the gramophone.
190S Westm. Gaz. 2 Sept. 9/1 She has what I call a ' gra-

mophonic mind'— that is, she assimilates other people's
ideas and then rolls them off as if they were her own. 1915
Morning Post 4 Mar. 4/4 Agramophonic reproduction of a
tune which was being played in Berlin. 1921 P. A. Scholes
Learning to Listen by Gramophone Pref. p. xiv. The
illustrated volume to which this one is, frankly, a gramo-
phonic companion. 1927 Observer 24 Apr. 4/3 The Na-
tional Gramophonic Society. .issues the first of its orches-
tral records.

Hence Oramopho-nically adv., in a gramopho-
nic manner, by or on a gramophone.
X911 W. J. Locke Glory of Clementina Wing xx, A stu-

pendous woolly lamb., which, on something being done to
Its anatomy, opened its mouth and gramophonically chanted
the 'Jewel Song ' from Faust. 1913 Christian 3 Jan. lo/i
To find. .the dally Press. .giving voice to facts instead of
gramophonically repeating the sentiments uttered by huge
vested interests. I9a4 Scholes 1st Bk. Gramophone Re-
cord 20 The only piece of our great Purcell gramophonically
available was the song Nymphs and Shepherds.

Gramophonist (grsem^j-f^iiist, grK-m^fj^nnist).

[-1ST.] One who uses or operates a gramophone.
1907 Daily Cliron, 12 Dec. 7/4 The gramophonist will re-

distribute the pearls of wisdom which have fallen from the
lips of great Unionist statesmen to crowds of admiring vil-

lagers. 1013 Weekly Dispatch 4 Feb. 2, I must modestly
disclaim being a passionate gramophonist (if that is the
word). 1924 StjHOLES 1st Bk. Gramophone Record 123 The
description.. will.. be thought sufficient by many gramo.
phonists.

Gramophony (grsemp-fAii, grseituyfijani). [f.

Gr.\mophoni£, alter telephony.'\ The art of the
gramophone

; gramophone reproduction.
19*5 Scholes 2nd Bk. Gramophone Record p. xix, It is one

of the regrettable features of gramophony to-day that the
songs of Schubert, .are not to be obtained. 1927 Daily
Mirror 10 Dec. 12/3 An impression is rapidly gaining
ground that the whole future of gramophony rests with the
electrical 'pick-up '.

Gran' (gra:n). dia/. Short for granny or
grandmother.

X895 Crockett Bog-Myrtle 11. ii. His mother or his 'gran '

..aided and abetted him. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 8 Feb. 12/3
People s;iy it was just because Gran lived so vividly that
she flickered out like a candle come midsummer. Ibid., The
lady who received the Grans.

Grand, a. and sb. Add :

A. adj. 10. b. Grand manner, the style of
plastic art suited for noble subjects and vast design.
[After F. grande maniire.'\ Also attrib.

1905 Daily Chron. 28 Dec 3/1 The Royal Academy tradi-
tion of the Grand Manner in painting. Ibid., Sculpture
groups, illustrating a classical theme, built up on Grand
Manner traditions. 1925 F. F. Potter in Teacher's World
July Extra No., The boys of Manchester Grammar School
were engaged in a project in the grand manner, when they
drained, levelled, and turfed their playing fields.

12. Qrand Army (of the Eepublio) U.S., an
association of veterans who served in the Union
army or navy during the Civil War, formed at
Decatur, Illinois, m 1866 (cf. Post sb? 2 b)

;

Grand Canyon Geo!.,z proterozoic series between
the Archean and the Cambrian in the Colorado,
U.S. ; Orand Cordon, Cross (see Cordon sb. 6,
Cross sb. 19) ; Grand Fleet, the name during the
war-period 1914-16 for the British Battle Fleet
operating in the North Sea; Grand ITatioual,
the great steeplechase established in 1839 and run
annually at Aintree, Liverpool, in the first week of
the flat-racing season ; grand prize, anijlicizatiou

of *Gband Prix 3 ; grand quarter //er. : see

quot. and cf. grand quartering ; Grand Eemon-
stranoe, slam (see iiEMONSTKANCE sb. 3 b, Slau
sb.'^ 2 b) ; grand-stand : also attrib. in grand-
stand play 6^.6"., a way of playing a game with an

eye to the applause of the grand stand
; Jig. an act

done for effect or to win applause ; grand-stander



GRAND. 428 GBANULITIZE.

V.S.j 7 a performer who seeks to impress the grand

stand ; grand tactics Mi7, [F. lagrandc tacizque]

(see qnot.X
1904 N. v. Evening Post 30 May 2 In every city where

a *Grand Army post is located the veterans marched to

the cemeteries. 1911 H. S. Harrison Queed xxi. 263 A
Grand Army man stood in the press on the sidewalk.

1876 J. W. Powell Kep. Geol. Eastern Portion Uinta
Mount. 70 The *Grand Cafion Group rests unconform-

ably upon the crystalline schists. .. Fossils have been

found at the base of the Grand Canon series.. .Red Creek
Quartzite and Grand CaHon schists.. are believed to be Eo-
zoic. 1894C D. Walcott in t4th Refi. U.S. Geol. Survey
II. 503, igas JoLY Surface-Hist. Earth viii. 131 The third

(the iCillarney or Grand Canyon) closing pre-Cambrian time.

S914 jELLicoEin Times i6 Sept. 8/6 The officers and men of

the *Grand Fleet beg that you will convey to their comrades
of the British Army their intense admiration for themagniti-

cent fight they have made. 1919— Grand Fleet 1^14-16 \\\.

34 The Grand Fleet may be said to have come into being
only at the outbreak of the War, when it was so christened.

19x2 Encycl, Brit. XXXII. 294/1 Up to the outbreak of
war, Rosyth was regarded as the principal base and head-
quarters for the Grand Fleet. 1839 Sporting Rev, Mar. 164

The *Grand National Steeple Chase, 1866 Field 10 Mar.
199/3 Why should he ^^^ favourite for the Grand National?
1880 EntycL Brit. XII. 203/1 The chief event is the Liver,
pool Grand National, run at Aintree towards the close of
the hunting season. It dates from 1839. 1886 Racing^
Steeple-chasing (Uadm. Libr.) 352 Tom OlHver won three
Grand Nationals. 1894 Sir j, 13. Astlky Fift^ Yrs. Life
II. 281, I hoped to be able to pick out the winner of the
Grand National when the weights appeared. 1866 Land.
Gaz. 26June 3645/2 Paris Universal Exhibition of 1867.. .17
*grand prizes, each of the value of aooof. 1880 Re^, Paris
Univ. Exhib. tS'jS 1 1. 365, 100 Grand Prizes and exceptional
awards in money. 1896 ]. Woodward Her. II. loa It may
happen that one of the heiresses whose arms are to be quar-
tered, herself bore a quartered coat, in this case the quarter
appropriated to her contains her whole bearings, .and. .is

called a *Grand-quarter. 1893 W. K. Post Harvard
Stories 308 They all hold on to something or clasp their

knees tightly—to faint or fall over would be a *grand-stand
play. Z904 Utica Observer 2^ Junt 6 The ultimatum to the
Sultan of Morocco, ' Perdicaris alive or Raisuli dead ' was
agood one. But telegraphing it to the National Conven-
tion at Chicago made it look very much like a grand stand

f)lay. zgao C. H. Stagg High SPeed vii. 121 The men fol-

owed glumly. A car like that, and in the bands of a *grand-
stander ! That's what he was; that's why he'd got a
reputation on the coast, a 1903 G. F. R. Henderson Sci.
War\\\. (1905) i63 *Grand Tactics, the art of generalship,
include those stratagems, manoeuvres, and devices by which
victories are won, and concern only those officers who may
find themselves in independent command.
B. sb, 7. In the game of skat, a bid to play

with only the four matadores (knaves) as trnmps.
Varieties of this are called solo grand^ gnckigrattd,
ioumee grandy open grand {ox grand ouvert). [G.
(a. 'Pi,) grand

J
ioxm^xXy grando (seequot. 1893).]

[1893 tr. A. Herte/elds Skat 7 In Grando, the only trumps
•are the four knaves, /bid. 46 The basis value is in Granda
Touniiy 12; in Grando Solo, 16; and in Grando Ouvert,
24.] Z906 R. F, Foster Skat Manual 121 This he can do
by declaring a Grand.

8. A thousand dollars. U.S. slang.
1930 F. L. Packard yimrnie Dale ^ Blue Envelope Mur-

der'xilt 'Who killed Blotz? Five grand.'..' Does it mean
that Blotz was murdered by contract for five thousand
dollars?* 19^1 Eric Liniclater yuan in America iv. x.

359 D'you thmk I'd pay a hundred grand for protection if

It wasn't worth it? 193J Ainer. A/ercury Jan. 16, I don't
know how much it is, but I suppose around ten, twelve,
fifteen grand.

Grand coup (gran k«). [Fr. : see Coup j^.3]

1. A great and important stroke or hit; a bold
and successful effort.

a8i3 BvRON Let. to Moore 22 Aug. in Moore Li/e (1832) 1 1.

234, I hope you are going on with your grand coup—pray
do— or that damned Lucien Buonaparte will beat us all. 1856
C. F. AoAMs in Li/t: ^ IVks. J. Adams I. 352 Justly was it

denominated by one who had spent his life in the diplomatic
service, a ^grand coup '. 1883 Standard 17 Sept. 5/2 (Stan-
ford) [The police] then make ^ grand coup all at once.

2. Whist. The getting rid of a superfluous trump
in order to avoid a disadvantageous lead,
1884 'Cavendish' Whist (ed. 14) 143 Sometimes., a player

has a trump too many. To get rid of this trump, .is to play
the grand coup.

Grande dame (grand dam), [Fr.] A great
lady; a lady of rank and dignified bearing.
Z862 Thackeray Philip i, She had been a great beauty, and

was a perfect grande dame always. 1865 ' Ouida ' Strath-
more I. ii. 35 Or you've made love to some grande dame
because it answered a political purpose, x^^ Athenxum
30 Jan, 175/1 The mother's stately grace and fully developed
beauty, her noble face and rich yet chastened attire, distin-
guish her as a grande dame.
attrib. 1908 Daily Citron. 21 Feb. 3/2 Mrs. Saker, who is

an accomplished player of * grand-dame ' parts.

Grande passion (grand pa-.yon). [Fr.] An
overmastering love for one of the opposite sex ; an
engrossing love affair.

x8a3 BvBOM yttan xii. Ixxvii, And if in fact she takes
to z. grande passion. It is a very serious thing indeed.
1854 C. Bkde* Verdant Green 11. xi. 95 Despite the hin-
drance which ihe grandepassion is supposed to bring to the
Student.^ 1865 ' Ouida ' Strathmore I. ii. 30 The perpetual
gallantries, the never-ending, ever-changmg grandes pai-
sioHS..XhdX were characteristic of the Sabreur. 1883 L.
Oliphant Altiora PetoW. xxiii, 72 It was sometimes said
of Mrs Clymer..that she was a woman capable oi z. grande
passion.

Grande teuue (grand t^n;V). [Fr.] Full dress
;

esp. full military costume. (See also s.v. *En.)

1865 ' Ouida* Strathmore I. x. 171 The ease of the dress-

ing-gown after the restraint of the grande tenue. 1886
Athenaeum 24 Apr. 560/2 The little soldier, .is almost a
caricature ; the grande tenue is so ridiculous as to lose the
charm which belongs to grotesqueness.

Grandfather. Add: 4. b. Short for ^raw*/-

faiher{'s) clock (see 5 in Diet.).

J899 F. J. Britten Old Clocks ^ Watches 309 Some of
these primitive * grandfathers' were exceedingly narrow in the
wai.st. 1906 Bazaar, Exch. ^ Mart Suppl. 3 Oct. 1302/3
Wanted, old grandfathers, brass arched dials. 1909 Edith
RiCKERT Beggar in Heart 1 The house is so still I can hear
grandfather ticking on the stairs with the door shut.

6. grandfather clause U.S. colloj., a clause in

the recent constitntions of some Southern states,

exempting from suffrage restrictions the descen-
dants of men who voted before the Civil War ;

grandfather clock = graml/alher's clock (and
see *4 b).

1903 N. Y. Evening Post 22 Dec. 6 It is proposed [In

Maryland] to remodel the Constitution so as to exclude
colored men from voting. The usual Southern method is

followed, * *grandfather clause ' and all. 1906 W. H. Flem-
ing 3"/rt7/tfrj' 44 This proviso was popularly known as the
'Grandfather clause*. 1910 Encycl. Brit. VI. 552/2 The
long or * ^grandfather ' clock dates from about the fourth
quarter of the 17th century. 1928 J. E. Haswell Horology
74 A typical grandfather clock,

Grandfer, granfer (grse'nfai), dial, shorten-

ing of GllANDFATHEK.
1874 Hardy Farjr. Mad. Cro%vdv\\i, Ah, he*s his grand-

fer's own grandson. 1030 Daily Express 23 May 10/3
What is good enough for granfer is good enough for US|
look'ee.

Grand Guignol (gran gznyol). [Fr. ( = Great
Punch), the name of a theatre in Paris.] A dra-
matic entertainment in which short pieces of a
sensational or horrific kind are played successively.

Also transf. Hence Grand Gulgnole'sque a.^

Grand Oal'gnolisni.
1920 H. B. Irving in M, LeveVs Crises Introd. p. iii, M.

Level has given literary expression of a high order to tlie

compact horrors of the Grand Guignol. 192a Westm. Gaz.
I Dec, Violent eccentricity is on the decrease; I have
seen Salons of a much more Grand Guignol character than
this one. 1923 Daily Mail 12 June 8 * The Drums of Oude *

..is perhaps unequalled as a one-act thriller outside frank
Grand Guignolism. 1928 Daily Tel. 27 Mar. 6 *The Un-
known ', a morbid Grand Guignolesque conception rendered
tolerable, .by the actor's arresting personality.

Grand Marnier (gran marny^). [Fr. ; grand
great, fine, and A/izr«zVr-Lapostolle, name of manu-
facturer.] A French liqueur resembling curayao,
j^$ Daily Chron. 28 Apr. 6/7 A publican who supplied

Benedictine to several customers who asked for Grand Mar-
nier was fined £$. 1910 Encycl. Brit. VII. 636/1 A lighter
variety of Curagoa, made with fine brandy, is known as
' Grand Marnier '. 1924 Galsworthy White Monkey 11. ii.

He went to a cupboard and returned with two small glasses
of a brown fluid. * Have a Grand Marnier ?

'

Grand MonarCLUe (?ran monark). [Fr.]
The title given to Louis XIV. Also trans/., a
supreme and absolute ruler.

[Cf.quot.<x 1704 s.v. Grande. 8.] x-ji^ Anvuscm Freeholder
No. 10. F 6 His Governours of 'towns and Provinces, who
form'd themselves upon the Example of ihtirGrami Mon-
arque, practised Rapine, Violence, Extortion. 1840 Barham
Ingot, Leg. Ser. 11. Black Mousquetaire, 'Twas the Grand
Monarque's^ birthday. 1911 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 42/2
Louis was singularly well fitted by his physical and intellec-

tual gifts for the role oiGrand Alonarqueand he played it to
perfection.

Grandmotlier. Add : 4. grandmotlier
clock, a clock resembling a grandfather's clock,

but with a smaller case.

1927 Daily Tel. 6 Dec. 3/7 A grandmother clock with brass
dial, 1930 Aberdeen Press ^ yml. 31 May 8/3 The gift to
ex-Constable Jamie was a beautiful grandmother clock.

Gra'ndmotlier, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To be
grandmother to. Hence Gra'ndmothering' vbL
sb. (with reference to excessive and doctrinaire

legislation).

190X H. James Two Faces ii. in The Better Sort (1903) 42
Do you mean by his idea his proposal that I should grand-
mother his wife? 1923 Chambers's yrnL Feb. 102/1 A frail

little lady who had grandmothered a hefty brood of men,
X929 Daily Express 8 Jan. 8/7 Political power has naturally
passed into the hands of people with a passion for grand-
mothering. Ibid. 12 Jan. 8/7, 1 refuse to believe that Britons
are so excessively unmanly as to be driven to this state of
grandmothering.

Grand Old Party. U.S. politics. [See
Grand a. lo d.]

+ 1. The Democratic party. Obs.
Used without capitals and perhaps not specific.

1879 Congress. Record 1 1 June 1913/1 We are for national
politics now. We come back to the grand old parly of the
North. 18SB Ibid. 10 May 3981/1, I am glad that I am a
member of that grand old party that assures a better trade
to our people, larger wages &c.

2. The Republican party,
x888 Congress. Record i May 3598/1 Old Farmer: Is this

Democratic doings or Republican doings? Collector: O, it

is the doings of the G.O.P.,—the grand old party,—the Re-
publican party. 1898 Ibid. 7 Jan. 444/1 Has the Grand Old
Party (G.O.P.) so called never been corrupt? Has it never
had dishonest men in it? 1904 Neiv York Even, Post 25
Aug. 6 A close examination of Republican speeches fails to
reveal an instance in which the Democracy is portrayed as
on a parity with the Grand Old Party.

Grandparental (grsendpare-ntal), a. [See
-AL.] 01 or belonging to a grandparent or grand-
parents.
X903 Lancet 18 Apr. 1081/1 Cases in which the taint was

grandparental. 1929 igth Cent. Dec. 810 A collateral relative
at the level of the grandparental or greai-grandparental
generation. 1930 R. A. Yish^r Genet. T/teory Nut. Selection
198 'Ihe grandparental eflfect . . is subject to somewhat large
sampling errors.

Grand Prix (gran prz). [Fr., = great or chief
prize.]

1. (In full Grand Prix de Paris.) An interna-
tional race for three-year-olds established in 1863
and run annually in June at Longchamps, Paris.
Hence applied to certain motor-races.
1866 Field 10 Mar. 199/3 Some of our English friends, too,

are travelled gentlemen, who go to the Grand Prix. 190*
Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 336/2 The Grand Prix de Paris, an
internaiional race for three-year olds, run at Longchamps. .

.

The first Grand Prix fell to an English horse. 1908 Westm.
Gaz. 2 Apr. 4/3 The drivers have now definitely been
selected for the team of three Austin cars entered for com-
petition in the Grand Prix race. 1922 Encycl. Brit. XXXI.
1003/2 In 1911 began a new series of races for the Grand
Prix of the Automobile Club of France. 1931 Times 5 June
4/6 To-day's practice for the Irish Grand Prix Race for
motor-cars.

2. Grand Prix de Rome^ a prize awarded by the
French government to French artists, entitling the
winners to four years' study in Italy,
1923 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 186/1 The institution of the

Grand Prix de Rome—the blue ribbon of the architectural
student.

3. gen. The highest prize awarded for products
in some particular line at an exhibition.
Also in anglicized ^orm^ grandprize : see *Grand a. 12.

x88o Rep. Paris Univ. Exhib. 1878 II. 425. 1916 Ox/.
Univ. Press Gen. Cai.^ The Twenty-three Grands Prix
Awarded to the Oxford University Press At International
Exhibitions i88q-iqii.

Grand si^cle (gran sygkl). [Fr., = great cen-
tury or age.] The reign of Louis XIV, the classi-

cal or * Augustan * age of literature in France.
X912 G. L. Strachrv Landmarks Fr. Lit. v. 133 While

the masterpieces of the Grand Siecle served no ulterior pur-
pose, .those of the eighteenth century were works of propa-
ganda. X931 Times Lit. Suppl. 5 Feb. 91/1 [M. Br^mond]
has charmed tlie world with studies in the religion of France
during the grand siecle.

Granite. Add :

1. b. Jig, applied to 'stony', hard-headed, or
hard-hearted persons. Often attrib, and Comb,
(cf. granite-like in 3 b).

1902 Daily Chron. 12 Nov. 5/6 That granite-headed ship-
owner, Sir Alfred L. Jones. 1908 Ibid. 7 Nov. 4/4 His
countenance expressed neither the sweetness and tenderness
of the saint nor the granite severity of the prophet. 1916
Punch 14 June 398/2, I stole a look at Hercules over my
shoulder, but he was granite. 1920 C. }v.«v>Kii Scott. Clerical
Stories v'm. 164 Strong-boned, granite-headed, and endowed
with all kinds of vitality.

3. c. granite ware (earlier U.S. example).
1876 J. S. Ingram Centen, Exposition 706 Upon the bottom

of a granite ware basin.

Granodiorite (gr^n^jdai-orait). Petrol, [t
grano-y taken as cpmbining form oi granite', cf.

Geanophyre,] a granular, igneous rock inter-

mediate between granite and quartz-diorite. Hence
ara:iiodiori'tic a.

1893 W. LiNDGREN in Amer. yml. Sci. Ser. m. XLVI.
202-3. 191Z Encycl. Brit. XXVII. i/i Grano-diorite..has
been very generally adopted in America for rocks which are
intermediate in character between the granites and the
diorites. Ibid. 1/2 Grano-diorites have been described from
California. 1985 H. H. Read, etc. Geol. Golspie 34 The
Rogart granodioritic magma.
Granolithic, a. Add : Also sb, = granolithic

concrete.
1881 Specif. Patent P. Stuart No. 6ia 4. 1901 Guinness

7'rustf Fnlham P. Rd. 8 '1 he open areas between the blocks
..are paved with granolithic for use as playgrounds. 1905
G. L. SuTCLiFFE Concrete (ed. 2) 336 Numerous tests have
been made of reinforced Granolithic. 1905 Taylor &
Thompson Concrete i Granolithic is concrete consisting of
Portland cement and fine broken stone or sand troweled to
form a wearing surface. 1909 Pall Mall Gaz. 12 Apr, 2/2
An inscription in brass letters set in granolithic.

Granth (gront). Alsograntha. [Hindi ^<z«/A
book, code, a. Skr. grantha tying, knot, literary

composition, book, text, f. granth, gralh to tie.]

The sacred scriptures of the Sikhs, composed by
Nanak Shah and others.

1837 G. R.SiDDONS in yrnl. Asiatic Soc. BengaTVl.i. 480
The Granthas, or sacred books, of the Dadupantht Sect.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 8^4/2 Nothing in Hindi by R5m2-
nuja has come down to us ; of Ramanand we have one short
poem in the Granth. 1901 N. Amer. Rev. Feb. 303 The
Sikh still. .visits the temple to listen to the reading of the
Granth. x^"] Daily Tel. 22 Feb. ri/5 Three hundred Sikhs,
carrying the Granth Sahib, or Holy Book,. .were attacked
by infuriated Moslems.

Granulitize (grse'ni^Xbitaiz), v, Geol. [f.

GRANULITE + -IZE.] a. trans. To make granulitic.

b. intr. To become granulitic Hence Gra:null-
tiza'tlon, conversion into granulite.

1903 Geikib Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 4) I. 248 Granular (granu-
litised) quartz. 1930 Peach & Horne Geol. Scotl. 26 Thase
planes are not accompanied by granuUtization. Ibid. 28
within the shear-zones new foliation pfanes are developett
and the minerals are granulitized. Ibid. 55 The hornblende
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GEANXTLOMETBIC.
does not gninuHtize though the ends of the crystals may be
teased oul into fibre:^.

^

Granuloxnetric (gTx:nui\omeiTik\ a, [ad.

F. gramilometriqtte : see Gbanulo- and Metric.]
Pertaining to measurement of the different sizes

of grains of sand.

1905 L. C. Sabin Cement ^ Concrete xi. i<3 Thus, all of the
sands tested had the same * granulometric ' composition.

1905 Taylor & Thompson Concrete ix. 141 Granulometric
composition of sand.

Grape, ^^^-^ Add : 7. = Grape-vine 2 a.

1865 in Southern Hist. Soc. Papers (1877) III. 56 Plenty of
* grape ', i, e. rumors afloat of a speedy general exchange.

8. a. grape-arbouvy 'Ctttting^ -roty -seed (earlier

U.S. example), b. grape-cnlturist^ -grower,
1B98 Marc. Deland Old Chester Tales 107 They were

sitting in the *grape-arbor with a little table between them.
X900 Mary E. Wilkins Lave of Parson Lord b^ Poor Love
. . repaired of an afternoon to the grape-arbor. 1907 Chicago
Evening Post 4 May 15 (Advt.) Fine summer home on good
lake ; grape arbors ; garden. 1847 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents
(1848) 468, I would strongly urge the *grape culturists. .to

add brandy to their wine after fermentation. 1768 Washing-
ton Diaries I. 267 Planted out *Grape Cuttings. 1847 ReP.
U.S. Comm. Patents (1848) 469 The landlord to furnish the
dwelling house.. fruit trees and grape cuttings at bis own
expense. 1889 Harper's Mag. Jan. 261/2 The better class

of laboring agriculturists, *grape-growers, and stock-rabers.

x886 Harpers Mag. June 44/1 When mildew and *grape-
rot first appear. 1786 Washington Diaries III. 36 Too*
the ground was nearly prepared for my *grape Seeds, I could
not sow them on acct. of the Weather.

9. grape-berry moth (example)
; grape codling

(seequot.) ; grape-fruit has of late been popularized

in England, esp. as an hors d'oeuvre or a preliminary

to a meal
;
grape-nuts^ the trade name for a patent

preparation of Indian com in a crisp granular form.
X871 Trans. III. Agric.Soc.yiW. 158 The Penthina Viti-

vorauay or *Grape-berry moth, called also *^Grapc-codling.

1851 llluslr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. iv. i. 971/9 *Grape-fruit.

1859, 1885 [in Dict.J. 1904 Daily Ckron. 4 May 10/5 The
rape-fruit, which is gradually growing in popularity in Eng-
ind. 1905 Westm.Gaz.^ Mar. 12/3 The grape-fruit grows

in bunches (hence its name). 1909 Daily Chron. 15 June
4/4 The grape fruit, excellent in salad, and excellent to eat
alone, so subtly combining the flavours of orange, lemon,
and grape. 1905 Chesterton Heretics 136 There is more
stmpltcity in the man who eats caviar on impulse than in the
man who eats "grape-nuts on principle. 191a J. H. Moors
Ethics if Education ix. 50 And it would be just as scientific

to advertise moral principles on bill boards as it is to instil

the virtues of ' grape nuts * in this way.

Gra*pe-sho tted»<2. [f. GBi^Fs-sHOT.] Loaded
with grape-shot.

1910 Jer. Hart Vigilante Girl xW. 193 When the Section
t.epelletier revolted in Paris he placed grape-shotted cannon
at tlie street angles.

Grape-vine. Add : 1. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1654 Providence {R. I.) Rec. (1893) 1 1. 78 Bounded., on the

East-end on the lower side.. by the grape Vines. 1765 G.
Croghan yml, ia8 A great part of the trees in the bottom
arc covered with grape vines. 1768 Washington Diaries I.

265 Planting out Grape Vines according to Memorandum.
1815 D. Drake Cincinnati ii. 70 [The shells] were lying in

connexion with grape vines and other vegetables. i8a9'3a

J. P, Kennedy Stvalloiv B. I. xii. xag A straggling grape-
vine swung across from tree to tree.

3. attrib.y as grape-vine beetle., bridle^ juice, land,

rope, sphinxy telegraph (sec 2 a), telegraphic adj.,

wire.
1867 Rep. latva Agric. Soc, (1868) i8g The vines have been

injured to some extent by the leaf-louse; the *grape-vine
beetle has not been seen. x8a4 P. Horry Li/e 0/ F. Marion
(1833) 47 Vou might be sure to see.. the fences strung along
with starved tackies, in *grape-vine bridles and sheep-skin
saddles. 18x3 ^hULXiWcSc. Fiddle iw. (i8i4)8i_He. .Foster'd

the honours of his head. With 'grape-vine juice, and bear*s

grease too. 187X Schelede Vkrk Americaftisms(i&ja) 407
The comparatively poor land, on which grapevines grow
wild, and which is hence called ^Grapevine Land. 1843 R.

Carltoh New Purchase I. xii. 90 An athletic woman stepped
..into the boat, her little boy at the moment casting loose

the •grape vine rope—its fastening. x886 Harper's Mag.
June 45/2 Leaf-roilers, the 'grape-vine sphinx, and cater-

pillars., mu-st be caught by hand. 1889 Farmer American-
isms s. v., During the Civil War exciting news of battles not

fought and victories not won were said to be received by
•grape-vine telcgrapfi. X864 in Southern Hist. Soc. Papers
(1876) I. 437 Many ••grape-vine' telegraphic reports are

afloat in camp. 1907 J. L. Given Making a Newspaper
xiii. 330 Not often does a telegraph editor.. manufacture
news, or, in the vernacular, employ the ''grapevine wire*.

Graphite. Add : Used as a solid lubricant for

machinery. Hence OrapMted (grae'faited) a.,

supplied with graphite as a lubricant.

X906 Bulletin Imp. Inst. IV. 358 Graphite is of the greatest

value as a lubricant for machinery, especially in cases where
the pressure on the bearings is very great and the movement
slow, so that lubricating oils are soon pressed out. 191a
Archbutt & Deeley Lubrication (ed. 3) 150 In 1906, Dr.
Acheson discovered amongst the products of the electric

furnace a highly unctuous, soft, and almost chemically pure
graphite, posses.Mng all the properties of an ideal solid lubri-

cant. 1929 Autocar 10 Nov. 997 Graphited oilless bushes
are freely used.

Graphitize (grx-fitaiz), v. [See -TZE.] trans.

To convert (carbon) into graphite. Hence
Oraphitiza'tion, conversion into graphite.

1910 Encycl. /3n7. XII. 365/1 Two procedures are adopted

:

(i) gr-iphitizaiion of moufdcd carbons; (2) graphitization of
anthracite en masse. 19XS .\- Rogers Industr. Ghent. 276
After such a run the granulated coke forming the heating
core has been graphitized. Ibid. 277 The furnace used (or

grapbitizing small carbon electrodes.

429

Grappier (grae'pisj). [Fr., f. grappe (as in

grappes de la chaux).'\ A hard lump of unslaked
hydraulic limestone used for making cement.
X90S E. C. Eckel Cemet^ts 180 After slaking is completed,

the lime remains as a fine powder interspersed with lumps
(grappiers) of harder material. Ibid. 185 Grappier cements
are made by grinding finely the lumps of unburned and
overburned material which remain when a hydraulic lime is

slaked. 1920 B. Blount Cement 185 Grappiers, or bard-
bumed lumps from siliceous hydraulic limes.

Grapple, sb. Add : 4. b. * A tool with spring
jaws which are closed by striking the fish * (Knight
Diet. Meek. Suppl. 1884).
187a Game Laws Maine in Fur, Fin (? FeatheriiZy^) 162
No person shall be allowed to take or catch any pickerel
with spears, hooks or grapples.

Grass, f^.^ Add: 1. 0. Betiveen grass aitdhay
U.S. (see quots.).
X871 ScHELE DE Verb Americanisms (1872) 208 The

peculiar phrase in which the youth, who is no longer a boy,
and not yet a man, is picturesquely said to be between grass
and hay. 1891 H. C. Bunner Zadoc Pine 17 He. .got a
couple of eggs cooked for bis private supper.., The eggs
were, as be told Mr. Bryan, 'kinder 'twixt grass and hay ,

4. b. Also, the young shoots of the carnation.
1836 N. Paterson Manse Garden (i860) 189 The young

shoots [of carnations] near the ground which cfo not run to
flower are denominated grass. Ibid. 190 Pipings (as the grass
shoots taken off and stuck in the ground are called), .will

take root, c 1899 Played On 47 Masses of clove carnations,
with their own beautiful blue-green leaves, or 'grass', as
a carnation grower would term it.

9. esp. Ground covered with grass closely mown
and rolled, forming a lawn or border in a garden.

Keep offthe grass : a notice frequently posted in a
park or garden to which the public are admitted

;

also used trivially as a warning not to take liber-

ties, encroach, or interfere.

X850 Punch 5 Oct. 144/1 The public, who are here and
there 'requested to keep off the grass*. X897 Maugham
Liza 0/ Lambeth v. 59 *Na then ', she said, 'kiep off the
grass !

' [i.e. don't take liberties with me], 1904 Daily Chron.
27 Oct. 4/7 *Now, then, some girl can tell me about grass.

What is grass?' The protagonist of the class..gave the
definition. * Please, it's what you got to keep off of.'

12. a. ^(aj.f^a/,-^iw/jfl^ (earlier U.S. examples),

-meadow, -seed (earlier and later U.S. examples),

-spire (modern U.S. example), -sward, -tuft.

X836 S. CuMMiNCS lyestern Pilot 49 About a mile and
a half below Harls Ltnnen is "grass flats, channel at either

side. x66a Conn. Hist. Soc. Colt. XIV. 515 All his lands..

whether they be meadow, plowe, or *grass grownd, or
Swamp Ground. 1679 Connecticut Probate Rec. I. 318 My
mansion house, ..my Grass Ground, and plow Land. 177*
Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIV. 279 Frost
has mowed and stacked his "grass meadows and stacked it

a good Crop, i^yj J. L. Williams Terr, ofFlorida 54 The
St. Johns rises.. in the extensive grass meadows. X654
Springfield (Mass.) Rec. I. 232 Thomas Stebbins and
Benjamin Mun should have the use ofthetrayninge place..
upon condition.. ihatt they sow itt with Inglish "grass seed.

x88o yennont Agric. Rep. VI, 32, I cannot recommend the
use of oats in connection with grass seed. 1867 T. Lackland
Homespun 1. 99 The busy spiders . . had spun slenderest ropes
of very gossamer, and swung ihcm across from one "grass
spire to another. 1865 Rep. Maine Board Agric. X. 59 The
older the "grass-sward for pasture the better. xSgx Kipling
Light that Failed (1900) 8 Maisie was picking "grass-tufts,

X909 Westm. Gaz. 11 Dec 16/1 Only recovering his feet

after much floundering in one of the sandy hollows which
occur between the gra.^-tufts.

c. grasS'fed (modem U.S. examples).
1880 Vermont Agric. Rep. VI. 26 Time was when the

butchers of Brighton claimed that they could distinguish
between the grass-fed beef fattened in this valley, and that

from other sections, by its superior quality. 189J Gunter
Miss Dividends (1893) 213 What's champagne muscle to
grass-fed muscle, you dainty cut of New York.

13. grass-carpet, a carpet made of dried grass

;

grass cow, a cow for grazing ; grass-frog, the

common frog, Rana temporaria ; grass-hook, an
implement for cutting grass ;

grass-line = grass-

rope ;
grass-nut, the tuberous root of a variety of

Cyperus ; grass scythe, a scythe for mowing grass

;

grass sickness (see qnot. 1923) ; grass-way =
grass-siding\ grass-work [c) (see quot.).

1831 T. BuTTRicK Voy., Trav, etc. 67 He, .conducted me
into another neat apartment, spread a handsome ''^grass

carpet on the floor, and.. bid me welcome. X867-9 Trans,
III. Agric. Soc. VU. 422 "Grass cows were in plentiful and
indeed excessive supply. 190X H. Gadow Amphibia <V

Reptiles 253 The haoits of the "Grass-frog are essentially

terrestrial. i8ia Niles' IVeekly Register II. 131/1 The
purveyor of public supplies advertises for. . 1000 "grass hooks.

1858 J. A. Warder Hedges ^ Evergreens 97 Using for the
purpose [of pruning] a strong knife about two feet long, or

a common grass-hook. 1927 Blackw. Mag. May 674/1 She
was made fast to a "grass-line astern of the Malplaquet,
1835 A. B. LoNCSTREET Georgia Scenes (1843) 184 He was
..raised upon nothing but "grass-nuts and sweet potatoes.

1573 TussER Husb. (1878) 37 A brush sithe and "grasse sithe.

X787 Washington Diaries III. 241 Called on my return at

French's where I had begun with grass Scythes (a cradle

having been found not to answer). 1920 Glasgow Herald
9 Sept. 9 The discovery of a bipolar organism in "grass-

sickness. 19S3 Daily Mail 18 June 7 The disease in horses
known as grass sickness which first appeared in Forfarshire

in the summer of 1909,. .The principal symptoms are para-
lysis of the palate and gullet, causing inability to swallow.

1927 Sunday Express 17 July 17/5 Sometimes the road was
.so bad that, dodging between the trees, they left it for the

flat "grassway beside it. 1880 Harper^s Mag. June 31/2
Another operation technically known as ' "grass work * con-

GBATICITLED.

sists in the fastening of small glass beads or 'dew-drops 'to
the artificial blades.

Grasserie (grasVz). [Fr., f. gras fat.] A
disease of silkworms.
1888 E. A. Butler Silkworms 70 Sometimes they become

yellow and limp, and soon die of a sort of jaundice, called
grasserie, 1923 Nature 24 Mar. 411/2 Flacherie is of less

importance in mulberry worms, while grasserie is stated to
cause loss to all species.

Grasshopper. Add :

1. c, slang, [a) A waiter at a tea-garden {Slang
Diet. 1874). ((^) A policeman, 'copper' (Farmer
& Henley Slang 1893).
{h) is an instance of rhyming slang.
X907 Daily^ Chron. i Apr. 4/4 The criminal classes always

speak of policemen as * grasshoppers '.

5. grasshopper season^ year (i.e. when the crops
are destroyed by grasshoppers)

; grasshopper
engine (earlier U.S. example) ; grasshopper
Indian U,S, (see quot.).

x8S3 P- Kennedy Blackwaier Chron. v. 60 Like one of
the old "grasshopper engines on the railroad. 1831 J. O.
Pattie Personal Narr. Exped. St. Louis to Pacific (1833)
100 Here we met a band of tlie "Grasshopper Indians, who
derive their name from gathering grasshoppers, drying them,
and pulverizing them. x88i A. A. Havks New Colorado i,

21 There was hardly any farming in the early times; there
were terrible "grasshopper seasons before 1876. 2880
Scribner's Monthly July 458/1 Then came 1875 and 1876,
which were * "grasshopper years * when no crops of con-
sequence were raised in the whole state.

6. A devicefor Operating the sucker-rods ofa series

of petroleum wells with a single motor.
189s Groves & Thorp Chem, Technol. II. 163 When

a number of contiguous wells, none of which yield largely,

are to be pumped, a grasshopper, or sucker-rod movement,
is employed.

7. A light vehicle thebody of which is suspended
by braces to the rear ends of wooden springs. ? U,S,
(Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909.)

Gra'SShopper, 7^. [f.thesb.] intr. To spring

over^ like a grasshopper.
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xxxii. 704 When they

spar [= push (a steam-boat) with poles] thus on both sides,

they are said to ' grasshopper over '.

Grassiness. (U.S. example.)
X787 Washington ZJ/arw III. 199 The harrow was ordered

to preceed it once, or as many times as the ground from the
clodiness, or grassiness of it, should appear to need it.

Grass land. [Grass j-^.i] Land producing
grass

;
pasture or grazing land.

X689 Early Connecticut Probate Rec. 514 Five acres of
grass land at the lower end of the medow. 1697 Connecticut
Colonial Rec. IV, 212 About one acre of gnisse land in the
said meddowe. 1765, 1846 [see Grass sb.^ i-z\. 1807 J.
Bahlow Columbiad\. 300 The conscious flocks, .spread thro
the grassland. 1848 Cultivator New Ser. V. 185 In 1843
I plowed up a piece of grassland which had been pasture
two or three years. x88o Vermont Agric. Rep. VI. 39 This
pest is now found on nearly all of our grass lands, from
which it is not excluded by a healthy vigorous sward. 1918

J. W. Bews {title) The Grasses and Grasslands of South
Africa, 19*0 Nature CV. 408/3 It is too often the case that
grassland is left to take care of itself, and that no steps are
taken for its improvement.

Grass-plat. ( Earlier exam pie.)

1654 E. Johnson IVonder-ivrkg, Provid. vi. 11 Others
eying the best Grass-platts and best Situation for Farmes
and Targe accommodations.

Grass-widow. 2. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1845 J. J. HooPFR Taking Ceitsus ii. 183 John Green's

sister, (the grass widder, as lives with 'em,) she goes to her
battling bench, 1854 Yale Lit. Mag. XX. 21 [She] was
arrayed, as who ever saw a veritable grass widow not arrayed,
in a memorable suit of black.

Hence Grass-widowed ///. a., living apart from
one's husband. Grass-widower (earlier U.S. ex-

ample).
x86s Rocky Alt. Netvs (Denver) 14 June (Th.) David is

a bachelor again, or rather a * grass-widower *. 1926 W. J.
Locke Stories Near

<J-
Far 112 She could never resolve the

problem whether she would have been happier or unhappter
in a gra.ss-widowed slate.

Grate^ sb.^ 0. Add : grate-fire, a fire in an
open grate,

X907 Daily Chron. 30 Nov. 4/4 When other reformers insist

on our abolishing grate fires altogether, 1909 Eliz. Banks
Myst. Frances Farrington 87 Your utterly useless, but
expensive, grate-fire.

Grater i. Add : 4. ir.S. (See quot.)

1878 Mrs. Stowe Pnganuc People xix. 217 ' You can find

some of them sweet-flag " graters " if you want.' This was
the blossom-bud of the sweet flag, which when young and
tender was reckoned a delicacy among omnivorous children.

Graticolate (grati"ki/<I«it), ». [f. Y.gratUuUr
(see Gbatioulation) -h-ATE3.] trans. To divide

(a plan or design) into squares in order to make an
accurate enlargement or reduction.

1895 Funk^s Standard Diet,

Graticnle. Add :

2. A measuring scale in the eye-piece of a tele-

scope, microscope, or other optical instrument, for

the location of objects in the field of view. Also,

the glass disc or plate bearing this scale. Hence
Qra'ticnled ppl. a., fitted with a graticule.

1914 Handbk. Artillery Imlriiments (H.M. Stationery

Office) 42 In front of the eyepiece is fixed.. a diaphragm,

with spider's web graticnles attached to it. 1919 Rhkinberg

in Trans. Opt. Soe. XX. 277 Generally the graticiiles are

on glass and it is usual to refer to the complete discs or
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plates with Ihe measuring scales or marks on them, as

'graticules'. Ibid. 286 Graticuled binoculars are not used

liiich for peace purposes. .9'o ^•'t''" CV. 563/1 Such

motion being observed by a plate micrometer or graticule

in the observing telescope, rgzi Encycl. ^«^. XXXI I.

»43/i Graticuled binoculars. I9»4 L. C Maktin Opt. Mcas

iKlr. J7 The use of lines engraved on a glass (a graticule)

is finding an increasing favour.

Gratin. Add: b. a/tni. ^ . ^
i88a A. B. Marshai-l Caoiiry Bk. 17 Gratin Sauce (for

FisW. 1901 C. H. Senn Nfw Cent. Cook. Bk. 599 Butter

a silver-plated gratin-dish. 190a Daily Ckron.1^ Feb. 8/4

Drain and turn into a gratin dish,, .cover with line bread-

crumbs. . . 1 J • iU •

o. Phr. au gratin {o gratsen) : cooked m this

way ; also, as sb.
. „ / i tr

1846 SoVER Cookerym Sole au gratin. Note, In i ranee

we have silver dishes on purpose for aiigratins,in which

thev are dressed and served to table, the gratin adhering to

the bottom of the dish. 1889 A. B Marshall Cookery Bk

aiQ Maccaroni au Gratin. 1901 C. H. Sf.nm New Cent.

Cook. Bk. 445 Vegetable Marrow au Gratin.

Hence Oratinate v. [after t

.

gratiner: see-ATE'S],

to cook (food) au gratin.

190a Webster Suppl.
, , , ,r^ , j, •

Grattage (giatas). Med. \?T.,{. grafter to

scratch.] The removal of granulations by friction

with a stiff brush.
xigoRa.usc%Meii.Dict.,Grattas:e. i. Abrasion. a.Curet-

Gratters, colloq. (school and university) for

congratulations : see *-ER 6.

1903 D. F. T. Coke Saniiford 0/Merion xiii. 98 ' Gratter

\,sic\, Sandford", he said, 'on your rowing to-day'. 1906

— Beni/ing 0/ Twig m. Gratters, Marsh, on being monitor.

1920 G. W. Deeping Second Youth xiii, Right-ho 1 Good luck

and gratters I

Grattoir (gratwar). Archieol. [Fr.,i. graller

to scrape, scratch.] A scraping tool of fiint; au
' end-scraper '. (Cf. ScBAPEK 4 e.)

1887 Amer. Antiquarian IX. 341, 4°°° grattoirs, blades,

knives and saws. 191S W. J. Sollas Anc. Hunters (ed. 2)

298 The grattoirs or end scrapers are generally short and

rough. Ibid. 485 The characteristic keeled grattoir.

Grave, sb^ 6. grave-post (earlier U.S. ex-

ample). , ^.

1840 Southern Lit. Messenger VI. 191/1 When an Indian

dies, it is his family or surname, that is put on his grave-

post, or adjedatigwon.

Gravel, ib. Add : 8. a. gravel bar, beach.

C. gravel-stremn adj.

jSai T. Nuttall Jml. Trav. Arknnsa vii. J36 Four miles

above Dardennes commences the first »gravel-bar, accom-

panied by very rapid water. iBjS J. Hall Statistics of

IVest ii. 41 This enlargement of its bed.. renders the depth

over some of the shoals.. very slight at low water, forming

several very shoal sand and gravel bars. 1806 in Ann, gth

Congress 2 Sess. 1118 The river becomes more obstructed by

rapids, and sand, and *gravel beaches. Jgs? Kendrew
Climates 0/ Continents 241 The rivers, whose beds, dry,

wide, and *gravel.strewn in summer, often become filled in

a few hours in winter by swollen torrents.

9. gravol-orusher, -orusliing ///. a., slang (see

qnots.); gravel dumper, a machine for deposit-

ing gravel; gravel eye (see quot. 1879); gravel

fly (see quot.) ; gravel iron (see qtiot).

1889 BARRtRE & Leland Dtct. Slang, ''Gravel.crusker

(military), a soldier compelled to tramp about a square at

defaulter's drill. 1901 Daily News 9 Jan. 5/2 The ' gravel-

crushers ' (as the dismounted service is generically known).

1918 E. S. Farrow Did. Mil. Terms, Gravel Crushers, a

slang expression equivalent to doughboy or infantry soldier,

and the YnnAJi^ol. 1900 Kynocii Jrnl. Feb.-Mar. 63/2

Cyclists .. act more in conjunction with and as the eyes

of their "gravel-crushing comrades. 1856 Trans. Mich.

Agric. Soc. VII. 334 There are on the road 20 *gravel dum-

pers. \'iis Poultry Chron. III. 9/1 The Suabian Pigeons

..have generally a turned crown, 'gravel eye, and clean

feet. 1879 L. Wright Pract. Pigeon-Keeper loi An alto-

gether red, gravel, or orange eye is a decided fault. 1837

KlRKBRlDE Northern Angler 28 The Spider, or *Gravel-fly

. .appears about the middle of April, if the weather be warm.

..It is bred in the gravel. 1900 Daily News 22 Sept. 9/3

The ' *gravel iron ' at present in use on all Hansom cabs .

.

strikes the ground with great force, causing severe shock or

Gravel, v. Add : 6. intr. = Ddst w.l 3 b.

1870 Blaine Eiicycl. Rur. Sports 5 2618 Where they \sc.

partridges] bask at noontide, and where they preen, scratch,

and gravel.

7. (See qnot.)

1902 Cornish Naturalist Thames 216 In winter the eel-

man goes ' gravelling ', that is, scooping up gravel from the

bottom to deepen any part of the channel.

Gravenstein (gra'vanstain). [f. Cravenstein

in Holstein, Germany.] A large variety of apple.

i860 Hogg Fruit J/a««a/ 10 Gravenstein. ..Large, round,

flattened at the ends, and angular. ..A very valuable apple.

1863 Rep. Maim Board Agric. 205 Gravenstein. This apple

is more cosmopolitan than any othc. within my knowledge.

1873-4 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 274 The Graven-

stein IS without exception the finest flavored fall apple in

cultivation.

Graver 2. [f. Gbave z/.2 + -er1.] One who
graves vessels,

1868 G. G. Channing Early Recoil. Newport, R. I. 150,

I knew several of the name of Swinburne who were caulkers,

gravers, and riggers.

Grraves (grav). [Fr. (pi.), a name for gravelly

sandy parts of the Bordeaux country.] A light

(usually white) wine produced in the Graves

district.

430

1630 T. Tavloe (Water P.) Wks. Fff 4/1 The French

Frontiniacke, Claret, Red nor White, Graues nor High-

Country could our hearts delight. 1833 C. Reddikg Mod.

Wines 148 Macau produces seven or eight hundred tuns of

red Graves. 1908 E. & A. Vizetellv Wines of France 81

note, Cirons.. produces a fine white Graves.

Gravette (grave- 1). Archxol. [f. La Gra-

veite, a site in the Dordogne.] The name for a

long narrow knife-shaped flint. Usually Gravette

point,
1915 Sollas Anc. Hunters (ed. 2) 302 Still, even at this

stage {sc. the Upper Aurignacian], anew form of implement

came into use. This is a knife-like flake known as the Gra-

vette point. Ibid. 485 Gravette-like point from the Upper

Magdalenian. 1920 A. H. Keane's Man. 12 Finely worked

knife-like blades (Chatelperron point, Gravette point). 1921

R. A. S. Macalister Europ. Archaeol. I. 368 1 he Gravette

point . . is a flake having one edge treated with secondary

chipping and the other left sharp and untouched. Ibid. 369

In some Gravette knives the chipped edge is not straight,

but has a kind of hump.

Graveyard. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1773 p. V. FiTHiAN Jrnl. (1900) 74 He meant it for a Satire

upon the neglect of the people in suffering their Grave-Yard

to lie common. i8o6Wkems Lett. II. 344 Constantly walk-

ing over the grave yard of Foreigners. iSai J. F. Cooper

Spy xiv. (1831) 168 The grave-yard was an enclosure on the

grounds of Mr. Wharton.

GravicembalO (grKvi|tJe-mbal»), It. corrup-

tion of *Clavicembalo.
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Gravecembalo. 1876 Stainer

& Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms. 1899 tr. O. Bie'sHist. Piano-

forte 133 When Italy decided . . to replace the GravicembalO

by the pianoforte.

Gravied (gr^-vid), a. [f. Gbavt + -ed2.]

Served in or with gravy.

1895 Funk's Standard Diet.

Gravitation. 4. Add : gravitation stamp
= gravity stamp (see *Gravity 8 b).

1894 T. K. Rose Metallurgy Goldgt) Californian 'gravita-

tion ' stamps are in general use . . for crushing gold ores. 1914

W. GowLAND Non-Ferrous Metals 200 A modern heavy

gravitation stamp.
,

Gravity. Add : 4. d. Specific gravity deter-

mination, ascertaining the specific gravity of cer-

tain substances for the purposes of investigation or

diagnosis. ..

1899 Cagnev tr. JahscKs Clin. Diagn. (ed. 4) vu. 326 The

approximate sugar content of the urine, .being ascertained

by means of a specific gravity determination.

8. b. gravity anomaly (see quot.); gravity

(bucket) conveyor, a conveyor with buckets

which can be tilted and emptied; gravity-fed a.,

supplied with petrol by the action of gravity;

gravity feed, petrol supply operated by gravity

;

gravity organ (see quot.) ; gravity stamp (see

quot.) ;
gravity wave (see quot.) ;

gravity wind,

a wind produced by the downward motion of the

air.

1925 J. JoLY Surface-Hist. Earth ii. 42 A computed value

of the force of gravity for the particular station is arrived at

and this is compared with the observed value. If there is a

difference thisdifferenceis known as ' the 'gravity anomaly .

The gravity anomaly gives the local departure from perfect

isostasy. It is generally small. The result is expressed in

dynes. 1910 Encycl. Brit. VII. 56/1 The 'gravity or tiltmg

bucket conveyor can be used as a combined elevator and

conveyor. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 20 Feb. 4/2 The 'gravity.fed

oil-pump. 1909 Ibid. 17 Nov. 5/2 The carburetter is gravity-

fed. 1914 Programme Isle ofMan Tourist Trophy Races

9/1 Either 'gravity or pressure feed may be used. '923

A. W. Judge Carburettors 142 The three systems of fuel

supply used on motor vehicles are as follows: (i) The
Gravity Feed. (2) Pressure Feed. (3) Vacuum Feed. 1928

Motor Manual (ed. 27) 212 Gravity feed.—A. system of

petrol supply to the carburetter in which the petrol tank is

placed well above the carburetter, the petrol flowing by

gravity. 1909 Daily Chron. 18 Feb. 7/5 A 'gravity organ

IS possessed by all the lower water animals, to enable them to

tell when they are standing on their feet or are tipside down.

..Similar gravity organs have been discovered in plants by

Professor Haberlandt. 19H Encycl. Brit. XX. 239/1 The
'gravity stamp is a pestle of goo lb weight more or less,

which is lifted by a revolving cam and falls by the force of

gravity. .. Gravity stamps are especially adapted to the fine

crushing of gold ores. igiiG.O. Smart in RandMetallurg.

Practice I. 34 Like other crushing machines, the gravity

stamp has a limited range of efficient operation. 1912 H.

Lamb in Proc.s'h Internal. Congress Math. (1913) II. 284

This [formula] is illustrated in the case of 'gravity waves.

1930 SiRN.SHAwAf<»».^«/«'-«/. III. iiThe waves between

air and water or between two layers ofair are called gravity-

waves ' because the force which controls their behaviour 13

the force of gravity upon the heap of water or air in the pro.

tuberant part of the wave. 1928 Ibid. II. 255 Katabatic

winds. .Such winds are 'gravity-winds which pay no atten-

tion to isobars until they get into the open where they have

time to adjust themselves to the requirements of the earth s

rotation. .....
Grazer 2. [f. Gkaze zi.z-f-BEi.] An act or

instance of grazing ; a ' close shave', a ' near thing .

1850 L. H. Garrard Wah-To-Yah xxiv. (1927) 29B A ball,

crashing through both sides of their defense, buried itself m
the side of a poor steer...' Well, I'll be darned, if that

wasn't a grazer.'

Grazier. Add : 3. A gr.izing animal. U.i,.

185a Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 138 They Uc. Durham
heifers] are good graziers and winter well.

Grazing, vhl. rf.l 3. grazing land (U.S. ex-

ample).
1789 Morse Amer. Geog. soNumerous tracts of fine arable

and grazing land intervene between the ridges.

GBEAT.

Grease, sb. 6. Add : grease^ree, -laden adjs.

;

grease-band, a band of pliable stuff (e.g. brown
paper) coated with cart-grease mixed with tar and

fastened round a tree-trunk to prevent the ascent of

flightless moths; hence grease-band v. trans., to

protect with a grease-band ;
grease-bush U.S.

(earlier example) ; grease-oap (cf. *Gekaser i c) ;

grease-gun (see quot. 1928); grease-proof, -tight

ailjs., impermeable to grease
;
grease-wood U.S.

(earlier example) ; sS.%q attrib.

1900 Druev in Bk. Card. 1093 'Grease-bands put round the

trees. .will prevent the females from ascending. Ibid. 1100

As a preventive measure all orchard trees should be 'grease-

banded in autumn, using WiUesden or similar grease-proof

paper. 1930 J. Coutts, etc. Gardening 704 The stake sup-

porting the tree must also be grease-banded, i860 Mayne
Reio Odd People yi\ The ' mezquite ' of several species. . the

*grease-bush {obione canescens). 1924 A. W. Judge Mod.
Motor Cars I. 245 Screw-down 'grease caps_ are generally

provided, and a turn should be given every time the car is

used for more than a few miles. . .The pivot-pin grease holes

should be kept clear, otherwise the grease will leak out past

the threads of the screw cap. 1908 Practitioner Sept. 488

Cyllin obstetrical lubricant .. has the advantage that it is

'grease-free. 1923 Daily Mail 11 May 12, 1 liked very much
the accessibility of all the greasers on the car. Every one

can easily be reached with a 'grease gun without any acro-

batic feats. 192s A. W. Judge Mech. Car 163 A screw

plunger grease container (or 'grease-gun'). 1928 Motor
Mnmtal (ed. 27) 212 Grease gun.—A form of force pump for

conveniently supplying grease lubricant to various lubricat-

ing points on a car. 1900 'grease-proof [see grease-band

above]. 1910 Daily Chron. 8 Mar. 3/3 Each loaf . . is packed

and sealed in a paper wrapper, which is grease-proof and
germ-proof. 1925 A. W. Judge Mech. Car 163 The nipples

are.. 'grease-tight and dust-excluding. 184SJ. Palmer yr«/.

(1847) 48 (Th.) Wild sage and 'greasewood found in plenty.

1928 WiLLA Ch-^HV-R Deathfor Abp. L i. 18 The wagon tram

had been going all day through a greasewood plain.

Grease, zi. 1. Add: Togrease thefat pig {or

sow) (fig.) : to give to those who do not want.

[1634 P. Seddon in Corr, N. IValworth etc. (Chetham

Soc. iBSo) 33 Do not grass a fat sow behind.] 1785 Gkose
Diet. Vulgar T., To grease afat sow in the arse, to give to

a rich man. 1923 Daily Mail 7 Aug. 8/6 These instances

of extravagance, which seem to recall the old saying of

greasing the fat pig.

Greaser. Add : 1. c. A device for labncat-

ing the parts of a motor vehicle with grease.

1908 Westm. Gaz. 17 Nov. 5/2 Greasers are fitted every-

where necessary. 1923 [see grease-gun, 'Grease si. 6].

1924 A. W. Judge Mod. Motor Cars I. 24s The shackle

pins.. should be provided either with screw-down greasers

or dust-proof oil cups.

d. (See quot.)

1906 Claremont Gem-Cutter's Craft 100 The heavy mate-

rial among which are the diamonds.. is.. passed through a

machine called the * greaser ', which consists of a shaking

table made of five shallow steps..coated with a thick layer

of grease, and the diamonds adhere to the grease while the

remainder of the gravel is washed away.

Great, a., etc. Add : A. adj. 20. great corn

U.S., Indian com, maize ; great father, Indians'

name for the President of the U.S.A. ; great in-

sertion, the section of St. Luke's Gospel, ix. 51-

xviii. 14, which is independent of St. Marie ; Great

Lakes (see *Lake sb.* i c); great omission,

St. Mark vi. 45-viii. 26, which is omitted in

St. Luke ; Great War, the war which began on

28 July 1914 with hostilities between Austria-

Hungary and Serbia, and ultimately involved the

majority of the nations of the world ; it was sus-

pended by armistice 11 Nov. 1918.

1750 J. Birket Remarks Voy. N. Amer. (1916) 36 .\bun-

dance of iMaze or 'Great corn. 1831 Frances Trollope

Dom. Mann. Amer. (1832) I. xx. J14
All the chiefs who.,

have come to negociate with their 'great father, as they

call the President. 1840 Southern Lit. Messenger VI.

igi/j The term for the highest magistrate is Kosinan,

or our great father. 1844 Knickerbocker Ma^. XXIII.

115 The whites.. had remonstrated with the Indians, repre-

senting to them that.. they would certainly incur the dis-

pleasure of their * great father ' at Washington. l88t

Harper's Mag. Apr. 671/1 Spotted Tail has been to the

Great Father's house so often that he has learned to tell lies

and deceive people. 191 1 J. V. Bartlet in Stud. Synoptic

Problem 336 The part of Luke's Gospel prior to the 'Great

Insertion. 1927 A. H. McNeile Introd. N. T. 26 The next

non-Marcan block, [Luke] ix. 51-xviii. 14, containing more

than 30 per cent, of the "Third Gospel, is often called the

' Great Insertion '. 1911 J. C. Hawkins in Stud. Synoptic

Problem 61 This well deserves its usual name of St. Luke s

' 'great omission '. 1924 B. H. Strebter Four Gospels 160

Another striking feature in Luke's relation to Mark is his

' Great Omission ', so called, of a continuous section of 74

verses, Mk. vi. 45-viii. 26. 1916 ^itle) Australia in the 'Great

War. 1923 [see "Gallery sb. 12 b]. 1927 Whitakers ilm.

37r/r Monuments.. .Royal Artillery, (South Africa) The

Mall, (Great War) Hyde Park Comer. 1930 Stair Gillon

(title) The K.O.S.B. m the Great War.

21. b. Hence greai-grand/atherly, -grandpa-

rental adjs.

1903 Daily Chron. 2 Jan. s/^ Is 1903 'o revert to the

great-grandfatherly ways of 1803? 1929 igth Cent. Ijec

810 A collateral relative at the level of the grandparentalor

great-grandparental generation.

c. great(-great), an ancestor or descendant of

' great (great) ' degree, colloq.

190S M RS. H. Ward Marriage W. Ashe \. ii.
J3 'We—you

and I—are a little bit cousins too, aren't we ? .

.

'
Was our

" great-great " the same person ?
' he said, laughing. 1907

' Q ' Major Vigoureux xxii. Your grandfathers and grand-
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moihcra, and right back into the greats and great-greats.
I9a£ W. R. luanLay Tlumghts i8i Its great-great-grand-off-
spring.

C. sb. \. A. A great, a large part or amount.
No great, not a sreat deal, nothing great ; adv. not
mach. U.S. colloq.

1714 Essex Itist. Hist. CoU. XXXVI. 337 Mackey's
sloop sunk at Boston, & spoild a great of^ur Kiiglish good;
l8s4 ' O. On-ic ' (W. T. Adams) In Dcors ^ Out (1876) lE
I've got consider'ble, but I don't care no great about sellii

. - 86
> great about sellin'

It. i8«s A. Gray Lett. (i8«) 773 No great to see, ex-
cept a spick and span new Hotel. 1890 Harper's Mag.
Apr- 7'5/». I wa'n't no great of a boy, an' let little things
wear on me. Ibid. Dec. 146/1, 1 hadn't been round no great
in New York, an' there ain't no general store there.

Great house. U.S. (See Great a. 30. Ear-
lier U.S. examples.)
1634 Dk. »r Rec. New Ham/ishire I. 92 ^du have at the

greale house 9 cowes. 1S7S Neiu Castle Court Rec. 63 The
house and Land known by the name of the greate house wth
the blokhouse and kitching. 1760 Washington Diaries I.m Running walls for Pallisades to them from the Great
House and from the Great House to the Wash House.
1774 P. V. FiTiiFAN 7rtil. Cipoo) 99 We ran from the School.
House round the stable, & Kitchen & Great-House, which
Di-tance is about 70 Rod.

Greatness. Add .- 4. d. (with p!.) An em-
bodiment of greatness or eminence.
190S W. H01..VAN Hunt Pre-Raf!u I. 353 Carlyle was to

me one of the real greatnesses of England.
Great Spirit. [transl. of Ojibway kitcki
manilou

: ise Manitou.] The supreme spirit or
deity recognized by the North American Indians.
1805 Stbliy in Ann. (pti Congress 3 Sess. 1076 The Great

Spirit placed on an eminence near this lake, one family of
Caddoques. l8ia JViirs' Wrekly Register If. 8i/t We
return thanks to the Great Spirit for the many favors he lias
bestowed upon ns. 1855 Longf. Hia-m. i. 96 Listen to the
words of warning. From the lips of the Great Spirit. 1869
C. L. BkACE New West in. 140 Their idea of a Great Spirit
IS undoubtedly a reflex ofChristian teachings. 187(5 Jo \<3t)l -<

MiLtF.R Un-.vriltcn Hist. xix. 264 The Indians said the
Great Spirit made this mountain \sc. Shasta] first of all.

Grecian, a. 1. b. Add : Orecian curvo =
Grecian bend ; Grecian gift = Greek gift (Greek
a. 4); Orecian nose, one that is straight and con-
tinnes the line of thefoiehead; Orecian slippers,
a trade name for slippers cut low at the side and
without a heel ; Orecian splice Naut. (see quot.).
1846 J.G. SAxE/'r.WT-«j(i847)i8 "She stoops to conquer

'

in a "Grecian curve . 1810 Hook Maxwell viii, A beauti-
ful girl,..— lulian eyes—'Grecian nose. 1883 Man. Sea-
manship /or Boys 124 A 'Grecian Splice [description
followsl Ibid. IJ5 There is also another way to make a
Grecian splice, by making all the yarns into foxes, leaving
no heart. . . This splice is also used for tailing a smaller to a
larger »i2e rope, when it has to travel through a block.
Green, a. Add : 13. Oreen cross, designating

a poison gas shell, marked with a green cross, or
its contents; green flash (seeqnot. 1925) ; green
fog Pholog. (see quots. and Foa j#.2 4) ; green
goods//., (A) vegetables and fruit, greengroceries

;

Oreen Jackets //., a name applied to the Rifle
Brigade from the dark green colour of its uniform

;

Oreen Linnets //. (see qnots.) ; Oreen Moun-
tain State, the state of Vermont, U.S.A.

; green
peril, slang name for absinthe ; green ray (see
quot.).

1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms, 'Gr/en Cross Shell,
verydangerousasphyxiatingshell, first used by the Germans,
filled with diphosgene or phosgene. igaS Dnity Exfrtss
22 May 1/2 An immense steel flask of phosgene, the notorious
Green Cross poison gas employed by Germany with such
deadly eBect dunng the war. 191a Nature 6 June 351 /a
Ihe well-known phenomenon of the 'green flash at sunset.
»9»S Rex Clemknts Cil'sy ojTHom 125 For the first lime I
saw the 'Green Flash , as it is called. Just as the sun is
about to sink below the horizon a flash of vivid green seems
to leap from it. h only lasts a second and is gone. s88a
W. K. Burton A RC Mod. rhologr. 52 "Green fog makes
its appearance only with alkaline pyrogallic development.
189a WoODBLRV Encycl. /"/lo/of^r. 299 Green Fog,—Itappeari
green by reflected, and pink by transmitted light... It is
produced by reduced metallic silver in a fine state of division,
and also by the gelatine becoming decomposed by prolonged
heating in the cooking process. 19x1 E. BoK Autobiog. 09
A market dealer in 'green goods. 1814 in Sir H. Smith
Aulobiog. (1901) I. 3 • Well, 1 will make you a Rifleman, a
gre«P jacket , says the General. ioa7 Obsrnier 1 May 19

ITle Duke [of Connaught) loves the Green Jackets best of allm spue of his other military associations. 1870 Brfwcx
Diet. Phrase /f Fable 365/2 'Green Linnets, the 39th Foot,
so called from the colour of their facings. 1901 ' LiNitsMAN '

Words by Fyewilness (1902) 191 Dorsets and Middlesex
(famous old corps, wiih famous old sobriquets, 'Green Lin-
nets and 'Die-Hards'), igaj E. Feasfr & Gibbons iV/^/rVr

J
Sailor Words s.v. Nicknames, Green Linnets, The : '1 he

Dorsetshire Regiment. Throughthe ist Battalion, as the 39th
Foot. From the green facings. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 4 May
12/1 Some statistics, of the growth of the absinthe habit in
France seem to justify the alarmists who speak of the hever-
"?'. " ' '.•"= 'green peril '. 190S Daily Chron. 2r May 1/5
Ihis taxing of Ihe 'green peril' will no doubt be popular.
1918 Meleorolocical Office, Observer's Handbk. 61 Ihe
Green Ray. When the sun sets under favourable conditions
Ihe Uist glimpse of it is coloured a brilliant green.

b. green dolphin U.S., a plant louse (cf. Dol-
phin 7) ; green heron U.S. (eariier example)

;

green racer, a variety of the American black-
snake; green-wing (earlier example).
1849 Rep. U. S. Comm. Patents, Agric. (1850) 339 These

tnnx% are often iinotbered with lice, or 'green-dolphin, as
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they are termed. i8sg Knickerbocker Mag. XLVI. 222« ight-herons, snowy-hcrons, 'green-herons, and little-herons
construct their nests so closely together that four or five
Hundred of them may be counted upon twenty or thirty
cedars. 1870 Amer. Naturalist III. 124 'Green Racer
{boscamon -vetustus). I saw one dead specimen of this
snake along Hell Gate River. .874 J. W. Long Wild-FowlSHootmg 193 The 'green-wings are quite tenacious of life.

o. green ash, brier 6^5'. (earlier examples).
1810 MicHAux Arbres I. 34 'Green ash (Fraxinus viridis)

.
.
nom donn^ par moi. t83a D. J. Browne .S>/i,<z Amer. ,60ine Ijreen Ash is more common in the western districts of

Pennsylvania Maryland and Virginia, c 1783 Sarah Pears
Narrat,7:e(US.) 4 We had not anything to live on except
.

.
greenbrier berreys [etc.). 1837 Peck Gaz. Illinois i. ioihe undergrowth are. .grape vines, dogwood, spice bush,

^''!^-!'.L.
"'"' ''^'^' ^"^ ''7» ^'"er. Naturalist Dec VI.

728 I he canes matted with thorny ' green brier '. .and mixed
with tall stinging nettles.

B. si. 7. b. ^g. A greenhorn, simpleton. (Cf.
A. 8 d.)

^

Cf. Verdant Green, the name of the hero in the title of
tJle story of Oxford university life by ' Cuthbert Bede '

1838 Dickens O. Twist xviii, ' Well, well', said the Dodger
'i

^j!.^'-^"'' S0< anything to do with young Green here '

1840 G. Thompson Ne-iigate Calendar 280, I then with my
comrade stole from a green twelve shirts, .and some stock-
ings. 1841 Southern Lit. Messenger VII. 54/2, I knifed a
Hat. boat Hoozier—took his lucre—Went up the country—
rifled twtnty greens.
17. (in reference to a golf-links) green committee,

-keeping, -man, -record.
1896 Rules ofSt. Andrews in J. Kerr Golf-bk. E. Lothian

App. p. xxu. When the 'Green Committee consider it neces-
sary, a telegraph board shall be used to give the numbers
for starting. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 97/1 Eilher the
secretary, or a member of the green committee,, .should be
given the authority . . for the care of the green. looS Daily
Chron. 20 June 5/5 The science of 'greenkeeping has not
stood still while the other departments of the game have
advanced. 190s ifw/wr. Caz. 10 Feb. 3/1 The 'green-men
use various liquids to bring the worms to the top, where
they may be swept awayand destroyed. igi8 Daily Express
3 Jan. 9/2 After the snow had fallen greenmen tried to clear
It away by flooding the course with hosepipes. 190a Westm.
Gat. 28 July 4/1 Had Herd not been badly bunkered at the
fourteenth hole he would probably have beaten the 'green
record. 190S Ibid. 22 June 0/4 At the age of sixteen he.,
had won a scratch medal and broken a green-record.

Greenacre (gr»-n<ik3j). Docks slang. [Said
to be f. the name of James Greenacre, murderer,
hanged in front of Newgate, on 2 May, 1837, when
the rope broke.] The falling of a set of goods out
of the sling.

I9a8 Observer 22 July 10/7.

Greenbacker. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1876 N. y. Tribune Oct. (Barllett) Steps are being taken .

.

to secure a union of the greenhackers and the Democrats
in a fusion election ticket.

Greener* (grf-nat). Applied to rifles made by
W. Greener or according to his designs.
1901 Kynoch Jrnl. Apr.-May 03/2 Diagrams obtained

with a Greener -310 rifle and orthoptic sights. 190a Ibid. Apr.-May 84/1 Of these cartridges the Greener sharpshooter is
probably the most popular. 1921 Outward Bound June
45/1 lucking away his valuable Greener under his arm.
Greenery-yallery (gr/nsri yae Uri), a. slang.

[f. GBEE.y and yaller, vulgar pron. of Yellow,
with suffix repeated to produce a jingling com-
pound.] Of, pertoining to, or affecting the colours
green and yellow, in accordance with 'aesthetic'
style or fashion. Also Oree-nery a., greenish.
1880 W. S^ Gilbert Patience 11. 37 A greenery-yallery,

Orosvenor Gallery, Foot-inthegrave young man. 1896
Mrs. Lvnn Linton in Amer. Bookman III. 131/1 The
peenery-yallery school would have found no disciple in him
\k. Dickens). 1896 Mrs. H. Ward Sir G. Tressady 194Yon needn't wear greenery-yallery gowns, you know. 1904B NESS VON Hutten Pam II. iv, If 1 had watery, greenery,
grey eyes.

Green head, greenhead*. Add: 4. A
green-headed gadtly, Tabanus liruola. U.S.
1838 E. Flaco Far West II. 107 (Th.) [My horse was)

severely troubled by that terrible insect, so notorious all over
the West, the large green- bottle prairie fly, called Ihe 'green-
head . 1S88 J. KiKKLANn McVeys 18 What can be the
matter with that horse ?.. Is he crazy 7 Pretty near, I guess,
with a greenhead on him somewhere where he can t eet
at It.

"

5. A large variety of the striped bass. U.S.
1884 GooDE Nat. Hist. Aijuat. Anim. 425 The Striped

Bass. Large sea-going individuals are sometimes known inNew England by the names of ' Green-head ' and 'Squid-
bound '.

6. The mallard. K\%o greenhead duck. U.S.
18S8 Century Mag. Dec. 296/1 One day he succeeded in

snaring a greenhead duck.
7. An Australian ant.
I9a6 Glasgow Herald rg Dec. 6 The greenhead is the

most VICIOUS attacker of man.
Green hide, greenhlde : see Gkeen <i. 9 c.

Greenness. Add: 2. f. Of horses: Want of
training'. (.See Green a. 8 c.)
sgoo Daily Mail 30 Apr. 4/3 They were due to the green-

ness of many of the horses, to the fact that they were not
acclimatised. 1917 li?id. 30 June 13 The failure of Mrs.
Whitburn s colt at Ascot may have been due to greenness.
Greenwell (grrnwel). [f. the name of William
Green-well (1830-1 91 8), archaeologist and angler.]
In full GreenivelPs glory: A trout fly designed by
the Rev. W. Greenwell. Also, a salmon fly of his
invention.

GBBY.
1879 W. Henbersom Life Angler xxi. 237, 104 fish [trootl

chiefly captured with the 'Greenwell's Glory' fly Ibid
"?" JSi' Ihe Greenwell' fly did most execution [salmon)!
1899 Sir E. Grey Fly Fishing vui. 216 In wet fly fishing for
trout 1 am content with March-browns, Greenwell's glories
["<=J- '9ao Sir H. Maxwell in F. French Angling 177
""'i' ,„ ^''Jf"""" sa'mo" fly. a favourite on the Tweetl.
I9a8 W. F. R. Revnolds With Fly Only 65 Perhaps an
iron blue or two, and a few Greenwells.

Crree'n-winged, a. [Gbeen a. 1 1 a.] Having
green wings: in spec names or descriptions of
animals.

1849 C. Lanman Lett. Alleghany Mtns. ix. 73 The Che-
rokees relate that there once existed among these mountains
a very large bird, which resembled in appearance the green
winged hornet. i8«i- [see Green a. 11 a).

Greeting, z/W.jii.i b. Add: greeting-card,
a card sent to relatives and friends at Christmas
(and other festivals).

1907 Westm. Gaz. 10 Dec. 12/j The sending of the Royal
greeting-cards is also a very big business. 1909 Daily Chron.
21 Jan. s/6 For that renowned festival [sc. St. Patrick's Day]
an ever-growing number of Irish greeting-cards has nowa-
days to be prepared, with shamrocks in the place of St.
Valentine s doves and violets.

Grdge {gre'z, llgrfa), a. and sb. Also greige.
LI-, grige raw (silk).] (Of) a colour between beige
and grey.
i9»7 Weekly Dispatch 6 Nov. 10 The newest colours [for

stockings) are a deep peach-beige, light tan, and a soft
grege shade something between a fawn and a grey. 1928Daily Express 3 Apr. 5/4 Different shades of beige and
greige are most in demand. 1931 Times 21 May 10/4 Agown of greige satin.

Grenadin (grenadin). Also -ine. [Fr. : see
Gbenadine 1.]

1. An impure commercial variety of fuchsin or
magenta, used as a dye-stuff.
1889 Cent. Diet.

2. A French variety of the carnation (see qnot,
1910).

^

1904 R. P. Brotherston Bk. Carnation 18 The French
Grenadin, truly a biennial, both single and double, with
small flowers ofa sweet scent, and extraordinarily floriferous.
1910 l.W. Sanders Carnations 45 Grenadin Carnations.A Continental strain of dwarf habit, growing about i ft.
high, and bearing scarlet or white flowers.

Grenadine 3 (grenadfn). [ad. F. {strop de)
grenadine, i. grenade Q-KmkY)Y.sb.'^\ A syrup made
from pomegranates (or other fruit).
1896 Workman Algerian Mem. 43 We found syrup of

grenadine, or pomegranate with water, a delicious drink.
1906 Daily Chron. 21 July 8/5 One of them, prepared from
ripe gooseberries, is particularly delicious. It is called
grenadine. 1916 W. J. Locke Wonderful Year i, A bottle
of grenadine sjTup and water.

Grenadine *. [Used to render mod.L. specific
aamegranalina, after F. grenadin.] (See quot.)
.1900 A. C. Stark Birds S. Aji-ica I. 104 Estrilda grana-
Una. Grenadine Waxbill.

Grenville (gre-nvil). Geol. The name of a
district in the province of Ontario, Canada, desig-
nating a series (in the Laurentian system) of highly
altered sediments, mainly limestones.
1863 Geol. Survey Canada 43 A single band of limestone

which has been termed the Grenville band. Ibid. 839 The
two inferior limestone bands of the Grenville series. 1908
F. p. Adams in 7rnl. Geol. XVI. 622 The name ' Grenville
series

_
was restricted to the limestone-bearing portion of

Logan s Laurentian. 1915 J. Joly Surface-Hist. Earth
vui. 130 Two great sedimentary seriesare fundamental: the
Grenville Series, .and the Sudbury.
Otv^n{gci). [Fr.] Stoneware. Cris de Flandres,
Cologne ware.
i8Sa Hamilton Sale Catal. No. 950 A Pilgrim's Bottle, of

old gres-de- Flandres stone ware. 1902 Eruycl. Brit. XXXI.
875/1 1 he_ influence of the Japanese potters on the produc-
tion oTgres in France.

Gretna Green (greitna grrn). A village in
Dumfriesshire just across the border, where runaway
coiiples from England were married (by a black-
smith) according to Scots law.
i8s» Household Words V. 199/2 It was my impression

Gretna marriages were quite matters of the past. Ibid.
2oi/i Old Co!lhard..was the first regular Gretna Green
parson. 1863 Chambers's Encycl. V. 106/2 The Gretna
Green marriages may yet be resorted to by English parties,
provided the intended husband comply with this requisite
Isc. 21 days' residence in Scotland). 1904 Daily Chron.
17 Feb. 7/r Caroline, Marchioness of Queensberry.. was the
heroine of a genuine Gretna Green marriage. Ibid., the
period of the Gretna Green weddings , . extended over almost
exactly a century.

Grey, gray, a. Add

:

7. b. grey-cheeked, -crowned.
1893 B. lonREV Footpath-Way g^ The evergreens immedi-

ately about the house were full of 'gray-cheeked thrushes.
tiji Field ^ Forest II. 31, I published a ' Monograph of the
Genus Leucosticte, or 'Gray-crowned Purple Finches'.
8. grey cloth (see quot.) ; grey oak U.S., the

upland willow-oak or bine-jack {Quercus brevi-
folia) ; grey oil, olive oil and lanolin containing
mercury

; grey pine U.S. and Canada, the scrub
or jack pine {Pinus divaricata) ; grey willow
U.S., the white willow {Salix alba).
1930 Aberdeen Press tf Jrnl. i Apr. 8/4 Plain 'greyclolh
—that is, unbleached cloth, or cloth dyed in the piece.

1697 Boston Town Records VI. 8 From thence to another
wallnut tree and so straight to a •gray oak. 1813 H.
Muhlenberg Catal. Plants 87 Upland willow.oak, or gray



GBEY.
oak. x83a D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 261 The Gray Oak
is found farther north than any other species in America.

1908 Practitioner Sept. 467 The use of *grcy-oil in subcu-

taneous injections. 1810 Michaux ^rirw I. xtPtnusrU'
pestris» . . *Grey pine, denomination donn^e . . en Canada.

183a D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 3^0 In Nova Scotia and
the state of Maine, where it is rare, it is called Scrub Pine,

and in Canada, Gray Pine. 1813 H. Muhlenberg CataL

Plants 91 *Gray willow. 1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV.

448 Mr- Overman has the Pennsylvania Gray Willow—the
most rapid growing variety he has ever known.

b, grey-bird, {c) U.S. (see quot.) ; grey-cheek

U.S.t the grey-cheeked thrush ; grey-fin, a variety

of trout found in the Tweed ; grey-fish, (J>) the

common dogfish ; grey grub U.S. (see quot.)

;

grey snipe U.S. (earlier example) ; grey wolf,

the common wolf, Lupus griseus ; also Jig. (see

quot. 1904).
x87a Amer. Naturalist July VI. 396 The mountain mock-

ingbird, familiarly known to the settlers as the ' *gray bird ',

is said to have similarly increased. 1893 B. Torrky Foot'

path'Way 17 The *gray-cheek'ssongbearsan ardent resem-

blance to the Veer>'V 1847 Stoddart Angler's Covip. 210

The •grey-fin or bull-trout smolt, xgaa Herdman Founders
OceanogT, 310 People, .are prejudiced against ' dog-fish \ so

the [Unitedf States] Bureau [of Fisheries] altered the name
of the latter to **gray-fish'. 1876 Re^. Vermont Board
Agric. III. 567 The l.irva of this moth [Agrotis Tessellata]

is sometimes called the *gray grub. 1870 Game Laws
Penn. in Fur, Fin 9f Featlier (1872) 120 No person shall

kill, capture, take. .any *gray snipe. 1831 Peck Guide for
Emigrants 162 The large *grey wolf, or canis lupus of
Linneus, is not very plenty. 1880 Harper's Mag. July
171/1 You will find bear and the great gray wolf. .in the
wilderness. 2904 Grand RaPids Even. Press 8 June 4 In
plain words, a gray wolf, in Chicago phraseology, is a pro-
fessional grafter.

B. sb^ 1, o. Theuniformof the Southern troops

in the Civil War. U.S.
x866 J. C. Gregg Life in Army xviii. 172 They were re-

fused admission.. on the ground of their uniform ; when if

they had been dressed in rebel gray, .no doubt they would
have met with a warm welcome. 1879 Tourgke Fool's
Errand xxii. 134, I have no. .ill-will, towards any one who
wore the gray. 1885 Frances C. Bavlor On Both Sides
II. viii. 429 A military society composed of men who had
worn the gray.

4. d. Also, nndyed. (Cf. *^grey cloth in A. 8.)

x86o S. JuDB Hist. Shoddy- Trade 40 Short Ends were sold

to the merchants, .in the grey, t^^ Times j Feb. 9/3 There
were thousands of piece goods coming into this country * in

the grey' to be dyed here.

Grey-coat. Add : Also, a Confederate soldier.

US.
x88o Harper's Mag. Feb. 478/1 The humor of the war con-

tinues to crop out here and there, and is relished equally by
the gray-coats, and by those who wore the blue.

Greyhead. Add

:

2. b. An old male sperm-whale.
01889 C. M. ScAMMON (Cent. D.). 1908 Westm. Gaz. a8

Dec. a/i The right whale and the grayhead are gone.

Greyhound. 4. Add

:

greyhound racing, a sport in which a dummy
hare propelled mechanically round a set track is

coursed by greyhounds. (Cf. *Gracing.)
The Greyhound Racing Association was founded in 1926.
X927 A. Croxton Smith {title) Greyhound Racing and

Breeding.

Grey squirrel. [Grey a. i and 8 b.] A
common squirrel of the United States {Sciurus
carolmensis)^ which has been introduced into

Europe in recent times.

[17S4 G. Edwards Catesby's Nat. Hist. Carolina II. 74
SciurusVirginianuscinereus major. The Grey Fox-Squirrel.]

1781 Pennant Hist. Quadrupeds 11. 410 Grey Squirrel...

Sciurus cinereus L. Inhabits the woods of North America,
Peru, and Chili ; are very numerous in North America ; do
incredible damage to the plantations of Mayz. 1804 in

Maryland Hist. Mag. IV. 9 Squirrels in this neighborhood
are of a deep black color . . less in size than the grey squirrels

of Maryland. i8ao Binglev Anim, Biogr. \\. 37 The Gray
Squirrel [Sciurus cinereus. Linn.]. 1831 Audubon Ornith.
1. 247 The Grey Squirrel . .migrates In prodigious numbers.
1831 pFXK Guide for Emigrants 164 The grey and fox
squirrels often do mischief in the corn fields. 1850 N.
KiNCSLEV Diary 105 In the afternoon went out with a gun
for the first time, grey squirrels are quite plenty but too
much water to hunt them. 1870 Game Lams Penn. in Fur,
Fin 4- Feather (1872) 107 No person shall kill any fox
squirrel, or grey squirrel between the first day of January
and the first day of June.

Greystone, graystone. (Later U.S. ex-
amples.)
1868 Miss Alcott Little Women (1869) II. viii. 120, 1 sat

there trying to sketch the gray-stone lion's head on the wall.
1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds 522 A very good grey-
stone stucco front, .could be bad for three hundred dollars.

Grid. Add-
5. Wireless Telegr. The wire spiral or wire

gauze auxiliary electrode between the filament and
the plate of a 3-electrode valve.

The addition of a second grid constitutes a 'screen grid
valve' or tetrode ; of a third, a pentode.

1923 Encyct. Brit. XXXII. 1024/2 In 1907, Lee de Forest
..added to it \sc. the Fleming valve] an additional element
in the form of a grid or zig-zag of wire placed between the
cylinder and the filament but carried on a separate terminal.
X928 G. E. Sterling Radio Manual iii Thus the grid acts
as a valve to regulate the flow of current in the tube. 1930
R. D. Bangav & O. F. Brown Wireless Telegr. 169 A valve
containing an additional fine-meshed grid placed between
the anode and the ordinary control grid. . . This type of valve
is known as a screen grid valve.
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b. attrib^anA. Comb.jttsgridbattery, biasycircuit,

condenser, control^ current, leak, potentiometer^ recti-

fication, volt, voltage, wire.

1923 Glasgow Herald iq Jan. 14 The occasional benefit to
be derived from a change of gridleaks and grid condensers.

1913 Marchant Radio Telegr. Gloss. 127 Grid Leak, the
resistance connected across the block condenser used for
conveying the high frequency currents to the grid of a recti-

fying valve. 1926 S. O. Pearson Diet, Wireless Terms,
Grid bias . .is the number of volts by which the potential of
the grid is above or below that of the negative end of the
filament. Grid circuit, that part of a valve circuit which is

connected between the grid and filament of a three-electrode
valve. Gr^d condenser,z.cond^x\szT usually of fixed capacity,
connected in series with the lead which joins the grid circuit

to the grid of a three-electrode valve. Gi-id current, the
current which passes between the filament and the grid of a
three-electrode valve. Gridpotentiometer, a potentiometer
arranged to enable the grid potential or grid bias to be criti-

cally adjusted. 1936 E. H. Chapman Wireless Diet., Grid
cojttrolj a_ system of telephony control in wireless telephony
transmission. Grid control involves only one oscillating
valve and a microphone transformer. 1928 Morning Post
i6 Feb. 13/4 A grid battery will, as a rule, last about twelve
months.

7. Television. In full grid receiver : see quots.
1929 Sheldon & Grisewood Television 147 Theoperation

of the large grid receiver is controlled by a 2500 wire dis-
tributor. Ibid. 148 This large ^rid, formed by a continuous
neon tube bent back and forth, is the electro-optical element
of the receiving equipment used by the Bell Laboratories for

larjje audiences. 1930 Daily Express 30 July 6/2 By
dividing the grid-vanes and providing separate plates for the
upper and lower grid<vanes.

8. A network of lines used, e.g., for finding

places on a map. A\^ogrid-sheet, -system.
1918 in Geog. Jrnl. LIII. (1919) 33 Doubtless the German

was amused at the conservative Briton, who at first pre-
ferred to use a 'grid' of squares 1000 yards a side. 1922
Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 623/1 For the use of large scale
maps in trench warfare. .it must be possible to read off at
sight the coordinates of any desired point from a 'grid*
or network of lines printed on the map. ..For ease and
accuracy of reference the * grid ' should be in squares. 1924
Times Trade ^ Engin. Suppi. 29 Nov. 241 Simplicity of
reference is ensured by the use of a novel transparent grid
sheet, ruled in squares and numbered to correspond with the
grid numbers given in the Gazetteer. The use of this grid
sheet enables the most obscure place to be found on the map
in a moment. 1925 Close & Winterbotham Tofogr. Sur-
veying (ed. 3) 135 Some form of reference grid was found
necessary by all combatants in the late war. Ibid. 136 To
overprint his available maps with the appropriate grid. 1930
G. R. DE Beer Embryol. tf Evol. iv. 29 The comparison of
one adult form with another can be made very instructive by
inscribing theshape of one form on a grid-system of Cartesian
co-ordinates. Ibid. 30 By a harmonious transformation of
the grid, the skull of Hyracotherium can be distorted and
made to resemble that of the horse. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl.
10 Sept. 674/4 This grid, which has the appearance of a
transparent chessboard, can be made to appear at the same
height as any object in the stereoscope picture.

9. A network of electric lines and connexions.
1926 Public Opinion^ 3 Apr. 331/2 The electrical ' grid * Is

absolutely necessary in the future just as our railway net-
work has been in the past. 1928 Daily Tel. 35 Sept. 11/5
By the employment of transforming and switching stations,

high-pressure overhead lines and underground mains, the
area will be covered by an electric 'grid*. 1930 Times
Financ. Rev. 11 Feb. p. xxxiii/i With transforming stations
at the.points most suitable for enabling the pool of electricity
provided by the * Grid ' to be tapped for distribution through-
out the area. 1931 Times Trade f^ Engin. Suppl. 24 Jan.
439/4 It is probable that less than i per cent, of the entire
population of Great Britain will be outside the range of the
grid.

10. A stronjj open framework of iron fixed to the

back of a motor car to hold luggage.
1928 Evening N'ews 24 July 4/3 It can be carried on either

luggage grid or running board. 1928 Daily Mail 25 July
i/^ All straps, loops, etc., which are necessary to fit to the
grid of a car.

11. A bicycle, slang.

1924 D. H. Lawrence England, my England 103 Oh,
well ! I wheel the grid, do I ?

12. A football field. Cf. *GRiDmoN j^. 3. U.S.
X928 Chicago Tribune 13 Dec. 25/8 {headline) Law.. to

lead Irish on Grid in 1929.

Gridded (gri-ded), pa. pple. [See *Grid 8.]

Covered or inscribed with a grid or network of
lines.

1926 Blackiv. Mag. Dec. 774/2 A white screen, gridded
and lettered, covered the wall.

Griddle, sb. Add : 2. C. A griddle-cake. U.S.
1845 Caroline M. Kirkland Western Clearings 98 The

Scot stares in his turn when the man of Connecticut calls

that cake a ' griddle ' or a ' slap-jack '. 1858 Ace. Nertport
(De Vere) Shovel-cakes are siil! to be had by a hungry
generation, and the griddles of Mrs. Durfce.. shall not want
an historian.

4. griddle-spade U.S., a flat-bladed implement
used for placing or turning cakes on a griddle.

1879 Mrs. Whitney yust Hovj 28 Keep a knife or griddle-
spade in your hand, and raise the cake occasionally.

Gridiron, sk Add : 3. (Earlier and later

examples of U.S. uses: see quots. 1893 1, 1896 in

Diet.)
1866 E. A. VoTJLMiXi Southern Hist. WarU. T03 *It was*,

says a Charleston paper, ' the identical "gridiron " carried
from Fort Sumter in 1861.' 1871 Schele de Vere Ameri-
canisms (1872) 258 Sailors laugh at it good-naturedly, and
seeing it [sc. the Stars and Stripes) hoisted, say :

' There goes
the gridiron *. X904 Omaha Bee 24 Oct, 4 The collapse of a
flimsy grandstand at Des Moines is a reminder that the
damage to life and limb at a football game is not all on the

GBIMTHOBPE.
gridiron. 1916 Ladies* Home yrnl. Nov. la Eustis Dullard
was, as I say, quite as remarkable on the gridiron as Robert
Havens father was on the 'Change.

6. gridiron carrier, an open iron framework
fixed on a bicycle to carry parcels (cf. *Gkid 10);
gridiron track, a set of short tracks arranged like
a gridiron, used for sorting and shifting railway-
carriages (cf. quot. 1892 in sense 3 in Diet.).

^ 1898 Cycling 26 Large parcels should be carried on a ' grid-
iron * carrier, .clamped to the head socket.

Grief, sb. 1. (Later U.S. example.)
x86i Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 448 They [sc. silver

Poplars] bear grief equal to the Cottonwood.

Griff, sb.^, app. short for *Griffin*.
1891 Nat. Govhu Double Eveniiv, 22 He's got the straight

griff for something.

Griffe (gnfj. Arch. [Fr. : see Gbiff sb.^ A
claw-shaped ornament carved at the angle of the
square base of a column ; a spur.
xBj^ Encyct. Brit. II. 465/1. 190X R. Stuhgis Diet. Archit.

II. 323/1 The griflre,.is often used for elaborate ornamenta-
tion, being carved into vegetable or even animal form. 1905
hoNT>Got)tfc Archit. 455 Griffes are found in Roman work
in a similar position. . . Pliny describes griffes of lizards and
frogs.

_

Gri£5.n ^. slang. [Origin unascertained.] A
tip (in betting, etc.) ; a signal, hint.

1889 CasselCs Sat. Jrnl. Jan. 305/3 Plank yourself at the
corner to give the griffin (signal) if you hear or see owt.
1891 J. Newman Scamping Tricks 95 When he wanted to
give the chaps in the office the straight griffin, he used to
say, ' Nelson's my guide '. 1912 A. Neii- Lyons Clara xxiv.
265 'This is the Straight Griffin, Fred,' said Mr. Cozenza:
' the absolute straight Tip '.

Grig. j3.3 U.S. =GigjM
182a J. Woods Two Yrs.\ Resid. Engl, Prairie 934 Two

men. .began fishing.. striking the fish with a gig* or grig,
like a dungprong, with barbed points.

Gri-flfn (g^igrf). Variant of Groo-Groo.
18^71 KiNGSLEV^//,«j/ vii. (1893) 138 This [Desmoncus]

furnishes the gri-gri-canes.

Grike (gr^ik). Geol. Also gryke. [north,

dial. : see £ng. Dial. Dict.1 A crack or slit in

rock ; a ravine in a hill-side.

1902 hn. AvEBVRY Scenery o/"England ^27 Bare surface of
Carboniferous Limestone, near Shap, showing ' grikes ' or
widened joints. 1919 Glasgo7v Heralded Dec 8 Rock whicb
lay about the 'grike' in the crag face. 1925 Titnes Lit.
.S"k///. 22 Jan. 50/2 The hill-top platforms with deeply eroded
crevices called clints or grykes. Ibid.^ Lime-loving ferns,

such as hart's-tongue, which harbour from the wind in the
cracks or grykes.

Grill, sb.^ Add : 2. To put on the grill x to

subject (a prisoner) to * third degree * treatment.

U.S. (Cf. next.)
1928 Daily Express 25 May 10/5 Mr. John Brown., is

arrested on a murder charge. He does not sound frank, so
he is * put on the grill *.

Grill, v.'^ Add : 1. d. To subject to severe

questioning. U.S.
1928 A. G. Hays Let Freedom Ring 289 The three men

were grilled about their movements on the day of the. .at-

tempted hold-up. X928 Dail^ Express 25 May 10/5 Detec-
tives mercilessly grilling a prisoner in a shut room.

Grillafife. Add: 3, An arrangement resem-
bling a grill.

1890 Harper's Mag. June 142/1 On the bottom shelf lay a
grillage of bar soap.

Grille, grill, sb. Add :

1. b. A rectangular pattern of small dots im-
pressed on some issues of postage stamps. Also
attrib.

1898 E. B. Evans Stamps ^ Stamp Coll. (ed. 2) 27. 1^16
F. J. Melvill£ Postage Stamps 19 This grille embossmg
was applied to stamps of the United States between 1S67 and
1873. 192^ K. B, Stii.es Stamps v. 78 In the year 1867
there was invented a metal roll with points, and these made
grill impressions on certain stamps of the United States.

Ibid. 81 To count the grill points, examine the reverse side

of the stamp.

Grille, grill, v. Add

:

2. To impress (postage stamps) with a grill.

1916 John N, Luff in F. J. Melville Postage Stamps 19
The variety known as * grilled all over '. 1929 K. B. Stiles
Stamps v. 81 Only one other country has ever issued grilled

stamps. ..Peru.

Grimm's law: see Lawj^.i 17c {c),

Grimoire (gr/mwar). [Fr. ; altered f. gram-
maire Grammar.] A magician's manual for in-

voking demons, etc,

1891 A. E. Watte Occult Sciences 55 The most noticeable

feature of theGrimoires..is their utter futility, x^^ Daily
Chron. 9 July 3/2 A monstrous brood of 'grimoires' and
'clavicles*. 1913 Blackui. Mag. Aug. 153/2 The curb's argu-

ment almost legitimised \\\^ grittwire ^i& a commentary on
the Bible. x^%6 Chambers's yml.}M\Y^^/r The grimoires
of the Middle Ages.

Grimthorpe (gri'mjjpip), v. [f. the name of

Sir Edmund lieckett, first Baron Grimthorpe, whose
restoration of St. Albans Cathedral aroused fierce

criticism and controversy.] trans. To restore (an

ancient building) with laWsh expenditure rather

than knowledge and fine taste.

1890 Antiquary Jan. 34 To this a keen and vrell-known

Yorkshire ccclesiologist replied :
' Heaven forbid ! the build-

ing might he grimthorpcd 1
' 18^2 Athenxum 23 July 138/2

St. Albans and other great national fabrics that hav* been
'Grimthorped '. 1900 Ibid. 28 July 129/2 Ihis is indeed
grimthorping with a vengeance. 1909 Daily Chron. 9 ^iiljr
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6/6 The parish church, which despite of vigorous ' grim-

tborping ' siiU shows a trace of its old Norman architecture.

Qxin, v^^ Add : 1. f. Of a coat of paint : To
show through (an npper coat).

190X in N. -V Q- Qih Ser. VIII. 225/a The priming coat
grins through the paint of tlie sashes.

Grind, sb,^ Add: 1. a (See^uot. 1889.)
1889 BABRfeRK & Leland DicL Slatt^^ Grifuf, . .thm ferry.

hoats at Chesterton, wound across by a winch and chain, ' to

go over in the grind'. 1901 Catiibricige Rev. 14 Nov. 76/1
Trinity Hall.. had 50 yards to spare at the Red Grind.

X906 Westm. Gaz. 11 June 8/2 Besides Charon's, two other

ferries—grinds, with chain from bank to bank.

3. b. U,S, (Earlier and later examples.)

1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories i x Come now, old grind,

do take a day off. 1908 R. L. Dunn W. H. Ta/i-2\o He was
keen to learn and tf he had not been so lusty outside of the

house, he would have been called a grind.

Grindf ».^ Add : 3. U,S, (Lnter example.")

X884 HowF.LLS Silas Laphant ix. 167 That's what grinds

me. . . Why should we wait for them to make the advances ?

5. b. 7(?^nWi"« : see qnot. 1928^. Alsowithtf«.
x88S (in Diet.]. 1895 Boy's Oton Paper XV 11. 350/3 To

make the valves fit tight you should grind them in their

seating with a little fine emery and oil. 1903 Meckkdy i?iV/.

Motoring z8i New valves should also be ground on to their

seatiogs. 1924 A. W. Judge Mod, Motor Cars III, 297 It

is usually necessary to grind in the valves whenever the

cylinders are decarbouisnl. I5id 298 When all pit marks
are absent a ftnal grinding in with metal polish paste can be
giren. 19*8 — Car Maintenance 43 After replacing a
ground-in valve. \^^ Motor Manual {<eA. 27) 212 Grindiug-

in.—A simple method of rendering the valves of an engine
gas-tight by grinding them by hand on the seatings with fine

emery powder and oiL

d. To scour (a skin) with pumice-stone, in

making it into parchment.
i860 C. ToMLiKSON Useful Arts Gt, Brit., Parchment

Manuf. 38 'I'be ?rain side of the skin is next ground, but
without the addition of chalk or lime.

9. Also with adv.

19x4Galsworthy White Monkeyx. iii, A taxicabgroandup.

Grindstone. 3. Add: (Earlier U.S. ex-

amples.)
a 1847 in H. Howe Hist. Collect. Ohio 121 The stones were

of the common grindstone gnL Ilnd, 126 Near the village

\s an inexhaustible grindstone quarry which is exteosively

worked.

Gringo. (Earlier examples.)

1844 J. J Webb Memoirs 19 Wcwrere entertained with
hospitality universal among the American residents in New
Mexico at that time on the arrival of * gringos ' (strangers).

Ibid. 136 They wanted their families out of the reach of the
barbarous heretics, 'gringoes*, when they should come.
1876 Congress. Record 30 June 4310/1 Cortina has never
6uled to rouse the hatred of the Mexican population against

the 'gringos'. 1928 Wiixa Cathkk Death comesfor Abp,
V. L 135 Any European, except a Spaniard, was regarded as

a gringo.

Grip, vy Add : L d. With the hands as obj.

;

To hold iirm in a grip.

1907 Smart Sit Jan. 32/2 She fell back in the chair and
ripped her hands round the arms of it. Ibid, Feb. 24/z
ie gripped his hands together and put the doubt behind
him. 1910 K. Maria Albanesi Leve ofAnne Lambart iia

Anne's two cold hands gripped themselves together.

Griper. Add : 4. b. A device for gripping.

1846 Rep. U.S, Comm. Patents (1847, 57.My fourth im-

provement relates to the employmeut of grij»ers jointed to

a chuck or head on the end of a hollow mandrel.

Qrippy, (1. Add : 3. Capable of holding the

attention and interest of a spectator, reader, etc
1991 Pall Mail ^ Globe 15 Nov. 2/3 With a little cutting-

down, ' Wat Tyler ' would rnake an entirely good and grippy
little play.

Gidst, s6,^ 2. d. US, (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
183s Paulding JVest-amrd Ho t I. 77 There has been a

mighty grist of rain lately up above. i88t McLean Cap*
Cod Folks xviiu 295 'Grists on 'em, this yearl' lie said.
* Heaps ! ' Aunt Patty responded. X906 Springfield (Mass.)

Weekly Republ. 8 Feb, 9 A good-sized grist ofmatters was pre-

sented in the House last week under suspension of the rules.

Gritf V. Add : 4. (Earlier examples.)

1797 Jeffrrson The Anas 36 Deo (Th.) Mr. Adams,
gntimg his teeth, said [etc.l. 1840 Southern Lit. Messenger
V I. 735/2 The duellist gritted his teeth as he cocked the gim
a second time.

b. To Utter with gritting of the teeth.

1900 Daily News 11 Oct. 3/1 The Boers have gritted it

between their teeth, mingling it with sullen curses—for to

the vcldtsman the name (of J. Chamberlain] is as the name of

a thinsj accursed. 1910 Mulfx)RD HoPalong Cassidy L xi
' rU kill you some day, you whelp' he gritted.

Hence Gri'tting vdL si>.

i8a3 Massachusetts Spy 30 Apr. (Th.) The harmony arising

from the filing of a saw, or the gritting of teeth, a 1849 Poe
Tales * Sketches, Hof>-Fro^ (1852) 255, I could have sworn
that it was the gritting of this vagabond's teeth, xooi Daily
News 13 Mar. 5/2 l"he gritting and corroding of tulles. 1968

IVestm.Gat. 14 Dec 11/2 The Borough Council includes

no less a sum than jC'''t'°°° for snow removal and the gritting

of the roads.

Gritfnl (Rri-tful), a. [f. Gbit sb.^ s + .tol.]

Full of ' grit '.

1897 Nnn York Vciu i« Dec 4/1 This took 'all of the

namby-pamby * out of this rich aristocratic young man, and
matie him Kntful, enduring, self-reliant,

Grittily (.g"t»li), adv. [i. Gbittt a,i + -ly 2.]

With a gritty sonnd.
imi D. H- Law«knce Wklli PeacKk ll. i. He marched me

. -into the sanded passage of the little inn.. .As we tramped
grittily down the passage, [etc.l

bUPfT.

f[

Grizzlei sb."^ Add : 2. A bout of grumbling
or sulking ; a peevish mood ; a fretful effusion.

X900 Eng. Dial. Diet. 1923 Una L. Silbebrad Lett. Jean
Armiter xL § 2, Opportunity to write a good long letter to
make up for the short grizzle of last month.

Grizzler (gri-zbi). dial, or colloq. [f. GkIZZLE
v.^ + -Eit 1.] One who frets or grumbles.
1900 Eng. Dial. Diet. S.V, Grizzle v.^ 2, If ever there was

a grizzler she's the one, 1910 H. G. Wells Hist. Mr. Polly
vi. § 7, * I don't think I could abide a grizzler *, said Uncle
Pentstemon.

Grizzly bear (see Gbizzlt a. b). Add : Also,

the name of an American dance in which the hug
and walk of a bear are imitated.
In mod. Diets.

Grocery. Add: 4. b, U.S, (Earlier and later

examples.)
x8o6 The Balance (Hudson, N.Y.) aS Jan. 31 (Th.) There

are 174 licenced groceries m the city of Albany. 1830
Jeffersonian (Albany, N.Y.) 30 June (Th.) Wilson told the
Sheriff to take the jury to a grocery, that he might treat

them. 187a EcGLESTON Hoosier Schoolm, xi. 99^ 1 must
a took a little too much at Welch's grocery.

5. grocery keeper (U.S.).

1839 Indiana Ho. Repres. JmL 274 An act to be passed
repealing the present law granting licence to grocery keepers,

Z864 *P. V. Nasby* (D. R, Locke) Struggles 112 The
grocery-keepers arc intiinatin' that before long I must begin
to pay for my licker. 1888 Brvce Amer. Comtniv. li. 11.

xliii. 134 Grocery keepers, liquor dealers, insurance, vendors
of patents.

Groceteria (gr^seti»'ria), U.S» [f. Grocert,
after *Cafeteiiia,] A grocery store in which cus-

tomers help themselves and pay the cashier as they

go out.

1918 Webster Addenda. 1923 Glasgow Herald 11 Oct. 5,

1936 Evening Standard 12 July 3/2.

Grog, J*. 4. Add ; grog-hole C/'.5. «Grog-
GBBY.
1848 Knickerbocker Mag. XVIII, 521 He was Susy about

the village, penetrating every grog-hole and gambling-alley.
1871 Scribner's Monthly L 537 Grog-holes, billiard saloons
..were welt patronized.

GrOjBfgfery. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
182a (juiTMAN Let. in Li/e ^ Corr. 71 Consisting of ware-

houses, low taverns, groggeries, dens of prostitution, and
gaming'houses. 1835 Ingraham Sauth-lVest II. 190
Wretched looking dwellings, occupied as * groggeries' by
free negroes.

Groggily(gr(?-gili),<wfe. [-lt2.] In a groggy
manner; shakily.

1897 Kipling Cnpt. Cour. 11, He stepped, rather groggily

..to the cabin steps. \^j Daily Express 2 May 1 1/3 The bull

staggers groggily like a pugilist who has received a severe
body blow.

Grogging (grcgin), "obl. sb. [-inoI.] The
process of extracting spirits from an empty cask by
soaking the interior with hot water (see Geogv. 2).

X901 Daily News 5 Mar. 7/5 [A wine and spirit merchant]
was fined £s and costs for 'grogging '. 190a Daily Chron.
18 Oct. 8/6 Many casks were found on the defendant's

premises undergoing the process of grogging.

Grolier {g^o^yti gr<?u-li3a). The name of a
famous French book-collector, Jean Grolier de
Servin, Vicomte d'Aiguisy (i479-i565)» used

attrib, to designate the interlacing geometrical

designs which adorn the gorgeous bindings of his

books. Also absol., a Grolier binding. Hence
QroUore'sqne a. (also absoL").

X876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 41/2 The Grolier style. x88o
Zaehmsdorf Bookbinding p. xtx, A centre block of Grolier.

Ibid. XX, The Grolier bindings were bold. 188^ Quaritch
Facsiin. Book'bindin^ 25 'ihc design is smaller m scale than
that of the true Grolieresque. 1893 Q. Rev. July 196 The
geometrical strapwork patterns known as Grolieresque were
introduced into England in the time of Edward VI. Ibid,

199 Another small volume in a Grolier binding. X9>8 Gold*
8CHMit>T Bookbindings 1. 102 The earliest GroUers.

Groom« v. Add : 2. b. Jig, To prepare as a
political candidate. U.S.
1889 Kansas Times 4- Star 12 Mar., The Star is grooming

Fred Howard, lawyeij for mayor as an independent and
a Democrat. X903 J. Hawthorne Hawtlwme Sf his

Circle 264 Grover Cleveland was being groomed for his first

Presidential term.

Groove, sb, 6. Add : groovo-lik© a,, want-

ing in novelty or originality.

X9oa Daily Chron, 5 July 8/3 There arc commendations
without end waiting for the linen frock that displays just

a little originality, so groove-like is the manifestation of that

material as a general rule. X908 tVestm. Gaz. 4 June 10/3,

I think the modem tendency is too groove-like. Once
make a success as a Cockney or a love-sick maiden, and
a Cockney or a love-sick maiden you will be to the end of
time.

Groove, v. Add : 4. b. Jig, To settle or be

settled inlo {ox in) a routine of work, habit, etc.

Also with down,
x866 CoNiNGTON Let. to Courihope 28 June in Misc. Writ,

I. p. Ivi, I am grooving down into work here. 1879 Froudk
Caesar ii. 10 Morality thus engrained in the national

character and grooved into habits of action creates strength,

as nothing else creates it. 1923 A. S. M. Hutchinson This
Freedom i. v. She found Anna grooved in the business of
helping her mother in the house.

Gromdite (gr^u-rudait). Petrol, [Named by
W. C. Brogger, 1894, from Grorud, Oslo, Norway ;

see -ITK '.] A microgranitic dyke-rock containing

prisms of segirine.

1903 Geikie Texi-bk. Geol. (ed. 4) 208. 1907 B. N. Peach,
etc. Geol. Structure N.-W. Highl, Scotl. 449 Professor
Brogger's typical Grorudite. 1926 H. H. Read, etc. Geol.
Strath Oykell 72 The grorudites of the Loch Ailsh mass
carry much less aegirine than the type grorudites of Norway.

GrOS is^o), a. [Fr. (see Gross a,).] Occurring
in various French designations, as gros bleu, a
dark blue used to paint china ; gros Colmar, a

variety of grape; gros Michel, thfe West Indian

banana.
i88a Hamilton Sale Catal. No. 49s A *Gros-bleu and

Gold Sevres Coffee-cup and Saucer. X885 Encycl. Brit,
XIX. 638/1 The chief colours [of Sevres porcelain] at^ gros
bleu, a very dark blue; bleu du roi^ [etc.]. 1927 Daily
Express 8 Apr. 5 The Cape grapes. .cost 2s. per pound for

either the *gros Colmars or the white Hanapoots. 1927
Observer 17 Apr. 7/1 The *Gros Michel . . which comes from
Jamaica.

GrosgraiU (gr(?*sgr«in,
II
gr^jgrxn). [Fr., =

coarse grain.] Applied to various corded fabrics.

Hence Qrosgraiued (gr^'sgr^ind) a,

1869 [see Grogram i]. X905 Westm, Gaz. 5 Aug. 10/2
Grosgrain is far better with alpaca than any shiny make of
tafft-ta. 1927 Daily Express 14 Mar. 5 Two toned gros-

grained ribbon. X930 Tijties 17 Mar. 15/6 On the black
grosgrain ribbon hat is a jewelled pin.

Grotian (gr^»"J'an), a, [See -AN.] Of or per-

taining to the Dutch publicist and statesman Hugo
Grotius (1583-1645), who founded the modern
science of international law and propounded the
' governmental ' view of the Atonement. Hence
Orotlanism, the views or teaching of Grotius.

1864 Shedd Hist. Chr. Doctr. II. 366 The Grotian soterio-

logy. X930 Expositor May 372 Jonathan Edwards the

younger, went over to Grotianism, bag and baggage. Ibid.

373 Johnson had enunciated views of the doctrine [of the
Atonement] Arhich one can only characterize as strongly
Grotian.

Grouch (grdutj), sb. U.S. [var. of Grutcjh sb.^

1. Grumbling ; a complaint or grumble ; a grumb-
ling, sulky mood ; a fit of ill temper or snlkiness.

X903 Marg. Delano in Harper's Bazaar Oct. 947 No
woman who comes down to her breakfast table with what
her son frankly calls a 'grouch on ' is grouchy to herselfalone.

X905 New York Even. Post 2 Sept. 4 We need still

another breakfast food.. one that will take away matutinal
grouch. X906 B'ness von Huttkn What became ofPam i.

11, You are not going to spoil my birthday with one of your

f
Touches. 1913 MuLFORD Coming 0/Cassidy iii. 61 Long-
orn . .felt savage elation at this opportunity to unload quite

a cargo of accumulated grouches of various kinds and sizes.

1921 Chambers's Jnd. Jan. 37/1 He was known there as the

Englishman whom Providence had a grouch against.

2. A grumbler.
X9X9 H. L. Wilson Ma Pettengill \\. 61 A fifty-five-year,

old male grouch. .who had been snarling at everyone that

came near him ever since the train left New York. 1920

W. H. Porter Eating to Live Long 146 We pity poor old

Carlyle, a crabbed, grumbling grouch all his life long.

Grouch (grautj), V. U,S. [var. of Gkutch v.]

intr. To grumble. Also quasi-/rfz«j,

X9a5 H. L. Foster Trap. Tramp Tourists 137 The tourists

. .all came back to the train at a painfully slow walk, . . and
grouched all the way home. 1926 J. Black You Can't Win
viii. 90 * Everything s all right now, ain't it ?

'
* Oh, sure,' he

grouched, ' Everything's all right—just like Denmark.'

Grouchy (graunji), a, U.S. [f. *Geouch sb.

or V. + -Y 1.] Grumbly, ill-tempered.

X9oa Daily Chron. 25 Jan. 7/2 Thus we may learn which
of them, in the opinion of his fellows, is. .the slouchiest, the

biggest fusser, the 'grouchiest '. 1903 [sec *Grouch sb. i].

ax^aS *0. Henry' Trimmed Lamp etc. 215 What's the

matter, Andy, you are so solemn and grouchy to-night?

1929 C. H. Smith Bridge 0/ Life i. 5 My maternal grand-
father, .was a grouchy, crusty old fellow.

Hence Orou'chUy adv., Oroit'cliiness.

1907 MuLFORD Bar-so xxiii. 221 His definition, grouchily
expressed. X9>x R. D. Paine Comr, Rolling Ocean iii. 41
*'l'hey are all new to me,' grouchily replied Judson. 19x5

Mm^to^o Cottonwood Gulch vi. 87 The second bar-lender,

whose grouchioess was due to lack of proper sleep.

Ground, sb. Add : 2. b. To take ground
(without the),

1893 Stevenson Catriena Summary p. viii. The Covenant
took ground andsank off thecoastof Mull. 1893 *

Q
' Z?^/«/.

Duchy 285 Miss. . Lear heard her brother's boat take ground
on the narrow beach.

8. b. /V(7OT M^^i7««(/K/: completely, entirely

;

* down to the grotmd *. U,S* colloq.

1895 Congress. Records Feb., App. 207/1 There never has

been a time that a democratic administration has not been
American from the ground up. X910 W. M. Raenk B.
O'Connor 52 We suited each other from the ground up.

f. To go to ground : also said of a dog. Also

in other phrases.

X9JS Times 7 Jan. 5/6 Sticking to their fox, the pace con-

tinued good to Chesterton, where he was marked to ground.

X93X Our Dogs 1^ Oct. 292/2 Working Terrier Dog. .goes to

ground to fox or badger, and stays.

17. b. ground-basis^ Jact^ -quality, -sense,

19*0 Nunn Education 156 The function of the self-regard-

ing sentiment is to exercise control over the * objective
'

sentiments that form the *ground-ba3is of the self. 1905

Spectator 11 Mar. 353/1 The imderlying *ground-fact of

Russia, the inadequacy of her food-supply. 1897 T. Hardv
Well-Belffved 11. iii, Avicchad yet possessed a ground-

quality absent from her rivals. Ibid. in. vii, Pierston heard

a voice below, the accents of a woman. They had a ground

quality of familiarity, a superficial articulation qX strange-

ness. X909 Titchknkr Text-bk. Psychol i. 116 The sense

of smell .w also a *ground-scnse:..our own disregard ot

28
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smell sensations is largely due to our assumption of the up-

right position.

d. In Aviation, &% grouttd loops, school, speed.

igt-l Blackm. Mag. May 805/2 Our ground speed was now

a good deal greater than if we had travelled directly west.

lOM Webster Addenda, Ground school, a school giving

courses in aerodynamics, map-making, photography, etc.,

for aviators. . Ground sferd, the horizontal conipo.ient of the

velocity of an aircraft relative to the earth. 1918 C. !. b.

Gamete Story North Sea Air Station \, If there be no wind

a very much greater ' ground speed has to be attained .

.

bifore the m.ic'hiiie will gain enough flying speed for the

win's to take some load off the floats, and eventually enable

the machine to 'take-ofl" from the surface of the sea. lOid.

iv
' Ground-strafiing' by low-flying machines. rgz% Daily

Mail 7 May 6/4 Ground Loops.—Touching the ground and

rising again. Ibid. 9 Aug. 7/1 Ground engineer of the

London Aero Club,

18. ground and lofty US., applied to acrobatic

feats or performers on the ground and on a rope,

etc. ; ground otain Naut. (see quot.) ; ground-

cloth (see quot.) ;
ground frost, a frost which

occurs on the surface of the earth but not in the

circumambient air; ground gripper U.S., a shoe

made so as to give the wearer a secure footing

;

ground nester, a bird , etc that makes its nest on or

in the ground ;
ground pin (later U.S. example)

;

ground-retted ppl. a., dew-retted ; ground-sheet,

a waterproof sheet spread on the ground as a pro-

tection against damp; ground-space, the area of

ground occupied by a structure; ground-stroke

Lawn Tennis, a stroke by which the ball is made

to strike the ground ; grovmd wire, (J>) a wire used

to complete a ground-connexion in a circuit ; =
earth-wire (see *Eabth sb}^ B. II).

1796 Gazette of U.S. (Philad.) 19 Nov., Advt. (Th.) "Ground
and Lofty Tumbling [at the Pantheon, Piiiladelphia]. 1840

Southern Lit. Messenger VL 386/1 He is an adept in the

art of walking on his head, turning somersets, and ground

and lofty tumbling generally. 1843 Thurlow Wkkd Lett.

(1866) 108 A strolling company ofground and lofty tumblers.

1879 F. R. Stockton Rudder Grange xiii. 160 They was
havin' it, ground an' lofty. 1907 M. C. Harris Tents of
Wicltedness 111. iv. 260 He has resigned his parish, left the

ministry and bout^ht a seat on the Stock Exchange. Isn't

that ground and lofty tumbling. 1883 Man. Seamanship

for Boys 195 Q. What is "ground chain? A. A piece of

small chain shackled to the anchor shackle,.. of sufficient

length to come through the hawse pipe when the anchor is

high enough for catting. 1919 W. B. Faradav Gloss.

Aeronaut. Terms 54 *Ground Cloth, a floor covering, usu-

ally of canvas, placed on the ground under an envelope to

protect it from damage. 1900 Daily News 12 Oct. 5/1 To-

wards night, the thermometer fell briskly, and it seemed

probable that a sharp "ground frost would occur. 1927

Saturday Even. Past (N.Y.) 24 Dec. 24/3 One day the boys

would train on pemmican. The next day they would run in

moccasins. Then ttiey would discard the leather "ground-

grippers and skip around barefoot. 1875 Field ^ Forest I.

10 Altogether, it was a very neat structure, and looked to

me as though the owner was habitually a * "ground-nester '.

1880 Libr. Univ. Knmul. (N.Y.) X. 496 Ground-nesters,

squatters, and miners. 1843 Frhmout Fjrped. 54 Our lodge

had been planted, and, on account of the heat, the "ground

pins had been taken out, and the lower part slightly raised.

1898 Daily News 22 Oct. 9/6 Water and "ground retted

flaxes. 1907 Daily Chron. 15 Mar. 9/5 "Groundsheet (water-

prooO. I9a8 Daily Express 12 May 5/5 Some of the

motorists were having tea in the cars, and some had spread

groundsheets and cushions on the ground. 1866 Chambers's

Jrnl. 18 Aug. 521/2 The houses.. are large.., with very

little accommodation, considering the "ground-space they

occupy. 1908 IVestm. Gaz. 28 Mar. 9/2 All citizens are users

or consumers of air, water, ground-space. 1895 Wilber-
FORCE Lawn Tennis 51 There are two ways in which a
"ground-stroke may be taken, namely, at the top of the

bound, and again quite late, when the ball is near the ground.

1910 N. Hawkins Elect. Diet., "Ground Wire, ijaa J. C.

Wright A utomotive Repair 1 1 . 208 If the ground wire is dis.

connected the generator will build up an excessive pressure

within itself.

b. ground-bee, a bee that nests in the ground;

ground-flicker, the genus Soroplex of wood-
peckers ; ground-hornet (earlier U.S. example)

;

ground-mouse, a field mouse ;
ground-robin

(earlier U.S. example) ;
ground-sparrow U.S.

(examples) ; ground-spider (earlier example)

;

ground worm (see sense 18 in Diet.; Amer.
examples).
1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxv. The nest . . of some "ground-

bees, which had burrowed in the turf under an old cherry-

tree. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) IV. 42S The
South American "ground flickers. x8ax Z. Hawley Tour
)5 (Th.) A nest of "ground hornets, concealed under the
.ogway. 1840 J. BuEL Farmer's Comp. 99 Moles or
"ground-mice cannot penetrate and find a shelter. 1877
Whitman Specimen Days (1892) too Let me make a list of
those [birds] I find here [in New Jersey]. "Ground robins.

1874 B. F. Tavlok World^ on lyheels. etc. 11. vii. 249 The
"ground-sparrows build in its margins. 1882 Vermont
Agric. Rep. VII. 67 The blue bird, cat bird, wren and
ground sparrows are acknowledged beneficial. ii6j Amer.
Naturalist Oct. I. 410 Some of the "ground spiders carry
their eggs in a sack attached to the tip of their abdomen.
1708 Col. Rec. N. Carolina I. 682 The Fly, the "ground
worme, the house wormes [etc.]. 1770 in Maryland HiH.
Mag. XII. 362 There are -such Quantitiesof ground wormes,
that I am afraid it will be diflicult to get our tobacco Plants

to stand when favoured with a Season.

C. ground flower, a low-growing field-flower,

as the primrose, violet, etc. ; ground-laurel (earlier

example).

Ic

434

1902 Daily Chron. I Apr. a/l At Easter there are but the

"ground-flowers. 1928 Cottrell Singing Gold I. vi. 50

The cup-like tufts of the little white ground-flower, with the

sweetest scent in all Australia. 1867 Amer. Naturalist

May 1. 154 In the books, this plant is known as the * Epigea
repens ', but otherwise as the Trailing Arbutus, May
Flower, and "Ground Laurel.

Grounder. 3. C. Add examples (in cricket,

baseball, football).

1862 PvcROFT Cricket Tutor 8 The old bat used to be
heavyatthe point—very requisite for picking upa Grounder.

1874 H. Chadwick Base Ball Man. 20 To be. .active in

fielding 'grounders'. 1927 Daily Express a-j May 13/7

Brown opened the scoring, receiving a fine pass from Dean
and sending in a beautiful grounder from eighteen yards.

Ground floor, b. (Examplesof U.S. phrase.)

1872 Talmage Abom. Mod. Society iiS A select number
go in on the 'ground floor-*, 1901 S. Merwin & Webster
Calumet K xi. 211 Well then, we'll have to let you in on
the ground floor. X904 ' O. Henry' Cabbages fj Kings ys\.

206 Says he's heard of the boom along this coast, and wants
to get in on the ground floor.

Ground-hog. 2. (Earlier examples.)

1789 Maryland Jrnl. 13 Nov., Advt. (Th.) A Monack or

Ground-Hog, presented [to Peale's Museum] by Mr. John-

ston. 1807 P. Gass Jml. ii. 25 Two of our hunters went
out and killed an animal called a prarow, about the size of a
ground hog. 1819 E. Dana Gcog. Sk. Western Country 182

Wild cats, foxes, ground hogs and squirrels, are to^be found
ranging in the forests bordering on the Mississippi.

Ground-leaf. [Gbound sb. 17 a.] A leaf,

spec, ofa tobacco [jlant, growing next to the ground.

1640 in Maryland Archives 98 Bad Tobacco shall be

judged ground leafes [etc.]. 1655 in Prcc. Council Mary-
land -^1^ Eleven hundred and fiftie pounds of Tobacco in

Caske without Ground Leaves. 1671 in Maryland Archives

11.290 An Act Prohibiting ground Leaves and Seconds.

1784 J. Smyth Tour U.S. 11. 136 In stripping they are care-

ful to throw away all the ground leaves, and faulty tobacco,

1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents, Agric. (1850) 320 'Ground
leaves ' are those leaves at the bottom of the plant which

become dry on the stalk, and ought to be gathered early in

the morning when they will not crumble.

Ground-nut. 2. (Earlier example.)

1740 in Coll. Georgia Hist'. Soc. I. 199 We have also.,

chmcopin nuts, .hickory and ground nuts.

Ground-pea. [Ground sb. i8 c] = Gbodnd-
NDT 2.

1769 [see Ground-nut 2]. 1796-1806 B. Hawkins Lett.

211 They made beans, ground peas, cymbliiis. 1823 S. H.

Long ExpL'd. Rocky Mtns. I. 200 The squaws.. are often

necessitated to dig the pomme de terre, . .and to scratch the

f
round pea. 1854 Florida Plant. Rec. 115, 1 have picked 80

ushels of ground peas.

Groundsman, now the form in general use =
Ground-man b ; also in the sense of : An aero-

drome mechanic or attendant whose duties are on
' the ground '.

X923 Daily Mail \ Mar. 10 An open-air meeting of pilots,

groundsmen, and mechanics at the Croydon aerodrome.

GrOund-Sq,uirrel. 1- (EarlierUS. example.)

X726 Braintree Rec. 115 Whosoever should kill any ground
squirrels should have threepence per head.

Groundwork. Add: 5. cricket. <= ground-

fielding (Ground sb. i8).

190S Westm. Gaz. 19 Sept. 3/1 The ground-work was
always splendid, and the throwing a joy to behold.

Group, sb. Add :

6. group-captain, an officer of the Air Force

;

group (life) assurance or insurance (see quot.

1927) ;
group-marriage, the union and cohabita-

tion, according to tril)al usage, of a group of males

with a group of females ; hence group-marriager,

a supporter of the evolutional theory of such mar-

riage; group-wise adv., (performed) by groups.

1923 Daily Mail 13 Feb. 9 "Group-captain in the Air Force.

X927 B. C. HosKlNS Insurance Lex. 105 "Group Life Assu-

rance—Under this contract groups or numbers of lives are

assured instead of individuals. X928 Daily Mail 25 July
ig/5 Group Insurance came into existence only seventeen

years ago and it took seven years for all companies to accu-

mulate as much Group Life Insurance as this one contract.

x88o L. FisoN Kamilaroi ff Kumai 97 "Group Marriage

and Relationship. 1906 N. W. Thomas Kinship Organisa-

tion 126 The cour.se of evolution has been, not as "group-

marriagers maintain from group to individual terms of rela-

tionship but from terms descriptive of status to terms descrip-

tive of relationship. 190X E. A. Ross Social Control 29 The
fittest to survive when the competition is man-wise, may be

eliminated when the competition is "group-wise.

b. Psychol. Designating mental processes and

activities belonging to the members of a group or

community as a collective whole ; e.g. group con-

sciousness, life, mind, psychology, spirit, will;

group person (see quot. 1915).
xgxs E. Barker Polit. Thought in Englandj\ That group

of minds, in virtue of the common substance of a uniting

idea, is itself a group-inind. Ibid. 175 Permanent groups

are themselves persons, group-persons, with a group-will of

their own. X916 C. C. J. Webb (tille) Group Theories of

Religion and the Individual. X920 W. McDougall (title)

The Group Mind. Ibid. 8 Group Psychology has, first, to

establish the general principles of group life. Ibid. 63 The
group spirit, the idea of the group with the sentimt-nt of

devotion to the group developed in the minds of all its

members. 1924 W. B. Selbie Psychol. Relig. 72 The work.
ing of the social consciousness or group mind.

Grouse (graus), i/5.2 slang, [f. Grouse v.-']

A grumble or complaint ; a reason for grumbling;.

X923 Pictorial Weekly CXIX. 127/1 A Transfer ' Grouse .

1927 Daily Express 27 .^pr. 3/1 ' I cannot understand the

GRITFFLE.

point of view of the hanging committee... I have no grouse
against them. I am not an Academician, but I do not agree
witii their choice. Ibiei. 5 Oct. 3/4 The 'moan * of a Gun
Room is the naval version of an Army 'grouse '.

Grouser 3 (grau-s^j). [f. Grouse z/.2 + -er1.1

One who grumbles or complains.
1885 J. Brunlees Patterson Li/e in Ranks 120 Impossible

to do anything at all entirely to the satisfaction of a certain

class of individuals... This., body of men is commonly desig-

nated by their.. comrades as the 'grousers*. X918 Vorks.

Post 10/3 Sir John Maxwell on 'Grousers and Grumblers '.

Growl, 2'. ^ Add: 3. intr. To be dully painful.

(Cf. dial, or coUoq. grumble,^
1774 P. V. FiTHiAN Jrnl. (1900) 267 My Jaw continues

growling & keeps me uneasy.

Growler. Add

:

5. A small iceberg (see quots.).

1912 Standard 4 May 7/7 He thought the distinction

between icebergs and growlers was that the growler was an
iceberg with very little protruding above the water. 191a

Chambers's JrnL Aug. 552/1 'Growlers,' low-ly-ng frag-

ments scarcely projecting above the sea. 1930 Ibid. Apr.

216/2 The object is to hasten ' calving ' or splitting of the

berg into ' growlers ' or smaller pieces,

6. Electr. A kind of transformer used to test an

armature for short circuits.

If a short circuit exists in the armature coils its presence is

indicated by a ' growling * noise.

X9SZ J. C. Wright Automotive Repair II. 73 For making
tests showing the general conditions of an armature, an
instrument commonly known as a ' growler ' is desirable.

Growly (grau'U), a. [f. Geowl sb. or r.3 +
-Y 1.] Resembling a growl.
19Z0 Galswobthv In Chancery l wi, Val, uttering a growly

sound, followed her.

Growth 1. 6. Add: growth-direction, -mea-

surer^ -rate, -ratio', growth-controlling, -influenc-

ing, -making ppl. adjs.

1^22 Times Lit. Suppl. 27 Apr. 279/1 A *growth<ODtrolling
principle which he named tethelin. 1516 Nature XCVII.
200/2 The word * tropism ', first used to indicate the *growth-

direction of plant-members under the influence of some
stimulus. X918 Ibid. C. 484/2 The "growth-influencing sub-

stance * Tethelin ', which Prof. Robertson had isolated from

the anterior lobe of the jitiuiury body. 192a Chambers's
yrriLDcc 875/1 The natives..chew it from boyhood, and
attach great importance to it as a *growth-iiiaking agent.

1924 J. A. Thomson Science Old ^ Neiu xxxvi. 206 •Growth-

measurers (auxanometers). 1930 R. A. Fisher Genet. The.

Nat,Selection 45 The vital statiitics ofan organism in relation

to its environment provide a means ofdetermiiiing a measure

of the rel.-itive *growth-rate of the population. 1924 J, S.

Huxley in Nature CXIV. 895 Constant Differential

•Growth-ratios and their Significance.

Grub, sb. Add : 7. U.S. (Earlier examples.)

1788 Washington Diaries III. 306 At Rluddy hole they

were.. taking up grubs in the winter fallow of No. 4. 1825

J. Lorain Pract. Husb. 334 The Yankee farmer first chops

the fallen timber, then scalps off the grubs level with the

ground. 1839 Caroline M. Kirkland Ne^v Home xx. 133

Grubs are, in western parlance, the gnarled roots of small

trees and shrubs. 1847 in D. Drake Pioneer Li/e Kentticky

ii. 34 [He got) his mattock fast under the roots of a grub.

1853 i'rans. Mich, Agric. Soc, IV. 365 A dense growth of

hazel bush, oak grubs and willow.

8. grub wagon ;
grub-stake v. U.S, (earlier

example) ;
grub-staker ^..S'., a prospector who is

supplied with a grub-stake ; gnib-worm (later ex-

amples).
1880 Harper's Mag. Feb. 382/r He even showed some

inclination to ' *grub-stake ' some men. 1881 A. A. Haves
Ne^v Colorado vii. 107 Here does the whilom *grub-staker

and present millionaire purchase hb comer lot. 1891 Fur,
Fin 4- Feather Mar. 150 They take with them a *gTub

wagon and ten saddle horses, and expect to be ab>cnt four

months. 1920 H unter 'J'rail Drivers of Texas 69 We were
two miles from the grub wagon. 1849 C- Bronte Shirley

V, My *grub-worm is always a straitened, struggling, care-

worn tradesman. 1853 K.Glisan JrnL Army Life'xK. (1874)

106 Lieutenant Garland and myself caught a fine lot of

buffalo fish with grub-worms.

Grubbing, vbL sb?- Add : L Also, the roots

grubbed up.
1823 W. Faux Memor. Days 330 (Th.) To root up the

smallroots is called grubbing, so as to render the land fit for

the plough, and the grubbings are to be burnt.

5. grubbing-hoe (earlier U.S. examples).

1727 in Maryland Hist. Mag. XVIII. 226 Iron ware..

6

Grubbing hoes, 6 weeding hoes. 1781 in Cat. I irginia St.

Papers 1. 596, 20c Broad and grubbing Hoes. 1873 J. H.
Beadle Undcvel. West xi. 192 The best land in the West
costs next to nothing, and grubbing hoes but two dollars

apiece.

Gmeller. Add: 3. A 'gruellmg* race or

contest.

1876 Coursing Calendar 21 Harpist, in an awful grueller,

was nearly always in fronL Ibid. 97 Gay Lad, after his

grueller of this morning, could not run welL

Gruesome, a, 1. Add : absoL (with ike) :

gruesome subjects, descriptions, etc.

1905 Da-ily Chron. 21 Feb. 3/3 ' Death and the Woman '

..is another effort after the gruesome, which fails to move

us. 1905 IVestm. Gaz, 30 Sept. 12/1 Those who like the

gruesome will find plenty to interest them in the relics of

Gustavus Adulphus.

Gruffle (grr^'fl), V. dial, or colhq, [Echoic.]

intr. To utter or make utterance in a gruff muffled

tone. Hence as sb,

01825 FoHBV I'oc. P.. Angliay Gruffie, to make a sort of

growling noise in the throat. 1928 Sylvia THOMPSOSj5a//Ar

ojHorizons \\- iii. 50 'Tea*, gruffled Charles Graham. .* Tea

is a woman's meal.* Ibid. Epilogue 311 Sir Charles' deep

gruffle, Mary's mild exclamation.
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Gmm, <^dv. [f. tlie adj.] In a grum tone.

1853 B. F. Taylor Jan. ^ June (1S71) 74 The drums beat

grummer and gruininer * to quarters '.

Gmimlyj ^'^^ Delete ra:r(?~°and add examples,
1827 J. F. Cooper Red Rover iii, * Any fool knowd it,' re-

turned Scipio grumly. 1854 H. H. Rilev PudiiU/ord ga

(Th.) Mr. liird very grumly said he had better hold on. 1880

Cable Grandissimes vi. 41 ' Um-hum,' he said grumly.

Gnmth, var. 'Guanth.

Gmtch, sb. 3. (Modem U.S. example.)

i8g8 A. Nicholas Idyl of Wahask 36 There'd been some
old grutch atween him an BilL

Gryphitic (grsifitik), a. [-la] Of or belong-

ing to gryphites or graphite limestone.

1833-4 J. Phillips Geol in Ency^L Metrop. (1845) VI. 621/2

The gryphitic beds of Lincolnshire.

G string. Mi*s, [G 2, Stbing sb, 3.] (See

quot. 1876.;
1876 Stainhr & Barrett 2?iV/. Mus. Terms, G siring, the

name of the first string on the doubl<f bass, the third on the

violoncello, viola, and guitar, and the fourth on the violin.

1884 W. HoE Did. Fiddle s.v. String, To preserve strings

in good condition they should be kept in a tin box...This pre-

vents the G string from shrinking ia tlie beat of the summer.

^See also Gee-stking.

Gaacin (gwre'sin). Chem. [f. GuACO + -IN 1.]

A bitter amorphons principle obtained from guaco.
x886 Buck's llandbk, Med, ScL XL 58/1 Goacin, bitter

diuretic.

Guaco, variant of *HuACO.
GTiaiacillicCg\v3i,asi*nik),fl. Chem, [f. Goaia-

ciN + *ic.] Guaiacinic acid : an acid, C^^HjoOg,

forming one of the principal constituents of gum
guaiacnm.

GuaiaCOniC (gwoiiak^-nik), a. Chem. [f.

GuAiACUH + -ONE + -ic] Guaiacofiic acidx an
amorphous substance, CggH^^^jo, which forms one

of the principal constituents of gum guaiacum.
1874GARHOD & Baxter Mat. ^^^Z. 224 The resin contains

guataretic acid, .about 10 percent. ; guaiaconic acid..about

70 per cent. ; with other vegetable matter. 1883 Jml. Chem,
Sac. XLIV. 470 Guaiaconic acid, treated with hydrochloric

acid, yields methyl chloride and catechol 1908 Prtictitiorur

Feb. 250 The iron . . acts, not merely as a carrier of oxygen to

the guaiaconic acid, but as a direct oxidizing agent,

Guaiaretic (gwsiiarftik), a, Chem, [C

GOArA(c+ Gr. ^Ttvrj resin + -Ic] Gmarelic acid,

CjqHjjO^, one of the constituents ofgum guaiacunu

So Quala'retate* a salt of this acid.

1874 [see Guaiaconic]. 189X Photogr, Ann, II. 73 Guaia-
retic Add, ..when freshly prepared, is soluble in alcohol,

eCber, [etcl. I&id., Addition of small q^uantittes of colouring

matters, to the guaiaretic acid or guaiaretates.

Guaiasanol ^gwaijas^i'npl). Pharm. [f.

Goaia(cum -^san (L. sdnus sonndj sdndre to heal)

+ -OL.] A white crystalline powder used as an
anaesthetic and antiseptic
n 1909 BitcJk's Handbk. Med. Set. I V. 425 (Cent D. Suppl.)

Guaiasanol. .was introduced by K. Einborn and Hutz as a
soluble form of guaiacot. 1913 Dorlano Med. Diet. (ed. 7),

Guaiasanol, the bydrochlond of dietbyl-glycocoll-guaiacoU

Guam (gwam). The name of the largest Island

of the Ladronc group in the Pacific. To clear, sail

for Guam : to sail * for some port unknown \
1881 Times 23 June 4/5 Having..docked the steamer,,

they cleared out 'for Guam*. 1898 iKw/w. Ga«. 7DCC 12/1

Sailed for Guam.
Guanajuatite (gwanShwatait), Min. [f,

Guanajualo, an inland state of Mexico + -ITE 1.] A
bluish-grey bismuth selenide.

1877 Amer. Jrnl, Sti. Ser. III. XIII. 319.

Guanapite (gwa*napait). Min. [f, the Gua~
nape Islands, off the coast of Pem + -lTEl.] A
sulphate of potassiam and ammoniam, found in

guano.
1870 C. U. Shkpard in Rural Carolinian \. 470 (Chester).

1914 B'ii. Mus. Return 225 Guaflapite.

Guanase (gwan^ts). Chem. [f. Guan(in +
*-ASE.] An autolytic ferment which transforms

guanin into xanthine.

1904 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXXXVI. i. 838 Fresh pancreas,

when subjected to autolysis, does not^ yield adenine or

guanine, and guanine which is added is transformed into

xanthine withm j days. The enzyme present in pancreas

which induces this change is termed Guanase.

Gnanay (gwa*n<;). [ad. Sp. .^wanotf.] —Guano
sb.z.
i860 [see Guano s6, 3]. 1938 GleugowHeretldo&l&ax^i/^

The Peruvian cormorant or guanay.

Guanche (gwa-mj*). Also Quanoho. [Sp.]

One of the aboriginal inhabitants of the Canary
Islands, who were absorbed by the Spanish on

their conquest of the islands in the fifteenth century.

c 1789 Encycl. Brit. (1797) ^V. 8i/i The inhabitants are

chiefly Spaniards ; though there arc some of the first people

reniainint;. whom they call Guanches, who are somewhat
civilized by their intercourse with the Spaniards. 1814 tr.

Humlwldrs Trav. I. 117 SanU Cruz, the Annaza of the

Guanche*, is a neat town, with a populaiion of 8000 souls.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 796/1 Many of the Guanches fell in

opposing the Spanish invasion. 1884 A. de Candolle Orig.

Cnltiv. Plants 320 It is not known whether the Guanchos
(the Berber people of the Canaries) knew the bean.

GuangO (gwacog^)). [Native name.] A tropi-

cal American tree of tlie bean family, Pithecolobium

saman, the pods of which are used as cattle fodder.

1871 C. KiNCSLEVy4^ Lasix. (1892)205 Getting little or no
food but cassava cakes and 'guaiigo' of maize, .he stumbled
in suddenly on one squatting after another.

Guanido- (gwse*nid<?), combining form of

GUANIDIKE,
1874 Jml. Chem. Soc. XXVII. 906 Guan ido-dibenzoic

acid. 1922 Ibid. CXXII. i. 530 Guanidoethyl alcohol.

Guarani (gwara-ni). Name of one of the two
main divisions of the Tupi-Guarani, a wide-spread
ethnical and linguistic family of South American
Indians ; also, the language of this people. Hence
Ouara'nian a.

1797 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 730/1 The Guaranies resolved to
quit their settlements in the neighbourhood of the Portu-
guese, and to remove into the province of Paraguay. 1873
lliid. I. 702/1 The supposition.. that the Guarani tribes are
the remnant ofa once powerful and united people, is scarcely
admissible. 1885 Ibid, XVIII. 244/3 The inhabitants of
Paraguay are mainly Guaranis or half-breeds with a strong
proportion of Guarani blood. 1900 Fortn. Rer. Jan. 79
There the women spwak nothing but the Guarany language,
and the men use only Guarany in talking to them, whereas
among themselves the men always speak Spanish.

Gnaranteei sb. 5. Add : guarantee com-
pany = guarantee society ; guarantee space (see

quot.).

1909 *0. Henry* Options (1916) 11 The cashier had..

a

bond from a "guarantee company filed with the owners,

190a Eliz. L. Banks Autobio£. Newspofer Girl 207, I took
a position on what is known as the '*guarantee space'
system, by which means a meml>erof the staff is guaranteed
a stipulated sum of money every week, and as niuchover
that amount as he or she can make by writing at ordinary

or special space-rates.

Guard, sb. Add : 7. d. Also in Basket-ball,

the player who prevents the opposing forward from
throwing a goal.

190S Official Basket Ball Rules 30 The position of the
guard is the most difficult and unsatisfactory place in the

team. . . He is expected to prevent his opponent from throw-
ing a goal, and that without making a foul himself. 1929
EncycL Bnt. III. 182/2 The players are divided mto three

groups, forwards, centres and guards.

e. l/,S. (See quot.)
1836 Knickerbocker Mag, VIII. 689, I have frequently

seen horses come running.. to seek the spots frequented by
the 'guards'—a species of hornet, which catches the flies

and protects beasts of all kinds from pain.

16. j. (Earlier example.)
Z840 Knickerbocker Mag, XV. 287 She pursued her walk

on the guards with a young woman who came on board as

nurse to one of the lady passengers.

18. guard rope^ wail
; guard arm Boxing, the

arm with which blows are parried; guard-book,
a book having guards for the reception of addi-

tional leaves (see 16 1) ; gruard-changing, the

action of changing the guard, esp. at St. Jameses

and Buckingham Palace; guard-lock (earlier U.S.

examples) ; guard-starap (see quot.) ; guard-tent
(U.S. example).
1889 MicHELL ^^^^^'/(^(Badm. Libr.) 155 Last of all the

defences, .comes the device of shielding with the arm. For
this theright, the '*guardarm', is most commonly employed.
1903 Daily Chron. 18 Nov. 8/6 Book Sewers wanted, used

to *guardbooks and scrap-books. 1907 IVestm. Gaz. 9 Dec.

7/2 He also produced the 'transfer guard-book'. 1904
Daily Chron, 30 May 8/2 The minor formalities of 'guard-

changing are completed. 1907 ii''cstiti. Gaz. 12 Nov. 9/1
The ceremony of guard-changing in the quadrangle. 1815

Niles' H'eekly Reg. IX. 44/2 The boat, having entered the

•guard lock, went through the new canal. i8a>T. Dwicht
'I'rav. H. 353 (I'h.) [The canal] contains nine locks. The
first, after the guard-lock, has a descent of six feet. 183a

I.ouisviile Directory in The guard lock is 190 feet long m
the clear. 1909 StrandMag. XXXVI 1. 365/2 Falling back
to the *guard.ropc that held the crowd. x888 Lock-woods
Diet. Meek. Engin.^ *Guard StraPy the strips of sheet iron

which arch over the tops of the wheels of locomotives, as a
protection against Injury to the drivers. 1848 E. Brvant
Wliat I sa-w in California iv. 52 They were greatly alarmed
when brought to the *guard tent, expecting immediate
punishment. X815-16 Ntles* Weekly Reg. IX- Suppl. 164/a

At the upper end of the canal between it and the breast of

the dam, is a *guard wall.

GnardO (gaud^?). U,S. Naval slang, [Arbi-

trarily f. Guard(ship) + -tf, simulating Sp. words.]

A receiving-ship for enlisted men who are to be

drafted to sea-going vessels. Also attrib,

a 1846 J. A, Gardner Recoil. {1906) 116 A droll old guardo
midshipman. 1909 Cent. Diet. S\j^\., Guardo-move, a trick

played upon a landsman on a receiving-ship.

Guamerius (gwaani»'ri»s). Also Joseph
Guarnoriua ; Guarn(i)eri. The name of a family

of famous Italian violin-makers of Cremona of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, used to

designate a violin made by a member of this family.

(Cf. *Joseph.)
X87S G. Haht Violin 96 A 'Joseph Guamerius* for one

hundred and fifty guineas 1 1898 H. R. Haweis Old Violins

217 It was no more a Guarnerius than a Strad. [1903 Grove''s

Diet. Mus. IV. 284/2 A full-sized Stradivari or Giuseppe
Guarnieri.J 1923 IVeekly Dispatch i8 Feb. a A new violin

alongsi le his old Guarnerius.

Gaiarri(gwari). S.Afr. Alsoguarry-jguerrie,

quarri. [Kaffir um Gwali.] Any one of several

trees or shrubs of the genus Euclea, esp. E, undu-
lala, or the allied genus Royena', the fruit of these

trees or shrubs. Also attrib,

1789 W. Patrrson Narr. 43 The ground is covered with

sbiubs about four feet high, called by the tiatives Guerne,

a species of Royena. 1866 Treas. Boi. s.v. Euclea, The
fruit is globular, flesiiy, and juicy, sometimes as targe as a
cherry. Those of many ofthe species, known by the colonists

as Guarry, are eaten. 1897 Du Toit Rhodesia 32 Various
kinds of sweet grass and small shrubs, varied with very good
large busli and trees, as * quarri', &c. 1913 Pettman
Africanderisms, Guarri honey, a very pale honey in much
esteem in the Riversdale District, obtained by the bees from
Royena sp. Gnarri tea, this is made by the Hottentots
from the leaves of Euclea lanceolata.

Guatemalan (gwatirna'Ian), a. and sb. Also
formerly Guatelmalan. \i. Guatemala -k-

'^.^^,'\ Of
or pertaining to (a native or inhabitant of) Guate-
mala, the most northern republic of Central
America, bordering on Mexico, Also 0aate-
ma'llan, Ouatenia*ltecau [Sp. guatcmaltecan6\.
1831 Jas. Bell Syst. Geog. V. 617 The Guatelmalans \dc\

declared themselves independent. 1877 Boddam-Whetham
Across CentralA nter 19 Tlie kind-hearted Giiatemaltecans
have a custom of driving out to the plain to meet expected
friends. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 240/1 Singing-birds are
commonly kept in tne Guatemalian houses. 1888 JVew
Princeton Rev. May 356 Zaldivar transmitted a series of
despatches misrepresenting the situation, and appealing for

protection against Guatemalan tyranny. 190a Encycl. Brit.
XXIX. 151/1 A Guatemalan company. 1920 Glasgow
Herald 7 Apr. 10 Ayutla, on the Guatemalian border. 1927
Blaclitv. Mag. Aug. 173/1 This map, the work of a well-

known Guatemalan engineer.

Guayavita (gwayavf-ta). [Sp.] = Bat-
berry 3. Also attrib,

1924 Glasgoiv Herald 21 June 6 A thirst which neither
the succulent cactus, nor the green threads of pendulous
lichen, nor the guayavita berries can slake.

Guayule (gway«'l). [Native name.] Anastera-
ceous plant, Parthenium argenlatum, found in

Mexico and Texas, the sap of which furnishes a

substitute for rubber ; also, the rubber substitute

itself.

1906 Bull. IniPer. Inst, IV. 114 The Guayule rubber of

Mexico. Ibid.y The Guayule plant. Ibid. 115 The Guayule
is found at altitudes ranging from 3,000 to 5,600 feet.

GTiaZXl(gwasM", gwa*z«). [Guarani ^«(Zfzi deer.]

The South American marsh-deer, Cariacus paiu-

dosus. Also Quazapnco, Qoazu-bira, Gaazu-
pita (see quots.).

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 361/2 The Guazapuco deer, Maza-
ma paludosa of Smith, Ceri>us paludosus of Desmarest and
Liuhtenstcin. Ibid., The Guazu-bira, Ceri'us nentorivaguj
of Lichtenstein. . . Locality the same as that of the Guazu-pita,

1871 C. K.xitosvE'i At Last X, A. little brown guazu-pita fawn.

Guazuti(gwas«tr, gwazwt/). [(iuarani^wap^/j

deer of the field.] The South American pampas-
deer, Cariacus campestris,

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 361/2 The Guazud of D'Azara.

1855 Dallas Syst. Nat. Hist, II. 436.

Gubbio (gu-bi<>). The name of a city in nor-

thern Italy used attrib. to designate majolica made
there in the sixteenth century, particularly a ruby-

lustred majolica made by Giorgio Andreoli.

188s Encycl. Brit XIX. 626/2 The early Pcsaro and Gubbio
ware. Ibid. 627/2 The pictured wares of Urbino sometimes
have the Gubbio lustre colours.

Gubemator. (Earlier modern example.)
1858 O. VV. Holmes Contentment iv. 24 I'm very sure I

should not care To fill our Gubernator's chair.

Gubu (g«'b«). [Kaffir * Gubu hollow-sound-

ing thing, e.g. a drum.] A Zulu musical instru-

ment consisting of a calabash attached to a bow,
the string of which is struck with a stick, giving a

monotonous sound.
1906 Clairmontk Africander 189 Their chief instrument,

called a gubu, which is something like a one-string banjo
with an empty ^ourd for a drum. 1914 D. Fbaser Winning
Prim. People vi. 68 A good gubu has a liquid tone that is

most soothing.

Gneiual (g^i'mfil). Also gemul, guemul, hue-
mul. [Sp., ad. native name.] A deer of either of

two South American species, Mazama bisulca and*

M. antisiensis, having the antlers simply forked.

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 623/2 The huemul is found in the

territory of Magellan. 1883 List Anim. Zool. Soc. 174
Gemul Deer. x&}8 Guide Mammalia Dept. Zool. B. M. 76
The Peruvian Guemal-.from the Peruvian Andes, 1911

Skottsberg Wilds ofPatagonia 189 The Andinc deer, the

huemul.

Guesdism (g^'diz*m). [f. the name of Jules

Guesde (1845-1933), French political leaders

-IBM.] The principles of socialism and reform

through revolution advocated by Guesde. So
Qae'sdist, a follower of Guesde.
1901 Daily Chron. 25 May 5/4 The only true Socialists, the

Guesdists.

GuesSf sb. 1. Add : By guess and by God or

godfrey (Naval slang) : (to steer) at hazard without

a set course or without the guidance of landmarks.

1909 [see *GoDFRKvl. X93X W. G. Carr Hitle) By Guess

and by God.

Guess, V. Add : 7. b. In phr. To keep (a

Tpersoa) guessing : to keep in a state of uncertainty.

colloq. (orig. C/.S).

1905 Spring/ield (Mans.) Weekly Refubl 24 Nov. i More

doubt is now thrown upon the question whether he will go

to Washington at all. The governor seems determined to

keep us guessing. (1930 H. Zink Cily Bosses of U.S. 23

Murphy proceeded with considerable caution, sometimes

withdrawing from a position, sometimes forcing it, and alto-
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gethcr keeping his opponents guessing what he would do

next.1

Guest house. Add : 3. A house for the re-

ception of paying guests for whom a programme of

social intercourse is provided.

1915 Daily Tel. 13 May 19/4 For Sale,Guest House, South

London.

Guevaristic (g^ivari-stik), a. [f. Guevarist

+ -10.] Characterized by Guevarism.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 105/1 Lyly was not the first to

appropriate and develop the Guevaristic style.

Onianese (g«anrz), a. [f. Guiana + -KSK.] Of

or pertaining to Guiana. So Onianau (gja-nan),

Qnia'nian adjs. and sbs.

1879 J. G. Wood WateHim's Wand. S. /4w«r. ExpL
Index 478 The European and Guianan types of tlie human
frame. /Wrf. 479 The Guiananlypeof female beauty. 1896

J. RoDWAY West Indies If Spanish Main 44 These were

Guianians, who had never before seen a white man. 1901

Daih Ckron. 17 Dec. 5/2 The Gnianese hinterland. 1903

Hid. 23 May 5/1 The Guianese natives. 1031 New Daily

Chna. (Georgetown B. G.) 24 July 5/6 Although Kid Jack

lost the fight, yet ihe meeting with him must have proved a
revelation to the Guianese man.

Guichet (g»Jf). [Fr.] A wicket, grating, or

hatch, spec, one through wliich tickets are issued.

1848 H. Greville Z>/(iri (1883) 280 Hundreds of prisoners

have been shut up. In the Church of L'As^omption. .they

are fed through a guichet. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 22 July 3/1

The Biglietlnio, ducking his gold-braided cap through the

guichet, triumphantly gave us a ticket. 19*6 C. Barrv
Detective's Holiday 131 The post-mistrcss herself came to

the guichet. 1927 Brit. Weekly 7 Apr. 12/3 Most of the

time being spent waiting in queues at the various guichets.

Q-uicowar, variant of *Gaekwar.
Guide, sb. Add

:

2. d. Girl Guide, a member of an organization

of gills, established in 1908, corresponding to the

Boy Scouts. Also simply Guide.

1916 [see *Brownif. I. 2]. 1924 Anne D. Sedgwick Little

French Girl i. v, Alix heard of a Women's Institute, of Boy
Scouts and Girl Guides.

12. guide-face, -frame, framing, -groove.

1900 Hasluck Mod. Eng. Handy-tk. 59 The »guide-races

may be got up with a file; 1901 P. Marshall Metal Tools

44 A rising and fallina "guide-frame. 1900 Engineering
Mag. XIX. 781/1 The 'Guide-Framing of Gasholders. 1903
Brit, t, Col. Printer 19 Nov. ia/2 The ends slide in parallel

*guide-grooves.

13. guide-board (earlier examples) ; guide-

line, (fl) a line used as a guide, a guiding line

;

[b) = next; guide-rope, (c) Aeronautics, along
rope hung from a b.tlloon or small airship so as to

trail along the ground and to preserve altitude

automatically by the drag of the rope without loss

of ballast or gas ; also, one of a number of ropes

used to steady an airship before flight ; guide-rope

V. intr., to use a guide-rope ;
guide-way (earlier

example) ; guide-wheel, a wheel used to guide a
moving structure or vehicle.

1843 Knickerboclier Mag. XXII. 430 The •giiide board
measures out the long miles between him and his evening

resting-place. 1851 Alice Gary Cloremook 165 A little

higher than his head there Is a guide-board nailed on this

tree—white with black letters. 1785 A. Elucott in Life ft

Lett. 44 My Brolher Joseph at Present runs the *guide Line

for the choppers. 1798 in Of*. Congress l8cfj-S(\Zii)^n^o,

I shall proceed to the Pearl river, where the guide-line will

be corrected. i8oa A. Ellicott Jrnl. 178, 1 .. examined the

country over which the guide line passed, 1867 All Year
Round XVIII. 452/1 In hauling in his guideline, lest it

should entangle itself with a factory chimney. 1881 [see

Guide sb. 12]. 1931 Times 27 Aug. 13/6 The coast. .serves

as a guide-line to their destinations. 1838 MoNcK Mason
Aeronautica 23 An incident connected with the use of this

*guide-rope. 1848 CItambers's Jrnl. 6 May 301 /a Mr. Green
as a substitute, uses a long rope, called the * guide-rope ^

1897 Strand Mag. XIII. 227/2 One rope (the guide-rope) is

securely tied to this crow-bar, and then thrown on the cliff.

1903 Ibid. 27 June 476/2 A Life-saving Kite. The kite

carries a guide-rope. 1904 Pall ^1all Mag, XXXII. 20 One
can *guide-rope in the centre of Paris. 1905 Spectator u
Mar. 371/1, 1 hopped over the trees of the Bois.. and guide-

roped tiown the Avenue des Champs Elys&s to my door at

the corner of the Rue Washington. 1876 J. S. Ingram
Centen. Expos, ix. 270 Both the upper and lower *guide-

ways were adjustable for keeping the .saw in line whenever
required by the settling of floors. 1885 Marine Engineer i

July 91/2 The *guide-wheel supports the ' bag ' of the bucket
chain. 1903 Sci. Amer. Sup/>1. t8 Apr. 22214 (Cent. D.
Suppl.) The boats are furnished with a hinged device at both

ends and provided with guide-wheels to roll on. J909
Westm. Gaz. 22 July 5/2 The pilot niust be careful to hold
the guide.wheel so as to maintain this position.

Guide, V. Add : 1. Also refi.

1865 [Mrs. M. C. Harris] Christine iii. Moving cautiously
upon the ice. .he. -lay down, guiding himself b);his hands
alone. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward AVi/ £Aw«'vi. viii. 231 And
refusing all help, she guided herself out of the room.^ 1907
Smart Set Mar. 128 He guided himself cautiously with his

left arm stretched out against the object of quest«

d. Physics. = CoNoncT v. 9 c.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 214/2 The use of conductors
will now be seen partly. They serve to guide a wave along
from place to place without loss, and with a limited amount
of energy.

2. b. refl. and absol.

1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxix. He..formed the resolution

of guiding himself by the circumstances in which he might
discover the object of his quest. 1874 J. W, Draper Hist.

Conflict Relig. tr Sci. 1 36 He guides himself by past as well

as by present impressions.

436

Guide-booky (g3i"dbu:ki), a. [f. Guide-book
+ -Y ^.j Resembling or characteristic of (that of)

a guide-book ; having the style of a ^uide-book.
1878 A. Mackennal in D. Macfadyen Life ^ Lett. (1905)

72 This talk is a little guide-booky. 1895 Academy 23 Mar.

251/3 The guide-hooky lines on p. 222 of the same volume.

Guided (g^i'ded), a. [f. Guide j^. + -kd2.]

Accompanied by a guide, having a guide in charge.

1909 Daily Ckron. 6 Sept. 4/6 On a guided ascent.

Guidgaid (gwi-dgwid). [Probably echoic : cf,

GuiT-GUiT.] The barking-bird,

1845 [see Barking ///. a} 2 b].

Guigae, var. Gean, wild cherry.

1899 Ladv Strachey Mtm. Highland LadyS$ Up in the

guitine trees showering down that most delicious of fruits.

/did. 95 The Logic guignes could only be tasted at the foot

of the trees.

GTlild. Add : guild-socialism, an economic

system by which the profits, resources, and me-
thods of each industry are to be controlled by a

council of its members, on the model of mediaeval

guilds ; so guild socialist.

1913 C. Booth Industr. Unrest 16 The Guild Socialists in

England occupy middle ground between S>^ndicalist and
Socialist Ibid, 21 Syndicalism, Guild Socialism, and State

Socialism hold no terms with each other. 1919 G. D. H.
Cole Guild Socialism (1920) 4 The desire of the Guild
Socialist is. .to convert the Socialist Movement as well as

the Trade Union Movement to its point of view. Ibid. 5,

I do not pretend.. that Guild Socialism is the right way for

all the peoples of the world to tackle their economic problems,

Guild-hall. Add : (spelt Guildhall)^ spec.

the hall of the Corporation of the City of London,

used for municipal meetings, state banquets, etc.

1598 Stow Sitrv. 217 William Harlot Draper Mayor 1481.

gave 40. pound to the making of two louers in the said

Guildhal. cij^ Encycl. Brit. (1797) X. 243/1 The lord-

major elect, .is soon after presented tothelordychancellor..;

and on the 9th of November following is sworo into the office

of mayor at Guildhall.

Guillaume (gi-l'^^m). [Fr., a use of the

proper name (— William).] A rabbet-plane.

1885 Spons^ Mechanics^ Chvn Bk. 378 The ends are..

worked to the gauge marks with an iron guiljaume. Ibid.,

The cliecks are worked out with fiUester and guillaume planes.

Guillotine, sb. Add: 3. b. Also <U(rib.,sjs>

giiilloline closure^ resohition,

1909 IVesttn. Gaz, 14 May 2/2 Let it be understood.. that

the guillotine closure will not be used, however prolonged

the sittings may be. 1937 Daily Express 10 May 2/7 To
introduce the guillotine or kangaroo method of closure.

1927 Dail^ Tel. 10 May ia/3 The Government will bring in

a ' guillotine ' resolution.

4. guillotine-shears, a form ofshearing machine

for cutting wrought-iron bars and slabs.

1884 W. H. Grkenwood Steel ^ Ironxyn* 348 A form of

powerful guillotine shears.

Guimauve (^rmoav). [Fr.] The common
marsh-mallow. Also altrib.

1870 Hooker Student's Flora 7 1 Marsh-mallow,Guimauve.

189s Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 702
Guimauve Pastilles.

Guimpe (gsenp, gimp). [Fr. ; cf. Gimp y^.2,

Wimple j^.] A chemisette coming high up the

throat ; an under-blouse designed to be worn with

a low-necked frock.

1889 Cent. Diet. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 15 Feb. 5/3 Some of

the high corselet bodices permit of nothing more than a

small guimpe with sleeves. Il>id, 3 June 8/3 The corsage is

finished with a guimpe of while spotted net.

Guinea. £ Add: 1. Guinea negro or nigger

;

also ellipt.

i8j3 J. F. Cooper Pioneers xxx, One of them Guineas
down in the kitchen there, a 1856 P. Cartwbight A iitoHog.

192 (De Vere), If he don't get his soul converted God wall

damn him as quick as he would a Guinea Negro. 1861

Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 11. i. 1S3 'Tain't quite hendy to pass

off one o* your six-foot Guineas. 1896 J. G. Williams Oie
Plantation Pref., I remember hearing the old plantation

negroes before the war speak of one as a * Guilah nigger 'and
another as a * Guinea nigger *.

b. An Italian or Spanish immigrant, or one of

similar appearance. 6^6*. slang.

19H Webster. 1927 J. Barbican Confess. Rutn-runner
iv. 54 Tell that squint-eyed guinea to throw the mud-hook
overboard.

Guinean (gi*nian), a, and sb. [f. Guinea -H

-AN.] Of or pertaining to, a native of, Guinea.

1650 BuLWicR Anthropotnet. 112 The Guineans take their

meat tome in peeces with the thre midmost fingers. 1875
Newton in Encycl. Brit, UL 758/2 Beginning on the West
Coast, where the Libyan Subregion stops, we have another

Subregion, the * Guinean*, comprising the seaboard from

Sierra Leone to somewhere about Angola. 1893 — Diet.

Birds 350 This ' Guinean * Province occupies what is com-
monly called the * West Coast ' of Africa.

Guinness (gi'nes). [Family name.] A brand

of stout manufactured by tiie firm of Guinness of

Dublin ; a bottle or glass of this. Also Comb.^ as

Guinness-coloured adj.

184a Barham Ing-ol. Leg. Ser. il. Auto-deufi ii^ With a
three-corner'd Sandwich, and i^«/ip<7« of * Guinness s *._ 1897
Sat. Rev. 2 Jan. 2/1 An Irishman drinking his Guinness
with uncharacteristic quietude in a London 'pub*. 192a G.
Saintsburv Scrap Bk. 33 You can't see the stones for the

Guiness-coloured foam.

Guira(gw3i»Ma). [Amer. Sp. ; 'Brasiliensibus'

(Willughby Ornith, 1676).] A South American
cuckoo.

GUM.
1883 List Anim. ZooL See. 305 Cuira Cuckoo. 1904

Westm. Gaz. 13 May 12/1 The guira lays blue eggs covered

with a network of chalky matter.

Guitar, sb. b. Add : guitar-case.

1848 Knickerbocker Mag. XVIIL 225 Mr. Thwackit.,
took his guitar-case in one hand and his double barreled

fowling-piece in the other,

Gujarati (gwdsara-ti). Also Gujarathi, Qur-
jarati, Guzarat(li;i, Guzerattee. [Hind., f. Gu-
jarat (Skr. Gurjard).'] The language of the natives

of Gujarat, Baroda, and adjoining states of India.

The alphabet is of the Nagari type.

x8o8 R. DrummondC^///*) Illustrations of the Grammatical
Parts of the Guzerattee, Mahratta, and English Languages.
1838 Fenny Cycl. XII. 227/2 Gurjarati^ or GuzeratS,
spoken in Gujerat, and along the coast as far as Bombay.
1931 Times Lit. Suppi, 3 Dec. 983/1 An adept in the Guja-
rati tongue.

Gulash, gulyas, variants of *Goulash.

Gulch., ^(5.3 [/.S. Add: 1. (Earlier examples.)

183s E. Wix Newfonndld. Missionary's frnt. (1836) 19

It might be necessary to make a circuit of fifteen miles,

to get round the deep precipitous chasms or ' gulshes * and
ravines. 0x842 O. Russbl Jrnl. xiiL (1921) 57 The river

runs along the foot of a high range of steep bluffs, inter-

sected by deep ravines and gulches.

2. gulch-man^ -miner ; gulch-mining (earlier ex-

amples).
1869 A. K. McClure Rocky Mtns. 210 (Th.) The unfortu-

nate politician is ' corraled 'by the mountaineers, the *gulcli-

men, or the settlers. Ibid. 240 (Th.) As a rule, the most
successful *gulch-miners are most improvident. 1869 S.

Bowles Our New West ix. 186 The other form of mining,

known as *gulch-miningor dirt-washing is increasing again.

1878 H. H. Jackson Bits cf Travel at Home -zy^V^^htz^^
to see the dreary traces of that dreariest of all things on the

earth's surface, gulch mining.

Gulch., z'. 3 Add: 3. pass. Of an animal: To
have fallen into a gulch.

1906 Harper's Mag. OcL 760 An accident had occurred by
the sheep being gulcbed.

Gul-£pll (g»'lg»l)' [Hind, galgai.'] A kind of

cement made of oil and pounded sea-shells used to

preserve a ship's bottom from worms.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-Bk.

GuUah. (g» la). US, Also Goolah. [Con-

jectured to be either a shortening of Angola^ or

from a Liberian group of tribes known as Golas.]

Used attrib, ot absol. to designate negroes living on

the sea-islands and tide-water coastline of South

Carolina and Georgia, and the dialect spoken by

them.
x8»a in Reed Smith Gullak (1926) 7 [In an entry of the

Charleston City Council, under the year 1822,. .reference Is

made to] *Gunah Jack' [and his company ofJ 'GuHahor
Angola Negroes '. 1835 W. G. Simms Partisan 224 To their

arts the Guliahand the Ebo negroes, .added their speltsand

magic in no stinted quantities. \Zifi Southern Lit. Messen-

ger IV. 641/1 The etymology of all which terms., is qtiite as

untraceable as that of any terms in the Goolah negro dialect.

1896 J. G.Williams Ole Plantation Pief. p. v. The older

ones of that set of negroes .. speak as pureGultahas thor
grandfathers. . .They seem to have been scarcely affected in

their low«K:ountry Gullah speech (etc.]. 1908 J. Bsnkst
in .y. Atlantic Quarterly Oct, 339 The vocabulary of our

Gullah patois is . . five times as great, loid.. To some
Gullah remains a closed book.

Gully, sb.^ 2. (t^rlier U.S. examples.)

1637 l<Hode Isl, Col. Rec. I. 28 To run iippon a streight

line from a fresh spring being in the Gulley.
__

1648 Rec. Frv-
vidence^ R. I. XV. i\. The South-east comer is bounded with

a gully and a white Oakc tree.

o. Cricket. (See quot. 1921.)
19J0 G. L. Jessop in P. F. Warner Cricket (Badm. Ltbr.)

165 The position which has been favoured in recent years by
fast bowlers, whenever si^^ns of the wicket bumping have
been apparent, namely, ' the gully '. i9ax Warner My
Cricketing Life xiL 229 He \sc. A O. Jon«] was, indeed,

quite exceptional as a fieldsman in any position, but especi-

ally in the slips and at short third man, or in the 'gully *, as

it is called nowadays. 19*7 Observer 10 June 25/1 Macau-
lay fell to a dazzling left-hand catch high up in the gully by
Kidd.

GulOSe (gi«b"s). Chem. [£ first syllable of

Glucose by transposition + -ose.] An artificial

sugar, CgHioOg, closely related to glucose, produced

by the reduction of gulonic acid, and existing in

three forms. So Gxaonic (gi«V'nik), a. [after

*GuLOSE + -(?wV], designating a colourless acid

existing in three isomeric forms.

1891 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LX. 1. 667, /-Gulose is obtained by
reducing a well-cooled solution (10 per cent.) of the lactone

in the usual way with sodium amalgam. Ilnd. 668 Gluconic

and gulonic acids have the same structure and similar con-

figuration. x9oa Encycl. Bnt. XXVI. 723/2 Experiment

has shown that the hexaldose obtained from ordinary saccha-

ric acid is not glucose, but an isomeride now known as

gulose.

Gulp, V. Add : 4. trans. To cause or compel

(one) to gulp.
1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 377 It is bad enough for a

sick man. , to be thus gulped.

Gum, sb."^ 6. Add: gum-ring, a child's teeth-

ing-ring.

x8s6 CozzENS Sparrotvgr. Papers x. 138 It., sat up rigidly

in iis mother's lap, twirling its thumbs and cutting its teeth

without a gum-ring.

Gum, sb.^ Add : 1. f. ellipt. for Kauui^ot.
1887 Col. ^- Indian Exhib.^ Rep. Col. Sect. 287 The •rdinary

gum of commerce is the seini-fossiliscd turpentine of the
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[Kauri pine] tree. x^'iMurray'sHandbk. MZ. (Morris, s. v.

Aaj*r/-f«w) Ifihey find small pieces of gum sticking to the

end of the spear. 1906 Macm. Mug. Apr. 478 Not having
caught on to ihc feel of the gum.

g. The viscid or waxy substance which surrounds

the filaments of silk in its natural state.

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 399 Tlje silk being now
spun, is put into a boiler filled with hot water, into which is

put a small quantity of soap, in order to divest the silk of its

glim. 1835 Uhe Philos. MoJtuf.^ vi. 248 Marabout.. .Being
white as it comes from the worm, it takes the purest and most
delicate shades of colour at once, witliout the discharge of its

gum. 1887 Encycl. 5ri/. XXI 1. 61/2 The natural gum of the
cocoons which holds the filaments together. Ibid. 64/2 It

has long been the practice to dye some dark silks * in the

gum *,

h. A mixture, of which gelatine is a main ingre-

dient, from which a hard sweetmeat is made in a
mould ; a sweetmeat made of this,

xgax Diet, Occiip. Terms (1927) § 434 Starch hand (male),

..gum boiler \ weighs on scales, or, measures by means of
measuring glass, ingredients for gums, mainly gelatine and
butter;, .pours the mixture, known as *gum' or * boil', when
boiled, into trays or moulds.

i. The substance whose presence causes a ropy
condition in wine.
x888 EncycL Brit. XXIV. 603/3 It sometimes happens

that wine becomes viscou.<; and forms threads when poured
from the bottle. This mischief, which is caused by the
development of a foreign ferment, can be cured by the
judicious addition of a solution of tannin, which precipitates

the 'gum*.
3. a. Chagual gum (see quot.) ; Sonora gttm,

resin obtained from the creosote-bush ; gum-dam-
mar (see Damhab) ; gum-kino (see KiNOl i).

1830 gum kino [see Kino' i^ 1851 Illustr. Caial. Gt*
Exkib. IV. I. 997 Gum kino, from tne blue gum-tree, the
stringy bark, and other Eucalypti. x868 Watts Diet. Ckem^
Sonora Gutn^ a kind of lac produced by the puncture of a
coccus in Mimosa ceri/era, a tree growing in Mexico. 1869
A. R. Wallace Malay Arc/tip. II. 8 Tortoise-shell, rattan
gum-dammcr, and other valuable products. x88o Encycl,
Brit. XI. 275/3 Chagual gum, a new variety brought from
St. lago de Chili, resembles gum Senegal.

5. With various other defining epithets. (For
redj roughs rusty^ sugar^ swamp, watery whilegum,
see the first word.)
1833 C. Sturt Southern Australia II. viiL 236 Eucalypti

were the general timber on the ranges; one species. .re-

sembling strongly the black-butted gum, was remarkable for

a scent peculiar to its bark. X846 J. L. Stokes Disemf,
AustrtUia II. iv. 1^3 York gum... Abundant in York—on
good sot!. Ibid. xii. ^87 The trees, which grew only in the
valleys, were small kinds of banksia, wattles, and drooping
gums. X847 Leichhardt yritl. 6 The prevailing timber
treesare Bastard box,, .and the Flooded Gum. Ibitt. 283 On
the small flats, the apple-gum grew. X848 T. L. Mitchell
Trap. Australia 107 A small group of trees of the yellow
gum, a species of eucalyptus growing only on the poor sandy
soil near Botany Bay. 1887 Col. ^ Indian Exhib.^ Rep,
Col. Sect. 430 Other noble trees, as the Blue, White, Red,
Swamp, Waier.rooted and Manna-drooping Gums. 1889
Cider Gum (see Sugar /*. 5]. X930 Eillis & Kenyon Pas*
turet New viii. 123 The trees were very pretty, being a kind
of weeping gum.

8. a. gum-log (earlier example), -/(?/; gum"
topped adj.

1836 Crockett Exploits ^ Adv. Texas 83 (Th.) A chap
just about as rough hewn as if be had been cut out of a gum
log with a broad axe. X874 Treas, Bot. Suppl., Gum-top,
Eucalyptus virgata. 1887 Col. ^ Indian Exhib.y Rep,
Col. Sect. 428 The Box trees of the Eucalyptus class are the
Poplar, Gum-topped, and Stanthorpe.

9. gum-bichromate Photog.^ designating a
process of printing on paper coated with a mix-
ture of pigment, gum-arabic, and potassium bi-

chromate; also designating a print so produced;
ffum-boiler, one who boils certain sweetmeat mix-
tures ; gum-chewing, the action of chewing
chewing-gum; also allrib,\ gram-dextrine (see

quot.); gum gallio Pholog.^ designating a dry-

plate collodion process; gum game U.S, slang,

a trick or dodge ; grum-platinum Photog. (see

quots.) ; gum-shakes (see Shake sby 9) ; gum-
shoe, also attrib. and fig. ; gum-shoe v, intr,

{coihq. U.S.), to move or act with stealth as if

wearing gum-shoes ; gum silk, silk from which
the natural gum has not been removed ; gimi-spear,

a spear u&ed in probing soil for kauri gam ; gum-
worker Pholog.j one who makes prints by any of

the processes, such as the gum-bichromate pro-

cess, in which gum-arabic is used.
1807 Wall Did. Pkotcgr. (cd. 7) 117 The *Gum-bichromate

or Photo-aquatint Process, 1900 Daily News i Oct. 7/4 A
striking profile done in red by the gum-bichromate process.

X919 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. Attn. 352 In the gum-bichro-
mate process, also termed aquatint or photo-aquatint, xgax

*gum boiler [see 'i h]. 1907 Daily Chron. 29 July 5/2 The
•gum-chewing habit. X919 Brit. ynil. Photogr. Aim. 366
*Gum*dextrine mountani. 1878 Abney Treat. Photogr. 106

The ^gum-gallic process, as introduced by Mr. R. Manners
Gordon. 18^9 Barti.ett Diet. Amer. (ed. a) 8. v., This is

called ' coming the "gum-game ' over the hunter. 1869
Kansas City Advertiser 7 May (De Vere) * You can't come
that gum-game over nie any more/ says a Kansas man to a
squatter. x87a Eogleston Hoosier Schoolm. xW. 118 Now,
looky here. . . You don't come no gum games over me. 19x8
Photo-Miniature XV. Mar. (Gloss.), *Gum-Platinum Pro-
eess-^f first making a light print on platinum paper^ then
coating the print with sensitive gum mixture and repruiting

from the same negative. 19x9 Brit, Jrnl. P/wtogr, Aim.

252 Gum-piaiinum is a compotind process, in which a pale
print on platinum paper is coated with the sensitive gum
mixture, and a second (pigment) image produced by re-print-
ing under tlie same negative. 1887 Col. Sf Indian Exhib.^
Rep. Col. Sect. ^2^ These are all large trees. .

.—some are a
little'iableio^gum-shalces. i^oj Spri'/g/?eld (Ma.Rii,) Weekly
RfPubl, 4 Apr. 2 He. .was forced to accomplish his ends by
main strength rather than by 'gum-shoe methods. 1935 J.
Gregory 5a(5 0/Backwoods xw'x, I'm the scout, the gum-
shoe man. 1927 Daily Express 7 Nov. 9/2 The film.. has
obtained a gum-shoe circulation in Britain. X930 Winkler
y. Pierpont Morgan q6a Th3.t eminent political gum-shoe
artist. 1930 Publishers* Weekly 8 Feb. 718 Under the
present obscene book law the vice crusader, .goes "gum-
shoeing around from one bookseller to another. x88s T.
Wardle in Encycl. Brit. (1887) XXII. 64/1 Sugar is known
to have been used for adulterating and loading *gum silk for
a very longtime. xoo6 Macm. Mag. Apr. 478 A green hand ofa
gummy, that hadnt quite got the trick of it yet, went poking
around that very cabbage-tree with his *gum-spear. X9<^
Westm. Gas. 3 Oct. 14/2 Some photographers now classify
themselves as *gum-workers, oil-workers, and so forth.

GmxijV.^ Q, U.S. (Enrlier example.)
X844 Vale Lit, Mag. XIV. 189 (Th.) He was speaking of

the * moon hoax ', which gummed so many learned philoso-
phers.

Gum, V.2 U.S. (Earlier example.)
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 3^7 Circular.,saws gummed and

hammered, .restored as good as new.

Giizu.belite (gU-mbalait). Min, [Named after

C. W. GiimheH who analysed it : see -ite 1.] A
greenish-white silicate of aluminium, iron, and
potassium.
X871 JniL Chem. Soc, XXIV. 325.

Gumbo. U.S. L b. (Earlier examples.)
x8os J. F. Watson in American Pioneer (1843) II. 233

Shrimps are much eaten here; also a dish calkd gumbo.
This last is made of every eatable substance, and especially
of those shrimps which can be caught at anytime. x8io F.
Cuming Sk. Tour liii. (1904) 339 Gumbo., is made by boiling
ocroc until it is tender, and seasoning it with a little bit offat
bacon. 1833 J. Hall/..^. IK.rj^ 130 (Th.) [She] resolutely
refused, through life to eat gumbo-soup. X846 Corcoran
Pickings ^Z The judge .^aid he had no doubt but there was
great culinary economy in buying a derai*decomposed turkey
and converting it into gombo.
3. (Earlier example.)
1880 Cabi^e Grafldissimes xxviii. 327 Bras-Coup£ .

.

mastered the 'gumbo' dialect in a few weeks.

Gnmbo box- 6^^. = Gusiby.
x86x [ H. Jacobs] Life Slave Girl i8o A box, covered with

sheepskin, is called the gumbo box.

Gumbo-limbo (gi^-mb^ li-mW). [? Negro.]
Either of two gum-yielding trees, Simarouba
glauca of Florida, or Bursera gitmmifera of the
West Indies.

'837 J. L, Williams Terr, of Florida (}8 Gum ElemL—
Called by the inhabitants, Gumbo-limbo, is a large spread-
ing tree, with a smooth brown bark. 1890 H. M, Firlo
Bright Skies v. 70 Perhaps some old savage. .has been
f)unished for his cruelty by being turned into that gumbo-
imbo tree, X9a4 J. A, Thomson Science Old ^ New v. 27
llie gumbolimbo, which exudes fragrant balsam when it 13

wounded.

Gnmbotil (g»-mbirtil). GeoL [Named by G. F,
Kay of the Iowa Geological Survey ; f, Gombo 2 a
-f Till sb,^ A very sticky grey to dark-coloured
clay,
I95X Nature 3 Jan, 7 Gambotils and the Pleistocene Sue*

cession.

Gumlab (gt^'mla). India, Also goinla(h.
[Hind, gamid.l A water-jar.

X834 H. Cauntkr Oriental Ann. Ix. 114, I had seen her as
she occasionally repaired to the river to replenish her gum-
lahs. X837 T. Bacon 1st Impress. Hindustan II. xii. 415,
I caught sight of the large gumla (earthern jar, containing
about ci[;bteen gallons) Ailed with water. x888 J. Inglis
Tent Life 285 Encasing bis head in a great wide-mouthed
gtimla, or earthen pot.

Gnmmer 2 (gtrmaj). [f. Gum v.i + -ee 1.] One
who gums (in various technical uses).

x88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 82 Envelope Maker:..
Gummer, Cemcnter. 1903 Daily Chron. 34 July 9/4 Pattern-
Card Mounters, Cutters and Gummers wanted. 1905 Ibid,

II Aug. 10/6 Envelope Hand Gummers, also fountain
gummers. 1921 Diet. Occufi. Terms {1927) § 549 Gummer
(bookbinder's); applies gum to back of books, ..also gums
edge of illustration pages, etc. for insertion in books.

Gumming, vbl, sb. Add :

3. The action of becoming gummy; the thicken-

ing of oils by exposure to the atmosphere, b. The
action of becoming clogged by some gummy sub-

stance ; also gumming-up.
1904 TechnoL

<J- Set. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),
Gumming o/OilSy a condition of ' drying * oils (such as hn-
seed oil) which have been ex posed to the air and have become
thick or gummy by absorption of oxygen. X9a7 Daily Ex-
press 13 July 9 The total absence of 'gumming-up* of piston
rings.

Gummose (g^'m^us), sb. Chem. [f, L, gummi
Gum Ji^.^ + -oSE.] An unfermentable reducing
sugar formed l>y the hydrolysis of mucin.
1903 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 3).

Gnmmosis (t'OTn^u-sis). Bot, [mod.L., f, L.
gummi Gum j^.2 7 + -0813.] The formation of
gum in plants by the transformation of tissue

;

GoMUiNO vbi. sb. 2.

xB^i Cltambers^s Encycl. VIII. 223 Gummosis, which is

similar to canker, is caused by Gleospora gumntijera. 1908
W. R. Fisher tr. Gayer^s Forstbenutzting (ed. 2) 153.

Gummy (go*mi),j^. Attslral. coUoq, [f.*GuM
j^.2 I f+ -Y 6.] A giim-digjjer.

X906 Macm. Mag. Apr. 476 We soon were giving those
gummies a hand to get some tucker ready. Ibid. 478.

Gtun-tree. 2. (Earlier example.)
x83x Peck Guide Emigr. ii. 156 The very woods and hills

shake with the negro song of ' *possum up a gum-tree '.

Gun, sb. Add :

1. d. Any of various devices for discharging mis-
siles through a tube, as by the expansive force of
compressed air; usually with defining word, as
airgun, bhwgun, grease gun, pop-gun\i), spring-
gim (2) (which see).

3. b. A revolver. U.S.
1889 Farmer Americanisms 281/2. 1890 Harper's Mag.

Dec. 160/2 That six-shooter you gave Peie was such a
pretty gun I couldn't resist when Pete offered to swap.
X900 Congress. Record 17 Dec, 755/2 The order was given
to * Keep your guns in your pockets *. 190a C. Hvne Mr.
Horrocks Purser 56 Then he made a great fuss and pulled
out a gun. X9X3 %A.Xi\.^<:mv> Coming ofCassidy iii. 62 The
man from_ the Bar-20 used two guns. lbid.y Mr. Cassidy
slipped his empty guns in their holsters.

o. Gun down; in trap-shooting, with the butt of
the gun held below the shooter's elbow.
^ 1903 Forest ^ Stream 24 Jan. 79 (Cent. D. Suppl.) Shoot-
ing to begin at 2 p.m. sharp. First cup, 25 birds, handicap,
*gun down '-

5. c. pi, = gunnery-lieutenant. Navy slang,
X9as E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier

<S-
Sailor Words,

Gunnery Jack (also Guns), the Gunnery Lieutenant on
board ship.

14. a. gim-batlery, -butt, -cupboards-detachment,
factory (earlier U.S. examples), -position, -rack
(later U.S. examples), -y/»)> (earlier U.S. example),
-shop, -team, 'trial.

x8i6 H. Clarke Hist. War I. 319/2 The mortar and *gun.
batteriesoftheenemy. X918E. S. Farrow />/r^ ^J/i/. Terms,
Gun Battery, a defense constructed of earth faced with green
sods or fascines, sometimes of gabions filled with earth. 1891
Y^wiAiAQ Light that Failed ii. To drag down the slayer till he
could be knocked on the head by some avenging *gun-butt.
x^^—-Seven Seas 6^ The snap of a closing lock and the jar
of a gun-butt slid. 189a Gkeener Breech-Loader 180 If.. a
dust-proof *gun-cupboard, it will last longer. x86o Man,
Artill. Exerc. II. 22 The medium 12-pounder requires two
*gun detachments. 1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms
S.V., The cannoneers assigned to the service of a single gun,
formed in double rank, constitute a gun detachment. X78C
in Cat. Virginia St. Papers I. 372, The w.-irrant for Six
thousand pounds on account of the *Gun Factory. 1812
Niles' EepsierlW. 60/2 Messrs. Coggswell and Hosford
are erectmg a gun factory in Albany, X90X ' Linesman '

Words Eyewitness (1902) 73 From the *gun-position one
could look down upon line upon line of trenches. X838 J.
McDonald Biogr. Sk. N. Massie etc. 38 His *gun-rack was
examined, and there hung his rifle and his pouch in their

usual ^lace. 1885 ' C. E. Craddock ' Prophet Gi. Smoky
Mtn. u 31 There were rude gun-racks on the walls. X84X
LvDiA M. Child Lett. Neiv York viii. 59 Vou probably
recollect that he built a large *gun-ship for the Turkish
Sultan. X878J. H.Beadle Western Wilds xii. 185 They
slept together in that little den back of Joe's *gun-shop
x88o Cable Grandissimes xxxix. 308 There was a gathering
of boys and vagabonds at the door of a gun-shop, ij^
Westm. Gaz. 30 Oct. 3/2 Horses.. capable of drawing
weight at the pace required in a *gun-teani. X898 Engineer-
ing Mag. XVL iifl/i Krupp's *gun-trial grounds.

b. gun-pulling, -toter, -toting.

a 1909 'O. Henrv* Roads of Destiny xvi. 271 The by-
standers asserted that it was met by the most beautiful ex-
hihition of lightning *gun-pulling aver witnessed in the
Southwest. X9a9 Chicago Tribune 22 Jan. 1/4 She had
been * held up by regular *gun toters in Chicago ' and was
not 'afraid of amateurs'. X936 J. Black You Can't Win
xiii. 185 But the bull^^ing, "gun-toting, would-be bad men
and killers never flourished in Butte.

15. gun-barrel (earlier U.S. example) ; also

attrib., pertaining to or resembling a gun-barrel

;

gun-bright (see quot.); gun captain, the cap-

tain ofthe crew of a ship^s gun
; gun-case (earlier

U.S. example) ; gun-dog, a dog trained to accom-
pany the 'guns* ; gun-fight U.S. colloq., a fight

with revolvers, a shooting affray
; gun-flghter, one

accustomed to use a revolver ; gun-fire, spec, rapid

firing in which each gun acts independently and
fires as rapidly as it can be served ; also colloq., an
early morning cup of tea served out to troops before

going on first parade ; gun-fodder «= ^cannoU'

fodder; gun-lance, see Lance jiJ.l 2
; gun-layer,

one who aims or lays a gun
;
gun-lever (see

quot.) ; gun-pit, (^) in a fighting aeroplane, the

compartment for a gun and gunner; gun-plane,
a fighting aeroplane armed with a gun or guns ;

gun-pointer — gun-layer; gun-portion (see

quot.) ; gun-power, number and strength of guns
available in any given place or circumstances

;

gun-range, {a) the range of a gun's fire ; {p) a

place where gun-firing is practised ; gun-reach =
gun-range {a)\ gun-rest, also, a wall-fixture for

portable fire-arms, a gun-rack ;
gun-sighting, the

action of elevating and directing a gun in taking

aim ; also attrib. ; gun-sling, also, a sling for

carrying a portable fire-arm ;
gun-tow = Gon-

COTTON ;
gun-wad (see qnot.) ;

gtxn-well, in a

submarine, the stmk compartment for a gun ;
gun-

worker, one who works in a gun-foundry.
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1747 Frankun FJectr. Exper. 12 Fix a needle to the end

of a suspended *gun-barrel. 1864 S. Hibbkrd Rose Bk. 24S

Gun-Barrel Budding. Ibid. 246 Bud it there at once just

under one of the leaf-rings, 'gun-barrel fashion. 1904

iVestm Gaz. 10 Jan. lo/i The recent gun-barrel fight in

Birmingham. 1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms, ^Gun-

brio^kt Dutch rush {eguisetum hyemale) much u'led m
scouring gun bairels. 1901 Westnt. Gaz. 37 June 8/1 The

*gun captain and layer. 1840 Knickerbocker Mag:. XVI. aia

The cavalcade with its baggaq;e-ponies, loaded with ..*gun-

cases and hampers of provi^ons. 1907TEASDALE-BUCKELI,

Complete Shot 150 The *Gun-dog Leagues Field 1 rials.

1007 S. E. White Arizona Nights ii. u. 252 I H go yore

little old *gunfight to a finish. 1910 Jer. Hart Vigilante

Girl xxvii. 374 This man Hawke is a *gun-fishter, and as

cool and courageous as Tower can be. igao Hunter Tiail

Driz'ers 0/ Texas 217 We found as lough a bunch of out-

laws, gun-fighters, . . as ever infected a country. 1916 Bovd
Cable Action Front 210 The gunners. .will tell you how
they stretched themselves to the call for '*gun-fire*' »9>9

IVar Slangin Atkettxttm 18 July 632/2 * Gun fire * for early

morning tea. 19*5 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier Sc Sailor

IVords S.V., In the War recruits in training always had

'Gun Fire' supplied to them, the work before breakfast

being found particularly trying. 1900 iVestm. Gaz. 9 July

2/1 Exceedingly useful in the capacity of *gun-fodder and

slop-gap. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 199 The old-

fashioned, non-explosive *gun-Iance. 1906 Daily Chron. 13

Au?. 5/7 While carrjnng out •gunlayers* tests with the six-

inch guns. 1928 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea Air Station

xxii. 404 The gnnlayer. .got burnt about the hands. xgxS

E. S. Farrow Diet, Mil. Termsy *Gjm-levers, ip ordnance,

two steel arms on a disappearing carriage which support

the gun at one end and the counterweights at the other end.

The gun-levers are pivoted near their middle upon a gun-

lever axle which rests in bronze bushed axle beds in the

top carriage. 1928 C. F. S, Gamble North Sea Air Station
xii, The German officer, .standing in the after *gun.pit.

1915 Times 4 Oct. 8/4 Our 'gunplanes carried out during the

niglit a bombardment of the German lines. 1904 Colliei^s

16 July 15 As the breech-blocks close with a snap the *gun-
pointer bends over his sights. 1818 Farrow Diet. Mil.

Terms, *£;«H-/(?WrV«,..halfofthe merlon on each side of the

gun, that is to say, 9 feet on one side of the embrasure and

9 feet on the other. 1890 G. S. Q.\.kv.k^ FoHif. xiii. 176

The actual *gun power of the broadside iron-clads. 1928

Daily Tel. 11 Sept. 12/4 A division to-day lacks the tank-

power and the gun*power necessary for it to strike as a whole.

1852 tr. GSrgets My Life in Hung. I. 398 At the distance of

three or four *gun-ranges from the Monostor. Ibid.^oi Gun-
range distance. 1856 gun-range [see Gun 53.14]. i^\ Daily
C/i?-(»«.2iNov.5/2Thegun-rangeatBrassact, near Antwerp.

1825 Waterton Wand. .V.^w^r.i 18 Almost out of*gun reach.

Z918 W. Beebe Jungle Peace xi, Within gun-reach in front

ofme. 1925 A. S. M. Hutchinson One Increasing Purpose
III. XV, Pike-rests. , , Not *gun-rests ; they are too far apart

for that. 1905 Daily CAw«. 5 Apr. 8/5 *Gun-sighting plat-

forms. \Z\%Niles Weekly RegisterW. 131/1 The purveyor

of public supplies advertises for.. 25000 *gun slings. 1849
Rep. U.S. Cornvt. Patents (1850) 506 *Gun-tow or cotton

..seems more promising than gunpowder. 1918 E. S,

Farrow Diet. Mil, Terms, ^Gun-^vad, a wad for a gun .

.

used . . to keep the ammunition in place either in a gun-barrel

or in a paper or metal shell. 1915 Illusir. Lomlon^ News
CXLVI. 234/1 The deck of a German submarine with the

hatch of the *gun-well open. 1905 Spectator 4 Mar. 311/3
A meeting of*gun-workers . . held at Birmingham on Monday,

Gun, ^. Add : 1, c. Slock Exchange, (See

quot.)
1870 Medbkry Men ^ Myst. Wall St. 136 Gunning a

stock, is to use every art to produce a 'break ', when it is

known that a certain house is heavily supplied, and would
be unable to resist an attack.

d. To shoot (a person). U.S. coUoq,

1898 H. S. Canfield Maid 0/Frontier 83 I'll gun you if

you do that again. xgi6 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red
Gap i. 35 Wilfred went pasty, indeed, thinking his host was
going to gun him. 1923 L. J. Vance Baroque xxvii. 178

If you don't want to have your Fiancy gunned up without

notice by some wild-eyed wop.

e. (See quot.) U.S.
1905 Terms Forestry ff Logging 39 Gun, to aim a tree in

felling it. In the case of very large, brittle trees, such as
redwood, a sighting device (gunning stickj is used.

2. Freq.y?^., to fro after or in search of,

1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories 188 That bull Miclc

Shreedy is gunning for me just at present. 1903 Neiv York
Times 29 Sept. i Others talked of mysterious influences that

had been 'gunning' for financiers of piominence. xgas
Daily Mail ^ Dec. 9 Observing that the Company's state-

ment is not a denial of the assertion that it is 'gunning ' for

the Mesopotamian oilfields claimed by the heirs of Abdul
Hamld. 1923 L.

J.
Vance Baroque vii. 30 The rest's just

knowin* how to wait and somethin' about the kind of game
you're gunnin' for.

Guna, sb. Add :

2, In the Sankhya philosophy of India, any one
of the three dominating principles of nature,
1862 V. BiiiKSHU i'a«iA^rt-5"rfrfl 6 S'aiikara*s own defini-

tion is in these words: 'The reflecting, that the gunas,—
goodness, passion, and darkness,—are objects of my per-

ception, [etc.] '. 1875 M. Monier-Williams Indian Wisdom
67 note^ The dominance of one or Oiher of the three Gunas,
goodness, passion, or darkness.

Gu'II-llOTlse. [GuNJ^. I and 3.] a. A house
in which fire-arms are kept. b. (See GUN j^. 15.)
1736 Boston Town Rec. XIJ. 142 The Town would give

direction for removing the said Bull-House, and.. Joyn the
same to the Gun-House in the Common. 1776 Essex Inst.

Hist. Coll. XLII. 205 We took our Departure from the Gun
House in the Training field. 1815 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan
111. 54 The large doors of a gun-house flew open, with a
loud noise.

Gnn-lock. (Earlier U.S. exnmples.)

1651 Connecticut Public Rec. I. 217 Hee sould away his

tooles, and thereby made himselfe vncapcable of repairing

wiy gun locks. 167a in Coll, S. Carolina Hist. Soc. V. 409

438

Order^ tbatCapt. RicM Conant doe seize the Indian., with

his gun & all tlie powder & gun locks wch shall be found in

his custody.

Gnn-maU. 1- Add : Also, a lawless person

given to the use of fire-arms. U.S. colloq.

1903 New York Sun 23 Nov. 1 A notorious outlaw and
one of the most expert gun men of the West. X913 Indus^
trial ^^fr^tf?- (Spokane, Wash.) 3 July, Last evening one of

the gunmen of the A.C.M. Co. came to the jail and tried to

get a blacksmith out of here. 1923 * B. M. Bower ' Paro.
Ivan Bonanza xxi. 251, I never thought I'd ever have to call

in a gun-man to camp on your shadow. X9a7 Observer 17

Apr. 9/2 A Sinn Fein gunman.

Gun-metal. Add :

2. A fashion colour resembling that of giin-metal,

a dull bluish-grey.

X905 Daily Chron. 12 July 6/7 Gun-metal coloured taffeta.

1909 Public Ledger (Phil:tdelphia) 24 June 5/4 Gun-metal
calf. 1923 Daily Mail 8 Oct. 1/2 In Gun Metal, Shoe Grey
and Black. 1931 Daily Tel. 21 May 6/3 A train of gun-
metal chifTon.

Gtmiiarite (gonarait). Min. [f. the proper

name Cunnar + 'ii^^.^ A nickel-iron sulphide

occurring with pyrrhotite in Sweden.
1899 E. S. Dana Dana's Syst. Min. (ed. 6) App. ^i. ijoo

Min. Afa^. Nov. 384 Gunnarite... Probably identical with
pentlandite.

Gnniier. Add:
1. c. Mastergunner (jtad.) : the chief gunner in

charge of ordnance and ammunition, formerly

spec, an officer nnder the crown, the name still

being retained as an honorary title conferred on

distinguished soldiers ; also, in modern use, a war-

rant officer in the Royal Artillery who has charge

of the stores and equipment in a fort or other

armed place.

X647 Haward Charges Crown Rev. 21 Master Gunner of

England : Fee, per diem 2.S. 6.d. i8oa C. James Mil. Diet.,

Master gunner, in a ship of war, an officer appointed to

take charge of the artillery and ammunition aboard, and to

teach the men the exercise of the great guns. 1876 VovLE
& Stevenson Mil. Diet. 1880 Tennyson Revenge xi, Sink

me the ship, Master Gunner. 1904 Standard 20 Dec. 5/3
Field Marshal Earl Roberts, V.C, K.G., has been appointed

Master Gunner of St. James's Park. 1918 E. S. Farrow
Diet. Mil. Terms, Master Gunner.— ..In the United Slates,

an enlisted specialist of the non-comuiissioned staff Coast
Artillery Corps, who is assigned to duty as assistant to the

Artillery Engineer in connection with the preparation of

charts, maps, drawings, range tables, etc., in a coast defense

command.
5. b. One who is a member of the Royal Artil-

lery. Horsegtintter (read) : a member of the Royal

Horse Artillery.

X896, 1897 fsee Diet.]. tgixGcog. yrw/. LXX VIII. 121 Two
other officers, one a Sapper and one a Gunner—I believe I

ought to say one of the Royal Engineers, one of the Royal
Artillery.

Gnuuera (g^'nara, gtmi'''ra). Bot, [mod.L.,

f. tlienameofj. E. G/ww^r (i7i8-73),Norwegian

bishop and botanist -f -A 2.] A plant of the genus

so called, esp. one of the species G. manicata, culti-

vated for its ornamental foliage ;
prickly rhubarb.

X829 Loudon Eneycl. Plants 26. X930 Times Lit. Su/>fl.

18 Dec. 1079/2 We find bilberry, ling and woody aightshade

included, but not guelder-rose nor gunnera.

Gannery. 6. Add -. gunnery jack Navy
slang, a gunnery lieutenant,

1904 Kii'i-iNG Traces * Disem. 53 The Gunner mops up
a heathenish large detail for some hanky-panky in the

magazines, an* led 'em off along wiih our Gunnery Jack.

1908 Daily Chron. 5 Oct. 4/6 A smarter man than Gunnery
Jack is not to be found in the services.

Gnnning, vH. sb. 3. Delete \Obs. and add

:

1917 H. Macfall Germany at Bay (igi8) 210 The enor-

mous gunning and munitionment of the Germans made
trench warfare a costly affair for such as had it not.

4. gunning-stiok, a device used by lumbermen
in guiding the falling of a tree.

1905 [see *Gunv. i e].

GnilllTlllg (g^'nui]). Austral. [Native name.]

An Australian gum-tree, Eucalyptus robusta.

Ganny. b. gunny-sack (earlier examples).
X870 Keim Sheridan's Troopers xxxii. (1885) 233 She was

perched high in the air, astride a pyramid of rations in a
gunny sack. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West v. 106

We slept upon the ground with a thickness of gunnysacks
under us.

Gu-n-play. U.S. [*GnN sb. 3 b.] The use

of fire-arms ; a shooting affray ; skill in shooting.

1897 Indianapolis Typogr. Jrnl. Jan., The talk of ' gun-

plays 'at the lederation Convention., is without a germ of

truth. X899 G. Ade Doc. Home vi. 57 So you made good
with the gun-play did you. 1904 Ne^o York Evening Post

7 Nov. I The feud has been the cause of severalassaults and
gunplays in Chinatown. 1913 Mulford Coming ofCassidy
ii. 30 I've heard so much about Bradley's gunplay that

I'm some curious. X9a8 Sunday Dispatch 22 July 9/3 Other
charges of gunplay were made against the officer.

Gunpowder. 4. Add:
gunpowder weed S. Afr., a name for Silerte

gallica, a plant having small, black seeds.

i8S9-«o W. H. Harvey & Sondee Flora Capensis I. 127

(Pettman) Silene gallica. . .This is the Gunpowder-weed of

the colonists ; its black seeds resembling powder. 1897 H.
Edmonds & Marloth Elem, Bot. S. Afr. 139.

Gun-stock. Add : gun-stock deformity,
' displacement of the forearm following fracture of

the humerus' (Cent. D. Suppl. 1909).

GTISTAVIAIf.

Gnn-stocker. (Early U.S. example.)
X781 in Cal. Virginia St. Papers I. 56g[A]compleat Gun-

stocker [has been engaged].

Gunter. Add :

3. Comb., as gunter iron, ' one of the bands
attached to the topmast which slides upon the

lower mast in the gunter rig' (Webster 1911).

Gnnyang (g^'nyaeq). Bot. [Native name.]
The Australian plant Solanum vescum ; also, the

edible fruit of this plant.

1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl., Gunyang, Solanum vescum,
known by this name in Victoria, where the native tribes

collect its fruits eagerly as an article of food. 1888 D. Mac-
DONALD Cum Boughs 222 A dwarfed ti-tree, clinging low
about the ground, like the gunyang or kangaroo apple.

GUTiyio, variant of Gukyah.
1848 H. W. Havgarth SmjA Li/ex. 105 Comfortably sleep-

ing in an adjacent 'gunyio', or camp. Ibid. xii. 132 Per-

haps the most piimitive boat in the world : like the ' gunyio's ',

or huts, of the aborigines, it is built in a few minutes.

Gnp, sb. Add : Also in general slang or colloq.

use with the sense : Silly talk, blather.

1883 Mrs. Croker Pretty Miss Neville xvL 1 1. 23 Parsing
friends. .related the local 'gup'. X924 Galsworthy IVhite

Monkey 11. i. The usual gup ' over the dividend. 1927
Punch 30 Mar. 340/3 Need 1 give the jury any more of this

gup?
Gupta-TTidya (gu'pta vidya). Theosophy.

[Skr. gupta hidden -I- vidya knowledge, science,

learning.] Hidden or secret knowledge.
1888 H. P. Blavatsky Seer. Doctr. (ed. 2) I. p. xxxviiL

Gural, variant of Gokal.
19x9 Chambers's Jrnl. inti, I hoped to get a gural or

two on my way. xgaz Btackiv. Mag. May 558/2 "They re-

minded me of the Himalayan gural.

Guran (g«ran). One of a people of Kurdistan

;

also, the language of this people.
1882 Eneycl. Brit. XIV. 157/2 The Guran dialect..which

is spoken throughout Ardelan and Kirmansliahan. Ibid.

X58/1 note, 'I'he Gurans have for a long period abandoned
nomadic habits.

Gurgeon (Ro'-id.^sn). Gurgam-stopper, a tree,

Eugenia buxifolia, of Florida and the West Indies.

X8S4 [see Stopper sb. 8].

Gurian (gu»Tian). One of a Caucasian race

inhabiting Tiflis, closely related to the Georgians.

1876 Eneycl. Brit. V. 257/2 The Gurians, a small people

occupying the strip of land between the Rion and the

mountains on the south, which form the frontier between

Russia and "Turkey. 1905 IVestm. Gaz. 20 Sept. 2/1 Gurians,

Georgians, and Mingrclians. 1906 Daily Chron. 9 Aug. 3/t

The Gurians are the. .most warlike.. of the Georgians.

Gurklia (gOa-jka). Also G(h)oorka, a(h)oor-
klia, Qourkha, Ghurka. A member of one ofthe

dominant races of Nepal, India, of Hindu descent

and Sanskritic speech, and especially famous for

prowess in fighting. Also attrib.

1848 Sir J. D. Hooker in Life (1918) I. 269 TheGoorkha
Sepoys arc immense fellows, stout and brawny. x8^5 EncycL
Brit. II. 590/1 The four Ghoorka regiments, enlisted from
Nepaul. 1918 L. Huxley Life Sir J. D. Hooker I. 254
The Ghurka escort.

Gurrah^ (gfra). Africa. Alsogorah. [Native

name.] An earthen jar.

1864 J. A. Grant Walk Across Africa 41 With a gourd
cup they drew water from their wells and filled it into

earthen *gurahs', similar to those in India. 1895 Mrs.
Croker Village Tales (liifi) J53 He., had been flung in the

du*^!, like a broken gurrah.

Gurry •. (Earlier examples.)

X837 H. CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) lot Animal
manures. Fish, Fish oil. Gurry and blubber. \%^ Knicker-

bocker Mag. XIII. 39t [Whaling song] She's gone in her

flurry, boys. She'll soon be in * gurry *, boys !

c. The slime of sponges.
X887 [see Sponger 3].

Gushily (g» Jili), adv. [f. GnsHT a. -v -ly *.]

In a gushy manner, gushingly.

ijai W. Dr Morgan Old Man's Youth xxiii. 211 Our
visitor gushily asked what the dear boy was saying.

Gnsle (gu-sl/). Also gusla, gustl6, guzla.

[Serbian.] A ^'iol having only one string, used in

the Balkans.
X869 TozER Highl. Turkey I. 265 The national instrument

. . is the guzla .. . In shape it is like an elongated pear cut in

half, and it is something between a guitar and a violin. x88o

Gro-.'e's Diet. A/us. I. 642 Guzla, a kind ofrebab, a bow
instrument with one strinj: only, used in illyria._ X9S3 D. H.

Low Ball. Marko Kraljez'ic Introd. p. xxxvi. He then

makes ready his guslc which in .shape bears a rough resem-

blance to a mandolin. X930 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 225 "The

gustI6 player is the Serbian equivalent of the Saxon harpist.

So On-sl»r (pi. guslari), one who plays a gusle.

1908 Daily Chron. 29 July 4/4 A blind guslar, playing the

gusla. 192a D. H. Low Ball, ofMario KraljevU Introd.

p. xxxvi, The bard or guslar is often blind.

GUSS (g»s). local. (See quots.)

1883 Greslky Gloss. Coal-m., Cuss (Bristol Coal-field), a

short piece of rope by which a boy draws a tram or sled in

a pit. 1928 Times 4 Oct. 11/4 The guss is a girdle fitted

around the waist of boys who pull coal in ' putts ' or sledges

in the Somerset mines.

Gust, v.^ Delete rare and add : Also without

2tp, to blow in gusts.

1899 J. M. Falkner Moonfleet xi. The wind came gusting

round the comer, xga? Chambers's Jrnl. 312/2 The wmd
was gusting.

Gustavian (gr'stfi-vian), a. [f. the name Gus-

tavtis : see -IAN.] Of or pertaining to the reign of



GUSTINESS.

any of the Swedish kings named Gustavns, spec.

the reigns of Gustnvus III and Gustavus IV
(1771-1809), one of the greatest periods of
Swedish literature.

1884 R. B. Anderson tr. F. W. Horn*s Lit. Scand. North
III. V. 3 56 The poets of the Gustavian peri^ form two groups
according to tlie prevalence, respectively, of the French aiid

the national clement. 1887 Encycl. BHt. XXII, 757/1 The
excellent lyrical poet Fran?; Mikael Franz^iK.anda belated
academician Johan David Valerius, .fill up the space be-
tween the Gustavian period and the domination of romantic
ideas from Germany.

Gustiness (gz'*stines). [f. Gusty a?- + -ness.]

The condiiion or quality of being gusty.

1901 IVesim. Caz. 20 Tune lo/r The everlasting gustiness
for which the Maoriland capital is famed, igao Times Lit.

Suppl. 9 Sept. 586/1 From the point of view of construction
his stories are.. irregular, but for sheer gustiness they are
hard to equal. 19*7 G. W. Deeping Kitty xxv, The gusti-

ness of her impatience.

Gnsto. 6. (Later example.)
1836 Mary A. Holley Ttxas iv. 66 Melons of the richest

gu'^to abound everywhere

Gut, ^^. Add :

1. d. //. Energy, ver^-e, stayiJDg power ; courage,

force of character, siang.

CC dial, phr./fl have neithergut norgamiZZ-j\nT£..'D.T>.),
1893 Farmer Slaftgs.y., Put your guts into it..= Row

the very best you can. He (or it) has no guts in him (or it)

= He (or it) is a common rotter. 1900 G. Swift Somerley
85 If you have what are, at Cambridge, vulgarly but expres-
sively called * guts'. 1924 W. M. Rains Troubled Waters
ti. 33 It's about your size to send a skull-and-crossboncs
threat through the mail, but I notice you haven't the guts
to sign it. 1924 R. Keable Recommence L (1936) 9 Can't
you dig me out a chap with some guts, who has learned to
rough it? 1929 Priestley Good Contfi. in. v. 5831 I expect
I haven't the guts to keep on and keep it up.

8. g^tifat (earlier US. example).
1847 liefi. U.S. Comm. Patents (1848) 527 The slaughterers

formerly got the gut fat for the whole of the labor thus
described.

Gut, V, 2. a. Add : Now freq. used pass, and
of destruction by fire.

190^ IVestm. Gax. 25 Aug. 8/3 The farmboase and out*
buildings were completely gutted.

Gutless (g»tles), a. Delete fOBs. and add :

b. Lacking in energy, verve, or determination.
1939 W. J. Locke Jorico x, Dr. Chepstow firmly refused

to allow the convalescent and . .gutless N icholas to venture a
second time.

Gutser (g»*ts3i), dial.zn^coiioq. Alsogrutzer.

[tgi*ts (see 'GuT sb. i d) +-kk1.] Something
which takes away one's spirit.

1919 iVnr Siang in Athenaeum 8 Aug. 7*8/1 A * gutser *

is the ta^t straw. 1925 E. Fbasek & Gibbons Soldier ^
Sailor Wordsy ' He's l)eforc a court martial and looks like

Coming a gutzer.* * Gutzer * is pre-war slang, and an old
term amon;; Scottish boys for falling flat on the water in
diving.

Gutta^. Add: 3. A drop-like marking on an
insect*s wing. In recent Diets.

Gutta'-i. Add:
1. b. A gutta-percha golf ball, a gntty.
i88x R. FoRCAN Golfer's Handbk. 5 The ' guttas ' speedily

became popular, ibui, 36 The 'gutta' ball, .was still far

from perfect. 1905 A. S. Cunningham Rambles in Scconit
^ iVemyss 99 He and his brother were credited with de-
vising the hand haiamering of balls, which led to the ulti-

mate marking of guttas.

2. ffutta-jelutODg(orjoolatong), a substitute for

rubber obtained from any one of several apocyna-
ceous trees of Malay of the genus Dyera^ spec,

D. cosiulata ; gutta-milk, the freshly exuded juice

of the gutta-percha tree.

1903 Sci. Amer. Suppl. a8 Feb, 22707 (Cent. D, Suppl.)
Gutla-millc. 1904 Electr. World ff Engin. 18 J[iine 1150
(Ibid.) Importations of ' gutta-jootatong',.. which is used in

certain industries as a substitute for tndia rubber. 1997
C. R. Toothaker Commercial Raw Materials ^o-j.

Gutter, i^.i 8. Add:
gutter-man (^) Loggin^^ one who removes under-

brush, fallen trees, aiid other obstacles in making
a gutter road

; {c) one who cleans out the gutters

of buildings; gutter road, the path or trade fol-

lowed in skidding logs.

1905 Terms Forettry ^ Logging 39 Gutterman... Gutter
road. 1991 Diet, Occup. Terms (1937) 4 970 Roofiitan;
gutterman ; sweeps roofs and removes dirt and other ob-
struction from guttering, rain pipes, etc., of large buildings.

Gutter, J<5.2 1. Add to def. : or animals-
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati aSo Here the animal falls into

the hands of the gutter who tears out the inside, stripping
at the rate of thiee hogs to the minute.

Gutter-snipe. Add : 2. c. U.S. (See quots.)

1870 Medbkhv Men ff Mytt, Wall St. 136 Gutter snipes.

Curbstone brokers. 1877 Bartlktt Diet. Amer. (ed. 4),

Gutter-snipes, a Wall Street term for brokers who do busi-
ness chiefly on the sidewalk or to the street, and who are
not memlier-i of the Stocic Exchange.

Guttural, Z'. [f- tiieadj.) trans. To utter in

guttural tones.
x%^ Knickerbocker Mag. XLV. 43oThe Indian guttural'd

out :
' You "member that little notion me talk to you 'bout?'

Guttus (b»H«j). Class. Archxol. PI. -tl. [L.]

A narrow-necked cruet or oil-flask,

ioa« Brit. Museum Return 61 Guttus of early Italian

rcQ'^gure style.

489^

Gutty, sb. Add : Also attrib.
190a Daily Chron. 9 Dec. 9/3 He advised them to select

the ' gutty • ball only, as tlie best ball for golf. 1921 Glasgow
Herald 16 July 4 Their elusive guitie ba's.

Guv (g»v). Vulgar abbreviation of Governor 7.
1890 Punch IS Mar. i3T,fi Yes, you're right, Guv, this is

dirty fun and dreary. 1893 Ibid. 17 Aug. 77/1 Guv wos in
it all the while.

Guvacine (gi«*vasm). Ckem. ff. ^Vv.guvdka
betel-nut tree + -inb 6.] A monacid alkaloid derived
from the areca nut.

1891 Jrrtl. Chem. Soc. LX. 11. 1520 Guvacine, CoHoNOz,
forms small, lustrous, anhydrous crystals.

Guy, sh."^ 3. Add : guy-line
; guy-rod, a rod

used in place of a guy-rope.
1903 A. Adams Log- Cowboy x. 152 We took a *guy line

from the wagon and snubbed it to a tree. 1928 Daily
Express 7 Apr. 5/5 Drive in the remaining pegs and attach
and true up the remaining guylines, 1903 Elecir. World
ff Engin. 31 Oct. 711 {Cent. D. Suppl.) *Guy-rods are 8 ft.

X \ in., provided with an eye at one end, 1910^^'. flatvkins*
Elect. Diet., Guy Rod Bnnds^ bands by which a guy rod is
attached to a telegraph pole.

Guy, sb:^ 3. d. U.S. (Karlier and later ex-
amples.)
1896 G. Ade Artie \. 3 You guys must think I'm a quitter.

"i^^Cincinnati Commercial Tribune 29june 4 Mr. Bryan
is a hefty guy when it comes to Democratic conventions
and the platforms thereof. 1915 H. L. Wilsom Ruggles 0/
Red Gap v. (1917) 05 Thirik of the guy's imagination,
naming this here chafing dish the Storm King\ 1939 S.
Anderson in Mercury Story Bk. 231 The young fellow was
a nice guy all right.

Guy, sb:^ us. [f. GtJT v.^ 2.] A joke.
1887 Congress. Record 1022/1 He was a democrat, as he

says, for a 'guy'. 19XX
J. C Lincoln Cap'n Warren's

Wards iii, 37, I was only joking. ..It's a standing guy, you
know.

Guy. Used as an exclamation. U.S.
1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XII. 297 *Guy I' said he, in a

tone which seemed hardly to realize the truth,* I bMieve I'm
upshot t ' c 1845 Pauujing Noble Exile 140 Guy, he's as
careful as a city mosquito in the autumn.
Gweeon (gw^f^n). Austral, [Native name.]

All aboriginal stone hatchet.
1898 Morris AustrtU Engl.^ Gweeon^ a stone tomahawk

of the aborigines.

Gwely (gweii). [Welsh.] The social unit, con-
sisting of four generations of one family, in which
the great-grandfather, the head of the group, had
proprietary right over its landed property.

Gwentian (gwcntiic), a. and sb. [f. the name
Gwetit + -IAN.] Of or pertaining to Gwent in south-
east Wales; also j6,, the dialect of this region.
1901 Daily Chron. 16 Oct. 3/2 The Gwentian bowmen

were famous. 1913 J. M. Tones /l^^/jACr«w. 8 Gwentian,
the dialect of Gwcut and Morgannwg, or South East Wales.

Gym (dgim), CoUoq. abbreviation of Gymna-
sium: also attrib.

i98g Barkers & Leu^nd Diet. Slang. Gymcad (Royal
Military Academy), agymnasium instructor. 1891 H. Scott
Holland in j9/«///. (1921) 198 We had a superb exhibition
in the gym. 1907 Daily Chron. 27 Nov. 3/3 The 'gym.'
practices. 1930 Daily Express 6 Sept. 2 Girls' Full Length
Gym Stockings. 1930 Cambriilge Daily News 25 Sept. 3/4
Gym slips should not be washed.

Gymnadenia (d.i^imnadrniS). [mod.L., f. Gr.
yvfiVQS naked, bare + d<5«i'-, dSijc gland ; see -lA ^]
A terrestrial orchid of the genus of that name, esp.

a plant of the cultivated species bearing fragrant

purple flowers.
i8a9 Loudon Encycl. Plants 750. 1931 A. C. Chater tr.

S. UndseCs Wild Orchid \. i, I'm so excited to see if any.
thing will come of the gymnadenias I put in here last year.

Gyxuna'Stic, v. [f. the noun.] intr. To practise

gymnastics. In c\yxo\..Jtg.

1938 Hearst's International Avig. 156/2 You gymnasticked
around and made Pickett Boone think you and Mason were
on the prod.

Gymneiuic (d5imnrmik, -ne'mik), a. [f.

mod.L. Gymnemay fr. Gr. yvfxvos naked +i'^/ia

thread + -ic] Designating an acid occurring in the

leaves of Qymnema ^Ivestre, whose leaves, when
chewed, temporarily destroy the sense of taste.

1889 Jml. Chem. Soc. LVL 723 Gymncmic acid occurs
in combination in the leaves of Gyrnnema sylvestre, G.
kirsutay and G. montauum. 1901 Tn chenkr Exper. Psychol.
1, II. 104 A saturated alcoholic solution of gymnemic acid.

Gynandro-. Add : ayna'udxomorph, an
individual which exhibits gynandromorphism,
Oynandromorpliio a. ~ gynandromorphous,
GynandromoTpliy = gynandromorphism.
^ 1894 W. Batkson Studyof Variation 68 Gynandromorphic
insects, in which the characters of the whole or part of one
side of the body, wings and antennae, are male, while those
of the other side are female. 1913 — Mendel's Princ, He-
redity yii They consist of normal males and gynandroniorphs
having the characters of the sexes mixed in various degrees.

Gsruarcllic (d^aina-ikik, da;in-), a. [f. Gtn-
archy: see -ic] Of or pertaining to gynarchy.
X93X Glasgoio Herald 2 Nov, 5 Gynarchic rule is another

peculiarity of some of the Formosan tribes.

Gynee (gai"nO- [Hindi (related to go Cow
sb,^}.] One of a small variety of cattle bred in

Bengal.
1850 F. Parks Wand. Pilgrim I. 251 We. .are building out-

houses to receive some thirty-four dwarf cows and oxen
(gynees) which are to be fed up for the table.

GYROSCOPE.

GyniatricS (d^si-, d^iniae-triks). Med. [f.

Gr. 7i;;'77 woman + xaT^i«u9 of medical treatment.]
The treatment of diseases peculiar to women.
1890 Billings Med. Diet.

G3rilO-» Add : Oynoca'rdln, a glucoside from
the seeds of Gynocardia odorata ; hence Gynocar-
di'nio a.y whence Oynoca'rdinate. Gynoplio'toia,
fear of woman, Gy'nospore, a female germ-cell.
1504 Proc. Chem. Soc. XX. 137 A cyanogenetic glucoside,

which the authors[F B. Power and F. H. Gornall] have iso-
lated ill a crystalline state, and designate "gynocardin. 1915
Jml. C/tem. Soc. CVUI. 1. 646 Methyl '^gynocardinate,
CiTHsg.COaMe. 1905 Ibid. LXXXVII. n. 351 *Gyno-
cardinicacid,Ci2Hi909.C02H. 1886O. W. Hoime-s Mortal
Antipathy xix. 231 If we give it a name, we shall have to
apply the term *Gyno^hobia^ or Fear of Woman. x886
Academy \fi }^xx. 37 A man. .has become afflicted with gyno-
phobia. 1901 Practitioner Mar. 281 *Gynospore is Ray
Lankester's name for the Macrogameteof Ross.

Gyp3(d5ip). dial. OX coiloq. Alsojip. [app.
contraction of Gee-up, which is used dial, as sb.]

To give (a person or thing) gyp : to punish, thrash,
treat roughly.
1898 B. K1RK8Y Lakeland Words. 1902 Wright Eng. Dial.

Diet. s.v. yip, Ah*ll gi'e tha jip, .
.' Ah gav' it jip Ah can tell

tha,* said of beating a carpet soundly with a stick in each
hand. 1915 Cable Between Lines 19 We'll give 'em gyp if

they try it. 1917 P. Macgill Brown Brethren xii. 170A cramp in my guts 1. .Gawd, it isn't 'arf giving me gyp !

Gyp^. CoUoq. abbreviation of *Gypsopbila.
1928 Daily Express 8 Sept. 2/1 The children have taken.,

flowers and arranged them with gyp or fern.

Gypsophila (d3ips^-fila). Bot. [mod.L., f.Gr.
yo^pos chalk + <piKos loving.] A plant of the genus
so called of silenaceous plants, having small deli-

cate paniculate flowers.
1829 LouDON Encycl. Plants 368. 1909 Daily Mirror 13

Aug. 7/4 The graceful gypsophila (chalk plant).

Gyratory, a. Add : b. spec pertaining to a
system of directing traffic in one-way lines round a
place where several roads meet,
1909 Wesim. Gaz. 7 Aug. 4/2 The gyratory principle, by

which vehicles are directed into circular lines ingeniously
devised to avoid intersection. 1926 Rep. Commissioner
Police Metropolis, igij 16 Gyratory systems for the circula-
tion of traffic, after years of discussion, reached the point of
practical demonstration this year. 1928 Obsefver 5 Feb. 13/7
Now that every week dedicates a new bunch of streets to the
Gyratory System.

Gyro (d^aiaTi?), Colloq. abbreviation of («)
Gyuoscope. ((5) gyro-compass (see below),
1914 H. Crabtree^ Spinning Tops ^ Gyroscopic hfotion

(ed. 2) 77 If the position of the ends iVand S of the gyro
1= gyro-compass] are reversed.

b. Comb, gyro-accelerometer (see quot.)

;

gyro-oar, a mono-rail carriage which is balanced
by means of gyroscopes driven at high speed in

opposite directions; gyro-compass, a form of
gyroscope used as a compass, being continuously
driven and thus retaining a fixed direction ; firro-
pilot, a gyro-compass used to steer a vessel with-
out human agency ; gyroplane, a type of flying-

machine supported by a rapidly rotating screw pro-
peller operating in a horizontal plane.
X930 Morning Post 21 July 4 A device styled the *gyro-

accelerometer^ which measures every movement ofa carriage
and records it on a chart with decimal accuracy. 1909
Westm. Gaz. 8 Nov. 8/3 The *gyro-car, as Herr Scherl calls

it, is to make a series of runs, .tn the Exhibition Hall at the
Zoological Gardens. 1909 Daily Chron. n Nov. i/6 We
waited for the gyro-car to emerge from its shed. 1913

^. H. PovNTiNG Earlh 98 That very remarkable invention

y the brothers Anschutz, termed the *Gyro Compass. 19*4
GlasgoTV Herald 1^ J3L.n. 5 A Sperry gyro-compass equipment.
1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 22 Jan. 51/3 A speck of dust might
cause a gyro compass to 'wander'. 1923 Westm. Gaz. 2^1)^0.^
Through the agency ofan invention known as the *gyro-pilot
apparatus, the Cunard liner Laconia, which reached Liver-
pool yesterday, steered from New York a straight course
without human aid. 1924 Glasgow Herald 8 Jan. 7 Gyro-
Pilot for Cargo Boats. 1907 Nature 5 Dec. 107/r 'J'he

•gyroplane of Messrs. Breguet. which revives interest in the
attempt to overcome gravity by vertical screw propellers.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 25 teb. 4/2 The Lestage gyro-plane.

Gyropter (d53i'»*r(?pt3j). (Disused.) [f. Gyro-
+ Gr. irrfp6v wing; cf. *Helicopter.] A rotary

wing of a kind of flying-machine ; also, a flying-

machine having rotary wings.
1908 Westm, Gaz. 14 Aug. 10/2 A new machine, the

Gyropter, or rotary-wing flying machine. 1908 World's
WorkOct. 552 The Gyropter Flying Machine. 1908 Westm.
Gaz. 5 Nov. 10/2 'i'wo huge gyropters or rotary wings which
are really aeroplanes, but have vastly more air-cutting
surface than ordinary aeroplanes. 1912 Vks. Post 13 Jan.
(leader), Mr. Davidson proposes the building of what he calls

a gyropter.

Gyroscope. Add : b. spec, those forms of
gyroscope attached to vessels, mono-rail carriages,

flying-machines, etc., to maintain equilibrium ; and,

by retaining a fixed direction, to act as a check on,

or substitute for, a mariner's compass, and to keep

a torpedo, etc., in a straight course.
1891 Casselts Family Ma^. 187/1 A small gyroscope has

also been fitted to the ship^s sextants, so as to give an in-

variable line of sight. 1904 Daily Chron. 29 Feb. 4/5 The
newest torpedoes, we are told, will have a .speed of thirty

knots for 3,000 yards, and, thanks to the gyroscope, almost

perfect accuracy can be relied upon. 1907 Standard 23 Mar.,



GYROSCOPE.
The experiments showed conclusively that gyroscopes conid
be designed which would exercise a sensible steadying effect

apc«l even the largest passenger steamers on service.

c. attrib, and Comb.^ as gyroscope-car, -com-
pass « gyro-cary -cotitpass ; gyrosoopo firovemor,

a steam governor iu which a gyroscope acts as

regulator; gyroscope top, a spinning top on the

gyroscope principle, which when spinning may be
supported by one end of its horizontal axis.

1909 }VestfH. Com. ao Apr, 9/3 The *gyroscope-compass, an
invention of Dr. Anschuetz-Kaempfe, of Kiel, ..is based
upon the familiar principle that a rapidly rotating body
tends to keep in the same plane. 1875 Knight Did. Mech.^

440

*Gyroscope-govcrnor. 1880 Eticyci, Brit. XI,352/a Perhaps
the most common form of gyroscope is that which has been
largely sold under the name of the ^gyroscope top.

Gyroscopic. Add : gyroscopic apparatus =*

*GvBOSCOPE b; gyroscopic compass ~ gyro-com-
pass ; gyroscopic precession j

' the steady motion in

which the axis of the top describes a right circular

cone about the vertical ' (Cent- D, Suppl. 1909);
gyroscopic top = gyroscope top.

1907 Standanlz-^ Mar., Dr. Schlick's gyroscopic apparatus
for steadying ships. 1920 T. W. Chalmers {title) The Gyro-
scopic Compass. X9z8 A. L. Rawlings {title) Theory of the
Gyroscopic Compass and its Deviations.

GYROSTATIC.

Gyroscopically (dgsiTifekp-pil^U), adv. [f.

Gtroscopic : see -ioally.] By or with a gyro-
scope.

1911 Chambers's yml. 55/1 The success of the gyroscope
in preveniing the rolling of ships . . would stem to augur well
for the gyroscopically controlled aeroplane.

Gyrostat. Add : Also, an instrument for con-
trolling the horizontal direction of a snbmarine.
Hence Oyrostatic a. in gTrostatic compass =
*gyro-compass.

1902 Enc^'d. Brit. XXXII. 578/1. igu Ibid. XXX. «/i
A gyrostatic compass.



H
H- Add : 2. H girder, iron.

1888 Lackwoott's Diet. Meek. Engin., H Iron, rolled

wrougbt-iron bar whose section is that of the letter I. Used
extensively for building up engineering structures. 190a
A. C. Habmswobth Motors ff Motor Driving vi. 90 'Ihe

roof of the house is strengthened at certain points by cross
timbers which support two small H girders, and carry iron

frames to which are attached pulley blocks.

II. 3. b. //" //w, in a spectrum, one of the lines

representing calcium.
1897 Sir W. Huccixs Set, Papers Ugog) 438 The H and
K lines have become thin and defined, i^fo* EncycL Brit.

XXXI 1. 780/3 The H and K tines of calcium are observed
at the highest elevations reached by solar prominences.

III. H, = Head-quarters, henry {^Electr,), h. =
hot ; as h. and c. = hot and cold (water). H. and
D. (see quots. 1918, 1930). H.A. » Horse Artil-

lery. H.A.C. =a Honourable Artillery Company.
H.E. = His Eminence, His Excellency, high ex-

plosive, horizontal equivalent. H.E.I.C.S. =
Honourable East India Company's Service. H.F.
a high frequency. HF, H*', Hp, hf = heahhy
female(s). HHH = halt (in signalling). HM,
H«, Hm, hm = healthy male(s). H.M.I.(S.) = His
Majesty's Inspector of Schools. H.P. = high pres-

sure, hot pressed, hybrid perpetual. H.Q.» Head-
quarters. H.T,, h.t. = high tension.
1880 Encyct, Brit. XI 1 1. 170/2 Table H*'^, comprising all

the healthy lives, male and female, included in the ol»erva-
tions. .. Table H'-', comprising the healthy male.lives only...
Table !!•*, comprising the heahhy female lives. i8{>3

W. Robinson Eugl. Flower Garden (ed. 3) 644/2 Gabriel
Luizet, Genera! Jacqueminot and many other H.Ps. do not
usually bloom after the month of August. 1898 Westm,
Gax. 14 Nov. 8/1 With its premiums and its reversionary
bonuses, and its Hm tables and its surrender values. 190Z
Daily ChroH. 27 June 3/2 To introduce a very much larger
proportion of H.E. shell. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXII.
15J The H.-P. valves are worked by means of a simple lever
from the L.-P. valve-rods. 1903 A. Watkins WetUkins Man.
29 A box of one maker's plates marked H & D loob 1908
E. M. Snevd-Kynnersley {title) H.M.I. : Some passages
in the life of one of H.M. Inspectors of Schools. 1910
Haiukins' EUctr. Dict.,H. The symbol of induction. The
Henry, h. An abbreviation for the henry, the practical
unit of induction. 1913 Vear-Bk. IVirelr-ss Telegr, 289
To make the current-distribution over the cross-section
more uniform for H.F. currents. 1015 D> O. Barnett Lett.

39 After reporting at Krigade H.Q. we went on to our
regiments. Ibid. 153 H.E. is the shell for attacking, because
you blow the defenders out of their trenches. 1918 Ffioto.

Mim'aturtXV. Mar. (Gloss.), H.& D.(Hurterand Driffield)

—used as a prefix to numbers signifying the speed of pUtes
measured by the system devised oy these investigators.

Fastest plates, H. & D. 400 to 500. 1923 Supf^lt. to Popular
Wireless 13 Oct. 10 * Plug-in ' H.F. Transformers. 19x4
Exper. WireUss Apr. 397/2 The atmospheric band fre-

nuencies which penetrate the H.F. filter. 1930 Sel. Gloss.
Motion Picture Technician, H andD Curve, the character-
istic curve of a photographic emulsion. 1930 Morning Post
17 June 20/7, 4 bed-rooms (h, and c. in e^ich). 1931 Daily
Express 1 3 Mar. 13/2 Fuller 100 volt H.T. and G.B. Battery.

Kaanepoot (ha-napJt) . Also haanepot

,

haeaapod, banapoot, hanna-poot. Also cor-

ruptly honey-pot. [Afrikaans kaanepoot^ f. Du.
haan cock +pool foot.] A South African grape
often used for making wme or for raisins.

1801 J. Barrow 7'rnv. I. 65 A large white Persian ^pe,
called here the haenapod. 1855 W. R. King Campaigning
in Ka^rland (ed- 2) 190 The most deliciou.sly flavoured
grapes, one sort, called the ' honcy.pot ',, -of immense size,

1878 T. J. Lucas Camp Life 36 A nne fleshy well-favoured
variety called hanne poot. 1887 Colonial ^ Indian Exhib.,
Rep, Col. Sect. 136 Raisins are made from the Haanepot
grape. i9«7 Daily Express 8 Apr. sThc Cape grapes, .eitner
the gros Culmars or the white Hanapoots.

Haarlem (ha-jUm). The name of a town in

Holland used attrib, in Haarlem bloe, a variety

of blue containing alumina ; Haarlem oil, ' a pro-
prietary diuretic and stimulant oil ' ( Dorland 1 90 1 )

.

1885 Spons* Meek. Own Bk, 407 Slight differences in
the manufacture [of Prussian Blue] c^use considerable
variation in tint and colour, which leads to the material
being known by different names—such as 'Antwerp',
' Berlin ', * Haerlem ',

* Chinese ' Blue. 1885 Encycl. Brit.
XVIII. 72oyi Barbados tar, Haarlem oil, Seneca oil, and
American oil, all consisting wholly or in large part of crude
petroleum, were sold by apothecaries for years before
petroleum was obtained by boring. 1906 Practitioner Dec.
853 Methyloids.—These arc an improved combination of
nieth>leDe blue, Saiital oil, copaiba, Haarlem oil, and
cinnamon oil, and arc supplied in capsoid form.

Habara (hie'MrS). Also babareh. [Arabic]
A woman's outdoor silk garment.
i8<i Illustr. Catal.Gt. Exhib. v. ii, 1410 Habara veil, in

black xilk, for females. 1993 Sunday at Hont* Oct. 51/3 A
black Egyptian babareh and vciL

Habeual (habrnal), a. Anal, [f. Habena +
-AL.] = Habenar.
1889 Buck's Hamibk. Med. Sd. VIII, 145/1 The habenal

sulcus, igol Dorland Med, Diet. (ed. 2}.

Haboob (hab»-b). [Arab. r^y^ habiib blow-
ing furiously.] A violent and oppressive wind
which blows at certain seasons in the Sudan, and
which brings with it sand from the desert.
1897 Daily News 2 Oct. 2/1 This was a real haboob—a tornado of sand and small stones. Ibid. 4/6 A soldier

that had been swept into the river by the merciless haboob.
1928 Biackw. Mag. Feb. 259 May is the month of * haboobs '.

Habatai (habwtai*). Also -aye, -ae. [Jap.]
A fine soft Japanese silk.

1896 Brinkley Jap. Engl, Diet. 1903 Encyct. Brit.XXlX.
725/1 Pictures so elaborate and. .accurate as those produced
by the yuzen process on silk crape or kabutaye.

Hacienda. Add : Also atirzb,

i860 lire's Diet. Ar/s (cd. 5) III. 676 Working it on their
own account, or, as it is termed, hacienda account. 1897
Blackiu. Mag. Nov, 685/2 The pleasant picture of hacienda
life in the land of the Aztecs.

HaciendadO (a:sienda-d<7). [Sp.] The owner
of an hacienda,
1863 Mayne Reid Tiger Hunter xix, To the haciendado

he hired himself out a part of the year. 1897 Blackm. Mag.
Nov. 685 The polity of the Mexican haciendado remains
unchanged. 1807 Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 593/2 'ihe planta-
tion homes of the kuciendados, 19x0 Glasgow Herald 22
Sept. 8 'I'he Cliilean hacJendado.

Haciendero (asieDd<?-itf). [Sp.] A farmer.
1937 Blackw. Mag. Nov, 652/2 The rich haciendero had

paternally assisted them in times of famine.

Hack, sb\ Add: 6. An act of hacking; a
hacking blow. Also_/f^.

«*73-4 tiep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 238, I have a
chance to have several hacks at the weeds before the crop
is sown. 1898 Marg. Deland Old Ckester Tales 244, I get
more men in a saloon, that's why ; and when the show's done
I get a back at 'em.

Hack, sb:^ 8. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
x8ia Boston Caz. 10 Sept., Advt, (Th-) Hack Stand. 183S

in Soutkem Lit. Messenger IV. 197/1 My hack-driver..
assui ed [me] that there was no other tavern in the city.

Hackamore. (Earlier example.)
1850 W. R. Ryan Upper ^ Lower California I, 152 He

overtook me» mounted on a well saddled horse, and leading
another by the hackamore.

Hackla (hse-kia). = GuAiAC.
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exkib. iv. i. 983/2 Hackia, lignum

vitae, transverse and vertical sections, from River Demerara,
1858 SiMMONus Diet. TradCt Hackia,^ wood, .used for mill
CORS an<I shafts.

Hacking, vbL sb. Add : L C. [After G. hack-
ungi cf. F. hackep/unt.l Massage with the edge
of the hand.
xSoo Kellgren Techn. Ltn^s Syst. 25 Tapotement means

hacking or beating. 1893 A. S. Eccles Sciatica 64 'J borough
rubbing, kneading, hacking, and passive movements are
practised.

Hackle, sb.'^ 3. Add : Also, the feathers on the
saddle of a cock.
tSfio D. J. Browne Amer. Poultry Yard 2a The hackles

of the lower i>art of the back. Ibid. 253 In capons.. the
hackle, the tail feathers, and the spurs grew to a much
greater length than in cocks.

Hackling'f vbl, sb.^ attrib. Add : hackling
house.

1849 E. Chamdtcrlaim Indiana Gazetteer 13a A brick
building, erected for a hackling house.

Hackman. U,S, (Earlier and laterexamples.)
1796 Boston Directory, passim. x8o6 Repertory (Boston)

3 Oct. (Th.) Died, in this town, Mr, Daniel Henry, hackman.
X819 N, y. Gas. in Massackusetts Spy 16 June 3/1 The
horses were stopt by the hackmen on the stantL 1898
Hamblen Tom Benton's Luck 56 'I'he line of vociferous
hackmen who formed a gauntlet across the exit from the
railroad station.

Hacklttail(n'ite(ha2*kman3it). Min. [Named
after Victor Hackman of Helsingfors ; see -ITE i

3 b.] A mineral of the sodalite group found in the
rock of the Tawa Valley, Lapland,
X903 Jml. Clum. Soc. I.XXXIV. ii. 304 Hacktnanite,

a new member of the sodalite group.

Hackney-carriage. (Karlier U.S. example.)
1797 Boston Selectmen la June, The Law regulating

Hackney Carriages.

Hadahah (hxdaha). S, Afr. Also ha-di-da,
addada. [Onomatopoeic.] The large brown ibis,

Geronlicus hagedash.
1846 T. Arbousset & Dahmas Narr. Tour Cape G. H.

190 A large ibis of a brown lustre commonly called bv ono-
matopy addada. 1907 African Montkly Oct. 445 f'locks
of * ha-di*da * grub silently and unconcernedly in close proxi-
mity to the camp.

Haddocky (hae'daki), a, [f. Haddock! + -t i.]

Of or pertaining to haddocks.
igza Contemp. Rev. Sept. 365 This haddocky scent, .has

a savour not unpleasing.

Hades. Add : 2. b. Used trivially as a sub-
stitute for hell in imprecations, etc.

1912 A. Brnnett Matador of Five Towns ii, What the
hades are you waiting there for?

Hadith (has-dij?). Also Hadis, Hadithah,//.
Hadithat. [a. Ar. i^Aa. hadip a tradition.] The
body of traditions relating to Mohammed, which
now form a supplement to the Koran, called the
Sunna.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 367/2 Rejecting the Haditk, or
traditional^ sayings of Mahomet. 1883 Ibid. XVI. 594/2
The traditions of Mohammed, or Hadith, the collective body
of which constitutes the Sunna, or custom, igzz Blackiu.
Mng. Mar. 375/2. I treasured this like a kadis, an authentic
tradition of wbich I was the custodian. 1924 Guillaumb
Trad. Islam 15 The hadith literature as we now have it

provides us with apostolic precept and example covering the
whole duty of man. Ibid. 150 Many of the hadith already
cited will have shown the good sense, amiability, and
liberality of the prophet,

Hadjeen, variant of Hy(5een.
Hadrome (hse-dr^um). Bot, [f. Gr. d5p)5s thick

+ -011B.] =XyLEsr. So Hadroce'ntric a., having
the xylem surrounded by the phloem ; Hadro-
zaase, an enzyme in certain fungi capable of dis-

solving lignin; Ha^droxnyco'sis (see quot. 1917).
1898 tr. Strasburger's Text-bk- Bot. 102 Other terms often

used to designate the vascular bundles are fibro-vascular
bundles and niestome. The vascular portion is also termed
the xylem or hadrome. 1900 B, D. Jackson Gloss. Bot.
Tertns, Hadrome, a shortened form of Hadromesiome^t . . the
xylem or woody portion of a vascular bundle. Ibid. {Add.),
Hadrocentrie Bundle, having the hadrome in the centre
surrounded by the leptome (Haberlandt); Hadromase, an
enzyme found in MeruUus lacrymans, Schum., and other
Fungi, which attacks the hadrome and destroys its Hgnitied
cell.waits (Czapek). 1909 J. R. Green Hist. Bot. -zig Dealing
in more detail with the vascular bundles, to which he [_sc.

Schwendener] gave the name Mestonr, he renamed the xylem
Hadrom and the phloem Leptotn, Ibid. 406 Czapek found
in 1899 that the nutrition of certain fungi which attack
lignilied cell walls is materially aided by an enzyme, which
he called hadromase, which dissolves the woody constituents.

1917 Nature 22 Feb. 500/2 Plants suffering from the cfaok*
ing of their vessels [by fungij (hadromycosis).

Haeckeliau (hekrli^), a, [f. the name of
E. H. /i'<Zif(^^tf/(i834-i9i9), German biologist : see

-IAN.] Of or pertaining to the opinions of Haeckel

;

also as sb., a believer in Haeckel's tiieories. So
Haeckelism (he'kaliz'm), -I'smus, the opinions
and theories of Haeckel.
1894 Nat, Set. Mar. 162 We are well content to cease from

coniroversy, to let Calcareous sponges, the Gastrula, and
. . Haeckelismus take care of themselves. 1897 Ibid. Jan. 31
The typical form of the Haeckelian genealogical tree. 1899
E. J. Chapman Drama of Tivo Lives, Amphioxus ^
Ascidian 88 Thus,h2eckelism's wondrous gleam Makes clear,

to all, how all arose, 1930 G. R. de Beer Embryo!, if Evol,
XV. 102 There is then no recapitulation in the Haeckelian
sense of accelerated repetition of adult stages.

HSBXUOlysis (hzm^-lisis). [f. Gr. alyLQ- H^MO-
+ AiJffjy dissolution, f. Kvtiv to loose, dissolve.] The
dissolution of (esp, the red) blood corpuscles.
1891 OsLER Princ. Med, 725 Increased haemolysis and

dissolution of the haemoglobin in the blood-serum. 1901
frnl. Chem. Soc. LXXX. 11. 325 Hsemolysis produced by
Solanine. 1906 Practitioner Nov. 591 The jaundice of the
newly born.. is dependent upon changes, probably toxic in
character, with excessive haemolysis.

Hence Hsa'molyse v, trans., to destroy by hse-

molysis ; Kssmolysin (h/m^*lisin, h/m^loi'sin)

[see *Lysin], a substance in the blood serum of
an animal, which causes haemolysis. Hssmolytic
a.^ of or pertaining to haemolysis ; Hsemolyti-
caJly adv,
1897 Allbutt*s Spfsf. Med. II. 10^4 Pointing to a hscmo-

lytic as well as a simple ha:morrhagic origin for the anaemia,
xpoa yrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXXll. 11. 464 Haemolysin of
Bacillus Megatherium.. .In cultures of B. jiiegatheriunt
a specific lysin occurs which haemolyses the corpuscles of

fuinta-pig, monkey, and man. 1903 Ibid. LXXXIV. ir. 443
nfluence of Cold on the Action of some Hsemolytic Agents.

X908 Pmctitioner Feb. 249 To yield substances which have
similar ha:molysing properties to the haemolytic agent found
in tape-worms. 1909 yrnl. Chem. Soc. XCVI. it. 1036
Organs which act hfcmolytically. xgzo Nat/tre 13 May 3^7/2
The anti-coagulating and ha:molysing action of sodium
nucleinate.

HsemOStat (hfm^tset). Surg. [f. Gr. aiiio-

HJiMO- + ffTartSs, vbl. adj. of lardvai to place.] An
instrument or a medicine for checking haemorrhage.

1913 Dorland Med. Diet. 1930 F. A. Pottle Stretchers



HAEBEMAI.
no The assistant mops it up with a gauze sponge, discovers

the point where the blood vessel is severed, and ihe surgeon

clips it with a liaemostat, another variety of pincers with

liandles like manicure scissors.

Haeremai (ha-oramai). New Zealand, Also

haere mai, horomai, hair© mai. [Maori, lit. «=

come hither.] A Maori term of welcome.

1769 Cook Voyages (1773) 34= When they came near

enough to be heard, they waved their hands and called out

/^tfr<w/m/;.. these ceremonies we were told were certain

signs of their friendly disposition. 183a H. Williams Jml,
in H, Carleton Life (1874) I. na They were very glad to

see us, and gave us the usual welcome, * haere mat 1 1 haere

vim I ! *

184s E. J. Wakkfikld ^(3'z'. N. Z. I. 249 No shouts

of kaeremaij so universal a welcome to the stranger, were to

be heard. 1883 F. S. Rknwick Betrayed 2A (Morris) Haire

mai ho ! 'tis the welcome song Rings far on the summer air.

Hafiz (ha-fiz). Also 7 hafls, 9 hafeez. [Arab,

^la. kdfiz guardian, keeper, observer.] A Mo-
hammedan who knows the whole of the Koran by

heart.
i66j J. Davies tr. Oiearius* Voy. Ambass. 314 [The]

Turbants. , of their Priests, and particularly, of the Hafis.are

white. J819T. Hope /4«a5/aKWj^ (1820) I. x. 192 Who, to

obtain the epithet of hafeez, had learnt his whole koran by
heart unto the last stop. 1927 Blackw, Mag. May 574/2
A hafiz chanted the Koran for the rest of her souL

Sakfuium (hse-fnii^m). Ckern. [f. Hafnia, L.

name of Copenhagen +-iaM.] A metallic element

discovered in 1923. Symbol Hf; atomicnumber72.
1923 D. Coster & G. Hevesy in Nature 20 Jan. 79/2.

Haggfadah. Add : 2. The Jewish ritual for

the first two nights of the Passover.

[1887 J. Jacobs & Wolf Catah Anglo-Jew. Hist. Exhib,

194 Haggadah Pesach, or Liturtzy of the Passover.] 1896
W. H. Gkeenburg Haggadah 6 Upon the first cup one says

the benediction.. .Upon the second cupone recites the Hag-
gada. 1904 Daily Chron. 30 Mar. 7/5 Perhaps the whole
genius of the celebration of the Passover may be summed
up in the words of the Hagadah :

' In every generation each
Israelite shall bethink himself as though he had been deliv-

ered from E.eypt.'

Haggadically(hseg£e'dikali), adv. [f. Hagga-
DICAL + -LT2.] As in the hagtjadah.

i9ao Oesterley & Box Lit. Rabbinical Judaism 78 The
Scriptural lesson, .is haggadically developed.

Haggis. Add

:

1. d. A mixture, hodge-podge.
1899 Daily Ne^vs 13 Sept. 7/6 They cheerfully go through

the curious haggis of social and pliilanthropic duties served

up to them each week. 1928 W. A. J, Archbold ititW)

Bengal Haegis.

Haikal (hai-kal). [Coptic] The central

chapel of three forming the sanctuary of a Coptic

church. Also attrib. in haikal screen, a screen,

often elaborately carved or decorated, which sepa-

rates the haikal from the body of the church.

XS84 A. J. BuTLBK Anc. Coptic Churches I. i. 28 The screen

of the haikal, instead of aligning with that of the side chapels,

projects out three or four feet into the choir. 1902 Encycl.

Brit. XXVII. 238/1 The central division is called the haikal

or sanctuary... Haikal screen and choir screen are often

sumptuously carved and inlaid.

Haileybury (h^i-lib»ri). The name of a school

(Hailey bury College) in Hertfordshire, orig. owned
by the East India Company, used to designate the

system of providing civil servants, or the servants

themselves, for service in India.

1864 in Mem. Old Haileybury Cell. (1894) 95, I trust the

new men will be found to furnish persons qualified to sustain

the character of the Service . . [and] also worthily to fill those

high posts of trust.. which we now see so happily filled by
Haileybury civilians of the old school. 190a Encycl, Brit.

XXiX. 451/3 'lowards the latter years of the 19th century

the last of the old Haileybury civilians, who entered the

service as nominees of the East India Company's directors

under the system abolished in 1857, were leaving India.

1931 L. S. S. OVMalley Ind. Civil Service 241 A system of

pass examinations, such as the Haileybury entrance exam-
ination. X931 Times Lit. Suppl. 18 June 474/3 The modern
Civilian is the descendant of the Haileybury students of the

early nineteenth century. Whatever the merits or demerits of
the Haileybury system, it at least ' led to a tradition of ser-

vice handed down from generation to generation '.

Stair, sb. Add :

8. p. To get (a person) by the short hairs : to

have complete control over.

1899 Kipling Stalky 175 I've got him by the short hairs I

1928 Blackw. Mag, Feb. 150/1 Those Cliinhwan really did
seem to have got the rest of the world by the short hairs.

1930 Savers & Eustack Docts. in Case i. 25 She's evidently
got her husband by the short hairs.

9. a. hair-chain^ -mattress^ -shaft, b. hair-
slide (Slide sb, 6). c. hair-dryer^ -wcwer,

t^/orj N. MuNRo Daft Days xxx, The lockets are large and
strong, and *hair-chains much abound. 1895 Army tj- Navy
Co-op, Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 180/1 The Princess Patent
*Hair Dryer and Burnisher, 1909 Install. Neivs 111,7 This
Hair-Dryer works. . by means of a small . . electric fan. 1909
Westm. Gaz. 13 Oct. 7/4 One otince of hair, which she was
drawing through the hair-dryer in her hands. 1931 'I'imes 16
Mar, 2/7 Box-springs, *hair mattresses. 1906 Practitioner
Nov. 692 Complete removal . . of the *hair-shart, together
with the root-sheath or papilla. 1934 Chambers's Jrnl.
668/2 The process flattens the almost spherical hairshaft and
causes it to lean inwards. 1895 Army <V Naz'y Co-op. Soc.

price List 15 Sept. (Index) *Hair Slides. 1927 Clasgoio
Herald tOct. 11 Her hair-slide was found some distance

from the body. 1895 Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List
15 Sept. 180/2 *Hair Wavers (Patent).

10. hair-cut, an act of cutting the hair by a hair-
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dresser; hair-raising o,, capable of causing the

hair to * stand on end ' through fear or excitement

;

so hair-raiser ; hair-restorer, -seal (earlier U.S.

examples) ; hair-slip, a place on a green hide

where the grain has decayed causing the hair to slip;

so hair-slipped a., marked with decayed places.

1899 IVestm. Gaz. 5 Dec. 8/i The trade in Pretoria was
kept very busy for about ten days giving the burghers

a commando "hair-cut. 1904 Daily Chron. 8 Apr. 4/7 The
barbers of Bethlehem, Pa., have raised the price of haircuts

fromscvenpenceto tenpence. 1924 Kose,M.KCK\j\.KV Orphan
Island x.v\u. §2. 241 They were interrupted by Mr. Albert

Kdward Smith, who had come for a sliave and a hair-cut.

1897 IV'esim. Gaz. 16 Nov. 3/2 The writer being put on his

mettle merely to throw in what an American has felicitously

called ' ''hair-raisers ' by the way. 1900 Daily News^ 24 Apr,

7/5 The *hair-raising, long, steep descent of Box Hill, icjoa

Daily Chron. 16 ScpL 3/4 Marvellous yarns of hair-raising

perils. 1928 Daily Express 17 Aug. 9/1 There were a few

hair-raising mishaps, but nobody was hurt. 1877 Harpers
Mag. Dec. 109/2* Hair Restorer. 1844 D. Lee & I- rost
Ten Years in Oregon xx. 224 One eye, which, .a *hair seal

had scratched out. 1903 Flemming Pract. Tanning 265
Grading and Classification of Green Calf-Skins... Second,

regular No. 1. . . Scores arc allowed in this grade, but there

must be no holes, *hair slips or other bad imperfections.

Ibid.i Third, good No. 2. This term designates those skins

that are slightly *hair slipped.

Hair, v. Add: 4. trans. To fit hairs to (a

fiddle-bow).
1898 Hawefs Old Violins ii6 Most violinists prefer to

pay a small sum and get their bows haired.

Hairily {^h>'x\VC), adv. [f. Hairy (Z. + -ly 2.]

With hair or hairiness.

1935 G. W. Deeping Sorrell <S- Son xxx, A lone, grim,

anthropoid creature, hairily grotesque.

Hair-line. Add : 4. '=- hair-cord(^wv. sb. 10).

186a Catal. Intemat. Exhib.^ Brit. II. No. 4104, Claret,

drab, grey, and fancy hairlines.

6. Typogr, The thin stroke in a letter form (as

distintjuished from the stem and the serifs).

1896 T. L. De Vinne in Moxons Meek. Exerc, Printing

415 No defined width is made for the thin-stroke, which is

now called the hair-line.

Hairpin. Add : 2. A jocular word for : A
person. U.S. slang.

1879 R. Grant Little Tin Gods 8 That is the kind of hair-

pin that he is. 1910 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 214 Collins

ain't that kind of a hairpin.

3. In full hairpin bend : a sharp bend in a road

or course likened to a hairpin in form.
xp23 Motor Cycle 13 Sept. 373/1 There is only one acute

hair-pin bend, but there are several corners. Ibid, yj^/i A
rather tricky and loose-surfaced left-hand hairpin was the

principal feature of Chinnor Hill. 1930 Siii G. MacMunn
Behind Scenes in many Wars 255 It would be 230 miles by
river round cursed hairpin bends.

Hair-trigger. Add : b. attrib. Also Hair-
trig'g'ered a. (earlier U.S. examples).
1806 The Balance 7 Jan. (Th.). I know not whether hair-

triggered pistols are in use in Penn. 1841 Congress. Globe

4 Aug. 499 App. (Th.) When the bill is reported some hair-

trigger gentleman of your party will spring to the floor

[and] move the previous question.

Hairy, a. Add

:

1. d. Hairy at {about, in) the heel {fetlocks) :

deficient in breeding or manners. So luziry-heeled

adj., and simple hairy, in the same sense, slang,

Cf. Hair sb. 8 d.

1899 CoNAN Doyle D74et, Rescue 21a, I couldn't stand that

chap at any price. A bit too hairy in the fetlocks for my
taste. 1905 H. A. Vachell The Hilton, The Rev. Septimus
scowled also, because he had always maintained that any
Harrovian could accept defeat like a gentleman. .

,

' I always
said he was hairy at the heel.' X906 Macm. Mag. Nov. g,

I would join you and cry Viva Pio Nonol with the hairiest.

1927 Blackw, Mag. Oct. ^88/2 He took refuge in. .the dis-

play, .of an honest but slightly hairy heel. 1930 A. E. W.
Mason DeaiCs Elbenv xi, What would those people say . .if

they knew? Hairy-heeled, eh?

e. Hairy ape : one of a low mental or social type.

[1923 Eugene O'Neill {title') The Hairy Ape.] 1931 Times
Lit. SuppL I Oct. 750/3 The submerged tenth, the hairy
apes of society,

f. Excited, angry, * out of temper*.
I9'4 J- JovcK Dubliners^ Two Gallants 54 She doesn't

know my name. I was too hairy to tell her that. 1927
W.E.CoLLiNSON Contemp. Engl. 116 He got shirty or hairy,

3. c. hairy woodpecker 6^.5., a commonwood-
pecker {Pictis auduboni or P, villostts) of the east-

ern parts of North America.
1839 Audubon Omithol. Biog. V. 164 The Hairy Wood-

pecker, P\ictis\ villosus, is a constant resident in our
maritime and inland districts from the Texas, .to the State

of New Hampshire. 1872 Coues Key N. Amer. Birds 193.

1880 Harfier^s Mag. Oct. 672/2 Picus auduboni is not now
recognized as a valid species, but only as a local variety of

the hairy woodpecker.

B. sb. A heavy artillery draught horse, so called

from its hairy fetlocks. Army slang.

1899 CoNAN DovLE,Duet, /Rescue 215 The hairies—trooper's

chargers, you know. 19x4 Blacktv. Mag. Mar. 365/2 We had
the bar placed as high as possible and put the old * hairies

'

as hard at the jumps as they could travel. 1930 Eveyu
Standard 15 Feb. 15/1 Whipping up the lumbering hairies

to a desperate canter.

Haitian (h^'tian, hai-tian), a. Also 9 Hay-
tian. [f. //"a//» + -AN.] Of or belonging to the

island of Haiti in the West Indies, or to the Re-
public of Haiti which occupies the western part of

HALF-.

that island. Also as sb,, a native or inhabitant of
Haiti.

i8a8 J. Franklin Pres. State Hayti 6 The partial eulo-

fists of the Haylians go to the length ofasserting that they
ave arrived at a high degree ofmoral improvement. Ibid,

Instances of intelligence have been discovered in the Hay-
tian citizen. 1863 C/iambers's Encycl. V. 274/1 The inhabi-
tants of the eastern or Spanish portion of Hayti, rising
against their Haytian oppressors. iS&o Encycl. Brit. XI.
546/1 Haytian Republic.

Haka (ha'ka). New Zealand. [Maori.] A kind
of dance. Also haka dance.

184s E. J. Wakefield A(^. N. Z. I. 98 A haka was now
performed by about one hundred and fifty men and women.
1872 Domett Ranol/xv. vi. 19 The ^^a-dances where she
shone supreme. 1907 Macm. Afag. ScpL 855 The Maoris
are a people with grand manners, and the haka is an amuse-
ment wherewith they beguile for their guests the long dark
evening hours.

Haker (h^-kaj). [f. Hakb r^.i+-ERi.] A
fisher or a fishing-boat engaged in catching hake.
i88o Harper's Mag. Sept. 498/1 Lying off it [sc. the Rock]

at night, witli only a solitary haker for a consort.

Hakka (haeka). [Chinese (Canton dialect) ha
kd yen stranger dwelling men.] One of a tribe or

race of Chinese dwelling in parts ofsouthern China,

particularly in the province of Canton, descen>

dants of immigrants from northern China in the

middle ages ; also, their dialect.

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX, 416/2 Hnkkas from the vicinity of
Swatow. 1921 Outivard Bound July 17/1 He converses
freely in Hakka, Cantonese, Mandarin [etc.]. 1926 Blackw.
Mag. Nov. 628/1 The Hakkas, as woodcutters and hunters,

bad already penetrated into the foothills.

Halal (haIa-1), V. Also hallal. [f. Ar. J5U
/;a/^/ lawful.] trans. To kill (meat) in the manner
prescribed by the Mohammedan law. Hence
Halad sb.y lawful food ; also attrib. and c^j.

1877 Sterndale Seonee 454 H5lal. Slaughtered according
to religious law. 1879 Pollok Sport in B>it. BiirtnaJi I.

142 My Mahouts, when they have got down to halal, or cut
the throat of a stag, have had a narrow escape. Ibid. 179
The mahouts would not eat the stag as it had not been
hallaled, so my Madrass servants and the Burmese had it

all to themselves. 1883 E. H. Aitkbn Tribes on my Frontier
167 To allow Peer Khan to make it halal, by cutting its

throat in the name of Allah, and dividing the webs of its feet.

189S Daily Netvs i June 5/5 The special * Halal* meal,
ordained for the I'd \i.e, Td-uzzuba Festival] in question,

will be provided. 1910 Roosevelt in Scribner's Mag.
Apr. 404/1 Wherever possible the game being hal-lalled in

orthodox fashion by the Mahometans.

Halclly V, Add : 3. b. Cotton-spinning, etc.

(seequots.). Also halch-band.
1892 Nasmith Cotton Spinning 286 As yam is always

wound oflf a cop by drawing it upwards, . . any such condition

of the cop nose results in a number of coils being drawn off

simultaneously in an entangled condition. In this case the

cop is said to be * halched ', and a good deal of waste i'« pro-

duced when the unwinding takes place. 1901 N. ^ Q. 9th
Ser. VIII, 81/1 * Halsh *.—This word is in every-day use in

various ways. So far as the cotton trade goes it refers to the

band of coloured ' tie ^'arn * that encircles the ' knot \ in

addition to the ordinary tie yarn that holds each lea in the
knot separately. This is called the ' halsh-band ', and when
the band is tied the knot is said to be ' halshed '. . . The ' halsh

'

is also^in the case of a necktie in the form of a bow, for

example—that part in the centre that runs in a vertical or
slightly oblique direction, embracing the whole bow...
Saddlers also use the word, and possibly it b known in the

woollen and worsted industries.

Haldanite (h^-ld^nsit). Ecd, Hist. [f. the

name Haldane + -itbI.] A follower of the brothers

James Alexander and Robert Haldane, who in the

early nineteenth century led an evangelical move-
ment in Scotland.
xSso Lonsdale Mag. Oct. 443/a Mr. Ewing and Mr.

Wardlow separated from the Haldanite connection.
^
Ibid.y

The Haldanites were also now becoming more strict in their

discipline.

Hale, a, 3. Add : Often in phr. hale and
hearty.
i860 Leisure Hour 174/2 As hale and as hearty, .as ever.

tOA^Good IVords IV . 2gs/3 He. .was hale and hearty though
upwards of a hundred years old. 1899 Captain \. \-2^l%

Dr. Grace is close on fifty-one, hale and hearty. 1928 A. B.
Callow Food ff Health 7 In the past many people have
been perfectly hale and hearty without having any clear

ideas about the science of nutrition.

Half, sb. Add: 6. f. Golf A hole or point

which is halved.

1908 Braid Ad^ranced Golf ^z-^ Halves ought rarely to be
agreed upon unless the balls are so close to the hole that it

is next to impossible for the putts to be missed. 1931 Daily
Tel. 22 May 18/1 He,. secured the necessary 5 for the half

and the match.

Half-. Add:
II. i. half-blast Golf, a shot which is played

witli half the force of a blast (Blast sb. 8 c)

;

half-blue, the ' colours ' (see Blue sb. 9) awarded

to a player chosen to represent his university in

inter-university contests as second choice to a ' full

blue ', or to any chosen representative in sports or

games not recognized by the Blues Committee as

sufficiently important for the award of a ' full blue '

;

also, a competitor who has gained this award ; half-

brassy shot Golf, a brassy shot played with a

half swing; half-captain, in women's colleges. in
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Oxford, one who has attained a certain degree of
proficiency in the management of a boat ; so half-
oaptaincy ; half-colour, a badge showing that a
stage of proficiency half-way towards getting one's
colours has been reached (see *Colodr si. 6 c)

;

half-court Tennis and Rackets, fialf the court
divided by a line (the half-court line) parallel with
the side lines ; half-fifteen, -forty Tennis (see

qnot.) ; half hit Cricket (see quot. 1888) ; half-
iron shot Golf, an iron shot played with a half
swing ; half nelson Wrestling, a hold in which
one arm is thrnst through the corresponding arm of
the opponent and the hand placed on the back of
his neck ; alsoy^. in phr. to get a half-nelson on, to
hold in a crippling position, gain a complete hold
over; hence as v. trans, with the sense of this
phr.; half-one Colf{xe quot); half-pin Chess,
that position in which a defending man lies between
an attacking man and the defended king and in the
line of attack ofthe attacking piece, but has liberty
to move backwards along the line of attack ; also,
that position in which two defending men lie be-
tween the attacking piece and the king so that if

either moves the other piece becomes pinned ; so
balf-pinned a. ; half-pinner, a half-pin problem;
half-shot Golf, a stroke made with half a swing,
intended to carry less far than the full shot ; half-
stroke Golf= *half-one ; half-swing Golf, a swing
of half the usual amount of distance ; half-thirty
Tennis (see qnot. s.v. *halffifteen') ; half-topped
shot Golf a shot which is partly topped ; half-
volley (*) Lavm Tennis, a stroke made when the
ball has just left the ground ; so half-volleyer.
I9a8 IVeekl], Dispatch 34 June 21/6 He played a superb
*half-blast ' out of a trap to lay the ball one foot from the cup
1908 iVeslm. Gai. 29 July 10/4 The "half-blue for billiards.'
'9<>9 '*"'• =6 f'eb. 12/2 For some time players of lacrosse
at Oxford have been urging the Blues Committee to grant
them the Half-Blue. 1903 lii,/. 28 has- 3/1 The *half-brassy
shot approach. 1918 Daily Ejcpren 7 May 5/2 She may not
go on the river unless she is accompanied by a 'half-captain
or is one her^elf. •Half-captaincies may be had either in
rowine, canoeing, or punting, ijag Evtuing News i8 Nov.
13'5 The player who appears in future bowls international
tnal matches, but who fails to be selected for the English
team, 13 to receive a ' *half colour". 188S Encyct. Brit.
XXIII. 182/2 A space bounded by the net, the side line, the
•half-court line, and the service line. 1895 H. W. W. Wri.Bi!«.
FOlicE Lawn Trxnis 62 The half-court-line dividing the
space on each side of the net into two equal parts, called the
right and left courts. 1898 Encyct. Stort II, 462/2 The
half court nearest the dedans is called the ' service side '.
Ibid., The half-court line, .dividing the court lengthways
into practically twoequal parts. 1888 Encyct. Brit. XXIII.
182/2 "Half-fifleen is one stroke given at the beginning of
the second and every subsetjuent alternate game of a set..

.

•Half-thirty is one stroke given at the beginning of the first
game, two strotces at the beginning of the second game; and
soon, alternately, in all the subsequent games of a set...
•Half.forty is two strokes given at tlie beginning of the first
game, three strokes at the beginning ofth« second game ; and
soon, alternately, in all thesubset^iient ^ames of a set. 1S88
A. G. Steel in Cricket (Badm. Libr.) iii. 112 Extra cover-
point.. may be.. placed for *half.hits wide on the on—I.e.
about half the distance from the batsman that a deep field
would stand. 1918 P. Thevor in Daily Tel. 17 July 17/5
Freeman . had two half-hit fieldsmen. 189$ H. G. Hutch-
INSON Co^CBadm. Libr ) iv. (ed. 5) 143 The attitude. . for the
•half-iron stroke. 1905 ll^cslm. Gat. to Nov. 4/2 The half-
iron shot . . cannot be played properly unless turf is taken. 1889
W. Abmsthonc tynstling (Badm. Libr.) 230 *Half Nelson,
Lancashire. 1896 G. .*de Arlie xviL 154 This thing got the
half.Nelson on me before I know it. 189S Encyct Sport II.
548/a '1 he half Nelson and heave. 1901 Black ^ White
Budget 30 Nov. 31 5/1 The h.ilf-nelson. . . You grasp your
opponent by the right wrist with your left hand, thrust your
right hand quickly under hLs arm at the s.ame lime seizing
his neck and pressing bis head forward. 1903 P. Lonchukst
lyrcitlmg 77 The arm that has the half-nelson hold. 191a
Daily Ckrim. 6 Mar.,And Radicals in sunshine bask with De-
light to see the clever Asquith 'Half- Nelson BonarLaw. 1897
Encyct. Sport 1. 472/2 *Half.one, a handicap ofone stroke at
every second hole, igaa G. Hume & A. C. White Coo,/ Cra/-
fanion Two-Mover nt, The term '•half-pin ' arose in 1915,
in correspondence between Comins Mansfield and Murray
Marble anent No. 122 D, a surprising example, with six half-
fiins... Greenwood, the composer of this problem, had pub-
ished a complete 'half-pinner in 1859. 1^ H. Weenink
Chest Problem 71 By a Half-pin is understood an arrange-
ment where two Black pieces stand in line in such a way
that if either one moves the other becomes pinned by a
White piece which has been standing behind both of
them waiting to exert its pinning powers. 19*8 Observer
24 June 25 These three variations are highly complex, the first
two illustrating the unpin of the White Q by *half-pinne<l
Black Kt s i the third is a half-pin line combined with Bl.nck
interference. 1891 H. G. Hutchinson ^0^26 The principle
of the cutting stroke, on the other hand, lies in bringing the
head of the iron across that line. It may be applietl to a
full shot, "half shot, quartershot, or shortest wrist shot. 1893— Colling 41 When the distance is less than that for which
the three.qtiarter stroke is used, it is commonly called a half-
shot distance. 1897 Encyct. Sport I. 461 A "half-stroke or
over, both in singles and foursomes, shall count as one. 1891
H. G. Hutchinson Golf 30 Take pains in all •half-swing
shoLs to bring the club-head well and slowly away from the
ball before .striking, i^oi IVestni. Gaz. 23 Aug. 5/1 A lucky
•half-topped shot. tSfj Encyct. S^on I. 621/2 'llatZ-voltey,
a stroke made the moment the ball leaves the ground. 191s
Daily Mews II July 2 A famous 'half-volleyer.
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n. half-centre (see quot.) ; half-commission
attnb., working for or based on half commission

;

half-compression attHb., designating a device for
lessening the compression of the explosive mixture
in an internal-combustion engine; half-duck =
Half-bikd; half-foot (see quot.); half-hose
(see Hose sb. i a 7); half-lattice girder, one
consisting of a single system or row of triangles;
half-liohen, an ascomycete attaching itself para-
sitically to an alga and thus simulating a lichenoid
association; half-period (seequots.); half-plate
Thotog. (see Plate sb. 5 c), also attrib. ; half-
ripper, half-rip saw, a finer-toothed ripping saw
(see Ripper 2, Rip-saw sb^) ; half-sibling, one
of two or more colts having the same father but
different mothers; half-speed shaft, the cam shaft
of a four-stroke cycle internal-combustion engine,
which rotates at half the speed of the crank shaft

;

half-term, a period approximately half-way
througli a school or other term, often made the
occasion of a holiday ; often attrib. as in half-
term holiday; half-turning bolt (see quot.);
half uncial, writing which combines the characters
of uncial and cursive ; semi-uncial ; also attrib. ;
halfwave, one-half of a complete wave of electri-
city, light, or sound ; chiefly attrib.
1888 LockwoocTs Diet. Mech. Eitgin., Half-centre, 'half-

centre is sometimes usedtodenote the position of thecrank-pm ofan engine when midway between the two dead centres
or dead points. 1909 Westnt. Gaz. 16 Feb. 7/4 He became
a hair-commission man with a firm of stockbrokers. 1927
Suiutay Express 13 Mar. 3 A half-commission stock-
broker. 1931 Times ,6 Mar. 18/1 The H.-ilf Commission
P!^-MC<^ 1901 Motor-Car IVortd II. 317/1 To facililate
starting the enginca "half-compression device is fitted which
operates on the exhaust valve through the medium of a
second or subsidiary cam attached to the main cam working
the exhaust. 1907 Westii,. Gaz. 11 Nov. 7/2 The simple
halfK;ompression gear. 1893 W. J. Gordon Our Country's
Birds 10 Local and Popular Names.. ."Half Duck. 1903MS. in Red Box 329 Good .sport among the halfduck and
mussel-duck which abounded at Tudworth. 1880 Skene
Celtic .Scot. III. 370 A kind of tenancy called *half-foot,
where the possessor of the farm furnished the land and seed

M™; •
'.'i'^ ,F'°^""^ '^'"8 divided. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., Half-lattice Girder, a form of girder, .consisting of
honzontal upper and lower bars, and a series of diagonal
bars, sloping alternately in opposite directions, and divid-
ing the space between the bars into a series of triangles
1901 D. H. Campbell Text-ik. Bot. 188 Splixria levianex
and rheruiutisveluiiua ire examples of the 'Half-lichens
1904 Technot. * Sci. Did. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s.v.
The area included in thb curve is the first 'half period
element. Ibid., The efTect of the whole wave can be ex-
pressed in terms of these half period components. 1925 J.JoLV Surface-Hist. Earth Glossary 191 Half Period, a
term used in the science of radioactivity to denote theperiod
required for one half of the present amount of a substance
to be radioactively transformed. 1877 Design ^ Work III.
45t/l "Half-plate portrait lens. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 58On your slide you require to get all the view on the half-
plate negative.

1J03 A. Watkins Wntkins Man. 13 Half-
plate IS the favourite amateur size. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX
476/2 The ripping-saw, 'half-ripper, hand-saw. .are saws
for the use ofone person. 1846, 1875 'half.rip saw [see Rii^
SAW J* ). 1003 Biometrika Nov. 391 The high values, how-
ever, found for 'half-siblings in the case of the thoroughbreds.
190a A. C. Harmswobth Motors < Motor-Driving v\\\. 152A crank, operated by a connecting rod from the 'half-speed
'?? } S".'"' '"Klne. 1905 Technot. f, Sci. Did. (ed. Good-
child & 1 weney) s.v. Motor Cycles, The half speed sh.-ift, ro-
tating at one half the speed of the crank shaft. 1888 Boy's
Chun Paper Summer No. 16/2 At 'half-term it was Hoskyn's
custom to write letters to all the parents with reports of
their sons progress. 1875 Knioht Diet. Meek., ''Half-turn-
inf Bolt, one with a thre.id occupying one half of its cylin-
drical surface. 188s Encyct. Brit. XVI 1 1. ,53/2 Examples
°[., J

""" """"S- '9<>4 Technot. 4- Sci. Diet. (ed. Good-
child & Tweney), ''Half Wave Plate, a plate of doubly re-
fracting crystal, capable of splitting up a plane polarised ray
into two portions, one of which is retarded half a wave
length with respect to the other. 1918 Morning Post 6 Feb.
3/4 A half wave rectifier.

Half-baked, a. 2. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
i84at:AK0LmE M. Kirkland Forest Life \. 41 It is some-

times a term of reproach with us, in speaking of a silly

^[""'n ' ""' ''»lf-'>aked. 1848 Congress. Globe 264
(Th.) Perhaps some of that majority are but half-baked
Democrats.

Half-binding. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1831 Wkems Letters III. 325 (Books) in neat half binding,

red backs, and corners.

Half-blood. Add : 4. allnh. Half-blooded.
1837 H. CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) 52, I have

slaughtered two half-blood heifers, which have weighed at
four years old over 700 lbs. 1873 J. H. Beadle Vndevel.
West xxi. 406 A handsome half-blood daughter married to
a white man.

Half-breed. 4. attrib. Add: b. U.S. Occu-
pied by or belonging to half-breed Indians.
1855 in S. A. TloMiXx!. Sen.tte Rep. 12 Mar. (1856) 18 Your

purchase of Kansas half-breed lands.

Half-cock, sb. Add ; 3. attrib. half-cook
stroke Cricket, a stroke begun as a forward stroke
but checked half-way, the ball being allowed to hit
the bat.

1897 Ranjitsinhji yiihilee Bk. Cricket 159 It is best to
play a half-cock stroke, which means that the bat is merely
held almost stationary somewhere between a back- and a
forward-stroke rather over the popping-crease, and the ball

HALF-SHAVED.
is allowed to hit it. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 17 Apr. 16/2 He may
occasionally use a half-cock stroke with the left leg well ud
to the bat. ^

Half-cocked, pa. fple. [See Half-cock sb
and 7;.] a. Of a gun: At half-cock. b. Togo off
half-cocked: to speak or act prematurely. 6^..S'.

O. slang. Partly intoxicated.
a. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. iv. ii. (1849) 206 The burghers

^l?u iV"^ ? '?'>' •'°"-'«=""f<: does at a gun, fearful it may go
off half-cocked. 1833 [see Half-cock ».]. b. iinDebates
aT'\?^ Jan. 152

1
The gentleman from Maryland has gone

off half cocked. 1877 Habberton Jericho Road xvi. 152
lust like you, always goin' off half-cocked, c. 1830 TWilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 54 Half-cock'd and canty,
hyem we gat. 1886 in EugL Dial. Diet. (Hampshire, Nonh-
umb.). 1888 [see CoCKKD />//. «.].

Half-eagle. U.S. (Examples.)
1786 in Amer. Museum (1789) II. 182/2 There shall be

two gold coins ; one . . equal to five dollars, to be sUmped in
like manner [to the eagle], and to be called a half-eagle.
1841 Congress. Globe 30 July 269/2 It was an open declara-
tion of war upon the half eagles, the gold currency... This
gold, in half eagles, was too good for us. 1851 Knickerb.Mag XL. 323 He was about to contribute a half eagle to
the funds.

Half-liai?dy, a. (See Half- 1 b and Hardy
a. 4 b.) Also as sb.

1824 Loudon Encyct. Card. 88t Half-hardy annual border-

»TS> ]^P'''d 4 May 342/1 Half Hardy Annuals.
''^ Westm. Gaz. 13 July 3/2 A very full list ofplants, hardy
and half-hardy. 1904 Ibid. 6 May lo/i The fuchsias, the
heliotrope, the geraniums.. are half-h,-irdies.

Half horse, attrib. U.S. [Half adv. 2.]
Used in the phr. half horse and half alligator (see
quots.).

[1809 W. Irving Knickerb. iv. ii. (1820) 360 The back-
wood-men of Kentucky are styled half man, half horse, and
half alligator, by the settlers on the Missbsippi.l 1820 I.
Hall Lett./r. West (1828) 47 Eight or ten of those ' b.lf-
horse and half-alligator' gentry, commonly called Ohio
S?i.'"TV; u'^7 '^\^- Thorpe Big Bear of Arkansas 14
1 He half horse and half alligator species of men, who are
peculiar to ' Old Mississippi '. i860 Oregon Argus 13 Oct.
(Ih.l These half horse and half alligator sort of politicians
are becoming a stench in the nostrils of the American
people.

Half joe. U.S. [f. Half II. a -I- Joe I.] A
Portuguese gold coin, worth 3,200 reis, formerly
current in the United States. (Cf. HalfJohannes,
S.V. Johannes.)
1777 [sM Half- II. a]. 178a J. Thatcher Military Jml.

524 Ihe Baron.. divided his purse with me, the whole con-
tents of which were two halfjoes. 1790 Massachusetts Spy
7 Oct., Instead of half-joes or guineas, I have brought some
quadrangular stones back with me. 1809 in Horry LifeManon (1833) 29 He offered. .a half joe a-piece for Marion
and me to let the recruits go.

Half-leg. U.S. Half the height of a man's
leg. In phr. half-leg deep, high.
1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 1 12 Natty, makin' his way,

through the bushes, half-leg deep. 18J9-33J. P. Kennedy
Swallow Barn II. i. 13 The snow was lying about half.ie<r
deep. 1851 Florida Plant. Rec 65, I have a little corn half
leg high. 1855 Ibid. 133 The spring branch newground [is]
knee high, spring branch cut half leg.

Half-mile, attrib. [f. Half- II. a.] Extend-
ing to, comprising or covering, half a mile.
\m Steele Papers I. 176 The Purse is one hundred and

fifty Dollars the first day 3 j.mile heats.

Halfpenny. Add : 2. Not a halfpenny ihe
worse ; a bad halfpenny. (Cf. Penny sb:)
1603 Harsnet Dectar. Egreg. Popish Impostures 17

Syluester, Bonifacius, and some other Popes, haue bcene
errand deulll-coniurers, and yet theyr holinesse not an halfe-

Eeny the worse. 1819 J. H. Vaux A/««, II. 154 When a man
as been upon any errand, or attempting any object which

has proved unsuccessful or impracticable, he will say on his
return. It's a bad halfpenny ; meaning he has returned as
he went. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. Introd. 22 It was
not the first time, nor the second, that I had gone away
as it seemed, permanently—but yet returned, like the bad
halfpenny.

3. b. A form of ear-mark on cattle and horses.
U.S.

,
^^''^/f""'y slit, 'an ear-mark given to pigs or sheep"

(£. D. D. ).

I6fi6 Portsmouth (R.I.) Rec. 266 A halfpeny from the
route [of the ear]. i««7 Ibi,l. 269 A halfpeney out of the
r[lght ear). 170a Topsfield Rec. 124 A. .horse. .[with] a
half penny cut out of the right Ear. 1845 Portsmouth
(R.I.) Rec. 387 The Ear Mark of the Creatures of David
Baker IS two half pennys before the near or left ear,
4. b. (Later U.S. example.)
1908 Mencken Philos. Nietzsche 284 Reich.. has attained

the ha penny celebrity he seems to crave in much the same
m.inner.

Half-round, sb. Add : c. Half the circuit of
the course of a game.
1865 Mayne Reid Croguet (ed. 2) vi. 72 The turningstake

can only be tolled, by a ball that has completed the half-
round.

d. A tool having a flat and a rounded side.
xip Rep. Vermont Board Agric. 651 With the aid of

h.ilf rounds and wedges, the blocks (of granite] are separated
from the tables or sheets. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 1050/1
Piles with the lareer curvature are known as full half-
rounds : others iisflat half-rounds.

Half-shaved, a. Drunk. U.S. slang.
1818 Weems Letters III. 225 One night, getting half

shaved, he was easily over-persuaded (a common curse of
whiskey) to try his luck at All Fours. 1846-52 Mrs.
Whitchkr WidoTo Bedott P. xxviii. 354 I've seen that man
half shaved on cider afore breakfast in the mornin'.
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Half shot, a. U.S. coUoq. [f. Half- i : see

Shoot v. 32 d.] Half drunk.

J837 Neal Charcoal Sk. (1838) 13 Moseying is only to be

done when a ger.man's half shot. 1841 Southern Lit,

Messen^tr VII. 768/1 He was already about half shot.

Half-sole, v. [See Half- 11, n.] iraiis. To
furnish with new half-soles,

1844 in C. Cist Cincinnati Misc. 54 My boots, .have been

twice half-soled, and the uppers wont stand it any longer.

c 1870 ' Mark Twain ' Skcicfus (1872) 159 Part of the works

[of my watch] needed half-soling. 1911 H. S. Harrison
Qiiee.ixx'u 267 If you're ever in Petersburg and want any
halT-soling done.

Half-time. Add

:

1. d. (See quot, also 3 below.)

1904 A. B. F. Young Compute Motorist iv, 118 AH six

valves are interchangeable and mechanically operated by
rods worked from a cam shaft which is geared at half-time

from the crank-axle.

3. half-time shaft = half-speed shaft (see

Half- II. n).

Z904 A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist lii. 49 The pro-

jecting part of a cam fixed on the half-time shaft. 1908
IVestm. Gaz. 15 Oct. 4/2 The lubrication of the engine is

carried out by a Dubrulle mechanical lubricator, fitted on
the dash-board, and operated by an eccentric on the half-

time shaft.

Halide (hse-bid). Chem, [f. Hal(ogen + -idk,]

= Haloid sb,

1927 N. V. SiDGWicK Electrofdc Theory Valency vi. 88

The halides of the elements show a similar differentiation

into volatile non-salts and noa-volatile salts.

Halifax (hse*lifaeks). [The name of a town in

the West Riding of Yorkshire.] Go to Halifax :

see Go v. 30 b. (Now regarded as a euphemism
for helL^
In U.S., sometimes with supposed allusion to Halifax,

Nova Scotia.

1669 [see Go V. 30 b], 1807 Deb. Congress (1852) 11 Dec.
1169 Instead of sending it \5C. a ship] where he wished it

had gone, to Halifax, or to the bottom. 1875- in Engl.
Dial. Did. s.v. 1876 Garfield in Congress. Rec. 4 Aug.
5185/1 * Go to Halifax * was a substitute for a more impious,
but not more opprobrious exprespion. x88a Ibid. 13 July
6015/1 He told them.. that he had no further use for them,
and they could go home, ashore, or to Halifax.

b. Halifax gibbet : see Gibbkt sb,^ i c.

Haliotis. Add : Also attrib,

1845 E. J. Wakefield Adv. N. Zealand I., 241 These
hooks., take their name from the halioius [sic]-shel!, with
pieces of which they are lined. 1931 Oxf. Univ. Gaz. 17

June 715/2 Toe-bone with carved face and haliotis eyes.

Halitosis (haelitJu'sis). Med, [mod.L., f. L,
halitus breath -f- -osis.] An abnormally odorous
condition of the breath ; foul breath,

1885 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. 1. 695/a Toxic halitosis.

1938 .\. P. Herbert in Punch 17 Oct. 427/1, I shall become
a mere mass of degenerate tissues, and flaccid muscles,, .with
probably a touch of halitosis and lethargy.

Hall, sb. 13. Add : hall-bedroom U.S., a
small bedroom opening on to the hall of a house

;

hall-bed roomer U.S., one who sleeps in this

;

hall-boy, a call-boy in the hall of an hotel or the

like ; hall-man (example) ; hall-room U.S., a

room at the end of and of the width of a hall ; also

V. znlr., to live in such a room,
1893 Kate D. Wiggin Poily Oliver vii. (1894) 76 Run

down and ask Mrs. Howe if she will let us have her *hall-

bedroom to-night. 1909 Cliavtbers's Jml. 386/1 Appreciat-
ing the difficulty of making a studio out of a hall-bedroom.

1899 J. L. Williams Stolen Story etc. 230 Like many an
other lonely *hall-bed roomer. 191a L. J. Vance Destroying
Angel XX, The *hall-boys said you were busy on the tele-

phone. 1919 T. K. Holmes Man fr. Tall Timber \. 3
'Shucks ! why didnt you say H. Harvey Stafford?* inter-

rupted the *hall-man. 1886 S, W. Mitchell R. Blake v.

(1895) 39 Miss Darnell had for her own use a like space on
the third floor, leaving to Miss Wynne a bed-chamber.,
known as a '*hall-room. X906 ' O. Henrv ' Eour Million xiv,

(igi6) 139 The restaurant was next door to the old red brick
in which she "hall-roomed, /bid. 140 Schulenberg was to
send three meals per diem to Sarah's hall-room.

Hallal, variant of *Halal.
Hallali (hselsli). A bu£jle call. Also7%;
1885 G. Meredith Diana of Crgsszvays xvii. He knew

enough to blow his huntsman 'shorn... His hallali rang high.
1898 — Forest History xix, Right loud the bugle's hallali

elate Rang forth. 19x0 Q. Rev. July 13 The hallali was
sounded in a famous letter to Lord Grey de Wilton, the
candidate for Bath, in which Disraeli accused the Ministers
of having for five years harassed every trade.

Hallfol (h9-lful). [f. Hall j^.-j--ful.] As
many or as much as will fill a hall.

1905 Daily Chron. 17 Feb. 3/6 The entertainment of a
whole hallful of poor children. 1909 IVestm. Gaz. 26 Sept.
6/3 What a hallful it was that received him with ringing,
rousing, rollicking cheers

!

Hailing (hse-lig). [Norw., ? from Hallingdal.']

A Norwegian country-dance in triple rhythm ; also,

the music for such a dance.

1883 Grove's Did. Mus. lU.eog/i. 19^4 Glasgow Herald
31 May 4 We have no space here to describe the wonderful
Hailing dance.

HaUstatt (ha-ljtat). The name of a village in

Upper Austria, the site of an ancient necropolis,

where rich archaeological finds have been made,
used aitrib, to denote a period of transition from
bronze to iron, and the type of civilization of that

period. So Hall8ta*ttian a.

X900 Deniker ^<if:«^.T/(i« 315 Theso-called ' Hallstattian*

period lasted in Central Kurope, France, and Nortlicrn Italy

from the tenth or ninth to the sixth century b.c. Tlie Hall-
stattian civiIi>;ation flourished chiefly in Carinthia, Southern
Germany, Switzerland, Bohemia, Silesia, Bosnia, the south-
east of France, and Southern Italy. 1905 Brit. Mus. Guide
A ntiq. Early Iron Age 36 The drum-shaped brooch . . is also
not uncommon in the Hallstatt period. Ibid, 39 The HaU-
statt stage of culture is well represented at Glasinatz. 1931
Times Lit. Suppl. i Oct. 753/3 Scanty traces of Hallstatt
immigrants.

Hallucinosis (hgeli/zsin^u-sis). Path, [f. Hal-
lucin(atiox -i- -osis.] The condition of being sub-

ject to hallucinations.
ipo8 Practitioner \2Xi, p The acute hallucinosis and para-

noidal forms of alcoholic insanity.

Halo-(h3eb), combining form of Gr, oiAs, dA<5s

sea, as in Ha-lobiotic a., living in the sea. Kalo-
li'mnio a. Biol,, living in fresh water but having
an affinity with salt water forms. Halophyte Bot.,

a plant which grows in soil impregnated with salt,

as on the seashore or in the sea ; so Halophytic
a.y (a) having the character of a halophyte

;
{b)

adapted to the growth of halophytes, Halo-
pla'nkton, marine plankton.
1927 R. S. Lull Org. EvoL v. 70 *Halobiotic or Marine

Realm. 1898 J. E. S. Moore in Intemat. Yr. Bk. 270 (Cent.
D. Suppl.) What we may call *haIollmnic organisms. 1898
Naiureij Mar. 476/2 The HaloUmnic fauna of Tanganyika.
1904 lyestm. Gaz, 26 May 5/2 The shells of the halolimnic
gasteropods. 1895 Oliver tr. Kemer*s Nat. Hist. Plants I.

74 Plants which only flourish abundantlyon soils rich in alka-
line salts are called *haIophytes. The same name has also
been applied to plants which only thrive in sea-water. 1903
tr. Schimper's Plant-Geog, 90 Halophytes can thrive on
ordinary soil.. without any addition of common salL 1909
tr. Warming's OecoL Plants 219 A halophyte, .is one form
of xerophyte. 1895 G. Henslow Plant Struct. 83 *Halo-
phytic plants, and others yielding ethereal oils. 1909 tr.

Warming*s Oecol. Plants 160 The plankton of salt water
may be subdivided into neritic and oceanic ^haloplankton.
1927 R. S. Lull Org. Evol, iii. 43 Marine or hato-plankton.

Halonate Q\e\'\ovitC), a. Bot, [f. mod.L. halon-.

Halo + -ate2.] Surrounded by an outer circle,

19x1 Crombie & Smith Brit. Lichensn. 359. imi Annie
L. Smith Havdbk. Brit. Lichens 102 Spores ellipsoid or
oblong .. usually with a hyaline mucilaginous epispore
(halonate).

Haltf sby Add: b. A small railway station

without the ordinary accommodation or staff, at

which a local train stops.

1910 Offic, Guide L.N.W.R. (ed. 15) 410 Rail motor car
halts at Wendlebury, Charlton, and Oddington. 1914 Rail-
•way Mag. Aug. 152/z The provision of the * halts' on the
new line has been much appreciated locally. Z9SZ Diet.

Occup. Terms (1927) § 706 Halt attendmitx a porter who
attends at roadside halt, where there is no proper station

staff. [1927 CoNAN Dovle Case Bk. S. Holmes 285 Little
* halt-on-demand ' station of Shoscombe.]

Halter, sb}- 3. halter-breafc v, U.S, (earlier

examples).
i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career x\x, 350 You want to

halter-break 'em when they're little and get 'em kind o'

wonted to the feel of the harness. 1867 Rep. loma Agric,
Soc. (1868) 117 My colts are halter-broken as soon as foaled,

Halteridixun (hselterl-dipm). Zool, [mod.L.
(Labbe, 1894), f. Gr. oKTr^p weight used in leap-
ing.] A protozoon of the genus of this name,
parasitic in the red blood corpuscles of birds,

1901 G. M. Sternberg in Pop. Sci. Monthly Feb. 367
CCent._ D. Su^jpl.) The mosquito.. could not transmit the
malarial parasite of man or another similar parasite of birds
{halteridium), 1901 Practitioner Mar. 278 One of the ma-
laria-like organisms of birds, namely, halteridium.

Haluka : see *Khalukah.
Halutzini(hal«*tsim). Also haluzim. [Heb.]

Jewish pioneers entering Palestine in order to build

up their future national home.
1921 Daily Mail 1 1 Apr. 6/5 The ' Haluzim * are the Jewish

pioneers who are flocking into Palestine to help in building
up the Jewish National Home. 1923 W. P. Livingstone
Galilee Doctor 261 The balutzitn, or * pioneers '.

Ham, sb^ 3. Add : ham-curing, -sandwich
;

ham-fisted a,, having large or clumsy hands
;

ham loaf orig, U.S., a shaped mass of chopped
cooked ham intended to be cut into slices,

1907 Daily Chron. 23 Oct. 4/4 Spinning, or bread- baking,
or*ham-curing. 1928 Daily Mail'] May 6/4 *Ham Fisted.

—

Applied to pilots who are heavy on controls, or generally
clumsy. 1928 Sunday Express 24 June 8/3 Two thousand
lumber-jacks were in town, ham-fisted great fellows with
hair on their chests and pine needles growing out of their

ears. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 558/2 Hamburger steak
with onions, veal loaf, *ham loaf. 1907 Daily Chron, 23
Sept. 7/5 Veal loaf, ham loaf, beef loaf. 1872 'L. Carroll'
Through the Looking'glass y\\, I fed him with—with—with
*Ham-sandwiches and Hay. xSSo Ruskin Fathers have
told us I. Bible ofAmiens i. If he has bouglit his ham-sand-
wich, and is ready for the 'En voiture, messieurs*.

Hamamelis (hsemamrlis). Bot. [mod.L., a.

Gr. dfiatirj\is medlar.] A shrub of the genus so

named, of which the North American species (//.

virginicd) is the witch hazel; also, the proprietary

name for a medicinal extract of the leaves and bark
of this shrub. So Kamame-lin (see quot.).

1890 Billings Med. Diet., Ilantamelin, name given to
a dry powdered extract of hamamelis. 1898 Rev. Brit,
Pharur, 10 Fresh hamamelis-leaves are macerated in a little

more than double their volume of water and alcohol. 1910

Practitioner Jan. 72 'ITie addition of half a drachm of
tincture of hamamelis. Ibid. June 783 Hydrastis and
Hamamelis.—These two drugs are sometimes useful ad-
juncts to the action of ergot. 1911 J. U. Llovd in Bulletin
Lloyd Libr. No. 18 (Pharmacy ser. no. 4) 47 The preparation
known as distilled hamamelis, or distilled extract of hama-
melis, introduced by Pond about the middle of the nineteenth
century. 1927 E. H. M, Cox Evol. Garden xiii. 250 The
Hamamelis or Witch Hazels.

Haman (hifi-moen). The name of the chief
minister of Ahasuerus who was hanged on the
gallows prepared for Mordecai, as related in the
liook of Esther, used allnsively (phr. to hatig as
high as Haman). So Hama-nic a.

1644 R. Brown Ld, Digbies Desigiie to betray Abingdon 7
When their blinded Party shall . . see him in his colours, they
will at last pity, .a Pi ince that makes use of such a wicked
head.. : And. .may know who is that Haman which blasts
Mordecai's petition. 1647 Mercurius Melanchol. No. 3. 13
What is honour, but another Haman ? This day a companion
with a King, on the morrow hanging on the gallowes, 1650

J. Trapp Contm. O. 'J'. Isa. Ixi. 2 All Hamans be hanged up
at that feast.royal, at the last day especially. x8i6 .Scoit
Old Mort. xxvii. The whig Captain Balfour.. swore.. that
if the garrison was not gi'en ower the morn by daybreak, he
would hing up the young lord, poor thing, as high as Haman.
X842 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. lu Merch. Venice^ I'll hang
you, like Haman ! z88t H. Adler in iqth Cent. Dec. 813
Prof. Goldwin Smith renews his onslaughts upon Jews and
Judaism with an acerbity and virulence which I may be
permitted to term Hamanic.

Hamarthritis (h^maj]>r3i-tis). Path. [mod.
L., a. Gr. ayia^plTi%.'\ Gout in all the joints.
1848 DuNGLisoN Med, Lex. (ed. 7).

Hamartite (hae-majtsit). Min. [f. Gr.
dfiapTia failure, error -f -ITE 1.] = *Basta-X3ITB.
1872 Dana Min. (ed. 5) App. i. 2.

Hamathionic (h3e:ma)>3iip*nik), a, Chem.
[f. Gr. aiio. together -t- Thionic] Denoting an
acid formed by the action of sulphuric acid on
euxanthic acid.
X864 Watts Did. Chem., Hamathionic acid, C'*H'*SOi'.

Hamathite (ht^-majoit). [f, Heb. Khamdth
Hamath-j--lTEl.] An inhabitant of the ancient

Syrian city of Hamath. Also attrib.
i6ti Bible Gen. x. 18 The Aruadite, the Zemarite, and

the Hamathite. 1880 Encycl Brit. XIl. 26/1 Professor
Sayce's _view that the Hittites were the authors of the
Hamathite hieroglyphics. X9a4 D. G. Hogarth Kings of
Hittites Introd. (1926) 2 Hamathite territory is. .the nearest
to^ Galilee in which any sure evidence of occupation by
Hittite civilization.. has yet appeared.

Hambergite (hse'mbajgsit). Min. [Named
ijiavibergit) afler A. Hamberg, who discovered it:

see-lTK *.] Hydrous borate of glucinnm, occurring
in greyish-white orthorhombic crystnls.

1890 Jml. CJiem. Soc, LVHL 11. 1078 Hambergite, dis-

covered by A. Hamtierg in 1889, and named after him by
the author. 1902 H. A. Miers Min* 540 Hambergite..
Be2(OH)B08.

Hamburger (hse-mb^igar). [Ger., f. iov/n-

nsLxne Hambtifg+-er, ending of toponymic adjs.]

Hamburger steak — Hamburg steak (see Steak
2 c). Also, a kind of sausage,
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVL 558 '2 Hamburger steak with

onions. 1908 ' Veslah * TetideT-foot S. Calif, xiv. 118 Out of
date eggs, last year's hamburger and over ripe limburger,
1920 Chambers's Jml. 348/2 Hamburger steaks and German
pot roasts. 19ME. Hemingway Faremell to Amis xv, They
hnd the look of not too freshly ground hamburger steak.

Hame^. b. Add: hame-rein.
1902 Daily Chron. 9 July 3 6 Why a tight hame rein

should be used on so many builders* and other cans is..

a

puzzle. X908 A'', ff Q. loth Ser. X. 106 At the foot of a hill

leading from Blackrock,near Brighton, to Rottingdean isa
board with the inscription: 'Please slacken hame-rein on
going uphill'.

Hamel (hoe-m^l). S. Afr, [Du.] A wether.
1871 H. H. DuGMORE Revtin, Albany Settler 13, 14 (Pett-

man) A dozen of startled hamels, just separated from a large
flock, would be likely to try a driver's legs, and lungs too, in

crossing it. 1895 Scully Kafir Stories 28 Would your father

have let me die rather than take a hamel from the flock of
a rich, lazy boer, who never counts his sheep?

Hamidian (hsemi'dlan), a, [f, the name of

Abdul HantidW + -JAN.] Pertaining to or resem-

bling the rule of Abdul Hamid, Sultan of Turkey
from 1876-. Hence Kami'dianism.
X908 Westm. Gaz. i Aug. 2/3 Thirty years of wandering

in the Hamidian wilderness. 1908 Daily Chron. 24 Oct. 4/4
The Hamidian rule. Ibid. 18 Dec 4/4 \ reversion to

Hamidianism. 1930 Times Lit. Suppl. 4 Dec \q^tI-^ His
spy-system appears to have been Hamidian in its extent and
efficiency.

Hamidieh, (haemidiff). [f. the name of Abdul
Hamid li + 'ieh adj. suffix.] A body of Kurdish
cavalry formed by the Turks in 189I.
1898 H, A. G. Percy Diary Asiatic Turkey 83 Zekki,..

the reputed founder of the Hamidieh System. 1901 ll'^estm.

Gaz. 27 Aug. 2/2 The Hamidie Cavalry, .defy the Porte by
ignoring its commands, 190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 665/2
A tribal militia force (Hamidieh), consiAting of 48 regiments,
is formed somewhat on the lines of Cossacks.

Hamite, sb}- Add ; Hence Ha:juiticiza*tioii,

the action of becoming Hamitic ; Hamitold a.,

resembling the Hamitic type.
1884 Nature 17 Apr. 581/1 Tiiese peoples should apparently

be regarded rather as Negroes affected by Hamitic taan as

Hamites affected by Negro elements. In other words, theyare
Negroid rather than Hamitoid. 1924 G. W. Murray £«(^/.'
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e;

Nubian Diet. Introd., In the case of Nubian, the process of
Hamiticizaiion ha^ gone so far that it has borrowed Hamiiic
personal-endings for its verb, Hamitic case-endings for its

noun, and possesses a vocabulary largely Hamitic.

Hamlet 2 (hiE-mlet), The name of the prince

of Denmark who is the hero of Shakesjieare's

play of this name, in allusive phr. Ifamltt without
the Prince {of Denmark) : a performance without

the chief actor or a proceeding without the central

figure.

190X Daily Ckron. 22 Apr. 3/1 Ofwhat avail is it to promise
"entirely new scenery* for *Die Meistersingcr *, if the part

of Hans Sachs is to be practically eliminated from the

performance? And yet this * Hamlet-without-the-Prince*

method is consistently pursued season after season at Covent
G.nrden.

Samliuite (hse'mlinait). Min. [f. the name
of A. C. Hamlin (born i828)-i--ite 1 2.] A fluo-

phosphate of aluminium and strontium, or alu-

minium and glncinum.
iS^^AfMer. yrni.Sci.%KT. iit.XXXlX. 511 On Hamlinite,

a new rhombobedral Mineral from tlie Herderite locality at
Stoneham, Mc. 190X H. A Miers Min. 546 Hamlinite...
AlsSr(OH)7P207.
Hammel, variant of Hemel.
x8is Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Hush. Scat. i. 21 Small open

sheds, or what, io Berwickshire, are called Hatnnuls or
Hemntels, with separate straw-ynrds attached. 1851 H.
Stephens Bk. Farm (1855) '- ^42 The hammcls [are occu-
iedj by the two-year-olds, or such as are fattening for the
>utcher. 1893 Fream Vountt's Complete Grazier (ed, 13)

J71 The litter u<ed in hammels is.. less by one-third than
that required for stall-feeding.

Hammer, sb. Add : 2. c. (See quot.)
191a Motor Man. (ed. 14) iu 40 The Low-tension Tappet.

. .A metal lever, sometimes called a ' hammer ' or * finger \
in direct contact with the engine, is pivoted in such a way
that it normally touches the inside end of the pin.

7. hammer-boy^ -shed\ hammer-action, {a) ac-

tion of or as of a hammer; (3) those parts of a
piano which compose and control the hammers;
hammer-blook,the steel face of a steam-hammer

;

hammer-lock IVrestlin^, a position in which a
wrestler is held with one arm bent behind his back ;

so hammer-look v. ; hammer-price Stock Ex-
change^ the price realized for shares (of a defaulter)

clc»ed at the hammer; hammer-rifle, a rifle fired

by means of a hammer; hammer-thrower (see

sense i. note).

X906 iVestm. Caz. 22 Mar. 7/2 The explosioot which was
?robably caused by the *bammer action of the water. ^ z86i
AiRBAiRN /ron 121 The *hammer-block is guided in its

vertical descent by two planed guides or projectioas. xB8i
Instr. Census Clerks (1S85) 42 Forge and *Hammer Boy.
1009 Westm, Gaz. 19 Aug. 9/4 There has been a consider-

able shortage ofhammer boys in mo--tof the mining districts.

1897 Pearson*s Mag. III. 638 'Hammer lock and Nelson
on the ground. 1905 Dtuly Ckron, 21 Feb. 7/4 The very
thought of being * *hammer.locked * should be enough to

deter the rao^t confirmed 'disorderly*. 1900 W^estm, Gaz.

4 June 7/1 He can have the stock closed at the "hammer
price, 1901 Ibid. 13 May 9/1 The actual dealings in the

shares being between j^6 and ^^8 per share and the hammer
price ^"2. 19S0 G. Buhrard Notts on Sporting Rifles 15
Hammerless ejectors are better than non-ejectors and
•hammer rifles. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 13 The bla>t-

fnrnaces that stand near the *hammer-shed. 1899 Di.ily

News 18 July 7/2 The *hammer-throwers were out in the
morning.

Sammer (hse'mw\ sb.^ (See quot.)

z^OMEneycl. Brit. XXV. 191 /i The South Devon or South
Hams cattle are almost restricted to that southern part of
the county of Devon known as the Hams, whence they are

aIm} called 'Hammers'.

Sammer, v. Add : 3. b. Of a steam pipe

:

To make a knocking noise, as when steam is turned

on or the flow of water suddenly stopped. (Cf.

Water-hahmer 2.)

1889 Hasluck Model Eng. Handybk. 108 The pump,
owing to its not being filled properly at each stroke, will

hammer very much.

Sammerer. L Add: Asa specific occupation,

X009 ii'esttn. Gaz. 8 Feb. 3/1 The man was a ' hammerer*
—I.e., a driver of rivets into boilers, &c. 19*1 Did, Occup.
Termi (1927) § 278 //<iww«»-fr,.. flattens saw blades,.. by.

.

striking any curved part with hammer.

Hanuuerkop (hse^majk/^p). S. Afr. [Afri-

kaans ; f. Du. hamer hammer + kop head.] =
HAUUER-BEAD4.
1887 F.ncycl. Brit. XXII. 578/1 \\\%tuScopus umhretta\. .

is the * Hammerkop ' (Hammerhead) of the Cape colonists.

x8oo [see Hammbshcad 4^
Hammerman, o, (Later example.)
«88o Harper s Mng. Dec. 59 The hammer-man, in a swing-

ing s<-at, times the turning of his rod of steel to the quick
stroke of the brimmer.

SCam.m.Ock^. 4. Add: hammook chair, a
folding recUning-chair with canvassupport for the

body, suitable for use in a lounge or garden;

hammook-xnoth (<;ee qnot.V
1885 Army ^ Navy Co-op. Sac. Price List II. 1478

Poriable Hammock Chairs. 1899 Cambr. Nat. Hist, VI.

379 The Haiitmock-moth, Peropkora santuinotenta^ of the

centre of Sonth .America, the larva of which constructs its

portable habitations out oi its own excrement.

Hampshire (ha'-mpj^i). The name of a
county inthe south of England, designatingabreed

of sheep ; also Hampshire Down,
tSso Vamcouvu Gen, View Agrsc, Hampshire 37Z The .

.

common Hampshire ewe will cost from 255. to 40^. each.
i8as Loudon EttcycL Agric. iv. i. 1123/2 The heath sheep,
old Hampshire, or Wilts breeds. 187s Encycl. Brit. I. 392/2
These sheep are now usually clashed as Sussex Downs and
Hampshire Downs, the former being the most refined type
of the class.., and the latter. .having a heavier fleece,

stronger bone, and somewhat coarser and larger frame.
1886 C. Scott Skeep/arming 12 The Hampshire Down,
though a larger sheep than the Southdown, does not mature
so early.

b. //. A Hampshire Regiment.
1904 Westm. Gaz, 14 June 8/a The Hampshires, who

mustered ten officers and 484 men.

Hamseen, variant of Khamsin.
1923 F. S. Marvin Sci.^ Civiliz. 29 Physical contrasts of

seasonal and regional fertility are abrupt ; solar heat contends
with Nile water, sea breeze with scorching 'hamseen'.

Han ^ (hsen). Designating a Chinese dynasty
(206 B.0.-220 A.D.) marked by the introduction of
Buddhism, the extension of Chinese rule over Mon-
golia, the revival of letters, and increase of wealth
and culture.

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 644/1 I>ew Pang was then proclaimed
emperor (206 b.c.) under the title of Kaou-te, and the new
line was styled the Han dynasty. 1930 Times Lit. Suppl.
3 Oct. 774 '3 The majority seem to reflect the Han style..

.

Two famous homonymous generals who flourished under the
Han dynasty.

Han 2 : see Khan 2.

1903 Westin,Gaz. 10 Feb. 3/1 The Ao/w are large, rambling
inns, with a courtyard in the middle, igzo Q. Rev. Apr.
395 Four hundred emaciated forms, the remnant of such
convoys, are lying in one of the bans.

HanCOCkite (hce-nK-f^kait), Min. [f. the name
of E. P. Hancock + -ITK 1.] A member of the epi-

dote group, containing strontium and lead, found
in New Jersey, U.S.A.
1900 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXXVIII. 11. 88 Hancockite. This

occurs as brownish-red, cellular masses of minute, lath-

shaped crystals, which are monoclinic

Hand, sb. Add : 15. b. To get the hands :

to receive the applause. U.S, colloq,.

19*7 Prince of Waf-ES in Even. Nervs 7 Oct. 6/5 They
both do a great deal of hard work for the British Legion.
It may be I am more the fellow who travels about and gets
the hands.

23. Also, the cards held at any stage of such a
game as Poker.
1889 R. GuEKNDALB Poktv Bk. 25 To fill your hand, to

improve it by the draw. 19x3 A. B. Lougher Poker 13 The
next process is that of drawing to fill the bands.

d. To declare one's hand (fig.) ; to reveal one's

circumstances or aims. (Cf. Declabb v. ii.)

2924 D. H. Lawbrnce England, my England-z^x Upstairs
Fanny evaded all the thrusts made by his mother, and did
not declare her hand.

20. In hand. k. Billiards, Of the cue-ball:

Having been retrieved by hand, after being

pocketed, and having been placed on any selected

spot within the D preliminary to the next stroke.

1876 Crawley Handy-bk, Games 131 Your ball being in
hand, you must play for the hazard that shall bring the
object-ball back to the oppor^ite cushion. 1904J.P. Mannock
Billiards Expounded v. 228 The cue-ballis ' in hand ' with
the red ball^ presenting a straightaway winning hazard into
the right middle pocket.

44, Olve (one*s) liand. O. To give a hand: to

help a person with one's hand.
1880 Daily Tel. ci6 Nov., He tried to swim back against

the stream, but could not, and, feeling exhausted, he struck
out for the Middlesex shore, when a policeman gave him
a hand up.

45.* Put (one's) hand. a. Toputonishand'.\.o
exert oneself, use one's energies; now always with
to\ to set about, undertake (a piece of work),
1388 WvcLip Luke ix. 62 No man that puttith his hoond

to the plou3, and biholdynge bacward, is able to the rewme
of God. 1439 in Fenland N. ff Q. (1905) July 212 And yat.

.

ye wole at yis tyme. .putte youre handes and ese us by wey
of lone of ye somme of C mara c 1450 St. CwM^^^/ (Surtees)

6056 pat to hi seruyce puttys hair hands. XS35C0VERDAI.E
Dent. xii. iS All y* thou puttest thine hande vnto. 1631
Preston Effect. Faith 45 If God himsclfe put not his hand
to the worke no man ts able to believe. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard
Texts Zcch. xi. 9, 1 will not put my hand to redresse iL 1879
M. J. Guest Lect. Hist. Eng. ix. 80 Whatever he put his

hand to, he did it ' with all his might '.

b. To put (one*s) hand{s) on^ (+2», \untd) : to

lay hands on (see Lay v.^ ai c) ; fto do violence

to {Sc. Obs.) ; to get hold of, seize (alsoyf^.).

X53S CovEBDALE Exod. xxli. 8 ([He] shal sweare) that he
hath not put his hande vnto his neghbours good. 1837 C. M.
GoouRiocK Voy.S.Seas (1843) 44 [WeJ got into her with
such articles as we could immediately put our hands on.

1842 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. VI. viii. in Perhaps.. we
can put our hand, as it were, on a time in our childhood
[when etc.]. Mod. I have a copy of the book, but cannot
put my hand on it.

63. Hands off I Also atlrib.

190a Daily Chron. 23 Jan. 7/1 A protest must be made
acainst the hands-off policy. 1908 rimes Lit, SuppL 3 Sept.

28^3 The hopelessly</tfj/n>;<u>f character of the old *bands-
oflf individualism.

64. Hands up I Also in Cwr/zw^ (see quot,),

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 264/1 Hetnds »r/, the command of
the Skip.. to stop sweeping.

65. Hand., fist. a. Also ^^. of the making of
money.
i883 ' R. Boldkewood' Robbery tiftderArms xxsW, We,,

made money hand over fist. 1901 Daily Chron. 27 Dec. 3/3

To use a phrase common to the Anglo-Saxon, they have
been making money liand-over-fist.

60. h. Hands down : with ease, with little or no
effort ; orig. in the racing phr. to win hands down,
referring to the jockey dropping his hands and so
relaxing his hold on the reins, when victory appears
certain.

1867 'Pips' Lyrics f^ Lays (Calcutta) 155 There were
good horses in those days, as he can well recall, But Barker
upon Elepoo, hands down, shot by them all. 1913 Mrs,
H. Ward Mating0/Lydia ir. xii, That I should surrender,
handsdown, to alot of trumpery complaints and grievances.
Z930 W. B._ Money Humours 0/Parish 126, I started off
in the race in full nigger costume, and won hands down.
61. c. hand-baggage^ l^gg<^g^-
190a Daily Chron, 27 Feb. 3/3 The Boer delegates have

only brought with them *hand-baggage. x888 Ld. Mac-
NACHTEN in Law Rep, Ho. Lords xiii. 55 Passengers take
the lighter articles of luggage—or * *hand-luggage ' as it is

called,—in the carriage with them. 1908 Daily Chron.
8 Jan. 4/4 Glancing furtively at that terrible piece of hand-
luggage, a New Yoik Sunday newspaper. 1924 W. J,
Locke Coming of Amos iv, Maxime possessed himself of
her hand-luggage.

d. hand-sled, -sleigh,

1780 Heath Papers 6 [They] hall their wood on *hand
sleds. 1843 Knickerbocker Mag, XXU. 294 The Serjeant's
hand-sled, piled with wood. 1871 Rep. Vermont Board
Agfic. IV. 92 Provided with a handsled, the boy would first

roll on to it the back log. 1841 G. Powers Hist.Sk. Coos 70
A rude "hand sleigh.

62. b. hand-fisher \ hand-sewn ppl. adj.
1855 'P. Paxton' Captain Priest 147 In the deeper

places of such streams must the *handfisher seek his prey.
1887 Col. ^- Indian Exkib., Re/>. Col. Sect, 401 A hand-
some pair of men's *hand-sewn Wellingtons. 1911 Rep, on
Lahour 9r Social Conditions in Goinany III. vi-vii. 101,

1

could have my boots soled and heeled with this quality of
leather, and hand-sewn for 3s. sd.

63. hand-balancer, an acrobat ; hand-board
U.S., a board in front of a preacher or speaker;
hand-fives, the usual game of fives as distin-

guished from bat-fives (see Fives 2 1) ; hand-note,
a note sent by hand ; hand-pick 7;, trans. ^ to pick
by hand ; also^^, ; hand-plate, {a) =i fittger-plate ;

{b) a small plate to pass over the surface of work
to be tested ; hand-pollinate v, trans,, to pollin-

ate by hand ; hand-reading = Paxmistky ; so
hand-reader,
19J7 Daily Tel. 30 Aug. 12/6 Masu, the Japanese *hand-

bafancer and juggler. 1845 A. Wiley in Indiana Mag.
Hist. XXIII. 165 Behold the .. awkward man arise and
place his chair before him for his pulpit and *hand-board.
1856 Strickland Cartturight xx. 203 They drove a stake
down, and nailed a board to it, . . and this was my hand
board. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 17 Mar. 4/1 Our game of "hand-
fives is perhaps the closest approach we have to the central
type of the games. 1831 SuiUerlnnd Fai^n Rep. 72 in l.ibr.

Use/. Knowl,, Husb. Ill, A few boys and girls *hand-pick
the whole. 1898 Advance (Chicago) ^ Mar. 282/1 ILoyoIa]
face to face with individuals, hand-picking souls from the fire.

1907 IVestm, Gaz. 12 Sept. 5/1 The most expensive of the
ordinarj' coals

—
'large hand-picked coal'. 1918 Times 23

Jan. 6/3 True, there has been a widespread feeling that
the Irish Convention was handpicked. 1925 J. Gregory
Bab of Backwoods xii. 157 An able-bodied trio, hand-picked
by William Badger. 1928 Daily Express 11 July 1/2 A
handpicked ' National * Asseml»ly for Parliament. 1930 J. G.
Fbf.derick {title) Kifty Hand-Picked Common Stocks.
1900 H. Lawson Over Sliprails 49 Scraping old splashes of
paint off the brass and *hand-plate. 19x8 Nature 15 Aug.
470/2 To *hand-pollinate the flowers of a soft-shelled tree

with pollen from a tree of similar character. 190a Daily
Chron. 28 Nov. 6/3 S.S.,. .' *hand reader *,.• appeared .. to
answer a charge of pretending to tell fortunes by palmistry.

1867 Craig Palmistry 31 In obedience to the stern dictates
of the *hand-rcading art.

Saudi z'. Add : 4. b. To give, convey ; often

with implication of palming-off or imposing. U.S,
X901 S. MtRWiN& Webster Calumet KW. 21, I told him

he ought to give it to somebody else, and he handed me a
lot of stuff about my experience. 1909 'O. Henry' Options
(1916) 30 I've had It handed to me in the neck, too. 1925 F.
Lonsdale Spring Cleaning 11, You ought to have heard the
stuff they have handed over to her about you ! 1926 J.
Black Vou Can't Win vi. 75 You'll, .maybe get grabbed off

a train and handed thirty days at Colorado Springs,

c. To hand it to: to acknowledge the superiority

of. U,S. colloq.

19x6 H. L. W11.SON Somewhere in Red Gap ix. 371 You
got to hand it to New York for shopping. 1923 Harper's
Mag. Apr. 558 YouVe got to hand it to that kid... He's
stood everything and never squealed a yelp. Some young
tough, believe me I 1926 Cole Blatckington Tangle xii,

270 ' I must hand it to you, sir,* the pseudo-American
acknowledged.

Handbook. Add : c. A betting book ; hand-
book tnan^ a bookmaker. Also hand-booking, book-
making. U.S,
1903 N. Y. Evening Post 14 Sept., A case where an officer

arrested a handbook man. 1904 N. Y. Times 13 June i

The handbooking possibilities on the Derby.

Hand-cart. Add : (Earlier U.S. example.)
1640 New Haven Col. Rec. 48 Wheele barrow, hand cart

or paddles, or oares.

b. atlrib, with emigrant: an emigrant who
crossed the prairies with his goods on a handcart.

So Hand-carter.
1859 H. Wili.abd/'/>&A Peak Gold Fever ^^Q\x\^^o-^y^va-

her of * hand carters ' were broueht in by the stage. 1878

j. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxi. 333 Two divisions of the

band-cart emigrants were on tlie plains.
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Handelian (hsendrlian), a, and sb, [f. the

nameof GeorgFriedrich Handel^ properly Handel

(1685-1759), German musician +-IAN.] A- adj.

Of. pertaining to, or characteristic of Handel, or his

style of composition. B. sb. One who favours or

imitates the style of Handel.
1770 Priv. Lett, tst LH. Malmethury I. 205 Tenducci is

amazingly improved; in his part the old Handelian songs

were left out. 1788 Mme, D'Arblay Diary{\%i,i') IV. iv. 231

The concert was very Handelian. 1808 S. Wesley Lett.

(187s) 9 This would nettle the Handelians devilishly. 1825

Lamb Z*-//. (1888) II. 132 My sister's cold is as obstinate as

an old Handelian, whom a modern amateur is trying to con-

vert to Mozart-ism. 1865 J. Hullah Transition Fer^ Music
244 It * bears so genuine a Handelian impress*. \^%Atke-
riamrrt 28 Feb. 288/1 Revivals of Handelian oratorio. 1911

Lady Guthrie in R. L. Orr Life Ld. Guthrie {.\<yii^ 258

Those dusl:y simple souls interpreting the glorious Han-
delian strains.

Handkerchief. Add : transf. Applied to

parts of costume made up of squares resembling

or suggesting handkerchiefs.

1899 Dmly Neivs i July 4/3 The revival of the handker-
chief dress. X900 Wesim. Gaz. 9 Avic 3/2 The handker-
chief blouse. 1903 Daily Chron. 18 July 8/4 The sleeves

are handkerchief ones.

Handle, sb. Add : 1. b. U.S. (Earlier and

later examples.)
iSaj J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 107 How they \sc, the In-

dians] pulled foot, when they seed us commin'. Most off

the handle, some o' the tribe, I guess. 1908 Mulford
Orphan xxii. 271 He reckoned you would.. get good and
mad, fly off the handle, and raise h— 1 generally, xoio —
Hopahng Cassidy ix. 63 He'll go off the handle one of these

days, for he hates Greasers worse 'n I dow

C. Up to the handle : thoroughly, completely,

up to the hilt. 6^.^. colloq.

183s A. B, LoNCSTREET Georgia Scenes 234 We'll all go in

for you here up to the handle. 1843 HAi.iBURTON^/i«i-A/I.
viiL 119 Give me your figgery-four, Squire, I'll go in up to

the handle for you. 1855 Knickerbocker Mag. XLV. 435
(Th. S.V. Uf) He was enjoying his trip 'up to the handle *.

i860 Ibid. LV. 415 He had for the last few years used a boy
and dog as fencing material; he found it 'a good institu-

tion'; they did the thing up to the handle. 1877 Habberton
Jericho Road xi. loi If he isn't playin* possum right up to

the handle, then he is a fool.

d. To use the lon% handle (Cricket) : To hit

freely and continuously.

1903 Warner in Cricket (ed. H. G. Hutchinson) 71 As a
rule the hitting or ' long-handle game *, as it has been called,

pays best under these circumstances \sc. on a sticky wicket].

1928 Daily Express 20 Dec. 3/2 Ryder set about the bowlers
unmercifully, using the long handle.

2. b. A small basket with a handle, in which
soft fruit is packed for the market.
1900 Daily Express 30 June 5/5 French red currants

reached is. 3d. a basket or 'handle '.

6. handle-bar, a transverse bar, usually curved,

with a handle at each end, connected with the

driving- or steering-wheel of a cycle, by which the

vehicle is guided by hand
;
pi. the right- and left-

hand parts of which this is composed.
1894 Million V. 377/1 Pick up your dress with your right

hartd, take hold of the handle bar with your left. 1898
Science Si/tings XV. 170/1 Handle-bars in which the drop
is greater than four inches below the scat are.. dangerous.
19^ Daily Chron. 21 Nov. 9/4 One cannot efl'ect this un-
observed change when other than handle-bar control is fitted.

1909 Captain Aug. 448/2 Home-made Handlebar-grips.

1983 H. L. Wilson Oh^ Doctorlxxxw. 333 [Heltbrcw a con-
fident leg across the saddle and worshipfuUy grasped the
spreading handle bars.

Handle (hse-nd'l), sb.^ [f. Handle ».1] The
feel of or sensation produced by goods, especially

textiles, when handled.
1884 W. S. B, M'Larrn S^inningied. 2) 19 It is not merely

the coarseness or fineness of the fibre which guides him, but
also the softness and kind * handle ', as it is called. 1898
Daily Ne%vs 7 Mar. z/i For softness and beauiiful handle
they have no equal. 1917 T. Woodhouse Artificial Silk 2
The handle of many artificial silk articles of commerce com-
pares favourably with that of most of the corresponding
textures in the other branches of the textile industry.

Handle, 2^.3 S, Afr. [^.d.Dn. handelen.'] trans.

To trade, barter. Also absol.

1850 Gumming l/unter's Life S. Afr. i, The trader inquires
of the Boer if he lias any fat oxen to hand le or barter. Ibid,^
When ' handling ' once begins, it often goes on briskly.

Handler. 2. Add : One who shows the points
of dogs at a trial, etc.

1897 [in Dict.l. 1931 Our Dogs 23 Oct. 296 Handlers and
Breakers. Gun dogs wanted for training or boarding.

Handling, vbl. sb. Add : 1. c. In games, the
illegal touching of the ball.

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 429A ^^ttidltng, or Hands, touching
the ball witli any part of the arm when in play. Only the
goal-keeper can do so without a penalty. ' Hands *

is given
against the offender.

Hand-lining, vbl. sb. (See after Hand-line;
earlier U.S. example.)
1880 Harper's Mag. Aug. 341/2 The business of hand-

lining for deep-water fish.

Ha*nd-me-down, sb, and a, dial, and U,S.
[f. the verbal phr. to handdown {^ft^ Hand v, 4 b).]

A. sb. That which is handed down, as an heir-

loom, a second-hand garment, etc. ; also, a ready-

made gaiinent. B. adj. Having been handed down
or passed on. = Reach-me-down. hX^ofig.

446

x'&^Nev} York JVorld 5 Mar. (Farmer)A twelve-dollar suit

of hand-me-downs. 1889 Sport/n^ Times 29 June (Farmer)
Trousers.. which all over proclaim themselves entitled to

the epithet of hand-me-down. 1896 G. Adk Artie xviii.

70 They'll be workin' for some Reub that come into town
wearin hand-me-downs. 1897 Congress. Rec. 25 Mar. 274/1
These cheap-Johns, ready-made, 'hand-me-down* states-

men. 1904 Boston Herald 15 Oct. 2 He wears a cheap suit

of ' liand-me-down ' clotiiing. 1909 Daily Chron. 2 July 7/4
He got it from a lady admirer, .and he wanted me to 'aveit

as a hand-me-down. 19258. \.v.\i\^ Martin A rrowsuiith
viii. § 2 A dirty old office, with hand-me-down chairs and a
lot of second-hand magazines.

Hand-off Chasnd^-f), V. Kugby Football, [f.

Hand v. + Off adv\ intr. To push off an oppo-
nent with the hand. Also trans. Hence Ha'nd-
off i"^., the action of pushing off an opponent,
1897 Encycl. Sport I. 429 Handing-off^ pushing off an

opponent who endeavours to impede a player running with
the ball. x9ao Times 8 Nov. 6/2 The wings ran well and
were not afraid to ' hand-off'. 1922 Daily Mail 8 Dec. 12
A dangerous scoring wing with a powerful hand-off and an
elusive swerve. 1923 W. J. A. Davies Rugby Football 135
Coates..raii with his hcaci half turned to the right.. which
gave one the impression that he was waiting and was anxious
to hand-off some one. 1928 Obset^er 19 Feb. 27/1 [He]bas
a fine kick, with a strong hand-off.

Hand-out. [f. Hand v. + Oot adv.l
1. Tennis. (See Hand j^. 63.)

2. That which is handed out ; spec, food or alms
given to a beggar at the door j also hand-me-oiit,

U.S.
1887 M. Roberts Western Avernus 71 ' Bummers ' is Ame-

rican for beggars, and a *hand out' is a portion of food
handed out to a bummer or a tramp at the door when he is

not asked inside. 1896 Ainer. Dial. Aotes 1, 418 Hand-out^
clothes such as a tramp asks for. 1896 G. Ade Artie vi. 50,
I see barrel-house boys goin' around for hand outs that was
more on the level than you was. igo^Daily Chron. 4 Apr.
5/2 The weekly hand-out for the butcher, a 1906 * O.
Henry' Trimmed Lamp, etc. 29 Pretty soon I was in the
free-bed line and doing oral fiction for hand-outs among the
food bazaars. 1925 Willa Gather Profiessors House 195
He soon drank up all his wages. When Rapp picked him
up there he was living on hand-outs,

b. atli-ib. Serving light refreshments in a handy
form.
1928 F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial vn\. 277, I would take a

good walk, get a bite to eat at one of the hand-out places in

the vicinity of the station.

3. Matter handed out to the newspaper press.

i^ag Literary Digest (N.Y.) 12 Oct. 7/1 Mr. Shearer told

. .how he gave the newspaper men at Geneva ' hand-outs

'

to help them in preparing their despatches. 1929 Saturday
Even. Post (N.Y.) 7 Dec. 213/2 We have public-relations
experts who do their stuff by means of propaganda in the
press and hand-outs to the newspaper boys and girls.

4. The act of handing or dealing out cards. U.S.
Z904 S. K.VIhitf. Blazed Trail Stories ii. iv. 193 I'll turn

you fer it. First man that gits a jack in th' hand-out stays.

Hand over hand. C. Add : hand-over-
hand stroke, a style of swimming in which each
arm is alternately brotight out of the water from
behind and with a circular sweep returned to the

water in front. Also as adv. phr.
1856 * Stonehenge ' Brit. SPorts 516/2 The Hand-over

Hand style is a very rapid mode of swimming. 1872 H.
GuRR Art of Swimming 25 To Swim Hand-over-hand.
X904 R. Thomas Swimming 139 The hand-over-hand is the
most ancient stroke, at all events that is recorded.

Hence Ha:nd over-ha'nder.
1924 R. Clements Gipsy ofHorn vi. J04 Sending the royal

yards aloft to a rattling hand-over-hander.

Hand over head. Add : 2. b. Cricket. De-
signating a style of bowling (see Overhand a. 2).

1899 A. Lang in Daily News 22 July 4/a The modem
hand-over-head style.

Handshake (hacndjifik), v. [Back-formation
from Hand-shaking.] intr. To shake hands. So
Ha*ndsha:]Eer.
Z898 W.}SKF-sTurn ofScrew (1928)133 Wehandshook and

*candlestuck', as somebody said, and went to bed. 1905
Wesim. Gaz. a Nov. i?/i As the line moves forward each
hand-shaker is steadily pushed along. 1928 Daily Express
28 Aug. 8/3 Hearty handshakers.

Hands-up (h3e-ndz,j7p), V, [f. the order Hands
tip I (see Hand sb. 54 ).] intr. To put up the hands
in token of surrender. Also trans., to cause to

surrender. Hence Ha'nds-up sb., the action of

putting up the hands (in <\uoi. altrib.); Ha*nds-
u:pper, one who surrenders. Also Ha*nd-up sb.,

one who throws up his hands,
x^xContemp. Rev, Mar. 327 A small patrol, .went, .to

the farm of a ' hands upper *, /.*., one who had surrendered
his arms. 1901 Daily Chron. 12 Nov. 5/4 They regard them-
selves as quite I he aristocrats of the camp, and much superior
to the 'hands-uppers', as they have delighted in calling

the children of less obstinate patriots. 1901 * Linesman *

Words Eyewitness 2-i,<) Therefugeecamps within the I'ritish

lines, wherein dwell the hundreds of Dutchmen who have
surrendered, or * hands-upped '. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 20 Mar.
7/1 Trooper Long . . was grahljed l>y the throat by a * hands-
up* prisoner, who threw down liis rifle. 1902 Appletons
Ann. Cycl. 629/2 The Boers who had accepted British

sovereignty at various times since the fall of Bloemfontein
and Pretoria, contemptuously called 'handups' by the others,

1915 Observer j^ Apr. 7/2 We have now a case of 'hands-
upping ', the first in this war, by a whole unit of Germans.
1923 Daily Mail 9 Mar. 10 The Germans after * hands-
upping' Rumania proceeded literally to turn out their

pockets. 1928 Observer 17 June 7 Those faint-hearted ones
who are ' hands-uppers ' in regard to aviation.

HANG.
Handwrite (hge-ndir^it). Sc, and U.S. [f.

Hand sb. -k- Write sb. Cf. Handwrit and hand
of writ ox write (Hand sb. 16 b).] Handwriting.
1617 in Tweedie Sel. Biog. (Wodrow Soc. 1847) !• 95i I «-

ceaved a letter. .whilk albeit it wanted a subscription, yet
by the handwrite.. I knew to be yours. 1638 Rutherford
Lett. (1664) 14 His hand write, & his seal. 1688 in Wodrow
Hist. Suff. Ch. Scot. {1722) IL 633 You. .adhered to your
preaching Book, and declared the same to be your own
Hand-write. 1836 B. Tucker Partisan Lender (N.Y., 1861)
16 (Th.) He has got a paper in the captain's hand-write to
show him the way. 1856 W. G. Simms Eutaw (N.Y.) 429
(Vh.) Thar's his name in handwrite! Hyar's a boy that
reads this handwrite. x88o Antrim Gloss. 49 Whose hand
write is that? 1907 N, Munro Daft Days xv, She knew
she could never sustain the standard of hand-write, spelling,
and information Bud had established in her first epistle.

Handwriting. Add : 3. attrib.y as hand-
writing expert, one who makes a study of hand-
writing in order to determine the authorship of
disputed documents, to detect forgeries, etc
1894 Strand Mag. VIII. 293/1 The methods employed by

handwriting experts, 1897 Westm. Gaz. 2 Dec. 5/1 ^^.
Beriillon, the famous handwriting expert, one of the wit-
nesses at the Dreyfus trial. 18^ Ibid. 17 Jan. 7/2 The
testimony of hand-writing ' experts *.

Handy, sb. Add : 2. A hand-bier.
1909 Daily Chron. 8 June 2/5 Hearses, Handys, Biers, &c.

1922 Daily Mail 4 Nov. 10 The charges for licences on
motor-hearses and bandies.

Handy, a. Add : 2. b. Phr. Handy to : con-
veniently situated for. dial, and US. So han<ly/or
(general colloq.).

1825 Jennings Observ. Dial. W. Eng. 133 I've hir'd 'twar
handy ta tha zea. 1893 ' O. Thanet ' Stories of Western
Toivn 136 It is customary in the Lossing Building to say,
* We are so handy to the cars '.

5. b. Handy-man, '\b) a sailor.

x899H.6EGBiE^(Zffi^^<a»iii, And the babe sleeps sound
in her cot o' nights and the trader may plot and plan, For
under the stars on the rolling deep stands the vigilant Handy
Man. X900 People i Apr. (Ware) 'Ihe bandy man. High
praise for the naval brigade.

Hang, sb. Add : L b. Also Cricket (see *Hang
z*. 19 b).

X897 K. S. Ranjitsinhji Jubilee Bk. Cricket 78 The ideal

bowler.. should do his best to acquire a command of off-

break and leg-break, ' top ' and ' bang '.

c. Metallurgy, A delay in the descent of the

chargeinablast-furnace, due to the formation within

the furnace of an arch of ore, coke, and flux,

1908 R. FoRSVTHE Blast Eurnacevl, Repeated hangs may
be caused by too much limestone.

Hang, v. Add : 6. h.Jig, To reduce to, or hold
in, a state of indecision or inaction ; esp. in phr. to

hang ajury, to prevent (as a juryman) a jury from
reaching a verdict (cf. *I7 c). U.S.
1850 J. Weir Loftz Powers (Phila.) I. 142 JThese men]

either caused their acquittal or hung the. .panel, by refusing
to agree to any verdict save that of ' Not Guilty .

7. b. To tie or hitch up (a horse). (Cf. a8 e.)

U.S.
iS^S Southern Lit. Messenger I. 581 Having arrived at

Blank, wc hung our horses, as Virgmians always do after

riding them. 1843 R. Carlton J^ew Purchase xxvi, While
hanging Dick to a gate post.

11. C, Metallurgy. Of a blast-furaace : To have
some part of its charge choked up so that the part

beneath falls away.
1878 yrnl. Iron ^ Steel Inst. XTI. 202 When a furnace

'bangs * on one side, a more common occurrence with small
old furnaces than with large modern ones, a system prevailed
in some works of putting half a pig of lead in above the part
that was fast. 1908 R. Forsythe Blast Furnace 24a When
the stock becomes wedged so tightly that it can no longer
descend, the furnace is said to * hang '.

17. o. Of a jury: To fail to agree. (Cf. *6 b
and *Hu.N'G///. fl.) US.
\Zs9^Mcrv.E.TT Diet. A mer,. To hang, to stick fast, come to

a stand still; as, the jury hung, and 'the man got a new
trial', ig;^ Randolph Enterprise {\V.\a.) 2^ Oct. 5/1 The
jury hung up on the case and were discharged.

19. b. To slacken motion perceptibly ; spec, in

Cricket (see quots.).

1897 K. S. Ranjitsinhji fuhHee 5-4. C»7c;tr/ 77 The ball

Is made to hug the ground when it pitches, and to rise slowly

afterwards, or 'hang*, as it is called by cricketers... With
some bowlers it either * hangs ' or more often comes fast off

the pitch owing to something in their regular action. 1897
EncycL S^ort I. 246/1 A ball 'hangs' which rises un-
expectedly slowly from the pitch. 1906 Jhphson in Cricket
(ed. H. G. Hutchinson) 103 He ran up and delivered the

ball, to all appearances, exactly similarly each time ; but one
found now that the hall was banging in the air, now that it

was on to one surprisingly soon.

C. To hang to (see quot).
1888 Lockivood's Diet. Mech. Engin.^ Han^ To.—A term

having several applications. A file hanps to us work when
it cuts without slip. A saw bangs to, when it feels as though
being drawn into the timber. A pattern hangs to the sand
when it delivers with difficulty.

28. Han£f up. a. Also absol. ~ to hang up the

receiver of a telephone at the end of a conversation.

To hang up on : to break off telephonic commxmi-
cation wiih.
igaSE. Wallace iJffK^/*? viii, • Oh, Mr. Staines I., What

a dull life yours must be 1
* And then she hung up on him,

and left him feeling like a spanked child. 19x8 F. N. Hart
Bellamy Trial iiL loi He'd hung up, I guess. Anyway he
didn't answer.



HANGAR. 447 HAPTINE.

f. Also, to suspend movement or action ; to

stop or stay.

1854 Ccngrtss. Globe App. 108 (Th.) In reading the Pre^^i-

dent's message, ..hegot befogged, and, in the language ofthe
Kentucky boatman, * hung up for the night '. 1874 Eggles-

TON Circuit Rider xvi, You mou't get a place 'bout a mile

furder on whar you could hang up for the night.

Hangar. Add, with pronunciation (hse-qsj) :

b. A shed for the accommodation of aircraft.

X9oa Daily Chron. 31 Oct. 5/3 Mr. Santos Dumont. .will

construct a hangar in the Bois de Boulogne. 192s Daily
Mail 6 Nov. Q He was refused j)ermission to go to the

hantjar where his aeroplane was lying.

Hangbird. (Earlier examples.')

1794 S. wiLriAMS Hist, Veri3t<mt 118 Hangbird. Oriohis

icterus. 18242. TviQVivsoii Gazetteer Vermont 18 The sing-

ing birds are the robin, thrush,.. springbird, goldfinch and
hangbird. 1831 J. Q. Adams Mem. (1867) VIII. 426 The
oriole of Baltimore is the fiery hang-bird.

Hang-down (hscijidaun), sb. and a. [f. phrase

to hang down (sec Hang v. 8).] A. sb. That

which hnngs down, spec, in certain technical uses.

B. adj. That hangs down.
s888 LoclkwootTs Diet. Mech. Etigitt^ Homt Dtnvn^ or

Hanger^ a bearing suspended from a roof or beam for the

journal of a shaft, 1904 Tecknol. ^ Set. Diet. (cd. Good-
child & Tweney), Han^ Z><>«/« (Eng.\ a frame for suspending

a bearing from a roof or beam.—(Foundry), the sling which
supports heavy weights in the foundry; the upper ends of

the rods of the sHng are attached to the travelling crane.

X906 Kipling Actions <V Reactions (1909) 212 As Guisepf>e

\sic\ unshipped the working mechanism of the organ (it

developed a hang-down lee) from its wheels.

Hanger ''^. Add: 2. g. (Seequot.)

1905 Calkins & Holden Mod. Advertising 352 Hangers
are printed or lithographed cards ofvarious shapes and sizes,

to be hung up in a store.

4. ©. A coat- or dress-hanger,

1908 Daily Chron. 26 Feb. 8 '5 Every coat and every skirt

should have a hanger to itself.

6. Comb, hanger-board (see quot. 1893").

i8.. Electr, Rev. (U.S.) XII. 8 (Cent. Diet.) Electrical

connection between the conducting*wires and lamps must
be made through a suitable banger-board. i8f^3 Sloane
EUctr. Dict.y Hanger Board, a board containing two
terminals, a suspending hook, and a switch, so that an arc

lamp can be introduced into a circuit thereby, or can be
removed as desired.

Han^-fir6 (hscqifaiw), [f, phrase to hang fire

(see Hang v. 6),] A delay in the explosion of the

charge of a gun or of a blasting charge.

189s Grebner Breach-Loader 170 Nothing is more tanta-

lising to the spoilsman than miss-fires; hang-fires, too. are
a great nuisance. 1899 Kynock Jrnl. Oct.-Nov. 6/2 Hang
fires, soft shots, high pressures, and other defects.

Hangingf, vbl, sb. Add

:

5. b. Metallurgy = *Hang sb. i c.

1878 Jritl. Iron <V Steel Inst. XII. aoa The modem system
of putting the material round the inwatl and allowing it to

roll to the centre, has diminished the heat at the in-wall of
the furnace and ereatly reduced the hanging and scaffolding.

8. Aa«^'«^fl^<jy (U.S. example").

1806 Balance (Hudson, N.Y.) 11 Nov. 355 (Th.) Next
Friday (the newspaper] promises to make its debut. Friday
—that's banging day—but no matter.

Hanging, ppl. a. Q. Add :

hanging bridge, a suspension-bridge; see also

qoot. 1875 ; hanging-drop Med.y the small drop
of culture-medium which hangs from a microscopic

cover-glass enclosed in a cell ; hanging lie Golf^

the position of a ball when it rests on ground slop-

ing downwards in the direction of play ; hanging
shelf, a suspended shelf, (See also quots.)

1867 Smvth Sailor's tVord-Si., *Hanging-blocks.. at^
sometimes fitted with a long and short leg. and lash over the

eyes of the i opmast rigging ; when under, they are made fast

to a strap. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. SuppU, Hanging Block,

a block through which the top-sail tye is rove, then through
the tye-blocic on the yard, and the standing part made fast

to the mast head. 1815 Miles* IVeekly Register IX. 92/1
The main post-road.. crosses the Brandywineon a *hangine
bridge. 1875 Knight Diet. Meck.y Hanging-iridge. i. A
hollow, vertical partition depending from the bottom of
aboiler and serving to deflect the Baine... 2. a. Asuspension
bridge, b. A truss-frame bridge. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

IVord-bk.y *Hanging-compass, a compass so constructed as

to hang with its face downwards. 1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med.
II. 114S The blood serum of immunised animals even outside

the body, in test-tubes or in the "hanging-drop had a strong

action on the bacteria against which the animals had been
protected. 1908 Practitioner Aug. 264 IJy observation of
hanging-drop preparations from growth in glucose broth.

1909 P. A. Vaile mod. Gtf^plate 96 The stance and address

for a ^hanging He. 18*5 J. Neal Bro, Jonathan I. 188

A 'hanging shelf. .loaded with cheeses; ropes of onions:
dried app'es, [etc]. 1893 Rivington Building Construction
II. 108 "Hanging steps are fixed at one end only. 1904
Tecknol. ^ Set. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney*, Hanging
'Strps, stone steps having one end built into a wall. ^875
Knight Diet. Mech.. *llanging-iie, a tie which is supported
by strap and collar, dependent from the rafters above. Ibid.^

•//rt«/-/«^-/^><7/(Iron-tuming), a crooked tool, which partially

embraces the rest so as not to be easily displaced.

Hailg-O^er. US, [Hang ». 17.] A thing

or person remaining or left over; a remainder or

snrvival.

1894 Outing(y},%:\ XXIV. 67/2 Then there a few 'hand-
overs' who have tried before, and two or three green candi-

dates. 19*0 C. Sandburg Smoke 4- Steel 153 A hangover of
summer song. 1930 Dfnnv Amer, conquers Brit. 9 That
easily inspired hatred of Germany remained as a hang-over
in America long after it had been thrown over by the British.

Hangnl (h»*i]gul). Also hungal. [Kashmiri
hdtighi7\ A deer, Cervus cashrnirianuSj related to

and perhaps a variety of the red deer.
1869 KiNLOCH Large Game Shooting^^ Cashmeerie hangul,

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 398/2. 192a Blackw. Mag.
Mar. 334/1 The hungal or Kashmir stag, found on the
western side of Chamba.
Hanjee, variant of Khanjee.
1920 Cornhill Mag. Oct. 438 The hanjee was taking down

his shutters.

Hankf ;<$. Add: 2. (Later U.S. examples.)
1880 Harper*s Mag. Sept. 534/2 The ceilings [were] hung

with hanks of blue yarn. 1888 Ceniury Ma_^, XXXVI.
768/2 These little silken "hanks' were sometimes.. prettily

colored.

4. c. Wrestling^, In the Cumberland and West-
morland style, a throw made by putting the left leg

between the legs of an opponent, catching his left

leg, and leaning or pulling backwards. Also back'

hank,
1870 W. Abhstromg Wresiliana 44 Robinson lifted him

up like a cat lifting a mouse, when, Plaskett immediately
put in the hank. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 690/2 Each
man tries to thiow his adversary by using the * buttock ',..

the *crossbuttock ', . . or the ' back-hank '. 1898 Encycl. Sport
1 1. 547/2 The hank, when manipulated by an expert wrestler,

becomes one of the hardest and most dangerous falls of all.

Hank, v. Add : L b. Wrestling. To throw
(an opponent) by means of the hank (see *Hank
sb. 4 c).

x88z sportsman's Year-book 314 The next fall resulted in

favour of Pooley, who hanked his adversary. 1894 Carlisle
Patriot 13 Julj; 7/4 (Cumbld. Gloss, 1899) J— was hanked,
S— trying the inside click.

Hanky ^ (has'ijki). Also handky. Hypo-
coristicform (see -y6) of Handkerchief.
189s J. Davidson Earl Lavender iv. 73 They.. sighed,

and looked up, and the schoolmaster's wife used her handky.
Z90S IVestm. Gaz. 17 Dec. 8/2 Lovely ladies' hankies in

dainty lawn. 19x4 E. Marsh Eabl. La Fontaine 52 Every
occurrence was referred to her ; Whether one lost a hanky
or a lover.

Hanky ^. = Hanky-panky,
1^34 GA1.SW0RTHV IV/iite Monkey lu iv. On our floor, with
M ichael outside the door, one would know there couldn't be
any hanky.

Hannibal (hse'nibal). The name of the famous
Carthaginian general, who fought against Rome in

the third century B.C. Hence, allusively^ a great

general. (Also, in Shaks., humorously confounded

with Cannibal.) ^^Hannibal eye^ a blind eye.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nickolay's Voy. Ded. t iij b. Were
it not that I feare the censure of some politjke Hanniball.
X603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 11. i. 187 Proue thiSj thou wicked
Hanniball. a 1651 Brome Neva Acad. iii. li. Wks. 1873
II. 58, I passe For a brisk youth, but for my Hannibal eye
here.

Hence Kaunibalian (haenib^i'li&n), Hannibalio
(-bsedik) adjs.^ of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

Hannibal.
1678^. D. (title) The Historj^ of Appian..In Two Parts.

The First consisting of the Punick..and Hannibalick Wars.
x86a tr. Motnmsen s Hist. Rome in. vi. II. 189 Thus ended
the second Punic^ or as the Romans more correctly called

it, the Hannibalic, war. x88o Encycl. Brit. XI. 444/2 In
the year 202 b.c. the Second Punic, or, more properly, the
Hannibalian War was at an end. 1886 H. F. Lester Under
ixvo Fig Trees 135 And baby had registered a Hannibalic
vow. X904 T. R. Glover Virgil \. loi It was some feeling

of this kind that kept so much of Italy loyal to Rome
throughout the Hanniijaiic war.

Hanoum, hanum : see *Khanum.
Hanukkah, variant of *CeANUKKA,
1031 O. S. Raskin Orig. Festival Hanukkah Pref. p. vi.

Sannman (h2?nnma'n). Also hoonoomaun,
huniman. [Hind,, Hindi hanumdn (Skr. hanu-
OTa«/, f. /4dE««OT«/ large-jawed).] 1. Hindu Myth-
ology. Proper name of a monkey-chief ; a semi-

divine monkey-like creature, to whom extraordinary

powers were attributed in legend.
1814 SouTHEY in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor (1843) II, 427

For the last ten years.. Buonaparte., was the God Hanuman
—the monkeys, whom he commanded, did the mischief.

x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 287/1 HanumSn, the monkey
general. i88<J Yule & Burnbll Anglo-Ind. Gloss, s.v.

Lungoor^ The monkey-god Hunim&n,
2. (with small initial) An East Indian monkey,

Semnopithecus entelltts., venerated by the Hindus.
1891 J. L. Kipling Beast ^ Man in India iii. 65 Of late

years the tradesmen who form the bulk of the meml>crsof
our municipalities have felt that there are too many Hann-
m^ns abroad. 1897 Q. Rev. Oct. 395 No visitor to Hindostan
. .can have failed to see the Sacred Monkey or Hanuman.

Haoma (hJu*ma). [Zend.] =^ Hom.
1890 Ann. Rep. Smithsonian lust. 91 On the position of

the Haoma In the Avesta of the Parsees.

Haozi (havri), [Jap.] A short loose jacket

worn in Japan.
1897 La Farce Artisfs Lett, from Japan 274 Women

under their umbrellas wore the graceful sliort overcoat they
call liaorit and tottered over the wet ground on high wooden
pattens, 1907 Dai/y Chron, 15 May VsThe little ornament
on his haon (the gown) was the family crest.

Hapax legomenon (hsepseks legpmen(?n).

PI. hapax legomena. Also simply hapaz.
[Gr. oTraf Xf^fufitvov once said.] A word or form
of which only one instance is recorded in a litera-

ture or an anthor.

[1654 Trapp Minor Prophets 605 Tis airaf A^yofwvoc read

only here : and hence this variety of interpretations. i8ox
Magee Atonement ^ Sacrifice 336 [Tlie book of Job's] very
greatantiquity, and uncommon sublimity of elevation, which
has occasioned a greater number of ana$ \tyofJi.eva, and ex.

pressions difficult to be understood.] i88a Farbar Early
Chr. I. xi. 236 note., I'he number of the hapax legomena is

remarkable, and some of them are full of picturesqueness.

Haplo-. Add : Ha-plopore (see quots.).

1898 F. A. Bather in Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1899) 917 The
simple or irregular haplopores become connected in pairs

(diplopi^res). 1900— in .S. A'. Lankesiers Treat. Zool, 111. 41.

b. Cytology.

1917 F. A. E. Crkw Org, Inker. Man 52 If a haplo-lV is

mated to a dipIo-IV eyeless male, half of tlie offspring are

eyeless. 1928 T. H. Morgan Theory Gene 46 Normal and
haplo-lV flies of Drosophila melanogaster.

Haploid (hse'ploid), a. Biol. [f. Gr. OTrXoos

single + €r5os form.] Having a reduced number
of the chromosomes characteristic of germ-cells

;

distinguished from *Diploid, etc. SoHa'ploldy,
the condition of being haploid.

1914 Calkins Biol. 209 The chromatin of the nucleus
collects in a thick fibrous mass on one side of the nucleus
(synapsis stage) and from it emerge one-half as many
chromosomes as are formed at ordinary vegetative divisions

(in modern terminology this is called the haploid number).

1919 T. H. Morgan Phys. Basis Hered. 160 An interesting

case of iriploicly has been reported in the threadworm
A scaris ( Boveri). Two varieties occur, one with four chromo-
somes (haploid two), and one with two (haploid one). 19*7
Haldank & HuxLEV Anim. Biol. ii. 60. 1930 Times Lit.

Suppl. 30 Oct. 894/4 The phenomenon of haploidy in plants

and animals.

Haplome (hae-ploum). Min. Also aplome.
[ad. (with accommodation to the Gr.) F, aplome
(R. J. HaQy, 1801), f, Gr. dirX(ios simple.] A rare

variety of garnet.

1854 Dana Syst. Min, 1 1. 192 Aplome has the faces striated

parallel to the shorter diagonal.

Happen, v. Add: 1. a. Said of an accident

or some serious thing {spec, death) happening to

a person, with vague subject, anything^ something.

1829 Blacktv. Mag. June 719/1 In the event of * any thing
happening to his father ', as the modern phrase for the termi-

nation of man's mortal career runs. i86a Comldll Ma^.
(1863) VIII. 574 Doctor says I shall not last long, so I don't

think I shall be removed before anything happens. 1884

G. C. Davibs Peter Penniless x. It isn't a night for any man
to be left out in if anything has happened to him. 1885
KiDRR Haggard K. Solomons Mines ii, 1 will, .arrange

that in the event of anything happening to us or to you, that

your son shall be suitably provided for.

4. d. (Earlier and other U.S. examples.)
1838 J. V. Cooper Home'Mard Bound viii. 112, I only

happened in., to make a first call 1845 Caroline Al.

KiRKLAND Western Clearings 116 He could hardly have
* happened in * at a more fortunate juncture. 1872 E.
Egglkston Hoosier Schoolm, xxxiii, Miss Nancy just

happened over at Mrs, Thomson's humble home. 1893
Kate D. Wicgin Polly Oliver \\. C1894) 20 A swarm of horrid

insects might happen along and devour the plants. 1901

W. Churchill Crisis iii. li. 366, I happened around at

Colonel Carvel's this afternoon.

Happening, vbl. sb. 2. Add : Also in sing.

1896 CuocKRTT Grey Man xxviii, I could not find it in my
heart to tell him of the happening. 1896 E. Phillpotts

in Black ^ White 27 June 824/2 Before the final coorious

liappening, there was a fire in a croft of auld Applebird's.

1899 Daily Ne-ivs s Apr. 2/4 Such a happening would almost
certainly have had much more serious results had it been a
horsed carriage. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 30 Dec. 2/2 The Den-
shawi incident is not viewed by alt exactly alike, but it was
decidedly a regrettable happening.

Havpi-COat (hsepikjat). Also happy-. [Jap.

happi.j A loose light coat of thin material worn

by women.
1931 E. V. Gatfnbv in Studies Eng. Lit. (Tokyo) XI.

Oct. 515 Happi-Coat, often misspelt 'happy' coat, 193a

Sttle Catal.^ Japanese silk shantung happi-coat.

Happy, a. Add :

4. b. Happy families : a game played with a
pack of special cards, each card depicting on its

face a member of a family of four ; it is the aim of

each player to make as many complete families as

he can. Happyfamily : see Family sb. 2 b.

1903 Casseifs Bk. In-Door Amusem. 126 Happy Families.

This is practically the same game as Spade ike Gardener,
save that it is played with a special pack of cards, manu-
factured for the purpose. 1918 C. Dane First the Blade
XXV, An early passion for Happy Families.

Hapteron(hse*pterpn), PI. -a. [mod.L., badly

f. Gr. aiTT€tv to fasten,] An organ of attachment

by which many aquatic plants or marine algae

fasten themselves to rocks.

1900 B. D. ] KCKSon Gloss. Bot. Terms, Hapteron, Wartn-
ing's term for organs of attachment which do not contain

vascular tissue, as in Podostomaceae. 190a Encycl, Brit.

XXV. 438/2 Attached by hairs and special branches (/w/J/^ra)

to rocks, ij>o9 tr. E. Wartning*s Oecol. Plants 241 Litho-

phytes require haptera by which they can attach thetnselves

to rock, unless the thallus itself adheres closely to this.

Haptic (hse*ptik), a. [a. Gr. dnrt/ccSs able to

come into contact with, f. a-nruv to touch.] Of,

pertaining to, or relating to the sense of touch.

1890 Billings Med Diet. 1904 Amer, Jml. Relig,

Psychol. May 33 The scourging, thorns, spear and other

tactile or haptic sensations come next.

Haptine (hx-ptin). Biol. Chem. Also -in.

[f. Gr. arrT«»'tofaslen + -INE6, -IN 1.] In Ehrlich's

tlieory of immunization, a receptor detached from



HAPTOPHORB.

the parent-cell, circulatins freely in the blood-

current, and acting as a protection against infection

by combining with the foreign substance which

would produce it. (Cf. *Haptophokk.)
190S Brit. Hed. ymL 12 Apr. 9>8A Every normally

functioning cell throws off large numbers of side chains,

either as isolated complexes, or in connexion with comple.

ment. These side chains are spoken of ashaptines(l!.hrlicW.

Eaptopliore (h2e-pt«fo»j), a. Biol. Chem.

Also -phor. [f. as prec. + -phobe] Applied, m
Ehrlich's theory of immunization, to that group of

atoms in the molecule of a toxin or other sub-

stance which enables it to combine witli the corre-

sponding receptors of a cell, or to a similar group

of atoms in the receptor itself. Also Haptophoric

(-f(;rik), Haptopliorous {-pioix).

1000-4 [see t.'xophorc, etc. (Toxo-') and zymophore (Zymo-)

in Diet 1. I90» Vauohan & Now Cellular Toxins (cd. 4)

182 Both the toxophil groups of the cell, and the cytophil

groups of the toxin may be designated as haptophorous

bodies. 190a Brit. Med. Jml. 29 Mar. 785 The atom

arrangement, or group in the toxin, which corresponds to

the receptor, he [sc. Ehrlich] calls the ' haptophoric group .

1904 Il'id. 10 Sept. 574 Although the toxophonc group may
be similar, the haptophor is dissimilar.

Hapn (hap»). New Zealand. Also harpu.

[Maori.] A clan or small community.

1857 HuRSTHOUSE New Zealand I. 162 The 70,000 semi-

civilized natives now in New Zealand are divided into some

dozen chief tribes, and into numerous sub-tribes and ' Harpu '.

1873 Jmls. Ho. lie/ir. III. App. G. 7. 87 (Morris) Were not

all your hapu present when the money was paid? 1891 Kep.

Australas. Assoc. Adziancem. Xci. III. G. 378 (.Morns)

Tribes or nations, each of which was divided into hapus, and

the hapus into families.

Haptllni (ha-p»k«). New Zealand. Also ha-

puka, whapuku. [Maori.] = Cod ji 3 2 b.
_

c 184s in Hursthouse New Zealand (1857) 1. 217 We've..

lowing herds on everj- side, Hapuka in every tide. 1855

R. Taylor Tt Ika a Maui 411 Hapiiku, or mhapuku
commonly called the cod, but a much richer fish in flavor.

1859 A. S. Thomson Story N. Zealand I. 30 The Hapuku
is the largest New Zealand salt-water fish.

Harbonr, sb. 5. Add : harbour seal US.,
the common seal, Phoca vilulina.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 191 Cast of Harbour
Seal.

Hard, a. (i^ ) Add: 1. e. Ofalawn tennis court:

Made of asphalt or other hard material, as distin-

guished from a ^rass court.

189s H. W. W. WiLBERFoncH Lnwii Tennis v. ig Most
people on a dry ground or a * hard * court use brown leather

or buck-skin shoes with thick, smooth, red rubber soles.

1909 Westni. Gaz. 30 Mar. 12/3 It b possible to pKice too

much significance on hard-court results, grass conditions in

England being so materially different.

f. Of silk : Retaining its natural gTim. Also

applied to a worker in hard silk.

187s Knic.ht Diet. Mech. 21B0/2. 1878 A. Barlow Weav-
'"^395 Before the gum has been boiled off the silk it is said

to be hard silk. 19JI Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 399 Hard
Aanrf{silk) : general term for any worker engaged in treating

siljc while still hard, l.^., before it is degummed.

g Of porcelain : Made of hard paste. Hard
paste : see Paste sb. 3 b, Porcklain i note.

1814 Rees Cycl. XXVlil. Dd4/2 Porcelain made of the

best proportions of these two substances.. is caljed hard

porcelain. x83a G. R. Pokter Porcelain .V Glass ili. 43 This

paste is not so cohesive or viscous as that which forms hard

porcelain. 1881 Harper's Mag. Feb. 368/1 There are now
hard or true porcelain manufactories in New York. 1885

Encycl. Brit. XIX. 642/1 Bristol porcelain is of interest as

being the first hard natural porcelain made in England.

igog Chambers's Jrnl. Nov. 751/1 Ciiina manufactured in

the eighteenth century was of two kinds—namely, ' hard
'

paste or true porcelain, and * soft ' paste or artificial china.

h. In many specific collocations, e.g. hard brass,

cheese, glaze, pilch, solder, slock.

Hard coal I = Anthracite. Hard rubber: = 'E.zohite^

Vulcanite. Hard soaf>: see Soap j^.* 2.

1814 Rees Cycl. XXVIII. Ee 2/2 The hard and less

fusible glaze of the hard porcelain, which is mostly feldspar,

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 409/1 The bricks are now separated for

sale; the hard sound stocks are the best, and are worth
from i/. \os. to 2/. a thousand. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts II.

ioi6 The hard glaze of pipeclay ware, c 1850 Dow Jr.

Sermons III. 112 (Bartlett) Since the introduction of hard
coal. 1855 J. Phillips Man. Geol. 190 * Hard' coal, in

which the divisional structures are chiefly derived from the

planes ofstratification. i86o hard rubber [see Vulcanite 2].

1873 Spon Workshop Rec. Scr. 1. 10 Hard Brass, for Casting.

—25 parts copper, 2 zinc, 4.5 tin. Ibid. 364, 2 parts of good
silver and 1 of ordinary bras.s pins, well melted, is a good,
useful jewellers' hard solder. 1873^ Knight Diet. Mech.,
Hard Solder, the solder used for uniting the more infusible

metals. 1879 Spons' Encycl. Itidustr. Arts 1. 324 Alloys
employed for joining metals together are termed 'solders'

and they are commonly divided into two classes : hard and
soft solders. 1879 Encycl Brit. X. loo/i If the heat is forced,

and the distillation [sc. of coal-tar] continued, a large amount
of 'heavy 'or 'dead oils' is obtained, and the mass left in the

still is 'hard pitch'. 1880 Ibid. XII. B40/1 All ordinary
samples [of caoutchouc] contain two distinct modifications,

viz., the hard or fibrous and the soft or viscous. x888 Lock,
woods Did. Mech. Engin., Hard Brass.^{\) Brass which
has not been annealed after drawing or rolling. ..(2) Ham-
mered brass, and brass which contains a large proportion of

tin. Hard Coke, oven coke. 1889 Rivington Building
Constr.lt. (ed. 2) 105 Hard Stocksare overburnt bricks, sound
but considerably blemished both in form and colour. 1902

Encycl Brit.XXV 1 1. 355/1 A perfect Leicester is perhaps the

most attractive ofall the so-called ' hard ' cheese. 1902 youn^

448

Engineerl.ioilhe art of soldering may be divided into two

distinct classes—soft soldering, . . and hard soldering, in which

the solders are composed of gold, silver, copper, zinc, or

brass. 1904 Tecknol. iSci. Diet. (ed. Goodcliild & Twency)
S.V. Bricks, Those [bricks] which are less overburnt are

termed ' hard stock ', and are useful for many building

purposes, ibid.. Hard Faviors. ., malm bricks, over-burnt

and slightly blemished in colour, used for paving, coping,

etc. 1905 Daily Chron. 11 July 5/7 The hard-stone works.

1909 fractitioner Feb. 266 The mixture of thecocculus with

beer, .was kept by brewers' druggists, and sold to brewers

under the name of * multum ' or ' hard mixture '. 1909
Westm. Gaz. 9 Nov. 12/1 Fine Hard Cure Para Rubber.

X921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 262 Brazer, brazier; hard
solderer; joins together parts of steel, iron, brass or copper

articles by brazing or hard soldering, /bid. § 572 Banker
hand, hezver or mason ; hard-stone banker mason ; cuts,

and if necessary saws, blocks of stone at ' banker '. 1923

E. W. Marchant Radio Telegr. v. 61 Hard Ka/»«.—The
only way in which tliis can be achieved is by exhausting the

air so completely from the bulb that there is nottiing but a
pure election discharge. 1930 Sel. Gloss. Motion Picture

Technician, Hard, ofa vacuum tube, thoroughly evacuated.

Ibid., Hard lights, (i) Arc lights. (2) Illumination from arcs,

in general. Refers to the sharp shadows cast. 1931 Times
16 Mar. 22/4 Chinese hard-stone carvings.

7. Hard case: nUo atltib. = hardened, tough.

1918 Sunday Express 8 J.in. 4 With memories that go back

to the days of ' cracker-hash ', ' lobscouse ', and hard-case,

blue-nose, Nova Scotia mates. 1928 Sunday Dispatch

29 July 2 Half a dozen particularly hard-case units of the

Flying Squad.

b. Of facts : Incapable of being denied or ex-

plained away, ' stubborn '. Also attrib.

i^-j Graphic ^gi^n. 123/1 Hard Facts. \go6 DailyChron.

II Apr. 3/4 A few more hard-fact letters and less of this soft

imagining might have made the body of the book as interest-

ing as the appendix. 1929 G. K. Chesterton Poet^ Lunatic

iv. Thank God for hard stones ; thank God for hard facts.

11. Hard case: applied to a sailing ship on

which conditions are rough. Hard luck : see

Luck sb.\; also attrib. Hard-lying money : corrup-

tion of hard line money (see Line sb.'^ 6) ; hence

(joe.) hard-liar.

1920 Btackw. Mag. Mar. 322/a The mate of a Yankee
*hard-case. 1914 Rex Cleuksts Gipsy 0/Horn vi. in He
signed away as Third Mate on a hard-case Yankee barque.

1900 G. Ade l)lore Fables in Slang Ugo2) 18 Her •Hard-

luck story. 1506 B'ness von Huiten IVhat became ofPam
11. viii, Learning, .something of. .his hard-luck story. 1919

H. L. Wilson Ma Peltengill iv. 109 She said it {sc. the

letter] would tell a new hard-luck tale for non-payment of

a note. Ibid. 134 It was another hard-luck letter. 19x6

''Iaffrail' (H. T. Dorling) J'incher Martin iv. ^b note.

Men serving in destroyers receive sixpence a day extra

pay. It is known as ' "hard-lying money '. X025 E. Fraser

& GlBtiONS Soldier 4- Sailor IVords, Hard-lying money,

the extra allowance granted to officers and men for service

in destroyers and torpedo boats, and as compensation for

wear and tear of uniform and clothing, etc. Extended in

the War to the crews of motor launches and other auxiliary

small craft. (Abolished in 1923.) 1^7 Daily E.rpress 10 Oct.

3 Sometimes, in recompense for discomforts endured, the

crews of drifters draw what is termed ' hard-lying money
(those who receive thbare naturally known as ' "hard liars %

d. Of wear : Rough or severe and continuous.

Cf. hard-wearing ('*Habd adv. 8).

1932 Sale Catal., To stand hard school wear.

li c. U.S. (Earlier examples.)

1840 Congress. Globe 13 Feb. 197/3 He had heard.. the

same arguments preached nine hundred and ninety-nine

times over a barrel of hard cider. 1848 Ibid. 27 Apr. 688/2

'They had charged him [sc. President Harrison] with drinking

hard cider.

d. OfX rays: Having great penetrating power.

x9oa Encycl. S«/. XXVUI. 52/2 If the exhaustion of the

bulb is carried further, so that there is a considerable in-

crea.se in the potential difference between the cathode and

anode and therefore in the velocity of the cathode rays, the

Rontgen rays have much greater penetrating power and are

often called ' hard rays *.

e. Of oil (see Soft a. 23 d).

15. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X838 D. Webster Private Corr. (1856) II. 37 Money is

very hard, all along the coast, from here (Le. Washington,

D.C] North.

18. b. Hard labour: also attrib.

190S Daily Chron. 10 July 5/2 Hard-labour convicts. Ibid.

6 Nov. 5/6 Hard-labour prisoners. X908 Ibid. 7 Jan. 4/6.

21. hard-glazed.

1928 Daily Express 6 Oct. 11/7 A hard-glazed lacquer

work upon tin-plate.

22. a. hard, fescue (see Fescoe sb. 4) ; hard
wheat, any wheat having a hard grain rich in

gluten ; also attrib. \>. hard-bread (U.S. ex-

amples).

183s in J. B. Thoburn Hist. Oklahoma vi. (1916) 74 "The

ration of bread shall be one pound of wheat flour, Indian

meal, or "hard bread. x8s7 W. Chandless Visit Salt Lake
ii. 1 1 What we call rolls, in America are ycleped biscuits, and

biscuits in their turn hard bread. 1905 E. Cole Early Oregon

i. 12 Having no salt junk or hard bread left. l8ia in Davy
Elem. Agric. Chem. (1813) 133 •Hard wheat always sells at

a higher price in the market than soft wheat. Ibid., The flour

of hard wheat is in general superior to that made from soft.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 301/2 There are three princip.Tl

varieties... These are the hard wheats, the soft wheats, and

the Polish wheats. 1856 Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 1005

T{riticum] vulgnre durum, hard African wheat. X908

Westm. Gaz. i July 6/3 The hard-wheat lands of Canada.

B. sb. 1. Delete fOij. (l.-ater examples.)

179s Shirrefs .Sale Catal. 3 (E.D.D.) A plain North-

country bard, Who fain would cripple through the hard.

1808 J amieson Diet. Scot. Lang., Hard, difficulty, hardship.

HABDEB.
To come through the hard, to encounter difficulties, to

experience adverse fortune. 1893 G. Rov Generalship 73

( K.D. D.) The bits o" bairns run a great risk o' coming through

the hard. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 10 July lo/i He had 'come
through the hards ' himself. X904 Daily Chron. 27 May 3/4

She is a lady who.. has given her life to nursing, and has

gone through its hards.

c. The state or condition of being hard.

1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 238 Sider, hard (needles)

;

burnishes sides of sewing machine needles in the bard, i.e.,

after hardening on revolving bob with oil and emery.

8. Tobacco in a cake.

1898 Barteam White-headed Hoy iv. 102 Packages of shag

tobacco, lumps of sweetened 'hard'. Ibid. 105 Liiid me
a hand .. with this lump o' harrd. 1898 Daily News 24 Feb.

3/1 Mr. Atkins.. pulled at his pipe until he floated off into

dreamland on a whiff of ' hard .

Hard, oafe". Add: 1. O. Very, extremely. US.
collog.

1850 N. KiNCSLEV Diary 97 Mr. Hopkins is hard sjck.

<ix9o6 'O. Henry' Trimmed Lamp, etc. 13 He isn't a

millionaire so hard that you could notice it, anyhow.

8. a. hard-sought; b. hard-lived, -tried; hard-

hit, severely stricken by misfortune, grief, or d isaster;

hard-pushed, in difficulties; hard run U.S., in

difficulties or want, esp. with regard to money

;

hard-wearing a., able to stand a considerable

amount of wear.
x884G.C.DAViEs/'fr^r/>«»>iiV«jxix. i45^HardHit. 1891

Miss Bbaddon Gerard xxix, You've been hard hit. X909

H. G. WELI.S Ann Veronica ix, She saw her aunt in tears,

her father white-faced and hard hit. X911 Galsworthy To

Let 11. i, A look of life "hardlived. 1834 [AsA Greene]

Perils of Pearl St. 123 (Bartlett) We began to be *haid

pushed. Our credit, however was still fair. 1834 Debates

Congr. lo Mar. 848 Men, I say, who, to use the mercantile

phrase, are '*hard run ' to make ends meet, and only want-

ing an honorable excuse to fail 184s N. Y. Tribune i Nov.

(Bartlett) We knew the Tammany party were h.^rd run ; but

we did not know it was reduced to ihe necessity of stealing

the principles of Nativism. X90Q Jusserand Lit. Hist.

Engl. I'eople III. 162 His [sc. Shakspere's] most wonderful

inventions were not "hard-sought finds, i^ Daily Chron.

I Oct. 3/2 Its purpose of helping the *hard-tried bookseller.

1909 Ibid. II June 7/5 Everything possible to be done is

achieved in the endeavour to make it *hard-wearing. 1928

Observer i Apr. 13 [This] Lingerie is amazingly hard-

wearing.

Hard-a'ad-fa'StneSS. The condition ofbemg
hard and fast ; hard and fast character.

X903 Daily Chron. 5 Mar. 3/3 The ' hard-and-fastness ' of

experience. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 18 June 13/2 By denying

the hard-and-fastness and asserting the strictly provisional

character of the forms or categories.

Hard-boiled, a. [f. to boil hard, where hard

is a predicative adj.]

1. Of an egg : Boiled till the white and yolk are

solid.

X747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery (1784) 7t Chop two or three

hard.boiled eggs fine. 1833 Marbvat P. Simple xxv. Hard-

boiled eggs . . and a smoked mutton-ham. 1846 SovER

Castron. Regen. 445 Prepare a border of hard-boiled eggs.

2. Of a hat: Hard. U.S.

1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy ix. 58 That fellow in front of

the drug store over there with the hard boiled hat on.

3. Hardened, callous; hard-headed, shrewd, orig.

U.S. Hence, of measures, practical.

19x9 in F. A. Pottle Stretchers (1930) 354 We are too

hardboiled to make much of a demonstration. Ibid. 358

Two hardboiled Irish sergeants are terrorizing the barrack.

1926 Publishers' Weekly 10 July 120/1 Stone.. being hard-

boiled, waited a few days to notice any appreciable increase

in sales. X936 Ladies' Home "Jml. 26 Aug., The hard-

boiled cynic has a shell it [sc. satire] can never penetrate.

1928 Weekly Dispatch 3 June 10/3 From its obscure

beginning down in the 'tough' section of New York, up
through the ' hard-boiled ' wards of the great city, into

municipal politics and thence into the Governor's chair.

X9S9 A. Conan Doyle Maracot Deep vi. 153 The hard-boiled

Scanlan actually fell down in a faint. 193X F. Buck & E.

Anthony Bring 'Em Back Alive 163 It is all a hardboiled

Ereposition
of not treading on the other fellow's feet for fear

e may rise up and poke his big toe in your eye.

Hard-bnmed, -burnt, a. IVL^suadv. 8d.]

Made hard by intensified firing.

1851 C. Cist 'Cincinnati 214 Walls of hard-burnt brick.

x868 Rep. U.S. CommissionerAgric.(\i(i^ 360 Hard-burned

terra colta pipes. 1893 Kate Sanborn Trnthf. Worn. S.

California 45 Half-cylindrical plates of hard-burnt clay.

Harden, Z'. Add: 7. To harden off : Vomxae

(plants) to cold by gradually reducing the tempera-

ture of a hot-bed or forcing-house or by increasing

the time of exposure to wind and sunlight.

X905 Terms Forestry * Logging 13 Harden off, to prepare

seedlings in the seedbed for transplanting by gradually

exposing them lo wind and sunligliL X909 Dail^ Chron.

S June 9/5 This cool treatment or ' hardening off process.

1912 Chambers's Jrnl. pw:. 848/1 Plants raised in this

frame require no hardening off.

Hardener. Add : b. Photog. Any chemical

used in the making of gelatine negatives to prevent

the melting or frilling of the film in warm weather.

1930 Sel. Gloss. Motion Picture Technician, Hardener,

solution used to harden photographic emulsion.

Harder (ha-jdar). S. Afr. Also 8 harter.

[a. Du. harder:\ A South African fish of the

mullet family, Mu^ capensis.

X731 tr. Kolbens Pres. State Cape Good-Hope II. 193

There is.. about the Cape a Sort of Herrings the (Hape-

Europeans call Hartcrs. 1838 D. Moodie Record, .Tativt

Tribes S, Africa 13 We . . caught and salted 400 large steen-



Hare, f. 2 [f. Habej*.] «"«/r. a. To double like
SUPPT.

HABDHACK.
l)rasS,and«lx>ut2,cx>oharders. 189J SlMMONDS Zl/V/. Trade
(new ed.), Harder, a kind of mullet about twelve inches
long, caught near the coasts of the Cape colony.

Eardhack. U.S. (Earlier and later examples.)
l83« W. D. Williamson Hist. Maine I. 116 The Hard.

hack, a barren bush, usually chooses poor cold ground for its
residence and growth. 1880 Harfer's .I/izf. Dec. 85 Them
mulleins an' hardbacks in the buryin'-groqnd.

Hard-pan. Add : 1. (Earlier atample.)
1817 T. DwiGHT Trav. New Eng. (1821) I. 374 What is

here called bard pan, a very stiff loam, so closely combined
as wholly to prevent the water from passing through it.

'

3. attrib.

1870 J. K. Medberv Men !, Myst. iy<ill Si. 212 Hard pan
is soon reached, and both old world and new are full of
hard-pan capitalists. 1889 K. -Munroe Golden Days xi. 122
To tell the honest hard-pan truth. 1907 R. W. Service
Songs 0/Sourdough (1908) 77 When a man gits on his uppers
in a hard-pan sort of town-

Eardpeer (haudpe^j). S. Afr. Also angli-
cized hard pear. [Afrikaans ; f. Dn. hard hard
+peer pear.] A small tree of tiie Cape, Olinia
cymosa, having hard wood ; also applied to other
trees (see qnot. 19 13).
1851 CV>/jx/. Gt. Ex.'iii. IV. I. 951 Pear (hard). 1874 Treat.

Bet. huppl. S.V. Ohnia, The plant grows in rocky thickets
and woods at the Cape, where it is known as Hardpeer.

^J?".*!*"^ ^%^' '^" ^*-*'' '''i^ '887 Moloney Forestry

i!''
^S-t ""''P<=" of the Cape.. Shrub4toiofeet high.

1913 Pettmam A/ricauderisms, Hard Pear, (i) In Natal
this name is given to Pleuroslylia capensls. (2) In the Cape
Colony It IS applied to Strycluios Henitingsii.

Hardshell, a. and J*. Add: A. adj. L (U.S.
example.) Also applied to the fruit of a nut-tree.'
mfi Spectator (N.Y.) 7 Nov. 2/5 Hardshell almond trees.

«8SS Kmckerbocker Mag. XLVI. 33a ' Hard-shell " clam-
catchers.

2. (Earlier example.)
.'*4S J- J- Hooper Adv. Simon Suggt !. 13 He lived with

his father, and an old ' hard shell ' Baptist preacher.
B. sb. L K\ioJig., a stubborn or unemotional

person.
1916 H. L. Wilson Some^vkere in Red Gap iv. 135 A

grouchy old hardshell with white hair and whiskers whirline
about his head. 1919 T. K. Holmes Man/r. Tall Timber
XIII. 156 I've ridden up here from Tall Timber Junction to
get acquainted with you hardshells.

2. (Earlier and later examples.)
184s Knickerbocker Mag. XXVI. 285 A 'Hard-Shell'

recently turned a ' Soft-Shell ' out of church. 1855 Putnam's
Monthly V. 190 The claim of ' Hard-Shells', touching their
familiarity with the Bible. 187a E. Egcleston lloosier
Schoolm. XII, Of course the Hardshells are prodigiously
illiterate.

«- o
.7

Hardshelled, a. 1. Having a hard shell;
— Hardshell A. i.

l6u [in Diet.). 1796-1806 B. Hawkins Lett. 17 A grove
of dwarf hard shelled hickory trees. 1839 C. F. Briccs
^,"17^. ^.'''"'"' 1 1- i- 2 Close by. was a negro opening hartt-
fhelled clams. 1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 408
Beetles, or,as they are sometimes called, 'hard-shelled bugs

'

2. fig. - Hardshell A. 2. Also, hardened,
callous.

i«4» J. S. BucKiHCHAK Slave states Amtr. I. 197 The
Baptists Iin Macon, Georgia) are of the order called here
'Hardshelled Baptists'. 1871 W. lAiamw^ Getting on in
World XI. 153 I here is no man so 'hard-shelled ' that his
soul cannot be reached by kindness. 1904 N. Y. Herald
23 Oct. 16 There are a good many hard shelled Bryan men
who mtend to vote for Roosevelt. 1909 R. A. Wason
Hnfpy Hawkins loS It was a hard-shelled book.

Eard-tack. ( Earlier and later U..S. examples.)
i8j6 Knickerbocker Mag. VIII. 203 When I was the size

of that monkey there, who knows how to do nothing but
gnaw hard lack. 1888 Century Mag. XXXVI. 614/1 A lil tie
rabbit that kept .. nibbling at our bread and hard-tack. 1899
1

.
Hall Tales 108 A meal of raw bacon, hard-tack and cold

water.

Hardtail (ha-jd|t^I). U.S. [f. Hard a.-^-

Tail jiS.l] a. A carangoid fish, Caranx ckrysos
01 C. pisqiielus, the jurel. b. Either of two cy-
prinoid fishes, Gila elegam and G. robusta, of the
Colorado basin of North America.
1884 GooDE Fisheries U.S. i. 324 The Jurel—Caranx

Pixjuetus. This fish, known about Pensacola as the 'Jurel ',

'Cojinoa', and 'Hard-tail'.

Hardware. 2. Add : hardware house,
tore U.S., an ironmonger's shop ; hardware
paper, a make of durable wrapping-paper.
J789 Boston Directory, Whitwcll,. .hardware store. 1848

taiiies Repository VIII. aSi They, .roll them out into long
bars, such as you see on sale at hardware houses. 1886
Harper's Mag. June 48/1 Wrapping the stem (of the peach-
tree], .with strong hardware or sheathing paper.

Hardwood. Add :

1. (Later examples of attrib. use with /a«(/, etc.)
1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVIII. 337 Most unexcep-

tional hardwood land. 1867-8 Trans. HI. Agric. Soc.
VII. S78 Some elevated ridges, .called technically, hard
wood ridges.. escaped wholly, or in part the efTects of the
fire. 1903 S. E. White Forest viii. 89 The trunks of the
hardwood forest.

b. ellipt. A hardwood tree.
1908 IVestm. Gaz. 13 Aug. 15/3 The tender colours of the

oardwoods bursting towards summer glory.

Hare, sb. Q. Add : hare-pocket, a pocket in a
shooting coat, made of a size to hold a hare.

, «9»S G. Burrard A;> Game Hunting 281 Two 'hare' or
poacher

' pockets will be found most useful on occasions.

<J49

a hare. •> Obs. b. To run or move with great speed.
Also witli it.

'^

1893 Farmer & Henley Slang, To hare it, to retrace

Ru^/Tf^o), Vi'^'^ls ^'^i- "•'?" -f- E- Raphael Mod.

„wn h If i'?'^'
"^^ '^^"'V'ng the ball well inside hisown half-way. Palmer commenced to 'hare' for the touch-

i',"lf; .''"'i, ?""!^ ^''"'" of S""'"" 173 There wereother tranches ahead, and the men ' hared ' off to these. 1923V. O WoDEHousE Inimitable Jeeves xiv. 178, I. .bared itrapidly to the spot.
/,»..uaicuii

Earem. Add: 2. b. Applied spec, to the
lamily unit of fur seals.
1898 D. S. Jordan Fur Seals i. 57 The average size of aharem . . is about thirty females to a single bull.

Eare'S-foot. Add : 4. A hare's foot used in
appljing rouge, etc., to the face. Also attrib.
1877 'HABESF00T& Rovar.' How to • Make-up' 13 Then

^«M ? L-" ^^?- ''BP'y ^<;o'°"""S of Rouge to the cheeks.
1888 J. Ker H,st. Preaching (ed. 2) 281 A hare's-foot brush
to touch the dust of holy statues.

Earewood (he»-jwud). Also hairwood, air-
wood (8 aire-)

; and simply 7 ayer, ayre. [ad.
dial. G. aehre, ehre, or its apparent source Friulian,
etc. ajar, ayer, aire :—Rom. *acre = L. acer maple]
Stained sycamore wood, used by cabinet-makers.
1664 EvELVN Sylvn 1. X. 23 The Timber [of Maple] is far

superiour to Beech for all uses of the Turner. . . ALso for the
lightness (under the name Ayer) imploy'd often by those whomake Musical-instruments. 1676 Mace Musick's Mon. 40Next, what Wood is Best for the Ribbs. The Air-wood is
absolutely the Best. Ibid. 64 A Lute made of Ayre. I7jj
Evening P^st 30 May, He has. .some fine Aire-wood for
iurnishing the Insidcs (of harpsicords). 1843 Holtzapffel
J liming tw. I. 107 A variety of sj-camore, which is called
harewood, is richer in figure and sometimes striped. 1872
b?ottiyorishop Rec. Ser. I. 414/1 Have the veneers readyl
which must be air.wood. Ibid. 423/2 Hair-wood. i8og
Daily News 22 June 8/7 A cabinet.. of inlaid satin, harV,
and other woods. 1901 lyestm. Gaz. 9 May j/3 On satin and
harewood banded with rosewood.

Eark, v. Add : 2. a. Also const, at.
1888 Fenn Dick o' the Fens vii. Hark at him!. .young

squire ar n t going to eat any more bacon, 'cause it's cruel
'o

.""l'
'''=,P'SS. 189s 'G. Mortimer ' Like Stars that/all

XIII, Voure so spry, I can't trust you for a grass widow.'
Hark at him !

' laughed Mrs. Larpenti.
4. d. To hark after: to go after, to follow.
1899 Tarkincton Genii. Indiana vii. 109 Men were run-

ning around a corner of the court-house, and the women and
children were harking after.

Earka (ha-ika). [Arab.] A body of Moroccan
irregular troops.

1903 Daily Chron. 18 Sept. 4/6 The regions in the Sahara
affected by the recent incursions of the Moorish harkas.
laog Ibid. 26 July 1/5 The harka.. consisted of about 15,000
Kabyles. loaj Blaciw. Mag. Nov. 624/1 [He] led out a
harka to fight in the national cause. I

Earl, 5i}.3 Add: 5. A composition of lime and
|

gravel or sand ; roughcast.

'?*?„.'^.^' Stevenson in Scnbner's Mag. (1899) XXV.
42/1 The houses, white with harl. 1898 J. J. H. Burgess
''!'^^"-J> ^.''^ ^^''''= "** *''''"=• '» "" ' barl

' had been
picked off in the spring.

Earlequin. 6. Add: harlequin (Great)
Dane, a Great Dane having a black and white coat;
harlequin fly, a fly of the genus Chironoinus

;

harlequin opal = Harlequin sb. 4.
1800 'Harleqiiin Dane (see Dane a], .909 Daily Chron.

28 July 7/1 A black and white or harlequin Great Dane
1901 MlALL & Hammond (title) The Structure and Life
History of the 'Harlequin Fly (ChironomusX 1887 Col AIndmn Exhib., Rep. Col. Sect. 70 Some specimens are of a
tare kind, known as "Harlequin ' opals.

Earley (ha-jli). ffarUy Street: name of a
street in London associated with eminent physi-
cians and surgeons ; hence used allusively for the
specialists of the medical profession.
1830 Ne^u Monthly Mag. 11. 220 Harley-street was. .in an

uproar at these monstrous stipulations.

Eantl, V. Add : o. intr. To take harm.
1916 BoVD Cable Action Front 224 The men is fresh, too,

and won t harm for a bit of exercise.

Earmol (ha-impl). Chem. [f. HAnM(raE-t-
-OL.] A compound formed bythciction of fuming
hydrochloric acid on harmine. Also Harmo'llc a^
derived from harmol.
1898 yrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXIV. i. 164.

Eanuonic, a. and sb. Add: A. adj. 4.
Ifarmonic minor mode or scale: see quot. 1884.
1884 Maitland in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 666/2 Harmonic

minor 13 the name applied to that version of the minor scale
which contains the minor sixth together with the major
.seventh, and in which no alteration is made in ascending
and descending. 1889 E. PRouT//ar/«i>«>' (ed. lo) vii. §171
This form is known as the Harmonic Minor Scale, the other
two being called Melodic Minor Scale.s.

5. b. Harmonic current, an alternating current
the variations of which, graphically represented,
follow a harmonic curve.
1910 Hawkins' Electr. Diet. 193 /i.

B. sb. 4. a. Electr. In an alternating circuit,
a component current whose frequency is a multiple
of the fundamental ; also, a corresponding electro-
magnetic oscillation.
\i^ Amer. Jrnl. .Sci. CXLVIII. 379 The presence of

upper harmonics in an alternating current wave. Ibid. 383For every harmonic of the inducing current we shall have
a harmonic electromotive force of the same frequency in the

HART.
resonant circuit. 1906 A. Russell Allem. Curr. II. 126We generally find a pronounced third harmonic in the
potential difference wave of a single phase machine when
J" f 'j ''"' ^' Stanley Wireless Tclegr. II. 164 When
the fundamental oscillations in a circuit are accompanied by
other subsidiary oscillations the latter are called harmonics.
Earmonization. Add

:

1. b. Agreement in colour.
1897 R. Kearton Nature f, Camera 252 Their wonderful

h.irmonisation with the sand upon whichthey lay stretched.
1925 K. W. G. HiNCSTON in E. F. Norton Fii;ktfor Everest,
1924 262 We are attracted by their example of harmonization,
the pale grey colour of their fur blending well with the up-
land soil. *^

Earmonize, w. Add : 3. d. To form a
harmonious combination with.
i8si Art-yrnl. Apr. 117/3 If it is necessary that the colours

of the different articles of dress should ..harmonise with
each other. i86z Englishwoman's Domestic Mag. M.iy 60/1
i owers and shells, and coloured fabrics that harmonise
admirably with themselves and with the tropical scenery
.Ttnong which she lives. 1925 R. W. G. Hingston in E. F.Norton Eightfor Everest, 1924 265 Then unexpectedly the
bird alights, the crimson colour vanishes, the white spots dis-
appear, and the bird again harmonizes with the hill.

Earmonograin (hajm?n<ygra:m). [f. as Hak-
MONOGBAPH

: See -GBAM.] A figure or curve drawn
by a harmonograph.y A. Williams in Pearson's Mag. Apr. 443/1.
Earness, sb. Add : 4. Double harness, har-

ness for two draught horses working side by side.
Single harness, harness for a draught horse work-mg alone. Often fg.
l86a Cfl/a/. Internal. Exkih., Brit. 11. No. 4732 Double

and single harness, pads, collars, round reins, pole piece.s.
1901 M. Gray Four-Leavid Clover i, And it's about timeyou went in double harness. I go betler in single. To
confess the solid truth, I was born an old maid.
6. (Later U.S. example.)
1888 Egcleston in Century Mag. XXXVI. 5,9/2 WhenBarbara had tied a broken string in the 'harness' of the

loom, she resumed her .seat on the bench.
9. harness (horse) racing U.S., a mce between

horses harnessed to vehicles ; also harness race
U.S. (Webster, 1909).
1901 World Almanac 266 n^mcssr^dne. jgog Ibid. 21-1

Harne.ss horse racing.
<» » » 5

EarpingS, sb.pl. Add : Also 9 harping.
1827 Cooper Red Rover I. viii. 131 She is too lean in the

harping, and too full in the counter, to steer.

Earpoon, sb. Add :

2. b. A/ed. A trocar-like surgical instrument for
removing small pieces of living tissue for micro-
scopic examination.
1876 Bristowe Theory Pract. Med. (1878) 719 The ex-

traction by means of a suitable instrument (harpoon) of frag-
ments of striped muscular tissue. 1897 All6utfs.iyst. Med.
II. 1057 Ihe harpoon designed .. for this purpose produces
an unsurgical wound.

Earpuisbosje (hajpisbJu-zy^). s. Afr. Also
semi-anglicized harpuis, arpuse, orrapuis bush,
[f. Du. harpuis resin + bosje, dim. of bos bush.] A
shiub belonging to the genus Euryops, e.g. the resin-
bush, E. speciosissimus.
l8is tr. Lichtensteiii's Trav. II. 176 A shrub, which grows

from two feet to three feet and a half high, c-illed by the
co\onK\.s harpiiisbosjes, the rosin tree. 1846 H. H. Methuen
Lije in Wilderness 112 We again were in danger of being
burnt! a sea of flame mging on one side of ihe road, and
con.suming the resinous arpuse bushes with a roaring noise,
audiblea long wayoff. [191a East London Dispatch 22 .Aug.
5 (Fettman) Mr. Moffalt (Tarka) brought up theqiieslion of
the noxious rapuis which had hilherto baffled their efforts.)

Earrian. (hae-rian), a. and sb. Also Hurrian
(h»-rian). [f. Hittite and Assyrian (far-ri, fitir-
n> -AN.] Name of a people of the Hittite king-
dom using a language of a Caucasian type. Hence
Ea-rrlajilze v. trans., to make Harrian in form
or character.

1918 C. Dawson Age of Cods 302 Harrian is practically
Identical with the language of the people of Mitanni, the
most powerful state of North-west Mesopotamia. The
dominant element in Mitanni was..Indo-Iranian, in origin
l)Ut there is no trace of this in the Harrian language, which
«''<'; v''/'i^-""'-°'

Cajicasian in type. 1919 J. (Jarstang
Hittite Empire 11. 34 North of it \sc. Assyria] . . was Alshe, a
Harrian dependency; while, .eastern Taurus was apparently
wholly in possession of the Harrians, whose seat must pro-
bably be sought in Armenia itself, possibly in the neighbour-
hood of Lake Van. Note, Professor Sayce would. .identify
the Harrians with the Amorites. 1930 Dublin Rev. Jan 9Hurnan was one of the languages of the eastern part of the
Hittite Empire. Ibid. 11 Nahmaulel.. may be either Hur-
rianized Semitic, or wholly ' foreign'— /.«., presumably
Caucasian or Hurrian. Ibid. 13 The Hurrian.speaking
people, situated on the line of communications between
Babylonia and the West, were probably among the inter-
medianes by whom Babylonian tradition was introduced
into Palestine.

Earris (ha^-ris). The name of a district which
together with Lewis forms the largest island of the
Outer Hebrides, used attrib. to designate the tweed
made in that district.

1894 Strand Mag. VIII. 661/2 My tailor tells me that
Harris tweed cannot wear out. 1898 Daily News 5 July 2/4
The delightful 'Harris', 'Shetland', and 'Sutherland'
tweeds that were being shown.
Eart. 2. Add : hart's nut = hart's truffle.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 592/1 The truffle Elapliomyces

variegatus was till quite recent times used, under the name
29
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of Hart's nnt or Lycoperdon nut, on account of its supposed
aphrodisiac qualities.

Hartal (haJtrel, Jlh^rtal'). India, [Hindi

f^Trra hartal for fCTT^ hattal lit. ' locking

of shops ' (Skr. hatta shop, tdlaka lock, bolt).] A
day of national mourning in India, during which
shops are shut and no business transacted : used as

a form of boycott.

x^ao Blackw.Mag. Apr. 441/1 What I had seen there of

the crowds at the Hartal.. had made me nervous. 1921

Q. Rfv. July 54 He proclaimed a universal ' hartal ', or ces-

sation from business, as a protest against the Rowlatt legis-

lation. 1921 Ibid. Oct. 417 Gandhi was preparing a Hartal
at Bombay.

Hartebeest. Add : attrib, hartebeest houae,
hut, *a frail structure of "wattle and daub", so

called, apparently, because a similar primitive

structure was often erected by the earlier hunters'

(Pettman),
1818 Latrobe Jmh 256 A *hartebeest-house, being a roof,

put upon a wall about two feet in height. 1863 W. C.
Baldwin Afr. Hunting i. 16 What is called a hartebeest

house, of very tall reeds, stuck close together in a kind of

trench dug for them in bundles, and meeting over head. 1873
F. Boyle To Capefor Diatnonds 242 Acolony of Hottentot
women had seized possession of our ' *hartebeest's hut '.

Harveian (haivran), a. [f. the name of

William Harvey (1578-1657), English physician,

discoverer of the circulation of the blood -i- -an,]

Pertaininij to or founded in honour of Harvey.
x8z6 T. L. McKen-nev Tour to Lakes (1827) 298 The

Harveynian \sic\ system of the circulation of the blood. 1880
Eucycl. Brit, XI. 505/1 Caspar Hoffmann,, .admitting the
truth of the lesser circulation in the full Harveian sense.
Ilfid. 506/2 The Harveian Orations. 1903 Lancet 6 June
1608/1 The Harveian Lectures of the Harveian Society of
London. 1928 Daily Tel. 15 May 14/3 MSS., books, pic-
tures, and other objects of Harveian interest.

Harvester. 3. Also harvesting; machine.
(Earlier U.S. examples.)
1836 ^..S". Patents 28 June, Harvesting machine. 1848

Ibid, 21 Nov., Harvester, 1851 Cist Cine, 161 Harvesters
and mowing-machines.

Has-been, sb. Add: (Later diaL and U.S.,

examples.)
1853 B. F. Taylor Jan. <§ ynne (1871) 206 Dilapidated

* has-beens ', and despised * used-to-be 's '. 1870 Miss Jack-
son Shropsh. V/ord-bk. iSo *£r's a good owd as bin. 1904
Philad. Even. Telegraph 9 Nov. 5 Parker and his party are
among the has beens. 1905 Tarkington In Arena 3 I'll

potter along trying to look knowing and secretive, like the
rest of the has-beens. 1914 Gertrude Atherton Perch of
Devil I. 70 The obsolete notions that made most of our
relations a sort of premature has-beens.

2. pi. Old times. 6^^.
1904 W. H. Smith Promoters v. 91, I met old Bishop

Slosher. .and just for has-beens I took him to lunch with me.

Hash, sb. 3. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1807 Massachusetts Spy 14 Oct. 4/1 This settles all th«

hash. 1822 [see Settle v. 21 b].

6. hash-house U.S. slang, a cheap eating-house.
1883 Daily Tel. 10 Jan. 5/4 (Farmer) Fifteen-cent restau-

rants, commonly called hash-houses. 1897 Outing (U.S.)
XXX. 362/1 It has its swell hotels.. and its * hash-houses',

Haskinize (hrcskinsiz), V. [f. the name of
S. E. Hasktn, the inventor of the process -t- -ize.]

trans. To submit (green timber) to a process by
which it becomes hard and durable through the

application of heat of over 2 1
2° F. under a pressure

of 200 pounds to the square inch. So Ha:skiiiiza'-

tlon.
Z902 Specif. Patent S. E. Haskin, Railway sleepers,

polished planks, cabinet panels &c. which had been * has-
kinised '. 1908 W. R. Fisher tr. Cayer'sForest Utiliz. (ed. 2)

509 The process is termed Haskinisation or Vulcanisation, and
has given good results on the Manhattan Railway, New York.

Hasmonean (ha^zm^^nran), sb. and a. Also
Ash-, -sean, Asmonean, -sean. [f. mod.L. Asmon-
seus, f. 'AaaftMvaids (Josephus) = *NJ1DK^n Hash-
mdnaij name of the reputed grandfather of Mat-
tathias.] A. sb. Amemberof a Jewish dynasty or
family to which the Maccabees belonged. B. adj.
Of or pertaining to this dynasty.
1620 Lodge tr. Josephus xiv. xxviii. 381 Thus ended the

estate of the Asmoneans, after 120. and sixe yeeres. Ibid.
marg.. The end of the Asmonean family. 1833 H. Cotton
Five Bks, Maccabees 50 Ashmonsean princes. 1834 Penny
Cycl. II. 485 Asmonaeans. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 421/2 A
certain priest Mattathias, of the family of the Hasmonaans.
1898 Cheyne in Expositor Apr. 273 The Hasmonean priestly
dynasty. 1926 E. F. Scott ist Age Christianity i. 16 In
virtue of his priestly descent the Asmonaean king could also
hold the office of high-priest.

Hassidie, Hasaidiatn, var. of CiLvaiDic, Cha-
8IDISM (see Chastdim).
1927 Daily Tel. 5 Apr. 12/6 The devotees of that particular

cult which was known as Hassidism. 1927 Sunday Express
10 Apr. 5/7 ' The D^bbuk ' is all about the Hassidie cult.

Hastdf sb. 5. Add : To make haste slowly

^

after "L.festina lente (Suet. Aug. 25).
1831 Debates Congr. 4 Feb. 98 Thus far the committee

have ' made haste slowly '.

Hasty pudding. (Later U.S. examples.)
1879 B. P. Taylor Sutntner-Savory i. 7 Their green knap-

sacksare growing plump with rations ofsamp, hasty-pudding,
and Indian bread. 1881 Harpers Mag. Jan. 227/1 Cod-fish
balls for breakfast on Sunday morning, .. and fried hasty-
pudding.

Hat, sb. Add : 5. a. To take offone*s hat: to doff
or remove the hat, as a salute or sign of respect.

Hence Hats off to, ., as a command or exhortation.
1868 D. Livingstone Miss. Trai\ viii. 117 As it was the

only hill we had seen since leaving the Bamangwato, we
felt inclined to take off our hats to it. 1881 Harper's Mag.
Jan. 206/1 Over in Greenwood there is a stately monument,
to the New York fireman,., before which I take off my hat.
1886 Ibid. June 45/2 We should take off our hats to them
[sc. the ' lady-bugs '] and wish them godspeed. 1923 Ld.
RoTHERMERE in Dally Mailss Jan. 6, 1 say in all sincerity:
* Hats off to France !

'^

o. To hang one's hat : to take up one's quarters (in

a certain place). To hang one's hat on : to depend
upon. To talk through one's hat : to make un-
supported or * wild ' assertions. 71? throw one!s hat
into the ring', to take up a challenge. Under ones
hat : secret, sub rosa. My hat .', a trivial exclama-
tion of surprise. See also High hat,
1847 Sporting Life V. 224/2 Warren threw his hat in the

ring. 1881 A. A. Hayes New Colorado y\\\.\\Z Why that's
jny preacher. I hang my hat on him every time. 1888 AVrw
York World 13 May, Dis is only a bluff dey're makin'—see !

Dey're talkin* tru deir hats. 190a Harbe:^ Abner Daniel 81
All this talk about the devil makin' the bad an' the Lord tiie

good is talk through a hat. 1904 N. V. American 18 July
2 If the Tamany leader expects to hang his hat inside Judge
Parker's political headquarters, he must come here volun-
tarily. 1909 S. ^.V^HiTK Rules of Gajjie m.'vc. \Zi I'll give
you another [tip] gratis. It'sstrictly under your hats, though.
1917 W. }. Locke Red Planet xxiv, 'You dashed young
idiot,' I cried, *do you think I'm in the habit of talking
through my hat?' 1923 Wodehouse Inimit. Jeez'es xviii.

249 She kept it under her hat. She meant to spring it on me
later on, she said. 1928 Saturday Even. Post (N. Y.) 4 Feb.
100/3 I'm not telling anyone else—so, under your hat. 1928
Observer ^ Mar. 11/2 Mr. Secretary Hoover has been forced
to throw his hat into the ring for the Presidency, but he does
not mean to follow it there. 1930 Galsworthy Roof'wy
Mr. B. I suppose you think you never snore. Mrs. B. I

know I don't. Mr. B. My hat 1

9, 10. hat-raising, -trimming ; h.at leather (see

quot.) ; hat-pad, a pad usually of velvet for wiping
the dust off or smoothing the nap of a hat ; hat-
tip, the circular piece of stuff used to line the crown
of a hat; hat-tree, (^) Austral, (see quot.).
1888 Lockwood^s Diet. MecJu Engin.^ *Hat Leather, the

leather ring packing used for hydraulic pistons. 190a W. W.
Jacobs Ladyof Barge, Mixed Prop., At the hall he paused,
and busied himself with the clothes-brush and *hat-pad.
1905 Westtn. Gaz. n Aug. 7/1 At Trafalgar-square there
was_ much *hat-raising. 1908 Ibid. 30 Jan. 12/2 The hat-
raising habiL x9ai Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 549 *Hat
tip sizer, prints hat tip with size before gold leaf or bronze
dust is applied by hat tip printer. 1898 Morris Austral
Engl.^ *Hat'tree, name given to a species oi Stcrculia, the
Bottle-trees. 1905 Daily Chron, 23 Dec 6/5 The success of
the *hat-trimming competition.

Hat, V. Add : c. intr. To work alone. (Cf.

Hatter sb. 2.) Austral.
1891 The Age 25 Nov. 6/7 (Morris) Two old miners have

been . . hatting for gold amongst the old alluvial gullies. 1900
H. Lawson On Track 88 And he ' hatted' and brooded over
it till he went ratty.

Hatchel, sb. See also *Hetchel sb,

Hatchel, v. Add : 1. b. transf
184s [see *Hetchel u.\

2. Jig. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1800 Aurora (Phila.) 20 Oct. (.Th.) They have, .hatchelled

them with prosecutions, fines, and imprisonments.

Hatching, z*^/. ^<^-^ a. Add: Also, that which
is hatched, a brood.
1905 Kynoch Jrnl. Apr.-June loS The hatchings at the

present time are quite up to the average of a good year.

Hatchling (hae-tjlii]), [f. Hatch sb'^ + -lingV]
A very young fish or bird, usually artificially

hatched and not old enough to take care of itself.

1899 iQth Cent. Sept. 399 The ova hatched out enroutCy and
the hatchlings died. 1899 Field 16 Sept. 496 This assertion
may be verified by throwing some hatchlings into a tank
where fish of all sizes are mixed together. It will be seen
that the strangers are at once devoured.

Hatch-out (hse'tJiQut). [f, the verbal phr. to

hatch out (see Hatch t/.I 2).] The action of
hatching out ; also, the brood hatched out.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 13 May 4/1 It only depends upon climatic
conditions to ensure a good hatch out. 1908 Ibid. 5 June
4/2 While the hatch-out is in progress the number of the
fly is marvellous. Ibid. 14 Aug. 4/2 Partridges are more
faithful to a fixed date for the hatch-out of their eggs than
grouse.

Hate,^^.^ Add: 1. o. Inthe war of 1914-1S,
a bombardment, a 'strafe', slang.
A jocular use based upon the German ' Hj^nn of Hate \

which was ridiculed in Punch 24 Feb. 1915, p. 150, in the
legend ofadrawing, 'Studyof a Prussian household having
its morning hate'.

1915 D. O. Barnett Lett. 204 There are some unhealthy
spots, 'Suicide Corner*, *Deadman's Alley' and others,
where they drop shells regularly, trying to catch our trans-

port at night. We call it the ' Evening Hate ', 1927 E.
Thompson These Men thy Friends 112 He was watching a
spasmodic * hate ' of some violence,

Hateworthy(h^*t,wi;:i5i), a. [f. Hate j^.l +
WoRTHT a.] Worthy of hate, hateful.

1901 A. SvMONS Poems U^o-j) i. 180, I tremble lest a wrath
so just avenge On him a mother so most hate-worthy. 1924
Public Opinion 9 May 450/3 There is nothing sinister or
hateworthy in Mrs. Carlyle's slowly and deliberately formed
judgement.

Hathi (ha-ti). India. AlsohQ,rti,hatty,hotty,
huttee. [Hind, kdlhi {ix\%o Marathi, etc. hattj),

f. Skr. hastin elephant, f. hasta elephant's trunk,
hand.] An elephant, A\^o attrib.-. hathi tractor,
a kind of tractor used in the war of 1914-18.
[1826 J. Leyden & Erskine tr. Mem. Zahir at Din^'^S As

for the animals peculiar to Hindustan, one is the elephant,
the Hindustanis call it Hathi.] 1831 Tvermam & Bekket
Voy, 4- 'Trav. II. 375 Our bearers suddenly set up the cry of
• Huttee ! huttee !

' 1838 in E. Eden Up tJu Country (1866)
I. 269 You are of course aware that we habitually call ele-
phants Hotties. i860 W. H. Russell Diary India I. 392We came to the Ramgunga, a deep stream, which our
elephant waded across. , .The hathi nearly floated his driver
off his neck. 1893 Kipling Barrack-room Ballads, On
Road to Mandalay, An' the hathis pilin' teak. 19x2
Glasgozv Herald n Feb. 10 Golden also was the head of the
' hathi ' selected for this honour.

Hathor (ha'))^j). Also Athor. [ad. Gr. 'A^ci;/),

f. Egypt. Het-Herh the house above, or Het-Heru
house of Horus.] The name of an Egyptian
divinity, the goddess of love, often represented
with the head or ears of a cow, used attrib. or
Comb, to designate a type of column surmounted
by a capital on which is car\'ed one or more repre-
sentations of the head of Hathor. So Hathorio
(hafj^'rik), a,

1896 Flinders Petrie Koptos 4/2 Below the scene is a
frieze of dad signs alternating with figure>^, the lower parts
of which are like the Isiac girdle tie, while above they have
the human Hathor head, with cows' ears and horns.. .They
seem as if they might be copies of some primitive Hathor
idol. 1901 R. Sturgis Diet. Archil. I. 854/2 The columns
are easily divisible into a few general types, such as the
single and the clustered lotus-hud, the campaniform, the
palm-capped, and the Hath or*headed. Ibid. II. 366/3
Hathorict having to do with the Egyptian goddess Hathor.
Ha'tlessneas. [-kess.] Hatless condition.
1881 White Eng. Without 4- Within 271 The hatlessness,

the shoelessness, the rags, and the dirt. 190s Westtn. Gaz.
17 Oct. 2/3 Hitherto hatlessness was only de rigueur in the
stalls and the front row of the dress circle. 19*4 Glasgow
Herald 29 May 6 Many people, who advocate hatlessne&f
during the summer months.

Hattic (hse'tik), a. Also Kh-. [f. Assyrian
and Hittite Haiti + -ic.'] Of or pertaining to the
Hatti, sometimes regarded as conterminous with
the Hittites, sometimes as a section of them. So
Hattlan j^., one of the race of Hatti. Kattism,
the social and political system of the Haiti.
[1874 Trans. Soc. Bibl. Arch.lll. 245 The king ofthe KhatL

1880Chevne in Encycl. Brit. XI 1. 25/1 H i tti tes, a warl ike and
powerful nation... In the Egyptian inscriptions they are
called the Khita or Kheta; in the Assyrian, the Khatti; in
the Hebrew Scriptures, the Khittim.] i<^ Hogarth in
Cambr. Anc. Hist. IL 253 Boghaz Keui..is the site of the
Hattic capital X9a4 — Kings of Hittites (1926) 5 The
Hittite civilization of Hamath was but an oudier of
' Hattjsm ', advanced southward along a trunk-road. Ibid.
8 Have any remaiiTs been revealed which manifestly are
Cappadocian Hattic, wholly or in part? i9a8 C. Dawson
Age of Gods 302 The oflScial language of the empire has
been named by its discoverers Nashili or Kanesian; but
sirice the_ ruling people have always been known as the
Hittites, it seems better to retain the same name for their
language and to describe the native Hattic tongue as Old
Hittite. 1929 J. Garstanc Hittite Empire 'ix. 39 The sug-
gestion of language.. would seem to indicate an original
movement or series of movements from or affecring the
Caucasian area, which at the same lime peopled Armenia,
northern Mesopotamia, and Elam, and won for the Haitians
and other Hittite tribes a footing on the eastern mountains
and plateau of Asia Minor. Ibid 40 The Haitians thfiinselves
were an inland and not a seafaring people.

Hatty, variant of *Hathi.
Hancliecomite (h^tjilcp-jnait). Min. [Named

(G, hatichecomit) after \V, Hauchecorn; see -ite^.]

A bronze-coloured sulphide of nickel, bismuth, and
antimony.
i8y3 Jrnl. Clum. Soc. LXIV. 11. 418.

Hill-Iiau(hg|h9), V. [Echoic] intr. To utter

the cry of a hyena.
1994 Other Lands Jan. 43/1 A hyena went hau-hauing

down the path between the tent and the garden.

Haul, sb. Add : 1. c. Logging. (See quot.)
1905 Terms Forestry ^ Legging 39 Haul, in logging, the

distance and route over which teams must go between two
given points, as between the yard or skidwayand the landing.

Haul, V, Add : L e. To transport by cart

or other conveyance ; to cart, carry.

1787 [see sense i]. 1614 H. M. Braice?*ridge Vieu^ of
Louisiana 141 They are sometimes employed in hauling lead
from the mines. 1852 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc III. 179, I

haul it [sc. manure] out in the fall, spread it and plow it in
immediately after. 1880 ^ar/^r'i^T/ag-. Sept 6iq/2 In winter
I haul logs, and in summer I haul mealers. 1887 Congress.
Rec. 10 Jan. 484/1 There is not one-tenth part of the risk in

hauling dressed beef that there is in hauling live animals.
1918 F. Hackett /rtf/<w/(^ii. 46 The more fish was caught.,
the less any one of them was worth. And when it came to
salting them or hauling them, the same curse was in it.

absol. 1883 J. 'Ray Bread-winners \i.^6\Q\i\iaQVtOXasVy
Fore, that hauls for the Safe company?

f. ijilr. With out^ up. Of bachelor seals: To
come out of the water to rest on the hauling-

grounds.
1869 Overietnd Monthly III. 39 To ascertain if any

elephant-seal had * hauled up ' on the beach. 190a Encycl,
Brit. XXXII. 488/1 The j-oung males, or bachelors, haul
out to rest and sleep on beaches adjacent to, but aistinct

from, the breeding*grounds.
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KanlabOTlt (h^'!^'''""')- ^•5'. [f. the verbal

phrase la haul about (see Hadl v, i).] A vessel,

resembling a barge, used for coaling ships.

1904 Set. Amer. 23 July 63/2 Another type of coaling de-

vice which has proved highly successful is what is known as

the 'haulabout *.
^

Haulage. 4. Add : haulage-ingine.

1909 Daily Chron. i6 Sept. 1/3 A haulage engine. .was

taking a load of bricks up the steep gradient. Ibid. 30 Sept.

I /5 The flood carried away the haulage engine at the entrance

of the level

Hauling, b. Add : hauling-ground, a place

where bachelor seals congregate, distingnished from

the rookery or ground occupied by breeding seals.

1898 D. S. Jordan Fur Seals I. 36 Adjoining the breeding

grounds and an essential part of each rookery are what are

known as the ' hauling grounds ' of the bachelors, frequented

by the young males of the ages of 5 years and under.

Haunch, sb.^ Add : 4. o. The end of a tenon

reduced in width. So Haunched 3., (of a tenon)

having its end reduced in width ; Hanncliliitf, a

recess in a style for the end of a tenon.

1885 Spans' Meelt. Own Bk. 276 The haunched tenon [is

used] when the edge of the piece on which the tenon is

formed is required to be flush with the end of the piece con-

taining the mortice. 1904 A. C. Passmork HeutdSk. Teehii.

Terms, Haunch, the wide part left close to the root when
part of a tenon is cut away. X904 Technol. ff Set. Diet. (ed.

Goodchild & Tweney), Haunched Tenon, a tenon cut back

in its width to allow for wedging.

Haunk-hatink (hgnkihgnk). [Echoic] The
ciy of a hyena. Cf. *Hau-hau.
1895 Mbs. Croker Village Tales (1896) 208 Another sound

that made his heart beat very fast—the * baunk-haunk * of a
hyena.

Haunted. Add : 3. b. Tn wider use.

X906 Daily Chron. 23 Feb. 3/4 The beauty-haunted eyes

of such painters as Gainsborough, Romney, Botticelli. 1906

R1DI8 Haggard Benita vii. Staring at the white Benita and
at her haunted eyes. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 17 Aug. 3/1 He
paces the garden in this haunting, haunted fashion. X910

A. C. Benson Silent Isle xv. You become aware that some
exquisite flaunted quality has slipped away from the later

work.

O. Comb., as haunled-looking adj.

1883 Ll>. R. GowER My Remin. II. 26 A low.Iong, damp,
haunted-looking gallery. 19x8 Mrs. B. Lowndes Out oj
the Wari xx. 257 Haunted-looking eyes.

Hansa (haa-sa). Also Haussa, HoU8(s)a.

[Native name.] A member of a widespread and

numerous negroid race of central Soudan, of the

Bantu family with some Hamitic mixture; also,

their language.
i8>o J. G. Jackson Uitle) Account of Timbuctoo and

Housa. 1853 b. NoRRis(//V/^)Dialoguesandasmall Portion

of the New Tc5t.iment, in the English, Arabic, Haussa, and
Bomu Languages. 1879 Etuycl. Brit. X. 59/1 An armed
police force, recruited . . from the Mahometan tribe of the

Hou^sas. 1926 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 666/1 The troops were
Hausas— 1 don't think we h«i begun to call them ' Wafli '

then.

Eansfran (hansfran). [G.] A housewife.

Also Han-svrow [after Dn. huisvr<ntw\.

1798 in South A/rica a Century Ago (1901) 157 This, as

a carefiil haus-vrow, devolved on me. 1873 Miss Yonge
Pillars 0/House xiil IL 40 A simple painstaking business-

Hire man, who had married a German hausfrau. 1925
Barrikgton Divine Lady 11. xv. 213 Her Majesty Queen
Charlotte, the prim German hausfrau. 1^30 Observer 20 Apr.

8/4 Th#big German newspapers, cognisant of the power of

tne hausfrau.

Haustellation (hjstelri-Jan). [f. Haustel-
LATE : see -tion.] The action of sucking.

X901 Praciitiofur^^. 278 If a mosquito be lulled on the

second day after haustellation.

Hanstnua (h^strom). Anat, [mod. use of

L. hanstrtim bncket, scoop.] Each of the small

sac-like folds in the lenninal division of the colon.

Hence Kau'stral a.

[1890 BiLUNGs Med, Dtct,f Haustra coH^ saccuU of the

colon.] 1903 Borland Med. Diet. {nd. 3), Haustrum^ the

recess made by one of the sacculations of the colon. 1913

Ibid. (cd. 7) Haustraly pertaining to the haustra of the colon.

Kaut-Brion iphiVoK), Also 7 Hobriant, 8

Obryan, [Fr., f. the name of an estate, ChSlteau

I/aut'Brionj in the commune of Pessac^ near

Bordeaux.] lD.i\i\\ChdteaitIIaut'Brion\ A variety

of claret.

1670 W. Hughes Compl. Vineyard (ed. 2) 65 A sort of

Claret called Hobriant- wine, of a deep red colour. 1833
Reddixc Wines 145 The first growth of this noted commune
(i.e. Pessacl is Chateau Haut Brion. 1845 Ene^cl, Metrop.

XXV. 1287/2 The following are the principal wines, or those

most celebrated in the different countries where the vine has
long been cultivated :— France. ..Bordeaux. Lafitle, red...

Haut Brion, ditto. 1851 Redding Wines (cd. 3) 174 In

1710, a wine called Obryan claret was sold in London at

three shillings the bottle. 1888 Encycl, BriL XXIV. 605/1
Chateau Haut-Brion, Pcs'^ac.

Haute 6cole {oKeVoX). [Fr., = high school.]

The more difficult feats of horsemanship. Also

atlrib.

X864 G. A. Sat.a Quite Alone xi. I. 191 She was doing the

haute rfcole. 1896 Strand Mag. Mar. 334/2 Five other

'artistes'—trapezists, haute icoU, and * bareback* ladies.

1931 Tipftes Lit. Suppt. 26 Mar. 247/3 The excellent haute-
icoU rider seen at the Kingsway ()pera House.

Hautefeuillite (^tfoy^it). Min. [Fn, f. the

name of P. IlauUfeuilUy a French mineralogist,

+ -iteI.] A white or colourless hydrous phosphate
of calcium and magnesium.
1896 Chester Diet. Min.

Haut moude (<>m6hd). [Fr., lit. high world.]

The fashionable world : cf. Beau-MONDE.
i^lP^b^ldeen Press

<S- ymi. 22 Apr. 4 The Aberdeen Lido
scene which depicts kaut tnonde life . . at the glorified

Aberdeen beach of the future. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl.
23 May 429/1 Several ladies of the httut moude.

Havana. Havana cigar (earlier U.S. quot.).
i8oa Ann. Congress 31 Mar. 229 The greater part of what

we have imported came.. in the shape of Havana cigars.

C. eilipt. for Havana-brown.
igaa Daily Mail 12 Dec. 7 In delightful shades of Saxe,

Heliotrope, Dove Grey, or Havana.

Have, v. Add : 13. c. To represent as doing
something. U.S. colloq.

1928 Atner. Speech June 379 William De Morgan, in Alice
Jor Shorty has the ' toffs ' say davj 2Mdiflaw for ' door ' and
'floor'.

14. To be had {of) : to be obtained (from).
\^^Genil. Mag. Vl. title-p.^ Sold by the Booksellers..

;

of whom may be had compleat setts, or any single Number.
1765 Art ofCookery (ed. 9) Index, Advt., Thomson's Works.
. . N". B. The Seasons may be had alone, c 1810 Watering ^
Sea-Bathing Places Term. Advt. 223 And which may be had
of all Booksellers. 1930 Times Lit. Suppi. 19 June 513 All

these books may be had of any bookseller.

e. To have it on (a person) : to have the advan-
tage of ; to have * the pull ' of or over. To have
nothing on : to have no advantage of or superiority

over. U.S.
Z909 S. E. White Rules o/Gatne v. xxiv, They think they

have it on us straight enough. i(>aa Titus Timber vii. 65
You know he has it on you. There is no use trying to fight the
law. 1938 Daily Express ig June 12 Kerensky, who tried

to do what Napoleon said no man could do : run a revolution

and a war simultaneously. Kerensky thought Napoleon had
nothing on him, 1938 Observer -z-i July 28/3, I have care-

fully analysed the prcOlympic performances of Liddell, who
won in 1924, and J. W. J. Rinkel, who we hope is going to
win this year. Liddell had nothing on Rmkel in pre-
liminaries. X9a8 Daily Express 27 Aug. 15/3 America's
heavy-weight champion of the world has nothing on Great
Britain's Prime Minister. 1930 Publishers' Weekly 5 July 27
Deciding that the antique hussies of history in spite of their

hot reputations have nothing on her.

g. To have it in for*, to have something un-

pleasant in store for ; to have a grudge against or

dislike for (app. modelled on to be infor-, see In
adv. 8). U.S.
1906 G. Ade In Pastures Ne^u 1. 12, 1 don't think that any

fair-minded American has it in for Great Britain. 1909 S. E.
White Rules ofGame v. xxxvi, I always wondered why he
had it in for me. ..He seemed to have a special. .enmity for

me. 1917 Empkv Fro/n Eire Step 92 Every time I had to

goout m front, it just naturally rained. Old Jupiter Pluvius
must have had it tn for me. 19*7 Daily Mirror 10 Dec. 2/1
If it was not for the prejudice of a certain detective-sergeant

who has had it in for me since I left tlie police force, I

should be found not guilty.

16. d. To have on : to puzzle or deceive inten-

tionally; to chaff, tease; to humbug, orig. dial.

1867 .Staton Loominary 117 It looks as if somebuddy
wur havin meon. 1893 Farmer & Henlev Slang, To have on,

to secure a person's interest, attention, sympathy : generally

with a view to deceiving him for her). 1895 M. Mather
Idylls 46, 1 were nobbud hevin* her on a bit. 1928 Daily
Express 31 Aug. 7 Speaking unjudicially and in ordinary
language you are ' having him on '.

26 1[. CLater U.S. examples.)
x8i6 U. Brown Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 282 If

this forest had never have been fired it would have been a
vast. .Timbered country. 1911 J. F. Wilson Land Claimers
i. 17 ' If the fire hadn't have gone out,' he mused.

Havelocfa. Add: Havelock cap, a military

cap provided with a Havelock.
1880 Harper's Mag. Oct. 399 A poncho and havelock cap

comprise the rubber clothing outfit.

Haw, -T^.'- 3. See also *Black haw i,

x68b in Ray Hist. Plant. (1688) 11. 1927/2 Rhamnus
Prunifolius fructu nigro.. .The black Haw.
Ha^ir, ««/.2 and sb.^ dial, and U.S. A call used

to direct a horse or team to turn to the left.

1843 Xnickirbocker Mag. XXI. 494 He admonishes them
withhisgoad, and ejaculates,* Haw . 1843 R. Carlton A^cto

Purchase xxvL 239 Whoas, gees and haws. 1856 J. C. Mor-
ton Cycl. Agric. \\. 723/2 Horses—terms used in directing—.

. .Cheshire. ..To left. Haw. 1864 Webster s.v., Haiv,ha-w
A^r^;—words used by teamsters in guiding their teams.

HaWfZ'.^ U.S. [f. prec] a. inlr. Of a horse or

team: To turn to the left. Alsoyf^. (see quot. 1864).
1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVII. iig The plough-boy

has hardly energy to cry out .

.
' Gee-haw, there I tell you to

haw, now '. 1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 99 They were
required to plow lands of about fifteen rods in length, and
* haw ' about. 1664 Webster s.v., To Itaw and gee , or haw
and gee about, to go from one thing to another without good
reason ; to have no settled purpose j to be irresolute or
unstable. {Colloq.)

b. trans. To direct (a horse, etc.) to turn to the

left. Also_;f/.

1664 Webster s.v., Tohaw andgee^ or havo andgee about
^

to lead this way and that at wilt ; to lead by the nose ; to

master or control. {Colloq^ 1867 T. Lackland Homespun
III. 286 His boy astride the old plough-horse, while he ' gees

'

and * haws' the yoke of cattle himself.

Hence Hawing vbl. sb.

1843 R. Carlton New Purchase xvi. 119 After performing
wonders on the journey from Philadelphia to the West in

hawing and geeing. 1867 T. Lackland Homespun 11. 194

The regiment is somehow got back, by hawing and geetnif
into line.

Hawaiian (haw3i*yan), a. and sb. Also Ha-
waian. [f. //«27£/a/2 + -AN.] A. adj. Of or pertain-

ing to the island of Hawaii, or to the whole group of

the Sandwich Islands in the North Pacific. B. sb,

1. A native or inhabitant of Hawaii. 2. The lan-

guage of Hawaii, belonging to the Malayo-Poly-
nesian group.
1825 W. Ellis Jrnl. Tour Hawaii 205 The account given

this evening of the Hawaiian hades. 1859 [see Inter- 5I,

1864 W. D. Alexander Hawaiian Gramm. 20 What would
form a long sentence in English, in Hawaiian is generally
broken up into several independent propositions. 1877
T. H. Streets Nat. Hist. Hazvaiian <V Fanning Isl. Prei.

8 The Fanning group, with the exception of the Hawaiian,
were the only islands visited in the Pacific. 1913 R. Brooke
Coll. Poems (1918) 28 And new stars burn into the ancient
skies. Over the murmurous soft Hawaian sea. 1921 Nature
20 Jan, 673/r Some broad features of Hawaiian petrology.

1929 C. H. Smith Bridge ofLife \\. 29 White men, Chinese,

Japanese, Hawaiians and many others slept in the common
dormitory.

Hawbuck. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1787 Amer. Museum (1789) II. 484 The grate haw-buks^

set up a hoss-laf at me.

Haw-h.aw, v. Add : b. trans^ To laugh at.

1862 Thackeray Philip xxxi, It's good to see him haw-
haw Bickerton. 1922 Z. Grey To the Last Man x. 226 Some
of the gang haw-hawed him.

Haivk, -rt^.^ 4. b. Add: hawk-cuckoo, an
East Indian cuckoo of the genus //itVrfJCiJfrj'x, resem-

bling a hawk in appearance ; hawk-eye, {a) U.S.
(examples) ; (b) a keen eye like that of a hawk,
X90X Westm. Gaz. B Aug. 8/2 The Zoological Society have

lately received . . a specimen of the *hawk-cuckoo. 1845
Olynipia Pioneer (Tn.) Corn-crackers, Potsoppers, Hard
Headsi *Hawk Eyes, Rackensacks, etc. 186. in F. Moore
Songs ofSoldiers (1864) 114 We have come from the prairies

Of the young Hawkeye State. 1901 Lady's Realm X. 552/2
The most contemptuous glances of her hawk-eyes.

Hawthorn. 3. Add : hawthorn jar, a jar

of hawthorn china.
tgog Daily Chron. i8 May 4/6 The enormous sum paid

yesterday at Christie's for a 'hawthorn ' jar. Ibid. 12 Aug.
3/1 The * hawthorn ginger-jars of old Nanking '.

Hay, sb.^ 5. Add : hay-box, a box filled with

hay in which food after being brought to boiling-

point in a saucepan is placed to finish cooking ; also

altrib. ; hay-press U.S., a press for baling hay ;

hay-scales U.S., a public weighing-machine for

weighing loads of hay, etc.

\qi^Queen j-x Nov. 897/2 Boiled beef should be allowed
thirty minutes boiling for a large joint and three to four

hours in the *hay-box. 1927 Daily Express 6 Aug. 9/4
To feed the personnel of the force by means of new mobile

hay-box cookers. 1835 Ingraham Sonih-West II. 221 A
large building resembling a northern *hay-press. 1872 E.
Eggleston HoQsier Sch.-M. xxvi. 127 To see his new red
barn with its large * Mormon 'hay-press, .consumed, was too

much for the Hawkins' heart to stand. 1773 Boston Select-

men 7 Dec. 204 The Ground on which the *Hay Scales

stands. 1855 M. M. Thompson Doesticksv. 34 The writer,.

.

wearied of. .the same unvarying prospect of ox-teams, hay-
scales, . .took the roving fever. 1893 Citizen Guide to Brook-
lyn fy Long Island 8 The old hay-scales stood there, and
on its roof was the first fire-bell owned by Brooklyn.

Hay-foot. Sc, [Hay sbX\ Hay foot ^ sirav/

foot : with right and left foot alternately (at the

word of command).
In allusion to the alleged use of hay and straw to enable a

stupid recruit to distinguish the right foot from the left.

1898 Macmanus Bend of Road 4c Poor fool, he's off, hay
foot straw foot, an' small grass grows round bis heels till

he'.s there. 1911 R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter vii. 98
You never got in a thousand miles of one of 'em for all your
'heppin' and 'hay-foot' and * straw-foot ' drilHn'. 1911

H. S. Harrison Queed i. 12 They march like little lambs
when I say the word. Hay-foot—straw-foot.

Hay-maker. Add : 3. b. A swinging blow.

slang or colloq.

1924 Glasgozu Herald 18 July 10 It was not at all impro-
bable that Eagan would bring over a 'haymaker' and put
the Englishman out. 19*5 J. J. Corbett ^(»rtr of Crowd
87, I deliberately pulled my right back and swung 'hay-
makers ' at Choinyski, intending to miss him.

Hay-making. Add : Also fig. and iransf.

The action of making hay ' (see Hat sb.^ 3).

x88a Daily News (Ware) A number of men go into a
friend's room, find him absent, and testify to their chagrin

by disturbing the arrangements of his furniture. But hay-

making of this sort is comparatively harmless and inoffen-

sive. X924 W. R. Inge Lay Thoughts (1926) 193 The hay-

making of the profiteer after the war.

Haystack. Add : To look for a needle in a
haystack : see Needle sb. i c.

Hazard, z'. Add: 5. c. With quoted words as obj.

1881 Mrs, KiDTiKVL Senior Partner \\l. xxxiii. iio'I met
Mr. Robert the other day,' hazarded the clerk. 1903 R.
Langbkidge Flame ^ Flood vii. io3 * Love ts so rare in this

world,' slic hazarded.

Hazel ^. 4. c. Add : hazel-splitter U.S., a

breed of pigs; hazel-wizard, a diviner by means

of a hazel-twig ; a water-finder.

186S-6 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VI. ^34 [Those] who prefer

the active, energetic '"hazel splitters'* to the lazy Berkshire.

1843 R- Carlton Ne^v Purchase Hi. 206 We had ceased

from digging a well, after finding no water at twenty-five

feet, although we had employed a great *hazel-wizzard.



HAZIiITTIAN.

Saslittian (haezU-tian), a. and sb, [f. the

name of \V, Hazlitt (1778-1830), English critic +
-IAN.] Of, pertaining; to, or an admirer of Hazlitt.

1930 Times Lit. Suppl. 18 Dec. 1082/4 We know that we
are m the hands of a true HazUttian. 1931 Ibid, jo Sept,

669^4 His Hazlittian freedom in misquotation.

Hazzan, variant of *Chazzan.
1891 J. E. H. Thomson Bks. ivhick injluencedOur Lord $

The synagogue school, tauglit by the old hazzan. 1905
ycu/ish Encycl. XI. 19/1 The senior hazzan of the Bayswater
Sy-nagogue.

He, pron. Add : 8. spec, he-man U.S., a par-

ticularly virile or masterful man. So he-male.
183a Paulding Jl^est^vard Hot I. 101 A young fellow who

could.. tree a rackoon with any he man that ever breathed
in all out of doors. 1909 Ware Passing English^ He-male^
a full shape of male, and resulting from calling female she-

male. 1922 MuLFOBD Tex xiv. 207 Yo 're about th' best

he-man I've seen since I looked into a looking-glass,
^
zgz4

A. J. Small Frozen Gold vii, He's sucli a great big he-

male-mascuHne man. Ibid, xiv, That was one real bred-

in-the-bone he-fight, i^xt Autobiog. Lincoln Stiffens I. 406
The rulers of his city, wno knew what he knew and knew
also what a ht man was, held him to be the First Citizen of

Pittsburgh. 1031 Punch 22 July 60/1 One of their \sc.

the Americans J hundred-per-ceiit he-men.

d. Be Bible : the first of the two issues of the

Bible printed in 1611, so called from its rendering

ofRuthiii. 15. 1878 [see She 13],

Head,^<^> Add: 1. d. A headache or disordered

head, esp. this condition caused by a blow or over-

indulgence in liquor; Path.^ a disorder of the head
incident to residents in the tropics.
x9&^Si. James''sGaz. 10 Aug. 3/2 He is decidedly feverish,

and, in the pleasing vernacular of the modern youth about
town, he has a * head ' on him. 1906 'Varsity 17 May 323/3
One has not gone to bed over-night to wake up with a ' head

'

consequent on over-indulgence in the flowing bowl. 1910
Practitioner Jan. 18 When a man begins to worry it is time
for him to go home, and that applies if he suffers from the
so-called Aden or Burma or Punjaub or Madras head. 1919
Punch 11

'lyiXi.^-j Sailor. The only time I smoked it [jc. opium]
was in China, an* for three days 1 'ad an 'ead on me like a
smoke barrage.

3. C. A postage-Stamp : so called from the figure

of the sovereign's head, (Cf. qtieen^s headj Queen
sb. 14 b.) colloq. OT dial.

1854 R. S. SuRTEES Handley Cross xix. 147 Take that to
the Post, and mind you don't pick the 'ead off. 1859 Punch
Dec. 243/1 We signed it and sealed it, and put it into a
hangvelop, and stuck a ned on it, and put it into the Post.

1927 G. Sturt Small Boy in Sixties i. 2 One very curious
request would sometimes come from a villager j the man or
woman asking for ' a head '.

8. q. Of a bicycle frame (see quot. 1904),
1887 Bury & Hillier Cyclingxiv. (1889) 321 (Badm. Libr.)

Beneath the head and between the forks is placed the
trouser guard, x^o^ Captain VII. 82/1 That going from
the head to the crank bracket is made duplex. 1904 Technol.

<S-
Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweneyj, Head (Cycles), the

socket or hollow tube through which the tube carrying the
front fork runs.

r. Of an explosive shell.

x^^ Kynoch Jml. Oct.-Nov. 17/1 The head [of a shrapnel
shell] is attached to the body by means of small rivets.

11. f. Curling. (See quot. 1897.)
xZiZ Kilmarnock Treat. Curling {iS82) 79 Head (probably

a corruption of heat,) that portion of the game in which both
parties play all their stones once. 1877 Encycl. Brit^ VI.
713 [Curling Rules.] All matches to be of a certain number
of heads. X897 Encycl. Sport 1. 264/1 (Curling) Jfead^ the
portion of the game in which all the players have delivered
their stones, and have counted the winning shot or shots.

13. b. The top of a book.
2835 Hannett Bibliopegia 26 The book is now taken be-

tween the hands and well beaten up at the back and head
on a smooth board, to bring the slieets level and square.
1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 43/1 The object of the binder in this

operation is to make every page of uniform size, presenting
a smooth and equal ' head ', ' tail ', and ' fore-edge '. 1930
Godfrey's Catal. No. 134. 26/1 Folio, old sheep (roughly
repaired at head and heel).

tJ5. On . . head. e. To do it on otters head-, to

do it with ease, slang,
1922 A. A. Milne Red House Mystery xvi. Right, old boy.

Leave it to me. I can do this on my head. 1923 IVestm.
Gaz. 19 Mar., Mr. Wells, assuming the best Cockney accent,
intimated that he could ' do it on is 'ead '.

36. Out of one's head. b. Outof one*smind. U.S,
1825 J, Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 267 You are out o' your

head, I guess. 1878 H. James Fr. Poets 4- Mo^ielists 428
Pathelin pretends to be out of his head. 1902 Jefferson
Quiet Hints Preachers xiii. 103 If they could not understand
what was going on they . . might think Christians out of their
head.

39*. Head in the air. To go about with one^s
head in the air : to assume a pose of superiority.
Hence Head-in-air^ designating either one who is

absent-minded and dreamy or one who is a snob or
a * highbrow *, or the actions of such persons,
1897 IT . Hoffmann s Struwelpeter, Little Johnnie Head-in-

Air. 1903 Trawl May 7 The Laureate crost over the lawn
with the dreamy head-in-air gait that was known through five
parishes round. 1906 Rider Haggard Benita iv, On the
ship I always thought him rather a head«in-air kind of swell,
but he was a splendid fellow.

46*. Heads and posts. Leather heads placed
on posts for use in cavalry exercises,

1895 Army <(• Navy Co-o^. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 1456
Heads and Posts. For Military Tournaments. 1902 Encycl.
Brit. XXVI. 156/1 Courses for jumping and 'heads and
posts ' exercise.
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47. Head and shoulders, c. A portrait in

which only the head and shoulders arc shown.
1902 Daily Chron. 7 July 3/5 A head and shoulders

portrait of Lady Morshead in white dress and fichu.

d. Head-and-shoulder target^ a target repre-
senting a head and shoulders.

1899 IVestm. Gaz. 23 Nov. 2/2 A hostile force In entrench-
ments is represented by rows of ' head and shoulder ' targets.
1901 /bid. II Sept. 3/1 Not only were there the usual head-
and-shoulder dummies, but there were several 'surprise'
targets.

52*. Open one's head. To speak. U.S. slano.
1885 H. Jackson Ze/^A ii. 44 He never opens his head to

nobody. 1895 Century Mag, Sept. 674/1 1 'm glad you didn't
open your head about it, 1898 AIarg. Delani) Old Chester
Tales 307 Jones said.. that he hardly opened his head for
the whole twenty-one miles,

53*. Put a head on. * To pimch or assault
another, and figuratively to silence, or shut up
another' (Clapin). Cl.S, slang. (Cf. *l d.)
1869 Overland Monthly III. 63 The gentlemanly pro-

prietor of the premises had kindly volunteered to 'put a
head ' on the man who fired the pistol. 1876 Scribner's
Afonthly Nov. 142/2 Threats, profanely emphasized, ' to put
a head on ' me 1 191 1 R. W. Cha.mbers Common Law ii. 46
Kelly will put a head on you !

62*. To put a pistol to ones head: to commit
suicide by shooting,

1854 Thackeray Newcomes \x, I'm blowed if I don't put
a pistol to my 'ead, and end it, Mrs. G. 1896 A. E. Housman
Shropshire Lad xliv, And early wise and brave in season
tyou] Put the pistol to your head.

68. head-ball Cricket^ a cunningly-bowled ball

;

head-cheese U.S.^ (earlier and later examples)

;

head-cover AliL, protection for the head, spec, a
shield for protection against gun-fire; Fortify (see

quot. 1892) ; head-drop, a disease occurring in

Japan, characterized by drooping of the head and
paralytic symptoms ; head-feast, a feast in cele-

bration of successful head-huuting ; head-fold (see

quots.) ; head form, the form of the head, spec, in

reference to the ratio of its breadth to its length;
head-lamp, one of the headlights of a motor-car;
head-lock, -locking (see quots.) ; head metal
Foundings the head of metal at the upper end of a
cylindrical casting (see Dkadhead 22) ; head-
noises Path.^ subjective sounds due to defective

hearing or deafness or to ear-wax ; head-register
(seequots.andREGiSTEitji^.l 8b); head-resistance
Aeronautics^ = *DBirT sb, 2 e ; head-right U,S.j

an inheritable right to land, formerly granted by the

state of Texas to the heads of immigrating families;

head-shy iz., -shyness (see quots,); head-stream,
-tributary a head-water stream or tributary.

1902 IVestm. Gaz. 11 Aug. 7/1 Self-restraint that not even
the most tempting * *head-balls ' of Lockwood and of Rhodes
could overcome. 184X Southern Lit. Messenger's \\. 39/2
The animal, .may be traced in the stewed chine and souse
tlie "head cheese and sausages. X891 H. Frederick C^>(^tr-
hecui^ etc, (1894) 255 Reducing what remained of the [pig's]

head into small bits, to be seasoned . . and then fill other pans
as head-cheese. 1892 F. Irwin Fortification (ed. 2) 37
Always place *head-cover on wall when firing over the top.
1916 UovD Cable Action Front 229 It's a good foot and a
half I have of head-cover. 1890 Billings Med. Dict.^
*Head-drop, name given to a form of disease endemic in
certain valleys in Japan, and characterized, .by a feeling of
weight of the head. 1882 De Windt Equator 82 These
' *Head Feasts * are general among the aboriginal tribes
throughout the island of Borneo. 1890 Billings Med. Diet.,
*Head-fold, a fold of the blastoderm under the cephalic end
of the embryo. 1893 A. M. Marshall Vertebrate Embryol.
326 The head of the embryo is lifted up above the yolk-sac
by an anterior constriction or head fold. 1927 Peake &
Fi.EURE Peasants <y Potters 128 There can be little doubt
that profile and *head-form have subtle , . interrelations,

xijiz Motor Tt/anual (ed. 14) iii. 123 Paraffin *Head-lamps.
1901 DoRLAND Med. Diet. {ed. 2\ *Headdockf the locking
together of the chins in twin labor, 1890 liin.iNCs Med.
Diet., *Head-lockings in twin labor, one child being born by
the breech, its chin catches upon the chin of the second child
presenting by the head. 1888 Lock^vood^s Did. Mech.
Engin.s,v., When the casting is removed from the mould the
*head metal is turned off, leaving the actual casting smooth
and free from these foreign impurities, 1910 Practitioner
Feb. 243 Sometimes the *head-noises may be rendered more
tolerable even if the hearing cannot be improved. 1890
Billings Med. Diet., *Head-register^ register in which the
pitch is raised by shortening the vocal chords ; second
falsetto in females. 1909 H. Klein Phono- Vocal Method
37 The blending of the medium and head registers will be
practised upon the same plan. 1901 in C. C. Turner Aerial
Navigation of To-day (iqio) vii. 116 That the "head-resis-
tance of tlie framing can be brought to a point much below
that usually estimated as necessary. 1909 Westm. Gaz.
I July 4/1 Allowing a coefficient of -3 for the pointed ends,
the total head-resistance would be reduced to 3,324 lb. 1828
Laws of Texas Nov. (Bartlett, i860), So much of the vacant
lands. .shall be surveyed and sectionized..as will be suffi-

cient to satisfy all claims for scrip sold, soldier's claims, and
*iiead-rights. 1898 H. S. Canfield Maid ofFrontier I. 13
He owned the headright of 160 acres on which his house
was Imilt. X900 M. H. Hayes Among Horses in Eussiaiv.
82 They weren't *head-shy, and liked their manes to be
scratched, /bid.. Every horseman knows that * *head-shy-
ness' is one of the worst of vices. 1899 A. H. Keane Alan
Past

(J-
Present 190 Northwards. .about the Irawadi *head-

streams. 1908 Athenseufn 11 Apr. 456/3 From its head-
streams in the glens. 1925 Odell in E. F. Norton Fight
for Everest, igi^ 293 A far-flung *head tributary of the
Drakar Chu.

HEADPHONE.
Head (hed). The name of Sir Henry Head

(born 1861), English neurologist, used attrib, to
designate certain phenomena observed by him.
1910 Practitioner Jan. 119 Some of the headache of pyor-

rhoea alveolaris may be reflex {rf. Head's areas). 1913
Dokland Med. Diet. (ed. 7) s.v. Zo7ie, Head's zones, areas
of cutaneous sensitiveness associated with diseases of the
viscera ; called also zones of hyperalgesia.

Head, r^. 6. (Earlier and later U.S. examples
with out and up.)

184s Cultivator New Ser. II. 252 Wheat headed out not
more than knee high.

fig. 1906 Springfield {M2is%.) Weekly Republican 29 Nov.
3 When important questions are heading up.

13. b. (Earlier example of >5^ai/^)
1841 J. F. Cooper Deerslayer v. zi^ But 'head him off*,as

you say of the deer.

Headband. Add: 1. c. The band connect-
ing a pair of receivers or ear-phones.
1913 IVork 17 May 145/3 Double Receivers, with adjust-

able head-band.

Head-block. Add : 4. (See quot.)
1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging ^9 Head block, the log

placed under the front end of the skids in a skidway to raise
them to the desired height.

Head-chief. ^..S". [Head j^. 63.] The para-
mount chief of an Indian tribe.

1837 R. M, Bird Nick oflVoods I. 236 From the head-
chief to the commoner, 1881 Harper's Mag. Apr. 670/2
White Eagle, head-chief of the Poncas.

Header. Add : 5. b. A top layer. U.S.
1865-6 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VI. 641 Prime Pork—Shall

be packed with a header of side cuts, the regular width,
three half heads.

9. b. = Heading vbl. sh. ii.

1877 Ravmond Mines 165 The header had reached..

a

length of 12,259 feet.

11, Association Football. A ball which is headed
(see Head v. i 5).
1927 Daily Express 20 Apr. 13/2 Trotter ^ve the bcune

club the lead with a beautiful header, following a free kick
well taken by Leach. Ibid. 26 Apr. 13/3 A few minutes
later Forbes increased the home lead with a clever header.

12. atti-ib. and Co?nb. : header-board, a diving-

board; header brick = Header 5; so heading
brick,
1913 E. F. Benson Thorley Weir \, The nude figure of a

boy on the *header-board in the act of springing from it into
the water. 1897 Moore /^^jw to Build vii, no A * *header '

brick is one laid in the wall so that only its end shows. 190c

y. Black's Carp, gf Build., Scaffolding 24 Cavities in the
brickwork obtained by leaving out ' header ' bricks at proper
intervals. Ibid. 26 A ' heading ' brick.

Head flaw. l/.S, [Head sb, 64.] A gust of
contrary wind. In quots. >f^.

1803 Weems Lett. II. 280 A head flaw, .has taken me all

aback again. 1834 Seba Smith Sel. Lett. Major Jack
Dojvning 00 A good many head flaws and worrinients.

Heading, vbl. sb. 7. (Earlier examples,)
x68j T.a. Carolina 6 With this [cedar] they make Heading

for their Cask. 1752 J. MacSparran Atner. Dissected (,ijs3)

26 Barrel and Hogshead Staves and Heading.

Headlight (he*dlait), orig. U,S, Also with
hyphen. [Head sb, 66.] A powerful light carried

on the front of a locomotive or on the mast-head
of a vessel ; specj each of two powerful lamps
carried on the front of a motor-vehicle,
1862 U.S. Patent 3 June, No. 35486. 1891 C. Roberts

Adrift Atner. iii. 55 The great head-light which forms such
a noticeable feature of American enguies at night. 1904.

A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist xii. (ed. 2) 257 On dark
nights it is advisable, when driving in the country, to carry
on such cars a single head-light of greater power.. .On very
fast cars two of these head-lights should be carried. 1907
Autocar 28 Dec. 1067/2 The thief calmly took the large
valuable head light ofl" and disappeared, 1929 Evening
News 18 Nov. 4/4 He had almost reached the high road
when the headlights of an automobile swung round a comer.

Head-line. Add : 3. b. A line fastening the

head of a vessel to the shore.

1877 Habberton Jericho Road i. 9 The head-line was cast
off as the pilot's bell rang.

4. A base-line in surveying,
1656 Doc. Sr Rec. New-Hampshire I. 221 From the said

head lyne we measured for the length.. 6 miles & a halfe.

2704 N.H. Probate Rec. I. 514 All mjr land..up as far as the
southern hills, viz. as far as to butt against Andrews head line.

Headliner. Add: One whose name appears in

a head-line ; a chief personage or performer. C/.S.

1907 Chicago Tribune 8 May 7 The ' HeadUners * on the pro-
gram will be James Whitcomb Riley, George Ade, etc. 1914
Boston Herald 23 June 8/4 The headliner at B. F. Keith's.

Head-on, adv. and a. orig. U.S. [Head sb,

2 lb.] A. adv. {hea\i-o'tz). With the head pointed

directly towards or running full against or towards
something. B. cuij. (Jiea'd-oti), Of a collision :

Involving the direct meeting of the fronts of two
vehicles in the same track, or of the head of a
vehicle with an object.

1904 A^. Y. Evening Post n May 2 A head-on collision

between north and southbound passenger trains. 1907
U'estm. Gaz. 16 Sept. 5/2 New York, September 16.—

A

head-on collision between two passenger trains. 1916 H.
Baubkr Aeroplane Speaks 46 Gliding just over the trees

and head on to the wind. 1930 Daily Express 8 Sept. 1/3
When the vehicles collided head-on.

Headphone (he-df<Jun). [f. Head sb. + phone

of Telephone.] = ear-phone {a), *Ear sb.^ 16.

Also trans/, a plaited coil of hair covering the ear.



HEADROOM.
1914 Work 2 ^^ar. 506/1 Electrol'ite Head-phones. Ibid,

28 Mar. 576 We. .consider our Headphones a perfect treat,

1996 Mrs. a. Sidgwick Sack <V Sugar xxi. 250 At present
they only had head-phones. 19x6 Mus. Assoc, Proc. jgzd-y
19 Many seem to have the headphones permanently attached
to themselves. 1929 Sirattd AFa^. Aug. 152 Women whose
head-phones appear so appropriate.

Headroom. Transfer fiV. C(5j. to sense in Diet.,

and add : 2, Room above the head ; overhead space,
185X (see Headj^. 65 a J. 1876 Encycl, Brit. IV. 267/2

Sufficient light, and headroom of at least 48 inches, bein-;

provided, i^a Eng. Dial, Diet. %.\. Head sb. II, Head-
room, of ceihngs, staircases, etc. : sufficient height overhead.
190S Installation News II. 68/i Arrangements are being
made to provide 15 feet headroom.

Headstock. Add

:

1. g. The horizontal end members in the under-

frame of a railway carriage or truck.

x888 Lockivood's Did. Mech. Engin.^ Headstock. (2) The
end timbers in the under frame of a railway truck. X9s8
Daily Express 29 Dec. g/4 The interval between head-
siocks of coaches should be as small.. as practicable for
necessary freedom of movement.
h, (See quot.)

X9J7 T. WooDHousE Artificial Silk 108 Occasionally both
reeds are placed on what is termed a dividing head or head-
stock. Ibid.^ 112 Fig. 50 illustrates the delivery or head-
stock end with the weaver's beam partially filled with the
sheet of sized and dried threads.

Head water. Add : 1. b. elUpt, = head-
waler-mark.
XJJ08 IVestm. Caz. 29 Apr. 6/3 The Thames has risen

rapidly during the night, and is now 2 ft. 6 in. above bead*
water at Windsor.

Headway. Add : 6. The interval of time or

the distance between two consecutive trains , trams,
buses, etc., running on the same route and in the
same direction, orig. C/,S.
xft>5 in Funk's Stamlard Did. X930 Oxford Times

21 Alar. 17/4, I think Route 2 should have a six-minute
headway between 8 a.m. and 10.30 a.m. Ibid., Until the
headway was closed to 15 minutes in the morning, and 12
minutes in the afternoon, serious inadequacy existed.

Headwear (he*dwe»j). [f. He.vd sb, + Wear
Sh.'] = HEAt)-aKAU I.

1896 J. C. Harris Sister Jane 39 Gi'me my bonnet. It*s

all tlie head-wear I've got left, ij^oo Daily News 27 Mar.
4/2 They were most easily classified by their headwear.
Caps, bowlers, and felt hats were there in almost equal pro-
portions. 190^ Gallichan Fishing <V Trav. Spain vii. 76
He was much interested in my wife's hat. Such headwear
had never been seen in Coria.

Headwork. Add : 1. b. The practice of
carrying loads on the head.
1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xiv, For we soon found that

.

.

' bead-work * was the only system for California.

3. //. a. Apparatus for controlling the flow of
water in a river or canal, b. (.See quot. 1905,)
X89X Scribners Mag. X, 468 The river flowing between

firm banks, could be i>ermanently controlled by headworks
of masonry. 1903 Sci, Amer. Siipfil. 10 Jan. 22597 (Cent.
D. Suppl.) Headworks can be placed more easily alone the
banks of smaller streams, or dams built across their beds,
raising or controlling the waters. X905 Terms Forestry ly

Logging ^o Headtuorks^ a platform or raft, with windlass or
capstan, which is attached to the front of a log raft or boom
oflogs, for warping, kedging, or winding it through lakes
and still water, by hand or horse power.

Heady, a. Add : 2. Also, that affects or turns

the head ; that turns one giddy.
1898 Atlantic Monthly Apr. 501/1 He would sit on a heady

scaffold.

Healder (hrldai). [f. Heald + -bb1.] An
operative who draws the warp yarn throujjh the
eyes of a heald. So Hea'ldinff vbi. sb,

i88x Instr. Census Clerks ^1885) 64 Woollen cloth manu*
facture, ..Healder. 1888 R. Beaumont Woollen <V Worsted
Cloth Manuf. 1^8 After healding the work of loom mount-
ing is comparatively simple, the only operation requiring
attention being that of sleying.

Healtll, sb. 8. Add : health visitor, an official

who visits houses, etc. to inspect health conditions.
X901 [see Visitor i c], 1905 Westm. Caz, 3 Apr. 12/2 An

audience of health visitors, district visitors, charity organi*
sation visitors. 1917 New Witness 28 June 202/1 The bare
idea that a Health Visitor should attempt to force her way
into a Frenchwoman's house would be regarded with horror.

Healthy, a. Add : 2. b. In ironical use.

_ 190X C. HvNE Mr. Horrocks Purser^ Transfer^ I want to
impress on them that they'll find it more healthy not to try
for more. X916 Uovd Cable Action Front 179 Additional
artillery support would be useful a—a—a.' 'Sounds healthy,
don't it?* said the sergeant reflectively.

4. healthy-mindedfuss,
1906 IVestm, Gaz. 25 Jan. 12/2 The spirit which animated

Japan waschivalry and healthy-mindedness. 1931 TimesLit.
Suppl. ig Feb. U2/1 So well supplied is the Victorian era with
names standing for stability, sanity and healthy-mindedness.

Heap,J^. Add: 5. e. hX^o^to knock allofaheap,
1898 W. J. LocKR Idols xiii, It knocked the prosecution

all of a heap. 1918 Manch. Guardian Weekly 7 Sept. 183/3
Its owner's anxiety to knock the critics alt of a heap.

11 A heap sight (U.S.): see Hkap sb. 4 c and
Sight sby 2, 2 b.

X874 E. EcGLKSTON Circuit Kidcr \. 14 He Hows there was
a heap sight more corn. 1888 Cable Bonaventure 49 He's
. .a heap sight happier than us. 1906 Sffiart Set June 107/1.
I care a heap sight too much for Ummy to let him go through
what 1 know 's comin'.

Heaping, ///. a. U,S. [f. Heap ».] Of a
spoonful : Heaped. Alsoy?^. mounting up.
xSjB Congress. Globe June 470/2 App., The amount of
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money. .is a very high and heaping price. 1868 Miss Alcott
Lit. Women xi, Amy.. look a heaping spoonful, choked.,
and left the table precipitately. 1908 Smart Set June 25/1
Aunt Natica waddled off".. to fetch Thorndyke a heaping
portion of the dulce.

Hear, v. Add : 4. b. To hear out : also, to
distinguish (the sounds of something heard).
1922 WooDwoHTH Psychology x. 230 By careful attention

and training we can ' hear out ' the separate overtones from
the total blend.

7. c. To hear tOj to listen to, to hear of. U.S,
1833 H. Barnard in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 379, I

made a move to depart—but they would not hear to that.
1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown Folks xx. 243 She has her own
ways and doings, and she won't hear to reason. X9xs E.
Poole The Harbor 202 When I tried at last to turn our talk
to our affairs at home, at first she would not hear to it.

11. To hearfrom: (also, pregnantly) to receive a
reprimand from.
1907 Munsey's Mag. Dec. 307/r If those louts up at the

castle neglected to have dinner ready. ., they would hear
from him... If they didn't [spring at his word] they always
heard from him.

Hearsy (hsjsi), a. [f. Hearse j^. + -t1.]
Resembling or characteristic of a hearse ; funereal.
1901 ' Anthomy Hope ' THstrnm of Blent v, 57 Mr. Gains-

borough was obviously a man who would not waste his chance
of a funeral ;..it would need startline measures to keep him
from a funeral. * I hate hearsey people ', grumbled Harry, as
he threw the letter down. 1908 T. Hardy Dynasts 111. vi.
vi. 476 Full-clothed in black, with nodding hearsy plumes.

Hearty sb. Add :

1. c, A diseased or disordered heart : often with
defining word ; as athletic hearty simple hyper-
trophy of the heart with no disease of the valves

;

fatty heart {steYxTTY a. ^) \ smoke/s heart {stc i b).
1871 Da Costa in Amer, yml. Med. Sci, LXI. 17, 1 noticed

cases of a peculiar form of functional disorder of the heart,
to which I gave the name of irritable heart, a 1883 Fagge
/'r/V. :il/^f^ (1886) 11. 41 Rather more than a century ago
Haller described the ' hairy ' heart as occurring especially
in bold and adventurous men. 1888 Smoker's heart [see
Diet. 1 b]. 1902 Daily Chron. 3 Nov. 8/4 [He] has been
forbidden to row again, .owing to his having developed ' a
heart'. xoo8 Westm. Gaz. 29 Oct. 14/1 [He] failed to
qualify beiore the Medical Hoard of the police on the ground
that he had an ' athletic heart '.

51. O. Heart-to-heart : used to denote conversa-
tion, discussion, etc. of real frankness and sincerity

;

usually altrib. but also absol, as sb.

X902 A. H. Lewis Wolfville Days xi. 152 He don't own no
real business to transact; he's out to have a heart-to-heart
interview with the great Southwest. 1902 Daily Chron. 13
Jan. 3/4 A genius for heart to heart preaching. 1906 llid.

5 Mar. 6/4 A heart-to-heart discussion of the solar plexus
and its part in the emotional economy of man. 1909 S. E.
White Rules ofGanu v. xvi. 444 Let's have a heart-to-heart,
and find out how we stand. 1918 E. M, Roberts Flying
Fighter 201 After a heart-to-heart talk, I induced him to
let me remain in the Flying Service.

55. a. {a) heart-strain ^ -tube\ {b) heart-bursty
-springs, -wound,
1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3) 25a Like a horse Put to his

*heart-burst speed, sobbing up hill. 1896 A. Morrison Child
of Ja^o xiii. 134 Dicky.. had been afflicted to heart-burst
by his father's dodging and running. 1903 Beatrice Har-
RADEN Kath. Frensham xviiL 278 She, with.. perseverance,
dug a hole in their frozen "heart-springs. 1903 Westm. Gaz.
27 Alay 2/3 The words that seemed as if they rushed From
deepest heart-springs out. 1906 MedicalAnftual 341* Heart-
strain in Growing Boys. 1909 Dttily Chron. 21 Aug. 6/2
Heartstrain and contraction of the joints. i88k Trans.
Obstetr. Soc, Loud. XXI 1. 78 An abnormal amount of tension
on the primitive •heart-tube. 1839 Bailey Festus 369 Her
*hcart-wound. 190a Temple Bar Mag. CXXVI. m It
rained upon his bleeding heart-wound like balm. 1906
Westm. Gaz. 3 Aug. 10/2 The faint, fine smell of new-mown
grass Stabs like a heart-wound as I pass.

b. heart-holdingj -shakings -sickcningy -tearing
-warming adjs.

1897 J. \.. Allen Choir Invis. xvi, A universal fellowship
with seeding grass and breeding herb and every *heart-
holding creature of the woods. 1913 E. F. Benson Thorley
Weir iv, Things fairer and more heart-holding. 1907 Tatler
22 May 132/3 A "heart-shaking tragedy, x^ra Daily Chron.
7 Jan. 6/4 Swiftly and with heart-shaking terror events
began to pass judgment 1920 Pkingle-Pattison Idea of
God 224 Shakespeare gives us the heart-shaking tragedies of
Ztfrtrand Othello. 1850 R. G. Gumming Hunter's Life S.
Afr. (1902) 151/1 On our return from one of these expedi-
tions we came upon a 'heart -sickening sight, i^* Loudon
Mag. Will. 432/2 It was heart-sickening, as his great form
with its yellow skin and black stripes, as his blazing eyes,
his flashing teeth and his outspread claws rose toward us
throuRh the air. 1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 149 Thirty-
six solid hours of physical stress and 'heart-tearing strain.

1920 Glas^oiv Herald 21 Oct. 6 The latest phases of the
heart.tearing Irish tragedy. 1899 Dculy News 20 Apr. 5/7
They are a *heart.warming cordial.

56. heart-block Path, (see quot. 1913) ; heart
brass, a brass sepulchral tablet in which a heart
is represented (see quot.) ; heart-hurry Path.,
a form of tachycardia, extreme rapidity of pulse
appearing spasmodically and of short duration

;

heart-rot, a disease whicli causes decay in the
heart of a tree ; also, a fungous disease of beet-

roots r heart-talk, a heart-to-heart talk.

1913 poRLAND Med. Did. (ed. 7),
*Heart-block^ the con-

dition in which the muscular interconnection between the
auricle and ventricle, .is interrupted, so that the auricle and
ventricle beat independently of each other. 1930 C. W.
Carter in Biochem. Jrnl. XXIV. 1811 A condition of sinus
bradycardia and heart block, which develops in pigeons fed

HEAT.
on a diet of polished rice. 1911 Ward Brasses 80 *Heart
brasses proper fall into two main divisions : (a) plain, some-
times inscribed or with scrolls, (/•) held by hands, usually
coming out of a cloud. 1903 Med. Record-] Feb. 204 (Cent.
D. Suppl.) The evanescent ' *heart-hurry ' so frequently pro-
duced by the most trivial causes, 1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV.
31 1/2 A far more formidable enemy [of larches] is the disease
known as the '*heart-rot '. 1919 W. E. Hih^y Fungal Dis.

Comtnon Larch v. 80 Heart-rot of trees is caused by fungi
which growsaprophyticailyon thedead wood. 1912 Hueffer
Panel i. ii. 31, I want a regular—what you might call

—

*heart-talk with Miss Delamere.

Hearth ^. 4. Add : hearth tidy, a pan for
containing the ashes that fall from a fireplace.
1920 Ironmonger 18 Dec. 95 Saucepans, hearth tidies,

curbs, plate racks.

Hearth-rug. Add: AUo atlrib. {a) fireside,

domestic; {b) resembling a hearth-rug.
190X Daily Chron, 31 July 7/2 Turning the hearthrug

favourite into the streets is certainly better than shutting it

up, slowly to starve in an unoccupied house. 190a Ibid,
2 Sept. 5/2 The sparrow is far too 'fly ' abirdfor tbehearth-
rug-hred cat. 1909 IVestm. Gaz. 20 July 5/1 The inelegant,
cumbrous, and shaggy hearth-rug coats.

Heartwater (hautw9:t3i). S. Afr. [f. Heart
sb. + Water sb."] A febrile disease of sheep, goats,
and more rarely cattle, in South Africa, transmitted
by the bont tick.

1903 Nature 26 Nov. 91/2. 1905 Refi. Brit. Assoc. 282 An
old-timesupposition that A [inblyomma] hebrseum was associ-
ated with a disease called * heartwater *, which had practically
put a stop to the farming ofsheep and angora goats in several
south-eastern districts.

Heart-wood. Add : 2, The Tasmanian iron-
wood, Notelxa ligustrina.
1889 J. H. Maiden Useful Native Plants 579 The heart-

wood yields a very peculiar figure; it is a very fair substi-
tute for Lignum-Vitae. 190J BouLctiR Wood 121,

Hearty, a, and sb. Add : C. sb. 3. At some
English universities, one who enters heartily into
college life and sports ; an athletic (as distinguished
from an aesthetic) man.
1928 Daily Express 8 Mar. 8/2 The traditional breach

between what are known, unsatisfactorily, as ' esthetes ' and
*_hearties*. 1930 Times Lit. Suppl. 24 July 610/4 At Eng-
lish universities undergraduates classify themselves into the
mutually exclusive categories of ' aesthetes ' and * hearties '.

Heat, sb. Add :

14. a. heat- absorption^ -capacity^ -cloudy -evolu-
tion^ -floWy -hazey -insulation^ -isolation^ -loss^

^mistj -radiator ( = Radiator i b), -retrogression,

-testy -trap, -value, b, heat-regidating^ -resisting
adjs. ; heat-producer, o. heat-hazed, -mistedadjs.

;

also with meaning * against or from heat ', as heat-
isolated, -proof adjs.

100a Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 280/1 *Heat-evolution is

reckoned as positive, *heat-absorption as negative. Ibid.
279/2 The *heat-capacity of the water. 1895 Kipling znd
Jungle Bk. 140 When the *heat-cloud sucks the tempest.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 297/1 *Heat-flow due to Con-
duction. 1925 J* JoLV Surface-Hist. Earth vi. 104 Steady
heat-flow to the surface. 1899 Daily News 12 Jan. 6/2 The
flat, endless continent, fading away in the *heat-haze. 190Z
' Linesman ' Words Eye-witness (1902) 30 The ranks of little

kopjes across the river shuiibered in the heat-haze. 1913 E. F.
Benson ThorleyWeit iii,Overalllayagiey*heat-hazed sky.
i^xEncycl. Brit. XXXIII. 283/2 Expansion or compres-
sion under the condition of *heat-insuIation, represented by
curves called Adiabatics. Ibid. 288/1 If thesystem is *beat-
isolated. Ibid., Ihe difficulty of realizing experimentally
the condition of *heat-isolation. 1899 Callendar & Barnes
in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 626 The external *heat loss is more
regular and certain. looa Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 508/1 The
heat-loss can be reduced to a minimum. 1901 H. W. Wilson
With the Flag to Pretoria I. vi. 91 Indistinct lines of Boer
entrenchments, flickering through the *heat-mist, 1894
Mrs. Dvan Man's Keeping vi. I. 98 The deep *heat.misted
vajicy. x^^ Daily Chron. 21 Jan. 4/7 Glasses treated in

this manner become *heat-proofi and may last for years. 1920
H. G.Wells Outline Hist. 2 1 'Ihis novel covering offeathers,
this new heat-proof contrivance that life had chanced
upon. 1865-6 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VI. 53 *Heat Radia-
tor [exhibited]. 1904 Technol. ^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild
& Tweney), Heat Radiator^ a device by which the cooling
of the cylinder of a motor cycle or of the condenser of a car
is promoted, 1897 Allbiitt's Syst. Med. II. 26 The paralysis
of the *heat-regulat ing centres. 1904 Daily Chron. 2g Nov.
4/5 Theheat.regulating mechanism of the body. 1899 Daily
News 21 July ^/4 A *heai-resisting alloy. x88o Haughton
Phys. Geogr. vi. 312 Periods of *heat-retrogression (such as
the glacial). 1901 Kynoch Jnil. Feb.-Mar. 57/1 The *Heat-
Test of Nitro Explosives. 1906 W. Dk Morgan Joseph
Vance xviii, I think of the sole di marzo hlazin^ on the roses
in that Tuscan *heat-trap. 1887 Chambers's Jrttl. 24 Sept.
623/1 The exact *heat-value of diflferent kinds of liquid fuel.

d. heat bump, a protuberance on the skin sup-
posed to be due to heat ; heat-centres Phys.,

areas in the cerebro-spinal axis which are con-
cerned with the production and dissipation of heat ;

heat-energy, that form of energy which is mani-
fested in heat ; heat equator = thermal equator
(see *Equator 3 b) ; heat-filter, a cell containing
some liquid, usually water or a saturated solution

of alum, used to intercept rays of heat while allow-
ing the passage of rays of light ; heat-tone, the sum
of the heat produced in a chemical action and of

the external work performed expressed in heat-

units ; heat-weight, the number obtained by divid-

ing a quantity of heat by the absolute temperature

of the body possessing it (Funk 1928).



HEATED.
I9»7 W. E. CoLLtNSON Ccnteiiip. Enf;. 57 Spots, which, it

is hoped, are 'heat-bumps. 1907 Practitioner June 77i The
action of the *heat-ceiitres being sluggish. 1876 P. G. 1 ait

Jiec. Ailv. Phys. Set. 138 We are led to speak of the availa-

bility of an amount of "heat-energy. 1893 Jrnl. Sec. Arts

8 Sept. 807/1 The practically unavoidable waste of heat

enerCT. i»o« E,uycl. Brit. XXXIIL ,83/2 'Ihe whole of

its intrinsic beat energy might theoretically be recovered 11.

the form of external work. 1904 lechiwl. If Set Diet. (eA.

Goodchild & Tweney), *Heat Equator, c iom M. I. New-
BiGiN Mod. Geogr. iv. 87 Those regions of the earth which

are directly beneath the vertical rays of the sun are heated

most intensely-. -This belt ofhigh temperature is called the

heat equator, a 1909 Woodbury Eitcyct. Diet. Photo^r.

367 (Cent. D. Suppl.), I have taken a powerful projection

lantern and set it as near to the microscope as the inter-

vening *heat.filter will permit. 1902 H. C. Jones Physical

Chem. a86 Since we have reactions which evolve heat . . , and

also reactions in which heat is absorbed.., the *heat tone

may be positive or negative. , . „ , ,

Heated, fipl. a. Add: 1. b. Haitcd term,th.c

hot season of the year. U.S.

1867 Congress. Globe 5 July .487/t, I think we could go on

now during the heated term. .better than. .during the cold

se.-ison. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West 703 The avo-

rage of the ' heated term ', one day with another, is there

recorded at eighty-four degrees.

Heater. 2. a. (Earlier examples.)

1666 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XXV. 147 It. boxe Iron &
heaters. 1744 Vraskun Aee. Eire-plares 27 You..may.,
warm the Flat-Irons, heat Heaters [etc.],

f. A triangular structure resembling in form the

heater of a box-iron.

1797 J. A. GiL\H\KPres. State K«rOT««< it9 There are two
arches. .with a pier in the centre., with the addition of a
heater, or triangular front. 1899 Cnmbld. Gloss. 379 Heater
bit is the triangular piece of ground, generally grass-grown,

at the junction of three roads ; so called because of resem-

blance to the iron heater in a box-iron.

3. heater-pieoe U.S. (examples).

l8S9 Bartlett Diet. Ainer., Heater piece, a gore or tri-

angular piece of land, so called probably, from a flat iron,

the form of which it resembles. 1863 D. G. Mitchell My
Farm 243 Waal—kinder Iike_ to have a little ' heater 'piece,

the boys, you see, hoe it out in odd spells.

Heave, si- Add :

1. C. Wrestling. A chip performed by bringing

the light arm round the opponent's right shoulder

preparatory to a throw. Cornwall heave, a heave

in which a wrestler places one hand in front and

one behind his adversary, and falls with him.
1889 W. Armstrong Wrestling 224 (Badm.Libr.) The

Heave, Cornwall and Devon. Ibid. 230 The principal Cornish
and Devon chips are.. the Back-heave, the Belly-heave, the

Heaving-toe. 1898 Eiicycl. Sport II. 548/2 One way to

stop the heave is to cross click your man and then ply the

crossbuttock.

5. Comb. : heave-gate local, a gate which is

opened by being lifted out of the sockets ormortises.

1736 Pegge Kenticisms (E.D.S.) Heave-gate, when the

rails, with the pales nailed to them, may be taken out of
their mortises, and then put in again. 1876 Surrey Gloss.

1887 I. R. Lady's RatLche Life Montana q-j. Instead of

gates out here, they generally have bars, which you have to

let down,.. like the 'heave gates' in Sussex. 1907 'J.
Halsham ' Loneivood Comer 149, 1 perched myself on the
heave-gate between the two fields.

Hea^vier-thail'ai'r, attrib. phr. Aeronmi-
iics- Designating a flying machine whose weight is

greater than the weight of the air which it displaces,

and whose lift is not dependent on light gases ; also

applied to the use of such a machine or machines

in flight.

[1879 Encycl. Brit, IX. 309/2 Weight, however paradoxi-

cal it may appear, is necessary to flight. Everything which
flies is vastly heavier than the air.] 1888 tr. F. Marion's
WonderfulBalloon Ascents ix. 162 To form a ' Free Assocj.v

tion for Aerial Navigation by means of Machines heavier
than Air '.

[xgoiCAatnbers's Jml. 699/1 All who have sought tosail
the skies divide themselves, .into. -the 'lighter-than-airites*

and the *heavier-than-airites'.] 1908 H. G.Wells Warin
Air viii. The most efficient heavier-than-air fliers. X909 tr. A

,

Berget's Conquest of Air 11. ii. 155 Many persons ask avia-

tors why their ' heavier-than-air ' apparatus is not provided
with parachutes. 1009 Flight 19 June 356/1 Any heavier-
than-air type of machine. 1909 Daily Chron. 9 Sept. 1/6 For
a long time Mr. Cody has practised heavier-than-air flying

on Laffan's Plain, xtja? C. L. M. Brown Conquest ofAir 2X
When heavier-than-air flight was au accomplished reality'.

Heavily, adv. Add :

6. Comb. : often equivalent to parasynthetic comb,
of the adj. , as heavily-booted, having heavy boots.
1883 Annie Thomas Mod. Housewife 131 Trodden by

heavily-booted feet. 1903 Ld. R. Gower My Rtniin, 1 1 . 79
A large and heavily-veined nose. 1905 Daily Chron. 20 Oct.
8/5 Those heavily.jetted waistbelts. 1907 B'ness von Hut-
ten Halo I. i. Very long, half-closed, heavily-lashed eyes.

19*7 Conan DoVLE Case Bk. Sherlock Holmes xi. 393 A
strong, heavily-moustached face and angry eyes.

Heaviside (he-visaid). Physics. Also erron.
hoavyside. The name of Oliver Heaviside used
attrib. to denote a layer of the atmosphere which
reflects back wireless waves.
1913 Year-Bk. Wireless 7V/tf.?r. 395 The conductivity, and

consequently the reflecting power, of the Heaviside layer
depends greatly on the presence of local electromotive forces.

Heavy, aX {sb,) Add : 1. C. Also of timber

:

Consisting of large trees. U-S.
1843 Vale Lit. Mag. VIII. 406 In this patch of 'heavy

timber'. 1853 B. F, Taylor fan. 4. June (1871) 252 [The
storm] went crashing on, into the heavy timber.

454

2. Heavy oil: « dead oil (see Dead a, D. 2),

1838 [see Dicl.J. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. loo/i The heavy
oils are a mixture of naphthalin, phenol (carbolic acid),

cresol (cresyiic acid), and anthracene, &c. 1913 V. B. Lewes
Oil Fuel 129 The heavy tar oil, or 'creosote oil' forms a
fairly §ood liquid fuel. The specific gravity is usually in

the neighbourhood of i*i, hence its name of ' heavy-oil
',

being heavier than water. Ibid. 180 Heavy oil engines.

9. b. Golf. Of a ball : Lying in sand.

1886 H. Hutchinson Hints Game Golf -y^ When lying
* heavy '..bear in mind that it is better to hit the bail with
the iron than to miss it with a spoon.

16. Heavyface (type) : see Face sb. 22.

1B91 [see Face sb. 22]. 1898 J, Southward Mod. Printing
I. xxii, 140.

21. Also, ponderously dignified ; stern, repressive,

unbending : esp, heavyfather, heavy uncle, which
are also used as attrib. phrases ( = sternly paternal

or avuncular), orig. Theatrical slafig.

1898 Rider Haggard Doctor Theme ill, Sir John.,
received me in his best 'heavy-father* manner. 1931 Daily
Express 31 Jan. 15/2 The heavy uncleattitude. 1931 Times
Lit. SuPpl, 13 Aug. 613/4 ills Venetian Pantalone becomes
the Atellane 'heavy father * Pappus.

30. heavy-wooded pine, a variety of pine.

1858 J. A. Warder Hedges fy Evergr. il 250 Pinus pon-
derosa, or Heavy-wooded Pine, has leaves from nine inches
to afoot long.

31. heavy-scented \ heavy-faced, having a heavy
face (see Face sb. 22, *Heavy a.^ 15); heavy-
timbered, {a) thickly furnished with growing trees;

{b) larg^-Hmbed.
1917 F. S. Henry Printingfor School ^ Shop vli. 00

*Heav>'-faced types are appropriate in printed matter for the
iron and steel industry. 1906 Westm. Gaz, 4 Jan. 2/1 The
* heavy-scented buds, lac^lbid. 7 Aug. 3/1 Never was such
clover 1 .. heavy-seen tetf, rich, and generous. 1831 Peck
Guide for Emigrants 11. 40 The wide, level, and "heavy
timbered alluvions, are. .unhealthy. 1861 Whvte Melville
Market Harb. 7 Deep-ribbed, heavy-timbered hounds. 190a

S. E. White Conjuror*s House iv. 39 The fort itself, a medley
of heavy-timbered stockade-; and square block-houses. Z90S
IVestm. Gaz. 25 Aug. 7/1 A dark, heavj'-timbered wood.

B. sb. 1. b. The heavies^ the heavy artillery.

1908 Daily Chron. 6 Aug. 6/4 The excellent firing of the

4*7 guns by the First and Seconds (or, as they are more
familiarly called, 'the Heavies '). 1916 Boyd Cable Action
Front 113 The Heavies as well as the Field guns were to

bombard. 1918 E. M. Roberts Flying Fighter^ Soon the

field artillery and the * heavies* woke up again.

2. b. Anything particularly large and weighty

of its kind.

1897 Daily News 25 Nov. 5/1 Amongst the elephantine

heavies is Rlandarin, who killed a keeper during his last

residence at Olympia. 1908 Pall Mail Gaz. 27 ilar. 12/3
Firms . . which have specialised in the manufacture of * hea-

vies ' [sc. motor vehicles],

C. //. /facing. Heavy horseshoes.

1930 Times 24 Mar. 4/2 It is almost impossible to tell by
watching a horse walk in the parade ruig whether he is

plated, or whether he is carrying, to use a racing term, 'the

heavies '.

5. pi. The heavy trades or industries (see Heavy
a. 5) ; also, stocks or shares in such a trade or

industry.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 26 Jan. ii/i Hope for the Heavies.
1^^ Daily Chron. 20 May 3/6 The ratio ofworking expenses
for the past half-year on the North British railways was 49
per cent., compared with 65 per cent., or more, on the four

'heavies *. 1922 Daily Tel. 12 June 2/3 The prices of the

other comparable ' heavies '—Great Western and London
and North-Western—have also gone ahead.

Heavy-weigfllt- Add : c attrib. Also as

adj.f particularly heavy of its kind.

1909 IVestm. Gaz. 2 Mar. 5/2lna variety of cloths,serges,
and heavy-weight cashmere.

Hebdomadarian (hebd^^madea-rian). [f.

Hebdomadaky -i- -IAN.] = Hebdomadary sb.

1898 St. Clair Baddelev CoiteswoldShrine •;$ At a signal

given by the hebdomadarian of the week they returued to

the Cloister.

Hebe-, b. Add; Hebephrenic a. and j^., =
hebcphreniac.
1908 Practitioner Jan. 12 The patient may gradually be-

come imbecile and demented—the hebephrenic type. 1915
C. R. Payne tr. O. Poster's Psych. Method 542 Dementia
praecox (in catatonic, hebephrenic and paranoid forms).

Hebetic (h?be*tik), a. Fhys. [ad. Gr. i)0riTLK6s

youthful, f. ri^T) youth.] Of, pertaining to, or

occurring at the time of puberty.
i8go Billings Med. Diet.

Hebraist. Add : 4. One who maintains that

the New Testament was written in Greek that

contained Hebrew idioms.

i8s9 E. Masson tr. Winer's Gram. N. T. Diction i. i. 25
Various, .scholars (the Purists) perseveringly endeavoured
to demonstrate that the style of the N.T. entirely reaches
the standard of classical Greek purity.. while others (the

Hebraists) maintained.. that it exhibits a .. predominant
Hebrew tincture. 1906 J. H. Moulton Gram. N. T. Greek
(1908) 3 The Hebraist went absurdly far in recognising
Semitic influence where none was really operative. X907
[see Purist 2].

Hebzrid (he-brid), a. [ad. Hebrides : see next.]

= *Hebridean. Also He'bridal a.

1748 Thomson Cast, Indol. 1. xxx, A shepherd of the
Hebrid Isles. 1841 \kv^.'kb.ia. Brit. Fishes {fid., 2) IJ. 133 The
Hebridal Smelt, Osmerus Hcbridicus..\s at once clearly

distinguishable from our long-known and highly-esteemed
favourite, the common smelt. Ibid. 300 The Hebndal Argen-
tine. Argentina Hebridica, i9a3 United Free Ch, Mission

HEDGE.
Rec. July 275 From many a Hebrid irfle . . from plain manees
and luxurious mansions these men and women have comC-

Hebrideau (hebri'd/an, hebridz-an), a. and sb.

Also 6-9 -iaru [f. Hebrides, an alteralion, said

to have originated in an accidental misprint, of L.

/^^^K^cj (Pliny), Gr."Ei3ou5ai (Ptolemy).] A. adj.

Of or pertaining to the Hebrides, a group of islands

off the west coast of Scotland, B. sb. A native or

inhabitant of the Hebrides,
1623 Cockeram, Hehridean wave, the Irish sea. 163*

LiTHCOW Trav. 494 The desperate courage of these awfull
Hebridians. 1641 Sylvester s Whs. 22^/1 Hebridian Wave,
the Sea about the Isles Hiberides, to the North from
Ireland. 1775 Johnson West. 1st, 221 Such intelligence the
Hebridians probably receive from their transmarine corres-

pondents. 1780 J. Johnstone {title) Anecdotes of Clave
the Black, King of Man, and the Hebridian Princes of the
Somerled Family. x8io Scott Fam. Lett. 10 June (1894)
1. 181, I intend to take the Hebridian character and scenery
..for my subject. 1828-43 Tvtler Hist. 6*c<)/. (1864) I. 11

Dugal and other Hebildean chiefs. 1833-4 J. Phillu-s
Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. VI. 561/1 The Zetland Isles, which
are in some measure to be viewed as a prolongation to the
Hebridian group, a 1856 H. Miller Cruise BetseyvxX'i^s'^)

ooThe penetrating powers of a true Hehridean drizzle. 1887
Woodward Geol. Eng, f^ Wales (ed. 2) 58 The Lewisian (or

Hehridean) group. 1926 Chambers's Jrnl. Sept. 577/2 Our
comely Hehridean.

HecboJUa (h<ftjrma). [Jap.] The sponge-
gourd (see Sponge sb}- 13 c).

Heck (hek), int. dial, and U.S. Euphemistic
alteration of hell, {^^^ohecky in dial, use.)

I186S [J. A. Ferguson) Wot Aw seed ut th' Preston Eggsi-
hishun 88 (E.D.D.) Well, aw'll go toecky, he cried. 1^8 J.
Almond Bunch of Watercresses 21 (E.D.D.) Where the
hecky could he goto?]
1887 S. Cheshire Glo^s. s.v., What the heck are yo up to?

1925 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 545/1, I couldn't make out what
in heck was going on. 1938 M, Walsh White Rivers Run
ii. § 3 Ey heck ! what a kick he must have in that right of
his. 1930 Daily Express 23 May 10/3 Docs the borough
council care? By heck, it doesn't

!

Seckelpbone (he-kalf^n). [ad.G. keckelphon,

f. n^vatoi7/eckcl,a.n instmment-maker of Biberich,

after saxophone.^ A baritone oboe.

1905 Westm. Gaz. 14 Dec. 8/2. 1914 C. Forsyth Orchestra'
Hon 22S Strauss has made use of the Heckelphoo in..^'o/^m^,

Hecte, variant of Hekte,
Hectic, a. Add : 4, Stirring, exciting, dis-

tnrbing; characterized by a state of feverish excite-

ment or activity, colloq.

1904 Kipling Traffics ff Dtsccv. 210 Didn't I say we never
met in pup-pup-puris naturalibus, if I may so put it, with-
out a remarkably hectic day ahead of us \ 1922 Westm. Gaz.
19 Aug., The hectic undulations of the mark. Ibid. 7 Nov.,
Those hectic inconsidcred actions which kept the country
in a state of crisis for some ten days. 1922 Daily Mail
SI Nov. II As additional excitements to the hectic finishes

one horse was killed and the judge mistook the winner of
the Lcycester Nursery.

Hectically. Add : b. With feverish activity.

X908 Daily Chron. 18 May 3/5 So many pictures in the

Salons look as if ihey had been painted hectically a month
before the exhibitions opened.

Hectography (hektpgrafi). [f. Hectogbaph :

see -GRAPHY.] The use of the hectograph.
1889 Skkine ^/(fw. Thring %\ Splice 3 pens toother,.,

and execute the task.. by fraudulent hectography,

Heder, variant of *Chkuar.

Hedge, sb. Add :

6. Also Stock Exchange (of. *Hedge v. 8 c).

19x7 A. W. Atwood Exdianges ^ Speculation xiv. 196
The local elevator companies.. place their hedges as soon
as they begin to accumulate supplies of grain.

7 and 9. hedge-wren : hedge-clause U.S.^ %
safeguarding clause in a contract ; hedge-fence,
a hedge serving as a fence ; hedge-grown a. (see

quots.); hedge-hop v, colloq. ^ to hop over the

hedges in a flying machine, to fly low ; hedge
selling (see 5 above and *Hei>ge v. 8 c).

1928 Saturday Even. Post (N.Y.) 10 Mar. 185/2 In the

Wall Street language these are called *hedge clauses. They
signify that if the representations turn out to be wrong the

banker shall not be held accountable. 1662 Portsmouth
(R.I.) Rcc. 396 The said fence, .provided that it bea *hedge
fence. J778 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. LII. 13 Seeing this

hedge fence, they might take it to be a breastwork thrown

up to annoy them. 1826-44 [see Hedge sb, 7 a]. 1820

Keats Fancy 50 The first *Hedge-grown primrose that hath

burst. 1900 Daily Express 3 Aug. 2/7 Barley is not so good
this year, for it has come up irregularly..; barley of this

character is known with us as a * hedge-grown crop '. 1928

Daily Express 21 May 10/3 They can '^hedge-hop* with

skill or fly to the greater heights with as much impunity as

a man pilot. 1930 J. %T'e.v^^v.?.o\i Princ.Commercinl Corr.

151 There was little further change, some *hedge seUingand
Continental liquidation being well absorbed by month-end
trade calling. 1930 Daily Express 8 Sept. 2/7 A reaction

occuiTed owing to liquidation, hedge selling, a bearish crop

estimate. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 21 July 2/3 The swallow does

not fear us, the "hedge-wren does not flout us. 1907 Aca-
demy 9 Feb, 131/2 The hedge-wren.. Is out in the open,

10. hedge-oactus 6^..^., a cactus {Cereus peru-

vianus) grown as a hedge-plant; hedge-nettle

(later example).
1883 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxxvi. 593 There is.,

the *hedge cactus, with which Mexicans fence their fields.

1869 Jane G. Fuller l/ncle John's Flower Gatkeres 277
There are several other species of the *Hedge-net tie, some of

them without hairs.



HEDGE.

Eedffe, v. Add : 8. c. To insure against risk

of loss by entering into contracts which balance one
another. Also trans., to operate in (a commodity)
in this way.
1909 I. FisHF.R Elimination of Risk 12 An important

method of shifting risks is ' hedging ', wh<^eby a dealer, for
instance in transporting wheat, may be relieved of the risk
of a change of price. 1917 A. W. Atwood Exckanges !<,•

Speculation xiv. 195 Hedging.. consists in matching a pur-
coase with a sale, or vice versa ; in other words, it consisLs

in making a purchase or sale for future delivery to offset and
frotcct an actual merchandising transaction. Ibid, xiv. r97

t makes little difference to an elevator if wheat rises or falls

fifty cents a bushel, provided its holdings have been hedged.

Hedgehog. Add : 7. b. hedgehog con-
verter, transformer Eleclr., a type of trans-

former (no longer used) with open magnetic circuit,

in which the ends of the iron wire core assnme a
bristling appearance ; hedgehog wheat, a race of

hardy dwarf wheats, grown in mountainous dis-

tricts of Europe, having dense short ears and
awned glumes.
i9aa Encycl. 5rrV. XXVIII. iiy/a The wire. .used. .to

form the core of his '*hedgehog' transformers. 1911Webster,
•Hedgehog wheat. X9ai J. Pbrcival iV/teat Plant -^o-j Club,
Dwarf, Cluster or Hedgehog Wheat, Triticuin compactum,
Kedonal (hj-d<ynal). Chem. [f. Gr. ifiovii

pleasure + -AL.] A white crystalline powder used
as a hypnotic remedy.
1905 Medical Annual 191 Hedonal has been used by

Vargas in the treatment of chorea.

Eedmmite (he-dromait). Petrography, [f.

Hedrum, Norway + -ite 1.] A variety of syenite

having a laminated structure caused by the elon-

gated form of the feldspar crystals.

1916 Hatch & Wells Petrol. Igneous Rocks Index 548/3.

Hedychiiun (hWi-ki?m). [mod.L. (Koenig,
1 785); ^- Gr. i)Jus sweet + x""" snow, in allusion to

the fragrant snow-white flowers of some species.]

A plant of the genus so named of zingiberaceous
perennials, natives of tropical Asia, bearing showy
white, yellow, or red flowers in a terminal spike;
the garland flower. Also, a fibre obtained from a
species of this genus.
1911 in Webster. 1910 Cross S: Bevam Paper-Makinx

171 licdychiu*n coronarium. Hedychium has lately come
into proDMiience as a paper-making fibre.

Heebie-jeebie ;s Ch»-bi|d3rbi(i). slang. A
form of dance resembling the Blues. AUoyf^f., the
'blues', the 'jim-jams'.
I9a6 Bulletin 13 Dec. 5/5 The latest dance, the ' Heebie-

jeebies ' is said to represent the incantations made by Red
Indian witch doctors before a human sacritice. X9»7 Punch
3.Feb. 116/1 It is interesting to observe that in spile of arti-

ficial sunlight, television, winter sports and the heebie-jeebie
there are still some sulwarts who stand by the old tradi-
tional amusements of the English people. X917 iVeekly
Dispatch 1 May 8 'J'he Heebie Jeebies is rich in haunch
movements. Ibid. 3 May 3/7 A terrible girl in the next
gallery, painted in the fearsome and fashionable ' pink and
putty manner, had given him what an .American present
might have called the'heeby-jecbics '. Ibid. 17 Aug. 3/3
Does this work never give you the beeby-jeebies { Does it

never depress you ?

Heel, J^.i Add:
L e. Heel of Achilles, Achillea heel\ the only

vulnerable spot (in allusion to the story of the
dipping of Achilles in the river Styx : cf, tendon of
Achilles s.v. Tendon).
1810 Coleridge Frirrui ^^i Ireland, that vulnerable heel

of the British Achilles t 1864 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. xvii. ii.

IV. 522 Hanover,.. the Achil)es*-heet to invulnerable Eng-
land. 1930 tr. L. D. Bronshstein's Life xxv. 262 By his
verbal artifices, be only discloses his own Achilles' heeL
£ Horsemanship. Management by the heel, esp,

the spurred heel,
XTsS Chambers Cycl. s.v.,TbU borse onderstaads the Heels

well.

7. k. The lower part of the back of a book.
\^f^ Goiifrey's Catai. No. 134. 36 Small piece gotw from

heel, and joint becoming tender.

1, m. (See quots.)
i88a pRor. Cope in C S. Tomes Man, Dental AnaL

(1898) 471 Stages in the following modification of parts :— .

.

(6) In the obliteration of the inner tubercle of the lower
sectorial. (7) In the extinction of the heel of the same.
1888 Lockivood't Did. Mech, Engin.^ Heel^ the thick or
broad end of a wedge-shaped piece, the broad end of a raiN
way switch for example.

24. o. To run heel. Delete + and add :

i9»3 Timet 17 Jan. 5/5 The old Melbreak bounds will
never run heel.

26. a. heel-bre&st, in a shoe, the inside edge of
the heel, adjoining the waist ; 80 heel-breaster,
an operator who cuts heel-breasts ; also, the tool

used ; heel-breasting, the cutting of heel-breasts

;

heel-parer, one who shapes and trims heel-blanks

;

heel-scourer, one who scours the surface of heels.
19SI Did. Occtifi. Terms (1927) § 429 Scourer, .designated

according to parts upon which he works, e.g. bottom or
naumkeag scourer, heel scourer, ^heel-breast scourer. 1905
WdstM. Giix. 30 Oct. 7/3 'Ihc same firm have several other
novelties, incliidinean automatic Louis 'heeUbrcaster. The
uninitiated may like to know that '•heel-breasiing ' is the
operation of bevelling out the curve on the inside edge of
the beel to the familiar half-moon or other shape. 19x1
Did. Occnp. Tenns (1927) § 414 Heel breaster; cuts breast

4S5

on front of heel square. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885)
76*HeeIPareT. x^^ Daily Chron. 11 June 3/6 Boot Trade.—Wanted good heel parers and *heel scourers.

Heel, z/.i Add

:

7. intr. To run back on the scent, to run heel,
1898 Daily^ Nexvs 5 Oct. tjt One or two of the best hounds

showed a di<;position to heel—i. e.—go back on the line if
they chanced to lose it.

Heelaman, -oman, varr. of Hielaman.
1848 H. W. Haygarth Busk Life Australia x. 113 The

heeloman is a sort of shield, made of the toughest wood pro-
curable, about three feet in length, and six inches in breadth
at the centre,_whence it gradually tapers 08F to a point at
either extremity.

Heeled, fpl. a. Add: 2. (Earlier examples.)'
r%^All Year Roundel Oct. 49r/2 It was the correct thing
that the gentleman who was vexed at him should ask in a
piquant tone whether he was 'heeled '. 1873 J, H. Beadle
Undevel, Westxx, 190 As it was my first visit to Washing-
ton, I was but poorly *h£eled ' for tlie work.
4. Heeled bet : in card games (see quot.).
1^23 L. H. Dawson Hoyle's Games 274 A * heeled Bet ' is

said to be one in which the counters of the stake are placed
diagonally across from one card to another signifying that
the punter is playing both cards to win.

Heeler. Add : 6. A sharp blow with the heels
or spurs.

x888 *R. BoLDREwtJOD* Robbery under Arms xii, He
fetches him isc. the horse] such a ' heeler ' as gave him some-
thing else to think of for a few miles.

Heeler^, colloq. [f. Heel z/,2 + -er1.] a
lurch to one side ; also, a boat inclined to lurch.
1894 Times 6 Aug. 5/2 The wind came off in hard puffs.

Each took a regular heeler as they crossed the mouth of the
Medina. xo»6 Rex Clements Stately Southerner 106 The
ship herself was a heeler.

Heel-piece. Add : 1. d. Shipbtdlding. An
angle-bar joining the heels of a frame across the
keel. e. EUctr^ The iron bar connecting the soft

iron cores in an electro-magnet.
1904 A. C Holms Pract. Shipbuilding I. 471 The frame

heel pieces are usually fitted when the frames are screwed
up ready for riveting. 1904 M. M. Kirkman Telegr. ^
Telephone 29 The^ magnet is constructed of a bar or heel
piece of soft iron, into which are screwed two penciUsfaaped
pieces of iron which form the cores of the magnets.

Heel-t)late. Add: 3. A plate to support the
heel of the boot in a metal skate ; also, * a slotted

f>late fixed on a boot-heel, to which a skate may be
ocked * {Fuftk's StandardDiet, 1895).
1890 D. Adams Skating 5 A metal sole and heel-f^te

screwed on to the boot with ordinary screws, is unquestion-
ably the best and firmest. 1893 G. A. Meagher Figure ^
FancySkating t(i A perfect sl^te should be all of one piece.
'Ihis is effected by welding the toe and heel plates on to the
blade itself.

Heemraad (h^-mrad, hrm-). IJist, PI. -ra-
den. Also -raat, -rad. [Du,, f. keem village,

home + raaf/ council.] Alocalpettycourt or council
assisting the landdrost in South Africa and also for-

merly in Holland ; also, a member of this council.
x8ox J. Barrow^ Trav. i. 12 A civil magistrate called a

LandrostfVfho, with his Hemraaden, or a council ofcountry
burghers, is vested with powers to regulate the police of his
district, [etc.). xZ-jt Encyd. Brit, V. 47/2 Prior to 1827
there existed in the several districts of thecolonyan institu-

tion established by the Dutch called the Bo.-ird of Landrost
and Heemraaden.

^ 1888 Thbal in Fitzpatrick Transvaal
(1899) ID The abolition in 1827 of the courts of landdrost
and heemraden. igoo If^estm. Gaz. ig Dec. 3/2 Lord
Caledon, after our second annexation of the Cape, revived
an old kind of elected Councils, named Hcemraaen, for the
government of the inland districts.

Heersian (hi*-jsian), a, Ceol. [ad. F. heer-

sien, f. HeerSy in Limbourg: see -ian.] Of or

pertaining to a system which is specially developed
atHeers, consisting of an upper division of marls
and a lower division of sandy beds.
[1886Jukes-Browne Hist. Geol. 456 Heersien... These beds

are 100 feet thick.) 1903 A. Gfiikik Text-bk^ Geol, (ed. 4)
1234 Heersian marls and Landenian sands.

Hefiier (he-fnai). Photometry. Short for the
name of H. von Hefner-Alteneck^ a German physi-

cist, used to designate a unit of light intensity, equal
to about "88 candle-power ; also in certain attrib.

uses, as Hefner lamp, an amyl-acetate lamp used
to compare light intensities ; Hefner lux, -metre,
a light equal in intensity to one hefner at a distance

of one metre.
190X Encycl. Brit. XXX. 935/3 For accurate scientific

purposes the best standard is the Hefner-Alteneck or amyl-
acetate lamp. 1910 Ibid. VIII. 784/2 The weighing beam
in the Hefner-Alteneck dynamometer is placed transversely
to the belt. lyn Ibid. XXI. 526/2 Various experimental
investigations into the properties of the Hefner flame. 1917
G. Martin's Indust. ^ Manuf Chem. II. 357 note^ The
Hefner candle power is equal to about 0-9 British standard
candle.

Heft (heft), j*.2 Pl.hefte. [G.] A number of
sheets of paper fastened together to form a book

;

spec, a division of a serial work; a part of a serial

publication,
1886 A thenseum 9 Oct. 464/1 This treatise forms the fifth

Heft of the second volume. 1892 Rev. Reviews Jan. 58/1
There is another interesting article. .in Heft 14 of the Gar-
tenlauhe.

Heft, vy 1. Also absoL
»9"3 R* W. Service Rhymes cfRollittg Stone 40 And here

they must make the long portage^ and the boys sweat in the

HEINE.
sun ; And they heft and pack, and they haul and track, and
each must do his trick.

Hefty, a. 1. Add: Now in general coUoq. or
slang use. Also advb., 'powerfully*, exceedingly.
1898 Kipling La7id ^ Sfa Tales, Stalky (1923) 135 What

are we going to do? It's hefty damp here. 1905 Daily
Chron. 18 Sept. 8/2 When an American girl does that, you
can guess there's something 'mighty hefty* weighing her
down. 1925 E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest, iga4 39 The
bucolic bumpkin with coarse features and slow brain fails no
less than the 'hefty' giant. 1930 Priestley Angel Pave'
mentii. 85 It's a hefty commission all right. 1930 Diary of
Public School Girl 32 Played in a game with Highlands,
Got some good hefty bangs.

He^emon (hrd^lmpn^ he*-), [a. Gr, ^ytftuv
leader.] A leading or paramount power.
1904 Forum Jan.-Mar. 547 (Cent D. Suppl.) The hegemon

of the western hemisphere is the United States. 1920 Public
Opinions July 6/1 Japan., asserting her ambition to become
hegemon of a far East on which white influence shall be
reduced to a vanishing point.

Hegemonist (hid^cmJnist). [f. Hegemony +
-1ST.] An advocate of hegemony. Also Kege*-
monizer.
1898 Pall Mall Gaz. 12 Feb. 4/1 This Prince Kraft was

also, it would seem, the earliest Prussian hegemonist, who
has so far, and as such, revealed himself to us. X92Z Pilgjiin
Apr. 273 It does not., follow that the resistance of England
to the previous hegemonisers would be condemned.

Hehner (hfi'naj). The name of the chemist Otto
Hehner used attrib. in Hehner value^ a number
indicating the percentage of insoluble fatty acids in
an oil or fat.

191S G. Martin's Indust. ^ Manuf. Chem. I. (ed. 2) 64s.
1918 T. H. Pope tr. Viilavecchia's App. Anal. Chem. I. 382
Insoluble, Fixed Fatty Acid Number. (Hehner Number.)

Heiau (h^i-au). [Hawaiian.] A temple,
^ x8as W. Ellis Jml, Tour Hazuaii $1 Tamehameha.. fin-
ished the heiau, dedicated it to his god of war. 1920 Nature
'5 July 62S/1 There are shorter notes on heathen prayers
and the ceremonial erecton of the heiau or god's house.

Heidelberg (hai-dalbsig, H hai-dalb^x)- The
name of a German city used attrib. in Archseology
to denote a jaw found in the sandpit of Mauer near
Heidelberg in 1907, or the type of prehistoric man
{homo heidelbergensis^ indicated by this jaw.
i9H_A. Keith in Nature 25 May 414/1 The Heidelberg

mandible was found in 1907 embedded in the Mauer sand
beds. 1911 W. L. H. Duckworth Prehistoric Man 10 The
Heidelberg or Mauer jaw. 1917 R. S. Lull Org. Evol,
xxxviii. 677 The Heidelberg man represents the oldest re-
corded European race, geologically speaking.

Height, sb. Add :

1. C, Of type : The distance from the feet to the
face. Height to paper, the standard height of type.
1771 LucKOMBE Hist. Printing-z^^ They [sc. imperfections]

are seldom exact to the prior sorts, but differ from them,
sometimes in thickness, height to paper, ordepth of Body.
18*4 J. Johnson Typogr. II. ii. 13 Not only founders of
different places, but of the same residence, and even each in
particular, often \'ary in height and depth. 1888 Encyd.
Brit. XX HI. 698/2 The height of type varies slightly with
different founders, the mean being ^in. 1893 A. Oldfield
Man. T^pogr. xxti. 164 Each letter should be of exactly the
same height to paper ; the height of type being ii-i2ths of
an inch. 1900 H. Hart Cent. Typogr. 23 Five packets of
types of the same face, but cast on a Pica body and Dutch
'height-to-paper', were found at the Oxford Press in 1898.

14. Height of land^ a watershed or ridge of high
land dividing two river basins. Canadian and U.S,
1725 in G. Sheldon Hist. Deerfield (1895) I. 559 They told

us they wd travel to the bight of land by black river. 1805-9

J. J.Henrv Camp. agst. Quebec (1812) 36 On this lake, we
obtained a full view of those hills which were then, and are
now, called the ' Heighth of land ', i860 H. Y. Hind Narr,
Canadian Red River Exped. II. 225 The Vermilion Pass,
which was traversed by Dr. Hector presents on the whole the
greatest natural facilities for crossing the mountains without
the aid of engineering work, as the rise to the height of land
is gradual from both sides. 1875 Encyd. Brit. II. 201/1 In
the north it {sc, the watershed] fe found in a stretch of
country, called the Height of Land, that lies between the
White and the Green Mountains, and gives birth to the
Connecticut and a number of smaller streams. 1902 Ibid.
XXXI. J30/2 Beyond the Height-of-Land the Winnipeg
and Enghsh rivers flow westward to Lake Winnipeg. 1918
H. Bindloss Agatha's Fortune xxv, It was hardly a range
of hills, but rather what pro.spectors call a ' heighth * of land.

1930 G. L. Wood Pacific Basin 5 Behind the peninsula of
California the height ofland is a thousand miles from the sea,

19. For -^Obs. read Obs, exc. in literary use.

xSao Lamb EUa Ser. i. South-sea House (i86g) 6 While he
held you in converse, you felt strained to the height in the
colloquy. 1871 Tennvson Last Tournoinent 658 For once
—ev'n to the height— I honour'd him.

Heik, var. of *Hike sb. and v.

Heimin (h^*min), [Jap., f. hei common + min
people.] In Japanese society, the common people,

including the peasantry, labourers, and traders,

1875 IWans. Asiatic Soc. fapan (1884) III. 11. 104. X9|04

Daily Chron, 30 Mar. 4/5 Of those not Samurai, the heimin,
or commoners, the peasantry ranked first.

Heimweh (hai'mv^i), [G.] Home-sickness.
1756, 18.. [see HoME-siCKNE9s], 1845 Ford Hattdbk.

Spain II. 695 If debarred a hope of return, they [sc. the

Asturians] pine from Nostalgia or Heimweh. 1904 A. B. F.

Young Complete Motorist xvi. (ed. 2) 323 That restlessness,,

as haunting as the heintweh that is its opposite.

Heine (hsi'm*). Also Heinle, Hiney. Cana^
dian and U.S. Army slang. [The German surname

Heine.] A German (soldier).



HEINESQITE.

iai< E. Fraser & Gibbons ^o/rf;Vr < Sailor Wtirtls, Heine

lorHiiuy). 19»9 E- W. Springs Ab<we bright blue Sky 227
' There, you're all right,' the sergeant soothed him. ' Those

yellow-bellied Heinies can't kill you. We got ten of em this

morning.' r^ , / tt
Heinesqne (haine-sk), a. [f. the name of H.

Heine (1799-1856), German poet + -esque.] Of,

pertaining to, or resembling the style of Heine.

1809 Acadtmy 24 June 677/1 A grimly tragic vignette of

peasant life, wilh a Heinesque turn at the close. 1907 Daily

C'i'wr. 2 Aug. 3/3 His Heinesque moods are steeleti through

with a strong man's virility. 1915-16 Miis. Assoc. Proc. 158

Beethoven is never sinister, never even Heinesque, if I may
use the word. _ , „ , .

Heintzite (hai-ntsait). Min. [ad. G. hemtzit,

f. the name of W. H. Htinlze, German chemist of

Halle : see -ite l.] A colourless or white hydrous

borate of magnesium and potassium found in mono-

clinic crystals.

1891 yrnl. Clieiii. Soc. LX. I. 528 For the new borate.

Milch proposes the name of hintzeite, after Professor Hintze,

of Breslau ; whilst Ludecke proposes that of heintzite, after

Heintz, the discoverer of pinnoite. J90» H. A. Miers Min.

^Hei-tiki (h^itrki). New Zealand. [Maori;

f. hei ornament for the neck + tiki creator of man.]

A greenstone ornament worn by the Maoris, repre-

senting the first man.
,835 W. Yate Acc. Ne^a Zealand (ed. 2) 151 The hei-tiki

being taken off the neck, laid down . . and then wept and sung

over. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 540/1 The hideous breast

ornament termed hei tiki. 1887 Col. .y Indian Exhik, Ret.
Col. Sect. 74 Heitikis or native deities.

Hejeen, variant of *Hygeen.
Hekistotlierin (h/ki-stoJiS.im). Bot. [f. Gr.

jjiiiaro! smallest + fffpMV heat.] A plant which

needs very little heat, as the arctic and antarctic

lichens and mosses. Hence Hekistothermic a.

1900 B. D. Jackson CIoss. Bot. Terms Addit., Hekisto-

therm. 1909 Groom & Balfour tr. Warmings Oecolo^y of
Plants 36 Hekistothermic : plants living beyond the limits

of tree-growth, where the annual mean temperature sinks

below o* C.

Hekte (he-ktj). Also heote. [Gr. Un] the

sixth (of a stater), fem. (sc. naipa part) of cktos

sixth.] A Greek silver coin.

1906 G. F. HlLl Historical Greek Coins zj hk'X if^amens
of an electrum hekte, or sixth of the stater. 1921 British

Museum Return 79 An electrum hecte with the type of a

crouching lion and a hemihectc with the type of a winged
monster.

Held, //A a. Add: Also with adverbs.

c 1611 Chapman Iliad xxiv. 275 With held vp hands, 1906

Westtn. Gas. 28 Dec. 7/2 A long string of 'held-up ' cars.

XCelderlierg (he-ldajbarg). Geo/. Name of

a range of hills in New York State, designating a

subdivision of the Lower Devonian (or Upper
Silurian) in the eastern U.S. Hence He'lder-

'bergfian (-bajg-, -bSid.^-), a.

188a A. Geikie Text-Bk. Geol. 692 Upper Silurian... I II.

Lower Helderberg formation. 1899 Lapworth C^o/. Z28'rhe

Lower Helderberg Series. X906 Chambrrlin & Salisbury
Geol. II. 454 From this intermediate or transitional assem-

blage the Helderberg fauna seems to have taken its origin.

Ibid. 455 The capulid shells which abound at some localities

in the Helderbergian., faunas.

Eelgramite : see Hellgrammite.
1894 Jk//««- (U.S.) XXIV. 228/2 Helgramites (purchas.

able at most any of the tackle stores during the bass season).

Helical, a. Add : Helical gear, tube (see

quots.). Also Comb., as helical-cut adj.

1888 Lock-!vood's Did. Mech. Engin., Helical Gear,

toothed gear in which the wheel-teeth instead of being at

right angles with their faces are set at some other angle

therewith. 1904 Technol. ty Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild &
Tweney) s.v. Cycles, A form of tube known as ' helical

',

which IS formed from a thin steel band or ribbon, wrapped
into a form of a tube and brazed at the edges. 1908 IVestiir.

Caz. 28 May 4/2 The live axle is chiefly noticeable for its

helical-cut driving pinion. Ibid. 18 Nov. 5/1 Several of the

wheels have helical-cut teeth.

B. sb. = helical gear.

1913 Lockwood's Diet. Mech. Engin. (ed. 4) s.v. Helical
Gear Cutting, Double helicals are cut in the same way if

the teeth are staggered and divided at the apex.

Helically, adv. Add : Also Comb.
1908 Wcstm. Gaz. 14 Nov. 14/2 Helically-cut half-time

gear-wheels to ensure silence.

Helico- (he'liko), comb, form of Gr. ?\ij Helix,
in names of chemical substances occurring in snails.

19x4 J. A. Mandel tr. Hammarsten ff Hedin's Physiol.

Chem. (ed. 7) 174 Another phosphoglycoprotein is helico-

proteid, obtained by Hammarsten from the glands of the

snail Helix pomatia. 1917 yrnl. Chem. Soc. CXII. I. 421
Helicorubin is thus closely related to haemoglobin, and acts

without doubt in the intestine of the snail as a respiratory

pigment.

Helicopter (he'lik^ptaj). Aeronautics. Also
in Fr. form. [ad. F. hilicoptire, f. Gr. fXiKos, ?\if

spiral, Helix -t- uTtpiv wing.] A flying machine
sustained by one or more lifting screws revolving

horizontally. Also aitrib.

187a Aeronaut j!Ln. {EJicycl. Brit., 1879, IX. 319/2) Helico-

ptere or Screw-Model, by M. P^naud. 1887 tr. y. Verne's

Clipper of Clouds iv. We can look forward to such con-

trivances, .which we can call streophores, helicopters, ortho-

pters..by means of which man will become the master of

space. 1908 O. & W. Wright in Century Mag. Sept. 641/2

Several years later we began building these h^licopteres

for ourselves. 1909 Westm. Caz. 28 Jan. 4/2 Mr. Howard

456

Wright's helicopter, with which flying tests have been

satisfactorily carried out, is now en route for Italy. Ibid.

2 Mar. 4/1 The Gobron englned Breguet helic^ter aero-

plane. 1927 C. L. M. Brown Conquest ofAir 39 The helico-

pter method of flight.

Hence He-llcopter v. intr., to fly with or as with

a helicopter; Helico'pterlst, one who uses a

helicopter.

1913 Daily Mail 12 Feb. 7 M. Raoul de Pescara, the

helicopterist. 1916 Spectator 10 Apr. 665/1 An albatross,

helicoptering over the masthead, signalled the land.

Helio. Add : b. = *Heliogkaph sb. 4 b.

1886 Kipling Departm. Ditties, etc. (1904) 23 All honour
unto nangs, for n'er did Jones thereafter know By word or

act official who read off that helio. 1901 * Linesman' IVords

Eyewitness (1902) 32 Then another helio, spelt out painfully

by the frowning, staring signallers, ' Very hard pressed*.

Helio 2. [coUoq. abbrev. of Heliotrope.] =
Heliotrope i d.

192a Daily Mail 22 Nov. 5 Very exceptional value with

Blue or Black or Helio border. 1928 Ibid. 31 July 1/3
Dainty.. Dressing Jackets in Pink, Apple and Helio.

Helio-. Add : He-llocn:lture = '"Heliolithic

culture. He-lioliygione, exposure to the sun as a

hygienic practice. He:Uophyllite (-fi'bit, -ffibit)

Min., a yellow or green arsenite and chloride of

lead. He-Uopo^lar a., pertaining to the pole of the

sun's rotation. He:Uota'ctlc a., sensitive or re-

sponsive to the rays of the sun. Ke'Uotaixls,

phototaxis due to the rays of the sun. Heiliotlie'-

rapy, the treatment of disease by exposure to the

sun's rays.

1925 J. R. Harris Apollo's Birds 34 The culture which is

now generally called *helioculture. 1930 Neiu Statesman
2t June 329/2, I.. argued from that evidence that belio-

tlierapy .. must yield as an ideal to *heliohygiene. 1896

Chester Diet. Min., *Heliophyllite, a foliated var. of

ecdemite. 190J Science 7 Feb. 223/2 The vector diagram in

*Iieliopolar coordinates takes the form of a conical surface

around the Sun. 1904 Biol. Bulletin VI. 253 The mating
habits of these highly "heliotactic males and wingless

females. 1913 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 7), 'Hcliotaxis.

1890 Billings Med. Diet., *Heliotherapy, treatment of

disease by exposure to sunlight. lyt^Lancet 11 July 104/r

The fundamental principles and practical applications of

heliotherapy and phototherapy. 1921 Glasgow Herald y^
July 10 For the information of medical practitioners in-

terested in heliotherapy.

Heliogabalns (hf:li(7g£E'bal»s). [Latinized f.

Elagabal, Syro-Phoenician sun-god.] The adopted

name of Varins Avitus Bassianus, Roman Emperor
A.D. a 1 8-3 2 3, famed for folly and profligacy, used

allusively. Also He-Uogaba-lian (-gab^i'lian) a.,

resembling the character or tastes of Heliogabalns.

He.liogra'balize v. intr., to act like Heliogabalus.

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 7t For his dissolute life he
seemed another Heliogabalus. 1618 J. Taylor (Water P.)

rennilesse Pilgr. Wks. (1630) N 3/2 Had I beene a Sar-

danapalus, or a Heliogabalus, 1 thinke that.. the great

trauell ouer the Mountaines had tamed me. 1624 Burton
Anat. Mel. I. ii. II. ii. (ed. 2) 63 What Fagos, Epicures,

Apitios, Heliogables our times affourd? 1859 National
Mag. V. 142/1 In California .. the Celestials.. make aHelio-
gobalian kind of dish of rats' brains.

Helio^aph, sb. Add : 4. b. A message sent

by heliograph.

1899 Pall Mall Mag. Nov. 319, I have just received a
heliograph that the Basutos have bands out through . . the

valley.

Heliolithic (hz:licli-})ik), a. [f. Helio-, after

eolithic, etc.] Designating the civilization charac-

terized by megaliths and sun-worship.

1915 G. Ei.LioT Smith Praci. Mummiftcation tJY\\^\\Si^Yi\.

of megalithic building and sun-worship (a combinationfor
which it is convenient to use Professor Brockwell's distinc-

tive term 'heliolithic culture '). 1916 Church Q. Rer. Jan.

283 The world-wide migration of this ' heliolithic culture'.

1926 J. R. Harris Apollo's Birds 33 There is no known
heliolithic temple in the Thames Valley. 1929 G.W. Deeping
Roper's Ro^v xxxvi. But assuredly Ruth belonged to the

old heliolithic people. She had something of the south in

eyes, hair, temperament.

Heliometer. 1. Add : Also attrib.

1893 D. Gill {.title) Heliometer Observations for Deter-

mination of Stellar Parallax made at the Royal Observatory,

Cape of Good Hope, igos C. L. Poor in Astrophysical

yrnl. XXII. 103 The heliometer measures made in connec-

tion with transits of Venus in 1874 and 1882.

So Heliometry (hflif>'metri), the art or practice

of using the heliometer.

Helium. Add: b. attrib., 0.=, helium-envelope,

-spectrum ; helium star, a star which exhibits the

helium line in its spectrum.
X903 Agnes M. Clerke Problems Astrophysics 93 A

*helium-envelope surrounds the sun to a depth of five thou-

sand miles. Ibid. 94 Now that the *helium-spectrum has

been unravelled. 1904 Technol. <j. Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild

& Tweney), '^Helium Stars, stars the spectra of which show
§rominently the lines of the gas helium. 1921 Discovery

ept. 236/1 The B or helium stars are on the crest of the

evolutionary curve, at the meridian of stellar life.

Hell.^j. Add : 4. d. ^ hell of a —: also, an

exceedingly bad, great, loud, etc.

X778 in .S. Cur-wen's yrnl. ^ Lett, (i 864) 227 After travelling

in the heat of the season in a hell of a climate. 1806 Weems
Lett. II. 354 I've had a hell of a time in your service.

1897 ' Mark Twain ' Follo-.vitig Equator xxxi. It's a
charming town, with a hell of a hotel... It's the worst hotel

in Australia. X9X0 R. W. Service Ballads of Cheechako

133 Lord ! it's a hell of a night. 19x0 Mulford Hopalong

HELLYON.
Cassidy xxvL 176, I got money—helluva lot of money. 1918
M^^CuDDEN Five Yrs. R.F.C. 232 There was immediately a
Hell of a yell. i9«o Mulford J. Kelson xii. 126 You must
*a' had one h— 1 of a time gettin' out. 1921— Black Buttet
ii. 34 He was a hell of a trait-hoss, an' he bad a hell of an
outfit, if you leave it to me \

7. b. Also designating similar receptacles for

waste.
1872 Saddl. Horn, ff Carriage Biiilder^s Gaz. 1 Dec.

207/2 Each .smith shop has what ts termed the ' hell ', and
in cutting off a set of tires, if the farmer b not present, the
largest half of the end cut off finds its way to the *hell*.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 345/2 A useful adjunct to the
many saw-mills, which produce more waste than can be con-
sumed in raising the necessary steam, is the 'slah-bumer*
or ' hell '.

10, To give (a person) hell: to give him *a bad
time*. HeWs delight \ pandemonium. Like hell'.

recklessly, desperately ; extremely, very much

:

freq, as a mere intensive.

1855 Like hell [in Diet.]. 1863 O. W. Norton Artny
Lett. i6i We have met the enemy and given them hell.

ZO18 E. A. Mackintosh War^ the Liberator 141 You swine,

V\\ give you hell for this. 1918 W. I. Locke Rough Road
xi. 131 Just listen to the hell s delight that's going on over

yonder. 1934 D. H. Lawrence Englaud, my England ao6

'And I shall miss thee, Jack.'. .'Miss you like hell.' 1931

D. L. Savers Five Red Herr. xxii. 248, I am supposed to

have faked an alibi, suborned my friends and played merry
hell generally.

b. Hell-for-hather : at breakneck speed, orig.

used with reference to riding on horseback. Also

aitrib. or as adj.

1889 KiPMNG Story ofthe Gadsbys, Valley of the Shado7v,
Here, Gaddy, take the chit to Bingle and ride hell-for

leather. 1893 — Many Inventions, My Lord the Elephant

^

I perceived a gunner-orf'cer in full rjg'mentals perusin' down
the road, hell-for-leather, wid his mouth open. 1915 D. O.
Harnett Lett. 176 The little English plane went humming
back, hell-for-leather. 1929 H. W. Freeman Joseph ^ His
Brethren vi. 48 Charging down hell for leather with your
sabres all flashing in the sun. 1930 Daily Express 6 Sept,

8/7 That magnificent, hell -for-Ieat her, boiling verse.
^

11. b. hell-raiser ; hell-roarings tearing adjs.

1928 Daily Express 1 June 9 She dislikes the ' *hell-raiseT
'

that he likes to make the public believe he is. 1920 J,
Gvit:.GOK>i Man to Man iv. Your *hell-roaring old grand-dad.

Z914 W. J. Locke Jaffery xxi, These *hell-tearing fellows,

Helladic, a- Add: b. Arckseol. Denoting a

Cycladic culture of southern Greece lasting from

about 2600-1200 B.C. Also absoL
1921 Wage in Jml. Hellenic Studies XLL 11. 260 Early

Helladic pottery. Ibid, 265 With the Third Late_ Helladic

Period Mycenae reached the zenith of its dominion and
riches. 1925 V. G. Childe Da-ujn European Civilization

v. 74 The first metal-using culture therefore is called Early
Helladic. 1927 Peake & Fleure Priests Sr Kings 113 The
sub-periods range from Early Helladic 1 to Late Helladic IH.

Hellandite (hclandait). Min, [f. the name
of A. Hellandt Norwegian scientist: see -ite^.]

A silicate of calcium and the rare earths, found

in pegmatite veins in Norway.
1903 7r«/. Chetti. Soc, LXXXI V. 11. 657 Both in crystalline

form *nd chemical composition, hellandite is analogous to

guarinite. 1924 J. W. Mellor Inorg. <V Theoret. Chem. V.

512 Brownish-red hellandite from LindvikstoUan near

Kragero, Norway.

He*ll-bent, a, and adv, U.S. [Hell sb. 1 1 d,

Bent ///. a. 3.] * Fiendishly *, doggedly, or reck-

lessly determined {upon a certain course). Also

advb. determinedly, recklessly,

x%lS Knickerbocker Mag. VL 12 A large encampment of

savages, . .'hell-bent on carnage'. 1840 Pol. Song (Cent.

Diet.), Maine went Hell-bent For Governor Kent. 1904
Boston Herald 2 Aug. 6 The Populist Democrats are going
* hell-bent ', as the old song says, for Roosevelt, 1910 W. M.
Raink B, O^Connor ii. 21, I know your kind—hell-bent to

spend what you cash in. 1910 Mulford Hopalong Cassidy
xxviii. 184 As soon as we lick this aggregation of trouble-

hunters, what's left will ride hell-bent for that valley. x9u L.

J. Vanck Destroying Angel ix. Unless you're hell-bent upon
sticking around here. 1918 Mulford Man/r. Bar-30 xv.

152, I was hell-bent to get down here, ..an' now I'm hell-

bent to get back again. 1926 B. Cronin Red Dawson vi,

Shaw sending the coach hell-bent round the curve ofJump-
ing Lead.

Hellenic, a. Add : 2. Typog. Designating a
variety of Greek type.

1927 Greek Printing Types (Exhib. B.M.) 3 It is thus only

natural that the Graeco-Latin founts should now make way
for more directly Hellenic styles of type. Ibid. 21 I'hucy-

dides, Funeral Oration of Pericles (part). Printed with

i2-point ' New Hellenic ' type.

Hellenotype (helen(7t3ip), Photog. « ivory^

type (see Ivory 9).

1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Hellenotype, a picture in which
two finished photographs are used. One is taken very light,

the paper made translucent by varnish, tinted on the back,

and laid [over] the stronger print, so th.at there is a combina-

tion of effects. 1890 WooDBUKv Encycl. Fhotogr. 340.

Hellion, hellyon (he-lyan). U.S. colloq.

[prob. variant of Hallion, with assimilation to

Hell sb^ A troublesome or disreputable person ;

a mischievous child,

1845 J. T. Hooper ^(/z/. Simon Suggs \, 18 The ' oudacious
*

little hellions ! 1857 Jrnl. Discourses V. 135/2 We are

going to dig a cachcand put ail the whining men and

women into it...We want to be released from such poor

hellyons. 1896 J. C. Harris Sister Jane 136 If dey^ver
was a hellian he wuz one. 1906 ' O. Henry Four Mmiott
8 Jawn, did ye ever see a straighter-nosed gang of hellion*

in the days of your life ? 1919 H. L. Wilson Ma Pettengifl

vii. 225 Three children that was known to be hellions.



HELMINTHOSPOROID, 457 HEORTOLOGY.

»

SelmintllOSporoid (helmin))osp6»Toid), a,

Bot. [f. mod.L. Helminthosporium (f. Gr. tKyavs^

kkfuv0- Helminth + cnopos seed, spore) : see -oid.]

Of", pertaining to, or resembling the genus HeUnin-
thosporium of hyphomycetous fungi.

1887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 566 The flocci of
some Helminthosporoid fungus.

Helmitol (hclmit^l). Trade name of a white

crystalline product of citric acid witli hexamethy-

lene-tetramine, used as an antiseptic, etc.

X503 Jf-nl, Chem. Soc. LXXXIV. i. igs Helmitol.. forms
colourless crystals. 1905 Medical Annual 32 Goldberg
compares the actions of urotropin, helmitol, and hetralin,

1908 Practitioner Jan, 64 The newer drugs, urotropine,

hetraline, helmitol, are useless in gleet.

Helotism. Add: 2. BioL That form of

symbiosis in which one organism bears to another

the relation of slave to master ; esp.^ the symbiosis

existing in a lichen in which the fungus mycelium

is dominant.
1009 GnooM & BALFOimtr. Warmings Oecolog^ of Plants

85 The symbiosis between lichen.fungi and algae is obviously

most correctly interpreted as helotism.

Help, -f^* 3. 0. (Earlier modem U.S. examples.)

1807 C W. Jansok Stranger in Amer. 87, I am Mr —*s

htip. I'd have you know.. that I am no sarvant. 1815

Massachusetts Spy 33 .-^ug. (Th.) Our lady and gentle,

man 'hired helps ' do not understand who is meant when
their master is inquired for. 1818 Ficaron Sfc, Amer. 80

Servants, let me here observe, are called ' helps ', If you call

a servant by that name they leave you without notice.

Selp, V. Add :

6. d. To render assistance in dealing with.

19*4 Anne D. Sedgwick Little French Girl i. v, If he sat

there, .not helping with the water-cans, the baskets offlowers,

the scissors, it was because he loved her and wanted to

watch her. Mod. If you are going to wash up, may I help
you with the pots?

Helped (helpt), ppL a. [f. Help z;. +-ed1.]
That has been helped, aided, or assisted. Also
with advs., as heiped-out.

1905 Daily ChroH. 15 May 3/5 The dowagers of to-day,

with their helped-out complexions and Venetian red hair.

1910 E. M. Albanbsi For Lave ofAnne Lambart 104 But
ih'w is no helped success, this is real.

Helter-skelter. Add: C. sK b. (Also
helter-skelter lighthouse^ A high structure, simi-

lar in shape to a lighthouse, with an external spiral

slide down which pleasure-seekers travel, seated on
a mat ; common in fairs and pleasure-grounds.

1906 Westm. Gas. i June 10/3 The World's Manufacturing
Company, examples of whose 'heller-skelter' lighthouses

arc at Earl's Court, Blackpool, Southporl, and other places.

1907 Daily ChroH. 4 Sept. 2/7 All sorts of fearsome things

. . from a helter-skelter . . to a smashing saloon and a ' cokcr

nut * alley, x^rj Sunday Express 5 June 4 They will travel

on the merry-go-rounds.. .They will go down with the mats
on the hekcr-skeher, and up with the swings.

Helvellaceons (helvel^->s), a. Bot, [f.

mod.L. Helvellacex^ f. generic name Helvetia (in

L. a small pot-herb) : see -aceous.] Of, pertain-

ing to, or resembling the Helvellacex, a family of

ascomycctous fungi.

1866 Treas. Bot. 67 1 /i, Leotia, a genus of the helvellaceous

order of p>Tenomycetous Fungi.

Helvellic (helve-lik), a. [f. mod.L. Helvellay

a genus of ascomycetous fungi : see -ic] Pertain-

ing to Helvetia or derived from individuals of this

genus. Hetvellic acid, a highly poisonous acid

derived from certain fungi of this genus.

1930 Hackh Chem. Diet. 350/3 Helvellic acid, C12H20O7
..A dibasic, poisonous acid from Helvetia escutenta*

He-man : see •He pron. 8.

Hemi-. Add

:

Ha:2ulazigioca*rpio, -ca'rpons adjs.^ applied to

the conidiophore of a fungus when the hymenium
is for some time covered with a membrane. Hemi-
bla'stnla, Hemlcla-stlc a, Geot. (see quots.).

1902 Encycl. Brit. XX.VIII. 558/a Gymnocarpic and
*\\Km\SiUg\oczr^'\c:—Hymenomycirtes. 1900 B. D. Jackson
Gloss. Bot. Terms, */femianpocarpous, when the hymenium
of some Fungi is for some time covered with a membrane,
the gonidiophore is so termed. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII.
561/1 The Discomycetes and their immediate allies are

termed Hemiangiocarpous, because however much their

fructifications are closed at first, they ultimately open and
expose the layers of asci. 1893 tr. ll^eismann's Gcrtu-Plasm
ii. 137 Driesch eflected a mechanical separation of the two
first segmentation-cells [of the eggs of Sea-urchins], and
observed that at first each of them continued to undergo
further segmentation.., but that later on the resulting

*bemiblastula became completed to form an entire one. iSM
Teall Brit, Petrography 433 *Itemictastict a term applied

to a rock composed of detrttal constituents united by a
secondary cement ; as, for instance, many quartzites.

Heniianopia(hc:mianJu*pia). Path. [mod.L.,

f. Hkmi- + Gr. -oiv\a sight.] Hemianopsia. Also

Kexniano'psy. >
1891 K. Tavlor Man. Pract. Med. (ed. a) 161 A transient

hcmianopiamayoccur in cerebral haemorrhage. iZ^ Nature
13 Jan. 255/1 Hallucinations connected with heniianopia,

1908 Practitioner Jan. 15 Attacks of aphasia, monoplegias,

hemiplegias, word-blindne«, and word-deafness, or hemi-
anopsy. lOid. Oct. 558 Hysterical hemianopta.

Heillidesmiia(hemide*smi'8), Bot. [mod.L,,f,

Hemi- + Gr. 5<ff/x<ir bond, fetter ; so named in allu-

sion to the incomplete coherence of the anthers

with the stigma.] A plant of the genus so named ;

esp.f a plant of Hemidesmiis indicus, the root of

which is used as a substitute for sarsaparilla ; also,

a syrup prepared therefrom. Hence Hexnide'smic
a, (see quol. 1874).
1846 LiNDLEY Veg. Kingd. 626 An account of the Hemi-

desmus has been published by Mr. Bell, Pkarm. jfourtt. 3.

239. 1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat, Med. {1880) 311 Hemi-
desmus Root. . . It . . contains a peculiar volatile, crysiallizable

substance, with acid properties : this has been called hemi-
desmic acid. 1898 I^ev. Brit. Pharnt, 4 The retention of
hemidesmus is noteworthy, and a tribute to the St Bartholo-
mew's school of physic.

Hemiplegic, '?. Add : Also j^., a hemi-
plegic subject.

1890 Retrospect Med. CII. 155 Convalescent hemiplegics.

Hemlock. Add : 2. (Earlier examples.) See
also hemlock spruce and h, tree in 4 below.
1718 Boston Toivn Rec. VIII. 222 That no popler, chestnut,

pine, hentock [^rV], .shall be.. exposed to sale. 1729 Man-
cA^f/^r (Mass.) Rec. 176 A hemblock standing 2 feet to the
estord of the pine.

4. (U.S.) hemlock brushy land, swamp, tree, wood
;

hemlock-tanned adj. ; hemlock balsam (see quot.)

;

hemlock pine, spruce(flr), = sense 2.

183a D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 98 The bark contains a
small quantity of resin, commonly called *Hemlock Balsam.
X703 Manchester (Mass.) Rec. 103 To cut down pine and
*nemIock brush. 1873-4 Rep. Vermont BoardAgric. II. 154
*Hemlock land. 178^ Washington Diaries III. 9 Planted
the *Hemlock Pine wch was brought to me by Cornelius
McDermot Roe. 1854 Southern Lit. Messenger 1. 97 Bleak
spruce and hemlock pines. J78i-a Jrfferson Notes Virginia
(1787) 39 *Hemlock spruce fir, Ptnus Canadensis, 1789
MoBSK Amer. Geog. 247 *Hemlock swamps are interspersed

thinly through the country. 1881 Harper^s Mag. Sept.

583/2 An owl hooted dismally from the hemlock swamp.
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 176 ^Hemlock tanned sole. 1679
Evelyn Sylva xxii. (ed. 3) 102 The *Hemlock-tree (as they
call it in New-England) is a kind of Spruce. iZ^^Knicker'
bocker Mag, XXII. 164 The place selected, .is ofen near a
clump of hemlock trees. i8>6 J. Neal Bro, jfonathan III.

393 Is that a *hemIock wood ?

Hemmingf, vbl. sb^- Add : b. attrih., as

hemming-machine, {a) a machine for hemming
material ; {b) a machine used to turn over the edges

of the metal in making the handles ofcans and uten-

sils in sheet-metal work ; so hemming-machinist.
19JI Diet. Occup. Terms (1937) § 419 //*/«/«rr,. .hemming

machinist.

Hemp, sb. 6. b. Add : hemp-brake (earlier

example), also -braker ; hemp-fllUs(see*FlLLi3) ;

hemp-hook, a knife for cutting hemp,
1849 ReP. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 434 *Hemi>-brakes

and scutchers. xZ^j Il-id. (1848)61 Improvements in *hemp
brakers. l86a Trans, III, Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 674 The
ancient marmer of harvesting was by pulling, .but this mode
has long since been abandoned in favor of the 'hemp-hook,
as the knife is called.

Hen* J^' Add ; 1. b. Like a hen with one

chicken : indicating extreme solicitude or fussiness

about a small matter.

1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss. I. 320 *As busy as

a hen with one chick,' Unnecessarily solicitous or active

over trifles. 1881 Oxfordshire Words (Suppl.) s.v., To be

as busy as a hen with one chick is to make a great fuss over
a little work. They also say 'as proud as a hen with one
chick'. 1904 Benson Challoners x, Karl is devoted to him,

just like a beautiful old hen in spectacles with one chicken.

8. hen-fruit 6^",^, slangs eggs.

xZT^'Lx.i.K^vi Egypt. Sketch'Bk. ji Their * hen-fruit ', as

it is elegantly termed in America. 1887 Boston Guide
(Farmer), If he confines his Hen Fruit to the vintage of '87.

Hen and cllickens. Add : 3. The name of

a children's game.
1894 Alice B. Gomme Trad. Games Eng. Scott, ff Irel, I.

aoi Hen and Chicken.. .The game is played in the usual

manner of * Fox and Goose ' games. One is chosen to be
the Hen, and one to be the Fox. The rest are the Chickens.

Hence, sb. U.S. [Hence adv. 3 b and 4 c.]

a. The other world, b. The future.

1883 NvE Baled Hay 26 All-wool delaine that was worn
by one who is now in the golden hence.

^ 1904 F, Lynde
Grafters xviii. 233 Now suppose you hint.. that more.,
developments may besafely predicted in the immediate hence.

Hendeca-. Add : b. Organic Chem. Noting
the presence of eleven atoms of carbon, as in hende-

cato'iCt-ceno'iCi -co'ic acids, he-ndecane, hende'cinenej

hende'cyl.

1889 MoRt-KV & MuiR Waits* Diet. Chem. II. 673/1
Hendecane C11H24... Formed by tlie action of HI and
phosphorus at 230* upon hendecoic (undecylic) acid. Ibid,

tiT^I-x Hendecinene CnH^p. Ibid., Hendecenoic Acid
C11H20O2. Ibid., Hendecoic Acid C11H22O2. Ihid.6T\fi
Hendecyl Alcohol C11H24O. 1891 E. Thorpe Diet. Appt.
Chem. 11. loi/i Hendecatoic acid C11H22O2.

Heneicosane (hendi*k<7srin). Chem. Also
honioosane. [f. Gr, iv-, cfs one + iiKoai twenty +
-ANE.] A solid, colourless hydrocarbon, C21H44,

of the paraffin series. Also Heneicosencio a.

1889 MoRLKY & MuiR Watts* Diet. Chem.W. 674/1 HenU
coscnoic aldehyde C2iH4oO. 1894 G. M'Gowan tr. A,
Bersithsen's Org. Chem. 4a C21H44 Heneicosane.

Henna, b. Add : (with reference to dyeing

or staining with henna) henna-dyeing; henna-
dyed

J
-haired, -tipped ^<S\%.

19*0 Chambers's Jml. May 299/1 He.. showed a handful
of his *henna-dyed beard. 1906 Daily Chron. 27 June 6/4
From tight-lacing to *henna-dyeing the frisky matron is

a study in successful artifice. 1907 Ibid. 31 Dec. 3/1 His
American trotting-car and his *henna-haired wife. 1913
Chambers's "fml, -^QdJ^ Their *henna-tipped fingers are
loaded with rings.

Hennaed (he*nad). [f. Henna + -ed 2.] Dyed
or stained with henna.
X924 Countries of World II. 1145/1 A slim hand with

hennaed nails, iga^ H. V. Morton Heart of London 53
Maud's hennaed hair.

Hennotannic (hen^Jtse-nik), a. Chem. [f.

Henn(a + -o- + Tannic] Designating an acid,

a brown resinous compound, contained in commer-
cial henna. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Henrician, sb. Add : 3. A supporter of
the ecclesiastical policy of Henry VIII. Hence
Henricianism (henri'J'aniz'm), the ecclesiastical

policy of Henry VIII.
1828 E. Nares Mem, Ld. Burghley I. iv. 53 The king's

supremacy, which, like a true Henrician, he was very careful
to maintain. 1900F. W.Maitland Eliz. f?/^a«/«^f Collected
Papers (191 1) III. 159 Calvin had spoken ill of Henricianism.
1903 — in Camb. Mod. Hist. II. 555 A Reformed religion, or
some northern version of Heiiricanism \sic\.

Henri Deux (anri d^. [Fr., = Henri II.]

Designating the style of Renaissance architecture

or art developed in France during the reign of

Henri II, king of France 1547-59; J/^c. the purest

style of the French Renaissance,
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. s.v., Hcnri-Deux Ware

{^Faience d'Oiron).

Henrietta (henricta). Disused. [Female
name,] Designating a light-weight woollen dress

fabric, sometimes with a silk warp,
1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. iii. ui. 494/2 Henrietta

cloths, with silk warp and worsted weft. 186a Catal.
Intcrnat. Exhib., Brit. II. No, 4018 Paramatta, or Henrietta
Cloth, twill. 1890 Advt. (Ann Arbor, Mich., U.S.) i Mar.,
We offer a 46-iiich Rlack Silk Warp Henrietta. 1901 Daily
News 23 Feb. 6/7 Henrietta cloths, which wear so well and
drape so charmingly.

Sen-roost. Add : b. Jig. A source of plun-

der : in allusion to a political speech referring to
* the robbing of hen-roosts '.

1909 Westnt. Gaz. 16 Apr. 5/1 Mr. Lloyd George's now
historic reference to * hen-roosts ', 1928 Britain's Industr.
Future {Lib. Ind. tnq.) v. xxix. §2. 420 Apart from the
public hen-roosts which Mr. Churchill has raided, it is im-
possible for an outsider to estimate what private hen-roosts

inside the Treasury he has also helped himself to.

Henry ^ (he*nri). PI. henries. The name of

Joseph Henry (1797-1878), American physicist,

used to designate the unit of inductance, i.e., the

inductance in a circuit when the electromotive

force is one volt, and the inducing current varies at

the rate of one ampere per second. Abbrev. H, h,

1893 Sloane Stand. Electr. Did. 288 Henry, the practical

unit of electro-magnetic or magnetic inductance. It is equal

to lo'* C.G.S., or absolute units of inductance. 1926 R. W.
Hutchinson Wireless 75 A coil has an inductance (self

inductance) of one henry if a current increasing at the rate

of one ampere per second brings on an opposing E.M.F. of

one volt,

Henry 2. The name of Benjamin Tyler Henry
(1821-98), American inventor, used attrib. to

designate parts of a breech-loading magazine rifle

subsequently used in the Martini-Henry rifle.

1868 Rep. to Govt, U.S. Munitions ofWar ^\ Henry rifle.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 282/1 In the Henry action the barrel

does not move, but is closed at the breech end by a sliding

vertical block. Ibid. 282/2 The combination of the Martini

breech action with the Henry barrel. Ibid. 283/2 Henry
rifling. \^% Ibid, XXXII. 242/1 In 1861 the Henry groov-

ing for a cylindrical bullet, a modification of the Whitworth,
first appeared.

Hentenian (IicntrniSn), ^r, [f. the name of

John Hentenox Hentenius (i4gg- 1^66) j a theolo-

gian of the Dominican order at Loovain ; see -IAN.]

Of or pertaining to Henten, or to the editions of

the Vulgate (Louvain 1547, often reprinted) pre-

pared by him. 19" Webster.

Hentriacontane (henitraiak^j-nt^n). Chem.
Also hentricontane, -contan, [f. Gr. h-j els

one + Tpi&Kovra thirty + -ANE.] A solid hydro-

carbon, C3iHg4, of the methane series, occurring in

petroleum and beeswax.
1887 yrul. Chem. Soc. LI 1. 1. 124 The most soluble portion

of the extract melting. .at 67*, is probably identical with

normal hentriacontane, CsiHa4. 1901 I/^id. LXXIX. i. 985
This hydrocarbon is identical with Krafft's hentriacontane,

Csi H64.

Heortologfy (hfifJit^lodji). [ad. G. heortologie,

F. hiortologie, u Gr. loprri feast : see -ology.] The
science which has for its subject the origin, mean-
ing, growth, and history of the religious feasts and

seasons of the Christian year. Hence Heorto-

lo'glcala., of or pertaining to heortology; Heor-

to'loffist, one who studies heortology.

1900 Expositor Nov. 348 We are to regard the statement

of the calendars as the conjecture of a ncortologist. 1901

J. R. Harris in Soc. Hist. Theology 31 Oct. 5 The Study

of Christian Heortology.. .The problems that belong to the

region of Christian Heortology. 1913 J- R- McKee (^;/g)

The Church's Year, a Handbook of Heortology. 1918 E.

Bishop Liturg. Hist. 258 Recalling too how the "cent

heortologist Dr. Kcllner considers that the mention of the

feast in the Irish calendars does not prove the celebration of

the feast.



HEPAT-.

Eepat-. Add : Hepate-ctomy, excision of a

part of the liver.

1910 Practitioner Mar. 383 Hepatectomy under these

conditions docs not appear to add to the gravity of the

prognosis. . . ^ f.

Itepatico- (hrpEe-tikij), combining form of

Hepatic, = Hepato-.
For further examples see medical diets.

\mo Practitioner Mar. 384 The hepatico-cystic confluence.

Ibid. 385 Vautrin put a drain in the hepatic duct, thus

making a hepaticostomy. ,, , , -,

Hepatin (he-patin). Chem. [f. Hkpat- + -in1.J

A protein obtained from the liver.

li'j^Dunglison's Med. Lex., Hefatine, glycogenic matter.

1886 ymt. Chem. Soc. L. 1054.

Hepatism (he-patiz'm). Path. [f. HEPAT- +
-ISM.] A morbid condition of the body due to a

disordered or diseased liver.

1501 DoRLAND Med. Did. (ed. 2),

aepatO-. Add further examples. (See also

medical diets.)

1903 Med. Record 18 July 84 (Cent. D. Suppl.) A hepato-

lytic serum. 1906 Practitioner Nov. 591 The most enthu-

siastic hepatogenists. 1910 Ihid. Mar. 386 Hepato-cholangio-

stomy and hepato-cbolangio-enterostomy.

Hepialid, Epialid (hz-, ipsi-alid), a. and sb.

[ad. mod.L. Hepialidm, Epialidse, f. Hepialus

(Fabricius 1776), Epialus, a. Gr. ^irioXos moth,

misread as *^ir(aAos, prob. by association with

ijm'oXomightmare : see -id 3.] Ofor pertaining to

(a moth of) the family Hepialidse (ghost-moths or

swifts). Also Kepl-allne, Epl-aliue a. ; Hepi'a-

loid, Epi'alold a. and sb.

J890 Cent. Diet., Epialid n. and a. epialine a. 1895 Fimk^s
Stand. Did., Epialid &. and Vi. epialine ^.epialoid&. Ibid.,

Ghost-moth, an epialid moth, especially Epialus humuli.
/bid., S-ivi/t, n.. .2, An epialid or ghost-moth. X909 Cent.

Did. Suppl., Epialid, hepialid. 1931 Ann. Appl. Biol.

XVIII. 54The larvaofa Hepialid moth, Oncopcra intricata.

Eepplewhite (he-p'l,h\vait). The name of

George Hepplewhite (died 1786), who was suc-

ceeded by A. Hepplewhite and Co., used attrib. to

designate an English style of furniture of the latter

part of the eighteenth century, characterized by

lightness, delicacy, and graceful curves, being au
adaptation of current French styles.

1900 Jrtil. Soc. Arts 23 Mar. 380/1 Hepplewhite and
Sheraton furniture should be studied hy desiizners for motifs.

1901 Connoisseur Dec 272/2 Six Heppelwhite arm-chairs.

1903 Chambers's Jrnl. 20 June 460/1 Three, .ball-and-claw

Hepplewhite chairs.

Eepta-. Add :

He-pta(i)cosa:ne Chem. [Gr.tr«oiritwenty],asolid

hydrocarbon, C27HJ5, of the paraffin series. He-p>
tacron [Gr. aKfov vertex], a solid figure having

seven vertices. Hepta-ctin(e) Zool. [*ACTINE 2],

a sponge spicule having seven branches. Kepta^
ae'cane Chem. [Gr. Se'/ta ten], a colourless solid

paraffin found in certain lignites. Heptabydrated
a. Chem., containing seven molecules of water.

Heptaiy•drlo a. Chem., containing seven hydroxyl

groups. He-ptastyle Arch. [Style sb.'^'\, a form

of columniation having seven columns in the end

row.
1901 yml. Chem. Soc. LXXIX. i. 986 The results of the

analysis., indicate that the second hydrocarbon is in allpro-

baoility *heptacosane, CzTHge- 31904 R. Meldola Cheat.

Syn. Vital Products \. zy Normal Heptaccsane.. occurs in

beeswax and in tobacco leaf. 186a Cayley Math. Papers

(1892) V. 42 The derivation of the octacrons from the *hepta-

crons... The heptacron has more than two tripleural sum-
mits. 1889 MoRLKY & MuiR Watts' Did. Chem. II. 674/2
*Heptadecane. .. Occurs in bee's wax. 1895 G. Lunge
Suiplmric Acid (^A. 2) II. 22 The anhydrous salt.. if pro-

tected from the air is changed into *heptahydrated. .salt.

l88g MoRLEv & MuiR Watts' Did. Chem. II. 675/1 "Heptai-
cosane C^Hse. 1843 Civil Eng. fr Arch. Jrnl. VI. 167/1

The temple of the giants, at Agrigentum (*hepu-style).

Heptane. Add : He ptone, He-ptonene, a
liquid hydrocarbon ofthe valylene series. He-ptose,

a sugar having in its molecule seven atoms of car-

bon. Hepteno'ica. Eeptenyl, the radical, C^Hj,,

of heptene.
1889 MoRLEV & MuiR Watts' Did. Chem. II. 676/1

*Heptenoic acid C^HijOa. .. Formed hy the dry distilla-

tion ofturpenylic acid. Ibid.. *Heptenyl bromide CvHjsBr.
. . Heptenyl chloride C7H13CI. Ibid. 680/1 *Hepto-
nene C7H10. 1890 Jml Chem. Soc. LVIII. 1. 59B The
author [E. FischerJ proposes to employ the terms pentose,
•heptosc, octose, etc., for the sugars. 1895 Bloxam Chem.
(ed. 8) 708 Each glucose may be made to yield a heptose,
which, in its turn, may be converted into an octose and
a nonose.

Septarch. (he-ptark), a. Bot. [f. Gr. Iirra

seven + dpx'7 beginning, origin : cf. Diakch, Mo-
HARCH, OcTABCH, Teteaech, Tbiaech.] Arising

from seven distinct points of origin, as the woody
tissue of a root. 1884 (see Octarch].

Eeracleid. Add : o. A poem describing the

exploits of Heracles.

1715 [see Thesean). 1904 T. R. Glover Virgil iii. 75
Poets who have composed a Herakleid, a Theseid^ or other

poems of the kind.

Herbaceous, a. Add : 4. Herbtueons border

:

a border composed mainly of herbaceous plants.

458

[x834 Loudon Encycl. Card. in. ii. viii. 867 Creeping
rooted Herbaceous Border- Flowers.] «88o Encycl. Brit.

XII. 250/1 The herbaceous border should be a distinct com-
partment, and not less than 10 feet in width, backed up by
evergreens, a 1900 F. Miles in W. Robinson English
Flower Garden (ed. 8) iv. 83 And what cannot be done with
an herbaceous border edge when that edge is the green
Grass? 1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay m. u. S i An
ardent rose grower and herbaceous borderer.

Serbarinm. Add : Also attrib.

1887 Moloney Forestry IV. Africa 319 He compared the
available herbarium material of the two plants. 1898 B,
ToRREV in Atlantic Monthly Apr. 461/2 A comparison with
herbarium specimens.

Herbartian (hsibautian), a. and sb, [f. the

name of J. F. Herbart (1776-1841), German philo-

sopher +-]AN.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to Her-
bart, or to the system of psychology and teaching

originated by him. B. sb. A disciple or follower

of Herbart. Hence Herba'rtianism, the doctrines

of Herbart.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XX, 41/1 The whole Herbartian psycho-

logy. Ibid, 62/2 This difference between a conflict ofpresenta-
tions to enter consciousness.. and that opposition or incom-
patibility of presentations which is only possible when they
are in consciousness has been strangely confused by the Her-
bartians. 1903 F. H. Hayward & M. E. Thomas (title)

The Critics of Herbartianism. 1904 Catherine I. Dodd
{title) Introduction to the Herbartian Principlesof Teaching.
1908 H. G. Wells New Worldsfor Oldv. §1. (1912)91 This
change in the circle of ideas (as the Herbartians put it) is the

essence of the Socialist project. Ibid. x. § 1. 225 The
majority of Socialists still fail to grasp completely the Her-
bartian truth.

Herculid (hauklwlid), Astr. [f. Hercui,(e8 6
+ *-iD^ b.] A meteor belonging to a shower whose
radiant point is in the constellation Hercules.

1906 Westtn. Gaz. 19 Apr. 12/1 The radiant of the Her-
cuhds (due to-morrow or Saturday night) is some distance

to the right of that of the Lyrids.

Herd, sb.'^ Add :

4. b. Psychol, Denoting feelings, actions,

thoughts, etc., common to a large company of

people ; esp. herd instinct, the instinctive tendency

to think and act as one of a crowd. (Cf. sense 3.)

1908 Westtn. Gaz. 22 Aug. 16/1 The fundamental assump-
tions of the Liberal and the Conservative are hostile, and are

the outcome of herd tradition. 1919 M. K. Bradley Psycho-

anal. 113 Not even abandonment to *herd enthusiasm'
could destroy the terrible loneliness of death. 1921 H.
Crichton Miller Ncm Psychol. ^ Teacher ^or The Herd
Instinct and the Herd Ideal. 1924 W. B. Selbie Psychol,

Reli^. 148 Man is a gregarious animal, and even in his

civilized condition never quite loses his herd consciousness.

1918 G. B. Shaw Intell. Woman's Guide Socialistn v. (1929)

II Our minds are mostly herd minds, with only a scrap of

individual mind on top.

Here, «^z'« Add: 5. b. Here is where,, ^^\%
is the point at which. U.S, colloq,

1941 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean xii. 203 ' It makes
me feel sick at my stomach *. declared Briscoe. * Here's
where you feel sicker. Great Scott, look at that.' Jbid. xiv.

250 Here's where I slip it out to the old gink.

B. as sb. (Instances of objective uses.)

1838 Dickens O. T-wist xxxv, I—I—ought to have left here

before. 1857 — Dorrit 11. xxxiv. You would rather not leave

here till to-morrow morning. Mod. coliog. Somewhere be-

tween here and London. .. From here to there.

Heredito- (hircdit^), used irreg. as combining

form of Hkbedity, as inHere:dlto-sypliiU-tic a.,

pertaining to or suffering from hereditary syphilis
;

also as sb,, one who suffers therefrom.

1869 G. Lawson Dis. Eye{\%T^ 26 Such changes in the

choroid as are often seen in heredito-syphilitlc patients.

Hereford (he-r/'ford). The name of the county

town of Herefordshire, a county in the west of

England, used to designate a breed of cattle origi-

nating there. Also He'refordsliire.

1834 Youatt Cattle ilL 31 The Herefordshire white-faced

breed...The Hereford oxen are considerably larger than the

North Devons...The old Herefords were brown or red-

brown. 1836 Penny CycL VI. 379/a The Herefordshire

oxen are iJest suited to the rich pastures of their native

county. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm III. 1273 Another breed

. .is the Hereford, which has long been famed for its excel-

lent steers. i86a Morton Farmer s Col. 578 The Here-
fords, another leading breed of cattle, characterized by red

body and white or mottled face, come almost as early to

maturity as the short-horn. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 388/1 The
Hereford is the breed which in England contests most

closely with the short-hornsfor the palm of excellence. 1931

Times Lit. Suppl. ao Aug. 625/3 The fat Herefords that

graze lazily in English meadows.

Herem, variant of *Cherem.

Heresy. 4. Add: heresy-hunter.

1765 Maclaine tr. MosJieini's Reel. Hist. xiii.(i844) L 344
This new set of heresy-hunters. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 7 May
12/1 A proceeding quite in harmony with the usual methods

of here-sy-hunters. 1906 Daily Chron. 16 Oct. 3/3 The
heresy-hunter made him his quarry.

Herewith, ^^2/. Add : B. adj. Accompanying,
1917 ' Contact ' Airman^sOutitigs p. xii. It was a squadron

that possessed.. the herewith testimonial.

Henuetism (haumitiz'm). [f. HEimET(ic +
-ISM.] Hermetic or theosophical philosophy;

hermetics. So Renneto'logist, a Hermetist.

1894 G. S. Hall in Fontm Aug. 719 (Cent. D,_ Suppl.) Its

teachings . . make the doctrine of sin as vital as with the most

ardent of the old hermetologists. 1897 H. C. Bolton in

Smithsonian Rep. (1898) 213 Traditions of the kabala, the

mysteries of hcrraetism, and the practice of transmutation.

hebschei..

J927 Contemp, Rev, July 59 M. Valery's poetics have been
accused of hermetism and of preciousness.

Herniation (hajni^i-jan). Path, [f. Hebnia
-^ -TioN.] The formation of a hernia.

1897 AllhutVs Syst. Med. III. 712 A series of herniations
of the intestinal walls.

Herodotean (h^r^Td^tz'-an), a. [f. the name of

Herodotus (Gr, 'HpiiSoTos), Greek historian of the

fifth century B.C. -t- -an.] Of, pertaining to, charac-

teristic of, or mentioned by Herodotus.
1857 DuFFERiN Lett. High Lai. 54 The Herodotean work

of Sturleson. 1872 Minto Eng. Prose Lit. 11. vL 413 A
Herodotean knack of giving numerical measures of extent.
1881 Athenaeum 2 Apr. 456/2 Some of the reports which he
received he recounts with Herodotean incredulity. 1883
Bryce in Macnt. Mag. May 67/2 This is what I mean by
calling him Herodotean. Nothing was too small nor too
apparently remote from the main studies of his life to escape
him or be without interest for him.

Heroin (hir^u'in, hcT^iin). Pharmacy, [a. G.
heroin, f. Gr. ^pcus Hebo ; said to be so derived

because of the inflation of the personality conse-

quent upon taking the drug.] Diacetylmorphine,

used as an anodyne and sedative. Also attrib,

1898 Lancet 3 Dec. 1511/1 A new hypnotic, to which the

name of * heroin' has been given, has been tried in the
medical clinic of Professor Gerhardt in Berlin. According
lo a communication made by Dr. Strube to the Berliner
Klinische Wochenschrift it is a product of the di-acetic

ester of morphia, and it was discovered by Professor Dreser,
chief of the chemical department of the Elberfeld Farben
Fabriken. 1908 Practitioner Apr. 436 Subcutaneous injec-

tions of morphia or heroin locally, iqio Ibid. Apr. ^2 A
sedative maybe prescribed... Heroin hydrochloride is the
best drug for this purpose. X920 A B. Baxter Parts Men
Play xviii. She.. took to opium cigarettes, and then to

heroin. She disappeared one night.

Heronite (hcrsnait). Petrog. [f. the name of

Hei-on Bay, on the north shore of Lake Superior

-f -ITE 1.] A dark-coloured igneous aphanitic

rock containing radiating groups of orthoclase,

zegirite, etc., in a matrix of analcite.

Heroon (h/rJa*^), Gr, Antiq. Pi. -a. Also

heroum. [L., a. Gr. ^paior, f. ^p6»os of a hero,

f. Tjpcos Hero.] A sepulchral monument in the

form of a small temple ; orig. a temple or sanctuary

dedicated to a hero, often over his supposed tomb.

1775 R. Chandler Trav. Asia Minor 111 Searching
about, we found, .an inscription, which has belonged to an
heroum or sepulchre. 1820 T. S. Hughes Trav. Sicily I.

298 The Heroa of Theseus and Pirithous. 1883 A. S.

Murray Greek Sculpture II. 289 The heroon at GjOlbaschi

in Lycia. 1904 T. R. Glover Virgil iv. 89 A heroon of

Aeneas in Ambracia.

Herrengmndite (herangrp-ndsit). Min, [ad.

G. herrengrundit , f. Hcrrengrund, Hungary, its

locality: see -ite^.] A basic hydrous sulphate

of calcium and copper occurring in green tabular

crystals,

x88z yrtil. Chem. Soc. XL. 524 Herrengrundite, a New
Basic Copper Sulphate. 185(2 Dana Sjfst. Min. (ed. 6) 962

Herrengrundite. ..Occurs wuh malacmte and calcitc in a
quartz-conglomerate at Herrengrnnd in Hungary.

Herring. Add : 1. b. Fat herring {^Yktcu 2 f).

2. Phrase (local). Every herring should hang by

its own headj gills, tail,

i8i8, 1824 [in Diet.]. 1890 Hall Caine Bondman 11. ii,

Adam, thinking as little of pride, said No, that every herring

should hang by its own gills.

Herring-bone, sb. Add : 1. b. pi. Small
cirrocumulus clouds (cf. mackerel sky),

X905 Westm. Gaz. 22 Apr. 4/2 The sky was sunny, but
mottled in the north-west with 'herring-bones', which
prophesied wind.

C. //. The herring-bone-line hatching used to

represent mountains on a map.
1900 Ellen T. Fowler FarH?tgdons v, ' I see. And please

what are the mountain-ranges that you are drawing now?*
* These ', replied Elisabeth, covering her map with herring-

bones, *are your scruples '.

2. e. Herring-bone coralline (see quots.).

I75S J. Ellis Ess. towards Nat. Hist. Corallines 17
Herring-bone Coralline. This Coralline is often found stick-

ing to Oysters as they are brought to the Ix)ndon Market,

during the Winter-season. 1850 Pratt Common Things

Sea-side 258 The Herring-bone Coralline (' Halecium hale-

cinum ') which grows on stones and shells, in the deep parts

of the sea. 1915 E. Ray Lankkster Divers. Naturalist 97
Very minute jelly-fish, . . [whichlori^inate as buds from small

branching polyps, one kind of which is common on oyster-

shells, and is called * the herring-bone coralline '.

f. Skiing, (See quot.)

1924 Tourist Winter Sports No. 12/1 Herring-bone. A
method of climbing without kick-turns which leaves tracks

like the well-known stitch.

Herring-bone, v. Add : 3, To make (a

wall, floor, etc.) of herring-bone work. Hence
HeTTing-boned ///. a,

1907 W. De Morgan Altce-for-Sh^ ix, A *erring-boned

brick floor,

Herringer. Add : O. A herring-gull.

X928 E. Selous Thought-Traitsference in Birds (1931) 132

The great mass of these gulls were black-headed ones, but

a certain number of herringers were intermingled with them.

Herscbel. Add : 2. Optics. Herschetsfringes,
spectra observed at the line of separation bctv<en

the totally reflected and the ordinarily reflected light

given out by a prism standing on a mirror.



HEETZ.
1909 J^a Ckem. Soc XCVI. 11. ,4, Wamerke's Modifi.

cation of the Herachel tflcct and the Preparation of the
Substance of the Latent Image.

Herts (hajts, llh^rts). The name of H. R. Hertz
(1857-1894), German physicist, used attrib. to
denote apparatus used or invented by him in his
electrical research (of. next). »

1890 Nature Feb. 368 Byseparating the coats of the jar as
far as possible we get a typical Hertz vibrator. 1893 Lodge
Mod. Views Elcctr. 361 Hertz waves can get through deal
doors and stone walls. 1898 ScUnct Siftings XIV. 117/2 A
Hertj.wave 'detector'. 189S IVestm, Gaz. 12 Mayo/a
Experiments in Hertz-wave space telegraphy. 1902 EncycL
Brit. XXXIIL 230/2 This aerial being used as a Hertz
oscillator or radiator.

Hertzian (ha-Jtsian), a. [f. the name Hertz
(see prec.) + -ian.] Of or pertaining to Hertz or
to the phenomena discovered by him.
Hcrttian tcltgraphy : wireless telegraphy. Hertaan

waves (see Wave sS. 5 a),

189a .\. E. BoSTwicK in Ann. Cyct. 716/1 (Funk) Trouton
..found that glass absorbs Hertzian vibrations with com-
parative rapidity. 1900 Jrnl. Soc. Arts XLVIU. 788/1 The
sensation created in 1897 by Mr. Marconi's application of
Hertzian waves. ijooKahie Wireless Telegr. 197 Sir William
Crookes.

.
was

. .the first to distinctly foresee the applicability
of Hertzian waves to practical telegraphy. 1907 Erskine-
Mt-BRAY Handtk. Wireless TeUfr. 36 The transmitter con.
sisted of a Hertzian oscillator placed in the focal line of a
parabohc mirror. 1908 J. A. Fleming Radiotelegr. 132 An
arrangement of two rods.. with a spark gap in the centre
constilutes the simplest form of linear radiator or Hertzian
Usallator for the production of damped electro-magnetic
Mves. 1014 R. Stanley Wireless Telegr. 91 Using a suit-
able length of spark gap the discharge of this Heru^n open
circuit IS ObCiliatory,

Herzegovinian (hSutsag^vi-nian), a. and sb.
[f. Herzegovina : see -ian.] Of or pertaining to,
a native or inhabitant of Herzegovina, a province
to the south of Bosnia, now forming part of Yugo-
slavia. So Herzegro'vlnese a. and s6.
1876 Eraser's Mag. May 541/2 The Herzgovinese insur-

gents. iWaEHfycl. Brit. XL 775/1 The Herzegovinian
districts of Niksich and Dormitor. Ibid, -m/i Much of the
old Slavonic customs, still holds among the Herzegovinian
Mussulmans... The Herzegovinians are tall, broad, and
darker.. than the Bosnians. 1900 Deniker Races ofMan
3J5. The southern [Slav] group.. comprises the Heriogo-
vinians, Bosnians, Montenegrins. 1904 Mary E. Dukbam
Throuth Lands 0/Serb 6 These Herzegovinese migrated to
Montenegro. 191a Jugo Slav Mmeinent 4 The HerzcEO-
vinian Strbs of the Narenta.
Heshvan, variant of 'Hesvait.
Eesiodic (h«3i<>-dik), «. [f. the name of Hesiod

(Gr. 'H<j(o«os), Greek poet of about the eighth cen-
tury B.C. + -IC.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling
the poetical style of Hesiod, or to the scliool of
poetry which followed him. Also Hesio-dlan a.
1838 Penny Cycl. XIL 186/2 Ulrici considers, .the story of

Promethetis and that of the Five Ages as much altered from
their original Hesiodic form. 1847 Leitch ti C O
Matter's Atic. Art % jt The Hesiodic bards come'doi^ to
about the 40th OUympiadJ. 1873 J. Davies Hesiod f,
Thtognts L 19 Under one or other of these heads it is easy
to group the Hesiodic poems. Ibid. ii. 23 The Hesiodian
TbaiModists. 1908 A. W. Mair Hesiod Introd. p. xi, The
Hesiodic epic is the antithesis of the Homeric.
Hesitate, v. Add : L Const, various preps.
01849 PoEyViZM(i884)L93At the baptismal font I hesitated

for a name. 1856 Di QvwcEY Opium-Eater(iSg6) 316 This
..surgeon saw no reason whatever in the simple practice of

"fill'^^'.i."^
^°' hesitating upon a life-insurance proposal.

1860 W. Collins Woman in White iv, I hesitated about
answering it. 1908 Grand Mag. Dec. 612/2 I'm only
hesitating over the price.

d. Spec, in Dancing {xe quot.).
I9«> E._ScoTT All about Latest Dances 87 The term
hesitate

,
as regards the waltz we are now considering, im-

plies merely that you pause, or move in what appears a
faltering manner at a given juncture.

3. b. With sentence as quasi-obj.
1816 Scott Old Mart, xii, * I am not sure,' hesitated Edith.

1S81 Mrs. Kiuoell SeniorParlmr x\\, ' It looksawfui lUte
the stuff last night,' hesitated Mr. McCullagh.
Hesitation. Add : 3. In full hesitation waltz

or valse : A variety of waltz, characterized by the
hesitation step (see quot. 1 920). Hence Hesitation-
alse V.

"9M V. Castle Mod. Dancing 71 It Is the Hesitation
Waltz. 1919 G. D Egville Hotsi f, tvhat to Dance (1922) 46The Aniencan ' Hesitation '. 1930 E. Scott Allabout Latest
Dances 86 As you lift the left foot. .from the Boor, count a
short one, two; and on three drag the other foot along the
8«>r, bringing it over in front of the first foot, whkh is by
this time on the floor. . . That is the hesitation step. 19:6
Lucas Malet ' Dogs of Want v. § 2 For over four hours

a mixed multitude, .had one-stepped, two-stepped, hesita-
tion-valsed, and fox-trotted. 1937 Daily Express 31 Oct.
Ji/6 The foxtrot, tango, and the hesitation.

Heaped (he-sped). [Heb.] A funeral oration
pronounced over the dead at a Jewish memorial
service.

S893 Zancwill Childr. Ghetto i. xiv, Ansell was . .listening
to a Helped or funeral oration at the German synagogue.
Hesperian. B. j«. 2. (U.S. examples.)
1866 A'r/. U.S. Commissiomr Agric. (1869) 314 The family

of skippers, Hesperians, are rather small, thick-bodied
butterflies. 1876 Field /, Forest I. 73 The butterflies came
oot on June 26th . .and in general form and color resemble
tiM sUpper or Hesperian.

SCamatid. Add : 2. Em. (Abo Hesperiid.)
One of the fa - — -

family Hesptrida or 'Hesptriidm of
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lepidopterons insects ; a Hesperian butterfly : also
attrib.

'

1889 in Cent. Diet. 1930-1 Proc. Entom. Soc. V. 88 Simi.
lar observations had been made on African Hesperiids.
1931 Onf. Univ. Gaz. 17 June 704/1 The Hesperid butterflyfamara selleri cinkara.

Hessenbergite (he-ssnbsjgait). Min. [ad.
G. hessenbergit, f. the name of F. Hessenlerg,
German crystallographer : see -ite 1.] A silicate
occurring in crystals of eisenrose.
1868 Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 5) 762.

Hessian. B. sb. 1. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1776 Jrnls. Congress (1906) V. 640 The Hessians, and other

foreigners, employed by the King of Great Britain. 1846
hmckerbocker Mag. XXVII. 559 A Montreal editor [noted]
the demise at that city of an old Hessian who was in
iSurgoynes army when he surrendered.

Hessonite (he-S(?u3it). Min. Also essonite.
[f. Gr. fiaaoiv less + -iTEl: so called because it is
less hard than some minerals, such as hyacinth,
which it resembles.] Cinnamon-stone; a variety of
garnet.
1820 1884 [see Essonite). 1896 "Jml. Chem. Soc. LXX.

II. 34 Apatite and Hessonite occur in the pegmatite veins
cutting the gneiss about Canaan, Conn. 1914 Brit Mus
Return 227.

Hesvau (he-svan). Also Chesvan, Heshvan.
[Heb.] The eighth month of the Jewish ecclesias-
tical year and the second month of the civil year,
corresponding to parts of October and November

;

formerly called Marchesvan or Bui.
1833 Sir H. Nicolas Chronol. Hist. (1838) 178 Marchesvan,

Chesvan, or Bui 29 or 30 Days. 1B38 E. H. Lindo 7ev,is/t
Lai. 5 1 he perfect [year] has 355 days, and is when the
months of Hesvan and Kislev have each 30 days. 1876
Encycl.Bril.lV.6jt/ 1 The signs + and - are respectively
annexed to Hesvan and Kislev to indicate that the former of
these months may sometimes require to have one day more,
and the latter sometimes one day less, than the number of
days shown m the table.

Het,//»/. a. 1. Add to def. : also transf., and for
' Now dial.' read ' Now dial, and U.S: (with up).
1903 G. H. LoElMER Lett. .Self-made Merchant v. 59 But

you mustn t get yourself all 'bet up' before you take the
plunge. 1918 Mul.FORD Manfr. Bar-20 v. 51, I was bavin'
a cussed bad dream an' was all het up. 1933 'Trrus Timber
xvi. 150 You two are all het up over nothing.
Hetserolite (heti.-robit). Min. [f. Gr. iraipos

compariion, so called because it is found in associa-
tion with chalcophanite -i- -lite.] A metallic oxide
containing zinc and manganese.
1877 G. E. Moore in Amer. Jri.l. Sci. XIV. 423. 1879

Jrnl Chcm.Soc. XXXVI. 17 HetaeroUte..occursin botry-
oidal radio-fibrous masses.

Hetchel, .s*. dial. anA U.S. = Hatchel ji5.

1869 M Ks. Stowe Oldtovm Folks xlii. 530 She don' know
no more bout religion than an old hetchel. 1939 Shelton
Salt.bc.x House xvu. 143 Mops were made of corn-husks
bound to a handle, the husks having been drawn thiooeh a
hetchel which shredded them.

Hetcliel, V. dial, and U.S. =. Hatchm, v.
845 S. }vao Margaret I. xiii. 100 The clouds hung low,

and their floating skirts seemed to be pierced and hetchelled
by the trees. 1878 Harper's Mag. LVII. 576 She'll hetchel
the old woman mortally, I be afraid. 1897 (see Hatchel v
V- ,'1°* ? ,f*-.

Pa«"<«"''ST Lofwer than AngeU 18 Merci-
lessly hetchelled by some prosecuting attorney.

Hetero-. Add :

He:terGesthe-8ia (see qnot. 1903). Het«ra-n-
thery Bot., the condition of having stamens of
different lengths on different individuals ; so Heter-
a-ntherons a. aarteroa-lbumose, an albumose
closely related to the original albumin from which
it is derived ; one of the heteroproteoses. Haite-
robiophorid, in Weismann's theory of heredity, a
hypothetical organism in which thebiophoresareof
several different kinds. Heteroblastic (b) Bot., de-
noting a plant in which there is a marked difference
between the immature and adult forms. He.-tero-
bla.-sUoalIy adv., in a heteroblastic manner.
He-teroblaiBty Embryol. (see quot.). Hertero-
oe-ntrio a., (a) centred on others, not self-
centred ; {b) denoting rays of light which, though
not parallel, do not meet. Heiterochlamy'deons
a. Bot. [Gr. x^o/^tis, x^.a/iu5- cloak], having a peri-
anth in which the calyx and corolla are of a different
colour or texture. He^terochromatlc a., relating
to or possessing more than one colour ; so Heitero-
chxo-matism, (a) variability in the markings and
colourings of flowers of the same species

; (*) (see
quot. 1928) ; Ee:terochro'sls Omith. [Gr. xp'"''"].
abnormal coloration. Heterochtlion (heterp-kj^in)
[Gr. x^^\ earth], that element of the fauna of a
given region which is not indigenous to the region,
but which is due to immigration

; so Hetero-chtho-
nona a., originating in another region than that in
which found (Borland Med. Diet. 191 3). Hetero-
ccelons (-s»"l3s), a. [Gr. KorAos hollow], applied to
vertebrx in which the articular facets are saddle-
shaped, as in certain birds. HeiterocyoUo a.,
(a) Chem., pertaining to or containing a ring made
up of various kinds of atoms ; (b) Bot. (see quot.
1895). Heiterocytolytio a., causing the dissolu-

HETERO-.
tion of other cells ; alsoasjiJ. Herterocytoto-zln,
a cytotoxin which destroys cells obtained from an
animal of another species. Herterodynamous a.
Biol., pertaining or relating to the dominance of
certain ancestral characteristics in inheritance

;

Heterodynainous determinant, 'in Weismann's
doctrine of germ-plasm, one of the determinants
which are the bearers of the hereditary qualities of
cells that are different in the two parents' (Cent.
p.SuppL ). He-tero&a:mete Biol., a gamete differ-
mg m character or size from that of the opposite
sex

; contrasted with ' isogamete ' ; hence He;tero-
g'ametic a. He.-teroire-nlc a. (see quot.) ; hence
Keitero^renlcity. Ke:tero-inunn-ue a., immune
t(5 the cells or cell-products of an animal of a
different species from that from which the immune
serum was taken. He:texo-infe-ction, infection
from an external source (Dorland 1 901). He:tero-
inocnla-tion, inoculation from an outside organism
(Dorland 1 901 ); so He:tero-ino'culable a. He:-
terokine-sls, in Weismann's theory of heredity,
division of cells which contain dissimilar hereditary
tendencies. He:teroleoit]ial (-le-si])al) a. Etnbryol.,
having the food-yolk unevenly distributed. He:-
terolysin Biol. Chem., a substance in the blood
of one species of animal which destroys the blood-
corpuscles of another species of animal (Dorland
1901). Hei«romerio a. Zool, having dissimilar
parts

;
Hetero•merism =*Hetebosis 3. He:tero-

mo-rpbosis Biol., abnormal shape, size, structure,
or position of a part. Hei:eronereld a., of,
pertaining to, or of the character of a heteronereis

;
also as sb., a heteronereis. Heiterone-rels Zool.,
a dimorphic sexual form of certain worms of the
genus A^«r«.r, so called because originally regarded
as a distinct genus; also attrib. Ee.-teropbyle-tic
a., of or belonging to different groups, spec, in
Biol., of different descent but alike in appearance.
Hoi;eropro-teose Biol. Chem., each of a class of
proteoses, formed esp. in the digestion of proteids
with gastric juice, the members of the class being
named from the kind of proteid from which they
are derived, as heteroalbumose, heterocaseose, hetero-
globulose. Heiterorha-bdic a., having the gill-
filaments of unequal size, as in certain molluscs.
Hetero-spory Bot., the condition of being hetero-
sporous. Heterostaobyons (-stiE-kiss), a.Bot.\Q.T.
araxvs ear oi com], having bisexual flowers, and
the sexes in separate spikes, as in certain species of
Carex. He:terosng'(re'stion Psychol, suggestion
from others, contrasted with *AuTO-scaGESTioN.
He:terosyUa-bic a. Philol, belonging to a differ-
ent syllable (opp. to tautosyllabic). Hertero-
sy-Ills, an asexual stage in certain worms. Ee>
terotballic a., having zygospores developed
from the conjugation of hyphje of two different
strains; so He.-terotba-llism. He-terotope, a
chemical clement regarded as occupying a separate
place in the periodic table (opposed to *Isotope)

;

hence Rerteroto'pic a., Heiterotoplcally adv.
He:terotro'pbic a. Biol, and Bot., deriving nour-
ishment from without, not self-sustaining. He--
teroty:po a. Biol., designating a form of mitosis in
which the daughter chromosomes remain united at
the ends and form rings, each representing two
chromosomes. Herteroty-pio, -typical a. (a) =
*heterotype a.; (b) of or pertaining to hetero-
type (sb.).

1903 Mnis Hum. Pers. I. p. xvii, ^Heterxsthesia. a form
of sensibility decidedly different from any of those which can
be referred to the action of the known senses—f.^. the per-
ception of a magnetic field, specific sensibilities to running
water, crystals, metals (see Metallajsthesia), &c. 1883
I HOMPSON tr. Mailer's Fert. Floviers 508 *Heterantbery (;. ei
the existence of different forms bearing anthers of different
lengths). 1B84 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XLVI. 1389 •Heteroalbu-
mose, simdar to deuteroalbumose, but insoluble in solutions
ofsodiumchloride. i893tr./«. Weismann's Gemi-Plasm^^z
rhe "hetero-biopborids or unicellular organisms. 1895 Vines
Tejrt'bk. Bot. 14 In certain cases the embryo produced by the
spore differs more or less widely from the adult form, and does
not directly develope into it,but bears it as a lateral outgrowth;
this mode of embryogeny is indirect or *heteroblaslic. i388
Nature^ 13 Dec. 151/1 Tenontogenous or desmogenoiis
[sesamoids], like the patella, are formed "heteroblastically
inside of a tendon. 1898 Ibid, i Sept. 425/1 Prof. Salensky
read a paper on ' *Heteroblasty ', by which name hedesignates
the

_
origin from different embryonic sources of organs,

similar in position and function, in nearly related animals.
1901 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 2), *Heterocenlric, made up
of rays that are neither parallel nor meet in one point. 1904
G. S. Hall Adolescence II. 301 When life pivots over from
an auto-centric to an helero-centric basis. 1895 Vines
Text-lit. Bot. 512 When the calyx and corolla clearly differ
from each other in colour, texture, etc., the flower is said to
be "heterochlamydeous. 1900 B. D. Jackson Glass. Bot.
Terms, *Heterochromatism, a change in the colouring or
marking of petals. 1938 J.

'1". Cunningham Mod. Biol. 220
Heterochromatism, if we use that term for the power to see
the whole length of the spectrum, but inability to dis-

tinguish red. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds s.v.. There seems



HETEKODYNE.
to be a certain correlation ofcolours in most cases of *Hclero-

chrosis. 1903 Amer. Nat. XXXVII. 350 The parasitic

worms of the holarctic region are not found with the indi-

genous (autochthon) mammals or hirds, but only with the

straneers ('heterochthon) that immigrated at a late period.

X884 CouES N. Amer, Birtis (cd. a) 138 Both ends of each

vertebra are saddle-shaped,.. a condition which may be

called *heteroccclous. 1897 T. J. Pafksr & Harwell Text-

bk Zool. II. 358 The centrum in sagittal section appears

opisthocoelous, in horizontal section proccelous. This pecul lar

form of vertebra is distinguished as heteroccclous. 1895

Vines Text-bk. Bot. 500 When the whorls are heteromerous

the flowers are said to be *heterocyclic 1903 Jrnl. Chem.

Soc. LXXXIV. I. 721 A review of the reactions by which

heterocyclic compounds have been obtained from the acyl*

hydrazides and their derivatives. 1908 Practitioner Mar.

393 *Hcterocytolytic ferments. 190a Science 2 May 697/2

In that they are destructive for the specific cells through

which they have been produced, they are termed * cytotoxins '.

The most active are the *heterocytotoxins, produced in alien

animals. 1893 tr. A. WeismantCs Germ-Plasm ix. 265 They
..are *heterodynamoiis, or, in other words, they tend to im-

press a somewhat different character on the same part of the

bodv. 1902 Bateson & Saunders Rep. Evol. Conim. Roy.^

Soc. I. 126 Correns proposes the terms ' heterodynamous

and ' homodynamous' to express that an organism is domi-

nant or not dominant in respect of a given character. 1^30

R. A. Fisher Genet, Tlteory Nat. Selection 164 Crossing

over has been found to occur between the * sex-chromosomes

in the *heterogametic sex, whether male as in Lebistes, or

female as in Platypoecilus. 1901 Borland Med. Diet.

(ed. 2), *Heterogentc^ occurring in the wrong sex, as a beard

upon a woman. 1901 JritL Exper. Med.yi. 82 A matter

of purely facultative, by no means exclusive or obligatory

*heterogenicity. 1903 Lancet 4 Apr. 944/2 The introduction

of the *hetero-immune serum. 1893 tr. A. IVeismann's
Germ-Plasm 34 These kinds of division we may speak of as

homocokinesis and *heterokinesis. 1896 E. B. Wilson Celt

336 *Heterolecithal..\i^y'vc\% unequally distributed deuto-

plasm (includes telolecithal and centrolecithal). 190a

Encycl. Brit. XXV. 691/1 Metamerized animals are either

homceomeric or *heteromeric. 1902 *heteromerism [see

*Hkterosis 2]. 1897 Pop. Set. Monthly Oct. 797 (Funk)

His curious investigations into *heteromorphosis—substitu-

tion of one organ by another, transformation of one organ

into another. 190X T. H. Morgan Regeneration 39 Even
in tubularia In which heteromorphosis takes place, there

is usually a delay of twenty-four hours in the formation

of the reversed head. 1896 Cambr. Nat. Hist. IT. 277 There
are then three different kinds of males and of females in

this one species [sc. Nereis], some being found at the bottom
of the sea, as the large *Heteronereid form, while the small

Heteronereid swims on the surface. 190a Ann. 4- Mag.
Nat. Hist. Sept. 256 At St. Andrews the cosmopolitan

Nereis pelagica appears to show a heteronereid condition

only in the male. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 67/1 Another
[sexual form] which becomes transformed into a *Heiero-
nereis before the sexual elements are developed. 1880 F. M,
Balfour Comp. Eiubryol. I. 284 Claparede traced the pas-

sage of large asexual examples of the Nereis form into the

large Heteronereis form. x9oa Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 255/2
If these can be shown to be cases of isomorphism or *hetero*

phyletic, convergent analogy. 1896 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXX.
I. 714 The presence of a deuteroproteose and a *hetero-

proteose was also detected. 190a Encycl. Brit, XXXI.
720/2 It appears that the hetero-proteose molecule is about
five or six times the size of the molecule of proto-proteose.

1903 Pkil. Trans. Ser. B. CXCV. 154 Homorhabdic gills

are those with all the filaments alike; *hetero_rhabdic gills

are those which exhibit the above-mentioned differentiation

into* principal and ordinary filaments. 1898 Nat. Science

June 375 Its independent appearance in distinct groups may
be compared with the appearance of *heterospory, 190Z

Encycl. Brit, XXXI. 411/2 There is evidence for the occur-

rence of heterospory in some strobili referred to Palmosta-

chya. 1903 Amer. Jrnl. Sci. CLXVI. 452 Where a species

with normally gynaecandrous spikes appears as inseparable

from others which are truly ^heterostachyous. 1920 tr,

Baudouin^s Suggestions Autosuggestion Gloss.j Autosug-
gestion, the subconscious realisation of an idea in more or

less complete independence of *heterosuggestion. 1924 W.
B. Selbie Psych. Reli^. 223 If .. on the physical side, the

power of auto-suggestion is greatly increased by hetero-sug-

gestion. 1913 J. M. Jones ffV/^^ Gra;«. 72 In N. W[ales]the

vowelis medium in (i7(;, cM/jitf beforeavowel.that isthewis
*heterosylIabic, i85f6 Cambr. Nat. Hist. II. 27B In some
genera \sc. of the family SylUdae] . . there occur changes quite

similar to those characterising ' Heteronereis '—that is, the
posterior segments in which the genital organs exist become
altered, so that the worm consists of two distinct regions,

and is termed a ' *Heterosyllis '. 1906 Rep. Brit. Assoc,

751 The *heterothallic species Mucor Mucedo. xgai Irene
MouKCE in Brit. Mycol. Soc. VII. 199 The fruiting of a my-
celium of a heterothallic Hymenomycete. Ibid. 198 Mile
Bensaude's criteria for determining *heterothallism in her
fungus. 1919 SoDDV in Jrnl. Chem. Soc. CXV. ji Boyle's
practical definition of the element..became replaced by a
theoretical conception, to which . . I propose to apply the term
* *heterotope ', meaning the occupant of a separate place in

the periodic table of elements. 1901 Rep, Brit. Assoc. 820
The root-difference between plants and animals is one of
nutrition. Plants are autotrophic, animals *heterotrophic.

\^% Encycl. Brit. XXV. 439/1 In the early juvenile phases
of their life.. many such autotrophic Angiosperms are he-
terotrophia 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms,
*Heterotype.

^
J9oa Encycl, Brit.XyVn. 336/1 The form

of division which is thus characterized by the early longitu-
dinal fission of the chromosomes and the formation of more
or less regular rings is called the heterotype division. 1908
tr, Sirasburger's Text-bk. Bat. (cd. 3) 86 The heterotype
and homotype nuclear divisions.^ 1918 Babcock & Clausen
Genetics 617 *Heterotypic Division. 1896 E. B. Wilson
Cell 60 *Heterotypical mitosis in spermatocytes of the sala-

mander.

Heterodyne (he-towdain). Wireless TeJegr.

and Telephony, [f. HETERO--f-DYNE.] A name
given by Fessenden to a method by which incoming

oscillations are combined with other oscillations of

a slightly different frequency, so that a * beat ' is set
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up. Also, short for h. receiver^ etc. Hence Hetero-
dyne V. trans.

X908 £. RuHMER Wireless Telephony K^-^.^o\ One of the

most interesting of Professor Fessenden's many inventions

is what he has called the 'Heterodyne' receiver. 1922
A. F. Coi-LiNS Bk. Wireless Telegraph in. li. 174 The oscil-

lations set up by the incoming waves from the distant send-
ing stations and tho^e set up by the separate oscillator tube, or
heterodyne . . have a slightly different frequency. 19*3 Glas'
gow Herald i^OcUd Aspark station previously heterodyned
by a carrier. 1916 R. W. Hutchinson Wireless 185 Howls
and squeaks result from the ' heterodyning '

. . of the carrier

wave, t^zj Daily Tel. 21 June 19/1 No more telegrams
need fly from London to Geneva and then on to a station

supposed to be heterodyning London. 1931 B.B.C. Year-
book 442/2 Heterodyne interference^ interference caused to
broadcast reception by the carrier wave of an unwanted
station beating with that of the wanted station. Ibid.^

Heterodyne reception, a method of receiving C.W. wireless

signals in which use is made of a local oscillator to ' beat
*

with or * Heterodyne ' the incoming C.W.
/ig. 15(30 Mus. Assoc. Proc, 97 To write atonally in a
harmonic form at present is to produce a thought * hetero-
dyne*.

EeterO^eneOUSf a- 4. Add: In various

other technical usages,
X883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 693/1 Heterogeneous strain. 189S

Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXVIII. n. 72 Graphical Representation
of Heterogeneous System. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVII.
187 /i Will an isentropic line, which starts from a point of
the border-curve on the side of the liquid not far from the
critical point, remain throughout its descending course in

the heterogeneous region, or will it leave the rejjion on the
side ofthe vapour? /^'(f.XXV II I.567/2 In thecase ofcrystal-
line fusion it is necessary to distinguish two cases, the Homo-
geneous and the Heterogeneous. In the first case, the com-
position of the solid and liquid phases are the same, and the
temperature remains constant during the whole process of
fusion. In the second case, the solid and liquid phases
differ in composition ; that of the liquid phase changes con-
tinuously, and the temperature does not remain constant
during the fusion. /i^/V/. XXIX. 257/1 The nuclear are

what Weismann calls ' diflfcrentiating ' or heterogeneous
divisions.

Heterogeuite (heter(7*d.:^/n3it). Min. [a.

G. heterogenity f, Gr. ^Tfpoyevrjs Heterogeneous :

see -iTfil.] A hydrated oxide of cobalt, derived

from smaltite, occurring in dark brown or black

amorphous masses.
1872 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XXV. 991 Heterogenite is a product

of the decomposition of smaltine or tin-white cobalt (speiss-

kobalt). 1887 Dana Man. Min. (ed. 4) 184 Heterogenite.
Black; reniform; contains 78p.c. cobalt oxide, and 2i'33 of
water.

Heterogeny. Add : 3. b, = Hetekogenesis
3c-
1889 tr. A, IVeismann's Ess. Hered. 325 It is also certain

that in the Daphnidae^ heterogeny may pass into pure
parthenogenesis by the non-appearance ofthe sexual genera-

lions. 1893 tr. A. Weismann s Germ-Plasm \, 173 That
form of alternation of generations which is known as hetero-

geny.

XCeterOgraplxy, Add : 3. The writing of
one word or phrase when another is meant.
1908 Daily Chron, 6 May 4/6 Victims of. .heterography,

X913 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7).

Heterologous} «. Add: C. In wider use (see

quots.).
1889 WiNCRAVE T. Dumnan^s Gloss. Annt. etc. Terms^

Heterologous siitnuli, stimuli which will excite a sensory
nerve when applied either to its termination or in its con-
tinuity. 1893 tr. A. Weismann's Germ-Plasm ix, 266
Homologous determinants and ids co-operate, while hetero-

logous ones do not.

Heteroplasty (heter^jplreisti). [f. Hetero-
+ -PLASTY.] a, Surg. A plastic operation in which
the graft used is taken from an individual other

than the patient, b. .Sto/, Abnormal formation of

tissue, heteroplasia,

1874 Engl. Mechanic ^^1 The name heteroplasty has been
adopted for the operation of taking pieces of skin^ from
amputated limbs, and using them to produce cicatrisation on
the bodies of other subjects.

Heterosexual (heiter^jse-ksiKal), a, [See

Hetero- and Sexual.] Pertaining to or charac-

terized by the normal relation of the sexes: opp.to
homosexual. Also as sb.., a heterosexual person.

Hence He:teroseziia*lity. (Sometimes misap-

plied, as in quot. 1901.)
1901 DoRLAND Med Diet. (ed. a), Heierosexuality^v^x\oX'

mal or perverted sexual appetite toward the opposite sex.

01909 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. V. 134 (Cent. D. Suppl.)

Heterosexual. 1920 tr. Freuds Coll. Papers (1924) II. 207

To convert a fully developed homosexual into a hetero-

sexual. 1927 Scots Observer i Oct. 15/3 A certain propor-

tion of people . . are as instinctively homosexual as the normal
individual is heterosexual.

Heterosis. Add: 2. ZooL Segmentation in

which the parts are different.

1902 F-ncycl. Brit. XXV. 691/2 It becomes apparent from
this enumeration that there are a good many important

elements or * meromes ' in an Arthropod metamere or somite

which can become the subject of heteromerism or, to use a
more apt word, of * heterosis '. Ibid.^ The Fourth Law of
met:imerism (auto-heterosis of the meromes).

Heterosite (he'ter<?s3it). Min, Also erron.

heterozite. [Badly f. Gr. «Tt/)os + -ite 1.] A
variety of triphylite.

1854 Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 407. 1858 Nicol Min,
241 Heterozite. .. Opaque, or translucent on the edges;
vitreous or resinous. 1881 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XL. 550 By
alteration of the triphylin are formed : first, blue heterosite,

HEXA-.

then blackish-green melanclilore, and finally the pseudo-
morph called pseudotriplltc.

Heterotropic, a. Add : 2. Biol. (See quot)
1909 R. H. Lock Variation^ Heredity, ^ Evol. x. (cd. 2)

271 In the case of the male Protenor all the chromosomes
fuse in pairs except one, which is, of necessity, left over.

This odd chromosome is described as the hetcrotropic
chromosome.

Heterozygote (he:ter(7z3i'g(7ut). Biol, [f.

Hetero- + Zygote.] a. A zygote resulting from
the fusion oftwo unlike gametes, b. A Mendelian
hybrid, containing dominant and recessive charac-

ters, and which, therefore, does not breed true. Also
attrib, or adj.^ = heterozygous,
190a Bateson & Saunders Rep. Evol. Comm. Roy, Soc,

I. 126 The zygote formed by the union of a pair of opposite
allelomorphic gametes, we shall call a heterozygote. looa \V.

Bateson Mendel's Princ. Hered. 23 This Aa is the hybrid
or ' mule * form, or as I have elsewhere called it, the hetero-

zygote, as distinguished from AA or aa the homozygotes.
1906 R. H. Lock Variation, Heredity, ^ Evolution vii. 186

Plate, Cobs born by heterozygote plants pollinated with the
recessive. 1930 R. A. Fisher Genet. Theory Nat. Selection

8 The heterozygote when mated to either kind ofhomozygotc
would produce both heterozygotes and homozygotes.

Hence Heterozygrosis (-Z3igt?u*sis), Hetero-
zygosity (-z^igp'si'ti), the condition or state ofhav-

ing developed from a heterozygote ; development
from a heterozygote ; Heterozyg'oted a., pro-

duced from a heterozygote ; also absol. ; Hetero-

zyifous (-zsi'gas) a., of or pertaining to gametes

which contain opposite allelomorphic characters

;

also, of or pertaining to characters which do not

become fixed or constant under continual selection,

or to an individual containing such characters,

1902 Bateson & Saunders Rep. Evol. Comm. Roy. Soc.

I. 130 The determination from statistical study of zygotes

must be exceedingly difficult, seeing that both restuting

forms may be heterozygous. 19x8 Babcock & Clausen
Genetics 233 When,, the differences are not great enough to

obstruct normal cell division, the degree of stimulation is

held to increase directly with the amount or kind of hetero-

zygosis present. 19x9 R. C. Punnett Mendelism ted. ^)
128 We may leave the blue Andalusian fowl undisturbed in

its claim to simple heterozygosity. 1930 R. A. Fisher
Genet. Theory Nat. Selection 57 The viability and general

fitness of the heterozygoted. 1931 Shl'mway Gen, Biol. 159
Heterozygous dominants.

Heuoacllite (hoi*bax3it). Min, [a, G. heu"

bachii, f. the place-name J/eubachiha\ in Baden :

see -ITE 1.] A hydrated oxide of cobalt and nickel,

occurring as an incrustation on barile.

1877 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. 11. 855.

Heumite (hi/^'msit). Min. [f. the place-

name Ileum in Norway + -ITE 1.] A dark aphani-

tic igneous rock resembling nephelinite.

1901 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXX.ii. 169 Heumite is the name
given to a dyke-rock from Heum, consisting of hornblende

and felspar, with some biotite, and smaller amounts of

nephelite, sodalite, diopside, &c.

Heurisxa (hiua-riz'm). [f. Hetjr(t3tic + -ism.]

The educational principle or practice of placing a

pupil, as far as possible, in the position of a
discoverer.

1920 T. P. NuNN Educ. Data .^ ist Princ. 91 Dr. M. W.
Keatinge, . . a severe critic of heurism and of the general idea

of freedom in education. 1925 C. Fox Educ. Psychol. 214.

Heuristic, ct- Add : spec, applied to that

method of teaching which places the pupil, as far

as possible, in the position of a discoverer. Also

Henri'stical a.

1848 Ross Teetcher's Man. v. 92 The Heuristical method.

1898 H. E. Armstrong Spec. Rep. Educ. Subjects II. 389
The Heuristic method of teaching or The art of making
children discover things for themselves.

Hevea (h^vza). Bot, [mod.L., i. native name
IIev4,'\ A tree of the South American euphorbia-

ceous genus so called, yielding caoutchouc.

1921 Out-a'ard Bound May 40 To the right are seen some
hevea trees. 1927 Daily Tel. 11 May 3/4 The rest w'ould

be dug up after the present season, and rubber planted in its

stead, as the hevea trees remaining were widely spaced.

Hew, ^* B, 1. b. (Modern U.S. examples.)

ai86x T. Winthrop John Brent xxviiL 298, I omit the

story how I saw a vista in new life, hewed in and took up a
* claim*, which I have held good. iSgi Harper's Mag. Au^.

451/1 How closely they hewed to the line m this respect is

attested by the dying remarks of one of the men hanged.

Hewed (hi«d), ///, a. (under Hewz;.). (Modem
U.S. examples. Also of hewed-log in attrib. use.)

X805 D. McClurk Diary (1899) 14 There was a small

church made of hewed logs. 1843 Amer. Pioneer II. 148

Two small hewed-log houses had been erected, and several

cabins. 1849 President's Mess. Congress n. 1089 One hewed-

log dwelling,.. comfortably furnished cost $351- 1883 E.

Eggleston Hoosier Sc/wol-boy xvi._ 106 There's the old

hewed-log house, .where we used to live.

HewgasC. U.S, (Earlier and later examples,)

x8ss I'e-rmont Free Press 8 June (Th.) The T.I.N. Horn-et

Band, with Sackbut, Psaltery, Dulcimer, . . and Hugag,
marched next. 1905 Tarkingtom In Arena 152 He had all

the honours.. ; professors and students all kow-towed and
sounded the hew-gag before him.

Hexa-. Add further examples of the chemical

use. Also He-xact a., having six rays ; also as sb.^

a sponge-spicule having six rays. Hexactino*''!!-

dan a. and sb., « Hexactinellid. Hexamere,
an opening or mesh of the sixlh degree of the



HEXAGONAL
reticnlnm of sponges. Heza-merism, the condi-
tion ofhaving the organs arranged according to the
number six or a mnltiple of six. Hexaradial a.,
having six radii. Hexarcli a. Bot., having six
strands ; also as sb., a stele having six strands.
1885 Remsen Org. Chem. 253 As the finakproducts, "hexa-

chlor-benzene, CgCIg, and *hexa-brora-benzene C^Brg are
obtained. 1893 JrtU.Soc. Chem. Industry XI. 599/1 It is
usually assumed tliat the ben/ene-*hexachIorides are deri.
vatives of the hydrocarlx>n hexamethyleiie. 1886 R. voN
Lendenfeld jn Proc, Zovt. Soc. 590 The Recent Families of
Sponges.. . With "hexact spicules and thimble.shaped cham-
bers. 1887 tr. F. E. Schtilze in Challenger Rep., Zool. XXI.
2p Regular Hexacts are all spicules in which the rays lie at
right angles to one another, and are of equal length and
similar form. Ibiit. 37 Certain *HexactineIlidan families
have typical and regular Uiicniata, while in others they are
absent. 1913 V. B. Lewes Oil Fuel ^x In the Russian oils
the more important members belong to the series of hydrocar-
bons known as naphthenes or *hexahydrides, in which the
ratio of carbon to hydrogen is CHjn. 1905 Rep. Brit.
Assoc. Aug.-Scpt. 156 Small quantities are decomposed into
•hexahydrobenzene and a fatty amine, 1885 yml. Chem.
Stx. XLVIII. It. 780 The action of acetic anhydride and
fused sodium acetate on the 'hexahydroxybenzene. 1903
Scienee 17 July 80/2 In some species (of corals] the "hexa-
merism^ becomes much obscured in later stages, while in
others it is more or less distinctly preserved. X909 Practi-
tioittr Dec. 798 The drug is *hexamethyienamine, and it has
beeij experimentally shown that a short time after its ad-
ministration by the mouth its presence can be demonstrated
in the cerebro-spinal fluid. 1907 Ibid, Aug. 327 Helmitol.
This is a salt built up of citric acid, *hexamethylenetetra-
mine, and formaldehyde. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bat.
Terms, *Hexarch.

Hexagonal. Add :

3. b. Geom. and Cryst. Having a relation to six
angles ; as hexagonal symmetry, the symmetry of
a fignre or body which coincides with its original
position after rotation about an axis through an
angle of 60° (i.e. J of the whole circle) or any
multiple of this.

1878, 1895 (from sense 3).

Hexagonite (heksag<>nait). JUin. [f. Hexa-
gon + -iTE 1.] A pink variety of tremolite, contain-
ing a small amount of manganese, found in St.
Lawrence county. New York.
1876 Proc. Acad. Nat. Set. PhilaJ. 160.

Hexone (he-ks<)nn). Chem. [a. G. hexan, f.

Gr. j£ six-f-ONE.] a. A term applied by Kossel
to any one of several bases, as lysin, arginine, and
histidine, which contain six atoms of carbon in the
molecule, b. A fluid consisting of hydrocarbons,
C,Hj, obtained from certain fats and resins.
X898 "Jml. Chem. Soc. LXXIV. 1.612 The substances into

which protamine is changed are called protones ; these are,
by the prolonged action of pancreatic juice, partially broken
up into hexones {lysine, histidine, arginine).

Hexose (he-ksflus). Chem. [f. Hex--h-ose2.]
Any member of a group of sugars containing six
carbon atoms to the molecule. So Hezo'sazone,
the osazone of a hexose sugar ; Ke'xoslde, a glu-
coside derived from a hexose.
1897 Remsen Org. Chem. (1903) 182 The monosaccharides,

therefore, fall into classes which are called trioses, litroses,
pentoses hexoses, etc. j according to the number of oxycen
atoms contained in thera. 1899 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXXVI.
II. 339 Hexoses.. yield only very small quantities of furfur-
aldehyde. 190a Encyci. Brit. XXVI. 722/3 A most im.
portant step had been taken towards synthesizing the natural
hexoses.

Hex-radiate Cheksir^l-di<»t), a. [f. Gr. ?f six
-t-L. radiatus rayed. Radiate.] = Hexibadiate.
188^ W. S. Kent in Fisheries Bahamas 37 The glass-rope,

birds -nest, and hat sponges share.. the circumstance that
the silicious spicules of which their skeletons are composed
belong, .to what is known as the hex.radiate type.

Hiac[na (hsi-akwa). Also haiqua, haigrua,
haikwa, hiagua, hikwa, hiqua, hyaqua, ioqua.
[American Indian.] An ornament or necklace com-
posed of tooth-shells, formerly used as money by the
Indians of the north Pacific coast of North America.
18S1 Tyixir AnthropoL xi. 282 The Indians of British

Columbia, whose strings of haiqua-shells. .serve them, .as
currency. 1883 T. WlNrHROPCaiKJ* ^ Saddle vii. 95 Tribes
. .among whom hiaqua is plenty as salmon-berries are in the
woods.

Hiatal (haii^ltal), a. [C HiAT(cs-h-AL.] Of
or pertaining to a hiatus or opening.
1923 R. Knox Radiog. I, Radit-Ther. f. 319 Cardiospasm

(Hiat.'il Oesophagismus).

Hibaclu (hibatji). [J.ip., f. hi ^ts-^bachi
bowl, pot.] A pan or brazier in which charcoal is

burnt in order to warm the hands or heat a room,
or for boiling water for making tea.

1*74 Trans. Asiatic Soc. Japan II. 132 Boys and girls
assemble round the hibachi. 1931 Outivard Bound Apr.
22/1 The little kimori was bidden to join the family circle
around the hibachi.

Hiberuo-. Add :

1907 Daily Chron. 6 Sept j/l Hibemo-Egyptian. 1908
iyestm. Gaz. 20 Aug. 5/3 A Hlbemo.Romanesque church.

Hibschite (hi-bjsit). Afin. [f. name of J. E.
Ilibsch of Tetschen, Bohemia -t- -ite '.] An iso-

tropic mineral related to Inwsonite.
iSf>7 Min. jl/af. XIV. 400 Hibschite... The chemical com-

position, HfCaAljSisOio, is the same as of the orthorhombic
Lxwsonits.

461

HIcooughy, variant of HiccuPT a.
1911 J. C. LiNCOU) Cap'n Warren's Wards i. 2 The train

slowed down, in a jerky hiccoughy sort of way.

Hiccup, sb. Add : c. attrib. hicoup-nut S.
Afr., the seed of an ornamental combretaceous
shrub, Poivrea bracteosa ; also, the plant itself.
1868 Jas. Chapman Trav. II. App. 447 The exquisite heads

of scarlet flowers of the Hiccup-nut.

Hick, J^.l Delete fOfo. and add later U.S.
examples.
1916 H. L. Wilson Some-.vhere in Red Gap iii. 113 So I

yelled out back to an old hick of a gardener, .and he comes
running. 1911 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean vi. 106,
I come from a small town and that makes me a hick. My
opinions aren't worth much. 1923 Glasgom Herald 16 Sept.
4 In the United States the ' H icks ' are still for the most part
tenacious of that doctrine which assigns to speculations a
bearish' or depressing influence on the markets. 1927
Observer i May 10/2 It is.. much easier to write a good
play about hicks, boobs, hayseeds, highbrows,.. and senti-
mentalists than about decent English people. 1928 World's
Work Apr. 628 Broadway humorists, only a few years ago,
used to make fun of Long Islanders by calling them ' hicks '.

I9»9 A. CoNAN DovLE Maracot Deep i3 He could not make
these country hicks understand.
allrib. 192^ S. Ertz Now East, Now West v. (1931) 74Whether it's in the U.S.A. or in some hick town in Patagonia.

Hickboo (hi'kb«). Air Force slang. Also
hickaboo. An air raid.

1919 Athenxum 23 May36o/a.
Hickory. Add: 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
170S Beverley jyii/. Virginia III. isThe Kernels of the

Hiccories they beat in a Mortar with Water, and m.-»ke a
White Liquorlike Milk, whence they call our Milk Hickory.
4. a. Also applied yf^. to members of various

religious sects.

183s Southern Lit. Messenger I. 551 Some years ago a
kind of ' Hickory Quaker as he called himself,.. found his
way .

.
from one of the middle States to Congress. 1855 Jml.

Discourses 1 1. 322 Ifthere are any Gentiles, or hickory 'Mor-
mons ..write it down. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s. v.,
A hickory Catholic '. .is a flexible, yielding one. 187a E.
Egcleston End of World xxxix. 249 Any member of your
class would do better to marry a good, faithful, honest New
Li^ht than to marry a hickory Methodist. 1878 j. H. Beadle
Western Wilds 534 Among the young, or ' Hickory Mor-
mons , there are about as many men as women.

b. hickory cloth, a coarse, heavy, durable
cloth made of cotton ; hickory milk, a white
liquor made by pounding the kernels of hickory
nuts with water ; hickory shad, the gizzard-shad
{^Dorosoma cepedianum) ; also, the fall-herring

;

biokory shirt (earlier examples).
1857 Jml. Discourses IV. 205 Get some good "hickory

cloth, or some buckskins, and let the sisters make dresses
and garments that cannot be easily torn. [1705 *hickory
milk: see 3 above.] 1775 Romans Florida 94 Bears oyl,
honey, and hickory milk, are the boast of the [Chicasaw]
country. 1819 E. Dana Ceog. Si. Western Country 53
Cat fish, perch, pike, ."hickory shad. 1871 Amer. Natural-
ist V. 398 The • Hickory Shad '

. .were also filled with com-
minuted Crustacea. 18^ L. H. Garrard Wah-To-Vah xii.

(1927) 58 "Hickory shirts. aiS6i T. Winthrop Canoe *
Saddle lii. ^3 Hickory shirts and woolen blankets are worn
in.stead of skin raiment.

Hidalga (hidae-lga). [Sp., the feminine of
HidalgoJ A Spanish lady of the nobility.
1885 Harper's Mag. June 55/r An instep so delicately

arched that water may flow beneath it, proclaims her a
veritable hidalga.

Hidden, ///.a. Add:l. b. The hidden hand,
secret or occult influence, esp. of a malignant
character.

1917 Tit-Bits LXXI. 511 Hidden Hands. 1927 W. E.
CoLLlNSON Contemp. Eng. 104 Hidden hand.

C. Gram. Hidden quantity (see quot.).
1898 G. M. Lane Latin Gram. % 2459 A vowel which stands

before two consonants, or a double consonant, belonging to
the -same word, so that its natural quantity cannot be deter-
mined from the scansion of the word, is said to possess
Hidden Quantity.

Hide, z'.l Add

:

1. Further examples of to hide away.
1854 W. Collins Hide * Seek xxiii. III. 227, I shall find

him 1 ! don't care where he's hid away from me. Ibid.
xxiv.271 She..hid itawayin her bosom. 1891 Clo. Graves
Field of Tares 109 There was a fresh canvas upon the easel,
the tattered one had been carefully hidden away.
2. c. To hide out: to go into hiding; to hide

from the authorities. U.S.
j88s. ' C. E. Craddock ' Prophet Gt. Smoky Mtn. ii. 44

Loneliness had made his sensibilities tender and • hiding
out' aflfected his spirits more than dodging the officers.

1911 R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter i. 19 You got to hide
out when that word is delivered, suh.

Eide-and-coop. U.S. = Hide-and-seek.
1850 S. J UDi> Kiclmrd Edney 128 (Th.) As if religion were

a game of hide and coop. 1909 N. ^ Q. loth Ser. XII. 371/r
In * hide and coop ', each called out from his secret place a
faint, long-drawn ' c-o-o-p '. t^ S. E. White Rules of
Game III. xxii. 257 We ain't doing any good playing hide
and coop. Ibid. 258 The herders grinned as the rangers
came in sight. They had been 'togged 'in this 'game of
hide and coop'.

Hide-and-seek. (Earlier and later U.S. ex-
amples of hide-and-go-seek.)
1724 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XXXVI. 333 At night was

at Madam Brownes playing hide and goe seek with Olive
Parker, Wibird, &c. 1821 T. F. CoorEit Spy xxxvi. (1831)
405 Since when, we have been playing hide.and.go.seek
with the ships. 1908 Roosevelt Lett. Children 2 Jan., Do

HIGH.
you recollect how we all used to play hide-and-go-seek in
the White House?
Hide-out (hai-diout). U.S. and Canada. A

hiding-place.
1895 Century Mag. Sept. 674/2 Think he was fixin' up for

a hide-out, in case he should need one ? 1913 A. B. Emekson
R. Fielding at Siiom Camp 174 Meanwhile, the wind
shrieked through the forest above their ' hideout '. 1920 B
Cronin Timber Wolves 76 ' In rough country like this a mati
could bury himself for years. '..'This coast is full of hide-
outs, as they call them.'

Hidy-hole (hsi-di.houl). Sc. and U.S. Also
hidey-, hidie-. [Alteration of hiding-hole : see
Hiding vbl. sb.l 4.] A hiding-place.
1828 MoiR Mansie Wauch ix, We got James, .hauled out

of his hidy-hole. 1870 R. Chambers Pop. Rhymes gi He
had not been long in his hidy-hole, before the awful Etin
came ;n. 1896 Crockett Cleg Kelly iii, Tim Kelly's ' hidie-
holes

, where he kept the weapons of his craft. 1920 Gtas-
S-r^" ff'rald6T)K. 10 The story of the Ballantrae smug,
glers hidie.hole'. 1923 Silberrad Lett. Jean Armiter xiv.
9 iThe wood and brusawood in the hidy-hole.

Hien,ll8ien(hyen,Jyen). PI. uninflected. Also
heen. [Chinese.] An administrative division of
a fu or department, or of an independent chow or
district ; also, the seat of government of such a
division. Also atlrib.

1837 P"l«y Cycl. VII. 77/1 The subordinate cities and
districts of each province in the three ranks of Foo, Chow,
arid Hien, are under the charge oftheir respective magistrates,
who t.ike their rank and titles from the cities they govern.
1901 Westm. Gaz. 23 Aug. 8/2 Among the candidates was
a man who has the hsien B.A. degree. During the examina-
tion it was found that he had some books with him. The
examiner at once ordered his expulsion from the hall, but
the men from his hsien objected. 1909 Ibid. 24 May 8/2 A
circular has been sent to all viceroys and governors by the
Fekin Cabinet ordering that a stop be put to the old custom
of levying benevolences on the governors of hien cities.

Hieratite (hai-aratait). A/in. [f. Jliera,
ancient name of Vulcano, one of the Lipari Is-
lands (-iTE 1.] A fluoride of silicon and potassium,
crystallizing in the isometric system, occurring in
stalactitic concretions in the crater of Vulcano.
iB8j yml. Chem. Soc. XLIV. 955.

Hieroglyphism (hDi|er(»-glifiz'm). [f. HiEKO-
GLYPH(lo ^ -ISM.] The use of hieroglyphics.

_ 187s Encyci. Brit. I, 603/1 The development of hieroglyph-
ism in Egypt.

Higgle (hi'g'l), sb. [f. the vb.] The adjusting
of prices so that tiemand and supply are equal.
1908 Daily Chron. 5 Dec. 4/6 If they were abolished

altogether the ' higgle of the market ' would level freights
correspondingly down.

Hi ggledipi'gglediness. The quality or
condition of being higgledy-piggledy.
1854 Punch 18 Nov. 204/1 That structural higgledipiggledi-

ness.

Higgledy-piggledy, a. (Earlier U.S. ex-
amples.) Also higgle piggledee (cf. next).
l6<a Essex Probate Rec. I. 400 Two higle pi-ledee Lotts

.
.
10 acres of meadow in ye barcberri meadows. 1676 Essex

Inst. Hist. Coll. LVI. 300 One-half of a higledee pigledee
lot of salt marsh.

Higgle-piggle, adv. = Higgledt-piggledt
adv.
1796-1801 FE.SSENOEN Orig. Poems (1806) 33 Balance Joe,

toLucy Wiggle, Pho, youre wrong, all higgle-piggle 1

Higgler. Add : 2. d. (See quot)
193? M. Clark Home Trade 176 The term 'higgler' is

applied in the Covent Garden market to a dealer who buys
his supplies of fruit with a view to selling what lie buys at
a profit to any buyer, either on that market or on any other j
to wholesalers or to retailers.

High, a. Add: 1. o. Typogr. (See quots.)
1888 Encyci. Brit. XXIII. 698/2 Spaces and quadrats were

formerly only three-fourths of an inch in height ; but, since
electrotyping has become so common, they are almost in-
variably cut high, i.e., up to the shoulder of the type. 1904
Technol. If Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), High,
a term applied to type or blocks which stand out in front of
the rest of the type in the forme ; e.g. new type stands higher
than worn type.

3. o. Located upwards on a river.

1816 U. Brown Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 338
Thence up said River 3 Miles to John Rush's where we put
up & was kindly treated, he being the highest setler up
that River.

4. o. High breast wheel (see quots.).
1880 Encyci. Brit. XII. 522/2 Overshot and High Breast

Wheels. Ibid. 523/2 With greater variation of head-water
level, a pitch-back or high breast wheel is better. 1888
Lockwoods Diet. Mech. Eiigin.s.y. Breast Wheel, When the
water flows in at a point above the horizontal line, the wheel
is termed high breast, and when at a point below, low breast.

d. (See quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s.v. High, A gun is said to

be laid high when too much elevated.

4. Further examples of specialized meanings.
189s high jump [see Jump ji.' x b], 1897 Encyci. Sport

I. 50/2 High jumping may be, in special cises, a gift. Ibid.
51/2 High kicking is very useful during the ofl'-season. Ibid.
53/2 A gentle sprint and two or three small high jumps.
1924 C W. Mason Chinese Concessions xliv. 326 The high.
jump and hurdles were my specialities.

6. d. Having a highly developed or complex
organization ; spec. Biol., phylogenetically ad-

vanced or developed ; often in the comparative
degree, as the higher alggs, the higher apes.

[1807 W. Wood Zoography I. Pref. p. xii. If we ascend to
a higher class of beings, and contemplate the extensive



HIGH.

nmge of the animal creation. 1836 Lindley Nai. Syst. Bot.

(ed. 2) 431 Another form of Aigje, one which may be con-

sidered a higher degree of developement of the last.] 18^8
— BoL (ed. 4) xvi. 323 Plants have no circulation of their

fluids analogous to that of blood in the higher animals.

1867 H. Spencer Princ. Biol. § 364 Every type that is best

adapted to its conditions, which on the average means every

higher type, has a rate of multiplication that insures

a tendency to predominate. 1870 Rollestom Anim. Life

4a Forms of life higher in the scale than themscives. 1875

Encyci.Brit. II. 168/1 Asman is the highest animal. 1896 tr.

Boas' Text-bk. ZooL 24. The higher Crustacea. 190a EncycL
Brit, XXVI. 366/1 The first is an amyloin of a ' high ', the

second an amylom of a 'low' type. Ibid. XXVIII. 343/1
The gorilla and the chimpanzee, the highest members of the

apes. Ibid., The embryonic stages of higher forms.

8. b. Of the condition of an animal or of soil

:

Resulting from over-feeding or from too great an

application of manure. Also of a crop : Produced

by an over-manured soil.

1834 YoUATT Cattle xvL 553 This occurs particularly In

young cows after their first calving, and when they are in

a somewhat too high condition.^ 1886^ C. Scott Sheep
Farming wd Hill ewes are never in too high condition; the

danger is all the other way. igoa EncycL Brit. XXVI.
361/1 It is better not to grow barley after roots fed off by
sheep, as this rotation leaves the land, .in too ' high ' a con-
dition.. .By taking barley as a second corn crop, the latter

following roots fed off, or a 'high' crop, [etc.].

9. b. Of tobacco: Moist. U.S.
1849 Rep. U.S. Cotttm, Patents^ Agric, (1850) 322 Tobacco

should not be too moist, or *high * as it is termed, when put
in the stalk-bulks. 1863 Trans, III. Agric. Soc. (1865) V.
669 Care must be taken that the tobacco does not imbibe too
much moisture, or get too high in case before it is bulked.

10. High explosive : see *Explosive sb. 2.

e. Of money : Lent out at a high rate of interest

;

dear. US,
1899 Daily Neivs 31 Mar. 3/5 New York. . . Higher money.

g. Naut. Near the wind: designating a vessel

or its head when pointing close to the wind, as in

the command no higher.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.^ No Higher !

b. Including, containing, or referring to a large

percentage.
[1907 Daily Chron. 12 Dec. 7/4 At least halfthe members

should be elected on some highish franchise.l

i. In card-playing : Ace high {king highy etc.) :

having the ace (king, etc.) as highest card : said of

the hand, also occas. of the person.
1887 Stuaht C. Cumberland Qucen^s Highway 276 Had

I a ' flush ' witli ' king high ' some one would be sure to rake
in the shekels with 'ace high*.

16. (Earlier examples of high oidvcad. high time.^

1833 C. A. Davis Left. % Dozvning {18^4) 177 Just ater
breakfast yesterday, I and the gineral had a high time (i.e.

a heated argument] together. 1869 B, Harte Luck of
Roaring Cantfi (1871) 226 These are high old times, ain't

they? 1873 J. H. Beadle Underel. West xxiii. 451 Santa
Fe De San Francisco—so the old Spaniards named it—is

a high old city.

17. f. High-and-mighty : also used absol.

1924 Galsworthy White Monkey 11. ii, Mr. Mont's a gent
..no high-and-mighty about /«'?«.

i." To befor the high jumps', see *JuMp sbX 7,

21, high dilution Hom(sopaihy^ an extremely
diluted medicine ; so high dilutionist, an advo-
cate of extreme dilution of medicine ; high farm-
ing, the extensive use of fertilizers in land cultiva-

tion ; high forest U.S,^ a forest composed wholly
or chiefly of trees raised from seed ; also attrib.

;

high frequency Electr,^ in an alternating current

the production of a large number of alternations in

a unit of time; often allrib. ; high grinding (see

quot.) ; high hook colloq. or slang, the angler of a
party who hooks the largest fish ; high-key /'>4(?/'£'^.

(see quots.) ; high mass (see Mass sb.^ 3 a, High
a. 19 b) ; high milling, a process of making flour

from grain by a number of successive grindings;
high pole U,S.y a tree from 8 to 12 inches in dia-

meter breast-high; high spots U.S. slang, the
outstanding parts or features of something ; to. hit
the high spots, to go to excess or extremes ; to rise

to a very high level ; cf. *Hiqh light 2 ; high
steel, steel having a relatively high percentage of
carbon (Webster 1911); high step, a military
step in which the feet and knees are raised high

;

high wine, wine containing a high percentage of
alcohol.

1906 W. De Vio^oKVi Joseph Vance xvi, She makes some
concession to my feelinj^s on the subject of *High Dilutions,
and (at great risk to myself, she says) allows me to have
Mother-Tinctures. 189a *high dilutionist [see Dilution-
istJ. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. I. 215 To apply the *high farm-
ing of Europe to any American lands. 1931 C. S. Orwin
{titled High Farming. 1902 Webster Suppl., *High forest,

190S Terms Forestry 9f Logging 13 High forest. 1891 Eng,
Mechanic LIU. 469/2 Acurrentof very "high frequency and
a very high potential. 1893 high frequency [see Frequency
4 bj. 1896 M*^Clure*s Mag. VI. 414/2 A high frequency cur-
rent. 1903 Daily Chron. 4 Mar. 7/2 High-frequency electri-
cal apparatus. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *High
Grinding^ a process of gradual reduction of ttie wheat by a
succession of partial crushings, alternating with sifting and
sorting the product. iZ^ Outing {\J.^.) XXIV. 259/2 F.
was *high hook with a five and a half pounder. 1918 Pltoto^
Miniature "^W, Mar. (Gloss.), ^IHgh-Key^ a style of photo-
graphic print (portrait or landscape) consisting entirely of
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light tones, differing little from each other in depth. 1919
Brit, Jml. Pkotogr. Aim. 250 Photographs consisting
almost entirely of light tones are said to be high-key. 1884
Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. s. v.. In *high milling the veloc-
ity is low ; the grinding surfaces at first remote. 1905 Terms
Forestry ^ Logging 13 *High pole. 19x0 W. M. Raine B.
O^Connor 12 Here comes your train a-foggin'—also and like-

wise hittin' the *high spots, 1926 Spectator n Sept. 373/1
Chicago was the * high-spot' of the trip. 1927 Daily Ex-
press 15 Sept. g/5 The ' high spot ' of the production—cine-

matic equivalent to the chariot-racing scenes in ' Ben-Hur '.

1928 Sunday Dispatch 22 July 23/4 It looks as though the
standard of racing is going to hit the high spots. 1889
Infantry Drill I. I. 32 The *High Step. 1542 Boorde
Dyetaty x. (1870) 254 *Hyghe wynes, as malmyse, mayebe
kepte longe. "1871 Trans. Ill, A^n'c, Soc. VIII. 143 The
necessity would still exist for converting. .corn into beefand
pork and highwines- 1884 Knight Diet. Mech, Suppl.,
High Wines,CTude alcohol of higher proof than singlings.

22. a. high-cost, -powerj -pressure, -price,

-qzcality, -service, -standard, -steam, -tension, 'type,

-wind', high-altitude, occurring or carried out at

high altitudes; high-angle Gunnery, denoting the
low-velocity fire from guns, howitzers, and mortars
at a high angle of elevation, usually that above 30°

;

hence high-angle gun, etc, ; cf. *Cuhved fire
;

high-flash, denoting oil whose vapour ignites only

at a relatively high temperature; high-lifb (see

quot.) ; high-pass (see quot.) ; high-Bea(3),
operating or carried out on the high seas ; High
Sea Fleet = G. Hochsee Motte ; high-velocity,
denoting a gun capable of discharging a pro-

jectile with great force and speed ; also denoting
the projectile so fired; high-warp, denoting a
manner of weaving or tapestry in which the warp is

vertical.

1925 E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^ 1^24 86 [They] were
both suffering from very bad *high-aititude throat. Ibid,
106 This hateful duty of high-altitude cooking. 1879 Man,
Ariill. Exerc, 1. v. 23 *High-angle fire from howitzers and
mortars. 18^0 G. S. Clarke Fortification xiv. 205 Large
numbers of high-angle guns which would prove most formid-
able to ships, 1915 Pearso?i's Mag. XXXIX. 66 High-
angle trajectory. 1928 C, F. S. Gamble North Sea Air
Station ix. 122 The addition of some motor-cars equipped
with machine-guns on * high-angle mountings '. 1931 G. B.
Ford Building Height^ Bulk^ Form Title-p., Uneconomic
types of Buildings on *High-Cost land. 1899 Westm. Gaz.
14 Feb. 4/3 A fourth *high.fiash oil. 1904 Technol. ^ Sci.

Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), High Flash Point, oil

whose vapour is only ignited at a high temperature, 1921
Discovery Apr, 96/2 *High-lirt wings are, of course, those
that give the highest lift-drift ratio. 1930 Selected Gloss,
Motion Picture Techn. 13 '''High-pass filtery a filter de-
signed to pass currents of all frequencies above a critical or
cut-off frequency and substantially reduce the amplitude of
currents of all frequencies below this critical frequency.
1898 Westm. Gaz. 28 May 2/1 Modern *high-power guns.
190Z Kynoch Jml. June-July 108/2 Modem high-power
smokeless propellants. 1825 J. Nicholso:^ Oper. Mech, 66t
The *high-pressure engines. 1872 F. W, Robinson Wray-
ford's Ward III. 207 A high-Ciass, high-priced, high-pres-
sure seminary,

^ 1907 Westm. Gaz. 15 Oct, i/i The high-
pressure life which he led in London. 1928 D. Brunt Meteor.
IV. 30 These high and low-pressure systems. 1906 Daily
Chron. 27 Sept. 3/6 The benefits of the *high-price policy
which they choose to pursue. 1910 Westm, Gaz. 21 Apr, 12/1
Until plenty of *high-quality beet is procurable. 1913 V, B.
Lewes Oil Fuel 180 High-quality coal-gas, 1907 Daily
Chron, 9 Oct. 4/6 The German *high-sea fleet, 1931 Times
Lit. Suppl. 10 Sept. 673/3 A lack of familiarity with the
naval idiom can alone account,. for calling^. the fleet under
Cornwallis * the high seas fleet', 189a F. Irwin Fortif,
(ed. 2) 43 Modern *high-velocity guns. 1898 Engineering
Mag. XVI. 1 12/2 These high-velocity bullets, 187s Knight
Diet. Mech.f *High'Warp Lootn, a tapestry loom in which
the warp-frame is vertical and the weaver works standing.

1904 Technol, Sf Sei. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), High
Warp, tapestry in which the warp takes a vertical position,

e.g. Gobelins tapestry.

b. high-banked, -hHdged, -hedged, -powered',

high-coloured, alsoy?^., exaggerated, forced ; as,

a high-coloured description ; high-horsed (delete

f and add examples) ; high-seasoned, seasoned
with a considerable amount of spice and condi-

ments ; also fig,

1899 Daily News 25 Dec. 5/2 A dangerous *high-banked
river 1871 ' M. Legrand ' Cambr. Freshin. 138 A Quixotic
gentleman, of ancient lineage, in whose *high-bridged and
defiant nose the Indian saw a resemblance to an eagle's

beak, igas F. M. Ford No More Parades 309 There were
two girls who kept a tea-shop in Poperinghe,.,*High col-

oured. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 3 Aug.2/3 In the shady *high-
hedged garden. 1906 Kipling in Tribune 15 Jan. 2/3 A
high-hedged road, 1900 Westm. Gaz. 6 Feb. 3/2 To.. ride

off ^high-horsed on the theory that the battle had to be
fought. 1928 Observer 22 Jan. 14/5 The high-horsed fanatics
of universal Communism. 1903 Daily Chron. i Aug, 3/7
High-priced, *high-powered cars.

B. sb. 1. b. An area of high barometric pressure.
1878 Pop. Sci. Monthly ^u\y 310 These high and low areas,

or ' nighs ' and ' lows ' as they are technically known, travel.

1900 Yearbk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 332 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The
hot wave. .seemed to join forces with the permanent high
over the ocean.

c. = High School (School j^.l I j). U.S. colloq.

1928 Boston Even. Transcript 30 Mar. 15/7 I'm hardly
more than a schoolboy, not so very long out of Dorchester
High.

d. A high limit of price.
1928 Weekly Dispatch 3 June 7/2 When he buys, they

buy; the lot of them can create. .a new *bigh ' in any share
which Mr. Durant fancies.

HIGHBROW.
3. Also, the highest card in cutting for deal,

High-low-jctck {and the game) : = All-foues i.

(See quots.)
1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester (ed. 2) 79 This Game I con-

ceive is called All-Fours from Highest, Lowest, Jack and
Game, which is the Set as some play it. Ibid, 80 Sometimes
you are highest, lowest. Jack, and Game. 1814 C. Jones
Hoyle^sGames Impr. ^.^o All-fours.. derives its name from
the four chances therein, for each of which a point is scored,
namely,^rV^, the best trump out ; lo7v, the smallest trump
dealt ; jack, the knave of trumps ;^^tw«, the majority of pips
reckoned from such of the following cards as the respective
players have in their tricks ; viz, every ace is counted as 4 ;

ting 3 ; queen 2 ; knave i ; and ten for 10. 1818 Todd
S.V. All-fours, The all-four are high, low, Jack, and the
game. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., High-lo^u.jack. Same as
AU-fours. 1898 H, KiRKBY Lakeland Words 72 High-low,
a card game. High-low, Jack an' t' gam. 1911 R. F.
Foster Compl, Hoyle 328 As High, Jack, and Game are
always counted by the player holding those points at the
end of the play, there can be no question about them: but
serious disputes sometimes ariseasto who played Low.. .It
is even possible, if there is no other trump or counting card
in play, for the jack to be High, Low, Jack, and the Game.
b. Phr. How is that for high f '. an exclamation

inviting admiration; in allusion to the card called

the high in the game of high-low-jack. U,S, colloq,

1871 ScHELE DE V "ERE. Americanisms (1872) 326 The phrase
* How is that for high ? ' borrowed from a low game known
as Old Sledge, where ihc high depends, not on the card itself

but on the adversary's hand. Hence the phrase means, What
kind of an attempt is that at a great achievement ? 1887 F.
Francis Jr. Saddle ^ Mocassin xviil 31 5 *How's that for high,
boys?* concluded the narrator, when he had told his tale.
* That's on top," declared Blackjack ;

' that takes the cake.'

High, adv. Add : 2. o. (U.S. example,)
1894 Vermont Agric. Rep,y^W .\o-2. Will a colt do well..

if fed high in winter?

d. Highly, strongly.

1846 SoYER Cookery 467 Add the beans, drain quite dry,
season rather high.

3. b. Far up towards the source (on a river).

1815 Niles* Weekly Reg. IX. 29/1 It will probably be the
lastof August before Mr. G. Kennedy arrives with the
Indians high upon the Missouri and Mississippi.

6, (Later U.S, example,)
1854 Marv J, Holmks Tempest Sf Sunshine xvi. 230, I

s*pose I did go on high and swar like a pirate.

10. a. high-kicking \ high.-keyod Mus.^ of a
high pitch ; also^^.
190G Daily Chron. 18 June 6/3 Mr. P. Wilson Steer has

several examples of his familiar *high-keyed method, in-

cluding a not too happyportraitof himself in a grey tweed
suit, 1901 Ibid, II Dec. 6/5 Several dancers of the *high-
kicking and other schools.

High altar. [High a. 7.] The principal altar

of a church,
13.. Gov). ^ Gr» Knt. 592 So harnayst as he was he

herknez his masse, Offred and honoured at )pt he^e auter.

c 1460 Oseney Reg. 137 Reynolde, By the grace of god
Bisshop of Clone, ..halowed the Chapell of Saunforde and
the high auter. c 1553 in Diary ofH. Machyn (Camd. Soc)
399 The highe altar table, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 25 Oct,
J644, On the large high altar is a brazen vessel of admirable
invention, cxjtj in Cath, Ree. Soc. Puil. VIII. 173 He
lays buried in our Church at the foot of the High Altar. i8>6
[see Altar 2]. 1894 C. M. Church Chapters Bdrly Hist.
Ch. Wells App. W. 419 High altar dedicated to St. Andrew,

Highball. Add : high ball, high-baU.
3. A drink of whisky and soda or other mineral

water served with broken ice in a tall glass, U.S,
1899 G. Ade Doc. Home ii. 11 Lush. .drank two magnifi-

cent ' high balls *. 1902 W. P. Eaton & E. M. Underbill
Runaway Place 128 The pleasant occupation of consuming
three chocolate tfclalrsand a highball, 19*5 H. L. Foster
Trop. Tratnp Tourists 109 The crowd from Ohio., cele-

brated by drinking several highballs. 1931 Susan Glaspell
Ambrose Holt xix, 'Never mind tea. I didn't come for tea.*
* Then I'll get you a highball.'

4, A signal to proceed, given to a locomotive
driver by waving the hand above the head. Hence,
a clear way, a straight course. U.S,
1920 Hunter Trail Drivers of Texas 68 Wc had a high

bail trail from there on. Ibid. 554 Mr. Butler and 1 told

them [sc. cowboys], .to strike a high ball to town.

High-binder. 2. (Earlier example.)
1878 Congress. Rec, 7 Mar. 1549/1 Refined ladies could no

longer submit to be jostled at the church door by the Mon-
golian chiffonier, or high-binder.

3, Read ; One of a number who conspire together

to achieve some end in politics, business, etc. Add

:

1903 A. H. Lewis The Boss 136 He's goin' to take copies
of til' accounts that show what th' Chief an' them other high-
binders at the top o' Tammany have been doin*. 1908 G,
H. LoRiMER Jf. Spurlock xii. 324 That's what I do mean—it

\sc, the railroadj's been stolen by that Bonsall bunch of high-
binders. 1916 H. L. WiL-SON Somewliere in Red Gap \. 21

So I left these two lady hijjhbinders and went on into the
retail side of the Family Liquor Store.

High-boy. Add : 3. = Tallboy 2. US.
1891 Scribner's Mag. X. 353 In the top drawer of a high

chest of drawers, a *high boy'. 190a L. V. Lockwood CoL
Furniture Amer. 56 The common form of the flat-topped

bandy-legged high-boy is made of cherry, maple or walnut.

1909 J. C. Lincoln Keziah Coffin i. 10 Removing towels,

tablecloths, and the like from the drawers in a tail ' bigh-boy *.

Highbrow, high-brow (hsi-brau), sb, and
a. colloq. orig. U.S. [Back-formation from *HiGH-
BROWED a. 2.] A. sb, A person of superior intel-

lectual attainments or interests: always with deri-

sive implication of conscious superiority to ordinary

human standards.



HIQH-BBOWED. 463 HIKE.

iQix H, S. Harrison Queed iv. 41 Who knew but vbat
this little highbrow was the very man they were looking for ?

X914 Gertrude Atherton Perch 0/Devil \. 41 I'll be a real

high-brow in less than no time. 1921 H. Walpole Young
Enchanted ill. vi. 301 There was the theatre (so much better

than the highbrows asserted), there were concerts. 1925

A. P. Herbert Laughing Ann 86 1*11 be a high-brow, but

I'll look hearty, And 1 won't laugh at the ^iberal Party.

B. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a
highbrow ; intellectoally superior.

1916 S. Leacock in * O. Henry Wai/s ^ Strays (1917) 161

Shakespeare, except as revived at twenty-five cents a seat

with proper alterations in the text, is 'highbrow*. 1917

W. J. Locke Red Planet xxiv. 306 She'd die of culture in

the mater's highbrow establishment. 1925 Punch 22 Apr.

437/2 *The programmes are too_ highbrow,' I maintained.

'They arc hopelessly beyond the intelligence of the mass, at

any rate.' 1927 Agatha Christie Big Pour v, One of our

highbrow professors.

So Hi'glibrowlsjn, the condition of being high-

brow, intellectual superiority.

19SI Glasgaiu Herald 22 Jan. 4/2 This doctrine is tainted

with high-browism. 1923 A. Bennett Things that have
interested me Sci. il 207 The audiences were artistic and
earnest, with a dash of high-browism. 1^30 Observer 2 Mar,
15 He will lure them into his theatre with stuff that, while

good of iis kind, is not suspect of highbrowism.

High-browed (hai'brdud), a, [f. High a. +
Bhow sia + -ED 2.]

1, Having a lofty forehead.

187s Brit. Q, Rev. Apr. 500 One can conjure up a vision

of them : the one ^ir, pale, high-browea. sSj^ Flugel
Srtg.-Gertnan Diet.

2. = Highbrow a. orig. U,S.
1908 R. W.Chambers FiringLine\x,YouvreTc very much

amused, I suppose—toseemesittingbras-dcssus-bras-dessoua

with the high-browed and precious. 1909 H. G. Wells Ann
Veronica vii. 121 Their very furniture had mysteriously a
high-browed (quality. Ilnd, viii. 144 Goopes, she was sure,

was always high*browed and slow and Socratic. 1916—
jMr. Britlingw. iv. §10, 1 was too high-browed about this war
business. 19*3 A. Bennett Things that have interestedjne

Ser. II. 207 If artistic, earnest, and high-browed women only

knew how to dress I

High-dntcher. U.S. [f. High a. 3 + Dutch
d. -f-ERl.] (See qoot. 1889!)

1837 Knickerbocker Mag. IX. 289 Give me a satisfactory

pair oK higkdittchers. x8^ Farmer Wwrfr., High Dutchers,

skates, the blades of which are ornamentaliycurled in front.

The Dutch are well known as the best skaters in the worid

—hence the name as given to a superior kind of skate.

Higher-up. U.S, [High a. 5.] One occupying

a superior position or post.

1916 CStMiumjVLG Chicago Poems (5i Higher.ups among
the con men of Jerusalem. Z9a9 Literary Digest 12 Oct,

7/1 He is.. insists the New York Telegram—*oiily the

henchman of higher-ups'.

High-flyer. Add : L O. A variety of wahint.

i8xs Irons. Lond.Hort.Soc. IV. 517 The Highflyer Wal-
nut. 1824 Loudon Encycl. Gardening -j^-i Walnut. ..High-

flyer of Thetford, the best variety known. 1866 Treeis. Bot,

640/2 A variety called the Highflyer Walnut, is considered

the best English variety. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XII. 378/1,

Highgate (hai'g/t). [Name of a ward of

London.] Highgate resin, copalite.

1815 A1KIN Man. Afin. (ed. 2) 64 Fossil CopaL Highgate
Resin. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 428/3,

High-grade, a. {sb.) [High a, 22 a.]

A, adj. Of a high grade or quality ; spec, in

stock-breeding, of more than three-quarters pure

blood, b. Etenotlng ores rich in metal value ; spec.

in commercial use denoting those which, owing to

convenience in situation and transport facilities,

can be worked at a large profit.

1890 [see High a, 23 aj. 190a Daily Cli*-on. 10 Apr, 7/2
Great Britain is becoming very short of high-srade ores.

1007 Springfield Repnbl. 13 May 3 Advt., Auction sale of

high grade household furniture. 1910 IVestm. Gae. 4 Jan.

5 2 The high-grade nature ofthe material and workmanship.

19x9 Daily Express 7 Nov. 8/4 The high-grade private car.

B. sb. {a) High-grade stock, {b) See quot.

T904 and cf. the vb.

i88a Rep. Maim Beard Agric. XXVI. 353 High-grades

of cither breed [Jersey or Guernsey]. 1904 A^. V.Snn 14 Aug.
1 1 One of the pests of gold mining in Colorado is the high
grades, which is a poUte term for the ore thief. The term

high grades comes from the fact that they steal only high

grade ore.

Hence Hl'ffluffrade 9. intr, and trans., to steal

high-grade ore.

X907 IVestm. Gaz. 6 June lo/i, I had been * hieh grading *

in the Vindicator mine. I9a3 ' B. M. Bower Parotvan
Bonanza vi. 73 He. .could not leave his claims and Jet AI
Freeman..* high grade ' bis gold the minute his hack was
turned. 19*7 Biackiu. Mag. June 833/1 In Cobalt..* high-

grading ' was rigorously dealt with.

High-ka'iidedly, adv. [f, High-hahded a.

+ -LY -.] In a high-handed manner.
1898 N. MusRO yokn Splendid xxi, Seven fugitives of the

clan that bad come so high-handedly through iheir ncigh-

bourho'xi. 1927 Daily Express 26 Oct. i/a High-handedly
putting a pistol to the heads of his opponents.

High hat, high-hat- U.S. [High a. i.]

A tall hat
; Jig. a person of affected stiperiority.

Also attrib. or as adj., superior, lofty, * swell '.

Hence Hlgrb-liat v. intr., to assume a superior

attitude ; trans, to treat with an air of superiority.

1899 A. H, QuiKN Pennsylv. Stories 39 Houston.. was
under <«trong suspicion of having worn a high hat out to

college that morning. I9a4 P. Marks Plastic Age 149

Christmas Cove*s a nice place ; not so high-hat as Bar
Harbor. Ibid. 196 We're a lot of low-brows pretending to

be intellectual high-hats, iga? Cleveland Press 29 Jan., We
see no point in assuming a high hat attitude towards what
one doesn't know. 1927 Saturday Even. Post (N.Y.)
24 Dec. 22/3 What made me so sore . . was her thinkin' she
could high-hat me. 1929 C. £. Merriam Chicago 292
Dever's dignity was mistaken by some for * high-hatting'.

1930 Publishers' Weekly 22 Mar. 1674 The shop is not * high
hat '. 1931 G. B. Stern Slwrtest Nigki xvi. 263 That hot-
tempered young high-hat.

High-headed (stress variable), a, V.S,
[High a, 22 b.] Carrying the head high; proud,
arrogant.
1857 Southern Lit, Messenger III. 86 One of them high-

headed Roanoke planters. 1909 R. A. Wason Happy
Haivkins \. 10 The most obstinate, high-headed, buU-intel-
lected thin-skin 'at ever drew down top wages fer punchin*
cows.

Highland. B. adj. Add:
2, Highland cattle^ a breed of small cattle from

the Highlands, characterized by thick, shaggy hair

and long curved horns set widely apart. High~
/andj^ing (see Fling sb. 4 a.). Highlandpony ^ one
of a breed of ponies originating in the Highlands.
i8»S Loui>ON Encycl. Agric. § 6118 Along the eastern

coast, north of the Krith of Forth, the Highland cattle are
intermixed with various local breeds. 1831 YouATT//(7r«iv.

59 The Highland Pony is far inferior to the galloway. 1834— Cattle iii. 66 The striking peculiarities of the Highland
cattle. 1844 H. Stephens Bk, I'arm III. 1274 The West
Highland has long been famed in Scotland as a superior
breed of cattle. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 389/1 The Kyloes or
West Highland cattle.

"b. Resembling, having the characteristics of, or

typical of the people ofthe Highlands of Scotland.
1871 L. W. M. LocKHART Fair to See i. ii, I'm as High-

land as—as—anything. 1897 R. M. Fercusson Village
Poet 172 They'll not jew us—we're no* sae hieland.

Highlander. Add; 1. "h. Arctic Highlander,
one of an Kskimo tribe inhabiting the north of

Greenland.
1878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 544/1 The Northernmost Green-

landers—the Arctic Highlanders of Ross.

2. b. Highland cattle.

1787 Marshall Rural Econ. NorJ, (1795) II. 381 High-
landers, Scotch cattle of the Highland breed. 1825 J. C,
Loudon Encycl. Agric. § 6122 The other variety of High-
land cattle is the Norlands, or North Highlanders. 1834
YoOATT CattU iiu 69 There is little or no variety of breeds
of cattle in the Hebrides. They are pure West High-
landers. Ibid, 79 The character of the Highlander must
still be, that he will pay better for his quantity of food than
any other breed. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 3S9/1 They {sc. the
Pembrokes] excel the West Highlanders in this respect,

that they make good dairy cattle, the cows being peculiarly
adapted for cottagers' purposes.

Hi'gh-life, -lifed,<z. C/^. [High a, 23 a, b,]

Full of life or spirit.

x9oa A. D. McFaul Ike Glidden ix. 70 Ike told him.. to
always drive on the bit, because the colt was a high-life

fellow. 1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 376 A long narrow-
headed high'lifed brainless animal.

S^gh light, high-light. [High a, lo,

Light sb. 12.]

1. In painting,photography, and cinematography,
any of the brightest parts of a subject or a repre-

sentation of it ; often pL
1658, 1859 [see Light sb. 12J. 189a A. Brothers Photog.

335 In a portrait, if well lighted, there should be parts which
are brighter than the rest of the face—on the forehead and
nose, for instance ; they are called high lights.^ 1905 Wat-
kins IVatkins Man. (ed. 2) 64 The tone D is called the
'high light', for although it is the blackest in the negative
it represents white in the original. Ibid. 77 It may happen
that there is no white part or high light in the subject you
are developing. 1913 Jos. A. Sinclair's Handbk. Photog.
(ed. 2) 226 To clear up h igh-Iights or remove pressure marks
from thick bromide papers. 19306'^/. Gloss. Motion Pictitre

Technician^ High l/ghtj object, scene, or picture having low
color saturation, that is, containing a large proportion of
white. xsj3i S. Selden & Ski.lman Stage Scenery 158 In
order to give interest to high lights and shadows.
transf, nn^/ig. i8ss Knickerbocker Mag. XLVI. 40 If we

have chosen to speak of the shadows in the fair portrait . . we
have also heglected to point out the high lights. 19*8 K. H.
Brown Fathexy\.€>i There wcreartiessscarlet high-lights cut

from portions of the little boys' outgrown woolen underwear.

2. Jig. A 'bright*, prominent, or outstanding fea-

ture or characteristic. Chiefly//.
Phr. to hit the high lights^ to go to excess. (Ct highspots^

*HiGH(r. 21.)

X905 A. Adams Outlet 275 It was the recognized cattle centre

of Montana. ..but devoid ofthe high-ltghts which were a fea-

ture ofthe trail towns. 1922 A. Waugh Public School Lije

i. 16 It would he filled with high lights, with breathless esca-

pades, with impossible heroics. 1923 Weekly Dispatch 21

Jan. It There is no ' hitting the high lights * when he is not

in training. 1927 Hutchinson's Mysi. Stor^ Mag. IX. Feb.

117 One by one, Dan and 1 met all the high tights of the

town. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 15 Jan. 34/2 It is not read-

able in the sense that some modern biographies are readable

;

it has no 'high lights', 1931 Morning Post 21 Aug. 11/7

These were the highlights of to-day's practice over the

course.

High-roller. U.S. slang. [High a., ? Roller
j^.l 15.] One who cuts a dash or spends extra-

vagantly.
1881 Reinbeck (Iowa) Times 15 Sept. 1/6 California's

Speculators who invest large sums are called ' high rollers '.

1903 A. H. Lewis The Bossxiv. 184 IM like to learn how you
moral an' social high rollers reconcile yourselves to things.

a 1909 ' O. Hfmrv Roads 0/Destiny xx. 340 There comes

a party ofthese high-rollers that are always huntingop new
places to eat in and poke fun at.

So Hifirh-rolling" vbl. sb.

i(>o3 New York Times 22 Aug., Hi|:h rolling with the
spoils of their first venture at house lootmg.

High school: see School sb,"^ i j.

Hi'gh-speed, f7. [High a. 22 a.] a. Able or

fitted to work or travel at high speed, b. Pro-
duced by swift processes or machinery.
High-speed steel, an alloy steel of such toughness and hard-

ness that it can be used for tools cutting so rapidly as to
become red-hot,

1873 [see High a. 22 a]. 1888 Lockwood's Diet. Mech.
Engin. s.v., High-speed engines may be considered to em-
brace any engines making over 200 to 500 revolutions per
minute. ..High-speed belting applies to belts for fans, wood-
working machinery, centrifugal pumps, &c., in opposition to
those for line and counter, and other slowly driving shafts.

High Speed Bearings^ bearings whose length exceeds their

diameter by from four to six times. 1898 Daily News
I Oct. 2/8 A high-speed destroyer. 1904 Chambers's Jrnl,
142/1 High-speed tool-steel lathes. 191^ Daily Chrqn. 6 Feb.

3/1 The crude truths that we look for only in the high-speed
camera. 1909 West/n. Gaz. 11 Mar. 4/2 The high-speed flier

of the future. 191a Chambers^s yrnl. June 367/1 Their

Uc British makers'] introduction of high-speed steel in 1900.

Highstrihes (hai^straiks). Jocular colloq,^

orig. dial, or vulgar. Perverted form of Hysterics.
1838 C. Selby Jacques Strc^ ii. 4 Didn't I do the high-

strikes izmoM^yt 1846 D. Corcoran Pickings 149 She's

one of the dreadfullest cases of the highstrikes I ever did
see. iSqg Pall Mall Ma^. Jan. 82 [Mrs.] Flounce fell into

the highstrikes at traipsmg the roads after four o'clock.

1914 Gertrude Atherton Perch oj Devil \. 204 Ifyou don't
get us out of this quick I'll have high-strikes.

High-toned, a. 3. b. Add: Also, stylish,

' grand ',
' swell *. Also used as if pass, of a

trans, vb.
z888 A. C. GuNTER Mr. Potter of Texas iv. xxiii, The

Democratic Party thought Sampson Potter a more high-
toned name to run for Congress than Sammy Potts. 1917
War Birds (1927) 34 He got hightoned by the Colonel and
lost his head.

Hi'gh-np, a. colloq.y orig. dial. [f. High a. +
V^adv.^l In a high or elevated position, high

above the ground ; also_;f^., of high place or rank.

1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss. s.v., He's some desput
high-up chap. 1899 S. MacManus In Chimney Corners 155
There was a lot of high-up folk being entertained. 1899
Westm. Gaz. 12 June 1/3 The gilt-edged lies of the high-

up men. 1903 W. Le Queux in Book Lo-uer May 3/1 In a
high-up room in the Rue Lafayette. 1918 Carolyn Wells
Vicky Van ii. 23 A high-up Publican. 1910 Hunter Trail
Drivers oJ Texas 219 Our 'high up' officers were.. some-
where in town.

Highveld (hai'velt). [Partial transl. of Dn,
hoogveLiy lit. high plain.] The inner plateau of

the subcontinent of South Africa, which is from

5,000 to 6,000 feet above sea-level.

1905 J. W. Gregory in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 399 The old rocks

that form the foundation of the present high veldt of
Rhodesia. 1906 Rideb Haggard Benita v, They were on
the Transvaal high-veld. 1907 P. Fitzpatrick Jock oJ
Bushveld 223 For perhaps a week the towering bulwarks of

the Highveld were vibible as we toiled along.

BCigh-WSiter mark. Add : c. Jocular colloq.

A dirty mark showing the limit to which a person

has washed.
1899 Daily News 31 Jan. 6/4 The high-water mark is

plainly visible above a tattered scarf tied loosely round his

neck.

Sighway. Add : 1. C. lu allusion to Matt.

xxii. 9, lo, Luke xiv. 23.

1843 H. BoNAR Hymn^ ' Go labouron ' vii, Go forth into the

world's highway, Compel the wanderer to come in. 1898

Daily Neivs 6 Oct. 6/7 The South London officials of the

Salvation Army have . . been . . gathering together of late from

the highways and by-paths of Lambeth those who. .are en-

titled to be ranked as 'Hooligans'. 1908 Westm. Gaz.

B7 Jan. 1/3 It is highways and hedges work, and we shall

need van for van and lecturer for lecturer.

4. highway robbery.

18.. (^///*r)The Malefactor's Register., with trials for Biga-

my, Burglary, Felony, Forgery, Highway-Robbery. 1899
Daily News 18 May 10/5 A good highway robbery story.

Hlgly-pigly, culv. Add : Also as adj.

1675 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. LVI. 308 A higly pigly lot by
fox iland, as it was laid out by order of the town for 3 acres,

bounded by a creek.

H^acker (h9i*dg£e:k3i), U.S. slang. Also

hi-jacker, highjacker. An armed person who
preys on bootleggers. Hence Kl*ja«k v. trans., to

seize (illicit liquor) for profit ; Hi'jacldng' vbl. sb.

and ///. (Z,

1934 Daily Mail 22 Dec. {N.Y. Corresp), The depreda-

tions of these Hi-Jackers have become so serious that it is

understood that the skippers ofsome rum-runners have asked
their Governments for protection. The duties of American
coastguards are confined to seizing rum-ships; they cannot

seize a Hi-Jacking ship unless it has pirated, i^*^ F. J.
Haskin Atner. Govt, (revised ed.) .^31 Piracy and hi-jacking

have developed as collateral activities of bootlegging and
smuggling. 19J7 Barbican Con/ess. Rum-Runner xv\\,%o

we landecf the cargo as quickly as we could, and took the

chance of the cargo being seized or hijacked on shore. 19*8

Hearst's International Aug. 72/1 Some hi-jacking exploit.

Hike (haik), sb. colloq. orig. dial, and U.S.

Also fheik. [f. next] A vigorous or laborious

walk ; a tramp or march ; a walking tour or ex-

pedition undertaken for exercise or pleasure. 0»
hike, on the tramp, hiking.



HIKE.

x86s Susan Halk /.«//. (1919) 15 I've been engaged this

week in a pecunious k^ik; to wit, getting money from the

ladies of the Parish to get a new gown for Dr. Hedge. x868

IHH. 45, /ascended the Grand Pyramid, Lucretia got half-

way. .and Susie didn't try. It is a fearful heik. a 1903

Scribturs Mag. (Webster 1902) With every hike there s a

few laid out with their hands crossed. X903 S. E. White
Forest ii. 18 All other utensils belong to permanent camps,

or open-water cruises,—not to 'hikes' in the woods. 1907

R. W. Service SongsofSourdough (1908} 59 And I burrowed

a hole in the glowing coal, and I stuffed in Sam McGee.

Then I made a hike, for I didn't like to hear him sizzle so.

1907 Rex Beach Barrier \v, (1908) 53 He's the feller that

killed the gold-commissioner. Of course that put him on the

hike again. 1916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap
ix. 369 What's the matter with him and Lon taking a swift

hike down to New York ? igzi Outward Bound J une lo/i

Chinese Boy Scouts, .on * hike * on the veldt of South Africa.

X9SX Blackw. Mag, Aug. 262/1 Dempsey had passed the

afternoon in a * limbering-up hike '.

Kike (hsik), V, colloq, orig. dial, and U.S.

Also tliyke> heik. [Of obscure origin. Cf.

•Hoick v.

A possible early example of this word may be seen in the

following quot.: iT^^ Applebee's Weekly-Jrnl. 17 July 2/1

Cowing . . stood Gentry 'till the Cargo amounted to as much
as they could conveniently yike off with.]

1. intr. orig. To walk or march laboriously or

vigoronsly ; to tramp. In recent use, to tramp

for pleasure ; to go for a long walk, tramp, or

walking tour.

1809 S. Weslev Lett. (1875) 32 Adieu for the present,—we
must Contrive one more PuU at Surry before I hyke over

to Staffordshire. xSag J. Jennings Observ. Dial. W.
Etig., To hike off^ to go away ; to go off. Used generally

in a bad sense. 1868 Susan Hale Lett, (1919) 39 This day
we moved over to the Thebes side and were to have done
Karnak..but.,I was really sick with heiking. «i87aj. M,
Kailey Folks at Danbtiry 48 (Th.) You've got to hike

around, and fling some style inter your victuals. 1884 Daily
Tel. 2 Feb. 3/1 (Farmer) We three, not having any regler

homes. .hike about for a living. 1886 Susan Hale Lett.

(1919) 157 You see the Churches can't do much, but Mr,
Warner "is wild to be heiking about, a 1902 Scribner's Ma^.
(Webster 1902) It's hike, hike, hike (march) till you stick in

the mud, and then you bike back again a little slower than

you went. 1904 Chicago Evening Post 23 Aug. 7 These
girls had hiked up the dizzy trail along the face of Glacier

to the summit. 1909 S. E. White Rules ofGame in. xii,

• I'm going to hike out before breakfast,* said he before

turning in, * so if you'll just show me where the lantern is,

I won t bother you in the morning *. Ibid. v. viii, No
animal in its senses would hike uphill and then down again.

19x0 Contenip. Rev. Sept, ^41 To take stick and pack, and
* hike ' away from these cities for hundreds or thousands of

miles. 1926 Glasgo7v Herald 25 Aug. 8 Guides in gay girl-

hood will hike through the hollow. 1927 Conan Dovli;

Case-bk. S. Holmes 149, I told him I was a busy man and
could not spend my life hiking round the world in search of

Garridebs.

2. trans. To force to move or go; to convey for-

. cibly or laboriously ; to pull oftj tip, over, etc.

;

to ' drag ' out. PA%ofig.
1867 Susan Hale Lett. (1919) 32 Our side-saddles were

keiked on to them. 1869 Punch g Jan. 8/2 If they finds any
sitch thing as a jemmy about yer, ..they'll hike yer off to be
tried for intendin' to commit a felony. 1870 Verney /.«///«

Lisle xxiii, I'd like to hike out the whole boiling o* um.
1886 Susan Halk Lett, (1919) 163 Tuesday he heiked us all

forth early in the morning to the lake. 1899 Strand Mag*
Apr. 454/1 We'll join hands end lay ourselves fiat on the

lock so thet you can hike your head over, and look all you
want to. 1904, Topeka Capital 10 June 4 City Center kept
the price of ice cream sodas at five cents until the State

Sunday School convention struck town, and then the scale

was hiked to ten cents. 1915 T. \^M9Xi^. Nights in Town
119 Two bare-armed ladies, with skirts hiked up most in-

delicately behind them. 1921 Chambers^s ')rnl. Dec. 835/z,

I hiked him into a taxicab. 1^27 Blackw. Mag. July _ii/i

We flitted across the road like ghosts in the moonlight,

hiking our equipage, and deposited same at the door of a
wooden inn. 1929 Pett Ridge A^ect. Regards, On Soli-

tude 117 Saw where I was paying attention.. and then
barged in... And apparently managed to hike ine out I_

absoL a 1902 Kipling (VVebster 1902) If you persist in

heaving and hiking like this.

b. intr. forpass. To be hitched or pulled up.

1890 Amer. DialectNotes 1. 61 The curtain hikes or hikes
up. 1902 G. H. LoRiMER Lett. Self-vtade Merchant ix. 119
We boys who couldn't walk across the floor without feeling

that our pants had hiked up till they showed our feet to the
knee,.. didn't like him.

Hence Hiker (hai'kai), one who hikes or goes on
a hike ; Kl'king' vbl.sb. {a.\so attrzb.).

1927 Daily Express 34 May 3/5 We [of the Camping Club]
have 3,000 nieniDers...Most of these are solitary 'hikers',
who carry all their kit with thenu 1930 Times Lit. Suppl.
II Sept. 710/4 A special kind of traveller, belonging to the
class of 'bikers*. 1931 Daily Tel. 21 Jan. 8/6 'Hikers'
Hostels at is. a Night. 1931 Times Lit. Supfl. 7 May 368/1
The sturdy young * heroes ' who accompanied him on the
biking adventures. 1931 Daily Tel. ?i May 16/2 The wide-
spread hiking movement in Germany and other Continental
countries.

Hilaria (hile^'ria). [L., neut. pi, of hilaris

HiLABlous.] A Roman festival in honour of Cy-
bele, celebrated at the vernal equinox.

1738 Chambers Cycl,, The Hilaria were solemnized with
great pomp, and rejoicing. 1842 W. Smith Dict.^ Gr. <y

Roman Antig. ii,%-2.l2 The hilaria were, .either private or
public. Among the former.. the day on which a person
married, and on which a son was born ; among the latter,

those days of public rejoicings appointed by a new emperor.

1907 L. R. Farnell Cw//f Gr>&. .S7a/M III 301 The Attis-

festival of the Hilaiia.

464

Hill,J^. Add:
1. b. Hill and dale : also, applied to any mark-

ings or groovings likened to hills and dales ; spec,

used attrib. to denote that manner of making
gramophone records, or the records themselves, in

which the undulations are cut in a vertical plane by
the recording stylus.

1918 in Webster Addenda. 1929 P. Wilson & G. W.
Webb Mod. Gramophones ii. 34 This form of record has
several advantages over the hiU-and-dale cut. 1931 News
Chron. 20 Mar. 15/2 A graph, whose hiils and dales repre-

sent maximum and minimum velocity of each of a series of
strokes.

3. b. Also, the cluster of plants on level ground.

U.S.
1884 H. Bl'tterworth Zigzag Joum. Western States 42

Jerry was working like a beaver, and only three hills of
potatoes to the square now.

d. Her, A charge representing a hill, usually

vert.

1828 Brrhy Encycl. Her. I. 1889 Elvin Diet. Her, p. Hi,

Three Hills, as in the arms of Brinckman.

e. A nitro-glycerine factory,

1897 Pearson*s Mag. IV. 150/2 You have now reached the
bottom of the 'hill'—all nitro-glycerine factories are called
* hills *. 1921 Did. Occup. Temts (1927) § 149 Nitroglycerine
hillman, an explosive worker engaged on repetition work
in nitroglycerine manufacture.

4. a. hill-slope ; hill-set a. (after Matt. v. 14),
* set ' or situated on a hill.

1906 Westm. Gaz. 16 June 12/2 Brown-roofed, *hiil-set

villages. 1906 Macm. Mag. July 695 Ruler of his tiny hill-

set principality. 1907 Westm. Gaz, 9 Aug. 2/4 Our hillset

house of prayer. 1872 Tennyson (7««^Ai5- Lynette 181 The
damp *hill-sIopes. 1908 Daily Chron, 14 May 5/4 On the
north side of the valley the hill-slopes are fairly open.

C. Also, pertaining to the rearing and tending of
sheep in hilly country.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 358/1 The average weight of the
fleece . . is now at least 3lbs. in the hill-slieep, and nearly 4lbs.

in the lowland-sheep. 1886 C. Scott SheeP'fa7~tning loi

Hill farms. ..Hill stocks should always be fixtures on the
farm. Ibid, 103 Hill slieep farming. Ibid. Ji6 Asuccessful
bill lambing depends very much upon . . the condition of the
ewes at that period. Hill ewes are never in too high con-
dition. Ibid. 123 The science of hill-herding.

£ lull-climb, the action of climbing hills, esp.

as a test for motor vehicles ; so hill-climbing,

also attrib, ; hill-engraver, in map-making, one
who makes the representations of elevations on an
engraved plate ; so hill-engraving ; hill-map,

a map showing elevations ; hill-spur (see Spue
sb> 11).

1905 Westm. Gaz. 6 June4/2At the *hill-climbonMay 27.

1907 Ibid. 26 Feb. 4/2 The club will organise competitions,
hill-climbs, club-runs, and so on. 1632 Shirley Hide Parke
IV. (1637) G 2, *Hill climbing white-rose, praise doth not
lacke. 1861 [see Diet. 4 e]. 1904 Peel Guardian <5- Chron.
23 Apr., The venue of the hill-climbing contest has not been
fixed. 1908 Westm. Gaz, 19 Mar. 4/1 Its smooth and fault-

less running and wonderful hill-climbing abilities. 1900
Geog. Jml. (R.G.S.) June 589 The employment of *hill.

engravers, who are, as already stated, so much required for

the completion of the *hill-engraving of the i-inch map.
Ibidt 578 Progress of the i-inch *Hill_Map of the United
Kingdom. 1871 W. Morris in Mackail Li/e (1899) I. 253,
I went about looking for game about the *hill spurs. 1887
Meredith Ballads ^ P. 88 Down the hillspurs.

Hillangsite (hi-lagzait). Min, [f. the Hill-

ii//^ mine, Dalarne, Sweden -f-lTE^.] A variety of

amphibole, closely related to dannemorite,
1892 E. S. Dana Dana's Min. (ed. 6) 391,

Hi-ll-brlly- U.S. [f. Hill j^. 4^Billt1 3.]

A rustic mountaineer. Also attrib,

1904 Harben Georgians ix. 87 Come listen to me, you lazy

hilf-biUies. 1907 New York Even. Post (semi-weekly ed.)

31 Jan. 6 The long submerged whites [in Alabama], the
'^crackers' and the * hill-billies *. 1911 New York Sun 10

Aug. (Funk) These too were farmers' boys and hillbillies

and jayhawkers. X032 Radio Times 15 July 120/3 Hill-

Billy songs are the folk-tunes of the American ranches and
backwoods.

Hi'U-cOTi^xitry. [Hill sb. 4.] A district com-
posed of hills or elevated ground,
1582 [see Hill sb. 4]. 1816U. '^^.fy^^Jmt. in Maryland

Hist. Mag. X. 283 A handsome hill country in a good state

of cultivation, 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys xv. 133 The
slow, ponderous vehicle went , .creaking on, up into the hill-

country. 1875 [see Hill j^. 4I.

Hilling, vbl. J^.2 (Later U.S. examples.)
1814 J. Taylor Arator 23^ How often he had passed over

the land.. in fallowing, hilling, cutting off hills, planting,

replantings. 1833 B. Silliman Man. Sugar Cane 17 It is

advisable not to plough deep, especially for the last hoeing
or hilling. 1887 Harper's Mag.^ Jan. 306/1 There is a broad
hilling up so as to have a slope inward toward the plants as
well as away from them.

b. attrib, with hoe.

1639 Maryland Archives 80 A hilling hoe. ^1703 Col.

Rec. N. Carolina 1, 579 Two weeding hoes, one hilling hoe.

1785 Washington Diaries II. 438 Hilling Hoes helved.

1814 J. Taylor Arator 104 The instrument is precisely a
hilliiig-hoe except that three strong square iron prongs are
substituted for the blade.

Hill-side, attrib. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1806 in Ann. gth Congress 2 Sess. 1006 Although it imposes

a heavy task of hill-side digging. 1849 Rep. U.S. Cotnm.
Patents (1850) 280 Improvement in Hill-side ploughs.

Hilo^ (hrb). [Sp., = thread :-L. ///«;/;.] A
small vein of ore,
x86o Eng. <5- Foreign Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) 104.

HIP.

Hilo 2 (hrb). [Hawaiian.] HUo g^o,ss^ a large

and coarse grass, Paspalum conjugatum,
1915 W. A. Bryan Nat. Hist. Hawaii ^oZ The welt known

and generally despised Hilo grass, occurs in moist, heavy
soils in the lower zone. 1917 Nature 20 Sept. 57/2 In the
moister portions of the islands large areas have been occu-
pied by Hilo grass.

Himalayan. 1. Add : Himalayan Black
Bear, Ursus torquattts. Himalayan Oak.
1869 A. A. A. Kinloch Large Game Shooting i. 4^ The

Himalayan Black Bear is pretty generally distributed
throughout the Himalayas. xi&\ Encycl. Brit. XVII. 341/1
(Nepal) The Himalayan black bear (i/*-jKj//^^/rt««j). 1876
C. F. Gordon Gumming From Hebrides to Himalayas II.

143 Of the Himalayan oak there are three varieties, all ever-
green. 1880 F. N. Macnamara Himalayan India 399
Forest.. chiefly composed of pines, Himalayan oak, and
rhododendron.

Himalo- (hlma*b), used as combining form of

the Himalayas., as in Hivialo-Chinese 2.^],

1873 Er-WES in Proc, Zool. Sec. 654 Himalayan or Himalo-
Chinese Subregion,

Hinau (hi'ndu). Alsohino(u), [Maori.] An
evergreen tree of New Zealand, Elmocarpus Jenta-

tus ; the wood of this tree. Also attrib,

1845 E. J. Wakefield Adv. N. Z. II. 246 The totara, the
tnai^ and the hinau, were found to work up into very hand-
some side-boards, tables, and book-shelves. 1859 A. S.
Thomson Story N. Z. I. 156 The hinau berries arc generally
steeped for several days in a running stream. . . Hinau cakes
are much esteemed. 1866 Treas. Bot.^ Hinauy or Hino^
Elxocarpus Hinau^ the bark of which is used for dyeing in

New Zealand. 1883 J. Hector Hofuibk. N.Z. 130 (Morris)
Hinau, a small tree about fifty feet high and eighteen inches
thick in stem, with brown bark which yields a permanent
blue-black dye, used for tanning.

Hinayana (hz"naya*na). [Skr., f. htna lesser,

little +ydna vehicle.] The Buddhism of southern

India, distinguished from the northern or Maha-
yana (Great Vehicle) Buddhism, the difference in

doctrine being that the Hinayana Buddhists believe

that salvation is confined to a small minority, while

the Mahayana sect hold it to be open to all.

1877 T. W. Rhys Davids Buddhism viii. i88a Encycl.
Brit, XIV. 229/1 These volumes [sc. the Kandjur] contain
about a dozen works of the oldest school of Buddhism, the
Hinayana.

Hind, a. Add: C. 7^o get on one's hind legs:

see Lbg sb. 2 c. To talk the hind legs offa donkey
y

etc, : see *Talk v.

5. ti.?, sb.pl. Hinders = hind-quarters, colloq.

1891 'M.issTiavnE.Girl inKarp.xxix. 173 The painter spread
his coat upon the hinders of the second horse.

Hind-sight. Add : 1. b. To knock (or kick)

the hindsight out oioff: to dispose of or demolish
completely. U,S. colloq,

1834 W. A. Carruthkbs Kentuckian in N. Y, I. ai As
sure as you saw the fire at the muzzle of his gun, so sore he
knocked the creter's hind sight out. 1850 L. H. Garrard
Wak-TO'Yah xx. (1927) 24S They backed their cars pre-

paratory to kicking the hindsights off the first man that

struck them. 187a E. Ecgleston Hoosier Schooltn. x. 58
Ef its rendered right, it'll knock the hind sights off of any
rheumatiz you ever see. 1892 Congress. Rec. i Apr. 2843/1
The American producer.. can knock the hindsights oflF the
producer anywhere else on the face of the earth.

Hinge, sb. Add : 1. d. trans/. Something
resembling a hinge in position or shape.
190a D. G. Hogarth Nearer East 43 This hollow Spine

between Ararat and Bingiol may be called the binge of the

west Asian relief.

Hino(u, variant ff. *Hinau.
Hint, V, Add : 1. c. With sentence as object.

1843 Dickens Christmas Carol iiJ, ' I'm sure he is very
rich, Fred,* hinted Scrooge's niece. 1891 Clo. Graves Field

cf Tares 41, ' I have been a stranger to the neighborhood,'
returned the other, ' for years.' ' Alany years 1 hinted Mr.
Brinnilow.

2. b. With other constructions; also absol.

1865 Punch 21 Jan. 32 If I wos allowed to 'int, Ladies, I

shud say, Torse Hup I 2891 YiAttin Group <•/Noble Datnes,
Barbara Ho. Grebe 77 Her husband's tutor was found to

hint very strongly against such a step. 1894 Du Maurier
Trilby vii. III. 178 The night above was dark, but 'star-

dials hinted of morn \

Hinterland. Add : Also transf.

1919 Bradby Psycho'anat. (1920) 75 Unexplored territories

full of mystery and danger in the hinterland of their own
minds. Ibid. 251 The individual who is introduced to the
* hinterland ' of his own conscious being.

Hiortdahlite (hy/utdabit). Min. [Named
hiortdaklitf 1890, after T. Hiortdahl, a Norwegian
scientist : see -itk l.] A rare mineral, essentially

a silicate of zirconium, of sodium, and calcium,

found in pale-yellow triclinic crystals.

1893 K S. Dana Dana's Min. (ed. 6) 377 Hiortdahllte..

occurs sparingly imbedded in feldspar. 190a H. A. Miers
Min. 558/3.

Hip, sb.^ 4. b. Add : hip-flask, a flask for

into.xicating liquor carried in a hip-pocket; hip-

length a., denoting a garment which reaches down
to the hips; hip-yoke, in dressmaking, a shaped

piece extending from the waist to the hips, designed

to fit the figure closely without gathers.

1923 Eliz. Marburv My Crystal Ball Ixxi. 353 Let these

same people frequent ballrooms., and they will find the *hip

flasks in evidence and the consequent conditions a sorry

spectacle. 1938 Sunday Dispatch 2 Sept. 7/1 [American
loq.\ We have become a people who think * likker ', talk it,



HIP.

and Ica"d a hip-Aask life I 1931 Daily Ex^rtss 18 Mar. 5/3
*Hip-!cngth coats. 1931 Daily Tel. 21 May 6/4 Small
gathers at each side of the *hip yoke in front.

Sip, "^-'^ Add : 4. To carry on the hip. U,S,
1824 'A. SiNGLKTON* Lett, fr. South ^ Wesi 93 Some

mothers here [it:, in Kentucky] hip their infants, as do the
Sumatrans. 1843 R. Carlton Ne^u Purchase xx. 191 Still

oftener each [log] is hipped and hipping i« done by one man
..who adroitly whips up the log on his hip.

Hipe, J^-^ Also hype. Add quots, illustrat-

ing various kinds of hipes, as left leg hipe^ right leg

hipSy sitnngin^ hipe, etc.

1868 S. Gilpin & J. Robinson Wrestling 178 (Curabld.
Gloss.) There are two forms of the hipe, the ' standing ' and
the 'swinging'; this last consists of a quick swing off the
breast once round, or nearly so, and then a turn over the
knee inside the thigh. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 690-r
The ' left leg hipe *. .consists in lifting and swinging him \sc.

one's adversary] round to the right, then striking the inside
of bis right thigh with the outside of the left thigh, by which
he gets off his balance and falls ; the ' right leg hipe ' is the
same action mutatis ntutatidis. 1893 Carlisle Patriot 26
May 3/3 (Cumbld. Gloss.) In the third round S threw
M after a tight bout with the inside hipe. In the next
tussle J passed S- by means of the outside hipe.

1893 Robinson & Gilpin Wrestliftj; 56 Robley..has been
credited with beiog the first introducer of the swinging hype.
So Hi'per, one who uses tiie hipe in wrestling.
xSas W, LiTT IVrestliatuL t68 As a hipcr, he is certainly

the quickest and best on the list.

Hipe (h^ip), ib'^ Army slang. [From the
word {hype, the substitnte commonly used for the
word amis in such commands as * Slope arms!*]
A rifle.

1917 P. Maccill Brown Brethren vi. 8c) He seemed to have
lost all interest in his beA friend, bis *'ipe ', Ibid. xii. 173
The sun's catchin' the sniper's 'ipe. 1987 D. B. Wvndham
Lewis On Straw 59 Brass-Hats rich and ripe Clicked their
heels together, Sloped the Army's hipe.

Hipparaffin <.hip3e*rafin). Ckem. [f. Hip(p0-
liic+ Fakaffix sb.} A colourless crystalline com-
pound, CH2(NHCOCeH-)2, formed by the oxida-
tion of hippuric acid or from methylal and benzo-
nitrile; called also viethyleTU'dibenzamide.
1B79 Jml, Ckem. Soc. XXXVI. 650 Hipparaffin is ob-

tained by the action of lead peroxide on hippuric acid in
presence of excess of sulphuric or nitric acid.

Kippeastroin (hip/'wstriJm). Bot, [modX.,
f. Gr. iTTiTciIj horseman, knight + a(7Tpoi' star.] A
plant of the tropical American amarylUdaceous
genus so named ; the knight's star lily.

X899 Daily Nrws 16 Mar. 0/2 An immense stand of hip.
peastmma .. carried off the palm in the shape of the society's

fold medal. 1908 Daily Ckron, 15 Apr. 6, 3 Rich crimson
Mppeastrums.

Hipped, <z.^ 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1771 H. Pei-ham in Copley-Pelham Lett, (1914) 12a The

Expense is not at nil adequate tothe looksof a hipped Roof
upon the upper House.

Hipped, a.3 U.S. slang. [? A use of Hippkd
fl.2] Kond of, * bitten with'.
i9»7 Daily Excess 24 Oct. 8 * New York \ as the manager

of one of the largest hotels remarked lately, *is badly
"hipped" on dining in public' 19*7 Hollis St. Theatre
/Vfyr. (Boston U.S.) 19 Sept., Gloss.

Hjppety (hi-peti). Also -ity. Jingling com-
bination ofHipz/.l and Hop r., as in hippely-hopy
hippety-hoppety.
1815 Jennings t?^j^r7'. Dial.w. Eng, 45 Hi^Pefy-hop^ty^

adv.y in a limping and hobbling manner. 1880 West Corn^
wail Gloss, s. v., 'He goes hippety-hoppety ' (walks un-
evenly). 1886 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-ih., Hipfiety'
hop, hippety-hoppety.., lame, limping in a very marked
manner : applied to both man and beast. 1990 Cornhitl
Mag. Sept. 332 Arowof children playing hippety-hop across
a broad lawn.

Hippo-« Add : Hi^ppocoproste'rol, Klppo-
me'lanln Chem, (seequots.). Hippo-fly, a tabanid
gad-fly found in swampy parts ofequatorial Africa.

HipxK>ti'gTiii6 a., of or pertaining to the genus
IlippoUgris of striped African equids, such as the
zebra and quagga. Hippo*traffiiie a., of, per-
taining to, or having the characters of the genus
Hippotragus or subfamily Hippotraginx of the
family Bovidx.
1897 7^^^- C/tem. Soc. LXXII. i. 183 *HippocoprosteroI,

CS7H54O or CyrHsfiO, is obtained from the faeces of the
horse. 1907 Idid.UCW.u. 797*Hippomelanin, the pigment
of melanotic tumours of lymph glands in horses. 190X Geog.
yrtil. (R.G.S.) July 75 The large biting fly called the **hippo'
fly was a great annoyance. 187S Encycl. Brit. I. 259/1 Of
wild horses the asinine group is characteristic of Asia, and
the •hippotigrine of Africa. 1891 Flower & Lvdekkkr
Mammals 343*Hippotragine Section.—Includes very large
African Antelopes, with long horns.

Hippoboscid (hip<?b^-sid), a. and sb. [f. mod.
L. llippoboscidse, f. Hippo- + Gr, ^oamiv to feed :

see -ID 5^.] Of or pertaining to, a member of, the

family Hippoboscidae of blood-sucking dipterous

insects parasitic on mammals and birds.

x^i^Cent. Z?/f/. Suppl. iyao(>. ^^'. July9i Tsetse.fUes .

.

are tiie nearest living relations of the Hippoboscid family.

Hippoxnobile (hip^m^b/i). {Disused.) [f.

Hirio- + MoBiLK a.] A word used in the early

days of motor vehicles for a horse-drawn vehicle.

So Hippotuobilism, the use of a hippomobile.
1904 in A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist xiii. (ed. 2) 275

Ahippo-mobile was despatched. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 15 Nov.
4/2 A motor-van,. would certainly do the journey more

SUPPT.
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quickly.. and presumably such a vehicle will supersede the
hippomobile in time. 1905 Itid. 20 June 4/2 How much
longer, motorists may be tempted to ask, is such a dangerous
mode of locomotion as the hippomobile to be tolerated ?

1908 Dally Chrcn. 16 Jan. 4/4 Hippomobilism was out of
the question.

Hi-ppodroming, vbl. sb. (See Hippodeome
sb. 2 and v.)
1868 H. Woodruff Trotitng Horse Amer. xxxv. 288 An

agreement was entered into by means of which the former
and Lancet travelled together, trot for purses and divide the
profits. It was a new sort of thing, and was., called
' Hippodroming*.

Hippus (hi-p»s). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. tiriros

horse.] Tremor of the iris ; a morbid condition
characterized by rapid contraction and dilatation of
the pupil.

1738 Chambers Cycl. 1848 Dunglison Med. Lex. (ed. 7).
1889 Bucks Hamtik. Med. Scl. VII. 59/2 Tonic contraction
of the pupil of the eye is called myasls spastica ; clonic con-
traction htppus. tgxoAlliutfs Sysl. Med. VIII. 536 The
following alterations ofthe pupils are comparatively common
in chorea—hippus,.. contraction, inequality, aud eccentric
pupils.

Hirado (hira-do). Also -ato. The name of
an island off the west coast of the province of
Hizen in Japan nsed attrib. to designate a rich
blne-and-white porcelain.
1880 A. W. FlANKS yaf. Pottery 96 The works were

established . .in accordance with the order of a prince of the
Matsu-ora &mily residing at Hirato. Hence the articles
made here are generally called Hirato ware. i88x Audslev
& Bowes Ketajulc Art Japan 15^ The productions of this
kiln have commonly been called Hirado ware.

Eiragana (hiraga-na). Also -kaua. [Jap.,
f. hira plain -I- j&t»ui {kari-na) borrowed names.]
The cursive form of Japanese writing, consisting of
abbreviated forms of common Chinese ideographs.
1863 Chambers's Encycl. V. 687/1 The phonetic alphabet,

invented about the year 810 A.D., is known as the Hiragana
form of character. 1880 Encycl. Brtt. XIII. 5?5/i Each
character may be written in either the katakana or the
hiragana style. 1883 I. Taylor Alphabet I. 35 The Hira.
kana syllabary was derived from a cursive form of the
Chinese writing called the Tsauor 'grass' character.

Hire, v. 2. Add : Also absol.

1877 A. Sewell Bletck Beauty xxxi. He determined to give
up Keeping a horse, and to hire when he wanted one.

3. b. To hire out U.S. (Earlier example.)
1833 C. A. Davis Utt. J. DcwningUBn) 35, 1 had hired

out here this summer.

Hinaolojjfioa (hajmoUo-dgi^). Pl. -ia. [med.
Gr. flpiwXoywv or f. «i/>/i<i$ (see next)+Ao7-,
variant of \ey- to say.] In the Eastern Church, a
book containing euchajristic prayers, hirmoi, etc
1850 Nealk Eastern Church, Gen. Introd. I. 890.

Eirmos (hs-jm^^). Also hirmus. PI. -moi,
-mi. [Gr. (ifjim series, connexion.] In the hymno-
logy of the Eastern Church, a model stanza forming
a pattern for the other stanzas.
1850 Neale Eastern Church, Gen. Introd. I. 830 note.

There are a certain^ number of T'rtf/art'rt.. called Hirmoi,
on the model of which all other troparia, etc., arc formed.
Ibid. 835 note. Here we have the actual hirmos on which
the third ode is arranged. 1863 R. F. Littledalk Offices
East, Ch. 214. i88a Encycl. Brit. XII. 580/1 An ode b
a song orhymn compounded of several similar ' troparia '.

.

.

To these is always prefi.-ceda typical or standard 'troparion ',

called the hirmus,

Hirsel, sb. Add

:

1. O. The ground occupied by a flock of sheep.
x8ta ScoTT Nigel xxvi. Being in a strange country, like

a poor lamb that has wandered from its ain native hirsel.

1856 MoKTON Cycl. Agric. II. 723/2. 1886 C. Scorr Sheep-
farming 122 He will be able to divide the hill into ' hirsels ',

and the hirsel again into 'cuts*. 193a Gtasgtnu Herald
16 Dec. 4 There they are fed for days.. till the hirsels are
green again.

Eimdin (hiri«-din). Chem. [f. L. hirudo
leech + -IN I.] The active principle extracted from
leeches.

1903 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXX.XVIII. ii. 339 The substance
named hirudin separated from leech extract has a very
variable activity. 1908 Practitioner Apr. 463 Coagulation
is prevented by the use of ' hirudin *.

Hislopite (hizl^pait). Min. [f. the name of
Rev. S. Hislop + -ITE 1.] A grass-green variety of
calcite from India.

1859 S. Hauchton in rkil. Mag. Set. iv. XVII. 16.

Hispa (hi-spa). Ent. [mod.L., f. L. hispidtts

bristly, hairy.] A beetle of the genus so named.
1794 Nemnich Naturgeschickte III. 165. i86a T. W.

Harris Insects Injur. Veget. (ed. 3) 120 The Hispas, little

leaf-beetles, forming the family Hispndx. 1889 E. <!:. Cotes
in Notes Indian Insect Pests 37 1 he Bengal Rice Hispa.
Ibid. 39 The Rice Hispa.

Eispano-. Add : Bl:spano-ao-tlilc a., Span-
ish and Gothic. Hispanophll, a lover of Spain
and Spanish culture.

1847 tr. Bouterwek's Hist. Span. Lit. ^ The nobles, who
were of French or Hispano-Gotliic origin. [1906 Daily
Citron, ig May 3^2 A Hispanofilo to the core.] 1909 Ibid.
i8_Nov. 1/3 The eighteen-carat gold casket presented tothe
King_of Portugal. .is oblong in shape and in the Hispano
Gothic style. 1910 Ibid. 4 Jan. 3/1 The true Hispanopbil
with the cult in his veins, i^ao Glasgow Herald 25 Nov. 6
All good British Hispanophils.

Eisperic (hispe-rik\ a. [ad. med. L. Hisperica
(see def.). Cf. G. hisptrisch.'] Epithet of a variety

HISTORICO-.

of mediaeval Latin, of which Hisperica Famina
(probably of the 6th century) is a notable example,
characterized by a highly artificial vocabulary of
which the use of borrowed words of Hebrew, Greek,
and other origin, is a salient feature.
1904 W. p. Ker Dark Ages 35 note. The 'Hisperic'

vocabulary, which is that of Apuleius, Florus, Martianus
Capella, exaggerated out of all measure. 1907 Cainbr. Hist.
Engl. Lit. I. 69 The hymn . .known as AHus prosator con-
tains very marked specimens of Hisperic Latinity. 1931
E. J. Jones Hist. Educ. Wales I. 179 Hisperic words are
included in the Anglo-Saxon glossaries of the tenth century.

Sistamine (hi-stamfn). Physiol. Chem. [f.

Gr. iVtos web, tissue -h Amine.] A base derived
from the intestinal mucous membrane.
>S"3 7rnl. Chem. .<;oc. CIV. l. 681 Histamine.. is a base

which Barger and Dale separated from the intestinal mucous
membrane. . . In minute doses it is fatal to rabbits. 1920
Nature 4 Mar. 11/2 .\ compound of known chemical struc-
ture, called _' histamine ', . . which is able to produce a state of
the circulation like that present in wound-shock. 1989 Tijnes
28 Oct. 15/3 These products produce what is spoken of as
histamine poisoning ', the substance histamine being the

principal toxic agent.

Eister (hi-stai). [mod.L. use of L. kister^^
histrio actor.] A beetle of the genus so named of
the family Hisleridx of clavicorn coleoptera. Also
Hi-st«Tld a., belonging to this family ; sb.,& beetle
of this family.

. '8j9 J. O. Westwood Class. Insects I. 1 82 Cadet de Vaux,
in his History of the Mole, observes that, almost as soon as
It is dead, it is attacked by a number of Misters. 1874 J. G.
Wood Insects Abroad 89 The Giant Hister. 1915 W. A.
Bryan Nat. Hist. Hawaii 417 The histerid beetles. 19JS
A. D. Imms Tejct-Bk. Entom. 483 Hister and its allies
frequent dung and carrion.

Eistidine (hi-stidfn). Physiol. Chem. [ad. G.
histidin, f. Gr. laTiov tissue : see -id 2 and -ine 5.]

A crystalline base, CjHgOjN,, formed as a cleavage
product of the proteids and protamines.
1896 Jrnl. C/iem. Soc. LXX. 1. 582 The sulphate from.,

sturgeon sperm has rather different solubilities in sodium
chloride solutions, and the name salmine and sturine are
suggested by the two protamines. By decomposing the
latter base with sulphuric acid, a new crystalline base was
Prepared, which is called histidine. X919 Nature CIV. 322/2
'he diainino-acids lysin, histidin, and arginin.

Eisto-. Add : Hlstocla'stlc a., destroying or
breaking down tissue (Borland, 1913). Hiato--
genoaa a., formed by the tissues. Hi-stogram,
a form of graph employed in statistics. Kl:sto-
heBmatCKenoas a., formed from the tissues and
the blood. Hi'.stometa'basis, a state of complete
fossilization which has occurred in such a way that
the minute markings of grain and texture are pre-
served. Hiistopatholo-^c, -ical adjs., pertain-

ing to diseased tissues in plants or animals. Hiisto-
patho'logy, the study of diseased tissues. Hlsto-
therapy, the treatment of disease by the applica-
tion of animal tissues (Dorland, 1906).
1907 PractitionerSept. 435 The "Histogenous Cells which

originate locally as the result of local tissue proliferation.

1903 Nature 17 Dec. 149/2 We should like to protest against
any such crude process of determining goodness of fit as that
of placing a normal curve down on seven or eight blocks
forming a ' "histogram ' and Judging the look of the fit. 1927
Carr-Saunders & Jones Soc. Struct. Eng. ^ Wales 210 We
believe that we should he led to construct histograms not
unlike the above if we could measure in the population at
large the distribution of power of resistance to disease, of
vivacity, of power of concentration, or of any other physical
or mental character. 1907 Practitioner Sept. 456 *Histo-
haematogenous leucocytes. 1893 C. A. White in Smith.
sonian Hep. 264 The term *histometahasis is applied to that
condition of fossilization in which an entire exchange of the
original substance for another has occurred in such a manner
as to retain or reproduce the minute and even the micro,
scopic texture of the original. 1917 R. S. Lull Org. Evol.
xxv. 412 The resultant fossil retains. .not only the external
form but the histologic characters (histometabasis, . . ) of the
original structure as well. 1903 Detroit Med. jrnl. Feb.
705 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The "histopathologic states of the finer
structures of the lab>Tinth. 1898 N. Walker tr. P. G. Unna
(title) The *Histopathology of the Diseases of the Skin.
1908 Practitioner Jan. 27 The histo-patliology of the lesions.

Eistone (hi-stoun). Physiol. Chem. Also
-on. [ad. G. histon^ f. Gr. laravai to stay : see

-ONE.] An albumen derived from the nuclei of
cells, having the property of preventing the coagu-
lation of the blood of a living animal.
1885 "Jml. Chem. Soc. XLVIII. i. 572. 1905 C E. Simon

Physiol. Chetn, (ed. 2) 194 The protamins are decomposed
entirely like the albumoses and peptones, while the histons
are only affected in part, which coincides with the position
which the histons occupy midway between the protamins
and the true albumins.

Eistorical, a. Add

:

2. d. Related to or connected with history j con-
sidered from the historian's point of view; belong-
ing to the past.

Eistorico-, Add further examples.
X900 W. A. Ellis Life Wagner I. 225, 1 was wafted by the

imageofagreat historico-politicalevent. 1^5 Daily Chron.
20 June 3/^ Pursuing his fascinating historico-biographic

method, which gives to criticism the movement and charm
of narrative. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 26 Mar. 242/2 To
study the Alsatian question from a historico-psychological

Standpoint.
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History. Add : 4. c. To make History : to

influence or guide the course of history ; also, to do
something spectacular or worthy of remembrance

(see hisiory-maker^ -making, sense 9 in Diet.).

1907 Edin. Rev. Jan. 4 The average man is of the Centre ;

and history in the long run is made by the average man,

1915 Ian Hay First Hundred Thou. xx. 311 Weshall have

a chance of making history over this, old man.

Hit, «*. Add: 1. O. Baseball, (See quot. 1906.)

1904 R. H. Barbour Sck. ^ Coll. Sports, Baseball 188

Team batting. The best-known example of this is what is

called the sacrifice hit or * hit-and-run *. Ibid. 191 The 'hit-

and-run ' play may also be used when there is a man on third

and a run is badly needed. 1906 H. Chadwick Spalding's
Base BallGuide 134 Hit and Run. This is a term applicable

to a point of play in the game in which a combination of

team work at the bat and brainy base-running is brought
into play with telling effect.

4. b. To strike exactly or at the proper point.

Usually in phr. to hit on so many cylinders : (of

an internal-combustion engine) to be running

properly on so many cylinders ; hence, to be hitting

on allfour or six cylinders, to be running or work-

ing perfectly; Jig. to be in good trim or form.
191a C Mathewson Pitching in a Pinch xW. 269 So the

best infielder lakes time to fit into the infieldof a Big League
club and have it hit on all four cylinders again. 1928
Saturday Even. Post 10 Mar. 127/r Alodern science offers

you a natural means to keep you ' hitting on all six '—every
minute of the day.

8. C. To occur to (a person) ; to affect in a par-

ticular way, to appear to.

1914 Gertrude Atherton Perch o/Devilu xxx. 175 Lucky
it hit him to buy the house and send that last five thousand.

1916 ' B. M. Bower ' Pliantom Herd v. 68, I wanted to see
how it would hit you.

d. To hit at : to criticize, make fun of or ridi-

cule (a person or thing).

1843 Punch 23 Sept. 131/2 Instead of an outburst of
enthusiasm at the line ' Confound their politics ', the waltzer

is supposed to execute sl pirouette^ which is supposed to hit

at our wavering propensities.

U. Freq. in modem U.S. colloquial use in the

sense * to arrive at ' ; also, to go to (a place), go
upon (a course). To kit the pike, trail^ etc. : to

take the road, to travel.

1888 Detroit Free Press Oct. (Farmer) Professor Rose,
who hit this town last spring, is around calling us a fugitive

from justice, 1889 Babr^re & Leland Diet. Slangy Hit
theflat, to (cowboys), to go out on the prairies. 1896 G. Ade
Artie xiv. 127 'A little more weather like this and we'll be
bittin' the park/ he observed. 1901 S. E. White Westerners
L 7 Thought you wasn't no tenderfoot. Ever hit the trail ?

1904 Hartford Courant 25 June 6 The. .convention, whose
delegates were so summarily ordered to hit the pike by the

national committee-men. 1907 R. W. Service Songs^ of
Sourdough (190S) 65 It lies with thee—the choice is thine,

is thine, To hit the ties or drive thy auto-car. 1918 Mulford
Manfr. Bar'20 xiij. 131, 1 was a rich man until I hit town.
1925 WoDEHOUSE Carry on, Jeei'es v. 126 Jimmy Mundy.

.

lias come to save New York from itself; to force it—in his

picturesque phrase—to hit the traiL

19. (Later U.S. examples.)
1905 Rex Beach Pardners L (1912I 24 We hit for camp on

the run. Ibid. \\. 48 So me and 'Kink' Martin.. hit west.

1916 ' B, M. Bower' Phantom Herd xiii. 218 When I bit for

the land of orange blossoms and singing birds and sunshine.

b. To go, pass. (J.S.

1911 H. S. Harrison 0»f;</vii. 86 I've seen you hit by the
window many's the time.

20. To hit if. d. To travel at speed. U.S,
iQii J. C. Lincoln Cap*n IVarren's IVards lii. 39 They

nabbed us for speeding... Said we were hitting it at fifty an
hour.

22. Also hit and miss,

1897 R. M. Stuart SimpkinsviUe 156 Takin* 'em hit and
miss, we wouldn't know the diflfrence hardly.

b. Hit-and-miss : used aitrib. to designate

certain contrivances, as kit-an^-miss governor, a
type of governor used in internal combustion
engines which causes the engine to miss one or

more explosions when the speed is too great.

1902 A. C. Harmsworth Motors ^ Motor-Driving viii.

262 Many of these engines have now the ordinary hit and
miss exhaust governor as well.

C. To hit the hay, to go to bed. slang,
t^ Sinclair Lewis Man Who Knew Coolidge i, 128

' Fine ', we says ; ' you bet ; we'll hit the hay at ten.* 1929
CoNAN Doyle Maracot Deep ii. 72 ' Well, I am ready to hit

the hay*, he said, sleepily.

d. To hit the high spots : see *HlGH a. 21.

25*. Hit up. a. To force np ; to speed up.
With it : To put on pressure ; to make efforts in a
certain direction.

1893 W. K. Post Harvard St.ries 49, 1 could hear him
objurgating Steve Hudson for hitting up the stroke. Ibid.

146 When you are doing better than three and a half [miles
an hour], you are hitting it up pretty well. 1904 F. Lynde
Grafters xx. 257 Two days after the Universal's triumph in
the Belraount field, the Argus began to 'hit it up' boldly
toward the capital. 1913 Mulford & Clay Buck Peters iii.

49 Hit her up or you'll be late. 19x8 in F. A. Pottle
Stretchers (1930) 270 Back he went, while we waited. When
he got back with bis jam, we hit it up again. It seemed
miles before we got anywhere.

b. To make or score (runs).

189s [see Up adv.^ 19 bj. 1809 Daily Ne7vs 9 June 6/7
They were batting all day, and hit up 397 for the loss of
seven wickets. 1918 Evening News 18 Aug. 10/5 Middlesex
hit up 365 in the first day's play.
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Hitcli, sb. Add : L c. A catch in or a turn at

wrestling.

1834 H. M. Brackenridge Recoil, ix. 94 I'll stan iny mon
a hitch in Butler county, if so be he'll clear me o' the la*.

zV&o Harper's Mag, Mar. 525 How with 'ducking 'heads and
muffled screams you. .saw them scrambling for a ' hitch *,

5. b. A mode of harnessing a horse or team; a
vehicle with its horse or team. 6^.^*.

1876 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. IIL 143 If he can go
best in one kind of a hitch, and, in that hitch, make the best
time ever made by any horse. 1898 Christian Herald
(N.Y.) 2 Mar. 167/2 Several hitches are a mule and steer
together. 1905 SpHng/ield i^Mas^.) Weekly Ref>nbl. 22 Sept.
12 There were also several other creditable displays, both
single and double hitches. 19x2 Mulford & Clay Buck
Peters xxii. 201, I want a hitch of some kind,.. something
with speed and bottom, and the sooner the better.

8. Soap-making, (See quot.)
1885 W. L. Carpenter Soap ff Candles 167 Practice alone

will enable the operator to judge of the completion of this
first operation called 'pasting' (French empatage), . ."Yh^
soap is then said lo be . . in a ' hitch ' or ' glue ',

9. Comb. : Mtch and kick, hitch-kick, a form
of high-kicking or long-jumping ; hitch-knot =
sense 6 b.

19x1 Wehster, *Hitch andkick, a form of high kicking in

which the kicker springs from, kicks with, and alights on, the
same foot. 1931 F. A. M.Webster Athletes in Action 155
Numerous men using the * *hitch-kick ', or 'mid-air-running

'

style, have beaten 25ft. 1847 Stodoart Angler's ComP. 69
In making large fly-hooks..I bringdown the thread and
fasten it, with a simple •hitch-knot.

Hitch, V. Add : 1. C. (See quot.)
i883 Lock-wood's Diet. Meek. Engin. s.v., A cutting tool

moving automatically in a tool holder is said lo hitch or
catch when it is pulled into the work at a depth greater than
it is intended to cut.

3. b. (Modern U.S. examples.)
1868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse Amer. iv. 59 When it

was found that they began to hitch and hobble, a good let-

up would do more to restore the stroke than anything else.

1889 Century Mag. 007/2, I do not know what would
happen to a man who ' hitched * in his saddle,

4. b. To tramp. Also hitch-hike v,^ to travel

by means of* lifts* ; whence hitch-hiker.

1931 B. Starke Touch ff (7(7 xii. 192 Two lads spoke to me,
and asked if I were hitching it by myself. Ibid. iv. 58, I ..

wondered how Dot would ever dare.. tell the people there

that she had hitch-hiked home. Ibid. ix. 133 She told me
she had hitched her way down to New Orleans a week
before. Ibid. iv. 64 We may charge this wicked hitch-hiker

the ten cents extra that she deserves for asking for a bath
towel.

5,5. O, (Earlier and other examples of absol. use.)

1844 J. J. Webb Memoirs ao6 Everything arranged, we
hitched up, and started on our route. 1845 J. ^. Hooper
Taking Census \. 151 We rode up. .and hitching to the
fence, walked into the house. 1836 R. GLiSAN^rw/. Army
Life xxiv. (1874)337 He left his horse behind, having hitched
and gone off from him a short distance when he saw the
Indians.

Hitcll-y in combs, = hitching vbl. sb. (see

Hitch v.), U,S,
1899 G. Ade Doc. Home 1. 7, I jumped off my horse and

threw him one end of my hitch-rein and pulled him out.

1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy x.vi. 138 Tying our horses in a
group to a hitch-rack in the rear of a saloon. 1906 H. D.
PiTTMAN Belle of Blue Grass C. xiii. 18;? A slim-legged

yellow girl, .swinging by her arms from a hitch rail.

HitchCOckite (hi-tjkfjksit). Min. [f. the

name of Dr. E. Hitchcock of Amherst College +
-ITE ^.] A variety of plumbogummite.
1856 C. U. Shepard Report Canton Mitie n (Chester).

X89S E. S. Dana Dana^s Min, (ed, 6) 855.

Hitcbing', vhl, sb. (Examples of U.S. attrlb.

uses.)

185a a A. Bristed Upper Ten Tho7lsand6^ [He] pulled

a hitching-strap from under the seat, and fastened his

off-horse very neatly to a lamp-post. 1871 Mrs. SrowE*S"rt/«

Laxvson 58 All the hitchin'-posts was full _clean up to the

tavern. 1884 Howells Silas Lapham xviii. 336 He got the

hitching-weight from under the buggy seat and made it fast

to the mare's bit. 1920 J. Grf.gory Man to Man ix. 103 A
dozen saddle-horses were tied at the hitching-raii. 1926

J. Black Vou CanH Win ix. 108, I. .limped outside where
I had an old 'swift ' tied to a hitching rack.

Hitlerite (hi'tbrsit). [-ite^.] A follower of

Adolf Hitler, leader of the National Socialist

(*Nazi) party in Germany from 1930. Also attrib.

So Hl'tlerlsm, the political principles or policy of

this party ; Hitlerist, a Hitlerite.

1930 Times 26 Sept. 13/2 These Hitlerite outbursts may
disturb German Liberals and Socialists. [Ibid. 27 Sept. lo/i

The action of the Court was hailed in the Hitler camp as a
great tactical success.] 1930 Neiv Statesman i_ Nov. 106/1
One may magnify or minimise the role of the Hitlerites, but
[etc.]- 1931 t*. WvNDHAM Lewis Hitler 4 An exponent.. of
German National socialism, or Hitlerism. Ibid, 32 The
militant nationalism of the Hitlerist. 1931 Times Lit.

Suppl. 16 Apr, ^t)6/2 Hitlerite anti-Semitism.

Hittite (hi-tait). [{.nth.Hittim + -iTK\ The
form Hittite occurs first in the Geneva version, 1560,
of the Bible. The LXX has XtTTatot (identified as

children of Heth (XeV), Heb. beni HHh\ the

Vulgate Hethgei, whence Ethei in the Wycliffite

versions, G. Hethiter (Luther), English Hethite
(Coverdale, etc.), F. Hithhn,'\ In the Bible (Gen.
XV. 20, etc.), one of a Canaanitish tribe ofgreater or

less extent ; in modern archaeology and philology,

HOB.

a member of a powerful and widespread ancient
(non-Semitic) race, variously named Khita or Kheta
in Egyptian, ajid Khatti, Haiti (see *Hattic) in

Hittite and Assyrian, whose history can be traced
from^ 1600 to i2ooB.c.in Asia Minor and northern
Syria, b. The language of this people, which is

regarded by some as Indo-European in structure.

Also attrib. or adj,

1871 tr. Eivalds Geschickte holies Israel lit 263 Among
the petty Hittite (i.e. generally Canaanite), and Aramean
kings. 1874 Sayce in Trans. Soc. Bibl Archxol. III. 245
The king of the Hittites or the king of the Khati. 1879— in Academy 16 Aug. 124/1 The sculpture accompanied
by inscriptions in Hittite (or Hamatliite) characters, .dis-
covered at Ibreez in Lycaonia. .proves that the Hittites had
penetrated through the eastern barrier of Asia Minor formed
by the Taurus range. 1880 F.ncycl Brit. XL 808/2 The
discovery of a new hieroglyphic character in the Hittite
inscriptions. Ibid, XIL 26/2 Our knowledge of the Hittite
language is confined to the proper names mentioned in the
Egyptian and Assyrian inscriptions. i88otsee*HATTic]. 1884
W. Wright Empire of Hittites 56 There can be little doubt
that the Lycaonianj(S/i/tf/j, which continued to be the verna-
cular of the people till the days of Paul, was Hittite. 1884
Savce /^/</. 170 The bilingual inscription of Tarkondemos
in cuneiform and Hittite. 1918 Cowley Hittites i. (1920) i

Until forty years ago, or less, the Hittites were still grouped
with Hivites and Jebusites as an insignificant Syrian tribe
unknown outside the Bible.

Hittorf (hi-t^jO- The name of J. W. Hittoff
(1824-1919), German scientist, used aitrib. to
denote certain phenomena observed and apparatus
invented by him, Hittorf rays, rays (chiefly

cathode rays) created by the electric discharge in a
Hittorf tube ; Hittorf tube, a highly exhausted
glass tube having metallic electrodes nearly touch-
ing each other, so as to show the insulating effects

of a vacuum ; also, a Crookes tube.
1893 Sloans Stand. Elect. Diet. 289 Hittorfs solution^ a

solution used .is a resistance. It is a solution of cadmium
iodide in amylic alcohol. Ibid. 466 Hittorfs resistance, a
high resistance, often a megohm, composed of Hittorfs solu-
tion. X910 N. Haivkifts' Elect. Did. 199/1 Hittorf e^ect,
the effect produced by Hittorf in his vacuum tube.

Hive, sb. 7. Add: hive-moth, a moth of
the genus Galleria.

1931 (9^ Univ. Gaz. 17 June 703/1 Hive-moth {GalUria)
at Nairobi.

Hi*ve-off- [f. phr. to hive (7^ (see Hive v. 5).]
An act of hiving off; aho^g.
1898 Chambers's Jntl, IL q/i There was a ' hive-off' com-

paratively early when the ' New Civil Service Co-operation *

set up close by.., and appealed to much the same class of
customers.

Hives. Add: b. attrib.-. hive-syrup, com-
pound syrup of squills.

1839 Southern Lit. Messenger V, 65^2 There's nothing
there but a few drops of peppermint,., and some of the patent
hive-syrup. 190X Sollmann Text-bk. Pharmacol. 612.

Sizen (hrzcn). The name of a province of

Japan used aitrib. and ellipt. to denote a class of

porcelains characterized by rich decoration, delicate

colouring, and fine workmanship, and including
Hirado, Imari, and Nabeshima ware.
1881 AuDSLEY & Bowes Keramic Art Japan 144 The old

red, blue and gold Hizen. Ibid. 145 Old Hizen ware.,
includes white porcelain. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 725/1.

Ho (b<?u), sb,^ [Native name, said to be a con-
traction of horo man.] a. One of the principal

dialects of southern India, belonging to the Kola-
rian group, b. One who speaks this language.
1840 S. R. TiCKKLL in yml. Asiat. Soc. IX. ri. 997 The Ho

language has no written character, i860 F. Mason Burvtah
(ed. 2J 131 These Moondas now call themselves Hos. 1871
E. Balfour Cycl. India (ed. 2) II. 589/2 A Ho bridegroom
buys his bride. 1905 P. Wagner tr. A. NottrotVs Gram. Kol-
Langiiage 4 The dialect of the Larka>Kols or Hos. 1906
Gkierson Linguistic Surv. India IV. 116. 1908 Rislky
People ofIndia 94 The Hos of Singhbhum.

Hoadleyism (h^o'dliiiz'm). [f. name of Ben-
jamin Hoadly (1676-1761), Bishop of Bangor +
-ISM.] The opinions or policy characteristic ofthe

latitudinarian clergy of whom Bishop Hoadly was
typical.

1B63 J. S. Brewer Engl. Studies (1881) 300 He may write
and preach as much Hoadleyism. .as he pleases. 1896 Pur-
cell Manning I. 499 Its isc. the Establislied Church's]
Hoadleyism, if I may so speak, which prevailed before the
Tractarian movement.

Hoar-frost. Add : hoar-frost line (see quot.).

1878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 731/1 A curve which represents

the relation between the pressure and volume of the unit
mass of steam in contact with water as the temperature
changes is called the steam iine, and the corresponding curve
for aqueous vapour in contact with ice is called the hoar-
frost line.

Hoary, (7. Add: 5. C. In names of moths and
butterflies having a hoary or ashy appearance (see

quots.),

183a J. Resnie Butter^. <$• Moths 183 The Hoary Double
Crescent, .frequents ash-trees. Ibid, qix The Hoary Grey.
. . Wings ten lines to ten lines and a half ; first pair hoary or

ashy.

Hob, sb.'^ 2. b. (Later U.S. examples.) Also
to raise hob. U.S.
1905 T\RK\viGrovt In Arena 33, 1 believe that idiot's right,

he won't lose votes by playing hob with us. 1911 J. C. Lin-

coln Cap'n Warren's Wards vi, 83 Thcopb's been r^^sing



HOB,

hob because the Odd Fellows built on to their building. 1916
H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap iii. 120 He looked
like one of them silly little critters that play hob with Rip
Van Winkle. . before he goes to sleep.

Hob, sb.^^ Add : 3. Also, a master tap.
1881 Campin AUch. Eugin. 49 The taps used for making

screw tools and worm wheels are called holte. 1884 Knight
Did. Mech. SuppL, Hob, a hardened steel mandrel with a
threaded portion which is fluted. 1888 LockwoocCs Did.
Mech. Eugin.y Hob, or Hub, a master tap.

6. (Earlier American examples.)
x686 S. Sewall Letter Bk. 34 The Hobs and blew Linnin

received per Foy. 1687 Ibid. 64 The remainder in naills,

viz: one nalfe lod, one fourth 8d, and one fourth part in 2

and 3d hobbs and 4d naills.

Sob, v>^ Add : Hence Ho'bber, one employed
in driving hobnails into boots. Ko'tabing* vbi, sd.,

the action of hobnailing boots and shoes ; hobbing
foot /oca/j a shoemaker's last.

1866 R.Hallam IVadsUy Jack vii. j6Thie fooit..weean't
skar me- noa, not if it wor a hobbm fooit. 1907 Daily
Chron. 8 Jan. 6/2 The woman was struck on the head by a
shoemaker's *hobbin£jfoot '. 1911 Did. Occufi. Terms {n^a-j)

§ 439 Hobbcr. . drives in hobnails round rims of soles of heavy
boots, by hand with a hammer. 193a Geo. Blair Haunted
Dominie etc. 43 There's some that skimp the bammerin'
upon the hobbin'-feet.

Hob (b(;b), z/.* [f. H0BJM3.] /rdt«J. To cnt

or form by means of a hob or master tap. Hence
Ho'bbing vbl. sb. Hobbing machine, a machine
in which worm-wheels, spur and spiral gears are

cut by means of a hob or master tap.

180S Lockwootts Did, Meek. Engin. Suppl. 1913 Ibid.^

HoSbing Machines. In these, spur and spiral gears as well

as worm wheels are cut by a hob, the same hob serving for

each type of gear by altering the angle of inclination of the
thread.

Hobble, sb. Add : 3. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1744 F. MooRE Voy. Georgia 147 Two horses tied with

hobble:^ 1797 F. Baily Jmi. Tour N. Amer. (1856) 336
Our horses would seldom or never stray..; however, we
always took the precaution of putting hobbles on their feet.

1S04 L. Dow Trav. Wks. 1806 II. 63 [Crossing a stream] I

lost my hobbles.

4. In full hobble-skirt : A close-fitting skirt usu-

ally confined by a wide band below the knees and
above the ankles, fashionable about 1910.
19XX Smart Set Mar. 40 A hobble skirt is an awful habit

to get into. 191a Punch 3 Apr. 255/1 The continued
success of the hobble, .has. .restricted the use of textile

material. 1918 Wireiess World Oct. 372 A feminine
atrocity in a cerise muslin sheath on 'bobble-skirt' lines.

X9ao M. AsQuiTH Autobiog. I. 331 From the hoop to the
bobble is not a more violent change than from the riding-

hats of 1894 to the riding.hatsof 1917. 19*1 C. Torr Small
Talk at Wreyland Ser. 11. 69, I said, ' You don't go in for

hobble-skirts, I sec.*

Hobble, "o- 7. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1804 L. Dow Trav. Wks. i8o6 II. 62 We.. hobbled the

fore legs of our horses together.

Hobereau (obro). [Fr,] A coontry gentle-

man, squire,

x^xoSat. Westm.Gaz. 15 Jan. 6/3 Good citizens, Echevin,
bailli, hoberaux. x^% lilackiu. Mag. Nov, 647/2 Her father,

the local hobereau, a solid man.

Hobo. Add : Hence Ho'bo v. trans., to work
(one's way) in the manner of a hobo ; also with it.

Ko'bodom, Ho'boism, the realm or world of the

hobo.
1906 U. Sinclair Jungle xxv. 258 Then he explained how

he had spent the last summer, ' hoboing it,* as the phrase
was. 1923 H. L. Foster Beachcomber in Orient ix. 183
Having hoboed my way thus far, I could afford to travel as
a passenger the rest of the way. 19S8 Daily Mail 9 Aug.
1 1/4, I sort of hoboed my way out to San Francisco. 1930
Publishers'' Weekly 31 May 3736/2 Any hobo temporarily
sober can find a pubhsher to place on the market with great
6clat an epic of Hobodom, provided that there is sufficient

of the hobo atmosphere. 1930 igth Cent. June 849 These
were the high days of American hoboism.

Hoch. (hJx)» J^' [a- G. hoch, short for hock

lebe long live.] An instance of the ejaculation

Hoch I ; an exclamation of loyal approval ; a cheer,

hurrah. Hence Hoch v. inir., to utter a hoch or

kofhs ; trans, to cheer with cries of Hoch !

1907 Daily Ckron. 13 Sept. 6/6 On the whole it will be
prudent for the average Englishman not to attempt a 'Hochl*
in welconiing the Kaiser to London to-day. 1909 Ibid. 2

June 5/6 'fhey ' hochcd ' us on our way, and cheered when
they got tired of 'hoching*. i^ao Chambers's Jrrtl. June
374/3 If Britain had had a million Austr.illan troops, they,
the present gathering, would be ' hoch, hoching * in Berlin.

19x1 A. S. M. Hutchinson If Winter Comes tii. i. 148 The
asih anniversary of the Emperor William's accession was
' Hoch'd * throughout the German Empire. Ibid.^ Such fer-

vent and sincere ' Hochs I
* never boomed across the seas of

the world.

Hochenr (ojor). [Fr., f. hocher to nod the

head.] The white-nose monkey of Africa, Cerco-

pithecus nictitans.

1840 Citvief^s Anim. Kingd. 57. i88j List. Anim. ZooL
Soc. (cd. 8) 12. 1905 Westin. Gas. 6 reb. 6/3 A specimen
of the Hocheur monkey is among the new inmates of the
Monkey House.

Hock, J^.fl Add: (Examples.)
1859 Matsell Vocabulum 113 Hock, the last card in the

1k)x. 1913 MuLFOHD Coming of Cassidy vii, ii8 In his
agitation he exposed the hock card before he realized what
he was doing.

b. From soda to hock : from the top card to the

last in the dealing-box ; hence, from beginning to end.

467

1902 H. L. Wilson Spenders v. 49 Young Bines played the
deal from soda card to hock. 1918 Mulforu Manfr. Bar-2o
ii. 21 You got nie beat from soda to hock. Ibid. xiii. 134
Are you in ? * * Every d—d chip ; from my hat to my worn-

out boots ; from soda to hock.* 19*5 — Cottonwood Gulch
xvi. 219 You've got 'cm all guessin', from soda to hock.
Good for you !

Hock (hf7k), sb.'^ U.S. slang, [a. Bu. hok\iMich,
hovel, prison, {slang) credit, debt.] Phr. In
hock : {a) in the act (of gambling)

;
(h) in prison

;

{c) in paivn
; {d) in debt. So occas. out of hock.

1859 Matsell Vocabulum 1 13 When one gambler is caught
by another, smarter than himself, and is beat, then he is
in hock. Men are only caught, or put in hock, on the race-
tracks, or on the steamboats down South... Among thieves
a man is in hock, when he is in prison. .

.' If the cove should
be caught in the hock he won't snickle,* if the fellow should
be caught in the act, he would not tell. 1896 G. Ade Artie
xviii, 169 They go back home and leave all their stuff in
hock. 190a W. N. Harben Abner Daniel ^^\\\, I felt..ef
they did git Jimmy out o' hock. .without me a-chippin' in,
I'd never be able to look at'em without remorse. 1903 A. H.
Lewis The Boss 31 Well . . even a crook has got to go some-
where. That is, . when he ain't in hock. 1908 G. H. Lorimer
J. Spurlock vii. 141 He made me feel that I was doing him
a favour in consenting to have my evening clothes taken out
of hock. 191 1 MuLFOKDZfar.2oZ>rtj'f xiii. 141, 1 said pound,
not pond. P-0-U-N-D; which means that it's pawned, in
hock. 19x3 — Coming of Cassidy vii. ii8 If the four lay
under the Queen, Cassidy tost; if not, he either won or was
in hock. 1936 J. Bt^cK You Can't Win xxiv. 390, I was in
hock to friends who saved me from a heavy sentence, pro-
vided me with work [etc.l. 1929 Collier's 5 Jan. 40/4 My
cash was gone, and I was in hock for the next three years.

b, attrib.: hock-game (see quot. 1859); hock-
shop, a pawnshop.
1859 Matseli, Vocabulum 113 In a *hock-game, if a man

hits a card, he is obliged to let his money lie until it either
wins or loses. 1908 G. H. Lorimer J. Spurlock iv. 81 When
my money was all gone, I wore a path to a cosy little •hock-
shop in Sixth Avenue. 19*6 J. Black You Can't Win xxi.

336 The average thief will walk by the hockshop and look
in. The hockshop man. .knows he has something *hot ', or
crooked.

HockyZ'.S U.S. slang, [f. *Hock ^^.V] trans.
To pawn.
xgo* H. L V^iL&QK Spenders xxxxW. 397 Theonly thin^ HI

do . . is to hock a few blocks of the stock I bought outright.
1904 Lorimer Old Gorgon Graham 184 You can hock your
overcoat before marriage to buy violets for a girl. 193*
H. L. Foster Adv. Trap. Tramp xx. 354 I've just hocked
my camera, and all I've got is two dollars.

Hockelty. slang. Also hocly, « Hock sh.^

1867 Bohn's Hand-bk. Games 336 The last card but one is

called hocly, and forms part of the banker's gain. 1895
Manson Sporting Did. 58 (Faro), Hock or Hockelty Card,
the last card remaining in the box, after the deal has been
m.idc.

Hoe, V, 3. Add : See also Row sb.'^ 6 b, c.

Hoe (hJu), z;.2 U.S. [f. HoK-DOWN.] intr.

To dance or play a hoe-down.
1909 Cent. Did, Suppl.

Hoe-cake. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1774 P. V. FiTHiAN Jml. (1900) 93 Sup'd on chocolate, &

hoe-cake, so called because baked on a hoe before the fire.

1780 W. Fleming Trav. Amer, Cot. 641, I had lived for a
constancy on poor dried buffalo bull beef cured in the smook
..without any addition but a piece of Indian hoe-cake.

Hoed,/^/. a. (s.v. HoE v.). (Amer. examples.)
\€^-^NewPlymouth Lawsj^ By improved lands are under-

stood meddow land, plowed land, and bowed lands. 1879
Scribner's Monthly Dec 33^/2 The owner has only to give
it a year of ordinary cultivation, taking from it. .some pro-
Htable hoed crop.

Hoe-dowU. U.S. (Earlier and later examples.)
1849 T. T. Johnson Sights Gold Region \v. 38 One of our

party commenced a regular hocKlown, knocking his shins
with heavy boots. 1855 Knickerbocker Mag. XLVI. 227
Rude, high-lepged reels and 'hoe-downs'. 1919 T. K.
Holmes Manfr. Tall Timber vii, 84 A medley of old-time
hoe-downs and jig music.

Hoel, variant of Hwtl.
Hoemesifce (hounezsit). Min. AlsohOrnes-

ite. [ad. G. hbmesit (1859), f. the name of Dr.
M. HomeSy Austrian mineralogist + -ite 1.] A hy-
drated magnesium arseniate occurring in Hungary.
1868 T>K^KSyst. Min.{e:d. 5) 817 Hcerncsite... First dis-

tinguished by Kenngott in minerals from the Bannat, Hun-
gary. 1903 7r«/. Chem. Soc. LXXXIV.ii. 655 Crystallised
Magnesium Phosphate and Arsenate : Artificial Production
of liobieiTite and Hoemesite.

Hoffman (hfjfmsen). The name of Frederick

Hoffman used attrib. and in genitive to designate a
form of continuous kiln patented by him in 1865.
187s i/r«^'jZ?/W.^r^j III. 20 Hoffmann's Continuous Kiln.

1879 Notes on Buildim; Construction mi. ioi Hoffmann's
Kiln is used chiefly in brick-manufactories on a large scale,
where a great number of bricks is required annually. 1889
C. T. Davis Manu/. Bricks (ed. 2) 266 The burning chamber
of the Hoffman Kiln. 1893 P. Benjamin's Mod. Mechanism
509 The Hoff'man Magnetic Separator. 1903 Encycl. Brit.
AXVI. 630/2 The Hoffmann or ring kiln, made up of a
number of compartments arranged in a ring and connected
with a central chimney.

Hoffmann (hp-fmSn).

1. ThenameofFriedrich Hoffmann {i6(iO~i']/[2)y

German physician, in Hoffmann^s anodyne.
1836 Bbande Man. Chem. (ed. 4) 1087 Hoffman's anodyne

liquor. 1878 tr. von Ziemssen's Cycl, Prod, Med. XvII.
442 The internal use of ether (Hoffmann's anodyne) may
lead to poisoning. x886 Buck's Handhk. Afed. Sci. Il, 725/2
Compound Spirit of Ether, or Hoffman's Anodyne.

HOG.

2. The name of Georg yon Hoffmann^ Austrian
bacteriologist, in Hoffmann's bacillus.

1905 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 990 A species known as
Hoffmann's bacillus, common In the healthy nose and throat.

1912 OsLER Princ. Med. (ed. 8) 60 Hoffmann's Bacillus,
which is also spoken of as pseudo-diphtheria bacillus.

3. The name of Johann Hoffmann^ German phy-
sician, in Hoffmann's atrophy, sign, symptom.
1910 Osier ^ Macrae's Syst. Med. VII, 73 The sensory

nerves may also be hypersensitive, and tapping at Valleix^
points then calls forth abnormally intense sensations {Hoff-
mann's symptom).

HoJ^anU (h^u*fman). The name of August
Wilhelm von A'^/aww (181 8-92), German chemist,
used to designate various dyes, etc.
iByx Jml. Chem. Soc. XXIV. 406 On Hofmann's Tyrosine

Reaction. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 48/2 Violet colours, such
as Hofmann's violet. Ibid. V. 548/1 Gay-Lussac and Hof-
mann's Methods. 1884 Bleaching, Dyeing, ^ Calico-printing
176 This dye [sc. violet imperial] is now replaced by the
Hofmann violets. 1886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. III.

677/2 Iodine Green, Hoffman's [«V] Green. 1802 Morley
& MuiR Watts' Did. Cliem. III. 269/2 Methyl-violet occurs
in Hofmann's violet. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 337/2
Staining with Hoffmann's [sic\ blue or other aniline dyes.

Hog, sb.'^ Add : 1. c. U.S. (Earlier and later

examples.)
1816 Mass. Spy 10 Jan. (Th.) [If a man] can be content

with hog and hommany, he can live easier in Ohio. i883
Century Mag, XXXVI. 261/2 Corn-bread and bacon, or, in
purer vernacular, *hog and hominy*.
7. o. A person who behaves in a rude mannerless

fashion without respect for the safety or conve-
nience of others ; esp. in road-hog (Road sb. 12).
1906 Daily Chron. 2 Feb. 7/3 Showing to the astounded

heathens_ (save the word) the latest game of ' hog-amok '.

1928 Daily Mailas July 17/4 So far we have met no ' canal
hogs '.

10. Also, the distance-line itself, the hog-score.
x8a4 Mactaggart Galloz'id. Encycl. 274 Sweeping is not

allowed until the stone comes over the 'hogg*, unless by the
person who played it. 1853 W. Watson Poems 63 Stan*
back at the hog wi* a besom. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 258 It

isc. a stone] must be over the Hog, but must not touch the
Stone to be guarded.

IL Like or as a hog on ice, denoting awkward-
ness or insecurity. U.S.
1894 Vermont Agric. Rep. XIV. 124 How would a Hackney

look going around the track after old Highland Gray?
* Like a hog on ice.' 1922 C. Sandburg Slabs ofSunburnt
West 8 Chicago fished from its depths a text; Independent
as a hog on ice.

b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8a8 in Curtis /.rj/^i?. Webster{\Zyo) I. 337 [Andrew Jack-

son] will either go with the party,asthey say in New York, or
go * the whole hog ', as it is phrased elsewhere.

13. a. hog-house (earlier Amer. example)

!

hog-line Curling, the distance-line ( = Hog-score) ;

hog-tight a., said of fences which are close enough
to prevent swine from forcing their way through

;

hog-tooth spar, a popular name for calcite ; hog-
wallow (earlier U.S. example) ; hog-yoke (later

U.S. example).
1638 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. IV. 185/1 Granted to John

Abby 5 acres nere to Mr. Throgmorton's*hoghowse. 1904
Westm. Gaz. 13 May 3/1 There is no reason in the world
why you should not mark out a * *hog ' line with whitewash,
1859 aKRTL}LTT Did. Amer.s.v., *Hog-tight and horse-high,
always used together, of fences that are sufficient to restrain
trespassing stock. Maryland. 1879 TouRCtR FooVs Errand
XXX. 194 The split-board paling . . was ' horse-high, hog- tight,

and bull-strong'. x^K^Rep. Indian Affairs wo ^Woithfi?.^
tracts arc enclosed with hog-tight fences. 1896 Ch[:ster
Diet. Min., *Hog-tooth spar^ like dog-tooth spar, a popular
name for calcite, occurring in acute scalenohedrons. 1829
L. Dow Omnifarious Law silt becomesa trespass to make
a dam for a "hog wallow. 1846-52 Mrs. Whitcher Widow
Bedott P. X. 99, I ain't so fond o pork as to eat *hog.yokes,

b. hog-age U.S., adolescence.
1893 Farmer & Henlkv Slang, Hog-age, the period be-

tween boyhood and manhood.
o. hog-8uoker (example).

1888 GooDE Amer. Pishes 435 The.. 'Hog Sucker',,
abounds in most waters from the great lakes southward.

Hog, v.l Add : 1. a. Also absol.
i860 R. K. Burton Lake Regions Central Africa I. 85

They [sc. asses] hog and buck till they burst their frail girths,

2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
xZoi Ann, yth Congress 2 Sess. 407 He did not.. believe

that there would be any more danger of the ship's hogging,
when lowered down.. than when on the stocks.

6. b, intr. To behave as a road-hog. Also in

vbl. sb.

1925 R. J, B. Sellar sporting Yarns 13s As they were
hogging it through the country-side with the speedometer
hovering over the sixty mark. 19x5 Punch 22 Apr. 433
^ Frightful rate that bike we just passed was going, wasn't
it ?

'
' Yes. They ought to have ihe man for " bogging ".*

1926 Chambers's Jrnl. Dec. 875/1 Why don't you sound
your hooter before hogging round corners?

c. trans. To interfere with in wireless transmis-

sion, as by a more powerful instrament. So also

to hog the ether,

1914 Pears* Christmas Annual •21/2 They should be
hogged till doomsday,. ., if a single ship was on fire I Ibid.,

The operator heard. He started up as ifhe had been hogged
himself.

9. trans. To feed swine on (a crop or crop-

covered Innd). local U.S.
1859 H. W. Beecmer Pleasant Talk 93 Some of the best



HOGAN.
fiuiners in this region hog ihelr corn-lands, I&id. 94 Land
being hogged, will be free from cut-worms.

Hogan (hJu-gaa). [Navajo.] The rude hut of

Navajo and other American Indian tribes of the

sonth-western United States.

1871 Rep. Indian Affairs C1872) 579 When a member of a

family dies, in most cases they immediately leave their

hogan (or wigwam) with the dead body in it. X904 Neiv
York Even. Post 3 July 2 The North American Indians in

their primitive state, living in the tepees, hogans, sod-

lodges and grass houses. 1928 Willa Q\t\iv.'r Death comes
for the Archbishop \\\. iii. 217 For his lodging the Bishop
was given a solitary hogan.

Hogback. Add : 1. b. The snnfish. U.S.
183a Coli. New Hampsk. Hist. Soc. III. 86 The hogback

or sunfish, as some call it, is a very attracting thing. It is

about as large as the perch.

C. A trout or other fish with a hog-like back,

1895 Funk's Stand. Did. 1923 Chambers's Jr-nL Dec.

791/2 Bill, said the latter, the hog-back run is come.

2. (Earlier U.S. examples of form.)

1840 J. P. Kennedy Quodlibet 26 The farm where he now
lives at the foot of the Hogback. 1849 President's Mess.
Congress II. 731 The hanks [of a streamj. . worn in some
places into hog-backs. 1888 Harper's Mag. Nov. 860/1,

I pushed forward across deep gulches, over high peaks and
* hog-backs '.

Ho'g-ki^lling. [Hog sb. 1 2 b.] The killing of

a pig. Hog-killing time, a time of special enjoy-

ment. U.S,
1879 Harper^s Mag. Nov. 812/1, 1.,was as big as a dog at

hog-killing. 1903 A. Adams LogCoivboyxxCx. 83 According
to their report the boys had had a hog-killing-time. 1927
Vachell Deiv of Sea etc. 259 When I ask my friends to

have a hog-killing-time with me, I foot all bills.

Hog mane. (Earlier Amer. example.)
1767 Boston Post-Boy 12 Oct. (Th.) Strayed or Stolen, a

large Brown Horse, Hogg Mein, bob Tail, &c.

Hog-nut. 1. 6^-5". (Earlier example.)
1810 MiCHAUX Arhres I. 21 Pig nut hickery^..Hog nut

kickery^ plus usit6 dans quelques cantons de la Pensylvanie.

Ho'g-pen. U^S* [Hog j^. 13.] A pen or en-

closure for swine.
1640 in Maryland Hist. Mag. V. 374 The Neck of Land

called hog penn Neck. 1663 Springfield (Mass.) Rec. I. 312
There is granted to Rowland Thomas 6 acres of the low land
on hog pen dingle below ye place where hog pen was, 1695
Isee Hog j<$. 13}. 1769 in Maryland Hist. Mag. XII. 285
If the bounds ofthe Hog pen cannot be found. \ZyjSonthern
Lit. Messenger HI. 238 CornwalHs's cave is converted to a
hog-pen. 1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 512 In said

basement I have my hog-pen.
attrib. 1849 Rep. U.S. Co?nm. Patents^ Agric. (1850) 122

Leached ashes, lien-house and hog-pen refuse are very valu-

able fertilizers.

Hog-reeve. US. (Earlier examples.)
^6^6 Boston Town Rec. II. 13 At this meeting Richard

Fairebanck is chosen for our Hog Reeve. 1663 JVatertffwn
Rec. I, 79 The hogreifTes.. presented a list of thos persons

that weare deffective in hogge Fences. 1729 Suffield Doc.
Hist. 242 Josiah Hale was chosen Hoggreeve for the re-

mainder of'^the year.

Ho'g-round. U.S. (See quot. 1899.)
. 183s Louisville Publ. Adv. 14 Feb., 8000 lbs bulk pork,

hog round.. for sale. 1886 Harper^s Mag. 206/2 Lard,
made from hog-round, 1899 B. W. Green Virginia Word
Bk. 189 Hams, shoulders and middlings have different

E
rices, but when taken altogether at one price, it is so much
og -round.

Hog's-back, variant of Hogback.
1827 J. F. Cooper ^^^^^f^r/rr i, The hog's back over which

the water pitches. 1834-63 [see Hogback 2].

Hog-skin. 1. (Earlier Amer. example.)
1673 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. L. 27 A meale trough., a hog-

skin, a reele.

Ho-g-tie, sh. U.S. [f. the vb.] The form of

securing or fettering produced by * hog-tying*; a
secure hold.
1910 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor iv, They sure do hate to

turn loose a gringo when they have got the hog-tie on him.

Ho'g-tie, J'. U.S. [HoGj^.l I.] irans. To
secure by tying the four feet, or the hands and feet,

together. Also^^., to fetter,

1894 [see Hog sb."^ 13]. 1903 A. Adams Lo^Cozvboyxi.'js
We threw him, hog-tied him and rolled him into the water.
1906 A. H. Lewis Sunset Trail i. Something wherewith he
might hogtie steers when in the course of duty he must rope
and throw them. 1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights iii. xii.

300 With a short piece of hard rope the cow-boy always
carries to * hog-lie cattle, he lashed her wrists together,
19x0 W. M. Raine B, O'Connor xx, He's hogtied to the
scenery long enough to do my business. 1924 Mulford
Rustlers' Valley >:i. 136 However, just now we got to hog-
tie our soarin' spirits. 1926 J. Black y'ou CatCt Win xvii.

240 When I was caught in a burglary, overpowered, hog-
tied, and waiting for the waggon.

Hog-trough. (Later U.S. examples.)
i8ss M. M. Thompson Doesticks x. 83 After a longsearch

{I] found him wrapped up in the colors, fast asleep with his

head in a hog-trough. 1911 Essex In%t. Hist. Coll, XLVII.
13 A man who carried a short swarth was said to cut a 'hog-
trough '.

Hohere, variant of *Hooherb.
Hohmaunite (h^u-mansit). Min, [Named

(1888) after Th. Hohmann^ the discoverer: see

-ITE^.] A hydrous ferric sulphate of an amaranth-
red colour ; amarantite.
iSBSyrnl. Chent. Soc. LIV. 924 Hohmannite and amaran-

tite have tlie same composition, le/ao Dana's Text-bk. Min.
536 Amarantite. FeaOa. sSOs 7H2O. ..Hohmannite is the

same partially altered.
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Hoick (hoik), V. slang or colloq, [Perhaps

orig. a local variant of *HiKE v."]

1, Irans. To lift up or hoist, often with a jerk or

rapid movement. Also transf. 2t.ndjig.

1907 Belloc On Nothing (1908) 136 Beneath him the sand
sloped down until it met the sea. ..Every now and tlien

Malimoud would force a son or domestic of his to go down
and hoick out a pearl. 1911 Chambers's yrfil. Mar. 146/1
The patient Captain Croucher hoicked her from destruction

in the nick of time. lox^ W. J. Locke Fortunate Youthx.
20 He hoicked a bit of his shirt-tail from his breeches and
proceeded to knot the cornelian heart secure therein. 1918

Q ' Foe-Farrell vi, 1 dashed around to the rear of the cab,
collared Farrell, and hoicked him inboard. 1931 C. Mac-
kenzie Buttercups ff Daisies v, Blackbirds and thrushes
hoicking worms out of the moist ground.

2. To force (an aeroplane) to climb up steeply to

a higher level. Also intr. to jerk OT\est\{outof, etc.

1918 McCuDDEN Five Vrs. R. F. C. 287 He.. hoicked out
of the dive with such vim that three wing-tips at once
collapsed. 1919 Glasgorv Herald ig Dec. 10 The pilot yanks
tlie joystick to hoick her up. 1928 Daily Mail 7 May 6/4
Hoiking.—Sweeping suddenly to avoid an obstacle or a
dangerous approach to earth.

Hence Hoick sh. Rowings a jerk at the beginning
or end of a stroke,

1898 Eucycl. Sport II. 297/1 Hoick^ a jerk with the arms
at the beginning or end of the stroke, which prevents a steady
leg drive from the stretcher. 1907 Daily Ckron. 8 Mar. g/i
Cambridge sacrifice everything to a terrible hoick at the
finish.

SCoi polloi (hoi pp'loi). [Gr. cA iro\\o(, lit. 'the

many*.] The majority; the masses. Also formerly

in Univ. slangy candidates for a pass degree.
[1668 Drvden Dram. Poesie 65 If by the people you

understand the multitude, the ot ttoAAoI. 1815 llvRON Let.

to Moore 28 Oct., [They] put on masks, and went on the
stage with the oi iroAAot.j 1837 J. F. Cooper Europe II. 94
After wliich the(?i/(j//<wareenrolledaslliey can find interest.

a 1856 in Ncivsp. <*(• Gen. Reader's Comp. § 448 The hoi
polloi [of the Mauritius], as we say at Oxford, are mindless
—all blank. Ibid. § 1042 Last of all came the hoi polloi

,

many of whom are not troubled with an inconvenient depth
of nous. 1905 Daily Chron. 29 Aug. 4/4 A couple of im-
mense swells . .staring stiffly at ' the hoy«polloy '.

Soist, sb. 3. (Later U.S, example.)
X90X S. Merwin & H. K. Webster CalumetK -v. 74 Long

before she could be worked into the wharf, they had rigged
the two hoists,

Hoist, V, 1, Add : In later use freq. without
implication of effort or much elevation.

1873 Joaquin Mili.er Univritten Hist. v. {1876) 73 At last

he hoisted his black fat hand to his black tiiick head. i88x
Ferris in Harper s Mag. Jan. 185/2 My mother received .

.

two umbrellas,., a., red one for me. My schoolmates came
to see it, and it was hoisted with greatest care,

d. fig. (Additional U.S. example.)
1834 W. A. Carruthf.rs Keniuckian in N. V. I. 98, I

thought I would run him into a stand 'fore long, but he
hoisted his tail and flung me clean off the trail again.

Hoist-. Add: hoist-door (see quot.),

1881 Harper's Mag. Mar. 528/1 In the middle of the hall

was the ' hoist-door ', through which the wheat was hoisted

up by a crane and stored in the loft.

Hokee-pokee. [Cf, Hoket-poket.] (See
quot.)

1873 Joaquin Miller Unimitien Hist. xiii. (1876) 192 One
man . . danced a sort of a savage hokee-pokee, and sang.

HoktUU (h^u-lcsm). orig. U.S. Theatrical slang.

Also hocum, [? A blending of Hocus-POCDS and
Bunkum.] Speech, action, properties, etc, on the

stage, designed to make a sentimental or melodra-
matic appeal to an audience. Hence ^ifw. bunkum.
Z922 C. Sandburg Slabs ofSunburnt West 25 Hokum

—

they lap it up. 1926 Ne-M York Times 29 Aug., This may
be groundling comedy, but it is not pure hokum. 1926
Ladies' Home yrnl. Apr. 38 * What they tell is.. bold and
defiant realism. ' Bold and defiant hokum, I should call it.*

1927 Sunday Express 17 Apr. 4 Channing Pollock believed

that in ' The Fool ' he had written a work of genius. Even
when other people said it was hokum he still went on. 1928
Publishers* Weekly 16 June 2440 1 1 is pure hokum to suggest
that all authors are always interesting. 1928 Sunday Dis-
patch 15 July 15/1 The Adelphi..\vas occupied by a Mr.
Sam Bernard with a musical play called * The Belle of Bond
Street'—what an outrage that *Girl' and 'Belle' hokum
must have become 1 1930 Publishers'' Weekly 15 Mar.^ 1559
In spite ofthe fact that the hokum of it all has been pointed
out to them.

Holaspidean (hf^lsespi-d/an), a. Zool, [f.

mod.L. Holaspidex, a cohort of Sundevall's scn-

telliplantar oscines + -an.] Pertaining to or charac-

teristic of the Ilolaspidem ; having a single series

of large scutella on the posterior portion of the

tarsus.

1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) IV. 485 This peculiarity

consists in the holaspidean tarsi, technically making them
scutelliplantar, the hind surface of the tarsus being broken
up into scutes similar to those covering the front parL

Holbein (h^u-lbain, hf?-l-). The name of the

German painter Hans Holbein (1497-1543), used

attrib. to designate a kind of embroideiy seen in

some of his pictures, as Holbein stitch^ Italian stitch

;

so Holbein work. Hence Holbeine'sque a. [see

-esque], resembling the work of Holbein.
i88a Caulfkild & Saward Diet. Needlew. 252/2 Holbein

Stitch, also known as Italian Stitch, and used in Holbein
Embroidery to cover the outline patterns that form the work.
Ibid, ^ss/i Holbein W^tJ^ife. .consists of an outline Em-
broidery executed with great care and exactitude, so that the

HOLD.
right and wrong side of the work are alike. 1895 J. A. Gbav
At Court ofAvtir xxxi, 'Ilie most skilful of the artists gave
an almost Holbeinesque look to his drawings. 1904 Westm.
Gaz. 14 Nov. 4/2 His fine Holbeinesque drawings.

Hold, sb.-^ Add : 14. (See quot.)
1918 H. Croy Ho^ Motion Pictures are made vii. 179 If

the story demands instantaneous materialization the effect
is secured hy a photograpliic means usually known as 'the
hold '. It is so called by reason of the fact that all the other
characters in such a scene must hold their positions while
the trick character is made to materialize.

Hold, V. Add : 2. d. To keep back, detain,
delay.

1891 F. H. Smith Col. Carter 135 'Where did you get this?'
he asked, aghast. 'From the carrier. It [fc. a letter] was held
for i>ostage.' 1904 Ne-.v York Times 20 Aug. i The railroad
has issued an order, .that trains shall not he held for the..
taking of baggage after the regular time scheduled for stops
has expired.

e. To detain in custody, keep under arrest. U.S,
i9crt Neyu York Evening Post 19 Aug., The men were held

for felonious assault, and the woman as a witness. 1906
Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republican 14 June i If the
New York insurance officials cannot be held for larceny, they
might evidently be held for forgery or perjury. 1922 Titus
Timber iii. 3a ' Why did he arrest you ?

'
* Oh, 1 dropped

a cigarette out here in summer an' started a fire,.. an* be
held me under the fire law.*

6, g, Phr, To holdthe stage \ seequots. Also_;f^.

(cf. 7).
1889 Barrkre & Leland Diet. Slangy Hold the stage, to

(theatrical), is said of an experienced actor who is fully at
home on the stage, and always commands the attention of
the audience. 18^ Farmer & Hfnlfy Sla?ig, Toholdtlie
stage, to have the chief place on the boards and the eye of
the audience.

h. To hold the line : to retain control of tele-

phonic connexion during a conversation. (Cf. *40g.)
1915 Punch 10 Nov. 390/1 Such are some of the miseries

of holding the line,

23. d. To continue fine, to keep from raining,

(Of. 44 i.)

1893 Chambers's Jml. 10 June 355/2 If the weather holdsj
we'll both take a trip.

35. Hold down. c. To remain in (a position or
situation) ; to continue to occupy (a place or post)

or succeed in discharging the duties of (one's em-
ployment). U.S. colloq,

X891 C. Roberts Adrift in America 92 Jumping an east
bound freight.., I managed to hold it down or keep on it

till 1 got to Alameda. 1896 G. Ade Artie xiv. 129 I'll bet
that guy up in your place don't know nothin' on earth except
how to hold down his measly job. 190a G. H. Lokimer
Lett. Self-made Merchant v. 60 The fellow who's got the
right stuff in him \% holding down his own place with one
hand. 1909 S. E. White Rules ofGame i. iii. 19, I didn't
much think you could hold down a job here. You see there's

too much doing here. 1913 F. H. Burnett T. Tcmharom
ii, I wonder, if I ever did get his job, if I could hold it

down?
40. Hold on. C. Also in jocular phrases.

1930 ' Sapper * Finger of Fate, etc. 35 Having to hold on
by one's eyebrowswhenever one moves getsa bit monotonous
after a time.

©. (Earlier examples.)
1846 Caroline M. Kirkland Western Clearings 45 * But

bold on a little till I tell ye 1
* interposed Master George.

[For x86oread 1848.]

g. Telephone. To keep the line open.
1920 Punch I Sept. 176/3 * What is your number, please?*

. .'Just hold on a minute while I look it up.' 1920 Rose
Macaulay Potteristn iii. i. 104 You mustn't ring off yet. .,

Hold on while I tell daddy.

41. Hold out. L To keep back ; to retain or
detain. U.S.
1911 H. S. Harr[SON^k«^v. 57 Surface, by clever juggling

of his books had managed to ' hold out ' a large sum of money
in the enforced settlement of his affairs. 1916 H. L. W1130N
Somewhere in Red Gap viiL 345, I wanted to send a postal
card to the.. Dye Worts at Red Gap, for some stuff they
bad been holding out on me a montn. X9xt R. D. Paine
Comr. Rolling Ocean \. 13 He dumped bis wages upon the
sitting-room table, holding out only the price 01 a new pair
of shoes.

42. Holdover, c. £/^.3*.^f>/^y. (See quot. 1889.)
1872 'Mark Twain' Inncc. at Home 18 (Farmer) Yon

ruther hold over me, pard. I reckon I can't call that hand.
1889 Farmer Amer., To hold over one ts to have an advan-
tage in some way or other. This particular usage probably
comes from poker phraseology. 1889 K. Munroe Golden
Days xii, 127 Do we hold over Bowers?

44. Hold up. d. (Later U.S. examples in sense
* keep back, withhold *.)

1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 4 Dec., Major Davenport is

holding up the firemen's payroll for November owing to

alleged irregularities. 1894 Vermont Agric. Rep. XIV. 70
When.. a cow holds up her milk there is some disturbing
element.

e. Also, to arrest the progress of, obstruct the

passage of {lit. and^;^.).

1904 Philadelphia Even. Telegr. 15 Nov. i Out of the

900 steerage passengers that came over on the Merion, 135
failed to pass the immigration inspectors, and were held

up, 1905 A^ Y. Evening Post 16 Mnr. i Another landslide

has occurred, .and nine passenger trains are held op in the

mountains. 1906 N. Y. Herald 5 Mar. 5 It is thought

the Senate Finance Committee will seek to devise new ex-

cuses for holding up the investigation ofthe State Banking
Department, which it has succeeded in smothering for five

weeks. 1909 H. N. Casson C //. McCormick 146 One bill

for $15 was held up for a week because it was not properly

drawn.



HOLD-ALL.

Hold*all. Add : 2. Jig.^ esp. with reference

to books of the omnibus or encyclopaedic kind.
i903i?fl!/V)'CArtf«. 9N0V. 3/3There is a little of everj thing

in the hold-all. 1904 M, Daviks {title) The Housewife's
What'sWhat: a Hold-all ofUseful Information for the House.

Hold-back. Add : 2. (Enrlier example.)
1850 Coll. Hist, Soc. VI. 220 The hold-ba^s of his harness

gave TA-ay, and precipitated his gig upon the horse,

3. The act of holding back. Also izr/«^.,un-

progressive.

185a Trans. Mick. A^ic. Soc. III. 333 A few specimens
of the hold-back and standstill class. 1888 ' Buffalo Bill '

Willi West 627 There was no brake on the wagon, and the
hordes were not much on the hold back.

Ho'ld-down. [f- phr. holddown (Hold v. 35).]
A device to prevent material or apparatus from
shifting or shaking. Also aittib.

x888 Lociu'ood's Did. Mech. EngiH.^ Foundation Bolls,

..Also termed hold-down bolts.

Holder ^. Add : 2. b. Sports, The possessor

for the time (as the winner) of a championship,
cup, etc. which is open to competition.
1873 FootballAnn. 54 Association Challenge Cap, 18^2-73.

.. Final Tie. Wanderers (holders) beat Oxford Association
by two goals.. to none. 1887 Athletic Jml. g Aug. 16 West
Manchester (the winners and present holders of the Man-
chester Cup). 1900 Field ^ July 3/3 Hants County Public
School Challenge Shield. ..This annual competition was
held on the playgrounds of the holdersi Churcher's College,
Petersficid, on Thursday in last week. Ibid. 14 July 61/1
The holder of the challenge cup, Wadsley, was quite unable
to do himself justice. 1998 Daily Mail 25 July 14/7
Middlesex, the holders, arc,. the only county to have won
two matches in this group.

Holdfast, sb. Add : 4. b. Bot, (a) An organ
of attachment developed by some algae ; a rhizoid.

{b) A tendril.

x8^5 Funk's Stand. Diet. 1897 Webster, Holdfast^..2t.
conical or branching body, by which a seaweed is attached
to its support, and differing from a root in that it is not
specially absorbent of moisture. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss.

Bot. Ttrrmt^ Holdfasts, the disclike attachment! of Algae.
1901 Chambers's Jml. Apr. 278/2 Often when alt other m^es
of supply are cut off, these holdfasts will entirely nourish
the plant. 1903 Sdeme Jan. 59/2 Kelp hold-fasts, of which
none grow in the immediate vicinity, were taken in abun-
dance by the dredge.

Holding, ^'t^/- J^. Add: L d. Holding up (^tt&

quot.).
1888 Lockwood's Diet, Meek. En^in.^ Holding k^, the

maintaining of a firm pressure against the heads of rivets

while their closing up is oeing effected, a holding-up hammer
being used for the purpose.

e. Association FootbalL The obstruction of a
player by the hand or arm extended from the body.
z866 Casselts Illustr, Fam. Paper 17 Mar. 509 /2 * Holding

'

iocludes the obstruction of a player Dy the hands, arms, or
body without kicking or throwing.

8. c. pi. The cards held by a player.
i92<9 Work Compl. Contract Bridge iv. 38 With such

houlings. .the rebid should be made.

Holding, ///. a. Add

:

1. b. Holding company X a trading company
which possesses the whole of, or a controlling

interest in, the share capital of one or more other
companies,
i9xa Q. Rev. Jan. 195 The Federal Steel Company, which

is technically, like the Steel Corporation of to-day, a holding
company.

_ 1938 Britain s Indusir. Future {Liberal Ind.
Inq.) 11. viii. 93 To treat trusts, cartels, combinations, holding
companies, and trade associations asinexpedient abnormali-
ties in the economic system. 1928 Daily Mail 7 Aug. 18 4
This conservative finance enables the Shell, as a holding
company, ..to maintain its dividends in times of depression.

3. holding-down bolt, pin, ring.

1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Holding-down Bolt, . . one of
twelve or more strong bolts, which are passed from the out-
Mde of a steam-vessel through the floor-timbers, sleepers,

foundation-plate of the engine, and the bo<^ses on the
cylinders, condensers, and side-frames, and are secured by
strong nuts. 1892 Greener Breeek-Loader 19 Every gun
provided with a holding-down bolt. Ibid. 260 Certain
accessories. . , such as cords, planks, and holding-down pins.

1899-1900 Kynoch Jmi. Dec.-Jan. 29/2 The cones are
secured to ships' decks by holding-down rings.

Hold-over. Add : d. Something left over

;

a remainder or survival. U,S,
1904 Los Angeles Express 11 Aug. 12 Doing the best it

could on crackers and cheese and holdovers. 11909 'O.
Hknby" Roads 0/Destiny iv, 58 She was a hold-over from
the Greek classics. 19x9 Atlantie Monthly Mar. 298 The
little village of Washington in Connecticut, one of the most
charming holdovers of the past that state possesses.

Hold-Up. Add : c. A stoppage or check in

the passage or progress of a person or thing; a
temporary stoppage of traffic ; a cessation, stop.

orig. U.S,
X837 Knickerbocker Mag. X. 439 The wheels of the coach

arc shod with the preparation of iron slippers, which are
e<UKntial to a hold-up. i88a in Putnam Mem. Publisher
(1915) 289 We don't have hold-ups isc. strikes] in Leadville.
iyo4 N. Y. Tribune 15 May 2 A vote of thanks to the
Tribune for its efforts to end the hold-up of the Port Chester
Railroad's application for a permit to cross streets in the
Bronx. 1907 Putnam's Monthly July 482/1 He cursed the
luck of the hold-up. 1913 A. B. Emfr-son R. Fielding at
Snow Camp 154 We got to sit down and wait for a hold-up [of
the storm). 1918 ' Q Foe-Farrell vii. 125 There was a hold-
up as we [in a taxi) neared the bridge. 1928 Daily Express
i4^uly 2/1 There had been two or three hold-ups with the
points prior to my arrival at 4.50 p.in.
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d. aitrib. = Engaged in, involving, or charac-
terized by forcible stopping and robbing ofa person.
189^ Chicago Tribune 16 Jan., The holdup gang who shot

and killed policeman.. Wailner. 1901 N. Amer. Rev. Feb,
264 ' The hold-up-man ' goes abroad after dark to follow his
nefarious occupation. 1901 S. E. White Claim Jumpers
xviii. 220 This is no hold-up country. You can't drive a man
off his property with a gun. 1913 E. D. Biggers Seven
Keys to Baldpate ix. 112 *A corking night/ he muttered
humorously, * for my debut in the hold-up business'. 1919
\VoDEHOUSE Damsel in /J/j/rwj ii, The sun had, .delivered
him into the hands of the wind, which was now going through
him with the swift thoroughness of the professional hold-up
artisL

Hole, sb. Add :

4, a. Also trans/., in golf, the distance between
the teeing-ground and the hole to be played.
1891 H. G. HutchinsofCs Fojnous Golf Links 90 Point

Garry is a long, hazardous hole. Ibid. 156 The third hole
(13s yards) is an exact counterpart of the second. 1908
Braid Advanced Golf3^2 Holes of about 360 to 380 yards.
d. Eton Fives, A small square portion of the

floor enclosed by the pepper-box and step. Phr.
To be in holes ; hence allrib. in holes innings.
18^ Encyct. S^ort I. 399 A, who begins .serving, is bound

to give C—who IS said to be * in holes *—the sort of service
which he prefers. Ibid. 400 All alike differ from Eton
Courts in having no pepper-box, hole, or step. Ibid. 402
In the first innings of a game A (who goes in first) is said to
have ' holes innings ', i.tf., when both A and B have been put
out, A will be *in holes*.

7. b. In holes : perforated with holes, worn into
holes.

1851 Mavhew London Labour II. 470/2, I can't abide this
muckydam {sc. macadam], .it's sloppy stuff, and goes so bad
in holes. 19x6 Agatha Christie Murder ofR. Aekroyd x.

127 He wouldn't even buy new face towels, though I told
him the old ones were in holes.

C. Aeronautics. Hole in the air : a localized

condition of the atmosphere having a downward
movement of the air through which a machine
tends to drop as if into a hole ; later called air-
pocket.

X916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks 51 Nowthe Aeroplane
is almost over the river, and the next instant it suddenly
drops into a ' hole in the air '. 1917 C. C. Turnfr Aircra/t
ofTo-day vi. 98 The terms ' atr-pocket * and * hole in the air

'

are frequently heard in flying circles.

11. To make a hole or holes in : to put a bullet

into; to shoot. To make a hole in the water: see

Watkb sb. 6 f. To be in the hole U.S. : to be in

(financial) difficulties (cf. 3).
1916 Lit. Digest (N.Y.) 8 Jan. 87/r The Wards were in

the hole to the extent of close to $800,000.

12. holo-high. a. (see quot.); hole-proof a.,

that will not wear into holes,

1897 Encyct. Sport I. 472/2 A ball is said to be *hoIe high
when it is played on to the putting green from a dii^tance.

1913 Work 17 May 102 A.. cloth that will not tear—in fact,

is •holeproof. 19*7 Glasgow Herald 4 Feb. 10 Unshrink-
able, fadeless, and holeproof.

Hole, vX Add : 1. o. To fire a bullet into.
X847 Trollope Macdermots iv, We'll hole him till there

ar'nt a bit left in him to hole. i8iB3 — Land Leaguers ii. I.

34 Keep yourself from being holed as they holed Muster
Btngham the other day.

7. To hole Up : {p) To go into hiding, retire

(dial.), {c) To lie in wait or in ambush (^..S*.

slang),

1910 Mrs. H. Ward Canadiasi Bom ix. 181 I'm a poor
old broken-down . . miner, who wants to holc-up somewhere,
and get comfortable for his old age. 191a Mulpord & Clay
Btuk Peters xxvii. 235 Go slow, Tex; mebby he's holin' up
on us, like he did on Buck. 1934 — Rustlers' Valley xit.

141 Now you'll mebby have to take to th* hills an' hole up
just when I need you most. 19*5 — Cottonivood Gulch
xvi. ai8 It would have been only a matter of a few minutes
before they would have forced hira to abandon the horse and
to hole up on the defensive, to make a losing fight.

9. trans. To indicate by punching a hole in an
allotted space in a card.
191X Chambers's Jml. May 335/2 Not only are the old-

time data, such as age,. .'holed into the card, but whether
you are married or single. Ibid, 336/2 In this machine the
data ' holed * in every tag can be all or partly recorded on
anotlier form. -

Holeable (h^a-lab'l), a. Golf. Also holable.
[f. Hole v\ + -able.] Of a putt : That cau be
holed (in a certain number of strokes).

1909 Westm. Gaz. 30 Apr. 12/2 On the green Taylor failed
at a holable putt for 5. Ibid, 10 June 12/3 Four holeable
putts which he missed. i9»7 Sunday Express 29 May 21/7
The short eleventh was halved in three, both players missing
holeable putts.

Holiday, sb. Add : 2. e. Euphemistically used
for : Imprisonment.
1901 Poll Mall Mag. Feb. 197 A sentence of a month or

two. .a little 'holiday' with food and shelter and warmth.
4. a. holiday campy ramble, tulor{ship) ; holi-
day-course [ =: G.ferienkurSj F, cours de vacances^

etc.], a series of lectures, classes, etc. which is held
during a school or college vacation ; holiday-home,
a place where poor or indigent persons are accom-
modated at little orno cost to themselves for a period
of holiday ; holiday task, homework to be done
during the holidays.

1877 ^* ^'^' J' Corbet {lille) *HoHday Camp : Three Days*
Picnic : Story for Boys and Girls. X931 Geography (Geog.
Assoc., Manchester) Sept. 221 Theadvantageof such hostels

HOLLER.
. .over holiday camps is that they give the user the priceless
asset of mobility. 1887 GirVs Oivn Paper 22 Oct. 48/3 A
lady who has a large house and grounds would give a lady of
small means a **holiday home', a 1851 Mrs. Sherwood
Boys •will be Boys ii, That part of the country . .within the
nearer reach of a *iio!iday ramble. 1875 ' Ascott R. Hope '

{title) *Holiday Task ; Alagazine of Wliitniinsler Grammar
School. 1899 Kipling Stalky 180 They have a holiday task
..which, .none. .will ever look at. 1930 C. Mackenzik
April Fools vii. 138 I'm reading * Homes without Hands'
for a holiday task. 1900 Captain II. 375/1 When Mr.
Soames asked the professor to come and be *holiday tutor.
Ibid., 0_pen to take a ''holiday tLitor.ship.

Holing, vbl. sb. Add : 1. Also, the production
of holes, e.g. in garments (cf. Holez/.1 8).
1910 Daily Ckron. 14 Mar. 6/4 The Stockings that are

actually insured against holing.

e. Golf, The action of holing the ball ; also atlrib.,

as holing distance^ holing-out putt,
187s * Stonehenge '(J. H.Walsh) Brit. Sports {td. 12)695/1

He who succeeds in holeing in fewer strokes than his opponent
wins that hole. 1901 Scotsman 11 Sept. lo/i A nicely-played
mashie stroke took his ball within holing distance. 1906
Westm.^Gaz. 10 Aug. 4/2 The longer hoUng-out putts.

Holism (hf?-liz'm, Iwa-liz'm). [f. Gr. oAos whole
+ -I8M.] A term coined by Gen. J. C. Smnts to
designate the tendency in nature to produce wholes
(i.e, bodies or organisms) from the ordered group-
ing of unit structures. So Holi'stic a., Ho'li'sti-
oally adv.
igae J. C. Smuts Holism ^ Evol. 99 The whole-making,

holistic tendency, or Holism, operating in and through parti-
cular wholes, is seen at all stages of existence. //?/rf. 127 There
is a synthesis which makes the elements or parts act as one
or hoHstically. 19*7 Brit. Weekly 20 Jan. 418/4 The real en-
tities of the material world must, like organisms, be creative,
self-transcending, functional. They must be Holistic unities.

1931 Smuts in 7'/w« 2 Sept. 7/7 Instead of the animistic, or
the mechanistic, or the mathematical universe, we see the
genetic, organic, holistic universe.

Holland, 1. b. Add: Holland sauce =
HOLLANDAISE.
189a Encycl. Pract. Cookery II. 387 Dutch or Holland

Sauce {\ la Hollandaise),

Holland ^ (h^-land). The name of J. P. //b/-

/a«^ (1840-1914), the inventor of a class of sub-
marines adopted by the American navy, used as the

proper name of the first submarine of this type and
afterwards generically.
X899 Westm. Gaz. 7 Dec. 2/3 The President of the official

Naval Board, and several of its members have signed a
statement declaring that their ' Holland ' has fulfilled all

requirements in her trial trip. X903 Encycl. Brit. XXXII.
576/2 The Hollandy a smaller boat, having a length of about
59 ft., though begun after the Plunger, has already been
completed. Ibid., The latest Holland design is shown in

Fig. 95. 1906 Daily Chron. 8 Sept. 5/3 The original Holland
class of submarine.

Hollandaise (hf?-land^z, ||olahdfz). [Fr., fem.
oi hollandais Dutch, f. Hollande Holland.] Hol-
landaise sauce (see quot. 1907).
X907 EscoFFiER Mod. Cookery 22 Hollandaise Sauce...

One and one-half lbs. of butter, the yolks of six eggs, one
pinch of mignonette pepper and one-quarter oz. of salt, three
tablespoonfuls of good vinegar. Ibid. 23 The consistence of
sauces whose processes are identical with those of the
Hollandaise may be varied at will. 1930 N. Lake Menus
made easy 268 Hollandaise—yolks of eggs and butter with
tarragon and chilli vinegar.

Hollander. Add : b. An African colonist of
Dutch descent. Also atlrib., or as adj., and Comb,
1699 Copt. Cowley's Voy. round Globe m Collect. Voy,

(1729) iv. 34 The Village inhabited by the Hodmandods, so
called by tlie Hollandcis. 1897 in H. M. Stanley Thrd S.
Africa v. (1898) 75, I do not blame the Boers so much as I

blame the Hollanders and our Jews here. 1899 Westm. Gaz.
16 Oct. 7/2 The Boers who have occupied Newcastle consist
of lK>th Transvaal and Free State commandos, with 400 Hol-
landers. 1899 Daily News 'i Nov. 5/2 It has not been he, but
the ' Hollander *, a most unfavourable specimen of the Dutch
race, who has been concerned in all the doubtful intrigues.,
of the last few years. igo» Encycl. Brit. XXXll. 721/1 The
effect of this development was the production of a body of
officials in the Transvaal, partly Hollander and German,
gartly Boer. 1903 Omond Boers in Eur. 31 South Africa,
ig towns and seaports excepted, being Hollander-Bocr to

the core,

2. Faper-makiitg. A beating-engine, invented in

Holland, for the conversion of the bleached rags
into paper-pulp.
1878 Design ^ Work 19 Jan. 88/3 About fifty years after the

invention of tlie 'Hollander'. .alkali began to be employed
for boiling the rags. 1900 C. F. Cross & Bevan Paper-
Making (ed. 2) 172 The ordinary form of beater is fitted with
a single roll, and the general arrangement of its working parts
is that, .described.. for a ' breaking ' engine. 'I'his type of
beater is known as the Hollander. 190a Encycl. Brit.XXXl.
458/2 One of the various forms of beating engine or * Hoi-
Lander *. 1907 C. F. Cross & Bevan Paper-Making (ed. 3)
179 The Hollander consists of an oblong trough, with semi-
circular ends, with a partition or mid-feather running down
the centre so as to form a continuous channel round which
the stuff can circulate.

3. A Dutch clinker,

1897 Webster, Hollander. 3. A very hard, semi-glazed,
green or dark brown brick, which will not absorb water;—
called also Dutch clinker. Wagner.
4. (See quot.)
1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 400/2 The largest spars [of timber]

are called 'Hollander'.

Holler, .r^. dial, and C/.S. [Cf. next.] =
Hollo sb.



HOLLEB
lBxi]lnviliGsOi!. Diai. ;F. iEn^., Hollar. i886ELWoiiTHy

W.Samcrset Word-bk. -^6 Holler,.. ihc cry given when the

quarry is seen; the view-halloo. 1896 G. Adk Arlic xvi.

147. I put up a holler right at the jump.

Holler, V. dial, and U.S. [var. of Hollo ».]

intr. = Hollo v.

1699 Co!. Virginia SI. Pafers I. 67 We gott to the River

side oppisett to the ffort, and theire hollerd and immediately

they answered. 1834 S. Smith Set. Lett. Major J. Dovming
yi All hollering ' stooboy '. 1843 R. Carlton Ne^u Purchase
xtv. loi Provided you knew how ' to holler ' within hearing

of both. 1851 N. <5- Q. V. 148/2 The village boys . . get some
halfpence given them for their ' hollering '. 1872 in Tourgee
Invisible Empire x. (1880) 481 He hollered twice, /bit/., I

and my wife hollered and his wife hollered. 1901 S. Merwin
& H. k. Webster Calumet K viii. 155 ' I'll go ahead and
clear the track,' said Bannon, ' I'll holler up to you, Max,
when we're ready down below.' 1916 J. Black You Can't
Win iv. 43 Holler before you're hurt ; that's my motto.

HoUiper, variant of Oliver*.

EollOO, V. (Later U.S. example.)
1816 U. Brown yml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 365

[I] thought I should freeze, [and] set to HoUooing.

Hollow, sd. Add : 1. d. (See quot.)

i883 Locku'OOf^s Diet. Mech. Engin., Hallows, the inside

curves imparted to the otherwi>e angular parts of castings.

They are inserted in order that the crystals of the metal may
arrange tlieniselves in the strongest position.

Hollow, a. and adv. Add :

A. adj. 2. c. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1705 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLII. 155 The storm still

continuing, so that the seas runne very high and hollow.

6. Of a race: Feebly contested. Hence of a vic-

tory : Obtained against feeble competition.
1876 Coursing Cal. 5 The next course was equally hollow,

Death's Flight leading,and winning with anyamount in hand.

7. hollovr-blow (see quot.) ; hollow-fronted,
-nosed, -pointed adjs., said of a bullet with a
hollow in the point to ensure expansion of the pro-

jectile on impact ; hollow-horn U.S., a disease in

cattle which results in the wasting of the core of

the horn ; hollow-set, a smith's gouge for curved
work; hollow spun (see quot.) ; hollow tool, the

lower part of a blacksmith's swage (Lockwood,
1888) ; hollow wall, a wall built with a cavity

between its two surfaces either for economy's sake

or for the preservation of an even temperature in

the building.

1888 Lock-McoSs Diet. Meclu Engin., *Hollmj Blows,
blows delivered by a hammer upon a substance which is

either unsupported, or insufficiently supported by an oppos-
ing block. 1899 Kynock Jml. Oct.-Nov. 14/2 If the .577
pure lead *hol!ow-fronted bullet hit a man he knew it at
once. 1825 J. Lorain Pract. Husb. 455 'I'he *hoIlow horn,
a disease which seldom fails to attack half-famished cattle.

1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc. (1S68) 129 Cattle have few
diseases in this locality except the * buck eye ' and * hollow
horn '. 1904' O. Henry' Heart ofWest \. 6^, I., talked with
Uncle Emsley a while about hollow-horn and cyclones.

1909 Daily Chron. 26 June 1/4 The other cartridges.. being
of nickte steel and *hollow-nosed. loao G. Burrard Notes
on Sporting Rijles 40 A hollow-nosed bullet. 1902 Encycl.
Brit, XXXII. 244/1 The *hollow-pointed expanding bullet

with soft lead nose. 1902-3 Kynock Jml. Dec-Jan. 43/1
Without the mutilation so commonly caused by hollow
pointed bullets. 1888 Lockwoocfs Diet. Mech. Eugin.,
*Hollozu Set, a smith's gouge, used for dressing off the cir-

cular portions of forged work. 1927 Daily Tel. 31 Jan. 5
The concrete posts are *hollow-spun, the concrete being
poured into a hollow mould and spun into shape. 1833
Loudon Encycl, Archil. § 339 Dcarn's Mode of building
Fourteen-Inch "hollow wails. i%^\ Notes on BuildingConstr,
11.10 The hollow wall is often arranged to begin on the damp-
proof course.

B. adv. 3. holloiv-booming sA],

1906 W. Watson in Tribune 15 Jan. 2/4 Toll, thou hollow-
booming Bell.

HoUaSChickie (h/;l?s,tjiki), colled. pi. Also
hollusohuckie. [ad. Russ. xonoarmai i'ltoloslj'aii

pi. bachelors.] Young male fur seals.

1880 H. W. Ei-LioTT Seal /si. Alaska 45 The 'hollus-
chickie' are the champion swimmers of all the seal-tribe.

1894 R. Kipling Jungle Bk. 97 They [sc. seals] were called
the holluschickie—the bachelors. 1896 — Seven Seas 70
But hell lie down on the killing grounds where the hollus-
chickie go. 1901 Munscy's Mag. XXV. 355/1 The hollus-
chickie who have reached the age when they contemplate
matrimony. 1929 Encycl, Brit. IX. 952/1 The young males
or bachelors (.haltosckickie).

Holly. Add: 3. b. holly-blue, the azure bine
butterfly Polyomvtattis ai-giolus.

1905 Daily Chron, 6 Apr. 3/2 The holly-blue often flies
on days when there is more hail than sun. 1909 J. H. Kf.l.
MAN & T. Woon Butterf. ,5. Moths 23, I do not know why
this pretty butterfly is called the ' Azure ' Blue. . . Sometimes
It is called the ' Holly Blue'.

Hollyhock. Add: 2. b. hollyhock disease,
= *hollyhockrii5i; also, blight caused by the parasitic
fungus Colletotrichum allhifse ; hollyhock fungus,
a fungus, Puccinia nialvacearum, parasitic on the
hollyhock ; hollyhock rust, the disease caused by
this.

1898 W. Robinson Engl. FlowerGardeni.tA. 6) 389/1 Owing
to the *Holli,'hock disease it is often a better plan to abandon
the named kinds incre,ased from cuttings and resort to seed-
lings only for stock. 1883 Ibid. 13/2 The *Hollyhock Fungus
iPuccinia malvacearum].. is.. destractWc to the Holly-
hock. 1S99 Massee Text-bk. Plant Dis, 252 *HolIyhock
rust. 1910 T. W. Sanders Garden Foes 227 Hollyhock Rust
(Puccinia malvacearum). At one time this fungoid dbease
played great havoc with the hollyhock.
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Solmia (hJo*lmia). Chem. [mod.L. holmia^

f. second syllable ol Stockholm., name of the capital

of Sweden, in the neighbourhood of which yttria-

bearing minerals are found.] A rare earth of the
yttria group occurring in gadolinite, the oxide of

the element holmium.
1880 yrnl. Chem. Soc. XXXVIII. 7 The author \sc. J. L.

Soret] considers that the new earth, holviia, discovered by
Cleve. is identical with an earth discovered by Deiafontaine
and Marignac. 1889 Morley & Muir IVatts^ Diet. Chem^
II. 457/1.

HolmiuiU (h^u-lmizJm). Chem. [mod.L.] An
element of the yttrium-cerium group found in

gadolinite.

1880 yrnl. Chem. Soc. XXXVIII. 7 The third metal,
holmium, is characterised by the bands A = 6400 and 5360 ;

it should have an atomic weight less than 108; its oxide
seems to be yellow. 1893 Ibid. LXIV. 11. 467 The holmium
oxides were obtained from strongly basic yttrium earths con-
taining a large amount of yttrium oxide. 1910 Encycl.Brit.
XXII. 910/2 By boiling this solution the earths are precipi-

tated in the order yttrium, holmium and dysprosium, and
erbium.

Solo-. Add : Kolobe'nthic a. Biol., living at

or near the bottom of the sea during all stages of
life, Holocai'n, -caine Fharm., a crystalline

derivative of phenacetin and paraphenetidine, used
asalocalanassthetic. Bcloceuea, Geol.^ pertain-

ing to the Human or Recent Period ; also sb, Holo-
cho'anoid a, and sb.^ pertaining to, a member of,

the Ilolochoanoida, a group of extinct nautiloidean
cephalopods; so Ko:loclioanoi*dala. Holocho'r-
date a, BioU^ having the chorda or notochord ex-

tending the whole length of the body. Holocla's-
tic a. Ceol.y designating clastic rocks of aqueous
origin. Ho'locrine a* Anal, [see *Endocrine]
(see quot.). Ho:logroiil*diujii Bot.j Wallroth's
term for the algal soredia. Kolomorph {hp-\o-

mpiV) Math. [Gr. iiofxp-q form], an expression which
has or imitates, within a specified region of value,

the properties of a corresponding integral ex-

pression. Holomorphosis Biol,, the perfect

reproduction of a lost member or part. Rolono*-
mic a. Mech., characterizing constrained systems
in which the equations are integral or integrable.

Holopa'rasite Bol.^ a plant which is wholly
parasitic ; hence Holoparasitio a. Ho'lophrase
Philol.y a word used instead of a phrase, or to ex-

press a combination of ideas ; so Ko'lophrasiu
(-frsez'm). Holophytic «., also Bot., (of a plant)

capable of maintaining itself, as distinguished from
parasitic or saprophytic. Ho'lopliytism Bot.,

the condition of being autotrophic. Holopla'nk-
ton Biol.^ all forms of life, considered collec-

tively, which are aquatic in all stages of life ;

hence Hoaoplanlrto'iiic a., living throughout life

at or near the surface of the water. Kolopueu*-
stic a. Ent.j breathing by means of many pairs of

open stigmata. Kolosa'propltyte Bot., a plant
which is wholly parasitic ; hence Holosaprophy*-
tic a. Ho'lotype Zool. = *Cotype.
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 935 Another hindrance to

the extension of many deep-sea species is that they are
*holobenthic. 1901 Dorland Med. JJict. (ed. 2), *Holocainf
a crystalline base nearly allied to phenacetin ; its chlorid is

a local anesthetic, antiseptic, and is used like cocain. 1904
Guide Fossil Mnmm.^tc. Brit. Mus. Geol. Time Scale facing
p. xvi, *Holocene. .Present Day. 1910 Encycl. Brit. XIII.
618/1 The Holocene formations obviously include all the
varieties of deposits which are accumulating at the present
day. 1914 Brit, Museum. Return 200 Non-marine shells

from.. the Holocene of Newquay, Cornwall. 1928 V. G.
Childe Most Anc. East x. 229 In late quaternary and early
holocene times. 1883 Proc. Boston Soc, Nat. Hist. XXII.
267 note. The first three genera appear to have *holochoan-
oidal siphons. 18^ Gadow Class. Vert, i With a central
solid axis..e-xtendmg through the whole length of the body,
from head to tail, hence *holochordate. 1913 Dorland VI/^^.

Diet, (ed. 7), *Holocri7tey . .wholly secretory : a term applied
to glands whose only function is to form a secretion. z888
Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 72/1 note^ When iv is *holomorphe in

a region except at a point Zi, where it becomes infinite

without i/w ceasing to be holomorphe near this, this point
is called a pole or an infinity of iv. X901 T. H. Morgan
Regeneration 24 [The case in which] the entire lost part is

at once, or later, replaced—*holomorpho^is. 1910 Encycl.
Brit. VIII. 759/1 When i does not occur explicitly in the
relations the system is said to be *holonomic 1903 W. R,
Fisher tr. A. F. \V. Schiniper's Plant-Geog. 203 *Holo-
parasites, which live entirely at the cost of the organic
substance of their host. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 439/1
*Holoparasitic Rhizanths. Ibid, 439/2 Cytineae, Ealano-
phorege, Orobanchaceae, LennoaceEe, are families, .which
are characteristically holoparasitic. 1899 E. J, Payne Hist.
Neiv Woj-ldW. 201 This multiplication of elements denoting
personality, in combination wuh more and more elements
denoting Things, tends to the dissolution of the *holophrase.
..The holophrase naturally follows the progression of the
mind from point to point. 1914 W. R. M. Lamb Clio En-
throned 239 We can regard his periodic structures as
a reversion.. to the primitive holophrase. i86s D. Wilson
Preh. Man xxv. II. 436 *Holophrasms are common in all

its \sc. the Algonquin] dialects. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss.
Bot. Terms., *Ilolophytism^ the condition of a plant with
its growth maintained entirely by its own organs, without
any suspicion of saprophytism or parasitism. 1902 Encycl,
Brit. XXXIII. 936/2 The epiplankton of the open sea..

HOLY.
consists almost entirely of *holoplanktonic forms, and their

larvae. 1892 J. A. Thomson Outlines Zoot. 266 In adult
aerial life, the tracheae of the body acquire stigmata, and the
insect becomes * *holopneustic'. 1900 B, D. Jackson Gloss.
Bot. Terms, *Holosaprophyte, employed by Johow for a
true saprophyte, a plant which is dependent upon humus
for its existence. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 439/1 Angio-
spermous holosaprophytes. 1897 Science 23 Apr. 638 (Cent,
D. Suppl.) A "holotype. .is always a single individual. 1920
Brit. Museum Return i r i Freshwater and terrestrial
Crustacea (including the holotype of a new species) from
Mesopotamia.

Holothuria(hf7b)>iu9Tia). ZooL PI. -ise, -iaa.
A HOLOTHUUIAN (q.v.).

1792 Maria Riddell Voy. Madeira 79 These holothuriae
are singularly beautiful when floating on the surface of the
water in a clear day. 1816 Tuckev Narr, Exped. R. Zaire
i. (1818) II I'iie holothuria made its first appearance on the
4th instant. 1844 Chambers's Edin. yrnl. 23 Nov. 323/2 It
may be of small moment to you, who, mayhap, know nothing
of holothurias. 1876 tr. Beneden's Anijn. Parasites (1883)
5 Dr. Greef. .found..a holothuria of a foot in length.

Hols {yig\z)^ sb.pl. CoUoq.(esp. school-children's)

abbrev. of holidays (Holiday sb. 2 b).

1906 Desmond Coke Bending of a y'w/^f xix, Where are
you going these hols. ? 1921 Sylvia Thompson Rough Cross,
ing ii, § 8, I may be staying in Oxford in the spring hols.

1931 Church limes 25 Sept. 344/4 After next 'hols' it will

be a very different little boy who will take the train at
Waterloo or Victoria.

Holstein (hf?*lst3in). U.S. [The name of a
duchy in North Germany.] In full Holslein-Frie-
sian\ = *FRiEsrAN.
1872 Rep. Vermont Board Agric, 1. 176 The Dutch cattle,

or as I believe it is settled they are to be called, the ' Hol-
steins*. 1876 Trans. III. Dept. Agric. XIV. 296, S. W.
Kingsley spoke in favor of Holsteins for the dairy. 1922
Anne D. Sedgwick Adrienne Toner xviii. 166 There's
a prize heifer arriving this evening.. .You must see his herd
of Holsteins, Roger. (Frisians were, at tiiat date, still

Holsteins.)

Holt 'K 1. Add : also U.S. dial.

1823 J, H^huBro. yonaihan II. 60 [He cried] 'lay holt
there ; lay holt, every one o* you ', throwing the reins behind
him, into the carriage. 1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer.^ Holt,
for hold. Ex. 'Death has got holt of him.* a 1859 N. V.
Spirit o/the Times (Bartlett), I tripped him. .but he war up
before I could get my holt on him. 1898 E. N. Westcott
David Harum xxii. 199 Of course you've heard the things
that some folks say of him, an', .lliey got some holt on your
mind.

_ 1909 R. A. Wason HaPPy Hawkins iv. 52 He d 'a'

been killed that trip if you hadn't taken holt when you did,

Holtz (faults). Name of Wilhelm T. B. Hollz

(1836-1913), German physicist, used to designate
electrical machines invented by him,
1878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 102/2. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.

Suppl, s.v. Electrical Machine. 1910 A'. Hatvkins' Elect.
Diet., Holtz Influence Machine, an electrostatic induction
machine. 1928 T. L. Stedman Praet. Med Diet. (ed. 10),
Holtz machine, a machine with large revolving glass disc, for
generating frictional electricity.

Holy, «. Add: 3. a. The holy sottls,\\i^%Q\iS.%

of the faithful departed, the blessed dead.
1849 F.W. Faber Hyjun, ' O, tui^i to yesus., Mother, turn ',

Pray for the holy souls that bum this hour Amidst the cleans-
ing flame. 1898 Mortimer Cath. Faith ^ Practice 11. xiv.

361 The Intermediate State, where the holy souls are waiting
until their purification is accomplished, iBid.-yji The joys
and consolations of the holy souls in their preparation for

Heaven.
b. The Holy N'ame, the name of Jesns as an

object of formal devotion among Catholics, as in

the Litany of the Holy Name and the festival of the

Holy Name of Jesus.
c 1440 Thornton MS. f. 192 Of the vertuz of the haly name

of Ihesu. 1720 T, M. tr. Horstius* Paradise 0/Soul (1771)

409 Great are the Honours and Priviledges of the Holy
Name, Jesus. 1850 tr, Horstius' Paradise o/Soul 509 The
Worship and Honour of the most Holy Name of Jesus.
1851 Life A. Gentili{td.'}. B. Pagani)xi. 196 Singing along
the way the Litany of the Holy Name of Jesus. 1884 Addis
6 Arnold Cath. Diet. s.v. yesus. An office of the Holy
Name. 1901 G. TysKKLL A utoh'i>gr. (1912) I, 94 Two of the

boys.,would bow their heads at the Holy Name at morning
prayers.

4, C. Used trivially : (a) with horror or the like

(orig. £/'.^.), expressing intensity; {b') withunfavour-

ableimplicationofpiety or sanctimoniousness. ff»//i3^.

Holy yoex see quots. 1874, 1889. Holy terror: aperson
of exasperating habits or manner.

1837 Sou/hern Lit. Messenger III. 668, I have a holy
horror of gossips. 1856 S. Mordecai Virginia xxxii. (i860)

317 The Virginia Legislature had such a holy horror of

banks in 1803, that they refused a charter to the petitioners.

1874 Slang Dict.y Holy yoe, a sea-term for a parson. S889
Barrere & Leland Diet. Slangy Holy yoe (prison and
nautical), the chaplain or any religious person. 1893 Strand
Mag. VI. 105/1 Not excepting even the Dwarf, and he's,

generally speaking, a holy terror.

6. Holy laugh U.S. (see quots.),

1833 H. Barnard in Maryland Hist. Mag, XIII. 328 The
preacher, in the midst ofa fervent prayer, will all of a sudden
burst out into aloud boisterous laugh... The most godly of
his brethren join with him. This is called the 'Holy Laugh'.
^845 J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Su^^gs x. 122 Near these
last, stood a delicate woman in that hysterical condition in

which the nerves are incontrollable, and which is vulgarly.

.

termed the 'holy laugh'.

b. holy bark, cascara sagrada, = sacred bark,

Sacred a. 7 (Webster 1897); holy basil, the

common Indian species of basil, Ocimum saticlum.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XII. 720/2 The worship of the iutsi

plant, or holy basil, by the Hindus. 1886 Yule & Bdrnell
Hobson.yobson, Toolsy, the holy Basil of the Hindus.



HOLY CROSS. 471 HOMINOID.

Holjr cross, e. Add: Holy Cross toad,

a frog of New South Wales, Notaden bennettii, so

called from a dark cross-shaped marking oa the

back.
1891 Rose m Proc. Linnxan Soc,, New S. WeUes Ser. 11.

VI. 265 Notaden i>ennetiii, the Catholic frog, or as 1 have
beard it called the ' Holy Cross toad *.

^

Holy-tide. (Later U.S. example.)

1878 Harpers Mag, Apr. 618/1 They have served through
victory feasts and holy-tides,

Somatropine (h^Jmce'tr^pm). Chem. Also

-in. [f. Homo- + Atropine.] A crystalline alka-

loid, CifiHjiNOj, derived from atropine, the man-
delic acid ester of tropine.

1880 Jmi. Chem. Sec. XXXVIII. 4ioHomatropineauro»
chloride, C16H21NO3. HCI. AuClj- 190" £ficycl. Brit.

XXXI. 660/2 Atropine, hyoscyaiiiine, homatropine, dubois-

ine, daturine, and some other bodies have a paralysing action

upon the ends of the motor and secretory nerves.

Hombre (>"mbr<;). Western U.S. [Sp.] A man.
1846 Magoffin Down Santa Fi Trail (1926) 93 Not only

the children, but . . /r<j/«ir« (men) swarmed around me like

bee>. 1851 N. Kingsley Diary 172 [I] had a fine sing in the

evening with three or four other ' hombrcs'. 1918 Mulford
Man jr. Bar'20 viii. 79 'Friend of this hombre?' 'Yes;
sort of." 1930 London Mercury Feb. 324 ' Look here/ said

Clytemnestra..'is this kambre worth it?* *U you don't

think so, leave him to me.*

Hombnrg (hp*mb»jg). [Name of a town in

Hesse-Nassau, Prussia.] In full Homburghat : A
soft felt hat with narrow brim and crown, which
was first worn at Homburg, a fashionable health-

resort.

X901 Sketch 4 Sept. 254/1 The quiet gentleman in dark
clothes and a Homburg hat. 1904 To-Day 29 June 256/1

At one time any man who wore a ' Homburg ' was popularly
supposed to be cither an actor or an artist. ^ 1910 Daily
Chron. 5 Mar. 4/6 You may grasp your Homburg in the hollow

of your hand. But how are you to get it on again with
grace? 1935 E. Wallack Valley 0/ Ghosts xv, He. .put his

Homburg hat 00 the table.

Home, sb,^ and a> Add : A. sb. 2. In U.S.

and Canada, freq. used to designate a private

house or residence merely as a building.

i88a Harper's Mag. Dec. 5tJ/i A lovely drive, . . is bordered
with homes, many of which make pretensions to much more
than comfort. 1889 Kansas Times if Star 6 July, A fme
stone-front home at Twenty-seventh and Troost. lbid.%Y)^c».

For rent, a fine home at 1223 Broadway. igM Publishers

Weekly 7 Dec. 2661/1 Then out to see the new Kanh Brauch,

a stunning private home turned over to the library. 1930
San Antonio (Texas) Light 31 Jan., Wilson wounded Elliott

and bis wife in a dispute Wednesday at the Elliott home in

MendOta.

3. A homefrom home^ a place away from home
which provides home-like accommodation or ame-
nities.

1906 Morning Post i Feb. 7/2 To provide them with

a 'home from home' while engaged in the studies which
fitted them for the positions in hfe i hey were destined to fill,

1907 Daily Chron,\Q Nov. 3/3 The British man is a clubbable

animal, and doesn't mind paying handsomely for his 'home
from home '.

9. b. Lacrosse, Each of the three players

stationed nearest their opponents' goal.

sStx English Mechanic 23 June 340/3 Home, who is

stationed nearest opponents'goal. i8oi Lipfiincott's Monthly
Mag. XLIX. 746 Outside home, and inside home. Ibid. 748
To secure the ball in the * draw-off '..and pass it to the

home or attack men. 1897 Enc^cl. Spori 1. 607/1 The three

Homes must be adepts m taking short and bard catches

with absolute certainty.

11. e. Used of a match when the team referred

to is playing on its own ground. (Cf. *Awat
adv. II.)

1930 Daily Tel. 5 Dec 30/3 Clapton Orient, 'at home' to

Luton Town at Highbury.
13*. To home. dial, (also U.S:) - At home.
1833 J. Neal DoTvn-Easters I. 62 When he's to home.,

he's match for gab with anybody 't ever you come across.

1839 Knickerbocker Mag. XIV. 153, 1 used to be quite good
at reckoning, when I was to home, in the stateof New Hamp-
shire. 18M Vehney Stone Edge \\, I'm main sorry Master
Broom ain't to home. 187a Susan Coolidge What Katy
did xii, 'Tain't every girl would know how to take care of

a fat old woman, and make her feel to home.

14. b. In relation to domestic economy,
190s Encycl. Brit. XXV. 686/i The Home Arts and

Industries Association. J9»7 Peake & Fleure Hunters^
Artists 79 Art mobilier, which has been translated
' mobiliary art ',

* portable art ', or * home art '. 1917 Daily
Express 26 Feb. 5/2 Women who seek a pleasant paying
homecraft. Ibid. 33 Mar. 5 Modern Homecraft Notions.

d.
1883 Peel City Guardian 15 Sept., Our harbour is once

more almost empty, as the Home Fleet are fishing of[f]

Douglas. 1903 IVestm. Gaz. yy Mar. 2/2 What military

stations abroad are now reckoned as Home stations. 1904

To-Day 14 Dec. 162/1 The Present Home Fleet is to be called

the Channel Fleet. is»o6 Daily Chron. 24 Oct. 7/4 A dis-

tinct fleet will be constituted from the ships in commission
in reserve, to be called the * Home Fleet *. X9«7 Warwick
Deeping Kitty \. 8 i. 10 A home-service job with one of the

home-service battalion*:.

TSLoxCL^^adv, Add: 7. d. To write home cAout'.

to boast of, to ' make a song about *.

19*5 Attxjus HuxLBV Those Barren Leaves, F. Chelifer

i. (1927)96 There is nothing in these virtuesa /a Dickens to
' write home about '. 1930 Marc. Kf.snedy Fool of Fam.
xix, I know Bach had twenty sons, but they weren't anything
to write home about.

8. a. home-come^ -coming adjs. (Cf. Home-com-
ing a. in Diet.)
1898 Month Nov. 487 The lowingof the home-coming cattle.

1908 IVestm. Gaz. 12 Dec 6/3 Wlio holds up to her home-
come soldier's lips The babe he hath not seen. 1918 W. J.
Locke Rough Road xix, The home-come warrior.

Home, V. Add : 4. To train (a carrier-pigeon)

to fly home.
1938 Sunday Dispatch 29 July 22 Leatham (Downpatrick)

has achieved what many thought impossible—viz., homing
a bird from San Sebastian (Spain), distance over 800 miles,
to the Emerald Isle, 300 miles of which, supposing the bird
crossed from the northern coast of France, is over water.

Ho'xue-co-mer. [Home adv. 8 a.] One who
comes or returns home : in recent use with special

reference to the Isle of Man ; so Ho'iue-co:nilng'.
1540 Palscr. Acolastus Arg. Cj, The father reioyseth the

Sonne to be a safe home commer vnto hym. 1637 [in Diet.].

1926 Peel City Guardian 26 June 2/2 The Mayor of Douglas
intends to do what he can . , to promote a big home-coming
of Manx people and their descendants for June of next year.

1937 Ibid. 7 ^lay, A meeiing of the Executive Committee
in connection with the Manx Homecoming movement. Ibid.

27 May, The Homecomers will arrive at Montreal during
the afternoon of June 2nd. 1930 Ibid. 21 June 6/1 The
White Star liner, 'Doric', will anchor in Douglas Bay..
with 279 ' homecomers ' on board.

Some-croft. = Croft sb^ b. In accordance
with a housing scheme for industrial workers, a
detached cottage, with land and outbuildings for

poultry and other small livestock. Also attrib.

Hence Ho'mecrofter, Hcme-crofting' vbl. sb.

'839 [see Home A. 14 cJ. 1935 Public Opinion 7 Aug. 121/1
The industrial workers to spread out and become home-
crofters as well as workers. 1935 Spectator 5 Dec. 1018/1
Dr. Hilda Clark, whose work in Vienna was of such immense
importance, has also sent us a terse but comprehensive
account of the work and its objects. We note the interest-

ing fact that she now calls these Land Settlements * Home-
croft Holdings'. Ibid.^ We do not think that the word
* homecrofting ' had been heard of in Vienna three years ago.
1936 Ibid. 24 July 130/1 The land and building:; shall be
used in perpetuity as ' homecrofts'.

Kome-defeiice. [See Home sb\ 14 d.] The
defence of one's native country ; an armed force

designed for this. Also attrib.

1643 fsee Home sb} i4d]. 1671 J. Ocilby America \\. 29
Lest if Carthage should be invaded by a foraign Enemy, it

should want People for a Home-defence. 1885 Marine
Engineer i July 89/2 With such a fleet .. we could dispense
with the Channel bquadrons, for home defence. 1904 Rep.
R. Comm. Militia

<J-
Volunteers 16 (Pari. Papers XXX) A

home-defence army.

Home-fire. Used, like hearth, as symbolic of

the home and family life, and especially popular

during the war of 1914-1 8 in phr. To keep the home-

fires burning \ to keep the home going, to 'carry

on * at home.
1893 Zangwill Ckildr. Ghetto \. xiii, Happy fathers of

happy children, men who warmed their hands at the home-
fire of life, c 1915 Ivor Novello Song, Keep the home-fires

burning. While your hearts are yearning. 1938 D. L. Savers
Bellona Club lii, Health gone—no money—heroic wife

keeping the home fires burning. 1931 Patrv Williams
Word of Tomorro'iv iv. i. When they were holding the line

in France, and he and all the other old gollywogs were
keeping the home fires burning, snug and comfortable.

Ho'me-folky -folks, colloq. [Home j^.i 141.]

The people at one's home, i.e. one*s friends, rela-

tives, or neighbours.
1884 'C. E. CRADtJocK* In Tenn. Mis. viii. 288 All the

home-folks an* everybody that kerns byar to sat and talk.

1907 IVestm, Gaz. 21 Sept. 6/2 They wander from the home-
folks' ken. 1909 Ibid. 2 Dec. a/3 Of home.folk caught by
crumbling walls. 1915 H. !.« W11.SON Ruggles ofRed Gap
V. (1917) 99 Then we tried his home-folks in Boston.

Ho'iue-gnard. [Home sb?- 14 a.] a. A
member of a local volunteer force. If.S. b. The
Territorial Forces of England.
i86a O. W. Norton Wr//(y Lett. 133 Nothing would make

me ready to fight sooner than to hear some home guard abuse
McClellan. 1873 'Mark Twain' & Warner Gilded Age
xviii. 170 He was captain of the home.guards in Hawkeye.
189X Century Mag.]zx\.^c^ An unexpected musketry fire was
opened from the Indiana side by a party of home-guards. 1896
Congress. Rec. 25 Apr., App. 298 Before Gen. Bumside came,
the mountain men of East Tennessee organized themselves
into companies called ' Home Guards'. 1909 Westm. Gaz.
7 Jan. 7/3 A movement has been set on foot which has for

Its object the presentation of colours to the ' Home Guard
',

as we call the Territorials.

Homeland. Add : b. = Home sbX 6.

c: 1893 C Bingham Songt The Dear Home-Land. 1890
Daily Neivs 26 Oct. 7/1 Looking.. at the old Homeland
through the eyes of Young Australia. 1905 Daily Chron,
22 June 6/6 We are here to-night , . a body of Canadian
business men, chiefly in order that we may learn to know
the people of the homeland. 1907 {title) The Call of the
Homeland : a Collection of English Verse.

Ho*me-life. [Home sb^ 14 b.] Life at home
or in domestic surroundings.

1867 * T. LACKtj^ND ' Homespun i. 39 The sincerest pleasures

of the home-life are woven closely in with those of the

garden. 1871 [see Home B. 1]. 1879 Rep. Indian Affairs
3a The absence of the example of the better home-life of
our own people. 1898 T. N. Page Red Rock vii. 64 These
men were thoroughly enjoying home life.

Home market. [Home B. 3.] The market

for goods or produce in the place or country of

production.

1776 Adam Smith W.N. i. xi. 243 The bounty..may., have
occasioned, .a greater cheapness of corn in the home-market
than what would otherwise have taken place there. 1794
[see Home B. 3]. 1813 Niles' Weekly Register IV. 274/1
Then shall the home market still the rage for foreign export.

1843 /4w«r. Pioneer 1 1. 214 Money became plenty, and a cash
home-market was established. 1847 C. Lanman Summer
in Wilderness i. 14 This city is the home market for all the
natural productions of a wilderness country. 1893 Refi.
Vermont Board Agric. XII. 132 Furnishing a home market
for their products.

Ho'm.e-place. U.S. [Home sby 14 a.] The
place or piece of ground where one's home is

situated.

1741 A^. H. Probate Rec. III. 33, I give unto my Son
Samuel DoUofTone part of my home place begining at an
Elm Stump, 1816 U. Bkown Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag.
X. 283 Jacob Beeson. .as well as his wife and daughter Jane
(which was all the family now on the home place). 1869
TouRGEE Toinette {.\%%\) 14 'Well, what's this?" said he,
taking the first paper from the file, ' The deed of the home
place '.

Home-sick, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
'773 P- V. FiTHiAN Jml. (1900) 53 Feel very home-sick.

Hom.estead, sb» 3. U.S. (Early example
of homestead law.)
x866 Rep. Indian Affairs 215 Freedmen.. allowed to enter

three hundred and twenty acres of the same under the
homestead law.

4. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1704 Rec. Providence^ R. I. VII. 210, I give..my home-

sted place to him. 1711 Ibid. 57 That part of my homestead
ffarnie on the west side of the afores[ai]d River. 1749 A''. //.

Probate Rec. III. 741, I give to my Son. .all my Homestead
Land.

Homestead, v. US. (Earlier example.)
X879 Congress. Rec. 26 Apr. 952/1 To prove their right to

pre-empt or 'homestead * their lands.

Homesteading^. Add : 2. The granting of

land according to the Homestead Act of Congress,

1862 (see Homestead j^. 3). U.S. Also, a similar

settlement in Canada.
1906 Daily Chron. i Oct. 4/4 There is no more home-

steading—viz., free grants of land— it has to be bought.
1935 Glasgow Herald 10 Aug. 4 Honiesteading has been a
great factor in the agricultural development of Western
Canada.

Ho'me-stretch.. U.S. [Home B.4, Stretch
sb. 8.] The return -stretch of a course ; esp. the stretch

of a race-course on which a race finishes, A\sofig
z86i Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 38 On the last home

stretch the steam [of the plough] became so low that it re-

quired some minutes to get up sufficient to run the furrow
through. 1864 Congress. Globe 12 Mar. 1069/3 Already we
see the slave States.. on the home-stretch to become free.

1868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse Amer. xxiv. 207, 1 passed
first one and then the other, and came on the home-stretch

with a clear lead. 1878 Trans. HI. Dc/'t. Agric. XIV. 146

Still, a fleet horse who gathers up handsomely on the home-
stretch, is not to be sneezed at by any one. 1897 [see

HoMK B. 4]. 1904 Gene Stratton-Pokter Freckles ix.

You couldn t break the heart of me entire quicker than to be
taking it from me now, when I'm just on the home-stretcb.

Home-town. U.S. [Home sb.'^ 14 a.] The
town in which one's home is, or was originally;

one's native town. Also attrib.

1913 Top-Notch Mag, (U.S.) i Aug. 64/2 He was killed in

a pool-room row in my home town up the State. 1919 H. L.

Wilson Ma Pettengill xi. 307 Having got the thanks of the
French nation and his home-town paper.

Ho*me-work. [Home sb.^ 14 b.]

1. Work done at home, esp. as distinguished from
work done in a shop or factory. Also attrib,

1856 [see Home sb.^ 14 b]. 1861 G. Moore Lost Tribes
xviii. 364 One [apartment] more open and larger is reserved

for visitors, or. .is used for spiiming or other home-work.

1904 Technot. <V S(i. Diet, (ed. Goodchild & Tweney)
s.v. Home IVork, [It] prohibits home work in a house any
inmate of which is suBering from a notifiable infectious

disease. 1906 Daily Chron. 11 Oct. 6/2 The home-work
wages paid in the Upper Kahlgrund district. 1907 Rep. Set.

Comm, Home Work 61/1 (Pari. Papers VI) Any instance

of sweating in home work in connection with such things as
ladies'jackets. iqo& Franco-Brit. Exhib., Women's Section

64 Frame of Quilting and Embroidery, lent by Home Work
Co-operative Society.

2. Lessons and exercises to be done by a school-

child at home.
1889 A. E. Fletcher Sonnenschein's Encycl. Educ. (ed. 2)

155/1 Written home-work. 1897 Teaching ^ Organisation
(ed. P, A. Barnett) 366 The lari;eamount ofhome-work which
is assigned to pupils for preparation atone in the evening.

1905 Westm. Gaz. 28 Jan. 5/2, 1 think it is a wrong principle

altogether to help a cnild with his home-work.

Hence Hoine-wo:rker, -woirkin^.
1903 A. hM.i.KiiT\ii^ Home-Work 98 The home-worker.,

has been left outside the protecting pale of the Factory Acts.

1907 Rep. Set. Comm. Home Work 19/1 (Pari. Papers VI)
1 he duty of seeing to the sanitary condition of home workers*

premises. 1907 Daily Chron. 11 Feb. 4/4 The success of

this home-working experiment under leasehold conditions.

Hominid. Add : Also = next.

1920 E. R. Lankester in H. G. Wells Outline of History

37/2 If so, it is certainly not chimpanzee nor close to the

Apes, but decidedly hommid. ig»s Glnsgozv Herald 25 J \x\y

4 That the human race, with all its tentative as well as more
or less realised Hominids, arose from an ancestral stock com-
mon to it and the Anthropoids.

Hominoid (h/7-minoid), sb. and a. [f. mod.L.

Hominidge Hominid -t -oiD.] (An animal) of the

form of or resembling the Hominidse.

1937 Glasgow Herald 3 Sept. 4/2 The divergence of the



HOMimr.
Hominoki and the Anthropoid branches. Ihid^ The early

Hominoids.

Hominy, (l^ter U.S. examples.)

1856 S. MoRDKCAi Virginia xxxi. (x86o) 314 Slow as the

pnxxss of ' beating hominy ' is, it was a great resource, as

was the eating of it for lack of hoecake. 1888 Rep. VertKont

Board Agric. X. 30 The refuse of white corn after what is

termed the ' hominy ' has been removed, is more valuable as

a feed for stock than yellow com,
b.*(Addilional U.S. examples.)

1711 Coi. Rec. N. Carolina I. 765 The planter here. .dare

not allow himself to partake of his own creatures except it

be the com of the country in hominy bread. 1827 J. F.

Cooper Prairie ii. Others [were engaged] in plying the

heavy pestle ofa moveable hominy-mortar. Ibid, xvi, Giving

hera morsel of venison, now and then, or a spoon around his

hominy-dish. 1843 R. Cabi.ton Neiv Purchase xv. iii

Here were all the vulgar pots, kettles, frying-pans, homminy-
block, and the like.

Homo. b. Add: Homo sapiens {se^^iGnz) x

the human species ; man in the latest fonn as

represented by the races of to-day,

1859 J. G. Wood Illustr, Nat. Hist. 1. 779A I" this order

[sc. Bimanal there is but one species, namely Man,—Homo
sapiens. 1896 tr. Boas' Text-bk. Zool. 536 All Men are usually

regarded as one species, Homo sapiens^ divided into a number
of races. 19*7 Peakb & Flkurk Hunters ^ Artists i

Modern man, Homo sapiens. 193a Morn. Post 6 June 10/5

When homo sapiens first began On earth to assert his sway,

A fine old English gentleman Was living out Piltdown way.

Homo-- Add: Koimoclilamy'deotis a, Bot.y

having a perianth of which the members are

similarly coloured. Hoznocliro'mosoxue Cytol.^ an

ordinary or typical chromosome as distinguished

from an accessory one. Homo'cliromy Biol.^

cryptic colouring. Homocla'dic a. Anat.^ noting

an anastomosis formed between branches of the

same arter}% Komocyclic a. Chem.^ having a

ring-structure in which the ring is composed of

carbon atoms only ; carbo-cycUc ; sb, a homo-
cyclic compound. Hoxuodesmo'tic a, Anat,^

joining two homologous parts of the central ner-

vous system : used in reference to nerve fibres.

Hoxuodyuamous a. BioL, having a similar con-

trolling force in respect of hereditary qualities.

Hcmogompb. ^. ZooL, having similar bristles or

spines. Homola'teral a. {a) Cryst.y — homo-

hedral{s.\. Homo-)
;

{b) Anat.^ being on the same
side. Homole'clthal a, Embryol. (see quot);
Homomo'rphosas, the replacement of a lost mem-
ber or part by a like new one. Homotliallic a.

Boi.j having zygospores developed from the conju-

gation of hyphge of the same strain ; so Homo-
tha'llism. Hoimotypo'sis, a name given by Karl

Pearson to the correlation between undifferentiated

sets of serial homologues. Homozo'ic «, Geog.^

containing the same animals or species of animals,

1897 WiLUS Flowering Plants <5- Ferns I. 60 AU the

leaves of the perianth being alike, it may be termed *homO"
chlamydeous. 1904 Biol. Bulletin Dec. 6 note^ At first I was
inclined to adopt Montgomery's terms *homochromosome
and'heterochroiiiosome to distinguish between the ordinary

chromosomes and the accessory. 1899 Nat, Science Dec.

igfi
*Homochromy and other protective adaptations. 1913

)ORLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7), *Homocladic, formed between
twigs of the same artery : said of such an anastomosis. 1903
Nature 17 Sept. 475/1 The rings may be either *homocyclic

or heterocyclic without the character of the spectra being
altered. 1913 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 7), *Homodesmotic^
joining similar parts of the central nervous system. 1878

F. J. Eell tr. Gegenbaur^s Comp. Anat. 64 The meta-
roeres, therefore, are *hoinodynamous parts; as are.. the
primitive vertebrae of the vertebrates. 1893 W. N. Parker
& H. RoNNFELDT tr. Weismann's Germ-Plasm 278 Homo-
dynamous determinants . . are those of the homologous
determinants which have the special function of impressing

a like character on any part of the body. 190a Bateson &
Saunders ist Rep. Evol. Comut. Roy. Soc. 126 Correns
proposes the terms * heterodynamous ' and ' homodynamous

'

to express that an organism is dominant or not dominant in

respect of a given character. 1902 Ann. ^ Mag. Nat. Hist.
Sept. 259 A series of*homogomph bristles. 1910 Practitioner

July 98 Should the lesion be in or close to the red nucleus,
the tremor will be on the opposite side of the body, while if

any other part of the system be affected the tremor will be
•homolateral. 1892 E. L. Mark tr. Hertwig's Embryol.
Man ^ Mammals 28 note^ The translator has been accus-
tomed for several years to use the word *homolecithal instead
of alecithal, heterolecithal being employed as a coordinate
term to embrace telolecithal and centrolecithal eggs. 1901
T. H, Morgan Regeneration 23 When the new part is like

that removed, or Uke a part of that removed, as when a leg

or a tail is regenerated in a newt, the process is one of * *homo-
morphosis'. 1906 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 751 The germination
of the zygospores of the *homothanic species Sporodinia.
Z921 Irene Mounce in Brit. Mycol. Soc. VII. 199 The mere
formation of fruit-bodies by a monosporous mycelium is no
clear indication that the fungus is homothallic. Ibid. 201
The criterion of fruit-body production is insufficient for de-
termining the question of *homoihaUism and heterothallism.
1901 K. Pearson in Phil. Trans. Scr. A.CXCVII. 294''Homo-
typosis denotes not only likeness of the homotypes, but that
this likeness has probably definite quantitative limits. 1909
Gadow in Darwin <5- Mod. Set. (ed. A. C. Seward) 320
Hitherto the marine faunas had been neglected. This was
remedied by E. Forbes, who established nine "homozoic zones,

based mainly on the study of the mollusca, the determining
factors being to a great extent the isotherms of the sea.

SomocentriCf <^- Add : spec, in optics, ap-
plied to pencils of light which proceed from a

single focal point.

472

1890 Billings Med. Diet., Homocentric light, light, all

the rays of which proceed from a common point. 1904
Technol. f^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Homo-
centric, a term employed in optics to signify that a lens is

corrected for radial and tangential astigmatism of oblique
pencils of light by the merging of the two focal lines into

a single focal point.

Homodan (h(?mran), a, and sb. Also Homoian
(hfjraoi'an). [f. mod.L. Homceus., f. Gr. o/to^os like,

similar -^ -AN.] (A person) who holds the doctrine

that in the Trinity the Son is like the Father.

^833 J. H. Newman Arians iv. iv. 362 Furthering their
splitting into the Homoean and Homceusian factions. 1888
I'.ncycl. Brit, XXIII. 720/1 He appears to have joined the
Homoian party, which took shape and acquired influence
before the council of Constantinople in 360. Ibid.^ The
Homoian formula, ' lilium similem esse patri suo *. 1896
G. P. Fisher Hist. Chr. Doctrine 142 The 'Homocans'
would not go a step beyond the affirmation of a ' likeness ',

—meaning a likeness in will and active energy. 191a E. W.
Brooks in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. 761 It was of course the
Homoeusians, not the Homoeans, who inclined towards the
Nicenes.

XComCBO-. Add : Homoea'rclion ~ homoearchy
(s.v. H0MCE0-). Homoeoclironiatisni (-krtfu*ma-

tiz'm), BioLj similarity of colouring in different

species of animals or plants that inhabit the same
locality. So Ho:znceoch.roina*tic a. Ho:3uoBoki-

ne'sis Bioi.y nuclear division in which the two
daughter-nuclei receive chromosomes of the same
kind. Ho:nioeopla'sia BioL^ the assumption
under plastic conditions by the tissue of one part of
the body of the form of that of another, Homoeo*-
podal a. Physiol. y designating nerve cells which
have branches only of one kind. Hcmoeotlie^rxii

Biol., a warm-blooded animal. Ho:iu(Bothe'nuic
a. Biol. = homothermous (s.v. Homo-).
1896 Lindsay Lat. Textxial Emend. 50 The homocoteleuton

and *homoearchon of these lines has led to omission. 1897
Nature 27 May 94/1 Mr. Blandford exhibited and discussed
series of *homo;ochromatic.. species of butterflies.

_ 1899 D.
Sharp Camb. Nat. Hist. VI. 337 It is found that in certain

localities the colour of various butterflies more or less agrees,

while it differs from that of the same butterflies found in

other localities. . . This phenomenon is now called ' *homoeo-
chromatism*. 1903 Atkenxum 24 Oct. 552/1 These. .he
suggested were probable examples of homoeochromatism.
1893 W. N. Parker & H. Ronnpeldt tr. Weismann's
Germ-Plasm Introd. 34 These kinds of division we may
speak of as *homoeokinesis and heterokinesis. 1890 Billings
Med. Diet., *Homceoplasia, development of a similar or
normal tissue; hyperplasia. 190a y. M. Bald-win*s Diet.

Philos. ^ Psychol. II. 155/2 When a ceil has but a single

variety of processes it is called *homoipodal, as contrasted
to heteropodal. 1890 Smithsonian Rep. 411 These pheno-
mena, which are numerous and active in animals of the
higher class (*homeotherms), are much less so in cold-blooded
animals. 1889 Wingrave T. Dunman's Gloss. Anat. App.,
*Homceothermic, of even temperature : applied to warm-
blooded animals which maintain the same temperature,
irrespective of that of the surrounding medium, 1890
Smithsonian Rep. 407 Man, mammals, and birds are called

creatures of equable temperature, homeothermic.

Somoeoiaorpll. Add : b. A species similar

to another in general aspect, but dissimilar in detail.

Hence Ko:iUGeonio*rph.ic a., of a similar type or

substance. Ho:niceonio*rpliy, {a) see quot. 1899;
(d) iT/zw., imitation.

1899 S. BucKMAN in Proc. Cotteswold Nat. Field Club
(1901) XIII. 232 What is known as mimicry in the animal
kingdom is of course one phase of homceomorphy. Ibid.

262 Some of the more remarkable homoeomorphs. Ibid., The
various Terebratulm^ which are really homoeomorphous
developments. 01909 B?4ck's Handbk. Med. Sci. IV. 660
(Cent. D. Suppl.) Either homoeomorphic, i.e., of the same
order, or heteromorphic, of different type. 1930 Music <y

Lett. Oct. 395 The phenomenon of homeomorphy is dealt

with ! In musical language it is termed imitation.

Homoeosis (h(?mz,Ja*sis). Biol. Also homoio-
sis. [mod. L. komceosis, ad. Gr. ^/xotcutrty a becoming
like, f. opLOios like.] (See quot. 1909.) So Ko-
moaotio (h^m^'tik) a., characterized by homoeosis.
1890 Billings Med. Diet., Homoiosis, assimilation. 1894

W. Bateson Study of Variation 85 For the word ' Meta-
morphy ' I therefore propose tosubstitute the term Homceosis.
Ibidy The distinction between Homoeotic Variation and
strictly Meristic Variation is sufficiently obvious. 190a

Encycl. Brit. XXV. 692/1 Homcoosis is the making of
a merome into the likeness of one belonging to another
metamcre, and is the opposite of the process of ' heterosis *.

1009 R. H. Lock Variation, Heredity, ^ Evol. v. 133
Homoeosis consists in the assumption by one member of
a meristic series of the form or character proper to another
member of thesameseries. 1913W. Hatesos Mendel's Princ.
Heredity 19S A simple homoeosis of the stamens and carpels.

SomogamOUSf a. Add : C. Evolution, Of
or pertaining to assortative mating. So Homo-
g^my {p) Evol.

J
the interbreeding among indi-

viduals having similar characteristics; sexual

selection. Homo-g'amic a,

1903 Biometrika Nov. 481 If the male class of a given
character tends to mate with a female class with generally
like character, we have a tendency to homogajny. Ibzd,t

The whole range of effect from pure random^ matings to

perfectly homogamous unions within a population is almost
but not quite as important as the difference between self and
cross fertilir^tion in plants. 1907 Fabian News XVII. 55/3
Professor Pearson's theory of homogamic mating.

Homogeneous, a. Add

:

3. Math, Homogeneous co-ordinates^ a system in

which the ratios of the co-ordinates (one more

HONDIT.

than necessary) are substituted for the co-ordinates

themselves, making the equations (all except one)
homogeneous,
i88a H. Cox in Q. Jrnl. Pure ^ Appi. Math. XVIII. 178
Homogeneous Coordinates in Imaginary Geometry and
their Application to Systems of Forces,

HoilloioilsiOHCb?moi|au*zi^n,-au-sifm). Theol,

[eccl. Gr. ofioiovaiov : see Homoiousian and cf.

'^HoMOOiJSTON.] The Aomoiousionj the term used
to express the doctrine that the Son is of like sub-
stance with the Father.

187s, a 1901 [see *Homoousion].

Soxnoousion (h^m^|au*zij7n, -au'si^). Tluol,

[eccl. Gr. o/toouo'ioi', ace. ofSfioovffios, qualifying ace.

vTov son (as in the Nicene Creed) : see HoMoou-
SIAN.] TAe homoousion {rh bfioovaiov) : the term
ofioovaioi as used, e.g. in the formula promulgated
by the Council of Nicsea in 325 A.D., to express the

doctrine that the Son is * of one substance ' with the

Father (t^) iraTpi) ; the doctrine itself : opposed
to the term of^oiovffios (see *Homoiousion). The
nom. form homoousios is also used,

1781 Gibbon Decl. ^ F. xxi, Their (re. the Arians'] patron,

Eusebius of Nicomedia, . . confessed, that the admission of the

Homoousion, or Consubstantial , . was incompatible with the

principles of their theological system. Ibid., The mysterious
HofHOousion, which either party was free to interpret

according to their peculiar tenets. 1833 J. H. Newman
Arians iv. § 3. 353 The Novatians, as maintaining the
Homoousion, were included in the persecution. 1875 Encycl.
Brit. II. 538/2 At length the tenet of the Homdousion y^&
substituted for that of the Homoousion at the Council of
Rimini (Ariminum) in 360. 01901 W. Bright Age of the
Fathers C1903) I. 248 Socrates's statement .. places the
adoption of the Homoiousion, as a substitute for the Homo-
ousion, at least three years too late. 1910 Encycl. Brit. II.

543/2 Tlie opposition to the Homoousios, as a formula, .not

home out by Holy Writ. Ibid. 825/2 The catch-word
Homousios. 19Z1 C. H, Turner Catholic <5; Apostolic

(1931) 129 The very existence of Christianity in any full

sense of the term was at stake over the Homoousion. Ibid.

130 The confession of belief expressed in the Homoousion
was, in his conviction as in ours, the onl^ possible issue of
the original premisses of Christian teaching.

Homosexual (hf7ratf,seksi«al), a. {sb^. [irreg.

f. Homo- + Sexual.] Pertaining to or characterized

by sexual propensity for one*s own sex. Also sb,

one who has such a propensity. Hence Hoono-
sexua'lity [G. komosextuzlildty Benkert] ; Homo-
se*xiialize v. trans., to make homosexual,
1897 H. Havelock Ellis Stud. Psychol. Sex 1. 1 Burton*s

climatic theory of homosexuality. Note, 'Homosexual*
is a barbarously hybrid word, and I claim no responsibility

for it. 1902 7. M. Baldwin's Did. Philos. ^ Psych>l. II.

287/1 A special case is inversion or homosexuality.
_
igi*

E. Paul tr. A. MolVs Sexual Life ofChild 12$ The primary
appearance of homosexual inclinations does not prove that

these inclinations are congenital. Ibid. 127 An adult homo-
sexual who as a child once did some needlework for a joke.

1914 G. B. Shav; in New Statesman 14 Nov. 21/2 The forty

tolerated homosexual brothels of Berlin, igai Blackw, Mag.
Jan. 1^4/2 What the nature of the friendship was we cannot
say; it may have been homo-sexual, a love which was
common among the later Greeks. 1934 H. Havelock Ellis
Stud. Psychol. Sex II. iis My homosexualized Patmorean
ideal. 1929 K. Graves Good-Bye to all That iii.40 In English
preparatory and public schools romance is necessarily homo-
sexual.

Homozygote (hptaoz^vgo^i), Biol. [f. HoMO-
+ Zygotk.j a zygote formed by the union of two
like gametes. Hence Kormozysro'sis, -zyg-o-sity,

development from a homozygote. Homozy-^OTia
fl., of, pertaining to, or derived from a homozygote.
190a W. Bateson MendeTs Princ. Heredity 25 The hybrid,

or ' mule' form, or, as I have elsewhere called it, the hetero-

zygote, as distinguished from.. the homozygotes, 1903 —
in Nature 19 Mar. 463/1 The homozygotes will all have
pink eyes. 1904 Biometrika Jan. 16 The hybrids pro-

duced by pairing a heterozygous waltzing form G'lG'j
with a homozygous albino GG will be of two kinds, GG'i
and GG'j. iy>S W. Bateson & R. C. Punnett in 2ndRep.
Evol. Com. R. Soc. 125 Homozygosis of resolved forms.

1906 R. H. Lock, Variation, Heredity, /jr
Evol. vii. 174

A zygote formed by the conjunction of two like gametes is

called a homozygote. 1906 [see *HKTEROrTGOTE]. 1909
R. H. Lock Variation, Heredity, + Evol. viii. (ed. 2) 208
Not one of them was a pure homozygous yellow. 19*5 Jml.
Bot. LXIII. 362 There is no known method of proving
homozygosity with absolute certainty. 1927 Haldane &
Huxley Anim. Biol. ii. 67 Homoz;y-gote parents. 1930
Jrttl. Genetics XXIII. 404 The conclusion, .that the Creeper
gene in the homozygous conditions acts as a lethal

Somrai (h<7o*mr3i). [Nepal.] A large hom-
bill, Dichoceros bicornis, native to India and the

Malay Peninsula.

1893 Newton Diet. Birds. 1905 Pall MallGaz. 24 Apr.

6/3 This curious bird {Dic'toceros bicomis) is also known as
' Homrai'.

Honan (hJnna'n). [Chinese, = south of the

river.] The name of a province of N. China, used

to designate a variety of silk manufactured there.

1933 Daily Mail 24 Apr. i Fine quality real Silk Honans,
beautifully printed.

Honda (hfrndw). Western U.S, Also hon-
doo, -ou. [Sp. honda sling.] The loop at the

end of a lasso through which the thong or cord

runs. Alsoy?jf. *

1889 Fab-mbr Amer. 19x6 Titus / Conquered x. 129 The
hoarse rip of the hard twist coming through its bondu.



HOKDUBAIT.
igto H. L. WiLSOS Ma rcttengill ii. 54 Some way when he
haci got his rope over a job the hondoo wouldn't seem to
render. He couldn't cinch anything.

Eondnrail (h()ndiiJ»Taii), a. [f. next: see
-AN.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of Hon-
duras. So Hondnra-nean, -a-nian adjs.
1895 R. H. Savage& A, C. Gunter His Cfiban Sxoeetheart

II. xii. 166 The Honduranean mag;nates. Ibid. in. xiii. 184
The sunburned neck of the average Honduranean. iocs
R. H. Davis Captain Mackiin iii. The Honduranian consuL
I9a6 Glasgovj Herald 17 June 10 The Honduran steamer
Olancha 1927 Blackw, Mag. Aug. 186/1 Living under
Honduranian laws . . these people, once British, are gradually
being forced to give up their birthright.

Honduras (h(7ndinrEe-s,hf>ndiu»ras). The name
of a British crown colony (British Honduras), and a
self-govemiug state in Central America, used attrib.

to designate various plants native to Honduras and
the West Indies, as Honduras bark, cascara
amarga ; Honduras rubber, a variety of india-

rubber obtained from Castilloa elastica ; Honduras
arsaparilla, a mealy variety of sarsaparilla which
is probably furnished by Sarsaparilla papymcea.
1866 Treas. But. s.v. Smiiajc, Honduras Sarsaparilla, the

botanical origin of which is not known. 1887 Colonial ff
Ituiian Exhib.^ Rep. Col, Sect, 256 'Majoe bitter '..has
been lately introduced into medicine in the United States
under the name of ' Honduras bark ' or ' Casc[ar]a amarga ',

1887 Bestley Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 667 West Indian, Cartha-
gena, Nicaragua, Honduras. .rubbers.

Honest, a. Add : 3. e. Honest Injun : see
*Injun.

4. d. Hmust-io-God,honesl-to-goodness:^tim\ne-
(ly, real(ly. orig. U.S. colloq.

1916 B. M. Bower ' Phantom Herd iii. 45 The real
honest-tO'goodness-twelve-months'in-the-year West. xpi8
Bert Hall & J. J. Nilks One Man's fJ-VrrCigag) 35a The
only honest-to-God aviator the Americans have ever pro-
duced—Raoul Lufbery 1 ijai GAl.swo»THr To Let III. v.
She was, .* honest to God * indifferent to it all. 1924 W. M.
Raike Troubled Waters xiii. 144 Few will believe it, but
it's an honest-to-goodness fact, 1926 Lincoln Big Mogul
iv. 64 It had been the only honest-to-goodness bathroom in
the town. 19S9 W. H. Thomson T/iat Terrier 'Brick*
xiii. 69 Honest-to-goodness, I didn't know that I was doing
anything wrong. 1931 Times Lit. Stippl. 19 Jan. 76/3 The in.
eviiable *honest-to-God' huudred-per-cent, American young
maiL

6. b. Used to emphasise the truth of a statement
orig- U.S. colloq.

1876 'Mark Twain ' Tom Saaryer ix. 100 Tell me, Joe,—
honest, now, old feller—did I do it, Joe! teoi S. Merwih
& Webster C«/»>«rt K viii. 160 Max.. said to his sister;
'Honest, tlilda, 1 don't see how he docs it.* xoai R. D.
Paine Coiiir. Rolling Ocean vL 105 He is not so bad as he
sounds, honest, Jud. 1918 F. B. Young My Brother Jona-
than II. iv. If it weren't for the life at Prince's I don't think
1 conld stick it . . honest I

Honey, sb. Add :

4. b. A colour resembling that of honey.
19»3 Daily Mail 8 May 14 In Reseda,..Champagne,

Honey, Copper.

7. honey-creeper (earlier example); honey-
crop, the distended abdomen of the honey-ant

;

honey-flow, the secretion of honey or nectar by
flowers ; honey-gfum U.S., a beehive made from
a block of gnm-tree ; honey-sugar, a solid
saccharine substance that separates from honey
during granulation ; honey-tree U.S., honey-
water (see quels.).
187a CouES iV. Amer. Birds gi The Cairebidae, or 'honey-

creepers of the tropics. 1S99 D. SHAur tnsrcts l\. 152 The
distension is produced entirely by the overcharging of the
•honey^rop. 1904 Daily Chron. 14 Sept. 4/5 The •honey-
flow has practically ceased, save where heather abounds.
1910 Chambers's Jml. 406/1 In the height ofa honeySow. .it
would not be long before [the shell of) the carcass became a
store-house ofsweetness. 1917 Daily Express i Sept. 5/' To
make the most of the honey-flow in the heather blossom.
1840 W. G. SIMMS Border Heagtes (1853) 317 He squatted
on his haunches, with the felicity and grace ofa black bear
at a •honey-pim, 184a Penny Cyel. XXIII. 235/1 "Honey
Sugar contains two kinds of sugar, one resembles grape
sugar, and the other is uncrystallizable. 1887 EncycL Bnt.
XXII. 623 Lowitz's honey sugar is identical with a crystai-
lizable sugar present largely in the juice of the grape. 1831
Maii» a. Hollev Texas Lett. (1833) 43 *Honey trees...
Hollow trees, in which the bees deposit their honey are so
called. ZB40 CultiTator VIII. 20 There is a dozen 'honey-
trees ' to be cut and taken care of. 1861 Bentley Man.
Bot. 673 The unfermented juice (of Agave aittericana\ ia
<:alled Aguainiel or 'honey-water.

b. honey-eucalypt, a variety of eucalyptus.
Eucalyptus mellioilora, much sought by bees

;

honey-locust (U.S. examples) ; honey-ware =
Baddekloces.
1877 F. von ML'ller Botanic Teachings 15 (Morris) The

'Uoncy-Y.tica\ypHEucatyptusmelliodora). 'fh is tree passes
by the very unapt vernacular name Yellow Box-tree. 1770
Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI 1 1. 72 You may
get "Honey Locust Pods at Mrs. Ogles. 1831 D. J. Browne
Sylva Amer. 162 In different parts of the United Stales,
this species is called indifferently Sweet Locust and Honey
l«:ust. 1858 J. A. Warder Hedges < Evergreens 27 Al-
most every writer and experimenter has condemned the
honey-locust as nnfit for a hedge plant. 1850 Miss Pratt
Comman Things 0/Sea-side lai It is called liadderlocks, or
Hen.ware in Scotrand,and has also in the Scottish isles the
name of "Honey-ware, and in Ireland that of Marlins.

Honeycomb, sb. Add :

6. honeycomb coil WirtUss, an inductance coil

473

wotmd round spokes so as to give a honeycombed
appearance

; honeycomb quartz (see quot.)

;

honeycomb radiator, a motor radiator having
hexagonal passages arranged like a honeycomb
through which the air-draught passes ; honeycomb
weave, a kind of weave in which a strong con-
trast of fast and loose interlacings gives the fabric
a honeycombed appearance.
igaa Modem Wireless July 465 How to choose a "honey-

comb coil. 1933 Popular Wireless Snfipl. 13 Oct. 9 Honey-
comb coils are the subject of Letters Patent. 1887 Colonial

f
Indian Exhib., Rep. Col. Sect. 61 "Honeycomb quartz,

from Sunny Corner, which is in reality decomposed skeleton
nodules of septaria. 1904 A. B.T.\ouiiaComplele Motorist
III. (ed. 2) 55 The front of the car consists of a water-tank
pierced like a honeycomb throughout its whole surface with
apertures of equal dimensions ; this is known as a ' "honey-
comb radiator '. 1931 Discovery Apr. 97/1 Each engine
nacelle, .is fitted with a nose honeycomb radiator.

Honey-dew. 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1851 C. CisT Cincinnati 244 Fine cut chewing, of best

honeydew and sweet fine cut cavendish.

Honey-fnggle, -fugle, v. U.S. colloq.
Also -fogle, -faokle. [app. f. HoNEY sb. with
fanciful ending.]
1. trans, a. To dupe, deceive, swindle.
I8a9 Virginia Literary Museum I. 458 Honeyfuggle, to

quiz, to cozen, 185S Knickerbocker Mag. XLVIII. Sept.
286 They go cavorting out, honey-fuggling their con-
sciences. 188S E. EGGLF.STON in Ccutury Mag. XXXVI.
81/2 A.tryin' to honey-fugle the varmint to git im to come
underneath. 1903 Harben Abner Daniel xix. He's been
tryin' to honeyfuggle the old man into a trade.

b. To obtain by duplicity or wheedling.
190S D. G. Phillips Plum Tree xxiii. Whatever terms he

could honeyfugle out of my conciliation-mad candidate.
2. intr. To act in an underhand or indirect way.
1856 Congress. Globe 22 July, App. 965 Pardon me

for using the word, but Sharp ' honey-fuggled ' around me,
1888 Missouri Republican 10 Jan. (Farmer) Noonan's com-
panion objected to this honey-fugling by knocking the
demonstrative stranger down. 1906 Nation (N.Y.) 22 Feb.
149 ' Don't honey-fugle ', he advised the committee, ' but go
to the bottom in any way possible '.

Honey-pot. Add : 3. A sweet girl.

'9"9 Vachell Virgin iii. 58 What a honeypot she was,
whether in or out of breeches and boots.

Honeypot: see *Haanepoot.
Honeysnckle. 8. honeysuckle-apple (ex-

ample).
x^8 Mrs. Stowk Poganuc People xix. 209 She gathered

. .stores ofwhat were called * honeysuckle apples * that grew
upon them [rc.azaleas],—fleshy exudations., much valued by
children.

Honiton (h^*nitsn). The name of a town in
Devonshire used attrib. to designate a typeofpillow
lace which is made there, consisting of floral sprigs
either hand-sewn on to fine net, or joined by bars
of other lace-work, as Honiton appliqul, -braid,
-guipure, -lace, -shawl, -silk, -sprig, -work. Also
absol. = Honiton lace.

iSji Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. m, in. 559/1 Honiton
guipure mantle. Bridal scarf and rich flounce in Honiton
lace. Ibid. 560/1 Specimen of lace net . . for the application
of Brussels and Honiton sprigs. Ibid., 'Tamboureti lace
scarf, imitation of Honiton, manufactured in London. 1858
SiMMONDS Diet. Trade^Honiton Lace, a pillow, or cushion,
lace made in Devonshire, remarkable for the beauty of its
figures and sprigs, which are sewed on to net by the needle.
1881 Encycl Brit. XIV. 18S/2 Honiton pillow lace resembles
Brussels lace. 1895 Army t, Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List
15 Sept. 1126 Real Lace Handkerchiefs. Honiton. 1921
Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 377 Honiton maker, Honiton
worker.

Honk, sb. Add : b. The harsh sound of a
motor-horn. Also v. intr., to emit such a sound
(said of the horn, the motor vehicle, or the driver)

;

also trans/. ; trans., to utter with such a sound ; to
cause to make the sound 'honk'; to remove or drive
away by the hooting of motor vehicles, orig. U.S.
1906 ' O. Henry ' Strictly Business v. 57 The honk of the

rctu'-ned motor car at the door. 1906— Four Million 51 She
would honk loudly the word ' Clara '. 1911 R. W. Chambers
Common Lmv x. 312 Where now the lonely taxi bonks.
X911 H. S. Harrison Queed i. 6 Now and then a chauffeur
honked by. 19x4 R. & E. Shackleton Four on Tour its

Eng. 83 The (motor] horn was honked suddenly. 1915
Literary Digest 4 Sept. 467/1 Nearly a dozen autos may be
always seen 'honking' their way through Nome's busy
thoroughfares, xcfxa, Glasgow Herald iZ Aug. 8 The thunder-
ing and purring and swishing and honk-ing of the road
traffic 1917 Observer 28 Aug. 10 In the shadiest lanes we
were honked and hooted out of the way. Ibid. 18 Sept. 8/3
TTie leisured stroller., is being • honked ' off the highway.
s^sAIbid. 22 Jan. 10/7 'Sunstar '..is feeling fit again antl
proposes to honk off to Doncaster to-night. 1939 Times
2 Jan. 15/5 Tlie car had been honking underneath my office
window for some time.

Honker. Add : also, one who imitates the
cry of a wild goose.
1891 Outing (U.S.) Oct. 43/r Though a fair honker ', I

cannot successfully imitate the constantly varying note of
the snow goose.

Honk-honk, reduplication of *HoNKi*.
1908 H. G. Wells War in Airii. § 2 A curious, amusing,

wheezing sound had got into his ' honk, honk '. Ibid. | 4
Honk-bonking and emitting weird cries. 1915 T. Buhke
Nights in Toiun 210 The honk-honk of motors. X917 Ideas
23Mar. 23/a With a wild 'honk-honk I'., the motor rounded
the corner.

HOOCH,

Honky-tonk (h(>-i)kitpi]k). U.S. Negro slang.
Also honkatonk. [Origin unascertained.] A
drinking saloon, a gin-mill.
1930 J. W. Johnson Black Manhattan 74 There were [in

New York circa 1820] gambling-clubs, honky-tonks, and
professional clubs. 1930 MuLFoRD Deputy SheriJ^ xiW. 168
* This place ain't no damn' honkatonk, stranger,' reproved
the bar.tender. .

.

' Folks get throwed outa here sometimes.'

Honoris causa (h^nos-ris kg-z^i). [L. : lit.

for the sake of honour.] In order to honour or out
of respect for a person mentioned ; now used chiefly
as a description of such university degrees as are
conferred upon persons in recognition of certain
distinctions or achievements without the customary
academic examination.
i6ri Corvat Crudities 240, I wil once more speake of our

most worthy Ambassadour Sr Henry Wotton, /to)Loris causa.
i6aS-7 in Crt. * Times Chas. I (1848) I. 193 His colleagues
shall be the Earl of Salisbury, honoris causa, and Sir Richard
Western. 1882 Standard 19 Dec. 2 (Stanford) Receiving
the degree of D.D., honoris causa, from the late Dr. Sumner,
Archbishop of (Canterbury in 1857.

Honour, sb. Add :

5. e. Now, in many universities, a course of
study or a series of examinations in a subject or
group of subjects of a higher or more specialized
character than is required for a pass or ordinary
degree. (Cf. honoim degree, school in *io.)
8. a. Also at Bridge (see quot. 1886). Phr.

Honours are even : often used fig. to denote equality
in a contest (real or imaginary).
1886 Biritch, or Russian Whist 4 There are five honours,

VIZ. :—Ace, King, (Tueen, Knave and Ten, if trumps are
declared. 1909 W. Dalton ' Saturday ' Bridge 5 Honours
consist of ace, king, queen, knave, and ten of the trump
suit. When there are no trumps they consist of the four
aces. X930 B. Cronin Timber Wolves iii. 62, 'I don't know
your name?'..' But then I don't know yours, do I? That
makes the honours even, don't you think?'
10. honours board, a board at a school or

college on which are inscribed the names of mem-
bers who have gained honours ; honours degree,
an academical degree with honours or obtained
in an honour school ; similarly honours examina-
tion ; honour(s) list, (a) a class list of candi-
dates who have been successful in an examination
for honours ; (3) a list of honours conferred by
the Sovereign, as at the New Year ; also fig. ;

honour-roll, a roll of honour ; honour(s) school,
a course of study designed for those who aim at an
honours (as distinguished from a pass) degree (at

Oxford University, 'qui honorera ambiunt'); simi-
larly honour moderations, colloq. honour mods.
X904 Daily Chron. 31 Oct. 4/4, I cannot deal here with the

wholly false and mischievous qualification of an '"Honours
Degree ' that the rich women are answerable for. X884 Oxf.
Univ. Cal. i8Ss p. iii, "Honours Examinations for Women.
x86i Ibid. 1862 273 "Honour Lists issued by Moderators.
X93I B. Brown Talking Pictures ix. 194 Although their
names did not appear upon the * honours list '. 1911 Rep.
Brit. Assoc. 219 It has been suggested that if students are
not encouraged to come to the university younger the better
men should be allowed to enter for "Honour Mods, after six
months, tg^t^ Daily Chron. 7 April 3/3 Such is the "honour-
roll of these sturdy spirits. X90J Encycl. Brit. XXXllI.
603/2 At Oxford there are now the following ' Final "Honour
Schools *.

Honourable, a. Add : 2. b. (The only Lord
Mayors and Provosts in the United Kingdom who
are entitled to be styled ' Right Honourable ' are
the Lord Mayors of London, York, and Belfast,

and the Lord Provosts of Edinburgh and Glasgow.)
8. Honourable mention : see M UNTION sb. 2 e.

x866 Load. Gaz. 26 June 3646/1 Grand prizes and money
awards ofthe total value of 250,000 francs (^io,oooj, 100 Gold
Medals,. .5000 Honourable Mentions.

Houved (hp-nv/kl). [Magyar, = hon home +
z^ifi^ defence.] The name given to the Hungarian
army in the Kevolutionary war of 1848-9, and now
used to designate the militia reserve.
X854 E. O. S. Hungary ^ its Revolutions 429 The new

army,.. namely, the Honveds, National Guards, and Volun-
teers. 187s Encycl. Brit. II. 604/2 The Hungarian militia,
or ' honveds ', as they are called.

Hoocll (hritj). U.S. slang. Also hootch.
[Abbreviation of Alaskan hoochinoo, a powerful
alcoholic drink made by the natives of Alaska (see

quots. 1899).] Alcoholic liquor, spirits.

[18951 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 11 Jan. 4/5 Recently the House
gave its official sanction to the word by enacting that no
whisky, beer or ' hoochinoo ' shall be sold in Alaska. Ibid.,
A mixture of rum and molasses, which has. . taken the name
of 'hoochinoo'.) X903 N. Y. Evening Post 25 Sept. 3 In
this bottle was some of the native spirits called * hooch ', dis-
tilled from sugar and graham flour. 1904 Euz. Rosins
Magnetic North ix. i6t Apart from the question of drinking
raised again by the 'hootch *,.. they were ready to eat the
more. X907 K. W. Service Songs of Sourdough (1908) i3
A broken wreck with a craze for ' hooch ', and never a cent to
my name. 1915 H. L. Wilson Ruggles ofRed Gap v. (1917)

99 To get out in a hack and get a few shots of hooch under
their belts. 19*7 Punch 20 Apr. 428/3 He knows what
the poor want in the great black city of C^hicago. They want
cash. He knows what the thirsty want They want hooch,
attrib. 1927 J. Barbican Confess. Runt-Runner xiv. 148

There ain't one block in the city without at least one hooch-
hole in it.



HOOCHY-KOOCHY. 474 HOOKED.
Hoochy-koochy : see *Hootcht-kootcht.

Hood, sb. Add : 6. j. In cephalopods, arach-

nids, etc. (see quots.)- k. The waterproof folding

top or cover of a perambulator, motor car, chara-

banc, etc. ; the movable cover of a typewriter or

other machine. 1. A protecting cover, also some-

times acting as a reflector, placed over an arc-lamp.

m. NauL A structure which protects the steering

gear. n. Photog. (see qnot. 1918). O. * That part

of a horse blanket which covers the horse's head

and neck ' (Knight Diet. Mech, Suppl. 1884).

j. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 674/1 This part of the external

annular lobe of the fore-foot is called the 'hood*. 1888
RoLLESTON & Jacksom Anim. Life A^d In Nautilus.. iU^
fore-foot is divisible into an outer and inner portion. The
outer portion. .is thickened dorsally where it abuts against

the coil of the shell and forms the hood, xgo* Encycl. Brit.

XXV. 543/2 Movable (hinged) sclerite (so-called hood) over-

hanging the first pair of appendages.

k. 1895 Army ^- Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept.

1172 Perambulators, .with.. reversible jointed hood. 1904
A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist viii. (ed. 2) 198 It is a
iine>weather vehicle, but a hood can be supplied for use in

wet weather. 191a Motor Man. iii. (ed. 14) loi Complete
protection can be obtained with a hood by fitting side cur<

tains, which can be let down.
L 1913 J. B. Bishop Panama Gateway v. vi. 382 The re-

flecting hood is provided with shading skirts, which prevent
the glare of the lamp filament from penetrating into distance
along the axis of the cannl.

m. 1901 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 550/1 Vessels which have
a Monkey Forecastle forward,, .a small poop or Hood aft to
protect the steering gear.

n. 189s Photogr. Ann. II, 41 Have two caps for each lens,

one to fit the hood and one to fit the other end of the mount.
Z918 Photo-Miniature XV. Mar. (Gloss.\ Hood, Lens^ the
detachable rim of a lens-tube somewhat larger in diameter
and carrying the lens-cap. Also any separate device of
tubular box- or bellows-form fitted to the lens-tube, to screen
the lens from strong light.

Hood-cap. Add : 3. Photog. (See quot.)
189a Photogr. Anti. II. 41 Should the hood cap get lost, by

unscrewing the hood the other cap comes in handy for ex-
posing, as It fits the mount.

Hooded, a. 2. Add :

1785 Latham Gen. Syn. Birds III. ii. 426 Hooded M[er-
ganser]. . . Size nearly that of a Wigeon. 1875 Encycl. Brit.
Ill, 421/1 The Mitred Basilisk occurs in Guiana, the
Hooded Basilisk in Amboyna,

Hoodlum. Add: 2. hoodlum wagon U,S.
(see quot. 1920).
X919 H. _L. Wilson Ma Peitengill iii. 79 The hoodlum

wagon going back next morning to see what could be
salvaged. 1930 Huntf.r Trail Drivers o/Texcts i'^i^ A second
wagon for carrying the extra beds and bringing wood and
water into camps.. .This equipage is called the hoodlum
wagon.

Hoodlnmism, (Earlier example.)
1875 Scribner's Monthly X. 276 The selfish ' Trades Unions'
..have been, I think, the principal cause of Hoodlumism.

Hoodoo, sb. Add : 1. (Earlier examples.
Common in recent use.) Also attrib.

1881 Harper's Mag. Apr. 7:^7/2 I'll tell papa you're a
Hoodoo. /6id.,How I should like to see a Hoodoo meeting!
li>id. 738/1 The Hoodoo priest.

3. A commotion, upset ; also, a disturbing feel-

ing, a presentiment of ill-luck or misfortune.
1919 J. C. Snaith Lot'e Lane xxxi, I couldn't move him.

He'd got the hoo-doo. 1928 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea Air
Station xii. 162 On about five successive nights., a Zeppelin
would be reported approaching the coast somewhere on our
beat. Result—a general ' hoo-doo '.

4. A fantastic rock pinnacle or column of rock
formed by erosion or other natural cause, occurring
in the Western United States.

1884 H. BuTTERwoRTH Zlgzag Joum. Westerjt States 54
There is a region there called Goblin Land, full of lofty stone
monuments, the renmants of erosion, called hoodoos. These
hoodoos are of almost every variety of shape, 'J'hey seem
to be parts of lost mountains. i9ax Chambers's yr«/. June
373/2 Strange, isolated pillars, the * hoodoos* stood like
vedettes on the heights,

B. adj. Unlucky, bringing bad luck,
1889 Kansas Tijues <$• Star 17 Sept., Joe Bracken took

sick Friday, September 13, but says that hoodoo date doesn't
discourage him. 1904 Ne^v York Globe 2 Apr. i It is hard to
find a crew for a 'hoodoo 'ship. « 1909*0. Henry* J?i7arfj-<»^

Destiny vii. no He's the hoodoo planet of the heavens. X9aa
Black-w. Mag. Sept. 321/1 My name is Armstrong—Hoodoo
Armstrong, 1926 Scots Observer 30 Oct. 21/2 That particu-
lar service was hoodoo.

Hence Hoodoo v. trans. j to render unlucky.
x9S& yudge (U.S.) 21 July 239/2 A Washington paper.,

dropsintothe following poetry, which is sufficient to hoodoo
the organization for the balance of tlie season.

HoO'dooism. [f. Hoodoo sb/] The practice
of hoodoo rites.

1881 Harper's Mag. Apr. 737/1 What is Hoodooism, any-
how ?

Hooey (h?7*i). l/.S, slang. Humbug,
i9a4 P. Marks Plastic Age 100 My profs full of hooey.

He doesn't know a C theme from an A one. Ibid, 160
* Bunk I ' he exclaimed. ' Hooey !

*

Hoof, Ji^, Add: 1. On the hoof: (of cattle) on
their feet, alive.

1830 N. Dana Mariner's Sk, 163 (Th.) We generally
bought our beef * on the hoof*. 1879 Harper's Mag. Nov.
892/2 Good beef on the hoof was worth four and a quarter
cents per pound. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 186/1 The
estimated dead weight of the sheep imported on the hoof for
slaughter.

5. koof-faiif -hold', h.OQt-&.i\ = hoof-rot ; hoof and
tongue sickness -foot-and-mouth disease ; hoof-
rot, foot-rot.

1884 Rep. U.S. Comnt. Agric. 246 An article on the * *Hoof-
ail ' of cattle. 1867 Queenstotvn Eree Press 22 Jan. (Pett-
man) We have had a great deal of "hoof and tongue sickness
amongst our cattle, 1910 J. Farnol Broad Highway 11.

xlvii, Nodding sleepily with every plodding *hoof-falI. 1933
H. SuTCLiFFE Wrack o^ Doom ii, The broken lands that
gaveno*hoof-hold. 1863 H. S. Randall Pract.Shepherd W.

25 Scab and *hoof.rot, those dire scourges of the ovine race.

Hoof, V. Add : 1. (Later U.S. examples.)
1877 Habberton Jericho Road\. 7 If we get stuck way up

the river, so's we have to lay up all summer, and you have to
hoof it in deep water. 1888 ' Buffalo Bill ' Wild West
531, I finally concluded that my prospects were good for
'hoofing' the whole distance. 1910 W. M. Rains B.
O'Connor iv. 58 He hoofed it back to the cabin.

b. To dance. (Also with ;V.) slang,
i9a7 Hollis St. Theatre Progr. (Boston, U.S,) 19 Sept.,

Gloss. 1938 Daily Express^ July 11/5 Mr. Tommy Nolan
proposed to his partner. Miss Anna King. Stie accepted
him, and they planned their wedding and honeymoon while
' hoofing *.

2. b. To dismiss, expel, eject. Usually with out.
1893 Farmer Slang s.v., To hoof out. 1905 Daily Chron.

22 Apr. 9/2 Well, at least we know for certain.. that he was
hoofed out of the Guards. 19*4 Galsworthy White Monkey
in. viii, A packer we had, who got hoofed for snooping books.
So Hoo'fer U.S. slang, n d^yncer.

1928 Sunday Express 8 Apr, 5/7 To-morrow Roy Lloyd,
who was the hoofer in * Broadway ', takes up the part. 1928
Daily Express 2 July 11/5 It is officially announced that
the ' hoofers ' danced 482 hours.

Hooiless, a. Add : 2. Destitnte of cattle.

1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie v. They have robbed the squatter
of his beasts L.The reptiles have left him as hoofiess as a
beaver !

Hook, sb. Add :

I, b, pi. The fingers or hands, slang,
a 1842 M AGiNN Vidocq Versified ( Farmer) To his dies my

hooks 1 throw in. 1877 Five Years' Penal Scrv. iv. 250 In
a week or two a man can bring his hooks and feelers into
full working trim again.

c. A thief, slang. (Cf. HooK v. 6, Hookeb 1 1.)

_ 1887 W. J. HoRSLKv Jottingsfrom Jail i. 23 A hook who
is going to be legged, 1890ANSTEY Voces Populii. 39 Pro-
fessional ' Hook' {to line of Policemen). So you're ^ere, are
you ? 1901 Westm. Gaz. 4 Sept. 4/1 The very same * hook '

was caught, .a second time red-handed at another station.

II. (Earlier examples.)
1378 Hakluyt Voy. (1600) HI. 743 A hooke or headland.

183a E. C. Winks Two Years ^ a Hal/in Navy 1, We were
kept off the hook, waiting either for wind or tide.

13. b. Boxing. A short swinging blow with the
elbow bent and rigid.

1898 Daily Neivs 9 Nov. 8/5 After Smith had put a left

hook on the chin the issue was not in doubt. 1910 Driscoll
Ringcrafi 94 It only needs practice to convince anyone that
the straight blow will always get there before the swing or
the hook, 1929 EveningNews 18 Nov. 16/4 With a couple
of left hooks to the head.

15. d. To go offthe hoohs \ to get married. %oto
be lifted off the hook, local.

1876 Miss Braddos j. Haggard's Dau. x, Some of the
young chaps will be wanting lier to get married. These
here pretty ones go off the hooks so soon. 1889 A. G. Mur-
doch Sc. Readings Ser. iii. 9 She had never been, up till

date, lifted off the hook. .. The offers she had refused in her
day were many.
16. (Earlier examples.)
i8ia .^i7j/.?«-Ga^4f//« 23 Nov. (Th.) They forget that Rodgers
himselfsays that he went upon his own hook, 1836 Crockett
Exploits (5- Adv. Texas (1837) 13 But now I start anew upon
my own hook.

b. To sling ox take one's hook : to go away, be
off, decamp, slang or dial.

1874, 1897 [see Slingt'.' 3 d]. 1886 Mabel Peacock Tales
N. Lines. 106 An' soa he teks his hook back agaain to steam-
hoose yard. 1892 ViivuiHG Barrack-Room Ball.^Loot^ Before
you sling your 'ooU, at the 'ousetops take a look. 1895 Punch
31 Dec. 300/2 The train had already taken its hook into the
..gloom of a tunnel, y^yilbid. 19 Feb. 203/3 ^^ flungour
bats in air the day they slung their hook,

18. hook-and-ladder U.S., apparatus consist-

ing of ladders and hooks used by firemen; often

attrib, in hook-and-ladder company, hook gauge,
an instrument consisting of a hook attached to a
vernier used for measuringthe surface level ofwater

;

hook-ladder, a ladder with hooks at one end by
which it can be suspended ; hook-motion, in a
steam engine, a valve gear reversed by V hooks

;

hook needle (see quot.) ; hook-net, a fishing-net

with an L-shaped continuation; hook plate, a cast-

ing for attachment to a wall, having hooks on which
radiator pipes may rest ; hook-pot (see quots.)

;

hook stroke Cricket, a stroke made by hitting a
short-pitched ball, after it has risen, round to \t^
with a horizontal swing of the bat; liook tender
U.S.,-%oo\ (seequots.); hook-worm, any ofvarious

nematoid worms, as those of the genera Ankylo-
stoma and Uncinaria, infesting man and certain

animals, so called from the hook-like ribs or spines

of the male; also, the disease *Anktlostomiasi3
caused thereby; also attrib., ^% hook-worvt disease.

1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 168 There are beside, two *hook
and ladder companies..and one company of fire guards.
1865 Chambers's Jml. 29 July 469/2, j3 hook-and-ladder

trucks, xpoa Westm, Gaz, n Tune 8/1 Other Americans
pointed with pride to their hook-and-ladder system, which
forms such an important aid to the New York fireman. 1909
Strand Mag. Apr. 363 'iherc stood the engines and the
* hook-and-ladder '. 1923 Watts Luther Nichols 68 Hook-
and-ladder Company 17. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XII. 477/2
The *hook gauge used first by Mr. U. Boyden of Boston,
in 1840. 1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, *Hook-ladder. 1902
Daily Chron. 12 June 9/3 The hook ladder fastening to
the windows on each floor is now in almost universal use
on the Continent and in America. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 17
Oct. 7/1 The escape was rushed up, ladders extended,
hook-ladders placed into position. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech., *Hook-motion (Steam-engine), a valve-gear having
hooks for actuating and reversing. 1884 Ibid. Suppl., *Hook
Needle^ (Hydraulic Enginecrine), a hook-ended needle used
in sewing mats for lining river banks or making levees. It
]s used in making the lock-stitch and also in the hook
needle fastening. Ibid,^ *Hook Net (Fishing), one with an
L-shaped continuation forming a sort of pocket. Ibid.,
*Hook Plate, a supporter for Radiators. 1886 R, Brown
Spunyam ^ SpindHft v, A *hook-pot of tea a-piece. 1896
Idler Mar. 173/1 There you'd see them crowding about the
doors at meal-times, flourishing their hook-pots. 1897
Ranjitsinhji Jubilee^ Bk. Cricket 175 Batsmen of the old
school very much disliked the *hook-stroke on principle.
1908 Daily Chron. 15 May 8/2 He began exploiting the full
drive and the hook stroke, igii C. B, Frv in P. Warner
Bk. Cricket 226 Ranjitsinhji found almost as little difficulty
in making his famous 'hook strokes'. 1905 Terytts Forestry
^ Logging i^o''Hook tender, the foreman ofa yarding crew;
specifically, one who directs the attaching of the cable to a
turn of logs. 1875 Knight /J^W. Mech., *Hook-tool (L^iht)
a, a form of hand-too! used in metal turning, which is of a
hook shape, and is supported on a rest below and beyond
which it extends...^. A wood-turning tool having a bent
portion used for bottoming boxes, or lids, or other hollow
work, X903 Borland Med. Diet, (ed, 3), *Hookworm.
See Uncinaria and Ankylostoma. 1909 Times 29 Oct. 5/6
A commission of eminent medical men to investigate the
hook-worm disease. 1925 E. F. Norton Eightfor Everest,
'9^4 352 Porters should be vaccinated, and given suitable
treatment for hook-worm.

Hook, sb.'^ local. Variant of Hcck sb."^ Also
hook-bone. The projecting upper part of the thigh
bones of cattle near the hip-joint.
x8o8 Compl. Grazier (ed. 3) 9 The roof [of a bull ought to

be] wide, particularly over the chine and hips, or hooks. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 161 Between the shoulders and
the hook. Ibid. III. 1253 The broad hook-bones, with the
narrow chest, are not entirely occasioned in cows by calf-
breeding.

^ 1858 Flint Milch Cows 17 The Ayrshire farmers
prefer their dairy bulls.. broad at the hook-bones and hips,
and full in the flanks. 1900 Westmoreland Gaz. 3 Feb.,
Advt. (E.D.D.) Strayed, two Herdwick ewes; marked red
pop near shoulder and near hook.

Hook, V. Add : 4. c. To make (rugs) with a
hook : see *Hooked a. 4. U.S,
l'9&% Harper's Mag. TiKC. 126/1 Cynthy Ann., hooked rugs

from early in the morning until late into the night.

8. d. Boxing, To strike (one's opponent) a
swinging blow with the elbow bent (c£ *Hook sb,

13 b). PA%o absol.

1898 Daily News 24 Nov. 8/3 Corbett hooked with his
right hard on Sharkey's jaw. x^io Driscoll Ringcraft 86
Wild attempts to hook him on his well protected jaw.

e. Rugby Football. To secure (the ball) with the
foot, as hooker, when it is placed in the scrummage.
Also intr,
ipo6 Gallaher & Stead Complete Ru_^by Footb. 110 In

Britain it is the custom to hook the ball in the scrum with
the outside feet cro5;sing over those on the inside. 19x3
E. H. D. Sewell in Daily Graphic 24 Mar. 15/1 D. A.
Greer, .may be of use to Ireland henceforward, especially
as *hooking' is his forte. 19*7 Wakefield & Marshall
P^gger 183 The front row tried trick hooking and fool-up
tactics.

13, To hook Jack', to play truant. U.S. (Cf.

Hookey i.)

190s J. C. Lincoln /'ar/«jrrf^7'/rf^iv, The boy 'hooked
Jack * for a whole day.

Hook-billed, a. (Later U.S. example.)
x88i Amer. Naturalist XV. 183 The male [of hump-back

salmon] is slab-sided, hook-billed and distorted.

Hooke (hnk). The name of R. Hooke (1635-
1703), mathematician, physicist, and philosopher,
used in the genitive to designate his discoveries and
inventions. Kooke's coupling' = Hookers uni-
versal joint. Hooke's gfearln^, a gearing for

wheels having teeth cut in a helicoid form. Hooke's
law, the law {ut tensio sic vis) that within the limits

of elasticity the strain produced by a stress of any
one kind is proportional to the stress producing it.

Hooke's (universal) joint: see Universal a, 13,
1819 [see Universal «. 13]. 1875 Knight Did. Mec'h.,

Hooke's Gearing. Ibid., Hooke's Joint. 1877 Encycl. Brit.
VII. 803/2 Hooke's law is that elongation (understood of an
elastic solid) is proportional to the force producing it. 1883
Ibid. XV. 761/2 Coupling cf Intersecting Axes—Hookers
Universal Joint.— Intersecting axes are coupled by a con-
trivance of Hooke's, known as the * universal joint , which
belongs to the class of link work. Ibid. 762/2 Double Hooke's
Coupling. . .'Ltt a I, az, az be the angular velocities of ttie first,

intermediate, and last shaft in this train of two Hooke's
couplings.

_ J887 Ibid. XXII. 516/2 The kinematic relations

of the moving pieces in a Hooke's joint

Hooked, a. Add: 4. //ookedrug,a.ragm&de
on a canvas ground with woollen yam which is

pulled through with a hook. U,S,
1882 Harpers Afag. Dec. 126/1 Her hooked rugs »!<re in

demand now. 1894 H, Wrlls Trav. Altruria 126 Home-
made booked rugs, in rounds and ovals.



HOOKER.

Hooker^. Add: 3. Also simply /i()()^^r; and
in many other technical usages.

i88z Instr, Census CUrks (1835) 134/2 Hooker (to special

trade when stated or determinable). Hooker (Undefined).

.

Factory Labourer. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 16 May 8/1 No one
received injuries, the hookeis having received warning by
the clashing of the cage. i9ai Did. Ocfu/>, Terms (1927)
%o^-^Onsctter\. .koQker,hooker-at'shaft

.

.; stands at bottom
of shaft in coal or sliale mine to push full tubs on to cage
and remove empty ones. Ibid. § 943 Hookery ctoik hooker^

piece hooker, iwcker-and-lapper.

4. A COW or ox that * hooks' (see Hook ». ii),

U.S.
i8«5 ' C. E. Craddock' Prophet Gt. Smoky Aft. ii. 48 The

red cow jes" hooked down the bars, bein' a turrible hooker,

1901 G. H. LoRiMER Lett. Self-me^e Merchant vii, 84 You
want to.. distinguish between a cow that's a kicker, but

whose intentions are good, .and a hooker, who is vicious on
general principles.

5. Hugby Football. The player in the front row
of the scrummage on either side who endeavours to

obtain the ball by hooking it.

1905 Daily Chron. 13 Sept. 7/4 The two front men^alled
'hookers'—can get the ball just as well as tliree. jgo6
Gallahek & Stead Complete Rugby Footb, i lo Our hookers
get their bodies low down and practically horizontal, with
tbeir legs stretching well out behind them. 1937 Wakefield
& Marshall Rugg^er »66 Some hookers prefer to have the
weight on the loose-head side.

b. Cricket, One who uses the hook stroke.
xgii P. Warner Bk. Cricket 208 He has a lovely shot over

extra<over's bead, ..and on a slow wicket is a fine puller

and booker.

C. Golf. A ball which has been hooked,
1908 Daily Chron. 23 May 9/2 The seventeenth tee shot is

now played from a new tee, which is some distance to the
right of the old one, thus bringing in the old bunker as a
hazard to catch a hooker.

Hookey (hfki). Also hooky. [Cf. Hook sK
14, V. 6, V. *i3, and Hookt-cbookt.J

L To play hookey : to play truant. U^S. school

slang.
1848 BARTLrrr Diet. Amer. 1867 * Mark Twain * Amer.

Drolleries 20 He would not play hookey, even when his

sober judgment told him it was the most profitable thing
he could do. 1883 E. Eccleston Hoosier School-boy ix. 63
They remembered that the geography lesson was a hard one,
and so they played ' hookey '. 1904 Habben Georgians vii.

77 * I sorter feel like playin' hookey myself,' he admitted.
1908 MuLFOBO Orphan x'\\. 150 I'll play on them, too, when
they gets home ! Off playing hookey from work when we
alt of us aches from double shifts.

2. Blind hookey ^ a gambling game at cards, in

which a pack is divided into as many packets,

placed face downwards, as there are players, the

dealer taking one packet and each other player

betting that the bottom card of his packet is higher
than that of the dealer. K\%ofig. or transf,
i84o[see "Blind tf.i6I. 185a MuNDV^«Ay<j*^« (1857)201

The process ofemigration was formerly—as compared with its

present gradual perfection—a very blind-hookey kind ofgame.
186s Thackeray Philip xxj. II. 100 Victimized by his own
uncle . . at a game called ' blind hookey '. 1909 Ware Pass-
ing English, Blind Hookey, a leap in the dark ; e.g.^ * it's

Bund Hookey toaitempl it '. 19*5 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 286/3
It is. .the common practice of politicians to play blind
hookey with the great interests entrusted to them.

Hookey Walker: see Walkeb int.

Sookless, a. Add : b. Ol a garment : Hav-
ing no hooks.
X906 IVestm. Gaz. 25 Sept. 2/1 Blouses, in various stages

of bookless decrepitude.

Hookum (hM'ki^m). India. Also hukm,

hookm. [a. Hind., a. Arabic ^^^ hukm f. ^i<^

hakama (cf. Hakim).] A command, order, or in-

struction from a person in authority. Also transf,

(see quot. 1925).
1843 Lady Sale Jml. Disnsters Afghanistan 39 The troops

..instead of receiving hookm to enter the city, the Shah
almost rudely inquired why they had come ! i860 W. H.
Russell Diary in ludia II. 226 We had no hookum from
the commissioner or deputy. i88x R. Kipling Departm,
Ditties Ua&) 7 A Hookum hinting at supervision of ^aj/;/r/.

1895 .Mrs. Croker tillage tales (1896) 224 His coat w.is

restored to him, with a ' hookum *, to say that he was free.

I9R5 Eraser & Gibbons Soldier 9f Sailor Words, Hookum^ a
regulation. The correct thing, e,g.j * That's the hookum '.

An old Army colloquial term.

Hookum-snivey (hu'kam sni-vi), dial, and
slang. Also hook and snivey (sniwy), hook
*em snivey, hookem snivey, hook lun snivey.
[app. orig. hook and snivey

^
prob. f. Hook sb. or z/.]

An imposture or deceit; also, a contrivance for un-
doing the bolt of a door from the outside. Also
attrib. or adj.^ deceitful, tricky.

1781 G. Parker ViemSoc. II. 81 He, . would stand no Hook
and Snivey, or Ntx the Buffer. 1803 Mar, Edceworth
Irish Bulls 129, I ranged them fair and even with my hook-
eni-snivcy. 1823 'J. Bee' Diet. Tur/<^% Hook and Sniwy
—practised by soldiers in quarters, when they obtain grub
for «iV, by connivance with iho slavey, or her mistress.

1874 Slang Diet, s.v,, Sometimes used as an irrelevant
answer by street boys. As, * who did that?'—* Hook um
snivey '—actually no one. 189a S. Hewett Peas. Sp. Devon
89, 1 tellce 'onesty is the best policy. Niver yu be up tu
hookem-snivey ways. 1905 E. Phillpotts .S"^^r^/ IVoman
II. xi. An' some lying an' doing all manner of hookem-snivey
deeds.
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Hook-up (hu'kpp). orig. U.S, colloq. [f. phrase
to hook up'. Hook z*. 4 b, 5.] A connexion or
combination.
1903 A. H. Lewis The Boss ii6 It'll put us in line for a

hook-up with th' reform bunch in th* fight for tli' town next
year. 1911 H. Quick Yellowstone N. vii. 191 The Golden
Fountain, .bad no lawyer against us. It was a funny hook-
up. 19*7 Observer \i Dec. 16/5 National appeals are pos-
sible by wireless when the various American 'Radio Cor-
porations' agree to a 'national hook-up'. 1929 Literary
Digest 18 May 79/1 These lines are the skeleton of a gigantic
aerial hook-up that now seems destined to cover South
America.

Hooky, Hookey. U.S. (See qnots.)
c 1845 Paulding Noble Exile 114 By the living Hookey,

this is a free country. 1890 Marah E. Ryan Told in Hills
323 'A regular cave, by hooky !' said the moral guide from
Idaho.

Hooliffau (htt-ligan). [Origin unascertained.
The word first appears in print in daily newspaper police

court reports in the summer of 1898. Several accounts of
the rise of the word, purporting to be based on first-hand
evidence, attribute it to a misunderstanding or perversion
oi Hooley or Hooley*s gang, but no positive confirmation of
this has been discovered. The name Hooligan figured in a
music-hall song of the eighteen-nineties, which described the
doings of a rowdy Irish family, and a comic Irish character
of the name appeared in a series of adventures in Funny
Folks.}

A young street rocgh, a member of a street gang.
Also attrib. y and transf.
1898 Daily Ne^vs 26 July 5/1 It is no wonder., that Hooli-

gan gangs are bred in these vile, miasmatic byways. Ibid.
8 Aug. 9/3 The constable said the prisoner belonged to a
gang ofyoung roughs, calling themselves ' Hooligans '. 1898
Daily Tel. 6 Aug. (Ware) William Lineker, described as a
Hooligan, sets upon an inoffensive man. 1898 Daily Graphic
30 Aug. 4/4 Mr. White.. Slated that every Saturday and
Sunday nights gangs like the * Hooligan gang' came to his
house, broke the windows, glass, &c., and made disturbances.
1898 Westm. Gaz. 15 Sept. 1/2 The Khalifa was, after all,

only a sort of Soudanese Hooligan. 1901 Pall Mall Mag.
Feb. 198 Nobody will claim honesty as a Hooligan virtue.

Hence Hoo'ligan v. intr.^ to act as a hooligan ;

also /ra«j., to treat (a person) roughly; Hoo:U-
gane'sqae a., like a hooligan ; Hooligu'XLic a.,

resembling that of hooligans; Koo'Uranism, the
characteristic behaviour of hooligans, rough horse-

play ; Hoo'liganize v. intr.^ to act as a hooligan.
These derivatives, with the exception of hooliganism, are

only occasional, but they arc inserted here because of their
additional testimony to the currency oi hooligan.
1898 Pall Malt Gaz, 19 Aug. 0/3 Any unauthorized per-

son found trespassing on the aforesaid sphere would be
*Hooliganed without further notice. 1899 /^/V. 5 Jan. 2/3
The proprietor of Lord Tennyson (in wax) says that it was
a certain youn^ man, who, with others,.. when called upon
to desist, Hooliganed about and threw the late Laureate's
head at him. Ibid. 1 Feb. 3/3 Larking about in the usual
*haoliganesQue way. 1903 Daily Chron. 20 Sept. 5/6 Stay
then your *Hooliganic lark. 1898 Daily Tel. 12 Aug. 5/7
•"Hooliganism', or youthful ruffianism, x^^ Daily Graphic
11 Aug. J4/2 The avalanche of brutality which, under the
name of ' Hooliganism '..has cast such a dire slur on the
social records of South London. 1900 igth Cent. July 90
To strike at the very roots of truancy, juvenile crime, and
Hooliganism. 191 1 Catholic Times i Sept., The recent
outbreak of hoofiganism (in Liverpooll. looz Pall Mall
Ma^. Feb. 198 The Hooligan.. would *Hoofiganise lcss..if
in his ruffianism be risked a cut of it \sc. the whip].

Hoon (hz/n). India, Also hun. [Hindi (Skr.

hiina)^ A gold coin, the pagoda.
1807 F.Buchanan youm. Madras \\,^\<iyi\iXA,0TV2i%O'

das. 1877 J. DowsoN H. M. Elliot's Hist. India VII. 84
Part of the two lacs of huns (pagodas) which was the stipu-
lated amount of his annual tribute. 1877 Jas. Grant Hist.
India I. xxvi. 140/1 The pagoda.. was called a hoon by the
Mohammedans, and a varaha by the Hindoos. 1914 Brit,
Mus. Return 118 Hun.

Hoondi (hu-ndi). Indian. Also hoondee,
hoondy, hundi. [Hind, hnndi (Skr. humiikd
bill of exchange).] A negotiable instrument, such
as a bill of exchange or promissory note, used by
native bankers in India and worded in the vernacu-
lar ; also, money remitted by such an instrument.
16x9 in Foster Engl. Factories India (1906) 85 [They

advise the dispatch of bills of exchange for rupees] bundles
[17,100]. 16^0 Ibid. 182 The exchange of rup[ees]secaus for

hundies. i8io_T. Williamson East India Vade ATecunt
II. 330 Hoondies (i.e. bankers' drafts) would be of no use
whatever to them. 1934 J. M. Keynes Indian Currency ^
Finance 197 The hoondees they buy and sell to each other.

.

are chiefly the traders' hoondees bearing the shroffs' own
endorsements.

Hoonoomaun, variant of *Hanuman.
Hoop, sb.^ Add :

1. c. A hoop, often w^ith paper stretched over it,

through which acrobats or performing animals
leap. Phr. (fig.) To go through the hoop{s:\.o\mAtX'
go an ordeal or trial. Similarly /(?/«^ through the

hoop.

1793 *" ^* ^'os' Circus Life (1875) 43 Through the Hoop
on r ire, fourteen feet high, by Mr. Porter and Mr. Ducrow,
1869 B. Clarke Crocker 88 When a rider . . has been jumping
through paper hoops held up at intervals round the ring.

187s T. Frost Circus Life 185 All aspirants to saw-dust
honours. .are required to. .hold hoops, balloons, banners,
&c. 1914 W. W. Gibson Borderlands, Hoops 55 Merry
Andreiv. I missed a hoop This afternoon, ..I've not missed
A hoop since I was six. I'm forty-two. 1919 B. Cable Old
Contempt. 209 Then Tommy Dodd got hold of his sergeant
and' put him through the hoop*. X92S E. Phaser & Gibbons
Soldier 9t Sailor Words, Hoop, through the : up for pun-

HOOSH.
ishment. 19*6 Galsworthy Silver SPoon i. x, Let the
papers jump through their hoops as much as tliey liked.

1930 Marg. Kennedy Fool 0/ P'amily xxvii, Disagreeable
thoughts were going to assail him. . , If he had ever let them
get hold of bim he would never have got through his hoop.
Ibid. XXX, ' Let's hide., upstairs. .

'. 'No use. They'll all

come up to look at Henry VIII's bed.' 'Oh, well. Then
it's through the hoops.'

2. b. A circular wooden frame in which a cheese
is moulded.
[1790 W. H. Marshall Midi. Counties I. 349 note, The

cheese vats of this district are merely ' hoops ' of ash. with a
boarden bottom.] 1857 Trans, III, Agric. Soc. II. 181 These
vats warm, scald, and work the curd ready for the hoop
without being removed. 1877 Rep. Vermont Board Agric.
IV. 54 Most of tlie cheese made about here was bought
and shipped almost as soon as it was out of the hoops.

C. In a built-up gun, each of the cylindrical forg-

ings which are shrunk upon the tube or jacket.
xooa Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 160/2 By the use of wire the

full benefit is obtained of the ideal thin coil or hoop. Ibid.
163/1 'Ihe interior of 'he jacket and other hoops are bored
out in a boring-machine and finished before the exterior of
tlie barrel is fine-turned ; and so for any other hoop. Ibid.
162/2 The covering hoop [sc. of wire guns] is often not
allowed any shrinkage.

13. b. hoop-ash (earlier examples) ; hoop-pole
(Amer, examples) ; hoop-skirt (earlier U.S. ex-
ample; also fig.) ; hoop-snake (example) ; hoop
tension, * the circumferential tension in a shell or
in any thin concentric element of a thick cylinder
subject to radial pressure '(Webster 191 1) J

hoop-
wood (tree) (later example).
1810 MicHAUX Arbres I. 38 Hackberry tree, . .*Hoop ash,

sur les bords dc POhio, Black elder. 183a D. J. Bfownk
Sylva Amer. 133 On the Ohio it is called Hoop Ash and in
Kentucky, Hack Berry. 1645 Dedham Rec. 112 Sam Milles
hathlib[er]tie tocut4oolenj;thesof *hoope poles on the com-
mon. 1703 Suffield Doc. Hist. 145 Any person, that shall
presume. .to cut. .and carry away hoop-polls, from off any
of our commons. i8ai J. F. Cooper Spyxxxiv. (1831) 389
Lads who wink when they pull a trigger and form a line
like a hoop-pole. 1845 in C. Cist Cincinnati Misc. 219,
I came to a thick piece of brush, in short, a perfect thicket
of hoop-poles. 1885 Rep. Indian Affairs iic^ They . .obtain
their hving by farming and cutting stave-bolts, hoop-poles,
and cord-wood. 1865 Mrs. Stowe House <5- Home P. 159
Look at the *hoop-sktrt factories. 1896 Emporia {Kans.)
Gas. 15 Aug., We have raked the old ash heap of failure..
and^ found an old human hoop skirt who has failed as a
business man. 1906 Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republ.
19 July 1 Populism was a ' boopskirt ' article of statesman-
ship. 1840 Southern Lit. Messenger VI. 380/2, I never
beheved in the existence of *hoop-snakes neither, until I went
out into the western country. 190a Kynoch Jrnl. Oct.-Nov.
17/1 Since the ratio of the nincr to outer radius is now i*595,

the *hoop tension at the inner surface = 62-8 tons. i8ai J.
Fowler yrul. ix We gel out at our ushal time; at ten
miles pased a point of Rocks and a *Hoop wood tree on
them.

Hoop, v.^ Add : 4. c. To cry up,
1908 'Yeslah' Tenderfoot S. Calif, iv, 42 These Cali-

fornians who are eternally hooping up the glorious climate.

Hooped, a. Add ; 3. Rounded like a hoop.
i8sa Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. HI. 137 'I'he breeder will

do well to seek in his animal a proper form, viz. ..good,
hooped ribs.

Hoop-ee, int. (Cf. Hoop int. and *\Vhoopee.)
^845 J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs iii. 31 Hoop-eel

won't they roll over the floor.

Hoop-la (h«*pla), [f. Hoop j^.1 + La int.l A
game in which persons throw rings on to a surface

containing a number of articles, the object being to

gain any of these as a prize by throwin fj a ring so

as to encircle it completely. Also atlHb.
1909 London Mag. Sept. 26 A new game; Hoop-la I

X910 Daily Chron. 14 Jan. 3/5 A showman placed his
' hoopla ' near the Promenade at Whitley, Northumberland,
and invited the public to throw rings (at so many a penny)
for prizes. 191a A. S. M. Hutchinson Happy Warrior w.

\. § 2. 279 All Maddox's smaller-fry—coker-nut shies, hoop-
la's, Living Mermaid. 1927 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 358/2 We
..finally sought refuge from the mob in a 'hoopla' stall,

where we tried our luck.

Hoop-la, variant of *HouP-LA.

Hoopless (h«'ples), a. [f. HoOP sb}- -f- -less.]

Having no hoop.
1885 A. MuNRO Siren Casket 65 Two hoopless pails,

HoorOOSh, variant of *HuRK00SH.
1836 Knickerbocker Mag, VIII. 208 When they were all

free, they began to sky-lark and kick up a hooroosh in all

quarters. 1839 Sir J. D. Hooker xwLife (1918) 1. 91 He used
..to start up, take his stick, shout, hooroosh. .and scare the
poor little snips out of their senses. 1851 H, Melville
Moby Dick cxx. (1926) 502 What a hooroosh aloft there I 1913
Chambers's Jrnl. Jan, 17/2 A wild hooroush ensued.

HoOSegOW (h«-zgau). U.S. slang, [ad. S.

Amer. or Mex. Sp.juzgao =juzgado tribunal:—L.

judicdtum.,-^vi. pple. of/wf/iVrt/'^ to Judge.] Prison.

X9S0 Public OPin. 560/3 Only the keeper and the kept in

the hoosegow Knew it. 1927 Bahbican Confess. Ruvi-
Runner iv. 47, I have had one dose of the Iioosegow, and I

can tell you I don't want any more.

Hoosh(hMj), fi5. slang. [Origin tinknown.] A
kind of thick soup.
1905 R. F. ScoTT Voy, * Discovery * I. 445 The cook.. pro-

ceeded to prepare the ingredients of the hoosh, by which
term the hot, thick soup that constituted the sledging meal
was generally known. 1911 — Last Exped. (1923) 374
They had some of Chinaman's undercut in their hoosh

yesterday. 191a Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 73/2 The thick

savoury 'hoosh ' of pemmican and broken plasmon biscuit.



HOOSH.

Hoosh (li«J), int. An exclamation used in

driving animals, etc. ; hence as vb.

1874 Hardy Maddmg Croxud x, Saying * Hoosh !
' to the

cocks and hens when they go upon your seeds. 1900

Contfuip, Rev. Oct. 512 A loud 'hoosh' from the Kaffir

roused one of the Englishmen. 1908 Aihenatum i-x Apr.

^i^o/i, I hooshed them, hooshed tbem all into the shed.

'Hoosier (h«'5i3i). U.S, Also hoosher. [Ori-

gin unknown.] A nickname for a native of the

state of Indiana.

183a New Year's Adtir. in Indiana Democrat, Ask for our
• hoosiers ' good plantations. 1834 Knickerbocker Mag, III.

441 They smiled at my inquiry, and said tt was among the
* hoosiers* of Indiana. 183s J. H. Ingkaham South-lVest^

I. ix. 105 The primitive navies . . manned . . by 'real Kcntucks

'

'Buckeyes*—' Hooshers'and 'Snorters'. i86oEmekson
Cond, Life Wks. (Bohn) II. 335 These Hoosiers and Suckers

are really better than the snivelling opposition. 1885 Outing

(U.S.) VII. Nov. 152/2 Oh, say, papa. Did you notice that

young Hoosier and his bride who sat opposite me at break-

fast?

b. An inexperienced or awkward person.

X874 J. W. Long Amer. Wild-fowl viii. 144 * Greenhorns

'

and ' hoosiers ', as the regular hunters call such fellows.

c. attrib. Of or belonging to Indiana. Hoosier
cake (see qnot. 1859).

1839 J. Plumbe Sk. Iowa 46 (Th.) The Hoosier State has

reason to rejoice in the amount and value of its waters.

1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 374 Tliree hundred miles

of Hoosier mud. 1859 Bartlett Diet, Amer.:, Hoosier
CakCy a Western name for a sort of coarse gingerbread,

which, say the Kentuckians, is the best bait to catch a hoosier

with, the biped being fond of it. xZ^z E. EcGLrsTON Hoosier
Schoolm. Pref., It has been in my mind since I was a Hoosier
boy. 1878 J. H. Bkadle Western Wilds i. 18 No grammar
of the 'Hoosier ' language has ever been published. 1907
Chicago Evening Post 4 May 5 A rose festival will be given

by the Indiana Society of Chicago, comprising hoosier

business men of the city.

Hence Hoo'slerdom, -land, Indiana; Hoosier-
l*na, a woman or girl of Indiana ; Hoo'sierism,
a pecnliarity of Indiana, esp. in speech ; Hoo'sler-

ize V, trans. ^Xo convert into a Hoosier; Hoosler-
oon = *HoosiER.
1848 Congress. Globe 7 Aug., App. 1119 In the West,

every political thingiiinderry. .does his little best to produce
confusion in *Hoosierdom. 1904 N. V. Tribune 31 July,
A flitting visit.. to his boyhood home in Hoosierdom, 1843
R. Carlton New Pjirchase xxxiii, And what could have
deceived our *Hoosierina? 1844 Vale Lit. Mag. IX. 264
Twelve young Hoosiers and Hoosierina's. 1843 R. Cakl-
TON New Purchase ix, Thus the cabin lady kept on doing
up her small stock of English into ^Hoosierisms and other

figures. 1878 J. H. Bkadle ll'csterfi Wilds i. 18 The native

of Indiana finds, .that he must drop some of his'Hoosier-
isms '. 1853 J, G. Baldwin Flush Times Alabama 7 He was
built after the model and structure of Bolingbroke in his

youth, Americanized and *Hoosierizcd a little. 1848 Con-
gress. Globe 25 Apr. 668 Our political lucubrations in

*Hoosierland. 1834 Knickerbocker Mag. IV. 390 A few
remote Kentuckians, or Indiana *Hoosheroons. 1853 ^<^^y
Mom. Herald (St. Louis) 27 Apr. (Th.) He looks like a
Hoosieroon ; all he lacks is a chunk of gingerbread in his fist.

Hoot, sb^- Add : c. A sound produced mecha-
nically by a motor-horn or the like.

1904 A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist xii. (ed. 2) 258 You
should have a connection from the exhaust pipe led into a
small reservoir and thence into the horn, so that on turning

a tap a prolonged hoot will be emitted. 1927 Scots Obsei'ver

14 May 1 7/1 An imperative horn hoot made him turn bis head.

Soot, sb.*^ U.S. colloq. [Perhaps the same as

Hoot sb."^ or int. Cf. *Hooteu 2.] The smallest

amount or particle ; a whit or atom. Chiefly with

negative and in phrases to give {care, matter) two
hoots (a hoot),

1878 J. H. Beadle Western Witds xxxvnu 615, 1 got onto
my reaper and banged down every hoot of it before Monday
night. X911 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean xii. 214, I

am glad of that even if he did tell me that as a supercargo I

wasn't worth a hoot in hades, 1925 N. Venner Imperfect
Impostor iv, I can't see this place gives a hoot whether I'm
here or not. 1925 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier 4- Sailor
Words S.V., I don't care two hoots in hell. 1926 A. P. Her-
bert She-Shanties 36 We did not care a hoot, 1927 Observer

9 Oct. 13 It doesn't matter two hoots how much Oxford is

filmed. 1928 Saturday Even. Post (N.Y.) 4 Feb. 84/4, I

don't give a hoot what you like to see.

Hootcli: see *Hooch.
Hootchy-kootcliy (h«*tjl,k«*tf0, sb. and a.

Also hootchie-kootchie, hoochy-koochy, [Ori-

gin unascertained.] A kind of dance. Also attrib,

and Comb.\ and adj, = Indecent, 'suggestive*.
1899 Mr. Dooley in Peace <V War, On Diplomacy 18 He's

seen th' hootchy-kootchy an' th' Pammer House barber shop.
Ibid.^ On Cousin George 36 Hootchy-kootchy girls dancin'
before him. 1925 C. R. Coopek Lions 'n^ Tigers i. 24 The
dancers, the 'hootchie-kootcliie 'experts, and the comedians.
1925 Manck. Guardian Wkly. Aug, 103/4 That bootchy-
kootchy sort of intonation. 1928 Weekly Dispatch 6 May
15/2 Don't forget to take in the Midway of the Chicago Fair
of i8p3, with its five hundred glittering lights, its great wheel,
and Its hootchy-kootchy dancers !

Sooter ^- Add : c. The horn of a motor vehicle.
1908 Lincoln Rutland^ Stamford Merc. 10 June 5 No

hooter was sounded on the car when rounding this dangerous
corner.

Hooter 2. U.S. colloq. = *Hootj^,2
' 1839 Ilavajta (N.Y.) Republican 21 Aug. (Th.) Now the
Grampus [sc. a vessel] stopt, and didn't huge [= budge] one
hooter. 1889 Commercial (Cincinnati) 17 Oct., It has not
harmed the Republican cause in Ohio a hooter. 1896
Harpers Mag. XCII. 784/1 Now I can have all I want, 1

don't care a hooter ! 1900 E. A, Dix Deacon Bradbury xii.
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*Do you mean that you don't know anything about the

matter at all?'..* Not a Iiooter,'

Hooving, var. *HoviNG vbl. sb.

Hop, sb.^ Add : 1. o. To catch on tJie hop ; to

take unawares in the act. slang or colloq,

1868 Broadside Ballad, The Chickaleary Cove (Farmer)
For to catch me on the hop. . You must wake up very early
in the morning. 187a Blackmore Maid of Sker xxv, He
caught me on the hop; at a moment of rumours and serious
warnings. i887^?-:V. Med. Jrnl. ai May 1103/1 The atten-
dants taking him, as it were, * on the hop '. 1927 R. A.
Freeman Certain Dr. Thomdyke i. xi, The police..caught
him fairly on the hop with all the stolen property in his
possession.

d. 'I'hat distance which can be or is traversed in

a flying machine at one stretch ; one stage of a long-
distance flight.

1909 P'tight 3 July 398/1 M. Breguet has a biplane there
and has made one or two short * hops '. 1916 H. G. Wells
Mr. Britling i. i. § 9 He made now what he felt wasquite a
good hop. 1927 Daily Neivs 7 June 7/1 By flying from New
York to Eislebcn..inone hop. tgyiA berdeen Press f^ Jrnl.
20 May 7/3 Her two-and-a-half-day Atlantic ' hop ' to Rio
de Janeiro.

e. Long hop (Cricket) : see Long a.I 18 d.

3, Also hopf stepj and longjztmp.
1906 Westni. Gaz. 30 Apr. 7/1 The preliminaries of the

hurdles, standing high jump, hop-step, and long jumps will

also be decided. 1909 Daily Chron. 24 Sept. 9/3 The hop-
step-and-long-jump handicap.

d. Used advb.
1906 Smart .9^/ June 102/1 To go hop, skip and jump over

the earth's surface.

e. Hence hop-step^and-juinpcr.
1928 Observer 17 June 28/4 The only hop, step, and jumper

of quality.

Hop, V?- Add : 4. c. To jump on to (a mov-
ing vehicle) ; to obtain (a ride) in this way. U.S.
1909 Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republ. 18 Mar. 16 Hop-

ping a freight cost Edward Monahan both feet, 1918 in
F. A. Pottle Stretchers (1930) 214 The other day, I hopped
a truck and went ' to the front '. 1929 Literary Digest
(N. Y.) ^o Nov. 30/2 Boys are predominantly the ones who
' hop ' rides on trucks, trains and other vehicles.

6. a. To hop it : to be olT, go away quickly.

1915 Scotsman 13 Jan, 7/3 The Zeppelin kept a few miles
in the rear of us, and finally bopped it. 1916 Boyd Cable
Action Front 186 'Are we going to stick it here?' said one.
' Didn't the sergeant say something about 'opping it V ' 1924
M, Newman Comummation iv. xviiL 216 J. H. hopped it

for all he was worth. A perfect tornado of bombs pursued
him. 1930 Thurston Man in Black Hat xiii. Your lady
must have said her prayers and hopped it.

C. With off. To start on a * hop * in a flying

machine.
1930 Morning Post g Aug. g/2 Given favourable weather,

he will hop off for England to*morrow, his first Stage to
Bima. .taking him across the Timor Sea.

Hope, sb.'^ Add:
4. Used ironically for : An expectation which

has little or no chance of being fulfilled, slang.
X904 Vaile Mod, Laion Tennis (1907) 234 It is quite use-

less to run in on a high bounding, poor length, diagonal
service. You have some 'hope' if it is down the centre,

191S F. Palmer My Year of War ^-^x 'What hopes!* was
the current phrase I heard among the men in these trenches,

1929 PRinsTi.Ev Good Comp. i. iv. 115 * Well, lads, wot's it

yer want ? * demanded their hostess, ' 'Cos if it's steaks and
chips and feather beds, you've got a bloody hope.* Ibid. 11.

i. 249 If tliere was enough money behind to rent His
Majesty's Theatre, it could go on better still. It amounted
to that. * What a hope 1

' she concluded bitterly.

b. Also Spec, a son and heir,

1931 Times Lit. Snppl. 4 June 448/4 At the imminent peril*

of being forcibly married to the odious hope of the rival.,

dynasty.

6. hope chest U.S., a chest or box in which a
young woman collects articles towards a home of

her own in the event of her marriage. (Cf. ' bottom
drawer'.)
1920 New York Tribune 93 Oct. 15/2 {heading) Bride

Accused as Burglar Charged With Looting Sister-in-Law's

Hope Chest. 1922 Makg. B. Houstom Witch-man vii. 80
The bedspread that three years before she had laid unfinished
in Raid's hope chest,

Hope, V. 3. b. Add : Used sarcastically ia

implied protest against an imputation, colloq.

Mod. I hope I know how to keep a secret and to tell the
truth.

Hopeful, a, (sb.). 2, b. Add quot, illustrating

use without jfoung.
1899 Crowest Beethoven 41 He committed this hopeful,

only now some nineteen years of age, to the care of an old
lawyer friend.

Hopkinsian. (Earlier examples.)
1821 T. DwiGHT Trav. New Eng. (1S25) IV. 439 In a few

particulars, the Hopkinsians have superadded to thedoctrinal

part of this system. x837_ Knickerbocker Mag, IX. 354 [If]

a man is going to settle in a place where one sect prevails

largely, particularly the Hopkinsian sect.

Hopper 1. 2, (U.S. examples inthe sense of
'grasshopper ',)

1873 J. H, Beadle Undevel. West iii, 71 All agree that

the ' hoppers * are coming and that it will be 'mighty tough
on the new settlers '. 187S Fields Forest I. 31 Old residents

of this state \sc. Minnesota] say that before the 'hoppers

visited us one week ago we had., the appearance of the best
grain crop ever known in the state, iB8s Century Mag. Nov.
2q/i. I should think he had enough of 'em. .to last him till

the 'hoppers come again.

10. e. hopper-boy (examples).
1787 in Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 574 The other

HORIZONTAL.
[device], denominated an hopper-boy, so constituted as to
spread the meal over the floor of a mill to cool. X813 Niles*
Weekly Register V. Add. A. 6/2 Our Hopper-boy was an
upright shaft revolving round with an arm.

Hopperdozer (hfj-pajd^ozai), U.S. [f. Hor-
PEH 1 + dozer (as m Boll-ix)ZEb).] A large shallow
pan or canvas frame containing or smeared with
some poisonous or glutinous compound, drawn over
the ground to destroy locusts ; a trap for insects.

1904 W. C. Edgar Story Grain Wheat \\. 21 Large areas
of wheat are saved by means of a machine termed in America
the ' hopperdozer*.

Hoppergrass, local U.S. = Gbasshopfeb.
1829 Virginia Literary Museum\. ^^ Hoppergrass. This

word is often used in the south for grasshopper. 1892 Rep.
Vermont Board Agric. XII. 163 Alas ! the * hopper grasses *

came and carried it away,

HopperingS (h^-parirjz), sb.pt. [f. HopperI
+ -ING1.] Gravel retained in the hopper in gold-

or diamond-washing.
1893 Westm. Gaz. 29 Apr, 7/3 The yield of diamonds from

the hopperings is 6i carats per 100 loads. iSgS Daily News
27 Jan. g/5 Washed 197 loads from the mme, 3,725 loads
lumps and hopperings producing 126 carats.

Hopping,///, a.i 2, hopping-john (earlier

example),
1838 Caroline Gii.man Recoil. Southern Matron xviii. 124

Before me . . was an immense field of hopping John. [Note,
Bacon and rice.]

Hopple, sb. 1, (Earlier examples.)
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 80 If an ewe bee kittle on

her yower,..the best way is to let her dance in a payre of
hopples. 1758 C, F, Post Jrnl. in R. Proud Hist. Pennsylv.
(1798) II. App. 129 Our [two] horses.. had been hoppled to-

gether; but a person told us, he had cui'the hopples. 1820
Massachusettsspy 12 Jan.(Th.) A black man, whose hopples
were so carelessly made that he pulled his feet through them,
1823 E. Jamks Exped. Rocky Mts. 1. 143 He stooped down,
and with his knife represented the act ol cuttuig the hopples
of horses.

Hop-sack. 2, Add : Also attrib,^ and in

form hopsac,
1923 Daily Mail 5 July i Hopsac suiting,.. in pretty

Heather Mixture grounds, 1930 Daily Express 8 SepL ix/5
Hopsack Tweed.

Hop-toad, local U.S. [Hopj^.Sorz/.l] A toad.
1827 Massachusetts Spy aS Nov. (Th,) An inhabitant of

the Middle States talks of 'hop-toads',—as if all toads were
not hoppers. 1847 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIX. 183, 1 have
so often.. a tender leaning towards little pigs and hop
toads. 18L49 Mrs. Stowe Mayjiower 157 Id always find

him stopping to chase hoptoads, or off after chip-squirrels.

x86z Knickerbocker Mag. \NW. 420 Killing flies, or pelting
hop-toads. 1913 Gene Stratton-Pobtek Laddie xiii, I like

hop-toads, owls, and shitepokes.

Horse (hosTj), [L., pi, ofhora HoDR.] A book
of hours (Hour 5, 6),

187s Quaritch's Gen. Catat. Suppl. 51 The earlier editions

of Kerver's series of Horae. 1927 Observer 27 Nov, 22/4
An exquisite Flemish Horae of about 1500.

Horary, sb. Add : 2. b. A timed programme
or plan. So HoraTiain.
loai Ampieforth Jrnl. Jan. 139 Adapting ourselves to the

School horarium we began dinner at 5 p.m. 1922 Westm.
Gaz. 7 Oct., His scheme of breaking the Germans in 24 hours
on a meticulously timed * horary \
Horbachite (h^*jbax3it), Min. [ad. G. hor-

bachit, f. Horbach in the Black Forest + -ite 1.]

A dark yellow iron-nickel sulphide related to pyr-
rhotite,

1874 Jml. Chem. Soc. XXVII. 34 Horbachite subjected to
lixiviation in contact with the air, becomes oxidised,

Hordeiform (h(7Jd/"if^jm), a, [f. L, horde{um
+ -FORM.] Of the shape of a barleycorn.
Z890 Billings Med. Diet.

Hordeolum (hf?idr^li?m). Path. [modX.,
dim, of L. hordctim barley.] A sty on the eyelid.

[1622 R. Banister Treat. Dis. Eyes xiii, E 6 b, Of the wart,
or barly corne on the Eye-lidde, commonly called ..a Stian,

. . in Latin, hordeum, or hordeolum.] 1820 B. Travers Dis.
B^y^ 350 Diseases of the Eyelids, Hordeolum. Styes..
should be discharged with the point of a lancet. 1833 W.
Lawren'ce Dis. Eye 341 Some hordeola form more quickly,

with greater suppuration and no slough.
_
1886 Buck's

Handbk, Med.Sci. II. 789/2 The characteristic picture pre-

sented by a hordeolum (stye) is a circumscribed tumefaction,

1908 Practitioner Feb, 288 Epiphora may be due to. .a
hordeolum.

Horizontalf a. {sb^. Add: 3. Uniform;
producing or based on uniformity, U.S.
1842 Congress. Globe 17 Mar. 331 Was it expected that

this committee would send in a horizontal tariff? 1872
Ibid. 28 Mar, 2016/2 The horizontal reduction of duties

would do incalculable injury. 1890 Ibid. 9 May 4392/2 The
Democratic bill made a horizontal cut of 20 per cent. 1907
Daily Chron. 23 Sept, 5/3 'ihe * Journal of Commerce'
[N.Y.] says that the North German Lloyd Company an-
nounced yesterday a practically horizontal cut of 23 dols. on
the eastward and westward passages.

b. Horizontal combiney a combination of firms

engaged in the same stages or types of manufacture.
X9a7 Observer 27 Mar. 5 Looking with a benevolent eye on

horizontal combines, X930 M. Clabk Home Trade 204

There have been the combinations of one business with one
or more of the same type. To this type the term ' horizontal

combine' is usually applied,

B, sb. 3, A Tasmanian shnib or tree, Afwdo-

petalttm biglandulosum, the stem and branches of

which are first ascending and then horizontal. Also

attrib.^ as horizontal scrub.
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1888 R. M. Johnston Geol. Tasmania Introd. p. vi.

(Morris) The Horizontal is a, tall shrub or tree. 1891 A ustra-

lasiaM 4 Apr. (Ibid.) That stuff as they calls homontal,

a mess of branches and root. 19*7 Blackvj. Mag. Oct. 471 h
These tentacles of horizontal were generally clothed with

a thick velvety covering of damp green moss.

4. [ = F, korizoniaie.'] A prostitute, slang.

X909 Ware Passing English, 1928 A. Philips Bey at

Bank V. i, More than ten thousand professional 'horizontals'

are light o' loves.

Horizontal, "v. [f. the adj.] trans. To plough

in horizontal ridges,

x86a Trafis. III. Agric. Soc, (1865) V. 518 Side-hills were

generally *horizontaIed'.

HormeCh^-iin/). Psychol. Alsohorm^. [Jung's

a. Gr. 6p^ impulse.] Vital or purposeful energy.

Hence HoTmlo a., of, pertaining to, or character-

ized by horme.
1915 W. H. B. SroDDART Ne7u Psychiatry 4 This word

* horme ' has a wide signification, applicable to all the in-

stincts. X9S0 T. P. NuNN Edttcati&ii : Data 9f First Princ.

ii. 21 To this clement of drive or ur^e, whether it occurs in

the conscious life of men and the higher animals, or in the

unconscious activities of their bodies and the (presumably)

unconscious behaviour of lower animals, we propose to give

a single name

—

hcmu (o«i.q). 1926 McDoucall OutL
Abnormal Psych, a? Jung says, ' I postulate a hypothetical

fundamental striving which I designate licido*', and in a foot-

note .

.
' This cnerg>- may also be designated ashorm^. Horme

is a Greek word (opimi)—force, attack, press, impetuosity,

violence, urgency, zeaL It is related to Bergson'i "clan

vital ". The concept horme is an energetic expression for

psychological values.' Ibitl. 121 The vital or hormic energy

of B's organism. 19*7 Contemp. Rev. June 769 A kind of

hormic determinism. »93i R. S. Woodwohth Contemp.
Schools Psychol. 213 Purpose can properly be carried over

tnto abnormal p-ycholo,;y, as has been done by the hormic
psyclio-pathologists, Freud especially.

SormogomunL (h^imi^gJuTU^m). Bot. [mod.

L.] = HOBMOGONK.
1879 W. G. Fablow Marine Algae (1881) 12 The cells

intermediate between two heterocysts escape la the form of

a small chain, called a hormogonium.

Sonuoiial (h^-jmi»nal). [f. next -H -cUy as in

ethal^ cAioral*] Peristaltic hormone, a proprietary

remedy used to stimulate peristalsis.

1911 tr. A. Henle in iifeti. Times 4 Feb. 81/1 Another new
physiological remedy, named peristaltic hormon (Hormonal).
I^i.1. 83/1 The Hormonal injection.

Hormone (h^'jra^ran). Physiol. Chem. Also

-on. [ntl. Gr. dpfiav, pres. pple. of opfidv to impel,

with assimilation to -one.] A substance formed in

one organ and carried by the blood stream to another

organ which it stimulates. Hence Komionic
(hpxmp'nik) a.

1905 E. H. Starling in Lancets Aug. 340/1 These chemi-
cal messengers, however, or 'hormones', .as we might call

them. X906 — Recent Adv. I'hysioi. Digest. 75 The first

products of digestion act on the pyloric mucous membrane,
and produce in this membrane a substance which ts absorbed

into the blood stream, and carried to all the glands of the

stomach, where it acts as a specific excitant of their secretory

activity. This substance may be called the gastric secretin

or gastric hormone. S911 ^rnl. Chem. Soc. C. 11. 64a When
exposed to the action ofhormones the leafof/I ucubajaponica

becomes.. black. 1916 Schafer Endocrine Organs 6 The
action ofan aut-icoid may therefore be described as hormonic

or chalonic, according to the kind of effect it produces, 1928

Brit. Med. jrnl. 18 Feb. 255/1 The functional (hormonic)

over-activity of the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland. 1930

R. A. FiSHEK Genet. Theory Nat. SeL 131 The investigation

of the influence of the sex hormones has shown how genetic

modifications of the whole species can be made to manifest

themselves in one sex only.

Horn, sb. Add : 2. £ (U.S. examples.)

i8os Baltimore Even. Post 5 July 2/5 (Th. s.v. Little\ I am
ver>- much afraid I shall come out at the little end of the horn.

1853 in ')mt. Discourses I. 16 We have commenced at the

little end of the bom, and by and bye we shall come out at

the big end,

3. b. Each of the erect and permanent bony

processes, covered with hairy skin, growing on the

head of a giraffe ; also applied to a smaller pro-

tuberance in front of the other two.

X753 Chattthers's Cycl. Suppi. r.v. Zuniafa^ Its head is

wholly of the make of the stag's, but differs in size, and has
two little obtuse horns, which are not more than six fingers

breadth long, and are hairy. 1840 CwnVr'j Anim. Kingd.
138 The Giraffe. . Is characterized by conical horns in both

sexes, that are always covered with a hairy skin, and never

fall. . . In the middle of the forehead, there is an eminence or

third horn, broader and much shorter, but equally articulated

by suture. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 619/2 In captivity it \sc.

the giraffe] is said to make use of its skin-covered horns as

weapons of defence.

6. b. Horns of consecration : in Mycenjean art,

a pictorial symbol or object, often found together

with the double axe and pillar, connected with the

Cretan worship of the ox,
xoox A J. Evans in Jml. Hellenic Studies XXI. 196 The

columns of the Knossian slirine apparently approach the

outer edge of the openings, leaving room, however, In front

of them for the ' horns of consecration '.

lis. b. To blow ones own horn : * to blow one's

own trumpet' (see Tbumpet sb, 3).

1003 A. W. Patterson Schumann 167 Surely these side-

lights upon the straightforwardness and integrity of the man
entirely free him from the calumny of ever being guilty of
' blowing his own horn '.

f. An instrument attached to motor vehicles, etc.,

which is sounded as a warning signal. Also attrib.

1901 Graphic LXIV. 268/3 The hideous toot-toot of its

horn. 1912 Motor Manuals, (ed. 14) 170 Invariably sound
the horn before turning. 1914 R. & E. Shackleton Four on
Tour in Eng. 83 The horn was honked suddenly.

g. A cone-, funnel-, or trnmpet-shaped accessory

of a phonograph, gramophone, or loud speaker,

which collects or disseminates the sounds recorded

or reproduced.
1910 S. R. BoTTONE Talking Machines 62 The horn or

trumpet which collects the sounds should be oipapier machf.
Ibid. 63 The operator selects a piece of thin brass triblet

tubing that fits precisely the horn-carrier of his phonograph.

1931 B. Brown Talking Pictures v. 121 Some of the first

horns to be used in sound pictures were of the straight

trumpet type. Ibid. vii. 156 The writer remembers one case

where the horn chamber overhung a street.

19. b. In wider use, any cornu.
1848 DuNGLlsON Ji-fed. Lex. (ed. 7). 1902 Encycl. Brit.

XXV. 400/1 The crossed pyramidal tract, that lies on the

lateral side of the dorsal horn.

d. In other technical usages,

t888 Lockiuood's Diet. Mech. Eiigin.y Horns, the curved
levers which are pivoted at the side of a planing machine,

and which being knocked over by the tappets give the

necessary feeds to the tool, and the reversing movement to

the table. 1893 Sloank Flectr, Dict.y Horns, the extensions

of the pole pieces of a dyn.imo or motor. 1904 Techttol. .5-

Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Hffm,..{2} The tips

or comers of the pole pieces of the field magnets of a dynamo
or electric motor.

21, b. (Examples.)
1847 Parkman Oregon Trail iv. 41 My long heavy rifle

encumbered me, and the low sound it made striking the horn
of my saddle startled him. a i86x Winthrop Canoe <S-

Saddle

(1862) 212, 1 threw Klale's bridle over his neck, and grasping

the horn, swung myself into the saddle.

29. horn-ail U.S.^ disease of cattle affecting the

horns; horn-blower i/.i*., a horn-worm; hom-
bng U.S. (examples) ; horn-cell Anat., one of the

ganglion cells of the coraua of the spinal cord ;

horn pout U.S. (examples) ; horn-ray (see quot.);

horn-rimmed «., denoting spectacles having rims

made of horn ; also, applied to a person wearing

such spectacles (called coUoq. horn-rimmers)

;

horn-rims, horn-rimmed spectacles; horn-worm
^''.-S". (examples).

1845 S. JuDD Margaret 11. v. 284 Glad you got through

with the pock so well, .its worse than *horn-ail. 1858 C. L.

Flint Milch Cotos, etc. 271 Idiopathic or common fever

commonly called ' horn ail ', and often * tail ail '. 1882 Rc^.
Maine Board Agric. XXVI. 32 They have.. had trouble in

calving or an attack of the * horn-ail '. 1849 Rep. 1/.S. Comm.
Patents, Agric. (1850) 320 The greater portion of the first

glut reappear the same year as *Horn-oIowers and breed

myriads, 1776 J, Trumbull McFingal (Th.) Thought
*horn-bugs bullets, or, through fears, Muskltoes took for

musqueteers. 1837 Southern Lit, Messenger III. 587, 1 am
an unfortunate victim .. of every species of insect.. the horn-

bug, gad fly, dragon-fly [etc-l. x86o Mrs. Stowb Oldtown
Folks xxvii. 341 Youre saucy enough to physic a horn-bug.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 400/1 These three tracts agree in

being descending tracts coming from nerve-cells on a higher

level and in being connected with the ventral *horn-cclls by
synapses. 1798 Gaz. U.S. (Philad.) 3 Aug. (Th.) The company
concluded to go, for the sake ofseeing a *horn pout—when at

last I drew one up—and behold 1 what was it, out a cat fish !

183a Coll. New Hanipsh, Hist. Soc. III. 87 On each side of

their body and close to the bead is a formidable weapon
called a horn, and hence the name Hom-poitt. 1860-70 [see

Diet.], 1877 HowELLs Out oj the Question vi. (1882) 134,

I suppose you plank horn-pout here, 1910 Outlook 9 July
529 On the other side of the pond we met Sam Noyes, who
was catching hornpouts. 1898 Morris Austral English,

*Hom'Ray, a New Zealand and Australian Ray, the fish

Rhinobatus banksii. 1923 Westm.Gaz. 12 Apr., A long-

necked youth who was tiuking to a •horn-rimmed female.

1931 Susan Glaspfxl Ambrose Holt xxii. He wore horn-

rimmed glasses. 1927 Punch 20 Apr. 424/3 He removed his

*horn-rims and began polishing them vigorously. 1784 J,

Smyth Toitr U.S. II. 132 The other [species] is the •horn-

worm.. of a vivid green colour, with a number of pointed

excrescences or feelers, from his head like horns: these

devour the [tobacco] leaf. 1849 Rep. W.S. Comm. Patents,

j4jr/c. (1850) 459 The horn-worm is deposited on the smooth

or upper surface of the leaf in an egg by the tobacco fly.

Horn, V. Add : 3. b.^/Tg-. To push, as an ox

with its horns,
1851 J. /. HooPFR Wido7v Rugby^s Husb. 69 You homed

me oflf to get a chance to get gaming witnesses out of the

way. i88x Times (Philad.) 5 June (Th.) Mac Vcagh is

trying his best to horn Blaine out of the Cabinet herd, just

as young buffalo bulls born out the old ones.

C. inlr. To pusli or * butt' in with, U.S. slang.

1912 C. Mathewson Pitching in a Pinch 213 Many of

them try hard to ' horn in ' with the men who have made
good as liig Leaguers. 1920 Mulford Rustlers' Valley

xviii. 20I Why did Chet horn in on Baldy's arrest? 1921 —
Bar.20 Three vii. 88 Reckon I'll horn in on th' faro la^-out.

1923* B. M. hovtKR* Paro7uan Bonanza X. iiB If I don t miss

my guess, you'll have somebody trying to horn in some how.

Hoimblendite (h^*jnblendeit). Petrog. [f.

Hornblende + -itk1.] A granular igneous rock

largely or entirely composed of hornblende,

1901 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXX. 11. 170 Hornblendite from
Brandberget, consisting essentially of hornblende, 1930
Peach & Horne Geol. Scot. 26 The ultrabasic rocks

(pyroxenites, hornblendttes) generally form Icniicles,

Horned, a. Add : Homed dace (see quot.

1896). Horned helmet, Cassis cornuta, a shell

from which cameos are cut. Horned lizard =
honiedfrog. Homed pout = horti pout (Horn
sb, 29). Horned ratUer, rattleanake, Crotalus

cerastes, ofthe United States and Mexico, Homed
screamer, a South American bird, Palamedea
cornuta. Horned snake, viper, a venomous snake
or viper belonging to the genus Cerastes, havhig
a horny process above each eye.

1785, 1869-73 horned screamer [see Screamer 3 a]. 1837
homed puuts [see Pout j^.']. 1844 J. Gregg Commerce 0/
Prairies II. 231 Horned frog. .honied lizard, as those of

earlier times more rationally called it. 1845 S. Judd
Margaret r. xiv. 119 There were clouds, to her eye, like

fishes, the horned pout, with its pearly iridine breast, and
iron-brown back, i860 Mavne Rkid Odd People 22 The
little 'Horned Snake', 1863 Horned Helmet-shell [see

Helmet fi. 5J. 1863 Wood Nat. Hist. III. 107 The true
Cerastes or Horned Viper is a native of Northern Africa,

1867 Amer. Naturalist I. May 165 Mr. F. W. Putnam
exhibited a singular specimen of the Horned Pout {Pimelodus
atrarius De K.ay) from Lake Champlain. 1876 Encycl. Brit.
I'V.p^o/x The black helmet {Cassis tuberosa) of the West
Indian seas, the horned helmet {C. cornuta) of Madagascar
..are also employed [for cameos]. 1888 Buck's Handbk.
Med. Sci. VI. 166/1 Crotalus cerastes Hallowell, Horned
Rattlesnake, 'Side-winder'. 1896 Jordan & Evebmann
Fishes Ainer. i. 222 Semotilus Alromaculatus. . .Horned-
dace ; Creek-chub.

Homfels (h^'infels), sb, Petrog. [G., f. horn
horn +/els rock.] A compact rock composed of

quartz, feldspar, mica, etc., formed by the action of

an intrusive rock upon shale or other sedimentary
rock. So Ho'rnfels v. trans., to change to homfels

;

Bcmfelsed (-feist) ppl. «., having been changed
to hornfels.

[1854 Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 246 The Hornfels of the
Germans is a massive compound of quartz and feldspar

breaking with a smooth flinty fracture.] 1899 yml. Chem.
Soc. LXXVl. II. 565 Anal. II is of an adinole or hornfels in

contact with the granite. 1901 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 634 The Old
Red Sandstone is induratefl and often hornfelsed to a varying
distance from the margin. 192a Nature CIX. 62/1 Horn-
felsed green rocks. 1930 Peach & Horne Geol. Scot. 69
Cryptocrystalline hornfelses. Ibid. 70 1'he hornfelsing of the

orthogneisses.

Sornist. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1836 Knickerbocker Mag. VIII. 71 Some evil-disposed

citizens having no taste for music went to his honor the

Mayor, and lodged grievous complaints against the dis-

tinguished homist.

Hornless, a. Add : 2. Without a hom (see

*HoRN' sb. 13 g).

1909 Talking Machine News Oct, 337 Portable Hornbss
Machine. 1913 Clements-Henry Grrtw/o/Aonwix. 54 Some
modern disc machines are hornless, in the sense that the

amplifier is combined with the body of the cabinet contain-

ing the motor.

Horn spoon.
1. A spoon made of horn (see Horn sb, 28),

2. By the {great) hoi-n spoon, used as a fanciful

oath or formula of asseveration. U.S,
1842 Amer. Nat. Song Bk. II. 222 in Amer. Speech IV.

500 He vow'd by the great horn spoon . . He'd give them
a licking, and that pretty soon. 1848 Lowell Biglozv P.
Ser. I. v. 16 ' I should like to shoot Tiie holl gang, bv the

gret horn spoon I ' sez he. 1853 Knickerbocker Mag. XLI,
Feb. IIS ' l^y tl"^ horn spoons I ' repeated the skipper

suddenly. 1878 J. H. Beadle IVes/em lyUds xii. 186

Swearin' by the great horn spoon of the Ancient Scottish

Rites that he could whip any Morgan man. 1897 Outing
(U.S.) XXX. 380/2 * By the Great Horn Spoon 1 ^ the voice

shouted ;
' here's a chunk of civilization '.

HomsWOgf^le (h^Jnswgg*!), V. U.S. colloq.

[Prob. fancifiU.] trans. To get the better of; to

cheat or swindle; to hoodwink, humbug,bamboozle.
1829 Virginia Literary Museum I. 458 Homsxvoggle, to

embarrass irretrievably. 1834 W. A. Cahruthkrs Ken.
tuckian in New York \. 61, 1 wish I may be horn swoggled,

if ever I thought [etc], i860 Oregon Argus 12 May (Th.)

P. F. is going to hornswoggle the Douglas Democrats. 1904

Boston Herald 27 June 6 One practical working theory in

advertising circles is that the ad's chief function is to born-

swoegle the consumer. 1911 H. Quick Yellowstone N. iii.

82 If you'll stand by., and see your old father hornswoggled

out of his eye-teeth you'll never see a cent of niy money.

1937 J. Barbican Conjessious 0/Rum-Runner xvS\\.i(i\\'\\

he hornswoggled if that goddarned pipe didn't go and wind
itself round that old buzzard's gullet just like a snake.

Homy, «. Add : 1. Applied to the hard and

glossy grains of the hard wheat.
i888i?«o'c/. 5nV. XXIV. 532/1 Wheats ofhotter countries

have a more solid, rigid straw, the ears short, stout, compact,

the glumes provided with long awns or beards, and the seed

bard and horny.

7. horny-head, a cypiinoid fish of North Amer-
ica, the river-chub.

1884 [see River-chub, River sb. 5]. 1896 Jordan & Ever-
MANN Fishes Avter. i. 314 Hybopsis,.. (Horny-heads).

HoropitO (hoa-, h|?ri?prt)?). [Maori.] An aro-

matic evergreen New Zealand tree, Drimys axilla-

ris ; « Peppeb-tree b.

1847 G. F. Angas Savage Life II. 17 A straggling shrub,

with bright green shining leaves, resemliling those of the

nutmeg-tree ; and a profusion of rich and delicate blossoms,

looking like waxwork... The nativescall this plant horopito.

1889 T. KiKK Forest Flora plate a The horopito, or pepper-

tree of the settlers.

Horrid, adv. (Later U.S. example.)

1867 Susan Hale Lett. (1919) 25 I'm horrid sorry there

was such a gap in my letters then.
• 1 - \

Hors. Add: Hors conconra (or konkwr;,

flfl'T/,, not competing; hence, without a rival ;
un-

equalled.
, , ,,

1884 TabUt LXI 1 1. 804 (Stanford) A work such as . .
would.
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were it shown in the Salon, range him Hors Conconrs.

1931 7V/«« Lit. Su/,fl. 7 May 353/3 Dickens and Wilk.e

Collins were regarded as hars-cotucurs ; Trollope, however,

he despised.

Hors dujeu (or d/V ^o), adv., lit., out of the game

;

not
'
practical polities', (app. not in Fr. use.)

loaS Daily Ttt. n Aug. 9/4 Dr. Streit, the unofficial

Ie.ider of the Royalists, .frankly admits that the restoration

is hors du jeu for the time being.

Horse, sb. Add: 1. f. coUoq. or slang ab-

breviation of Horse-power.
1931 Star 8 May 13/1 Each of them with a few ' horses in

reserve.
.

. .

4. (Eiirlier example of the nse in qnot. ibo?.)

1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxii. Though' a bit of a horse

'

. .vet he was generally liked by the crew.

7. b. (Later U.S. examples.)

1846 Corcoran Pickings 83 One carried his saw slung on

his arm, and the other had his 'horse' mounted on his

shoulder. 1850 N. Kincslev Diaty 103 Worked at hewing

some sticks for horses to use the Pit Saw,

8. h. A groyne, t ' One of the inclined timbers

in a staircase which support the steps ' (Cent. D.

Suppl.). j. In other uses (see quot. 1904).

1851 J. WiGGiss Embanking (1867) 232 Expensive works

..such as those called ' horses ' in Essex, and 'groins* in

Sussex and Hants. 1904 Techno!. If Sci. Diet. (ed. Good,

child & Tweney), Horse^ the wood bucking of a zinc mould,

used by plasterers for running mouldings. A_ wooden iinial,

etc., forming a core which is to be covered with lead.

14. Also live horse : work done and not charged

for.

1859 Barti-ett Diet. Amer., Live Horse, in printers'

parlance, work done over and above that included in the

week's bill.

17. To talk horse (earlier U.S. example). To

play horse with : to treat roughly or unceremo-

niously.

1855 Hai.iburton Nat.l^ Hum. Nat. II. 337 Doctor, lam
a borin of you, but the fact is, when I get a goin ' talkin

boss', I never know where to stop. X896G. Ade WW/V.wii.

163 Do you think I'm goin* out ridin' with her and have a

lot o* cheap skates stoppin' to play horse with her every-

where we go? 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters x. 169 You've

got to have some well-matured plan.. if ihey try to play

horse with you again, ipii L. J. Vance Cynthia x. Why
does Madame Savaran insist on coming along to see that he

doesn't play horse with her stake in the venture ? 1923 —
Baroque viii. 49 Remember the Wop detective that used to

play horse with the Black Handers.

22. b. To ride the high horse (examples). To

come off the high horse : to climb down, become

less arrogant.
1809 Malkin Gil Bias 11. vii. r s Riding the high horse

with all the arrogance of greatness, llfid. IX, i. P 2 Do not

ride a higher horse than a thousand jockeys of quality whom
I could name. 1843 Thackekay Men's Wives, Ravensvjing

i. Misc. 1857 IV. 106 It would be his tuin to sneer and bully,

and ride the high horse, 1887 G. R. Sims Mary Janes
Mem. 116 They were awfully civil, and let Mrs, Master John
ride the high horse over them. 1928 Sunday Express 15

Jan. 6/4 The cable companies have come off the high horse

at last in entering into negotiations with the wireless group.

25. A horse of another colour (earlier U.S. ex-

ample). Horses for courses : a theory that each

race-horse is suited to a particular race-course, and

will do better on that course than on any other.

Horseandhorse (U.S.) : equally divided or matched,

neck and neck. The man on the horse (U.S.) : the

person in authority.

1798 Aurora (Philad.) 27 Aug. (Th.) Whether any of them
may be induced. -to enter into the pay of King John I.

[i.e. President .^dains] is 'a horse of another colour". 1887

Pall Mall Gaz. 21 July i/r 'I'he man on the horse,., to use

the picturesque American phrase, is not now Lord Salisbury,

but Lord Hartington. 1893 Farmer & HENi.EYS^a«,f, Horse
and horse. 1898 A. E. '1'. Watson Tur/vli. 160 .K famili.Tr

thrase on the turf is ' horses for courses '. 1908 G. H.
..ORI.MER y. Spurlock i. 3 It was horse and horse between

the professors. 1929 Daily Express 7 Nov. 18/4 Followers

of the ' horses for courses ' theory.

26. b. /i(;;-j«-/M«, -/«3ri'</ (earlier U.S. example),

-marrow, -sausage, -serum, -show, -team.

1902 J. H, M. Abbott Tommy Cornstalk 27 If you have
the last couple of hours' * watch ' on the "horse.lines, you see

it all. 1817 U. Brown Jml. in Maryland Hist, Mag. XI.
372 This day spent in the "Horse Market trying to sell the

two Horses. X909 Daily Chron. 15 Apr. 4/6 The plum
pudding and *horse-marrow sauce. 1908 Ibid. i-j Jan. 5/3
The *horse.sausage boat. 1909 Practitioner Dec. 867 The
introduction of such large quantities (200 c.c.) of "horse-

serum, X909 IVestm. Gaz. 4 Feb, 2/1 During "Horse-Show
week. X817 S . R, Brown IVestern Gaz. 107 [The walls] are .

.

wide enough on the top to admit a * horse team and waggon.
1866 Rep. Indian Affitirs 294 At Leech lake and Winnepeg,
eight government oxen and two hor.se teams were employed
ploughing during the season.

C. horse-barn, -blanket, -feed, -pen, -rack, -shed,

-stable, -trough (U.S. examples).

1854 Marv J. Holmes Tempest <$• Sunshine xix. 266 I'd as

soon be married in the "horsebarn as there. 1885 Rep.
Indian Affairs 130 The horse-barn, carpenter-shop, ware-

house, and some small buildings, c i8ao Sands in Knicker-
bockerMag. XXIX. 470 But wiser Bill Van Snort, the jockey,

..Spread his "horse-blanket in the manger. 1853 ^' ^^*

Thomas J. Randolph, etc. 121 Why, you were blind as a

horse-blanket—blind as your boat. 1884 'Mark Twain'
Huck. Finn vi. 40 There was an old horscblanket nailed

against the logs at the far end of the cabin. 1831 Peck
Guide for Emigrants II. 147 Rye for "horse feed and dis.

lilleries. 1837 H. Colman Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) 14 Oats

and corn for horse-feed. 1888 C. D. Firouson Exp. Forty-

niner ii. 32 Our horse-feed was likely to run out. tSaa J.

t

478

Fowler Jml. 77 By night we head [ = had] the "Hors Peen
[sic} finished, and the Hous with two pens four logs high.

1846 J. W. Webb Altoivan I. iv. 116 Pointing out a spot for

a horse.pen..he was not long in disappearing. 1856 S.

MORDECAI Virginia vi. (i860) 71 On either side of thecapitol

was a long "horse.rack, for the convenience of the public

and to diversify the odor. 1869 Overland Monthly III. 11

The impatient horses champ many a mouthful of pine from
the horse.rack. 1887 Harper's Mag. Jan. 231/2 They
alighted at the horse-rack nearest the law-office. i836_Dun-

LAP Mem. IVater Drinker (1837) I. 120 He.. sealed himself

upon a bench under.. the "horse-shed in front of the hou-se.

1845 S. JuDD Margaret I. xiii. 91 Portions of the_ horse-

sheds were converted into booths for the sale of liquors.

1854 R. Glisan Jml. Army Life xii. (1874) 160 All the hotels

and public buildings have carriage bouses and "horse stables.

1904 Tom Watsos Betliany i. 8 Among corn-cribs, cow-
pens, horse-stables, pig-styes .. and worm-fenced cotton

fields. 1840 Knickerboclier Mag. XVI. 17 Jeremiah and
our hero.. went out to perform their morning ablutions at

the moss covered "horse-trough at the tavern door. 1867

'T. Lackland' Homespun i. 140 There were times. .when
the horse trough was tight frozen.

d. horse-bus, -cab, -cart (earlier and later U.S.

examples), -railway (U.S.).

190S IVestm. Gaz. 14 Dec. 6/3 This applies equally to

motor-'buses as to "horse-'buses. 1906 Ibid. 31 May 12/1

Ordinary "horse-cab fares. 1907 Daily Citron. 3 July 5/2

'i'he immediate doom of the horse cab. 1638 Boston To7on

Records II. 147 Henceforth all "horse-carts shall bee led by

the carters with a rayne. 1863 D. G. Mitchell Sra. Stor.,

My Farm of Edgewood 135 An active man with a sharp

scythe, a light horse-cart and a Canadian pony. 1863

Whitman Specimen Days (1892) 31 At the end of the then

•horse railway route on Seventh street. 1878 Harper's

Mag. Jan. 192 He.. thought some hunting grounds might

be found near the terminus of the horse.railway.

f. horse-tender; horse-hunting, -maiming sbs.

and adjs.

1848 H. W. Haygarth Bush Life vi. 61 Cattle-hunting in

Australia is excellent sport, .with less speed than in "horse-

hunting. 1908 Daily Chron. 24 Oct. 1/2 Apart from the

horse-hunting we had harness to repair. 1907 IVestm. Gaz.

6 Sept. s/i Another case of "horse- maiming. 1908 Daily

Chron. 14 Aug. 8/6 Three horse-maiming outrages. 1898

W. J. Locke Idols xxiii, The "horse-tender. 1907 Daily

Chron. 12 Nov. 8/1 He pushed close to the horse-tender,

a Somali.

h. horse-headed zi].

1910 W. J. Locke Simon the Jester xii. 146 The horse,

headed Englishman cried ' banco '.

27. a. horse-bucket (earlier U.S. examples) ;

horse-dootor (later U.S. examples) ; horse-fiddle

U.S. (see quot. 1872) ; horse-high a. U.S., too

high for a horse to jump over ; horse-holder,

{b) Mil., each of the mounted horse artillery gunners

who take charge of the dismounted horses while the

gun is in action ; horse lot US., a piece of ground

on which horses are pastured ; horse-ride, a road

for horse-traffic; horse-rustler Western U.S.,

(o) one who looks after horses
;
{b) a horse-thief

;

horse's neck U.S. slang, a beverage of ginger ale

flavoured with lemon-peel, with or witliout the

addition of whisky ; horse-tooth a, U.S., designat-

ing the ' dent' variety of Indian corn ; horse-trade

U.S., a deal in horses ; also/^. or trans/.; hence

horse-trader, -trading ; horse-wrangler U.S.

(later examples).
1827 J. F. Cooper Red Rover II. viii. 134 There was a

"horse-bucket kicking about her decks. 184S Knickerbocker

Mag. XXVII. 555 Golden Sherry in Green Bottles ! Chateau

Margaux in a horse-buckct as soon ! 181Q \yEEMS Lett. III.

II A collection in which there is not a single Bible. .nor

Dream-book, nor "Horse Doctors. 1894 Congress. Rec. i

Mar. 2500/1 We found, .that he was a veterinary surgeon,

called in New England a 'horse doctor'. 1843 Knicker-

bocker Mn^. XXI. 46 The clangor of trumpets, the clattering

of pans, the grinding of "horse-fiddles. 187a E. Eggi.kston

End of IVorldxWi. 294 Bill Day had a gigantic watchman's

rattle, a hickory spring on a cog.wheel. It is called in the

West a horse-fiddle, because it is so unlike either a horse or

a fiddle. 1911 H. Quick i'ellowstone N. viii. 213 In addition

to the horse.fiddles and bells and horns Absalom had arranged

.some private theatricals. 1859, 1880 "horse-high [see "Hoc-
tight«.]. 1837 A. F. Cakes Madras Horse A rtitlery 18 The
rearrankare "horse-holders, \%^^ Manual Field Artillery

Exerc. viii. 285 The horse-holders do not dismount. 1901

Daily Nevis 19 Mar. 5/6 Whether he should retire or hold his

ground at the risk of being unable to find the horse-holders

after darkness had set in. 1902 J. H. M. Abbott Tommy
Cornstalk 35 When cavalry are dismounted for skirmishing,

one man of every four—the horse-holder, or number three-

is out of action. 1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents, Agric.

(1850) 144 Ihe man.. has,. no time to make manure, or to

haul out and spretid the little that is dropped in his "horse-

lot. 1889 Harper's Mag. June 123/2 In the horse lot she

found her father putting on his coat. 1903 Daily Chron.

6 Nov. 3/3 On one side of it there will be a "horse-ride, and

on the other.. a gravelled walk for foot passengers. 1920

H UNTEB rraiVZJn'werj e/"?"«-r'<'J 63, 1 told the cook and "horse

rustler to take the wagon and camp it up the river. 1925

J. Metcalfe Smoking Leg, etc. 138 A tall young man in a

grey suit whose drink was "horse's neck in summer and

Burton in the winter. 187a Rep. Vermont Board Agric.

I. 53 The "horse-tooth corn of the south and west. 1887

J. Kirkland Zury 45 The ' dent ' which occurs in the top of

each Kernel (of Indian corn] produces a withered appear-

ance and gives it the name of 'horse-tooth' corn. 1846

Knickerbocker Mag.y^iM\\\. 361 He was employed in..

an action brought by a man against another for cheating

him in a ' "horse.trade '. 1902 A. D. M''Faul Ike Gliddrn

iii. 22 His self-confidence could not admit of a thought that

he could be fooled in a horse trade. 1923 Daily Mail 1 5 J une

9 (New York World] We hope that foreign Powers will not be

HOHSE-PATH.
weak enough to consent to such unprincipled horse trade.

1850 L. H. Gabrard IVah-To-Vak vii. {1927) 99 The unfair

*horsetrader might have taken my scalp. 1879 Scribner's

Monthly Nov. ly^li Profanity among.. the horse traders

plying their dextrous art. 1853 J. G. Baldwin /'/rwA Times
Alabama iTi Kx\ enterprising young gentleman.. engaged
..in the*horse-trading line. 1^2 A. D. M*^Faul IkeGlidcUn
iv. 28 A horse-trading expedition. 190a Wisteb Virginian
X. 109 The foreman of the 76 outfit, and the * horse-wrangler

from the Bar Clrcle-L. 15^05 A. Adams Outlet ii. 15 Within a
week I had made up my outfit, including the horse-wrangler
and cook.

C, horse-bean (earlier Amer. example) ; horse-
mushroom, a variety of edible mnshroora, Aga-
ricus arvensis, larger and coarser than the common
mushroom, distinguished by its yellow colour when
bruised ; horse-nicker, any of several species of

Guilandina ; also the seed produced by such a

tree ; horse poison (see quot.) ; horse-weed
U.S. (examples).
1684 I. Mather Remark. Provid. (1890) 216 The .stone

weighed about seven grains, being much in shape of our
ordinary *horse-beans. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v.. The *horse-

mushroom need not be excluded on account of its supposed
unwholesomeness. 1890 Blackmore Kit xlvii. Mingling
with the true Agaric some very fine * Horse-mushrooms '.

1750 "horse-nicker [see Nicker sb.^\. 1871 C. Ktngsley At
Last i, The grey horse-nicker-beads of our childhood. 1851

P. H. GossR Nat. Sojourn Jamaica 80 One of the most
venomous of plants {Isotoma longiflora) commonly called

*Horse-poison. 1874 J. W. Long Amer. Wild-fowl xxm.
239 The hunter usually selects a position.. amongst the high
' *horse-weeds ' bordering the field. 1893 B. Tobrey Foot-

path-Way 72 Acres and acres of horseweed. 1901 C. Mohr
Plant Life Alabama 787 Leptilon Canadense, .

.

Horseweed.
Canada Fleabane.

Horse-back. Add : 3. U,S, (Earlier ex-

ample.)
1851 J. S. Springer .Fivw/Z-i/^ 41 The pumpkin Pine is..

found, .also on abrupt ridges, called horsebacks.

5, horseback opinion 17.S., an opinion given

(as) from horseback, without opportunity for full

consideration of the question.

1879 Congress. Rec. 23 Apr. 728/1, I am not here as a
judicial auihoriiy or oracle. I can only give a horseback

opinion. 1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy vi. 72 My sister gives it

as a horseback opinion that she'd been engaged to this fellow

nearly eight months.

Horse-block. 1- (Earlier Amer. examples.)

1713 Charlestozvn Land Rec. 207 Heatons Seller door &
hors block [is] in the high way. iTax Bristol (Va.) Vestry

Bk. 7 To Mr. Luis Green junr. for a horse-block.

Horse-^ard. 4. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1845 Fr^:mont ExPed. lo The morning watch being horse

guard for the day. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mts. {1859) 21a

They prove quite useful as horse-guards. 1849 Parkman
Oregon Trail iv. 46 To have every man in the camp stand

horse-guard in rotation whenever we stop.

b. ^..S*. (See quots.)

1796 B. Hawkins Lett. 46 A large flie called the horse

guard come at the same season, they.. attack and destroy

all the flics they meet with. 1837 J. L. Williams Territory

of Florida 71 Horse Guard, a species of large Hornet that

burrows in the sand [and] destroys the flies.

Horsehair, c. Add ; horsehair snake =
horsehair-worm,
1897 0«//«^(U.S.) XXX. 434/a The creature referred to

as a mystery is what is termed the ' horsehair snake \ in

reality, a hairworm.

Horse-head. Add : 4. U.S. The silver

moonfish, Scleuc argentea,

1884 GooDE Fish. Indnstr. U.S. i. 323.

Horseless, «. Add: Applied spec. 4:1895-

1910 to automobile vehicles.

189s [see Diet.). 1901 Chambers's Jntl. Jan. 14/a The
three great trusts that control the making and using of these

horseless machines.

Horse-ma:stership. [See -ship.] Skill in

managing horses.

igo^Westm. Gaz. 21 Sept. lo/i Thereupon a trumpeter,

who knew something about horse-mastership, instantly

sounded the forage-call. Two minutes later evcr^ animal

was standing quietly in its appointed place. 1925 in E. F.

Norton Fight/or Ez-erest, 1924 565 Unless any other member
of the Expedition better fitted by his knowledge of horse-

mastership undertakes the care of the mess mules. X9«7

Daily Tel. 26 Apr. 16/7 The Army in India polo team . . has

undertaken a very difficult and interesting feat of horse-

mastership. The problem to be solved is that of transport-

ing a large stable of ponies from India to America.

Horse-meat. Add: 2. = Horse-flesh i,

1868 All Year Round 22 Feb. 252/2 Horse-meat is a

common., article of food. 1870 Food jml. i Dec 620 The
almost impossibility of obtaining beef and mutton naturally

forced the use of horse-meat upon the people. 1904 H'estm.

Gaz. 23 Dec. lo/i Every day the purveyors and the con-

sumers of horsemeat increase in numbers. 1910 Daily
Chron. 14 Jan. 1/5 The price of horse meat was sJd. a. Ih,

Horse-mill. (Later U.S. examples.)
1848 E. Bryant What I saiv in California xxi. 269 The

flour consumed by Captain Sutter is ground by a very ordi-

nary horse-mill. 1889 Cable in Century Mag. Feb. 520/2

A liorse-mill—a long pole on which a man sits, and to which
a horse or mule is hitched.

Horse-path. [Horse sK i.]

1. A path or track for horses; a bridle-path.

The name Horspath of a parish in Oxfordshire is recorded

(as Horspadan) in Domesd.iy Book (1086).

1755 L. Evans Anal. Map Colonies 29 Foot or Hor»e
Paths. X784, 1847 [see Horse sb. 26 c]. 18^ R. M. Bird

Hawks ofHawk-Hollow I. xvi. 216 A view of a horse-path

sloping down the hills on the further bank of the river.
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2. The track for the horse in a horse-mill.

183s J. H. Incraham South-lVest II. 288 On the ground
floor is the horse path for drawing the main wheel and
counter wheel.

Horse-plum. 2. US, (Example.)
1827 lyestern Monthly Rev. I. 322 The fruit is of the size

of a common horse plum.
j

Horse-power. Add : 1. c, with quaUfying
words (see quots.).

1859 Rankine Steam Engine 479 Nominal Horse-power
is a conventional mode of describing the dimensions of a
steam engine, for the convenience of makers and purchasers
of engines, and bears no fixed relation to indicated or to

effective horse-power. i86a — Civil Engin. 639 To find the

indicated horse-power of the engine. 1881, iSgi [see Diet. i].

1888 Lockivooffs Diet. Meek. Engin.^ Actual Horse-Power,
or Available H.P.—Sometimes called Dynametrical H.P.
The net useful power given out by an engine. 1888 A.
Jamiesom Elettt. Manual Steam ^ Steavt Engine xvii. 130
This nett or effective horse-power is termed Brake Horse-
power. 1904 Teehnol.fr Set. /?iV/.(ed.Goodchild&Tweney),
Brake Horse Power^ B.H.P., the power developed by an
engine or motor, which is absorbed by a brake dynamometer

:

distinguished from the indicated horse power as being the
amount of power which the engine can put out for useful

purposes. 1904 Westtn. Gas. 30 Mar. 10/2 The Good Hope
and the Z>r(Z«^.. are of 14,100 tons displacement and 30,000
indicated horse-power. 1908 Ibid. 31 Mar. 4/2 A petrol-
engine and steam-engine with its boiler, each of which is cap-
able ofdeveloping, say, 30-brake-horse-power as a maximum.
4. cUtrib. and Comb. : horse-power hour, a unit

representing the work performed or energy con-
sumed in working at the rate of one horse-power
for one hour.
1884 KstcHT Diet. Meek. Suppl., Horse-power Computing

Scale. , . Horse-power Jack. . , Horse-power Pump. . . Horse-
power Regulator. 1899 J. Perry .SV^aw iS'w^/W 250 Units of
Energy used Commercially, i horsc«powerhour = 1,421 centi-

grade heat units -- 2,558 Fahrenheit heat units = 1,980,000
foot-pounds. 1906 XVestfft. Gaz. 28 June 2/1 An output of

36 cubic feet of oxygen per horse-power hour.

Horse-racer. Add : 2. U.S. (See quot.)
1833 Maria Bpooks Zdphiel v. note, The ring necked

serpent. .. From the extreme swiftness of its movements, it

received from the English settlers the name of horse-racer.

Horse-sense, orig. US. (Earlier and later

U.S. examples.)
xSja Paulding Westtoard Ho 1 11. 60 He*s a man of good

strong horse sense. 1845 in C Cist Cincinnati Misc. 190
He.. fans good horse sense,, .and often speaks to the point
and with effect. 1901 [P. L. Ford] House Party 186 He was
..none too nimble with his wits. He did have horse sense,
however. 19x1 H. S. Harrison C'wf^^xviii. 223 A rich vein
of horse-sense underlay Byrd's philanthropic enthusiasms.

Horse-stealer. (In later use chiefly US,)
X5Sa, 1600 [see Morsr sb. 26 fj. 1730 in D. T. Valentine

Manual Corpor.N. K. (1864)677 lliat one Solomon Jennings
hath been a notorious Horse-Stealer for many years past.

X834 W. A. Carrutheks Kentuckian in N.Y. I. 197 A horse-
stealer who has blundered into better fortune is scandalized
at his former craft. X837 W, Irving Capt. Bonneville (1895)
I. 41 One of the most.. predatory tribes of the mountains;
horse-stealers of the first order.

Hence Hcrse-steaiUnfir ib. and a. ; Ko'rse-
steal, an act of horse-stealing.
x83x Mary A. Holley Texas Lett. (1833) 104 A party of

Tarankaways was. .whipped.. for horse stealing. 1837 W.
Irving Capt. Bonnernlle (1895) I. 43 This wild, horsesteal-
ing tribe. Ibid. 260 A marauding, horse-stealing region.

i^S FRiMONT Exped. 18 A party.. had been to the Pawnee
villages on a horse-stealing excursion. 1S47 in D. Drake
Pioneer Life Kentucky ii. 23 Captivities and hortc-stcalings,

were the daily topics of conversation. 1850 L. H. Garrard
WtUt-To-Yeut XX. (1927) 244 A horse-stealing expedition.
185B Teresa Vjele Follovnng the Dr^m 123 Horse-stealing
from the Mexicans is a. .branch of their business. 1872 E.
EcGLESTON Hoosier Schoolm. vi. 70 The whole region . . had
the reputation of being infested with thieves, who practiced
horse-stealing. 1887 Harper's Mag. Sept. 645/2, I was de-
fending a prisoner for horse-stealing. 1901 Marah E. Ryan
Montana ix. 126 A wholesale horse steal from a ranch.

Ho'rse-thief. A horse-stealer.

i^7a D. Taitt in Trav. Atner. Col. 541 A very great horse
thief. x8oo T. Jefferson The Anas 2 Jan. (Th.) Sweezy
was arrested (being an old horse thieQ and his papers
examined. x8^7 Quinland i. xv. I. 229 They say Jim
Wrangle has disclosed a company of horse-thieves, con^^ist-

ingof a dozen persons. X89X XIaram E. Ryan Told in Hills
II, V. 61 She intimated yesterday that he might be a horse-
thiftf. 19J3 R. Kipling Laud ff Sea Tales 230 Murderers,
horse-thieves, and cattle-lifters.

So Ho'rse-thie:vizig sb. and a.

183s R. M. Bird Haxvks ofHawk-kollo^v Il.xiit 137 Down
you rogue, or I'll indict you for horse-thieving, a 1861 T,
WiNTHROP John Brent vii. 71 'Supposin* it's.. more rattle-

snakes, or more horse-thieving.scalpin' Utes.' 1874 R. Glisan
yrnl.Artny Life xxx'ii. 463 A band of horse thieving prairie
inHians.

Horsewhip, sb. (Later U.S. examples.)
X843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 56 Pd tike to have some

on 'em tied to a tree, and have fair play at 'em with this
horse-whip. X856 P. Cariwright Antooiog. viii. (1858) 74
'i'hey came drunk, and armed with.. horse-whips.

Horst (hpist). Geoi. [G.,-« heap, mass, cluster,

sandbank, etc.] A term introduced by Suess to

denote tracts of the earth's surface which have
resisted lateral thrust and against which surround-
ing areas have been pressed and dislocated ; also,

an area that has become raised above surrounding
areas which have been depressed by faulting,

1893GEIKIE Text'hk. Geol. (ed. 3) 1071 Suess has pointed
out various areas of the earth's surface, named oy him
' Horsts*, which seem to have served this purpose [sc. as
buttrcssesl >n the general rupture and subsidence of the terres-
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trial cmst. 1909 Aveborv Scenery Eng. 179, 1910 Lake &
Rastall Text'bk. Geol. 178 Horst Mountain. This is the
reverse of a rift-valley.

Hortal, a. Delete Obs. rarg-'^ and add :

19J6 Nat. Hist, Oxford Distr. 119 Other hortal plants
which have become established are several species of North-
American Asters.

Hortensia (hf^jtcnzia^. [mod.L. (Ju5sieu%
f. Horlense^ Christian name of the wife of the
clock-maker Lepaute (1723-88).] The common
hydrangea.
1866 Treas. Bot. 1901 IVesim. Gaz. 7 Mar. 3/1 The

Parisians are just now greatly affecting white roses and
hortensia. 1906 Daily Chron. 9 Feb. 5/1 The bouquet was
of artificial hortensias.

Horticulturally (hpitik»*ltiurali, •\\^T-\adv,
[See -LY 2.] In the way of horticulture.

1905 E. F. Benson Image in Sand xviii, Horticulturally
speaking. 19*7 Obseri'er 2q Nov. 13/3 It is not only horti-
culturally that the Riviera is making ready.

Hortonite (hput^nait). Min. [prob. f. the
name of Dr. William Horton -i- -ite 1.] A steatitic

psendomorph of pyroxene.
x868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 222 Hortonite is.. found in Orange

Co., N.Y., with chondrodite.

Hortonolite (hputani^lait). Min. [f. the
name of S. P. Horlon + -o- + -Ute.] A silicate of
iron and magnesium.
1869 G.J. Brush inAmer.yrnl. Sci. ^ ArtsSer. 11. XLVIII.

17 On Hortonolite, a new member of the Chrysolite group.
1877 Dana Text-bk. Min, 278 Hortonolite... O'Neil mine,
Orange Ca, N.Y.

Horns (hosTifs). [late L., ad. Gr. ^H/Joy, ad.

Egyptian Hor.'] The name of an Egyptian deity,

represented in art as having the head of a hawk,
used attrib, to designate an image of this deity.
'9*3 Glasgow Herald 13 Feb. 8 The horus birds.

Hosanna. B. sb. Add : altHb, : hosanna
Sunday, Palm Sunday; hosanna tree, any tree

whose branches are used as palm on Palm Sunday.
1911 Ch. Times 13 Apr. 500/1 The Christians of Peisia also

use a species of willow, which is named there from the
' Hosanna Tree *,

Hose, sb. Add : 5. C. Golf, The socket into

which the shaft of an iron club is fitted.

1893 H. Hutchinson Golfing 21 A method of obviating the
trouble of occasionally hitting the ball on the hose of these
short-faced clubs.

7. hose-carriagef -cart^ -pipe (earlier U.S. ex-
amples) ; also hose-company, a company in

charge of a fire-hose,

1876 J. S, Ingram Centen. Exposition v. 140 The weight
and bulk of the engine and •hose-carriage. 1865 Trans. III.

Agric.Soc.W. 320 A large amount of thrce-incli hose always
ready on "hose carts. 1806 Massachusetts Spyii May (Th.)
The efforts of several *hose and fire companies at length
prevailed. 1841 C. Cist Cincinnati 290 Fire engine and
Hose Company, i860 O. W. Holmes Prof. Breakf.-t. iv.

106 More widely known through the Moyamensing Hose-
Company, and the Wistar parlies. 1835 J. "bliKfL-w^ Gazetteer
Virginia 139 The height of the reservoir, above these streets,

. .gives a jet of water by means of *hose pipes, of some 60 to
80 feet elevation.

Hospital, -f^. 6, KM\ hospital steward, tent
\

hospital ship, {b) a ship for conveying sick and
wounded soldiers to their own country ; hospital
train, a train for conveying wounded soldiers from
the front to the base hospitals.
1683 *hospital ship [in Dict.J. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 20 Nov.

6/2 The American hospital-ship Maine. 1916 Boyd Cable
Action Front 172 Swinging at top speed down the line to
the base and the hospital ship and home. 1856 R. Glisan
Jrftl. Army Life xxv. (1874) 350 Besides the sick, *hospital
steward,..and some three others, there will be no troops.
i8ia Niles' IVeekly Register II. 131/1, 300 "hospital, horse*
men's and common tents. x86a McClkllan Oivn Story a^Z
They are nearly all in hospital-tents and are well provided for.

1874 B. F. Tavlor World on Wheels, etc. i. xxiv. 162 The
saddest train upon which the writer ever took passage was
the •Hospital Train, with its maimed and mangled burden.
X916 Boyd Cable Action Front 172 That he might be lying
warm and comfortable in the soothing ease of a bed in the
bospital train.

H0Spita,lity. Add : 1. c. Applied in con-
ventional phr. to the admission of correspondence,

etc to a newspaper.
1913 Punch 16 Apr. agS, I thank you for the hospitality of

your columns.

d. TopartakeofHis otHerMajesty's hospitality :

to be in \>T\ion.jo€tilar colloq,

1894 Strand Mag. Sept. 296/2 Partaking of Her Majesty's
hospitality, in a building specially erected for gentlemen
who need a compulsory holiday.

Hospitalize (hf?spitalaiz), V. [f. Hospital
sb. +-IZE.]

1. trans. To place or accommodate in a hospital.
1901 Daily Chron. 10 Sept. 6/2 The disease was spreading

rapidly owing to the people refusing to hospitalise first cases.
X904 Ibid. 28 Oct. 8/3 The pauper who is hospitalised in an
English casual ward.

2. * To render (a building) unfit for habitation,

by long continued use as a hospital ' (Webster
1897).
Hence Eo:spitaliza°tiou, accommodation in a

hospital.
igja Nalion (N. Y.) 25 May 604 The activities of the

I^egion.. began with a demand for pensions and hospitaliza-
tion for those disabled in war service.

HOT.

HOSS (h/7s), dial, (also U.S.) var. of Hobse sh.

1. = Horse sb, i and 31; a.

1849 N. KiNGSLEv DiaryZZ My supper consisted of beans,
old boss, and hard bread. 187a J. M. Bailev Folks in
Danbury 37 (Th.) But this is a hoss of another colour. x888
F. R. Stockton Dnsantes 15 *'l'hese hosses won't do much
at holdin back ', he said.

2. U.S. = HoKSE sb. 4.

1844 y<ite Lit. Mag. X. 168 Well, boss, I reckon I will.

1847 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIX. 204 We've sworn to give
the first strange old hoss that comes along this road an up-
and-down beating. 1847, 1857 (see Diet.]. 1904 Hakben
Geoj-gians xv. 148 'Went back on us, ole boss', Jim said,
cordially.

3. attrib. = Horse sb. 26,
1837 R. M.BiRD Nick of Woods II. iv. 63, I do tknow]..

all the parts injacent and outjacent, circumsurrounding the
hoss-stunip, 1876 Habberton Jericho Road xv. 142 Losin*
your health when you started with Sam Reeves' boss-gang.
^1909 'O. Henry Roads of Destiny xvi. 263 Amos Colvin
and me were thicker than two hoss thieves more than ten
years.

Host, sbA 2. Add : Also applied to the wafer
before consecration (quots. 1687, 1881).

Hostage, sb,^ Add : 5. attrib.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 26 Sept. 8/2 The hostage camps [in the
Gaboon]. 1909 Daily Chron. 18 Nov. 1/7 The dragging of
a man to the hostage house [in the Congo].

Hostile. B. sb. US. (Earlier example.)
1855 Barnum Life 193 There was a good number of

'hostiles* [Indians] who would not come in.

Hot, a. Add : 1. e. Electrically charged. (Cf.
U.S. slang phr. hot squat, the electric chair.)
1930-^*^. Gloss. Motion Picf. Teckn. (Acad. Techn. Bureau

Hollywood), Hot, electrically charged, particularly when
dangerous.

6. d. transf. Of a literary work: Licentious.
colioq.

189J MiLLiKEN ^Arry Ballads 37 As most of our plays are
now cribbed from the French, wy they're all pooty 'ot, 1908
Daily Chron. 22 June 6/5 Publishing firms, .discovered that
money was to be made out ofwhat they called ' the hot novel '.

7. C. Of a ball: Hit or kicked hard, and difficult

for the opposite side to deal with.
i88a Pardon Australians in Eng. 37 Lockwood gave

Murdoch a hot chance at point. Mod. A. was caught from
a bot return. B. put in a hot shot which the goalkeeper
safely negotiated.

8. a. To get hoi : in a game or pursuit, to come
near the discovery of something concealed,
i88a Casselfs Bk. In-door A musem. {ed. 2) 29 The progress

of the player is usually announced by assuring him that he
is ' very cold ', * cold ', ' warmer ', * warm ', * hot ', ' very hot *,

or ' burning ', according as he is far from or near to the article
to be discovered. 1899 Hornung Amateur Cracksman 253
' Not there, not there ', said Raffles ;

' but you're getting hot.
Try the cartridges.' 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 29 Oct. 832/4
He needs it [sc. personality] to act quickly and effectively
when an appliance fails, or when an investigator gets 'hot .

b- Hot canaty, a canary of a brilliant flame
colour.

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 192/2 Birds which have successfully
undergone this forcing process [sc. with cayenne-pepper],
and hence called ' bot canaries '.

f. Of a Treasury bill : Newly issued, colioq.

19*8 Evening News 18 Aug. 11/6 The hot Treasuries wer«
offered at 4 3-16 per cent., without finding buyers. 19*9
Times 16 Nov. 18/1 The * hot ' Treasury Bills were dealt in

at 5 13-32 per cent. X9«9 Observer 17 Nov. 3/3 ' Hot ' bills

yesterday morning changed hands in very small amounts at

5 5*i6 per cent. 1931 J. Gbeenhill Money Market (West-
minster Bank Guild HI. 106).

g. Astrol, Of certain of the sigiis of the zodiac :

Favourable, auspicious,

1819 Jas. Wilson Diet. Astrol. 268 Aries..isa vernal, hot,
dry, fiery, cardinal, ..fortunate, hoarse, bitter sign. 1889
R. Baughan Influence of Stars 12 Aries., is a hot and fiery

sign, and produces a lean body.

h. Applied to elaborated dance music and play-

ing of the virtuoso kind ; also to the performer.
1928 Gramophone VI. 300/2 It is not a question of ' hot

dance music or 'straight ' dance music. 1931 Radio Times
30 Oct. 338/1 * Hot ' playing, as exemplified in the new
American records that Christopher Stone occasionally re-

leases for our entertainment. 1932 Amer. Speech VII. 245
Hot negro musician of Chicago. Ibid. 247 Hot jazz. 1931
' H.M. V* Catal.y Hot rhythm records.

11. a. Togo hot ana cold {all over) : to experience
alternate sensations of heat and cold owing to fear.

X928 Daily Mail 3 Aug. 10/6 The figures given, .as to my
earnings.. made me go all hot and cold—I wonder what
I can have done with all that money 1

12. C. hot beef, rhyming slang for * Stop thief!
*

e.g. in phr. to give (a person) hot heef\ hot bricks,
chiefly in phr. like a cat on hot bricks^ denoting

a situation of extreme discomfort and restiveness;

hot cakes orig. U.S. : in phr. to sell orgo {off) like

hot cakes, to be disposed of very rapidly; hot
chamber, chisel (see quots.) ; hot cross bun (see

Bux sb.^ I, Cross-bun) ; hot curving machine
(see quot. 1884); hot dog US. colioq. , a hot

sausage enclosed as a sandwich in a roll of bread;

hotplate, {a) (examples); {b) a portable gas or

electric Iieater on which food is kept hot, or a

plate with a cover for the same purpose; (r) (see

quot. 18S4); hot potato, in fig. phr. (to drop
something) like a hot potato', hot-spot Mech.j a

portion of the inlet manifold specially heated from
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the exhaust; usnally attrib.; also transf.- YioX,

stuff, (a) a person or thing out of the ordinary

run, something of surpassing excellence or merit

;

sometimes with implication of moral censure;

(*•) extraordinary or extreme condnct; hot-stuff ».

Army slang, to requisition ; hot-tube a metal

tube heated red-hot used for ignition of the charge

in an internal combustion engine; also attnb.,

as hot-tube igniter, ignition; hot wave U.S.,

a progressive movement of an area of relatively

high pressure and temperature, a heat wave ;
hot

wind, a wind blowing from the interior of a con-

tinent and characterized by intense heat, spec, this

phenomenon in South Australia; iot-wire a., de-

noting instruments the indications of which are

based on the expansion of wire when heated.

1870 J. W. HoRSLEY Jottings from Jail \. (-iZ^ii 19 He
followed, giving me *hot beef (calling 'Stop thief ). 1896 A.

Morrison Child of Jago x, Now he first experienced hot

beef'—which is the Jago idiom denoting the plight of one

harried by the cry ' Stop thief! ' i88« 'J. S. WlNTlR Army
Society xvi. Lady Mainwaiing looked. .like a cat on 'hot

bricks, i860 O. J. Victoi! HiU. Southern Rebellion (1861) I.

46 Revolvers and patent fire-arms are selling like *hot cakes.

1870 Conrress. Rec. 15 May 1368/1 Four per cent bonds, .go

offTike hot cakes. 1908 Daily Chron. 4 Aug. 3/4 Ice cre.ims

at 3d. a time went ' like hot cakes '. 1915 J- Gregory bai

of Backmoods xi. 141 So they got the blaze going, bacon

sizzling, the frying-pan balanced on the fire, hot^cakes mixed

and coffee set to boil. 1888 Encycl Brit. XXIII. 702/2 In

large stereotyping foundries, after the flong has been well

beaten upon the forme,.. it is baked and dried (the forme

stiri underneath) on a long thick iron slab, called a *hot

chamber, because it is heated from within by steam. 1889

N. >! Q. 7th Ser. VII. 151/1 Cold and 'hot chisels are used

for cutting cold and hot iron (or metal) respectively. 1880

Engineering XXIX. 372/2 Nearly every steel rail mu' 'n

the United States has the Gustin or some other good hot

curving machine. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Hot

Curving Machine, a machine for bending laterally a hot-

rolled rail to suit a curve of any given radius. 1908 G. H.

LoRiMFR y. Sptirlock vii. 147, I told the Major that he had

undoubtedly got hold of the *hottest dog in the frankfurter

can. 1926 Spectator 11 Sept. 373/1 The President of the

Brooklyn team asked them to his box and gave them hot

dogs. 1918 S. Vines Humours Unreconciled ii. J5
If one

trained on hot dog, pumpkin pie, graham flour, ice cream

sundaes. 1831 Catal. Gt. Exhib. ill. ill. 643 Emigrant's or

cottage stove, suitable for wood or coal, with *hot-plate and

oven. 1861 Francatei.li Cook's Guide Advt. 3 Smoke Jacks,

Hot Plates,.., Steam Tables, and.. other description of..

Cooking Apparatus. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Hoi
Plate, a gas stove for heating copper bits for soldering.

191S L. Stallings Plumes vii. 175 Ibe hot plate.. was set

upon a bracket next the water closet. 19JS G. L. Hill /I riel

Custer viL 99 A gas hot pl.ite with two burners. 1893 Farmer

& HiNLEY Slang S.V., To drop like a *hot potato. 1927

Observer 16 Oct. 27 A *hot-spot carbiiration system. 1930

Ibid. 7 Sept. 6 A certain kind of hot-spot fiction. 1931

Prosiectus Alvis Caris EfScient Carburation System with

specml Alvis ' Hot Spot ' induction pipe. 1889 Kansas
Times >r Star 14 Nov., 'Miss Middleton's Lover." Were
there room for two words more in that last line, ' *Hot Stuff'

might be appropriate. fli909'0. Henry' Roads of Destiny

xviii. 305 We want to introduce a little hot stuff in the way of

campaigning. 191S T- Burke Nights in Town 306 Women
screamed. Others cried for help. Some one cried, ' Hot
stuff, boys—let 'em 'ave it where it urts mostl' 1915 Sir

H. Wilson Diary (1927) I. 249 Here is Sarrail, sitting

next to Joffre, to urge a plan about which he knows nothing.

And all because he is a Radical-Socialist. Hot stuff. 1920

WoDEHOUSE Damsel in Distress x. 124 If I'd known you

were such hot stuff,. .I'd have got you to give me a stroke

or two. 1914 RosHER In R.N.AS. (1916) 36, I at once

hot-stuffed .. one of his inlet valves and set the men to work

changing it. 1896 B. Donkin Text-ik. Gas Engines (ed. 2)

87 In all modern Otto engines, *hot.tube ignition is used.

ziSi Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 805/1 The occasional occurrence

of * *hot waves * which sweep over large areas of country,

raising the temperature much above its normal height, is

one of the most striking and most disagreeable features of

the climate of the country. £1790 Encycl. Brit. (1797) VI.

402/1 A sign of the approaching Simoom or "hot wind. 1804

in Wellington's Disp. ( 1 837) 1 1 1 . 180 .-^ desire to give his troops

some repose, and not to expose the Europeans to the hot winds

in Hindustan. 1833 hot wind [see Diet, i a). 1846 J. L.Stokes
Discmi. Australia II. 243 note. During the hot winds we
observed the thermometer, in the direct rays of the sun, to be

135°. 1850 R. G. Gumming Hnnter^s Life S. Afr. I. 60 At
certain seasons . . northerly breezes prevail : these are termed

by the colonists 'hot winds'. 1900 W. Stebbing C. H.
Pearson 289 He revelled in the Victoria hot.wind days which
shrivelled up everybody else. 1893 "yml. Soc. Arts ij Aug.
845/2 The *hot wire apparatus. 1903 Phil. Mag, Ser. vi.

VII. (1904) 372 In order to make use of the gilt silver wire as

a hot-wire voltmeter. 1923 E. W. Marchant Radio Telegr.

4- Teleph. iv. 44 Other forms of detector for wireless circuits

are the electrolytic, the hot wire ' barretter ' and the crystal.

Hot (h(;t), int. S. Afr. [Du.] A call to an

ox to turn to the left

{1785 tr. Sparrman's Voy. I. 127 Each ox in particular will

Eay
attention, and go to the right ur to the left, merely upon

earing its own name pronounced with a ote or a etar added
to it.] 1870 Cape Monthly Mag. I, 104 Literally, I did not

know my right hand from my left, when hot stood for the

one and haar for the other,—sounds intelligent enough to

the most stupid bullock that ever bore the yoke.

Hot, V. Add : 3. fig. or transf. with up. (a)

To become ' warm ' or unpleasantly excited, (i)

pass. Of an internal combustion engine, a car, etc

:

To be ' tuned up '
; to have the horse-power in-

creased so as to be capable of higher speeds. Also

in ///. a.

1923 WoDEHOusE Inimit. Jeeres x. 108 The atmosphere
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was consequently more or lesshotted up when Cyril . .breezed

down centre, /bid. xviii. 250 'Things are hotting up.'

' What's happened now ?
' 1928 Morning Post 20 Oct. 10/7

This car. .IS not in any sense a 'hotted up' Morris six-

cylinder.

4. To reprimand severely ; to give it (a person)

hot.

1920 Blackiii. Mag. Oct. 473/1 The moment the troops

there did fall back they would be properly ' hotted '.

Hot, adv. 2. (Later U.S. example.)
1884 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn xv. 126 As soon as I got

started I took out after the raft, hot and heavy, right down
the tow-head.

Hot air. [See Hot a. 12 c]
1. attrib. or as adj. (earlier and later examples).

1841 C Cist Cincinnati Advt., Manufacturers of Hot .\ir

Furnaces, Stoves, &c. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Hot-air

Eit^ine, one driven by the beating of a body of air admitted

to the cylinder. . . Hot-air Furnace, one in which air is heated

for warming houses, or for purposes of drying.

2. slang (orig. US."). Vaporous or boastful talk,

'gas', pretentious or unsubstantial statements or

claims ; also attrib. as in hot-air artist or merchant,

one who indulges in talk of this kind.

1899 G. Ade Fables in Slang (1900) 126 They strolled under

the Maples, and he talked what is technically known as Hot
Air. 1904 Eliz. Robins Magnetic North xiii. He has more

hotairto offer than muscle. \^^N.Y.Even. Posti^S^^t.

7 A prominent Democratic senator who.. will not give out

'hot air ' interviews. 1911 H. B. Wright Barbara Worth

327 The presence av sich . . a hot air merchant . . is a disgrace

to any. .company. 1914 'Ian Hay" Knt.on Wheels ami,
' Brand a friend of yours. Miss Jennings?'..'That hot-air

artist?' she replied witheringly. 'I don't think 1

Hot-Mooded, a. Add : b. Warm-blooded :

opposed to cold-blooded.

1874 J. W. Draper Hist. Conflict letiu. Relig. <S-
Sci. (1875)

248 The hot-blooded animals could not exist in an atmosphere

so laden with carbonic acid.

Hot box. U.S. An overheated journal-box,

csp. of a railway carriage ; also^^. or transf.

i8ss Knickerbocker Mag. XLV. 199 They shout orders

about 'couplings '..and 'hot-boxes'. 1873 'Mark Twain
& Warner Gilded Age xlvi. 419 It seemed as if the train

would never reach Baltimore.. .A hot box had to be cooled

at Wilmington. 1883 C. D. Warner Roundabout Joiim. 3

A real American is not comfortable^ without a ' hot box '

occasionally in the course of a long journey. <Z]9io in H.
Withers Our Money (1923) 13 The locomotive was attacked

by a malady called ' hot box'. 1910 Jer. Hart Vigilante

Girl X. 140 If that near hind box was to begin to talk

different, I'd pull up and examine it right away. Mebbe
I'd save a hot box by doin' it.

Hotcbkiss (hptjkis). The name of B. B.

hoichkiss (1836-85), American inventor, used

attrib. to designate a kind of machine gun and

certain rifles invented by him.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 285/1 Hotchkiss Magazine Gun.

1890 Handbk. 6-pndr. Hotrhkiss ijuick-firing gun 12 The
shell is fitted with . . a brass Hotchkiss band. Ibid., The fuze

may be either the Nordenfelt or the Hotchkiss, Mark II,

pattern. 1890 G. S. Clarke Fortif. xiii. 191 Twelve Hotch-

kiss machine guns. 1895-1900 Kynoch Jrnl. Dec-Jan. 31/2

The Hotchkiss Automatic Gun. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXIX.
166/1 In the Hotchkiss and also in the Skoda systems the

mechanism is of the vertical breech block type.

Hotchpot. 4. (Later U.S. example.)

1837 SouDieni Lit. Messenger III. 644 A very hotchpot

collection.

Hotel, sb. 4. Add : hotel bus, clerk (U.S.),

-keeper, -keeping.

1878 Harper's Mag. Jan. 194 The traveller reaches his

stopping-place by *hotel "bus, carriage, or by the democratic

street cars. 1879 B. F. Taylor Summer-Savory x. 89 He
[sc. the hustler] is the man to overwhelm the average '•hotel

clerk. 1866 Mrs. Whitney L. Goldthiuaite iv. The "hotel-

keeper had a ' capital team '. 1870 ' Fanny Fern ' Ginger-

snaps 247 Having then left what, in my opinion, is the per-

fection of "hotel-keeping. 1884 H. S. Cummings Dartmouth
Colt. 54 He went to Colorado, and engaged in hotel-keeping

at Monument.
Hoteldom ("tne-ldam). [f. Hotel J*. + -DOM.]

The realm of hotels, hotels collectively.

1904 Westm. Caz. I June 9/2 Then our representatire

turned his attention to hoteldom. 19*7 Glasgow Herald 28

Mar. ii/i There is to be an addition to London hoteldom.

Hotelier ("t^-lyi;). [Fr.] The keeper or pro-

prietor of a hotel.

1905 Westm. Gaz. 10 Mar. 12/1 Some enterprising hotelier.

1925 G. W. Deeping Sorrell xxix. An expert hotelier, the man
of detail who must organize the very stair-rods and the bath

taps. 1930 Observer 20 Apr. 7 That prince of hoteliers, the

late M. Kitz.

Hot-foot, adv. Add : 2. attrib. or as adj.

Acting with haste or promptitude.

1904 ' O. Henry ' Cabbages If Kings v. 90 He was private

secretary of the late hot-foot president of this grocery and

fruit stand that they call a country.

3. sb. Prompt or rapid action or movement.
1869 Congress. Globe 1 5 Jan. 389/3 The honorable Senator

..admonished us of the importance of hot-foot in this

business, if I may say so, of allowing the testimony to be

taken at once. 1915 H. L. Wilson Ruggles of Red Gap 11.

(1917) 27 We'd better report to her before she does :t hot-

foot over here.

Hot-foot, V. Chiefly U.S. [f. prec] intr.

To go hot-foot ; to make haste. Also with it.

1896 G. Ade /4 rtie iii. 22, 1 hot-foots up to the dance. 1900

— More Fables in Slang (1902) 159 He. .Hot-Footed up to

see the Boss. 1904 Ne-M York Sun 27 Aug. 10 Thousands

hot fooled to the corner of Broadway. 1911 R. D. Saunders

Col. Todhunter ii. 34 Great Scott and Maria, you must have

HOUE.
hot.footed it away from your vittles, young man ! i^iS
' S. S. Van Dine * Greene Murder Case v. When 1 told you
the police were hot.footing it after a burglar.

2. trans. To chase or conduct at a rapid pace.

1903 F. B. Smith Hovi Paris Amuses Itself 103 Zul^ma
discovers her irate father, who, having been hot-footed up
hill and down dale by the bloodthirsty Anglais, is glad
enough to come out of his hiding place.

Hottentot. Add: 1. c. (In full Hottentot

fish.) A South African fisli, Cantharus blochii,

found in Table and False J3ays; also, in Natal,

Cantharus natalensis.

1798 tr. Stavorinits' Voy. I. 560 The Hottentot-fish, which
is like a sea-bream. 1838 J. E. Alexander Exped. 1. 88

"The delicious Roman fish, Hottentot.

3. Hottentot bean tree S. Afr., an old colonial

name for the tree Scotia speciosa ; Hottentot
bonnets 5". Afr. (see qnot.) ; Hottentot flah (see

i c) ; Hottentot('s) god S. Afr., a mantis, for-

merly worshipped by the Hottentots.

1833 S. Kay Trav. d Res. in Caffraria 106 The "Holten.
tot'sTean tree. 1848 Bunbury C. Good Hope 188 Disperis

Capemis . .is known by the name of the *Hottentot Bonnet,

on account of the peculiar shape of its purple and green

flowers. 1785 tr. Sparrman's Vopi. I. 211 A genus of insects

(the moiitis), called by the colonists the *Hottentot's god.

Honbara (huba-ra). Also hobara, hubara,

oubara, ubara. [mod.L., f. Arab. ^jX^ liubdri

bustard.] A bustard of the genus so named, con-

sisting of two species, Otis houbara or Houbara un-

dtilata, native to Northern Africa and Western Asia,

and Otis macqueeni, native to India and Persia.

l8a7 Malcolm Sk. Persia I. 56 The beautiful speckled

Hubara, with his head erect and wings outspread. 1836

Penny CycL VI. 59/2 Arabs are accustomed to compare the

eyes of their most beautiful women to those of the Oubam.
1869-73 Casselfs Bk. Birds IV. 7 According to Jerdon the

Indian Houbara is found throughout the plains of the Pnn-
jaub and Upper Scinde. 1878 Newton in Encycl. Brit. IV.

579/1. 1883 List Animals Zool. Soc. 517 Houbara Bustard.

1925 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 339/1 The hobara, or lesser

bustard.

Houdan (ha-dan). Name of a town in the

department of Seine-et-Oise, France, nsed to desig-

nate a breed of domestic fowl characterized by

black and white plumage, heavy crest, five toes on

each foot, and by its prolific laying.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 645/2 The Houdan is a black and
white breed of very similar character [to the Creve<oeur].

1902 Ibid. XXXI. B76/2 A race originated in France by
crossing Houdans with Dorkings and Light Brahmas, and
known as the Favcrolles. 1925 Glasgovi Herald 16 Jan. 6

During the war I had a houdan who ruled my hen run.

Houghton (hffotanjhan'tsn). U.S. An Ameri-

can variety of gooseberry having smooth red fruit.

X911 Webster.

Hoabere (hdn-hisrj). Nem Zealand. [Maori,

f. hoti to bind or fasten together -^ here tie.] A
tree belonging to the genera Plagianthus and Ho-
heria, the ribbon-wood or lace-bark, the bark of

which was used for tying.

1883 J. Hector Handbk. N. Z. 130 (Morris) Honhere,

ribbonwood of Dunedin. 1889 T. Kirk Forest Flora N. Z.

87 In one or other of its varied forms the houherc is found

in nearly every district in the colony.

Hound, sby 7. a. Add : hound-dog, -pup U.S.

1649 Dedham (Mass.) Rec. 162 That care be taken that the

young "hound doges be in time taught to hunt. 19x1 R. D.
Saunders Col. Todkunter ii. 24 I'm as hungry as a young
hound-dog this very minute. 1857 Olmsted Joum. Texas
(1861) 52 The child, .five miles from a neighbor;, .[with)

"hound.pups and negroes forplaymates. t878J. H. Beadle
Western Wilds xx\\i\. 439 What he wouldn't steal, a hound
pup wouldn't pull out of a tan-yard.

b. hound-work, the work done by the hounds

in hunting.
1928 Isis 14N0V., Some very pretty houndwork now ensued.

1919 Morning Post 30 Dec. 13/1 Fine Exhibition of Hound-
work with Moderate Scent.

Honnd, sb.'^ 2. U.S. (Earlier examples.)

1846 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (184;) 264 The placing on

the rear ends of the extended hounds, -the adjustable sway

bar. 1854 Bartlett Pers. Narr. Explor. Texas, etc. II.

xl. 456 Mr. Flotte's large carriage got mired j and in the

struggle to extricate, the tongue and hounds were broken.

Honp-la (h«-pila), int. Also hoop-la. [Cf.

F. houp-lA! hallo !] An exclamation accompany-

ing a quick or sudden movement.
1914 H. Garland Son of Middle Border xxiii. 2B6 We

began to slip slowly, smoothly, and with joyous ea.se down
the shining track 1 Hoopla ! we had taken wing. 1917

Punch 23 May 340/2 A beam of pleasure, succeeded by

a falling of the countenance, then a look of decision, ended

in a ' Houp-li ' as the Japanese doll descended into the

basket. 1913 Ford No More Parades \. ii. But.. Hoopla !

. . He executed with his gloved right thumb in the moonlight

a rapid pirouette. 19*9 Garstin Houp La! xxiv. 308
' Houp la

!
' Bill sighed, letting his head fall back.

Hour. Add : 1. o. Used to denote the distance

of the sun above the horizon in the morning or

afternoon. U.S.
1637 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. IX. 66 The keeper.. [is] to

take the Cattle at the pen at Sun halfe an hour highe.

1683 in Coll. Nciv Hamfsh. Hist. Soc. VIII. 133 At night,

about sun halfan hour high. 176a Narragansett Hist. Reg.

II. 219 We.. got to the Ferry the sun about two hours high

at night. 1824 in Coll. Nrai Hamps'u Hist. Soc. I. 244

Though the sun was an hour above the horizon, it w^s now

as dark as midnight. 1836 Knickerbocker Mag. VIII. 35a



HOTTB-GLASS. 481 HOVEN.
The sun is two hours up yet. 1907 M. H. Norhis The Veil

\. 3 The sun was an hour high when he entered a narrow
road overgrown with grass.

d. (orig. kour-mile*) The distance which can be
traversed in an hour.
(^11646 J. Gregory in Gregarii Postkutna {1650) 318 One

Hour-Mile of a Journie upon Hors, a^fswereth to four

English Miles.] 1785 tr. Sparrman s Voy. II. 81 This place

is situated at the distance oftwo hours (uurs) from that which
we had just quitted. 1798 tr. StavcHnus' Voy, I. 58 note^

A Dutch mile, which they in general call an hour, is about
three miles and a half English. 1877 Geikie Li/^ ofChrist
I. 3SS Three hours from Jerusalem. 1907 in A. H. Ander-
son Reading Advts. p. xlviiia, Dulverron...4 Hours from
London, i Hour from Taunton and Exeter,

e. A unit of energy or capacity. Horse-power
hour (see *Horse-power 4). Ainpirc hour,

electricity sufficient to furnish a current of an
ampere for an hour.

1919 R. Stanley Wireless Teiegf. I. 452 A proper check..
of the number of ampere-hours* charge and discharge,

f. A unit of measure of work done.
X900 Daily News 10 Jan. 8/3 1 1 should be understood that

the tailors" hour' is not one of time, but merely the word
employed for an unit of calculation.

8. hour-zone, each of the lunes on the earth's

surface bounded by two meridians, fifteen degrees

apart on the equator, equal to an hour in the

standard system of time, within which all places

have the same standard time, except where a line

has been shifted slightly for local convenience.
X898 Geogr. yrnl. (R. G. S.) XI. 677 The groups of 10

degrees of longitude form naturally the 34 hour-zones into

which the circumference of the equator is diviaed.

Sour-glass. C. Add : hour-glass aneitrism,

stomach,
1880 hKVxt.i.1. Aneurism 56 The support of muscular fibres

has frequently thir effect on the vessel, namely, while fusi-

form dilation exists to right and left, this little tract is

healthy ; the condition might be called an hour-glass aneur.
ism. 1907 Practitioner June 755 There was an hour-glass

stomach, due to old ulceration.

House, sb.'^ Add : L ^. (Later U.S. dial, ex-

amples.)
iSas J. F. CooreR L. Lincoln III. vii. 175 *Tis an awful

calling, to be beating down the housen of people of the same
religion and blood with ourselves. 1845 J. J. ^oorzti Daddy
Bigg's Scrape 196 Ef they ondertake to bild housen on the
hill-sides, ..they'll have to rope 'em to the trees.

2. b. To bow down (or worship) in the house of
Rimmon (after a Kings v. 18) : to pay lip-service

to some principle which one does not accept ; to

sacrifice one's principles for the sake of conformity.

1718 De Foe in W. Lee Life, etc. (1869) I. p. xiii. Thus I

bow in the House of Rimmon, and must humbly recommend
myself to his Lordship's Protection. 1903 Kipling Five
Nations, Rimmon i. Duly with knees that fetgn to quake

—

JBent head and shaded brow—Yet once again, for my father's

sake. In Rimmon's House I bow.

2. c. On the house : at the expense of the tavern,

saloon, etc. orig. U.S.
T889 Kansas City Times ^ Star 30 Nov., The first drink

Thursday was ' on the house ' in the leading saloons.

4. O. Also, in day schools, a division of the

school for purposes of discipline ar.d games,
19J5 City ofOxford Sch. Mag. Mar. 8 Kerry House hold

the new cup for the winning House for the first year. Ibid,

July 33 In the points counting for the House Shield.

g. Housefull : the announcement posted outside

a place of entertainment to indicate to the public

that there is no room available. Also transf
X914 Aeroplane 1 Sept. 3ir/t Both Services have practi-

cally put up the * House Full ' sign, and have a waiting list

yards in length.

7. d. The gelatinous envelope secreted by certain

tanicates.
1888 RoLLKSTOM & Jacksom Anim. Life i^x The cells of

the anterior region of the body in Larvacea arc large, and
secrete a hyaline gelatinous and sticky substance, which
forms the so-called 'house '. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXIII.
475/9 Lohmann has made a careful study of the mode of
formation of this ' House ' from certain large ectoderm cells

the ' oikoplasts '.

9. b. Curling. The space within the outermost

circle drawn round the tee,

1884 *J. Strathksk' More Bits xiv. (1885) 373 David
swept behind the Tee, and *saw him out o' the house'.

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 257/a All leading stones should be
thus concaved, that they may be able to keep their position

in the * house*.

C, Lotto played in the Army as a gambling
game with special cards and checks.
1900 Strand Mag. Apr. 419/9 When they were not drilling

th^y were playing * House '. 1917 Empey From Fire Step
125 The two most popular games are * Crown and Anchor '

and 'House*, laid. 126 As soon as the estamtnet is

sufficiently crowded the proprietors of the ' House Game *

get busy. 1919 G. K. Rose 2!4tk Ox/. ^ Bucks Lt. Infiy.

900 On the air floated the monotonous enumeration of
• House '. 1933 Daily Mail 9 June 7 The game of ' house ',

or * box and numbers '.

20. house-cat (later U.S. examples).
^1785 Sasah Pears Narrative (MS.) 8 He had not killed

anything save a (bcarj cub not bigger than a house cat,

S845 Hooper Taking Censusx. 63 'Twas my old house-cat.

sis. hoaae bill, a bill of exchange drawn by a
business house on itself; house-bound a. (ex-

ample) ; houBe-bumt a. t/.S.^ designating tobacco

spoiled by being hung too thick in the drying-house

;

SOPPT,

SO house-bum v. intr.^ to become honse-burnt

;

house cap, a school cap made of the colours

adopted by a particular house, esp. one awarded for

proficiency in games; house-car £/'.i'. (e-xample)

;

house-carpenter (earlier and later U.S. examples);
house-cleaniug, the cleaning of the inside of a
house, esp . a thorough cleaning in spring or

autumn ; house-dinner, a dinner given to the
staff or the occupants of a school-house, etc.

;

house-finch U.S. (see quot.) ; house frame U.S.^

the frame of a wooden house ; house-furnishing,
the furnishing of a house ; also //. in concrete

sense ; house-logr U.S., a log suitable for, or used
in, the construction of a house ; house-parlour-
man, a male servant who does work corresponding
to that of a house-parlourmaid; house-pleoe =3

House-place ; house-pride, pride in one*s house,
desire to keep one*s house beautiful; so house-
proud a., proud of one's house, desirous to see it

always at its best ; house-raising U.S, (earlier

and later examples) ; house-work, the work re-

quired to keep a house clean and in order ; house-
wrecker =s HousEBREAKEK 2; house-WTon U.S.J
the common wren ofthe United States, nesting about

houses and outhouses.

X909 Daily Chron, 2 Mar. 3/a That particular bill of ex-
change, the ' *house bill *—a bill drawn by a firm or company
on itself. X878 Harper's Mag. Jan. 277/1 The rains set in
furiously, and I was completely *house-bound. 1640 in

Maryland Archives 98 Bad Tobacco shall be judged ground
leafes, Second Crops leafs, notably brused or worm eaten, or
leaves *bouse burnt, sun burnt, [etc.]. iZ^a Rep,Comm.
Patents Agric. (1850) 321 Splitting tobacco is aclmired by
many who contend that it cures brighter, .and (is] less likely

to *house-burn. ibid, 324 In this crop every leaf was saved,
none lost by worms nor by * house-burning ' (that is suffer-

ing, or even rotting from being hung too thick). 1899
Kipling in Windsor Mag. Dec. 33/1 * S'pose we're collared ?

'

said Beetle, cramming his red and black *house-cap into

his pocket. 1907 Daily Chron. 15 June 4/7 The pride

of a little boy who wins his house cap at school. 1858
Penn. Rail Road Annual Rept. 14 The Rolling Stock..
consisted . . of . . Eight-wheeled *House Cars, 1643 in Mary-
land Archives IV. 212 John Thatcher, *house-carpenter.
1688 [sec House sb. 23]. 1741 W. Stephens Jml. Proc.
Georgia II. 118 The other was looked on as a master House.
Carpenter of repute. 1758 in Lett, to IVashington W, 365
And all this without one farthing expence (except about nine
pence per day to the best house Carpenters). 1855 Knicker-
bocker Ma^. XLVI. 222 Beech timber is held in great esteem
byship-buiiders and house-carpenters. i^^^Causes Reduct.
Tonnage (1870) x8 House-carpenters In Fall River received
thirty-five cents an hour. 1863 B. Tavlor H. Thurston
iu 36 The first thing. .was immediately to summon old
Melinda.. whose speciality was ^house-cleaning. 1871 Mrs.
STOWK.Vaf/i Laxuiondi There's the spring house-cleanin'and
the fall house-cleanin' to be seen to. 1881 Amer. Naturalist
XV. 213 The little *house finch (Carpodacus frontalis) is

everywhere abundant throughout Southern California and
Arizona. 1834 in Coll, Neiu Hampsh. Hist. Soc. I. 246 A
new two-story *house frame nearly covered, .and two barns,

were blown down. 1858 Leslie's Illustr. Weekly 23 Jan.
127 Goods for Winter Use in the "Housefurnishing Line.

1865 Mrs. Stowe House J^ Home P. 61 That such is not
always the case in the real home comes often from the mis-

takes in the house-furnishing. 1904 Netv York Sun 9 Aug.
8 The feminine preference for garments and house furnish-

ings over locomotives and drop forgings. 1835 Austin
Papers (1924) II. 1026, 1 wish you to furnish him with tools

to git me a set of •House Logs. 1836 D. B. Eoward Hist.
Texas 63 As house logs or rails, it is considered.. durable.

1878 Rep. Indian Affairs 65 The timber, as a rule, is not
valuable, except for the rails and house-logs, very little of it

being suitable for working into lumber, 1887 A. W. Tourcek
Button's Inn 306 It \ic. the trap-door] was hung on wooden
bar-binges set into thechimney at one end, and into thehouse-
logs at the other. 19*3 Daily Mail 25 Jan. 5 A number of
men are becoming *house-parlourmen. 1931 Morning Post 10

Aug. 16/6 House-parlourman Required f'or maisonette. 19x0
W. J. Locke House of Baltnzar ix, Baltazar's bedroom at

the southern end, once separated from the *housc-piece by
a wooden partition reachine to the rafters. 1908 Daily
Chron. 3 Nov. 4/7 ' A Quoi Ticnt la Superiority des Anglo-
Saxons?' It is in ' *house pride.' 1909 /*/V. 7 Dec 1/2 iThe
' instinctofhouse-pride 'seems almost never entirely wanting
in the iiome 'studied. 1849 C Bronte Shirley II. vil. 169

You are what you call •house-proud; j'ou like to have
everything handsome about you. x^gg Daily News zj Oct.

4/7 It is a bad thing for the mother of a family if she

cannot be a little * house-proud '. 1908 Daily Chron. 3 Nov.

4/7 If you have ever heard the word ' house-proud ', mean-
ing anyone who would spend money and time on his house
to have it nice. 1704 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. VIII. 223, I

was at my L[and-] Lords "house raising. 1783 Maryland
yrnl, 29 Aug. (Th-) A dispute having arisen.. at a house-

raising last year. 1843 American Pioneer II._45X The fre-

quent necessity for united effort at house-raisings, log-roll-

ings, corn-busk ings, &c. 1857 [see Diet.], tgtj J. D. Free-
man When West was Young 415 They would.. reach the
West in time for a big house-raising which would be given

them by the entire neighborhood. 1841 A. Bache Fire-

screen iig Mrs. Gibbs, a woman who sometimes came to

assist in doing *house-work, had followed Mrs. Brown into

the parlour. 1871 Rep. Indian Affairs (1872) 378 While the

boys are engaged in out-door work, the girls could be em-
ployed in sewing or house-work. 1883 Ibid. 247 Housework
ancl sewing. 1896 A. Morrison CA/7a(7/"7flf(? xvii, The old

buildings were sold . . to the *house-wreckcrs. 1903 Westm.
Gaz, 7 Sept. 8/2 The hand of the housewrecker, i8^t J. J,

Audubon Omith. Biog. I. 427 The *House Wren, Troglo-

dytes mdon. 1871 Amer. Naturalist VI. May 275 Here the

common * house ' wren is bleached and faded, forming the
so-called Troglodytes Parkmanni differing from the T.

aidon of the east only in this particular. 1904 Ellen
Gi^sGOwr Deliverance v. i. 442 A half.finished nest which
a house-wren had begun to build.

House, v.'^ 7. Add : Also with up,
'873 J. H. Beadle Undevel, West \. 40 We can house up,

you know, and keep warm on the prairie in winter, but we
can't house up and keep cool in the timber in the summer.

Housecraft (hau*S|kraft). [f. House j^.I +
Crafp sb. 1 2.] The art of managing a house

;

skill in domestic duties. Also attrib.

1910 Daily Chron. i Mar. g/i Ignorance of housecraft is

the favourite reproach brought against the modern woman.
Ibid.^ St. Martha's College of Housecraft. 1914 J- Collings
Colon. Rural Britain I. vi. 116 Among the ' optional ' sub-
jects contained in the 'Regulations for the Training of
Teachers for Elementary Schools 'is that of 'Rural Science'
(and ' Housecraft ' for gtrls).

Housekeeping, sb. Add :

3. allrib., as housekeeping goods,

1899 Daily News 26 June 10/6 There is a satisfactory trade
doing in damasks, and house-keeping goods. 1900 Ibid. 17
Sept. 2/7 Housekeeping goods and damasks.

House-lot. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1636 Spring/ield (M.a.5?..) Rec. 1. 156 Every inhabitant shall

have a convenient proportion for a house lott as we shall see
meette for eveiy ones quality and estate.

Housemaid. Add : d. A small weight or

block used for holding a door open,
1898 Westm. Gaz. 19 Nov. 2/2 ' Housemaid.'—A metal

block or figure, used in a house for keeping a door open..

,

Dictionary ofHardware.

House-top. Add : b. fg. A public place

;

esp. (with allusion to Luke xii. 3) in phrase to

proclaimf declare, or cry on oxfrom the hottse-top{s) ,

to make public, to proclaim so that everyone knows.
Also attrib,

1899 Westm. Gaz. 15 Nov, 3/2 The policy of house-top
virtue. 1906 J. Jackson tr. Thoughts ofMarcus Aurelius
35 A man who has done a good deed should be like a horse
that has run its race..: in other words, he ought not to

proclaim it from the house-tops. 191 1 C. G. Robertson Eng.
under Hanoverians 11. iv. 345 To cry on the housetops that
it was merry in England before the new industry came up.

1931 L. Birch Pyramid xviii. 233 That someone should
come forward and cry from the housetops that all friendships
that are romantic are not, for that reason, immoral.

Hou'se-wa^rmer. [See *-eb «.] = House-
WABUING a b.

i9aa H. B. Hermon-Hodgk Up agsf. it in Nigeria v. 81

Next evening I gave a sort of house-warmer in my new
shanty on the hill.

Hoasin^, sb."^ Add : 1. (Mod. examples.)
1847 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1848) 168 The tobacco was

hardly worth the housing. 1849 Ibid., Agric. (1850) 321
This mode is pursued easily by simply splitting, .the plant

..before it is cut down for housing. 1930 A. P. Herbert
Water Gipsies viii. Honest John Raven worked hard and
late at the office, and sometimes brought home papers with
him, or if not he talked ' housing *.

6, d. Each of the supports of the rollers in a roll-

ing-mill.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 329/2 The 'housings* or stout

cast-iron supports for the rollers. x88s [see Diet.]. 1884
W. H. Greenwood Steely Iron xvi. (ed. 2) 321 The necks or

bearings of the rolls are supported upon brasses, in massive
cast-iron housings or standards.

7. housing-question f -scheme ; housing screw, a

screw by means of which the rollers in a rolling-

mill can be adjusted and the width of the bar of

metal controlled.

1899 W. T. Stead in Daily News 19 July 5/5 Milner had
charge of the *Housing Question after the boom was
launched. 1918 D. Lloyd George Slings ^ Arroivs (1929)

199 Your ^housing schemes must, in the majority of cases,

be schemes outside the town. 1884 W. H. Greenwood
Steel ^ Iron xvi. (ed. 2) 328 The *housing screws are made
to revolve in either direction or to remain stationary. 1888

Lockivoods Diet, Mech. Bngtn.^ Housing Screzvs, the screws
which pass through the caps of rail mill housings for the

adjustuKnt of the rolls.

Housinsff sb,*^ 3. Add : housing-strap, a

strap which pulls together the sides of a horse's

collar,

1908 Anim. Managem. (War Office) 204 The 'housing
strap ' which brings the sides together, often stretches to

such an extent that the collar is not properly closed.

Hova (h(Ja"va, h»-va). Also Orah. [Mala-
gasy.] a. A member of the dominant race of

Madagascar; also, in restricted use, one of the

middle class, as distinct from the nobles and
the slaves, b. The language of this race. Also
attrib.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 259/2 The Ovahs, who inhabit the

elevated plains in the interior, are in height rather above the

European standard. 1868 Oliver in frnl. Anthrop. Inst.

(Encycl. Brit. XV. 176/1) The Hbvas and other Character-
istic Tribes of Madagascar. 1883 Encycl, Brit. XV. 171/1

The Hova, who occupy the central province of Imerina.

Ibid. 172/2 The majority of HOva houses arc built of layers

of the bard red clay of the country. 1887 Fortn. Rev. Mar.

435 Only a few months ago French politicians.. called the

Hovas barbarians.

Hoveil« ppl' <i* Add : Also as sb.

184s S. JODD Margaret 11. v. 284 Glad you got through

with the pock so well... It's worss than horn-ail, hoven, or

core. 1877 Rep. Vermont Dair^m. Assoc. VIII. 107 Ho^en
in cattle is caused by over-feeding upon succulent food hkc

green clover. 190a Phil. Trans. CXCIX. A. 400 The

symptoms of ' hoven ' are not unlike those of prussic actd

poisoning.



HOVERING.

Hovering, t^L si. Add : cL The practice of

smuijgling.
X907 irestm. Gaz. 2j Feb. 5/1 The fraud charged against

them was that of taking, hovering, and dealing in saccharin,

which was subject to duty. 1908 Atton 8e Holland Kings

Customs 198 The officers.. were directed (in 1727J to make
the master enter into a 'hovering bond ',

Hoving(li^«''vii]),z/^/.j^. [Hove 27.2] Swellmg

(of cheese).

181 1 [see Hove n.» 3]. 1858 C. L. Flint Milch C(nvs etc.

265 Heat would make them [sc. cheeses] sweat.. which ex-

tracts the fat, and tends to induce hooving.

Hovite (h^H-vait). Alin, [f. ffovej a snburb

of Brighton, its locality + -ite 1,] A soft white

mineral composed of aluminium and calcium.

i86a J. H. & G. Gladstone in Phil. Mag. Ser. iv. XXIII.
465 If it should bear a distinct name, it may be termed

Hovite, from the place where it was first recognized. 1868

Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 5) 709.

How, sh,^ 2. (Examples ofU.S. colloq. usage.)

1845 W. G. SiMMS Wigrvam -5;
Cabin Ser. i. 7 You joined

the army again, and come in with Greene? Was that the

how? 1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds ix.^-j Daddy went

oflF at last, and that was the how of my first trip. 1904 W. H.
Smith Promoters iii. 74 We get Dp close to 'em, somehow or

some other how. 1916 ' B. M. Bower ' Phantom Herd xvi.

372, I calc'late that's about the how of it.

jSow, adv, {sb,^\ Add :

4, o. How much : used in facetiously vulgar

requests for the repetition of something not heard

or not understood. Also, How much? « What?
Eh ? (Cf. What price so-and-so ?)

185a F. E. Smedley Lewis /4r7/«<^/ xxxiv,_*Then my
answer must mainly depend on the exact height of the

principles.* 'On the how much?* inquired Frere, consider-

ably mystified. igaS * Sapper ' Female 0/ Species v. 76 ' A
lounge lizard. A ballroom snake. What matter that his

Black Bottom is the best in London.' ' My Gawd ! sir,'

gasped the other. * His *ow much? *

d. Andhow! humorous (and vulgar) U.S. colloq.

expression used chiefly as an intensive or ironically.

193a J. W. Drawbell Good 7'irngl x-vli. $ 3 ' How's that

for your orders from a typical American woman?' 'You
mean it, Peggy !

' ' And how !
' ' Baby !

'

How (hou), colloq. abbreviation of Howitzer.
X91S Times 14 Apr. 7 The boom in the distance from one

of our ' hows '. 1919 C. P. Thompson Cocktails 133 A couple

of batteries of heavy Hows.

Hovardite (hou-ajdsit). Min. [f. the name
of Edward Howard, v(?ho demonstrated in 1803

the presence of nickel in meteoric iron : see -ite l,]

A silicate of magnesium and iron found in certain

meteorites. So Kowardi'tlc a.

iS^S Amer. yrnl, Sci. Ser. 11. VI. 253 A mineral which
though frequent in meteoric stones, has never yet been dis-

tinctly recognized, and which in a future paper on American
Meteorites, I shall more particularly describe under the

name of Ho-jjardite^ after the Hon. Mr. Howard, xoi6 Min,
Mag. XVIII. 36 The angrites, nakhlites, howarciites, eu-

crites, and sherghottites. . are richer in Ume . . than chondritic

stones generally.

How-come. U.S. colloq. (See quot. 1848.)
1848 Babtlktt Diet. Ainer.y Ho2o-come? rapidly pro-

nounced huc-cum, in Virginia. Doubtless an English phrase,

brought over by the original settlers, and propagated even
among the negro slaves. The meaning is, How did what
you tell me happen ? How came it ? 1897 R. M. Stuart
Sinipkinsville 230 She heard Miss Euphemia wonderin' the

other day how come the right shoulder of her black silk

dress to wear out. 1930 Saturday Even. Post (N.Y.) 8 Mar.
12/1 These firms assert blandly to. .journalists who ring

them up, wishful to know how come, they have nothing
against women.

HoW-COme-ye-SO, adj, phr. dial, or slang,

'Tipsy*

x8x6 Monthly Mag. 1 ]u\y 4g4/2[jyegncso(intox\c3Ltion.)

How came you so. x8a4 T. Hook Sayings ^ Doings Ser. i.

Merton xiii, She used to be—' Lord, how come ye so !
' every

night. i8a7 J. F.Cooper Red Rover x. It is quite in reason

tobelieve that your husband was . . a little of what I call how-
come.j'e-so. rZ^x Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 366 We were
never 'groggy , 'intoxicated', .. ' how-came.ye-so\.Gr
'tight ', but once.

Howden (hdu-dan). Tlie name of James How-
den, Scottish engineer, used attrib. to denote a

system of forced draught in which the air supplied

to the furnace is warmed by the waste heat from the

gases formed by combustion. So Kowdenlse v.

trans., to equip or furnish with the Howden system.
1901 Engineer 20 Mar. 323/3 Years ago we advocated an

experiment with the Howden system ; a system which has
now been fitted with success to boilers generating steam for

over 600,000 indicated horse-power. Ibid., Until the water-
tube boiler question has been settled, let our ships be fitted

with cylindrical boilers of proper design, and, in the case of
oneor more ships, ' Howdenised '. \goz Encycl. Brit. XXVI.
283/2 Forced draught is not uncommon, the Howden system
being that usually adopted.

Howel, V. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X846 Rep. U.S.Comm. Patents (1847) 339 What I claim

therein as new, .is the attaching the howeling, crozing, and
chamfering cutters.

Howl, sb. Add : 1. b. A noise resembling an
animal's howl, heard from wireless receivers, and
due usually to low-frequency oscillation.

X9S1 WireUss World 10 Dec. 568/1 Ear-splitting bowls
associated with valve reception. 1917 Even. Standard 10

Dec. 10/4 A * wireless howl '. X9a8 L. S. Palmer WireUss
Princ. 374 These {.sc. noises].. are of audible frequency and
constitute the typical ' howl ' to which low-ft«qaency ampli*
fiers are subject.
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Howlf ». Add : 4. b. Of a wireless receiver

(seeprec).
1920 Radio Rev. Apr, 356 The resistance R3 and condenser

Cs connected to the grid of the selected valve are increased

in value until maximum amplification is obtained without
'howling*. X921 L. B. Turner Wireless Telegr. X49 In-

ternal resistance in the common anode battery provides such
retroaction, and is sometimes responsible for the 'howling'

of low-frequency amplifiers. 1926 Westm. Gaz. 5 Feb., If

the ' note ' does not change, the interference is due to some
external source, probably * howling ' on the part of a neigh-
Ijour. X9a8 L. S. Palmer Wireless Princ. 379 Low-frequency
howling-

Howler. Add: 1. C. A howling storm.
X894 Susan Hale Lett. (1919) 286 I'm thankful my Robert

got off yesterday, for wouldn't this have been a howler to

drive in.

Hoixrling, ppl. a. Add : 4, As adv. In the

highest degree. (Cf. screamingly^
X89S Century Mag. Sept. 678/2 It's howling lonesome at

the Mule Deer. \^A Saturday Even. Post 4 Feb, 100/4
Glad ! You're howling right I'm glad !

Howlite (hau'lsit). Min. [f. the name of H.
How, mineralogist of Nova Scotia + -lite.] A
white hydrous borosilicate of calcium occurring in

Nova Scotia.
x868 Dana Syst. Min, (ed. 5) 598 HowHte...A hydrous

borate of lime, similar to bechihte, combined with one-sixth

of a silicate, analogous to danburite.

Hsien, var. of *Hien.
Hnaca (wa'ka). [Sp. huaca, guaca^ from

Quichua.]
1. The name for the all-pervading spirit thought

by the Peruvian Indians to be disseminated through

the whole world ; also, any material object thought

to be the abode of such a spirit. 2. A prehistoric

Peruvian tomb or temple, usually a truncated pyra-

mid of stone, and often of immense size.

i86a D. Wilson Preli. Man I. ix. 298 The huacas or tombs
of the Incas. 1873 Encycl. Brit. II. 452/2 The most in-

teresting remains in Peru are those called Huacas i but
whether they were forts, or palaces, or tombs, is not as yet

clearly ascertained. X901 Keane & Mabkham Central if

S. Amer. I, 208 Of these ruins the largest, as well as the

most cliaracteristic, are the truncated pyramids here [xc.Peni]

called huacas, or burying-places. xooa Encycl. Brit. XXV.
380/1 The most prolific source of Peruvian relics is the
sepulchres or huacas.

HuaCO (wa*k(7). Also gruaco. [See quot.] In

Pern, Bolivia, and Chile, ancient pottery and other

Indian antiquities.

X931 Connoisseur Feb. 95 The term knaco is derived from
the Indian word, Imaca, meaning ' a holy place ', and refers

to the cemeteries and tombs from which, with few exceptions,

all the examples of prclncaic art are obtained. Ibid. 97
I'he linear decoration of the stirrup huacas tend to portray

some form of action. . . In the static huacos the legs are almost
invariably crossed.

Huantajayite (wantah3i*3it). Afin, [f,

Huantajaya, Peru, the locality where found +
-ite 1,] A variety of sodium chloride, containing

a small proportion of silver chloride, found as cubic

crystals or as an incrustation.

1877 Dana Text-bk. Min. 237 Huantajayite.—Composi-
tion 20 NaCl + AgCL 191a Brit. Museum Return 193.

Huascolite (wask^jUit). Min. [f. Huasco,
Chile -H -LITE.] A variety of galenite containing

some zinc sulphide, found near Huasco and else-

where.
1868 Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 5) 42.

Hubl. Add: a b. Phr.(U.S.). From hub to

tire : completely, entirely. Up to the hub (earlier

examples).
x'&oa Aurora. (Philad.) 23 May (Th.) This is not a half-

measure— I like to do things by the lump—and this bill you
wiU allow is up to the hub. Those who are acquainted with
the slang language of the American Caucuses will be able

to explain what is meant by up to the hub. 181s D. Hum-
phrevs Vankey in England 33 I've bin up to the hub, and
didn't flinch.. nor won't back out now. 1899 E. E. Hale
Lowell 4" Friends 161 In the war the magazine was loyal

from hub to tire.

5. hub-brake, a brake applied at the hub of a

wheel of a vehicle ; so hub-braking ; hub-plank
US., a guard plank running horizontally along the

side of a bridge at the height of a wagon-wheel
hub.
X904 Westju. Gaz. 23 Nov. 6/3 A hub-brake has many

points of superiority to a rim-brake. XQ09 Daily Chron.
20 Mar. 8/5 It combines hand control and hub braking.

Hubara, var. *Houbara.
Hubbard (h»'baid). US. In full Hubbard

squash : A winter squash with yellow flesh and
dark green rind, *the chief pie squash of the U.S.*

(Webster, 1911).
X9a4 P. G. WoDEHOUSE Leave it to Psmitk x\\\. % 4. 303

Try to remember sometimes that that thing balanced on your
collar is a head, not a hubbard squash. 1923 Brit. Weekly
26 Feb. 520/5 It was truly an old-fashioned Thanksgiving
dinner. We had.. celery, onions, and hubbard squash.

Hubris (hi«-bris). Chiefly Public School and
Univ, colloq. [Engl, pronunc. of Gr, v^pis (cf.

*Hybris).] Wanton insolence.
X884 Daily News 28 Oct, (Ware) Boys of good family, who

have always been toadied, and never been checked, who are
full of health and hi^h spirits, develop what Academic slang
knows as hubris, a kind of high.fiown insolence.

HUa-ME-TIGHT.

Hubristically (hi«bri-stikali), adv. [See
-LY 2.] With hubris; in an insolent manner.
X907 Athenseum ig Oct. 473/1 He was., rather inclined to

treat cavalierly, not to say hubristically, the quiet people
who [etc.J.

Hubshee (hr-b/z), a. and sb. India. Also

7 Hobsy, 8 Hobshy, -ee, Habashi, 9 hubshi,

[Pers, (tfl*^ habsht, Arab, habashi^ of or belong-

ing to Habesh or Abyssinia.] A. adj. Abyssinian,

Ethiopian ; applied in India also to African

negroes.
1698 Fryer yJcc. E. India ^ P. 147 They speak ofhis Hobsies

after tliis manner, That with their Swords they are able to

cut down Man and Horse. Ibid. 168 He being from an Hobsy
Cophir made a free Denizen. 1757 Grose Voy. E.-lndies
238 The Moors are also fond of having Abyssinian slaves,

known in India by the name of Hobshee Cofifrees. x888
Contemp. Rev. Feb. 167 ' Hubshees ', who looked, though
they were not, Negroes, have in India carved out thrones.

X903 Kipling Five Nations 95 Oh Hubshee, carry your
shoes in your hand. [1900 Deniker Racei 0/Man 437 The
term 'Abyssinian ' has only a political signification, lilce that
of • Austrian ' for example ; it is a corruption of the word
*Hubeshi' ('mixed'), which the Arabs formerly gave in deri-

sion to the inhabitants of the Abyssinian plateaa noited to-

gether into a Christian state.]

B. sb. 1. A negro.
X789 Seir Mutaqhenn III. 36 note (V.), In India Negroes,

Habissinians, Nobis {i.e. Nubians), &c., &c., are promis-
cuously called Habaskies or Habissians, although the two
latter are no Negroes. X9ax KiPUNG Kim vii, 1 would Dot
appear to her as a hubshi (nigger).

2. A Himalayan pony with short curly hair.

x88^ Sir J. Hooker in Yule Hobson-yobson s.v., One of
my Tibetan ponies bad sliort curly brown hair, and was called

..by my servants.. 'a Hubshee'. I understood that the
name was specific for that description of pony amongst the
traders.

Huchen (h«-k3n). [G., — a kind of trout]

A large elongated salmonoid fish of the Danube,
Hucho hucho. SoHucho (hw'k*?) [mod,I_], Hnck
(h«k) [anglicization of G. htuh\
1889 Cent. Diet., Huchen, Hucho, Huck. X897 Encycl.

Sport I. 14/1 Mahseer in India, tlie hucho in Bavaria, the
monster trout of the Canadian lakes, .are alike taken by the
spinning rod. X903 G. W. Hartley Wild Sport iii. 52 In the
still pools.. swims a fish called in German huchen. 1905
Westm. Gaz. 15 Aug. 2/2 The huchen is excellent food.

Huckleberry. Add : phr. A htukleberry to

a persimmon : see Peksimmon 3.

Huddledom (hp-d'ldsm). [f. Huddlb sb, +
-DOM.] A state or condiUon of confusion and
disorder.
X9J3 GlasgoTo Herald 24 May 9 The huddledoms of haunt-

ing disease, poverty, and overcrowding. Ibid. 31 May 6
Into this huddledom, .came a youth, David Watt Torrance.

Hudsouiau (hrds<7u*nian), a. [f. the name of

an English navigator, l^Qnry Hudson (died c 1611),

discoverer of the bay, river, and strait in North
America which bear his name : see -ian.] Of or

pertaining to Hudson's Bay and the surrounding

land, or to the fauna and flora of that land.

x87a CouKS N. Amer. Birds 258 Hudsonian or Black-
tailed Godwit. Ibid. 262 Hudsonian Curlew. 1S84 Ibid,

(ed. 2) 267 I\arus\ hudsonicus. . .Hudsonian Titmouse.

Huemul, variant of *Guemul.

Huff, V. 7. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8oo Aurora (Philad.) 18 Dec (Th.) The Philadelphia

Gazette is hu(Ted at our stating a fact,

Hnffle, 23. Add : 2. c. Of the wind : To make
a sound as of blowing in gusts. Hence Ha*ffle sb.^

a sudden gust of wind, or the noise made by this.

1878 Hardy Ret. Native i. iii, The winds do hnffle queerer
to-night than ever I heard 'em afore. 1889 Baring-Gould,
etc. Songs of West 9 At the huffle of the gai^ Here I toss

and cannot sleep. X89Z ' Lucas Malkt ' Wages 0/ Sin vu
ii, A huiSle of wind, hot with the festering reck of the streets

away across the river, fluttered the leaves. . .The wind huffled

again.

Huggable (hi?'gab*l), a. [f. Hug v. + -able.]

Such as invites hugging.
X898 D. C Murray Tales 205 Eminently kissable Httle

face; eminently huggable little figure. X908 Daily Chroft.

5 Nov. 7/5 The 'Teddy* Bear is such a hug<;able creature

that.. he almost compels a caress. X9a8 L. Rossfter 5rx
Age viiL § 5 Sorry, Jacko. But you do look so huggable to-

night.

Hugh, variant of HuH, Ugh.
x8«6 J. F. Cooper Last of Mohicans xviii, * Hugh ! ' ex-

claimed the young Mohican. X848 — Bee-hunter III. iv.

X13 Many were the 'hughs '..of admiration that succeeded
this display of desperate manhood 1

Hug-me-tight (hirg,m«,t3it). U.S, [f. the

phr. htig me tight.']

L A knitted woollen sleeveless wrap worn by
women.
x868 Miss Alcott Lit. Women (1869) II. v. 68 She. .osed

to. .demand., the meaning of a hug-me-tight, or wonder how
a little thing, .could possibly be a bonnet, xgxo New Y0rk
Even. Post 24 Dec., Suppl. 3 Hug-me-tights and mittens,

all knit at borne by giandmother, X9a4 Modern Draper II.

94 Articles, such as spencers, hug-me-tights, etc., which are

worn above tlie undergarment, and under the outer garment.

2. A type of buggy. Also a//r;^.

X90X Harben Westerfelt i, I seed 'em takin' a ride ui his

new hug-me-tight buggy yesterday. 190a — Abntr Daniel
V, He's got a new buggy—a regular hug-me-tight.



HUGOESQITE.

Eltgoesq.1ie (hi»gi»e"sk), a. [f. the name of

Victor M. Hugo (1802-1885), French author +
-ESQUB.] Resembling the character or style of

V. Hngo. Also snbst. with the.

1893 Saltus Mnte. Sapphira 164 That would be mediaevaL

I mean nothing so Hugocsque. 1904 Dnily Ckron. 3 Mar.

3/3 There is a touch of the Hugoesque in^odwell.

Hukm : see *Hookdm.
Hula (h«la). [Hawaiian.] A Hawaiian

women's dance. Also Hu'la-hn'la.

1892 Stevenson & Osbourne lyrecker xvii, I was enter-

tained to a sca-balhe, indiscriminate cocktails, a dinner, a

kula-kula. 1899 Morrow Bohem. Paris 96 note^ The hula-

bula of the Hawaiian women lacks the grace, dash and

abandon of the Turkish dance. 1919 F. O'Brien White
Shndmi/s South Stas 4 Kelly began 'Tome! Tome!' a

Hawaian hula. 1917 E. W. Springs Nxiurnc MUitaire 258

They vibrated like a hula dancer's empennage.

Snle ("JlO- Also ule, ul6, ullt [Mexican

(>S)Kir, Nahuatl !///« oroZ/icaoutchonc] a. In full

{h)uk-tree : Any one of several Central American

trees of the genus Castilla yielding rubber, spec.

Costilla elastica ; also, a composite imdershrub,

Parlhenium argentatum, yielding rubber, b. The
crude rubber yielded by these trees. So Hnle-ro,

nla-ro, a collector of rubber.

1846 LiNDLEV yeget. Kingd. 271 The tree Ule of Papantla,

from which caoutchouc is obtained in that country. 1880

Sncycl. Brit. XIL 835/2 Torquemada mentions, .that an

oil was extracted from the ' ulli ',_ or rubber, by heat, pos-

sessing soft and lubricous properties. .. Even at that early

date the Spaniards used the juice of the \M tree to water,

proof their cloaks. 1894 Outine (U.S.) XXI 1 1. 353/1 Curious

tales the hulcros tell of carved rocks hidden in those fast-

nesses. /lSii£, This home of the gatherer of A«/<. igta Edin.

Rev. Oct. 356 The garments he wears are .splashed with ulli.

Hull, Ji.l 3. Add : spec. The outer case of a

carton in which a manufactured article is packed.

193J Dt\ily Tel. 8 Sept. 14 These are carton ' hulls ' of the

five brands concerned.

Hullite (hobit). Min. [f. the name of E. /Ta//

of Dublin + -ITE 1.] A hydrous silicate of iron,

magnesium, and aluminium, occurring as a black

massive mineral in basalt near Belfast.

1878 PrK. R. Irish Acad. III. i6t On Hullite,. .a Hydrous
Silicate of peculiar composition, from Caramoncy Hill, Co.
Antrim.

Eolwa (hf-Iwa). East Indies. .\lso 7 helwa,

holway. [a. UrdQ and Arab. Ula. Iialwa sweet-

meat.] A kind of sweetmeat.
x66a J. Davibs tr. Otenrius' Voy. Amiajs. 311 At Tabris,

they make a certain Conserve of it [sc. duschabl, which
they call Helwa. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India + P. 358 Every
Friday Night, at the Sacrament of Hoi-way, (or Wafer made
up in Sweetmeats). 1884 Times 30 May 3 Provisions ran

short and the voyagers bad to live on hulwa, a glutinous

sweetmeat.

Hum, sb.^ Add : L c. Path. An auscultatory

murmur (only in phr. venous huni).

18M .\rrKEN Pract. Med. II. 58 The venous murmurs or

hums, significant oi aiuemia. 1876, 1891 [see V«NOUS a. aV

Hum, ».* 3. Phr. To make things hum (earlier

and later U.S. examples).

1887 M. RoBEBTS Western Avemus iii. 34 The owner of

the farm..came home, and, in American parlance, 'fairly

made things hum '. 190* Euz. Banks Nnvspaper Girl xviiu

205 We look you on this paper to help us rnake things

bam ! I understand you made things hum over in England.

1906 Nation (N.V.) 18 Jan. 44 'The colleges are making
athletic reform hum, as if to m.-dce up for lost time. 19x4

Gertrude .^theeton Perch of Devil 1. xxjc, I want money
to spend in Butte,. .and make things bum.

Hum (hran), f.s colloq. or slang, intr. To
smell disagreeably. Hence Hnm sb., a disagree-

able smell.
19J7 W. E. CoLLlNSON Contemp, Engl. 23 Things didn't

smell, but ponged, niffed or hummed. Ibid., An awful pong
or hum.

Enma (hn-ma). [Hind., a. Pen. U* humd
phoenix.] A fabulous bird of the east, said to be

a restless wanderer but to bring luck to any person

over whom it hovers.

l8jS O. W. HouiiEs Aut. Breah/.-t. i, I am like the Huma,
the bird that never lights, being always in the cars, as he is

alwajrs on the wing. 1905 Spectator 14 Jan. 47/a The
legendary ' huma ' of Eastern tradition.

Euuan, a. (si.). Add : 3. b. Belonging or

relative to man as distinguished from (a) the lower

animals ;
{i) machinery or the mechanical element;

(<•) mere objects or events.

1847 YoUATT /"«• (Philadelphia) 86 Mr. Heaton, a human
surgeon. i88a Gbikie Text.6k. Geot. 901 The long succes-

sion of Pleistocene ages shaded without abrupt change of any
kind into what is termed the Human or Recent Period. Ibid.

90a The Human Period is above all distinguished by the

presence and influence of man. 1907 R. Hkbriot {title) The
Hum.-in Element. A Novel. 1909 Daily Chron. 28 Oct.

3/4 Mr. Courtney's fascinating and human volume. 1913

Pall Mall Mag. July 46/2 You must remember that in regard

to the human clement, we are. .behind Germany. The point

is that they have the human element—a large body of pilots,

observers, artisans, trained during the last sixteen years.

X915 \V. P. Livingstone Mary Slessor 11. vii. (1926) 46 The
human interest of her story. 1919 Fairobieve & YoUNO
Uitle) Human Geographies. 19x0 — British Islet p. vi.

This series of elementary books is just what its name denotes

^human. Everywhere the human note is predominant and
the relation of man to his environment insisted upon. 19SI

B. S. RowNTBZK «</iSr) Xfac Human Factor in Business.
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1934 R. M. Ogdek tr. Kofik^s Growth ofMind i6 To bridge
the gap between human and animal-psychology. Mod. The
accident was attributed to failure of the human element,
and not to any defect in the machinery.

B. sb. (U.S. examples.)
1830 Frances Trollope Dom, Manners Amtr. I. 70,

I expect the sun will rise and set a hundred times before \

shati see another human that does not belong to the family.

Z898 H, S. Canfield Maid ofFrontier i. 18 A man could
ride from here to forty-mile the other side of Edwardsville
and never see a human. 190a Wistkr Virginian iv. 56
' They are just like humans ', the Virginian concluded. 1924
A. J. Small Frozen Gold L 32 Into that trail staggered the
two humans.
2. With the : (a) The human race, humanity

;

(d) That which is human, that which relates to

man or humanity.
1841 Mrs. Brownikc Lett. (1897) I. 88, 1 may say so now
—as far as the human may say * yes* or 'no' of their futurity.

1844 — Drama ofExile 2085 While the human in the minor
Makes the harmony diviner. 1919 M. K. Bradby Psycho-
aiialysii 205 The distinctively animal gives way in order to

express the distinctively human.

xtTimane, ^. Add : 1. d. Applied to certain

wcipons or implements which inflict less pain than

others of their kind, spec* applied to an implement

for the painless slaughtering of cattle.

1904 Daily Ckron. 24 May 5/3 The doctors style the bullets

'humane*. i9»o Act 10 ^ 11 Geo. I^c. 43 § (8) (A) Any..
butcher., having in his possession, .any humane killer for

the purpose of such business. 1987 Daily Express 6 Aug.

7/3 That the humane killer was a dangerous instrument to

those who used it.

Hmnanitariaii, sb. and a. Add : A. sb. 4.

One who holds the doctrine that human nature is

self-perfectible without divine grace.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 21 Aug. 3/2 * Humanitarian * means the

theory which holds that humanity is sufficient for itself with-

out the revelation of a superhuman existence.

Hnmanization. Add : c. The preparation

of cows' milk to resemble human milk.

1905 F. L. DoDD Mittiicipal Milk 14 The humanization

adapts the milk to infants* digestive processes.

Humanized, //A «. Add: 3. Of cows' milk:

Specially prepared to resemble human milk.

X901 IVesttn. C.nz. 19 Oct. 5/3 Tlie Borough Council of

Battersea has determined to undertake the supply of steri-

lised and humanised milk. 1905 Brit. Med. jml. 15 Apr.

830/1 The composition, .ofmany of the so-called * humanized *

milks varies widely.

Humanly, adv. Add ; L b. By men ; by
human hands or agency.
190B Westm. Gaz. 19 Feb. la/i The humanly uninhabit-

able structure. 1915 K. Ray Lankestrr Divers. Naturalist

291 Humanly cut elephant-bone recently found at Piltdown.

Humanoid (hi»*manoid), a. [f. Human a. +
-DID.] Of human form, man-like: distinguished

from anthropoid 2& being more human in character.

igi8 Mrs. D. G. Ritchie Ne-w Warden xvi, The funk and
cunning of the humanoid ape. xgaa Glasgow Herald 23 Dec
4 Then came the separating off of the larger Anthropoid
Apes, leaving the main stem humanoid. Jbid^t As the

humanoid brain grew finer.

Hum.-bird. (Later U.S. examples.)

1833 C. A. Davis Lett. J. Dozoning (1^34) 6 They both
came within a humbird's eye of iL 1889 Farmer Amer.,
Hum Bird OT Humnttr.—Popular names of the humming
bird, chiefly the Trocltilus cotubris. 1891 Rose T. Cooke
Huckleberries 167 (Th.), I never sec a humbird fuller o* buzz

than little Prudy.

Humboldt (hu-mbt^lt). The name of F. H.
Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859) used attrib.

or in the genitive to denote a current of the South

Paci5c Ocean which sweeps northward and west-

ward along the coasts of Chile and Peru (also

called the Peruvian current).

1865 Ckatttbers's Encycl. VII. i8j/i The cold Current of

Peru or Humboldt's currenL 19»T Kendrew Climates Cont.

306 The cold waters of the Humboldt current.

Humbug, V. 2. (Additional U.S. example.)

1841 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxxlv. For several days we
lay 'humbugging about' in the Horse latitudes, with all

sorts of wind and weather.

Huiugnmffin. Add : Also humgruffian.
z8as Paulding J. BullinAmer. iv. 29 Another declared

she would not give a pin to save such a rude humgruffian

from starvation.

Humbum. Hist. Also 7 hammome, hamar-

one, hummum, 8 hump-hump. [Origin obscure.]

A coarse Indian cotton cloth.

x6so in W. Foster Eng. Factories India (1906) 193 Of sa-

hannesaixl hammomes thiere arc but fsweat presant in towne.

1687 Land, Gaz, No. 2269/a, 4172 pieces of Hummums.
1696 T. F. MercJu Wareho. laid open 22, I shall begin w.th

a Callico called Hummums. 1745 in J. F. Watson Ann.
Pkilad. (1877) !. 191 Quilted humhums,turkettees, grassett.%

[etc.1. ^1793 Frw4eau Pocius (1809) I. 31 Hum-hums are

here—and muslins—what you please. x8oi in C. Cist

Cincinnati (1851) 179 Among other goods.. humhums. xSao

Massachusetts ^/j* 5 Jan. (Th.) The bleach rotted linen.. or

the sleazy humhum. (1894 Alice M. Earle Costume (A mer.)

Col. Times 142 Hum-ltum, a plain coarse-meshed Indian

fabric made of cotton, much advertised in the middle of the

[i8th] century. We read of ' blue Humhums ' and * Hump-
humps for Sacks ' for sale in various Boston newspapers,

from 1750 to 1770.]

Humic, a. Add: 2. sb. pi, Humic elements.

1857-8 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1859) III. 410 The soils in

this portion of Illinois not only need ' humics *, for the suc-

cessful growth of cereals, but the earth should be kept loose.

I

HUMP-BACKED.

Humidor (hiw'mid/j). [f. Humid a., after

cuspidor."] A box, cabinet, or room in which cigars

or tobacco are kept moist ; also, any apparatus,

such as damp sponges, for keeping cigars, the atmo-
sphere, etc., moist. Also Hu'midostat {Cent,

Diet. Snppl. 1909).
1903 5«« (N.Y.) 4 Mar. 6/3 (Funk) A humidor as large as

a small cottage occupies most of the ground floor. 19x3
Detective Mag, Nov. 100 The cigar was soft and fresh from
the humidor. 1927 P. Marks Lord ofHimself \gZ Take a
cigarette out of that humidor.

Humilific (hi«mili'fik), a. (sb.), [f. 'L.humi-
//j Humble + -FIC.] Humiliating, self-depreciat-

ing, that humiliates or tends to humble ; also as

sb., a humble expression. (Opp. to honorific.)
189a Spectator 13 Feb. 244/1 Among the Chinese and
apanese . . merely honorific and humilific expressions. 1904
^ V. Banford in /deals of Science ^ Faith 120 The dis-

tinction between honorific and humilific occupations. 1905
Sladen Playing the Game i. vii. That conversation , ., so full

of the 'unfortunate mistake' vein, so burdened down with
Japanese 'humilifics'.

Hummaul, Hummaum: see Hammal,
Hammam.
Hummel, a. Add : 1. b. Applied to a horn-

less stag. Also absol,

1907 spectator^ 5 Jan. ii/i For battles Ibetween stags] the
' switch-horn '. . is a more efficacious weapon than the head of
the ' royal ' ; and^ what is yet more remarkable, the ' hummel *

stag—that ungainly beast with no horns at all—is a better

fighter than the 'switch-horn '. Ibid. 11/2 The supremacy
of the * hummels ' and * switch-horns ' in battles with their

own kind. X9as T. Buchan John Macuab iv, A hummel, a
great fellow of mlly twenty stone.

Hum.ming-bird. b. Add: humming-bird fly.

1926 Nat. Hist. Oxford Distr. 260 ' Humming bird flies.'

These beautiful hairy insects are frequently seen in gardens
and woods hovering over flowers.

Hummingly (h»"rair)li), adv. [See -lt 2.]

With a humming sound.
1908 Daily Chron. 21 Jan. 6/5 He. .endeavours to follow

the service and join hummingly in the hymns, 19*3 Daily
Mail 6 Aug. 6 However warm the sun and hummingfy popu-
lous the air, they \sc. the swifts] will go.

Humous (hiwmas), a. [f. Humus -t--ous.]

Relating to or derived from humus. (Cf. humus
acids.y. Humus b.)

1909 tr. Warming's Oecology of Plants 195 The weightias;

cause of the physiological dryness of the soil probably Hes

in the presence of free humous acids.

Hump, sbX Add : I. c. Also, the flesh of the

hump of other animals.
1861 Andersson Okavango River 130 Rhinoceros hump

was. .a frequent and favourite dish of mine, 1863 rhinoceros

hump [see Rhinoceros 3]. 1909 Daily Chron. 5 Jan, 4/7
' Humps have arrived.' . So runs the legend in an old-

established shop in Green-street, Leicester-square. Ibid.,

A beef hump. 1913 Pettman Africanderisms, Hump...
A favourite piece with South African housewives for salting.

d. To live on one's hump : to be self-sufficient,

to do without external resources : with reference to

the camel's hump as a reserve of nourishment.
1909 Westm. Gaz. 11 Sept. jfa During nearly three weeks

in this glorious place I have hved on my own hump.
3. b. A walk or tramp with a load on one*s back.

(Cf. Hump v. 2.) Austral, slang.

1890 'R. BoLDREwooD*il//«tfr'j Right v, We get a fair

share of exercise without a twenty-mile hump on Sundays.

4. hump rib (earlier U.S. example) ; hump
speed (see quot.).

1839 J. K. TowfVSfi.^Narr. Rocky Mis. Hi. 164 They..
appeared to be surveying, with the keenness of morning
appetite, the fine * *hump ribs ' which were roasting before

them. i9>a Encycl. Brit. XXX. 52/1 Above 4/10 of the

minimum flying speed, called the **hump* speed, the water
resistance due to wave-making begins to fall. From the

bump speed onwards these hydroplane resistances decrease.

Hump, sb.^ [/.S. coUoq. [f. Hump v. 3.] Ex-

ertion, effort.

i89« Harper's Ma^. Feb. 487/2 We do seem to be gittin'

a leetle less bump on oursel's than we did then.

Hump, V. Add : 1. d. trans/, of inanimate

things.

Z901 * Linesman' Words by Eyewitness (1902) 168 With
the berg faomping its mighty shoulders far behind them.

3. (Later U.S. and other examples.) orig. U.S.

slang.

1908 G. H. LoRiMER 7- Spnrlock i. 9 He . . said to the cop on

guard, ' One of them Ha'voids [ = Harvard students] ', and to

me, 'Hump yourself, 1928 ^Skvvzv.' Female ofSpecies \\,

Peter—your Sunbeam, and hump yourself. Ibid, xiv, That
finger will connect with the trigger and the result will con-

nect with you. So, hump yourself,

b. In extended use.

1905 Smart Set Sept. 117/1 Youll have to get this machine
to hump it all she knows. t^MgTtttESTi-E.Y Good Companions
3 As you look down on Bruddersford, you feel, .that it is only

biding its time, that it will hump its way through somehow.

Humpback, sb. (a.). Add : A. 3. Also =
^humpback salmon.
1913 Cknmberis Jrnl. Oct. 729/1 The * steel-head ', the

* do^-salmon ', and the ' humpback '.

B. humpback butterflsh, salmon (see next).

1884 GooDE Fish. Industr. U.S. 477 In economic value the

Hump-back Salmon is far inferior to the Quinnat.

Hump-backed, «- Add : hump-backed
butterfiah, Selene setipinnis ; hump-backed

salmon ~ Haddo.



HUMPED. 484 htjntchak:.

X884 GooDE Fish. Industr. US. 323 Woods Holl, Massa-
chusetls, where it [«. the Blunt-nosed Shiner] has a peculiar

name, the people there callinfj it the * Hump-backed Butter-

fish '. 190J EncvcL Brit. XXVI. 391/1 The dog-salmon

and the humpbacked have no commercial value.

Humped, tpi- o- Add : Also humped-up.
18.. RoosF.vELT Hunting Trips no (Cent Diet.) The

cattle., standing humped up in the bushes. 1906 W. S.

Maugham Bishop's Apron v. 71 The coachman. .sat on his

box in a slovenly, bumped-up fashion.

Humpty. Add : Also as sb,^ a low padded
cushion seat, a dumpty,
1924 Drapery Sale Catal., Humptys and Cushions. 1926

Brii. IVeekiy 18 Mar. 600/a The ladies of the village are

busy making ' humpties \ soft cushion seats to ptill up on
the rug before the peat fire. 19x8 Daily Express 23 Jan,
5/2 Honie-made Humpty.

Hun, J^< Add: 4. gen. A person of uncultured

or brutal conduct or character; esp. during and
since the war of 1914-18 applied, often without

animus, to the Germans (or their allies) ; a German,
Also attrib,

[The immediate source of the application of Hun to the

Germans was the speech delivered by Wilhelm II to the
German troops about to sail for China on 37 July 1900. See
the following quots. :—
1900 Times 30 July 5/3^ According to the Bremen Weser

Zeitung the Emperor said [27 July at Bremerhaven] ;
—

*.

.

No quarter will be given, no prisoners will be taken. Let
all who fall into your hands be at your mercy. Tust as the
Huns a thousand years ago, under the leadership of Etzel
(Attila) gained a reputation in virtue of which they still live

in historical tradition, so may the name of Geruiany become
known in such a manner in China that no Chinaman will

ever again even dare to look askance at a German.' 1900
Daily News 20 Nov, 5/3 Herr Bebel [in the Reichstag]
dwelt. .at some length on the so-called Hun letters, and
stigmatized the cruel and barbarous methods of European
warfare in China. 1900 Times 21 Nov. 5/2 A great portion
of the speech of the Socialist leader [Bebel] was devoted to
the so-called * Letters from the Huns * {Hunnenbrteje)—
epistles from German soldiers in China to their relatives at
home giving an account of the cruelties which have been
perpetrated by the army of occupation.]

1784-S in Navy Rec, Soc. (1906) XXXI. 55 Andrew Duff,
Midshipman. Dead. A drunken Hun. 1861 H. 7'imroo
Carolina iv. iii, Shout t let it reach the startled Huns ! And
roar with all thy festal guns ! It is the answer of thy sons,
Carolina t

190a Kipling Rfftuers Poems ^1919) II. 58 In sight of Peace
..With a cheated crew, to league anew With the Goth and
the shameless Hun \ 19x4— in Queen 5 Sept 388/2 Stand up
and meet the war. The Hun is at the gate 1 1915 K. Candler
in Daily Mail ^ Apr. 4/3 She [sea. Norfolk girl] told me how
the eldest [brother 'at the front '] had held up three 'Huns'
in a mill... She used the word 'Hun' quite naturally, with no
hint of contempt or bitterness. 1915 Chambers's Jml. Oct.
664/2 Hun-employment no longer exists in this country. 1916
Boyd Cable Action Front 133 Do you suppose our friend
the Flighty Hun won't have a peep at us to-morrow morning?
1930 Rose Macaulav Potterisvi w. i. 58 He would have to
include among his jingoes and Hun-haters some fighting
men too.

b, A flying cadet: see quots. Air Force slang,
X916 H. Barber Aeroplane Spenks 36 The Aeroplane..

remonstrates. ..'See the Medical Officer, you young Hun.*
X918 RoBFRTS Flying Fighter 233 An aeroplane . . was flying

fver the street, but 1 don't know what the couple of British
lunsin it were trying to do. Ibid. 336 Everypilotis aHun

until he has received his wings. 1915 Eraser & Gibbons
Soldier If Sailor fVords s.v.^ The word ' Hun '. .was used.,
for a newiy.joined young officer qualifying for his ' wings ', in

consequence of the destructiveeffect on the instructional aero-
planes which young officers while learning to fly usually had.

Hence Hu'nland, Germany ; Hn'xinlsh a.

(see sense *4), whence Hu'unishuess.
19x6 Daily Mail i Nov. 4/4 Gott strafe England. ., the

recognised toast throughout Hunland. 1918 Punch 27 Mar.
207/2 The Hunnish conduct of the German officer who egged
on the natives. 19x0 Glasgow Herald 20 Nov. 5 No such
sentiments could be admitted in Hunland. x9a4C. J.Tolley
Mod. Golfer 7 The only piece of Hunnishness we ever en-
countered at Heidelberg was at the hands of an appalling
doctor, who . . thought fit to inoculate us against every known
disease. 1928 Manchester Guardian Weekly a Nov. 350/a
Once^ give the better England clear evidence that Hunnish-
ness is not the sole attribute of the German spirit, and [etc.].

Hun, variant of *HoON,
Hnncll, sb. Add

:

1. b. A hint, *tip*. (Cf, next, 2 c.)

190X H. McHucH John Henry 57 The reason it's so good
is because I took my hunch from Rud. Kipling's style. 19*2
2. Grev To the last man ii. 36 All shootin' arms an' such
are at a premium in the Tonto...An' I was givin' you a
hunch to come loaded.

4. A premonition or intuitive feeling that some-
thing will happen ; a presentiment.
1904 S. E. White Silent Places xviii. 200 * I hope your

hunch is a good one ', replied Dick. 1907 R. W. Service
Songs ofSourdough (1908) 52 Then you've a haunch [sic\ what
the music meant. 1918 E. M. Roberts Flying Fighter 62
This particular night Fritz had a Lunch that somebody was
going to pass the place behind the screen. 1926 Cole
Blatchington Tangle xiii. 97, I had an awful hunch what
it was,

Hniicll,?^. Add: 2. b. intr. To push or lunge
forward, U.S.
1911 S. E. White Bobby Orde xvii. (1916) ig6 Bending to

his task the pusher at the rear dug his toes in, while the
others hunched. 1913 GfciNE Stratton-Porter Laddie v,
She sat astride the foot-log, and hunched along with her
hands. 1925 MuLFORD Cottonwood Gulch xix. 259 They
hunched closer, hugging knees under chin.

c. To nadge (a person) so as to direct attention

to something, hX%oJig. U.S»

x846-5a Mrs. Whitcher JVidtnv Bedott P. xx. 207 She
kept a hunchin' Miss Coon and grinnin'. 1884 ' Mark Twain '

Huck. Finn xxv. 246 Then the king he hunched the duke,
private.^ X906 Life 1 Feb. 147 Soon some fellow hunched
the Legislature, and then there had to be more or less investi-
gating done.

3, Also without up.
1906 U. Sinclair Jungle xviii. Hiding his hands in his

pockets and hunching his shoulders together. 1906 'K,
Howard ' Old Game n. i. 54 She merely hunched her
shoulders, swung on her heel, and marched off.

4, To * hump\ to carry on one's back. sla??g.

_ 1918 W. J. Locke Rough Road xix. 236 If you knew what
it was to hunch a horrible canvas sausage of kit about.

Hunched, a. Add : Also with advs.
1920 Chambers's Jml. 110/1 A long, .sinuous beast that

hopped in a series of hunched*up bounds. 1921 Mulford
Jiar-zo Three xxi. 267 He. .clawed himself into a saddle.,
and rode for safety, hunched over and but half conscious,
Hiindl, variant of *Hoondi.
Hundred, sb. and a. Add :

1. b. {b) Hundred Years' War, the intermittent
war between England and Fiance from 1337 to 1453,
arising out of the claim of the English kings to the
French crown.
X874 Green Short Hist. Eng, People 275 The Hundred

Years' War had ended.

2. b. Phrases. Not a htmdred milesfrom ; within
a hundred miles of', near, close to, in or at. A
htmdred of bricks : see *BRlCKjd.l 5. A hundred
io one', a hundred chances to one; hence, an ex-
pression indicating very slight probability.
xSai Kaleidoscope 27 Feb. 277/3 ^ sporting gentleman

passing by a house, not a hundred miles from street.

1825 P. Egan Anecd. Turfiio Within one hundred miles of
the great Chancery shop of the kingdom. X85S Leisure
Hour \. 52/2 Scandalous transactions said to have trans-
pired between two ' well-known ' individuals ' not a hundred
milesoff', i^os'J, 'WQtosK^* Brought to Bay i^T\C\%xfi-
treat, he admitted, was not a hundred miles from the spot
where they were at that moment seated.

C, A ox one hundredper cent. : used adjectivally

or adverbially with the meaning * entire(ly), dom-
plete(ly) '. Hence hundred-per-center, hundred-
f>er-centism, orig. ^^.^S".

X911 H. S. Harrison Queed\\\. 90 You do more work in
twenty-four hours than you're doing now, besides feelin' one
hundred per cent, better all the time. %9»^ IVestm. Gaz. t

^an., An administrator is 100 per cent, successful only when
c gets ever^ individual in the factory . . working as enthusi-

astically as if he were working for himself on his own job.
Ibid. 9 Feb., Under a hundred per cent, disability. 1926
W. R. luGZLay 7'/:(7M^A/i 135 Such detachment would not be
possible to a * hundred per cent. American '. \^Z Publishers'
Weekly 26 May 2164/2, I have frequently encountered ex-
cellent accounting systems which were 100 percent, useless.
X9»8 Observer ^ Mar. 13/2 Perhaps New York is not the
place for the Hundred-per-ccntcrs. I certainly never met
any. Ibid. 8 Apr. 8/2 He is really another victim of bun-
dred^per-centism. X931 Times Lit. Suppl. 29 Jan. 76/3
The inevitable * honest-to-God ' hundred-per-ccnt. American
young man . . besieges and wins Valerie's heart.

4. a. (Later U.S. examples,)
1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XI. 15 When requested, .to say

how much flour she should make into bread, at their first

baking, she answered..'! suppose about a quarter of a
hundred '. x8sa Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc, III. 332 To dis-
pose of the compound of acorns, ground nuts and carrion for

$2 per hundred. z86x Trans. III. Agric, Soc. IV. 373 We
want a horse sixteen hands high, that will weigh fifteen
hundred.

b. (Later U.S. example.)
x888 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. X. 15 At Jericho the

average price paid was 86 cents a hundred for milk.

5. b. (Example.)
18x5 Niles" Weekly Register IX. 79/1 The upper, or most

northern county, is divided into nine hundreds.

Hung,///, fl. Add: 3. 6".^. Of a jury: (see
Hang z;. 17 c),

Hungal, variant of *Hangul,
Hungarian, a. and sb, A. adj. 1. Add:
Hungarian blue, bonnet (see quots.) ; Hungarian
^fljj,the forage-plant »S"^/ar7a«Va/«Vfl; Bengal grass.

x8a4 Loudon Encycl. Card. 49 The variety of grape figured
and described by Sickler, in his Garden Magazine of 1804,
as the *Hungarian blue. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. VII. 288/2
The *Hungarian Bonnet, PiUoPsis Ungarica. 1850 Miss
Pratt Common Things Sea-side 217 The Torbay night cap
or Hungarian bonnet. i86x 'Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 319
•Hungarian grass is a sure preventive. i88j Rep. Indian
Affairs 23 About 12 acres were planted with Hungarian
grass.

Hunger, sb. 4. e. Add : hunger bread, a
substitute for bread, made of bark, acorns, or other
poor materials, sometimes eaten in times of scarcity,

as in Russia ; hunger-cure, treatment of disease by
fasting ; hunger-march, a march, undertaken
usually by unemployed, in order to call attention

to their needs and claims; so hunger-marcher;
hunger-pain, pain due to hunger; also Path, (see

quot.) ; hunger-strike, the action of a person, esp.

a prisoner, who refuses food in order to induce
another to yield to his demands ; so hunger-strike
V. intr.j to go on hunger-strike ; hunger-striker,
hunger-striking vbl. sb. ; hunger-swarm, the
swarming of bees due to lack of food.
1906 Westm. Gaz. la Dec. 7/3 Where *hunger bread is

eaten there also is found scurvy and typhoid. 1848DUNCLI-
50N Med. Lex. (ed. 7), *Hunger-cure. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 16

July X0/3 A statement ofthe purpose ofthe' *Hunger March*.
Ibid., He had no knowledge the ' "Hunger Marchers ' were
coming there that day. i9aa Ibid. 29 Dec, Unemployed
hunger marchers are persisting in their determination to see
the Prime Minister. x8ao *hunger-pain [see H cnceb sb. 4 a\.

1908 Practitioner Dec. 821 This patient gave a history of
'hunger pain* which was so typical that the diagnosis of
duodenal ulcer was considered. 1908 Wfstm. Gaz. 18 Mar.
5/1 The_ Central Prisons Administration has circularised
the provincial Governors regarding the so-called '*hunger
strikes ', which arc a characteristic feature of Russian prison
life. X903 H. Chisholm ir.Leo DeutscKs Sixteen Yrs. in
Siberia 78 Upon these conditions I consented not to prolong
my ' hunger-strike '. 1913 Mrs. Pankhubst My Own Story
(1914) 292 She has *hunger-struck in prison. She submitted
herself for more than five weeks to the horrible ordeal of
feeding by force. 1916 W. J. Locke Wonderful Year xviL
247 'I've been to prison.' Martin.. asked if she hunger*
struck. i9aa Blackw. Mag. Aug. 146/1 He gave his orders
for the release of the "hunger-strikers. 19x6 W. J. Locke
Wonderful Year xxiii. 329 Her duties involved incen-
diarism, imprisonment, and *hunger-striking. 1870 Petti-
crew Handy Bk. Bees 150 We have known swarms starved
out of their hives. Having made a few pieces of comb, and
being without food, no eggs were set in them and the bees,
through sheer want, cast themselves on the wide world.
These are called ' *hunger-swarms '.

Sungry, a. 2. a. Add: The hungry forties^

the decade beginning in 1840, characterized in

England by much distress and poverty.
xoos Mrs. C. Unwin {.title) The Hungry Forties.

Blink, J^.i Add: a = Hunks.
x8;7J E. Eggleston Endof World xxiii. 155 It was rather

to his credit . . that he had . .been sent adrift by the old hunk
that had tried to make him study Latin.

Sunk, a. U.S. (Later examples.)
X90S G. H, LoRiMER Lett. Self-made Merchant viiL 109

Notify father all hunk. Keep it dark from others. 1903
A. H, Lewis The Boss x\v. 181 The proposition's all hunlu.

.

As to my aid : that depends on whether we come to terms.

Huxikerish (hr-ijkarij),^. U.S. [f. HuKKKR
sb.'\ Un progressive.

1905 Sprin^eld (Mass.) Weekly Republ. 8 Sept. i The
hunkerish conservatism which Mr. Cannon and the Senate
stand for.

Hnnkerism (under Hunker sb^, U.S.
(Recent example.)
1906 Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republ. 6 Dec. 8 The old

republican hunkcrism.

Hnnky (h» qki), a. U.S. slang, [f. Hunk
j^.2 and fl, + -y1.] In good condition; safe and
sound ; all right : - Hunk a.

1865 'Artbmus Ward
I
His Book (1006) 18, I rewarded

him with a approvin smile and said : Hunky boy ! go it,

my gay and festive cuss.* X878 B. Haste Man on Beach
4^ She's all hunky, and has an appetite. 1889 K. Munrok
Golden Days xii. 125 If I'd took good careof that map. .we'd J
been all hunky at this minute. 1907 Mui-ford Bar-jo ix. \
X05 That was all hunky for a while. X91X E. Fcrber Dentm ^O'Hara vii. 89 Rather be hunky and healthy than skinny
and sick.

So Hamky-do-ry, Hn:2ikido'riuxi adjs.

1889 Farmer Amer., Hunkey, Hunkidori.—Both these
strange words stand, .for 'superlatively good '. X906 Neil
Munro Daft Days xxi. Before one marries it's hunky-dory

—

it's fairy all the time. 1907 M. C. Harris Tents ofWicked-
ness w.'xx. 341 I've had my luncheon, and I feel better already.
Ob, it's all hunky>dory.

Hunt, 5^.^ Add: a b. Electr. -axi^ Mech. A
see-sawing or oscillating movement. (Cf. *Hunt
V. 7 b.)

1901 Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engtn. 374 (Cent. D.
Supp].). 1920 Nature CV. 46/1 The compass is working
two repeaters... The other is a correction repeater ;.. [the
latter] moves backwards and forwards very slightly, and thb
motion we term the * hunt '.

Hunt, V. Add : 3. b. (U.S. examples.)
1834 Vtsit to Texas i. jo An old Tennessean and bis wife

with their sons were going ' to hunt land *. Ibid. xiii. 123
He sometimes sends out three or four men to collect and
mark them. This is called hunting cattle. X891 Marah E.
Ryan Told in Hills iv. iii. 309 All were sleepy enough to
hunt beds early. X903 A. Ada.ms Log Coivboy iii. 38 Flood
..suggested that all hands hunt their blankets and turn in

for the night.

7. b. intr. To be in a state of instability, to

oscillate^ to jump backwards and forwards, as a
governor when its action is more than is needed to

adjust the speed, or as the clutch of an arc-lamp
which moves rapidly with variations of current, or

as a pair of alternators working in parallel. Also
occas. trans.

190a Encycl, Brit. XXVI II. 86/1 The ' hunting ' or rapid
up-and-down movements to which some varieties of clutch
mechanism are liable. X904 Tecknol. ff Sci. Diet. (ed.

Goodchild & Tweney), Huntings variations of speed of an
engine when the governor is not controlling it efficiently.

X5>o5 H. J. Spooner Motors <(• Motoring ^Bfootn., The ten.

dency of many engines fitted with this valve is to run in

jerks, .under the action of the governor, or, in other words,
the governor hunts. i9sa Encycl. Brit. XXX. 43/3 The
instrument.. continually hunts the apparent verticaL

11. Hunt up. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1741 Coll. S. Carolina Hist. Soc. IV. 33 The General.,

sent out the Indians to hunt up the Spanish horses and
cattell.

Snntcliak (ho*ntj"a;k). [Armenian.] An
Armenian secret society. So Hu'ntchakist,
Hniitcha^st, //. Hantoliaki'sti adfs.j of or per-

taining to this society ; also as sb., a member of this

society.

X899 Mrs. L. M. Elton tr. Naz€irhek*s Through the Storm



Intrcd. p. xxiii, The Revolutionary Armenian Party. . called

ibc Huntchak party. Ibid. p. xxv, The Huntchak has made
itscif the working representative of the political and social

aims of Armenia. Ibtd.^ As ardent patriots, the Hunt-
chakists have striven to do their utmost for the good of their

own people. 1899 VVestm. Caz. 16 June 4/1 The secret

agents of the Huntchak. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 636/1
Secret societies, such as the Huntchagist. 1903 Daily Chron,

5 Nov. 5/5 The London headquarters of the Huntchakisti.

Huiiter. 5. c. Add : hunter-spider = sense

3 a.

1867 A mer. Naturalist I. Oct. 409 This very large hunter-

spider [the tarantula].

Hunting, vbl. sb, 3, 3 b. Add : hunting-

camp^ -ground, -party^ -shirt (additional U.S. ex-

amples); kunling-skirted ti^],

1805 Lewis in Ann. gth Congress 2 Sess. io6g [The Algon-
quins have] establishments on the rivers Winnipieand Rainy
Lake, and at their*hunting-camps. 1840 KnickerbockerMag.
XVI. 161 We shifted our hunting<amps from place to place,

according as we found the game. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX.
374/2 What will he necessary for the smaller hunting-camp.,
will find its place later on. \^%\ Jrnls.Ho. Repr. Mass. III.

20 Constantly scouting, hunting and discovering the River*;,

Ponds, Carrying-places and *Hunting-grounds. 1750 G.
Ckochan 7"»/.(i904)55 The Twightwees. .have sent word to

the French that if they can find any of their People, .on their

hunting Ground, that they will make them Prisoners. i8a7

J. F. Cooper /'rrt/nV II. xii. 192 Court-houses are the' happy
hunting-grounds ', as a Red-skin would say, for them that are

born with gifts no better than such as lie in the tongue. 1805
Sibley in Ann. gth Congress 2 Sess. 1089 Besides these,

there are rambling *hunting.parties ofthem to be met all over
Lower Louisiana. 1845 Caroline M. Kirklakd Western
Clearings 3 To pass a night in the woods is a small affair fora
hunting.party. 1870 Keim Sheridan^s Troopers xxvji. (1885)

192 It rarely happens that a hunting-party returns without a
fight, or at least, being pursued, c »8os J- J. Henrv Camp,
agzt. Quebec (1812) 15 A deep ash-cofored *hunting-shirt.

1835 R. M. Bird Haxvks ofHatvk-holloio I. xix._247 Two
men standing by in green hunting-shirts. 1845 in C. Cist

Cincinnati Misc, 191 The Hunting Shirt, the emblem of the
Revolution, Is banished from tlie national military. 1874
E. Egcleston Circuit Rider v. 53 The homespun 'hunting
shirt ' hangs outside his buckskin breeches. 183$ Knicker-
bocker Mag. I. 310 *Hunting-shirted soldiers.

Hunting, />//. a. b. Add : h\inting-ant,

-wasp (see quots,),

1&71 C. KiscsLBV At Last xi. (1892) 234 One of us was
stung. .by a great hunting-ant. 1916 A. T. de Mattos tr.

Fabre Uitie) The Hunting Wasp. 19x5 in E. F. Norton
Fightfor Everestytg24 274 Hunting wasps are common at

high altitudes in Tibet. 1998 Hincston Problems of In-
stinct 100 Hunting-wasps, which sting their victims with
surgical precision and then drag them off to a nest,

Suntillgdouiail (hfntiqdja'nian), a, and sb.

Alsocrron. Huntingtonian. [f. the title of Selina,

Countess of Huntingdon (1707—91) + -ian.] Of
or pertaining to a religious organization, Calvinis-

tic in doctrine, founded by the Countess of Hunt-
ingdon, and called the Countess of Huntingdon's

Connexion (occas. the Huntingdon Connexion),

Also sb., an adherent of this.

1847 W. HowiTT Homes ff Haunts Brit. Poets W. 21 The
Methodist and the Huntingtonian bad.. become successful

rivals.

Hurdle, ib. Add : 1, b. Also//., an athletic

event consisting of a hurdle-race.

1887 T. B. Rbed Fifth Form St. Detninics i. 8 He is cer-

tain., to win the mile and the 'hurdles' at the Athletic

Sports. 1897 '^"•^ 13 Nov. 63/1 Three events..: hundred
yards, broad jump, and hurdles, 1905 The Athlete \\x%. 80/r

K. S. Stromach retained his title in the hurdles. 1930 Daily
Express 8 Sept. 9/5 In the 80 metres hurdles.

3. hurdie-maker {^ziWcx U.S. example).
1786 Washington Diaries IIL 137 A complcat Wheel

right, \Va::gon builder, and Plow and Hurdle maker.

Hurdle, v. Add :

4. intr. To run a hurdle-race ; to jump over an
obstacle, as in a hurdle-race, h\%ofig. Hence
Hu'rdling: vbi. sb. ; also attrib,

1896 G. Ade Artie vii. 60 Artie did not know the tune or

the words, so he merely whistled it on speculation, and when
he came to the doubtful parts he hurdled. 1897 Encycl,
Sport I. 52/2 Kew good sprinters will lake to hurdling, as
there is little doubt that the mechanical and artificial action

necessary In hurdling interferes with speed on the flat. Ibid.

53/1 Hurdling and long jumping ability often go together.

loai R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean xv. 256 He hurdled

aboard this True American steamer as soon as he hit New
York. 1938 Daily Mail 31 July 11/5 When Lord Burghiey
hurdled easily to victory.

Hlirdy-^*rdyisll, a. Resembling that of a
hurdy-gurdy ; also^^.
19*3 Daily Mail 22 June 6 'I'he concertina or harmonium

music is too hurdy*j[urdyish. 1931 Observer 27 Sept. jo A
cheap, hurdy-gurdyish fellow.

Hurl, variant of kerl, Harl sb}-

1837 H. CoLMAM Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) 128 It grew a
foot and a half long, bore seed, and had a tolerable good hurl.

1879 Scnbners Monthly Nov. 23/2 The third bos. .body of
peacock burl.

Hurrah. Add : 4. attrib. or adj. in various

slang or coHoq, uses = shouting hurrah, uproari-

ous, joUificatory ; joyous, 'glad',

1836 Congress. Globe 17 Feb., App. 115 [Some have de-
clared] that bis election bad been brought about by the
' hurrah boys ', and those who knew just enough to shout
' hurrah for Jackson ! ' 1903 New York Even. Post 30 Oct.
16 Added to this solid element is the hurrah crowd whose
enthusiasm has a venal tone. 1906 N. Munro Daft Days
xii, ' And what are you doing with your hurrah clothes on 7

'

' I like to put on my Sunday clothes when I'm writing
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Charles.' 1909 Daily Chron. 20 July 1/2 'Hurrah-boats*,
as the bluejacket aptly calls excursion steamers. i9»5 E.
Fraser Si Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor JVords, Hurrah boatsy
a Navy term for the pleasure steamers of touring trippers
that go round the Fleet at Naval Reviews, usually cheering
as they pass ships. i^xZ Daily Express ^ Dec. 10/3 'Hurrah
boys ' are college students.

Hurrian, variant of *Harrian,
Hurricane. Add : 2. O. A space in a forest,

etc. devastated or cleared by a hurricane. (Earlier

hurricane ground : see 3 in Diet.) U.S.
i8s4 Missouri Intelligencer 12 Feb. (Th.) Hurricanes are

so called from the appearance of the land when stripped by
a violent wind. 1833 D. Crockett Sketches ^ Eccentr. vii.

(1834) 92, I went by to git a neighbour to drive for us, and
off we started for the Harricane.

3. hurricane j^rtji?/?, hurricane deck (earlierU.S.

examples); lx\}XTioB,n& roof= h. deck \ hurricane
wind, a wind of greater velocity than 75 miles an
hour.
1835 C. J. "LKr^ove. Rambler in N. Amer.l. iZ6 On i,ome

of the larger, .steamers, there is yet a third deck and range
of cabins before you come to the roof, or "hurricane decTt.

1849 IVilmington (N. C.) Commercial 27 Nov. 1/6 Passing
obliquely through the "hurricane roof immediately over the
ladies* cabin. x866 A. D. Richardson Secret Service 226
Standing upon the hurricane roof,.. we caught the first

glimpse of each shot. x88a Southern Hist. Soc. Papers X,
478 Almost before you could jump into the water, the
flames burst through the hurricane roof. 174a W. Stephens
yrnl. Proc. Georgia II. 18 The two frigates.. being appre-
hensive of the "hurricane season, retired into a safe harbour
at Charles-Town. 19*3 "hurricane wind [see "Gale sb? i a].

Hurry, sb. 8. Add : hurry-call U.S,^ a
call for immediate help in an emergency.
X901 Munsey's Mag. XXIV. 798/1 If it was a hurry call,

she would send them to Gilchrist. 1908 G. H. Lorimer
y. Spurlock i. II In answer to a hurry-call from his wife to
get rich. 1915 P. G. Wodehouse Something Fresh iii, His
friends.. send in a hurry-call to police headquarters.

Hurrygraph (hoTigrof). U.S. [f. Hubby
j^. + -GRAPH.] Something done, produced, or ex-

perienced in a hurry ; a hurried writing, sketch, or
picture.
X851 N. P. Willis {title) Hurry-Graphs. x86x Independent

31 J Illy (Bartlett), I must close this hurrygraph, which I have
no time to review. 1877 Bartlett Diet. Americanisms
30^. 1887 Hisszv Holiday on Roaii -x-^x The traveller by
rail, .notices only its beauty [ue. of tne countrj'] from the
* hurrygrapbs ' he gets. 1918 Hist. Amer- Literature I. iii.

243 Fleeting impressions, *dashesat life', ephemera, 'hurry-
graphs ' were his forte.

Hu*rry-up. U.S. slang, [f. vbl. phr. to hurry
up, Hukry v. a.] Used for, involving, or requiring

hurry. Hurry-up wagon^ a police-van.

1893 W, K. Post Harvard Stories 118 The manager.,
told him to send for a hurry-up wagon, and run us all in.

1907 Putnam^s Monthly July 487/1 A hurry-up telegram.
1916 B. Hall & J. J. Niles One Mans IVar (igsg) igi He
bad to., wait for some hurry-up repairs.

Hurt, Z'. Add: 3. C. Of an injured limb, etc.

;

To be the source of pain to (one). (Cf. the corre-

sponding intr. sense 8.)
1850 Smedlby Frank Fairlegk xxxiv, I gave that \sc. the

ankle] a twist somehow, and it hurts me dreadfully. 1871
Tw9 Little Bruces viii, My arm hurts me most.

Hurt, //A a. Add : c. Of an inanimate thing;

Injured, damaged. ^'..S*. colloq.

1930 Publishers' Weekly 15 Feb. 863 The annual ' hurt
book' sales.

Husband, sb. 6. Add: husbands^ boat, train,

etc., means of locomotion run chiefly for the con-
venience of men wishing to join their wives on
holiday, esp. applied to vehicles run on Saturday;
husband's tea colloq. j very weak tea.

1869 Porcupine XI. 172/2 Passengers by the **husbands'
boat are more heavily laden with provisions. xZ'jQ London
Soc. XVIII. 170 The Husbands' boat can carry lovers too I

1909 Daily Chron. 34 July 8/6 The New Palace Steamers
announce that their p.s. Koh-i-noor will be making the
' husband's boat * trip to-day as usual. 1874 Slang Vict.
s.v. iVater-bewitched, Sometimes very weak tea is called
* *husband's tea *, 1886 A- Hornblow Splashesfrom Paris^
Ink-pot 163 A special train, the "husband's train, would
permit him to arrive at Tr^port the same night,

Hufih, sb."^ Add : 3. attrib. and Comb, (sense

lb).
1919 H. F. B. Wheeler JVar in Underseas 317 Mighty

•hush ' ships which lived and moved., on the surface of great
waters. 1920 Melbourne A rgus 29 May 6 Time seems to

have left . . no surviving link between the frigate of Trafalgar
and the 'bush-boat* of to-day. 1930 Publishers' Weekly -^x

May 2735/2 Youngsters that arc reared on the ' hush plan ',

Hush.-liusll« Reduplicated form ofHush /'«/.,

used attrib. to denote any object of manufacture,

process, plan, or policy, the details or existence of

which are kept secret ; occas, a person engaged in

such.

1919 C. P. Thompson Cocktails -t-^z The Flying Tank fixed

the job without calling on that elaborate organisation for

anything more hush-hush ihanacoupleofbattcriesof heavy
Hows. i^toGlasgom Herald 3 May 8 The dramatic arrival

at Baku in July, 1918^ of General Dunsterville's ' hush-hush '

force after its splendidly adventurous march through Persia,

Ibid. 12 Aug. 4 Minute accounts of the hush-hush birth of
this new monster of war. 19U Ibid. 30 Aug. 9 A * hush-
hush * Bristol monoplane. 19*5 E. Fraser & Gibbons
Soldier ff Sailor Words, Hush hush crowd, a familiar name
for ih^ personnel o( i\ic Tank Corps, when first organized in

June, 1916, and secretly assembled for training. 1927
A. E. W. Mason No other Tiger i, He had never been able

to take the hush-hush men seriously. «9«7 D. Lloyd Georgr
Slings <f Arrows^ig^g) 184 That * hush, hush ' policy which
prevailed before the war. 1931 Mom. Post 5 June 12/4
Italian * hush hush ' car in Irish race.

Hush-hush, V. [Reduplicated form of Hush
2/.^] trans. To say *hush, hush ' to; to quiet,

silence.

1863 ' OuiDA * Held in Bondage iii. I. 71 Hervey, our Cpx-
wain hush-hushes you. 1883 G. Meredith Day ofDan. of
Hades viii, Not the pines with the faint airs afloat, Hush-
hushing the nested dove. 1928 Daily Express 12 June 10/4
She might have done it long ago if she had not been firmly
hush-hushed by men.
Husi, variant of *jDsr.

Husk, sb.^ U.S. [f. Husk v.^ A corn-
husking.
1796-1808 B. Hawkins Lett. 30 Here is the town house,

and here they have their husks and dances.

Husb, "v.^ Add : Also iraitsf. and^^.
1878 13. F. Taylor Between Gates 182 The rough dresses

of the men., out of which they husk themselves. 1910 Mul-
FORD H. Cassidy xvili. no He determined to husk Meeker's
body from its Immortal soul.

Husk, V.2 Add: 2. intr. Of the voice: To
become husky. U.S.
1928 Titus Timber xxix. 354 Her voice husked for the first

time.

Husker. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1780 K. Parkman Diary 279 Breck was very generous in

treating ye buskers with Liquor,

Huskily, adv.^ U.S. [f. *Husky a. i b.]

Strongly, actively.
a 1906 'O, Henrv' Trimmed Lamp etc. z-js Itwasthe bi-

monthly dance, a dressaffair in which the members took great
pride and bestirred themselves huskily to further and adorn.

Husking, vbl. sd.^ U.S. (Earlier example.)
1693 C. SIathkr Wond. Invis. World 142 At another time

this Deponent was desired by the Prisoners to come unto an
Husking of Corn.

Husky, sb^ Add : a. Also attrib.

1932 igtk Cent. Feb. 274 As a seamstress the ' husky ' woman
has no equal.

C, (Earlier examples.)
x886 Colon. ^ Indian Exhib. 75 The original Husky has

always been an animal requiring firm treatment. 1892
Harper's Mag. Mar. 504/2 The Dogs are of a peculiar breed
and are called ' huskies —undoubtedly a corruption of the
word Esquimaux.

Husky (hy-ski), j^.2 U.S. [f. *Huskt a. i b.]

A strong, stoutly-built person ; one whose appear-

ance suggests strength and force.
1884 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn xxix. 305 It was a beauti-

ful time to give the crowd the slip; but that big husky had
me by the wrist. 1916 C. Sandburg Chicago Poems 60 The
real huskies that are doing the work of the world. 1929 W.
HEYLiGER5«/7^fr^Z>a/« v. 46 You're going to need muscle,
and he's a husky.

Husky, di. Add : 1, b. Tough and strong (like

a corn-husk) ; big, strong, and vigorous. U.S.

and Canadian colloq.

1889 Kansas City Times .\ Star i Apr., Mike Burnett, the
husky ex.fire chief. Ibid. i6 Oct., Wonderful tales of the
big husky fish he caught. 1894 Outing XX I V. 447/1 He lit

out of the country soon as he got hut^ky enough to travel.

1909 S. E. White Rules of Game i. ix. 51 Good food and
leisure and heredity gave me a husky build. 1927 G. W.
Deeping Kitty xi, That thick-set, husky young man.
transf. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX. 364/2 A husky run down

old Ontario in a gale from the West brought Nox into

Charlotte harbor.

Hussakite (h»'sak3it). Min. [f. the name
of E. Hussak -^ -\l^.^'\ Xenotime occurring as

prismatic crystals in crystalline rocks,

1901 frnl. Chem. Soc. LXXX. ir. 395. 192a W. E. Ford
E. S. Dana's Min. (ed. 3) 502 Hussakite was a xenotime
from Brazil erroneously thought to contain large amounts of
SO3.

Hussar, sb. 3. Add : hussar cap.

1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVII. 287 (He had] a smart
hussar capof green chestnut burrs. 185413. F. Taylor Jan.
<5- June 85 Hens with hussar caps.

Hustle, sb, 3. Add: Also with a. (Cf.

Move sb. 6.) U.S.
190a Harben Abner Daniel \\. 19, I.. told *em to git a

hustle on theVse'ves.

Hustle, V, Add: 2. d. To obtain by hustle

or pushing activity. U.S. colloq.

1926 J. Black You Can^t Win vi. 65 Don't think because
you couldn't hustle a can that you ain't entitled to your
coffee.

4. (Later U.S. examples.)
1898 H. S. Canfield Maid of Frontier 177 I've got a

warrant here for his arrest,. .and you hustle. 1906 * O.
Henry ' Four Million 62 Do you think I'm going to let jjou

hustle for wages while I philander in the regions of high
art ? 1908 G. H. Lobimer J. Spurlock v. 87, I decided that

..I'd hustle over to the nearest trust company.

Hut (h»t), int. A call to a horse.

1856 JV.
<J- Q, 2nd Ser. I. 395 When a horse forgets what he

is doing, and becomes careless, he is reminded of his duty by
a sharp hut. 1899 Pall Mall Mag. Feb. 262 ' Hut, you
beast

!

' he added, as Englishmen do, when the mare nuzzled

into his neck.

Hut, J^. 4. Add: hut-circle ^ri:-5a?iJ/., a circle

of earth or stones indicating the circumference of a

previously existing hut ; hut-clusters, dwell-

ings Archs&ol. (see quot.).

186s *hul-circle [see Diet.]. 1913 ^'/- ^^^' '^?^^^' ^°5

The district is rich in prehistoric remams, including some

hut circles. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 427/1 *Hut dwellings.

Of these there are at least two kinds, those in the eastern part
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of the county resembling the beehive structures »nd «n.

closuresof Dartmoor.andthasein the west, comprising hut-

clusters ', having a central court.

Hut, f. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1780 in Maryland Hilt. Mag. III. n8 When I jom'd, the

troops were hutting, which they compleated a few days

after. _, - T
EntcllillSOIl (hPtfinsan). The name of Jona-

than Hutchinson (1838-1913), English surgeon

and pathologist, nsed chiefly in the genitive to

describe certain diseases or symptoms of disease

observed by him. Hutchinson's disease, a dis-

ease of the choroid coat of the eye, which is charac-

terized by senile degeneration of arteries round the

yellow spot. Hntchinson('s) pupil, dilatation

of one pupil on the side of the lesion in cases of

haemorrhage into the membranes of the brain (Cent.

Diet. Suppl.). Hutchinson's teeth, upper incisor

teeth the cutting edge of which is notched, occur-

ring in children suffering from hereditary syphilis.

1890 Billings Med. Diet., Hutchinson's teeth, notched and

deformed upper incisor teeth, seen in cases of hereditary

syphilis. 1908 Practitioner Jan. 5 He had had a fit at

school, he had well-marked Hutchinson's teeth.

Hntcliinsonite (hctjinssnsit). Min. [f.

the name of Arthur Hutchinson, Cambridge mine-

ralogist + -ITE 1.] A rare mineral containing sul-

phur, arsenic, thallium, and lead, etc., found in the

dolomite of the Binnenthal, Switzerland.

1907 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XCI I. II. 699. 1929 H. L. BowMAK
fl. A, A/iers' Min. (ed. 2) 605.

Hntia {huti-a). Also houtia, jutia, utla. [a.

Sp. hutia, {. Taino huti, cuti.J A West Indian

rodent of the genus Capromys.
1834 McMuRTRiE Cuvier's Aniin.Kingd, 84 The Houtias

have four molars every where with flat crowns. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XV. 509/2 According to Bomare, the Utias is a species

of rabbit of the size of a rat, which inhabit.s the West Indies.

1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. 106 The utias in a
wild state. .climb trees with great facility, and. .live on
vegetables. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 680/2 The only peculiar

Quadruped known in the island [of Cuba] is the jutia or

H7itia.

Hnttoning (h»"tanir|). [f. the name of R. H.
Hutton (1840-87) and his uncle Richard, bone-

setters + -ING 1.] Forcible manipulation of a dis-

located or stiff joint.

1890 Billings Med. Diet., Huttoning, forcible manipula-
tion of a joint, as practised by so-called ' bone-setters *.

Hnxuam (h»"ksam). The name ofJohn Hux-
ham (1692-1768), physician, used in the genitive

in Hnxham's tincture, the tincture of cinchona

bark devised by and named after him.
1807 London Chron. 31 Dec. 5 Freake's Tinct of Bark..

Ditto Huxham's ditto. 1808 Jane Austen Lett, (1884) I.

347, I hope Huxham is a comfort to you ; I am glad you
are taking it. 1890 Billings Med. Diet.

Huxley (h»'ksli). The name of T. H. Huxley
(1835-95), scientist, nsed in the genitive in Hux-
ley's layer, membrane, the layer of cells, having

clearly defined nuclei, in the root-sheath of mam-
malian hair, discovered by him.
1S89 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 471/1 Henle's layer

is found represented by horny, polygonal, non-nucleated
elements at a much lower level than Huxley's layer.

Hnzoor (hwzQaj). Also 8 huzzoor, tuzur.

[a. Ar. yi-^ hufiiir presence (employed as a title),

f. ..a:* hafara to be present.] An Indian poten-

tate ; often used as a title of respect by natives in

speaking to or of superiors, and occas. ofEuropeans.
1776 Trial y. Fowke 17/2 (Stanf.) [They] endeavour to lay

their complaints before the Huzzoor. c 1791 Eneycl. Brit.

(1797) VIII. 793 Huzzoor, a Hindostan word signifying The
presence. 1843 C. J. C. Davidson Diary Trav. in Upper
India I. 77 The huzoor's countenance.. is as immovably
tranquil as that of Boodh. l8g8 Longtii. Mag. May 80 What
pleasure hath this slave in life, -save to do the Huzoor's will ?

1923 Kipling Land 4- Sea Tales 229 * Hiuoor !
' said Imam

Din, stooping low.

Hwyl (ha-al). [W.] A fervid outpouring of

eloquence ; also, the fervour of emotion character-

istic of gatherings of Welsh people.

1899 Daily News 1 Mar. 7/5 What Is termed the Welsh
* hwyl ', a form of eloquence which seems to exert remark-
able influence on the hearers. i^i& Observer 15 July 11/3
The National Eisteddfod is a microcosm of Wales. There
you may see preacher and ploughman, collier and clerk, all

nibbing shoulders and all under the influence of the in-

tangible and untranslatable ' hwyl ' of the Eisteddfod.

Hyacinth.. Add : 2. b. Cape H., Peruvian
K., Soman H, (seequots.).

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot, App. 315 Hyacinth, Peruvian,
Scilla. 1877 [see Roman a.' 14 b]. x88o Enc^ct. Brit.
XII. 420/1 Theearliest of the hyacinths,, .the white Roman
hyacinth. Ibid., The Cape hyacinth is Scilla corymbosa,
3. b. =*Jacinth I e.

1855 PoultryChron. III. 9/1 Those pretty spangled Toys
..known by various names, as Porcelains, Hyacinths,
Ermines, &c. 1879 L. Wright Pigeon Keeper 208 Victorias
are simply Hyacinths of a lighter shade.

Eyalo-. Add : Hy-aloffen [-gin], an albu-

minous substance present in cartilage, vitreous

humour, etc. Hy:alopilitic (-paili'tik) a, Geol. [Gr.

rii\o% felt], applied to rocks having a fine glassy

crystalline structure resembling felt. Hyalosome
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Cytology [Gr. <tw>«i body], a body resembling the

nucleole of a cell but staining slightly,

1886 'Jrnl. Chem, Soc, L. 48rjn addition to the *hyaIogen
present in the walls of hydatid cysts, various other allied

substances occur in the animal kingdom. 1905 L. Fletcher
Introd. Study Rocks 128 Felspar is generally m lath-shaped
crystals ; if the latter are very minute and felted, the struc-

ture has been called pilotaxitic or *hyalopilitic, according as
glass is al»ent or present. 1926 G. W. Tvbrell Princ.
Petrol. 91. 1889 tr. Waldeyer in Q. Jml. Mtcrosc. Sci,

XXX. 168 *Hyalosome [see karyosome s.v. Karyo-].

Hyan(h3i'an). local. Also 8-9 hyon, 9 hyant,
hyen, [Origin unascertained.] Symptomatic
anthrax or 'black qnarter', an infectious blood
disease affecting young cattle.

1789 Trans. Soc, Arts VII, 73, I..should annually have
attempted to rear one hundred [calves], were it not for the
disorder called herc[i£:.Scansbrook] the //y(»«. 179SJ. Aikin
Manchester yt^ Great numbers of calves having been taken
ofT by a disease here called the hyon. x8oi Sporting Mag,
XVII. 153 Drinks to be given to young calves for striking

of the Hyen. x88i Sheldon Dairy Farming t-^fi In their

first winter, especially in certain localities, calves are ex-
tremely liable to the fatal disease of * hyant ',

' speed ',

' quarter-evil ', or ' black-leg ', as it is variously termed.

Syawa (hai'awa). Also haiowa, hayawa,
hiawa, byaw^ai. [Arawak (Makuchi) haijawa.

In Du. hajawa (1770).] Any of various balsam-

bearing trees of Guiana, e.g. Jcica heptaphylla.

Also attrib.

x8zs Waterton Wand. S. Amer. 190 They paint them-
selves with the Roucou, sweetly perfumed with Hayawa or

Accaiari. 1840 Schomburgk Brit. Guiana 98 The latter tree

[sc. Antyris am&roszaca], called I/aiowa or Sepoit by the

Indians, is most abundant. iZ^x Illustr.Catal. Gt. Exhib,
IV. I. 980/1 Hyawai gum or incense, from River Demerara.
1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Idea. 1887 Colon.fi Indian Exhib.^

18S6, Refi. Col. Sect. 295 Hyawa gum, .is a fragrant thus-

like resin, which is very fragrant when burnt. 1899 Roi>-

WAY Guiana Wilds 208 Then it struck him that a torch would
be useful, as he saw a hyawa bush growing near.

HjraiWaballi (hoi^awabse'li). [Arawak (Ma-
kuchi) kyawaballiy f. *Htawa + -^a//* resembling.]

The zebra wood, Omphalobium lamberiiu

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. iv. i, 9S5/1 Transverse and
vertical sections of the hyawahalU tree, from the River
Demerara. 1887 Colon, ^ Indian Exhib.^ iS^, Rep, Col.

Sect. 451 Hiawa-Balli.

Hybrid, sb. and a. B. adj\ Add: 2. b.

Meteorology. (See quot.) Formerly cs.\\tA false

cirrus,

193a Internal, Atlas Clouds 4- States 0/ Sky^ Cirrus

nothus (Hybrid cirrus). Cirrus proceeding from a cumu-
lonimbus and composed of the debris of the upper frozen

parts of these clouds,

Hybris(hai-bris). [a.Gr.u/3p(y. Cf.*HuBRls.]

Presumption, especially against the gods (after Gr,

tragic usage).
19Z0 Public opinion 37 Aug. 195/2 During one of these

the oppressor, possessed of place and power, imagined in his

hybris, that he might extend his arm across the ocean. 1939
Encycl. Brit. XXII. 53/1 Themis is the servant or com-
panion of Zeus. , , Her opposite is Hybris (v^ptO* insolent en-

croachment upon the rights of others,

Hydatbode (hai-dajwud). Bot, [f. Gr. h^T,
vSoip water + o5os way, path.] The name given by
Ilaberlandt to an organ, such as a water-pore or

water-gland, which extrudes liquid.

1897 Willis Flower. PI. 1. 116 Water-pores or hydathodes
are openings, resembling stomata, upon leaves or elsewhere,

through which the plant excretes water. 190a TANSLEvin
Encycl. Brit. XXV. 411/2 Some hydathodes are active

glands, secreting the water they expel from the leaf.

HydllOCarp'as(hidntfUika'jpr's). Bot. [mod.L.
(Gaertner, 1788), f. Gr. vhifov truffle + /ca/wros fruit,

from the appearance of the fruit of Hydnocarpus
venenata^ which is covered with a brown velvety

down.] A plant of the genus Hydnocarpus of the

family Pangiacex, Also attrib. : hydnocarpus
oil, a homologue of chaulmoogra oil, used in the

treatment of leprosy. Hence Hydnoca'rpic a.,

denoting an acid derived from the fruit of hydno-

carpus,
1928 Daily Express 20 Feb, 2/1 Hydnocarpus oil is ob-

tained from the dried fruit of the hydnocarpus tree, and it is

our aim to plant the tree all over the Empire. 1929 Encycl.

Brit. XVII. 690/2 Organic chemists isolated from Chaul-
moogra oil certain complex fatty acids named hydnocarpic

and chaulmoogric acids,

Hydral, a. Add :

2. Applied to the vessels and vascnlar cells in

the woody tissue, which convey water or sap.

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Temts^ Tracheome, stated

by Potonii not to be the tracheal, but the bydral system of

the bundle, he therefore names it Hydrome.

Hydrastinine (hsidrse'stinm). Pharmacy,
[f. Hyduastine + -INE 5.] A synthetic alkaloid

derived from hydrastine and used to produce (mus-

cular and) arterial contraction. Also Hydrastl*-
nic a, Chem, (see quot. 1887).

188:; yml. Chem. Soc. LII. i. 583 [Freund and Will] have
examined the base hydrastinine, C11H11NO2+H2O, ob-
tained together withopianicactd where hydrastine ts treated

with oxidising agents. //5iV. 384 Hydrastinic acid, CgHYNO^,
is obtained by boiling hydrastine with dilute niuic acid.
i9a9 Encycl. Brit. XI. 961/1 The hydrolytic jiroduct,

hydrastinine, is an important drug, being used as an internal
styptic.

HYDBOID.

Hydrastis (haidrse'stis). [mod.L.] The plant

Hydrastis canadensis (see Hydrastine) ; also, the

fluid extract of this, nsed as a styptic
1882 Bentlev Man. Bot. (ed. 4) 425 Hydrastis is. .used by

the Indians of the Western States of Norih America. 1908
Practitioner Jan. 96 Styptol and hydrastLs, which act as

vasoconstrictors,. are recommended for arresting haemor-
rhage from the non-pregnant organ.

Hydraulic (hsidr^'lik), v, [Back-formation f^

Hydraulicking,] (See quot. 1884,)
1884 Knight Diet, Mech. Suppl, s.v. Hydraulicking^ Most

of the water . . is used, as is said, to hydraulic, that is, to wash
banks of aiwiferous earth by throwing a stream of water
upon them through a hose and pipe. 1904 J, LvnciiJ Yrs.

Klondike 125 Those grounds can only be dredged or

hydraulicked,

Hydrazone (hai-drazJon). Chem. [f. Hydba.-

z(lliE + -ONE.] One of a class of organic com-
pounds formed by the action of phenyl hydrazine

on a compound such as a ketone or aldehyde con-

taining the CO radical,

1893 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXIV. i. 461 Bulow's test for

hydrazones depends on the formation of a tetrazone and iu
subsequent reaction with sulphuric acid.

Hydro-. Add : Hydra'mnios Path.^ uterine

dropsy. Hy:dro-aronia-tic a. C//i/»., of or pertain-

ing to an aromatic compound to which hydrogen
has been added. Hy:drobio'logy, aquatic biology.

Kydroca'rplo a, Bot. [Gr, Kap-nCs fruit], of or per-

taining to water plants which submerge their flowers

after fertilization. Hy-drocata'lysis Chem,^ cata-

lysis in the presence of water; hence Hy:drocata-
ly tic a. Hydrodlctyon [Gr. ViKrvov net : from

the appearance of the plant in water] (see quot.

1 886). Hy'droglider, a form of craft designed to

glide on the surface of water. Hy-drotecluio le-

gist, one versed in Hydrotecliny [Gr. t€X»"7 art],

the technical management or utilization of water.

184S DuNCLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7), *Hydramnios. 1906
Practitioner Nov. 655 When hydramnios is present, or

there is a multiple pregnancy. 15(05 A, W. Cbosslev in Rep.
Brit. Assoc. 153 *Hydro-Aromatic Substances, 1923 Rem-
SEN & Orsdorff Org.Chem. 328 Hydroaromatic Hydrocar-
bons. 1929 £kcj'C/^ Brit. XVII. 1001/2 'I'he modern science

of *hydrobiology. 1900 B, D. Jackson Glass. Bot. TermSf
*Hydrocarpic 190a Encycl. Biit. XXVI. 742/1 Fermenta-
tion is certainty at bottom a process of *hydrocatalysis.

Ibid. XXXV. (Index) *HydrocataIytic action, 187a H. C.
Wood Fresh-Water Algae 93 The *hydrodictyon may be
looked upon as an elaborate type of a cell-family. x886

Encycl. Brit. XX. 429/2 The zoospores eventually come to

rest,. .and arrange themselves so as to form the meshes of

a small sac-like net, which is a young Hydrodictyon. 1921

Glasgow Heraldi-^ July 7/2 The idea of using *hydrogIiders

for passengers and for mail purposes on the lochs in the out-

lying districts of Scotland. 1927 Ibid. 26 July g The hydro-

glider wliich has been constructed., to accomplish the cross-

ing of the Atlantic from Cherbourg to New York. 1897

Geogr. yml. X. 619 As to the physics of running water,

*liydrotechnologists have recognized the dependence of

velocity on thedecUvityof the water surface and depth, 1902

Encycl, Brit. XXV. 374/2 In Arizona, Mexico, and Peru
reservoirs and aqueducts prove that *bydrotechny was under-

stood.

Hydro-aeroplane (h3idr(J,e8*r^pVin). Dis-

used, [f. Hydro- + *Aeroplane.] An aeroplane

designed to alight on and rise from the water.

1909 Westfn. Gaz. 7 Jan. 4/2 Before the present year

expires the hydro-aeroplane will be an accomplished fact.

X914 Scotsman ix Dec. 8/2 A German hydro-aeroplane threw

two bombs on Calais this afternoon. 1928 C. F. S. Gamble
North Sea AirStation i. sgtJp till now it has been n«:essary

..to use the terra 'hydro-aeroplane* when descriUng a
machine that was designed to arise from and alight on the

surface of water. Owing to its cumbersome sound it was
not popular.. .The Admiralty decided to use the word 'sea-

plane '.

Hydrocarbon. Add : b, hydrocarbon oil,

hydrocarbonaceous oil.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 484/a Fluid hydrocarbon

oils. i930.'I/(?r«,/*('f/i8 July 14/3 Hydrocarbon oil used on
board liie-boats.

Hydro-electric. Add : 3. Producing elec-

tricity by utilizing the motive power of water.

1905 Daily Chron. 18 Sept. 4/5 Abundant hydro-electric

power. 1909 Westfn.Gas. 2a Oct, 10/1 The construction of

a second large hydro-electric plant. 1920 Rushmore & Lof
(title) Hydro-Electric Power Stations.

Hydro-electricity- Add : 2. Electricity

produced by the application of the motive power

of water.

1927 Observer 22 May 13/1 The national exhibit of hj-dro-

electricity.

Hydrogel (h3i'dr^d3el). Chem, [f. Gr, vBpo-

water, Hydro- + Gel(atin.] A gelatinouscoUoidal

solution.

1864 T. Graham in yml. Chem. Soc. XVII. 321 If I may
be allowed to distinguish the liquid and gelatinous hydrates

of silicic acid by the irregularly formed terras of hydrosol

and hydrogel oi ^\X\c\<i acid. 1895 Bloxam Chem. (ed. 8) 123

Colloids, .can generallyexist in solution {the hydrosol form),

but are apt to separate as a jelly (the hydrogel form) from

such solutions.

Hydroid, sb. Add : 2. Bot, A tracheid.

1900 li. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms. 1902 Tansley in

Encycl. Brit. XXV. 409/3 Such differentiated water-con-

ducting cells we call hydroids^ the tissue they form hydrem.

1929 EncycLBrit, XVIII, 6/i Dead watcr^onducing cells

(hydroids).
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Hydrology (haidrfj-lod,:;!). [f. Gr. iS/w-, v5<up •

water + -LOGYj The science of treatment by baths

and waters. Hence Hydrolo'glcal a,

1913 R. F. Fox {.iiiic) The Principles and Practice of

Medical Hydrology. 19*1 Oxford Index TJuratp. 452 It is

convenient to consider hydrologicai treatment from two
points of view.

Hydrome (hsi'dr^Tom). BoL ^so hydrom.
[f. Gr. vhpo-j vSojp water + -<?///<? as in rhizome,

caulome, etc.] The water-system of a vascular

bundle. (A term proposed instead of Tracheome.)
1900 [see *Hydrax.]. 190a [see *Hvdroid]. 1929 EncycL

Brit. XVIII. 6/1 The hydrom strand is either slightly

developed or altogether absent.

Hydrophilous, a. Add : b. Bot, Denoting

those plants which depend upon water or moisture

for fertilization or seed dispersal.

xgoz EncycL Brit, XXV. 437/1 Dissemination is effected

by the agency of water, of air, of animals—and fruits and
seeds are therefore grouped in respect of this as hydrophi-

lous, anemophilous, and zooidiophilous.

HydropliytiC (hsidrf^fi'tik), a. [f. Htdbo-
PHYTE + -ic] Of the nature of a hydrophyte ; of or

pertaining to a species which grows submerged ia

water.
1901 Daily Ckron. 6 Sept 3/3 Easy and luxurious is by

com[>arison the life of hydrophyiic societies. 19*6 Nat.

Hist. Oxford Distr 83 It [sc. Elodea canadensis^ has never

seeded, and has spread vegetatively as is the case with other

alien hydrophytic species.

Hydroplane (haidr^plf'n), sK [f. Hydro- +
Plane ib:^~\

L In full, hydroplane boat, craft : A light motor-

boat designed to akim the surface of the water by-

means of a flat bottom sloping upwards towards

the bow; in vogue from 1907 to 1914.
1907 Motor Boat 19 Sept. 182/1 The performance of Mr.

Robinson's hydroplane boat. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 5 Jan. 4/a

If we have been apathetic towards the aeroplane we have

exhibited marked enterprise in regard to the hydroplane.

2. The plane of a submarine enabling it to sub-

merge or rise.

X906 Ckamhers^s Jml. May 414/1 Boats are fitted with

hydroplanes, which are nothing more than submerged kites.

X9tx Encycl, Brit. XXIV. 921/1 Another technical point

in the design of submarines which has fretjuently been the

subject ofnon-technical discussion is thedesirabilityor other-

wise of ' bow-rudders ' or * hydroplanes '. 1939 Ibid, XXI.
494/2 Hydroplane guards arc fitted to prevent wires catch-

ing in the hydroplanes when passing through nets fitted as

a defence to entrances to harbours, etc Ibid., In earlier

sabmarines, a pair of hydroplanes were fitted at the stern,

but now a pair is fitted forward and a pair aft.

3. « *Hydbo-aeroplane, *Seaplane.
(191X in Grahame-White & Harper Aeroplane 316 These

Ingested Atlantic aero-hydroplanes would float on the

water when at rest.] 19x3 W. Chukchi ll in Part. Deb. Set.

V. LV. 1502/1 We have decided tocall the naval hydroplane

a seaplane, and the ordinary aeroplane or school machine,

which we use in the Navy, simply a plane. 19x3 Q. Rev.
Apr. 471 For reconnaissance, the work is better done by
hydroplanes costing a few hundreds aptece.

Hence Hy "droplano v. intr., to travel in a hydro-

plane ; also, to taxi on water.

X909 IVestm. Gaz. 5 Jan. 4/3 It is due entirely to its

[Ricochet X] performances at Southampton that hydro-

planing has gained recognition in this country. 1913 Encycl.

Brit. XXX. 50/2 Hydroplaning eflSciency..could be sacri-

ficed for sea-worthiness. 19*8 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea
Air Station i. 32 Having succeeded in making bis machine
hydroplane on her floats.

Hydroscopic (haidrt^sk^j-pik), a. [f. Gr. v^po-

water + -a^oiros, attovtiv tp view + -Ic] « Htgko-
ecopic.

1908 Sir W. Schlich Man. Forestry V. 549 (Charcoars]

cotnpositioxi xs as follows;—Carbon 75-80%.. Hydroscopic

water 6-12%. 19x0 Practitioner July 135 Pankreoo is a
non-hydroscopic powder.

^

HydrOSOl (hai-dr^sf^l). Chent. [f, Gr. i»8/)o-

water + Sol(utton.] A liquid colloidal solution,

X864, X895 [see *Hydrogei.I. 1920 Nature CV. 372/2 The
lubricating graphite . . reduced to particles ofcolloidal dimen-

sions and sold under the trade-names of * Aquadag * and
' Hydrosol'.

Hydrozylate (haidr^-ksil^'t), v. [f. Htdbox-
TL + -ATE ^.J

trans. To add a hydroxyl radical to

(a substance),
X900 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 398 The hydroxylated nucleus of

the tribromonaphthol.

Kydroxylic (hsidrj^ksi-Uk), a, [Htdboxtl +
-IC] Of or pertaining to the hydroxyl radical OH.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 735/1 The oxygen therefore

ceases to oe ketonic and becomes 'hydroxylic '. Ibid.

XXVIII. 364/9 Four of the oxygen atoms are supposed to

be present in hydroxylic form (—OH).
Hygeen, hajeen (hidgz-n, hads^-n). Also 6

hugiun, 8 hyghgeen, 9 liejeen, hadjeen, ha-

g(h;©en, hajan. [Arab, ^^v*^ hafln^ pronounced

in Egypt hagin (of. Syriac hagind, hugdnd, Talmu-
dic^wa). Origin uncertain.] A riding dromedary.

ttfoo PoRY tr. Leo's Africa ix. 338 Of camels there are

three kinds; whereof the first being called Hugiun [ong.

quarum printi Hu^un nuncupati\ are grosse, and of a tall

stature. 1713 Guardian No. 124 There has not been a

Tyger, Leopard, Elephant or Hyghgeen, for some Years

past, in this Nation, but I have taken their particular Dimen-
sions. X790 J, Bruce Trav. IV. 332 If. .there was danger.

Ihej should return . , mount a hajan or dromedary, and (etc.].

X864 J. A. QtJMtWalk Across Africa 419 A * Hadjeen ', or

riding camel, is indispensable to comfort. 1865 W. G. Pal-
ORAVE /^ra^ia I. 335 The dromedary is the race-horse of his

species, thin, elegant,., light of step, easy of pace,, .though
yet more often the dromedary enjoys his special title of
' hejeen ' or 'dolool*. 1875 hejeen [see *Dei.oul]. X890
S. W. Baker Wild Beasts II. 374 As a general rule, the
hygeens are not so powerfully proportioned as those which
carry baggage. 1908 Animal Managem, (W. O.) 376 The
riding camel (..Hagheen, Egypt).

Hygrophilite (hsigT(»fibit). Min. [f. Hy-
GB0PHILOUS + -ITE.1] A hydrous silicate of magne-
sium belonging to the pinite group,
i860 Dana Min. App. ri. 1896 Jml. Cheijt. Soc. LXX.

II. 432 Hygrophilite, white nodules in a red clay slate from
Reuschback, Rhenish Bavaria.

HyksoS (hi'ks^us), sb. pi. Also Hykshos.
[a. Gr. vxaws, ad. Egyptian hik-shasu = 0a<Jt\(Ts

voifiivts."] The shepherd kings of Egypt, a Shemite
dynasty which conquered Egypt and ruled ^aoooB.o.
Also alirib.

1863 Chantbers^s Encycl. V. 493/2 As regards the date of
the Hfykshosl dominion, the most conflicting opinions have
prevailed. X899 A. H. Savce Early Israel Introd. p. xxv,
A Hyksos Pharaoh and his Hebrew vizier. 1931 J. G. Dun-
can -^/f'^frn^ «/ Biblical Hist. II. 163 Hyksos pottery.

Hymettiau (haimctian), a. [C L. Hymettius
(f. HymUtuSy Gr. 'T/ti/TTos) + -an.] Of or belong-

ing to Mount Hymettus in Attica, famous in anti-

quity for its honey and niarble ; hence /i7^/. honied,

sweet (cf. Hybl^an).
x6oi Holland Pliny xvil L I, 499 Fonre goodly pillars of

Hymettian Marble. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufei's Theat.
Ins. 908 He that will make a good mixture of wine and honey,
must mingle with new Hymettian Honey, old Falemian
Wine. 179s Coleridge To K. B. Sheridan 4 Thy temples
with Hymettian flow'rets wreath'd.

HyXKUaarium (himne»*riffm). PI. -ia. [med.L.]
= Hymnaby.
r^z^ GlasgoTJu Herald 7 June 4 The extensive hymnarla

attributed to the famous Bishop of Milan [St. Ambrose].

HypantllOdilllll (haipsenJwn *dii?m). Bot.

[mod.X., f. Hypo- + Anthodium.] The enlarge-

ment of the receptacle beneath the calyx.

i86x Bkntlgy Man, Bot. 204 The Hypanthodium.—This
kind of inflorescence is but a slight modification of the last

[sc. the Capitulum, Anthodium, or Head]. x88o A. Gray
Struct. Bot, V. (ed. 6) 149 Syconium, the name given to the

Fig-fruit, is a sort of inflorescence. . . It has also been named
a Hypanthodium,

Hyper-, IV. Add : HyT>erbar Meieorol.

[*Bakj^,c], a ridge of high barometric pressure.

HyT^rcellularlty, the morbid formation of cells.

HsTperchlorbydria (-klojhsi'dria) Path. [Chlo-
bhydb(ic + -ia], excess of chlorhydric (= hydro-

chloric) acid in the digestive juices ; hence Kyper-
olLloT2ty*drlo a. Byperchlomria (-kloJiiiis'ria)

Palh.y excess of chlorides in the urine. Hyper-
chromasia (-kri?m^*zia) Falh. [Gr. XP^^*^^^^
coloration], excess of pigment in the skin. Hyper-
da'ctyly [cf. Dactyl], an excess of toes or fingers.

Ky:per-«nte'ctio a. Metall.^ denoting steel con-

taining more than 0*90 per cent, of combined car-

bon. Kytperexclta-tiozi, a state of morbid ex-

citement. Hypersreusla (-giw'zia) Path. [Gr.

7«i3(ris taste], excessive acuteness of the sense of

taste, HyiwrkeratoBed a., excessively keratosed.

Hyperkeratosis Palh., excessive development

{a) of the horny layer of the skin, (^) of the cornea.

HyperlencocytosLs (-lfii:k(Js3it^a*sis) Path.^z. mor-

bid excess of white corpuscles (leucocytes) in the

blood, Hypenune'sia, Hypermne'sis Psychol.,

[Gr, /iJ^ffii], the state or quality of being hyperm-

nestic. Hypermnestlc (-mnrstik) a., having a

morbidly retentive memory, Hypermyotrophy
(-maip-trtl^fi) (see quot,). Hypernephroma
(-nefrJa'ma) Path.j a tumour of suprarenal origin,

Hyperpo'pala Path. [Gr, iriipis digestion], an ex-

cessive secretion of neutral chlorides in the gastric

juices. Hyperphala-ugism, Hyperplia'langry,

the development or state of development of more
than the normal number of digital phalanges.

Hyperphcria Path., tendency of the visual axis of

one eye above the other, Hyperpiesls (-paijesis)

Palh. [mod.L. ; Gr. meats pressure], over-pressure

or high pressure, as a symptom affecting the circu-

lation of the blood ; hence Hyperpiesia (-p3i,rzia),

the state or condition set up by hyperpiesis.

Hypertension Palh.y a state of excessive ten-

sion, Hypertlie*rniia,Hypertlie*rniy /'aM. [Gr.

Oip^rf heat], a state of high bodily temperature.

Kyperthyroid a., of or pertaining to excessive

secretion of the thyroid glands; hence Hyper-
thyroidism Path., the state arising from excessive

thyroid secretion ; Graves* disease. Hypertcnlo
a,, pertaining to, characterized by, or producing ex-

cessive contraction. Hypertonus (haipsut^n^s)

Path., the state or condition of excessive contrac-

tion. Hypervltamlno-sis Path. [*Vitamine +
-osis], the state arising from an excess of vitamines

in the diet.

1936 McAdik Man ^ Weather ^Z A ridge of high pressure
connected the Atlantic *hyperbar with a north polar anti-

cyclone more or less permanent. 1910 Practitiorur Apr.
464 Associated with this *hypercellul_arity there is usually a
disappearance of the elastic tissue which is normally present.

1906 Ibid. Nov. 691 The paroxysmal crisis of *hyperchlor-
hydria. Ibid. Dec. 830 *Hyperchlorliydric dyspepsia. X907
Ibid. June 827 On forced doses, the *hyperchloruria was in-

creased out of proportion to the salt taken, 1889 Century
Diet., *Hyperchromasia. 1908 Practitioner Aug. 349 A
condition known as hyperchromnsla, in contradistinction to

achromasia, or leucodermia. 1902 Webster Suppl., *Hyper-
dactyly. 1927 R, S. Lull Org. Evol. xx. 330 As thoush
extra toes over the normal five had been added (hvper-
dactyly). xgoa Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 572/2 They [sc. forms
of steel] are called *hyper-euicctic or hypo-eutectic. .accord-
ing as their carbon-content is above or below the 0*50 pet
cent, which the eutectic itself contains. 1900 IVestm. Gaz.
24 Mar. 3/1 A state of "hyper-excitation and imperfect con-
trol. x888 Encycl. Brit. XXIll. S0/3 Increase in the sense
of taste is called *hypergeusia^ diminution of it kypogeusia,
and entire loss ageusia. 1909 Practitioner Nov. 735 Dry,
scaly, and *hyperkeratosed lesions. 1890 Billings Med.
Diet., *Hyperkeratosis. 1908 Practitioner Jan. 32 In the

epidermis there is proliferation of the prickle-cell layer,

hyperkeratosis. 1907 Ibid. Sept. 438 The hypodermic in-

jection of nucleinate of sodium increases "hyperleucocytosis.

x89a D. H. Tuke's Diet. PsycJwl. Med, I. 602/1 *Hyper-
w««/rt, ..over-activity of the memory. 1903 F. W. H.
Myeps Hum, Pers. II. 517 The hypennnesta. .seems often

to act as a kind of nidus for genns of knowledge borne
home from some other quarter. 190a Webster Suppl.,
*Hypermnesis. 1915 C. R. Payne tr. O. Pfister's Psych.
Method 360 Here we see the regression to the infantile, the
*hypermnestic performance of the dream. 1908 Practitioner
Dec. 770 A generalised increase in the muscular tissue of the
arteries, to which he [sc. Savill] applies the term arterial

•hypermyotrophy. 1906 Ibid. Dec. 814 A "hypernephroma,
occurring in the kidney. 1908 Ibid. Apr. 543 Chemically pure
sub-nitrate, .is equally successful in hypopepsia, apepsia,

and*hyperpepsia. 1891 Flower& Lydekker Matntnals^^^
The Ichthyopterygia have been shown.. to have gradually
acquired their "hyperphalangism as an adaptive character.

1897-8 Proc. Anat. Soc, Gt. Brit, (heading) The ossification

of tiie terminal phalanges of mammalian fingers, in relation

to *hypcrphalan^y. X9J7 R. S. Lull Org. Evol. xx. 330 As a
further modification the individual phalangeal bones increase

in number (hyperphaiangy). x88x Avier. Jrttl. Med. Sci.

N.S. CI. ^77 A clinical study in the diagnosis and treat-

ment of *hyperphoria. 1901 Jml. Avter. Med, Assoc.
XXXVI. 147 A clinical study of one hundred and fifty cases

of hyperphoria. 1925 T. R. Elliott in Brit. Med. Jml.
19 Dec. ii6i/i Discussion on *Hyperpiesia...I will assume
that hyperpiesia..is a condition sui generis, manifesting

certain discomforts. 1908 Med. Chron. XLVII. 337 On
•hyperpiesis as compensatory of increased peripheral resis-

tance. x9aa H. Batty Shaw {title) Hyperpiesia and Hyper-
piesis (Hypertension). X9a5 T. R. Elliott in Brit. Med.
Jml, 19 Dec. 1163/1 We could not identify hyperpiesis with

any particular physical type of child. X906 "hypertension [see

Av^tf/*«JW«s.v."Hvpo-J. 1920 L.M.WARFiELD(/i"^/c) Arterio-

sclerosis and Hypertension. X887 A, M. Brown Anini.

Alkaloids 143 Intoxication by the extractive matters is

accompanied by "hyperthermia. iSgS Nature 24 Nov. 95
Researches on lesions of the nervous centres produced by
"hyperthermy. x^aa L. Bebman in Sunday Times Apr., To
bring to mind an immediate complete image of the "hyper-

thyroid face, one should think of Shelley. 1918 R. Knox
Radiog,

<J-
Radio-Therap. 11. 556 "Hyperthyroidism began

to receive recognition. 1927 Haldanf, & Huxi^y .<4«/ot.

Biol. viiL 162 The thyroid gland sometimes swells up and
produces too much thyroxin... In one hospital the patients

in the ward reserved for hyperthyroidism eat twice as much
as those in any other ward! 1890 Billings Med, Diet.,

"Hypertonic. 1908 Practitioner Dec 774 Hypertrophied
muscle in a state of hypertonic contraction. 1929 EttcycL

Brit. IV. 21/21116 intravenous admini-^tration of hypertonic

solutions. 196& Practitioner Ma.T. 7g5 Acondition of*hyper-

tonus of the vascular system. 1929 Biochemical Jml.
XXIII. H14 "Hypervitaminosis and vitamin balance.

Hypergamy (haipa-jgami). Anthrop, [f.

Hyper- + *-gamy.] A term first used by W.
Coldstream, to denote the custom which forbids

the marriage of a woman into a tribe of lower

standing than her own. Hence Hype*rgamous a.,

pertaining or relating to hypergamy,
x88a Ibbetson Punjab Cenms Rep. I. 356 They [sc. the

social rules], .may be referred to two laws which I shall call

the laws of isogamy and hypergamy. 190X Risley & Gait
Rep. Cens. India % 701 Hypergamy, or ' marrying up ' is the

custom which.. compels [a woman] to marry in a group equal

or superior in rank, A hypergamous division, therefore, is

a group forming part of a series governed by the foregoing

rule. 1909 E. S. Hartland Prim. Paternity 1. 266 The
Brahmans everywhere follow a custom known as hyper'

gamy, by which a man may marry or have sexual relations

with a woman of lower rank, but no man of lower rank may
marry Into a caste above his own. xgax Nature 13 Jan. 646/1

Dr. Rivers said that the term ' liypergamy ' had been used

loosely by both Sir Herbert Risley and Dr. W. Crooka to

denote marriage between groups which differ In rank, but

for the sake of clearness the term should be confined to those

instances in which there was a characteristic difference be-

tween the marriage rules for the two sexes. i9a9 Encycl.

Brit. IV. 979/2 The ancient hypergamous rule which allowed

a woman to be married to a man of higher class.

HypemiC (hsi'psinik, haipa'jnilc), a, [f.

Hyper- -h Nic{aragtid).'\ An extract of Nicaragua

or similar woods used by dyers.

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather {1:6.. 2) 567 Take lolbs.

hypernic chips.. .Add the hypernic solution by degrees,

fiyplieil attrib. = *Hyfhenated a. 2, q.v.

1916 Literary Digest {N.Y.) i Jan. 4/1 In the event of the

Republicans nominating any man on a hyphen platform or

on hyphenated promises,

Hy-phenate, sd. [f. *Hyphenated a. 2.] A
hyphenated person.

1916 VorJishire Post 4 Mar. 6/7 The Hyphenates through-



HYPHENATED.
out the country are Rreally excited. i9»o Gtaxg&w Heraid

17 Nov. 6 This political hyphenate or composite is desirous

of running a Home Rule for Scotland campaign. 191a

Conttmf. Rtv. Dec. 693 The ' hyphenates '—Irish and Ger-

manj, Poles and Russians and Italians— . .joined la the con-

demnation of Wilsonism.

Hyphenated, a. Add :

2. Applied to persons (or their activities) whose

nationality is designated by a hyphenated form,

e.g. Anglo-American, Irish-American ; hence, to

a person whose patriotic allegiance is assumed to

be divided, orig. U.S.

1893 Farmer & Henley Slang, Hyphenated American, a

naturali«d citizen, as German-Americans, Irish-Americans,

and the like. 1900 Daily Netvs 1 5 Aug. 3/1 My opponents

were of the hyphenated variety—Dutch-Americans and Irish-

Americans predominating. 1904 IVestm. Gaz. 3 Jan. 3/4

American politics, where men who call themselves Irish-

Americans, German-Americans, Dutch-.\mericans, and so

on, are contemptuously referred to as ' hyphenated Ameri-

cans '. 1907 Nation (N.V.) 7 Nov. 410 Some of these

hyphenated American iournals. 191S Literary Digest (N. Y.)

4 Sept. 462/1 Hyphenated residents will continue to insist

that American newspapers should be strictly neutral,

HyplieuixiLg (hai-fsniri), vbl. si. [f. Hyphen
V. + -ING 1.] The action of the vb. Hyphen.
1939 Concise Ox/. Diet. p. ix, A consequence of this re-

formed hyphening is that the presence of a hyphen in such

a compound [as tipsy cake\ assures the reader that the word-
stress falls on the first part.

Syplxomycetes (h3i:fora3isrtfz), sb. pi. Bot.

[modX., f. Gr. \><^ web + /ttj/cijres fungi.] A group

oifungi imperfecti so named.
1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 828/1 The expansion or contraction

of the filaments of many Hypkoiuycetes according to the

supply of water. 1917 yrnl. Bad. (Baltimore) II. 365 The
preparation of hyphomycetes for microscopical examination.

Hypnoid (hi-pnoid), a.2 [Hypn(osis -h -oid.]

Of or pertaining to hypnosis. So Hypnoi'dal a.

x9oa W. James Varieties 4B4 In it arise whatever my-
stical experiences we may have, and our automatisms, sensory

or motor: our life in hypnotic and 'hypnoid' conditions.

X9ai Discovery Nov. 294/1 A similar [half-waking] state can

be produced artificially and is called light hypnosis or the

hypnoidal state. 1915 C. R. Payne tr. O. Pfister's Psych.
Method 173 Brewer's supposition that the foundation and
condition of hysteria may be the existence of hypnoidal
(sleep-like) states. /Wrf. 241 Silberer, who first investigated

this kind of hypnoid hallucinations.

HypO,-!*.^ Add: aUrib.,s.%hypo-bath, -solution.

1907 iVestm. Gaz. 9 Feb. 14/2 A weak hypo-bath. 1908
Ibid. 13 June 14/3 A generous allowance of hypo-solution.

E3rpO-. II. Add : Kypabyssal a. Geol.

[Abyssal], of or pertaining to rocks intermediate

between abyssal forms and extrusive lavas. Kypo-
bentlios (-be'njys) Zool., the submarine fauna in-

habiting the ocean at a greater depth than 500
fathoms. Hypoohlor}»ydria(-kloajhai'dria) Path.,

defective secretion of chlorhydric (= hydrochloric)

acid in the digestive juices. Hypocliro-mat Path.

[Gr. XP^I^ colour], one whose sense of colour is

defective. ETpoobylla (-kailia) Path. [Gr. X"^os
Chyle], incomplete digestion. K7:po-eute-ctic a.

Metall., denoting steels containing less than 0.90 per

cent, of combined carbon. Hypo^e-nesis Biol.,

reproduction in which the alternation of genera-

tions is suppressed or absent ; so Hy:pogene'tio a.

Hypoffensia (-gi«"zia) Path. [Gr. ycCuis taste],

defective sense of taste. Hy^po^lyoca'mia Path.,

a deficiency of sugar in the blood ; hence Hy:po-
Klycse'mic a. Hypol'schinm Anat. (see quot.).

Hypolencocytosis (-li»:k<ys3iton'sis) Path., a de-

ficiency of leucocytes in the blood. Hypope'psia
Path. [Gr. irf^ii digestion], defective secretion of

488

neutral cHorides in the gastric juices. Bypo-
ph&la'ngri&f -pha'langlsm, a deficiency of digital

phalanges. Hypopla'nkton Zool.^ the plankton

existing on the ocean-bed. Hyposy'stole Path.^

defective contraction of the ventricles of the heart.

Hypotension Path., a state of low tension.

Hypotensor, a therapeutic which reduces arterial

tension. Hypothermal a,, (c) pertaining to baths

with a temperature below 93° Fahr. Hypothe'r-
mia Paik, [Gr. Ofpfiij], a depressed bodily tempera-

ture. Hypothyroid a., pertaining or relatingto de-

fective thyroid secretion ; hence Hypothyroidism.
Hypotcnia PatA., abnormally low tension ; hence

Hypoto'nic a,f pertaining to, characterized by, or

producing hypotonia.
1903 Geikie Text'bk. Ceol.ied.i) 197 Dyke-rocks..which

may have been injected as dykes and veins at a less distance

from the surface ("bypabyssal). X9a4 Skerl tr. .<4. li^egener's

Orig. Continents ^ Oceans 135 Hypabyssal igneous rocks.

1902 Encyci. Brit. XXXIII. 933/1 This zone, .extends from
about 500 fathoms to the greatest depths... The darkness

is probably absolute... To the fauna which lives in these

remarkable circumstances the name *hyPobenthos may be

applied. 1901 Dorland Med. Dict.^ *Hypochlorhydria.

2909 Practitioner Dec. 817 The secretion of deficient

quantities of gastric juice—anacidity or hypochlorhydria.

1930 Nature i-z Nov. 825 The best starting point is the re-

sult of some investigations on *hypochromats (colour-blind

individuals). 1910 Practitioner June 761 ' Senile ' dyspepsia

(essentially a *hypochyIia). 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 572/2
They \sc. steels] are called hyper-eutectic or *hypo-eutectic

according as this excess is cementite or ferrite. Ibid. XXVI I.

131/1 In .some other cases medusoid develops directly from
medusoid (*hypogencsis). Ibid.^ In other cases the medusoid
is *hypogenetic, medusoid producing medusoid. x888 *hypo-
gusia[seeAi'/^rjfwj/rts.v.*HYPER-]. x^t&Encycl. 5r//.Suppl.

I.851/1 Mifd degrees of *hypoglycaemia. /^/<r.,*Hypoglycae-

mic reaction. 19x9 Ibid. XX. 742/2 The ischia usually meet
in a ventral ischial symphysis, from which a cartilage or bone
projects backward to support the anterior lip of the cloacal

orifice ; this is the •hj'poischium. 1908 Practitioner Mar.

phalangia (two-Jomted instead of three-jointed digits). 190a

Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 933/2 It is possible that the plankton
immediately over the bottom \,sc. of the ocean] may prove to

be sufficiently distinct to be separately classed as *hypoplank-
ton. 1903 Nature 5 Nov. 23/2 There is evidence that certain

forms \sc. of the Copepoda] are confined to the bottom, and
form part of a true hypoplankton. 190X Westm. Gaz. 94 July

6/3 The nervous depression and the *hyposystole of the

heart are less accentuated, x^/c^ Practitioner u^z. 829 The
difference between the hard tight pulse of hypertension, and
the soft compressible pulse of * hypotension. 1907 Ibid. June
846 Sub-normal temperature, feeble pulse, and arterial hypo-
tension. 1936 W. McDouGALL Outl. Abnormal Psych. L 11

Psychic tension and hypotension. 1908 Practitioner Apr.

545 A. .welcome addition will be made to the limited class

of ' *hypotensors '. 1906 Ibid, Nov. 623 Baths below 93* F.

are, therefore, known as *hypo-thermal baths. Baths, with

a range of temperature between 93" and 98® F., are sub-

thermal, while above 98" they are called thermal. 1887

A. M, Brown Anim. Alkal. 143 Intoxication by animal

alkaloids is accompanied by *hypothcrmia. 1931 Times Lit,

SuppL 10 Dec. 1004/2 The ' pyknic ' and * leptosome ', or

hyper- and *hypo*thyroid of other anthropologists. 1907
Practitioner Oct 547 Undue muscular strain on the ankle,

knee, hip, and spine, which, together with *hypotonia, tends

to break down the long arch. Ibid. June 830 The tissue

fluids would become *hypotonic. 1908 Ibid. Oct. 560 The
lower extremities have been thin, powerless, and cxtra-

ordinarilyhypotonic. igio/^/*^, June83i Toxins. .exercising

a hypotonic or relaxing effect on the vessels.

Hyposcope (hai-p^sk<?up). Disused, [f. Hypo-
-*- -SCOPE, after periscope.'] A form of periscope

for attachment to a rifle or for use as a hand instru-

ment.
X90S Daily Chron. 16 July 9/1 The ' Hyposcope ' competi-

tion—seven shots at 200 yards—the peculiarity of which is

HYSTEBICKY.
that, by an optical contrivance, the marksman, completeTy
under cover, may fire round a corner, so to speak, at an
enemy. 19x5 Illustr. London News ao Feb. 336/1 A trench-
periscope (or, togive it its correct name, ahyposcope)... The
Hyposcope is on the jjrinciple of the camera-obscura.

Hypostasianiam (hsi-, hip^st^i*zianiz'm). [f.

Hypostasis 5 -h -ian -j- -ism.] The doctrine of an
independent personal subsistence of the Divme
Word.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 719/1 The doctrine of a hypo-

static Logos (hypostasianismj,

Syrcan (haukan), a. and sb. Also 6-7 Hircan.
[ad. L. Hyrcdnus, a. Gr. 'TpKoyos.] = *Htkcan-
lAN a. and sb,

Ilyrcan tiger, after L. Hyrcanx tigres (Vir?il^n, 1 v. 367).

X584 RrcH Second Tome Simonides Ci, These Souldiers,

like to Hircan Tigers, reuenge them selues on their owne
bowelles. 15^3 Daniel Delia xvtii. But yet restore thy fearce

and cruell mmde, To Hyrcan tygers, and to ruthles Beares,

1605 Shaks. Macb. iir. iv, 101 The arm'd Rhinoceros, or th*

Hircan tiger. x6»oT. Lodge tr. Josepkus^ De Bella Judaico
vir. xxvii. Conspiring with the king of the Hyrcans to passe

into Media. 191 1 in W. James jI/^/w. ff Studies xv. 395, 1 took
the Hyrcan tiger by the scruff And tore hira piecemeal.

Hyrcanian (hsjk^-nian), a. and sb, [t L.

Hyrcanius (f. IIyrcajtid) + 'KV. Cf. prec.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to Hyrcania.
XS96 Shaks. Merck. V. \\. vii. 41 The Hircanlon deserts.

i6oa — Hani. 11, ii. 472 The rugged Pyrrhus like th* Hyr-
canian beast. 1671 Milton P. R. iii. 317 The Hyrcanian
cliffs Of Caucasus. 1777 J. Richardson /4ra^. Diet. 1172
The red Hyrcanian or Tabristan willow. 1820 Shelley
Ode to Liberty viii, From what Hyrcanian glen or frozen

hill,.. Didst thou lament the ruin of thy reign? 18x4
Carlvlc Love Lett. (1909) 44 Frightful as the Hyrcanian
Tiger. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVI I i. 603/1 In 59 [a.d.1 the
Hyrcanian ambassadors were able to return home.

B. sb. A native or Inhabitant of Hyrcania.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 419/2 Josephus.. mentions a king

of the Hyrcanians in the time of Vespasian. 1885 Encycl.
Brit. XVIII. 603/1 The Hyrcanians were still independent
C. 155 (a. D.].

Hystatite (hi-statait). Min. [ad. G. hysta-

tit, f. Gr. uffTcTos lowest, perh. because its rhombo-
hedron is the lowest of the group.] An ore of

titanium related to menaccanite.
X857 Dana Alin. 241 The hystatite variety [of titanic iron]

includes the washJngtonite variety of Professor Sbepard.
I9a3 Nature 24 Feb. 252/2.

Systeresis. Add : 2. Physics. The time-

lag occurring between two associated phenomena
and resulting from viscosity or inertia.

1903 Nature 17 Dec. 160/2 In the relationship of stress to

strain, or twisting couple to twist produced, rocks exhibit a
marked hysteresis. X918 T. B. Robertson Pkys. Chem.
Proteins 341 Many of these equilibria, .can be approached
from either direction, so that they arc not

|
false ' equilibria

attributable to the internal molecular friction or hysteresis

of the systems.

3. altrib. and Comb.
1903 Encycl. Brit. XXVI II. 120/2 The hysteresis tester of

Ewing. 1907 Erskine-Murray Handbk. IVireless Telegr.

24 The hysteresis losses in iron placed in so rapidly alter-

nating a field are also very great.

Hysteretic (histsre-tik), a. Physics, [f. Gr.

VffTfpljTlKO^, f. V(7T€ptlv (sCC HYSTERKSIS).] Of or

pertaining to hysteresis. Hence KystereticaUy
adv., by means of hysteresis.

i^x Encycl. Brit. XXVIII, 120/2 Steinmetz found that

the hysteresis loss. .varies proportionately to a constant

called the hysteretic constant. Ibid XXX. 433A To annihi-

late the hysteretic effects of previous magnetization. 0x909
Electr. li^orhi ^ Engineer XLIV. 163 (Cent. D. Suppl.)

The actual condenser dissipates energy hystereiically in its

dielectrjc-

Hysteiricky, a- (Earlier U.S. example.)
1833 J. F. Cooper Pilot II. xiv. 239 In order that the

women need not be 'stericky in squalls.



I

I, Add : I. 2. b. i-mutation, i-umlaut (also

i/j'tnuiation, etc.) PAt/o/cgy, ihc fronting inflnence

of an *i or */ on the vowel of a preceding syllable

in one and the same word ; also, the result of this.

1870 Marsh Comp. Gram, A.'S, Lang. 13 i-umlaut of 6:

fit^J}t{,e). 189X Mavhew OE. PhoHol. 41 In North, and
Mercian oe = *, the I'umlaut of tf. 1908 Wright Old Eng.
Gram. iiL 28, A was the onljr vowel which underwent i-um-

laut in OS. and OHG. Ibid. iv. 38 Palatal umlaut, generally

called i-umlaut,

III. a. I. = illicit, as I.D.B. « illicit diamond
buyer, buying; I.G.B.«= illicit gold buyer, buying

(all dealings in rough or uncut diamonds or un-

wrought precious metals being against the law of

South Africa unless both buyer and seller hold

permits), b. •= Imperial, as I.M.N.S. "Imperial
Military Nursing Service; I.S.O. = Imperial Ser-

vice Order; I.Y. = Imperial Yeomanry, c. = In,

in various Latin phrases, as I.D.N. <= in Dei no-

mine in the name of God ; I.N.J. = «« nomine
Jesu in the name of Jesns; I.P.D. — in prstscntia

Dominortttn in the presence of the Lords (of

Session), d. = Independent, as I.L. P. = Indepen-

dent Labour Party ; I.O.F. = Independent Order of

Foresters ; I.O.G.T. = Independent Order of Good
Templars ; I.O.O.F. = Independent Order of Odd
Fellows ; I.O.S.M. = Independent Order of the

Sons of Malta, e. = Indian, as LA. =^ Indian

Army; I.C.S. = Indian Civil Service; I.E. = In-

dian Empire; I.M.S. — Indian Medical Service;

I.S.C. — Indian Staff Corps, f. — Institute, as

LB.A. = Instituteof British Architects; Institution,

as I.C.E. «= Institution of Civil Engineers ; I.E.E.
= Institution of Electrical Engineers ; I.Mech.E.-^
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, g. = Intelli-

gence, as (N.) I.D. = (Naval) Intelligence Depart-
ment ; I.P. — Intelligence Police ; I.Q. = intelli-

fence qnotient. h. — Irish, asI.F.S, = Irish Free
tate ; I.R.A. ^ Irish Republican Army ; I.R.B, =

Irish Republican Brotherhood, Irish Revolutionary
Brotherhood ; I.S. * Irish Society. L Miscel-

laneous. I.e. • inferiority complex; Inspected,

Condemned ; I.D. « Infantry Drill Regulations

;

I.G. = Inspector General; I.W.W. = Industrial

Workers of the World (a labour organization advo-

cating syndicalism).

a. 1884 Mrs. Carey-Hobson At Heine in Transvaal II.

xlii. 530 * The fellow had money there, witn which he turned
I.D.B.* 'What's that?'.. * Illicit diamond buyer.* 1891 E.
Glanvillk Fffssicker xx'xx^ They have given an unenviable
reputation to three letters of the alphabet— I.D.B., which
Ttxt^xi 'Illicit Diamond Buyers', and refer to some of the
most cunning and most unscrupulous rascals in creation. 1809
HotLUVKGAmattur Cracisr/tan $s* You know what an I.D.B.
is?' 'Illicit Diamond Buyer! 'Exactly.' tgo* Enc^-c/,

Brit. XXVI. 565/1 Since 1888 a special Court has been held
at Kimbcrley for trying cases relating to illicit diamond buy-
ing (' I.D.B,').

b. loos Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 340/1 The members of the
order nave the distinction of adding the letters I.S.O. after

their names, soog Whitaker's Aim. 118 Thos. H. Sanderson
Sanderson, G.C.B., K.C.M.G., I.S.O. 1918 E. S, Farrow
Diet. Mil. Temu p. ix, I.M.N.S.—Imperial Military
Nursing Service. Ibtd. p. x, I.Y.— Imperial Yeomanry.
d. 18^ Westm. Gax. 98 Feb. 2/3 The I.L.P. policy kept

a sufficient number of Tory working men from voting to

allow the Liberal nominee to slip in. 19*4 Glasgow Herald
5 Apr. 9 He had had to work on many committees during
bis time in public life, including committees of branches of
the I.L.P. X9a6 Socialist Rev. Dec._ 23 Have I.LP.ers
asked themselves where the movement is going?
e. X899 Wha's Who 680/1 Late Colonel C M. Moberly,

I.S.C. 1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms p. ix, LA.—
Indian Army. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 14 May 39©/^ The
late Ross Scott, I.CS. Ibid, 18 June 474/3 Paradoxically,

the I.CS. 'bureaucrat' in India is the justification of the
popularly elected Minister in England.
f 1899 Who^f Who 166/1 Major-General Sir John Ardagh,

K.C.LE. 1894. Assoc. I.C.E.
%. X918 E. S. Farkow Diet. Mil. Terms p. ix, LD.—

Intelligence Department. Ibid. p. x, LP.—Intelligence

Police. i9as Woouworth Psychol. xiL 274 Brightness or
dullness can also be measured by the intelligence quotient^
which is employed so frequently that it is customarily
abbreviated to 'I.Q.* 19*5 E. Frasbr & Gibbons Soldier
4- Sailor If^ords, I : the Service abbreviation for 'Intelli-

gence '. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 19 Mar. 330/3 Faith, insight

and enthusiasm are more important than all the LQs in the
world.

h. S9a9 IVhitaker's Aim. 546/1 Money Orders. Advice
of Payment : ad, inland (and to I.F.S.). 193a Morning Post
33 Aug. to/3 A force of 300 men of the I.K..^. have seized

Donamon Castle.
i. 1917 B. Hall One Man's iVar (1^9) 77^ The Govern-

ment bad some trouble in Los Angeles with the I.W.W.
X918 E, S. Farkow Diet. Mil, Terms p. U, LC—Inspected,

Condemned, I.D.R.—Infantry Drill Regulations, I.G.—In-
spector General. LG.C.—Inspector General of Communica-
tions. I.G.F.—Inspector General of Fortifications, I.G. D.
—Inspector General's Department. 1919 H. L. Wii.soN.^a
Pettengilly'u. aia Even the youngest [girl], .had tenaciously
held out for a grown man's pay, which made her something
even worse than a Bolshevik 1 it made her an I.W.W. 1910
V^OGVLHOVS^ Damsel in Distress xx\. 251 Regular I.W W.
stuff. i9a3 E. A. Ross Russian Soviet Republ. 250 The
I.W.W. longshoremen of Philadelphia and New York refused
to load ships with munitions for Wrangel. 1931 Ufton
Sinclair Roman Holiday xxv, I recognized the I.W.W,
lumberjack, the only giant in the crowd.

lambo^raphlc (diisemb^grae'fik), a. [f. Iambo-
GRAPHER + -ic] Of, belonging to, or practised in

the writing of iambic poetry.
x886 Amer. Jml. Philol. VI 1. 378 The melic and iambo-

graphic poets.

-iana, suffix. See Ana suffix and add examples.
17x8 [see Shaksperiana]. 1718 J. Smedley Uitle) Gulli-

veriana : or, a fourth volume of Miscellanies, being a sequel
to thethree volumes published by Pope and Swift, To
which is added, Alexanderiana, etc. 1776 (see *Johnsoniana].
1800 {title) Walpoliana. X838 {title) Railroadiana. A Mew
History of England, or Picturesque.. Sketches.. Descrip-
tiveoftheVicinityof the Railroads. 1879G. J. Fikch-Hattom
Voices through many Years III. 85 Gladstoniana. Ibid. 118

Grevilliana. 1890 Century Mag. Au^. 515/2 A number of
these ' whaleiana ' hang In the ' Captains' Room '. 1898 W.
Graham Last Links 130 Several writers of Ke.itsiana follow
that most inaccurate of writers,.. Leigh Hunt. 190a St.
Edward's Sch. Chron. June 331/3 A very interesting collec-

tion of what I may perhaps term ' Edwardiana \ that is ist,

all printed matter designed for the use of the School. X9S9
[see "Boswelliana].

lapetns (aiise'petus). Astr. [L., a. Gr. *Iair<-

Tor, a Titan, father of Prometheus, Atlas, and
Epimethcus, regarded in Gr. mythology as the an-

cestor of mankind.] The eighth satellite of Saturn.
1865 Pkoctor Saturn ^ its Systetn 52 The satellite dis-

covered by Huygens has received the name of I'itan ; and
the four discovered by Cassin! have been called.. Tethys,
Dione, Rhea, and Japetus. 1880 E. C. Pickering Dimen-
siofis Fixed Stars 18 The variation of light in Iapetus,.is
commonly explained in this way. 1886 Asafh Hall in

Rep. Brit. Assoc. 542 From Hyperion to lapetus we have
a very long interval.

lapygian (di,api*d3i&n), a. and sb. [f. L. Id'

pygius, f. IdpyXf -ygem^ a son of Daedalus said to

have ruled over southern Italy : see -ian.] A.
adj. Of or pertaining to the ancient natives and
district of lapygia, the name given by the Greeks
to the peninsula of Apulia in southern Italy.

B. sb. a. A native of lapygia, b. The language
of the lapygians.

1773 Langhorse tr. DenineCs Anc. Republics Ital^vfDx^
lapygyans and Messapians [lost] fifty thousand infantry.

1864 P. Smith Hist. World 11. 158 It is here. .that we find

traces of the lapygian race, in the peninsula called by the
Greeks Messapia. 1880 Encycl, Brit. XIII. 443/a The
peninsula which stretches eastward towards Greece was
inhabited by a people termed by the Greeks Messapians or
lapygians. 188a Ibid. XIV. 337/1 Inscriptions have been
found in considerable numbers, written in a language known
as lapygian or Messapian. s888 King & Cookson Sound
4- Infl. in Gr, ^ Latin 30 Of the lapygian in the extreme
south and the Ligurian in the north, very little is known.

larfine (r&jfini*). IHsk Hist. [If., f. iar after

+y?«^ family.] One of the groups into which the

ancient Irish clans were divided. (Cf. *Geilfine,
Indfine.)
187s Maine Hist. Inst. 909 The eldest member of the

larfine moved into the Indfine,

latrocliemistry (3iiKtr(7,ke*mistri). [See
Iatro- and Chemistry.] That branch of science

which applies chemistry to medicine, as practised

by iatro-chemical physicians in the 16—17th c, (cf.

Iatbo-chkmical),
1881 RoscoE & Schorlemmer Treat. Chem. IIL i. 4. 1904

Science i July 3/3 It is difTicult to realize at the present
time how the iatrochemistry developed and flourished as
long as it did.

latrophysics (oiisetr^ifrziks). [f. Iatro- +
Phybics.^ The theory and practice of the iatro-

physical school of medicine,
1890 BiLUNCs Med. Diet.

Zbaua^f (itana'g). [Native name.] The name
of one of the tribes inhabiting northern Luzon
in the Philippine Islands ; also, the language
of this tribe.

1885 EncycL Brit. XVIII. 753/r The other tribes of the
Philippines—the llocanes, Pampangos, Pangasinanes,
Ibanags or Cagayans,. .&c. 1900 F. H. Sawveb /ffA<z3/V.

PliiUppines 353 The Ibanags inhabit the Babuyanes and
Batanes Islands. 1901 Rep. Philippine Comnt. III. 405 In
order to state very briefly how the remaining Philippine
languages or dialects are related we select from among them
soi^e of the principal ones...These are the Ibanag and

Ilocano, of Noul Luzon. 1924 D. P. Barrows Hist.
Philippines 11 The valley of the Cagayan [is inhabited] by
a people commonly called Cagayanes, but whose dialect is

Il^nag.

Iberian, a. and sb. Add : A. adj. 3, Per-
taining to the Iberians of Britain (cf. *B. sb. 3).
x88o Encycl, Brit, XII. 605/a Extreme exponents of the

theory do not hesitate to speak of the Iberian ancestors
of the people of England. 1907 T. Rice Holmes Anc.
Britain 65 The race to which they [sc. neolithic inhabitants
of Britain] belonged is often called the Iberian, though there
is no reason to believe that its British representatives be-
longed to the Iberian rather than to some other branch of
the Mediterranean stock.

B. sb, 3. A neolithic inhabitant of Britain,

considered as one of a branch of the continental

Iberians.

1880 Dawkins Early Man in Britain 333 The Silures,

identified by Tacitus with the Iberians, were left only in

those fastnesses which were subsequently a refuge for the
Welsh against the English invaders. 1900 W. A, Dutt
Norfolk 7 The Iceni..were probably mentally as well as
physically superior to the Iberians. 1910 H. F. Henderson
Relig. Scotl. I. II The Iberians absorbed the Celts without
serious dilution of their original characteristics.

Ibero- (aibis-r*?), combining form of Iberian,
with the meaning * Iberian and'.
1891 Rhys in Academy 26 Sept. 268/3, I believe Pictsand

Iberians to have belonged to one and the same family, which
I have ventured to call Ibero-Pictish. 1896 A. H. Keane
Ethnology 378 margin. The Ibero-Berber problem, zgoo
Deniker Races 0/Man 385 Tawny white skin, black hair.

Short stature, dolichocephalic Ibero.insular. 1910 Glasgow
Herald 34 Sept. 6 The I hero-American Republics. x^>7
Peakb & Fleube Hunters t^ Artists ^o It [sc, the Capstan
industry] has not yet been found with certainty farther south,

and in the coastal area seems to occur in two cultural regions,

an eastern or Getulian, and a western or Ibero-Maurusian,
each of which displays characteristic differences,

-ibility [F. -ibiliUy L. •ibiiiidtem, -tdsly termi-

nation of abstract sbs. from adjs. in -iblk.

Ibis. Add : 2. The name of a fashion shade.

I9a7 Daily News 9 May 3/3 A skirt of satin,. tn the new
pale apricot known as 'ibis*.

3. attrib. and Comb.y as ibis-red^ -headed adjs.

X910 Daily Chron. ig Feb. 6/' Thoth, god of wisdom, was
*ibifi-headed. 1907 IVestm. Gaz. 29 Oct. 4/3 A pretty blouse

of white lace, so arranged with *ibis-red velvet as to have
the effect of a smart Utile bolero. 1909 Ibid. 21 June 5/2
An ibis*red coat and skirt.

Ibogfa (ib^"'ga). [Congolese.] A shrub ( Ta^^r-

nanthe iboga) of Central Africa. Hence Iboffalne

(ibJu-gai/n) Chem.f an alkaloid obtained from this

(see quots.),

xj^a JrttL Chem. Soc. LXXXIL i. 114 Iboga is a plant

which p-ows in French Congo. ..The active principle, ibo-

gaine, CBjH^gOjNg, is present in the bark and wood and
particularly in the roots of the plant. 1003 Dorland Med.
Diet. (ed. 2), Ibogaift, a poisonous alkaloid from iboga,

a plant of the Congo region. It increases blood-pressure and
diuresis, raises the bodily temperature, and excites the

secretions.

Ibsenisill (i'bsaniz'm). [f. the name of Henrik

Ibsen (1828-1906), Norwegian dramatist and poet

+ -ISM.] The dramatic principles and aims charac-

teristic of the writings of Ibsen and the Ibsenites,

which examined and criticized social conventions.

So Ibse'ne, Ibse'nity nonce-wds. (with play on ob-

scene, obscenity)^ Ib8e'nian» Ibseni'stic, I'bsen-

isli, I'bsonitisliai^J., of, pertaining to, or resem-

bling the style or views of Ibsen; I'bsenite, an

admirer or imitator of Ibsen ; Ibseni'tls, excessive

admiration or copying of Ibsen, viewed as a morbid

tendency ; I:b8enoma'nla, a craze for the writings

of Ibsen.

1891 G. B. Shaw {title) The Quintessence of Ibscnism.

1891 Literary IVorld 30 Jan. 98/1 The battle that raged
between the Ibsenites and certain hostile critics of theDoVl's

House. x89« Star 17 Oct. 1/8 A serious drama, with justa

touch of ibsenitis. Ibid. 5 Nov. j/7 A touch of Ibseniiis in

a dramatist does not necessarily make a pla|iarist. (189a

National Observer 17 Dec. 107/1 When the din of political

factions IS silent, and Ibscenity has faded into a literary

curiosity.] 1893 Ibid, 7 Jaa 190/2 Her story is amateurish,

sentimental, Ibsene. But Ibsenity is in the air. 1893
IVestm. Gaz. 21 Feb. 9/3 Anybody who is not cured of

Ibsenomania after seeing this bst play.. must be declared

incurable. 1893 Black fy IVhite 25 Feb. 219/2 True Ibsenites

have been confirmed in their Ibsenism. 1893 Graphic

29 Apr. 467/3 The Ibsenish tendency of the sombre story

affected them deeply. 1893 Illustr. Loud. News 23 July

106/3 The heroine, with her Ibsenitish tendencies, goes to

her self-inflicted death. 1893 tr. M. Nordatis Degeneration

524 A drama in which we are shown a really Ibsenian jdiot.

1895 ViKKw. Cqv.v.v.\.\ Sorrows 0/Satan xvii, I have finished

my discourse.. of Ibsenism. 1905 Daily Chron. si Aug. 4/7

From Ibsenistic drama down to pantomime is not married

life the Aunt Sally of ihe playwright stilt ? 1916 Everyman

5 May 54/3 Their passion for the erotic and Ibsene.



ICACO.

IcaCO (ika-ki?). [Native name. (In F. the fruit

is called icaque, the tree icaquier.)'] A rosaceous

shrub or tree, Chrysobalanus icaco, a native of the

West Indies and Florida : the fruit of which is

known as the Coco-plum.
sSsa Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. II. xviu 136 Hedges

of bead-trees encircled groups of icacoes laden with fruit.

1887 Moloney Foristry IK Africa 347 Icaco or Cocoa

Plum of the West Indies.

Icaros (ikaros). Gr. Mylh. The name of the

son of Dredalus, who attempted to fly by means of

artificial wings fastened with wax (see Icakian a.l),

used allusively.

(1589 Greenk l\renaphon (Arb.) 53, I feare..!n the height

ofmy thoughts soaring too hi?h, to fall with wofull repenting

Icarus.) 1S91 Shaks. l Hen. F7, iv. vi. 56 Then follow thou thy

desp'rate Syre of Greet, Thou Icarus, thy Life to me is sweet.

Ibid. viL 16 There di'de My Icarus, my Blossome, in his

pride. 1694 D'Urfey Don Quix. II. Ep. Ded. A i b, The
roving Icarus in Poetry, By you is levell'd, when he soars

too high. 1931 Times Lit. Suffl. 24 Sept. 714/2 Much that

he isc. D'Annunzio] has given is not pure gold, but decora-

tive lumber comparable to the ill-assorted trophies of the

Vittoriale from which, an Icarus who has ceased to fly, he

makes well-calculated sallies.

Ice, !i- Add : 2. c. {A big thing) on ice : a

good thing. U.S. To cut }to ice: to effect nothing,

make no difference. So not to cut {much, any) ice.

orig. U.S. Straight offthe ice : of food, directly or

freshly obtained ; henceyff., immediately and with-

out intermission. To get (or find) one's ice legs

[after Sea legs] : to acquire facility in the use of

one's legs on ice, i. e. for skating.

1889 Farmer Amer. 1890 A. C. Gunter Miss Nobody
XX. 231 In the hall, prominently posted up by a wag, tinder

new memberships, is a notice : For Election. Gussie de
P. Van Beekman, vice Baron Basstngton, ofHarrowby Castle,

England. Onicel 1896G. Ade/^^-ZiV xi. 96 But thatcutsno
ice in our set. 1897 Scribner*s Mag. Sept. 305/1 And it don't

cut no ice with you whether folks call you inconsistent or not.

iqo^Albany Weekly Times 30 June 4 The czar b to send an
ice-breaking boat to the Far East, realizing apparently that

his forces haven't been cutting much ice over that way. 1911

R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunier viii. iii We need at least

three thousand dollars, and while it's pretty certain old

Leslie will raise that amount eventually, that doesn't cut

any ice now. 19x7 Conan Doyle His Last Bow 291 It cuts

no ice with a British copper to tell him you're an American
citizen. 1922 -V S. M. Hutchinson TfUs Freedom iil vi,

I started cross-examining to-day. I gave him three and a
half hours of it, straight off the ice, and I|m not through with

him yet 1934 R. Keable Recommence i. (1526) 6 You were
perfectly honest in feeling that your religion cut no ice.

19*7 Agatha Christie Big Four iii, How would a China-

man cut any ice in Russia? 1931 tfaily Express 21 Sept.

J9/4 Among those whom I noticed ' getting their ice legs '•

4. b. = ice pigeon (see *8).

zSSi Lyell Pigeons 81 The smooth-legged chetjuered or

spangled ones are known in this country as Ural ice, while

the rough-legged spangled birds are called Siberian ice.

8. ioe-arm, an arm or projecting portion of ice

;

ioo-bioyole, a bicycle adapted for use on ice ; ioe-

blinduess, defective sight caused by the exposure of

the eyes to the glare of ice ; ioe-car, a refrigerating

van adapted for the transport of perishable goods

;

ioe-cart,a cart in which ice is conveyed for delivery;

ioe-oave, (J)) a hollow in the ice at the lower end

of a glacier ; (c) a refrigerating culinary utensil

;

ice-chest U.S. (earlier example) ; loe-orop, the

yield of ice in a single winter or from a certain

place ; ice-dyke, a narrow crevasse filled with ice

columns ; ioe-farm, in India, a place where ice is

obtained by allowing water to freeze in specially

hollowed out beds, or in shallow earthenware

pans ; ioe-frout, the border of a glacier ; ice-

gorge U.S. (earlier example) ; ioe-harvest =
*ice-crop ; ioe hookey, a game developed from

field hockey but played on ice ; also attrib. ; ioe-

lane, a narrow track between ice-floes ; ice line

(see quot.) ; ice-lobe, a projection from the conti-

nental ice-sheet of the glacial epoch ; ioe looo-

juotive (see quot.) ; ioe maker {b) = ice-machine
;

ice-marker (see quot.) ; ice-mould, a hollow uten-

sil used in shaping ice ; ice-pack, {b) a pack (cf.

Pack sb.^ 1 1) prepared with ice ; ice-pan, a small

slab of floating ice ; ice-piece, an attachment to

the bows of a ship to protect them from ice ; ice
pigeon, a breed of domestic pigeon whose prevail-

ing coloiu: is a pale bluish lavender ; ioe pipe, a
tube of ice produced by the action of frost on the

surface of water-logged clay ; ice-rink (see Rink
i*.* 3); ice-run, a stretch of ice prepared for

tobogganing ; also^^. : ice-scape [after landscape'],

a picture of ice scenery ; ioe-acotiring, the action

of glacier ice on rock ; ice-shed, the dividing-line

from which the ice of a glacier moves in opposite

directions; ice-spirit, frost as a nature-spirit ; ice-

spoon, a utensil used in icing cakes ; ioe sport, a
sport taking place on ice ; ice-storm (see quot.)

;

ice-tongue, a mass of ice projecting from a glacier

or iceberg ; ice-white a., having a whiteness like

that of ice ; ice wool = *Ei3 wool.
X938 Daily Tel. 4 Sept. 11/5 He. .had mistaken the

490

Frederikshaab *ice arm for the Sukkertoppcn Ice arm. 1897

E. Elliott in Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 343/2 * Ice-bicycles, in

which a runner is substituted for the front wheel, and the

rear wheel is bound with a steel or iron rim, set with sharp

teeth. 1885 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. I. 538/1 Snow* or
*ice-blindness, is a variety of nyctalopia. 1909 Chambers's
yrftl. Aug. 560/3 In Canada there is also a special *ice-car

service for the c-vrriage of butter to Montreal. 184a Knicker-
bocker Mag, XX. 205 Before an omnibus or hotel or restau-

rant or *ice-cart had assumed its popular cognomen. 1864

T. L. Nichols Forty Yrs. Amer. Life I. 247 Every morn-
ing the ice-cart comes round, 1897 Geog.^ Jrnl. (R.G.S.)

Tune 670The term ' "ice-cave ' . .should especially apply to the

hollows in the ice at the lower end of glaciers, whence the

clacler waters make their exit. 191 x Madame lo May 318/1
Various forms of iced pudding, which, even if you do not
happen to possess one of A. B. Marshall's ice caves, are still

quite possible to prepare with very little trouble. 1841C Cist
Citidnnaii Advt., Manufacturer of Packing-boxes, "Ice-

chests, Trunk and Segar Boxes, &c. 1853 A. Bunn Old Eng.

ff Nevj Eng. I. ii. 31 Content ourselves by observing that the

*ice-crop (as it is drolly called)., proved to be a fair average
one. 1864 Chambers's JrnL loo/i Producing an ice-crop

which will pay all expenses and leave a profit. 1905 W. H.
Sherzer in Smitlisonian Misc. Coll. XLVII. 468 *Ice dykes.

'l*hese consist of narrow crevasses two to fifteen inches across,

completely filled with columnar ice. 1908 .SVi*. Amer. 25 Jan.

58/2 Natural Ice Making in the Tropics—The Peculiar '*lce

Farms* of Hot Bengal. 1905 W. H. Sherzer in Smithsonian
Misc. Coll. XLVII. 455 One year later the distance of this

boulder from the *ice front was found.. to be 20 ft.
^
1862

Congress. Globe 2896/1 The island is. .below the bend in the

Delaware, and hence mainly out of danger from*ice gorges.

1864 Chambers^! yml, loo/z The season of the *ice-harvest

being short and uncertain. 1904 Westm. Caz. 17 Mar.^ 2/1

Men with horses were ploughing the ice-harvest of the river.

1883 Boy's Own Paper 13 Oct. 30/1 For *ice hockey the ball

is from six toseven inches in circumference. 1898 Daily News
28 Nov. 8/7 The first ice hockey match at Niagara look

place on Saturday. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 4 Dec. 7/2 An ice-

hockey match at Prince's last night. 1909 Ibid. tZ Jan. ia/4

The great ice carnivals, skating championships, and ice-

hockey matches, 1^ Daily Express 4 Aug. 2/7 The spec-

tacle of ice-hockey in Canada. 2896 Kipling Sez-en Seas 29

Down a cruel *icc.Iane,That opened as he sped, We sawdead
Henry Hudson Steer, North by West, his dead. 1899 W.
Watson Textbk. Physics 267 Such a curve will indicate the

pressure corresponding to any temperature to which a mixture

of iceand water must be subjected, in order that the two states

may be in stable equilibrium. 'This curve is called the *ice

line. jgo^ScienceS Feb. 224/2 The relation of the Michigan,

Saginaw and Huron-Erie *ice-lobes in lower Michigan during

the Wisconsin stage of glaciation. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek.,

^Ice-locomotive^ a traction engine for running on ice.
^ j:9«7

Daily Tel. 11 May 18/3 New patent non-cheniical refrigera-

tor and *ice-maker. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Ice'jnnrker,

a species of plow for grooving pond ice. 1864 Chambers's

Jrnl. loi/iAcontinuous current through the cistern contain-

ing the *ice-moulds. 1900 Daily Chron. 12 Nov. 5/6 The con-

dition of Lord Roberts s daughter is somewhat serious. "Ice-

packs have been applied, igoi Geog. Jrnl. (R.G.S.) July 40
The "ice-pans appear to drift capriciously backward and for-

ward, and, without any apparent cause, they will select some
unexpected course. 1926 Blackw. Mag, J uly 67/1 An awful

journey through a country devoid of human beings, across

treacherous moving ice-pans. 1830 N. Dana Mariner's Sk.

274 (Th.) A lady on each arm answers precisely the same
purpose as the ' *ice pieces * on the bows of a Greenland

whaler. x88x Lvell Pigeons 81 The "Ice Pigeon. This

variety derives its name from its beautiful lavender blue

colour, considered by the German fanciers to resemble blue

ice. 1904 Van Hiss in Monographs U.S. Geol. Survey ^^\
This squirting upward at the various openings produces in-

numerable "ice pipes, 1886 Field 13 Mar. 310/1 Nor is it

less strange that so few "ice rinks are found in England.

1930 Daily Express 16 Aug. 3/1 By the middle of October
there will be at least nine ice-rinks in London alone. 1900

Daily News 30 Nov. 5/2 The new *ice-run for tobogganers

. . is almost ready for use. X9«o H, G. Wklls Hist. Mr. Polly

vi, Mr. Polly swerved a little from the conversational ice-

run upon which he had embarked. Z904 Sir J. D. Hooker
in Life (1918) II. 457 His landscapes, seascapes and "ice-

scapes are most interesting, xoox Science 5 Apr. 552/1
"Ice-scouring during maximum glaciation reached far up the

mountain slopes above the trough walh;, x8^ J. Geikib
Gt. Ice Age (ed. 3) 830 The "ice-shed in Scandinavia did not

coincide with the water-parting. 1897 Ethel L. Votnich
Gadfly viii. (1904) 141/2 He might have recalled some
splendid and (earful "ice-spirit of the mountains. X900

Month Jan. 85, I took you for that evil thing, the ice-spirit,

who freezes the limbs of our people. 1828 Female Instructor

507 As the cream sticks to the sides scrape it down with your
•ice-spoon. 1901 {.titled "Ice Sports. 1908 Daily Chron.

27 July 4/4 Boating in summer and ice sports in winter.

x886 Geikie Outl. Geol. 50 By repeated thawings and rege-

lations the branches and boughs are gradually loaded with

ice and snow, and, becoming top-heavy, the trees are liable

to fall, even when no wind is blowing. Should one be over-

thrown it collides against its neighbour, and this in turn

falls upon another, until shortly the trees are seen crashing

to the ground in all directions. This is what is known in

North America as an "ice-storm. 190X Westm. Gaz. 19 Mar.
10/2 This "ice-tongue extends eastwards for a distance of

perhaps 500 miles. 1904 .S'«V>«:^ 5 Aug. 188/1 Adctailed de-

scription of about fifteen Greenland ice tongues. 1928 Daily
Express loOct. 3/3 Where an "ice-white salmon stream flows

through a gorge. X931 Daily Tel. 21 May 6/3 A gown of

very heavy ice white satin. x882"Ice wool [see Eis wool).

Ice, z'. 1. a> To ice up. Add : also, to hold

fast with ice.

1899 C. J. Cutcliffb Hynb Further Adv. Copt. Kettle

xii, The boats are frozen on to the chocks... Did you never

see a boat iced up before?

Ice-boat. Add: attrib,^ as ice-boat sailing

\

ice-boatman, one who sails an ice-boat or ice-

yacht.

1897 E. Elliott in Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 343/2 This is

the wind "ice-boatmen whistle for. X909 Westm. Gaz. 8 Feb.

9/1 A good ice-boatman thinks nothing of jumping cracks in

ICHWEUMONED.
the ice three, four, or six feet in width. X901 Mrs. Alec
TwEEDiE in Ice Sports 255 "Ice-boat sailing., is a somewhat
expensive amusement when a man buys his own boat.

Ice-cream. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1744 Penn. Mag. Hist. * Biog. I. 126 Among the rarities

..was some fine ice cream, which, with the strawberries
and milk, eat most deliciously.

attrib. 1851 A. O. Hall Mankattaner in N. Orleans 46
How the ice cream saloons resound with clattering spoons.

1873 J. H. Beadle UndeveU West xxviii. 623 Two months
vigorous courting will cost more than that—particularly in

the ice cream season. X879 Harper's Mag. Dec 34/2 You
may buy. .ice-cream freezers.

Hence Ice-crea'mer, an ice-cream vendor.
X90X Scribner's Mag.KXlX. 484 Every low-down Neapoli-

tan ice-creamer in the town.

Iced, //A a. Add : 2. Of a cake, bun, etc.

:

Covered with icing. Of preserved fruit: = Glace.
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Icedf cake.s frosted with sugar.

x866 Mrs. Bekton Preserves 4- Confeet. 5 Iced Apples, or
Apple Hedgehog., .Cover the apples very smoothly all over
with the icing. Ibid. 89 Iced currants. . . Lay them to dry on
paper, when the .sugar will crystallize round each currant,

X89X Encycl. Cookery (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 240/1 Iced cake.

b. Iced heart y liver (^2Li\i.) '. chronic inflamma-

tion of the serous membrane of these organs accom-
panied by a 6brinous exudation which resembles

the icing on cakes. (Cf. *Icing vbl. sb. 4.)
1903 Med. Record 14 Feb. 273 (Cent. D. Suppl.),

C. (See quots.) Cf. Fbosted///. a. 3 b.

X829 Loudon Encycl. Plants rioo/i /«(^. .covered with
particles like icicles. X900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms^
Iced, having a glittering papillose surface, as Mesembry'
anthemum crystallinuvt.

Iceland ^. Add : Iceland falcon, Fako is-

landtis., the white gerfalcon of Iceland, Iceland
gull, Lams leticopterus^ the lesser white-winged gull.

177X Gentl. Mag. July 297/1 The Iceland Falcon. iSax
Mem. Wemerian Nat. Hist. Soc. (1822) IV. i. 176 Iceland
Gull. 1843 Yasbell Brit. Birds I. 27 Those specimens
obtained from Iceland were called exclusively Iceland Fal-

cons. Ibid. III. 461 The Iceland GuH sometimes makes its

appearance in winter at the mouth of the Elbe. X883 List
Anim.Zool. Soc. (ed. 8) 383 Hierofalco u/ax^/uj... Iceland
Falcon. Ibid. 534 Larus leucopterus,. .Iccl&nd GulU

IceuiaXL (aisrnian), a. [See -ian,] Of or per-

taining to the Iceni, an ancient British tribe inhabit-

ing the district roughly corresponding to modem
Norfolk and Suffolk, or to this district ; also spec,

in Geolo^t designating the Norwich Crag of the

English Pliocene formation. Also IceiLic a,

*757 DvER Fleece iii. 72 Tbis method still Norvicum
favours, and the Icenian towns. 1830 Forby's Voc. E.Aitglia^

Mem. p. xxxix, With only one more extract I will close

what remains to be said respecting the Icenian Glossary.

X870 A, D. Bayne Hist. East. Engl. I. 393 Some Icenic

names are supposed to remain in several towns of Norfolk
and Suffolk. I6id, 395 There are thousands of pits in many
places, and these are supposed to have been the foundations
of Icenian huts. 1900 F. W. Harmer in Q. Jml. Geol. Soc.

Nov. 734 Aldeburgh.. where the Icenian (Norwich Crag)
Bedscomeon. 1900 W. A. Dtrrr Norfolk 39 Some authorities

have suggested that that important Icenic settlement was at

Caistor. 1921 R, A. S. Macalister Text'Bk. European.
Archxol. 1. 158 To this type of flint, or to the supposed
industry which it represents, has been given the name
Icenian.

leer (31*531). [f. Ice z'. + -ke1.] An operative

who prepares icing and applies it to the surface of

cakes, pastry, etc
xa2i Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) { 433.

Ice-water. Add : (Later U.S. examples.)
1829-33 J. P. Kennedy Swallow Bam II. xvii. 220 The

injured jiart should be bathed frequently with ice-water.

1846 KnickerbockerMag. XXVIII, 187 They may pour in a
large spoonful of that [sc. brandyj, and then fill it up with ice-

water. 1863 Mrs. Whitney F. Gartney's Girlhood xxl.

With quick, professional instinct Miss Samjjson sprang for-

ward seizing, as she did so, an ice-water pitcher from the

table. 1889 Harper's Mag, Sept. 560/1 Here were found.,

the huge brown hogsheads for ice-water. xqo6 New Vork
Even. Post 25 July 4 A glass of ice-water placed before us

the moment we sit down to breakfast;.. a pitcher of ice-

water sent to our bedrooms.

b. Water produced naturally by the melting of

glacier or other ice.

1905 Westm. Gaz. 2 Sept. a/3 He and I are going up to

where the icewater tinkles at noon under the blue glacier-

ice.
^

Ichabod (i*kab(?d). Name given by Elis

daughter-in-law to her son, used as an exclamation

of regret, in allusion to i Sam. iv. 2 1 (She named
the child Ichabod, saying, * The glory is departed

from Israel').

1901 ' A, Hope ' Tristram of Blent xxi, ' Bring me some
cold beef", he commanded, and the waiter brought it with an

air that said ' Ichabod ' for the Imperium.^ 1904 ' H. S.

MERRiMAN'^tfi/ Hope-xxXt ' Ich.ibod ', he Said, with a short

laugh. 19x5 N. <$ Q. nth Ser, XI. iio/i At one time the

Scriptural name Iclmbod was used, presumably with a know-

ledge of its derivation, with the sense of alas I regretting the

good old times.

Hence Ichabo-dian a., regretful, lamenting.

1887 Daily Nntts i Dec 2/1 Dirges were sung with an

Ichabodian refrain.

Ichebo, -u, ichibo, -u, var. ff. Itzebo.

Ichhu, variant of *Ichtj.

Idmeumoned (ikniw'mand), a. [f. IcHXEU-

MON + -ED 2.] Infested with ichneumon parasites.

X897 W. F. KiRBY in Concise Nat. Hist. 576 Ichneumoned

Urvae generally attain their full growth, and then die.



ICHTH(0)-.

Ichtt(o)-, -=IcHTHTO-,asm Ichtlia'lWii Chem.,

an antiseptic powder prepared from ichthyol and
albumen. I'clitlioform Chem.y an antiseptic

powder prepared from ichthyol and formaldehyde.
190X DORLAND ^fe(i. Diet. (ed. 2), Ichthalbin,. . Icbthoform.

1915 G. Martin Indust. .$• Manitf. Cfurn. (ed. a)- 1. 614
Ichthyol-Albumen (= Ichthalbine) is obtwned by precipi-

tating albumen solution with a solution of icntbyol sulphonic

acid. Ibid., Ichthoform is a compound of ichthyol sulphonic

acid and formaldehyde,

Iclltliyan Ci*kJ>ian), a. [f. Gr. IxQvi fish + -an.]

Of, relating to, or consisting of fishes.

1855 J, Phillips Matt. Geol. 289 The 'bone bed* full of
reptilian and ichthyan remains.

IchuC^'t/w). Also ichhu, ychu. [Qnichua.] A
wiry grass, Stipa ichu, occurring on the cold uplands

of Peru andBolivia, used as fodder and for thatching.

1891 E. B. Claik T-welve Monthsin Peru 136 The coarse

ychu grass, growing in tufts upon the mountain slopes. 2931
Ctasgtnv Herald 23 Apr. 10/1 The great ichu-covcred
steppes of the plateau. 1925 Countries 0/ IVorld VI. 3765/a
7*he thick ichu grass, however, covers the region in general,

a natural pasture.

Icings, vbi. sb. Add : 2. b. Preservation by
means of ice ; refrigeration with ice.

1883 R. F. Walsh Irish Fisheries 17 (Fish. EJchib, PabL)
A rate for fish carrying is then struck ; this includes icing.

4. aiirib^f as icing heart, liver -* iced heart,

liver ('Iced///, a. 2 b) ; icing-house, a building

where food is preserved by means of ice.

x886 P. S. Robinson Valley Tee-ioium Trees 24 Hanging
op as two * sides of pork ' in the icing-house. 1901 Dorland
Med. Diet. (ed. 2) s.v. Liver, Icing-l., a liver covered by a
thick coat, like icing. 1913 Ibid. (ed. 7J s._v. Heart, leing-fu^

pericarditis which appears postmortem like the icing od a
cake.

Zconian (^ikJn-nian), a. {sb,^ [-an.] Of or per-

taining to Iconium, one of the towns in Asia Minor
in which St. Paul preached, or to the church estab-

lished there (Acts xiii. 5, xiv. 1-7). b. sb, A
native or inhabitant of Icouium.
1899 W. M. Ramsay in Expositor Aug. zt3 There were

strife and wrangling and jealousy between the Antiochean
Church and the Iconian Church about precedence and com-
girative dignity. 191s — First Christ. Cent. xxr. 168 St.

aul addressed the Iconian audiences in Greek. Ibid. 171
The Iconians clung to their Phrygian character as opposed
to the Lycaonian.

Zconometer (3ik6n(rmi'taj). PJuitog, and Sur*
veying. [f, Icoxo- + -metek.] An optical instru-

ment for ascertaining the size or distance of an
object or image (see quots.). Hence loonometrio,
-me'trlcal o^^f., of, pertaining to, or ascertained

by iconometry; Iconome'trlcallya^t;., by means
of iconometry. Icono'inetTy, the science or art of

determining the sizes and distances of objects by
means of an iconometer.

1897 Ann. Rep. U.S. Coast Surr>ey June 628 (Funk) Ico-

nometry means the measuring of dimensions of objects from
their perspectives. . ; iconometry is the reverse of perspective

drawing. 1918 Fkoto-Miniature XV. Mar. (Gloss.) Icono-

meter, a view-meter of * direct-vision ' pattern, i.e., consist.

log of an open frame with an eyehole or lens fixed behind it.

19x9 Brit. yml. Fkotogr. Aim, 244 A vieW'ftteter, or icenuf-

vieier, is a separate accessory for ascertaining the picture

produced by any given lens and size of plate.

ICOIIO-. Add : Icoiiodtae, » Iconoduust.
1000 ' Odysseus * Turkey in Europe 230 The division of

Asia representing Iconoclasts and Europe Iconodules is

almost without exception. 1901 E. Gosse in Daily Chron.
32 Nov. 3/3 The sentiment of the author is vehemently on
the side of the Iconodules.

ICOS-. Add : b. Ckem. In names of hydro-

carbons containing twenty atoms of carbon.

1889 MoBLKV & Muia Watts* Diet. Chem. II. ^46/1
Xcosane C20H42. . Formed by reduction of the dichlonde of

hepty! tridecyl ketone with HI and P. Ibid., Icosinene

CxoHyg. Eicosylene... Prepared from ozokerit, or the solid

paraffin from brown coal. Ihid.^ Icosonene CjoHm. Dide-
cene. . .Obtained from the fraction of the product of the dis<

tilLation of colophony by removing other unsaturated hydro-

carbons. . . Colourless, non-fluorescent, oil. 1S95 yml. Chent.

Sffc. LXVIII. I. 127 Icosenic acid, CzoHsgOj, is formed
when behenolic acid is heated with fused caustic potash at

350-270*. /bid.. The dibromide, when bydrolyscd with
afcoboUc potash, yields icosinic acid, CjoHs^Ox, which melts

at eg'*.

ZcterO- (i'ktfSrtf), combining form of Gr. ifcrtpos

jaundice, as in Icrterogenetic, I:cteroge*nlc

adj's.f causing jaundice. X-oteTohsematnTla, a

disease of sheep caused by minute animal parasites

(Dorland 1901). I:cterophthi*8lS| tuberculosis

with jatmdice.

1890 B11.LINGI Med. Diet., Icterophtitisis. 1897 Allbutfs
Syst. Med. IV. 58 This drug {sc. toluylcndiaminj is the most
notable of all icterogenetic poisons. Ibid. 65 A notable
feature of the blood disorders caused by these various ictero-

genetic poisons, is an increased destruction variously mani-
fetted.

Zd ^ (id). Psycho-analysis. [A use of L, id it,

as a translation of G. es (Groddeck Das Buch vom
£s, 1933).] The inherited instinctive impulses of

the individual.

1934 Joan Rivikre in Freud's Cell. Papers II, 350.

-id 2, Add: b. Astr. A termination added to
the name of a constellation to form the name of
any meteor radiating or appearing to radiate from
that constellation, as *Andbou£DID, *Cefheid,
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CoRONiD, *HEftcuLn>, Leonid, Ltraid, PbsssiDj
Qdadbantid. See also *Biblid.

Idsean (aidr-an), a. Also Idaian. [f. L.
Idmts, Gr. 'IZaXo^ (f. Ida, Ide, 'ISt;) + -an.] Of,
belonging to, or dwelling on Mount Ida, either (a) a
mountain in Asia Minor near the ancient Troy ; or
{b) the chief mountain in Crete, the birthplace of
Zeus.

1590 Spknser F. Q. II. vii. 55 Here eke that famous golden
Apple grew, . . For which th' Idsean Ladies disagreed. Ibid,
II. viii. 6 Like as Cupido on Idsean hill, a X649 Dsumm. of
Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 7 Trembling roofs of trees
..Which make Idjean woods in every crook. 1810 Scott
Lady of L. i. xxvi. Where Ellen's hand had taught to twine
The ivy and Idsean vine. x8xo Shelley Protneth, Unb. m.
i. 25 Pour forth heaven's wine, Idsean Ganymede, And let it

fill the Dxdal cups like fire. 1876 Gladstone Homeric
Synehr, 133 Teucer, son of Scamandcr and of an Idaian
Nymph. Z9ax Public Opinion 17 June 568/3 The sad
dwellers on the Idaean plain.

Idalia (aid^i-Iil). Ent. [mod.L.] An Ame-
rican fritillary, Argynnis idalia.

Idalian (sid^'-lian), a. [f. L. Idalius : see -an.}
Of or belonging to the ancient town of Idalium in

Cyprusjwhere Aphrodite was worshipped, b. Geol.

(See quot. 1910.)
1799 Campbell Pleasures of Hope 11. 90 Some cottage-

home.. With peace embosom d in Idalian bowers! 183J
Tennyson CEnone 170 Idalian Aphrodite beautiful. 2910
Encyct. Brit. VII. 696/2 The Oligocene consists of grey
and white marls (known as the Idalian series), which are
distributed all over the island [of Cypnis]. X9z8 J. H. Moz-
LEY tr. Statius I. 187 Golden Venus. .on her A^ay from the
heif-hl of Eryx to the Idalian groves.

Xddat (i"d:Pt). Mohammedan Law. Ako -ut.

[Arab. iSff. ciddai ^txicA during which intercourse

is unlawful.] The period of chastity required to be
observed by a divorced or widowed woman before
remarriage, so as to avoid confusion of issue.

1865 N. B. E. Baillie Digest Moohumm, Laxc 11 If a
decree were pronounced for a divorce on false testimony
with the woman's knowledge, she might lawfully intermarry
with another husband after the expiration of her iddut.

Iddixigsite (i'digrsit). Min, [f. name of J. P.

IddingSf American mineralogist + -ite1.] A sili-

cate of iron, calcium, and magnesium, an alteration-

product of olivine.

1B93A. C. Lawson in ^w//. Dept.GeoI. l/niv.Cali/omial.
^r. 1900 a. K.G%vio%^ Geol. A roostook Volcanic Area \Zi
This alteration product appears somewhat like the idding-
site found in the California teschenite. X903 Geikie Texi-
bk, Geol. (ed. 4) 105 Iddingsite appears to be closely allied
to, if not identical with it [xc. bowlingite].

Iddy-umpty (idi,»*mpti). Also iddy-iddy-
ximpty. Conventional verbal representation of the
dots and dashes of the Morse code.
1906 Punch 34 Jan. 60/3 An ' Iddy Umpty' Idyll. 19x4
Daily Express 15 Dec. 4/5 To see men practising the ' iddy-
umpty ', as they call it, with the back ofa sheath-knife on the
top of an empty tobacco-tin in lieu of a regulation 'dummy-
key '. 1934 Glasgow Herald 23 June 10 For my sins ofcom.
mission and of omission—as far as the worship of that fetish
' Iddy-Umpty was concerned—I became for a time an in-

mate of the great signalling camp at Swanage. 1925 £.
Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ff Sailor Words, Iddy (or Itt^)
Umpiy, an expression first used in India in teaching the
dot-and-dash Morse system to native troops. An ' Iddy
Umpty ' ia that way came to be used as a term for a
signaller.

Idea, sb. Add : 4. Big or great idea (cf. *BlG
a, 7 b and B.). orig. C/.S., usually ironical.

1938 Saturday Even. Post (N.Y.) 12 May aa/r ' Listen, big
boy/he protested, . .'what's the bigidea in this potato contest?'

12. idea-monger.

^ 1909 English'M07itan Apr. ^m Ibsen.. was not merely an
ideamonger, but a dramatisL^9a3 C/^u^<ni/ /f^roit^ 35 Jan.
4/2 Mr. Wells is a prolific idea-monger.

Idealuess. (Later U.S. example.)
189X S. Lanier in Independent (N.Y.) 26 Nov. 6 (Funk)

The direct result of these associations in the case of Chaucer
. .is to increase the idealness of the poem.

Ideationally (aidzyi-jbnali), adv. [f. Idba-
TioKAL a. + -LY '!j By means of ideation.
X910 R^ R. Rusk in Brit. Jml. Psychol. III. 379 The

dissociation of the perceptually excited elements of con.
scioiisness from the ideationally excited factors.

Id6e fixe C'df fzks). [Fr.] A fixed idea (see

Fixed ///. a. a).

1836 H. Greville Dietry (1883) 88 The King . . has some idee

fixe about marrying the Duke of Orleans. 1877 L. W. M.
LocKHABT Mine is Thine \\\, At all events, the attraction of
the heart would require to be something out of the common
run if it were to subdue this idee fixe. 1928 * Van Dine '

Greene Murder Case xvii, We're dealing with the persistency
of an id^e fixe.

Idem. SOnans (dldem sJa-nxnz). Law. [L.,

lit. j= sounding the same.j Identity of sound in

pronunciation ; the occurrence in a document of a
material word or name misspwlt but having the
sound of the word or name intended. Also adj,y

homophonous with.
1848 Wharton Law Lex. s.v., The courts will not inter-

fere in setting aside proceedings on account of the mis-
spelling of names, provided . . there is an idemsonans between
the pronunciation of the right name and that which is in-

serted in the proceedings ; as Lawrence, instead of Lawr/nce,
Reynell for Reynolds, Bcntditto for Benedetto. <z 1856 in
Ne-wsp. ^ Gen. Reader'sContp, § 1749 The verb was unluckily
idejn sonans with another word.

IDIO-.

Identical, a. Add : 2. O. Identical points
(see quot.).
1890 Billings Med. Diet., Identical Points, preclsdy

corresponding points in each retina of a pair of eyes.

B. absol. pi. Identical things.

1903 B p. GoTT Lett. (1Q17) igs Most of the books., worry
me with endless and suJitle refinements and hair-splitting
distinctions between identicals.

Identification. Add

:

4. attrib.y as identification card^ disc^ mark,
number, paper \ identification panel (see quot.)

;

identification parade, a parade of persons from
among whom a suspect is to be identified ; iden-
tification patch, a patch attached to a soldier's

back to help in identifying his unit when going into

action behind a barrage ; identification plate,
the registered number plate of a motor vehicle;

identification signal (see quot.) ; identification
tag, a disc or piece of cardboard giving a soldier's

name, religion, rank, and number, in order to
establish his identity if killed or wounded.
1908 Westm. Gaz. 13 Feb. 5/a An *identification-card with

his photograph on it. 1930 T. B. Bruce Missing 13, 1 burnt
all letters and papers.. keeping only my *identification disc.

1897 Ethel L. Voynich Gadfly in. i, For you to go there
just now, with all your *identification marks, would be
to walk into a trap with your eyes open. 1901 Westm.
Gaz. 24 Apr. 3/2 He found fifteen other bodies, searched
them for their identification marks, 1904 Daily Chron. 13
Apr. 8/3 The Garage Company lent him their identification
mark for that purpose. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 30 Aug. 4/3 The
identification marks of the cartridges of all the known armies
of the world. 1918 E. S. Farrow Did. Mil. Terms, *Identi-
fication Panels, in aeroplane or balloon signalling, panels
which are displayed at the sound signal of tlie aircraft or
upon the initiative of the command post. 1903 Westm. Gaz.
28 Dec. 7/2, 300 men who had no workmen's *identification
papers. 1927 W. E. Collinson Contemp. Engl. 78 The
shortcomings of the *identification parades at the police-
station. 1918 E. S. Farrow Did. Mil. Terms^ *Identifi.
cation Patch, tags placed upon the backs of the men's coats
when advancing behind a barrage. 1901 Motor-Car World
II. 74/1 *Idcntification-plate. 1906 Westm, Gaz. 26 Aug.
8/2 The Commission recommends that identification plates
should * be rigidly fixed in an uprit^ht position*, j^o^ Ibid.

34 June 4/1 Five marks for identification plates. 1918 E. S.
FAnRovf Did. Mil. Terms, ^Identification Signals . .v/hlch
will identify the authority sending the communication . .are
assigned from division headquarters and each consists of
one letter and one numeral. Ibid, .v., An "identification
tag by which he can be identified if killed or wounded.

Identify, v. Add

:

3. To discover, perceive, colloq,

X934 D. H. Lawrence England, my England ^s After a
lapse and a new effort, he identified a pain in his head.

Identity. Add : 7. Old identity : a person
well known in a place. New Zealand,
The phrase was invented by R, Thatcher in Dunedin,

N.Z., in a popular song in 1S63.

X879 W. J. Barry Up ^ Downjix. 197 The *old identities'
were beginning to be alive to the situation. 1893 Auckland
Weekly News g Dec. 7 Both these old identities are in

possession of all their faculties to a wonderful degree. Ibid.
28 Another old identity passed away on Dec. i in the person
of Mr. Thomas Hunt.
8. attrib, with the meaning ' that serves to iden-

tify the holder', as idetitity cardj certificate, disc,

paper.
1900 Westm. Gaz. » Jan. 3/1 When troops are going on

service each man has issued to him what is known as a field

dressing and an identity card. 1908 Daily Chron. 21 Feb.
4/6 The ' identity papers,' which every man and woman in
Prussia must carry about with them. >909 Ibid. 15 June
S/5 Rations for three days, ammunition, field bandages, and
identity discs were issued to the men. 19x1 Punch 15 Mar.
181/1 By the March Army Orders the identity discs issued
to officers and men in war time are in future to be issued to
the former in peace lime. 1915 * Ian Hav ' First Hundred
Thousand v\. It's called an Identity Disc. Every soldier on
active service wears one. 1918 Ad 8 Geo. V c.6% 11 Every
person who receives, detains or has in his possession any
identity certificate, life certificate, or other certificate. 19x9

J. B. Morton Barber of Putney i, In due course came
vaccination and inoculation, and identity discs. 1931 Times
Lit. Suppi, 1 Jan. 2/2 He. .forged an identity card, and
procured a pistol.

IdeO-. Add : Z:deopla'Btic a., denoting those

physiological processes which are supposed to be
moulded or modified by mental impressions or

suggestions ; also, pertaining to the suggestive func-

tion of the imagination ; so X'deoplatsty, Ideo'-

plasy, imagination in its suggestive capacity, esp.

as modifying certain physiological functions or

processes.

X901 Baldwin*s Diet. Philos. Sf Psychol. I. 507/2 Ideo-
plastic, applied to the physiological functions considered as
liable to modification from suggested ideas (used originally

by Durand de Gros). Ibid., Ideoplasy, suggestions opera-
tive in the production of physiological changes. 1919 Conan
Doyle Vital Message App. 209 We accept Dr. Geley's state-

ment that they are ' ideoplastic '. 1929 Encyel. Brit. I. 51/1
For half a century no perceptible progress was made on the

idea thrown out by Durand (1855, i860) that a clear dis-

tinction should be effected between the 'ideoplasttc ' and
hypotaxic phenomena.

Idio-. Add : I'dloblast (b) Biol., a hypothe-

tical structural unit of living protoplasm. I^dio-

chrcniosoxue Biol., a chromosome having the dis-

tinctive characteristic of sex in the germ cells of

certain insects. I'dlomera Cytology, *a vesicle



IDIOM.

formed from an individual chromosome at the time

when the daughter-nuclei are about to reconstitute

themselves after karyokinetic cell-division' (Cent.

D. Suppl. 1909). I-^opU*»mlo a, Biol., of or

belonging to idioplasm,

1803 Nature 2 Feb. 315 Hertwig,. suggests the employ-

ment of the term * "Idioblasts* for the minute elementary

particles, which Darwin called 'gemmules* in hishypothcsis

of pangenesis. 1896 P. C. Mitchkll tr. O. Hertivig's Biol.

Prvil. of TO'Day 22 Herbert Spencer's physiological units,

Darwin s gcmmulcs, De Vrics' pangenes, and Hcrtwig's idio-

blasts. 1909 Century Diet. Suppl., *Idiochromosome. 1903

Bot. CaJ. June 443 The nuclear stages in which the ""idiomeres

(partial nuclei) and gonomeres (double nuclei) appear are

closely related, 190* Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 213/1 It may
still be admitted that in certain cases a cytoplasniic prede-

termination arises as a secondary result of *idioplasmic

influence.

Idiom. Add : S. b. Mus. A characteristic

mode of expression, or an instance of this.

I9ax J. B. McEwEN First Steps Mus. Comp, 5 To put it

in somewhat colloquial terms, tlie composer of ancient music

wrote melody, the composer of modcrr. music writes tunes.

It is no part of my purpose to make comparisons between

these two idioms. Ibid., An intentional reversion to the con-

trapuntal idiom. i9«7 Grove's Diet. Music (ed. 3) II. 537/2

The folk-songs of all nations have been cultivated, .for the

sake, mainly, of their undoubted freshness and spontaneity

of idiom as compared with pseudo-classical models. Ibid,

538/1 The study of this melodic music has suggested many
harmonic idioms of notable freshness and beauty.

Idiot, sb. 4. Add : idiot-stitch, tricot-stitch,

the easiest stitch in crochet work.
x88a Caulfbild & Saward Diet. Needlework^ Idiot Stitch^

one of the names given to Tricot Siitch.

Idle, a. Add : 4. Freq. in phr. the idle rich,

1928 F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial i. 15 He's magnificent

when he gets started on the idle rich.

6. c. Eiecir, Of a current: Wattless. Ofa coil

or wire : Carrying no electromotive force.

1894 W. P. Maycock Electric Lighting
<J-
Power Distrib.

I. vi. (ed. 2) 15s Those portions of the wire on an armature,

as well as those parts at the end which slip between, but do
not cut lines of force, are often called idle wire. 1904 R. M.
Walmsley Electricity 11. vi. 1069 This current, .contributes

nothing to the power, and is therefore often referred to as

the idle current. X904 Tecknol, 4- Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild

& Twcney), Idle or Wattless Current. Ibid. s.y. Idle Coil,

In certain forms of armature a coil may at a given instant

have no induced electromotive force acting in tt; it is then

termed an Idle Coil.

d. Of money : Out of circulation,

1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 15 Feb. 124/2 It may be thought

that saving cannot exceed mvestment because idle money
automatically becomes the basis of bank credit.

8. idle-minded adj.

1899 Westm. Gaz, 21 Aug. 2/3 The empty-headed and idle-

minded exist in both sexes.

b. Idle Jack, a Natal name for a South African

grass-bird,

1875-84 Layard & Sharpe Birds S, Afr. 281 It.. will

suffer itself to be taken with the hand rather than rise again

;

for this reason it has acquired the name of Idle Jack or Lazy
Dick. 1893 Nbwton Diet. Birds, Idle Jack, a local name
given in the Cape Colony for Sphenceacus africanus.

. Idle, V, Add : 2. c. To idle over : of an en-

gine, etc., to rotate or run at a low speed without

performing any work,
1931 NoRDHOFF & Hall Falcons in France 98 The mechan-

ics already had the engines warmed up, and propellers were
'idling over ' at 350 revolutions.

IdO (i"'d(7), [In this language, = offspring.] An
artificial language, based on *Espebanto, selected

by the * Delegation for the Adoption of an Auxi-

liary International Language * (founded at Paris in

I90i),and made public in 1907. Hence rdolst,

a student or speaker of Ido.

The official name is *Linguo Internacionad! laDelegitaro
(Sistema Ido) '.

X908 Daily Chron. 7 Sept. 7/2 The new language has been
named ' Ido', and its inventor [M. de Beaufort, of Geneva]
claims that it is easier to learn and is more methodical than
Esperanto, its parent. 1916 H. G. Wells Mr. Britling
I. V. 5 10 'There would be no English, no Germans, no
Russians. Just Esperantibts.*.

.
' Or Idoists,' said Herr

Heinrich.

Idolize, V. 1. Add : Also dbsol.

X919 M. K. Bradby Psycho-anal. 6$ For instance, one per*

son may be prone to jealousy, another to tdoHse.

Idryl (i'dril, -ail). Chem. [f. Idria in Austria

+ -tl!j =. *Fluoranthenb.
1863 FowNES Man. Chem. (ed. 9) 698 Idrialin.. is generally

associated with a hydrocarbon idryl. 189s Roscoe & Schor-
i.BMMRR Treat. Chem. III. vl 523 Fluoranthene, C15H10, is

found in coaUtar, and is also identical with idryl.

IdumSBan (sidiumran, id-), sb. and a. Also
•ean. [f. L. Idumseay a. Gr. ^ISovfiala, f. Heb, Edom
Edom + -AN.] A, sb. A member of the race inhabit-

ing Idumsea, B, adj. Of or belonging to Idumsea
or Edom, an ancient kingdom situated between
Egypt and Palestine.

1537 Orig. (J-
Sprynge pfSectes 55 Idumeans. x6so Lodgr

tr. Josephus' De Bella Judaico IV. vi, Twenty thousand
Idumaeans come to Jerusalem. 1737 Whiston Josephus^
Antiq. xu. viii. S i He fell upon the Idumeans, the posterity

of Esau, at Acrabattene. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 437/1 The
Idumaeans marched to the assistance of Jerusalem when it

was besieged by Titus. 1863 Chavibers s Encycl. V. 343/1
The family was of Idumean descent Ibid. 490/2 The
Idumxan, Antipater. t88o Encycl. Brit. XI. 754/x Herod
was the name of a family of Idumaran origin.
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Idyllic, a. Add : Also used trivially.

1899 Daily News 20 June 3/3 He was afraid that idyllic

prospect never had any substantial foundation.

le (J'^)' [Hawaiian ie the plant described below,

also the mat made from it ; Samoan ie a fine mat
used as currency by the natives.] In Hawaii and
Samoa applied to various climbing screw-pines of

the genus Freycinetia and their products. Also
in reduplicated form le-ie, CCf. KlE-KlE.)
1883 C. F. Gordon Gumming Fire Fountains I. 128 Vines

without number, the most notable being one called the iV.

Note, Freycinetia scandens. 1903 R. C. L. Perkins in

Fauna Hawaiiensis I. 400 All those Ibirds] that were utilised

could readily be caugtit by a bait of flowers, excepting per-

haps the Ou, and this bird probably not less easily on account
of its fondness for the ripe leie, 1915 W. A- Bryan Nat.
Hist. Hawaii ^11 The ieie, a climbing shrub with many of

the habits of its cousin, the lauhala.

If. 6. Add : Also ifanything.

1909 P. A. Vaile Modem Gol/\, 92 If anything, touch the

grass first. 1931 Belloc Hist. En^.lW. 11. l 260 If anything
the ritual of King-worship was even more exaggerated in her

case than in the case of Henry or of Edward.

Ife^ (i'f<r). [Angola.] A liliaceous plant,

Cordyline {Sansevieria) cylindrical used as a substi-

tute for hemp.
1866 Treas. Bot., I/e, an Indian name for Sanseviera

cylindrica. 1867 Simmonds Diet. Trade Suppl., Ife,..z.

plant useful for its fibre.

Igarape (igarap^-). Also -ipe. [Brazil.] A
tributary stream or water-channel in a forest en-

tered from a main river.

x86o Mayne Reid Odd People 38 Travelling can only be

done by water, either upon the great rivers, or by the narrow
creeks (igaripes) or lagoons. 1890 Agassiz Geol. Sk., Phys.
Hist. Scr. II. (1890) 185 We turned. .into a narrow stream,

which has the character of an Igarapi in its lower course.

Igelstromite (i'golstromait), Min. [Named,

1878, after L, J. Jgelstrdm^ Swedish mineralogist

:

see -TTE^.] A silvery-white variety of pyroaurite.

1878 Min. Mag. II. 108 Igelstromite.. occurs in shrinkage

cracks or veins, of an earthy form, and a pure white colour.

Igloowik (i*gl«wik). Also igloogoak. [Eski-

mo iglovigak.'\ An Eskimo snow hut. Cf. Igloo i.

1909 P. W. Browne Where the Fishers Go -26. 1909 Daily
Chron. 11 Oct. 3/3 The Eskimo,, terms his snow-house
' igloowik ' ; while the shorter word ' igloo '. .is the common
name of the ' permanent house in the settlements and around
the missions *.

Igniter. Add : O. An apparatus for igniting

the charge of gases in the cylinder of an internal

combustion engine. Also attrib.

190a A. C. Harmsworth Motors ^ Motor-Driving viiL 1 54
The Dawson Ignitor. 1903 Young Engineer I, 352/1 It is

fired by an electric spark,, .between the platinum points of

an igniter. .or by means of a dynamo-coil., which produces

sparks at the igniter. 1904 A, B. F.Yovsg Complete Motorist

IV. (ed. 2) 96 It is the action of this ' tweaker
|
upon the

igniter wire which causes the rupture of the circuit by which
the spark is produced. 1909 V/estm. Gaz. 11 Nov. 5/2 The
special Lodge igniter for aeroplanes.

Ignition. Add : 2. c, spec. The act of starting

the combustion of the mixture in the cylinder of an

internal combustion engine ; also, the mechanism

for producing this. Also atlrib.y as ignition cham*

ber^ device^ tube, wire.

1894 B. DoNKiN Text-Bk. Gas, Oil, ff Air Engines \. I. 8

Three methods of ignition are employed, i. The electric

spark. 2. A gas jet constantly burning, 3. A tube maintained

at a red heat by a gas burner. Ibid. i. viii. 103 Ignition tube.

Ibid. I. xi. 140 Ignition chamber. Ibid. 140 Ignition stroke.

190a S. R. BoTTONE [fitle) Ignition Devices for Gas and Petrol

Motors. 190S A. C. Harmsworth Motors ff Motor.Driving
viii. i6i The Ignition plugs may be examined to see that

they are not coated with oil. 190)5 Daily Chron. 12 May 3/5
All good cars nowadays havelhe two Independent ignitions,

the accumulator and coil, and the magneto driven by a cog-

wheel on the engine shaft. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 15 June 4/2
When battery ignition Is used. 19*6 R. W. Hutchinson
Wireless 54 Some makers label the capacities of accumula-
tors as * ignition capacity', 1^ C. F. S. Gamble Story
North Sea Air Station 55 A piece of tin .. had sheared four

ignition wires.

Ignorance. Add: 3. (In full the time or

days of ignorance; tr. Arab. sUIaU. fahiltyak

state of ignorance, f, JaI*. jdhil ignorant.) The
period of Arabian history previous to the teaching

of Mohammed.
1788 Gibbon Decl. ff F. I. v. 185 Of the time of ignorance

which preceded Mahomet, seventeen hundred battles are

recorded by tradition. 1895 A. Menzies Hist. Relig. 213

The Arabs called the period before Islam the 'time of

ignorance ' ; in that period they considered their race had
no history, xoo^ Ker Dark Ages 14 The student of heroic

poetry may admire the temper of the Arabian Dark Ages

—

'the Ignorance '.

Ignotum per ignotins (ign^atzJm p5i ig-

nJu'JiiJg), [late L., Ut. the unknown through the

more unknown.] An attempt to explain what is

obscure by something which is more obscure.
a 146 1 LvDG. in Ashmole Theat. Chem, Brit. (1652) 401

Wyth Golden Resouns in taast moosi lykerous Thyng per
Ignotum prevyd per Ignocius. 1584 R. Scot Discov.

Witchcr. MI. xvii. 67 Confuteth that opinion by a notable

reason, called Petitio Principij, or rather, Ignotum Per
ignotius. a 1734 North Examcn n. i. 5 26 (1740) 28 When
he drops his own Authority, and brings Fact to confirm all,

the vouching that Fact by his own pure Parole, is a Cheat
termed Ignotum per ignotius. x888 Atkenxum ^1 Dec.

843/2 When Arabic names are twisted and mis-copicd. .the

iLiAir.

identification of sites resolves itself into a case of ' ignotum
per ignotius '. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 30 July 590/3 (He]
even goes so far on one occasion as to explain an Egyptian
chiaouih as being analogous to an \uA\3in chobdav, which to
some readers may be a case at ignotum per igyiotius.

I^Orrote (rgorJot). Also Igolot(e, Igorot,
Tgorrote, [Native name.] The proper name of

one of the tribes of Malayan descent inhabiting the

Philippine Islands, applied subsequently to other

neighbouring savage tribes ; and hence used =
wild. Also as collect, sing, and attrib.

%Z^o Penny Cycl.yj^lW. 88/2 The Ygorrotes, who inhabit

the mountains cast of the Gulf of Lingayen, are dis-

tinguished by a peculiar physiognomy and a lighter colour.

187S F. Tagor Trav, Philippines 131 The Ygorrotes are

not Christians. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 753/1 The
Igorrotes or Igolotes proper (for the name Is by many writers

very loosely applied to all the pagan mountain tribes of

Luzon) inhabit the districts of Bangued, Lepanto, Tiagan,
Bontoc 1898 D. C. Worcester Philippine Isl. 438 One of

the Igorrote peoples is believed to be descended from the

followers of the Chinese invader Limahong. 1903 Barrows
in Philippine Jrnl. Sci. Oct. 796 The powerful and numerous
Igorot of northern Luzon. 1914 D. C. Worcester Philip-

pines I. 343 This once prosperous little Igorot hamlet had
been burned by the Spaniards.

Igpiana. Add : 2. A small kind of crocodile

found in South African rivers.

1875 BissET Sport 4- War S. Africa 179 The Iguana, a
small kind of crocodile.

liwi {i\i'yii). [Hawaiian.] A Hawaiian bird,

Vestiaria coccinea, prized for its vermilion plumage
used in making native cloaks.

1893 Newton Diet. Birds, Eee-et'Cf in modern spelling

liivi, the English rendering by many voyagers of the native

name of the beautiful scarlet Vestiaria coccinea. 1915 W. A,
Bryan Nat, Hist. Hawaii 329 The beautiful scarlet iiwi.

Ijolite {I'yoX^ii). Geol. [f. the name of Lake
Ijo in Finland + -LITE.] An igneous rock, com-
posed essentially of nepbeline and pyroxene, first

found in the Ijo district of Finland.
1897 A, Harker Petrology {ed. 3) 52 The 'ijolite* of

Ramsay and Berghell from Finland, a nepheline-pyroxene-
rock free from felspar but sometimes rich in garnet. 1903
Geikie Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 4) 222.

Ikey (^i'ki), a. and J^. slang z.nA dial. Familiar

form of IkCj short for IsacUj used typically for : A
Jew ; hence, a Jewish receiver or money-lender

;

z.^adj. {a) Artful, crafty, knowing, smart, *fJy'; (J>)

having a good opinion of oneself, * stuck-up *.

[1836^ Dickens Sk. Boz, Tales x, ' Let me alone,* replied

Ikey, * and I'll ha' vound up . . in five seconds.'] 1865 Slang
Dict.y Ikey, a Jew * fence '. 1870 Levbourne Song ( Farmer)
My name it is ikey Bill, A Whitechapel Covey am I._ 1881

Punch 10 Sept. iio/i 'Arf ikey of course, put-up bizness.

1887 Kentish Gloss., Ikey, proud. 1889 Barr^re & Leland
Diet. Slang, Ikey (popular), a Jew ; . . Also said of any one
who thinks himself knowing, smart, and has a great opinion

of himself. 189a Chevalier Little Nipper (Farmer) Artful

little ikey little ways.

Ileo-. Add: I-.leo-si'ffmoidff., relating to the

ileum and the sigmoid. l:leo-sl:gTnoldostomy,

excision of the whole colon from the csecum to the

sigmoid.
1903 Therapeutic Gaz. 15 Feb. 102 (Cent. D. Buppl.) When

a colectomy is impossible because of the site of the lesion..

an anastomosis ts indicated, cither colo-collc or ileosigmoid.

X908 Practitioner Apr. 495 To render ileo-sigmoldostomy

a successful operation. Ibid. June 818 Some short-cir-

cuiting operation such as an ileo-sigmoldostomy would have
answered the purpose.

n&acombe (i-lfrak«m). The name of a water-

ing place in North Devon, used Geol. to designate

certain beds found in that neighbourhood belong-

ing to the Middle Devonian system.

1867 Q. Jrnl. Geol. Sec. XXIII. 372 Ilfracombe group.

A series of silvery slates and shales, containing several thick

bands of limestone. 1879 Geikie in Encycl. Brit. X. 370/2

Ilfracombe group. Grey unfossilifcrous slates.. passing down
into calcareous fossillferous slates and limestones. 1879 Q.
Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XXXV. 536 'Ihe junction of the Mone and
Ilfracombe slates with the underlying Hangman grits. 19x9

Encycl. Brit. VII. 291/1 Above these Is a thick succession

of grits, slates and limestones, thejlfracombe beds.

Iliac (i'lixk), rt.2 [ad. L. Iliacus^ a. Gr. 'WianU :

see Iliad.] Pertaining or relating to ancient

Ilium ; Ilian.

1878 Gladstone Homer 37 The other epics of the Iliac

Cycle differ in their narrative from the lUad.

Iliacus (il3i*akDs). Anat. [mod.L.] The flexor

muscle of the thigh, the iliac muscle.

[J738 Chambers Cycl.^ 1875 Encycl, Brit. I. 840/2 The
thigh can be bent on the abdomen by the action of the psoas,

iliacus, and pectineus, which lie in front of the joint.

Iliahi (/lia'hi). [Hawaiian.] The Hawaiian
sandalwood, Santalumfreycinetiamtm,
x8as W. Ellis Jrnl. Tour Hawaii App. 247.

IliaXL (i'lian, ailian), a. {sb.) [f, Ili\um + -AN.]

Of or pertaining to ancient Ilium, or to the Grseco-

Roman city of New Ilium in the Trojan Plain

;

also as sb.j an inhabitant of New Ilium.

xS8a Stanvhurst Mneis i. (Arb.) 26 Whilst stood the great

Ilian empyrc, i6»6 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. xiii. 322 To th

Ilian Court 1 went. 1847 Lkitch tr. C. O. Mtiller^s Anc.
Art 483 Coins of the Ilians. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I.

44 The site of the ancient Village of the Ilians. 1876 Glad-
stone Homeric Synehr. 34 He appears as the representa-

tion of the Dardanian Branch, with a sidelong 'salous

eye towards the predominating Ilian House of Priam.

x88i Jrnl. Hellenic Studies II. 18 After the victory, hcjic.
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AUxander] gave substantial proof of (jratitnde to the IHan
gods and heroes. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XX 11 1. 579/2 The
temple of the IHan Athene. Ibid.^ It was politic to recall

the legend of Roman descent from ^neas. Lucius Scipio

and the Ilians were alike eager to do so.

Hiat (i-liat). Also Hat, Iliaut, Iliyat. [Turk-

ish eyibl tldt^ pi. off/ country, wandering pastoral

tribe (cf. rum-eyli * country of the Romans ', Ru-
melia).] One of a group of Turkish nomads scat-

tered throughout Persia,

1840 Fenny CycL XVII. 472/1 The wandering tribes of

Persia are comprehended under the general term of Iliyats

or Iltxtt and are found in every part of Persia. 1865 Cliani'

bers's Encycl. VII. 420/2 The nomad or pastoral tribes^ or

eylats (O'A ^ clan), often spelt iliyats^ are of four distinct

races—Turkomans. Kurds, Luurs, and Arabs. 1888 Encycl,

Brit. XXIII. 661/1. 190a D. G. Hcxjarth Nearer East
i6o The nomad ' Iliats ' who wander here and there.

Hima (ilrma). [Hawaiian.] A plant of the

genus Siday bearing green and yellow flowers.

laao Glasgoiv Herald i6 Apr. 8 Three magnificent wreaths

of ilima, the Hawaiian royal flowers.

Hk, rt.l 3. H Add : Also, by farther extension,

often in trivial use, = kind, sort.

1^90 J. Fisher Poems 135 Hk ane a cap an' cloak o' silk

Has got, as if she was a lady, An' that indeed, o' nae sma'

ilk. x88i A. Morgan Shakes. Myth.^ Milton was the enemy
of all the ilk. 1897 Evesham Jml. 23 June (E.D.D.) The
horses most famous for marvellous exploits must have blood

as well as bone, but only certain districts of the Green Isle

can produce this ilk. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 29 June 3/2 Two
very new hats of quite another ' ilk '. Ibid. 6 July 3/2 A
coat of this * ilk * is quite another matter from the coat of the

tailor costume.

HI, a. and sb. Add : A. adj, 8, b. = SiCK a, 3.

esp. U,S.
1938 C, F. S. Gamble Story North Sea Air Station 244

Before they could be attended they were given loo much
food and were violently ill as a result, x^aty Conan Doyle
Afaracot Deep 153 The sight was so horrifying that we were

all ill.

HI-. Add: A. IIL 4. ill-favour v, trans.

,

to treat badly, to be inimical to or hostile towards.

1899 F. J. Crowest Beethoven n8 His environment

generally throughout his early life ill-favoured the contem-

plative mood. 1908 Westm. Gaz. ai Aug. 2/x Fortune ill-

favoured them in many skirmishes.

B. iU convenience, conveniency, conveni-

ent (Amer. examples).

1737 in J. T. BuNCE Hist.OldSi. Martin's, B'ham (1875) 47
Great •inconveniences have attended the Ringing of States

Days & Holidays at Both Churches. 1773 Carroll Papers
in Marylatui Hist. Ma£. XIV. 367, I found no ill conveni-

ence from it nor did I feet it. 1777 Mass, Hist. Sec. Col-

lections Ser. 11. II. 235, I shall be particularly obliged to

you if, without putting yourself to any ill convenience, you
can procure for me the memorandum, 165^ Bratntree Rec,

6 Upon consideration of great •Hi conveniencyes. 1708 in

Maryland Hist. Mag. XVII. 218 It might be very •ill

convenient on Emergency's not to be able to make an Elec-

tion under three or four months. 1719 Ibid. XVIII. 9 IThejf]

have stopped it \sc. a roadj up and turned it into Ilconveni-

ent & swampy ground. X7»3 in J. T. Buhce Hist. Old St,

Martin's, B'ham (1875) 44 It appearing to be very ill con-

venient to the Town.. that the Guard should be kept at

either of the Mnrkett Crosses.

ZlLailO («1^a*n<7), [Native nam?.] A Moro of

the coast tribes of Mindanao in the Philippine

Islands. Also lUaiion, XUa'unn. Hence Zlla-

noau a,

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 87/1 He was Informed that the

lUanos from that island \sc, Magindanao] had formed

a settlement on Burias. 1848 F. S. Marryat Borneo 31

Pirate*s Bay, so called from its being a favourite resort of

the lllanoan pirates. 1898 F. T. Bullkn in Nat. Rev. Aug,

857 There is yet another small section of the inhabitants

of this Archipelago, who were once the terror of the sur-

rounding seas... These have long been known as ' Illanons'.

Illative, O" and sb. Add : A. adj. 4, Gram.
Denoting the case expressing motion into.

1890 Gatschet Gram. Klamath Lang. 483 The sufEx

marks as well (i) a motion or direction toward an object or

into a place or country, as (2) a stay or rest at or jn a place,

region, country. It is more frequently used in the former

sense, and hence I have called the case the illative case*

B. sb. L Delete \Ohs. and add examples.
«i868 BviNGTON Gram. Choctaw Lang. (1870) 54. 1870

F. A. March Gram. A.-S, % 481 Causals and illatives are

Ycry often omitted.

Illawarra (ilawjTa), The name of a district in

New South Wales, used attrib. to designate certain

trees indigenous thereto.

1889 Maidem Use/. PI. Australia 422 Elgeocarpus reticu'

lata, var. Kirtoni, is known as ' Illawarra Ash \ or * Mountain
Ash*. Ibid. 470 Asample of timber. .isalightbuflF coloured

timber, heavy, very hard, tough, durable. In the catalogue

it is called * Illawarr.i Hox '. Ibid. 543 Frenela rhomboidea
..'Illawarra Mountain Fine'.

Ill effect, ill-effect. [Ill a. s, Effect sb. i.]

(Usually in//,) A harmful or deleterious effect,

an unpleasant consequence.

167s in Isle ofMan Charities (1831) 6 The mean provision

of the Clergy in that Isle, and the ill eflTects which necessarily

attend upon the same. 1704 Hist. Man xlvii. 195 Envy,
and the ill Effects of it. 1767 ill effect [see III a. 3]. 1845

V. JerroltCs Shilling Mag. I, 174 Equal ill effect, either

from his liking the Princess too much, or too little. 1884

W. Pye Surg. Handicraft 531 One year after the accident

he.. could go to a ball and dance every dance without any
ill effects. 1983 R. Lynd Blue Lion xxi. 162 It would be

mere perversity to quarrel with these [dishes] because there

are no ill^ffccts from eating them.

Illegitimate, «. Add: 2. d. Racing, Ap-
plied to steeplechasing and hurdle racing as dis-

tinguished from flat-racing.

So called from the fact that before the formation of the Grand
National Hunt Committee these forms ofracing were not un-
der any rules and were not recognized by any racing tribunal.

1888 Daily Chron. 31 Oct. (Farmer) A much smarter
performer at the illegitimate game than she was on tlie flat.

1889 Barr^re & Leu\.nd Diet. Slang s.v., Illegitimate
season, also called the dead season. 1898 A. E. T. Watson
The Turf y\\\. i-j\ The Jockey Club gave no countenance to
'illegitimate' sport.

Ill health, ill-health. [Ill a. 7, Health
sb. 2.] An unsound, disordered condition of health ;

that state of health which is characterized by the

presence of some disease or by the imperfect func-

tioning of the physical processes.
173a [see III a. 8J. 1781 [see Health sb, 9]. 1783

Johnson Let. to Mrs. Montagu 22 Sept., That I have not
written sooner, you may impute to absence, to ill-health, to

any thing rather than want of regard. 1811-13 Jane Austen
Mansfield Park ii, Lady Bertram, in consequence of a little

ill-health, and a great deal of indolence, gave up tlie house
in town. 1855 Macauu\v Hist. Eng. xi. III. 63 Danby..
under the plea of ill health.,withdrew from court. 19IZ

A. C. Benson Diary (1026) 220 The pictures of her \sc. Mrs.
Carlyle] in 1854. .are hauntingly terrible—the mixture of
ill-health and unhappiness very conspicuous.

lUininiU (ili*n«i?ra), Chem. [f. *Illin(0I8 +
-lUM.] An element belonging to the group of rare

earths, having tlie atomic number 61.

19*6 Ckamber^s ^ml. 480/a In honour of the nniversity

where it was discovered, the new element has been called

Illinium. 1931 E. N. da C. Andrade in Observer 18 Oct,

23/4 In 1926 the rare earth 61 was discovered in America^
and named Illinium.

Illinoiail (ilinoi'an), a, and sb. [f. *Illinois

+ -AN.] a. tuij. Of or pertaining to the State of

Illinois; spec, in Geol. belonging to or constituting

a glacial period well represented in Illinois, b. sb.

The Illinoian epoch or deposit,

1899 Bull. Geot. Soc. Amer. X. 116 The Illinoian surface

..shows distinct effects of erosion. 1906 Chamberlin £:

Salisbury C^c?/. III. 391 The identification of the Illinoian

drift. ..The Illinoian is made up of clayey till. 19S4 C.
ScHUCHERT Geol, 654 Third or Illinoian glacial stage.

Illinois (ilinoi", -oi*z). [Amer. Indian.] The
name of a former Indian tribe and of one of the

United States, used attrib, as in Illmols coffee

(see quot.), Illinois hickory, nut, the pecan tree

and nut.

1863 Trans. III. Apic. Soc. (1865) V. 865 The Chick-pea
has again been heralded as a valuable acquisition upon the

prairies under the name of *Illinois coffee. 1785 H.
Marshall Amer. Grove 69 Pecan or *Illinois Hickory.

1783 W. Fleming in Trav. Amer. Col. 66^, I was informed
the Oionn or ^Illinois nut grows near the Falls. 1789
Morse Amer, Geog, 54 The Illinois or pecannut is of the

walnut kind. . .The trees which bear this fruit grow principally

on the Illinois river. 1817 S. R. Brown IVestem Gaz. 25
The pecan or Illinois nut.

niinoisan (ilinoi'zan, -oi'an), sb. and a, [f.

•Illinois + -AN.] a. sb. A native or inhabitant

of Illinois, b. adj. Pertaining to Illinois ; spec, in

Geol. (cf. •Illinoian).
1836 Public Ledger (Philad.) 14 Oct, (Th. 447) The Illinoi-

sans are called Suckers, the inhabitants of Indiana Hooshiers.

1857 Trans, III. Agric, Soc. II. 63 Illinoisans—men who
know their rights and dare maintain them, 1877 Habberton
yericho Roeulx. 97 Small parties of discharged Illinoisans

and Indianians had frequently passed through.

So ZUlnoi-Bian sb. [-ian.]

188s Century Ma^, SM>t, 793/1 ' Pendragon ', the work of
an Illinoisian, William Young. 1890 VInniSKa Goodbye my
Fancy Wks. 1^03 VII. 37 Abraham Lincolni familiar, [is]

our own, an Illinoisian.

niipe, variant of Illupi.

lUiquid, a. Add : b. Of an asset, investment,

etc. ; jVot easily or readily realizable. Hence
Xlliqui'dlty, the character of being illiquid.

i^i-^Globe 24 Oct. 6/4 Is cottage j)roi>erty a safe investment
for the Reserve Fund? It is an illiquid asset, and a sudden
draiti on a fund thus locked up might be very inconvenient.

1987 Glasgow Herald 18 Apr. 9 The illiquidity of credit in

Japan. 1930 Times 26 Mar. 26/7 Slow and illiquid loans and
investments.

Ill treatment, ill-treatment. [Ill a. 2,

Treatment 1. Cf. Ill-treat 7/.] Bad or unfavonr-

able treatment; rough handling; harsh or unsym-
pathetic dealings.

1713 (see III a. 2]. 18x1 A. Graydon Mem, 292 In revenge

for some real or supi>oscd ill treatment. 1818 Public Ledger
8 Apr. 3/2 Alledged ill-treaiment during a short confinement

in that prison. 1864 Pusev Led, Daniel \. (1876) 21 Who
revenge on man their illtreatment at the hand of man, 1879
G. Meredith Plgoist xxiti, He contemplated her with an air

of stiff-backed ill-treatment. 1905 Chesterton Heretics 79
A permanent possibility of sel5shness arises from the mere
fact of having a self, and not from any accidents of education

or ill-treatment.

Illuminate,//^, i^. and j^, A. adj. 2. Delete

'\Obs. and add example.
1909 Westm. Gaz. ig May 4/2, I once knew a follower of

the Rosy Cross, an illuminate member.

B. sb. spec. pi. = Illuminati b.

1906 Edin. Rev. July 49 The influence of the German
'illuminates' on the French lodges.

lUnminized (il'«'rain»izd),///, a. [f. Illu-

MiKiZE V, + -ED ^] Initiated (see Illuminize v. 3).

1990 iQii Cent, July 104 A great Masonic meeting which
was held in 1786 at Frankfurt—whither the headquarters of
illuminised Freemasonry were removed after the famous
Congress.

Illusion. 6. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1873 Aldrich Marjorie Daiv^ etc. 14 An emerald-colored

illusion dress looped up after the fashion of a Dresden china
shepherdess.

Illusional (il'w'^snal), c. [f. Illusion sb.-¥

-AL.] Pertaining to, characterized by, or subject to

illusions,

19x1 Webster. 1923 Daily Mail i Mar. 4 On reception
into prison he was suspicious, illusional, and confused,

Illusioned (il'«-3and),///. a. [f. as prec.

+

-ED 2.] Full of illusions.

i9»o Glasgow Herald 6 July 6 A fervent but illusioned

admirer, 1931 Galsworthy To Let in. vi, Even his love
felt tainted, less illusioned, more of the earth.

Illustrate, v. 3. Delete '\Obs, and add ex-

ample,
1917 Mod. Lang. Rev. XII. 205, I do not desire to illustrate

my version of * the Fause Knight,' but merely to claiin that

it throws new light on the subject matter of the original

ballad.

6. Also absol,

1863 O. M, Mitchell Asiron. Bible 168 The subject Is

difficult. Permit me to illustrate.

Illustrious, a. Add : 3. C Most illustrious :

the special epithet of the Order of St. Patrick.
188] Encycl. Biit. XIV. 123/2 The'most illustrious 'Order

of St. Patrick was instituted by George III in 1788.

Illustriousness. Add : 2. [tr. G. durclf

laucht^ With possessive adjective as a title of dig-

nity or honour given to German princes.
19x9 S. N. D Sir W. Howard Visct. Stafford iv. 48 His

Electoral Illustriousness, the Prince Palatine of the Rhine.

Ill-wisll, V. Add : Also absol. Hence lU-
wlsh sb.^ the evil or misfortune wished.
1853 T. Q. Couch in Brand Pop. Antig, (1870) III. 101 The

witch's malice, or, as it is termed, * the ill-wish *. 1899
Baring-Gould Bk. of West II. 16 A bard, and after him a
saint, might not ill-wish unless he had been refused a just

request. Ibid., If he ill-wished unjustly, then it was held

that the ill-wish returned on the head of him who had
launched it.

Uly, adv. For ' diaV read * chiefly U.S,\ and
add recent examples.
1903 Atlantic Monthly July 116 Which is far better than

if it had rushed into illy considered legislation, X904 Clai-

borne Old Virginia 268 ( Th.) I dropped one of my gauntlets,

, .which I could illy afford to lose. 19*7 C. A. & M. R. Beard
Rise Amer. CiviUz. II. 213 To meet a crisis of this kind
labor was illy prepared.

Ulyrian (iU*rian), a, and sb. [f. L. lllyrius^

a. Or. 'IAXt//>irfi.]

A. adj. L Of or pertaining to the lUyrians or to

ancient lUyria (or Illyricum), a country lying east

of the Adriatic and at an early period extending

northwards to the Danube.
"593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. i. 108 Bargulus the strong

Ulyrian Pyrate. 1678 J. D. (/i7/<r) The Historjj of Appian,

of Alexandria, In Two Parts. The First consisting of the

Punick, Syrian, Parthian, Mithridatick, Ulyrian, Spanish,

and Hanntbalick, Wars. 1776 Gibbon Decl. ff F, 1. i. 27

liie provinces of the Danube soon acquired the general

appellation of Illyricum, or the Ulyrian frontier. 1797
Encycl, Brit. (ed. 3) II. 714/2 The Heneti, an Ulyrian

people. 1880 Ibid. XII. 709/1 The Danube, .was the limit

of the Ulyrian tribes towards the north.

b. Of or belonging to Illyria, a former division

of Austria-Hungary, since October 30, 1918, form-

ing part of Jugo-Slavia.
Ulyrian Provinces, a division, made bj Napoleon Bona-

parte in 1809, of various Austrian territories lying north and
east of the Adriatic, and abolished in 1814-15, after which it

was made a nominal kingdom of the Austrian Empire.
X838 Penny Cycl. XII. 445/2 Napoleon, . .in 1809, gave to

several tracts of territory ceded by Austria. .the name of

the Ulyrian Provinces. 1845 Encycl. Meirop, XIII. 1084/2

Meanwhile the war in the Ulyrian provinces, .received a

fresh complication from the secession of Bavaria from the

French alliance. Ibid. XX. 559/1 The Emperor of Austria

rules the Ulyrian Kingdom with uncontrolled authority.

X911 igth Cent. May 856 The Ulyrian provinces.. provided

a strong bulwark against Austria.

c. In literary use, pertaining to the regions lying

along the east coast of the Adriatic.

This corresponds to the literary use of Illyria^ which was
retained even when the name had no political significance.

1853 Tennyson To E. /,., Ulyrian woodlands, echoing falls

Of water.

2, Pertaining to the group of ancient dialects

represented by the modern Albanian; also, to a

division of the eastern branch of the Slavonic

languages.
18*4 J. Johnson Ty^og. II. 444 The names to the above

letters are in the Ulyrian and Servian tongues. 1833 Penny
Cycl. I. 256/2 The hypothesis of the Albanians being

descended from the Illyrians, cannot receive confirmation

from comparing it with the old Ulyrian tongue. i9a8C
Dawson AfeofGodsx\\. 375 Our knowledge of the lUynan
languages is so slight.

B. sb. 1. One of an Indo-European people who
inhabited ancient Illyria, and who were conquered

by the Romans in the third and second centuries B.C.

1584 B. Rich tr. Herodotus 62 b. The people Eneti com-

ming of the Illyrians. 1788 LEMPRifeRR Classical L>ict. s.v.

Pausanias, He accompanied the prince in an expedition

against the Illyrians. j88o Encycl. Brit. XII. 1<^I\^^

would not be easy to draw any line of demarcation at tnis
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early time between the IlljTians and their neighbours on

the west, south, and east. i9a8 C Dawson ^C V G"""

xiv. 3J5 The Bronze Age in Eastern Europe. The fhracians

and the Illyrians.
.

2. An inhabitant of the former Austrian kingdom

of lUyria.
1836 Cdu Wiseman Ltd. Dtctr, Catk. Ch. vii, M. Boraga,

an Ill>-iian, obtained permission of the Bishop to open a
new mission among the Indians on the Grand River.

3. A member of the Slavonic race now living in

the territory ofancient lUyria ; also applied loosely

to any people inhabiting this region, vfithout refer-

ence to the various political meanings of the name.

1845 Eticycl. Metrop. XIII. 533/1 Fortunately at this crisis

he [sc. Leopold] obtained the support of the Illyrians.

4. The language of lUyria, or the group of an-

cient dialects represented by the modem Albanian

;

also, a division of the eastern branch of the

Slavonic languages, spoken in the same or adjacent

districts.

1888 WmcHT tr. Brusti'ann't Comp. Oram. L u Russian

..Bulgarian and Illyrian. 191a Skeat Set. ElymoLiiy
There is, however, sufficient evidence to show that the Old
Illyrian was an independent descendant from the original

Indo-germanic stock.

So lUyrlca. [ad. L. Jllyricus, Gr. 'IKXvpiicoH,

lUy'rlcan sb. = *Illybian ji. 4. Hence I'llyr-

ism, advocacy of Slovene, Croatian, and Serb

nationalism ; so I'llTxlst,

17S3 I^ Clavton Jrnl.fr. Cairo in Sinn/ 34 We had in our
company persons who were acquainted with Arabic, Greek,

..lUyrican, German [etc.]. 1838 Peitn)f Cycl. XII. 447/3
Antient Illyria..was inhabited by a people called by the

general name of the Illyric nations. 1877 Encycl, Brit. VI,
783/a The so-called Morlacks, or Dalmatians proper, who
..speak a Slavonic dialect usually distinguished as the

Illyric 191a Ibid. VII. 475/j A nalion.ilist or 'Illyrist'

party was formed. .to combat Hungarian influences. Ibid.^

Conflicts between Illyrists and Magyarists.

Hmenomtile (i:lm5nor«'til). Min. [f. the

name of the Ilmeii Mountains (southern Urals) + -o-

+ Rdtile.] A black ferruginous variety of rutile.

1868 Dana Hfin, (ed. 5) 159. 1919 Encycl. Brit. XIX.
774/1 The colour [of rutilej is usually reddish-brown, though
. . black in the ferruginous varieties (' nigrive ' and ' ilraeno-

ratile •).

Ilocano (jlnka-no). [Philippine Sp., f. Ilocos,

the name of two provinces, lit. ' river men ', f.

Tagalog ilog river.] a. A member of a large

civilized tribe inhabiting the northern part of Luzon
in the Philippine Islands, b. The language of this

tribe. Also atlrib. So Ilo-can a. and sb.;

no'ko, Tlo'co.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 88/2 The other tribes that are

numerous, the Pampanga, Zambales, Pangasinan, Ylocos,

and Cagayan, inhabit the other plains and lower country.

188s Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 753/1 Other tribes of the Philip-

pines—the Ilocanes, Pampangos, Pangasinanes, . . Vicols, &C.

1898 D. C. Worcester Philiffinc Isl. 438 Of these [tribes]

the Tagalogs and Ilocanos are the most important. 1900

F. H. Sawyer Inhai. Philippines 250 Many converted
Tinguianes and Igorrotes who speak the Ilocan dialect.

1901 Rep. Philippine Comnu III. 400 The first booklets in

Ilocano are in Tagalog characters. ij>oS F. W. Atkinson
Philippine Isl. 238 The Ilocanos, who inhabit the northern
province of Ilocos Norte, Ilocos Sur, and Unidn, in Luzdn.
1914 D. C. WoRCESTKR Philippines I. 21 note. The Ilocanos

are one of the eight civilized peoples who collectively make
up the Filipinos. 1925 Katheeine Msyo Isles 0/ Fear so
Families, .of the energetic Ilocano tribe.

Zlsemannite (i-lsmansit). Min. [Named,
1871, after J. C. Iheviann: see -lia 1.] A dark

blue variety of molybdate.
1872 Dana Min. App. I. C18B0) 7 Ilsemannite is a product

of the decomposition of metallic molybdates.

Zlnmba (ila'mba). [Native name.] An Aus-
tralian timber-tree, Eticalyptus tesselaris.

1889 Maiden Use/. PI, Australia 526.

Zm- ^. Chem. Altered form of Am(ide used as a
combining form. Iniabe°nzll(e), a white crystal-

line powder obtained by the action of dry ammonia
on benzil. Ima'satin [Isatin], a yellowish-brown
substance formed by boiling an alcoholic solution

of isatin in ammonia. Ime'satin, a dark yellow
compound formed by the action ofammoniaon isatin,

1857 Miller Elem. Chem. III. 469 Imabenzite. Ibid. 536
Imesatin . . ChHjNjOj. . . Imasatin . . CjjHuNjOe. 1885
Jrnl. Chem. Sac. XLVIII. 11. 1067 ImabenziL.is best pre-
pared by pouring a hot concentrated alcoholic solution of
benzil into excess of ammonia. 1889 RoscoE & Schorlem-
MER Treat. Clum. III. v. 87 Imesatin, CeHgNtO, is formed
by the action of ammonia on isatin.

Image, sb. Add : 5. Also applied, with quali-

fication, to mental representations due to any of
the senses (not only sight) and to organic sensations.
1897 tr. Ribofs Psychol. Emotions 145 In the two follow-

ing cases the * olfactory image ' only exists in a single
instance. 1899 Amer. Jml. Psychol. Oct. 2j Haptical
images, beside being vague and ill defined, orfer peculiar
difficulties. 1903 Jml. Philos., Psychol. <5- Set. Methods 21
Jan. 38 (Cent, D. Suppl.) I have no doubt, in my own case,
of the existence of visual and auditory images. . . I have no
doubt, from the reports of others, of the existence of freo
kinaesthetic im.-iges, verbal or other.

Imagiual, a.^ Add : Also transf.
a 190X Myers Human Personality (1903) I. Gloss, p. xviii,

/Mi^nix/,.. metaphorically applied to transcendental facul-

ties shown in rudiment in ordinary life.
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Imagist (iined^ist). [f. Image j3. + -ist.]

One of a group of modern poets who stand for

liberty in choice of subject matter, who avoid the

vague and mystical, and endeavour to attain

clarity of expression through the use of precise

images. Also attrib. Hence I'maglsm, the prac-

tices and work of the imagists,

X919 Hist. Amer. Lit. II. 266 note., Isle of la. Belle Riviere
. . was written in what is now called imagist verse, at the age
of thirty. X9SS Edin. Rev. July loi In much of the work of
the imagists.. we 5nd a more or le<is conscious, and more or
less effective yielding to that influence. Z9S4 T. Maynard
Our Best Poets 198 Imagisin brings togctlier, with an in-

dulgent Catholicism, those who use metre with a brilliant

exactness, and those who use only cadence. 1929 Noves
Ret. Scarecrow iv. 52 The sharp-edged imagism with which
our younger writers are experimenting today. 1931 G.
Hughes {title) Imagism and the Imagists.

Imago. Add : c. Jig.
X9ai igth Cent. Feb. 214 Since 1914 every constituent

element that has been supposed to go to the making of great

men—spacious times, tension, supreme effort, turmoil, battle,

revolution—has abounded, but the imago has not emerged.

2. Psycho-analysis. (See quot. 1924.)
X909 M. K. BnADBY Psycho-anaL 59 That web of ideas

and emotions which is woven in the course of the child's life

round the image of the parent or * parent imago \ 19x4 tr.

Ba%idouitCs Psyckoanal. ^ Aesthetics 220 note. The word
' imago * is taken from the title of a no\'el by Carl Spitteler.

..It is now current., among psychoanalysts in Great Britain

and the United States. The term denotes an interior type,

a type moulded upon real persons (in especial upon the
father or the mother) and which, from the depths of our sub-
consciousness, continues to guide our actions, and to stimu-
late our sympathies and our antipathies.

ImaiXlbara (ima'mbara). Also imambarah,
-barra, -bra, inaaum-. [Hind., f. Arab. Imam +
Hind, bard enclosure.] A building in which Mo-
hammedans observe the festival of the Moharram.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 49/2 The immense Imlmbdra, or

mausoleum of Asaf-ud-daula [sc. at Lucknow]. 1886 Yule
& liuRtiELU //oisofi-yoltsoMf Imaumbarra. 1907 IVestnt. Caz.

4 Apr. 10/2 The imambra connected with the Mohammedan
morgue at Lucknow.

Imbalance (imbje-lans). [f. Im-2 + Balance sb.^

Lack of balance, spec, between the muscles of the eyes,
X901 DoRLA.N'D Med. Diet, (ed. a).

Imbauba (imbg-ba). A Brazilian tree, the

cecropia or trumpet-tree. Also attrib.

igogCent. Did. Suppl. s.v.An/, ImBattia ant^ aBraziMsin
arboreal ant, of the genus Aztec/i, which forms small nests

in the interior of plants and is thought to protect them from
the attacks of the leaf-cutting ants. 1924 J. A. Thomson
Science Old 4- JVew xi. 62 The Imbaaha, or Cecropia tree, of
Southern Brazil.

Imbecilic (Imbisi-lik), a. [f. Imbecilk sb.+
-ic] Characteristic of an imbecile.

1918 D. Flatau Veliow English xxxv, Looking round with
an imbecilic grin. 1927 Daily Express 3 Dec 4 Courteline
..collected. .the most hideous and imbecilic portraits he
could find.

Imiixe(i*niih,-3in). Chem. [Alteration ofAmine
(of. Imide).] a derivative ofammonia in which two
hydrogen atoms are replaced by a radical or radicals.

Also Xznino- (imsi'n*?), combining form of *Imine.
1883 Jrnl. Chem. Sac. XLIV. 910 Imines. 1888 Morley
& MuiR IVatts' Diet. Chem. II. 750/2 Imines^ compounds
of divalent hydrocarbon radicles with imidogen. 1907
Jml. ChetH. Soc. XCII. i. 393 Mechanism of the Reaction
in the Formation of a-Amino- and Imino-acids. 1908 Ibid.

XCIV. I. 419 The imino^esters were prepared by a modi-
fication of Pinner's method. ..The velocity of reaction of

the free imino-esters in aqueous sohition have been deter-

mined and the results are tabulated.

Imm.aneiital (imancntal), a. Delete rare

and add examples.
X930 A. S. Pringle-Pattison Idea. 0/ God 219 This lower

pantheism. .is common in the popular cults of the East,

where the immanental unity of the divine is little more than
the idea of a teeming nature. 1921 Challenge 18 Feb, 249/2
Sr. Ruggiero sees some of the pitfalls that beset a purely
immanental system. 1^30 C. J. Wright Miracle in Hist.
214 Theism can only abide with the recognition of the imma-
nental activity of God in His universe,

Immanentism. (i'manentiz'm). [f. Immanent
a, + -ISM,] Belief in the immanence of the Deity.

So I'mxnanentist a.^ holding or characterized by
this belief.

1907 Hibberi Jml. July 919 Immanentism. , explains away
rather than explains that irrational fact of experience which
we call evil. 19x7 C. C. Martindale Life Mzf- R- ^•
Benson II. 392 To this Immanentist school would thus belong
St, Teresa, Dame Juliana of Norwich,.. and Francis dc
Sales. X918 M. D. Petre Modernism x. 207 He has been
charged with immanentism. 1930 Times Lit. S-uppl, 14 Aug.
648/2 Mr. Wright stands for a modem, liberalizing and
immanentist thcolo^. 1931 Ibid, 22 Oct. 812/2 The pure
phenomenology which resolves Being into Becoming by a
sheer immanentism.

Immediacy. Add : 4. pi. Immediate needs.

1923 H. G. Wells Men Like Gods ni. iv. § 3 The old

things and the foul things, customs, delusions, habits, . . base
immediacies, triumph over us !

Im.mersal (imausal). [f. Immerse v. + -al,]

= Immersion 3,

1901 Greenough & Kittreix:e Words ^ Their Ways'^Z
Theological and philosophical studies are also pursued with
viRor, and this means an immersal in Latin.

Im.mi£rrant. B. sb. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
CX787 R. King in Ljfe ff Corr. (1894) I. 296 The immi.

grants from Massachusetts, who settled on Connecticut

IMMUNIZE.
River. 1789 yio^^^^ Amer.Geog. 253 There are in this state

many immigrants from Scotland, Ireland, Germany.

Im.minatiOU. Add: Also attrib,

1901 H. Vincent in C. Emanuel A lien hnmigratton (1904)

139 Aliens arriving are carefully schooled by the immigra-
tion agents to say that they are going to America. 1903
U.S. Immigration Laws in Whelpley Probl. Immigrant
(1905) 89 To prevent the landing of any such alien from such
vessel at_ any time or place other than that designated by
the immigration officers. 1904 F. Bradshaw Alien Immi-
graiion 121 When the alien has pa.s.sed the Immigration
Departmenthis troubles are not yet over. X905 Act 5 Ediv.
VII c. 13 § I An immigrant shall not be landed in the United
Kingdom from an immigrant ship except at a port at which
there is an immigration officer appointed under this Act,

2. collect. The body of immigrants. U,S,
x8s7 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. II. 365 The immigration was

generally a moral, correct people.

Imm.obilized (im^-biUizd), ppl. a. [f. Im-
mobilize V. + -ED 1.] Rendered immobile or

stationary,

1910 Blackvj. Mag.'^xAy 8/1 An airship can remain poised
and practically immobilised in the air even in a wind. 1923
Edin, Rev. Jan. 179 The left and centre of the enemy was
held. . . It was now possible to attempt a decisive attack on
an immobilised enemy.

Imanolation. Add : 3, The eucharistic pre-

face in the Gailican liturgy.

[1855 Anc. Lit. Gailican Ch. 42 margin. The beginning of
this Immolatio is probably borrowed from a Roman source, J

1872 Shipley Gloss. Eccl. Terms.

Imm.Oral. B, sb. Add : 2. An immoral
person.
1900 Pop. Sci. Monthly LVI, 459 Women..having their

finer sensibilities offended through the pnblic intrusion of
the immorals of the lower world.

Immoralism (imf7-raliz'm). [f. Immoral a. +
-ISM.] The reverse or negation of moralism ; a

system of thought or practice which rejects moral
law.
1907 Athenseum 23 Mar. 348/1 The system, .of Nietjsche,

with all its blasphemy and immoralism. 1918 Hibbert frnt.
Apr. 378The..sickly social idealism. .which treated themost
healthy immorality so much more harshly than it treated

the most unhealthy immoralisni. 1930 Streeter Primitive
Church V, 179 The theoretic basis of Gnostic immoralism
was a distinction between the ultimate Good God and the
more or less evil Creator of the material universe.

Im.mortable (im^-Jtab'l), a. [f. Immort(al-i-

-ABLE.] Having the capacity to live after death.

So Iminortabi'llty.
1922 J. Y. SiMPSOM Man <V Aitainvi. Immort. xiii. 275

The contention that eternal life.. is morally conditioned,
that man, in short, is immortablc rather than immortal.

1930 S. D. McCoNNELL(/rV/tf) Immortability. An Old Man's
CTonclusions.

Immortal, a. and sb. B, sb. Add

:

2, a. Also, a nickname for the 2nd Battalion,

the Duke of Wellington's Regiment.
X925 E. Fraseb & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words.

Imm-Une, a. (j/5.) Add : 1, Revived as a figura-

tive use of 2 r Wholly protected ^^jw something
injurious or distasteful,

X898 Mercikr in Brit. Med. jFml. 3 Sept. 586/1 There is

ibr every insane person a certain sphere 01 conduct for which
he ought to be entirely immune from punishment. 1900
Daily News 5 July 3/2 A man whose achievements should
render him immune from all mud throwing. 19*4 C H.
Lawrence England, my England 209 Among the graves,

she felt immune from the world.

2. Also : Serving to develop immunity. Immune
body, the substance developed during immunization
which gives the anti-serum its special character

;

the amboceptor. Immune proteid, any proteid

serving as a protection against disease, as an anti-

toxin or bacteriolysin. Immutte serum, the sertmi

which contains an antibody (see quot- 1907).
iQos MuiR & Ritchie Man. Bactcriol. (ed. 3) 465 In the

case of each anti-serum of this group a special immunc-body
is developed. 1903 Borland Med Diet. (ed. 3), Immun-
protcid, a substance formed in the body of animals on the

injection of an old bacterial culture by the union of the

zymose of the culture with the body albumin. 1907 S.

Arrhenius Immunochemistry j We obtain generally not

normal serum but scrum containing an antibody, which is

•specific 'to the injected body [.i.e. immune-serum). Ibid,

219 If the quantity of immune-body present is not very great.

X92t R. T. Hewlett Man, Bacieriol. (ed, 7) 207 The stable

constituent of immune serum is known as the * amboceptor *

or ' immune body *.

b. as sb. Also, an immune plant.

X909 Rep, Brit. Assoc. 764 All extracted immunes should
breetl true to this feature.

Im.milllify (imiw-nifai), v. [f. Immcnb fl.+

-IFY.] trans. To render immune. So ImTnuTit*

faclent (imiKnif^*Pent) a., producing immtmity

;

ImxnTinifactlou (imianifsck/an), the action of im-

munizing.
1901 Q. Rev. Apr. 402 The animal has become gradually

immunified to the specific poison. i9r3DoRLAND MedDict.
(ed. 7), Immunifacient, producing immunity : said of

diseases, such as diphtheria and typhoid, which for a lime

produce immunity against themselves. Immitnlftction,

immuniEation.

Imm-Tinize, v. Add : 2. To render (a system

of aerial communication) immune from interference,

1903 Daily Chron. 4 Aug. 5/3 Dr. Nikola Tcsla, the elec-

trician, has procured two patents for processes immunising

his system of ethcric telegraphy from external interference.
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Inunanizer (i-mi»n3i2sj). [f. Immunize ». +
-EB 1.] That which renders immone.
io»7 Daily Express i8 June p/i ' Inimuniscr ' for Cancer.

. . It may well be that chemical and medical research will
discover this natural immuniser, which will strengthen re.
sistance to cancer in all individuals.

ZmUTUlO- (imi»5ii<?), used as combining form oi'

Immune, ia chemical and pathological terms • as
Immnnoche-mlcal a., of or pertaining to im-
mnnochemistry. Immnnoche'inistiFy, that branch
of chemistry which studies the substances and
reactions concerned in immunization. Immnno-
to'zin, any antitoxin. Immn^notransfaslon, a
transfusion of blood from one who has been
immunized.
1901 DoRLAND Mid. Did. (ed. 2), Immunotoxin. 1907 S.

Akkhenius (/f//tfj Immunocbemtstry, 1935 C. H. Browning
IinmuMocfum, Stttd, I The term ' immunochemistry ', used
by Arrhenius suits well this department of research. liiiL
15 The immunochemical properties of serum. 1936 R. T
HRWLrrr Man. Bacterial, (ed. 8) 201 A method of immuno-
transfusion for the treatment of septicemia.. which is now
on trial.

Inuaunology (imianplodji). [f. Immune +
-OLOOT.] The science which treats of the pheno-
mena and canses of immunity. Hence Immnuo-
lo-gloal a. ; Immunolo-griealljr <z</zi. ; Inunnno'-
logist, one who studies immunology.
1916 Uiile) The Journal of Immunology. lUd. 1. 429 rute^

Presented before the meeting of the American Association
of Immiinologists, May, 1916. 1911 Karsner & Eckkr
Princ. Immunol. Introd. p. xiii, The history of immunology
as a science is distinctly modem. 1935 Literary Digest
<N. y.) 27 June 24/2 The hope that.. scarlet fever will soon
be classed with the companion scourge, diphtheria, as amen-
able to handling by the modern methods of the immunologist.
19>8 J. A. Kolmer in Jordan & Falk Ne^ver Knoral. Bacterial.
»f Immunal. xiio The question naturally arises whether or
not it is possible for us to aid immunological processes by
the administration of drugs. 1929 R. T. Hewlett in Sytt.
BtLcteriol. III. 375 Dickson had previously observed that
the Nevin cheese strain differed immunologically from other
strains with which he was working.

Imp, sb. 8. Add : imp-pole, a pole for snp-
poi-ting scaffolding.

i»7S Kmicht Diet. Mick.
Imp. Abbreviation of imperative, imperalor,

imperatrix, imperfect, imperial, impersonal, im-
primatur, imprint, improvement.
Impact, sb. allrib. Add : impact load, the

pressure caused by the impact of one body against
another ; impact screen (see quot.).
1918 C. F. S. Gamble fi'arik Sea Air Statian Introi. 10

Her two stream-lined gondolas. . were designed t«^ be capable
of sustaining severe "impact loads when alightiilg on water.
1909 H. I..OUIS Drissin;ofMinerals 42 The *Imgact Screen
. .consists of a screen usually of fine mesh and set at a rather
Steep angle, which receives downward jerks from a cam at
the rate of 600 per minute, the screen being thrown upwards
again by a spring.

Impact, V. Add : 3. intr. To make impact
with. Hence Impa'cting ///. a.

1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 95 No ping and smack of
impacting lead bailed about them. loaS ' Seamark ' Drum
River vi, Something impacted with a soft tiiuti against
Lingard's temple.

Impacted, ppl. a. Add : Surg., applied to a
tooth which remains within the jaw-bone, and to a
fracture in which the broken parts are driven to-
gether so as to become locked.
1884 T. Brvant Pract. Surg. (ed. 4) I. 652 The serious

results which may attend ptirulent inflammation about an
impacted wisdom tooth. 18S6 Buck's HandSi. Med. Set.
111. 254/2 Multiple, comminuted, and impacted fractures.

ftf Encyel. Brit. IX. 577/1 An impacted fracture is one
ip which the broken ends are driven together by the causa-
tive violence in such a way as to become locked.

Impaction. Add : Surg. (cf. prec).
1848DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (ed. 7), Impaction, a fracture

of the cranium, ribs, or sternum, with depression of some of
the fragments and projection of others externally. 1874
BucKNlLL & TuKE Man. Psychal. Med. 767 Impaction in
the pharynx. .admits of immediate relief, 1884 T. Brvant
Pract. Surg. (etL 4) I. 652 The impaction of a lower wisdom
tooth. 1890 BlLUtiGS Med. Diet., Impaction, ihc condition
of beipg wedged in and fixed in position; said of the fcetal
bead in the pelvis in certain cases, of fa:ces in a distended
bowel, of fragments of a fractured bone, etc
Impair, s6.^ Add: In Roulette (pronunc

{npfri,ano<ld number, oranumber marked 'impair'.
l8S4 Bain's Hand-bk. Games (1867) 348 (Roulette) The

impair wins, when the ball enters a hole numbered impair.
1891 Hoffmann's Cycl. Card I, Table Grimes 626 If he
places his money on Impair, he bets that the ball will drop
into an odd number. 190Z Encyel. Brit. XXXII. 304/1
Pair indicates even numbers, impair odd numbers.

Impala (,impa-ia, -psela). Also impalla(h).
{Zulu i-mpdlaj. (Cf. Pallah.)] A South African
antelope of the genus /Epyceros.
1896 KiRBv Haunts Wild Game 546 Impala of the Swazis

and Zulus, Palaof the Basuto. 1900 /»/</ 6 Jan. 25/1, 1 have
shot quite a number of imp.tla since, but have not been able
to secure a better pair of horns. 1907 Fitzpatrick 'jfack a/
the Buskveld 302 We sat like statues as the impala walked
out from its stall between Teddy's knees. 1931 Times Lit.
Su^pl. 3 Dec. 983/4 Graceful photographs of impalla, elantl,
and other antelope.

Impale, v. Add : 4. o. Jig. To transfir (a
person) with one's eye. Hence Impa'Ung ppl. a.
1877 ^0* Mathtr-in-Lam vi, Mtl Pinkeiton devot«l her.
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"'( '» ™P^'"« »»« with her eyes once in a while. 1903
l-rittc XLIU. 349/2 There was an impaling fierceness in his

Impalement. Add : 5. The act or fact of
being impaled upon rocks, the spikes of a gate, or
the like.

1887 Graphic 19 Mar. 307/2 His ship was rescued after
impalement on a rock. 1921 Coiitemp. Rev. Aug 272 Do
you remember climbing the gate and just avoiding impale-
ment ?

t» i-

Impasto. Add: 2. Ceram. Enamel colours
or slip laid on ware so thickly as to stand out in
relief from the surface.
1903 Solon Hist. O.Fr. Faience 18S.

Impastoed (impostoud), ppl a. Encrusted
with paste.

19.3 Blackw. Mag. May64r'2[He] thrust the point of his
paletie-knife under an impasto'd mass of paper.

Impedance. Add : Also attrib.
si)o% i mpedance coil [see 'Chokinc; Tibl. si. or pit a l

igiiitand. Rules Amer. Inst. Electr. Engin. 16 The ratio
of the internal impedance drop to the terminal voltage
expressed in per cent, is called the '— = J— --

drop ',

per cent impedance

Impeller. Add examples illustrating technical
or mechanical usages.
zgae, Elect. Rev. 27 Aug. 31B (Cent. D. Snppl.) It [sc. the

conoidal pump] is somewhat different from the ordinary
centrifugal pump, due partially to the widening of the pump
chamber to admit a special form of impeller. 1909 IVestm
Gaz.jo Nov. 5/1 The full movement on each impeller corre-
sponds to an angle of godeg. 1913 Daily Mail 13 July 12
Cooling IS by the thcrmo-syphon system assisted by a water
impellor.

Imperfection. Add

:

4. a. Printing, pi. Letters that are wanting in a
fount

;
types cast to make up a deficiency in a fount.

1681-s Feu. irt la Marshall 24 Oct. (MS.) The com-
positor upon Mr. Junius his lexicon wants several imper-

t?'°"A '''^' "" t:*"""' supply without his Matrices.'
1683 MoxoN Mech. Exere., Printing 381 When the
Founder has not Cast a proportionable number of each sort
of Letter, the wanting Letters are called Imperfections, as
making the rest of the Fount unperfect. 1771 Luckombe
^f':

Printing 243 Less occasion to cast imperfections,
which often prove very hurtful to a new fount of letter; as
they are seldom exact to the prior sorts. .: so that, was it not
for the eagerness of the Compositor, ..many a sort, cast for
perfecting, would be returned. 1808 SrowaiPrinters'Gram.
56 It should be an invariable rule with master printers to
examine imperfections before tliey go into the hands of the
compositor. 1888 Jacobi Printer? yacai.. Imperfections,
short sorts required to perfect a typefounder's bill for a fount
of a certain weight.

b. Bookbinding. A surplus or missing sheet of
a work.
1683 MoxoM Mech. Exere., Printing 345 He doubles or

quires up all the other heaps and .. writes upon them Imper-
fections of (the title of the book), and writes on it the signa.
ture of the sheet that is wanting. 1835 J. Hannett Biblia.
pegia I. 13 If any sheet is wanting or belongs to another
volume, or is a duplicate, the further progress of the work
must be suspended, till the imperfection is procured or ex-
changed. 1888 Jacobi Printers' Vacab., Imper/ectians,
sheets required by a binder to make good books imperfect
through bad gathering, collating, or spoiled sheets.

Imperial, a. and sb. Add: A. a<IJ. 2. C.
Designating certain decorations or orders.
190a EncycL Brit. XXXI. 340/1 The Imperial Service

Order was. .instituted on 26th June 1902, to commemorate
King Edward's coronation. Ibid., The Imperial Order of
the Crown of India is conferred for like purposes as Che
order of the Indian Empire.

d. Designating a policy or an institution con-
cerned with the development of commerce between
the constituent parts of the British Empire.
-*-- »„.^ w.r.

, "-^^ foundation of the
/<Si/. XXXI II. 393/.

„--, Imperial Trade Defence
League endeavour to promote inter- Imperial trade, /bid.
iSi/x On 4th July she laid the foundation stone of the Im-
perial Institute. 1927 Daily Tel. 5 Mar. 8/7 Appreciation
of the work of the Imperial Economic Committee and the
Empire Marketing Board for the development of the market
for Dominion produce in Great Britain. 1931 G. C. Tkvon
{title) Short History of Imperial Preference.

7. i'-iperi/tlpint {see PiUT ; examples).
1886 Facge Princ. tr Pract. Med. II. 199 Enough fruit

stones to fill almost an imperial pint measure. 1901 Christie,
etc. Catal. Wines, Turner-Parley 12 Three Dozen Imperial
Pints of Champagne.

B. s6. 5. A large size of photograph 6JxqJ
inches ; also attrib. of a frame.
189s Army ^ Navy Co-op. Sac. Price List 656 Suede

leather.. photograph frames.. Carte de Visite size .. Cabinet
size.. Imperial size.

8. (Earlier U.S. example.)
l84iA"n<V*w4o<ri«ri1/<^. XVII. 260Two wigs, moustaches,

an imperial, a gay vest.

9. jf>l. The City Imperial Volunteers who were
enlisted for the Boer War of 1899-1903; also, in
the war of 1914-18, a familiar name for British
troops.

1900 Daily Nems 19 Feb. 2/6 Well done. City Imperials.
1923 E. Fhaser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Wards.

Imperialine (impl.-rialin). CAem. [f. mod.L.
imperialis (see def.) Imperial a. -v -ins 5.] A
bitter colourless alkaloid found in the bulbs of
Fritillaria imperialis.
1889 MoRLir & Muui Wattf DUUChem. II. 751/1.

IMPOST.

Imphee. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1861 7-raar. ///. Agrie. Soc. IV. to8 When corn and Sorghum

have been cut down by frosts, one variety of Imphee beside
It has not been injured.

Impinge, v. 3. Delete Obs. and add example.
1910 Pracl,tioner}u\y 109 The striker's thumb.. impinges

the skull of his opponent.

Implausibility (implgzibi-Uti). Delete \Ois.
and add example.
1916 Boyd Freeman Towards the Answer Introd. 7 Per-

haps the thing is an impossibility or an implausibility.

Implementation (i:mpirment*i'j3n~i. [f. Im-
plement V. + -ATioN.j The action of implement-
ing

; fulfilment.

1926 Spectator 16 Oct. 627/1 The Irish delegation will

^L°%,' • .
"nplcii^n'ation of co-equality with the States of

the British Commonwealth.
Implode, V. 1. Add : Also trans.
1913 J. MuRRAV Ocean V. (1928)97 Only those parts of the

structure would be burst inwards ('imploded ') into which
water could not enter rapidly enough to equalise the pres-
sure on the two sides, say, of an iron plate.

Implore, zf. 1. C. Delete rare and add ex-
amples.
_z8so Smehley Prank Fairlegh xv, 'Gentlemen, don't
ring the bells, pray,' implored the old man. 1887 Marie
Corelli Thelma iiL ii, ' Let me go with thee ! ' he im-
plored, in broken accents. 1891 T. Hardy Group Noble
Dames, Barbara ofHo. of Grebe 101 'Oh, take it away—
please t.ike it away !

' she implored.

2. Later examples ; const, for (a thing), of (a
person).
1870 H. Smart Racefor Wife x. She flopped down on her

knees, and implored for mercy. 1904 Lillie T. Meadi
Lave Vrtump/tant Prol. ii, I implored of Granny to let us
leave the cottage.

Impolder (imp^u-ldai), V. [ad. Du. inpolderen

:

see Im-1 and PoldkkI.] trans. To make a polder
of; to reclaim from the sea.

1899 Pall Mall Gaz. 13 Apr. 4/2 This impoldering and
pumping, the raising and keeping of dykes and dams. 1901
Speaker 9 Mar. 633/2 It was about this time that Haarlem
Mere was impoldered. 1929 Encyel. Brit. XI. 648/1 A great
part of the Netherlands has now been impoldered. Ibid.
648/2 The largest impoldering scheme on record has now
been commenced.

Impoof, impoofo (imp«f, impafo). Also
ompofo, impophoo. [Zulu i-mpofu, f. mpofu
tawny.] The South African eland, Oreas canna.
C1789 Encyel. Brit. (1797) IV. 147/1 The Caffres call this

species ««/o/'(Ji and /o#i). riy^ Penny Cycl. II. 89/1 The
Canna, . . improperly called elnndor elk by the Dutch colonists
of South Africa, and impoof by the Caffres. 1875 Eruycl,
Brit. II. ioi/« The eland or impophoo {Boselaphus Oreas)
is one of the largest of the antelopes. i88z CasselCs Nat.
Hist. III. 21 T'he hunting of these creatures, known in South
Africa as the Impoofo.

Impoon (imp«-n). Also impoono. [Zulu
i-mptmzi.'] - Duikeii.
1868 Chambers's Encyel. X. 570/1, Impoon (Antilope or

Crphalopus mergens),..2. small species of antelope, very
plentiful in South Africa, in wooded districts.

Importee (import/), [f. Impoet z;. + -ee.] a
person imported from abroad.
1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. iv. vi. (1872) I. 315 Painter Pesne,

a French Immigrant, or Importee. 1888 Scott. Leader
19 Sept. 5 It was amongst the ' importees ' that the tow took
place.

Impos., colloq. abbreviation of Impossible.
Z914 Galsworthy White Monkey I. ix, If you're tired we

could cut that.' 'My dear I Impos. !*

ImpOSer. Add : b. Printing. One who im-
poses (see Impose v. i d).
igai Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 522 Stone hand, im-

poser ; imposes type^ which has been set up in page form,
in correct position in chase or iron frame, for printing in
sheets.

Impossibilist (impp'slbilist, -p()si'b-), a. and
sb, [l.lMPossiBLE-(--iST.] a. (?i^'. Of Or pertaining
to views, especially on social reform, which cannot
be put into practice, or to those who hold such views.
b. sb. One who holds such impracticable views.
So Impo-ssibtllsm, belief in such views.
1899 G. B. Shaw Pen Portraits f, Rev. (1932) 218 Two

volumes of the translation appeared before the firm paid the
penalty of its Impossibilism. 1900 F. Maddison in Speaker
3 Mar._ 502/1 Even amongst those who were but recently
inn>ossibilist politicians saner views are prevailing. 1906
Westm. Gaz. 8 Feb. 7/2 We are predicting no impossibilist
?3licy. 1909 Ibid. 17 .\pr. 16/3 Impossibilists in Labour

olitics. 1910 Daily News 3 Feb. 4/2 There is no fixed
hostility, and no impossibilism ofattitude. 1917 Chesterton
Short Hist. Eng. 76 An idealism akin to impossibilism.
tgai Public Opinion 29 July 107/1 In a world largely con-
trolled by fanatics, dreamers, and impossibilists, the one
thoroughly practical policy is that of the League of Nations
Union.

Impossible, o. and r*. B. sb. Add: 2. With
def. article : Tliat which is or seems impossible.
184s Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 291 He only holds Perfections,

which are but the impossible To other beings. 1895 C'tess
Martinenoo.Cesarksco Liberation of Italy xix. 394 Gari-
baldi., had always demanded the impossible of his men.
1904 Daily Chron. 6 May 7/5 The history of Christianity.

.

had been a triumph of the impossible. 1916 Hunekek Ivory,
Apes <v Peacocks 34 All three were consumptives. .; all three
suffered from the nostalgia of the impossible.

Impost, sb.'^ 1. Add attrib. examples.
xi6i Archil. Publ. Soc. Diet. Archil. III. 15/1 The decora-

tive impost, or point at which the ornamental impost mold*
ings are placed, is frequently below the springing. , . In soma



IMPBACTICALITT.

arcbways the impost point is ornamental with horizontal

moldings. 1901 Sturcis Diet. Archit.U. ^b^ liiifost Block,

a member which gives direct support to one side of an arch,

or to the adjoining parts of two arches.

Impracticality (impraektikreliti). [f. Im-

practical a. + -iTYr] The character of being im-

practical ;
impracticableness.

1916 H. Walpole Dark Forest I. iv, The Russian charac.

ter with its lack of restraint, its idealism, its impracticality.

igi^S J. BucHAN Dancing Floor II. x, The impracticality of

an entrance.. at that point.

So Impra'cticalness,

190S Macm. Mng. Nov. 55 He was accused of vagueness,

impracticalness, generality.

Impress, f.i Add

:

2. o. Electr. To create or establish (an electro-

motive force or difference of potential) in a conduc-

tor from some outside source, as a battery, dynamo,

or other electric generator.

1002 Webster Suppl. 19M [see next).

jfmpressed, ///. a^ Add : 2. Electr. Of a

current, electromotive force, or pressure : Supplied

to a circuit by some outside source ; distinguished

from counter, cuiive, or effective force, etc.

tgoa Webster Suppl. 1929 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 408/1

A small current flows into the excited winding sufficient

to produce a counter voltage equal to the impressed voltage.

Impression. Add : 7. In modem use, often

implying that the belief or idea is mistaken, esp. in

under the impression.

i860 RusKiN Unto this Last iv. ! 66, 1 believe that many
of our merchants are seriously under the impression that it

is possible for everybody, somehow, to make a profit in this

manner. 1865 — Sesame ii. § 86 Generally, we are under

an impression that a man's duties are public, and a woman's
private. 1867 Hook Lives Abps. V. xxi. 356 Under the

impression that they had been specially assisted by the saint.

9. impression paper, a paper bearing a design

which may be transferred by pressure to some other

substance ; impression-stitoh, an imitation of

sewed work on the soles of boots and shoes ; also

attrib.

1909 Daily ChroH. 2sMayg/i It is invaluable for applying

original or other designs which cannot be used with *impres-

sion paper. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *hnpre5sion

Stitch Machine, a machine for crimping the upper edge of

welts ofa boot or shoe to give it the appearance ofsewed work.

Impressionistic, a. Add : 2. Tending

towards or influenced by impressionism ; follow-

ing the methods of the impressionists.

1916 HuNEKER Ivory, Apes <V Peacocks 38 Laforgue . . was
an ardent advocate of the Impressionistic painters. 1921

Times Lit. Supfl. 24 Feb. H4/1 The impressionistic re-

porter who asked Mr. Edison what he considered the chief

mark of a truly valuable invention.

Impressionistically (imprejsni-stikali),

adv. [f. Impressionistic: see -icallt.] In an

impressionistic manner ; from the point of view of

an impressionist.

1^24 GAI.SWORTHY White Monkey 11. ii. When you smile.

Miss Collins, I see you impressionistically. 1924 Countries

of World III. 1507/1 Their flowers, .painted (iinpressionisti-

<^ally but with unerring truthof impression) in their frescoes.

X926 W. J. Locke Old Bridge l. i, X try to express myself.,

impressionistically.

Impressive, «• Add : 4. Psychol. Directed

inward.
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 65/1 My fear or anger may

chance to be expressive to another, but they are of necessity

impressive to me.

Imprimitive, "• Transfer ^iObs. to sense in

Diet, and add : 2. Math. Denoting a group whose
elements may be divided into sets having an equal

number of distinct elements, so that every substi-

tution either changes one set into another or inter-

changes the elements of a set among themselves.

Hence Imprlmltl'vlty.
1888 J. M. Pace in Atner. Jml. Malh. X. 298 Now a

group Xjf . . . Xrf in the plane is said to be imprimitive
when it leaves a family of curves. l88f Oskar Boi.za Il^id.

XI. 210 If they do form a group Q, this group will be im-
primitive with the two systems of imprimitivity xj, X2 . . . xr
and yi, y2...yr. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 121/1 If O,
O', O", . . is a set of objects in respect of which a group G is

transitive, it may be possible to divide the set into a number
of subsets, no two of which contain a common object, such
that every operation of the group either interchanges the
objects of a subset among themselves, or changes them all

into the objects of some other subset. When this is the case
the group is called imprimitive in respect of the set ; other-
wise the group is called primitive.

I'mprinted, ppl. a.* [f. Imprint sb. + -ed *.]

Bearing a bookseller's own imprint (Imprint ji.3).
\m6 Publishers' Weekly i-j July 181/2 A month before

publication 30^5,000 imprinted postcards had been asked for.

1927 Ibid. 25 June 2371 Imprinted brochures are now ready
for distribution.

Improperi'am.Cimprijpio-rium). PI. -ia. R.
Liturg. [late L., = reproach.] pi. A series of
antiphons with responses forming part of the litur-

gical service of Good Friday, expressing the re-

proach or sorrowful remonstrance of Christ with
the Jewish people ; sing, one of these antiphons
with its response.
1880 GroTie s Diet. Mus. II. i/i The Improperia arc sung,

very softly, and without any accompaniment whatever, by
two Antiphonal Choirs. X884 Addis & Arnold Cath. Vict.

496

405/1 During the adoration the ' Improperia ' are sung, each
iraproperium being followed by the Trisagion in Greek and
Latin.

Improve, v.^ 2. b. (Later U.S. example.)
1855 yrnl. Discourses II. 504 (Th.) Go and improve that

farm, though I do not deed it to you.

Improvexuent. Add : 2. b. (Later U.S-

example.)
1878 J. H. Beadle IVestern Wilds 43 (Th.) [The land] was

common, an' we owned jist the improvements.

7. attrib, and Comb. ; improvement lease, in

Australia, a lease granted under the Crown Lands
Act of 1895 with conditions of improvement to be
made by the lessee.

X900 Daily Nnus 16 May 5/3 The new improvement under-

takings of the Council. 1909 Daily Ckron. 30 Apr. 6/4 The
improvement values added by enterprise. Ibid. 7/7 Housing
and improvement schemes. 1909 Westvi. Gaz. 19 May 2/3
The sale of sites in improvement areas. Ibid. 4/1 The
trifling .amount of improvement-sites which their predecessors

have acquired.

Impsonite (i'mpsanait). Min. [-ite^ 2 b.]

(See quot. 1909,)
1909 Dana & Ford Dana's S^'st. Mtn. (ed. 6) App. ir. 55

Impsonite^ an asphalt closely similar to albertite but differ-

ing in being almost insoluble in turpentine. Found occur-

ring in veins in shalesfrom Impson valley, Indian Territory.

1915 RiES & Watson Etigineering Geol. (ed. 3) 585 Imp-
sonite. Oklahoma.

Impubescexit (impiwbesent), a, [f. Im-2 + Pu-
bescent.] Not pubescent
xpoa Proc. Zool. Soc. I. 186.

Impulse, sb. Add : L b. Bask imptilse (see

quot.)l

1873 F- T. Roberts Haiidbk. Mid. 368 Basic impulse (of

the heart] is observed in many cases where a cavity in the

apex of the left lung has contracted.

6. impulse charge, the charge ofpowder which
is fired to expel a torpedo from its tube ; impulse
tube, a tube serving to expel a torpedo ; impulse
turbine, a turbine working by the impulse of

fluid or air impinging on vanes or the like.

1878 CasseWs Fain. Ma^. 312/^2 Direction is given to the
torpedo by means of an iron *inipulse-tube built into the

vessel. 1885 Marine Engineer i Sept. 144/2 The fish tor-

pedoes lie side by side. Immediately behind them..are a
couple of 'impulse tubes'. 1880 EncycL Brit. XII. 524/1
In some turbines the whole available energy of the water is

converted into kinetic energy before the water acts on the
moving part of the turbine. Such turbines are termed *//«-

pjtlse Turbines. Ibid. 532/2 The theory of the impulse tur-

bine does not essentially differ from that of the reaction

turbine.

Impulsivity (imp»lsi'vTti). [f. Impulsive a.

-4- -ITT,] The character of being impulsive or of

acting on impulse ; impulsiveness. Hence Im-
pu'lslvlst, one who acts on impulse.

1891 C LoMBROso Man of Genius 348 The psychology
peculiar to the epileptic—impulsivity, double personality,

childishness. 1895 tr. M. Nordau's Degeneration 120 Moral
insanity, however, is not present in Verlaine. He sins

through irresistible impulse. He is an Impulsivist. X903

A. F. Chamberlain in Pop. Sci. Mofit/tly Mztr. 4tg (Cent.

D. Suppl.) In the execution of many of those acts denomi-
nated crimes tlie offender exhibits the phenomenon of a
brief period of violent activity, extreme impulsivity. 1923
Public opinion 24 Apr. 391/2 A man of exceptional ability

and yet of a febrile impulsivity.

Ixnpurify, v. Delete fObs. and add example.
tgo^ Daily Qhron. 19 July 3/7 Impure aeration that, .takes

place in dirty, foetid cowsheds impurifies it \sc, milk].

Impntedy ///• a. Add .* 3, Economics. Esti-

mated, valued in relation to something else. Im-
puted price ^ value (seequots.).

X9XJ Webster, Imputed valiiet Econ., the value that a
thing has merely for its utility in the production of some-
thing else;—called also derived value. ^ 29*9 Encycl. Brit.

XXII. 960/2 Imputed price., is an estimate of the amount
of money for which a given article or a given quantum of
goods could be sold or bought.

Imslli (i*™!"). Army slang. Also imshee,
imshy. [Local Arabic (Berggren).] Be off, go
away, shoo. Also as vb.

X916 Anzac Bk. 135/2 And the King-of-all-the-Huns said,

*It is enough, Imshee !
' Note, Imshee is the Arabic for *go

away '. The Australasian Corps, which had so far employed
it only to street hawkers in Cairo, used this war-cry on
April 25. Ibid, 136/1 So they imsheed. 19x9 Atheuseum
aS July 664/a * Imshy ', go away (generally corrupted into

something Hke *hampshire *).

In, prep. Add

:

12. d. Often dependent upon a superlative or a
commendatory epithet : Within the sphere of (a

particular class or order of things), colloq.

x866 RusKiN Crown Wild Olive iu § 53 The newest and
sweetest thing in pinnacles. X879 [see Thtng sb} 7]. 19H
W.J. Locke Glory of Clementina Wing ii, I may not be
the latest thing in dandyism.

39, b. Nothing, not much, little^ etc. in it : little

or no difference between competitors or any persons

or things that are compared, orig. Racing slang,

X9X4 Concise Oxf. Did. X917 [see *Much B, 2 h]. X9»9

S. E. Thomas Elevi. Econ. xxix. (ed. 4) 523 While in the

course of a year Britain imports considerable quantities of

gold, she also exports almost equally large quantities, and
on balance there is usually very little in it. Afod. Is it

nearer to go by Broad Street or High Street? There is not

much in it.

In, adv. Add : 5. d. Similarly, in phrases

implying incidental distribution, e.g. in places^

TN.

1905 Excellent in parts [see "Curate 2 b]. X9>4 Anne D.
Sedgwick LitUe French Girl \\. v, The long iron staircase

down the face of the cliff was almo<>t as steep as a fire escape
in places. I9«4 D. H. Lawrence England, my England 121

And I sensed I was a prisoner, for the snow was everywhere
deep, and drifted in places.

6. j. Well in, {a) Racing, Applied to a horse

which has been treated leniently bythehandicapper.

ib) In comfortable or easy circumstances, colloq,

orig. Austral, Also, profitably engaged in specu-

lation.

{.n) 1854 J. Mills Life Racehorse xvii. 111 The handi-
capper, .considerately classed me among the middle ones,

and awarded 6st. 12 lb. as my burthen. 'He's veil in,* said

my owner, ..'very veil in.' 1894 G. Moore Esther Waters
XXX, Are the 'orses he backs what you'd call well in ? 1898
A. E- T. Watson Turf i. 16 A horse which is well in in a
little handicap.
(^) 1891 [see Weix-in]. 190a Webster Suppl., J^^///«, en-

gaged in a profitable speculation in stocks ; said ofa speculator
whose purchases have risen considerably in value on his

hands. Hence, in a general sense, prosperous; well off;

well to do. {Collo^., Australia.) 1913 M. Roberts Salt

ofSea 158 If you am't lucky you're bound to be dbhonest,
,.if you means to be well in all the time.

k. Of fortune or luck : Favourable. (Cf. Oct
ctdv. 23.)
1901 A. E. W. Mason Clementina i, His luck for the

moment was altogether in.

12. a. in-maintenance, maintenance for a per-

son living in a workhouse or the like.

x88s Encycl. Brit. XIX. 475/2 Relief given in a workhouse
is termed ' in (or indoor) maintenance relief. 1905 Daily
Ckron. 1 Sept. a/5 For every ;£ i spent on out-relief in 1902-3
no less than £,^ 12s. 4d. was expended on in-maintenance.

b. in-side Cricket ^ the side which is batting;

in-work, one who has work,
1883 Pardon .A ustralians in Eng. 16 Matters are going

wrong with the in-side. X9a4 Galsworthy White Monkey
I. xii, The out-of-works and the in.works.

In, sb. Add :

2. Ins and outs. b. Those who are constantly

entering and leaving the workhouse. Cf. in-and-

out class, etc . (s.v. In and out 4 in Diet . and below).

X884 Daily News 10 Dec. (Ware) There are considerable

numbers of paupers .. who find the workhouse a convenient

retreat on emergency... They are known familiarly as 'the

ins-and-outs *. 1896 Fep. Poor Law Schools Comm. xi. 71

The fluctuating class of children whose parents frequently

discharge themselves from the workhouse and in a few days
seek readmission. These cases are known among Poor Law
officials as ' ins and outs '. 1905 Rep. Brit. Assoc, 467 ITie

*ins and outs* of Great Britain have characteristics which
may be described as nomadic.

In. Latin preposition. Add
in a*ntis. Class, Arch. (lit. between antse). De-

noting a building in which the side walls are pro-

longed beyond the front and the pilasters terminat-

ing them are in line with the columns of the fa9ade.

X849W. Smith Diet. Gr. .5- Rom. Antig. (ed. 2) 1105/2

There were never more than ten columns in the end portico

of a temple; and when there were only two, they were
always arranged in that peculiar form called tn antis, 1875

Encycl, Brit, II. 388^2 Temples in Antis, with a portico of

two or four columns in fronL

In arti'ciilo mortis, at the point of death.

1596 [see Diet. at]. X617 J. Chamberlain in Crt. 4- Times
Jas. /(1848) II. 1 The late lord chancellor left this world,

being visited in articulo mortis, or not full half an hour
before. x8as Scott Talisman xxviii. Nor did I mention it

save in articulo mortis., to yonder reverend hermit. 1919
Encycl. Brit. VI. 231 /i Those under discipline were allowed

to receive the eucharist when in articulo mortis.

in contuma'ciam, applied to sentences given

against persons in contempt.
1918 Wireless World VI, 156 It was only because they were

for the moment beyond reach of the Italian Courts that they
were condemned in contumaciam. i9«3 Westm. Gaz. aS

Dec, Several of these verdicts were passed in contumaciam.

in co'rpore, ^ ^in vivo,

X90S [see *in vitro].

in flagra-nte deli'cto in the very act.

[x6xaSHELTON^«i.r. in.viiL 190 All was done in Flagrante,

there was no leisure to giue me torment, the cause was con-

cluded.] 177* Junius Lett. II. Ixviii. 314 A person positively

charged with feloniously stealing, and taken in flagrante
delicto, with the stolen goods upon him, is not bailable. 1876
Xx.Bened^ns Anim. Parasites (tBZj) 2 The sharper passes for

an honest man as long as he has not been taken injiagrntite

delicto. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 10 Mar. 209/1 The con-

spirators were caught tnflagrante delicto.

in lo'co (J)),
ill the place, locally.

1908 Practitioner Jan. 22 Some toxin either generated in

loco.. or reaching the skin from some distant focus of

disease.

in ncmine, in the name (of) : applied to (a) a

motet or antiphoa in fugal style, probably so called

because originally used of a composition set to a

text in which these words occurred, e.g. the Introit,

* In nomine Jesu *, the Psalm * Deus, in nomine

tuo ' ; (^) a free fugue in which the answer does

not exactly correspond to the subject.

1636 C. Butler Princ. Music 91 The In-Homiru*s of

Parsons, Taverner, D. Ty, etc. X876 Stainer & Barrett
Diet. Mus. Terms s.v., The in nomines which exist are

chiefly the production of composers of the i6th centurj*.

in re", in the matter of, referring to, - Re sb^
T^&SAthemeum 20 Nov. 671/2 The alleged * misrepresenU-

tion' i«rr Squeers v. Bentley. X896 Ellen Terry / ttt. to

G. B. Shaw 7 Dec (1951), What do you mean by saytDg (in

re The Philanderer) it is dull and bestial?



I1S-. INCONSCIENTLY.

In aecnlo, in the world (as opposed to *in

religion ')•

X93a iV, ^ (?, 9 Jan. 24/1 The legal point, the position of
a tenant whose co-parcener has entered a religious house but

has not yet professed, i.e.» is yet in seculo, is alone considered.

in sta'tn puplUa'ri : as a pupil or ward ; under

scholastic discipline; at the universities, designat-

ing all who have not the degree of Master.
a 1856 in Nrwsp. <$ Geit, Reader^s Comp, 5 571 A young

Englishman .. while still in statu pupillari. x86o Ottce

a Week ai July 95/2, I fully admit that in later years we
are all of us apt to grow sentimental about the traditions

of our respective schools— I merely deny that we do so

whilst we remain in statu pupillari. 186a Thackeray
Philip xxxix, Other young women who are kept by over-

watchful mothers too much itt statu pupillari. i88x

Standard 25 Dec. 5 (Stanford) Academic and urban mag-
nates, fellows, and tutors have predominated over guests

who are in statu piipillaru 1903 'Sigma ' Personalia \ti
One of those dusky potentates in statu pupillari^ who were
nearly always represented at the Master's dinners. 1930
Sunday Times \t Oct. 26/a The possession of a motor-car
makes it easy for a person in statu pupillari to spend a
large part of his existence elsewhere than in the University.

in n't«TO, in the uterus or womb, unborn.
I7»8 Chambers Cycl. 5.v. Generation, For that Dr. Harvey

could never disco\cr any thing of it in utero, 1795 W.
TuRNBULL in Mem. Med, IV. 364 {title) A Case where the
Small-Pox was communicated from the Mother to the Child

in Uiera xS6a A. Meadows Matt. Midit-i/ery (1871) 156

The placenta, which . .still remains for awhile in utera S90S
EncycL Brit, XXIX, 259/1 The embryo in utero.

In Ti'tro, in a glass, within a test-tube : denoting

bacterial and other cultures grown in the laboratory.

1901 H. E. Durham in Jpil. Exper. Med, V. 355 Serum
obtained by immunising with one race did not necessarily

give more than a trace of reaction in vitro and none whatever
ID vivo when tested with another race. 1905 ^^P'^ Brit.

Assoc. 553 The nature of the substance contained in the

serum was discussed. In vitro it has little power. In cor-'

Pore, . . the amount . . necessary .. is of no consequence. 1905
Daily Ckron. 9 Oct. 5/4 Experiments 'in vitro*. 19«S
C. H. Browning Immunockem. Studies 14. These alcoholic

extracts possess the property of reacting with heterophilc

antibody in vitro,

in vi*vo, in the living body : denoting cultures

and reactions occurring in the living body.
(901 [see prec.l. 1908 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 742 Experiments

in vivo and vitro lead to the coturlusion that 'Atoxyl*..
combines with the proteins and acts in forms of this com-
bination, ij^ Practitioner Mar. 39a Normal leucocytes,

exposed in vitro and in vivo to the action of such leucotoxins

present in the serum of animals, which have been exposed
to Roentgen-rays. 1995 C. H. Browning Imntunocketn.
Stitdits t4 They are.. practically incapable of generating
the antibody in vivo.

\nr^pref\ Add: b, Geom. = Inscribed///, a.

3, as in in-conic, in'hexagon, *lN-caNTBB, In-cibcle,

In-pababola, In-polyoon, etc.

InactiTate (inscktiv^tt), v, [f. Inactivk +
-ATE i*.] trans. To render inactive. Hence In-
activatlon.
1906 DoRUVKD Med, Diet. (ed. 4), fnactivation, the destruc*

tion of the activity of a serum by the action of heat or other

means. 1913 l&id. {kA. 7), Inactivate^ to render inactive j

to destroy the activity oC 1917 Haloane& Huxlev^«z/«.
Biol. 189 When unaccustomed proteins enter their system^

they [ic. the higher animalsl.. destroy or inactivate them.

Ixiactivei a. Add ; b. Ckem. Of isomeric

forms of certain crystalline organic compounds

:

Having no effect or action on, causing no rotation

in the plane of, poLirized light ; optically neutral.

1857 MiLLEH Elem. Chem., Org. 734 It \sc a modification

of tartaric acidl has been termed by Paiteur, inactive tar-

taric acid, in allusion to its want of action upon polarized

light. 1^19 [see "InactoseI. 19SO Discovery Nov. 330/2
Pasteur, .found the lo<u inactive add of Mischerlicb, known
as paratartaric or racemic acid.

Xnactose (inae'ktJ«s). Chem, [f. *IyACT(ivE b
+ -osE

'^.J
An inactive syrupy sugar derived from

cane sugar by treatment with silver nitrate and sub-

sequent heating and evaporation.
i88a Jrnl. Chem. See, XLII. 490 Inactose may be easily

obtained by the action of equal weights of normal sugar and
silver nitrate in concentrated solution. 1889 Morlet^ &
MuiR l^atts* Diet. Chem. II-751/1 Inactose.. .This inactive

sugar may be formed bv dissolving silver nitrate in a sola*

lion of cane-sugar in water.

Znaja (inad.^a). [Tupi.] In full inaja palm :

A tall palm. Maximiliana regia, which grows in

the Amazon region.
186a Matne Rrm Odd People 8a. 1866 Treas. Bot, II.

726/1 The Inaji Palm of the Amazon.

Xn and out* adv. 4. Add : in andoutfamily

,

a family constantly entering and leaving a work-
house ; in-and-out shop (London colloq.), a shop
through which one can walk in and out along a
passage, where the goods are hungup for inspection;

in and out work, work which is not continuous,

Cf. im and outs (*lJf sb, 2 b).

1903 Westm. Cos. 29 Sept. lo/i If his engagements are
only for particular plays—*in and out* work. 1904 Daily
Chron.i^ June 9/1 C)nc notable 'In and Out* family entered

and discharged itself sixty-two times from a London work-
bouse in one year.

Inanffa (rnaija). Also inaka. [Maori inaka,

inanga.J a. Any of several New Zealand and
Tasmanian freshwater fishes of the family Galaxi-

ida ; also, the New Zealand smelt or whitebait,

Sdppt.

Retropinna rickardsont, b. 'In Samoa, the fry

of a sea fish which makes its appearance at the

mouths of rivers for a fortnight in August and is

a much-prized delicacy' (Funk*s Stand. Diet. 1928).
1845 E. J. Wakefield Adv. N. Z. II. 100 This fish is

called hinanga [sic], and resembles Blackwall white-bait in

size and flavour. 1896 Australasian 28 Aug. ^07/-^ (Morris)
About the same size as this fish Is the ' inaka * much used
for bait

Ina-ngiilated, ppl. a. Ent, [f. In- a -j. An-
GULATEdTj Angled inwardly.
1898 Proc. Zool. Soc. 17 May 441 The inner stripe more

or less strongly inangulated below median vein, the outer
stripe zigzag,

Inappositeness (inse-p^zitnes). [f. Inappo-
site + -NESS.] The character or quality of being
inapposite.

1893 Saltus Mada^n Sapphira y> With an inappositeness
which afterward was to occur to Neyius as curious. 1895
W. J. LocKtt At Gate 0/Samaria xii, The words estranged
them still further. They were pathetic in their ludicrous
inappositeness.

Inaptic (inse-ptik), a, [f. In- 3 + *Aptic.] (See
quot. s.v. Aptic.)
Inarticulacy (inajti*ki(!?lasi). [f, Inabticu-
LATB + -CY.] Inarticulateness.

1911 Ohserrter xx Sept. 10/2 That it has not done so.. we
must ascribe., to the inarticulacy of tlie scientist himself.

19*7 Sadleir Trollppe 41 He has virtually entreated her
forgiveness for his inarticulacy.

Inanffural. B. sb, (Earlier U,S. examples.)
X83X Deo. Congress 5 May 2778, I turn now to the other

points in the inaugural. i84iinT.W.Barncs/'/^/«. Thttrlovn
Weed (1884) 91 The inaugural does not meet expectations.

Inau^Xirate, v. 1. (Later U.S. examples).
1905 D. G. Phillips /*/«/« 7*«* 380 We stayed there until

Scarborough was inaugurated.

InatLgnration. 1. (Later U.S. example.)
1905 D. G. Phillips Plum Tree 314 It was now less than

a month before inauguration.

4. attrib. Inauguration day, (U.S. example.)
1893 Kate D. Wicoin Polly Oliver xvii. (1894) 165 As it

chances to be a presidential year, we will celebrate Inaugura-
tion Day.

Inboard. A., adv. (Earlier U.S. examples,)
1830 J. F. Cooper Water Witch IIL vii. Assured of the

position of his enemy, he returned in-board. 1851 H. Mel-
ville Moby Dick cxxxv. (1926) 563 Two of them clutched
the gunwale .. and .. hurled themselves bodily inboard
again.

In-book (i'nbuk). [In adv, la.] In the London
bankers' clearing-house, the account-book in which
cheques and bills cleared agaiust his bank aic

entered by the in-clearer ; an in-clearing book.
1884 HowARTH Clearing System \r. 53 The in-clcarera

take with them the * in-books and at once enter the various
charges under the headings of the several banks.

Inc., U.S. abbreviation of Incorporated.
1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1926 Amer. Speech July, Advt. 2

Wavcrley Press, Inc. 19*8 Publishers' Weekly 16 June
»45i/i The retail business will beknownas 'Dutton's, Inc.'.

Incaean (iokajf-an), a. » Incan. Also Zncaio
(irjk^-ik), Incarlan (iijke»Tian) adjs^
1880 Cable Gra?tdissimes iv, 23 PoBsibly between the two

sides of the occipital profile thcremay have been an Incaean
tendency to inequality. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.^ Incaic,
Incarian. iya6 Glasgov/ herald 30 Jan. S The ruins of an
ancient Incaic village.

Incallosal (inkal^Fu-sal), a. Anat. [f. In-3

+ 'Callosal 0.3 Of the brain : Having no corpus
callosum.
X90X DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. a), /«^<z//(}fa/, characterized

by absence of the corpus callosum^and usually by consequent
idiocy.

Incandescent, a. Add : Also sb. An incan-

descent lamp or burner.

19*5 C. R. Cooper Lions V Timers v. 143 The great,

empty building, where only a few incandescents gleamed
dully.

Incamant (inka*Jn5nt), (2. {sb^ [f. Incarn
V, -f -ANT 1.] That promotes healing of a wound
or granulation ; also as sb.^ a substance or agent
which promotes healing.

X90X DoRLAND Med, Diet.

Incendivity (insendi'vTti). [f. the stem of L.
incendere to set on fire, kindle + -IVITT,] The
ability of a spark to effect ignition.

1935 H. F. Coward & R, V, Wheeler Ignition 0/ Fire'
damp 00 The ignition of firedamp by a spark the incendivity

of which depends entirely on Its capacity component, /bid,

31 An increase In the inductance, or in the applied voltage,
Increases the incendivity of the flasli.

In-centre (i*nsentaj), Gcom, [f. *lN-lb +
Centue sb."} The centre of an inscribed circle,

x88a C Smith Conic Sections (rgio) 351 The three external
bisectors of the angles of a triangle meet the opposite sides

in three points on a straight line which is perpendicular to

thejoin of the in-cenirc and circum centre. 1904 H. S. Hall
& F. H. Stzvzns School Ceom. m. 204 Given the base and
vertical angle of a triangle, find the locus of the in-centre,

Incbf sb,^ Add : 2- An inch of cold iron or

steel, a stab with a sword or dagger, (Cf. Inch
V, 2, quot, 1868.)

4. a. Inoh-worm (example).
1881 Harper's Mag. Oct. 656/r A wriggling inch-worm,.

.

awaiting,,an c^portunity to measure the length of your
DOSC

Incidence. 4, Add: Angle of incidence {V)^

the angle which the chord of the wing of an aero-

plane makes with the relative direction of the un-
disturbed air current.

X916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks 60 The most efficient

angle of incidence varies with the thrust at the disposal of

the designer, the weight to be carried, and the climb-velocity

ratio desired. 1987 C I* M. Brown Conquest ofAir 45
The wings, tilted slightly upward (the measU're of this tilt

is known as the * angle of incidence *)•

Incidental, a. Add : 1. d. Incidental ad-

vertisements (see quot.),

1931 Times Lit. Suppl, 20 Aug. 636/3 ' Incidental ' adver-
tisements, advertisements.. which are printed in a separate
gathering from the body of the book and sewn in at either

the end or the beginning.

Incidentalist (inside*ntalist). [f. Incidental
+ -1ST.] One who describes or insists on what is

merely incidental and not essential.

1904 Z?az'/v Chron. 19 Nov. 3/1 Mr. Palmer may be described
as an * incidentalist *, 1924 H. E. Fosoick Mod. Use Bible
163 Folk who insist on that kind of literal inerrancy in ancient

documents are not Fundamentalists at all ; they are IncI'

dentalists.

Incidentality (itnsidentse'llti). [f. Inci-

dental a, -J- -ITY.] The quality of being incidental,
179X Ann. 1st Congress (1834) II. 1942 Hence the inci-

dentality of this authority to the mere existence of Govern-
ment is inferred.

Inclinometer. Add: 2. b. An instrument
for measuring the inclination to the horizontal of a
flying machine,
1913 Captain Sept. 1069/2 An inclinometer, to show the

angle of ascent or descent. 1917 C. G. Turner Aircraft cf
TO'Day y'\u 112 The inclinometer has been largely super-
seded.

Inclusnm (inkl«-som). Zool. [mod.L.] An
individual belonging to a group of bivalve molluscs
having the mantle cavity open at the anterior ex-

tremity or near the middle only.
X914 Brit. Mus, Return 201 The mounting of the amber

inclusa In glass cells.

Incohesion (ink^jhr^an). [f. In-s -i- Cohesion.]
Want of cohesion.
i88a H. Spkncer Princ. Social, v. II. 277 Our own Indian

Empire.. held together by force in a state of artificial equi-
librium, threatens some day to illustrate by its fall the inco-

hesion arising from lack of congruity in components. I92'«

Public Opinion 17 Mar. 244/2 The interminable vacillation,

procrastination and incohesion of the Government at home.

Income, sb,^ 6. Add :

JVational income : the income of a nation as a

whole, spec, the aggregate amount available for

distribution among the agents of production,
xSjS £ncycl. Brit. VIII. 258/1 The income tax returns

given in the preceding tables furnish important materials for

ascertaining, if only approximately, the national income of
England. ig»S S. E. Thomas Elem. Ecoiu, xvi. 214 The
total of the national income represents not only the reward
which flows to land, capital, labour and enterprise : It is also
the total available in the hands of all members of the com-
munity for purchasing goods and services. 1931 Times Lit.
Suppl. 19 Feb. 124/2 The national income may be divided

into the income (wages, salaries and interest) of the pro-

ducers of capital and consumable goods respectively.

Income-tax. Add : Also attrib.

1878 Income tax returns [see *Incomej^.' 6]. X90> EucycU
Brit. XXXIII. 194/2 An Income Tax Code. 1909 Westm.
Caz. 24 SepL 5/3 Returns may be demanded in every income-
tax district in which a person may reside. 19*7 Bowley &
Stamp Hat. Income 1^34 17 * Income-Tax ' Income exceeds
ordinary Income under certain heads, since It includes inter
alia various losses which do not come out In the assessment.

Incoming,//A dt. Add: e. Ofgame: Flying

towards the sportsman.
1893 Grpenf.r Breech-loader an It often happens that In-

coming and motionless ground game is shot over.

Incompatibility. 1. (Early example of

phrase.)
X799 in Ann. yth Congress a Sess. 75T Independently of

the opinions strongly expressed, there appears to me an /«-

compatibility of temper.

Incompensated (ink^'mpens^ited), a. Path,

[f, I:i-3 + C0MPEN3ATED ///. «.] Lacking com-
pensation. (Cf. Compensation" i c.) SoI:ncom-
peiLSMtion (Dorland 1901).
a X9e» Buck's Handhk, Med. Sci. I. 564 (Cent. D. Suppl.)

.\ny of the organic heart lesions when incompensated may
be followed by ascites.

Incompetence. Add

:

2. b. Path. Inadequacy, insufficiency, lack of

adjustment ; spec, of the valves of the heart when
they allow blood to regurgitate,

X876 [see Diet., sense 2]. 1890 F. Taylor Man. Pract.
Med. (1891) 468 Incompetence of the aortic valves gives rise

to a murmur during the dilatation ofthe ventricle. 190X Dor-
land Med, Diet. (ed. 2) s.v., Pyloric i\ncompetence\ passage
of food undigested into the IntestiJie.

InconquerablCt «. Delete "^Obs, and add
examples.
X90S Daily Chron, 4 Oct. 5/1 An Inconquerable penchant

to conspiracy. 192X Edin, Rev. July 134 That rather

ticklish matter, the government and command of the British

Empire Navy,, does not present inconquerable obstacles to

be overcome.

Inconsciently (inkf^-njiantli), adv, [f. In-

CONSCIENT a. + -LT ^.] Unknowingly,
1913 Glasgtno Herald 18 Oct. ii/i They stood, incon-

sciently perhaps, for some of the priceless intangible things

32



INCO-ORDINATED.
vitbont which the millennium would he a sterile »nd bitter

anti-climax. 1919 R. Bridges Test. Btauty iv. 621 Held by

the inborn love of Beauty inconsciently Of preference to

bnitate the more beautiful things.

Inco-ordinated, a. (Exainples.)

1885 F. Waknek Phys. Ex^tssioit 71 Co-ordmaled move-

menu and inco-ordinated movements. 1911 W. James Mtm.

^ Stud. ix. 218 There was no appearance of general dismay

and little of chatter or of inco-ordinated excitement.

IncorporatorsMp (ink/-jp6r«it3Jjip). [In-

COBPOBATOB 2.] The position of an incorporator.

1873 ' Mark Twain ' & Warner GitiUd Art xlii, It would

be more money in my pocket, in the end, than my brother-

in-law win get out of that incorporatorship, fat as it is.

Incorrectitnde (ink^re-ktiti»7d). [f. lN-3 +
*CoBBECTiTUDE.] The State of being in the wrong

in one's conduct or behaviour.

1898 lyestm. Caz. 4 Oct, 2/2 We are certain that it is rot

wise to adopt this position of positive incorrectitude. /Sid.

10 Nov. 2/3 He is brought round to own the incorrectitude

of calling Mr. Gladstone a spider.

Increasing^,///, o. Add: csp. in /aw of in-

creasing rcturnif) : the observed fact that in certain

manufactures and industries the expenditure of

labour or capital up to a certain point produces a

more than proportionate corresponding return.

1890 A. Marshall Princ. Econ, iv. xiii. I. 379 While the

part which Nature plays in production conforms to the Law
of Diminishing Return, the part which man plays conforms

to the Law of Increasing Return. 1925 S. E. Thomas EUin.
Econ. X. 114 The Law of Increasing Returns.. states that

the expansion of an industry, in which there is no deartli of

the necessary agents of production, tends to be accompanied
by increasing returns.

Increment. Add : 4. c. (See quot.)

X905 Terms Forestry \ Logging 14 Increment^ the volume
or value of wood produced during a given period by the

growth of a tree or of a stand.

6. aitrib.

1909-10 Act 10 Edv>. VII c. 8 5 2 (i) The increment value
of any land shall be deemed to he the amount (if any) by
which the site value of the land, on the occasion on which
increment value duty is to be collected . . , exceeds the original

site value of the land as ascertained in accordance with the

general provisions of this Part of this Act as to valuation.

Incmstive (inkro-stiv), a. Geol. [f. Inobust
^ -IVE.] Of or pertaining to the crust of the earth

or to the formation of a crust.

1893 Jas. Geikie in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 795 _Hc [sc. Prof. A.
Winchell) was of opinion that the Iransmeridional progress

of the tidal swell tn early incrustive times on our planet

would give the forming crust structural characteristics and
aptitudes trending from north to south.

Incndal (i'nkiwdal), a. [f. L. incus, incudem
anvil + -AL.] Of or pertaining to the Incus. Also
I-aeudate a., (a) having an incus; (*) designating

a forcipate type of mastax in rotifers in which the

mallei are absent.

1890 Billings ^led. Diet., Incudal. 1896 M. Hartog in

Camb. Nat. Hist. II. 211 In Asplanchnida the rami are
large and hooked, constituting the ' incudate ' mastax.

Incndo- (inki«'d«), before a vowel inoud-, com-
bining form of Incds, in terms denoting the asso-

ciation of the incus with another part, as incudo-

ma'lUal, incu4o-slapfdial, incwdo-tympa-nic adjs.

1890 Billings Med. Diet, 1908 Practitioner Jan. 123 The
lax membrane resting upon the inner tympanic wall and
incudo-stapediul articulation.

Incnnabulist (inkianse'biiiflist). [f. Incdna-

BOLA + -1ST.] One who collects or is interested in

incunabula.
1923 S. Gaselee in Library Mar. 306 It will he duly re-

corded in what will some day be the magistral authority for

all of us incunabulists. igaS Ibid. Sept. 163 The incunabu-
list has to stop at the threshold of the year 1501.

In-cnrl (i-nkwl). Curling, [f. In adv, +
CuEL sb.l = *lNTDEJr sb. 4.
X903 Westin, Gaz. 31 Jan. 3/1 The secret of the game is to

be able to play the * out-curl or in-curl' as the skip may
direct.

Incurve (i-nkoiv), sb. Baseball, [f. Incurve
v.^ The bending or curving of a ball inwards (i.e.

across the front of the batsman) ; the course of such
a ball ; a ball pitched so as to curve to the right.

X906 Spaldin^s Base Ball Guide iia An In-curve..is a
ball which curves in towards the batsman as he stands in his
position.

Ind- (ind) = Indo-^. I'ndamine, one of a
series of weak synthetic bases of the type of phenyl-
ene blue, the salts of which are unstable blue
and green dye-stuffs. Inda'ntlirane, a resistant

dye-stuff resembling natural indigo in its pro-
perties. I-ndazine, (a1 = *indazole

;
(i) a dye

^M^23^4^'> allied to the safianines. I'ndaxole,
a crystalline nitrogenous compound, CjHjNj, pre-
pared chiefly from a hydrazine derivative of cin-

namic acid. Indaoy-llc a., of or belonging to

indazole. I-ndene, an oily hydrocarbon, C,Hj,
obtained by the fractional distillation of coal-tar.
1888 Jrnt. Chem. Soc. LIV, 949 *Indamines and Indo-

phenols- i83^ Morley & Muir Watts' Diet. Chem, II.

751/2 Indamme hydrochloride. 1903 Jrnl. Chem. Soc.
LXXXIV. I. 446 Both *indanthreneand its bromiated deri-
vative give the same substance, CsgHigOaNj. 19M Glasgo^v
Herald 11 May 8 The discovery of indanthrene blue. Ibid.,

Colours of the indanthrene series. 1891 Jml. Chem. Soc.
LX. II. 1047 ^Indazine, a blue dye obtained by treating

498

nitrosodimethylanilinewithdiphenylmetaphenylenediamine,
is the hydrochloride of a base which has many properties in

common with the safTraniiie bases, but which, hke the indti-

lines, is free from oxygen. 1884 Ibid. XLVI. 441 *Indazole
crystallizes in colourless needfes which melt at 146*5*. 1904
Ibid. LXXXVl. 1. 690 Formation of I ndazoles from Nitrated
(^•Methylated Amines. 1903 Nature \j Dec. 167/2 A new
mode of formation of the *indazylic derivatives. 1889 Jrnl,
Chem. Soc. LVI. 984 Synthesis of "Indcnc-dcri\*atives.

Indefinable, a. {sb.) B. sb. Add

:

X9a7 LiNDEMANN Physics in The Mind 137 Though the so-
called physical laws will be in general consistent with reality,

there is no certainty that the indefinables employed in their

statement, .have any fundamental significance beyond their

appeal to the mental preferences, .of the physicist. Ibid. 139
The commonest indefinables used in physics are space and
time. 193s — Phys. Signif. Quantuni The. 12 The inde-

finables upon which all our thought processes depend. Ibid.

14 The three indefinables commonly used in physics are
length, time, and mass.

Independable (indepe-ndab'l), a. [f. In-3 +
Dependable.] Not dependable j untrustworthy ;

not to be depended ttpon,

x8o] Bemtham Let. Dnmont Wks. 1843 X. 388/1 All

Frenchmen are independable upon. 1897 Gtog. yrnl. Feb.
122 This lady is.. capricious, independable, and exacting.
xoit S. Graham Eurofie— Whither Bound? xviL 210
Knglish action is so sluggish and so independable.

Independence. 3. IndependenceDay {tzxXi^t

example).
X84X Knickerbocker Mag. XVII. 276 The enthu.siasm

which is annually rekindled . . by the return of * Independence
day *,

Independent, a. Add: 1. C. Independent
Day =a prcc.
i8o3Eu2A S. Bovin^Girrs Life Eigki:^ Yrs. ageiiZZZ) i6i
We are in expectation of great entertainment on fourth of
July—Independent day ! as they laugh at us Yankees for

calling it, 1840 R. H. Dana Se/. Mast xxxi, Monday,
July 4th. This was ' independent day ' in Boston.

5. b. Indepemient Labour Party (abbrev. I.L,P. :

see *I. III. d) : the title of the political organiza-

tion founded at Bradford in January 1893 by James
Keir Hardie as an offshoot of the Social Democratic
Federation, for the support of parliamentary candi-

dates of approved socialistic views.

Indestructible, *?• Add : Used subst. An
indestructible thing.

ax86i T. WiNTHKO?Z{/t in Open Air (1863) 17 My pair

of these indestructibles [sc, socks] will outlast my last legs,

x88o J. Ross Hist. Corea x. 332 The things used in the
evening sacrifice are to be removed,. .but spirits and inde-

structibles may remain.

Indeterminate, <<• Add : 2. e. Indeter"

minaie sentence^ a sentence in a criminal case which
leaves the prisoner's release dependent on his con-

duct and on the probability of his amendment.
Indeterminate vowel, the * obscure* vowel (a), mid-
mixed-wide; = Sheva 2,

1888 King & Cookson Sound ^ lufl. Greek 4- Latin 70
The same indeterminate vowel appears in Sk., where tt is

called a svarabhakti vowel, 1894 Lindsay Latin Lang. 257
The obscure or indeterminate vowel (like the Hebrew sli'va),

Indetexrminist. Add ; Also att?zb. = Inde-
termini*Btic <z.f of or pertaining to the doctrine of

indetcrminism.
1907 W. James Pragmatism 117 The chaplet of my days

tumbles into a cast of disconnected beads as soon as the
thread of inner necessity is drawn out by the preposterous
indeterminist doctrine, X9M A. G. Hogg Redemptioti/rom
this IVortd 243 Bushnell, accepting a very indetcrministic

type of libertarianism, postulates an unresolved plurality of
* powers ' or uncaused causes.

Index, sb. 10, Add : index board U.S., a
board serving to direct travellers ; a guide-post

;

index centre (see quot.) ; index nximber, a
number indicating the relative level of prices at

given times and calculated by comparing the whole-

sale prices of certain staple commodities with the

prices of a selected period for which the index

number is 100 ; index plate, a perforated disk in

a gear-cutting machine, etc. (Knight 1884) ; index
wheel, any of several wheels having notches,

graduations, or perforations for performing actions

at regular intervals or for regulating other

machinery.
1850 W. Miles yrnl. (1916) 23 Follow a broad frequented

wagon road, directed by *index boards. 1859 Texas
Almanac 23 It is the duty of each overseer , , to put up index-
boards at the forks of public roads. 19x3 Lockivooas Diet.

Mech, Engin, App., *Index Centres^ the head, and the tail

stock between which work is carried to be pitched or indexed.
x887 Encycl, Brit. XXII. 466/1 The only matter connected
with price which it is necessary to refer to here is the theory
of the*index number. XB93 JrnL Soc, Arts 3 Feb. 311/3
This total index number., merged all prices high and low in

a single figure. X9a8 J. W. t". Rows Wages in Pract. fy

Theory 14 Index numbers based on changes in the nominal
weekly rates in these industries afford a general guide to the

character of wage fluctuations. 1884 Knight Diet. Meek.
Suppl., *Index Wheel, i. A graduated plate marked in circles

of holes, for spacing in the cutting of gears. . . 2. A graduated
wheel in an instrument for dividing or measuring angles, or

in some forms of calculating instruments. 190a Thornlev
Cotton Combing'Mach. 37 The index wheel greatly facili-

tates the adjustment of the time for action of the various
parts that act on the cotton.

Index, V. Add : 5. Mech. (See quot.)
X913 Lockiveod's Diet. Mech* Engin, App., Indexing,

IWDIAW.
dividing the circle for pitching, for purposes of milling,
fluting, and gear cutting. When a spiral movement is im-
parted to the work through a lead screw and change gears,
and a swivel table, the indexing is universal in character.

Indfine (i-ndfini*), Jrish Hist. [Ir., f. ind
head -r/me family.] One of the groups into which
the ancient Irish clans were divided : cf. *Geilfine,
*Iarfine.
X875 Maine //«/, Inst. 209 The eldest member of the

larfine moved into the Indfine; and the eldest member of
the Indfine passed out of the organisation altogether.

India. 6. Add : India cracker (later U.S-
example).
1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 586 The sound of

India-crackers,. is already perceptible to the senses of the
awakening Manhattanese.

Indian, (I. and j^. Add: A. adj, 2. In refer-

ence to the endurance of tortures by North Ameri-
can Indians.

1737 Wesley Lett. C1931) I. 225 When He shall have
chosen one or more to magnify Him, not with a Stoical or
Indian indifference, but blessing and praying for their
murderers.

4. b. Indian agent (see *Agknt sb. 4 b) ; In-
dian apple (example) ; Indian bed, a layer of

clams arranged on the ground for roasting (cf.

clam-bake s.v. Clam sb.^) ; Indian bread (earlier

examples) ; Indian currant (see Coral-bebby) ;

Indian fighter, a frontiersman experienced in or

noted for fighting Indians ; Indian file (earlier

and later examples); Indian fort (see quot.);

Indian gift, giver (later examples) ; so Indian
giving; Indian-hating, the hatred against Indians

felt by settlers who regarded them not only as

enemies but also as agents of the devil (see quot.);

Indian liquor, adulterated liquor for Indians
;

Indian millet (see Millet 2 and quot, 1S89) ;

Indian mound, in the U.S.A., a mound in a

plain, believed to have been raised by Indians;

Indian orchard, an orchard of ungrafted fruit

trees ; Indian paint, the grass Sanptinaria cana-

densis ; Indian paint-bruah, a plant of the genus
Castilleja ; Indian path (earlier examples) ; In-
dian peach (see quot.) ; Indian pipe (-stem)
(examples) ; Indian pipeahank (see quot.)

;

Indian Reservation, Heserve (see Resebva-
TiON 3 b, Resebve sb. 5 b) ; Indian rice (ex-

ample) ; Indian 8ign(B), the (usually faint)

signs that reveal the presence of Indians; Indian
sugar, maple sugar; Indian title, a title to land

acquired from the original Indian owners ; Indian
tobacco (later example) ; Indian trade, trade

with the Indians ; articles used in the trade ; In-
dian trader, one engaged in trade with the

Indians (see also quot. 1S35); Indian trail =
Indian path ; Indian turnip (earlier and later

examples).
x84(f Parkman Oregon Trail xv. 20 The rich flowers of the

*Indian apple. 1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer., *Indian bed.

1633 *Indian bread [see Cassava 2]. X704 Sarah Knight
yrnl. 47 Indian mixt Bred. 1805 D, McClure Diary (1899)
?i .Some cakes of Indian bread. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan

. 76 Honey comb, new butter, cheese, rye and Indian bread ;

i.e. a bread, baked in haif-pcck loaves, made partly of rye
meal, and partly of Indian meal. 1859 Bartlett Diet.
Amer, (ed. 3), Coral Berry (Symphoricarpus vulgaris), the
* Indian Currant of Missouri. xSu Louisville Directory 97
The.. gallantry. .characteristic of the backwoods hunters
and 'Indian fighters as they were termed in those days. X847
in H. Howe Hist. Collect. Ohio 370 A force of thirty eight

Virginians, all of them veteran Indian fighters. X758 Essex
Inst. Hist. Coll. XVIII. 179 They march'd in "Indian file.

1775 Ibid. L. 123 Cha*. Grant at the head of ab*5o men with
firelocks, marched in Indian file from the lower Town market
place to the parade in the upper town. xSyt Massachusetts
S/y 28 July (Th.) [They] marched us over gold pits, logs,

and brushes, in a style called Indian file. 1871 Schele dc
Vere Americanisms (1872) 25 *lndlan forts are inclosures,

found in large numbers in New York and Pennsylvania...
occupj'ing high bluff points or headlands, scarped on two or

more sides and naturally easy of defence.
_
X879 B. F. Taylor

Summer-Saz'ory xxvi. 207 She is glad it [sc. the check] is

an '*Indian gift ', that the conductor did not present it to

her outright. z8f^ H. C Bolton in Jrnl, Amer. Folk-lore

V. 68 If an American child, who has made a small gift

to a playmate is indiscreet enough to ask that the gift be
returned, he (or she) Is immediately accused of being an
* Indian-giver, or, as it is commonly pronounced Injun-givcr.

X904 -V. v. Herald 10 Sept. 5 Later he took the position of
the * Indian giver * and wanted the money back. X837 W.
Irving Capt, Bonneville II. vi, 71 His experience in what is

proverbially called '"Indian giving ' made him aware that

a parting pledge was necessary on his own part. X87Z

Schele de Verb AmeriennisMs{iZ-;3) 25 The term "Indian
hating . .represents a passion, which is even now a mingled
ferocity and fanaticism. X859 JVat, Intelligencer 10 July
(Bartlett) A barrel of the 'pure Cincinnati*, .is a sufficient

basis upon which to manufacture one hundred barrels of ' good
"Indian liquor !

' X640, 1764 "Indian millet [see Millet 2J.

1889 Farmer Amer., Indian millet {Or^'so/sis eus/idata).—
This is a perennial bunch-grass, growing from one to two
feet high. ..It is found through the Rocky Mountain
region. 1869 B. Hartk Luck 0/ RoaHng Camp 186 Cattle

and sheep are gathered on "Indian Mounds waiting the fate

of their companions whose carcases drift by us. X859 Bart-

lett Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), *I?iiiian orchard, an old or-rhard

of ungrafted apple-trees. x87x Schele de Vere American-
isms (1S72) 27. X853 Darlington Flora Ccstrica (ed. 3) 13



UTDIANAITE.
•Indian Paint, xoav * B. \f Rnw^B » r «
ii. .1 He plucked rbr;gh,r.d'Mndian,S^''K'' ^^^''r'"''
beside a rick. .6fi8 JV^,JufA C./?^," ?^ "'a h."^ <°'i
standelh on thesouthwitsydeof ailoldM.tdl^n !t

"'""'''

W. BENTLEyZJ,V.rj.(iQo7)II «, An I„5-
'"O"'" path. 1793

.hrough ,he town ^o^f^le N^W^cornttS, iS
''"^'^

and the canoes. 1859 ^artcett Z^S. "'«Wed ,f v^^'''AicA", ungrafted peach trees. .S^^^m' ^''t'"^'""
L,c, Bot. zl. The st^ems are scaly. ^'^Jo^tx^^.^'^i^whole pl.,nt is perfectly white, and looks as if made „fwax.tt .s sometimes called 'Indian pipe 1853 0^^^= ro„

f.f^ T !?* *• C«ADDOCK /« r«,n«.r« ,I//j. ,. 60 Theashy Indian pjpes sdvered the roots of the trML ,8„DA,L,NCTO^^ Flora CcUrlca (ed. ,) ZIA Sih-ltl,^i;.f?^
.
"Indian Pipeshank. .870 A„ur. Jvl/ut/7s7 11 /tIZ•Indian Pipestem will be found rarely in low woods. IsJ.Bartlett bid. Amer. (ed. ,). •In.fiJn rIJ—^ „*'

«r.,, a tract ofland reserve'dVorSTeu'e^fTnTa^t" al',"•Indian Reserve-lands [see Re.serve J. 5 b // t^l R??SCHELE DE Ve»e /««,^nVv.«,>„,i (,87:.) 44 The wi ^ R;''(Zinnia aqua.ica)... The Indians of the Northern reeions

^7.'^=l^te-th^™'?^^^^^^^^
river, but found no fresh Indian siens .8,, I H ""'"'"'^

Und^e/ ;r«/.«xiv.738. 1 r^/Xound oS? i,n"p ^^^^
Hot ' 'h. ™;'": '°^'''"S "» Indian signs. ,8«CFHorruAX IViH/er in J^ar litest {tut :-i 1 ™ • i !!•" •

-as that made fronj ,h; mlple'Ar^^'is'c: lid'a"t'"th"e '^V^'

•"iin t'tr ^;-^i?°A/^ S.°""-;PS °- purchi,%your

Preizdmti Afessage to Ccngr,,! „. 043 The l^diinTi.l, C!

us acnd leaves. :(S44 Connecticut Pu6licK%A in The
•IX^.^'?^°^""' Commissioner, concem^^g , general!Indean trade (except corne, fishe and venison) bahoapproued.

.
i6s|> in Maryland 11i,t. iUf. x"n "

08 Tbev
inerein. 1715 G. CmcKi.-j in Trav. Aiiier Cot t.„ Pploying one John Hewet..!n th. \„aC%^:a..:.:}.^^3ploying oni John H-;w«.:ir.hVrn''d;ar;radfAth;'„t^m';
eave or Lycence. ,853 R. Gusam ymt. ZZTlI/cH
ar«'and\he'!^r''T'%"? "^'"•""^ " ""= ^^n^^nd'Slarge and the Indian trade increas i,g. 17,. G CHiritRM in

iZl<^""''-f'''-'^.'y^?'
O^id Doway'^Ind^n Trader

M^h .S^fr'""
^' '"' '?-''* "'d "=' h' would tike h5

?a lone c^ei;"TJ"" ^"^'' ^""" »«' '"dian-traders

Mote Sn ted^ro's hirber'rSw.v;/"/^''"'

^^e7flrth^e'-I=H-
^""^ '/dLs'tr^he'feLr^v^^iol^tav:

LlLtn^p-a-nTca'/e^^a!
'""'' ""'' ^*'"' '-f-'-^"-.

o. Chess. Indian problem (see quots. I88^^
Also simply /W/a/j.

^ ''

ia«6 C/^x. />/«,<•,•, C/ir<,«. 96 We now publish the names

hi-m-rol^.^srot^re' ".;:L.*e'.' ^iS"^i ^^rcMr' "-"
oTt1.rol?.'T"'"",°,"''°"^^^^--'-'-=^'^^^^^^^^^^
^„- S .

"'''!" P'^blem does not consist in the discoveredmate, but in the unexpected and apparently uselewlhhdrawal of the two pieces to a remote quarteP of the b^ard

lh^%°d:ers'e"A1Cf:tr'''''°"°''^"'''"»«'""^^^
B. sb \. Delete ' Now rare ' and add examnlesOtf in JIfac,,, ^/af.Sept. Co*) 8,0 Purely Indian rasMtroops. .9a3 Ctasro^a //crald,o Feb. 6 The possible futu^absorption by IncTians of the bulk of Indi^Trmv 'ommissions and military appointments. ^

C. A member of one of the native races of Aus-
tralasia, esp. in the Philippine Islands a Chris-

fctos! eJfTf^JLt)
'"''^'' P'^P'"' ''^

rn^n^'theXiirr-edTni-^''™"" °^-'°-"^ <"^"v^

7. /nw* Indian (on a ship).

appeared the Z^o- ^'/i. Bobby ^iSd 'mike „mTheswaying iron Indian with bent bow.
out. .the

Indianaite (india-na,Dit). Min. [f. /H,/,a»a
one of the United States of America + .ite 1 1 A
.^'.*P / r""^

in Indiana; a variety of halloysite.

n.?y* f-.*^- Con in C«/. Surv. rndiana ic Owine to the

bl^nH t",'

f<"";"'!°" "nd other features, tS be me^ntroned

JheTa'me' if");jSi.^'"-^' '" «'" '» "» P<"«'--';a1

Indian com. Add : Also attrib.

499

Si,*"'' ^' '"^ '"'<' ""' '''" accustomed to it, w. did not

O^^aflS^y^p*^"'*'""^'^^' " f^- ^""'^-^ - -]

es;'r's'ayo'n"wr;,?:fe''di7"'j;8^' ^"j^^ ^"^
"-^c

•"^•-
..Indiane^que, no^t f^fry^^San! -wthTr^rteLtcf

-'-''•

Indiana "'• ^^ '*• ^ "'"'"^ °^ '"''^'bitant of

7'richo RcIdlZ Sma^I n-, '°""T;?- u'*''
Habberton

and I„dianial\?5 'r^qfen^.t^pls-eVt-^four
""""'""^

indianism (i-ndia.iiz'm). [-ism.] Action orpolicy devoted to the interests of Indians advo-cacy of (North American) Indians.
'

Indianization (imdiansiz^Tfan). ff. IJJDiAir-

sation of the'^publ!c^;rviL^.£i°r°p'%fP" '"diani-

of the Indian army. "^ ' '' ^
^/i Ihe Indianisation

J^f*A°s^nf"t*
;'"^'2'"';'"d3ist). [f. Indian

INDO-:

calleHb,,!!,. c J ?. oy a black race, whch wn«

^^^^iSSS-vSi^cit'L'^^it;

^iSm^SS----^^-'^
Indirect, a. Add .-

lian tribes'"
"^''"^'^ '° '^^'"°' *" "''^'" A"^'^^"

J«VpoiL^^^^^^
able or necessary

of atoxyl ,a» P r 5?' "' ''"' "^$,a"nent by large doses

.84 Strategy'^^ihe'r ;hl^°?="°"»^
ba,',s,t in Distress xv.

ind^catei^'^a\v"R^\"„f°;"• f;r'1;°'''= ™"" 'o be

«*»73 J* H. Beadle Undeziel It^*tt »«;;; ,«< n* .

are off down the mountainside piling a? ^i^icl^''^:^mapping out the ' run of the country rick ' .8^fR h'

T«^V^ * °°
"a ^'f"°„"' '° """" "" Sold-t^eke"!

th^e"pt"e*^^f,o1d''=
^- "• ^^-'°S'"^ cine to

;n^- .
't'«gfap'>": addresses, a code word used to

delivery
" '''^"''^ '"'='^°'^ °' transmis^on or

7 Feb. 7 Unemployment and indigency «isK§^,^l^
lliVuratfo^."'"'"'

O-P^P-'ionate^ toTheTiifof IL'^llt

dS^f^i (e?;iieJexfmpV^ ''""'"
^
''^

IndlO (indw). [Sp. and Pg.] A member ofone of various native races of America and Austral-asia m those areas formerly subject to Spa , orPortugal -sjie,. («) in Uraul and Mexico, an Ind andistinguished as an India bravo, if he his retainedh.s independence, and Indio manso or IndtfideU
If he has come under European domination -"(S

org^i^S:i;1f^"^- 1^^}^- "^r^/-
'","" A.-.raHan tribal

clans,.hi e occurH oecn iiff
'""'•^"''Ph'-atries, and totem

are born into the M,^n^.™u°'^ descent... The children

the subphratry
' '

"
''""' '" ""= P'"="--y. '"direct in

(aBc^r^Hfr.=) = ---'--1 evidence

fsee Diet \
ascertained by competent means. 1865

W», indirect nuclear or cell.div'siom '
''
^'^''

wMrb
"^ P"taining to the work and expenses

orund.Tb-'
*"= ''PP°^«°"ed to any particular job

nh^H- "^'i
P«^'»'""'g to overhead charges andsubsidiary work. (Cf. »Dirkct a. 6 f.)

*

ch-irifr,
3'-^'''= ^"^ '''' ^^°™ g""^ "''"^ reducedcharges, and from mortars and howitzers, at a lowvelocity and an angle of elevation not exceeding

'.S ; Kb) see quot. 1918. ^

gunn>r''h:wi;^e''rwfV :i- R '^ Y"'t' ?' =""«' ^^ f"""
as a rule be bv d,m^f^

breaching by indirect fire would,

gguiafcul',' '^^Tfzt:;^ -Ztp^;^, ^—"^iES. Farrow Did. Mil. Terms, Indirecfhrc when ?he

7. Designating a process by which wrought ormalleable iron is obtained from the ore through
the intermediate stage of cast iron

lpcS^J5,K°[!^Sl^----:i^^
tkcZd"""" "" "''='' '" '^°"«-'°" "•» wrought iro„"lI

.I^'Hy^?™*^"*^*'*^^y (i^ndividi„,ali-stikali),
f^e;. [f. iNDlviDUALLSTic: see -ICAI.LY.] In an

s"a:d'point'"
"'"""' '""^ '*-<= indiviilualislic

1894 A'«//«<, ^;?«,, (Amer. ed.) Nov c,,/, Tb, ,r,

.ocially. >94'cI^i°c^'V.'%^^ i;?rheyrd-ihem?r''at vanance of purpose^witb other'^le^^StliS^^^

S!?H'"n",**^*"^V
'^"^''= ^- "• (See quots.)

^fSlo^^ i^r:i/=i^S ^eSTridfthfe
ment of th, Z' f ' '"• "" Individuation is the improve-

SXitrTJo'ri^^o^r^Fa^
"""""= '" '"""-

Indo-1. Add : Indo-Arabian, -Arabic.-Austral;
Indo-Abysslnlan a., of or pertaining to both the
Dravidians of India and the Hamites of north-
east Africa; also as sb., one of these peoples.
Indo-African a., of or pertaining to India and
Africa, spec, applied to a supposed former conti-
nent now covered by the Indian Ocean. Zudo-



Bnt^, -Frenob adjs.j relating to the Dutch or

French in India; also as sbs,^ Dutch or French

residing in India. Indo-Iranlan, -Iranic adjs.^

designating a division of the Indo-European

languages comprising the Indian and Iranian

branches. Indo-Malayan a,y pertaining to India

and the Malayan islands ; spcc.^ denoting a zoo-

geographical region comprising Ceylon, the Malay-

peninsula, and Malayan islands; also Indo-

Malaysian. Indo-Oceanlc a,, pertaining to the

East Indian islands and the islands of the Pacific

Ocean. Indo-Padfic a., relating to the Indian

Ocean and the adjacent parts of the Pacific Ocean ;

also, relating to the group of languages, usually

called JIalayo-Polynesian, spoken in the islands of

these waters. Indo-Saracenic a., pertaining to

the products of mixed Indian and Saracenic origin.

Indo-ScytlLian, -Scythlc adjs.^ pertaining to

India and Scythia ; also as sb,

1896 Keane Ethnology y\\\. 170 Again, what is to be made
of the expression ' *Indo-Abyssinian ', or even * Abyssinian

'

at all as an ethnical term. IHd. x. 229 Considerable sections

of the *Indo-African Contuient..must have persisted far

into the tertiary epoch. Ibid. xii. 295 It is admitted hy all

ethnologists that Asia is the original home of the MongoHc
division, a fact which harmonises with the view that the

vanished Indo-African Continent ^vas the cradle of mankind.
X90S Sir J. D. Hooker in L. '^xxyX^ty Life f{ Lett. (1918) II.

390 We talk glibly of Indo-European, Indo.Chinese, Indo
Malayan, *Indo-Arabian, and Indo-Oriental Floras. 1884
Encycl, Brit. XVII. 627/1 In Europe, before the intro-

duction of the algorithm, or full *lndo-Arabic system with

the zero. 1896 Keane Ethnoh^y x. 226 The .. possible

fusion of Melanochroid Caucasic (South Indian) and Austral

Negro blood at a remote epoch in some now perhaps sub-

merged *Indo-Austral region. 1883 P. Gardner Types
Greek Coins 210 This is a very interesting invention of the

*Indo-Greeks. iZ-jj'PKvn.i.Q'^Man.Compar.Phihl. loThe
term ^ryi^w., employed. .by some in the more restricted

sense of *Indo-lraman, \. e. to denote the Asiatic sub-
division of the Indo-European family. 1888 King & Cook-
soN Sounds f^- hifl. Ck. 1^ Lat. 26 The term ' Aryan ' or better
' Arian * is also applied in a more restricted sense to the Indo-
Iranian group. 189S A. Menzies Hist. Religion -jl^x. 380
How the Indo-Iranian religion was developed in India.

1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 696/2 The *Indo-MaIayan peninsula

and Archipelago. 1896 Keane Ethnology xiL 326 ffiartrin^

*Indo-Oceanic linguistic relations. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII.
280/2 The Oriental or *Indo-Pacific marine region. 1880

Jbid, XII. 680/2 The eastward extension of the Indo-Pacific

fauna. 1908 Sir H. Craik Impressions ofIndia ii. 16 Our
great grandfathers.. attempting no flimsy imitations in the

*Indo.Saracenic style. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. India. I.

474 Coins of the latter nation [sc. the Hindus] have been
found, bearing nearly the same relation to those of the
*Indo-Scythians that theirs did to the coins of the Greeks.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 101/2 The great Indo-Scythian
dominion which extended across the Hindii Kush south-

wards, over Afghanistan and Sind. 1853 Humphreys Coin-

coll. Manual Index, *Indo-Scythic kings.

Indo- ^ (i*ndd»), combining form of InduSy a
river of north-west India, as in Indo-O-angetic a.,

of or pertaining to the Indus and the Ganges.
.tZ&o Encycl. Brit. XII. 735/2 The Indo-Gangetic Plain
covers an area of about 300,000 nquare miles. 1925 J. Joly
Surface-Hist. Earth vii. 126 The vast sedimentary collec-

tions of the Indo-Gangetic plain.

Indoaniline (ind(?,se*ml2h). Chem. [f. Indo- 3

-*-Anilike.] Any of a series of artificial blue

dyes, derivatives of quinone and aniline, used as

substitutes for indigo.
1886 yrnl. Chem. Soc. L. 146 A number of dyes belonging

to the safranine, or indophenol and indoaniline groups.

Indologist (indf-lodgist). [f, Inuology +
-1ST.] A student of Indology.
X904 Arclixol. Snrv. Ceylon^ Epigraphia Zeylanica I. p. vi.

The thanks of all Indologists are due to the Ceylon Govern-
ment. 19*8 Spectator 7 Apr. 535/1 Indologists at once recog-

nized the importance of this ample,. collection of material

for their studies. 1929 Sir A. Stein Alexander's Track to

Indtts x'li. 89 M. Sylvain Ldvi,the eminent French Indologist.

Inductance. Add : b. attrib. : inductance
coil, a coil employed on account of its inductance

;

spec, a wireless tuning coil. Also ellipt. for this.

\go»Encycl.Brit, XXX 1 1 1. 232/1 The Slaby-Arco arrange-
ment consists at the transmitting end of an inductance coil
elevated above the ground. igo6 IVestm. Gaz, 4 Jan. lo/i
In the present telephonic cables running to France and
Ireland theintroduction of inductance coils has improved
their capacity by at least 100 per cent. 1913 IVireless
World I. 479 The receiver used is the Fleming Valve with
necessary tuning condensers and inductances. 1923 E. W,
Marchant Radio Telegr. 38 The coherer may, in a simple
circuit, be conveniently placed across the inductance coiU
1925 P. J. RiSDON Crystal Receivers ^ Circuits 9 A fixed
inductance is one which is not variable, and is employed in
circuits where tuning is performe 1 entirely by condensers.
1926 R. W, Hutchinson Wireless 77 The sliding inductance
consists of a single layer of enamelled copper wire wound on
an insulating tube.

Induction. 13. Add : induction current,
(fl) an electric current induced in a conducting
body ; {b') a current in a body of water induced by
the action of another current flowing in an oppo-
site direction to that of the main current ; induc-
tion valve (earlier U.S. example).
1868 E. Atkinson tr. Ganofs Elem. Treat. Physics (ed. 3)

763 The magnetism of the armatures CC acting upon the
armature «, excites *induction currents. 1879 G. B. Prescott
Sp, Telephone iii. 87 Induction currents are produced in the
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telephone wire. 1898 Geog. yrnl. May 529 A second sort of
reverse current, viz. the induction currents (induced by
viscosity), which.. flow parallel with and in the opposite

sense to the primary ocean currents. 1846 /?£/. U.S. Comtn,
Patents (1847) 87 The *induction valve is then closed, and
an expansion valve simultaneously opened.

Hence Indu'ctlonless a.

190s Flf.misg inProc. Roy. Soc. LXXIV. ^8 A variable
section of an inductionless coil through whica an alterna-
ting current was passing.

Inductor. Add : 4. attrib, and Comb., in-

ductor alternator, an alternator having a revolv-

ing iron core and stationary field coils and arma-
ture ; inductor disk, -plate, the soft iron plates

in a dynamo by means of which the current is

induced.
iZ^V/.V.Mk^cock Electric Lighting u.-vixx. % 141 (ed, 2)

239 *Kingdon*s Inductor Alternator. 1883 YiioGS Magtt. ^
Dyn.-electr. Alach. 247 With the *inductor disk making 140
revolutions per minute. .a total current of 5,000 .imperes is

obtained. 1894 W. P, Mavcock Electric Lighting 11. viii.

§ 141 (ed. 2) 239 The moving part consists of a wheel on
which are mounted blocks of soft iron called ^inductor-

plates.

Indus (i'ndffs). Astron. [L.] — Indian sb, 5.

xZZ^ Penny Cycl. XII. 467/1.

Indusiom. Add : 4. Afiat, A thin layer of
grey matter covering the corpus callosum of the

brain ; also indushim gresium,
X90X DoRLAND Med, Did. (ed. 2) 320/2,

Industrial, a, and sb. Add :

A. adj^ c. Characterized by highly developed
industries.

1911 C. G. Robertson Eng. vnder Hanoverians 11. iv. 346
Napoleon., failed to see that he fought not with a nation of
shopkeepers—a commercial State—hut with a nation of
capitalists and artisans—an industrial State.

d. Of a quality suitable only for indastrial use.

1904 Technol. ^ Sci, Diet. (ed. Goodchlld & Tweney),
Industrial Soaps, a term used to describe that class of soap
used for special purposes, such as ox gall soap, which is

useful for scouring woollen goods and cleaning carpets, soap
for silk dyers, fulling soap, etc. 1904 Chemist ^ Druggist
LXV, 852/2 Industrial Alcohol Committee, .appointed to
inquire into the use of duty-free alcohol for industrial pur-

poses. 1905 Ibid. LXVI, 630/2 There is only one way in

which the influence of the spirit-duties can be satisfactorily

counteracted in favour of industrial alcohol. 1906 Act 6
Edzu. VII c 20 § 4 The expression 'industrial methylated
spirits ' means any methylated spirits (other than mineralized

methylated spirits) which are intended for use in any art or
manufacture within the United Kingdom.

e. In specific uses.

Industrial colony, a colony maintained at public cost for

the purpose of providing work for the unemployed and those
likely to become a public charge. Industrial Courts a court
for the settlement of industrial disputes, huiustrial exhibi-
tion, an exhibition of industrial products (Webster 1864).

Industrialfatigue, isLix^viKXn industrial labour; a\so attrib.

Industtial insurance, a form of life insurance for the poorer
or industrial classes, with premiums payable in small weekly
instalments. Industrialpartnership, that economic system
whereby a workman shares in the profits and contributes
towards the losses of his firm ; sometimes used as equivalent
to profit-sharing. Industrial psychology, psychology as
applied to industry, used especially in vocational guidance.
industrial relations (see quot. 1923). Industrial Revolu-
tion^ the rapid development in industry owing to the em-
f)loyment of machinery, which took place in England in the

ate eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Industrial
UnioHy a union of all workers in an industry irrespective of
their craft or occupation. Industrial Workers ofthe Wprldy
a labour organization which advocates syndicalism,

1910 Act 9 ^ \QGeo. Kc. 69 § 14 This Act maybe cited as
the*IndustrialCourts.Act,i9ig_. 1914 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 176
What increase., has occurred in general morbidity in recent

years, and to what extent this can be ascribed to ^industrial

fatigue. 1917 Rep. Comm. Health Munition Workers 9
(P. P. Eng. XVI. 1027) The problems..of industrial fatigue

are primarily.. problems of fatigue in the nervous system.

1922 National Institute of ^Industrial Psychology. 19x60 S.

Myers Indusir, Psychol, Gt. Brit. i. 1 1 Industrial Psychology
..coversa wide field. 1923 J. D- 'Racke-vx Labor Tervis xn

Managem. Engin. May, *IndustrialRelations. ' That body
of principle, practice, and law growing out of the interacting

human rights, needs, and aspirations of all who are engaged
in or dependent upon productive industry.' (L. P. Alford.)

1931 N, tf Q,^ Dec. 397/2 The inaugural lecture recently

delivered by Professor John Hilton (first Montague Burton
Professor of Industrial Relations). 1884 A, Tovnbek {.title)

Lectures on the *Industrial Revolution in England. 1887
Encycl. Brit. XXII. 207/2 We have seen, .that the rise of
socialism as a new and reasoned theory of society was rela-

tive to the industrial revolution and to the ideas proclaimed
in the French Revolution. 1911 C. G. Robertson Eng.
under Hanoverians 11. iv. 341 The manufacturer of the
Industrial Revolution is the modern master who provides
capital, owns his mill or factory, . . and creates and maintains

a market. 1923 J. D. Hackett Labor Terms in Managem,
Engin. May, *Industrial Union. 1928 Britain^s Industrial
Future (Lib, Ind. Inq.) in. xiv. § 3. 155 T^"he Industrial

Unions are a modern development, inspired by the idea of
enabling all the workers in an industry, whatever crafts they
may pursue, to present a united front against their employers.
19x2 Century Mag. July 473^1 Counsels of violence were
emphatically rejected, despite the opposition of the ideas of
the "Industrial Workers of the World.

B. sb. 2, b. A joint-stock industrial enterprise.

X908 Westffi. Gaz. 20 Jan. ii/i A Colonial Industrial. The
prospectus of the Vryheid (Natal) Railway, Coal, and Iron
Company, Limited, has now made its appearance. 1909 Ibid.

3 June 13/4 A large falling off is shown in the earnings of
that well-known industrial, Wm. Cory and Son.

Indastrialization (ind^^striaUiz^'Jan). [f.

Industrialize 2^. + -ation.] The process of ia-

htpantHiIsh.

dtistrializing^ or fact of being industrialized ; also,

the conversion of an organization into an industry.

1906 Westm. Gas. 26 Oct. 2/1 A creed.. that commends
Itself to all whom the 'industrialisation 'of American politics

has revolted. X9XI G. H. Maih Eng. Lit,, Mod. ix. 225 If
we want a picture of the great fact of modJern Scotland, its

industrialisation, it is to Gait we must go. 1923 igth Cent.
Jan. 4j It is easy to obtain an exaggerated idea of the pace
at which the industrialisation of the country by means of
indigenous agency is taking place, 19x8 Daily Tel. 20 Mar.
12/6 The present rulers of Russia have staked everything
upon the policy of industrialisation under State auspices.

Inedita (incdita). [mod.L., neuter pi. of L.
ineditus, f. in- In-3 + edituSj pa. pple. of ed^re to

give out, Edit.] Unpublished writings.

tZS6 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 141/1 The luminous exposition of
the grammar and the happy choice of the pieces in the
chrestomathy..aIl inedita.

Ineducability (ine:diii(kabi*liti), [f. Inedu-
cable + -ITT.] The condition of being ineducable.
19Z7 Carr-Saundf.rs & Jones Soc. Struct. Eng. ^ Wales

214 The criterion of mental deficiency for adults. .is social

inefficiency, while for children.. it ts ineducability.

In6e («nri*). Also onage, onaye. [Fr., ad.

Pahouin ene, Mpongwe onai,'\ An arrow-poison

made from the seed of Stropkantkus hispidtis.

1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl,, Onaye or onagc. .also called In^e
and Kombi 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 608/1 The in^e or

onaye poison of the Gaboon, the koinb^ poison of equa-
torial North Africa,., are,, derived from members of this

genus.

Inelastic, a. Add : 2. b. Econ. That does

not change greatly under altering conditions ; ap-

plied chiefly to the demand for commodities, e.g.

bread, which remains almost stationary whatever

the price. So Iinelasti'clty.

1913 Q. Rev, Oct. 520 The demand for gas is compara-
tively inelastic. X9as S. E. Thomas Elem. Econ. iv. 37
Demand is said to be elastic when a rise or fall in the price

causes a more than proportionate rise in the amount de-
manded. On the other band, demand is said to be inelastic

when a fall or rise in price causes relatively little rise or fall

in the amount demanded. Ibid., The Elasticity and In-

elasticity of Demand, 19*9 Ibid. (ed. 4) 51 Even in the case

of necessaries, the degree of inelasticity may vary con-

siderably.

Inexnotivity (i:nem^uti*viti). [f. In-3 -h Emo-
TlviTT.] Lack of emotional sensibility.

190a James in Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 66/1 We must re-

member that the patient's inemotivity may have been a co-

ordinate result with the ansesthesla of his neural lesions, and
not the anaiithebia's mere effect.

Ilieq.xiable, ti' Delete rare and add examples.
1924 GlasgcwHeraldii Nov, 11 The inequable incidence

of the regulations. 19*6 A. E. Ellis Brit. Snails 31 An
Important obstacle in the way of fresh-water colonization is

the inequable temperature of rivers and lakes.

Inert, a. 1. b. Add : Also Chem. Inert

gases, those gaseous elements such as helium,

argon, neon, krypton, and xenon which are chemi-

cally totally ineit. Also e//tpt. as sb.

Z921 Glasgow Herald 2 Feb. 9 The Inerts Committee .. is

to examine the question of what proportion of inert con>
stituents should be allowed in gas.

Ineuphouious (inyMlJu-nias), a. [f. In-3-j-

EupHONious.] Not euphonious.
1931 Public Opinion 15 July 62/3 Their own ineuphonious

patois, .communicates its harshness to the voice itself. 1927
British Weekly 14 July 337/3 In spite of the ., drawback of

a somewhat formless, ineuphonious style.

Inevitable, a. Add : In extended use : That
cannot fail or is bound to occur, appear, be used,

etc, ; that is inherent (in) or naturally belongs to.

Hence J^. (with a« and//.), an evitable fact, event,

truth, etc. ; a person who is necessarily chosen or

employed.
1879 Farsar St, Paul Pref., The English version .. only

requires the removal of errors which were inevitable to the

age in which it was executed. 1888 W. Whitman* in Century
Mag. Dec (1911) 255/1 Grant was one of the inevitables; he

always arrived ; he was as invincible as a law. X901 Westm.
Gaz. 24 Apr. 4/2 Here at length are some true inevitables.

IQ03 Ibid. 28 Aug. 3/2 After the Canadian Arch it was only an
inevitable' that there should be a rush to the Dominion.

1927 Observer 17 July 9/4 A further twenty volumes of

Everyman's Library. ..The ' Areopagitica * was another of

the inevitables. 193a N. ^ ^. t Feb. 107/1 Illustrations

of French wit ;..of the * inevitable ' phrase, that gift to the

world past all praise.

Infall. Add : 4. A falling upon from an out-

side source ; spec, of meteorites.

1899 Edin. Rezt. Oct. 328 The waning atmospheric stock

of carbon is reinforced by meteoric infalls.

Infantilism (infscntiliz'm). Pat/i, [f. Ix-

FANTILE fl. + -ISM.] The State of being mentally or

physically undeveloped ; infantile or childish con-

dition. Psychological infantilism, a term used to

describe the nervous and unstable t}'pe of mind.

1895 W. D. Morrison in Lombroso's Female O^ender
Introd. p. xvi. Sexual peculiarities, such as femininism in

men, mascul{in]ism in women, and infantilism in both. 1896

Nat. Sci. Sept. 154 Though permanent infantilism may
occur, in most instances this is only a transient stage. 1897

tr, Ribot's Psychol. Emotions xiii. 422 The formula which,

in my opinion, sums up and explains the unstable is this

:

psychological infantilism. 1904 Brit. Med. Jml. 15 Oct.

1011/2 A case of pancreatic infantilism. 2923 H. G. Havkes

Jung's PsychoL Types Pref. p. xv, The developing child

who seeks to adventtire beyond the magic circle of the



IKPANTILITY.
family encounters, .the. .inertia and infantilism of his own
psychology.

Infantility- Delete f Obs, rarr-'^ and add ex-
amples.
1919 M. K. BBADBY/'jjvA<>^«a/)'jw(ip2o) 31 In these [jc

unreasoned convictionsj we shall find his kinship with the
primitive and with his own infantility, i^kx Discovery May
133/2 Its chief character istics \sc. of the 'Personal Un-
conscious'] are its infantility and its compensatory character.
X9a8 Daily Tel. 28 Aug. 5/2 With amazing veracity and
power, Tolstoy portrays all that infantility of the Russian
race,

Infare, sb, 2. (Delete western^ and insert

earlier U.S. examples.) Also transf.

1744 J. MacSparran Dtary (1899) 18 Dr. Hazard and
Betty Gardiner went to. , Billy Hazard's weding. They are
both gone again.. to the Infair. 1794 in Avier. Pioneer 11.

223 An Infair was given to-day hy Mason, to a fellow named
Kuykcndall, who had.. run off with Mason's daughter..

a

fe* weeks ago. 1847 in H. Howe Hist. Collect, Ohio 367
The next day after the wedding the party repaired to the
house of the groom to enjoy the infair. 1871 Schele de
Vebk Americanisms (187a) 236 The minister is said to settle,

. . a ceremony which . . in many churches is made the occasion
of much ceremony, called an installation or infare, because
resembling an old-fashioned wedding festival, 1873 J. H.
Beadle Undevel. West xxi, 408 Mrs. Thomson's youngest
daughter was married yesterday to a white young man . . and
we arrived in the mid^Ue of the 'infair '.

Inferably (i'nforabli), adv, [f. iKPKBABLB-h
-lt2.] By inference; = *In"FEBBiblt.
1903 Harrard Psychol. Studies I. 340 The extent of this

differentiation—and inferably the definition of rhythmical
synthesis—corresponds to the reported musical aptitudes of
the subjects.

Zxiferiority. Add : o. attrib. : inferiority
complex, an nnconscious feelinjj of inferiority to
others (see *CoMrLEX sb, 3), often manifested in

self-assertive behaviour
; popularlyy a sense of ia-

feriority.

1916 B. Hall One Man s JVar (1939) mi, I discovered
that the British like a person who appears to have an in.

feriority complex. 19J7TH0ULKSS Control 0/Mind 184 The
man who finds himself timid and lacking in self-confidence
..sufifers from what the psycho.analysts call an 'inferiority
complex \ 1931 Sir I. Malcolm Vacant Thrones 122 At
bottom he [sc. Lord Curion] was a reserved man, with an
'inferiority complex *.

Inferribly (infaTibli), euiv. [f. Inferriblb
a. + -LT 2.] hy inference. (Cf. *Inperably.)
1905 J. M. Robertson Did Shakes^. tvrite*Tit. A.'t 198

It would inferribly be his latest play, as it has 69 double-
endinEsl0 46i lines of blank verse. 1913 — Baconian Heresy
16 When they were written we know not. .but it was io-
ferrtbly before 1623.

Infield, in-field, ^^. 1. (Later U.S. example.)
1003 Ne^v York Sun i Nov. xo His car was seen to swerve

suddenly and dive through the heavy fence of the infield.

3. (Examples.)
1897 Encycl. Sport I. 76/1 Short Stop . . is also called upon

to back up all the positions of the in-ficld. 1906 Spalding's
Base Ball Guide 15 The * infield ' team comprising the three
base players and short stop. S9xa C. Mathewson Pitching
in a Pinch W. 33 Devoc beat out an infield hit,

In-fielder (i-n,f;Jd3j). Baseball. [C iKFrzu)
sb. +-er1.] One of the players on the in-fic!d.

1874 Chaowick Base Ball Man. 55 A ball, .which readily
falls into the bands of an in-fielder. 1897 Encycl. Sport I.

76/3 Third Baseman, .must be more on the alert.. than the
other in-fielders. 1905 M<^Clure's Mag. June 123/2 Hutchin-
son, an in-fielder, had played in tbe same league with
Johnson.

In-fieldsman (i*o,f/:ldzm3en). Cricket, [f.

ly adv. + FiELD.sMAX.J One who fields close to
the wicket.
1010 Westm. Gas. 19 Mar. 18/1 If the ball got past the in-

fieldsmen there were men on the boundary to save the four.
19*8 Daily Tel. ij July 17/5 Nor was Freeman the only
bo-.vler who had his mfieldsman too fax away.

Infiltration. Add

:

1. d. The gradual penetration of one people into
another.

1904 Westm. Gas. 14 Nov. 5/1 In the interior ofthe Empire
the French work of gradual 'infiltration ' will proceed by
not less efficacious means. X9S7 Peake & Fleuke Priests
4- Kings 54 As time went on there seems to have been an
ever-increasing infiltration o( Southern Steppe-folk from the
desert 1930 J. L. Mvbes Who were the Greeks^ li. 55 The
southward infiltration of Albanian and Slav iuto districts
formerly Romanized.
4. inflltration vein, a vein produced by de-

posits from percolating waters.
290a Webster SuppL

Infinite, a. Add : 1. d. Mus, Applied to a
form of musical structure which can be repeated
infinitely.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Did. Mus. Terms s, v, Canon^
The above is also an infinite canon, because, anyone having
such a remarkable desire as to play it for ever, could do so.
z88o Grove's Diet, Mus. s.v. Canon, Many canons lead back
to the beginning and thus become 'circular ' or ' infinite '.

InfinitiEe (i*n5nitdiz), V, [f. Infinite a. -I-

-IZE.] trans. To render infinite. Also in vbl. sb,

1913 KvELYN Undehhill Mysttc Way t^ They aspire to
infiaitise life and to define infinity. 1930 Monutnent to St.
At^ustitie 257 In his account of Kant, Hegel reproaches
him with a shallow finitizing, whereas Spinoza represents
for him an impracticable infinltizing.

Infiationary (infl/iJanSri), a. [f. Inflation
+ -ARY 1.3 Of, pertaining to, characterized by, or
involving (monetary; inflation.
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^
19*0 Glasgo7v Herald 21 Aug. 7 The transition from an

inflationary to a deflationary period in prices, 1921 Specta-
J'^raS May 677/1 The enormous Government loans, with
their inflationary influence. 1930 Time ^ Tide i Nov, 1356
France is uneasy about the inflationary effects of the gold
she has collected.

Infiationism (inflifi-Jsniz'm). [f. as prec. +
-ISM.] The character or fact of being inflated

;

the policy of inflating the cnrrency,
1920 J. M. Kkvnes Econ. Conseq. Peace 223 The inflation-

ism of the currency systems of Europe has proceeded to
extraordinary lengths. 1930 New Statesman 9 Aug. 372/2
The book is a tract against infiationism.

In-foal (i*n,f(pal), a, [attrib. use of phrase in
foal', see \^ prep, 10 b,] That is in foal.

1929 Chilean Review No. 31. 59/1 To prevent joint-ill in
foals, these stations feed a teaspoonful of potassium iodide
crystals twice per month to each in-foal mare.

Infolio. Add : Also attrib.

1897 W. J. Locke Derelicts xx. She. .took up a great in-
foho black-letter.

Inform, v. Add : 5. Const, about, on,
1775 Shebidam Rivals Pref. p. viii, For on subjects on

which the mind has been much informed, invention is slow of
exerting itself. i86aG.MACDONALo/?, J:/^«3r(»f/iii.x,Donot
hesitate to inform us on all possible subjects. 1880 Disraeli
Endymion Ixi, 11.355 I' roust be a mind., fairly informed
on the questions involved in the wealth of nations. x883
Mrs. H. 'WARQR.Elsmere xliii, The Frenchman..had been
informed about him.

c. With quoted words as object.

1877^ My Mother-in-Lmo xii, * Baby is not very well,
Chajlie,' Bessie informed me. x88z Mrs. J. H, Riddell
Senior Partner xiv. I, E90 ' Ye're out of your mind, Janet,'
Mr, McCulIagh informed her.

Informative, a. Add : 2. b. Bridge.
= *Infoematory a. So Informatively adv,
19SX A, M, Foster Auction Bridge 105 There is an ' in-

formative ' double which some English players adopt. ., It is

the double of a bid of one of a suit. 1935 /h'd. 53 Thus Z
bids 'one No Trumps' and A doubles informatively. ..The
Informative Re-double is never left in. 1931 /^/V. {ed. g)
103 It is no longer an * informative ' double, but a * business
double with a view to securing penalties.

Informatorily (inf^jmatarili), adv. Bridge,
[f. Infoumatort a. + -lt2.] Informatively; in

order to give information. Cf. next.
lyaS Observer 29 Apr. 25 We should be placed in the

ridiculous position that a player could not double informa-
torily, just because he happened to hold tbe suit that has
been called against him. 2928 Daily Express 23 July 4
Unless you are prepared for any answer partner may make,
do not double informatorily. 1919 \V. Buller Rejl. Bridge
Player 178 Do you double two of a suit informatorily?

Informatory, a. Add : b. Bridge. Informa-
tory double, a double which is intended to give infor-

mation to one*s partner, as distinct from a * business
double * which is for the purpose of scoring points.

So informatory pass.
i9«6 A. M. Foster & Hkrvey Auction Bridge 8a This

Informatory Pass would be made against (say) a Spade bid
on such a hand as [etc.]. i9a7 Observer 3 Apr. 25, 1 am not
greatly in love with these Informatory Doubles. (999 W.
Buller Rejl. Bridge Player 176 The practice described in
America «s 'The Informatory Double' is not strictly set
convention.

Infra (i*nfra), adv. [L.] Below, underneath,
further on.
x888 Encycl, Brit. XXVIII. 702/1 Sec i^fra in regard to

rotary printing. tS88 Rollkston & Jackson Anim. Life
459 The cell has been, .supposed by various authorities to
be muscular, nervous, or composed of connective tissue. See
the original authorities, infra.

In&a-. Add : lufira-ba'sal a., below the basal
plates. I:nfracali*cnlar a., below the calyx.
Infra-Chrl-stian a., lower than Christian. In-
fra^la'cial a., subglacial. Infrall'as GeoL^ a
stratum lying between the Trias and Lias. X:nfra-
micTosco'pio a.y below the microscopic. I:nfira-

mole'colar «:., situated within the sphere of mole-
cular influence. Zmfra-niubi'Ucal a., below the
umbilicus.

1894 W. B^TESON Study of Variation 437 Sphseracrinus
^eometricus : abnormal specimen having tbe basal plate
irregularly six-sided byreasonof the flattening of the external
angle of an ^infra-basal piece. 1896 Phil, Trans, Ser. B,
CLXXXVII. 165 Buds may form at any part of this ex-
tension, but then they are otherwis^named—*infracaHcuIar,
stolonal, cccnenchymal, etc. 1917 J. Dennrv Chr. Doctrine
Recottcil. ii. 51 As an •infra-Christian mode of thinVing, it

sometimes curiously flawed what was otherwise pure
Christian truth. 1920 W. R. Inge Truth tf Falsehood in
Relig.d-^ It is not_ justifiable to take examples of infra-

Christian survivals in Christianity, and use them to discredit
the religion of Christ.^ 1894 J. Geikie Great Ice Age (ed. 3)
91 .\ll such *infra- or intra-glacial deposits . , occur somewhat
partially. i88> A. Geikir Text-bk. Geol. 766 The so-called
beds of passage in England.. are.. now known as Khsetic,
(sometimes as *Infra-Lias). 1919 A. N. Whitehead Enq.
Princ, Nat. Knowl. 18 There is good evidence that even the
*infra-microscopic equations conform to Newton's laws as
a first approximation. Ibid., We may penetrate below the
molecule to the electrons and the core which compose it, and
thus obtain *infra-molecular equations. 1906 Practitioner
Dec. 781 A supra-umbilical and *infra*umbiiical zone.

luflise, V, 5. Delete -^Obs, and add: In
wider use, to impregnate, pervade, imbue {with
some quality, opinion, etc.).

i()ao Westm. Gaz. 29 Jan. i/j The cant with which the
political history of tbe war is infused and suffused. S9S8

INGOT.
Observer 5 Feb. 11/4 The splendid camaraderie and corpo-
rate spirit which infuse a newspaper staff.

Infasorigen (infiwsoa-rid^on). Zool, [f. Ix-
fusori(a + -gen.] A stage in the development of
certain Dicyemida.

^
1888 RoLLESTON & Jackson Anim. Life S16 Whitman is

inclined to believe that an Infusorigenisan individual equiva-
lent to the Gastrula of the vermiform embryo.

Infusorioid (infiKsos-riioid), a. [f. Infusoei(a
+ -0ID.] Resembling an infusorian,

^853 Henfrby tr. A. Braun's Rejuvenescence in Nature
281 The appearance of active, Infusorioid structures, which
occur not unfrequently in the interior of decaying cells of
green fresli-water Algae.

Inffenium (ind^rnipm). [L., = mind, intel-
lect.] Turn of mind; genius; talent.
1886 G. Macdonald What's Mine's Mine xiii, I. 235 It

\sc. a poem] will serve to show something of lan's youthful
ingenium, 1920. T. P. Nunn Education 205 To school a
boy in the_ tradition of one of these ancient occupations is to
ensure (if it suits his ingenium) that he will throw himself
into his work with spirit. 19*1 Glasgow Herald 28 Nov.
5 His scientific ingenium was as keen as ever.

Ingenue (seh^^n/V). [Fr., fem. of ingdnu In-
GENUODS.] An artless, innocent girl or young
woman ; also, the representation of such a charac-
ter on the stage, or the actress who plays the part.
Also as adj. Hence Ingf^nueism.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair H, When attacked sometimes

Becky had a knack of adopting a AaxPiMx^ ingenue air, under
which she was most dangerous. 1857 G. A. Lawrence Guy
Liv. XXV, Mars herself could hardly play the ingMues, when
in mature age. 1883 J. Hawthorne Dust viii, Was this
lady more or less of a woman of the world than he had
imagined? Was there not, after all, something of the in-
genue about her? 1923 Compton 1s\k<:.v.^^z\^ Seven Ages of
Woman iii, My dear, innocence is a charming and attractive
quality; but do not be too inginue. 1930 Daily Express
6 Oct. 5/3 French actresses grow in popularity and ingenue-
ism the older they become. 1931 Times Lit. SitppU 5 Mar.
161/4 Her French audiences, still demanding the ingenue,
find her enigmatical and disquieting.

Inference (i-ndgerens). [f. L. inger^re (see
Ingest) -I--ENCE. Cf. F. ingerence.'\ iJearing in
upon ; intrusion ; interference.

Ci879_Marq. Salisbury in Lady G. Cecil Life C1921) II.
356 This is a considerable advance in the direction of ' in-
gerence ' over anything we did either in the case of Rivers
Wilson or Romaine.] x886 Spectator 16 Jan. 79 The status
of a protected State excludes, of course, all ingerence in the
foreign or domestic affairs of the protecting State. 1920
Edin. Rev. July 43 It is astonishing to what extent the in-
gerence of Belgrade is already tolerated.

IngerSoUian (iijgojsfj-lian), a, [f. the name
of the American agnostic, Robert Green Ingersoll

(1833-99) -f- -IAN,] Imbued with the tenets of
R. G. Ingersoll. So I-nErersolllszu, the doctrines
or tenets of Ingersoll.

1883 G. R. Wendling {title') Ingersollism ; from a Secular
Point of View. 189a Stevenson & Osbourne Wrecker xi,
I don't know if you quite believe in prayer, I'm a bit Inger-
sollian myself.

Ingin, coUoq. U.S. form of Indian. (Cf.
*Injun.)
i68j Groton (Mass.) Rec. (1880) 82 If any Ingins can proue

a lagiall [ = legal] thall. 1870 B. Harte Luck ofRoaring
Cojnp 15 They're mighty rough on strangers, ana they wor-
ship an Ingin baby.

Ingoing, vbl, sb. Add : 2. The sum paid by
a tenant or purchaser for fixtures, etc. on taking
over business or other premises.
i9C^ Daily Chron. 4 May, Furniture Business., for Sale;..

ingoing about ;£2oo. 1925 Daily Tel, 13 May ig/3 The
principal Fully-Licensed Family and Commercial HoteL,.
Ingoing ^1,300.

Ingoing,;!'//. a. Add: 2. Penetrating, thorough,
19^ Blackw. Mag. May 645/1 Whether he was quite so

ingoing as this would have been is far from sure. 1918 A.C
Butler tr. Grou's Wks. Pref., He is very ingoing, and, like
every spiritual writer worth his salt, very exacting. 1930
E. C. Butler Vatican Council II. xxviii. 244 To this, the
most ingoing question in regard to the Council, a sure answer
may be given.

Ingot. 3. Add: ingot-iron, a mild steel, con-
taining too little carbon to be hardened or tempered,
which has been poured into moulds when fluid ; in-
got-metal, steel or iron which is poured into moulds
when fluid ; ingot-pitch, the pitch or condition in

which metal is fit to be cast ; ingot-steel, sLeel

cast in ingots, containing sufficient carbon to harden
and temper; ingot-teeming (see Teeming
vbl. sb.'^).

1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel ^ Iron xxi. (ed. 2) 461 The
Bessemer process is not adapted to the production of malle-
able iron, but it yields..* *iiigot iron ', at a cheap rate. 190a
Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 118/1 For most electro-technical
purposes the best magnetic results are given by the employ-
ment of forged ingot-iron. x88o Ibid, XIII. 330/ j The in-
got after having a hole punched through it (or cast in a
thick ring if of molten '*tngot metal '). 1902 Ibid. XXIX,
571/1 Slagless or Ingot-metal * Series. 1904 Electrochem.
Industry Mar. 90 (Cent. D. Suppl.) *Ingot-pitch. 1851
Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exkib. 111. 111. 616/1 The metal, when
melted, is poured into a mould, and acquires the name of
* "ingot steel '. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 571/2 Half-Hard
and High-Carbon Steels, sometimes called 'ingot-steel',

1917 Nature 4 Oct. 92/2 The problem of temperature
measurement and the pyrometric control of furnace-casting

and *ingot-teeming temperatures in steel manufacture.



INGEAIN.

Inffrain, a, (sd.i). B. J^. Add: 2. That

whicH is ingrain or inherent.

1899 T. M iLNB K<fM. Pro-Consul vi. 49 The natives of the

Australian North-West were a fine race physically, and, he

judged, had an ingrain of Malay blood 19x8 P. T. Forsyth

This Life 4- the Next v. 55 It is the holy as what might be

called the ingrain, the tissue, the physiognomy of eternal

Ingninally (i*i3gwinali), adv, [f. Inguinal a.

+ -LT 2.] By or in the groin.

X908 Practitioner Aug. 255 Tliere are also certain other

disadvantages to which the inguinally retained testis is

liable.

Inhalant, «. Add : Also, caused by or con-

cerned with inhalation.

187s Huxley & Martin Elem. Biol. 105 These ' inhalent

and 'exhalent' currents go on, so long as the animal is

alive and the valves are open.

Inhalatorium (inh^latos'ri^m). Med. PI.

inhalatoria. [f. Inhale v, after Sanatorium.]

A building or room used for the treatment of

respiratory complaints by vaporized medicaments.

1906 Chambers's Jml. 347/2 In tlie medical institute called

the Inhalatorium special rooms are set apart for the use of

patients, who sit for half-an-hour at a time breathing an

atmosphere charged with the vapour suited to their special

complaints. 1911 World 7 May 697/1 The inhalatoria and
gurgling*rooms.

Inhang (i-nhseq). Naut, [f. In adv. + Hano
v.'\ = Uimbling home (Tumbling vbl. sb. b).

1898 T. A. Janvier ^a?y/isif> i'ira xxiii, I.. settled myself

for the night, being very weary, under the inbang of [the

ship's] heavy bulging side.

Exhibition. Add: 4. Psychol. The check-

ing or restraining of a thought or action by the

(unconscious) will.

1889 Harper's Mag. June 78/1 Some descriiie it as an
inhibition of the higher psychic brain -centres. 1890 W.
James Princ. Psychol. II. 373 The outward consequences of

such inhibitions may be the arrest of discharges from the

inhibited regions. 1897 T. Adams Herbartian Psychol. 257
It is this work of inliibition that causes the peculiar feeling

of effort that marks all voluntary attention as opposed to

involuntary.

Inhibitor. Add : 2. That which inhibits.

Also attrib.

1933 R. C. PuNNETT Mendelistntg The inhibitor in poultry

has its counterpart in wheat. Ibid. 70 It is not unlikely that

as time goes on we shall find many more such cases of the

action of inhibitor factors. 1930 Field & Weill Electro-

Plating %\ To prevent this undue attack of the metal in

preference to the oxide scale, substances called * inhibitors'

are added to the pickles and dips.

Inhistoricity (i:nhist6ri'siti). [In-3.] Lack
of historicity.

1930 C. J. Wright Miracle in History S The main fact that

emerges for our study is that all of these hypotheses postu-

late a large amount of inhistoricity in the narratives.

InhumorOtLS (inhi/^-moras), a. [f. In-3 +
HuMOEOUS.] Not humorous ; lacking ia humour.

So InliTi'morously adv.

1898 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 194 Bume Jones was sincere in

his art, not fanatically or inhumourously, but quietly and
subtly. i9ao Blnchiv. Mag. Aug. 138/1 Many Englishmen
..allow themselves to be convinced by hearsay that Scots-

men are inhumorously inclined. 1926 W. J. Locke Old
Bridge ii. vi, ' Life is real and life is earnest *—but so is the

drivelling existence of the inhumorous ant.

IniO- (i'ni''), combining form of InionI, as in

Inioglabellar a*y pertaining to the inion and the

glabella.

1803J. Barclay A'"«wv4m/t^. Nomencl. 146 Iflitiesl)e drawn
between every two of the different aspects, they will consti-

tute the four following diameters : The Dextro-sinistral, the

Corono-basilar, the Inio-glabellar, and the Inantinial. 1903

Science 30 Oct. 554/3 An inio-glabellar line can be drawn
which will correspond very closely to the lower boundary of

the cerebrum.

Initiand (in
i-Ji isend) . [ad . L. iniliandus,

gerundive of inilidre to Initiate.] One who is

about to be initiated.

19x5 Edin. Rev- Jan. 127 The initiands are taken away
from human society, often to a mountain, sometimes to a
forest.

Initis (in-, sinai'tis). Path, [mod.L., f. Gr,

ii'^s, U fibre + -iTis.] Inflammation of the muscu-
lar tissue.

1848 DuNCLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7), Initis^ fibrous inflamma-
tion. 1890 Billings Med. Diet.

Xnjnn (i*nd33n). Colloquial and dial. U.S.

form of Indian sb. 2 • also atlrib. (Cf. *Ingin.)
i8ia Col. J. Cocke in Salem Gaz. 28 Aug. 1/2 The people

of Tcnessee is antious to have orders commanded out for us
to march against the Jnjuns on the Wabash. 1850 Mavne
Reid Rijle Rangers iii. (1853) 24 Thnr's a mighty grist o'

venturin', I heern ; beats Injun fightin* all holler. 18^ Mrs.
M. J. Carrington *Ah'Sa-Ra-Ka 83 Better not %o fur.
There is Injuns enough lying under wolf skins, or skulking
on them cliffs. 1911 R. D. Saunders Col, Tcdhunter vii.

104 But you're sure about it, too, ain't you? She ain't doin'
no Injun-givin' in your case?

b. In various allusive uses and phrases. Honest
Injun : honour bright : perh. orig. an assurance of

good faith extracted from Indians. To play Injun :

to act like an Indian ; to avoid being seen or cap-

tured,

1876 'Mark Twain* Tom Saivyer ii, Ben, Id like to,

honest Injun ; but [etc.]. 1887 H. Frederic Sethis Brother's

Wife II. 160 ' Is what you've be'n telUn' me here honest?

Don't lie to me.* 'Honest Injun, ..every word.' 1889

502

BARsfeRK & Leland Dict. Slangy Injun here! (American) a

phrase often used jocosely when a man asserts that he has

remained true to his principles. 1890 H. C. Bunner Short
Stories (1891) 90 'Hope to die—Honest Injun—cross my
breast r said the boy. X90» S, E. V</hitv. Blazed Trail

xix. 140 'Our compact holds now, honest Injin, doesn't it?
'

asked the boy anxiously. 1904 * Alan Dale' Wanted: A
Cook 98 But, Archie, this is all true. It is, honest Injun.

1918 Mulford Manfr. Bar-zo xiv. 140 So they're combin'

th' country an' patrollin'. Hereafter an' henceforth I've got

to play Injun for all I'm worth.

Injunct, V. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1871 ScHELE DE Vere Avzericauisms {1872) 633 Violent

contractions, derived from well-known and well-formed

words, like burgled, injunctcd, and excurted. 1880 Christian

Advocate (N.V.) II Mar. (Th.) Stoddards have successfully

injunctcd Scribners from taking and using subscription lists

procured by [them].

Injunctive, a-. (Later U.S. example.)
X905 Ne-M York Even. Post 6 Dec. 3 V ice-Chancellor

Stevenson refused to make any injunctive order.

Injuria (ind^Os-ria), Law. [L.] An inva-

sion of another's rights ; an actionable wrong.
1883 Wharton's Law Lex. (ed. 7), Injuria, injury; a

wrongful act done. 1898 Encp/cl. Laws Eng. VI. 485
Injuria can only be defined as an mfringement of alegal right.

Ink, sb}- 4. Add : ink-feed, the duct which

carries the ink to the nib of a fountain pen ; ink-

jerker U.S.^ -spiller = ink-slinger; ink-mirror,

a surface of ink used in clairvoyance in place of a

crystal.

1907 Wesim. Gaz. 23 Oct. ii/i The Patent Spoon-Feed
has successfully overcome the *ink-feed difficulty. 1869

J. R. Browne >J/ac/«CoKM//:j/ 209 (Th.) This rattle-brained

scribbler, this miserable *ink-jerker. 1905 E. F. Benson
Image in Sand W, Abdul had.. tried him with the simple

experiment of the *ink-mirror, and found him extraordinarily

sensitive. i88x Punch 10 Sept. 1 10/2 To think people ain t

got more savvy than what these *inkspillcrs enjoy.

Il^kily (i-rjkili), adv. [f, Inkt a. + -lt 2 ] In

an inky manner; like ink.

1894 Stevenson & Osbournk Ebb-Tide i. vi, The sea..,

inkily blue.

Inkle, V. 1. Delete f Obs. and add examples.

(In later use a back-formation from Inkling 2.)

190X S. Butler Ereivhon Revisited 42 People like being
deceived, but they also like to have an inkling of their own
deception, and you never inkle them. 1903 T. Hardy
Dynasts i. i. vi, Thou art young, and dost not heed the

Cause of things Which some of us have inkled to thee here.

Inkosi (iqkJu'si). .S*. Africa, Also enkosi,

inkhosi, inkos, inkose(e). [Zulu inkosi lord,

master = Bondei, Zegua, Nguru tn-gosiy Karanga
a-hon man, Gogo viu-gosi chief.] A chief, lord

;

also used as a title of respect.

(See also Pettman A/ricanderisms s.v.)

[1827 G. Thomson Trav, ^ Adv. S. A/r. 118 (Pettman)
Calling the King Kousi, which is not his name, but his title,

Kousi signifying king, or principal chief in their language.

1837 Sir J. E. .^lexandek Narr. Voy. W. Africa I. xvi.

395 Great chiefs (Jnkosee incoolo) are assisted by amapakatiy
or counsellors.] 185a Brown tr. Arbonsset's TourS. Africa
423 As if a Zulu Inkhosi could show clemency I 1899 C'tess
Anna de Br^mont Son ofAfrica xxxii. 251 He was a great

Inkosi. 1899 MiTFORD "john A/nes x. 96 Policeman he want
to see Inkose. 1905 Wfstm. Gaz. 8 June 2/1 All the members
of the kraals concerned will,. form,.. with the 'inkosi', his

several wives and their brothers and sisters and children and
dependent relatives, a formidable audience.

Inlaid, ///. a. Add : 2. b. Of linoleum

:

Having a pattern so inwoven that it does not wear
off with use.

X908 Westm. Gaz. 30 May 7/3 The floors will be covered

wiih Greenwich inlaid linoleum.

Inlaut (i-nlaut). Philol [G.] A medial or

internal sound ; a sound which occurs in the middle

of a word.
1893 G. Dunn in Classical Rev. Feb. 1/2 Latin d as inlaat

and auslaut frequently represents Indo-Germanic dh.

Inlaying, vbl. sb. Add : 3. altrib. inlaying
machine, a machine used in the manufacture of

inlaid linolenm ; inlaying-sa'w (see quot.),

187s Knight Diet. Mech., Inlaying-saw, a saw used in

piercmg stuff for buhl-work. 1908 Wesim. Gaz. 30 May 7/2
A scheme for increasing the speed at which our inlaying

machines are worked.

Inlet. 5, Add : inlet-cam, -chamber^ -nipple,

'pipe. ^
1901 Waterhouse Conduit Wiring 56 Metal inlet and

outlet nipples. 1903 Architect, Suppl. 24 Apr. 23/2 A s-inch

pipe is carried from the inlet-chamoer to the reservoir, 1907
Westm. Gaz. 1 Oct. 7/1 Connecting the nozzle to the inlet-

pipe of the balloon, the further supply of gas was added to

that already within the envelope. 1908 Ibid. 9 Jan. 4/1 The
inlet-cam being drawn out of position.. the inlet-valves

become completely closed.

Inlet, ///. a. Add : 2. Needlework. Orna-

mented with lace, etc let in or inserted. So I'n-

lettlng' vbl. sb.

1901 Daily Chron. 31 Aug. 8/3 Flowing skirts inlet with

lace. X904 Ibid. 3 May 8/5 The inletting and trimming of

a serge or cloth gown with Irish lace is quite usual.

In-lot. 2. U.S. (Examples.)
1790 in Amer. Pioneer I. 72 Nathaniel Massie doth bind

and oblige himself his heirs, &c., to make over and convey.

.

one in-lot in said town. 1819 E. Dana Geog. Sk. Western
Country 74 The in-lots 62^ by 87^ feet each, were sold at

public auction. 1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 103 The regular

in-lots are ninety nine feet in front, extending back one
hundred and ninety eight feet.

INNTJIT.

Inmix (inmi'ks), v. [f. In a^iy. -i-Mtx z^.]

trajzs. and inlr. = Immix.
1898 Meredith Poems, Sage Enamoured \v. Then shall

tliose noblest of the earth and sun Inmix unlike to waves on
savage sea. 1910 — Celt ^ Saxon xvi. 237 Celt and Saxon
are much inmixed with us. 1931 Belloc Ess. Catholic xvi.

318 It was badly inmixed with motives in no way Catholic

Inner, a. Add : 1. e. Printing. Designating

the form containing the side of the sheet which
includes the second page.
x8o8 Stower Printer's Gram. vii. 171 Inner Form of the

Outer Sheet. ..Inner Form of the Inner Sheet. X84X T. C.
Hansard Print.

<J- TyPefounding 89 This united mass is

called 2.form', that one which contains the first page being
called the outerforvt, the other the inner. X875 Knight
Dict. Mech., Innerform, the form beginning witli the second
page of a sheet usually worked off first. 1892 A. Oldfikld
Man. Typog. vii. 56 Sheet work is arranged in two forms,

the outer and inner.

f- Phonetics. Denoting a sound articulated in a
part of the moutli nearer the throat than that

designated by the unqualified term.
X867BELI. Visible Speech ti If the breath within the mouth

be compressed behind the articulatingorgans while an ;MM*r
closure is held, a distinct, and in some cases, a powerfully
percussive effect will be produced on the abrupt separation

of the organs. x888 Sweet Hist. Engl. Sounds 5 Most of

these [point and blade consonants] admitalsoof 'inner ' and
'outer varieties.

g. Inner lube : in a pneumatic tyre, a separate

tube, inside the cover, which is inflated with air.

x90» Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 535/1 In most tyres for cycles

and motor-cars, an inner tube of indiarubber is made separate

from the outer cover. 1902 A. C. Habmsworth Motors if

Motor-Driving x. 223 Half the number of spare covers and
inner tubes are required as compared with the requirements
when the wheels are of different sizes. 1904 A. B. F. Young
Complete Motorist ix. (ed. 2) 250 'the piercing of the outer

cover and inner tube by a nail or other puncturing agent.

1913 Motor Manual iii. (ed. 14) ig6 The inner tube has
become nipped between one of the security bolts and the

cover.

h. Inner reserve {^m^sx^zt)'. a secret reserve not

disclosed in a balance-sheet and due to an under-

statement of certain capital assets.

X930 Daily Express 16 Aug. lo/i Former Inner Reserves
are now brought from the Assets in which they were hidden
and are grouped in an exposed Reserve on the Liability side

of the Sheet. 1931 Ibid. 31 ^an. 10/2 Would it have been
wise to contemplate further inroads for the current year on
our inner resources?

3 and 3 b. Also, the inner woman.
1858 Hawthorne Fr.

<J-
It. ynils. (1872) I. 157 To behave

as her inner woman prompts. 189a Gentle-woman's Bk.
Sports 44 After refreshing the inner woman, I was all for

trying the Sandhills again.

6. Various phrases used attrib.

X908 Daily Chron. 22 Jan. 3/3 You may browse at will

among the epistles or the notes, feeling that you arc always
with informed, inner-circle folk. X909 Westm. Gaz. 14 Apr.
10/2 What colour of glass must be used for the front door
and inner-court doors? 19*7 J. Adams Errors in School 32

An idea does not merely mean the inner-world equivalent of

an outside object.

Innervation. Add : 2. AncU. The disposi-

tion of the nerve fibres.

1868 W. R. Alger Friendships of Women 20 The innerva-

tion and nutrition of woman are finer and more complicated
than those of man. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 8 July a/i It has
been found that the density of the cutaneous innervation

—

i.e., the number of sensitive nerve terminations in the unit

of surface— is greater in small animals than in large.

3. Psychol. = K1N.ESTHESIS. Also attrib. (? Dis-

used.)
1898 G. F. Stout Man. Psychol. 11. vi. 1. 192 According to

Bain, there is a direct sense of energy put forth which is

independent of any results the putting forth of energy may
produce. This peculiar modification of sensory conscious-

ness has been called the sense of effort, or the innervation-

sense.

Innholder. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
j686 in Coll. New Hampsh. Hist. Soc. VIII, 282 The

several inn-holders shall give bond. 1769 Boston Post-boy
II Sept. (Th.) Capt. Christopher Turner, a noted InnhoMer.
X771 Boston Gaz. 7 Oct. (Th.) A Vendue at the house of

Capt. David Goodridge, Innholder in Fitchburg. 1798 Act
ofAssembly Mass, 27 June (Th.) Any person licensed as an
Innholder, Tavernkeeper, Victualler, etc. 1813 Massachu-
setts Spy 23 June (Th.) The house of Morris Marcey, inn-

holder in Honest-town . . in the South-East corner Sturbridge.

Innocent, a. 5. b. Add : Innocent con-

veyances^ a conveyance by deed, the conveyor being

unable to convey a larger estate than he possesses.

All conveyances are now innocent by statute in England
and in the United States.

X841 Stephen Comm. Laws Eng. I. 50S The other con-

veyances can, in their nature, pass no more than the grantor

might lawfully transfer. For this reason, they have received,

by way of distinction from a feoffment, (and others now
abolished of the like nature,) the appellation of innocent
conveyances. X848 Wharton Laiv Lex., Innocent con-

veyances, a covenant to stand seised, a bargain and sale, and
release, so called, because since they convey the actual

possession by construction of law only, they do not confer

a larger estate in property than the person conveying
possesses.

Innnit (i*ni«it). Also Inuit. [Eskimo, =
* the people *, pi, of innuk man.] The native name
of the Eskimos.
1850 Eskimaux ^ Engl. Voc. p. vii, If the extent of country

be considered, the Innuit or Eskimaux is one of th.. most

widely spread nations on the globe. x86o Mavnk Reid Odd
People 88 They \sc. the Esquimaux] generally call thcmsciTOS



INNXTTRITIOUS, 503 INSIDER.

'Innit' (pronounced enn-oo-eet), a word which signifies

*men', 1864 Spectator 31 Dec 1506 The Innuits believe in

a supreme Being called Anguta, whose daughter Sidne is the

creator and the tutelary deity of the Innuit people. 1864

C. F. YiM-vLi/etvith Esquimaux 1, 123 Ahighly-intelHgcnt

Innuit.. was boat-sleerer. 1895K1PUNG znii Jungle Bk. 145
Kadlu was an Inuit—what you call an Esquimau. 1903 Jack
London People o/the Abyss xxvii. 313 la Alaska, along the

banks of the Yukon River, near its mouth, Hve the Innuit

folk. 19*0 \V. T. Grenfell Labrador Doctor \'\\. 140 With
the influx of white settlers from Devon and Dorset, Scotland
and France the 'Innuits* were driven farther and farther

north.

Innutritions f
^z. Add : Also transf,

1905 Sydney Morning Herald 15 Feb. 4,_^6 The. .teacher

is offered for his mental food these innutritious products as

the bread of life. 1916 E. V. Lucas Vcrvnlion Box cxxv.

As a rule I have found th.-it the soldier who sits opposite one
on railway journeys is an innutritious person, whether he
has been to the front or not.

InO->> Add : Znopexia (-pe'ksia) Path. [Gr.

«^^:r fastening], increased coagulability of the

blood; hence Inope'ctic a.\ Ino'scopy Mtd,
[Gr, CKQ-aiXv\^ the examination ofthe fibres in arti-

ficially digested blood, sputnm, etc. as a means of

diagnosis ; Inotroplsm, the diminution of mus-
cular contractility ; so Xnotrcpic a,

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen, Pathol. 545 Increased coagulability
of fibrin in the living body, *Inopexia, is said to be the cause
of the formation of thrombi. 1908 Practitioner June 833
The method of **inoscopy'» as it is rather unnecessarily

termed, of Jousset and others, in which the fluid is allowed
to clot. 1903 Sci. Amer. Suppl. 4 July 22993 (Cent. D.
Suppl.) The author \:c. T. W. Engclmann] describes._.m
•inotropic such [influences] as lessen or destroy contractibi*

lity. z9oa Eneycl. Brit. XXXI. 733''2 The centrifugal car-

diac nerves influence the frequency, the force of contraction,

and the conductivity of the excitatory wave (chrono-, *ino*,

and dromo-tropism of Engelmann).

Inocnlist* (Early U.S. example.)
1776 Narragansett Hist. Peg. V. 352 Prncttlioners and

Inoculists may be served with them {sc. medicines], ifapplied
for soon.

ZnOCnlnm (in^'ki^Jtl^m). Paih. [mod.L., f.

the base of Inoculate.] The material or virus

used in inoculation.

1913 DoitLAND Med, Diet, (ed. 7). \ga.s C. H, Browning
Bacteriology iit 47 The needle, charged withthe inoculum,
is introduced into the tube and. .the broth. .is now said to
have been 'inoculated*. Ibid.^Z If living bacteria arc present
in the inoculum and if broth provides them with pabulum
multiplication will soon begin.

InOSitnria (ain^-, ini»sitiu»'ria). Path. [mod.
L., f. IN0SITE + -0BIA.] The presence of inosite

in the urine. Also Z&osii*ria.

1890 UiLLiNGS Meet, Did., Inosituria.. Inosuria. 1899
CACHEYtr. Jaksck'sClin.Diapt. vii. (ed. 4) 352 Inosituria.^
Inosite occurs in small quantity in the urine.

Inpass (i'npQs), Rugby Football, [f. Ix adv.

+ Pass j^.2 13.] A pass by a back to the centre,

as distinguished from a pass to the wing.
1909 Daily Chron, 25 Feb. 8/4 At other times the London

backs overdid finesse, and the inpass to the centre instead of
the outp.oss to the wing never came off.

In-ph.aB6 (i'nf^z), a. Electr, [attrib, use of
phrase in phase^ Of the same phase.
Z916 Standardization Rules Amer. Inst. Electr. Engin,

15 The Active or In-Phase Component of the currei.t in

a circuit is that component which is in phase with the voltage
across the circuit; similarly the active component of the
voltage across a circuit is that component which is in phase
with the current.

I'n-player. Rackets, [f. In adv. 7 d +
pLAYEii.] The server.

1890 Sir W. Hart-Dyke in J. M. Heathcote Tmnis,
Rackets, Etves 358 In a four-handed match the players took
alternately the * in 'and 'out 'game, the* in ' players picking

up the drops and placing the ball, the ' out * players defend-

ing the back of the court.

Znpnt, sb. Add : 2. That which is put or taken

in, in various technical nsnges : especially of elec-

trical apparatus. Also attrib,

1893 Pf^il* Trans, Ser. B. CLXXXIII. aaS The pressure

to the large systemic veins becomes raised during vagus
action, because the quantity of blood which passes from
them into the right ventricle (which we may refer to as the
' input ' of the heart), in a given time, is diminished. Ibid,^

The fall in the output of the heart during vagus action is

due to the diminution of the input of that organ, zoos

Eneycl. Brit. XXVII. 574/2 The useful return or *C)utput at

the terminals of a large macliine may amount to as much 8395
per cenL of the mechanical energy which forms the 'input .

1911 Wireless World IX. aoi/2 The input terminals.. are on
the left, 1926 R, W. Hutchinson WireUssyCx. 186 Care must
be taken in arranging, .the relative positions of wires, etc. on
the input (grid) and output (plate) sides of the valve. 19x8

C. F. S. Gamble Story N. Sea Air Station xix. 317 A more
efficient hull and a higher speed for the same power ' input*.

1918 Times 33 Mar. 20/1 A certain input impedance which
had the effect of increasing or decreasing the resistance of
the tuned circuit, Ibid.^ The input terininals of the valve.

1939 Protp, Mona Copper Co. 7 In addition to the large ore-

bodies above water level waiting attack, the New Discovery
Lode will soon add its important quota. The additional

plant to deal witli an in-put of 600 tons daily would require

/aojOoo. 1931 Daily Express 21 Sept. 7/4 An advanced
iorm of band-pass tuning, providing a special selector

circuit between the input from the aerial and the first valve
of the set.

Inciniration (inkwai^r^Jjn). diaU [f. Iw-

QUiBJt V, + -ATION'.] Inquiry.

1789 Charlotte Smith Ethellnde III. \j,^ If so be you
would acquaint me where I may make enquiration after your

frinds or hern, it would come to the same thing. 1839 C,
Clark y. Noakes v. If they their inquirations make In
winter time, some will Condemn that place as no great
shakes. 1850 Dickens Dav. Copp. li, A decent woman as
spoke to her about., making secret inquiration concerning of
me, 1886 Hardv Mayor Casterbr. xxxvii, 'Suppose we
make inquiration into it, Christopher,' continued Longways ;

*and if we find there's really anything in it, drop a letter to
them most concerned.*

Inquirendo. Add : 2. An investigation,
a 1846 Darlev in B. W. Procter (1877) 286 Confound your

prose lunatics wlio leave you no time for inquirendos upon
poetic ones, 1897 Louise I.Guinkv {title) Patrins, to which
IS added an Inquirendo into the Wit and Other Good Parts
of His Late Majesty King Charles the Second.

In-rigger (i'nrirgsj). [f. Ik adv. + Rigger i
3.]

A boat having the rowlocks formed in the gnn-
wale.
1893 J- H. Clasper in Westm. Gaz. 9 Oct. 7/3 The

Dasseldorf boat was an in-rigger—for which orders arc very
seldom given nowadays.

Inro iS'nxo). [Jap., f. Chinese j'/« seal + /««^
basket.] An ornamental nest of boxes, connected

by a thin cord, made of lacquer, ivory, or the like,

in which the seal, perfumes, etc. can be carried,

worn by the Japanese at the girdle.

[187a Trans. Asiatic Soc. Japan I. 5 No one is allowed
to carry the medicine-case {inrd), which is the distinguishing

mark of a physician, if he has had only a native doctor for

his instructor,] 1894 Goohk Catal, Oriental Objects ofArt
6 An ivory inro, inlaid with parrots in mother-o'-pearl. 19x1
Connoisseur IAtlt. iio()f-2 Among the obj'ets d'art most asso-

ciated with old Japan are the inro^ or little medicine cases

which the Japanese used invariably to carry about with
them.

In-mnning,///. a* Add : That runs into a
river or the sea.

1931 Times Lit. Suppl. i Oct. 738/2 * Atistralian Literature

»

. .must contribute to the great stream of English literature

a new in-running river.

Inscript (inskri-pt), v. [f. L. inscript-y ppl.

%\.^xt\. oiinscribire Ko Ikscribe; or back-iormation

from IN3CRIPTI0K.] trans. To inscribe. Hence
Inscri'pted^//. a.

1933 Public Opinion 16 Feb, 155/3 The statement at the
head of this article might usefully l>e inscripted in all Theo-
logical Halts. 1913 Blackw. Mag, Feb. 151/1 It does not
require inscripted monuments to perpetuate the memory of
British deeds.

Inscription. Add: 9. Inscription maritime
[Fr.], the French naval system of recruiting; a list

of mea who may be called to serve in the French
navy,
X9oa Eneycl. Brit. XXVII. 409/x This arrangement is

purely for the embodiment of the men of the Inscription

Slaritime. Ibid, XXXI. 103/1 For the purpose of the In-

scription Maritime the Newfoundland fisaeries were kept up
at considerable expense to the nations. 1905 Westm. Gaz.

3 Aug. lo/i A system called * maritime inscription', which
. .furnishes a contingent of about 4*700 naval recruits every
year.

Insert, sb. Add : (Examples.)
1907 Installation News Dec. i/a There are three of these

loose inserts. One is a pamphlet . . ; the second is an advance
price sheet [etc.]. 1916 *B. M. Bower' Phantom Herdx\\.
265 He made all of his ' close-ups ', his inserts and sub-titles.

1928 R B. H. Bell Life Abundant^ 143 This little book
would not be complete without an insert on the Art of

Prayer.

O, The sheet of paper placed between the

rollers of a typing machine.
i^aa Marc. B. Houston Witck-ntan xiv. 180 She glanced

quickly through the sheets of paper lying there, even at the

insert in the typewriter.

Inserted, ///. a- Add : d. Needlework. Or-

namented wilh an insertion of lace, velvet, etc
190J Daily Chron. 7 June 8/4 Some of the rather flam-

boyant cloth coats..were inserted with yellow braid lace.

1937 Observer 2 Oct. 20/3 The felt b inserted with velvet in

various devices.

Inserting, vbl. sb. (under Insert v.). Add :

spec, a Insertiok 3 b.

2886 Harper's Mag. Nov, 836/1 An elaborate trousseau

made chiefly of tucks and insenings and edgings.

Insertion. 4. Add insertion-joint, -sheet

(seequots.),

1904 Tecknol. fy Sci. Did. (ed. Goodchild & Twcney),
*Insertion joint, a joint in pipes which is made watertight

by the use of a ring or washer made of indiarubber or rubber

alternating with layers of canvas. 1880 EncycU Brit. XII.

842/1 Packing for the stufTing boxes of steam engines is

similarly prepared from strips of rubber and frictioned can-

vas, as also are the so-catled "insertion sheets, in which
layers of rubber alternate with canvas or even wire gauze.

Inset, sb. Add ; 3. attrib, and Comb.^ as

inset-wall, a wall made on the inner or landward

side of a sea or river embankment and returned

into it at each end, for stopping a breach in it.

1900 R. F, Graktham in Trans. Soc. Engineers 27 The
author determined to form an inset or horseshoe wall round
and inside the gap.

Insetter^ (inse^ai). [f. Inset z^. + .erI.]

One who insets sheets.

i8gi Pntt Mail Gaz. 37 Oct. 7/2 Compositors, printers,.,

stercotypers, insetters.

Inshoot (i-nj77t). Baseball. [f. In adv,-i-

Shoot sb.l The act of causing the ball to move
rapidly inward, as a ball that is pitched with a

curve ; a ball which moves thus.

1897 Eneycl. Sport I. 74/2 A movement of the hand, an
elevation of tlie head by the latter [jtr. the catcher], lets the
pitcher know that this ball is to be an in*shoot, the other an
out-curve. 1904^"^/. Amer, 16 July 42/3 The right-handed

pitcher delivers his *outshoot ' with much greater effect of

incurve at the plate than he can accomplish with his ' in-

shoot '...The speed of the ball for 'outshoot ' and 'inshoot'

is the same.

Inside, -f^-,^;^"., etc. Add: A. sb. 2. e. The
inner history, the real facts.

1904 W. H. Smith Promoters v. loi HI give it to you
straight, for I happen to know the inside.

5. (See quot. 1927.) U.S.
iS99TARKitiGTOH Gentl. Indiana i.ii Presently the 'Herald'

announced a news connection with Rouen, and with that,

and the aid of ' patent insides ', began an era of three issues

a week. Ibid. xiv. 249 We must buy ' plate matter ' instead

of 'patent insides'. 1927 Amer, Speech Feb. 242/1 Only in

small country papers does one find 'patent insides'. The
country editor frequently buys four pages of his paper
already printed, filled with 'features ', fiction, and advertis-

ing. He has only to fill the four remaining pages with local

news and advertising.

B. adj, o. (Later examples of inside track in

fig. use.)

X884 HowELLS Silas Latham xx. 367 I've taken his mills,

but Iguess I've got the inside track. 189a Harper's Mag. Feb.

440/2 My gentleman friend in our office has the inside track,

and got me the pass. 1914 Gertrude Atherton Perch of
Devil II. xxiv, When a woman knows where she stands, and
has the inside track,.. the man has no show whatever.

d. fig. Coming from * the inside * ; inner ; not
generally available.

x888 Daily luter-Ocean 20 Feb. (Farmer) A secret service

officer.. claims to have inside information as to the facts in

the case. 191a C. Mathkwson Pitching in a Pinch ix. 184
Behind this game is some ' inside ' history that has never
been writttcn, 1933 Dorothv Canfield Rough-Hewn xx.

The delight of her kind at having any inside information
about a violent death or a scandal. 19*3 D. L. Savers
Whose Body? xiii, 'Peruvian Oil.. hasn't paid a dividend

for umpteen years.* ' No. .but it's going to. I've got in-

side information.*

e. Special collocations : inside clinch (see

quot. an(> cf. Clinch sb.)\ inside forward, in

association football and hockey, either of the two
players, called the inside left or right (see below),

of the forward line ; inside gouge, inside-jaw

chuck, inside lap (see quots.); inside left, right,

in association football and hockey, a player playing

between the outside left or right and the centre

forward ; inside screw, screw-tool (see quols.)
;

inside squatter Austral., one who lives within the

margin of the settlements ; inside-tin (see quot.)

;

inside work Boxing, infighting.

taa6 Eneycl. Brit. XXI. 591/2 *Inside Clinch. The end
[of a rope] is bent close round the standing part till it fonns

a circle, when it is securely seized.. thus making a running

eye. 28197 Windsor Mag. Dec. 25/2 Each of the two •inside-

forward positions. 1897 Eneycl. S/ort I. 418/1 Try to feed

the centre and inside forwards when in your opponent's

territory. 1888 Lock^voods Diet. Mech. Engin,, *Inside

Gouge^ a paring gouge, so called because it is ground on the

inside or hollow face. 1884 Knight ZJrW.VW^M. Suppl., */«-

side-jaw Chuck, a chuck for holding drills, rods, or pipes.

These pass through the chuck, the jaws of which have an
inside hold. 1888 Lockivood's Diet. Mech. Engin., *Inside

Lap, exhaust lap. 1904 Technol. ^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild
& Tweney) s.v. Slide Valve, The distance a which the valve

projects beyond the steam port when in the middle position

IS termed the Outside Lap, and the distance b the Inside

Lap. 1897 Eneycl. Sport I. 517/r This is a comparatively

easy task for "inside right, but by no means so for 'inside

left, who cannot reach out to hit the ball as it is rolled in.

1906 Westm. Gaz. 16 Mar. 5/1 Bloomer developed into a
forward of exceptional skill in the inside-right position.

1875 KniGHT Diet. Mech., *Inside-screw, K hollow screw;

one having its thread on the inside. ^
*Inside screw-tool^

a hook-shaped tool for threading interior surfaces while re-

volving in a lathe. 1881 A. C. Grant Bush-life in Queensland
xxxii, Stations were formed for nearly a hundred and fifty

miles outside John's run, and lie began to regard himself

asquitean *inside squatter. 1875 Ksight Diet. Mech., *In-

side-tin (Bookbinding), a plate laid inside the cover of a book
when placed in the standing-press. 1929 Evening Ne^vs 18

Nov. 16/4 Chew.. attempted many limes to get the better

of Watson at 'inside work.

C. adv. 1. b. Jig, In a position to have private

information,
X870 Congress. Globe 3 Feb. io2a/r, I ask the gentleman

from Ohio to name the ships which he says have been sold

for a song. The gentleman is inside on all these matters,

3. Inside of. (Earlier example.)

1877 Boston Jrnl. 27 Apr. (Bartlett) They would pollute

the society of Heaven inside of twenty-four hours, if they

went there.

D. prep. (Later U.S. example.)
19*4 A. J. Small Frozen Goldi. 39, I hear all about it In-

side twenty-four hours.

Insider. Add: (Earlier and later U.S. ex-

amples.)
X848 W. Armstrong Stocks 7 Insiders are those bv whom

and through whom all transactions are made in and about the

Exchange. 190a H. L. Wilson Spenders xxx. 355 Shcpier's

back of all three [stocks]. The insiders are buying up now,

slowly and cautiously, so as not to start any boom prema-

turely,

2. An inside passenger.

1853 B. F. Taylor Jan. ff June 170 'No Room ForTwo !

was the exclamation of some insider, the other morning.

189a Harper's Mag. Jan. 257/1 Tlie exhilarating pace, the

smooth roads, and the juxtaposition of the insiders tended,

in a high degree, to the promotion of enjoyment.



INSlHtTATB.

Inainuate, ». 8. Law. Delete to*^.

(Still used in the Commissions issued by the Bishop of

Winchester to the Deans of Jereey and Guernsey as his

Commissaries.) ^ ,,,. , , , ,

Insist, V. Add : 3. c. With quoted words.

1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. KUmcrt xxxix, 'And rather than

try-, he insisted, 'you will go on believing tetc] . 1906

W. S. Maugham Bishop's Apron iv, 'Do you care for me
at all ?

' he insisted. ^ v rr t •

Insolubilize (ins(>liiibilaiz), v. L'- ^- »'»-

solubil-is INSOLUBLB + -IZE.] tratis. To render in-

soluble.
1807 Daily News 4 Oct. 6/4 The colouring matter remain-

ing attached to the paper, and held there by the insolu-

bilised gum. a 1909 Bucks Hamibk. Med. Sci. VIII. 351

(Cent. D. Suppl.).

Inspan, v. Add : b. fig. or transf.

1914 Kipling in Giog. Jml Apr. 373 One man, apparently

without effort, inspans the human equivalent of three blind

'uns and a bolter ' and makes them do miracles. 1918 Smt-

day Extress 8 July 10/s There are hundreds of keen young

players with the player's eyesight available for this lining

business. Is it beyond the wit and the capacity of the

Wimbledon authorities to inspan them 1

In-spawn (inispjn), a. [attrib. use of the

phrase in spawn (cf. In adv. 10 b).] That is about

to spawn.
191* IVcstm. Gaz. 14 Mar. ri/3 Netting the in-spawn dace.

19«3 Daily Mail 13 Feb. 12 After the fish was landed it dis-

gorged an in-spawn trout of 2 lb.

Inspect, ». Add : 3. intr. To prove on in-

spection. U.S.
i86s-< Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VI. 638 All Flour that in-

spects ' Sound ' and full weight shall be branded.

Inspection. Add : 1. (See quots. and c£.

''iNaPECTORSHIP.')

1861 Act 24 4- 25 yict c. 134 § 192 Every Deed or Instru-

ment made or entered into between a Debtor and his Credi-

tors, .relating to the Debts or Liabilities of the Debtor, and

lis Release therefrom, or the Distribution, Inspection,

"Management, and winding-up of his Estate. 1869 Act 32 4- 33
Vict. c. 71 5 125 (4) The special resolution, together with the

statement of the assets and debts of the debtor, and the name
of the trustee appointed, and of the members, tf any, of the

committee of inspection, shall be presented to the registrar,

1883 IVharton's Law Lex. (ed. 7), Inspection, Deed of.

6. attrib. and Comb. (Additional examples.)

rjt^in Maryland Hist. Mag. III. 366 Which made me
apprehend they intended some Opposition to the Inspection

Law. 1773 Ibid. II. 358 To compel all the Owners or

Makers of Tobacco to send it to certain Inspection Houses
whence it cannot be again removed til! it is put on Board a
Ship. 1003 IVestm. Gaz. 12 Jan. 7/2 The covering of the

electrical inspection box at the Thames-street corner of

BennettVhill was blown off this morning by the fusing of

the wires. 1904 Technal. >r Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild &
Tweney), Inspection Chamber (Sanitation), a chamber at the

junction of drains to allow of inspection. 1907 IVestm. Gaz.

13 Nov. 8/2 Free access to the valves and inspection-doors

of the crank chamber is given. 1908 Ibid. 2 Apr. 4/2 There

are two large inspection doors in the crank-case. 1908

Installation News II. 87/2 The straight through type of

inspection box should be inserted in the conduit run at short

intervals. 1909 Daily Chron. 18 Sept. 1/6 The houses were

flooded by water and filth from the sewers through the stone

slabs covering the inspection chambers being displaced by
tKe flood.

Inspectorship. Add : b. attrib., as in-

spectorship deed (also deed ofinspectorship), see

quots. and cf. ^Inspection i.

1861 Act 24 ^ 25 Vict, c 134 § 191 As to Trust Deeds for

Benefit of Creditors, Composition and Inspectorship Deeds
executed by a Debtor. 1883 IVharton's Law Lex. (ed. 7),

Inspectorship, Deed of, an instrument entered into between

an insolvent debtor and his creditors, appointing one or more
person orpersons toinspect and oversee the windingup ofsuch

insolvent's affairs on behalf of the creditors. 1902 Encycl.

Brit. XXX. i5t/2 Estates, however, continued to be wound
up under deeds of arrangement, whether in the form of an
assignment, or composition, or inspectorship deed.

Inspirator. 1. (Late U. S. example.)

1903 K. M. Abbott Old Paths Neiu Eng. 99 The first

power-loom was set up by Francis Cabot Lowell, the in-

spirator of cotton manufacture.

Installation. 2. Add : attrib.

1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 48 The inslallation cost w
a matter of estimate. 1908 Installation News II. 56/2
Competent to act as installation inspector. I9ai Diet.

Occvp. Terms § 690 Installation engineer.., a technical

engineer who interviews prospective consumers and points

out advantages of electric light or power and advises them
as to installation, etc IbicL § 692 Installation inspector.

Instalment*. 1. b. U.S. (Earlier example.)
X759 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIX. 2, I went to an In-

stalment at Stoneham where Mr. John Serls took upon him
the pastoral charge of the church.

Instalment ^. 3. Add : attrib. (freq. in

recent use), as instalment plan, etc.

1894 Vermont Agric. Rep. XIV. 94 They.. sell the horse

on the installment plan, getting eiiough down to pay all the
horse is worth, and holding notes for the rest, a 1909
* O. Henry * Roads 0/Destiny iii. 47 When they get money
they exhibit a strong tendency to spend it . . instead of giving

it to the instalment man. ipsx R. D. Paine Comr, Rolling
Ocean xi. 187 'This is still a valuable ship*, explained

Torrance, ' even if she is floating around the high seas on
the installment plan '. 19*7 Saturday Even. Post (N.Y.)

24 Dec 28/2 Upon that premise.. is based the vast present-

day development of installment selling. 1927 W. E. Collim-

soN Contemp. Engl. 112 To pay by the instalment system.

Instantaueons, a. Add : 1. Instantaneous

^grip) vice (see qnots.).

1888 Lockwood's Diet. Meek. Engin., Instantaneous Grip

Vice, or Sudden Grip Vice, a vice which is provided with

504

levers, a toggle-joint, and rack, by means of which it is en-

abled to clasp work witliout the loss of time involved in

turning a screw, xgoa P. Marshall Metal IVorkitig Tools

38. 1904 TeckfieL ff Set. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),
Instantofteous Vice, a vice in which the grip is obtained by
some form of cam or rock.

3. (See quot.)

1904 Tecknol. tf Sci. Did. {ed. Goodchild & Tweney),
Instantaneous z/<z/wtf (Elect.), the value ofa current or electro-

motive force at any given instant.

Instar (iTistaj), sb. Zocl. [L., «form, figure,

likeness.] Any one of the periods of an insect's

life between two successive ecdyses.

1895 D. Sharp in Cambr. Nat. Hist. V. 158 It may be well to

adopt a term suggested by Fischer[(9?-/A(7^/^rrt£wf(7^-2,i853,

p. 37], and call the Insect as it appears at hatching the first

instar, what it is as it emerges from the first ecdysis the

second instar, and so on; in that case the pupa of a Lepi-

dopieron that assumed that condition at the fifth ©cdysis

would be the sixth instar, and the butterfly itself would be

the seventh instar. 1929 Encycl. Brit. XII, 12/2 In the

parasitic groups hypermetamorphosis..is_very frequent, the

larvae being hatched in forms very different from that

assumed in the final instar.

Instep ^. Add : 3. b. The arched part of a

boot or shoe between the heel and the sole.

x8a6 Kaleidoscope's \. 223/2 A boot-jack of this description

..has an equal purchase on the instep and heel. 1913 K. C.

Bentley Trent's Last Case v. On each [shoe], in the angle

between the heel and the instep, he detected a faint trace

of red gravel, i^y E. Bramah Meux Carrados Mysteries

160 He slyly inserted a nail in the angle of the instep.

Instigatrix, Delete t Obs. and add example.

190a Dublin Rev. July 105 Lady Macbeth, the instigatrix

of the murder.

Institution- 8. Add

:

190a Daily Chron. 7 May 3/7^ Institution life year after

year is like pushing a stone uphill. 1905 Ibid. 27 Sept. 4/5

To any high-spirited woman, the tyranny of institution life

roust be almost unbearable.

Institutional, a. Add

:

1. c. Of religion : Organized into or finding ex-

pression through institutions (a church, ordained

ministers, ritual). Cf, *Institutionalism (a).

1908 F. VON HuGEL Myst. EUm. Relig. p. vi, The In-

finite can still find room for the Historical and Institutional

elements in Religion. X9S4 A- E. J.
Rawlinson Authority

ft Freedom vi. 136 The Christianity of history is a sacra-

mental and institutional religion.

d. Of a church : Possessing organizations and

societies of a charitable or educational nature in

addition to the purely religious work. U.S*
1901 Daily Chron. 1 1 Dec. 6/6 Practically the Institutional

Church is an ordinary Church organisation plus a university

settlement. 1908 Westm, Gaz, 24 Aug. 4/2 I He] has charge,

in his own city of Atlanta, U.S.A., of what is probably the

largest institutional church in the world,

Institutionalism. Add: spec,^ {a) the

principles of institutional religion ; {b) the system

of housing people in institutions ; the character-

istics of life in an institution.

1907 Daily Chron. 17 Oct. 8/4 There is nothing of * institu-

tionalism ' about life at the Browning Bethany Homes. 1909

G. Tyrrell Ckr. at Cross Roads Pref. p. xx. The time has

come., for a criticism of categories—of the very ideas of re-

ligion, of revelation, of institutionalism, of sacramentalism,

of theology, of authority, etc. 1909 Daily Chron. 28 Oct. 5/3
The great impediment to success in the work of saving fallen

women was the machinery of institutionali.sm, 1917 Observer

21 Aug. 7 The Society has set its face against any tendencies

towards 'institutionalism', against any attempt.. to take

children away from their own homes. 1930 W. R. Inck Chr,

Ethics <S-
Mod. Problems \. 16 The unquestionable advan-

tages which this fanatical institutionalism confers upon the

Church as an organisation.

Institutionalize! v. Add : b. To house,

train, or bring up in an institution ; to subject (a

person) to institutional life.

1905 J. Burns in Daily Chron. 1 Dec. 4/4 He has been
' institutionalised ', and I never yet knew the average man
survive that pauperising ordeal. i<)a4 Glasgow Herald
24 May 9 The day of the institutionalised boy or girl is past.

InS'd.tutionize (institiw'Janaiz), V, [f. IN-

STITUTION + -IZE.] trans. To render institutional

;

to institutionalize.

1903 G. TvRRELL Church fy Future 61 In regarding the

'instuuttonising' of Christianity as a corruption.. Protes-

tantism seems to me to ignore universal and natural laws.

191X W. James Mem. ^ Studies xiv. 335 The in.stitutionizing

on a large scale of any natural combination of need and
motive always tends to run into technicality and to develop a
tyrannical Machine.

Instroke. Add : 2. The stroke in a steam

engine which carries the piston away from the

crank shaft,

i^ozFncycl. Brit.XXVUl. 183/a Suction during an entire

outstroke of the piston;,. compression during the following

instroke.

Instruct, V. Add : 3. b. spec, (a) To direct

(a representative) how to vote, etc. {b) To remove

(a representative) from office by instructions. C/.S.

1841 in Congress. Globe 186 It is the duty of the elected

to carry into effect the will of his constituents, if he is

instructed what that will is. i86a A'. K. Tribune 22 Jan.

(Bartlett) Mr. Tyler.. was in 1836 instructed out of the

Senate, . . having previously been very strongly sustained by

the [Virginia] Legislature,

Instruction. Add : 4. c. spec. Directions

given to a representative how he is to vote, etc.

1828 Richmond IVhig i6 Feb. 1/2 (Th.) We have too much
respect for the legislature of Kentucky to suppose that they

INSUEK
meant to bind the delegation by an instruction. 1841
Congress. Globe 9 June App. 74 (Th.) Instruction is the right

of a majority, petition that of a minority, or of a single

individual.

Zustmctive, a. Add : b. Finnish Gram.
Applied to the case denoting means.
1890 C. N. E. Eliot Finnish Gram. 22 The instructive

is formed by simply adding the letter it to a root, and
expresses the means by which anything is done. 1896 [see

Inessive].

Instructor, b. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1891 Univ. Chicago Official Bull. I, 11 Lecturers and

teachers.. shall be classified as follows. .. (6) The Instructor.

lustmmeut, v. Add: 2. b. To supply

the mechanism for producing richness and variety

of tone in (a pianoforte).

1880 Grove's Diet. Mus. II. 723/2 The radical change that

took place between 1830 and 1850 in 'instrumenting* the

pianoforte, giving it what we may call colour of tone.

InatriuaentaUy, adv. Add : 3. Gram. In

or by the instrumental case.

1846 MoNiEB-WiLLiAMS Snnscr. Gram. j6oInstnimentany
Dependent, .those tcompounds] in which the relation of the

first word (being in the crude) to the last is equivalent to

that of an instrumental case,

Insalating, ppl. a. Add examples.
1898 Sloane EUct. Diet. I.cd. 2), Insulating Tape, picpajd

tape used in covering the ends of wire where stripped for

making joints. 1910 Hawkins' Elect. Diet., Insulating

sleeve, a sleeve joint of non-conducting material for splicing

two ends of insulated wire. Ibid., Insulating tube.^ i. An
insulating sleeve. 2. A non.conducting tube designed to

protect an insulated wire at the point where it runs through
a partition or wall.

Insolation. Add : 1. (Later U.S. example.)

Also, an insulated piece of land or rock.

1848 E. Bryant What I saw in California xL 157 The
waters surrounding these insulations could he traced between
them as far as the eye could reach. 187X Scribner's Monthly
II. 7 Their smooth sides, uniform width and height. .con-

sidered in connection with the courses which hsui wrought
their insulation, excited our wonder and admiration.

Insulator. Add : c. One of a set of glass

' stands ' to be placed under the legs of a piano.

1895 Army tf Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 1337

Piano Insulator. Cut Glass.

Insulin (i*nsi«lin). Phartn. [f. L. insula island

+ -IN.I] A specific for diabetes extracted from the

islets of Langerhans in the pancreas of animaK
ign Banting & Best in Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada XVI.

V. 27 The Preparation of Pancreatic Extracts containing

Insulin. 19*3 Banting Antidiabetic Fitnct. Pancreas 64

Insulin is administered from twenty minutes to a half hour

before meals. 1930 Bio-Chemical Jrnl. XXIV. 1199 Insulin

injected subcutaneously.

Insult, sb. 2. Add : freq. in the phr. to add
insult to injury.

1805 Ann. 8th Congress a Sess. 107a It was adding insult

to injury, and expenses to both, as it regarded the claimants.

1807 Ann. loth Congress I Sess. I. 933 Were the laws of

a free and respectable State to be evaded by such shameful

expedients as the-W? This was adding insult to injury.

l8S3 H. T. RiLEV tr. Pheedrus 429 You wanted to revenge

the sting of a tiny insect with death; what will you do to

yourself who have added insult to injury?

Insurance. Add : 4. e. The act or system

of insuring employed persons against sickness

or unemployment, esp. in accordance with the

National Insurance Act of 1911 and the Unem-
ployment Insurance Act of 7920, which require

certain wage-earners to make weekly payments sup-

plemented by their employers, in return for which

they are entitled to State assistance in sickness, un-

employment, etc.

1911 Times 28 Mar. lo/jThe preparation of the Sickness

and Invalidity Insurance BilL Ibid. 5 May 14/3 If he had
divided his bill into two—one dealing with unemployment
and one with invalidity insurance. Ibid. 14/5 The burden

imposed by State insurance must necessarily fall on manu-
facturers. 1911 Act 1 * 2 Ceo. Kc. 55. 337 National Health

Insurance. 191a [see 'sj. 1910 Act lo < 11 Geo. K c. 30

§ 48 (i) This Act may be cited as the Unemployment In-

surance Act, 1920.

5. (sense 4) insurance agent, man ; (sense *4 e)

insurance act, card, commissioner, committee,

stamp.
1874 B. F. Tatlos Worldon Wheels, etc. n. n. 199 He was

an insurance agent—a retired doctor, who growing wearyof

saving lives with pills, had taken to insuring lives with

policies. 1879 Harper's Mag. July 2x5 The insurance men
would insure the lives of the hands who were at work there,

ign Act \t!-z Ceo. V c. 55 § '5 The regulations made by

the Insurance Commissioners. Ibid., The Insurance Com-
mittee for each county or county borough. Ibid. § 115 This

Act may be cited as the National Insurance Act, igit. 191a

Chemist ff Druggist LXXX. 950/2 Cards and stamps for

health insurance under the National Insurance Act are now
procurable at post offices. 191a Punch 31 July 99/3 Mi_.

Masterman has laid it down that it is the wife's duty, and

not that of the husband, to lick the servants' insurance

stamps. 1913 Ibid. 15 Jan. 40/1 As the 15th of January

approaches, bringing fulfilment of gd. for 4d. through

operation of Insurance Act. Ibid, 13 Aug. 148/3 Somebody

come to see about an insurance card or something. I9a9

J. B. PiaF.STi.KV Good Companions I. i. S 4 He.. threw an

insurance card and some money on the table. 1930 Morning

Post 7 Aug. It The employers at four factories agreed to

take upon themselves the charge of the insurance stamp

which the men refuse to pay. ,

Insure, ». Add: 4. d. (Cf. *lNSURANri4e.)
1911 Act s fti Geo. K c. 55 § « All persons so insured (in

this Act called * insured persons').



INSWEPT.

Inswept (i'nswept), a. [f. In fl<A'. + Swept
///. d.] Of the frame of a motor car : Narrowed
at the forward end.

1907 Wistm. Gaz. 13 Nov. ia/3 The frames will be Inswept
from the dash. 1908 Ibid. 30 Jan. 4/1 The frame.. is in-

swept in front and gracefully upturned in the rear,

Inswinger (i'nswi:ij3j). Cricktt. [In adv^
A ball bowled with a swerve or swing from the

off to leg in its flight. So Iiiswin?, the swerve

or swing imparted to such a ball. Hence I*n-

swirnging ppL a,

1990 Times 29 May 7/3 He \sc. Mr. Roberteon-Glasgow]
again seemed to rely too much on his ' inswinger * on the Ic^

side, and he would surely do very much better if he could be
ceruin of pitching his mswingine ball on the off stump.
X9«4 N. Cardus Days in Sun 49 Jacqties, of Hampshire .

.

was a bowler commanding an in-swinging flight and an off-

break. Ibid. 254 Nor would it be accurate to describe this

ball as an in-swinger, for the true in-swinger swings from
almost the first few yards of its flight through the air. igay
Obs£T-v€r 17 Apr. 17/3 Last year he \sc. Mr. Allom] specialised

in the 'inswing'.

Intaglio, -f^. 3- Add: intaglio cutter^cyUnder

^

engraver^ engravings impression^ worker ; intaglio
printer (see quot. 1 92 1 ) ; intaglio-typo, a process,

resembling the graphotype, by which a design is

produced in intaglio on a metallic plate; also the

resulting design.

1875 Knight Diet. Meek. s.v., Intaglio-tjw, . .intaglio im-
pression. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 738/3 Cameo-cutting is

an art of much more recent introduction than the sister art

of intaglio-engraving. 1885 £. Re:nton {jtitW) Intaglio En-
graving : Past and Present Ibid, i^ There are many In-
taglio Engravers on Stone now existing in England. 1901
Encycl. ^riV. XXXIl. 17/1 Intaglio Processes. Ibid., An
intaglio engraving is one in which the printing surface is

sunk below the surrounding portions of the block or plate.

X9B1 Diet. Occup, TertHS (1927) § 126 Intaglio cutter^ in*

taglio worker^ as for engraver, except that intaglio cutter

uses stone instead ofcopperdisc. Ibid. § 529 Intaglioprinter
. .places metal intaglio cylinder in position in macbme, sets

roll of paper and adjusts machine for even printing.

Intake, sb. 3. Add: attrid.j as intake crib,

tunnel', intake man (see quot. 1921).
X909 Daily Ckron. 21 Jan. 1/7 A fire which occurred at the

construction works of a waterworks intake crib on Lake
Michigan. 1909 li^estm. Gaz, 21 Jan., This new intake

tunnel was thrust further out into the lake. 19SI Diet.
Occup. Terms (1927) J 449 Intake man, grain intake man
(grain milling) ; at a signal from men on ship, barge, etc,

alongside wharf that suction pipe is inserted in grain, starts

air pump, which draws up grain through pipe by suction.

IntsJcer. Add : 2. (See quot.)
Z9ai Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) ( 368 Drawer^ drawer-tn,

. .healder, in«taker,, .attaches weaving beam to drawing.tn
frame, and draws each warp yam, separately, with a book,
through eye (or loop) of heald, and through dent of reed in

loom.

Intaoigibility. Add : b. Inviolability,

1783 C. J. Fox in Mem. 4- Corr. (1853) II. 103, I beg of
gentlemen to be aware of the lengths to which their angu-
ments upon the intangibility of this charter may be carried.

t9»9 Times 13 Aug. 10/2 There has been too much talk. .of
the intangibility of the Young Flan.

Intan^ble, <z- Add : c. InTloIable.
19x9 Daily Tel. 8 Aug. 11/2 Acceptance of the Young plan

as an intangible and indivisible whole.

Intarsio (inta-jsi*?). Also -ia. [It,] An ela-

borate form of inlaid work in wood practised in

Italy during the Renaissance ; « Tarsia. Also
aitrib. So Zntaraiatore (inta:jsiit09-rf),a worker
in intarsio ; Zntarslatura (intausiatua'r^), pi. -O}

=«*Intarsio.
1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Momsst. Ord. {1863) 275 The fine

intarstatura in the Choir of San Francesco diAssisi. 1867
Ecclesiologist XXVIII. 216 Hidden under the intarsio pave-
ment. 1868 C. C Perkins Itat, Sadplorsntz A celebrated

wood-carver and ' intarsiatore ' named Luchino Biancbini .

.

helped them to carve the presses for the Mtcristy. Ibid-^

Luchino Bianchini ..made the woodwork about its great

portal, as well as the intaglios and mtarsiature of the choir

at San Lodovico. 189a Agnes M.Clkrkk Earn. Stud.Homer
X. 266 Some rusty dagger-blades.. skilfully ornamented in

coloured metallic intarsiatura. 1894 Daily News 6 Dec. 5/3

Humorous intarsia showing Polyphemus, .feeling the backs
of the sheep. 1896 Q. Rev. Oct. 471 The intarsias of the
choir-stalls of S. Maria Maggiori at Bergamo. 1907 Daily
Chron. i5Jan.7/i A very fine specimenof intarsia inlay. 1913
Mrs. H. Ward Mating ofLydia iv. xix. The gleaming re-

flections on lacquer and intarsia, on ebony or Sivres. 1919
H. Y. }oit¥A Samuel 2iutter II. 67 The seats of the stalls in

the church of Santa Maria Maggiori at Bergamo are oma-
mented with intarsia work.

Integrand (i'nt/graend). Math. [ad. L. in-

tegrandus, gerundive o( integrdre to maJce whole.]

An expression that is to be integrated.

1897 H. F. Baker /H'efs Theorem 561 The integrand of

the Abelian integral Wr 'S single-valued on the Riemann
surface. 1^ Physical Rev. Aug. 101 In this case the first

integrand is Poynting's Energy Flow function. 191a J.
PiERPONT Lect. Tfu. Functions 11. 386.

Integraph (i'nti*graf). M<uh. [f. Inte(geate

+ -OBAPH ] An integrating instrument.

1894 Times 11 Aug. 11 /i Speaking of variable-line instru-

inenu,be said that these could be used to evaluate integrals

with any assigned limits, while the other class only integrated

round closed curves; they were therefore called integraphs.

1901 EncycL Brit. XXX. 582/1 While an integrator deter-

mines the value of a definite integral, hence a mere constant,

an integraph gives the value of an indefinite integral, which
is a function of x.

506

Integrating, vbl. sb. and ppl. a. (under Inte-
grate v.). Add : Integrating meter (see qnot.).
190a Encycl. Brit. XXX. 597/1 All the above forms of

house meters are called continuously integrating meters, in
that the operation of recording or obtaining the time-integral
of the current or the power is continuous.

Integration. Add : 3. Psyckoh The com-
bining of diverse elements into a complex whole ;

also, a complex state or combination the elements
of which are distinguishable.

1893 J. M. Baldwin Elem. Psychol. 36 Integration, there-
fore, represents a structural change in the direction both of
simplicity and of complexity. 1898 G. F. Stout Man.
Psychol. I. 134 Differentiation and Integration.

Intelligence, sb. Add

:

7. C. Revived in modern wars (of. intelligence

man, officer in *d).
1925 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ff Sailor Words s.v. /,

* Intelligence', i.e. information of military value. The use
of the word as a military technical term dates from the 16th
Century, but in the War of 1914-18 it was used to denote
specially the department of the General Staff dealing with
information.

d. (sense *7 c) intelligence man, officer', intelli-

gence department, a department of a state or-

ganization or of a military or naval service whose
object is to obtain information (esp, by means of

secret service officers or a system of spies) ; intelli-

gence quotient Psychol., a number intended to

express the ratio of a given person's intelligence to

the normal, which is fixed at 100; so intelligence
test.

X875 Encycl. Brit. II. 573/1 The ^Intelligence Department
[of the Army]..under a Deputy-Adjutant-General. 1895
IVhitaker's Aim. 230 Naval Intelligence Department. 1930
Publishers' Weekly 5 July 11 Those lone daredevils of No
Man's Land, the scouts, snipers and *intelligence men, 1885
•Intelligence officer [in Diet.]. 1901 IVestm. Gaz. 31 Dec.
lo/i You are intelligence officer to the new cavalry brigade.
X914 R. Brooke in Mem. (1918) 132 Intelligence Officer in

H.M.S. Vengeance, x^mx C. Burt Mental 4- Scholastic
Tests 151 If a child's mental age be divided by his chrono-
logical age, the quotient will state what fraction of ability

the child actually possesses. .. 'I'his fraction may be termed
..the child's * "intelligence quotient'. 19*1 Woooworth
Psychology xii. 274 Brightness or dullness can also be
measured by the intelligence quotient. 1929 Encycl. Brit.
VII. 969/1 To arrive at a simple expression for the results

of measurements made with the Binet scale, the so-called
intelligence quotient, .was devised, zgai C. Burt Mental
Jjr Scholastic Tests 2 The practical value of "intelligence
tests.

Intelligentsia (inteUd5e'ntsia, intelige'ntsia).

[Rnss, nHTCT-TiireHimJl, prob. a. Pol. inteligiencja,

G. intelligenzia^ etc., ad. L. intelligentia Intelli-

GBNCx.] The class of society to which culture,

superior intelligence, and advanced political views
are attributed.

1914 Round Table Dec. 115 The importance and meaning
of the so^alled intelligentsia. 1916 H. G. Wells Mr.
Britling i. ii. { 10 They are the sort of equivalent of the
Russian Intelligentsia, an irresponsible middle class with
ideas. 19SS Joad Highhro^us vi. 224 Those waifs and strays

of the intelligentsia who had resolutely refused to participate
in the war. 19*9 Mks. A. Sidcwick Victorian xxviii, He
told me. .that he belonged to the Intelligentsia and that he
was out to shoot capitalists. I9a4 Galsworthy White
Monkey i. ix, It was not the intelligentsia, but just intellec-

tual society, which was gathered there.

Intendit (inte-ndit). Roman-Dtdch Law. [L.,

= he avers.] A document setting out a legal claim

and the proofs on which it rests.

1886 KoTzfe tr. S. van Leeuwen's Roman-Dutch Law II.

444 If the plaintiff on his intendit, that is statement of his

claim.., fully establishes bis case, the defendant.. has final

judgment pronounced against him.

Inteneration. (Later U.S. eauimple, in fig.

use.)

1898 HowELLS Open-eyed Conspiracy xvlii, I felt a sort of
indecency in beholding his intenerationi for I knew that it

came from his heart.

Intense, «. Add : 4. o. Feeling or mani-

festmg intense emotion or seriousness,

1879 HowBLLS L. Aroostook xiv, * Why Miss Blood you
are intense !

'
* I don't know what you mean by that,' said

Lydia. ' You like to take thing!^ seriously. You can't bear
to think tbat people are not the least in earnest, even when
they least seem so.' 1880 Du Maurier Eng. Soc. at Home
gl. 49 Fair i'Esthetic (suddenly, and in deepest tones, to

mi th, who has just been introduced to take her in to Dinner).
' Are you Intensel ' 1897 H. Havelock Ellis Stud. Psychol.

Sex I. 88 Miss M., aged 29, the daughter of English parents

{both musicians) who were both of what is described as ' in*

tense ' temperaments. 1925 Punch 6 May 487 Intense Lady.
* Tell me—have you ever been psychoed ?

'

Intensionally (intcnfanali), adu. Logic, [f.

iNTENstox 5 + -AL + -LY 2.] By way of intension.

1903 /Mature 3 Sept. 411/1 A class may be defined either

extensionally, by an enumeration of its terms, or intension-

ally, by the concept which denotes its terms.

Inter, (i-ntaj), abbreviation of iNTERMEmATE -=

intermediate examination (in arts, etc.), often used

in ordinary colloquial speech.
1891-3 I.ond. Univ. Guide ap Inter. Arts Honours, Ibid,

40 Inter. Science and Pret. Scu Exams.

Inter-. Add; 2. a. inter-availability^ -con-

fzectedness.

19S0 Glasgow Herald i July 6 The issue of a circular

cancelling the *inter*availability of practically all railway

INTERCEPTION.
tickets between Scotland and England. 1923 Ibid. 27 Jan.
1 1 The deputation intends . . to press for the inter-availability

of these tickets on all systems. 1927 /bid, 14 Sept. g The
' inter-availability,' as it might be termed, of famous experts

as between one part of the Empire and another, igaa A. G.
Hogg Redemptionfrom this World v\. 191 We labour hard-
est to perceive the *interconnectedness of events.

3. a. interglyp/ij -mutule.
1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 404/1 The *interglyphs are each one-

seventh of the whole tablet or Iriglyph. 1863-9 Archit.
Publ. Soc. Diet. Archit. III. 14^/1 The temple to Ceres at
Po^stum has no mutules or triglyphs. The example at

Albano has no *intermutules. 1901 Sturgis Diet. Archit.,
Intermutule, the space between two mutules, as in an
architrave.

4. a. inler-cmisonantal, -Uttvial, -morainic^ 'ne-

bular^ -villous.

_
X931 Atner. Speech VII, Oct. 19 His *inter-consonantal w

is perhaps Southern. 1830 Neiv Monthly Mag., Hist. Reg.
Jan. 6/2 Returning from Bagdad across the *interfluvial

country, he took up his quarters at Hillah. 1894 J. Geikie
Great Ice Age (ed. 3) 593 The *inter-morainic lakes which
occupy similar positions at the base of the Alps in North Italy.

1929 Jeans Universe Around Us 142 The vast stretches of
*internebular space. 1890 Billings Med, Diet., *Inter-
villous lacuns, irregular vascular spaces connected with the
maternal blood-vessels, surrounding the fostal villi in the
placenta. 19x0 Practitioner Jan. 40 The intervillous spaces.

c, intercameral (between chambers), -govern-

mental.
1929 Times 29 Oct. 16/1 Nobody believes that the question

will.. go to the *intercameral conference before the Special
Session ends. 1927 Glasgo^o Herald 20 Jan. 8 When it came
to negotiation, agreement could not be obtained by •inter-

Governmental intervention. 1928 Britain's IndustrialFu-
ture {Lib. Ifid. Inq.) i. iii. § 3. 28 The system of inter-govern-
mental debts which the War has left behind.

6. inter-borough, -caste, 'church, 'electrode,

•library^ -plane., -valve,

1905 Westm. Gaz. 8 Nov. 5/1 The officials of the *inter-

borough railways. 1928 Evening Nevjs 5 May 5/7 The
Interborough Company declares that a 7 cent fare will enable
them to build better cars and run an adequate service. 1938
Daily Express 19 May 9/5 The first inter-borough competi-
tion of its kind ever organised in London. 1908 New Re-
former 11.62 It is a caseof *inter-casteand inter-provincial
marriage. 19*5 E. S. Jones Christ of Indian Road xiii,

243 We sat down to an intercaste dinner—a hundred high-
caste Hindus, a hundred outcastes, a hundred Indian
Christians, a few Mohammedans, and several of us of the
West. 1905 Daily Chron. 22 Nov. 1/7 At an *inter-Church
Conference in New York 17,000,000 Church members of all

denominations were represented. 1926 British Weekly 22

July 327/1 Dr. Clark has toured the world to build this

inter-church, international organisation. 1930 Daily Ex*
press g Sept. ii/i The new. .Valve has a greater effective

amplihcation because its *inter-eIectrodc capacity is lower.

X9aiSJ. A, McMiLLEN(/;V/^)SeIected articles on *interlibrary

loans. 1916 H. Barber Aercplaue Speaks 96 *Interplane
struts, .have to keep the lifting surfaces or ^ planes ' apaiL
19x0 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 565/1 Great lanky beasts with
double interplane engines, heavy bombers of freak aspect,

1928 C. F. S. Gamble Story North Sea Air Station xii. 195
note^ These rockets., were affixed to the interplane struts of
the machine. 1921 Wireless World IX. 120/1 Substitute an
*intervalve transformer for your telephone transformer.

Interact, sb. Add : attrib,

1908 Daily Chron. 3 July 3/5 At the 'private' or roofed
theatres, the performance of interact music was the rule.

1909 Morning Leader 29 May 4/6 At the ' private theatres
',

such as the Blackfriars, they not only had interacts but
interact music.

Interactionism (intarse'kjsniz'm). Philos,

[U Interaction -h -ISM.] The theory that in the

causal relations between mind and body the causal

influence runs in both directions, in sensation from
body to mind and in volition from mind to body.

So Intera-ctioziist sb., an adherent of interaction-

ism ; adj., of or pertaining to this doctrine.

1902 Pop. Set. Monthly 459 (Cent. D. Suppl.) Interactionism
has to maintain, in this concrete form of the 'survival theory',

that the mental process as such is an aid to evolution. 1903
C. A, Strokg Why Mifui has Body 5 Whether this inter-

actionist tendency in biology be significant or ephemeral, we
need not inquire. Ibid. 23 What the interactionist.. takes

for an action of mind on body is . . an action of the brain upon
the rest of the body. Jbid. 33 Interactionism seems almost
to necessitatetwojuxtaposed realities exchanging influences,

and thus to imply a metaphysical dualism.

Inter-allied (inlsialDi-d, -seiaid), a. [f. Inter-
I b-t- Allied.] Existing or constituted between
allies or allied forces. So Inter-ally (-ae'bi), a,

19*0 J. M. Kevkes Econ. Conseq . Peace ()tnote,ThKsyx^Tcinti

authority is to be in the hands of an Inter-Allied Rhineland
Commission. Ibid. 240 The settlement of inter-Ally in-

debtedness. 1925 A. J. TovNBEE Survey Internal. Affairs
ig2o-23 I The four Treaties . . had provided for the establish-

ment ofa number of inier-Allied bodies to perform temporary
orpermanent executive duties.

Xntercalarinm (i:ntajkalea'rii?m). Zool. PI.

-ia. [mod.L., ncut. sing, of L. intercalarius In-

tercalary.] A segment or process occurring

between the bases of adjacent neural arches in the

vertebral column of certain animals.
1887 Proc. Zool. Soc. 31 Intcrcalaria are absent in the

ha:mal tube. 1893 Phil. Trans. Ser. B. 83 Like the scaphium
the intercalarium consists of ascending and horizontal pro-

cesses united at nearly a right angle.

Interception. Add : 1. b. Also attrib,, as

interception-band, a band of colour apparent to

the eye in a state of repose when a rod is passed

across a two-coloured disk.

X903 Psychol, Rev, IV. 190 We have a graphic rcpresenta^



INTEBCHANGEB.
tion of the color.dtduction determined by the interception

of the pendulum... We are now prepared to contmue our

identification of ihrse geometrical interception-bands with

the bands observed in the illusion.

3. aUnl>.
, . ,,

1886 Enc^cl. Brit. XXI. 713/a It is frequently desirable

not to gather sewage from the whole area into a single main,

but to collect the sewage of higher portions of the town by

a separate high-level or interception sewer.

Znterclianger. Add : 2. An apparatus for

the cooling and liquefaction of gases.

S899 Nature 20 July 268/2 An interchanger, to make the

cooling effectively self-intensive, must have one end at the

higher temperature, where the compressed air enters.

Intercooler (i-nt3jk«laa). [Inter- 2 b.] An
apparatus for cooling air between the intervals of

compression. So I'ntercoollng vil. sb., the pro-

cess of cooling air by this apparatus.

1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 679 A complete system of

jacket water and a very large intercooler are used.

Intercrop (int3Jkr^-p), f. [Ikteb-i.] To raise

a crop between rows of another {trans, and intr.').

Hence Interoro'pping vb!. sb. So Intercrop sb.,

a crop so raised.

1901 W. Robinson Eng. Fltnver Garden^ (ed. 8) 92 Evidence

of the good way in which inter-cropping suits plants in

nursery beds.

InterdeutaUy (intajdcntali), adv. [f. In-

TEBDESTAL -H -LY 2.] In an interdental position ;

between the teeth.

1910 Practitioner Jan. 1 15 The neck of the tooth . . is em-
braced by a thin shallow flap of gum, continuous inter-

stitially (interdcntally) with the gum pad.

Interdepartmentally (intsrdrpajtme-n-

tali), adv. [f. Intebdkpaktmental -^ -lt 2.] Be-

tween or among departments.

190X Westm. Gaz. 7 June 2/2 This is the bane of Govern-

ment offices, both departmentally and interdepartmentally.

1906 Ibid. 30 Oct. 2/1 But there are strong grounds for

believing that the question of the attitude of the Government
towards the proposals now before the Berlin Conference has

not been made a Cabinet question ; in other words, that it

has been dealt with interdepartmentally.

Interesting^, ppl- a. Add : 3. To be in an
interesting conilition, situation, state : to be preg-

nant. Interesting event : a birth.

1748 Smollett R. Random l.xix. So that I cannot leave

her in such ?n interesting situation, which I hope will

produce something to crown my felicity. 1839 Dickens
Nicklehy xxix, Mrs. Lenville (who, as has been before hinted,

was in an interesting state). 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xxvii, Mrs. Bunny's in an interesting situation. 1899

Wfsim. Gaz. 27 June 6/3 'Interesting event' at Peterhof.

Another daughter ! 1918 W. B. Maxwell We Forget

because we Must II. iii, I'm afraid I seem to make heavy
weather of my interesting condition. 1930 Galsworthy On
Forsyte 'Change lyi Winifred, beginning to be ' interesting

',

owing to the approach of a little Dartie, kept her eyes some-

what watchfully on ' Monty '.

Interfere, »• Add

:

4. c. C/iess. Of a piece : To obstruct the move-
ments of another piece. (Cf. *Intebference i b.)

loa6 H. Wkenink CAess Problem 38 It will be noticed that

. . Re 6 in turn interferes with the line of force of the Bg 4,

shutting off its command of d 7 and c 8.

6. U.S. J-'ootball. To interpose between the

player with the ball and a would-be tackier so as to

help the former. Baseball. To obstruct a runner

between two bases ; also, to obstruct a catcher or

fielder who is trying to take or throw the ball.

(Cf. *lNTEBFEaENCE I C.)

1910 W. Camp Football luithout a Coach 51 The full-back

and the right half must interfere for their companion.

Interference. Add

:

1. b. Chess. Obstruction of the line of force of

one piece by another. Also attrib.

1881 LoYD in A. C. White Loyd tr his Chess Problems

(1913) 303 There are many forms of interference play which
have nothing to do with avoiding stalemate. iat6 H.
Weenink Chess Problem 39 In both problems there is

mutual interference of the black Rook and Bishop.

C. U.S. Football. The act of interposing between

a runner and a tackier to obstruct the latter (see

also quot. 1895). Baseball. The act of obstructing

a baseball runner between two bases.

1895 G. J. Manson Sporting Diet. 61 Interference, using
the hands or arms in any way to obstruct or hold a player
who has got the ball. 1920 W. Camp Football without a
Coach 59 To amount to anything at all interference must be
perfectly timed. . .On a play between tackle and guard . . the

interference must reach that point prepared to take care of
the tackle, the guard and even the backfield men, too. 1923
Dorothy Canfield Rough-Hewn xxv. Where was the ball ?

Sometimes it came straight through and the next minute on
the same formation swung outside—and Neale uselessly

buried under the interference. 7927 H. G. Salsingkr in

Secrets 0/ Baseball 147 Interference plays, too, are scored as
they probably have been made.

2. b. Wireless. The intrusion of electrical dis-

turbances which interfere with reception. Also
attrib.

1902 Windsor Mag, May 720/2 Two messages were sent,

one in English and one in French. Both were received at

the same time on the same wire at Poole, .without the

least interference. 1913 Yearbk. Wireless Teleg. 85 For the

purpose of preventing interference with the working of any
other wireless telegraph station. 1914 R. Stanley Wireless

Teleg. 292 Marconi patented an interference preventer

which involved the use oftwo aerials and a rotating machine.
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..Undue interference is avoided by the observance of the

International Radio Laws.

Interferer. Add: U.S. Football. One who
interposes between a runner and a tackier.

1933 Dorothy Canfield Rough.Hewn xxv, Neale could

see Rogers rock a second, undecided, on tip-toe ; side-step

an interferer; and then shoot his body like a projectile into

the play.

Interfering, ///-a. Add: 2. Wireless. That
causes interference (see *Intebference 2 b).

J914 R. Stanley Wireless Telrg. 292 If the International

Rules are duly observed an interfering station should be one
which considers itself out of range.

Interferometry (i:ntajifi»r{>'metri). [f. Ik-

TKRPKBOMETEB : see -METBV.] The action or art of

measuring interference phenomena ; the study and
use of the interferometer.

1915 C. Barus E.rp. Displacement Interferometer i. i

Elliptic interferometry applied to the horizontal pendulum.
1916 — {title) The Interferometry of Reversed and Non-
Reversed Spectra.

Interiorize (intw'riarsiz), v. [f. Interior a.

-H-IZE.] trans. To connect with the soul, as

distinguished from the body ; also, to locate within

the mind.
1906 Academy 20 Oct. 392/2 To * interiorise ' the struggle,

to place it on the stage of the soul, with eternity for back-

ground. 1916 Stanford & Forsyth Hist. Music (1925) 329
The second [feature in American life) is the interiorizing and
democratic habit-of-mind which partly connotes the term

Americanism.

Interlocal, a. (Example.)
1921 A. C. PiGou Econ. Welfare 171 So soon as people

become thoroughly familiarised with town-planning, local

patriotism and inter-local emulation will make resort to

external pressure from the central Government no longer

necessary.

Interlock:, sb. Add : c. Cinematography. The
apparatus used to synchronize soiuid and action in

a talking film.

1931 B. Brown Talking Pictures ix. 206 Ganmont coupled

the armature of his projector motor to that of his gramophone
motor, and using a common power supply, obtained syn-

chronism. "To-day we use a similar type of arrangement
known as the ' electrical interlock '.

Interlock, v. Add : 4. Cinematography. To
synchronize the devices for recording or reproducing

sound and action in a talking film.

1929 Photoplay Apr., Phased, or interlocked—^^ motors

of sound and picture recording equipment lined up in readi-

ness to start out in perfect step together. 1931 B. Brown
Talking Pictures ix. 206 Where we have cameras working

in conjunction with sound recorders .. there is absolute

necessity for both devices to be interlocked ordriventogether,

so that sound and photograph are alw.-iys exactly in phase.

Ibid. 207 Due to the interlocking action of the coupled

rotors the distributor supplies power to the free motor keeping

it up to normal speed.

Interlocutor^. Add: c. The compere in a
troupe of nigger minstrels.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.

luterlndial (int3jli«-dial), a. [f. Interlude

sb. -t- -lAL.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

an interlude.

1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 94/1 Admitted for interludial

purposes in a fabrication styled intermezzo that was played

between the acts of a serious composition, comedy became
(etc.). 1921 S. Grew /4r< o_fPlayer-Piano 75 The interludial

figure is extended to lead into A/orte.

Intermat (intajmse-t), V. [Inter- i b.] trans.

and intr. To mat together.

1904 Technol. /, Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),
Intermat (Textile Manufac), the term applied to the felting

or shrinking of cloths, the fibres intermatting or felting to-

gether. 192^ Daily Express 18 Apr. 3/7 As the hair grows,

it is worked into a kind of felt by intermatting it.

Intermede. 2. Now current in alien form

intermede (seiit^rmfd).

1887 Gentl. Mag. June 540 The singularly appropriate

intermede arranged by Beaumarchais for perforniance be-

tween the acts of his 'Eugenie '. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl.

6 Aug. 606/2 The inclusion between the first and second acts

of an intermede of song and dance.

Intermediate, a. and sb. Add : A. adj. £
Geo!. = Inteblobate.
1883 T. C. Chamberlin mJrdAnn. Rep. U.S. Geol. Survey

lSSt-3, 313 Forming a peculiar morainic type, to which the

term intermediate or interlobate moraines will be applied.

g. Forestry, Having the crown shaded at the

sides but open to the light at the top.

1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging 14,

Intermedietto (imtarmfdiie-to). Mus. [It]

A short interlude or intermezzo.

1876 Staiser & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms.

IntermediO- (intajmrdi^), used as combining

form of Intermediate a., as intermadio-lateral

a., intermediate and lateral.

1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 866/2 Lockhart Clarke has described

an intennedio-lateral group of nerve cells. x8oo Billings

Med. Diet., lutermedio-lateral tract, a spur-like lateral

process of gray substance appearing between anterior and
posterior horns in sections of spinal cord. X906 Fifth Rept.

Carnegie Trust Scotland 20 Pathology of the intermedio-

lateral tract of the Spinal Cord.

Intermont (i-ntajmjjnt), a. [f. Inter- 4 a-)-

L. mont-, mons mountain.] Situated between moun-
tains. So Intermontane, Zntermoa-ntalnaf^>.
1828 Webster, Intermontane. X90Z W. M. Davis in Science

8 Mar. 396/1 The erosion of narrow valleys in the floor o£the

INTEBPLICAL.
weak-rock intermont peneplains, xpos Encycl. Brit. XXV.
362/2 The intermontane basins and the piedmontese plains

that slope eastward from the Rocky Mountains in middle
latitudes are treeless. 1903 Science 12 _[une 950/1 The study
of the anthropology of the Indian races in thisinlermountain

region. 19x1 J, L. Myres Daivn 0/ History iv. 91 We are

, . concerned , , with the intermont plains and upland valleys

which sustained the old Medcs and Persians, igao L. V.
PiRBSON Phys. Geol, (ed. 2) 260 Intermontane Plateaus.

19»7 Glasgow Herald 21 May 8 This fungus., at tacks both
the green or Oregon and the blue or Colorado Douglas [fir],

as well as the intermountain variety.

Intern. B. sb. C/.S. (Examples.)
1889 Kansas City T. ^ Star 16 Oct., Convalescent women

and young nurses are given too much freedom with the
internes, xgas E. F. Wvatt Invis. Gods 11. v. 85 The older

man.. became, .attached to the young surgical interne.

Hence Inte'ruship, the condition of an intern

;

the period of such condition, U.S.
19*4 Scribnei^s Mag. Feb. 183/1 My father, who had the

practice., told me the storyin professional confidence... I was
at that time just finishing my internship.

Internal, a- and sb. Add : A. adj. 1. d. /w-

ternal reserve = inner reserve (*Inner a. i h).

193X Daily Express 31 Jan. 10/2 By having greater

recourse to our internal reserves. .wc could have shown
a higher profit figure for the year,

6. internal combustion a., denoting a type of

engine in which the pressure necessary to produce

motion is obtained in the engine cylinder by the

combustion of inflammable vapour; internal

secretion : cf. Endoceine.
1884 H. C. F. Jenkin Gas- \ Caloric-Engines 105 The

•internal combustion engine. .is really the forerunner of the

gas-engine. 1888 Brit. Gas <V Oil Eiig. Pat. No. 12361 in

D. Clerk's Gas Sf Oil Eng. (1896) 515 Hargreaves.—Im-
?rovements in internal combustion thermo-moior. 1908

Vestm. Gaz. 20 Oct. 4/1 Even at this year's show the centre

of interest will be an internal-combustion motor. x9oa

Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 362/2 The action of the thyroid

gland has been made known, and the facts of '•internal

secretions' have been in part elucidated. 1910 Rep. Brit.

Assoc. ()2j Starling proposed the name hormones for the

internal secretions because of their excitatory properties.

International, a, {sb.) Add: C. inter-

national code, a code of signals by which seamen

of all nations can hold communication at sea ; inter-

national copyright, copyright that is valid in all

countries, now in those subscribing to the Berne

convention of 5 Sept., 1887.
1838 Act 1 ^ 2 l^ict. c. 59 An Act for securing to Authors,

in certain Cases, the Benefit of International Copyright.

1844 Act 7 4-8 yict. c. 12. S I Which Act [sc. i & 2 VicL

c. 59I is herein-after, for the sake of Perspicuity, designated

as ' the International Copyright Act '. i^ox Empire Kev.

May 364 A book is subject to national copyright, .and also

to international copyright in the several countries admitting

that right. 1909 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 624/1 The inter-

national code of signals, for i»e between ships of all nations.

B, sb. C. //. International bonds.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 17 Sept. 12/2 Internationals featureless.

d. The internatiofial «« next.

101a Songsfor Socialists (Fabian Soc.) 2 The International.

Internationale (-ngeJUna*!, ||
sentgmasyonal).

[Fr. (sc. chanson song).] A revolutionary hymn
composed by Engene Pottier in 1871 and adopted

by French socialists and subsequently by others.

[191a HvNDMAN Further Remin. 124 We all left Paris re-

gretfully, with the strains of ' L'Intcrnationale ' ringing in

our ears.] 1933 Mom. Post 30 Mar. 11/3 Communists..
waved red flags and sang the Internationale '.

Internationalism. Add : b. A system of

international control.

X90S Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 705/2 The investment.. helped

• .to save the country from bankruptcy and internationalism.

Internee (intajn/*)-
\f-

Intern z;. -h-eei.]

One who is interned ; an interned person.

X918 Rept. Detenus ^ Internees Bengal in Parlt. Papers
Vlil. 106 The cases of the State prisoners and internees.

1920 Observer 5 Dec. 13/4 Lorries with military guards..

removed the internees to the camp.

Internist (intaunist). C/,S. «= Tntebn sb,

X904 Science 29 Apr. 696/1 Many internists ('general

physicians*) of experience and authority. 1918 Nation

(N.V.) Feb. 170/1 A maternity bureau composed of expert

obstetricians and competent internists.

Interoceanic, «. (Earlier U,S. example.)

So Intero'cean a.

1850 Clayton-Bubver Treaty 19 Apr. 8 Interoceanic com-
munication. 1913 Chnmbers^s Jml. Jan. 22/2 The isthmus

..became a centre of attraction for interocean transit.

Interplanetary, a. Add: Also, existing

between planets.

X90X Daily^ News 7 Jan. 5/1 Dreams of inter-planetary

communication.

Interplant (int3JplQ-nt), z/. [Inteb- i.] trans.

To plant (an area already growing a crop) with a
second crop among the first,

1927 Daily Tel. 11 May 3/4 Included in the 1,44a acres of

rubber were 98 acres which were interplanted with coffee.

InterpliCSbl (intaiplsi'kalj, a. Zool. [f. In-

ter- 4 a + L. plica fold -1- -AL.] Situated between

folds.

1900 Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. XXI 1 1. 308 The term interpHcal

ridge has been applied to the summit of the radial convexities

of the wing and interpHcal groove the bottom of the alternat-

ing concavities. 1903 Phil. Trans. Ser. B. CXCV. 161 Ihe

thickened chitin bands, which in the sections at most levels

are in contact by those edges directed towards the interplical

space, arc here divaricated.



INTERPOLATE.

Interpolate, t'. Add: 3. C. (With the words
spoken as object.) To intercalate orally.
1881 Mrs. Riddell Senior Partner vii. 1.151 'I have not

a word to say against Efiic,' began.. Robert... 'If ye had,
j-e'd best not say it before me,' interpolated his father. 1908
Sm/tri Set June 1^2/1 'I suppose I may claim some eminence
as physicians go.' ' Top notch of the whole bunch, dad !

'

interpolated Kcene. *

Interpolator. Add : 2. A mechanical con-
trivance Tor securing correct retransmission from a
submarine cable of any consecutive letter-elements

having the same si^n.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 226/2 The special form of
curb sender mentioned, termed the * Interpolator '.

Interpose, v. Add : 1. c. Chess. To move
(a piece) so as to protect one which is threatened.

Also absoL of the piece : to move to a position to
shield another man.
1761 HoYLE Ess. Game of Chess a, 6 B. The Queen gives

Check. W, The Bishop interposes. 1765 Lam bk //«/. CA«j
107 If the B. Bp. instead of retreating, checks your K. you
roust interpose your Bp. 1808 Sabratt Chess I. 49 If he
interpcic his King's Knight, you must take his Rook with
your Queen. 1844 W. Lewis Chess 19 Sometimes a piece
or pawn, which before was out of play, may be interposed,
and force the piece that checks to retire. x86i Chambers's
Encycl. 1 1. 799/2 The king . . must either move out of check
or interpose some one of his subjects, unless the checking
Eiecc can be captured. 1876 EncycL Brit. V. 593/1 If. .the
ing, bein^ thus in check, cannot move to another square.,

and there is no piece or pawn which can be interposed, and
the checking piece or pawn cannot be taken, then it is

*chcckniale '.

Interpretation. Add : 5. attrib. : inter-
pretation clause, a clause in an Act of Parliament
which defines the meaning of certain terms for the
purposes of the Act.
1897 Bouvier's Law DicL I. 1107/a.

Interpretess. (Later U.S. example.)
1880 Cable Grandissimes xxvilL 225 She went to the don*s

plantation as interpretess.

Inter-resist (i^ntajr/zi-st), v, [Inter- i.]

intr. To offer mutual resistance. So Inter-re«l 'St-

ance.
190S Encycl. Brit. XXX. 667/1 Bodies.. by this force of

mutual impenetrability or inter-resistance cause one another
to form a joint mass with a common velocity whenever they
collide. Ibid. 667/2 Withdraw this foundation of bodies as
inter-resisting forces, .and the evidence of the third law dis-
appears.

Interrupter. Add : b. (Earlier U.S example.

)

1851 C Cist Cincinnati y>2 It has been represented that
Prof, Locke had merely invented a new species of ' electrical
interrupter '.

C. attrib. interrupter gear, a timing device
attached to machine-guns in aeroplanes to prevent
the discharge of bullets when the propeller is in the
line of fire.

19*8 C. F. S. Gahblk St^ry North Sea Air Station x. 150
The FOkker monoplane, which was equipped with a
mechanical interrupter gear.

Intersex (i-ntajseks). [Inter- 3 b.] An in-

termediate sex. Also attrib. So X^ntersexna-lity.
1911 ' Xavier Mavvz' (title) The Inters-xes. 1930 G. R.

DE^ Beer EmbryoL 9f EvoL \\\. 23 Animals winch have
switched over from a period of development in one sex to
a period of development in the other are called intersexes,
and a series of degrees of intersexuality can he established
from very slight to complete sex-reversal. Ibid, ix. 71 The
example of intersexuality in the gypsy moth. 1931 Ojt/.
Univ. Gaz. 17 June 699/2 Skin and skull of intersex pig Sus
papuensis from the New Hebrides.

Intersexaal (intaise-ksiMal), a. [Inteb- 3 a.]

Existing between the sexes.

1897 in Havelock Ellis's Stud. Psychol. Sex \. 183 This
is quite as true of intcrsexual ..love. 1904 G. S. Hall
Adolescence \. 223 A subtle but potent intersexual influence
ii among the strongest factors of ail adolescent sport.

Intersubjective (i:nt3Jsabd3e-ktiv), a. Psy-
chol. [Inter- 4 c] Existing between two different

conscious minds.

1899 J. Ward Naturalism ff Agnosticism W, 170 It seems
lo depend upon three elements or conditions which are
consequences of intersubjective intercourse. 193^ J. E.
TvBSKtt 7'heory Direct Realism iv. 44 Intersubjective com-
munication.

Intertillage. U.S. [Inter- i.] Inter-

cropping. Hence Intertilled///, a.

1914 Refi. Brit. Assoc. 270 The intertilled crop has in many
sections largely taken the place of fallow.

Intertrade (intaitr^id). [Inter- 3 a.] Reci-
procal trad'?. Also aflrib.

1915 E. CAftreNTER Healing ofNations xL i68 Merchants
and dealers came in and effected the exchange, and so an
intertrade has sprung up. 19x9 Daily Tel. 15 Jan. 6/4
The variations in the curve of consumer demand are much
less than the curve of inter-trade demand.
Interval, sb. Add : 8. Math. An aggregate

of all numbers between and including two terminal
numbers.
190a EncycL Brit, XXVIII. 54S/a This domain [of a

variable] may be an * interval ', ;.*., it may consist of two
terminal numbers, all the numbers between them and no
others.

Intervention. Add : 1. b. Law, The action
of one, not originally a party, who intervenes in a
suit.

1883 [see Intervkmes'].
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Hence Zuterve'ntiouism, the principle or policy
of intervening, esp. in international affairs ; Inter-
ye'ntionist, also, one who favonrs a doctrine of
intervention

; one who favours intervention with
the course of a disease on medical grounds {Cent.
Did.) ; also as oiij.

191S Morning Post 19 Apr. 8/4 Interventionist, and, in
some places, neutralist meetings were held yesterday at
Milan. 1931 Glasgotv Herald 22 July 7 M. Tchitcherin sees
in this fact another ' interventionist ' manoeuvre. 1923 Ibid.
29 Mar. 5 The methods of intcrventionism..are contrary to
the spirit of cooperation. 1930 Times Lit. Supfil, 14 Aug.
648/2 Tbe * interventionist ' conception of miracle has passed
out of fashion.

Intimal (intimal), a. [f. INTIMA. + -AL.] Of
or pertaining to the intima.

_
1908 Practitioner Dec. 771 This observer also describes

intinial and adventitial thickening in association with arterial
hypermyotrophy.

Intolerant, a. Add : 1. b. Forestry. In-
capable of enduring heavy shade. 6^,^.
1898 PiNCHOT Adirondack Spruce 5 The Poplar, a tree

very intolerant of shade., rapidly takes possession of the soil.
Ibid. 22 If the intolerant species can get the start, being
often^ rapid of growth, they may hold their position by
growing above the other trees about them, as do Tamarack
and Pine. 1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging 14.

Intra (l-mra), /«/, [L., = within.] In phr,
intra vires, within the powers or legal authority
{o/sL person, etc.).

1884 Law Times LXXVIII, no (Stanford) If this were
intra vires, the other securities which they had accepted
were not bona Jide ones. 1030 A. Palmlr Company
SecretarialPractice 185 Excess borrowing intra vires of the
company but ultra vires of the directors may be ratified by
ordinary resolution.

Intra-. 1. Add

:

I:ntra-ato'2iilCt within an atom. Intracho'rdal,
within the notochord. Irutracuta'neous, -de'r-
mal, -de'nnic, -epide*rmic, between the layers of
the skin. Intrafi'Ssural, within a fissure of the
brain. Intra^a'stric, occurring or situated within
the stomach. Intraerla'clal, within a glacier,

Intrama'scolarly adv.^ (by injection) into the
muscles. Intrana'tal, during birth. Zntrara'cial,
within a race. Intrase'minal Bot.^ occurring or
existing within a seed ; also, within the seminal
fluid. I:ntravagi-nal {b) Boi., within the sheath
of a leaf. Intravertebral, within a vertebra;
hence Intravertebrally adv.
Also in many other combinations of obvious meaning (see

quots.).

1901 M. H. Fischer in Jml. Exper. Med. V. 347 Finkel-
stein has suggested the possibility of tne production of
a diverticulum from increased "intra-appendicular pressure.
1890 Billings Med. Did., "Intra-ariicular, pertaining to
the interior of a joint. 1908 Practitioner Apr. 516 Intra-
articular effusion into both knee-joints. 1904 Nature 16 June
151/a Enormous orbital velocities due to *intraatomic re-
arrangement. z8^ H. Gadow in Phil. Trans. Scr, B.
CLXXXVII.io This 'chordal, intravertebral, or "intra-
chordal * cartilage has been almost completely ignored in the
various text-books. 1903 Dofland Med. Diet. (ed. 3), 'Intra-
cutaneous. i9ai E. B. TiTCHF-NER Texi-Bk. Psychol. 153
Intracutaneous injection of salt solution. 1901 Dorlanu
Med. Diet. (ed. 2), *lntradermal, *intradcnnic, situated or
applied within the skin. 1918 Daily Tel. 6 Nov. 7/7 Test for
tuberculosis among cattle.. the 'double intradermal test'.

1890 Billings Med. Did., *Intradural^ within the dura
mater. 2908 Practitioner Jan. 84 Subcutaneous injection
of the tneningococcus into animals fails to produce the
disease, intra-dural injection being required. 1910 Ibid.
June 871 An *intra-epidermic abscess. 190Z Dorijvnd Med.
Diet. (ed. 2), *Intragastric, situated or occurring within the
stomach. \^-iG.i\¥.^SQHV.\.i. Man. Intragastric Technique
107 The intragastric needle-douche.. may be described as
the application of fine jets of fluid under considerable pressure
to the interior of the stomach. 1895 Dana Matt. Geol. (ed. 4)
958 It was *intraglacial, as now in Greenland. 1909 Prac-
titioner Nov. 682 *Intraglandular enucleation.. should be
performed. 1908 Ibid. Jan. 80 Jochmann had convinced
himself. .that an "intraltimbar injection could be trusted to
penetrate to the base of brain. 1903 Geikie Textbk, Geol.
VI. v.^ (ed. 4) 1342 Drifts in the "intra-morainic and extra-
morainic areas, i^og Practitioner Dec. 871 Digalen..can
be used by the mouth, by the rectum, intravenously, *intra-
muscularly, and hypodermically. x9oa Encycl. Brit. XXXI.
304/1 The causes of the high death-rate among infants,
whether due to antc-natal, *intra-natal, or neo-natal con-
ditions, come under. .observation. 1933 G. O'Brien Ess.
Econ. Ejects Reform, iv. 179 It is an institution at once
^intranational and international, 1902 Proc. Zool. Soc. I.

318 An increasing tendency of *intraperiostea1 growth
reached a large size. 1903 Phil. Trans. Sen B. CXCV. 210
Ciliated discs are situated on the sides of long spurs or in-

growths from the interlamellar ("intraplical) edge of the
hlament. 1894 Ibid. CLXXXV. 765 *Intrapontine Section
ofthe Motor Root. 1903 Biometrika Feb. 152 The interracial
correlation of the mean numbers of stamens and pistils is

very much greater than the mean "intraracial correlation
between stamens and pistils. 1906 Practitioner Dec. 816
The bleeding is wholly *intrarenal. 1906 Doki.and Med.
Diet. (ed. 4). X900 I. B. Balfour tr. K. Goebefs Organ.
Plants, Index ii. 677/2 *Intra"ienunal absorption of endo-
sperm. 1900 B, D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Intra-
seminal development, the whole development undergone by
the embryo during the conversion of the ovule into the ripe
seed. X5KW Nature 3 Apr. 519/r Seeds from infected plants
are entirely free from disease, thereby proving fairly
conclusively the impossibility of intra-seminal sources of
infection. 1930 Ann. Botany Oct. 772 The germination of
the seed is reported as ' intra-seminal '. 1908 Practitioner
Nov. 699 *Intrastomachic haemorrhage, 1890 Billings

INTROITUS.
MeiU Dict.t *IntratyvtpaniCf within the tympanic cavity.
1908 Prnctitioner Jan. ii8 The iiUratympanic muscles.,
become much weakened in their action, igoo I. B. Balfour
tr. K. Goebefs Organ.Piauts II. 359 *lntravaginal squamulcs
in the axil of the leaf-base. 1896 H. Gadow in Phil. Traits.
Ser. B_. CLXXXVII. 10 One of the last changes of impor-
tance in the appearance of *inlravertebral cartilage. Jtid.
12 In all Amphibia and Aniniota each spinal nerve lies intra,
venibrally, i.e. issues behind the dorsal arch of its vertebra.

IntracraniaUy (intrakr«l-niali), adv. [f.

Intbacbanial a. + -lt 2.] Within tiie cranium.
1908 Practitioner Aug. 296 Rabbits were inoculated intra-

cranially with the fluid.

Intrad (i'ntrred), adv. Anal. [f. Iktka- +
*-AD.] Within, towards the interior.
ipoi DoKLAND Mill. Diet. (ed. 2).

Intrada (intra-da). Mus. [Modified f. It.
inlrata, older form of entraia entry, prelude.] An
introduction or prelude ; = Entkee 3 b.
a 1700 m Grove's Diet. Mus. (1883) III. 756/1 [In Purcell's

suites, for instance, wliich date from the last 10 or 20 years
of the 17th century, besides the Allemande and Courante..
in one case the group also comprises a] Sarabaiide, Cebell,
Minuet, Riggadoon, Intrade, and March. 1876 Stainer &
Barrett Diet. AJus. Terms.
Intramnrally (-miu»rali), adv. [Intra- i.]

Within the walls or boundaries.
1917 Oisemer i June 7/2 The University College of the

South-West.. has developed considerably both intra- and
extra-murally.

Intra-usigeance. [Fr.] = Intransigence.
1899 Mackail Li/e IK Morris II. 291 Socialism .. from

extreme intransigeance .. had swung back to something
approaching opportunism.

Intransigeautly (intrd-nsid,5antli), adv. [f.

F. "J/ram/jfiTflK/ (see Intransigent) -(--LT 2.] Un-
compromisingly.
1911 Conlemp. Kev. Sept. 331 The peasants are intran-

sigeautly anti-Karlist. 1925 Glasfow Herald ij Mar. 8 The
advocates of an intransigeautly nationalist policy.

Intransitable, a. (U.S. and later examples.)
1838 ' Texian ' Mexico v. Texas 9 In that singular region

of Mexico. .there extends. .a desert. .so utterly devoid of
water and vegetation as to be intransitable. 1897 Geog. Jml.
X. 64 A road along the coast would become lost in intransit-
able gorges of the coast range of mountains.

Intransmissibility (i:ntransmisibi-Iiti). [f.

Intbansmissible a. -^ -ity.] The slate or quality
of being intransmissible.

1913 H. GoUDV in Ess. Legal Hist. 225 The passive in.
transmissibility of actions of Debt and Account.

Intransparency (intronspea-rensi, -psT-).
[f. Intransparent a. : see -ency.] The quality of
being opaque ; also, an instance of this.

1905 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 570/1 The intransparency caused
by a mere infiltration generally clears away in tbe course of
time. /Itid.^ Centrally placed intransparencies, which cover
the pupil, are relatively the most disturbing.

Intravascnlarly (-vse'ski«Zlaili), adv. [f.

Intravascular a. -e-Lv^.] Within the vascular
system.
1906 Practitioner Dec. 754 A powerful anti-human serum

may be injected intravascularly in man without necessarily
producin^g the serum disease.

Intrigue, v. Add : 5. trans. To excite the
curiosity or interest of ; to interest so as to puzzle
or fascinate. Also absol. (A modern gallicism.)

_
x8^ Month May 122 The publishers often become so

intrigued by these claims of authorship, that we find them
at times passing by the matter altogether. 1896 [in Diet.,
sense I ]. 1900 IVestni. Gaz. 5 Dec. 2/2 We do agree most
heartily, but the observation intrigues us not a little. 1909
H. G. Weli.s/4h« Veronica iii. 6 7. * I must confess,* he said,
*the New Woman and the New Girl intrigue me profoundly.'
1918 QuiLLER Couch Studies Lit. Ser. i. 147 These theo-
logical poets and preachers of the seventeenth century., were
intrigued. .by man's lapse from a state of iimocence. 1924
W. M. Raine Troubled IVaters xxi. 225 The conspiracy she
proposed intrigued his interest.

Intriguing, ///. a. Add : Also, in sense of
prec. Hence Intrl'grnlng'ly adv.
1909 Daily Chron. 29 Apr. 3/2 A brisk, intriguing, and

entertaining story, loao Isis 27 Oct. 2/1 Edited.. by three
members ofOriel . , with a longish and intriguing introduction
by Mr. John Masefield. 193a Blachtu. Mag. June 778/2 The
line of alders on the far Lank was intriguingly punctuated
with squatting figures.

Introcision (intrdsi'^an). [f. L.zWro inwardly
-t- -cision of incision.'] An incision into the body.
1901 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 797/2 Early in life the young

girls are subjected to horrible mutilation (introcision), which
is in some obscure way associated with quite a different
operation, ' the terrible rite ' or male introcision, to which
young men are subjected.

Introduction. Add : 5. d. The person to
whom one is introduced.
1899 H. G. Wf.lls IVhen Sleeper Wakes xv, He bowed

condescendingly to his first introduction.. .This first intro-
duction was the Master Aeronaut.

Introessive (-e-siv), a. Gram. [f. L. intra

within )- esse to be -v -IVE.] Designating the case

which expresses ' motion into '.

1903 A mer. A nthropologist Jan.-Mar. 1 3 Besides a general
locative some of the most frequently occurring are inessive,

supcressive, introessive, ablative, and terminative.

Introitns (introu-ites). Anat. [L.] The en-

trance into a canal or cavity.

1901 DoRlAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2). 1908 Practitioner June
807 A retroversion of the uterus.. ca;i be cfTcctually treated

..so long as the introitus is intact.



INTEOSPECTIONISM.

ZntrOSpectionisin (intrtjspe-kjaniz'm). Psy-
ckol. [f. Introspection + -ism.] Introspective

psychology (see next).

19U WooDwoRTH Psychol, ii. 21 Without caring to attach

ourselves exclusively to either introspectionism or behaviour-

ism. 1931 Psyche Jan. 68 Straightforward introspectionism,

on the whole, judged by the contents of this book, has very

liule status in modern psychology.

Introspective, a. Add : Introspective psy-

chology ,
psychology based on introspection and on

the direct observation of one's own mental states.

Z911 Webster. 1931 Woodworth Contemp. Schools

Psychol, ii. 17 What we do find. -is. .more precise formula-

tion of the aim of introspective psychology.

Zntrouvable (aentrz^vabl), a. [Fr.] Unfind-

able, undiscoverable.
i8»4 Edirt. Rev, Mar. 2 We are by no means of opinion

that it [sc, a correct standard of national prosperity] is really

introuvable. A1856 in Neivs^. ^ Gen. Retuler's Comp.
§ 1436 Give me a mere annonce of any thing, that can tell me
of your introuvable friend. 1895 H. Buxton Fobman in

Nicoll <5- Wise's Lit, A need, sgih Cent. 6j The almost in-

trouvable tract Prothanasia and other Poems.

Introversion. Add : 1. b. Psychol, The
turning of the thoughts and activities exclusively

to that which is within, i.e. to the self and its

interests ; opp. to *Extraversion.
X916 tr. yutig's Coll. Papers Anal. Psychol. 289 In the

same way I shall call 'regressive introversion", the opposite
pathological phenomenon which we 6nd in dementia prsecox,
where the subject himself suffers these phantastlcal trans-

figurations.

Introvert, sb. Add :

2. Psychol. A person characterized by introver-

sion (see above): also ottHb. So I-ntroverted
ppl. a.f said of such a person, or his activities, etc,

1916 tr. Jnn^s Coll. Papers Anal. Psychol. 348 ITie intro-

verted type is characterised by the fact that his libido is

turned towards his own personality to a certain extent. Ibid.

349 An Extravert can hardly conceive the necessity which
compels the Introvert to conquer the world by means erf" a
system, igao Challenge 21 May 44/2 All works of the
imagination are conceived by men of the introvert type, xgas
T. P. NuNN Education 145 An 'introvert* concerned
mainly with his own feelings and thoughts. 1914 tr. Freud's
CollectedPapers II, 114 When these [jc, dispositional factors]

are present m sufficient strength there arises the danger of
the libido becoming introverted. 1915 C. Fox Educat.
Psychol, 254 The introvert abstracts from the object and
deals with it by concepts concentrating upon the inner world
of thought.

Intrusive, ct. Add : B. sb. An intrusive rock.

1895 A. Harker Petrol. Students vii. 87 Acid Intrusives,
The acid intrusive rocks embrace a considerable range of
varieties. 1925 Odkll in E. F. Norton Fight for Everest^

1924 300 Yet the character of the former \sc. the limestone
scries] may be entirely due to its proximity to the hard
crystalline rocks and its alteration brought about by pressure
against them, if not also by their igneous intrusives.

Intuited (inti«-lted), ///, iz. [f. Intuitz;. +
-edI.] Arrived at or known by intuition.

x886 A. Weir Nist, Basis Mod. Europe (1889) 481 The
mathematical sciences, .drew their conclusions from intuited
figures and series. 18^ W. James Princ. Psychol. I. 630
Meanwhile, the specious present, the intuited duration,
stands permanent, like the rainbow on the waterfall, with its

own quality unchanged by the events that stream through it.

Intum, sb. Add : 4. Curling. A turn inwards
of the elbow made in delivering a stone.

1897 Encycl. sport I. 262/1 The inturn is made when the
curl is to be toward the right.

IntusSUSCeptum (i:ntz?s,s^se'ptffm). Path,

[mod.L., neut. sing, oi intttssuscepius : see Intus-
suscEPT z/.] A portion of intestine which is

invaginated with another portion.

1857 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. s.v. IntussuscepttOt The intro-

duction of one part of the intestinal canal

—

ininssusceptum.
—into another, which serves it as a sort of vagina or sheath,
1901 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2).

IntusSUSCipiens Ci:nt»s,sr?si-pien2). Path.
[mod.L., pres. pple, of intussuscipere : cf. prec]
rhe portion of intestine which invaginates an
intnssusceptum.
1857 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. s.v. Intussusception It is the

upper part of the small intestine, which is received into the
lower

—

intussuscipiens—when the intussusception is said to
be progressive. 1908 Practitioneryi^x. 367 The ends of the
bowel are.. reduced through the opening in the intussus-
cipiens.

Inulase (ini/^^is). Chem. [f. Inula : see

*-ASK.] An enzyme which converts inulin into
fructose.

1899 J.
R. GsEEN Soluble Fertnents 77 The transformation

of inulin into sugar is brought about by the action of an
enzyme to which the name inulase has been given. The
existence of this enzyme was first demonstrated by the writer
in 1887, when the germination of tne tuber of the artichoke
was made a subject of examination.

Inule (i'ni«l). [ad. L. Inula.] A plant of the
genus Inula.
X858 G. B^HTHKVi Handhk, Brit. Florvmj-i Rigid Inule...

Common Inule.

Inundatal (in»nd/ital), a. Bot, [irreg. f.

Inundate z'. + 'AL.] Growing in areas snbject to

flooding.

1847 H. C. Watson Cybele Brit. I. 65 Inundatal Plants
of places liable to be inundated in wet weather, but often
dry in summer. X9S6 Nat. Hist. Oxford Distr. 88 Paludal
flora (including uliginal and inundatal species).

508

Inundation. Add : 1, b. attrib. : inunda-
tion canal.
iSS6 Encycl. Brit. XX. 108/2. 1902 Ibid. XXIX. 599/1

The ' inundation canals ' of the Punjab, which utilize the
flood waters in the rivers during the monsoon season, and
are dry at other times.

Invalidism, (Later U.S. example.)
1925 H. L. Foster Trop. Tramp Tourists 83 A sort of

personal pride in his invalidism.

Invalidy (i*nvalfdi), a. colloq. [f. Invalid sb,

+ -Y 1.] Of the nature of an invalid.

1894 Mrs. H.WARD^a/-«//«III. 9 She's fussy, you know,
and invalidy, and has to be wrapped up in shawls. 191a
' R. Dkhan' Between two Thieves 626 We invaded the
Crimea with a wealcly, invalidy, or crippled army.

Invar (i'nvai), [Abbreviation of Invariable
a.'\ A trade-name for an alloy of nickel and steel

in which the coefficient of expansion is negligible.

Also attrib.

X90J Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 805/2 Guillaume's alloy
{invar) of nickel (35-7 per cent.) and steel (64'3 per cent.).

X9SI Glasgow Herald <) Nov. n Concentric brass and 'invar*
tubes. 1929 Ratcliffe Phys. Princ. Wireless iii. 50 A
tuning-fork made of ' invar ' metal.

Inventory, v. Add : 2. intr. and trans. To
amount to or be worth (so much) on an inventory.
X903 G. H. LoRTMER Lett. Self-made Merchant ix. 113 The

last time I saw her, she inventoried about $io,ooo as she
stood. 1905 Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Repnbl. 20 Oct. 12

The late Senator Piatt left an estate which inventories at
$2o>88o.

Inverse, sb. Add :

3. Rouge et Noir, The section at the end of the

table in which are placed bets wagering that the

colour of the card that wins the coup will not be
the same as that first dealt for a colour.
1867 Bohn's Hand-bk. Games 343 If the player, .be deter-

mined to try his luck on the inverse, he must place his money
on a yellow circle, or rather a collection of circles, situated
at the extremity of the table. Ibid.^ The punters place on
the Rouge, the Noir, the Couleur, or the Inverse, the sum
they wish to risk.

Inversion. Add : 10. In full, sexual inver-

sion : inversion of the sex instincts.

1896 J. A. SvMONDS {title) A Problem in Modern Ethics,
being an Enquiry into the Phenomenon of Sexual Inversion.

1897 ^' Havelock Ellis Stud. Psychol. Sex I. 139 Another
exciting cause ofinversion . . is disappointment in normal love.

Invert, sb. Add : 2. Teleg. An inverted in-

sulator.

1876 Preece & SivEWRiGHT TeUgTapky 224 An effort is at
present being made to introduce a form of invert in which
the bolt passes nearly to the top of the insulating material.

3. Psychol. One whose sex instincts are inverted,

(Cf. *Inversion 10 ; *Invkrted 3 c.)

1897 H. Havelock Ellis Stud, Psychol. Sex I. 12 Caesar
was proud of his physical beauty, and like many modern
inverts he was accustomed carefully to shave his skin. Ibid.

144 The sexual invert is specially liable to suffer from a high
degree of neurasthenia. 1911 R. W. Chambers Common
Law x. 29 This world is full of pale, enraptured artists ;. .full

of unwashed little inverts.

Invertase (i'nvsjt^is), Chem. [f. Invert v.

-»-*-ASE.] = Inveetin.
1899 J. R. Green Soluble Ferments 115 Invertase is said

by Mieran to be present in the ripe fruit of the Banana.
1908 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 556/1 Among the enzymes
already extracted from fungi are invertases (yeasts, moulds,
etc.), which split cane-sugar, and other complex sugars with
hydrolysis into simpler sugars.

Inverted, ///. a. Add : 3. c. Psychol, spec.

of the sex instincts,

1897 H. Havelock Ellis Stud. Psychol. Sex I. i6 The
painter Bazzi seems to have been radically inverted. Ibid.

156 Social opinion is most amply adequate to deal with the
manifestations of inverted sexuality.

Inverter. Add : 2. Anat. A muscle which
turns or rotates inward.
X903 Lancet 4 July 56/2 If either the evertor or invertor is

out of use the combined action of these muscles, .becomes
impossible.

Investigational (investig^-Janal), a, [f.

Investigation + -al.] Of or pertaining to investi-

gation.

1903 Science 29 Sept. 387/1 Investigational apparatus of
great importance. 1930 Aberdeen Press ^ Jml. 4 Sept. 7/3
An unprecedented demand for botanical specialists to fill

investigational and advisory posts.

Investment. 6. b, attrib. Add : invest-
meut trust, a trust whose profits are derived from
its holdings of selected investments ; also attrib.

19x4 L. M. Speaker In-oestment Trusts j The investment
trust in its characteristic form is an institution mainly of
British origin. It is essentially a corporation, the business
of which consists chiefly of judicious investment of its

capital. 1939 Observer 17 Nov. 2/3 Among the many high-
class securities which have had to be sold to meet the de-
mand for money caused by the depressed conditions have
been the junior stocks of the large investment trust com-
panies.

Inviable (invai-ab'l), a. [f. In-3 + Viable a.i]

Unable to survive. Hence Inviabi'lity.
1939 Encycl. Brit. XI. 495/1 In this case the Fg genera-

tion, and the results of back-crossing Fi to either parent, are
usually polymorphic, and may include monstrous or more
or less inviable forms. In certain cases, owing to the in-

viability of most gametic and zygotic combinations, the Fj
consists entirely of types resembling one or other parent
fairly closely.

IODO-.

Invisible^ <^. Add : 1. d. Invisible exports,

imports : those items which do not appear in re-

turns of exports and imports yet for which payment
has to be accepted from or made to a foreign coun-
try, such as shipping services, insurance, proftls on
foreign investments, etc,

191X C. G. Robertson Eng, under Hanoverians ii. iv. 544
Prior to the Industrial Revolution the seaborne and carrying
trades, with their invisible exports, are an expanding source
of wealth, but are not indispensable. 1919 J. A. Todd Mech.
Exchange xiv. 174 An invisible export is something which
enables a country to import goods without paying for them
directly by the export of other goods, and conversely, an in-
visible import is something which makes it necessary for a
country to export goods without receiving payment directly
in other goods. 1923 Westm. Gaz. 24 Feb., Depressed
shipping means less insurance, less banking, and a smaller
earning in freights—all the things we mean when we speak
of our invisible exports.

Invita Minerva (invsita minsuva). [L,,

— * Minerva (the goddess of wisdom) unwilling'.]

When one is not in the vein or mood, without
inspiration.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xii. iii. 919 It should be
vntothem(/««zVayT/zn^nMz) to banket or danse with Minenia.
i6a6 Bacon Sylva 5 292 That nothing bee done Inuita
Minerudy but Secundum Genium. a 1855 in Navsp. tf Gen.
Reader's Comp. § 509 Haydn never began a symphony inmta
Minerva.

Invite, V. 1. a. Add : To invite in : to ask
(a person) to come into one's house,
1875 Hatter's Mag, Aug. 417 She found a house where she

was invited in. x888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Elsvtere xxii, It was
evidently the Squire's purpose to come in, so Robert invited
him in. 1899 Adelaide Skeel & W. H. Bkearley King
Washington 37 Being occupied in a nice calculation whether
or not her breakfast menu would stand the strain of an extra
appetite should Mr. Ettrick. .invite the captain in.

Invoicei sb. C. Add ; invoice clerkj man,
porter,
1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (i9a7) %\ 706, 939.

Involute (i'nv^'ttt), V. [Back-formation from
Involuted a. 2.] intr. To become involute or
undergo involution.
a 1909 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. VII. 783 (Cent. D.

Suppl.) A circular scaly pink patch that spreads peripherally
with a pinkish border, and clears up or involutes in the
central portion. 1910 Practitioner ]n\y 106 The uterus had
involuted normally.

Involntionary (inv^Ii^/Jsnari), a, [f. Involu-
tion + -ABY.] Characterized by involution ; retro-

grade.
Z930 Discovery Nov. 338/a Our conceptions of psychical ,

.

' regression ' .
.

, the backward or involutionary path of mental
processes to more infantile conditions.

Inworker. Add : 2. One who works on the
premises of a shop or factory.

1909 Fabian News XX. 75/1 A minimum wage for both
inworkers and outworkers.

lo 2 {^vo). [L., a. Gr. Iw, daughter of the river

god Inachus, loved by Zeus.]

1. Astron. The innermost satellite of the planet

Jupiter.
x866 LocKYER Guillemin's Heavens 232. 19x9 Encycl.

Brit. XIII. 190/2.

2. In full lo moth : A large moth of North Ame-
rica, Automeris or Hyperchiria lo, having promi-
nent ocelli on each hind wing.
j88q Cent. Diet. X9ia Gene Strattos-Porter Moths of

Limoerlost viii. 207 Mr. Eisen presented me with a pair of
Hyperchiria lo.. .Because the lo was yellow, I wanted it.

lodipin (sii^a'dipin), Pharm. \zA.Q.Jodipin,
It. Jodipinia: f. Iodine -j-L. adip--, adeps fat +
-IN 1.] A compound of iodine and sesame oil used
medicinally.
loox DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2). 1908 Westm, Gaz. 35

July 16/1 A solution of iodipin in oil.

lodo-. Add: a. I:odo-cre'sol, a compound of

iodine and cresol used as a substitute for iodoform.

I:odo-pro*teid, an iodized proteid. I:odo-xicino'-

leate, a salt containing iodine and a ricinoleate.

l:odospo'ngin, an iodo-proteid found in sponges.

I:odothyrixi = Thyro-iodikk.
1832 MoRLEY & MuiR Watts' Diet. Chem. III. 31/3 *Iodo*

cresol sulphonicacid. 1907 Practitioner ^unzZt^lodsWiux..

.

This is an *iodo-proteid compound containing 21-5 per cent.

of iodine. IbieL Dec. 864 Calcium *iodo-ricinoleate is a new
salt, containing a large proportion of iodine. 1898 yml.
Chem. Soc. LXXIV. i. 717 *lodospongin, an iodised proteid
present in ordinary sjionge. 1897 Ibid. LXXII, 11. 330
Effect of Fresh Thyroid and *Iodothyrin on MetaboUsm.
1929 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 173/2 A proteid known as thyreo-
globulin, the active principle of which.. is known as iodo-
thyrin or thjToiodin.

b. lo'dopliile a., readily absorbing or combin-'
ing with iodine. lodopM-lia Path.^ a condition

of the blood in which the leucocytes readily stain

with iodine.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 817/2 The Myxobolidae. .which
have an *iodophile vacuole. 1910 Practitioner Jan. 95 The
disappearance of the iodophile granules after the crisis seems
to depend upon some chemical change taking place in the
protoplasm of the cell. Ibid 96 The nuclei, .are quite un-
like the normal iodophile leucocyte with the sharply defined
nucleus, i^a A. Locke in Boston Med, yrni. A Sept.

290/1^ A faint extracellular *iodophilia is present m alt

individuals. 1910 Practitioner Jan. 90 From i per cent, to
12 per cent., showed ' faint ' iodopbilia.
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Iodf)t|inin (aif^gg-ntpm). Chem. [f. Ioi>(lNE +
ending of Ammonium.] A hypothetical, univalent,

basic radical, IHj, analogous to the radicals ammo-
nium (NH4) and phosphonium (PH4).

1894 yrnl. Ckeifu Soc. LXVI. i. 242 A derivative of the
hypothetical base IHo-OH (iodoninm hydroxide), analogous

to h>*droxyIaraine, Ibid, 462 The analogy between the

iodonium compounds and the salts of the heavy metals also

extends to the sulphur compounds of the base. 1927 Sidgwick
EUclronic The. Valency iv. 67 The welUknown iodonium
salts.

lodoso- (si'^d^os^), used as combining form of

lODous to denote the presence of the univalent

radical lO.
1894 Jrnl, Oiem. Soc. LXVI. i. 415 lodoso- and lodoxy-

compounds.

lodoxy- (3i*<5d(Tlcsi). Chem, [f. loDO- + OxT-
(gen.] An element in names of chemical com-
pounds signifyinjT the presence of the univalent

iodoxyl radical lOj. 1894 [see *Iodoso-J.

I0XL> Substitute : Either of the products (see

Anion, Cation) which appear at the respective

poles when a substance is subjected to electrolysis

;

hence, any of the electrically charged particles

which are released by dissociation in an electrolyte;

a molecule or atom considered electrically ; a
gaseous particle electrically charged by the action

of R^ntgen or other rays, etc. Also attrib,

i«33 Faraday in PhiL Trans. (1834) CXXIV. 79 Finally,

I require a term to express those bodies which can pass to
the electrodes, or, as they are usually called, the poles...

I

propose to di«inguish these bodies by calling those anions
which go to the anode of the decomposing body ; and those

passing to the cathode, cations \ and when I have occasion

to speak of these together, I shall call them ions. 1902 Sir

J. J. Thomson in Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 26/1 We thus re-

gard the conductivity of the gas as due to the presence of
electrified particles. . . These particles we shall call ionSy but
they must not be assumed to be the same as the ions in the
electrolysis of solutions. 1904 tr. W. Nemst's Theoretical
CketH. (ed. 2) 394 If the velocity of the electron is very great,

it may produce a reUittvely large number of positive and
negative gas ions. 1909 J. W. Jenkinson Exfer. Emhryol.
136 A physiologically t^Unced solution is necessary, one in

which the electrolytes are in a state of chemical equilibrium

with the necessary ion-proteid compounds in the tissues.

X9»7 Sidgwick Electronic The. Valency gi In a crystal like

calcium caibonate we find the same kind of relation between
the calcium ion and the COs ion, but a different one for the

constituent atoms of the CO3 group itself:.,and this may be
taken as evidence that the calcium and the CO3 are them-
selves ions.

-ion, suffix ^y the word loir added to the abbre-

viated Latin forms of the names of elements and
radicals to describe these in their dissociated ionized

atate, as cupriortj sulphidion^ after Anion, Cation.

Zonaxouie {^vdnkmln, -ain). Chem, [f. Gr. Xov

violet + Amine.] One of a class of dyestuffs having

a special affinity for real and artificial silk.

I9as Glasgfftu Herald 24 Apr. 10 By a suitable choice of
cotton dyestuffs and * ionamines ' it is possible to produce by
subsequent chemical changes on the fibre a still greater range
of shades. 1994 KiNGZETT Chem. Encycl.{cd. 3) 303 ' Iona-

mines ', a new class of dycstuSs of promising value few dye-
ing artificial acetate silk, etc.

Zone (ai*(?°n)- Geo/. The name of a village in

California used to designate a formation in the

middle division of the Tertiary strata.

1906 Chambbhlin & Salisbury Geol. III. 264 Contem-
poraneous deposits of estuanne, lacustrine, and probably
subaerial origin (lone formadon) were being made.

loniCf fl-^ Add : Also, of or pertaining to ions

(•Ion 2).

1898 Isee Diet.]. 1913 Q. Rev. July 12a A knowledge of

the total mass of water precipitated by theexpansion enabled

Mr. Wilson . . to estimate the number of ionic nuclei required

to form the cloud.

b. Med» Pertaining to medication in the form of

ions. (Cf. *Ionization2 4.)

X9M Practitioner Jan. za8 Of ionic treatment I have had
no experience.

lonilUlI (aiitfo'nii'm). Chem* [mod.L,, f. *ION

2+-IUM.] A radioactive element obtained from

uranium by disintegration and remarkable for its

powerful ionization of the surroimding air.

1907 B. B. BoLTwooD in Atner. yrnl. Set. Ser. iv. XXIV.
372 rhe name * Ionium ' is proposed for this new substance, a
name derived from the word ' ion '. This name is believwi

to be appropriate because of the ionizing action which it

possesses in common with the other elements which emit

a-radiaiions. X91S Soudv Matter 4- Energy \x. 220 It b
known that the change of uranium into radium » not direct,

but that an intermediate substance, Ionium, which does pro-

duce radium steadily with the lapse of time, intervenes.

lonizatioxi ^ (3i-.<5n3iz?ij3n). [f. IoNizi!z;.2 +
-ATION.]

1. The dissociation of molecules into ions in an

electrolyte.

1901 B. Blount Praci. Electro-Ckenu 16 Evidence of com-
plete ionisation is forthcoming only when the solution of

sodium chloride is exceedingly dilute. 1907 C L. von Ends
tr. Abegg's Electrolytic Ditsoc. Theory 154 That ionization

in non.aqueous solutions is so small, as a rule, essentially

because of the great amount of association.

2. The production of ions in a gas.

1898 Nature 8 Dec. 142/1 The measurements of the ionisa-

tion produced by Rontgen rays in fourteen gases showed
that the ionisation was connected with the chemical com-

position in a very simple manner. 1909 Sir J. J. Thomson
in Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 26/1 The process by which the
gas is changed into a conductor we shall call the ionization ot
the gas. i;^ D. Brunt Meteorology x. 99 A lightning dis.

charge. .building up its complicated structure piecemeal by
progressive ionization, the branching being always away
from the positive charge.

3. Dissociation into ions in a solid.

^ 1917 Sidgwick Electronic The. Valency qo With the simpler
inorganic salts, such as sodium chloride, we have direct
evidence of ionization in the solid from the phenomenon of
residual rays.

4. Med. The introduction oftherapeutics into the

body in the form of ions.

1908 Practitioner Oct. 563 Cocaine from the positive pole
and salicylate of soda from the negative pole.. have been
made use of by the new treatment of Ionisation. 19x7
'Contact* Airman's Outings^ 322 The department where
they dispense massage and ionisation,

6. attrib.

ij^xo Practitioner June 785 The modem zinc mercury
ionisation treatment Is averydefinite way ofdirectly applying
powerful drugs to a diseased area. 29x9 J- A. Crowther
loHs^ Electrons, etc. 9 Ionization theory of gaseous con-
duction. Ibid. 14 The ionization chamber. Ibid. 52 loniza-

tion currents with large voltages.

Ionize, z/>^ Read

:

1. intr. Ofan electrolyte : To split up into ions.

1899 Nature 30 Nov. 114/1 The only ionising inorganic
solvents hitherto found in addition to water are nitric acid
and liquefied ammonia. 1901 B. Blount Pract. Electro-
Chem. 16 Solutions of moderate strength.. behave as if a
portion of the molecules were ionised and a portion were
present as ordinary molecules. 1^30 Field & "Wkill Electro-
Plating 92 Copper sulphate ionises as follows.

2. trans. Of X rays, cathode and other rays, an
electric field, etc. : To produce ions in a gas and
so make it a conductor. Also absoL
1898 [see Diet.]. i90« Encycl. BriL XXVIII. 26/1 The

increase is not sufficient to make the electric field ionize the
gas. 1996 Ibid, Suppl. II. 146 An ion with a mass equal to

that of a molecule of oxygen would not ionise unless its

energy were greater than 136,000 volts.

Hence I'onized ppL a, ; I'onizing vbL sb, and
ppl. a. ; I'onizer, a device for producing the ion-

ization ofa gas or liquid {Ceni.D, Suppl. 1909).
x^a Encycl. Brit, XXVIII. 15/2 Towards the explanation

of ionizing power some advance has been made. Ihid. ;^6/i

The ordinary characteristics of discharge through ionized
gas. X919 J. A. Crowther lons^ Electrons, etc. 18 Then
the rate of increase in the number of ions per unit volume of
the gas is equal to the number formed per second by the
action of the ionizing agent less the number lost by re-

combination. Z927 A. S. Eddincton Stars ^ Atoms 19,

I can show you the other method of ionizing atoms by
battering of a more mechanical kind.

lonOg'enCai'f'hfJd^en). Physics, [f. Ioir + -o- +
-GEN I.J A compound which produces ions when
in solution ; an electrolyte.

1906 A SuiTH Gen. fnorg. Chem. 321 An ion may be
defined as, an atom or group of atoms bearing a positive or
negative charge of electricity, and formed through the
dissociation of an ionogen by a solvent like vrater. X9U
J. Mills IVithin the Atom vL 66 Quite a large group of
chemical compounds will dissociate in this manner and these
are known as ionogens or electrolytes.

Xonone (ai'^n^an). Chem. [f. Gr. Xov violet »-

-ONE.] One of a group of hydro-aromatic ketones

derived from lemon-grass and having the odotir of

violets.

1894 7r«/,CA««,.S'<Jf. LXVI. 1.82 lonone.. has a character-

istic odour resembling that of violets. 1906 Technol. ^ Set,

Diet. (ed. Goodcfaild & Tweney) 758/1 lonone is a mixture
of two stereoisomers. i9a3 Suoborouch Bemtksen's Org,
Chetn. 628 These chemists have synthesised two isomerldes
of irone, which they term a- and /3-ionones.

lonOplasty (ai'^fe^plEe^ti). [f. I0N + -0- +
-PLASTY.] The electrolytic deposition of metals,

'904 yrnl, Phys^ Chem. Nov. 583 Study of thin films of
copper obtained by lonoptasty.

loqua, variant of 'HlAQOA.

Zowan (ai'^wan), sb^ and a. Also formerly

lowaian (from the pronunciation loway of Iowa,

which is still heard), [f. lowa^ name of one of the

United States of America, formerly of a tribe of

Indians inhabiting Iowa and Minnesota.] A. sh. A
native or inhabitant of Iowa.
1856 N. H. Parker Iowa as it is 56 Our ferry is busy all

hours in passing over the large canvas-backed wagons,
densely populated with becoming lowaians. 1927 Glasgoiu
Herald 6 Apr. 12 lowans..used to console themselves by
telling the world.. that their largest city had the greatest

consumption of icC'Cream per head of population,

B. adj. Of or pertaining to Iowa ; spec, in Geol.,

denoting certain glacial formations occurring in

Iowa, or the period in which they were formed.

1894 J. Geikie Gt. Ice A^e (ed. 3) 735 The chief track of

thecurrent from the Hudsonlan centre was down the Dakotan
and central lowan basins. Ibid. 760 The East-Iowan titl-

sheet..is not usually bordered by any definite terminal

moraine. The designation * Kast>Iowan formation ' is chosen
because it has been most carefully worked out by Mr. McGee
In north-eastern Iowa. 1906 Chamberlin & Salisbury Geol.

III. 391 The lowan ice invasion Is recorded in a thin sheet

of tin. 199* E. Huntington & S. S. Vischer Climatic
Changes 165 The lowan loess deposits.

Ipld (ai'pid). Entom. [f. Gr. tir-, t^ wood-
worm + -ID 3.] A beetle of the family Ipidm,
X9«s W. M. WHF.ELERi'iV. Life Insects 40 Schneider-OrelU

has found that the females of the Ipid ambrosia beetles carry

the fungus in the fore part of the stomach.

Ipiti (i'piti). S. Africa. Also epiti, impiti,

ip(i)oti. [Kaffir and Zulu i Puti.'\ The smallest

of the South African antelopes, Cephalolophus man-
ticola.

1836 Martin Hist. S. Afr. 138 {Pettman s.v. epiti) A turban
made of the skin of the ipiete, a species of antelope. 1879
Atcherlsv Trip to Boerland 26, I shot a few small buck
known as intpiti . .not much larger than a hare. 1905 D,
Blackburn Richard Hartley xiii. 244 The beautiful little

ipitI, no bigger than a toy-terrier and quite as sprightly and
alert.

Ipoh (Jyo). [Macassar ipo.l The upas tree, Ipo

{Antiaris) toxicaria. Also, one of various arrow-

poisons made from the sap of the upas tree. Also
attrib.

1901 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2), ipoh, the Malay name
of various arrow-poisons. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 494/1
The pure Sakai..make loin-cloths, .from thebarkofthe/rrt/>
and ipoh trees. 1907 Q. Rev. July 190 The poison for their

arrows is obtained from the ipoh or upas tree.

Ippiappa, variant of *Jipijapa.

Ipsilateral (ipsilse-teral), a* Physiol. Also
erron. ipso-. [Badly f. L. ipse self + Lateral.]
Belonging to or occuring on the same side,

1913 Borland Med. Diet, (ed. 7), Ipsolateral. 1930
Eccles & Sherrington in Jrnl. Physiol. LXIX. i Reflex
summation in the ipsilateral spinal flexion reflex.

Ipsissima verba (ipsi-sima vauba). [L.]

The precise words.
1807 SouTHEY Lett, (1856) II. 40 Last night I was in too

much haste to look for the i/>sissiina verba of Fuller. 1834
Edin, Rev. Apr. isr We.. shall, therefore, ..treat the reader
to our author's ipsissima verba, 1886 Athenaeum 13 Nov.
630/1 An assurance that the extracts contain the ipsissima
verba of the poet would be. .valuable. 1931 Times Lit,
Siippi. 28 May 416/2 An undergraduate named Brauer, ..

who. .seems to have taken down the ipsissima verba ofKant
with almost impeccable accuracy.

Ipso jure {iyso d5ueT£), advb. phrase. [L.]

By the operation of the law itself.

19x3 Act 3 «i- 4 Geo. f^ c. 20 §97 The act and warrant of

confirmation in favour of the trustee shall ipso jure transfer

to and vest In him.. the whole property of the debtor,

Zraqi (ira'ki). Also Iraki. [Arab. : f. Iraq

(seedef.) +-i adj. suffix.] An inhabitant of Iraq,

proclaimed Aug. 23, 192 1 as the official name of

Mesopotamia, an Asiatic kingdom of Arabs having

Bagdad as its capital. Also attrib. or adj., be-

longing to this kingdom or its inhabitants. Hence
Ira*qtilaii.

1913 Glasgoiv Herald 9 Apr. 10 The Iraqians declare that

it took the British all their time to win. 1924 Blackw. Mag.
Mar. 345/1 The administration is now in the hands of Iraqis,

assisted by a mere handful of British advisers. 1917 Observer

7 Aug. 13/5 An addition of Iraqi or Syrian territory to the

Turkish Republic would constitute a danger to his State.

Ibid., The Iraqi movement towards Westernisation.

Irene ^ (airr-n«). Astron. [Female proper

name, a. L. Irene, ad. Gr. Elprjvrj {dprfjv-q peace).]

A minor planet discovered in 1851,

187s Encycl. Brit. 11. 807/1.

Irene ^ (ai»r;n). Chem. [f. *Ir(one + -ENE.]

A hydrocarbon formed by the dehydration of irone.

1894 yrnl, Chem, Soc. LXVI. 1. 81 When treated with
bydriodic acid and phosphorus, irone loses a molecule of

water, and forms Irene, C13H18, which is a colourless oU
boiling at ii3-ii5*.

Iretol (ai'Tetpl). Chem. [f. *Ir(igenin + -ET

+ -OL.] A colourless compound obtained by the

action of alkali on irigenin.

X804 ^m/. Chem, Soc. LXVI. i. 48 Iretol, C6H2{OH)s-OMe
b obtained by adding excess of sulphuric acid to the product

obtained by heating irigenin with caustic alkali. Ibid, [see

*Iridic «.' bj.

Irian (3i»'rian), a.2 and sb. [f. the name /r, a
son of Miled, legendary ancestor of the Irish Celts.]

a. adj. Belonging to or descended from Jx, b, sb.

One of the race so descended.

1899 D. Hyde Lit. Hist. Ireland $9 Each man counting
his ancestors through tlieir hundredfold ramifications.. and
from thence to the founder of their house, who in his turn

grafts on to one of the great stems (Eremonian, Eberian,

Irian, or Ithlan). Ibid. 204 All the great races, Eremonians,
Eberians, Irians, and Ithians, resorted to it impartially, and
It became a real university'.

Iridaly a. Add : 2. Of or relating to the iris

of the eye. 1901 Borland Med Diet, (ed. 2).

Iridectome (ai^ridckt^^am). [f. Gr. ipiS-j Iris

+ (KTOfxrj a cutting out.] A knife used in iridectomy.

187s Knight Did. Mech,, Iridectome, a knife for operations

on the eye. 1903 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 3).

Iridiagfnosis (sioiridaiagnJu'sis). Med. [f. as

prec. + Diagnosis.] Identification of a disease by
observing the iris of the eye ; iris diagnosis.

1923 Giasgoiv Herald 9 Nov. 6 Mr. Thomson.. affirmed

that the science of iridiagnosis refuted the germ theory as

the prime factor in the causation of disease. 1928 Sunday
Express 8 Apr. 10/7, I had never come across iridiagnosis

before.

Iridic, d'^ Add : b. Denoting a crystalline acid,

CgHnOg.COOjH, obtained by decomposition of

iridin.

1894 ymL Chem. Soc. LXVI. i. 48 On heating Irigenin

with concentrated potash, in absence of air, formic acid,

iridic acid, and Ircto! are obtained in molecular proportion.

Iridic (airi-dik), a.2 Anat. [f. Gr. i>5-, 1eiS +

-ic] Of or pertaining to the iris of the eye.



IBIDIN.

l«o Nature 19 July 97 Microscopic examination of the

pupil ttlls us that the inner iridic margin, .is really in a state

of tremor of small amplitude.

Iridin (ai'-ridin). Phaitn. [f. L. trid-, Ibis

(5) + -IN 1.] A preparation obtained from the

rhizome of Iris versicolor.

188a Encycl. Brit. XI 11. 276/1 ' Iridin ', a powerful hepatic

stimulant.

Iridium. Add: Comb.,&s iridium-poinlea e,6].

1008 Daily Chrcn. 27 Feb. 7/3 A gold-iridium-pointed nib.

fiidO". Add : Iridople^a (-plrdjia) [Gr.

T\r]~fy stroke], paralysis of the iris.

190X DoRLAND Med. Diet. (cd. 3). 1907 Practitioner K^z.

S19 The cardinal physical signs may be enumerated as

iridoplegia, affection of speech, alteration of deep reflexes,

and muscular tremors.

Iridocysl (si»Tidosist). Zool. [f. Gr. ipiS-, Ibis

+ KVOTK bag, cyst.] In certain cephalopods, a cell

which produces iridescent colours by diffraction of

light.

1893 A. E. Shipley Zool. invert. 320 In addition to the

chromatophores, the subepidermal tissues contain other

modified connective tissue cells known as iridocysts ; these

cells are so modified as to produce iridescent colors by
diffraction of light.

,

Iridocyte (si»rid<7sait). Zool. [f. Gr. i/mS-, Ibis

+ kiJtos a hollow, cell.] A refracting substance in

the skin of some fishes.

X898 Proc. Zool. Soc. 298 Pouchet's term ' iridocy te ', applied
to plate-like aggregations of the reflecting substance which
show some traces of a cellular nature or origin. 190a Encycl.
Brit. XXVII. 150/3 Guanin may be present, .in a peculiar
crystalline form, the crystals being known as ' iridocytes '.

Xridol (sis-ridfil, i'r-). Chtm. [f. *lBiD(ilf +
-OL.] A colourless compound prepared by the

distillation of iridic acid.

1894 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXVI. i. 48 Iridol,.distils on heat-

ing iridic acid at 239".

Irigenin (siri'djftiin). Chem. [f. *IBT(DIN +
-GEN+-INl.] A colourless compound, CjjHjjOg,
produced by the action of acids on iridin.

1894 yrnl. C/uvt.Soe. LXVI. I. 47 Iridin undergoes hydro-
lysis when heated with dilute sulphuric acid at 80-100*,

yielding ^-glucose and irigenin, CigHi^Og.
Iris, sb. 7. Add : (sense 4) iris diagnosis,

science
; (sense 5) iris blue, green.

X908 Sir F. Treves Cradle o/the Deep x. 57 A West Indian
island.. rising aloft from an *iris.blue sea. 19x1 Gtasgoiv
Herald 17 Feb. 9 *Iris Diagnosis and its Relation to True
Health. {l?itf.t *lris science also threw an entirely new light

upon the ideas prevailing with reference to germs and in-

fection by bacteria, as well as of vaccine and serum treatment.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 276/2 From the flowers of iris

florentinas. pigment—the 'verdelis', 'vert d'iris', or *iris.

green, formerly used by miniature painters—was prepared by
maceration.

Irish, a. and sb. Add : A. adj. 2. Irish gui-
pure, linen, poplin, etc.

1751 [see Poplin 2). 1851 Illustr. Catal. Ct. Exhih. in.

III. 516/1 Dowlas is a strong kind of Irish linen, for shirting.

Ibid. ifi\l\ Laces: Royal Irish guipure; Irish appliqu^.

18^5 Army <J-
Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 1094

Irish Poplin. Ibid. 1099 Irish Lawn... Irish Diapers.

b. Irish potato, setter (see the sbs.) ; Irish
deer (see quot.) ; Irish terrier, one of a breed
of terriers somewhat heavier than the fox terrier,

having straight wiry hair of a sandy red colour.
1889 NicHOLSoH & LvDEKKER Palxontology 134X The

Megacerotine, which contains only the Irish Deer {Cetvus
gigantetis), characterised by its enormous palmated antlers.

1894 R. B. Lee Hist. Mod. Dogs CI. Brit, i Irel. 212 The
capabilities of the Irish terrier as a water dog. 1897 Encycl.
Sport I. 323/1 It is just twenty years since the Irish terrier

first obtained recognition in the Kennel Club Stud Book.
o. Irish American (see quot. 1874); Irish

artioles.articlesof belief drawn up by Archbishop
Ussher in 161 5; Irish-Australian a., belonging
to an Irish family which has emigrated to Aus-
tralia ; Irish bleach, the method of grass or sun
bleaching linen; also, the linen itself; Irish
cross, a Latin cross with the shaft widening at

the base and a circle where the arms intersect the

shaft; Irish Free State [Ir. Saorstat Eireanni,
the name for Ireland, excluding Ulster, after the

treaty signed by Great Britain and Ireland in

December, 1921; Irish green, Connemara
marble ; Irish Guards, a regiment formed to sig-

nalize the bravery of the Irish in the Boer War of

1899-1903 ; Irish Ireland a., designating the
movement to arouse the interest of all Irish people
in their own country ; Irish point, a kind of lace
made in Ireland ; Irish Scots, Scots from northern
Ireland; Irish Society, a society founded in the
reign ofJames I. to have jurisdiction over the new
Protestant settlement in Ulster.

1874 Slang Diet., Irish American, an Irishman who has
been for some time resident in the States ; sometimes a man
born in America of Irish parents. The Irish American body
is a power in the United States. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II.

500/2 The earliest recorded event in the history of Argyll-
shire is the settlement in the 4th or 5th century of a body of
Irish Scots, under the leadership of Ere. J877 Ibid. VI.
324/2 The separate estates are still held to be under the
paramount jurisdiction of the Irish Society. Ibid. 565/1 To
this series of confessional documents also belong, .the Irish
Articles, supposed to have been chiefly composed by Arch-
bishop Ussher in 1615. l88z Caulfeild & Sawaro Did,

510

Ntedlevjork 272/1 Irish Point can be worked entirely a.s old

Brussels needle point. 1883 EncycL Brit. XV. 529/1 The
' Irish green ' of architects is a similar rock from Connemara
in western Galway. 1887 M. Stokes Chr. Art in Ireland
121 After the ninth and tenth century, the form now known
as the Irish Cross.. prevailed over the others. X9oa Encycl.
Brit. XXXIII. 684/1 The Queen. .issued an order. .for

a new regiment of Irish Guards to be constituted. 1904
W. B._ Yeats in Daily Chron. 18 Mar. 3/^. I went. .to tcil

the Irish of America of what we call the Irish Ireland move-
ment. X907 Wcsttn. Gaz, 17 Sept. 1/3 The. . Irish-Australian
baronet. 1919 Brit. Manufacturer Nov. 27/1 For many
years ' Irish Bleach ' has held a high reputation. X92a Act
13 Geo. yea An Act to make such provisions as are con-
sequential on or incidental to the establishment of the Irish
Free State. 2929 Encycl. Brit. XII. 628/1 The Irish Free
State, with the status of a British Dominion, came officially

into being on January 15, 1922.

B. sd. 5. Temper ; passion. [/.S. and dial.

1834 Crockett Narr. Life iv. 30 Her Irish was up too high
to do any thing with her. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer.
(ed. 3) S.V., My friends say that my Irish is getting up,
meaning, I am getting angry, 1877 Holdemess Gloss. ^ fry

;

Irish, E. and N., passion; anger; rage; fury. [See Ettg,
Dial. Diet.]

Iriskman. Add ; 2. A thorny New Zealand
shrub, the tumata-kuru, Discaria touvialou.
i860 S, Butler in H. F. Jones Life (1919) I. 80 A country

which has never before been burnt, and on which there is

a large quantity of Irishman (the name given to a thorny
shrub which, in the back country, attains to a considerable
size)... A glorious lurid flcire marks the ignition of an Irish-

man, 1883 [see Tumata-kuruj.

3, Irishman's promotion y rise : reduced wages.
1889 Bakr^re & Leland Diet. Slang (1897), Irishman's

rise. 190a C. J. C. Hynb Mr. Horrocks^ Purser ii. 27 I've

a sort of memory that you got Irishman's promotion for a
bit of a mistake just recently. 1915 Truth 25 Aug. 295/2
The utmost the surveyor might expect from most corpora-
tions would be an Irishman's rise.

Irisin (si^Tisin). Chem. [f. Iris j^. -h-in^.]

A substance obtained from the root-stock of the

iris, Iris pseudacorus.
1887 yrnl. Chem. Sec. LI I. i. 26 The rhizome of the water

lily. Iris pseudacorus, contains a peculiar carbohydrate,
called ' insin ' by the autlior [se. O. Wallach], Irisin,

CflHioOd+HsO, closely resembles inulin. xSga Moelev
& MuiR iVatts' Diet. Chem. III. 50/2.

Zrofa (jrijfa). [Jap., named from the first three

syllables i, rOj fa (earlier hd).'\ The Japanese
syllabary.
X845 Encycl. Metrop. XX. 482/2. 1899 K^kn^ Man, Past

4- Present 308 'J'he Japanese Katakana script, in which
modified forms of Chinese ideographs are used phonetically
to express 47 syllables (the so-called I-rofn syllabary).

Iroko (irJu'ko). [Ibo.] A timber tree of West
Africa, Chlorophora exc€lsa\ also, the timber ob-
tained therefrom.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1925 Countries 0/ World V.
2969/2 The timbers include mahogany, ebonj', iroko and
many other hard woods.

Iron, sh^ Add

:

1. d. Acolour resembling that of iron; iron-grey

or iron buff.

1923 Daily Mail 24 Apr. 1 In the latest shades of.. Iron,

Parma, Gardenia.

4. g. //. Iron supports to correct bow-legs, etc.

1884 PYE Surgical Handicraft xxv. 319 Wooden splints

are . , preferable to * irons '. X9a7 W. E. Collinson Contetup.

Engl. 56 We could see., deformities due to rickets or injuries

and the remedies e.g. irons to correct bow-legs.

12. iron-bacteria, bacteria which work changes

in the iron compounds, especially iron carbonate ;

iron buff, a dye-stuff made of hydrated ferric

oxide ; also, the colour so pro<luced ; iron-cham-
ber (see quot.); Iron City U.S.y Pittsburg; iron
gang, a gang of prisoners working in irons ; iron
loss Electr, (see quots.) ; iron-oak (earlier U.S.

examples) ; iron player Go!/, one who plays (in

a specified manner) with the iron; iron ration

N'avy and Army, (a) an emergency ration of tinned

food; {d) s/an^^y a bursting shell; iron shears,

cutters for shearing iron ; iron shot Go/ff a stroke

made with the iron ; iron steel (see quot.).

X909 Cent, Diet. SuppL s.v. BaeteHutn, *Iron-bacteria.

1929 Encycl. Brit. II. 008/2 AH this mass of molluscs became
coated with a i to i-incn covering offilamentous iron bacteria.

190a Ibid. XXVII. 564/1 *Iron Buff is produced by im-
pregnating the cotton with a solution of ferrous sulphate.

X87S Knight Did. Mech.y */ron-c/tamier. .t\izt portion of

the puddling-furnace in which the iron is worked. 184a

Daily Morning Post (Pittsburgh, Pa.) 10 Sept., The sub-

scriber [John I rons] . . informs . . t he public that he has opened
a Temperance Hotel, in fifth Street, ..in the house lately

occupied by Matthew Patrick, and has hoisted an Iron

Sign, *The *Iron City Hotel'. 18^1 Schele db Vebe
Americanisms (1872) 664 Pittsburg, in Pennsylvania, de-

rives, from its enormous iron manufactories, the name of
Iron City, by which it is universally known. 1848 H. W.
Haygarth Bush Life Australia iv. 35 Had escaped with
one or two others from his '*iron gang'. 185a Mundy
Antipodes (1857) 3^ "ihe prisoners here form what is called

an iron-gang—or ironed gang. 1904 Technol. ff Sei. Diet.

(ed. Goodchild & Tweney), *Iron Losses, xgio Hawkins^
Electr. Diet., Iron Core Loss^ the electric losses occurring
in armatures and transformers due to hysteresis and eddy
currents in the iron of the core. Ibid., Iron Loss in

Transfonner, the electrical loss in a transformer due to

hysteresis and eddy currents in its masses of iron. 1801
MicHAUx Hist, des Chines 5 Chine gris. Upland white-oak,
*Iron Oak, x83a D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 275 In

IBONCLAD,
Maryland and a great part of Virginia, .it is called Box
White Oak, and someiimes Iron Oak and Post Oak. 1909
Vl^estni. Gaz. 22 Feb. 12/2 He was also a most accomplished
*iron player. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. Suppl.
S.V., 'Ihe ordinary *iron rations for two days should be 2 lbs.

preserved meat and 2 lbs. biscuits, supplemented in such
manner as circumstances admit. 1896 I^armer & Henley
Slang, Iron-rations (nautical), tinned meat; specifically

boiled salt-beef. 1915 ' Ian Hay * First Hundred Thousand
xvi, A haver.<iack, occupied by his ' iron ration *—an emergency
meal of the tinned variety, which must never on any account
be opened except by order of the CO. 1918 Farrow Diet.
Milit. Terms s.v., Fritz is getting his iron rations. 1925 E.
Fraser & Gibbons Soldier i<f Sailor IVords s.v., ' Iron
rations ' was in the War also a colloquial expression in

speaking of a hot shell-fire, eg.. ' Jerry is letting them have
it, lots of iron rations flying about I

* 1884 Knight Diet.
Mech. SuppL, *Iron Shears^ cutters, either hand or machine,
for iron. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 28 May 12/3 Maxwell.. had
made a splendid *iron shot. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.
Suppl., *Ircn Steel, metal composed partly of steel and
partly of iron.

Iron, a. Add : 3. c. Iron hand (Australian

politics) : the closure.

[1876 Victorian Hansard 20 Jan. XXIII. 2002 They \sc.

the Government] have dealt with the Opposition with a
velvet glove; but the iron hand is beneath, .ind they shall

feel it.] 1884 G. W. RusDRN Hist. Australia III. ^06 The
cloture, or the 'iron hand', as McCulloch's resolution was
called, was adopted in Victoria, for one session.

4. c. iron cap = Irox hat 2 ; iron cross [G.
das eisertte kreuz\j a Prussian and Austrian detora-

tiou awarded for distinguished ser\'ices in war
;

iron gum, a large native tree of Queensland,
Eucalyptus raveretiana ; iron horse (earlier and
later U.S. examples) ; iron jubilee, the seventieth

anniversary of an event ; iron law (of wages), the

law or idea that wages tend to sink to the level

of mere subsistence ; iron paper (see qnot.)
;

iron road, way, a railway.
rail Chambers's Jml. Mar. 166/1 The indication of

a deposit of pyrites is the appearance of an outcrop of oxide
of iron more or less honeycombed. This is called the ' 'iron
cap ', or in Cornwall * gossan '. 1873 D. M. P. tr. A. Well-
tner's Anna. C^tess xu Stolberg ii. 26 The *Iron Cross, Class
I. and II., adorned his hero breast. 1902 Encycl. Brit.
XXXI, 340/2 The Austrian Iron Cross, founded by Napo-
leon I. as king of Italy in 1805.. conferred for personal
merit. 1914 Punch 11 Nov. 390/2 Ihe Iron Cross. (For
German looters.) 1889 Maiden Usef. PI. Australia 27
*Iroa Gum. 1846 Congress. Globe 6 Feb. 323/3 The *iron
horse, .with the wings of the wind,., vomiting fire and smoke.
1857-8 Trans. Ill, Agric. Soc. (1859) III. 347 The iron horse
was moving. . in various directions, awaking the long dormant
echoes of the prairie. 1891 E. S. Ellis Cluck No. 2134 xiv. 95
Ledwith.,drew his iron horse down to a slow walk. 19x8
Essex lust. Hist. Coll. LIV. 206 On the supposition that * iron
horses ' and those made of flesh and blood could be controlled
in much the same manner. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 6 Feb. 10/x
Pope Leo XIII. will celebrate.. during the present year
..his "Iron Jubilee' as a priest—he was ordained seventy
years ago. 1896 Diet. Pol. Econ. II. 568/1 He [sc. Lassalle]

dwelt on what he called the *iron or 'brazen law' {.ehemes
Gesetz) of wages, already laid down by Turgot and Ricardo.
X907 J. S. Nicholson in Cambr. Mod, Hist. X. 774 Ricardo
. . was credited with the ' iron law of wages* on the one side

and the theories of the continuous growth of rent and the
unearned increment on the other. X913 Pitman's Comm.
EncycL IV. 1662/2 The ' iron law '. .of the mere subsistence
wage taught that the general rate of wages constantly tends
to starvation limit. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,*Ircn-paper^
a name ^iven to extremely thin sheet-iron, which has been
rolled thinner than the finest tissue-p.-iper. 1838 F. Coghlam
{title) The *Iron Road Book and Railway Companion. 1880
Harper's Mag. Oct. 722/2 On all the iron roads the freight

trains were made up through long months to be concen-
trated on the lines leading into Chicago. x868 Rep. U.S.
Commissioner Agric. (1869) 350 Improved lateral roads, by
which products may reach the *iron way.

Ir011| V' 3. fi^, (Additional examples of iron

out.)

X90S Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republ. 31 Mar. 8 The
differences between Chairman Flaherty..and Col. William
A. Gaston are 111 a fair way to be amicably ironed out. 19x6
' Lucas Malet' Dogs of Want v. 5 i Mr. Harvey-Noakcs
plays a ripping game . . He has flattened me out, . . completely
ironed me out. 19x9 Observer 17 Nov. 3/4 The best practical

method of ironing out ups and downs of the business cycle.

X930 Time if Tide 28 Mar. 389 The progress of negotiations
to 'iron out* differences between Britain, Japan, and
America.

Ir0Zl*cased, a. Add : Also in other uses.

1901 Waterhouse Conduit Wiring 50 The Simplex iron-

cased distributing boards. 1906 Weslm. Gaz. 29 Aug. 10/x
His tubular iron-cased telephone.

Ironclad, a. Add ; 1. b. In electricity (see

quots.).

X9oa Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 584/2 The two-pole ironclad
type, so called from the exciting coil being more or less encased
by the iron yoke. 19x0 Haivkins' Electr. Diet., Iron-clad
Drop, an annunciator having an iron-clad electromagnet.
Iron-clad Dynamo, a dynamo having an iron-clad armature.
Ibid., Iron-clad Motory a motor provided with an iron*clad
armature.

2. Jig, Also, proof a^^ainst cold. U.S.
1872 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. 54 Cammts and

gooseberries are iron clad as regards climate.

3. (Enrlier and later examples.)
x866 Congress. Globe 14 Feb. 835/1 Traitors never would

be troubled with the ' iron-clad oath ', for they never would
have a chance to take it. 1871 Schele ue Veke A mericoft-

isms (1872) 287. 1873 Joaquin Miller Untvritten Hist,

xxvi. (1876) 337 Some hard iron-clad oaths and then shot
after shot, xoii H. S. Harrison Queedx* 114 He insisted

on doing it aiier an ironclad schedule.
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Irone (»i»'won). Chem, [f. Ir(is + -one.] A
colourless oil extracted from orris root.

1893 Sptdf. Tiemann*s Patent No. 8735. 1894 yrnl.

Chetn. Sec. LXVI. i. 80 Irone.. U an oil which is scarcely

soluble in water, readily in alcohol. Ibid. 8r [sec *Irene*J.
19SS SuoBOBOUGH Berntkseri's Org: Chetn. 627 Irone—

a

methyl ketone, C13H20O— is the odoriferous principle of the

iris root, and also probiably of the violet.

Ironor. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1835 J. H. Ikcraham South-U'est II. 197 The planter..

inquired of the girl her capabilities as seamstress, nurse, and
irone r.

Ironing, 'vbl. sK Add : 1, attrib. ironing-

blanket, -board, -room, -stool.

1858 SiMMONDs Diet, Trade, *Ircning'blankei, a coarse

blanket used as a smooth surface by laundresses when iron-

ing linen. *Ironing-board, a tailor's board for pressing

cloth on with an iron to smooth the seams, etc. ; a laundress's

board, covered with flannel, for ironing.. dresses ; ji table.

1876 H. E. ScuDDER Dwellers Ftve-Sisters Crt. iii. 52
Nicholas will have to carry the ironing-board for her. 1894
'E,\.\z. Hanks Catnp, Curiosity 195 I'he one large room.,
should be divided into . . three apartments ; wash-house, sort-

ing-room, and *ironing-room. 1^06 Weitnt. Gaz. 5 July 2/1

The hooded fireplace of the ironing-room. 1878 Mrs. Stowe
Poganuc People XXV. 268 Will seized her off the •ironing stool

and, perching her on hts shoulder, danced round the table.

6. Metallurgy, (See quot.)
s868 H. Bauerman MttalL Iron 178 An advantage is

claimed for bronzed twycrs of not being readily destroyed
by 'ironing', that is, of being mcUcd by the imperfectly-

fused masses of metallic iron which sometimes adhere to the
end of the iwyer.

Iron-man. Add : 1. o. A self-acting spinning

mule.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Iron-man (Cotton-manufacture),

a name applied to the self-acting mule invented in 1825 by
Roberts, of Manchester, England.

Iron-sand. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1805 D. McClure Diary (1899) 29 The soil abounds in

iron sand Ore.

Ironweed. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1819 W. Faux Memorable Days (1823) 185 Found iron-

weed all day, and fine extensive peach orchards.

IrOC|,TlOian (ir<ncwoi'an), a. and sb. [f. *Ibo-
QU01S + -AN.] =* next.
1888 J. C. Pilling {JtitW) Bibliography of the Iroquoian

Languages, ibid. Pref. p. v, To the Iroquoian perhaps
belongs the honor of being the first of our American families

of languages to be placed upon record. 1906 Kep. Brit,

Assoc. 679 The Iroquoian tribes of North America possess a
word which exactly expresses this potentiality,

IrOC^aois (iri?kwoi*). The name of a tribe of

North American Indians, sometimes called the Five
(later Six) Nations ; also attrib. or atlj,

1710 Shaftesb. Adv. Author 170 Historys of Incas or
Iroquois, written by Friars and Missionarys. f756-9 A.
Butler Z,iVM5'a/M/j(t83i) VI. 230The saint wrote earnestly

to the general of the society, desiring to be employed on a
mission to the barbarous Hurons and Iroquois in Canada,
1791 J. Long {title) Voyages and Travels of an Indian In-

terpreter, .to which is added. .a List ofWords in the Iro-

quois, Mohegan, Shawanee, and Esquimaux Tongues. 1851

L. H. Morgan League 0/ Iroquois i. i. 7 The place where
the Iroquois chiefs assembled. 1913 Dobothv Canfield
Rough-llrtvn i, Nealc was silent as an Iroquois. Ibid, xxv,

His Iroquois mask of insensibility.

Irradiate, «'. Add : 7. trans. To subject to

the action of X rays or similar therapeatic radia-

tions. (Cf. •Ibeadiation o.)

\vr%Med, Record -^x Jan. 168 (Cent D. Suppl.) The patient

sunering from mali^naiit disease is irradiated without first

submitting to tentative exposures.

Irradiated, ///. a» Add: 3. Exposed to

specific radiations.

1917 [see *EiiGosTKaoL), 1930 E. Watchorm in 5/VA*w/-
caljrnl. XXIV. 11, 1560 Large doses of irradiated ergosterol

lead to a decreased retention of calcium in rats.

Irradiation. Add : 9. Exposure of the body
to X rays, etc., for therapeutic purposes.

1903 Med. Record -^i Jan. 169 (CenL D. Suppl.) It seemed
to be preferable to extirpate the tumorous portions .. before

resorting to irradiation. 19J3 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 7),

I9a6 Encycl. Brit. Snppl. fll, 284 It was noticed that some
forms of malignant disease disappeared after treatment by
irradiation.

b. Exposure to specific radiations. (Cf. *Ie-

BADIATED 3.)

10. Nenroh The dispersion of a nervous impulse

to parts beyond the normal path of conduction.

1890 Billings Med. Diet., Irradiation. 3. Applied by
Meynert to the slow transmission of stimuli through the

fibrillary network of the gray substance, as distinguished

from transmission along regularly mcduUated nerves. 1901

Baldwin^ Diet. Philos. it Psychol. I. 575/1 It has been
suggested that irradiation.. is at the foundation of all or

most pleasurable sensations.

Irrationalist. Add : attrib, or adj.

1897 H. M. Cecil {title) Pseudo-Philosophy at the End of

the Nincieenth Century, an Irrationalist Trio, Kidd, Drum-
mond, Balfour. 1911 W. ]h}A2,% Mem. ^ Stndies xv. 392
Listen for a moment to such irrationalist deliverances on bis

patt as these.

IrrationalistiC (iraeJ^naU'stik),^. [f. Irra-

TioxAL a. + -I3TIC.] Characterized by irrational-

ism ; contrary to reason ; illogical.

1911 W. Tamrs Mem. 4- Studies xv. ^00, I spoke a while

ago of its beinjg an * irrationalistic ' philosophy in its latest

phase, i^is Q. Rev. Oct. 364 This brings us to the funda-

mental difference between the standpoints of history and
science, which the theology called * irrationalistic ' appears
to have overlooked. 19*0 A. S. Prengle-Pattison Idea of

Godd^y I have dwelt in the latter part of this lecture on the
tendency to slip into an anti-tntellectualistic, and even
irrationalistic, mode of statement in expressing the principle

of value.

Irreconciliation. Delete t Obs, and add
examples.
1906 Daily ChroH. i Oct. 5/6 Where. .brotherly love and

charity [have long been] enemies sworn to irreconciliation.

«9a7 British Weekly 24 Mar. 639/1 Science has its confu-
sions and irreconciliations no less than religion.

Irredeemable, a. 1* b. (Earlier U.S. ex-

ample.)
1837 D. Webster Wks, I. 374, I abhor paper; that is to

say, irredeemable paper, paper that may not be converted
into gold or silver at the will of the holder.

Hence Irxedeemat)ility (earlier U.S. example).
1791 A. Hamilton Wks. (1886) VIII. 228 The partial

irredeemability of the 6 per cent.

Irrepealability. (Earlier U.S. example.)
i8oa Ann. yi/i Congress i Sess. 592 The character of irre-

pealability was not exclusively attached to this law.

Irreption. Delete "^Obs. and add examples,
1926 Friedrichsen Gothic Version ofGospels 190 Previous

to this there had been casual but continued irreptions from
the Old Latin, ibid. 249 The Gothic reading could . . be ex-

plained as a corruption due to the irreption of some parallel

or reminiscent passage.

Iirrigfant (i'rigant), a. and sb. [ad. L, irrigans^

-ant'y pres. pple. of irrigdre to irrigate.] a. adj.

Serving to irrigate, b. sb. A canal or ditch for

irrigation.

1888 P. V. N. MvERS Arte. Hist.^ 1. iii. 57 (Funk) The dis-

tribution of the waters of the Tigris and Euphrates was
secured in ancient times by. .canals and irrigants.

I-rrigatable, a, [f. Ibbigatb v.] — Ieri-

GABLE a.

1836 D. B. Edward Hist. Texas i. 40 Most of these lands
arc irrigatable, from the numerous streams which flow down
the mountains above them.

Irrigate, «'. Add : 4. intr. To drink ; to take

a drink. U.S. slang.

1856 G. H. Derby Phcemxiana 104 [He] was invited
by the urbane proprietor to irrigate, c 1880 in Thornton
A mer. Gloss. App. 975 ' Stranger, do you irrigate ? * ' If you
mean drink, sir, 1 do not.* X905 A. Adams Outlet xxi. 298
Sponsilier. .called every one to the bar to irrigate.

5. trans. To cause to percolate.

1901 Practitioner Mar. 288 Picro-haematoxylin or other
stain can be irrigated through the preparation.

Irrigating, ^^/. ^1^. ox ppl. a. (Examples.)
x866 KeJ», Indian A^airs 120 The first thing necessary to

insure success is an irrigating^ canal. Ibid. 121 After the
ground was broken an irrigating ditch was opened. 1877
Ibid. 47 The irrigating dam referred to above is to save the
waters of a small creek. 1885 Ibid. 123 We must have many
more miles of irrigating ditches. 189a [in Diet,].

Irrigation. Add :

2. a. Also, the part which is irrigated.

X9s8 CoTTREtx Singing Gold i. i. 11 You could look away
over the irrigation to the sandhill.

4. irrigation ditch ; irrigation-wheel, a wheel
by means of which land is irrigated.

1870 Gov. HuKT Oivn Story (MS.) i *Irrigation ditches
were dug for as much of the land as could be covered with
water. 1901 O. Wister Virginian vi. 77 One of the irriga-

tion ditches ran under the fence from the hay-field tosupply
the house with water. 1864 J. A. Grant Walk Across
Africa ^lo Mr. Aipperly had., made friends with the natives

by assisting to put up their *irrigation-wheels.

Isabella. 2. (U.S. examples of absol. use.)

1846 Knickerbocker Mag, XXVII. 410 A snaky looking
vine.. from which glorious bunches of Catawbas and Isa-

bellas may be gathered. 1853 B. F. Taylor Jan, 4f^ June
{1B71) 23 A respectable Apple tree, .inexperienced in the
wiles and ways of Catawbas, Isabellas, and the like.

Isallobar (aisise'l^baj), Meteorol. [f. Gr. Xao^

equal (Iso-) + dXXoy other + *Bab j^.CJ A line

connecting places at which the barometric pressure

has changed by an equal amount during a specified

period. Hence Isalloba'rio a,

1911 N. W. Shaw Forecasting Weather -^yj Dr. Nils
Ekholm, of Stockholm, . . uses charts of isallobars—that is of
equal pressure differences in a given interval. Ibid., Dr.
Ekholm's contention is that the travel of the isallobaric

groups is more regular than that of the isobaric groups.

Isallotliemi (sis,se*ltfj>5im), MeteoroL [f.

Iso- ¥ Gr. oXAos other -^ Qipivr) heat] A line con-

necting places at which the temperature has changed

by an equal amount during a specified period.

Isanakatabar (9i:sisenak3e*tabaj). Meteorol.

[f. Iso- + Gr. 6:vo. on, upon + /card down + *Bar sb,^'\

A line of equal pressure amplitude.
1910 W. J. S. LocKYER South. Hemisplure Surface-Air

Circulation 17 An attempt is made in this portion of the

memoir to associate an isanakatabar of a particular value

with the track of the centres of the anticyclonic systems,

1928 Sir N. Shaw Man, MeteoroL II. 371 Lines of equal
range, which are called isanakatabars, or lines of equal up-
and-down of pressure.

Isat-. Add : Isatane (si'sat^n), a crystalline

compound formed by the reduction of isatin with

sodium. I'satoffe:n, a complex nitrogenous radical

common to isatin and related compounds ; hence

Z^satoffe'nic a. Isato'ic a., denoting a mono-
basic crystalline acid obtained from the oxidation

of isatin, etc.

x89aMoiiLKY&MuiR Watts' Dict,Chem.\\\.^y^*\%z^.zx^^

Cs!^H26N40«. 1900 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXXVIII. i. 649
This substance is really present in an unstable compound

called isatan. x89« Morley & Muir Waits'* Did. Chetn,
III. 76/r *Isatogcnic acid is perhaps formed by shaking
tf-nitro-phenyl-propiolic acid with H2SO4. 1902 Jml. Chem,
Soc, LXXXII. r. 454 *lsatoic acid, .results from the action

of hypochlorous acid on phthalimide in the absence of alkali

hydroxides.

Isanrian (3is9*rian), a. and sb. [f. Jsauria +
-AN.] a. adj. Of or belonging to Isauria, an
ancient country in Asia Minor, between Cilicia and
Phrygia, b. sb. A native or inhabitant of Isauria;

spec, applied to a line of emperors of the East.
1776 Gibbon Decl. ^ P. x. fi7S2) I. 341 In the heart of the

Roman monarchy, the Isaurians long continued a nation of
wild barbarians. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 770/1 His war-
like countrymen the Isaurians. Ibid. 770/2 The increasing

power of the brothers and other Isaurian friends of Zeno.
x88o Encycl. Brit. XI. 114/2 The emperors of this time were
those of the Isaurian, Armenian, and Amorian dynasties. 1904
W. W.'^k^AS.KSLett. Seven Churches xxvii. 399 The Empire of

Rome had been . . transformed into a Roman-Asiatic Empire,
on whose throne sat successively Phrygians, Isaurians,

Cappadocians, and Armenians.

Isba (i'zba). Also isbah, izba. [Russ.] A
Russian hut or log-house.
X784 King Cook's Voy, III. 374 These houses consist of

three distinct sorts, jourts, balagans, and logbouses, called

here isbas. 1833 R. Pinkerton Russia 24 These simple
articles compose the whole.. furniture of a Russian izba.

X883 Reade in Harpei^s Mag. Jan. 251/1 Her serfs, if they
wanted new isbahs—alias log huts— ..would get the priests

..to versify their petition. x89a Daily News 32 Jan. 6/7
The meanest Kirghts yourt was more artistically decorated
than his grimy, unventilated isba.

Isblink (rsblink). [Swedish, f. is ice + blink

gleam.] == Iceblink 2.

x88o Encycl. Brit. XI, 167/2 If.. the sea is shallow, the

glacier will protrude for a considerable distance, as in the

case of the Isblink.

-isb^. Add: 4. Added to names of hours of

the day or numbers of years to denote : Round about,

somewhere near (prob. after earlyish, lateish),

X916 'Peter* Trench Yarns ix. no 'What time shall I

come!* ' Elevenish,' Sam replied. 1925 B. Travf.rs Mis-

chief x\v, I shall be going to Shady Nook at about tenish.

1930 J. B. Priestley Angel Pftvement iii. § i Eightish then,

next Tuesday, eh?

Ishan (^'Jan). [Pers., = bill, landmark.] A pre-

historic mound in Iraq.

X9SX Blackw, Mag. June 708/1 They had just moved their

home to an ishan or mound only some ten or fifteen minutes

from the river. i9a7 * Fulanain * Haji Rikkan i. 8 Facing

us was a group of the strange mounds or ishans which here

and there, in the marshes of Southern Uraq, stand out high,

or seeming high in that vast watery expanse.

Island, sb. Add : 1. d. In specific elliptical

uses for some particular island or islands, as the

Isle of Wight, the Hebrides, the Pacific Islands.

x8xx-i3 Jane Austen Mansfield Park ii. She thinks of
nothing but the Isle of Wight, and she calls it the Island, z.s

if there were no other island in the world. x8x7 K^ekts Lett,

to J, H. Reynolds 17 Apr. (1931), I intend to walk over the

Island east—West—North South. 1896 Conrad Outcast of
the Islands u. (i9r9) 15 There was not a white man in the

islands, from Palembang to Ternate, from Ombawa to Pala-

wan, that did not know Captain Tom and his lucky craft.

X90X N.E.D. s.v. Isle, The Isle of Wight is commonly re-

ferred to as 'the island '. X90S Captain VII. 141 We used

to gather the niggers in from all round the islands [sc. Pacific

Islands]. 1930 Palmer Men are Human xxiii. 205 He was
tormented by sporadic impulses to scrap his responsibilities

and go off to the Islands [sc. Pacific Islands].

2. (Later U.S. examples.)
1834 Visit to Texas iv, 41 These groves are called islands,

from the striking resemblance they present to small tracts of

land surrounded by water. iZ^^Avier. Pioneer II. 283 An
island of timber. X853 F. W. '1 homas John Randolph^etc.

61 Islands--thatis, great clumps of trees, covering sometimes
many acres, appearing just like many islands in an out-

stretched ocean. 190a S, E. White Blazed Trail ix. 63 The
pine there grew thick on isolated ' islands ' of not more than
an acre or so in extent,—little knolls rising from the level of

a marsh.

c. =a Refuge sb, 3 c,

1878 Social Notes 10 Aug. 358/1 It is only very lately that
* islands '—those necessary havens of refuge—have been
placed at the most dangerous portions of the boulevards.

1899 Daily Tel, 31 Jan. (Ware) The statue being situated

on an ' island ', a certain amount of skirmishing was neces-

sary in order to reach it. xpaS Mrs. A. Sidgwick Sack fy

Stfgar XI. 131, I look Gerda s arm, and was nearly at the

island, when the bus swept round a corner and was on us,

1930 Cooper Ship of Truth ii. 178 He stood on an island in

the middle and saw the trafHc sweep past him.

4. island case, a show-case in a museum or other

exhibition, surrounded by unoccupied floor-space ;

island-hill, -mountain, a hill or mountain rising

out of a plain ; island plot, site, a plot of land

or a building site surrounded by streets or open
spaces ; island-refuge = *2 c.

193a Museums Jml. June 127 In the vertical •island-

cases with different displays on opposite sides. x839_Dela
Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. i. 26 The lower *island-

hills of Pawlet and Chedroy..rise out of the plain near

Bridgewater. 1906 Daily Chron. 31 Aug. 4/4 They [sc.

the Malvern Hills] lie precisely north by south, moored
like some great *island-mountain to the westward of the

central plain of England. 191a Rep. Brit. Assoc, 476 The
kopjes and island mountains of the warmer temperate and

tropical regions are essentially of similar origin. »9o8

Daily Chron. 20 Apr. 3/5 On this ' *island ' plot of land has

been erected a building which is certainly an adornment to

Great Portland-street. 1929 Muirhkad Lond, ^Environs

(ed. 2) 8 A busy street should be crossed only at a pomt
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where an ' *island-refuge ' is provided in the middle. 1907
IV^stm. Gas. 20 Sept. 10 i Australia and the .Strand * *Island

Site '. 1911 E. Wallac! Law Four Just Attn iv. 116 The
third house, that at the end of the island site, was occupied.

Isle of Wight (sibV|W3i-t). Bee-keeping. The
name of the island off the Hampshire coast used

attrih. to designate a form of microsporidiosis

infecting bees.

1908 in 'R^w^^xm^T Nutrition \ Evol. (1909)182 The recent

Isle of Wight oulhreak, which is a new experience in British

apiculture. 191a Jml. Board Agric, May 133 Investiga-

tions into the nature, history, and symptoms of the Isle of
Wight Bee Disease.

Islet. Add : 2. Also, a small isolated space

between the lines in finger-prints.

19*1 Discovery Oct. 357/2 A dozen guiding marks, con^
sisting of the heginnings of lines, bifurcations and islets.

3. (sense a b.)

X917 Haldane & Huxley Aniftt. Biol. xii. 379 Islet cell

of human pancreas.

ISO-. Add : Isano'malous a., isabnormal.

Isene'rtric, a graphical curve representing constant

energy. Isepipte'sis O^m///., an imaginary line

connecting points which migrating birds reach at

the same time ; so Isepipte'slal a. I:soa?g'la--

tlnate v. trans., to produce isoagglutination in
;

also intr. and absol, I:soa^Klutina'tiou, the

agglutination of the red corpuscles by isoagglutin-

ins; so I:soagg'l'a'tinative a. I:soaggln'tinln, an
agglutinin which acts on the blood of other animals
of the same species. I'sobase Geol., an imaginary
line drawn through areas formerly of equal elevation

which have undergone deformation ; hence I'so-

1>asic a. I:sobiogene'tlc a., applied to foodstuffs

which produce an equal amount of nourishment.

Isocoelous (-sHas) a. Ornith. [Gr. koiXos hollow],

denoting that arrangement of intestine in birds in

which the second and third loops are closed and left-

handed. Isocycllc a. Org. Chem., pertaining to or

possessing a ring composed of atoms of one element.

Isodi'ctyal a., having meshes of equal size. I:so-

dTiiamog'e'nlc a. = *isobiogenelic. I:soeIe'ctxlc

a., of or pertaining to equal and opposite charges
of electricity ; in isoelectric point, the point at

which a colloid is precipitated by the neutralization

of the electric charge of the molecules. I:soener-
ire'tic a. = *isobiogcnetic. Isofryre Optics, any of

the lines or curves on interference figures ; so Iso-
gjTloa. I:soh8Bjna?yln'tlnatliijr///. a.

,
produc-

ing I:BOheemaKglatina'tion, = *isoagglutination.

Isoha'line, an imaginary line connecting those
points in the ocean having an equal degree of salinity.

I-soliel Meteorol. [Gr. ^Xtos sun], a line connect-
ing points having an equal amount of sunshine

;

hence Isohellc a. Isohy-drio a. Phys. Chem.,
possessing an equal concentration of hydrogen ions.

Isoliyet [Gr. verbs rain], a line connecting
places having an equal annual rainfall. Isolysin
(aisobi'sin, ais/j-lisin) Biol, Chem., a lysin existing

in the blood of an animal and possessing the power
of destroying the red corpuscles of other animals
of the same species ; so Isolysis, the destructive

action of an isolysin ; Isolytic a. I:somaeme'tic
a., denoting a line connecting places having the
same magnetic constants. Isopbo'tic a., ofor per-

taining to the emission of an equal quantity oflight
I:soplioto'gTapliy, natural size photographic re-

production. I'soplere Physics [Gr. TtX-qpri% full],

= *IsoMETKlc line. Isopleth Meteorol. [Gr.

Tt\Tfio% fullness], a line plotting the distribution of
a given phenomenon. Isopsychrica. [Gr. (tuxP"'
cold], of or pertaining to a state in which evapora-
tion and condensation are equal ; sb., an isopsychric

cturve. Isopycnic a. [Gr. mKvm dense], of or
pertaining to equal density; sb., a line connecting
points of equal density. I-soseist [Gr. aticnot
shaken], a line connecting points where an earth-
quake shock was felt at the same moment I'so-
stare [Gr. arepios solid], a line connecting points
of equal atmospheric density ; so Isostcxlc a.

Iso'stlclioas a. Bot. [Gr. ajixm row], applied to
charas in which the primary and secondary rows of
cortical cells are of equal diameter. Isoto-nic a.,

having a uniform tension ; having or producing
equal tension or osmotic pressure. Isovol, a line

drawn through the points where the coal has the
same ratio of fixed to volatile carbon.
1900 Cwf• 7rtil. June 662 Maps of isotherms and *isano-

malouslinesfor January and July. 1927 V^E.niiv.Vft Climates
of Continents 5

' Isanomalous lines* for any month or for
the year are lines drawn through places with the same
anomaly. 190s Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 285/1 The lines of
constant energy on the diagram are called *Isetiergics. 1875
A.NlWTON mEtuycl. Brit. III. 768/1 His [re. von Midden-
dorflTs] chief object has been to trace what he has termed
the ^isepipteses...Assuming that the advance is directly
sicross the "isepiptesial lines , . the whole course of the migra-
tion is thus most accurately made known. 1904 Alien. <$

Neurol. Aug. 386 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The serum from such
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blood was also *t3oagglutinating. t^os ScienceiZ Nov. 858/1
The *isoagglutinative and isolyiic properties of human
serums in health and in disease. 1003 Dorl/.nd Med, Diet.

(ed. 3), *l3oaggIutinins. 1907 F. P. Gay in jmU Med.
Research Dec. 321 (Cent. D. Suppl.) Isoagglutinins occurred
only in the sera of pathological states. 1893 R. D. Salisbury
in Geol. Surv. New Jersey 321 (Cent. D. Suppl.) *Isobase.

1903 Geikie Text'bk. Geol. (ed. 4) I. 386 De Geer has traced
lines of equal deformation round this centre, and has found
that these lines {isobases) group themselves in concentric
circles. 1924 Skerl tr. A, lVeg;ener's Orig. Continents ^
Oceans 22 The isobase maps of de Geer. .show a depression
of the central portion of Scandinavia of at least 250 m, 193a
E. G. Woods Baltic Region 121 A glance at such a map with
the ^isohasic lines indicated shows the late-glacial sea at

about its maximum development. 1898 A. Dastre in Sntith-
sonioii. Rep. 543 Two weights of different aliments for which
these numerical values are the same are said to be isodynamo-
genic, *isobiogenetic, or isoenergetic weights. 1889 Gadow in
Proc. Zool. Soc. 310 The Fteroclidas, .have four loops, which
are all closed, left-handed, i.e. *isocoelou.s, and straight. X904
Technol. ^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) 5.v. Closed
C/tninCom^ounds,Whcn all the atoms in the ring arc alike, the
ring is called an *lsocycUc,.Ring. 1900 Proc. Zool. Soc. 20
Feb. 138 Skeleton consisting of., a dermal *isodictyal network.
1898 *isodynamc^enic [see '''isobiogenetic\ 1901 Rep. Brit.
Assoc. 61 At the "isoelectric point, for a distinct small
quantity of barium chloride or acid, the electric movement
vanishes and coagulation or precipitation occurs. 1898 *iso-

energetic [see *isobiogeHetic\. X90S Mann & Millikan tr.

P. Drude's The. Optics 354 The whole field of view is now
..traversed bya black curve, the so-called principal *isogyre.
Ibid. 352 The loci of those points of the field for which \ is

constant are the curves of constant direction of polarization
(*isogyric curves). 1907 F. P. Gay in Jml, Med, Res. Dec
321 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The *isohemagglutinating power of
serum resists heatmg to 56® C. for thirty minutes. Ibid.^

Earlier observers of human •isohemagglutination asserted
that isoagglutinins occurred only in the sera of pathological
states. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI, 404/2 South of the Tropic
of Capricorn the "isohalines run nearly east and west. X004
Technol. <$- Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), *Isokels
(Meteorol.), lines connecting places having the .same amount
of sunshine. 1931 A. A. Miller Climatology 32 The
deviation of sunshine (shown on maps by lines of equal
duration known as jsohels), 1897 Geog. Jrnl. Sept. 306
KSnig..has found sufficient material for a first attempt to

draw **isohe!ic' lines for Western Europe, lyoa Speaker

9 June 283 The ^isohydric theorem of Arrbenius. 190a
Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 14/1 The concentration ofthe hydro-
gen ions should be the same in each separate solution. Such
solutions were called by Arrhenius, * isohydric *. 1899
Nature 21 Dec. 172/2 Isobars and *isohyets indicating

monthly and annual distribution of barometric pressure and
rainfall. 1931 A. A. Miller Climatology 19 Lines drawn
through points having equal rainfall during any given period
and known as isohyets. 1901 Dobland Aled Diet. (ed. 2),

*IsoIysin. ax909VAUGHAN & J!io\v Cellular Toxins 129
(Cent. D. Suppl.) *Isolysis. 190a *isolytic [see *isoagght-
tinative]. 1^3 Med. Record 14 Feb. 247 (Cent. D. Suppl.)
The possibility of the formation of *isoIytic substances
was thus established. 1899 Nature 6 July 236/2 An oppor-
tunity will thus be afforded.. to obtain some idea of the
accuracy with which the *isomagnctic lines can be deter-
mined. X9oa Encycl, Brit. XXX. 461/1 Formulae giving
smooth curves of continuous curvature, approximating as
closely as possible to the district lines. These smooth curves
are called terrestrial isomagnetics. X93X Natt^re 14 Mar. 418
The ^isophotic lines embrace each nucleus with an approach
to regularity. 1900 /bid. 24 May 79/2 Microphotography,
*Isophotography, Megaphotography. 1899 W. Watson
Text'bk. Physics 274 Isometric lines or "isopleres. 1909
Cent. Diet. Suppl., *Isopleth. 1911 Shaw Eorecasti/ig
lyeather 4 The general name of isopleth is given to a line

drawn on a diagram or chart separating the region of values
above a certain fixed limit from those below. 1928— Man.
Meteorol, II. 383 The juxtaposition of the isopletbs for tem-
perature and wind, 190^ Jrnl. Phys, Chem. May 344 Since
adiabatic expansion is *isopsychric at points on the neutral
curve, this curve is the locus of the points ofmutual tangency
of the adiabatics and isopsychrics. 1895 Funk's Stand.
Dict.^ *lsopycnic. 1928 Sir Napikr Shaw Man. Meteor,
II. p. xxi, Surfaces of equal specific volume: the tsosteric

surfaces of Bjerknes (or ofequal density : isopycnic surfaces).

1900 Rep, Brit. Assoc. 71 *Isoseist. 1900 Bjerknes in
Monthly Weather Rev. Oct. (repr.) 3/2 In the atmosphere
they \sc. the isosteric surfaces] have, approximately, the
same course as the isobars ; the upper *isosteres surround
the whole earth, whereas the lower ones intersect the earth's
surface along the *isosteric curves. X9oa Encycl. Brit.
XXX. 719/2 Charts of * isosteres', or lines of equal density,
xgao Groves & Bullock-Webster Brit. Charophyta I. 74
*Isostichous. 190X DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2J, "Isotonic.

1905 PoYNTiNC & Thomson Properties ofMafter {^f^ 3) igo
A series of solutions can be prepared which are isotonic
with each other. 1923 Glasgozu Herald 11 Tune 7 The
*isovols for the Hutton seam take the form of a series of
rings with a common centre to the north-west of Durham.
i9a8 E. R, LiLLEY Geol. Petroleum ^ Nat. Gas 113 The
isovols (lines of equal carbon ratio).

Isobar, Add : Also attrih.

1927 Kendrew Climates ofContinents 8 The isobar map
of the earth for January.

Isobare (si's^JbeM). Phys. Chem, [f. Iso- -t-

Gr, )3d/>os weight.] An element having the same
atomic weight as another but occupying a separate

place in the Periodic Table and having different

chemical and spectroscopic properties. Hence
Isoba'rlc £Z.^, of equal atomic weight ; alsoj^,
19x8 A. W. Stewart in Phil. Mag. XXVI. 33X These ele-

ments \sc, mesothorium and radiothorium] differ completely
from one another in chemical character ; but they all possess
the same atomic weight. For this reason the name isobares
..is here suggested for them. x9i9SoDDYin Trans. Chem,
Soc. CXV. 23 We have to take into account in our analysis
of matter, not only the heterobaric heterotopes before
recognised, but also heterobaric and isobarJc istopes and
isobaric heterotopes or isobares. 1919 Nature 18 Sept. 6i/x
Some of the normal elements exhibit properties which may

ISOMORPHISM.
be explained on the assumption thac they are isobarics.
xgaa t. W. Aston Isotopes 12 Isobares.

Isobaric, a. Add : B. sb. A line of equal
pressure.
X903 Engineer 24 July 83/3 The isobarics of evaporation

happen to be isothermals.

Isobath (3i-si7b3e». [f. lao- + Gr, $aBos depth.]
A contour equal in depth with other parts of the
ocean bottom. Hence Isoba'thic a.

1903 Geog, Jrnl. Aug. 128 Towards the west this wall of
limestone does not rise as high above the water, although
the adjacent soundings are still so deep that the xoo-metre
isobathic line approaches to within 200 metres of the shore.
X903 Nature 29 Oct. 632 Warm currents follow the trend of
deepest isobaths.

Isoclasite (3isf?jkl/i's3it). Min. [£ G, iso-

klas (f. Iso- -*- Gr. K\ao-is fracture) : see -ITE 1.] A
hydrous calcium phosphate occurring in small
white crystals. xZy% Dana Min, App. 1.

Isoetes (aisJu'/tiz). Boi. [mod.L., a. L. isoetes

small honseleek, a. Gr. IcotTq^ equal in years, f. iffos

equal -h *tos year.] A plant of the aquatic or semi-
aquatic cryptogamic genus so named ; a quill-wort.
x886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 431/2 A striking instance of the

same thing has been observed by Goebel in some species of
Isoetes, in which an Isoetes plant was produced on the leaf
in place of a sporangium. 19x0 Rep, Brit, Assoc. 784 The
whole axis of the Isoetes plant can be compared with that of
Lepidcdendron or Pleuromeia.

Isolate, z'. 4. Add : Also absol.

x888 Mrs. H. Ward R, Elsmerexxi, Three cases of diph-
theria.. I must go for. .a nurse, and we must isolate and
make a fight for it.

Isolating (3i's^.?itiq), ppl, a. Philology, [f.

IsoLATK V. + -ING 2.] Designating languages in

which each element is an independent word, being
neither inflected nor compounded,
i86x _Ma.x MOller Sci. Lang. Ser. i. viii. 274 Languages

belonging to this first or Radical Stage, have sometimes been
called Monosyllabic or Isolating. x868 — Sel. Ess. Lang.
etc. (1881) I. 44 We find it repeated again and again in most
works on Comparative Philology, that Chinese belongs to
the isolating class, the Turanian languages to the combina-
tory, the Aryan and Semitic to the inflectional. X885 Encycl.
Brit. XVIII. 774/2 Such languages, constituting the small
minority of human tongues, are wont to be called ' isolating

',

i.e., using each element by itself^ in its integral form.

Isolation. Add : 2. Psychol, (See quot)
1890-1 C. L, Morgan Anim. Life <^ Intell. yz^ We may

call the process by which we select a certain quality, and
consider it by itself to the neglect ofother qualities, isolation.

Isolationism (sis^i-Jsniz'm). [f.l30LATioK+
-ISM.] The policy of seeking (political or national)

isolation : with special reference to the U.S.A.
x9aa/^MCf»/. Nov. 731 Her isolationism, .discovered that

the strain of a formidable advance against freedom was more
than it could bear. 1930 Headway June 112/2 Add to this

the fact that half the people., who have emigrated to
America in the last generation or so are Europeans who
have left Europe because they wanted to get away from
Europe, and the secret of America's ' isolationism * is very
largely explained. 1931 Norman Angell in Time 4- Tide
Suppl. 4 J[uly, However much an instructed minority in
America might be in favour of the abandonment of isola-

tionism and a larger co-operation with Europe.

Isolationist. Add : Also attrib. or adj\
1931 Glasgc^v Herald 21 Apr. 8 Regarding the future

policy of the United States... The isolationist attitude., is.,

much less obvious. 1930 Nevj Statesman 36 Apr. 69/a When
Mr. Hoover signed last year the prospect was good, but the
prolonged bickerings in London have stiffened the isola-
tionist sentiment of the interior.

Isolative (ai-siW^itiv), a, Philol [f. Isolate
V, •¥ -IVE.] Of a sound-change : Taking place
without reference to neighbouring sounds : opp. to

combinative,
x888 Sweet Hist. Engl. Sounds 17 Isolative chan^ are

those which affect a sound without any reference to its sur-
roundings. Ibid. 26 Isolative change of s into f is regular
in Gm initial s followed by a cons., as in schwan^ stein.

Isomerization (ai^meraiz^fjsn), Chem. [f.

IsoMEK-f-iZATiOK.] The formation of an isomer.
X9oa Nature 13 Nov. 48/1 Researches..on the isomerisa-

tion of cyclic hydrocarbons and ketones.

Isometric, a. Add : 6. Isometric line, a
curve showing the relation between pressure and
temperature when the volume is constant. Also
as sb.

X899 W. Watson Text Bk. Physics 274 [Those curves] in

which the volume is constant [are called] isometric lines

or isopleres. 1903 Encycl, Brit. XXXIII. 283/1 Heating
or cooling at constant volume, represented by vertical lines

such as Bb, called Isometrics, in which the pressure varies,

but no external work is done. Ibid. 284/1 Let BE be an
isometric through B.

6. Econ. IsometHc standard (see quot.).

1925 S. E. Thomas Elent. Econ. xxix. 475 As an alternative

[to the gold standard] the Cambridge School advocates an
* Isometric Standard ', or a managed currency ; i. e., a paper
pound the value of which is stabilised in terms of its pur-
chasing power in the home market.

Isomorpbic, a. Add : 3. BioL Of the same
or an analogous form,
x888 Nature 20 Dec. x8o/i Dlcholophus. .has assumed

peculiar Raptorial characters isomorphic with those of
Gypogeranus, wliich is a true bird of prey.

Isomorphism. Add : 3. Biol. The condition

of having similar appearance or character but

different ancestry.
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ISONOMIA.

Xsonoiuia* (3is<3nJu-mia). — IsoxoMY,
1853 Sir E. Creasy Eng. Const. 198 There is no part of

our constitution so admirable as this equality of civil rights,

this honomia, which the philosophers ofancient Greece only
hoped to find in democratical government. 1926 Contemp.
Rev. Oct. 485 It was the name 'isonomia' that so com-
mended a democracy.

ISOprene (ai's^prih). Chem. [? f. Iso- + Pr(o-
PYL + -EN2.] A hydrocarbon resulting from the

dry distillation of rubber,

i860 C. G. Williams in Proc. Roy. Soc. X. 516. 1863
Miller Elcm, Cketn., Org. (ed. 2) 591 To the most volatile

of these [hydrocarbons] Williams has given the name of
Isoprene. 1900 Sadtler Handhk. Indust. Chem. (ed. 3) 99
On submitting it [sc. caoutchouc] to destructive distillation

it yields, .isoprene.

IsOSCelohedron (sis^-sili^hrdr^n, -he*dr^n).

Cryst. [f. isosce/O'j assumed as combining form of
Isosceles + Gr. iZpa base.] A solid figure each of
whose faces is an isosceles triangle,

1895 Stohy-Maskelynf. Crystallography § 167 An isoscelo-
hedron.. formed.. of similar and congruent .. isosceles ..

triangles.

IsostatiCy o.' Add : b. Pertaining to, pro-

duced or characterized by, isostasy. Hence Iso-
sta'tically oiiv.

1901 Gecg. Jrnl. Nov. 517 The elevation ofthe land caused
an ice-sheet to form gradually over It until the surface was
depressed, isostatically, by the weight of accumulated ice

and the cooling of the crust itself. X9a4 Skerl tr. A.
Wegener*! Orig. Continents «$ Oceans 23 All such isostatic
movements of compensation must lag greatly. Ibid. 60 It
\sc. the map] shows us immediately the mass-defect under
mountain chains through which the latter are isostatically
compensated, igm^ J. jouY Sftr/ace-Nist. Earth x. 170 The
final buoyancy effect would ultimately force upwards, iso-

statically, the bent and folded masses. 19*7 H. Peake &
H. J. Fleure Apes jr Men 80 There may have been a slight
compensating^ or as it is called isostatic, uprise in Denmark
and other regions around the margin of the ice sheet.

Isotlienil. Add : Also attrib.

1927 Kesdrew Climates of Continents 3 A glance at any
isotherm map shows that the temperature varies greatly along
any parallel of latitude.

Isotope (si'&ybfup). Phys, Chem* [Coined by
Prof, Frederick Soddy, 191 3; f- Gr. foos equal
(Iso-) + Thvot place. A more appropriate word
would have been homotope. {Jsotopic was used by
Cohen and Miller in 1904 {JmL Chem. Soc. 1624
$u)U^ to designate similar molecular structures ;

this use did not gain general currency.)] Each of
two or more elements or atoms ofanelementpossess-
ing identical chemical properties and occupying the
same position in the periodic table, but having
diflerent atomic weights. Hence Isotoplo a.

;

Isotcplcally adv. ; Z'sotoplsm, I'sotopy, the
fact or condition of being isotopic.

1913 SooDY in Nature XCII. 400 The same algebraicsum
of the positive and negative charges in the nucleus, when the
arithmetical sum is different, gives what I call * isotopes ' or
'isotopic* elements. 191^ — Chem, Radio-Elements II. 17
The new data are the isotopism of mesothorium.ii and
actinium, and of radio-actinium and thorium. 1914 Rep.
Brit, Assoc, joi Professor Rutherford . .said that the chemi-
cal inseparability <jf certain Isotopes was . . derived from ex-
perimentswith small quantities. z9t9SoDUYin Trans.Chtttt*
Soc. CXV. 18 Its [sc. actinium's] definite location in the
periodic table, by virtue of its isotopy with mesothorium-3.
/did. 19 Uranium Y, discovered by Antonoff, isotopic with
Uranium X. X9aa J. Mills IVithtn the Atom iv, 38 Two
atomic systems may exist which . .are isotopic at the Periodic
Table, but differ in the total number ofprotons in their nuclei.

In all chemical combinations or reactions these isotopes are
indistinguishable, igsg J. Joly Surface- Hist. Earth ix. 150
note^ Isotopy is not peculiar to the uranium and thorium
groups of elements. ..Uranium of to-day is known to con-
tain two.. radio-active isotopes.

Ispaghnl (i*spag»l). Also ispaghool, ispu-

ghoU [Hind., a. Pers. Jyu^l.] A sub-tropical

plant, Plantago Ispaghula^ the seeds of which are

used in the manufacture of a mucilaginous drink

and for poultices.

a 1815 Roxburgh Flora fndica (1820) I. ^o^Ispagool^ the
Hindee and Persian name, and that by which it is most
generally known in Bengal and on the coast of Coromandel.
1863 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade Suppl. 1874 Treat, Bot. SuppL,
Ispaghool or Ispugbol.

Issue, sb. Add : 14. o. An item or amount
of something given out or distributed, orig. U.S.
i86t US, Army Regtil.^^-i His descriptive list.. on which

the surgeon shall enter all payments, stoppages, and bsues
of clothing to him in hospital. x88i AV/. Indian A^airs 10
They agreed to go as soon as the issue of beef, .had been
made. 1B99 T. Hall Taies 109 Then our.. aching bodies
are loaded down with a further issue of ammunition. 1911
H. Quick Yellowstone N. xii. 305 ' You represent the Elkins
interests in the matter of supplying for the issue do you not ?

'

says he. ibid. 331 She hove in sight of the issue. 1919
Ivar Slang in Athenxum 8 Aug. 727/2 Anything supplied
by the Army was an ' issue *.

15. (sense 11) issue roll (see quot.); (sense

•14 c) issue boot, cigarette, day, hottse.

19J7 Daily Ex^rett 4 Oct. 3 Men.. running up and down
perpendicular 4-tnch steel stairs in "issue boots without arriv-

ing in hospital 1995 Fraser & Gibbons Soldier 4- Sailor
Words 129 An * 'Issue' cigarette, .was a ration cigarette,

in contradistinction to one bought at the Canteen. 1874 R.
Glisam Jrnl. Arfuy Life xxxi. 447 They gave the white
physicians much annoyance by coming for medicine only on

^issue or ration day. 1878 Rep. Indian Affairs 39 Other

SUPPT.
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mechanics are putting up new store and *issue-houses. 191 x

H. Quick Yellowstone N. xii. 316 The way we. .hit the trail

f'r the Issue House was a high^lass piece o' teamin*. 1886
Encycl. Brit. XX. 312/1 The judgment rolls pass through
three stages—first, they are plea rolls ; then, when the parties
join issue, *issue rolls; and lastly,.,judgment rolls.

Issuey V. Add : 11. To give things out to (a
person) ; to supply (a person) with, (Cf. IssuB
sb. 14 c.)

1925 T. G. Bruce in E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest, 1Q24
344 Every_ man in the Expedition should be issued with one
blanket either in Kalimpong or Phari. 19*7 Daily Tel.
27 Sept. 8/6 Infantry battalions were issued with two
weighted dummies apiece. 1928 Sunday Express 18 Mar,
3/2 The extraordinary experience of being twice in a year
issued by the same tank with a faulty £^ i Treasury note.

1930 F. A. Pottle Stretchers 37 Before we were issued our
heavy trench shoes.

Istrian (i-strian), a. and sb, [f. /r/«(Z, a penin-
sula near the head of the Adriatic sea belonging to
Austria : see -an.] Of or belonging to, a native
or an inhabitant of, Istria.

Istriofi stone, a fine limestone resembling marble.
x88o Encycl, Brit. XIII. 433/2 The Istrians. .were only

subdued by the Romans in 177 B.C. after two wars. x88i
Freeman Venice 98 The Istrian shore has lost its beauty.
x88S Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 149/2 This Istrian stone has for

most architectural purposes all the beauty of the finest white
marble.

It (it), sb. Short for *Italian vermouth^ in gin
and it.

1931 Barbara Worslev-Gouch Public Affaires xiv, As I

was sipping my gin-and-it before lunch.

Zt, pron. Add :

1. d. In children's games, the player who takes
the part of catching or touching the others. (Cf.

He.)
18S8 [see*CouNT v. 15 c]. X9«3 Kipling Land Sf Sea

Tales 270 As the sides are chosen and all submit To the
chance of the lot that shall make them * It *.

e. In emphatic predicative use : The actual or
very thing required or expected ; that beyond which
one cannot go ; the ne plus ultra ; the acme. (In

modem use from U.S.)
1900 Dialect Notes II. i. 4a Did he know his Greek t I

should say so. He was it. 1904 F. Lvndk Grafters xxx.
397 Mrs. Hepzibah. . thinks you are It. 1906 Daily Chron. 5
Mar. 6/6 There is in America a curious use of the word ' it

'

conveyed by emphasis. Pre-eminently Roosevelt is * it '.

Next after Roosevelt an American would say 'Shaw is it*.

19x5 • Ian Hav ' First Hundred Thousand xx^ You can't go
anywhere in London without running up against him. He
is It.

f. *Scx appeal.'
19J7 Elinor Glyn * It* ^ otiier Stories L 10 He had that

nameless charm, with a strong magnetism which can only be
called 'It*. 1930 G. B. Sterm Mosaic iii. L 205 The
Viennese composer made his first awed acquaintance with
the words pep, kick, body-urge, sex-appeal, a hundred-per-
cent, stuff, spin it along, put it over, and It. iq^-M Bystamier
33 Mar. 546 A film star who has proved to producers and
film public alike that she Is blessed with that undefinable
quality called ' It'.

3. £ (Modern literary examples.)
X840 K. H. DicBY Mores Caih. x. vii. (1847)111. 307/1 In

Saxon histories. .Thus it says. 1894 tr. FouareCs St. Paul
XV. (1911) 181/1 From the sequel, as it reads in the Acts, it

would seem (etc.J. X90J H. K. Mann Lives Popes Early
Middle Ages I. 11. 234 note, ' Inmense Junius Indictione ii,'

or X., as by mistake it reads in the Chronicle. 19*7 C. K.
}%xvv.vci One Road to Rome v>\x.ix^%\Ti the guide-book that
Archdeacon Manning preached his last sermon as an
Anglican in.. West Lavington.

g. (More modern examples of were it not or had
it not beenfor, ifit were not, etc, for,)
1710 Swift yrnl. to Stella 30 Sept., They may talk of the

you know what ; but, gad, if it had not been for that I should
never have been able to get the access I have had. a 173a Gav
Fab.'es 11. xjii, Were it not for this cursed show'r, The park
bad whiPd away an hour. 1736 Butler Anal. 11. v. Assis-
tance which they would have had no occasion for, had it not
been for their misconduct. 1780 Mii~ror No. 102 The mis-
application of the term is so completely ridiculous, as to be
beneath contempt, were it not for tlie mischief that I am
convinced has been occasioned by tt. 1864 Meredith Sandra
Belloni XXV, I feel better already, if it weren't for my legs.

Ita. Also eta, ite. Ellipt. for *Eta palm, Ita-
VKiAi. Also, a drink made from the fermented sap
of this tree.

1845 EncycL Metrop, XX. 6/2 The Eta, a smaller kind of
this palm, furnishes nuts, i860 Mavne 'Ryao OddPeople 360
The iid is a true palm-tree, belonging to the genus vtauritia.
X9aa W. E. Roth tr. R. Schontburgk's Trav. Brit. Guiana
I. 150 A considerable supply of a rarer drink, the Ite.

Italian, a. and sb. A. adj. 4. Add : Italian

clover, nettle^ paper ^ vermouth ; Italian garden,
a formally laid out garden with statuary and paved
walks ; Italian paste, the paste from which maca-
roni and vermicelli are made.
1908 Anitn. Management (War Office) 109 'Valerian*,

' *I tallan * or ' Crimson clover ', commonly called * TrifoHum '.

[18*4 LoutK>N Encycl. Card. (ed. 2) § 75 The prints.. that
are to represent paradise are full of dipt hedges, square par-
terres, straight walks,, .marble fountains, and water-works.
This may be considered as a poetic assemblage of the com-
ponent parts of a fine ^Italian garden in the seventeenth
century.] 1883 W, Robinson Eng. Flower Garden p. vi/2
It has been amrmed that none but an Italian garden would
have suited South Kensington. 19x5 Daily Tel. 13 May
ig/4 Peacehaven..On main road, close to and overlooking
sea and Italian gardens. 1930 Times Lit. Suppl. 6 Feb.
108/4 A large variety of *ltaiiaa papers. 1851 lUustr.

IVI.

Catal. Gt. Exhib. iv. I. 1313 *Italiai) pastes of various kinds,
and samples of vermicelli. 1900 Ptcnc/t 17 Jan. 54/1 I'm
dieting myselfon "Italian vermouth. 1925 N. ToVB & A. H.
Adair Drinks^^-Long ff Short 12 Three and a half glasses
of gin, one and a half of Italian Vermouth.

Italianist (itselianist), a. [f. Italian + -IST.]

Of, pertaining to, or characterized by Italianism.

187s Keves O'Clery Hist. Ital. Revot. v. 187 The repealed
failures of the leaders of the parly of action had now some-
what discour.i^ed their friends and lessened their influence
in Italy, and it was some time before they recovered their

control over the Italianist movement. 189a — Making cf
Italy Pref. p. vi, For the details of Custozza and Lissa I have
throughout relied upon Italianist sources of information.

Ztalo-. Add : I-talophi:!, -phi:le a., friendly

to Italy or to what is Italian ; sb,, one who is

Italophile ; I'taloplio:be, one affected with I:talo-

pliobla, intense dread or fear of Italy.

1906 Daily Chron, 28 Mar. 5/4 The appointment of the
Italophile reactionary Miushkovitch Ministry, i^io Buckle
Life Disraeli V. 130 Protestant and Italophil England
rejoiced. 1931 Contemp, Rev. Oct. 494 Some Italophobe
Germans. I9aa il/id, Sept. 30a The ofHcial state of hostility
between the Vatican and Italy and the periodical protests
against it, .maintain in the Catholic masses a feeling of
Italophobia. X9J7 Scots Observer 26 Mar. 12/5 Italy found
it easier to buy Ahmed Zogu, turn him into an Italophil.

Ztamalic (itamse-lic), a. Org. Chem. [f. Ita-
(CONIO) + Malic] Denoting an acid formed from
itaconic acid, homologous with malic acid. Hence
Itama'late, a salt of itamalic acid.

1871 Watts Diet, Chem, VI. 761 Itamalic acid crystallises
from a syrupy solution in long white interlaced needles.
Ibid. 762 Ethylic itamalate is a colourless liquid having an
agreeable peppery odour.

Itatartaric (i:ta,tajta2'rik), a. Org, Chem. [f.

Ita(conic) + Tartaric] Denoting an acid formed
by the action of hypochlorous acid on itaconic acid.

Hence Itata-rtrate, a salt of itatartaric acid.
1872 Watts Diet. Chem. VI. 762 Pure itatartaric acid is

amorphous, vitreous, smells like honey when gently heated
[etc.]. . . Calcium itatartrate . . forms crystalline masses
sparingly soluble in water.

Ite (ait). [The snffix -iteI nsed as an indepen-
dent word : ci. ISM.] A person or thing that is or
may be designated by a sb. in -tie.

i8sa Blackiv, Mag, Aug. 260/1 The right honourable
fentleman has shown that he is neither a Berby-iV^ nor a
;usselUiV«. Then what ite are you? 1906 Westm. Gaz,

I Dec. 9/2 A big factory for explosives, holding dynamite,
ballistite, cordite.. Heaven knows what 'ites'—sufficient to
wreck half the world. 1926 R. W. Hutchinson tVireless
yiit. 138 Most of the Mtes'on the market. .are galena sub-
jected to various treatments.

Ito : see Ita.

Ithel (i"J>3l). Also ithil. [Local Arab.
J51.]

A species of tamarisk growing in Arabia.

187s Encycl. Brit. II. 236/2 The tamarisk or ' Talh ', the
southern larch or * Ithel'. 1881 Lady Anne Blunt Filgr.
Nej'd I. 84 note. The Ithel, a tree grown in every village of
Central Arabia. Ibid. 85 The roof was of ithel beams. 1924
Btackiu.Mng. Mar. 351/1 Mackintosh .. was watching them
from the shelter of a clump of /MiV bushes.

Ithomiine (i]iaa'mi,3in). Etit. [f. mod.L.
Jlhomiinse, f. Gr. iSii straight + oiijlos shoulder.]

One of the Ithomiitue, a subfamily of nymphalid
butterflies of tropical America. Also Itho-mlld,
one of the Ithoniiidie (the IthomitnsB regarded as a
family) ; also attrib. or adj.

1930 Proc. Entom, Soc. V. 91 An Ithomiine butterfly and
its Heliconine mimic taken flying together in NW. Peru.

Itis (ai'tis), sb. [The suffix -ITIS used as an in-

dependent word.] A bodily condition, affection, or
disease that may be or is described or designated by
a word ending in -His.

[1896 : cf. Diet. s.v. .itis.] 1909 Practitioner Nov. 706 It
must be remembered that the complaint referred to [sc, mu-
cous colitis] is not, strictly speaking, an itis at alt.

-itis. Add : In irregular trivial use applied to

a state of mind or tendency fancifully regarded as
a disease.

1903 Asqoith in IVestnt, Gtiz, 19 Oct. 5/1 All the people
were suffering from a new disease—the disease of flscalitis.

1906 Ibid, 27 Apr. 4/2 Several members of Parliament are
suffering from a slight attack of Suffragitis. X9ia Q, Rev.
Oct 504 Cricket has just sufl^ercd from so severe an attack of
' testitis ' as to render it highly improbable [etc].

ItO (»'t«). A word formed from the initial letters

oiJewish Territorial Organization, an organiza-
tion to further territorialisra among the Jews.
Hence I'toism, I'tolst.
1906 Daily Chron. as May 5/2 Mr. Zangwill's Jewish

Territorial Organisation, which is more familiarly known
from fts initial letters as the ' Ito '. 1907 Ibid. 14 May 3/3
The Zionists, the Itoists, the Socialist Territorialists.

Zvain (ai-vaiin). Chem. [f. mod.L. Jva, a
genus of North American herbaceous perennials +
-IN 1.] A bitter resinous compound obtained from
plants of the genns Iva and Achillea moschata.
189a MoRLEY & MuiR Watts' Diet, Chem, III, 97/2 Ivain

C24H42OS. Z90Z DoRLAND Med, Diet. (ed. 2).

Ivi(«"v»). Also eevie. [Fiji iW, Samoan j^.]

The Tahitian chestnut, Inocarpus edulis ; also, the

fruit of this.

1874 Treas. Bot, Suppl. 1879 Encycl. Brit, IX. 156/2

The ivi or Tahitian che.stnut (Inocarpus ediilis). 1881 C. F.

Gordon Cummikg At Home in Fiji I. 27S A group of eevie
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IVICEWB.

trees appears like one gigantic mass of lovely trailing foliage.

1894 B. Thomson 5. Sea i'ams 7 He repaired to the main-

land to consult a rival oracle named Na^ivi (the ivi-tree).

Ivicene (i-vism), a. (sb.). [f. Iviza, Ivifa, one

of the Balearic Islands + Sp. -tiio, -ene.] Of or

belonging to Ivuia; spec, denoting a dog, resembling

the greyhound, originating in this island ; also a%sb.

igao Mom. Pests Feb. 15/3 The Ivicene Described. Jiid.,

The Ivicene dog, a breed which has never before been seen

in this country.
. _, , . , _,

Ivigtite (i'vigtsit). Mm. [f. /ot^^(«/, Green-

land + -ITE 1.] A micaceous mineral foimd in

cryolite.

1868 T. D. Rand in Acad. Nat. Set. Proc. 142.

-ivity. Add : In 1 895 -ivity was chosen as the

termination to express a specific quality in a given

material, electrical circuit, etc., in contrast to -ance,

which expresses the measurable quantity of that

quality in a given instance.

189s Rtp- Brit. Assoc 197.

Ivoried, a. (Modem example.')

1893 Ld. De Tablev Orpheus in Hades Poems, Ser. 11.

(1895) 24 On thy bare and ivoried shoulder.

Ivory. Add : 5. d. collect, sing, and //. The
keys of a piano or similar instrument, colloq,

x8s4 Thackeray Ne^vcomes vi. It is a wonder how any
fingers can move over the jingling ivory so quickly as Miss
Cann's.

514

10. ivorybill (earlierU.S. example); (vegetable)

ivory palm (examples); ivory plum U.S.^ the

checker-berry ; the creeping snowberry ; ivory

wood AusiraLy a tree of the staff-tree family,

Siphonodon austrak ; also, the timber therefrom.

187J CouFts N. Amer. Birds 191 The *ivory-bUl and the

flicker stand nearly at extremes of the family. iSgy A. Ghav
First Less, Bot. (1866) 136 In the *Ivory Palm it has the

hardness as well as the general appearance of ivory. 1871
KiNCSLEY At Last viii. The vegetable ivory palm. x8i8 J.

Neal R. Dyer 55 *Ivory-plumbsorclustered bunch-berries.

1887 Colonial <5- Indian Exhib, iS^, Rep. Col, Sect. 429
*Ivory-wood.

Ivy, sh. Add: 1. e. U.S. = poison ivy {stt 2).

J848PARKMAN Oregon Trail X.111. ZQ$ In the morning Shaw
found himself poisoned by ivy,

Ivy-beriry. Add: b. The checkerbeny. U.S.
1840 Southern Lit. Messenger VI. 518/2 There were the

fringed polygala, the buttercup, wild geranium, bunch-plum,
ivy-berry.

Ivy-leaf, Add : b. atfrib. = IvT-LEAVED.
1909 Daily Chron. 5 June 9/5 Ivy.leaf geraniums can be

depended on to produce a long succession of blooms.

Ixora (iksoo'ra). Bot. [mod.L., ad. Iswara^

name of a Hindu divinity, — Skr. thjard lord,

master, f. 1^ to have, possess : so named becanse the

flowers of this plant are presented as votive offer-

ings in temples] A rubiaceous plant ofthe genus

of tropical ornamental shrubs or small trees so

IZ2AT.

named, species of which are cultivated as stove
flowering shrubs.
1839 Loudon Encyl. Plants 100. 1846 Lindley Veg,

Kingd. 764 The fragrance or beauty.. of the Gardenias,
Hindsias, Posoquerias, _Ixoras,..&c. is unsurpassed- 1871
KiNCSLEY At Last vii, The fragrance 01 the * white
Ixora'.

lyyar (^yaj). Also lyar, Jiar, Jyar, Yiar.
[Heb.] The name of one of the Jewish months,
being the eighth of the civil and second of the
ecclesiastical year ; also called Zif.

1737 Whiston Josephust yetuisk War v, xl. § 4 The
Romans began to raise their banks on the twelfth day of the
month Artemisius (Jyar). 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 43/2 In
746 B.C. Calah rebelled, and on the 13th of lyyar (AprilX in
the following year, Pulu or Pul.. seized the throne
Izba, variant of *Isba.

Iztli (i'stli). Also itztli, itzli, iztle. [Nahuatl.]

A kind of obsidian used by the Aztecs for knives,

arrow-heads, etc.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 216/1.

Izzat (i*z2?t). [Arab, j'^.] Honour, reputatioa,

credit.

189s KiPUKG Day's IVari, William the Conqmrar 191
'But I am no goatherd,' said FaizUUah. * It isagainst my
izzat (my honour).' 1922 Bletckvj. Mag. Feb. -201/1 Izzat^

too, generally prescribes that he should be an hour or two
late. 1923 Kipling Land ^ Sea Tales 326 It is my izzat--^

my honour.



J
J. Add: m. J. = judge, justice: //. JJ. J.A.
= Justice of Appeal; J.A.(G.) = Judge Advocate

(General) ; J.C. « Juris-consult, Justice-Clerk.

J/A • joint account. J.C.R. = junior common
room in the University of Oxford ; in some other

universities, = joint common room, i.£, a common
room for both men and women. J.D. s= Junior

Deacon, Junior Dean, j.n.d, Fsychoh ~ just notice-

able difference.

189X Isii 8 June 35/a Only the Pre& of the J.CR.and the

Captain of the Eleven retain their equanimity. v^^Encycl.
Brit, VII. 420/1 The just noticeable difference, often called

the 'j.n.d.', between thr stimuli of two sensations.

Jabf V. Add : d. trans. To give (a person) a

stabbing blow with the fist.

1901 R, FiTzsiMMONS Phys. Culture <5- Self-De/ense 114

Jab him, if you can, with your left. 1915 Corri 30 Yrs.

Boxhig Re/eree 38 Time and again he jabbed and patted

Smith cleverly on the nose with his left hand.

Jacal (haka-I). U.S, Also jucal, jackal.

[Mexican Sp., ad. Nahuatl xacalli.'\ A hut con-

structed of erect poles or stakes filled in with wattle

and mud, a type common in Mexico and the south-

western United States.

ZS44J. J. Webb Jfrwtwrs 53 In a valley., where the herders

had a temporary corrall and jucal made of bushes laid upon
poles. Ibid, 54 The 'jackal' was full, packed so thick it

was impossible to count them. 1854 Bartlett Pers, Nafr,
Explor, TexaSy etc. 1 1, xxxvii. 592 'Ihe barracks at Fort
Fillmore are as yet quite rude, being mere Jackals, X894-5
ibth Ann. Rep. Bur. After. EthuoL 108 this method is

known to the Mexicans as *jacal\ and much used by them.

It consists of a row of sticks or thin poles set vertically in the

ground and heavily plastered with mud. 1900 R. B. C
Iraham Thirteen Stories 127 A straw-thatchcd jacal,

J-acid, Chem. A sulphonic acid of dihydroxy-

napiithalene, which, combined with a diazotized

amine, gives dyes that form insoluble lakes with

iron, aluminium, or chromium mordants,
i^ao JmL Ghent, Soc. CXVIII, 1. 731 The peculiar tinc-

torial properties of derivatives of ^-acid. \^9 Encyci. Brit.

VII. 804/2 J-acid colours. Ibid. XVI. 73/2 S'Oinino-s-

Daphthol-7- sulphonic acid (J-acJd).

Jacintll. Add : 1. e. A breed of fancy pigeons

of a slaty-blue colour,

18^ Meall Moubray's Poultry 288 Jacinth,.. slaty-blue,

and pied on back and wings with white.

Jacitara (d,:5sesilaifi). [braziL] In ix\\ Jaci-

tarapalm : A South American palm of the Ama-
zon district, Desmonctts macroacanfhus,
i860 Mayne ReiD OddPeopU 52 The bark of the * jacitara

'

palm. 1866 Treas. Bat. 3^/1,

Jack, J^.^ Add: 2. C. EveryJack, ttot aJack
(of things) : every single, not a single.

Btti6 MoMTACUE Rough Juiiice vi. 8 2 Noc a Jack window
in it but looks bang down the reach. Ibid. x. § 3 Till he

could get to know every Jack atom there was to be known.

15. e. A contrivance by means of which clocks

are wound up when the weight is excessively heavy.

1850 Dbnisom Clock ff Watch-making r8i The loose jack

consists of a frame containing a wheel and pinion with the

arbor of the pinion squared to form the winding square.

19. C. Money. U.S. slang.

192a Short Stories Feb. 95/2 This Charles was a big bird.

. .He had a pile of jack, i^a P. Marks Plastic Age 12 He
left us a whale of a lot of jack when he passed out a couple

of years ago. i9«7 Barbican Confess. Kum-Runner xxiW.

260 To do a botd-up in good style you want a gun, but we
hadn't enough jack to buy one.

26. U.S. (Earlier and later examples.)

xiiS Outing (\J.S.) VII. Oct. 75/1 If you can shoot behind

tbe jack. ..Bullock will be glad to paddle you within range

of an old buck. 190a S. E. White Blazed Trail viii. 61

They stole atx>ut in the evening with a bull's^ye lantern

fastened on the head of one of them for a 'jack '.

27. b. U,S. (Karlier example.)

1785 Washington Diaries II. 458 Dispatched at his own
request, the Spaniard who bad the charge of my Jack from

Spain.

28. U.S, (Earlier example.)

JB87 OutingiV.S.) X. May p. iii/i The 'jacks ' is thickcr'n

tumble-weeds on the prairie.

b. Horse-flesh which has been salted and washed

to deprive it of its peculiar taste, slang.

1904 Daily Chron. 18 May 8/5 Horseflesh so treated^ is

known as ' Jack ', and if it pa.'ises through a mincing machine

and U mixed with fat, flesh, and spice, it cannot then be dis-

tinguished from that of the ox,

33. jack-high a. and adv. Bowls^ as far up the

green as the jack lies ;
jack-hunting U.S. (earlier

example); jack-ladder, {b) = *Jack-chain a;

jackman, one who attends to a jack ;
jack-pot, (a)

(earlier U.S. example) ; {d) Logging, an unskilful

piece of work ; {c) Logging (see quoi. 1905); jack-

shaft, -shafting, a countershaft, -shafting; jack-

tenter, a fly-frame tenter {Diet. Occup. Terms
1921-7) ; jack-wheel = *i5 e.

x8S6 Rules of Boiuling 21 All players, while looking on, to

stand "jack-high at least, and, unless acting as directors, not
within three yards of the jack. 1881 Harper^s Mag. Oct.

690/2 It is the only way to get venison in that season of the

year which intervenes between *Jack-hunting and still-

hunting. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 345/1 From the rear end
of the niiil, at the second story or saw-floor, a ' "jack ladder

'

is constructed of heavy timber. 1939 Ibid. XIV. 482/1 An
endless spiked conveyor known as a jack Iridder. i9ax Diet.

Occup. Terms (1927) § 089 Craneman,. ,*jackman .., Whs
doors of oven, either by hand or by mechanical means, to

facilitate charging and discharging. x888 St. Louis Globe
Demooat 27 Feb. (Farmer), 1 never saw such a big game
as that was... They played tremendous *Jack-Pots. 1905
Termi Forestry ff Logging ^Q Jackpot, ..an irregular jJile

of logs. 1901 % Biac/^s Carp. <^ Build., Scaffolding -jt. The
electric motor.. with "jack-shaft and friction drive, igag

Encycl. Brit. X IV. 284/2 The geared jack shaft drive. Ibid.

XVIII. 392/1 *Jack or counter shafting. 1850 Denison
Clock ff Watck-m. 182 The going part never requires a "jack

wheel to wind it up except in very large clocks.

35. Jack Johnson [from the name of a noted

negro boxer, whose nickname in America was
*The Big Smoke'] = *Black Maria 2; Jack
Mormon U.S., 2. 'Gentile' with Mormon leanings;

hence Jack-Mormonism.
XQ14 Illusir. Loud. Ncms 10 Oct. 504/1 The German

**Jack Johnson' siege-guns. Ibid. 505 The gigantic pro-

jectile which on bursting makes the black smoke called ' J ack
Johnson '. 19x4 Times 23 Dec. 3/2 A* Jack Johnson ' burst

m a field near us and killed 30 horses. Ibid. 24 Dec. 6/5 An
occasional 'Jack Johnson 'shell, xgxs Punch i Dec. 442/2 If

a blinkin' Jack Johnson didn't blow the 'ole 'ouse out of me
'and I 1917 Em HEY From Fire Step 96 Sometimes whole
platoons would disappear, especially when a Mack Johnson

'

plunked into their middle. \%yy Congress. Globe it }-<\x\e k^^.
822 He was. .a *jack Mormon in religion, and a renegade
Democrat in politics. 1854 T. Ford Hiit. Illinois [1864) 33
The county contained a goodly number of inhabitants in

favor of peace. . .These were stigmatised by the name ofJack
Mormons. 1890 Congress. Rec. 2 Apr. 2941/2 In our country

we have z. genus homo called *Jack-Mormon ',..a class of
individuals who do not belong to the Mormon church, . . yet

who are ever found doing the bidding of Mormon priests.

X9C10 Ibid. 34 Jan. 1 129/2 A Jack Mormon county Attorney
ruling the supreme court of Utah. X870 J. H. Beadlk Life
in Utah 197 From 1850 to 1862, **jack-Mormonism' ruled

at Washington.

36. Jack d page, a wedge driven between the

walings and the nmners of a trench to tighten up
the contact. Jack the Paiftter, a kind of acrid

green tea used in the Australian bush. Ja^k ihe

Ripper, popular name for a murderer of women in

London (1888-91) who mutilated the bodies of his

victims ; also allusively,

iBss G. C MuNDV Our Antipodes (ed. 3) 163 Another
notorious ration tea of the bush is called * *Jack the Painter

'

—a very green tea indeed. 1880 G. Walch Victoria in iSSo

113 (Morris) Special huts had to be provided for them [sc. the

sundowners], where they enjoyed eleemosynary rations of

mutton, damper, and * Jack the Painter '. 1890 Pall Mall
Gaz. 7 Mar. 5/1 A "Jack the Ripper outrage at Moscow.
X90S 7tf-Z?ayXXXV. 99/2 Now we know '00 Jack the Ripper
was 1 1906 Strand Mag. Mar. 289/2 A statue of General
Booth.. defying Jack-the-Ripper to take his money-box.
X909 Westm. Gaz, 29 June 5/2 Those mysterious political

Jack-tho-Rippcrs designated by the name of the Con-
federates. X9X9 C. P. Thompson Cocktails 17 If only the

officer would let him have a whack at her over the open
sights, he'd do thejack-the*ripper act on her in half a tick.

y?. Jack-salmon (earlier U.S. example).
1871 Game Laws (Penn.) in Fur, Fin fy Feather (1872)

122 The species commonly known as Susquehanna salmon,

pike, perch, jack salmon.. shall henceforth not be taken.,

during their spawning time.

38. Jack-bean U.S.^ a climbing plant of the

genus Canavali and its fruit; Jack-in-the-pulpit

(earlier example) ; Jack-oak (earlier and later

examples) ; Jack-pine, a name given to several

species of pine, as Finns banksiana, P, divaricata,

P. murrayana.
1885 ' C. E. Chaddock * Prophet Gt. Smoky Mtn. xv. 380

The yellow gourds and the purple blooms of the *jack.
bean. 1869JANEG. Fuller Uncle John's Flower Gatherers
36 Water arums (*Jack.in-the-pulpLt we called it then). x8i6

U. Bkown Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 266 *Jack
Oaks and other Scrub wood. 1836 D. B. Edward Hist.

Texas iv. 68 The post-oak and Jack-oak arc considered in

Texas as every man's property. 1888 St. Louis Globe
Democrat 20 Jan. (Farmer) The Southern part of Illinois

..isfullofsanel-hills and jack oak, XBS4 Encycl. Brit. XV II.

824/1 Pinus contorta (black pine, or "jack pine). \^ia^Neu)

York Even. Post 6 May 6 Jack pines arc being planted over
hundreds ofacres. 1925 C/uim/ers's Jrnl. June 381/2 Where
the jackpine grows low and twisted.

Ja'ckal, V, [f. Jackal sb.'\ intr. To play

the jackal (see the sb. a), as by performing works
of drudgery for another.

c 1900 DoBSON 18th Cent, Studies (1914) 204 Johnson, .lost

many of the papers lent to him by Percy. Malone, who
jackalled for him, lost others. 1900 Kipling in Daily Mail
21 Apr. 4/5 For three months she had jackalled behmd the

army.. and in that time had carried over thirteen hundred
sick and wounded.

Jack-cliam. Add : 2. Logging (see quot.>
X905 Terms F'orestry fy Logging 40 Jack chain, an endless

spiked chain, which moves logs from one point to another,

usually from the mill pond into the sawmill.

Jacker. Add : b. jacker-off, -up : see quots.

1921.
x88x Instr. Census Clerks (18S5) 70. 1904 Westm. Gas,

28 Apr. 4/1 It was in the lace factory that the lad was set

to work as a * jacker-off '. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927)

§ 399 Jacker-off i^'3jz€), takes off from bobbins, waste lengths

of unused threads, and winds them on to large wooden
bobbins, using a small winding machine. Ibid, 688 Jacker-
up (lead pencil making), places a number of glued pencils

together m a clamp, and screws down clamp to make glue-

ing secure ; removes pencils when clamping is complete.

1924 Sir Jas. Marchant Dr. John Clifford \. $ Three-
fourths of the children wereJackers-ofF or ' piecers '.

Jacket, sb. Add : 1. f. To dust (a person's)

jacket (earlier U.S. example),
1806 Balance 18 Mar. 82 (Th.) CoL Smith will never again

way lay Cheetham with a large club, to dust his jacket.

g. That worn by soldiers of the horse artillery ;

transf. {a) a soldier of the horse artillery
;

{b) an

appointment to the Royal Horse Artillery ; to get,

obtain the Jacket, to secure such an appointment.
iZ^ZGeog. Jrnl. (R.G.S.) May 556 Lieut. Tanner obtained

his 'jacket ', and was the beau ideal of a horse-artillery

officer. 1908 IVestm. Gaz. isOct. 5/3 Until i895..a'jacket'
—i.e., a post in the Royal Field Horse Artillery—might be
given to an officer of Field Artillery or of Garrison Artillery.

1909 J. R. Ware Passing Engl., Jacket {Military), a soldier

who wears a jacket (chiefly cavalry or horse artillery). 1925
Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor iVords, Jacket, to get
the: colloquial for an appointment to the Royal Horse
Artillery. In allusion to the R.H.A. uniform jacket, in con-

tradistinction to the tunic of the Royal Artillery.

2. b. See Si\so dust-jacket (*DnsTj^.i 8 e).

d. Ordnance. An outer coil of wrought iron

which is wound roiuid and shrunk upon the steel

barrel of a gun to strengthen it.

a 1889 MicHAELis tr. Monthaye's KmPP ff De Bange 24
(Cent. Diet.) The tube, without reinforce, is encircled by
asingle band orjacket (Mantel, in German), shrunk on, xj(oa

Kynoch Jrnl, III. Apr.-May 79/2 A second gun.. having

a jacket of cast steel, z^a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 674/1 He
made a homogeneous cylindrical jacket by winding a bar of

wrought-iron round a mandril slightly smaller than the barrel.

Jacketed, a. Add :

2. Ordnance. Having a 'jacket' (see *2 d above),

X884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl., Jacketed Gun.., one
strengthened by bands fitted or shrunk on to the tube proper.

jgoi Kynoch Jrnl. II. Aug.-Sept. 127/1 A completely nickel

jacketed bullet.

Jack-in-tlie-box. Add : 7. f. Cotton Weav-
ing and Engineering. Differential motion.
X900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 765/1 The compensating

gear or Jack-in-the-box, linking the driven wheels. X904

Technol. ^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) 161/2.

Jack-knife, sb» Add : 1. (Earlier Amer. ex-

amples.)
1711 Springfield (Mass.) Ree, IX. 39 One Dozen of Jack

Knives, at six pence the knife. 1760 Boston News-Letter
I May, Jack-knives, pen-knives, buckles and combs.

3. attrib. jack-knife dive, a dive in which, on

leaving the diving-board, the body assumes the

shape of U.
\^% Radio Times x\ May 274/2'A. .member ofthe Amateur

Diving Association—one of those people whom we have all

seen on the news films doing jack<knife and swallow dives

from incredible heights, xgag Encycl. Brit. XXI. 666/1
Pike Dive, or American Jack Knife.

Hence Jack-knife v. (Earlier U.S. examples.")

1806 Balance "zi July 228 (Th.) A sailor. . Jacknifed (as he
termed it) the poor creature \sc. a cat] in several places about

the head, \^k& Century Mag. June 251/2 The practice., of

dodging shots, ' jackknifing ' under fire.

Ja'Ck-leg. U.S, [Jack sb,'^ Tbe allusion is

not clear.] Used attrib. (esp. with lawyer) and

absol. as a term of contempt or depreciation.

»«S3 * P- Paxton ' Stray Yankee in Texas 137 A sorter

jack-leg lawyer. 1888 Florida Times Union 11 Feb.

(Farmer) The State Bar Association is disposed to draw the

line between attorneys and jack-leg lawyers. 1891 Harper's

Mag. June 160/1 Once I was called a jack-leg and shyster.

X9oa Harben Abner Daniel ii. 16 The Atlanta jack-leg

lawyer is akin to the Tompkins family some way. zgoa A. H,
Lewis IVol/ville Days xvu 242 A jack'laig doctor.

So Ja'ck-legrsred a, U.S, = prec.

1839 Confess. Globe App. 127 A set of jack-legged,

pettifogging lawyers.

Jack-rabbit. U.S, (Earlier examples.)

1870 Y^Kiu Sheridan's Trotters xvii. (1885) 108 The anunals

were longer than the Jack Rabbit proper. X870 J. H.



JACKSONIAN.
Readi.e Life in Uta/t 92a (Th.) The jack-rabbit is about

four times as large as the common ' cotton-tail '. 1878 B. F.

Taylor Between Gates 192 The ears of a Jack Rabbit . . shut

back like a knife-blade at hearing the wheels.

Jacksonian (d5seks<3"nian), a. [See -ian.J

1. Pertaining to or characteristic of Andrew

Jackson (i 767-1 845), seventh president of the

United States of America, a prominent leader of

the Democratic party. Also sb., a follower of

Jackson, Hence Jackso'nianism.
1831 in Thornton After. Gloss. 61$ The anti-Kemble

Jacksonians of the Fourth Ward. 1885 H. C. Lodge Daniel
IFehster (ed. 5) 208 To bring overwhelming defeat to the
* Jacksonian democracy '. 1906 W. Churchill Coniston v.

51 He. .prciciied the word of Jacksonian Democracy in all

the farmhouses round about. Ibid. 57 The conscientious

Jacksonians who were misguided enough to believe in such

a ticket. 1919 Encyd. Brit. I. 156/2 Up to this i>oint

Adams's career had been almost uniformly successful, but

his presidency (1825-23) was in most respects a failure, owing

to the virulent opposition of the Jacksonians. Ibid. IV.

585/1 Calhoun, .. during the remainder of the Jackson
regime, was a severe critic of Jacksonianism.

2. Described by or named after John Hughlings

Jackson (i 834-1911), English physician, \n Jack^
sonian convulsions, epiUpsy.

1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. V. 199/2 Jacksonian
Epilepsy. Convulsive seizure^, in the beginning limited to

a part of the body, most frequently the fingers of one hand,
sometimes one side of the face, or one foot. 1906 Prncii-
tioner Nov. 689 The * attacks ' might be compared to Jack-
sonian epilepsy. 1908 Ibid. Oct. 558 Jacksonian convulsions.

S9>9 Encycl. Brit. IV. 32/1 Many apparent Jacksonian
attacks are manifestations of ordinary epilepsy.

Jacksonism (jse'kssniz'm). = *Jacksonianism,
1846 M'KENNEy Mem, I. ix. 200 His ancient.. ally in the

cause of Jacksonism.

Jacky. !• Add : A landsman's nickname for

a sailor. U.S. 1897 [see Diet.].

JacobSBa (d7,aek^bra), [mod.L., fem. oijacobm-

z<j Jacobean.] LyoiCiSf^asa/Z/j/: see Jacobean a. 2 b.

2. T\\.t.x2.^vio\Xy SenecioJacohs6a\ also, the purple

jacobsea, Senecto elegans^ a cultivated species from
S. Africa, 1884 Miller Plani-n.

Jacobean, a- Add : 1. b. In the furniture

trade, designating wood of the colour of dark oak,

or the coloiir itself.

1918 Daily Mail 31 July 1/2 It can be obtained in Light
Brown or Jacobean coloured solid oak. 1930 Daily Express
8 Sept. 3 This fine Chest is. .finished Jacobean colour.

Jacob's ladder. Add

:

5. An elevator consisting of a series of bucket-

shaped receptacles fixed upon an endless chain.

184s G. DoDD Brit, Manuf. V. 31 The hops are raised to
the boiler by a contrivance something like the buckets of a
dredging-mactiine; it is called a * Jacob's ladder'. 1853
Houseiiold Words VII. 491/1 The malt, .being precipitated

up a curious contrivance called a * Jacob's ladder '. i860
Ure Diet, Arts II. 589 It \sc. the bloom] is squeezed four
times before it leaves the rolls and falls upon the Jacob's
ladder. 1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel ^ Iron 303 The
puddled ball, .fallini; from the bottom shoot of the machine
on to a Jacob's ladder or other elevator.

Jacobson (dj^'kabsan). The name of the

Danish anatomist Lndwig Y,.Jacobson (i 783-1843),
tised in genitive to designate various organs, as

Jacobson's nerve, the tympanic nerve; Jacob-
son's organ, an olfactory nerve found in mammals
and some reptiles ; also Jacobson's reflex (see

quot, 1 9 1 3) . Similarly Jacobsonian (d^^kab-
s^a'nian) a,

1836-9 TodiVs Cytl. Afiat. II. 495/2 Ramus tympanicus
nervi glosso-pkaryngei ; nerve of Jacobson. i860 H. Gray
A'lat. (ed. 2) 524 The tympanic branch (Jacobson's nerve),

arises from the petrous ganglion. 1887 Encycl, Brit, XXII.
166/1 In snakes and lizards a second olfactory organ is found
embedded between the turbinalsand the vomer and is known
as ' Jacobson's organ ', 1889 A. Macalister Text-bk. Hum,
Anat, 634 The Jacobsonian cartilages and the single or
septal cartilage. Ibid. 635 Jacobsonian Or^an. 1893 H,
Morrises Num. Anat, g3& Jacobsonian cartilages.—In the
septal cartilage above the opening of Stenson's canal there

is a small pouch which presents a minute opening below.
This is the representative of the Jacobsonian organ. 1913
DoRLAND Med. Diet, (ed 7), yacobsQn*s reflex^ a reflex seen
in cerebral spastic paralysis of the upper extremities.

JacC[Il6Iuinot (sa'km/n;?), [Name of General

J. Y , Jacqueminot (i787-i865),of Paris.] In full

GhiiralJacqueminot : a scarlet-crimson rose of the

hybrid perpetual variety, introduced in 1853.
1863 Gardeners* Ann. 13. 1869 S. R. Hole Bk. Roseszyj

General Jacqueminot, a Hybrid China Rose,, .forms, with
his vigorous branches and fine large purple-crimson flowers,

a fine FiUar Rose. 1893 W. Robinson Engl, Flower Garden
(ed. ^) 644/2 General Jacqueminoiand many other H.Ps.[=
hybrid perpetuals] do not usually bloom after the month of
August. 1908 Daily Ckron. 10 Mar. 3/2 English roses have
..arrived.., and include the beautiful Jacqueminot.

Jacutinga (d^xkiwti-qga). Also jaco-. [See

quot. 1869.] A gold-bearing iron ore of Brazil.

1869 R. F. Burton Explor. Hifhi. Brazil I. 301 The
mysterious Jacutinga. The name is evidently derived from
the well-known Penelope called JScu-tinga (P. Leucoptera)

from the white spots upon its crested head and blue-black

wings. This substance of iron-black, with metallic lustre,

sparlcles in the sun with silvery mica...Tlie constituents are

micaceous iron schist and friable quartz mixed with specular

iron, oxide of manganese, and fragmer»ts of talc. 1876

Encyci. Brit. IV. 224/2 Most gold is afforded by.. the rock
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called Itacolumite.., and by certain iron ores known as
Iiabirite and Jacutinga.

Jade, sb.^ Add : 1. O. A colour resembling

that of jade ;
jade-green. Also at/rib.

X9S1 H. Walpole Young Enchanted iv. iv, The faint jade
of the fading light. 1916 Leinster Deiv on Leafxxx. 42 The
jade rabbit (moon) nibbles the clouds. 1928 Manchester
Guardian Weekly 31 Aug. 175/3 A faint breeze blowing in

from a North Sea of misty jade.

Jadoo (dga'dw). Also jadu. [Hind. ^jla-yVf^w

enchantment.] Magic, conjuring. Comb, Ja'doo-
waillah [Wallah], a Hindu conjurer.
x886 Kipling /'/am Talesfr. Hills (1800) 135 If there was

zx\y jadoo ^Xoou 1890^. Rev, July 244 The Indian conjurers,

or Jadoo-walla. 19x4 J. A. Tyson Barge ofHaunted Lives
iv. 93 These took me before a jaboowallah \sic\ who. .had
performed some of liis tricks before me at Rajiid.

J'adoube (3ad«'b). Chess. Disused. [Fr., = I

adjust.] An expression used when a player wishes
to touch a chessman without making a move.
x8»2 Sarratt's Game of Chess 3 If a player touch one of

his adversary's pieces, without saying ' fadoube *, he may
be compelled to take it. 1847 H. StaunTon Chess-Player s
Handbk. 36 A Piece or Pawn touched must be played, unless
at the moment of touching it the player say ' J'adoube ', or
words to that efi'ect.

Jaeger (y^'g^-^). Proprietary name of an all-

wool clothing material manufactured originally by
Dr. [Gustav] Jaeger's Sanitary Woollen System
Co. Ltd.
1891 Z'r. faeger^s Sanit. Woollen Syst. Revised Price List

40 Jaeger Corsets. 1893 Katk Sanborn Truthful Woman
•V. California 121, I really suffered during a drive, althoueh
encased in the heaviest of J.ieger flannels. 1908 A, S. ^I.

Hutchinson Once aboard Hie Lugger vi, i. (1922) 300 When
the Jaeger nightdress fell comfortable about her. 1912 H.
Walpole Prelude to Adventure vjii, Over Eunning's red
wrists the brown ends of a Jaeger vest protruded from under
the shirt. 19x1 Galsworthy To Let i. iv, Hts..feet thrust
into Jaeger slippers.

Jaffa (d^as'fa). [mod. (Arabic) name o{Joppa,
an ancient seaport of Palestine.] In ivSi Jaffa
orange : an orange of the kind grown in the gardens
east of Joppa.
1897 Sir J. D. Hooker in L. Huxley Life (ioi8) II. 408

Jaffas and Floridas are disappointing. 1909 IVestm. Gaz.
20 Apr. 7/2 The practice of * faking ' oranges by boiling and
greasing them and selling them as Jaffas.

Jag, sb,^ 1. c. Add : Also, a drinking bout

:

orig. in phr. To have or fetch a Jag; to have
a ' load * of drink, to be drunk, s/atig.

J678 Ray Prov. 87 Proverbial! Periphrases of one drunk..
He has a jagg or load. 1905 Daily Chron. 12 Dec. 4/7
Many young fellows brought their girls, and one did even
worse than that by fetching a complete jag to the festival.

1920 H. C. McNeile Bull Dog Drummond iv. § i A friend

who is sleeping off the effects of what low people call a jag.

1921 E. Wallace Laiv Four fust Alen iv, 112 He had been
on a jag the night before and had finislied up in what he
called an opium house. 1928 Daily Te/.gOct. 1 1/3 Twelve
additional deaths to-day are attributed to week-end * jags',
which have been traced to ' speak-easies *,

Jagatai (djsegatai). [The native name of
Turkestan, i.Jagatai^ a son of Jenghiz Khan, who
inherited it.] The branch of the Turkic group of

languages spoken in Turkestan. Also attrib.

Hence Jagata'ian, Jaffata*ic adjs.^ pertaining to

Turkestan or the dialects spoken there.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 406/1 Jagatal, [spoken] in the
greater part of independent Turkist.in. ..The Jagatai lan-

guage has a valuable literature. 1867 Chambers's Encycl,
IX. 589/a The former {sc. Eastern Turkish] is mainly repre-
sented by the Uigur (Jagatai). Ibid, sgo/i The Eastern
[Turkish] or Jagataian [literature]. 1929 Encycl. Brit.
XXII. 920/1 The Uzbeg (Jagatai Turkish) tongue.

Jagged (dgsegd), (7.2 Cr,S. slang, [f. *Jag sb,^

I c + -kd2.] Drunk.
190a Telegram (Winnipeg) 20 Aug. 7/4 Miller was pretty

well jagged, a 1906 * O. H rnry ' Trimmed Lamp^ etc. 162
What I want is a masterful man that slugs you wlien he's
jagged, and hugs you when he ain't jagged.

Jaggery. 1. Add : Also applied to any kind
of crude sugar.

1839 Ure Diet. /I r/j i ig8 This goortfc. crude boiled juice of
the sugar cane] is of various qualities ; one of which, in most
common use for making sugar, is known amongst the English
settlers under the name of _/'rt£y^rj', 1914 .iV(»^j//mf» 26 Sept,

5/2, 58 bags cane Jaggery..; ancf 55 bags Palmyra Jaggery.

Jalivist. Also in form Yahvist.
1898 G. B. Gray in Expositor May 347 The Elohist and

Yahvist must have copied the Babylonian story. X91S
AIacalister Hist. 9f Civiliz, Palestine -vW, 92 The traditions

set down by the Yahvist and the Elohist.

Jail, sb, 2. Add : jail-fee (later U.S. ex-

amples) ; Jail-delivered adj.
;

jail-bleach (see

quot.) ;
jail-break, a breaking out of jail.

1888 ' C. E.Cbadijock ' Broomsedge Cove'ii. -zq A man with
that singular pallor acquired by years of indoor life, and
known as '*jail-bleach ', 1910 Jer. Hart Vigilante Girl
xix. 266 Hamlin did not yet know of the *jail-break. 1831
Marv a. Hollev Texas Lett.iiS^i) 87 Louisiana.. is the

receptacle ofthe redundant and 'jail-delivered slaves of other
countries. 1846 D. Corcoran Pickings 60^ I shall let you
go this time on paying your *jail-fees. 186a Game Laws
(Md.) in Fur^ Fin ^ Feather (1872) 84 The officer who de-
sired the commitment shall pay the jail fees at the rate of
twenty five cents per day.

Jake (dg^k), sb. {a.). U.S, slang, [prob. the

personal name yiz^^, abbrev. oi Jacob. ^ A rustic

lout : usually countryJake. Also as adj.

JAMAICA.
1884 ' Mark Twain * Huck. Finn xx. 194 No, don*t you

worry—these country jakes won't ever think of that. 1902
Clahin Diet. Amcr. 242 Jake, a rough, uncouth country
fellow. 19XZ tsee *CoUNTRY 16I.

b, adj. Excellent, admirable, fine.

1924 P. Marks Plastic Age xxii. 247 She assured Hugh
that Sanford men looked awfully smooth in their knickers
and white flannels ; in fact, she said the whole college seemed
jake to her,

Jalapinol, -Ole (dgx-lapin^l, -oA). Chem. [f.

Jalapin -f -OL.] A crystalline substance formed by
the hydrolysis of jalapin or jalapic acid. So Ja*-
laplnolate, a salt of jalapinolicacid. Ja:laplno--
lic a., derived from jalapinol, \t\ JalapinoHc acid.

1864 Watts tr. Gnielin's Hand-bk. Chem. XVI. 402 J[ala-

pinolateof ammonia precipitates aqueous chloride of calcium.
Ibid. 404 Jalapin and jalapic acid are resolved by contact
with mineral acids, slowly at ordinary, more quickly at
elevated temperatures, into jalapinol and sugar. Ibid, 405
Glucosides of JalapinoHc Acid. 1885 yrnl, Chem. Soc.
XLVIII. I. 669 Jalapinolc crystallises m needles melting at
63*, and has the properties of an aldehyde.

Jam, sby Add : 1. Also spec, in logging, an
accumulation of logs in a river. K\%q attrib,

1873 J. H. Beadle Uiidci'el. WestTiq{T\i.) I saw a *jam'
just above the Copperhead Rapids, near Anoka. 1905 Terms
Forestry ^ Logging 40 Jam^ to break a, to start in motion
logs which have been jammed. 1909 S. E. White Rules of
Game i. xii. 6g 'Where's the drive, doctor?* asked the
lumberman. * This is the jam camp,' replied the cook. ' The
jam's upstream a mile or 50.' 19x9 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 482/1
A log jam in the Montreal river, Ontario, Canada.

2. Wireless. Jamming, or an instance of this.

19x4 P. Vaux Sea-Salt \ Cordite 129, I don't like this

wireless jam I 1927 W. E. Collinson Content^. Engl. 113
The trouble caused by jams, atmospherics, and bowlings.

Jam, sb!^ c. Add : jam-jar.
jB^S^'nty ^ Naify Co-o/>. Soc. Price List 785 [Cut glassj

Jamjar. 190 Barnes-Grundv Thames Camp iv. 67 Jane
went on with her jam-jar trap [for wasps].

Janii v.^ Add :

3. C. Wireless, trans. To cause interference with
(asignal). Also intr. To be affected by such inter-

ference caused by the interposition of unwanted
signals ; freq. in vbl, sb.

1914 P. Vaux Sea-Salt <5- Cordite 46 Communications be.

came irregularlyjammed. Ibid. 47 We'll stop this jamming,
whereverit's comingfrom. tgzo Discovery Apr. 116/2 When
the reception of a message is thus interfered with by other
messages being sent at the same time, the message is said to

be "jammed '. Ibid., The jamming of a message may also

be caused by stray ether disturbances in the atmosphere it-

self. jgz^Harf/isJvorth's Wireless Encycl. II. 1226/1 Cutting
out the local jamming of a near transmitting station by the

careful use of loose coupling, 19x6 Spanner Naviators
124 The Admiral had answered the Japanese C.-in*C. by
sending out jamming signals immediately the British scout
had been driven down. 1930 B.B.C. Year-bk, 444/1 fam-
viingt interference with wanted wireless signals due to other
wireless transmitters.

6. b. trans. To apply or put (a brake) tm vio-

lently.

1925 Mom's Chvtter^s Manual 1 1 Jamblng on the brakes at

the last moment.
c. fig. * To push (a bill or measure) through the

regular routine of a legislative body by the brute

force of a majority controlled by *' the machine *',

without proper consideration or discussion ' (Cent.

Diet. Suppl.). (/.S.

1901 iV". y. Com, Advertiser 11 Apr. (Cent. D. Suppl.).

19S6 Harper's Mag. Feb. 342/2 The bills hurriedly jammed
through our legislative tribunals each year.

Jam, v.^ Add : 2. To make into jam.
1905 Daily Chron. 2 Dec 4/4 Apples, pears, plums, berries,

&c. (fresh or dried, or jammed, or tinned, or bottled).

Jam (d^Ecm), adv, and a, orig. l/.S. Also
jamb. [f. Jam v.^] A. adv. L Closely ; in close

contact or with firm pressure. Often with up,

1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan 11. 52 He had been sitting,

for two or three hours,.. 'jam up' in a back seat. 184a

American Pioneer I. 184 'the next moment the sloop ran

jamb against it. X85J Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. iv, ' It'll

stand, if it only keeps jam up agin de wall
!

' said Mose.

2. Thoroughly, completely, perfectly.

1835 D. Crockett Col. Crockett's Tour 19a [Andrew
Jackson] went jam up for war ; but the cabinet got him down
to half heat, 1846 Congress, Globe 22 May 852 Their
notion is that we go jam up to 54° 40', and the Russians
come jam down to the same. x866 C. H. Smith BillA f^ 61

Linton played his part of the programme jam up. 1921

R. HiCHKNS Spirit of Time xii, ' Is your passenger list

full?' V^m full, sir.'

"b. With up : Close up to, very near.

1874 E. Eggleston Circuit Rider x\\, 143 How far you
rid her to day?. .Jam up fifty miles, and over tough roads.

B. adj. Perfect, thorough, * slap-up'.

184X Southern Lit, Messenger VII. 54/2 Introduced him
to the 'jam-up little company ' in his command. 1853 Daily
Morning Her. (St. Louis) g May (Th.) Wiggins's tavern was
a jam-up house of amusement. 1855 Haliburton Nature ff

Human Nature xxi. II. 261 In Paradise.. connubial bliss,

I allot, was rael jam up.

Jamaica. Add : Also in names of other plants

grown in Jamaica and the West Indies ; Jamaica
ginger, white ginger (see Ginger sb, i) ; Jamaica
kino (see KlNO^ l); Jamaicaman, a vessel en-

gaged in the Jamaica trade.

1818 Public Ledger LVIII. 4/5, 20 Bags and 10 Casks
*Jamaica Ginger. 1870 [see Ginger sb. ij. x88a Encycl,



JAMAICAN.
Brit. XIV. 91/2 Between 1808 and 1820a substance was met
with in French commerce under the name of "Jamaica kino.
1809 AftK. lotk Congress 2 Sess. 1057 He recollected a story
..of one of our privateers being beat off by a *Jamaicaman.
t866 Treas. Bot, S.V. Manodora^ "J^inaica or American
Nutmegs.

Jamaican (d3am<?i'kan), a. {s6.) [f. Jamaica
+ -AN.] (A native or inhabitant) ofJamaica.
1771 W. Guthrie AVtw Geogr. Gramm. (cd, 3) 677 The

Jbcnaicans were undoubtedly very numerous, until reduced
by earthquakes. 190a Sir J. D. Hooker in L. Huxley Li/c
(1918) II. 408 The Jamaicans do not deserve the sacrifice

England is making in respect of its fruit trade. t^^^Glasf^ciu
Herald 4 Sept. 5 A volume of Jamaican studies, igsx igtii

Cent. Apr. 613 If surplus Jamaican labour could cut the
Panama Canal.

Jambone (d^icmbJun). Ettchre. (See qnot.)
1886 Euchre: how toplay it 4a A Jambone is to play a lone

hand with the cards exposed on the table, and to give to that
adversary who is entitled to the lead, or whose first play it

i-S the privilege of calling one of the exposed cards to the
first trick played, or if the jambone player has the lead, to
call upon him to lead any one of the exposed cards.

Jamboree (d^aemborr ). Add : b. Euchre,
A lone hand containing the five highest cards.
1886 Euchre-, how to play it 45 Jantboree signifies the com-

bination of the five highest cards, as, for example, the two
Bowers, Ace, King, and Queen of trumps in one hand, which
entitles the hoMer to count sixteen points. The holder of
such a band simply announces the fact, as no play is

necessary ; but should he play the hand as a Jambone, he
can count only eight points, whereas he could count sixteen
if he announced it as a Jamboree.

O. The name given to the 1920 International
Rally of Boy Scouts, and now applied to any large
scout rally. Also attrib.

i9«9_ Times 17 Oct. 9/6 The Council of the Boy Scouts
Association announce that a 'Jamboree' will be held at
Olympia, for about eight days next August. 1931 J/a^.
Unrv. Students' Union Apr. 3 'I'he Jamboree spirit was
iiiarvcUous.

JTammy (d^ce-mi), a. [f. Jam j3.2 + .t1,]
Covered with jam, sticky. Also^^., good, first-

rate; easy, ^soft'. Hence Jainminess.
189s Pumh 12 Oct. 180/1 The way as that Sam chewed

the rag was just jaramy. 1899 Kipling Stalky 2j8 Jam for
the Sixth ! Jam for us ! Either way it's jammy ! 1908 ' Ian
Hay ' Right Stuff xi. { 3 We had disposed of grouse sand-
wiches., and jammy scones, 1915 D. O. Barkett /-«//, 170
If I get a 'jammy ' one as it is called, I shall be back pretty
soon. 19*0 ChoJitbers's yrnl. 862/2 She was aroused by the
. .jammy caresses of her blue-eyed nephews. 1929 G. VV.

Deeping Roper's Roiv xvii. f i The midday meal—such
as it was—was taken al fresco on the pavement. There was
a jammiiiess about these meals and about the ladies' fingers.

Janapa (d,::^x'napa). Also -um. » SuNN.
1851 Ilfiistr, Catal. Gt. Exhib, iv. i. 882/2 Crotolaria

juncea. .\% cultivated in most parts of India for its fibre,

which. .is called sun and sunnee in difTerent parts of India,
but, in the Madras peninsula, /amt/»///. 1866 Treas. Bot.,
Janapa, an Indian name for Sunn Hemp.

Jane^ (ds^'n). Auslral. and U,S. slang,

[Female Christian name.] A woman.
1916 C. J. Dennis Ginger Mick 70 She's like some fat ole

Jane '00 loves to smile. 1914 P. Marks Plastic Age 149,
1 met a bunch ofjanes down at oar Harbour. 19*8 L. North
Paroiiles 25 Every guy an'jane there wa^ soused to the gills.

Jail(e)lte (d5^'*nait). [f. the Christian name of

Jane Austen (1775-1817), novelist + -iteI.] =
*AusTENiTE 1.

1896 G. Saintsbuey tgth Cent. Lit. 129 It did not
apparently occur to this critic that he (or she) was in the
first place paying Miss Austen an extraordinarily high
compliment-—a compliment almost greater than the most
enthusiastic * Janitcs' have ventured. \^j Observer $}\xt\k

tfi Clearly he is not a Janeite. 1928 Daily Tel. 7 Aug. 3/3
The best page of her book by far is her spirited defence of
Jane Austen, which will endear her to the ' Jane<ites ' for all

time.

Janitor. Add : 3. A caretaker of a building

who has charge of the cleaning and heating of it.

Sc, and (/,S. Hence Janitorship (earlier U.S.
exampie

\

1878 B. Harte Man oh Beach 76 A desire for rural repose
led nim to seek the janitorship of the Doemville Academy.
1884 H. BuTTERwoRTH Zigzag yourn, IVestern States 50
Although he was employed merely as janitor at Yule
[school]. 1890 H. C. Buhner Short Sixes (1891) 75 She
resolved to see the janitor in the morning.

Janitriz. (Later U.S. example.)
1878 B. F. Tavlor Between Gates 273 When the janitnx

of four ficore was a babe in arms.

Janizary. 4. Add : Janizary music [G.
fanilscharenmusik'\ — Turkish music (Turkish a,

2 b) ; janizary pedal, a pedal attached to some
old pianofortes, etc., having an arrangement of

drums and cymbaU connected with it, by which
a sound as of martial music was produced.
1888 F. MoscHELES tr. Mendelssohn's Lett, io I. <5- C.

Moscheles 54 He must have a cradle song with drums and
trumpets and "janissary music. 1896 Hipkiks Pianoforte
106 Drum and triangle (for Janissary music). 19*1 Joan
^iWfiu^U. Freud's Introd. Led. Psycho-Anal.js The little

tells, shaken violently, begin their familiar janizary music.
1900 Pall Mall Gaz. 21 May 4/2 Even Mozait condescended
to employ the '*Janissary pedal 'in one or two of his sonatas.

Jankers (d3ie rjkajz}. Army slang. In the

war of 1914-18, used in expressions for defaulters

and their punishment.
1916 J. \V. Hall Kitchener's Mob 35 The 'jankers 'or

defaulters' squad was always rather large. 19x9 iVar Slang
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InAthenxian 25 July 664/2 The advent of the Royal Navy
Division introduced to the Army the sailor's slang word
'jankers ', the equivalent of the soldier's * clink ', punishment
cells. Ibid. % Aug. 727/2 When doing C.B. or 'time 'he
[sc. the soldier] was doing 'jankers' or 'Paddy Doyle'.
I9«S E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier^Sailor If^ords, Jankers
^'"gt The; The Provost Sergeant. Ibid.y Janker's men'.
Defaulters.

tTaun (d^an). Also jan, [a. Arab. ^1:^ jann
demon,] = Jinn sb.

1777 J. Richardson Did, Pers., Arab., ^ Engl, I. 667
That race of creatures called by the Arabians Jan or jinn.
1891 E. S.Hartland Sci, Fairy Tales x. 256 Hasan is

favoured with the sight of ' ten virgins '.
. . He fell madly in

love with the chief damsel, who turns out to be a daughter
of a King of the Jann. 1931 E. S. Stevens Folk-Tales 0/
Iraq Pref. p. xiv, Stories in whichya««, or fairy-folk, don at
will the appearance of birds.

Janus. Add : c. Designating materials with a
double facing, or things having a two-way action, as
Janus-beaver^ -cloth, -cord, 'lock ; Janus colours,
aseriesof coal-tar colours of a strongly basic charac-
ter, which dye cotton direct or in an acid bath.

j8s« Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. Hi. 486/2 Fur Janus beaver.
Ibid. V. II. 1468/2 Janus locks. 1875 Knight Did, Mech.,
Janus-cloth^ a fabric having each side dressed, and different
colors on the respective sides. Such fabric is used for
reversible garments. 188a Caulfeild & Saward Did^
Needleivork, Janus cordy the material so named is a de-
scription of Rep, composed of wool and cotton, made for
women's dresses, and being a black material, is peculiarly
well suited for mourning. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 559/1
Janus Colours, These comprise a small series of azo colours
of a strongly basic character, which possess the unusual
property of dyeing cotton in an acid bath.

Jap. Add : 2. In full jap-silk, Japanese silk.

1903 To-Day 14 May 95/1 Printed Jap silks are lovely.

X905 Daily Chron. 13 Jan. 4/4 A flowered * Jap ' silk. 1923
Daily Mail 22 Jan. i 1 he coat is lined iloral jap. 1925
Queen 7 Jan, 17 A white Jap silk blouse.

Japan, sb. 6. Add : Japan camphor = Tt'B-

€amphor\ Japan cedar (see Cedar 3); Japan
current = Kuboshiwo; Japan lacquer (tree)

(cf. Lacquer sb. 2 b, 4) ; Japan quince (see

Japonica) ; Japan rose, any of several Japanese
roses, as Eosa muUiJlora, R, ritgosa, A\ Ywara
(Webster 1911); also Camellia japonica\ Japan
stream =« *Japan current', Japan varnish, (tree)

^ varnish sumach (Varnish sb.^ 5) ; Japan wax
= *Japanese wax,
188a Bentley Bot. (cd. 4) 642 Commercial camphor is

derived entirely from tlie island of Formosa and Japan,..
the latter [being known] as Mapan or Dutch Camphor. 1853
Cottage Gard. Did. {ed. G. \V, Johnson), *Japan Cedar,
Cryptonieria. 1865 Page Handok. Geot. lerms (ed. 2),
*Japan Current, that branch of the equatorial current of the
Pacific which trends northward along the Japan coasts. 1885
Encycl, Brit, XVIII. 118/3 The Japan current sends many
branches into the inland seas and channels of the north-
eastern coast of .\sia. 1835 W. J. Hooker Cofnpan. to Bot.
l^Iag. I. ^6Z/i The so much celebrated *Japan lacquer or
varnish. 1846 Lindlky ^eg. Kingd. ^66 The valuable black
hard varnish called Japan Lacquer, is obtained from Stag,
maria verniciflua in the Indian archipelago. x88o Bessky
Bot. ^^^. 1884 Miller Plant-n. 24 i/i Japan Lacquer, or
Varnish Tree. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XII. 213/1 Buds form
on the roots, and may be used for purposes of propagation,
as in the *Japan quince. 179J B. Edwards Hist. Brit.
Col, IK Indies I. 204 Caineilia japonica, *Japan Rose.

1789 J. Bklknap in M. Cutler's Li/e, etc, (1888) II. 252,
I have sent for the seeds of the *Japan varnish tree. 1643
Pen/tyCycl,X.KVI. 147/2 The Japan varnish of Kaempfer
and Thunberg is Rhus vemix. 1865 J. H. Balfour Biogr.

J. Coldstream ii. 23 An avenue of the Ailanthus, or Japan
varnish. 1859 *Japan wax [see next]. x866 Treas. Bot.
S.V. Rhus, The Japan wax, which is occasionally imported
into this country. 1887 Colonial <y Indian Exhib., 18^,
Rep. Cot. Sect. 275 Myrtle wax. .which, like Japan wax, is

rather a fat than a true wax.

Japanese, <i- Add : 2. In the names of plants,

animals, etc. native to, and articles produced in

Japan, ks.Japanese ape, medlar, paper, wax, wolf.
Japanese rose, a bush rose {Rosa nigosa) with crimson

and white flowers succeeded by large orange and red fruits,

introduced in 1845.

1717 ScHEUCHZER tr. Kxni^er's Hist. Japan (1906) 1. 175
Japancie boil'd Camphire may be had for one single Catti
of the true Bornean Camphire. Ibid., The Japanese Cam-
phirc-trec. x8» Siiobrrl tr. Titsingh's Illustr. Japan 318
Three engravings, printed in colours, on Japanese paper.
x8<9 L. Oliphant Narr. Earl Elgin's Miss. China <V

Japan II, 257 Hitherto the most successful cargo brought to
this country from Japan has been one of Japanese wax.
Mr. Simmonds, in the China Telegraph, gives the following
account ofJapan wax :

—
* Rhus succedanea, the species which

furnishes the Japan wax, has long been grown in our green-
houses, having been introduced from China nearly a century
ago*. 1861 Bentlev Man. Bot. 522 From the fruits oi R[hus\
succedanenm, and probably other species, Japanese Wax is

obtained. x866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Eriobotrya, The Loquat,
or Japanese Medlar. 1877 Trans. Asiatic Soc, Japan V.
77 The kites are constructed of Japanese paper which Is both
thin and strong. x88o Encycl. Brit. XIII. 574/2 CryPto-
vteria {Japanese cedar). 1883 List Anini. Zool. Soc. 22
Macacus speciosus. . .}2^\>7ixy^?,^ Ape. Ibid. 68 Canis hcdo-
/A^-Zoj:... Japanese Wolf. 1889 tr. J. J. Rein's Industries

0/ Japan 391 The porosity of Japanese paper unfits it . . for

writing on with pen and ink. 1900 Knowledge i Dec. 285/1
Japanese tissue paper used by dentists. X904 Technol. .y

Set. Did. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Japanese Paper, made
from the bark of Morus iapi/era saliva, used for expensive
printing. 1905 F. H. Collins Author ff Printer 100/2
Japanese Paper, hand-made in Japan with vellum surface.

Used for proofs of etchings and engravings*

JARGONEEB.

Japanesery (d^sepanrzari). Also in Fr. form
japonaiserie. [f. Japanese + -ery, after Fr. (cf,

Chinoiserie).] Chiefly //. Japanese ornaments,
knick-knacks, etc. ; rarely sing, Japanese fashion.

1885 Daily News 30 Apr. 4/S The 'Mikado' may even
bring in a little agreeable Japaneserj'. 1894 W, J. Lockk
At Gate 0/Samaria ix. Cheap Japaneseries that had lent it

the suggestion of ar.tistic atmosphere the girl of ei^ihtecn had
craved. X805 Crockett Cleg Kelly xxvii. The little alcove
at the top of the stairs, which was cobwebbed with the latest

artistic Japonaiseries of the period. 190a IVestnt. Gaz.
II Aug. 12/z His earlier passion for Gothic art had been
succeeded by one for j'aponaiseries. X906 E. Nesbit Man
<S-
Maid viii. 179 Bright, picturesque cushions and screens

and Japaneseries.

Japanesy (d5sepanrzi), a. [f. Japanese + -t e.]

Inclining to a Japanese character. Also quasi-artfe.

_ 1890 B. H. Chambkrlain Things Japanese 144 Criticism
is not at all a * Japanesey' thing. 1891 Sarah jf. Duncam
Amer. Girl Land. 55 Her parlour was Japanesy, too, in

places, X897 Daily News g Jan. 6/2 Tlie walls papered
Japanesy. 1901 'C. Holland' Mousm^ xxni, 328 He.. has
referred to.. their figures as 'Petite' and Japanesy. 19*3
E. F. WvATT Invis. Gods 1. ii. 17 The Japanesy shadows of
the black scrub pine. 1925 Glasgow Herald 8 May 10
High-art, Japanesy tenements.

Japanned. Add : 3. Japanned leather (see

quot. 1875). Japannedpeacock, peafowl, d^^t:xio\\\,

Pavo nigripennisy with upper-wing coverts of a
deep lustrous blue.

1814 in Proc. Zool. Soc. {1835) 54 The hens.. would not
suffer a japanned peacock to touch them. 1851 Illustr.
Catal. Gt. Exhib. iv. 11. 1252/1 Japanned leather, grained
calf-skin for boots and shoes, and trimmings. 1856 J. C.
Morion's Cycl. Agric. II. 698/2 The Japanned pea-fowl,
as it ought to be styled, instead of the Japan pea-fowl. X875
Knight Did, Mech., Japanned Leather, leather treated
with several coats of Japan varnish and dried in a stove.
X885 Newton in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. ^43/1 The 'japanned

'

Peacock, often erroneously named the Japanese or Japan
Peacock.

JapanO- (d^sepan^?), used as combining form of

Japanese, esp. in adjs. meaning * belonging to

Japan (and some other country) *. Also Ja'pauo-
phile, a lover of Japan or the Japanese.
X904 Daily Chron. 10 May 5/2 The Japano-Russian war.

Z904 Sladen Playing the Game n. iii, Under the influence
of the Japanophile Jevons. 1906 Daily Chron. 21 May 7/5
The Japano-Korean treaty. X910 IVestvi. Gaz, 3 Feb. 3/1
The Japano-Chinese war of 1894-5.

Japonica (d^i^ap^J-nika). [mod.L., fern, of
Joponicus pertaining to Japan.] The name given

to various ornamental plants originally native to

Japan,as the common camellia (C^w^///ayV7/(7;«Va),

the Japan quince {Pyrns or Cydonia japonica).
1819 Keats Let. to Fanny Keats 13 Mar., Shade it all

rcund with myrtles and faponic.ns. X85C H. Melville
Moby Dick xlii. (1526) 187 Though in many natural objects,

whiteness refiningly enhances beauty, as in marbles, japonica,
and pearls. 1855 J. E. Cooke Ellie 137 One of the amusing
jests is the appearance here of that young lady there, wiih
the Japonica in her hair, X858 Teresa Vikle Folloiving
the Drum 58 Cape jessamine hedges, japonicas, tea-roses.

XSK>6 ' O. Henrv * Strictly Business ix. 91 You put me in
mind of a japonica in a window.

b. The fruit of the Japanese plant Zizyphus
sinensis, occas. sold in England as a dessert fruit.

X874 Treas. Bot. Suppl. x88> Bentlev Bot. (ed. 4) 512.

Hence Japcnlcadom U.S. (see quot. 1859).
xSsx A. C. Hail Manhattaner N. Orleans 123 The general

society of New Orleans is still in a chaotic state, and she has
no located, acknowledged empire of Japonicadom. 1B59
BARTLETT/?/r/. ^/«^r. (ed. 3), Japonicado7n,3iWo\d invented
by N. P, Willis to denote the upper classes of society.

Jar, sb.^ 2. Add : spec, as a unit of electric

capacity (see quots. ).

[x8C^ A. W. Povser Magn. ^ Eledr. xiii. (x8^5) X3g
Harris's unit {ar.—This instrument is used for measuring tho
charge given to a Leyden jar.] 19*3 Harmsworth's Wireless
Encycl. II. 1226/1 Jar, a unit of capacity used in the
Admiralty service.

Jax, sb.^ U*S. [Of obscure origin.] (See quots.)

1863 H. S. Randall Frad. Shepherd vW. 73 Those usually
short, detached, not very coarse, glistening panicles of hair

found in the fleece, termed 'jar , are very objectionable.

1878 Trans. III. Dept. Agric. XIV. 239 The jar is coarse
hair inv.iriably found in the wrinkled fleeces.

Jardiniere. Add : 2. Cookery. (See quots

)

Jardiniere soup : vegetable soup.
1846 SoYER Cookery 40 [Sauces.] Jardiniere. X877

Casselfs Did. Cookery 338/1 Jardiniere.—This is a garnish
made of cooked vegetables, wnicli gives its name to the uish
with which it is served. Thus, fillet of beef i la jardinicic,

mutton i la jardiniere, goose a la jardiniere, simply mean
fillet of beef, mutton, and goose served with a garnish
i la jardiniere. Ibid., Jardiniere Soup. 1907 Escoffier
Guide Mod. Cookery 357 Prepare the fillet as directed under
* Filet de Bosuf Jardiniere*. Set it on a long dish and sur-

round it witli a Macedoine garnish. ^The latter comprises
the same ingredients as the ^Jardiniere '. Ibid. 512, Sauti
ih^sitprimes in butter. Dish and surround with small heaps
of vegetables, arranged very neatly, as explained in the case

of the Jardiniere garnish.

Jargoneer (djajgtJ'nl-'u). [f. Jargon j<5.i +
-EEB.] A jargon-monger.
19x3 QoiLE.ER-Coucn On Art of Writi'/g (1^16) 90 A Jar-

goneer would have said that 'among the beneticent qualities

of sleep its capacity for withdrawing the human conscious-

ness from the contemplation of immediate circumstances may
perhaps be accounted not the least remarkable '. 19*3 G. H.
Bonner in igth Cent. Nov. 786 Your true j.irgoncer must
have at least two languages in the same word.



JARO.

Jaro. New Zealaftd slang. To give (a person)

jat'o : to rate, vituperate.

X904 G. B. Lancaster Sons o' Men 42 Cookiell give yer

jaro *f yer late fur supper.

Jarool (d^arw-I). Alsojarrool. [Hind., a. Ben-

gali Jarui.'] An East Indian tree. Lagersit cemia

flos-reginm^ providing excellent timber. Also, the

wood itself.

1850 Hooker ///V«a/. ynils,{x%s^\l. 318 Their forests are

frequented by timber-cutters, who fell jarool, a magnificent

tree with red wood. 1884 Miller Plant-n.^ Jarool-wood.

Jaspe (d.^Gsp), jasp6 f^a-sp^), a. Ceramics,

[orig. Y.jaspJj pa. pple. of^iw/^r to marble.] Re-

sembling jasper ; of mottled or variegated appear-

ance,
1851 lllmtr. Caial. Gt. Exhib. iii. in. 500/2 Printed and

embroidered 'jaspe' cashmere. 1908 Ladies* Field ^\ Oct.

318/1 The Ghiberti damask has aya^/.i' ground. i9»3 Weekly
Dispatch 11 Feb. 16 Harmonising shades of Pink, Blue,

Mauve, Brown and Green on Cream, Jaspe, Black or Grey
backgrounds. 19*5 Brit. Weekly i^ May 153/1 It is there-

fore as well to use peaceful tones in plain jasp6 repp. 1931

Daily Express 23 Sept. 4/1 New clasp in Imitation Jaspe
Shell.

Jat^ (dgat). Also 7 Jutt, Jett, 8 Jaut.

[Hindi ^\^Jat.'\ A member of an Indian tribe

settled in the Punjab, Sind, and North-West Pro-

vinces. Also attrib.

i63t in Foster Engl. Factories Jnd. (1908) II. 90 (There)

goeth with the carts 27 Jutts, etc. for their safer passadge.
Ibid. Ill A Jett whome sometymes you have(app)roved off

for trusty, c 1791 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 529/1 The Jauts, or
Tats. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXIII, 781/2 The Jak'har,
Shiy.ig'hs, and Punyas. .are all of Jat origin, 1880 Encycl,
Brit. XIII. 597/2 Early Jat settlements on the shores of the
Persian gulf. 1901 N. Anier. Rev. Feb. 301 The Tats are
the most important people in the Punjab. 1922 Blackiu.
Mag. June 696/1 No man knew Old For-ever who had not

seen him in action with his Jats. 1926 Ibid. Dec 806/2 He
found no difficulty in engagnig a Jat (camel-driver) who was
willing to take his camel in that direction.

Jat 2 (d^at). [Hind, cdI»" pi^ A caste, tribe,

sect.

1894 Meg Dyan MatCs Keeping 1, Are they not all one jat

or caste? 1909 Maud Divev. Candles in Windy'ui. 80 She's
another 'jat ' [note, class] from us altogether.

Jataka (dga'taka). [Skr. ^fTcf^ jdtaka engen-

dered by, bom under, f. ^HTT j^^^t P^- PP^e. of

jan to produce.] In Buddhist literature, a story of

one or other of the former births of the Buddha

;

also, the name of the Pali collection of these stories.

Also alirib.

x86i V. Fausboll Five Jdinkas Pref., We . . , in the Jdtaka,
meet with some of the Comical stories that are well known
all over Europe under different names. 1876 J. Fergusson
Hist. Ind. ^ East. Archit. i. 88 Bas-reliefs.. representing
some scene or legend of the time, and. .inscribed, .with

the title of the jataka or legend. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV,

430/1 Note, Jataka stories, .containing., the oldest known
versions of many of the nursery songs, and fairy tales, and
comic stories, and fables, which are the common property of
Europe in the present day. 1895 E. B. Cow zxa. Jataka Pref.

p. vii, The Pali work, entitled * the Jataka '..contains 550
Jatakas or Birth-stories. looa Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 432/1
The Jataka book, a set of verses supposed tohave been
uttered by the Buddha in some of his previous births.

Jatlia (d^a-ta). [Hind. K^^jathd^ An armed

or organized band.
X922 Glasgo^v Heraldq Sept. 9 There is no waning in Sikh

fanaticism, and organised jathas, or companies, come for-

ward unceasingly. A jatha of Sikh women wearing daggers
has been formed. 1924 Ibid. 31 Mar. 11 A continuous pro-
cession of martyr jathas from Amritsar to Jaito.

Jatropha (d^ae'tr^'fa). [mod.L. Jatropha (f.

Gr. XaaBui to heal + Tpo<pTj nourishment), a genus of

Euphorbiacex yielding oil and starchy foods.]

Jatropha oil, a fixed oil expressed from the seeds of
jatropha Curcas and J. muliifida. Hence Jatro'-
phic a.y pertaining to or derived from plants of
the genus y., especially J, Curcas and its seeds.

Ja'tropblne, a poison derived from_/. manihot.
1851 Illustr. Catal, Gt. Exhib. iv. i. 879/2 Jatropha oil.

1867 Bloxam Chem. 486 A deleterious substance, which has
been named jatrophine.

Jaunef a. Add : 2. Ceramics, /autu antique :

a variegated, crystalline terra-cotta of Wedgwood
ware of a rich saffron mixed with black. Jaune
brill{i)ant {%t^ quots. 1851, 1928). Jaune jon-
qiiille : a ground colour of Sevres ware.
1851 Watts Xx. Gmelin's Hand^bk. Chem. V. 57 Sulphide

of Cadmium.—Found native in the form of Greenockite.
Prepared as a pigment known b^ the name of yaune brillant.

1875 Metkvard Wedg^uood Handbk. 23 He produced other
mixtures "'hich he called ' Holy Door ' and ' Jaune Antique '.

1928 N. Heaton Outl. Paint Technol. 382 Jaune Brilliant.
..Imitation Naples yellow (mixture of cadmium and white
leadj. 1929 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 351/2 'I'urquoise blue..,
yellow {jaune jonquHle), and green grounds made their
appearance in 1752, 1753 and 1756.

jaunty (d^j'nti), sb. Also Jonty. [Said to

be a sailor's corruption of F. Gendabals.] The
master-at-arms on board ship.

'

1904 Kipling Traces ^ Discov. 197 * A great many cars

thinks they can take this road ; but they all come back.

We walks after 'em at our convenience.' ' Meanin' that the
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other jaunty is now pursuin* us on his lily feet ? ' said Pye-
croft. 1904 L. Vexlev Grog Time Yarns 3 The Chief of
the Police—the Master-at-Arms—is always referred to as the

'Jonty'. \^%'j Blackw. Mag. Oct. 457/1 Mounting the rope
ladder in that awful sea., proved a bit of a task to the un-
accustomed Jonties. 1928 Commr. Daniel in Weekly Dis-
patch 27 May 14 The sailor spun a yarn that would make
the hardest-hearted jonty (master-at-arms) weep,

Java. Add : Java bean (see quot. 190S). Java
canvas, a loosely-woven Hnen cloth with an even

mesh used in embroidery. Java lemon (see quot.

18822). Java (ape-)man ~ Pithecanthropus (see

PiTHECANTHKOPE b). Java skull, a skull dis-

covered by Dr. Dubois at Trinil, Java, in 1891-3,
referred by him to the Java man,
1878 Cassetl's Favi. Mag. 494/2 The materials used for

these curtains are maiiy—velvet,.., Java canvass, ..and
serges. x88a Caulfeild& Saward Did. Needleivork^ Java
canvas, a close make of canvas, having an appearance of
being plaited, and made in many sizes and degrees of fine-

ness. Ibid., Java canvas vjork, this Embroidery is named
from the material upon which it is worked, and is used for

mats, work cases, music cases.
_
1882 Encycl. Brit* XIV.

439/1 The Java lemon is the fruit of Citrusjavanica. 1908
AnimalManagem. (W. O.) 100 'Java' beans, imported from
Ceylon, Burma!), and the Dutch Indies are quite unfit for con-

sumption. 1915 A. Keith Antig. Man 264 Inthe fronto-

malar region of the Java skull all the anthropoid traits are
retained. 1931 S. G. JJ. Stubbs & Bugh 60 Cent, Health 3
Pithecanthropus, the Java ape-man.

elHpt. = Java coffee.

1830 L. H. Garrard Wah-To-Yah xiii. 169 Partaking of
the nectar-like Java.

Javelin, sb, 4. Add : javelin-throwing, an
event in athletic sports.
190S Daily Chron. 7 Apr. 3/1 Professors in a univeTsity to

teach javelin-throwing. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 3 May 10/2 Very
pretty was the javelin-throwing, the long thin spear being
launched high into the air.

Javelle (savcl). [Personal name.] Eau deja-
velle {Water ofJavelle,Javelle oxJavellis water) :

a solution of sodium or potassium hypochlorite

used as an antiseptic, disinfectant, and bleaching

agent in photography and laundry work, etc.

Javelle salt^ potassium hypochlorite.
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Eau-de-Javelle, chlorine in

solution with water. 1862 Chambers's Encycl. 111. 746/3
Eau de Javelle.. when administered to man, is stated to

act powerfully on the nervous system. 1875 lire's Diet.
Arts 1. 787 The chloride of potash is known as Water of
Javelle. 1890 Billings Med. Diet., Javelle's water. x89»
A. Brothers Photogr. 260 As a reducing agent for negatives
which are too dense and for removing the last traces of
sodium thiosulphate, the following solution, which forms
eaii de javelle, may be used :—Chloride of lime 2 ounces.
Potassium carbonate 4 ounces. Water 40 oimces. 1905 tr.

D, MendeUej^s Princ. Chem. (ed, 3) I.498 The products of

the metalepsis of alkaline hydrates, NaClU and Ca(ClO)2,
which are present in solutions of ' Javelle salt ' and bleach-

ing powder. 1928 Daily Express 19 Dec. 5 Javelle water,

made by dissolving half a pound of washing soda in a quart
of cold water, adding four ounces of bleaching powder.

Ja'W, sb^- Add : 1. b. The process in inverte-

brates which is used for the ingestion of food.

1870 Nicholson Man, Zool. 163 The Medicinal Leech
(Srt«£M7'j»^a<^ci'«a/M).. has its mouth furnished with three
crescentic jaws. 1877 Huxlev AtuU. Invert. 56 In the
Arthropoda, what are usually termed jaws are modified
limbs. 1902 Encycl. Brit, XXV. 696/1 The jaws of Peri-

patus are formed by the axis or corm itself.

7. jaw-bearing, -cutting adjs. ; jaw-clonus,
-jerk, spasmodic contraction of the muscles of the

mouth when a blow is struck on the lower jaw as

it hangs down; Jaw-piece, read i*(a) = Jowpy ;

{b) (see quot,); jaw-process = *Gnathobase.
Z902 Ettcycl, Brit, XXV. 700/1 The mandibular somite.,

is followed by two *jaw-be;iring somites (maxillary and
labial). 1908 Practitioner June 762 A *jaw-cionus is often a
distinctive feature [in progressive muscular atrophy]. 1902
P. Marshall Metal Wkg. Tools 43 Adjustable*Jaw-Cutting
Nippers. 1906 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 4) s.v. Reflex,
*Ja7V'jerk reflex, clonic contraction of the inferior maxilla
and other muscles of mastication. 1886 Willis & Clakk
Cambridge I. 283 A **jaw-piece' or triangular piece of wood
..interposed between [the principal] itself and the spars
forming the roof. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 697/1 It varies

as to the presence or absence of the *jaw-process, and as to
the stoutness of the segments of the ramus.

Jaw-bone. Add : 2. Army slang, orig.

Canadian, Credit. Also to call one's jawbone,
to live on credit (Farmer 8c Henley Slang)*
1862 Times 21 Oct. 9/4 Individuals who, in digger's par-

lance, live on jawbone (credit). 1885 A. S. Hill Front
Home to Home 413 His ready money gone, he has nothing
to live on but 'jawbone ', i.e. credit.

Jaw-cra^cker. U,S, =» Jaw-bbeakeb i.

1840 Congress. Globe 5 May 367/1 The gentleman had
brought up many hard words, which he said he could
scarcely spell, nor pronounce them after he had spelt them.
They were in fact what in Virginia they termed *jaw.
crackers *. 1843 Atner. Pioneer I. 375, I found in his office

a dictionary of jaw-crackers, of new coined words, Greek,
Latin, and phrases not used by English readers.

JainriXL^, vbl. sb. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1843 R. Carlton Ne2u Purchase xxi. 004 He was compelled

at last to put one hand under his jaw, and partly up bis

cheek, to support his 'jawing tackle *.

Jay. Add: 3. d. K\%o attrib. or 23 adj. Back-
ward, dull. U.S,
X890H.C BuNNER^A*7W.S'/x« (1891)91 'Tain*tneuralogy,

you jay pill-box, she's cooked \ 19x4 Gertrude Atherton

JAZZ.

Perch 0/Devil I. vii. 39 You're diffcrent . . from the other men
in this jay town.

e. Used attrib. = inferior, poor. U,S,
[1896 Farmer & Henley Slang, Jay..^. (theatrical), an

amateur; apooractor.J 1900 G. Auk, More Fables in Slang
(1902) 185 They.. said it was a Shame to String these Jay
Amateurs. 1906 in Daily Chron. 3 Nov, 4/6 He lar out-
ranks the average jay attorney.

Jay-llird, (Earlier Amer. examples.)
x66o Dedham (Mass.) Rec, IV. 41 En. Dani Fisher is

creditor to the Towne for his sonne catchinjj of Jaybiids.
1839-32 J. P. Kennfdv Smallow Barn IL iii. 55 A scream
of jay-birdi heard at intervals.

Jaykawker. U,S. (Earlier examples.)
i860 Ashtabitla Sentinel 26 Dec. 5/3 By the term 'Jay-

hawkers ' is here [ic. in Mound City, Kansas] understood the
active fighting abolitionists. i86x Proclamation of Gen.
James Lane Oct, (Bartlett) We are soldiers, not thieves
or plunderers or jayhawkers. 1862 New York World S Jan.
(Bartlett 1877) This expression [sc. Gay Yorker] was after*

wards used to designate his {sc. Colonel Jennlson's] men, and
in its various travels naturally underwent many changes,
until at last it crystallized into Jayhawker,

Jay-walker, orig. U.S. [J\x 3 d.] 'One
who crosses a street without observing the traffic

regulations for pedestrians* (Funk), Also Jaj*-
wa:l]ilxi^ vbl. sb,

1925 Spectator 12 Dec loSo/x Needless to say, there are
few 'jay-walkers ' in Miami now, 1927 Weekly Dispatch
1 May 8 The police are taking the Jay Walker in hand and
teaching him how to cross the streets. 1930 Bulletin 23 Jan.
5 He thinks that every kerb should be built about a foot
above the pavement, so that * jay-walkers' can be kept away
from the outside edge.

Jazz (d^aez), sK [Origin unknown : generally

said to be Negro.] A kind of ragtime dance (three

steps to four musical beats) introduced from the
United States to Hurope towards the end of 1918.
Hence, the kind of music to which this is danced,
jazz music ; often loosely applied to any kind of
syncopated dance music.
1918 Era II Sept. 21 John Lester's Frisco Five. The

Jollities of 'Jazz'. X919 Punch 12 Mar. 193/1 ' Whitehall/
says a Society organ, ' has succumbed to the Jazz, the Fox-
trot and the Bunny-hug.' 1919 Pierre //<?w to Jazz 7 The
Jazz or 1919 Fox-Trot. . . The Jazz is a three-step dance done
to four-beat time. The three steps fall on the first three
beats of the bar, the third being prolonged to last two beats,

namely, the third and fourth. There are three distinct move-
ments, which may be described as the Straight Jazz, the Side
Jazz and the Jazz-Roll. Z921 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 53 The
frank barbarism began its appeal with nigger minstrels, and
has landed us in 'jazz '. 1922 C Engel Discords Mingled
(1931) 147 Jazz is rag-time, //mi ' blues *,//7/j orchestral poly-
phony; it is the combination, in the popular music current,
of melody, rhythm, harmony, and counterpoinL S917
Dancing Times Apr. 55/2 Jerusalem is given over to jazz.

b. trans/. And jig. Restlessne^s, excitability.

X923 L. J. Vanck Barogne vi. 34 Only about enough heroin
to give every man, woman and child in N'York the jazz for a
week. 1924 Galswokthv White Monkey 11. iii. With all the
jazz there is about, she'd appreciate somebody restfuL zgaS
Joan Sutherland T'A^A'wo/xii,' What is really the matter?*
she asked. * You look extraordinarily queer, and you ought
to be full of jazz.'

c. attrib. and Comb,, as jazz-dance, -dancing^

'tnusic \ jazz band, an orchestra trained and
accustomed to playing jazz-music.
19x7 Era 30 Aug. 30 Holborn Empire. ..Frank Powell and

TheMagieysandthe JazzBand. 19x9 TVw^f 14 Jan. ii/31'fae

effort of the orchestra to convert itself into a jazz band. 1919
Observer xti Mar. 14/4 There has been a good deal of curioaty
concerning the origin of the term 'Jazz*. Authorities on
Jazz dancing say it is a word used by niggers to denote a
scramble. 1919 Punch 30 Apr. 333/3 An early bather was
seen executing the Jazz-dance on the beach at Ventnor on
Easter Monday. 1920 C Sandburg A'wi>A*<$- Steel 225 The
jazz outfit sweats. 1921 igth Cent. Apr. 664 The jazz>dancing
young man of to-day. 1922 D'Egvillh Ho^v and what to

dance 62 There is no Jazz-Dance in the ordinary sense of
the word, but there has been evolved..a rolling step known
as the Jazz-step. This is performed to Jazz-music, which is

nothing more nor less than syncopated 4-4 time. 1922 W. J. .

Locke Taleo/Trionas.^\ The crash ofjazz music welcomeid
them.

C. attrib, and Comb,, passing into adj., applied

to objects of a grotesque or fantastic design or

marked by vivid or riotous colouring.

1919 Punch 7 May 357 Jazz stockings are the latest thing.

1922 Glasgow Herald \^ Dec. 5 He has some justification for

using this jazz language. 1923 Daily Mail 5 May B Jazz
patterns in dress. 1924 Drapery Sale Catal., A French ' f*uU-

on ' Model,.. piped with Jazz coloured silks. 1928 ^^'fy
Tel, 10 Apr. 8/2 Blue, yellow, and green jazz fish. 192S E.
Weekley Eng, Lang, 76 The rather jazz*patterned idiom
which is now spoken.

Jazz (d,:^asz), V, [f. prec]

1. intr. To dance to jazz-music. Hence trans/*

to move in a grotesque or fantastic fashion,

1919 Punch 33 Apr. 318/1 She did not ask whether I could

jazz, mainly, 1 think, because I had already danced with her,

192X Librariatt Nov. 72 The joy of jazzing with ladies of the

beauty chorus. 1923 Daily Mail 18 Apr. 8 There are a good
many present-day books that just give the reader a view of

the protagonists jazzing across the pages in a vivid pattern

of action, passion <M' crime.

2. trans, a. To arrange (a musical composition)

as jazz.

X920 E. Scott All about Latest Dances 76 The nigger

bands at home 'jazz * a tune ; that is to say, they slur the

notes, they syncopate, and each instrument puts n a lot of

little fancy bits on its own. 1922 CSMiUBMstaSlaiso/SuH'
bjtnit West 6 Listen while they jazz the classics. 1927



JAZZED.

Observer 20 Feb. 12/2 When Mr. ..next jazzes the
• Austrian Hymn ' or ' Ave Verum '.

b. To arrange (a pattern or scheme of colour)
in a vivid or grotesque form. Hence gen. to liven
or brighten up. Chiefly with up,
19JI R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean viii. 133 Now jazz

it up, son, and enjoy yourself, 1933 Wovehouse Inimit.
Jeeves XV. 195 It's rather too late to alter the thing \sc. a
little fairy play] entirely, but at least I can jazz it up. 1933
Daily Mail 27 Mar. 8 My colour scheme is rather fetching,
don't you think ? X—a famous artist—^jazzed it up for me.
19x4 Galsworthy IVMie Monkey 11. iii, Winifred had jazzed
the Empire foundations of her room with a superstructure
more suitable to the age. Z9a3 Joan Sutherland The Knot
viii, I've not the cocktail vice more than the rest of us, but I

rather want jazzing up.

Hence Jazzed (d.^aezd), Ja'zzing //>/. adjs.

1900 Glasgtrw Herald 26 Feb. 9 This business woman of
i93ohasnotl)ingof the jazzing featherbead about her appear-
ance. 19*0 Chambcrs^s Jml. 617/1 Good jazzing partners
were scarce. 19x0 E. Scott All about Latest Dances 75
Certain steps and movements already in practice may be
more or less adaptable to 'jazzed ' music. 1926 Bulletin 9
June sSomeof our own jazzed thoroughfares, igz^ Musical
Times Feb. 129 The music is jazzed-up, restless stuff. 1930
Observer 7 Sept. 19/1 Jazzed versions of real music.

Jazzer (d^ae-zaj). [f. Jazz v. + -er l.] One
who jazzes (in vaiious senses).
loaa Public Opinion 5 May 418/3 The son of an agri-

cultural labourer has won the second prize as the best jazzer
in the village. 1927 Observer 20 Feb. 12/2 The jazzer simply
says that Mozart couldn't write music fit for the twentieth
century to listen to. 1^7 Sunday Exfress 23 Oct. 5/4
Letters from jazzers, saying that a critic like myself ought
to know that bowler hats are never used for saxophones.
1917 Musical Times Nov. 978 In the hands ofjazzers, synco-
pation is a ruthless and mechanical defiance of strict time.
1938 Observer i5 Mar, 15/3 Captain Doughtie, about to
participate in a new arrangement of the universe, spends his
time bleating like a discontented jazzer, ' I wa>ant you !'

Jaxzi^ (d^de'zifoi), ». [See prec. and -Fr.]

trans. =* *Jazz v. 2.

1917 Daily Express 9 Nov. 9 In * Hit the Deck,' where
British bluejackets kneel down, and, with arms uplifted to
heaven, jazzify a negro sptntual. 1^8 Daily Tel. 28 Feb.
15/1 We had already seen our musical taste jazzi6ed, and
our British standards of art and life were being jazzified by
foreign films.

Jaszophoiie (d^se-zjfjan). [f. *Jazz, after

saxophotu^ An instrument of the saxophone
type used in playing jazz-music. Hence Jazzo-
pho'nic a.

ij)a4 W. J. Locke Coming (^A mas s'u 72 At the top of my
voice,, .so as to be heard above the jazzaphonic tumult. 1929
Daily Chren. 29 Jan. 3 Jazzopbone^ as State Jewels, Negro
Band looses its Outfit. 1930 \i. Redwood Cod in Slums ix.

86 Mouth organ and jazzophone bands.

Jazzy (d^se-zi), a, [f. 'Jazz sK + -T 1.) Of or
pertaining to, resembling, orof ihenature of jazz.
x^s4 Galsworthy IVhite Monkey i. ix, 'Whom do you

think to meet him, besides Alison?' ' Nothing jazzy.* Ibid,

in. iii, The present curtains really are too jazzy. 1935
Chambers's JmU A66/2 To sing some jazzy stuff called
* Alexander's Rag Time Band '. i9«7 H. Walpole in Daily
Express 11 Apr. 5/3 The upper classes drinking cocktails

and dancing eternally to the jazziest of music. 1998 Joan
Sutherland The Knot xv, I may be frivolous and modern
and ja^y and all the things you clever people hate.

Hence Ja'zzily adv.
1928 Gramophone VI. 300/1 With a musically artistic

l^ato rhythmic swing and not *jazzily '.

«reailCJl)ette (d^ilne-t). Alsojeanet. [f. Jsan
+ -ETTE.] Coarse jean.
1786 Maryland JmL 14 Apr. (Th.) Jeans; jeanets. x86a

Catal. Internal. ExlUb.y Brit. IL No. 3667 Spinners and
manufacturers of jeannettes. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward
Diet. Needle-work^ yeanette, a variety of jean, coarser in

quality, yet not so closely woven. Some Jeanettes are
twilled. 1895 Army^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept.

1103 Dress Linings. Per Yard,.. Jeanette.. 0/6.

Jebel(d3e'l>el). AlsojabaL [Arab. JL».a.yfl3aA

/f^tf/ mountain, pl.yV^if/.] A mountain; frequent

in specific names.
.
[^^Penn^ Cycl. IL 210/1 The mountainous re^on in the

interior is distinguished by the appellation of Jabal, * the
Hills'.] 19Z0 Bliukw. Mag. Nov. 667/1 An almost water-
less desert country,—an enormous waste of rocky jebels and
broad sandy plains. 1987 Chambers's Jr^tL 535/1 A low-
lying bank of white mist wound itself round the gaunt jabaL

Jeerga» variant of *Jikga.

Jefferson (d^e-fajssn). U.S. [See Jeffee-
8ONIAN f2.] Used atlrib. or tllipt, to designate a
make of shoe.
1838 Southern Lit. Messenger IV, 639/1 Slippers, pumps,

bootees, Jefferson shoes. 1843 R. Carlton Nevj Purchase
xi. 72 A calf-skill Jefferson.

Jeffersonian, a, and sb. (Earlier examples.)

179^ spectator CS. Y.) 3 Apr. 1813 Niles' Weekly Register
1 v. Suppl. 65/1 This is true JefTersonian, Madisonian, demo-
cratic economy. 1838 Democratic Rev. I. Jan. 145 Jeffer-

sonian republicanism.

Jeliosliapliat (d^/h^Jafset). A biblical name
(a Sam. viii. 16, etc) used interjectionally as a
mild expletive. A\sojumping/ekoshaphat.
JTcFjimO-a Add : esp. in names of diseases or

operations involving the jejunum, or the jejunnm
and some other part of the body.
1890 Billings Med. Dict.^ Jejunostomy^^ operation of

making a permanent opening or Bstulain the jejunum. 1906
Practi/iontrr Dec 718 A posterior jejunostomy. 1907 /bid.

Aug. 369 The jejuno-jejunal flexure.

519

Jekyll (d^e-kil). Name of the hero of R. L.
Stevenson*s story, * Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr, Hyde' (1886), who appears as a benevolent
and upright character under the name oi Jekyll
and the opposite under the name of Hyde : used
allusively in reference to opposite sides of a per-
son*s character or to one who leads a double life.

1887 Puck (U.S.) XXII. 188 Is that you, Livingston ?. . No,
m" dearsh, it'sh Doct' Hyde, Mist' Jekyll didn't.. g-g' out t'

night ! x9oa Daily Chron. 2z May 3/4 While the left lobe is

the Jekyll of the intellect, the right, on occasion at least, is
apt to play the part of Hyde. 1905 Strand Mag. Apr, 455/2
Meeting a young and winsome feminine counterpart of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde in real life is a very pleasant, if novel,
experience, ipig ' Ian Hay ' ist Huttdred Thou, xiv, When
he is good he is very good indeed, and when he is bad he is

horrid. He is either Jekyll or Hyde. Ibid., But we en-
countered surprisingly few Hydes. Nearly all were Jekylls
—Jekylls of the most competent and courteous type. 1929
W. J. Locke Ancestor Jorico xviii. 253 Suppose it pleased
him to lead a Jekyll and Hyde sort of life? 1931 Times Lit.
Suppl. 2 July 522/1 Turner was a case of Jekyll and Hyde
in real life and oscillated continuously between the Victorian
respectability of BIoomsbury..and the Rabelaisian society
of the London Docks.

Jellied, a. Add : 3. Done in jelly,

X907 Daily Chron. 6 June 5/5 ' Jellied eel I 'Ave a plate

;

lovally jelly,' shouts a third. 1908 Ibid. 6 July 3/4 She..
knows the secrets of jellied eels.

•Telly, s6. Add : 1. Also, a preparation ofgelatin
and fruit juices in cubes or crystals, from which
table-jellies are made.
1895 Army ^ JVazy Co-op. Sec. Price List ig Sept. 76

Granulatedjeliies(Lemon, Orange. .flavours). Ibid.^ Pamily
Jelly Boxes, containing sufficient, .for 12 quarts of Jelly.

C A table*jelly.

1851 Iltustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. in. in. 650/r Moulds for
jellies, cakes, &c. xgx6 PunckS Dec. 394/2 He shook all

oyer Ukeabadly-set jelly. 1930 C Mackenzie April Fools
vii. 152 Mr. Wenlow, balanced like a pale jelly on the edge
of a diair in the drawing-room.

2. Enamel jelly (see quot. 1901), Glycerine
jellyy a mixture of gelatine and glycerine used for

bougies. Mineral jelly ^ petroleum jelly , vaseline.

Royal jelly^ the special food fed to a larva that is

to produce a queen bee,

1817 KiRBY & Spencb Entomol. II. 130 They will select
one or more to be educated as queens; which.. being fed
with royal jelly for not more than two days, .will come forth
complete queens. 1875 EncycL. Brit. 111. 494/2 As a proof
that any worker egg or young larva not more than three
days old may be made to produce a queen, the experimenter
has only to supply to such an one a portion of royal jelly.

1887 HiLLHOusE tr. Sirasburger's Handbk. Preset. Bot. 206
If the hematoxylin stain is to be preserved in glycerine or
glycerine-jelly. 1895 Ar>ny ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List
15 Sept. 718 Wheeler's Glycerine Jelly. 1901 Dorland Med.
Diet. S.V. yelly, Enamel-jyily, a soft material in a growing
tooth between the epithelial investment and the calcifying
cells of the young enamel, i^ Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 23/1
Cordite M.D. Its composition is—nitro-glycerine, 30% ;

gun-cotton, 65%; mineral jelly, 5%. 191a D. T. Day
Handbk. Petroleum Industry II. 360 The official petrola-
tum of the United States Pharmacopoeia, otherwise known
as petroleum jelly, or ' Vaseline *. 19*6 Bryologist XXIX.
56 Take several brushfuUs of jelly [=* glycerine jelly] from
the bottle.

4. jelly-crystals, a crystalline powder used in

the preparation of table-jellies; jelly-cube, a cube
of concentrated jelly to which water is added to
make a table-jelly ; jelly-leaf, Queensland hemp
(see Sida) ; jelly-powder, {a) an explosive, so
called from its resemblance to calfs foot jelly

;

(3) =5 *jelly-crystals.

1889 Maiden Usf/. PI. Australia 203 Stda rJumtbtfolia.

.

'Queensland Hemp*. ,,' Native Lucerne', is a common
name, also **JeIly Leaf, 1884 KnightZ?iW. Meck, Suppl.
511/2 *yelly Potuder . .consists of 94% or 95% of nitro-
glycerine and 5% or 6% collodion cotton, so mixed as to
assume a gelatinous form. 1805 Army <^ Navy Co-op. Soc.
Price List 15 Sept. 16 Table Jelly powder.. in packets.

Jellygraph (d^e-ligraf). [f. Jelly sb. +
-GRAPH.] An appliance used for multiplying copies
of writing, etc., of which the essential part is a
sheet of jelly. Also atlrib. Hence Je-llygrrapli

V. trans., to copy with a jellygraph.
1900 H. G. Wells Love St Mr. Lcvjiskam xxv. ig6 The

arrival of a letter of atrociously jellygraphed advices from
Messrs. Danks and Wimborne. Z904 Sat. Rev. 9 Jan. 40 It

is better ' jellygraphing ' questions for some one else's form
than [etc.]. X911 A. R. Hinks Astron. iv. (1919) 113 A
' jellygraphed * post-card, igig Brit. ynil. Photog. Aim.
Index, Jellygraph mixture for enlarging easel.

Jelutong (d5e-l3tf?ri). Also jolo-, jelo-.

[Malay.] A resin-yielding tree, Dyera coslulata ;

also the wood of this tree and the gum which it

yields (cf. *gutta'jelutong).

1885 Spons' Mechanics' Q-wn Bk. 164 JoIotong...Wen
adapted for patterns and mouldings, excellent for carving
purposes. 1921 Punch CLX. 510/1 Deresinatethe jclutong.
1933 Chatnbers^s yrnl. so^lt Jelotong, guita percha tetc.^

Jemima (d^emsi-ma). [FemaleChristianname.]
1. A made-up tie,

1809 Somkrville & Ross Irish R. M. v. 97 We indulged in

, .'Jemima' ties with diagonal stripes. 1930 Glasgow Herald
3 Apr. 4, I have never learned the knack of fixing a dress
tie, and I have not the moral courage to wear a jemima.

2. pi. Elastic-sided boots.
1903 M. A. P. 29 Mar. 333/1, 1 spoke of Mr. Chamberlain's

JEBRT-BiriliT.

having fallen from sartorial grace to the extent of wearing
'Jemimas'. 1906 Wesim. Gaz. 31 Dec. 3/1 A pair of well-
preserved 'jemimas'. They are the kind of footgear the
immortal Teufelsdrockh himself might have worn, unless he
had a weakness for bluchers. 1937 Glasgo7u Herald a^ Aug.
8 The old-fashioned, long obsolete elastic-sided boots, known
for some obscure reason as ' Jemimas '.

Jena (y^^'na). [A town in Germany famed for

its glassworks.] Used attrib. in Jena glass [G.
Jenaer glas\ which originated in the experiments
of Doctors Abbe and Schott.
1893 Work IV. 145/2 The new Schott Jena glass. 1903

Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 5/1 Analyses of some of the more
interesting of the Jena glasses,

Jennerian (dgeniaTian), a. Of or pertaining
to Edward Jenner (1749-1823), the discoverer of
vaccination.
18*7 J. Baron Life E. yenner I. 572 The Royal Jennerian

Society for the extermination of the Small-pox. r^oZ Prac-
titioner ]Mn& 845, V. Pirquet studied the effects of a second
(Jennerian) vaccination shortly after the first,

Jeremiah (dgerimsi-a). The name of a Hebrew
prophet (see Jebemiad), used allusively to denote a
person given to lamentation or woeful complaining,
1903 Daily Chron. 15 Oct. 3/1 This talk about the rate-

payers only came from municipal Jeremiahs. 1905 Ibid. 1

Sept. 5/7 The Jeremiahs have been on the rampage ; the
dismal and the doleful would-be experts [etc.], 1938 Daily
Express 23 Feb. 3/5 There are always Jeremiahs who go
about saying that we have never had such bad times. 1928
Observer 22 July 16/3 The Socialists are.. bound to be con-
firmed Jeremiahs by the necessity of their propaganda.

Jeremianic (cl3e:rz'mai|Se-nik), a. [f. *Jebe-
MiAH, after A/essianic.'] Of or pertaining to the
prophet Jeremiah or the book of the Old Testa-
ment which bears his name.
1880 T. K. Chevne in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 628/1 Brought

into its present form by a captivity prophet, working on a
Jeremianic basis. 1889 — Orig. Psalter (1891) 151 A group
of literary works which we may call Jeremianic. 2931 J.
MoFFATT Approach N. T. ii. 62 The Jeremianic prediction
of the new covenant has been fulfilled in Christianity.

Jerk,J/^.l Add: 2. d. Goif, A stroke in which
the club-head * goes on into the ground, cutting up
a fid of the turf and being rather arrested with a jerk
in the ground' (H. Hutchinson Golfing 1893, p. 36).
1897 Encycl. Sport I. 465/a This stroke is called a 'jerk '.

e. Physical jerks^ the motions practised in

physical training. Toput ajerk in it (slang): to
be smart or vigorous in action.

^ 191^ War Slang in Athenseum 25 July 664/2 * Physical
jerks dates from war-time, as does also the admonition 'put
a jerk in it*, which is the equivalent of the ante-bellum
* jump to it '. 193Z N. Kent Quest M. Norland u. viii, ' I

like to see young people enthusiastic. Put a jerk in it, can't
you?*^ *A

—

B.what'i* stammered Anthea, tottering. 'Put
a jerk in it,' repeated Roger.

Jerk-line. ^^.S". [f. Jerk v.'^ 2.] A rope
used in place of reins to guide a horse.
1907 S. E. '^HVTK Arizona Nights iii. iv. 287, I bet that

Sang would get a wiggle on him . , , if he had a woman ahold
of his jerk line. 1910 Jer, Hart Vigilante Girl x. 140 This
train of animals was driven by a 'jerk line* instead of reins.

Jerkwater (d39jk,w9:t3j). C/.S. [?f. Jebk
v.^ Cf. *Fbeshwater I b.] Used attrib, as a term
of depreciation.
19H H. S. Harrison Queed xviii. 225 The spring found

West stronger and more contented with his lot as president
of a jerkwater college. 1930 Bulletin 32 June lo/i This
Oriental who, with perfect self-possession.. descended from
the jerkwater train carrying a modern suitcase. 1936 J. Bij^ck
You Can't Win xx. 303, 1 followed the pay-roll atJoard the
jerkwater train that carried it to the waiting miners.

Jerky, sb.^ U.S. (Elarlierexamples.)
1873 J. H. Beadlk Undevel. West xxx. 663 The 'jerky'

now runs three times per week from St. George. 1878

—

Western Wilds 386 (Th.) A little jerky carrying ten
passengers.

Jerky, sb.^ U.S. (Earlier example.)
1850 \V7 CoLTON 7'hree Vrs. California xxW. 298 A junk

of bread, and a piece of the stewed jerky.

Jerry, sb. Add ; By association with German,
used in the British army in the later stages of the
war of 1914-18 as a humorous designation of the
enemy.
1919 J. B. Morton Barber of Putney ii, There was three

Jerries waiting for *im to get tired and chuck it. 1935 E.
Fraser & Gibbons Soldier <5- Sailor Words, yerry over,
' Lights out I ' 'I'he word passed along the lines at the Front
at night on the nearing overhead of an enemy aeroplane.
yerry up, a warning call on the approach of a German aero-
plane. 1939 E. W. Springs Above bright blue Sky 272 If

you have many chaps like him, it won't take long to chase
Jerry back to the Rhine. 1931 Tilsley Other Ranks 8 The
way they referred to the Germans—almost affectionately.
Old Fritz, or Old Jerry ! Might be an ally 1

Je*rry,2'. [Cf. Jerrys., Jerby-built.] trans.

To put together hastily.

1915 Nation (N. Y.) 27 May 597/1 Mr. Allen rearranged
the corrected material.. and jerried together his final report.

Jerry-biiild, v. Add : AUofg.
X918 * W. N. p. Barbellion * Last Diary (1920) 36 It is

easy to reconcile oneself to man's sorrows by shutting the
eyes to them. . . How many people have been jerry-building
their faith and creed all their lives by this method .'

Jerry-built, a. Add : Alsoy?^.
1901 Daily Chron. 13 Aug. 3/2 In an age of jerry-built

books it is refreshing tocomeacrossavolume that has taken
forty years to compile. 1903 Ibid. 20 Feb. 3/2 Fiction, he
said, was now jerry-builL



JEBSEY,

Jersey ^, U.S. = Nrw Jersey ^ the name of

the state situated between Pennsylvania and the

Atlantic, used attrib, and Comb>, as Jersey girl^

justice^ militia*, Jersey-built^ -made adjs.

1770 Boston Gaz. 7 May (Th.) A likely active Jersey girl

1778 Maryland Jml. 20 Jan. (Th.) Last week, the Jersey
militia took a Prize, and began to unload her. 1778 Boston
Gaz. 35 Aug. 373 Handy, light, Jersey made waggon. 1806
Repertory (Best.) 10 Oct. (Th.) Our Reverend neighbour in

law, to use the Jersey phrase. 1839 R. C. Sands Writings
II. 121 Trim Jersey-built wagons. 1903 Netv York Tribune
18 Oct. 8 Even with a faithful judge. .

' Jersey justice ' did
not shine so brilliantly as usual.

b. In special uses, as Jersey blue (see quot.)
;

Jersey lifflitninfir, * apple-jack or peach-brandy;
very crude and bad whisky * {Cent. Diet,) ; Jersey
pine, the scrub pine, Pinus virginiana ; Jersey
stage, a stage-coach of the type used in New
Jersey; Jersey sweet(ing), a variety of apple;
Jersey tea, the red-root, Ceanothus americantis^

the leaves of which were used for tea during the

American revolution ; Jersey wagon, a light

carriage formerly used in New Jersey.
xSja Congress. Globe 12 Aug., App. 967 (Th.) The term

applied to them was '*Jersey Blue', synonymous of truth
and fidelity. 1863 Boston Sat. Herald <^ Aug. 2/7 *Jersey
lightning. 1866 J. C. Gregg Li/e in Army xii. g6 When his
brains become addled by too much * Jersey lightning ', be is

not fit to drive a decent mule team. 1770 J. R. Fobster tr.

Kalm's Trav, I. 334 *Jersey Pine. 1831 D. J. Browne
S^lva Anier. 234 The Jersey pine is sometimes 30 or 40 feet
high. 1858 }. A, Warder Hedges ff Evergreensw. 246 The
Jersey pine is.. found on dry soils from New Jersey to
Carolina. 1800 Weems Lett. II. 154 Q that 1 had but a
•Jersey stage and a couple of good strong horses I 1876 J.
Burroughs Winter Sunshine vii. 163 With a tree of the
•Jersey sweet . . in bearing, no man's table need be devoid of
luxuries. 1836 Knickerbocker Mag. VIII. 58 A green •Jcrsey-
sweetin*. 1846 in W. H. Emory Notes Milit. Reconn. 387
The beautiful white clusters of the "Jersey tea. xZ-jq Avter.
Naturalist IV. 583 The Ceanothus, or Jersey tea, is a
frequent inhabitant of the prairies. x8is R. Sutci.iff Trav.
N. Amer, (1815) p, xi, *Jersey waggon[s]..are made very
light, hung on springs with leather braces, and travel very
pleasantly. 1841 Southern Lit. Messenger \lh 39/1 Be-
sides the fine carriages already mentioned, muddy Jersey
waggons.. are all sheltered beneath the majestic pines.

Jerseyni-a>n (d^Suzimden), A native or inhabi-
tant of Jersey (the Channel Islands), or of New
Jersey, U.S.A.
i8as Loudon Encycl. Agric.iv. 1. 1129/2 That evil, which

the Jersey-man so much deprecates,
1839 Southern Lit. Messenger V. 800/2 A Jerseyman is pre-

eminently calculated to make a good traveller. 1873 Leland
Egypt. Sketch-Bk. 45 The last number of the Anglo-Ameri-
can contains the names of half-a-dozen as veritable Jersey-
men as ever drank apple-jack. 1878 Har/>er*s Mag, 318/2
' Pretty hard times,' said the Jerseyman ;

' but I want three
hundred dolIar.s in cash.*

Jesse ^ {.^^G'si). (With capital or small initial.)

U.S. Also Jessie, -y. [perh. derived from a
humorous perversion of * There shall come a rod out
of the stem oiJesse' (Isa. xi. i, A.V.).] To gi.ve

(a person) Jesse, or particular Jesse : to treat or
handle severely, beat or rate soundly. Similarly
to catch Jesse,
1844 Nauvoo Neighbor ij Apr. (Th.) When Missouri gave

them Jesse. X845 C. Mathew.s Writ. I. 243 (Th.) He turned
on the woman and gave her Jesse. 1846 D. Corcoran Pick'
ings 126 Threatening to give Mtss Martin ' jessy ' when she
would next meet her. 184^ Streaks 0/ Squatter Life 81
Allen was giving him particular jesse. 1856 Alice Cary
Married^ ii. iii. 132 Just as soon as I go home I'll give
you jes.sie. 1858 Teresa Viele Following the Drum 172
General Harney., had come down., to administer * jesse'
generally to all delinquents. 1863 Rocky Mtn. Neivs
(Denver) 2 Apr. (Th.) Wherever we go (after vaccination] we
are sure to catch jesse on our sore arm. 1865 A. H. Stevens
Diary 29 Sept. (1910) 518 While I thought 1 was giving you
Jesse on hearts, you were giving me fits on spades.

Jet, sbJ^ Add : 6. o. In oil-burning boilers or
engines, a nozzle which injects oil or petrol into the

engine-cylinder or fire-box in a fine spray mixed
with air.

1887 EncycL Brit. XXII. 500/2 The oil is injected in the
form of a spray . . by a steam jet arranged in such a way that
air will be drawn into the furnace along with the petroleum.
X901 Motor-Car World II. 42/1 Sometimes the jet gets
stopped up, causing the engine to cease working. 1904
A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist iii. 48 Unless the petrol is

verycarefully filtered the jet or nozzle isapt to become choked.
Jete (5^ttf). [F.yW^, pa. pple. (sc./<w step) of

Jeter to throw.] A dance-step in which one foot is

kicked fonvards or backwards while a hop is made
with the other foot.

I9«7 Dancing 'times Apr. 9 All dancers know that the
coupe cannot be done alone, as the position of the foot which
is being 'cut-away ' depends entirely upon the step which
follows the coup^. I am therefore taking the ' coup^-dcssous *,

followed in the first instance by a •pose', and afterwards the
'coupe-dessous ' followed by a 'jeti '.

Jetted (dge-ted), a.2 Tailoring, [app. f. Jet
3^.2] Of a pocket : Having no flap, but an outside

seam on either edge, called the Jettinsr.
xj«3 Daily Mail 23 Apr. 8 The skirt pockets, which are

finislied in jetted fashion. 1928 Daily Express 2 May 8

Your tailor,. will cut your lounge jacket with jetted, or
flapless, pockets.

Jenne premier (^on ^r9mye). [Fr., lit. =
first young man.] An actor who plays the part of
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the principal lover or young hero. So Jenne
premidre (pwmy/r), the performer of the corre-

sponding female part.

1851 Blacktv. Mag. Nov. 600/2 The/r/;;;a donnn z.ndj'eune
premiere of the troop. 1877 Sat, Rev. 24 Nov. 662/2 What
theje7ate premier would necessarily be when acting the part
of a ruined country gentleman. 1888 Athenxnvi 3 Nov.
588/2 Theology also plays a part, albeit in the form of the
jeune premier^ the handsome curate with Broad Church
instead of agnostic views. 1896 Mks. H. Ward Sir G.
Tressady^ xiii. 283 Ancoats always seems to me the jeune
premier in his own play, x^a Sat, Rci>. 13 Sept. 329/2
I He] plays him with no more intelligence than would sumce
for the part of a quite ordinary jeune premier.

Jeunesse dor6e (gon^s dor^). [Fr., lit. «
gilded youth.] Originally applied in France to

the group of fashionable counter-revolutionaries

formed after the fall of Robespierre ; now gen.^

young men of wealth and fashion.

1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. in. vii. ii. 409 Fr^ron, in his fond*
ness, names them Jeunesse Dorie^ Golden, or Gilt Youth.

184s Encycl. Metrop. XIII. 374/1 These young men, who
were commonly known as the ' Jeunesse doree ', no longer
permitted the Jacobins to hold assemblies in the public
places. Ibid.y The Jeunesse dor^e and the Thcrmidorians had
on their side the tradesmen. 1886 Athenxum 11 Sept. 329/2
We shall not envy the jeunesse dorie of the period these so-
called sports. 1888 N. ff Q. Tth Ser. V. 190/1 Jeunesse dorie
answers, perhaps, rather to Disraeli's expression of ' curled
darlings ' than to 'dandy'. 1910 D. Schwan:j Bk. Bachelor
47 Mason.. received the guests^ who were the fine flower of
dramatic and critical Bohemia, with a sprinkling of the
jeunesse dorie of Society and high finance.

Jew, J^. Add: 1. O, BlackJew = *F\i.A.H-RX.

a 1817 T. DwiGiiT Trav. Nevj Eng., etc. (1823) III. 174
The black Jews in Hindostan. i8sx Imperial Mag. IV. 358
A copy of the Hebrew Pentateuch, .found in one of the
Black Jews' Synagogues, at Cochin. 1836-9 Julia C.
Maitland Lett, fr. Aladras xviii. (184;:^) 178, I told him
about the first preachers, the Black jews, the Syrian
Christians, &c, x89a G. ^I. Rae Syrian Ch, x. 150 These
black Jews are converts to the faith from among the people
of the land. 1930 H. Norden Africa's Last Empire 185
The black Jews among whom he works.

2. b. A ship's tailor, j^aut. slang.

1916 Ckajiibers's Jml, May 278/2 They \sc. ships' tailors]

were still known as * jews ',

Jew, ». Add : Also with down.
1870 Congress. Globe 7 July 5340/1 This bill supposes that

Congress., is ready to commence jewing down thepay of its

General. 188^ 'Mark Twain' ^j/^ Mississippi xliii. 437
There's one thing in this world which a person don't ever
try to jew you down on. That's a coffin.

Hence Jewing vbl. sb. Add : C^ee qnot. and cf.

*Jew sb. 2 b.) Naut. slang.
X916 Chambers's jfrnl. May 278/2 The term * jewing', as

sewing is still called.

Jewel, sb. 3. Add : Jewels of the crowtty a
rhetorical phrase for colonies of the British Empire.
1901 P. Manso.n in Daily Mail Year Bk. loi, 10 or 15

years hence that region \sc. West Africa] would be regarded
as one of the richest jewels In the crown of England. 1931
N.ffQ.t, Sept. 166/2 Those irritations ag.iinst tyranny and
stupidity which lost us those jewels of the Crown \sc. the
American Colonies].

Jewessy (d^/z-esi) , a. [f. Jewess + -y l.] Re-
sembling or characteristic of a Jewess.
Z930 J. B. Priestley Angel Pavement iv. § i And there

were two or three \sc. girls] worth looking at, the flashy
yoimg Jewessy type.

Jewhilliken, variant of *Geewhillikins.

Jewy (d3«*i), a. depreciatory, [f. Jew sb. +
-Y 1.] Resembling or characteristic of a Jew or

the Jews ; having the characteristics attributed to

the Jewish race.

1904 Ellen T. Fowler Kate ofKate Hall xvii. 194 They
\sc. the noses] are as like as two peas, and both, to my mind,
a bit Jewy. 1919 ' Barbellion * Jml. DisappointedMan 154
That mean, Jewy, secretive, petty creature, J. M, W. Turner.
1930 J. B. Priestley Angel Pavement iv. § 4 A neat dark
Jewy sort of chap.

Jnoom.jhTim, variants of JooM, j6m.
1895 W. R. Fisher tr. R. Hess's Forest Protection 350

Jhumiiig, or the thorough burning of branchwood on the
soil. Ibid. 543 InyA«///j, or cultivations on forest clearings,
where the branches and undergrowth are burned. I9a7
Blackvj. Mag, June 816/2 Crops are grown by a simple
method known as * Jhoom '. Ibid., A fresh patch of jungle
is then cut down, and the ' Jhooming' process repeated.

JllTlla (dj/rla). India. Also joolah. [Hind.,

Hindiy^«/rt swing, swing-rope.] A rude suspen-
sion bridge used in the Himalayas.
1830 Col. a. S. H. Mountain in Mem. (1857) 114 Our chief

object in descending to the Sutlej was to swing on a Joolah
bridge. 1844 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 246
The rustic bridge is supplanted. . by yA«/rti, formed by ropes
stretched across, constituting a species of loose parapet.
X9a3 Blackvj. Mag, Aug. 259/2 A jhula or swinging rope-
bridge.

Jif^. Add : Also jifiy-quick adv.^ in a jiffy.

X9a7 Ladies'' Home Jrnl. Dec 34/3 A waxed surface that

..you can dust up jifTy.quick promises spick-and-span floors

with but little trouble,

Jigf, j3. Add: 6. (Earlier examples of the jig
is up.) Also thejig is over,

. *777 Maryland frnl. 17 June (Th.) Mr. John Miller came
in and said, 'The jig is over with us.' i8oo-4Kr(»r«(Phila.)
17 Dec. (Th.) As the Baltimore paper says, *The Jigg's up,
Paddy,* 1834 W. A. Carruthers Kentuckian in N. Y. II.

210, I began to think the jig was up with me, for she began
to look serious.

JIQGEREB.

6. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1849 President's Message to Congress II. 479 Assay and

analysis of the washed metals from the jigs at the Boston
and Pittsburg Company's mine.

c. (Earlier U.S. example.)
Z846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVII, 513 See that your iigs

are in perfect order, for if we do get hold of 'cm, our lines
and hooks will have to take it, I guess, for a spell.

e. = Temi'letI 2 b.

i9>3 Lockwoods Diet. Meek. Engin. App., Jig, an ap-
pliance which locates and holds a piece of work, and guides
the tools which operate on it. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms
(1927) § 200 Driller. .m^y use template or jig to fix position
of holes.

f. ^Vireless. (See quot.)
1907 EusKiNE Murray Handbk. Wireless Teleg. 122, I..

propose to adopt a good old English word. , to stand for 'a
damped train of electrical oscillations of a frequency of the
same order as is employed in wireless telegraphy

' ; or the
corresponding ' oscillatory currents, voltages, . ,

' associated
with them.. .The word chosen is. .jig, 1908 E. Rummer
Wireless Telephony n. x. 128.

8. jig-box, a box or sieve for jigging ore;
jig-man, one who works an ore-dressing jigger

;

jig-time U.S. colloq.^ in phrases expressing a very
short space of time.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 371/2 The pulsating current is

obtained by placing a vertical longitudmal partition^ Cy ex-
tending part of the way down to the bottom of the *jig box.
1849 President''s Message to Congress II. 469 The heavier
metals are thrown out to be farther cleansed by the *Jigmen.
1916 H. L. \l\\j&Q'H Somev}hereinRedGapyvi.-^\^ Kate has
about four more of 'em licked to a standstill in *jigtimc.
X9aa J. A. DunnjI/o// Trapx\\\\. 247 If wedon'tget tlurough
onpigtime I'll not ask you for a cent.

Jigamaree. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8a4 Old Colony Memorial (Plymouth) 6 Mar. (Th.) O the

wonderalion, what a nation sight of jiggermarees !

Jigger, sb.^ Add: 1. b. A light shoe. C/.S.
1841 ^iouthem Lit. MessengerYll. 6^6lii He then dressed

himself with more than ordinary care, discarding his 'stitch-
downs' for his 'jiggers' (his pumps).
5. Other specific applications:
a. Also, a templet or former used to shape the Insides of

rounded or dome-shaped vessels. L fl-^iraess. An oscilla-

tion transformer, m. Golf. A short iron-headed club used
for approaching, n. A bicycle or small motor vehicle.
o. A ouija. p. (Sec quot.) U.S.
a. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 1214/2.
1. X90X Encycl. Brit. XXXIIl. 230/2 The plugs of the

sensitive tube . .are joined to the terminals of the secondary
circuit S S of a small transformer, called a * jigger '. 1907
Ekskine-Mukrav Handbk. Wireless Teleg. 43 These re-

ceiving transformers, or jiggers, as they are frequently called,
are of the same type as '1 esla's high frequency transformer.

1913 Wireless Worldl. lo/i Adjustable transmitting jigger.
m. 1893 H. Hutchinson Golfng 21 On some links these

are a great deal used, under the name of jiggers. 1939
Encycl. Brit. X. 5p4/> 7']?;^^., an iron club with narrow
blade, in classification intermediate between a midiron and
a mashie. 1931 Punch 1 July 717/2 Fully-equipped Visitor.
This looks a weird sort of hole. What on earth does one
take here ? Local Plnyer, One takes a jigger, if that 's all

one has.

n. 1897 H. G. Wf.li^ in Humours of Cycling 7 * Pretty
Jigger ! said the Bounder. ..' Nice-looking machine you've
got' 1906 Bennktt Whom God hath joined \. 12 'So you
hiked up after me?' said Mark. 'I had ta I borrowed
this jigger from the oflBce-boy.' 1930 Bramah Little Flutter
iv. 52 My little jijiger is no good for a job like this.

o. 1916 Sir O. Lodge Raymond 1&6 Jigger. (A kind of
Ouija.)

p. 1879 N. Y. Herald 21 Nov. 8/2 A jigger. .is a conical
metal cup in which to mix fancy drinks.

7. b. U.S. (Earlier example.)
x88a Congress. Rec. 19 July 6195/2, I never saw an Irish-

man or a German who would not give up his dinner before
be would his glass of beer, his jigger, or his pipe.

8. (sense 5 ^) jigger-boy \ jigger-head (see 5 a) ;

jigger-knife = sense 5 h
; jigger machine, the

potter*s lathe which carries the former or jigger
j

jigger-saw = Jig-saw sb.

1869 Good Words I Mar. i-jn/z A plaster-of-Paris cast is

placed on a disc which a handle-turning * *jigger-boy ' causes
to revolve. 1991 Diet. Occup. 7>rf/fj(i927)§043 Jigger boy ..

attaches or detaches tubs, .byplacingrope in fork of 'jigger*,

or double crook, in socket at one side or at end of tubs.
x88i Harper's Mag. Feb. 362/2 The plaster mould fits into

a metal top called the '"jigger-head '. 1875 Knight Diet.
Meeh.t * yigger-knifc, a drawing-knife with a blade bent at
one end and curved at the other, used by wheelwrights. i9st
Dict.OccuP. Terms (1927) § 105 Jiggerer, sanitary, ajiggercr
. .who makes sanitary appliances on *jigger machine. x888
Lockwoo^s Diet. Mech. Engin.^ ^fisser Saiv, or Jig Saw,
Jigger, f.^ Add : 2. orig. and chiefly pctss.

with up : To be tired out ; hence, to be done for.

Also actively, dial, and slang.

x86i C. C Robinson Dial, Leeds s.v. Jiggered up, Av
tramp'd a matter o'fotty mileto-daay, an'am fairjigger'd up.

18G7 Smyth Stzilors It^'ord-bk., 7iggcred-up, done up; tired

out. 1883 W. C. Russell Sailor's Lang. s.v. 1885 Bkikrley
Ab-o* th- Yate Yankeeland v. (E.D.D.) A generation or two
would see it jiggered up if it wumo' for th' fresh blood
ut's bein sent into it. X9S3 Daily Mail 13 June 12 I've

*jifi:gcred' up my Rolls-Royce.

Jigger, v.^ Pottery, [f. Jiggee sb.'^'l tram*
To shape with a jigger.

1930 W. H. Warburton Hist. Trade Union Organ. 208,

I will try and get the price you want for this article, but you
must remember that ibis.. is being jiggered by a firm in the

next town at a much less price.

Jiggerer (dsi-garsj). [f. Jigger j^.i-f-iSRi.]

One who uses or works with a jigger (in various

trades).



JIGGEKY-POKERY
1881 Insir, Census Clerks (1885) 84 Miners.. .Loader, I

Jiggcrer, Trammer, Hooker-on. Ibid. 88 China, Porcelain,

Manufacture.. .Jigger or Gigger Turner, Jiggerer. 19Z1

Diet. Occupy Terms (1527) § 043 Jiggerer,.^ attaches or

detaches tubs, singly or in pairs, to or from endless rope, by
placing rope in fork of 'jigger ', or double crook. Ibid. § 105

y/^^rrr, .. presses bat of clay on top of mould, already

revolving on vertical spindle. 1930 W.'H. Warburton
Hist. Trade Union Organ. 205 liy tins scheme his hollow-

ware prcssers would employ female assistants in the same
way as did his hollow-ware jiggerers and 'jolliers '.

Jiggery-pokery (d.^i-gari,p<3a-k3ri). coUoq.

£Cf. Sc. jonktrypawkery (see Joukert b).] De-

ceitful or dishonest 'manipulation*; hocus-pocus,

humbug.
1893 Wiltshire Ghss. 1926 Spanner Navtators 104, I

thought, at first, it was some more jiggery-pokery to keep
down the expenditure this financial year.

Zvg^\Xi^,vbLsb. Add: 2. b. (Cf. 'Jig J^. 6 e.)

19x3 Lockivootfs Diet. Meek, Engin. App., Jiggin^^ the

practice of tooling work held in jigs, adopted in the inter-

changeable system, when articles are tooled in quantities.

jiggoty, variant of Jiggkty a.

187* H. E. ScLDDER Dwellers Five-Sisters Crt. ii. 30 Mr.
le Clear appeared and received the jiggoty Miss Fix's wel-

come in a smiling and well-bred manner.

Jig-saw, sb. Add : la full jig-saw puzzle, a
puzzle formed by cutting into small irregular pieces

with a jig-saw, a picture mounted on a sheet of

thin wood. Sojig-saw map. Also transf.

1909 Daily Mirror 17 Aug. 4/4 A jigsaw map of England.
Ihid.y These jigsaw geography puzzles should be introduced

into alt the Council schools in London. 1915 Morning i'ost

X5 Apr. 2/4 A kind of verbal jig-saw. x^ Punch 22 Sept.

835/1 The comparatively simple task of piecing together the

verse jigsaws, ipai Spectator 16 Apr. 489/2 Minds, grown
weary of other 'jig saws'. I9»6 G. W. Dkepimg Sorreil

^

Son vii, 68 Kit played a game of his own with the town,

treating it as a sort of jig-saw puzzle.

Jimbal, variant of Gimbal 2.

1847 Knickerboeker Mag. XXIX. 152 His arms dangling

from his shoulder joints, and apparently hung in jimbals,

sway to and fro.

Jimber-jawed, a, U.S. (Earlier example.)

1834 W. A. Carruthers Kentuckian in N. Y. I. 195 Some
..pushed out the under jaw like a person who (to use a
Southern term) is jtmber-jawed.

Jim-crow. 2. Add : Jim Crow biily law,

school
\ Jim Crow car (earlier examples) ; Jim.

Crow's nose, Scybalinm jamaicense, a West In-

dian parasitic plant of the family BalanopJwracese.

X004 Nation (N, Y.) 17 Mar. 202 The *Jim Crow bills now
bcuire the Maryland Legislature. 1861 H. Jaojbs Life
Slave Giri XXXV. 365, 1 was not put into a '*Jim Crow car 'on

our way to Rockaway. X887 C B. Geouce 40 Years on
Rail vui. 160 An educated colored man.. found, on going
from Boston to Salem, his home, that he must ride in the

Tim Crow car. 1904 Riehtnond Times- Despatch 25 May 10

Violating the *Jim Crow law by allowing negroes to ride in

the same car with whites. 1903 A*«t/ York Sun 29 Nov. 7

The members of the committee have arranged with the

parents of negro children to send them all to the *Jim Crow
school, thus entirely separating the white and negro pupils.

i865 Treas. Bot.^ *yim Crows Nose^ a West Indian name
for Phyllocoryne.

Ji'xu-da^ndy, a. and sb. U.S. colloq. [Cf.

Dandy a. and sb.'\ a. adj. Remarkably fine or

* swell '- Also adv, b. sb. A superfine person or

thing.

x888 Daily Inter-Ocean i4Feb. (Farmer) George C. Ball

came upon the floor yesterday arrayed in a jim-dandy suit

of clothes. 190a Harben a bner Daniel xxx\. You arc a jim-

dandy, young man. 190a Wister Virginian xxvii. 346 He
must have been a jim-dandy of a boy. 1904 Harbrm
Georgians \x. 87 Right thar I baked pics—open-top jim
dandies, too. 1914 Gertkude Atherton Perch of Devil \\.

iii.Tve got..a jim dandy of a limousine. 191^ H. L. Wil.som

Ma Pettengill iv. iig, 1 bet you made a jim-dandy good
report.

Jim-jam. Add : 3. b. //. The * creeps ; the

fidgets ; a fit of depression.

X904 Strand Mag. XXVIII. 770/2 By Gosh, look there.

Enough to give a fcllowihe jim-jams, isn't it? X9a3 Oppem-

HKiM Mystery Road 11. xiii, If I begin to think, I get the

jim-jams. 19*6 Galsvvorthv Silver S^oon i. vi, \Vho was

that old buffer?.. he gave me *the jim-jams'. 193X C.

Mackenzie Buttercups * Daisies xiii, I reckon if you put

him in the upper circle at Charlev*s Aunt he'd give half the

audience the jim-jams and upset the whole piece.

Jimm.ies, sb.pi. colloq. - Jim-jam 3,

1911 A. Mason Flying Bo'sun xxvi, * Riley,' said I, ' you

drank to much Scotch last night ; be careful that you don't

get the Jimmies.'

Jimmy, sb."^ U.S. variant of Jemmy sb. o. Also

as V. Irafis., to open with a jemmy.
1904 G. H. LoKiHKK OldGorgfln Graham \ni. 159 You can't

break a big merchant with a jimmy and a slick of djjnamlte.

1905 .Vrw York Even. Post it Dec. 3 The thieves jimmied

the front door. x9aa R. PARRisiiC«irf <V Girl xxx\\ Finally

we jimmied open the back door of this garage.

Jitnmy (dji'mi), sb.^ Colonial. An emigrant

settler: app. short for /j/«;«^ (or y<f;««y) Granl,

rhyming slang for emigrant.

x8s9 H. KiNGSLSY G. Hamhn xxvi, ' What are these men
that we are going to see ? '

' Why one,' said Lee, * is a young

Jimmy (1 beg your pardon, sir, an emigrant).* i^-j Cassell's

Mag. 1 1, 440/2, I never wanted to leave England ... 1 wasn't

like one of these Jemmy Grants. 1878 Avlwaru Transvaal

of Today 216 A raw emigrant and still what Natalians call

a * Jimmy*. 19U Sir W. B. Thomas in Daily Mail 1 xDcc. 8

With his wife and child he had just come over as a ' Jimmie-

grant '.
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Jimmy !L0W. An Australian name for the

Red Gum, Eucalyptus resinifera.

1887 Col. tf Ind. Exhib. j8S6, Rep. Col Sect. 428 Jimmy
Low is usually a large tree, yielding timber of a rich red
colour. 1889 Maiden Useful PI. Australia 508 Other
names for it arc * Red Gum , 'Grey gum', ' Hickory', and
it perpetuates the memory of an individual by being called
* Jimmy Low'.
Jim.(p)aoii weed (= Jamestown-weed; ear-

lier examples).
x83a in T. H. Benton Thirty Years' Viezv (1854) L 256 An

eagle [caught] by a pig under a jimpsou weed. 187a E.
Eggleston End cf World xi. 77 Like a..jimson-weed on
the sunny side of a board fence ! 1876 * Mark 'I'wAtN ' Tom
Satvyer 18 She. .looked out among the tomato vines and
jimpson weeds that constituted the garden.

eliipt. 184s American Pioneer \. 314 She said her princi-

pal dressings were made of. .the leaves of stramonium, or
' jimson '. 1910 C. Harris Eve's Husband xiv. 299 Clumps
of sweet jimson and borders of balsam and pinks.

Jingled (d^i-qg Id), ///.«. U.S. [f. Jingle z/.

+ -Ei)l,] Confused with drink; fuddled.

1908 G. H. LoRiMER y. Spurlock xii. 315 Old Mrs. Corliss

was purple with pleasure at having so plausible apretext for

getting comfortably jingled.

JinVj sb.^ 1. Add : Used esp. of a tricky turn

in Kngby football. So Jink v. (and \\\ppl. a.").

a X914 J. E. Raphael ^f<?^. Rugby Football {if)i^) 103 This
is a method which. .should not be copied by the ordinary

performer—except perhaps wlien 'jinking '. Ibid. i22[Poul-

ton Palmer's] *jink' is all by itself in modern-day Rugger.
i9ax E. H. D. ScmcICs Rugby Footb. 126 The defender,

watching the ball (instead of the attacker's eyes I), moves to

kis left as the dummy pass is made, thus making wider the

gap which the attacker widens siill further by his jink to the

defender's right, z^zj Wakefield & Marshall Rugger 03

A curious jinking side-step. X93a Daily Tel. 19 Mar. 17/2,

I can see him jinking his way past our mid-field players.

JilQcer, v. Attslralia. trans. To manipulate

with a jinker (see Jinker2).
1903 R. Bedford True Eyes 240 Waiting for a fine day to

jinker those trees out of the bush.

JintawaU (d^inlawan). [Malay.] A kind of

caoutchouc derived from the Urceola clastica ; also,

the tree itself.

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. iv. i. 877/2 Raw caoutchouc
from Assam, Singapore{ Urceola elastica, the Jintawan of the

Malays). 1853 Ure Diet. Arts I. 984 The said apparatus

may be used also for purifying caoutchouc and jintawan.

\Z&o Encycl. Brit. Xn.Si7/i Besides the orange, .we have

the rambutan, . . the jintawan, . . and the jambosa.

Jinx (d5ir)ks). U.S. Also jinks, ginks. [Of

obscure origin.] A person or thing that brings bad

luck, or exercises an evil influence, esp. in sports
;

a hoodoo.
191S C. Mathf-wsom Pitchingin a Pinch xi. 232 A jinx is

something which brings bad luck to a ball-player. 1919

Oxford Mag. 7 Mar., Will some one remove the jinx ? On
Friday, February 28, we lost to Oriel and Merlon by 3 goals

to nil. On Saturday, March i, in a well-contested game, we
lost to Queen's by 1-0. 19*7 Acnes Miller Colfax Bk.-piate

xiv. 17a, I thrust that jinx of a book back into the lowest left-

liand drawer. xoaS Wisconsin Alumni Mag. Dec. 79 Once
realizing tliat the jinx had been broken,.. there was no
hesitation.

Jipijapa(hrpi|ha-pa). Alsoippiappa. [Name
of a town in Ecuador.] a. The screw-pine Carlu-

dovica palmcUay from the leaves of which Panama
hats are made. b. A Panama hat. h\%o jipijapa

halt plant.
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade s-v, Panama-hats, In Central

America where they are made, the palm is called Jipijapa.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 155/1 Straw hats, usually known as

jipitapa or PanamA hats. 1900 Jrnl. Soc. Arts 17 Aug. 744
Jipijapa or Panama hats. 190X Amer. Anthrop, Jan.-Mar.
206 Ecuador is the real home of tlie hats wrongly designated

under the name of ' panama '. . . Everywhere in Latin America
the hat is known under the name of //>//'«/«, in honor of the

city where its manufacture was first started. 1908 Daily
Chron. 7 Feb. 4/6 The Jippi-Jappa plant, known sometimes

as * the broom thatch '.

Jiquilite (hikilrt^. [Sp. //</////<:/<?, ad. Nahuatl

xiuhqttilitlf f. xihtdtl turquoise + quilitl plant.]

The native name in Central America for the indigo

plant.
1866 Trear. Bot. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 240/2 The culti-

vation of indigo (arlil or jiquiUte) and cochineal.

Jirga(d,:5l<»*Jga), Alsojeerga,jlrgali. [Pushtu.]

An assembly or council of the headmen of Afghan

tribes.

1843 Ladv Salk Jrnl. Disasters in Afghan. Vocab. p. xii,

Jeerra. An assembly or council—a diet. 1894 Mkg Dvan
Mans Keeping I. iv. 75 Ail large issues had to be referred

to his Jeerga. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 14 May 3/2 They can, in

fact, mobilise as easily as a Pathan jirga—with this differ-

ence, that they are disciplined rather more than the Pathan.

X908 Ibid. -24, Feb. 7/1 Afridis other than Zakka Khels are

collecting at Chora for a jirgah. X908 J. Morlky m RecoU.

(1917) II. V. iv. 243 Conciliatory management of the jirgas of

these wild gentry. X9a6 Chambers's yrnl. 293/2 He eyed

the elders of Pir Mahommed, assembled in Jirga.

Jitney (dsi-tni). U.S. [Origin unknown.]

1. A nickel, slang.

191S Nation (N.Y.) 4 Feb. 142/1 The word 'jitney*.. is

the Jewish slang term for a nickel. Ibid. 18 Mar. 304/3 A
* jitney ''bus derives its name from 'jitney', meaning the

smallest coin in circulation in Russia. X916 Chambers's

Jrnl. June 400/1 Five cents, .is the charge for any distance,

and as the colloquial name for this coin is a 'jitney', thi?;

form of traffic has become known as 'jitney competition '.

2. In full jilney bits^ omnibus : aa automobile

JOB.

which carries passengers for a small fare, usually

five cents. Also, on account of the poor quality of

these buses, used to designate anything cheap or

ramshackle.
X91S Nation (N.Y.) 14 Jan. 50/3 [Letter of 28 Nov. 1914.I

This autumn automobiles, mostly of the Ford varieiy^ have
begun to run in competition with the street cars in this city

[sc. Los Angeles]. The newspapers call them 'Jitney 'buses .

1915 New York Even. Post 16 Apr., The jitney wears out
ihe streets and should contribute to their repair. X915
Literary Digest 4 SepL 462/1 In western Pennsylvania
slriking traction employees are operating a competing jitney
service to bring the company to terms. 1916 H. L. Wilson
Sovtewhere in Red Gap ii. ^9 He. .sells these jitney pianos
and phonographs and truck like that. i9I9C'te.ss von Aknim
Christopher Columbus xxxi, He had come in the jitney

omnibus to the nearest point. 192a Public Opinion 11 Jan.
48/2, I entered into his Jitney and waited for him to starL

Comb. 19*3 F. Parsons Everybody's Btisiness 215 All the
jitney operators on the line.

Jiu-jitsu, -jutsu, variants of *Ju-jitsu.

Jixi (d.:^i"ksi). temporary. \J.JiXj nickname of

yoynson-H/V^j -h -i, after taxi."] A two-seater taxi-

cab licensed in 1926 while Sir William Joynson-
Hicks was Home Secretary.
1926 Westm. Gaz. 7 Apr., Jixi is the name given by the

Westminster Gazette, and now used by everyone, to 2-seater

taxicabs. 1926 Punch 21 Apr. 438/2 The Home Secretary
[sc, Joynson- Hicks] explained to Sir F. Meyer that the police

have licensed two types of 'Jixi '. X9a6 Sunday at Home
5 June 514/2, I know there are to be Jixcs [sic\ but that

rather sounds like the name of a wasp to me. 1927 Observer
3 Apr.9 The first 'Jixie ' or two-seater taxjcab will probably be
seen on the streets of London at the end of the present week.

Joacbimite ((l3^u*akim3i:t). Ch. Hist, [f.

the name oiJoachim j abbot of Floris (12th cent.)

-I- -ITE^.] A follower of the Italian mystic, Joachim
of Floris. Also Jo'acliite ; so Jo'aclilsni.
X841 K. H. DicBY Mores Cath. xi. xiii. (1846) III. 709/2

The execrable book, entitled the eternal Gospel... whose
adherents, termed Joachimites, as it was ascribed to Joachim,
were again condemned by the Council of Aries. X906 G. G.
Coulton St. Francis to Dante 104 The Pope, .insisted on
his resignation, partly on account of his Joachism. Ibid.

108 A great orator and a great Joachite. 1913 A. G. Ferrf.rs
Howell S. Bernardino ofSiena \. 6 There is no trace of

Joachism in S. Francis himself. Ibid. 10 They cultivated

tlic Joachite literature. 19*6 E. Hutton Francisc. in

Etigland ix. 141.

Joar- (d^Ju'ar). Also johar. [a. Hind.^^
jatihar, f. ^)M,jankar karndioXdW one's self.] (See

quot. 1802.)
xSoa C. James Milit. Dict.j Joar, a general massacre of

the women and children, which is sometimes performed by
the H indoos, when they find they cannot prevent tlie enemy
from taking the town. x^7 Westm, Gaz. 27 Nov. 2/1 Three
times has the steep and zigzag road which, under many gate-

ways, leads up to the fortress of Chitor, witnessed the rite

known as Johar.. .The last siege of Chitor, terminated by

the greatest of the Johars.

Joh^ sb.- Add:
4. b. Job ofwork: a task, piece of work.

X5S7 in Feuillcrat Revels Q. Mary (1914) 236 Doinge certen

lobbes of woorke. 187a A. Tkollope Eustace Diamonds
xix, Arthur did not go on the search, because he had a job

of work to do. Ibid. Ixxii^ The barrister who will have the

cross-examining of her., will have a job of work on his hand.

1890 [see *CoAST v. 14]. X9a8 M. Walsh While Rivers Run
XX. 279 ' A sound job of work !

' boasted AlJstair. ' We have
arriven.* X931 Patrv Williams Word of Tomorrow iv.

xvi, Tramps . . who wouldn't do an honest job of work not if

it was offered them.

c. On thejob : (a) hard at work, busy ;
(b) (of a

racing horse) out to win and well backed.

X89X Licensed Victuallers^ Gaz. 23 Jan._ (Farmer) Of course,

there was a long wrangle over the choice of a referee, for

no one cared to occupy that thankless post when the Lambs
were on the job. x89a Milliken *Arry Ballads 3 'Arry is

fair on the job. X909 Post ^ Paddock 22 Nov. 1/3 Their

denunciations of horses 'not trying', being 'out for an air-

ing ', or ' not on the job 'on every occasion when their specu-

lations go wrong. X914 Ghrtkude Atherton Perch ofDevil
I. iv. 22 She was ' on the job ' every minute until the cottage

was 'on wheels'. 1922 A'. ffQ. i2thSer. XL 206/2 To be* on
the job ' is for a horse to be ' busy ', to be * out ', i. *., backed
and trying.

d. A commission to back a horse.

1907 Favourite 16 Nov. 9/2 Elfin Revel was a big starting-

price job for the Croxteth Plate. 19x1 Turf 10 Oct. i/i,

1 am not now referring to s.p. jobs.

e. A consignment of goods to be sold cheaply as

bargains, a job lot.

1858 Illustr. Neivs World I. 257/3 Butchers' meat, the

week's gathering, to be sold by the job. 1905 Daily Chron.

18 Nov. 3/7 As soon as a girl can do a corset, whicli is at all

f)assablc, even if we have to put it into the *jobs '—that is,

ots for selling cheap—she can earn much more.
^

7. job-analysis, analysis of the essential factors

of a particular piece of work and the necessary

qualifications of the workman who is to perform it

satisfactorily ;
job-buyor, one who buys job lots ;

job-print, -printing U.S.^ the printing of small

pieces of work, as handbills, programmes, etc

X9a3 J, D. Hackett Labor Terms in Management Engi-

neering May, *Job Analysis, the determination of tlie

essential factors m a specific kind of work and of the quali-

fications of a worker necessary for its competent performance.^

X930 Encycl. Brit. XII I. 78/2 This * questionnaire method

has received severe condemnation from scientists and should

be used sparingly by investigators in the field of job analysis.

1903 Daily Chron. 7 Oct. lo/i E. H. ..described as a 'Job



JOB.

hay^T . 1909 Westnt. Gns. 2a Oct. 7/4 H. N...jot buyer.

1911 MuLFORD Bar.M Thr4c vi. 77 The little prlnting-pIant

at Sandy Bend broke all its hazy precedents, with the result

that a hard-riding courier, relaying twice, carried the work

df the *job-print toward Mesquite. x83» Dtb. Congress

3 May 3767 *Job-prinliiig. 1838 Southern LiU Messenger

IV. 230/a Job printing done at this oPRce, with neatness and

despatch. 1846 T. L. MacKenney Mem. I. ix. 196 Whose
• reward ' was conferred in the job-printing of the govern-

ment in his paper. 19*9 E. W. Howk Plain People x-z-i

There was alwa>-sone source of ready money : job printing.

Job, sh,^ 2. Add: Job*s cat, turkey U.S.

jocular^ used as types of patient poverty.

1854 Seba Smith Way Dorvn East 184, I should rather

be as poor as *Job's cat all the days of my life. 1824 The
Microscope in Troy Sentinel 22 May (Th.) We have seen

fit to say ' the patience of *Job's turkey ', instead of the com-

mon phrase, * as patient as Job '. 1838 Haliburtox Clockm.

Scr. II. ii. 24 Well, I'm e'en a'most starved, and Captain Jack
does look as poor as Job's turkey. 187a E. Eggleston
Hoosier Schoolmaster iv. 22 But laws ! don't I remember
when he was poarer nor Job's turkey?

Jobbing, vhl. sb,'^ 4. Add: jobbing-House

U.S.y a firm engaged in stock-jobbing ; also, one

which buys goods in bulk and sells them to retail

dealers.

X870 J. K. Medbery Men S, Myst. Wall St. 166 Mr. Fisk's

maturity dates with his entrance as partner in a well-known

Boston Jobbing-house. 1878 Harper's Mag. 760/2 We
were all employed in the old jobbing-house down town.

19x8 Publishers* Weekly 30 June 2596 The service of a well-

equipped and completely-stocked jobbing house., is.. invalu-

able to the small bookseller.

Jobless, a^' Transfer rare to sense in Diet, and

add : 2. Out of work, unemployed. Hence Jo'b-

lessnesB, the state of being out of work.
19*3 Public Opinion 30 Mar. 304/1 He means not the fear

of foremen so much as the fear of joblessness. J923 Glasgow
Herald 25 Oct. 7 The demand that would ensue for land
users would mean jobs for jobless men.

Jcbmongering, vbL sb, [f. Jobmonger +
-ING 1.] The action or practice of a jobmonger.
1901 Daily Chron,\Z'D^Q..^l\ HasTaramany no synonym?

Or what about Job-mongering ? i^t Glasgoiv Herald "s.^

Mar. 4 The intriguing and jobmongering of the Base.

Jobster (d^f^-bstaj). [f. Job jiJ/'i + -ster.] =
Jobber 2.

189s Greener Breech-loader 117 If unable to send [a

damaged gun] to the makers, avoid advertising jobslers.

1901 Westm. Gaz, 7 May 2/2 All the jobsters, speculators,

South African financiers, all the coal and steel owners, who
in 1899 cheered on the war.

Jock^. Add: 1. b. A Scotch soldier.

1931 TiLSLEY Other Panks 98 Hundreds of Tommies—or

Jocks—and civvies laydead in the cellars under thiscathedral.

Jockey, sb. Add : 8, b. jockey-back^ jockey-

leg : applied to a style of boot.

1909 Boot Caial.^ Gentleman's Brown Willow Calf Lace,

whole golosh, *jockey back. 1862 Catal. Intemat. Exhib.^

Brit. II. No. 4658, Skins, kips, fronts, shoe legs, *jockey

legs, cordovan, grained calf.

9. jockey-club, name of a well known scent

;

jockey-stick U.S. (see quots.); jockey-weight
(see quot.).

1855 PiESSE Art. Perfumery 122 *Jockey Club Bouquet.
At^^Great Republic Mng. Jan. 70 (Bartlett, ed. i860, p. 396)
1 . . u«d cologne, hair oil, and scentrd my hanriherchief with
•jockey-club*. 187a Marietta Holley My Opinions (1891)

32 That 1 should take your jockey club and hair oil, and use

'cm all myself. X895 Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List

716/1 A new fragrant Toilet Water in Jockey Club, White
Rose, Stephanotis [etc.). 1888 Eliz. B. Custer Tenting on
Plains 352 (In driving a prairie schooner] a small hickory

stick, about five feet long, called the *jockey-stick, not unlike

arake-handle,isstrctched between a pilot [mulcjand his mate.

19x0 Jer. Hart Vigilante Girl x. 140 An iron 'jockey-stick
'

ran from the near leader's harness to the offleader's bit—this

pushed or palled his head as his mate moved in answer to the

*ierk line'- 189a Lockwood's Diet. Meek. Engin.^* Jockey
Wei^htf a weight which is slid along a lever, in a weighing or
testing machine, for purposes of precise adjustment.

Jockey, sb'^ [f. the vb.] A deal in horses.

1867 'T. Lackland //(?/««/«« 11. 181 Never did a dicker
or a jockey occur, but the profit and the loss were, .consoled
with sundry social drinks at the bar.

Jockeying, vbl. sb. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)

Z7J9 Essejv Insi. Hist. Coll. XLIIl. aoa The Makers of
Money sent it to their servants to purchase goods and they
knew it was to be out of circulation in a few months. It

would be called by some 'jockeying'.

Jodbpur (djp dpyr). Also Jodhpor(e, Jod-
phor(e, Judhpur, Judphor, -phiir, [Name of

a native state in Rajputana, India.] Applied to a
kind of riding-breeches reaching to the ankle, used

for riding and sports, combining breeches and
gaiters in one piece.

1899 0. W. Stkevens In India (cd. 3) 28 The Jodhpur
riding-breeches—breeches and gaiters all in one piece, as full

as you like above the knee, fitting tight below it, without a
single button or strap—have been ta^en up.. by a London
artist, and are on the way to be World-famous. 19*5 Vogue
X Sept. 66 Judhpur. 19*5 Illnstr. Land. Nevjs 14 Nov. 968
The trousers are cut on Jodhpur lines, giving complete free-

dom of movement. 1917 Daily Express 14 Nov, 5/2 These
ski-ing suits are made with a plain, wellnrut coat andjodhpurs
or trousers. .. The jodhpurs are useful as an alternative to
breeches. 1928 Ihid. a May 13 Finding some new jodbpors
in his room, [he] could not resist trying them on. X93X

Times 7 May 17/5 Princess Elizabeth of York is shown
dressed for a ride with her fair curls shining and wearing a
yellow jumper pulled down over her jodhpurs.

Joe, sb.^ (Earlier and later U.S. examples.)
1765 Boston Even. Post 14 Oct. (Til.) Into the L .... rs bands

522

[full] many a Jo We've slily put, that so their tongues might
go. rt 1793 Frkneau Poems (1809) I. 53 Three shiUinps are

all the small pence that remain. And to change a half joe

would be rather profane.

Joe, ib:^ Add: 1. b, phr. Not for Joe^ by no
means, not on any account.

[1877 Jos. Chamberlain in Garvin C/tamherlain (11)^2) I.

236, I nave had seven invitations to public meetings this

week. . . Not for Joseph !] X926 Galsworthy Swan Song n.

xiii. 219 Not if he knew it—not for Joe.

C. //. The blues. Auslral.
19x6 C. J. Dennis G/«^«rjl/iV^ 27 *E*s got the joes reel bad.

Joe-pye "weed. U.S. Also joe-pie. [See

below.J A tall purple-flowered weed, Eupatorium
purpureuirij also called trumpet-weed.

'Joe Pye was an Indian who used this herb largely in

treating cases of typhus fever. Maine ' (Farmer). The source

of this statement does not appear.

'845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. App. 102/2 Purple
thoroughwort, joe-pye. x866 Trcas. Bot.^ Joe-Pye Weed.
1885 ^w/m^- (U.S.) VII. Nov. 180/1 Joe-pie-weed flaunts his

red umbels in view by the ditch and railroads. X903 E. C.

Waltz Pa Gladden vii. 144 In other Septembers the slope

..was lovely with, .joepyc-weed,

Jo-fired (d^^u* ifaisid), fl. U.S. slang. [Fanciful

alteration of hell-fired^ -= All-fired.
i8a4 Woodstock (Vt.) Observer 24 Feb. (Th.) Whate'er

joe fir'd racket they keep up. 1848 Stray Subjects 50 He
always know'd B. wasajo-firedfool. ^^z^Y.^'&kv^EmgL Lang,
in America I. 118.

Jogf, sb,'^ 2. (Earlier examples.)
1845 S, JUDL) Margaret i. xiv. 118 Directly on the right of

the sun-setting was an apparent jog or break in the line of the

woods and hills. 1876 H. E. Scudder Dwellers Five-Sisters

Crt. iii. 56 The house. .was set back from the others in ajog
of the court.

Jogee, jogi, variants of Yogi.
1864. J. A. Grant Walk Across Africa 317 Like mad

*jogees' or devotees. 1903 Times Lit. SuppL 2 Oct. 279/3
He is rescued, and miraculously heaied, and he lives the

Jogi life, resisting all temptation. 1922 Chambers's Jrnl.

343/2 0\!tixx jagis there are, with heavy iron rings in their

ears.

Joggling, vbL j6.I joggling-table (example).

1849 President's Message to Congress I. 435 It is probable

that a set of joggling and sleeping tables will be added to

the washing machinery.

Joliauiies. (Earlier example.)
1758 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XV I II. 102, I this day de-

livered one Johannes to Major Gage.

John. Add : 1. c. Applied variously to : a

Chinaman (cf. Chinaman 2), a detective, slang.

X873 C NoRDHOFF California 85 (Th.) I passed out of the

Chinese theatre, with a lady and two children. We had to

walk through a crowd of Johns. 1873 J. H.Beadle Undevel.

West xvii. 314 Then come the apologists and claim for

* John ' a score of virtues which he does not pos.sess. 1878
— Western Wilds 401 The melancholy 'Johns', with

glazed caps and black pig-tails, [looked] like a lot of half-

drowned crows. X90X Westm. Gas. 18 Sept. 8/2 'George

Johns are sure to visit the old girl to see if anyone has got to

her... Brake the cab then shift it again as the John will be

sure to tell the porter of that.'. .Detective-sergeant Stevens

said the word 'Johns ' on tlie paper signified ' detectives '.

John Collins (ASP^ '^p-iinz), U.S. A drink

consisting of soda-water, gin, sugar, lemon, and

ice. (Cf. *ToM Collins.)

i86s Australasian 24 Feb. 8 (Farmer) That most angelic

of drinks for a hot climate—a John Collins (a mixture of soda

water, gin, sugar, lemon and ice). X9i3 R. Brooke Coll.

Poems (1918) p. Ixxxvi, I believe I could do a deal in Real

Estate, in the bar, over a John Collins, with a clean-shaven

Yankee with a tremulous eyelid and a moist lower lip. X928

T. M. Healy Letl. 4- Leaders I. x. 142, I bear admiringly

in mind., two barmen who.. after we had sat up all night.,

served me with a ' John Collins ' [in U.S.].

Johnny. Add: 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X867 J. M. Crawford Mosby 223 There lay one of the enemy

dead, with his gun cocked ready to fire at his Johnny; but

another Johnny was too quick for him.

b. A policeman. [? Partly from yij/zwy Z^ar^y,

app. an alteration of Gendabme after Darby 2,

pi. handcuffs.]

1851 Mavhew Zi?^. Labour {,\%t\) II. 154 The 'Johnnys*
on the water are always on the look out. 1886 Graphic 30

Jan. 130/1 Constables used to be known as 'Johnny Darbies
',

said to be a corruption of the French gensdarmes^ and they

are still occasionally called ' Johnnies'.

c. (a) = *JoHN I c ; (i5) a sepoy ;
(c) a gnrkha.

1857 T. B. GuNN N. Y. Boarding Houses 275 (Th.) He's
seed the Johnnies goin' into that there doorway next block.

iSsfi Leisure Hour ^26/1 Sepoys, .known as Johnnys. X889

Kipling Wee Willie Wittkic, etc. (ed. 5) 95 The Highlander
..turning to a Gurkha, said, 'Hya, Johnny !*

3, Johnny Crapaud [i.e. toad] : nickname for a

Frenchman. Johnny Nexvcotne : (a) = Johnny
Raw; (b) a new-comer of any kind.
X887 W, C. Russell in Gentl. Mag. Feb. 135 Those vessels

went armed, too, as befitted the majesty of the bunting under
which old Dance had gloriously licked *Johnny Crapeau.
1839 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 1. Some Ace. Nciv Play^ Now
to young ' *Johnny Newcome * she seems to confine hers.

Neglecting the poor little dear out at dry-nurse. 1865 Bone
Petroleuut ^ Petrol. Wells 24 (Th.)The Johnny Newcomes
had to fight their way to the bar, and deposit 75 c for the bit

of blue paste-board. X867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Johnny
Raiu^ or Johnny Nevjcotne, an inexperienced youngster
commencing his career ; also applied to landsmen in general.

1896 Farmer & Henley 6Va«^, Johnny Newcomer.. 2^ new-
born child.

4. Prefixed to other words to form names of

plants, birds, etc., as Johuxiy Arrantrongjocular
nauticalslangy hand-power. Jolinny-cock-liorse,

JOINTED.

U.S.y the mantis. Johnny jnnix>er. Jolinny
-jump-up U.S.^ a name tor Viola tricolor (the

pansy) and Viola pedata. Johnny penguin =^

Johnny 2 b, Johnny Beh U.S. , a Northern name
for a 'rebel ^ or Confederate soldier in the Civil War.
X922 N. ff'Q. X2th Ser. XI. 260/2 *Johnny Armstrongs the

action of pulling ' or restraining a horse. x888 Nature 26

July 303/2 [The humming-bird] was in the clutches of an
insect, which he identified as a mantis, popularly known in

those parts as '"Johnny-cock-horse '. i860 Kartlett Diet.
Amer., Johnny Jump Up and Kiss Mcy Johnny Jump
up, * Johnny Jumper^ names given to the Heart's Ease, or
Violet. \Z^ Knickerbocker Mag.X.lX. 115 Mr. Ketchup
had now kissed little Chip and stuck a "johnny-jump-up in

his cap. X858 Congress. Globe 19 May 2244,2 You stand here,

and with smiling faces spend $60,000 a year for morning-
glories and johnny jump-ups. 1904 W. D. Nesdit Trail to

Boyland ^-j "Wx^ johnny-jump-ups, noddin' soft when I go
by. X930 F. A. Pottle Stretchers lii. 48 Under foot the ground
teemed with lupine and phlox and those large scentless

violets which the natives call 'Johnny-jump-ups'. x88a
Encyel. Brit. XIV. 49/1 The *Johnny penguin {Pygoscelis

txniata). x866 J. C. Gregg Life in Army xxix. 249 These
swaggering ' *Johnny Rebs '.

Johnsoniana (d^fnstJuni^i'na). [f. name of

Dr. Samuel yi7/;«Ji'«( 1 709-84) -i-*-iANA.] Matters

connected with Dr. Johnson.
X776 {title) Johnsoniana ; or, a Collection of Bon Mots, etc,

by Dr. Johnson and others. 1909 Daily Chron. 14 Sept.

3/a tMr. Reade's] latest compilation of Johnsoniana. t9a8

Daily Tel. 12 June 17/3 Miss Anna Seward's delightful

Johnsoniana.

Johnswort- = St. John^s-ioort (John 5).
1874 Rep, Verjtiont Board Agric, II. 390.

Joie de vivre (swa d vjvr). [Fr., = joy of

living.] A feeling of healthy enjoyment of life.

X90X * L. Malet * Hist. Sir R. Cahnady in. v, The hungry
all-compelling /<»/< de vivre which is begotten whensoever
youth thus seeks and finds youth. 1905 E. F. BtNSON Image
in Sand xiii, She had found herself in the very highlands

of serenity andy^itf de vivre. 1907 Westvt. Gaz. 5 Feb. 4/2
'J'he n&vf Joie de vivre of motoring. 1917 M^'Kenna Sonia
vi. It was only when the twanging banjoschanged to rag-time
that the majority of our neighbours sheepishly unbent and
put forth an assumption oiJoie de vivre. x9asA. P.Herbert
Laughing Ann 82 The simple mind and manly air. Not
Brains so much as Breeding, With Joie de vivre and savoir

Jdire^ Are constantly succeeding. 1930 Observer X3 Apr.

15 The Joie de vivre of Blackpool Beach.

Join, z'.l Add : 6. b. Delete "XObs.

i88a Stevenson New Arab. Nts. I. 95 You join your-
selves to persons of condition., for no other purpose than to

escape the consequences of your crimes. X904 Wevman
Abbess of Vlaye ii, Had I known of what sort they were to

whom I was joining myself.

15. d. absol. Tojoin up : to enlist in the army.
19x6 Boyd Cable Action Front 5 Just joined up to get a

finger in the fighting? 1924 D. H. Lawrence England, my
Eng. 40 Egbert went and joined up immediately as a private

soldier.

Joint, sb^ Add : 4. C. Bookbitiding. The
flexible cloth or leather which forms the hinge of

the covers of a book,
X835 J. Hannett Bibliopegia 104 The volume being laid

upon the table or press, with the head towards the workman
and the upper board open, the guard or false end jjaper

must be removed and all other substances cleared out of the

joint with the folder. x86i Chambers's EncjyeL II. 226/2

Coming to his hands flat and solid, and with its joints well

formed. 1904 Technol. 4- Sci. Diet. ((ed. Goodchild &
Twency) 327/1 In whole-bound books the joints are generally

formed of the same material (pared down) as the cover.

15. (sense ^ jointface ;
joint-bolt, a bolt used

to fasten two timbers in a T form ; joint-box, an
iron box surrounding the joint or splice of electric

wires and cables ; joint-plane = sense 5 ; joint-

vetch, any plant of the genus ^schynomctiCi so

called from its jointed seed-pods.
X844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 75 The top bar. .swells

out in the middle, where it is perforated for the *joint-boit

of the lever. 1884 Knight Diet. Meclu Suppl., Joint Bolt,

a bolt used for fastening two limbers, one end-wise to the

other. 1901 Chambers's Jml. Dec. 845/2 A new form of

*joint-lx)x, for forming connections. 190a Encyel. Brit,

XXVIII. 77/2 They are connected by bends or joint-boxes,

jSss J. Phillips Man, Geol. 44 The cleavage and "joint

planes in these beds are not parallel to the general cleavage.

X89S L. Fletcher Introd. Study Rocks 51 Joint-planes are

distinct from planes of fissility in that they are planes cf

actual discontinuity of material. X903 Nature 24 Dec. 189/2

The caves depend for their form on the joint-planes in the

massive limestone. 1829 Loudon Encyel. Plants 1284 A rthro-

/oA/ww..*Joint-Vetch. 1884 Miller Plcuit-n.^ jEschytio-

7itene eispera^ Sensitive Joint-Vetch.

Joint, V. Add : 1. d. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1815 Ntles' Weekly Register IX. 36/1 The power is given

by one or two horses, wnich with a man and a boy can dress

and joint.. the staves necessary for one hundred barrels.

4. intr. To form joints.

177a Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIV. 287,

I am apprehensive it will be too thick and Joint if the

weather proves warme. X904 Topeka Daily Capital i June
8 Wheat has not done well, though it is jointing now.

Jointage (d3oi-nted3). [f. Joikt ^. + -age.]

= Jointing vbl. sb.

x^oS Rep. Brit. Assoc. 91 Mr. W. I* Sutton., says that Ae
Victoria rock is dense, igneous, and quite massive, with

comparatively little jointage.

Jointed, a. Add: 2. Geol, Traversed or

divided by joints (Joint sb. 5).

x8ai J. Macculloch Classif Rocks 12^ In a few instances,

from the extreme shortness of the prisms, the coluinaar

passes to a tabular, or a lamellar and jointed structure. 1835



JOINTER.

Sfdcwick in Trans. GeoL Soc.Scr. ii. III. ^8i A slaty and
jointed structure are . .often exhibited together. 1863 Ansted
Great Stone Bk. 133 The harder kinds of sand-rock are
always jointed.

3. Boi, Having or appearing to have joints ; fall-

ing to pieces or separating readily at the joints : as
a specific vernacular name (see quots.),

1597 iointed Glassewocjrt [see Glasswart]. 1753 Martyn
Lang. Bot. i8aj S. F. Gray Nat. Arr. Brit. Plants II. 160
Leaves . . knotty, jointed, or smooth. 1839 Lindley Sch. Bot.
4 If a stem is swelled at the part where the leaves grow,
and capable of being snapped across, or apparently so, it is

called articulated or jointed, as in Stellana Holostea, and
Geraniums. 1843 "QAhXKGTOH Brit. Bot. 31 Raphanus Kapha-
nistrum (L.).. Jointed Charlock. 1913 Pettman African-
di-risms, jointed cactus, Opuntia pitsilla.

Jointer ^. (Earlier Anier. example.)
1654 Essex Probate Rec. I. 198, 2 Joynters.. .Trussing

h00pes.

Joint-grass. (Later U.S. example.)
1835 W. G- SiMMS Partisan 55 Rebellion grows like joint-

grass when it once takes root.

Jointist. iy,S\ Add: 2, An advocate ofsome-
thing qualified as * joint*.

1906 AVw VorJk Even. Post 18 Sept. 6 Arizona * jointists
'

are to form an organization with jotat Statehood as the only
plank in its platform.

Jointless, a. Add: b. Tn one piece; with-
out a seam or joint of any kind.
1909 Prosp. Rubber-tanntd Leather Co. 1 May, Auto-

mobile tyres in seamless and jointless bands. 1921 Diet.
Occup. 7'enns{ii}2j) § 5-;i ' Composition ' or jointless floors.

Joint-worm. 2. C/.S. (Examples.)
i86a Trans. III. AgHc. Soc. (1865) V. 488 The real, veritable

'joint-worm 'of Virginia and Maryland. x86a T. W. Harris
Insects injur. Veget. (ed. 3) 554 An article on the joint-
worm, published at Albany in ' The Cultivator", for Octo-
ber, 1851.

Joker. Add: 4. A clause unobtrusively in-

serted in a lejjislative enactment and affecting its

operation in a way not immediately apparent. U.S.,

1904 Neixi Vork Even. Post \ i May i They are all nervous
over the possibility that tht;re may be a hitherto unperceived
joker in the present bill. 1904 Nezv York Churchman 6
Aug. 315 That which . . it was sought toobtain surreptitiously
by what politicians call a * joker in the charter of Greater
New York. X90A AViu Yo>k Even. Post 30 Apr. 6 The
Malby 'joker to the Adirondack Reserve bill. 1909 IVesttti.

Gas. 6 Apr. 3/1 It carried more of what are known in
Washington as 'little jokers' than the Wilson Act, the
McKinlcy Act, or any other Tariff Act since 1861. 1928
Daily Express 17 July 8/2 The surtax was slipped into the
Finance Act of 1937 very much as a 'joker ' is occasionally
insinuated into an American Tariff Act^that is to say,
surreptitiously, without anybody except those in the know
being aware of the Mgnilicance of what was happening.

Jokist. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1873 ' Mark Twain' & Warner Gilded Age xxxvi, 331

And nere 13 The Jokist's Own Treasury.

Jolley (d3f?li). Pottery, Also jolly. [Of un-
known orij^in.] A variety of jigger (see Jigger j^.l

5 a). Hence Jolleyinif i/iJ/. sb.^ the act of using a
joUcy. Jollier 1, one who makes pottery by means
of a jolley.

i88x iHstr. Census Clerks (1885) 88 Earthenware., manu-
facture. , . Jollier. Jolly Maker. 1893 E. A. ijARBi::R Pottery
4" Porcelain i/.6". (1900) 7 A 'jolly*, .consisting ofa revolving
disk or wheel on wliich the mould is placed. 1904 TechnoL
tf Set, Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Jolly, a macUne
used in the manufacture by machinery of cups, jugs, and
hollow ware generally. 19JI Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 105
Bmvl maker, ..^ jollier who makes bowls by julleying
process. Ibid.^ Cup vtaker^ a jollier who makes cups on
a single or double cup jolley.

Jo'Uier -. l/.S, [f. Jolly v, a c] One who
'jollies* others ; a jovial or sociable pereon.
1896 G. Adk Artie ix. 78 He's one of the biggest jolliers

that ever come over the hills. 1901 S. Merwis & H. K,
Webster Calmuet K i. 12 Oh, he's a good-looking young
chap... He's a great jollier. 1905 Nrw York Even. Post y-x

Oct. 3 He was talkative, and, as the attendaiit;i say, * quite
a jollier '.

Jolly, a- Add : 13. b. ironically.

1916 Galsworthy Sluafx, 13 'Jolly for my new coat !
' I

said.

C, jolly-tail, a name given to various New
Zealand and Australian fishes of the species

Galaxias.
1893 SiMMONos Diet. Trade Suppl., Jolly'tail^ a small

fresh-water fish of .^ust^alia {Galaxias aiteuuatus). X898
Morris Austral Engl, s.v., Galaxias loeedoui is called the
Mersey Jolly-tail, and Galaxias atkiftsonij the Pieman
JoUy-uiU

Jolly (d3^*!i), sb.^ The name of the German
physicist P. vonyol/y (1809- 1884), used attrib, or

in genitive to designate appliances devised by him,
zs Jolly {spring) balatue^ a device for deterraining

specific gravity.

X885 Gkikie Text-hk. Geot, (ed. a) 82 Jolly's spring balance
is a simple and serviceable instrument. 19x9 Encycl. Brit,

XIII. 136/3 In iis usual form the Jolly balance consists of a
long, delicate, helical spring suspended by one end in front

of a uniformly graduated scale.

Jolly, sb.^ colloq. Sliort for Jollification".

1920 spectator 4 Dec 740/1 Kvery age must be allowed an
occasional * jolly '. X9ax Galsworthy To Let 11. iv. Come
and have a 'jolly ' with us. Z9sa A. Bennett Lilian i. tv,

I was at a bit of a jolly tonight, and my band's never
too legible. 1994 M. Newman Consmmuation iv. xv. 197
Troops fed to the teeth with interminable sandbagging,
bottomless mud, relentlesi routine, broken only by the

occasional horror of a ' show ' (what Bossy called a ' jolly 'u

523

or worse still, a ' strafe '. 1998 ' Sapper ' Female 0/ Species
i, The pleasure to be derived from what is sometimes de-
scribed as an evening's jolly seems to me to be over-rated.

Jolly,?'. Add: 2. a. Also with <j«/.

1924 Selincourt Cricket Match vii. (1928) 219 Their main
effort seems not to be jollied out for a depressing total.

C. (Examples with along.)

^ 1908 G. H. LoRiMER y.Spurlock i. 16, 1 ..debated whether
it would jolly her along if I opened more beer. Ibid. v. qi
Our customers expect the boys to have a little snap and jolly
their grub along. 1909 S. E. White Rules ofGame 11. iii.

127 Seems like they try to pay for their entertainment by
jollying us along.

3. trans. To succeed in raising ; to work up. U.S.
X921 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean xii. 206, I can

jolly steam enough for a couple of pumps and a dynamo.

Jolt, sb. Add : 2. b. fg. A surprise ; a shock
which disturbs one's mental composure.
_ 1905 D. G. Phillips Plum Tree 3 I'd like to give him a
jolt. 19*4 LowE-PoKTF-R tr. T. Manns Buddenbrooks I.vi.
208 Ob, no I I know they gave you a jolt yesterday—a very,
very stimulating jolt.

Jolter, sb^- (Earlier mod. example.)
1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXI. 39 The traveller has but

to express a v/ish to visit a distant plantation, and his , . lug-
gage is placed in the donkeyed jolter.

Jo'ltiness. The condition of being jolty.

1891 ' L. Malet' WagesofSin iv. iii, Oh ! the joltinessof
this conversational road. 1905 Westm. Gas. 9 May 4/2 The
existing motor-'buses. . with their perpetual pulling up, their
joltiness, and malodorousness.

Jon (d^^n). Abbreviation of *Jonathan 3.
1931 Daily Tel, 21 May 5/1 Jons los 6d-i2S 6d.

Jonathan. Add t

3. An American variety of dessert apple,

184J Catai. Fruits Gard. Hortic. Soc. (ed. 3) 21 Apples...
Jonathan,^ 1845 A. J. Downing Fruits Amer. 113 The
Jonathan is a very beautiful dessert apple. ..The original
tree of this new sort is growing on the farm of Mr. Philip
Rick, of Kingston, New York. igz^Glasgo^uHerald z-^ Dec.
5 In 1922 the price realised for Jonathans did not pay the
cost of packing.

Jong C^3P9)- [Tibetan rdzoh fortress,] A
Tibetan prefecture. Hence Jcngrpen, a prefect,

[1888 EncycL Brit. XXIII. 340/3 At Shigatze the Yaro-
tsanpo receives the Pena-Nyang-chu from a valley to the
south-east which contains the towns of Pena-jong and
Gyaugtsc-jong.l sj)04 Times 11 May 5/1 The Tibetans
have strongly fortihed the jong. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 13 May
9/3 A hot fire was opened from the jong, where the jiiigals

have apparently been recently considerably reinforced. 1904
Daily ChroH. ai May 5/4 The collection and equipment of
the local levies arc conducted by various Jongpeii, under the
orders of the Lhassa Government. 19x1 Clasgoiv Herald
13 July 9 The Jongpen of the district rode out to meet us
with a few followers.

Jonsonian (d^cnsiTu-nian), a. Of, pertaining

to, or characteristic of hen Jonso/t (1574-1637),
Eno;lish dramatist.
x886 J. A. SvMOSDSBen Jonson is^Thcmosi truly Jonson-

ian of all these places., was the Old Devil Tavern at Temple
Bar. 1918 C. J. SissoN Elis. Dram. iv. 43 The Jonsonian
comedy of humour. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 21 Slay 405/1
But the ' laws of dramatic art * have already ceased to look
Aristotelian or Jonsonian.

Jonval (jonval). The name oijonval^ French
inventor, used attrib. or in genitive to designate a
turbine invented by him. Hence Jo:nvalizatioii.

Jo'nvalize v,

1873 Spons* Diet. Engin, vi. 1930 Jonval's turbine may
generally be placed, in the case of moderate or high falls,

considerably above the highest back-waters. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech. 2656/2 In the Jonval turbine, the water is re-

ceived above and the discharge is downward. x88o Engi.
ne€ring%6 Mar. 345/3 ^''^ motois..consist of three turbines

of the Jonval systenv. xSgs P. IJenjamin Mod. Mech. 893
All this type of Jonval whcelsgive high results at 'full gate .

Ibid., Tbis name of * Jonval ' is applied to wheels set with a
' draft tube '.

Jordan (d^p'idan). The name of a river in

Palestine, the crossing of which is used (after Num.
xxxiii. 51) in pietistic language to symbolize death.

177J W. Williams Hymn, ' Guide vie, O Thou Great
Jehovah ', When I tread the Verge of Jordan. 1786 S. Sten-
nett {hymn)t On Jordan's stormy Banks I stand. 18.. in

Barrcrc& Lcjand Diet. Slang (\ZZ^) s.v. T'other^ And I saw
a mighty charret a comin". ., To take us to dc odder side of
Jordan . .Jordan am a hard road to trabble.

Jornada. Add : Also journada, -ado (and

earlier examples of sense 2).

1844 J. J. Webb Mem. 91 Stopping over for a few hours.,

to prepare for the journey of 50 miles to the Arkansas, with-

out water, [we] started into the 'journada'. Ibid. 119
Whether, .to. .travel a longer distance and through two
Journados. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Alts. xxi. 173 On
leaving the Plschepa, a reach of little more than aa^Jornada.
(day's travel) leads over the mountain range.

Joseph- Add : 4. A violin made by Joseph
Guarnieri del Gesu. (Cf. *Guarnebius.)
1880 Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 637/2 The value of a good

'Joseph * now varies from jC 150 10^400.

6. Phrase. NotforJoseph : see *JoE sb.^ i h,

Josepllinite (djtin-zefinai:!). [Named 1893

Uom Josephine county, Oregon: see -iteI.] An
alloy of nickel and iron, FcjNig, found in placer

deposits in the Josephine and Jackson coimties of

Oregon,
tiq* Amer. yrnl. Sci. CXLIII. 509 Joscphinite, a new

Nickel-Iron. /bid. 514 The placer gravel, in which joscphi-

nite is found.

JOUK.

Josephite (d^Ju-zefait). [f, the n&mcJoseph (see
def.) + -1TE 1.] Amember of either of two orders of
St. Joseph, the Priests of the Mission of St. Joseph
(founded c 1640), or a teaching institute founded in

181 7 by Canon von Crombmgghe.
1846 in iV. French's VVks. I. Pref. p. Ivi, At the end of the

street, there is a large building yet occupied as a school, and
now held by the Josephites. 1908 C. H. Bowdkn Simple
Diet,for Catholics, Josephites, a teaching institute founded
in 1817 in Belgium for the education of the commercial and
industrial classes.

Josb. (d^i?]"), sb, U.S. slang, [Cf. Josh v.I
A piece of banter or badinage ; a good-natured or
bantering joke. Also as adj., ridiculous.
1896 G. Adk Artie iii. 30 That ain't no josh, neither. 190a

O. WiSTER yirginian xv'i. 188 What did he say to Trampas
after.. Trampas put the josh on him? 1904 Eliz. Robins
Magnetic North viii. 141 Nobody but himself would be the
wiser even if it was a josh. Ibid. xvi. 276 ' Minook's all right.
No josh about that,* she said. 1908 G. H. Lorimer J.
Spurlock iii. 40 First, I sat tliere ciiuckling, but by and by
I began to forget the josh end of it I had joined [the union]
for, and to remember my own grievances against the house,
1909 S. E. WHiTE-^w/fi 0/ Game in. xiil. 215 Perhaps all

this monkey business was one elaborate josh.

Josh, V, U.S. slang. Add : 2. ijilr. To in-

dulge in banter or ridicule. Hence Jo'sber,
Jo-sliing' vbl. sb. and ppl. a,

1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle ^ Mocassin 185 He.. liked
nothing better than to get into a circle of young cow-
punchers, and chin and josh [note, chat and joke] with them
in his funereal fashion. 1904 New York Sun 21 Aug. 10
Others said that Mr. Taggart had turned out to be a josher
and a jollier, igos Amcr. Illustr. Mag. Dec. 214, I was
jus' joshin', mother, 'cause I'spect all your plans are made.
1908 G. H. LoRlMEH y. ^/«r/oc-& vi. J13 Quite a josher, Mr.
Wilkins was, but always the gentleman, /bid. xl. 296 There
was no joshiiig and making ridiculous the honest Long
Island landscape. 1909 K. A. Wasou Happy Hawkins xx'li.

263 Dick was smilin' now. .an'makin' funny, joshin' remarks.
1910 ' O. Henry * Strictly Business xviii. 221 Cut that josh-
ing out. ..Who do you think you are talking to? 191S
Liberator {t^.Y.) Oct. 7/2 The neighbors do a little joshing
first.. Make out your will, Heniy 2 and so on.

Joss, b. Add : joss-man (see quot.)
;
joss-

pidgin, a religions ceremony ; joss-pidgin-man,
a minister of religion.

xS&GYvLK&'BuRiHiLL Hobson-Jobson S.V. Joss-house, Joss-
house-man or Joss-pidgin-man is a priest, or a missionary,

a 1889 Mary Coe in Barrere & Leland Diet. Slang s.\
,

Alio tim he make joss-pidgin, Wat you fan-kwei cally

Migion. a. 1889 'J'/te Rebel Pig Ibid., When dey talkey pig
look all-samee like he joss-pidgin-man. 1913 Chambers's
JmL Aug. 590/2 A missionary is known as a European
Ijoss-man '. 1926 M. Leinster Dew on Lea/'is. 45 He do
joss-pidgin.

Josser (d^pssa). slang, [f. Joss -h -er i.]

1. A clergyman or minisier of religion, * padre*.

Austral,
1887 Farrkll How He Died 22 The reverend josser., ham-

mering the pulpit. X889 BARRtRE & Leland Diet. Sla/tg,

Josser,, .a. priest.. .Australian slang designated those who
ministered in the!n[st. joss-houses]y(7JX^rj, and then extended
this term it had created to mean ministers of any religion.

2. A simpleton, duffer; a soft or silly fellow.

Hence, in flippant or contemptuous use, a fellow,

(old) chap.
1886 Broadside Ballad, * / took it on ' (Farmer), I took it

on. Of course I was a josser. 1890 Punch 22 Feb. 85/2
These * Equality * jossers would spile it ; if arf their reforms

they can carry. 1894 W. H. Wilkins & Vivian Green Bay
Tree vii, The josser next me, who had won his money.
1898 Westm. Gaz. i Dec. 2/1 The Parisian badaud—read

'booby ', unless the more up-to-date 'josser ' be preferred.

1903 Strong & Osbourne Vailima Mem. 61 An English

midshipman.. told me that though he had known and liked

Mr. Stevenson all this time, it was only the other day. .that

it came over him all of a heap

—

^ he's the jo.sser that wrote

Treasure /sla/id '. 19J7 Sunday at Home 544/1 Go and sec

the old josser. Queer old bird, mind you, and fussy.

b. attrib.

1891 Daily News 39 June 2/4 Any 'josser* policeman
would be enabled, .to pry into their show. 1893 Standard
29 Jan. 2 (t'arnier) Now suppose we arc on the road. .and
we meet a josser policeman?

Jota (h^'ta). A local Spanish dance.
1903 Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 374/2 The 7*'^' is the national

dance of Aiagon. 1926 Contemp. Rev. July 82 The Spanish
seguidiUas, jotas, and fandangoes.

Jotter (under JoT z/.2). Add: Also, a small

pad or writing book used for jotting down notes,

memoranda, etc. ; a memorandum book or tablet.

i88a OciLViE Imp. Diet., Jotter, ..x.\i^ book in which notes

or memoranda are made. 1915 A. S. Neiix Dominie's Log
xii. Neatness of method and penmanship in copybooks and
jotters. 1925 Dollar Mag. Mar. 48 All books except exercise

books and jotters are supplied by the school.

Jounce,^* 2. (U.S. examples.)
190a H. L.Wilson 5/^m/irrjxiv. 148 Then I jounced Hank.

iQioiV. Y. Even. Post 4 Aug. (Th.) The raft was jounced

about so severely that it broke its anchorages. 1919 T. K.
Holmes Man fr. Tall Timber xxiv. 394 Mrs. Lemoyne
returned, .declaring that she was 'jounced tea jelly '.

Jour^ (d5i>i). US. Also jur. Colloquial

abbreviation of JOURNEYMAN.
iZ^S /<^**ickcrbocker Mag. XXVI. 415 You . .discover the

' boss * and two or three 'jours ', each seated on a low form.

1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Jour or Jur. 1863-3 E. E.

Hale //, Yes + Perhaps (1868) 35. I stopped at one or two

cabinet-makers, and talked with the 'jours about work.

1884 ' Mark Twain ' Htick. Finn xi.x, * What s your Une—
mainly?' *Jour printer, by trade.'



JOURNEY.

JOTimey, sd. Add: 3. e. The travelling of a

vehicle along a certain route between two fixed

points and at a stated time.

i8sx ///tisin Lond, iWwj 25 Oct. 526/1 If they, .obtained

. . 13 passeneers at 2d. each per journey, the profit would be

JOS. 3d. pcrdiem. 1878 /'<»r,:«/iW XX. 507/2 Theconductor

^outs, 'Journey's end'. 1008 Daily Chron. 4 Jan. 1/7

London Motor Bus Strike.. -The company is determined to

insist on the journey system of payment. The men say that

this system may mean eighteen hours work a day. Ibid.

7 Jan. 4/7 'Payment by day* and* payment by journey .

1900 W€stm,Gaz. 8 Sept. a/i 1 he journey-time lo Glasgow

isSjh. ^ ^ , . -

t The travelling of apart of the mechanism of

a machine backwards or forwards along a fixed

path.
. . ,

,

1884 W. S. B. M«Lasek Spinning f^-j The nip should make
about forty journeys each way per minute.

10. c A set of trams in a colliery.

1883 Creslkv Gloss. Coai-nii/iing, yourney, a train or

set of trams all coupled together running upon an engine

plane. 1896 Mrs. H. Ward Sir G. Tressady xxiv, The

•journey' of trucks. 1901 Daily Chron, 8 Nov. 11/3 He
was caught by the 'journey' and killed. 19SI Morn. Post

29 Nov., A journey of loaded trams._ 1921 Did. Occui,

Terms (1927) § 043 Journey r/(/*rr,.. rides on tiams or tubs

on haulage planes.

Jonmeymau. Add: 3. b. In an electric time

circuit, a clock consisting of dial and handwork

controlled and actuated by the master-clock of the

circuit.

1904 TechnoU ff Set. Did. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),
Intiicator Dial^ the 'journeyman ' clock, consisting only of

a dial and handwork, with electrical fittings. Ibid,^ Master
Ctock^ the timepiece controlling and actuatinff by electricity

a series of dial work.s, or 'journeymen ', at different points in

the circuit.

Joy, sb. Add : 10. joy-flight, an aerial joy-

ride ; so joy-flying ;
joy-plank, a plank leading

from the stage to the audience in a theatre, for the

use of performers ;
joy-stick, the control-lever of

an aeroplane ;
joy-wheel, a form of amusement

consisting of a gigantic wheel-shaped erection on

which passengers are carried up and down in cars

by its revolutions.

1983 Daily Mail 7 Aug. S/2 The ' ""joy flights' in three-

seater Avros, at 5s. a time. 1928 Daily Express 3 July 12

Strict regulations were made against joy-flights during the

war. IQ»4 lllustr, London Neivs 27 Dec. 1265/3 The picture

of the Grand Ballet at Florence in 1616.. shows a method
which was in vogue here in Revues a year or two ago, and

is still continued in the Cabarets ; perfoimers leaving the

stage by maans of steps and ' *joy*plaiiks '. 19x6 H. Barbf.r

AeropUine Speaks 28 When the Aeroplane is on the ground
t!ie control lever or **joy-stick' is lashed fast. igiS SlacA-7u.

Mag. Mar. 293 Down go his hands on the joystick in double-

quick time. 19XX Oxford Times 9 Sept. 10/6 A new form

of amusement to Oxford, known as the' *Joy Wheel*. 1915

Brit. Empire Exhib. Off. Guide 168 Over the Falls; Joy
Wheel; House of Nonsense,

Joy-ride (d^oiTsid),^!^. orig. U.S.colloq, [f.

Joy sb, -t-RiDE sby\ A pleasure trip in a motor

car, aeroplane, etc., often without the permission

of the owner of the vehicle. Hence Joy-ride v,

intr,., to go for a joy-ride ; trans, to convey (as) on

a joy-ride ; Joy-rider, one who goes on a joy-ride.

Joy-riding vbl. sb. ; also atlrib.

X909 AVtu York Even, Post (semi-weekly ed.) 15 July 2

[The] Acting Mayor vetoed the ordinance passed last week
ID prevent City officers from taking 'joy rides', Ihid.a Sept.

8 * This was no haphazard expedition,' he said, ' no intensi-

fied Arctic joy ride, undertaken on nerve," 1910 N. V. Even.
Post 13 JuneiThornton) Judge Dikeremaikcd that the next

joy-rider who was brought before him would be sentenced

to Sing Sing. 1911 E. Ferber Dawn O*tiara ii, 13 No
shriekmg midnight joy-riders. 1913 Aeroplane 17 Apr.

455/2 The pilots of machines already qualified naturally took

no risks of damaging their mounts by 'joy riding '. 1914

H. James Ivory Toiver 1. iii. 71 It's one of Mr. Betterman's

[nurses] taking a joy ride in honor of his recovery. 1915 D, O.

Barnett Lett. 206 We joined forces and captured a motor-

ambulance which joy-rided us back here. 19ZO W. J. Lockk
House ofBaltazar xxi. But, my dear, it'll be joy-riding.

1918 Toad Diogenes or Future of Leisure 39 A land fit for

stockbrokers and actresses to joy-ride in. Z938 Evening
News 5 May 5/3 For members of the public who wish to fly

there are joy-ridmg machines.

Juba^ (h«*ba), Alsojubo. [Cuban Sp.] Any
of several Cnban colubroid snakes, as Leionotus

maculatus^ Urotheca dunierilii^Dromicusangulifer,
1877 Encycl, Brit. VI. 680/3.

Jubiliza'tion. [f. Jubilizev.] = Jubilation.
1909 R. A. Wason HaPPy Haivkins 305 He never curbed

his jubilization nor altered the heavy seiiousness of his

expression,

Judseaiit Judean (d7,«dran), a. and j^J, [f.

\j.Judmus^ a. Gr. 'louSaros, f. 'Ioi;5ata, f. 'louSas, ad.

^Hch. Jehddah Judab, name of a :>oa of Jacob.] Of
or pertaining to (a native or inhabitant of) Judaea.
In Shaks. Otk, v. ii. 3^7 Fo. 1 has the doubtful reading

ludean. ; the other Fos. and the Qos. have Intiinn.

1831 J. Beli. Syst. Geog. IV. 306 Judean Mountains. xS^a

tr. /, I'/eiffer's Visit Holy Land 103 The foreground of tlie

picture i:* formed by the Judican mountains. 1880 Encycl,

Brit. XIII. 410/1 A Juda:an, Amos of Tekoa. 1923 A. E.

Garvie BeUrved Disciple x. 210 The Synoptic record is in-

complete as regards the Judaean ministry. 19M Times Lit.

Suppl. 5 Nov. 853/t A preliminary survey of Judaean sites.

JndieO-y JudeO- Cd5Mdi'v), used as combining

iorm of h. Jiidxus *Jud-eak, designating persons
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or things pertaining to Judcea and hence (more

widely) to the Jews, often = Jewish.

1813 Christian Observer App. 828/1 The New Testament

in German-Hebrew, and Judeo-Polish. 1851 lllustr. Catal,

Gt. Exhib. HI. HI. 552/r Judaeo Spanish, Old Testament.

..Judaeo Arabic, four books of New Testament. 1863

Chambers's Encycl. V. 712/2 The number of Judx-o-Greek

fragments, .which have survived. Ibid. 721/2 Numerous
authors wrote in Hebrew, ..and Judaeo-German. x88o

Encycl. Brit. XIII. 681/2 Jonas Friinkel in 1854 established

the Judaso-theological seminary at lireslau. iB^ Literary

Guide I Oct. 146/1 The total abandonment of the Juda;o-

Christian 'continuity' theory. joooVEtiiKER Races ofMan
424 Particular kinds of jargon, the most common of which

is the Judeo-German. xoo6 Westm. Gaz. 17 Aug. 10/2 Tlie

Judso-Spanish world of the Levant. 1908 Daily Chron,

21 Jan. 3/4 A Judieo-Arabian legend of Adam and Eve.

1910 Westm. Gaz. 12 Mar. 2/1 *The Judaeo-Masonic and
Protestant coalition ' which now governs France. X910

Encycl. Brit. VI. 494/1 The Clementine literature throws

light upon a very obscure phase of Christian development,

that of Judaeo-Christianity.

Judo (d5«-dt'). Also jiudo. [Jap., f. jiu, jii,

a. Chinese jeztf jott soft + Jap, do, ad. Chinese iao

way.] A modem development of ju-jitsu.

1893 Trans, ff Proc. Japan Sac. I. 9 It isdue tothestiidy

of ya-do that the Japanese police.. are so skilful m seizing

malefactors. 1905 Hancock & Higashi Complete Kano Jiu-

Jitsu p. xi, Jiudo is the term selected by Professor Kano
as describing his system more accurately thany/K-y/VjK does.

1931 E. V. Gatenby in Studies in Engl. Lit. (Tokyo) XI. 515

There is at least one judo society in London.

Jxiff, sh."^ 2, (Earlier U.S. example.)
1815-16 Miles' Weekly Register IX. Suppl. loo/r A full

grown villain, who with an accomplice, were shortly after

safely lodged in t\\ejng.

3, jug and bottle department, the bar of a

public house at which alcoholic liquors are sold

for consumption off the premises; jug handle,

the handle of a jug ; also attrib.y shaped like a jug

handle ; hence jug-handled (Z., lit. placed on one

side, as the handle of a jug; fig, {U.S.) unilateral,

one-sided, unbalanced.
1894 G. Moore Esther ll'aters xxr, The public entrance

and the *jug and bottle entrance were in a side street. 1909
Daily Chron. 31 Mar. 1/3 A Mug and bottle* department

. .does not come within the denniiion of an open bar. 193a

L. GoLDiNG Maiigolia Street i. ix. § 2 She got her pint from

the Jug and Bottle Department. 1846 Sol. Smith Theatri-

cal Apprent. 118 Not perceiving the entire justice of this

arrangement, it being somewhat on the "jug-handle principle,

all on one side, 1900 ELixoR Glvn Visits Eliz. (1^06) 92
She has a jug-handle chignon. 1894 Advance (Chicago) 27

Dec. 435/3 It is a little unfortunate that the father of the

proposal for an impartial board of arbitrators should also

be the author of the *jug-handled compulsory proposition

leceniiy laid before the public. X901 Standard 1 June,

President McKinley remains opposed to jug-handled or

one-sided reciprocity, \qo^ Boston Herald '2.%%^\i^.t The
tradebctween Canada andtheUnited States is..jug-handled.

JugC, f.l Add : 4. intr. To fish with a bait

attached to a floating jug (see Jug sb'^ 3). U.S.

1884 GooDE Fishery Industry U.S. 628 Tliis species, and
other of the larger Catfishes, are often caught by ' jugging ',

the bait being attached to a jug filled with air, which will

in time tire out the fish and bring it to the surface.

Juglandic (d^wglce-ndik), fl. [f. h. jugland-,

-ans walnut + -ic] Of or pertaining to trees of

the walnut family; in jitglandic cuid (see quot.

1875). So Jxiglandin (d5/7*gla?ndin), a compound
obtained from the leaves and gretn shell of the

walnut, used medicinally and as a hair-dye.

i86s Watts Diet. Chem., Juglandiu^ a substance con-

tained in the juice expressed from the green shell of the

walnut {Juglans regia\ 187S Ibid. 2nd Suppl. 709 Jug-
landic Acid, an acid said to be obtained from the bark of

Juglans cinerea, . . apparently related to chrysophanic acid.

1887 Bentlev Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 6S5 The substance termed

fuglandin . . is regarded as a useful remedy in habitual con-

stipation.

Juglone (d3«'gb«n). Chem. [f. 'L.jugl{ans

walnut + -ONE.] « NuciN. Hence Juglcnic a.,

mjuglonic acid, an acid formed by the action of

nitric acid on juglone.
1878 Jml. Chem. Soc. XXXIV. 233 Juglone (Nucin). By

C. Keischauer...This body, prepaied from the green shells

of walnuts (3^;<g-/a«i ?r£-/a), has been analysed by the author,

who assigns to it the empirical formula, CscHisOio- 1887

Athenxum ir June 770/1 The outer coating of walnuts con-

tains a crystalline substance termed nucjn or juglone. 1906

Watts Diet. Chem. III. 594/2 Di-nitro-oxy-phthalicacid...

Juglonic acid. Formed byoxidation ofjuglone or its acetyl

derivative by boiling with HNO3.
Jugoslav, TugO- (y?/g<3sla-v), a. and sb. Also

(after Fr.) Yougo-. [Austrian German, f. Serb.

jyro-» comb, form of jyr south + Slav.] A. adj. Of

or pertaining to the state of Jugoslavia, proclaimed

30 October 1918, and including the Serbians,

Croatians, and Slovenes. B. sb. An inhabitant of

Jugoslavia ; a southern Slav.
x88i Mrs. A.O. BRODiEtr. V. Tissot's Unknown Hungary

I. Ill The Yougo-Slaves, or Slaves of the south of Austria.

1916 B. VosNjAK Jugoslav Nationalism 11 There have
been.. three Jugoslav state creations. 1917 Fanny S. Cope-
land tr. B. Vosnjak's Bitlwark agst. Germany xv. 250 The
unification of the Jugoslavs. 19x8 Geog. Jrnl. LI. 9 The
Slovenes ,. occupy the most westerly of the Jugo-SIav
provinces. 1918 m F. Barac Croats ^ Slovenes (1919)85
Departmentaf Chief Roic is a Jugoslav.

Jugunx. Add: 2. a. Ent. A small finger-like

projection on the fore-wing of the division Jugatas

JU-JITSUIST.

of lepidopters, which extends under the base of the

hind wing holding the two together, b. Zoot, In

Brachiopoda, a part of the internal supporting

skeleton which joins the bases of the two spiralia.

1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 693 One valve

may have depressions or sinuses to which correspond eleva-

tions or juga on the other. 1895 E. Meyrick Brit, Lepi-

doptera 5 A membranous or spine-like process called the

j'ugiim rises from the dorsum of the forcwing near the base.

1911 Encycl, Brit. XVI. 466/1 In the most primitive moths
a small lobate outgrowth—the jugum..—from the dorsum of

the forewing is present.

Jnicei sb. Add : 1. C. (fl) The liquor from

the sugar cane; (b') this made ready for evaporation.

1697 i'hil. Trans, XIX. 381 The Juice of the Cane, 1784

P. H. Maty in New Review Sept. 194 To. .cut the cane,.,

to have tlie juice expressed, and boiled into sugar. i8»3 J.

Taylor Wond. Trees, etc. 39 The season contmues. .about

six weeks, when the juice is found to be too thin and poor

to make sugar. 1830 G. R. Porter Sugar Cane 17 The tane

contains three sorts ofjuice, one aqueous, another saccharine,

and the third mucous.
(^) 1839 Ukk Diet, Arts 1202 Where canes grow on a

calcareous marly soil, In a favourable season the saccharine

matter gets so thoroughly elaborated, and the glutinous

mucilage so completely condensed, that a clear juice and a

fine sugar may l)e obtained without the use of lime. 1887

Encycl, Brit. XXII. 626/1 Wetzel's pan, ..and simil.ir de-

vices for the efficient evaporation of juice, .are also in use.

d. Petrol. 7i? step on the juice : to accelerate

a motor engine, slang, (Cf. *Ga3 sb,'^^

1909 Install. Ntws III. 52/2 We can at least congratulate

ourselves on the fact that we are not faced with a three-

penny ta.x on each gallon of 'juice '. 1918 E. M. Robeuts
Flying Fighter 281 Then I discovered that the tank was
nearly empty. That meant that I would have to go in

search of 'juice*. 19*5 E. FsASEti & Gibbons Soldier ^
Sailor Words, Thejui<.e, airman's slang for the petrol supply

of an aeroplane.

e. Klectricity, electric current, slang.

1903 Electrical Eugin. 28 Aug. 327/2 The first he asked,

a councillor Whose town had got the juice. 1917 Wireless

World Aug. 345 Our 'juice* we got by tapping off on a

couple of our accumulators. 19*7 Chambers s Jrnl. 10 Dec.

21/1 As the train runs, electricity is manufactured by the

action of running. The 'juice' is stored by the batteries,

which pass to the lamp-globes a supply automatically regu-

lated... Immediately the train stops, the manufacture of

'juice' stops also. 1929 U. Sinclair Boston xxiv. 724 The
juice was turned off, and Vanzetii was officially pronounced
dead.

2, b. The fluid present in cancerous growths,

1878 Encycl. Brit. IV. 801/1 In structure sui;h growths are

composed of nucleated cells and free nuclei together with a

milky fluid called cancer juice. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Dis.

xxvi. 407 The juice may be spread out on the cover-glass,

fixed, stained and decolourised. 1901 Dorland Med. Diet.

(ed. 2) s.v. Juice, Caneer-juice, a milky juice which may be

obtained from cancerous tissue, and containing cancer-cells.

6. juice-canal Anat., a minute cliannel in the

connective tissue regarded as the origin of the

lymphatic vessels.

187s Encycl, Brit. I. F50/2 The existence of plasmSj or

iuice, canals, .'along which, not blood, but the liquor sanguinis

issupposed lo flow. 1890 liiLLiNCS Med. Diet., Juice-canals,

..stellate, irregular, or branched spaces, communicating

with each other by numerous tubular processes, within con-

nective tissues; an origin of lymphatic vessels,

Jnicily (d3«"sili), adv. slang, [f. JuicT a. +
-i.Y 2.] * Beautifully ', excellently.

1916 E. F. Benson D. Blaize vi. 118 [He] hit it juicily to

square leg. 1927 P. G. W*ooehouse in Sunday Expias
18 Oct. 9 Abstemious cove though I am as a general thing.,

on this occasion, I freely admit, I had been doing myself

lather juicily.

Juicy, «. Add : 2. C. Excellent, first-rate.

(Cf. prec.) slang.

1916 E. F. Benson D. Blaize vi. 119 It didn't often happen

that the first ball of an innings w.-vs slogged for six. Juicy

hit, too !

Ju-jitsn (d3/7,d5i-ts//, i\5fri\^\ist/), sb. Also

jui-, jiti-jitsuj-jiitsu. [a. j3.]i.J//jttlsu, pronounced

(d.:5»d3its), f. *ju- {Chinese jeujjoit soft, yielding)

•¥jutsuj jutsz (Chinese shu^ shttt, jiie^ zue) ait,

science.] A Japanese system of wrestling and

physical training characterized by certain special

holds or * tricks *. Also attrib.

1891 L. Hearn Li/e ff Lett. (1923) H. 175 A building in

which ju-jutsu is taught by Mr. Kano, 1893 //';(/. IV. 50,

I am working out an essay—a philosophical essay on * Jiu*

jutsu. 1895 J. Inouye Wrestlers ^ Wrestling 3 Ihtsc

methods were adopted and extensively practiced by Samu*
rai, and were finally developed into what is now known as

JujitsH. 1904 H. I. Hancock Phys. Train. Women 2

From remote antiquity there has existed in Japan a system

of bodily training known ^jiu-jitsu. 1905 Daily Chron.

21 Feb. 7/4 'Iheir gymnasium is often visited by ju-Jit.su

wi estlers. 1915 ' Bautimels ' Tall Ship iv. § 2 He's fright-

fully strong, and they say he licked the Japanese ju-jitsu

man they had at the School of Physical Training. 1911

Chambers s Jrnl, 105/1 A Japanese professor of jll-ju^u.

i9a5 N. Venner hnt'erfect Impostor xvi, Jos Polkins..

enwrapped him in a benevolent jiu jitsu grip that lc(t him

powei less to move.
. .r- 1 i.-

fig. >9o6 R- Whiteing Ring in New xxix. 206 To lay him

flat on his back by a sort of intellectual jiu-jitsu. >9«8 F,

'RoyAv.v. Nu/nbers up ! 11 ' Revenge? '..'nothing of the kind.

I shall merely practise Moral Jiujitsu.'

Hence Ju-jitsu v. trans,, to overcome by means

of ju-jitsu, Ju-ji-tsian, Ju-jl*tsuist, one who
teaches or practises ju-jitsu,

1904 Sladen Playirtg the Game 11. iv, The wiry little

Japanese having Jujitsu'd the three biggest men on the



JULEP.

Russian flag-ship. 1905 H. I. Hancock & Higashi Complete
Kano yiu-Jiifu p. v, Those (&mous jiu-jiUtarts^ Hoshino
and Tsulsumi. 1905 If^es/m. Gaz, 23 Nov. 4/2 He.. issued.,

a challenge to all jiu-jitsuists of the world. 1928 Observer
4 Mar. 15/2 They seem to me to put up no fight at ail, and
to be very easily ju-jitsucd hy the Japanese servants.

Jnlep. 2. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1787 Amer, Museum I. 215 [An ordinary Virginianl rises

about six o'clock. He then drinks a julap made of rum,
water, and sugar, but very strong.

Juliet (d^tt-liet), [A feminine personal name
(F.JulieiU, It. Gtulietta)t diminutive oiJuHa^
1. A kind of elastic-sided slipper worn by women,
2. Juliet cap, a small network cap, asually adorned

with pearls, frequently worn by brides, bridesmaids,

and children at weddings, etc.

1909 Westm. Gas. 9 Feb. 8/3 Their Juliet caps were com-
posed of violets, 1930 Daily^ Tel. 7 Apr. 7/6 The 'Juliet'

cap idea. U to be found in the Tittle theatre hats worn abroad.

Jum. : see Joom.

Jumble, J^. Add : 1, b. collect, sing. Articles

for a jumble-sale ; also = jumble-sale, colloq.

1931 Times 16 Mar, 1/3 Maternity Hospital, holding
annual Jumble Sale.—Please deluge us with jumble. 1932
Daily Tel. 17 Mar. 1/2 Do please help us with our Easter
Jumble on March iSth hy sending anything saleable, old or

new.

Ju'iuble-bead. [Alteration ol fumbee becui

(see *JuiiBY b), prob, after miimble.'\ The parti-

coloured seed of the jequirity.

185s Mavne Ex^os. Lex.f yumble Beads, an irreverent

name for the seeds of the Abrus Precatorius, from the

purpose they are applied to in forming rosaries. 1887 [sec

Jequirity).

Jtnubo. 1. (U,S. example.)
1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVII. 511 Take the helm and

l>ear away for that jumbo... And so we walk up to the

'jumbo', an old-time schooner.

Jumby (d^y mbi). West Ituiies. Also zumbi,
Eombi, jiimbee, jumbie. [American Negro, orig.

Congolese zumbi^ A ghost or evil spirit among
American and West Indian negroes.

1871 C. KiNGSLEV^/ Last X, Out of the mud comes up

—

not jumbies, but—a muhitude of small stones. 1875 R. F.

Burton Gorilla Land II. 124 There was no danger of the

Zumbi, or ghost. 188^ VV. H. Bkntley Kongo Laiig.A^^.

505 The fetish Zumbi is supposed to bring good luck with it.

It sometimes consists of a bundle of charms, at others it is

an image, or even an animal 1891 J. Evelyn Baffled
fVMf. iv. 60 The 'jumbies' (evil spirits) that haunted the ill-

oiiiened spoL 1894 Alice Spinner Study in Colour'w. 47 To
tremble over the terrible tales of the Jumbi and Duppies,
that . .terrify belated travellers. 1900 Crockett Little Anna
Mark xxxvii, 'It is nigh to the hour of the «^/«Wj I ' said

Eborra behind me. ..'And what are the zombisV I asked
him.. 'They are the spirits of the dead,* he answered. 1918
W. Beebe Juu^le Peace vii. (1919) 138 Sam had formerly

been a warden in the Georgetown jail, and rumour had it

that he left because he saw 'jumbies' in the court where
one hundred and nine men had been hanged.

b, a//ri^.,asjumby-bead, (a) = *juijiby-hean
\

{J}) a prayer-bead
;

jumby-bean = coral-bean

(Coral sby 9) ;
jumby-bird, any bird of ill omen

(see quots,) ;
jumby-tree = necklace-tree (Neck-

lace sb. 4 b).

180a H. Swinburne Crts. Eur. (1841) H. 339^ I gathered
to day a handful of •Jumbee beads. 1871 C. Kikcsley At
Last xvi, The scarlet flowers of the Jumby-bead bush.

/Wrf.xiii, Hedges of dwarf Krythrina, dotted with red jumby
beads. Ibid.^ A large goat-sucker, a Nycteribius, 1 believe,

who goes by the name of *jumby-bird among the English
Negros. 1910 \jvx.^t.Search/or Wilderness 1 56Greatcr Anis,
or as the natives called them ' Big Witch 'or 'Jumbie Birds'.

ioa3 E. Incersoll Birds in Legend^ etc. 168 The 'jumbic-

bird*,or'big witch*,of the West Indian region., is the dead-

black ani, a kind of cuckoo. 1918 M. Summers Vampire
265 The occult silk<otton-iree (bombax ceiba, often known
as the Devil's tree or •Jumbie tree).

Jumxxia (d^wma). Also jummah. [a. Hind.

x«jfc jama collection, amount, a. Arab, jama^

total, aggregate.] * The total assessment (for land

revenue) from any particular estate, or division of

country ' (Yule). So Jummabu-ndi [Pers.-Arab.

jaincC bandi\ the settlement of the revenues,

1781 Jnj-M Kep. Sel. Com. Ho. Comm, E. Ind. Co. (1812)

8 (Y.) An increase of more than 26 lacks of rupees [was]

effected on the former jumma. tSooAsiat. Ann. Keg.^ Proc.

Pari. 38/1 The collections an the current jumma have fallen

short 16,8751. 184s Encycl. Metrop. XXl. 672/1 margin,
Jumma-bundee Customs. 1851 Itlustr, Catal. Gt. Exhib.
IV, f. 926/3 Model of a Jamma Bundi. Collector making
the annual jambundi. 1858 I. H. Norton Topics 269 When
be reached the station he found the magistrate absent on
jumabundy.

Jnmpi f'^.^ Add: 5. b. Contract Bridge. (Cf.

Jump v. 6 c.)

1938 Work Contract Bridge 24 One more trick than would
be required in Bridge to justify a raise or jump.

7. All of a jumpt in a jumpy or nervous state,

{At a)fulljump (U.S.), at fnll speed. At thejump
(additional example). For the (high)jump (Army
slang"), up for trial, on the crime sheet. On thejump :

{a) (.U.S. example) ;
{b) in a nervous state ; (c) at

a great speed,
tSas J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 291 High! what's the

matter with you,—all of a jiimpl 1854 Mary J. Holmes
Tempest tf Sunshine i, 12 What you ridin' Prince full jump
down the pike for ? 1870 Kkim Sluridans Troopers vL (1885)
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39 The irate quadruped made for our party, coming at a full

jump. 1884' MarkTwain '//wc/j. /"/M7i xviii. 162 Rly nigger
had a monstrous easy time.. but Buck's was on the jump
most of the time. 1896 G. Ade Artie xvi. 147, I put up
a holier right at the jump. 191a F, M. Huepfer Panel in.

i. 289 She could see that that elderly gentleman was ex-
ceedingly * on the jump ', as nervous as a man well could be.
igia MuLFOBD & Clay Buck Peters xxi. 101 Jake went out
of the door on the jump. 1919 War Terms in Athenseum
I Aug. 695/2 'He's for the high jump' is a favourite ex-
pression meaning that someone is to be charged before his
company or commanding officer. Ibid» 8 Aug. 727/2 ' For
the jumps' (up for trial). 1921 Mulford Bar-so 'Three
xviii. 230 Hurrying men pulled thick planks from the pile.,
and hauled them, on the jump, to windows and doors.

8, with adv. Jump-down (Canadian) : the con-
fines of civilization. Jump-off (U.S.) : tlie place
from which a person must jump or take off. Jump-
up (local Austral.) : an escarpment.
1873 J. H. Beadle Umlevel. Westx\\v. 490 In this [bayou]

we encountered dangerous whirls and jump-ofTs. 1884 Phil-
lipps-Wolley Trottings of Tenderfoot \. i2cj The broad stem
of a fallen giant gives you 150 feet of splendid wooden road

;

but. .you find you have been gradually ascending, and now
stand on what the Americans would call a 'jump off'. 188$
A. S. Hill I'rom Home to Home iii. 63 Brandon., that new
city, which in.. 1881 was what is colonially known as the
'jump-down'. Z909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins ii. 26
The lantern shed a splash o' light on the shelf, but the jump-
off looked like the mouth o'the pit. 1987 M, Terrv Through
a Land ofPromise 85 We bad been looking at the 'jump-
up * marking the extremity of the Barkly Tableland,

9. A robbery.

175^ Grose's Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3) s.v.. The jump, or
dining-room jump ; a species of robbery effected by ascending
a ladder placed by a sham lamp-lighter, against the house
intended to be robbed. It is so called, because, .the thief..

has no means of escaping but that of jumping down. 190s
'Linesman' Words by Eyeivitness (1^02) 293 They are sure
to see a *jump' in everything, even in concessions. Note^
South African euphemism for a rubbery.

Jump, V. Add : 1, c. To jump out of ones
skill ; see Skin sb, 5 f.

d. To desert work.
a Z904 S. E. White Blazed Trail Stories xv. 30 The men
..would begin to 'jump', would ask for their 'time*, and
quit.

4. c. To jump down one's throat (see Throat
sb. 3 a). To jump off U.S. (see quot, and cf.

Jumping vbl. sb, b),

1849 Farkman Oregon Trail W, 31 It was resolved ,. to bid

a final adieu to the frontier, or in the phraseology of the
region, to 'jump off'.

d. Tojump to it : to take prompt action ; orig.

in imper, with reference to a drill movement,
1919 War Slang in A t/ienarum 2$ July 664/2, i^xg Aforn.

Post 13 July 16 He does not know wiiether the service will

come to his fore- or his back-hand ; but he is ready to 'jump
to it '.whatever happens.

6. D. Also, to leave (a place) suddenly, C/',S,

1921 R. D. Paine Cot/ir. Rolling Ocean xiv. 360, 1 told you
about jumping the town because I had stove up a limousine,

1921 MuLFOBD Bar-20 Three vii. 88 I'm admittin* I'm
walkin* soft, an' ready to jump th* country right quick.

d. Tojump a bounty {cU bounty-jttmper^ Bounty
6). U,S.
1884 Congress. Globe a8 Mar. 23£8/i The man.. 'who broke

his leg attempting to jump a bounty '.

e. Contract Bridge, intr. To bid one more than

is necessary. Also trans.

1938 Work Contract Bridge 33 If the partner jump, it

must be with three cards of a suit. Ibid. 55 Cases of one
No Trump jumped to two, and two of a Major jumped to

three. I9»9 — Complete Contract Bridge \. 7 His proper

groc&dure may be to shift to another declaration, or it may
e to jump the original bid.

8. o. U,S, (Earlier examples.)
1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil. Southern Matron xxx. 211

The boys were ordered to stick close to the dogs, and if they
jumped the buck, to catch him. 1839 Southern Lit.

Messenger V. 377/1, I would go, but I am a going to jump
mullet to-night. X874 J. W. LoNG/^wtfr. Wild-Fowl Shoot-

ing 205 The most successful method of hunting ducks is

identical with.. 'jumping them up 'along the creeks.

d. To cause to rise as with a jump, or with an

abrupt movement.
01839 Lady H. Stanhopr in Times Lit, Suppi. (1910)

ao Jan. 20/ r, I used to see the painted Lady H., ..jumped

by lier footman into her sociable. 1909 V, A. Vaile Mod.
Golfq-x Many players who at snooker, .want to jump a ball

make the error of hitting the ball,

8. b. (Earlier example.)
1846 E. H. Smith Hist. Black Hawk (Farmer) If, through

mistakes, I jumped a man's claim, As soon as I knew it

I jumped off again.

c. To rob or take unlawful possession of (an

empty house).

1859 Slang Did. s.v., To jump a house, to rob it, 1906

Westm. Gaz. 30 July 5/2 There are people who 'jump'
houses—quietly take possession of an empty house.

Jump-. Add: jump-bid Contract Bridge, a

bid of one more than is necessary ; jump-shift,

a bid of one more than is necessary in a different

suit; so jump denial, raise, take-out; jump-shot
^*jump-st7-oke (bl; jump-stroke (^) Billiards^ a

stroke which causes the ball to jump; jump-tura
Skiing (see qoot).
19*8 V/ojiK Contract Bridge ^6 With Ace-King-Quecn ..

make a "jump denial by bidding three. 193a Dcti/y Tel.

8 Oct. 15/5 The term [pre-emptive] is equally applicable to

opening bids ofTwo or more, to*J ump Raises, and to "Jump
Take-outs. 1939 Work Complete Contract Bridge iia A

JUMPING.
*jump-shift ;..an unnecessarily high bid in another suit.

1909 P. A. Vailk Mod, Gol/gz This shot has its exact counter-
part on the billiard table m the useful *jump.shot. \^z^Ski
Terms in Toiirist Winter Sports No. 12/1 *yump turn,
a method of changing direction or stopping.

Jumped, ///. a. Add: b. Jumped-up: that

has risen from a lowly station or an inferior posi-

tion : often with implication of conceit or arrogance.
1835 'Tom Treddlehoyle* Bairnsla A/in. 35 (E.D.D.)
A bit ov a jumpt up dress-macker, wot reckans ta be t' biggest
beauty it taan. 1895 Punch 24 Aug, 93 You jumped-up,
cheap, Coventry bagman. 1919 Snaith Lm'e Lane xxxiv.
Democracy. Between you and me, Gert, it's mainly a name
for a lot ofjumped-up ignoramuses.

Jumper, sbX Add :

1. b. A ticket-inspector, slang,
1900 [in Diet., sense i]. 1906 Daily Chrott. 24 July 3/7 It

was not a fact that unless the ' junipers '—travelling ticket
inspectors—made a certain number of reports they were dis-
charged. 1931 Aberdeen Even. Express 4 Apr., It is not at
all uncommon for a 'jumper ' to find that fifty per cent, of
the occupants of a second class compartment have only third
class tickets.

C. A fraudulently plural voter. U.S. slang.

1903 A'. Y. Tribune 27 Oct. (Cent. D. Suppl.) There are more
'jumpers* than there were twoyearsago. These 'jumpers '

vote m widely separated parts of the city,

d. One who quits a job. US,
a 1904 S. E. White Blazed Trail Stories ii. 33 Silver Jack

. . took one of the 'jumpers ' in the cutler with him.

2. b. A convert from Roman Catholicism to

Protestantism. Irish.

1906 SoMERviLLE & Ross Irish Yesterdays 75 The cook
had called her a 'jumper ' {i.e. a pervert to Protestantism).

5. b. Contract Bridge. One who increases a bid
by one more than is necessary.
1999 Work Complete Contract Bridge iv. 35 The jumper

needs more strength than when an original bid is made by
North or East.

6. e. Ironforging. (See quot.)
x888^ Lock^uosds Diet, Mech. Engin., Jumper.. {i) A

smith's hammer. .used for dealing blows against the ends of
rods laid horizontally for the purpose of jumping them up...
(2) The sparks or scintillations which fly off from molten iron
in the ladle are also termed jumpers.

f. Masonry, = Thuough-stone2,
X904 Technol. tf Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney).

9. Aeronautics, A practice machine which is able

to rise a few feet from the ground
19x8 Farrow Diet, Mil. Terms,

Jumper, sb.*^ Add : 3. A loose-fitting outer

garment for female wear resembling a blouse (but

not tucked in at the waist) worn with a skirt ; a
similar garment worn by men usually under the

coat. Also, a compositegarment for children worn
as a protection for the ordinary clothing.
Jumper suit, a jumper and skirt made of the same

material, usually wool stockinette.

x^o^ Public Ledger (Philadelphia) 24 June 7/6 One-piece
Bi. jumper styles. 1009 Westm. Gaz. 7 Aug. 15/2 For smaller
girls the jumper still holds its own. 1920 Punch t Oct. 262/2.

1923 Daily Mail 13 Feb. 15 Very efFeciive is the little silk

jumper.blouse, 1925 Times 29 Dec. 7/6 Sports stockinette

jumper suits. 1926 G. W. Deeping .S'<7rr«// 4- Son i. § 4 The
modiste had received a consignment of silk 'jumpers . 1930
Daily Tel. i Dec. 9/3 Jumper-suits of jersey and stockinette.

JqmpJTig, vbi,sb, b. Add: jumping-board,
a spring-board; tiXsofg,; jumping-net, a stout

ciicular net into which one may jump to escape

from a burning building
;
jiimping-off board =

*jumping-board \
jiimping-olf place (earlier U.S.

examples) ;
jumping-pole, a long pole, like a

scout's pole, used in jumping long distances or in

making pole-jnmps or -vaults.

1878 H. H. Jackson Trav. at Home 53 There are public

gardens.. with little ponds, and boats, and targets, and
*jumping-boards. 1^0^A thenxum -21 Aug. 218/2 A jumping-
board for the imagination to spring from. 1902 Encycl.
Brit, XXVIII. 405/2 The *Iumping Net is made of stout

tarred hemp rope. x^x^Engl. Rev. Sept. 237 Salonika... was
to be the German *jumping-off board to Ai.ia Minor. 1826

T. Flint Recoil. 366 Being, as they phrase it, the*jumping
off place it \sc, Natchitoche] is the resort of desperate, wicked,

and strange creatures. i8a8 A. Sherburne Mem. xi. (1831)

234 liean point was denominated the ^juniping-off place\

1834 H. Brackenriixje Recoil, x. iii, I had no jumping off

or jumping up place, like those who prepare their exordium
and perorations, and leave the body of the speech to take care

of itself. 1836 Crockett Exploits A Adv. Tejcas (1837) 64
Where shall ffind words suitable to describe the peculiarities

of that unholy spot ? 'Tis, in fact, the jumping-off place.

1909 F. Ash Trip to Mars xvii. i^i A narrow platform

which liad been erected as a 'jumping.off place* for fliers.

1903 A. Westcott Life ^ Lett. Bp. Westcott I. 322 The
learned professor and canon, with a great *jumping-pole in

his hand, leaping from rock to rock.

Jumping, ppl> a. Add : b. jumping-deer
(early and later example)

;
jumping-jack U.S.,

a beetle of the family EiaUridx ; a click- orspring-

beetle ;
jumpingshrew (example).

183a R. Cox Adv. Columbia R.xxix, 319 The *jumpin^-

deer, or chcvreuil.. frequent the vicinity of the mountains in

considerable numbers. 1913 R. Krooke Coll, Poems (ipi8)

p. Ixxxv, Along the red-gold beacli are the tracks of various

animals, mostly jumping-dcer and caribou. «86' ^Vj""^:
///. Agric. Soc. (1865) V, 416 'i'here is scarcely an individual

. , to be found who is unacquainted with the 'iipnng-beetles ,

or as they are often termed '•jumping-Jacks . 1913 A <^.

Brit. Assoc. 582 Oriental Tree-Shrcws and the African

*J umping-Shrews.
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C. jumping-bean, -seed (examples); also -egg.

1896 Ckiuttters's Jml. 18 Apr. 249 A new botanical

curioMty.. has lately been brougfit into notice in England
under the i.ame of *A 'J^^P'^S Bean'. 1894 Scienttjic

African Dec 38 (Pcitinan) The so.callcd "jumping 'cgfis'

fotind round Cape Town. 1876 Field ff Forest II. 53 We
have., had the pleasureofexamining, .these so-called •jump-
ing seeds received from California. 1889 Wesley Naturalist

III. 22 (Pettman) These are the only jumping seeds of which
I had heard until I met with those of Natal,

Junction, v. [f. Junction sb^ intr. To form

a junction.

1904 EUctr. Imtestnu IV. 771/2 Railway companies whose
lines junctioned with each other did not always give either

the passenger or goods traffic the advaiitages that the physi-

cal junctions rendered possible. 1909 R. A. Wason Happ^
Hawkins xxvii. Deuced if I ever could see where your trail

could have junctioned onto the Clarenden family.

June. 2. Add :y««i?^«//tfr; June-berry, -bug
(earlier and later examples) ; June-grape U.S. (see

quot.) ; June grass (examples) ; June week, at

Durham University, the last week of the summer
term, Commemoration week.
x8xo MrcHAtJX Arhres I. 32 *June berry. 183a D. J,

Browne Syh>a Amer. 217 The wood of the June berry is of
a pure white. 1836 Congress. Globe 5 May 349/2 They hopped
upon it, to use a homely phrase, like a duck on a "June-bug.
ai85j Dow Jr. Patent Serm. III. 282 (Th.) Beating June-
bugsTrom roses is his morning repast. 1895 ' C. E. Ckaddock '

Myst. tP'itrA-Fa^e Mt.,ctc.2jy The beautiful green beetle,

here called the 'June-bug'. 1906 W. Churchill Co}iiston

XV- 189 June-bugs hummed in at the hiijh windows. 1838
H. CoLMAM Rep. Agric. Mass. (1S39) 71 "June butter, .and
September butter. .are generally of a superior quality to
that made at other seasons. 1873-4 Rep. Vermont Board
Afcric. II. 1S6 This butter is not what is usually called
'Winter butter', but is equal in flavor and color to 'June
butter*. 1831 T. Nuttall Jrid. Trav. Arkattsa vii. 137
A species of Vitis^ called the *June grape from its ripening
at that early period, was also nearly in blossom. 1855 Trans.
Mich. Agric. Sac. VI. 160 A stiff *June grass sod plat. 1877
J\ep. Vermont Board Agric. IV. 169 The owner found that

the hay. .which was composed largely of *June Grass. .was
badly ergotised. 1889 Durham Univ. yrnl. IX. i The end
of last term was signalised by what was called by some 'Com-
memoration ' and by others ' the *J""c Week '. 1900 Ibid.

XIV. 229 Those who have visited the race-course during the
June Week,

June, v, U.S. [Of obscure origin.] a. intr.

To go in a lively fashion, b, trans. To drive

smartly.
1869 Overland Monthly III. 127 A trig, smirk little horse

is a ' lace-horse ', and he often has to 'June * or ' quill *. 1889
Farmer Atner.^ To June (Texas), to ga 1903 A. Adams
Log Co7oboy x\v. 228 To June a herd of cattle across In this

manner would have been shameful
Jungar, variant of Jan^gar.

Jungle. Add: 2. b. Also//. Shares in West
African concerns. Also attrib.

\^^ Daily Chron.i Xicc.i/j Kaffirs weakened, but Jungles
moved upward. 1906 Ibid. 9 Feb. 2/3 Jungle shares were .

.

firm. X5J08 IVestm. Gaz. 10 Dec 15/4 A Jungle Dividend.
3. c. Passing into ad/. — characteristic of the

junjjle ; savage, untamed.
1908 A. NoYES IK Morris 118 Tom by the savage jungle-

cries, of the elemental passions. 1909 Daily Chron. 22 Jan.
3/3 These wild poems of fierce jungle-passion and horror.

Jnngli (d5i7-rjgli), a. and sb. [f. Jungle + -z,

adj. suffix as in Hindi, etc-J Inhabiting (an in-

habitant of) the jungle.
[1880 : see Jungly a. 2.] 2920 Blackiv. Mag. Oct. 463/r

Just oneself with half a dozen of one's men and some jungli
villagers. 1927 Chambers's Jrnl. 138/2 Already he ceases
to be jungli. Note, Wild and boorish, a clodhopper or un-
educated peasant. 1927 Blackiv. Mag. Mar. 290/1 His crew
of two junglis managed to make him understand.

Junimist (3«'nimist), sb. and a. [f. Roum.
Juniinea^ f. jtimma youth + -IST.] A member of
the Junimea, a Roumanian literary club, founded in

1863, which developed into a political association

with progressive conservative views. Also aitrib,

or as adj,

1902 EneycL BHt. XXXII. 325/1 M. Teodor Rosetti, a
prominent member of the Junimist party. Ibid. 328/1
Secret negotiations took place between the Juniinists and
some of the Conservative ministers. IQ06 IVestm. Gaz. 16
Feb. 5/1 M. Filipescu, a Junimist memoer.

Junior, a. Xsb.) Add : 5. Leather-mamif. De-
noting the split taken from the flesh side of a hide.
1897 C T. Davis Manuf. Leather (ed. 2) 392 All the large

hides and sides of patent aitd enameled leather for harness
and carriages are split goods.. .Three splits are frequently
made, the first being taken from the flesh side, and termed
'junior'. Ibid. 439 A fiat split or 'junior winker' used by
harness makers, is taken.

6. Junior college U.S., a school providing an
advanced course. Junior high school U.S., a
school intermediate between grammar school and
high school; also attrib. Junior school^ {a) the
lower forms of a public or secondary school ; {b)
the junior division of an elementary school, or a
separate school for children between the ages of
seven and eleven. Junior service, the Army,
Junior slock (see quot. 1914V Junior technical
school^ a school providing a technical and secondary
education for boys,
1919 F* M. McDowell {title) The *Junior College. 1924

I* V. Kcos(//V&) Administration ofSecondary School Units,
The Junior High School, 7'he Junior College. Z929 Encycl.

Brit. VII. 973/2 The end of the junior college period marks
the completion of general education of a secondary character
and the beginning of university specialization, a 1920 A. A.
Douglass (title) The *Junior High School. 1920 P. A.
BoYEK Adjustm. School 115 'J"he underlying philosophy of
the Junior High School movement rests in the attempt to
meet the needs, capacities and interests of pupils of the
early adolescent period. 1902 Crt//a/'« VII, 221/1 Working,
ton passed out of the *Junior school. 1928 Hadoiv Report
^ After 58 "I'he position in a junior school which receives
all Its pupils at 7 plus and loses them at 11 plus will be one
of some difficulty. 19^1 Education Outlook June iq6/i It is

desirable that the function of the junior school be very clearly
realised . . , :. e. of bridging the gap between the infants' de-
partment and the senior school. 1915 E. Wallace Man
who bought London viii, She had a son in the army, and she
bore the *junior service a grudge in consequence. 1914
H. Halford's Diet. Stock Market Terms 50 ^Junior Stocks,
Ordinary and Deferred Stocks ranking for dividend after

Debentures and Preference Stocks. 1932 Daily Tel. 8 Oct.
2/4 The current quotations of the junior slocks remove the
likelihood of an issue in that form. 1929 Encycl, Brit. VII.
983/2 Its lower grades have shown a consideiable increase,
whether in *junior technical schools, art schools or evening
classes. 1931 Education Outlook June 183/1 Its pupils \sc.

of the new senior school] are distinguished from their con-
temporaries in grammar schools, modern schools, and junior
technical schools.

B. sb. d. Bridge. The player on the right of
the declarer.

J929 Work Complete Contract Bridge Gloss.

Junk, ^^.^ Add: 1. e. Worthless stuff, rubbish.

colloq.

1913 V. Steer Romance o/Cinenta 30 The life of a film is

very short. It is ' first run ' to-day and 'junk ' a few short
weeks hence. 1924 Galsworthy White lilonkcy i. v. His
'junk', however, was not devoid of the taste and luxury
which overflows from the greater houses of England.
6. Further attrib. uses of sense i d, SiSJunk'heap,

-merchantJ -pile\ junk-shop (U.S. example).
1906 Westm. Gaz. 26 Oct. 2/1 He \sc. Hearst], .took hold

of a *junk-heap relic of Pacific-coast journalism called the
Examiner, 1920 R. L. Alsaker Eating for Health igs
Vou and I have to conform to the laws of nature, or else we
are thrown into the junk heap. 1901 IVestvi. Gaz. 8 July 3/2
Twenty tons of unsold copies of a well-known cheap
magazine were sold for waste-paper to *junk merchants. 1880
Harper's Mag. June 67/1 The *junk pile in the barn is in-

vaded, and the rusty plough abstracted. 1912 J. H. Moore
Ethics ff Educ. 10 They should be sent without sighs or
lamentations to the junk-pile. 1881 Harpers Mag. Oct.
6$2/i An old tin peddler going his regular round of gossip
and trade. ..A sort of peripatetic *junk-shop and circus

wagon combined.

Junk, ». Add: 2. To treat as junk ; to * scrap '.

19x6 B. Hall One Man's JVar (1929) 196 When he got
home his ship was a complete wreck. It will be junked.
X922 Titus Timber xxxii. 281 Perhaps he had friends., who
arc junking their mills now and getting ready to move. 1930
Time <5- Tide 20 Sept. 1164 Jugo-Slavia will not disband a
soldier, scrap a gunboat, or junk a gun while Italy menaces
her.

Jnnkety sb. Add : 4. b. An excursion or a
tour made at the public cost, esp. by members of

Congress, for purposes of inspection or legislative

business, but which is made the occasion of pro-

viding the participants, and sometimes their families,

with a more or less luxurious holiday. U.S.
1919 Mencken y47K?7-. Lang. 107 A member of Parliament

is not afflicted by the numerous bugaboos that menace an
American congressman. He knows nothing of latne ducks,
pork barrels^ gi^S'*^^^* junkets, [etc.].

Junkman^. U.S. (Pearlier and later examples.)
1880 Scribners Monthly Oct. 862/1 He is, .a junkman or

a rag-picker. 1927 Observer 21 Aug. ig/2 They call him the
*junk man because he buys . ._' traded-in ' cars for the purpose
of scrapping them.,The typical American junkman is not
interested in Fords.

Jupati (d3»'-, hz7*pati). [Amer, Sp.] In full

jupati palm : a Brazilian palm, Raphia tmdigera^

the long leaf-stalks of which are employed as build-

ing material, etc. by the natives,

1866 Treas. Bot. g6o/i.

Jnpiter. Add : L b. Jtipiter PluviuSf Jupiter

as the dispenser of rain ; hence used trivially ia

reference to a fall or storm of rain.

1864 Sala Quite Alotie ii, 'Take my advice, and. .borrow
somebody else's umbrella.'..* Are you, too, ready for the
wrath of Jupiter Pluvius?'

2. d. Palmistry. (See quot.)
1888 Kath. St. Hill Gram. Palmistry (1890) 19 First

Finger. Called finger of Jupiter. Ibid. 24 A good Mount
of Jupiter (at the base of the forefinger] will always show a
great mind.

Jura (d^ue'ra, l|5£(ra). The name of a range of
mountains lying on the borders of France and
Switzerland, used to designate strata of oolitic

limestone found mainly in those mountains.
Lower or Black Jura = Lias 2. Middle or Brown yura
= Dogger' 2, Upper or While Jura ~ Malm sb. i a.

1859 Page Handbk. Geol. Tetyns s.v. Jurassic, Conti-
nental geologists are in the habit of dividing the Jurassic
formation into three groups—viz., the ' White (or Upper)
Jura', 'Brown (or Middle) Jura', and 'Black (or Lower)
J'Eira '. 1885 Ghikik Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 2) 804 The German
Lower or Black Jura presenis many points of resemblance to
the English Lias. Ibid.^ The Dogger or Brown Jura represents
the Lower Oolite of England. 1885 Lyell Elem. Geol. (ed.

4)311 The Malm,or white Jura.. consists of white limestones
and marls.

Jnriballi (yueribse-li). Also juribali, euri-,
youraballi. [Arawak (Makuchi).] Any of several

meliaccous trees, especially Trichilia moschata,
the bark of which is used as a febrifuge ; also, the
bark itself.

1846 J^iNDLEY Veget. Kingd. 462 Juriballi bark, a Dcme-
rara product. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. iv. i. 982/1
Yourabaili. 1867 Simmosds Diet. Trade Suppl., Juriballi
Bark.. is described as being a potent bitter and astringent,
and^ superior to Peruvian bark in fevers of a typhoid or
malignant nature, lytj lf//perial lust. Tt-chn. Rep. 285 The
Crabwood and Euribalii would have shown fair results.

Jury, sb. e. Add : jury-fixer US., one who
bribes or 'gets at' a jury; jury-woman, {b) a
female juror.

x88x Washington Post 18 Mar, (Th.) There was an idea
abroad that there might be some scope in the proceedings
before the Grand Jury for a ' *jury fixer '. 1927 Daily Tel.

24 May 17/6 Retiring of a mixed jury.. .The manner in
which the recalcitrant *jurywoman is eventually brought
round is not altogether convincing.

Jus gentium (d^/Js d5e-nji2?m). [L.] = law
of nations (see Law sb.'^ 4 c).

1548 Hooper Declar. Couimandm. iii. 31 They shuld ob-
serue the commune lawes vsyd among all people wliiche is

callid ius gentium. 1682 Evelyn Let. to Tepys 19 Sept., The
right of passes, and petitions thereupon, were formed upon
another part of the Jus Gentium, than our pretended
dominion of the seas. 1771 Junius Lett. Ixi. (1772) 285 Any
law that contradicts or excludes the common law of Eng-
land ; whether it be canou, civil, jus gentium, or levitical.

1839 Penny Cycl XIII. 361/2 According to their (5c. Roman
lawyers'] phraseology,, .jus gentium consists of those rules
of law which are common to all nations. 1856 Bouvier Z-aTt;

Diet. (ed. 6) I. 685 Among the Romans hy jus civile was
understood the civil law, in contradistinction to the public
law, orjus geutium. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. igi/i The
ambiguity of the phrase jus gentium enaljled the early
founders of international law to apply the principles of the
jus naturz to the conduct of states inter se in a way of
which there is no example in the Roman law-books.

Jusi (hM'sj). Also husi, jussi. [Sp. just, a.

Tagalog husi.'} A delicate fibrous fabric woven
in the Philippine Islands.

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. iv. 1. 1344/1 Piece of 'jusi *,

and a shawl of 'jusi '. Ibid., Pieces of striped jusi dresses.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 667/1 Beautiful fabrics called
'piBa ' and 'jusi '.

Jussisean (d5»si|ran), Jussieuan (d^ysiyw--

an), fl, [f. mod.L. &d'}. Jussi^us, or its origin, the

surname y«jJzV« of two famous French botanists -l-

-AN.] Of or pertaining to Bernard (1699-1777)
and Antoine Laurent (i 748-1836) de Jussieu, or to

the natural system of botanical classification organ-
ized by them.
1824 Loudon Encycl. Gardening 47 All the hardy plants

..arranged in groups, according to the Jussieuean system.
1857 A. Henfrey Bot. § 392 The Jussieuan System. 1B65
G. Bentham Brit. Flora Pief, p. viii, The so-called Linnasan
or Jussisean systems. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 81/1 It \sc. the
Linnean metbodj was superseded by the Jussiean method.

Just, adv. Add : L c. Just so : also, in the
required or appropriate manner, according to pro-
priety ; also as adj. = proper,
X751 Richardson in Johnson^s Rambler No. 97 ? 34

When I courted and married my Lsetitia, then a blooming
Beauty, every Thing passed just so ! 1794 Massachusetts
Spy 3 Sept. (Th.) A few years ago, every body supposed
that if people did not behave just so, they ought to be
punished, 1824 A. Singleton Lelt.fr. South ^ West 18
('I'll.) Their just so garb makes [the Quakers] appear like
antediluvians.

d. Just as good, frequently used to recommend a
substitute for a patent medicine or other branded
article.

1920 De Haas Business Organtz. 320 There is always a
great temptation on the part of middlemen to substitute
just-aS'good articles.

Jutia, variant of *Hutia.
Juvenal (d3;7'V3nal), sb.*^ Anglicized form of

the cognomen of the Roman satirist Decimus
^wwrn^Juvenalis, used gen. to designate a satirist.

159a Greene (7r(3a/r W. Wit F i. With thee I ioyne yong
luuenall {sc. Nashe], that byting Satirist. 1693 Drvden tr.

Juveual 'D. vii, I might find in France, a living Horace and
a Juvenal, in the person of the admirable Boileau. 1820
T. G. Wainwright Ess. ^ Crit. (1880) 73 Some fanciful

'Juvenal'. 1841 D'Iskaki.i /l«/^«. Z,iV. 111. 132 Jonson, the
Juvenal of our drama. 1883 E. C. Brewer Did. Phrase t^

Fable (ed. 15) 469/1 The English Juvenal. John Oldham,.
The Juvenal of Painters. William Hogarth. 1902 Daily
Chron. 20 Feb. 3/2 The art of satire is dead in England...
The Juveuals of Fleet-street are no more.

Juvenile, sb. Add : 3. pi. Books written for

children.

i88p Publishers* Trade List (Cent. Diet.) Juveniles,
classified in series according to price. 1908 Daily Chron,
27 Nov. 3/5 What would John Newbery say if he were to,

,

see his old shop, .filled with this season's 'juveniles '? 1930
Publishers' Weekly 5 July 28 We announce 10 juveniles.

Juvenilia (d3«v/nilia), sb. pi. [L., neut. pi.

oijuvenilis Juvenile,] Literary or artistic works
produced in the author's youth (fieq. as a title of

such works collected). Also transf.
1623 G. Wither {title) Ivvenilia: a Collection of those

Poemes which were heretofore Imprinted and Written by
George Wither. 1633 Donnr {.title) luuenilia : or certainc

paradoxes and problcmcs. 1693 Drvden tr. Juvetud p. ix.

His Juvenilia, or Verses written in his Youth, a 1849 H.
Coleridge Ess. (1851) II. 265 Whatever eflfect these juvenilia

may have produced at the time, they arc quite worthless i.ow.

1896 Tennyson's Wks, 2 Juvenilia. 2929 R. A. Knox in



JUVIA.

Sunday Dispatch 13 Jan. 10/5 Not that I belong to the
school which would trace, in these innocent juvenilia of our
nation, an anthropological or historical origin.

Juvia (d^M--, h«-via). [Amer. Sp.] The Brazil-

nut. Also attrib.y 2J&juvia-nut, -tree.

185a Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. II. xxiii. 390 Juvia-trees,
which furnish the triangular nuts called in Europe the
almonds of the Amazon, or Brazil-nuts.^ 1858 Bairo Cycl.
Nat. Set. 69/1 The natives are very fond of this nut, and
celebrate the harvest of the Juvia with great rejoicings.
i860 yi.KHVi^V^.v.ui Odd People 142 The splendid fruits of the
Bertkoletia excelsa, or juvia-tree, known in Europe as
* Br.izil nuts '. 1868 W. Rhind Veget. Kittgd. 387 The Juvia,
Brazil, or Castanha Nut.

537

Jnxta-. Add : Jn:xta-arti-cular a. Anal.,
situated near an articulation. Jnxta-ll-ttoral a.,

situated close to the shore. Jii:xta-pylorlo a.

Anat., adjacent to the pylorus. Ju:xta-terre'strlal
a., situated close to the earth.
1901 Borland Med. Diet. (ed. 2), •Tuxta-articular. 1876

Encycl. Brit. X. 354/2 The marine life of the period has
been abundantly preserved, so far at least as regards the com-
paratively shallow and *juxta.Uttoral waters, 1908 Practi'
tioner Nov. 693 Pyloric, *juxta-pyloric, or complicated ulcers.
188s Gkikie Tcxt-bk. Geol. (ed. 2) 598 These "juxta-tcrrestrial
parts of the ocean.

Juxtaposition. Add : 2. Crystallogr. Con-

JUXTAPOSITIVE.

tactual union between twin crystals. Juxtaposition
tiuin, a twin crystal whose parts extend only to
the plane of junction ; a contact twin.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 366/1 In aragonite the crystals

are partly interpenetrating, and partly merely in juxta.
position. 1910 Ibiii. VII. 582/2 In these two examples the
surface of the union.. is a regular surface coinciding with
the twin-plane; such twins are called 'juxtaposition-twins'.

Jnxtapositive (dgckstapfj-zitiv), a. Gram.
[f. JuxTAPOSlT(ioN -t- -ivE.] The designation of a
case expressing juxtaposition.
1890 Gatschet Gram. Klamath Lang. 490 Juxtapositive

case in -tana.



K
K. 4. Add: K., Kelvin (see *Kklvin). K.E.,

kinetic energy. K.H.B. colloq, (see quot. 1925).

K.O., k.o. = knock(ed) out. K.O.S.B., King s

Own Scottish Borderers. K.P. iU,S.\ kitchen

police(man) (see quot. 1930). K.V.A., kva.,

kilovolt amp6re(s. K.W., KW, k.w., kw.,

kilowatt(s.

1905 Egcar Mech, Add. 6 K.E. 36, o, icx> foot-pounds.

1909 C. S. Jackson & W. M. Roberts First Dynamics 83

The gain of K.E. equals arithmetically the work done by
the forces. 19(6 *Taffrail '/'/«<:/;*'?• /T/ar/miv, K.H.B. =
King's hard bargain, a term used in connection with a man
who is an undesirable character. 1921 World's Work Dec.

90/1 The power developed is rated at 88,000 k.w. generated

at 7,000 volts. 19a* T. BuRKK Loud. Spy 209 As a youth
the ring attracted him. ...4 few k.a's put an end to that.

19*3 H. Cox Dozs <S-
/xxii. 209 The Field Spaniel has re-

ceived the ' K.O.' and taken the count ! 1924 Cricketer

Ann^jq23-4 83 The band and pipers of iheK.O.S.B.'s. 1915
E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words 134 K.H.B.^
A : a King's Hard Bargain. A worthless or mcorrigible

fellow. (Old Service term.) 19*7 Observer 25 Dec, 12/6
His record., includes a k.o. victory over Paul Berlenbach..

,

Knut Hansen, who k.o. Phil Scott in the first round. 1928
Daily Express 25 June 17/7 Young Stanley, .was then k.o.

by a right swing to the jaw. 1930 H. H. C. Bucklkv Great
Event 33 There was a much advertised football match
between the K.O.S.B. and the Royal Scots. X930 F. A.

Pottle Stretchers 31 A cook or K.P. stands by to see that

the dishes are decently scraped before they go into the

pail. Ibid. 33 Before first call, six or more unfortunates

crept out of bed and went on kitchen police. . .They began
their toil before dawn, and it is long after dark before the

cooks let them ga * K.P. ' is for good reason the most hated
detail in the army. 1931 P. Lewis Romance Water-Porver
2iiThe single-phase generators are designed for a continu-

ous output of 6,250 kva. at 225 r.p.m. Jbid.^ 216, 3-phase

generators of 6,000 kva., at 167 r.p.m, capacity.

{b) KHne^ in a spectrum, a prominent line partly

caused by calcium.
1902 [see *H 11. 3 b]. 1921 Discovery Sept 327/3 Tin

atoms can be made to suit a certain series of * lines known
as the K series. Ibid, 23Z/J. The K lines of tungsten.

Ka (ka), j^. The name given by the ancient Egyp-
tians to a person's second self or double, surviving

after death together with the bat or soul.

a 189a Tennyson in A. G. Weld Glimpses (1903) iig, I

believe that beside our material body we possess an im-
material body, something like what the ancient Egyptians
called the K.-u 1903 E. F. Benson Image in Sand i, Some-
body's Ka—his ghost, you know, or his astral body. 1923
Glasgow Herald 22 Feb. 4 The Princess has a Ka, or better

self.

Kabaka (kabaka). The native title of the ruler

of Uganda,
1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cont. I. 185 General jack.of-

all-trades for the Kabaka. 1925 Mackail Strachan-David»
son 90 The choice of an English tutor for the eight-year-old

KalKika of Uganda.

Kabeljon (ka'balyau). Also cabaljao, kabel-

jaauw. [Afrikaans, = Du. kabeljainv (see Cabil-

LIAU).] A South African sea-fish, Scisena aquila.

1838 J. E. Alexander ExpeiU S. Africa 11. 83 We got a
great prize in a stranded cabaljao, fifty pounds weight, like

a huge salmon. 1906 East London Dispatch 26 June
(Pettman) The Natal 'Cape salmon '..proves to be our
well-known and very common Kabeljaauw, called for brief-

ness 'cob* or *kob'. 191a J. T, Cunningham Reptiles^

Amphibia^ Fishes^ etc. 277 The name kabeljaauw [= cod]..

in South Africa has been transferred to a fish of a very differ-

ent species,.. the maigre, Sciaena aquila. 1930 C. L. Biden
Sea-Angling Fishes o/the Cape 109 The kabeljou is often

mistaken for the geelbek.

Kaljyle (kabai'l). [Arab. J-jLj qabdtl^ pi. of

qabtlah.'\ A Berber of Algeria or Tunis. Also,

the Berber dialect spoken by the Kabyles.
1818 Pananti Narr. Restd, Algiers 181 The Bedouins are

divided into many scattered tribes, called Kabilcs, and
vulgarly Nege. x86i Chambers's Encycl. II. 44/1 In
Algeria, where they [j*:. Berbers] usually are termed Kabyles,
they arc yet unconqucred by the French. 1875 Encycl. Brit.

1. 261/2 The Kabyles, or Kabaily, of the Algerian and
Tunisian territories. 1881 F, W. Newman Libyan Voc. 3
'llie Libyan language . . was but one, according to St. Augus-
tine. Now there are at least four, the Kabail in Algeria,
theShilbain the mountains of Morocco, the Tuarik.. beyond
the Atlas, and the Ghadamsi at Gha'^amcs. Jbid. 38 Kabail
verbs and verbals, including adjectives. 1900 A. Wilkin
Among Berbers 0/Algeria 178 Cheek by jowl the villages

of Frenchmen and Kabyles stand. 1900 Knowledge 1 Aug.
173/3 1*he various Kabyle tribes.

Kach(oh)eri, var. Cutcherbt.
1903 Oxford Mag. 11 Feb. ao8/i The Kachcheri . . is the

centre of official life in the province. 1926 U.F, Ch. Mission.
Rec. Sept. 391/2, X can't have the Kacheri turned into a
pawn-shop.

Kaokle, variant of Cackle 2^.2 Naitt.

1883 Man. Seamanship for Boys 128 The cable is then
served, or, as is termed, kackled with s^-ia. lOundiDg, for

the distance of 9 ft. from the eye.

Kadiak : see *Kodiak.

11 Kadin(ka*din). Alsokadine. [Turk. jjjU
qddin lady ; the form kadine is prob. through Fr.]

A lady of the Sultan's harem fsee quot, 1843).
1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 394/2 The women of the harem

are divided into five classes ;— i, ' Kadin ', or 'wives of the

Sultan ', in number from four to seven. 1896 Westni. Gaz.
16 Sept, 1/3 He seldom notices any woman in his harem
except the chief kadiiie,

Kadir (ka-dsj), India. Also Khadir, -ar.

The alluvial deposit of river-beds ; a river-bed.

Also attrib, applied to river-bed land.

1879 Medlicott & B1.ANF0RD Geol. India xvii. 404 The
alluvial plain itself. .is composed of bhdngar, or high l.ind

..and khddar^ or low land, the low plain through which
each river flows. Ibid. 405 The Assam valley is a gigantic

kkddar or strath, 188a W. Thhobald Mason's Burma I. 4
The delta, .of the Ganges, the richest land of Lower Bengal,
being composed of Khadir Xs^nd,. 1887^. M. Brown Shikar
Sketches 247 Pig-sticking in the Kadir, or old bed of the

Ganges. 1889 Baden-Poweli, Pigsticking 209 The Cup
given by the RIeerut Tent Club is called the ' Kadir Cup ',

after the Kadir or river-bed country in which it is competed
for. 1919 D. N. Wadia Geol. India 251 The Khadar deposits

are, as a rule, confined to the vicinity of the present channels.

1923 Blackiv. Mag. Oct, 526/2 There is more gameand greater

variety of game in a kadir country than in any other kind.

KaJ&r. 4. Add : Kaffir Circus Slock Ex-
change slangy the body of brokers who operate in

* Kaffirs', or the place where they operate,

1899 Sketch 19 July .S72/1 The Miscellaneous Market has
acquired a reputation of closely sympathising with the Kaffir

Circus. 1901 C. HxjGViii How to read Money Article 121 The
market in which they are dealt in the Stock Excliange is

often called the 'Kaffir Circus'. Term does not comprise
Rhodesians. t^oz Encycl. 5W/. XXXII. 865/1 At first.,

the ' Kaffre circus ',as it was called, was regarded with con-

tempt by the older habituis of the Stock Exchange.

Eaffirarian (k8efre»*rian), a. and j^. [See -AN.]

a. adj. Belonging to Kaffraria, the country of

the Kaffirs, b. sb, A Kaffir.

1883 C. F. Gordon Cumming Fire Fountains I. 258 From
Crimean winters to KafTrarian summers. 1884 Friknd
Flotucrs ^ Folk Lore 524 The seeds of one kind are called

Caffrarian peas by Barrow.

Ealiawai (kahawai). Also kawai, [Maori.]

A fish, Arripis salar^ the * salmon * of Australia

and New Zealand.
1838 J. S. PoLACK Ne^u Zealand I. 322 The kdhdwai, or

colourless salmon. 1870 K. Taylor '2 e Ika a Maui (ed. 2)

623 The Kahawai.. is one of the most abundant, and is

called mackerel by the settlers. 1927 Daily Express 26 Feb.

1 The Duchess returned to the Renown with seventeen
' schn^per ' and one 'kahawai \

Eamli (kahrli). [Hawaiian.] A brush-like

implement.
1883 C. F. Gordon Cumming Fire Fountains I, 35 At the

door of the mausoleum are placed tall kahilis^ honorific

symbols, which to irreverent foreign eyes are suggestive of

gigantic feather-brushes, or rather bottle-brushes. 1915

W. A. Brvan Nat. Hist. Hawaii 61 note^ In the hand is a
small kahili with ivory and tortoise shell handle.

Kalmna (kah«na), [Hawaiian ; variant of an

Eastern Pacific word (also lahuna^ iahungd) ==

Wiseman.] A Hawaiian witch-doctor.

1886 H. H. GowEN Paradise of the Pacific (1892) 85 The
Kahunas advised him to slave off the calamity by getting

rid of the white power, 1915 W, A. Bryan Nat. Hist.
Hawaii 54 A numerous cla-ss of more irregular priests or

Kahunas, that werelittlemore than sorcerers, x^^ Nature
isjuly 628/1.

jCai (kai). New Zealand, [Maori.] Food,

victuals.

I1838 J. S. Polack Ne7v Zealand I. 289 There is a much
larger variety of this esculent [sc. potatojcalled katpakehdy
or white man's food.] 1845 E. J. Wakefield Adv. N. Zea-
land \. 265 The determination of the natives not to move
till all the kai was exhausted. 19*5 E. Fraser & Gibbons
Soldier 4- Sailor Words 134 Kai^ food. (A Maori word,
used among the New Zealand troops in the War.) 1927
T. E. Donne The Maori 95, I kcp in te whare for tree day,
but no kai (food).

So (in reduplicated form) Kaikal (kaikai), food

;

feasting ; a feast.

[1807 J. Savack Some Ace. New Zealand^ Vocah. 75 Kiki
..food.] 184s E. J. Wakefield Adv. N, Zealand 1. 29 He
explained, .that there would be much kai kai or feasting.

1894 Stf.venson & OsBOURNE Ebb Tide i. iv, There shall

be no growling about the kaikai, which will be above allow-
ance. 1901 A. C. Haddon Head-Hunters 39 One after-

noon some of us went to a kaikai^ or feast.

Kainga (kainga). New Zealand, [Maori.]

A place of residence ; a settlement, village.

1838 J. S. Polack Neiv Zealand I. 66 These animals were
a disgrace to the kainga^ or village, of which they formed
part. 1904 G. B. Lancaster Sonso' Men $6 He had.. fallen

foul of many native kiangas [sic] where the pakeha was un-
welcome. 1927 J as. Cowan Trav. Neiv Zealand 11^'Xhcy
arc places for artists, these out-of-the-way kaingas.

Klaiser. Add : Eai'serate, Eai'serdom. =
Kaisekship; Kai'serisxn^ absolutism ns exhibited

in the rule of the German emperor; EaisersMp
(earlier U.S. example).
1848 Lowell Fablefor Critics 16S6 Two dozen of Italy's

exiles who shoot us his Kaisership daily. 1881 R. Adamson
FichteZx Even the shadowy bond which seemed to unite the
German States had been dissolved by the Austrian emperor's
renunciation of the Kaiserate. 1914 C. Brereton Who is

responsible? loi In order to smash and pulverize Kaiserdom
and all that it stands for in the world. 1914 T. Koosf.velt
in New York Heralds Sept. 8/2 The American people will

countenance nothing.. that resembles.. Kaisensm. 1915
Morning Post 13 Feb. 6/7 The Revolutionaries, who declare
that * Kaiserism ' is as deadly a form of * Absolutism ' as any
that can be encountered. 1930 B. Cronin Timber Wolves
vii. 121 A more flagrant example of business Kaiserism
never happened.

Kajau^ (ka'd^set]). Also kedgang, kadjan.

[Malay J^O kdjan'g.'\ A matting made of the

leaf of the pandanus palm, used by Malays for

roofing and for the awning of a boat.

1848 F. S. Marbvat Borneo 63 The Malay war.boat..is
built of timber at the lower part, the upper is of bamboo,
rattan, and kedgang (the dried leaf of the Nepa palm). 190K

A. C. Haddon Head-Hunters 299 The roof was covered
with kajangs from the boats. 1904 E. H. Giclioli tr. Bee-
cart's Wand. Gt. Forests of Borneo 223 Sampans have
generally a roofing of ' kadjan *, a sort of matting made with

palm or pandanus leaves. 192a Chambers's JmL 503/1
Under the kaj'ang (native rush matting) covering.

TTn-TrTrft (kjc'ktf). [Jap., f. kyaku^ kaku leg + >&«,

ke illness, disease.] The Japanese name for Bkui-

BEBI.

1874 Boston Med. ff Surg. Jrnl. XC. 361. 1876 Medical
Times ff Gaz. 9 Dec. 659 The ' Kakke ' Disease of Japan.
1B78 Trans. Asiatic Soc. Japan VI. ii. 214, I by do means
imply that Holothuria has any connection with Kakk£.
1906 Practitioner Nov. 695 In her previous wars, Japan saw
lier armies practically prostrate with heri-beri or kakk^.

Kakur (ka'kn«i). Also karkur, khakur.
[Javanese.] The muntjak.
1876 Alex. A. A. Kinloch Large Game Shooting 11. 26

The Kakur is one of the smallest Deer, not being much
more than eighteen inches in height. 1887 J. M. Brown
Shikar Sketches 254 The harsh roar of a karkur rang out
close to us. 1925 A. G. Arbuthnot in G. Burrard BigCame
Hunting 141 'I'he flesh of kakur is excellent.

Eala-azar [kalaiaza-j). [Assamese, f. kdid

black -H«25rdisease.] A virulent infectious malarial

fever of oriental tropical countries.

1883 Rep. Sanitary Commiss. Assam. 1895 Brit. Med.
yrnl.M May 1055/1 In many tea-gardens., kalaazar carries

off the coolies in large numbers. 1897/^/^.5 June 1434/2 The
anjemia met with in kalaazar. 1907 AllbutCs Syst. Med.
II. n. 50 The Leishman-Donovan bodies of kalaazar.

Sale (k^il). U,S. slang. Money.
1927 Daily Express 23 Sept. i Enough 'kale' (prize-

fighters' name for money) has been received.. to assiue the

promoters a profit of approximately £, 100,000.

Kalmuck (kse-lmuk). Also 8-inuc, 9-muk,
-myk. [Russ. KaJBiHKB.]

1. A member of a Tatar race living on the Cas-

pian. Also attrib. or Oiif.

1783 W. TooKE Russia IV. 121 The dwellings of the

heathenish and christian Kalmucs. Ibid. 125 The Kalmuc
hords on the Volga. 1882 Stevenson New Arab. Nis.,

Pavil. on Links vi, His broken nose and hi^ cheekbones
gave him somewhat the air of a Kalmuck. 190a Encycl.

Brit. XXX. 8/2 Kalmyk, or Kalmuck Steppe, a territory

or reservation belonging to the Kalmyks. X903 Ld. R.
Gowek Rec. 4- Remin. 430 A man.. with a rather Kalmuk-
featured face and while curly hair.

b. The language (Ural-Altaic) of this people.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 750/2 The Kalmuk and East

Mongolian dialects do not differ much... In Kalmuk.. the

guttural can only be traced through the lengthening of the

syllable.

2. (With small initial letter.) A kind of shaggy

cloth, resembling bearskin.

Hence Xalxnu'ckian a.

X717 J. G. ScHEUcHZEH tr. Kxmpfers Hist, jfapetn 1. vi.

90 The Prince of the Calniuckian Tartars.

Ealolcagatllia (ksedi^ksegse'JJia, k^:b-), [Gr.

KoXoKaya&ia^ f. KaXoKa-yaOos = naXos KayaOos for

Ka\6s Kai dyaeSs beautiful and good (the perfect

character).] Nobility and goodness of character.

1921 tr. W. Rathenau's Ne^v Soc, x. 102 The Greeks, .adop-

ted as their highest law . . that impulse of the will which they

called Kalokagathia. 1930 Naomi Mitchison in Time ff

Tide 14 June 773/1 The formal kalokagathia of that incredi-

ble time.

Kalsomine (kse'ls^main). Add examples. Also

as vb.j to distemper with kalsomine, tram, and

intr. ; hence Xa'lsomiaer, Ka-lsomlning vbl. sb.

(Cf. Calciminb).



i

KAMEBAB.
wZ^AiAen^ufft 20 June 502 Kalsomine, 1883 /farmer's

Mag, Mar. 503/2 Paint and kalsomtne can not be counted
upon. 1888 Fail Mail Gaz. 3 Mar. ii/i Over face, arras,
neck,..and bosom she spreads a coat of Uqnid white...
In plain words, she, as it were, kalsomines herself, 1889
Thompson Si. Poker Club 31 An extensive kalsomining
contract. i8gx H. C. Blnner Zadoc Pine etc. 166 White
kalsomined bedrooms. 1893 Kate Sanborn Truth/. IVvtuan
S. Cali/orniaZi Those who feel an unetuoos joy in paint-
ing the lily, kalsomining the calla, and adding perfumes to
the violet. 1904 * O. Henry* Cabbages f^ Kings xiv. 248
Let me kalsomine you a little mental sketch to consider.
X916 H. L. Wilson Soineiuhere in Red Gap iv. 128 He was
a painter and grainer and kalsominer and paperhanger. Ibid.
J35 He,. began to paper and paint and grain and kalsomine.
19x4 Spectator i Kov. 640 These walls can be whitewashed
or covered with vines on the outside and kalsomined within.

Eamerad (kae-meiad, ||kamera-t). [G., a. F.
eamaroiie Comrade.] Comrade, companion: the
exclamation nsed as an appeal for quarter by a
German-speaking soldier on surrendering. Hence
jocnlarly as vb. intr.j to say *kamerad*, express
one's wish to surrender.
19x4 lUustr. Lond. News 10 Oct. 497 How the enemy sur-

renders, saying, ' Kamerad .. Pardon ;
• 1916 Boyd Cable

Action Front 63 ' Nein, nein !' answered Ainsley. 'You
kamarade—sie kamarade.' The other, in somewhat voluble
gutturals, insisted tliat Ainsley must ' kamarade *, otherwise
surrender. 1917 P. Maccill Brj-wn Brethren, vil 105 *Ka-
merad ! Kamcrad !

' they whined, their amis shaking as if
stricken with palsy. 1917 Titnes Hist, IVar XiV. 199/2
Then Gardener shouted to the others. .'You 'le late. Every-
body else has Kameraded.* 19x8 Daily News 21 Sept. 5/2When our men came down the steps of the dugout the card-
players perfunctorily held up iheir hands and ' Kameraded'.iw Westnu Gaz. 3 July, Sir W. Joynson-Hicks cried
' Kamerad ' at once. He tried to let himself down Uglitly by
saying that he had expected a unanimous acceptance.

Kamik (kscmik). Also kammik. [Eskimo.]
A long boot of sealskin worn by the Eskimos.
1900 Scribner's Mag. Sept. 297/1 Seal-skin kammiks, or

top boots. 19x0 Peary North Poiex'w, laS Thekamiks^ or
boots, of sealskin, soled with the heavier skin of the square.
flipper seal. X9S2 Chambers's Jml. 425/1 Untying the
upper part of his i-amik, or long boot.

Eammererite (ke-mcrerait). Min. [ad. G.
kamtnererit (1841), in honour of Dr. A- A. Kdm-
vterer of St. Petersburg : see -iT£l.] A reddish
variety of penninite containing chromium.
1868 Dama Min. (ed. 5) 495. 1879 Min. Mag. II. 23 Mas-

sive granular Kammererite.. in considerable quantity. X883
Encycl. Brit. XVI. 414/1 Kammererite, with 5 to 8 chro-
mium se&quioxide, is violet-blue or green.

Kana (ka-na). Also 8 canna, kanno. [Jap.]
Japanese syllabic writing, the chief varkties of
which are *Hiragana and *Katakana.
17«7 ScHEUCHZKR tr. Kxmp/er^s Hist. Japan i. tv. 68

The Names of the Provinces..arc only in their Canna^ or
common Writing. Ibid. iv. iv. 305 Publish'd in the vulgar
characters, call'd Kanno. 1873 Trans. Asiatic Sec. Japan
I. 94 The invention of the Japanese syllabic kana ten cen-
turiesago. 1878 /&V. (1879) VII. loi It is supposed that he is

responsible for the kana readings given by the side of the
Chmese text. Ibid. 230 The kana in the Kozhiki and
Nihongi are the earliest examples of the use of Chinese
characters by the Japanese as phonetic symbols. X931
Yardley Amer. Black Chamber k)^ Every time I., saw this
benevolent-faced whiskered okl missionary as be puzzled
overjapancse words, lifaiuc and code groups.
Kanarese, variant of ^Canauese.
Kanat (kana-t). Also kanaut. [Pere., a.

Arab. jiUS qandt,'\ In Persia, aA miderground
channel.
X894 Safar Nameh Persian Pict. 81 A kanat which is

carryiug water to many gardens. Z91M P. M. Sykes Ten
Thtms, Miles in Persia iv. 44 A heavy shower or a sand-
storm frequently choking up the katuit. 1903 Eabl of
KoKALosHAY S^frt fy Polittcs uttder Eastern Sky 364 Our
road took us along the karez or kanat which brought water
from tlie mountains at the head of the plain.

Kandyan (kx*ndian), a. and sb. Also Kan-
dian. [f. Kandy, Candy^ in Ceylon.] Belonging
to (a native or inhabitant of) Kandy (Candy),
X849 in T. SW\T\x\^T Fifty Yrs. Ceylon (1891) 220 Robberies

and bloodshed became femiliar to the Kandyan. 1883 J,
Ferguson Ceylon 129 Ihe Kandyan Buddhist temples, find.
J38 Of nothing is the elephant so much afraid as of fire,

and with nothing wilt a Kandyan approach a wild elephant
so readily, 1891 T. Skinner Fifty Yrs. Ceylon 30 My
raw untaught Kandians. 189a C. t.GoRDON-CuMMiKG Two
Hap^ Years in Ceylon I. 255 Most of the chiefs who
attended the reception could talk more or less English, but
the ladies were as deficient therein as we were in Kandyan.
«9'3 J- A. Gibson Cinnamon 9r Frangipmini 23 Some of the
real old Kandyan brass.

Kang, variant of Cangue, cano,
X9a8 H. L.KUB Genghis Khan 27 Targoutai..commanded

that a kang be put upon him—a wooden yoke resting on the
shoulders and holding the wrists f^ a captive prisoned at
both ends.

Kangaroo, sh. Add : 3. g. Applied to a form
of Parliamentary closure by which some amend-
ments are selected for disciKsion and others ex-
cluded.

'9*3 Q- ^ev. Apr. 551 The * kangaroo * or selection by the
Chairman of Committee of the amendments to be discussed.
X9a7 Daily Express 10 May x|^ No attempt will be made
by the Government to introduce tbe guillotine or kangaroo
method of closure for some days.
4. b. kaagoroo mouse (earlier examples); kan-
garoo rat 6^^^., a variety of pouched rat; kangaroo
ship (see quot.).

SUPPT.
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X867 Amer. Naturalist I. 394 They are known in the ver-
nacularas 'Kangaroo' or 'Jumping ' Rats and Mice, and
are entirely confined to Transmississippian regions. 1876
Joaquin Miller First Fcunilies xxx. 243 Wood-rats, kanga-
roo-mice. .had gone into winter-quarters under the great
logs. I9^»^H. Jenkins John Dene of Toronto ii. 32 'A
* mother'*,' he explained, 'is a kangaroo-ship, a dry-dock
ship for salvage and repair of submarines.'

Kanickanick, etc., = Kinnikinic.
1839 J. K. TowNSEND Narr. Rocky Mts. ii. 146 He smokes

the article called kanikanik,—a mixture of tobacco and the
dried leaves of the poke plant. 1847 C Lanman Summer in
iP jlderness xiv. 87 A bag of ka-nick-a-nick and tobacco was
circulated and a cloud of fragrant smoke ascended to the sky.

Kanjar (k£e-nd5aj). A generic term for certain
small gipsy communities which wander about India.
1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 508/1 The aboriginal tribes consist

of the Bhars. Cherus, Dliangars, Kanjhars, Kharwar^, Kols.
i88s ^bid. XVIII. 72/1 The Nats and Kanjars wander Hke
gipsies over the country. 1916 R. V, Russell & Hira Lal
'Jribes «r Castes Central India III. 333 The Kanjars and
oerias are the typical gipsy castes of India.

Kans (kans). India. A common Indian grass,
Sacckarum spontaneum, allied to the sugar-cane.
1874 E:. F. T. Atkinson's Statist, Descr. N.-IV. Prov.

India I. 89 The very destructive weed Xrowj. .yields a good
coarse grass for thatching. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 423/1
Agriculturists suffer much from the spread of the Aa'«j grass,
a noxious weed which overruns the fields and is found to be
almost ineradicable.

Kansan (kse-nzan), a, GeoL [f. Kansas^ one
of the United States + -an.] Denoting the second
epoch of the glacial period in N. America, the
deposits of which are found in Kansas. Also sb.

(a) = Kansan drift, age^ formation^ etc.; {b) = next.
1894 J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age (ed. 3) 755 The name Kansan

formation is selected.. as a convenient designation of the
outermost drift sheet. X906 Chamberlin & Salisbury (7r(j/.

III. 389 The tract where the Illinoian till sheet overlaps the
Kansan. Ibid. 391 Like the Kansan drift, the Illinoian is
made up of clayey till. 1924 C. SchuchertC^^/. 654 Second
or Kansan glacial stage. 1934 Mack Cretcher (^titW) The
Kansan,

Kansian (kse-nzian). [f. as prec. + -ian.] A
native or inhabitant of the State of Kansas.
1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds ix. 133 Discount sixty

per cent when a Kansian talks about snakes, 1879 Whit-
man Specimen Days (1892) 141 We found a train ready and
a crowd of hospitable Kansians to take us on to Lawrence.
ICanuck, variant of Canuck.
Kaoliang (k^v,lyier]). [Chinese; lit. 'high

grain'.] The Indian millet. Sorghum vulgare.
1904 Westm. Gaz. 5 Sept, 7/1 The kao-ling (millet). 1906

Qffic. Hist. Russo-Jap. War i. (1909) 56 'ITie advanced
guard . . erected screens of kao-liang and trees at every point.
1933 Chambers's Jml. 40/2, I found (he god of rain.,
glaring at me from the middle of a parched to.oIiang patch.
x9a8j57-iV.C//^w.-4^i^rai:/f B. 443 Arelativcly easy-bleaching
soda pulp can be obtained frcwn the stalk of * Kaoliang '.

Karailteen(k£e*rantm). S.Africa. Also -ine.
The Natal name of the fish Sargus cervinits.

1905 Natal Mercury Pictorial 334 (Pettman) The fish

f)ictured to-day is a Karantine. It is a local species, and so
ar as I know has not been classified. 1930 C. L. Biden
Sea-Anglings Fishes ofCape 62 Mackerel, mullet, sardine,
and bamboo-fish (Natal karanteen) are the best lures.

Karez (ka-rez). [Pers. (whence Pushtu) yj^
karez."] In Afghanistan = *Kanat.
1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 332/1 The water of the karez, or sub-

terraneaii canals. 1880 Ibid. XIII. 836/2 Irrigation by
' karez * is also largely resorted to. 19*0 B/ackw. Mag. Feb.
346/2 Then I planned a kareze, a subterranean water-cut.
1924 Glasgow Herald2gMay 9 The Persian husbandmen bad
even begun to repair and refit their wonderful ' Karezes '.

Karlo^rltz, variant of *Carlowitz.
1892 W.& A. G11.BKY Price List Wines 9 Castle Hungarian

Claret Karlowitz.

Karst (kaist). The nanje of a barren lime-
stone plateau between Camiola and the Adriatic,
marked by abrupt ridges, caverns, sinks, and under-
ground streams ; used in f^Ays. Geog. to designate
a region or scenery of similar type.
1894 G€0g. Jml. June 509 The country has to be divided

into.. tbe Karst mountains, the slate formation, and the
plains. 1895 /bid. Oct. 382 The Karst-forms of the glaciers
of the Austrian Alps. 1899 Ibid. Apr. 427 Dr. Cvijicis well
known for his useful monograph on the phenomena of the
* Karst ', 1900 /3:rf. Feb. 174 The lake itselfis of the nature
of a 'Karst ' lake, 1911 Encycl. Brit. XV. 683/2 As this
structure always, wherever found, gives rise to similar fea-
tures, a landscape of this character is called a Karst land-
scape. 1914 G. A. J. Cole Groivth Eur. x\\\. 236 The term
X-arj^/am/is applied to this sceniciype. 1931J.B. Scbivenor
Geol. Malaya 54 The wonderful karst scenery of towering
limestone hills with perpendicular and overhanging cliffs.

Karyo-. Add : Karyo'sramy [Gr. -^a^m mar-
riage], the union or fusion of nuclei. Ka'ryoxiiere,
Karyo'merlte [Gr. fiipos part], a nucleolus which
serves as a temporary repository for a chromosome.
Karycmitonie, Xarycmlton, the nuclear net-
work or reticulum. Xaryoplasma'tlc, -pla'smic
aajs.y of or pertaining to the karyoplasm.
190Z G. N. Calkins Protozoa 90 Numerous phenomena

of plastogamy and *karyogamy. 1920 W. E. Acjut Cytol.
72 The condition of the gametic nuclei.. at the moment of
karyogamy or nuclear fusion. Ibid. 130 The chromosomes
of the spermatogonia! telophases do not come into contact
at all, but each one forms a separate little nucleus, or
*karyomere, by itself. 1889 tr. Waldeycr in Q. Jrnl. Microsc,
Sci. XXX. 247 The definite segmentation-nucleus, .arises by
tbe envelopes (or body) of the ^karyo* and spermato-merites.

KAWA-KAWA.
190S Encycl. Brit. XXV. 392/2 The other part ofthe "karyo-
nuton or nuclear net is incapable of being stained. 1920
L. DoNCASTEK Introd. Study Cytol. 14 The theory of R.
Hertwig that in any species the volume of tbe nucleus bears
a fixed ratio to the volume of the cytoplasm dependent on it.
This theory, known as that of the * 'karyoplasmatic ratio '.

Ibid. 16 Hertwig.. supposes that the unequal rate of growth
of nucleus and cytoplasm brings about a condition of 'karyo-
plasraatic strain ' leading to cell-division. 1914 E. V. Cow-
dry's Gen. Cytol. 351 Hertwig's "karyoplasmic relation
hypothesis.

Kasha (kseja). Proprietaryname (Rodier, Paris)
for a soft woollen fabric. Also in various combs,
(see quots.).

'»»3 Daily Mail 12 Feb. 15 White Kasha cloth. 19U
Westiit. Gaz. 30 Sept.. The soft consistency of kasha and
the ease with which it takes on colour. 1925 Qiicen 27 May
14 The sports suit above is of kasha and printed silk. 19x6
Ibid. 10 Feb. 13 A kasha jumper in a plain matching shade.
Ibtd. 17 Feb. 10 A modified Inverness coat made by Leiong
in the new kasha with the slightly spongy surface—kasha-
toile._ 1918 Observer 4 Mar. 20/4 The couturiers.. give
prominence to jersej , crepella, Kashatoil, Kashangora, and
a host of other materials, 1928 Daily Express 27 July 5/3
Kashajouraia..has an openwork drawn-thread design in
kasha jersey.

Kashmir (kas-Jmw). A more phonetic variant
of Cashmere (see Cashmeee) ; nsed attrib. Hence
Kashmiri (k£ejm5»-ri), a native of Kashmir, the
language of Kashmir ; KashmlTian.
1879 C. F. Gordon Cumming From Hebrides to Himalayas

II. 309 Kashmerians, Persians, Paharis, Hindus of every
possible sect. iSao.Snci'c/. i.'r!V. XUI. 821/2 The language
distinct from Turki, Persian, Hindi, and Kashmiri l88»
Ibid. XIV. 498/2 Families of Chinese and Kashmiris. 1887
J. M. Brown Shikar Sketches 'zn The Kashmir stag—cervus
Cashmeriensis. 1891 ' L. Malkt ' Wages 0/ Sin v. vii, The
Kashmiree beauties. 1925 A. G. Arbu 1 knot in 0. Burrard
Big Game Huntiiigz^i A very old Kashmir sbikarL

Katabatic (kaetabK-tik), a. Meteorol. [ad.Gr.
Kara^ariKm affording a means of descent, f. xaia-
eaivfiv to go down.] Of a wind : Caused by the
local gravitation of cold air down a steep slope.
1918 Meteorological Gloss. 1S2 A local cold wind is called

Katabatic if it is caused by the gravitation of cold air off
high ground. 1930 W. G. Kendrew Climate 75.

Katakaua (kataka-na). [Jap., = side kana."]
Tlie variety of the Japanese syllabary the charac-
ters of which are derived from Chinese ideographs
of the corresponding sounds.
_x8aa tr. Titsingh^s lUusir. Japan 194 These works, pub-
lished in the learned language, Ga^o, with the kata'kana.
or women *s letters, have been re-printed expressly for them.
igaS Sansom Hist, Grain. Jap. 45 At some period in the
development of the script, probably about the time when the
hiragana and katakana syllabaries were contrived.
Katalase, variant of 'Catalase.
Katathermo-meter (kseta-). [Gr. Kara

down.] A thermometer invented by Dr. Leonard
Hill which indicates the cooling and evaporating
power of the air. Also shortened to Kata.
1915 L. Hill in Phil. Trans. Ser. B. CCVII. 185 The

kata-thermometer. .is an instrument designed primarily for
the measurement of its own rate of cooling when its

temperature approximates to that ofthe human body. Ibid.
i83 The dry-bulb kata. /</</. 191 The kata scale. 1925 T.H.
Somervell in E. F. Norton Fight Jor Everest, 1^24 356
Records of barometer, katathermometer, etc. 1930 W. G-
Khndrew Climate 189 The conditions of a perspiring body
may be imitated by surrounding the bulb of the kata-
thermometer with wet muslin.

Hence Xartathermoiue'txlc a.

1913 Med._ Res. Council, .'ipec. Rep. No. 73. 90 A kata-
therniometric compaiison ofmethods of heating and ventila-
tion.

Kathete (kae-ftt), anglicized f. kathelus, Ca-
THETDS.
19x2 G. Kapp ^/fc/r.viii. 210 The well-known Pythagorean

axiom that the sum of the squares of the kathetes in a
rectangular triangle is equal to the square ofthe hypotenuse.

Katydid. (Earlier and later examples.) See
also *Catydid.
1784 J. F. D. Smyth Tour U. S. II. 387 There is a very

singular insect in this island \sc. Long Island], which I do not
remember to have observed in any other part of America.
They are named b^ the inhabitants here Kaiy dids, from
their note, which is loud and strong, bearing a striking
resemblance to those words. x8i8 S. Woodworth Evening,
And from each thicket, marsh, and tree The cricket, frog,

and Katydee'With various notes assist the glee. iZno Scrjb.
ner's Monthly I. 164 The Katydids began to drone on
the bark. 1886 Outing (U.S.) IX. 106/2 Soon the chiding
katydids mingled their voices with the rush of the foaming
river. 1909 Springfield (Mass.) Wefkly Republ. 16 Sept. 1

.'^ll around the globe people are Hke katydids, saying he did
and he didn't in an endless reiteration.

Kawai, variant of *Kahawai.
Kawaka (kawaka). [Maori.] A New Zea-

land pinaceous tree, the cypress cedar, Libocedrus
doniana,
1840 J. S. PoLACK Ne7o Zealanders II. 261 The Kawaka

grows to the height of thirty feet. 1855 R. Taylor Te Iktt

a Maui 440. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 469/2.

Kawa-kawa (kawakawa). Also Ts.a,\i&

kaua, kava-kava. [Maori.] An ornamental

shrub, Macropifer {Piper) excehum, of New Zea-

land.
1838 J. S. PoLACK New Zealand I. 295 The Kaua kau4, or

kAvd (bitter), ofthe Friendly I.slands. 1^0 Jos. (jreenwooo

Journ. Taupo 30 A most refreshing light beverage made
from the leaves ofthe Kawa.kawa tree. 185S R. Taylor Te

6i.



EAZOO.

Ika a Mtu! 437- «888 7^-./. Cl:,m. Sx. LIV. T207 Kawa-

Icawa, or Macrcfih^ vttthiticum. l8« BucksHatulbk.

Med. Sci. IX. 564/1 Kava-Kava. 19.7 Donnk T/u Macn
18 J The green leaf of the iawa-^axva or pepper tree.

KaxOO, V. [f. the sb.] »«/r. To blow with a

sound like that of a kazoo.

1909 R. .\. Wasos I/affy Ifaiuktiu xxvi, The storm that

was presently kazooin' along was fierce an' horrible.

Keatsiau (k/'nsian), a. and sb. Also Keatsean.

[f. name of John Keats, English poet (i 795-1 821)

+ -1AN.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

Keats or his poetry, h. sb. An admirer of Keats.

1846 T. Wadk Ltt. to R. M. Milne! 16 May (Crewe MS.)

A Keats-ian poem. 1891 Athttueum 23 May 667/3 A little

manuscript book.. ofsome interest to Keatsians. 1900 H. B.

FORMAN in Keais's fVorks 111. iia He [s<r. Woodhouse) opens

with a Keatsian enough punctuation of the first four lines.

1908 T. Watts-Duntom in C Wells >«//i * /us Brel/iren

Introd. p. xxviii, A Keatsean exuberance of colour and

gorgeousness of description. 1914— i" -AVn^r Letters (ed.

G. C Williamson) 16 It w.is the American Keatseans who,

as far back as July 16, 1894, erected in Hampstead Parish

Church a memorial bust to the poet.

Kebleh, yar. Kiblah (Mecca).

190a M. Roberts Immortal Voulh i. I Ah, yes, to be in

London, at the centreofthings, . .at the kebleh of the universe.

Eeebaub, var. Kabob, Cabob. (Cf. *Kibaub.)
a i8«l WiNTHROP 7ohH Brent xii. H9 Mr. Clitheroe was

like a lamb whom the shepherd intends first to shear close .

.

and at last to cut up into keebaubs.

Keel, sb.'^ Add : 3. b. In aircraft, a vertical

fin which extends longitudinally underneath in

order to give directional stability. Also attrib.

1888 Peel City Guardian 22 Sept. 3/3 Connecting the

balloon with the arrow-like rod beneath is a keel of the

same material as that composing the body of the balloon.

1907 C. DiENSTBACK in Navigating the Air Introd.

p. xxxix, A multiplicity of ' keels ' which might be called

* barbarian ' if compared to American moderation. 191S
W. E. DoMMETT Aeroplanes If Airships 96 At the bottom

of the metal framework is a V-shaped keel. 1916 H. Barber
Aeroplane Speaks 70 For such directional stability to exist

there must be, in effect, more * keel-surface * behind the

vertical axis than there is in front of it. By keel-surface

I mean everything to be seen when looking at an aeroplane

from the side of it—the sides of the body, undercarriage,

struts, wires, etc I9ai Encycl. Brit. XXX. 54/1 R27 and

R 29.. were remarkable for the absence of the keel which
had existed in all previous rigid airships and had been looked

upon as constituting the real strength of the ship to resist

bending and shea'ing forces. I9«9 F. H. & H. F. CoLvm
Aircraft Handik. (ed. 4) 652 /£"«/ (airship)—the assembly

of members at the bottom of the hull of a semirigid or rigid

airship which provides special strength to resist hogging

and sagging and also serves to distribute the effect of con-

centrated loads along the hull. It may be a simple Gall's

chain, as in some semirigids, or a very extensive structure

inclosing the corridor, as in most rigids.

Keel-boat. b. U.S. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
1801 Massachusetts Spy 25 Nov. (Th.), 440 flat-boats, a6

keel boats, and 7 large canoes. 180a A. Ellicott yrnl. 5
He had two boats ready, one of tliem flat-bottomed . . the

other a second hand keel-boat. 1819 W. B. Dewees Lett.

fr, Texas i. 9, I took water on board a large keel boat at

Nashville, Tennessee. 1847 H. Howe Hist. Colled. Ohio

143 Auglaize is navigable for keel boats to Wapakoneta.

i8si t)aily Morning Herald (St. Louis) 23 June (Th.) A
well-manned little keel-boat or pierrogue might have accom-
plished the voyage. 1874 E. Eggleston Circuit Rider

xxvii. 266 A stranger., reported that he had seen such a man
on a keel-boat.

Hence Keel-boatman U.S., one who works on a

keel-boat.

1839 Knickerbocker Mag.'i^Wl. 344 A. .keel-boatman..

saw a steam-boat gallantly paddling up against the centre

current of that ' Father of Rivers '. 1843 American Pioneer

II. 272 The keel-boatman regarded the flat-boatman and
raftsmen with great contempt. 1883 'Mark Twain' Life

Mississippi iii. 41 The keelboatman became a deck hand, or

a mate.

Keeled, a. Add : a. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1781 Ccd. Virginia St. Papers I. 493 They [sc. light

Batteaux] will run over shoals, where a Keel'd Vessel must

be carried

o. /Tw/ifi/jrra/^r, a form of prehistoric flint. (F.

grattoir carcni. )

1911 VV. J. SoLLAS Anc. Hunters viii. 218 Carefully flaked

like the snout of the keeled scraper. 1921 M. C. Burkitt
Prehistory iv. 75 Keeled scrapers. This tool . , is very
common in Middle Aurignacian times. It has a flat under
surface, from which the flakes on the upper surface are struck

off in a fan-shaped manner.

Keen, a- 6. Add : By an extension of the use

in keen competition, etc. the commercial use of

keen prices, etc. has arisen (cf. "Keenly adv. 6).

Kee'ner^. Western U.S. [f. KEENO.-f-ERl.]
One who drives a hard bargain.

>859 Barti-ett Diet. A mer., Keener, a veryshrewd person,
one sharp at a bargain, what in England would be called

'akeenhand'. Western. 1871 Schele de VERE/Jw^rzVan-
isms (1872) 496 Keener, a noun made from the adjective, is

a Western term for a sharp man. * 1 tell you he is a keener,

you can't get on his blind side *.

Keenly, adv. Add

:

6. Comm. At a cut price, cheaply.

1928 Daily Express 28 Aug. 7 With aiivantages like this

we can quote more keenly.

Keep, sb. Add :

4. £ A strip or block to prevent a piece from
moving beyond its proper position.

1833 LoUDOK Encycl. Archit. $ 1108 The door-frames..
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to have keeps (stops) three quarters of an inch thick, and of

proper breadth.

7. b. Cricket. Toplay {for) keeps : to play a de-

fensive game in order to remain at the wicket,

orig. Austral.
188a Pakdos Atistraliantin Kng. logThey don't 'play for

keeps ', as the Australians call it. 1904 Daily Chron. 9 Juljr

^/3 The last five batsmen are men who do not play * keeps j

if they are to make runs, they make them quickly. Ilnd.

II Aug. 7/2 This enabled Ranjitsinhji to play his proper

game, after having teen obliged to play 'keeps' for so long.

1936 Strudwick 55 Yrs. behind Stumps 82 England^ batted

all day for 221. ' Playing for keeps ', one paper said.

Keep, V. Add :

16. d. To keep wicket (see WlCKKT 3). Also

absol. To act as wicket-keeper.
1887 F. Gale Came of Cricket 263. 1920 P. F. Warmer

Cricket Reniin. 161 Lockyer ' kept ' for the Players on and
offbetween 1854 and 1866. 1921 N. I, Q. 14 Feb, 121/2 Alfred

[LyttcltonJ, of course, 'kept for England.

35. (U.S. examples of to keep school.')

1847 Knickerbocker Mag. XXX. 511 A girl whose educa-

tion does not qualify her for ' keeping school *. 1849 E.

Chamberlain Indiana Gazetteer 196 There are in the

County .. school houses in which schools are kept, a portion

of the year, in most of the school districts. 1867 ' T. Ijhct^-

l.htio' Homespun II. 264 Mr. John Porringer, .'kept ' this

school, and was in the way of keeping it so long as he lived

and liked.

38. b. Of a school : To be held. U.S.

184s Knickerbocker Mag. XXVI. 277 One afternoon, when
'school didn't keep', some one got intothe house. 1867
* T. Lackland' Homespun i. 123 The District School has

not ' kept ' since the week began.

52. Keep out. C. intr. To 'stay outside', bold

aloof.

1914 H. H. AsQLlTil in W. R. Inge Lay Thoughts (1926)

127 [As Mr. Asquith said in August, 1914], ' if we had kept

out we should have been left without a friend in the world *.

57. Keep up. Add : 1. To continue to maintain

a friendship or intimacy ; to keep in touch. (Cf.

57 f-)

1916 E. V. Lucas Vermilion Box xlii. 45 Two of my
oldest friends. . . Both went straight into the array, but we
had kept up.

Keeper. Add : 1. f. A wicket-keeper.

1868 J. Lillywhite's Cricketers' Comp. 49- 'S'O P- F-

Warner C«'cAir<(Badm.) 163 The best 'keeper' in England.

1926 Strudwick z; Yrs. behind Stumps 244 There were very

few, if any, better keepers than the Notts man.

So Keeping vbl. sb.

1B68 in Bettesworth Walkers ofSouihgate (1900) 2^1. 1920

P. Y.Vis!i-!iv.nCricket Remin. 156 His [sc. Blackham s] keep-

ing to Mr. Spofforth with the 1878 Australian XI. was a
revelation-

Keeping-room. (Earlier U.S. example.)
177X (JOPLEY in Copley-Pelham Lett. (1914) 141, I forget

weither or not there was to be a Clossit in the Keeping Room.

Keeshond (k^i-shpnd). Also -hound. [Du.]

A wolf-coloured dog very popular in Holland.

1927 E. C. AsH Dogs 1. 150 The keeshond is the well-known

Dutch dog, often seen on the barges. X927 Daily Express

15 June 15 The Keeshounds, Dutch dogs,. .were shown in

this country for the first time. They are about the size of a
Chow, grey black in colour, exceedingly strong.

Keewatin (k?wa-tin). Geol. [The name ofa

district in Canada.] A group or series of the

Archaean in Canada.
1885 A. C. Lawson in Ann. Rep. Geol. It I^at. Hist. Surv.

Ctttiada I. 14 cc. The most appropriate name for the series

that suggests itself to me is ' Keewatin ', the Indian name
for the North-west, or the North-west wind, which has been

applied to the district within which the rocks occur. 1906

Chamberlin & Salisbury Geol. III. 330 The extension of

the Kewatin ice-sheet to the southward. X913 F. D. Adams
Problems Canadian Shield (1915) 59 The widely extended

Keewatin series.

Kee-wee, variant of "'Kiwi.

Kehoeite (kjhcu'ait). Min. [Named after H.
Kehoe its discoverer : see -ite 1.] Hydrous phos-

phate of aluminium and zinc, amorphous, and white

in colour.

1893 W. P. Headden in Amer. frnLSci. Ser. lil.XLVI.
22. 1893 yrnl. Chem. Soc. LXIV. 11. 537 Kehoeite, a new
Phosphate from Dakota.

Kello-vian, variant of *Callovian.
1888 J. Prestwich Geol. II. 9 Kellovian Limestones and

Marls.

Kelp ^. 4. Add : kelp-orab, a spider-crab,

Epialttts productus, found on the coast of Cali-

fornia.

1887 G. B. Goode etc. Fisheries U.S. v. II. 657 The kelp

crab.. is eaten by the Indians.

Ke'lpie^. An Australian breed of dogs (see

quot.).

1930 Hancock A ustralia xiii. 289 The Australian kelpie,

bred from judicious crossing of smooth-haired^ Scots collie

(with a slight strain of fox), and the native dingo.

Kelvin, (ke-lvin). [Named after Sir William
Thomson, Lord A'V/z'/«(i824-i907).]

1. The kilowatt-hour, the ordinary commercial
unit of electric energy.
1892 Electrician XXIX. i The President of the Board of

Trade having cordially approved and Lord Kelvin having
acquiesced ; after the word ' unit * in the Provisional Orders
of this year, the words * hereinafter called a kelvin ' will be
introduced. 1911 £«<:>c-/./JriV.XXVII. 740/1, 36ookilowalt-

seconds or 1 kilowatt-hour is called a ' Board ofTrade unit

'

or a ' kelvin '.

KENTUCKIAN.
2. The scale of absolute temperature. In full

Kelvin scale.

Kenai (kf-nsi). GeoU [The name of a penin-

sula in S. Alaska.] A Tertiary series in Alaska.
1906 Chamberlin ^ Salisbury Geol. III. 248 Certain fos-

stliferous beds of western Greenland seem lo be of the same
age as the Kenai series. 1924 C. Schuchert Geol. 596
Throughout Alaska and extending into Uriiish Columbia
occurs the wide-spread Kenai formation of continental

character.

Eenion, early variant of Canyon.
1846 J. W. Webb Altoman I. viiL 216 A ravine on the

right deepening into a kenioii.

Kenite (kf-noit). [-itk l,] A member of a tribe

of S. Palestine, perhaps a branch of the Midianites.

Also aitrib.

iSSSCovERDALECJi-rt. XV. 19 The Kenytes, the Kenizites
the Kydmonites. — Judg. iv. ii Heber the Kenyte. 1876
Encycl. Brit. IV. 763/1 The aboriginal Rephaimand three

Arab tribes,the Kenites, Kenizzites, and Kadmonites. 1911

Ibid. XV. 729/2 Moses himself married iutoa Kenite family

(Judges i. 16),

Kennel, sb^ 3. Add : kennel-compamon^

'ffiend \ kennel-maid^ -work ; kennel lameness,

a rlieumatic disease in hounds.
t%^^ Coursing Calendar g Miss Ellen and Hamilla.,the

pair bein^ 'kennel companions. 1889 Ghetton Memory's
Harkback 228 After sufficient time to get acquainted with
theirnew*kennel-friends, they were taken out with the pack.

1841 R. T. Vyner Notitia Venat. 45 *Kennel-lamcness, or

shoulder-lameness, as it is sometimes called. 1885 Dk. Beau-
fort & M. Morris Hunting (Badm.) 112 That mortal

scourge which among men is known as rheumatism, and
among hounds as kennel lameness. 1930 Fox-hunting
(Lonsdale Libr.) viii. 108 Through this cause they appear to

stiffen up, which is mistaken for kennel lameness. 1907
WesUn. Gaz* 5 July g/i In the lady's service was the prisoner,

who occupied the position of *kennel-maid. 1929 Daily
Express j6 Jan. 5/2 Ihe showing of dogs is skilled work for

a kennelmaid. Ibid.^ *Kennelwork as a career for educated

girls.

EenOa (Earlier example.) Also Comb. : keno
establishment, ranch, a gambling-house.
i87i.A")']^ar(7i5Apr.,The police pulled ever^- Keno establish-

ment in the city. 2873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West iv. 95
This game» like keno, has less of the 'cutthroat' about it

than the others. 188^ K. M unroe Golden Days iv. 40 Well
have a drawin' over in SHm Jim's keno ranch.

b. As an exclamation.
1884 [see Diet.]. 1907 Mulford .Par.^oxix. 193 He wants

to know where th* cards are stacked an' why he can't holler

* Keno '. 1908— Orphan vii. 87 Bill turned his head, and one
eye closed in an emphatic wink. * Keno ', he replied. 1924
— /?«5//^r'f Ka//<y vi. 75*Ifyo'regoin'out to Milt you better

t.ike some supplies. .
.' Keno ', grunted Matt, departing,

Eenotron (ke-nJtrf?n). Elecir, [f. Gr. Ktvus

empty + -rpovj denoting instrument.] A thermionic

valve exhausted to a high vacuum, with an incan-

descent filament as cathodeand an anode of tungsten

or molybdenum, acting as a rectifier.

19x5 1. l^KsGHMiAin EUciriciau 21 May 242/1 A kenotron

has been built capable of rectifying 250 milliampercs at

180,000 volts. 1919 J. A. Fleming Thermionic Valve 74
The result has been the production of what may be called

an ideally perfect Fleming Valve, which highly exhausted

valve, . .has been rechristened a Kenotron. 1920 Nature 8

Jan, 462/1. 1926 S. O. Pearson Diet. Wireless Terms 113.

Kent, sb:^ (Earlier example.)

X820 Scoresbv Acc. Arctic Reg. II. 296 The fat of the

neck, or what corresponds in other animals with the neck, is

called the Kent.

Kent, V.2 (Earlier example.)
1820 Scoresbv Acc. Arctic Reg. II. 296 By means of it, the

fish is turned over or kented.

Kentia (kentia). BoU [mod.L. (Blume, 1836),

f. the surname Kent: see -ia 1.] Any of several

greenhouse palms, formerly referred to the genus

of this name, native to Australia and the East

Indies, now referred to other genera, as Areca^

Iledyscepe, Ilowea, etc,

[1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 779/2 There are 4 palms, among
them the Kentia of Fiji.] 1909 Wcstm. Gaz. 8 Jan. 9/2 Over

1,000 Keniia palms Irom the South Sea Islands. 1923

Chambers^s JmU^iiJx There are four kinds of kentia palms

—the thatch, the curly, the umbrella, and the mountam,

KentUCk, abbreviation of *Kentuckt, chiefly

used attrib. or as sb. = *Kentuckiax.
a. 1789 Massachusetts Spy n June (Th.) A Kentuck

boat of 40 feet long. 1834 W. A- Carrutheks Kentuckian

in N. V. I. 24 A quid of the real Kentuck twist. 1841

Southern Lit, Messenger VII. 53/2 A segment of an old

Virginia hoe-cake... In Kentuck phrase 'would not be bad

toe take.*

b. 1835 J. H. Ingraham South-Wesi I. ix. 105 Here are

congregated the primitive navies of Indiana, Ohio, and the

adjoining States, manned, .by 'real Kentucks '. 1851 Lady
E. C. E. Stuart Wortley Trav. U.S. xxvi. 173 The mam*
moth cave in dear * Old Kentuck '.

Kentuckian (kentz^-kian), a. and sb. Also

8-9 Kentuckyan. [f. next.] a. adj. Of or be-

longing to Kentucky, b. sb. An inhabitant or

native of Kentucky.
1784 T. Jefferson Writ. (1894) III. 401 Should.. the

Indianians and Kentuckians take themselves off. 1810

Niles" Weekly Register III. 396/2 The brave Kentuckyans

have done their duty. 1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie \\i. It js

I>art of the religion of a Kentuckian to fret himsclfahtileat

a mischance. 1852 Mr.s. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xi, Great,

tall, raw-boned Kentuckians, attired in hunting shirts. 1880

Cable Grandissimcs xii. 75 One of those Kentuckian dealers

in corn and tobacco.
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Kentucky (kent2?-ki). Also 8-9 Kentucke.
[From the name of the river; the original meaning
of this is uncertain,] One of the southern United
States, lying south of the Ohio River and east of

the Mississippi, Used atirib., as Kentucky cattle,

forest^ horse, Jean, rose, shore ; Kentucky blue-

grass, Poa fratensis \ Kentucky boat, an ark or

flat-boat ; Kentucky clover, TrifoHum reflexiim
;

Kentucky coffee (bean, tree), mahogany, a tall

tree, Gymnocladits dioica, the seeds of which are

used as a substitute for coffee ; Kentucky flat =
*Kentucky boat \ Kentucky warbler, a common
warbler of the eastern U.S., Geothlypisformosa.

1796 A. Ellicott in Life ^ Lett. (1908) 140 Discovered a
•Kentucky boat fast upon a log. . 183s Lcuisi-ille Directoty
103 The ark or fl.it boat, often known as the Kentucky boat.

1858 D. K. Bknnett Chrotu N. Carolina 86 We met 373
head of *Kentucky cattle in one drove. 1785 Washington
Diaries II. 426 Sowed about a tablespoonful of the Buffalo
or "Kentucke Clover. 1857 A. Gkav Man. Bot. {i860) log
•Kentucky Coffee.tree. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Ainer. (ed, 3),

Kentucky Coffee... K large tree, resembling the locust tree,

bearing a pod wiih berries which are used for coffee. 1829
S. CuMMiNGS Western Pilot 7 The 'Kentucky Flat, or
Family boat, 1837 R. M. Bird Nick o/the iVoods I. 216
Thee is in a wild 'Kentucky forest. 2881 Harper*s Ma^.
Apr. 730/a The two ^Kentucky horses were trotting along
the beach. 1835 J. H. Ingraham South-lVtst II. 175
Pantaloons of *Kentucky jean. 1843 R. Carlton Neiu
Purchase x\. 73 A Kentucky>jean vest. 1846 Knickerbocker
Mag. XXVIII. 38 The *Kentucky rose is not excelled..
for the plentitude of its blossoms. i8a8 J. Hall hctt./rojn
H^est 141 About sunset we landed our boat on the *Kcntucky
shore. 1860S. F. Baird, etc, BirdsM Amer. 247 Ofioromis
Fonnosus, "Kentucky Warbler. 187a E. Coues N. Amer.
Birds 106 Kentucky Warbler. Clear olive-green ; entire
under parts bright yellow.

Kenyte (krnait). Petrol, [f. Mt. Kenya in

British East Africa + -ite^.] A black volcanic rock,

a variety of alkali-trachyte containing anorthoclase.
1900 J. W, Gregory in Q. yrnl. Geol. Soc. May 212 One

of the most interesting rocks in this kenyte-series is a black
porphyriiic pitchstoiie. Ibid. 214 The kenytes are most
nearly allied to the pantellerites, but are probably as a rule
more basic i9at H. G. Ponting Great IVMite South 103
A monolith of Kenyte.

Kepler^B laws : see Law sd.^ 17 c (a).

Ker-. Add : Also co-, che-. (Additional
examples.)
liyS Public Z^^^r(Phila.) 27 July (Th.) Down I came

chewhallop. .and overset thechair. 1844 ' Jon. Slick * High
Life N, y. II. 88 We drew up co^wallop right afore Jase's
house, /bid. 154 Ca-smasb went the chair. Jbid. 183 The
curtain cum down ca-cliiiiik. 1854 Marv J, Holmes T"*////*!?!/

<V Sunshine 3 Then, again, youll go in co-stush. 1896 £.
Glanville Kloof Yarns \\. la, I pitched head first—kcr
smash—in a sudden fit o' dizziness. 1913 Public Opinion
15 June 563/1 With both feet set down kerplunk he closed
the interview.

Eerato*. Add : Xerato'^enotui a. [^-genous

(^)], productive of horny tissue. Ke^ratomalaxla,
•a'kia [Gr. ftaKaKia softness], morbid softening of

the cornea. Ke'ratosoope (example).
1901 Dorland Afed. Diet. (ed. 2), • Keraiogenous. 1907

Practitioner Dec. 849 The keratogenous and analgesic pro-
perties of picric acid, as exhibited in the tieatment of burns.
190Z DoRLASn Afed. Diet, (ed. 2), *Keratomalacia. 1907
Ophthaivtoscope Mar. 143 Two cases of keratomalacia. 19x3
Nature 3 Feb. 163/2 Keratomalacia among rats suffering

from deficiency of vitamin A 1910 H. C. Farkkr Handbk.
Dis. EyeZi The cone is observed by inspection.. with an
instrumetit known as the *keratoscope.

Keratophyre (ke*rati)f3i»J), Petrol, [f. Ke-
BATO- + -pnyre, designating porphyritic rocks.] A
felsite with a large i)crcentage of soda.
1889 F. H. Hatch in Geol. Mag. Feb. 71 Soda*fels)tes or

keratophyrcs. 1900 H. E. Gregory Geol. 0/ Aroostook
t-'oleaiiic Area 163 The group of soda trachytes or kerato-
phyres.

Keratosis (kcratJa-sis). Path. [f. Kerato-
+ -osis.] A disease characterized by hornygrowths.
1887 JoN. HuTCHiNSOM (////*) Od Somc Examples of Arsenic

Keratosis. 1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. VII.^ 109/2
Keratosis was applied to the condition by Kaposi, who
believed it to be due to a transformation from the opaline

pl.tque. 19*6 A. M. Cakr-Saunders ^w^/ff/Vx iii. 54 Kera-
tosis (warts and callosities on the palms and the soles).

Kerb, -r^- 2. b. Add: kerbside\ kerb market
^

stocks (see on the kerb ii» 2).

1905 Daily Chroit. 28 Apr. 4/4 The 'kerb market in New
York reflects in a general way the tone of the slock market.
ibid. II Nov. 4/7 Fruit from the "kerbside barrow is marvel-
lously cheap nowadays. 1^13 Daily Mail ai July 3 The
growing tendency of motorists to avail themselves of kerb-

side pumps. 1930 /Joi'/y £j-/r«f 30 July a/6 *Kerb Stocks.

Kerel (ke*rM). S, Africa, [Du., = Cabl sb,'^'\

A fellow, chap.
190a T. H. M. Abbott Tommy Cornstalk 8t It b that

* kerel French who is coming.

Kerogen (kcr^djen), [f. Gr, Kr\pU wax +
-GEN.] (Scequot. 1906.)
1906 D. R. Stkuart Oil'sltales 0/ Lothians m. 142 note.

We are indebted to Professor Crum Brown, F.R.S., for sug-
gesting the term Kerogen to express the carbonaceous matter
m shale that gives nse to crude oil in distillation. 1913
H. M. Caokll Story 0/Forth 199 Wherever the oil has tiius

been robbed of its Kerogen, it is, of course, rendered worth-
less. iQ«3 Nature 17 Mar. 374/x The marine kerogen shales
from the oil-fields of Japan.

Kerosene, b- Add

:

1891 C. \Kf3^^.v.isAdri/t Amer. 3i z An old kerosine tin. 1909

531

Westm. Gaz. 3 Feb. 2/2 A gasolene* or kerosene-engine.
19x8 Manchester Guardian Weekly 10 Aug. 11 3/4 Mr.
Churchill was deeply chagrined by being compelled to with-
draw his proposed kerosene tax.

Kema (ke*ria). [mod.L. ; named in 1816 by
A. P. de Candolle after William Ker, English
botanical collector.] A plant of the genus of
rosaceous shrubs of this name, with golden flowers,
native of Japan (cf. CoRCHORua 2). White Kerria
(see quot. 1900).
1829 Loudon Emycl. Plants 454, 1210. 1838 R. Sweet

Brit. Flo7ver Garden Ser. 11. IV. No. 337 Kerria japonica.
Japanese Kerria. 1900 Bk. Gardening {ed.W. D. Drury) 407
Rhodotypos kerrioides (White Kerria). Ibid. 465 The double-
flowered Kerria (K. Japonica Jlorepieno) is a favourite wall-
shrub. 1904 R. J. Farrer Garden Asia 99 The golden
wreaths of the bending kerria overhead.

Kerry. Add : 3. Kerry blue {terrier), a breed
of Irish terrier with a blue-grey coat.
1922 R. Leighton Cor.tplete Bk. Dog 239 The Kerry Blue

Terrier. Ibid. 240 Primarily, the Kerry Terrier is a water
dog. 1930 E. C. Ash Pract. Dog^ Bk. 150 The history of
the Kerry Blue is not easy to obtain.

Keswick (kczik). [Name of a town in Cum-
berland, where the introducer of this apple, John
Sander, lived.] In full Keswick codliw. A variety

of cooking apple.
1813 in Mem. Caled, Hort. Soc. C1814) I. 374 The Carlisle

and Keswick Codlin Apples. 1826 Catal. Fruits Card.
Hortic, Soc. 114 Codlin, Keswick. 1831 H. Ronalds J)V/.

Apples 5 Keswick CodUn. A favourite sauce apple from
the North of England. 19x2 Mulford & Clay Buck Peters
xxii. 198 It's Buck as sure as little apples Kesicks.

Keta (k/'ta). Kamchatkan name of the dog-
salmon, Oncorhyncus keta or lagocephalus.
1901 Annette Meakin Ribbon o/Iron xviii, At Nikolaevsk

upwards of a hundred and ninety-thrce thousand puds
of a salmon called 'keta'

—

salmo lagocephalus—are salted
annually. 1905 D. S. Jordan Fishes II. 73 In Japan keta
is by far the most abundant species of salmon.

Ketazine (kriazm). Chem, Also -in. [f,

Ket(one -*- Az(0TE + -ineI.] Any one of a class of
organic compounds obtained by the action of
hydrazine on ketones.

1894 7r«/. Ckem. Soc. LXVI. i. 348 Transformation of
Ketarines into Pyrazolincs.

Ketene (kr-tm). Chem, Also -en. [f. Ketone
-f -ENE.] A pungent colourless gas obtained by de-

composing acetic anhydride with intense heat.

Also applied to a group of allied compoimds (see

quot. 191 1).

1907 WiLSMORK & Stewart in Nature LXXV. 510/1 We
would^ suggest that the body is the [jarent substance of
Staudinger's ketenes. 1907 Wils.more in Jrnl. Chem. Soc.
XCI. II. 1939 The keten series. Ibid. 1941 Keten has a
peculiar penetrating smell. 19XX Encycl, Brit. XV. 761/2
I'wo classes may be distinguished : the aldo-ketenes, includ-
ing ketene itself, ..and the keto-kctenes.

Keto- (k/*tf>). Chem, Used as combining form
of Ketoxe, as keto-aldehyde, -compound, -hexose

\

Xeto^e'nic a. (see quot.).
1891 Proc. Chem. Soc. VII. 91 Ketocompounds. 1902

Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 721/2 Keto-compounds. .are converted
by It \sc, phenylhydrazine] into hydrazones. 1930 Sci.
Amer, Nov. 391 This is called a ketogenic diet, because it

tends to produce an excessive amount of ketones and their
derivatives in the blood.

Kettle. Add : 1. b. A tea-kettle is some-
times tied by mischievous children to a dog's or

cat's tail to frighten the animal. Hence allusively.

1928 A. Bennett Strange Vanguard xxx. 202 He .saw

that he had been cast that night for the role of kettle to a
dog's tail.

4. d. (See quot.).

1895 M. Pemberton Itupreg. City ii. 6 A small ship's
launch, such as sailors call a kettle.

6. kettle-lid ; kettle-scrubber ; kettle-moraine

(example) ; kettle-bail U.S.^ a dredge used in

taking scallops.

1887 G. B. GooDE, etc. Fisheries U.S. v. II. 57 1 The dredge
for a soft bottom differs from the other in having the 'blade'
adjusted to swing in the 'eyes ' of the arms in order to pre-
vent its sinking into the mud. This is called the * *kettle-

bail 'style of dredge. 1903 AV/h, AT *r7'. Oct. 436 The wobbling
of a *kettle-lid. 1894 J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age (ed. 3) 745 The
great interlobate * *Kettle moraine ' formed by the combined
action of the ice*lobcs of Green Bay and Lake Michigan.
1843 Thackeray Ballads, Peg 0/ Limavaddy xii, That
sweet *kettle-scrubber.

Kettle-bottom. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1838 J. F. Cooi'ER Iloiiieward Bou7td\\\. 1. 39 The Montauk

. , was a first-class specimen of the ' kettle-bottom ' school of
naval architecture.

Kettle-bottomed, fz. TEarlierU.S. example.)
1838 J. F. Cooper Jlomeivard Bound x. I. 249 Joe was pies-

byterian-built, as we say, kettle-bottomed, and stowed well.

Ke*ttle-m.an. [Cf. Kettle 6 b.] One who
attends to a kettle in sugar-boiling.

1833 B. SiLLiMAN Man. Sugar Cane 15 The manner in
which the hands are distributed during the cutting season
is the following.. forty hands with knives, .six kettle men.

Kettler. Delete t and add : 2. A colour-
mixer's assistant who attends to the boiling of
dycstuffs.

loaz Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 381.

Kettling, variant of Catling.
1869 Overland Monthly III. 130 Then there are the delu-

sive 'keitlings' among the Mow down' people. ..I will

simply say that it is fried sausages, minus all the unhealthy

KEY.
and absurd meat which most people insist on stuffing into
the intestinal integuments.

Keweenawan (kmrn^-an), a. Geol. [f. Ke-
weenaw, a promontory in Lake Superior + -an.]
Designating a division of the Algonkian in the
region of Lake Superior, including a body of
igneous rock of great thickness and extensive de-
posits of copper. Also as sb., the Keweenawan
series or system.
1893 A. Geikie Text-bk, Geol. (ed. 3) 716. 1906 Chamber-

LIN & Salisbury Geol. II. 195 The Keweenawan system
contains the most extensive deposits of native copper known.
1913 A. P. CoLEMAM Proterozoic Canad. Shield (igts) 151
The volcanic eruptions so characteristic of the later Ke-
weenawan.

Keweenawite (kzw/ng-sit). Min. [Sceprec.
and -iTfii.] An arsenide of copper and nickel found
in Keweenaw county, Michigan.
'903 7rftl. Chem, Soc, LXXXIV. 11. 157 Keweenawite, a

new mineral.

Key,^^.l Add: 3. To hold the keys of: iohtiwQ
in one's own control.
1924 D. H. Lawrence England, vry Eng. 208 She would

follow her own way just the same. She would always hold
the keys of her own situation.

6. C. Chess, {a) In full key move : The first move
in a problem game. (/') The whole solution of a
problem.
i8a7 W. Lewis Chess Problems Pref., I defer for the

present publishing the solutions, that the reader may solve
the Problems without being tempted to refer to the key.
1846 Chess Players^ Chron, 65 Amateurs wanting either
time or perseverance to undertake the solution themselves.,
may obtain the key by addressing a note to the editor, 1878
S. Lovti Cliess Strategy 201 There is always a great deal of
chance in solving a problem, such as hitting upon the key by
accident. Ibid. 60 Kty-moves which threaten an easy mate.
1890 J. Ravner Chess Problems 12 A really beautiful
problem should be strong all round : it should have an ele-
gant key, brilliant strategy, and pretty mates. 1906 W. De
Morgan Joseph Vance xxxix, Zukertort's problem., turned
on Black's last move having been pawn two .squares, and
White having the choice of taking across, which was the
key-move of the problem. 192s G. Hume & A. C. White
GoodCompanion Two-mover 5 I n a two-move problem,White
makes the opening move, known as the key-move or Key.

d. The device used to * key ' an advertisement
(see *Key v. 5). orig. U.S.
1905 Calkins & Holden Mod. Advert, xi. 266 A variation

of the ' key ' in advertising is the coupon. 1915 H. W. Hess
Product. Advert, xiii. 190 Accounts may be opened charging
up to each key..(i) number of inquiries,.. (2) amount spent
on that particular key [etc.].

16. key-basket (earlier U.S. example), -box, 'Safe,

1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil. Southern Matron xxv. 172
When mama had carefully placed hers in her *key-basket.

1904 F. Lynde Grafters xx. 264 Kent found a note in bis
*key-box at the Clarendon. 1905 To-Day 21 June 238/2
There's only one key in the *key-safe, and its the renter's key.

b. passing into adj. in sense ' dominant \ * con-
trolling * (cf. 5) : as key-house, -metal, -name, -office,

-position^ -section ; key industry, one which is

essential to the carrying on of others (e.g. coal-

mining) ; key man, one whose work and position

are necessary to the good conduct of an industry

(see also *I7),
1916 Economic Jml. XXVI. 24 We are asked to learn one

essential lesson from the war, and that is, not to be caught
short of any *Key' industry. 19x0 Discoz'ery May 142/2
Tungsten has. .been called the key-metal of this war. igai
Act II & 12 Geo. Kc 47 Part i, Safeguarding of Key Indus-
tries. 1^23 DailyMail 15 Feb, 9 The important key section
of the railway line which, if handed over to French control,

would create a wide western outlet from the Ruhr, 1926
D. L. CoLViN Prohib. in U.S. 509 Occupants of key offices

such as the Presidency or the Attorney.Generalship. X9a7
W. E. CoLLiNsoN Contemp. Engl. 94 Greek was s.iid to
occupy a key-position. 19*7 J. Boon Victorians^ Edwai-d'
ians

<J-_
Georgians I. 203 There had been considerable diffi-

culty in getting hold of a key witness. 1927 Glasgoiu
Herald-^ Mar, 10 There have lately been several murders
of Chinese ' keymen ', who did much to prevent the last

strike being a more complete success. 1929 Times 28 Oct.

15/3 One of the unions, with a small membership of 'key'
men. 1930 New Statesman 30 Aug. 637/1 I'he Centre is

the great opportunist party, . . never missing a chance to cap-
ture key-positions in the bureaucracy. 1931 Daily Express
16 Oct. 3/2 Bristol is largely the key position in the West.
1931 Lkjeune Cinema 4 A study of these key-names, unob-
scured by any commercial considerations of box-officevalue,

17. key-chain, a chain for securing a key or a

number of keys ; key-holder, {a) an electric-lamp

holder or socket containing a switch ; {U) a person

who keeps the key or keys of a workshop, factory,

etc.; key-log Logging, a log which is so caught or

wedged that a jam is formed and held by it ; key-
man, an operator oftelegraph keys (see also *i6 b)

;

key-move (see *6 c) ; key-plate, {a) a keyhole

escutcheon; (^) in colour-printing from a metal

surface, the outline slate answering to a keystone

in lithography ; key-seat v. trans., to supply with

a key-seat, make a key-seat in ; key-seater, a

machine for cutting key-seats.

1904 Westm. Gaz. 28 July 10/3 He subsequently found his

*key-chain on a chair in the bedroom. 1928 Daily Td. 11

May 5/6 Workmen were waiting outside ready to begin work

for the day. , . The *key.hoIder had not arrived. 1928 Daily

Express 8 Aug, 9/2 Many keyholders were away for the

Hank Holiday. 1868 *key-log [see 16]. 1873 J. H. Beadle

Undez'el. IVrst (Phila.) 719 (Th.) There is generally what
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is called a ' key-log ', mnd by attaching? a rope thereto the

whole mass is loosened. 190a S. E. White liMz^t^ Trati

xxxii. 311 By pulling out or chopping through certain *key

logs which locked the whole mass. 1907 Washing^ion Star

30 Sept. o Some of the leading *keyinen are sounding their

shibboleth the cry of 'govcniraent ownership of the tele-

graph sj-stcms *. >,,/.-.
Key, V. Add : 2. c. To cause (glued surfaces)

to adhere.
lou EncycL Brit. XXX. 34/2 Roughing of the surfaces

to beglued was adopted to secure keying.

5. To distinguish (an advertisement in a particular

periodical) with some device or direction intended

to identify answers to it. orig;. U.S.

1905 Calkins & Holden Mod, Advert, xi. 264 The adver-

tiser likes to know which particular mediums pull best. To
accomplish this the advertising is ' keyed ', Some form of

address is used which can be varied in each magazine. 1907

W. D. ScoTT Theory if Prod. Advert, vi. 79 The return

coupon was, then, in the beginning a keying device. 19x5

H. W. Hess Prodiicth'e Advert, xiii. 199 The average

method of keying is very inadequate and makeshift. 1937

t>aily Ne^vx 7 June 5/5 Advertisers who ke^ their advertise-

ments report their best resuUs from the ' Daily News ',

Keyhole. 4. Add : keyhole nebtda, a

nebula in the southern sky with a central dark

patch shaped like a keyhole, on the edge of which

is the variable star t; Argils; keyhole saw (earlier

U.S. example) ; keyhole urchin, any sea-urchin

having openings resembling keyholes in the test, as

the genera Scutella and Mellita.

1890 A. M. Clerke Syst. Stars viii. 116 One of the finest

of the southern nebula;, sometimes named the ' *Kej'-hole

Nebula ', from the aperture of that shape with which it is

centrally perforated. Ibid, xviii. 282 Such was the brilliancy

of the star [17 Argus] in 18 38 as almost to obliterate the 'key-

hole '. 1777 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIX. 106 Sold.. ;

*key hole saws, at as.

Keyholei z'- Add examples (of intr. use).

1905 Kynoch yml. Oct.-Dcc. 172 Some of these weapons
..at any range beyond a hundred yards shot wildly, the

bullet invariably keyholing. 1923 Kipling Land ?f Sea Tales

190 The bullet must have ricochetted short of the butt, and
it has key.holed, as we say. See !

' He pointed to an ugly
triangular rip and flap on the canvas target face.

Keystone. Add : 1. d. elHpt. = Keystone

Sute (see 5). U.S.
1844 Congress. Globe 4 June 662/3 The old Key-stone

has never furnished the Union with either President or

Vice President. 1868 W. Carleton Farm Ball., Our
Army of the Dead 5 Mid old Key-stone's rugged riches^

which the miner's hand await.

5. (Examples of Keystone Stale.)

[i8z8 Niles Weekly Register XIV. 23/1 Pennsylvania.,
standing as the keystone of the federal arch. 1834 Congress.

Globe 31 May 408/1 The State of Pennsylvania.. was still

the key-stone of the Union.] 1836 Southern Lit. Messenger
II. 277 The little German farmer ..in the Key Stone State.

1904 N. Y. American^ Apr. 4 The Pennsylvania men agreed
with the Tammany leader that the Keystone State should
send an uninstructed delegation.

b. keystone picture Cinematography^ a picture

in which the sides of the image are not paralleL

1915 J. B. Rathbun Moving Picture Making 126 To
avoid the keystone picture, the angle of the lens must be
sufficiently great to bring in the edges. Ibid. 135 This dis-

tortion makes what is known as a * keystone ' picture which
is due principally to the fact that the top of the screen^ is

nearer the picture than the bottom.. .With the projector in-

stalled at one side of the screen, the keystone effect will he
horizontal instead of vertical.

Xhadar, -ir, variants of *Kadib.

Xhaddar (kas-daj). [Hindi.] Indian home-
spun cloth.

19ZX Glasgow Herald 27 Dec. 7 This tent will be made of
hand-spun 'khadder' t«V]. 19*5 E. S. Jones Christ 0/
htdian Road v. 116 1'he whole city was dressed in white
home-spun khaddar, the sign of tlie Nationalist.

Khaki, a. and sb. Add: Hence Kha*kied
(ka'kid) pa. pple., dressed in khaki

; Jig. possessed

by a militant spirit ; Kha'kiism, militant spirit or

policy ; Kha klite, an enthusiast for a war policy

;

Kha'kiness = *khaknsm. (All temporary.)
1900 Daily Express 36 June 5 (Cassell's Suppl.) The de-

parture of *khakied troops for the front. 1004 IVestm. Gaz.
19 Nov. 2/1 The last election, when certainty the confidence-
trick was indeed played on a Khakied nation. 1900 Nat.
Rev. June 535 There is no reason to suppose that Lord
Salisbury has, so far, surrendered to *Khakiism. Ibid., The
*Khakiites are strenuous and determined. 1900 IVesttn.

Gaz. 4 May 2/2 1'he Portsmouth electors.. did not allow
themselves to be persuaded out of their Liberalism into
*'khakiness.

XlLalukah. (halu'ka). Also chaluka(h), kha-

luka. [Talmndic Heb. T\y7T\ b-^luqqdh distri-

bution, f. Heb. p7n ^fl/a^ to distribute.] Contri-

butions or donations sent by Jews for the support
of poor Jews in Palestine.

x^o Encycl. Brit. XIII. 686/2 Annual contributions
ihaluka) ainoonting to about ;£ 50,000 a year. 1920 tgtk
Cent, OcL 627 Fear has been expressed that Jewry in

Palestine., will degenerate into a new form of^Chalukah *.

1923 W. P. Livingstone Galilee Doctor 48 The Jew who
followed his native genius, engaged in commerce, and made
a success o( it, was nulependent of the kbalukah. IJtid. 163
The khaltUcah system liad made the country a Jewish poor-
house.

Klxamnu. (ka"n«m). Also han(o)uni, [Turk.

khdnivif fern, of khan Khan I.] In Turkey and

the East, a lady of rank. Also— madam, Mrs.

532

i8>6 tr. Zehir-ed'din Mukamnied Baker's Mem. 12 The
second daughter [of Shir Haji BcgJ, KuUuk Nigar Khanum,
was my mother. 1S34 Mokier Ayesha \. iv. 80 She once
made the sign of the cross,.. but now she is a kadfin—

a

khaniitft^ a head of a harem. 1884 F. Bole Borderland
315 They have been used by hanoums and princesses. 1938
Daily Tel. 30 Oct. 12/6 An unveiled Khanum gets hiiu

his number when he uses the telephone. 1929 Spectator 21

Aug. 276/1 Closely*veiled figures of Turkish Khannms.

Kharif (karrf). [(Hind, a.) Arab. f^JoJ^
X'//a;-i/"gathered, autumn, harvest, autumnal rain.]

1. In India, the autumn crop, sown at the begin-

ning of the summer rains.

i88a W. W. HuNiER Ind. Empire 3S5 The kharlf ox

autumn harvest. x886 A. H. Chuhcm Food-grains Ind. 99
Where indigo is grown in the kharif, barley is its usual
accompaniment in the rabi.

2. The rainy season in the Sudan.
1920 Blackiu. Mag. Nov. 668/1 The gazelle here do not

drink from khareef to khareef, a period of very nearly ten
months.

EhatTm (ka*t«n). Also kadun. [Hind., a.

Pers.] A lady. Also as a term of address.

X834 [see *Khanum1. 1927 Daily Express i6Sept. 6 What
do you think, khatun ? 1927 Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 6S7/2 My
wife and other senior khatuns. Ibid, 6S8/*i ^ ..called out
to my servant, .to bid the khatun come in haste.

Exiaya (k^i-ya). [mod.L., f. Wolof M(2j/^,] A
genus of tropical African timber trees closely

allied to mahogany. Also, a tree of this genus.

1864 J. A. Grant Walk Across Africa 340. z^zoNature

29 July 692/r The various species of Khaya, the African
mahoganies.

Khet (ka), [Hind,, Hindi.] In India, a tract

of cultivated land.

1878 P. Robinson In vty Indian Garden 176 In the still

air could be heard.. from the scattered kJiets, the bark of

the prowling fox. 1886 — Teetotum Trees 63 In all the

swampy jheels and crop.grown khets. 1923 iQth Cent.

Oct. 589 The land is divided by one broad distinction into

the khet and the jungle—that is to say, into the cuiti\*atcd

and the wild.

Khilafat (kila-fat). [Arab. l3%>. khildfat, f.

khalif successor : see Caliph.] The spiritual

headship of Islam, residing in the person of the

Turkish Sultan at Constantinople. Used to desig-

nate the Moslem anti-British movement in India

after the treaty of Sevres. Hence Khila-fatlst, a
supporter of this agitation.

zgz^Edin. T^^z/. Jan. 182 The Khilafat. .is the Vice-gerency
of the Prophet. 1925 Contemp. Rez>. Apr. 430 An influential

section of the Moslem community, dissociating itself from
the Khilafatist section. 1926 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 429/2
The * Khilafat ' agitation. Ibid. 431/2 The Khilafat party.

Ehoi-Elioill. [lit. * men of men *.] The Hot-
tentots* name for themselves.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XII. 309/2 The common denomination

adopted by themselves was Khoi-Khoin (iiienof men). 1897
A. J. Butler tr. RatzeVs Hist. MankindW. 247 Tlie Khoi.
Khoi (Bushmen and Hottentot) group of langxiages. 1930
ScHApKRA Khoisan Peoples S.A. 5 note.

Kh.orasan (korasa-n). Also incorrectly -assan,

-assin. The name of a province in North-eabtern

Persia, used to designate a kind of Persian carpet

or rug.
1922 Kbndrick & Tattersall Hand-Woven Carpets 179

Of the various kinds of carpets made in this province, one
kind is called specifically K.horassan...Khoraswin rugs are

usually large in size. 1931 Times 16 Mar. 22/4 A Khorassin
carpet 16 ft. X 7 ft. 1951 C. Tattersall Carpets ofPersia

39 Maslihad. Much like Khorasans, but with shorter and
closer pile. Ibid. PI. xxiii, Khorasan Rug.

IKllud. attrib. Add : khtid-clivtbingj -stick.

1906 Westm. Gaz. 13 Aug. 7/1 Killed. -in India while

khud-climbing. 1925 A. G. .Arbuthnot in G. Burrard Big
Game Hunting 118 Take your telescope, rest it on a rock
or on your * khud stick '. 1928 Black%v. Mag. Jan. 25/2 He
jabbed his khudstick into the ground.

Kibaub, variant of Caboji, Kabob, (Cf. *Kee-
BAUB.)
1839 Mrs. Kirkland New Home xiv. 87 She would have

made out nobly on kibaubs.

Kibble, sb.''^ Add -. Also, a small hand-drawn
cart on runners used for conveying ore or refuse in

a mine. Also aitrib.^ as kibblefiller. Also Xi'b-

Wer [cf. Kibble z'.^].

x88i Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 84 Copper Miner. . .Kibble
Filler. 192X Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) §§ 047, 054.

Kibble, z'.^ Add : Krbbler, Ki'bblerman.
i88t Ogilvie (.Annandalc), Kibbler^ one who or that which

kibbles or cuts, especially a machine for cutting beans and
peas for cattle, 1921 Diet, Occup. Terms (1927) § 159
Kibbler^ kibblerman ;. .attends and feeds machine in which
he breaks up oil cake into nodular pieces before grinding

into meal. 192s Glasgow Herald 2z Feb. 3 Chaff and root

cutters, grinding mills, or kibbleri.

KibblinCS (ki-bliijz), j3. //. {Corruption of pi.

of Capelin.J Pieces of small fish used as bait on
the banks of Newfoundland.
1843 in Goode Fish. Indust. U.S. (1887) 160 Metal hooks

baited with parts of small fish (by us called kiblings). 1859
Bartlett Did. Amer., Kiblings. 1871 Schele ce Vere
Americanisms (1872) 340 Kibblings,

Kibdelopbane (kibde*l(3ff^in). Min. [ad, G.
kibdelophafty f. Gr. Ki/SSr/Xoy adulterated, spurious +
-<payT)s showing, appearing.] A variety of ilmenite.

^BSmWatts Diet. Cliem. III. 446. 1892 £.S. Uaka Dana's
Syst. Min. {cd. 6) 2iy Kibdelophane. About 30 p c titanium.
1929 H. H. KK\DRutley's Elem, Min. (cd. 22J 334.

KICKER.

Kiboko (kib^u'kf?). Africa. [Swahili, = hippo-
potamus.] A sjambok.
X921 Chambers's yml. 118/1 One of those who had long

ruled them with the kiboko (sjambok) jn times gone by.

1923 tr. A. Schweitzer's On Edge of Primeval Forest iv.

67 A kiboko (or sjambok) of hippopotamus hide.

Kick, ^^.1 Add:
1. d. (Earlier and later U.S. examples.)
1839 C/f^w/MWjfCN.Y.) Democrat 25Dec.(Th.) Sotakethe

hint without a kick, and shut the open door. 1904 F. Lykne
Grafters xii. 155 To-day he came around and gave rae back
my opinion, clause for clause as his own. But I have no
kick coming. 1910 Mulford H. Cassidy viii. 57 ' We ain't

got no kiclc, have we?' retorted Cavahy.
2. c. Archery, The unsteady motion of an arrow

at the beginning of its Jlight caused by faulty

handling of the bow.
1894 C.J. Longman &WALROND^n:A^ry xx. 343 The effort

made by the string when released to regain its central posi-

tion will cause the arrow to strike against the bow with a
* click ', and commence its fliglit with what is called a *kick

'

or unsteady WTiggle.

d. Electr. A momentary high-voltage discharge

in an inductive electric current. B kick (see quoL
1928).
1910 N. Hawkins^ Electr. Diet. 233/1 Kick...hny im-

pulsive movement imparted in telegraphy to delicate instru-

ment parts by a discharge from the line. ..A";!:^ of Coily a
discharge taking place from an electromagnet coil. Kick of
Relay^ an impulsive movement imparted to the tongue of a
telegraphic relay by an electric discharge from the line.

1928 A. E. Stone Text Bk. Telegr. igi With the non-
polarised relays a different method has had to be adopted, in
order to eliminate the effects of what is known as the B kick.

This term is applied to the break in the continuity of signals
received on the non-polarised relays, due to the momentary
demagnetisation of their cores when the current in the line

is reversed,

e. Jig. A sharp stimulant effect, e.g. that ofstrong

liquor or pungent seasoning ; also, a thrill of ex-

citement, fear, etc. orig. U.S.
1903 Dailjf Chron. 16 ^an. 5/1 With cayenne and mustard

(to give their food the missing ' kick ' \sc. of alcohol]). 19x6
Ladies' Ho7ite Jrnl. July 26 That's a good word isn't it?

I don't know what it means, but it's got a kick. 19x8 Daily
Express^ Dec. 10/3, 1 was told I should get a kick out of that
journey—and 1 certainly did. 192^ Evetiing Nevjs 18 Nov.
15/6 A cocktail basis with a real kick (42 deg. proof spirit).

6. b. Shoes. U.S.
1927 Amer. Dial. Notes 453, 1927 Hollis St. Theatre

Pro^. (Boston) 19 Sept., Gloss.

8. Comb. : kick-starter (see quot. 1916) ; also

kick-start; hence kick-start v. trans.y to start (the

engine) thus ; kick-switcli U.S. (see quot.) ; kick-

wheel U.S.J a potter's wheel worked by a foot

pedal.
19x4 Motor Cycle a Apr. 138/1, 1912 P. and M., free engine,

3-speed, *kick start. X928 Manch. Guard. Weekly 15 June
474/2 The bigijest boy is demonstrating, .how to *kicK-start

an engine. 1913 Motor Cycle 26 June 68/1 Douglas, 1913,

R, clutch, 2-speed, *kick starter. 1916 Motor Cyclists*

A.B.C. 107 A kick starter is fitted to a machine for the pur-

pose of allowing the engine to be started whilst the rider is

in the saddle by a downward kick of a pedal. 1919 C. P.
Thompson Cocktails 235 She mounted on the kickstarter

and stamped 011 it with resolute vigour. igiS,Dyke's Auto-
mobile <5- Gasoline Engine Encycl. (ed. 6) ^tjI^ 'the coil is

. . usually placed on the dash, with a *kick switch on its face.

Note, Kick switch means, the switch can be kicked from
one side to the other by foot. 1923 E. A. Bakber Pottery 4^

Porcelain U.S. xii. 250 Such wares, .were produced in large

quantities by negro men and boys, wiio employed the old*

fashioned * ''kick-wheel ' in their manufacture.

Kick, &.1 Add : I. 3. b. Said also of the ball

and of the bowler,
x888 Steel & Lvttelton diciet 152 SpofForth was bowl-

ing rather more than medium pace, bringing the ball back a
foot or more very quickly from ihe pitcli, sometimes kicking

to the height of the batsman's head and at others shooting.

c. Electr. (See *Ivick sb.^ 2 d.)

1928 A. E. Stone Text Bk. Telegr. jgz If during this

period the tongue of the relay ' kicks ', the local circuit is

momentarily broken.

6, c. intr, (To be or lie) kicking about i i.e. ia

danger of being kicked or otherwise damaged.
1867 'T. Lackland' Homespun 1. 80 The,. doctor, whose

instruments., lie kicking about like ordinary household
trumpery.

II. Kick in. trans, a. To break down (a door,

etc.) by kicking against the outer side.

1883 Stevenson Treas. Isl.y, Then there followed a great

to-do.., furniture thrown over, doors kicked in.

b. To propel (an uncoupled railway car, etc.)

by repeatedly thrusting a foot against the ground.

1898 Hamblkk Gen. Manager^s Story zs A conductor..

opened the switch, pulled the coupling pin on the a-ippled

car, and gave his engineer a signal to kick it in. Ibid. 35

He wanted to kick the last car in on a spur.

III. 10. kick-and-rush, used to describe foot-

ball played with more vigour than art.

1906 Daily Chron. 26 Nov. 9/2 It was a kick-and-rush

game, played badly. 1930 Daily Express 9 Sept. 12/5 The
football they played was of the kick-and-rush order.

Kicker. Add : 5. (See quot.)

1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 40 Kicker, the

reversing gear of some direcl-acung steam and hydiaulk;

pumps.
6. Poker, A high third card retained in the hand

with a pair at the draw.
i8gs Poker Man. 57 Sometimes a player raises on \ single

pair and a kicker, i,e. a high card. 290X D. A. Cuktis Sd.



KICKIBTG. 533 EILMABNOCK.
Draw Poker 57 Drawing two cards to a pair and a kicker,

the chances of a Full are 6 in 1081.

7. Lumbtrmg, A device for throwing or rolling

a log in a desired direction. In full hg kicker.

102a R. C. Bryant Lumber 44 Logs which are elevated

into the mill by an endless chain are thrown or rolled upon
the deck by means of log kickers of various types. IBi^. 46

A type of log kicker designed for lollina logs both ways out

of the log slide.

EicMng', pp!. a. (Earlier U.S. example of phr.)

1847 C. K. Hoffman Lett. 23 Jan. 374, I am most glad to

hear that you are alive and kicking.

b. Cricket. Of a ball : That rises abruptly from

the pitch. Said also cansatively of the ground, a

bowler, or his bowling : also of lawn tennis service.

(See Kick v> 3 b.)

i888[seeDict.]. i^4F.G.I-owrK Z^aww rc«Mj> 12 Tbeonly
way to take a fast kicking service is to stand right in [etc.].

Kick-np. Add: L b. iransf, Aa abrupt

rise.

1907 F. W. Lanchestbr Aerodynantics 347 One of the

most remarkable results brought out by these experiments
is the peculiar ' kick up ' in the pressure curve.

2. b. A dance. U.S.
1778 ^farytand Hist. Ma^. III. ir6 We collected the Girls

in the nei;ihbourhood and had a kick up in the Evening-
X796-180X Fessenuen Orig. Foems (i8o6) 30 See what lasses

we can pick up For our famous village kick up.

4. = KjCKf^.2 I.

X90t N.E.D, s.v. Kick sb.3 i. 1993 H. J. Powell Glass-
making iH Eng. 22 Feet of goblets, showing hem and kick-

up. Ibid. 74 Stability had been given by pushinj; upwards
and inwards the base of the bulb to form the familiar ' kick-

up * of modern wine-bottles,

5. a. (See quot. 1909.) b. On the Mississippi^

a steamboat with paddle-wheel astern. US.
1009 H. \jav\s Dressing 0/ Minerals 4$x In larger mines

it IS more usual to use cars with fixed, sides and to use some
form of ' Tippler * or * Tumbler ' for turning the car over and
thus emptying out its contents. Tipplers are of two kinds

:

end tipplers or * Kick-ups* and ade tipplers.

Kicky (Ici'ki), a. Cricket, [f. Kick v.^ + -yV]
Causing the ball to * kick ' or rise abruptly from
the pitch.

1888 Steei. & LvTTEi-TOM Cricket iii. 150 It is a slow easy
wicket he has to bat on, and not a * caked*, 'kicky 'one.

1903 l^imisar Mag. Sept. 393/2 A very kicky wicket
generally averages matters scnnewhat by supplying onedead
shooter.

Xidy sb,^ Add : 6. d. A young man, fellow.

U.S. slang.

1896 Emporia (Kan.) Gazette 15 Aug. 15 Then we have
discovered a kid without a law practice and have decided to

run him for attorney general. ioa6 ^. Black You Can't
lyin iv. 26 I'll tell you wiiat I'll do with you, kid.

6. kid-brush, a soft brush used in the process of

finishing goaUkins; kid point, stitching on the

backs of gloves.

1897 C T. Davis ^fannf. Leather ^69 The skins., are then
wet over with gum-water and brushed with a very soft brush
called a ' kid-brush '.

Kid, v.^ Add : Also ahal. and with clause.

1879 [in Dict.J. 1916 C. J. Dennis Ginger Mick 89, I can
see ole Ginger.. Grinnin" a bit to kid 'is wound don't pain.

iQsa iV. ^ Q. i2th Ser. XI. 206/2 A Jockey who has some-
thing up his sleeve and sits still on his mount, or by some
means deceives those riding against hhn, is satd to be * kid-

ding*. He may also *kid* to his hurse by his tactics and
come with a rush at the finish.

Kidder^ (see Kiu v.^). Add examples.
1888 sporting Li/e 15 Dec. (Farmer) The champion kidder,

1891 J. Newman Scan/ping Tricks xL 83 [He] was a beauti-

fufkidder and could patter sweet and pretty. 1899 G. Ade
Fables in Slang (1900) 84 They wanted a Swell Name for

the Team, so the Side-Show Announcer, who was something
of a Kidder and had attended a Unitauan College, gave
them Zoroaster and Zcndavesta. 1901 H. M*^HuGH John
Henry 4 1 *Quit your joshin', John Henry 1'

.

.
' you're getting

to be a worse kidder than Bill McConnell !' 19SS Weekiy
Dispatch 1 7 Dec. 7 He appeared to me to be . . the champion
'kidder*. When I saw him ride it seemed to me that other

jockeys did not know what he was about.

Kidney. 5. c. Add : kidney fern, an Ameri-
can spleenwort {AspUnium angitstifolium) with

kidney-shaped sori ; kidney-iron ore — kidney

ore ; kidney-root, either of two American plants

used for medicinal purposes, {a) — *Joe-pte weed ;

{d) an asteraceous shmb, Baccharis pihtlaris ; kid-
ney-worm, any parasitic worm whicli infests the

kidneys of man or lower animals.
x88a Econ. Geol. Hlinois II. 164 \Vc find an exposure of

over twenty feetofshaly strata, with much *kidncy-ironore.

Kier (kT»i), v, [f. the sb.] trans. To boil in

a kier or vat.

19x9 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 590/2 A uniform process of

'kierlng* (Iwiting under pressure with a lye of caustic soda)
was introduced.

Kieve, variant of Keetb.

Kiezer (ki"Mi). Also kieser, keyser, kieah-
eer. [Du. kiezer^ f. kiezen to Choose.] A
member of the electoral college in British Guiana
which nominates members for the legislative body
(the Court of Policy).
i8u Ld. Bathubst in J. Rodway Hist. Brit. Guiana

(1803) 11. xio The strong measure of dissolving the existing

College of Kcyscrs. 1831 la Alnt. <V Local Guide Brit.

Guiana (1831) 170 Wiiercas on the 7th day of September,
i8xa, Jhlajor-Gcueral Carmicbacl, when adminiMcring the

Government of the said United Colony of Demerary and
Essequebo, did, by a Proclamation by him for that purj^ose
issued, declare the College of Kiezers of the said United
Colony to be no longer a distinct and separate institution,

1880 Encycl. Brit, XL 251/r. 1891 J. Rodway His!. Brit.
Guiatta 1. 116 Since.. 173J5, these Burgher Officers had been
constituted a College of Kiesheers (electors or choosers) to
nominate the representatives of the free planters.

Kike (kaik). U.S. slang, (See quots.)
1919 Mekcken Atner. Lang. 115 Our common terms of

disparagement, such as kike^ wop^ yap and rube. 19*7
P. Marks Lord of Hbnself 148 ' Filthy little kike,' he
thought contemptuously. Ibid. 159 You told me that this

Loshakoflf was a great musician, but you told me, too, that
he was an ugly little kike. 1931 Slosson Great Crusade
306 The talk of ' wops ', ' kikes ', ' sheenies ', ' dagoes *.

BCilcll (kilj). [German-Swiss kikh.'\ Local
name of a small whitefish, Coregonus hiemalis, of
Lake Constance.
idSi K. Semper Aniiit. Life 320 The little fish of the Lake

of Constance known as the Kilch. 1931 J. R. Normak
Hist. FisJies 175 One of the White-fishes {Coregonus), an
important food-6^h of Lake Constance, known locally as the
Kilch.

Killligf (ki'lhig). U.S. Logging. [Origin un-

known.} A short stout pole used as a lever or brace

to direct the fall of a tree.

1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging 41, 1913 R, C. Bryamt
Logging 83 Kiihigor Sampson. .. It consists of apole.. either

sharpened or armed on one end with a spike.

Kilkexmy (kilke*ni). The name of a county,

and its capital, ia Leinster, Ireland, used attrib. iu

Kilkenny coal (= anthracite), marble \ Kilkenny
cats, two cats fabled to have fought till only the

tails remained, taken as the type of combatants
who fight until they annihilate each other.

185a Pict. Guide Birmingha/n 162 Whatever may be the
ultimate fate of the combatants—and it once seemed likely

to be that of the *Kilkenny cats. \Z<^ Slang Diet.^ Kil-
kenny Cat, a popular simile for a voracious or desperate
animal or person. 15(01 Graphic LXIV. 28&/1 The fat* of
tlie Kilkenny cats will meanwhile have overtaken the vil-

lains, z^a^ Daily Chron. 11 Sept. 3/5 The election of its

kings.. was a continual cause of bickering and Kilkenny
cat fighting. 1931 Tz7nes Lit. Suppi. 23 July 578/2 AH these

excitable disputants have disappeared like the Kilkenny
cats through the excess of their own zeaL 1910 Encycl.
Brit, ri. 105/2 Anthracite. ..Other terms, .are, ' stone coal*

, .or * Wind coal * in Scotland, and ' *Kilkenny coal * in Ire-

land. IJ30 F. I. North Liutestanes 145 Bkuk "Kilkenny
Marble is widely tised.

Kill, sb.^ Add: 3. Also, an animal used as a
bait in hunting beasts of prey,

1906 G. F. Abbott Through India in Daily Chron. 24 Apr.

3/4 The kill was tied in the immediate neighbourhood of
these towers.

4, Lawn Tenttis and Rackets. The striking of a
ball in sach a way that it cannot be returned. (Cf.

Kill v. 7 a.)

1903 l^tstm. Gaz. 31 Aug. 8/1 Grant put in some mighty
'kills' from the service line. 1906 Field 13 Oct. 623/3 Mr.
R. F. Doherty was sending down some punishing kills across

to Mr. Hough's forehand, which very often scored outright.

1908 Baily's Mag. June 483/1 They both of them fairly

bombarded the wall, often.. bringing off beautifully low
* kills'. i9aoTiLDEN Lawn 2V«/»« 87 The server covers and
strives for a kill at once.

Kill, V. Add

:

6. C. The inf. to kill added to express the full

extent of an effect produced ; as dressed {got ttp^

etc.) tokilly dressed to excess, fascinatingly dressed.

colhq, (orig. U.S^
1848 Babtlett Diet. Amer., To kill^ to do anything to

kill, is a common vulgarism, and means to do it to the utter*

most; to carry it to the fullest extent; as, ' He drives to

kilt * ; ' She dances to kill *. z86s Lowell Biglo^u P. Ser. 11.

i'u 62 *T was Concord Bridge a talkin' off to kill With the

Stone Spike thet 's druv thru Bunker Hill, a 1871 Country
Merchant (De Vere) When he came down after breakfast.

to go over to the Judge's and to press his suit, he was dressed

to kill. 1877 My Mother-in-Law vit. His wife was there,

dressed 'to kilt', as he himself said.

7. f. To kill the goods : in Soap-makings to

emulsify the melted fat by a partial saponification.

1885 W. L Caupenter Manuf. Soap 167 The boiling, and
the addition of fat and lye, must be continued until a small

sample.. has a tolerably firm consistence. .. Praclicc alone

will enable the operator tojudge of the completion of this

first operation, called ' pasting '. In English pliraseolc^y, it

is called ' killing the goods ' or raw material. 1888 J. Cameron
Soaps Sf Candles 82 Saponification, Pasting, or Killing the

Go^xls.

g. ^To kill the sea (Naut.), to cause the sea to

grow calmer, as by the action of a heavy rainfall

upon turbulent waves. To kill the wind (Naut.),

to reduce wmd-velocity, as does a rain-storm on a

high wind*. {Funk's Standard Diet, 1938.)

8. a. Leather mannf. To remove the natural

grease fiom (a hair skin).

1897 C T. HsyxsManuf. Leather ^^6 Beforeaskin can be

colored it must first be tanned and fjripared, and all grease

removed from the hair so as to make it susceptible to the dye.

The latter process is technically designated as 'killing the

skin *.

b. To obliterate.

1903 E, L. Shuman Pract. Journalism 62 The editor can
make room by killing the last paragraphs of the other stories,

C. Bridge, (See quot.)

1939 WoKic Compete Contract Bridge Gloss. 240 High
cards in a suit are * killed ' wlien they arc led through and
captured.

d. Printing, To mark or designate (matter) as

not to be used ; to throw out ; to order (type) to be
distributed,

Eillaraey (kiiauni). Geol, The name (see

quot. 1924) given to a 'revolution' in the Lake
Superior country at the close ofthe Proterozoic era.

Hence KiUa'mean ^.

1924 PiRssoN Introd. Geol. r. 503 The Killarney Revolu-
tion. Ibid. 508 The Killarney mountains of Ontario. 19*4
ScHUCHERT Text-ik. Geol. 102 Epi-Prolerozoic or Lipalian
Interval and pencplanation of continents, EraA : General
Terms for Major Divisions, Killarney Revolution. Lake
Superior, after Leith, Keweenawan granite. Lake Huron-
Michipicoten, after Leith, Killarnean granite. 1925 J. Joly
Surface-Hist. Earth v. 88.

Killer. Add : 2. Also killer whale,
1884 GooDE Fish. Indust. U.S. 17 The Killer Whales are

known the world over by their destructive and savage habits
igit E. R. G. R, Evans South •with Scott v, We saw
Sibbald's whale, Rorquals, and many killer whales.

b. A locust-killing wasp. U.S.
1868 Amcr. Naturalist II. 217 The 'kiHer' had seized

one of our August locusts, and was endeavouring to rise from
the ground with it.

4. b. A contrivance for killing a large ferocious

animal (e.g. a wolf, a shark) ; also an explosive

implement for the painless killing of old horses,

(Cf. humane killer, *Humane a. i d.)
>89z J. MuBEJOCH Ethnal. Results Pt. Barrcnu Exped.

359 \vigth Ann. Rep. Bureau Amer.Ethnol. 1S87-88, Whale-
bone wolf-killers. 1901 Amer, Anthropologist Apr.-June
391 Eskimo and Sanioan 'Killers*. 1901 Morn. Leader
18 Dec, 3/7 The deadly instrument known as 'Greener's
Killer*, thirty-six of which are to tie purchased by the War
Office for the painless destruction of old and incapacitated
horses, is the invention of the welt-known gun manufacturer,
Mr. W. W. Greener... The 'killer ' consists of a noiseless ex-
plosive apparatus resembling a short rifled barrel, which
contains a small cartridge with steel-poinied bullet.

Ki'llliag. U.S. (Jocat). Also -hog. [Origin

unknown.] A wooden trap used by hunters.

1848 Bartlett Did. Amer.^ AV////a^ (Indian), a wooden
trap, used by the hunters in Maine. \^\Brad/ord 7'itnes{D^

Vere), The first furs were brought into town yesterday, and
already a number of killhags have been put up everywhere.

Killick. Add : b. (See quots.)

1916 Chambers's Jml. May 302/2 * Dipping the killick'

means that the badge is removed, and that its wearer has
been disrated to A. B. Note, A ' killick ' is an anchor, which.

is the badge worn by a leading seaman,

Killickiuilick, etc. (Examples of forms.)

^1805 J. J. Henky Camp. agst. Quebec (1812) 223 A half

part of Red-willow bark, added to as nmch of the dried

sumach, forms the killekinic. 1867 ' Mark Twmh* Anicr.

Drolleries 41 The most popular, .smoking tobacco is.,

Killikinick. 1878 H. H. Jackson Bits of Travel at Home
289 Great mats of kilUkinnick vines (the bear-beiry). 1889

K. Munroe6V/^A'« Z?a>'xxxvi.284 Put that in your pipe and
smoke it, along with your killikinick.

Killing', vbl. sb. Add : Bridge. The severe

defeat of a contract.

1929 Work Complete Contract Bridge viii, Every * killing
*

accomplished by a slam venture has been ofiset by losses

many times as great.

b, killing-place^ -room ; killing-bottle, a bot-

tle containing a poison for killing captured insects,

etc. ; killing-circle, the area within which, at a

certain range, the charge of shot from a gun is

sufficiently compact to kill the game.
1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 134/2 Beetles when_ caught may.,

be dropped, .into what is known as ihe'*killing bottle ', the

bottom of which contains cyanide of potassium covered over

with a layer of gypsum. 1886 Ld. Walsingham & Payne-
GAixwKy Shooting (Badm.) 94 The charge of a 2o-bore is

smaller, lighter, and has a less *kiliing circle than has a 12-

bore. 189a Gricener Breech-loader 148 For ordinary sjjort-

ing purposes a gun which shall give its largest killing circle

at 30 yards with the first barrel, and at 40 with the second,

will be found the most convenient of good shots. 1908

PVestm. Gaz. 3 Oct. la/i In a paddock of nearly thirty thou-

sand acres, .it was practically impossible to chance upon this

* killing-place. 1906 Ibid, i June 9/2 The most rigid in-

spection of the meat after it gels into the *killing.room.

2. The act of killing game ; a number of animals

killed by sportsmen. = Kill j^.l 2 and 3.

1896 Harper's Mag. Apr. 721/1 When we camped by a
good killing of musk-ox. 1931 Amcr. Speech OcL 5 Some-
times the hunter found that he could make his best ' killings

*

at the ' salt licks * or * salt flats ' frtquenied by the buffalos.

3. The prevention of the evolution of gas in the

steel during its manufacture.

1887 J. A. Phillips & Bauerman Elem. Metallurgy 330
Wiien the charge has become completely fused. .it is left at

rest for a period which varies with the carbon temper of tlie

metal. This operation, known as killing, is of the utmost

importance for the production of sound ingots.

Killy- ^•^' Short for Killifish.
1871 ScHEi.K DE Vere Americanisms (1872) 67 The Barred

Killy. 1898 Hamblen G^rw. Manager's Story xv. 2^2 I'lank

had remained fur a bit seated on a stone behind me, watch-

ing the 'killies* swimming in the shallow water.

Kilmarnock (kilma-jnf?k). [Name of a town

in Scotland.] A Scotch cap resembling a tam-o'-

shanter. In full Kilmarnock bonnet, cowl.

183a AtNSLiE Pilgr. Land ofBurns 6 The manner in which

ihe whole man was so properly roofed in with the ancient

Kilmarnock bonnet. Z^/,/. 31 Flourishing, .their kdmar-

nocks' manfully round their heads. i8>8 Mom Mansie

IVauch vi. 53 Gallowses, leather-caps, and Kilmarnock cowls.

1877 Jas. M. Nkilson Poems 49 He. .cover d the bald pow

o' Wniie Shakspeare Wi's big blue Kilmarnock. 190a Daily



KILN-BKIEB.
Cirvm. 90 Dec. 5 2 The Scottish team of curlers who have
departed for Canada wanted to be ringed out with oM-style

Kilmarnocks,

Ki'ln-dri^er. [f. Kiln-dby v.] An apparatus

for kiln-dning meal.
1813 IViies''H^eekijf Rei^sier V. Add. A. i) '\ His improved

elevator, conveyor, drill, hopperboy and kiln-drier.

Kilo-. Add : kih-amp^re, -calorie^ -erg^ -gauss,

-hertz, -joule ^ -majcivelly -parsec ^ -volt.

1901 J. A, Fleming Handbk. EUctr. Labor, I. 68 The
standard •kilo^mpere balance. 1937 Haldane & Huxlev
Anim. Biol. iii. 88 «<»//, The *kilocalorie of 1,000 calories is

the unit of energy which is most useful in human physiology.

It b sometimes called the 'Large calorie'. 1910 iT. Hawkins*
EUctr. Dict.^ *Kilo-€rg, a unit of work, equal to one thousand
ergs. Ibid.y *Kilo-gauss^ a unit of magnetic flux density,

equal to one thousand gausses. 1929 Daily Express 11 Jan.

3, 6 A national common frequency of 1,040 *ki!ohertz (288-5

metres). 1893 Sloane Stand. EUctr. Diet. 317 *KiUjoule,
a compound unit ; one thousand joules. X9SS Encycl. Brit.

XXX. 301/2 The most remote cluster known is distant 67
*kiloparsecs or 200,000 light years. 1934 Nntureg Feb. 206/2
Comparison of its angular diameter with those ofthe Magel-
lanic Clouds.. gives distance 300 to 500 kiloparsecs, 1927
Ciasgoxv Herald 8 Dec. 13 *Kilovolt transformers. 1923
R. Knox Radiogr, 9f Rctdio-Therap. 1. i, (ed. 4) 45 The
kilovoltmeter for measuring the high-tension current.

Kilocycle (ki-Us^ikT). Electr. [f. K1L0- +
CvcLE J?.] The quantity of 1000 cycles (see

*CrcLE sb. 10 d), as a nnit in measuring the fre-

quency of electrical oscillations, (Abbreviated kc.)
X9XX Wireless Board List Radio Telegr, Waves 3

Frequency is expressed in ' Kilo-cycles * (K.C.). 1926 S. O.
Pearson Did. Wireless Terms 113. 1927 Daily Tel.

14 June 5/3 The decision of the B.B.C. to adopt forthwith
the kilocycle method of stating frequencies instead of the
wave-length method. 1928 G. E. Sterling Radio Man. 45
The frequency of 1,000,000 cycles can then be expressed as
1,000 kilocycles or 1 megacycle. 1930 Radio Times 15 Aug,
339/2 Under the International Agreements at present in force,

broadcasting channels normally are confined to about g kilo-
cycles separation.

Kilometric, a. Add ; Kilometric guarantee,
a guarantee of gross receipts per kilometre con-
ceded by the Turkish government to railway com-
panies within the Empire.
X902 Daily Chron. 24 Jan. 3/3 The revenues to be assigned

for the service of the kilometric guarantee have not yet been
specified. 1909^ Westm. Gaz. 16 Dec. 2/1 The Bagdad Rail-
way (with its iniquitous kilometric guarantee). X909 D,
Fraser Short Cu* to India iii. 39 A heavy kilometric
guarantee was provided. Ibid. 45 When the kilometric
receipts exceed.. 4500 francs, the whole of the surplus goes
to the government.

Kilta (ki'lta). Also kilter. [Obscure.] In
India, a kind of wicker basket. Also attrib. «
made of wicker.
x876 C. F. Gordon Cumming From Hebrides to Himalayas

II. V. 134 Our provisions were packed. .in long native
baskets, called kilters.

_ 1896 S. J. Stone In ^ Beyond
Hinialayas 39 The provisions and cooking apparatus were
carried in kiltas (wicker baskets covered with leather). 1927
Blackiv. Mag. Mar. 312/1 A kilta carrying-chair, carried on
the back of one man.

Kilter (ki-ltaj). Poker, [prob. var. of dial.

Kelteu-*^ rubbish.] A hand consisting only of
cards of low value.
X895 Poker Man. 55 Suppose you have an utterly value-

less hand dealt you, say for example, deuce, four of hearts,
six of clubs, seven of spades and nine ofdiamonds ; this sort
of hand is termed a 'kilter'. 1904 R. F. Fosthr Pract.
Poker 126 The Southern custom of raising the ante on a
kilter, and then standing pat.

Kiltorcan(kill^-jkan),iz. Geoi. \i. Killorkinm
Kilkenny^ Ireland.] The designation of an upper
division of the Old Red Sandstone in the south of
Ireland.

1885 A, Geikie Text-Bk. GeoL (ed. 2) 716 In Corkandthe
south-east of Ireland they are followed by the pale sand-
stones and shaly flagstones known as the ' Kiltorcan beds *.

191a Jukes-Browne Stratigr. Geol. (ed. 2) 211 The Kiltor-
can Beds or Upper Old Red Sandstone of Kilkenny.

Kilty (ki -hi), 5^. Also-ie, [f. Kilt ^i^. + -t 6.]

One who wears a kilt ; esp, a nickname for a High-
land soldier.

x84a Vedder Poems, Corse o' Dundee ix, In double quick
time did the kilties career. 1904 Daily Chron. 26 Sept. 9/3 *The
Kilties ' may be said to represent Canada by being Scotch.
»9*7 ^<^ots Obsener 14 May 16/4 The Kilty piping for money.
Hence attrib, and (jocularly) as adj.
xgoo Crockett Anna Mark xii, Yon's nae lassie ! Yon's a

kiltie lad. X927 Vachell De^ ofSea etc. 261 She assured
him_ that he was the * kiltiest ' boy she had ever met.
Kimono. Add : b. A similar robe worn as a

dressing-gown or tea-gown by women of Western
nations,
X9oa Daily Chron. 11 Jan. 8/3 Over a soft skirt a silken

kimono makes a new looking lea-gown. X9>8 F. B. YoungMy Bro. TcwaMaw 11. viii, She was dressed in a blue kimono
. .wrapped closely about her figure.

Kiliaki (kinakl). New Zealand. [Maoii.] A
relish eaten with plainer food.
C1870 T. Chapman in W. L. Buller Birds N.Z. (1873) 93Norway rats, .by diving for these freshwater pipls. provide

a kinaki (relish) for their vegetable suppers. 1878 Trans.
N.Z. Injt.Xl. 76 Fifty years back it would have been a poor
hapu that could not afford a slave or two as a kinaki, or
relish, on such an occasion.

Kinase (kai n^U). Biochem. [f. Gr, Kivixv

to move + *-ASE.] A ferment that activates another
ferment.

534

x9oa Jmt. Ckem. Soc. LXXXII. 11. 615 Kinases of Mlcro-
bic Origin. 1913 _T. R. Parsons Fund. Bio-Chem. iii. 32
This enterokinase is an example of the group of substances
termed 'kinases', which have the power of activating the
mother substances or precursors of enzymes.

Kind, sb. Add : 8. b. The worst kind used
advb. = severely, extremely, very badly. U,S. vulgar,
1839 Marrvat Diary Amer. 11. 227 He loves Sal, the

worst kind. 1877 Baktlett Diet, Amer. (ed. 4), Worst
Kind. Used in such phrases as, ' I gave him the worst kind
of a licking.* Also adverbially ; as, ' I licked him the worst
kind ', i.e. in the worst manner possible, most severely. 1893
Harper's Mag. Feb. 437/2, I want something to read the
worst kind. 1901 Marah E. Ryan That Girl Montana xv\\.

221 Now that you have got here, I'd hate the worst kind to
lose you.

14, d. (Earlier U.S. examples.) Also kinder
sorter (see Sort sb*~ 8 c).

X796-1801 Fessendkn Orig. Poems (1B06) 81, I kind of love
you, Sal— I vow. 1830 Massachusetts Spy 6 Jan. 1/5, I was
kind of provoked at the way you came up. 1834 C. A.
Davis Lett. Jack Dotvning 90 This kinder corner'd me^ and
made me a little wrathy. 1836 Public Ledger (Philad.)

27 July (Th.) She looked a kind o' slantindicularat him, and
I think he kissed her. 1844 * Jon. Slick ' High Life N, V,
lI.2i3Thechaphekinder eyed me askew. 1855 Halibukton
Nat. <5- Hum. Nat. I. vi. 190, I rather kinder sorter guess so,

than kinder sorter not so.

Kinderspiel (.ki-ndarjpri). [G.] A dramatic
piece performed by children.
^^x Daily Chron. 19 Dec. 5/2 An opera.,and a kinder-

spiel are being rehearsed. 1930 Aberdeen Press <5- Jml,
28 Feb._3/2 ' Blossom 'fime ', a pretty kinderspiel, was part
of a delightful entertainment given, . by the Sunday School
children.

Kind-hea'rtedly, adv, [-ly 2.] in a kind-
hearted manner.
1900 H. C. Bekchinc in Monthly Rev. Nov. 91 The brass

lectern, which the good sister.. kindlieartedly uncovered for
him.

Kine-^(ki'n2), variant (reverting to theGr, initial

k) of *Cine-, as in kiiie camera^ kinechrome, kinc
graph, kinenegative^ kine-variety

,

1899 Daily Chron. 31 Aug. 3 (Cass. D. Suppl.), The British
Museum authorities have made arrangements for the safe
custody of kinenegatives dealing with events of national im-
portance. 19»3 CJiambcrs's Jrnl. 603/2 The kinegraph
registers the short intake of the breath marking his embar-
rassment. X924 Westm, Gaz. 24 Jan., Tlie Kinechrome
metliod of kineinatography in naturalcolours. X927 Bulletin
12 Aug. 14/2 An enthusiast for the kine camera. 1928 Daily
Express -zZlslzi. 13 He has turned the music-hall into a home
of kine-variety.

Kinema (ki-n/ma, kainrma). Variant of *Cl-
NEMA with initial k from the Greek original,

1914 Even. News 29 Sept. 4/5 It was my first step in the
path of the kinema actor. 1921 igthCent. Apr. 672 Properly
handled, the Kinema could be made to endear the two races
to one another. 192$ Public Opinion 20 Feb, 181/1 The
Kinema is the most intimate and appealin;; medium for the
dissemination of ideas. 1028 Western Moruing News 28
Dec, The new kinema on the site of the old Post Office at
Totnes.

b. attrib. and Comb., as kinema-camera^ fibn^
"girlJ -producer^ projection. Also Si'nemacolour,
a proprietary name for a method of producing
moving pictures in natural colours by means of
revolving colour screens,

1927 Manchester Guardian Weekly 2 Dec. Suppl. p. xvi/a
The *kinema>camera. X909 Daily Chron. 3 June 7/2
• *Kinema-color ', or animated scenes in nature's actual
tints. X914 Times 29 Jan. 4/3 These lectures might perhaps
be illustrated by kinemacolour photographs. 1918 H. Croy
Hozv Motion Pictures are Made 288 By the Kinemacolor
process colored motion pictures were made of the Coronation.
X915 Trutht> Oct. 567/1 A levy of id. per foot on ail Imported
*kinema film. X919 Narran (title) The *KinemaGirl. X9ax
jgth Cent. Apr. 672 The "Kinema-producers in California.
xgi6 Chambers's yrnl. 26 Feb. 207/1 [The lamp's] suita-
bility for *kineina projection, ^

Kinematograpb.. Add earlier example.
Hence Kinemategraph v. tratzs., Ki:nemato'-
grrapher, Kiiuematosrra'phical a., E:inema:to-
gra-phically fZfife., Ki:nematograpliy, (Variants
of the corresponding *Cine- forms : cf. prec.)
X896 jgth Cent. July 135 The *Kinematograph is already

at more than one of them [sc. the music-halls], showing a
stormy sea, the Thames at Waterloo Bridge, the race for the
Derby. X908 Dally Chron. 26 Sept. 7/2 By permission of
the Lords of the Admiralty, Mr. Charles Urban during the
past five months has enjoyed facilities to *kinematograph
the efforts made during this period to salve the Gladiator.
xoii Cltambers's Jrnl. 412/1 Here, however, the scientific

*fcinematographer has gone farther, 1900 Nature 15 Feb.
384/2 Prof, R. W. Wood will exhibit.. the *Kinematographi-
cal Demonstration of the Evolutions of Reflected Wave-
fronts. X925 Daily Mail 13 Apr. 6/5 One. .important thing
..is to get into the hiding-place unobserved by the birds
which he happens to be *kinematographicaIly on the track
of.^ X907 Westm. Gaz. 24 Aug. 6/3 Acting, Sir, is mere
*kinematograi)hy. What we require is something more static,
reposeful, and intellectual, xtyn^ Chambers's Jrnl. 271/2 The
most important stride in colour-photography, at any rate so
far as kinematography is concerned, that has yet been
attained.

Kinematoscope. = *Cinematoscope.
1898 Windsor Mag. VIII. 113/1, I knew that conjurors

were to be obtained there,.. and the kinematoscope. 1926
Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 960/2 This machine was patented
in the United States as the Kinematoscope Feb. 5 1861.

Kinesimeter (kshi/si'mi'taj). [f. Kinesi--h
-METER.] An instrument for measuring motor
sensations of the skin.

KING.
1885 H. H. Donaldson in Mind X. 402 This machine

was devised by Prof. Stanley Hall, and will be described in
a forthcoming paper, under the name of the ' Kinesimeter *.

i^i E. B. TiTCHENER Exper. Psychol. 1. 145 Arm-rest, dc
signed for use with kinesimeter. X90X Baldwin's Diet,
i'/tilos. Sr Psychol. I. 611/1 Kinesimeter (regulated moving
point, for exploration of the cutaneous surface).

Kinetite(k3i-ni'tait). [f. KiNET0--f-iTEl.] A
kind of explosive (see quot. 1918).
1887 W. Smith in yrttl. Soc. Chevi, Ind. 29 Jan. 3/1 The

so-called kinetite is virtually one of what Dr. Sprengel terms
his 'safety explosives'. 1918 E. de W. S. Colveb High
Explosives 142 Kinetite, an explosive wliich was consider-
ably used from about 1885 to igoo, consisted of potassium
chlorate incorporated with nitrobenzene and gelatinised with
collodion cotton and sulphur.

Kineto-. Add : Kine'togram, a niotion-jjicture

taken by a kinetograph. Kine'togrraph v. trans.
^

to make a cineinatofjraphic record of. Kineto*-
grapher := *ClNEMATOGKAPiiEK. Kinetography
= *ClXEMATOGRAPHy. Kinetona'cleus Biol.^ in

trypanosomes, a smaller nucleus, concerned with the
locomotor activities of the cell. Klne'toplione, an
apparatus combining the functions of a kinetoscope
{h) and a phonograph. Einetoplast Biol. [F.
kinitoplaste\ (see quots.). Kinetosta'tics Math.y
the conditions of equilibrium of a system wilh latent

cyclic motions.
1897 Knowledge Sept. 217/2 When making the original

*kinetograms. Ibid. 218/1 Slow movemtnts may be *kine-
tographed. Ibid. 217/2 Reproduced through the labours of
'special' *kiiietograpliers. Ibid. 217/1 *Kinetography is

based upon the principle of the well-known zoetrope. X906
H-AI. Woodcock Hmmojlagellates in Q. Jml. Microsc.
Sci. L, 182 The resulting body, which maybe termed the
*kinetonucleus, passes into the now rounded trophonucleus.
1906 M. Hartog in Cambr. Nat. Hist. I. 120 First division
of nucleus into larger (trophic) and smaller (kineto-)nucleus.
1920 W. E. Agar Cytol. 103 Trypanosomes, where a darkly
staining body (' kinetonucleus ') which is in close anatomical
relation to the flagcllum and therefore apparently concerned
with the function of locomotion, is supposed by many to have
been derived from the nucleus, x^ igth Cent. July 135
'ihe "Kinetophone is not at the [music-]halls yet, perhaps ;

but is probably on the way to them. X9a5 Mansou's Trop.
Dis. (ed. 8) 636 This composite body is known as the *kine-
toplast, and is composed of a minute blepharoplast, or basal
body, and a parabasal body. 1926 C. M. Wenvon Protozool.
I. 116 The name kinetoplast is employed here to designate
ihe compound structure consisting of a united parabasal and
blepharoplast. Kinetoplasts are typically seen in trypano-
somes and allied flagellates. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVII.
571/1 margin^ *Kinetostatics.

King^, J'^. Add: 5. Freemasonry. (See quot.)
i860 A. G. Mackev Lexicon Freemasonry 167 King^ the

second officer in a Royal Arch Chapter.

6. (Earlier U.S. examples of modern use.)
X846 J. G, Saxe Progress (1847) 28 How would she strive,

in fitting verse, to sing The wondrous Progress of the Printing
King ! X848 W. Armstrong Stocks 14 I'he interests on one
side are represented by some single individual, .who. .for a
while carries everything before him, and raises or depresses
any particular stock or stocks at his.. will and pleasure.
Such persons are termed.. the King of the street. 1886
Harper's Mag. July 253/1 The mighty magnate rightly
called king by the massts,

12. a. King'Emperory -Sovereign.
1902 Westm. Gaz. 27 Feb. 11 The *King-Emperor is

honoured among us \sc. Americans] because he stands for
the great people whom he rules. 1908 Sir H. Johnston
Geo, Grenjell 44S TheGovernors-General or heads of depart-
ments represenung the *King-Sovereigii in Africa.

13. king-carp, a variety of the carp, Cyprinus.
rex cyprinoritm ; King Country, an extensive
region in the N. Island of New Zealand formerly
allotted to the Maoris under a kinjj; ; king-monkey,
an African horse-tailed monkey, Colobuspolycomus

;

king-mullet, a bright red ^Vest Indian mulloid fish,

Upcneus inactdatus\ king-salmon (earlier U.S.
example).
1908 Westm. Gas. 7 .Aug. 10/3 Yesterday a 'kinsj carp was

hooked by Mr. L. Childs. 1910 Encycl. Brit. V, 382/2 The
king-carp or mirror-carp. In which the scales are enlarged
and reduced in number. 1884 Kerkv-Nichols {title) The
*King Country; or, Explorations in New Zealand. iSgx
P. H, GossK Nat. Sojourn Jamaica 208 There was a pair of
*King-mu!lets(6'/*^«f;/.r;Ha(:K/a^«j), t^\ Amer. Naturalist
XV, 1^7 These species [in the North Pacific] may be called
the quinnat or *king salmon.

14. king's (or king) ball U.S. (see quot. 185 1)

;

king's own Naut. (see quots.); king's peg, a
drink compounded by pouring champagne upon
liqueur brandy ; king's roll, a roll of employers
pledged to employ at least a fixed proportion of

ex-service men.
1832 J, Halt. Leg. West (Phikid.) 153 [He] spent.. his

time in. .attending the *king-balls, and playing the fiddle.

X851 A, O. Hall Manhattaner in N.O. 122 A king's ball?
—All, you have not heard. Certain of the youngsters, .at

every yearly winter's ball of the neighborhood, are presented
with bouquetsby the ladies, who have been the chosen queens
of the festivities then concluding ; and each bouquet presentee
is crowned the king of the next year's ball. 1830 ^IARRYAT
King's Ozvrt iii. Every article supplied to his Majesty's ser-

vice from the arsenals and dockyards is thickly studded with
this mark [sc. the broad arrow] ; and to be found in po-session
ofany property so marked is a capital offence, as it designates
that property to be the *King's 07vn, 1898 Ansteu Did.
Sea Terms, King^s 07on.

.

. It was one of many names given
to the salt beef supplied to the people. 1899 C.J. Cutcliffb
Hv.sK F'urtlier Adzi. Captain Kettle xi, Cranze kept uo a
steady soak on 'king's peg—putting in a good three fin^icrs
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of the liqueur brandy before filling up the tumbler with
champagne. 1911 L. J. Vance Destioying Angel ii, Peter
whistled, watching the wine cream over the brandy in the
long glass. 'King's peg, eh?* he said, with a lift of dis-
approving eyebrows. 1919 Haig in Times i r Nov. 10/5, 1 .

.

appeal to employers, .to give a pledge of their sympathy by
enrolling their names on the *K,ing's National Roll under
the national scheme for the employment of disabled men.
X9J0 Ibid. 16 Feb. 9/4 The King's Roll. -^ First edition, with
9,500 firms, now in the press.

16. King Charles's head, a type of * fixed idea

'

or ineluctable obsession, with reference to Mr. Dick
in David Copperfield (ch. xiv.) ; King Janie8('s)

version (chiefly U.S^, the Authorized Version of

the Bible; also KingJames.
1897 A. Lang Dickens's D. Co^PerJield Introd. p. ix, Mr.

Dick is an author from whose failing most professional

scribes know that they cannot free themselves. We all have
our *King Charles's Head. 1933 Times Lit, Snppl. 29 June
436/a Mr. Leslie seems to find the question of the validity

of Anglican Orders rather a King Charles's Head. 18^ Penny
Cycl. IV. 374/2 The period of "King James's translation.

1931 Sunday School Times (Philad.) 22 Aug. 458/1 A good
Engli-'^h translation should be in good English idiom, and
the old King James was that at leasL 1932'!'. A. RiCKARoin
yml. Royal Anthrop. Inst, LXIL 283 He made'aserpent
of brass *, as the King James version says.

Eixi£f-bird. 3. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1781 Narragansett Hist. Ree. I. 283 Fired at king birds.

a 1793 Fbeneau Poems (1809) if. 97 Did wasps or king-birds
bring dismay—? 1801 Massackusetts Spy 25 Nov. 1/2 Just
as a parcel of King-birds will pick at a Crow.

Eingfdom, sb. 4. d. Add : To come into one's

kingdom : to acquire authority, power, attractive-

ness, or the like. •

1930 L. G. MoBERLY Sternal Dusth'n xiv. 194 That woman
has come into her kingdom.

Ki'ngklip, short for kingklipflsh, (-visoh).

[Du. koningklipvisch : see *Klipfish.] A South
African sea-lish, Epinephelus gigas.

1893 H. A. Bryden Gun <$ Camera xx. 449 For a hot
climate, many of the fish in Cape waters furnish excellent
eating; the Roman, kingklipvisch, stomneus,steenbras, and
klipvisch being among the choicest. 19S3 Nature 24 Feb.

^fi/\ The kingkhp (in appearance like a Ting). 1930 C. L.
iJiDEN Sea-Angling Fiilies 0/ the Cape 2 Angling for,,
kabeljou, stockfish, and king kHphsh.

Kiug-pin. 2. Add example of literal use,

and to definition : The most important person or
outstanding i>ersonage in a party , orfjanization, etc.

IJHO iV. Y. Even, Post 28 Mar. (Th.) This kingptn of lob-

byists is William H. Buckley, 191^ Chambers's yml, Jan.
62/t The cars are mounted on bogie trucks, the connectioa
being by means of a centra) or ' king-pin '.

King's man. Add :

1. In the United States : One who favoured the
English cause at the time of the Revolution,
A 1793 Freneau Poetns (1809) II. 11 (To a Democratic

Editor) Whate'er some angry king's-men say. You play a
game that must be won.

4, pU A name for the dramatic company other-

wise known as 'the King's Majesty's Servants'

under James I.

Earlier, the Lord Chamberlain's company.
X911 Encycl. Brit, XXIV. 774/2 James I. on his accession

took this company under his patronage as grooms of the
chamber, and during the remainder of Shakespeare's con-
nexion with the stage they were 'the King's men*. 1993
E. K- Chahbeks Elizab. Stage II, 218 The King's men gave
eight plays at Court..during the winter of 1614-15.

6. A member of King's College, Cambridge.
\9o^Cradits ad Cantahrigiam Zi Ev'n gloomiest Kings-

men, pleas'd atvhilc, Grin horribly a ghastly smile. 185a
C. A, Bkisted Fiv€ Years in Engl, Univ. 127 He catne
out the winner, with the Kingsman and one of our three
close at his heels.

Kinit (ki'nit). Physics, [f. Gr.«ri'«ri' to set in

motion + the final syllable oiunit.'\ A unit of force

equal to the force which, acting on a pound for one
second, will increase its velocity by one foot per
second. Proposed by J, D. Kverett (i 831-1904),

Kinjal (ki'nd^al). [a. Pers, »«** khanjar

dagger.] A long double-edged dagger worn by
Kurds and Caucasians.
1889 J. Abkrcro.mbv Eastern Caucasus 13a At his waist

hung a kinjal and a long native sabre. 1897 Blackmore
Da.riel\\\\^ His hand was playing with his kinjal all the
time, for so they call those deadly bits of steel, without which
they never think their attire complete. 19x4 Blackw, Mag.
Feb. 149/1 The scar of a Kurdish kinjal.

Xink, sb.^ 2. a. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
i8ia T. Jefferson Let. to y. Adams 11 June, Adair too

had his kink. He believed all the Indians of America to
be descended from the Jews. 1838 Knickerbocker Mng.
XII. 300 All of a sudden he got 'alcink in his head \ which
came nigh doing him an irreparable injury.

Einkajon. Add:
2. An American step-dance.
ij>a7 Bulletin 22 Sept. 5/5 The Kinkajou'sCominpf. -It is.,

a Uvely variation on the fox-trot. 1938 Dancing Times Jan.
643/2 Mr. Casani and Miss Jos^ Lennard gave demonstra*
tions of the Yale and also the Kinkajou, to the ' Kinkajou
Strut ', both dance instructions and dance music having been
received over the Atlantic 'phone the previous week.

Kinky, a. 1. Add: Also kinkey. Also Comd.,
as kifiky-kairedy 'headed adjs.

1844 Congress. Globe 6 Jan. App. 42/3 (The negro's] skull

U as thick, his hair is as kinkcy, his nose as flat. .as they
were the day he was first introduced. 1848 Major Jones
Sk. Travel 146 The kinky*hcaded cuss looked at me side-
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ways. 1933 H. L. Foster Beachcoiuber in Orient x. 229
Some tied their black hair in a knot at the back of the
head, others let it fall in kinky disarray about the shoulders.
xjJS G. W. Deeping Sorrell ^ Son xxix, The hard-bitten,
kmky-haired casualty-sbter.

2. (Examples.)
1889 Sportsman 2 Jan. (Farmer) The kinky ones and the

worthy ones who play hole-and-corner with society. 1929
W. J. Locke Ancestor yorico xix. 263 A fellow ought 10
know something about the funny kinky ways of ordinary
men and women.

Einnikinic. Add : 9 kinnikanic, -kinnic,
kinnekinik, -kenik, kinickinick. (Examples.)
i8a6 T. L. McKennev Tout to Lakes (1827) iSi The pipe

of an Indian, .and a pouch made of the skin of some animal,
in which he carries his kinnikanic, a kind of fragrant weed
that has a leaf like our box wood. 1839 C. A. Murray Trav.
N. Avier, II. 22 We took out our kinnekinik-bag. 1844— Prairie-bird 1 1. 179 Volumes of kinnekenik smoke. 1890
Mrs. Custer Follo^ving the Guidon viii. loi Kinnikinnic.
is a mixture of willow bark, sumach leaves, sage leaf, and
tobacco, and is thoroughly mingled with marrow from
buffalio bones. 1930 Chambers^s yml. 136/1 The curling
wisps of kinickinick smoke.

Kinoplasm (ksi-n^jplsez^m). CyioL [ad. G.
kinoplasma^ E. kinoplasmey f. Gr. Klviiv to set in

motion + Plasm.] That portion of the cytoplasm
which originates the spindle-fibres (see quols.),
1896 E. B. Wilson Cell 108 Strasburger believes that the

anterior cytoplasmic region, to which the cilia are attached,
consists of ' kinoplasm * (archoplasm). 1901 C. N. Calkins
Protozoa 274 Kinoplasm is fibrillar in structure and devoted
to the formation of the active portions of the cell. 1905 H.
Wager in Rep, Brit. Assoc. 567 Strasburger considers that
the cytoplasm is of two kinds, which he calls kinoplasm and
trophoplasm.. .The kinoplasm is that part of the cytoplasm
which is active in the mechanics of cell-division and forms
the fibres of the spindle, astral radiations, and such structures
as centrosomes and hlepharoplasts.

Hence Kinopla'smic a., of or pertaining to kino-
plasm.
1903 E. B. Wilson Cell (ed, 2) 322 The kinoplasmic or

archoplasmic fibrillse of the mitotic figure. 1905 H. Wager
in Rep, BHt. Assoc. 577 Strasburger considers them \sc,

hlepharoplasts] as kinoplasmic in nature, and thus brings
them into relation with his other kinoplasmic structures, the
ccntrosome and spindle.

•^^5XLB^ sujjix. Variant of -KIN in certain oath-
words, as bodikinsy lakens (see Lakin 2), maskins^
pil{t)ikinSj and in babykins^ boykins, etc.

Einzigite (ki-ntsigait). Feiroi. [ad. G. kin-

zigiif f. tne AVwsrf Valley in the Black Eorest : see

-ITE^.] A crystalline schistose rock composed of
garnet, biotite, and plagioclase.

1878 yml. Chem. Soc. XXXIV.208 Garnet-graphite-gneiss
was hitherto unknown,. being formerly known by the name
of Kinzigite. x88a A. Geikie 'J'ext-bk. Geol, 125 Kinzigite.

Kiota, obs. vnr. of Coyote.
x86o Oregon Argus 24 Nov. (Th.) You may guess there

was but little meat on it when the kiotas left it.

Kiowa (kai'^^wa). Geol. [Name of a tribe of
American prairie Indians.] The designation of a
formation of the Lower Cretaceous in Kansas.

189s F. W. Cracin in Amer. Geol. XVI. 162 The Kiowa
shales. Ibid.^ The upper part of the Kiowa. 1934 C.
ScuucHERT Geol. 54Z The Kiowa or Denison fauna.

Kip, j^.O [/,S, [Origin unknown.] A unit of

load = 1 000 lbs. Also kipfoot, inch.

1914 H. R, Thayer Struct. Design II. 87 Shear in Kips,
Note^ I Kip = 1000 lbs. Moments in Kip Feet. Ibid. 250
Maximum shear no kips... Maximum moment 9140 kip
infchcsj.

Eipi sb^ Gymnastics, U.S. colloq. The feat of

mounting the horizontal bar, when hanging by the

arms, by swinging the legs forward and upward,
then suddenly down again. 19x1 Webster.

Kip, v,^ siang, [f. Kip j6.3] intr. To go to

bed, sleep. Also, to lie down.
X&89 BAKRkRE & Leland Dict. Slang, Kif>^ to (popular

and thieves), to sleep or lodge. 1916 Daily Mail i Nov. 4/4
' Kip ' (to sleep, from * kip-house ', a low-class lodging-
house). X919 War Terms in Athenxutn 1 Aug. 695/2 ' To
kip ' is to go to bed—or to what serves for a bed. 1939
pRivsTLEY Good Comp, I. iv. 116 Yes, we'll have to kip down
for an hour or two, Annie, 1931 Tilsi.ey Ot/ter Ranks 15
They kipped -together and ate together.

Kip, v.'-i Gymnastics. U.S.coUoq. [f. *Kipj^.7]

inlr. To perform the kip.

1911 Webster.

Kiplingese (kipliqr-z), [See -ese.] The
literary style and characteristics of Rudyard Kip-
ling, raconteur and poet (1865-), Also Xipling-
e-sque a. [see -esque], resembling Kipling in style.

Ki'pllnglte[see-ITE 1 i b], an admirer of Kipling;

as adj,^ characteristic of Kipling. Ei'pUnglze v,

[see -ize], trans., to make Kipling-like.

1899 Daily News i Dec. 8/2 The account of the making
of the first axe., is told quite in the heroic style of Kingsley
and Morris, flavoured here and there with more than a dash
of * *Kiplingese '. 1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay iv. iii.

§4 They served me up to the public in turgid degenerate
Kiplingese. 1894 ' Sunlight ' Year Book iSps 77 A glance at

the adaptation is enough to reveal its *KipItngesquc roll and
emphasis. 1899 Daily News n Apr. 6/1 The remainder of
the stories are shorter, and, occasionally, KipUngesque,
x8^ iVestm. Gaz. 28 June 3/1 Thorpe.. is, merely, the

primitive Kiplingesque type of man transferred from the

battle-field or the plains of India to the Stock Exchange.
1901 Moior-Car ll^orld Apr. 69 It is not the top-notchers

who flaunt their powers at every passing horsc-drtvcr with

KIBOMBO.
a Kiplingesque * ram-you, damn you ' flourish, 1898
Windsor Mag. Dec. 131/1 True ^Kiplingites. 1899 'G. F.
Monkshood ' Kipling 38, I have never met a woman that
was a Kiplingite. Ibid. 188 Perhaps the most distinctly
Kiplingite piece of prose in the whole book. 1903 Thnes
Lit. Suppl. 2 Oct. 277/3 The whole poem.. has another
claim upon the attention of the reader as an example of
*Kiplingized Longfellow.

EipUngisni (ki-pUgiz'm). [See -isu.]

+ 1, Ca7nbridge Univ. slang. A sarcastic term for

the errors and solecisms alleged to occur in the
edition of the * Codex Bezoe' (1793) by Thomas
Kipling, afterwards Dean of Peterborough.
1803 Gradus ad Cantabrigiam 81 A Kiplingism ; a

blunder-Bus levelled at poor Priscian's head by the learned
Dr. Kipling. The opposition wits at Cambridge have com-
posed an epigram of Kiplingisms. 1899 ' G. F. Monkshood '

Kipling 15 A 'Kiplingism' was long an expression for a
Latin blunder.

2. Views or opinions or style of expression char-
acteristic of Rudyard Kipling (see Kiplingese).
1898 Daily^ News 7 Oct. 6/3 The manner otherwise may

degenerate into sheer mannerism, a Kiplingism of Kipling.
1901 Speaker 26 Jan. 469/1 Sportsmen may be divided into
two classes—those who care more for the chase than the
killing and those who merely make ' bags ' and break records.
But the latter are not sportsmen . . and their method is nothing
but Kiplingism out of place, igao H. G. Wells OutL
Hist, 524/1 The crude Darwinism and the Kiplingism of the
later Victorian years.

Kipper, sb. Add : 3. A person. Also, a young
person, a child, slang,

1903 Daily Chron. 30 Mar. 4/7 The expression * giddy
kipper', which Mr. Charles Brookfield has introduced to
Mr. Justice Darling's notice. 1907 Punch 10 Apr. 254/2
Half-a-dozen dreadfully common young bicyclists were com-
menting on her discomfiture with delighted exclamations of
* Giddy old Kipper ',

' Sweet Seventeen ',
' Cheero, Maudie—

you'll win !
' 1913 M. M. Gibb Hetkerington s Affinity xx.

17S If you're enterprizing enough to climb one of the trees
christened by usage 'The Kipper's Tree ', which hardly
needs to be translated into plainer terms.

Ki'pper, J^.2 Austral, [ad. aboriginal <5i^/a.]

A young native who has been initiated and is

admitted to the rights of manhood.
*8S3 H. B. Jones Adv. Australia 126 Around us sat

'Kippers', i.e. ' hobbledehoy blacks '. 1885 Mrs. Campbell
pRAED Austral. Life i. 24 A ceremony at which the young
men . . receive the rank of warriors and are henceforth called
Kippers,

Bapper, V, Add trans/. ^wAfig. examples.
1896 Kipling Seven Seas, M'Andrews' Hymn 36 The

Leevin' God, That does not kipper souls for sport, or break
a life in jest. 1924 Glasgow Herald 28 Jan. 10 Oily cotton.

waste was picked up at the gates of yards and factories, and
our hands were duly kippered over smoking lumpsof this stuff.

Ei'pperer. [bee -ekI.] One who kippers

herrings.

190J NatJtre 4 Sept, 435/2 The ' kippcrer * and the ' gutter
*

have their peculiar troubles, igao Glasgow Herald 10 July
6 Joint meetings of fishermen, curers, salesmen, freshers, and
kipperers were held at both places, tgyt Aberdeen Press <S-

yrnl. 21 Mar. 6/5 A shed. .standing alongside a kippering
kiln.., occupied by Mr. David Mackenzie, ktpperer.

Eippersol (ki-psjs^l). ^S". Africa. [Corrupt

f, KlTTlsoL.] The tree Cussonia thyrsijlora^ which
grows something like an umbrella in shape. Its

roots contain much moisture and are chewed to

quench thirst.

1893 'R. Iron' Dream Life 26 A kippersol tree. Ibid. 29
She., cut at the root of a kippersol, and got out a large piece
..and sat down to chew it. Kippersol is like raw quince.
Ibid, 34 When one has had no food but kippersol juice for

two days.

!Cirglliz (ki»Jgrz). PI. Kirghiz, Kirghizes,
Also Kirgiz, Kirghis, Khirgese. A member of

a Mongolian people dwelling between the Volga
and the Irtisch. Also, the language of this people,

a dialect of northern Turkic. Also attrib. Hence
Eircfhl'zlan (Kirgisian) a, and sb,

1837 De QuiNCEV Rev, Tartars Wks, 1854 IV, 162 The
murderous attacks of their cruel enemies the Baslikirs and
the Kirghises. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIIi. 661/2 Tatar
dialects (Kirghizian, Bashkiri, Nogai). 1898 A. J. Butler tr.

Ratzets Hist. MankindXW. 326 The Kirghiz women adorn
their plaits with beads, shells, and copper buttons. 1921 tgth
Cent, May 871 Kirghizes, Lesghiens, Mingrelians. 1933
Contemp, Rev. Sept. 342 The Kirgisian population has re-

tained its nomadic habits. Ibid, 347 'Ihe Communist Party
is expelling the Kirgiz from their land and home. 1924
BlacArtv, Mag, Aug. 256/1 The Russians, who were con-
scripting young Khirgese men for use on the railway.

Eiri (ki»Ti), [Jap.] The paulownia.
1727 ScHEucHZKR tr. Kxmpfer^s Hist, yapan i. ix. I. 119

Kiri, is a very large hut scarce Tree. 1822 Shoberl tr.

TitsinglCs Illustr. yapan 255 Sometimes this cane is made
of the wood of the >&/r/-tree. 1875 F. V. Dickins Chiushin-
gura (1880) 97 Cloaking the reality like the varnish on the

pillow concealing the common Kiri wood it is made of. 1876

Trans. Asiatic Soc. yapan V. 9 The second of the Imperial

badges is a representation of the leaf and flower of the kiri,

or Paulownia yapouica. 1893 ^"^ ^' Arnold Adzuma 106

Why, there's the /nji swinging lilac links Of sweetness;

and the ^7>/,—sweeter still.

Kirombo (kirp-mbt?). [Native name.] A bird

of Madagascar, Leptosoma discolor^ with a large

crested head.
1891 SiBREE in Ibis Apr. 224 The natives of the north-west

of Madagascar give this bird the name of Kirdmbo. It has

the curious habit of hovering in the air and uttering a very

loud note, striking its wings against the body as it calls.

1899 A. If. EvAtis Birds i7S Sub-fam. 2. Leptosomatinae.—
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This contains only Leptosoma dtscohr^ the Kirombo or

Vorondreo of Madagascar and the Komoro Islands. 19x5

J. Sjbree Naturalist in Mmdagascar x. 13a The Varondrea^

or Ktri^mbo roller.

Kischtilllite (ki-Jtim^it). Min. [f. Kyshtym^

a town and district in the Ural Mountains + -ITJS 1

;

cf. O^kyschiymit^ A fluocarbonate of the cerium

metals allied to parisite.

1863 AtHtr. JmL Set. XXXV. 427 Kischtimite, a new
mineral.. from the gold-washings of the Borsowka river in

the district of Kischiim in the Ural Mountains. 1893 E. S.

Daxa Dtina^M Syst. Min. 291.

Kiskadee (kiskadr). Also keskeedie, kis-

kadie. [Echoic] A large tyrant-bird of tropical

America, esp. Pttan^s sulphuratus (and other

spedes of Guiana).
1891 Timtkri New Sen V. 61 One of the most common of

birds.. is a brown and yellow Tyrant-shrike called the kcs-

keedie {J*ita*igiiS suipJiuratus\ Ibid. 88 The large kiskadee
{Pitangits s»iphuratus)..yihosc loud, harsh and fierce cry
of kis-kis-kiskadee is to be heard at all times of the day.
I&id. 89 A third kiskadie {Megarhynchuspitan^a) is also

often met with. Ibid. 90 A fourth kiskadee {Tyrrtnnus
tKelancJutiicits). . . A fifth form of kiskadee {Myiozetetts
caycnnmsis) is also fairly common about the city [sc,

Georgetown], ipsa B/ackw. Mag. July 16/1 Glorious clumps
of bamboo with kiskadees clinging Itke yellow blossoms to

the bending plumes.

Eiskitomas. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
xSxo MicH.\ux Arbres I. 20 Shell bark hlckery, nom le

?lus en u^agcKiskyihomas par les Hollandois du New
ersey. 183a D. J. Browne Sylva Atner. 184 The Dutch

settlers, .near the city of New York, call it Kisky Thomas
Nut. 1836 DuNLAP J/^jw. Water Drinker {j%y]'^\.4,Z'^\i\\f^

the rustic jest, or the tale of. .wars, .mingle with the crack-
ing of the kisskatomasses . . and walnuts.

Eisleu (ki-sli«, -lef). Also 4-7 Casleu, 6-7
C(h)isleu, -lev, 9 Kis(h)lev, -lew. [Heb.] The
third mouth of the Jewish civil year and the ninth

of the ecclesiastical year, corresponding to parts of
November and December.
138* WycLiF Zeck. vii. i The word of the Lord is maad to

Zacharie, in the fourthe day of the nynthe monethe, that is

Casleu \liiter version Caslew; 1533 Coverdalc Casleul.
1388 — Neh. L 1 It was doon in the monethe Casleu [1535
CovERDALE Chislcu], in the twentithe jeer. 1611 Bible
I Mace. L 54 The fifteenth day of the moneth Casleu. x88o
Encyel. Brit. XIXL 421/a Upon the great altar of burnt
offering a small altar to Jupiter CapitoUnus was erected, on
which the first offe.-ing was made on 25th Kislev 168.

Xiss-. Add : kiss-curl, a curl or ringlet drawn
over the forehead, twisted in front of the ear, or
grown at the nape of the neck.
1856 Punch 29 Not. 219/1 Those pastry-cook's girl's orna-

ments called kiss-curls, 1867 H. Spicer Boundto Please II.

15 Bob Jcssamy..was nursing a kiss eurl, though it hung
limperer than what it usually did do. 1930 Daily Express
8 Sept. -ildPtny kind of curls from Nell Gwynn ringlets to
kiss curls.

Kisser. Add: 2. The mouth, ong. pugilistic

slang.
z86o CkM/nbrrs's Jrnl. XIII. 348/1 His mouth is his

* potato-trap ',. or 'kisser'. i8ga P. H. Emerson Son of
Fens ir, Oh,' he say, and dabbed the wet mittens across
my kisser kind of smart.

Ussing, vbL sb, 2. Add : kissing-bee U.S.,
an evening * mixed party *.

1853 Turnover: a Tale o/N. Hampshire 6 (Th.) [He was
about] to shave and dress for a ' party ' or ' kissing-bee ',

Elissing, ///. a, b. Add : kissing bug U.S.,
any one of several species of venomous blood-
sucking Hemiptera of the family Redieviidre.

1904 N. Y, Even. Post 4 Aug. i The doctors were unable
to decide whether he had been bitten by a mosquito or a
kissing bug. i;)09 Cent. Diet. Suppl. s.v., The name kissing-.

^w^ originated in the newspapers lu June, 1899, many persons
being bitten that summer and often on the lip. 1925 Man-
son's Trop. Dis. (ed. 8) 801.

Kiss-me-quick. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
184s KnickerbockerMag. XXV. 375 Seen from the Bowery,

it looks like a barn with a ' kiss-me-quick' hood on.

Kit, J^.l 3. Add: PCi%otke'whoU kit andbiliug
{boodle., caboodle). (Cf. *Caboodle.) vulgar U.S.
1869 Trip to Rocky Mtns.(De Vere) Atone time there was

good reason to fear that the whole kit and biling, as our men
invariably called our traps, would be swept away. 1895 S.
Crane Red Badge ofCourage i, (1911) 14 Of course it might
happen that the hull kit-and-boodle might start and run, if

some big fighting came first-off. 1909 Parrish My Lady of
SfutA'ix. 113 Wal. I'm yere now^ an' I reckon iher whole
kit an' caboodle will know 'bout it afore I leave.

Kit (kit), sb.li [Maori ke/e.'j A basket plaited
from flax, used by the Maoris.
1836 E. B. FiTTEN J^eTv Zealand 68 note^ Neatly made

baskets, plaited from flax, and known by the name of ' Maori
kits'. 1877 Colonial Experiences 31 Potatoes were pro-
curable from the Maories in flax kits. 1884 Ladv Martin
Our Maoris 44 My heart is like an oH kete (/. e.^ a coarsely-
woven basket). The words go in, but they fall through.

Kitchen, sb. Add : 5. a. kitchen-girl (later

U.S. examples).
x83S J. H. Ingraham Soutk.West 11. 253 There are some

Yankee 'kitchen girls',,. who can do more house work, and
do it better, than three or four negro servants. 1854 Mary
J. Holmes Tempest Jjr Sunshine viii. 49 There came to the
nou?;e where she lived a gentleman and lady, who saw the
* liule kitchen girl *,

c. kitchen cupboard^ sinky stave (U.S. example).
x86a Trans. III. Agric. Sec. (1865J V. 161 The warm

"•kitchen cupboard. 1879 Narper't Mag, June 134/1 The
*kitcbeD sink. 1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 106 He
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iR-ished her in the south of France or the ^kitchen stove,

rather than there.

7. kitchen cabinet U.S, {a) (see qiiot, 1929);
{b) a gronp of friends and personal supporters of

President Jacksonwho were alleged by his opponents
to have more influence with him than his official

Cabinet; hence, a private or unofficial gronp of

advisers to one holding a political office; kitchen
Dutch, a mixture of English and Dutch used at the

Cape in speaking to servants by those who know
Dutch only imperfectly; kitchen police, in the

U.S. army, enlisted men detailed to help the cook,
wash dishes, etc.

1841 Clay in T. H. Benton Thirty Years* Vie7v (1856) II.

324/1 There is a rumor abroad that a cabal exists—a new
sort of *kitchen cabinet—whose object is the dissolution of
the regular cabinet, i860 J. Partom Andre^a Jackson
III. xvi. 183 These were the gentlemen—Lewis, Green,
Hill and Kendall—who, at the begmning of the new ad-
ministration, were supposed to have most of the President's
ear and confidence, and were stigmatized by the opposition
as the Kitchen Cabinet. 1886 Congress. Rec. 9 June 5472/1
The only ones that complain of these rules are the members
of the kitchen cabinet. ..I can appreciate the power and
force of the kitchen cabinet. It is an irrepressible Cabinet.

1904 N, Y. Herald 14 Sept, 5 The kitchen cabinet is a
development of the ascendency of Governor Odell in re-

publican affairs. It consists of the body guard of his closest

friends and advisers, i^^^ Encyel. Brit. ^111. ^^rg/i Kilchen
cetbinefy. .3in enclosed dresser, fitted with doors, drawers and
special containers... The first American kitchen cabinets

were brought out about the beginning of the twentieth
century in the Middle West. 1894 Mrs, Barkly Boers <$•

Basntos vii. 109 By this time they [sc. our two children]

could both speak Sesuto and 'Low' or **Kitchen Dutch'
(as it is called in those parts) well. 1930 F. A. Pottle
Stretchers 33 Before first call, six or more unfortunates crept
out of bed and went on *kitcticn police.

Eitchenable (kinfenab'l), a, [f. Kitchen sb.

or V. +-ABLE,] Suitable for cooking and serving

at table.

1905 Chambers's Jml. Feb, 195/2 There is probably no
bird upon our game-list which is more eagerly sought after

than the wood-cock.. for his kitchenable qualities. 1913
BoLAM IVildLifein fFrt/^jvi. 50 In judging of the probable
kitchenable qualities of a bird.

Kitchenette (kitjenct), orig. U.S. [See

-ETTE.] A veiy small room, alcove, cupboard, or
fitting in a house or flat, combining kitchen and
pantry. Also attrib.

1922 Glasgow Herald zZ Apr. 5 The New York business
woman . . wants her kitchenette and her home cooking, be it

ever so simple. 1925 Rinehart Mystery Lamp 28 'How
many rooms ? ' ' Two . . and a sort of kitchenette *. 1926 F,
KiLBOURNE Dot ^ Willy Vacation (1929) 188 They had a
little kitchenette apartment on the North Side. 1930Joanna
Cannan No Walls of Jasper iiL 56 Shehad never thoughtit
..too much trouble to, .bustle away into the kitchenette to

make up something nice and tasty for her George.

Kite, sb. Add ; 3. b. A proposal or suggestion

offered or ' thrown out ' tentatively in order to * see

how the wind blows'. (Cf. *Ballon d'essai.)

1902 Nature 14 Aug. 380/2 A few suggestions have been
thrown out by various students which must be regarded
more as trial hypotheses than as definite conclusions, indeed
they should be looked upon lather as ' Kites '. X904 Wesfm.
Gaz. 5 Aug. 2/2 I'he new Army scheme, .is to be debated
on Monday, but whether as a Government proposal or as
the private kite of the Minister for War remains wholly
obscure.

5. b, A playful term for an aeroplane.

1917 in A J. L. Scott Sixty Squad. R.A.F. (1920)100 He
told me that he had managed to fly his kite back with great
difficulty. 1928 Daily Mail 7 May 6/4 A Kite.—Loosely
indicating an unidentified aeroplane.

9. a. kite bar, a bar or stripe of an undesirable

colour in the plumage of a fancy pigeon.
1876 R. Fulton Bk. Pigeons 108 A softer shade of blue,

with brown, or what are called by Pouter fanciers *kite'
bars.

b. kite-boat, a boat propelled by the pulling

force of a kite ; kite-flier, -flying lit. and fig.
(additional U.S. examples) ; kite-flying also, send-

ing up a ' kite * or ballon d^essai.

Z903 Daily Chron. 9 Nov, 4/5 The *kite-boat seems to add
unnecessarily to the horrors of the Channel passas;c. 1903
Avier. Inventor 15 Dec. 276 (Cent. D. Suppl.) S. F. Cody.

.

crossed the English Channel . . in a ' kite-boat *, described as
a miniature submarine boat weighingfour tons, and propelled

by a modified box-kite. 1844 Knickerbocker Mag, XXIV.
258 The most persevering *kite-flyers that I know of, ai-e the
Reformers. 1839 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Kite.Flier^ a finan-

cier who practises the operation of ' kite-flying '. 1848 Ibid.^

*Kite'Flyingt an expression well-known to mercantile men of
limited means, or who are short of cash. 1896 ' Anthony
Hope * in Daily Nevjs 4 Apr. 7/x Principally it {sc. the press
interview] was said to be used as a means of what might be
called kite-flying. X9a7 Daily Tel. 30 Aug. 8/6 These sug-
gestions are dismissed in British circles as mere * kite-flying '.

Kite, "v. Add: 1. To move quickly, rush.

Also, to fly away, vanish. U.S.
i8s4 'O. Optic* (W. T. Adams) in Doors ^ Out (1876) 92

You did not use to be fond of kiting ' round in this manner.
1865 BouiJRVE Fifth N. Y. Cavalry 165 A well directed
shell,. sent them ' kiting ' to the woods again. 190X G. W,
Peck Peck's Uncle Ike L 23 Prices of the goods go up
kiting. X908 R. W. Chambers Firing Line xix, If you go
kiting off to town.

3. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1839 C F, Bkicgs Harry Franco II. iv. 55 He stuffed

half a dozen blank checks into his hat, and said he must go
out and kite it to save his credit.

KLAXON.
Eite's-footj kitefoot. 2. (Later U.S.

examples.)
1824 P. HoRBY Life ofF. Marionxl. (1833) 93 Bythe time

we had got well entrenched in clouds of fragrant kite-foot.

1834 W. A. Carrutheks Kentuckian in N. Y. I. 24 A quid
of real Kentuck twist or Maryland kite-foot.

Kittatinny (kinatini), Geol. [Name of a
range of mountains in New York, etc] A lime-

stone formation in northern New Jersey,

1905 CHAMBERT.rn & SALISBURY Geot. I. 159 The oldest
erosion plain of the Appalachian Mountains. , is sometimes
called the Kittatinny base-level. 1909 H. 6, KUmmrl in

Jrnl. Geal. XVII, 354 The known fauna of the Kittatinny
limestone is not extensive.

Ei'ttenislmess. [-ness.] Kittenish charac-

teristics or behaviour.
1905 Smart Set Sept. 15/1 Monsieur de Latour felt, as well

as saw, that Madame de Beauregard, for all her kittenish-
ness, was really a very great lady. igaS Chambers's Jrnl.
610/1 Ages back the American gjrl abjured all tiiat waa in
the nature of kittenishness.

Kitty*. Add : 2, b. Applied to other kinds
of pool or joint fund.

1004 To-Day 30 Nov. 578/2 Solo calls only are played with
a 'kitty*, j^s Daily Chron, 12 Sept. 4/7 ' Kitty wins every-
tliing', is the bookmakers' plaint, 1934 T. Roham Confess.
Dealer W. 51 The King of the Knock-On t.. counts out bank-
notes to the tunc of;^ 1,000, and places these notes in the bowl
or kitty which occupies the centre of the table. The first man
to help himself from the kitty is the dealer who bid ;^ 100 at
the sale. 1928 Daily Express 21 Feb, i?/i The heavy cost
of ' Kitty ' to a racecourse bookmaker and his employees is

not met by the profits on a limited tuinover.

3. Bowls. The jack.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 6 Sept. 4/1 When the bowl goes near the
kitty. 19*0 G. T. BuKKows Afod. Bcnvls L 12,

Kattydid, variant of Katydid.
1815 R. Sutcliff Trav. N, Amer. xiv. (ed. 2) 26S, I was

entertained with the harmony. .of the bull frogs, tree frogs,

kittydids.

Kiva (kf*va), [Native word (Hopi).] A cham-
ber built wholly or partly underground, used by
the Pueblo Indians for religious rites, etc.

1895-6 Tph Ann. Rep, Bur, Amer. Etimol. 611 A rmeblo
of the size of Awatobi. .would no doubt have several cere-

monial chambers or kivas. i^z^y^, Ckthw.9. Death comes
for Archbp, iv. ii. 132 It was a smothered fire in a clay oven,
and had been burning in one of the kivas ever since the
pueblo was founded.

Eiwia Add: 2. A non-flying member of the Air
Force, slang.

X918 B. Hall One Man*s War C1939) 389 Visited the
Avenue Montaigne Headquarters. It is full of non-flying
aviators. The American pilots call them Kiwis. 1925
E. ¥RhS^KSi.GiB^ovsSoldier ^ Sailor Words x^j Kiwi, Air
Force slang for a man on ground duty and not qualified for

flying service.

Ki-yi, sb. Add ; Also, a little dog. U.S.
1907 MuLFORD Bar-20 xu 129 Yore th' snortingest ki-yi

that ever stuck its tail atween its laigs, yu are. 1908 —
Orphan xiii. 162 Don't hurt Humble's ki-yi and he'll be plnmb
nice to you.

Eizilbash (ki-zilbaf). (Also used as//.) Also
8 -bac ; 9 Kizzil-, -bashi. [Turkish, = red head.]

a. A Persianized Turk of Afghanistan, b. Any
colonist of Asia Minor of Turkish or mixed origin.

1727 J, G. ScHEUCHZEB tr. Kxmpfer^s Hist, Japan i. vi. 88
The Kizilbacs, or Noblemen, and great Families, in Persia
value themselves mightily upon their being of Turcoman
extraction, 1875 Encyel. Brit. I. 235/1 The Kizilbaslies

may be regarded as modern Persians, but more strictly they
are PersianLsed Turks, 1898 A. J. Butler tr. RatneCs Hist,
Mankind III. 365 In Persia and Afghanistan the Turks,
Kizilbashes, Usbeks, Turcomans, are even more sharply
distinguished from the Persians. 1903 Encyel. Brit, XXV.
120/1 The Kizzilbashes of Kabul. 1920 Blackw. Mag, }a.n.

121/2 Hosts of Tartar, and Afghan, Persian and Kizilbash.

Elan, short for Ku-Kloi-Klan". Also Klans-
man.
1924 J. M. Mecklin KuKtux Klein \. 3 The modem Klan

was organized by William J. Simmons in 1015. Ibid. 5

Masked men leaped from their cars clad in Klan regalia.

Ibid. 6 Public sentiment..seems to have supported the

Klansmen.

Elang (klaq). [G., = sound.] A musical tone

composed of fundamental and overtones; = Clakg
sb. 3. Hence Kla'ngfarbe (-fa'rbs) [G. farbe =
colour], musical quality of a note, timbre, ' clang-

tint '(see Clang sb. 4),

1876 Stainer & Baerett Diet. Mus. Tertns^ Klangfarhe^
..quality of sound, timbre. 1890 J. Klauser Septonate \,

37 (Funk) In music a tone or a klang is thought, heard, and
treated as a unit.

Klaxon (klsckssn). [Name of the manufactur-

ing company,] An (electric) motor-horn. Also

klaxon-horn.
1914 Autocar 4 July 44/2 The Klaxon will emit a short,

sharp, deep-toned note. 1920 Motor Man, xv. (ed-a3)i5o
The electrically-operated Klaxon horn. 1922 Encyel. Brit,

XXXII. 492/3 Acoustic signals have not been generally

successful with the exception of the Klaxon horn in aircraft.

1922 Blcukm, Mag. May 654/2 Have a hand Klaxon fitted

to your left hand. Nothing but a Klaxon can make itself

heard above the din of the lorries. 1923 Ibid. July 22/2

.-Veroplanes. .sailed against the sky, their klaxons sounding.

Hence Xla'xon v. i$itr,, to sound a klaxon;

Kla-xoniniT "vbl. sb.

1922 E. V. Lucas Genevra's Money xi. 38 The almost con-

stant clatter and Klaxoning of motor-cars and lorries o- the

high-roads. 1923 G. Vrahkam Ger.Craiiston's Ladvi^, Lees,



KLEMEM-TITE.
KUxontng fariously, slackened pace round the dangerous
stone-wall turning.

Klementite (kle-mentait). Mifu [Named
(G. kUmentit ) after C, Klement, of Brussels : see

-ITE 1.] A silicate ofalnminitim and iron occurring

in dark olive-green scales.

x8^ E. S. TiA^K Dana's Syst. Mut, Ced| 6) 656 Klementite.
..In thin scales in quartz veins at Vielsalm in Belgium. 1914
Brit. Mus. Return 225.

SHeptobiosis (kle:pt(jb3i|Ju*sis). Zool. In
qnots. clepto-. [f. Gr. KKtimjs thief, /cKiirTeiv to

steal + 3iWis way of life] The association as

neighbours ofdifferent species of ants, one of which
preys on the booty collected by the other. Hence
Klei»tobio*tic a.

1910 \V. M. Wheeler ^«/t xxiii. 426 Cleptobwsts.—Forel
..suggests that this term be restricted to those cases in

which small ants establish their nests near or on the nests of
larger species and either feed on the refuse food or waylay
the workers when they return to their honve and compel
them to give ap their booty. 1993 — Soc. Lift Insects v.

200 I. Brigandage (Cleptobtosis). 2. Thievery (Lestobiosis).

19x8— Soc /wj^c/J 278 Compour.d nests may be divided into
several minor categories, the cleptobiotic, lestobiotic I^id.

379 Certain small but a^ressive species.. deserve the name
of brigands (cleptobiosis).

Klip (klip), sby S. Africa. [Du., - cliff, rock,

stone-]

1. A stone, pebble.
xSsa C Barter Dori ^ Vetd vi. 50 Stooping to set large

klips (stones) behind toe wheel, to prevent the wagon from
slipping back.

2. A diamond.
18S7 J. W. Matthews Incwadi YavtiycCxu 186 The natives

had not yet acquired a knowledge of the value of diamonds
or 'klips * as they were then termed. 189a J. R. Couper
Mixed Huma/iity vi, 48 Flogged to deaili for stealing a
' klip ' (as the Dutch and many of the Kaffirs call a diamond).
1897 Pearson^s M^g, Jnly 67/1 Fifteen years on that blathted
breakwater, just for being found with a few little klips on
yoo.

Hence Klip v. trans. ^ to place a stone behind (a

wheel) in order to prevent the vehicle from running
backwards.
1878 H. A. Roche On Trek in Transvaal iv. 91 We

crawling into the wagon, the wheelsof which were 'klipped *,

to keep ns from running down the hill^ trying to nap at

intervals, and to get warm if we could.

Klip (klip), ^^.2 Geol. Alsoklippe. \0.klipp£

(pi. ktippen) rock.] A mass of rock carried across

others by an overfold and left stranded through the

denudation of the rocks which once coimccted it

with its place of origin.
t X9ia 6. Willis in Sntitltstnian Misc. Colt. LVI. No, 31.

z3 It is well known that some of these isolated masses, those
of the Klippes, arc ' exotic *. 1914 G. A. J. Cole Growth
Eur, XX, 164 The outlying remnants of ovcrthrust folds or

sheets, since they stand up as cliffy masses on the back of
more regular ground, have been styled Klippen^ from
' Klippe *, a cUK Since a technical term is required, we may
call these kUps^ meaning outlying portions of a fold or ofan
overthrust layer, restin;^ on rocks which are not those on
which they were originally laid down. Klips are thus
strangers in the district where they now occur. Ibid. i68

An example of klip-structure that is by this time classical is

seen in the Klein and Gross Mythen abc>vc Schwyz.

KLipfish. (kli-pfij). Also klippflsh, -fiseh.

[ad. Da. klipfisk (f. klippe rock) and G. klippfisch,

X)M.klipvisch{L klipxQ<^).'\ a. Codfish split open,

salted, and dried, b. A large ophidioid fish,

6*^fy//<rr«x^/<7£'(7afej; the ling ofNew Zealand, o. A
blennoid fish of the genus CUnus, esp. C, super-

ciliosus.

i8« Penny Cycl. IV. 273/3 The klip-fish is cut aktng the
backfand the back-bone taken out, after which it is salted

down in the bottom of the vessel 1881 Walpoi.k Rtp.
Salman Fisheries 23 The ktipp fish are spHt and boned
before they are salted. ..Cod are cither cured as stock fisch

or as kiipp fisch. 1930 C. L. Biden Sea-Angling^ Fishes of
the Cape 158 The most common species of klipnsh {jClinus

superciliosusj one of the few sea fishes giving birth to its

young).

Klondyke, -dike (kl^rndaik), sb.

L The name of a district in Yukon, N.W,
Canada, the scene of a gold-rush in the years follow-

ing 1896. Hence J?^., a mine or quarry of valuable

material.

1897Athenmtm 9 Oct. 483/3 The rich Klondyke ofMalory
and Geoffrey of Monmouth had not escaped the eyes of
previous prospectors.

2. A card-game played with a single pack of

fifty-two, the object being to see how many cards

can be built up in sequence and suit on a row of

aces. U.S,
19*8 U. Sinclair Metropolis vu 91 The smoking-room,

where the stout little Major had gotten a group of young
bloods about him to play 'Klondike '. 1908 R. W. CiiAjMnEFS

Firing Line ii. 20 That kills our four at Bridge. . .We'll

have to play Klondike and Preference now.

3. The name given to a herring fishery off the W.
coast of Scotland. (Cf. •Klondtke v.)

1939 W. Keih Herring Trade on Continent igzS, 16 In

the early part of the season the trawlers fished mostly on the
' Klondyke ' grounds off the West Coast of Scotland.

Klondyke, ». [See prec. 3.] trans. To export

(fresh herring) by fast steamer to the Continent
Hence Klo'ndyklns vbt, sb.
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19*3 Glasgffiv Herald 25 Oct, 6 A regular fleet of steamers
'KJondyking' or running the fresh fish direct from the
various landing ports to Germany. 19*7 J. X. Jenkins
Herring 132 The 'freshing' export trade, known as * Klon-
dyking , liiid. 146 While trawled herrinjj are unsuitable for

pickling, theyare well adapted for ' Klondyking '—a method
ofpreparing herring for export practically fresh oy sprinkling
them with salt and ice. 1930 Aberdeen Press 9f jml. 30
Jan. 8 If a boycott was attempted, they would klondyke
their supplies into the Dutch and other markets. 1930
Morning Post 2 Aug., Reference is made to the quantities
of herrings 'klondyked'—which means despatched fresh to
the Continent. Those who order catches for this purpose
are called 'klondykers'.

Elondyker (klp-ndaiksj). [f. *Klondtkk sb.

+ -EB 1.]

1. One who tries his fortune in the Klondyke
gold-field.

1904 G. Burgess & W. Ihwis Picaroons loa The Story of
the Returned Klondyker.

2. A dealer who exports fresh herrings from the

Scottish fisheries to the Continent. Also, a steamer
employed for carrying the fish.

1926 Glasgow Herald 19 Dec, 8 The ' Klondykers ' are .

,

the German boats which buy the herring and transport them
for sale in Germany. 1930 Aberdeen Press Xf Jrnl. 30 Jan.
8/1 It was pointed out that, if the curers refused to handle
the Sunday*caught &sh, exporters and klondykers would get
supplies at a very cheap rate.

Elooch (klwtj). N, W. Amer. Also Klootch.
[Chinook jargon (from Nootka) klo9tchman woman,
female.] An Indian woman or girl. Also Kloo'toh-
man.
X907 R. W. Sebvice Songs of Sourdough (190S) 75 I've

sent my kloochtotown, With a haggard face and a ribband of
red entwined in her hair of brown. 1920 in Spectator 35 Dec.
846/1, I drive to the West where the Kloochmen are best.

Elumeiie (kl?i*mm). Chem. [f. A', chemical
symbol of potassiom + L. iiimen light + -ene.]

Acetylene (see quot. 1900).
iSsi H. Watts GmelhCs Hand-bk. Chem. VIII. 150 The

black mass which often passes over with the potassium, tn
the preparation of that metal from burnt tartar and char-
coal... and appears to be a carbide of potassium, gives off,

when immersed in water, a peculiar combustible gas, which
is klumcne gas. 1900 V. B. Lewks Acetylene t\'^Axi\\xxA
Davy, in 1836, named the newly-discovered gas Dicarburet
of hydrogen..; whilst later the name 'klumene' was be-
stowed upon it, because it had been derived from a kalium
compound—potassium carbide. 1901 Oxf. Univ. Gaz. 3 Dec.
ao4 define and Klumene Compounds. x9oa Encycl. Brit.
XXV. 35/r Acetylene, klumene or ethme.

Klnackaway, variant of *Knockawat.

Xnall-gas (kna-lgaes). [G., f. knall loud sud-

den sound, detonation +^«j" gas.] A detonating^

gas (esp. an explosive mixture of hydrogen and
oxygen).
S9i« Encycl. Brit. VI. 38/2 The combnstion of ' knallgas'

(a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen) to water-vapour. 19x4

Nature 8 Mar. 373/2 In ejtploding such mixtures as normal
hydrogen-air (2H2+024-4N2) or a 2CO+O2 ' knall-gas *.

1927 Bone & Towkend FUtnu ff Combust, Cases 43a The
undiluted * knall-gas' (aHa+Oj).

Kuapsacked (nre*psaekt), a. [f. Knapsack +
-EI) 2 ] Equipped with a knapsack.
1905 IVcstm. Gaz. 26 Aug. 3/1 The knapsacked moun-

taineers come and go. 1926 Rose Macaulay Crewe Train
I. i, Kuapsacked British walkers.

Enawel* (Later U.S. example.)

1893 B. ToRREV^<n7('/rtM-/Kflry 38 Found chickweed and
knawcl in bloom.

Knead, v. Add : 3. b. To poach (ground).
1B68 Rep. U.S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 425 [It] also points to

the avoidance of kneading wet meadow by the tread of
cattle.

Hlnee, J^. Add; 1. b. A damaged condition of

the knee. Cf. housemaid^s hue (Housemaid c),

tennis-knu (Tennis sb. 3 b).

X9SI E. H. D. ScweWs Rugby Football 195 Unfortunately
developed a * knee * and had to retire in his prime.

7. d. Graphics, A sharp turn or abrupt change
in a plotted curve.

1904 Physical Rev. Aug. 114 On the rising curve there is

seen to be a more or less well defined * knee' where the re-

lation of 5tre«s to strain undergoes a marked change. 1926

R. W. Hutchinson Wireless viii. 144 Consider now the parts

of the curve where the bending is greatest, i.e. the * knees'.

9. b. Earlier examples of i-_y/r^jj ^««.
jSaj E. James Rocky Mtn. Exped. III. ryS The innumer-

able conic excrescences called knees, which spring up from
the roots, .give a gloomy and peculiar aspect to the scenery

of those cypress swamps. i8«6 T. Flint Recoil. 262 (Th.)

The innumerable cypress * knees', as they are called, re-

sembling circular bee-hives, throwing their points above the

watera.

12. knee-buckle (earlier Amer. example), -grip^

-padf trousers (U.S.),

1761 E^sex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLVIII. 96 To be sold by
George Deblois.-a great variety newest fashion shoe and
*knee buckles. i9a5 E. T. Brown Complete Motor-cyclist

126 The non-essential accessories iiiclude a luggage grid,

speedometer, leg-shields.., *knee-grips, handle-bar gloves.

t8sS J. A. Warder Hedges ft Evergreens 71 As it is easier

to work on your knees, you will provide thick *knce-pads for

them. 1899 T. Hall Tales 162 Since she was a littl« girl

in short dresses and he a boy in *knee trousers.

13. knee-board {b\ in a cotton-yarn winding-

machine (see quot.) ; knee-breech, sing, of knee-

breeches ; knee-crop U,S.^ a crop in the cultivation

of which the field-workers have to kneel ; knee-

KNICKERBOCKER.
hobbling vbL sb., fastening an animal's knees
with a hobble; knee-length £7//r/d., reaching down
to the knee ; knee-pipe, a pipe shaped like a bent
knee ; knee-plate {b), an angled plate to connect
a beam or girder to the side of a ship ; knee-sprung
a. Farriery (see quot.) ; knee-stake v. trans., in

Leather vianuf.yio soften (a skin) by aid of the knee.
1895 R. MARSDENCi?//^« Weavingin The board, .gener-

ally called the *knee-board, an incorrect name if regard be
had to its function. This board is usually covered with
flannel, and forms a check upon the too easy delivery of the
yam_ to the draught of the spindle, thereby securing uni-
formity of tension in the winding. X904 Daily Chron. 11
Oct. 3/5 Men do not dress now, they merely clothe them*
selves, and they will not alter this fact by adopting the
*knee-breech. 1927 Observer 22 May 12 A Blow to the
Knee-breech Crusade. 1936 Saturday Even. Post (N.Y.)
10 Mar, 170/2 The Mexican .. does heavy field work

—

particularly in the so-called * sloop crops ' and ' *knee crops'
of vegetable and cantaloupe production. 1906 Animal
Managem. (W.O.) 150 Grazing should be afforded at every
opportunity, and for this purpose *knee-hobbling is the best
plan to adopt. 1909 Daily Chron. 6 Jan. 7/1 Both sexes
wear deerskin breeches and *knee-Iength coats. -^w^Even-
ing News i3 Nov. 2/2 A knee-length coat trimmed with
brown ermine. 1905 J. W. Axe The Horse I. 74 When the
knee is displaced forward in advance of the vertical line it is

said to be 'bowed', or the horse 'stands over', '*knee sprung'.
1903 Flemming Pract. Tcutuing 51 When in just the right
condition, the skins are *knee-staked for the purpose of
softening them and to get rid of the stretch.

Knee, v. Add : 3, b. To urge (a horse) on by
pressing the knees against its flanks. U.S.
1934 MuLFORD Rustlers' Valley iii. 33 Then he. .turned his

own animal southward and kneed it forward. 1926 —
Cassidy's Protegd x. 133 The herder, ..kneeing his horse,
rode swiftly back and forth several times for a hundred feet
each way.

7. To renew the knees of (a garment). U.S,
1847 H. Howe Hist, Collect. Ohio 348 After wearing out

their woollen pantaloons, [they] were obliged to have them
seated and kneed with buckskin.

Enee-higll, a. Reaching as high as the knees.

Freq. in U.S. jocular ^hx:iSG knee-high to a grass-

hopper {mosquito, dtick, etc.), i.e. very short.

1834 Microscope (Albany, N.Y.) 12 June 55/1 (Th.) Hehas
lived with me ever since he was *knee hightoamusquitoe'.
1833 J. Neal Down-Easters I. 78 A bit of a rogue he was
too, when he wa'n't more'n knee high to a bumbly-bee. 1841
W. G. SiMMS Kinsmen (Philad.) II. 63 (Th.) Ever since I

was knee high to a splinter. 1843 [see Knke sb. 12]. Z845
S. JuDD Margaret 1. xvi. 141 But they an't knee high to a
toad to't. i^s Florida Plant. Rec. 132 The cotton in the
lower most cut. .will avrige knee high. 1878 B. F. Taylor
Betiveen Gates •2Z\ Nearly everything will grow in California.

It seldom gets knee-high. 1887 Harpers Mag. Oct. 754/2
Their myriads of gray trunks stood knee-high in water. 1899
Maky N. Mukfkee Bushwhackers iii. One of the men said

that he had known Jerry since he was 'knee-high ter aduck',

Eneeler. 4, Add : attrib. in kneeler chair.

1909Marc B. SAUNDERS^iVa«^Xa«^r. xi, She would follow
the Stations of the Cross with a slow dreaminess, and lean
longer over her kneeler chair when the services had finished.

Kneeling, vbl, sb. 3. kneeling-desk (earlier

Amer. example).
1647 in Maryland Archives IV. 321 A kneeling desk, & a

picture of Paules.

Klieipe(kn3i-p3),JiJ. Pi -en, [G.] A convivial

meeting of University students (and the like) at a

tavern or restaurant. Hence Xneip v, intr. [after

Qi.kneipen^ to indulge in this conviviality.
1864 H. Mayhew German Life II. 243 Youths whose lives

are apparently given up to the mere conviviality of * Kneip*
/«^* or beer-drinking. 1874 J. M. Hart German Univ. 139
(Cent. I>. Suppl.) In whatever other respects the German
student may be irregular, he always kneips according to rule.

1934 A, Geikie Long Life's Work vii. 317 After the meetings
durmg the day, every night a 'Kneipe' at which Zirkel,

l^ossen, Keusch-.and a hobt ol younger men took part.

Kneippism (knsi'piz'm). [See -ism.] A sys-

tem of hydrotherapy (* kneippsche kur') advocated

by Sebastian Kneipp, Bavarian priest (1821-97), ^

special feature of which is walking barefoot over

dewy grass.

1901 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 2).

Kuicker ^. Add : Leg coverings ofthe knicker-

bocker type (either closed or open at the knee),

worn by women and girls instead of drawers with

or without an underskirt or petticoat.

1882 ^M/'fM 7 Oct. (Cassell), I recommend flannel knickers in

preference to flannel petticoats. 1895 Home Chat 20 Apr.

1 76/1 We are really most keen over the construction of these

knickers, knowing as we do from experience their great com-
fort. Ibid. 2 Nov, 273/2 The ideal knickers are of black

satin, with removable Laiiura linings. Ibid. 301/2 Serge
knickers., for girls from twelve to sixteen. x^^Ibid. 22 May
507 French Knicker made in Grafton's Voile and Grafton's

ChifTonelte. Trimmed with lace. Elastic waistband. 19*6

Vogue Late Nov. p. xxiii, An Original DirecLoire Knicker
of milanese.

C. knicker yam (see *Knickerbocker 3 c).

19*9 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 879/2 'Knicker yarns ' are pro-

duced by throwing Utile bits of highly coloured material

into the last cylinders of the card so that instead of bein^

broken up by carding tliey are carried forward as ' knickers

into the spun thread.

Knickerbocker. Add: 3. b. = *Knicker2.

1887 Lady's World Oct. 403 It {sc. a peasant's blouse] is

girdled at the waist by a leather belt, and falls over the short

woollen skirt, whichjust reaches the knees, whei e it meets the

linen knickerbockers. 1913 B. L. Bi.ack-more^-^Cc/C«//7«^

Garments 140 la girls' knickerbockers, the back band is some-
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times buttoned to the front band, instead of the whole gar-

ment being attached to an under-bodice or to suys.

C. knickerbocker yarn : see quots,

1911 Eiuycl. Brit. XXVIII. 906/2 liaked Yam has a

cloudy appearance imparted to it.. (c) as in Knickerbocker

y'arjt, by dropping small quantities of dyed fibres into two

. .rovings at the spinning machine. 1914 Barker & Midg-

LKY Anal IVaztcn Fairies 071 Knickerbocker Goods.—

A

fabric in part or entirely made from knickerbocker yarns.

Knickerbocker Yams.—Yvirns which are spotted or striped,

ofica in several colours.. .The true knickerbocker yarn is

produced by flecking the spotting material on to the carder.

KnifOf sb. Add : 1. f. The knife used as typical

of surgical operations, as to have a horror of the

knife. Phr. (U.S.) to go under the knife : to be

operated on.
1880 Tennyson In Children*: Hospital i. But they said

too of him He was happier using the knife than in trying to

save the limb. Ibid, vii, My sleep was broken besides with

dreams of the dreadful knife.

g. To get or have ones knife into (a person) : to

exhibit a malicious or vindictive spirit towards
j

persecute unrelentingly.

189a * T. S. Winter' Mere Luck mxCx. You have .. a general

disposition to feel that the whole world has, to use a very

modern phrase, 'got its knife into you'. 1911 H. Walpolk
Mr. Ferrin f^ Mr, Trail vi. 112 This was to be the begin-

ning of persecution. The Reverend May-Thompson had
got his knife into him.

2. a. knife-backy -blade used attrib. \ also knife-

blade-like ; knife-tray (U.S. example) ; knife-

featured (example).
1886 Harper s Mag. June 1 1 9/2 Between these *knife-back

ledges are plots of sea-green grass. 190a Daily Chrp?t.

12 Sept, 3/3 The snowy *knife-blade arete. 1911 J. A.
Thomson Biol, Seasons i. 44 The knife-blade-like larva of
the eel. 1895 Century Ma^. Aug. 638/2 A tall, lanky,

sharp.boned, *knife-featured iellow. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati
215 Among tlie principal articles are.,*knife trays.

2. b. knife-bar (earlier U.S. example) ; knife-

bracelet, an iron bracelet with a sharp edge, used

as a weapon by African natives; knife-cleaner
(earlier U.S. example) ; knife-man, a skilled work-
man who uses a knife instead of a spade in delicate

parts of archjeological excavation ; knife-plait,

-pleat Needlework^ an overlapping pleat about the

width of a table-knife blade; knife-rest {p) Mil,

sIang(seQ quot. 1925); knife-roller, a (cotton-gin)

Toiler furnished with sharp blades ; knife-switch
Electr, (see quot.); knife-thrower U.S. slangy z.

waitress.

1867 Trans. Ill, Agric.Soc. VII. 312 By the arrangement
of its parts the*knife-bar is placed further forward than in most
machines. 1898 Geog. Jml. (R.G.S.) XI. 383 To guard them-
selves from capture, they wear a very sharp *knife bracelet,

when fighting they remove the sheath. 1868 Louisa M.
Alcott Lit. Wofjien (1869) II, i. 12 A *knife-cleaner that

spoilt all the knives. 1901-a R. C. BosANQUExin Ann. Brit.

School Athens VIII. 294 The few picked * *knife.men ' who
lay or crouched in the trenches cutting through the compost
of bones and pottery inch by inch. 19x1 Webster, *Knife
plait, a narrow overhanging plait. 19*7 Vo^ue 2 Nov. 14
French, *Knife, Box, Accordion, Crystal and Combination
Pteat^can be made in any size. 1928 Dail^ Mail 31 July
1/2 Well made with smart knife pleats at sides. 1919 War
Terms in Athenxum 15 Aug. 759/1 *Knife.rests, cJievaux de

frise. X9SX Bewsher 'T/j^ Div. 114 Stooks of cut strands of
wire and overturned knife-rests lay everywhere. 1935 E.
Fraser& Gibbons Soldier^ SailorIVords i^B Kniferest, the
name at the Front foraportableX-shapedwire-entanglcment
framework, resembling a knife-rest, used for stopping gaps in

wire-entanglements in No Man's Land. 1927 A. Keith-
Falconer Oxfordshire Hussars 2\<,Y\\^ two R.E. men with
the torpedo at once blew the wire up (it was only one knife-

rest thick) and the party crossed the trench. X939C. Edmonds
Subalterns War ^^ A framework of stakes and barbed wire
of the kind which soldiers call a ' knife-rest '. 1896 Taggart
Cotton Spinning I. 28 The seed cotton . .comes into contact
with a *knife roller, formed of a number of knife discs.

1910 N. Ha-wkins" Electr. Diet. 235/1 *Knife svjitch, a
switch having a movable bladeofcopper orbrass which makes
a contact between two parallel contact springs. 1905 Smart
Set Oct. 31/1 'They got a new *knife-thrower up to the
hotel', he announced. .(A ' knife-thrower ', be it known, is

parlance for waitress).

Knife, v. Add :

3. U.S. Football, intr. (See quots.)
1910 W. Camp Football ivithout a Coach 107 If any of

these three center men lunges through—* knifes ' through, as
it is called—he opens the door on cither side of him... The
hole that the man in the line has left by knifing through now
becomes a yawning cavity. Ibid. 116 The first caution to
be given a guard on defense b not to knife through.

Knife-edge. 2. b. Add : esp, A sharp crest

of rock or ice, an arcle.

1007 Weitm. Gaz. 26 Nov. 3/2 The road thereto lies along
a * knife-edge *. 1925 E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^ IQ34
31 A ridge which begins in a knife-edge of rock worthy of the
Chamounix Aiguilles.

3. Diamond-cutting. (See quot.)

1909 J, Wodiska Bk. Precious Stones 349 Knife-Edge,
The girdle of a brilliant cut to a sharp edge and polislied.

Knifer. Add: 2. a. (See quot. 1896.) b. A
ruffian who stabs with a knife, slang
1896 Farmer & Henley Slang, Knifer.,, a sharking

sponge. 1905 Times ii Dec. 5/2 This is a new move of the
hooligans and knifers, who lately committed attacks on
enlightened working men.

Knifester (noifstsi). [f. Knife sb. or v. +
-sTi;i;.] One addicted to stabbing with a knife.

538

1931 F. Buck & E. Anthony Brin^ *em Back Alive 78 In

many of these out-of-the-way districts they cheerfully cut

your throat for nothing. There are Hindu knifesters who
seem to be striving to preserve their amateur standing.

Knight, J^. 12. c. Add : Knight of the roadj

(b) a commercial traveller ; {c) a tramp.

1889 J. Burnley Rom. Mod. Industry 317 Customers used
to come out miles upon summer evenings to meet tlie

* knights of the road ', . .and the old travellers on their part

would spend two or three days with some of their clients.

1928 Sunday Express 12 Feb. 11/4 Secrets of the Com-
mercial Traveller's Bag. By John S. Banks, for twenty
years a * Knight of the Road . 1928 Dail^ Express 8 ,\\xg.

3/5 If something of this spirit could be instilled into the

regular 'knights of the ro.id ', if they could be inspired with
some notion of the dignity of work and the shame of aims-
taking.

Knipliofia* (niphJa"fia). [mod.L. ; named
after J. H. Kniphofoi Erfurt (1704-65) : see -lA.]

A plant of the African liliaceous genus so named,

with tall stems bearing spikes of bright scarlet, red,

orange, or yellow flowers; cultivated as a perennial,

csp. K. aloides ; the torch lily ; = Tkitoma.
X896 W. Robinson Eitg. Flower Garden (ed. 5) 593/1 The

Kniphophias. .are among the moststriking ofautUmn flowers.

J900 L. H. Bailey Cycl. Amer. Hort. 859/1 Kniphofias

are often classed by dealers as bulbous plants. 1900 W. D.
DKURY5>fe. (7arrf««/«f 336In height Kniphofias vary between

3 ft. and 5 ft. 190X CasselCs Diet. Card. I. 426/z In dry
soils Kniphofias should have plenty of water in summer.

Knit, sb. Add : 1. b. {a) The action or pro-

cess of knitting. (J)) A style of knitted work.
1^%^ Sale Catal, Artificial Silk Scarves.. assorted stripes

and fancy knits. 1926 E. K. Middlkton New Knitting
Pref., Left hand knit and left hand purl are simpler and
quicker than the old right hand knit.

Knitting, 2^^/. Ji^. 3. Add: knitting beetfrolic

,

wire-, knitting-sheath (later U.S. example).
1880 Harper's Mag. Sept. 508/1 In winter they sometimes

had "knitting bees. 18x8 Fearon Sk. Amer, 223 They are

invited to the preacher's house, to partake of a supper., this

is termed a *knitting frolic. 1867 'T. Lackland' Hovie-

spun I. 23 A great tear trembles on her cheek as she adjusts

her needle in the *knitting sheath she wears. 1849 Rep. U.S.

Covim, Patents (1850) 491 The needle itself, and thimble

will be exhibited in museums with distaffs, spinning-wheels,

*knitting«wires [etc.].

Knitwear (ni-twe»j). [f. Knit///. «•. + \Vear
sb^ Knitted articles of clothing,

19x5-6Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 6g8 ' Eraemar

'

Knitwear for Gentlemen. X9a8 Daily Express 7 May 4
Two-piece suits, knitwear, leather coats and raincoats.

Knob, sb. Add : 1. e. IVilh knobs on : jocular

slang phr. indicating the speaker's mock approval

or appreciation of something that has been said,

1930 Marg. Yiv.wi^Ti'i FoolofFamily y.\\\. 129' I'm waiting

for the Marchcse Ferdinand© Emanuele Maria Bonaventura
Donzati.* * With knobs on ', agreed Gemma airily. * Who's
he?' 1931 J. J. Farjeon House Opposite li, 'You are

nothing,' said the Indian. * And so are you, with knobs on I*

barked Ben, and slammed the door.

2. (Later U.S. example.)
1895 Century Mag. Aug. 621/2 One of the many knobs

from which Daniel Boone is said to have looked first over
the Blue Grass land.

8. knobfronted z.^-^.\ knob-nosed adj. (additional

examples).

188s Encycl. Brit. XIX. 647/2 The Chinese, *knob-fronted,

or swan goose, Anser cygnoides. 1839 W. C. Harris Wild
sports S, Africa xxxix. 350 A friendly tribe of natives,

whom, from a peculiarity in the nasal prominence, they

dignified with the appellation of ' *knob-nosed Kafirs '. 1864

J. A. Ghant Walk Across Africa 93 A knob-nosed duck.

1905 Westm. Gaz. 2 Oct- 8/2 The knob-nosed lizard {Lyrio-

cephalus scutatus) from Ceylon.

Knob, V. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1849 Rep, U.S. Comtn. Patents (1850) 315 Tiie cards.,

hook the cotton from the toothed cylinder and carry it for-

ward without rolling or knobbing it.

Knobby, a. Add : 3. Full of rounded knolls

or hills; hilly. U.S.
x86q 'Mark Twain' I/inoc. Abroad xxv'i. (1899) II. 327 It

is as knobby with countless little domes as a prison door is

with bolt-heads.

Knock, sb.l Add :

1. b. To take the knock : to be hard hit financially.

slang.
1890 Globe 31 Apr. 6/1 (Farmer) A broken backer of horses

who has taken, what is known in the language of the turf,

as the knock. 1900 E. Wells Chestnuts xxiii. 226 When a
prominent backer takes the knock racing, he sometimes has
the greatest difficulty to avoid his creditors.

3. Cricket. A spell at batting ; hence, an innings.

1900 Captain III. 200/1 ' Yoq play cricket yourself, then ?
*

• Oh, I have an occasional knock.* Ibid. ^iqJx ' W._G,' ad-
vises every batsman to have a knock .. before going in. An
over or twoat the nets loosens your muscles, t^^ Pearsons
Mag. Aug. j8o/i Crofton's had won the toss and taken
first 'knock'. 1927 Observer ^^ Nov. 28 His knock. .in-

cluded eight boundaries.

4. In a steam or internal combustion engine (see

quot. 1904).
1903 CasseU's Cycl. Mech. III. 264/1 Locating ' Knock ' in

Steam Engine. 1904 Mecredy Did. Motoring, Knock, a
peculiar thumping noise sometimes made by an oil engine,
which denotes that something is wrong. It is quite a dis-

tinct noise from the regular beat of the engine. 191a Motor
6 Aug. 38/3 Engine knock. X9ao Cornhiil Mag. ^^pK. 314
The carbon knock, the ignition knock, and the bearing knock
are fairly simple propositions.

5. Knockfor knock agreement {stQ qnoi. 1927).
1906 Daily Chron. 26 July 6/6 Mr. Fairbank said that the

KNOCK.
' knock for knock ' agreement had never paid with the horse
vehicles. 19J7 B. C. HosKiNS Insurance Lex. 127 Knock
for Knock Agreement,—An arrangement made between
Companies, .for dealing automatically with collisions be-

tween vehicles owned by their respective insureds ; each
Company undertakes to pay for the damage to its own
insured's vehicle irrespective of the question of liability as
between the parties in collision, 1928 J. B. Welsom Diet.

Accident Insurance 362.

Knock, ^. Add:
2. To knock a holeygap ^ etc. To knock daylight

into (cf. Daylight i c).

x88x Punch 17 Sept. 124/1 Ready at the call of duty to

frame a new programme or knock daylight into an old one.

1890 A CoNAN DovLE Sign ofFour iv, He knocked a hole

,,m the lath and plaster ceiling, X906 Somerville & Ross
Some Irish Yesterdays 85 You may see him skilfully

•knocking a gap ' {i.e. unbuilding a wall).

d. To surpass, excel, * beat ', U.S,
1853 Knickerbocker Mag. XLII. July 55 .(Th.) He

'knocked ' all the adjacent male population, native and im-
ported, in the matter of looks.

e. To speak ill or slightingly of, disparage, find

fault with, criticize captiously. (Cf. Knocker i e.)

Also intr, U.S. colloq.

1901 N. Y. Com. Advert. 11 May (Cent. D. Suppl.) The
fourth, and a very successful way, is what the Tammany
men call 'knockin'. This is to fight Tammany Hall until

the organization ojiens and receives you, paying in return

almost anything within reason. 1904 A', Y. Sun 4 Aug. 5
'Of course there'll be plenty of cranks to knock this scheme ',

said he. a 1909 ' O. Henry ' Roads ofDestiny xx. 339 Now,
quit knocking my profession. 1919 ' Ian Hay * Last Million
iii, A certain licence is permitted to professional grouchers

;

but 'knocking' the Cause is the one thing that the New
Crusaders will not permit. 1998 L. Nokth Parasites 217
' There you go again. Always your hammer out—knocking
California.' ' I'm not knocking California. It's this bit of
California I can't stand—this Hollywood.'
absol. 1896 G. Ade Artie xii. no He's got to make good

with 'em to keep 'em from knockin, 1921 R. T). Paine Comr,
Rolling Ocean xiiL 219 You are an earnest young cook, Jud,
and far be it from me to knock, but— , i^^ Spectator 3 Apr.

635/2 A reputation for ' knocking ' is enough to ensure being
blackballed for some of the best clubs.

5. b. Of a steam or internal combustion engine :

To make a peculiar thumping noise. (Cf. *Kkock
sbA 4.)
x904[see*KNOCKiNGwMf^. i]. 1909 Motor Cycling s2iioy,

32/1 If the engine begins to ' knock ', a few vigorous thrusts

at the pedals should be given immediately. 19*5 R. J. B.
Sellar sporting Yarns 1S6, 1 shall have to pull up, old chap.
Cylinder's knocking

!

6. b. 7b knock the end in or off', to spoil the

whole affair, slang.

X919 War Slang in Athenaeum 8 Aug. 727/2 To 'knock
the end in ' is to spoil the whole show. 1925 E. Frasek &
Gibbons Soldier^ Sailor Words 13S, Knock the end off, to,

to spoil anything.

e. Also to knock all of a heap (see Heap sb.

5 e) ; /i? knock silly : to daze, stupefy (cf. SiLLY 0. 6);

to knock the nonsense, etc. out of.

1805 Century Mag. Sept. 690/2 What's the matter with me,
anyhow? Seem to be knocked silly with her blamed queer
talk. J93X Times Lit. Suppl. 15 Oct. 787/1 The boy returned
to Turin, where his royal relatives did their best to get his

revolutionary notions knocked out of him.

7. Knock abont. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1833 Crockett Sketches 4" Eccentr, i. 31 David, collecting

his clothes,.. began to knock about. 1834 W. G. Simms Guy
Rivers xiv. ^15 I've been a matter of some fifteen or twenty
years knocking about.. in one way or another.

8. Knock down. a. Also, to bring down by
a shot,
18x4 P. HoRRV Life ofF. Marion xii. (1833) 100 In such

a country, where many a family goes without dinner unless

the father can knock down a squirrel in the woods.

i, U.S. slang. (Earlier examples.)
i860 J. G. Holland Miss Gilbert'sCareer xii. 220 Now, tell

a feller, is there any chance to knock down? 1864 T. L.
Nichols Forty Yrs. Amer. Life I. 89 The omnibus-drivers
were expected to ' knock down ' a certain proportion of the

receipts.

k. pass, of a ship (see quot.). U.S*
X89X Pattekson Illustr, Naut. Diet. 104 Knocked down.

said of a vessel when, by the force of the wind acting upon
her sails and spars, she is careened to such an extent that

she does not recover herself.

10. Knock off. g. pass, of a ship : To be turned

to leeward when struck by the sea on the weather

bow.
h. War slang. To steal, * pinch \

1919 War Terms in Athenxum 8 Aug. 729/1 A curious

term used by a Tommy, in 'explaining' his deficiences of

kit, is 'Someone knocked it off' for 'Someone pinched (or

made away with) it'. i9a8 E. Wallace Gunner W^l got

him nine montlis at the London Sessions for knockin' off

motor-cars.

i. In machine-knitting (see quot,).

X927 T. WooDHOUSE Artificial Silk 93 The old loop

being thus liberated from the needle, is 'knocked off* by
what is termed a knock-over-bit, so that the old loop joins

the previously-made loop of the fabric,

12. Knock out. a. Also, (a) to stun or kill by

a blow ;
{b) to empty (a tobacco pipe) by tapping.

1903 N. Y. Sun 2 Dec. i Scott's reputation is excellent,

and the managers fear that he has been knocked out and

robbed.

g. U.S. (Early example.)

183s A. B. LoNCSTREFT Georgia Scenes 187 When the

game was up, she soon 'knocked out' and went in quest of

cold trails.
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KNOCK-ABOUT,

h, trans. To eliminate, get rid of. US.
1889 Kansas City Times ^ Siarij May, By a vote of 1 1 to 9

the Missouri senate knocked out the legislative reduction of
tolls here by the Bell Telephone Company. 1904 N. V. Sun
5 Aug. 4 In power, the Democrats wouldn't knock out pro-
tection if they could.

i. intr. Of an aeroplane : To break down com-
pletely, to *CONK out,

1916 B. Hall Oue Mans JVar (1929) 212 All of a sudden,
she knocked out and I let her sit out in the open and walked
on into camp.

16. Knock up. a. Bootmaking. To cut or flatten

the edges of the upper after its attachment to the

insole.

1905 Westm. Gaz. 30 Oct. 7/3 A mechanical device for

trimming off the surplus material from the lasted boot before

it is 'knocked up', and a machine for the * knocking-up

'

process itself, the latter guaranteed to 'knock up* between
400 and 500 pairs of boots per week.

d. Also, to prepare (food) quickly. U.S,
1868 Louisa M. Alcott Lit. Women (1869) II. v. 61 Don't

cry, dear, hut exert yourself a bit, and knock us up some-
thing to eat. 1890 Harper's Mag. May 894/2, I jest killed

a chicken, and knocked up a few biscuit.

Knock-abont, a, {sd.). B. sd. Add : 3. A
rough fight. U.S.
1903 A. H. Lewis T/ie Boss xxxi. 316 But he wouldn't

listen ; he was alt for th' strong-arm, an' th' knock-about \

4. A small pleasure-boat or sailing-yacht. U.S.
1904 N, V. Evening Post 21 May 6 There are numerous

knockaboutsand other small yachts in the Pawcatuck River.

Enockaway (np-kaw<ri). U.S. Also knack-
away. A corruption ofAnagua, a Mexican tree.

Knock-down, tz. and sd. Add : A. adj. 2.

Also : knock-down book, fee. U.S.
i883 Harper s Mag. Nov. 934/a Bills for knock-down fees

arc presented for payment toauctioncers every month. Ibid.

917/2 The knock-down book records the price, buyer, and
all particulars of every sale in the Auctton*rooni.

B. sb. 1. b, = *Knock-out sb. 4. U.S.
\^% Knickerbocker Mag. XXI. 4S4 'Torn and Jerry'

ushered before a Park audience the scientific Mr. T. lielcher

Kay, one of the great knockdowns of foreign celebrity.

2. Mso knock down and drag out. U.S.
1834 W. A. Carkuthers Kentuckian in A'. Y. I. 61 It's

what I would call a regular row ; I never saw a prettier

knock down and drag out in all the days of my life. 1837
K. M. Bird Nick 0/ Woods II. 103 It war a reggetar fair

knock-down-and-drag-out, and I tick'd him !

4. The careening of a sliip by the force of the

wind. (Cf. Knock v. 8 k.) U.S.
1888 Scribner's Mag. May 526/1 Every bit of that water

came in through the hatch at the time of the knock-down.

6. An introduction. U.S. slang.

1896 G. Ade Artie iiL 24 Take me over and gi* me a knock
down to the queen in the corner. 19x1 L. J.yhKCE. Cynthia
v. 61 You would n't take her for the kind you could pick up
without a knock-down.

Knocker. Add : 1. e. (See quot.)

1909 Washington Post 20 Feb. i The * Knockers' are an
organization of Cincinnati's most prominent business men. .

.

The business of the 'Knockers* is to knock hard and efTective-

ly everything tending to hinder the material advancement
of the city.

£ One who is addicted to captious criticism,

fault-finding, or * throwing cold water'. (CC
'Kn'OCK v. 2 e.) U.S. coUoq,

1911 Springfield (.Mass.) Weekly Republican 27 July, The
municipal ^boosters *, . . have no use for what they call
* knockers ', critical citizens who are figuratively credited
with using a ' hammer '. 19*3 L. R. Freeman Colorado
River 3^6 Disinterested scientists and engineers read the
signs aright, and gave warning. Those of them that were
not ignored entirely were just as effectually dismissed as

Knockers. 19x6 Spectator 3 Apr. 635/a The intense dislike

felt in America for what they call ' a knocker ' (one who is too
free with criticism of his associates). 1998 Sunday Express
18 Mar. 5/2 AH the knockers were there,., yearning to find

fault.

Knockered (np-kaid), a. [See -ed 2.] Of a
house door : Fitted with a knocker.
19*1 U. F. Ch. Missionary Rec. May 137/1 We entered by

those massive brass-studded and knockered doors. 1998
Daily Tel. 24 Apr. 13/7 Knockered front doorsand curtained
windows.

Kuocldnsf, vbl. sb. Add : 1. In a steam or

internal combustion engine (cf. *Kno<jk v. 5 b).

1904 A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist ix. (ed. 2) 220
If a knocking noise is beard in the cylinders. i^aoConquest
June 390/3 The [compressed] fuel..win_bc spontaneously
Ignited before the spark occurs. Motorists recognise the
resultant symptoms by the nameof 'knocking*, i^^ Punch
30 May p. xxi, (Jarbon causes knocking, and knocking means
loss of'^powcr.

b. Also with up (see quots.).

1879 Organ Voicing 9 \ knocking-up cup, similar in form
to the cone. .. It is of great substance, and therefore, heavy,
that it may the more readily effect its mi>sion, namely, that
of 'knocking up' or reducing the wind-hole of the pipe.

1909 T. Elliston Organs 331, Knocking up cup. A toot

u*ed by metal hands (metal pipe makers) for rounding off

the terminals of metal tubes. It is of considerable substance
(brass), and has a kind of handle at the top. 19x4 F. G.
Lowe Lawn Tennis 10 When a new stroke has been learnt

..it is an excellent idea to practise it against a wall until it

becomes perfect. This 'knocking up' will also materially
improve footwork and quicken up the player.

Knock-kneed* a^ Add : (Earlier Amer. ex-

ample.)

«774 Maryland Hist. Mag. VI. 41 Charles Blundell, an
Englishman, . . a very slender made fellow much knock'kneed,
with light brown hair very short.
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Knock-off. A. sb. Add

:

2. The act of leaving off one's work or occupa-
tion ; the signal for doing this. Also attrib., as
knock-off signal, time.
1809

' Knock-ofF* time [see B. in Diet.]. 1901 Daily Chron,
13 June 6/3 Just at that moment the officer in charge gave
what is technically known as the 'knock-off', or the signal
to discontinue the play of water on the building. Ibid.,
After the ' knock -off ' signal had been given.

Enock-O*n. In Rugby Football^ the act of
' knocking-on ' the ball fsee Knock ?/, 11).
x88i Laws of Rugby Union 15 A Fair Catch is a catch

made direct from a kick or a throw forward, or a knock on
by.one of the opposite side. x888 [sec Knock-]. 1893 in
B. F. Robinson's Rugby Football (1896) 325 In case of a
throw-forward or knock-on, the ball shall be at once brouglit
back to where such infringement took place.

Knock-out, a. and sb. Add : A. adj. O. Desig-
nating a method of deciding an athletic competition
or tournament by which the defeated competitors
in each round are eliminated.
1897 RanjiTsiNHji Jubilee Bk. Cricket 281 The first elevens

meet in a series ofmatches, played on the knock-out ' system.
1904 Westm. Caz. 2 Feb. 8/2 The proposed county tourna-
ment on the 'knock-out' principle. 1908 Captain XVI 1 1.

334/2 A House competition on the * knock-out ' plan. 1921
E. H. D. Se-weWs Rugby Football 244 Tlie competition was
run on 'knock-out' lines as it is at the present time, tlie

teams which entered being drawn in ties, and those left in

after each round being again paired by lot until two only
were left in for the final.

d. Meek. Designating a device for * knocking
out* or releasing some part; e.g. a * knock-out
key' for releasing a drill from a collet or clutch,

1907 Install. News Nov. 6/2 The * knock-out ' principle as
applied to junction boxes.

e. knock-out drops, a liquid drug of which drops
are put into liquor to facilitate robbing the person
drinking it. U.S. slang.
1896 G. Ade Artie xviii. 173 They get out the bottle o*

knock-out drops and get ready to do business. 1901 Daily
Chron. 17 Dec. 5/2 'Knock-out drops' are well known in

New York, and arc a part of the effective tools in trade of
tlie thug, the thief, and the confidence man. X903 N. V.
Sun 12 Nov. 4 Bowery thieves were using chloral or knock-
out drops* as an aid in robbing victims.

£ knock-out jnan, one who uses knock-out drops.

U.S. slang.

1903 A^. y. Evening Post 18 Sept. 7 He may be one of the
new sort of 'knockout men' discovered this week. 1928
Saturday Even. PosH'S.Y.) 12 May 00/2 Thejr'remurderets
and knockout men and ttiey never play a straight game.

B. sb. 4. A person or thing of ' stunning \
overwhelming, or surpassing quality, slang.
Z908 London Mag. June 473/2 The tent is a knock-out.

i^iZ^C^' Foe'Farrellxu 163 'I'he view from tlie top is a knock-
out. 1926 Ladies' Home Jrnl. Nov. 13 Only it isn't very
exciting for him, and I'm 110 knock*out to introduce around.
1928 Saturday Even. Postl^.Y.) 4 Feb. 118/2, 1 think he'd
he a knock-out as a singer in a cabaret if he could sing.

5. Sport. A * knock-out 'competition : see*A, c.

1938 Observer 19 Feb. 22/2 That Clare and Caius should
have got into the semi-finals of the Rugby * knock-out ' was
not unexpected. Ibid. 4 Mar. 2a Pembroke. .have won the
finals.. of both the football * knock-outs '.

6. * A device for throwing out finished work from
a punching or stampingmachine' {Funk'sStandard
Diet. 1895).

KnO*ck-Up, a. and sb. A. adj. Designating a

practice or casual game at criclcet, fives, etc.

1938 Weekly Dispatch 24 June 21/7 All-England Cham-
pionships Practice. Many of the world-famous playeis
engaged in final ' knock-up ' games at Wimbledon yesterday.

B. sb. 1. A * knock-up * game : see above.

2. In a drawing- or stamping-press, an ejecting-

attachment for the lower die (Webster 1911).

Enop, sb.^ Add: 1. b. A loop or tuft (often

of different colour) formed in a strand of yarn for

ornament. Also altrib. in knop yarn. (See quots.)

1904 Technol. 4- Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney), Knop
Yarn. 1914 Barker & Midglkv Anal. IVcwen Fabrics 273
Knop Yam,—.\ yarn upon which knops or lumps of yarn of
one or more colours appear at intervals. 1939 Encycl. Brit.

XX III. 879/1 '1 he knop yarn—in which knops are formed at

any required intervals on an otherwise level thread by holding
one thread tightly and allowing the second thread to run in

slackly to form knops of the required size.

Knopite (n^pait), Min. [ad. G. knopit
;

named, 1894, after Trof. A, Knop : see -ITE 1.] A
variety of perofskite in which the calcium is partly

replaced by cerium,
1896 Min. Mag. Oct. 158 Minerals at first thought to be

perofskite and dysanalyte are here described under the new
name knopite, of which two types are distinguished. 1899
Dana Min. App. i. 39 Knopite.. .A mineral closely related

to perovskitc... but containing cerium without niobium or
tantalum and thus intermediate between it and dysanalyte.

Enopped, a. Add : o. Knopped yarn^ yarn

ornamented with knops or tufts. See*KNOPJ^.l i b.

1911 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 906/2 Knopped Varn is

formed by twisting together several strands, one of which is

at intervals delivered in greater lengths than the others, iti

order to allow a loop to be made.

Knopper (n^-paj). [G., = gall-nut
;

pi, knop-

pern.l A species of oak-gall, used in tanning and
dyeing.

1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 44/1 The * knoppcrn ' galls of Cynips
polycera. 1908 E. T. Connolu Brit. OakCalls 143 Cynips

KNUCKLE.
Cfi/zWf. ..' The Knopper Gall '...It occurs principally on
Quercus ^edunculata, but also on Q. sessilijlvra.

Knot, -fj^*^ 19. Add: knot-oatchor (see quot.)

;

knot-gall, a species of oak-gall produced by the
cynipid Andricus noduH ^ knot-head U.S.^ the
Jewett apple; knot-hole {b) (example); knot-
horn = knot-horn moth \ knot-writing, amnemo-
nic aid consisting of strings in which a number of
knots are made.
iga? T. WooDHOUSE Artificial Silk 100 The threads or

yarn from the cone cheeses are first led up through coils in
wires termed *^knot catchers. 1894 C. R. Straton AdUrs
Altern. Generations 34 The "knot gall is found in June on
Qiuercus] pcdunculata, Q. sessilifiora, and Q. pttbescens.
1908 E. T. CoNNOLD Brit. Oak Calls 65 The Knot Gall. 1903
Westm. Caz. 31 Dec, 3/2 The little coons, .climbed up to
the *knot-hole, and scrambled down inside. 1899D, Shakp
in Cambr. Nat. //"«/. VI. 424 The males frequently have the
basal-joint of the antenna: swollen; hence the term '*Knot-
horns' applied by collectors to these moths. 1896 A. J.
BuTLEU tr. Ratzel's Hist. Mank. I. 344 In West Australia,.

.

a network of reed serves for a messenger's credentials,—

a

rerniniscence of the once more widely-developed *knot-
writing.

Knotted, a. Add :

3. c, Geol. (See quots. and Knot sb."^ 17,)
1885 A. Geikie Text-bk. Geol. {ed. 2) 127 Knotenschie/er

(Knotted schist) contains little knots or concretions of adaik-
green or brown . . substance, of a talcose or micaceous nature,
imbedded in a finely-laminated matrix of a talc-like or mica-
like materia!. 1920 A. Holmes Ncmencl. Petrol., Knotted
Schist or Knotenschie/er.—S^z Spotted Slates.

Knotter. Add : 3. With prefixed numeral : A
boat or ship that makes (so many) knots an hour.
1908 Pall Mall Gaz. 20 Apr. 6/1 Not many of the so-called

' 30-knoiters' could steam at this speed. 1929 ' Seamark '

Down River i, Essex noted the stolid little ten knotter
ahead.

Enow, V. Add :

8. b. I xuant to know, =well, well! U.S.colloq.
1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XVI. 20, ' I waiittoknow I ' said

the lady ;
' precious soul !

' 1888 Harper's Mag. Sept. 530/

1

* Why, Jered Hopkins !

' she said, looking up at him ; ' I want
to know !*

^
191X J. C. Lincoln Cap'n Warren's Wards x.

154 ' She said she would be delighted 1* ' I want to know 1

'

11. e. don'tyou know?, a variant oiyou know.
1896 F. C. Philips Undeserving Woman, Goad Curtain

104 ' When?' said George. ' I'd like to put tlie thing right
;it once, don't you know.' 1897 Hall Caine Christian 36;
*0h, let us, Glo,* ciied Betty. 'I'd love it of all things,
doncher know !

* 1930 ' Sappek ' Finger of Fate, etc. 225 My
wife is such a nervous woman, don't you know.

16. b. IVhat doyou know about that .?= Isn*t that

amazing? * Well I never*. U.S. colloq.

1914 Gertrude hiwY-HToa Penh ofDevil \. xvii. 103 What
do you know about that ?.. Woulcin t it come and get you?
1916 'B. M. Bowek' Phantom Herd ii. 33 Now what do
you know about that, Mig?

Enow-. Add : know-all a., (claiming to be)

omniscient,
1881 Tknnvson Despair xvi, We have knelt in your know-

all chapel. 1906 Daily Chron. 30 Aug. 3/4 He., maintains
in his know-all manner that the two counties of Wigtown
and Kirkcudbright, .were integral parts always of the king-
dom of Scotland. 1924 G. Lamuton ^len !f Horses 112

Archer rode for Peck whenever lie could, he dined with hini,

he hunted with him, and that was quite sufficient to make
the suspicious and ' know all ' brigade say that Archer was tn

Peck's pocket,

Enowin^, ppl- a. 6. (Later U.S. example.)
1905 Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republ. zg Dec. i6 Some

of the neighbors were knowing to tlie event.

EnOW-notllingf, sb. 1. a. (Earlier example.)
1817 J. F. CoopEU Red Rover ii. The fellow is a knov/-

nothing.

2. (Earlier example.)
1854 Congress. Globe lo July ittjf-z That misguided and

proscriptive faction, called * Native Americans ' or ' Know-
Nothings '.

Enow-notllingism. 2. (Earlier example.)
1854 Vale Lit. Mag. XX. 12-16 (Tb.) A few thoughts on

Know-Nothingism.

Enox dolomite. Geol. [Named after Knox
County, Tennessee.] An Upper Cambrian forma-
tion of the Appalachian region.

1906 Cham BERLIN & Salisbury Geol. II. 179 The Knox
dolomite. 1^20 A. W. Gkabau Geol. i. 597 Synclinal fold of
Knox dolomite.

Enuck (n»k). U.S. [Abbrev, of Knuckle sb."]

1. //. * A game of marbles in which the winner
shoots at his adversary's knuckles ' (Clapin),
1840 Southern Lit. Messenger VI. 385 To the game of

marbles he devotes much of his leisure time, and is counted
a proficient particularly in knucks and five in the ring. 1886
Harper's Mag. Dec. 41/2 They were playing ' knucks' to-

gether.

2. A knuckle-duster.
X918 C. Sandburg Cornhuskers 88, I slipped my fingers

into a set of knucks.

Enuckle, sb. Add : 2. b. A^ear the knuckle :

near the permitted limit (ia regard to decency).

1909 Westm. Gaz, 4 May 2/2 A series of articles entitled
' Crimes of Passion ', full of abominable details 'as near the

knuckle' as the police would allow. Ibid. 6 Sept. 1/3 If

a play shows that its author has.. a sincere respect for his

art, it must he stopped if it goes at all ' near the knuckle .

1930 W. S. Maugham Cakes if Ale 147 What I like about

'er is that she gives you a good lauyh. She goes pretty

near the knuckle sometimes, but she never jumps over the

fence.
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6. knuckle ball Baseball (see qaot3.%
x^arj Stcrtts 0/Basetmil iil 37 If you re worrj'iniE: about

wbeo to ose a 'knuckle ball *. X9a8 G. H. Ruth Baseball

vi. 79 The knuckle ball is a slow ball, that comes floating up
to the plate without rotating. And lacking that rotation to

keep it on a line, it wobbles from side to side. 1939 EncycL
Brit. III. 163/1 There is what is known as the knuckle ball,

\a which the knuckles of the pitcher's hand play a prominent
part in giving the ball erratic motion.

Knuckle, v. Add : 3. b. To dig (one's hand)

into a specified position, knuckles first.

1890 Hall Caine Bondman i. Thrusting his head beneath

his chin, he knuckled his left hand under the islander's rib.

6. Farriery, With over^ of the knee or fetlock

:

?To project through weaknessof tlie ligaments. Also

vix^forwards. (QL knuckle-kneed. Knuckle j^. 6.)

1877 A. Sf.well Black Beauty xl, The knees knuckled
over, and the forelegs were very unsteady. 1877 M. H.
Hayes Veterimtry Note^ i. 30 ' Knuckling over ', as a result

of hard work, appears to be due to relaxation of the capsular

and lateral ligaments [of the fetlock joint]. 1906 J. W. Axe
Horse IV. 53 The animal knuckles over at the joints. 1907
Ibid. V. 298 The movements of the hind-limbs are for a time
weak, and the fetlocks knuckle over now and again during
progression. 1907 Varnf.ll Ibid, VI. 347 In young horses

It is common to meet with a knuckling forwards of the hind
fetlocks.

7. Golf, To bend the knee inward. Also absol.

X009 Times 23 Apr, 16/2 An elaborate knuckling of the
right knee in putting. Ibid.y The 'knuckling* habit in
putting has long been exposed as fallacious. S909 Westui.
Gas. II May 12/3 You may 'knuckle* if knuckling conduces
to comfort, provided that.. you get the process over before
beginning the actual stroke.

Knnckler. Add : 3. Baseball, A knuckle
ball (see Knuckle sb. 6).

19*8 G. H. Ruth Baseball vi. 70 Eddie used to toss
'knucklers* until he had the hitters blue in the face.

Eniicklesoine (no-k'lssm), a, [See -soME^.]
Having prominent knuckles. Also (ransf,
Z919 W. Dk Morgan Old Mad/wuse xx. That young

woman was bony and knucklesome. 1922 C. E. Montague
Diseiicktintaient xii. § 3 '4'he twisty valley and knuckle-
some banks of the Somme.

Knut, jocular variant, often pronounced (kanff't),

of *NuT sb.^ (a showy or fashionable young man).
Hence Kna*tt7 a,

X913 Mrs. HK9.viKv. F/oUiots 0/Redmarley-v. (1919) 57 He
was. -a 'knut* of the nuttiest flavour. 1914 Sca/smajt 5 Oct.
8/1 It is clear that he has once been a ' knut ' in spite of his
oil-stained khaki service jacket and trousers. 1916 E. V.
Lucas i^ert/iil. Bojc xlix. 52 Among the people staying here
is a knut. He must be almost the last of the tribe ; but here
he is, just as knutty as though the Algies and Berties were
still ruling the roast, and not Mars at all. 1919 C. Orr
Glorious Thing xvii. 212 He was trying to be knutty, he
said. 1939 G. Stowell Hist. Button Hill in. §11. 183 The
Knut was an_ urban and suburban phenomenon of the years
1512 to 1914 inclusive.

Eobu (k^u'bu). Also kombu, [Jap.] A sea-

weed, Laminoria japonica^ eaten by the Japanese.
Z882 Satow & Hawes Japan (1884) 519 Kombu, a broad,

thick, and very long species of seaweed, most of which is ex-
ported to China.

Kodiak (k^'dyaek), also Kadialc (kse'dysek),

name of an island off Alaska, designating a very
large brown bear, Ursus middendorffi, found there.

1899 R. Ward Rec. Bi^ Ganu (ed. 3) 474 Even more
gigantic is the Kadiak[(rrf. 1907 Kodiak] \i<t^T {lJ\rsus\arctus
middendorfi) of Kadiak Island, Alaska. 1904 C. R. E.
Radclyffe Big Game Shooting in Alaska 268 The Kodmk
brown bear {t/rsns middendorJT). Ibid.^ A true Kodiak
bear. 19^ Sat. Even. Post 13 Dec. 11/2 A Kodiak bear
looks as big as an elephant as he ambles.. through vegeta-
tion that comes only to his stomach.

Eoechlinite (k^-x^linait). Min. [Named
after R. AV^£-/;/2'« of Vienna: see-lTEl.] A native

molybdate of bismuth.
1916 W. T._ ScHALLEH in U. S. Geol. Snrv., Bull. 610. 14

Koechlinite is clearly a secondary mineral formed in the
cavities of the quartz rock by the reaction of different solu-
tions, one containing bismuth and the other molybdenum.
Eoelreuteria (kJlroiti»-ria). [mod.L. ; named

after J. G. Koelreuler of Karlsruhe (i 733-1 806).]
A tree of the sapindaceous genus so named, native
to China.
1829 LouDOM Encytl. Plants 304 Kolrenteria. 1900 L. H.

Bailey Cycl, Amer. Hort. 861/1. 1901 CasselCs Diet, Card.
I. 463/2. _i9»o A. _D. Webster London Trees 71 The
Koelreuteria Ls readily propagated by cuttings of either root
or branch,

Koenenite (k^-nenail). Min, [Named after
Adolf von Koenen, geologist (1837-1915) : see
-iteI.] An oxychloride of aluminium and magne-
sium, found in red masses,
190a Jrnl.Chem. .Soc. LXXXII. 11. 611 Koenenite.. was

found intimateljj associated with halite, anhydrite and carnal-
lite, in crevices in the clay of the salt deposits at Volpnehau-
sen, in the Bollinger Wald, Hanover. It is red in colour
1922 W. E. Ford E. S. Dami's Text.Bk. Min. (ed. 3) 401.*

Koi (koi), [Jap.] The common carp, Cyprinus
carpiOy found in the rivers of Japan.
1727 J. G. ScMEUCHZER tr. Kxmf^/ers Hist. Japan I. i. xi.

136 Koi\& another .sort of it(jc. J/^/'tfarJ, which also resembles
a Carp. 1877 Trans. Asiatic Soc Japan V. Chart facing
112 FishTalcen: Koi. .Cyprinus h^matopterus. 1892 Sir
E. Arnold Japonica 48 It was the custom formerly, at cer-
tain feasts, to crimp the live Koi^ and to place it, to be eaten
raw, before the guests. 1893 — Adzuma 41 Shall tliey boil
thee a fat koi from tlie fisE-pond? 1904 pAaitUR Garden
Asia 273 The koi-fish is a sturdy swimmer.

Koine (kovni). [Gr. KotvT)y fern. sing, of kolvos

common, ordinary,] The common literary lan-

guage of the Greeks (Jj
kolv^ ZtaKtKTos) from the

close of classical Attic to the Byzantine era. Also
atlrib. and transf
X913D. B. Durham Vocah. Menander 8 The year6ooA.D.

is a convenient date at which to divide the Koine from the
Greek of the middle ages. T927 A. H. MoNeile Introd.
N. T. 278 Such [constructions] as were rapidly making their

way into the Koine Greek.

Koklas(S (k^u'klas). Alsokuklass. [Nepalese,

van of pokras, pukras,"] Any pheasant of the

genus Pukrasia of N. India and the Himalayas.
X898 Ibis Jan. 39 The Koklass was not uncommon in ^e

forest above Gund. 1922 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 323/2 In the
woods below a kuklass crowed hoarsely.

Kokowai(k(3uk<7wai). [Maori.] Red ochre.
1845 E. J. Wakefield Adv. N'. Zealand I. 124 A carved

post which was painted with koko%vaii or red ochre. Ibid^

II. 87 The kokouL>ai-'^^\x\ttA monuments which I have men-
tioned. 1878 Trans. N. Zealand Inst. XI. 75 Kcko^vat is

a kind of pigment, burnt, dried, and mixed with shark-
liver oil.

Eol (kJul). [Of disputed origin.] A term
applied to the aboriginal people of Chota Nagpur,
India; also == next.

1847 B. H. Hodgson Aborig, India p. ii, The Kdl or
Dhanger race. 1866 E. T. Dalton in Jrnl, Asiatic Soc,

Bengal XXXV. il 154 The present population, .are of the
race best known to us by the name of ' Koi '. 1896 VV.

Crooke Tribes Sf Castes \\\. 295 Mahadeva, so the story goes,
once caught a Koi girl. Ibid. 315 Most Kolsare ploughmen.
1899 A. H. Keane Man Past

«S- Present xiv. 558 The Kols
or Kolarians, who formerly overspread the plains of Bengal.
1903 RisLEV & Gait Census 0/India i. 282 The Koi language
has. .two main dialects, Mundari and Ho.

Kolarian (k(role»*rian), a. and sb, [f. Kolar^
supposed early form of *Kol, identical with
Canarese kallar thieves + -IAN.J Applied to a non-
Aryan linguistic stock of India belonging to the

Munda group,
1866 Campbell in Jrnl. Asiatic Soc. Bengal XXXV. 11.

28, I propose then to call the northern tribes Kolarian or
Coolee Aborigines. 1872 E. T. Dalton Descr. Ethnol.
Bengal 124 The Kolarian tribes. Ibid, 152, I class the
Juangs with Kolarians chiefly in consequence of the linguis-

tic affinity. 1899 [see *Kol]. 1928 V. G. Childe Most
Anc, East iii. 52 Early Indian races, particularly the

Dravidians, the Kolarians, and even the Veddahs of Ceylon.

Kolinsky (k<yii*nski). [Russ. koHnski^ f. Kola^

a district in north-eastern Russia.] The fur of the

Siberian mink.
1851 llliistr, Catal. Gt, Exkib. iii. in. 803 Skins and Furs.

. .Kolinski. 1879 Emycl. Brit. IX. 837/2. 1892 H. Poland
p'ur'bearing Aniiti. Introd. p. 11, Kolinski, undressed. 1928
Strand Mag. Aug. 183/2 A Persian lamb coat with a collar

of kolinsky.
atlrib, 1919 Queen 5 July, .\dvt. 21 Kolinsky coat in the

fashionable Sable Colour. 1920 Ibid, i May, Advt. 14 Furs.

. . In Rich Kolinsky Sable. 1923 J. C. Sachs Furs <f Fur
Trade 62 'Ihe 'sable ' brushes, which are in such request
by artists, are generally made of kolinski tails; it is also

used for wraps and scarves.

Kollergang (kf^'lajgser)). [G.] A crushing mill

with vertical runners used in milling paper-pulp.
1890 A. Watt Paper'inaking 82 For the purpose of crush-

ing the knots of the straw, and other hard particles.., a
machine termed the ' kollergang ' or * edge-runner * is some-
times employed. 1894 G. Clapperton Pract. Paper-ttiaking
203 (Index) Kollergaiig ' broke '. 1926 R. H. Clapperton
Pract. Paper-makitig {cA. 3) 40 The ability of the Scandi-
navian makers to allow a considerable time for milling tlie

pulp in kollergangs or beatei-s.

Eomatik (k^ma^'tik). [Native word.] A dog-
sledge used by the people of Labrador.
1905 Duncan Dr, GrenfelCs Parish xi. 133 The sick and

starving are sought out by dog.team and komatik. 1920
Grenffll Labrador Dr. xi. 199 Sails can sometimes be
used with advantage on the komatik as an adjunct. 1920
Sunday at Home Nov. 76/2 The mountains, down whose
steep sides he has slithered in his komatik.

Eoiub6 (kjj'mbO- [Mang^anja.] An arrow-
poison of tropical Africa obtained from the seeds of
Sirophanthus konibe.

1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl. 1887 [see *Inee1. 1888 Buck^s
Handbk, Med, Sci. VI. 663/1 Sirophanthus (Kombe, Arrow
Poison).

Kombu, variant of *Kobu.
Koinita(d)ji, variant of *CoMlTADJI.

Komiuers (komfrs). Also commerce, -se.

[G., ad. F. commerce^ L. commercium Commerce.]
A social gathering of German university students,

with beer-drinking and song-singing.
184X W. HowiTT Student-li/e Germany xv'i. 315 In these

Commerses, the rule is to drink beer, and this is called a
Commers in beer. 1844 Longf. Hyperion n. iv. Come in,

come in. You shall see some sport. A fox commerce is on
foot, and a regular beer scandaL 1908 Mrs. A. Sidgwick
Home Li/e Gertnany vi. 56 A Kommers is a students'
festival in which the professors and other senior members of
a university take part.

Kommos, variant of Commos.

Komodo (k(?m^a-d(7). Name of an island in the
Malay archipelago, applied to a species of lizard.
X927 Proc. Zool. Soc. 256 The interesting feature of the

Kotnodo Monitor, apart from its bulk, lies in its relationship.
1932 Observer Q Oct. 14/5 The dragon in question is a
Komodo lizard four £eet long hailing from Sunda Island off
the Azores.

Kona (k^u'na). [Hawaiian.] A stormy south-
west wind in the Hawaiian Islands.
1892 Stevenson & Ll, Osbourhe Wrecker Prol, It wns

blowing a kona, hard.

Eonak (k(?na' k). [Turk, qonaq^ A large house,
palace, or official residence, in Turkey.
1852 C. T. Newton Trav. ^ Discov. Levm.nt vi. (1865) 87
We asked for the Konak, or official residence of the Aga.
1878 S. Lane-Poole People of Turkey ix. 221 When in the
interior I had the opportunity of visiting some Konaks
worthy of note. 1926 Spectator 17 July 88/2 The delicate
' konak * or palace of Prince Milosh Obrenovitch.

Eongoni (kf?i3gJa*ni). [Swahili.] An East
African hartebeest.

[1889 J. C. WiLLOUGHBY East Africa ft its Big Game 54
These harttbeest {sivahili Kongoni) are of the species known
as Cokii, and... are very plentiful here. 1905 H. A. Bryden
Big Gavte SJuwting II. 114 Coke's hartebeest {Bubalis cokei)

{Kongoni oT the Swahilis) is the commonest.. of this group
in East Africa. ..Jackson's hartebeest (Buba/is jacksoni) is

also known to the Swahilis as Kongoni.'l 1908 Winston S.

Churchill My Afr. Journey i. 9 Herds of red kongoni—
the hartebeeste of South Africa. 1923 Blackiv, Mag. Oct.

450/2 A herd of kongoni.

£onk, variant of Conk, the nose.
1846 United Service Mag. May 13 Indignant at the liberty

thus taken with his konk.

Konk, variant of *CoNK v.

1918 E. C. Middleton Glorious Exploits Air 20 The
latter \sc. the engine] ' konked '. Down went the aeroplane.
X918 ' Rafbird' Zooms ff Spins iq I'm flapping from Puddle-
marsh..—came down there with a konking engine. 1919
Air Pieg'^ What would you do if your engine * konked ' out
at 20,000 feet? 1925 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor
Words 138 Konked (konked out) : An Air Force term used
of an aeroplane engine stopped working, failed, or broken
down. Also a general expression, meanmg ' knocked out

',

dead,

Eonze (kf^-nzi). Also konzi. [Swahili.] An
African hartebeest, Bubalis lichtensUini^ inhabit-

ing the Zambesi and Nyassa regions,

1877 F. C. Selous Hunter^s Wanderings Africa (1881)

303 In the afternoon I went out with my riBe, and shot a
konze antelope. ..The black mark down the front of the face

of the hartebeest is.. wanting in the konze. 1908 R. Lvdek.
ker Game Anim. Africa iii The konzi, or Lichtenstcin's
hartebeest.

Eookama, kukaxua (kuka-ma). .S". Africa.

Also kokama, kookaam, [Sechwana.] Thegems-
bok.
1850 R. G. CuMMiNG Hunter's Life S. Afr. (1902) 140/2

An old kookania or oryx. 185a J. E. Gray Catal. Mamm.
B.Mus. 105. 1857 Livingstone Trav. .S". ^.iii. seTbegerns-
buck or kukama. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) V. 326.

Eoolookamba (krfl^kse'mba). Also koolo-,

kulu-. Also in short form kulu. [Native name
on the Gabun river.] An anthropoid ape of equa-

torial Africa, Troglodytes koolookamba, resembling

the chimpanzee.
x86o Du Chaillu in Proc. Zool. Soc. Boston VII. 360 The

cry of the Kooioo-Kamba is very different from that of the
Troglodytes calvus and chimpanzee. 1896 R. L. Garner
Gorillas 4- Chimpanzees 176 Ihe kulu-kamba is . . by far the
finest representative of his genus. Ibid.^ A young female
kulu.

Eootclia (k«-tja). Also -ar. A small wild

stingless honey-bee of Australia of the genus
Meiipona or Trigona.
1884 Trans. Entom, Soc. 149 Of these stingless bees of

Aastralia two varieties only have come under my immediate
observation, .. 'Kasbi ' or ' Keelar ' and ' Kootchar' are the
names given to them by the natives. Ibid. 156 The specimens
sent by ilr. Hockings. . were (i) two 'Kootchar' queens;
(2) numerous ' Kootchar ' workers ; (3) numerous ' Kootchar

'

drones;. . (7) ' Kootchar ' wax and propolis;.. (10) ' Kootchar'
honey-pots; (n) 'Kootchar ' brood;, .(13} * Kootchar ' queen-
cell. 1899 D. Sharp Insects 11. 63 The other species, called
' Kootchar ', is said to produce a very large number of drones.

Eoplik (k^'plik). Name of a physician of New
York, used to designate spots characteristic ofsome
eruptive disciases.

X908 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. ii. 297 The specks of secre-

tion ace ea.<uty wiped off, the Koplik spots are not. 1908
Practitioner Aug. 326 To. .examine the buccal mucosa for

the presence of the so-called KopUk's spots. 19*5 F. Tayhrs
Pract, Med. (ed. 13) 35 Koptik s spots are of value in diag-

nosis [of measles], as they rarely occur in other eruptive
diseases.

Eoradji (k6roe'd3i). Austral. Also coradgee,
kiradjee, coradge, korradgee, karfvji* [Native.]

A medicine-man.
1845 \. O. Balfour .S"*. N. S. W. 14 The Coradgees, who

are their wise men, have, they suppose, the power of healing

and foretelling. 1883 Mrs. C. ^v.k^o Austral. Life 23 The
Korradgees or medicine men. 1892 J, Fraser Aborigines
N, S. W. 63 The ' kaiaji ', or native doctor.

Korean, Corean (korran), a. and sb. Of or

periaining to (a native or inhabitant of) Korea
(Chosen = Jap. cko sun land of morning calm), a

peninsnla and state in Eastern Asia ; also applied to

the language of Korea, an agglutinative language

akin to Japanese,

1727 J. G. ScHEUCHZER tr. Karmpfer's Hist. Japan (1906)

I. 104 The Coreans had been subdued. Ibid. 123 Encom-
passed by the Corean Sea. 181^ Q, Rev. Oct. 256 Classes

and Families of Languages.. . Tariarian. .. Corean. _
iSaa

SHOBERLtr. Titsin^h's Iliustr, Japan ^^23 ,\ Corean Fisher-

man and his Wife. 1899 \. H. Keane Man Past ^
Present viii. 307 The Koreans possess a true alphabet of aS

letters. Ibid.^ An adaptation of the Chinese symbols to 'he

phonetic expression of the Korean syllables. 1904 Farsek



KOREAIflZE.

Gftrden Asia 73 The Korean is a lifeless creature, igaj
Black^o, Mag. Dec. 726/1 A piece of Korean porcelain.

Hence Kore'anize v* trans, ^ to give a Korean
character to.

1931 W, F. Sands Undiplovtaiic Menz. 70 Emily, Korean*
ized as Lady Om, was now reigning sweetly iu SeouL

EorerO (kore»T^). AWy Zealand. [Maori.]

Talk, conversation ; a talk or conference.

184s E. J. Wakefield Adv, N. Zealand I. 78 There were
about sixty men assembled, and they proceeded lo hold a
vttfr^rtfor* talk 'on the ail-important subject. 1930B.GUTHHIE
Iv'tw ZealandMetn. 54 After some ^*7rfr^ and polite speeches
the Maoris stood aside.

EorimaJco (ko^r-, Vpnmsi'Vo). [Maori.] The
Zealand bell-bird, AntJwmis melanura.
1855 R. Taylor Te Ika a Maui 75 In the first oven a

korimako was cooked, 187a A. Domett Hanoi/ zoz The
KoT-imdkOy sweetest bird Of all that arc in forest heard.

1873 W, ll BuLLEB Birds N. Zealand 94 Certain forcst-

langes were lamed as Korimako preserves.

Korill(ko9*rin). [W, Afr.] A gazelle, Gazella

rufifronSy of Senegal.
i^a J. E. Gray Caial. Matnnt. B. Mus, 60 Gazella ntfi*

frons^ die Korin. Bay brown. 1897-8 P. L. Scijvter & O,
Thomas Bk. Antelopes III. 65.

Korvort, variant of Cavokt v.

1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay \\\. lii. § 3 She described
the knights of the age of chivalry as * korvorting about on
the olT-chance of a dragon '.

£osh, variant of *Co.sH sb.^

19x5 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier if Sailor Words 138
Kosh: Anamefora trench club, or knobkerry, used intrench
raids. . . The usual name for the siick, or bludgeon, carried by
London roughs when out for mischief.

Kosin (k^o-sin). Chem. Also koussin, kossin.

[f. ios{s)o, Kousso + -IIT^.] A bitter principle con-

tained in konsso. So Kosotoxin.
1875 ym/. Ckem. Sec, XXVIII. 468 The koso flowers yield

about 3 per cent, of kosin. 1887 Buck's Handbk. Med, Sci,

IV. 318/3 Kosin. .is unquestionably the principal tsenlcide

a^ent of Koosso. 1894 Jml. Chent. Soc, LXVI. i. 424
Kosotoxin, CjeHs^Oio. a pale yellow powder, which melts
at 80*. 1900 Ibid. LXXVIII. II. 38 When a solution of
kossin in cold acetic acid or in alcohol is allowed to remain,
crystals of kosin separate.

KoBsak, variant of Cossack ; see *Cos8ack b.

1845 W. D. CooLEY tr. ParroCs Ascent Mt. Ararat i. 10
This portion of the empire is traversed by a line of Kossak
posts.

Eoswite (k(>-sw3it). Petrol. [Named from
Koswinsky^ N. Urals : see -ite l,] A variety of

oUvine-pyroxenite.
190X JVt//, Client, Soc, LXXX. 11. 398 Koswitc, a new

pjTOxenite from the Urals. . . Associated with olivine-gabbros

in the Solikamsk district, near the source of the Kosswa
river, is a new type of basic eruptive rock to which the name
koswite is given.

Kotsclxubeite (k^tj»'bi'|9it). Afin. [f.name
of the Russian Count P. A>t:^«^« + -iTE 1.] A
variety of clinochlore containing a percentage of

chromium oxide.
189* E. S. Dana Dana's Syst. Min. (ed. 6) 648. 1999 H. L.

Bowman //. A. Miers" Min. 562 Two very striking chrome-
chlorites of a deep rose-red colour . . have received the names
kammererite and kocschubeite.

Kow^-tow, the more usual form of Korow.
X864, 1883 [see Kotow]. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 13 Nov. 14/1

The degrading custom of high native Ministers of the Crown
kowtowing. 1920 Blackw, Mag. Aug. -z-z^li. The conven-
tional bowing or kow-tow position. 1935 E. F. Nokton
Fight for Everest, 1^24 35 After much kow-towing.

Kraal* 3. Add : kraal-town, a town formed
to accommodate the company assembled to view a
kraaling of elephants in Ceylon.
189X Outing (U.S.) Dec. 174/1 In less than a week's time

a town springs into existence. *Kraaltown !' with its clubs,

hotels, saloons, cafes, and 'chummeries*, to say nothing of
suburban villas, etc

SHraft (kiaft). [G., = strength, in kraftpapier

kraft paper, kraftstoff%o^z. pulp.] A strong smooth
brown wrapping-paper made from unbleached soda

pulp. More fully kraft paper^ kraft brown,
X907 G. C1.APPERTON Frnct. Paper.making (ed. p) 37

' Kraft * brown papers. Ibid.y No Kraft yet produced in this

country combines the crispncss and elasticity which form so

distinctive a feature of the Kraft papers produced by the

best Scandinavian mills. 1914 E. A. 1)a\ve Papered Kraft

browns may be described as gtazed browns, as they are

sometimes finished with a glazed surface both sides. A special

kind of pulp is used for krafts. 1916 Cross & Bevan Paper.
Making (ed. 4) 1451 The extra strong or ' Kraft ' varieties [of

soda pulps] are suitable only for brown wrapping papers.

b. kraft leather, an imitation leather for book-

binding, resembling kraft paper in appearance.

1938 Publishers* Weekly 9 June 23^8 In four styles of

binding.. handsome kraft leather, goM inlay, $t-50.

Krag-Jorgensen (kraeg.yo-iganssn). A type

of rifle introduced in Denmark and Norway and

adopted in U.S.A. Abbrev. (coUoq.) Krag- (kraeg).

1899 Scribner's Mag. XXV. 20/1 Our arms were the regular

cavafry carbine, the 'Krag', a splendid weapon, and the

revolver. S901 Kynoch Jml. Aug.-Scpt. 133/2 He has also

the latest pattern. . . Ross straight pull Krag-Jorgenscn and
many others. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 658/1 The cavalry

is armed with the Kragjorgensen carbine. ..The infantry

and coast artillery have the Krag-Jorgcnsen rifle. Ibid,

XXXIl. 654/2 The United States magazine rifle. .is upon
the Krag-Jorgensen system. 190a Munsey's Mag, XXV.
423/1 Guns—the latest Krag-Jorgenseas—arc the weapons
of the American revenue service.
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Srau (kran). [Pers. qran.'\ A Persian com and
monelai-y unit,
i88z E. O'Donovan Mer^} Oasis I. 249 The Turcomans.

.

will accept only the old-fashioned kran and toman. 1901
Encycl, Brit, XXXIIl, 513/2 The Indian rupee and the
Persian kran are widely circulated through Mesopotami.i.
1920 Brit. Mus. Return 75 A silver kran of Muzaffar al-Din,
Shah of Persia, 1922 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 393/1 For two
krans an Arab will swear a false oath.

Kraurosis (kr9ri3u*sis). Paik. [mod.L., f. Gr.
HpavpovcOai to become dry or parched, f. xpavpos
brittle and dry : see -osis.] Shrivelled condition
or atrophy (of the vulva). Hence Kratiro'tic a,

1894 Brit. Med. Jml. 7 Apr., Suppl, 63/1 Kraurosis seems
to be a peculiar histological atrophy of the vulvar tissues.
Ibid., Carcinomatous nodules were detected in the kraurotic
tissue. 1908 Practitioner Dec. 7S2 There had been previous
kraurosis of the vulva and part of the vaginal wall.

Erause (krou-za), the name of Karl Friedrich
Theodor Krause (1797-1868) used to designate
certain anatomical parts (see quots.).

1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. V. 65/2 Krause's membrane
or intermediate disk. 1901 Dorland Med. Diet, (ed. 2) s.v.

Corpuscle, Krause^s corptiscles, round end-bulbs or nerve-
endings in the mucous membrane of the mouth, nose, eyes,
and genitals. 1904 Stedman Ditnglison^s Med. Diet, (ed. 23)
6og/i Krause's disk, dark line traversing transversely each
alternating light band in a muscle fibrJUa. x^tiT Practitioner
Dec 853 'the accessory lachrymal glands, or Krause's glands,
are small acini, which lie below the conjunctiva between the
fornix and the edge of the tarsus.

Krill (kril). [ad. Norw. kril very small fry of

fish.] A small crustacean on which whales feed.

X911 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 124. 19x2 Ibid. 178 A small red
crustacean which appears to be Meganyctiphanes norzYgica
..This small crustacean forms the 'krill' of the whalers...
In all cases these whales [Balafnoptera sibbaldii] appear to
have fed on the *krill '. 1923 Chambers's Jrnl. 111/2 The
small crustaceans, called by the whalers 'krtll ', upon which
the finner feeds.

Erimmer (kri'msa). Also crimmer, krimma.
[G., national or local adj. f, Krim Crimea.] A
grey or black fur made from the wool of young
Iambs in or near the Crimea.
1904 Westm. Gaz. aS Jan. 4/3 Chinchilla or krimmer.

X906 /bid. 3 Nov. 13/1 Grey krimmer. 1923 /bid. 26 Jan.,
A definition of 'crimmer lamb ', as a commodity in the fur

trade, was agreed upon at Malborough-street yesterday.

1929 Daily Express 26 Jan. 5/3 The smarter coats are
Kcnerally collared with a flat fur. These include astrachan,
krimma, and caracul.

Kromesky, -eski (kr^^me-ski, kr^-meski).

Also crom-, -esqui, -esque. [ad. Russ. (pi.)

KpOMOHiai kroinochkiy f. Kpoiia slice.] A croquette

made of meat or fish minced, rolled in bacon or

calves udder and fried.

x86i Francatelli Cook's Guide 120 Kromcskys are made
with all kinds of croquet preparations, whether of meat, fish,

or shell-fish. X884 Girts Own Paper May 428/1 A dozen
oysters will make a moderate sized dish of kromeskies. X89X
Encycl. Pract. Cookery (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 478/2 Some
authorities spell it Cromesquis, some Kromesquis, and others

Krosmeskies. X920 E. Silvester Sensible Cookery 54
Kromesqiies of veal. X938 Even. News 28 Dec. 4/5 Krom-
eskies of Turkey.

Erufferisui (kr«*g3riz*m). Hist, [f. name
ofStephanus Johannes Paulus AW/^^r (1825-1904),
president of the Transvaal 1883-1901.] The
nationalist (pro-Boer) policy of president Kruger.

So Kmgerite (kru-garsit), an adherent of this

policy.
X896 Westm. Gaz, 3 Dec. 5/1 Those who have effusively

championed Mr. Chamberlain for what they imagined was
his agreement with their Krugcrite sympathies. X897 Daily
Ne-ws 25 Jan. 5/6 Krugeritcs we know, and Rhodesites,

but the Schreinerites (politically) all seem to live in London.

1897 Times 4 Feb. 3 Pure and unadulterated Krugerism.

1898 C. Rhodes in Daily News 4 Apr. 3/1 Only Krugerism
will be supported, and Northern development will be
damned. 18^ D. Story in NeivCent. IV. 436 The necessity

for maintaining the independence of his [sc. the Boer's]

state., is the essence of Krugerism. 1900 Pall Mall Gaz.

29 Mar. 8/1 There are those who suggest that, perhaps, if

the scrutineers had not been Krugerites, Joubert would nave
been found at the head. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 27 Mar. 7/3 Cecil

Rhodes.. had a cordial hatred for what is known to-day as

'Krugerism'—that pernicious system of government and
diplomacy introduced by a foreign gang at Pretoria. X904

Kipling Traces tf Discov. 33 An American citizen has a
right to choose his own side in an unpleasantness, and Van
Zyl wasn't any Krugerite. 1923 B. Ronan Forty S. African
Years 183 Rhodes. , was recognised as the only leadercapahle

of checking the spread of Krugerism in South Africa.

Empp (krpp,
II
krup). [The name of a family

of steefworkers and gun-makers at Essen.] In full

Krupp gun : a steel cannon made at the Krupp
works at Essen in Rhenish Prussia.

1883 Wkitaker's Aim, 445A She is a casemate ship, .armed

with four lo-in. steel Krupps and one i2.in. Krupp. 1887

Times (weekly ed ) 26 Aug. 8/1 The Krupps.. are mounted
on Vavasseur carriages. 1900 Daily News 23 July 5/4 The
Boguc Forts are being re-armed by the Chinese with quick-

firing Krupps. 1916 BovD Cable Action Front 264 One
solitary Krupp dropping in here, and we'd have a pretty-

looking mess.

Hence Kmpped (kr27pt), Kru-ppized ppl. adjs,

(of steel armour-plate) hardened by the Krupp
process.

1899 Army ff Navy Reg. 3 June, (Cent. D. Suppl.) Owing
to the great severity of the ballistic tests, which necessitates

the employment of a Kruppized procesS|tt is impossible, .to

KUMQUAT.
furnish the armor at the prices stipulated by Congress. 1902
Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 355/2 An A. P. shot should perforate

two calibres of wrought iron, one calibre of Harveyed steel,

or J calibre of Krupped armour.

Krusclieil (krwjan). In the catch phr. that

Kruschen feeling ( = a feeling of vigorous health),

derived from the advertisements of Kruschen salts,

a proprietary medicine.
1925 Rose Macaulav Casual Comm. 131 The happy spring

when,, we are full of that Krusclien feeling. X926 Mrs. A.
SiDGWicK Sack ff Sugar xix. 224 His spirits rose till he
looked as if he had that Kruschen feeling. 1938 Dunster-
viLi.E Stalkys Reruin. xv. 226 He was verj' liverish in the
early morning and had none of that 'Kruschen feeJing^
about him.

Kudu : see Koodoo,
Kufic, variant of CUFic.
1906 /larmsworth Encycl. VI. 422/3 The Kufic script

was in use for coins from the end of the 7th to the 13th cen-
tury. 1913 H. J. R. Mukray Hist. Chess 171 The titles

being in the Kufic character upon a blue ground.

Kuft, Kuftgari, varr, Koft, Koftgari.
1874 H. H. Cole Caial, Ind. Art S. Kens. Mus. 149

Sword Hilt. Iron, damascened witli gold. ..A very good
piece of kuft work. /bid. App. 322 Closely foliated damas-
cening in gold kuft. /bid. 324 Kuft damascening. 1880
Encycl. Brit. XIll. 81/2 Damaskeening, .in.. India, .being
known.. as Kuft work or Kuftgari.

Kuge (kw'gO* [J^P-] The name of the nobility

attached to the Emperor of Japan ; a court noble,
X727 J. G. ScHEUCHZER tr. Ksempfer's /iist. Japan I. li,

ii. 152 The whole Ecclesiastical Court in general assumes
the title o( Kuge^ which signifies as much as Ecclesiastical

Lords, and this they do by way of distinction from the Gege.

187s F. V. DiCKiNS tr. Chiushingura (1880) 159 They were
noble ladies, daughters of Kuge, who were peers of the
Mikado's creation. 1877 Trans, Asiatic Soc. Japan VI, i,

23 'ihe Court, ShCgun and Kugc were alike powerless to

restore order,

Eu-Klux Elan. Add : There has been a re-

vival of this society during and since the war of

1914-18. HenceKa-Klux-Kla-nism. (Cf.*KLAN.)
1924 J. M. Mecklin Kn Klux Klan 9 This period of

remarkable expansion [June 1920 to October 1921] was
accompanied by a wave of lawlessness and crime which,
rightly or wrongly, was associated with the Ku Klux Klan.
Ibid, 98, I have yet to come in contact with the first trace
of Ku Klux Klanism.

Kulak (k«*lEek). Also koo-, kou-. (Jvuss. pi,

kulaki.) [RiTss. Ky.iaicb fist, tight-fisted person,]

In Russia, a well-to-do peasant, farmer, or trader;

under the Soviet, a peasant-proprietor who tills

his land for his own profit.

I1877 D. M. Wallace Russia vii. 159 Not a few industrial

villages have thus fallen under the power of the Kulaki—
literally Fists—as these monopolists are called.] x886 Encycl.

Brit. XXI. 84/1 The enrichment of a few 'kulaks' and
* miroyedes '. 1921 Conttmp. Rev. Jan. 26 'Kulaks '..a

nickname for the close-fisted village traders, usurers, and
rich peasants. X925 Sir P. Gibbs Unchanging Quest xiv.

These peasants thmk the Duma will.. kill all the Koulaks,
or Jewish moneylenders. X931 M. Hindus Red Bread iv.

66 Legally, a koolack is a man who indulges in some form of

exploitation, employs hired help or derives an income from
rent or interest or the operation of an agricultural or in-

dustrial macnine. Actually, however, a koolack is a success-

ful farmer as success is measured in Russia.

Hence Ku'lakisxu, Knlaklza'tiou.
1928 lllustr. //ist. Russ. Rev. I. 63 The bourgeoisie from

their very nature were bound to oppose the abolition of
* Kulakisation '. 193c Aberdeen Press <? Jrnl. 3 Apr. 7/3
The blunders made in the process of collectivism by over-

zealous village Soviets, thus necessitating the present pause
in the interests of the crop but not of kulakism.

Kultnr (kultu'r). [G., ad. L. cultUra^ or F,

cultJire Culture.] Civilization as conceived by the

Germans ; esp. in a derogatory sense, as involving

race-arrogance, militarism, and imperialism.

X9X4 B. Holland in Spectator ^i Oct. 589/1 The idea that

the extension of the Kuitur of a nation can be effected by
the extension by arms of its Empire, /bid. 589/2. 1915
Times 30 Mar. 6/4 Kuitur, in fact, has become the exact

opposite of ' culture '. 1926 C. H. H erfokd Mind ofPost-
war Germany v. 22 The stabilizing forces which post-war

Germany derived from her inherited Kuitur.

attrib. xgtS tr. W. Gettlich's German Grip on Russia 46

Liege, Louvain and Kalisz.. prove how far the temperament
of a ' Kuitur nation ' is capable of going.

Eulturkampf (.kulirrrkampl). [G., f. kuitur

(see prec.) -^ kampfcon^XoX.'] The conflict between

the Prussian government and the Papacy for the

control of schools and church appointments

(1872-87),
1879 Dublin Rev. Oct. 350 History of the Prussian * Kul-

turkampf *. 1896 W. Miller Balkans 11. v. 205 A regular

Culturkampf rtiQed for nearly twenty years, in which the

Turkish officials were far less adverse than the Greek clergy

to the Bulgarian demands. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXII.
271/2 In Germany, when the Pontificate of Leo XIII. began,

a disastrous conflict between the Imperial Government and

the Church was in progress. It was called the Kullurkampf,

as professing to be undertaken on beh;df of civilizatfchi and

culture. 1926 C. H. Herfobd Mind of Post- War Gerfnany

I 6 The Rhinelands, fervently Catholic, and still acutely

mindful of Bismarck's Kulturkatupf
Kulu : see *Koolookamba.
Kumquat (kz7*mkw9t). 1. See Cumquat.

^

2. An Australian tree, Atalantia glauca, and its

fruit.
. ,

1889 Maipen Usef. Plants AustraliaZ a talanttaglauca.

.
. • N ative Kumquat *, * Desert Lemon '. . . New South Wales

and Queensland.



KUNGU.
KungXl (kirijga). Also kucgo. [Nyanja

nkungtT] A fly of the genus Corethra, breeding

on Lake Nyasa. Kungti cake, a cake made from

these insects.

1865 D. & C Livingstone Narr. Exftd. Zamhcst 373 A
kungo cake, an inch thick., wasoffercd to us. 1897 Si> H. H.

Johnston i5r;V.Cf«/>a//J/W<r»436The'Kungu flyof Lake

Nyasa. 1899 D. Sharp Insects 11. 467 The kungu cake men-

tioned by Livingstone as used on Lake N yassa is made from

an Insect which occurs in profusion there, and is compressed

into biscuit form. 1901 Sir H. H. Johnston Ugitiuia Pro-

UctoraU \. 413 The kungu fly has a soft little body,

scarcely as large as that of a flea, with gauzy wings.

Xnnzite (ku-ntsait). Min. [Named after G. F.

Ktinz, of New York : see -ite 1.] A lilac-coloured

variety of spodumene, found in California, and

prized as a gem.
1903 Nature 10 Sept. 460/1 The name of Kunzite has. it is

stated, been given to the stone. 1911 W. E. Ford E. S.

Dana's Min. (ed. 3) 4S1 Kunzite is aclcar lilac-colored variety

[of spodumene] found near Pala, San Diego Co., California.

Kaomintang (kaominta-q). [lit. 'people's

national party '.] The nationalist radical party in

China, founded under Sun Yatsen in August, 1912,

after the fall of the Emperor.
191S J. O. P. Bland Rec. Events ^ Pres, Policies China

IV. 107 note. In the beginning of September, an arrangement

was effected, by the leaders of the T*ung-Meng-hui, to amal-

gamate with five minor political groups 'for the sake of

harmony ' under a new name, the Kuo-^lin-tang, orNatjonal-

ist party. 1914 7'iiiies i Jan. Special Suppl. 4/2 Immediately
upon the signature of the loan a notable defection took place

in the ranks of the Kuo Min tang. i^aS T. F. Mtixard
China 39, I remember the assassination of one Sung, a
Kuominlang leader.

Kupferschiefer (ku-pfarjrfar). Geol. [G.,

lit. ' copper slate '.] A bituminous brown or black

shale of the Permian series, which is worked in

Germany for copper.

542

1856 Sage Adv. Texi-hk. Geol. 165 In Germany the dark
bituminous-looking schist, known ?isx\ie kiip/er-schi£/er,\\&s

long been mined as an ore of copper. 1879 Encyd. Brit. X.

352/1 The Kiipfer-schiefer contains numerous fish. .and re-

mains of plants. 1896 H. Louis J. A. Phillips* Ore Deposits

(ed. 2) 399 The strata accompanying the Kup/erschie/er

seam.

Kurd (ki>id). One of a pastoral and predatory

race of Aryan stock, which gives its name to Kur-

distan in Asia, Also aitrib. Hence Kn'rdish c,
of or pertaining to the Kurds or their language, a

dialect belonging to the Iranian group ; sb^ the

language itself.

1813 (?. Rev. Oct. 257 Languages and Dialects.. .Median,
Zendish. Pehlvish. Persian. Kurdish. Ibid. 267 The Kurds
speak a corrupt Persian. 1836 T. Skinnkr Adv. Jourfi,

Overland to India v. 69 The wife of the Kurdish traveller.

1867 Whitney Lang, ^ Study Lang. v. (1868) 192 The
Persian . .with its outliers on the nonh-west and on the east

— as the Armenian, the Kurdish, the Ossetic, and theAfghan.

1875 EncycL Brit. IL 712/1 Kurds, .are found principally in

the eastern and south-eastern districts (of Asia Minor! 1882

E. O'DoNovAN Merv. Oasts I. 325 A Kurd encampment,
1899 Mrs, L. M. Elton tr. Nazarhek's Through the Storjii

204 About thirty Kurdish brigands rushed out of the forest.

191a (?. Rev. Jan. 213 *J'o the Arabian and Albanian questions

the new rulers of Turkey have added a Kurdish question.

1924 Biackw. Mag* Nov. 583/2 Pursued by volleys of oaths

in English, Scots, and Kurdish.

Earama (kur/rma), [Jap.] A jinriksha,

rickshaw. Also ETirtuna'ya, a rickshaw man,
1880 Miss Bird Japan (1905) 5 uote^ From kurunta

naturally comes kuruntaya for the kuruma runner. 1889

Sir E. Arnold Seas ^ Lands (1892) 208 The Kurumas are

wheeled sharply round and brought up with a general shout

of arrival in front of a Japanese inn. 1891 — Japonica{\Z(j-i)

44 The Kurunia-mcn can trot in safety round every corner.

I6id:.62 The Tokio citizens call their little cab kuruma, which
means ' a wheel \ and the coolie who pulls it is termed kuty-
iiiaya, 1894 L. Hearn Glimpses Uti/am. Japan L i. 2 The
..charm of Japan., began for nie with my first kuruma-ride.

KYRINE.
. .The jinrikisha, or kuruma, is the most cozy little vehicle

imaginable. 1904 SL.'^DEN Playing the Cafiie 11. iv, Kuruma
is the word the natives always use for a riksha. 1904
Fakrer Garden Asia x\. 12 At dangerous corners the kuru-
maya howls dolefully to make the people avoid the path.

Ibid, xxiii. 934 Mr, Desire,.. taking us up in the kuruma,
proceeds to whirl us home to our friends.

Kurvey (ki^iv^*), v. S. Africa, [f. Du. kai-i-oei

hard work (ad. F. corvie) : see Kukvevob.] intr.

To carry goods in an ox wagon. Hence Kurvey-
ing vbl. sb. and ppL a.

1873 Queenstovjn Free Press 8 Aug. (Pettman) For variou.s

reasons not a farmer kurveys between either Concordia or

Springbok and Port NoUoth. 1884 Hobson At Home in
Transvaal iii, ' There will be an end to those visits one of
these days,' said the merchant, 'and then good-bye to your
karweying, Walters.' 1902 EncycL Brit. XXXL 81/2
'Kurveying '(the conducting oftransport by bullock-waggon)
in itself constituted a great industry.

Kylindrite: see *CvLiNi)RrTE.

Kyliz (= Cylix). Examples of the k spell-

ing.

189a Times 7 Feb. 20/1 An Athenian kylix by Sotades.

Ibid.^ These three beautiful kylixes have the ground a pale

cream-colour. 1892 Pall Mall Gaz. 7 Sept. 1/3 A kylix

purchased by Mr. Murray in Rome last spring.^ 1905 H. B.

Walters Hi^t. Anc. Pottery \. 417 The kylikes of the

Epicti;tan cycle, xoai G. C. Richards tr. E. Buschor^s Greek
Vase-painting 52 Tall-stemmed kylikes. 1922 EncycL Brit.

XXX. 1S3/2 An Attic ^jVi> signed by Pampliaios.

Kynurenio, Kynuric : see Cyn-.

Eyrin, -ine (kaia'rin). Physiol. Chem, [f. Gr.

Kvpos authority, validity + -IN 1.] Any of a class of

basic substances resembling the protamines, ob-

tained by hydrolysis of gelatin, casein, etc.

1906 Ji'til. Chem. Soc. XC. i. 777 Kyrines, the intermedi-

ate decomposition products of proteids by acids. 1^1^ Ibid,

ex. I. 103 The author has examined some kyrines in order

to determine whether they differ in toxicity from their parent
proteins.



L
^ L 2. (Earlier examples. See also Ell 2.")

1843 Cakltos Nt-w Purchase y\. 80 On the first floor were
two rooms, and connected with a Lilliputian half-story
kitchen forming an L as near as possible. 1873 Aldbich
fifarj. Da'M etc. 167 Mr. Jaffrey's bedroom was in an L of
the building. X874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 510 To
save expense, it is apt to be the case that no cellar is put
under the L part of the house.

III. 7. Add :

L, = Liberal (in politics). L.A. (later L.L.A.)

:

see Literate B. 4, L.C.C. = London County
Council. L.R.C, = Labour Representation Com-
mittee.

1869 Whitaker^s Almanack 83/1 Andover—^on. D. F.
Fortescue, L. 1908 Daily Chran. 16 Dec 1/2 Mr. Mac-
Icarness (L, Newbury) asked whether [etc.]. 1883 Chr.
Stkuthers Admiss. Wemen Scot. Univ. 16 In 1877, the
Senate of that University [St. Andrews] offered on certain
conditions, to attach the title of L.A. to their Higher Certi-
ficate... In 1882, we find., the title..changed 10L.L.A. 1900
W. Smart Taxation Lami Values 41 The L.CC. resolu-
tions. X907 Daily Chron. % Sept. 4/7 This is one of the
little matters that the L.C.C... might well look into, 1905
Daily Chron. 26 Sept. 4/7 Aparagraph in the ' Westminster
Gazette* about.. 'the L.R.C, rule on the subject". 1908
Westm. Gaz. 23 Oct, 2/2 The Labour Party (by which we
mean the thirty-one members who are commonly known as
L.R.C. members).

b. Alphabetic abbreviation of elevaUd, « Ele-
vated Railway. Also atlrib, C/.S. (Cf. *El.)
1890 J. L. Williams Stolen Story etc. 23 He was making

for the Seventy-second Street 'L' Station. I6iel. 189 He
took the L train for Cortlandt Street. 1904 New Vor/e Sun
4 Sept. 7 The owners of express wagons are praying that the
L strike will come ofT.

Xiaager, sb. Add : Alsoyf^.
X901 Daily Tel. g Mar. t 1/5 It has been the custom of the

Secretary of State to lie in laager, surrounded by bis civilian
secretaries.

Lab (laeb), sb.^ colloq, [Shortened from Labo-
KATORY.J
1885- in colloquial use, 191* Chums 5 Oct, 69/3 They

walked along the corridor towards the chemistry lab. 1918
Maubvn IKirtime Ballad 26 Be sure they say the lab's the
place For bold experiment.

Labanism (l«i*baniz'm), s6. [f. the proper name
Laban : see Gen. xxix.] (See quot.)
191a Hastings' Enrycl, Relig. ^ Ethics V. 719/1 TTiis

apparently happened in Formosa, where ' Labanism '—the
practice by which a son^in-Iaw resided with his bride's family
for a term of service—also existed.

Labby (Ise-bi), sb, [Of uncertain origin.] A
system in gambling (see quot.).
1901 V. B. Monte Carlo Anecd. 93 The idea ofthe ordinary
Labby ' is to set yourself the task of w inning a certain sum,

and to so arrange your stakes, that whf^ncver you score a
win it will wipe out two previous losses.

Label, sby 9. Add : labeUutter,
s88t Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 83 Label Cutter. 1909

Daily Chron. 2 Feb. 9/4 Advt., LabefCutter (Female).

Lability. (Earlier and later examples.)
"557, R- EtxiKWOKTH Serm. Pref. 4"»'i» I «"« fearingetbe

labiliiie of my remembraunce, vsed to pen my sermons.
i8«o CoLKHiDGE in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 353 To the species
water continuity and lability are essential. 1903 A. R.
Wallace Man's Place in Universe xi. 207 Those peculiari-
ties which are essential to life—extreme sensitiveness and
lability. 1934 Skrrl tr. Wegener^s Orig. Continents 154
It is perhaps possible to explain the frequently described
• lability * of the geosynclinals by the fact that [etc. J.

Labilize (1^'biUiz), v. [f. L. ISbil-is Labile
a. + -IZK.] trans. To render labile or unstable.
1903 Nat lire id Feb. 385 'a The rdU of the oxygen mtist

have been that of alabilisingagent.

Laboratory. 4. Add : laboratory animal,
any animal (e.g. rat, mouse, monkey) commonly
used for experiments in a laboratory.
1899 A ll&utt's Syst, Med. VI. 517 The so-called 'irritation

contracture' observable in the monkey (but not in other
laboratory animals).

Labour, sb. Add: 2. C. [After Sp. labor.']

A former division of land in Texas, containing about
\ 7 7 acres.

184s T, J. Grkbk Texian Exfed. xiiL ai2 The valley.,
[isj laid off in labours beautifully ditched and highly culti<

vated.

8. labour bank (earlier example) ; also (in senses

3 and 3 b), labour^bill, bnreaUt campy 'clasSy colony,

cost, -employing adj., master^ movement, power,
ttniony -waste; Labor Day C/.S., a legal holiday
observed on thefirst Monday ofSeptember; Labour-
Liberal a. and sb. (a Member of Parliament) com-
bining Labour and Liberal ideas ; labour-note, a
note indicating value in terms of work ; Labour
Party, a political party specially supporting the
interests of labour; esp. in England, the organized
party formed in 1 906 by a federation of trade unions

SUPPT.

and advanced political bodies to secure the repre-
sentation of labour in Parliament,
183a Crisis 28 Apr. 16/1 In Poland-street they had estab-

lished a *Labour Bank. X898 Engineering Ma^. XVI, 26
Every improvement in labour-saving machinery diminishes
the proportion which the *labour-biU bears to the cost of the
product. \%xz Crisis 11 Aug. 90/3 Perhaps the best pre-
hminary mode, .will be by the establishment of Equitable
Exchange *Labour Bureaus. 187a Fourth Ann. Rep.
Bureau Stat. Labor 13 The most important subjects for
inquiry by.. the Massachusetts Labor Bureau [organized in
1869]. 1893 Rep. Agencies ff Methods Unemployed 6 (Pari.
Papers LXXXII) A detailed account of. .labour bureaux
and of various organisations dealing with distress. 1895 J. A.
^o%so^Frobl. Unemployed 1-2^ Labour Bureaux would thus
impart increased fluidity to labour. 1908 Encycl.Soc. Reform
998/2 The recent establishment of a system of public employ-
ment bureaux called labor bureaux. 1900 Jrnl. Soc. Arts
II May 510/1 Prisoners, .mightservetbeirtime in. .quarries,
which would be turned into "labour camps. 1851 C. Cist
Cincinnati 212 'Ihe next great effect will be, the general up-
rising of the *iabor class in agriculture—the tenant farmers at
the east. z^SA Charity Org. AVf.Jan. 43 The Council would
gladly see an experiment made in the form of a *Labour
Colony, to which unemployed townspeople might be sent for
3 time. Wd. June 341 The Dutch Labour Colonies. 1895
J.

A. HoBSoti I'robl i/«tfw//^(7j'^(/i46 The small experiments
m Labour Colonics have never fairly tested the possibilities
of effective co-operation, /bid. 69 The*labourcostof distri-
buting a given quantity of goods. 190a IVestm. Gaz. 9 July
2/1 The imposition of such duties as will equalise our labour-
costs with the labour-costs of our foreign competitors. 1888
Nation 5 Apr. 275/3 A legal holiday, called ^*Liibor Day

',

has been created in Massactiusetts, New York, New Jersey,
Colorado, and Oregon. 1910 IVorld Almanac 30 An act
(of 1893-4] making Labor D.iy a public holiday in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. 1904 Daily Chron. 23 Mar. 3/3 Artistic
*labour-empIoying entertainments. i905fKM/w.Caj.3iMar.
a/3 Insecuntyof labour-employingcapital. 190a /^/V. 26 Feb.
6/3 If he could do that when he was returned as a *Labour
Liberal member. 1904 Daily Chron. 7 Jan. 5/4 Two English
Liberal Members(one Liberal and one Labour-Liberal). 1901
Daily News 10 Jan. 9/3 The "labour master, .certified him
able to do the work. 1931 Did. Occup. Terms (1927) § 731
Labour master, engages and discharges casual labour . . em-
ployed by dock or harbour authority [etc.]. 1870 Scribner's
Monthly I. 71 The preacher. .beats about, .in adissertation
on.. the ••labor movement'. 1893 L. T, Hobhouse {title)

The Labour Movement. 1933 J. I>. Hackett Labor Terms
in Manazem. Engineering May, Labor Movement. The
organized effort of workmen to belter their economic con-
dition by means of trade unionism. 183a Crisis 28 Apr. 12/1
Money was not necessary. *L.abour-notes were sufficient.

1894 B. loNKS Co-op. Prod. I. 89 These labour notes were to
supersede the use of metallic coins and ordinary banknotes,
and were to become a superior kind of money. x886 "Labour
party [in Dict-J. 1899 Rovdhouse {title) The Labour Party
in New South Wales. 1896 J. Edwards Labour Ann. 39
This lof 1895] was the first General Election in which an
organized Labour party, independent of either Liberal or
Tory, and opposing either or both, has taken part in the
United Kingdom. 1905 J. R. Macdosai.o in \V.T. Stead
Coming Men 222 The Labour Party, .will represent trades j

it will represent the working class; it will represent a
coherent body of fundamental Labour opinion, xgax Enrycl,
Brtt.XXXll. 507/1 The Labour party, .included thelnde-
pendent Labour party and the Fabian Society and one or
two smaller Socialist bodies. Locally it was organized in
several hundred Local Labour parties, /bid. 884/2 For
many years there was a Labor or Socialist Labor national
party, which regularly nominated a candidate for the [U.S.]
presidency. 1887 S. Moors & Aveling tr. Marx' Capital
II. vi. L 145 By "labour-power or capacity for labour is to
be understood the aggregate of those mental and physical
capabilities existing in a human being, which he exercises
whenever he produces a use-value of any description, 189s
J. A. HoBSOH Probl. C^»#/«//<7>'crf2 Off-time, .implies waste
of labour-power. 1866 in J. R. Commons /list. Amer.
Industrial Soc. (1910-11) IX. 133 Each member belonging
to the National "l^bor Union. 1883 J. Hay Bread-winners
xi. 183 The Iai>or unions have ordered a general strike. 1901
S. Merwin&H.K. WEBSTKRCa/«?«r/ A'xi. 192 The organi-
zation of labor unions is generally democratic 1895 J. A.
HoBSON Probl. Unemployed -xo The sum of "labour-waste is

not complete without an allusion to the lowest class of
' unemployed *.

Ijaboiir, V, Add : 1. b. To plough up or ex-
cavate by means of bombs or shells,

1915 G. Adam Behind Scenes at Front 105 The ground is

..laboured deeply with every form of high explosive, and
terrible in its desolation and upheaval.

9. For Obs. read Obs. exc. poet., and add example,
187a Tennyson Gareth 4- Lynette 474 But Kay the sene-

schal, who loved him not, Would hustle and harry him, and
labour him Beyond his comrade of the hearth.

Laboured, /»//. a. 3. Add -, Also laboured-at.
1876 G. M. Hopkins Poems (1918) 9 And lily-coloured

clothes provide Your spouse not !aboured-at nor spun.

Hence Iiaboaredly adv., Iia'bonredness.
188a Daily^ Tel. 24 Feb. (Cass.) He spoke labouredly and

with hesitation. 1930 Mackail Largeness in Literature 6
Largeness is.. the opposite..of thinness, of tightness, of
labouredness.

Labonr Exchange. [Labodb sb, 2 + Ex-
change sb. 1 b.]

1, An establishment for the exchange of the pro-
ducts of labour without the use of money. Also
attrib. Now only Hist,
183a CWs/j 28 Apr. 16/1 Mr. B. Warden. .stated that they

h.-id erected a new school, called a Labour Exchange School.
Ibid. 25 Aug. 97/^ To investigate the Principles upon which
the proposed Equitable Labour Exchange was tobefounded.
Ibid. 6 Oct. 122/1 Labour Exchange notes. .. Labour Ex-
change banks. 1875 G. J. Holyoake Hist. Co-op. (1006) I.

65 The Labour Exchange was not Mr. Owen's idea, but he
adopted it. 1894 B. Jones Co-op. Prod. L 00 The exchange
was opened on September 3, 1832, under the title of 'The
Equitable Labour Exchange '.

2, An office serving as a means of connexion be-
tween workers and employers, esp, one forming
part of an organization to assist in the finding of
employment.
1869 C. L. Brace Ne^u West v. 53 One of the remarkable

instances of the intelligence and humanity of this new com-
munity was the establishment, in 1868, of the 'Labor Ex-
change . 1893 ^'/. Agencies ^ Methods Unemployed 15
(Pari. Papers LXXXII) Registry offices.. forshore labourers
having the title of the ' British Labour Exchange '. 1895
J. A. HoBSON Probl. Unemployed 130 If the Bureaux are
to perform effectively the work of Labour Exchanges. 1908
Encycl. Soc. Rejorm 997/2 The first labor exchange was
that created by the municipality of Paris in 1887.

3, The finding of employment for workers.
189s J. A. HoBSON Probl. Unemployed ^-2% No system of

mere lahour-exchange, however well-conducted, would in-
crease the total quantity of employment over a long area of
time.

Hence tabour-exchangre v, trans,, to record at
a labour exchange.
191X Tiines Lit. Suppl. 9 Nov. 439/1 What is the use of.

.

labour-exchanging boys, when there are no vacancies?

Labourisxu (l^'i'bariz'm). [f. Labour sb. 2 b
+ -ISM.] The principles or tenets of the Labor r

Party in politics ; the holding or advocacy of these
principles.

1905 IVestm. Gaz. 13 May a/2 Mr. Haldane has plied him
with Imperialism, Mr. KeJr Hardie with Labourism. 1908
Ibid. 4 May 9/2 Two years ago many Liberals coquetted
with Labourism, and the result gave them a fright. 1914

J.
K. Macdonald in Publ Opinion 14 Mar. 248/3 Their

Toryisms, Litieralisms and Labourisms.

ILabourist (l(?i"b3ristj. [f. Labour sb. +-I8T,}
A supporter of the interests of Labour in politics

;

an advocate of labourism.
1003 I/andy Notes for Unionist Workers Aug. 3 The

Labourists in Parliament . . number over a dozen, igio Daily
Chron. 2 Feb. 1/7 Liberals, Labourists and Nationalists are
solid against the veto of the Lords and against Food-Taxes.
i9«7 Observer 5 June 12/3 Six months ago the five seats
concerned were represented by two Conservatives, two
Labourists, and one Liberal.

Labourite (l^-barait). [f. Labour j^. -I- -ITE 1.]

= Labourist, often used of members of Parliament
representing the Labour Party in Britain, Australia,
or other countries.

1903 Daily Chron. 19 Dec. 5/5 Free Traders and Free
Trade Labourites—40. 1909 T. Hodgkin in /.{/Ir ^ Lett,
15 Nov. (1917) 326 It is this abominable selfishness of men
whether Capitalists or Labourites which seems to wreck all

forms of government. 19x0 Blackw. Mag. June 830/1 The
moderate I-Abourites have reason to remember this. 19*3
National Rev. }z.n. 646 'Jhe Labourites were led by Mr.
Ramsay Macdonald before the war,

Labrador, atlrib. Add : Labrador dog (re-

triever, etc.), a breed of dog derived originally

from Labrador and Newfoundland, a variety of
the Newfoundland dog. Also simply Labrador,
Labrador pine, twister (see quots.).
185a MuNDv/I«^/><?(/« (1857) 7Someof the Newfoundland

dogs in this country are the finest I have ever seen—much
larger and handsomer than the true "Labrador dog. 1910
Encycl Brit. VIII. 378/1 The Labrador Newfoundland is

a smaller black variety. 1921 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 794/1 All
the guns had dogs—beautifully trained Labradors. 1803
A, B. Lambert Descr. Genus Pinus 7 *Labradore Pine..

.

Habitat in America Septenlrionali. 1858 J. A. Warder
Hedges^ Evergreens u. 246 Pinus Banksiana, or Labrador
Pine, is also a low, scrubby, or straggling tree, rising only
five or eisht feet. 1877 Minot Land-Birds ff Game-Birds
New Eng. 405 Those very small wiry, compactly feathered,
weather-ianned birds [woodcock], who appear in October
and who are called, perhaps locally, *I^brador twisters.

Labradore'scence. Min. [f. Labrador-
ITE.] The brilliant play of colours exhibited by
many specimens of labradorite. Also ^abrador-
e'scent a,

tgiiEncycl Brit. XVI. 30/r This optical effect, known
sometimes as ' labradorescence ', seems due in some cases to

the presence of minute laminee of certain minerals, .arranged

parallel to the surface which reflects the colour, /bid. XX.
33?/i The labradoresceni orthoclase.

Labradorian (lse:brado»-rian), a. and J^. [f.

Labrador + -IAN.] a. Oi/j. Of or pertaining- to

Labrador. Also Geo/, b. sb. A native ofLabrador.



LABRETIPEBY.
1888 Pbectwich Geoi. II. 20 Labradorian or Norian

group. 1894 Dana Moh. Geol. (ed. 4) 446 C H. Hitchcock

..adopts the subdivisions, beginning below: Laurentian,

Montalban ., Labradorian, and Huronian. 1907 L. Mott
T0 Credit of Sea ii,

' An' you a Labradorian ! Johnson

said. Ibid, lii, 'Ihe Labradorian smiled.

ILabretifery (i^i:breti-ieri). [f. Labret + L.

f€r-, carrying + -T 3.] The practice of wearing

labrets.

1884 Science 3 Oct. ^45/1 Dr. W. H. Dall then read a paper

on the use of labrets, "its title being 'The geographical dis-

tribution of labretifery*. 1905 C- X>KVv.-iivov.T JeweUery v.

89 In Mexico there was a very remarkable civilisation, and
labrctifery..was practised.

iabyrintli, sb, 5. Add :

labyrinth disc, a disc used in labyrinth packing;

labyrinth packing:, in steam turbines, a form of

packing used to prevent steam leaking along the

shafts, consisting of a series of metal rings keyed

alternately to the shaft and the housing.

X9«x EncycU Brit XXXII. 789/3 The pressure of steam

in the blading, .tends to thrust the discs ai>art. It is there-

fore balanced by an arrangement of * dummies *, or labyrinth

discs. . . To prevent the high pressure steam leaking along the

shafts, these are fitted with labyrinth packings.

IjaCGf sb. 9. Add : lace-wood (a) Atist. =
lace-bark {b)\ (b) the wood of the plane tree

{plaianus occidentalis),

1898 Morris Austral English 258/1 Lace-bark, Lacejj-

bark, or *Lacewood. 190a Boulger Wood loi The beauti-

ful Lacewood or Honeysuckle wood of North America.

1030 Morn. Post 2 Aug. 12/2 The anomaly that Queensland
silkyoak should be purchased by the United States. . and then

shipped to this country where it is sold as lace-wood.

Ziace, z'. 4. b. Add to def. : spec, in Book-
binding, to fasten the boards on a volume by passing

the bands through holes in them. Also with in.

183s Hannett BibUopegia 30 One board is then placed on
each side of the volume, even at the head, and marked with

a bodkin opposite to the slips intended to be laced in. 1871

Amer. Encycl. Printing{<td. Ringwalt) 74 When the boards
are affixed to the volume by means of the bands being

passed through holes made in the boards, they are said to

be laced in.

e. intr. Of structures that resemble or suggest

lacing : to pass across a gap or eibout an object.

A\so Jig, To become entwined.
ai889G. M. Hopkins Poems (1918) 76 Her dearness ..

more and more times laces round and round my heart. 1899
H. G. Wells When Sleeper Wakes x. 103 The cables and
bridges that laced across the aisle were empty. Ibid. xxii. 288

A flimsy seeming scaffolding that laced about the great mass
of the Council House.

6, (Later example.)
I9a3 H. G. Wells Men Like Gods i. vi. § 3. 89 ' Tell me ',

that engaging phrase, laced his conversation.

l^acer (Itfisaj). [f. Lack v, 9.] A liquor serving

to * lace* a beverage.

1854 W. G. SiMMS Southward Ho ! iv. 32 A bowl of coffee

and a cracker is the initial appetizer, with possibly a tassof
brandy in the purple beverage, as a lacer.

Xacerator (lae'ser^taj). [a. L. lacerator.l One
who lacerates.

x886 MouLE E^. Epkes. Introd. 25 Marcion was a ruthless

and most uncritical emendator, or rather lacerator, of the
Scripture text.

La'chrymating,///. a, [f. Lachrtmate z;.]

Causing lachrymation.
1923 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 110/2 If a sufficient number

of lachryniating grenades could be thrown.

IiacllXTmator (laekrim^tai). [f. as prec.

Cf, med. L. lacrymdtor one who sheds tears.] Any
substance, esp. a gas, which irritates the eyes and
causes tears to How.
X022 Encycl. Brit. XXXlI. 111/2 The principal bases for

lachrymators are iodine and bromine.

^acliryniatory. A. adj. Add :

Lachrymatory bomb^ gas, shelly a bomb, etc,

causing the eyes to water.
1916 Yorfahire Post 21 July 5/5 A violent artillery pre-

paration with asphyxiating and lachrymatory shells, zgsa
Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 111/2 The irritant gases are divided
into {a) Lachrymatory (affecting the -eyes), (b) Sternutatory
(pausing sneezing), {c) Vesicatory (blistering),

ILaciness (Ui*sines). [f. Laoy a. + -NESS.]
Lace-like quality or effect.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 9 July 4/2 Flowered silk, or embroi-
deries, or chiffon, and laciness,

facing, vbl. sb. Add

:

3. e. Book-binding (see quot. and *Lace v. 4 e).

1875 Knight Mech. Diet. s. v., Lacing, securing the book
to the sides by carrying the bands or slips through perfora-
tions in the boards. ^85 Crank Bookb.for Ainateurs 76,

4. lacing-liver, a liver misshapen by tight lacing.

1507 Practitioner Nov. 646 1 1 [the kidney] was kept in this
position by the very pronounced lacing liver.

l^Ck, v\ 4. Add : Also with for.
x8go A. Skeel & W. H. Brearley King Washington

170 He waa one of the many who had lacked for part-
ners. X906 E. Phillpoits Portreeve n. iv. 154 Theoutward
signs that she had marked upon him did not lack for inner
causes.

Iiaok^rit. (See Lack v.^ 7.)

1911 H. S. Harrison Queed iv. 42 West..abused himself
for a shiftless lackwit who was slated for an unwept grave.

lOLCtalbnnien (laektalbiM-men). Also -in.

[f. L. lact-^ lac milk + Albomen.] An albumen
occurring in milk.

1857 DuNGUSON Med. Dict-i Lactalbunun, casein. 1910
Encycl. Brit. I. 514/2 * Lact-albumin ' occurs in ail kinds of

milk.

Lactase (Ise'kt^s). [f. Lact(ose) + *-ase.] An
enzyme or ferment which brings about the decom-
position of lactose.

1909 Century Diet. Suppl. 1910 Practitiouer June 823
The hydrolysis is brought about by means of en-tymes, suuh
as. .lactase and giucase. Z9ZX Encycl. Brit. XIX. 923/2
The presence of lactase has been much discussed.

Lactated, a. [f. L. /ad-j lac milk,] Combined
with a milk-product

x85>6 AV>. Vermont Board Agric. XV. 25 This is used in
making, .lactated food for infants and invalids.

Iiacta'tioual, a. [t Lactation + -al.] Of,
pertaining to, or connected with lactation,

1903 I^led. Record 28 Feb. 337 (Cent. Suppl.).

Ijacto-- Add : l^acto-vegreta'rian a., consist-

ing of milk and vegetables.

1907 Practitioner J[une 845 The lacto-vegetarian diet.,

lessens auto-intoxication. 1929 Encycl. Brit, VII. 359/1 A
lacto-vegetarian diet which permits the free use of milk and
eggs.

Lad, sb.^ Add : 2* O. spec A stable-groom of

any age.
1894 Strand Mag. May 554/r He was agood lad, tinged

with the archaic stable-slang of Thes-saly.

Ladder, sb. 3. (Add later examples.)
1902 Daily Chron. lo Dec g/2 Navigation is provided for

by a ' ladder ' of four locks, each 260 ft. long by 32 fu wide.

fig. 1847 De Smet Oregon Missions 31 It was on this

occasion he conceived the idea of the Catholic ladder— ' a
form of instruction which represents on paper the various
truths and mysteries of religion in their chronological order ',

19x0 Daily Chron. 24 Jan. 8/3 Some kind of ladder of sub-
jects . . would be a great gain.

b. In knitted garments: An instance, or the

result, of the knitted fabric becoming undone in a
narrow longitudinal strip. So called from the ap-

pearance of the threads.

X87S [see 3]. 1908 Daily Chron. 31 Dec. 4/6 Silk tights

are fragile things, sadly given to * ladders ' on the least pro-

vocation.

6. ladder-back (chair), a chair in which the back
is formed of horizontal pieces of wood, suggestive

of a ladder; ladder-backed woodpecker U.S.^

one of several species of North American wood-
peckers having the upper parts barred with black

and white; ladder-proof ^., of knitted fabrics, not

liable to ladder ; ladder woodpecker U.S. «
ladder-backed woodpecker,
1908 Daily Report 24 Aug. 8/3 Three *ladder-back chairs,

with cherubs and acrown, brought;^46. X923 Daily Mail
II Jan. II Let the table be of the gate-leg variety and the
chairs of the style known as ladder-backs. X884 Coues Key
N. Amer, Birds fed. 2) 4S5 Picoides americanus. ."Ladder-
backed Three-toed Woodpecker. 19*7 Observer 3 Apr. 25
Celanese canii-bockers.. .In *Ladder-proof Self Stripe. X870
A?ner. Naturalist III. 474 The resident species not found
westward were the *Ladder Woodpecker, {Picus scalnris),

the White-bellied Wren [ctc.J.

Ladder, v. Delete ? Obs, and add modem ex-

amples. Also, to furnish with a fish ladder.

X901 J. Black Car/. ^ Build,y Scaffolding 67 The stack
was laddered from the bottom to the top with a series of
ladders. 1901 Chambers's Jrnl. Sept. 585/2 When Mr. Grant
..laddered the Moriston falls.., the Crown claimed and
gained the new fishings. X9»3 Daily Mail 22 June 5 Having
just laddered the spire of Truro Cathedral, he found every
crevice crammed with jackdaws* nests.

2. intr. Of knitted garments, esp, stockings : To
develop ladders as the result of the breaking of a
thread. Hence La'ddering vbl. sb.

X933 Daily Mail 14 Nov. 12 Advt., Your stockings cannot
ladder. Laddering and damage to stockings, .are entirely

obviated. 1927 W. Deeping Doomsday viii. § 2 At the last

moment a stocking had ' laddered \

La'ddish, a. [f. Lad sb.^ -f- -ish.] Of or per-

taining to a lad or lads ; like a lad. Also La*ddish-
uess.
x886 Wesleyan.Meih. Mag, 63 Want ofsympathy with . . the

ladishness of lads. X907 Daily Chrotu 24 Oct. 8/3 Missing
the laddish laugh, the boisterous gaiety, which they had
known aforetime.

La-di-da, v. Also lah-de-dab. [Cf. the sb.]

intr. To use affected manners or modes of utter-

ance.
1867 Stirling Coyne Widow Hunt in N. ^ Q, Ser. ix.

yill. 20/2,1 like to la-di-da with the ladies. X930 B.Turner
in yohn o' London's Weekly 15 Mar. 907/3 There is perhaps
too much ' lah-de-dahing about' when royalty is concerned.

Ladin (ladrn). [L. Latin-us^ -um.'] The
Romanic dialect spoken in the Engadine in Switzer-

land, closely related to Romansch.
X879 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 213/2 The language [in the Enga-

dine] is a dialect known as * Ladin *. x88o Ibid, XI. 205/1
The remainder [of the inhabitants of the Grisons] use the
Romansch or the Ladin dialecL

Ladle, sb. Add : 1. b. In Scottish churches :

A similar instrument consisting of a wooden box at

the end of a long wooden handle used for taking
up the collection and communion tokens.
1830 T. Chalmers in Comm. on Irish Poor 3369 The

elders carrying about what they call a ladle. 1871 Alex-
ander Johnny Gibb y\, (1881)69 Theeldersseized the ladles
..and perambulated the kirk. 1929 Li/e fy Work Oct.
232/2 A ladle preserved in the parish church of FouUs
Easter.

LAGNIAPPE.

Ladle, V, Add to def. : also with up.
185X Melville Moby Dick cxxxiv. (1926) 550 Stubb was

lustily singing out for some one to ladle him up. 187X W.
H. G. Kingston On Banks 0/ Amazon (1876) 93 Wooden
spoons were served to enable us to ladle up the soup.

LadrO'nism. [Sp. ladrdn (see Ladrone), a
hostile l^'ilipino, an insurgent.] In the Philippine

Islands, organized resistance to law or authority

among the native population,
1903 Outlook (U.S.) LXXI I. 298/1 A local police and an

insular constabulary system have been created, and ladro-

nism, or organized robbery and brigandage, ., has almost
disappeared. 1903 Daily Chron. 26 Dec. 5/6 Ladrooism
had also been successfully treated by the Courts.

Lady, sb. 4. e. Add : Lady Bountiful (see

BoDXTiFUL a.). The Old Lady ^in or) of Thread-
needle Slreetj the Bank of England.
1797 Gillray Caricature (May 22), Political Ravishment,

or 1 he Old Lady of Threadneedle-Street in danger 1 z830
Black Divarf 13 Jan. IV. 36 Van went to wheedle—the
street of Threadneedle, To get him, poor dog, a loan ;. . He
ask'd the old lady to cash him a bill. X850 Housek. Words
1- 337 {heoiiing) The Old Lady in Threadneedle Street.

Ibid., Compared with the Old Lady of Threadneedle Street,

1884 Peel City Guardian U. No. 26. 2/1 The rest of the
*01d Lady in Threadneedle-street * remained unbroken.

15. c. lady-laden (earlier example).
1869 Tennyson Holy Grail 346 Where the long Rich

galleries, lady-laden, weigh'd the necks Of dragons clinging

to the crazy walls.

17. b. lady*sdelight (earlier examples); lady's
ear-drop ^..S*., the common fuchsia.

1841 L. M. Child Lett. N. V, i. 14, I am like the *Lady'3
Delight, ever prone to take root. X845-50 Mrs. Lincoln
Led. Boi. 68 In some cases it [the calyx] is the most showy
part; as in the *Lady's-ear-drop. 1887 Marv E. Wilkins
Humble Romance 195 He cut lavishly sprays of dioletra, or
lady's ear-drop, snowballs, daffodils.

Lady-bug. dial, and l/.S. = Lady-bird.

1787 [sec Lady sb. r6]. X844 ' Ton. Slick ' High Life N. Y,
II. 30 Like lady bugs round a full blown rose. \Z&6 Harper's
Mag, June 45/2 We may discover lady-bugs—small red or
yellow and black beetles—among our vines. 1889 Mary E.
Bamford Up <v Down Brooks 49 Very frequently one will

find a lady-bug with the spider. 1910 N. Y. Even. Post
4 Apr. (Th.) Los Angeles, April 1.—Millions of ladybugs
are receiving free transportation, .to the melon fields of the

Imperial valley.

Lady's finger. 2. a. Delete ? Obs, and add
modern examples.
1864 * Mark Twain * Sketches (1926) 138 * Lady«fingers *.

.

suggestive of. . soft dalliance with pastry, ices, and sparkling
Moselle, 1902 Daily Chron. 22 Sept. 9/1 [."V child] who died
from.. being fed on 'boiled lady's fingers*. X906 Westm,
Gaz, 30 Apr. lo/i Lady-fingers and ice-cream.

c. (Example of £-.)

X876 j. Burroughs Winter Sunshine vn. 154 Others are
indeed lady apples, .like the egg-drop and lady-finger.

Lady's-maid, z*. [See Lady j5. 17.] trans.

To wait on (one) as a lady's maid. Also Xaody's-

maidiug vbl. sb.

1914 W. Db Morgan Ghost meets Ghost \. xxxii, Maggie
goes with her, to lady's-maid her. X923 Una L. Silberrad
Lett, fean Armiter v. 115 It prevents her suffering under
his lady's maiding.

Lady's slipper. 2. (Earlier examples.)
"845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. loi note^ The Impatiens

of the garden is sometimes called Ladies'-slipper, sometimes
Balsamine. 1874 B. F. Taylor World on iiheelsii.iv. 220
The lady-slippers dance upon the air, while wild Sweet
Williams stand admiring by.

Lsetare (iRes-r/), sb, [L,, imper. singf. of IsB"

tdri to rejoice; see quot. 1921.] attrib, (with

Sunday) or ellipt. Mid-Lent Sunday,
x886 F. L. DoRSKv Midshipman Bob 6 We would notify

the Catholic neighbours the day before ' Laetare-Sunday *

(as we called our Mass-day), X92X Spectator ig Feb. 243/2
'1 he Fourth Sunday of Lent or Mothering Sunday, called

'Laetare' from the opening word of the Introit.

Lafayette. 1. (Earlier example.)
I 1843 C. Mathews Writ. 266 (Th.) He had caught a small
earful of striped bass and Lafayette fish.

Lag, A. sb. 4. b. Add : Also Angle of lag,

189S S. P. Thompson Eledr. ^ Magn. 11. x. 492 'Ihe angle
..by which the current lags behind the impressed volts is

termed the angle of lag. 1896 Bedell Princ. Transformer
68 The negative sign indicates that B is an angle of lag.

C. A delay in time, spec, between fixing a scale

of wages and beginning to pay in accordance with it,

1923 Glasgow Herald 2 Nov. 12/4 The operation of the

Mag' of two months between the period of a-scertainment

and the months when the wages based on such ascertain-

ment are paid.

Laffetta. (Modern example.)
287X rCiNGSLEV At Last xiii, A bit of veritable naturallace,

similar to. .the famous lace-bark of the Lagetta*lree.

Lag-fault. Geol. [Lag sby or v,'^ -h Fault sb.'\

A fault caused by one layer of rock moving more
slowly than another.

X902 Ld. Avebuby Scenery Eng. 212 Besides these great

overthrusts there is another type of relative earth movement
which is known as a ' lag fault '.

La^niappe (lanyse-p). local U.S. Also Ian-

yap, -yappe, lagnappe. [Louisiana French, ad.

Sp. la hapa^ in the same sense.] Something given
over and above what is purchased, earned, etc, to

make good measure or by way of gratuity.

X853 ' P. Paxton • Stray Yankee in Texas 47 (Th.) Adubic/js

note that he had received as a ' lanyappe '. {Angiicef boot



LAGOON.
money.) 1883 'Mark Twain' Life Mississippi xliv, We
picked up one excellent word—a word worth travelling to
New Orleans to get ; a nice limber, expressive, handy word—
'lagniappe'. Tiiey pronounce it lanny-^a/. It is Spanish
—so ihey said. 1884 G. W. Cable Creoles 0/Louisiana xvi.
(1S85) 114 The pleasant institution of napa—the petty
gratuity added, by the retailer, to anything bought—grew
the pleasantcr, drawn out into Gallicized lagnappe,

Lagoon 1. 3. Add: lagooit-brook,

1871 KiNGSLEv At Last xi, Across the Savanna wandered
a deep lasoon-brook.

Laicity (l^i-siti), [f. Laic a. +-ity.] The
principles of ihe laity; the rule or influence of the
laity ; also attrib,

19x1 Webster, Laicity^ laicality. iq»5 Brit Weekly 19 Mar.
587/3 The text of the document, which is directed against
tbe Maicity laws,' lies before us. 192S Daily Tel. 30 Oct.
13/3 Accused by his own hotheads of betraying the cause of
'liicity' by acquiescing in these details of the Budget.

£aid, ppl- (t* C. Add : iaid-backy -on.
X908 Westm. Gets, 23 Dec 4/1 To get in under the ball

you must have a shallow bead, .or else a very much •laid-
back face. 1909 Ibid, 30 Apr. 4/3 You can take a laid-back
club and loft right over it. 1874 Knight DicL Meek. 1246/1
*Laid-on, Joinery, a term applied to moldings which are got
out in strips and nailed on to the surface of the object. 1906
IVestnt. Cas. 9 June 16/3 The Valenciennes running around
the laid-on tucks surrounding the skirt.

jtairish Cle»*riJ), a. [{, Laie sb.'^ + -ISH.] Sug-
gestive of an animal's lair,

i9a7 H, M.ToMLissotiGallioM^sReacAxxxu §4 It certainly
was fairish, that stench.

Ijake, sb.^ 1. e. 77ie Great Lakes (examples).
In earlier use freq. without the adjective.
i^i^Niies' Weekly Reg. V. 65/1 The position of the great

lakes is., well known to the people of the United States.

1840 J. F. Cooper Pathfinder Pref., Incidents that might
be supposed characteristic of the Great Lakes. 1902 EncycL
.fi«7. XXXII. 551/1 Plan of Great Lake steamer. 1903 N.S.
Shaler Citizen 77 Where the teralory borders on the sea
or the Great lakes, the authorities have charge of such
harbours as are not in the control of the federal authority.

d. trans/. An area where the atmospheric pres-

sure is lower than in surrounding areas.
19*3 Kendrew Clitnates ofContinents 15 And between the

two banks of high pressure is the Mediterranean * lake ' of
low pressure.

5. lake-bass^ -herring (example), -shore (earlier

examples), -steamer^ -trout (examples),
^795 J' ScoTT Cazeteer U.S. s.v. Vermont^ A species of

fish called 'lake bass. 1884 Goode Fisheries 424 The White
Eass or Striped Lake Bass, Roccus cHrysops. 1875 A mer.
Naturalist IX. 135, I received.,a collection of deep water
*Siscoes'... Compared with Coregonus most of the species
have a more slender form; hence their popular name of
'*Iake herrings', although their resemblance to the sea
herring is quite superficial. 1798 I. Allen Hist. Vermont
6t The two Frenchmen were landed., with instructions to
follow the *lake shore. 1813 Niles' Reg. IV. 159/1 Previous
to this period, a great deal of prejudice existed against the
lake shore, as unhealthy. 1849 Presidents Message CoH'
ress II. 731 I'he sandstone on the lake-shore is.. covered
>y fifteen, .feet of sand and clay. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati
319 Hence [arise] their efforts to reach Chicago, by way of
the Erie lake shore. 1888 C. D. Ferguson Exp. Forty-
Miner i. 11 It was in the month of September, 1849, when..
I embarked on the *lake-steamer, A. D. Patchen for Chicago,
1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XV. 186 If they could,, breakfast
at Mackinac, on a *lake trout. 1847 C. Lanman Summer
in Wilderness xxvt. 158 Of the trout, the largest si>ecies in
Lake Superior is called the lake.trout.

6. lako-basin (add :) also, * the entire area
drained by the streams that fall into a lake' (1865
Page Hand-bk, Geo!. Terms') ; lake country
(earlier example); Lake Diatriot — L.AK£-f.A2rD

;

lake ridge (see quot.).

184J Atner. Ftonegr I. an No where was the pressure or
want of money more sensit)ly felt than in the 'laKc country.

183s WoRDsw. Somnambulist i note^ Force is the word used
in the*Lake District for Water-falL 1851 Art Jml. 1 May
153/2 The scale upon which the scenery of the English Lake
district is laid out. x886 Prbstwich Ceol. I. 367 In the Lake
District the planes of cleavage also usually strike about
E,N.E. 1870 Amer. Naturalist June IV. 199 Above all

these Drift deposits, .are the * "lake ridges*—embankments
of sand, gravel, sticks, leaves, etc, which run imperfectly
parallel with the present outlines of the lake margins.

Jkdce, v.^ Add

:

b. intr. Of blood : To become lake-coloured

through the diffusion of the haemoglobin.
1903 Med. Record 13 June 953 (Cent. Suppl.) In a case of

leuksemta, laking was almost complete in a short time.

£aker^. 3. (Earlier example.)
1813 J. F. Cooper Pioneers xxiv. II. 261, I see a laker

there, that has run out of the schooL It's seldom one finds
such a creaier in the shallow waters.

6. One accustomed to sailing on a lake.

1838 J. F. CoopKR Home as Found II, 75 After fishing

a few hours, the old laker [Captain Truck] pulled the skiff

up to the Point, 1910 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 173/1 He was
an experienced * Laker % but the scene,. had completely
unmanned bim.

£alang (laUij). Also lallang. [Malay.] The
name given to a long, coarse grass which grows hi

some of the East Indian Islands. Also ialanggrass.
1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 93/1 There are waste spaces,,

covered with coarse Ialang grass. 1887 Mrs. Dalv Digging
* Squatting 158 A shake-^own, ,made up of dried lallang

—

the thick strong grass of the country. 1908 Westm. Gnz,
13 Aug, 5/t The prolific weed known as ' lahuig * is the great
enemy to rubber-growth.
attrib. 1912 Chamben^s yml. Feb, 98/1 As I stood in the

Ialang patch, .there passed over my head, .all the turmoil of
a great city.

t;

Lamb, ^^. 6. Add: loinb-ch&p,
x86s Mrs. Stowe House ^ Home P. 248 All the edible

matters, .would form those delicate dishes of *lamb-chop.
7. b. lamb-tongue U,S. — Laiib's tongue i.

1876 'Joaquin' Miller Unwritten Hist, x, 15a He
[winter] cut down the banners of the spring that night,
*lamb-tongue, Indian turnip and catella.

Xjambardar, variant of Lomberdar.
185s [see Lumberdar], rgo8 Nev^Re/ormer 1 1. 68 Securing

the co-operation of the literate among them and the Lam-
bardars to bring about sanitary reforms, etc.

Lambkill. U.S. (See Lamb sb. 7 b.)
183a W. D. Williamson //wt Maine 1. 116 The Lamb-

kilL.has been called mountain^ Laurel, Spoonwoodi Ivy,
and Calico Bush. t88a Bessbv Bot. 510 Kalmia. angusii-
foiioj the Sheep Laurel or Lambkill.

Lamb-wool. [Lamb.?*. 6J = Lamb's-wool.
In quot. used with reference to the pallium.
a 1899 R. W. DixoN Hist. Ch. Eng. (1902) V. 206 In the

case of Parker . . there was no gift of the pall. . . The Iamb-
wool was perceived to be not of the essence of the appoint-
ment of metropolitans.

Laxnby (Ise-mi), a, [f. Lamb sb,\ Of the
nature of a lamb; woolly Uke a lamb.
1920 Blackio. Mag. Jan. 7/2 North Sea fishermen, fully

accoutred m their thick ' lamby * suits.

Lamelloid (lame-loid), a. [f. Lamella +
-oiD.] Having the form of a lamella or lamellae.
1904 Afuer. Naturalist Jan. 31 These transverse processes

. . possess regular lamelloid walls.so as to form rather canals
than simple foramina for the artery.

Lament, z'. 2, Add: Also with iw^r.
1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle v, He laments bitterly

over the inventions of gunpowder, steam, and gas. 1853
KiNGSLEY Hypatiaxm^ Why should tliey lament over other
things?

Laminaria (Ijeminea-ria). Bet. [mod.L]
(See etym. note to Laminabian a.)
1848 Henfrey tr. Schteiden's Plant 339 Laminarias.

i860 Hartwig Sea <$ Wond, 321 The region of the great
laniinaria or tangle forests. 1875 T. H. Balfour in Encycl.
Brit. I. 508/1 The Laminarias, or large tangles ofour coasts.
1883 [see Laminarias a.].

La*minativey a. [f. as Laminatb z/. + -ivk]
Of a laminated texture.
187a Fur, Fin ^ Feather r-^x Its laminative,juicy meat is

very delicate and delicious.

Laminectomy (l2e:mine'kt6mi), [f. Lamina +
Gr. kKToti'fj excision + -T.] Excision ofone or more
of the posterior arches of the vertebrae.
189s Medical Ann. 458 Formerly the operation was called

'trephining'.., but the trephine is now seldom used^ and the
term * laminectomy ' has been substituted. 1918 Nomencl.
Diseases 166 Operations on Bones... Laminectomy. 1919
S. Paget Sir. V, Horsley viii. 136 The operation of
laminectomy, .had seldom been done.

Iiamnid(]se*mnid),a. ZooU \i,\ViQAX.,Lamn-a\
cf.LAMNoiD.] Belonging to the Za/;/«/^'»;, a family
of sharks,
\^x Return Brit, Museum 1431 A collection of teeth of

Lainiiid sharks.

Lamnoid. A. adj, (Add examples.)!
1898 D. S. Jordan Descr. FishJr. ykpan title.p;, The Type

of a Distinct Family of I^mnoid Sharks. Ibid. 199 A re-
markably distinct new genus of lamnoid affinities.

IrftmPy sb.^ Add : 4. a. lamp-bulb^ -chimney
(exaraptes), cup^ -screen,

2911 Chambers's Jml. Jan. 78/1 If a thin gol<f film is de-
posited on the lower halfof the 'lamp-bulb. \ZafiRep. U.S.
Comm. Patents (1847) 276, J also claim the *lamp chimney,
formed of glass, with two contractions. 1870 Mrs. Anm S.
Stephens Married in Haste xv. 85 She unscrewed the
lamp-chimney., and polished off a stain- of black smoke.
1846 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1847) 280 What I do claim
as my invention, .is the peculiar form which I give to the
"lamp cup. 1877 Eliz. Phelps .^tory 0/ Avis 239 The
Japanese coloring upon the •lamp-screen.

b. lamp'locking (see qnots.).

1894 Labour Comm. Gloss. 51 /a LamP-lockitig Statian^
the place in a mine where the safety-lamps of all the miners
are examined and locked by an official. 1905 Westm. Gaz.
13 July 7/1, I was in the lamp-iocking cabin, which is

a short distance from the bottom of the shaft.

5, lamp-mat, a mat on which a table-lamp is

placed ; lamp-standard, a post or other strong
support for a lamp; lamp-wick (earlier ex-
ample).
1856 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VIL 700 Some beautiful

*lamp-mats and other worsted and croi^het work. 1883
|Mark Twain' Life Mississippi xxxs\\\. 400 Lamp. .stand-
ing on a gridiron, so to speak, made of high-colored yams,
by the young ladies of the house, and called a lamp-mat.
i<>o8 Daily Chron. 5 Aug. 3/5 A motor fire engine,, collided
with a 'lamp standard. 1843 Mrs. Kihkland Western
Clearings 135 Miss Teeny had picked up the *lanip-wick with
a pin several times.

Lamp, v^^ Add

:

4. To transmit (a messaije) by means of a lamp.
191a Edgar Wallace Pte. Selby xxxi. 280 A message in

triple code was * lamped ' from the British Headquarters to
the Rochester regiment.

6. U.S. slang. To see. (Ci'. Lamp jA.l 2 b.)
1916 H, L. Wilson Somewhere in RedGap^. 198 Stella.

.

was standing on the centre table by now, so she could lamp
herself in the glass over the mantel. 1923 L. J. Vance
Baroque viii. 50 Nobody even lamped its number,
Lamper-eel. 1. {Earlier example.)
1709 Coll. N. II. Hist. Soc. in. 53 Edward Taylor was

slain by the Indians at Lamper-eel river.

Lamp-holder. [Lamp sb.^ 4 b.] A device for

securing a lamp, esp. an electric bulb.

LAND.
1889 Century Did. 1892 Rep.fr. Committees XVI. 40^AH switches,.. floor sockets, and lampholders shall have un-

inflammable bases. 1907 Installation News Sept. 14/a In-
wiring Electroliers. . it is generally found to be impraaicable
to group wires into the lampholdei-s.

Lamping, vbl. sb. Add : 2. The action of
providing with lamps.
1891 G. FiNDLAY Railway 138 At all stations where the

lamping of trains is performed.

Lamplighter. Add : 2. (Earlier example.)
1833 J. Neal Down-Rasters II. 115 One side is clean, said

she,—and it will do for lamplighters.

3. (See alsoqaot.)
x888 Goode Amer. Fishes 69 The names 'Bitter Head*

and ' Lamplighter ' are also ascribed to it [the Strawberry
Perch].

Lamprey, b. lamprey-eel (earlier examples).
1726 _S.^ Penhallow Indian Wars (1824) 31 Next day,

they kill'd Edward Taylor near Lamprey-Eel River. 183a
R. Cox Adv. Columbia Rivervn. 83 We got plenty ofsalmon
while we remained here, and some lamprey-eels, the latter
of which were oily and very strong. 1844 D, Lee & Frost
Oregon XV. 156 A fire was struck, some dried salmon and
lamprey-eels roasted.

Lamp-3b.ade. [Lamp 5<5.i 4 a.] A shade
placed over a lamp to soften or intercept the light.
Also Comb,
^
X859 G.Measom Guide N. W. Rly. 238 The bulb of glass

IS. .cut with scis-sors, and expands into a decanter, water-jug,
wme-glass, or lamp-shade. z88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885)
83 Lamp Shade Maker. 1899 Werner Capt. Locusts 21a
He removed the burnt matclies, set the lamp-shade straight.
190a Mabkl Barne.s-Grundv Thames Camp 154, A glorified
pink and white lamp-shade. x<^Stratford-on-Avon Herald
34 July 7/2 Lamp-shade-hke protectors are obtainable
cheaply.

Lance, sh."^ Add : 5. b. A slender tapering
pole. U.S.
190a Scu Amer. 27 Dec 459/1 The second truck is

loaded with four or five hundred lances of well-seasoned
cypress or spruce, each a trifle over fourteen feet in length.

8. lance-rod, a form of fishing-rod.

188s Outing Oct. VII. 74/1 He.. then untied,, and fondly
handled the severaljoints of a lance-rod.

Lanceolated, a. (Later example.)
1901 Chambers's Jml. May 348/2 The under side [of tho

phiale\ is occupied by narrow lanceolated leaves.

Lancet. 4. Add : lancet-pointed (cf. 4 b).
1888 Century Mag. Aug. 585/1 These parts, .are all in the

Lancet-Pointed (Early English) style.

Lancet, v, [f. the sb.] trans. To dissect with
a lancet. In quot._y%-.

1927 Sunday^ Express i May 9/4 It is our time, lanceted,
scalpelled, vivisected, ,. in the grand manner of Beyle and
Balzac.

Land, sb. 3. e. Add : (/(?/-) lan(£s sake, land
sakes, my land, etc. U.S.
1848 J. F. Cooper Oak Open. I. v. 82 Land's sake I I've

forgotten all about them barrels 1 1854 Mary J. Holmes
Tempest ^ Sunshine xvi. 223 For land's sake dont tell

Tempest. 1863 Mrs. Whitney F. Gartney's Girlh. ii, Land
sakes, Miss Baith I I don't know what you mean. 1916
Bennett Lion's Share xlv. 350 * My land

!

' exclaimed
Nick, • If he sees me here he'll think I've come on purpose
to talk about him.*

10. a. land certificate, grant, improvement^
lottery, market, piracy^ question, speculati^ig, specu-

lation, taxation^ title. (Chiefly U.S^
J838 Indiana Mag. Hist. XXII. 451 Quintle had settled

that he was to pay in land and made an assignment on a *land
certificate. 1870 Medberv Mem^ Myst.Wall&t.2,\x\^i\v&'\x^
*Iand-grants were made to railroad companies. 1873 J. H.
Beadle UndeveL West xi. igi The election had weakened
the Republican party, and land grants were thought to be
among the chief causes. 1849 Hansard Pari. Deb. 4 May
1266 An advance of money, .under the *Land Improvement
Act. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 5S4/a The number and
amount of loans.. under the Land Improvement Acts from
1847 to 1900. 1909 Daily Chron. 14 Sept. 5/6 The other
kind of banks are rent charge and land-improvement banks.
1808 T. Ashe Trav. Amer. \v. 34 He could purchase a share
in a capital house, or he might buy a *land.lottery. 1845
RIrs. Kirkland Western Clearings $ Standing round ; Le.,

watching the *land market for values. 1837 Southern Lit,
Messenger III. 668 It is positively a nuisance that borders
upon *land-piracy. 1830 Deb. Congress 26 Feb, 210/1 The
final adjustment of the ''^land question. 1816 U. Browk
Jrnl. in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 367 Now we shall learn
something aljout *Land Speculating presently. x8oo W»
XftSY^o Knickerb. 11. vii, He was soon permitted to Ianc{,and
a great *land-speculation ensued. 1843 Carlton NeiuPur,
tr^oftf.x. 65 Mr.Glenville's partner in certain land speculations.

1794 D. Robertson Toitr Isle ofMan v. 37 Here the oppres-
sion of game-laws, *land-taxation, and excise-establishment
are utterly unknown. 1883 Peel City Guardian 8 Dec. 4/1
Land Taxation. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 19 May la/i The land-
taxation proposals of the Budget would affect them. i8ia
McDonogh Papers 11 This uncertainty in which their *land
titles are placed. 18x5 D. Drake Cincinnati i. 30 The
security of land titles. 1838 Southern^ Lit. Messenger IV.

796 Some partial remuneration was indeed promptly be-

stowed upon the of&cers of the revolution, in the form of land-
titles and half-pay.

b. land-claimant, -dealer, -locator, -robber,

-seeker, -speculator, trader', land-finding, -killing,

'thieving. (Chiefly ^..S*.)

1798 I. Allen Hist. Vermont 27 These severities were used

. . to prevent aid being given to the *Iand claimants of New
York. i873*MarkTwain*& Warner C/'/^i-rf-^^^ xxxi. 279

Great Injun pacificator and *land-dealer. 1843 Mrs. Kihk-

land Westerft Clearings 2 A friend.. became quite a pro-

ficient in the mysteries of *Iand-finding. 18x4 J. Tavlor
Arator 128 If an abundance of labour caused a *]and killing

agricultural system . . Flanders should be a wilderness. iSx6



LAND.
IT, Brown yml in Maryiand Hist. Mag. X. 364 Those

Jiresent *Land Locaters Surt-eys will hold good until the

brmcr can be Esublished. 1859 Consrtss. Globe 23 Jan.,

App.965The rifle and his faithful dog were the indispensable

companions of the Land locator. 1845 T. J. Gkeen Texian
£xp€d. xviL 319 The old governor came out in the greatest

rage.. to know what that "land robber meant by insulting

him in that manner. 1845 J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs
Hi. 37 By the lime he had ridden half a mile, he overtook the

•land.sceker. 1798 I. Allkn Hist. Vermont 24 Lawyers

and *land speculators called on Mr. Allen. 1809 W. Irving

Knickerb. 11. iii, Like all land-speculators, he was much given

to dreaming. 1873 ' Mark Twain * & Warner Gilded Age
1. 456 He might have been a ' railroad man ', or a politician,

or a land.speculator. 1891 Century Mag. Feb. 535 The
promise, .was broken when it became important to conciliate
*land-thieving squatters. 1776 in Coll. Vermont Hist. Soc.

I, 17 The Monopolizing *Land Trader of New York.. did
present a petition.

O. locative, as lamUgrowing,
19x1 F. O. Bower Plant Life on Land 45 The Fern.plant

is structurally a land-growing plant.

11. b. land moccasin (see Moccasin 3) ; land
otter (example) ; land pike, fan iguana ; also^^.

(U.S.), a boo:.

1836 Mrs. Hollev Texas v. 104 *Land and water moc-
casin.. are the only venomous snakes, besides the rattlers,

found in Texas. 1844 D. Lee & Frost Oregon vi. 71 Beaver
was valued at two dollars per skin,. .*landotterat fifty cents.

1687 R. Blome isles 9f Terr, in Amer. 56 A *Land-Pike is

another strange Reptile, so called from its likeness to that
Fish ; but instead of Fins it hath four Feet. 1841 Cultivator
VIU. 15a, I am anxious that he should soon get rid of his

land'pikes and alligatots. 184a Ibid. X. 37 Hogs, landplke
variety, arc so cheap fetc.J. 1856 Trans. Mick. Agric. Soc.

VIL 716 The SufTolk swine, .are of the same descent as the
long-nosed, slabslded land pike, so often seen in the highways,

12. land agency (earlier example") ; land-ark
U.S.^ a covered wagon ; land board (i^) Aitslrai.y

' an official board that manages public lands
*

(Webster 1911); land-bridge, a neck of land

(generally prehistoric) connecting two land masses

;

land-claim, a claim to the ownership of land;

land-club, a club formed to protect and advance

the interests of agricultural communities (so /and-

ciubber) ; land company (earlier examples) ; land
district U.S., one of the districts into which a
state is divided for matters connected with land

;

land-fever, eag^r desire for, or excitement about,

securing land; land-girl, a girl who takes up
agricultural work ; land-jobber (earlier U.S.

examples) ; land-jobbing (examples) ; land-
jnmping, 'jumping * another person s land ; laud-
legs, the ability to walk comfortably on land after

being at sea ; land-looker (earlier and later ex-

amples) ; land mine, an explosive mine used on
land ; laud-office (earlier examples) ; land-plane,
an aeroplane designed lo take off from and alight

on dry land ; land-poor fl., poor through owning
much land and being unable easily to support the

burden of taxation; land-scrip (examples); laud-
aealing, hunting seals on land ; laud-slide (earlier

example); laud-trap, an unfortunate speculation

in land ; land-warrant (earlier example) ; land-
worker, one who works on the land ; land-yaoht,
a land vehicle similar to a yacht.
1831 Peck Guide Emigrants iii, 316 HiUsboro*.. contains

. .a *land agency office by John Tillson, Esq. a 1861 Win-
THROP John Brent ix. 98 'I'he great blue *landarks, each
roofed with its hood of white canvas stretched on hoops.
J013 Chambers's yrjil. Jan. 63/1 At every meeting of the
*Land Board, when the Government allots land available for

farmers, there are usually four to six applicants for each block.

1898 Sir W. Turner in Nature 13 Jan. 259/1 A ' Neolithic
•land bridge* was produced.. and a free immigration of
Neolithic man with his domestic animals became possible.

iQH J. L. MvRES Dawn Hist.\\\.. 138 Some think, .that the
Hyksos conquest of Egypt may have been a furtherad venture
along this southern land-bridge. 1812 McDonogh Papers
12 They therefore, sir^ look forward to you, knowing..your
knowledge of their *land claims, to have those claims laid
before Congress. 1857 D. Braman Inform. Texas xiil. 151
The land claims issued by Texas, igt^ Fabieui News XIX.
42/2 He elaborates his scheme of *land-clubs, and has him-
self actively taken a part in a land-club campaign. 1909
Westm. Gaz. 23 Apr. 4/2 These groups, called ' Land Clubs,*
have now federated into a league. 1908 Fabian Neivs XIX.
44/1 lA bookj Useful to *land-clubbers and the like. 1805
Ann. 8tk Congress 2 Sess, 1044 Having never thought of
purchasing any land from the Georgia *land-companies.
1833 Knickerbocker Mag. I. 283 ' Look , said an old man . . to
the agentof the land company. 18*0 Quitman ^*/. in Life

\

Corr. ^i It has been divided into two *Iand-districts, of one
of which Mr. Brush is register. 1831 Peck Guide Emi'
grants 257 'I'he State is divided into land districts, which
are designated by Congress. 1849 Chamberfain Indiana
Gazetteer 24 In every land district is a land office where all
the public lands belonging to that district are sold. 1840
Knickerbocker Mag. XVI. 205 (heading) Recollections of
the "Land- Fever. 1845 Mrs. Kirkland IVestern Clearings
4 In the days of the land. fever. 19x9 'Ian Hav* Last
Million 81 We have consorted with. . Farmers, Hedgers, and
•Land Girls. 1923 Daily Mail 2 Apr. 7 A few more land-
girls have put on their breeches and gaiters, smocks and
slouch hats, and gone back to their old war-time tasks. 1777
J. Adams IVks. (1850) II. 436 *Landjobbers, speculators m
[and. 17^ J, MoRs^ Amer. Geo^r. 261 The governors were
many ofthem land-jobbers. x8o8 T. Ashe Trav. Amer. x,

rA few sordid monopolizers called land jobbers. 1833
B. Wyeth Oregon 35 The New England land-jobbers

were in their bargains too hard for the torpid Dutchman.

I

4

i8i« U. Brown Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 346 This
Henry is a full Bred Land Jobber..; his *Land Jobbing
extends from the Mouth of the Mississippi to Uwcbland
Township Chester County Pennsylvania. 1825 Doughehty
Light to People Kentucky i It was the case of. .the first

settlers of Kentucky, .against, .the famous John Kercheval,
of land jobbing memory. 1910 Jer. Hart Vigilante Girl \v.

46 His opinion was asked by a stieet tribunal over a '*land-
jumping . X87X City-RoadMag. 1. 242/1 If Mr. Goschen has
had to get his sea-legs on, Jack finds it as difficult to put
on his *Tand-legs. X908 Daily Chron. 10 June 4/4, I had so
thoroughly got my sea-legs in the constant tossing about that
I had lost my land legs. 1836 D. Webster Priv. Corr, (1857)
II. 21, I hope you will leave some faithful **land-lookers'
to explore for you in your absence. 1845 Mrs. Kirkland
Western Clearings 6 'I'hese blunders called into action an-
other class of operators, who became popularly known as
* land-lookers*. x9oa S. E. White Blazed Trail w'u 116
This is the usual method of procedure adopted by landlookers
everywhere. 1918 E. A. ^Iackintosh IVar, the Liberator
134 Two sappers brought up *land mines and laid them.
x68i in Archives Maryland (iB&g) Mil. 242 An Act relat-

ing to the *Land Office. 1755 Hor. Shakpe Corr. (1888) 1.

193 Issuing a Commission to Mr. Calvert and Doctor Steuart
as Joint ludgesof the Land Office. 1923 Daily Afail 2-^ June
5 Among *landplanes there are huge new troop-carriers.

1873 J. H. Beadi.b Undevel. West 781 In the Country, the
old settlers are '*land.poor'—so rich that they can not pay
their taxes. x888 Harper's Mag. Apr. 702/z He was not
only land-poor, but he had no experience in the management
of his plantation. 1848 Indiana Gen. Ass. Doc, I. 181 Such
*land Scrip as had been issued on the Wabash and Erie
Canal. 1857 D. Braman Inform. Texas xiit. 151 The land
claims issued by Texas.. are head-right certificates, military
certificates, land-scrip. x86a Congress. Globe 10 June "zt-zZjx

There is no railroad company, .that has the right to locate
land scrip. 191X Chambers^s Jrnl. July 475/2 In the ^land-
sealing., thousands of fur-seais are driven and forced on-
wards. X838 Jeff.<>sonian (Albany) 10 Mar. (Th.) On the
loth ult., thecity of Natchez was thrown into consternation
by a *landslide. 1801 Spirit Farmer's Museum 205 He
bought lands in Boston at the time all their great men got
caught in the Georgia *land trap. 1769 Maryland Hist.
Mag. XII. 285, I think you told me there was some *land
warrant due to you. 188 . F. H. Stoddard in Andover Rev.
VII. 154 Only the trades-workers and the *Iandworkers are
specially considered. 1928 Daily Express 26 May 9/3 There
was shown at Olympia last year a ' *Iand-yacht ' that was
palatial in its appointments.

^audy V. Add : 1. c. To place (aircraft,

passengers, goods, etc.) on the ground again ; to

bring to earth from the air,

X918 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks (ed. 6) 49 I'll gfuarantee

to safely land the fastest machine in a five-acre field. 1931
Times 19 Feb. 17/2 There was a difference of opinion as to

who should land the flying boat ?—Very definitely.

2. e. Also absol. and iiitr. with on and out.

191a Chambers's fml. June 395/2 After sparring for five

minutes, and frustrating every attempt you made to 'land
'

on him, he would sit down.
8. d. Of aircraft or of persons in aircraft: To

alight upon or reach the ground. Also of sea-

planes : To return to the water,

1899 H, G. Wklls When Sleeper Wakes xxiv. 326 On
Blackheath no aeroplane had landed. 1908 — War in Air
ii. § 5 The balloon was bumping as though its occupants were
trying to land. X9ia Q. Rev. July 246 To be able to start

and land is perhaps as important. 191a Aeroplane 12 Dec.
584/2 Each pilot landing at such an aerodrome would pay
proper garage fees for the time he stayed. 1930 Tiines
II Nov. 16/4 She \sc. a flying boat] circled the station and
then landed in comparatively calm water.

^andaulet. Add : b. A motor-car with a
leaiher hood over the rear seats. Usually latidau"

letie. Also attrib.

1903 Car 5 Nov. 367 Electric Landaulette. 1905 Daily
Chron. 17 Nov. 8/4 Now the Mandaulette' is the popular
car of the moment. 1906 Ibid. 15 Sept. 6/2 The cabs would
be of the landaulette type.

landfall. 1. Add : Also, arrival at land after

an air-voyage over the water.
In quot. 1909 ~ landing,

1908 H. G. WELLS War in Air vi. § 4 New York had arisen
out of the blue indistinctness of the landfall. 1909— Tono-
Bungay iv, i. § 5. 449, I remember our prolongecf dragging
landfall, xpaa EncycL Brit. XXX. 42/2 It was imperative
that they should make a landfall before the petrol supply ran
out. 1928 C. F. S. Gk^\b\m Story North .Sea Air Station
ix. 121 The airship L. 3.. made her ' landfall ' ofl" Ingham.

^and-grabber. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1Z60 Richviond Eftqm'rer 7 Aug. 1/7 (Th.) Is not John

Bell an outrageous land-grabber?

^and-hunter. U.S. [Land sb, lo b.] One
who searches for land to settle on or purchase.
x8i6 U. Brown yrnl. in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 367

This John Hall was a Land Speculator and a Land Hunter
and Informed him of the Vacancy. X834 Visit to Texas
xxiii. 214 These persons, commonly called land-hunters,
were almost all from the United States, and generally from
the South Western States. 1845 Mrs. Kirkland Western
Clearings 2 To mislead an unpractised land-bunter was a
matter of no great difficulty. X894 [see Land sb. 10 bj.

Ijanding, vbi. sb. Add : 1, d. Coming to or

alighting upon the ground after being in the air.

191a Aeroplane 19 Dec. 621/2 Mr. BendalL.put in large
number of straights, .making very good flights and landings.
X9i8 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks (ed. 6) 49 You can..
imagine what a difference that would make where forced
landings are concerned ! 1923 H. G. Wei.ls Men like Gods
I. iii. § 4. 37 The aeroplanes made an easy landing.

5. (Later U.S. examples.)
i8m S. Comings Western Pilot 49 There is a pretty good

landing at the upper end of the town. 1867 J. N. Edwards
Shelby etc. xx. 366 The next day the brigade moved to the
river near Gaines Landing. 1895 M. A. Jackson Memoirs

LAND-SHIP.
xii. 2ti Just before reaching the landing I stopped to look
back.

8. landing-compass y -deck, -field, -ground^ -tower,
-ivkeei {mo%i\y terms of aerial navigation).
1889 Practical Rules Deviation of Compass 5 A careful

observer must go on shore with the *landing compass. 1922
EncycL Brit. XXX. 50/1 As no launching- or *landing-
deck was available, the seaplane had to be operated from
the sea. 1928 Observer 17 June 13/4 There are already
more than 4,000 air-ports and *landing-fields in the United
States. 1912 Aeroplane 12 Dec. 584/1 The great deterrent
at present is the lack of proper *Iariding grounds. X920 Act
10 (^ 11 Geo. K c. 80 § 7 Such order may provide for taking
possession of- .any aerodrome or landing ground. 1912
Kipling As Easy as A. B. C. 11. 7 They began turning out
traffic lights and locking up *landing-towers. tgii HazelFs
Ann. 478/1 Able by placing his hand on the *landing-wheels
to stop the progress of the machine along the ground.

Landing-place. Add : 1. c. A place where
airships, aeroplanes, etc., can or do land.
1902 Daily Chron. 5 Mar. 3/2 As he [M. Dumont] says,

there is a lack of landing places in the sea. 191 1 HazeWs
Ann. 486/1 The aviator turned in search of a suitable land,
ing-place. 1930 Aberdeen Press 9f Jrnl. 15 Mar. 8/4 The
land, .provides a splendid landing place, free from any hills
and high trees.

Ifand-leagner. Add : Also U.S.
1S78 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxvi'ii. 432 In August

1873, 1 'ool^ a flying tour througii the new counties in
Southern Kansas. It was the year of Grangers, land
leaguers and war on the railroads.

Land-line. Add: 2. (Earlier example.)
1878 Chambers's Jrnl. Sept. 595/2 The effects of lightning

..are chiefly felt on land-lines.

b. A travel-route by land,
X900 Jrnl. Soc. Arts XLVIIL 277/1 Any combined sea

and land line to India.

Landlord, sb. Add: 4. Comb., z.% landlord-
made, -ridden.

184s Z>. JerroUVs Shilling Mag. I. 515 Judge-made law
may be bad, but landlord-made law is worse. 1882 A. R.
Wallace Land Nationalisation (1902) 148 The chronic
starvation of Ireland, and the landlord-made deserts of the
Highlands. Ibid. 126 The evils of landlord-made law. 1908
Daily Chron. 26 June 5/7 With an air of detachment, as
though he were not addressing a landlord-ridden assembly.

Land-lubbing, a. [Irreg. f. Land-lubbek.]
Land-lubberly.

^ x88s Punch 29 Aug. 100/2 The Judge, a land-lubbing chap
in a wi<;, said [etc]. 1927 Daily Express 4 Oct. 3/3 We
lancllubbing civilians know less about the Navy than our
maiden aunts might be expected to know about alimony.

Landmark, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To be a
landmark or as a landmark to, to provide with
a landmark.
1921 J. F. PoRTK Sir E. Elgar 8 It is not necessary here to

landmark further successes. 1928 Sunday Disbatch 9 Dec.
2/2 Her mother, perhaps the only disinterested figure of all
the many who landmarked those ten years, had died.

Landolphia (Isendf^lfia). [mod.L., named by
P. de Beauvais (1804) ^^^^^ Capt. La3tdolphe,com-
mander of the expedition to Oware, which Beauvais
accompanied as botanist.] The name of several

species of tropical climbing plants, used as sources
of rubber.

[1886 G. Nicholson's Diet. Card. II. 232 Landolphia,..

\

genus comprising about sixteen species of stove scandent
shrubs.] 19x0 Westm. Gaz. 20 Apr. 4/1 Landolphias, woody
climbers, ..yield the African rubbers.

Landscape. 6. landscape-garden, also as vb.
1891 W. MoHRis Newsfr. Nowhere iii. {1907) 17 The other

day we heard that the philistines were going to landscape-
garden it [the place].

Landscaped, ///. a. [f. Landscape v.'\

Treated as a landscape ; laid ont by landscape-
gardening.
x^T Brit. Weekly 15 Dec. 283/2 Even factories.. frequently

have lovely landscaped grounds.

Land-shark. [Land sb. i and 4.]
1. (See Land sb. 13.)

2. U.S. A land-grabber.
1840 Knickerbocker Mag, XVI. 211 Well ! you're a land-

shark, then—swallowin* up poor men's farms. X848 W.
Armstrong Stocks 37 A huntfred thousand dollars, .which
be very naturally refused to deprive her of for the sake
of satisfying certain land sharks. 1873 Eggleston Myst.
Metrop. xi. 94 Making severe remarks on the subject of land
speculators, and particularly of land-sharks. 1894 * O.
Henry' Roiling Stones (igi s) ^^^ A class of land speculators
commonly called land sharks, unscrupulous and greedy.

3. U.S. A lean breed of hog.
iB^g Rep. l/.S. Covnn. Patents (1850) 107 In the county

of Yates, I am not aware that there is the first full-hlood
breeding animal of any description, unless it be the full blood
land-shark hog. 185a Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 332
Variously known as narragansetts, alligators, land sharksand
flea breeders.

Land-sMp. [Landj-^. it.] a. A wagon or

other vehicle serving the same purpose on land as

a ship on the sea. b. A ship erected and kept on
land for training purposes.
X837 Penny lUag. 22 July -jjCli The ox-carts of the Pam.

pas.. are quaintly termed by the natives, barcos de tierra.

i. e., ' land-ships . X869 CasselVs Mag. Jan. 156/2 In some
of the best schools of France and Belgium, it has long been
a custom to erect a dry land-ship in the playground. 1907
L. OsBouRNE Adventurer xiv. 172 Is a land-ship feasible

—

and if it is, will you build it ? 1916 Daily News 19 Sept. i/z

'I'he new land-ships or tanks did invaluable work. X9a7
Glasgo7v Herald 23 June 7 By ship, aeroplane, balloon, .-r

landship.



LAND-SIDE.

Laud-side. 2, (Earlier examples.;
1740 Coll. S. Card. Hist. SfiC. IV. 128 That party being

left to alarm the Spaniards on the Land side. 1789 J. Morse
Anur, Geogr. 381 On the land side, are two spacious gardens.

3. (Add quotation.)

1849 Rfp. U.S. Comm. Patents C1S50) 148 \Vhat I claim a^
my invention is the construction of the removable land sides
with wings . . the land sides and shares''so constructed being
connected by one or more screw bolts.

Landswomau. [Suggested by Landsman.]
A woman accustomed to live mainly or entirely on
land, or one skilled in land-work.
1837 Penny Mag. 14 Oct. 398/1 The scene is presented

exactly as it appeared to the eye and imagination of a
landswoman. 1891 [See after LasdsmanJ. 1923 Weekly
Dispatch I Apr. 7 Miss Ford might be described as 'the
complete ]ands\vom.-\n '. She can milk, do anything with
horses, and do field tasks.

Land-taxer. [f. Land-tax.] One who be-

lieves in, or advocates, the taxinj^' of land-values.
1905 IVesim. Gaz. 13 Apr. 4/r The land taxers have an

idea that valuable sites are being held back by grasping
ground landlords. 1909 Daily Chrou. 30 Apr, 1/6 Asland-
laxers, we arc thoroughly satisfied that we have got a com-
plete system of land valuation. 1938 Dailv Express 6 }uxi^
a/4 Colonel Wedgwood, the famous Socialist land-taxer.

Land-value. [Landj^. io.] The economic
valne of land in all respects, especially as a basis

for rating^ or taxation. Freq. in //.
1880 H, Gv.Q^cz Progr. ^ Pazf. viii. ii. 365 To abolish all

taxation save tliat upon land values. i8j>6 }, Edwards
Labour Ann. 51 Sir Geo. Grey Introduced m New Zealand
in 1878, a tax on land values of hd in the pound. 1900 W.
Smart Taxation Land Values 38 Of late years we have
heard much of a proposal called the taxation of land values.
attrib. X900 W. Smart Taxation Land Fa/ues 60 The

land value assessment. 1900 Hansard Pari, Deb. 6 Feb,
LXXVIII. 730 Land Values Taxation (Scotland) Bill. tooS
Westm, Gaz. 20 Feb. 2/2 The rates charged on the land-value
basis. Z909 Daily Chron. 30 Apr, 6/4 A large accumulation
of land-value increment.

Lane, -f^* Add: 2. O. In sprinting races: The
course marked out for each runner by cords or
chalk lines.

1909 Century Did. Suppl. 1911 Encycl, Brit. XXIII.
853/2 The course for sprinting races., is marked off in lanes
for the individual runners by means of cords stretched upon
short iron rods.

6. lanesit/e (modern rxamples).
1909 Daily Chron. 4 Aug. 7/3 The great crane's-bill... is a

true lane-side flower. 1923 Daily Mail 2 Apr. 6 Tosee the
lanesides in this delicate livery of verdure and bloom.

Langobar'dian, a, [f. late L. Lan^obardl,']

Of or pertaining to ihe Langobards.
192^ Contevtp. Rev. Aug. aia The people are of Lango-

bardian, French, or even Gothic origin.

Langaedocian (lae^qgadJo-Jian), a, [f. Lan-
^uedoCy the name of an old province in southern
France.] Belonging to Languedoc.

ijK>8 Daily Chron, 25 May 6/4 He has.. found time to
write poems in the Languedocian language. 1927 A. L.
Maycock Inquisition 178 'ITie records of the Languedocian
tribunals.

Langnislier. (Modem exami>le.)
1896 GoJey's Afag. Feb. 193 ^2 A few silly languishers fiattet

and simper, * How nice I how lovely 1*

Lanikin, a. rare~'^. [Cf. Cheshire dial, lankin
and ianniky^ I>anky.
1861 BoHFOW Wales II. xxvL 295 He was a tall lanikin

figure with a pair of. .staring eyes.

La*nkily, adv, [f. Laxkt «.] Li a lanky
fashion.
X903 Conrad & Hueffeh Romance i. 37 The second mate

was lankily stalking the deck. 1926 ^v.kh^tt Lord Raingo
I. xlvili. 215 * Vcs, Raingo', said the tall, gaunt old man,
striding lankily into the presence [of the minister].

Lansquenet. Add to forms: (sense 2) lamb-
skinnet.
1917 Kicu \jt\-^Ciyi R !chardMahony^'Kven the 'shepherds*

beguiled the time with euchre and Mambskinnet*.

Lantern, sb. 9. Adil : lantem-bug, a light-

bearing insect, Latemaria lucifera.

1927 Haldane & HuxLKV Animal Biol. xi. 228 Many
lantern-bugs have this anterior prolongation of the head.

Lap, sb^- Add : 4. O. A form of loin-cloth

worn by Indians in Guiana.
1769 E. Bancroft Nai. Hist. Guiana 273 This is called

a lap, and is the ordinary covering of the Negroes also. X876
C. Barrington Hkown Canoe ff Camp Life Brtt. Guiana.

34 'I"here were two Indians, whom we had hired, dressed in

nature's garb, barring the * lap '. 1899 Rodwav In Guiana
Wilds 254 It would be di0erent with a party of Indians in

nothing but their laps.

7. lap-board (earlier example); lap-iron, a piece

of iron used as a lapstone.

1866 Mrs. Whitney L. Goldthwaite vi, On the *Iap-board
across her knees lies her wori;. 190a Westm, Gaz, 8 Oct.

6, 2 The lapstone and the *]apiron have gone out of exist-

ence.

Lap, sbJ^ 6. (sense 2) Iap-boarded\ lap-seam
;

(sense 4) lap-drum, -roller (example), -tenter

\

(sense 5 h) lap time. Also lap-system (see qnot.)

;

lap-winding, a system of electrical winding in

which each turn is partially overlapped by the next.

1^7 Chambers's yrnl, Sept. 597/a *Lap-l>oarded houses
which overhang the sea. 190a Thornlrv Cotton Combings
Machines 17 The six webs are, .drawn by frequent pairs of
press rollers to the tap-head,consisting of two pairs ofheavily
weighted press rollers.. and of the *lap drums. 18^9 ^<r/.

U.S. Ccmm. Patents (1850) 160, 1 also claim the combination

of burring apparatus, .with the calender and *lap rollers.

190S Westm. Gaz. 21 Mar. 5/1 He says the explosion was
caused by acrack in the*lap-seam[ofthe boiler], x6g^ Labour
Commission Gloss. 51/2 *Lap System^ also called ' trip
system ', is a system (in the carter's industry) of piece-work,
e. g., a driver taking loads ofcoal a given distance for a stated
sum, works under the lapsystem. iSQi /nstr. CensusClerks
(1S85) 68 *Lap Tenter. 1901 Census Explanatory Notes,
Cotton Lap Tenter. 1909 IVestrn. Gaz. 7 Dec. 5/1 The net
*lap times of the Auvergne races of 1905. xgoa Encycl. Brit,
XXVII._582/i By the first, or *lap ivinding..^ the end of
the loop is taken to a commutator sector, and thence starts off
again to a third inductor.

Lap, z'.l Add: 2. b, U.S, Of a bear : To
gather and eat fruits or nuts. Hence lappiizg-season,
1868 Amer. Naturalist May II. 122 They climb in order

to ' lap ', as the hunter says, Ibid.^ When mast is not plenty,
they lap black-gum berries. x88i Scrlbiter's Mag. Oct.
858/2 This is called the lapping season, as he ensconces
himself in a tree lap and breaks the limbs to pieces, in
gathering nuts and fruits.

Lap, v:^ Add

:

0. e. trans. Of persons enj;^ged in a race, or their
vehicles : To travel over (a distance) as a lap ; also
simply, to traverse,

19*3 Daily Mail 24 May 10 The course, 37! miles in
length, has to be lapped six times. Ibid. 4 June 13 The
Leyland expert put up the highest speed of the day when
he lapped the 2 J miles at anaverage of 117 miles an hour.
19*7 Daily Express 2 June 12/4 Major Segrave hopes.. to
lap (be course at a fair speed.

Lapageria (laepadgriia). [mod.L. named after

the French Empress Josephine Lapagerie 1763-
1814.] The name of a species and genus of tall,

hardy, climbing shrubs of the Order Lzliacex,
1886 Nicholson's Diet. Ga7-d. II. 234/2 Lapagerias rank

amongst the most beautiful greenhouse climbing plants in
existence. 192^ Times i Nov. 19/6 A tiny, pillared stone
temple of exquisite proportions bowered in clematis, lapa-
geria, and a climbing yellow rose.

La'p-dog, V. [f, the sb.] trans. To treat as a
lap-dog; to pet.

1926 * Lucas Malet * Dogs of Want v. § 4. 131 Why, you
know, Suze, you can't deny you've been lap.dogging young
Simpson a good deal, now can you?

Lapidarist. Delete \Obs, raretivA add mod.
examples.
x886 5a. Amer. 7 Aug. 84/2 The stone called sapphire

by Pliny is now known to lapidarists as lapis lazuli. 1926
C. I- yiK9.vi Principal Caird'w. 135 He was a slow-work-
ing lapidarist, polishing every literary pebble.

Lapidicolous (Irepidi-k^as), a, [f. L. lapid-^

lapis stone + -col-us inhabiting + -ous.J Of beetles

and other insects : Living under or among stones,

1899 D, Sharp Insects 11. 205 1'hese blind lapidicolous
Carabidaeareof extremelyminutesize, and of most sluggish
habits.

Lapith (iK-piJ)). Grk, Mythol, [f, L. Lapithae-^

ad. Gr. Aair/^ax.] One of the Lapithre, a people
of Thessaly, celebrated for their wars with the
Centaurs.
1874 C. J. Newton Grxco-Rom. Sculpt. Brit. Mus. 57 One

of the Centaurs.. attacked by Lapiths while carrying off
Greek women. X883A. S. Murrav Grk. SculptureW. 55 The
Lapiths are youthful, beardless, slim, but firmly knit. z886
Exhib. Galleries Brit. Mus, 77 Sepulchral urn. On the
front a Centaur carrying off a female Lapith.

Lapped, ///. a. Add : d. Made to overlap,
1844 in C. Cist Cincinnati Misc. 51 A new jail of hewed

logs and lapt-sbingle roof. . was erected within less than two
years.

Lapper^. 2. (Example.)
1849 Kep, U.S, Comm. Patents (1850) 195 The ,. surfaces

of cotton batting that has been merely, .spread in a lapper.

Lappet, so. Add :

1. c. A device used in lappet-weaving,
1894 T, W. Fox Mech. Wetting xii. 313 Swivel-weaving

stands in the same relation to picking that lappets stand to
shedding.

6. lappet-shedding (see qnot.).

1894 T. W. Fox Mech. Weaving ix. 250 Lappet shedding
is a peculiar system of shedding designed to move whip or
warp threads out of their longitudinal positions by bending
them until they assume a transverse direction [etc].

Lap*roibe. U.S, [Lapj^.I 5.] A rug or cloth

to cover the lap of a person seated in a vehicle.

1875 Mrs. Stowe We^ Neighbors xxxix. 373 Oh, and he
took her to ride in such a stylish carriage, white h'nx lap-

robc,andaU ! 1897 R. M. Stvkkt Simpkinsmlle g^ They step
forward to the btigpes of such ladies as drive up for quinine
and capsules without so much as displacing their linen lap
robes. 1901 Scribner''s Mag. Apr, 418/3 He asked if the
other man wouldn't like a silver-mounted harness and a lap-

robe thrown in. 19x4 Gkrtr. Atmerton Perch of Dexit

I. 121 He smiled.. into her, .eyes and tucked the Tap-robe
about her.

Lapse* sb. Add : 8. Comb, lapse-rate (see

quot.).

1928 Brunt Mctcorol. vi. 46 The rate cf decrease of tem-
perature with height is called the lapsc'rate, and the average
conditions in the troposphere are fpecitied by a lapse-rate of
3** F. per 1,000 feet.

Lap-streak. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1771 Boston Gaz. 11 Mar. Advt. (Th.) Whale-boats and

all sorts of Lapstreak Boats,

Lap-weld, sb, (See Lap sb,^ 6,)

Lap-weld, z'. [Lapj^,3 6.] trans. To weld
M'ith overlapping edges. Hence Iiap-welded ppl. a.

1848 Mechanics' Mag, XLVI 1 1. 087 Advt., Lap.welded iron

tubes. i86s Catal. Internat. Exhib. \\. xxxi. i The shelves
inside are made of wrougbi-iron, lap-welded by a new pro-

LARIAT.
cess. 1913 V. B. Lewes Oil Fuel 6-j Where the well is not
more than a foot in diameter. . lap-welded iron or steel tubing
is used.

Lap-wheel. [Lap sb.^l (See qnot.)
1874 H. H. Cole Catal. Ind. Art S. Kens. Mus. 159 The

lap-wheels consist of two circular discs or cakes of lac, with
ground korund, coarse or fine, according to the work.

^ Larboarder, sh, [f. Larboard sb.'^ One who
is on the larboard side of a boat.
1846 Melville Typee (1920) vi. 43 The poor larboardera

shipped their oars and commenced pulling us ashore.

Larch. 3. Add : larch-blister, a disease,

caused by a fungns, which attacks larch trees

{Dasyscypha calycina),

189s ScHi.icH Man. Forestry IV. 40a The larch-blister or
canker, .is most prevalent in damp places with moist air and
in frosty and cloudy localities.

Lard, sb, 2. Add to def, : also, in modern
use, any edible swine-fat, and (in commercial use)
a fatty preparation containing or resembling lard.

3. Add ; lard-greasej -keg, -pail, -tub ; lard com-
pound, a substitute for lard based on cottonseed
oil ; lard oil (earlier example) ; lard-stearin, a
preparation of lard,

1904 L. L. Lamborn Cottonseed Products 172 The in^edi-
ents of *lard-compound are summer white cottonseed-od and
oleo-stearin. 1847 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1848) 529
*Lard grease is computed to form eighty per cent of all the
fat used in mr.king soap. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 345 The
pork merchants paid me cash for my due bills, payable in
barrels and *lard kegs. 1843 in C Cist Cificinnaii Misc,
181, 1 know one *lard oil manufacturer alone, whose capacity
of producing lard oil. .would require for bis year's business
2,000,000 lbs. lard. 1851 C Cist Cincinnati tZ^ We follow
nowto the manufacture of lard oil, which is accomplished
by divesting the lard of one of its constituent parts—stearine,
1891 Fur, Fin f( Feather Mar. 195 Two empty *lard pails
with their covers., will complete the culinary outfit, 1904
L. L, Lamboi!N Cottonseed Products 173 *Lard-stearin is

made in the same general manner as oleo-stearin. 1857
Quinland \. \. L 19 His solicitude in regard to the fiour-
barrel, *lard-tub, and tea-canister.

La'rder, v, [f. Laruehj(5.] trans. To store up
as in a larder.

1905 '^KOOKKaGardener^s Yr. July 251 The first wa<;p which
..paralysed caterpillars and lardered them in key-holes.

Lardine. (Karller example.)
iW^Rep. Vermont Board Agric. VIH. loOliomargarine,

butterine, lardine, or any other villainous counterfeit.

Largei^. 8. b, (Add further examples.)
The compar. larger and superb largest are also used in

specific names, as larger red-cresicd woodpecker, largest
red oak,

1813 MuHLENBKRc Catal. Plant. 92 *Large aspen {Popu-
lus trepida or grandidentatn). 183a D. J. Browne Sylva
Amer,^Q$$ As it surpasses the aspen in height, we have
given it the name of Large Aspen. 1837 Southern Lit.
Messenger III, 660 There are for sale hats, boots and shoes,
India rubber articles, .''lartie bread, . .everything on earth.
1876 H. E. ScuDDKR Dwellers i. 7 There was a large-bread
bakery at Skolas. 183a D.J. huowKK Sylz'a Amer. 226 The
Yellow Pavia, or •Large buckeye is first observed on the
Alleghany Mountains in Virginia. 1785 H. Marshall /^///^r.

Grove 105 American Plane Tree or *Large Button Wood.
1836 D. B. Edward Hist. Texas iv. 66 [He took the names
of the shrubs] which he could designate, as the..*Largo
Elder, the Dwarf Elder. 1845 Mrs. Kirkland Western
Clearings 154 * You'd ought to begin with *large-hand,
Joshuay,* said Master Horner to this youth [instructing him
in penmanshipl. 1787 W. Sargekt in Mem. Amer. Acad,
IX. 159 *Large Laurel. 1819 E. Dana Geogr, Sketches 245
The most valuable forest trees growing.. in the adjacent
region, viz:.. large laurel, tupilpo. 1810 Michaux Arbres
I. 29 "Larpe tupeIo,..nom le plus g^n^ral dans les Etatsdu
sud. 183a D.J. ^vsynfiv. Sylva Amer. 222 It is designated [in

Georgia and. . East Florida] by the name of Large Tupelo.

15. large-berried, -flowered, -framed, -fruited^

'grained, 'leaved; large-mouth (earlier example).
1785 Washington Diaries II. 346 Planted. .all the *large

berried thorns, with a small berried one in the middle
of each clump. 1813 Muhlenbf.rg Catal. Plants 53
*Large-flowered Custard Apple. 1846 D. J. Browne Trees
Amer, 2 Of all the trees.. the Large-flowered Magnolia is

most remarkable for the. .beauty of its flowers. 1868 Rep.
U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 438 *Large-framed, wide
and straight-backed, and deep-bodied, short-horn cows.
1813 Muhlenberg Catal. Plants 48 *Large fruited Haw-
thorn. Ibid, 88 Large-fruited Shellbark hickory. 1765
Washington Diaries 1. 216 Three Pecks of Wheat, .very
*large graind. ^ 1785 H. Marshall Amer. Groz-e 93 '^Large-
leaved Virginian Mulberry Tree {Morus rubra). tSio
Michaux Arbres I. 34 Large leaved magnolia. 1833 D. J.
Browne .Sy/z/^ Amer. 212 On account of the resemblance of
its leaves to those of the umbrella tree., we have given it the
specific name of Large-Leaved Umbrella Tree. 18B8 Goods
Amer. lushes 55 In the *Large-mouth [Bass] the upper jaw
extends far behind the eye.

B. adv. 3. (Modern examples.)
1834 Skba Smith Sel. Lett. Major Jack Dozvniitg 149

Other folks may talk larger and bluster more. 1872 in

Tourgee /«r'/J. Empire \, (1880)411 He had just talked large
about ihe Ku-Klux,

C. sb. Add : 5. f. Gentleman at large : see

Gentleman 2 c. k. Veniict at large i see Ver-
dict sb, 1 c.

Zia'rgessed,<z. [f. Lakgess.] Given as largess.

1910 B'ham Inst. Mag. Jan. 256 We wdl not gaze On death,

but with the largessed moments praise.

Jl^ariat. Also larietta, laryette.

1839 C. A. Murray Trav, N Amer. I. 339 Both my
laryetles (which were very strong and valuable of their

kind) were stolen from my two horses. 1841 Southern Lit.

MessengerVll. 54/1 Why, that young hatter.. 'tolhcr even-

ing let a Most noble stallion feel the larietta.
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Larurin O^Tiksin). Ckem. [f.LABix + -lNl,]

A special substance found in the bark of the larch.

Also larixi^uic ocitL

x86« PkiL Trans. CLII. 53 Ui^ie) On Larixinic Acid, a
crystallizable volatile principle found in the Bark of the

Larch Tree. Ibid. 57 Perhaps the name Larixine would be

more appropriate. x88o Gabrod & Baxter Mat. Mtd,

366 [Larch bark] contains larixin or larixinic acid,.. a.

Ttdaule substance forming crystals whicb resemble those of

kenaoicacid.

Jaat, sdA 3. Add : lark-crested.

X8490. J. Browne Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 57 Lark-

crested fo^ls are of various colors; pure snow-whit^ brown

with yellow hackles, and black.

ZArk, v:^ Etym. note, last line, read: 'which

is found a few years earlier (1809)'.

Larkiness (laukines). [f. Larky + -NESS.]

The quality of being larky; sportiveness.

1905 Chesterton Heretics 99 It is hard to see at .first

Mght why so human a thing as leisure and larkiness sliould

always have a religious origin. 1924 Hichens After Verdict

II. XX. 303 The ball-boys stood ready, looking alert and full

of suppressed larkiness.

larkspur. Add : b. The blue colour charac-

teristic ofthe larkspur.

19*7 Sunday Express 27 Feb., Newest Season's colours

including . . Grey, Cocoa, Larkspur, Fawn. 19*7 Daily

Exprtss 12 Mar. 3/5 Larkspur, a pastel bluesUghtly inclin-

ing to the mauve.

£arky, «. (Earlier examples.)

1841 Punch 25 Dec 278/2 The old girl has her two nieces

home for the holidays—devilish handsome, larky girls. 1847

Ibid. 6 Nov. 178/1 A larky young peer would think it a
great joke to be quizzed in Punch.

Add : b. trans/.

i9aS Blackw. Mag. July 80/2 {Rugby School) The ' swells

'

were allowed to wear * larky ' waistcoats, x.tf., waistcoats of

variousbues often with flowery designs embroidered on them,

^arrigau (IceTigan), [Of unknown origin.]

A boot made of undressed leather.

190a Cle^'cland Plain Dealer 21 Dec. (Cent. Suppl.). 192a

Short Stories Feb. 128/2 Over six feet in his larngaiis.

Hence ]torriganed c, protected by larrigans.

19x2 Sltort Stffries Feb. 129/1 [The dogs] clipped fangs at

Cherriman's larriganed legs.

Larrikin. Add : Also transf.

1901 Daily Tel.% Mar. 8/7 The larrikins of the Legisla-

ture . . could not be vbited retrospectively with an adequate
punishment.

Larva* 2. C. Add : larva-case^ -stage.

1855 T. Phillips ^/d:«.G<?o/. 459 Thin tufaceous limestones,

sometimes full of the larva-cases of phryganidae. 1893
TucKEY Hatschek's Amphioxus 159 Those stages which
form the transition from the development of the embryo..
to the larvae stages which are self-nourishing.

Jjarvnle (lauviwl). ZooL [f, Labv-a + -ule.]

(See quot.)
X895 D. Sharp Insects i. 431 Owing to the organization

being inferior, the creature in its earlier stages is called a
larvule,

Laryngo-. Add

:

Iiaryngometry (-^'metri) [-metrt], a measuring

of the larynx, iarynjfoplioiie (-£?f<Jun) [-phone],

a type of telephone having a receiver which is ap-

plied to the larynx, and not to the ear.

T.Zy9 Nature \Z ^sLyj^/z Method for rapidly measuring
the dimensions of small objects...Application to pupillo-

metry and to laryngometry. 1927 Obiertier 6 Nov. 19/3 We
have a special instrument, the laryngophone, by means of
which we can speak to each other in flight.

Lash, sby 6. Add : lash-rope U.S.y a rope

used for lashing a pack or load on a horse or

vehicle.
x8«a J. Fowler Jrnl, 159 We then took the lash Roaps

and tyed up the Horses. 1843 Amer. Pioneer 11. 162 Each
horse was provided with.. a lash rope to secuie the load.

S929 Collier's 5 Jan. 53/3 'Wait until I get mylash rope*

(Le., the rope with which he bound his load on his sledge).

Lash, vX 6. absoL (Add modern examples.)

1877 Anna Sewell 5/acA Beauty xx. (1880)93 The man,
fiercely pulling at the head of the forehorse, swore atid

lashed most brutally. 1891 Doyle Adv. S. Holmes viii.

(1893) 205 Tbe sudden glare . . made it impossible for me to tell

what it was at which my friend lashed so savagely.

Lashkar. b. Add : Also in recent use.

1908 Daily Ckron. 27 Apr. 1/7 General Willcock's
columns yesterday searched out the enemy's lashkars two
miles to the west of Shabkadr. 1924 Glasgow Herald jj^

May 9 The tribal revolt is subsiding and the rebel lashkars
are melting away.

'Iiasses, colloq. abbreviation ofMOLASSES. U.S,
1807-8 W. \rv\v,g Salmag. x. 229 This manufacture is

called by the Bostonians lasses candy. 1842 Philad. Spirit

of Tittles 3 Jan. (Th.) Every puppy that would be keeled
over with a lunaller of rum and lasses turns up his nose at
him. 1854 Maby J. Holmes Tetnpest <V Sunshine xxii.317
Get along Jack, pokin' your fingers into the Masses cup.

Lasso, sb. 3. Add : lasso throw^ -throwing,
X841 Catlin N. Amer. Indians 11. 152 A line, with a sort

of **laso throw *, came from an awkward hand on the deck.
<z x86x T. WixTHROP John Brettt \\. 13 Man to them was
power, and nothing else,—a *lasso-throwing machine.

Iiassoer, Zjassolng. (Earlier examples.) Also
Zia*s8oist.

1884 W. Shepherd Prairie Exper. 40 The *lassoer picks
out the unbranded calves, and drags them off to the fire.

i838*Texian ' il/^.rK<7Z'. Texas i,%'t\i^ men were collecting

the mules, and when these were driven together, the *lasso-

ing began. 1906 Daily Chron. 16 May 5/7 There have
been *tassotsts before, but never, perhaps, sudi a master of
the art as Will Kogers.

Last, sb'X 3. Add : lastfactory^ manufartory,

1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 158 A *last factory, producing

14,000 lasts. .per annum. 1847 H. Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio
3S9, 2 machioeshops, ilast manufactory. Ibid. 503A thriving

business town, containing. .1 last factory.

Last. A. adj\

L b. Add : Also preceded by an ordinal number
to denote how many places from the end of a series

a person, object, etc., occurs.
x88oSkene Celtic Scott. III. xaa Dathi the second last of

the pagan monarchsof Ireland.

.d. Delete fObs.^ and add: Also, the final

portion of a period of time.

1834 Carruthers Keniuckian in N. F. I. 190 Our parson
whines it out like an old woman in the last of pea-time. 1&53
Century Mag. Oct. 92^/2 The snipe usually makes its

appearance in New Jersey and New York about the last of

March or the first of April. 1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 59
Many late spawners are occupied with family cares until the

last of July.

f. Last across: A game, played by children,

which consists in trying who shall be the last to

cross the road or street in front of an approaching

vehicle. AHoJig.
X904 F. Young Compi. Motorist ix. (ed. 2) 230 If it seems

good to ihem (children] to play at *last across', you had
better go very gingerly in their neighbourhood. X914 * Ian
Hay"* Ktit. onlP^heerls xi. 108 A frisky calf, encountered by
the way, almost wrecked its own prospects of ever becoming
veal by an untimely indulgence in the game of * Come to

Mother, or Lnst Across the Road *. t^^ Sunday Dispatch

15 July 11/3 Socialist back-benchers are playing a dangerous
game of 'last across' .with Mr. Speaker—just seeing how
far they can go at question time without being * named '.

7. last cry [tr. F. le dernier cri]j something in

the newest fashion. Cf. *Debkieb.
1916 W, I. Locke IVonder/ul Vr, x. 133 A morning coat

(last cry of Bond Street).

8. ^. Also last sacramcnt(s).

9. C. Delete t ^*^' and add example.
1918 Galswokthv Five Tales, Ittdiau Su»i7fierl,The\ast

of daylight from without mingled with faint intrusion from
the lamp within.

h. (Example.)
19x0 'Mark Rittherford' More Pages fr. Jrnl. 22,

I shall be thankful to see the last of you !

10. b. Delete Now rare a.nd add mod. examples.
1926 MancA. Guard. IVeekly Feb. 104/1 The Government

followed MP the references to agriculture in it [the King's
speech] by launching at long last its land policy. X927

Sunday Titites is^Mar. 13/3 iJut at long last the confidence

of those in France was justi&ed.

Last,?*.^ 3. Add: Also with (?;/^.

i88iMRS.J.H.RiDDELL5r«wr/**iW«(rrIII.56Whatwould
hinder him 'lasting out to ninety [years] or a hundred even?

Last-ditcher. [See Ditch sbX- 5.] One who
resists to the last extremity.

X909 Westm, Gaz. 30 Jan. 2/1 The only part he is likely

to take in tbe Social Revolution is to be what may be called

a last-ditcher in.irhe attempt to resistit. x^^-j Daily Express
19 Nov. 3/1 A constituency which is to be congratulated on
a true last ditcher.

Lasting, vbl. j^.3 (Add example.)
x886 Rncycl. Brit. XXI. 830/2 Lasting is a crucial opera-

tion, fofi unless the tipper b drawn smoothly and equally

over the last,leaving neither crease nor wrinkle, the form of

the boot will be bad.

Lastly, adv. Add : 1. b. As sb, (See quot.)

1905 Ch.Q. Rev. Jan. 387 The reader feels some of that

impatience which besets the hearer of a sermon with half a
dozen lastlics.

Lastness. (Add examples.)
a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled iv. tlte Spirit (1867) 92 Lastness

or worstness in estate or condition. 1937 E. Bramah Max
Crtr?'«(^f il/y^/. 72 Your account, .is entirely based on the

fact that you were the last,.. There stands the man we want,

..only you and your lastness get between.

Lat.'"^ [f. the first syllable of Latvija Latvia.]

A unit of gold currency established by the state of

Latvia in August 1922, with a par value of about

25 to the pound sterling.

1923 Glasgow Herald 23 June xo The last Budget year

was closed with a surplus of over 18,000,000 lats gold. 1928
Daily Express^ Auz- 2/5 The Latvian Ministry of Finance

has decided to place an order forfive-lat silver pieces to the

value of 5,000,000 lats with the Royal Mint, London.

Lata. Add : Also attrib, and as adj. : Affected

with lata.

1913 Q. Rev. Tan. 135 It was also known to his shipmates

that he was *latah*. Ibid.^ If the stimulus in the Latah
patient was a current of electricity.. no one would think

mind had anything to do with it.

Latania (lati^'nia). Also -nier. [mod.L. f.

latanier the native (Mauritian) name for the plant.]

A small genus of stove palms found in the islands

ofthe Indian Ocean.
18x9 E. Dana Gcogr. Sketches 238 On the. .outer margin

of the cane, the palmetto, or latania, fill the slope between
the cane and the inundated lands. x868 Putttam^s Mag. I.

594/1 Here and there..is a *latanier-hut' with adobe walls

and a roof thatched with.. palmetto. zSBGC^. Niclwlson's
Diet. Card. II. 236.

Iiatoh, sb!'!' Var, of Letch sb."^

Latch-key. Add : Freq. allusive, with refer-

ence to the use of a latchkey by a younger member
of a household or a lodger.
x9oa Daily Chron. 22 Aug. 3/6 At the beginning of the

latchkey life everything looks delightful x^o<,Ibid. 17 Nov.
1/7 The names of 2,596 workmen in Devonport, known as
latch-key voters, .. were restored to the occupiers' list.

LATIN.

Latch-strin^. (Elarlier example.)
1857-8 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. III. 342 It is but another

proof of the well known characteristics of the people of .the
west, that they are always to be found with ' their latch
strings out '.

Late, a.^ 2. c. Add : Also of land, on which
crops are late in ripening.
190X Yearbk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 436 (Cent. Suppl.) Tbe

superfluous water which tended to make the land cold, sour,

and ' late * is removed, thus making the soil warmer and
earlier.

6. The late unpleasantness (U.S.), the Civil War
(see Unpleasantness).
Latent, a. Add : Latent partner ^ one whose
name does not appear as a member of a firm or

company.
X913 Act 3 -S- 4 Geo. Fc. 20 § 90 Any latent partner of a

company whose estates have been sequestrated,

n, Fsychol. (See quot.)

1901 y. M. Baldwin's Diet, Philos. ^ Psychol. 628/2 Latent
Period^ time elapsing between stimulus and beginning of
reaction, especially ofa muscle.

La'tentize, z'. [£. Latent a. + -ize.] trans* To
render latent
1904 G. S. Hall Adolescence I. 266 The relative reduction

ofthe individual involves a latentizing of energy.

-later ; see -latby,

Lateralize (laeneralaiz), V. [f. Lateral a, +
-ize.] trans. To move or displace to the aide; to

render lateral.

1903 Therapeutic Gaz. 15 Feb. 74 (Cent. Suppl.).

Hence Iia-teralizer.
X901 Proc. Zool, Soc. II. 665 In animals which chew the

cud the internal pterygoid acts as a powerful lateraliser of

the jaw.

Laterization (lasaeroiz^'-Jsn). [£ L. UUer
brick + -IZATION.] The hardening which takes

place in laterite when it is quarried and dried.

1903 Geikie Tcxi-bk. Geol. (ed, 4) I. 169 Laterite... The
Seculrarkind of alteration exemplified by this rock and by
lauxite has been termed ' Laterisaiion*.

Latest, a. Add : 4. The latest^ the most
recent thing, piece of news, etc.

1889 Kansas Times * Star 25 June, Tbe latest the dear

girls hereabouts are singing, . . is, Will he love you as today?

Latex. 2. Bot. Add to dcf : spec, that of rubber-

trees.

X909 Westm. Gaz. 26 Oct, 9/2 The quantity and quality of

the latex obtained from the trees were eminently favourable.

1911 KncycL Brit. XXUI. 798/1 To obtalin the rubber, the

latex is usually treated in the following manner.

Lath, sb. 2. b. (Later example.)
192a Bennett Lilian 11. iii. The entire office, thanks to

that lath, MilHcent, was disorganized.

4. a. lath-hammer (modern example), c. lath-

cutting.

1827 l\'''estern Monthly Rev. I. 80 A*lath-cuttingmachine
is also in operation which cuts them with great rapidity.

1846 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1847) 91 One patent has

been gianted for improvements in lath-cutting machines.

1901 J. Black Carp. ^ Build.^ Home Handicrafts 35 The
laths are nailed to each stud, or joist. . . For this purpose the

best tool to employ is the professional *lath-hammer.

Lathen (la'J)*n), v. [f. Lj^-TH sb. + -en S.] trans.

To furnish with laths.

x3i8 Fearon Sk. Amer. 74 The house is filled in with
brick, furrowed off, lathened and plaistered, so as to be as

tight and comfortable as a brick house.

Lathering, vbl. sb, (Earlier examples in the

sense of ' beating',)

183s J- P. Kruhedy Horse-Shoe Robinsjtn I. ii. 25 He shut

that up. .by giving Huger a most tremenjious lathering.

1843 Carlton /iew Put-chase xix. 169 Vain all pelting with
clods and stones I—all latherings with long bean poles.

Lathi, common var. of Lathee.

Lathing, vbl. sb.'^ 3. lathing hammer,
hatchet (earlier and later examples).
1638 Marylatui Archives IV. 30, i. hatchett and lathing

hammer. 1730 Maryland Hist. Mag. XIX. 185, 6 Lathing
Hammers. 1812 Kites' Weekly Keg. II. 376/2 Lathing

hatchets would be a good substitute for tomahawks, if they
cannot be had.

Latin. A. ctdj. Add : 4. b. Latin-American

(adj.), of or belonging to those countries in Central

and South America in which Spanish or Portuguese

is the dominant language (and which are often

referred to collectively as Latin America) ; also

(sb.), an inhabitant of one of these countries.

1903 fK«/7«. 6'rts.22juneii/i Mexico, .the richest district

in the richest of the Latin-American countries. 1^06 Ibid.

17 Apr. 9/1 Colombia.. is taking her place with those Latin-

American countries [etc.]. X911 Q. Ret: Oct. 456 Serious

competition for British merchants doing trade with the

Latin-American States, xgxa Chattihers's Jml. June 358/2

The amount of British capital invested in the countries of

Latin-Anierica is very great. Ibid. Nov. 720/2 An English-

man. .soon wishes himself well rid of the cunning, money-

grabbing Latin-American.

B. sb, 6. Latin school, a school in which Latin

is taught ; a grammar-school. U,S,

Cf. G. Lateinschule, Da. Latinskole, Du. Laiijnsche

school.

1680 Cotin, Probate Rec. I. 355. 1 give to the lattin scfaoole

in Hartford j^so. 1685 New Plymouth Laws 300 That

every County Town shai 1 have and maintain a Latine School.

1781 S. Peters Hist. Conn. {1829) 148 Elms.. surround the

centre square, wherein are.. the jail, and Latin schooL

1849 B. H. Hall College Words (1856) 124 [A young min
from the country] shall be examined and * conditioned m



LATINESQUE. LAY.
everything, and yet he shall come out far ahead of his city

iiatin-school class-mate.

Hence Laiin schoolhott.se ^ schoolmaster,

1687 Mass. Prov. Ads VII. 640 To meet on the Sabbath
daye to exercise our duties in the Lattin Schoolhouse- 1701
Boston Town. Rec. VI II. 8 The building a house for the
Lattin Schoolmaster. 1819 Boston Stlectmen's Min. 13 Oct.,

The Committee for the Latin schoolliouse.

JLatiuesone (l3etine'sk), a. [f. Latin a. and
sb. + -ESQUE.J Resembling Latin ; having a Latin

character.

1887 Stedman Victorian Poets (ed. 13) 448 Its atmosphere,
landscape, and notes of sympathy therewith are so un-
English that one must possess the author's latinesque training

to feel them adequately. 1903 IVfstm. Gaz, 8 Apr. 2/3 A
new language, or a Latinesque language.

l^atuiill^, "vbl. sb. (Modern example.)

1893 FuR!«vAi.L in Cafigraxie^s St. KatheHng (E.'E.T.S.)

p. xxiv fiaitr, I don't think Praia above can be a latining of
Akkvr, acre, field.

ILatinish, a. (Modem example.)
1920 H. G. Wells Outi, Hist, ^^of'z Ncustria, the nucleus

of France, speaking a Latinish speech.

Jjatisxism. Add: The influence or atithority of

the Latin Church. (See Latin a. 3.)

X9S0 Contemp. Rev, Oct. 495 The Spanish Court ladies

were fifaeltered. .under the vaulted roof of Latinism.

^atillity. Add ; 3. Latin character.

igtj Mrs. H. Fraser More ItaL Yesterdays x. igi But
true to their Latinity, they gave their victim no chance of
feeling it \s€. their mistrust].

Xatitudinous, a. Add: 2. =LATiTODTNAL(r.
Z906 Westm. Gaz. 5 July 4/2 The race is not straight up

to the hmit of the earth's atmosphere and back again^ but
latitudinous.

Itattee, variant of Lathee.
1864 Trevelyan Compet. Wallah (1866) 144 Placing a

lattee, which is the name for the quarter-staff carried by all

Indian peasants, under the defaulter's knee.

lja*tter-wit. U.S. [f. Latteu «.] Wit which

a person thinks of employing after the opportunity

for doing so has passed.
19018 Observer 15 Apr. 11/2 Speakers may and do take the

greatest liberties in ' editing ' their own speeches for publica-

tion. All who have suffered from latter-wit will realise how
great is the temptation thus thrust into the path of mortals.

^Lattice, sb. Add : 2. o. Her. A charge re-

presenting lattice-work.

i8a8 W. Berrv Encycl. Her. Gloss., Lattice^ or Lettice,

..is formed of perpendicular and horizontal bars,.. and the

lattice may be either interlaced, or not. 1889 Elvim Diet.

Her.^ Lattice^ Tirlace^ or TreiUe^ consists of bars crossing

one another at right angles, which do not interlace, but are

nailed together at the crossings.

d. A part of a spinning machine.
s88^ McLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 213 The wool U taken

from It by a roller which combs it off. and passes it on loan
endless lattice, marked ' upper lattice*.

^ lattice-box, -fence^ -ornament.
1865 ' Mask Twain ' Jumping Frog {,\%6i) 16 Smiley kept

the l^east in a Utile *lattice box. 1861 Trans. HL Agrtc,
Soc. IV. 259 An octagon, for exhihition of fancy articles,.

.

with a good "lattice fence to keep people from the exhibition

tables. 1924 Coi.LiNGwooo Roman Brit. 75 Coarse ware
with incised 'lattice-ornament.

Latvian (Isetvian), a, and sb. [f. Latvia (Lett,

and Lith. Latvija), the Baltic sl?te lying between

Lithuania and Ksthonia.] a. adj. Ofor pertaining

to Latvia or its people ; inhabitmg Latvia, b. sb.

The language of Latvia; Irtish.
X9ao Contemp. Rev. Aug. 283 Troops under German com-

mand on Latvian territory, t^'i Daily Mail 3 Mar. 10

According to the Latvian Telegraph Agency. 1^ J.,M,
MuRRY Voy. ii. 28 All these new languages. Lithuanian,

Latvian, Esthonian,Transcaucasian. 1926 Spectator 3 1 J u!y
176/1 Latvian is certainly not so difficult to learn as Chinese.

2«auda]10Sixie (l^dseniTsin, -din). Chem, [£.

Laudan-um + -08(e 2 + -iNE 5.] A ciystalline alka-

loid occurring in opium.
187a Pliarmacevt. Jml. Ser. in. II. 549 Laudanosine.

.

dissolves sparingly in cold, but easily in hot water. 1910

Practitioner Jane 879 This product is made by the oxida-

tion of laudanosine.

JLaiUfliyf o- (Recent examples.)
X906 B^NEss vow HuTTEN What became of Pam ii. ix,

I suppose you felt teary, but now you must feet laughy.

1913 Mrs. SrHATTON-PoBTEB Laddie vii. (1917) 123 Then
father, all taugby and criey, said * Thank God 1

'

^auuclli J^' ^ 2, ^Laier example.)

1897 W. Clark Rijssell Last Entry ^^z The schooner..

swept in long floating launches down upon the boat.

4. a. Also transf. (see quot.).

1857 Trans. Mick. Agric. Soc. VIII. 193, I have seen the

commencement of railways, and witnessed the ' launch * of

the first locomotive,

JLaxmchy sb,% 2. b. launch-engine (see

quot. 1S75).

187s Knight Did. Mech. ». v., Launch-engines generally

consist of a boiler with engines attached thereto, and are

used for propelling the lautiches of large ocean steamers in

shallow harbors, etc. 1889 Hasluck Model Engin. Handy-
bk. (lyoo) 69 A double cylinder launch-engine fitted with

reversing motion. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 23 Mar. 4/3 Avery
fine launch-engine, fitted with . . reversing gear.

LaTUlch, V, 6. Delete t Obs. and add mod.

example.
1906 Westm. Gaz. 26 Nov. 6/2 The payment was refused

on the ground that the Deal hfeboat launched to the same
wreck,

b. Of an airship or aeroplane : To be launched

into the air ; to take off.

XS99 H. G. Wells When Sleeper Wetkes xxiv. 327 The
acropile on Blackheath was running down its guides to
launch. It lifted clean and rose.

Ziaunder, v. Add

:

3. intr. Of a fabric : To admit of being laun-
dered ; to bear laundering without damage to its

texture, colour, etc. Used with adverbs.
1909 Daily Ckron. 22 July 7/5 A single initial..done in

satin stitch.. is showy, quickly worked and launders well,

1933 Daily Mail 19 Feb. i Advt., This hard wearing fabric,
which launders perfectly, can be obtained.

Iiau-ndering', vbL sb. [f. Launder v."] The
process of washing and doing up linen, etc,

1894 To-day 17 Mar. 182/2 French cambrics, .are not to
be starched in the laundering, but left soft. 1899 Morrow
Bohemian Paris 299 Collars—clean ones, too, exceptional in
Bohemia, laundering being expensive. 1902 Daily Ckron.
26 Feb. 7/2 Launderingof embroidery on wasbablematerials
is much simpler than when silk is used.

Iiaandress, v. Add ; C. To serve (a person)
as a laundress.

1850 DiciCENs Dav. Copp. xxvi, 'Sir', said Mrs. Crupp,..
* I have laundressed other young gentlemen besides your-
self.

'

laundry. Add

:

2. b. Articles (linen, etc.) requiring to be, or that

have been, laundered.
1916 W. J. LocKB Wonderful Vr. Wu 50 The proletariat

hung laundry to di"y over royal salamanders and proud
escutcheons. Ibid. v. 67 Women below at the water's edge
beat their laundry with lusty arms.

4. laundry-worker.
1894 Eliz. "^K^KsCaynp.Cnrioszty 196 She did not consider

me up to the mark for a *laundry-worker. J906 Westm.
Gaz. 21 June 8/1 The attention of laundry-workers is drawn
to this.

Lanndrying,?'^/. sb. [f.LAUNDRY sb. + -inoI.]

Laundering; laundry-work.
igoi D. Sladen In Sicily I. 152 The ditch in whidi they

did their laundrj'ing. 1904 Daily Ckron. 26 May 6/2 The
assistants have to provide and pay for the laundrying of
their aprons.

laurel, sb.^ Add : 2. e. As the name of a
colour = laurel-green.

1983 Daily Mail 8 Oct. s/i Advt., Navy, Nigger, . . Ame-
thyst, Laurel, Wine.

3. Versailles, "Wood Laurel (see quots.). See

also *M0UNTAIN LAUREL.
z88a Garden 25 Feb. 134/3 The *VcrsaiIles Laurel (/a/i-

folid) is a large, robust, and bold foliaged form. 1873
Hemsley Hardy Trees etc. 394 Daphne Laureola^ *Wood
Laurel.

6. laurel-brake, -leaf (attrib.), -leccved (modem
example), -thicket.

^853 J. P. Ks.tiKt.D-v BlacktuaterCkroTuvl.'jz A man could
walk about for a week,, particularly if he got into a big
*laurel-brake. 1857 D. H. Strother Virginia Illustr, i.

13 The settlers., speak of it., as an ill-omened region, filled

with bears, panthers, impassable laurel- brakes, and dan-
gerous precipices. 1937 Peake & Fleube Hunters <5-

Artists 49 The rude Proto-Solutrean examples of the
' *laurcl-leaf' blades. 1874 Garrod & Baxteh Mat. Med.
222 The bark of Canella alba, or *Laurel-leaved Canella

;

growing in the West Indies. 1731 C. Gist Jrnls. 60 We
travelled thro Rocks and Mountains full of "Laurel Thickets.

1834 Southern Lit. Messenger I. 97 The tangled laurel

tliickets affording them secure refuge from foes.

6. laurel mag:nolia U.S., the sweet magnolia

or sweet bay {^Magnolia Virginiana) ; laurel oak
U.S., a North American species of oak.

1817 S. R. Brown Western Gaz. i45The*laurel masnolia
is the beauty of the foresL 1831 Peck Guide Emigrants
II, 52 From the Walnut Hills to Baton Rouge,. you begin

to discover the ever verdant laurel magnolia, with its

benutiful foliage, ofthe thickness and feeling of leather. 1810

MicHAOX Arbres I. 23 *Z,<t«rf/tfiivfr,. .denomination secon-

daire dans les Etats ^ I'ouest des monts Alldghanys. 1838

D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 271 East of the Allegbanies

this species, .is called Jack Oak, Black Oak, and sometimes
from the form of the leaves. Laurel Oak. 1868 Rep. U.S.

Commissioner Agric. (i860) 200 The Willow oak {Quercus
pkillos) and the Laurel oak {Quercus tmbricarid) are two
desirable lawn trees. i88a Econ. Geol. Hlinois 11. 2 We find

pin oak. .and sometimes laurel oak associated with the post

oak and black jack.

^ava« 4. Add : lava-bed {p\%oJig.) ^ fie/d (also

Jig.).
1891 Century Mag. Mar. 645 The general direction [o*

march] was towards the *lava beds of northern California.

2905 Ik'esfm. Gas. 13 Aug. 13/1 She lived over a 'lava-bed

of raw primeval passions *. 1899 Geogr. Jml. May 50 The
most extensive *lava-field in the i-iland. 1906 Daily Chron.
31 May 7/3 The smoking lava fields of discussion. 1909

Ibid. 15 Jan. 3/3 The aim of the expedition., was to explore

the great lava field lying between the United States border

and Adair Bay.

ILavender. B. adj. Add : b. (See quot.)

1897 E. J. Wall Did. Photogr. (ed. 7) 383 Lavender
Rays., the faintly luminous rays at the extreme end of the

visible spectrum are sometimes so called.

Ija-vender, sb.'^ [Suggested by Lavender sby\

= Laundbt I.

1849 Willis Rural Lett. xii. 112 And the breachy ox has
run over the bleach and lavender of a seven days' wear and
washing.

Laver, sb.'^ 1. c. Add : Also, a pool or puddle.

1841 Catlin M Amer. Indians II. 77 Stagnant pools,, .in

which the buffaloes have been lying... We frequently came
to these dirty lavers.

^aw, sb.'^ Add: 3. a. (Earlier examples of /«a'

and order.)

1796 Deb. Congress^ (1849) 1689 A military diploma, ex-
pressive of his patriotism and attachment to law and order.
1831 Peck Guide Emigrants \i. 71 'J'hey had better, .compel
it [vice] to act under the trammels of law and order.

8. b. (Add quots.)

1875 JowETT /'/a/i? (ed. 2) III. 63 Young men will take
the law into their own hands. 1877 Miss Yonce Cawfft'f
Ser. in. vii. 63 Cade took the law into his own hands.

17. C. (tf) Meteorology. Buys-Ballofs law (see

quot. 1875).
Enunciated in 1857 ^Y the Dutch meteorologist of that

name.

187S Encycl. Brit. III. 29/1 Buys-Ballot's *Law of the
Winds '. .may be tlius expressed :—The wind neither blows
round the space of lowest pressure in circles returning on
themselves, nor does it blow directly towards that space;
but it takes a direction intermediate, approaching, however,
more nearly to the direction and course of circular curves
than of radii to a centre, xqcfzlbid. XXX. 718 Buys Ballot's

law was in the nature of a rule for prediction, and was
modified by Buclian. 1928 Bkunt Meteorol. i, 8 It will be
found that in general the wind tends to blow around the
isobars, or lines of equal pressure, in the direction laid down
by Buys-Ballot's law.

21, a. law-business, -department^ -doings, -ledger.^

-school^ 'Student, -studies.

1865 Mrs. Stowe House Sr Home P. 33 But *law-busine5S
comes in rather slowly at first. 1849 Chamberlain Indiana
Gazetteer 45 In the winter of 1838, the institution was
chartered as an University, and in 1842, a *law department
was established. 1853 J. G. Baldwin flush Times Alabama
47 The writer of these faithful chronicles of *law-doings in
the South West. 1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXI 1 1. 194
Opinions on cases which had long been ' settled ', and
carried to the *law-ledgers. 1837 Ibid. X. 379 'Jhe morning
after my arrival, I called upon. .the principal of the *law
school. 1893 W. K-.Fqst Ha7-vard Stories 128' You couldn't
do that if you were a biographee ', reasoned Dane Austin, the
law-school man. 1843 Knickerbocker Mag, XX 1 1. 497 Some
score of *Iaw-students. 1845 Mrs. Kirkland Western
Clearings 42 George Burnet had just come home after

finishing what he called h-.s ' *law studies '.

c. law-honest (earlier example) ; also law-
hoTUsty.
1838 J. F. Cooper Hometvard Bound xxxiit. 520 Mr.

Dodge belonged to a tolerably numerous class, that is

quaintly described as being * *law honest *, that is to say, he
neither committed murder nor petty larceny. 1905 Daily
Chron. 6 Dec. 7/7 What may be called *law-honesty, the
kind of honesty necessary in order to avoid falling into the
clutches of the law.

23. law-office (earlier example).
1873 'Mark Twain' & \^K^s-ex. GildedAge -^"i. 117 In the

anteroom of the *law-office where he was writing.

Xiaw-abidin^, a. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1839 Congress. GloOeVfac., App. 14/2 Being a law-loving
and law-abiding man, he had voted to preserve the laws.

1855 Ibid. 26 Jan. 416/2 I'he people of Oregon are a law-
abiding, honest and gallant people.

Ijawful, a. 3. (Modern example.)
1898 Mrs. H. Fraser Dipl. Wife Japan xxviii. 270 The

Japanese are a profoundly lawful people (if 1 may use the
word in its old sense).

lawfulness. (Modem example of earlier use.)

1924 B. Williams in History Jan. 273 The adventures of
..the N.W. Mounted t'olice, in bringing half a continent to

lawfulness and peace.

j^awu, sb.'^ 3. lawn-cutter, a lawn-mower.
1897 Susan Hale Lett. 315 Such a delicious drive. .and

the lawn-cutters making hay smells.

Lawsy, var. of laws Law int.

1914 Gertr. Pi.TH^7iT0K Perch 0/ Devil i.-j^ 'Your room's
pretty I ' .

.
' mine's pink—but lawsy 1

*

Lawyerish, a. [f. Lawyer sb.'] Befitting a

lawyer ; like that of a lawyer.

1918 Galsworthy Five Tales, A Stoic iii. § 1 His lawyerish

mind habitually put two and two together.

Lawyerism. [f. Lawteb sb.] The influence,

or principles, of lawyers.

1915 Oliver Ordeal by Battle 221 To fall back on lawyer-

ism was perhaps inevitable in the circumstances; but to

think that it was possible to substitute lawyerism for leader-

ship was absurd

Lay, sb."^ 2. Delete * Now rare^ and add : An
oyster- or mussel-bed.
190* Westm. Gaz. 12 June lo/i The oyster and mussel lays

off the foreshore have hitherto been worked on the large

scale. 1905 Country Life 25 Mar. 400/2 More than 300

fresh oyster 'lays' have now been staked out on the north

side of the Witham.

C. A period of lying inactive.

1921 R. D- Paine Comr. Rolli?tg Ocean vi. 106 At any
rate, they ought to be kept clear of long lays in these tropical

ports.

lay, a. 4. Add : lay-brother {b), in Free-

masonry, applied to one who is not initiated.

x8a3 De Quincey Rosicrucians ^ Free-Masons Wks.
(1871) XVI. 363That lay-brothers were admitted for the per-

formance of servile offices is not to be taken as any departure

from the general rule.
^

5. lay-minded adj.

1898 S. Evans Holy Graat 134 We Englishmen of to-day,

a lay-minded folk much misguided of philosophic historians.

^ay, v^ Add: 7. b. To place documents

contaming information on the table (see Table sb,

5 b) in order to present the information to the

members.
1913 Westm. Gas. 3 Aug., The Premier promised to lay

all the correspondence, if M. Poincar^ consents. 1984

Hansard Pari. Deb. 10 Mar. 1931 His Majesty sGovernnient

have been willing tolay the complete records, but objections

have been raised [etc.].



LAY-AWAY.
0. Jig. (See quot)
i9»7 Daily Express a June ii/a * Laying an egg * in Air

Force slang means dropping a bomb.

21. f. 'I'o apply (the tongue) to some kind of

utterance.

185(3 Comhill Mag, Nov. 516 His voice, though he so often

laid it to vehement words, was distinctly pleasant.

26. £ To put forward (a horse) as a subject of

betting,

1877 P&rcufine 10 Mar. XVIII, 790/1 Whether it is as

immoral to ' bear the market * as to * lay the favourite '
; .

.

all these are irrelevant issues. 1887 W. B. Gilpin Set

Hunting Stories vi. 63 They refused to lay him except at

odds on. I6:ti.x.gj His. .plans.,' to lay the horse all he

could without exciting too much suspicion'. 1901 Daily
Chron. 24 July 3/a For the Derby or other important races

Davis would lay a horse to the extent of;£ 100,000 in one bet.

43. To lay low (see Lie v. \%€).
a 1861 T, WiNTHROP John Brent viii. 86 They may., let

their chances slide at cards, but my notion is they're layin'

low for bigger hauls. 1^07 Mrs. Harris Tents 0/ Wicked-
ness IV. iii. 359 He.. laid low for the first passer-by, and
slugged him.

^. Lay away, O. To place (hides) in vats to

undergo the final stage in the process of tanning.

Also intr. of the hides.

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather (ed. 2) 181 The stock is

laid away by being spread out smoothly and upon the

bottom of the tanvat, and between each layer there is

sprinkled a slight thickness of ground bark. Ibid. 383 After

the hides have * laid-away ' for a sufficient length of time
to extract the tannin partially out of the ' Hguor '. 1901
Addyman tr. Villon's Leather Industry 139 Time required
for Laying Away.—The hides are removed from the pit and
put back three times so tliat the tan may be renewed.

50. Lay by, £ To leave (a field or crop) to

grow without further husbandry ; to finish off. U.S.
1784 J. Smyth Tour U.S. II. 127, I was also accustomed

to sow a quantity of faulty wheat., in my tobacco grounds,
when I gave them the last ploughing, or laid them by.

1831 Peck Guide Emigrants 11. 154 To use the phrase of

the country I Illinois J, the corn is then [after suckering, in

early July] * laid by ', and the leisure and lazy season of the
farmer commences. 1835 J. H. Ingkaham South-lVest \\,

385 The ploughing generally ceases and the crop is ' laid

by' about the last of July. 1867 Rep. Iowa Agric, Soc.

(1868) 158 The ground should be thoroughly rolled;, .then
lay by with barshear plow.

61, Lay down. q. Also, to cover (a surface)

•with something.

1893 Doyle Mem. S, Holmes ( 1 894) 225 The corridor . . was
laid down with a kind of creamy linoleum.

8. inir. To break down or cease to act ; to fail

;

to retire or withdraw. U.S.
19XX H. S. Harrison Queed vii. 87 Your body's got to

carry your mind around, and if it lays down on you [etc.].

1911 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean x. 193 * Any water
leaking in ?

' 'A trickle under the floor, but the bilge pump
will take care of it unless she lays down on me.* Ibid. xvii.

293 You stand by me and I won't lay down on you, 1927
Cleveland Press ^ Feb., Offered him a bribe to * lay down on
the prosecution of George J. McKay, alleged arch-swindler.

53. Lay in, m. Also, to withdraw from use,

render inactive.

1894 Standard 25 Apr. 6/5 The effect of the Bill would be,

they believed, to lay in one-fifth of all tJiat capital.

54,* Lay off. a. (Modern U.S. example,)
191^ H. L. W11.SOM Ma Pettengillxx. 46 She took me up to

her little bedroom to lay my things off and then down to the
parlour.

f, (Earlier example oiinir. use.)

2863 Whitman Specimen Days (1892) 41 Some of the men
are.. brushing boots; some laying on, reading, writing.

g. (See qnot.)
1901 J.^ Black Carp. ^ Build, Home Handicrafts 43

What painters term Maying off*, that is to say, goin:; over
the work with the brush uncharged with paint and with
strokes all in one direction.

h. To dispose of, ' work off *.

1926 J. Black You Can't Win x. 150, I was sent out with
about seventy-five dollars in silver coin to lay off for paper
orgold.

65. Lay on. k, (Earlier example.)
1645 Punch I Mar. loo/i Announcing that the water was

going to be laid on when it wasn't.

56. Lay out. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8s9 Massachusetts Spy 22 July (Th.), I want to lay out

[this candidate] as cold as a wedge.

57. Lay over, c. Also to lay il over, to get the
better of, take advantage of (a person),
19x1 J, F. Wilson Land Claimers xiii. 179 He let on as

how anybody. .could lay it all over you.

d. To turn over.

**73-4 ^^P' yermont Board Agric. II. i83 Unless so
rainy as to be impracticable, he lays it all over, thus invert-
ing the cock, and replaces the cap.

60. Lay up, m. To put up, erect.

1844 D. Lee & Frost Oregon xxii. 289 We.. were so suc-
cessful as to finish laying up the cabin.. at tlie end of two
weeks. Ibid, ^gz ^Ir. Smith was gtlting out logs for a
house.., and I helped him lay it up.

Ijay-away. [f. lay away Lay v. *49 c]
L attrib. (with/(V, vat

^
yard) Used in the pro-

cess of * laying away ' hides in tanning.

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather (cd. 2) i8r The usual
size of the lay-away vats for sole leather hides is nine feet

long, seven feet wide and eight feet deep. Ibid. 383 Tlie
hides are., conveyed to the yard proper, or ' lay-away ' yard,
where the tanning process is completed. 1901 Addyman tr.

Villon's Leather hidustry 137 fan-pits or lay-away pits

are large vats, sometimet round, and made of oak, bound
with iron.

8

2. A lay-away vat.

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather (ed. 2) 181 The bark
ought not to be shaved too fine for the lay«aways.. . If the
bark is too fine,.. the hides..do not come out of the lay-

aways fully tanned.

Xay-back. [f* Lay t/.] The characteristic

backward slant or set of a bulldog's nose from its

tip to the * stop '.

1894 R. B. Lee Mod. Dogs^ Non-Sporiing 233 The bones
of the lower jaw in specimens [of the bulldog) which have
the desired appearance, known as ' upturn ' and ' lay back

'

are found tohaveihecontourof a segment of a circle. 1905
H. St. J. Cooper Bull-Dogs 98 This well-known dog. .has a
grandly shaped head, with small well-carried ears, large under-
jaw, turn-up and lay-back, xqo^ Latlies* Field zZ Aug. 511/1
Bulldogs:.. a brindle, good layback and under-jaw.

Lay-brotherhood, [f. lay brother Lay a, 4.]

An association of lay brothers.

1909 Hastings* Encycl. Relig. ^ Ethics II. 68/2 Each
revival of the extreme emphasis has also led to ' lay-brother-
hoods '.

Lay-by. A. sb. Add : 1. b. A railway siding.

1906 Westift. Gnz. 28 Sept. 7/1 A heavy goods train had
left the up-line . . and run into a short lay-by.

Layer, sb, L e, (Additional examples of

layer-out.)
{a) 1633 Essex lust. Hist. Coll. IV. 90/1 Overseers and

layers out of lots of ground for this presmct of Salem. 1678
Southampton (N.Y.) Rec. II. 72 John Jessup being one of
the layers out of land for the town.
{b) 189s Hardv yude Obscure iv. ii. 248 In the afternoon,

when everything was done, and the layers«out had finished

their beer, and gone, he sat down in the silent place. 1928
Observer 10 June 7/4 Poetry, it is generally known, is dead.
..Our critics are a generation of layers-out.

4, g. In map-making, a layer of colour to indi-

cate relative height. Also altrib.

1908 Westni. Gaz. 13 Aug. 10/2 Mr. Fisher Unwin has
just issued some Ordnance Survey maps.. .What is known
as the ' layer ' system has been employed. 1922 Encycl. Brit.

XXXI. 842/1 The hypsometric, or ' layer' tints, which show
the successive altitudes of the terrain. 1924 Catal. Maps
Ordnance Surv. 4 Relief is sliown by means of contours and
layers. Ibid. 5 Relief is indicated by.. layer colouring in

shades of brown and green.

5, layer-cake, -pudding, a cake or pudding
made in layers. K\%ofig.
190a Daily Chron. 3 May 8/4 Layer cakes can be made in

great vaiieties according to the filling used. 1904 Buffalo
Commercial 2 June 6 The large unwieldy layer cakes that
used to be in favor are no longer seen. 1905 N. V. Even.
Post 16 Dec, In the mixing of this literary layer cake most
of the humor rose to the top. X909 Daily Sketch 14 Oct.

14/3 Layer pudding.

Layer, Z'. Add: 1. (Earlier example,)
1799 Massachusetts Spy 30 Oct. 4/1 Propagation by layer-

ing. . . Layering being an operation by which a great majority
of trees and shrubs may be propagated.

3. To place or insert as a layer,

J906 Times Lit. Suppl. 12 Jan. 14/1 Mr. Lee has succeeded
in neatly layering fallacies ofargument between errors of fact.

Layered, a. Add: In map-making (see *LAYEit

sb. 4 g%
1934 Catal. Maps Ordnance Surv. 6 In the Layered Map

the different altitudes are indicated by flat tints of various
shades.

Laying* vbl. sb. 3. laying-out mark Naut.
(see quot.),

1883 Man. Seamanship Boys 65 The lower and topsail

yards are generally marked with a white band of paint round
them,.. called laying-out marks.

Laymanship. [f. Layman ^.] The condi-

tion of being a layman.
1908 Athenxtim 9 Rlay 566/2 His * laymanship' grated on

their clericalism.

Lay-off. [Lay v.^ 54.] A period during which
a workman is temporarily dismissed or allowed to

leave his work; that part or season ofthe year during

which activity in a particular business or game is

partly or completely suspended ; an off-season.

1904 Minneapolis Times 8 June 8 The men who have been
on for a year get a vacation of ten days. Those who have
been working less than a year have to get along with only
a five-day layoff. 1909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 148
Now take a lay-off if you want to,.. then come back here.

Z919 T. K. Holmes Manfr, Tall Timber vi. 58 At the lay-

off, ..he had given each man enough money on account to

make their vacation, .a very wet spell indeed. X9S3 Daily
Mail 10 Sept. 8/5 As a consequence of the ' lay-ofT durin.:^

the summer months it often happens that the muscles of the
young player are not sufficiently supple for him to face the
rigours of the game.

Lay-out, Add : 2. b. A scheme, plan, or

arrangement ; a course of action, U.S.
X90S S- E. White Westerners xxxi. 292 ' I'm sorry that I

have this to do, Billy ', said Lafond. * I don't want to. It's

none of my lay-out.' X901 — Cliiint Jumpers i. 17 We
won't take any chances on this layout, and that I can tell

you. 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters ii. 53 There i&ji't a
single move in this whole lay-out that we can't justify by
history. 1028 Saturday Even. Post 4 Feb. 81/3 Here's the
layout. The bonds bear 6 per cent.

c. A number of persons associated in someway ;

a set, party, 'gang' (of persons). (Often in a

depreciatory sense.) U.S.
1869 Overland Monthly III. 128 Several persons in our

* lay-out ' (/. ^., our company) in New Mexico 'swapped'
food American horses for mustangs. 1878 J. H. Beadle
Vestern Wilds xxxiii. 538 It would be astonishin' for that

lootenint and his layout to git into the fort without a skrim-
mage. 1884 ' C. E. Craddock' In Tenn. Mts, \u. 143 AH
them Peels, the whole lay-out, war gone down to the Settle-

LEAD.
ment. 1903 A. Adams Log Co^vboy vii. 47 Surround this
layout, lads, and let's examine them more closely. 1904
Habben Georgians 203 I'm a-goin' to close in onthatClegg
lay-out to-night, an' locate the'r stilL

Lay-over. [Lay v. 57.]
1. An additional cloth laid above a table-cloth.
1777 Monthly Rev. LV. io8 Two servants appeared with

a small table. ., and laid a cloth and a lay-over upon it, in
our English fashion, of the finest damask.
2. A stop or stay in a place, U.S.
1873 J- H. Beadle Undevel. W«/xxxv. 756 Two invalids

and myself, .applied for a ' lay over ', unable to go further.

1903 A. Adams Log Cotuboy viii. 53 Their cattle having
grown restless during their enforced lay-over.

3. A transplanted oyster.

1891 Scribner's Mag. X. 472 Young oysters so treated are
termed * lay-overs '.

Lay-shaft, [prob. f. Lay v. 43.] A shaft

driven by gearing from the main shaft of an engine,
esp. the secondary shaft or counter-shaft in the gear-

box of a motor-car.
1908 Westm. Gaz. 7 May 4/2 The whole of the valve

meclianism being contained in a neat, hinged lay-shaft on
top of the cylinder heads. 191X Havter Motor-Car Mech.
for Beginners (ed. 4) 45 For the next speed the gear wheel,
B, is slid into mesh with the wheel marked C on the third

or lay shaft, E. 1928 E. T. Brown New Ford Car 85 The
layshaft is mounted on roller bearings.

Lay-up. [Lay v. 6o g.] A period during wliich

a person or thing is (temporarily) out of employ-
ment or use, as a ship in winter.
1927 Daily Mail 7 Apr. 3/6 During the winter lay-up of

these vessels their passenger accommodation has been
thoroughly overhauled.

Laywoman. (See after Layman l.) Add :

2. A non-professional woman.
X9za Daily Mail n Nov. 8 The success of this laywomail

is a. .cheerful omen of good luck for those women who., will
hold the position of practising members of tlie English Bar.

Xjaze-off. [f Lazk v!\ A rest from work.
19*4 Gai^worthy White^ Monkey i. xi, There rose in

Bickct something truly national, . . resenting work, enjoying
a spurt, and a laze-off.

Lazy, a. 4. Add : lazy-daisy, a variety of
embroidery stitch; lazy sheet Naut., *a piece of
rope spliced in the clew-thimble ' designed lo serve

in emergencies as a sheet.

1923 Daily Mail 10 Mar. 14 The way the ' *Iazy-daisy

'

stitch is worked is shown at the side of the sketch. 19*7
Ladies* Home Jrnl. Dec 83/2 Solid flowers are made of
petals set close together, each a complete lazy-daisy stitch.

1883 Man. Seamanship Boys 62 Q. What is the use of a
*Iazy-sheet? A. To secure the clew of the sail while you
hook or unhook the double sheet.

La'zzaronisia. [f. Lazzabone.] The condi-
tion of being a lazzarone.

1873 Leland Egypt. Skctch-Bk. 261 From what depth of
slavery, donkey-driving, Neapolitan lazzaronlsm, Ghettos,
or Maltese scum he himself ascended, is not mentioned.

Leach, sb.'^ 5. Add : leach-tub.

184s S. J UDD Margaret i. iii. 12 Here were a draw shave..
frows, sap buckets, a leach tub.

Leacu, v.'-^ S. o. Add : Also trans.
1840 BuEL Farmer^s Comp. 74 The wind and the sun dis-

sipate its virtues, and rains leach it and waste its fertilizing

powers.

Leached, ///. a. (Earlier example.)
1840 BuEL Farmer's Comp. 74 Leached ashes a.Tc in many

cases beneficial, particularly within the influence of the
marine atmosphere.

Lead, sb.^ 2. Add : Yellow lead {see quot,).

1839 U RE Diet. Arts 747 Lead ores.. .12. Yellow lead.
Molybdate of lead.

4. (cold ) lead^ bullets.

1809 Fessenden /'///i/'(7^//t:a/ 32 Thus our sporting demo-
crats,. . When they can't reason with a Fed, In logick substi-

tute cold lead. 1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVTI. 560
Instead of gold and silver, you took it in cold lead ! Z918
C. Sandburg Coruhuskers 50 Three riders emptied lead
into him.

6. b, Phr, To swing the lead \ (see quots.). j/^//^.

1918 Twenty-SecoPtds* Echo [Army Mag.] i June, The
Swingers of the Lead. 1918 Farrow Diet, Milit. Terms,
Swinging the Lead, a slang expression among soldiers being
the equivalent of telling the tale, 1919 War Slang in

Athenxum 25 July 664/1 * To swing the lead ', to malinger,

go sick, with the object of escaping an irksome duty. 1927
Daily Express 2 Mar. 3/4 He said he had some silly ideas

and had been ' swinging the lead ' for the purpose of getting

a permanent pension.

12. lead-flat (see quot. 1875); lead-glass, a

kind of glass which contains lead; lead-glazed,

of pottery, etc, covered with a glaze containinj;

lead ; lead-glazier, one who glazes (pottery) witli

lead ; lead-line, (t/) the narrow strip of lead be-

tween two pieces of stained glass, a came ; also z'.,

to put in the lead-lines in stained glass work ; lead-

plant U.S. (example) ; lead-poisoning (earlier

example); lead region, a region in which lead ores

occur.

187s Knight Diet. Mech., *Lead-Jlat, a level roof con-
sisting of sheet-lead laid on boarding and joists. 1907 \V,

De hXoftGK^a lice-for-Short x\v. 259 Charles remembers the

lead-fiat sunk in the roof. 1930 W. A. Thorpe in Connoisseur
Oct. 226/2 English *lead-glass was peculiarly apt for cut

decoration. 1901 Daily News 3 Dec. 3/7 He states that

there is no dilTerence now in price between the *lcad glazed
and leadless glazed ware. 1907 Installation News SepU
12/1 All interiors are of the best English porcelain, lead

glazed and fitted with brass connection bars. 1908 IVestm.
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Gas. 23 Nov. 9/3 The deceased came under his notice

twelve years ago, when he was a '"lead-glazier. 1907 W. De
MoRGAM Alice-for-Skort xxvii.^ 283 I'll lend you a hand
over the *Icad-lines. Ibid. xiL 136 It was Poi>e's man,
Buttivant, who lead-lines up all the windows. 1846 in Emory
Miliiaty Reconn. 399 The "lead plant, or tea plant, .is in

some places so abundant as to displace almost every other
herb. 1841-1 T. D. Mitchell i^title) J^ractical notes on
*Iead poisoning. 1847 C. V.Kv.tA^yi Summer in Wildertiess
vi. 41 The "lead region of the Mississippi occupies not far

from one hundred square miles.

Lead, sb^ 6. a. Add : Also /?f.

1869 S. Bowles Our New litest \\\. 136 A quaint old miner
of the valley, who, * prospecting ' for society that day, had
struck a ' lead ' in us.

7. Theatr. (Elarlier example.)
1865 Punch 7 Jan. 5/1 As a general rule an actor who

plays the 'lead 'ought to aim at becoming a general manager.

iL lead-bars (earlier example) ; lead-net =
Leader 15 b; lead-off (^), the initial part of an
electric or other conductor; lead-rope, a rope used
as a lead for a horse.

1840 Congress, Globe 5 Mar. App. 227 The horse broke
loose from the coach, taking with him a part of what are
now called ' "Lead bars '. 1910 Cliambers^s Jrul. Mar. 192/2
ITie *lead-net is about fifteen hundred feet long. The
salmon strike this. 1897 Phil. Trans. B. CLXXXVIII. 7
The development of an opposite after-effect at and near the
longitudinal •lead-off. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Afts. (1859)

46 Holding in one hand the *iead-rope of his horse,

b. Used in the sense of ' leading '.

1869 Overland Monthly III. 127 With the Texan driver

all oxen are 'steers', and he has his 'wheel-steers', his
* swing-steers *, and his * lead-steers *. 1903 A. Adams Log
Cowboy ii. 16 Closely followed by several lead cattle, 1 struck
straight for the Ameriean shore. 1905 — Outlet 284 I'he

lead herd had been sighted in trail formation. 1910 \V. M.
Raine B. O'Connor 189 It was as the man in charge circled

round to head the lead cows in that a faint voice carried to
him. 19x9 Randolph Enterprise (W. Va.) 28 Mar. 1/2
Dick Collettc plnyed the lead vioHn and Bryan Gainer,
second.

]L6ad, vy Add : 2. f. To aim in advance of.

iSgaGRi^ENER Breech-Loader ^t^l!\^KoxtC\z^^\y it is correct
to lead a quartering pigeon from five to seven feet.

19. a. (Earlier example.) b. Also with to,

1847 Punch 27 Mar. 126/3 To lead off a list of Expiring
Acts with one that is to live till the National Debt is paid
off.. is a delusion. 191X Chambers's Jrfil. July 463/2 From
these [wagons] rubber tabes protected by encircling wire led

olTto each of the streets.

21. b. Of cattle: To set tf«/ when driven.

1903 A Adams Log Cmvboy xx. 129 The cattle led out as
if walking on a wager.

laead, v.^ Add : 3. (Later example.)
1843 Levkr y. Hinton xxv. (1844) 172, I seated ni3rself in

the scale. .and my saddle being leaded to the required
weight, the operation took not a minute.

10. To affect with lead-poisoning.

1878 J. H- Beadle Western IVilds xxxv. 581 Great care
must be taken by the workmen not to get ' leaded'; that is,

not to inhale tlie fumes from the melted lead, which are very
poisonous.

^adedy ppl» cu Add : d. Affected by lead-

poisoning.
1906 Daily Chron. 28 June 6/4 The child. en of 'leaded'

mothers usually die, or if they live they inherit the effects of
the poison.

ILeader ^. Add : 8. C. ( Earlier example «
Leading Auticle 2 a.)

1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 319 These articles [sugar^ molas-
ses, coffee, etc.] are the leaders, as they are called, in com-
mercial transactions, with the west.

20, leader-pipe = sense 18.

1868 Putnam*s Mag. Jan. I. 2 Then, without stay or
stopping, My first and last eaves-dropping. By leader-pipe
1 sped.

3jeadered,/a.///<f. [f- Leader^ 12.] Treated
in a leading article ; made the subject of a leader.

1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 29 Nov. 3/2 If it (an interview) had
been a speech it would have been * leadered ' all round,

1897 Westm. Gaz. 25 Sept. 5/2 Seeing that the subject is

'leader-ed ' in both papers.

Xeaderly, <2. [C Leader^ i.] Having the

character of a leader.

1918 H. G. Wei-i^ In Fourth Yr, \u 23 Very rarely has
it [the United States] failed to set up vei^ leaderly and
distinguished men (as Presidents]. 19*7 — Short Hist,

IVorld 72 They distinguished certain families as leaderly

and noble.

^ad-in. [Lead v.^'\ The wire, or other con-

ductor, connecting a part of an apparatus which is

situated outside with a part which is inside, esp. in

(wireless) telephony. Also attrib.^ 2.%lead-in wire,

1913 Work 14 June 217/3 Lead in, about 40 ft. insulated.

1913 Wireless Ivarldjunc 209/2 A special mast has had to

M erected... The 'lead-in 'wires fall down to Mr. Brunskill's

room. Z914 /bid. 15 Aug. 3^4/3 If querist cannot take the

lead-in as shown, X9a3 Daily Mail 12 Feb. 13 The lead-in

wire should not make too acute an angle with the horizontal

wire.. .Make the last few feet of the lead-in of rubber-covered

wire. 1925 Harmsvforth^s Wireless Encycl. II. 1 279/1 The
lower oi the three insulated leads-inon the wall is connected
to earth.

Leading, ///. a. 3. Add : Leading edge (see

quots.;.

1877 W. H. White Man, Nav. Archil. 579 When the

plane is moved obliquely, its leading edge, corresponding to

the forward edge of a rudder, may be regarded as con-

tinually entering water which was comparatively little dis-

turbed by the previous motion. 1888 Locktvood's Diet.

Mech. Eng. Terms (1918), Leading Edge^ that edge of the

blade of a screw propeller which cuts the water, as distin-

9

guished from the following edge. 191* Aeroplane 12 Dec.
592/1 Looking over the leading edge of the wings from a
constant position the ground disappeared regularly,

Zieadisll, a. (Later example,)
X784 Maryland Jml. 27 July (Th.) There are two great-

coats missing, one ofwhich is a leadish-coloured countrycloth.

Lead-pipe. [See Leadj*^.! ic] Used allHd,
with dnck to denote an absolutely sure hold or
complete certainty. U'.S. coUoq,
1904 W. H, Smith Promoters v. 102 He was one of the

lead-pipe-cinch kind, . . and what he once buckled to he never
let get away from him. 1911 H. Quick Yellowstone N. xi.

288 Oh its a cinch, a timelock, leadpipe cinch I 1926 Punch
7 July 17/1 The Office of Works does not borrow money
even to back what Americans call a lead-pipe cinch.

Leading article. 2. a. (Later example.)
1877 W. S. Gilbert Sorcerer i, Sir, it is our leading article.

Leaf, sb, 9. Add to def. : and U.S.
x886 Harper's Mag. July 206/2 Lard, 'made from hog

round, say head, gut, leaf, and trimmings', is., in demand.
Z904 L. L. Lambobn Cottonseed Products 166 Neutral lard
is composed of the fat derived from the leafofthe slaughtered
animal.

13, b. A blade (of a propeller).

1846 Rep, U.S. Comm, Patents (1847) 253, 1 also claim the
giving to the leaves of said propellers a curved form.

16, a. leaf-blight^ -cell) -pointy -rib, -roll, -scorchy

'Subsla?ic€,

1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (iSso) ^o During the last

summer our seedling pears were for the first time badly
affected with ' *leaf-bltght '. 1857-8 Tra/ts. HI. Agric. Soc.
in. 492-3 That terrible and mysterious malady, the leaf
blight, attacks the young plants in the seed bed, as well as the
older stocks in the nursery. 1875 Huxley& Martin Elem.
Biol. 49 The terminal *leaf-cell soon attaining its full size and
not dividing. 1871 Kingslev At Last x. When the curving
*lcaf-pointstossinthe breeze. 1895 Kifut<G 2nd yungle Bk.
I4t Now the lighting shows each littlest *leaf-rib clear. 1862
Trans. III. Agric, Soc. (1865) V. 734 The *leaf-rolls found on
trees contain eggs, 1931 Times 16 Mar. 17/3 Apple •leaf-

scorch may also be. .caused by a.. rainy season dissolving
the potash contents of the leaves. 1875 Huxley K: Martin
Elem. Biol. 80 Then come irregularly branched {stellate) cells

forming the lower half of the *leaf-substance.

b. leaf-crumpler^ -cutter ; leaf-borings -citilingj

adjs.

a 1887 Jeffebies Field ^ Hedgerow (iSSg) 115 The coils

and turns upon this leaf, .are the work of a *leaf-boring
larva. 1876 Rep, Vervtont Board Agric. Ill, 591 Using
the empty cases, .ofone of the *Ieafcrumplers. 1875 Encycl.
Brit, II. 98/1 Corrosive sublimate in powder, sprinkled
across their paths, has a deadly effect upon the *leaf-cutters.

1934 J. A. Thomson Science Old ^ New xi. 61 One of the
early observers of the leaf-cutter ants. 1875 Eucycl. Brit. II.

98/1 I'he *Leaf-cutting Ants {CEcodoma) are noted pests of
central and tropical America. t98iA mer. Naturalist XV.
TOO A New Leaf Cutting Ant. 1934 J. A. Thomson Science

\
Old ^ New v. 30 Leaf-cutting bees.

I
17. leaf-fat (modern examples) ; leaf-lard

(earlier example) ; leaf-mosaic, a disease affecting

the leaves of tobacco and other plants ; Isaf-nosed
(earlier example) ; leaf-shedding, a disease

attacking pine trees (see quot.) ; leaf-skin, the

membrane enclosing the leaf-fat.

1845 1.\. HoopEt A dv, Simon Suggs v, 65 TheyVe knocked
the *Tearfat outen him tonight, in wads as big as mattock
handles. 1904 L. L. Lamborn (Cottonseed Products 166 In
the packing plants the leaf fat is taken from the animal
immediately after killing. 1847 ReP. U.S. Comm. Patents
(1848) 538 The articles thus referred to are put up in these

establishments, from the hams . .*leaf lard [etc]. 190a Ettcycl.

Brit. XXVI. 60/2 The juices of tobacco plants affected A'ith

the disease known as ' *leaf mosaic '. xZ-jo Amer. Naturalist
III. 472 A second species, .is the *Leaf-nosed Ba.t (Alacrotus
Cali/ornicus) from Fort Yuma. 1891 Schuch Man. Forestry
II. 302 In many cases a fungus {Hysterium pinastre) is

present, and may occasion the disease, which is called

'leaf-shedding'. i8j6 'A. Singlf.ton * Lett.fr. South 8f

West (1824) 75 (Th.) Being born smokers, [the negroes] make
pouches of the inner *leafskinof aswine, peeled thin, which
is soft, transparent, and tough.

£eaf, z'. 3. a. Add: To leafthrough'. Togo
through (a book) by turning over the leaves.

1939 Publishers' Weekly 10 Oct. 1928 '2 There are. .plenty

ofpcople who., like to leaf through a book before buying.

Jjea^^e of Ifations* An association of self-

governing states, dominions, and colonies created by
a covenant forming part I of the Peace Treaty of

1919 * in order to promote international co-opera-

tion and to achieve international peace and security '.

1919 Treaty 0/Peace xn.&Ti. 376 Disputes which mayarise
..shall be settled as provided by the League of Nations, igao

Blaclnv. Mag. Feb. 293/2 Leagues of Nations aie, we believe,

useless-

^eak, a, (Later example.)

1777 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLII. 319 She is Arrived

Leake, with a Ship from England.

Iiealc, z^, 1. b. (Earlier example.)

1834 Seba Smith Set. Lett. Major Jack Denning 58 If it

should leak out that I was going.

leakage. 2. Add to def, : improper dis-

closure of information from an office, etc. ; unex-

plained continuous disappearance of something.

X904 A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist Inde.\, Leakage
of small moneys, during travel, 292-3.

5. atlrib.^ as leakage conductance^ current, path,

190s Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 215 Any ordinary telegraph

circuit may be made approximately distortionless by adding

a certain amount of leakancc, or "leakage conductance. 1908

Installation News II. 55/2 Providing for the ^leakage cur-

rent a path to earth. 1909 Ibid, III. 64/1 The "leakage

path to the conduit or eai th is now very greatly reduced.

I.EATHEH.

3j6akance (irkans). Ekctr, [f. Leak v, +
-ANCE.] The passage of electric leakage through an
insulator. 1902 [see ^Leakage 5].

Xiean, v^ (Later example.)
1711 Lancaster Rec. 171 We can get but verj' little Hay,

but shall unavoidably leen our cattell.

]jeap, ^^. Add: 1. d. Ability or inclination to

leap.
izz86x T. WiNTHROP yohn Brent xx. 219 Our horses were

a part of ourselves. While we could go, they would go.
Since the water, they were full of leap again.

Iieapf 2^. Add : 6, O, Mus. To pass from one
note to another by an interval greater than a degree
of the scale. (Cf. Leap sb.^ 7.)

1879 G. A. Macfahren Counterpoint iv, 10 After several
consecutive 2nds, in melody, it is bad to leap, in the same
direction, upward or downward to an accented note, 1889
E. Prout Harmony (ed. 10) xiii. § 317 The third of the chord
exceptionaliy leaping, instead of moving as usual by step.

trans. 1927 C. H. Kitson Counterpointfor Beginners 17
A part may not leap any interval greater than an octave.

ILeapable (Irpab'l), a. [f. Leap sy, + -able.]

That can be leaped.
xgaS A. S. Alexander Tramps across Watersheds 128

Some parts of the precipitous sides approach within leapable
distance.

Leap-frog. Add : 3. Mil. (See quot.)
1918 Karrow Diet. Milit. Terms, Leapfrog, a method of

maintaining constant communication with a moving com-
mand by using two or more instruments with a single unit,

keeping one in operation while another is moving past it to
a position in front.

Leap-frog*, t'. Add (^). Mil, Of detachments
or units in an attack: To go in advance of each
other by turns as boys do when playing leap-frog.

1925 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words s. v.,

On the first 'wave' capturing its allotted objective, . .the

second passed through beyond it, or ' leapfrogged ' forward,
to capture the second objective ahead. 1927 Daily Tel. 30
Au:4. 8/7 Two pairs of mobile picket groups, moving by long
bounds and one pair ' leapfrogging ' the other.

Lease (1"^)» ^'•* p. /^«^, pi. ofLea j^,*] trans.

To divide (yarn or thread) into leas.

1884 M'^Laren Spinning ii,i The length varies from one
to twelve yards, and the forms of making up, leasing, and
tying are endless. 1927 T, Woodhouse Artif. SUk 67 It is

quite possible that all the remaining hanks have already
been leased.

Leased, ///. a, (Earlier example.)
j868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric, {1869) 150 The land

is divided as follows: Tilled land,., leased part of the estate.

Leasehold, b. Add : A\%ofig,
1904 Daily Chron, 10 Oct. 4/7 The people who want a

leasehold marriage. 1908 Ibid. 15 June 5/3 They are advo-
cates for leasehold marriage, or, in other words, for free love.

Lea'sing, vbl. j^.^ [f. Lease ^i5.4 + -iNGi,]

Attrib, in leasing reed, in weaving, a reed tlirough

which the warp threads pass as they come off the

bobbins.

1927 T. Woodhouse Artif. Silk 108 The ends of the
boboins are threaded through a leasing reed.

Least, a,. Add : 1, O, (Later examples,)
1870 A mer. Naturalist IIL 234 The Least Fern, ..and

the Roseate Fern, still breed on our coast. 1893 B. Torrky
Footpath-Way 9 All our common eastern Massachusetts
species were present; the kingbird.. and tlie least fly-

catcher.

4. (Earlier examples of to say the least of, , J)

1809 Deb. Congress 20 Feb. (1853) 422 To say the least

of it, the people will perceive, .an uncommon coincidence.

x8xi Ibid, 17 Jan. 603 'i'o say the least of such a measure, is

to term it an experiment.

Leather, T'^. 2. Add to def. : a stirrup-leather.

1928 Byrne Destiny Bay vii. § z. 3r4 The shorter your
leathers, the less you know about your mount.

d. As the name of a colour.

1923 Daily Mail i6 Jan. i Advt., Coat frock , . Grey, Mole,
Leather, . . New Brown. 1923 Ibid. 31 July 1/3 Advt., Grey,
Smoke, Leather and Navy.

5. b. leather-sealer; leather-dressing (cxa.mp\e),

1849 Rep, U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 357, I claim the
adjustable scraper. .for the purposes and uses of ^leather

dressing. i66a Connect, Rec. I. 377 The *leather sealers.,

shal have allowed unto them for each Dicker of Leather
they scale i8d. 1798 L Allen l/ist. Vermont 272 Weights
and measures, leather sealers &c. are regulated according
to taw.

d. leather-aproned^ -httomed.
178a Trumbull M'FingaHijZs) 92 Each *lcather-aproned

clown grown wise. 1783 E. Parkman Diary 298, 9 black
chairs.. five *leather bottomed Do. 1893 J. E. Cooke
B. Hallam 127 A rude oaken table and some Icathei-

bottomed chairs.

6. leather leaf (earlier example) ; leather
medal, a medal made of leather instead of metal,

snrcaslically suggested as a distinction ; Leather
Stocking, a North American frontiersman [from

a character portrayed by J, F. Cooper] ; leather

tortoise = leather-back.

1870 Amer. Naturalist June IV. 217 The *Leather Leaf
{Cassandra calyculata), and AndromedaPolifolia, are both

worthy of attention. 1837 Harvardiana IIL 147 (Th.) /V

•leather medal his reward should be, A leather medal and
an LL. D. i860 Richmond Enquirer 20 Apr. 2/5 (Th.) The
individual who conceived the leather medal idea [for

identifying dogs] deserves a leather medal himself. 1889

Kansas Times ^ Star ^ Dec, A leather medal, .awaits the

first misguided person this season writing it *Xmas . [^823

I. F. Cooper Pioneers i. 1. 18 His limbs were guarded with

long leggings of the same material as the moccasins, which



IiEATHERED.

gartering overtheknecsofhis tarnished buck-skin breeches,

had obtained for him, among the settlers, the nick name of

*Leather-stocking.) Ibid, ii The Leather-stocking lias put

his hounds into the hills this clear day. 1831 Mrs. Holley
Texas v. (1833) 43 The character of Leather Stocking, is not

uncommon in Texas. . .Ihe dress of these hunters is usually

of deer-skin- Hence the apt^ropriate name Leather Stock-

ing, Their generic name.. is Frontiers-men. 1848 in D.
Drake Pi<meer Life Kentucky viii. 314 He had nearly all

his life been a great hunter—was tn fact a large, coarse

Leather Stocking. 1909 Daify Chron. i July 7/3 With
most birds, you must make your approach with all the art

of a 'eatherstocking. iSii JViles* IVeekiy Reg. 19 Oct. L
119/1 It is a Testudo Cariaria {sic] or "Leather Tortoise.

Iieatlieredy J>J>i' «• Add : b. Made into, or

like, leather.

1797 in Goode etc. Fisheries 0/ U.S. \. (1S67) IT. 435 By
walking it [seal-skin] becomes leathered and soft to tlie foot.

i86p S. BowLKs Our New li'est 444 If you bring a liver not

entirely leathered and lungs not over half consumed.

leathern, a, 2. Comd. (Later example.)

j9y$ HoLLASn Sevefwaks x\i. 158 Blue-jays were scream-

ing among leathern-leaved oaks.

feathery, a. Add : b. leathery turtle =
leather back Leather sb. 6.

187s Encycl. Brit. III. 112/1 The Meathery turtle', which
is herbivorous, and yields abundance of oil. 1901 [see Luth].

ieavable (li'*vab'l), a, [f. Leave z/.i + -able.]

Admitting of being left.

1923 H. G. Wells Men Like Cods i. 1. § 2. 10 The affairs

of the Liberal were just then in a particularly leavable state.

^eave, ^b.^ 2. b. (Later example.)
1916 Bennett LiorCs Share v. 40 ' Mother I ' cried Audrey,

* Have you taken leave of your senses?
*

£eave, sb.^ BiiHards. [Leave v.^ 3.] The
position in which the balls are left for the next

player or stroke.

X901 Broadfoot Billiards (Badm. Lib.) 319 Every leave
was the result of accident rather than of design. 1903
W. Mitchell Cue Tips 6 To place the balls in certain

favourable positions upon the table and attempt to make as
large a break as possible from the * leave '. 1904 Mannock
Billiards Fxpounded 408 * Individual strokes* are not

famous for their Meavcs '. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 1 June 9/3
His * leaves * were often impossible ones for Roberts.

Ijeave, z'. Add

:

3. e. To allow, permit, let. C/.S. colloq.

1840 Southern Lit. Messen^erW. 508/1 Ifyou ha'nt a mind
to go, you can leave it be, it's all one to me. 1863 T. D.
Price MS. Diary 14 Apr., I left him have colt, c 1904 H. R.
Martin Tillie 113 He says his conscience won't leave him
weargrand [i.e. worldly dress J. 1910 J er.H art Vigilante Girl
vr. 55 It's all right so long as you don't leave her get loose,

V. d. (Earlier example.)
1883 NvE Baled Hay 56 That is where we get left.

13, To leave it at that : To proceed no farther

with a matter ; to refrain from pressing a point.

X9oa Captain VII. 542/1 We'll leave it at that, then. 1909
H. Walpole IVooden Horse iv. 78 She had tried.. but she
had failed ; and now, for manyyears, she had left itat that.

1916 Bennett Lion'sShare xxxCx. 245 'But if ithadhappened
to be the ebb, sir— *, He left it at that. 1928 Galswortuv
Siuan Sofig 114 He had looked at her, and left it at that.

b. (Earlier example of leave go.)

I75r6 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIII, 118 Tis said we left

go pieces of heavy cannon owing to the cowardice of a body
of Connecticut troops.

14. e. Add to def. : freq. in pa« pple. left ever,

remaining, not used up.
1899 BuRGiK Bread 0/ Tears n. 1. 138 The undigested

fragments which were left over after the making of the

world. 1907 Smart Set Mar. 72 /i You can go to the boss for

yoiu: time—if there's anything leftover from your breakage
account,

^eave, U.S. var. of Heve Lief adv*
1840 Southern Lit. Messenger's!. 508^1 Never mind, . .I'd

as leave be here as anywheres else. 189SMarc. Deland Old
Chester Tales 80^ I would just as leave. 1902 A. D. McFaul
Ike Glidden xviii. 144, 1 would '3 leave git fired,

XiOaver. Add example.
X910 IVestm.Gaz. 17 Jan. 5/1 Of the entrants and leavers

examined^ approximately 3 per cent, of the children.. suf-

fered from.. eye disease.

Xieaves, var. of *Lieves adv,
1771 Copley in Copiey-Pelham Lett. 142 If Mr Joy would

as leaves wainscott the.. room as plaister,..I should prefer
it. Ibtd. 160, I had as leaves Miller should paper as any
one else.

Jjeaving, vbl. sb, 3. Add : leaving certificate

(additional sense : seequot.) ; leaving-off time, the

time of ceasing work ; leaving scholarship.

1889 Nation 7 June 464/1 This sum including the * leaving •

scholarship given by the Clothworkers* Company. 1907
IVestnt. Gaz. 26 Aug, lo/a It is the usual practice at
leaving*off time on Saturdays for the workmen.. to cease
work at once. 1923 J. D. Hackett Labor Terms in
Management Engifteering May, Leaving Certijicate. A
card given to laid -offemployees, entitling them to considera-
tion when work is resumed.

Iiebanese (lebanrz), sb. and a. [f. Leban-on
+ -ESE.] a. sb. pi. The natives or inhabitants of
Lebanon, b. adj» Of or pertaining to Lebanon or

its inhabitants.

igao Glasgow Herald 5 Apr. 6 The Lebanese, .have.,
dissociated themselves entirety from the action of the Syrian
Congress. 1926 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 194 A distinguished

Lebanese Druse. 1927 iVeekly Times 25 Aug. 208/3 Maay
. . Letmiese residing in Egypt became French subjects.

Ziectioxi. 2. Add : Also attrib.

1927 A. H. M^Neile Intmd. N. T. 383 It [Codex Bezae]
contain*; certain lection marks which Brigbtnian holds to be
Byzantine.

10

Le'Ctorship. [f.LKCTOK+-sHip.] The office

or post of lector.

1906 IFestm. Gaz. 24 Mar. 3/a It is hereby expressly
stated that the Lectorship cannot be held for life. 191

1

A. Bkennan St. Laivrence 0/ Brindisi ^1 The Lectorship
was but the first step in his ascent to the highest dignities

of the Order.

Iiecture, sb, 7. Add : lecture-agent, -hcUly

-lampy -tour ; lecture-day (later U.S. examples),
1873 ' Mark Twain * & Warner Gilded Age Iviii. 527, I

am a business man. I am a *leciure-agent. 1753 Essex
Inst. Hist. Coll. XXI. 153 The meeting adjourned to the
next *Liecture Day. 1779 E. Parkman Diar^ 94 Mr. Badcock
has been with me to speak about ye Singing. .on proposed
Lecture day. 1870 ' Fanny Fern ' Ginger.Snaps 179, I get
a comfortable seat in church, or concert -room, or *lecture-
hall. 1873 ' Mahk Twain ' & Warner Gilded Age xlv. 406
It provided for the erection of certain buildings for the uni-
versity, dormitories, lecture halls, museums, hbraries, [etc.].

S89X T. C. Hepworth Bk. Lantern 270 A *\ecturt: lamp has
recently been introduced, which not only comprises a shade
light for the lecturer's desk [etc.]. 1B97 ' Mark Twain '

Follo^vvig Equator xv. 160, I had a curiosity to know about
that man's *lecture-tour and last moments.

Iiecturing, vbl. sb. attrib. Add :

1897 ' Mark 1 wain ' Following Equator i. 25 The starting

point of tliis lecturing-trip around the world was Paris.

^ecjrthid (le-sipid), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.
Lecylhid-: see Lecyth.] a. adj. Belonging to

the OT^tr Lecythidepe. b. sb, A tree of this order.

1871 KiNGSLEY.^^Za5^ xi, Some other Lecythids, which
go by the name of monkey-pots, Ibid.^ Some other Lecythid
tree high overhead.

Led, ppl. a. 2. Add : led lamp.
1887 P. U^l^miA. Blatvearie 84 Will Hood had a Med'

lamp ; it soon was kindled.

Led^fe, z'-2 Add : 3. To place as on a ledge.
1926 Bennett Lord Raingo 11. Ixxxvi. 403 She ledged a

large photograph of Delphine against the foofof the bed,

Ledger. A. sb. 8. Add : ledger-account

(modern examples), -keeper^ -work ; ledger-polo
= sense 3.

190Z G. H. Lorimbr Lett. Self-made Merchant vi, 77 Some
one who keeps separate *ledger accounts for work and for

fun, 1903 Daily Chron. 5 Jan. 5/5 It would be a bad day for

loyalty when people considered loyalty as an item in the

ledger account. xgo6 Ibid. 18 Sept. 3/5 A female *Iedger-

keeper and accountant in one office worked for 6j. a week,
x^oi J. Black Carp. ^ Build.^ Scaffolding 86 A combina-
tion of chains, clips, and screw bolts, used for securing a
*ledger-pole to standard. 1008 Westm. Gaz. 24 Mar. 6/3
He came to Paris, learnt "ledger-work, and obtained a
situation in a banking-house.

Lee-boarded, a. [f. Lee-board 2.] Fitted

with a lee-board.

1903 Kipling Five Nations 40 The shallow Baltic Where
the bluff, lee-boarded fishing-luggers ride.

Leech, sb,^ 2. Add : leech-like adj.

1905 \Vest7n. Gaz. 8 Jan. 3/2 He is prepared to stick to it

with almost leech-like tenacity. 1908 Ibid.SOct. 10/2 Para-
sitical and leech-like characteristias.

Leech, sb.'^ b. Add : leech-lining (see quot.).

1883 Man. Seamanship Boys 53 Q. What is a goring
cloth? A. Aside cloth of a topsail, .or lining ofa topsafl

called by sailmakers the leech lining,

Lee lone, Anglicized var. Lee-lane,
1928 Byrne Destiny Bay i. § 19. 128 Will you. .leave your

cousin Jenico and Miss Ann-Dolly by their lee lone?

Leep Cl^p),^'- Anglo-Indian, [ad. Urdu (Hindi)

Ifpna.} trans. To wash with cow-dnng and water.

1895 Kipling 2nd Jungle Bk. 80 The big wicker-chest

leeped with cow-dung. 1920 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 464/1 As
you smell the fresh leeped earth of the picquet floor.

Leery, a,'^ Add: 2. U^S, slang. Doubtful,

suspicions.

1896 G. Ade Artie in. sg The old lady's a little leary of
me, but I can win her all right. Ibid, x'u, 105 I'm leary of
it. 1909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 122, I was rather
leery about Jabez. 1928 L. J. Vhtic^ Baroque \\. 34 If you
hadn't . . made me leary that maybe you'd tip your friends ofL

3. U.S. slang. Careful.

191 1 H. Quick Vello7vstone N. xii. 300 But be leery that

we don't get stuck for non-performance.

Left, sb. Add : 4. A shot fired at a bird on

the left hand ; a bird in that direction ; a blow dealt

with the left hand.
1908 R. H. Benson Conventionalists 1. iii. 82 On Saturday

he bad killed three rights and lefts, and had not missed
more than one single bird flying alone. 1910 Blackw, Mag.
Jan. 140/1, I got a right and left with the big gun. 1914

J. H. & A. Lambert Boxing (ed. 2) 41 If possible send in

a straight left to head. 1930 Daily Express 8 Sept. 1/6
Siki fell to a left on the body and was counted out.

Left-handed, adv. [f. Left Hand 2.] To-
wards the left ; with the left hand.
X848 Sporting Life i Jan. 341/2 He also bats left-handed.

1854 in Eng. Mechanic 19 Aug. 182/1 It blows in circles

from right to left, or, as sailors term it, goes round left-

handed, 1909 Chambers's yrnl, Oct. 651/2 The great stag
..swinging left-handed .. passed Culworth. 1909 E. H.
Miles Lessons Lawn Tennis (ed. 3) xv, 79, I do not know
why ladies should not beat right-handed men players if the
latter were compelled to play left-handed. 1928 Observer
19 Feb. 24/4 You leave the Ouiidle road and turn left-handed
for Uppingiiam. 1929 Morn. Post 30 Dec. 13/1 Hounds ran
fast through Bushill to Chipping Warden, swinging left-

handed past Edgecote House.

Le'ftism. [f. Left sb. 2 c -h -ism.] The poli-

tical views or principles of the * left '.

I9ZO Oxford Mag. ig Nov. 94/1 Mr. CIutton-Brock has
consented to read a paper on ' Left-ism '. X921 ' N. Angell '

Fruits of Victory v. 165 No sooner does the Left of some

LEGATION.
party break off and found a new party than it is immediately
confronted by its own Leftism. 1927 H. G. Wble.s in Sun-
day Express 20 Mar. 12/5 Leftism seems everywhere in a
majority,, .but nowhere is it in effective control.

Le'ftist. [f. as prec.] An adherent of the * left

'

in politics.

1914 Contemp. Rev. July 20, I would support either a
violent reactionary, or extreme Leftist.

Left-over, a, and sb. [Left ppl. a. 2.]

1. adj. Remaining over; not used up or dis-

posed of.

1897 R. M. Stuart Simpkinsinlle 65, 1 did carry a handful
of left-over flowers around. 1905 Westvi. Gaz. 28 Dec. 2/1
If.. they find themselves with a left-over stock of life-force.

1907 Smart Set Feb. 13/1 She tacitly avoided him, and his
left-over moments bad still been spent philandering in the
company of her less discouraging companion,

2, sb. Something remaining over ; esp. a portion

of some article of food left over from a meal.
1897 R. M, Stuart Sim^kinsville t\j I try to keep the

Potter's field a-bloomin' with my left-overs, 1906 Daily
Chron. 21 Aug. 3/2 Miss Green, who produces the ' Everj--
day Luncheons . .tries to remember the ' left-overs *. 1927

J. DowD Negro in Amer. Lije g8 The mother rushes off to
work and often leaves nothing for the children's breakfast
except left-overs from the last meaU

b. A survival.

1911 L. Abbott America in Making g^ The dread of this

Executive power is a curious left-over from Colonial days.
1923 Una L. Silberrad Lett. Jean Armiter iv. § 4, io6
Being both middle-aged, ..two left-overs from a past time.

Leftwardly, adv. <= Leftwakds adv.
1908 Hardy Dynasts 111. i, iii. 335 With that in eye he has

bundled leftwardly Thomicre's division.

Left-wing. [See Left a. 3 b.] Used attrib.

with leader^ party, etc. Also Iieft-win^er,

X92C G. D. H. Cole Workshop Organization (1923) p. xiv-

Many more professed no allegiance to the 'left wing
leaders. 1923 Ibid. 17 The rise of ' left-wingism ' inside the
Trade Union movement. 1923 — Trade Un. ^ Munii. p, i.

One of the principal contentions of the ' left-wing 'elements
in the Trade Union and Socialist movements, 1924 Glasgow
Herald 5 Apr. 9 The unscrupulous, untiring representative
of the leftest of left-wingers.

Legy sb. 2. Add : To hang a leg (see Hang v.

4 c). To show a leg, to make one's appearance

;

to get out of bed.
1831 B. Hall Fragm. Voy. <5- Trav. I. 247, 1 say. Master

Doughy, do you mean to relieve the deck to-night? Here
it's almost two bells, and you have hardly shewn a leg yet.

1854 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green u. viL 61 He used to sing
out, ' You must show a leg, sir ! and . , kept on hammering
at the door till I did. 1919 iVar Slangin .4 tltensuvi 18 July18 Ju

a fee

meaning get up.

c. (Earlier example of phrase.)

1835 J. Neal Bro. yonathan L 8 A5 if the Yankee man
were determined to leave the.. brigadier without a leg to
stand upon, as a lawyer would say.

3. b. Leg of nautton, a shell of a shape sug-

gestive of a leg of mutton.
1893 Crockett Stickit Minister (1895) 242 The lady

teachers, .explored with their classes the great shell-heaps

for * rosebuds ' and * legs of mutton '.

14. c. Also, a tongue of clay going down into

other strata.

1877 J. Geikie Great Ice Age (ed. 2) 378 The men. .in-

formed me that it was only a Meg ', and was connected with
the stuff at the top—from which they said several such
* legs' had come.

17. leg-chair, a chair on which a person's legs

can be stretched out ; leg-drive, in rowing, drive

imparted by movement of the rower's legs ; leg-

knife, a knife carried on the leg ; leg-rest, a tripod

or similar device for supporting an apparatus.

1909 Westfn. Gaz, 30 Dec. 2/1, I stretched my wearied
limbs in the luxurious depth of a *leg-chair. 19x8 Observer
X July 30/3 They are lacking in *leg-drive, and their boat
does not run evenly between the strokes. 1834 C. Y. Hoff-
man Winter in West (1835) II. 75 After I had stuck my *leg-

knife into the chine of the other. 1840 — Greyslarr L L 14
The Scotchman, whose skene dhu was imitated by the
terrible leg-knife, worn beneath the beaded garters of his

companion. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 4 Apr. 10/2 Owing to the
outer casing and the light folding *leg-rests. .it matters not
how heated the barrel becomes.

Leg, V. 5. Add : In coursing, of a hound : To
seize (a hare) by the leg or legs.

1876 Coursing Calendar 149 Birkdale. .came round on the
outside and legged the hare, which Stolen Moments killed.

7. Cricket. To send to leg.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 11 July 5/2 The newcomer at once
started scoring.. .Nicholl followed him by legging Hoplej'

to tlie covered stands. 1903 SiarZ July 3/4 His first ball

was legged by Ranji for what would really have been 3 with

a couple of smart sprinters.

Legal, a. Add :

1. e, Z^r^a/r^z/, a kind of writing-paper. U.S.

1874 [see Cap-paper 3]. 1884 ' C. E. Ckaddock ' In Tetm,

Mts. It. 115 He replaced the sheet of scrawled legal-cap in

his pocket. 1902 Habben Abner Daniel 3 Old man Bisb<^

..was carefully reading a long document written on l^;al-

cap paper.

2. Legal memory (see quot.").

xZZ% Encycl. Brit. XIV. 650/1 By the Statute of West-

minster the First, . .the beginning of the teign of Richard I,

was fixed as the date of limitation for such actions. Thisis

the well known 'period of legal memory'.

Legation. 3. b. (Earlier examples.)
i83a-3 Congress. Deb, App. 90/2 The proceedings, .are not



LEGEND. 11 LET.

recorded in the legation. Ibid.^ The instructions are not in

the legation [at Loudunl,

Legend, sb. Add: 8. b. Applied to the

estimated power, displacement, speed, etc., ofasMp
or its parts, before construction or testing.

190B Wesim, Gaz, 31 July 1/3 A ship.. in the Bay would
exceed her legend speed by a knot or ti^o. 1921 Glasgow
Herald 17 Dec. 12 The British Government may construct

two new ships, not to exceed 35,000 legend tons each,

Legger 2 (leg-ai). [f. Leg sb, + -ee 1.] (See

quot.)
19*7 T. WooDHOusE Ariif. Siik 05 In the manufacture of

stockings on such frames two machines are used... One of
these machines, termed the * legger ', knits the upper and
longer part of the stocking, wliereas the other machine,

termed the ' footer ', knits the remainder of the stocking.

Xegginette. [f- ^^^'« Legging + -ette.] A
smalHegging.
19x2 Daily Mail 14 Nov. i Advt., Sterling Value in Boys'

Legginettes. 1923 Weekly Dispatch 25 Feb. 15 The small

girt. .is.. tucked cosily into legginettes of wool, velvet, or

leather.

^eggy* <J- Add: Also transf,^ long-stemmed.
x86o O. W, Holmes Prof. Break/.-t. x. 310 The white

meeting-house, and the row of youthful and leggy trees

before it.

Leghorn. 1. (Earlier examples.)
1740 Pennsylv. Gas. 22 May 7/2 Leghorn hats. 174a

Boston NewS'Leiter 24 June 2/2 Just imported..from
London . . Leghorn Hatsfor Women. \'j^ReadingMercury
31 Dec. Advt., Leghorn Hats.

Legion. Add : 4. b. American Legion^ a
national association of ex-service men instituted in

1919. British Legion^ a simitar association founded

in 1921 and incorporated by Royal Charter in 1935.
X919 G. S. Wheat Story Anier. Legion 8 At that dinner

(in Paris, 16 Feb. 1919] the American Legion was born. Ibid.

32 That was the crux of the initial success of the Legion.

19*1 Times 16 May 6/4 The arrangements for uniting

various ex-Service men's societies into one big organization

were completed. .yesterday. The new organization will be
known as the British Legion. 1924 IVhitaker's Almanack
843/x A Conference of Delegates from the various branches

of the British Legion was held, .on May 20-22, 1923.

IiegioniiairoCl'd^ane^u). [ad. ^, Ugionnaire^

Lligion Legion i b.] Amemberof the American,

British, or other, Legion.
19*7 Daily Express 26 Apr. i/s Each legionnaire auto-

matically becomes a member of the branch of the Canadian
Legion nearest to the settlement on which he lives. 19*7
Daily Tel. 14 June 7/2 The American Legion .. assembles

in Paris in September. ..The legionnaires will be over two
weeks on the Atlantic

^gitimacy. 2. (Earlier example.)
i8i» Niies' IVeekly Reg. i Feb. L 404/1, I never hear an

American citizen speak of the * legitimacy ' of princes with-

out indignation or pity.

legitimate, a. 2. b. L. drama and absol.

(Earlier examples.)
1843 Knickerbocki-r Mag. XXL 485 Such hotiors as the

grateful hearts of all admirers of the * true legitimate ' can
bestow, have been showered upon this son of genius. 1846
Ibid. XXV IIL 108 The stage of the Chatham [theatre] being
small, the management confines itself solely to legitimate

business.

C. (Earlier example.)
tSis Niles' IVeekly Reg. i Feb. I. 404/2 The * legitimate

*

sovereigns of Russia, Austria and Prussia.

^e'glessness. [f. Legless a. -t- -ness.] Leg-
less condition,
190a igth Cent. Feb. 254 Sir Richard Calmady's leglessness

Ls never for an instant forsotten. i9«i_ S"aw Doctor's

Dilemma Pref. xiv, The leg may mortify—it is always safer

to operate— . .evolution is towards motors and leglessness.

l^eg-pull (le'gpul). [f. the phr. to pull cue's

leg', sec Leg sb. a.] The act of imposing on a
person; an instance of this. Also ZiO'cr-puller;

^e-ff-pnUln^ vbL sb,

1908 IVestm. Gaz, 30 June 3/1, I, too, have Hyed in Aus-
tralia, where leg-puUing is one of the chief joys of life.

X920 H. C, McNbile Bnll'Dog Drummond \\. % ii. Of
course the thing was a hoax, an elaborate Icg-pulL X9>4

Glasgow Herald -i-^ July8/7 We felt sure we were suspected

of a leg-pull. i9a3 Motor Cycling 7 Nov. 2/1 You are

a confirmed leg-puTler. Just fancy kidding me about the

2>peed of the bus I bought from you.

^eguminoid (l/gi«Tninoid). [f, L. legUmin-,

LEGUMEN + -oiD.] A lej^iminous plant.

1936 Chambers's Jml. 15 May 373/1 It has the power like

some ' Icguininoids ', of attracting the nitrogen in the atmo-

spliere and fixing it in the soil.

I^eisurable, a, L (Modem example.)

190S
' Q ' Shining Ferry \. 9 Old Nicky Vro, the ferryman,

had pulled the same Icisurable stroke for forty years now,
and was not to be hurried.

leisure (le-3<ui, lr.5iui),z'. [f. Leisure j3.]

a. inlr. To have or enjoy leisure, b. trans. To
make k-isurely,

X938 E. Blundkn Undertones War 304 There to tany in

careless ways,. .Leisiiring after fiery days. 1939 Bridgks

Test. Beauty 1.723 Science comforting man'sanimal poverty

and leisuringbis toil.

Lemon, sb.^ Add :

1. b. slang (orig. U.S,). Something bad or un-

desirable.
zgxa Mathewson Pitching x. 220 The papers were men-

tioning him as the *$ii,(x>o lemon'. i9aj * M. Arlkn
Piracy i, v, 'What would happen if w* went on strike? ..

no one among them, .dreamed of answering. The answer
was a lemon. 1917 Daily Express 13 Dec 17/1 Middles-

brough seem to have 'picked a lemon', for the draw gives
them South Shields as opponents.

4. Also Comb.
x886 C. E. Pascoe London To-day \. (ed. 3) 27 Figured

lemon-satin curtains.

6. lemon cordial^ pie.
1836 Mag. Domestic Econ. I. 182 *Len5on cordiaL 1910

C. Harris Eve's Husband 154 Then you ate *lemon pie,

pound-cake and boiled custard.

7. lemon cheese (curd), lemon curd, a con-
fection prepared from lemons, butter, and eggs ;

lemon cling 17.3.^ a variety of clingstone peach ;

lemon drop (example) ; lemon-oil, an essential oil

obtained from lemons ; lemon-verbena (example),
1854 G. W. Francis Diet. Pract. Receipts, *Lemon Cheese

Curd. 1891 R. ^TE,\JLSFlour Con/ectioner loi Lemon Cheese.
X909 Daily Chron. 17 Aug. 6/4 Boiling lemon cheese over
a gas cooking apparatus. 1847 Rep. {W.S.) Conitn. Patents
(1848) 196 Fifteen specimens. .oftbe*lemon cling, .measured
over a foot in circumference. x9oa Fami Field i^ Fireside

3 Jan, 460/2 *Lemon Curd.—Half a pound of castor sugar, .

.

two lemons. 1915 Home Chat 20 Nov. 322 Cheap Lemon
Curd. 1870 Eggleston Blake^s Walking-St. vi. 41 He had
inquired if they had any *lemon«drops in their pockets.

1910 Chambers's Jml. Feb. 104/1 Sicily is the chief source
of exports of *lemon-oiI, more generally termed 'essence of
lemon '. 1869 C. L. Brace New West iiL 37 *Lemonver-
benas which are small trees.

^emuriau (l/'miue*rian), a. [f. Lemur + -ia^.]

Of, pertaining to, or connected with lemurs;
characteristic of lemurs.
1890 Smithsonian Ann. Rep. 621 An unsymmetrical face,

the nasal overture of a pheleiform type, and lemurian
attachment of the under jaw. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds

354 The hypothesis of a Lemurian continent was,, unneces-
sary. Ibid. 355 Lemurian remains have been found fossil

in France—if not in England.

^emurid (Icmiurid). [f. mod.L. LemuridsB.'\

One of the Lemuridae.
1884 American VIIL 218 True monkeys are scarce, but

galagos and certain other lemurids are common.

^emuTiform, a. [f. Lemob + -(i)fokm.] Re-
sembling the lemurs.
1887 Heilprin Distrib. Animals 174 Lemurs or lemuri-

form insectivores (Adapts, Necrolemur).

ILendinff, vbl. sb, 2. a. (U.S. example.)
1B39 Mrs. Kibkland Neva Home viii. 46 After tea, how-

ever, things brightened a little... The bath, the razor, the
much needed change of those 'lendings'on which so much of
the comfort of life depends, produced their hiunanizing effect.

^eniment. (Modern example.)
1905 R. Garnett Shetks. 96 Shall I have license to attend

my lord, . . And soothe with opiates and leniments ?

Iieninisiu (le'niniz'm). [f, Lenin the assumed
name of Vladimir Ilyich Ulianov (i 870-1924), a
leading figure in the Russian Revolution of 1917 +
-ISM.] The political and economic principles or

policy of Lenin and his supporters.
X919 J. L, Garvin Econ. Foundations o/Peace 584 There

was general submission to Leninism. 1921 Times Lit,

Suppl. 3 Feb. 66/4 The more the world sees of Lenin and
Leninism as they really are, the less Ukely it is to be led

away by him and his friends.

Iieninist (le-ninist), a. and sb. [f. Lenin (see

prec.) + -ifsT.] a. adj. Of, pertaining to or charac-

teristic of Lenin or his party, b. sb» A follower

or supporter of Lenin or his doctrines.

a. 1920 Glasgow Herald 24 Sept. 8 The C.G.T. has since

formally abjured the Leninist creed. 1928 E. W. Dickes
Ir. Marcu's Lenin 116 The Minority Party set up its own
offices in Russia, and boycotted the Leninist Central Com-
mittee.

b. xoao Q. Rev. Apr. 474 The Socialists and the Leninists.

xoaS K. Wi DicKEs tr. Marcu's Lenin 187 The Leninists, as

the closer adherents of Ulianov now called themselves,

Leninite (leminsit), a. [f. Lenin (see above)

+ -iTE 1.1 = Leninist a.

1919 J. L. Garvin Econ. Foundations cfPeace 37X Itia
necessary not to underestimate the force of the Leninite

system. 1920 Glasgoiv Herald 3 July 6 The Constitution

of 1019 which recognised the existence of Soviets, though
not m the Leninite sense.

^ens. Add : 1. C. Applied to certain objects

which resemble a lens in shape.

Z902 l/S.'Geol. Surv., Contrib. Econ. Geol. 113 The
principal mines.. have revealed valuable ore bodies of two
great types, those which occur as lenses.. and those which
occur in fracture or fissure zones. X903 Sci. Amer. 5 Sept.

165/2 The steam is conducted into what are termed ' lenses ',

which resemble a double-convex lens.

3. lens-board^ -mount, -tube; lens-grinder, -holder,

1893 Pkotogr. Ann. U. 289 The most important feature

is the novel and convenient mode of attaching the front

*lens board to the baseboard. 19SX Edin. Rev. Apr. 391
The foreign "lense-grinder worked more cheaply than the

English Icnse.grinder. 1876 J. Thomson tr. Tissandier^s

Hist. Photogr. 223 The ordinary *lens-holder being re-

moved from the front of the camera. 1892 Photogr. Ann.
IL 43 Unscrew the back combination and use the front alone

in situ, thus gaining the length of the *lens mount. 1867

T. Sutton &G. Dawsoh Diet. Phott^r. 181 The diaphragms
within the *lens-tube entirely prevent the reflection of light.

Iienticle (le'ntik'l). Geol. [ad. L. lenliculaj]

— Li':nticulb.

1898 MARR.SVra//^. ^^(7/. 35Thelenticles will be wider in

a direction at right angles to tibat of the strike. 190a Encycl.

Brit. XXV 1 1 L 654/2 Lenticles or eyes of uncrushed diorite.

Iienticnlar, a. 2. (Add quot.)

1903 Sci. Amer. 7 Feb. 98/a The lenses revolve at a given

speed, .proportioned to the diameter of the illuminant and
tne lenticular apparatus.

IientigerOUS, a. (Example.)
1883 E. R. Lankestkr in Encycl. Brit. XVI.680/2 The two

lines of development of theMoUuscaneycthepunctigerous
and the lentigerous.

3jentil. Add : 4. b. Geol. A lentil-shaped

deposit. Cf. *LENa i c.

i^o^ Amer. Jml. Sci. May 344 In the southwestern belt

there is a line of Devonian limestone lentils.

Iieouine, a^- Add : 2. b. Applied to a variety

of leprosy.

1915 C. A. Mf.rcier Leper Houses 13 The four varieties of
leprosy—leonine, elephantine, alopecic, and ophidian.

Leopard. Add : 2. (Modern example.)
xgzo Ne7v Statesman Apr. 20/1 For the moment the public

is not likely to get a thorough grounding in economics, nor
does the Press leopard show any signs of changing his spots.

6. b. leopard frog (see quot.) ; also called

spring frog and g7-ass frog; leopard tree, the

Spotted Tree of Queensland {^Flindersia maculosa).
190X Chambers's Encycl, V. 13/1 Widely distributed in the

United States are two forms—the Shad- or ^Leopard-frog
{Rana halecina) and the Wood-frog {R. sylvaticct). 1889
Maiden Usef. PI. 216 Flindersia wacw/^jja. . .Spotted or
*Leopard Tree. 1927 M. M. Bennett Christison iv. 50 A
seared and contorted leopard-tree.

Lepidopterid (lepid^-pterid), sb. and a, [f.

Lepidopteu-a + -ID a.] a. sb. A lepidopterons
insect, b. adj\ Belonging to or connected with the

Lepidoptera.
1906 J. R. A. Davis Knuth's Handbk. Floiver Pollina.

tion \. 123 Lepidopterid Flowers. These are chiefly visited

by Lepidoptera. 1908 Ibid. IL 480 Herm. Miiller [observed]

7 flies, 2 Hymenoptera, and a Lepidopterid.

LepidopterolOgy (leipidf^pterp-lodgi). [f.

Lepidopteua + -OLOGY.] That branch of ento-

mology which deals with thestudy of Lepidoptera.
1898 Proc. 4th Intern. Congress Zool. (1899) 532 An im-

Eortant phenomenon that my studies in Lepidopterology
ave revealed. 1921 {title) BuUetiu of the Hill Museum, a
Magazine of Lepidopterology.

Hence 3«e:pldoptero*logist, Iie:pidopteroIo*-

grical.

1898 Proc. 4th Intern. Congress Zool, (1899) 232 England
and English-speaking America possess the greatest number
of Lepidopterologists. Ibid. 337 Matters other than Lepido-
pterofogical must be settled by a general committee of
Zoologists.

^eporicide 2, ^wnce-wd. [L. lepori- + -CIE^

2.] The killing of a hare.

1914 W. De Morgan When Glusst -meets Ghost^ i. xviii. 200,

I., went .. dreading that I should find Achilles [adogl
awaiting applause for an achievement in—in leporicide, I

suppose.

IQeproid (le*proid), a. [f, Lepr-a + -oiD.] Of
the form or appearance of lepra ; resembling lepra.

1910 Practitioner Feb. 245 A ' leproid* disease has been
described lu rats.

^eprosery (leprfj-sari). [ad, Sp. leproserla^

A leper-house.
a 1890 N.Y. Med Jmt. XL. 275 (Cent.). 1891 J. L.

Allf.n in Century Mag. Feb. 592 Mother Marianne would
herself have written, but she was called away to the lepro-

sery. 1897 Diet. Nat. Biog. XLIX. 218/1 He founded the

leprosery of St. Thomas the Martyr.

Leptology. (Modem example in new sense.)

1928 Amer. Naturalist June 208 A complete science of
the fine structure of matter—leptology—is being built up
as a result of modern physical research.

Iiesional (li^"39nal), «. [f. Lesion + -al.] Per-

taining to or connected with a lesion or lesions.

1906 Practitioner Dec. 830 In lesional arrhythmia. .aK)C-
tite remains good.

]LesS, ci. 4. (Examples of ' minus ' sense.)

z^io Chambers's Jml. Oct. 66r/i If I borrow;^ 100. .1 pay
my interest, less tax. 1911 Rep. Labour ^ Soc. Cond.
Germany 111. vi-vu. 20 All meat is sold less the bone.

1930 Times 35 Mar. 24/z A full year's dividend on the

Preference shares, less tax, absorbing ;^i6,8oo.

7. b. (Later examples.)

1654 Gatakf.r Antinom. 5 In those words of mine nothing

les was intended, then this Autor would. .enforce them to

speak. 1856 Froude Hist. Etig. (1863) II. xi. 298 But
Elizabeth meant nothing less than to recall Sidney. 1865
Daily Tel, 2 Dec. 7/1 We may rest satisfied that the dis-

pute will end in nothing less than a battle royal. 1895 R. L.

Douglas in Bookman Oct. 22/2 His policy became nothing

less than a series of gigantic blunders.

^essive> (Earlier example.)
01760 Franklin Wks. (1836) II. 104 One [way] is, to soak

it [sc. the grain] all night in a lessive or lye.

XiesSOUy sb, 4. b. Add : 7'o read (one) a
lesson : see Read v. lib.

Let, ^-^ Add : 7. c. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1844 ' JoN. Slick* High Life N.Y, II. 140 Alter letting

into a few of marm's doughnuts. . I turned in till morning.

11. a. {e) to convert or combine into.

1912 Galsworthy Inn Tranq. 14 Inhabiting. .two little

shops let into one, in a small by street.

20. Insert : Let drive (see DRIVE v. 11).

24. Insert : Lot sUde (see Slide v. 5 b).

29. Let down. b. Add to definition : to fail in

supporting, aiding, or justifying (a person, etc.) j

to leave in the lurch.

1923 E. F. Norton Fight for Everest 217 The oxyeen

party should not this way be let down by their load faihne

to arrive at V. 1915 Deeping Sorrell ff Son xii. § i-
J^O' *

leave it to you Stephen. I know you'll not let me down.

1917 Observer 4 Dec 16/5 In Europe there is a strong feeling

that when America went out of the peace slie let Europe
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down. t^Mj Daily Ex^r^ss ti Dec, 2/4 A boy who lets Ins

group down, .is made 10 feel a<^hamed of himself.

C. in/n to diminish. 6^.5"-

X9a6 Publishers' Weekly 20 Feb. 563 Sales are increasing

instead of letting down.

31. ]^tizi. a. Also/^.
19x0 E. A. Walcott open Door xiii. 162 Let me m on the

game, Tommy. 1913 L. J. Vasck Baroque vii. 39 I'll let

you in on a secret. r9»8 Edgar Wallace Double xv, Ho
had been * let in * by acquaintances on the Stock Exchange
to several good things.

33. :^t on, b. To pretend, dial, and U.S,

i8sj Galt Provost xlvii, The provost maun ken nothing

about it, or let on that he docsna ken. i8a6 Mrs. Royall
Sketches 58 When they [in W, Va.] would say pretence, they

say lettinoK. .

.
' Polly is not mad, she is only lettinon '. 1846

Cross Disruption v. 48 She..had the sense to., let on to be

just as ill pleased as her mistress. 1876 ' Mark Twain ' Old
Times 137 If I wanted to., 'let on* to prove what had

occurred in the remote past, .what an opportunity is here !

1897 R. M. Stuart Simpkinsville 31 He let on he didn't

know him. 19x9 Randolph Enterprise (W. Va.) 28 Mar. i/i

We.. found out that Mr. Van let on to take the proposal

seriously.

34. £et out. e. Add to def: To slacken; to

make longer by slackening.

1877 Anna Sewell Black Beauty xxxiil. (1880) 158 When
the crupper was let out a hole or two, it all fitted well. 1901

G. W. Peck Peck's Uncle Ike 11, 89 (Born) The pants ought

to he let out a couple of holes on my suspenders.

1 (Earlier example.) Also 7-eJl. and intr. : To
free oneself from restraint.

1849 Parkman Oregon Trail ^"i-j Let out your horse, man ;

lay on your whip ! 1878 Reauk Woman-hater I. iii. 51 At
the end of the song she did let out for a moment.

35. £et up. b. (Earlier and later examples.)

1787 Washington Diaries III, 185 The Plows, after the
rain let up, proceeded to finish this part of field No. 5. 1841

J. F. CooPKR Deerstayer vi. Let up, you painted riptyles

—

let up I 1857 San Francisco Call 21 Feb. (Th.) Our sjiicy

contemporary must * let up * on us for this error of omission.

190S ^^KR^^}i A bner Daniel 39 *Will you never let up on
that ?

' Alan asked. Ibid, 270, I wish you'd let up on that

infernal clicking. 1913 Galsworthy Fugitive 11. 49 The
hunt was joined the moment you broke away 1 It will never

let up ! 1921 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean i. 8 If I ever

let up or weaken, all I need to think of is poor old Dad.
d. To relax, diminish.

1887 A. T. PiERSON Evangelistic Work vi. 59 His hand
lets up its pressure just as the scale is turning for God.

Let-down, <u [Cf. let-down ^h.^ Let v. 29 j.]

Characterized by depression or dejection.

1907 M. C. Harris Tents 0/ Wickedness 11. vii. 193 The
next was one of those ' letdown * mornings which everybody
must remember having awakened to.

Lethal (lr*)>al), v. [f. Lethal a.] trans. To
kill animals painlessly ; to lethalize.

19x1 Daily Mail 7 Dec. 6 Advt., Cat, Dying from internal

injuries..: IvCthalled. t^i Observer 27 Sept. 13/6 Proper
lethalltng establishments where cats can be put to sleep free

of charge.

Lethar^fy, v, (Modem example.)
1893 F. Thompson Poems ;$ It grew lethargied with fierce

bliss.

IJetlied, a. (Modem example.)
1895 F. Thompson Sister Songs 2 On the dull earth's

leth^d ear.

Zjet-in, ppl. a. [Let v. 31 c] (See qiiot.)

i88a Southward Pract, Printing {1ZS4) 249 Let-in notes

are, as the name indicates, let into the text.

Let-off. [Cf. Let v, 32 f.] A release or ex-

emption from punishment.
1854 Punch 23 Sept. 114/2 A light let-off that will be for

the murderer of more than half-a-million I

better, V^. Add: 4. d, (See quot, 1825.)

dial, and U.S,
i8a5 Jamieson Suppl, s.v. Letter, a spark on the side of

the wick of a candle; so denominated by the superstitious,

who believe that the person to whom the spark is opposite
wll soon receive some intelligence by letter. 1853 B. F.
Taylor "Jan. <5- June (1871) 221 Two 'letters' are snuffed
from the candles. 1854- in Eng. DiaL Diet. (Lane, Yks.,
Northamp., Warw.).

8. letter-ballot, a ballot in which the papers are

sent by post ; letter-blindness, inability (of the

eyes) to recognize letters ; letter-book, -case (earlier

examples) ; letter-mark, a contraction or symbol

;

letter-scale, a scale for weighing letters ; letter-
weigher, a device for weighing letters.

1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 126/1 This resolution .. sub-
mitted to the Society at large in the form of a *letter-baIlot,

1899 Allbutt's Syst, Med. VII, 433 In others, not even letters
can be recognised (*letter.blindness). 1696 S. Sewall Letter
Book 166, I find it copied out in my ^I^etter Book from
whence I now took it. 1653 Boston Town Rec. X. 39 Some
other Bills. .are in my Leather *Letter case wch comonly
lyes upon my table in that closet. J907 Congregational
Year Bk. p. xxix, The following *lettermarks and signs are
adopted:—B. (Bapti.st); C. H. (Countess of Huntingdon's
Connexion). 1900 Upward Eben. Lobb yyj Be it enough
To move the index of a "letter-scale But in the estimation
of a hair. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 28 Apr. 12/1 Many little con-
veniences.. such as a letter-scale which anyone may use.
k86x Catal. Inieruat. Exhib,. Brit. II. No. 5825, Inkstand,
pen-tray, blotting-book, book-slide, "letter-wetgher.

Let-np. (See Let v.^ 35 c.)

18^7 Congress, Globe 18 Dec. App. 47/2 There was no let

up m the matter : the people had so ordered it, and the
gentleman ought to be satisfied, a 1848 N, Y. Tribune
(Bartlett) There was no let up in the stock market today.
1856-1895 {sec Let v. 35 c\. 1904 Mary E. Waller Wood-
carver 72 There is no need to spare the wood. 'J"here'll be
a let-up (of the cold] soon. 1905 Boston News Bureau in

12

Daily Report g Dec. Suppl. iv/4 There will be no let-up In

the demand for copper,

^ev (lev). PI. leva(a). [Bulg. lev (pi. lefvd)

lion.] The monetary unit of Bulgaria, normally
equivalent to the franc.

1908 Daily Chron. 31 Oct. 1/6 The East Roumelian trihute

amounts to 2,951,000 leva. 1925 Glasgotv Herald 3 Aug. 8
The Bulgarian Government has paid an indenmlty of 200,000
levas. 1928 Daily Tel. 16 Oct. 18 The Budget 1927-28
showed a surplus of sixty-five million levs.

£evee, v^ (Earlier examples.) Also, to shut
or keep offhy means of a levee.

1834 [R. Baird) Valley Mississippi xxii. 285 Much has
been done to levee or emhank the Mississippi River.

1837 J. L. Wit.r.iAMs Terr. Florida 45 Where there is clay
enough in the soil, to form good embankments, the waters
might be leveed off. 1849 D. Nason jfrnl. 69 The banks
are leveed.

Hence Levee'ing vbl. sb,

i84§ Indiana Senate yrnl. 364 An act to authorize the
leveeing of Blue river, in Shelby county.

Iievel, ^b. Add : 2. b. On the level, (in a) fair,

honest, or straightforward (way). Freq. as adv.

phrase = honestly speaking, U.S. colhq,
(a) 1896 G. Ade Artie \\. 50, I see barrel-house boys goin

around for hand-outs that was more on the level than you
are. a igog^O.tiEKB.Y' Roads o/Destinyix. 157 Bud acted
'on the level *. 1911 — RolliugStones (1915) 194 Now, am
I talking on the level or am I not?

(3) 1896 G. Adk Artie V. 4a On the level, I'm surprised

you ain't on to that. 1920 Wodehouse Daniselin Distress
viii. 103 But, on the level, George, how do you get this way ?

1921 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean iii. 44 This was no
fault of mine, on the level. Ibid, ix. 162 Don't mind my
fooling, Charlie. On the level, I am awfully disappointed,

1923 \^ J. Vance Baroque vii. 40 No, on the level : if it

hadn't been for luck we'd still be guessin'.

3. d. Psychol, Applied to different or varying
degrees of intelligence or mental activity conceived

of as resting on a physical basis in the mind.
1913 Q, Rev. Jan, 123 ']"he brain contains some three

thousand million cells... The cells are arranged in different
* levels 'each higher in function and in a posit ion of command
in regard to the level below it, thus fcrming a sort of a
hierarchy.

IjOvel. A. adj, 7. b. Add : Icvei head, a
well-balanced person.

1906 * O. Henry ' Four Million 204 James Williams be-
longed among the level heads.

0. (Earlier example.) Also levelest in the same
sense, and similarly level worsts etc.

1851 AnArkansaTuDoctorZy (Th.) We put our horses out
at their level best. 1884 * Mark Twain ' Iluck. Finn xxviii.

270 The old man, .was on hand and looking his level pisonest.

1891 Harpcr*s Mag. July 208/2 The pony will not do his

level worst again. 1898 H. S. Canfield Maid of Frontier

97 She told me.. that she was goin' to do her levelest to

make our little home comfortable.

Iievel, v^ a Add : Also rejl.

1907 Daily Chron. 25 May 1/7 Another halfpenny may
possibly be put on the loaf before prices level themselves
again.

d. To bring to a level pace.
x868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse -ii-^. 180 Very soon..

Ripton got levelled, and began to trot in his fine, command-
ing style.

e. To get rid of, put away^ by levelling,

1910 Galsworthy in Nation, A Shea/ {zg\6) 132 All the
natural weaknesses and limitations of the dwellers shall be.

.

levelled away and minimized.

8. intr. Wxik away. To become level,

1921 Galsworthy To Let 11. ii. 140 Those two crumpled
rose-leaves, Fleur's caprice and Monsieur Profond's snout,

would level away if he lay on them industriously.

jLevel-beadedness. [f, level-headed Ys^'^ya^

a. 10.] Balance of mind or judgement.
1876 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. III. 156 That same

steadiness, or, in horse parlance, level-headedness,. .is quite
as essential on the race track .as any where else. 1896
Alma Mater n Nov.43/2 Aman whose great characteristic

is level-headedness. 1927 Daily Express 9 Aug. 8/2 A
trihute to the level-headedness of the country which in his

puny way he tries to wreck.

£ever, sb\ 4. b. Add : lever bit, clock, lock,

1834 Visit to Texas vi. 60 A horse, .having their terrible

*lever bits put into his mouth, a moderate pull upon which
might break his jaw. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 217 Marine
time-pieces, or patent *lever-clocks. 1841 Ibid. Advt.,

Patent *lever lock Factory. 1851 Ibid. 215 McGregor &
Lee. .manufacture lever locks.

6. lever-wood, (earlier examples).

175s in Coll. N. H. Hist. Soc. II. 102 In this meadow, they
left a bow made of "lever wood, and several arrows. 1810
MiCHAUx Arbres I. 32 Iron wood,,[ou'\ Lever ivood, nom
dans . . Maine et Vermont. 183a D. J. Bhowne Sylva Amer.
128 In Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine, it [Ironwood]
is called Lever Wood.

Ziever, v. Add : 1. b. To make way by
levernge.

1883 IBarinG'Gould y. Herring i, When lie took his

weight off,, .the plough levered out of the ground.

2. Also reJl. with into,

X910 Westm. Gaz. 24 Mar, 2/3 The Moderates have levered
themselves into a position they have no claim to occupy on
the Council.

ILeveresq,Ue (irvercsk), a, [f. the name of

Charles Lever ( 1 806-7 2) , an Irish novelist.]

Characteristic of Lever's novels or their style. Also
Iie'verlsh a.

1903 Westm. Gaz. iS Mar. 4/2 There are some good stories,

old or new, told in a racy and Leverish style. 1905 Daily
Chron. 15 June 3/1 Gf Anglo-Irish lords, of Levere-;que

LIABLE.

landowners, of eighteenth-century spendthrifts. 192* Glas^
goiv Herald 6 June 3 The Leveresque pictures of Irish life.

Severs' lace. Also leavers', [f. the name
of John Leverj who effected improvements in lace-

making machines in 1813.] Any lace made by a
* Lever ' machine,
1909 Westm. Gaz. 8 Sept. 9/1 The levers branch of the

[lace] trade. 1930 Times 29 Mar. 9/6 Dress laces, which
are known as leavers* laces.

Iieviathan. Add : 4. b. Leviathan canvas :

A coarse canvas of open texture.

1901 Lady's Realm X. 618/1 You can get this Leviathan
canvas in many shades of different colours,

^evitation. 1. (Modem examples.) Also
allyib.

190J Q. Rev. July 125 Many such victims of levitation

[sc. deep-sea fishes] have been picked up at sea. 1909 H. (i.

Wells To?io Bungay 111. iii. § 4. 364 The invisibility of all

the machinery gave an extraordinary effect of independent
levitation.

Hence ^evita'tioual ^., of or pertaining to levi-

tation.

1903 Edin. Rev. Apr. 329 These people sought,, for a Icvi-

tational quality akin to the dormitive quality of opium, but
never found it,

levity. Add: 4. A saying or expression marked
by levity.

1930 E. Bi.uNDEN in Nation 6 Dec, 327/1 Coleridge^
wonderfully well edited by his grandson (only rivalled hy

J. D, Campbell), lacks his epigrams and levities.

Levy, sb,^ (Earlier examples.)
1833 Mrs. Trollope Dom. Mann. Amer. I. 171 He..

drew from thence [his pocket] rather more dollars, half-

dollars, levies, and fips, than his dirty little hand could well
hold. 1834 Knickerbocker Alag. HI. 349, I was soon eased
on this point by an affirmation.. that a levy was a coin;
corresponding.. to a New-York shilling.

Levy*! V, Add : 1. f. To impose a levy on (a

person > Also reft.

190a Westm, Gaz. 17 June 9/1 The members will lie levied

IS. yearly to support their candidate. 1921 Ibid. 24 May
2/4 When the stoppage ceases the miners will levy them-
selves in order to meet these promissory notes.

Levyist (le*vi,ist). [f. Levy ji$.i + -isT.] One
who imposes, or advocates imposing, a levy,

1923 Glasgow Herald ^ Mar. 4 Without the investment of
money in any form which the levyist could reach.

£ew, sb:^ 2, (Examples.)
1825 J. Jennings Observ. Dial. W. Eng. 52 Le'tu, shelter;

defence from storms or wind. 1863 Wise New F'orest 193
The labourer still sits under the lew,. of the hedge. 1899
Raymond Men o* Mendip i. 7 The primroses an* cowslips
too be out beautiful in the lew between Black-rocks. 1908
Westm. Gaz. 6 Oct. 6/3 One of the most noticeable thing'i

about many gardens is.. the absence of any protecting
hedges or ' lews ', as they are called. _ 1910 Daily Graphic
21 July 16/1 Advt., Hop Lews, superior, stout, Rot-proof
Canvas Wind Slielters.

Iiewis (l«'is), V. [f, Lewis sb.'^'] trans. To
fasten by means of, after the manner of, a lewis.

1837 Civil Engin. ^ Arch. Jml. I. 72/1 When the stone
is broken. .it is separated on the bed by a large iron crow-
bar or gavelock, and this is either lewised or chained, and
raised by the large crane or *gin*. 1882-3 Proc. Assoc.
Municip. Engin. IX. 88 The only ties are wrought-iron
' lewis * bolts, ' lewised ' into the old arch stones dnd turned
down and cemented iiito the new ones.

£ewis ^nn (l«'is gvn). [f, the name of the

inventor, Col. Isaac Newton Lewis of the U.S.

army.] A ligbt, magazine-fed, gas-operated and
air-cooled machine gun. Hence J^ewis-Grnnner.
1916 Sir D, Haig Disp, 19 May in Neison'*s Hist. War

XIV. App., Those,. brought a Lewis gun to hear on the
enemy's line of resistance. 1917 War Illustr. VI. 466 A
* Lewis* gunner, i^x'j Inf. Mach. Gun Co. Training (Pxo\.)

7 Lewis guns are not included in the term Machme gun.
1922 Blaikiv. Mag. Aug. 158/1 He issued Lewis guns and
bombs.

^ewisiau (l«*isian), a, Geol. [f, the name of

the island Lewis in the Hebrides + -ian.] Of, per-

taining to or characteristic of, the island of Lewis.

1879 Encycl, Brit. X. 327/2 Murchison proposed to term
them the Fundamental or Lewisian Gneiss.. .Afterwards he
called them Laurentian. 1901 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 615^ In the

North-west Highlands, the Lewisian (Archjean) gneiss may
be resolved into (i) a fundamental complex [etc.], 1902
Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 653/2 The Lewisian rocks of north-

west Scotland.

^ezic (le'ksik), a. [f. Gr. \(^ik-6% pertaining to

words : see Lexicon.] = Lexical.
1897-98 Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol. 833 Primitive languages

are essentially structural or morphologic, only incidentally

lexic.

^Lexiconize (Icksik^naiz), V, [f. Lexicon +
-IZE.] a. intr. To compile a lexicon, b. trans.

To reduce or make into (the form of) a lexicon,

1892 G. Meredith Lett, 3 Jan. 1 1. 444 Your lexiconizing

is clever, and I cannot go beyond it. 1908 Galtos Mem,
Life 254 They admit of being so classified or Me.viconised ',

that., it would be possible for him to tell, .whether a similar

set had been already registered.

Ley, var. of Lye v,^ (See qnot. 1823.) Hence
JjQYQ^ ppl- <i- (cf. Lyed///. a,).

X7S8 \Vm. liiGGS Captivity 35 Sandy hill cranes boiled in

!e\ed corn. 1823 Long Exped. I. 114 Another very accept-

able dish was called leyed corn. Ibid. 195 They sometimes
prepare this hard corn for eating by the process of leying it,

or boiling it in a ley of wood ashes for..an hour or two.

Iiiable, ^. Add: 3. e. U.S. Likely.

loox S. Merwin & Webster Calumet K xi. igS He's
liable to call our men out lo-niglit, ain't he? 1903 A. Adams



LIAISON. 13 LIFE.

Los Ceruboy vii. 48 These fellows are not liable to need any
guns for some time. 1903 iV. }'. Even. Fast 22 Aug., Norman
Hunter's new record .. is liable to stand unmolest«l formany
yeari.

Xiiaison. Add : 2. a. (Later example.)
1870 Putnam's Mag. May 54j5/a The knowledge gained

from these new sources. .has. .given new zest to the alleged
Unisons of the Republic.

4, Miiit. Close connexion and co-operation be-

tween two units on the field of battle. Also transf.

1930 G. H. Perris Battle ofMante xi. 225 With the

I Army pulling north-west, the II Army pulling south-east, ..

how could anything more than a pretence of liaison be kept up?

192J Encycl. Brit. XXX. 26S/1 The artillery support was
weak. .partly through insufficient liaison with the infantry.

tra^isf. 1915 Oxford Mag. 29 Oct. 18/2 The * overseer ' of

the Press..an unrivalled artist in the liaison of departments.

1930 Q. Rev. July 138 It acted ratlier as a liaison between
the Admiralty and the Press Bureau than as a branch of
the latter.

5. Comb, liaison officer, an officer concerned

with the liaison of units; also transf.

191S * Ian Hay ' First Hundred Thous. xix. § 3 That most
ef^cient body, the French liaison officers, who act as con-
necting-link between the Allied Forces. 1917 Titncs^ May
8/4 The D.S.O. was conferred on him for conspicuous service

while acting as artillery liaison officer with the R.F.C.

Liba'tionaryy a. [f. Libation.] = Liba-
TORY a.

1896 W. J. Locke Study in Skoilatvs vi. 93 Mine. Popea
scattered scraps of stuff" about her room, in a kind of liba-

tionary joy. 1909 IVestm, Gaz. 16 Feb. 5/2 The new
Empress-Dowager had finished performing tlie libationary

sacrifices to the memory of the late Empress-Dowager.

^ba*ti0XLer. [f. Libation,] One who pours

out libations (to a god).
19J0 Return Brit. Museum 47 Black stone squatting

figure of Ser, a divine father and Hbationer of Amen.

Xiiberalf <z> 4. b. (Earlier examples.)
i8a7 {title) The Liberal Preacher [Bostonl. x8a8 {title)

AVhich Society shall you join, liberal or orthodox? [id.].

Ijiberian (l3ibi>*rian), a, and sb. [f. Liberia^

the Negro republic on the west coast of Africa,

founded in 1832.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to

Liberia, b. sb. A native or inhabitant of Liberia,

1855 Wesleyan-Methodist Mag. 1. 307 The Liberians . . have
acquired lands which no European power could peaceai)!y

gain from the natives. i88a Encycl. Brit, XIV. 508,^1 The
Liberian variety of cofiee. Ibid. 508/2 The Liberian civiliza-

tion..is apt to deteriorate. t9o6 IV'estm.Gaz. 14 July 13/1

The religious tenets professed, if not practised, by modem
Liberians. 1914 Waitkr H. Pack Life /( Lett. (1025) III.

120 About half the Liberian Cabinet.. have asked for an
audience with me this week.

^bertarian. 2. Add : Also adj.

1906 Westm. Gaz, 2 Oct. a/t No wonder the libertarian

woman rebels,

^ibdrtinotlS, a. (Modern example.)
1006 Daily Chron. 14 Aug. 3/2 The tale of a bold bad

knight, who made libertinous love to a virtuous young
woman.

Iji'bertist. [f. Libert-t + -lax.] An advocate

of liberty.

1887 Voice (N.Y.) Aug. n But not for a moment can the

r.-uHcal personal libertist accept such a heresy.

Uberty,^<$. 10. Add : liberty boat Naut.^

a boat carrying liberty men ; liberty bond, one

of the interest-bearing bonds of the * Liberty
*

loans issued by the U.S. government in 1917-18;
liberty cap (early examples) ; Liberty-loan, one

of the four issues of liberty bonds; liberty tree

(earlier examples).
1837 United Service Jml. Aug. 474 They knew, .that the

•libert>'-boai would be on shore for them at that hour.

1901 Daily Chron. 16 Nov. 4/3 The destroyer Thorn ran

down a liberty boat belonging to H.M.S. Forth, witli the

toss of three lives. 19x1 K. D- Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean
vii. 114 'I'hey had permission to stay ashore for the liberty

boat that went off to the ship at nine o'clock in the evening.

xou Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 760/2 The *Libcrty Bonds and
Victory Notes were issued under authority of the Acts of

Congress approved April 24 1917, Sept. 24 1917 (etc.). I9a3

A. L. Bknson Ne^u Henry Ford 188 Liberty bonds were

converted into $7,900,000 in cash. 1835 Mechanics' Mag,
10 Jan. 256/2 It IS whoUv at variance with classic authority

to place the Pileus or •LiUrty Capon the head of the figure

representing Liberty. 1843 L. AI. Child Lett. N. V. xl.

287 This age and country, in which liberty-caps abound.

1917 Nation (N.Y.) ai June 723/1 The campaign in behalf

of the *l.il>erty loan, .was most efficiently conducted. \^%i

BoGABT n'arCosts7oS The First Liberty Loan Act of April

24, 1917, authorized a bond issue of $2,000,000,000 and
advances to allies of $3,ooo,ooo/x». 192* B. J. Hendrick
Life ^ Lett. IV. H. Page (1924) II. 273 The American
Government finally paid this over-draft out of the proceeds

of the first Liberty Loan. 1766 Boston Select Men 26 Mar.,

A House. situate in Newbury Street near *Libcriy Tree.

1768 Boslon Rec. Comm. XVI. 312 The Sons of liberty

request all . . to assemble . . under Liberty Tree on Tuesday.

jjiberty (U'baiti), sb.^ [The name of a lx>ndon

drapery firm, Messrs. Liberty ^x\A Co.] Used attrib.

to desi{;nate materials, styles, colours, etc, charac-

teristic of textile fabrics or articles sold by Messrs,

Liberty.
18S8 Mrs. H. Ward R.Elsmere L 11. vii. 173 Bits of Liberty

stuffs with the edges still ragged, or cheap morsels of Syrian

embroidery. 1888 Daily Ne-^vs 23 Apr. 6/4 Her dress was of

two kindred shadesof almost indescrihable colour, belonging

to the class now commonly known, .as Liberty tints. 1891

Jbid. 19 Jan. 3/1 ' Liljcrty styles ' are to be had in every large

drapery establishment. 189a ' F. Anstey ' Voces Populi Ser.

IL 1 12 Putting on a turban and a Liberty sash. 1900 Muttsey s

Mag. July 517/2 Tying a brown liberty silk veil over my
hair. 1937 H. V. Morton /« Search Eng. xii. §1.211 Young
women in Liberty gowns who played the harpsichord.

b. absol. A material of the class of soft, usually

coloured, silks, satins, etc.,soldby Messrs. Liberty.
1903 Daily Chron. 19 Sept. 8/4 Soft satin, called in Paris

Liberty, is again being employed as a bbuse fabric. 1909
Westm. Gaz. 1 Oct. 8/4 With pannier draperies over an
under-skirt of Liberty.

Xiibidinal (libi-dinal), tz. [f. L. Hbidin-y libido

lust + al] Pertaining to or connected with libido.
192a J. RivticRE tr. Freutfs Introd. Led. on Psycho'

Analysis 28^ For a son, the task consists in releasing his
libidinal desires from his mother, in order to employ them
in the quest of an external love-object in reality. 1935 tr,

FremCs Collected Papers IV, 35 He withdraws libidinal

interest from his love-objects.

Iiibido (libai'df?). Psychol, [L. libTdOf desire,

lust.] (See quots. 1922 and 1926.)
19x3 C. G. Jung Psychoanalysis in XVflih Internal.

Congr. Med. § xii. 66 This infantile fixation, which is

understood as an unconscious attachment of the sexual libido

to certain infantile phantasies and habits. 19*3 tr. Freud's
Group Psychol. 37 Libido is an expression taken from the
theory of the emotions. We call by tliat name the energy.

.

of those instincts which have to do with all that may be
comprised under the word 'love'. 1926 Frances G. H.
Coster Psycho*A ttalysis 37 Libido. . . is now very commonly,
though not invariably, used to mean the total life-energy or
vital impetus of the individual.

Ubrary^. 3. Add: Hbraiy book, committee

,

company y desky hotisey -stamp.
1863 'Gail Hamilton' Gala-Days 146 There was the long

service, Sunday school and *library books. 1831 Congress.

Rec. 7 Feb. 618 It was referred to the *Library Committee.

174s Franklin Lett. Wks. (1905) II. 296 Our *Library
Company sends for about twenty pounds sterling worth of
books yearly. 1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 99 The public

institutions are a bank, a library company and a mechanics
society. 1895 M. A. Jackson Memoirs xi. 197 Hetween them
is a *library desk. 1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 281 The
*library house is a handsome brick edifice. 1861 Catal.
Cathedral Libr. Calcutta App. 120 To stamp the title page
and other parts of each volume with the *Library-stamp.

^i'Cenceless, a. [f. Licence sb. 2.] Not
possessing a licence.

S906 Daily Chron. 22 May 7/7 Six licenseless motorists on
the Oxford to Birmingham highway were, .discovered. 19*3
Glasgo7v Herald 10 Oct. 7/1 Licenccless owners will make
lliemselves liable to prosecution if discovered by the Post
Office inspecLors.

Iiichenification (biikenifik^-Jan). [f. Lichen
sb. 3.] * The conversion of an eruption into a form

resembling lichen ' (Dorland).
1903 Lancet 18 July 165/1 In some cases the lesions had

flattened and left a state of marked lichenification.

Sjick, sb. 1. (Later example.)
1919 H. L. Wilson Ma Pettgngill vii. 215, I was fool

enough to argue with him a bit, trying to see if he didn't

have a lick of sense.

2. (Earlier examples of the simple lick.)

X750 T. Walker yrnl. Exploration (1888) 51 At the mouth
of a Creek., is a Lick, and I believe there was a hundred
Ituffaloes at it. 1784 J. S.mvth Tour l/S. I. xviii. 141 Licks

are particular places . . where the clay or earth is impregnated
with saline particles. 1800 B. Hawkins Sh. Creek Country

29 Parallel with this, are some licks in post and red oak
saplin flats.

6. A turn ^work. Esp. with negatives. U.S.

x868 Putnam's Mag. June I. 715/1 The father.. cultivated

a little patch of corn, and did an occasional Mick of work*
for some well-to-do neighbour. 1883 J. ^Akh Bread-winners
xii. 185 There won't be a lick of work done in town the rest

of the week. 1904 Hakhen Abner Daniel (^^ But all day
yesterday an' to-day he hain't worked a lick. 1906 H. D.
P1TT.MAN Belle of Blue Grass C. xv. 224 I'll have to lake

care of the whole gang, and never get a lick of work out of

one of them.

Lick, V. 7. Read : To run or ride . . .

x886 Outing Dec. IX. 198/1 He'd nothin' ter do but ter

lick it like blazes, with the little dog a-follerin* along.

8. lick-log (earlier example).

1834 Crockett Narr. Life xiii. 89 At any rate, I was
determined to stand up to my lick-Iog, salt or no salt.

Licker. Add : Also in sense 6 of the verb.

1907 Daily Chron. 31 July 4/7 The licking his Majesty once

suffered..[and J the half-crown the late Queen gave the licker

for his pluck. " 1908 A. S. M. Hutchinson Once Aboard the

Lugger VI. viii. 456 Into achair Bill collapsed...He gasped

'George, this is a licker, a fair licker '.

b. Licker-in, the cylinder in a carding-machine

which receives the cotton, wool, etc., from the

feed-rollers and passes it on to the main cylinder.

Also licker-in roller,

1849 Rep. il/.S.) Comm. Patents (iBso) 198, I do not claim

a licker-in, nor the first main cylintler as such. 1867 Lire's

Diet. Arts 1. Q22 The cotton is delivered by the feed rollers

to the licker-in. 1884 M<=Laren Spinning (ed. 2) 84 To
assist the process.. the licker-in rollers are .sometimes made
hollow, and steam is allowed to fill them. /bid. i(j5 B is the

licker-in, and A the angle stripper between the licker-in and
the d offer.

Iiickety-Split, adv, U.S. [Fanciful.] At
full speed ; headlong. Also lickety-att.

(a) 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Lickety Split, very

fast, headlong ; synonymous with the equally elegant phrase

'full chisel'. 'He went lickety split down bill' Lickety cut

and lickety liner are also used. 1869 Mks. Stowe Oldto^vn

Folks xxviii. 358, I tell you if they didn't whip up an' go

lickety-split down that 'ere hilL 189a Susan Hale Lett.

269 This train is fearful wobbly..and we are going lickety-

split. 1904 Eliz. Robins Magnetic North i. 263 We'll go

by Pymeut in an ice boat lickety-split. I9XJ R. D. Saunders

Col. Todhunter'xx. 122 You're worse'n aold huntin'dogthat
goes sky-Iiootin' off lickety-split after a rabbit.

{b) X859 (see above]. X885 Eliz. S. Phelps Old Maid's
Parcuiise x. 157 So they went and pitched into the old chap,
lickety-cut. X898 E. N. Westcott D. Haruni 175, 1 up an*
put fer the village lickety-cut.

Lick-spittle. Add : b. The practice of

toadying.
1914 A. Harrison Kaiser's War 112 A social system of

formality, lick-spiitle, bullying, and brutality.

Lick-spittle, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To toady
to (a person).

1927 Daily Express 2 May 12/3 Christ criticised the sins
of the Church His mother attended, and got His reward.
He did not lickspittle the wealthy.

Lid, J^. Add: 1. e. In various slang or coUoq.
phrases with down^ off, on (see quots.), esp. to put
the lid on, to bring to a close or climax.
{a) 1873 ^'' ^' Mahonv Chron, Fennors I. xii. 225 What

wonder if the lid was constantly getting off her temper.
t^o^Philad. Publ. Ledger 1-2 Sept. 16 Commissioner of Police
McAdoo.. has taken frequent occasion to deny that the Mid '

was off, to use the slang definition of a lax police administra-
tion. X910 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor qd ' Playing with the
lid off back there, ain't they?' The sheriff's nod indicated
the distant faro-table. Ibid. 21S I'll back that opinion with
the lid off. X9a7 R. A. Freeman y4 Certain Dr. Thorndyke
II. xviii. 272 ' My eye !' exclaimed Miller,. .'This puts the
lid on it—or rather takes the lid off'.

(5) 1915 Literary Digest 4 Sept. 467/1 In fact, excepting
the ordinary saloons, . . the ' lid ' is down, secure and tight.

(c) 1914 H. A. Vachell Quinneys"" 11. xx. § 2. 288 ' Black-
mail ! gasped Quinney, ' I prefer to call it a weapon, sir,

which you are forcing me, sorely against my will, to use.'

'This puts the lid on.' X919 Punch 28 May 430/2 Miss
Stevenson.. is outside whistling for me, so I must put the
lid on. Yours, Alec. 192a Mrs. A. Sidcwick Victorian ix.

69 'That puts the lid on,' said Jane. .'You've done for your-
self now.* X928 T. Gann Discozi. ^ Adv. Central Avier,
168 Then came the earthquake, which must fairly have put
the lid on, as far as Uk was concerned.

Lie, sb:^ 4. Add : (See also *Lye sb,^)

5. A period of resting or lying.

X930 Lettice U. Cooper Ship of Truth \, 30 Sunday was
their one chance of a long lie.

Lie, '^•^ Add: 10. d. (Modern example.)
1876 ' Mark Twain ' Tom Sawyer i. 4 But in spite of her,

Tom knew where the wind lay, now.
11. O. Of horses, yachts, etc., in a race : To lie on i

to keep close to, so as to impede the progress of,

a competitor,
X9S8 Daily Tel. 17 July 18/2 Fintra [a yacht] lay on Lanai,

and kept her in last place.

16.* Ue about, to lie here and there ; to be left

lying carelessly or in disorder.

1853 KiNCSLEY HyPaiia xiii, Why, these poor blackguards
lying about are very fair specimens of humanity. xSgx

Morris Newsfr. Noivhere v. (1907) 31 Most children, seeing

books lying about, manage to read by the time they are four

years old. 189a R. Buchanan Come Live 'with Me xiii. 141

Ye might leave it \sc. the poison] lying about, and mischief

might happen.

21. liie down. a. Add to def. : to give up, stop.

1904 W. H. Smith Promoters i. 21 When they finally lie

down, we'll just say, ' All right, well go ahead aione '. 1916

Lit. Digest (N.Y.) 8 Jan. 87/1 It is natural enough that the

accusation of ' lying down ' and quitting has been cast up
in turn at each of the participants in the conference.

26. Lie out. f. Of land : To lie fallow or un-

used.
X849 Rep. {i/.S.) Comm. Patents Agric. (1850) 402 After

the corn crop, do not suffer the land to ' He out *, No error

can be more opposed to good farming.

27, Lie over. d. To suspend travelling; to

stop.

1854 BARTLErr Pers. Narr. Texas etc. II. xlv. 538 We
arrived there too late for the morning cars. We had, there-

fore, to lie over a day.

Liegefal (Iz-d^ful), a. rare, [f. Liege sb, +
-FUL.] Loyal, faithful.

x87a A. DK Vere Leg. St. Patrick 72 Ifye be Hegeful, sirs,

decree the day. Ibid, 155 Pure of heart, and Hegeful unto
Christ.

Lie-up. [f. Lie v. 29 b.] The fact of lying

inactive m a place.

1926 Blacktv. Mag, Dec 850/2 We settled ourselves down
for a happy four months of ' lie-up '.

Lieves, var. of lieve Likf adv, {Ci, *Leaves.)
1863 ' Gail Hamilton ' Gala-Days 241 We'd just as lieves

work out of doors, .as not.

Life, sb. Add : 3. O. Not on yoztr life^ not at

all, on no account.

1905 N. Y, Even. Post. 19 Aug. 2 The congressman was
asked if there had been any gambling during the trip. * Not
on your life', he said. 1927 Vachkll Dew of Sea etc. 259
Mr. Munro snorted. ' Not on your life. ..I foot all bills.'

12. Such is li/e, an expression implying accept-

ance of whatever happens.
1849 N. Kincsley Diary 52 For my part [I] could almost

wish myself in the same Latitude.. but such is Hfe.

16. a. life-form, -habit,

1899 R. Smith in Nat. Science XIV. no Oecological Plant

Geography, which considers the 'life- forms of .species. 1905

Daily Chron. 17 Aug. 5/7 Each cell capable of dKvelopmg
into a distinct species of Hfe-form. 1891 C. L. Mokgan
Animal Sk. 214 To watch his *life habits with sympathetic

interest.

b. life-preserving, -saver, -saving {add quots.).

X849 Rep. ( C/.S.) Comm. Patents (1S50) Improved Arrange-

ment of the Sections in a * Life-preserving Hammock. 1903

Boston Even. Transcript 20 Aug., Accordmg to a deciision ot

the Election Commissioners a City Point *life saver cannot



LIPE-AND-DEATH.
vote. 1877 Harper's Mag, Dec 50/a The "life-saving car

is passing from the vessel to the shore with living freight,

IhiiL^ The life-saving station. 1903 .V. Y. Times 25 Sept. 14

The plight of the sloop had been signalled at the iife-saving

station at Sandy Hook.
17. life-company, a life-insurance company;

life-foro8, vital energy ; life-gun, a gnn used for

sending life-saving apparatus to ships ; life-index,

-token (see quot.).

1907 IVesim. Gaz, 10 Apr. lo/i That is sufficierit mstifica-

tion for the *Iife«company amalgamation. 1903 G. p. Shaw
Man ff Siifertnan ni. 109 These are the creatures in whom
yoa discover what you call a *Life Force I Ibid. 134 This is

because the philosopher is in the grip of the Life Force.

igosCrrV/cXLIII. 371/3 It would appear that one Wagner
once drifted into life-force worship. 1918 GALSwoRTHY^^Vtf
TalfSy Indian Summer of a Forsyte v. 341 Five million

people..and all of them at the mercy of that Life-Force.

J910 Chambers's Jml. Mar. 159/2 The *life-gim which is

used by tl
*"

' ' '" '~
''"" ""' '

Hastings'

condition of which is in popular belief bound up with that of

some person, and indicates his state of health or safety.

^ife-and-death, a. [See Life sb, i c] In-

volving life and death ; vitally important.

1863 MacmillatCs Mag. IX. 60/3 Leaving the period of
her..life-and-death troubles about Religion behind her.

1869 Porcupine 4 Dec. 346/3 A child of six years, stricken

down by inflammation of the lungs, drawing to the close

of his hard life-and-death struggle. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward
R. Elsmere II. in. xxiii. 226, 1 go about haunted by the
seriousness^ the Hfe-and-death interest people throw into

music. X89S Kipling 2nd Jungle Bk. 5 Nowall that life-and-

death fun was ended, 1908 Daily Ckron. 14 Aug. 1/7 This
life-and-death hunt for the dancing girl takes the play to all

sorts of interesting places. 1909 ll^cstm, Gaz. 37 Aug. 2/2
Their life-and-death interest in the matter would make them
watch the result closely,

Ijifeli^eueSS. (Earlier example.)
Z842 PoE7rti.'j,t>fa/i'<7r/r*z/V, I had found the spell of the

picture in an absolute life-likeness of expression.

^ife-line. [Life sb. + Link j^.2]

L a. (See Life jd. 17,) b. A diverts signalling

line.

1877 EncycU Brit. VII. 297/2, e is the 'life' or 'signal*

line^ which is attached to the diver's waist, and by which he
makes signals and is hauled to the surface. tZq^StrandMag.
XII, 351/1 As the strain of the air-pipe was downward, and
that of the life-line upward, I concluded that the pipe must
be fast below.

2. fig. The line of life : see Line sb.^ i g.
i860 Hawthorne Marble Faun xxix, If there were one of

those friends whose Hfe-line was twisted with your own, I am
enough of a fauUst to feel assured that [etc.]. 1905 Daily
Ckron. 13 Feb. 3/1 Every man who has lived so long, .and
kept the life>line so straight and true as Mr. Holyoake.

l^ifer. Add : 3. One who leads a life of a
specified character.
Properly the second element ofa compound.
1906 Daily Citron, ii May 6/4 The Gospel did not com-

mend itself to the simple lifers of the country-side, but spread
like wildfire among the complex Ufers of the Greek cities.

Ijifereut, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To assiga in

liferent.

1890 J. Rankine Erskine's Princ. Law Scot (ed. 18) 218
And money may be liferented, the interest, but not as a rule

any bonus, being due to the liferenter.

]uife-size, (Z< Add: b, Assb. The size of life;

a life-size portrait or statue.

1851 Art JmL I Mar. 95/2 A fieure of life-size. 1885
W. M. RossETTi in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 681/2 Cato as an
emblem of wisdom, and (in life-size) numerous figures of
classic worthies, prophets, and sibyls,

Jjife-sized, ^. [Lifk^^. i6c.] =Lipe-8Ize£j:.
i3$o Art Jrnl. i Mar. 91/3 This is a three-quarter Hfe-

sized figure. 187^ Clara E. Clement & Hutton Artists
igih Cent. I. 26 ' The Birds of America '. .was completed in

1839.., containing 448 plates, life-sized and colored. 1885
W. M. RossETTi in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 682/2 In the
chapel. .is an Adoration of the Magi, a square of ai feet

containing about thirty life-sized figures.

Ufetuue. Add : All in a (or one^s) lifetime^ a
phrase implying resignation to whatever happens,
^ 1849 N. KiNcsLEY Diary 44 My consolation is that it is all

in my lifetime and thus make myself quite contented. Ibid,

52 This must count as 'all in my lifetime *,

Xife-timer. [f. Lifetxite.] One serving a life-

sentence, (In quot fig^
1946 J. Black You Can't IVin v, 48 Life-timers of society,

they were slowly sinking without a straw to grasp at.

IiifeVi a. (Recent fig. example.)

^ 1910 Chambers's Jrnl. Nov. 706/2 Those [sapphires] found
in Ceylon, which are lighter in colour and ' lifter ' than any
of the others.

^iffc, sb^ Add: 5.d, (Earlier example.) Also,

elevation, height.
x8z9 J. Macauley Hist. N. Y. 1, 170 This lock [of a canal]

has an extent within the gates of one hundred and fourteen
feet, with a breadth of thirty—the Hft is nine feet. 1848
Indiana Gen. Ass. Doc. II. 144 Three lift locks, with an
aggregate lift of ^^\ feet. 1849 Willis Rural Lett. iv. 49
The brook at my feet, and, around me, pines of the tallest

lift, by thousands I

6, Aeronaut. The upward pressure which the air

exerts on an airship or aeroplane ; the total weight
which an airship or aeroplane cau raise (including

or excluding its own weight).
1903 EncycL Brit. XXV. 104/1 The stistaining power, or

* lift ', which in horizontal flight must be equal to the weight,
Ibid.y With concave surfaces, angles of 2* to 5* will produce
adequate 'lift'. 19x0 Blackw. Mag, July 4/1 The com-

14

partments [of the Zeppelin] contained 351,150 cubic feet of
hydrogen, giving a lift of eleven tons. 1927 C. L. M. Browm
Conquest Air 45 A speed at which the resistance of the air

exerts on the wings an upward force or ' lift ' greater than the
downward pull of gravity.

18. (sense 7) Hft-block^ plate, purchase ; (sense 10)

lift-boy ; lift-battery, a battery in which the guns
are lowered for loading and raised for firing; lift-

drift ratio, in aerodynamics, the ratio of the lift

to the drift or drag of a plane ; lift-hamnaer =^

Helve 2 ; lift-look, -pump (earlier examples) ;

lift-valve (see quot. 1887).
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 454/2 The first i2-in. guns to

be installed were the two in the *lift battery, which was
finished in 1895. 1883 Man. Seamanship Boys 28 There
are. .two lift-plates bolted to the cap, with eyes on each side

of lower *lift-biock to hook to. i^>a6 Daily Chron. 20 Sept.

8/1 As I live at the top of a building, . I am very dependent
on the "lift-boy, 1918 Barber Aeroplane Speaks {ed. 6) 8

The Aeroplane must be slow in order to secure the best

possible *lift-drift ratio. 1880 Encycl, Brit, XI. 425/2 The
*lift or helve hammer, .thus came into use. 183a Louisville

Directory iii There is one guard and three *lift locks com-
bined, all of which have their foundation on the rock,

1883 *Lift-plate (see lift-block above). 1856 Trans. Mich.
Agric. Soc. VII. 52 Cowing & Co., Seneca Falls, N.Y. [ex-

hibited] I "lift pump for watering stock. 1883 Man. Sea-
tnanship Boys 217 Lower *lift purchase. . .Used for squaring
or topping lower yards. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 505/1 In
many stationary engines * lift or disk valves are used, worked
by tappets, cams, or eccentrics. 1887 D. A. Low Machine
Draw. (iSgz) 68 Flap valves, which bend or turn upon a hinge

;

(2) lift valves, which rise perpendicularly to the seat; (3)

sliding valves, which move parallel to the seat.

Uit, V. 1. Add : occas., to lower after raising

from an elevated position (e.g. quot, 1841),

b. Also with down*
1838 Dickens O. Twist xxi, Sikes dismounted,.. holding

Oliver by the hand, .and lifting him down directly, bestowed
a furious look upon him. 1853 Kingsley HyPatia xiii, Lift

the old disgraced man down, sir. 1889 Doyle Sign ofFour
viii. (1B90) 13S 'He acted according to his lights', said

Holmes, lifting him [the dogj down from the barrel.

2. d. To raise in price, value, or amount. Also
ellipt.

1907 Daily Chron. 7 Nov. 1/7 Home Rails were lifted all

round .. several rises being substantial, Z928 Chambers's
Jrnl. Feb. 99/2 He kept on lifting the betting, merely to

increase his plunder. Ibid, 1 15/2 Jackson . . opened tlie pot
for a pound. The American.. raised it five, and Captain
Reginald lifted another five.

3. Add: Of aircraft: To rise off the ground,

1879 Eng. Mechanic 4 July 410/3 The small flying model
..only just lifted oflf the pavement. 18^9 H. G. Wells
When Sleeper IVa/ces xxiv. 327 The aeropile.-was running
down its guides to launch. It lifted clean and rose. 1907
Daily Chron. g Oct. 4/5 She will have to get rid of at least

250 lb. of ballast before she will Uft,

£ To rise in the air,

1878 B. F. Taylor Between Gates 65 The blue dome of
Mount Diablo lifts in the far horizon. Ibid, 14a Around you
the mountains lift three and four thousand feet above the sea,

g. To come into being; to originate.

X928 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 3/2 Whatever quarrel—sudden
it must have been—had lifted between them came to its

crisis,

h. To rise in tone or volume of sound.
19x3 Galsworthy Inn Tranq, 157 He seemed to enjoy the

sounds of conversation lifting round him. 1918 — Five
TaleSi Indian Summer v, The wayward music lifted up
again.

11. (Additional examples.)
X906 Daily Chron. 12 Sept. 5/7 It was freely smd that if

we only applied the suspensions would be lifted. 1922 Encycl.
Brit. XXX. 255/2 The bombardment is Mifted' from the
first line to reenforce that on the second line,

c. (Earlier example,)
X846 Oregon Spectator 30 Apr. (Th.) [Mr. W.] is less able

to lift my paper now, than at any former time.

Iiifter. 2. b. {d). Also atirib.

1884 McLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 152 The bobbin travels up
and down on a lifter plate. Ibid, 164 The lifter motion is

greatly strengthened.

C. A vessel used for raising sunken craft.

1909 IVestm. Gaz. 16 July 7/2 The gunboats., have arrived
on the spot, as have also the Admiralty tugs and lifters.

lifting, ppl* a. Add ; lifting plousfii, one
which raises the soil it passes through.
X879 Scribner's Monthly Dec. 239/2 A subsoil or lifting

plow which stirs and loosens the substratum without bringing
it to the surface.

Iiiftless, a. [f. Lift sb.^ io + -ljb:3s.] Not
provided with a lift.

1916 W, J. Locke Wonderful Yr. xvii, 345 She was living

..on the fifth floor of a liftless block of flats in Wandsworth,
192X spectator 16 Apr. 484/2 In a liftless household.

Iiift-up, a. [Lift v, i b.] Made to lift up,
1917 Installation Neivs Jan. 5/1 The Cabinets comprise

a substantially constructed stained box, fitted with lift-up

lid, lock and key.

Xiigaiiy var. of Lagan, (Modem examples,)
1906 Westnt. Gaz. 13 June 4/2 These are, says Mr. Clifford,

the ' ligan ' of history. X909 Daily Chron. 20 Mar, 5/5 The
custody of flotsam, jetsam, and ligan.

Jjight, sb. Add : 1. i. (Later example.)
loio W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 25 Mebbe I'd a-put his

light out for good and all.

6, b. Lights out (Mil.) : The last bugle-call

of the day, giving the signal for all lights to be
extinguished. Hence in non-military use,
x868 Queen's Regul, Army § 845 Between tattoo and

reveille no trumpet or bugle b to be sounded,.. with the

IiIGHTHOUSEMAIf.
exception of the call ' lights out '. 1905 Captain XIII. 43/a
It's off".. .we aren't allowed to talk after lighls-out I

7. d. To see the light, to become enlightened or

convinced, U.S.
x8i2 Niles' Weekly Reg. Ill, 195/2 It is indispensably

necessary that every man should 'see the light*. 1889
Kansas Times ^ Star 14 Oct., Up to a few weeks ago, he
was opposed to a revival of navigation on the Missouri,
but now he has seen the light and says he's for it strong.
X903 N.Y. Even. Post 10 Sept., It is altogether likely that
they, too, will see the light before another week has passed,

10. light-change, a change in the light which is

received from a variable star ; light cure, a cure

effected by sunlight or artificial light ; also attrib.
;

light-curve, a graph showing the variations in the

light received over a period of time, esp. from a
variable star; light-deiuander, one of the class

of trees which require a relatively large amount of

light for healthy growth
;

(so light-de?nanding

adj.); light-pressure, the pressure exerted on
bodies by light-waves ; light-stand, a stand to

support a light; light-valve,a valve which controls

the passage of light.

190a Chambers's Jml. Feb. 68/2 There is another variable
star.. the *light-changes of which show that [etcl. 1901
Ibid. Dec. 844/2 Hospitals . . have already obtained appa-
ratus for the *light-cure of lupus. 1903 Science Si/tings
19 Sept. 324 Among the modern methods of light cure
the one longest established is that of keeping small-pox
patients in rooms from which the actinic rays of light are
shut out. 1904 Daily Chron. 11 Apr. 5/3 A lengthy visit to
Professor Finsen's light-cure institution. 1904 Westm. Gaz.
28 Sept. i/i His light-cure treatment of lupus, xoos New-
comb Study of Universe 115 The lower curve is tne •light-

curve of the star. 1926 H. C. Macpherson Mod. Astron. lai
The light-changes of Algol.. .The star's Hght-curve. xSgx
ScnLiCH Man. Forestry II. 307 As regards light-requirement
it stands half-way between *light-demanders and shade-
bearers. i^ioCliambers'syrni. Mar. 172/2 The ash, oak,syca-
more, elm, alder, birch, are all liglit-denianders in a greater
or less degree. X891 Schlich Man. Forestry H.^iB German
foresters seem to consider the Douglas Fir to be a moderately
*light-demanding species, igoz Encycl. ^nV. Index, •Light-
pressure, 1908 Westm. Gaz. 23 Oct. 5/3 The ' light-pressure'

exerted by the sun. 1926 H.C. Macphekson A/od. Astron. 43
Explosions, light -pressure, and gravity. 1866 M us. Whitney
L, Goldtlnvaite vi, On this Tittle green stood., a round
white-pine *light-stand with her work-basket and a few books.
1873 Koutledge'^s Young Gentl, Mag. Feb. 173 The new
*light-valve, by which a perfect equality of tone is preserved.

£ight, a. Add : 2. b. Lighier-than-air. Of
aircraft : Belonging to the balloon type ; that rises

in the air by reason of its lesser specific gravity.

Also Hghter-than-sea.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 11 June 7/2 The best working 'flying*
model airship, whether of the heavier-than-air or the lighter-

than-air t>-pe. xqio C. C. Turner Aerial Navig. Today
Gloss., Lighter'than-airy a term used to denote all aerial

vessels whose ascensional power is derived from the buoyancy
of gas or hot air, xgia S._F. Walker Aviation i. 7 * Lighter
than Air ' apparatus which we call balloons. 1917 C C,
Turner Air-craft To-day vii, 105 Certainly the liner is a
lighter-than-sea machine, but only a portion of the liner is in

the sea. 1923 Hart & Laidler Aeronaut, Sci. 8 A second
consetjuence of Borelli's work was naturally an increased
attention to the problem of 'lighter-ihan-air' flight.

ellipt. 1910 Blackvj. Mag. Feb. 206/1 Neglecting the
lighter than air as a military auxiliary.

7. b. Of lines : Made with a light stroke ; thin.

Also of type,

1898 J. Southward Mod. Printing I. xxii. 140 The first

would be called a lightface^ and the second & heavyface.
Light, v.^ 5. a. (See quot.)
1884 J. QuiNCY Figures ofPast 180 Soon after sunrise the

tide lighted us over the bar.

b. (Earlier examples.) Also to light in (to join

in a fight) or into.

1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel, H^«/ xxiv. 508 Our mules had
broken corral and were lighting out toward Wingale.
1878— Western Wilds ii. 37 She swore at us, an' lit out
on the road with a partin blessin'. Ibid. xiL 187 They
double-quicked into town and lit in generally. x88x A. A.
Haves Nevj Colorado xi. 149 When them tramps sec us
a-comin', they knew we was on the shoot, and they just give
three cheers, and lit out. X889 K. Munroe Golden Days
xiv, 156 YouVe got the levellest bead of any man that ever
lit into the diggings.

Iiighted, ///. a. Add: AIso^.
1891 Meredith One ofour Conq.-x.\TC\\\y Her lighted mind

punished her thus through her conjuring of Dudley's words,

lighter, sb,'^ Add : Also lighter-up (see quot.

193 1).

1909 Westm. Gaz. 21 Apr. 8/i Robert Brown, lighter-up

[at locomotive slied] slight cut on left eyebrow. X921 Diet.

Occup. Terms (1927) § 709 Lighter-up, carries live coals from
fire hearth in shed to engine fire box.

Light-faced, a. [Light a.i *7 b.] Of type :

Having thin printing-surfaces.

X898 J. Southward Mod. Printing I. xxiv. 155 In thacase

of light-faced letters, they are spoiled for good work after

the first time of using. 1917 F. S. Henrv Printing far
School

<S-
Sliop vii. 90 Dainty, light-faced type.

Ijigb.tli0iise. b. lighthouse keeper (earlier

example).
1738 Massachusetts Prov. Acts XII. (1904) 513 Thatthe

sum of Fifty one Pounds, .be paid., for his services as Light
House Keeper.

LiglitlLOUseiuazi. [Lighthouse b.] A light-

house-keeper.
1889 A thenseuni 23 Feb. 257 Advt., The manners and vrvg^

of coastguardsmen, lightbousemen, and other amphit-ous
creatures.



LIGHTING.

Lighting, vol. sb.'^ 1. attrib. Add

:

i88s P. HiGCS Magtieta. * Dynamo-elictrlc Mach i8iA greater part of its lighting-power is due to the incandes-
cence of the electrodes. igzS Chambers's Jml. Jan 21/1An automatic regulator wherewith to uiake . . and suddIv
lighting power to the lamps.

Xaghtless, a. Add : 3. Not having a light,
or lamp ; lampless. ,

1906 Daily Ckron. 18 May 6/6 His undetected offence of
ridmg a lightless bicycle after dark.

Light-line, = Light water-line (see Light

1894 \V. H. White Man. Nmfal Archit. (ed. 3) 47 The
displacement of a ship between her light and load lines
could be estimated, and would give the true ' dead-weicht
capability'.

Lightning. 2. Add : Also applied to liquor
= *CHA1N-L]GHTNING 2. U.S.
1876 'Joaquin' WiLtER Umvritten Hist. viiL irs In one

"Lj'^ •" °"^ where men were wont to..drink lightning.
Ilnd. XL 164 All ranged themselves.. before the bar calline
out

'
cocktail ",..' liglnning straight ',.. and so on.

O. pi. A grade of jnte.
'9»9T.WoopnouSE Spinning, IVtavingetc Flaxl^ Jute'Z.
3. d. Acting with the rapidity of lightning.
1883 ' Mark Twaim ' Li/c Mississippi xvi. 200 If one of

the boats has a ' lightning ' pilot, whose ' partner ' is a trifle
bis inferior.

e. lightaing beetle = Fib«-plti; lightning-
box, a box used in producing stage-lightning;
lightning-bug (earlier example); lightning-
ohange, a rapid change of costume made by an
actor or performer ; lightning conductor (earlier
example); lightning-rod {b) = Fulg0bite i;
lightning strike, a sudden strike which takes
place without any warning; Ughtuing train C/.S.
= lightning express.
1859 B. Jabger .V. Amer. Insects 51 (Cass. Sunpl.) Some

months since a lady presented me two of these living •light-
ning beetles. 1855 M. M. Thommou Doestichs xxvi. 237the prompter was stretched on the top of a canvas volcano,
with the bell-rope in his hand, and his hair full of resin, from
the hghtnin-box '. 1797 Massachusetts Spy 30 Aug. 4/1
this country at present has two speciesof 'Lightning Bugs.
1890 Harper's Mag. June 51/2 No more ' •lightning change

'

Irom the sock to the cothum was ever made in life's drama.
«8l4 W. Bkntlev Diary (1914I IV. 262 The post remained,
retained on the side of the steeple by the 'Lightning con-

rlJr'1"'-
'*'' Kennedy Sporting Sk. S. Amer. 97 These

lightnmg-rods - are caused by lightning passing through
the loose sand, and fusing it. 1918 Times 3 Mar. 12/4 Six
collieries were idle in Northumberland to<iay as the result
of "hghtnuig strikes. 1928 G. B. Shaw Intetl. IVamaii's
Guuie Ixxxui. (1929) 448 A lightning strike of waitresses in

LT'^^J"-- '"^^ B- f- Taylor lyorldon IVhcets i. viii.
66 In lightning trains he [the brakeman] is not given tomuch humor, but the article b in him.

Lightning (lai-tnir)), V. [f. LiaHTNHTG si.'] =
Lighten ».2 6. Alsojig.
1903 IVestm. Gat. 16 Nov. 8/2 The two metal balls

thundered and ligbtninged as they delivered the message,
igae Hall Caine in Strand Mag. Jan. 20/1 Mr. Gladstone
leapt to his feet, whereupon the air of the House thundered
and Jightn:ngcd for a short ten minutes.

Lightllingy(l9i-tnii)i), a. [f.asprec] Sugges-
tive of liglitning. (In comb, with thunder.)
1906 Galsworthy Man of Prcperty \\. ii. 141 They bad

i""!".""'.^>°'"' '°°'' =» thunder and ligbtningy as that
little June I

Light-weight. A. sb. L Add : Also of
vehicles, esp. motor-cycles.
i^ Daily Report 20 July 9/1 Light-weights of 2 h.p.are

<!»'i? capable of averaging well over 20 m.p.b.
B. adj. Add : Also of cloth, etc.

190a Daily Chrvn. 8 Nov. 8/3 Every woman who walks
much clings to a light-weijht Russian blouse. 1903 Ilnd.
4 July 8/4 A cool alpaca skirt, or one of light-weight cloth
1904 lind. 17 Aug. 8/3 The hat.. is made of lieht-weieht
leather. *

Add U.S. examples

Light-weighted, a. [f. Light-weight sb.]
Of light weiijht : carrying a light weight.
1867 Lowell J^/i^rfy iVind. (1871) 76 We. .see the tatber

light-weighted great man wheeled round the room to con.
verse with his guests. 1005 H^estin. Gaz. 21 Mar. 8/2 The
London and Brighton Handicap Steeplechase on Friday
majrbe won by the light-weighted Dam.
logllilite (li-gnibit). Geol. A columnar or

cylindrical structure in limestone, due to pressure.
i88« Geikie Text-bk. Geol. 312 Another illustration of

the effects of pressure in producing deformation in rocks, is
supplied by the so-called ' lignilites ',

' epsomites ', or • stylo-
iltes .

Like. A. adj. 9. b.
of like = was or had like.

1884 'Mark Twain' Huclt. Finn xxxix. 396 We Uke to
pit a hornet's nest, but we didn't. 18S8 ' C. E. Chaddock '

Broomstdge C<^/^xviii. 327 That's what like to have happened
to me. >9i6 B. M. Bower J'hantom Herd vi 100, 1 like to
died a-laughing.

B. adv. Add : 1. c. Like a book, in careful
language

; with care or precision ; without hesita-
tion ; thoroughly. U..'i. colloq.
i8«9 Massnclmsetts Spy 28 Jan. (Th.) Yoa talk like a book,

Mr. Bond. i8« J. Nkal Dir.vn-Easters 26 An educated
and travelled Yankee... talking like a book, even to his
washerwoman. 1839 C. F. Brigcs Harry Franco I. xi. 73Know him like a book, replied Mr. Lummucks. >84z
Congress. Globe 13 Feb. 148/1 Democrats, he knew, would
vote for It (a. the Pre-emption bill] like a book. 1875 [see
bPEAK V. B. 1 dj.

C. For ' Obs. exc. &.' read

f:".!'"?^^,'-"'"';,*
young man, and 'back he came, lilting i.

Also of one's gait:

13

e. e. (Modem U.S. examples.)

bmndt'lfkfi?'"'
^*- 'B^"""^'.') The old fellow drank of the

fZt^jAi *=' rh <=°l°"''jd P=0P1«= dare not dfess them-

.^ /L /i "?r''"'
,"'=y "'°"S'" anything of themselves.

^J'r^^, ,1 ''k"V""S y?/^ Noneof thlm act like theybelonged to the hotel, i^ H. S. Canf.elo Maido/Frol
thr;u'g°S',iirad^

''°" "° '''"^ '"•=^ ™" '-d ^^'°' "«

C. sb. Add : 1. b. = Likeness.

herTha'p'e°she%fWj;td:"-
*'' ''° ^" =•""="' """^'^ '"<=

Like, W.2 2. (Later U.S. example.)

noWf
' '^' ^°°'^^ ^- """"" =8= She liked to fainted just

Likelihood. 2.
' Now rare exc. Sc'

.hfS*!,*^' ^^'^^^P'™ ^{- Ormont xxx. The likelihood is, weshall bear nothing further.
'

Liker. (Modern examples.)

tb'/'.'r,?''
,^,'"'°'-° -^1'- '8 Aug. (1895) II. 62, I am one of

2/%wJ n"V' ""= g°"''"«"'-
.
»«94 W. C. Gannett

Blessed he Drudgery i,r-B.^\, of us is ringed about by two
f-^^irt";? •°'i""r'"'''^'f

'^ ""= ""'= °f <»» Likers, the
inner is the circle of our Lovers.
Lilacky (bi-laki), a. \l. Lilac 2.] Of a lilac

colour.

limMw'^"''""
^'^'' '' ^'''' ^"^ ^*"^ °^ **"^ °^ lilacky

Lilinm (li-linm). [L. lilium : see Lily.] A
plant (or flower) of the genus Lilium.
190a Jf^'stm. Gaz. 6 Dec. lo/i Of all flowers none are

attected by frost so much as roses, .. violets, and liliums.
1903 /i;<i 26 Nov. i2/r White liliums arefetching 4.S. a bunch.
1908 Daily Chron. 29 Feb. 9/1 A stock ofanemones, ranun-

'^oi')''.?r'^i°'''^' f:^.'^
liliums. ioa3 Chambers's 7ml. Dec.

'it -li i'
''"""^ ^"d choice gladioli grow superbly.

Lilt, V. 1. b. Add : Also with out.
1916 Bennett Lion's Share xxv. 191 Musa lilted out the

delicate, gay phrases of Debussy.
3. (Recent examples.)
1904 Kipling Traffics Sr Discov. 79 He lilted a little on

his feet when he was pleased. Ibid. Bo He went to England,and he became a vnimtr lYian r.nA k....i. u. 1-1. .. '

little in his walk.

Lilting, ppl. a. Add
(sense 3 of v.).

1903 Longman's Mag. Jan. 271 Swinging down the street
with an easy hltlng stride .. marched two Englishmen,
soldiers both. * *

Lily. 5. lily-pad(earlier and later examples).
1843 A mckerlocker Mag. XXI 1. 1 Huge moccasin darting

away beneath the dense reeds and lily-pads of the swamp.
187s ».o\.\.K»oSevenoaks v. 65 A deer, feeding among the
Idy-pads. .888 Afa/w/: 19 July 57/2 The trout breaking at
the edge of the lily-pads.

Lima. (Earlier example of Lima bean.)
183, Mrs. Holley Texas (1833) xL 123 He had known

winters here so mild, as not to kill the Lima bean.
b. ellipt. = Lima bean. U.S.

i8s« CozzENS Sparrowgr. Papers viL 85 Put the Limas
to the right, .and as for the rest of the seeds sweep them
into the refuse basket. i8«a Trans. HI. Agric. Soc. V.
(1865) 785 Pole Beans—Amongst these the Limas deservedly
rank the highest.

Limb, JA.I 2. b. (Later examples.)
188s San Francisco Neios Letter (Farmer Slang s.v. Cake)

Between you 'n me, red stockings ain't becomin' to ail—
ahem—limhs. 1898 Marg. Deiand Old Chester Tales 237But It was she who informed him that he might stay until
his hmb permitted him to walk. 190a H. L. Wilson
Spenders xxxi. 369 One of my maids who slipped on the
avenue yesterday and fraaured one ofher—er—limbs. 1904
Louisziille Courier-Jml. 5 Sept. i Her limbs were void of
shl^ or stockings. 1924 W. M. Raine Troubled Waters i.

12 bhe dexteroulsy arranged the skirt without being able to
conceal some uiches of slender limb rising from a well-turned
ankle.

4. b. Add to def. : An iron core in a dynamo.
190a Encpict. Brit. XXVU. 584/t (i) the magnet ' cores *

or limbs
, carrying the exciting coils whereby the inert iron

IS converted into an electro-magnet ; (2) the yoke, which
joins the limbs together and conducts the flux between
them.

5. limb-wood (see quot.).
1901 J. Black Carp, f, Builder, Home Handier. 62 [For

mosaic work] black is obtained by using ebony or bog
oak green, by..a species of native green oak, known as
limb wood .

Limb, V. Add : 1. b. With off: To strip (a
tree) of limbs.
i88<j Harper's Mag. Jan. 231/1 It seemed to be built

principally of alder poles well limbed offand placed, roughly
speaking, side by side.

3. trans. To be a limb (or limbs) to ; to furnish
with limbs.

1909 Raymond Dante etc. 291 We were like two arms that
limb one frame.

Limber, ».l Add: Also limbering z;/}/. J*.,
limbering-up adj.

1911 BtcickTv. Mag. Aug. 2S2/1 Dempsey had passed the
afternoon in a 'limbering-up hike', i^rj Dancing Times
Dec. 301/1 Most dance students know that limbering is the
basis for every kind of dance work.
Iii-mbered, a. [f. Limber sb.^] Having a

limber.
19J0 B/ackw. Mag. Feb. 279/2, 1 lent him some men and

a limbered wacgon.

Li'mberly, adv. [f. Limber a.] In a limber
or supple manner.
1891 Harper's Mag. Nov. 891/2 His long spare arms swing

limberly before a long spare body, a 1909 'O. Henky '

LIMESTONE.
Roads ofDestiny xii. ,86 They, .slouched limberly over tathe railroad eatmg.house. j " => i»

Limburger (li-mbojgai). [a. Du. and G.
Limburger.] attrib. with cheese, or ellipt. A soft
cheese made in the province of Limburg

;„'Mn„'5'??^"'L
"''^- Mar. 644/1 The obese Teuton delightsin loud Limburger and Gruyere.

J^'^^)
^'''^ l- t>. Add : Time and lime : see

*TlME sb. 9.

3. d. A vat containing a solution of lime for un-
nairing skins.

rl^^„^' 1,- ^T't '^?^"^- ^'"'''n- W- ') 331 When suffi.
ciently softened the skins are next placed in the 'limes'.
1 ne goat-skins remain in the ' limes ' about 14 days
i>. hme-burning, -cask, -grout, -mortar, -ooze,

-sijter,.wagon; lime-rook, -sink (earlier examples).
I860 Abbott South ^ North 196 [.Slaves] employed.. inIlme-burning or fishing. ,865 M rs. Stowe House i, Home

t-.ai, beating himself on a *lime-cask which the plasterers
ha^Ieft. i8;;5 R R. Brash Eccl. Archit. /../. 8 The interior

? /? ,^",'1^ '.^,?"='' """' -^^'l stones and 'limegrout. 1764Coll N. H H,st. Soc IX. ,68 Capt. Walker's son came and"
; '"I

l""= mortar. 1867 J. N. Edwards Shelby etc.

„™'if ir.°' j'^W"'*'' for a moment beneath *linie
ooze, half tanned hides and the smell of a charnel house.
1665 ^ec. 0/ Providence (R. I.) HI. 66 Those *Lime Rocks

,6?, /i/fiM'""' ^T% '^i""=
"•'^' •>« P"P«"ally Common.

f,-„ .t , ^=9 To fetch for their use as much lime Rock
^.S- VIV •??-"'^>' P'"^^^=• '77' '" Maryland Hist.

H^V^Tc J "52 "^'^^ my sei-vice to Mr. Deards and desire

wL^V., p'*7"'^''.r"^'f'^.''- '837 J. L. Williams r^ml^lortda 9 Ponds and *hme sinks are numerous betweenthe.. rivers. 1864 B. Taylor H. Thurston vi. 79 No one

ZTa ,'<"<^'r.\ '"ne-wagon or a woodsled to give an inch ofroad to a lighter vehicle.

Lime, sb.^ 2. Add: lime-punoh (earlier
example)

; lime-squash, a drink made with the
juice of the lime (cf. lemon-squash).
1774 P. V. FiTHiAN Journal (1900) 206 We had after

Dinner, Lime Punch and Madaira. igog Daily Chron. isjune
«-v """""nS. lime-squash is superior to lemon squash.
l^ota. II Aug. 1/4 If you want a long cool drink try a lime-

Limehonse (bi-mhaus), v. [f. Limehouse, a
district in the east of London.] intr. To make
fiery (political) speeches such as Mr. Lloyd George
made at Limehouse in igog. Also U mehonsintf
vbl. sb.

tgi-i Daily Mail i Aug. 5 (heading) Mr. Lloyd Georg-
himself again. . . Limehousing at Carnarvon. 1914 National
/?«'. June 543 Mr. Lloyd George went to Ipswich and
Limehoused on the eve of the poll. 1920 Glasgow Herald
2o Mar. 7 It IS exactly what he used to say in the old Lime-
house days, though his Limehousing now is of a difierent
kind.

Lime-jttice, v. [f. the sb. or f. Lime-jdioeb.]
tntr. To make long voyages.
189a Stevenson & L. Osbourne Wrecker xiii, But the

Flying Scudt a deep-water tramp, who was lime-juicing
around between big ports 1

j e.

Limelight. Add to def.: Much used in
theatres to light up important actors and scenes,
and so direct attention to them. Hence freq. /f^.

. "9?* \9- ^y-^^t' Four Million 223 To him one evening
in the limelight made up for many dark ones. 1908 Daily
Chron.^sUn. 3/2 The beauty of his person .. helped to
throw the limelight upon him. 1909 Ibid. 11 June 4/4 Many
women.. are likely todie—unwed.. .They never got into the
limelight. tgogChambers's Jml. Feb. 131/2 They are given
a notoriety, a public exhibition in the limelight. 192a Blackw.
Mag. Aug. 150/1 He did not.. pose in the limelight to the
same extent as his respected chief. 1924 Galsworthy Forest
I. I. IS 'You know what we're here for?' 'Limehght on the
slave trade, is it?' 1928 Publishers' Weekly 9 June 2353
Political portraits of the men who will be in the limelight of
the national conventions.

Li-melight, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To illu-
minate by lime-light. Usu. jig. Also H-me-
lighted, -lit ppl. a. ; Li-melighting vbl. sb.
1909 Daily Ckron. 10 Apr. 4/6 The most limelighted per-

son in Europe this morning is Queen Wilhelmina of Holland.
igog Westm. Gaz. 10 Apr. 2/3 We had sympathised with
the beautiful hme-Iit heroine. 1927 Daily E.xpress 21 Feb.
2/4 Unfeminine modern women go limelighting their way
through the world. 1927 Observer lo Apr. 29 This is not
an occ.ision when the interests of motorists can be served
by linieligh'.ing.

Limerick (li-msrik). [The chief town of the
county of Limerick in Ireland.] attrib. in Limerick
hook, a form of fishing-hook with a peculiar bend
made originally at Limerick. So Limerick bend,
pattern.

1828 Sir H. Davy Salmonia 141, 1 have even made a hook,
which..! think, I could boast as equal to the Limerick
hooks. 1856 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Rur. .Sports I. v. ii. 235/1Tbe round-bend hook is that which is most used in England,
the Limerick pattern being chiefly in vogue in Ireland.
1867 F. Francis Bk. Angling 410 Hooks are of various
forms... We have the Limerick bend, the Carlisle or round
bend. 1918 Clinmhers's jfrnl. Jan. 2/2 He.. picked out his
lure without hesitation—aNumber 5, Limerick-bend, double-
hooked Blue Charm'.
Limestone. C. Add : limestone cliff(earUev

example), land (later example), /a«, rock, sand,
soil, water.
1823 Long Exped. I. 32 It is a perpendicular Assure ex-

tending about one hundred and sixty feet into horizontal
limestone clifls. 1811 Niles' Weekly Reg. 12 Oct. loi/i
Our steepest "lime stone lands are very favorable to shee^.
1838 J. Hall Western States i. 17 It rests upon a hori-
zontal *limestone pan. 1816 U. Brown 7rnl. in Maryland



LIMINESS.

Ifisi.Afoff. X. 870 The Market House built on a *Lime
Stone Rooc x87» Eggleston Hocsier Schoohn. xi. 95 A
brook gurgled among the heaps of bare limestone rocks.

1849 Chamberlain Indiana Gazetteer 159 The soil.. is a
rich alluvion mixed with a *limestone sand and gravel. IbuL
191 Ihe strip along the river has a *lime-stone soil. 1831

Peck GuiiU Emigrants 233 Those persons who have been
unaccustomed to *lime stone water. .frequently have erup-

tions of the skin. 1871 Eggleston Emio/ i^orld ix. 65
Hawng. .quaffed the hard limestone water.

^imineSS (bi-mines). [f. Limy a.] The
quality of being limy.

a 1906 Woodruffe-Pkacock Thorougkhreds ^ Grassland
II. 7 iwte^ A growing liniiness in a clay soil.

Idmity sb. Add: 2. g. Ill Foker, The ina.\i-

mum raise allowed.
1894 WiLKiNS & Vivian Green lay tree I. loB Pimlico had

obtained a raise of the limit to j^20. 19*8 Chambers's Jml,
Feb. 99/2 They lifted the limit on each single rise to five

pounds, and proportionately increased the ante to five

shillings.

h.. The very extreme ; the last point or stajje

;

the worst (etc.) imaginable or endurable, colioq.

Orig. U,S, (Apparently a fig. use of *2 g.)

1904 Montgotnery Weekly Advertiser 26 Aug. 4 We can
always depend on Kansas to go the limit in the freak line.

aioo6'0. Henry* TV/wwi-rf £.«/«/ etc. 211 Whenever this

little old town does loosen up and get friendly it goes the

limit. 1906 A'. K Even. Post 7 May 1 Desertion is bad
enough, .but to fire at one's comrades while in the act of
turning against them is—well, the limit. 1907 Westm.Gaz,
16 Aug. 2/1 They [wages] are low everywhere, perhaps, but
at Belfast is what Americans would call ' the limit *. 1913-
16 G. B. Shaw Heartbreak Hoiise i. (1927) 18 Really I your
father does seem to be about the limit.

5. limit dofir, one shown in a class limited to dogs
having certain required qualifications.

1903 /^£V«/ «5- Stream 21 Feb. 151 (Cent. Suppl.) Limit
dogs was won by St- Elvan. 1909 Daily Chrotu 11 Feb. 5/6
The first prize for limit dogs over 45 lb.

limited; ppL a. 2. Add : Limited express or
train (U.S.) : cf. Limited mail. Limited mou'
archy (earlier examples),
1648 Sir R. Filmes {fitle) The Anarchy of a Limited and

Mixed Monarchy. 1710 in T. B. Howell State Trials (i8ia)

XV. 62 The nature of our constitution is that of a limited
monarchy. 1777 Bubke Addr. Brit,Col. Atiier, Wks. 1792
V. 148 England has been great and happy under the present
limited Monarchy. 1879 F. R. Stockton Rudder Graiige
ix. 93 Time flew like a limited express train. 1890 Harper's
Mag. Aug. 409/1 Coming up by the limited train, Miss Lee
was not favorably impressed. 1904 Diai i5 Oct. 238 It is

not a book for the limited express.

8. (Later examples.)
Z901 S. Merwin & H. K. Webster Calumet K W. 24,

I went out of that building to beat the limited—never
thought of the wheelbarrow till I was halfway to the station.

X904 N. y. Even, Post 6 JTay 2 The Sunset Limited of the
Southern Pacific encountered a severe hailstorm.

b, = limitedcompany {% b).

1905 West/It. Gaz. 20 Nov. 8/1 Company floaters have
gone very fast indeed, some limiteds, it is said, not having
sufficient capital. 1907 Daily Chron. 26 July 3/4 This is

my experieace in a Wcst^end house . . classed with the
Limiteds.

Umonsine (limwzrn). [F., f, Limousin^ the
naipe of a province of France.] A superior type of

motor-car having a closed body and a roof over the

driver's seat. Also attrib,

190a A. C Harmsworth Motors (Badm. Libr.) 55 With
certain kinds of engines, too, it is difficult to adopt any other
form of car than the Tonneau, or for the wet weather the
Limousine. 1905 Westm.Gaz. 22 Nov. 9/2 Atouringcar,

.

fitted with a brougham or limousine body. 1932 W, J, Locke
TaXe of Triona v. 47 Whom she saw drive away in luxu-
rious Umousines.

limpet, b. Add: In recent use esp, of officials

alleged to be superfluous but clinging to their

offices. Also attrib,

1905 tf^estm. Gaz. 9 Mar. a/a Lord Spencer.. had some
pertinent criticisms to make of the Limpet Government.
193a Daily Mail 23 Nov. 8 He is rationing the departments
and ejecting the * limpets'. Ibid. 23 Nov. 10 Alinistries
are multiplying their accumulation of limpets and paying
them too well. 1927 Carr-Saunders & Jones Soc, Struct,
Eng. ff Wales 5^ After the war, attempts were made to
rouse our animosity against ' limpets *.

C. limpet-hammer, a stone tool believed to
have been used by prehistoric peoples to knock
limpets off rocks,

X885 S. Grieve Gt. Auk 57 We were puzzling ourselves as
to what could be the use of the numerous oblong stones we
met with among the [limpet] shells, and, .he. .informed us
they were limpet-hammers. Ibid.^ Subsequent enquiries
have only helped to confirm us in the opinion that the large
oblong stones found at Caisteal-nan-Gillean are really
limpet-hammers.

liincoln. L Add: Iiinoola red, the dis-

tinctive name of a class of shorthorn cattle.

1983 Daily Mail 4 July 10 A Linco.n red shorthorn heifer
from Sandringham won a second prize,

Uncmsta (linkrp-sta). [f. L. lin-um flax +
crusta rind, bark : after Linoleum.] A special
type of thick wall-paper,
i88a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 676/2 Mr. Walton, the original

patentee of linoleum, has adapted a preparation of oxidized
oil and cork or other thickening material embossed with
patterns for wall decorations under the name of * Lincrusta
Walton*. X89Z Jml, Soc. Chem. Industry X. 150/2 Improve-
ments in the Manufacture of Linoleum, Lincrusta, Cere-
Cloth, and the like. 1921 Spectator^ Apr. 464/1 ' Lincrusta

*

wears so well that it seemed a sin to take it oS*. 1913 Una L.
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S1LBER8AD Lett. 7ean Amiiter \, 29^ Semi-detached house,
lincrusta dadoes, basement kitchen—it would suit him.

^indworm. Also lindorm, [ad. Da. and Sw.
lindorm. Cf. *Lingworm.] A fabulous serpent,

1896 Craigie Scand. Folk-lore 439 The lindorm is a
favourite monster in Swedish as well as Danish tradition.

1910 F. Bond Misericords 63 When a wyvern has no wings,
as at Limerick, he is, in heraldry, a lindworm. Ibid,^ No
rigid distinction can be made between the dragon, wyvern,
and lindworm.

^ine, J^.2 Add

:

13. c. To get a line on, to acquire information
about (a thing), to come to know. So to give (one)

a line on, U.S. colloq.

1903 N. v. Sun 18 Nov. 4 'These dressmakers '..cannot
get a line on the styles except at the Horse Show. 191S
Literary Digest (N.Y.) 21 Aug, Advt. p. ii, Get the right
*line' on the clothes the best dressed men will wear this
fall. 1920 Bernard Cronin Timber Wolves 138 It ain't over
wise to give anyone a line on to what's doing. 1921 R. D.
Paine Conir, Rolling Ocean iii. 41 How about these other
birds. Give me a line on them. 1927 H. V. Morton In
Search Eng. iii. § 6. 53, I don't know a darned thing about
England yet,. .but I'm getting a line on her, sure enough.

17. b. (Earlier example.) Also ellipt. the line.

1779 in Li/e ^ Corr. Joseph Reed II. (1847) 134 Perhaps
we would be as well off with Mason and Dixon's line con-
tinued. 1849 F. Douglas Li/e loi We owe something to
the slaver south of the line as well as to those north of it.

a 1909 * O. H KNRY ' Roads of Destiuy xxi. 358 If you had
come from below the line, I reckon I would have liked you
right smart,

19. ellipt. « ' receiving line \ U.S.
1903 N. y. Tribune 4 Oct., She has had several years' ex-

perience ' behind the line ', and will doubtless be of great
assistance to Mrs Roosevelt.

22. (Earlier examples.)
1786 Boston Centinet n Jan. 3/1 AHne of stages. 1832 in

Ajner, State Papers (1834) XV, 348 The line of stages con-
necting Philadelphia and Delaware with the Eastern shore of
Maryland and Virginia. 1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 56
The post ofiice is supplied by daily lines of Coaches from
Cincinnati to Dayton.

23, e. (Earlier example.)
1779 E. Parkman Diary 96 After which I.. read Ps. 149,

which was sung without reading the lines by the Deacon.

i. The amount which one nnderwriter (or one
company) accepts as his share of the total value of

the subject matter covered by insurance.
193X Times 14 Mar. 12/6 Many of those \sc. insurance

companies] who have written large lines., are known to have
been influenced by a desire [etc.].

32. line-camp U.S.j a line-rider*s tent or cabin

;

line-drawn a.^ made by line-drawing ; line-

engine, an engine having several cylinders arranged
in a straight line ; line-enuraver, one who does
line-engraving ; line-fence U.S.,b. boundary fence

between farms ; line-gale = line'Storm ; line-

officer U^S.y an officer of the line ; line-rider

U.S.i one engaged in line-riding; line-storm
(earlier example) ; line-tub, a tub in which a whal-
ing line is kept ; line-work, (also) work as a line-

man.
1888 T. Roosevelt in Century Mag. Mar. 667/2 But

some of the men are out in the ^Hne camps, and the
ranchman has occasionally to make the round of these.

1903 Westm, Gaz. 17 Oct. 4/2 An order of the King in

Council was published with two *line-drawn illustrations,

xgzz Encycl, Brit. XXX. 41/2 A double-acting *line engine
with cylinders in tandem. 1879 Clara E. Clement &
HuTTON Artists iQth Cent. I, 332 At tlie age of fourteen
he was apprenticed to a *line-engraver. 1874 H. F, Taylor
World on Wheels 11. ii. 19S We. .propped up the *Hne fence
andshingledthekitchen. tZ^ Harper s Mag. Dec. 43/1 He
jumped his horse over the line fence. 1836 Knickerbocker
Mag. VII. 17, I must take the oars myself, for that blamed
*line gale has kept me in bilboes .. a dog's age. 1850 in

R, Glisan yml. Army Life (1874) 2 July i. 2 This rank
..avails its possessor. .in everything except commanding
troops when a *line officer is present. 1898 H. S. Can-
FiFiLD Maid of Frontier 134 The *line riders came in at
night, reeking and dusty. 1924 Mulford Rustlers' Valley
vii, It was evident that they carefully had planned the
murders of the two line riders. 1850 N. Kingsley Diary
115 A fine day with a strong West wind j rather think the
*line storm is over. 1839 Knickerbocker Mag, Xlll. 382
*Line-tubs, water-kegs, and wafe-poles, were thrown
hurriedly into the boats. 2851 Melville VI/tf^^Z)/cifecxxxiv,

Reaching out after the revolving line-tubs, oars, and other
floating furniture.

^ 1911 H. Quick yelloivstone N. ii. 32
I'm just through with a summer's *line-work in the West.

^ine, 2^.2 Add : 3. b. intr. To guide or con-
trol a boat or canoe from the bank of a river by
means of a rope. U.S.
19*3 L. R. Freeman Colorado R. 356 The low stage, .gave
them room to work below instead of lining from a l^ge,
eighty feet above the water.

8. a. To aim in a direct line upon an object.
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Peep Sight, a form of

hind sight for rifles. It has an opening through which the
muzzle sight is lined upon the object.

Lineal. B. sb. 2. (Modem example.)
1909 Haftsard's Pari, Deb. 29 Apr. 515 In the cases of

spouses and Hneals..! propose to exempt from the new.,
duties all legacies.

Iiineally, adv. 3. C. (Add example.)
X780 E. Paukman Diary 243 The Congregation sung with-

out reading lineally.

Lined, ///. a.^ Add : 4. Brought into line with
each other.

LINK
X891 Fur^ Fin ^ Feather Mar. igo If he starts ahead.,

v/ithout traveling by lined objects, he will never find his
way out.

LinearistiC (Un^ari-stik), a, [f. LiNBAK a. +
-isTic] Pertaining to or characterized by a linear

quality ; of a linearized character.
1908 A.

J.
Evans in Marett Anthropol. 9f Classics ^i Many

of these signs are linearistic degenerations of animal figures.

Linelet (binlet). [f. Line sb. + -let.] A faint

or indistinct line in a spectrum (revealed only when
hitrh dispersion is used).
1889 Nature 14 Feb. 370/2 The peculiar arrangement of

the leading lines (usually two) and train of Hneleis in each of
the five bands of theCH spectrum is,, described in the text.

Linen, sb. 4. a. Add : linen<loset^ -duster^

-room.

j88s \V, H. White M. Rutherford's Deliv. iii. She cared
nothing for the *linen-closet, the spotless bed-hangings,.,
the true household gods of the respectable women of those
days. x886 C. D. Warner Their PUgr. xv. (1888) 327 The
passengers.. appeared to take the mailer seriously—a sort

of *linen-duster congregation, 1900 Elinor Glvn Visits
EHz. (1906) 13 Aunt iMaria..said it was her day for seeing
the *lineii-room.

5. linen press, a cupboard for linen ; linen-
wheel (later examples).
1853 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C, xviii. The store-rooin,

the *linen-presses, the china-closet,., all went under an
awful review. i68a Connecticut Probate Rec. I. 357 She
shall baye..a*linen wheele. lyx^'in A^arrag. Hist. Reg.Y,
156, I Linen Wheel.

Line-of-battle, used attrib. with s/iipi see

*Battleship.

Line-out. [f. line out Line v.-S b.] In Rugby
football ; (See quot. J 900.)
1900 Y'oung sportsman (ed. A. E. T. Watson) 284 Lim

(?w^. .the arrangement of forwards opposite to one another
when the ball is about to be thrown in from touch. 1931
1'imes 16 Feb. 5/2 liarrington made a clever mark from a
knock-on in a line-out, but failed with the kick at goaU

Line-np. [f. Line v, 8 a.] An instance of

bringing into line ; the assembling of a number of

persons in a line or file, Also^^.
1889 Kansas Times ^ Star ii Mar., The line-up of the

Kansas City ball club this season. 1904 Springfield Weekly
Republ. 3 June i Thus we have a line-up of corporations
against the people. 191X H. S. Harrison Queed xviii. 324
He studied his trustee list now more purposefully than he
had ever pored over his faculty line up. J9a8 A. G. Hays
Let Freedom Ring 289 The prisoners were brought before
witnesses—not in a Une-up with others of the same general
type but separately.

Linger, .TJ^. Add: 2. U.S. (See quot.)

1895 Nation (N.Y.) 9 May 338/3 The enervating influence
of the climate, giving rise to tliat which in the southwestern
United States is called the * Texas lingers '.

Linger, v. Add: 7. C. I/ort, To delay the
blooming of (flowers) by artificial means.
1906 Daily ChroH. 12 Sept. 4/4 If you force, you exhaust

the ^rose-]cree; it languishes. I prefer to * linger' it.

Lingerie. Add : b. attrib.

1905 Daily Chron. 13 Mar. 8/1 The lingerie blouse made
a most emphatic appearance in Paris.. this winter. xjk>9

Westm. Gaz. 22 Feb. 5/2 As to the lingerie gown, its im-
portance in the wardrobe cannot be questioned.

Lingering, vbl. sb. Add : o. Hort, Retarding
the time of blooming by artificial means.
1907 Daily Chron. 13 Feb. 6/4 Lingering is retardation

witiiout frost; it keeps September roses blooming until

January.

Linguacious, a- 1. (Later U.S. example.)
1827 jTF. Cooper Prairie xi, On the summit, Obed fully

expected to encounter Esther, of whose linguacious powers
he had too often been furnished with sinister proofs.

Lingnally, o^z^. Add: b. On the lingual side.

X910 Practitioner Jan. 115 Internally (lingually), the neck
of the tooth, .is embraced by a thin shallow flap of gum.
LingWOrm, [ad. ON, lyngormr * heather-

worm . Cf. *LiNDW0RM.] A fabulous serpent.
1870MACNUSSON & Morris VdlsungaSaga xiii, The fashion

and the growth of him is even as of otiier lingworms.

Linin ^- Biol. [f. I* Hnum^ Gr. }^iv-ov flax (in

sense ofa fishing-net) + -in l.] The substance com-
posing the network which permeates the proto-

plasmic contents of an animal or vegetable cell.

1893 Trans. R. Irish Academy (1895) XXX. 665 The
nucfeo-hyalo-plasma, which, for brevity, we may call by
Schwartz's term adopted by Strasburger, linitt. 1910 Encycl.
Brit. VII. 716/2 The chromatin, becoming metabolically
active, flows out on to the linin reticulum. 1923 F. O. Bower
Bot. Living Plant 531 The resting nucleus of a vegetative

cell has a reticulate structure. The network is recognised
chiefly by the punctuated appearance of the anastomozing
threads. These threads consist of a substance called //«*«,

which bears minute granules oi chromatin.

Linic, sb.'^ O. Add to def. : In modem usage
sometimes treated as a singular.

1861 H. B. FarnieF^^ Coast 115 The links lying at the
house door, is a very famous one in the annals of golf. 1884
Boy^s Oion Paper 2(i Jan., Golf requires., a 'links', or 'com-
mon '. 2893 Engl. Illustr. Mag. Oct. 55/2 Westward Ho !

there is a very fine links. 1904 Daily Chron. zo Aug. 9/5 On
a suburban links, 2990 Wodehouse Damsel in Distress x,

122 His first act. -had been to ascertain whether there was
a links in the neighbourhood.

Link, sb.^ 1. Add : To let out the links^ to

act with greater freedom.
1868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse xxxlv. 28a Lancet.,

in the third heat, let out the links in such a manner thr^ he
trotted it in 2 m. 25(3.



LINK.

2. C. (Later example.)
1869 Overland Monthly III. 130 It consists of swine's

flesh, bread, sage, and other matters, .chopped fine, and then
squirted out into links from the end of a sausage-gun.

Link, 'v^ Add : 3. 7^o link up^ to connect,

combine, etc.

trans. 1897 Geo^. yml. IX. 364 The mouth of the valley
..which I visited for the purpose of linking up the rough
survey Garwood and 1 made._ 1915 H. G. Wells Boon
(igso) 164 Here is the sort of thing tiiat I invite the intelli-

gent reader to link up if he can with the very natural
phenomenon of [etc.]. 1930 Tiw^s 15 Mar. ig/4 Our com-
pany has always been linked up with the trade to. .South
America.
intr. 191S H. G. Wells Botm (1920) 199 Every one with

ideas . . had to refer to that doctrinal core, had to link up to it.

1925 A. S. M. Hutchinson Oue Increasing Purftose lxxiv.

147 Did I tell you that or has its connection with what you
said only linked up in me since we parted ?

Iiin&age* Add : Also aiirib.

1904 Brit. Sf Coi. Printer 10 Mar. 14/2 A linkage system
transmits the movement to the slide bars.

Linkedness (Ii*rjktnes). [t. Linked ///. a.]

Interconnexion.
1908 E. V. Lucas Over BemertotCs xiv, (heading) The

Linkedness of Life is illustrated.

Iiirtp'^gj vbl. sb. Add : Also linkiug-up,

1908 Westm. Caz, 19 Nov. 10/4 The process provided for

by the (Electricity SupplyJ bill is known as ' linking-up '.

1909 Daily Chron. 19 Feb. 6/5 1 he increase in the traffic

was . . the natural result of the linking-up policy adopted.

^inn^. (Later U.S. example. Cf. *Ltnn.)
1884 C. S, Sargent Rep. Forests N* Atner. 514 A good

deal of black cherry, Hn, and locust.

Jjino''^ (Idini?), abbrev. of LiN'OLEDM.
1930 Glasgow Herald \o Apr. 4 The Earl caught the gloves,

but the hat fell on the lino. 1926 Spectator 7 Aug. 206/1
You dash off to heave linos about for an elderly lady who
doesn't know just what she wants. . . To move a piece of lino

five yards would make anyone pant.

lano-* (\^\'tto\ abbrev. of Linotype.
1907 Daily Ckron. 3 Dec. 4/4 He gave me a sketch of his

paper. It was set up by 'linos*.

Liuocnt (bi-n<!fki7t). [f. Lino(leum) + Cut j^.2]

A desii^n cut in relief on a block of linoleum ; a
print obtained from this.

t^^ Golden Hind II. No. 5. Contents, Hadyn Mackey:
Linocut, p. 26. 1923 Times Lit. Suppl,^ 22 Nov., A good
deal of lively and interesting work in pen-drawing, woodcut,
lithograph, linocut. X9a8 Publishers iVeekly 16 June 2456
The jewel merchants in lino-cuts.

^inograpliy (lain/jgrafi). [f. L, iin-t*m, flax

(see Line sbA) + -graphv.] (See quot.)

x888 Jml. Soc. Ckem. Industry VH. 588/1 Linography.
This b a name given to photographing on linen or calico, to
serve as a basis for painting in oil.

Ijinotype. Add : attrib. as linotype operator,

1903 Siatianer^ Printer etc. 1 Aug. 364/2 At present lino-

type operators work on piece, that is to say, they are paid
according to the work they do. 1908 J. S. Thompson
Mechauisnti]/Linot^pe{f:A.-^)hAy\..y All Linotype Operators
and Machinists are invited tocalL

Xi*notyped, ///. a, [f. Linotype sb,'\ Set np
by linoty]>e.

xgoS Westm. Gaz, 21 Apr., The linotyped calumny of
miTUonaire journalism.

£i*iiotyper. [£ as prec] = Linottpi9T.
1896 Petersen Mag.\\. 305/1 Stenographers, typewriters,

compo-^itoi^, and linotypers. 191X H. S. Harrison Queed
vii. 83 The little knot of linotypers and helpers, .now listened,

Xiliotypillgf, vbL sb. [f. as prec] The pro-

cess of composing by linotype.

1903 US. Census Bulletin No 242. 73 A new departure in
the art of linotyping.

^int ^. Add : 3, b. Raw cotton fibre.

«i887 in J. G Harris Li/e //. IV. Grady (1890) 107 If
New England could grow the cotton plant, without Hnt, it

would make her richest crop ; if she held monopoly of cotton
lint and seed she would control the commerce of the world.

Unter^. Add: b. pi. The short-staple fibre

separaiel fronx cotton-seed by the linter.

1904 L. L. LamBORN Cottonseed Products 50 The purpose
of detinting b to remove more completely the short fibres

which form the * linters '. . . The products of delinting are the
Uniers. 1907 Times Financiul Suppt. 11 Feb. 61/3 * Linters'

are largely used in the manufacture of mattresses, batting,

carpeLs cheap yarns, rope and twine, and in upholstery.

xasa Daily Mail 17 Nov. 4 New York Cotton.. .a total

yield, exclusive of linters, of 9,773,000 bales,

Iiintling, van of Lintellino vbl. sb,

1833 LouDOM Ejicycl. Archit. § 1067 The cart-sheds to have
a joist . . built into the wall at each pillar, and chacked to the
lintling beams.

laion. 11. Add ; lion-head, a species of gold-

fish ; lion-hunter (earlier example) ; lion-hun-
tress, a female * lion-hunter

'
; lion marmoset =

lion-monkey,
xgaS Daily Express 5 July 8 Fancy goldfish can be very

expensive.. . I paid j£3o each for a 'honbead and an oranda
recently. 1899 R. C. Sands Writ. II. 199 And during the
interval ..two 'lion-hunters. -came into the box and intro-

duced themselves. 1850 Thackeray in Punch 34 Aug. 89
The •Lion-Huntress of Belgravia. Being Lady NImrod's
inurnal of the Past Season. 1904 Dowden Browning 93
liss Mitford, Mr«. Jameson, or some unknown lion-huntress

who had thrown her tolls. 1006 IVestttt. Ga.z, 10 Feb. 12/2
Here maybe seen the beautiful *lton marmoset from Brazil.

Up, sb. 6. a. (b) Add : In recent use freq. in

terms of phonetics, as lip^articulalionf -opening^

rounding,

Sl'ppt,

17

19x0 Mod. Lang. Rer. V. 91 Lip-articulation in connection
with tongue-articulation. Uid. ^3 The lip-rounding is less

energetic ; the Hp-aperture is wider. ..The lip-opening is

reduced to a narrow centra! aperture.

C. Phonetics, Oi sounds: Formed or produced
by the lips.

1867 A. M. Bell Visible Sp. 61 The * shut * consonants are
sufficiently distinguished .. by the four radical varieties
'Back', 'Front', * Point

'^ 'Lip'. 1877 Sweet Handbk.
Phonetics 32 Lip. S.G. tu in * itA^ *, * wo * is an example of a
pure lip consonanL N.G. «; = (v) is a ' lip-teeth ' consonant.

l^ipase (li-p^'z). Chem. [f. Gr. AiV-oy fat

+

*-ASE.] A ferment which brings about the de-
composition of fats and oils.

1897 Year-Bk. Phann. 77 The author [E. Gerard] attri-
butes the hydrolysing action to the presence of Hanriot's
lipase or an analogous ferment, igoi Science 17 May 767
(Cent. Suppl.) A large number of them [enzymes], such as
diastase, lipase, trypsin, etc., etc., have been found in both
the vegetable nnd the animal organism. x^cA Practitioner
Nov. 584 The real work of fat digestion being, of course, close
I? read done] by the lipase of the pancreas.

Lipocbxome (li'pf7kr(7um). [f. Gr.AiV-os fat +
Chrome.] Any one of a large group of pigments
(yellows and reds) widely distributed in the vege-
table and animal kingdoms, usually associated with
laL Also attrib,

1887 SoLLAs in Encycl, Brit, XXII. 420/2 A red pigment
of the lipochrome series. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson /5tH/>«.

Life 180 The [blood] plasma contains haemocyanin and a red
lutein, or lipochrome. 19x4 J. A. Thomson Science Old ^
Netu xxxvii. 211 In some trout.. the flesh has a pinkish
colour, which is due to oily globules tinged with a ruddy fat-

pigment or lipochrome.

Iiipoid, a. Add : Also as sb.^ any one of a class

of organically produced fatty bodies.
X913 Jml. Chcm. Soc. CIV. i. 308 Can Lipoids Act as

Antigens?

dipper, vJ^ Hence Li-pperlnff vbl. sb.

Z904 Sci. Amer. Suppl. 5 Mar. 23552 (Cent. Suppl.) Both
the deck Hpperings and blubber«room lipperings are usually
deposited in barrels or tubs.

Lippy, a. Add : 2. slang. Impertinent.
1893 wT K. Post Harvard Stories 195 Ain't he getting

pretty flip? The lippy dude 1 1906 Punch 4 Apr. 250/3
Aughty as teetotallers an' as lippy as Passive Resislers.

Up-read, v, [f. lip-reading Lip sb, 7.] intr.

To apprehend speech by observing the movements
of the lips. Also Ziip-reader.
19x3 Strand Mag. Mar. 243 The Experiences of a Lip-

reader, iga? Daily Express 12 Dec. 10/7 Only a small
proportion of them (the deaf J are expert lip-readers; they
seem to think it wonderful when some one else can lip-read

fluently and ihty cannot.

Upstick (li'pistik). Also lip-stiok, [f. Lip
sb. + Stick sb,^'\ A stick of cosmetic for colouring

the lips.

19x9 H, L. Wilson Ma Petiengili iii. 93 Metta was even
using a lip stick i 1924 Glasgcnv Herald 7 July 8/7 Here is

a lipstick ; there a downy nest Of lamb's wool puns. 1926
Spectator 18 Sept. 435/3 What is tbe matter with powder,
paint and lipstick ?

b. A shade of red,

rgixy Daily Express 14 Mar. 5/3 Lipstick—Pillar-box red
renamed.
Hence H'pstlckz', ; Wpartlcked «.

19*6 Ladies' Home Jrnl. Apr, 24 She. .had recently Hp-
sticked a red mouth into startling contrast to her natural
palter. 1938 Sunday Express 15 Apr. 15/4 Stie may be
made of wax, with large, liquid eyes, a lipsticked mouth, and
real hair.

XiquescOy V. Add : A\soJig.y to merge into.

1^0 igth Cent, Dec. 977 The perpetual tendency of
pnvilege, royal as well as any other, to liquesce into the
common stream of humanity.

Xiq,neTir, v. Add : 2« inir, with up. To par-

take of a liqueur,

X894 Do Malrier Trilby v. {1895) 237 So our three friends

finished their cofi'ee and hquetured up.

^iCLuid, fz. 1. Add: Liquidfire: a burning
composition made from oils, used in warfare; also

Jig.y alcoholic liquor.

1836 D. B. Edward Hist. Texas Zi Men are made pale by
the dying struggles of liquid fire. 1871 £ng. Mech. 21 July
433/1 In i36o. the late J. Nickles..discover«i a composition
for a liquid fire. 1915 Hlustr. London News 13 Mar. 321 The
enemy rittackinga trench into which tliey had sent liquid fire.

X916 War Hlustr. 19 Aug. V. 14/2 The Territorials went
through a rain of liquid-fire shells mixed with gas shells.

Itiquidatioil. Add : 4. The action or fact of
partaking of liquor.

1889 Gretton Memory's Harkhack 311 As regards Hqnida-
tion^ champagne, .is now almost as vin ordinaire, ^1909
*0. Henry' Roads of Destiny vii, 106 His desire for

liquidation was expressed so heartily that I went with him
to a caf*^.. where we had some vile vermouth and bitters.

liquor, sb, 7. Add : liqttor hoiise^ laWy licence^

-selling, trade.

Also fuller illustration of liquor-seller, shop, etc.

1924 W. M. Raine Troubled li^^atersW. 21 The postmistress

handed him a letter and two circulars from *liquor houses,

1908 Daily Ckron. 27 Feb. 4/4 Certain *Iiquor-law re-

strictions which had existed under the second Empire. 1889
Kansas Times <V Star 12 July, For i88g United States

*liquor licences were issued in prohibition Kansas to 155 per-

sons. 1855 Barnum Li/e 359 The *liquor seller, the moder-
ate drinker, and tlie indifferent man. 1877 Harper^s Mag.
Dec. 146/3 A method which practically makes the govern-

ment the liquor-seller. Ibid., All *Iiquor-selling is not

equally dangerous to the community. 1855 M. M. Thompson
Doesticks xxxL 276 The great excitement was on the liquor

LISTENING.
question; it was Noggs and no *liquor shops, or Boggs and
a few liquor shops. 1877 Habbewton yericho Road xix. 167
There was not even a streak of light visible under the door
of any liquor-shop in the town. 1855 M. M. Thompson
Doesticks xii. 98 Fire in a *liquQr-store—hose burst ; brandy
' lying round loose '. 1887 Nation 15 Dec. 468/3 To keep a
liquor-store in Philadelphia. 1908 Daily Chron. 12 May 4/4
Urifonunately for the Labour party they have got entangled
with [he*liquor trade vote. 1848 J. Marsh {title) Adiscourse
on the extent and evils of the Sunday *liquor traffic in ciiies.

1877 Harper's ISIng. Dec. 146/2 'Ihis work is a compilation
of evidence on * the problem of law as applied to the liquor
traffic '.

Iii'^nordom. (Additional example)
1918 l". H. Walker Princi/>al J. Dcnuey 119 His hatred

of liquordom, .sprang from devotion to his Master.

lii'qxiorize, v, U.S. colloq, [f. Liquob si.]

= Liyuou V. 6.

1839 J. K. Townsknd Narrative i. 130 Refusing the land-
lord's polite invitation to Miquori2e ', we marched from tbe
house.

Iiirate (lai'r/c), a, [f. mod.L. lira a groove
or furrow in a shell, L, lira ridge, furrow.] Of a
shell: Grooved, furrowed.
1901 Proc. Zool. Soc. II. 357 Actis cnlotro^is...h. very

delicate species, vitreous,, .delicately spirally liiate.

^Liration (birfi'Jan). [f. as prec] The furrow-
ing, or set of furrows, on a shell.

1904 A nnals 9f Mag. Nat. Hist. J une 459 Three specimens
from off TravanCO re: differ., also in having a spiral Uration
in the concavity of the wliorls near the dentate keel. This
liration bears small tubercles connected by short cross-ridges
with the dentations of the keel.

List, sb.^ Add : 3. (Later U.S. example.)
i8ss Baknum Z,^ vi. 109 Mallet had agreed. .to deliver

twelve yards of hroadcloth * lists ' to Shepard.

4. c, U.S. In agriculture: Astripofgroand. (Ct
quot. 1 686 in 4.)
1768 Washington Diaries 1. 267 Began to cross ground at
Muddy hole. .having run only asingle furrow for a list.

1786 Ibid, III. 57 Began at the fiist to cross the lists In
order to plant corn. 1814 J. Taylor Arator 104 A deep and
wide furrow is to be run by a large plough . .so as to throw
the earth . . into tliis old deep furrow, and to form precisely in
it, a neat ridge or list on which to plant the corn. 1833 B.
SiLLiMAN Man. Sngar Cane 20 The cotton beds are shaved
down into the alleys, covering the trash, &c. and forming
a wide list.

Ziist, v.^ 4. (Earlier example.)
1770 Washin-gton Diaries I. 374 Finished listing Ground

for Corn at Muddy Hole.

liisted, ppl. a.'^ (Later example.)
1757 Essex InU. Hist. Coll. XLIV. 341 One of the listed

Soldiers in the present Expedition.

2. Included in a list or catalogue.
1907 Installation News Jan. ii/i Conduits have now to

be manufactured to exact listed diameters.

b. Listed securities (see quot.),
X929 Encycl. Brit. X [V. 201/2 Listed Securities, securities

which have been examined, approved and listed, or admitted
for trading, on one of the stock exchanges.

liisted, ^//> <7.2 (Earlier example.)
X786 Washington Diaries III. 58 The People had begun to
break up the Intervals. .between the listed ground.

Listen, sb. 2. (Earlier example.)
1788 * Asi'AsiA ' in Amer. Museum IV. 565 Every time the

door opens, or a foot is on the stairs, you are on the listen.

UsteUy V. Add : 2. e. 72» listen in : to listen

to signals, messages, etc., that are telegraphed or

telephoned
;

(in recent use chiefly) to listen to

words, music, etc., broadcast by wireless; to use a
wireless receiving-set. Also transf,
1904 Elect. IVorld * Engin. 7 May 875 (Cent. Suppl.) The

removal of the operator's plug end of line, or her ' listening

in ', restores the circuits to their proper condition for sub-
sequent use. 1915 A. F. Coi.LiNS Bk. IVireless vii, A boy
sitting. , at home with., a telephone receiver to his ear listen-

ing-in to tlie news of the world, 1932 IVestm. Gaz. 25 Oct.,

In a fortnight or so a million subscribers at los. each a year
will be 'listening in '. ig2& Chambers's ^rnl, Jan. 27/t None
of us could help * listening in ' to the fun that was going ou
ill the kitchen.

4. intr. To sound (in a certain way). Freq. with
to = to strike (one) as. l/.S. colloq.

1912 Mathewson Pitching vii. 143 All is fair in love, war,
and baseball except stealing signals dishonestly, which
listens like another paradox, xgai R. D. Paine Comr,
Rolling Ocean xiv. 250 Here's where I slip it out. .to help
square the rt-pair ijill for my joy-ride. How does it listen to

you? 1928 ll J. Vance Baroque yiv.v\\. 174 [It] don't listen

reasonable to me.

IListener. Add : 3. Listener{-in)j one who
listens ill (see *Listen v. 2 e).

1993 Daily Mail 21 Nov. 7 The limited service has already
established itself in high favour with ' listeners-in '. igas
Radio Times 28 Sept. 12/1 It seems to me that the B.B.C.

are mainly catering for the * listeners ' who own expensive

sets. 1928 Collier's 29 Dec. 45/3 This past season over

68,000 listeners-in wrote us about Collier s Radio Hour^
largely in the same vein.

listening, vbl, sb. b. Add : listening-post

(seequot, 191S),
1916 Pi^ar Hlustr. V. 69/1 At a listening-post. igtS

Farrow Diet. Milit. Temts^ Listening Posts, sheltered

positions in advance of a defensive line for the purpose of

early detection of the enemy's movements. 1928 E. BLUNpEN
Undertones IVar xv. 167 The men lying at each listemng-

po-^t were freezing stiff.

2. Listening-in (see *Li8TEN v, 3 e).

1921 IVireless World 10 Dec. 581/1 'Listening in' was

indulged in- 1933 Daily Mail22 Nov. 5 Listening-m to U.S.
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1917 Saturday Ewh. Pat 24 Dec. 80/2 These telephones

were connected with a Ustening-in device concealed behind

a picture on the watL

Lister^. 2. (Earlier examples.)

1683 Derby /^ecSDcc 130 The Town have chosen .. John
Hubbel and Abel Gun listers and rate makers. 1703 Connect.

Col. Kec. 4. 439 When. .any inhabitant.. shall refuse. .to

give in to the listers an account of his., rateable estate.

Usterize, z*. (Earlier example.)

1688 /9M Cemt. June 8^6 In this way the patients arc
' Listerized ', to use a hospital term.

Listing, ///. a.2 [f. List v.^ + -ing 2 ] Of a

ship : Heeling, inclining to one side.

19*3 Pudl. Opinion 30 Mar. 312/3 Six projectiles struck

the listing Iowa.

Lit, pp^. a. Add : b. s/an^. Slightly drunk.

losa Daih Maii 16 Dec. 10, I am afraid I was rather

>ht—certainly lit up. 19x9 S. Anderson in Mercury Story

Bk. 332 Burt got a httle lit up.

Literal, a. Add : 7. ComL literal-minded

a. , having a literal mind ; characteristic of one who
takes a matter-of-fact or unimaginative view of

things. Hence literal-mimiedness.

1869 Wesleyan-Methodist Mag. Jan. 28 An old friend,

whom we used to call * Bacon ', because he . . was a literal-

minded man. 1905 J. L, Lowes in Publ. Mod. Lang. Assoc.

Anur. XX. 816 A strangely literal-minded, not to say naive,

interpretation of the charming fiction of the Prologue, 19*7
Glasgow Herald 31 Oct. 10 The gentleman married the lady

on the strength of her literal-mindedness.

Iiiterary, a. Add : 4. b. ^b, A literary person.

xjaj Una L. Silberrad Lett. Jean Anniter \\» §3. 145
Obstacles ..may be a blessing in disguise to half-baked
literaries.

Literate. B. sb. Add : 4. {Lady) Littrate

in ArlSy the title conferred on the holder of a higher

certificate for women issued by St. Andrews Uni-

versity. Abbreviated L.L.A, (see *I^ IH. 7).

x88x St. Andrews Univ. Cal. 203 Any Candidate who
pas<ies in four subjects, [etc.] , . will receive the title of Literate

in Arts (L.L.A.). 1883 E, Wooton Guide Degrees 267 A
University certificate conferring., the title of * Literate in

Arts*. 1891 R. F. Murray Scarlet Go^un 122 An L.L.A. is

a Lady Literate in Arts. 290X Daily Record 30 July 3 I^ady

Literates in Arts.

Literation. (Example.)
1918 T. Hardy in T. H. Ward Engl. PoeisY. 174 His aim

in the exact literation of Dorset words is not necessarily to

exhibit humour and g^otesqueness.

b. The method or style of making letters.

1926 Times Lit. Suppl. 10 June 390/2 To sacrifice, .the

exquisite literation that in the old hands delights us like

a poem,

Literatize, v» Add : b. To invest with literary

qualities ; to convert into literature.

19x0 N. y. Evert. Post 15 Jan. 6 That desire to ' literatise *

life to which a person of reading and cultivated mental habit
is prone.

Litllification. (Earlier example.)
, 1871 Awer. Jml. Set. Dec. 468 Even the former moderate
temperature . . would be sufficient to produce incipient change
—at least Uthification.if not metamorphism. Infact, Hthifica-

tion of sediments will probably tnke place under heavy
pressure even at ordinary temperature.

Litbistid, sb. (Example.)
1885 J E. Taylor Brit. Fossils \. 26 Sections of it show

it to beloiig to the Uthistids.

Litbograpby sb* 1, (Earlier example of litho-

graph cily.)

1839 C. F. Briggs Harry Franco L xiii, 90 Augustus had
travelled in foreign parts, for he had drummed in Arkansas,
and collected in the lithograph cities of the west.

Lithographic, <7. Add: 1. c. Lithographic

city
J
town =» prec.

1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 147 We believe it never existed

except on paper; and that the forest retains undisputed
possession of a lithographic city. 1846 J, G. Saxe Progress

(1847) II You deem he puffs some lithographic town In
western wilds.

Li'thopone. [Litho-.] A dry white pigment
or paint (see quots.).

X90X G. H. Hurst Diet. Chemicals 326 Lithopone^ the
name given to a white pigment, consisting of a mixture of
zinc sulphide, zinc oxide, and barium sulphate. 1903 Board
of Trade yrnl. 6 Feb. 358 The white paint kno\vn as ' litho-

pone*, consisting of sulphate of baryta and sulphuretted zinc.

1909 tt^estm. Gaz. 16 Aug. lo/a The manufacture and sale
of. .' Liihopone ', a product which advantageously takes the
place of white lead and white of zinc. 1920 Contemp, Rev.
Jan. 30 Lithopone..is needed for linoleum. It is needed for
white paint.

LithosiS (li}><?u'sis). Med, [ad. Gr. \iQw<ji%

petiifying.] A diseased condition of the lungs
caused by small particles of stone ; stone-mason's
or grinder's disease.

1909 EncycL Brit. XXXI. 513 Lithosis or Stone-mason*5
Disease.

Litter, v, 0. a. Add : (also with) over.
1808 Mhs. H. Ward R. Elsmerei. iv. I. 90 The house was

littered over with stanzas from the opening canto of a great
ix>em on Columbus. 1B89 Dovle Sign ofFour iiL (1893) 84
The table was Uttered over with Bunsen burners, test-tubes,

and retorts.

Little, «. 13. Add:
Iiittle American isi. Little Englander)yAitxQ-

ricanism ; Iiittle l!ntente (see Entjente) ; little

hours, also, the * small * hours of the morning

;

Iiittle Irelander (of. Little Englander) ; Little

Mary, colloq. the stomach ; little people (see also

18

qnot.) ; little season, a fashionable season in

London in the early part of the year.

X904 Philad. Press 11 Aug. 6 Judge Parker's whole conten-
tion is that of the *little American. ..H is little Americanism
invites fuller discussion, 18*9-32 J. P. Kennedy Swalloiv
B. II. vi. 105 Waiting.. in order that they might have the
coolness of the **littte hours 'for their journey, igzy Sunday
Times 13 Feb. 5/1 This may not be pleasing to certain *little

Irelanders who wish us to live in complete isolation. 1903
Punch 14 Oct. 258/1 And what is the subject of the piece
\Ba.xrWs Little Mary]'i Who is*Little Mary? It is nobody:
it is simply a nursery name that the child-doctor invents as
a kind of polite equivalent to what children ordinarily allude
to as their 'tum-tum'. Ibid,^ Good-natured British audiences
have strong Little Maries. 1905 Daily Chron. 8 Nov. 6/5
To wear it over their chest, not to speak of Little Mary, as
people all now call their other danger spot. 19*3 Una L.
SiLBHRRAD Lett. Jcan Armiter iv, 82 Then I get a cold in

Little Mary, my vulnerable spot. 1888 'C. E. Cradix>ck'
Broo/nsedge Coven. 25 Those dim traditional pygmy dwellers
in Tennessee, ..still vaguely known in rural regions as the
* *little people '. 1928 Daily Tel. 3 Jan. 1/5 Lady Chamber-
lain's Tuesday afternoon At Homes at the Foreign Office.

.

were one of the features of the * *little season *.

Xiittle-neck. U.S. [A locality in Long Island.]

Little-neck {clani)^ a young or immature quahang.
1889 Century Diet. 1899 J. Hatton in People 17 Dec. 2

(Cass. Suppl.) Regret was expressed that New York did not
possess the English sole, .but there was good compensation
m the little-neck clam and the bass.

Ijitnrgism (li't»j<l3iii*m). [f. Liturgy + -ism.]

Excessive use of the liturgy.

1926 Quarterly Register Feb. 117 With this prevailing

liturgism, religion ceased to be an important force in common
life.

£ive, a. Add: 2. b. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1857 Knickerbocker Mag. L. 456 A neighbouring bath-

house, kept by a live Yankee of the name of Martin. x86x

Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV, 263 Our County Society.,

numbers among its members most of the ' livefarmers in

the county. 1870 Scribtur's Monthly I. 71 Quite as likely.

.

the ' advanced ' preacher selects a * live ' subject, a theme for

the times. 1875 Mrs. Stowb Deacon Pitkin's Farm ii. 43
She's a Httle crittur ; nothin' to look to, but every bit in her
is 'live.

c. Corresponding to actual facts.

1927 Carr-Saunders & Jones Soc. Struct. Eng. 9f IVales

152 The Unemployment figures were obtained by taking an
average of the ' live registers ' of the employment exchanges
in Great Britain.,

8. live ash ^.^S"., a variety of the American ash ;

live fence U.S., a hedge ; also live-fencing* live

weight, the weight of an animal before being

killed ; live wire (see sense 4), Jig, a person full

of energy, Ox'v^. U.S.
1857 Trans. Mich. Ap-ic. Soc. VIII. 720 The east half of

the county is also heavily timbered, but the sugar-maple.,
bass wood or *liveash predominate. 1804 J, Roberts A-'««.

Farmer 84 When the hedge is full grown, then there is a
perfect *live fence. 1814J. Taylor ^/•rt/t7rig9 Several plants

are mentioned in these memoirs as proper for making live

fences, but I shall confine my observations to one. 1858

J. A. Warder Hedges Sf Evergr. 1. i. 13 Live-fences, or—as
they are commonly called—Hedges, are a means of enclosure

that belongs to an advanced state of civilization. 1829
Massachusetts Spy 25 Mar, (Th.) Messrs. G. Th. and Son
have imported 75,000 hawthorns, for **live fencing '. 185a
Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 151 Two hundred lambs,,
weighing some one hundred pounds.. *live weight, ijiio

W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 35 Ky this time that *live wire

would have finished telephonmg all over Southern Arizona.

1915 H. L. Wilson Ruggles ofRedGapyXx. (1917) 210 Cousin
Egbert, .remarked that I was ' sure a live wire ', 1922 Daily
Mail 20 Nov, 10 Sir Arnold [Wilson] is known asa * live wire *,

C, In attrib. combs.
1903 iVest/n. Gaz. 19 Tune 5/1 The suspension of the live-

cattle trade between Boston and Liverpool. X905 Ibid,

12 Apr. 5/2 So far the Central London Railway has carried

200,000,000 passengers,. without a live-rail mishap. 1905
H. J. Spooner Motors <5" Motoring 67 The other kind of
transmission gear referred to is the Live-Axle or Cardan
Drive. 1907 IVestm. Gaz. 9 Nov, 15/2 Two new models
both of which, .are of the live-axle type,

Uve, v."^ 5. t>. Add : Also to live it (in a run-

ning match),
1908 Daily Chroti. 14 July 8/1 The Italian, however, could

not live it with the gallant finish of the Briton.

12. c. Where one lives^ at or to the right or vital

point. U.S. slang.
i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career xxiL 386 When that

little wife of mine says, *Tom you're a good fellow, God
bless you ', it goes right in where I live. 1883 J. H. Beadle
IVesiern Wilds xxxvii. 602 The Mormons never got a cent
of it. This hurt Brigham— right where he lived. 1S86
Century Mag. Feb. 511 /i If I could only have reached him
where he lives, as our slang says.

d. To escape being put out.
19x2 Mathkwson Pitching xii. 263 He would probably

have scored the run which would have won the game had
he lived either on second or third base, for a hit followed.

iLiven, v. Add : c. To render live or active,

1903 Daily Chron, 6 Mar. 6/7 There were twelve cables
lying there. Only three of them were *alive*, and it was
decided to ' liven ' the others.

Liver, sb.^ 7. Add : liver-blende Min., a
liver-brown variety of blende ; liver-chestnut (see

quot.) ; liverman, a seller of liver,

19x2 Return Brit. Museum 194 ' *Liver-blende * from
Broken Hill, New South Wales. 1913 W. Batkson MendeVs
Princ, Heredity 125 There is a dark type of chestnut, some-
times spoken ofas *liver-chestnut, which is actually chocolate.
iS>o5 Daily Chron. 6 Apr. 8/1 The inner circle about the
*liverinan s barrow.

LLOYD-GEOKGIAN.

Ziiverislmess. [f. Livbbisu a.] Disordered
condition of the liver.

X904 IVesttn. Gaz. 5 Oct. lo/i Ordinary attacks of liverish-

ness or biliousnessare swiftly dispersed. \^^ Daily Express
14 July 15/7 Yellow, perhaps, suggests liverishness.

Iiivery, sb. 0. 6^.^. (Examples.)
1888 C. \j. Ferguson Exp. Forty-niner i. 15 We placed

our horses in a livery on Third Street. 1902 Hasben Abner
Daniel ^q^ I could 'a gone to a livery an* ordered out a team.
attrib. 1903 A. Adams Log Coivboy xiii. 81 Long before we

reached the Mulberry, a livery rig came down the trail to
meet us.

b, A conveyance,
iQii J. C. Lincoln Cap'n Warren's Wards i, 8 Of course

I shall share the expense of the livery.

10. livery horse (earlier example).
1837 Colman Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) 17 The number of

stage and livery horses kept in the county cannot fall short
of one thousand,., who depend on the purchase of hay.

Drives, U.S. var. of lievej) Lief adv.
X77a in Copley-Pdhani Lett. 189, I had full as lives have

it [the portrait] on a larger [platej. 1848 Lowell Biglow P.
Introd., I'd jest ez lives eat tripe, 1856 A. Cary Married 2'Zt

I would just as lives stand here as not. 1891 Harper's Mag.
Oct. 8zo/i, I^ will get Provided Usher to watch with me.
He'd just as lives.

Ijivet(t, var. forms of LtbbetI,
1908 Sanger .Seventy Vrs. a Showman xiv. 48 We could

see the big sticks—'livetts' they were termed—hurtling
towards. -the prizes.

Iiiveyere (li'vyloi). Also livyere, liveyer.
[f. the phrase live here.'] (See quot, 1909.)
1901 Chambers's yrnl. Jan. 68/2 Ihe residents along this

coast are termed * livyeres' (live heres), to distinguish them
from the nomadic fisherfolk. 1905 Duncan Dr. GrenfeWs
Parish i. 12 The shore fishermen of the remoter Newfound-
land coasts, the Labrador 'Hveyeres', the Indians of the
forbidding interior. 1907 D, Wallace Lon^ Labrador Trail
xxiii. 273 Even tea and molasses, usually found amongst the
* livyeres ' (live-heres) ofthe coast, were lacking. 19CK) Toilers

ofDeep]\i\y 176/1 The permanent inhabitants ofthe Labrador
coast, the * liveyers ' are about three thousand in number.
X930 Ghenfell Labrador Doctor vii. 144 Leaving only a
few hundreds of scattered * Liveyeres' in possession of the
Labrador.

7, living price (earlier ex-Iiiving, vbl. sb.

ample).
1834 Congress. Globe 3 May 362/2 Mr. Forsyth said that .

.

70 to 76 cents was a very living price for fish oil.

Living, ///. a. Add: 6. Living picture^ {a)
«= Tableau vivant (Tableau 4) ; {b) a motion-
picture,

1897 Knowledge i Sept. 216/2 Kinetography: the produc-
tion of ' living pictures ', Ibid.^ Last winter saw the * living
pictures ' adopted as the craze of the season for music-halls,
bazaars, and variety entertainments generally. X899 Hop-
wood Living Pict. 189 A film for projecting a Living Picture
is nothing more, after all, than a multiple lantern slide.

Ibid. 207 The first requirement in the projection, as in the
taking, of Living Pictures, is absolute rigidity of the
apparatus.

IiiTing-room. [Living vbl. sb. 7.]

1. An ordinaryroom in a house, normally occupied
by day or night.

1825- [see Living vbl. sb. 7].

2. U.S. A sitting-room; the room usually occupied
during the day.
1867 T. Lackland Homespun i. 139 The joy with which

frand parents welcome us in the great living-room. 1879
'. R. Stockton Rudder Grange i. 7 There was a kitchen,

a living room, a parlor and bedrooms. 1902 A. D. McFaul
Ike Glidden tii. 15 The family met in the living-room of the
home. X911 H. S. Harkison (Pw«(/xix. 239 Queed.. went
upstairs to the comfortable living-room.

^ivOuiau (livJu-nian), a. and sb. [f. med.L.
Livonia^ Livland, a former Baltic province of

Russia.] a. adj. Of or belonging to Livonia,

b, sb. A native or inhabitant of Livonia.
J757 Dyer Fleece iv. 139 The Livonian gulph Receives her

sails. X824 J. D. Cochrane Karr. Jourtu Russia I. 33
A young Livonian Baron . . gave me letters of rccommenda-
tion to the frontiers of Siberia. x88a Encycl. Brit. XIV.
723/2 [The] plateaus, .of Maanhoff and of tiie Livonian Aa,
Ibid. 724/1 The Livonians. .have nearly all passed away.
1926 Spectator -^i July 176/1 If one of their German se.-Tfants

or retainers wanted to marry a Livonian girl the Lutheran
priest would seek to stop him.

Iiizzie (li*zi). slang. [The feminine Christian

name.] a. A motor-car, esp. a * JFord '. Also Tin
Lizzie, b. (See quot. 1925.)
a. 1922 Blackw. Ma^, Jan. 37/2 We then prepared to start

for home; but * Lizzie had other notions, and refused even
to think of starting. Ibid. Feb. 253/1 An extra bad pothole

put Lizzie's back axle out of action. 1929 Rafidoiph Enter-
prise (W. Va.) 26 Sept. 4/5 Elijah Wees has his tin lizzie in

running order again from his calf wreck,

b. 1925 E. Kraser & Gibbous Soldier ^ Sailor Words^
Lizzie^ a big gun : also its sliell. A term originating at the

Dardanelles and suggested by the firing of the big hfteen-

inch guns of H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth.

Lloyd-Georgian (loidjd^p-jd^ian), a. and sb.

[f. the name ot David Lloyd George (1863-), Bri-

tish politician.] a. adj. Of, pertaining to or asso-

ciated with Lloyd-George, b. sb. A follower or

supporter of Lloyd-George or of his policy.

1909 Daily Graphic la Oct. 6/2 The self-s.-icrificing

Ministerial millionaires .. with the Lloyd-Georgian iron

entering into their souls. 1928 Daily Til. 25 Sept. 12/2 The
kaleidoscopic contortions ot Lloyd Georgian politics. 1928

Daily Express 25 May 4/3 Asquithiansand Lloyd Georgipns
seemed to be represented in approximately even numbers.



LO.

So doyd-Oeorgreite = prec. b. Uoyd-Geor^-
ism, the political policy or principles of Lloyd-
George.
19x0 Biacktu. Mag. Apr. 576A If Unionism is only to

succeed by its exponents taking to Lloyd-Georgism, then
Unionism is doomed. 1921 Spectator 19 Mar. 352/1 They
must now be counted as Lioyd Georgettes rather than as
Unionists.

*

Lo, int. b. Add : Also freq. in mod. use, Lo
andhehold (usually facetious).

1850 Dickens D. Coppcrjidd xxii, What does he do, but,
!o, and behold you, he goes into a perfumer's shop. 1854
Miss Baker Nortkampt, Gloss. \. 400 Lo and behold ! A
frequent exclamation in colloquial narration, expressive of
a certain degree ofwonder and surprise. 1887 Century Mag.
Jan- 446/2 Lo an' behold, thar was Lawson at the spring
a-werryin' Milly. 1930 J. B. Priestley /i«_i^^/ Pavement ii.

§ 2 And then—lo and behold—it was there all the time.

10,J"^- O.S. [Humorously from Pope's line 'Z^,

the poor Indian ', etc., Essay on Man I. 99.] An
American Indian. Also Mr. (and Mrs.) Lo.
1874 J. C. McCoy Hist. Sketches 260 Crossing the plains

was an undertaking fraught with great danger; especially
as Mr. Lo was decidedly fond of horses. i88i A. A. Hayes
yew Coloroiio iii. 40 Colonel Craig, .and his men began, not
unsuccessfully, the repression and suppression of Mr, Lo.
1890 Buckskin Mose vi. 88 This document set forth that the
bearer was a good Lo. Ibid.^ He appeared again at the head
of our train, in the company of thirty or forty other Los.

1904 Mimteapolis Times 12 June 6 The march of civilization

has convinced Lo that fighting is not as profitable as it used
to be. X904 A^. Y. Even. Post 6 Au^., On Florida's shield

stands a placid and buxom Mrs. Lo, with fringed skirt falling

to the knee.

Load, sb. 3. a Add to def. : The total

amoont of current being supplied by a dynamo or

generating station at any given time of the day.

Base-load^ the lowest value the load attains in the

twenty-four hours ; peak^ioady the highest value

the load attains in the twenty-four hours; so called

because the varying output for one day is often

represented by a graph in which the ordinates in-

dicate the load.

1902 Sloane Stand. Electr. Did., Load, in a dynamo, the
amperes ofcurrent del j\'ered by it under any given conditions.

1903 Eiect. IVorid .$- Engin. 23 May 866 (Cent. Suppl.) It

is necessary at times of fall and winter peak loads to operate
the steam plants in the three combination sub-station and
subsidiary steam plants wliich (he company was operating
three years ago, 1928 Daily Express 4 June 15/3 We have,
in twenty.six years, built up a huge i>ase-load , . with an
annual output of over 25,000,000 units.

8. load curve, a curve showing the varying out-

put or production of power over a period of time;

load factor (earlier example) ; load lino (/') »
load curve.

1893 yml. Soc, Arts XLL 898/1 A curve, the abscissae of
which represent time, and the ordinates therateof expend!-
ture, is called a *load curve. Ibid. 569/t Mr. Crompton has
introduced the term ' 'load-factor' to express generally the
extent to which central-station plant is usefully employed.
Ibid. 89S/2 The *load-line for a central station is that to
which attention is to be directed.

£oad, V. Add : 2. a refl, with up.
1935 E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest, 1924 139 Next day

Hazard, the porter and myself, . .loading ourselves up with
all we could save, evacuated the North Col Camp.
9. a. (Earlier example.)
1870 Medbery Men ^ Myst. Wall St. 136 To ' load ' one's

self with stock is to buy heavily.

^Oadecly ///• a- 2. Add ; In insurance, of a
life tcf. Load v. io).

loaS Daily Express xo May 11/6 The application was
refused in the first instance, and only afterwards accepted
as a ' loaded ' life.

^ader. L O. Add : {c) an appliance for load-

ing a fire-arm ; a charger.

1843 Carltoh Nrw Purchase I. xvii. 122 A powder horn,
and Its loader of deer-horn. Ibid. xxi. 199 An enormously
long duck-gun, ..with the appurtet^ances of hornS| pouches,
loaders, tomabowks and knives.

ILoadin^, vbl. sb. 5. Add : loading-hoard^

giiuge, -tool, 'tower^ -yard,

1910 W. ^L Raine 5. (?'C(J«H<»r36 The*Ioadingboard was
lowered and the horses led from the car. 1901 Yng. Engineer
I. 53 The fire-box may Ijc extended to the full width of the
'loading gauge. 1874 J. W. Long Atner. Wild-Fowl Slwot-
ing 20, I usually made a practice of reloading as fast as
possible between shots, carrying an ammunition-box and
loading-tools with me. 1901 Chambers's Jrtd. May 312/1
Steam-crane<i and movable *loading-towers. .lower the coal
into the hold of the vessel. 1909 \Yestm. Gaz. 9 June ii/i
Between them is a 'loading yard 200 fu by 60 ft.

Loaf-cake, U.S. [I.oafj^.^ a.] A plain cake
made in the foroi of a loaf.

1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIV. 423 The biscuit would
not rise, her loaf-cake was heavy. 1863 Mrs. Whitney
F. Gartmy's Girlh. xl. Opposite sat her aunt, taking care
of her as regarded tea, toast, and plain country loaf-cake.

1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganuc P. xxii. 248 The company sat

about the fire, discussing the nuts, apples and cider which
were passed around, reinforced by doughnuts and loaf-cake.

1889 Mrs. Rose T. Cookk Steadfast xxii. 243 After a decent
refection of loaf-cake and hot flip, she took her place. 1906
Spring/ield ll'eekly KePubl. 29 Mar. 7 Sipping not tea and
tasting a large piece of loaf cake.

Iidafer. f Earlier U.S. examples.)
X835 Knickerbocker Mn^. VL 63 The late Ben Smith,

Ijoafer. I prevent an outhne sketch of one of that species
of ihe^;««j homo . .'m\\\cU Custom has christened with the
expressive appellation of Loafer ! 1839 Ibid. XIIL 39 It

19

was something like going to sea passenger^ idler, loafer,
what you please.

I^Oaferiug, vbl. sb, (Earlier U.S. example.)
1837 _[. D. Whitney in /^//^(igog) 19 There is another thing

which IS a sad enemy to time, namely ' loafering ', i.e. visit-
ing one another's rooms without any ostensible purpose, to
pass away time,

Loaferism. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
^^"i^ fCnickerbocker Mag. VIII. 407 Tliere is a moral

sublimity in.. his calling, but it is not the sublimity of
loaferism. 1851 A. O. Hall ManJtattaner 17 It will long
remain, .the headquarters of Creole loaferism.

IiOafery. Add : b. A place where persons loaf.
1898 Daily Tel. 10 Feb., (Ware, Passing Eng.) Perliaps

' House of Repose * or ' The Loaferies ' would be considered
appropriate [as a new title for the Whitechapel Workhouse].
1903 Liberty Rev. July 7 A new trap is set for it— the free
loafery at the corner.

^Oan, sb.'^ 5. Add: loan-certificate, -market;
loan-shark (see quot. and Shark j^.1 2).
1777 Boston Town Meeting 26 May 285 If this could

be accomplished, and the Money redeemed by *Loan-.
Certificates, it would operate doubly in favor of the States.
1870 Medbbry Men Sf Myst. Wall St. 11 Its *loan market
holds the keys of trade. 1928 Daily Tel 5 May 9/5 It is
hoped^by this plan virtually to put out of business the * "loan
shark

', who exacts usurious rates of interest from the person
of small means.

^Oan, V. Addi fig-, examples.
^ 1004 E. B. Hoi.T tr. Munsterberg's Americatis 10 The
industrial advance loaned greater importance to manu-
facturer and merchant. 1928 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 7/2
Kilbucho, thou hast loaned me great reward—Thy restful-
ness I know I

Xiob, sb.^ Abbrev. of Lobworji,
1909 iVestvt. Gaz. 23 Oct. 16/4 In a clouded stream red

and brandling worms and the tail-end of a lob often prove
very attractive.

IiOb, V. Add : 4. b. To serve a player virith a
lobbed ball,

igai A. W. Myers Twenty Yrs. Lawn Tennis 135 Having
discoveredthe wisdom of lobbing Barrett, Hackett. .allowed
McLoughlin to kill anything smashable. 1028 Daily Tel.
5 June 17/1 As soon as one is certain of not being lobbed.

Xiobby, sb. 4. lobby member U.S, (earlier

examples).
X8X9G. C. VKBi>LANCH.S"/«/tf 7'rrMfffj'(Va^tf67There isaclass

of men., generally known by the name of Lobby members.
i8»8 Paulding Neio Mirror Travellers 174 They [the
legislature] are called by way of honorable distinction
Lobby-Members, because they form a sort of third estate,
or legislature chamber in the lobby.

Lobby^ V. 2. For a 1859 read a 1848.
IiObbyinff, vbl. sb» (Earlier example.)
1832 in W. L. Mackenzie Life Van Buren ayf (Th.)

Perhaps I shall have a case of congressional Icbbying, by
which I can make it a jaunt of pleasure and profit.

£obe. 2. lobe-footed (earlier example).
187a CouES Key N. Amer. Birds 50 It is elevated in all

swimming birds, whether lobe-footed, or partly or wholly
web-footed.

IiObelia. b. (Earlier example.)
1849 N. KiNGSLEY Diary 94 Lobelia is the great cure, but

some are against it.

Loblolly. Add: 1. b. U.S, A mild-hole.
1899 G. ApK Doc Horne \. 6 In those days a mud-hole with

this deceptive dry crust on top was called a 'loblolly '. 1903
A. Adams Log Cowboy xi. 164 His ineffectual struggles
caused him to sink farther to the flanks in the loblolly which
the tramping of the cattle had caused.

3. (Read) = loblolly pine,
1819 E. Dana Ceogr. .Sketches 1Q5 Contiguous to the Florida

line, a space, occupying in width from 50 to 60 miles, is

timbered with c>'press, loblolly, and long and short leafed
pine.

IiObo. (Add examples.)
1918 MuLFORD Man f", Bar-xt ix. 88 What you saw

was a bear or a lobo or a cougar come up to see th' fire.

Ibid. 93 The lobo wolf in the canyon.

LocaL A. adj. 2. d. Add : Local room U.S.,

the reporters' room in a newspaper establishment
1903 E. L. Shu.man Pract. yournalisni go Almost the only

open door to the editorial room is through the local room.
4. o. Also local colouring.

1854 Chambers's yml. 7 Jan . 8/2 Local colouring

—

couleur
locale— is a modern expression signifying the accordance.

.

of the adjuncts-in a work of art., with the,. subject.

B. sb. 1. c. A local editor; a local passenger.
k868 All Yr. Round 19 Sept. 351 -'2 [quoting 'Virginia

Enterprizc'] We observe that Brier, local of the Ne^vs, has
on a new coat. 1887 C. B. Geobgk 40 Yrs. en Rail ii. 35
Tickets . . were at first sold only to through passengers, while
the ' locals * had to pay cash,

2. g*. A local branch of a trade-miion.
_X9Xi Mary W. Ovington Halfa Man qZ Strong organiza-
tions in the South, as the bricklayers, send men North with
union membership, who easily transfer to New York locals.

IiOCally, ^z^. 4. Add: Comb.
1896 R. S. S. ViKiiZ^-'PQViE.iA. Matabele Campaign y.\x. The

locally-born children are as healthy.. as you could wish.
jtfos p/iily Chron. 27 Apr. 7/3 Beating the locally-trained
Ambition.

located, ///. a, (Earlier examples of U.S,
church use.)

1843 Carlton New Purchase I. x. 68 We discovered that
Mr. Parson, like most located and permanent pastors of
a wooden country, received almost literally nothing for

ecclesiastical services. 1874 E. Ecglfston Circuit-Rider
xxxi. 297 He. -was directed to the double-cabin of a located
preacher.

IiOCater(bk^i*t3i). [f. Locate z;. -f -ee l.] One
who, or something that, locates; a locator.

LOCK-UP.
190a F. T. BiDLAKE in C. T. C. Gaz. Aug. 359/1 A spicule

of flmt. .pierced my tube, but kindly remained in evidence
as a locater. 1921 Chambers's yml. 9 Apr. 290/1 A great
many mineral-claims.. upon which their locaters built high
hopes.

IiOCatiou. Add : 5. (Earlier S. African ex-
ample.)
1835 D'Urdan in W. M. Macmillan Bantu, Boer, <^ Briton

(1929) iz8 He may be placed in a location in His Majesty's
Colony [The Cape].

C, In the production of motion pictures, an ex-
terior place where a scene is filmed.
1908 H. Croy lloiu Motion Pictures are Made 120 The

director.. has but to turn through the photographs instead
of having to go out himself and spend hours looking up
suitable locations.

7. The action of discovering, or the ability to dis-
cover or determine, the position of a person or thing.
1900 Geogr, yml. Oct. XVI. 382 Ihese birds [penguins]

must have a wonderful power of location.

Lochlet (Ipxi^et). [f. Loch 1 -i- -let.] A little

loch.

1925 A. S. Alexander Tramps across Watersheds ^oli\i^sQ
lochlets with their ancient relics are mostly meadows now.

£ock, f^.2 Add: 2. b. A rail serving to * lock
'

the other rails of a fence. U.S.
1887 TouRGEE Button'^s Inn 12 The upward slope back of

the house.. was divided into fields, separated by high rail-
fences with immense * locks ' and ' riders '.

5. Phr. lockf stock
J
and barrel, (Earlier Amer,

example.)
1843 Haliburton Attach^ II. 40 Look at the whole thing

all through the piece, take it, by and large, stock, lock, and
barrel, and it's the dandy.
11. b. Lock and block {system) : a system of rail-

way signalling by which a train does not enter a
section of line until the preceding train has left it,

the signal being locked at 'danger* and only re-
leased when the preceding train leaves the section.
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 146/2 * Lock-and-block ' has

been used toa limited extent on a good many lines in England
and a half-dozen in America. 1905 H'estm. Gaz. 12 Jan. 7/2
The failure was partly due to faulty line circuits of the lock
and block instruments.

19. (sense 9) lock-bar.^ canal, -chargej -cut, -pen,
-station, ikiefj -wall,
1923 F. U Packard Four Stragglers 312 The *lock.bar

worked through the side of the pier wall. 1903 Westm. Gaz.
3 Jan. 3/1, 1 imagine that the Panama waterway is to be
a *lock canal. X877 Habberton yericho Road'w. 20 Dont
you b'leeve she could run the dam at Mount Zion, and dodge
gaying*lock-charees? 1905 Westm. Gc^. 16 Aug. 5/3 Motor
oats, .probabljf find their way down *lock-cuts made more

difficult and tedious than before. 1908 Daily Chron. 30 Apr.
r/2 kn assistant locUkeeper. .found the body of a child
floating in the lock-cut. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 20 Aug. la/i The
*lock-pen.. opens and shuts now to let through the Queen
Elizabeth in solitary state, 1862-3 ^' E. Hale If Yes ^
Perhaps (1868) 16, I would start in the morning to walk to
the *Iock-station at Brockport on the canal, /bid. 22 At
night 1 walked the deck tdl one o'clock, with my pipe or
without it, to keep guard against the *lock thieves. 1885
E. P. Warren & Cleverly Wand. ^Beetle' 61 He ran
along the *Iock-wall to open his gates when he saw us coming.

20. lock box, a delivery letter-box provided with
a lock ; lock-chaiu (earlier example).
1906 Mary E. Wilkins-Freeman By Light of Soul 384

She saw one letter slanted across the dusty glass of the box.
It was not a *lock box, and she had to ask the postmaster
for the letter. 1843 Amer. Pioneer II. 121 As few of the
emigrant wagons were_ provided with *lock-chains for the
wheels, the downward impetus was checked by a large log.

TMOCk.fV, Add; 7. d. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
X839 Hist. Virgil A. Stewart (N.Y.) 23 (Th.) They are

enemies, and let them lock horns. 1855 Knickerbocker Mag.
XLVI. 95 As neither of the trains stop at way-stations, I

expect nothing more than to see the two lock horns at the
corner of my kitchen.

fl In passive, of coursing dogs.
1876 Coursing Calendar 30 English Opera and Besika.,

ran locked together for some distance.

11. b. Add to def. : To enter a lock witk
(another vessel).

1905 Daily Chron. 17 Tune 9/1 The latest regulation that
no small boat should *fock' with a motor-craft appears to
have caused considerable surprise.

C. (Earlier example.)
1833 Congress. Deb. 26 Jan. 1396 It wiU pass very much

as boats are locked up and down through a canal.

dockage. Add : 2. e. The passage (of a
vessel) through a lock.

«9'3J- ^.^\^»ov Panama Gateway -v. \v. 375 The average
number of lockages through the.. Canal.. was 39 per day,

]^0Ck-d0WU. U.S. [Lock v, 7.] A strip of

wood used for holding a raft of logs together.

i88( T. B. Walker Let. 4 June, A string of logs as
customarily made for rafting is when the logs are fastened
together by means of poles and ' Lock Downs '.

locked, A.^ 2. (Earlier example.)
18x9 D,Tho.mas Trav. Western Count>y yiUh^mWl-daras

on this stream are locked.

^OCk-up. 1. a. Add: Also (earlier) Aj^/w/^

time.

1845 T. J. Green Texian Exped. xvJi. 300 One [of the

many difficulties to overcome], .was to elude the vigilance

of the officer at lock-up time.

b. Also attrib,

1908 Daily Report 26 Aug. 5/4 As a promising speculative

lock-up holding, the shares are worth buying at Inc present

prices.



liOCKITPABLE.

2. b. (Earlier example.)
1839 Knicktriocker Mar. XIV. no Seeing the crowd, he

just stepped over., when he was seized, and earned to the

*Iockup .

4. iock-up prisoner,

1846 Corcoran Pickings 33 To the right of the column we
perceived a prisoner whom we at once knew was above and
beyond the ordinary class of lock-up prisoners.

Lockn-pable, a- [f. as Lockup sb\ Admit-

ting of being locked up.

X907 Sat. Rev. 3 Aug. 138 Half mankind thinks the other

half mad—not lockupable..but 'dotty'.

IiOCO ^. (Karlier example.

)

1838 QurTMAN Let, in Life ^ Corr. 165, I thus claim to be

a true Loco and NuUifier.

3J0C0 3. (Earlier example.)
1833 S. Breck in Recollections (1877) App. 374 With the

/<?c<j..he may start from one city in the morning and return

again in the evening.

toco (l*J""-k(7), <z. U.S, [f. Locoi. Cf. Locoed.]

Mad, insane, * queer ', off one's head.
1887 Outing Apr. X. 7A You won't be able to do nuthin*

with 'em, sir; they'll go plumb loco^ that's what they will.

1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights i. xi. 176 He looked all

right enough, neither drunk nor loco, 1910 Mulford Hep-
along Cassidy iv. 38 Are you loco? Do you mean to let th'

rest of th' outfit see that 1

!LoCOIX10bil6> b. sb, (Examples.)
1896 ScHLiCH Man. Forestry V. 748 The elevator and

macerating cylinder are driven by a locomobile ttt. 1900 Set,

Afn<r. 27 Jan. 54/1 The steam carriage which is popularly
and commercially known as the * Locomobile '. lOiei. 15 Sept.

265/2 A simple water-indicator for locomobiles. 1903 Motor-
ingAnn. 37 A Locomobile and a Holden motor-bicycle, 1905
Daily Chron. 6 July 5/1 Tracey, the third American, started

in a locomobile. 15)13 Literary Digest (N.Y.) 21 Aug. ^87/2
Goodyear Cord Tires. .. Adopted for the new Locomobile as
standard equipment.

tOCOmote, v, (Earlier example.)
183d Knickerbocker Mag. IV, 20 Who but our author

woula represent him (a bard], *locomoting' on a long, dog-
trot over the bogs of bis neighborhood.

D^OCOmotive, sb. 4. Add : locomotive works*
1848 Massach-usetts Stat. 13 Mar., A corporation, by the

name of the Boston Locomotive Works, for the purpose of
manufacturing locomotive engines.

IJOCOmOvey v, (Later example.)
1873 Leland Egypt. Sketch-Bk, 88, I only remember one

instance when a man who made locomotion his business was
unwilling to locomove.

Locum. Add : b. Short for LocDM-TENENCr,
1903 Lancet May Advts. 101/2 Hospital Locum wanted

by ftLR-CS., L.R.C.P., for three weeks or less.

JjOCuixi tenens. Add : b. The post of a
locum tenens ; a locum-tenency.
1899 Lancet 5 Aug. Advts. 86/2 Locum Tenens or good

Assistantship wanted by doubly-qualified man. x9o8A,S. ^L
Hutchinson Oiice Aboard Liegger vi. vi. §2, 437 There's
this locum tenens I was going to (ake up in the North,
I haven't ofi"ed that yet—haven t refused it, I mean.

ILocum-teiieilt. Add : b. = Locum tenens.
1899 Lancet 19 Aug. 547/1, 1 met with a serious accident .

.

in conset^uence of which 1 had to engage a locum-tenent.
/bid.y This sort of thing should make men very careful as to
locum-'tenents before engaging them.

IfOCUSty sb. 6. Add : locust-borer (example) ;

locust bush (see quot.); locust-killer U.S., a
species of wasp ; locust wood, the wood of the

locust-tree.

1838 CoLHAN Rep, Agric. Mass. (1839) 100 *Locust-Borer.
..[He] washed his locu.st trees with spirits of turpentine^and
in that way. .compelled the borer to leave them. 1834 A. Pike
Sketches 56 The valley was full of small hills interspersed

with mezquite bushes, that is, a kind of prickly green ^locust

bush, which bears long narrow beans in bunches. x868
Amer, Naturalist June II. 217 [heading] The ^Locust
Killer. I never saw but one of these wasps. 1874 Rep.
Vermont Board Agric. 11. "jtj Clytus robiniae, Thelarvae
feed upon *locust wood.

ZiOCUStal (It'kr-stal), a. [f. Locust sb. + -al.]

Of, pertaining to, or connected with locusts.

1891 Chambers*s Encycl. VIL 187/1 Temperature may also
have something to do with locustal migrations.

IiOCUStarian. (Example.)
\9^'% Nature % Dec io8/i Mr. Scudder..has given much

attention to the sounds made by locustarians.

£ode. 6. Add : lode-light, a light said to be
seen sometimes above a vein of ore.
1883 Encvcl. Brit. XVI. 443/1 The appearance of the so-

called *ioae-liglits may be explained by the production of
phosphoretted hydrogen. i£^ C. Le N. Foster Ore ^
Stone Mining \Qrj Appearances of flame above mineral veins
..are sufficiently well established to have received a special
iKime * lode lights ' in Cornwall.

XtOdenmailtle. [G. lodenmantel f. loden thick
woollen cloth.] A thick woollen cloak of a style
worn in southern Germany and Austria.
19x4Gertr. Atherton Perch o/Dernl 11. 354 She. . wrapped

herself in a dark lodenmantl, a long cape with a hood that
she had worn..In Bavaria.

lK>dge, sb. 15. Add : (sense 7) lodge-meeting,

official^ -room ; (sense 10) lodge-cover, -coveringj
-Jire, -skint -trail.

1878 J. H. Beaole iVestem IVilds ix. 137 The former {sc.
buffaloes] furnished them with food, clothing, *lodge.covers,
bow-strings, and a dozen other conveniences. X849PARKMAN
Oregon Trailwq The squaws of each lazy warrior had made
him a shelter from the sun, By stretching.. the comer
of a *lodge-covering upon poles. 1837 W, Irving Capt.
Bonneville (i&Qs) 1. 116 Knots of gamblers will assemble
before one of their "lodge fires, early in the evening. 1846

20

SAGEScenes Rocky Mts, (1859) 87 The chill winds and snows
have compelled His children to light the lodge-fires of winter,

1903 C. T. Brahy Bishop iii. 47 Most of the Churches have
a week-nisht prayer-meeting, and the other nights are taken
up wiih *lodee meetings. 1909 Daily Chron. 30 Dec 1/4
The fifteen ""lodge officials and delegates prosecuted for
offences against the Industrial Disputes Act. 1911 J. C.
Lincoln Cap^n IVarren's Hoards vi. 88 I'm more used to
*IocIae rooms than I am to clubs, I guess. 1846 Sage Scenes
Rocky Mts. (1859) igo Exposed to. .a chill storm of rain and
sleet, with only a thin *lodge skin to shelter us. 1891 Century
Mag. Mar. 776 We had already devoured. . a small sack made
of smoked lodge skin. 1B43 Fremont Exped. 115 An ex-
tremely good *lodge trail, which issues by the head of this

stream. 1846 Sack Scenes Rocky Mts. (1859) 178 A lodge-
trail leading to the Platte by way of Sibille's creek.

XiOdgement. Add : 1. d. Mining. = Lodge
sb. 13 a.

1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Ter/ns 43 Lodg7nent, a
resen'oir or storage place underground for water for con-
venience of pumping.
6. lodgement-level (see quot,).
S877 Encyci. Brit VI. 65/2 Driving a gallery, .along the

course of the coal seam, which is known asa *dip head level*,

and a lower parallel one, in which tlie water collects, known
as a 'lodgment level'. 1886 J. Barrowm^N Sc. Alining
TerfHS 43 Lodgment'lerel, a room driven level course at
a short distance to the dip of a pit and used for storage of
water.

£odge-pole. (/.S, (See Lodge ^^. 15.) Lodge-
pole pine (see quot, 1905),
1834 A. Pike Sketches 50 (Th.) As it is seldom that [the

Comanches] find themselves in a place where they can obtain
lodge-poles, they are obliged to carry them wherever they go.
X84S Fkkmont Exped. 202 Our lodge poles were nearly worn
out, and vi-e found here a handsome set, very white, and
cleanly scraped, 1855-65 [see Lodge j3. 15]. 1859 A. Jackson
MS. Diary 4 Cut the top off a small lodge pole pine. 1903
A. Adams Log Cowboy xxi. 330 He. .with The Rebel went
back about a mile to a thicket of lodge poles. 1905 N. V.
Even. Post 39 Apr., The lodgepole pine, which is known in
the Sierras of California as tamarack pine, . . bears the
common name of ' lodgepole * from the fact that the Indians
used its long slender trunks as supports for their wigwams,
or lodges. 1923 Schlich Man. Fcrestry I. 184 Lodgepole
Pine (/*. Murrayand)^ a western species.

XiOdgepolOy z** [f. prec.] trans. To beat with
a lodj^^e-pole. Hence Lodgepoling vbl. sb.

1850 H. Garrard IVa/t-To-Vah (1927) ix. 116 Often, in-

deed, their negligent spouses are lodge-poled (beaten) for

such accidents. Ibid, x, 131 In the course of wliich she
receives at the hands of her imperious sovereign .. no very
light lodgepoling,

^odgerdozu (l^'d^ajdam), [f. Lodger -h-DOM.]
Lodgers taken collectively ; the world of lodgers ;

a district in which lodgers are common,
1903 Daily Chron. 6 Mar. 4/6 Even dingy Lodgerdom

would disclaim the place, 1907 Ibid. 23 May 3/3 A very
pleasant, humorous-pathetic story of lodgerdom. 19*7
Qbserifer 14 Aug, 6 With all else of discomfort.. that goes
with the bandage of. .lodgerdom,

IiOdgfing, vbl. sb. 6. Add : lodging-hall U-S.^

a lodging-house.
x86o Holland Miss Gilberts Career xii. 208 We left

Arthur Blague, .sitting on his bed in the lodging-hall at
H iickleberry run. Ibid, xvi, 293 Cheek was . . led to the trunk-
room of the lodging-halL

Xodgihg-room. (Later U.S, examples.)
1849 1'tesid, Aless. Congress 11. 1089 Onehewed-log lodging-

room for hired men, sixteen feet by eighteen feet, cost $35,
i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career ix. 142 They . . crossed
a spongy patch of garden to reach the lodging-room. 1906
Springfield Kepubl. 7 Feb. 2 Lodging Rooms to Let.

IjOdicle. (Example,)
1888 EncycL Brit XXIV. 531/2 s.v. Wheat, Within the

pale[a] are two minute, ovate, pointed, white membranous
scales called * Iodides*.

loft, sb. Add : 7. o. fg. Elevation, nplift.

1935 Brit. Weekly 12 Nov. J59/3 We need more loft in our
thinking than our fathers had.

Xoft, V. Add : 3. b. trans/, ss\Afig.

1883 J. Martins Remin. Haddington 120 He [sc. a goat)
was a pawky, ill-contrived beast, and thought nothing of
pouting and ' lafting * folk. 1903 Bariue Little IVhite Bird
xxiv. 282 We bad lofted him out of the story, and did very
well without him.

lofted,///, ii. Add; 2. C. Of a ball: Hit
into the air.

X904 DailyChroH. so Aug. 9/5, 1 sawa lofted ball. .miss
the head of a player in front by not more than six inches.

ZiOfting (Ip'ftiq), ppl. a. [f. LoFT e?, + -ing2,]

Of a stroke in golf : That lofts.

1905 Westm.Gaz. 25 Aug. 3/1 Why togo for a low-running
shot or for a high lofting sliot, respectively.

lofty, a. L b. Add : Also with tumbling.
1786 Maryland Jrttl. 22 Oct Advt. (Th.) Surprizing feats

of Lofty Tumbling by a Groupe of Performers from Sadlers
Wells.

log, sby Add : 1. b. (Additional phrases.)
1850 H, C Watson Camp-fires Reziol. 55 * Bill ', said one

of the party, to a pale, sickly-looking individual, * we must
keep the log rollin'.* 1874 J. W. Long Amer. Wild-Fowl
Shooting ij6, I reckon 'somebody's cut the log open* as
the saying is out here, from the way they are coming. 1904
* Alan Dale* Wanted-. A Cook 207 It was so easy that the
inelegant simile of ' rolling off a log ' impressed us as being
absolutely justifiable.

8. (in sense *made of logs') : log bam, barrack,
building, causeway, chapel^ churchy city, college,

fence (earlier example), heap^ hut (earlier example),
kitchen, meeting-house, pen., pounds prison^ room,
shanty (earlier example), stable, iaverit, tenement,

I.OG.

trap (later example), wall, way (n^odern example).
Also log chain (modern examples).

184s S. JuDD Margaret \. iil 12 On the east side of the
road was a *log barn. i86z O. W. Norton Army Lett. 64
When we came bai;k we burned all the *log barracks and
brush houses at the forts. 1816 U. Brown 'Jml. in Alary-
loftd Hist. Mag. X. 281, I saw, .many very good & 2 Story
*iog Buildings. 1831 T. Buttrick Trav. 54 In some places,
in low grounds, there would be *log.causeways for a con-
siderable distance. 1872 'Jourgee Invis. Empire (1880) x.

473 She was. .finally ciioked with a *log-<:hain until she was
insensible. 1901 S. Mkrwin& H.K.V^ebstkr Calumet Ky\.
203, 1 had a few lengths of log chain handy. 1810 F. Asbuky
yrnl, (1821) 111. 298 Saturday, at William Adams's •log-
chapel I preaclied to a small a-isembly. 1849 Parkman
Oregon Trail 25 The*log church and school-houses belong-
ing to the Methodist Shawanoe Mission. 1817 S. R. Brown
Western Gaz. 106 Vangeville,—A *log city,, .has fifteen or
twenty old log houses. 1850 Foote Sk. Virginia 349 Could
we. -look into the school of the worthy pastor, then gaining
its eminence as' a *log college*. 1684 I. MhiH^ViProvideiices
167 He hath had five Rods of good *Log-fencu thrown down
at once. 1764 Coll. N. H. Hist. Soc. IX. 154 [I] made log
fence around my. .orchard. 1803 T. M. Harris yrnl. Tc«r
6 June (1805) 58 [In Virginia] the fields are surrounded by
a rough zig-zag log-fence. 1838J. Hall Wester-ti States \\\.

10^ People will not forever . . warm themselves by *log-bear»s
built in great wooden chimnies. 1856 A. Carv Married sf)S

Having made a log-heap fiie, Martin put the table-cloth

about his shoulders. 1778 J. Thatcher Military yrnl. 153
In the month of December, the troops were employed in
erecting *log huts for winttr quarters. 1874 E. Eggleston
Circuit-Rider v. 56 The wide old *log-kitt;hen, with its loom
in one corner. 1823 Baptist Mag. IV. 74 We iiave a good
*\o% meeting-house on Salt Creek. 1789 Weems Letters
IIL 148, I lodged in a *lQg-pen. 1829 '1'. Flint George
Mason 10 (Th.) [They] assisted him to raise another smaller
cabin, in the language of the country, a log-pen. 1832
Louisville Directory 102 The ditch was surmounted by a
breast work of log pens filled with the earth obtained from
the ditch. 1853 'P. Vh-KTOM* Stray Yankee in. Texas n8
A fish spear is to him [the old Texan] a groin, . .a iiouse no
house, but a log-pen. 1737 in Coll. N. H. Hist. Soc. VII.
358 A *log pound 30 ft. square, six feet high, with a good gate,
and a lock and key. 1845 Mrs. Kirkland Western Clear-
ings 212, I went to prison ; nothing but a *log prison. 190c
S. ¥..Wh\t^ Conj2{ror'sHome X. 119 Virginiaenteredasmall
*log room,, .and sat down in a musty red aimchair. 1847
H.. Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 492 They fell to work. .erecting

bark huts and 'log shanties. iZ^ Southern Lit. Messenger
I. 120 In the *log stable belonging to Mr. Au-stin at whose
house I lodged, I saw a number of them. 1847 H. HowE
Hist. Coll. Ohio 293 Newark.. then contained five or six

log-cabins and Black's *Iog tavern. 1874 E. Egglestok
Circuit-Rider xvl. 147 Marton was conducted three miles
down the river to a log tavern. 1841 J. F. Cooper Deer-
slayer ii. 13 The furniture was of the strange mixture that

it is not uncommon to find in the remotely situated 'log-
tenements of the interior, 1823 Long Exped. L 155 This
was a *log trap, in which one log Is elevated above another
at one end. 1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XVI. 247, I looked
around on the bare 'log-walls and ceiling. 1843 Carlton
New Purchase I. ix. 60 The inierstices of the log-wall were
•chinked '. 1874 B, F. Taylor World on Wheels n. vii. 245
Ah 1 there were days when, over the old road, ran the yellow
mud-stained coach, laboring up its hills, and pitching along
its *log-ways, and lurching in Us deep worn ti-acks.

b, log-heaving^ -mauling, -raising; log-hauler,

-lumberer. C. log-built ppl. a.

1855 Knickerbocker Mag. XLVI. 225 The nuptials were
celebrated in the one-story 'teu-by-six' *log-built mansion
of the bride's fa,ther. 1902 S. E. White Conjuror's House ix.

Ill Your work here among the Indians is rot... You coop
them up in your log-built houses. 1920 W, T. Grenfell
Labrador Doctorxm. 233 The *log-hauIer would not deliver
the goods to the rotary saw. 1823 W, Faux Memorable Days
Amer. 180 *Log-heaving, that is, rolling trees together for

burning, is done by the neighbours in a body, invited for the
purpose. 1909 Westni. Gnz. 11 Aug. 5/1 Thepulp-maker..is
not content, like the *log-lumberer, to remove the grown
trees, but takes the young plants as well. i96o OregonA r;^us
17 Mar. (Th. s.v. Alaul) The judge's style as a stumper is of
a heavy, *log-mauling kind. 1864 ' £. Kibke' Doivn in
Tennessee iii. 43 In April, 1862, he and his band came upon
a party of neighbors collected at a *log raising in Fentress
County.

9. log-basket, a basket, or similar receptacle, for

holding logs by a fire ; log-canoe, -cock (earlier

examples) ; log-deck (see quot.) ; log-drive (see

Drive sb. 3) ; log-headed, (modern example)

;

logjam, a jam of logs on a river ; also^^. ; log-

man (earlier modern example) ; log-paddock, a

small field fenced in with logs; log-rule (see

quot.) ; log-running, the operation of sending

logs down a river; log-scale (see quot.) ; log-slate

(earlier example).

1902 Westm. Gaz. 17 Dec. 8/3 A really nice *log-basket in

wrought iron. 175a P. Stevens in 't raveis Amer. Col. 315,

I . .set out from Crown Point at ten in the morning accom-
panied by an officer and ten soldiers, who brought us in two
*lo3 canoes. 1853 * P. Paxton ' Stray Yankee in Texas
58 (Th.) The *log-cock, with his gaudy head-dress. 1905
Terms Forestry f^ Logging, *Log deck, the platform upon
a loading jack. 1904 N. Y. Even. Post 3 May 2 The annual

*log-drives have begun in the upper Hudson watershed.

a 1904 S. E. White Blazed Trail Stories ii. 25 He started

up river for the log-drive. 19*6 Spectator 24 July 149/1

Anyone . . would have been tliought *log-headed or obstinate.

X900 Jml. Sch. Geog. (U.S.) Apr. 153 The breaking of a *log

jani or an ice dam on one of our rivers. X903 N, V. 'Tribune

27 Sept., They had used dynamite to break up log jams.

i<>07 Springfield Weekly Repnbl. 14 Feb. 8 The congres-

sional log-jam which held back all legislature for nearly a
week was fiiiii.ily broken Thursday afternoon. 1845 Mks.
Kirkland Western Clearings 175 He turned his harJ to

the plough, and was the * patient "log-man ' of a po*-crty-
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Stricken household. 1900 H. Lawson On Track 29 He was
putting up a two-rail fence along the old *Iog.paddock on
the frontage. 1905 Tenns Forestry ^ Logging^ *Log rule
A tabular statement of the amount of lumber which can
be sawed from logs of given lengths and diameters, 1901
5. E. White Westerrurs xxL 199 In the *log running
Michail Lafond was the man always called upon to skim
over the bobbing logs. 1903 Terms Forestry ^ Logging^
*Log scaie^ the conients of a log, or of a num!)er of logs
considered collectively. 1834 Knickerbocker Mag. III. 83
Adding on the *log-slate another ' ditto ' to the long column
of them.

IJOg*., log 0?g)» -^^-^ ^"^ ^ Abbreviation of
LOGAKlTHXr, LOGAKITHMIC,
1785 C. HuTTON Matfu 'failles 125 To find the Log. of 2.

1803 NoHiK Epitome Navig. Expl. Tables p. xv, Thus the
log. of 295 153*469822. 1853 ToDHUNTER^/^^^rrt; 308 Given
log 2 find log •0025. 1869 J. H. Smith Elem. Algebra 331
Log Tnn=x-¥y. .1890 G. F. Matthews Man, Logarithms
18 How many positive integers are there whose logs, to the
base 3 have 6 for a characteristic? 1900 A. C. Johnson
How tofind Time at Sea (ed. 4) Pref. , The Tables, .are.

.

contracted so that all the logs requisite for working a
' chronometer * are displayed at one view.
1785 C HuTTON Math, Tables 150 To find the log. sine of

i" [etc.]. Uid-t To find the log. tang, of 2" [etc.]. 1803
NoFiK Epitome Navig. ExpL Tables p. xv, The log, sine of
3 points is 9744739' 'Ahc log. tangent of6 points is 10*382776.
X889 W. M. Walters Ocean Tramp Advt., The Table of
Log Sines, Tangents, &c., has been considerably augmented
and simplified. 1890 G. F. M atthf.ws Man. Logarithms 49The logarithm of the sine of A is called the logarithmic sine
of A and written log sin A.

Ik)g, z'.i Add: 1. b. (Later example.) O, To
clear tip or cut over (a certain area) in logging,
1843 y^ie Lit. Mag. VIII. 33a Squatters, eh I I reckon

1 m as reg'lar a settler as ever logged up a clearin. Ibid. 406.
1908 S. E. White Blazed Trail ii. 5 We own, however,
five million on the Oiss Branch which we would like to log
oocontract. a 1904 — blazed Trail Stories iii. 46 Suppose
you log a knoll which . .must grow at least a half million.
4. AHL (Later example.)
1839 C F. Briggs Harry Franco I. xix. 194 The captain

ordered Mr. Ruffin to log me, and swore he would send me
back to the States in irons.

6. b. Add to def. : Also, to travel at (a certain
speed) as measured by a log ; to * do *.

1938 Chambers's JrnL Feb. 116/2 The liner was logging a
steady seventeen knots.

8. Tailoring. Toenter(atacertainprice)onalog,
1913 J. Cahter in OxfordMag. 23 May 360/1 A particular

garment logged at, say, a total price of 15j. 6d.. may be
given out to a workman at loj. 6rf. or even less.

IiOg cabin, U.S, [See Looj^.i 9.] A cabin,
or small house, built of logs.
1803 F. AsBURY Jml, (1821) III. 119 Kindness will not

make a crowded log cabin, twelve feet by ten, agreeable,
18x7 S. R, Browm Western Caz. 48 1 here are six families
living in log cabins. 1835 Southern Lit. Messenger I. 546
Most of the log cabins have been exchanged for neat white
cottages. Ibid, II, 53 We behold the low log-cabin of a
school-house. 1844 D. Lek & Frost Oregon xxiL 275 And
here we found Mr. Smith, who had laid up the body of a
log cabin, about fifteen feet square, and was living in it
without floor or roof. 1881 W. M. Thayer {title) From Log-
cabin to White House: the Story of President Garficid\
Life.

mttrib. Z840 Boston Atlas 11 Sept., Crow,. .For (he party
laid low By the log-cabin boys Of old Tippecanoe. 1840
Nashville Whig 17 Aug., They are the representatives of
a hardy race of honest log cabin pioneers. 1841 Congress.
Globe ^^ June 9a Mr. Clark of New York said all this log-
cabin slang was quite out of date, 1887 [see Xx>Gi^.' g].

Logged,^. U.S, [f. LoajM i+.EDl.] Built
of logs.

1764 Washington Diaries II. 904 A Logged dwelling
house with a punciiion Roof. \%'i^ Knickerbocker Mag. HI.
32 Immediately on the road, appeared a large rude double
logged cabin.

SjOgged, ppL a, b. Add : Also logged-off,
19XX U.S. Dept. Agrict Farmer's Bulletin 462, 5 The

mcrchaniable_ timber has been stripped from large areas,
leaving what is kiiown as 'logged-off' or ' cut-over ' huid.

X>Oggerliead. Add : 2. b. (See quot)
Known t J be oltler than 1885,

X909 A. C. Fox.DAviKs//^ra/./r>'ig3 The leopard's face..
For some unfathomable reason thc'^e charges when they
occur in the arms of Shrewsbury are usually referred to
locally as ' lo-^jgerlieads '.

3, b. (See quot.)

1904 Athenaeum 27 Feb. 2S0/1 The inkstands.. tnclnde
many of the prototypes of the circular heavy inkstand, still

used, and known to many under the old name of * logger-
heads '.

0. b. ifi) (Later examples.)
1870 Amer. Naturalist III. 159, I saw a Loggerhead

attack a snake.
^ 1906 N, V. Even. Post 8 Aug. 2 Charleston

S. C pet canaries are being killed by a bird that is known
as the ' loggerhead *. A loggerhead strikes at the canaries
through the bars of the cage.

I«0'ggia*dy a. Provided with logt^das.

1903 Westm. Gaz, 9 Dea 3/t A great loggia'd palace,
gaunt, t.'iiie-^talned, damp-eaten.

IiO'gginess. [f. Loggt a. 3.] A state of
heaviness or sluggishness.
Xj)a4 Scribner's Mag. July 88/2 He ate sparingly. .rather

as insurance again-t any scn.sation of logginess.

hogging* vbi. sb. 3. Add : logging-chain,
tompcmy, establishment ^ swamps wheel,

• '??** J*^"' Hart Vigilante Girlxxvi. 356 He was carrying
in his hand a light *logging-chain which was attached to his
ankles. 1903 A. B. Hast Actual Govt. 326 *Logging com-
panies buy up immense area« of land for limber. X85X }. S.
SraiMCER Forest Life 67, 1 have seldom taxed my judge-

21

ment as severely on any subject as in jadidoosly locating a
logging establishment. 184S Bmtlett Diet. Amer., *Lag-

etHg S7va>iip, in Maine, the place where pine timber is cut.
xms rcrms Forestry * Lagging-, 'Logging wheels. A pair
ot wheels, usually about 10 feet in diameter, for transport-
ing logs,

'

^O^gy, « Add : 2. (Later example.)
1886 Outing Apr. VIII. 58/1 They do very well sailing

tree but on the wind are loggy,

3. Abounding in logs.
1851 A. O. Hall /I/<i«Aa«aH«>-aThe sandy, boggy.Ioggy,

grassy, and snaggy strips of land.

Log-hoase. (See Loo sb^ 9.)
Add earlier and later examples of mod. sense.
1784 J. Smvth Tour U.S. II. q Mr. Edmond Gray.,

cleared the ground from the woods, besides constructing
temporary habitations (log houses) to reside in. i8o6 in A nu.
gth. Congress 3 Sess. 1113 [He] has built himself some log-
houses, and enclosed them with aslight stockade. X8S3J.G.
Baldwin Flush Times Alabama 14a A few log houses
hastily erected and overcrowded with inmates, alone were
to be seen. 1879 Tourgee FooCs Err. vii. 34 This log house
had in time given way to a motB pretentious structure of
brick,

logian (V-d^ian), a. [f. lo^-a LoGioN + -an.]
Containing the Logia of Jesns.
1909 V. H. Stanton Gosf. Hist. Docum. 11. 48 To call the

source we are considering simply ' the Logian document

'

cannot, I think, be open to the same objection, 19x1 Sir
J. C. Hawkins in Stud. Synoflic Prabt. joj The convenient
practice which has grown up of calling it the 'Logian
source '. igzi Contemf. Rezi. Mar. 263 An expanded form
of the original Greek Logian document.

Lo'gily, adv. [f. Logy a.] In a dull or heavy
manner.
1913 J. London Son ofSun viiL § 4. 326 The schooner, .

.

from the weight of water on her decks, behaved logily.

Eoglet (Irglet). [tLoGj*.i+-LET.] A little

log.

1914 W. De Morgan Wlitn Ghost meets Ghost 11. vj. 504
She brought a couple of young loglets to keep a little life in
the lire.

JJOgorrhea (lpg<yr«-a). ff. Gr. Xlr^a-^ word +
^oi'a flow, stream.] Excessive volubility accom-
panying some forms of insanity.
190a y. M. Baldwin's Diet Philos. * Psfehol. II. 30/1

Logorrhea refers to the excessive flow of words, a common
symptom in cases of mania. 1907 Daily Chron. 13 Feb, 7/4
In the case of a man suffering from the insanity known as
logorrhea the ideas come rapidly tumbling over each other,

IiOg-rOller. L (Earlier U.S. example.)
1821 I'ennsylv. Intelligenctr 16 Jan. (Th.) We shall see

how the ' log-rollers * will unite their strength,

lK>g-rolli]lg. Add : 1. (Earlier examples.)
a 179J MoNETTE Mississiifi Valley (18^8) II. 8 The Stan,

dard dinner dish at log-rollings, house-raisings, and harvest
days, was a large pot-pie. 1834CARRUTIIRRS A'tf«/«c>t/aftm
N. v. 25 When we Kentuck boys gits at it, it won't all end
like a log rollin, with one or two broken shins and a black
eye. 1843 Carlton New Purchase xix. 15^ Yet at the very
next log-rolling, he proclaimed both Glenville and Carlson
to be converts to his ' idee \

2. Also attrib.

1838 Qu iTMAN Let. in Life ^ Corr. 165 Tending to promote
combinations and log-roiling schemes. x86a S. Mordecai
Virginia xxx. 303 But the log-rolling system of Virginia
has diverted her energies from the completion of any one
useful work. i8£9 Atlantic Monthly Sept 365/1 The log-
rolhng lobby generally exerted their powers upon objects
which possessed a public character.

dogwood. Add : 3. A decoction or extract of
logwood, used for colouring or dyeing.

iSSo Eneycl. Brit. XIII. 3o/i Soch an ink is costly, .on
account of the concentrated condition in which the logwood
must be usecL

JiOgy, a. Also Comi. as logy-looking,
1888 Mrs. Custer 7V«//i(^(?«/'Ai/«f xii.(i8g3)a26Amore

logy-looking animal can hardly be found, than the army
mule.

• Koin, A 3. Add : kin-steak.
1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Sac. (1868) za^ The reason, .is the

same that persons have for preferring loin-steaks to those cut
from just aft of the horns.

ILoiter, v. Add : 1. e. To delay action.
i8aa'S6 Dk QvtNcKV Con/est. (1902) 156 Even honorable

lawyers will riot in a case of this nature move at a faster
pace: they will all alike loiter upon varied allegations
through six months.

2. b. (Later example with eul.)
i8«3 LvTTON Cnxtoniana I. 50 The little lake.. on the

banks of which I loitered out my schoolboy holidays.

IiOllop,'^^' Add: 2. A trifling inactiveperson.
1919 H. L. Wilson Ma Pettengill iv. 125 Of course the

poor lollop had never been able to think under any circum-
stances.

Londonish (IfndaniJ), a. [-isn'.] Pertain-
ing to or characteristic of London; exhibiting
features or peculiarities found in London.
X9aa Sketch 1 Nov. 194/3 A few mellow Cockney vowels

to make us feel cosy—Londontsh. i9as Deeping Sorrell ^
Son vi, 1 had been getting a little—Londonish—shall we call

it X9a7 Observer 6 Nov. 9/4 The Cromwell-road is at once
the most English and the most Londonish of our thorough-
fares.

Londony (Iwndani), a. [-Y 1.] Suggestive of
London or its characteristics.

1907 D. O'Connor Peter Pan Picturt.bk. tj They made a
chimney out of John's tall hat, which he had been Londony
enough to bring with him. 1920 Galsworthy In Chancery
I. X. 88 Rather pale she looked and Londony,

LONG.

IjOne, a. Add : 1. b. /g. (Earlier example.)
1879 B. F. Taylor Summer-Savory xv. 122 In fact, in

P«"ynearly all his plays he had a ' lone hand '.

3. b. Lone star, the single star in the arms of
Texas, hence called the Lone Star State. Also
Lone Star Stater, a Texan.
184s Congress. Globe 8 Jan. App. 78/3 The • lone star ' has

found a place upon the democratic banners. 1848 Ibid.
28 July App. 973/1 Texas was then a ' lone star '. She is now
one of thirty, i860 Ibid. 5 Dec. 11/3 There is a clog in the
way of the lone-star Stale of Texas in the person of her
Governor. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West 805, I am
proud to find liim in honor and position among the 'Lone
Star Staters '. n 1909 ' O. Hknrv ' Roads of Destiny t^Vi.

i v.°
^°"° ^'^'^ ^""° "'^^ X" f^i'cd to grant relief [etc.],

6. b. In recent use also in form lone (and tones').

^i^ Kipling Just So Stories 197 They walked in the Wet
Wild Woods by their wild lones. Ibid. 206 This is the
picture of the Cat that Walked by Himself, walking by his
wild lone through the Wet Wild Woods. 1908 Westm. Gaz.
28 May 2/4 The roads are dusty and dry When you walk
em all by your lone 1910 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 21
But why for do they let a sick man like you travel all by
his lone ? 1917 W. J. Locke Red Planet vi. 75 After five
minutes on my lones, I felt as if 1 should go off my head.

Ijone-hand, v. [See Lone a. i b.] iTitr. To
act singly or without assistance.
xqn 2. Grey To Last Man xiii. 276 Queen had evidently

left his comrades, had lone-handed it in his last fight, but
was now trying to get back to them.

Lonesome, a. Add : 1. b. By (or on") one's
lonesome, all alone, without company or assistance.
(Cf. *LoNE a. 6 b.)

1908 Daily Chron. 13 Aug. 5/7 Then, parting from him,..
1 went, all by my lone.-iome, along the Madeira Walk. 1920
Bernard Cronin Timber Wolves 125 'When 1 marry
Amelia Peters

', says George, ' you can hit the trail on your
lonesome '.

Mod. I did it all by my lonesome. You mean to say you
lifted that by your lonesome 1

IiOIlg, a.l L f. Add: kho long manure.
1840 BUEL Farmers Comp. 198 Great economy in dung

may be effected by feeding these crops with the long manure
of the yards and stables, instead of summer-yarding it.

5. b. Long purse, one in which there is plenty of
money ; long shillings, good wages.
1824 P. Horry Life F. Marion iii.(i833)23 Great Britain,

the nation of the longest purse in Europe. 1871 Scribner's
Monthly II. 55r For longer purses there are hard woods
in all combinations. 1902 Chumbers's Jml. June 391/1 A
couple of powerful trading concerns engaged in flourishing
their long purses in each other's faces. 1910 Ibid. Sept.
603/3 There are 'long shillings' to be earned at the docks, but
no easy ones; and the work is not only hard but dangerous.

O. Long suit, in fig. use: (one's) strong point.
1903 A. .'Vda.ms Log Cowboy xiv. 2 1 8 Young Pete . . assured

our foreman that the building of bridges was his long suit.
1916 E. V. Lucas Vermilion Box xxx. 26 You want me to
help you to a post as organizer. . . Because organizing has
always been your long suit. 1928 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan.
9/a Patience, he told himself, was his long suit. He had
only to wait tactfully for a favouiable opportunity.

d. Long chance, one involving considerable un-
certainty or risk.

1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights I. xiii. 191 He's plumb
scared at the prospect of suffering anything, and would
rather die right off than take long chances. Ibid. 11. iv. 263
• He's one of those long-chance fellows ', surmised Jed.
8. Phr. The longest day, etc. (earlier and later

examples).
I772-S J. Andrews Lett. 340, I shall never get the idea

out of my mind the longest day I have to live. X91X H. S.
Harrison Queed xxv. 321 You'd be a marked man to the
longest day you lived.

15. long-period, -run, staple, -tail, -term, -•wave.

1^3 Agnes M. Clerke Probl. in Astrophysics 348 The
typical "long-period variable is Mira Ceti. 1927 H. C.
Macpherson Mod. Astron. 120 The long-period variables.

5923 P. B. Ballard Ne7v Exa7niner 107 Long-period test-
ing. x8g6 KieLisG Seven Sens 146 It paid . . when we came
..and collared the *long-run trade. 1909 Wi-stin. Gas.
22 Apr. 2/3 Half the week is to be given to ' long-run"
plays. x8o2 Steele Papers 1. 341 *Long Staple Cotton is in
demand. 1836 O. W. Holmes Song Centennial Celebr. 46
They did not rattle round in gigs. Or dash in *long-tail
blues. X908 Daily Chron. 24 July 1/6 The "long-term men,
who wore blue cotton overalls marked with the broad
arrows, were in the rear. 1909 Westm. Gas. 2 June 5/2 A
sj per cent., long-term loan. 1909 E. B. Titchener Te-tt-
hk. Psychol. \. 60 Let us take.. a chart or projection of the
solar spectrum, and let us work through it, from the left or
*long-wave to the right or short-wave end. igziChainiers's
Jmt. Jan. 79/1 Many foreign long-wave stations have also
been clearly heard with this set.

16. long-barrelled, -billed (earlier examples),
-grained, -leafed, -leaved (earlier mod. example),
-sleeved (mod. examples), -spooned.
1902 Daily Chron. 20 Mar. 3/1 The rests for the "long-

barrelled muskets disappeared just at the beginning of the
war. 1594 Barn-field Affect. Shefh. 11. ix. (Arb.) 13 Wilt
thou set springes.. To catch the "long-billd Woodcgcke?
X822 J. Fowler Jrnl. 14S We thear for the first time .seen

the long Billed Bird;. .the bill about one foot in length.
x83I_Peck Guide Emigrants II. 156 The 'long grained
Virginia corn is chiefly produced. 1819 E. Dana Geogr,
Sketches 173 The "long leafed pine is a stately tree, from 60
to 80 feet, clear of limbs. 1785 H. Marshall Amer. Grove
83 "ixjng-leaved Mountain Magnoliaor Cucumber Tree. x8io

MiCHAUx Arbres 1. 16 Long-leaved pine. 1813 Muhlenberg
Catal. Plant. 53 Long-leaved Magnolia. 1832 D. J. Buowne
Sylva Anier. 228 This invaluable tree is known . . by differ.

ent names.. it is called Long-Leaved Pine, Yellow Pine,

Pitch Pine and Broom Pine. 1897 R. M. Gilchrist Peak-
land Faggot 95 Vignettes akin to those one sees on the
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porcelain faces of old Derb>-shlre » •long-sleeved clocks*.

1903 G. F. Abbott Teur Macedonia 221 A long-sleeved

black jacket. 1866 J. Macgregor * Kch Roy'' Baltic (1867)

a86 A long, narrow, Ught racing-canoe, with a *long-spooned

paddle.

18. long Chalk (see Chalk sh, 6 b) ; long cross

Numisfn,^ a cross the arms of which extend to the

outer circle on a coin; long deal, in card-playing

(see quot.) ; long distance eiiipt,, a long-distance

telephone ; long Forties A^aut, (cf. Fokty sb. 4) ;

long green U.S. slangy doliar-notes, money

;

long-house ip) (earlier examples) ; long-leaf

pine ^".^9., the yellow or pitch pine (also long-

leafed, -leaved pine: see 16); long-pull, the

practice in public-houses of giving over-measure

to attract custom; long-room (later examples);

long sauce (see Sauce sb. 4 a) ; long-short

(earlier example); long sight (see also *SiGnT

sb, 2 b) ; long silk af/n'b, of cotton, long-stapled;

long song (see quot.); long-splice Naut.^ a form

of splice; also as vb.\ long-spur Ontiik.y one

of several long-clawed fringilline birds, chiefly

of the i;enus CaUaHus ; long-staple (earlier

example); long-straws, the drawing of straws

as a game; long-sweetening (earlier example);

long-time (add), extending for a long time

into the future ; long-wool (earlier examples of

sense b)*

X904 Stainer Oxf, Silver Pennies (O.H.S,) 50 *Long cross

voided, each limb terminating in crescent. 1898 H. S.

CajjfieldMaid ofFronticrZ^ It was what Is termed a * *iong

deal ', that is, no winning or losing card had slipped from the

dealer's carelessly careful hands. 1905Tarkington In A rcna
128, I had it by the *iong distance an hour ago, from your
own home. 19x8 Gamble Story N. Sea Air Station 183

The Grand Fleet was ordered to rendezvous in the ' *Long
Forties'; the Battle Cruiser Fleet to join farther south.

1837 Knickerbocker Mag. X. 413 The disturber, known in the

west by the name of *Iong green. .was happilybeyond their

reach. 1896 G. Ade -4r/:V ix. 79, I never see him do a stroke

of work, but he can always make a flash o' the long green.

1903 A. H. Lewis Boss 174 I'd naturally s'ppose that when
you went s!iy on th' long green, you'd touch th' old gentle-

man. 1751 C. Gist Journal 51 They marched in under
French Colours and were conducted into the *Long House.
X753\Vashingtom Diaries I. 50 We met in Council at the

L.ong House, 1800 E. Hawkins Sk. Creek Country 60 tOn]
the uplands to the south are the *long-leaf pine. 1831 Peck
Guide Emigrants 11. 47 Up the Red river.. the timber is all

pine—the long leaf pine, 1904 T. Watson Bethany (1920)

8 Ours was just a plain house. .of timbers torn from the

heart of the long-leaf Georgia pine. 1901 Contenip. Rev,
Mar. 355 The unlettered barmaid.. tiring of handling the

taps and the *long-pull. 1909 Daily Chron. 30 Aug. 5/3 As
the law stands magistrates have no power to stop the 'long
pull '. X917 igth Cent. Feb. 340 The ' long pull' is one of
those practices to which temperance reformers attach an
exaggerated importance. 1841 Ktiickerhockcr Mag. XVII.
458 In the *long room ofthe Village Inn, 1870 Medbkry Tl/i?/*

^ Myst. Wall St. 22 A chamber is provided at the Exchange,
•where members may bart;ain with meml>ers at any hour
throughout the day. This is known as the Long Room. X840
Knickerbocker Mag, XVI. 22 A buxom, rosy-cheeked girl,

with a blue-striped *long-short . .was busied around the fire-

place. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 11. (1872) 2ck) The
*long silk cotton of Algeria partakes at the same time of
the character of the long silk staple of Georgia, and the short
cottons of Egypt 1856 Chajubefs's ')ml. 28 June 402/1 An
item in those streaming fathoms of verse technically known
as ' *Iong sones \ in which as many as a hundred favourite

ditties are sold for a permy. 1883 Man. Seamanship Boys
X06 To form a *long-splice with a piece of three and four-

strand rope, . . Unlay the ends ofthe two ropes to the required

distance [etc.]. Ibid.y How do you Long-Splice a Ihree or
Four-Strand Rope together? 1898 Nkltje Blanciian Bird
Neighbors 148 The colors of the males, among the several

•longspurs, may differ widely. 1899 H. Saunders Man.
Brit. Birds {ed. 2) 223 The Lapland Bunting or ' Longspur

'

was 6rat recognised as a visitor to our island by Selby early

in 1826. 1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXI. 39 It is here that

the most valuable product of our countrj', the *long staple

cotton, is raised in the greatest perfection. 1835 R. M. Bikd
Hawks of Hmvk-holto7v 1. ii. 33 Shall we sit down here,

and play *long-straws for sweethearts? 1714 Coll. Rec,
N. Carolina II. 132 Let who will go unpaid, Rum, *long
Sweet'n alias Mollasses, . . must be had. 1927 Carr-Saunders
& Jones ^'iJC. Slntci. Eng.^ /^a/« 228 This is no indictment
of the usefulness of *long-time forecasts, because it is in any
case impracticable toplan so far ahead. 1857-8 Trans. Ill,

Agric. Soc. III. 458 The *Longwools attain lo greater size
and shear a larger fleece. 1867 Rep, Iowa Agric. Soc. (1868)
67 The long wools or mutton sheep have not yet established
their pre-eminence.

c. longjohn, a tropical tree of South America
{Triplaris Americana Y.,^^ belonging to the Buck-
vheat family.

1910 Chambers's Jml. Feb. B8/2 Impenetrable jungle,
consisting mostly of chinchilla or sand box-trees, with now
and then a sand-cocoa or a *longjohn.

d. long-hop (also in Fives)y a ball which a
player has ample time to hit after it bounces.
1900 Young Sportsman (ed. A. E. T. Watson) 237 s.v.

FiveSf C. .must above all avoid so returning it [the ball] that
it comes into the middle of the outer court as a long-hop.

£0XL{f, c^v. 7. Add modem example.
1887 Morris Odyss. xii. 251 As the fisher sits on the bead-

land with a rod that reaches long.

9. a. long-felt,

1888 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. X. 45 A long felt need
of the farmers of Albaugh has been a proper market for their
butter.
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^On^eroxi (l^'nd5Srf>n). [Fr.l 'Any long spar

running lengthways of a fuselage (Barber).

19x6 Barber AeroploJie Speaks Gloss. 1917 Blackw. Mag.
Apr. 560/1 A burning shell fragment was lodged on a lon-

geron, half-way between my cockpit and the tail-plane.

J918 * Avion * Aeroplanes ^ Aero Engines 83 Longeron^ the

main fore and aft members of a fuselage.

^ong-hOrn. [Long a.i i + Horn sb."]

1. A long-horned ox or cow. Also atirib. and
transf, (applied to persons).

1834-79 [see Long /i.' 18 b], 1901 W. A. White Plait in

McLlure^s Mag. 145 The picture of Tom Piatt, .standing at

the head ofa drove of wild-eyed human long-horns, as if to

keep them from a stampede. 1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy
xiii. 195 Those old long horns McNulta and Loveli, got us
in with the crowd. Ibid. xxii. 353 There were lots of old
long-horn cowmen living in the town. Ibid. 356 Some of
those old long-horns didn't think any more ofa twenty-
dollar gold piece than I do of a white chip.

2. The long-eared owl, Otus vulgaris,
1856 [see Long a.^ 18 b].

3. A form of bi-plane.

1928 Gamble Story North Sea Air Station \. 36 The
machines were of the 'pusher' type with interconnected
front and rear elevators. ,. Popularly they were known as
• Longhoriis'.

JjOngi*. Add : Iiongirostrine a. = LoNGi-
BOSTBAL.
1896 Guide Fossil Reptiles .5- Fishes Bnt. Mus. 6 The

Amphicoelian section .. embraces .. a second longirostrine

section.

£ong-keeping, g> [Long adv, 9 a.] Ad-
mitting of being kept for a long time.

1859 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. (i860) X. 229 That it isim.
possible to raise winter apples in the South, and that it is

necessary to look to tlie North for a supply of long-keeping
varieties. 1873 Trans. Dep. Agric. Illinois x. 58 A well

known favorite, its long-keeping qualities recommending it

wherever it is known.

Xong Knife. U.S. [Long a.l i.] A Vir-

ginian or other white man (so called by the In-

dians), Cf. Big Knife *BiG a, B.
a 1784 D. Boone in Filson /r^«/;^£:/t^ (1703) 40The savages

now learned the superiority of the long knife, as they call

the Virginians, b^' experience. 1788 W. Biggs Captivity 1-3

He again asked if I was a Shemolsea (that is a long knife

or a Virginian). 1833 T. Flint Iiid. JVarsjs 'Hie Virginia

warriors and the Anglo-American militia in general, were
thenceforward designated by the western Indians as the
long-knives. 1835 Carruthers Cavaliers of Virginia II.

17 Did not the long knife slay the chief of our nation?

18^8 J. F. Cooper Oak Open, I. xi. 168 Until the * long-

knives and leather-stockings' came into the woods, the red

man had bis way.

b, (See quot.)

1805 L.Dow T'rarT'.Wks. 1806 11.67 But they [the Indians]

being afraid of Long-knife, (i.e. Congress) refrained from
violence.

ZiOng-liner. [f. Long-line i.] One who
fishes with a long-line,

1909 Westm, Gaz. 3 June 14/3 Dog-fish, these terrors to
netsmen and long-liners. 1920 W. T. Grenfell Labrador
Doctors.. 1B3 The Hearn long-liners and trawlers, who were
just beginning their vast fishery in those waters.

Ijong-lived, a. Add quot.

1927 BowLEv & Stamp Nat. Income ig24 39 Furniture,
pictures, motor-cars, and other long-lived assets.

Ijouff nine. U.S. [Long a^ i -f Nine sb.'X A
kind of cheap cigar.

1830 N. Dana Matiner^s Sk. 213 (Th.) The fourfold row of
long-nine-smoking beaux, that are regularly drawn up on
Sunday forenoon in Market Square. iS^$ Harvardiana I.

157 (Th.) He unfolded the wrapper; it contained two long-
nine segais, 1844 'Jon. Slick' High Life N, Y, II. 223
Nobody ever ketched me a halving a long nine. 1858 [see

Nine sb. 4b].

£on£f-tail. 1. Add : spec, a greyhound. Also
atirib,

1876 Coursing Calendar 12 The formerT)ukeofHamilton
. . and others of their day, were followers of the ' long tails

*

on the very same ground. 1927 Daily Express 25 May 12
A little more foresight. .might have made 'rag running'

a

very popular entertainment, commanding as much notice
as the sport of long-tail racing. 1930 Billis & Kenvon
Pastures New vi. 102 Some high-priced coursing dogs,

—

longtails as they were called—were brought into the colony,

£on]^ (V'D'O [p- ^^^^' variant of Lank^ the 6rst

syllable of Lancashire: see E.D.D.] A large-sized

variety of mountain sheep which originated in

Lancashire or Yorkshire.
1863 in W. Frkam Compl. Grazier (ed. 3, 1893) 473 If the

Lonks be as hardy as they are good, they must be the most
valuable sheep for the hills that we have at present, ign
Chambers's Jrnl. Dec. 778/2 The lonk is believed to have
come originally from the Yorkshire hills.

IiOOder, variant of Lowdkb,
JjOOh, sb. Add

:

1. d. A distance which can be covered by a look.
x8sa Knickerbocker Mag. XL. 548 A heap of logs which

they had been getting out on a quarter about a look from a
branch near the old field on the Katio grant.

2. o. Also in pi., esp. infrom or by the looks of,

1883 R. Cleland Inchbracken iv. 28 It micht be e'en a
bairn by the looks o* the bun'le. 1923 B. M. Bower Paro-
luan Bonanza v. 54 You're just ahead of a big storm, by
the looks, Mr. l^yfield.

XiOOk, V, Add: 10. C. Looks like^ it seems
likely. U.S. colloq,

1910 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 53 Your cook, Anderson,
kid-napped the child, looks like to me.

LOOMT.

22. o. (Examples.)
x8^ Tourgee Foots Err. xHv. 330 There could be nothing

looking towards marriage between us. 1903 A. T. Hadlev
Freedom Sf Responsibility 15 A series of negotiations rather
than discussions, looking toward compromise rather than
toward mutual enlightenment. 1904T. N.Page in McClure*s
I^lag, 621 The South regarded jealously any teaching of the
Negroes which looked toward equality,

33. ^ook down. e. (Earlier examples.)
1812 Niles' Weekly Reg, HI. 45/2 Volunteer companies.

.

are rolling to the frontiers, in force sufiicient to look down
opposition. 1837 Knickerbocker Mag. IX. 361 We're afrec
trader.. and are forced to go well armed, to look down all

resistance. 1838 J. F. Cooper Homeward Bound viii. 108
If the people cannot control and look down peculiarity..one
might as well live in a despotism at once.

37. ^ook in. C. [After Listen in : *Listen v,

2 e.] intr. To use a wireless receiver adapted for

television, colloq.

1928 Daily Sketch 7 Aug. 1 i/i The public . . can ' listen-in

'

or ' look-in ' to the transmissions.

45. Look up. e. (Earlier example.)
x8o6 Steele Papers I. 461 One cause why it has been so low

at this market was the scarsity of salt; our river is now full

enough for iioats to run, I think the Article will look up.

IiOOker. 1. b. Add : looker-round, -up.

1901 Daily Chron. 4 Dec. 9/2 Advt., Lookers-up (2 ex-

Eerienced); also several boys in beer factory. 1926 W. J.
.ocKE Old Bridge ii. viii. 134 The result is art, conquest,.,

whatever it may be, which, if sought, is there for the looker-

round to behold.

3. U.S, colloq. One who looks well ; one deserv-

ing admiration on the score of looks,

1904 Spring/ield Weekly Republ. 24 June 7 The country
folk would say of the speaker that be is not much of a
* looker', and they are entitled to pass judgment upon one
who truly belongs to a plain people. 1909 Edith Kickert
Beggar Heart 207 She isn't much of a looker—my missus
has other points than looks. 19x4 Gebtr. Atherton Perch
of Devil I. 72 She's no fool—and she certainly is a looker.

1920 BernardCkonin Timber Wolves 73 Did you notice if

she was any kind of a looker? 1923 L. J. Vance Baroque
vii. 65 Just because daughter's a swell looker don't make
father out an innocent.

]Look-in. Add : 2. b. A share of attention.

1916 Lit. Digest (N.Y.) i Jan. 7/2 Between Colonel Roose-
velt and the diplomatic correspondence of this epoch the

dictionary business is getting a look-in all right

—

New York
Morning Telegraph.

^Ook-onter. [f. look out Look v. 40.] One
who looks out or watches,
1841 J. F. Cooper Deerslayer iii. 16 But Hutter is a first-

rate look-outer, and can pretty much scent danger as a
hound scents the deer.

^ook-over, sb. [f. Look v. 19.] An examina-
tion, a survey.

1909 R. A. Wason HttpPy Hawkins 183 Then I. .took a
stroll around to see that no one had been givin' us the look-

over.

Look-see (l«*l^iS2). slang, Alsolooksee. [f.

Look sb. and v. + See v. Perhaps orig. Pidgin-

English, as suggested in quots.]

1. A survey, a tour of inspection, a look-round.
1883 Boy*s Own Paper 22 Dec. 185/1, I 'spec she just

come here to makee look see how de people get on. X908
.S"^. Geofge's Rev. I. 156 China.. opium problem, ..It was
my business to go out there and have what my John
would call a * look-see '. 1919 H. L. Wilson Ma Pettengill

X. 281 It was our mission this day to have a look-see,., and
get a general idee of how many head [of cattle] was already
coming down. 1924 B/ackw. Mag. Sept. 356/2, I did not
skip out of bed sudden-like. . . I sat up, and had a look-see.

The ground sheet was crawling with scorpions, igzj Obser-
ver 9 Oct. 22 We must be grateful to the B.B.C. for letting

us have a * looksee ', as the Chinese say.

2. A telescope or periscope.

1925 E. Fbaser & Gibbons Soldier ,5- Sailor Words.
3. Appearance, looks.

X926 Mary LeiNster Dew on LeafZi, I distrust the look-

see of things.

Loom, sb,'^ 6. Add : loom-room ; loom-houae
(earlier example).
1838 Southern Lit. Messenger IV. 405 They always lie

about the dairy and *loom-house. 1843 Knickerbocker Mag,
XXV. 448, I went out to look at the *Ioom-room.

IiOOm, sb.'^ 1. (Add transf. example.)

1918 Galsworthy Five Tales, Indian Summer i, Fields

and trees faintly glistened, away to a loom of downs.

Xioon^. Add:
1. b. In phrases with loon*s (see quots.). Also

freq. as crazy as a loon (in reference to its actions in

escaping from danger and its dismal cry), etc. To

hunt the loon (see quot. 1880).

1834 Seba Smith Major Jack Downing no He begun to

sing out like a loon for us to come and take him. 1834 C. A.

"DAVisLett. y, Do^vning ^-2^ I saw through it in a minute, and
made it all as strait as a loon's leg, 1840 C. K. Hoffman
Greyslaer I. xi. 129 After tramposing for twenty-four hours

on a stretch, with not even a loon's nap at the end of it.

1848 Major Jones Sk. Trav, 102 A body what never seed

a opery before would swar they was every one either drunk

or crazy as loons. 1865 * Mark Twain ' Sketches (1926) 163

Our reserve, .came filing down the street as drunk as loons.

1880 Harper*s Mag. Dec. 31 Miss Lois had been hunting

the loon with a hand-net — a Northern way of phrasing the

wearing of the willow. 1888 C. D, Ferguson Exp. Forty-

niner ix. i2t The next morning Costler was as crazy as a
loon.. the mountain fever had attacked him.

c. transf A crazy person; a simpleton.
Perhaps influenced by Loony.
1885 ' C. E. Craddock ' Prophet Gt. Smoky Mis. xii. p^o

But ye air a smart man ter that loon, fur. .he dunuo he air



LOOP.

a loon. 1918 C. Sandburg Conthuskers, Sea Ifoldg% I am
a loon about the sea.

I^OOpr sb.^ Add:
1. e. C/S, The looped portion of a lasso.

1907 S. E. White Arizona Nigkts i. v. 93 Some few
whirled the loop, but most cast it with a quick flip.

4. £ Add to def. : also, a similar path described
by an aeroplane. (Cf. *Loop v. 6t)

1913 Aeroplane 25 Sept, 350/2 M. P^goud succeeded in
looping the loop completely. 1914 [see *Looper1].

g. A configuration in finger-prints.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 469/1 All impressions may be
arranged under one of four types, namely, arches, loops,
whorls, composites... Loops may be ulnar ox radiai.

6. loop-head^ method, 'net, -road^ system^ way
;

loop-line (examples of aV
1876 J. S. Ingram Centcn. Exposition ix, 318 These were

the larger and most important part of the exhibit, while the
rest was made up of, . prop nuts, *loop heads, offsets and stay
ends. x88i Encycl. Brit. XII. 815/2 In 1877 a *loop line,

called the ' Belt ', had to be made passing round the city,

to connect the various railroads, 1908 Daily Ckron. 16 May
j/S The loop-line railway linking up all the railway termini.
X901 Waterhousk Conduit Wiring 51 The wiring in this
building has been carried out entirely on the **Ioop' method,
there being no joints in any of the wires or cables. i86()

Game Laws III. in Fur, Fin <V Feather (1872) J75 That it

shall be unlawful.. to take or catch fish,. by means of any
seine, gill-net, tramel net, pike-net, or *loop-net. 1909 Daily
Mail 5 Aug. 5/2 To construct *loop-roads for fast motor
traffic round villages. 1901 Watehhousk Conduit Wiring
33 The_ great advantage gained by adopting the ' *loop

'

S>'Stem is complete metai lie connection throughout the circuit.

j^^ Times i Nov. 18/3 Traffic proceeding towards London
b being diverted at Hatton cross roads, via Cranford-lane
to the Bath road and London (A.A *loop-way)...(A.A
loop-way signs).

^OOP, w.l Add: 6. (Earlier example.)
1837 K18KBRIDE Northern Angler 3 Loop on the dropper-

flies ; the tail-fly should also be looped.

6. To hop the loop, to perform the feat of circling

in a vertical loop on a specially prepared track (see

Loop sby 4) or in an aeroplane.
X904 Z^a/'/y Ckron, 17 Nov. 6/6 A daring attempt to per-

form a looping-the-loop feat on a cycle has led to a deplor-
able accident. 1913 Aeroplane 2 Oct. ^84/1 M. P^goud's
perfonnance culminated on Saturday by nis looping the loop
four times.

^ 1914 Isis 21 Feb. 15/2 To Mr. Hucks belongs
the distinction of being.. the first Englishman to fly upside
down and ' loop-the-loop '. 1913 Daily Mail 18 June 7 An
attempt to loop the loop with the world's most powerful
single-engined aeroplane.

Ijoop, v^ [£. Loop sb^ Cf. Loopbd ///. j.2]

trans. To furnish with loopholes.
1846 in Life <V Corr. Quitman 261 Tiic bouses are of stone

. .all looped for musketry.

ZiOOper *. Add : 3, Aermt. One who loops
the loop, or has done so; a machine specially

adapted for looping the loop.
1914 Aeroplane 15 Jan. 63/1 Two more names have been

added to the roll of loopers. Ibid. 12 Mar. 284 /a Mr. Hucks
, . first flew his two-seater, and later on the * looper ' at 700
feet, made one loop.

Looping, vbl. sb.^ (Add quot.)
1923 Encrcl. Brit. XXX. 32/1 Not until April 1913 do we

find vertical banking by Chevillard followed by upside-down
flying and looping by Prfgoud in SepL of that year.

IiOOping, ppi. a. Add : Also looping-cater-

fUlar= LoopekI i.

1875 Huxley & Martin Elem. .ffi>i(i877)98 The polypes
..are capable of crawling about by a motion similar to that
of the looping caterpillar.

Loopist (l«*pist). [f. *Loop z/, 6 + -I8T.] «=«

*lx>opKR 1 3.
19x4 Aeroplane 15 Jan. 63/1 One of the latest loopists is

M, Galtier, who on January 7th looped the loop at Chateau-
fort,

IiOOSe. A. adj, X. Add : Of horses, etc.,

allowed to run free in travelling or marching.
X843 Fremont Exped. 10 A few loose horses, and four

oxen , , completed the train. 1846 J. W. Webb Altowan 1 1.

i. 41 The neighing of the loose troops, that ever and anon,
broke forward to snatch the opportunity of browsing ere the
crowd advanced,, .presented a living picture. 1885 Outing
Oct. VII, 21/2 All drove pack and loose animals before
them.

3. (Later example.)
X908 Animal Managem. (War Office) 17 The skin . . when

handled, should feel 'loose* and freely movable over the
structures beneath.

9. loose-coupling (see qaoL) ; loose-cover, a
detachable cover for a chair or couch ; loose head,
in football (see quot, 1927) ; loose whale, a whale
which remains beside its harpooned mate and en-
deavours to defend it.

^ 1935 P, J. RisDON Crystal Receivers ^ Circuits 22 There
b another form of coupling, known as *loose-coupling, in
which the aerial circuit and receiver couplet are quite sepa-
rate. 1929 W. Dkkpisg Roper's Row xxx. 336 With arm-
chairs refreshed with gay cretonne 'loose-covers. 1917 in
P. Jones IVar Lett. (1918) 259 We used to spend hours
arguing over anything, from free-will to the ' 'loose-head '.

1927 Daily Express 14 June 2/3 The 'loose head ' (the sys-
tem of playin;? more than three players in the front row of
the scrummage). 1903 F. T. Bullen in Strand Mag. Nov,
539/1 All through the combat.. the wbale-fisbers will be
closely beset by the * 'loose ' whale.

10. d. loose-footed a, (modem examples).
1878 J. H. Bkadle Western Wilds ii. 38 Every loose-

footed man wanted to go. ISid. xxviti. ^43 Loose-footed
young men erect a cabin, barely habitable in good weather.

23

IiOOSen, V. Add : 7. absol. with up. To loose
the purse-strings, to talk freely, etc. C/.S, coUoq.
?9" R- I>- Paine Coinr. RollingOcean x\. 187 Somebody

will have to loosen up to pay for tlie damage to my nervous
system. 1922 C. Sandburg Slabs o/Sunbumt West 6 Come
across, kick in, loosen up. 1927 Byrd in Ladies' Home
Jrul. 114 'fhat is the first time he has ever loosened up.

£00Se-end. Add : 4. A tie with loose ends.
ipo6 Daily Chron. 28 May 11/7 Ties.—Good hands re-

quired, indoors, at once, for slipping Oxfords, Derbys and
loose-ends,

IiOOSe-leafy a. Of a ledger, note-book, etc :

That has each leaf separate and detachable.
_ 1902 Accountant 29 Nov. 1240/1 The difficulty he mentions
IS partly met by using a Moose leaf Ledger. 1904 Ibid.
28 May 710/2 The employment of the Card or Loose-Leaf
Systems for statistical purposes. 1904 S, S. Dawson Ac-
countant's Compemi. (ed. 2) 468 Loose Leaf Ledgers consist
of ledger sheets rided in the ordinary way, but devised with
the view of retaining within the Ledger ' live ' Accounts only.
1907^ Dail^ Chron. 6 Dec. 11/4 ' Loose-Leaf notebooks and
diaries, ..m which pages can be taken out or added at will,
have already won a well-deserved popularity. 1917 Twyfofd
Purchasing ff Storing 409 A copy of every printed form
used should be posted on a loose-leaf sheet.

£op, v.^ Add : 2. b. 7b lop down^ to sit down.
U,S. colloq,

1839 Mrs. KiRKt.AN'o New Home ii. 17 Jist come in, and
take off your things, and lop down, if you're a mind to,
while we re a getting supper. 1861 Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's
1st. I. viii. tf Ruby said she thought she'd just lop down a
few minutes on the old sofa. 1892 F. P. Humphrey AVro
Etig. Cactus 34 You'd best lop down on the lounge and get
a nap.

4. lop-brimmed vi6].

1901 S. E. White Westerners xvi. 131 His broad hat

—

straight-brimmed in a lop-brimmed camp—waspushed to one
side.

£ope, sh, 2. (Earlier examples.)
1824 P. HoRBY Li/e F, Marion (1833) iii He dashed off

at a charging lope. 1833 J. Hai.l Harpe's Hea<i 38 (Th.)
On the buck came, at an easy lope, until he reached the top
of a little knoll.

ZiO'ppiiiess. [f. LoprY a.3] The quality of
being loppy or choppy.
1908 Daily Chron. lo Aug. 1/4 He complained that the

loppiness of the water had taken the strength out of him.

^oqnexice (I^'kwens), rare, [ad. late L, io-

quentia: cf. Loquenct.] Speaking; talk.
1677 T. Harvey tr. y. Owen^s Epigr. 199 Thy Tongue is

loose, thy Body close; Both ill: With Silence this- with
Loquence that doth kill. 1886 R. K. Burton Arab. Nts.
VIII. 346 ^yhen the Princess Miriam beheld Nur al-Din
and heard his loquence and verse and spwech, she made cer-
tain that it was indeed her lord Nur al-Din.

Iiord-Mayoralty. Add : b. The honour or
dignity of having a Lord Mayor,
1907 Daily Chron. 7 Sept. 6/2 A Lord Mayoralty was con-

ferred on Bradford yesterday.

IiOrdship, 6. Insert : A royalty on minerals.
x86i Stmphkns & Busk Farm-buildings 171 The contrac-

tor will have Kinpurney quarry, free of lordships, for all tlie

stones necessary. t886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms
i^-^LordshiPj rate per ton or other measure paid to the pro-
prietor of minerals, royalty,

£ordy, int. U,S, = LoED sb. 6 c.

Also Lordy massy = lord-a-mercy Lord sb. 6 b,

1857 Knickerbocuer Mag. L. 236 O Lordy me Sir I I*m so
dreadful afeard you're both on you Dorrites ! 1869 Mrs,
Stowe Oldtown Folks xvi, 1 75 Lordy massy, wliat ears young
ones hast 1897 R. M. Stuart Simpkinsville 155 Lordy,
but it all takes my breath away. 1928 Saturday Even.

. Post 12 May 20/3 But seven hundred dollars and his pocket
piece back again ! Phew 1 Lordy !

ItOrie, variant of Lort,
1848 H. W. Haygarth Bush Life Australia xiL 139 The

lorie, with his splendid livery of blue and green.

Lorrainer (Vr^'nai). [f. the name of the
French province.] An inhabitant of Lorraine.
1903 F. W. Maitland in Camb. Mod. Hist. II. xvi. 574

The Lorrainers were not France. 1918 A. Gray tr. The
Crime II. ii. 106 Called to the Elysie in place of the Lor-
rainer of alleged ' nationalist * sympathies.

Lorry (If'Ti), v. [f. Lorby sb^ trans. To trans-

port or convey by means of a lorry or lorries.

1920 Blackw. Mag, Jan. 125/1 Then they were 'lorried
'

to the Lys front.

IJOSe, v.^ 3. f. Add : Also with off.

1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 717, I think that tin

buckets are preferable for catching sap to wooden ones, as
they, .have no hoops to lose off.

4. c. Modem examples with in,
190a Chambers's Jrnl. July 441/2 A bird does not gather

speed when sailing in tne air, as a falling stone would,
neither does it lose in pace. 1913 Q, Rev. Oct. 413 As a
consequence the work loses in freshness and even in clearness.

d. To lose out, to be unsuccessful, to fail. (7.S,

1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 18 Nov., The reason Republi-
cans lost out at the recent elections .. was due to their
tinkering with the tariff. 1904 Charlotte Observer 4 Oct. 4
News comes from New York that Editor Hearst may lose
out in his race for renomination as Congressman. (ZI909
*0. \imiiK\^ Roads of Destiny \v. 66, I know you've lost

out some by not havmg me to typewrite *em. 1911 R. D.
Saundi'.rsCW. Todhitnter \'\\. loi That's right where you're
going to lose out, Tim. 1913 Biggers Seven Keys to Bald-
/a/^xiii.165 Butit'sover.andyou'velostout. \<^2.^ Randolph
Enterprise (y^.V2l.)\^ Mar. 4/1 Elkins rather lost out in the
new deal down at Charleston.

Loser. Add : 4. Tennis. A losing stroke.

1938 Daily Tel. 29 May 15 ''5 Mrs. Watson.. was not hit-

ting many actual winners ; Fraulein Aussem was making a
series of los;:rs.

IiOUNGY.

6. Bridge, A losing card.
1918 Bergholt Royal Auction Bridge 56 An opponent

v/ill be able tomake two tricks in that suit before Y has had
a chance of discarding his two losers, zoax Flor. Irwin
Compi. Auction Player ii. 48 You hold five losers. That
is a two-bid, no more.

JaOBB, sb,^ 4, Add: To cut one's loss{es), to
cease carrying on a losing transaction,
191a Q. Rev, Jan. 287 It is now made the basis of the argu-

ment that England should 'cut her loss', and Ireland be
sent adrift. 1927 Daily Express 13 July 8/2 The only
reasonable thing is for Great Britain to.. cut her losses, and
bring the whole matter to an end.

Lost,/M a. 6. Add : lost river U.S., a river
which disappears in the ground and re-emerges

;

lost rock l/.S.y a travelled boulder ; lost salmon
U.S., the hump-back salmon; lost stone US.
== lost rock.

1843 Car[.tom New Purchase ix. 58 Out come the mole
nvers that have burrowed all this time under the earth, and
which, when so unexpectedly found are styled out there,—
' *lost rivers !

' And every district of a dozen miles square has
a lost river. 1831 Peck Guide Etuigrants \\. 136 Scattered
over the surface of our prairies are large masses of rock, of
granitic formation, roundish in form, usually called by the
people *lost rocks. . .These stones are denominated boulders
m minerology. 1857 Trans. III. Agric. Soc.W, 347 Another
curiosity is the boulders, or ' lost rocks ', as they are fre-
(juently called, wtiich are found on the surface of the earth
in the middle and northern sections of Illinois. i88t Amer.
Naturalist XV. 178 As vernacular names of definite appli-
cation, the following are on record : Hump-back, gorbuscha,
..*lost salmon. 1819 H. C. McMuktrie Sk. Louisville 29
(Th.) [Certain stones] in the Illinois and Missouri territories
are denominated *lost-stoiies, from their being strangers to
the soil where they are found.

Lot, sb, 6. a. (Earlier examples of across or
cross lots.)

1846-52 Mrs. Whitcher Widozv Bedott P. xxii. 236 Yoa
see yer uncle and me went hum by the turnpike instid
o'gwine cross lots. 1848 Lowell Two Gunners 21 Joe
looked roun' An' see (acrost lots in a pond..) A goose,
1853 Erigham Young Jml. Discourses I. 83 [I dreamed
that] I cut one of their throats from ear to ear, saying, *Go
to hell across lots *.

10. lot-jumper U.S.^ one who appropriates
another's lot ; lot-layer (earlier examples),
^ 1869 Overland Monthly I II. 63 Then there had been a *lot
jumper's fight down at the end of the street. 1889 in J.

B.
Thobum Hist. OklaJioma (1916) I. xx. 223 Gamblers, liquor
dealers,. .lot-jumpers. 1636 Ipswich (Mass.) Rec. 26 Feb.,
Appointed to assist the *lott Layers in laying out Mr.
Dudley's . . farmer;. 1723 in Coll. N. H. Hist. Soc. VI I. 349
Town-officers, consisting of a clerk, three selectmen, three
lot-layers, and a constable.

£ot, "v. 3. (Earlier modern examples.)
1838 Caroline Oilman/^ ^c^//. vi. 51, 1 have taken to farm.

ing, and lot upon seeing the Carolina seeds come up that
you gave me. 1844 Knickerbocker Mag, XXIV. 187 Here,
everybody knows it, and everybody is lotting upon it.

Louden, v, 2. (Earlier example.)
1891 Harper's Mag. Sept. 574/2 ' Hum 1

* loudening her
voice.

Loud-speaker, loud speaker. Wireless
Telephony, [Loud a. i .] Any one of several simi-

lar instruments for converting electrical impulses
into sounds loud enough to be heard at a distance.

"9»3 L)etily Mail I Mar. g For each concert there will be
seating accommodation ..for 1,000 people, and to these the
concert will be delivered by powerful loud speakers. 19*4
Wireless Weekly 8 Oct.. ';4$/i Loud speakers of all kinds are
an outstanding feature of the show. 1928 Morn. Post6 Feb.
3/4 The variations in the current would cause a hum., to be
emitted by the loud-speaker.

Louisianian (l»|7z-, lUihrn'man), a. and sb.

[f. Louisiana (see def.), named after Louis XIV of

France.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to the State of
Louisiana at the mouth of the Mississippi, b. sb, K
native or inhabitant of Louisiana.
i9osAim. 8th Confess 2 Sess. 1614 How different is the

condition of the Louisianians. 1835J. H. Incraham^ak/A-
West I. ix.ioi Americans ; that is to say, Anglo-Americans
asdistinguishedfromtheLouisianian French. 1854GAVARRR
Hist. Louisiana, Fr. I. 13 Is not this the very poetry of
landscape, of Louisianian landscape?

Louugfe, sb. Add : 2. b. = lounge-coat, suit.

1904 Westm. Gaz, xi May 12/1 Then comes a technical
description ofovercoats, frock-coats, morning coats, ' lounges

',

reefers, ' vests ', &c 1905 Daily Chron. 16 Mar. 8/7 Advt.,
Good coat presser and baister for lounges and morning coats.

3. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1835 Southern Lit. Messenger I, 298 You must have some

such delightful lounges and chairs as I saw in New York.

184s Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 446 The hard-bottomed
chairs were the same, and the lounge, and the tall mahogany
clock.

4. lounge lizard, slangy one who spends his time

in idling in fashionable society.

19*3 Weekly Dispatch 28 Jan. 3 In America he is so well

known as to nave got a special and picturesque nickname,
the ' Lounge Lizard'. 1925 Krapp Engl. Lang. Amer. I,

117 Who will know a generation hence., that a crape-hanger
is a reformer, or a lounge lizard one who suns himself

eternally in good society. 1926 Punch 17 Nov. 534/1 Formal
recognition of those firmly attached appendages of Society,

the lounge-lizards.

Lounge (lau'nd^i), a. [f. Lounge j^. + -t.]

Suggestive of lounges or lounging.
X911 G. K. Chesterton Innocence Father Bro^vn y. 124,

I mean little, loungy men, who had just enough to live on

and had nothing to do but lean about in bar-rooms and bet

on horses*



LOVE.

£OTe, sb, 16. Add : love-pass = i&ve-passage
;

love-passage (earlier example) ; love-seat, a

^>ecial form of arm-chair designed for two occu-

pants ; love-veil, a veil made of love silk (see

sense T3).

187a Hardy Under Gretrtwood Tree I. viii. Good luck

aticnded Dick's *love-passes during the meal He sat next

Fancy. 1845 Mrs. Kirkland WesUpi Clearings 106 No
one..had ever been able to ascertain whether there had
actually been any ' *iove-passages ' between them or not. 1915
"Bxsf^GTJSS Antipue Pumitun zosSuch settees which closely

resemble an adaptation of two single chairs, are commonly
called **love-seats*. 1889 Hnrper^s Mag. Oct. 696/1 I'd

rip up an* press an' dean ladies dresses, an' do over their

crape au* *love veils.

ZtOVOy sbr- [Of obscure origin.] One of a set

of transverse beams supporting the spits in a smoke-
house for the curing of herring.

1865 W. White B. Eng, 1. 146 I'hese open partitions or

racks are called * loves '. They support the speets, which
are sticks or laths, long enough to lie across from one to the

other. 1880 E. W. H. Holdsworth in Encycl. Brit. IX.

253/1 The smoke-room, .having a series of wooden frames
reaching from floor to roof, with small transverse beams,
called * loves '. 1895 A. Patterson ^lan ^ Nat. Broads
44 A savoury bloater, fresh down from the 'loves', is en-

grossing our own attentions.

£ove-feast. 2 and 3. (Later examples.)
1846 Indiana Mag. Hist. XXIII. 394 On Monday, we had

a love-feast in the church, which has seldom been exceeded
in deep and powerful religious excitement. 1893 Eggleston
Duffels L 6 At the love-feast these choruses sat side by side

at the table. Z904 Charleston Neivs 4" Courier 1 Sept. 4
There will be a great Democratic love feast in which a
thousand Democratic editors will take part.

^over^. 4, Add : lovers' walk (seequot.).

1906 H. D. PiTTMAN Belle ofBlue Grass C. ii. 19 A tantjle

of shrubbery near the gate, through which there was a laby-

rinthine maze, or * lover's walk *.

^OVership. (Earlier example, used as a form
of address to a lover.)

1837 Mrs. Trollopk Vicar of Wrexkill (1840) 428 Your
lovership must excuse me if I declare that it is my intention

to accompany the young lady myself.

Ijovey-dovey (l»*viid»*vi), sb. and a. [f,

LOVET + DOVET.J
1, sb. =:L0VET.
18x9 [see Dovie]. 1904 Daily Chron. 26 Mar. 6/5 We

will, .love one another as much as we can, lovey dovey.

2. adj. Fondly affectionate ; namby-pamby.
x886 Harper's Mag. Dec. 134/1, 1 would wear gray, which

mamma prefers, but which I think looks lovey-dovey, ipoo
H. Lawson On Track 65 Just as lovey-dovey talk is im-
portant to her and nonsense to yoix,

Ijoving, ppL a. Add : 4. Comb,^ as loving-

hearted, -hearledness, -kind, -kindly adj.

1903 Hardy Dyjias/s 1. 1. vi, 33 In its early, lovingkindly
days Of gracious purpose. 1909 IVestm. Gas. 27 Feb. 4/3
The loving-hearted but hot-tempered musician who was
head of the Conservatoire at Naples. 1909 Rupert Brooke
Collected Poems (1918) 99 Quiet and strange, and loving-
kind, you sleep, 1926 Contentp. Rev. Feb. 226 It may have
been the sirocco^ wliich never makes for loving-heartcdness.

3jOW. a. adj. Add: 2. h. Phr. Lowtopaperi
Of type, of less than normal height.
i888£«^c/. Brit. XXIII. 69S/2 Types lower than the

ordinary dimension are said to be Iffiv to pafier^ and if sur-
rounded by higher types will not give a perfect impression.

7. O, (Example.)
X9X3 Chambers s yrnl. Aug. 533/1 He may feel that he is

the superior in every way of some of the ' low whites * with
whom he comes into daily contact.

2L low-sided, -studded, -vaulted.

1874 J. W. Long Amer. Wild-Foivl Shooting yZ Asmall,
*low.sided boat .. might be .. dangerous on large waters.

1854 Shillaber Mrs. Partington 16 A tall man could not
stand erect in the *low-studded room. 1873 Aldrich Marj.
Daw etc 155, I passed quickly into the house..and found
myself in a long, low-studded bar-room. 1884 [see Studded
PPl.a. 6]. z368 Rep. U.S. Coniviissioner Agric. (i86g) 303
A *low-vauhed room, receiving light from only one large
aperture.

22. low-branching, -burning, -cut, -trained (also

as pa. pple,).

1879 TooRCEE FooVs Err. xHv. 326 She did not quite
relish the idea of his bursting away through the *Iow- branch-
ing second-growth to follow the pack. 1904 Edith Rickert
Reaper 8 His mother sat by the *low-burning peat. 190a
Daily Chron. 17 Jan. 7/6 'ITieir costly, *low.cut dresses

—

Court Drawing-Room gowns without their trains. 1868
Rep. U.S. Cotfunissioner Agric. (1869) 249 *Low-trained
hedges may be necessary where land is limited in area, and
high in price. Ibid.^ Evergreens or shrubs may be formed,
trimmed, and low-trained a long time without pleaching.

23. low gear, the gear used for the lowest speed
in various machines, esp. in a motor or bicycle;
low maple 1/.S., the mountain maple ; low-neck,
alow-necked dress. (Cf. i c in Diet.)
1896 F. T, B1DI.AKE Cycling 66 High gear for downhill,

*low gear for up. 1909 Hahmsworth Motors ^ Motor-
driving 317 The low gear being used for hill climbing. 1907
C. Wheeler Bicycles in Making 80 By moving the gear to
the left, the hub is driven by a free-wheel connected with
the planet cagt . . This is the low gear. 1832 D. J. Brownb
Spdva Amer. 102 It is sometimes called *Low Maple, from
the dwarfish stature of the tree. 1909 Engliskivofnan Apr.
319 Magazines with 'types of b^uty*—in tights, bsdlet
dancers' skirts or *low-necks.

B. sb. Add : 3. C. A low point in price.
i^n^Observer 17 Nov. 3/4 The sharp rally, .carried the

weighted average of eight leading industrial stocks up to
Z49.0 from the new low of 133.0.

24

Low-brow, lowbrow, sb. and a. slang (orig.

U.S.\ [f. Low a. i,in contrast to *High-bkow.]
1. sb. One who is not, or does not claim to be,

highly intellectual,

1913 BiGGKBS Seven Keys to Baldpate \. 2r My stuff is

only for low-brows. 1916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red
Gap ix. 389 Ben.. said this powerful play was too powerful
for a bunch of low-brows like us. 1927 Observer 10 July 15/1
This is not a highbrow's book, nor is it a lowbrow's.

2. adj. Not highly, or not pretentiously, intellec-

twal ; xmrefined, coarse, low-class.

1923 spectator 22 Sept. 391/2 Often the sole reason why
he [the man of genius] does not write ' low-brow * is because
he cannot, x^zj Sjtnday Express 2^ Apr. a/2 He.. picked
up two newspapers, one of which is so highbrow that few
people read it, and the other so lowbrow that I felt quite
nervous. 1928 Collier's 10 Nov. 30/1 The doctor who
is sufficiently adventurous, or lowbrow, to visit a soda-
fountain occasionally.

absol. 1937 Daily Express 7 May 9/6 Our aim will be..

to steer a course between tiie ' highbrow ' and the ' lowbrow '

in music,

Low-browed, a. 1. (Earlier example.)
1855 J. E. CooKE EUie 71 The man, who was a coarse,

low-browed fellow.

Low country. 1. (Modem examples.)
1823 Long Exped. I. 38 Here commences the low country,

which extends west to the Mississippi. i82<>-32 J. P.

Kennedy .S"K'rt//<?7£; 5. I. xxiv. 231 The dew., in the low-
country, at this season, falls heavily after night. 1869
TouRGEE Toineite x. (1881) 114 He came from somewhere
down in the low country.

Lowder. Add : Also looder.
x88i Contemp. Rev. Aug. 190 The cure for this was to

throw a fire-brand down the ' lighting-hole * in the * looder ',

Low-down, a. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
In qnot. 1850 used in the geographical sense.

iZso Congress. Globe -2$ Pi-pr. 821/1 The *Iowdown' Virginia
Democracy had to yield to the western mountain Democracy.
1868 Putnani's Mag. I. 704 That wretched caste commonly
spoken of as the 'mean whites ',. .but in my district as the
' tow-down people'. 1869 Orierland Monthly III. 130
There are the delusive ' kettUngs ', among the * low-down *

people.

Low-downer. U.S. (Earlier example.)
x868 Pntnayn's Mag. 1. 706/1 When candidates refreshed

their adherents by the barrelfull, the low-downer enjoyed
his periodical benders without expense.

Lower, a. 3. (Modern example.)
1921 Chambers's Jml. 30 July 545/1 Appreciation of

beauty., is that which most distinguishes the humans from
their lowers.

Low-flnng,/*//. a. U.S. colloq. [Low a. 33,]

Of low character or standing.

1843 Missouri Reporter {St. Louis) 11 Apr. (Th.) Here we
have a beautiful specimen of the dishonesty and low-flung
slang of the clique. 1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 506
Who wants a parcel of low-flung ' outside bari)ariaiis ' to go in

cahoot with us? 1853 J. G.Baldwin /'Vwj/* Tifues Alabama
24 He. .denounced Jefferson as a low-flung demagoc^ue.
x86i Oregon Argus 28 Dec. (Th.) It would be impossible to
attempt a controversy with such low-flung dogs.

Low-headed, a. [Low a. 31.] Of trees:

Having a low head of foliage.

i86i Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 328 Plant dwarf*, or
dwarfed, low-headed cherries, only. z868 Rep. U.S. Com-
inissioner Agric. (1869) 201 The silk tree {Aibizziaj'ulibris-

sir/) is a low-headed, spreading tree, possessed of the most
graceful foliage.

b. transf. Favouring low-headed trees.

x86i-2 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (iS6s) V. 205We have never ,

.

been identified with the ultra low headed orchardists.

Lowland. A. sb. Add : 1. sing, (Earlier

'

examples.)
1843 KnickerbockerMc^. XXII, 5 Everywhere,in lowland

and highland,.. nothing is more evident than the..degra-
dation of the negro. 1830 R. Glisan ^rnt Army Life
(1874) iii. 21 On either side of this lowland of the river, are
the boundless prairies.

2. b. //. The Low Countries.

1923 G. B. Harrison Shakespeare*s Fellows '\\\. 100 Be-
tween his service in the Lowlands and the success oi Every
Man in his Humour, 1598, he had tried acting.

Lowly, a. Add: 2. b. Of a low order of
development.
1876 City'Road Mag. Jan. 44/2 There can be very little

doubt that lowly forms can exist . .at temperatures not much
below 150° Fahr. 1890 Geikie Class'bk. Geol. xv. 222 The
progress of life, from its earliest appearance in lowly forms
of plant or animal, has been continuous. 19x2 Q. Rev. Apr.
528 The most conspicuous physical features in Europe.. had
no existence when these lowly organisms lived and died.

1927 Peake & Fleure Apes Sf Men 13 Birds first appear in

the Jurassic system, while traces of lowly mammals have
been found from the Trias onwards.

Ltd., abbreviation of Limited (sense 3 b).

Lubber, sb. Add : 2. b. lubber grasshopper
(earlier example) ; lubber-lift z'. (seequot. 1905).
1877 l^ield ^ Forest II. 160 The '*Lubber' grasshopper

[is thej large grasshopper Romalia microptera. fj^-j Spirit
Fannet^s Museum (1801) 85 Our Democrats begin to muster,
Rolling around an anxious eye. Some ' *liibber lifting ' power
tospy. 1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging, Lubber lift, to
raise the end of a log by means of a pry, and through the
use of weight instead of strength.

IjUbfish, variant of Lobfish.
x8i8 Scott Rob Roy ii, Stockfish—Titling—Cropling

—

Lubfish.

Lubric. 3. Delete -^Obs. and add quot.
1909 Jusserands Lit. Hist, Engl. People III. 436 Here

we have a Bellario, all virtue and sweetness.. opposed to a
series of lubric and ferocious monsters.

LULU,

Lubricate, v. Add : 2. C. To grease the
palm of; to bribe.

1928 Daily Express 12 July i/i He made specific charges.
One was that taxicab proprietors have to 'lubricate ' Scot-
land-yard before their taxicabs are passed for licensing.

Lubrication. Add : Also atlrib.

1906 Westm. Gaz. a^ July 8/2 Motor-'buses, fitted with
the newautomaticlubrication appliance. 1907 Ibid. 13 Nov.
9/1 The lubrication system.. can be regulated to suit all

engine speeds.

Lubricational (lisbrik^-Janai), a. [f. Lubbi-
CATioK + AL.] Of, pertaining to, or for lubrication.
X909 Westm. Gaz, 18 Nov. 4/2 An automatic lubricational

oil pump is fitted at the end of the cam-shaft.

Lucca (Iwka), [The name of a city and pro-
vince in Northern Italy.] Lucca gum^ a gum
exuded by the olive tree, Lucca oil^ a superior
quality of olive oil.

1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 762/2 A resinous matter called
* olive gum *, or Lucca gum, formed by the exuding juice in

hot seasons. 1906 Daily C^ri>«. 12 Jan.6/7 Best Lucca oil.

1924 Countries of World 1 1, \ml-2 The sesamum seed, used
for tlie best lucca oil and grown in Honan.
Lucky bag. 2. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1840 Southern Lit. Messenger VI. 233/2 Every man-of-

war, you know, has her lucky bag, containing a little of
every thing, and something belonging to everybody.
Lucu-llic, a. ~ Lucullian a.

1905 J. McCabr tr. HaeckeCs Wonders ofLife xi. gS The
careful choice and preparation of savoury food . .was just as
important, .as it is to-day in royal banquets or the Lucullic
dinners of millionaires.

Ludolphiau (h/dp-lfian), a. [f. the name of
Ludolph van Ceulen (,ti6io) who calculated the
ratio to 35 places of decimals.] Ludolphian num-
ber, the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its

diameter.
x<yiSy/estm. Gaz. 14 Oct. 3/1 The history of the search

for this ratio, the Ludolphian number,. .is practically the
early history of mathematics itself.

Luffa. Bot. [mod.L., ad, Arab. lUfahi see

Loofah.] A genus of plants of the gourd family.
1884 tr. De Candolles Orig. Cultivated PI. 271 Angular

Luffa

—

Luffa acidangula. Ibid. 272 The cultivation of the
lufTa is not very ancient.

Lug, sb.^ 3. Add : lug-pole ( = sense i).

1773 Massackitsetts Gaz. i Feb. Suppl. (Th.) A defect in
the Chimney by Reason of the Wooden Lug-pole burning
out. 1848 D. Drake Life Kentucky y, 107 The tea kettle

swung from a wooden ' lug pole \

Lug,J'^-2 Add: 3. d. Toput {orpile) on lugs
^

to put on airs. U.S. slang.

1889 K. MuNROE Golden Days xvii. 188 If you notice me.

.

piling on any lugs.. you just bump me down hard. 1896
G. AoE Artie vi. 54 The family did n't put on no such lugs
in them days. 1905 Springfield Weekly Republ, 15 Sept.
12 Dr. Hall puts on no ' lugs ', and is not above sitting on
a cracker barrel in a country grocery for a chat with old
acquaintances.

4. (Earlier example.)
183s J. Martin Gazetteer Virginia 175 An eminent to-

bacco manufacturer of Richmond has offered tlie inhabitaats
of this district to take all of their tobacco, (lugs incltided)
at (ma hundred.

Luge (lw5)- [Swiss dialect.] A sledge, of Swiss
origin, of the bob-sleigh type.

1905 Sci. Amer. Suppl. 15 Apr. 24488 The Muge* is a
small sled peculiar to the Grisons, 1907 Ladies' Field ig
Jan. 278 On the ascent the luge flies straight up into the
air. 1915 E. R. Lankester Dh>ersions of Naturalist 167
The [Swiss] ' luge * or sledge is supported in front by a
strong mountaineer who prevents it from * hurtling 'down at
breakneck speed. 1919 Daily Mail 10 Dec, A pair ofwinter
hoUday.makers in Switzerland enjoying a run on a Canadian
luge.

Hence lugez'. ««/r, to toboggan on a luge. Also
In-ffing' vbl. sb.^ I^u'^fer.

1907 Ladies* Field 19 Jan. 278 The gentle art of Luging. .

.

Les Avants is the most obvious place from which to luge...

Caux is the only other (place] where lugers assemble in

force. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 26 Jan. 5/2 Les Avants. .has one
of the finest natural luging courses in Europe. 19*7 Daily
Express 28 Dec. 3/1 Youths..' luged ' in a reckless, hap-
hazard style.

Lugger, sb."^ Add : Also in beef, ship lugger,

1904 A. V. Sun s Aug. 1 It was reported that beef luggers
in all the cold storage plants were to be called out. /6in.

II Aug. 3 The men who are called ship luggers, and who
load meat aboard the steamships.

Lukanism (I'^kaniz'm). [f Lukan LucAN a.

+ -ISM.] A form of expression characteristic of

St. Luke.
1919 S. C. Carpenter Christianity ace. Luke 69 tiote,

Theie are in the passage several Lukanisms of style.

Lukanize (I'^'kanaiz^, z/. [f. as prec + -I2B.]

trans. To invest with a Lucan character.

1919 S. C. Carpenter Christianity ace. Luke 81 It would
no doubt be possible to assert that he determined at all costs

. .to Paulinize and Lukanize the Master.

Lull, sb."^ 3. Add : Also attrib.

1904 Pittsburgh Gaz. 29 July 4 Construction trains that

will be run during the lull hours of the day.

Lulu (1«"1«). U.S. slang. [Of obscure origin.]

Something superlative or wonderful.
1894*0. HmsRV ^ Cabbages ^y Kings xvii. 301, I smeU a

million violets. She was a lulu. I told her 1 came in a
private yacht. 1896 G. Ade Artie ix. 76 Mebbe you think

I ain't got a lulu of a head on me this morning. 1911 H.
Quick i'ellozustone /I. ix. 221 It was a lulu of a Socief.
X9a2 'i'lTUS Timber iiu 38 She's a lulu though I



liTJMBER.

Lnmber, sd.^

4. Add : (^sense i) himber-ceUar, -dosei, house

(later example); (sense 3), iumher-ark, -boXj -dtishj

-business^ -checker^ -cutter, S^^St i^duslry^ vier-

chant, raft (earlier examples), -sledge^ -trade,

-vessel'^ lumber baron l/,S.j a leading or wealthy

timber merchant ; lumber-carriet, also, a vehicle

for carrying lumber; lumber-headed (Z. (earlier ex-

ample) ; lumber-king = iunibcr baron ; lumber-
mill (earlier example) ; lumber-port, a porthole

in the bow or stem of a vessel for loading or un-

loading timber ; lumber town, one chiefly engaged

in the timber trade ; lumber tree, a tree of impor-

tance as lumber.
«ii86i T. WiNTHROP Carufe ^ Saddle v. 83 It [a river]

siatnifies navigation, in birch-canoc, seventy-four, floating

palace, dug-out, or *lumber arlc 1889 EccLESTorj in Cen-

tury Mag. Mar 701/2 ''Lumber barons', 'silver Icings'

and creatures of nalroad corporations. 1834 Seba Smith
Set. Lett. Major Jack Dotoniug 26, I want you to load up
the old •Uimber-box .with beanpoles. xZ^^o Knickerbocker

Mag. XXXV. 22 (Th.), I bad the misfortune lo live in this

town four years, my father havin<; a *lumber-bush there.

XTpa Belknap ^/.f/. Neiv Hampshire III. 211 (I'h.) Hus-
bandry is much preferable to tlie *lumber business. 1856

Trans. Mick. Agric. Soc. VII. 827 The lumber business

of the Saginaw river and its tributaries has been developed.

X9a8 Co/tier's ?g Dec. 5/4 On the left were rows of twenty-

foot lumber piles, trams laid between them, and electric

"lumber carriers rolling on the trams, igio Daity Chron*
18 Jan. 3/4 A cramped and pokey •lumber-cellar. 190X

S. Merwin & Webster Calumet K viii. 141 Max, who to

n^nnoti was merely an unusually capable *lumber-checker,
was to Peterson a friend and adviser. 1854 Maria S. Cum-
mins Lamplighter v, The former *lumber-cIoset, now trans-

formed into a really snug and comfoi table bed-room. ^ 1775
B. Romans Florida 117 [Theyjplanted their baronies in the

pine barrens. There let the lords be "lumber cutters I 1904
G. Stratton- Porter Freckles 354 He joined one of my
*Iumber-gang-i from the road. i8i8 Fessenden Ladies'

Monitor 38, I would not wish your pedant 'lumber-headed.
zSo6 Webms Letters 1 1. 356 T'other day . . 1 found a box in

the "lumber house of a Gentleman at Columbia. 1889 Cen-
tury Mag. Feb. 601/2 I've come here to write up the *lumber
indttstry. 1918 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. LIV. 321 Mr. Nar-
cro&s, of Lowell (the ' *lumberking *}, hit the audience ' be-

tween wind and water ' with a hijihly valuable array of facts,

1789 Boston Directory Dillaway, Samuel, •lumber-mer-

chant. 1830 Deb. Congress 1 1 M ar. 606/2 Vou will not find,

in any other description of nailU, such constant, unceasing

labor as in our "lumber mills. 1838 Yale Lit. Mag. II 1. 76
He.. found that the pirates bad knocked out the *lumber
port, with the intention of Mnkin:^ her [the vessel]. 1837
W. Jenkins Ohio Gas. 62 The Hockhocking river. .fur-

nishes, .a downward navigation for flat boats and "lumber
xafts. 1905 iVestm, Gas. 27 Jan. 7/2 A large number of

coffins were laid upon a 'lumber-sledge, 1880 Harper s

Mag. Aug. -54/1 A cheerful liule "lumber town lying hi^h

among the hills, a 1904 S. E. White Blazed Trail Stories

i. 3 The streets.. of the lumber town were filled with people.

x8i6 Deb. Congress 30 Jan. (1854) 809 A part of their fish-

eries and 'lumber trade gone . . they are called upon by your
tax-gatherers. 1840 Knickerbocker Mag, XVi. 217 The
lumber-trade is a business which will be introduced the

moment the resources in pine, of more southerly regions, are

exhausted. 1874 Rep, Vermont Board Afric. 11. 161 The
lumber trade of Quebec has been, and stilt is, very large.

1896 Ibid. XV. 81 The pine as a *lumber tree is already a
thing of the past. 1834 J. H. Incraham .South-lVest^ 1, iv.

51 These *lumber vessels.. are usually loaded with shingles,

masts, spars, and hoards.

^nmbery v.^ 2. (Modem U.S. examples in

special senses.)

1855 J. E. Cooke Ellienoy Keeping the footman lumberin
at the knockers on both sides o' ihe street. 1890 'Amcr.)
Dialect Notes 1. 65 * Listen how he lumbers ', said of a deep-

mouthed dog's harking when he has treed a 'coon or 'pos-

sam. 1904 I". Watson Bethany (1920) i6j And he himself

did not always know what he had on bis mind until he
pushed back his specs, and began to ' lumber' [= hold

forthj.

JLnmber, r.^ Add: 3. b. To go over (ground)

cutting the timber on it. Hence LuTnbered///. a.

1900 Yearbk. U.S. Dep. Agric, 361 Not infrequently

sound trees of a merchantable diameter are carelessly left

uncut upon the lumbered area. Ibid. 365 The cut-ovcr lands

..which, .have been lumbered heavily, not only for timber

but also for fuel.

Lumbersoxneness. [f- Lumbebsome a.]

The quality ol being cumbrous or unwieldy,

1877 Mrkeditii Ess. Comedy (ipiS) 58 This treble-Dutch

lumiicrsomeness of the Comic spirit is of itself exclusive of

the idea of Comedy.

Lumber-wagon. U.s, [Lt:mbek sh.^ 3.] * A
waggon with a plain box upon it, used by farmers

for carrying their produce to market ' (Barllett,

1848).
X84S ^T. Crawford Jml. 5 Left Buffalo at xi oVlock in

the morning in a lumber waggon on our way to the steam

boat. 1849 Willis Kuml Lett. xix. 165 So over the hills

I jolted—three daysand nightsinspringless lumber wagons.

x86j O. W. Norton A rmy Lett. 106 Great covered wagons as

large as twoof our lumber wacons. 1886 CD. Warn rr Their
Pilgr. xiii. (1888) 288 At this season one meets tliem [hop-

pickers] on all the roads, driving from farm to farm in lumber

vragons. 190a Eliz. Banks Neiv%paper Girl i Gathered
about the Hiile village station in hard-seated lumber-wagons.

Lumber-yard. U.S, [Ldmbbr sby 3.] A
timber-yard.
1786 Maryland fml. 4 Apr. (Tb) Lumber-yard, at the

head of Baltimore Bason. 18x8 Fearon Sk. Amer. 23 The
timber, or {as the term is here) lumber yards, are not on
that large and compact scale with which, in England, our

25

friends C— and M— are familiar. 1835 Southern Lit. Mes-
sctiger I. 2gi Men of business delighted- . in seeing the fine

river obstructed by logs and slabs, and every corner wearing
the appearance of a lumber-yard. 1851 C. CiST Cincinnati
207 Connected with the machinery is a lumber yard.

laUmbrOTlS, a. (harlier example.)
1836 J. Hildrkth Campaigns Rocky Alts, I. iii. 26 Our

lumbrous vessel heavily groped her way through ihe waters.

Lumen. Add: 2. A unitof quamity of light,

190a Wkbster Suppl. 1916 Stand. Rules Atner, Inst.
Llectr. Engineers § 857 Lumen, the unit of luminous flux,

equal to the flux emitted in a unit soUd angle (steradian)
by a point source of one candle-power. 1926 Eucycl. Brit.
II. 409/2 In the United States the standard is the lumenot
the amount of light that would fall on a surface ["iadi one
square foot in area] so placed that all its parts are at a dis-
tance of one foot from a light source of one candle power.

IiUminarism, (U«-minarizm). [-ISM, after

LtJMiNARiST.] Theartordoctrineoftheluminarists.
1903 Edin. Rev. Oct. 373 We shall probably hear less of

Turner as tlie pioneer of impressionism, luminarism, and
pre-Raphaelilism.

Luminism, (li^'miniz'm). [f. L. lumin-y
lumen light + -ism.] = *LuMiNABissr.
1905 6'a/. Rev. 11 Feb. 174 And now, stated in general

terms, what is tlie principle of Monet's luminism?

Lum.uiOX (l^'maks). dial, and U.S. Also
lummujx, lomioox, lummicks, loxnxnocks, etc.

[Of obscure formation. Goes with the dial, verb
lutnmock to move heavily or clumsily.] A large,

heavy or clumsy person ; an ungainly or stupid lout.

a x8a5 Forbv Voc. E. Anglia s.v., Look o' yin great lum-
mox, lazing and lolloping about. 1854 Miss Baker North-
atttpt. Gloss. I. 402 A great fat lommocks. 1854 Dow Jr.
Patent Sertn. IV. 149 (Th.) Man in his original state is

little more than a big lummux of a baby. 1857 Holland
Bay Path 381 (Th.) I hope you'll leave somebody else to

home besides this lazy lummox. X893 W. K. Post Harvard
Stories 186 Well, don't you be such a lazy lummox. 19x9
H. L. Wilson Ma Pettengill iiU 92 Oswald is a big fair-

haired lummox that sings tenor in the Presbyterian choir.

X927 Saturday Even. Post 24 Dec 83/2 A thoughtful
weighing of ail aspects would surely convince them that the

big lummoxes get their money's worth out of the silliest

purchase.

Lumpy sh?- Add : 4. b. (Earlier example.)
1849 N, Kingsley Diary 53 The farther north we get the

more our anxiety is increased, as those big lumps are not
quite eradicated from our minds yet.

5. d. (Kecent example.)
19*3 H.G. Wells Men Like Gods i. viii. § & 143 We shall

all be. Judi^ed in a lump.

8. lump-lac, -tobacco', lump-augary «., sugges-

tive of lump-sugar.
18x5 KiRBY & Sk Entomol. x. Cx8i8) I. 326 In thiscountry

..it is distinguished by the names.. *lump.lac when melted
and made into cakes. 1873 Breton's Diet. Comm. s.v. Lac,
Lump lac is the deposit (of lac] formed into cakes. 1909
Chambers's Jml. Sept. 585/2 1 he body has a dry, 'lump-
sugary appearance. 185X C. Cist Cincinnati 244 Charles
Budmann . . manufactures *lump tobacco.

^ump, sb."^ 1. (Later examplfe.)

X844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIV. 471 We discussed the
merits of dun -fish, . . lump, halibut, . .and trout.

l^nntp, iy.3 4. Add: To lump largejio hjxXk

large, be imposing or impressive.

b. Of the throat : To have a ' lump ' rise in it.

1912 J. lyOSDON Son o/Sun vi. § 2. 230 Deacon could not

speak. His throat lumped and he nodded his head as he
reached for the cards.

5. To do piece-work.
Z905 Westm, Gaz. 10 Oct. lo/x He., soon had the squad of

irregulars at hard work ' lumping ' as heartily as any gang
of dock labourers.

ZiUmplesS (b?'mples), a, [f. Lump $b,^ +
-LESS.] Having no lumps,
X908 Daily Chron. 3 Mar. 8/1 As soon as the ingredients

are fairly worked into a lampless, creamy whole, stop

beating.

Lumpy, a. Add : 1. b. Also of broken

weather.
X9z8 Saturday Even, Post 10 Mar. 8/1 ' Had good

w-ather?' ' Lumpy weather all the way.'

2. Applied to a person.

1926 Bensktt Lord Raiugo i. xxxviiu 316 The fair but
lumpy young woman silently left the room.

IjUUa. 3- (Earlier example.)
x&6g Amer. Naturalist II. 679/2 Luna Moth. X876 Field

<5- Forest 11. 72 Mr. Rodgers.. gives the history of the Luna
moth {Actios liiua),

Luiiately, a^^- [f- Lukate a.] In a crescent

form.
187J H. C. Wood Fresk-Water Algae (1874) 109 Cells..

mure or less Innately curved.

Luncll, sb!- 3. Add : Intick-bell, -can, -coun-

ter, -house, -pail, -room, -stand.

1875MHS.STOWE IVe fir AV/^AitJ^JV. 67 The rinsing of the

*Uinch bell interrupted the conversation. X897R. M.Stuart
Simpkiusville 14 They'd give him biscuits out o' their •lunch-

cans. X887 C. B, George 40 Yrs. on Rail v. 7Q You can
have one end of the station for a * lunch-counter, if you want
it. 1906 ' O. Henry ' Four Million 223 He would be dining

..at whirlwind lunch counters. x9*6 J. Bi.ack Yort Can't

Win vi. 74, I went back uptown and into a lunch counter.

The waiter was idle and talkative. X846 Knickerbocker

Mag. XXVIII. 558 The following parody was found in-

scribed on the newspaper-board of a ** lunch-house ' in Saint

Louis, Misftouri. 1901 S. Mkrwin & H. K. Webster Calxt'

met K XV. 289 They slung their *lunch pails on their arms
and ate when and where they could. i9x<) Deiectii'e Story

Mag.2S Nov. 129 Hebreakfasicdatahole-in-the-wall*Iunch

room before starting out on bis quest. 1887 C. B. George

LUTECITTM.

40 Yrs. Oft Railv.jf) Superintendent Johnson, .noticed this
*lunch-btand, with its modest, yet appetizing display.

ILunclieon. Add : 2. b. ^..S". Applied to a
late supper.
1903 Boston Even. Transcript 3 Oct. 5 At this table, from

9 o'clock until midnight, a bountiful standing luncheon was
served conLiimously.

3. luncheon-car, on a railway train, a restaurant-

car where luncheons are provided ; also altrib,

1907 Daily Chron, 31 Dec. 3/6 A luncheon-car train will
leave King's-cross each day at half-past one. 1909 IVestui.
Gaz. 8 Si.pt. 2/1 A new luncheon-car express, starting from
King's Cross at 1.5 p.m.

Lunching, vbl. sb. [f. Lunch v.'\ The action

of taking lunch or {U.S.') a late supper,
1920 R. L. Alsakmr Maintaining Health 271 Lunching

before going to bed is a bad habit.

liU'ilohless, a. Having had no lunch.

^ 1920 Galsworthy In Chancery in. i. 244 Sitting lunchless
in the ball of his hotel.

Xung, sb, 7. Add ; lung book, a lamellate

apparatus serving as a lung (cf. *book-lung) ; lung
snail, a snail having lungs in place of gills.

X892 T. A.Thomson Ouil.Zool. 251 Scorpions have **Iung-
books , and most spiders have both lung-books and trachese.

X910 E. R. Lankester Sci.fr, Easy Chair xxxi. 291 Kig.
49.. A, heart connected by four big veins with b, the lung-
bosks [i/c], or air-gills. X909 lYestm. Gaz. 26 June 15/2 The
land and most of ihe freshwater snails belong to the*lung
snails, the gills being reduced to a mere vestige.

^Unge, sb.^ 2. (Earlier example.)

184s J. J. Hooper Taking Census i. 155 That was a most
i

unfortunate lunge I made into that bole in the river.

Xun^Cy sb.^ (Earlier examples.)
x866 Game Laws Vermont in Fur, Fin ^ Feather (riy^)

62 If any person or persons shall hereafter take. .any trout

or lunge.. he shall pay to the treasurer. .the sum of one
dollar for each trout or lunge taken. xB6j Jbid.6& Noperson
sliall kill or destroy any trout or lunge.

T^-n-ngyj a. Add: b. Coming from the lungs.

1909 IP'esfm. Gas. 21 Apr. 2/1 As the armed companies
turned this corner of the narrow road a lungey Oriental
cheer.. saluted each,

lunkhead. (Earlier example.)
X884 * Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn xxii. 207 So the duke said

theseArkansaw lunkheads couldn't come up to Shakespeare.

^uringly (Vu^'riqU), (2(i^z^. [f. Luring///, rt.

-f--LY ^.] In a luring, or enticing, manner.
X897 J. L. Allen CJioir Invisible xvi, This second iraag>

..drawing always nearer, summoning him more luringly.

JjUrk, J*^-^ Add: 4. A lurking-place.

1924 Chnvthers's Jml. 20 Sept. 683/2 Why did the old

beggar come to this secret lurk in the East End and disguise

himself?

^urkingly, adv. (Modem example.)
X906 K. B. CuNNiNCHAME Gbaham Thirty Tales (1929)178

They eyed the women just as a starving dog looks at a
butcher's shop, sideways and lurkingly.

Lurkingness. [f. Lurkikg///. a. -i--ness.]

Lurking quality.

xgia Galsworthy Inn Tranq, 51 The mist..seemed to

ha\e in its sheer silence a sort of muttered menace, a shud-
d-^ry lurkingness.

Lurrier (It^'riaj). [f. Lukrt z*. -h-erI.] An
operative in textile-printing (see quot. 1897).
i8c)7 C, F. S. Rothwell Print. Textile Fabrics 34 The

lurrier brings the colour required from the colour shop, the

pieces and back-greys from the stock room, and also does

any odd jobs required by the printer. 1921 Diet. Occup,

Terms (i9'.'7) § 399 Lurrier, Itirryvian^ colour carrier.

jjusatian (l'«s^jj'an), a, and sb. [f. med.L.
Lusatia, the name of two districts (Upper and
Lower L.) in Germany.] a, ctdj. Of or pertaining

to Lusatia, esji. to its Slavonic inhabitants, b. A
native or inhabitant of Liisatia, esp. a Wend.
1553 Edem Decades {Axh.) 318 The Slauon toupgc.vsed

of.. the Bohemians, Lusacians, Silesians, Morauians [etc.].

i86a Latham Elem. Comp. Pkilol. 766 Lusatian language.

1883 Eucycl. Brit. XV. 63/i Laws relating toUpper Lusatia

..must still be submitted to the Lusatian diet at Bautzen.

1887 Ibid. XXIL 153/2 The Lusatians are also sometimes

called Serbs and Sorbs. X9ax igth Cent. May 894 We need
only except Lessing, who was a Lusatian.

lush, j/'- 2 Add: 1. o. One addicted to drink.

1899 G. Ade Doc Home i. i * My uncle didn't think so,

remarked the lush. Ibid. iv. 39 The drinking man, oftea

mentioned as the lush.

Lusher, [f. Lush 2^.2 2.] A drinker.

1895 MinKEDiTH Amazing Marriage xxxi, The suspicion

cast on the dreary lusher was the wife's wild shot at her

husband.

iustin^, vbl. sb, (Modern examples.)

1896 Kii'UNG Seven Seas 82 With.. the lying, and the

lusting, and the drink. 1909 Wcstm. Gaz. 18 Aug, 2/3 Thou
art grim with the lusting of gain.

lutecium (li«ti"j"ii;m). Chem. [mod.L. f. Zm-
lecia, Lutetia, the Latin name of Paris + -IUM.]

A rare metallic element of the rare-earth group,

occurring in the minerals gadolinite, euxenite, etc.,

first discovered and named by Urbain in 1907. It

closely resembles ytterbium in properties. Symbol

Lu : atomic weight 175 ; atomic number 71.

[1907 Comptes Rendus 4 Nov. CXLV. 759 (heading) Tin

nouvel Element : le lutecium, resultant du d^doublement de

I'ytterbiuai de Marignac. Note de ^L G. Urbain. IluU

761 Je propose pour cet ^Itfment le nom de ^"J*^"'^"' /-"'

d^riv^deTanciennomde Paris.] \^z\Encyct.Brit.y^y^\\\i..

942/2 In 1907 G. Urbain separated ytterbium into two new-

elements, neoytterbium and lutecium (atomic weight, i74-o).

19XS Nature 17 June 781/1 The oxides of lutecium and
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ytterbium in a preparation of Urbain's were attached to the

Lutetian. Add : b. si. Geol. An Eocene

formation in the Paris area.
, „ , ^

icKi Rctnm Brit. Museum 149 A shell of Fusjis serratus

from the Lutetian (Middle Eocene) of Seine-et-Olse.

Luxury. Add: 7. a/lni., as luxury duly,

tax, trade.

lOM Hansards Pari Del. 19 Apr. 564 An article of luxury

which might very fairly pay a luxury duty. . . 1 he luxury tax

at that time was W. 1905 IVestm. i,az. 9 Jan. 3/1 Their

action deprives of employment persons who were . .
employed

in luxury trades. , ^

Lycsnid (Uisf-nid), sb. and a. [ad. mod.l..

Lycsnidx, f. Lycmna, Gr. Aiimuva she-wolf.] a. sb.

A butterfly of the family Lycsenidte. b. adj. Of

or pertaining to the Lycienidse.

1891 \V. L. Distant Naturalist in Transvaal (A, I have

often mistaken it for a large Lycsenid. 1901 E. B. Poulton

Mimicry illuslr. Afr. ButttrJI. 2 They thus differ inhabits

from Lycxnids generally. 19«3 Ox/. Univ. Gaz 4 June

950/1 .\ beautiful series of 84 Lycaenid butterSies from the

Nicobar Islands. ,, , , -t ^r
Lyceal (laisral), a. [f. Ltcee+ -al.] Of or

pertaining to the French Lycees or similar estab-

lishments.

1904 G. S. Hall Adolescence I. 545 M.->rro tabulated the

conduct of 3,012 boys in gymnasia! and lyceal classes in

Ilalv from eleven to eighteen years of age.

Lyceum. 4. b. attrib. (Earlier examples.)

1831 Massachusetts Stat. ^ Mar., They are hereby made a

corporation, by the name of Lyceum Hall, . .for the purpose

of affording means., for the prosecution of literary and

scientific studies (etc.). 1843 Carlton New Purchase \.

J 74 The common school system, and the lyceum system.

1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIV. 294 The remark of a

lyceum lecturer upon matrimony.

Lyddite, »• [f- Lyddite sb^ trans. To de-

stroy, wreck, etc., by the explosion of lyddite.

1905 Mrs. F. CAMrsKLL Dearlme 78 She was pleased they

had not dynamited or lyddited him.

Lye, sb. 4. Add : lye-cask, -leach.

1843 Carlton New Purchase ix. 63^ A *lie-cask, or rather,

an inverted pyramidical box to contain ashes. 1847 Halli.

well, *Lie-leach. 1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest ff Sun-

shine XV. 202 Now be keerful and not run afoul oftheplaguey

lye leech !

Lye, sb?, var. of Lie sb?- 4.

1855 OciLviE Suffl., Lye, a term employed, in raJlivay

Ian., to denote the sidings or short offsets from the main line,

into which trucks may be run for the purpose of loading or

unloading. 1901 Daily Record 31 Aug. 3 A boy . . was acci-

dentally killed at the lye of South Renfrew Station on

Thiu-sday night.

Lying,///, o.^ 2. Add : lying pipe, shaft (see

quots.).

26

lS6z SirW. FAiBBAIRN/mK 57 Calder Heating Apparatus.

The apparatus consists of two parallel horizontal pipes,.

.

called technically the 'lying pipes'. 1886 J. Bakrowman

Sc. Mining Terms 43 Lying-fipes, the horizontal pipes in a

lodgment. Lyinr-shafl, the shaft of an engine ou the end

of which the tumbling crank is fixed.

Lying-in. b. (Recent examples.)

191a Q. Rev. July 60 A slight increase in the ratio of

lying.in claims to the number of members.. .A lying-in bene-

fit of 30J.

Lymphatic. A. adj. 2. Add: lymphatic

ptimp (see quot.).

19x0 Practitioner June 857 The mechanism by which a

constant circulation of fluid into, and out of, the pleuritic

cavity is maintained during health is known as the lymphatic

pump.

Lyncher. (Earlier example.)

1836 Crockett Exploits ff Adv. Texas (1837) 66 There
exists, throughout the extreme south, bodies of men who
style themselves Lynchers.

Lynohet, variant of Linchet.

Lynching, '"it- ^i. (Earlier examples. Also

lynching-bee.')

1836 Crockett Exploits <5- Adv. Texas (183^) 68 This is

what we call Lynching in Natchez. 1837 Southern Lit.

Messenger 111. 648 The outrages of the borderers, the fron-

tier law of regulation ' or * lynching ', which is common to

new countries all over the world, are ascribed to slavery.

1903 C. T. Bradv Bishop ix. 172, I don't join no more

lynchin'-bees. 1904 Harben Georgians vi, 62 They told me
. . they were on the way to have a lynching-bee.

Lynch-like, a. [f. Lynch : see Lynch law.]

Characteristic or snggestive of Judge Lynch.

1837 R. M. Bird Nick 0/ Woods \. 221 Since Stackpole,

having endured the penalty for stealing him, considered

himself 'as having a legal, Lynch'like right to the animal,

which no one could dispute.

Lynch-man. [Cf. next.] One of the early

administrators of lynch law.

1811 A. Ei.LicoTT Li/e tf Lett. (lOoS) 221 The Lynch-men
associated for the purpose of punishing crimes in a summary
way without the tedious and technical forms of our courts of

justice. Ibid. 222, 1 should not have asserted it as a fact had
it not been related to me by Mr. Lynch.. together with

several other Lynch-men as they are called.

Lynch law. (Earlier example.)
The particulars supplied by Ellicott, together with other

eviclence, clearly establish the fact that the originator of

Lynch law was Captain William Lynch of Pittsylvania in

Virginia. According to Ellicott, * this self-created judicial

tribunal was first organised in the state of Virginia about the

year 1776'; an article in <i\x Southern Lit. Messenger (\%l,b')

IL 389 gives the date definitely as 17S0.

1811 A. Ellicott Life f; Lett. (1908) 220 Captain Lynch
just mentioned was the author of the Lynch laws so well

known and so frequently carried into effect some years ago

LYTIC.

in the southern States in violation of every principle of

justice and jurisprudence.

b. Earlier examples of Judge Lynch.
1834 W. G. SIMMS Guy Rivers 70 * Ef the whole country's

roused, then Judge Lynch puts on his black cap and the

rascal takes a hard ride on a rail, a duck in the pond, and
a perfect seasoning of hickories tell there ain't much left of

him. X840 — Border Beagles 248 The murmurs began to close

with the ominous inquiry after that venerable border magis-

trate, Judge Lynch.

Lynchy, adv. [.See prec] In a manner sug-

gestive of lynch law.
1840 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. III. xiv. 202 People began

to talk considerable hard and Lynchy about their galls

comin' so often to a single man to tell their experience.

Lynn, common U.S. var. of Linn 2.

1787 W. Sargent in Mem. Amer. Acad. IX. 158 Lynn,, .a

light white wood very proper for finishing the inside of dwell-

ing houses. 1808 [see Linn 'J. \i\gY>Kt^^.Geogr.Sketches%^

Sugar maple, black and white walnut,.. lynn, sycamore,

cotton wood. 1839 in Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. (1835) VI.

263 The table lands are mostly timbered with the varieties

of oak, beech, maple, lynn, hickory. 1849 Chamberlain
Indiana Gazetteer 170 The other forest trees. .are ash,

walnut.. lynn [etc.].

attrib. 1796 Lynn tree ; 1799 Lynn bark (see Linn !). 1819

E. Evans Pedtstrious Tour 299 Here are the lynn tree,

gum tree, [etc.]. 1886 Harper's Mag. June 58/2 Ropes are

made of lynn bark.

Lyse, t>. [Back-formation from Lysis.] trans.

To dissolve or liquefy.

1925 C. H. liKOWNiNG Bacterial, vi. 123 The suspension

soon becomes transparent, i.e. it is laked or lysed. 1926

Encycl. litit. I. 302/1 Its inability to lyse dead bacteria.

Lysin. Add : 2. Biol. Chetn. A substance

having the property of dissolving and destroying a

cell, as in infection or immunization. Also as the

second element of a compound, as huemolysin,

leucolysin, etc.

Lysis. Add: 3. Biol.Chem. Dissolution of a

cell by a Lysix (q.v. above). Also as tlie second

element in a compound, as hemolysis, leucolysis,

etc.

190S yrnl. Exfer. Med. 17 Mar. 4 That complete agglu-

tination has no effect upon subsequent solution (lysis) of the

corpuscles will be shown when treating of the latter pheno-

mena. 191S C. H. Browning Bacterid, vi. ijsThislysis is

the indication of the poisonous action of the toxin on the red

blood-corpuscles. - , ^ /

Lytic (li'tik), a. Biol. Chem. [ad. Gr. Xi(t«<5s

able to loose.] Pertaining to or producing Lysis

(q.v. above).
1902 "Jml. Exper. Med. 17 Mar. 281 Only when the lytic

serum is very fresh will solution be effected. 1925 C. H.

Browning Bacteriol ix. 214 He concluded that the agent

causing this solution or lytic action was a living virus.
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M. 6. Add : M.L » Mounted Infantry. M.O.
= medical officer,

1903 Kipling Five Nations 164 MJ^ Trot out the—M.I.

1917 P. Maccill Brown Bretkrcft ix. 133 If you're not

better in the morning, just run down and see the M.O.
1024 A fifty Quarterly Oct. 138 Stop a minute—give this

chit to the M.O.

SXaa (ma), V. [Echoic, in imitation of the

sound made by a sheep or goat. Cf. Mae v.^ intr.

To bleat. Hence Maa-ing vbL sb.

18*7 Darlev Sylvia 11. i. (1892) 57 It will make me rna-a

like a he-goat on a rock-top when he misses the beard of his

charmer. 1886 J.Stewart Ttva Elders 147 The boys would
jnaa and bleat. 19*8 Blnckw. Mag. Mar. 324/1 Poor old

goat'. ..His capcrings were fantastic, his maaings con-

tinuous.
TMroAT' (mai). Geol, [G. dial., a crater-lake.]

A crater formed by an explosion without emission

of lava.

fi88a Geikie Text-hk. Geol. 560 Occasionally, as in some
of the Maare of the Eifel, these non-volcanic fragments con-
.siitute most of the debris.] 1899 G. K. Gilbert in Bull.

Philos. Soc. (1895) XII. 251 The maars are of still rarer

occurrence, and represent the antithetic phase of volcantsm.

1904 Annals ^ Mag. Nat. Hist. Feb. 135 Mr. Dusc'n is

therefore uncertain whether to regard this lake asa very old

crater or a ' Maar ' formation.

Macaroni. 9. Add: macaroni cheese, a

savoury of which the principal ingredients are

macaroni and cheese.

1889 Casselts Pop. Cookery loo/a *Macaroni Cheese.

1923 Mrs. Beeion^s Everyday Cookery xxxv.

SKacartneya Add : b. Macartney rose, a

climbing rose {^Rosa bracteald) brought from China
by Earl Macartney.
X837 (see Rose sb. 3]. xS66 Treas. Bot. g(>q/i. 1886

Encycl. Brit, XX. 850/1 The Macartney Ra<vc(^.^atr/fa/a)
is also of Chinese oni;in.

Maccabean, -eean (maelcabran), a. and sb,

[f. *Maccabee + -an.] a. ctdj. Of or pertaining

to Jndas Maccabeus or the Maccabees, b. sb, ^
*Maccabee.
1833 R. Lawrence 5(7^^ ^£'««'A (ed. 2)217 Between the

period of the captivity, and the rise of the Maccabaean
dynasty. 1840 J. H. Howlktt Metr. Ckronol. (ed. 3) 16
Under the Maccabaean prhices, what did the Jews become ?

1890 A. J. Church & Skeley (title) The hammer, a story of
Maccabean times. 19*0 Q. Rev. July 4 His [sc. Disraeli's]

party reaped the benefit of his Maccabean courage.

ICaccabee (mse'kabf). [ad. L. Maccahm-uSj
Gr. VlaKKa&a.ioiy the epithet of the Jewish patriot

Judas.
' The source of the name is uncertain, but It is most natural

to connect it with 3pO [ma^dl>\ " hammer ".' 1883 EncycL
Brit. XV. 130/2.1

Jewish Hist, A supporter or successor of Judas
^^ccaba!us, the leader of a religious revolt against

Antiochns IV, B.C. 175-164, as recorded in the

books of the Maccabees in the Apocrypha.
1375 Bakbour Brus 1. 465 Thai was iik to the Macbabeys,

That, as men in the bibill seys [etc. J. a 1420 Wvclif (head-

ing) Here biginnith tlie firste book of Machabeies. 1550
Briefe 4- Comfiend. Table^ Concord. Bible title-p., The thirde

boke of the Machabees. 16x4 Rai.egh Hist. World i. 11. x.

% I. 377 Then Modin the Natiue Citie of the Macchabees.
170a L'EsTRANCK Wks. Jasefihtts 1058 Flavius Josephus, his

discourse of the Maccabees. 01845 Encycl. Metrop, IX.
643/2 Hence, all who fought under that standard were called

Maccabees, or Maccabeans. 19*0 H. F, Henderson Relig.

Scotl. L 16 The patriotism of the Jew, especially in the age
of the Maccabees, was an ardent passion that enabled him
to overcome enemies four times hij number.
attrib. 1865 Sumlay at Home 104/2 But at length one of

the Maccabce princes,. subdued inem. 1883 Encycl. Brit.

XV. 131/1 The Vatican {sc, MS.] does not contain the
Maccabee books.

Mace, -f^-^ 6» Add: mace-reed = Rked-mace.
1901 Meredith Reading cfLife k^ic. 126 A hundred mares,

all white! their manes Like'niacc-reed of the marshy plains

'i'hick-tufted, wavy.

Mace, v\ Add : 2. Billiards, To hit with a

masse stroke.

1S49 Mardon Billiards 57 (Plate 13) To mace (or, as the
French term it, inasser) a ball, it is necessary to hold the
cue perpendicularly, and it should be grasped more than
half-way down.

Mac^doine (mas^dwan). [F., f. MaUdoine
Macedonia.]

1. * A mixture of varions kinds of vegetables, or

frnits, or fruit embedded in jelly.' Also attrib,

1846 Francateli.i Mod. Cook 32 White Maccdoine of

vegetables. Ibid.^ Garnish of brown Maccdoine. 1894 L.
Hbritace: Casscli's Nrw Univ. Cookery Bk. 67 Soup with
Mac&ioines. Ibid. 1127 Maccdoine of Fruits, 1895 Mahy
R0MA1.0 Century Cook Bk. 378 Mac^oine salad.

2. fig, A medley or mixture of unrelated things.

iSao H. LuTTREix/}rt'i/f« to Julia 18 Such is the tattle

of our beaus. These simple elements compose . . The Mace-

daine of London-talk. 1852 Mundy Antipodes {1857) 10
Now for a vtacedoine of advertisements, word for word as
entered. 1902 Springfield Republ. 23 June (Cent. Suppl.)
That strange maccdoine of mental and moral qualities—the
late Count Gurowski.

Macedonic (mges^dp*nik), a. [ad. L. Mace-
donic-HSf Gr. McueSori/f-uy Macedonian.] — Mace-
donian a.

1859 E. Masson tr. IViners Grant. JV. T. Diction I. 33
The previously distinct dialects., were blended into a popu-
lar spoken language, with a predominance of the Macedonic
variety.

Macerator. Add: c. A pulping machine. (/.S.

X913 Publishers' Circular 1 2 Oct. 503 Then the macerator,
the greatest consumer ofcontemporary literature, takes them
\sc. books] to its bosom.

Maclieerodont, a* Add ; Also as sb, A
machcerodont animal.
1889 H. A. Nicholson & LYDEKKER/'a/^t7«/. II. i448The

extinct Machacrodonts or Sabre-toothed Tigers.

Macheer (matji»'j). Western U.S, [Cor-

ruptly ad. Sp. mochila,'] A leather flap attached to

a saddle.
a i86x T. WiNTHBOP John Brent v. 55 Showers shrank his

buckskins and soaked the macheers of his saddle to mere
pulp. Ibid. XX. 222. 1876 Joaquin Millf.r Unwritten
Hist. iv. 69 The Prince unfastened his cloak from the
macheers behind my saddle. Ibid. xv. 209.

Xa,chine, sb. 4. b. Addtodef, : Afire-engine

{(/.S.) ; an aeroplane,
a 1859 Va'ikee Notions (Bartlett) As for the machine, why,

she's a pearl of the East. 1871 Schele de Vf.ke. A nieri-

ceva'sms iiSj2) 335 The particular machine in this caseis
the fire-engine, with it^-hosc, ladder, and other paraphernalia.

X909 A. Hercet Conquest 0/ Air 142 Let us consider an
aeroplane. .turning about a centre..; the circle which the

centre of the machine itself describes [etc. J. 1919 Boyd Cable
Old Contemptibles viii. 124 He paid more attention now to

watching for enemy machines, and never failed, .to rush his

pilot to a machine and into the air ifa German was reported

in sight.

9. a. machiru houses -power,
1808 Steele Papers II. 562, I bought them [steelyards]

from the store last winter for the use ofmy *Machinc house.

x^l*^ A rtny Quarterly QcU 38 The replacement of muscle-
power by *machine-power is the cardinal fact in every
department of materia! life.

C. machine-drillery -knitter^ "printer'^ machine-

knittings -mmildiiig, 'production, -riveting \ via-

chine-finished adj. ; machine-mould vb,

1906 Westm. Gaz. 11 Jan. 3/1 The wages of ^machine-
drillers on the surface are ios.aday. 189a Greener breech-
loader 52 The machine-made and •machine-finished gun
may be distinguished ; First, by [etc-J. 1927 T. Woodhouse
Ariif. Silk 83 Ifa "machine-knitter does not wind the yarns in

his own mill, be can have them supplied in the form of bottle

bobbins. Ibid. 86 In "machine-knitting several courses are

formed simultaneously. 1922 Encycl. Brit, XXX. 36/1 By
1915-6 cast-iron cylinders were cast from metal patterns and
* machine-moulded. 1888 LockvjooeCs Diet. Mech. Engin.

(1892) 217 *Machine-moulding . .embraces the_ moulding of

wheels and ordinary work by the aid of special machines.

1909 Westni.Gaz. 24 Sept. 8/1 An old man.. described as a
•machine-printer. 18^ J. A, HossOM Ruskin 217 The
•driving ' tendency of modern *machine-productioa 1888

Locktvood's Diet. Meclu Engin, {iSga) 217 *Machine-rivet-

ing, riveting performed by a single application of steady

pressure at the same instant upon the tail and head of a rivet.

10. machine-card ~ Card sb.2 lo ; machine-
hours, the time during which a machine operates;

maohine-oven C/.S, (see quot.) ; machine-piano,
a mechanical piano; machine-shed, a shed in

which machines work ; machine-shop (earlier

examples) ;, machine-work (modern examples).

X853 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. IV. loS Various samples of

•machine cards, well got up. 1832 Louisville Publ. Adv.
30 Mar., A. C. Brown, .has established the manufacture of

machine Cards. 1924 Emsley Factory Costing 81 Dividing

these individual oncost totals by the number of 'machine
hours.. gives the machine-hour rate for each class. 1890

Century Did., *Machine-oven, a bakers' oven,, .or an oven

foranyother use, fitted with a., mechanical device for aiding

the process of baking, or for economizing time or space.

1926 Proc. Mus. Assoc. ig2t>-y 24, I do not want grapho-

phone, "machine-piano, or any other kind of mechanical
music. 1900 H. Lawson On Track 132 With a rattling

whirring roar the great *machinc-shed starts for the day.

184s Mass. Statutes 39 Jan., Abbott I>awrence..and John
A. Lowell.. are hereby made a corporation by the name of

the Lowell "Machine Shop. 1849 Chamberlain Indiana
Gazetteer i^a Among the manufactories in Indianapwlisare

. . two foundries with one of which is a machine shop in which

steam engines arc made. 1866 Mrs. Whitney L. Gold-

thiuaite i, No "machine-work, but all real dainty finger-craft,

i^^gOvertand Monthly III. 11 Seventy huge, clumsycotton-

hoes rose and fell in thoughtless machine-work.

MacMne, v, 2. Add : Also with in.

1895 Jeanette E. Davis Elem. Mod. Dressmaking (cd. 2)

47 Tacking i« not strong enough to hold sleeves well to the

armholc for machining-in.

b. absol. To manufacture by machinery.

1916 H. G. Wells Mr. Britling 16 They had standardised
and machined wholesale, while the British were still making
the things one by one.

4. c. To render mechanical ; to work out on
mechanical principles.

1916 H. G. Wells Mr. Britling 67 What can be ruled
about can be maciiined. 1919 J. L. Garvin Ecoit. Found.
Peace 183 As tliey drilled under arms or machined their

Socialism.

Machine-gun, sb, [See Machine sb, 10.]
Add earlier and later examples.
1870 Jrnl. Royal United Serv. Inst. XIV. 504 Machine

Guns: The * Galling Battery'—The Agar and Claxton
Guns—The French and Montigny Mitrailleurs. \%j%Ibid.
(1876) XIX. 421 The particular hypothesis that machine-
guns., would prove themselves unrivalled as death-dealing
instruments. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 1454/2 The mitrail-
leur, or machine-gun.. sends a large number of small pro-
jectiles independently .. to a considerable distance. 1917
Inf. Mach.'CunCo. Training iProv.)j Machinegun—A gun
of the Vickers or Maxim type. Lewis guns are not in.

eluded in the term Machine gun. 1919 Boyd Cablb Old
Contemptibles \\. 146 The steady postman's-knock rat-tat-
tat of machine-guns.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1906 Westm. Gaz. 4 Oct. 2/3 Motor-bicycles, those machine-

gun terrors of the road. 1909 Ibid. 9 Dec. 5/1 Experiments
carried out with the macliine-q;un-fitted aeroplane. 1919
BoYD_ Cable Old Contemptibles xvi. 255 The rifle and
machine-gun fire rose again.

Machine-gun, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To turn

a machine-gun on, to fire at with a machine-gun.
19x7 'Contact* Ainnan*s Outings 185 Other guerilla

work is done by craft which . . machine-gun whatever worth-
while objects they spot. 1918 E. M. Roberts Flying
Fighter 38 Whatever they saw was sure to be machine-
gunned. 1930 J. B. pHiESTLEY Angel Pavement ii. § 3 They
sweep, lash, and machine-gun the streets with rain.

Macliine-gnnner. [f. *Machine-gun sb.\

One who operates a machine-gun.
1915 'Ian Hay' First Hundred Thou. xix. 279 The machine-

gunner is a more or less accepted nuisance by this time.

1919 Boyd Cable Old Contemptibles v. 83 The house . . was
too fiercely swept, .by a tempest of bullets from a couple of
machine-gunners.

Machinery. Add : 2. d. The use of, or work
by, machines ; machining.
1923 Daily Mail 73 Juiie 6 Advt., The castings leave the

sand so highly finished that machinery is reduced to a
mmimum.
3. (Earlier example.)
1877 Harper's Mag. Dec. 149/2 There are at present

finished four dwelling-houses (three for observers and assis-

tants,) and the machinery house.

Mack (mgek), sb.^ Also mac. A common
abbreviation of Mackintosh 3.

1909 ' R. Andom * On Tour with Troddles 239 ' It's a case

of macks to-day, you chaps', he observed. * Raining?' I

queried. 1917 Empey Frojn Fire Step 170 In front of the

door stood an officer in a mack (macintosh). 1921 Glasgow
Herald 17 June 9 Rain. .which. .snuffed out t)ie flaming

hues of the characteristic Ascot under the commonplaces of

macs and umbrellas.

Mackerelin^, 'vbl, sb, (Earlier examples.)
1880 Harper's Mag. Sept. 510/1 Among the rest are two

of the singular 'porgy steamers* turned to mackereling.

x88i McLean Cape Cod Folks m. 62, 1 was going mackerel-

lin' with ye myself that time.

Mackinaw. Add : Mackinaw blanket, boat
(earlier examples) ; Mackinaw jacket, a kind of

thick jacket ; Mackinaw trout (earlier example).
1826 T. L. McKennev Tour to Lakes (1827) 250 The

*Mackinac blanket, which is the Indian's house, and great-

coat, and bed. 1839 Hoffman Wild Scenes I. 113 We had
Mackinaw-blankets, stretched upon balsam branches, to re-

cline upon. 1846 T. L. McKensey ^l/««. I. 21 Mackinac
blankets, and strouding, two indispensable articles, were

wholly beyond hisreach. x^^<^ Knickerbocker Mag.y^\\\.^\x
Our boat was one of the kind locally denominated a *mackinac
boat, of light construction, about twenty-eight feet long, and
nine broad. 1909 Roosevelt in Westm. Gaz. 23 Sept. 12/2,

I had.,a*macinaw jacket for cold, if I had tostay out over-

niglit in the mountains. 1840 Southern Lit. Messenger VI.

604/1 The celebrated "Mackinaw trout, so called after the

town, near which they are found, is generally caught by the

hook, and sometimes weigh ten and twelve pounds,

2, A hat plaited from coarse straw.

189s Funk's Stand. Diet.

Maxkintoshed, a. [f. Mackixtosh + -ed 2.]

Wearing a mackintosh
;
protected by a mackintosh.

1919 Boyd Cable Old Contemptibles ii. 25 The door flung

open, and a rubber-booted mackintoshed figure stamped in.

I9a7 Daily Mail 30 June 9/4 Mackintoshed enthusiasts

occupied them [boats]. 1927 Obserz'er 10 July 25/1 The two

mackintoshed policemen. .

Made. L Add ; A flawed diamond (see quot.).

1899 R. Devereux J/V^ Lights S. A/r. 142 The commonest

kind of flaw is a dark ridge srretching right across the stone,

as if it had been severed at some period of its growth and

welded together again. Diamonds so marked are calica

* macctcs '.



MACLTTRA.

Maclock, variant of Muckluck.
MaclTira(makliu9TA). [mod.L,(Nuttall, l8i8),

f. ihe name of W. Maclure: see Maclukeitb.]

The Osage orange or bow-wood. Also athib.

i8s7 TruMS, IlL Agric. Soc. 1 1. 22a A few Madura hedges

areCTOwine. Ibid, 302 Mr. Tisde!! has two hedges of the

maclora growing on his farm. 1858 J. A. Warder Hedges

4- Et^ergreens 31 I he division of the prairies into twenty,

acre lots, by the dense hedges of maclura. Ibid. 52 The
cost of the maclura hedge.

MaCOUOcMe (makp-noki). colloq. [The name

of the makers, Maconochie Brothers, of London.]

Meat stewed with vegetables and tinned, esp. as

supplied to soldiers on active service ; a tin of such

meat. Also Maconochie rafion.

1915 P. GiBBS Soul of War 70 The last tin of bully beef

or Maconochie. 1917 ' Ian Hay' Carrj^'/tf*?" viii. 220 How
would a Maconochie apiece suit your boys? 1917 Empey
From Fire Step 43 Dinner consisted of stew,, Maconochie
rations, and water—plenty of water.

Macrocephaly (-se-fali). \Ci. Macrocbpha-
Lic, -CEPHALOUS.] The quality of being macro-

cephalic.

1878 BARTLEYtr. Topinm'ds Antkrof>o2. Index 542 Macro-
cepbaty. 1903 Science 30 Oct. 550/1 The evolution of man
from microcephaly to macrocepbaly. 1908 J. L. Myrrs in

Marett Attthropol. ^ Classics 148 Woolly hair. -could also

be superinduced, like macrocepbaly, by assiduous curling.

BEacrocra'nial, a- [f. Macro- + Cranial a.]

Having a long skull ; long-skulled,

1901 Biometrika Aug. 462 Dolichocephaly and chamae-
cephaly in both races are associated with macrocranial
characters. 1907 Practitioner Aug. 318 The population of

the south-west of Scotland, exclusive of Glasgow, is long-
headed or macrocianial.

Macula. Add ; AficU, The (depressed) retinal

region of most acute vision ; the yellow spot.

Comb, macula-ring, the border of the macula.
1901 Phil. Trans. B. CXCIV. 74 Fundus oculi (right eye) of

the Lemurine Douroucouli. The macula is present, but the
macula ring has disappeared.

Uacular, ct. Add : b. spec. Of or pertaining

to the macula of the eye.

1909 M. Greenwood in Further Adv, Physiol, (ed. Hill)

397 If ihere is a good deal of macular pigmentation the
mixed light undergoes selective absorption.

Maculature- Delete -^Obsr^ and add:
2. Engraving. (See quots.)
1904 Burlington Mng. V. 70 One of these [impressions of

the Hundred Guilder Plate], .is a 'maculature*, an impres-
sion on a sheet of ordinary paper passed over the plate to
remove the ink, 1914 C. Dodcson Brit. Afus. Guide Pro-
cesses Engraving 52 A maculature is another form of weak
impression. A copper plate needs to be inked between each
impression. Sometimes a second impression is taken from
the plate before re-inking, as a means of extracting the re-

mainder of the ink from the lines. This is called a maculature.

Uad, sb.^ (Earlier and later U.S. examples.)
1871 New Era Apr. (De Vere) The Squire's mad riz. 1878

E. B. TuTTLE Border Tnles 50 A grizzly will stand in the
middle of the road, growling and getting his mad up, where
there isn't a live creature within forty miles of him. xqi6
H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap \\, 57 She kept her
mad down better. She set there as nice and sweet as a pet
scorpion.

Kad, a. 5. (Later U.S. exannples.)
1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle <V Mocassin iir The more he

studied it [the hill) the madder he got. 1902 G. H. Lorimer
Lett. Sel/-made Merchant xiii. 181, I didn't slop to think,

but somehow I was mad in a minute. 1908 Ei.iza C. Hall
Aunt Jane 0/ Kentucky \\. 48 The thing that made me
maddest was Silas Petty a-Ieanin' back in his pewand smllin*.

8. (Additional examples.)
1809 Massachusetts Spy 5 July (Th.) He is naturally as

mad as a beaver, and will scold like a termagant. 1855
Halibubton Nat. 4 Hmn. Nat. I. 85, I feel as mad as a
meat axe. 1903 Harben A&ner Daniel 54 The Colonel is

as mad as a wet hen about the whole thing. 1933 P. G.
WoDEHousE Initnit. Jeeves xviii. 249 My uncle will be as
mad as a wet hen when he finds out that he has been fooled.

9. mad zninute (see quot. 191 7); mad-rabbit
V, intr.y to lead an adventurous and stirring life.

1917 Empev From Fire Step 1^3 Usually when an Irish-
man takes over a trench,., he sticks his rifle over the top.,
and engages in what is known as the ' *mad minute '. This
consists of firing fifteen shots in a minute. 1919 Boyd Cable
Old Contempiil'les vi. 95 In one long rolling crash the rifles

broke out in the 'mad minute' of fire. X919 Galsworthy
In Chancery n. vii. 65, I wish I were a gipsy. .Togo *mad-
rabbiting everywhere and see everything.

lEad, 2'. 1. (Later U.S. examples.)
1872 Marietta Hollev My Opinions (1891) 249 At the

same time it madded some of the Republicans. But it didn't
me. 1893 ' O. Thanet ' Stories Western Town 31, 1 madded
him first ; I was a fool. 1916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in
Red Gap vi. 268, I think to find him all madded up and
mortified; but he's strangely cheerful for one who has
suffered. 1924 W. M. Kainr Troubled Waters vi. 59 O'
course, it ain't that any of them's afralH to mad that crazy
gunman, Tait.

Madagascau (msedai^se-skan), a. and sb.

[irreg. f. Madagascar (see next) + -an.] a. adj.

Of or pertaining to Madagascar, b. sb. A native
or inhabitant of Madagascar,
iK6Ibis 135 The alternative hypothesis, .that the Mada.

gascan and Columbian species (of Snipes] have changed.
1890 Century Diet., Madagascan, a native or inhabitant
of Madagascar.

Madagascar (msed^se'sk^). The name of

the large island off the east coast of Africa, used
attrib. to denote persons and things (esp. products)

28

of Madagascar, and in special collocations as

Madagascar cat, the ring-tailed lemur, Lemur
catia ; Madagascar (clove) nutmeg, manna (see

quots.).
igooBKYDEN^ww.^". /4/9*. 12 Some ofthese curious lemurs,

which are usually known as '*Madagascar Cats'. 1866
Treas. Bot. zB/2 One specter, A{gathophtllu/n]aromaticumf
grows in Madagascar.. .The fruit, .encloses a kernel of an
acrid caustic taste, known as ^Madagascar Clove Nutmegs,
1889 Century Diet., Dulcitol.,\?> commercially obtained
from an unknown plant in Madagascar, and in the crude
state is called *Mad<igascar jnanna.

Madagascarian (m£edagaeske»Tian), a. [f.

prec, + -AN.] = *Madagascan(?. Also Madaga's-
carene, Sladag'a-scrian sbs. = *Madaga3CAN sb.

1826 Radtxwa : or The Enlightened African etc. iv. 78
The first order is usually composed of those termed the
white Madagasciians. i860 [C. Nordhoff] Boy's Life
Aboard Ship 11. xiv. igg The natives, .are mostly black, the
descendants of Madagascarenes. 1875 A. Newton in .fiwcyt/.

Brit. III. 758/2 Madagascar, the Comoros, and the widely
scattered Mascarene Islands constitute a fifth Subregion, ,.

and for this we may most reasonably use the name * Madagas-
carian '. 1893 — Diet. Birds 347 Those [genera] belonging
to the insular or Madagascarian Subregion.

Madbraiu. A. sb. Delete ^Obs, and add
modern example.
1876 Meredith Beaucli. Career xxxv, He began to think

her lost beyond hope, embaiked for good and all with the

madbrain.

IVCadcapery (mse'dkseperi). [f. Madcap sb, +
-ERT.] The behaviour of a madcap ; mischievous

or reckless conduct.
1904 Slauen Flaying ihe Game xii. C1905) 139, 1 wondered

what madcapery Kich had been up to.

Madder, j^.^ 4. Add : madder-bleach, a

special method of bleaching cotton ; madder-
print, madder-printed cloth or cotton {Cent, Diet.

1890).
190. L, A. Olney Textile Ckem. 9f Dyeing II. 48 (Cent.

Suppl.) In calico printing.. where a particularly clear and
white ground is desired the *madder-bleach is used.

Made, ppl- a- Add : a b. Of bills of ex-

change : (See quots.)

1868 Seyd Bullion ^- Foreign Exch. 89 The^ foregoing

Foreign Bills of Class 2 are called drawn Bills, being usually

negotiated from the Drawer direct to a London Foreign
Banker ; but where such drafts are made in the Country,
and sent up to a corresponrlent in London, who then nego-
tiates the same with his own Indorsement on them, they are

called 7Hade Bills. Ibid. 90 Bills drawn abroad and pay-
able abroad, but negotiated in the United Kingdom, are also

viade Bills.

5. Comb, Made-to-order-iiesSf the state or condi-

tion of being made to order.

1923 GlasgoTv Herald 8 Nov. 4 There is an air of cynical
made-to-order-ness about the second [poem].

9. made-over (examples) ; made-up {e) of articles

of trade, ready-made, not made to measure
; (/") of

stakes, arranged after the original programme of

races is drawn up.
1912 R. A. Wason Friar Tuck xxx. 208 When Jim came

back he was a *inade-over man, and everyone asked him if

he had religion. 1915 Lit. Digest (N.Y.) 21 Aug. 371/2 It

isn*t a made-over model, reduced in size,. .it is a brand new
car. X916 J. E. Wells Man. W^rititigs M.E. 294 A copy,

and perhaps a somewhat made-over copy of an earlier text.

1876 Coursing Calendar no In the *made-up stakes for

puppies Mr. Farmer's brace.. made a good display. 1895
New Rett, June 631 It is an odious fact that this country
spends about a million and a half a year in the purchase of

made-up clothes from Germany.

Madeleine (mse'dkui). Also madeline. [F.]

A (kind of) small rich cake.
1846 Francatelli Mod. Cook 404 Madeleines.. are made

with the same kind of batter as Genoese cakes, to which
cuiTants, dried cherries, candied peel or angelica, may be
added. 1895 Mary Ronald Century Cook Bk. 477 Made-
leines. 1922 Q. Rev. July 89 He is in his home in Paris,

dipping a madeleine into a cup of tea.

Madonna. 4u Madonna lily (earlier ex-

ample).

1877 Eliz. S. Phelps Story of Avis vx.. 172 An exquisite
motion which an artist, .would not have wasted. .on any-
thing less than a *Madonna lily.

Madras! (madr^e'si), a. 2ca.Asb. Also Madrassi,
-assee. [Urdij ^.J^* Madrasz^ f. Madras the city

in southern India.] a. adj\ Of or pertaining to

Madras, b. sb. A native or inhabitant of Madras.
a 1877 H. HhvcTiGKn Stray Leaves^GT. n. (1879) 129 While

ruminating, a Madrasi servant came out. 1878 Chambers's
yml, Feb. ris/i English, after the rickety fashion of a
Madrassee, Sam spoke fairly enough. 1921 Contemp. Rczk
Sept. 291 'Western civilisation ', said an eminent Madrasi
the other day, 'has led to war'. 1924 Blackw. Mag. Aug.
227/2 The officer commanding.. Madrasi Christians, will

not admit this.

Madrigalesqne (mtedrigale-sk), a. [f. Mad-
rigal +-ESQUE.] Having the features or charac-

teristics of madrigals.
1924 W. H. Hadow Music 99 A pleasant light comedy set

to madrictale^iqiie music with a real sense of characterization.

Madrilenian (mjedrilrnian'), a. and sb. Also
Madrileuan, Madrilenean. [f. Sp. MadrileHot
-lena of Madrid.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to

Madrid, b. sb, A native or inhabitant.of Madrid,
1890 Century Diet. (adj. and sb.) 1909 Daily Ckron.

3 July 3/1 A far better opportunity,, of seeing the inner life

MAGICO-.

of a Madrilenean family of distinction. 1921 J. B. Trend
Pict. Mod. Spain 65 Some cri tics have accused Baroja of dis-

torting the Madrilenan character. 1927 Chambers's yrttl.

Sept. 675/2 'J'o taHc politics with Madrilenians in the caf<^s.

Madstone. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1834 Southern Lit. Messenger I. 1S2 He had no doubt

that he should be able to form a concrete mass by means of
beef gall and alkali, which would resemble and equal in
virtue the madstone.

Maeterlinckian (m^itsjli-qkian, ma-tai-), a.

[f. A/aeler/iftcl' + -{i)AU.'\ Of, pertaining to, or

having the characteristics of, Maurice Maeterlinck,

the Belgian author (1863-) or his writings.

1904 W. L. CouRTNKY Development Maeterlinck 35 It is

hardly a characteristic example ofthe MaeterlinckJan drama.
1905 Daily Chron. 25 Sept. 6/4 She lived in a far-off Maeter-
linckian age. 1909 Times Lit. Suppl. 22 Apr. 150/2 Con-
flicting with the spirit of mystery and fascinating Maeter-
liiickian unreality.

Mafficker, (Example.")
1910 Black IV. Ma^. July 9/2 The 'mafficker' may here-

after come within sight of the enemy.

Mafiaism (matraiiz'm). [f. Mafia + -ISM.]

The doctrines and practices of the Mafia.
1927 Daily Tel. 22 Nov. 7 Thuggism meant an end to

human life ; Mafiaism poisoned every department of iL 19*8
Ibid. 15 May 13/5 A small bronze statue has been presented
to Signer Mori, Prefect of Palermo, in token of gratitude for

his great work eradicatitig Mafiaism from Sicily.

Magf (maeg), sb,^ Abbreviation of Magnbto.
Also Comb., as mag-generator.
J920 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 562/2 Having wrestled for an

hour with the mags., they were eventually induced to give
forth reluctant sparks. 1922 Autocar 10 Nov. 1039 One of
the most interesting of the B.T.H. products is a mag-
generator set.

Magazine, -^^- Add: 6. b. (Later examples.)
1915 ' Ian Hay ' First Hundred Thou. vii. 77 Pumpherston

graciously accepted the charger oi cartridges.., rammed it

into the magazine, adjusted the sights, ..and fired bis first

shot. 1919 Boyd Cable Old Contemptibles xvii. 277 Car-
ruihers..took a box of cartridges from a niche in the wall,
and proceeded to recharge his magazine.

7. (sense 6 b) magazine-slot \ magazine-rights

//., the rights of publishing matter in a magazine.
1909 Westiti. Gaz. 14 July ii/a In America **inagazine

rights ' did not necessarily mean publication by instalments.

The term was used to distinguish magazine rights from
newspaper syndicate rights. 1923 Ku'ling Land 4" ^^^^

Tales 178 The tiny twenty-two cartridge had dropped into

the *magazine-slot.

MaffazinedOlU (margazi'*nd9m). [f. Maga-
zine sb. + -DOM.] The world or sphere of maga-
zines.

1890 Reif, ofRi^ietvs I. g/i Such a guide to magazinedom
as you propose to tstablish would be extremely useful. 1902
Tablet 22 Sept. 448 It is the very romance of magazinedoin.

Magdalenian (msegdalfnian), a. and sb,

Archmol. Also madelenian. [f. Magdalen or

L. Magdalena^ substituted for Madelaine (seedef.)

+ -IAN,] a. adj. Belonging to the palasolithic

period represented by remains found at La Made-
laine, Dordogne, France, b. sb, A man or woman
of this period.

1885 Gkikie Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 2) 914 Those [deposit*;]

which contain welUfinished implements associated with
carved bone and ivory, as at the caves of La Madelaine
(P^rigord), have been called Magdalenian. 1896 A. H.
Keane Ethuol. 87 Madelenian or Third Cave Age. 1911
SoLLAS Anc. Hunters 323 The Magdalenians were quite

capable of making respectable buckles or fibula?. 19*1
Glasgoiv Herald lb Feb. 13 The Magd;denian people. 1930
Times Lit. Suppl. 3 July 547/1 It is not a question of what
the Aurignacian or Magdalenian believed, so much as of
what his remains declare him to have believed.

Mage. 2. Delete -^^Obs. and add quot.

1877 Smith
(J-

Wace's Diet. Cltr. Biog. I. 477/2 The author
of that superstition was Masdec, . . a niage, who gathered the

credulous around him.

Mageship (m^'-d^ijip). [See -SHIP.] The
position or function of a mage.
1875 DowDEN Skaks. His Mind ^ Art i. 37 Prospero must

forever have remained somewhat apart and distinguished

from other Dukes,. by virtue of the enchanted island and
the marvellous years of mageship.

Magic, sb. Add : 1. d. Like magic : at once,

with incredible rapidity, {(li. Like B. i b.)

1857 Knickerbocker Mag. Jan. XLIX. 98 Broiled chicken
and oysters, .disappeared from before us like magic.

Magic, a, 3. Add : Magic siilck (see quot.).

1901 Day & Buckle Art in Needlew. 41 A playful varia-

tion upon chain-stitch . . is effected by the use of two threads

of different colour.. .The light thread disappears, and comes
out again to the left of the dark one. ..This ' magic stitch',

as it has been called, . . is to be found in Persian, Indian, and
Italian Renaissance work.

Magical, a. 3. (Modern example.)
1915 Hastings^ Encycl. Relig. .5- Ethics VIII. 322/1 The

famous constituent of the mediaeval magical circle.

Hence also Kagrica'lity, magical power or

quality.

1924 W. J. hocKE Coming of Amos iv, 43 An untouched
cheque-book of whose magicality he was innocently cerCatiu

Magicianly (mad^i Janli), a, [f. Magician +
-LY 1.] Befitting a magician, such as a magician

would have.
1928 Observer i July 8 Here he is again with two tmmps

up his mngiclanly sleeves.

iMagiCO- (mse'd^iki?). Combining form ^i

Magical with other adjs. as inagico-religious.
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xgta^Nature itg Apr. 540/2 The complex and inexorable

system of inagico-religious gennas. 1934 W. B. Selbie
Fsych^L Rcli^,-iy It [Mana] belongs to the magico-religious
region.

Magistery. 6. = Magtstebium 2.

1899 C. Fallen IVhaf is Liberalism^ xxxii. 165 The
Church alone possesses supreme doctrinal magistery in fact
and itt right.

^

Maglemose (mcegbm^a-sa). [The Danish
place-name Maghinose (.gi'eat moss) near MuUerup
on ihe west coast of Sjselland.] Used atirib, to

designate an early culture illustrated by articles

found at Maglemose.
1915 SoLLAS Anc. Hunters (ed. 2) 544 The Maglemose in-

dustry is widely distributed around the Baltic. 1921 M. C.
BuRKiTT Preiiisfory xii. 155 These, .formed the Maglemose
culture along the shoresofthe Baltic. 1927 Peake& Fleure
Hunters ff Artists 106 It is customary to speak of these as
the Maglemose civilization.

Maglemosian (msegbm^a -sian), a. Also
-can. [f. preo. +-ian.] = prec.
1918 Wkbster Add. 19Z1 M. C Burkitt Prehistory xiii,

163 '1 he fir.-^t culture found i< the so-called Magleinosean.
19x8 G DavvsOK Age rfGods iii. 46 The mixed forms of cul-
ture known as the Azilian and the Maglemosian.

Magma. Add : 5. magma-basalt Min. -»

LiMBUHGITK.
1885 Geikie Text-bk. GeoL (eJ. 2) 156 Limburgite (Magma-

basalt}, composed of crystals of olivine, augite and magne-
tite in a base more or less vitreous. 1886^. 7r«/. GeoLSoc.
XLI I. 92 Basalts passing into Magma-basalts.

Mag^matic, a. (Add examples.)
1903 Geikik T>-jct-bk. GeoL {ed. 4) 808 Maqmatic Ores.

jgo&Amer. Jmi. Set. July 19 Often the blocks represent
the effect of shattering, due to the. .unequal beating of the
^olid rock at magmatic contacts.

KCagnalinm (mcegnri'iiwm). [f. Magn(e3ium)
+ AL(uMiKR-M)-i--iUM.] An alloy of magnesium
and aluminium.
1900 Motorcar World 1. 90/1 Magnalium is a new alloy of

aluminium with from ten to thirty per cent, of its weight of
nuenesium.

Kagnateship (mse-gn^Ujip). [See -SHIP.]
The dignity or position of a magnate.
1916 W. J. LocKB Wonderful Yr. i. 4 The vast, original

^Ifi?*" ^^^ retired . . to county magnateship^

SEagliesiail, a. Add: 2. Ofur pertaining to
Magnesia ^Manissa), the city in Asia Minor.
1904 W. M. Kausay Lett. Ser'en Ch. xiv. 175 Of the seven

cities implied in the Maguesian title five may be enumerated
with practical certainty.

Magneto, sb. Add : spec. The ignition appa-
ratus in certain kinds of internal corabustionengines.
190^ Mrckedy Did. Motoring 164 The wire from the

terminal Z on the magneto being connected to the stud T.
1906 Motor Cycles ^- hoto to Tfianage thetn (ed. 10) 70 The
chain or gear, by which the magneto b connected with the
engine.

b. atirib. as magneto ignition.
IQ03 Afotoring Ann. 215 Two-cylinder motor, 8-borse

Albion magneto ignition. 1904 Mecbedy Diet. Motoring
367 Many cars are now titled with magneto ignition.

Magneto-. Add ; magneto-induced adj. ;

magneto-exploder, a magneto-electric apparatus
for firing an explosive charge.
1869 Chambers's Jrnl. Apr. 271/2 A *magneto-exploder.

.

was shewn, which will fire a fuse, and consequently a cauron.
1908 Installation Neivs II. 149/8 Water-tight bells and
magneto exploders for blasting purposes. 1871 Eng.
Mecluinic 3 Feb. 4S0/1 He is refemug to a galvanic, and
BOt a *magneto-induced current.

Magneton (m^cgui'-tf^n). \%A.Y.magnet&n(%^&
quot. 191 2): after Kuun'BOX.] A unit of mag-
netic moment.
Weiss and Bohr give different values to the unit.

(191a Weiss in Let Idees Afodemcs snr la Constitution
de la Matiere^ Con/irences Faiies en tgtXy (heading) Les
Moments Magn^uque des Atoms et le Magneton.] 1917
R- W. Hutchinson' Adv. Text-bk. Mmgnetismi^ Electricity
II. 313 I'bls fundamental magnet he calls the 'magneton ',

Calculation shows that iron, nickel and magnetite contain 11,

^and 7 of these magnetons per molecule respectiveiy. 19x7
. V. SiOGvvicK EUctronic Th. Valency 208 The Bohr

m^neton . . is almost exactly five (4'96) times the Weiss mag^
netoo. 19*9 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 653/2 In 1911 Weiss, from
measurements then available, concluded that there was a
CundaineiUal unit magnetoa of which all atomic or molecular
moneats were multiples.

Magnolia. 2. (See quol. 1903.) Also mag-
noiia metal.

Said to be named from the manufacturer's mark.
1903 J. F. Buchanan Foundry Nomencl. 70 Magnolia^ a

famous anti-friction metal, the principal ingredientsofwhich
are : lead, tin, antimony and bismuth.

Magpie. 3. b. (Later examples.)
1917 O. W. E. Russell Politics ^ Personalities iv. ix. 357

The most hideous of all known costumes—the episcopal
'Magpie'—cosUj^ioo. Ibid. 360 Carrying with his own
apoittulic hands the sacred appliances of Mitre or Magpie.

Magsman ^ (mx'gzmxo). [f. Mao $b.^ A
contributor to a magazine.
1890 Rev. of Reziitvis Mar. 1. 198/2 Mr. Grant Allen is the

most indefattgable of all magsmen. Articles from his pen
appear in no fewer than four of the magazines of the month.

Magyar. A. sb. Add : 3. Dress-making.
A Mag)'ar bodice or blouse.
191Z Home Chnt 13 Apr, wif-z Take away the lace inser-

tion, and yoa grt a quite plain little Magyar of white
maslin. 1923 Daily Mail iq June 15 A ti^ht-fitting bodice
which buttons down the back, the bolero bodice, and cross-
over magyar.

29

B. adj. Add : 2. Dress-making. Used as the
distinctive epithet of a style of blouse, bodice, etc.,
in which the sleeves are cut in one piece with the
main part of the garment.
191Z Amy J. Rekve Elem. Dress Pattern-making 17 The

Empire yoke may be cut Magyar style if preferred. Ibid.
19 Magyar Blouse. Cut fiom Blouse Pattern. Ibid. 27
Magyar Overall.. .Magyar Bathing' Dress. xgia Quee^t
4 ^lay 737/2 The bodice arranged on simple Majjyar lines.
1922 Daily Mail ^ Dec. i Advt., Charming Wrap Coat
with wide magyar sleeves.

Mahatmism (maihas-tmiz^m). [f. Mahat-
MA-H-lSM.] The principles and practice of the
Mahatmas.
i9|>5 J-^M. Robertson DidShaks.wHte ' Titus Andront-

cus'f 7 The Baconian position, .has no more in common
with theirs than has Mahatmism with the system of Spencer,

Mah Jong (ma d3f?-i]). Also Jongg, and hy-

phened Mah-jong(g. [Chinesej^ ^^mackHao
(Shanghai dial, -tsiang) sparrows (f. via hemp +
/j/a«^small birds), the name of the game.] An old
Chinese game, introduced into Europe and America
about 1923, played usually by four persons and re-
sembling certain card games in many respects. The
pieces used in the game are known as tiles ; they are
1 36 or 144 in number and are divided into five or six

suits. The object of each player is, by picking and
discarding tiles, to secure a hand of 14 pieces
arranged in certain groups (see quot. 1929).
X9J3 Chiang Lee Mah Jong 7 Mah Jong, or Mah Tsiong

(Sparrows), as it is pronounced in the city of Ning Po where
it received its name and modern form, has been in vogue in
China as a card game for about eight centuries. 1983 Daily
Mail 23 June 6 There will be.. demonstrations of Mah
JongKi the wonderful Chinese game which threatens to oust
Bridge. 19*6 Chambers's Jrnl. 6 Mar. 213/2 For fifty
rupees you can purcha.ie a Mah-jongg set of astonishing
workmanship, jgzg Encycl. Bn't. XIV. 677/1 The player
who first succeeds in assembling his four groups and final
pair, is said to be Mah Jong.
Hence Mali Jong" v. ifttr., to complete one's

hand at the game of Mah Jong.
19*3 J- Bray Hoiu to play Mah Jong 12 Each player in

turn draws a tile and discards one in place of this until some
player completes his hand; i.e. *Mah Jongs*. Ibid. 21
None of the fallowing tiles in the hand assist so far in Mah
Jonging (completing the hand). .and may be discarded.

Mahogany. 7. mahogany birch (early ex-
am2:tlc).

1813 Muhlenberg Catal. Plant. 88 Betula tenia. .soft
birch,, .black birch,. .sweet birch, .. or mahogany birch.

Maid, V. Add : 3. trans. To wait on (a person)
as a maid.
1929 ' R. Oke ' Erotic Wind v, It was, of course, certainly

untrue that she had a fourth to maid her.

Maiden. A., sb. Add: 9. b. Short for 'maiden
bed' of strawberries (see B. 5 b).

1938 Daily Express 28 May 5/3 The * runners' are Uud
from the * maidens ' or last year's Istrawberry-Jbeds.

C. Short for maiden betl {see B. '4 f.).

1909 Daily Chron. j Oct. 7/5 The High Wycombe * tenor

'

..thus issues proudly from the Whitechapel foundry a
* maiden \
B. adj. Add: 4. f. In Bell-founding: (see

quots.)
1901 H. E. BuLWER Gloss. Tcchn. Tenns^ Church Belts 3

Maiden bell^ a bell that requires no tuning after it comes from
the mould. 1910 Encycl. Brit. III. 658/i The metal is then
boiled and run molten into the mould...When extricated it

ought to be scarcely touched and should hardly require
tuning. This is called its maiden state. x9ia H. B, Walters
Church Bells Eug. ii. 47 Sometimes a whole peal used to be
turned out so nearly correct that no tuning was needed;
such bells were known as a 'maiden peal'.

Maidless (m^'dles), a, [f. Maid 5i, + -Li:ss.]

Not having or without a maid-servant.
1909 Daily Chron. ip Aug. 7/3 The clever hotisekecper

knows the value of saymg to the cook—or family, if maid-
less
—

* It is going to be so hot that we'll have cold meals *.

1926 Public Opinion 23 Apr. 410/3 The maidless mother is

the chief victim of the storm.

Maid of honour. Add : 3. U.S. A brides-

maid. Also ti-ansf.

X906 Mary Wilkins Freeman Light of Soul 348 Lily
asked Maria to be her maid of honor. She planned to be
married in church. X911 H. S. Harrison Queed xxi. 267
A victoria containing two lovely young girls sponsor and
maid of honor for South Carolina.

Mail, sh.^ Add : 2. Also U.S. without article.

1873 Jf. H. Beadle Undevet, West yiTcCx. 441, I think this

office gives us three times as much mail as that at Salt Lake.

b. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1873 AuDRicH Marj. DaiUy etc. 163, 1 go over to K— for

my mail.

4. b. (U.S.) mail-boat (earlier example), 'boy,

carriage ^ hack^ ««//<??- (laterexample), -vctsi^iuagon

(earlier example); mail-carrying z.^\. ; mail-box
(example of ^) ; mail-catcher (earlier example)

;

mail-contract, a contract for the conveyance of
postal matter; mail-day, the day on which mails

are dispatched or received; mail-order, an order

for goods sent to a business house by mail ; mail-
order firm, house, one transacting business mainly
by mail ; so mail-order business, catalogue', mail-
rider, -road (earlier examples) \ mall stage (later

MAIWE.
examples) ; mail-time, the time mails take to pass
between two places.
1851 A. O. Hall Manhaltaner 26 Next the dashing cabs

from the early *inail.boat that was taking its morning smoke
behind the swamp. 1922 Marg. B. Houston Wiich-man
XIX. 260 Slie stopped now at the foot of Little Glory to look
in the *maiI-box. Always she brought him his mail now.
a 1861 T. WiNTHROp7(?A«^7^rt/xvii. 196 Jake Shamberlain
aint a hog, and his *mail boys aiiit of the pork kind. 1874
Congress. Rcc. 15 Apr. 3099/1 Hitherto reven [ofiicersl were
known as mail-boys and the others as mail-messengers.
1906 Neil RIunro Daft Days i. The tune of the mail-boy's
song, i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career x. 166 The
Crampton line of public travel and *mail carriage was only
one of the many tributaries to the great trunk lines. 1909
Westm. Gaz. i June 8/3 Ihe various lines of passenger and
*mail-carrying steamers. 1876 Centennial Exposition v.
155 Other interesting exhibits were. .a model showing the
patent *mail-catcher used in the fast mail trains, a 1861
r. WiNTMROP John Brent vi. 61 His ranch is down the
valley, towards Pravo. He owns half the United States
^mail contract. 1907 Coudinglev l.ond. Commerc. Dict.^
Mail Day, the day on which a merchant wriles his foreign

letters, or 'Mails'^ as he calls them. 1916 Hammerton
Argentifte 50 Once a week the exiles from Old England
must feel a quickening of the pulse when they see tlie
announcement in good bold letters 'Mail Day* or 'Mail
arrived *. a 1909 ' O. Henry' Roads of Destiny x. 165 One
afternoon Jimmy Valentine, .climbed out of the "mail-hack,
1906 Churchman 10 Nov. 724 All 'mail matter for the
secretary of the convention stiould be addressed to [etc.].

1905 N. y. Even. Post 20 Apr. 6 '1 he generic term ' *mail-
order business includes everything from the great Chicago
firms which do the business of a high-class modern depart-
ment store by correspondence, to thesolitaiy operator [etc.],

1906 S. E. Sparling Introd. Business Organiz. 318 The
mail order is based almost exclusively upon circular adver-
tising, and while the mail-order firms employ general pub-
licity, they rely almost exclusively upon circularizatton in
developing and holding the trade. 1919 H. L. Wilson Ma
Petteugill V. 176 We got down the mail-order catalogue the
mmute you Jeft that money with us. 1928 Collier's 29 Dec.
7/1 Wasn't it my suggestion that marriage be turned over
to the mail-order houses? 1801 in C. Cist Cincinnati (iS^z)
177 The *maii-rider..from the upper route. \Z^6 Knicker-
bockerMag,XXy 11.52 Tlie malUrider sjuik down apparently
through the solid ground with his horse and saddle-bags.
«i86iT. WiNTHROpy^'/iW £r^n^ iii. f 1862) 32, I had made my
arrangements to start abont the tirst of September, with the
Sacramento mailriders. x8i8 in Fearon.S'>fe..^;«^r.43oAbout
three miles from the great *mail road to Cincinnati. 1821
T. Nuttall 'Irav. Arkansas i. 35 On the morning of the
second of October, 1818, I took my departure from Phila-
delphia in the *mail stage. 1834 Southern Lit. Messenger
1. 181, I took my seat in the mail stage, and travelled tliree
hundred miles without once going to bed. 19x2 Chmnbers's
Jrnl. Jan. 5/2 'the *mail.time between that town [Villa
Rica] and London will be reduced from thirty days to about
eighteen. 1909 ibid. June 343/2 *MaiUvans in large numbers
. .are now being driven by mechanical power. 1872 Eggles-
TON Hoosier Schoohn. xvii. 135 You can git on the *mail.
wagon that passes there about five o'clock.

Mailabi'lity. U.S. [f. Mailable a.] The
quality or fact of being mailable.
1903 in Publishers* Circular (l.ond.) 3 Mar. 275/3 As the

card does not bear on the address side the words * United
States of America ', its mailability is not affected by my
circular of the i6th ulu

Mailed, a. 2. Add : mailedfisti taken as the

emblem of superior force or might.

^ [See quot. 1897 in Diet] 1898 igth Cent. Jan. 164 Japan
is a foe who will not be terrified by the mailed fist of
Germany. 1898 Rev. of Revie-ws Mar. 214 Prince Henry
of the mailed fist has by this time reached bis destination.

Mailing, vbl. sb.^ Add : mailing-list U.S.,

a register of addresses to which goods and postal

matter are sent.

X909 Daily Chron. 12 Oct. 4/5 In the States there are
600,000 farmers on the mailing list. rgzS Pnblishcrs' Weekly
26 May 2201 It is proposed that the booksellers of the
country place in this Clearing House. .duplicates of their
mailing lists.

Main, fz. 11. Add: main crop, the chief crop,
excluding the early and late varieties or sections

;

also attrib. (usn. with hyphen).
1782 Mawk & Abercrombie Every Man his own Gardener

(ed. 9) 119 Onions or leeks for the main crop should be sown
the beginning or middle of this month. 1859 R. Thompson
Card, Assist.2^()T\\^ main crop of the L.ong Horn, Altrinc-
ham, and other large sorts [of carrots] for winter use, should
be sown [etc.]. 1877 H\a&E.RXi Amateur's Kitchen Gard, 49
The second early and main crop sorts [of peas]. 1880 Encycl,
Brit. XII. 286/2The varieties of the potato :ire very numer-
ous... Early.. Main Crop and Late. x^^Sutton^s Cult.Veg.
?f Flowers 147 Potatoes for main crops should now be got in.

JWf^^-i'" (m^in), V. [f. main road (Main a. 8 b).]

trans. To convert into a main road.

1937 Daily Tel. 7 June 11/3 The widening and 'maining'
of the road leading to the Royal Hotel corner.

Maine (mJin), j3.'-^ U.S. The name of the State

oiMaine used in Maine {Hguor) law^ a law for-

bidding the manufacture or sale of intoxicating

liquors ; hence applied to similar laws (see quot.

1897).
xSss Knickerbocker Mag. XLV. 479 Theyhave the Maine

Law down below, i860 W. L. Sarcant R. Owen -J His
Soc. Phil. xix. 216 Nor had he had recourse to a Maine
law. 1864 T. H. Nichols Amer. Life I. 76 But drunken-

ness becoming common,.. spirits were banished, the apple

orchards cut down, .. * Maine Laws' were finally passed.

1871 Scribuer's Monthly I. 673 Its special suggestiveness

resides in the fact that it originates with the friends of the

Maine law. 1897 Encycl. Soc. Reform 1107/1 A prohibi-

tory law was passed in Maine in 1846, and in 1851 a more

stringent one, including the provision for the seizure and
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destraction of intoxicating liquors (known as the 'Maine

Law'..) was enacted... Vermont in 1S52, New Hampshire

in 1855, and Connecticut in 1854, passed the Maine law.

b. Maine law man : n prohibitionist.

1S5S Ltlsure Hour 3 }anc 352/2 Upon the extensive mines

are large numbers of teetotallers and Mame Law men.

"Main Street. [Main a. 8 c.] I'he name

given to the principal street in certain towns, esp.

in the United St.ites. Hence used allusively.

The term has become more familiar since the publication

of Sinclair Lewis's novel, Miiiit Strict, in 1920.

1817 S. Bkowx Western Gaz. 92 Main street presents to

the traveller as much wealth, and more beauty than can be

found in most of the Atlantic cities. 1843 Yale Lit. Maf.
VI 11. 308 It (Bodkinvillel can boast of but one street, which,

by way of distinction is called Main street. 1853 B. F.

Taylok yan. ^ ywie (1871) 255 The quivering lightning

flutters in at the windows on Maine Street. 1855 Kmcker-

bocker Mag. XLVL 328 Ixiuisville is an imposing, wealthy

city. Main-street, in its entire extent would do honor to any

metropolis in .America. 1916 Bower Phantom Herd 1. 5

You'll have to let me weed out .some of these Main Street

cowbo>-s. 1931 Times Lit. Svppl. 9 Apr. 282/3 He dislikes

uniformity, mass-control, Main.street and Rotarian ideals.

Maiotic, variant of *Meiotic a.

XEaisoiinette. Add: 2. (Usually in the

form maisonette.) A part of a residential building

which is let separately, distinguished from a flat by

not being all on one floor.

191a Chambers's Jrnl. Feb. 144/2 Flats or maisonettes,

such as Queen Anne's Mansions, Westminster, London.

MaitlfF, variant of Metif.
1805 Sibley in Ann. gth Congress 2 Sess. loSr Some of the

women who had been servants in good families.. married

maitiffs of the country.

Maitre d'tdtel. Add : 2. An hotel manager.

1891 R. H. Savage My official Wife iv. 46 The attentive

maitre iThitel 6ew past us and threw open the door of a

splendid apartment 1913 ' M. Ablen ' These Charming
I'eople 85 The agreeable and polished RL Risotto, prince of

maitres dhdtels, chanced by our table.

Maize. Add : 3. Freq. denoting a colour of

cloth or dress-materiaL
1858 ' Geo. Eliot ' Scenes Cler. Life i6 Maize is a colotir

that decidedly did not suit his complexion. 1878 CasscU's

Family Mag. IV. io6/t Coloured silk braids being let into

the indented lines—cardinal on mouse-colour, maize on

brown, &c. 1923 Daily Mail 15 June 6 Advt., Crepe do

Chine .. newest shades, including: Pale Pink, .. Maize,

Lemon.
4. maize-yellow,

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. LeatlitrM. 2) 607 Light ochre
yellow, *maize yellow to dark gold ochre yellow,

Majesticalness. (Modern example.)

1905 Westm. Caz. 19 Apr. 1/3 The majesticalness of this

master-work of human genius and human sorrows.

Majoli {miyp-M). [i. the names of Michael

and Thomas Majoli, Italian bookbinders of the

15th century.] Used attrib. to denote an orna-

mental style of bookbinding.
1890 Catal. Exhib. Bk..bindings Grotier Club 37 [Book]

Brown morocco .. Sides decorated with a Maioli design.

C1895 W. Matthews Mod. Bookbinding 71 (Cent. Suppl.)

The principal features of a Maioli design, I claim, are a
perfect curve in scrollwork where it is used, a framework of

flowing curved lines [etc.].

Major, i*.l Add: 1. c. (See quot. 1919.)
191a R. Blatchfohd Life in Army xvii. (1914) 123 The

' major ' meant well. 1919 War Slang in A tliemeiim 25 J uly

664/1 * Major ', for Sergeant.inajor—a polite form of address

by an N.CO. 1925 E. Fkaser & Gibbons Soldier ff Sailor

Words.

Major. A. adj. Add: 1. d. In Bridge.

Major suit : Spades or hearts, which count more
than diamonds or clabs.

1919 R. F. Foster On Auction 66 The standard for a free

bid in a major suit is five cards headed by two sure tricks.

B. sb.'^ Add : 6. U.S. In some universities, a

subject to which Sfiecial attention is given during

a certain period of study.

189a in T. W. Goodspeed Hist. Univ. Chicago (1916) 14a

A subject taken as a major requires eight or ten hours class.

room work or lecture work a week. 1891 Univ. ofChicago
Bull. No. I. 12 Tiie Major will call for lo. ii, or 12 hours
of Class-room work each week, the Minor for 4, 5, or 6 hours
of Class-room work each week. XO07 Columbia Univ. CataL
Mar., Open only to students taking a major in the Depart-
ment of English. 1926 [see *MiNOR B 10].

Major, V. Add : 3. U.S. intr. Of a university

student : To take, or qualify in, a major coarse of
study.
1927 Brit. Weekly i Sept. 470/2 It is a thesis for the Th.D,

degree, for which he has already stood the examination,
* Majoring ' in the Greek New Testament at Louisville.

1929 Fublis/ters' Weekly 20 July 252 Bulbous-headed ado.
lescents who have majored in English descend in shoals.

Majorcan (madg^-jkan), a. and sb. Also 7
Majorkine. [f. Majorca the nan-e of one of the

Balearic Islands -i- -.VN.] a. adj. Ofor pertaining to

Majorca, b. sb. A native or inhabitant of Majorca.
1697 Maundrell yourti. Aleppo {ed. 2) 124 We.. were

very courteously receiv'd by the Guardian, Father Raphael,
a Alajorkine by Birth. 1848 Sabink tr. Humboliit'sCosnios
II. 147 One maritime people after another, Phoenicians,..
Majorcans, . . and Spaniards, made successive efforts to

penetrate onwards in the Atlantic Ocean. i8;j3 Gentl. Mag.
Feb. X. 219 Thefamily of Napoleon 1. was originally native

of that island ix. Majorcan. 1876 C. T. Bidwkll Balearic
Isl. 105 Myrt!e.covered posts, in the use of which the

Majorcans display natural skill. Ibid, zii Majorcan carpets

and matting cover the floors.

30

Uajor*domO. Add : o. U.S. In soath-westem

states, an overseer on a farm or ranch; also, the

water-master or official in charge of irrigation in

New Mexico.
X836 Edward Hist. Texas ix. agi Having thus glanced at

the Major domo, we shall lake a peck at his Locum tenens.

1848 E. Bryant California xxix. 352 We inquired for

the mayor dotno, or overseer. 190a F. H. Newell Irriga-

tion in U.S. 107 He is usually known as the ' waicr master '

or *ditch-rider' ; or, in Spanish-speaking communities as

majordomo. 1910 Jer. Hart P'igilanleGirl x\w. 195 Arthur's

chair was taken to ihc portal, where they found the major-

domo and a group oi vagueros waiting.

Kajority. 7. Add: majority-vote \ majority

calling, in Bridge, the practice of reiiardingacall

of a greater number of tricks as higher than any

other, irrespective of the suit ; majority-Socialist,

one who after the division of the German Socialists

acted with the larger party ; majority-verdict, the

verdict of the majority of a jury.

1929 Portland Club Lett, § 4 While, at the Portland Club,
' value calling ' is invariably played at * Auction ', * *majority

calling* is being used at 'Contract*. 1919 J. Bucham
Hist, War XX. 125 The great governing parties, apart

from t'leConservativeson the extreme riglit and the Minority

Socialists on the extreme left, were the Catholic Centre,

the Radicals, the National Liberals, and the *Majority

Socialists. 1923 E. A. Ross Russian Soviet Republ. iq

At this time [1918] a Soviet was forniL-d in Berlin, to which
members of even the Majority Socialists adhered. 1903

Westm. Gaz. 7 Apr. 5/2 The jury.. sent in to court to

inquire if the parties would accept a *majority verdict. 1909

Daily Ckron. 11 Nov, 1/6 A majority verdict liolds good in

French criminal trials, igzy Chambers s Jrnl. 602/2 Now
he had the ^majority vote.

SCajorize, v. Add : 3. Mus, To put into a

major key.

1927 Musical Times Nov. 1040 So monotonous a thing

as to majorise every cadence.

Make, J*.2 Add: 8. C;/ M^ w/a.^^ (earlier U.S.

examples).
1873 J. H. Beadle Uncievel. West x-vi. 402 They're all on

the make, and in with these roughs. 1883 J. Hay Bread'
•winners x. 150 You aint on the make, you're fixed.

10. Bridge. Tlie declaration (of trumps),

190a J. B. KvwKLi. Bridge 13 In considering a heart make,

the dealer should be influenced by the general strength of his

hand and by t!ie number of honours be holds in the trump
suit. 1905 R. F. Foster Complete Bridge 316 The declara-

tion is often called the make.

Make, z^' 35. b. (Add example.)
191* Gai^worthv Inn Tranq, 50 Suddenly the ground

grew lumpy and made up-hill.

53. f. To make doj lo get along, be contented,

with (something) as an inferior substitute.

1927 Observer izknz- 16/4 Up to last Sunday the listener

who was content to receive only the programmes frojn bis

local station.. could make do with a very simple and ineffi-

cient form of direct-coupled tuning arrangement.

65. Also to make it, to bucceed in traversing a

certain distance. U.S,
1905 Rex Beach Pardners li. (1912) 56 We can't make it

over into Mexico without being caught up. 1922 Titus
Timber \\\. 67 I've been planning to diive into the hard-

wood for the last week; I can make it to-day and from there

I have to go into town.

b. (Later and fig. examples.) U.S,
xgi2 R. A. Wason Friar Tuck xx\\. 187 Badger-face tried

to raise himself on his elbow, but he couldn't quite makeit.

1916 H. L. Wilson Somewlicre in Red Cap i. 25, I hurried

home to cet a bite to eat and dress and make the party.

J928 Publishers^ Weekly 24 Nov. 2184/2 Two books that

almost made the Best Seller List are [etc.].

83. Make a^ain, b. intr* To regain a former

state, to recover.

X909 Wesim.Caz.21 Jan. 12/1 As regards the reef * making
again' with good gold values at the south end ofthe mine, it

is said that the predictions of the new consulting engineer

have been entirely realised.

85*. Make back, iutr. To make oge's way back,

to return.

1848 H. W. Haycarth Bus/t Life Australia vi. 57 The
desire of returning to the pastures on which they have been
reared.. is the most difficult to eradicate of all their bad
habits, for they have been known to * make back * through

every obstacle, for hundreds of miles.

Make-. Add : make-and-break, used attrib.

to denote apparatus for automatically making and
breaking electrical contacts.

1857 Ckambers^s frnl. 22 Aug. lai/i The transmission of

the current having.. to be made through a make and break

key of metal. 1904 A. B. F. Young Compl. Motorist (ed. 2)

197 The time of firing is controlled by a simple * make-and-
break ' commutator placed on the half-time shaft. 2920 Con-
quest June 404/1 Make-and-brexik switcli.

Make-do, ^- [f- to make do : see Make v,

53 f.] Characterized by makeshift methods.
1923 Daily Mail 12 Feb. 4 When prices steadily mounted

to their peak, thousands of careful housewives adopted what
was known as a * make-do * policy.

Maker. Add : 6. b. Bridge. The player who
makes the declaration.

1902 J. B. Elwell Bridge 24 When the * maker ' is on your
right, you have the advantage that your trumps are over his.

Makeshift. 1. (Later example.)
1848 N. Y. Mirror 5 June (Bartlett s.v. Wire-puller')

Already that city [Philadelphia] is filled with wire-pullers,

..and the whole breed of political make-shifts.

Making, vbL sb.^ Add : 8. b. //, Paper and
tobacco for making cigarettes. U*S,

MALEDICTIVE.
1907 S. E. Whitk Arizona Nights i. ix. 161 ' Well ', agreed

Rogers, 'pass over the "makings" and i will.' a i9<^
* O. Henry' Roads of Destiny \\\\. 134 He took out his
* makings ' and rolled a cigarette. 1916 Bower Piiantoui
Herd \in. 116 Luck.. trailed over to a table and gleaned
* the makings* from among the litter of papers. .and rolled

himself a much-needed smoke.

Making-Up. (Add examples.)
1878 E. C. Maddison SpecuL Stock Exch. 15 The process

known as 'niaking-up' settles many bargains before the
arrival of the settling-day. Making-up commences on the
contango-day and is continued on the ticket-day. 1902 De
ViNNF, Practice of Typogr., Correct Comp. (ed. 2) 171 Notes
are a hindrance in composition and making-up.

b. (Earlier example.)
1878 E. C. Maudisom Specul, Stock Exch. 13 'J'he prices

at which bargains are carried over are called the ' making-
up 'prices.

Malabar. Insert : 1. An inhabitant of the

Malabar coast.

1582 N. LiCHEFiELD tr. Casianheda^s Conq. E. Ind. 37 b,

They asked of the Malabars wliich went with him what he
was? 1723 R. Millar Hist. Propag, Clir. (1731) II. 148 The
Malabars were not to be persuaded. 1867 C. J. Boyle Far
Away 72 Started on foot up the gorge, our bags on the
shoulders of Malabars, who followed at our heels.

2. The language spoken on the Malabar coast.

1801 Sir T. Munro in Gleig Life (1830) \. 322 From
Miliserum to the Chandergeery river no language is under-
stood but the Malabars of that coast. 1837 T, Bacon First
Impress, Hindostan \. 99 He was compelled to fall back
upon his only two words of Malabar.

3. A kind of handkerchief (see quot.),

x88a Caulkeild & Saward Diet. Needleivork 340 Mala-
bars, cotton handkerchiefs, printed in imitation of Indian
handkerchiefs, the patterns of which are of a peculiar and dis-

tinctive type, and the contrasts ofcolour brilliant and striking.

4. attrib.

i(k>6 OviNGTON Voy. Suratt 213 Many of their Women by
their usual Custom in these cases have gain'd the Name of

Malabar Quills. x87a tr. Let. Xavier in H. J. Coleridge

Life XavierW, 73 Enrico Enriquez.. writes and speaks the

Malabar tongue very well indeed.

Hence Malabare'se a. [-ese], of or pertaining to

the Malabar coast or its inhabitants; Ualaba'rian
a. and sb. SCalaba'ric a. and sb.

1709 Profiag. Gosp. East 17 This place [Tranquebar] is

altogether stocked with Malabarian Heathens. Ibid. 28,

I will set down here.. the Malabarick Letters. Ibid.^

1 caused. .the Loid's-Prayer. .to be put into Malabarick.

J723 R. Millar Hist. Propag. Chr. (1731) II. 142 The
Malabarians have a very regular language. 1808 .Stower
Printer''s Gram. Index, Malabaric alphabet, iqzx Blackw.
Mag. May 6 1 2/1 The Moplahs..are the descendants of Arab
fathers and Malabarese mothers.

Malaera'tion. Fatk. [f. Mal- + Aeratiox.]
Imperfect aeration (of the blood).

1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xx. 245 Her counten-
ance exhibits no proof of malacratlon of the blood. 1908
Practitioner Mar. 321 Such cyanosis may. .indicate lack of

propelling power in the circulation, with consequent mal-

acration.

Malamate (mse'lami«t). Also malemute,
[The name of a tribe of Eskimos on the Alaskan

coast.] An Eskimo dog.
1908 LinA R. McCabe in St. Nicholas Mar. 387/2 Few

pure malamutes..are now employed in the mail service.

1915 Lit. Digest (N.Y.) 4 Sept. 467/1 The first automobile
ap;>eared at Nome in the spring of 1904, when malamules
and reindeer beat a quick retreat.

Malappro'pnator. [f. Malafpropeiate z/.]

One who malappropriates.

1904 Hazlitt Book-Collector xi. 206 Your fellow who
writes some objurgatory carr«/ against the malappropriator.

Malariology (male»rif7l6d3i}. [f. Malaria
-f -(o)logy.] Ihe study of malaria.

1926 Glasgo2u Herald i Mar. 11/2 Those medical officers

desiring to specialise in malariology. 1930 M. F. Bovd
{title) An Introduction to Malariology.

Malaxation. Add : O. A form of massage,

1887 D. Maguire Art o/Massage (ed. 4I 46 Malaxation
is the same movement [as petrissage], differing only on
account of the flat of the hand being applied with more or

less strength before bringing thefingers together to exercise

the pdtris-sage.

Malayic (mal/i-ik\ a. Also 8 Malaic, [See

-ic] = Malayan adj.

1723 R. Millar Hist. Propag. Chr. (1731) II. viii. 321

Sermons. .in the Malaic tongue. 1890 Bkinton Races ^
Peoples 230 The Malayic Stock.

MalayO-. (Ad<l examples.)

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 288 i The Macassars. .. Their

language.. belongs to the Malayo-Javanese group. 1887

Feathekman Soc. Hist. Races Mankind II. i. 251 The
Malayo-Melanesians are the most important branch of the

Melanesian stock. 1896 A. H. Keank F.tjuiol. 331 Seroi-

cultured and rude Malayo-African populations.

Male. B. sb. Add : 4. Comb. : male imper-

sonator, a ftfmalewho personates a male on the stage.

1895 C. D. Stuart & Park Variety Stage 222 Serio-

comics, sisters, dancers, male impersonators, and ballad and

character vocalists. 1903 Era 31 Jan. 36/1 Miss Flo Windsor,

tht; IJainiy and Realistic Male Impersonator, igys Bulletin

14 May 5 That popular male impersonator and pantomime

principal boy, MibS Nora Delany.

Malease. 1. (Modern example.)

1930 Ti/nes Lit. Suppl. 4 Dec. 1022/2 Yet her achievement

was muted by excess of ardour and by a subtle, fundamental

malease.

Maledictive (maeUdi-ktiv), a. [f. L. male-

diet- {^see Malediction) + -IVE.] Characterized by

cursing ; uttering maledictions.



MALIKES.
? i8^ Sir S. Ferguson Lays li^estem GatlUZS^) $4 Daily

in their mystic ring They tuned the maledictlve stones.

1905 K. Meyer CtUn Adatnruiin Pref., A poem on the
inalediclive psalms selected by Adamnan.
Mali, variant of Mallee 1.

Malines (malfn), a. and sb, [The name of a
town in Belgium (also called Mechliti) where lace

is made, used attrib, and eUipt.'\
'

L In full Malines lace = Mechlin lace.

1831 Carlylb Sartor lies. i. \v, To TeufelsdrOckh the
highest Duchess is respectable.. but nowise for her pearl
bracelets and Malines laces. 1850 Harper's Mag. Aug.
431/2 Another pattern is. .embroidered and trimmed with
viaJines. igiz Q'teen 13 Apr. 613/1 This coat.. had long
sleeves slit up at the wrist, and edged with white net
bordered with Malines.

2. A Belgian breed of the domestic fowl.

X909 Daily Chron, 17 Nov. 3/5 Malines.. form quite a
considerable class at the Crystal Palace [Poultry show].
1910 Encycl. Poultry II. 295 The Malines fowl is of the
Asiatic type, and is large in size.. .Thereare two varieties

—

the Coucou and the White.

Malkite, variant of Mklchite.
1909 Agnks S. Lewis Codex Climaci Rescriptus Pref.,

The Orthodox, or Malkitc party, which separated from the
great Monophysite Church at the Council of Chalcedon in
AD. 451.

Mallard, 2. c. Add : mallard call, decoy ^

duck, -shooting.

1853 R.Glisan yml. Arttiy Life (1874) x. 119 And there
die like, the wounded mallard duck. 1874 Ibid, xxxiii.

493 There is an abundance of game along the coast such
as canvas-back duck, mallard duck. 1874 J. W. Long
Amer. Wild-fowl Shooting xiv. 186 Morning and evening
mallard-shooting. Ibid. xix. 214 They decoy exceedingly
well to mallard decoys, and come readily to the mallard call.

SfalleilL (mx*I/,in), v» [f. the sb.] trans. To
inoculate for glanders.

1913 Punch 4 Aug. 101/3 AH mules on joining units will
in future be malleincd.

Malo-Bnssiau (m^il<7,r»-Jtan), sb, and a, [f,

Russ. Majiopoccifl Little Russia, or ad. Ma.10-
pOCciHHllHT> Little Russian.] a. sb, A member of
the Little Russian race inhabiting the south of
Russia; their language, b, adj\ Of or pertaining

to the Little Russians, Ruthenian.
i86a fsee Rutheniak sS. 2). 1880 Morfill Russia 74 The

Malo-Russian is very rich in Skazki (national tales) and in
songs. Ibid. 75 The Male-Russian philologists. 19*3 E. A.
Ross Russian Scrniet Ref>ubl. 58 Between Great Russia and
the I'lack Sea live the Ukrainians or Little Russians (Malo-
Rus^Ia[is).

Kalpais (mal patfs). U.S, [Sp., f. malo bad +
pais country, region.] Rugged or difficult country
of volcanic origin.

Z844 G. W. Kendall Santa Fi ExPed. II. 384 We had
crossed the rnal puis, or bad country, as it is called. 1847
RuXTON Adv. Mexico xi. 79 The tract of country known as
the Mai F..iis, a most interesting volcanic region. 1896

J. W. FtwKEsin R<p. Smithsonian Ittsi. 520 The trail,. to
cross the rugged malpais of the Mogollones. 1907 S. E.
White /fr/3tf«a Nights i. v. 96 .Sometimes we skipped., over
little gullies, barrancas, and other sorts of malpais, 1918
MuLFOHD Man/r. liar-zo xvii. i78Slippingon the treacher-

ous malpais and loose aioiies.

Maltese. A. adj. 2. Add : Maltese fever
«= Malta fever (see Malta).
190s Chambers's Jml. Mar, 184/a 'Rocfc '" fever is con-

fined to Gibraltar ; although it is probable that the ailment
known as Maltese f',v<^r, which can be contracted only in
Alalia,, .is closely allied to ic

Mcbltreater (.mseltrrtai). [f. Maltbeat v. +
-ER.] One who maltreats or ill-uses.

1906 B'nkss vqs Hutten WJiat became of Pam i. ii,

I'yrants, idlers, drunkards, mahrraters [of women]. 1915
Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 16S James Wyatt, the maltrcater of
Salisbury cathedral.

Xfltamba (mae'mba). [ad. Kaffir m*namba.1
One or other of the venomous tree snakes of the

genus Dendraspis found in Africa.

1890 P. GiLLMORE Through Casa Latid 23 The mamba
frequently grows to the length of ten or eleven feet. . . There
are two varieties, the green and the brown. 1910 J. Buchan
Prester^olut iv. 80 A black mamba mtpht appear out of
ihe tangle. 19JI Chambers's yrnl, 26 Feb. 203/2 It was a
mamba snake, eight feet long.

Kammotlx. B. adj. (Earlier examples.)
Kreq, in American use before 1850, The reference in

quots. 1S03 and 1803 is to a large cheese presented to
Jefferson.

180a Port Folio (Philad.) 11. 31 (Th.) A Ijaker in this city

offers Mammoth bread for sale. 180a Balance (Hudson,
N.Y.) 19 Oct. 331 (Th.) No more to do with the subject than
the man tn the moon has to do with the mammoth cheese.

x8oj J. Davis Trav. U.S.A. {igoo) ix. 360 Its extra-
ordinary dimensions induced some w icked wag ofa federalist

to call u the Mammoth Cheese. 1813 AV/«' \yeekly Reg,
IV. 33/3 The Mammoth bank bill passed the senate this day
on a third reading.

BEaimny. Add: 2. (Earlier example.)
1837 Southern Lit. Messenger III. 744 These too were

greeted always by the kind appclatives of 'daddy and
mummy '.

BCammy^a [Of obscure origin,] Used attrib,

in mammy chair, a wicker basket or chair used

on ships for conveying persons to and from surf-

boats on the West African coast.

1909 Dpxima Moorb & Gt-ccisBERG W^e Two in W. Africa
16 So I>fonnd myself sitting in the 'Mammy chair', an
ordinary banket-chair with ropes ^lung to the arms and back,

. .and in a moment 1 was whisked on the deck, swung over

31

the side at the end of a long derrick, [etc.]. 19*0 Blackw.
Mag. Tune 848/1 A mammy chair was lowered, and we
made the usual undignified ascent to the main deck.

Mampus (mas-mpcs). dial, [Of obscure origin.]
A great number, a crowd.
c 1730 Dorset Voc. in N. -5- Q. Ser. vi.Vni.45/i A mam-

pus, multitude. 1851 Dorset Gloss. 6 Mampus, a great
number. 1880 Hakdy Trumpet'Major I. ii. 33 The mam-
pus of soldiers that have come upon the down. 1891 —
Tess I. iii. 33 No doubt a mampus of folk of our own rank
will be down here in their carriages as soon as 'tis known.
Iffan, f'^.'^ 4. h. (Additional examples of wa«

to man.)
^
1901 E. A. Ross Social Control 2g So long as the struggle

is man to man . . aconscience is a handicap, 1908 Daily Chron.
II Aug. 4/5 Another form of suasion is the 'man-to-man *

talk.

7. b. //. A class of lay religious teachers or ex-
horters that flourished in the Highlands of Scot-
land. Sc,

1865 Chambers's Jml. 1 8 Feb. 97/1 The Men are fast fading
away. I do not mean the sterner sex.. but a remarkable
clas5 of religious teachers, who have exerted a prodigious
influence upon the social and spiritual life of the Highlands
of Scotland foi a long series of generations.

18- For man of the moment^ see *Moment i c
;

man of destiny, one looked upon as an instrument
in the hands of destiny, esp. applied to Napoleon I

;

also ailrib,

i8a7 Scott Napoleon IX. 329 The great plans which the
*Man of Destiny had been "called upon earth to perform.
X999 Westm. Caz. 26 Aug. 5/1 His man-of-destiny charac-
teristics made him an interesting study to (he newspaper
correspondents. 1921 Shaw Back to Methuselah iv. li. 17S
Nnfioleon [impressively] 1 am the Man of Destiny.
19. <L man-liftings -stopping 7lA\%,

1905 Science Year Bk. 97 *Man.lifting kites have been
undergoing more successful trials at Aldershot, where men
were lifted to heights of over 1,200 feet. 1927 C. L. M.
'^^Qwti Conquest of Air 132 By 1905 Cody had attracted
official attention to his man-lifting kites. 1899 Kynoch
Jrnl. Oct.-Nov. 15/2 The *manstopping powers of the.,
bullets appear to be considerable at short ranges. 1905 Ibid.
Apr.-June 96 In connection witli the Revolver Com-
petitions, .man-stopping bullets are not allowed.

20. man-hour, an hour of a man's work ; man-
power, {a) the power or agency of man in work

;

also attrib, ; (3) used as a unit of power or rale

of working; {c) the number of men available for

a purpose, esp. for military service ; man-root
(earlier example) ; man-rope knot (see quot.);

man-size attrib,^ of the size of a man; large

enough to occupy a man.
19x4 Emsi-ev Factory Costing 16 The number of produc-

tive ' *man-hour.-» ' in each department during each *cost
period '. 1928 Daily Express 19 Mar. 3/2 Fixing an arm
to a telephone pole must not lake more than three-quarter
man-hours. s86x ""man-power [see 19 a in Diet.]. 1893 ^«^.
Mecluxftic Dec. LVIII. 332/2 Maxim's early trials gave..
about I lb. per man-power. 19x7 Churchill in WorldCrisis
igib-iS {xfii-z-]) n. 378 It is not possible to settle the question
of man-power without a clear idea of the plan of campaign.
1919 Brit. Manufact7trer Nov. 25/1 One of these man-
power ploughsj adapted for small holdings and for use on
terraced land, is driven by a cable. X9a5 Army Quarterly
Jan. 567 The man-power of an average regiment of two
battalions. \*^^^wm^¥.ti Lord Raingo x\\. 60 liiggcst piece
of political camouflage ever attempted, the Man-Power
Bill is. 1846 Emoky Military Reconn, 13 The principal

growth is the buffalo grass, ..and very rarely that wonder-
ful plant, the Ipomea Leptophylla, called by the hunter
*man root. 1883 Man. Seamanship Boys 111 A double-
wall, doubIe.crowned.. is used for man-ropes, stopper-knots,

&c., also called a ''man^rope knot. 1913 R. W. Service
Rhymes of Rolling Stone 103 The *man-size mountains
palisade us round on every side. 1928 Publishers* Weekly
16 June 2441 It would seem that since writing is a man-
size job, he would have bis hands full.

TMfa-^ft^ (ma'na), [Maori.] Power in general,

authority, prestige ; spec, supernatural or magical
power or influence.

Now freq. used by writers on anthropology or primitive

religion.

1855 R. Taylor TV Ika a Maui 279 The natives.. feel..

that with the land, their mana^ or power, has gone likewise.

1877 R. H. CoDRiNGTON Let. in Max Miiller tiibberi Led,
(i8;8) 54 Therp is a belief in a force altogether distinct from
physical power, which acts in all kinds of ways for good and
evil, and which it is of the greatest advantage to possess or
control. This is Mana. 1909 Athenaeum 27 Feb. 259/r
Mr. Marett..read before that [International] Congress [of

Religions] a paper on the conception of ' inana '. X9ao
Times Lit. Suppl, 25 Apr. 264/2 Notions of the type of
mana or orenda are of ' a nascently philosophic order '.

Comb, 1924 \V. E, Selbie Psychol. Kelig. 208 A fearful

cringing before some mysterious mana-charged object.

Blazia^e, v. Add : 7. b. With const.

X907 Smart Set Mar. 83/1 You're the sly rascal . . to

manage Mr. Leidermann out of the road so well.

11. b. (Earlier examples.)
1854 Maria L. Charlesworth Ministering Children iv.

47 Rose was. .wondering how William would manage about
getting some logs for Mercy's fire. 1874 * Susan Coolidge'
What K'lty didvX. 181 I've been thinking how we are to

manage about the housekeeping. 1895 ' Geoff. Mortimer '

Like Stars thatfall viii. 108 ' How will you manage about
your hair?' *I shall cut it short, I think.

Kaiia«X10Say (m£enanJu*s^i). U,S. Also mani-
nose, [Amer. Ind.] (See quot. 1859.)
1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2) 84 The Soft Clam or

Mananosay iMya arenaria)^ obtained from the shores of

tidal rivers by digging one or two feet in the loose sand. It

has a long, extensiblei cartilaginous snout, or proboscis,

MANDATE.
through which it ejects water ; whence it is also called Stem-
clam. 1870 Putnam's Monthly Mag, (De Vcre) Even the
toothsome Manonosays {sic] squirted water up through the
sand what time the tides were out. 1890 Century Dict.^
Mantnose^ the soft clam Mya arenaria [Maryland and
Virginia].

SCanatee. 3. Add: manatee-fishing \ mana-
tee-butter, the edible oil obtained from the
manatee.
i86o Mavne Reid Odd People 261 The true season of the

manati-fishing is when the waters of the great flood have
considerably subsided. Ibid. 259 Another valuable com-
modity obtained from this animal is oil, known in the
missions as manati-butter {manteca de manati).
Mancllesterian (mseriitjesti^-iian), a. and sb,

[f. Manchester + -ian.] a. adj. Of or pertaining
to Manchester, b. sb. An inhabitant of Man-
chester, also one of the Manchester School of
politicians.

1821 Kaleidoscope 3 July 423/3 Professing myself to be a
plain Englishman and a Mancnesterian. 1897 Essays in
Liberalism 70 'Sordid inhuman wretch ', 'brutal Manches-
terian ', are the terms applied to those who demonstrate the
national loss of wealth which must result from the substitu-
tion of * Fair ' for Free Trade,
Hence SSanclieste'rianism = Manchesteuism.
1897 Essays in Liberalism 33 A sneer at Cobden, a con-

temptuous allusion to Manchesterianism and the ' dismal
science '.

Manchu (mcen |tj«
•) , sb. and a. Also Manchew,

Manchoo, Manchou, Manchow, Mantcheou,
Mantchoo, Mantchu. [Manchu, ' pure *, the name
of a tribe descended from the Nu-chen Tartars.]
A. sb. 1. A member of a Tungusic race inhabit-

ing Manchuria, which conquered China in 1644 and
was the rulinjj class until the Revolution in 191 2,

1759 Universal Hist., Mod. IV. 278 Here the present
empire of the eastern Tatars, or Manchews..had.iis begin-
ning. 1821 Sir G. Staunton tr. Narr. Chinese Embassy 152
The Mantchoos and the Mongals bear a great resemblance
to each other. 1863 G. Fleming Trav. Mantchu Tartary
441 In the palmy days of the Mantchus, some two centuries
ago. 1883 S. Wells Williams Middle Kingd. I. i. 44 The
Manchus are an agricultural or a hunting people. 1891
RocKHiLL Land of Lamas 52 ThcSeling Amban..is
always a Manchu of high rank.

2. The language of the Manchus.
tSza SiB G. Staunton Misc. Notes China 95 Table of

Contents of a Chinese and Mantchoo-Tartar Dictionary.
xoao Contemp. Rev. Apr. 526 Ferdinand Verbiest..to please
Kantf-hi had learnt Manchu.
B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Manchus, their

country (Manchuria), or their language. Manchu
leaf a kind of tobacco.
1736 R. Brookes tr. Du Halde's Hist, China IV. 90 A

great Number of Mantcheou Mandarins. 1771 W.Guthrie
Geogr. Gram. 534 The Chinese went to war with the
Manchew Tartars. 1847 T. T. Meadows Notes China 795
The prest ige of Manchoo power in war has received a severe
shock. i88a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 96/1 Tobacco.. grown in

the province [Manchuria] being greatly prized througliout
the Chinese empire under the name of ' Manchu leaf*.

]KEaxich.lirian (mscn,tju»'rian), a. [f. Man-
churia (f. prec.) the country of tlie Manchus, now
a dependency of China + -an.] Of or pertaining to

Manchuria. Manchurian crane, a species of

crane (see quot.),

1870 A. Williamson your. N. China etc. II. 29 Several
times we saw the beautiful Manchurian crane, grus jnonti-
gnesia, which has perpetuated the nameofM.de Montigny,
Tate of Shanghai. 1876 A. R. Wallace Geogr. Distrib.

Anim, I. 220 Japan and North China, or the Manchurian
Sub-region, 1899 J. F. Fraser Round World on Wheel
xxxi. 395 In five minutes down swooped several Manchurian
officers.

BEancunian (mEcnjkiw'nian), a. and sb. [f. L.

Mancunium Manchester + -an.] a. adj. Of or

pertaining to Manchester, b. sb. A native or in-

habitant of Manchester.
1904 H. Beswick Last Karkawber etc. 134 ' Th' Owd

Rivvur'—as some old Mancunians dub the Irwcll. 1908
Westm. Gaz, 22 Oct. 2/3 How strangely provincial—may
we even say Mancunian?—is the very recent theory that
Mr. Cobden invented Free Trade.

nCandarin ^. Add : 1. o, transf A person of

much importance, a great man. Often used colloq.

of Government officials, leading politicians, etc.

1907 National Rev. Aug. 838 Our Parliamentary Manda-
rins arc ineffably shocked at the impiety of an independent
Radical. z^o&Neiu Age 6 June 112/2 'Ihe chams, lamas,

and mandarins of London letters are doubtless devising

adjectives for it [a book]. 1918 * Berta Ruck' Disturbing
Charm 11. ix. 234 If you let it get known.. tliat you've got

a view like that, you'll have some of the Mandarins snaffling

that office of yours for themselves. 19*5 E. Fraser &
Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words s.v., 'Ihe Mandarins of

the War Office.

4. mandarin bhte.

i9za Home Chat 13 Apr. 112/2 In flamingo red, Mandarin
blue or wood-violet mauve linen.

Mandatei sb. Add : 4. b. spec A commission

issued by the League of Nations authorizing a

selected power lo administer, control and develop

a territory for a specified purpose.
19x9 League of Nations Covenant Art. xxii, in Encycl.

Brit. (1026) Suppl. I. 755 The character of the Mandate

must differ according to the siage of the development of the

people, the geographical situation of the territory [etcj.

J9ai First Assembly (ed. O. Brett) 228 Copies of the draft

mandates for Palestine, Mesopotamia and Syria were circu-



MANDATE.
Uted confidentially to the members of the sub-Committee.

19ZZ H. W. V. lEJirKKLEV Sccotui Yr. League 81 I he

whole question of Mandates is slill a most serious and very

lareely an unfinished oue.

^Irii. and Coiui. i9ai S/iectator 3 Apr. 4;9'i They
aooarently look udou maiidate-iiiaking as a kind of old.

fJsWoned diplomacy. I9»« Kncycl. B^/. Suppl. 11. 785/=

The mandate syslrm is a term applied to the conditions set

up by the Treaty of Vers.iilles [etc ].

Wandate, z'. Add: 3. To assign under a man-

date (of tlie League of Nations).

iVBGIasgom Herald T}n\y ii Ihe Island of Nauru in

the^acific (which is mandated to the British Empire).

loaa Times Lit. Siippl. 23 Nov. 756/3 The result of the late

war ha* been to eliminate Germany from the map, her teirl-

tories being mandated to the British and oiher nations.

Hence Mandated ppl. a.

xgio J. M. KityNKS Rcon. Conseq. Peace 248 The Man-
dated States should be compelled to adhere to this Union

for ten years. 1911 First Assembly (ed. O. Brett) 229 The
natural resources of the Mandated territory. 1022 Heekly

Dispatch 5 Nov. 8 We were authorised to raise local native

forces to protect the mandated area.

Kandatory. A. adj. Add: spec. Ofpowers
or states : Concerning wluch the League of Nations

has issued a inandate.

1921 First Assembly (ed. O. Brett) 260 The Commission

shall examine the annual reports of the Mandatory States

and advise the Council as to the execution of the terms of

the Mandates.

B. sb. Add : spec. In recent use, a Power
selected by the League of Nations to administer and

develop a territory ; the territory or state which is

assigned thus to a Power.
X919 Lengue 0/ Nations Covenant Art. xxii. in Encycl.

Brit. (1926) Sui pi. 1. 755 This tutelage should be exercised

by them as Mandatories on behalf of the Leatjue. Ibid.,

The wishes of these communities must be a principal con.

sideration in the selection of the Mandatory. 1927 Daily
Express 24 May 3 A nieniorandum issued by the Arab
Executive (Nationalists! . . accuses Great Britain of ignoring

the covenant principle to assist mandatories to become self-

governing.

Ua'n-folk. poet. [Manj^.I] People, human
beings, men.
187s Morris Miieids xn. 825 Let not that manfolk shift

their tongue, or cist their garb aside. 1887 — Odyssey in.

252 Amid other dwellings of manfolk. Ibid. I. 393 Of all

that befalleth manfolk dost thou deem it the evillest thing?

3IEanger (mifind^aj), v.'^ rare. [f. the sb.]

trans. To fasten (an animal) to a manf^er.

1905 W. HoLMAN Hunt Fre-Raphaelitism II. 72 An old

ram mangered by a halter.

Uangle, sb.'i b. Add : mangle-board [Da.

piangleortxf\, a board with which linen and cotton

may be pressed and smoothed.
s^ Elbakor Rowe Cliip.carz'ing^'j The border, .may be

seen on a mangle.board from Jutland, dated 1708. X923
Daily Express 22 June 12^6 The exhiiiits include various

examples from Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Holland...

Dates on the mangleboards go back as far as 1590.

UangOSteen. Add : 2. b. (.See quot.)

x8S9 Bartlett Diet. Atner., Mangostcen, In Barbadoes
this name is given to the Jujube {Zizipktts jitjnbe).

Uanhattanese (mEenhsenauf'z), sb. and a.

[f. Manhattan the name of the island on which
the older part of New York is situated.] a. sb.

A native or inhabitant of Manhattan or New Yorlc.

(See also quot. 1909.) b. ad/. Of or pertaining

to New York or its inhabitants.

1842 J. F. Cooper IVing ^ IVing I. ii Hundreds collected

on the spot, which, in Manhattanese parlance, would
probably have been called a battery. Ibid. 193 This gentle-

man was an American, and a native Manliattanese ; his

near relatives, of the same name, slill residing in New
York. 1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 586 The sound
of India-crackers and the pleasant smell of lobsters is already
perceptible to the senses of the awakening Manhattanese.

2875 Whitman in Genti. Mag. Dec. 706, I was Man-
hattanese, friendly, and proud. 1904 Forum Jan.-Mar,
410 (Cent. Suppl.) 'Her Own Way ..brings together a
Dumber of highly piquant Manhattanese types of to-day,

sketched with captivating drollery. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.,
Mankatianese,.. i. One who lives upon the island of Man-
hattan.—2. The characteristic phraseology ofa New-Yorker,

Uanic (mse-nik), a. [f. Mania : see -ic] Per-
taining to or affected with mania.
189 . Buck's Handbk. Med. .'tci. V. 120 (Cent. Suppl.). 192Z

R. Mary Barclay tr. Kraepetins Manic Depressive In-
sanity 54 The conspicuous contr-tsts between manic and
depressive attacks. Ibid. 106 Manic stupor. 1922 Wood-
worth Psychol, xi. 259 In the excited insane condition known
as * mania * or the * manic state *, the patient is excessively
distractible.

Comb. 1902 J. M. Baldwin's Did. Philos. ^ Psychol. II,

Sgi/a ManicKlepressive insanity (mania anti melancholia).

manicllSBistiC (mi)e:nil<2,i'stik), a. [f. as
MANicH.tiST : see -iSTic] Of the nature of Mani-
chaeism.

1924 Sir O. I-X>dge Making of I^fan ii. 49 A Manichseistic
conception of existence can never have been really satisfying.

Manifold. Csb. Add: 4. b, Shoitforvmnt-
folj-paper.

1897 Brah .Stokkr Dracula xvii. (1912) 241, I began to
typewrite from the beginning ofthe seventh cylinder. I used
manifold, and so took three copies of the diary.

Uanifolder (mse-nifiJnldaj). [f. Manifold v.

+ -BB.] A contrivance for multiplying copies of a
document, or the like; also, a person using this.

1909 Century Diet. Suppl. Z9XX Webster (citing G. H.
Putnam).

32

BEanipnlatey Z'- Add : 3. b. Finance. To
cause (stocks) to rise or fall by affecting the market

in other ways than those arising out of ordinary

business ; to influence (the market) in such ways.
1870 Medbery Men <5- Myst. Wall St. i83 The stock, .was

most adiniiably manipulated, until it finally touched 152.

1903 S. S. Pratt Vi^ork of Wall St. 147 A market is rigged
when it is manipulated.

Hence Manipulated/^/, a. Add quot.

1903 S. S. Pkatt Work of Wall St. 147 A deal is the
ojieration resulting from a secret combitiaiion or agreement
among Wall Street men to tfifect a certain purpose, usually
of a manipulated character in the market.

lUanipulatioil. 4. Add examples of use ia

finance.

1903 S. S. Pratt Work ofWall St. 258 Manipulation plays
an important part in stock speculation. For days and even
weeks together the market may be in the hands of the

manipulators. 1908 Wi'j/w.^a3.26Aug. 2/2Theopportunity
for market manipulation is obvious.

Iffanipulative, a, (Add examples.)
_

1909 Westnt. Gaz. 8 Sept. 11/4 The powerful manipulative
interests are watching events closely... In the history of

American finance many magnates have passed away, but
many have been at band to catch the manipulative mantle
as it fell.

Manipulator. Add : 1. C. One who controls

the price of stocks by specially contrived methods.
1903 S. S. Pratt Work of Wall Si. 256 By false tips and

matched orders or wash sales the manipulators ende.ivored

to establish fictitious quotations for thtir stocks. Ibid. 146
A professional may or may not be a manipulator, but a
manipulator is always a professional.

Man-jack : see Jack j^.l 2 c
Manlessness. Delete f and add : b. Manless

condition.
X9a4 Public Opinion 7 Nov. 460/3 We find girls robbed of

wholesome excitements.. by the loneliness and manlessness
of their lives,

Manling. Delete "^Obs, and add modem ex-

amples.
1895 Kipling znd fitn^le Bk. 184 A Manling with aknjfe

threw stones at my head. 1923 A. S. M. Hutchinson This
Ji'reedom 276 Her baby boy, her tiny manling.

!D([a21IieC|,Ilill (mcenikin). [ad. K. mannequin
Manikin'.] A woman employed in the show rooms
of dress-makers, costumiers, and the like, to wear
and show off garments, {Rarely, a man similarly

employed.)
\^% Pall Mall Mag. XXVII. 119 Another salon, .orna-

mented with tall mirrors in which were reflected the slender

elegant figures of several maniiequin.s, most of them exceed-

ingly pretty and all arrayed in magnificent dresses. 1919
Max Beerbohm Seven Men ji A midjnette who.. murdered,

or was about to murder, a mannequin. 1925 Daily Tel,

13 May 20/7 Advt., A vacancy for. .young lady. .to be
trained as a mannequin and taught show-room duties. 1927
Daily Express 21 June 3 '7 A parade of male mannequins
at the Grande Palais, in Paris.

b. atirib. as maujtequin parade.
1930 Daily Express 6 Oct. 13/5 Autumn Mannequin

Parades will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday this week.

Hence Ma'nziequiiLing' vbl. sb.. Mannequin-
ism, the business of mannequins.
1^27 Sunday Express 15 May 5/3 * Mannequining is a

serious business now*, said the head of a mannequin school

to me. 1928 Daily Express 2 June 4/4 More and more.,
distinguished women.. have recently joined the ranks of
teachers of mannequinism.

HCaxmerize, z'. (Add example.)
X910 A. C. Bknson Silent Isle xv. 103 Tennyson..became

solemn, niannerised, conscious of responsibility.

JMCannose (mse*n^us). Chem, [f. Manna ^ +
-ose2.] c3 Mannitose.
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 722/2 On oxidation, mannose,

like glucose, yields a monobasic acid. 1920 Cross & Bevam
/'a;>^r-.(l/fl.^/«^580ndilutingand boiling, ..dextrose appears
to be invariably formed, and in many cases also mannose.

SCanoeuvrabllity (maniz7:vrabi"liti). [f. Man-
CEUVHABLE.] Capacity for being manceuvred.
1926 Public Opinion i Jan. 7/2 The manceuvrability of the

'planes should enable a pilot to get in and out of any field.

1927 Daily Express 24 Sept, 8 Much will depend on the

skill of the pilots in taking the corner, and also on the

manoeuvrability of the machines. 1930 C. J. Stewart Air-
craft Instruments Introd. p. xvii. The mano-uvrability and
the adequacy of the various control surfaces of an aircraft.

3IIanOB11Trable (mani«*vrab'l), a. [f. Man-
(EUVRKZ'. +-ABLE.] Capable of being manceuvred,

used esp. of aeroplanes or airships.

X92S Gamble Story N. Sea Air Sta/ion yXxi. 211 It [the

aeroplane] was manceuvrable and had a lower landing speed.

Uan-of-'WUr. 2. C. (Earlier example.)
X772-6 J. Andrkws Lett. 392 Partaking of the extreem ill

qualities of a soldier as well as that of a man-of-war's man.
Mano:rlalization. [f. Manorial a. + -iza-

TiON.] The process of making or becoming
manorial.

1907 Q. Rer, July 147 Varieties occurred in the process of
manorialisation.

Hanorshlp. Delete ^^Obs, and add recent

example.
1920 Public Of'tnion^hy\%. i^ifz Both names, .arc. .deeply

associated with the neighbourhood of Old Jordans, its

homesteads, and churches and manorships.

Mansard. Add : C. Comb, as mansard-
roofed.
X915 E. Atkinson Johnny Applesauce 80 From there he

saw the white mansard-roofed mansion.

MAOKILAISTD.

Mansion-llOllse. b. (Earlier examples of
U.S. sense.)

1679 Conn. Public Rcc. III. 42 He shall build upon bis
sayd accomodations a good sufficient mansion hou.se. 1745
Itinerant Obs^rv. 37 A Negro Quarter, is a number of Huts
or Hovels, built at some distance from the Mansion-House.
i8i2 Nilvs' Weekly 2\eg. 111. 9/2 The majority then retired
to the Mansion house. 1837 W. Jekkins Ohio Gaz. 162
A large and elegant Mansion house has been erected on the
ground with numerous smaller cottages and out buildings.
1844 in C. Cist Cincinnati Misc. 68 The mansion housfc of
E. S. Haines. .and various single buildings are observable
for their fine appearance.

Manslaughter (mse-nsl^tai), v. coUoq, [f. the
sb.] trans. To kill without malice aforethought.
1920 Rose Macaulay Potlerism in. ii. § 6, I had left the

house morally certain that Arthur Gideon had murdered (or

anyliow manslaughiered) Oliver Hohart. 1022 A. A. Milne
Red House Myst. ix. 81 'Murdered him?' 'Well, man-
slaughtered him, anyway.'

Mantel, <f^'. o. d. Add: mantel-clock {t^xXx^x

example), -mirror \ mantel-plaoe southern U,S,
— Mantelpiece.
1870 W. M. Baker New Timothy 25 The *mantel-clock

strikes six sharp insisting blows as she exclaims. 1865
Mits. Stowe House <J Home P. 86 Now come the great
*mantcl mirrors for four hundred [dollars] more, a 1870
W. G. SiMMs Last Wager (De Vere) You have a very
singular ornament for your *mantle-place.

Mantic, sb. Add *. Also in //.

1904 Aii/er. yrul. Relig. Psychol. <V Educ. May 107 Sub-
jective faith and ihe specific utterances of faith, offerings,

vows, castigations, sacramental acts and objects, mantics,
revelations.

Mantistic (msenti'stik), a. ff. Gr. yuhm pro-

phet + -istic] Pertaining to divination or pro-

phecy
;
prophetic, mantic.

1876 A. Wilder R. P. Knight's Anc. Art ^ Mytlu 144
(Cent.) An idea of spiritual or mantistic qualities supposed to
be peculiar to the female sex.

Mantle, sb» 11. Add *. znantle-cell, a tapetal

cell ; mantle-cloth, (see quot.) ; mantle fibre

Cytol., a fibril in the nuclear area of a cell which
becomes attached to the chromosomes.
1890 Century Dict.^ *Ma>itle'Cell, in cryptogamy, same as

tapetal cell. 1882 Cauufkild & Saward Diet. A'eedleivork

341 *Alantle clotiis, a term employed in trade to denote
every description of cloth suitable for mantles, cloaks, and.,
exterior clothing. 1910 Encycl. Brit. VII. 714/2 Some.,
become attached to the chromosomes and are termed
*mantle fibres '.

Man-trap, transf. (Add quots.)

1857 W. CuANiJLESs I'isit Salt Lakew. xt 330 The planks
(of the streets) worn out and broken through, leaving large

holes, popularly'known as ' man-traps *. 1890 Century Dict.^

Jifa7t-irap, anything such as an open hatchway on ship-

board, or an insecure building, ladder, etc., likely to become
the cause of injury or death to the unwary. [Colloq.]

Man-trap, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To beset

with man-traps.
1913 J. London Son ofSun iv. iv. 159 Besides, the runs are

all man-trapped—you know, staked pits, poisoned thorns,

and the rest.

Manualette (mseiniwale't). [f. Manual j^.-t-

-ETTE.] A small manual or handbook.
1877 E. J. M ILLS {title) Destructive Distillation ; a manual -

ette of the Paraffin, Coal Tar, Rosin Oil, Petroleum, and
kindred industries.

Manufacturing, ///. a, (Later examples.)
1881 Harper's Mag. Jan. 185/2 Wilmington.. is now

a manufacturing centre of the first importance. 1892 Rep.
Vermont Board Agric. XH. 140 As these manufacturing
centers increase in size, so do the farm lands in like ratio

increase in value.

ManU'ry, a- [f. Manure sb, i.] Littered with

manure.
1890 E. M. Tabor Sto7ve Notes Lett. ^ Verses 29 The

stable-yard repulsive, muddy and manury.

Manzanita. U.S. Also manzanito. (Ear-

lier and later examples.)
1848 E. Bryant Califorttia xviii. 236 We have met occasion-

ally with a reddish berry called by the Californians manzanita
(little apple), 1873 Joaquin Miller Untvriiten Hist. \\.

(1 876) QoThe rich smell of the burningjuniper and manzanita.

X910 Jkr. Hart Vigilante Girl x. 141 He would. .take

a pot-shot at a chipmunk or squirrel, or a jack-rabbit scared

out of the roadside manzanita 1918 Mulfohd Man fr.

Bar.20 xvii. 178 He pushed thiough matted thickets of oak
brush and manzanito by main strength,

attrib. 1869 C L. Bkace'AVh; West xi. 138 Around her

were . . dishes of the manzanita seed. Ibid. xi. 144 These all

had Manzanita apples anuacom^, for stores. 1873 Joaquin
Miller Univritten Hist, xxxiii. (1876) 427. I have cattle on

the manzanita hills above me. 1888 Bret Harte i?r/// Red-
wood Camp 227 A bent manzanito-bush..flew back against

his breast. 1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights i. iv. 68 For

the next day we planned a bear hunt afoot £ar up a man-
zanita caiion.

Maori. Add : 3. White Maori (see quot.).

1883 * A Citizen ' Illustr. Guide Dunedin 169 (Morris)

Tungstate of lime occurs plentifully in tlieWakaiipu district,

where from its weight and colour it is called White Maori

by the miners.

Maoriland (ma-oril^end, mous-ri-). [f. Maoki

+ Land sb^^ A recent name for New Zealand.

Ma'orilander, a while man !)OTn in New Zealand.

i88i Every Boy's Annual 6^7/^ Our goose-wing pen bears

usliglitlydown upon the Maori.land. Captain Abel Taxman
a Hollander, in 1642 discovered New Zealand. 1884 K.

NiCHOLLS {title) The King Country, or Exploratious in New
Zealand. A Narrative of 600 Miles of Travel through

Maoriland. 1896 Mdbourtu Argus 22 July 4/8 (Moms)



MAP.

Always something new from Maorilandl 1896 Melbouriie

Punch 9 Apr. 233/3 (Morris) Norman is a pushing young
Maorilander. 191S Mom. Post 16 June 9/6 The Maori-
landers gave * Hakas ' till their voices failed them.

BEap, sb^ Add : 1, e. Jig, In recent phrases

:

Offthe map : out of existence ; into (or in) oblivion

oran insignificant position; ofno account; obsolete.

On tht map : in an important or firominent posi-

tion ; of some account or importance ; in existence

(see also quots.).
{a) 1904W.H. Smith Pw^/w/rrjii. 54 WhcnshelCarthage]

wouldn't let up, the only thing left was to wipe her otT the

map. 19Z1 R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter vii. 09 A good
set-to is the best way . .to put a stop to quarrelin . It just

wipes the whole thing off the map. X914. Grarui Mag. Jan,

429 '2 [He] had been so harried by the Federal officers that

he had faded off the map. 192a Tatler 6 Sept. 386/1 A man
who owns a lot of coaches . . said that the big stuff, . was off

the map as far as he was concerned. 1924 W. M. Raine
Troubled Waters xiii. 143 'Anytliing new, Matson?'..
' Don't forget we've been offthc map 'most three weeks.' 19*3

Weekly Dispatch 13 May 2/6 Cochineal insects, except for

making tinctures to colour jellies, are practically off the

map to-day.

(b) i9ao P. G. WoDEHousE Damsel in Distress vii. 93
What I mean to say is, you are on the map. You have a
sporting chance. 19x4 W. AI, Raine Troubled Waters xix,

205 iSidn't know you knew I was on the map. You're sure

honouring me. 19*6 '^y.-^xiE.irT Lord Raingo i, xii. 60 Some
)^y if there's two members of the War Cabinet, it isn't

Andrew Clyth and Tom Hogarth—its Andrew Clyth and
Andrew Clyth... But that isn't so. Tom's on the map all

rirfit.

2. (Add quots.)

1781 CowpER Hope 607 He draws upon life's map a zig-zag

line. That shows how far 'tis safe to follow sin. 1899 W. E. H.
Lecky {jtitle^ The Map of Life.

4. map-roller ; xuap-fire, artillery-fire in which
maps are used for laying the guns.
1923 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 252/2 The precision with which

* •map ftre ' could be carried out. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati

245 Shade and *map-roIlers, turning in ivory, done in a
superior style.

jCapf v^ Add : 3, intr. To fall into place on
a map or plan.

1893 Harksess & MoBLEYT'A«ry^/'««c//«tr 338 Show
that . . lines parallel to the a.\es map intounipartiteCartesians.

Maphrodite, aphetic f. Hermaphrodite a. 4 b.

1849 N. KiNcsLEY Diary 33 She is to appearance a bark
j

or maphrodite brig. Ibid, 35. I

Maple. 3. Add : (U.S.) maple-forest, -leaved
\

adj., timberf -timbered adj. ; maple beer, a bever- 1

age made from maple-sap ; maple candy, candy 1

obtained from maple-sap ; maple molasses (ex-
|

amples) ; m.aple awamp, a swamp in which the
:

maple is the prevailing tree ; maple syrup (ex-

amples).
x83« D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. J13 * Maple beer .. is also

made from the same material by the addition of yeast and
;

the essence of spruce. 1857 D. H. Sthother Virginia
Illuttr, I. 23 The table was spread with the best in the

house—cold bread and meat.. maple beer, 1844 Knicker-

bocker Mag. XXIII. 445 While you are getting over the

lock-jaw, I will trail some on ihb snow to take home to little

Sue, who begged me to brinj: her back some 'maple candy.

1840 Ibid. XVI. 267 A small and beautiful lake (with).-

a rich tract of *maple forest on one side. 1813 Muhlenberg
Catal. Plant. 32 •Maple-leaved Mealy Tree {Viburnum
aceri/olium). Ibid. 48 Maple-leaved Hawthorn. 1798-1801

Fessenden Grig. Poems (1806) 133 The lips of my charmer
are sweet As a hogshead of *maple molasses. 183a D. ).
Browne Sylva Amer. iii Maple molasses is made by dis-

continuing the evaporation before the liquid is of sufficient

consbtence to consolidate by cooling. 1863'GAiL Hamilton'
Gala-Days 235 A land flowing with maple molasses and
sugar. 1667 Providence (R. I.) Kec, V. ^17 Standing on the

west Side of a *Maple Swampe. 1789 Morse Amer. Geog.

J43 One species generally predominating in each soil has

originated the descriptive names of. .maple, ash and cedar

swamps. x83a L>. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 106 In the maple
swamps of New Jersey and Pennsylvania. 1855 Knicker-

bocker Mng. XLVI, 225 Cutting hoop-poles in the maple
swamps. 188s Rep. Vermont Board Agric. VII. 63 A
sample of his *maple syrup and sugar. 1885 Outing' Oct.

VII. 77/1 A moment later, all smoking and puffy and
swimming in maple sirup, it disappears. 1905 E. E. Calkins

& R. HoLDEK Art Mod. Advertising 113 Maple-sirup is

a product to which justice has never been done. 1854 Mrs.
K1RKI.AND Western Clearings 3 He had purchased fine

farming land and *maple timber. 1849 Presid. Mess. Con-

fress II. 631 At ^\ a.m., went over good "maple-timbered

and to corner.

Maple sugar. ^'..S". (See Maple 3.)

17*0 Phil. Trans. XXXI. 27 Maple Sugar is made of the

Juice of Upland Maple, or Maple Trees that grow upon the

Highlands. 1784 [see Maple 3J. a 1800 Spirit Farmers
Museum (1801) 235 Maple sugar, we havchandy. 183a D.J.
Browne Sylva Amer. 112 Maple sugar is made in most of

the Northern and Western States, and in Canada. 185* Alick

Caby Clovernoook 74 Everyday in winter she used to feed

them [the beesl niaplc-sugar if she had it. 1886 Harpers
Mag. June 92, 2 Everybody has eaten maple sugar.

attrib. 1907 Springfield Weekly Republ. 9 May 16 The
Holyoke canoe club opened the river year with a maple-

sugar cat at their club-nouse.

BEapletree* (American examples.)
1660 Rec. Warmick R, I. 322 Bounded by a mapell tree

on the Northwest corner. 1700 Proridence (R. I.) Rec. IV,

1:^9 The maple tree is the north east Corner bound. 1810

MicHAUx A rbres I. 28 Red flowering maple,. .Swamp maple,

..Soft maple., [ou] .Maple tree .. dans Pensylvanie, la

Virginia, et I'Ohio. 1849 E. Bryant Cali/oruia iv. 46 The
timber on the creek consists of oak, linden, and some maple
trees. i8^ I. N. Edwards Shelby etc. xx. 337 To send the

blood coursing through his veins like the sap in the maple-

SOPPT.
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trees, 1880 ReP. Vermont Board Agric. VI. 112 In this

state occasionally an aged maple tree may be found with
scars made by an axe in tapping.

Mapling (m^-pHi]), sb. [f. Maple.] The
markings characteristic of maple wood,
1909 W. Bateson Menders Princ. Heredity 1 44 A damasked

pattern showing where the mapling would have been if the
plant had been a coloured one.

Uar, V. 2. b. Add : Also absol.

c 1420, 1542 [see Make v. 46b]. 1853 Mrs. Gaskell Ruth
HI. i. 43 For the present she would neither meddle nor mar
in Ruth's course of life. 1889 [see Make v. 46 b].

Marabou^. 3. (Recent attrib. example,)
1^^ Times 31 Oct. 11/6 An attractive bridge coat. .in

artificial silk velvet finished with a marabout collar.

SCaratllOll (mse*ra})^n). [The place-name
Marathon (Gr. ^apaBujv) in Attica. Cf. Maratho-
NiAN <2.] In full Marathon race^ a long-distance

foot-race run on the open road.

^ Introduced in the first revived Olympic Games at Athens
in 1896, in memory of the famous Greek runner who is said
to have brought thenewsof the battle of Marathon to Athene.
1896 Fortn. Rev. June 950 We now come to the great

glory of the Greeks— the victory in the Marathon Race.

1905 Programme of Olympic Gatnes Athens ipo6 3 Flat

Races. .e. Marathon Race, 42 kilometres. From Marathon
to Athens on the road. 1908 T. A. Cook Olympic Games
82 I'he whole of Hellas seemed concentrated at Athens to

see the result of the great Marathon Race in the stadium.

1915 ' Bartimeus ' Tall Ship x. 185 * That was a bit of a
Marathon, wasn't it 7 ' He measured the distance across the
lawn with a humorous eye.

b. Applied to other long-distance races or com-
petitions calling for endurance.
>9o8 Daily Chron. 5 Nov. 1/2 A competition [in potato-

peeling), .under the title of ' The Murphy Marathon ' was
decided last night at the Cookery Exhibition. 1909 Ibid. 4
Mar. 8/4 'The Coaching Marathon' from Hampton Court
to Olympia. 1923 Glasgoiv Herald 19 Apr. 6/7 The present
wave of* marathon ' or endurance dancing.

Hence Ma'rathon v. intr. to run as in a Mara-
thon race.

19x0 Chambers's Jrnl. Aug. 519/3 Do I have to marathon
ten miles and back?

Marble, sb. Add : 5. C. (See qnot.)

1^*^ Ski Termsm TfiMrrjAVinter Sports No. \-2f^Marblc.

A snow-crust formed by alternate ireezing and thawing.

Found on Southern slopes.

Marbled, ppt. a. 3. Add : marbled-seal (see

quot.).

1871 Proc. Zool. Soc. June 506 Occurrence of the Ringed
or Marbled Seal {Phoca kispida) on the Coast of Norfolk.

Marbleiza tion. [f. Marbleize v. + -ation.]

The state of being or process of becoming veined

like marble.
188. Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. \. 463 (Cent. Suppl.) A

secondary osdemci . . accompanied with a more or less distinct

marbleization of the superficial veins.

Marbleize, v. U.S. (Earlier example.)

1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. 11. 736 William Hughes
..about 1854 erected mills (the first in this section), for

planing and sawing slate and for.. the manufacture and
marhleizing of slate mantles.

Marblette (maublet). [f. Marble ^d. + -ETTE.]

A composition made to imitate marble. In qnot.

attrib.

1917 Fankie Hurst Song of Life 161 A semi-modern..
Apartment-House. .with, .a flock of perambulators under
the stairway in the lower marblette foyer.

Marcel (majse l ;, sb. [The name of the French

hairdresser who invented the method.] In full

Marcelwave t a kind of artificial wave of the hair

produced by Marcel's process.

1908 Smart Set Sept 86/1 And when she 'comes to\ her

Marcelle wave is straight as a shad. <ei909 'O. Henry
Roads 0/Destiny 62 Man, what do you suppose she did ?

loosened up like a Marcel wave in the surf at Coney. 19*6

Glasgow Herald 25 Sept. 9 It began to rain...Many a
beautiful marcel was sacrificed to save a masterpiece of

millinery.

b. Comb, as Marcel-waved, -waver, -wavin,^.

x^^'^ Chambers's Jrnl. Sept. 568/t She couid lie without

turning one of her exquisitely marcel-waved hairs. 19*5

Daily Tel. 13 May 20/5 Advt., Kxpert Marcel Waver and
Manicurist. Ibid., Marcel and water waving.

Marcel (majse-l), V. [f. as prec] trans. To
wave (hair) in the * marcel* fashion.

1906 B'ness von Hutten What became 0/ Pam i. x, A
gentleman who marcelled heads in an Oxford Street shop.

1918 Daily Express 28 Dec. ii/i Her unbobbed hair is

marcelled in broad waves from a high forehead.

Hence Maroe'Ued/'//. a. ; Marcelling vbL sb.

1909 'O. Henhy' Options 103 A stone house with an
engraving of an idol with marcelled hair, playing a flute,

over the door. 193a F. Co\}v.iv.iiK^ Physical Beauty ^,^2 If

you want that * marcelled ' look, there are comb sets (mounted

on springs) which will give it. i9a7 Daily Express 14 Oct.

6 Women's heads in the late Roman period.. are represented

not only with distinct marcelling, but also with elaborate

jewellery to emphasise the waves.

March, sb.'^ 2. b. Add: March court,

meeting U.S.j a court, or town-meeting, held in

March, being the principal one of the year ; March-
fly, a dipterous insect of the family Bibionidat.

1836 Southern Lit. Messenger II. 302 But if court day be
thus important, how much more so is "March court. 190a

L. O. Howard Insect Bk. 119 The *March-flies. 1728

Boston Rec. Comm. VIII. 222 If the money appropriated.,

at the last *march meeting be insufficient.. Henry Gibbon
will advance and pay what falls short. 1766 J. Adams
Wks. (1830) U. 188 Major Miller and James Brackit Jr.

MARGIN.
were heard, since March meeting raving against Deacon
Palmer. 1866 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 11. xi, Mr. Hozea
Biglow's Speech in March meeting.

March, sb:^ 4. Add : march-shire.
1917 Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. 483 The Warden, .had simply

taken over certain duties hitherto discharged by the sheriff

in the *March shires.

Marcbing, vbl. sb. d, marching orders
(earlier example).
1780 Heath Papers 93 Put the main army under marching

orders.

Ma*rCObr'a:iIlier. Also Markbrunner. [G.,

f. Marcobrunn, the name of a vineyard in the

Rheingau.] A Rhenish wine.
1825 T. Hook Sayings Sf Doings Ser. 11. 1. 48RuydersheImer

and Markbrunner. 1833 Redding Mod. Wines (1851) 224
Marcobrunner is an excellent wine, of a fine flavour. 1862
TovF.v Wine <5- Wine Cotiniries 201 At the Hotel Disch
[Cologne], the landlord, pitying his condition, pressed upon
him a bottle of his Marcobrunner. 1918 Vachei.l Some
Happenings xvi. 280 Let us drink your health in some Marco-
brunner,

Marconi (maik^u-ni), V. [f. the sb.]

1. intr. To send a message by wireless telegraphy.
19" C. N. & A. M. Williamson Heather Moon i. iv,

I marconied her an hour after he'd said that he would come
to us after London. 1919 Times 25 June 13/6 Messages
were signalled to the coastguards requesting them to
marconi to the Fleet,

2. trans. To send by wireless telegraphy.
X9sa Glasgow Herald 2 Nov. 6/2 These figures represent

a code which can be wired, cabled, or marconied anywhere.
X9a6 Phyllis Bottome Old Wine xi. 104 Marconiing the
news, .across space.

Marco-nlgraph, v. [f. the sb.] a, trans. To
send or record by means of a marconigraph, or by
wireless telegraphy, b. intr. To send a message
by wireless telegraphy. Marco'nigraphy» Mar-
coni's system of wireless telegraphy.

1903 Nature 23 Apr. 583/1 The history of the series of in-

ventions and discoveries which have culminated in Trans-
atlantic Marconigraphy. 1907 Daily Chron. 27 Sept. 5/2
The Lusitania was marconigraphed at 5.30 p.m. yesterday
200 miles west of Fastnet. 1909 Mrs. Stratton-Portk.r
Girl o/Limbeflost xxiv. 453 If.,1 want you. .I'll cable,

marconigraph, anything.

Marooniat (majkJa*nist). [f. Marconi + -ist.]

The operator of a marconigraph.
1900 Star 4 Aug. 2 (Cass. Suppl.) Then the Marconistr

begin to pull the enemy's leg by sending what our Marconist
calls ' Rot '.

Marcylite- (Earlier example.)
1852 Mabcy Explor. Red River (1854) 10 We found speci-

mens of a very rich ore, which Professor Shephard, after a
careful analysis, pronounced to be a new species, which he
has called Marcylite.

Mardi gras (mardz'igra). [F., lit. ' fat Tues-

day *.] Shrove Tuesday ; the last day of carnival.

In U.S. esp. as celebrated in New Orleans. Also
attrib.

1848 H. Gbeville Diary {1883) 236 This motley crew..
dressed more ludicrously than any masks on a Mardi-gras.
1869 De Bow's Rev. (New Orleans) Mar. 221 We may
remark that the celebration of Mardi-Gras—the carnival of
Spain and Italy, has come into. .favor with the Americans.

1883 ' Mark Twain ' Life Mississippi xlvi. 416 The largest

annual event in New Orleans is. .the Mardi-Gras festivities.

1899 G. Ade Fables in Slang (igoo) 148 His Father was loo

Serious a Man to gel out in Mardi Gras Clothes and hammer
a Ball from one Red Flag to another. 1909 'O. Henry'
Options 184 The reception they were going to put up would
make the Mardi Gras in New Orleans look like an afternoon

tea in Bury St Edmonds with a curate's aunt. i^z^Biackw.
Mag. Nov. 709/2 There are those to whom Mardi-Gras is

yet a religious festival.

Mar6cb.al 29*161 (mar^Jal nil). Also anglicized

Marshal Niel. [F., named after Adolphe Niel

(1802-69, Marshal of France).] A variety of

climbing rose,

1867 Gardeners* Chron. 19 Jan. 52/2 Mar^chal Niel, the

best of all the yellows. 1867 T. Rivkrs Rose-Amateur's
Guide (ed. g) 136 The rose to which I allude is Marshal Niel.

1905 Smart Set Sept. 157/2 You had a great bowl of
M.-ircchal Niels on the piano.

Margarine. Add later definition (see quot.).

1907 Act 7 Edw. VII c. 21 § 13 For the purposes of the

Safe of Food and Drugs Act and this Act the expression

'margarine' shall mean any article of food, whether mixed
with butter or not, which resembles butter and is not milk-

blended butter.

b. margarine-works ; margarine-cheese (see

quots.).

1899 ^c/ 63 & 63 Vict, c 51 8 25 The expression 'margarine-

cheese * means any substance, whether compound or other-

wise, which is prepared in imitation of cheese, and which
contains fat not derived from milk. 1902 Encycl. Brit.

XXV. 93/2 From America cheese h.is come into the English

market, made from skim-milk which has again been provided

with fatty matter, generally emulsified margarine—hence the

term ' margarine cheese' or 'filled cheese', i^og Chambers''

s

Jrnl. Jan. 24/1 Margarine works are equipped with cooling

machinery.

Hence Ma-rg>arine v. trans. To smear or spread

(bread) with margarine,
1918 Punch 15 May 315 She knows which side her bread's

margarined. 1924 Galsworthv White Monkey iii. iv. 243

'Weir, he said, over their cocoa and margarined bread:
' 1 must see Mr. Mont, that's certain.'

MarfiTin, sb. Add : 2. c. (Earlier examples.)

1848 wT .Armstrong Stocks 10 The purchaser then hands

over this margin to the person with whom he hypothecates

the Stock. 1870 Medbkry Men ^ Myst. Wall St. 6a beven
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per cent a y«ir is generally allowed on all margins advanced

by customers. x88o Harper's Mag. Oct. 782, a All speculated,

but they did not speculate on margins.
, t

6. margin clerk, one who records dealings m
xnar^ns (sense a c).

\V»6 Har^s Mag. July 213/3 Speculative sales of lard.,

are also made in the Call Room.. the caller of provisions

and margin clerk presiding.

ICar^ilif v. 4. (Later example.)

190a H. L. Wii.soN Spenders xxxiv. 408 As the stock fell,

the banks requested the brokers to margin up their loans,

and the brokers, in turn, requested Percival to margin up his

trades.

TMrft.ygi-nn.l- A. adj\ Add : 4. Stock-broking,

Pertaining to, of the nature of, margins (sense 2 c).

1870 Medbery Men * Myst. Wall St. 59 Nor is there any
dissimilarity between the conditions of purchase in complete

and in marginal transactions. Ibid. 62 The broker . . demands
of his customer either solid deposit of money or stocks, or

marginal deposit of money.

B, sb. Add: 2. A marginal feather, bone,

plate, etc.

1887 Proc. Zool, Soc. 347 This group of feathers. .. They
are best termed marginals {tectrices margittales)* 1909
Century Diet. Suppl. [in various special senses].

HarfirinaUy, ^^z*. Add to def. : Round or

about the margin or edge of anything.

1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay in. ii. § 7. 250 Wandering
marginally through distinguished gatherings, I would catch

the whispers: 'That's Mr. Ponderevo!'

Marian, B, sb,'^ Add : 3. An English Catho-

lic of Queen Mary's reign (1553-58).
1899 F. W. Maitland Collected Papers (1911) III. 130

Canon MacCoU laboured under the misfortune of knowing
something about the votes that these Marians gave in

Parliament. 1904 W. H. Fkerk Hist. Eng. Ch. 1S58-1625
ii. 23 The champions of the Marians., were to dispute with
the champions of the exiles.

Karine. B. sb. Add : 6. b. Applied to a
shade of blue.

i9«3 Weekly Dispatch 8 Apr. 12 Advt., Latest designs on
..Saxe, Marine, Grey and Black grounds.

XCarioxie'ttist. [f. Marionette + -ist.] An
exhibitor of marionettes.

1924 GlasgCTv Herald 10 May 8 It was here the man of so
many quarrels.. fought the mock duel with.. the marionet-
tist's monkey.

Mark, sb.^ Add : 12. e. Athletics, A line

drawn to indicate the starting-point. Also in

phrases (lit. and fig.) as to get off the mark, to start

(well^ ; to toe the mark (see Toe v, 2).

1887 Shearman Athletics .5- Football 6$ It requires, how-
ever, much skill and practice not to 'take off before the
mark tin jumpingl. Ibid. 198 Nothing was said until the
men got ujjon their marks. 1905 Pearson's Mag., Sept.

290/3 He.. beat his field by a yard or two off the mark,
191a E, H. RvLE Athletics ^\ This method.. assists a runner
to keep steady on the mark while awaiting the report of the
pistol. 1928 Observer 5 Feb. 23/5 When you really wish to

get going you have a second, a third and a top speed change
which will get the car off the mark, in the old phrase, in an
inspiriting manner. 1931 Oxf. Mail-z^ Aug, 8/3 G. Fisher
and L. Rogers were quickly off the mark, 20 runs being
scored in the first ten minutes.

l3. b. (Earlier examples.)
a 1847 Chalmers (Bartlett i860) Men . .called out to make

and leave their mark upon the world. 1854 Harper's Mag.
Sept. 561/2 There was a time when Jacob made his mark
upon the stock-brokers and money-changers ofthat monetary
locality.

15. d, A soft or easy marky a person who is easily

persuaded or deceived. U,S. slang.

1896 G. Ade Artie xvi. 150 He was the wise guy and I was
the soft mark. Ibid, xviii. 173 When that kind of a mark
comes in they.. get ready to do business. 1904 G. H,
LoRiHEB Old Gorgon Grakofrt 288 He was too easy a mark
to succeed in Wall Street.

22. A mark at, a good hand at.

i88x Punch 3 Dec. 263/2 Till my chummy Scholard Mike,
who^s a mark at A.B.C., Read me Littler's little tale.

Mark, v. 2. c< Add : To mark up, to mark
at a higher price ; to raise in price.

1870 Amer. Naturalist III. 3 The prices of venison and
other game was so far ' marked up * that gold . .was charged
for salmon. 190a G. H. LoRiMt:R Lett. Self-made Merchant
iv. 52 'i|he clerks all knocked off their regular work and
started in to mark up prices. 1939 Even. News 18 Nov.
15/1 Home rail stocks were marked up all round.

13. Delete * Now poet.^ and add later examples.
1833 Disraeli Cont. Fleming in. v. (1853) 174, I looked

up, and marked the tumultuous waving of many torches.
1849 C. Bronte Shirley I II. xii. 278 She smiled, well pleased
to mark the delight of her pupil, i860 Thackeray Fonr
Georges i, Lift up your glances respectfully, and mark him
eyeing Madame de Fontanges. 1893 Kipling Many Invent.
Pref. To True Rom,, The children wise of outer skies Look
hitherward and mark A tight that shifts.

Marked, ppL a. 1. b. Add : marked cheque
{see quot.); also U.S,y *a check iiaving on it a
private mark of the maker known to his bank'
(Webster 191 1); marked transfer, an endorsed
transfer (see quot,),

X907 CoRDiNGLEV Loud. Commerc. Vtct., Marked Cheque^
a cheque marked by the banker on whom it is drawn, stating
that it is 'good* for the amount named upon it. 1901 —
Diet, Stock Exch. Terms s^ Marked Transfers. The com-
pany . .then issue a fresh Certificate to him for the part un-
sold, and endorse the Transfer that they bold Certincates to
cover the oumber of shares sold, when the Transfer is said
to be * Marked ' or * Certified '.
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Marker. 1. b. Add: One who records pi ices

on the Stock-exchange.
1870 Medbery Men S( Myst. Wall St. 21 The 'marker* or

black-board clerk writes off the prices upon the tablet,

f. (Later examples.)
1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights \. viiL 149 In the mean-

time the marker was engaged in his work. First, with a sharp
knife he cut off slanting the upper quarter of one ear (of a
calO. igaS Collier's 29 Dec 6/2 There was a lull in the stream
of lumber. The marker turned for a look at the order board.

j. In surveying : A person who makes the marks
on trees to indicate boundaries or lines of survey.
x8o9in Ann, gth Congress 2 Sess.974 And to each marker

or chain-carrier twenty shillings for every day they shall be
employed. 1813 Steele Papers 11. 703 Two common axemen
who may serve as markers.

2. (Add example.)
1911 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 468/1 s.v. Phonograph, While the

wax cylinder is rotating, the point of the maiker is angled
downwards, and this cuts deeply into the wax.
3. b, A monument, memorial stone, etc., mark-

ing a place of special interest
tycA Springfield Weekly Republ. 15 Feb, 16 The committee

appointed to investigate the matter of a marker for the
Washington elm reported in favor of a granite marker.

4. (Earlier and later examples.)
1B88 Congress. Pec. 12 Dec. 202/2 The waving of the bloody

shirt would not have been a marker. 1904 W. H. Smith
Promoters xxv. 366 What little I've told you isn't a marker
to other things he said.

Market, sb. Add : 6. (Later examples.)
X894 Home Chimes XVI. 366 The artist had to seek a

market elsewhere. 1897 E. H. Cooper Mr. Blake of NetU'
market xxv\. 255 'I've missed the market!' My friend.,

explained . . that he had not got the best bet against the horse
which he might have got.

7. c. The kind or amount of business done in bets.

1886 Earl of Suffolk etc. Pacing ^ Steeple-Chasing
(Badm. Libr.) v, 85 On arriving at the rails, which separate

the private stands' enclosure from the ring, he finds the
market well set.

10. a. market-boat {G^ixYxQiGx^m^Xo)
J
boy

J
people,

sloop, wagon.
1809 W. I RviNG Knickerb. v. 1, 158 Escorting some bevy of

country cousins, about to depart.. in a *market-boat. 1863
Mrs. Whitkey F. Gartneys Girlh. v, The *market-boys, and
the waiters, and the confectioners' parcels. 1695 Acts ^ Res,
Mass. (1869) 1. 238 Hucksters and traders of the town shall

not.. buy of the *market people, 1786 Boston Selectmen
26 Apr., A Committee to treat with the Fishermen and other
Market People for the hire of the Building at the end of the
market. 1830 J. F, Cooper Water Witch I. xi, The rogues
will pass the pennant like innocent market people, 1885
Outing Nov. VII, 206/2 A big *market-sloop came along
bound west. 1880 Harpers Mag. July 264/2 At last the
morning *market wagons began moving.

b, market-basket (earlier examples) ; market
gardening, keeping a market garden ; market
house (U.S, examples) ; market hunter, one
who hunts game for the market ; so market-hunt-
ing w^/. sb.\ market master {(/.S. and S, Afr,
examples) ; market money, money for buying
things in a market (see also quot. under 10 a)

;

market reporter, one who records the market
rates of goods or stocks; market shooter, one
who shoots game for the market ; market square,

an open square in which a town market is held

;

market-stall (earlier example) ; market-truck
U.S.^ vegetables cultivated for the market (Bart-

lett 1859) ; market-value (earlier example)

;

market work, add : also, the work connected with

selling commodities in a market.
1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XIX. in Oftenj her *raarket-

basket on her arm, she would wander frantic through the

city. 1864 B. Taylor H, Thurston x. J41 The grocer's boy
made his appearance with a large market-basket on his arm.
1875 Mrs. Stowe We 9f Neighbors xxxix. 372 A family man
with a market-basket on his arm. iSgzRep. VerinontBoard
Agric. XII. 144 Vegetable raising, or*market gardening, is

quite extensive and very profitable. 1653 Boston Town Rec,
X, 9 A *Market House wilbe more the beneficiall to bring
trade to my shops. 1803 in Aim, 8th Congress 3 Sess. 1508
A prison, town-house, market-house, assembly room. 1813
Niles' Weekly Re^. IV. 209/1 After the danger had subsided,
and the goods which had been removed in the market-house,
&c. had been returned, the child was found. 181S Drake
Cincinnati \, 59 A market-house has recently been put up on
the river bank. 18Z7 Drake & Mansf. Cincinnati m. 28
There are in this city, three large Market Houses. 1859
Alice Gary Country Life vi. 152 The market-house, .was
a dismantled canal boat set upon dryland. 1889 Kansas
Times i^ Star -ix Nov., A grand market house at last. 1874
J. W. Long WHd'Foivl Shooting 185 Blue-winged teal , . are
much sought for by *market-hunters. 1897 Outing XXX.
293/1, I had little dreamed that Michigan would ever so
far forget herself as to encourage ^market -hunting in prefer-

ence to sportsmanlike methods. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati By
A city treasurer, a marshal, a wharf and three *market
masters are elected. 1859 Queenstown Free Press 3 Aug,
(Pettman), I should advise them to send the market-master
..to visit our market. 1868 Putnam's Mag. I. Jan. 40/2
Strawberries are down to ten cents a box.. but you didn't
leave a cent of "market-money. 1853 B. J. Taylor Jan.^
June 83 And so, as 'Market Reporters nave it, ' we have
movements lo note'. iZg-j OutingX.X.^. 293/2 The *market-
shooter, with no dogs to take care of, can sneak through the
known haunts of the q^uail. 1836 Edward Hist. Texas 148
A block shall be designated for a *market square. 18*7
Drake & Mansf. Cincinnati vi. 55 The Revenue of the
Corporation is derived ; From.. Rent of*Market-stalls. 1791
Ann. Congress II. App, 1993 The rapid increase that has
taken place in the ^market value of the public securities.

MAKOCAIW.
1887 H. H. Jackson Bettveen Whiles iv. 226 Donald liked
slow cruising and the *market-work best.

Market, v. Add : 3. To ' count ' or ' trade
on '

; to take advantage of.

1906 Y{K^\yy Dynasts ii. i. i. 148 These cloaked visitors of
every clime That market on your magnanimity To gain an
audience.

Marketing, vbl. sb, 2. b. (Earlier example,)
1843 N. Boone jml. (1917) 234 Indians visited us through-

out the course of the day, bringing in marketing of various
kinds.

Marking, vbl, sb. 4. Add : marking brush
;

marking stitch (earlier example).
1855 M. M. Thompson Doesticks xxii. 198 A dry-goods box

with a *marking brush slicking out of the top ofit. i88x
FooTE Led-Horse Claim xvii. 22S He. .swept, with one
stroke of his marking-brush, a black circle around thefigures,
i86x Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's Isl. I. xvii. 152, I was going
to begin and teach her some *marking stitches.

Marksman. Add: 2. b. Ci,S. ^*Mabkeri j.

1816 U. Brown ^rnl. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 220
This afternoon hunts up Chain Carriers and an Axman or
marksman. Ibid. 221.

5, (Earlier example.)
1887 Shearman Athletics ^ Football 57 The starter is

helped by a ' marksman ', who places the men on the scratch.

Marl, a, [Reduced I. Makleu ppl. a.^] Of
yarn, etc. : Having two or more colours twisted

together so as to produce a mottled effect.

193Z Daily Mail 18 Dec. 1 Advt., Knitted sports suit in
rich Marl mixtures and plain colours. 19*3 Ibid. 11 June i

Advt., The fashionable Knitted Marl Wool. Ibid. 18 June
4 Advt., Knitted Wool Costume in the marl effect. 19x6
Illustr. Off. Jrnl. Patents 20 Oct. 1668 Spinning marl or
multi-ply yarns.

Marlberry. U.S. (Examples.)
1884 C. S. Sargent Rep. Forests N. Amer. loo Ardista

PickeHngia Mariberry-Cherry. 1897 G. B. Sudworth
Arborescent Flora U.S. 316 Icacorea paniculata. Marl-
berry. 1917 Safford in Rep. SmitJisonian Inst. 384 In
addition to these are the paradise tree or bilterwood ; soap-
berry tree;, .marlberry ; [etc.].

Marl-burn, J/, [f. Marl^^.I] trans. To spoil

by applying too much marl.
1868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 391 The efiicct

would be to * marl-burn ' the soil.

Marler (maubj). [f. Mael v,^ + -eb i.] A
marline-spike.

1929 Masf.field Hawbucks 15 A strong sheath knife with
a marler at the back.

Marline, sb. Add : b. Comb, marline-hitchj

-hole,

1883 Man. Seamanship Boys 6 To lash a Hammock up,.
The number of turns taken is seven, they are passed at equal
distance with a *marline hitch. Ibid. 38 *Marline holes are
worked along the foot.

Marm. [Var, of Ma*aMj freq. in U.S. writers.]

1. = Ma'am i.

1837 R. M. Bird NickofWoods I. 120 Say the word, marm.
1845 Mrs. Kirkland Western Clearings 17 * Massy no,
marm I

* said Jane, with a giggle. Ibid. 18 No, Mann; but
—this 'ere is something about the team, I guess.

2. = Ma'am 2,

1887 Mary Wilkins Humble Romance 107 Marm Lawson
was not a duchess; but she was Maim Lawson. The
* Marm ' itself was a title.

3. = Ma'am 3.

1865 Susan Hals Lett. j6 The silk is seven dollars a yard,
and the marm that makes it asks a great deal. 187a Congress.
Rec, App. 632/3 It will be seen that in the great race thus
far the Knglish and American marms are about 'nip and
tuck '.

b. Used for ' motber', (Also in address.)

183S J. F, Cooper Afonikins xii. 155 He could scare one
by threatening to tell his marm how he behaved. 1838—
Home as Found xvi. 263 Who taught you lo call me marm !

..Say *ma' this instant. 1845s. Judd Margaret x. 37 *Has
your marm got that done?' asked Martha i\Iadeline. 1848
Bartlett Diet. Amer. 220 Marm^ a corruption of the word
madam or ma'am, often lised in the interior ofNew England
for mother.

4. Marm-school = mc^am-schooL
190Z Clapin Diet. Amer.
Hence ISarmsome a. * madam-like ',

1910 Susan Hale Lett. 463 A sort of marmsomc house-
keeper who waited at table.

Marmite (marmft). [ad. F. marviite : see Mab-
MIT.] An earthenware cooking utensil; a stew-pot,

X918 ' Berta Ruck ' Disturbing Charm i. xi. 107 The door
into the huge French kitchen stood open, giving a glimpse

of marmites, burnished copper pans, crocks, and five-decker

cookers.

b. slang, A bomb or shell resembling a pot.

1918 E, S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Ter^ns.

Marmorization. [f. Marmobize z;.] The
process or fact of being marmorized, or converted

into marble.
igo3^7;:<rr. Jml. Sci. Aug. XVI. 144 Mannorization of

the limestone is abundant in the region.

Marmoro'sis. [f.L. marmor^ =Marmabost8,
1909 W. G. Renwick Marble ^ MarbU Working ^ Under

the combined influences of heat and strain, limestone under-

goes a gradual process known as marmorosis.

MarOCain (mar^^'n), [f. F. maroquin\ see

Maroquin.] A dress fabric of the crepe type, hav-

ing a rough texture, woven from specially twisted

silk and wool or cotton. Also colloq.f a garment

made of marocain,
1922 Glasgow Herald 28 June 8/6 For her going a^ray

dress the bride had a three-piece suit of grey wool marocain.
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MAROODI.
192a Tailer 30 Aug. 354 /a An evening frock of black crSpe
raarocain. 1926 Brit. lVeek!y 24 June 250/5 Most of them
are of patterned fabrics—masHns,. .marocain, ninon and
shantung. 1926 NIrs. A. Sidgwick Sack ^ Sugar y.\, 126,

I wore an embroidered marocain,

BEarOodi (mar« 'd i). Also maroudi, [ad

.

Arowak marodi.'] A bird of either of two varieties

of giian {Penelope cristaia and 'Penelope pupiie)

found in British Guiana, sometimes distinguished

as the white-headed and the common Maroodi.
1825 Waterton li^anei. S. Amey. (1879) 117 Here the

White-crested Maroudi . . is pretty plentifuL 1876 C.
Barsington Brown Canoe ^ Camp Life Brit. Guiana 345
Maroodies of two kinds (the common and white-headed)..

were also numerous. 1883 E. F. im Thurn Among Indians

of Guiana 62 Now and then a maroodi [Penelope) cried

shrilly from among the trees. 19SZ Blachw. Mag. Apr.

535/1 A quail and a maroodi rewarded their zeal.

iffaroon, sb?' 2. (Later example.)
1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil. Southern Matron xxxit. 223

Feeling the necessity of refreshment, we alighted for a while
beneath a tree by the roadside, for a viaroon.

Maroon, v. Add : 2. b. trans/. To place or

leave in a position from which one cannot get away

;

said e.g. of floods.

19x0 N. V. Even. Post 6 Jan. (Th.) Train No. 4 . . , due here
from Los Angeles on January i, is marooned in the desert.

191* ibid. 15 July 1/7 Rescue parties found dazed families.,

marooned on roofs. Ibid., Ihe torrent rushed.. through the
[station] yard,.. marooning several hundred passengers.

JKEarooner. Add: 4. = Maboon y^.ii i. C/.S.

1841 W. Byrd WestaverPapers 13 (Bartlett i860) We were
told that on the South Shore [in Virginia] dwelt a marooner,
that modestly called himself a bernut.

Marquetry, v, [f. the sb.] trans. To orna-

ment with inlaid work.
X9a5 Brit. Weekly 2 Apr, 10/4 Much of his choicest work

was.. painted, gilded, marquetried, veneered with other
woods.

Kart^uis. Add : 5. A variety of wheat grown
extensively in North America.
1906 C, Saunders in Dept. Agric. (Canada) Bull. No. 57.

29 Chelsea and Marquis are new cross-bred sorts produced
3t the Central Experimental Farm. X9SS Encycl, Brit,

XXXII. 74/1 On the average Marquis ripens six days ear-

lier than Red Fife. 1924 J. A. Thomson Science Old ^ New
xliii. 253 Marquis is a hard, red spring wheat with excellent

milling and balcing qualities ; it is now the dominant spring
wheat in Canada and the United States.

lCarC[Tlise> Add : 3. b. ArchU. (See qaot.

1891.)
X891 Adeline's ArtDid. s.v., The term marquise is applied

to a light roof which projects from the facade of a building.

It is generally placed over a flight of steps. On the outside

of theatres marquises of considerable length are not in-

frequently to be seen. Almost invariably they have a glass

roof. 1904 B'ness von Hutten Pam v. i. 237 A moment
later, she stood in the door, under the little 'marquise*.
x9a6'LucA.s Malet* Di^s ofWant i. § i. 7 [She] stood under
Che glass marquise, at the top of the flight of steps.

Ifl[arq[Tlisette (niajk;zet). [K., dim. of mar-
quise Mahquisk.] a firm diaphanous fabric woven
from mercerized cotton ; a silk fabric resembling

this.

X908 Tatler 6 May, Suppl. p. iv, A simple house gown of
black marquisette. 1909 Daily Ckron. ^1 Apr. 7/1 The soft

marquisettes and satin-faced foulards, i^ia Home Cltat

6 Apr. 60/1 A shot Marquisette, with wide chene ribbon
border. I9a8 Times t^ May 11/3 A picture gown of fine gold
embroidered marquisette, over peach georgette.

Marriage. 8. Add : marriage-hall^ -market

(earlier example).
i9a4 W. J. Locke CondngofAmos xvt. 004 Of the marriage

in the bleak * marriage-ball of the Mairie, she remembered
little. 1850 Punch 3 Au^. 54/2 If.. the Duke of Cambridge
were permitted to take his coronet into the home *marriage-
markeL

KarroWf sb^ 6. Add : marrow-gut U.S, (see

quot.) ; marrow-stem kale, a variety of kale

having a thick edible stem, cultivated for forage.

1848 E. Bryaht California viL 96 An intestinal vessel

..commonly called by hunters the * marrow-gut' which,

anatomically speaking, is the chylo-poctic duct. itfaoCoft'

quest Apr. 256/3 In place of grass it li possible to grow crops

such ai cabbage, vetches, rape, marrowstem kale, mangolds,
mixtures of oats, peas, tares, etc.

Marrowfat. Add: 2. 6^:^. A tallow-like

sabstance prepared by boiling down marrow.
1841 Catlin N. Amer. Indians I. ii6 'Marrow-fat' is

collected by the Indians from the buffalo Iwnes which they
break to pieces, yielding a prodigious quantity of marrow,
which is boiled out and put into buffalo madders. 1846 Sage
Scenes Rocky Mis. (1859) '*3 Marrow-fat, an article m many
respects superior to butter. i98A Century Mag. XXXVI.
896/x Then he slicked his hair with marrow-fat from a horn.

3, U.S. slang. (See quot.)

1903 A. B. Hart Actual Govt. 75 The 'marrow-fat* fraud

consists in a voter's putting in more than one ballot, while

the clerk pots down fictitious names to cover the extra ballots.

MarrOWSlcy (marau'ski). Also marouski,
morowski, mowrowsky. [Asserted to have been

derived from the name of a Polish count, doubt-

fully identified with Count Joseph Borawlaski.

See Notes if Queries Ser. xin. L 331, 437, 467.]

A variety of slang, or a slip in speaking, character-

ized by transposition of initial letters, syllables, or

parts of two words. Also marrowsky language,
1863 Nicholson Autob, Fast Man^ Fanny Kin^, or as

BUI Leach, in the interesting language called Marouski,

termed her, Kanny Fing. 1883 Sala Living Lond. 491

35

(Farmer) The vocabulary of Tim Bobbin, Josh Billings,.,
and the Marrowsky language.

b. An instance of this.

1913 in A^. Sf Q. Ser. xni. I, 331/2 In my childhood .. an
old cousin used to entertain me with what we now call

spoonerisms, but which she termed morowskis.
Hence Marrow'skyer, one who uses Marrowsky

language or makes marrowskis in his speech

;

Karrow'skying' vbl. sb. the intentional or acci-

dental transposition of initial letters, etc.

_
1912 Brit. Med. frnl. 22 June 1443 It would be interesting

if * marrowskyers" blunders could also be classified. Ibid.,
AU actors live in dread of ' marrowskying ', that curious
transposition of syllables. t86o Hotten's Slang Diet. (ed. 2)
s.v. Medical Greek, At the London University they have
a way of disguising English . . which consists in transposing
the initials of words, ..This disagreeable nonsense is often
termed marrowskying.

Marry, v. Add : 1. b. (Further example.)
1930 W. B. Money Humours ofParish 142, 1 was mar»y-

ing her daughter to a very nice young man.
2. b. With off,

x866 Christine viii. 44 If the young girls did not mind being
. . finally married off to some of her protigiSy it was all very
welL 1894 Violet Hunt Maiden's Progr. i. 2, I sincerely
hope you will be married off before / come on, or I shall

have no peace. 1908 Smart Set June 14/1 Mr. Hardcastle
was insisting upon marrying off Aunt Ella to SeSor
Dominguez y Aguirra.

Marsa, Mars(e, variants of Mas, Massa.
1890 Century Mag. Nov. 65 Suit you, marsa? zqoi B. T.

Washington Up from Slavery 12, I recall the feeling of

sorrow among the slaves when they heard of the death of
' Mars' Billy . a 1009 ' O. Henry Roads rfDestiny ii. 39
Marse Robert robbmg the bank ! Ibid, xxi. 350 I'm not going
back on Mars' Jeff.

Marsh. Add : 1. b. locally. A meadow ; a

stretch of grass land whether swampy or dry.

1787- in English use (see Eng. Dial. Did.). 1852 Mrs.
Mkredith My Home in Tasmania I. 163 (Morris) A marsh
here is what would in England be called a meadow, with
this difference, that in our marshes, until partially drained,

a growth of tea-trees, .and rushes in some measure encum-
bers them ; but, after a short time, these die off. .and a thick

sward of verdant grass covers the whole extent.

4. marsh-hay U,S,, hay made from marsh-
grasses.

1839 Cultivator vii. 33 The common *marsh hay is no
better than the ' bog meadow hay ' of the east. 1852 Trans,

Mich. Agric. Soc, III. 133 They feed well at the straw
stack and thrive on marsh hay.

b. marsh-quail (earlier example) ; marsh
tacky (/.S,y a small pony bred in marshy districts

;

marsh-treader l/.S.y an insect of the hetcro-

pterous family Hydrometrida& or Limnobatidas.
X7$o J. BiRKKT yoy. N.Amer. 4 Oct. (1916) 33 Killd some

Squirrels and some very pretty birds called *Marsh quails

something bigger than a field fare. 1838 Caroline Oilman
Recoil. Sout/iern Matron xix. 131 An accident happening to

my horse, I was obliged to hire one of the little animals called
' *marsh tackies ' to carry me over a creek. 1877 Eliz. S.

Phelps Story of Avis 432 They are short clean steps, very

clear and pleasant for a marsh-tackey's foot, 190(1 L. O.
Howard Insed Bk, 283 The *Marsh Treaders. (Family
Hydrofnetridx.)

c. marsh grass, pemiywort, rosemary (later

U.S. examples).
1837 SoutiieTnt Lit. Messenger III. 738 The driver told us

his "horses were fed on nothing but hay—and this too made
of the *mar.sh grass. x868 Putnam's Mag. I. May 592/1
Clumps, .begin to make their appearance above the reeds

and tall marsh>grass. 1904 Mrs. Stratton-Porter /V^tf*/«
II It's the price of your life to start through the marsh-grass
..unless you are covered with heavy leather above your
knees. 1885 Outing Nov. VII. 179/1 Alt the ground about
is carpeted with the light-green leaves of the •marsh-penny-
wort. 1861 Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr^s Isl. I. x. 82 * *Marsh
rosemary is a very excellent gargle.* Said Mr. Scwell.

I

Marshaller. Delete fO^x. and add modern
example,

i 1910 ll'estm. Gaz. 11 Apr. S/3 The marshallers were every-
' where, watching and directing.

Marshlander. Add: b. An inhabitant of

marshland.
1896 W. A. Dott G, Borrow in E, Anglia v. a6 Farther

away the marshlanders have seized upon any slight piece of

rising ground.

Marsh-mallow, b. Add : Also attrib,

X9o6Amer. Illustr. Mag.Mzx. 562/1 Girls assemble shreds

and patches, buttons and marshmallow boxes. x^^Hntch-
inson's Best Story Mag. Nov. log/i Chocolate marshmallow
ice cream.

Marten. 2. Add : baum-marten [G. baum
tree], the pine marten or its fur.

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 838/2 Marten, 5aM;«, .. Found in

Europe and Asia, of fine overhair, but woolly fur, of a
brownish colour, approaching that of the American marten.

X906 Westm, Gaz. 3 Nov. 13/1 There are many kinds of

sable, the Russian, Canadian, the baum-marten, and the

stone-marten. 1909 Daily Chron. 23 Feb. 7/3 The Hudson
Bay sables and the dyed baum marten.

4. marten-skin (earlier examples).

1778 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIX. 109 Sold.. 250 martin

.«;kins, at I2S 6d. 179S A. Ellicott in Life ^ Lett.ligoS) 123,

I have purchased from the Indians some fine Martin skins

to replace your old muff and tippet.

Martin^. 3. martin-box C/.S, (earlier and

later examples) ; martin-cage, a cage for holding

martins ; martin-hotis© ^ martin-box,

1853 B. F. Taylor Jan. ^ June 60 A *martin-box of a
cottage scuds round the corner of the Meeting House. 1871

Mrs. Stowe Sam Lawson 108 Your questions tumbles over

MABYLANDEB.
each other thick as martins out o' a martin-box. 1844
Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 44a Like a superannuated old
man with a *martin-cage upon his crooked back. 1835 R. M.
Bird Hawks ofHawk-h. I. iii. 44 Here's, .the identical old
Folly, with. .the pot in the chimney,and the *martin-house
on a pole. 1854 Shillaber Mrs. Partington 101 He heard
Gruff scolding Ike for throwing snowballs at his new Martin-
house. 1884 ' C. E. Craddock ' In Tenn. Mis. i. 40 There
was a lofty martin-house whence the birds whirled fitfully.

Martini Add quots.
1856 p. Thompson Hist. Boston 714 A twin-heifer iscalled

a martin, and is said to be incapable of bearing young.
1901-2 Rep. Kansas State Boa?-d Agric. 211 (Cent. Suppl,)
Purebred steer, spayed or martin heifer, two years old and
under three.

Marvel, common Eng. and U.S. dial. var. of
Mabble sb.

1727 J. Comer Diary (1923) 17 He was playing marvils near
the Old North Meeting House. 1848 Bartlett Did. Amer,
221 Marvelj a common corrupt pronunciation of Marble,
'851 J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Snggs xi, Sometimes. . i play
marvels. 1867 P. Kennedy Banks Bora i. 5 In the season
we shot marvels on the road. 1876 * Mark Twain ' Tom
Sawyer iu 13 Jim, I'll give you a marvel,

Ma*rvelry. poet. [f. Martel sb. + -bt.] A
marvellous thing.

1874 O'Shaughnessy Music <5- Moonlight 12 And the
moon's pallid taper fingers played With all the scarce-seen
marvelries that stayed In the strange fitful glimmer.

Marzian (mauksian), a, and sb. [f. the name
of Karl Marx (1818-83), the German socialist +
-IAN,]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Karl Marx or hig
socialistic doctrines.

1896 B. Russell German Soc. Democreuyji The * honour-
able ' Social Democrats, as they called themselves, the party
of thorough-going Marxian Communism. 1902 B. Kidd
Princ. Western Civilis. S7 [Spencer] really has in view, like
the Marxian socialists, a state of society in which (etc.].

xgiS E. Belfort Bax Reminisc. 131 A writer of. .polemical
essays on the materialist theory of history, on Marxian lines,

B. sb. One who holds or supports Marxian
views ; a follower of Marx,
1896 B. Russell German Soc. Democracy 89 Although

this programme showed, on the whole, a victory of the
Marxians, Marx protested against it. 1918 E. Belfort Bax
Reminisc. 138 The question of Internationalism was indeed
one of the great bones of contention between them and the
Marxians. 1^23 E. A. Ross Russian Soviet Republ. 3Q4
Even though it fell in partly with the program of the extrem-i
Marxians, the expropriation of the landlords and capitalists
was not really a thing planned.

Hence Maxxlanism = *Maiixism,
1896 B. Russell German Sac. Democracy 93 The new

philosophy of life which Marxianism Iiad introduced. 191A
A. Harrison A'aiser's War 206 Bernstein.. re-accepted
orthodox Marxianism. 1926 Spectator 22 May 871/2 It was
Western Europe which gave Marxianism to Russia.

Marxism (ma*jksiz*m). [f. Marx {see Makx-
ian) + -ism, or ad, F, Marxisme, G, Marxismus."]
The political and economic theories advocated by
Karl Marx ; the holding of Marxian doctrines.

1908 H. G. Wells Ne^u Worlds for Old xi. § 4. 251 It

seemed to me, that fatalistic Marxism crumbled down to

dust. 19200. Rev. Apr. 477 M. Millerand..was throwing
sops to the Cerberus of unchained Marxism. 1928 Daily
Tel, 15 May 8/2 That twenlieth-century development of
Marxism which is the political philosophy of New Russia.

Marxist (mauksist). [f. as prec. + -I3T or ad.

F. Marxiste^ G. Marxist.'\

1. A follower or disciple of Karl Marx, one hold-
ing Marxian opinions.
1886 * Alb ' Living Paris ^ France 337 The Marxists or

Guesdists form the next considerable revolutionary party.

1908 H. G, Wells Nem Worldsfor Oldxw. § 3. 350 Those
'class war' ideas of the Marxist that have been superseded
in English socialism. 1923 — Men Like Gods in. iv. $ 3.

291 The Marxist had wasted the forces of revolution for

fifty years.

2. attrib, or adj, = *Marxian' a,

1908 H. G. Wells Nezv Worlds for Old xv- § 3._ 350 A
community made up wholly of ' Labour ' and emotionally
democratic, such as the Marxist teaching suggests. 1920

Q. Rev. July 204 Only the German Social-Democrats in

Austria tried to keep alive their old ideal ofan international

Marxist brotherhood.

Maryland (mea'rilsend). The name of one of

the eastern states of North America (named ia

1632 after Queen Henrietta Maria) used attrib,

in Maryland end, parson (see quots.) ; M.
yellow-throat, a common species of ground war-

bler {Geothlypis trichas). Also ellipt. (see quot.).

1859 Bartlett Did. Amer. (ed. 2) *Maryland end, said

of the hock of the ham. The other is the Vu-ginia end. 1811

Mem. Life Pennsylvania 93 Mr. L— seemed in all respects

to be what was then called in Pennsylvania a *Maryland
parson; that is, one who could accommodate himself to his

company. 1808 A. \l\\s,o^Amer. Ornithol. I. 88 "Maryland
Yellowthroat. 1891 J. B. Grant Our Common Birds 180

Maryland Yellow-Throat.. -A shy bird; not given to fre-

quent flights. ..Song vigorous and rich, but not varied.

ellipt. 1867 Stmmonds Did, Trade Suppl, MarylandtZ.
mild kind of tobacco.

Ma*rylander. U.S. Also Marilander, [f.

Maryland -f--EBl.] A native or inhabitant of

Maryland ; a Maryland ham.
1678 Neva Castle Court Rec. 234 They had gott out of

Maryland for old debts due for Cattle sold to the Mary-

landers. 1744 in Maryland Hist. Mag, VI. 227, I never

knew a good honest Marylander that was not got by a

Merchant. 17SS L. Evans Anal. Map Colonies 14 ^n«



MAS.

SasquehannoclM, after th= great DjfMt by the Marilanders,

irere easily exterminated by the Confederates. _
1838 J. t.

CooFEtt Hlmc7v«rd Bou„d 1. xii. =98 This beef is not md.-

ECStible, and here is a real Marylander.in the way of a ham.

fwo 07\V. Hoij.es Prof. Brtai/.-t. 11.57, I am a Mary-

lander.

So Ma-rylanaiaa.
,7So in Maryla»,i Hist. Mag. X. i44.Most of our Mary-

landians do very well, and they are said to be as good as

any, if not the best boys iu the house.

Mas. 2. (Later example.)

i88a Morris Hoprs f, Ftars for Art {1919) 58 The seat

of the village mass-John, or the chest of the yeoman s good-

wife.

Mascal, variant of Mescal.
1850 W. R. Ryan Upper * Lower California. I. 193 The

usual beverages, besides water,are wine, maxal, and agTar-

dUiile. 1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle * Mocassin iv. 68 I he

Mexican.. reduced himself to a SUte of complete intoxica.

lion with tnascal.

Mascot. Add : Also atlrtb.

1898 Speaker 31 Dec. 783/2 His mascot snakes that were

kept, buried in flannel, in an oblong glass.topped box.

Ma-sootism. [-ism.] = next.

1034 W. J. Locke ComingofAmos viii. 94 If there isany-

thine in luck, in mascotism or anti-mascotism, one might

have reason to believe that Amos.. had the most maleficent

of influences. ,.,....,, t
Mascotry (mse-skptn). [f. Mascot -i- -rv.]

Attachment to or belief in mascots ; the use of

mascots.
1916 Ch. Times 7 Apr. 332/4 Mascotr5',..the growing

superstition with regard to mascots. 1923 Sunday at Home
May 504/3 There is a worse aspect of mascotry than mere

folly, for mascotry is, in its essence, simply idolatry.

MaSCTllinism (ma;-ski«Unii'm). [f. Mascd-

LISE a. -H -ISM.] Tendency to masculine physical

traits in a woman. X9" Webster.

Mascnlinist (mse-skiaUnist). [f. Masculine

a. + -1ST.] A person of the female sex who adopts

or affects masculine characteristics or qualities.

1918 D(uly Express 11 July 5/3 The suffragists modelled

their appearance, their manners, and their education on that

of boys and men...They were, in short, thorough-going

masculinists.

MaSCalinization (ma;:ski«hn3iz<i-j3n). [f.

next ! -ATION.] The action of making masculine

(sense 6). . . ,

1924 Glasgow Herald 24 Dec. 4 The masculinisation of

woman deprives society of a ' precious asset '. 1927 tgt/t Ce'it.

Aug. 266 We find him throwing all his authority against the

masculinisation prevalent in our schools.

Masculinize (msE-ski/Hinsiz), V. [f. Mascu-

line a. + -IZE.] irans. To make masculine in form

or character.

1912 MORET tr. A. Morel's Kings * Gods ofMgypt 1. 29

She even tried to change the very name she had received at

her birth and to masculinise it by omitting the feminine

ending. 1927 C. C. Martindalk Rclig. H^orld ig'ihe first

way in which Brahma could be ' tlwught ', was, as suffi-

ciently ' masculinised ' (Brahma) to be a god, supreme, yet

to that extent specified.

Hence Ma'soulinized pp/. a.

1927 Daily Express 28 Sept. 8/7 The second type of

masculinised female is the politically-minded woman.

Masdeu (masdJj. [See quot. 1833.] A sweet,

firm-bodied wine of a dark colour and mellow fla-

vour produced at a vineyard in the South of Fratice.

1851 Redding li^ines vi. 154 This wine is not a factitious

French port from the harbour of Ccttc.It is a genuine

production called Masdeu, from the vineyard which pro-

duces it, between Perpignan and Collioure. 1903 tVhitaker's

A Imanact 453 Of wines imported in casks the following are

the usual measurements; Pipe of Port or Masdeu = 115

gallons, [etc.J.

Ma&h,, sb-^ 2. (Earlier and later examples.)

1883 Nye Baled Hay 1 35 Two J_.aramie girls on horseback

y,inkingafly drummer along the street, .because he tried to

make amash on them, a 1909 'O. Henry' Roaiis ofDestiny

iv. 61 , 1 certainly seemed to havea mash on her. 1912 Dorothy
Canfield Sguirrel-Cage in. xxix. 319. I thought it would be

fun to tease Paul about the mash you made on old What s-

his-name.

Mash, sb.^ Eng. and U.S. dial, variant of

Maesh sb.

1671 Coll. S. Car. Hist. Soc. V. 336 About ye rivers mouth
& up the river beyond ye mashes. 1840 Knickerbocker
Mag. XVI. 210, I reckon you won't get nothing for him
without you turn him out on the mash. 1843 Caklton New
Purchase ix. 58 They had been sufficiently fortunate, .to

learn the nature of ' mash land '. 1876 Walt Whitman
Specimen Days {1887) 146 The sedgy perfume. .reminded

me of the ' mash ' and south bay of my native island. 189a

P. H. Emerson Son ofFens iii. 23, 1 went back to the sheep.

. .1 used to drive 'em down to mash along with the cows.

Mash, v.^ U.S. Var. of Mesh v. 3 b.

X849 Kep. U.S. Comin. Patents (.t&s°] 155 What I claim as

new.. is., the shaft H,with the pinions i, mashing into racks

II. 1859 Bartlktt Diet. Amer. (ed. 2>_s.v., In machinery,
one whzel is said to mask into or with another, i.e, to
* engage ' with it,

Masllie-niblick. Golf. An iron club com-
bining the features of the mashie and the niblick.

1909 Century Did. Suppl. 1922 Charlotte Leitch Colft

plate 5 (facing p. 64) Mashie nibiick, 35 inches, 15J ounces.

I9a5j' M. BARNEsG7«V*r^(7(7rfGt'(/'iv.3oThemashie-niblick

now enjoys wide popularity among players of all classes.

Mask, si.^ L b. Add : Also = *Gas-mask.

191s H. W. Wilson Great War IV. 331 A Highlander

weanng a mask. ...-Vn anti-poison gas mask of the more

'fashionable' type. 1918 H. W. Wilson & Hammerton
Great WarX 1 . 454 French soldiers wearing the masks, fitted

36

with goggles and respirators, that rendered them immune to

noxious gases. Ibid. 455/2 Special masks were devised for

the horses.

4. b. Add to def. : Recently extended to denote

the head-skin of any ' big game'.
X894 C. Phillipps-Wolley Big Game Shooting (Badm.

Libr.) II. XV. 417 Peel off the whole mask from the antlers

downwards to the muzzle. 1928 C. S. Stockley Big Game
SAoolingSS Skins, .should, .be. .hung on a frame to dry, the

mask being filled with dry grass or paper.

Mask, v.* Add : 1. c. To provide with a gas-mask.

1916 War Illuslr. IV. 607 Machine-gun section masked,

ready for the enemy. 1918 H. W. Wilson & Hammerton
Great War XI. 455 French soldier with one of the French

army dogs, both masked against enemy gas attack.

2. g. To disguise the real character of or dimin-

ish the effect of.

1922 Kendrew Climates ofContinents 18 The south-east

trades.. are now at their greatest strength, but sea breezes

mask them on the immediate littoral. 1931 Times iB Feb.

6/5 It was this late stroke, masked, into the left corner which

defeated the game of Joshua Crane.

MasocMst (ms-z/Kist). [f. as Masochism -)-

-1ST.] One who is given to masochism.

189S tr. M. Nordan's Degeneration v. i. 538 Masochists

or passivists, .clothe themselves in a costume which recalls,

by colour and cut, feminine apparel. 1913 Dorland Med.

Did. 191S C. R. Payne tr. Ifistefs Psycho-anal. Method
78 Very many tormentors of animals are. .sadists, conse-

quently also, more or less masochists.

MaSOCM'Stic, a. Alsomasso-. [f. prec. -1- -ic]

Of, pertaining to, or characterized by masochistn.

1904 G. S. Hall Adolescence II. 112 \Vonien may acquire

a Massochistic love of violence and pain for the ideal of
[

pleasure. 1928 Music tr Lett. July 125 The almost maso-

chistic melancholy of the average fox-trot.
!

Mason and Dixon. U.S. •= Mason and ;

Dixon's line : see Line sb?- i
J-

b.
|

1833 C. A. Davis Lett. y. Downing (1834) 36 And he

tell'd me Georgia would go for me, arter the Gineral, assoon

as any north of mason and dickson. 1843 Knickerbocker

Mag. XXII. 185 The writer, who dwelleth near Mason and
Dixon, descants upon the awful climate.

Masonry, sb. 3. Add : Also transf.

X926 J. Black Yon Can't Win xv. 202 George.. took no

pains to hide himself, feeling sure that the masonry of the ^
ro.id .. would protect him against the common enemy

—

''

the law.

Mass, sb.'i Add : 4. e. (Earlier example.)

1873 Atkinson tr. Helmkoltz' Led. Sci. Suhj. Ser. I. loi

Although we are not usually clearly conscious of these beat-

ing upper partials, the ear feels their effect as a want of

uniformity or a roughness in the mass of tone.

10. mass-formation, -suggestion ; mass-buying,

-selling, -thinking vbl. sbs. ; mass-action (a), the

action of a mass ; (i) Chem., esp. in law of mass

action, the law that the rate at which a chemical

substance reacts is a function of its concentration in

the medium in which the reaction occurs; mass pro-

duction, the production of articles in large numbers

after a standard pattern, chiefly by mechanical

means; somass-proiiMedaiy, mass ray (see quot.);

mass-spectrograph, an instrument for comparing

the masses of rays orelectrically charged particles by

means of the deflection produced in them while pass-

ing through an electric field ; so mass-speotrum.
1891 G. MeGowAN tr. E. non Meyer's Hist. Chem. 461

Berlhollet.. deduced precisely the opposite from his own
assumption—that *mass-action comes into play in chemical

processes. 1924 W. B. Selbie Psychol. Kelig. 73 It is not

only that mass action has a marked effect upon the will, but

that (etc.]. 1929 Publishers' Weekly 19 Oct. 1Q28/1 Our
shop, like other small shops, is not geared for mass selling or

*mass buying. 1917 Empey From Fire Step 242 ^Mass
formation, a close-order formation in which the Germans
attack. 1923 Daily Mail 22 Jan. 5 All cars made in the

United States are not necessarily *mass-produced. 1920

Teacher's World 19 May 283/2 Advt.,*Mass Production.

High Class. .Chairs. 1922 G. T. Turner & Wood yi/«;i. Up-
to-date Organisation 110 Mass Production is a continuous

replica of a standardised master-pattern or design. 1923

J. M. Scott-Maxwell Costing /, Price-fixing i\ Factories

on a mass production basis will have all material most care-

fully specified, examined, and tested. 1929 Encycl. Brit.

XVIII. 299/1 Recently they [Positive Rays] have been in-

cluded in the general term '*Mass Rays' which covers all

swiftly moving particles of matter of atomic or molecular

size whether charged electrically or not. 1922 F. W. Aston
Isotof-es p. iii, The results obtained by means of the *Mass-
spectrograph. 1927 Eddington Stars <y Atoms loi It is

known from Dr. Aston's researches with the mass-spectro-

graph that the atoms of other elements have masses which

are very closely whole numbers. 1922 F. W. AsTON Isotopes

55 The actual determinatioTi of masses from "mass-spectra is

a purely empirical process. X939 Encycl. i?n/. XVIII. 301 /i

On account of its analogy to optical apparatus the instru-

ment has been called a mass-spectrograph and the spectrum

it produces a mass-spectrum. 1924 W. B. Selbie Psychol.

Relig. 116 We have here to reckon with the influence of *mass
suggestion. 1924 Public Opinion 30 May 528/3 Our modern
saints of co-operative *mass-thinking.

Mass, sb.* Var. of Mas, *Maiis(e.

\iyi Southern Lit. Messenger III. 174 Mass Phil been
very uneasy about you.

Massage, .r^. Add : Also Z^.
1929 H. Wai.pole Hans Frost 11. iii. 143 Then with that

by now practised and customary spiritual massage she set to

work on herself.

Massage, v. Add : Also transf.

1924 R. HicHENS After Verdict in. § i. 314 Arabs were

washing sacks below the dam and massaging them with per-

sistently stamping bare brown feet.

MASTER.

Massecnite (mseskwz't). [F. = cooked mass.]

Ill sugar-making, the juice of the sugar-cane after

concentration by boiling.

1882 Spans' Encycl. Industr. Arts 1927 The tnasse-cuite

is quickly let out of the pan into a tank. 1886 Harper's
Mag. June 88/2 After the masse-cnite has left the pan, the

crystallization is completed by cooling. 1902 Encycl. Brit.

XXXIII. 48/1 When the inassecuite .. is in the centrifugals,

it is first washed with syrup of low density. 1925 Cltambers's
yrnl. J une 368/2 This dark-looking mass of semi-liquid sub-
stance is called masse-cuite.

Massic (mae'sik). [ad. L. Massic-us the name
of a mountain in Campania.] An ancient wine

produced in Campania. Also Massic wine.
1638 Sir T. Hawkins tr. Horace, Odes i. i. 19 Some others

use Old Massique wines to ply. 1653 tr. Horace, Odes l.

i. 19 In Massic Wines some bouze their time away. 1751

[J. Stirling] tr. Horace, Ode l. i. Wks. 1. 11. 2 Cups of old

Massic. 1833 Redding IVines 8 The Falerniaiu.grew upon

the volcanic Campania near Naples, where also the Massic

was produced. 1920 Punch 15 Sept. 209, I raise my cup of

massic Not to the earlier but the later 'classic*.

Massive, a. 3. Add : Also Zool. applied to

bodies which are compact in structure.

1888 RoLLESTON & Jackson A nim. I.ife 250 There appear

to be two fresh-water Sponges in Great Britain.. .The former

is branched, the latter massive and lobate.

Comb. rga^Anier. Jrtil. &/. Apr. 263 The lavas extruded

in a massive.solid condition.

Massive, sb. = Massif.
1900 Geog. yrnl. XVI. 206 Mount Cochrane,, .which rises

12,140 feet above sea-level. This powerful massive com-
petes with Mounts San Valentin and San Clements as to

which is the highest of Patagonia.

Massivity (msesi-viti). [f. Massive -h-iTY.]

TheTScTor condition of being massive.

JO08 W. H. Dawson Evol. Mod. Germany 13 Everywhere

one sees the worship of massivity, the striving after crude,

imposing effects—in the modern monuments, the public

buildings, the bridges. 1921 S. Graham Europe— Wliither

Bound? xiv. 186 A mighty stone structure, of great height

and massivity.

Mass-John : see Mas 2.

Mass meeting. Orig. U.S. (See Mass ji.-

10 d.) Also transf,
- 1842 H. Mann 4 July Oral. (Boston) 64 Mass meetinp
are held. 1843 Yale Lit. Mag. IX. 69 Having been caught

at a mass meeting the preceding day, he. .said he must go

to the West. 1844 Indiana Mag. Hist. XXI I. 419 A great

Whig Mass Meeting and Barbecue. 1851 A. O. Hall
Manhattaiier 4 We steamed, .by mass meetings of demo-

cratic looking logs and snags. 1867 Amer. Naturalist

June I. 223 The etymological world holds high carnival,

though in this country they are, perhaps, more given to

mass-meetings and caucuses. 1878 J. H. Beadle Western

Wilds XXX. 477 A mass meeting of miners was held June 8,

1B59, and a committee appointed to draft a code of laws.

1899 Pomona (Cal.) Progress 6 Nov., A subscription cam-

paign . . was started at a mass meeting of Lordsburg citizens.

MasSTlla(mse'sijna). Bot. [L.,iim.oimassa:

see Mass sb.^\ (See quot. 1900.)
1882 Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. (ed. 2) 454 In the microsporangia

[of Azolla] the mucilage looks like a large-celled tissue, and

forms from two to eight separate clumps (Massulx), each

of which encloses a number of microspores. In some species

..these massulee have their surfaces covered with iialr-like

appendages. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms,

Massula.., (i) the hardened frothy mucilage enclosing a

group of microspores in Heterosporous Filicineae ; (2) in

Phanerogams, a group of cohering poUen-grains produced

by one primary mcther-cell, as in Orchideae.

Massy, Eng. and U.S. dial. var. of Mercy sb. 4.

1817 Mrs. A. Rovall £«//./(-. Alabnma(\i,^) ix. 22 Massy
upon me I 1845 Mrs. Kibkland Western Clearings 17

Massy no, marm. Ibid. 210 O 1 massy I what a wolf-hunter

you be ! 1867 Rock Jim f, Nellcx. (E.D.D.) Law ! massy,

Jim. 1884 Egerton Sussex Folk t, Ways 41 'Mas.sy!',

she said, ' the girls nowadays don't know naun about work '.

Mast, sb? 3. Add : Recently used in various

si>ecial senses (see quots. ).

1914 R. Stanley Wireless Telegraphy xiv. 189 The aerial

to be supported by ten tubular steel m.ists each 300 feet

high. 1918 Farrow Diet. Miiit. Terms, .Wast, in aeronau-

tics, the upright part, usually extending upward from the

center of a monoplane for support of controls and guy or

truss wires ; a vertical upright in the main or supplementary

planes. 1921 in E. F. Spanner About Airships 1.1929) 167

An airship working from a mast can be relied upon to leave

regularly at scheduled time. 1924 Harmsworih s Wireless

Encycl. II. 1409 Mast. Term used in wireless work to de-

scribe generally any structure used to raise and support the

aerial wires. 1930 Obse>-'er 9 Mar. 19,2 R lol rode at the

m.ist through weather of exceptional severity.

Mast, sb.^ 4. Add : mast country.

1020 Edin. Rev. July 120 In the "mast countries, i.e.,

where the pigs lived mostly in the woods, pigs were good

"llMter, rf.l Add : 11. b. Short for master

record: see *29.

1904 BoTToNK Talking Machines 69 With the master

ruirning in the phonograph, the trained ears of the specialists

enable them to detect the most minute imperfections. 1900

Daily Chron. 29 Oct. 7/1 A special room is devoted to re-

cording, or making the master from which copies are to D«

taken.

15. b. The Old Masters is now the name given

to the annual Winter Exhibition of the Royal Aca-

demy from the name of the first exhibition (1870)

' Exhibition of the Works of the Old Masters .

25. b. master-force, -part.

1910 J. L. Garvin Econ. Found. Peace 565 A spiritual and

imaginative ideal which has lived.. to become as it is now



MASTEBING.
the'jnaster-forcc in civilised affairs. Ibid. 53 He bad played

a *niaster-part in stimulating the whole Food Ministry.

29. master card (see quot.) ; master-locked
pa* pple-, so locked as to be specially secure

;

master record, in phonographic recording, the

wax cylinder or plate on which the sound record is

first traced ; master rod, in a rotary or radial

engine, the connecting-rod which eoibraces the

crank pin.

190S R. F. Foster Complete Bridge 316 ^Master Card,
the best left in play of any suit which has already been led.

xgai Glasgoiv Herald 19 Dec. 9 When the prison cells, .are

*master-locked they cannot be opened.. without a master

key. X904 BoTTONE Talking Machines 68 The different

modes that have been adopted to obtain many rc/Z/Vtw from

a good '*master* recordl 1930 Allighan Romance of
Talkies 70 This strip may now. .be used as a * master ' re-

cord from which prints are taken. zQax Encycl. Brit. XXX.
36/2 Connecting-rods of rotary and radial engines consist

usually of one *masterrod, ball or roller-bearinged, with the

big-end enlarged to form circular lugs to secure wrist pins

carrying the plain or auxiliary type of rod of the remaining
cylinders.

Blasteriu^, vbh sb, 1. (Add example.)
xgxi H.WAJ.fOLKAfr.Ferrin^Mr. 7V<w7/ iv. § 2.71 There

are a good many men in the country who make a pretty

good thing out of mastering and aren t so very miserable.

Master-keyed, ///. a, [f. Masteb-key.]
Adapted for operation by a master-key.
19.. H. R. TowNE Locks <5' Builders* Hardware lai

(Cent. Suppl.) A series of locks are said to be 'master-keyed
'

when so constructed that each lock can be operated by its

own key, which fits it but no other lock in the series, and
also by another key which will operate every lock in the

series, this latter being designated as a 'master-key* or
* pass-key '.

MasterleSS, a. Add : 1. O. transf. Of un-

known authorship or provenance.
1809 K. Lang Honuric Hyiuns 6 The conventional attri-

bution of the Hymns to Homer., is merely the result of the

tendency to set down * masterless ' compositions to a well-

known name. 1903 R. Pboctor in Library IV. 397 It has
become possible to assign to.. Peter von Olpe a small group
of books hitherto masteries-;,

BBCast-fed, a. [Mast sb.^] Fed on mast.
1566 [see Mast sb,^ 4]. 1843 Cablton Neiv Purchase ivi.

346 It was mast fed, i. e. fed on acorns And beech nuts.

184s in C. Ciht Cinci'innti Misc. 181 It is matter of great sur-

prise to me wliy the St. Lo-.iis merchants do not ship their

mast fed, and otherwise inferior lard to the Cincinnati

market. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 284 Much the larger share

of this, is. .made of mast-fed and iiill-fed hogs.

BCastin^, vb/. s6.^ 2. (Earlier example.)
1718 Jmls. Ho. Repr, Mass. II. 109 A Proclamation for

..the Protection of His Majesty's good Subjects in their

just Rights, .of Logging, [na.sting and Tembcr.

SCasting, vbi, sb.^ (Later example.)

1789 Morse Amer. Geog. 352 Douglass says that in the

year 1733, which was a good masting year,. one gentleman
salted up 3000 barrels of pork.

Mastman. U.S. [Mast^^.i i.] (See quot.

1890.)
1839 C. F. Briggs Harry Franco I. xxii. 236 All hands

call nim dismal Jerry, except Mike, the mast man, and he
calls him Sergeant Longshanks. iS^jo Century Dict.^ Mast-
matt, a seaman stationed at a mast in a man-of-war to keep
the ropes clear and in order.

Mastodon. Jig* (Add qnot.)

1851 C. Cisr Cincinnati 187 Tliere are five other tubs,

which in the aE;gregate, contain as much as the great masto-
don just described.

BOCaSHrilllU (maziu»*rii?m). [f. G. Masuren
the name of a district in East Prussia + -lusi.] An
clement stated to have been discovered spectro-

scopically in 1935 in certain platinum ores. Its

atomic number is 43.
1915 Chambers's Jrnl, Aug. 544/2 From Berlin there

comes the news that the same means have been employed to

effect the recognition of two other new elements, to which
the names masurium and rhenium have been given, in

honour of Germany's eastern and western borderlands, 19x6

Ann. Rep. Progress ofChem. 1923 XXII. 63 Noddack and
Tacke . . propose the names ' rhenium ' and * masurium '

.

.

for these elements.

Mat, JiJ.l Add: 1. e. Applied to styles of mat-

making, with defining words.
X904 Technol. ^ Set. Vict. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s.v.

Matt Celtic or Basket Mat, a type of weave in which the

warp and weft form small squares.

f, Phr, On the maty in army use (see quots.).

i8|o8 Pearson's ^lag. Oct. 372/2 The sergeant . .shouts with
military brevity :

' On to the mat, John Smith '. \ante.

Close to the medical officer's de!>k is a thick padded carpet

about a yard square.] 1919 War Terms in At/unseum i

Aug. 695/1 ' Hes on the mat' means the same [as ' He's for

the high jump T; the pre-war orderly room was furnished

with a piece of carpet, in the exact centre of which the

accused stood. 19*5 E. Fraskr & Gibbons Soldier^ Sailor
Words, Mat, On the: up for trial. In trouble.

3. b. A group of persons.

1839 Z. Leonard i4rtV^«/«r«( 1904) 61 Instead of travelling
in a close mat as heretofore, we now scattered over a con.
slderable range of country for the purpose of hunting.

8. tnaihouse \ mat-grass (f), an Australian grass

used in mat-making (see quot.) ; mat-plant, any
low close-growing plant covering the ground like

a mat.
1902 Hannah Textile Fibres 139 Tussock Grass or *AIat

Grass iJCerotes longifotia, Juncaceac).—The plant is a native

of Australia, and belongs to the Rush family. X898 W. C.
ScuiXY Between Sun <( Sand iB (Pettman) On either side

of it itood respectively, a ^mat-bouse and a square lent.

37

19, . C. MacMillan Minnesota Plant Life ii. (Cent. Suppl.)
The *mat-plant, such as a purslane or carpet-weed, adapted
to life on a flat plane.

Mat, sb.^ Abbrev. of Mattniee.
1914 Gkrtr. Atherton Perch ofDevil \. viii. 55 Although

Mr. Compton won't take me to any balls, there are the movin'
pictures and the mats—matinees.
jBCatch, sb.^ 12. Add : match-ball, in lawn

tennis, a ball that may decide a match ; match-
list, a list of the competitors in a match ; match-
play, player (add examples of lawn tennis usages)

;

so match'playi7igv\A.€^.\ match-point, the state

of a game when one side or player needs only one
more point to win the match ; also, the point itself;

match race, a race run as a competition.
igtj Daily Express s July 2/1 They,. retrieved two suc-

cessive *match balls in the third set. 1909 Wesim. Caz.
12 July 12/3 Heavy courts, black balls, and disorganised
*match-lists combined to make last week's tournaments any-
thing but pleasant. 1923 Tilden Lawn Tennisfor Match
Players 33 The keynote of 'match play is to destroy your
opponent's confidence and break up his game. 1909 E. H.
Miles Lessons Lawn Tenuis (ed. 3) 50 The ideal •match-
player. Ibid., Hints on 'Match-playing. i9at A. W.
MvERs Twenty Y'rs. Lawn Tennis 48 In the end he won
the match, Dixon, after lazily reaching *match point some
eight or nine times,- .retiring at two sets ail, 1874 B. F.

Taylor World on Wheels i. xiv. 105 It [the train] ran a
*match race with a train on the Michigan Central.

HCatclli sb."^ 5. Add : match-box (add it.

example) ; match-pot, a small vessel for holding

matches ; match-stand, a stand for holding

matches.
1905 Pearson's Mag. July 103/2 Few fingers are too old

and few too tiny to help the *match-box maker. 1856 J. C.
Robinson Invent. Objects Mus. Ornamental Art yj Wedg-
wood Match-pot. . . Pair of Match-pots. 1908 E. F. Benson
Blotting Bk. i, The cigarette boxes and 'match-stands were
always kept replenished.

Ifllatclli a. 1. Add : matchznark, * a mark
placed on the contiguous separable parts of any
device ' to facilitate reassembling (Webster 191 8 J

;

match-'wagon, on railways, a low auxiliary wagon
attached to another which is carrying a projecting

load, to prevent mishaps from the freight in the

latter projecting beyond the buffers.

1891 Gt. Western Railway, Rules ^ Regulations, The
Station Master., must before a crane is attached to a goods
train take care that, .the necessary match-wagons are pro-

vided.

Match, v,'^ 0. b. Add : Also absol.

1905 H. G. Wells Kipps i. ii. 42 Then came a blessed in-

terval when Kipps was sent abroad ' matching '. ^ This con-

sisted chiefly in supplying unexpected defects in buttons,

ribbon, lining and so forth in the dressmaking department,

Matclied, ///. (2. Add : 3, Applied to orders

in the Stock Exchange which provide for buying

and selling equal quantities of the same stock, or

the like, so as to effect a fictitious sale.

1903 S. S. Pratt Work of Wall St. 146 The syndicate may
be washing sales by matched orders through curb brokers in

order to market watered stock. 1908 [see wash-sale, Wash
sk 21]. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 36 Aug. 2/2 The governors of tlie

Stock Exch.-int;e there [in Wall Street] have appointed a com-
mittee to inquire into what is known as ' matched orders '.

Mate, J^-^ Add: 1. O. (See quot. and cf. 4 b.)

1904 Technol. ff Set. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) 384
Mate, an assistant or subordinate who assists a more skilled

workman.
3. d. spec. Apoint on tramway lines which is cast

solid and pairs or * mates * with the movable tongue

or switch on the other rail ; an * open ' or * fi.xed'

point. Orig. U.S.
X9U Glasgow Herald 3 Oct. 8 The weight of the inserts

varies from about 100 to 300 lb., depending on the angle of

the crossing or mate.

Mate, v:^ 1. Delete 7 Obs, and add later

examples.
1874 Swinburne Botkw. i. I 4, I might sleep well and

laugh and walk at case, With none to mate me. 1896 Morris
Poems by Way (1898) 148 Pig-tree. I who am little among
trees In honey-making mate the bees.

Mater. 1. (Modern example.)

1905 Sci. A"'^^- *2 Aug. 120/2 The Astrolabe of Regio-
montanus. .. J/<z/rr is the name given to the large disk

divided into degrees.

Mater 2 (m^'-t3j). [f. Mate v.^ + -eu 1.] One
who or something which mates.

191S E. R. Lankester Diversions ofNaturalist \Z-i In the

case of simple conjugation the cell individuals which fuse or
* mate ' with one another, and may be called ' maters ' or
' mating cells '.

Maternity. 3. Add : matemity-beneflt

:

see *Bi:nkfit 4 d.

Matemize (mata'Jnaiz"), V. [f. Matebn(al a.

+ -IZE.] trans. To be as a mother to, to * mother '.

1890 ' R, BoLDBEWOOD ' Miner's Right xviii. 177 A very

decent kindly widow, who allowed her the free use of her

own private parlour, and in every way matcrnised her.

Matey (m^-ti), a, [f. Mate j3.2 + -y l.] Like

a mate or mates ; friendly and familiar {with) ;

sociable, companionable. Hence Ua teyness =

*Matines3.
1915 T. Burke Nights in Toiun 50 You are all so—what is

the word?—matey, isn*t it? Yes, that's the note of the

London [music] hall—mateyness. >9so P. G. Wodkhouse
Damsel in Distress xw. 172 After the game he took me off to

his cotUge and gave me a drink. . .We got extremely matey.

MATT.
I9a6 ConicTHp. Rev. June 682 The Brilish Worker, an
equally deplorable organ produced by intelligentsia trying
to be 'matey*. 1929 W. Dekping Roper's Row xxi. § ii,

Elizabeth would. .want to be matey with people.

Math.^. (Later poet, example.)
1917 Mother St. Jerome Garden of Life 18 You feel as

you he in the math The watching unseen of His eyes.

Maths, coUoq. abbreviation of Mathematics.
1927 W. E. CoLLiNsoN Contemp. F.ng. 28.

Matinee. Add : 2. attrib. and Comb.y as

matiu6e coat, jacket, a baby's short outer gar-

ment ; matinee idol, a handsome actor of a type
supposed to be especially attractive to matinee
audiences.
1929 Treasure Cot Catal. Nov. 31 Very pretty *Matinee

Coat in good quality Crepe-de-chine.

Ma'tineSS. [f. *Matey «.] Friendly quality

or character,
1928 Even. News 28 Dec. 8/3 There Is the same expansive

geniality, the same note of unassumed ' matuiess '.

Mating, vbl.sb.^ (Modem attrib. example.)
1908 Westm. Gaz. 1 2 Aug. 7/3 Mackenzie ran into a mating

net with Gunsberg in a lively game.

Matless (mK'tles), a. [Mat j^. + -LESS.] Not
furnished with a mat or mats.
1880 J. Ross Hist. Corea x. 318 The dead body. .is not,

like the Chinese, put on a matless floor.

Matlo(w (mse'tlt?). slang. [Phonetic ad. F,

matelot%^\\<y[I\ A sailor.

1904 KiPi-iNG Traffics Sf Discov. 58 Simultaneous it hits

the Pusser that 'e'd better serve out mess pork for the poor
niatlow. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 31 July 2/1 Evolutions and
exercises to keep the modern ' matlow ' busy and happy.
1914 F. T. Jane Navy as Fighting Machine 112 Alatlo,

name used to describe themselves by Briiish bluejackets.

Falling into disuse.

Matri- (maetri, m^i'tri), used as the combining
form of L. maler {mdtr-is) mother, in various

words recently used in connexion with the promi-
nence of women and the importance of female

relationship in certain primitive societies. Some
examples are fjiven below as main words. Cf. also

Matrtarch, Matrtauchal, etc, in Diet.

Matrical, a. 2. Add to def, : and oilier

orgnnic formations.

1903 7r«/. R. Microsc. Soc. Apr. 163 The nutrition of the

cartilage is probably effected by impenetration of fluids along
the fine bundles of fibres which in this way come to stand
out clearly amid the matrical substance.

Matriculability (matri:ki/Jlabi'liti). [f. Ma-
trtcul(ate) v. + -ABLB + -ITY.] Ability or fitness

to matriculate.

ig^y Camb. Univ. Reporter ti Oct. 142 The name of every

candidate for matriculation on November i or 2, together with

evidence of matricuIabUity..must be sent to the Registry.

Matrilmeal (mxtrili-nzal), a. [f. *Matbi- -H

Lineal a. 2.] Of, pertaining to, or based on (kin-

ship with) the mother or the female line : recogniz-

ing kinship with and descent through females only.

1904 N. W. Thomas in Man No. 53. 84 Mr. HIIl-Tont

argues that totemism originates In a patrilineal just as much
as in a matrilineal slate of society. J906— Kinship Orgnni-.

\

sations 30 Membership of a phratry depends on birth and is

taken directly from the mother (matrilineal descent) or father

(patrilineal descent). 1909E. S. Hartland /V/;//. /'a/frH//^'

I. 281 The alien position occupied among matrilineal peoples /

by the father in regard to his children, igai Edin. Rev.

.

July 163 His discovery of matrilineal institutions in Europe.'

Hence Matrili'neally adv.

J907 Atltenxum 20 Apr. 477/1 The method of reckoning

descent matrllineally,

Matrilinear (msetrili-niaa), a. [f. *Matri- +
Linear a.] = *MATaiLiNEAL a.

tqjoManch. Guard. 8 Aug. 5 It is said that they [i.e. the

Choctaw Indians! were governed by chiefs who succeeded

by matrilinear descent 1913 B. S. Phillpotts Kindred ^
Clan etc. 275 Kindreds organized on matrilinear or on patri-

linear lines. 1924 L. A. WADDELt. Phccnician Orig. Britons

122 The Mother- Right, or Matri-linear form of succession

through the mother, and not through the father.

Matriliny (mse-trilini). [f. as prec. +-T'^.]

The observance of matrilineal descent and kinship.

1906 N. W. Thomas Kinship Organisations 12 We may
now examine the relation of matriliny to the seat of authority

in the family.

Matrilocal (m^trilJu-kal), a. [f. *Matri- +
Local a.] Applied to a system of marriage among
certain primitive peoples (see quot. 1906).

1906 N. W. Thomas Kinship Organisations 16 In a pure

matrilineal community, the husband removes to the wife's

local group (matrilocal marriage). 19x7 Contemp. Rev,

July 84 The clan Is held together by matrilocal marriage.

Matrix. Add : 6. b. (See quot.)

xgx9 A. N. Whitehead Princ. Nat. Knowledge 133 A
'matiix* is a two-dimensional plane in the four-dimensional

geometry of event-particles.

7. b. Applied to precious stones (see quot. 1909).

1909 Century Diet. Suppl., Matrix-gem, an opal, tur-

quoise, ruby, or other gem intimately mixed with the matrix

material and cut with it. igai Brit. Mns. Return 157 A
suite of specimens of sapphire .. comprising two matrix

specimens.

Matt, a. Now the usual spelling, esp. m
Pkotogr., of Mat a.

. ^ •
i. j

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 170/1 Water gilding, .is finished

either 'matt' or burnished. ..Matt-work is protected with

one or two coats of finish-size. 189a Photogr.Ann. II. 70

The metal separates in a matt grey form. xi^tl&Lhambers s



MATTER.

yrnL Feb. loi/i Her hair »-a5 not red, but very light and

very fine, and with a matt lustre on it.
_ ,

Comi. IMS Morris Owner's Manual 79 The operation is

finished when the valve face has a clean, even, matt-surfaced

rin£i around it. , . , ,

Matter, v. 2. Add example with pereonal

subject.

raoo H. W. C. Newte S^arrtrvs xl. so5 With yotu-appear-

anceand t.->lents you should bea great social success with the

people who matter.

Matthew Walker. Naitt. [The name of

the originator.] In fall Matthem Walker knot, a

knot ' formed by a half hitch on each strand in the

direction of the lay, so that the rope can be coii-

tinued after the knot is formed' (Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk. 1867).
[1808 D. Xxi^^Yng.SeaOfficet'sShietAncJur 5 Matthew

Walker's knot.) 1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. vn. 37

A Matthew Walker knot,. .Unlay the end of a rope [etc.].

l8«o A II Yr. Round No. 66. 382 ' Which knot ! ' asked Toby.

'Matthew Walker, spritsail-sheet, stopper, or shroud?

isSs Man. Seamanship Boys ros A Mattliew Walker knot is

u^ed for the standing part of the lanyards of lower rigging.

Mattress \ Add: 3. b. U.S. A bed of

su^ar-cane. Hence Ma'ttress v. trans., to form

(sugar-cane) into ' mattresses '.

1833 B. SiLLiMAN Man. Sugar Cane 12 They are cut near

the ground, and carted to the vicinity of the fields where

they are to be planted ; being formed ..into long beds about

fifteen feet wide, which are called jnatiresscs. 1849 Rep.

U.S. Comm. Patents Agric. (1S50) 423 It was. .supposed

that the cane was spoiled in the mattress by the continued

warm weather after it was mattressed.

Maul, i>. 1. t>- (Earlier example.)

1677 in Virginia Mag. C1894) II. 168 (Th.) They were.,

commanded to go to work, fall trees, and mawl and toat

railes.

Mauler. (Recent example.)

1921 Daily Mail 17 Nov. 8 A ' mauler' is a woman who
ill uses everything she is shown.

2. spec. A rail-splitter. U.S.

1788 Washington Diaries III. 306 The cutters and maulers

had shifted to the East side of the Plantation in order to get

Rails.

Maum, variant of Mam 1.

1881 Harper's Mag. Apr. 728/2 Maum Dulcie, is my habit

ready?
Mauma, Maumer, Maumie, variant forms

of mamvta — Mammy 2.

1835 W. G. SIMMS Partisan 141 Yoa have told me nothing

of old mauma. 1838 Cakoline Gilman Recoil. Southern
Matron xv. lol Who does not remember his youthful Christ-

mas; the reiterated charge to his maunier to awaken him
first? 1881 Harper's Mag. Apr. 737/2 Maumie, how I should

like to see a Hoodoo meeting 1 1890 Ibid. July 232/1 Respect-

able colored 'maumas', ample of girth, in spotted white

aprons. 1895 Century Mag. ilay 155/2 Only a few, a very

few, of the faithful old ' maumers ' and loyal house- and
body-servants remain.

Mannd, sb'^ L (Add later example.)
J909 Chambers's Jml. Oct. 665/2 The import of dyeing

materials into Kashmir in one year was: Indigo, fourteen

maunds, or one thousand one hundred and twenty pounds.

Man'ndfnl. [f. Madnd j*.1] As mudi as a
maund will hold.

i8aS [Caek) Craven Gloss. I. 314 Mctund-ful, a basket fuIL

1024 Chumhers's Jrnl. Oct. 673/2 Two maunfuls at a time,

thepilchards are tipped out of the baskets in which they are

carried from the boats.

Mauritian (m^^-i-Jan), a. and sb. [f. Mauri-

tius -^ -(i)an.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to the

island of Mauritius, b. sb. A native or inhabitant

of Mauritius.

1865 Cliambers's Jrnl. Sept. 546/2To Mauritians .. this droll

little Mauritian journal. .may very probably appear a most
influential exponent of public opinion. 1906 B. Burleigh
'Two Campaigns 60 Fiery Mauritian rum. Ibid, in The
place was under a Mauritian named Hemming. 1^26 Cham,
bers's Jrnl. Apr. 212/1 The Mauritian Creole is a crafty

fellow.

Maverick, sb. [Etym. note : read ' Samuel A.
Maverick, a civil engmeer, who accidentally owned
unbranded cattle in Texas from 1845 to 1856.']

1. (Earlier example.)
l869 0E'/:?-/ii«^iI/(?«i/^/j'III. i27Manyofhisanimals..were

taken up by his neighbors, branded and called * mavericks '.

Maverick, ». Add : b. intr. To stray like

a maverick.
Z9X0 W, M. Rains B. O'Connor 203 It hadn't penetrated

my think-tank that this was your hacienda when I came
mavericking in,

Ma'w-worniy, a. [f. Mawwoem^.] = Maw-
'VVOBMISU.
1885 Entr^acte 6 June (WarePaj««^£«^/.)Without being
mawwormy, 1 fail to see why a wreath should be presented
to any man who makes a business of giving opera.

Maximalism. (mse-ksimaliz'm). [f. Maxihal
a. + -ISM, or formed after next.j The policy or

revolutionary doctrines of Bolsheviks.

1920 Glasgow Herald 11 May 10 Bologna is undoubtedly
to-day one of the chief Italian strongholds of Maximalism.

Maximalist (mje-ksimalist). [f. Maximal a.

-1ST, or ad. F. maximaliste, a translation of Russ.

boTshh)ik : see *Bol.shbvik.] An alternative name
for a Bolshevik ; one of the party of Russian social-

istswhich favoured a maximum socialistprogramme
at the Congress held in 1903.
1900 Westm. Gaz. 23 Dec. 7/4 He is said to have joined

the 'Maximalists' in 1907. 1917 Times 4 June 8/4 The

38

• Maximalists ' supported Bleichman. 1917 igth Cent. Nov.

I022 Excessive attention has been paid to the leader of the
' Bolsheviki ' or Maximalists among the Russian Social

Democratic Labour Party, Lenin.

•p/Tft-gimed, a. [f. Maxim .si.l] Expressed as

or in a maxim.
1883 J.

C. Van Dvke Bks. ^- ho^M to use ikem 19 (Cent.)

There is another maximed truth in this connection :
* Know-

ledge is a two-edged sword.'

Maximize, v. Add : Hence Ma'ximized,
M;a*xiinizingJ&/>/. adjs,

1930 A. S. Pringle-Pattison Idea ofGod -^s^ Eternal, not

in the sen.seof a maximized consciousness of time, but as an
apprehension different in type, igz^ N. P. Willia.ms Ideas 1

ofFall 395 The maximising and minimising versions of the .

Fall-Doctrine. . i

Maxixe (majf-ja, mceksz'ks). [Pg.] A round
j

dance resembling the two-step but showing more ;

variety of movements.
|

1918 Wkbster Add. 19ZS Cliambers's Jrnl. July 427/1
They sang. .and danced the maxixe until cockcrow 1

May,^^.^ 5. C. Add: May-blossom 6^.^.

= Mayflower 3 b; May-haw (example) ; May-
pop (earlier example).
1871 Scrihner's Monthly IL 102 Tenderest of all in yonder

woods, where hepatica, and *ilay blossoms, and Quaker
ladies twinkle into life. 1868 Amer. Naturalist Oct. IL
46S They [deer] visit the ponds in which the *AIay-haw
grows, the fruit of which is juicy with the flavor of the

apple. X852 Florida Plafit. Fee. 69 The Voss Place had
some grass and *May Pops in the Cotton.

Maya 2 (ma-ya), sb. and a. Also 9 Maye. An
(Indian of an) ancient stock or race belonging to

Yucatan and Central America ; the language of

these ; also attrib. or adj. — Ma-yan a,

1831 T. Bell Syst. Geog. V. 575 The other languages,

indicatmg as many different tribes, are. .Maye or Yucatan.

1844 Ch. ofEng. Mag. II May XVL 308/2 The Maya name
for one of the old possessors. 1845 Trans, Amer. Ethnol.

Soc. 1. 252 JC has in the Maya a different sound from our c

before a, 0, u. 187S H. H. Bancroft Native Races Pacific

Si. IL 117 This Maya culture. Il>id. 118 Yucatan was occu-

pied in the sixteenth century by the Mayas proper. 1914.

T. A. Joyce Mex. ArcJmol. 282 Of the land system among
the Maya we know very little. 1921 igth Cent. Apr. 606

The monuments of the Mayas, .bear witness to an ancient

civilisation. 1936 Blackvj. Mag, Nov. 647/2 This man.,

was of pure Maya blood, and was filled, .with old Mayan
lore and tradition. 1889 Susan Hale Mexico viii. (1891) 82

The Mayan legends . . tell of nothing but wars and conquests,

struggles and defeats.

May-butter. (Later U.S. example.)

c 180S J- J. Henry Camp agst. Quebec (1812) 23 We gave
salted pork, and they returned two fresh beaver tails, which
when boiled, renewed ideas, imbibed with the May-butter

of our own country.

May-duke. (Later U.S. examples.)

1841 Knickerbocker Mag. XVII. 154 The air is impreg-

nated with the fragrances .. of the blossoming may-dukes.

1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 359 This variety, and
the . . M ay Duke, Late Duke, and other Dukes, . . are hardly

less hardy tlian plums.

Mayologist (may^-lod^ist). [f. *Mata 2

+

-OLOGiST (see -ology).] A student of Maya anti-

quities.

1926 Glasgow Herald 18 May 9 Mr. Joyce, perhaps the

ablest of living Mayologists, has been sent, .on a mission of

inspection.

Mazuxua (mazw-ma). US, slang. [Yiddish.]

Money, cash.

1907 MuLFORD^rtr-^oviii. 90 When th' mazuma is divided

up it won't buy a meal. 1913 — Coming of Cassidy xii. 191
* What's this ? ' he demanded. .

.
' Money,' replied Hopalong.

* It's that shiny stuff you buy things with. Spondulix, cash,

mazuma.'

Mazut (mazM't). Also masut, mazout. [Russ. f.

MaaaTB vidzaf, to grease.] The residue of Russian

petroleum, after the more volatile portions have

been lost by evaporation or distilled off, used as

lubricating oil and for fuel.

1897 Chambers's Jrnl. 19 June 393 Masut, the new sub-

stitute for coal. 1907 Times Engineering Snppl. 16 Oct.

4/2 Among liquid fuels which may be employed that known
as ' masut will help to supply the increasing demand. 1923
Countries World IL 1277/1 'Crude oil' . . is refined into

benzine, petrol and kerosene, the refuse or 'mazout ' being

consumed for common fuel and furnaces.

attrib. 2iT\di Comb. 1924 Blackiu. Mag. Feb. 152/1 They
caught the sickly sweet smell of half-burnt * Mazut ' fuel.

Ibid. 154/2 The steam blast of the Mazut burners in the

little craft's furnaces.

Mazziniau (matsf'nian), a. and sb, [f. the

name of Guiseppe Mazzini (1805-72), the Italian

patriot + -AN.] a. adj. Of, pertaining to or sup-

porting Mazzini or his policy, b. sb. An adherent

of Mazzini. So Mazzinianism. Mazzi nist =
Mazzinian b.

1853 yew of Verona (1861) Pref. iv, Misrepresentation

which had been so assiduously thrown around the recent

events by the Mazzinian press. 1875 The. O'Clery Jlist,

Ital. Revol. v. 165 The Mazzinian programme was the

establishment ofa single republic. .The literary propaganda
of Mazzinianism. Ibid. 187 They were no less revolutionists

than the Mazzinians. 1928 Observer i July 7/4 Garibaldian,

Mazzinian, and democratic writers, i860 Illustr. London
Neivs 7 Jan, 18/3 Even the Mazzinists claim him at times

as their own.

TtLe, pers. pron, 6. Add: Freq. in U.S. collo-

quial usage.
'1874 Rep. Vermont BoardAgric. IL 512 In 1S61 1 built me

MEAN.
a horse barn, twenty-ei(;ht by forty. 1916 B. M. Bower
Phantom Herd '\\\. 42 I'm going to make me one.

Meach, variant of *Meech v.

Meaching, variant of *Meechikg///. a.

Meadow, sb. 4. b. Add : meado-w blue, a
small blue butterfly ; meadow-hen (earlier ex-

ample) ; meadow-lark (earlier U.S. example).
1925 J. Gregory Bab of Backivoods xiii. 163 Where big

butterflies and the tiny *nieadow-blues fanned him with
wings which [etc.]. 1B63 ' Gail Hamilton ' Gala-Days 97
You know you didn't .scare a little *meadow-hen. 177S B.

Romans Florida 114 (Th.) ^Meadow larks, fieldfares, rice

birds, &c. are very frequently had.

c. meadow-bouts U.S., the marsh-marigold

;

meadow-lily, a variety of lily common in the

eastern United States (Cent. Suppl.) ; meadow
pea (example).
1784 Cutler in Mem. Amer. Acad. Arts ^ Sci. (1785) I.

459 *Meadow-bouts. 1896 Henslow IVild Flowers gS
Lathyrus pratensis, *Meadow Pea. This genus resembles

vetches, but has fewer leaflets.

Meady^ (mf-di), a. poet. [f. Mead1 + -t1.]

Resembling or suggestive of mead.
1887 Meredith Ballads ^ Poems Tragic Life 102 Yellow-

flamed the meady sunset.

Meal, sb.^ 3. Add : meal-bag^ chesty -tub.

1644 Essex Probate Rtc. I. 46 Too *meal baggs. 1632 in

MayfJo^ver Desc. x. 40 Ittem] in meale baijgs 00-04-00.

1738 N.H. Probate Rec. II. 622 He knows of no meal Bag
that his son had but what he borrowed of him. 1845 J. J.
Hooi'ER Taking Census ii. 167 Throw a meal-bag, or some-
thin' else over your head. 1866 Mrs. Whitney L. Gold'
thivaite vi, I don't know whether it was your little freedmen's
meal-bags. 173B N.H. Probate Rec. II. 622 The *meal
chest he says he knows nothing to the contrary but what it

is left where it was when his son died. 1642 Maryland
Archives IV. 100, i. wherry i. *meale tubb. 1680 Danger-
field Answ. Malice defeated 8 The strict charge she gave
the Maid for the securing the Papers, alias Meal-Tub Plot.

1731 TiNDAL tr. Rapin's Hist. Eng. XIV. 240 Sir William
Waller, .searcliing CelUer's House, found the Model of the

pretended Plot., hid in a Meal-Tub, which gave it the Name
of the Meal-Tub Plot. 1847 in Drake Pion. Life Kentjicky

iii. 56 The 'meal-tub plot' excited that [the imagination)

of our English forefathers.

b. m.eal-dried a. (see quot.).

1896 ScHLiCH Man. Forestry V. 500 Bark is said to be air-

dried when, on bending, it breaks easily; meal-dried, when
it has lost all flexibility and become brittle.

Mealy sb."^ 4. Add : meal-ticket, a ticket

entitling a person to a meal.
1871 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VIII. 4 All the balance of

clerks and assistants. .shall be allowed the sum of $3perday,
and *meal tickets.

Meal, ^.2 1. Add : esp. US. To take one's

meals at (a place).

1891 H. C. Bunner Zadoc Pine etc. 201 A lodging-house

for those who * mealed ' at the hotel. 1918 Jml. Friends'

Hist. Soc. 7 John Lecky. .generally arranged to meal at

Friends' houses.

Mealie. AAAatti-ib. examples ; also Comb, as

mealie-cob worm, the caterpillar of Heliothis

armigera which attacks mealies.

1859 R. J. Mann Natal 137 (Pettman) The young mealy-

cob is generally preferred to bread. 1911J. D. F.G11.CHRIST

S. Afr. Zool. 150 (Pettman) The Mealie-cob worm. .does

extensive damage to mealies, peas, tomatoes, and lucerne.

1902 J. H. M. Abbott Tovimy Cornstalk 28 A few Kaffir

transport drivers. .are boiling their *mealie-pap' in three-

leccged pots.

Mealy, «. 4. b. mealy-bug, (add) a scale-

insect (later example).

1927 Chambers's Jrnl. Aug. 502/1 The *mealybug, so

called from its white waxy or mealy coating, belongs to the

big family of scale insects known as the Coccidae.

Mean, a.^ Add: 2. f. U.S. colloq. In low
spirits or health ;

poorly, not quite well.

a 1848 Dow Jr. Patent Serm. I. 7 (Th.) As mean as a
rooster in a thunder shower. 1911 H. S. Harrison Queed
vii. 90 Mebbe you could do better writing and harder writing

if only you didn't feel so mean. 1911 J. F. Wilson Land
Claimcrs L ai 'Feel pretty mean ', the packer asked him
kindly.

3. a. Of domestic animals or things in general

:

Poor in quality or condition ; comparatively worth-

less.

1817 in TreMS. HI. State Hist. Soc. ip/o, 148 Hogs in this

Country are the meanest that I have ever seen... I do not

believe you ever see half so mean hogs as we have here. 1823

W. Faux Memor. Days 219 The horses here are nearly all

mean, wild, deformed, half-srown, dwarfish things. x84a

Mrs. Kirkland Forest Life I. 140 You've had a pretty

mean time, I reckon, a 1890 Philad. Post (Barrere &
Leland) The night was dark and stormy, about as mean a
night as was ever experienced in Washington.

5. b. (Later examples.)

(a) a 1848 Dow Jr. Patent Ser^n. L 147 (Th.) [One girl]

thought me real mean for uttering such sentiments- 1891

Rose T. Cooke Huckleberries 14 It would be awful mean
of me to leave you here alone.

(i) 1861 R. H. Newell Orpheus C. Kerr Papers (1866)

35, 1 see he felt powerful mean, so I walked up to him. He
jest hooked to my elbow, and without sayin' another word,

we marveled for hum.

B. adv.'^ (Later U.S. example.)

1861 O. W. Norton Army Letters 26 Virginia has acted

meaner than South Carolina even.

Mean, v.^ Add : 3. b. Of a person : To be of

some account or importance, to * matter* to (some-

one) ; to be a source of benefit, or an object of

regard, affection or love to (someone).



MEAN.
x888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Ehmere 11. ni. xxvi. 279 It was

only by a great effort that he could turn his thoughts from
the Squire, and all that the squire had meant to him during
the past year, igxa Red Mag. 1 Mar. 515/1 It came over
me how much she meant to me and how hard a wrench it

was going to be to live along without her. 1914 Times Lit.
Su^/.S Jan. 12/1 Comprehension of what Lady Gregory has
meant to him and to others who worked with her.

Mean (mih), v.^ [f. Mean s^'-^ 8.] trans. To
calculate the mathematical mean of ; also with up.
188a W. J. L. Wharton Hydrographical Surveying 210
We need not mean up each column of times. Ibid. 213
When working several sets, calculate them simultaneously
as far as this, and mean the results, a x888 Shortland Naut.
Surveying ii8t)o) 64 The permanent errors will destroy each
other in the results of all., observations so meaned.

SEeandery v. Add : 4. To pass or travel

deviously along or through (a river, etc.).

1831 J. O. Pattib Persomil Narr. 13 We crossed the
Missouri..and meandered the river as far as Pilcher's fort.

1839 Z. Leonard Adventures (1904) 69 We separated, each
party to meander the rivers ibat had been respectively
allotted to them. 1839 in Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VH.
(1856) 360 Branchesof Swan creek meander this tract in such
manner as to facilitate drainage.

Ueandroid (mi"^*ndroid), a. [f. Meander
sb. + -oiD.] Of a winding structure ; said of corals

:

cf. Meandrine.
X90J Encycl. Brit. XXV. 462/1 An epitheca surrounds the

base of massive or maeandroid forms.

Mea-ningfulness. [f. Meaningful a.] The
quality of being meaningful.
X919 R. H. Fisher Outside of Inside 105 In mystical

trance he discerned the meaningfulness of the third heaven.
I9aa J. Y. Simpson Man <5- Attainm. Immortality xiv. 320
The exquisite sensitivity of their minds to the meaningful-
ness of Its language.

Meaningless, a, (Add example.)
1890 W. Jamfs PsycJiology I. xvi. 676 He learned lists of

meaningless syllables by heart.

Bleasle, ib. 1, (Modem example of sin^.)
19x4 Galsworthy IVAite Monkey i. iii, Fleur knew how

catching the word was ; it would run like a measle round the

Measle, v. Add : 4. fig. To be full of or
teem with (objectional thingsV
1856 C Reade Never too late II. xxv. 245 All this.. in

thieves' cant, with an oath or a nasty expression at every
third word. The sentences measled with them.

Measly, a. 4. (Earlier exampleO
1864 Miss Braddon //. Dunbar II. xi. 212 The audacity

to offer a measly hundred pounds or so for the discovery of
a great crime

!

Measure, v. 2, O. Add : Also trans/, esp. in

various U.S. slang expressions.

1859 B. }v.KRO\,o Douglas yerroldsx. 94 The pig was to be
measured for his parL a 1890 N. Y. Mercury (Barrcre &
Leland) He had been measured for a funeral sermon three
times, hr: said» and had never used either one of them. 1896
Farmp.r S: Henley Slangy To /lave been measured/or a
nero itmbrella (.American)—(i) To appear in new but ill-

fitting clothes, whence (2) To pursue a policy of doubtful
%mdom.
4. b. Add to def. : Also, to be comparable ««M.
1904 Sir G. Parker Ladder 0/ Stoords vi. 61 Her words

for the great cause had measured well with her deeds. 1907
Smart Set Mar. 126/2 The dog moved a cat-like step for-

ward, m.iktng up the interval, and the man made a mental
note that its single stride measured with his.

Measnrely, a^v. (Modem U.S. example.)
1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wildsxiv, 233 It is measurely

free firom winter storms.

Measurer. 1. (Examples of special tise.)

1636 DedkaTK Rec. I. 36 We doe order that alt high-wayes
..be orderly set out by our measurer. 1641 Ne-w Haven
Col. Rec. I. 51 Bro. Pccke chosen measurer for the towne to
fill and strike ali the come. xjt>6BostoH Tazvn Rec. VIII. 37
Allexander Seers, Samuell Bridge,. .to serve as Measurers
of board, Timber, and Plank. 18*7 Drakk & Mansf. Cin-
cinnati v\. 51 The council have power to appoint. .Measurers
of wood and coal. 1841 Adzrt. in C. Cist Cincinnati, George
Warren, Measurer of Stone-work, Ulrch-work, and Plaster-
ing.

Measuring', v6l, sb, 4. Add : measuring
roller,

1894 T. W. Fox Mech. Weannng 377 After warp leaves
the bieam it passes .. under and nearly round a measuring
roller.

Meat, sb, 3. Add : Also local U.S., pork,
1845 Mrs. Kirkland iVestem Clearings ()^ Venison is not

' meat * to be sure, in our parlance ; for we reserve that term
for ^tY, parexcellence, f 1845 "9KMixtXHG Madmen All i<)6

The term meat in the West is understood to apply solely to
salt poric. 1891 Fur^ Fin «V Feather 182 A bearskin is worth
95 to him.. besides, he likes the flesh if meat (Le. pork) is
' skeerse '.

d. trans/. (Add quots.)

1904 W. H. -Smith Promoters 11. 40 Thousands of milesof
new telegraph lines necessary, and they'll be our meat,
every mile of 'cm. ij)07 S. E. WHrm ^4 W*?«<i Nights 1. vii.

136 * Whew I' I whi&tles, * That's a large order—But I'm
your meat.

e. slangphr. (Contrasted with Milk 3 a.)

1990 P. G. WoDEHOvSK Damsel in Distress iv. 58 I know
what's the matter vrith you\ he said. 'Someone's been
feeding you meat I ' The young man bubbled with fury.

5. a. meat can^ 'platter^ 'tin, •trough ^ -tub

(earlier example), -vat', b. meat-eater^ -eating

(example), /reezer^ /reezingy -packer, -pcuking^

-rationing.
x8^ 0«//«f XXX. 284/1 For active service. .the two

regimenu would need to be supplied with..*meat cans. 1005
Vegetarian Yr.Bk, 15, I am now a rabid vegetarian with a
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score of nasty remarks about *meat-eaters. 1853 Trans.
Mich. Agric. Soc. IV, 154 The Americans are notoriously a
*meat eating people. 1909 Daily Chron. 2 Nov. 5/4 Aus-
tralian globe-trotters, *meat-freezers, financiers. 1908 IVestm.
Gaz. 14 Dec. 2/1 The *meat-freezing works employ over
3,000 men. 1909 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 23/1 Argentina.,
had in 1884 the first meat-freezing works established on the
banks of the River Plate. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 28 May 7/2
I'he lard used by *meat-packers is taken from hogs. ..The
sanitary conditions in meat-packinghouses. zi^ioCluimbers's
yr«/. June 415/2 The lives of Philip Armour the meat-packer
and Andrew Carnegie. 1892 J. J. Flinn Chicago 330 *Meat
packing is the oldest of Chicago's industries. 1863 'Gail
Hamilton ' Gala-Days 75, I decided upon a *meat-platter,
1918 Times 7 Feb. 3/1 Should the currency coupon become
the basis of*meat rationing, it is probable that [etc.]. 1889
Century Mag.^ Apr. 909/2 They say that he sometimes fills

an old *meat-tin with water in anticipation of along march.
190a Eliz. Banks^ Neivspaper Girl 64, I would have been
capable of going into the street and knocking down any
little butcher's boy who refused peaceably to deliver up to
me the contents of his wooden *meat.trough. 1779 E. Park-
MAN Diary 171 We are unhappily low in ye *Meat Tub.
1846 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1847) 310 The mode by
which I obtain a vacuum in *meat vat A. for curing meat.
6. meat-block, a block of wood on which meat

is cut up ; meat-card, a card entitling the holder
to a ration of meat ; meat-coupon, a coupon
of a meat-card, entitling the holder to buy a
certain quantity of meat ; meat jash, fish for use
as food ; meat hog, a hog intended for food

;

meat house, a house in which meat is hung

;

meat-jelly, a jelly prepared from meat ; meat-
knife, a knife used for cutting up meat ; meat-
man, (also) one engaged in bringing meat to a
camp ; meat-oil, an oil obtained from the flesh of
whales; meat train, the men and horses, etc.,

conveying meat to a party.
1838 E. Flagg Far West II. 59 Mr. W...was on the

stump, in shape of a huge *nieat-block at one corner of the
market-house. 1870 Food Jrnl. i Dec. I. 622 The restaura-
teurs are compelled to ask for their customers' * "meat card *,

X918 Times 25 Feb. 9/5 You must not tearofi"*meat coupons
yourself. This duty rests with the retailer. Ibid.^ Only
three coupons each week of a meat card can be used for
butcher's meat. 1919 * Ian Hay ' Last Million 07 ' Got any
meat coupons? ' They shook their heads...' Better have
bacon and eggs,' announced Hebe. * They're not rationed.'
i77a-6 J. Andrews Lett. 336 Early this morning arriv'd in
town eleven carts loaded with *meat fish. 1856 Florida
Plant. Rec. i6g, I doe not see but verry few of the shoats
that I turned out for *meat hogs this year. 1831 Peck
Guide Emigrants 11. 126 Around it \sc. the cabin] are put
a *meat or smo'^e bouse [etc.]. 1865 Mrs. Stowe House <5-

Home P. 248 Those fine, claar *nieat-jellies which form a
garnish,. palatable to the taste. 1865 P. V. Nasbv Strug-
gles^ 170 Did they [matrons] not. .plunge a *raeat-knife into
their ihrobbin bnzzums. 183a R. Cox Adv. Colnmbia R.
XXV. 261 The *meat<men did not return until nine this morn-
ing., but at eleven the hunters' signal drew us to the shore,
and the meat-men were dispatched. 191a Chambers's yritt.

Mar. 184/2 After the blubber is removed you will obtain
an extra output of what is called the *meat-oil. 18^5 Fre-
mont Exped. 234 The *meat train did not arrive this even-
ing, and I gave Godey leave to kill our little dog.

SCeater. Transfer f Obs. to sense in Diet, and
add ; 2. rare. One who eats (butcher's) meat ; a
meat-eater.
S9S0 CoHtetnp, Rev, Dec. 819 The * meatcr " lives at higher

pressure and exhausts hb energy quicker than the non-
meat-eater.

Meatless, a. Add: 2. b. spec Of foods spe-

cially prepared or supplied for vegetarians: Con-
taining no butcher's meat,
1909 Senm {title) Meatless Fare and Lenten Cookery.

1909 Daily Chron, 2 Nov. 7/^ Even that anomaly—to most
people—' the meatless meal ' is included.

Hence Meatlessness.
1918 Punchvj Mar. 206/2 If he[our butcher] were removed

we should be plunged into absolute meatlessness.

Mebby, variant of May-bk,
Meccano (mAa*n<?). The registered trade mark

and name of a company, now commonly applied
to a set of metal pieces, nuts, bolts, etc., and tools,

specially designed for constructing small models of

buildings, machines, or other engineering appara-

tus; any' portion of such a set; a toy intended

to develop a child's constructive instincts. Hence
tXsofig. (as in quot. 1928).
1908 {title) Meccano (Mechanics made easy). Manual of

Instructions for the whole series of Models. I9«4 Selincourt
Cricket Match iii. 56, I shall make a prison cell of meccano,
and pretend you're locked.. inside. 1936 Rose Macaulay
Crewe Train vii, She idled about with toy soldiers, meccano
or plasticine or something else ridiculous. 1997 Sunday at
Home Aug. 675/1 There was meccano in the goldfish bowl.
1928 ' Rebecca West' Stra^tge Necessity ii. 199 The com-
plete meccano set for the mind that is in The First Men in

the Moon.

Mechanic. A. adj. Add. 1. o. Mechanic
shop, a shop in which some mechanical art is

carried on, U.S.
1819 E. Daka Geogr. Sketches q^ It. .contains. .two copper

and tin manufactories, and a number of other mechanic
shops. 1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 102 There are.. 10
mechanic shops.

B. sb. Add : 1. d. pL A mechanical system or

structure, a mechanism.
1909 Practitioner Feb. 198 Operative measures.. leave his

skeletal mechanics in the condition in which they were before
he sustained the injury, igxolbid. June 767 The restoration

MEDIAIiIZE.

of the normal skeletal mechanics by absolute apposition of
the fragments.

Mechanical. A. adj. 3. b. (Add example.)
19*1 Bkrtr. Rvsskll^ nafysis o/ Mind 46 We may de-

fine a movement of an animal's body as ' mechanical ' when
it proceeds as if only dead matter were involved.

Mechanicalization (m^se:nikabizri'j3n).
[f. Mechanicalize v. + -ATiON.] The action of
rendering or fact of being mechanical in character,
or in the means of operation.
19ZS Glasgow Herald 5 Jan. 4/6 A record of experimental

progress towards mechanicalisation of wireless telegraphy.
1924 Army Quarterly Oct. 40 The second step would spread
the mechanicalization to the battalion transport. 1927
Sunday 'Times 6 Mar. 20/3 The real benefits that result from
a mechanicalisation of industry.

Mechanicalize, v. (Later examples.)
1924 Army Quarterly Oct. 37 The ultimate probability of

a mechanicalized army. Ibid. 39 The first step suggested
is that the divisional transport should be mechanicalized.

Mechanism. 2. (Later examples). Also
recently used, esp. FsyckoL, of the means or agency
by which mental processes and bodily actions are
caused to take place (cf. quot. 1885 in Diet.),
^9'3 J* S_- Haldane Mechanism, Life ^ Personality 9

Descartes, in his writings about the nervous system,.. sug-
gested nervous^ mechanisms. Ibid, 58 The real difficulty
for the mechanistic theory is that we are forced . . to postulate
that the germ-plasm is a mechanism of enormous complexity
and definiteness, and.. that this mechanism. .can divide
and combine with other similar mechanisms. 1921 H.
Crichtom Miller New Psychol. ^ Teacher 161 This mental
mechanism [the complex] lies at the root of all bias, all in.
justice, and all inability to think clearly. 1924 Brit. Weekly
28 Aug. 471/3 He will see strange recesses in human person-
ality and unsuspected mechanisms fasliioning religious
beliefs. 1929 K. S. Lashley {title) Brain Mechanisms and
Intelligence.

6. Delete •\Obs. and add recent examples.
190a J. M. Baldwin's^ Diet. Philos. f Psychol. II. 59/1

In biology : mechanism is opposed to vitalism, and in more
recent controversy to neo-vitalism. 1925 C. D. Broad Mind
.5- its Place in Nature 43 One is never quite sure what is
meant by ' Mechanism * "and by ' Vitalism '.

Mechanist, 3. Delete fC^j. and add recent
example.
1925 C. D. Broad Mind ^ its Place in Nature 43 One

feeLs that the disputes between Mechanists and Vitalists are
unsatisfactory.

Mechani'Stieally, adv. [f. Mechanistic ^.]

On mechanistic principles.

1925 C. D. Broad Mind ^ its Place in Nature ii. 77 The
attempts which have been made., to treat menial phenomena
mechanistically.

Mechanization ; Mechanized ppl, a. (Re-
cent examples.)
1913 A. W. GouGH God^s Strong People 32 A tyranny built

. . on a degradation and mechanization of the personal power.
1918 B. MiALL tr. A. Hamon^s Lessons 0/ World-war 50
The ' mechanization ' of individuals lessens their intellectu-
ality. 1928 Daily Mailj Feb. 7/5 The 'mechanisation ' of
the army. Ibid, 8 Feb. 7/5 The fast two-seater tanks of the
mechanised army,

MechanotropisnL(me:lcanp'tr^piz'ra). [f. Gr.

fi7}X°-v^-i P-lX'^^'h machine + Tropism.] The turn-

ing or bending of tendrils -or other plant organs in

response to contact or other mechanical stimulus.

1929 Sir J. C. BosE Gro^vth ^ Tropic Movent. Plants x.

90 Mechanotropism : Twining of Tendrils. In response to
the stimulus of contact a tendril twines round its support.

Med.y abbrev. of Medical sb. i.

1851 [see Medic sb.]. 1853 Songs of Yale 16 (Farmer)
Take. .Sixteen interesting med.«:, With dirty hands and
towzeled heads. 1899 A. H. Quinn Pcnnsylv. Stories 19
The Meds wailed till the visitors were opposite them.

Medal, sb. 4, Add: medal chief U.S., an
Indian chief who received a medal from the Colo-
nial or U.S. authorities ; medal-ribbon, the ribbon

for attaching a particular medal or for wearing
without the medal.
177a D. Taitt in Trav. Amer. Col. 518 [Letter] To the

Great and Small *medal chiefs, 1800 B. Hawkins Sk, Creek
Country 27 He is one of the great medal chiefs. 18x3
Niles' Weekly Reg. V. 2^0/2 At this moment a medal chief
of the Choctaw nation is soliciting to be employed. i<>o9

Westm. Gaz, 4 Oct. 1/3 The *medal-ribbon which a soldier

tore oflf his tunic.

Medi- (mrdi), sometimes used Z^Ji?/. = MEmo-,
1890 Century Diet, (citing Coues 1887) Medicephalic eu

\^-^Amer. Anthropologist Oct.-Dec. 627 The nieditemporal
\sc. fissure) consists ofa segment in the cephalic region of the
lobe, 6 cm. in length. Ibid, 631 Fissures of the frontal lobe
..The medifrontal springs from the orbitofrontal.

Medial. A. adj, 2. Medial line : delete fCiJj.

and add recent example. Also medial area.

1908 T. L. Heath tr, Eucli^s Elements 111. x. 50 A mediat
straight line . . is so called because it is a mean proportional

between two rational straight lines commensurahle in square
only. Ibid. 54 It is manifest that an area commensurable
with a medial area is medial.

Medialization (mrdiabiz^Jan). [f. next +
-ATION.] The action of making medial.
190a A?ner. Anthropologist Jan.-Mar, 24 A similar media-

lization is found with ch, s, which, .are. .heard after vowels

as /and 2 respectively.

Medialize (mrdiablz), v, [f. Medial a. +
-IZK.] trans. To make (a consonant) medial,

190a Amer. Anthropologist Tan.-Mar. 25 The earlier

Abenakis may have only partially medialized their conso-

nants after vowels.



MEDIAN.

Median. A. adj. Add : L b. U.S, Average.
xgaS Henderson & Davie Incomes -V Living Lists of a

University 31 The median amount earned by extra teaching.

B. sb, 3. Math. Substitute for def. : A straight

line drawn from any vertex of a triangle to the

middle point of the opposite side.

1883 W. Thomson in Encyd. Brit, XVI. 15/1 If a, ^, rbe
the three sides of a triangle and a, p, y the three medians.

BCediC. B. sb. Delete * Obs. exc. as *.

190a W. WiNSLOW Hall Applied Religion i. 22 For ages

medics have been laying down rules for the regimen of

diseased people.

KedlC (mrdik), a.2 [ad. L. Medic-US^ Gr. M17-

&/f(5s Median.] = Median u.2

x888 G. Bertin Abridged Gram. Lang. Cuneiforjn Inscr,

81 Medic Grammar. 191a H. G. Rawlinson Bactria ii. 25

A 1 reaty was made between the rival nations, and ratified hy
a n:a,rriage between the Medic king and a Lydian princess,

BEedlcaL A. adj, 1. d. Add : medical
school, a department of a college, university, or

the like, in which medicine is studied.

1841 Southern Lit. Messenger VII. 550/2 We had lighted

upon the University, in the act of organizing an extensive

Riedical School.

ICediciuef sby Add ; 2. £ To take one's

medtcifUj to submit to something disagreeable,
x8o4 ' O* Henry * Cabbages <$• Kings xvii. 299 You go

back and take your medicine like a man. X8517 Congress. Rec.
6 May 937/1 He will have to take his medicine, as we took
ours in 1894. 1903 N. V, Times ai Sept., Canada can do
nothing—she must take her medicine and make the best of it.

6. a. medicine chest (earlier example) ; medi-
cine ball, a stuffed leather ball which is thrown
and caught to provide exercise.

1903 W. L. Savage in Athletics ^ Outdoor Sports for
IVomen 49 The illustrations below show two of the methods
for passing *medicine balls. 1930 Bulletin 13 Feb, 8/2
The Prince of Wales, .instead of indulging in.. tennis and
quoits, preferred to devote the time after tea to throwing the
medicine ball. 1758 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XVIII. 87, I

took care of my ^Medicine chest and Privet chest 1777
Rec, N. H. Comm. Safety 100 Ordered the R, Genl to pay .

.

for making 2 Brass Keys for the Medicine Chests.

b. meilicijze lodge (later example) ; medicine
wolf, the small prairie wolf; medicine -woman,
an Indian woman dealing in magic.
jooi GiDDiNGS Inductive Social. 207 Religious Societies—

..In North American Indian tribes, they are known as *Me-
dicine Lodges. 1837 W. IrvingC^//, Bonneville II. xv. 147
This little, whining, feast-smelling animal, is., called among
Indians the ' *medicine wolf. £1843 O. Russel yrni.
(1921) 131 The big prairie wolf is two feet high.. .The least

known is little prairie or medicine wolf. jZ^ Knickerbocker
Mag. IV. 372 The mother evinced her sagacity, asadiviner
or *medicine woman. 1836 Ibid. VIII. 152 It was at the
wigwam of an old Indian ' medicine-woman ' that I stopped.

Medicined, ppL a. Later example in the sense

charmed, bewitched.
1826 T. Flint F. Berrian (1834) I. 76 After this dance, it

was understood tliat we were medicined, charmed, or under
the pledged protection of their household divinities.

3Sedick. (Later example.)
1912 W. SoMERViLLE Agriculture iii. 69 Species standing

wide apart, like beans and medick, have no mutual interest

in any particular organism.

Medinal (me-dinal).

A proprietary term for a hypnotic (see quots.)

registered in 1908.
1908 Chemist <$ Druggist I-XXIII. 443/2 Medinal is the

mono-sodium salt of diethylbarbituric acid. 1^^ Practi-
tioner Feb. 307 Medinal ..is a new soluble hypnotic which
has been introduced by Messrs. Schering of Berlin. 1922
Daily Mail 16 Dec. 7 The verdict was Death from an Over-
dose of Medinal taken by Misadventure.

ICedio (me'di(?), [Sp.] A coin of Cuba (see

quot, 1859).
1859 R. H. Dana To Cuba 47 As there is no coin in Cuba

less than the medio, 6\ cents, the musicians get a good deal
or nothing, a 1909 * O. Henry ' Roads of Destiny xxi. 358
I've got one Chili Dollar, two real pieces, and a medio,

Mediterranean. B. sb. 1. b. Add:
1760 Washington Diaries I. 145 Planted 4 Nuts of the

Mediteranean Pine in the Pen.

3. A European racial type found especially in

countries bordering on the Mediterranean Sea.
1888 C. Morris Aryan Race i. 13 The hair of the Mediter-

raneans is not so long or so cylindrical in section as in tlie

Mongolians. X921 Man No. 107. 180 The brown dolicho-
cephals called Mediterraneans. 1924 Public Opinion 28
Nov. 522/2 The Nordic is tall and fair ; the Mediterranean
shorter and more slenderly built. 1926 Contemp, Rev. Jan.
83 For a Mediterranean the most important is not the essence
of a thing, but its presence, its actuality.

Mediterraneanize, z;, [f. Mediterraneans.
+ -IZE.] trans. To make Mediterranean in char-
acter. So Mediterra:ueaiiiza*tion.
X91J Nation (N.Y.) 6 May 485/3 That the Greeks are

Mcditerraneanized Slavs whose only heritage is a language
vhich Demosthenes could neither have pronounced nor
understood, 1921 jgth Cent. May 894 The ancient Alpine
race has been mediterraneanised, latinised, slavonised, and
teutonised in Europe, and the Teuton in his turn has under-
gone mediterraneanisation, latioisation and slavonisation.

Medium. A. sb, 9, C. (Earlier example.)
1777 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLn.319 There cargo is Salt

. ^7 Dales, cases, hhds of mediums [etc.],

BCedo- {xnt'dt})f combining form of Mede (L,
Medus, Gr. M^Sos), used parasynthetically with
terms denoting other peoples or countries, esp.

MedC'Persian adj.
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»835 J. B. Robertson tr. Schlegets Philos. Hist. vii. I.

273 The Assyro-Babylonian empire which preceded the
Medo-Persian. Ibid. 273 The Medo-Persian dynasty. 1869
Rawlinson Man. Anc. Hist, 11. o A revolution in the Medo-
Persian capital, 1872 Lit. IVorld 2S June V. 405/1 The laws
for composing the music of a minuet were., Medo-Persian
in their rigidity. 1873 J. Peile in Encycl. Brit. 1. 604/2
The name for God in Medo-Scythic is Annap.

HCedollate, 2^. Transfer f Obs, to sense in

Diet, and add : 2. inlr. Of nerve structures : To
form or produce a ' medulla*.
1898 Phil. Trans. B. CXC. 2 The tract which a'scends from

the internal geniculate body medullates separately from the
other intracerebral systems.

Hence DSedullatioii, the action of forming a
* medulla '.

188. Buck's Handbk. Med, Set. II. 319 (Cent. Suppl).

Uedullosean (medz^l^u-sian), a. [f. Mei^ul-
LOSE + -AN.] Of a pithy texture.

1914 Brit. Mus, Return 219 One MeduUosean stem and
Cordaites from the Coal Measures, Bolton.

Meech., v. Also meaoh. Dial, variant of

MiCHEZ'.] (Later examples of sense 2.)

ri8oo Dow Sertn. I, 203 (Bartlett) When you fall short of
the object for which you jump, you go metchin off, like

a cat that has missed her mouse. 1832 Seba Smith Thirty
Yrs, out of Senate (i860) 179 The old man hauled in his

horns and meeched off, looking shamed enough. 1903
H. L. Wilson Spenders xxxi, 366 I'd hate to have you come
meachin' around after that stock has kited.

ISeeclling, ppL a. Also meaching, meachin,
me(e)chin. [Dial, var. of miching MiCHE v\
SkulkinjT, furtive ; mean,
1792 Massachusetts S/>y 22 Mar. XXI. i/i There is a kind

of meaching souls in the world, a 1800 Spirit Partner's
Museum (1801) 287 We observed, however, that he had
lantern jaws and a meaching look, 1836 HALiBURT0NC/(Jf>6/«.
Ser, I. XV. (1837) 140 Father goes up to him, lookin as soft as

dough, and as meechin as youplease. 1844 *Jon. Slick'
High Life N, Y. II. 219, I gin her hand a leetle mechin
shake. 1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer, 222 A person with a
downcast look is said to look meechin. Used on Long Island,

1872 Marietta Holley My Opinions (i8gi) 311 He looked
real meachin, and says he, ' I beg your pardon mom *. 1884
HowELLS Silas Laphani ix, 153 I'm not going to have you
do anything that will make you feel meeching afterward.

SCeety sb. Add: 2. Geom, A point, line or

surface of intersection.

1893 J, W. Russell Pure Geom. 1 56 The meets of opposite
sides of a hexagon (six-point) inscribed in a conic are colli-

near. Ibid. 236 Given five points on each of two conies, to
construct the conic which passes through the four meets of
these conies and also touches a given line.

Keet, z'. Add: 2. g. Nattt. To meet her-, in

bringing a ship on to a desired course, to turn the

helm or rudder in the other direction before the

ship reaches the desired course, to prevent it going
round too far.

1815 Falconer^s Marine Diet. 194 A bad steersman . . moves
it [the helm] so far as to bring it [the ship] to her course
again before he offers to stop her, or meet her with it. X84X
R. H. YiKUK Seaman s Man. 183 If the order is..' Ease her !

*

* Meet her !
' or the like, the man should answer by repeat-

ing, .the order. 1902 A. B. Lubbock Round the Horn 187
Occasionally he says sharply, ' Meet her ! Meet her 1

' and
sometimes he jumps to the wheel and gives us his powerful
aid in grinding it up or down.
4. Add to def. : To be (formally) introduced to

(a person). Mostly in imperative. ^..S",

1920 MuLFoRD y. Nelson vi. 37 'Meet th' Doc, Nelson,*
said Dave. Johnny turned. ' Glad to meet you, Doctor.*
1926 A. A. Thomson {fitle) Meet Mr. Huckabee 1

12. Sc» To meet in with. To encounter (a per-

son) ; = sense 4.

x8as Jamieson, Tq Meet inwi*, to meet with. S. B. 1828
D. M. MoiR Mnnsie VVauch xi. 96, I . .advised him to take
a step in at his leisure to St. Mary's Wynd, where he
would meet in with some merchants in scores. 1889 Steven-
son Master of Balla?itrae ix, (1891) 247, I was not always
as I am to-cfay ; nor (had I met in with a friend of your
description) should I have ever been so.

13. 7o meet tip wiih^ to overtake or fall in with.

U.S. colloq.

1837 Sherwood Caz. Georgia (Provincialisms) Met vp
•witJt^ for overtook. 1889 K. Munroe Golden Days ix. 96
They'd meet up with you somewheres along Coloma way,
1909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 16 If any one was to
urge me, I'd be obliged to meet up with a little food. 1916
H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red Gup ix. 376 Ben Sutton
had met up with his old friend Jake Berger, also from Nome.

Meetinsf, vbi, sb, 7. Add : meeting clothes,

coatj -day, gown, hat, time ; meeting-seed (see

quot. 1851).
1867 T. Lackland Homespun i. 63 The ' *meetin clothes

*

of the children are laid away for another week, and the old
ones got out again. 1887 Mary E. Wilkins Hujuble
Romance 139 An thar was Israel in his *meetin coat, an' me
in my best gown. 1644 Portsmouth (N.H.) Rec. 32 It is..

ordered that the business of such "metinge dayes shal be
specified. xtl^Sei^ucUl's Diary 1, 146 Mr. Moodey exercises
at our House being our meeting-day. 1887 Mary E. Wilkins
Humble Romance 300 Hatty in her *meeting-gown of light-

brown delaine, and her white •meeting-hat., was not pretty.

\Zs\ Knickerbocker Mng. XXXVI 1 1. 372 (Th.) Some people
call it * caraway ' and * aniseseed ', but we call it ' *meetin'-
seed ', 'cause we cal'late it keeps us awake in meetin'. 1889
RosE_ T. Cooke Steadfast xxxix. 414 Mothers of young
families distributed fragrant bunches of dried ' meetin' seed '

among their flocks. 1639 New Haven Col. Rec. 26 On the
Lords day in the ^meeting time. 1871 Mrs. Stowe Sam
Lawson 200 We were in disgrace, we boys ; and the reason
of it was this : we had laughed out in nieeting.time.

MEIOTIC,

Meetingf-h.Onse. 2. (Earlier examples.)
1633 Dorchester (Mass.) Town Rec. 8 Oct., Their shall be

every Mooneday..a generall meeting of the inhabitants
of the Plantation att the meeting house. 1634 VVatertown
Rec. I The charge of the Meeting House shal be gathered by
a Rate justly levied.

3. meeting-house chamber, ground, land, lot, post

,

rate, yard (earlier example).
1647 lyalertoivn Rec. 11 A wrighting shall be sett vpon

the meting-house-post, to give Warning [etc. ]. 1651 Spring'
field Rec. I. 200 The above mentioned bargain about the
meeting house chamber. 1656 Watertown IZec. 48, 2!ylthatJ
ye give ncompt of the meeting bowse rate. 1689 SewalCs
Diary I. 286 Paid 40/.. for the Releases of Meetinghouse
Ground.

_ 1690 Ibid. 334 Mrs. Judith Winthrop's Deed of
the Meeting house Land in Boston, ijjz N. //.Probate
Rec. I. 687 Northerly on the fence by the metinge house
yard.

^ 1733 Ibid. II. 523, I give to my son.. a lot of land
lying in the Meeting house lot.

Meg, see*MEGGEii.

Mega-. Add : Megu^phylloTis a, Bot. [Gr.
fjwkkov leaf], having large leaves. Me'graselsm
[Seism], a major earthquake. So Meg-asel'smlc
a, [Seismic], of or pertaining to a megaseism.
1^4 Science 21 Oct. 529/1 The pteridophytes.. may be dis-

posed according to the prevalent size of their leaves in a
series, leading from microphyllous to *mcgaphyllous types.

1909 D. H. Scott in Darwin <5- Mod. Science 203 A large
proportion of the higher plants are microphylluus in com-
parison with the highly megaphyllous fern-Hke forms from
which they appear to have been derived. 1913 Rep. Brit.
Assoc. 92 A large group of *megaseisms was followed by a
long period of quiescence. 1908 Ibid. 69 With 'megaseismic
movements the crust of the world moves much in the same
way as a raft does upon the ocean.

b. megabar (see *Bar sb. 6 and m Addenda).
1917 McAdie PHnc. Aerografihy 30. 1918 U.S. Monthly

Weather Re7>. Feb. 75/1. _ 1933 Joly Sufface-I/ist, Earth
iii. 55 *iolft The megabar is one million dynes per sq. cm.
It is nearly one atmosphere.

Megalomaniac, a, (Examples).
1899 Pall Mall Gnz. 14 Feb. 2/3 A megalomaniac world

is always apt to regard a waistcoat-pocket community as a
joke. 1929 W. J. LocKK Jorico 29 They had to at tribute the
great fortune to the megalomaniac dreams of a dying man.

Megaphone. 2. Add : Also attrib,

a 1906*0. Henry* Trimmed Lamp etc. 180 The mega-
phone man roars out at you to observe the house of nis
uncle.

Megaphone (me-gafJun), v. [f. the sb.] intr.

and trans. To speak or utter through a megaphone.
Hence Megaphoned, Megaphoning///, adjs.

1901 Lehmann Anni Fugaces 70 The air grows blue with
loud reproaches Hurled at the crews by megaphoning
coaches, 1913 J. H. Moore Ethics <5- Education 97 Long
ago she [a dog] and her a^^sociates were accustomed to mega-
phone to each other in this way. 1920 Glasgow Herald zi
Apr. 8 The captain megaphoned an invitation to come on to
the fla^j deck. 1927 H. G. Wfli.s in Su?tday Express 2 Oct.
12/7 The impressive gatherings.., the megaphoned and
broadcast sp^-echcs.

Me'gaphonist, [f. Megapho.ve 2.] One
who speaks through a megaphone.
1906 ' O. Henry ' Four Million 203 * What 's eatin you 1

'

demanded the megaphonist.

Megapolis. (Modem example.)
185s [Pkay] Mem. J, G.Bennet 450 Capital alone n want-

ing to make this city in point of influence, .the meg'apoUs of
the world.

Megasoopically, adv. Add quot,
1893 H.S. Washington Volcanoes of Kula Basin 21

Megascopically it is much more frequent and prominent than
either the augite or the olivine.

Megatherium, b. (Later example.)
1908 H. G. Wki-ls Warin Ai'rv. §6They were the weird-

est, most destructive and wasteful megatheria in the whole
history of meclianical invention,

Megatherxnic (megaj^Sumik), a. [f. Mega-
THEKM + -ic] Pertaining to, connected with, or

consisting of, megatherms.
1903 W. R. Fisher tr. A. F. IF. Schimper's Plant Geog,

226 The megathermic flora is already perceptibly impover-
ished.

Megger (me'gsj). A registered trade mark
introduced about 1903 by Messrs. Kvershed Sc Vig-

noles Ltd., of London, for apparatus designed for

measuring electrical insulation resistance. Megger
testy a test of insulation resistance made with a
megger. So Meg*, a smaller apparatus for measur-

ing insulation roistance.

>9*3 Nature 13 Jan. 63/2 The * Meg ' insulation tester,.,

a remarkably light and cheap megger running to 10,000 mgo.
wliich should prove a boon to Hnemen. 19M HarntstvortiCs
Wireless Encycl. II. 1415 There are iew instruments of
greater general utility in electrical testing than the one which
goes by the name of the * megger ',

MeiOSiSi Add: 3. (Also xnaiosis.) The
process of chromosome reduction in germ-cells

which are undergoing maturation.

1905 Farmer & Moore in Q. fml. Micros. Set. XLVIII.
489 We propose to apply the terms Maiosis or Maiotic phase
to cover the whole series of nuclear changes. 1907 Rep.
Brit. Assoc. 689 There is reason to believe that a sorting of

the chromosomes, analogous to that seen in meiosis, takes

place in the third division of the ascus. 1910 Encycl, Brit.

VII. 710/2 note In this paper the authors [J. W. Farmer and

J. E. S. Moore) suggest the term 'Meiosis' or * .Meiotic phase

'

for the nuclear changes accompanying the two maturation

divisions in plants and animals.

Meiotic (moiip-tik), a. Also (sense 2) maiotic,

[ad. Gr. ^etcyn/fiJy diminishing (see Meiosis) + -iCj



MELAMPYRE. 41 MENOMINEE,

1. That represents things as less than they really

are ;
characterized by meiosis or litotes.

XA07 ll^esOtt. Gas. 17 June 2/2 Is there not,, a good deal to

be .said for the meiotic method [of portraying the Caesars)

preferred by Sir Lawrence Tadema? 1915 Oxford Ma^. 18

June 38/2 We have occasionally mentioned in mild meiotic

terms that the Oxford roads do not wholly satisfy our ideal

of perfection. ,

2. That is characterized by meiosis (sense *3).

1905 [see *Meiosis 3]. 1906 Nature 29 Nov. 98/2 In this

way a definite phase (termed by some writers the maiotic

phase) is intercalated in the cellular life-cycle of the organism.

1907 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 6S9 The chromosomes throughout the

meiotic phase are sixteen m number. 1913 Bateson MendeVs
Princ. Heredity 270 This differentiation will come about at

this reduction, or meiotic division, as it is called,

Melampyre (me'lsempaiaj). [f. mod.L. Me-
lampyrufftj cow-wheat : see Melamptrin.] =
Cow-wheat.
1905 E. Phillpotts Secret Woman in. v. 244 While the

melampyre's lemon blossoms and the orange stars of the

woody loosestrife mingled close at hand.

Melano (m/la-n^ ). [f. Gr. /ztXac-, fiiXas black

:

after Albino.] An animal distingnished by an

abnormal development of black pigment in the

epidermis, hair, feathers, etc. ; opposed to Albino.
190S Annals ff Mag. Nat, Hist. IX. 59 Spotted tiger-cats

of the A Macrttra group. The small specimen is a melano,

but shows indications of the normal spotted condition,

MSl6e. Add : S, Africa. Off-colour diamonds

of less than two carats weight.

1911 Cohen Remin, Kimherley 267 (Pettman) On a certain

day I had entrusted him with two or three hundred carats

ofmel^e—small stones—to sell, i9»o Daily TeL 22 June r/a

Stones, .of various weights from \\ carats downwards, and
a quantity of melee.

Melezitose. (Later example.)
tjja4 Nature 21 June 904/1 If the manna is produced by

the intervention of insects, the interesting point arises

whether melezitose occurs in the sap of the larch or is pro-

duced by the insect.

Melian (mflian), a. and sb. Also Melean.

[f. Melos (Gr. M^Xoy) the name of an island in the

yEgean Sea + -ian.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to

the island of Melos. b. sb. An inhabitant of

Melos.
1550 T. NicoLi^ tr. Tkucydides v. xl, The Meliens . . refused

to be under the obeissaunccof the Atbcnyans. 16*9 Hobbes
tr. Tkucydides v. 341 Dialogue betweene the Athenians and
Melians. 1831 J. Bell System GeogAX. 513 Marbles of many
varieties arc abundant in Greece. . .Another variety was. . the

Melian. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 841/2 The Melian earth (y^

MifAtac) employed as a pigment by ancient artists, was
probably native white-lead. llnd. 842/1 The Athenians.,

compelled the Melians to surrender at discretion. 1910 W.
Jaues Mem. ^ Stud. (191 1) 270 The Meleanssay that sooner

than b« slaves they will appeal to the gods,

Melik, variant of Malik.
Z9S0 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 66c)/i Each hilla. or village, has

its sheiW, each group of hillas is under a melik.

Melioraut (mrliorant). [ad. late L. ntelio-

raniempv. pple. oiiiuHorare\ see Meliorate z;.]

Something that makes better ; an improver.

19SO Saintsburv Notes on Cellar-bk, 102, I am afraid that

the * whets ' of our ancestors were rather stimulants to drink-

ing., than meliorants of appreciation.

Meliorative. Delete t and add recent ex-

amples.
19CU Encycl, Brit. XXXI, 678/1 The so-called meliorative

and pejorative developments in word-meaning. 1916
SwiNNERTON Chaste IVi/e xv\\. J a, 954 Its note had been

meliorative rather than optimistic

iffelismatic. (Recent example.)

1909 C. H. H. Parry 7. S. Back 99 A rcciutivc for soprano

with a beautiful melismatic close.

ZCelodeon. 1. (Earlier example.)

1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents {1^50) 2jB Improvement in

Melodeons.
^

Melodicon (mil^-dikjJn). [ad. Gr. /itAySi/eoi'

neut. of /xcXijjSiKos pertaining to melody, f. /KAySi'a:

see Melody.] (See quot) /*sa/m melodicon-.

see Psalm sb. 3.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms^ Melodicon,

an instrument made of steel bars in different lengths tuned

to the diatonic scale, struck with hammers held in the hand.

Melon 1. Add : 1. O. To cut the meion, to

decide a question.

1911 H. Quick Vellotastone N. xiL 308 The O.M. as usual

cuts the melon with a word.

d. Abundant profits, spoils, or the like, which

are shared by several people. Esp. in phr. /o att

the melon ; of. melon-cutting below.

1909 N. Y. Even. Post (semi-weekly cd.) 7 Oct a A purse

of $25,000 will be distributed amon? employees. About
8,000 men will participate in the cutting of the melon. 1918

Weekly Dispatch 24 June 6/4 The Union Pacific's portfolio

[of outside investments] is one of the biggest potential
* melons * on the American horizon,

4. melon-cutting vbl. sb. , chiefly fig. in Stock

Exchange slang, the dividing up or sharing of

spoils, or profits.

1908 Daily Report 24 Aug. 2/4 The theory that any pro-

spective melon-cutting will be postponed until next^ year.

i9a7 Sunday Express 24 July 6/4 As the company distributed

some Preference shares only a short while ago we should

think it unlikely there will be any further melon cutting yet.

Melopoaic (mebprik), a. [f. Melopceia \ -ic]

Of, pertaining to, or characterized by meloposia.

1927 Contemp. Rev, July 73 Wagner ,. turned to the
melopaeic chant, dramatised but not lyricised, for the ex-
pression of the words,

Meltoniau, a. (Example.)
1901 Edin. Rev. Jan. 100 The red evening coat in which

fox-hunters dine may be traced to the Meltonian dandies.

Mem, V. [f, the sb,] trans. To note or write

down as a memorandum.
1914 W. J. Locke Jaffery v. Once having *mem-ed' an

unpleasant thing in my diary, the matter is over.

Mem, var. Ma'am. (Add Sc, and U.S. examples.)
x%^%H\iA^^^^ Mrs. Partington i,-j 'This is grand weather,

mem, for poor people ' said Mr. 'ligh, the rich neighbor of
Mrs. Partington. 1867 Coodivi/e at Home i, Eh I Dear be
here, mem, is this you, In sic a byous day? 1876 Ramsay
Scot. Life 9f Character (ed. 21) iv. 78 Then I canna engadge
wi' ye, mem ; for 'deed I wadna gie the crack i' the kirkyard
for a' the sermon. 1877 G. Macdonald Marquis of Lossie
III. ix, But, mem,-.i canna lee.

Uember, sb. L Add : Also virile member :

see ViBiLE a. 3.

4. b. (Recent examples.)
1888 J. RuNCiMAN Chequers 187 You're a red-hot member I

1891 Sporting Life 28 Mar. 3/5 But, warm a member as our
hero was, stat.ding in front of a blazing furnace for hours..
was too hot even K>r Jem's sanguinary temperament.

12. member-bank U.S., a bank which holds

shares in, and has representation on the board of

directors of, a Federal Reserve Bank; see also

quot, 1930.
1914 Federal Reserve Act § i The term * *member bank *

shall be held to mean any national bank, state bank, or bank
or trust company which has become a member of one of the

reserve banks created by this Act. 1923 Accountants'
Handbk. (ed. E. A. Saliers) 865 § 17, Member banks may
rediscount short-time commercial notes with federal reserve

banks. 1930 J. M. Keynes Treatise on Mottcy I. 9 The
typical modern Banking System consists of a Sun, namely
the Central Bank, and Planets, which, following American
usage, it is convenient to call the Member Banks.

SCembermeut (mcmbsiment). [f. Member
sb. + -MENT.] The arrangement of parts in a body.
18. . Buck's Handbk. Med. Sd. VII. 313 (Cent. Suppl.).

Membrana-oeously, adv. [f. Membrana-
ceous a.] With membranaceous material.

x8ai W. P. C. BARToti Plora N. Atner. I. 14 Stem erect,

.. four-sided, membranaceously winged on the angles,

smooth, neaily naked.

SSemoirist. (Later examples.)
x888 G. W. Cable Stories ofLouisiana \\. (1889) 48 Carlo

was beginning to swear 'fit to raise the dead', writes the

memoirist, at the tardiness of the Norman pair. 1907 Daily
Chron. XX Jan. 3/3 In almost every section of the volume he
advances, as a memoirist, a moralist,, .or a translator..,

someone whose name deserves to be re->vritten over a faded

tomb. 1914 N. Y. Ti/nes 31 May, These memoirists are as

frankly revealing as any that described the daily life of the

Grand Monarch's Court.

BEemoraXldize (memorse'ndoiz), V. [f. Me-
M0Rand(um -» -IZE.] intr. To make memoranda.
xBBi Whitman Specimen Days C1892) 178 Now he is sitting

on the limb of an old tree..—seems to be looking at me
while I memorandize.

Memorial, A. adj. 3. a. (Later examples.)

1891 S. W. Mitchell in Century Mag. Dec. 287/2 The
man thus imprisoned within himself recovers by effort a vast

amount of memorial property presumed to have been lost.

Z930 in Times Lit. Suppl. 20 May 320/a A jink of material

transmission.. which.. puts the theory of simple memorial
piracy definitely out of court.

Uemorist. 2, (Later example, not U.S.)

19S0 H. G. Wells Ouil. Hist. n5/a Here we have.. the

medicine-man, the shrine-keeper, and the memorist, de-

veloped, with the development of the community.

BEemory. Add : 1. c, Psychol. Classified into

various special kinds according to the way in which

it is manifested, or the bodily process with which

it is believed to be connected.

1883 F. Galton Hum. Faculty 106 One favourite expedient

was to associate t tie sight memory with the muscular memory,

1897 tr. T. Ribot's Psychol. Emotions }S^ Others, .recall the

circumstances plus the revived condition of feeling. It is

these who have the true 'affective memory'. 1899 Avter.

Jrnl. Psychol. XI. 7 He found that recollection could be

mediated, .(i) through visual images, (a) successive in time

or space, or q5) grouped . .plus motor memory. 1901 Ibid.

XII. 264 Functional memory, i.e. memory connected always

with some bodily function.

12, memory-cell., -image^ -process^ ^sketch
;

memory book US., a blank book in which cut-

tings from newspapers and the like are pasted for

preservation; a scrap-book.

1931 Publishers' Weekly 14 Feb. 843/1 Another demand..
is that for inexpensive 'memory books used by grammar
school children. 189a C. C. Van Libw & Beyer tr. T.

Ziehen's Introd. Physiol. Psychol. 156 These numerous
sensory cells transmit their excitation further to one other

ganglion-cell, a *memory-cell. 1895 Halleck Psychol. <5-

Psychic Cult. 106 *Memory images are those which most

nearly represent existing things. 19*1 B. Rl'SSELL Analysis

Mind 207 A memory-image of a particular occurrence. 1897

C. H. JuDU tr. Wundt's Outl. Psychol. 241 The process that

arises under such circumstances Ls a * memory-process. 1906

Daily Chron. 16 Apr. 3/5 Some clever *memory sketches of

the Franco- British Exhibition.

Mend, v. Add :

5. To mend upx delete (? Obs>) and add modern

examples. 71? mend one^sfences : see *Fenok sb.

1833 Seba Smith Major J. DowningWi. 2o6{Born) TheyVe
got their clothes pretty much mended up, and they look quite

tidy. 1854 Mabia Charleswortu Ministering Children ii.

19 Mamma is going to give me all Edward's old warm
stockings, if 1 mend them up quite neat

!

6. b. Also to mend up.

1877 Anna Sewell Black Beauty xliv. 217 The farrier said

he (a horse] might mend up enough to sell for a few pounds.

10, C. To recover from, get better 0/^ grow out <?/i

1881 J. Fothehgill Kith ^ Kin III. ii. 43 He had always
trusted that the boy would mend of such outlandish in-

difference.

UKCendelian. Add : B. sb. One who adheres

to or supports Mendel's principles of heredity.

1903 K. Pearson in Phil. Trans. A. CCIII. 57 If we were
' pure Mendelians ' we should for the purpose of character
classification make v = iu. 1907 Nature 23 May 73/1 It

would be regarded as a demonstration of the falsity of the
doctrine of gametic purity by everyone who was not a
Mendelian.

Mendeliauism (mendrlianiz*m). [f. Men-
delian -I- -ISM.] (Adherence to or support of) the

law or principles of heredity discovered or pro-

pounded by Mendel ; *Mendelism.
1903 K. Pearson in Phil. Trans. A. CCIII. 54 We reach

pure Mendelianism by making our protozygotes 'dominants ',

our allozygotes ' recessives *. 1906 A. D. Darbishire in

Manch. Mem. I,. No. 11. 11 What is the essential featureof

that which is called Mendelism by those who believe in it,

and Mendelianism by those who do not?

BEendelism (me-ndeliz'm). Biol. [f. the name
Mendel', see Mendelian -j- -ism.] The law or

principles governing the inheritance of certain

characters, especially those classified as dominant
and recessive, in the vegetable and animal king-

doms, first discovered and formulated by the Aus-

trian monk, Gregor Johann Mendel ; also applied

to the scientific study of the inheritance of parental

characters which originated with Mendel,
1903 Science 20 Mar. 451/2 The breeder wants to preserve

the desirable characters or traits and eliminate the undesir-

able ones, but under the strict interpretation of Mendelism
this is difficult. 1905 R. C. Punnett {title) Mendelism.

1906 L. H. Bailey Plant Breeding {cA. 4) 16S Already so

many adjustments have been made of the Mendelian

Srinciples that it is becoming difficult to determine v^hat

lendelism is. 1909 Fabian News XXI. 92/2 Mendelism,
as applied to man, is simple enough in such matters as brown
eyes and blue. 19H R. C. Punnett Mendelism (ed. 3) xiii.

140 Mendelism has helped us to realise that specific characters

may be but incidental to a species, igao Edin. Rez'. July

135 Mendelism promises to furnish the stock-breeder with

better and more certain means of increasing the economic
value of his stock. 19*7 Haldane & Huxley Animal Biol.

ii. 62 The comparatively new science called Mendelism.

Mendelist (me-ndclist). [f. Mendel (see

Mendelian) + -ist.] «= *MENnELiAN sb.

1910 H, Walker Lit. Victorian Era \. iii. 230 There are

Mendelists and Mutationists as well as Darwinians.

Mendelize (mcndebiz), v. [see -ize.] intr.

To exhibit or transmit parental characters in con-

formity with Mendel's law of inheritance ; to be-

have as Mendel's law predicts.

1906 L. H. Bailey Plant Breeding {'cd. 4) 171 We do not

know what plants will Mendelize until we try. 1918 Babcock
& Clausen Genetics Agric. 286 Those clianges in specific

factors which result in the appearance of new Mendelizing

characters. 19*4 E. W. Macbride Introd. Study Heredity

viii. 212 'Sports', .which breed true when crossed with their

like, but which 'mendelize' when crossed with the type.

SSondelsSOhuiail (mendels(7u-nian), a. [f.

the name of the German composer Felix Mendels-

Wi«-Bartholdy (1809-47) +-IAN.] Of, pertaining

to, or characteristic of Mendelssohn, or his musical

productions.
1900 Musical Standard IA'%.. 283/1 The second movement

was rendered with a Mendelssohn ian elegance. 1909 H. G.

Wells /Thm Veronica'iW. §4. 60 The organ, .was, in its Men-
delssohnian way, as glad as ever it could be. itjaS Observer

29 Jan. 14/4 A clearly conceived and agreeable piece of music

with Mendelssohnian orchestration.

"SHenAxna^vbl. sb. 1. o. Add: Also attrib.

1863 'Gail Hamilton' Gala-Days 41, I find myself in

a*mending-basket. 1898 A. Nicholas /dyl of Wabash 18

Taking his hose from the mending basket and darning them.

x866 Mrs. Whitney L. Goldthwaite viii, What should we
do without our *mending-day?

2. a. (Also in sitig.')

X891 Harper's Mag. Sept. 579/1 Mrs._ Dorset was on the

bench in the porch, the basket of mending by her.

IKEeilliadeil. b. Add : menhaden oil-works.

1882 Harper's Mag. Sept. 58S/1 A deck-load of brick for

a menhaden oil-works had been dumped there.

Meunist (me-nist). U.S. [Irrej;. f. Menno (see

Mennonite) + -ist.] = Menkonist, Mennonite.

Also attrib.

1869 Atlantic Monthly Oct. 474/1 The Mennists in many
outward circumstances very much resemble the Society of

Friends. Ibid^ In the interior of the Mennist meeting, a

Quaker-like plainness prevails.

Menominee (men^-minr). U.S. Also -onee.

[The name of a tribe of North American Indians,

and of various places in Michigan and Wisconsin.]

Applied attrib. to a variety of white-fish found in the

Great Lakes (see quot. 1888).

1888 GooDE A merican Fishes 4Q0 The Menomonee Wh'te.

fish. Core^onus guadrllateralis, inhabits the Lakes of JNevr

England, Upper Great Lakes, and is found northwestward

to Alaska. lio. Rep. U.S. Fish. Comm.
653

Jable showing,

by States, the products of the fisheries of the Great LakM

in 1899. .White-fish (Menominee) fresh.. White-fish (Meiio-

I

minee) salted.



MENOPAirSAIi.

Menopau'sal, a. [f. Menopause + -al.] Of,

pertaining to, or connected with the menopause.

loiG Practitiatur June 787 Permanent cessation of the

mwises, so long as the ovaries have been conserved, is not

associated with so-called * menopausal '
symptoms,

Menslievik (me-njA-lk), J*.(and aX [ad.Russ.

MeHbineBUKT, men'shk;ik, f. Menbiiiifl mefCshiy

(predicative sientrae nMske), compar. of Majitiit

mdViy little. The Russ. pi. MeHbmeBHKH men-

shevikihss been used by some English writers.]

A member of the more moderate section of the

Russian Socialist Party.

The name was originally given to the less extreme partyof

Russian Social-Democrats at the Congress in 1903. Cf.

*B0LSHEVIK.
, ,

IOI7 igik Cent. July 141 The Mensheviki or Minimalists

(^loderate Socialists) need organisation. 1917 iWw Europe

6 Dec. 236 It was from this Conference [at Stockholm, 1903]

that the cleavage between Bolseviks and Menseviks dates.

loai E. A. Koss Russian Soviet Refiubl. 323 The imprison-

ment of the Menshevik members of the Moscow printers

union. 19*6 Contemp. Rez; Sept 274 He was an outsider—

a 'menshevik* {the 'minority' man).

Menshevism (me-nji'viz'm). [f.*MENSHEV(lK

+ -ISM.] The doctrines and practices of the Men-
sheviks ; a moderate form of socialism.

1910 Glasgpiv Heraldzi^ May 9 Communism as it is offered

to Trans-Caucasia has assumed the form of Menshevism.

i^eCantemp. Rev. Sept. 275 Marx would prove it: but

that would be ' Menshevism '.

Menshevist (me-nJMst). [f. *Menshet(ik +
-1ST.] =a *Menshevik. Also aitrib,

1919 Times Lit. Suppl. 14 Aug. 432/3 A pleasing descrip-

tion of the Menshevists. 1926 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 274 He
was known to return in all intricate cases to his menshevist

fallacies.

Mental. A. adj. Add: 1. (Furtherexample.)

1897 C. H. JuDD tr. IVundt's Ontl. Psychol. 326 The law

of mental growth is as little applicable to all contents of

psychical experience as any other psychological law of

development.

b. Mental disease^ incapacity^ etc. : In recent

use, the more common terms for lunacy, insanity,

idiocy, etc Mental home^ hospital, institutioriy

ward, etc. : Places where insane or feeble-minded

persons are confined, treated or trained. Mejttal

nurse, specialist, etc. ; A nurse or doctor devoted

to the care or study of insane or feeble-minded

patients. Mental case, defective, incapable, patient,

etc. : An insane or feeble-minded person.

{a) 1904 Lancet 27 Aug. 598/2 Scientific views regarding

mental disease have . . been undergoing great changes, /did.

17 Sept. 838/1 Those casesof mental incapacityarisingfrom

incipient or oncoming insanity. 1926 Ibid. 561/1 'Mental

deficiency 'isa relative term and difficult, perhaps impossible

to d^ne.
{b) 1898 H. Morten's Compl. System Nvrsin^zA,<) A year s

training in a general hospital, and two years' training in a
mental hospital, would be the proper scheme to turn out the

best mental nurse. 1908 IVestm. Gaz. 23 Nov. 9/1 An inmate

ofamental home, .under a certificate signed by two doctors.

1921 Times 2 Aug. 4/5 Nobody to-day requires to be con-

vinced of the need for mental hospitals. 192a Lancet^ 22

July. 200/1 The compulsory detention ofan individual. .in a

mental institution. Ibid. 11 Nov. 1048/1 The plaintiff was
confined in a mental ward.

ic) 1898 [see abovej. 1922 Lancet 5 Aug. 290/1 The two
duties of mental nurses.

((f) 1904 Lancet 17 Sept. 838/1 The Home Secretary,. has

at last been impressed with the total inadequacy of the pro-

vision made for. .mental incapables. 1913 Meynell Life F*
Thompson 279 Many a time I've asked him to have his bit

of lunch in with me and the other ' menial '—O yes, she's

a mental case, as I may have told you. 1922 W. R. Inge
in Edin. Rev. July 34 The Eugenics Education Society.,

actively supported the Act for the compulsory segregation of

mental defectives. 1922 Lancet 21 Oct. 888/1 Public opinion

became focussed upon the treatment of mental patients.

c. Short for mentally defective,

B. sb. a. Delete f Obs. and add modern example.
x88x Punch 3 Dec 264/2 Oh, wormsand gentles, It warms

ODc's ' mentals* More than much whiskey.

C, Short for mental case, defective, patient, etc.

(coUoq.).

1913 [see I b {d) above].

Mentalistic (mentali-stik), a. [f. Mektalist
+ -IC.] Pertaining to or connected with mentalism.
1920 A. S. Pbingle-Pattison Idea of God 191, I feel it to

be important ..to free the position I am defending from the
supposed dependence on the Mentalistic doctrines which
have often been used to support it.

Sfentality. Add : 3. Mental character or dis-

position ; outlook; kind or degree of intelligence.

1931 IjE^NisVfKTT Future o_fCapitalism it. 23 It b useless

to pretend that there will be anything but hostility between
thepartners in industry so long as this mentality persists.

XSentally, adv. b. (,Later examples.)
1925 Brit. Med. yml. 24 Oct. 727/2 This inquiry was made

with the object of comparing the heredity and social con-
ditions of a certain number of insane, mentally defective,

and normal persons. Ibid. Suppl. 14 Nov. 170/1 Persons
whose mental defect arose from or followed brain lesions,.,

should not be classed as mentally deficient. 1931 Municipal
Year Bk. 106S It is possible to secure unity and continuity

of treatment and care for the mentally defective.

UeutiOZl, V. 1. b. (Later examples.)
1863 G. Macdomald David Elginbrod III. iii. ix. 158 He

mentioned to Miss Talbot that he had been his guestthat
night. Z904 LiLLiE T. Meade Love Triumphant 11. vi. 153
Once I mentioned to Uncle Henry how much she prayed.
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Sleuto-. Mento-Meokelian (also as sb^ =
the mento-Meckelinn bone.

189a J. A. Thomson Ok//, Zool.fi^t^ The mento-meckelians

seem to arise from two lower labial cartilages.

Mercantile, a. 5. quasi-j*. Deletef Obs.

and add : One engaged in trade or commerce.
1921 Chatnbers's Jrnl, July 440/r With the exception of

the nobility, .and of the mercantiles, .alpargatas, or string-

soled shoes, are the footwear of the Spanish nation.

SEercator (m5.ik-? -toi). The latinized form of

the name of G. Kramer (1512-94), the Flemish

cartographer, used aitrib. ; cf. Mercator sprojection

(PUOJECTION sb. 1 b).

1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Mcrcaior-cluirt, a mode of pro-

jection invented by Gerald Mercator, in which the meridians

and parallels are straight and parallel lines. The meridians

are equidistant, but the distance between the parallels in-

creases from the equator towards either pole.

Stercatorial (majkatosTial), a.2 [f. prec. +
-lAL.] Of or pertaining to Mercator's method of

projection in cartography ; based tipon or calcu-

lated from (the data furnished by) a Mercator chart.

ai888 Shortlano A^hk/. J'K/ryf^/fl.f (1890) 144 Their Merca-

torial meridians will be inclined to each of them respectively

about i'-2. Ibid. 346 To reduce a plane sheet to a Merca-
torial projection proceed as follows. 1903 Encycl. Brit.

XXXI 1 1. 99/2 The Mcrcatorial bearing between two stations

is the mean of their reciprocal true iKjarings.

ICercliant. A. sb. Add: 1. d. (U.S. ex-

amples.)
1790 Gazette cf U.S. (Philad.) 13 Oct. (Th.) The word

merchant should not be confounded with retailers and shop-

keepers. 1809 W. Irving Knickerh. vii. ix. If peradven-

ture some straggling merchant of the east should stop at

the door, with his cart load of tin ware or wooden bowls, the

fiery Peter would issue forth [etc.]. 1818 in Trans, lit. State

Hist. Sec. jgio, 162 Dry goods are geting very cheap, the

country is full of them ; we have more merchants than any
thing else. 1871 R. Somers Southern States since War 129

Few are able at the end of the year to square accounts with
' the merchant '. 1897 J. L. Allen Cticir Invisible i, A heavy
roll of home-spun linen, which she was taking^ to town to her

aunt's merchant as barter for qneen'i-ware pitchers.

3. Revived in recent slang : A fellow, person
;

esp. one who deals or specializes in or practises

something ; with a defining word, as sfeedmercha-nt.

Also Sc. dial. smcC juerchant, applied to a boy.

l836 Referee Oct., (Ware, Passing Engl.) The success of
Indiana mainly depends upon the extravagant humours of

the chief low-comedy merchant. 1909 V^K&v. Passing Engl,,
Merc/iant (Theaulai 1SS2). The theatre coming tobecalled

the * shop', actors dubbed themselves 'merchants', qualified

by their line. 1923 Daily Mail 15 Feb. 6 The chauffeur of

a motor-car has a rain-blurred wind-screen, and the goggled

•speed-merchant ' cannot see so well as usual. 1923 Motor
Cycle 22 Nov. 783/1 This very afternoon as ever was, a
merchant on a huge sidecar outfit made a malicious attempt

to ram me at a street corner. 192s E. Fraser & Gibbons
Soldier ft Sailor Words, Merchant, a fellow. One con-

nected with any special branch of the service. Used with

various applications, e.g. 'A M.G. merchant"—a Machine
Gunner. 1927 AJom. Post 10 Sept. 7/4 It is not improbable

that he may become a * speed merchant '. 1929 Doylk Mara-
cot Deep 244 Storr, the googlie merchant, had a better show-

ing with four for ninety-si.x.

4. (Recent example.)
J903 Kipling Five Nations S The pot-bellied merchant

foreboding no wrong With headlight and sidelight he lieth

along.

6. a. merchant shipper,

X919 Brit. Mannfacturer Nov. 16/2 Orders may. .be dis-

tributed by the merchant shipper of this country.

b. merchant prince (earlier example).

1841 L. M. Child Lett. Nev! York viii. 53, I sometimes

ask whether the age of Commerce is better than the age of

War ! Whether our ' *merchant princes ' are a great advance
upon feudal chieftains ?

Merehanting (mautjantii)), ppl. a. [f. Mer-
chant V. + -ING*.] Engaged in trade as merchants.

1930 Observer 9 Feb. 18/1 The merehanting body itself is

in no greatly better case.

Merchant mill. U.S. ? Obs. [f. Meechant
3. I.] A mill engaged in the grinding of grain for

the purpose of trade.

J774 P. V. FiTHlAN yml. (1900) III Mr. Carter's Mer-
chant Mill begins to run to-day—She is calculated to manu-
facture 25,000 Bushels of Wheat a Year. 1816 U. Brown
yml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 273 He has a Merchant

Mill, a Saw Mill, a Carding Mill, all on the Waters of Bath.

1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 68 The village contains . . i large

merchant mill, nearly completed, with four run of stones.

x8st C. Cist Cincinnati 194 It proposes to perform in a
small compass, .the work of a merchant miiU

Merchant tailor. (U.S. examples.)

1818 Fearon Sk. A nter, 33 Taylors are numerous : they are

denominated, (in conformity with the accustomed vanity of

the country), 'Merchant Taylors'. 1841 Advt. in C. Cist

Cincinnati, James Bishop, Merchant Tailor. 1889 Kansas
Times If Star 13 Nov., Call on Ed. Howe, the artistic mer-

chant tailor, ..for first class, well fitted suits.

Mercury, sb. 11. Add : mercury fulminate,

fulminate of mercury ; mercury (vapotir) lamp,
an apparatus consisting essentially of an exhausted

glass or quartz tube containing mercury vapour,

which produces a special kind of illumination when
an electric current is passed through it.

1904 Kynoch yml. Oct.-Dec 199 The flame from the

•mercury fulminate, .ignites the charge of ex-plosive con-

tained in . . the case. 1908 Illuminating EngineerAu^. 633A
When burning under normal conditions the *mercury lamp
received 36 per cent, more power. 1908 Electrical Field

1IES-.

Sept. 241/1 (heading) Mercury-Vapour Lamps. 1909 IVestfti.

Gaz. 6 Mar. 3/2 A ' new ' process of sterilising milk by ex-
posing it to the ultra-violet rays of a mercury-vapour lamp.
1911 Encycl. Brit. 670/1 Many attempts have been made to
render the mercury vapour lamp polychromatic.

IVCereditllian (meridi-))ian), a. and sh, Abo
-ean. [f. the proper name Meredith + -lAN.]

a. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

George Meredith, Eng. novelist and poet (1828-

1909) or his works, b. sb. An admirer of Meredith.
1891 Lit. World 29 May 510/3 [She] swathes her thought

in Meredithean phrase. 1892 Rev. of Revieivs Jan. gsl"^

Meredithians owe a debt of gratitude to the publishers, 1908
Neiv Age 31 Dec. 210/1 [The novel] is strongly Meredithian
in unreality of character, choppy style, [etc. J. _ 1909 Daily
Chron. 22 Jan. 3/4 The bookseller, an enthusiastic Mere.
dithian. 1926 Spectator ig June 1046/2 He received a letter

in reply which began with this superbly Meredithian sen-

tence.

Merge, v. Add : 3. b. Of firms or trading

companies: to combine or amalgamate with one

another.
X930 J. B. Priestley Angel PaveTnent \\. § i, That's the

way things are going all the time now,., big combinations-
merging away till you don't know where you are.

Merger^. Add: 3. Comb, as merger com-
pany, the larger of two trading companies which
form a merger ; so merger share.

1928 Daily Mail 3 Aug. 18/2 There is no compulsion on
the Preference shareholders to accept an offer from the

*merger company. Ibid. 18/3 The *merger shares issued to

. .shareholders may bring in a bigger income than the.. Pre-

ference shares.

Meridian, sb. Add : 1. (U.S. examples.)
1850 Congress. Globe 31 May 1106/2 The funeral., will take

place to-morrow at 12 o'clock meridian. Ibid. 8 July 1329/3
[An adjournment was moved, to take place] on Thursday,
the ist day of August next, at twelve o'clock, meridian.

6. transf. Applied to a structure which resembles

or suggests a meridian. (In quot. = Ctenophore i.)

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 300/1 This [jelly-fish] possesses

eight meridians (costas) of iridescent paddles in constant

vibration, which run from near one pole towards the other.

Meridian (meri-dian), V, [f. the sb.] ijztr.

Of a celestial body : To reach the meridian-

1902 Chambers's Jml. Nov. 741/1 By the time the moon
meridianed, the weather had decidedly improved and the sea

gone down.
Meridianal, variant of Meridional.
1900 Geog. Jrnl. XV. 540 The great meridianal systems,

e.g. the Urals and the Rocky mountains.

Merino. Add : 2. (Earlier example.)
1820 S. Breck in Recoil. (1877) App. iv. 298 She has g<«ie

on . . bedecking herself in merino shawls.

b. Also, a merino shawl.

184s M. M. Noah Gleanings 16 Thin kid shoes and gloves

[are worn by the lady of fashion] ; a fine merino over her

arm.

4. A variety of potato.

1833 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. V. 208 A great many varieties

of potato are cultivated in Europe and America Some of the

more approved kinds are . . the Merino [etc.]. 1887 Tourcek
Buttons Inn 178 He picked up the potatoes,..—delicate

white ' Kidneys ', . .and coarse red ' Merinoes '.

Meristele (meristrh). Bot, [f. Gr. lii^os part

-}- (77-77X7/ pillar : see Stele.] (See quot.j Hence
Meriste'lic a,

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Temts, Meristele. ., a por-

tion of the stele of a monostelic stem received by each leaf.

1902 Tansley in Encycl. Brit. XXV. 414/2 Fig. 8.—Meri-
stelic arc of collateral bundles, united by conjunctive.

Meritable, a. Delete ? Obs, and add recent

example.
1927 Obseri'er 20 Feb. 13/1,1 should still have some merit-

able pieces left over in case the visitor wished to go to a few

matindes.

Meront (me-r^nt). Zool. [f. Mero-1 + Gr. ovt-

stem of wv pr. pple. of ilvai to be.] A dividing

form in Neosporidia.
19x4 Fantham & Porter Some minute Anlm. Parasites

219 The body protoplasm divides also, and two daughter

forms are produced. These dividing forms are known as

meronts and schizonts. There are several variations in the

ways by which daughter meronts are produced. 1916 Nature

a Mar. 8/1 A minute amoeboid germ or ainoebula.. emerges

from the spore. It. .penetrates in or between cells. There

, .it commences to multiply, and is termed a meront.

Merozoite (mert7z^u'ait). Zool. [f. MlBO-1

+ Gr. ^oj-q Ufe + -lTE.] In sporozoans, a spore

produced by the process of schizogony.

1901 Pop. Set. Monthly June 192 (Cent. Suppl.) When fully

developed, the spores, or as they are technically known, the

merozoites, drop off the parent cell and work their way
through the fluids of the digestive tract. 1914 Fantham &
Porter So//ie jrinute Anim. Parasites qy The organism,

after attaining its full growth, begins to divide, and rosettes

of smaller parasites—the merozoites—are formed.

Mes-, now often used before a vowel for Meso-,

as Me-sarcU a. Sot. [Gr. dpxv beginning] (see

quot. 1900). Mesaxo-nic a. Zool. [Gr. a£ojF, a^ov-

axis + 'ic], having the axis in the centre.

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot, Terins, *MesarcK - - applied

by Solms-Laubach to those bundles in which the protoxylem

lies in the interior of the primary stiand of the wood. 1902

Tanslev in Encycl. Brit. XXV. 4H/2 Fig. 4.—Tvpical

siphonostele (represented as mesaich) with internal phloem.

1898 A. S. Woodward Outl. Vertebr. Paleontology 319

They [Perissodactyla] are all digitigrade quadrupeds, with

the axis of both feet passing through the digit No. hi (he-Jce

*mesaxonic).



MESATIPELLIC.

Kesatipellic (me:sati,pe*lik), a. Anthrop.
[f. Gr. /i(V(o-)aTos midmost (superl. of /icVoy middle)
+ ir£'AAa a wooden bowl (laken in sense Pelvis) +
-ic] Characterized by an index of the pelvic brim
between 90 and 95.
z886 W. Turner Rep, Crania 11. (Challenger Rep. XVI.)

40 In the males the same index was at a- about 91, so that
they were niesatipellic. 1900 Jrnl. Anihrop. Inst. 149
Turner is inclined to place iMelanesians in the mesatipellic
group. x^^Proc. Soc. Antig. Scot. (1924) LVIII. 34 An
index of 93-22 is mesatipellic, and considerably higher than
that of the average European male.

Blescal. Add : 3. The mescal-plaut, or the

baked head of this.

1831 J. O. Pattie Personal Narr, 63, I afterwards ascer-

tained that it was a vegetable called by the Spanish mascal,
Iprobably maguey). 1873 J. H. Beadle Un<Uvel. West
xxviiL 614 He gave me in return. .a large roll of fftescai.

1878 — IVestt-rn Wilds xviiL 288 Mescal^ also one of their

luxuries looks when dried like a mass of soft sole-leather,

and tastes much like sugar-cane, x88i Amer. Naturalist
XV. 875 The ' mescal' of the Arizona Apaches, that is, the
baked head of the Agave palmeri and Agavepanyi. 1891
Century Mag. Mar. 653 Along deserts bristling with spines
of the cactus, Spanish bayonet, mescal and palo verde.

4. Mescal buttons j heads, the dried tops of a small
cactus {^Lophophora IVilHamsii) of Texas and
northern Mexico, having intoxicating or narcotic

propert ies.

18^ Outing Oct. \ir, 24/2 The old and yonng squaws had
cut and dried large packages of 'jerked ' h«ef, and had
brought down from the hillsides donkey-loads of mescal
heads. 1895 D. W. Prentiss & Morgan ititl£) Anhalonium
Lewinii (mescal buttons) ; a^^tudyof the drug, with especial
reference to its physiological action upKin man.

Mescalisni (meskse-l iz'm ). [f. Mescal + -isai.]

The practice of taking mescal.
x(^ Amer, Anthropologist Oct.-Dec 789/1 Through mes-

calism one seems almost to ' attain an objective knowledge
of one's own personality'.

Kesenchyiua, (Earlier example of Mesen-
chyme.)
1884 Hyatt in Proc. Boston Sac. Nai. Hist. XXIII. 138

The characteristics of the middle layer are so exceedingly
primitive that we have called it mesencbynie.

Kesh., sb. Add : 3. a. (Example:)
190X U.S. Dept. AgriCy Bur. Plant Industry, Bull, 3, ro

The smkelets (meshes) are two to four grained.

4. b. In mesh : Of toothed gearwheels, engaged
with each other ; also into mesh.
190^ A. B. F. Young Compi. Motorist 78 When the top

gear is engaged, none of the other gears are in mesh, aUhougn
they rotate. 1905 Sloss Bk. Automobile 207 "The gears
must be thrown into mesh sharply or not at all. 1907 C.
Wheeler Bicycles in Making 78 When it [the fulcrum
pinion] is in mesh with the hub it locks the pinion wheels,
x^ia Motor Man. (cd. 14) 75 Thus it is possible to slide
different pairs of gearwheels into * mesh *.

6. mesh-bag \ mesh-connection, a method of
arranging the coils in a dynamo (see quot.) ; so
mesh-connected a,

19*0 Edin. Rev, Oct. 349 The *mesh-bag in which the
Mexican hunters carried their arrow heads. 1903 Encycl,
Brit. XXV 11. 592/1 If the four coils are joined up into a con-
tinuous helix,.. four wires may be attached to equidistant
points. ..Such a method is known as the *m€sh connexion,
and gives a perfectly symmetrical four-phase system of dis.

tribution. 1904 R. M. Wai.mslry Electr. Service of Man
53iFig. 519. *Mesh* connected Generator.

Aesh, V, 3. b. (Later examples.) Also, to

become engaged with another toothed wheel or
part of a mechanism, or, of two wheels or parts,

to engage with one another. Cf. Mash zj.*

1907 C. Wheeler Bicycles in Making 78 Small pinion
wheels.. also mesh with what is called a fulcrum pinion...

The fulcrum pinion is also provided with teeth by which it

can mesh and become part of the hub. 191s Motor Man,
(ed. 14) 165 Occasionally thegearwheelswill notmesh. 1913
R. Kennedy Bk. Motor Car IL 194 Then.. gear wheels
which are revolving have to mesh with gear wheels which
are stationary.

KeshilX^, vbl, sb. Add to def. : A meshed
structure; mesh-work,
X907 Daily Chron. 25 Sept. 8/'4 Splash I go the dredges,

small scoops of steel meshing. 19x6 Brit. Weekly 26 Aug.
430/2, I had a copper frame constructed with a panel of
copper meshing to which the letters were fixed.

KesiUerize, «*• Add : d. With const.

X916 BhNNKTT Lions Shnre x. 76, ' I can't express to you,*
he said, moving towards the dais and mesmerising her to
keep by his side, * I can't express to you ' [etc].

BKeso-** Mesodesxn (add) * a layer of tmdifTer-

entiated parenchyma' separating the phloem and
the xylem in the tissues of certain plants. Meso-
gnatbj, Mesotarsal a. (examples). Mesotho'-
riuiu [Thorium], an isotope of radium.
1903 Encycl. Brit. XXV.414/2 Fig. 7.. .Xylem and phloem

separated by •mesodesm. 1904 Biometrika Mar.-July 214
Profile Angle. "Mesognathy. 1807 T. J. Parker & Haswell
Zool. II. 366 The ankle-joint of the bird is a *meso-tarsal
joint. 1907 •Mesothorium [:*ee Thorium]. 19x3 F, W. Aston
Isotopes 8 Mesothorium, discovered by Hahn in 1907, was
shown to be chemically inseparable from radium by Marck-
watd and Soddy.

Mesocephal (mes*«e'fal). [f. pi. Mesoce-
PHALi.] One who has a raesocephalic skull.

1900 Ukniker Raeeso/Man 316 In Sweden and Denmark
they were dolichocephals or mesocephals.

Meson K [Sp. mcsSn an inn.] A type of inn
in Mexico (see quot. 1894).
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x8ii6 T. Flint F, Berrian (1834) 1. 139 In occasional stops
at the haciendas and mesons the time passed rapidly. 1847
V.viyiTo^ Adv. Mexico\\\\. 52 The meson was better than
usual, being the stopping-place of the diligencia to Fresnillo.
X894 Mary J. Jacques Texan Ranch Life 274 At last some
one suggested that I wanted a ' meson ', a yard with locked-
up rooms roundjts sides, io which Mexicans often board.
Mesorrhiny (me-s^rsini). Anthropology, [f.

Mesourhine + -y.] The state or quality of being
mesorrhine.
1904 Biometrika Mar.-July 214 Nasal Index. Mesorrhiny.
MesOStatic (mest^stse-tik), a, Bol. [f. Gr.

/xtVo-s middle + o-Tan/c-os: see Static] (See
quot,)

1905 F. E. Clements Research Methods Ecology Gloss.
31Q Mesostatic.., completing tlie succession under raeso-
phytic conditions.

Mesothermic (mes<?J)5-jmik), a, Bot. [f.

Mesotherm + -ic] Composed of or containing
mesotherms.
1903 W^- K. Fisher tr.v4.^. W,Schimper*s Plant.-Geog.-z-^
The most important family of the north temperate zone
among the Polycarpicae, that of the Ranunculaceae, is

mesothcrmic and microihermic.

Mesquite, mesquit.2 Add to forms

:

masketo, moscheto, m^usqueto, mus-, mesqui-
to ; musquet, -quit, -kit ; muskeete.
1. (Earlier and later examples.)
1805 Lewis in Ann. Congress 1806-7 (1852) 1083/1 A bean

that grows in great plenty on a small tree resembling a
wiilow called masketo. 1838 ' Texian * Mexico -v. Texas
70 Even where a tree appears it is sure to be a mesquite
{Mimosa nilotica). 1838 C. Newell Hist, Revolution
Texas 147 Live oak,. .black walnut, cypress, and musqiiit
prevail. 1881 Amer. Naturalist XV. 979 The commonest
plant of all the country about Tucson is known locally as
the mesquite. 1898 H. S. Canfield Maid of Frontier 136
It made oneaJjrupt curve around the end of an immense
mesquite whicn had fallen near its edge, a 1909 *0. Henry '

Roads of Destiny viii. 129 Near the store, scattered among
the mesquite and elms, stood the saddled horses of the
customers.

b. A thicket of mesquite trees.

1834 A. Pike Sketcltes 63 We emerged from the broken
hills into the mesquito. 1910 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor
224 The Irishm.in..kept his party in the mesquit till the
headlight of an approaching train was visible.

2. (Earlier examples.)
1831 Mrs. Hollev Texas Lett. (1833) vi. 69 The pastur-

age nere.. called Muskit grass, (pronounced Musfceet) bears
a strong resemblance to the blue grass. 1836 — Texas \\. 30
It.. affords pasturage of the finest kind, abounding in the
nopal and musquit grass. 1844 G. W. Kendall Santa Fe
Exped, I. 161 We.. were finally fortunate enough to reach
a high piece of table-land where the tnesquit grass was
fresh. iS^ Rep. U. S. Comnt. Patents Agric. (1850) 157,
I have said nothing of a grass. .'the Muskeete' or more
properly ' Mesquit ' grass.

3. (Earlier examples.) Also, mesquite brush,
chaparral^ grove, pasture, pitchy prairie^ roolj

thicket^ timber, twig, valley,
1805 Lewis in Ann, Congress 1S06-7 (1852) 1103/1 Some

small cultivated fields, fenced round with small cedar and
*moscheto brush. 1834 A. Pike Sketches 56 The valley
was. .full of small hills interspersed with *mezquito bushes.
1854 Babtlett Pers. Narr. Explor. Texas I. 134 [The
grass] grew in tufts about the roots of the *mezquit chappo-
ral. 1867 A. D. Kichardsos Beyond Mississippi xix. 226
Another waiting coach was soon rolling us forward among
•mesquite groves. 1885 Outing Oct, VII. 24/a Basket-
work, rendered fully waterproof by a coating of either
•mesquite or pinon pitch. 1905 A. Adams Outlet 16 The
horses bad run idle during the winter in a large ^mesquit
pasture. 1857 D. Braman Infortn. Texas \. 22 Good and
cheap lands, with plenty of 'mesquit prairie for stock range.
1889 Harper's Mag. Dec. 119/2 A handful of gnarled and
knotted *mesquite roots blazed in the wide fireplace. 1845
T.

J.
Green Texian Exped. iv. 32 Dawson selected his

position in a *musquct thicket favourable for his rifle

shooting. X903 A. AoAMS Log Cowboy iv. 26 Suddenly in
the dark we encountered a mesquite thicket into which the
lead cattle tore. 1847 A. Wislizenus Tour N. Mexico{jZ^Z)
63 (Stanf.) Our road went mostly through fine *mesquite
timber. 1857 D. Braman Inform. Texas \, 23 On the
prairies are much live oak and mesquit timber. 1831 J. O.
Pattie Pers. Narr. 59 We found the river skirted with
very wide bottoms, thick .set with the *musquito trees.

1910 Jer. Hart Vigileutte Girl xicv. 347 A bunch of dried
*mesquite twigs. 1844 G. W. Kendall Santa Fi Exped.
II. iv, loS We encamped. .in a little *mesquit valley. 1831

J. O. Pattie Pers. Narr. 83 There is here little timber, be-

side "musqueto wood, which stands thick. 1846 Quitman
Diary in Life ^ Corr. 239 The steamer purcha.ses niuskeet-
wood at S2.5oper cord for dry, $2.25 green.

Mess, sb, 1. o. (Earher and later U.S. ex-

amples.)
1697 S. Sf.wall Diary I. 455 Betty gets her Mother a

Mess of English Beans. 1775 B. Romans Florida 12 (Th.)
He told me that his mother had an inclination to eat fish,

and he was come to get her a mess. 1843 Knickerbocker
Mag. XIX. 557 Sally couldn't hardly bring in the pail, she
gave such a mess. i86x O. W. Norton Army Lett, 26 H.
and I got enough [potatoes] for a mess, and some parsnips.

187a Rep. Vermont Board Agtic. I. 197, I tested their milk
by weighing every mess for a month. 1877 Ibid IV. 54 We
took on what cream arose on the night's mess, and churned
it. 1883 J. C. Harris Nights ivith Uncle Remus iiL 30
Brer Rabbit, he hop in, he did, en got *im a mess er greens,
en hop out ag'in.

e. U.S. A quantity or number (?/" something.
1830 Massachusetts Spy 23 June (Th.) We saw yesterday

a large mess of early potatoes. 1833 C. A. Davis Lett. y.
Dou/'ttng {tSj^) 40 With that, he out with his wallet, and un-
rolled a mess on 'cm. 1854 Knickerbocker Mag. XLI. 502
There was wolves in the Holler—an unaccountable mess
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of 'em. 1872 Rc/>. Vcmwtit Board Agric. I. 634 They will
dress a mess of ore to any required per cent.

7. mess-bag, -basket, -chest (earlier example),
-cloth, -fire, -man, -pan, -pork (earlier examples),
pot, table (earlier and later examples).
1885 Outing Oct. VII. 55/i From some dark corner of the
messbags, or petacas, he unearthed a handful of dried

apples. 1839 Knickerbocker Mng. X 1 1 1. 2 1 1 Tell Margaret
to prepare the "mess-basket. 1858 Viele Following Drum
15 A camp-kettle, *mess chest, bundle of canvas, and set of
tent poles. 1839 C F. H«igcs llar:y Franco I. xxiii. 250
Throwing down my knife.. Heaped on to the "meKicloth,
and gave him a blow in the eye. 1837 W. Irving Capt.
Bonneville (1895) I. 24 Tlie various *mess-fiies were sur-
rounded by picturesque groups. 1850 Garrakd Wah-To-
Yah (IIJ27) xii. 162 He. .walked toa messfire. 1850 Punch
20July33/i *MessmanwantedforaCavalry Regiment. 1920
Chambers's Jrnt. May 285/2 Understanding the messman
to have come off from the Colon with plenty of oysters.
1813 Miles' IVeekly Reg. III. 2g5/2 [List of Military Sup-
plies] '.Mess pans. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky iMts. (1859) =79A large mess-pan, and a tin-cup and plate for each of its
number. i86i O. W. Norton Artny Lett. 35 New knap-
sacks, canteens.. mess pans and a complete outfit. 1832
Louisville Publ. Adv. 10 Mar., *Me-s and Prime Pork in
barrels and half barrels, for sale. 1847 Reji. U. .S. Comm.
Patents US^i) 537 The finest and fattest [hogs] making clear
and mess pork. 1857 R. Glisan yrnl. Army Life (1874)

t!"' ?V ^''''" '^ '''''^ '° '"'y Sood Ijy^ 'o tlie*messpots of
Uncle .Sam. 1819 Quitman Diary in Life f; Corr. 42 Mrs.
and Miss Grifiith, charmed with our *mess-table, became
our hoarders. 189s M. A. Jackson Memoirs xi. 19, I took
mymeals with him and the staff at their mess table.

Message, sb.^ 4. message stick, also used
in Norway.
i860 Leisure Hour 3 May 287/1 To this day the people in

Norway are called together for the despatch of public busi-
nes.s, in a somewhat similar manner. A bud-stick, or mes-
sage-stick., is painted and stamped with the royal arms.
Messeigneurs, pi. of Monseigneub.
DCessenger. 7. Add : messenger cable,

wire, one used to support a power cable or other
conductor of electricity ; a suspension cable or wire.
1898 E. J. Houston Diet. Electr. Words. 1916 Stand.

Rules Amer. Inst. F.lectr. Engineers % 778 A messenger
wire or cable is a wire or cable running along with and
supporting other wires, cables or contact conductors.

SEessor. b. allrib. messor ant, a widely
distributed genus of Harvesting Ants-
1924 J. A. Thomson Science Old ^ New xii. 68 In the case

of the Messor ants of the Sahara there are deep and spacious
underground galleries, in which food is accumulated for the
dry season.

Mess-ap, sb. colloq. [f. Mess v. 5.] = Mess
sb. 3.

1929 Star 21 Aug, 12/3, I am afraid there has been a bit
of a mess-up.

Mestang, variant of Mcstang.
1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville xix. II. 28 She was

mounted on a mestang or halfwild horse, which she managed
with a long rope hitched round the under jaw by way of
bridle.

STestizO. b. Add : mestizo-town.
1887 L. OLiniANT Episodes (ed. 4) vi. 118 There was ab-

solutely nothing to see in the sleepy little mestizo town.

Ueta-, 1. Add : Metabiolo'iTical a., that is

above or beyond the scope of biology.
_i92i_G. v.. Shaw {title) Back to Methusaleh, A meta-

biological Pentateuch,

Metabiosis (metabsiJu-sis). Biol. [mod.L.
f. Gr. iicra- Meta- + fficuais mode of life, cf. /ifra-

fiiovy to live after.] The association or relationship

that exists between two different organisms when
the one can only exist after the other has by its

presence prepared a medium for it. So SEetablo*-'

tlo a., relating to, based on or involving meta-
biosis.

1899 Knfftvledge July 151/2 It [the yeast organism] is de-
pendent upon its predecessor for its particular action—that

IS to say, we have here a condition of metabiosis. Ibid,

152/1 This implies nothing more or less than metabiotic
relationships between the different kinds of the bacteria con-
cerned.

UCetabolizable (metaj-Wlsizab'l), a, [f.

Metabolize v. -i- -able.] Capable of being meta-
bolized.

1905 U.S. Dept. .<4.?nc.,v4 «/?««//«(/. Bull. 74, 7 The meta.
bolizable, available and utilizable energy of the hay.

Uetabolon (metse'bilj^n). [ad. Gr. pina^6\ov

neut. of fi(TaP6\os changeable, f. iifTa0a\\(iv to

change.] A radioactive atom produced in the

process of radioactive disintegration.

X903 Rutherford & Soddv in Phil. Mag. V. 586 It seems
advisable to possess a special name for the^e..atom frag-

ments. ..We would therefore suggest the term rnetitbolon

for this purpose. 1904 E. Ruiherford Radio-activity x.

324 The various mctabolons fioiii the radio-elements are

distinguished from ordinary matter by their great instability

and consequently rapid rate of change.

Uetacentral, a- Add : 2. Biol. Character-

ized by a metacentre, or new centre of modification.

1901 P. Chalmers Mitchell in Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool.

Vlll. 229 What I term a inctacentral condition underlies

the conformation of the alimentary tract in the Gruiform

as.seniblage.

Metacentric, a. Add: 2. Biol. Derived

from or related to a metacentre.

1901 P. Chalmers Mitchell in Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool.

VIII. 213 The Grebes ate more apocentric modifications ot

this metacentric type.
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Metagenesis. L For 'generation' read

' !;enenitions' in both cases,

ittetageo -metrician, [f. Metagkometbt.] =
Metageometer. . .

i90iSM>ice 16 Jan. 106/2 Our metaewmetricians tried to

denvc the basic geometrical principles from pure reason

but failed. ,, ^^ ,. 1 \

Metal, J*. Add : 11. (Earlier examples.)

1815 Telford in Z-i/i (1838) App. 474 Over the upper

bed or course of metal there is to be bmdmg of gravel.

/iid. 483 The metal to be of the best blue or red whin.

iXMiCciHgressDei. 21 Nov. App. 20/r Nearly the whole

extent of road.. has been cleared.. for receiving the first

course of metal, as it is called, meaning the stone broken

to a small size, agreeably to the McAdara plan.

13. c. metal-bushed, -studded.

1883 ifan. Seamanship Bays 14 SfiiuHe passes through

a 'metal bushed hole in the partners, up through the centre

of the barrel. 1909^. Rfj. Jan. 148 Motorcars,, .having

armoured or *metal.studded tires damage the surface.

14. metal age, ArchaeoL, the period or stage of

development of the human race in which copper

and bronze were used for making weapons and

tools ; metal-to-metal a., applied to a contact or

connexion ; metal-works, a factory where metal

is produced.
1927 PEAKE& FLEuRE//««/^«.5-'4'''"'^ri2The dawn of

the 'Metal Age. 1910 Daily C/tron. 2 Feb. 5/1 The surface

where the wheel had been on the axle showing a bright

'metal-to-metal contact. I9aa Encycl. Btit. XXX. 36^2

The head of steel being secured to the liner with a plain

metal-to-metal joint by bolts from the head to the crank-

case. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 3 Oct. lo/i On the hours of work

in foundries and 'metal-works generally the Committee felt

itself still imperfectly informed.

Metallic. A. adj. 3. o. Add : Also of the

taste of tea made in a metal tea-pot.

1909 Chamhtrs's Jinl. Nov. 693/1 The objection to metal

is simply th.-it there is a danger oi giving the tea what is

known as a ' metallic * taste.

Metallize, v. Add : 1. b. To coat or cover

the surface of (something') with metal.

1929 Daily Ne^us i6 Jan., Doors, window sashes, wains-

coting, panel boards and panelling can be artistically

metalized with one metal or another.

Hence also Me-tallizing vbl. sb., the process of

making metallic.

191 1 Chatithers's Jml. Jan. 76/1 By means of a secret

process, .fruit, flowers, insects . . can be converted into metal

without any depreciation of the natural beauty. ' Metal-

lising' it is called. Ibid. 77/1 The metallising factory is

now in full swing.

Metallogeny (metal^^-djeni). Geol. [f. Me-
TALLO- -f -GENT.] The origin or formation of

metallic deposits.

190S Nature 13 Apr. 576/1 On the possible r^/« of slipping

in metallogeny,

Metaily, a. 1. (Modem poetic example.)

1887 Meredith Reading of Earth Poems (1904) II. 202,

1 can hear a faint crow Of the cock.. As down the new
shafting of mines, A cry of the metaliy gnome.

Metamorpliic, o. Add : 2. b. as sb. A
metamorphic rock.

1881 W. King & Rowkev Old Chapter Geol. Rec. 49 The
roclcs of the locality are well-bedded metamorphics.

Metamorphose, v. Acid: 1. b. int>: with

into.

I9a7 Haldane & Huxley Animal Biol. ix. i8o For ex-

ample, when the tadpole metamorphoses into the frog, some
of its tissues start to dedifferentiate.

Metaphorize, v. b. (Recent example.)

1909 N.Y. Even. Post 27 Nov. 5 However agitated or

depressed they may be, they must go on metaphorising.

MetapsychlC (metasai-kik), a. [ad. F. mita-

psychiqtte; cf. *Metapstchios.] = *Metapsy-
CHICAL.
1905 Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb. 10/3 The new President [M.

Richet].. suggested the term * metapsychic sciences* as

a substitute for * modern miracle '. 1923 S. De Bratei tr.

Richet's Thirty Yrs. Psychical Research 4 The terms
' supernatural ' and ' supernormal * must therefore be re-

jected along with ' the occult '. . . I proposed the term Meta-
psychic which has been unanimously accepted.

Metapsycllical (metassi'kikal), a. Psychol.

[f. Meta- -v Psychical : after Metaphysical.]
That is beyond the sphere of ordinary psychology

;

pertaining to *Metapsychics.
190s L. I. Finch {titW) J. Maxwell's Metapsychical phe-

nomena translated. 1914 T. de Mattos tr. lifaeterlinck's

Unknown Guest 50 Nevertheless it may be said that these
regions quite lately annexed by metapsychical science are
as yet hardly explored.

MetapsycMcS (metassi'kiks), sb. pi. [After

Metaphysics : ad. F. mitapsychique (see quot.

1905); cf. Polish metapsychika (1902 Wyklady
Jagiellonski).] A name applied to a science or

study of certain phenomena which are 'beyond the

scheme of orthodox psychology '.

1905 Sir O. Lodge in J. MaxwelTs Metapsychical
Phenomena Introd. p. xi. To emphasise the fact that these

occurrences are at present beyond the scheme of orthodox
psychology. .Professor Richet has suggested that they be
styled ' meta-psychical phenomena ', and that the nascent

branch of science., be called for the present' Metapsychics *.

19U B. MiALL tr. Maeterlinck's Gt. Secret 249 The recent

zvsearches of Dr. W. Crawford which have made a sensation

in the world of metapsychics.

Hence Metapsy-chism. Metapsy'cbist, a stu-

dent of metapsychics.
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S9za G/as^tnu Herald 27 Oct. 4 Modem spiritualism: under
the term >ietapsj'cbism, is favourably viewed, because it is

more of an inquiry into the things of the spirit 1922 B.

i\\KVLXx,Meuterlincks Gt. Secret xi. 216 Our occultists,

who are now assuming the name of metapsychists. 1928

Daily Express 27 June 6/4 What a palpitating problem for

the psychologists and the metapsychists !

Metapsychological (rae:ta|S3ik(3lf7*(l5ikal), a,

[f. next,] Of or pertaining to metapsycholo:;y.

X922 J. Strachey tr. Freud's Group Psychol. 63 It is much
more difficult to give a clear metapsychological representa-

tion of the distinction, 1924 W. B. Selbie Psychol. Relig.

295 These questions., cannot be settled on psychological or

even on metapsychological grounds,

Metapsycliology (meitas^ikfj-lodgi), [f.

Meta- i + Psychology.] A name given to specu-

lative inquiry regarding the ultimate nature of the

mind and its functions which cannot be studied

experimentally,

1909 Century Diet. Suppl. X914 Brill tr. Freud's Psycho-

pathology ofEveryday Life 309 We venture to explain in

this way the myths of paradise and the fall of man, of

God, of good and evil, of immortality and the like—that is,

to transform ineiaphysics into nieta-psycholo^y. 1922 J.

Strachey tr, Freuds Group Psychol. 118 There is some
difficulty in giving a representation of such a diversion of

aim which will conform to the requirements of metapsycho-
logy.

Metastability (metastsebi-liti). [f. as next +
Stability.] Metastable state or quality,

X928 A. S. Eddington Stars ^ Atoms App. B. 130 The
Strong solar radiation excites the atoms many thousands of

times per second, so that they are quickly released from
metastability by upward passages,

Metastable (me-tast^b'l), a. [irreg. f. Gr,

fkira- Meta- + Stable ^.] An epithet applied to

a state of unstable equilibrium in liquids, gases,

atoms, etc. , in which change to a more stable form

does not take place spontaneously.

1899 J, Walker Introd, Phys. Chem. xi. 101 A super-

cooled liquid may be kept for a very long time without any
solid appearing, but as soon as the smallest particle of the

substance in the more stable solid phase is introduced, the

less stable, or, as it has been called, the metastable phase is

transformed into it. 1902 A. Findlay tr. Osiwalds Princ.

Inorganic Chem. 117 The region of supercooling nearest to

the melting point is therefore designated zsmetastailcy^w^

only the more remote regions, in which solidification takes

place spontaneously, are called unstable. 192a A. Smits

Theory AUotropy i. 9 The liquid phase in the pseudo-binary

system will also become metastable, 1927 N. V. Sidgwici-c

Electronic Theory of Valency 27 There^ is also another

(metastable) arrangement possible with helium.

lUIetastasize (metse-stasaiz), V, Path, [f.

Metastasis + -IZE.] intr. Of a pain, disease, etc.

:

To pass from one part or organ to another; to

undergo metastasis,

1907 Jrnl. Med. Research Nov. 187 (Cent. Suppl.) As
might be expected the tendency to metastasize is much
greater in certain tumors than in others.

Metate. (Add examples.)

1844 G- W. Kendall Santa Fi Exped. II. vii. 150 They
first so;ik the grain in water, -then grind it on a large block

of stone, the metate. 1834 Bartlett Pers. Na>-r. Explor.

Texas 1, 190 A metate stone on which to grind their com and
wheat. i836 Outing Dec. IX. 224/1 A metate is a rude

stone mortar, still used by the Mexicans to grind and crush

com, chile, cofTee, etc.

Metatrophic (metatrp-fik), a, Bot. and Bioh

[f. Gr. \k^ra- M-RTA- + TpocptKo^ Tkophic] Deriv-

ing its nourishment from previously existing or

decaying organic matter.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 439/1 On the ,other hand some
Angiosperms are persistently heterotrophic, either as sapro-

phytes (metatrophic) or &s Parasites (paratrophic), and this

manner of life involves some kind o( symbiosis. 1923 F. O.
Bower Bot. Living Plant 430 On the basis of nutrition

Bacteria have been classified nUo three groups : . . (ii) Metci-

trophic^ those which cannot live unless they have organic

substances at their disposal.

lMEetexiipsycb.OSic (mete:mpsikJu-sik), a,

[f. METEMrsYCHOS(is + -ic] Relating to metem-

psychosis.

1906 W. J. I,ocKE MoralsofM. Ordeynexviil 182, 1 have be-

mused myself with gnostic and mctempsychosic speculations.

Metenceplialic, a. Add quot.

1899 Proc. ZooL Soc. 1024 The metenceplialic fossa of the

Pygopodes.

Meteorette (mrtr,^re-t). [-btte.] A small

meteor.
1876 Gcntl. Mag. XVI. 552 Specks flitting like meteorettes

over the crests of the billows.

Meteorically, a/s^. Add: b. With the sud-

denness of a meteor.

191s A. S. Neill Dominie^s Log xiv, She dons the bridal

white, and at once she rises meteorically in the social scale.

Meteori-tically, m/z'. [f. Meteouitic a.] After

the manner of a meteorite.

X919 Max Beerbohm Seven Men 5 At the end ofTerm he
settled in—or rather, meteoriiically into—London.

SCeteoro^^am (mrti'ipfr^Jgrsem). [f, Gr,

^fT€0JpO' Meteor + -GEAM.] The record of meteoro-

logical plienomena furnished by a meteorograph

;

(see also quot. IQ23).
X904 I/. S. Monthly Weather Ree. Mar. 121 (Cent. Suppl.)

(i) Instrumental errors, (2) errors in exposure of instruments

when comparing with standards, (3) errors in reading from
meteorograms, etc. 1923 Sir W. N. Shaw Forecasting
Weather v. 144 The trace given by a barometer is called^ a
' barogram ', that by a thermometer a * thermogram ', while
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a trace of either the direction or force of wind is called an
* anemogram '. When two or more of Ihfese traces are all com-
hined in one picture., the whole is called a * meteorogram *,

Meter, sb.^ Add : 1. d. (In full exposure
meter.) An apparatus for showing the proper length

of photographic exposures in any given light.

189a Chemist ^ Dru^g/'sfKh. 670/2 That admirable piece
of apparatus, the ' exposure meter *. 190Z Encycl. Brit.

XXXI. 702/1 Eased upon the same principle as these ex-
posure tables, various portable exposure meters have been
Drought out. igao Sat. Westtn. Gaz, 22 May 16/2 The
golden rule is to expose by meter on the holiday, and leave

ail else to the return home.

Utethegliu. (Later Amer. examples.)
1789 MoRSK Amer.Geog. 197 The perry., is an agreeable

liquor, having something of the harshness of claret wine,
jomed with the sweetness of metheglin. i8a6 J. F. Coopfr
Prairie ix, If I had but a cup of metheglin . . I should swear
this was the strongest meal that was ever placed before the

mouth of man. 1839 J. K. Townsend Narr. Rocky Mts. v.

203 Among the rest, was some tnetheglen or diluted alcohol

sweetened with honey. 1855 ' Sam .Slick ' Human Nat. \\.

ix. 267 All the friends of the new married couple., did nothing
for a whole month, but smoke, drink metheglin, [etc.].

Method, sb. 10. Add : method-master.

1923 P. B. Ballakd New Exnminerwm. 100 Are we to be
scared by the maxim of a Victorian method-master?

Metiiodism. 3. The doctrines and practice

of the methodic school of physicians.

1896 Sir T. C. Allbutt in Class. Rev. X. 346/2 A second
school was Methodism, which was satisfied to refer all

symptoms and all disease to the variations of the 'strictum
*

and the ' laxum ' : that is, to the restriction or laxity of the
secretions and other fluids of the body.

Methodize, w. Add : L O. To convert into

Methodists.
1846 A. Wiley in Indiana Mag. Hist. XXIII. 428 Some

disciples who are hard cases, who will be hard to methodize.

Metic. (Add fig. exsimple.)

I9ai Times Lit, Suppl. 10 Nov. 731/2 The proportion of

the horrific in Poe's poetry.. is entirely diiferent; he is a
metic in the land of shadows.

Meti'culonsness. [-ness.] The quality of

being meticulous; meticulosity.

1923 Sunday at Home Mar. 382/2 He was measured and
cautious in his statements to the point of meticulousne.ss.

1937 Daily Tel. 2 Mar. 5/5 Examples, .handed down to

posterity in paint with a meticuiousness that . . never fails to

charm us.

Metoposcopy. 2. (Modem example.)
<:x886 L. Hearn in G. M. Gould Concerning L. Hearn

(igo8) 87 'Are you not a Greek?' I asked, for there was no
mistaking the metoposcopy of that head. Yes; he was from
Zante.

Metovnm. Substitute for def. : An ovum in

its second stage, e. g. a meroblastic ovum after for-

mation of the food-yolk ; also called deutovum

(Deuto- 2).

Metric, a.^ Add : metric ton, the weight of a

cubic metre of water.

I9a4 Times Trade Sf Eng. Su/ipl. 29 Nov. 238/3 The out-

put ofcertain important goods has considerably increased : . •

sugar to 318,987 metric tons, against 270,279.

Me:tricalizatioa. [-ization.] A making me-
trical in character.

1924 Glas^o-.u Herald \i Nov. 10 The question of the

metricalisation of our coinage.

Metrically, adv.''- [f. Metrical a.2] With
regard to measurement ; in metrical terms.

1920 Glasgozv Hirald 14 June 11 The theory of Einstein.,

had been shown to contain not merely descriptively but

exactly and metrically the rate ofprogression of the perihelion

of Mercury.

Metrioceplxalic (meitriiJsi'fffi-lik), a. [I. Gr.

/t€'T/>ios moderate + «f<^aXi«us belonging totliehead

:

cf. Cephalic a.'] Having a cephalic index between

7a and 77 ; applied to a class of skulls which are

considered neither Doliohocbpbalic nor Bbacht-

CKPHALIC.
1884 W. Turner Rep. Crania 1. (Challenger Rep. X) 60

'I'he mean of the whole series and of the males was metric-

cephalic. 1901 A/ner. Autkrcpologist Jan.-Mar. 4c.

MetrOCyte (mrtr^sait). Physiol, [f. Gr. nijrp-,

/i!7Ti;p mother + -cvte.] A special type of large

cell regarded as a mother-cell of the red blood

corpuscles,

1908 Practitioner Aug. 324 Very important is a cell known

as Engel's metrocyto; this is a megaloblast in which the

nucleus occupies four-fifths of the cell and is reticular, while

the surrounding protoplasm shows polychromatophil de-

generation.

Me-.tronomization. [f. Metronome -h -iza-

tion.] The determining or indicating of the rate

at which music should be played,

1923 A. Betti in Music f; Lett. Jan. 3 Can the metro-

nomisation of a piece be absolutely exact ?
^

Metronym (mrtronim). [f. Gr. \ir^f-, fV^VP

mother + 6vvfia; or back-formation from Metro-

nymic] A metronymic name.
1904 Nature 5 May Suppl. p. xiii/2 The acceptance of

metronyms in the genealogies as proofs of female kinship,

while patronyms are rejected.

Metronymic, a. adj. Add to def.: Also

applied to a people or state of society where such

a system of naming prevails.

1896 GiDDiNcs Prinr. Sociol. 158 In a metronymic group

all relationships are traced through mothers; paternal re-



METEOSCOPE.
lationships are ignored. 1903 L. F. Ward Pure Socio!, 330
The metronymic family.

Metroscope ^. (Earlier example.)
184s in C. Cist Cincinnati Misc. 270 A very ingenious

instrument, called a Metroscope, which has been lately in-
vented for the purpose of taking the measure of the human
head so as to furnish an exact tit of hats.

Metrostyle (metr&tail). [f. Or. ixirpov mea-
sure + Stile.J A device for regulating the speed
of a mechanical piano.
1907 IVorlii 16 July 140/2 The Model 'K' is a Pianola

equipped with the Metrostyle. 1909 H. G. Weli.s Tmw
Sunday 1. ii. § 8. 76 There was a ditfercnt grand piano with
a painted lid and a metrostyle pianola.

Hence Metrostyle v. trans, and intr. To regu-
late the speed of (a mechanical piano) by a metro-
style ; to employ a metrostyle.
1910 E. Newman Piano-flayer 147 The roll [of the piano-

player] should be metrostyled by some artist who knows the
work thoroughly. Ibid. 148 Careful metroslyling would no
doubt do away with the necessity for most of the time signs.

Metnmp line. U.S. = Tump-lise.
1754 in Coll. N. H. Hist. Soc. I. 279 The deponent sold the

said Indians two shirts,. .and there was next to their skin
tied a number of small metump lines, not such as are usually
made for tying packs.

Mexican. A. adj. b. Add.- Mexican cotton,
eagle,flycatcher, onion, saddle ; Mexican hog, the
peccary ; Mexican poppy (earlier example)

;
Mexican thistle (example).
1834 R. Baud Valley Mississippi xxiv. 304 Cotton is the

chief staple, Three kinds are cultivated,—sea island,
".Mexican, and green seed. 1836 M rs. Holley Texas Lett. v.
100 The "Mexican eagle, which is among the smallest of the
aquihne tribe. 1870 Aiiter. Naturalist III. 473 A solitary
"Mexican Fly Catcher, .gave a specimen of the summer
group of migrants. i8ai T. Nuttali. Trav. Ariansa ix.
216 The Sus iajassu or "Mexican hog is not uncommon
some distance higher up Red river. i8j6 Mrs. Hollev Texas
Lett, v. 95 1'hc Pecari or Mexican hog is even yet occasionally
met with on the frontiers, in considerable gangs. 1859 G. A.
Jackson MS, Diary u Got back with 50 lbs of "Mexicaii
onions. 1846 Emory Military Reconn. 13 We find in the
bottoms.. "Mexican poppy (Argemone Mexicana), 1891
'C E. CaADi>ocK ' in Harfer's Mag. Feb. 367/1 He was
a bay horse . . with a long stride and an old fashioned *Mexi-
can saddle. 1906 Blersclis Hamlbk. Agric, S, A/r, 144
(Pettnian) Mexican poppy or yellow poppy, usually called
"Mexican thistle at the Cape.

B. sb. Add : 2. (Earlier examples.)
1817 J. F. Cooper Prairie v. 63 A foal that is worth thirty

of the brightest Mexicans that bear the face of the King of
Spain. 1836 Knickerbocker Mng. VIII. 580 The lad could
not change the Mexican which 1 gave him. 1845 J. J.Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs vi. 76 There's an old frienti
of mine.. that's got three or four hamper baskets-full of
Mexicans.

3. A variety of sheep.
1879 IsAB. L. Bird Lady's Life in Rocky Mts. x. (1910)

173 The flocks are made up mostly of pure and eraded
Mexicans.

4. A kind of calico (see qnot.).
1910 Ettcycl. Brit. VII. 277 (Cotton) Me.ricait is a plain,

heavy grey calico, sometimes heavily sized. The origin of
the word is doubtful, and it seems to be an arbitrary term.
Mexicans are exported to various markets and also used in
the home trade.

Hexlcanize, v. (Example.)
1897-98 Ann. Rep. Bureau Amer, Ethnol. p. xvi. These

Indians, now practically Mexicanized.

Mica. 2. Add : Water mica, trade name for
clear, colourless mica.

190S 7ml. Franklin Instil. Sept. 200 The dear kind is
known to the trade as ' water mica '.

3. niica-pncked,
T909 Westtii. Gaz. 9 Mar. 4/3 A new three-point sparking-

piug.^. which has no asbestos or "mica-packed joints.

Mi'Cacize, f. Geol. [irreg. f. Mica -h -ize.]
trans. Used in passive of a rock, to have mica pro-
duced in it from original felspars or the like.

188s CKi«.m TextM. Geol. (ed. 2) 573 The Liassic shales
become micacised towards the central mountains, the fossils
by degrees disappear.

Micate (mai-k/it), !». [f. Mica -f -ATE.] trans.
To provide (a stove or the like) with a sheet of
mica. So Mi'cated ///. a. Mioating vbl. sb.

a.nAppl, a, Mioa-tion^, the action of furnishing
with mica.
Z917- in trade use.

Micawberisll (mikjbarij), a. [f. Wilkins
Micawber, the name of a character in Dickens's
novel 'David Copperfield' -(--ISH.] Resembling
or suggestive of Micawber and his habit of 'wait-
ing for something' to turn up '. So Micawberism.
188a HoLLiNCSHEAD Plain Engl, 2 Undeceived by the

Micawberism of one class, or the dazzling brilliancy of the
other. 1910 Glasgow Herald 1^ June 6 He was in a state
of what may be described as ' Micawberish embarrassment '.

.'?**. ^,- ^^- Crofts Insi. French <• Cheyne Mystery 104
Their idea of watching the house was simply adopted in the
Micawberish hope that somehow something might turn up
to help them. i9«9 Daily Express 19 Jan. 8/5, I cannot
take refuge in Micawberism.
Mlohe, variant of *Meech v,

Michigan (mi-Jig4n). (/,S. The name of the
State lying between Lake Huron and Lake Michi-
gan, used attrib.

iBss M. M. Thompson Doesticks xii. 97 [The motherl
inparted the gratifying intelligence that one was afflicted
with the measlo, and the other had the Michigan itch.
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1857-8 7-r^«i. ///. Agric, Soc. III. 49S For this purpose
[subsoihngi the Michigan double or subsoil plow is used.
Michlgander (mijigse-ndaj). U,S. [f. prec]A native or miiabitant of the State of Michigan.
1848 Congress, Globe 27 July App. 1042, 1 mean the military

tan you JJeraocrats are now engaged in dovetailing on to
the great Michigander. 1879 N. Y, Herald ig Apf., Mr.

m^^n"' , m"1,""'
Michigander. 1897 0«fc,^XXX. 293/1lH«>ding) Michi-gander Lawmakers.

JVuching : see 'Meechin^ pj>i. a.

Mick. For 1882 in ist quot. read 1872.
Micro. (Earlier example.)
1868 Rep ir.S. Commissioner Agric. (i860) 313 Thepresence of 'micros' is indicated by discolored lines It

SinS ih'TT^''
whether the 'micro' is at home' byholding the leaf up to the light.

Micro-. 2. (Add examples.)
a. JSZMEncycl, Brit XXX. 34/2 Micro-investigation ofglued joints proved the value of carefully preparing thetimber and glue,

.» r *- e

.
b. 1930 7-/,«« 29 Mar. 17/, The metallurgy of steel cast-ings and the discovery of about 25 micro-constituents of

5. a. microbar, microhenry.
«9X4 Q, Jrnl, R, Meteor, Soc, July 187 Bjerknes. .used as

Ills unit for atmospheric and hydrostatic pressure themegadyne per square centimetre, which he called the bar
with Its submultiples the "microbar, millibar, centibar, and
decibar. 1915 P. J. Risdon Crystal Receimrs * Circuits
19 If two inductance coils, A and B, each of, say, 100 "micro-
henries, be placed in series in a circuit, the inductance of the
circuit will be increased to 200 microhenries.
6. UicTo-balance, a special balance for weigh-

ing small amounts. Uicrobioscope, a cinemato-
graphic apparatus for microscopic objects. Micro-
camera, a camera for photographing minute
details.

'•'*
J f• Y- A*™" I^'tofes 36 These desiderata were ob-

tained by the construction ofa simple quartz "micro-balance.
1903 Nature % Nov. 18/1 Mr. Martin Duncan proved the
great possibilities of the Urban Duncan "microbioscope for
recording natural history observations in the ordinary way
and under the microscope. lozS Daily Express 21 lune 12
Modern science has at its disposal 'doctors, chemfsts, bio-
logists, ultra-violet lamps, "micro-cameras, and spectro-
scopes .

Microbe. Add: M.%ofig.
1890 Daily Tel, 21 June (Ware Passing Engl,) The

abdication by the Radical party of its proper functions has
an unfortunate tendency to foster what we have called the
microbe of sectionalism.

Microbiologic, a. Biol, [f. Miobobiology
+ -ic] Marked by microbiology ; microbiological.
I90j) IVestui. Gaz. 9 Dec 2/1 He is.. reminded of the

doctrine of the etiology of infectious diseases before the
advent of the microbiologic epoch.

Microbism, (mai-kiflubiz'm). [f. Microbe -I-

-ISM.] Microbial condition.

_
1904 Lancet 18 June 1724/1 The various explanations of
return cases were considered, including.. the possibility

of a relapse of the original disease, of latent microbism, or
of missed cases.

Microoephal. [f. Gr. iuKpoici<paKos small
headed : see Micbocephalods.] A microcepha-
lous person.
190a yrnl, Amer, Folk-lore Apr.-June 121 (Cent. Suppl.).

Microlith. Add: 2. ArcAaoi. A small stone
implement.
1908 Kendall in Man No. 53. 103 Pateolithic Microliths. .

.

By microlith-s I mean tiny flakes or other pieces of flint which
have been trimmed or used by man at some part of the edge.
Micrology. 2. (Example.)
1914 (title) Journal of Micrology.

Micronesian, a. and sb. (Earlier and later
examples.)
1847 J. C. Prichard Researc/tes Phys, Hist, Man V. 157A certain difl^erence has been noted between theMicronesians

and the Polynesians in general. Ibid., Micronesia, or the
Micronesian Archipelago. 1884 W. Turner Rep. Cranial.
(Challenger Rep. X.) 82 The islands of the Mikronesian
group. 1890 Brinton Races * Peoples 235 Some ethno-
gr.nphers would make the Polynesians and Micronesians
a different race from the Malays. 1910 Blackiv. Mag, Nov.
578/2, I have seen no finer type of Micronesian.

Micronuclens. (Earlier example

)

1885 Amer: Naturalist XXII. 255 The micronucleus is
a hermaphrodite sexual element, of sole importance in con-
jugation.

Mi-crosooplng, vbl, sb. [f. Micbo3cope ».]
Examination by microscope.
J919 S. Pacrt Sir V, Horsley IL i, 143 He. .spoke his

mind against that sort of pathology which hardly gels beyond
the microscoping and exhibiting of diseased organs.

Microseismometer (maiikrtTssizm^mi'tsr).
[f. MlCROSEiSM-f-(o)METEB.] An instrument for
measuring minute earth tremors. So Uicrosei-s-
moscope, a device for detecting such tremors.
1886 Encyct, Brit. XXI. 629/1 The crossed-link suspension

. . has been adopted in^ the microseismometer sketched in
fig. 10. Ibid., This kind of action has.. been turned to
account as a means of detecting very minute earth-tremors
by Rossi, who has devised a micro-seismoscope, consisting
of a number of pendulums of various lengths, one or other
of which is likely to be set swinging when the ground shalces
to and fro repeatedly, through even the minutest range.

Microtome. Add : Also attrib.
X930 Ann. Botany Oct. 777 It is impossible to cut micro-

tome sections of them.

Ml-orotome, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To cut in

sections with a microtome.

MIBDLE.
1898 Phil, Trans. B. CXC. 95 The following nerves ofmuscles were microtomed for detection of some fibres.

Microtone (mai-kr^toun). Mus, [f. Gr. i^Hfh-i
small + TtSi/oj Tone.] A fraction of a lone.
1920 Outward Bound Oct. 77/1 The ancient Greeks also

recognised and used lhe.se niicrotones. The Greeks found
wenty-four m the octave and the Indians usually recognise
wenty-two. ,917 <?««rt/,r 23 Oct. 14 But these microtones
(.seventytwo in the octave) give quarters of the untempered
chroinatic semitone.

'^

Microzyme. (Earlier example.)
1870 HuxLEV in Rep, Brit, Assoc, p. Ixxxv, Sheep-pox and

glanders are also dependent for their existence and their

S.'h'iK^.I, ,",i"P°r"
<=':"-'=™"='y small living solid particles, towhich the title of mtcrozymes is applied.

Mid. A. adj. Add: 1. f. (so mid-Victorian-
isvi),

1923 Daily Mail is Feb. 13 The artist.. had an eccentric
taste for mid-Victorianism.

2. Add to def. : Phonetics. Of a vowel-sonnd :

Produced with the tongue or some part of it in a
middle position between high and low.
1^6 (see High a. 4 b].

d. mid-brow, sb. and a. = middle brow
(^Middle A. 6); Mid-west = Middle West
(''Middle A. 6).
^I^Sumlay Express i July 12/6 Delighting the low-brow,

Uie mid.brow, and thehigh-brow with equal facility. 1916tDNA r ekber Slunu Boat v. 80 To the farmers and villagers
01 the "Midwest. .the show boat meant music, romance,
gaiety. *

C. adv. Add : Also Comb.
1876 G. M. Hopkins Poems(^<^it,) 22 Mid-numbered He in

threeof the thunder-throne !

Midas. Add : 2. b. midaa-fly, one of the
Midaids, a small family of dipterous insects.
189s CoMSTOCK Man. Insects 461 The Midas-flies rival

llie robber-flies in size, and quite closely resemble them in
appearance.

Middle. A. adj. 6. Add: middle article =
Middle B. 12; middle-brow (a) sb., a person of
average or moderate cultural attainments

; {b) adj.,
claiming to be or regarded as only moderately in-
tellectual

; Middle East, the south-western coun-
tries of Asia ; Middle Eastern a., of or pertaining
to the Middle East; middle rail (b), the 'live'
central rail of an electric railway; Middle States
(examples)

; middle-weight (attrib. example)
;

Middle West U.S,, the central States, in contrast
with the West or Far West

;
(so Afiddie Western

adj.) ; Middle White, a Yorkshire breed of pig.
a 1894 C. H. Pearson in Stebbing Mem. (1900) 90 T. L.

Sanders created the so-called "middle article—the essay on
social topics. 1928 Observer 17 June 26 Success is less com-
monlij achieved—perhaps because the standard of '"middle-
brow music and plays is always rather low. 1920 Daily
Express 7 Jan. 10/4 Sooner or later, after he has found it,
the middle brows and the lowbrows come to hear of it 1902
Mahan Retrospect S, Prospect 237 The "middle East, if I
may adopt a term which I have not seen, will some day need
lis Malta, as well as its Gibraltar. 1909A. Hamilton (////<)
Problems of the Middle East. 1913 Q. Rev. Jan. 297 The
interests of Great Britain and Russia in the Aliddle East.,
are in reality irreconcilable. 1903 Ciiirol (title) The "Middle
Eastern Question or some political problems of Indian de-
'«"«• "909 A. Hamilton Probl. Middle East p. xi, Nostudy
of Middle Eastern politics can avoid encroaching upon those
of the Near East and of the Far East. 1905 Technol. t, Sci.
Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) 401 'Middle Rail.., a
heavy conductor in the form of a rail carried on insulat-
ing supports, which is laid between the running rails of
an electric railway to supply current to the motors. 1784
Washington Diaries II. 326 The "middle States with the
Country immediately hack of them. 1798 Morse Amer.
Gazetteer (ed. 2) 322/1 Middle States, one of the Grand
Divisions of the United States (so denominated in reference
to the northern and southern States). 183s Southern Lit,
Messenger I. 551 Some years ago a kind of 'Hickory
Quaker

' (as he called himself) . . found his way. . from one of
the Middle States to Congress. 1848 J. F. Cooper Oak
Open. I. xiii. 193 Who ever heard of the ' tribe ' of New Eng-
land, or. .of the 'tribe' of the Middle Slates? 1857 D.
Braman Inform, Texas 21 Emigrants from the Eastern,
Southern-Atlantic, and Middle Slates. 1904 N, Y, Even,
Post 28 Jan. 6 If there was a tariff wall separating New
England from the Middle States, and another separating
both groups from the Western States. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 9
Feb. 12/4 Some fine wrestling has been seen, more especially
in the "middle-weight class. 1900 G. Ade More Fables iu
Slang fiQo2) 23 The Prosperous Farmer lived in an Agri.
cultural Section of the "Middle West. 1917 Nation (N. Y.)
17 May 589/2 The personal tour of the Secretary of the
Treasury through the Middle West, to speak at public meet-
ings, is a wise arrangement. X925 L. Bromfield Possession
27 Eureka Reinforced Corsets came to be worn . . by house-
wivesoftheMiddle West. 1924 Times Trade !f Eiig. .'iupfl.

2g Nov. 235/2 There is room for more systematic visits by
Alanchester men to the "Middle Western and Western towns.
1893 L. M. DouGiA.s /Va«. Pork Trade p. xiv. PI., Small
and "Middle White Yorkshire Pigs. 1911 Jml. Bath ^
West »f Southern Counties Soc. Ser. v. VI. 175 For many
years the Middle Whites carried olT the highest awards at
the fat stock shows.
B. sb. Add : 1. To knock (a person) into the

middle ofnext week : see Week sb. 5 d.
b. Southern U.S. One of the intervals between

rows of cotton.

1847 Florida Plant. Rec, 242, 13 [slavesl plowing out
middles in brickyard [field], 1851 Ibid, 373 Ploughs runing
around cotton and splitting cotton middles. 190^7 T. F. Hunt
Forage »r Fiber Crops 352 The field is made up into alternate

beds and middlesor into ' back ' furrows and * dead ' furrows.



MIDDLE-AQEDNESS.

X909C/M/. Diet. Suppl., To hrtakout tinddUs, to open le^f*'^*

wise with a double mold-board or a scooter-plow the middle

ofan existing cotton bed. Also to burst or bunt out middies.

Cotnb. 1907 T. F. Hunt Forage^ FiherCrops 352 By means

of a middle * busier \ which is a double moldboard plow.

3. b. The part of a side of bacou which is left

when the fore-end and the gammon are removed.

1892 SiMMONDS Diet, Trade Suppl., Middies^ . .a name for

sideTofbacon and pork. 1917 G.J. H ichqu,sBacon ^ Hants

70 These middles are cured in diysalt. 19*3 R. h.. Davies

pj^s -5- Bacon Curing 29 The side may be cut into three

parts, comprising the fore end, the middle, and the gammon
with corner. . ^\
8. O. coHoq. ~ middk-wetgkt so. (see A. 6).

1908 Daily Ckron. 29 Jan. 9/2 In the middles the best bout

was that between Carter and Smith.

d. Stock Exchange. = middleprice (see A. i e).

X928 Mom. Post 19 Nov., The making-up price.. is.. pre-

sumed to represent the middle of the quotation current at

that particular moment.

3M[iddlo-a-gedness. [-ness.] Middle-aged con-

dition.

19x4 Black-M. Mag. Aug. 225/2 Sandy,. . I hope, managed

to feel young and sentimental in spite of the chilliness and

our middle-agedness.

Middle-class. Hence (also) Uiddle-class-

dom, -classism, the middle class as a whole ;
their

characteristics, interests, or position, middle-

classy a., suggestive of the middle class of society.

1930 Observer 14 Sept. 7 The secret of Denmark's some-

what stuffy middle-classdom. 1909 Working MetCs Coll.

JmL Apr. 77 Mr. Lupton. .did not think the question before

the House was one of aristocracy -u. middle-classism. 1926

Glasgow Herald 21 May 8 Highly respectable, middle-

classy railway clerks.

Middleman. Add : 5, c. One who paddles

in the middle of a canoe.

1839 J. K. TowNSEND Narr. Rocky Mts. xv. 355 The
middle-men ply their oars; the guides brace themselves

against the gunwale of the boat, placing their paddles edge-

wise down her sides.

Mi'ddlewoman. [After Middleman.] (See

quot.)
tqog EnglisJi-wovtan Apr. 331 The middlewoman.. saves

the home-worker the waste of time often incurred in going

to the warehouse for work and in taking the finished work
back.

Middling, sh. 3. C. (Earlier examples.")

1770 Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 6g,

3 Casks of fine Flour, i d** midlings. 1786 Washington
Diaries III. 116 My Corn being out, or nearly so, I was
obliged to have middlings and sliip stuff mi.\ed for bread.

d. U.S. Of timber.

1839 J. F. Cooper Home as Found ii, One of my own
(trees] out of which the sawyers made a thousand feet of
clear stuff, to say nothing of middlings.

4. U.S. (Earlier examples. Also in sing.)

xTjj Col. Virginia State Papers I. 288 Bakin in hams,
midungs, shoulders, &c. 1831 Peck Guide Emigrants 172

.To make bacon of bams, shoulders, and middlings or broad-

sides. 1834 Crockett Narr. Life xi. 79, I got also a large

middling of bacon, and killed a fine deer. 1847 Rep. U.S.
Comm. Patents (1848) 527 The hog thus cut up intoshoulders,

hams and middlings undergoes further trimming. 1857 D. H.
Strother Virginia Ulustr. i. 31 Fried middling and hot

coffee were then served round. 1904 Ellen Glasgow Deli-

verance 51 She has had to fry the middling in the kitchen,

and mother complains so of the smell.

Middlings A. adj. 5. Add : Middling in-

terest = middle class. US.
1857 E. Stone Life of Ho-wland -vn. 137 He resolved on

attempting to arrest this hostility by cieating,.a correct

public sentiment, and by overlaying it with what is.. de-

nominated a * middling interest ' influence, a 1859 Connecti-

cut Courant (Bartlett), Men of the middling interest class

are now the best off.. .They have felt they belonged to the
middling interest, and have resolved to stay there, and not
cope with the rich.

Midget. Add: 2. For 1859 read 1848.

4. attrib. in sense of weak, puny, as midget effort \

also midget golf, a form of miniature golf, usu*

ally played indoors ; (so midget golf course etc.).

1908 Daily Chron, 7 Aug, 4/4 The spiritual intelligences,

.

must.. laugh at our serious *midget efforts to comprehend
andexplain the circumambient infinite. 1930 Daily Fxpress
6 Nov. 3/7 Sydney's *Midget Golf Boom. J930 Daily TeL
1 Dec 23/6 Advt., An 18-Hole Midget Golf Course Com-
plete.

Midinette (m/dznet). [F, Perh. orig. a pun
f. midi tmd-da.y + dinette light dinner: cf. 1922
Larousse S.V., les midi/iettes sont celles qui se con-
tentent d*ane dinette ^ midi."] A milliner's female
assistant, esp. in Paris.

X909 Weslm. Gaz. 7 Au^. 15/1 The Parisian. .is tired of
the absurd hat. The midinette and those of her kind have
made it impossible. 1919 Max Bekrbohm Seven Men 11 A
midinette who. . murdered, or was about to murder, a manne.
qnin. 1924 Blackw. Mag. Nov, 709/2 Our midineties..
again dance four abreast along the boulevards. 1925 /did.

July 91/1 Two midintttes who are whispering of their loves.

1930 Times 31 Mar. 9/2 He used to see the rooms of the
Royal Academy crowded with shop assistants, working girls,

midinettes,.. tired after their day's work.

Midrib. Add : 2. (Later example.)
ijK>iCA«witfryiyr«/.May 301/2 The leaves are thoroughly

dried. In testing their dryness the mid-rib or vein should
not be overlooked,

b. A structure similar to the principal rib or

vein of a leaf.

X929 V. G. Childe Doftube in Prehistory 126 Kite-shaped
daggers with rivet-holes and a rudimentary midrib.
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Midshipman. 3. Add : midshipman's
hitch, a special kind of hitch (see quot, 1886);
midshipman's nuts (earlier example),
x8o8 D. Lever Vng. Sea Officer'sSlieet Anc/torg To make

a *Midshipman's Hitch. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 591/2
Midshipman's Hitch.—Take two round turns inside the

bight, the same as a half-hitch repeated ; stop up the end ;

or let another half-hiich be taken or held by hand. Used
for hooking a tackle for a temporary purpose. 1846 Mkl-
viLLE Typee vi. (1920) 43, I took a double handful of those
small, broken, flinty bits of biscuit, which generally go by
the name of *midshipman's nuts.

Mid-side. (Later U.S. examples.)
1816 U. Brown JmL in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 224

[The horse] Cumberland in the Mill dam. .in Mudand Water,
Mid sides and Tail covered. 1822 J. Fowlkr yournali^-j We
comenced Crossing the Crick Early, it being about mid Side
deep to the Horses.

Midway. A. sb. Add : 3. U.S. An avenue
in the middle of, or connecting two portions of, an
exhibition or fair. Also attrib.

The use originated in the inclusion of the 'Midway
Plaisance ' of Chicago in the grounds of the exposition held
there in 1893.

[1891 IVorlcCs Columbian Exposition Apr.» Attbejunction
of the Midway Plaisance with Jackson Park is the site chosen
for the Proctor Tower.] 1901 Pan-Arner. Exposition^

BuffalOy folder. The Midway will have the choicest of the
world's amusement novelties. 1903 N. Y. Even, Post 17 Oct.,

Out in the little ' Midway' of tents and booths, where the

two-headed baby was on exhibition. 1904 Ibid. 22 Sept. 6
Ever since Chicago led the way, the * Midway' features

of our great fairs have threatened more and more to over-

shadow the mere educational features.

C. adv. 1. Add : Also U.S. with of.

<ri8os J, J. Henry Camp. agst. Quebec (1812) 192 About
midway of the horn [of the moose] , . there tsa broad fl.-it part.

z^o-^ Nation (N.Y.) 17 Sept. 234 He died midway of his 70th
year. 1927 Saturday Evefi. Post 24 Dec 44/3 She stopped

midway of her sentence.

Midyear. 2. (Add example.)
1901 Vearbk. U.S. Dept. A^ric. 154 To teachers the series

of meetings is a series of mid-year institutes.

Miff, V. 2, (Later U.S. examples.)
1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 27 Nov., Dr. G. W. Fitzpatrick

..is badiy miffed because he wasn't appointed surveyor of

the port. 1904 Eliz. Robins Magnetic North i. 252 Don't
get mifft, Colonel. \<yij N.V. Even. Post (semi-weekly ed.)

2 Sept. 4 He is a little miffed to find th:\t there are other

lawjers in the Cabinet whose advice the President prefers to

his own.

Might, sb. Add: 7. diai. A considerable

quantity or amount.
1834 Carruthers A>«^«c^/fz« /« N.Y. I. 28 I'm^bliged to

do a might of business in Baltimore afore I can go on. 1878

J. H. Beadle IVester^n IVildsW. 29 It took a ml^jht of time.

Ibid. 43 It was a might o' comfort, though, to see 'em 'fore

they died. 1903 in Eng. Dial. Diet. (Yks., Suffolk).

Migrate, Z'. 1. (Add example of active use.)

1928 Sunday Dispatch 29 July 7/2 The proposals for

migrating unemployed workers.
^

2, G.fg. Ofinanimate objects, esp. manuscripts !

To undergo removal from one place or library to

another.
1929 Times 13 Nov. ii/i To collect and circulate, .in-

formiitlon. .respecting manuscripts that have * migrated ' and
collections that have been dispersed.

Migration, a. (Add examples and cf. *Mi-
GRATE V. 2 c.) spcc. In clcctrolysis ; The movement
of ions between the two electrodes.

1894 tr. D'Alviella^s Migration 0/ Symbols 82 Is it not
the Winged Circle, whose migrations I trace in another
chapter? 1907 C. L. von Endk tr. Abegg's Electrolytic

Dissoc. Theory 22 This relationship was.. discovered by F,

Kohlrausch in 1876, and is called the law of the independent
migration of the ions. 1929 Times 13 Nov. ii/i A serious

obstacle to the work of archaeologists,historians and others

..is the migration of manuscripts.

e. migration velocity.

J939 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 237/2 The migration velocity of
an ion with charge E and the frictional constant P should
be represented by the formula [etc.].

Migrationist. Add : 2. One who empha-
sizes the importance of migration in the distribu-

tion of species.

1918 L. Huxley Life Sir % D. Hooker II. xxxii. 98 Dar-
win was a migrationist j Forbes and others pushed the ex-

tension theory to excess.

Mite (msik), sb^ slang. An abbreviation of
MiCROPHONB sb.

1929 Allighan Romance of Talkies 2S The great problem
Is to hide the microphone, as, althougli the 'mike' is small

in itself, it is directly attached to a first-stage amplifier,, .and
the whole piece of apparatus is bulky accordingly, 1929
Photoplay Apr., JJ/Z^*—microphone.

Milanese. A. adj. Add : 2. Of articles of
clothing : Made of Milanese silk. Milanese silk,

a finely-woven dress material composed of silk or

artificial silk.

192a Tatler 30 Aug, Advts. p. c, Ladies' exceedingly
dainty Cami-Knickers, made of best quality Milanese Silk.

Ibid. p. f, Pure Silk Milanese Vest 1928 Daily Tel. 24
Apr. 2/2 A circular knitting machine, .able to produce
superior ladder-proof warp-knitted 'milanese' fabric

B. sb. Add : 3. Milanese silk or articles made
of Milanese silk. (Anellipt. use of A.)
1927 Glasgow Herald 20 Apr. 10/7 What yotir supples

and your Milanese may be, you alone may care.

Mild, sb:^ Kng. and U.S. dial. var. of Mils j3.1

1701 in Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XXXVI. 83 To run the
lien ofmesuer from Ipswich meting bowe3..six mields. 1735

MILK.
in Lancaster (Pa.) Rec. 23T We traueled to Groten 12 milds.
..We marclit up the riuer about 8 m^lds. 1777 In J. M,
Lincoln Papers R. Lincoln U904) 15 They ware Engaged
in Carring gun bots..over land about one mild into Lake
George. 1836 Knickerbocker Mag. VIII. 352, * I expect we
areamil^and a halffrom the cr/y.*. .* Just about '. .answered
VVhip. 1842 PuLMAN Rustic Sketches 12 A mild below our
town. 1859 Hvonz^ Scour, White Horse vi. 129 All the
waay,, .and 'tis quite vour mil'd. 1886 Elworthv IV. Som,
IVord bk. 476, 1 count 'tis up vower mild yer-vrora.

Mile, sb.'^ 1. d. (Add example.)
x8sa Punch 24 Jan. 42/1 The seven Wonders of a Young

Lady. . 5. . . wearing shoes that were not * a mile too big for

her '.

5. O. mile-heat, a racing heat of one mile;
mile-post (earlier and later examples).
x8os Steele Papers I. 315 He says there are no regular

*mile heats at that turf. 1868 H. Woodruff Trotting
Horse v. 70 You can tell by the way he finishes. .whether
he will be likely to stand the mile-heat out and to repeat it.

1768 in Maryland Hist. Mag. II. 317 As we returned (be-

sides the *Mile Posts) we erected Marks on the Tops of all

the High Ridges. 1870 Keim Sheridan's Troopers (1883)

vi. 41 At the very extreme point was a plain wooden mile-

post painted white.

Mileage. Add: L C. A rate permile charged
for the use of railway vehicles carrying goods or

passengers over another company's line.

1873 CasselFs Mag. VUI. 400/1 As.. the Caledoman
Company will receive the fares of the passengers, they will be
required to pay for the use of the carriages conveying them

;

in other woids the..Company will be charged * mileage *.

Miler^. Add: 2. colloq. A walk or journey of

a specified number of miles.
Properly the second element of a compound.
1856 Dickens in Dickens-Collins Lett. 14 Nov, (1892) 72,

I went out this morning for a 12-miler.

MilesiaUy aJ^ and sb.^ (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)

170S M. Kfnnedy iiiile') A Chronological Genealogical and
Historical Dissertation of the Royal Family of the Stuarts,

beginning with Milesius the stock of those they call the

Milesian Irish, and of the old Scotish Race. 1840 Cablvle
Chartism (ed. 2) iv. 28 The wild Milesian features, .salute

you on all highways and byways...The English coachman
..lashes the Slilesian with his whip. 1921 Edin, Rev. Jan.
167 And lastly the Milesians. The Milesian being a liter-

ary and honorific cognomen of the Firbolgs' conquerors,

the Gaels. 1929 Guedalla Missing Muse 223 The tourist

notes [in the Dail] an almost total absence of Milesian elo-

quence.

Milestone, v. [f, the sb.] trans. To mark
stages on (a road) by or as by milestones; sXsofig,

1903 J. H. M. Abbott Tommy Cornstalk 157 And the

road was mile-stoned by the parched hides and whitened
bones of horses, mules, and oxen. 1921 A. W, Mvehs
Twenty Yrs. La^vn Tennis 36 Mrs. Lambert Chambers
could almost mile-stone her career on the Chiswick courts.

1922 Chambers's Jrnl. Dec. 861/1 The Overland is mile-

stoned with our bones.

Militancy. (Add recent examples.)
191a in Mrs. Pankhurst My own Story (1914) 258 The

leaders, .have so often warned the Government that unless

the vote were granted to women in response to the mild
militancy of the past, a fiercer spirit of revolt would be
awakened. 1913 MRS. 'H.krk^k Ffolliots ofRedmarley xii,

(1919) 156 Eloquent forgot her militancy.

Militant. A. adj. Add : 1. C. Applied to

or adopted as a designation by suffragettes who
employed or advocated the use of violence.

1907 Mahg. McMillan in Case IVonten's Suffrage 114
The militant Suffragette. . wants a Vote and will, if neces-

sary fight for it. 1914 Mrs. Pankhurst My own Story yj
That visit was one of the contributory causes that led to the

founding of our militant suffrage organisation, the Women's
Social and Political Union.

B. sb. Add : e. A * militant ' suffragette,

1909 Englishwoman Apr, 323 Ttat bias has been greatly

intensified amongut almost all classes of suffragists by the
tactics of the militants. 1919 Doiji' Wvllarde Holiday
Husband X. xyz It has been reported to us that you are
an ardent Militant among the Sutlragettes.

Mi-litantism. [f, *Militant A.] A militant

policy.

1919 DoLF Wyllarde Holiday Husband x. 132 She could

understand the value of militantism in the hands of leaders

who used even the purely hysterical as tools.

Militarization. (Later example.)
1918 B. MiALL tr, A. Hnmon's Lessons of IVorld-war loS

Industry and science, .have undergone a veritable process

of militarization, whose consequences are disastrous to

the human mind.

Militarize, v. (Later example.)
1922 MiLiUKOV Russia To-day ^ To-morrow^ 205 But the

climax v/ni, reached when the Bolsheviks decided to mili-

tarize labor.

Hence Mi'litarized///. a.

1^22 Editi, Rev. July 28 Appalling slaughter and suffering

patiently endured by amilitarized people .. has disillusioned

the Germans.

Milk, sb. Add : 2. d. 7(3 bring a person to

his milk : to bring him to his senses, to compel

him to acquiesce or submit. U.S, colloq.

1857 Holland Bay Path 209 There ain't anything that'll

bring you to your milk half so quick as a good double-and-

twisted thrashin.

3. b. The milk iji the cocoanut, a puzzling fact or

circumstance, or the explanation of this. U.S. colloq.

1853 Knickerbocker Mag. XLII. 50 The milk in the

cocoa nut was accounted for. 1870 Congress. Globe 15 Jiwe
App. 500/2 This is the secret, this is the ' milk in the cowja-

nut ', this the * meat in the egg '. 1893 Congress. Rec. 28
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Feb. Kgg/i Here is the milk in the cocoanut! A frank

confession it is.

o. Milk-white colour.

x8(X| Swinburne Rosatnund \. \. 2 White I know from red,

and cfark from bright, And milk from white in hawthorn-
fiowers : bat not Woman from woman-

9. a. {a) fJiilk'biscuit^ -loaf'y (^) milk-car^ ^com-

hiney -cotnpany^ -pitcher^ snppiy^ -iruck^ -wagon.

X771 C. Pelham in Copiey-Pelhain Lett. log We found in

a Drawer a hoard of •Milk Bisket. 1890 Century Diet.

^

*Milk-car. 1919 J. L. Garvin Econ. Foundations Peace 309
Working relations with such a * *milk-combine * as has been

mojected for Britain. 1855 [Pray] Menu J. G. Bennet t-j

There were not less than six joint-stock *milk companies in

London. 1910 Practitioner June Soi Meals were selected

from the following articles mainly:—Crisp toast, ..veda-

bread, *milk-Ioaf, scones. 1863 ' Gail Hamilton * Gala-Days
432 Alittle boy..upsetthe *milk-pitclier. 1869 Miss Alcott
Lit. Women 1 1, xxiv. 356 Taking Teddy's little fist out of the

milk-pitcher. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 9 Oct. r4/i He follows on

a milk-cart, in deep talk with his crony, the lord of the

*miik-supply. 1910 Daily Chron. 23 Apr. 1/3 The. .ex-

press. , overran its distance, and ran into a *milk truck.

1911 Edna Fekber Dawn O'Hara v. 58, 1 step out of the

road to allow a yellow *milk wagon to rattle paist.

b. milk strainer.

x868 S. Sewau, Letter Bk, 33 Five Doz. of *milk strainers

of the imaller sort. 187J Florida Plant, Rec. 199 The milk
strainer b also in bad repair.

10. milk-blooded a., cowardly, spiritless; milk
cMoken, a chicken that has been fed on milk and

ground oats; (so milk-fatted adj.); milk-fisli

Austral, (see quot") ; milfc-fiour, powder, pre-

parations of desiccated milk ; milk-ranch, a ranch

producing milk ; milk-room, a room in a house or

dairy in which milk is kept ; milk-route, a route

on which a milk-dealer regularly supplies milk to

customers; milk-shake U.S,^ a beverage com-
posed of milk, aerated water, etc, mixed by shak-

ing ; milk-sick, -sickness U,S. (earlier and later

examples) ; milk sociable U.S.y a sociable at

which milk is drunk ; milk-toast U.S.., toast which

fe softened in milk ; milk-train, a railway train

which carries milk ; milk tube, also, a milking-

tube ; milk-wine, a beverage obtained from fer-

mented milk ; milk-woman (modern example),

1910 Blackiv. lyfag. Feb. 183/2 The sooner we give up all

this *milk-hlooded, blue-spectacled, pacificist talk the better.

190a EncycL Brit. XXXI. 83z 2 Chickens fattened quite

young, .and known ^.sfetits poussins^ or ' *milk chickens '.

1931 Times t6 Mar. 1/4 Advt., Chickens, finest milk-fatted..

2S. sd. per lb. 1880 J. E. Tenison-Woods in Trans. Linn,
Sec.N.S. \V,V, II. i38(Morris) Anotherspccies[ofTrepang]
is the ' 'milk fish * or ' cotton fish ' so called from its power
of emitting a white viscid fluid.., which clings to an object

like shreds of cotton. 190s Chambers's Jml. Mar. 191/1

The *milk-flonr is.. soluble in water. 1906 N. Y, Even.

Post 10 Feb. (Cent. Suppl.) *Milk-powder. 1909 Clmmhers]s

Jml. Feb. 143/2 The method..has been found successful in

the manufacture of milk-powder. 19x7 Statutory Rules <5-

Orders No. 1296 % i No person shall after the 17th Decem-
ber, 1917, use in the manufacture of chocolate any milk,

condensed milk, milk powder, dried milk (etc. J. 1889 Farmer
Americanisms, *Milk Ranck^ a dairy farm. 1838 Knicker-

bocker Mag-. XI. 17 There was but a single room, with a
*milk-room, as it was called, and a loft over head. 1873-4

Kep. Vertnont Board Agric U. 97 After the milk is drawn,

set it away., in a good milk-room. 1897 'Mark Twain'
Fodovoins Equator xliv. 464 The vested rights.. are fre-

quently the subject of sale or mortgage. Just like a 'milk-

route. 1890 Century Dict^ *Milk shake, 1911 H. S.

Harrison QueedvW. 85 You ain't fcelin good, are you, Doc?
Vou*re!ookm' white as a milk-shake. \^to Chambers's Jml.
Jane 348/1 * Milk-shake,* composed of milk, soda-water^

and a small quantity of ice-cream, is a very popular * soft

drink. 1819 E. Dana Geogr. Sketches 43 A peculiar disease

among the cattle prevails here, which the people call ^miik-

sick. 1846 M'Kknny Mem. I. vi. 141 The people. .about

these parts, were afraid of the milk-sick, and never used milk

after early spring. 18*3 S. H. Long Exped. I. 76 They have

a disease called *milk sickness. 1877 Field it Eorett III. 41

The southern slop>e is. .white with ii«/a/(7'-/»r/« of^ra/tf/^x,
by some supposed to be the cause of milk sickness. 1907

Neil Mlnro Daft Days vi. 51 Why, great Queen of Sheba !

I was only joshing you : it was as calm on that ship as

a *milk sociable. 1857 Knickerbocker Mag. XLIX. 98

Coffee and 'milk-toast, waffles and honey, disappeared.,

like magic 1877 Eliz. S. Phelfs Story A vis 225 Aunt Chloe

thought milk-toast would remedy the difficulty. 1873 J. H.
Beadle Underel. West 795 They might have to teach the

Texas Central Railroad Company how to nm a *milk-train

fifty miles. 1886 Century Mag. XXXI. Feb. 504/1 Before

starting from home by the milk.train that left Willoughby

Pastures at 4.05. 1877 Rep. Vermont Dairym. Assoc.

Vlil. 106 In such case the milk must be drawn by means of

a catheter, or 'milk tube. 1911 M. J. Newbigin Mod.
Geog. y'li. 189 A "milk-wine or koumiss, produced by the

fermentation of milk, is the characteristic drink. 1879
Stockton Rudder Grange v. 56 She had spent the night tn

a wooden rocking-chair at the *milk-woman's.

Kilk, V, Add : 4. d. (Earlier example.)
x86o pREscoTT Electrical Invent, 108 (Farmer) The

rapidity and simplicity of the means by which a wire could

be milked without being cut, or put out of circuit, struck

the whole of the party.

e. Gambling slang. (See quot)
I9«3 Daily Mail 22 Feb. 6 Few players are daring enough

to wait for a long run, without * milking '—that is to say,

withdrawing a part of their winnings.

Hilk-and-molasses. U.S. In fig, use (see

quot.).

1833 J. Neal DotvH'Easters I. vii. 96 The people of this

country. .arc of two colors, black and white. .or half-and-

half sometimes at the south, where they are called milk-
and-molasses.

Milking, vbl. sb, 4. Add : milking booster,

cell, a cell connected in parallel with one of the

cells in an electric battery or series of cells to

restore it to condition by separate charging,
iQio Encycl. Brit. I. 129/1 To restore the cell, two methods

can be adopted. . . It may be left in circuit, and a cell in good
order put in parallel with it. This acts as a* milking' cell.

HSIi'lksoppery. [f. Milksop.] The character-

istics or behaviour of a milksop. So Mi'lksoppisli
a,, devoid of manly qualities, effeminate.

1^5 Blackzv. Mag. Apr. 548/2 The drawback . .of asserted

or insinuated milksoppery. 1928 Observer 25 Mar. 9/3 Even
he, who is the least milksoppish of mortals, speaks of ' those
harrowing years *.

Uilky, a. 3. b, (Earlier examples.)
1765 Washington Diaries I. 210 Note, the [mulberry]

Stocks were very Milkey. X768 Ibid. 282 Some [wheat]
whose straw and head was green but the grain of full size

and Milky. 1789 Morse Avier. Geog. 52 About the time
that it begins to turn from its milky state and to ripen, they
run their canoes into the midst of it.

Kill, sb.^ 1. b. (Add examples,) Also to have
been through the millx to have gained experience

(of life, etc.).

x8x8 Scott Hri. Midi, xxviii, Frank here won't hearof our
putting her through the milL 1837 KnickerbockerMag. IX,
356, I had been ' through the mill ' of a pre-concerted, arti-

ficial revival. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast 50 I've been
through the mill. «848 Lowell Fablefor Critics To C F.

Briggs, To induce bards to club their resources and buy the

balance of every edition, until they have all of them fairly

been run through the mill. 1868 H, Woodruff Trotting
Horse vi. 76 It was thought that they would be ruined for

service if they were *put through the mill '. 1887 Contemp.
Rev. Jan. 10 Certain persons who have gone through the
mill of what is known as our 'higher education '.

4. (Add example.)
1919 Brit. Manufacturer Nov. 26/2 In the linen Industry

a ' mill ' means the works where flax is spun into yams, while

a ' factory ' means the place of the further evolution of the
yarns beinc woven into cloth.

7. b. 6^".^. A circling movement of cattle, (Cf,

MlLLZ/,1 12.)

1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy iv. 27 We soon had a mill

going which kept them [cattle] busy and rested our horses.

9. mill-bagy ^rook, -lot, - room (later example)
;

mill-cut adj.

1829-32 J. P. Kksnedv Swallo^tf B. I. xv. 155 With the

large canvass *mill-bags spread out for saddles. 1851 R.
Glisan Jml. Army Life (1874) vi. 58, I.. endeavored to

throw [it] in a mill-bag style over my saddle. 164a Dedham
Rec. 83 Vpon ye East side of the *Milbrooke, next to ye
Millpond. 1864 T.L. 1^\(mQ\s Amer, Life i. 20 Gristmills

which ground our com, and saw-milis which supplied our
timber, were upon a mill brook. 1925 Giasgoiv Herald a
Apr, 9 To import into this country a sufficient number of
*mill-cut houses to supply the shortage. 1746 Boston Nezvs-

Letteri6 Nov., Seven Acres. .to be laid out to the Right of
the 30 Acre *M ill-Lot, granted to Thomas Richardson. 1833
B. SiLLiMAN Man. Sugar Carte 45 The length of the •mill-

room A is 64 feet.

10. mill-carriage, themovablebench ofacircniar

saw; mill iron (modem U.S. examples) ; mill log
U.S.y a log cut at a saw-mill; mill privilege,

right U.S.f the privilege or right of using water

for driving a mill ; mill-nm U.S,, the quantity of

ore put through a mill ; mill-scale (earlier ex-

ample); mill-seat C/^5'.(earlierandlaterexamples);

raiU'Site US. = mill-seat; mill-stream (later U.S.

examples) ; mill town, village, a town or village

characterized by the presence of mills; mill-worlc

(earlier example).
i88x Harper's Mag. Sept. 584 'r It {an eel]. .leads the

captor a ten minutes dance over logs.. and *mill cairiages.

1805 Sibley in Ann, gih Congress 2 Sess. 1100 It is only

a few years ago that the *mitl irons and mill stones were
brought down. 1837 W. Jenkins Okio^ Gaz. 276 Large
quantities of iron are here manufactured into hollow ware,

mill irons, and other articles. 1849 D. Nason Jml. 99,

I asked the guide if there were any *mill-Iogs among it,

T-jj^ f/. H. Probate Rec. II. 508, I also give unto my son.,

the one half ofmy *mill Privilcdge on the southerly side of ye
River at Lolc-End. 1838 Colton Ind. Delinented 32 Lost

River, Lick and Patolsa creeks are the chief streams, afford-

ing in many places good mill privileges. 189a Rep. Vermont
Board Agric. XII. 134 Many mill privileges with excellent

water power arc afforded, c 1854 Paulding Antipathies 262

There's a man at Jack O'Lantern's that owns land and "mill-

rights. 1873 J. H. ISradle Western Wilds xxix. 465 This
estimate .. from the *mill-runs—the only honest test of a
mine's capacity. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 3^7/1 During
rolling this film [of oxide] becomes somewhat thickand peels

off, forming **mill-scale *. 1770 Washikgton Diaries I, 365
Mr. Ballendine and myself leveled Doeg Run in order to

fix on a *Mill Seat. 1784 J. Filson Kentncke ig The
several streams and branches of Salt River afford excellent

mill-seats. i8a9 S. Ci;mincs Western Pilot 11 Little Beaver

..affords a vast number of mill seats, many of which are

already improved. 1839 J. F. Coopkr Home as Found ii.

The greater portion are now dealing, .in mill-seats, and rail-

road lines, and other expectations. 1831 Peck Guide Emi-
grants 196 There are hut few good *mill sites in the State.

1849 Chamberlain htdiana Gazetteer ^<^ It has some good
mill sites on it, but its course in general is not rapid.

^
1815

Drake Cincinnati i. 58 In summer and autumn, it [Licking

Riverlisa moderate •mill-stream. \^q KnickerbockerMag.
XVI. 22 A wooden bridge which crossed a mill-stream. 1902

5. E. Wnrra Blazed Trail xyCi. 155 He arrived out of breath

in a typical Uttte *mill town. 1863 Mrs. Whitney F. Gart-

ney's Girlh. xxiii, It needs just such a man [as minister]

among *mill.villages like these, he says. 1770 Washington

Diaries I. 381 Ball and his People went about 12 ocloclc to
Framing the *MiU Work.

Mill, sb.^ (U.S. examples.)
1786 in Amer. Museum (1789) II. 182 Mill=:, the lowest

money of account, of which one thousand shall he equal to
the federal dollar, or money unit. 1794 Amer. Calendartz
Decimal Parts of Cents (or Mills).

Also attrib. as mill-tax.

1848 Indiana Hist. Soc. Puhl. III. 514 The former will pay
on a mill tax $200. 1853 in Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VIL
(1856) 293 A mill tax is annually levied to purchase books
for these libraries. 1903 Scribner's Monthly Oct. 4S6 They
support the Universities by a direct mill tax levied upon the
assessed valuation of the Slate.

BECill, vy Add : 2. e. Soap manufacture.
190J Chambers's Jrnl. Apr. 204/1 When quite hard, this

fine soap is nuiled, or cut into very small shreds, after which
it is pressed in moulds into fancy shapes.

12, (Earlier example.) Also transf. of persons,

and fig,

'874 J. McCoy Hist. SketcJus loi Drovers consider that
the cattle do themselves great injury by running round in a
circle, which is termed in cow-boy parlance, * milling '. 1910
W. M. Raine B. O'Connor o.'z-jy I expect you were able to
make out, even if I did get the letters to milling around
wrong. 1911 H. Quick Yellowstone N. v. 127 The main
thing the matter was that failure o' hisa-millin' through his

mental facilities. 1919 L, F.Cody Buffalo 5/// 302 Indians
and soldiers milled, the Indians fighting with their knives,

the soldiers with their guns. 1937 H. E. Fosdick Filgr, to

Palestine 262 We look down upon the throng milling around
the Chapel of the Sepulcher.

C. fig. To turn over in one's mind.
ri^Q^ Smart Set OcX. 17/1 No, ..I ain't buyin' no dishes.

I was just kind o' milliu' things over to myself. 1931 R. D.
Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean xvii. 298 Judson, on guard in

the cabin, was milling this problem over.

Killable (mi-Iab'l), a. [f. Mill j^.1] Suitable

for cutting with a saw-mill.

1924 Times Trade <5- Eftgin. Suppl. 29 Nov. 250/2 It is

proposed.. to open up 500,000 acres of farming land and
1,000,000,000 feet of millable bush.

Mille-nnialism. [-ism.] Belief in the coming
or the present existence of the millennium.
1906 Pall Mall Gaz. 4 Jan. i In a spirit of fatuous millen-

nialism the constabulary force, .was being reduced.

Millerism. (Earlier example.)
1846-52 Mrs. Whitchrr Wtdazo Bedoti P. (rSSs) xii. 44

When Ivlillerism was makin'such a noise,. .the Wiggletown
folks raly thouglit tlier was something in it.

Slillet. 2. (Add examples.)
1889 Maiden Usef. Plants Australia 97 Panicum decom-

/tf^Vww,..' Australian Millet', *Umbrella grass '.. .One of

the most valuableofthe Darling Downs (.Queensland) grasses.

1896 Australasian 14 Mar. 488/5 (Morris) One of the very
best of the grassec found in the hot regions of Central

Australia is the Australian millet, PoJiicum decompositum.

Killiaxuxneter (milise-mi'tsj). Abbreviation

of milliampere meter.

1909 Century Diet. Suppl. 1922 Daily Mail 18 Nov. jo

Advt., Weston Ammeters and Milliarameters.

Mi'liiamp. Abbrev. of MilhampJire.
1927 Sunday Express 17 Apr. 8/3 Advt., Every milliamp of

Electricity is made by the Dynamo.

Milliardaire (miiliaadeau). [f. Milliard :

after Millionaire.] A person possessing a * mil-

liard ofmoney *.

X926 Herford Mind of Post- War Germofty vii. 34 The
hero, son of a milUardaire, is engaged in manufacturing a
gas more powerful than all known fuels.

Millibar (milibaj). Meteorol. [f. MiLLi- +
Bab sb.^'\ A unit of barometric pressure equal to

the thousandth part of a * bar *,

1912 Barometer Man.for Seamen (ed. 7) 8 >wtet The unit

of pressure employed in such cases, .is called the millibar.

191S Marine Observer s Handbk. 18 On the other side the

graduation is in centibars and millibars and can he read to

tenths. 1923818 W. "^.S^KWi Forecasting Weather p. xx. The
millibar, as representing 1,000 dynes per square centimetre,

became the accepted unit of pressure for our own charts.

lililUine'trio, a. [f. Millimetre.] Of the

magnitude of a millimetre ; minute.

i^yg Millon Memorial Led. 194 Those millimetric distinc-

tions by which human character declines or ascends,

TVrin ift-n- Add: 2. c A small fish, Lebistes

reticulaiusy native to tlie Barbadoes, which destroys

mosquito larvae ; so called from the rate at which

it multiplies.

X914 Fantham & Porter Sovte minute Anim. Parasites

106 The small fish known as 'millions' are also sent from

place to place . . for use in mosquito destruction. 1923 Nature
26 May 718/2 Investigations on the millions fish {Lebistes

reticulatus), 1924 J. A. Thomson Science Old ^ New IL

303 Howare mosquito larvae to be killed off in Indian tanks

for drinking-water where the paraffin method is obviously

impossible? By introducing little fishes called 'millions*

which devour the larvae and do no harm.

3. million-dollar weed 6''.^'. (see quot.)

;

milUonheiresB, an heiress to a * million of money*.

1931 Discovery Feb. 48/1 The water hyacinth, .isaheauti-

ful aquatic plant . . but its spread in St. John's River and the

enormous sums spent in attempting its suppression have

earned it the name of the * *million-dollar weed *. 1919 W.
DE Morgan Old Meuihouse i,si His mind tookkmdiy to the

interruption of this young man's nuptials with an American

*millionheiress of startling beauty.

Millionai-reship. [-ship.] The position ot a

millionaire.

1901 Chambers's Jrnl. Apr. 217/2 The flour industry gave

the late Mr. Charles A. Pillsbury the means of milliOBair©.

ship.



MIIiLPOND.

MiUpond. b. Add :

The use U anticipated in, and perhaps originally suggested

by, the following passages:

—

.

18x3 Paulding 7- Bull tf Bro, yonathan (ed. 2) 1. 5 He
put himself in a boat, and paddied over the mill-pond to

some new lands. Ibid, ii, la The tenants began to carry

their grain to different paru of the great milLpond.

Kun, cu (U.S. example.)

1891 Rose T. Cooke Huckleberries 96 She was a mim, soft-

spoken woman, but guileful and glidmg as a snake.

Mimesis. Add: 3. Path, (Seequot. 1913.)

1909 Century Diet. Suppl. 1913 Dorland Med. Did.,

Jifimesis, the simulation of one disease by another.

Mimosa. 3. mimosa-busk (earlier example).

1856 F. Fleming S. Africa xii. 364 A broad valley, covered

with rich pasturage and dotted with * mimosa * bushes,

stretched out over several acres.

Mim,OSeoiiS (mimi?u-j9s), a, Bot, [f. Mi-

mosa + -ous.] Belonging to the sub-order Mimosex
of legTjminous shrubs.

c 1866 in L. Huxley Life Sir y. D, Hooker (1918) II. xxxii.

107 The Mimoscoiu tree, of which the pods open and wind
spirally outwards.

Mince, v. 6. a. Add : Also with out.

1862 Mrs. H. Wood Chawiiiiffs II. v. 75 *You—are—very

—

Itind—to^take—up—Arthur Channing's cause !* they mince
out. 2888 Mrs. H. Ward K. Elsvtere III. vi. xliii. 255 ' Ah
—" Reculer pour mieux faire sauter 1 " '—said Sir John,
mincing out his pun as though he loved it.

Mincemeat. 2. (Add example.)
i^-jd Coursing Calendar 193 Maniac made mincemeat of

Smoker, who was so stiff that he could scarcelyraise a gallop.

Mincemeaty, a, [f. prec. + -y.] Suggestive

of mincemeat.
1870 Ph. Brooks in A. V. G. Allen PK Brooks (1908) 346

Huxley's new £,ay Sermons. .is like. .most books for the
people that popularize science. It is patronizing and mince-
meaty.

Mincy (mi*nsi), a, U.S. [f. Mincb z'. + -y.]

Using an affected delicacy or daintiness in one's

speech.
1913 Mrs. Stratton-Porter Laddie xiii, She didn't stop

to be mincy. She shot things at him like a man talking to

another man.

Mind, -y^-^ 13. a. Add: Also to have two
minds : to be undecided whether or not to do a
thing ; ^ to be in two minds (i i e).

x888 * R. Boi.DREWOOD ' Robbery under Anns II. xiL 205
We'd two minds to camp on the mountain.

b. (U.S. examples.) Also /'/;/ \d) mind to.

1843 J. S. Buckingham Slave States W. xiii. 293 The
room uP'Starrs is quite pre/>af^ed^ so that your plunder
may be toted there whenever j-umW a mind.
F 1830 Seba Smith Thirty Vrs. out ofSenate (i860) 87, I

s'pose a Governor has a right to flog anybody he's a mind to,

1867 Lowell Fitz Adam s Story 4q6 U'o him the in-comer,
* Perez, how d' ye do? ' *Jest as I'm mind to, Obed; how
do you ?

'

21. mind-wandering (vhl.sh.); mind-weary {z^].).

igaS C. Fox Educ. Psychol. 335 Simply as a result of
*mind-wandering due to extraneous incentives or impulses
to some other kinds of activity. iga3 Una L. Silberrad
Lett. Jean Armiterx'iu. % iii. 264 But—I am tired 1 Foot-
weary as well as *mind-weary.

b. mind-blindness (see quot.) ; mind-child,
an imaginary or 'dream' playmate created by a
child ; mind-cnrist, one who practises * mind-
cure ' ; mind-healing (earlier example).
X909 Hastings' Encycl. Relig. ff Ethics II. 710/2 * *Mind-

blindness ' is an acquired condition in which objects can be
seen, but fail to be recognized by the sense of sight. 1928
Daily Express 8 Dec. 4 The imaginative child should be
dealt with carefully. Foster his little plays and the *mind-
child he has created. 1904 Avter. yml. Relig. Psychol. ^
Educ. May 80 That kind of giving up, of relaxation, which
the *Mind-Curbt, the Christian Scientist, and the Hypno-
tizer.. attempt to bring about. 1883 Mrs. Eddy Let, to
Boston Post 7 Mar., My discover^', in 1866, of the Science of
*.\Iind-healing, since named Christian Science.

Minder. 3. b. Add : Now often used for

machitu-minder.
s888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 709/2 If he is a machinist, he

may superintend or be a * minder ', or he may be a layer-on
or taker-off of the sheets.

Mindless. 2. b. Add : Also that,
1908 Hardy Dynasts iii. i. iii. 335 He has bundled left-

wardly Thomierc's division; mindless that thereby His
wing and centre's mutual maintenance Has gone.

Mine, sb, 5. Add : mine-dust^ -head, -mouth.,
-slime, worker; (sense 3) mine-warfare.
1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 45 *Mine dust, the

riddlings of calcined ironstone. 1923 Daily Mail 16 Mar.
9 The present intention is to send labour squads. . to succes-
sive *mine-heads. z886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms
45 *Mine mouthy the point where a mine leaves the surface
of the ground. 1931 Chambers^s Jrnl. Apr. 262/1 A savage
land of rocks and lakes and *mme-slime and active and
derelict mine-workings. 29x0 Blackw. Mag. June 895/2
The immense development of *mine warfare. 19CI Edin.
Rev. Apr. 496 An agreement. .that the *mine-workers
should receive an advance of 10 per cent, in their rates of
wages. 1928 Brit. Industr. Put. (Lib. Ind. Inq.) iv. 366
The pensioning of older mine-workers.

6. mine-layer, a special type of vessel for lay-
ing mines; mine-laying, the laying of explosive
mines in the sea ; mine-sinker, a device for keep-
ing a mine submerged ; mine-thrower, [tr. G.
minenwerferl a trench-mortar.
'909 (?• Rev. Oct. 575 Six second-claas cruisers of the

Naval Defence Act have been converted into *mine-Iayers,
I9«3 Churchill World Crisis, igis 260 The mine-layer

48

Nousret had on March 18 thirty-six mines ready for laying.
igiK Q. Rev. Oct. 466 The money. .is now expended upon
a larye and increasing fleet of *mine-laying and mine-
sweeping ships. 1928 Gamble Story N. Sea Air Station
xviii. 310 The U. C. boats were of a type designed both for
mine-laying and torpedo work. 1926 Spectator 21 Aug,
371/1 He,, produced 50,000 *minesinkers at a veiy low cost.

1915 niustr. London News 13 Feb. 204/2 The Germans.

.

had actually provided.. themselves with mortars of tliis

description, the so-called «H«^«-ty*r/«.'r—*mine-throwers.
1923 Daily Mail 17 Jan. 7 They captured 7 Frenchmen,
15 local policemen, 3 minethrowers, and a machine gun.

Mine, v. 2. b. (Later example.)
1921 Brit, Mus. Return 138 Phytomyza albiceps^mm\Vi%

and ruining the leaves of Cinerarias,

Mineral, sb. Add : 4. d. pL = Mineral
WATERS.
1903 Licensed Traders* Diet. 1927 Glasgow Herald 15

Apr. II There will be.. supper with ale and minerals at
Osborne's HoteL
Mineral, a. 5. Add : mineral rod, a divin-

ing rod.
X849 C. LanmanZ^W. Alleghany Mis. Add. 187 Travel-

ling about the country under the guidance of ^mineral rods
or dreams in search of mines. 1902 A. D. McFaul Ike
Glidden xxi. 184 They've sent for Squire Blunt to come up
here in the morning, with a mineral rod, to assist them.

Mineralized, ;^//.<7. Add: 2. b. (Seequot.).
1906 Act t Edzu, VII c, 20 § 4 (i) The expression 'minera-

lized methylated spirits * means, .spirits which, in addition
to being methylated . . have mixed with or dissolved in them
..mineral naphtha.

Miney, recent variant of Mint a.

Mingle, v, 2. Add to def^ ; To mix or
shuffle (playing-cards),
1886 Stevenson A'z<^»a//f^xxiii,Cluny stopped mingling

the cards,

Mingo, variant of Mdngo*.
1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 176 Mingo is even a shorter descrip-

tion of fibre, and is made in the same way [as shoddy] from
old rags.

Mingy (mi'nd^i), a. coUoq. [Perh, f. M(ean a,

-i-ST)iNGT a.] Mean, parsimonious, niggardly,

stingy,

1928 Daily Express 4 July 9/2 She wanted to get rid of
the 'mingy old •— .' 1929 Ibid. 19 Jan. 5/3 After all, .it isn't

much an ordinary woman wants,.. nothing that will cost
her husband a penny of money or a moment of discomfort.
..So men needn't be so mingy ! 1930 E. V. Lucas Down
Sky 223 It's dear, but we are not going to be mingy.

Miniature. -A- sb. Add: 6. d. Chess. A
problem involving few pieces or moves; spec, one
in which not more than seven pieces are used [ad,

G. viiniatur\
1903 Brit. Chess Mag, gi It shows the composer's various

styles better to give No. 76, which is a four-move ' minia-
ture*. 1907 S. S. Blackburne Terms ^ Themes Chess.
Probl. 29 Very light-weight problems are known as 'minia-
tures'. 1908 E. Wallis {title) jtj Chess Miniatures in
Three.

Minification (minifik^i*J"an). [f. Minify v, +
-ATioy.] Reduction in the apparent size of an
object when viewed through a lens.

Z904 yrnl. R. Microsc. Soc. June 281 A magnifying
Eower which exactly balances the ten-fold minification
efore spoken of.

Minim. B. Add : 8. b. In apothecaries*

weight, a unit equal to a grain.

1899 W. H. MoLESwoRTH Pockct-Bk. Usef. Formulae (ed.

24). 594) 5760 grains or minims = i pound (Apothecary's
weight).

Minimalist (mi*nimalist). [f. Minimal +
-1ST or ad. K. minimaliste \ a translation of Russ.
mei^sh&vik *MENsaEViK.] One of the Russian
Mensheviks, the less extreme socialists. Also aitrib.

or as adj.

1917 Times 23 June ^/i At the * All Russia * Congress of
the Workmen's and Soldiers* Delegates the 'Minimalist
Socialists * have defined their programme. 1917 jgthCent.
July 141 The Mensheviki or Minimalists (Moderate Social-
ists) need reorganisation. 1^18 Nelson's Hist, of IVar
XVIII. J08 The Mensheviki, or Minimalists, were of a
saner type. 1922 Blackzv. Mag. June 820/2 The delega-
tion represented not only Communists, but also Minimalists
and the converted intelligentsia.

Minimetric, a. [f. Minimeter.] That mea-
sures in (terms of) minims,
1902 Nature 13 Nov. 47/1 An application of the mini-

metric method to the examination of air.

Minimum. 6. Add : minimum rate^ wage.
1877 Leone Levi Work <5- Pay Index, Minimum wages,

limits to, 85. J9o8iV«f^^tf 18 July 223/2 A serious objection
to the fixing of a minimum wage in England for employed
is that it would be most difficult tomake provision for the large
number of incompetent, inferior, and slow workers. 1909
Act 9 Ed7v. VII c. 22 §4 Minimum Rates of Wages. . .Trade
lioards shall, subject to the provisions of this section, fix

minimum rates of wages for timework for their trades.

Mining, vbl, sb. 3, Add : mining-captain^
-town (earlier example); miuing-piece, time (see

quots.). •

1872 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. 62^ Captain Glon-
ville, who for a year or two had been *mining captain, did
not understand his business. 1882 Foote Led-Horse Claim
iii. 30 West [was] the mining-captain of the Led-Horse.
1893 W.C. Hazlitt Coinage Europ. Continent 216*Mining-
pieces, money of two classes : (i) that coined for mines, and
(ii) for the miners. The former are generally of silver, and
often of large size and elaborate and artistic design...The
latter are usually ofcopper and oflow values. 1882 Harper's
Mag. May 897 [x The very clocks arc set to * *mining-time *,

MINOBITY.
half an hour faster than sun time. iZ^ Century Mag. Dec.
163/2 Teamsters, toiling across the great lava beds, on their
way to the mountain *mining-towns, make camp.

Minister, sb. Add : 7. (Earlier example.)
1859 Bartlett Diet. Atner. (ed. 2) s. v. Catfish, It is also

called by the name of Horned-pout, Bull-head, Mudpout,
Minister, or simply Cat.

8. Co?nb. minister-tax, a tax for the support of
ministers.

1792 Massachusetts Spy 31 May, Their lands are as^^essed
..as follows.. viz.—Town Tax 2s. sd. 2 q'. Highway Tax 4s.
and 3 q'. Minister Tax 2s. iid. i q'.

Minister, v. Add : 4. b. To care for or
attend to (a person).
1908 A. S. M. Hutchinson Once Aboard Lugger iv. ii.

§ I. 211 Mr. Marrapit. .abed of a chill, prevented Margaret
meeting her Bill that afternoon. Her father must be con-
stantly ministered.

Ministeriable (ministla-riaKl), a. [f. Minis-
teri(al + -able,] Fit for or admitting of being
appointed as a minister of state.

1923 J. A. Spender Li/e Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman
II. 127 His test of complete co-operation was that Lord
Rosebery should be definitely within the circle of minis-
teriable ex-Ministers.

Ministrable (mi-nistraVl), iz. (and j3.). [ad.

F. ministrable adj. in same sense : cf. -able.]. (A
person) fit or likely to be appointed or become a
minister,
192X Contemp. Rev. Mar. 28c> The anti-British feeling [in

France]., oozes out of declarations by Ministers and Minis-
trable politicians. 1927 Blackiv. Mag. Feb. 277/2 Those
that are ministrables have done the best for themselves.

Mink. 2. (Add early example.)
1683 pENN Let. 16 Aug. in J. Y. Watson Ann. Philad.

(1830) 63 The wild-cat, panther,.. fisher, minx, musk-rat.

4. mink-skin (earlier examples).
1678 New Castle Court Rec. 349, 22 niinrq skins great and

smal. i.^'jZ Essex Inst, Hist. Coll, XLIX. 109 Sold.. 33
mink skins, at 6s. 6d.

Minnesong (min/sprj). [ad. G. minnesang f.

minne love + jdw^ Song sb.x cf. Minnesinger.]
One of the songs of the Minnesingers. Also collect.

iZj!^ IjOvgf. Poets Sf P. Europe (1847) 182/2 This is the
reason that all the Minnesongs, even the most diversified,
seem still to resemble each other. 1907 F. C. Nicholson
Old German Love Songs "p. iii, English works on the subject
of the German Minnesongare so scanty in number. .that
an addition to them can hardly be considered superfluous.

Minnie ^ (mi-ni). Army slang, [abbrev. of
G. ff/iw^Kw^r/^r trench-mortar.] A German trench-

mortar, or its bomb.
1917 Empey From Fire Step '36 A German * Minnie

'

(trench mortar) had exploded m the next traverse. Ibid.

64 Trench mortars started dropping ' Minnies ' in our front
line.

^ 1027 E. Thompson These Men thy Friends 116 A
minnie had been established in the enemy line.

Minoan (msinJu-an, min-), a. and sb. [f. L.
Minds (Gr. MiVws) a legendary king of Crete
+ -AN.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to ancient Crete,

or a distinct period of early Cretan civilization ex-
tending from the beginning of the fourth to the
middle of the second millennium B.C.

1894 A. J. Evans in yrnl. Hellenic Stud. XIV. 367 At
a time when ' Minoan ' Crete and Mycenaean Greece had .

.

evolved independent systems of writing. 1902 H, R. Hall
in Nature 20 Nov. 58/1 The dominion of the proud Minoan
ihalassocrats disappeared. 1921 Spectator 5 Mar. 293/1
A hanging lamp.. with a yellow and orange shade with
a sort of Minoan design on it in orange, terracotta, and
black. X927 Peake & Fleure Priests <( Kings 36 Many
successive stages have been found of this civilization, which
Evans has appropriately termed Minoan, after Minos the
legendary king of Crete.

b. sb. An inhabitant of Crete in the Minoan age.
X90X H. R. Hall in Nature 20 Nov, 58/1 The hiero-

glyphics of their tutelary deity may have been used by the
Alinoans as a sort of heraldic device. 1924 Countries of
World \\l. 1514/2 The modern inhabitants arc the direct

descendants of the Minoans.

Minor. A. adj. 2. Add : Minor loyalty :

adherence to an institution, church, trade union, or

the like, which is subordinate to loyalty to one's

country or its government. Mitwr suit ; diamonds
or clubs, in the game of Bridge. Minor tactics : the

tactics or handling of bodies of troops in the imme-
diate face or expected presence of the enemy.
187s C. Clkry (title) Minor Tactics. 1885 A. B. Letts

A, B. C. ofMinor Tactics 59 Minor tactics.. come into use
not only on the field of battle but also off it. 1919 R. F.
Foster On Auction 75 No good player ever wants to play
one of the minor suits for the trump, unless [etc]. 59>7 Carr.
Saunders & Jones Soc. Struct. Eng. ^ Wales 83 To discuss
the * minor loyalties* which such associations create. 1928
H. Rowan-Robinson Some Aspects ofMechanization 3 The
study of the minor tactics of petrol-driven forces.

B. sb. Add : 10. In American universities and
colleges, a subsidiary subject of study to which less

time is devoted than to a major.

1891 [see *Major BJ. 1^6 Atuer. Oxonian ^uly 100
Oxford is a school for specialists. There are no minors, no
clectives, nothing but majors.

tMinorate, v. Obs. (Later U.S. example.)

1789 Morse Amer, Geog, 212 Their design is by quantity

to depreciate the value of their bills ; and lands mortgaged
for public bills will be redeemed in these minorated bills.

Minority. Add : 2. Modern example of in

minority.



MINT. 49 MISPRIWT.

19K) Act 10 4- II Geo. K c. 64 § 2 A husband of full age,

and subject to no legal incapacity, whose wife is in minoril3',

shall be her curator during her minority, but no longer.

6, minority man, one who is in a minority or

who tries to secure recognition of the claims of
minorities ; minority member, a member ap-

pointed on a board, committee, or the like, to

represent a minority ; minoritj^ movement, a
movement to secure jnstice or proper representation

for minorities; minority report (example).

i^-j Observer \ May 17/1 It was a curious moment. .to

choose for legislation calculated, .to revive the power of
* *minority men' and direct actionists in Britain. 1874

Porcupine 31 Jan. 693/2 The city of London has already
!

conceded a 'minority member. 1927 Daily Tel. 6 Sept. 7/3 |

He did not agree with the ^Minority Slovenient. 1B33
j

Congress Deb. 2 Mar. igay A new set of majority and
•minority reports arc to be launched upon the public.

iSint, sb.^ 6. Add: mint condition = mitti

Uaie ; mint state (transf.^ also of books and other

objects which are sought by cUectors).
190X Connoisseur May 67/2 Nothing is more marked in

present day stamp collecting than the insistence., upon what
IS expressively termed a ' ^'niint ' condition in unused speci-

mens. 1983 Punch-] Feb. 130 Auctioneer. ' Here we have
Holbein's portrait of the first earl. A masterpiece. In fact

\C\^che/-d'ceuvre^ in mint coixiition and an acquisition to any
gallery.' 1931 Tivtes Lit, Snppl, 16 Apr. 305/3 Copies of
• Wavcrley '

. . are excessively rare in *mint state.

Hint, sb.^^ 3. mint julep (earlier and later

examples); mint-sling U.S.^ a drink containing

some alcoholic beverage flavoured with mint.

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. vii. ii, fiSas) 292 The inhabitants

. .were notoriously prone to get fuddled and make merry with
•mint-julcp and apple-ioddy. 1813 Paulding ?". Bullf^ Bro.
yanathnit (ed. a) xviii. 92 Certain mint juleps, which to say
the truth are not bad things. 1853 J. G. Baldwin Flush
Times Alabnjtia. 8i Great was he too at mixing an apple

toddy or mint julep. 1870 Mrs. SrKpHENsi*/arrrVrf/M Haste
Ixxii. 360 Mint-ju'.ips, whiskey-smashes, and an assortment

of dnnks. 1804 Balance 15 Mar. 86 (Th.) Three *Mint
Slings. 181a Paulding J. Bull \ Bro. Jonathan 98 The
Yankees abhor horse-racing, cock fighting, and mint-slings.

»8j9-3» J. P. Kennedy Swallow B. I. xi. 110 It is a vulgar

error, .to appropriate the mint sHng to the morning.

ICint, a. elHpt. for in jnint condition (see *MiNT

19S8 Huuiphris' (Norwich) CtUal, No. 140 13/1 ' Mint

'

signifies As New.
ICint-drop. 2. (Earlier examples.)

1837 Congress. Globe 29 Sept. App. 339/3 [The money
flowed to Mobile] by the aid of ' the far-famed Specie circu-

lar ', in * mint drops' and 'hard currency '. i84x> J. P. Y^v.s.-

vtSit Quodiibet 106 [There's] Specie Circior and Mint Drops,

and the Lord knows what. X850 H. H. Garland Li/e y.
Kandolph I. xxxi. 350 Randolph.. called the nostrums of
this man ' Sloan's mini-drops '.

Minute, ^b^ Add ; 1. d. transf. The distance

that can be travelled in a minute,

s886 Taunt's N'evj Map Thames {cd. 5) Advls. 45 Hotel..

Adjoininjj the River, 3 minutes from Railway Station. 1907
in A. H. Anderson ^^ofZ/wfAdvls. p. xxvii, Hotel.. (i minute
from Railway).

6. Minute of dissent, a minute recording a per-

son's disagreement with something.
x888 Kipling Departmental Dilt/'es ;ed. 3) 25 No longer

Brown reverses Smith's appeals, Or Jone^ records his Minute
of Dbsent. 1930 Times 15 .Mar. 7/1 All the members have

signed the report, but Lord Ebbisham did so subject to a
' minute of dissent * which is attached to the main report.

7. minute company, a company of minute-men ;

minute coats, the costs of production of articles

estimated by the number of minutes required for

their manufacture ; minute-grtin (earlier example).

1775 Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 304 To raise a *Minute
Company agreeably to the Resolve of the Convention. 1930

Tinus 8 Mar. 20/2 In Belgium, where the wages are lowest,

the minute costs are highest. 1738 W. Stephens Proc.

Georgia 428 At the Depositing of the Corpse seven *minute

Guns were fired.

Minuter. 1. Delete \Obs. and add example.

c 1908 Pitman's Hoxv to take Minutes 14 The minuter must
take sufficient notes of the proceedings.

SLlnuti'Ssimic, a. [f. L. minutissim-us, super!,

of minutiiS'. see Minute a. +-ic.] Exceedingly

minute.
1888 A»ier. N^aturalist No*. 1014 Of the»e minntissimic,

yet aduii, forms, more than fifteen are Ga-^tropods.

Milixish.(mi-i]ksij), «. [f.MlNS + -iSH.] Hav-
ing the cliaracter of a minx; like a minx. Hence
Mi'xixishly adv.
1870 Porcupine 12 Feb. XI. 4.43/? Through a door, left

sh'ghtly ajar, be. .sees another nunxish ' Girl of the Period'

waiting the return of her companion. 1919 W. Da Morgan
Old Madhouse xxv. 387, I doH#/ believelhat Lucy. .is half

as minxish as she made out. 19*7 Daily Express 27 Apr.

3/2 The mannequin wore it minxtsbly, for it was a frock for

a minx.

Miny, a. Also miney. 1. (Recent example.)

1907 World 16 July 113/1 What do you say to mines? No,
there's nothing miney about me.

Minyan (mi*nian), a. [f.Gr. Mii'iJcu, an ancient

race of Orchomenus in Greece + -Ay.] Of or per-

taining to the Minyans. So Minyean (miniiran)

[Gr. M.KtJfio*, adj. f. 'Vi.ivvai\adj. = *MiNVAN.
>88i ScHLiEMANN in Jrftl. Hellenic stud. TI. 152 A wallof

unwrought stones, .which Proff-ssor Sayce holds to be the

ancient Minye^tn city wall. 191a A. J. B. Wace & M. S.

Tmohpson Prehist. Tktssaly 21 Minyan Ware. This class

of pottery was first found in any quantity by Schlieniann at

SUPPT.

Orchomenos, 1928 C. Dawson Age Gods vi\\. 190 The Greek
mainland was conquered by a new people from, the north,
the bearers of the so-called Minyan culture.

Sliollippas (msiohi'pzis). Palmont. Also
meiohippus. [f, mio~ in Mioceke + Gr. tiTTroy

horse.] An extind: Miocene ancestor of the horse.

1876 Times 7 Dec. (Stanf.), In the recent strata was found
the common horse, ..in the Meiocene the Aleiohippus, or
Anchitherium. i9a7 Haldane& iiuxLZ.Y AnitJialBiol. xi.

239 Miohippus {Anchitherium).

iS,ir (m/r). [ad. Russ. mpt mir world, village

community.] A village community in Russia.

1877 D. M. Wali.ack Russiaviii. 179 The Mir is the most
peculiar of Russian institutions. 1905 J. H. Kosk Dez'elop.

European Nations xi. 294 The ownership of the soil of
Russia by the Mirs, the communes of her myriad villages.

1916 BECHiiOFP.R /iussia at Cross-Roads 71 No period is

known in Russian history when the Mir did not exist. 19*5
Contemp. Rev. Jan. 60 They pointed out that the land-hold-

ing peasant . . did not cease to be a member of the niir.

Mira'ged, a, [f. Miuage + -ed1.] Seen in a
mirage ; of the nature of a mirage.
xgao Blackiv. Mag. June 817/2 A dim outline of miraged

date palms. 1925 Chambers's Jml. Aug. 486/2 Framed
anew, in mystic space—Miraged dream past all believing

—

Looms the cradle of a race.

Mired, />/. «. 2. (Recent examples.)
1891 QuiLLER-CoucH Nougkts iV Crosscs 207 My mired

boots played havoc with the neatly sanded floor. 1897 T. C.
De Leon Novelette Trilogy (Jealous God v) 127 (Born) Lift-

ing tenderly the mired, limp ami .senseless form of a shriveled

old woman, struck down by them I'bus horses].

Mirifically (msiri'fikali), adv. [f. MiRincALtf.
+ -LY.] So as to excite wonder or admiration

;

wonderfully, superbly.

192s W. J. Locke Tale of Triona v. 49 Into the lounge
filled with mirifically vestured fellow-creatures,

SEirliton. ttelete ? Obs. and add example.
1894 Du Maurier Trilby I. 11. 155 Taffy and Jeannot and

Little Dtllie made the necessary music on their mirlitons.

HCirror, sh. 7. C. Add : mirror-glass (modem
example) ; mirror-reading, the reading of matter

as reflected in a mirror; mirror-scale, a scale pro-

vided v^ith a mirror to assist in obtaining accurate

readings.

1876 J. S. Ingram Centemiied Exposition ix. 287 Inside

was an oblong square, formed of*mirror-gIass, which reached

to the top of the case. x888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 436/2 The
principle gives an instantaneous solution of the question of

the ultimate optical efficiency in tliemethod of '*mirror-

reading *, as commonly practised in various physical observa-

tions. X901 M. W. Travers Exper. Study 0/ Gases vi. 56
The *mirror scale (Jolly). . . The scale is etched on the .sur-

face of a strip of glass . .
, which is then silvered on the second

surface.

Mis- (msis-, xo\%-')^ prefix^ Repr. Gr. iHao'

(fiia-), the form of Miso- sometimes used before a
vowel as in mi'sarchist, one who hates or opposes

government in any form,
1898 L, F. Wakh Out/. Social, x. 228 These misarchlsts see

the beneficent influences of natural law in the industrial

world interfered with.

Kisact, V. (Recent example.)
19JS Contemp. Rev. Nov. 624 The wonderfiJ scene in

Pimen's cell. .was completely * mis-acted *, if I may use a
non-existing word.

Misadventurer (mis^dve'nti^rsiV [f. Mis-

ADVEVTUBK -J- -Ell ^.] One who meets with or suffers

misadventures ; an unfortunate person.

x886 HARDT Mayor Casterb. II. xviii. 250 His mood was no
longer that of the rebellious, ironical, reckless misadventurer.

Miscast, V. Add : L b. To cast wrongly or

not well.

X9a6 W. J. LoCKK Old Bridge in. ix. i6g She saw the man
that had been her neighbour rise and pick up the piece of

bread miscast by the child and put it in his pocket,

4. Theatr. In passive, of an actor : To be ap-

pointed to take a part for which he is not fitted.

Also of a play : To have the parts in it allotted to

unsuitable actors.

i^xj Observer 10 July 15/1 We say that so-and-so was good
or adequate or miscast or unhappy in his part. We do not

appraise the acting as we appraise the play. Ibid. 21 Aug.

9/4 'The Climax '..was brought to England seventeen years

ago. . . It was then admittedly miscast, and It will be interest-

ing to see whether it will now have a greater success.

Miscasting, vbi. sb. Add : 3. Theatr. The
allotting to an actor of a part which does not suit

him.
1926 Spectator 25 Sept. 470/2 In a long It-^t of characters

there is not one case of miscasting. 1937 Observer 26 Sept.

13/4 Those instances of what I thought was miscasting have
made me long to try my hand at casting a play.

B£isoegen. [See under Miscegenation.] (U.S.

examples.)
1864 S. S. Cox Eight Yrs. in Congress (1865) 354 A very

sprisluly suffragan of the miscegen stamp. . . 'I'he result

won id be an average miscegcn and a superior patriot.

Miscegenation. (Add Austral, example.)

1927 M. M. liEN-Nirrr Christison ii. 29 'Miscegenation'

being official jargon for what Governor Bourkc called 'de-

taining black women by force '.

Mischief, ^^- ®- c- (Add example.)

t'iqsCentnry Maf^. June 279/2 And there's kindnessesand

kindnes<«es, ^f^. Ludovic. Tnerc's some that cost like the

mischief.

Mischief^ v. Add : 3. b. To do or work
harm ; to be mischievous.
X930 H. M. ToMLiNSON All Our Yesterdays i. iv. 43 The

children got up and began to mischief with the dangerous
ship.

Mi:scomprehe'nding, ///. a, [Mis-i 2.]

That fails to understand.
1909 Milton Memorial Led. 102 The entirely miscompre-

hending reader.

Miscontent, v. (Recent example.)
1920 M. Hewlett Light Heart v. 33 'I have had words

come by mc,' she said, ' that you are beguiling ray Thordis.
That miscontents me.'

Miscue-ing, vbi. sb, [-inqI.] The making of

a mis-cue.
1929 Times I Nov. 7/4 At the end of the last of theie breaks

he missed a difficult w//TJ^^ cannon, through partly miscueing.

Mi'SOUre. [Mis-^ 4.] Unsuccessful curing or

preserving of bacon. So Hiscu'red a., that has
not been properly cured.

Misdra'W, v. 1. (Modem example.)
1885 Proc. Soc. Psychical Research III. 427 There were also

40 diagrams, .all misdrawn.
Hence Misdrawn ///. a., badly or wrongly
drawn (up).

1867 Bagehot Engl. Const. 26S The practical arguments
and the legal disquisitions in America are often like those of
trustees carrying out a misdrawn will.

Miserere. 4. (Earlier attrib. example.)
1888 B. Webb C(?«//«. EccUsiol. iu 39 Four beautiful stalls,

with miserere-seats and canopies.

Misery. 6. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1833 J. Hall Leg. West 82 You never seed sich a poor

afflicted crittur as I be, with the misery in my tooth. 1839
R. M. Bird Robin Day ii. 29 (Th.) Can he cure a misery
in the tooth ? demanded another.

Misfield, sb. [f. the vb.] Tn Cricket or Rugby
football : Failure to gather the ball properly.

1909 Daily Chron. 25 Feb. 8/4 Guy's scored after a mis-
field of a high kick by Batchelor.

Misfire, <r^. Add: 2. A brick not properly fired.

X9a3 Una L. Silbebrad Lett. Jean Armiter vii. § L 162

It. ,is built of bricks, misfires or mistakes, those that would
not sell.

Misfire, v. Add : b. Of an internal combus-
tion engine : To fail to explode the charge, or to

explode it at the wrong instant. Frequently said

(loosely) of a motor vehicle. (Cf, to miss fire :

Miss v^ 5 a.) So BClsfi-rinir "^bl. sb.

J9c^ Motor Cycle 6 Mar. 218/3 1*^^^ engine is backfiring,

that is, giving explosions in the silencer, it is ajso mi>firing.

Misfiring may result from a defect in the ignition system.

1908 Wcstm. Gaz. 11 Aug. 4/2 So soon as 1 turned in the

other direction the extraordinary mis-firing recommenced.

192s Morris Owner's Manual 44 Want of attention to this

precaution may..be the cau.se of misfiring.
^ 1928 Cars -V

Motor-cycles III. 1244 An engine is said to misfire when the

gas in one or more of the cylinders does not ignite.

Misfit, sb. Add : Also aitrib.

1910 Eucycl. Brit. XIV. 225/2 The advantage of this

combination is that.. it. .lessens the danger of making
* misfit' pig iron, i.e. that which, because it is not accurately

suited to the process for which it is intended, offei-s us the

dilemma [etc.].

MisffOtten, //>^- ^> 1. (Modem example.)

1903 \V. S. Jackso.s Nine Pts. Law vi. 171 Here was he
with a trunk-load of misgotten gold wandering haphazard.

.

over two countries.

Mishit (mi'shit), sb. Also erron. miss-.

[Mis-l 4.] A faulty or bad hit.

i88a PARrjON Australians in Engl. 25 He made two mis-

hits which fell harmless. 1898 [see Mis-' 4]. 1900 Young
Sportsman (ed. A. E. T. Watson) 161 The right-hander

who steps in to drive takes two risks—the risk of a 'miss-

hit ', and the risk of being stumped.

So Mishi-ti/. irans.^ to hit (a ball) faultily.

1930 Times 17 Mar, 4/4 'J'hree minutes from the end Craig

made his only mistake of the game, miss-hitting a bumping
ball.

MisinfOTmative, a. [Mis-i 6.] That gives

wrong information. So Misinfcrmatory a,

191a Times Lit. Suppl. 15 Feb. 64/3 To modify these few
misinformative parts of a work which otherwise is . . valuable.

1927 Observer 3 Apr. 25/3 A so-called lufoimatory Double
that does not contain top card strength is better termed
* niisinforniatory '.

MislcnOwinff, vbl. sb. 2. (Modem example.)
1892 F. S. Ellis Cone. Shelley To Rdr., Well would it be

for the world if no more was known of any poet's life, ex-

cept through his works, than is known of Shakespeare's

;

how greatly should we then be delivered from misknowing t

Mislocation. (Later example.)

1874 L. Bacon Ge7icsis New Eng. Churches p. x. Every
careless mislocation of words in the structure of a sentence.

Misma'te, v. [Mis-l i : back formation fiom

MiSM.VTED.] rejl. To mate or match (oneself) un-

suitably.

1891 \i\RD\GrouP Noble Domes i. iii. 113 No syllable would
have l>een breathed ofhow I inismated myself for love ofyou

!

Misma'ting, vbi. sb. [Mis-l 3.] Wrong
assorting (of types).

2902 De Vinne Pract. Typogr., Printing Types (ed. 2)

236 This difficulty tempts foundensto make one set of small

capitals serve for two or more distinct faces. An inexpert

can seldom detect the mismating.

Misorder, v. 1, (Modern example.)

X909 DailyChron. ii, Aug. 4/3 [He] charged the Admiralty

with having so misordered the Navy as to expose the nation

to the gravest jeopardy every hour.

Misprint, z'. Add: b. intr. Of an animal:

To place its feet or leave its several foot-prints in

unusual or irregular positions.
38
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MISPRONOtTNCEB.
1909 BaillieGrobman .Ifaster ofGame 262 A hind. .m!s.

prints, that U sometimes the hind foot will be placed beside

the fore foot, sometimes inside or in front of it.

Mispronouncer. [M1S-I5.] One who pro-

nounces words incorrectly.

1885 Educat. Times i June 207/1 Warnings more adapted

to American mispronouncers than to English.

Mis-recollect, v. (Later example.)

I8S< N. Y. Trihine 21 Star. (Bartlett) The .Senate, if we

do not mis-recollect, has twice passed a bill abolishing the

franking privilege.

Misruling, vb!. si. (Modern examples.)

1927 Daify Tel. 25 Oct. 8/5 If in refereeing I give a fla-

grant legal mis-ruling, the Rugby Union can send for me
and s.iy what they think about me and my mis-ruling.

Miss, .Ti^.i 7. b. (Examples of /tf.f/i'^ a ?«m in

transf. sense.)

1918 'Berta Ruck' Disturbing Charm 1. ii. 10 The
Professor chose (as he often did) to give lunch a miss. 1930

Mom. Post 16 July 8/3 The leek is. .among the. .vegetables

that are too often given a miss.

Miss, sb."^ 5. Earlier and additional examples.

Cf. Miss v.^

1790 N. Webster cited in Gazette U. S. 17 Nov. (Th.)

The use of Miss for Mistress in this country is a gross

impropriety. 1819 Massachusetts S/'y 12 May (Th.), I con-

cluded he had resolved to marry Miss Spruce, but found

upon inquiry that his name was Spruce, and Miss Spruce

was his wife. 1839 Mrs. Kirkland New I/oirte xxxiv. 280

*Mi.-iS Skinner despised every Ijody that lived in log-houses..;

didn't she, Miss Briggs !
' Mrs. Brings nodded. 1854 Marv

~. Holmes Temftst <S-
Suitshiiu iv. 53 The one that works

jest this week shall go Saturday and carry Miss Crane

some strawberries. 1872 Marietta Hollev My Opinions

(1801) 295 Miss Aster would give up her bedroom to me, or

mebby she would make Mr. Aster sleep with one of the

boys, and have me sleep with her. 1878 Rose T. Cooke. Hafpy
Doiid X. (Th.l Mis' Potter sent that. 1888 Powles Land
cfPink Fearl 154 No married woman, not even excepting

the Governor's wife, is ever accorded the title of ' Mrs, ' but

all ladies, married or single, arc called 'Miss' or ' Missey"

indiscriminately.

Miss, J'-l Add: 5. o. ellipt. Of an internal

combustion engine : To miss fire or misfire.

1904 reel City Guardian f, Chron. 14 May 3/2 Hargreaves

was * missing ' very badly.

9. o. In various recent colloq. phrases, as to miss

the bus: see *Bus sb.''' i b.

1930 Aberdeen Press >r Jml. 3 Sept. 4/5 As a medium for

a dull debut, * A Devil's Disciple' by Bernard Shaw.., to

use an Americanism, missed the bo.it by twenty years. 1931

Time if Tide 29 Aug. looi There are ten men in the Cabi-

net. . .There are three more who, by strange irony of circum-

stance, have missed the train.

Missable (mi sab'l), a. [f. Miss ».! -f -ablb.]

That can be or is likely to be missed.

19*4 Glasgow Herald 15 June 1 1/6 Of course it was not a
record, but he holed out everything missable.

Missalist. (Modern example.)

1909 Daily Chron. 9 Oct. 4/4 The three brothers Maris
might be re-incarnations of the Van Eyck brothers, or the

de Limbur? missalists.

Miss-and-ont, U.S. A shooting competition

from which a person must retire after one miss.

1903 Forest ^ Stream 21 Feb. 159/3 A miss-and-out was .

.

shot at live birds.

Missilery (misilari). [f. Missile sb. + -ert.]

Missiles collectively ; a collection of missiles.

t88o Harper^s Mag. Sept. 506/1 There were in her main-

mast .eighteen large grape, and sixteen musket-balls,

besides smaller missilery in profusion.

Mission, sh. 10. Add : mission-farm, -house

(earlier examples), -land, -station, style; also mis-

sion-bred.

1909 Times Lit. SiMl. 7 Jan. 3/2 He makes capital fun

of the •mission-bred Kaffir's misuse of book-learning. aj86i

T. Winthrop John Brent ii. 16 He had found his early way
to California, bought a "mission farm and established him-

self as aranchero. 1794 Loskiel Mission Indians N. Ainer.

Ji. xii. 166 The 'mission-house on the Mahony.. was. .burnt.

1837 W. Irvisg Capt. Bonneville (1895) II. 102 In approach,

iiig this deserted mission house from the south, the traveller

passes over the mountain of San Juan, a 1861 T. Winthrop
John Brent L 7 I'hey had been speculating in beef, bread-

stuflTs, city lots, ..^mission lands. 1876 VV. Booth in Begbie

Life iV. .a)<i//i(i92o)I. XXV. 417 What isa*Mis5ion Station?

..It Is not a building, or a chapel, or a hall ; it is not even

a society, but a band of people united together to mission,

to attack, to christianize an entire town or neighbourhood.
X911 N. Y. Even, Post 1 Mar. 8 The dignified .. cement
bouse, often in mission style with attractive tile roof.

b. mission furniture, a plain, solid style of

furniture said to have been modelled originally on
the furniture of the Spanish missions

;
(also mission

style) ; mission grape, a variety ofgrape (originat-

ing in the Spanish missions in California) grown
in the United States of America.
1904 JV. V. Times 9 May 4 Advt., In soft green pottery

that will harmonize especially well with *Missian furniture

in the favorite green oak. 1910 Daily Chron. 24 Jan. 3/5,
1 have often wondered why the modest designs of the
mission furniture are so attractive. 1867 Rep. Iowa Agric.

Soc. (1868) 205 The *Mission grape is not as much esteemed

as formerly. 1888 Kncycl. Brit. XXIV. 611/1 The variety

of grape first planted in that region (California] was known
as the ' Mission ' grape, and is generally supposed to have
been imported from Mexico. 1909 P. A. Wells & Hooper
Mod. Cal'inet IVorh 257 In America there has been a simi.

iar movement, known as ' The •Mission Style,' which is more

or leas a revival ' Gothic and Jacobean forms applied to

modern work.

50

Missional (mi-Janal), a. [f. Mission s^. +
-AL.] Relating to or connected with a reli^nous

mission ; missionary.

tgoy W. G. Holmes A^£ of *^ustiman ^ Theodora II.

687 Several prelates, whose imssional activities brought over

whole districts and even nationalities to their creed.

Missionarism (mi'Janaiiz'm), rare. [f. Mis-

SIOXARY + -ISM.] e= MiSSIONIZING.

1890 H. S. Holland in S. Paget Life II. iv. (1921) 197 If

I believe anything at all, 1 believe, with it, all that mission'

arism involves

Missionary, v. [C the sb.] a. intr. To act

as a missionary, to. trans. To act as a missionary

towards.
1862 Independent 24 Apr. (Bartlett) He [the Rev. Stephen

H. Tyng] was always fond of inissionarylng. 1893 Kate
D. WtGcrN Polly Oliver vii. (1804) 87 fioys hale to be

niissionaiied, and I'm sure I don't blame them.

BEiSSionate, z^. (Add example.)
iSaS Richmond (Va.) Enquirer 19 Aug. 4/1 (Th.) [Mr.

Weed] was next heard of in the southern tier of counties,

missionating for the administration.

Missionist (mi/^nistj. [-1ST.] One who does

mission work.
1909 Marg. B. Saunders Litany Lane i. iii. 34 These

were wood-carvers, church artists, metal-workers, window
designers, architect.s, carpenters and mi.ssionists.

JVEississi'ppian. [-an.] An inhabitant of

the State of Mississippi.

1845 QuiTMAS Let. in Life ff Corr. 225 Men,, who wish to

serve, as Mississippians, under the flag of their own state.

mississippi plan. The plan of asserting the

rule of whites over blacks by force if necessary,

1877 Confess. Rec. 9 Jan. 501/1 The plan of intimidation

or bull-dozing is frequently spoken of as the ' Mississippi

plan*. 1893 /^V. 6 Oct. 2248-'! The Mis.sissippi plan.. is

acknowledged to be the most efficacious of all known methods
for eliminating the 'unwelcome voter '.

Miss-mark. [f. Mrss v^ Cf. Mark sb^- 7 e.]

A person who misses the mark, or failsin a purpose.

1908 Hardy Dynasts iii. vn. ix. 520 So, as it is, a miss-

mark they will dub me.

JMCisSOUri (mis-, mizusTz). The name of a

river and of one of the United States of America.

L In slang phr. to comefrom Missotiri : to believe

nothing until it is demonstrated. (Originally /^^wtf

from Missouri. You ve got to show ffie.)

191a C. McCarthy Wisconsin Idea 291 In the words of

the current slang phrase, every Wisconsin legislator ' comes
from Missouri ' and you have to 'show him *.

2. attrih. anfl Comb. a. Applied to varieties of

animals and plants or to other objects occurring, or

used in, or characteristic of, Missouri, as Missouri

antelope^ cap^ chipmunk^Jlax^ hyacinth, silver-tree,

whip, b. Missotiri compromise, an arrange-

ment made in 1820 which provided that Missouri

should be admitted to the Union as a slave state,

but that slavery should not be allowed in any new
state lying north of 36° 30' ; Missouri toothpick,

a bowie-knife (cf. Toothpick 4).

1805 Lewis in Ann. glh Congress 2 Sess. 1046 With the

addition of the skins of the *Missouri antelope, (called

cobri by the inhabitants of Illinois). 1824 Massachusetts

spy 4 Feb. (Th.) Randolph appears this winter in a large

drapsurtout, ..and a flat ^Missouri fur cap. \^:& Amer.
Naturalist Dec. 11. 530 *Missouri Chipmunk {Tnviiits

qnadrivittatus). This little Chipmunk I saw in the bare

rocky hills of the Mauvaise Territory. 1854 T. H Bi- nton

Thirty Years 8/2 This array of names shows the *Missouri

compromise to have been a Southern measure. 1865 Con-

gress. Glohe 20 Feb. App. 70/1 In accordance with this

principle he caused the repeal of the Missouri compromise.

1870 Ibid, Jan. App. 70/2 The Missouri compromise.. had
been a sacred compact for thirty years between slavery and
freedom. 1887 Century Mag. Mar. 692/1 His agency in

bringing about the repeal of the Missouri Compromise.

1846 Kmory Military Keconn. 16 On the.se hills we foupd

cedar growing, verystunted, *Missouri flax, several varieties

of wild currant.s. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XII. 420/1 'i"he *Mis-

souri hyacinth, Hesfieroscordum lacteum. 1814 F. Pursii

Flora I. 114 Oleaster, or *Mi.ssouriSi!ver.tree. 1855 //tfr-i/.^

of Freedom (Lawrence, Kas.) 9 June (Th.) We mistrust that

the author of that statement saw a ^Missouri toothpick and
was frightened out of his wits. 1873 J. H. Beadle Un.

devel. West xxx. 649 They come on down the road, and
with their big *Missouri whips would snap off^ the heads of

chickens.

nCisSOUrian (mis-, mizua*rian). [-AN.] A
native or inhabitant of the State of Missouri.

x8ao De6. Congress 26 Jan. 948, I cannot believe that I,

or any other man or men, are better capable of governing

Missotirians than they are of governing themselves. 1850

N. KiNCSLEV Diary 158 Several started off the bar to day
for home, all Missounans. 1889 K. Munkoe Golden Days
iii. 23-24 The Missourian flung them right and left. 1899

T. Hall Tales 279 ' The bar ain't here—wish it was,' inter-

rupted a long-nosed Missourian.

iffis-Bpeak, v. Add : 3. b. re^. To fail to

convey the meaning one intends by one's words.

1894 Congress. Rec. ig Jan. 1051/1, I simply wanted to

bring that matter out plainly. . . I believe he misspoke him*
self.

Slisstay, v. (Earlier example.)
1849 N. KiNGsi.EY Diarpf 88 We misstayed in but 11 feet

of water, but the bottom is very muddy and not dangerous,

Mi-83-Btays. [f. as Misstay v.] Of a ship

:

The act or fact of failing to go about.
1878 D. Kemp Veicht ^ BoeU Sailing 245 A *miss-stays'

may bs the consequence.

MITHRAISTIO.

Mis-step, sh, (Earlier examples.)
a iSoo Spirit Fanner's Museum (iSoi') 205 The Squire,,

can sit on the sessions, and fine poor girls for natural mis-
steps. 1837 Vale Lit. Mag. III. 8 (Th.) Forgetting the
round door block, he made a mis-step.

ISis-step,^* (Modern example.)
1869 S, Bowles Our New West v. 102 Mules don't mis-step,

and even the top-heavy pack jacks, .carried their burden
and themselves unliarmed to the top.

Mist, sh."^ 5. Add : mist-pale adj, ; mist-bslt,

a tract of country where mist or rain is common,
1905 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 594 Passing either cast or west of

this '*mist-belt' the rainfall rapidly diminishes. 1849 C.
]inoN rii Sliirley xxix, A phantom abbess or a *mist'pale nun.

Mistake, sb. 2. b. Add : Also ht mistakefor,
1906 Galsworthy Man of Property i. ii, 39 Old Jolyon..

for the first time in his life gave the driver a sovereign in

mistake for a shilling, 1923 World's Work May 563/1,

I remember looking at him and.. expecting that 1 had been
arrested in mistake for him.

Mistake, "v. Add : 4. C. To mistake onis

man : to judge incorrectly, or underestimate, the

capabilities, character, etc., of the person one has

to deal with.

1794 Massachusetts Spy 16 Apr. (Th.) If he supposes I am
to be frightened by his pompous accusations, he has much
mistaken his man. 1804 Ibid. 5 Sept. (Th.) It seems that in

one instance the General Committee have mistaken their

man. 1837 J. Q, Adams in Congress. Globe 9 Feb. App. 264/1

Did the gentleman think he could frighten me from x\\y

purpose by the threat of a Grand Jury? If that was his

object, let me tell him be mistook his man. 1841 Ibid.

iS June 75/3 Mr. G. said that he was not to be coughed or

cried down; gentlemen mistook their man if they supposed
he was to be affected by the machinery of the political party.

Mistify : see MYsriFr v.

Mistify (mi-stifsi), V. [f. Mist J^.l-^-FT.]

trans. To reduce to a mist or fine spray.

190a Encycl. Brit, XXVII. 635/2 The nozzles for * mistify-

ing' the wash. .can be fitted to any length of tubing.

Mistletoe. 1- b, (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1806 in Ann, gth Congress 2 Sess. 1142 Mistletoe, thistle,

wild hemp, bulrush. 181^ E. Evans Pedestrious Tour 31B

In this.. country [Louisiana] grows the celebrated plant

called mistletoe. 1838 J. Hall Western States ii. 28 The
mistletoe is seen hanging from the branches of the trees

throusihout the whole course of the Ohio,

Mistrust, V. 3. b. (Add examples.)
1840 Hoffman Greyslaer i, x. 109, I mistrust that your

Injun friend there.. didn't help you much. .in finding out

old Josie. 187a Eggleston End of World xv. 106, I put

the letter there, and I don't doubt your ma mistrustid it,

and got a holt on it. 1898 A, Nicholas Idyl of Wabash i£3

Before early apples were ripe I mistrusted what was keeping

him.

Mistrusting^, vbl. sb, (Recent example.)
1911 Spectator 30 Apr. 556/3 Class bitterness and the mis-

trusting of the employer by the employed,

Mistune, v, (Add example.) Hence also

Mistu'ning vbl, sb,

1914 K. Stanley Text'hk. Wireless Telegr, 134 Thus we
find that in the Telefunken transmitter the circuits are

slightly misluned, the aerial circuit having a free wave length

about 2 per cent, higher than that of the primary circuit,

and this mistuning is increased with the closeness of the

coupling.

Misuse, ^^- 2. (Modern example.).

x88t Swinburne ^I. Stuart i. i. 10 'I'he Catholics naked
here to all misuse Fall ofif in numbered force, In means and
power.

Misuser^. (Recent example.)
1927 Ma7icit. Guardian Weekly Oct. 315/2 An exercise in

most delicate raillery at the expense of all the misusers of

the English language.

Mitclxell-grass. Attstral. The name of

several varieties of fodder grass grown in Australia

(see quot. 1902),
1883 F. M. \\k\iji.\ Synopsis Queensland Flora^(>o{}\Qrx\^

Used for food by the natives. The most valuable fodder-

grass of the colon J'.
True M ilchell-grass. 1886 Encycl. Brit,

XX. 174/1 The desert drought-resisting Mitchell grass is

DantJumia pcctittatcu 100a Ibid. XXXII. 108/2^ The
'Mitchell grasses* {Astrebla pectinata) and its varieties,

viz., the Wheat {triticoides), the weeping {elytuoides\ and
the curly {curznfolid), . . have the most extraordinary vitality.

1909 Chambers's Jml. Dec. 809/2 Mitchell grass is said to

be able to survive a rainless period extending over three

years. 1937 M. M. Bennett Christison v. 55 Curly Mitchell

grass shimmered gold and silver.

Mite, sb.^ Add : 6. mite society, a society

whose object is to collect funds for some charitable

purpose by small contributions (see sense i c).

1813 Bi'Ptist Mag. IV. 133, I have also assisted in the

organization of two Female Mite Societies. 1863 G. K.

Wilder MS. Diary 20 Jan., This eve we are intending to

go to Mite Society. 1878 Harper's Mag. Jan. 205/1 By
means of 'mite' societies.. sufficient money was raised to

inclnse it [the grave-yard].

Mitella. 2. (Later example.)
1882 Harper^s Mag. Nov. 853/2 Why should the starry

blossom of the fringed mitella seek the snow-flake as its

model ?

Mithan. Add to forms : mithong, mithun.
i9ai Blackw, Mag. Feb. 258/2 There was no rice, no

water, no fences, no herds of mithun. 1923 Ibid Feb. iS6/a

The mithong were once more stalled beneath the houses.

Mithraistie (rai])rci|i-stik), a, [f. MiTHRAiST-h

-ic 1.] Pertaining to or suggestive of Mithraists or

Mithraism.
1920 Glasgow Herald i May 4 Hymn^writing. .ran too

much to gloomy terrorism and M ithraistic images of wounds
and blood.



MITOCHONDRIA.

Kit6CllOUdria (m5it£?kf7-nclria), //. BioL
[mod.L. f. Gr. /xiVo? thread + x^^^P'-^^ dim. of x^^*
Spos cartilage.] ^spherical or rod-shaped granules
occnrrinj^in the cytoplasm of certain cells.

1896 E. B. Wilson Ceii 418 There is no doubt that at this
sla^e the^e granules, which are the mitochondria, bear some
definite relation to the nucleus, igix ym/. Morphology
XXII. 777^ Further, there are certainly no filamenious
mitochondria (chondriokonts) in the spermatogonia. 1920
DoNCASTER Introd. Cytology 22 The study of mitochondria
is less easy than that of the nuclear constituents of the cell.

Mitochondrial (mait^jk^-ndrial), a. [f. prec.

-t- -AL.] Of or pertaining to mitochondria.
1896 E. B. Wilson Cell 419 The distribution of the mito-

chondrial matter seems to have been equally carried out.
Ibid.^ A cloud of mitochondrial granules. 1920 Doncaster
Introd. Cytology aa The mitochondrial bodies.. undergo
division,

MitOSOme(ni3i't(?s<3um). [f. Gr. /xtVo? a thread
+ aw^a body.] (See quot. 1896.)
1896 E. B. Wilson Celly^Z Mitasome, a body derived from

the spindle-fibres of the secondary spermatocytes, giving
rise, according to Plainer, to the middle-piece and the tail-

envelope of the spermatozoon. Equivalent to the Nebenkern
of La Valette St. George. (Plainer, 1889.) 1911 yrul. Mor-
phology XXII. 772 Mitosome and cell plate. 1920 Don-
CASTKR Itiirod. Cytology qs note^ This mitochondrial mass
(* mitosome *) constitutes the ' Nebenkern ' ofsome authors.

Mitotically, adv. (Example.)
X90S Science 21 Mar. 457/1 Just before the separation of

egg from periplasm, the nuclei probably all divide once,
mitotically.

Mitre, sb.^ 5. Add : mitre-gate, a gate
which meets another in a miire-joint.

1913 J. B. liiSHOP Panama Gateway v. v. 378 It is neces-
sary to.. operate six pairs of *mitre-gates, and force them
to mitre.

Mitred, //A (Z.^ (Add examples.)
1786 GoucH Sepulchral ATon. I. p. clxxv. The knight has

plated armour, and the lady the mitred headdress. 1906
H. Dhuitt Costume Monum. Brasses 370 The mitred head-
dress wiihout veil.

Mitten. 3. (Add example.)
i9a3 P. G. WoDEHousE in Stmnd Mag^Am. 335, I was

reluctantly compelled to hand the misguided blighter the
mitten and go to London.

VxXfV. 4. Modern examples of to mix in with.
Also io mix in : to jola in or begin a fight : so to

mix it.

1870 Julie P. SwrrH Widow Goldsmith*s Dau. vi. 6g
(Horn) Of course they \sc. guttersnipes] couldn't expect to
mix in with the rich children. 1895 Murat Halsteau
Hundred Bear Stories 117 Elk killing didn't seem half so
j;reat an achievement as it had before the bear had mixed
m with the proceedings, xgia R. A. Wason Friar Tuck
xxi. 158 ' Well, what if he did shoot *, sez Slim, * we wouldn't
have to mix in, would we?* 'You know blame well we'd
mix in ', sez Tank, 'an* you canU tell where it would end.*
X918 E. M. KoitERTS Flying Fighter <^\ He grew angry and
we mixed it. I gave him a black eye, and he came back
and apologized to me in the morning. 19x4 W. M. Rainu:
Troubled Waters x. loa One thing led to another, and they
both got down from their horses and mixed it.

Mixed, ppl> a. Add : 6. b. Phonetics, Of a
vowel sound : Produced with the tongue in a posi-

tion intermediate between those required for back
and front vowels,
1867 A. M. Bkll Visible Sp. 72 The * Mixed ' vowels have

smaller cavities, the edges of the tongue being raised to the
sides of tlie teeth. 1890 Sweet Primer S/>oken Engl. 4 In
the vowels we distinguish three horizotital positions, or
degrees of retraction of the tongue : back, mixed, front. 191 x

D. JoNKs Pionuftc. English 10 Vowels are . . classed as
front, mixed, and back, according to the horizontal position
of the highest point of the tongue.

9. (Further examples.)
1848 G. RoBKRTs Diary 0/ Walter Yen^e Esq, 15 Hote^

The writer's abhorence of all scenic exhibitions, ..mixt-
dancing, &c. was so great. 1906 Bazaar^ Exch. ^ Mart
6 July 34/1, I should like a place where mixed bathing is

allowed, xsjio Westm. Gaz. 30 Apr. g/^ The paragraphs.

.

concerning him.. arose because their mixed bathing party
used to bathe from a private bathing-pIace.

11. mixed-celled a. Pathol. ^ involving or con-

taining cells of more than one kind ; mixed crys-

tal, a crystal formed of more than one crystalline

snljstance ; mixed income, an income which is

partly earned and partly nnearned.
1908 Practitioner Feb. 235 Leucocythaemia. .may be

qualified by such descriptive titles as "mixed-celled leuco-
cythaemia, (the spleno-medullary form).. or lymphocytic
leucocythaemia. 1910 Encycl. Brit. VII. 591/1 Two or
more of these elements may be present together in the
same crystal, which is then spoken of as a '"mixed crystal

'

or isomorphoiis mixture. 1917 Bowlev & Stamp A^a/. Income
ig24 17 In practice this gives an intermediate figure as (he
exemption limit for a ' •mixed income'.

Mixer. 1. Add: One who mixes drinks. U.S.
1919 T. K. HoLMKs Man _/r. T<ill Timber viii. 03 He..

drank several insidious concoctions of the hotel^ most
famous 'mixer'.

2. b. In talking films, the apparatus which con-

trols the contributions from the various microphones.
1939 Allichan Romance r/ Talkies t-^Thc mixer controls

also the gain of the amplifiers for the recording machines.

3. Orig, U.-S. A person in respect of his capacity

for mixing with others. Orig. and esp., A good
mixer: One who mixes readily with others; a
sociable person.
1896 G. AoE Ariit xu. 105 Vm a good mixer. 1903 A.

AoAus Log Cowboy xvi. 340 The travel-stained old rascal

51

proved to be a good mixer. X904 W. H. Smith Promoters
XX. 287 He was a most excellent 'mixer', told a story well
[etcL 1904 I/, v. Even. Post 25 Nov. 7 As diplomacy is

practised now, the really useful expert is the higher-bred
'mixer'. 1015 H. L. Wilson Ruggles ofRed Gap s. (1917)
100 Oh, Bill's all right when you get him out with a crowd.
..Bill's really got the makings of one fine little mixer. 1916
J. B. Thoburn Hist. Oklahoma III. Ixxii. 787 He made up
for some of his deficiencies by a genial disposition whicii
made him a 'good mixer'. 1925 W. Somrrskt Maugham
in Good Housekeeping Sept. 15/2 He was a good mixer, and
in three days he knew everyone on the ship. 1931 Times
Lit, Su/'Pl, 5 Mar. 169/2 No man was less of a ' mixer ',

4. aitrib, as mixer-valve,
1904 Elect. World ^ Engin. 1 Jan. 22 (Cent. Suppl.)

*Mixer.val\e.

Mix-in, coUoq. U.S. [f, to mix in *Mlx v. 4,]A fight or * scrap'.
xoia R. A. Wason Friar Tuck xxi. 158 An' what he's

achinj for now is a mix-iii with the Cross brand outfit.

Mixing', vbl. sb, c. (Additional examples.)
1849 Rep. U.S. Comin. Patents (1850) 178, I claim the

mixing tub and kr.ives as used in making bricks. 1896
Taggart Cotton-spinning I. 50 This lattice is one of a series
..which are so arranged that the cotton can be taken as
required to any one of the four mixing stacks or bins shown
in the plan.

Mixologist (miksp-Iod^ist). US. slang, [f.

Mix + -(o)LOGiST.] One specially skilled in the
mixing of drinks.
1856 Knickerbocker Mag. June XLVII. 615 Who ever

heard of a man's.. calling the barkeeper a mixologist of
tipicular fixins? 1870 Rab Westivard by Rail xv. 201
The most delicate fancy drinks are compounded by skilful
mixologists in a style that captivates the public.

Mixture. Add: 3. d. In internal combustion
engines: The gas or vaporized oil or spirit mixed
with air which forms the material for the explosive
charges.
S894 B._ DoNKiN Gas, Oilj <5- Air Engines i. 6 Sometimes

an auxiliary pump is used for compressing the mixture.
X901 Motor-Car World Oct, 372/1 A by-pass throttle or
'accelerator' valve, by opening which a full charge of
mixture can be admitted at any speed of the engine. 1905
Motor Cycle 6 Mar. 218/3 Mijrtttre, the term applied
generally by motor cyclists to the admixture of petrol vapour
with air entering the cylinder of an engine. 1914 W. D.
Newton War iii. 19 Brun shut off mixture, and, slowing
down, he swung from the motor-c>'cIe.

Mixy (mi-ksi), a, [f. Mix v. + -T 1.] Adapted
for mixing.
1939 Bridges Test. 0/Beauty n. 343 Nor that the unwhole-

someness of mixy pollen.. was by the flowers contrived for
their own benefit.

Mneme (nrm^). Psychol, [ad. Gr. iivTiii-q

memory.] The capacity which a living substance

or organism possesses for retaining after-effects of
experience or stimulation undergone by itself or
its progenitors.

11904 Richard Semon {title) Die Mneme als erhaltende
Prinzip im Wechsel des organischen Geschehens.] 1913
Hartog Probl. Life ff Reproduction 275 The mnemic pos-
sibilities of an organism may be termed, collectively, its
* mneme'. 19x4 L. Simon tr. Semon's M/ieme{iQ3i) 12 The
capacity for such after-effect of stimulation constitutes what
I have called the Mneme. 19S0 T. P. Nunn Educ. 22
Memory. .is conscious mneme just as conation is conscious
horme.

Mnexnic (nrmik), a, [f, as prec. + -ic] Per-
taining to, of the nature of, or involving mneme.
x^oS Daily Chron. 3 Sept. 5/7 Alleging the existence of a

mnemic factor in the life of plants. 1913 [see abovej. igio
T, P. Nunn Education 38 Many writers have ascribed a
mnemic origin to certain characteristics of mythology and
folklore. 1925 C. Fox Educ. Psychol. 143 A mnemic phe-
nomenon is studied by observation or introspection.

Mnemotechnist (n^m^tcknist). [f. Mkemo-
TECHNY -t- -1ST.] = MnEMONIST.
1891 Chambers'"s Encycl. VII. 240/2 The mnemotechnist

who has a succession of things to be remembered assigns
them to a particular room and compels himself to detect

some association, .between each of them and one of the
' hieroglyphs ' which are to serve as memorial links.

Mo (mJu), sb,^ CoUoq. or slang abbrev, of Mo-
ment. Chiefly in ellipt. ^x, half a mo; wait for

half a moment, i. e,y for a short time.
1896 In WaYe Passing Engl. (1909) 9 In half a mo'—half a

mo' Your pluck and perseverance you can show. 1903
Shaw Man ff Superman ii. -jo Straker\mnning after him\
Here ! Mister I arf a mo ! steady on ! 1905 H. G. Wklls
Kipps II. v. 211 Chitterlow hesitated. ' Haifa mo', my boy

',

he said. 1915 'Ian Hav* First Hundred Thous. i. vii. 80
* Haifa mo' I ' replies Wagstaffe.

Moan, J^. Add: 3. Navy slang, A complaint

or grievance ; an * airing' of complaints.
1914 F. T. Jane Navy as Fighting Machijie 112 Moan,

nautical term for any complaint about things. 1927 Daily
Express 5 Oct. 3/4 The midshipmen fling their moanful
forms into chairs, and one says ;— * Come on, you chaps, let's

have a moan !

'

Moan, V. Add : 3. c. Navy slang. (See quot.)

1925 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words 156
Moan, to, to complain. To grumble. To be a pessimist.

(Navy—equivalent to the Army 'grouse'.)

Mob, ^(^-^ 6. a. Add: mob-emotion ^ -madness

^

-sensation.

1901 E. A. Ross Social Control xiii. 147 *Mob-madness
leads men captive to the impressions of the moment. 19*9
Galsworthy in Story'Teller Mag. Aug, ^^j/^ Impervious
by nature and by training to *mob-cmotion Soamcs yet was
emotionalized. Here was something that was not mere
*mob-sensation.

MODEL.
7. mob man = MoBSMAy,
1835 Maryland Hist. Reg. IX. 160 At every corner you

may see large companies of worthies marching to and frO|
and a "mob man, as such, cannot be seen.

Mob, v.'^ 1. b. (Add example.)
1863 W. Phillips Speeches 58 That man. .stood.. looking

on, while George Thompson was mobbed from this platform.

Mobbish, a. (Later example.)
19*0 Q. Rev. J[uly i66 This mobbish or, as it may be

termed, 'synnomic ' character of primitive mentality is well
known.

Mobbishness. [-ness.] Tendency to mob-
bism; the practice of acting in groups.
1920 Q, Rev. July 166 The savage enjoys no privacy, but

is always In some sort of a crowd,, .experiencing therefore
allthose peculiar mental effects which mobbishness brings
in its train.

Mobbism. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1794 Massachusetts SPy 16 Apr. 3/2 A few days since,

we experienced a scene of the most unlicensed mobism.

Mobilizable^ ^. Add : b. Ofa cell, molecule,
etc.: Capable of becoming mobile.
188. Buck's Ifand/'k. Med. Sci. I. 44 (Cent. Suppl,) The

haemal and other mobile or mobilizable ceils of the body.

Mobilization. 1. (Add example.)
X930 Morn. Post 7 Aug. 11/6 The credit mobilisation in

London by the Australian banks to meet Governmental
commitments, .was approved.

Mocassin, 2. Moccasin flower (earlier

example).
1680 in Ray Hist. Plant. (1688) II, 1926/1 Helleborine

fiore rotundo luteo, purpureis veiiis striato. The Mockasine
flower.

3. (Earlier examples.)
1784 J. FiLsoN Kentucke i-j The horned and the mockason

snakes. 1784 J. Smyth Totir U.S. I. vii. 54 The most
noxious, virulent, and deleterious of the species, the rattle,

moccasson, and horn-snakes.

Moccasined, ct. 1. (Earlier examples.)
1829 J. F. Cooper W^fVr-/fj«-7mVA (1859) xxiv. 358 The two

chiefs left the piazza in the noiseless manner of the moc-
casined foot. 1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 200 He had
seen the tracks of many moccasined feet in the fresh snow
beyond.

Mock, a, 2. b. Add : mock narcissus, one
of a number of varieties of narcissus.
x88o Encycl. Brit. X.II. 257/2 Another group, the Mock

Narcissi, with coronets of medium size, includes the fine

varieties of N. incomparabilis [etc.}.

Mockage. 1. (Modern example.)
191S A. R. Mackwen Hist. Ch. in Scotl. U. xxvii. 176 In

their mockage they termed every thing that repugned to

their corrupt affections ' devout imagination '.

Mocker. Add : 1. c. transf.
1611 liiBLE Prov, XX. I Wine is a mocker, strong drinke is

raging.

Mocker-nut. (Earlier and later examples.)
1810 MiCHAUx Arbres I. 20 Mocker nut hickcry . .Azxi"?,

N.Y. et N.J. 1832 D. J. Browne Sylva Amcr. 187 In the
part of New Jersey which lies on the river Hudson, this

species is known by the name of Mockernut Hickory. 1871
Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VII I. 206 The Mocker nut and Pig-
nut hickories are common, but not much valued.

M0C0ck(m<ik(?-k). U.S, Alsomocuck. [Ame-
rican Indian.] (See quot. 1827.)
1827 T. L. McKennf.y Tour Lakes 194 A mocock is

a little receptacle of a basket form, and oval, without a
handle, made of birch bark, with a top sewed on with
•waltap. 1839 Mrs. Kirkland New Home xx. 138 The
Indians bring in immense quantities, slung in panniers or
mococks of bark on the sides of their.. ponies. 184a —
Forest Life II. 285 The mococks or bark panniers in which
they brought the sugar to market were pretty objects. 1847
C. Lanman Summer in Wilderness xi. 71 Each of them .

.

placed before me whole mocucks of maple sugar. 1905
N. Y. Even. Post 6 May, An old squaw stopped to offer a
small mocock, a birch-bark box, holding perhaps a pound of
maple sugar.

Modal. A, adj. Add : 6. Statistics. Of or

pertaining to a mode ; that is exhibited by the

mode (sense *8 d).

X900 K. Pearson Gramtnar ofSci. (ed. 2) 383 The average
value of the character is very frequently taken as determin-
ing the type instead of the modal value.

Mode, sb. Add : 8. d. Statisiics, That value

of a character or variate for which the frequency is

greatest; the longest ordinate in a distribution

curve.
X900 K. Pearson Grammar ofSci. (ed. 2) 382 A numerical

value for which such a frequency is greatest is termed a
inodal value or mode. 190a Biomctrika Apr. I. 305 The
now established use of the word ' mode ' is for that

value of an organ or character, at which the frequency
of the population per unit of the character or organ is a
maximum. 1906 R. H. Lock Variation Heredity .5- Evoln-
tinn 89 When dealing with a symmetrical curve the position

of the mode Is identical with that of the median.

Model, sb. Add : 7. d. In dressmaking, etc.,

an article made by a recon;nized designer ; any

copy of such an article made by a dressmaker or

milliner; also, a motor-car or similar manufacture

of a particular design ; often with a defining word
as Parisian model, ^924 model.

1906 Bazaar, Exch. ^- Mart Suppl. 3 Oct. 1308/r Great

bargains in ladies' wearing apparel, new and equal to new.

Paris models. 1309 Westm. Gaz. 2 Nov. 5/1 The engine of the

20-h.p. model . . is of the monobloc order. 1910 Ibid. 4 Jan. 5/2

Mr. Huff pays a visit to Europe., to inspect the new models

at Olympui. 191a Taller g Oct. Advts. p. vi, Pictured on

the previous page are two charming models ; the upper [hat]



MODEL.

is of black velvet [='c.J.i9.« /«-/•» A"«Ai?''"Tw«d
Special Show of Sports Models for Scotland. Coat, .

.
1 weed

sErti Hats. IW Qw" '3 J^ly "S/"' ' ="? P"'^=''t.'y

model when the cL has been prop«ly run .... 'W/^'fT
Crcliiw 7 Dec. loa Road Tests of .928 Models. '*"'.. 1 he

fiSS wWch struck ns about the ...ach.ne was the.d.ffer.

10. b. Zoo/. An insect to which another has a

mimetic resemblance.

1877 £«0'^/- 5'-'''- VI. 1=7 'r Probably th.s beetle shared

in the imnmnity from attack accorded to .ts model 190a

V V Bal,l-Jn! Diet. PkHos. I, Psychol. 11. 80/a 1 he

ia'tter'is called the model and . the former the m.m.c.

,907 Niiturc 3t Oct. 673/2 An insect thus resembled by

X^her is spoken of as .'ts
• model ', the .m.tat.ng .nse^J

called a • mimic '. .930 R- *• F'ShJR G^HiUcal FhiorvNat

Sdcclion u3 The resembla.ice wh.ch .s favourable to the

mimic will be for the same reason disadvantageous to the

model.

15. a. (Further example.)
, , ,^. , .

, , .^

,909 Cka,<d^!:s Jrnl. Feb. S7/1 It [K.nlochleven] is

built on the model-town system.

Model V. Add : 8. To act a? a mannequin.

1917 CUvtland Press 4 Mar., Vivian, .^vill model Saturday

inK shoe section of the Bailey Co. . .Oilier models will be

Rita Del Mar.. and Audrey Clapp.

Modelling, vbl. sb. 5. Add : modelling-

stand, a stand on which clay-modelling or the like

is done. ,

.

1909 Ckamlers's yml. Sept. 565/2 I..ly had laid down his

card on the ledge of my "modelling-stand.

Moderantism. (Later example.)

i885 H. Morse Stephens in Encycl. Brit. XX. 604/3 In

Paris Robespierre determined to increase the pressure of the

Terror : no one could accuse him of moderantism.

Moderate. A. adj. 3. c. Of prices, charges,

etc. : Not excessive, reasonable, low.

1904 Punch 6 Apr. p. ii. Advt., Hotel, .standing high in

its own beautiful park...Moder.ite tariff or inclusive t(:rms.

Moderate, v. 3. b. (Ea.lier U.S. examples.)

i'MCla^Ai)!. YaU-Ccll. 15 Mr. Andrew moderated at

the Commencements. 1778 Stues Lit. Diary (1901) II.

311 The first Commencements were pr.vate. Rector 1 .erson

moderated and gave Degrees till his Death. ,., ,,
Moderatorial (mpder^tos-rial), a. [f. MoDE-

BATOK + -lAL.] Of, pertaining to or characteristic

of a moderator or chairman.

1867 T. Lackland Homespun 11. 155 This moderatori.-il

edict is echoed up in the bell-tower. 1926 Scots^ Observer

13 Nov. 4/4 There was a moderatorial flavour m the elo-

quence of the evening.

Modem. A. adj. Add: 2. g. Typog.

Applied to a kind of type distinguished, e.g. from

antique, by thin serifs and hair lines, and by greater

symmetry and precision of cut. Usually modern-

cut or -face {type).

1890 Jacobi Printing 292 Modem-face type, founts of

recent date, the reverse of antique or old-faced types. 1894
• Anier. Diet. Printing 379 Modem Faces, Ihes-e are those

kinds of Romans which have been cut since the beg.nning

of the century. 1901 De Vinnk Pract. Typogr., 'litle-

pages 234 Of modeni-cut types we have many varieties.

Modernism. Add: 3. Theol. A tendency or

movement, to which attention was first called in

the Roman Catholic Church, towards modifying

traditional beliefs and doctrines in accordance with

the findings of recent criticism and research ; any

liberalizing movement or all such movements

taken collectively.

1907 tr. Encyclical Let. ('Pascendi Gregis ") ofPius X, 15 If

we . . seek to know how the believer, according to Modern.sra,

is marked offfrom the Philosopher, it must be observed [etc. ].

1908 G. TvsBELl. Medievalism 23 The most penelrat.ng

observer of contemporary Modernism. 1913 A. Fawkes

Stud. Modernism 373 The name Modernism was given to

the present phase of the liberalising movement in the Chi.rch

of Rome by the Civilta Caltolica. 1915 Hastings' Encycl.

Relig. f, Ethics VUI. 763/1 Modernism is the name g.ven by

the papal encyclical winch condemned it to a complex of

movements within the Roman Communion, all alike insp.red

by a desire to bring the tradition of Christian behef and

practice into closer relation with the intellectual habits and

social aspirations of our own time. 1923 Edin. Rev. Jan. 62

Between English Modernism and the now discredited Rom.-in

Modernism there is a deep cleavage. 1927 H. D. A. Major
Engl. Modernism 18 In the Roman Church Modernism .s

opposed to M edixvalism ; in the English Church Modernism,

as in Holland, is opposed to Traditionalism ; in America
Modernism is opposed to Fundamentalism.

Modernist. Add : 4. Theol. One who in-

clines to, supports, or advocates 'modernism'; a

holder of advanced or liber.il religious views.

1907 tr. Encyclical Let. (' Pascendi Gregis ') of Pius X, 6

It is one of the cleverest devices of the Modernists (as they

are commonly and rightly called) to present their doctrines

without order and systematic arrangement.^ 1920 W. Sandav
Divine Overruling 67, I do not disclaim the na.ne of

Modernist. The name describes jus.ly what I aim at being.

I aim. at thinking the thoughts and speaking the language

of my own day, and yet at the same tune keeping alt that is

essential in the religion of the past. 1923 Edin, Rev. Jan.

62 Roman Modernists took Newman's doctrine of develop-

ment. 19*7 H. D. A, Major En^l. Modernism 79 What
the Modernist is opposed to is dogma which is false, dogma
which is out of date and repels the modern-minded man and

woman.
attrib. 19x8 Maude D. Petre Modernism v. loi The.se

words are not written ia a spirit of hostility to the Catholic

modernist position.

Modernistic (mfjdajni-stik), a. [f. MoDEBN-
j8T-f-lo.] Advanced or modernist in character;

gui;

bee:

52

pertaining to or suggestive of modernism ; having

affinity to or sympathy with what is modem.
X909 Daily Chron. 12 June 1/3 'L'Unione' is denounced

as reeking with modernistic and kindred ideas opposed to

the principles and dogmas of the Roman Church. 1924

A. Princle in Public Opinion 17 Oct. 383/1 The New Testa-

ment in relation to its own time is essentially and boldly

modernistic. 1927 Sunday Times 13 Feb. 20^4 The audi-

ence liked its florid style as a change from more modernistic

music.

Modesty. Add : 3. b. (Recent example.)

1910 Westm. Gat. 21 Mar. 5/3 The 'modesty' and the

edge of the sleeves are of golden lace.

Modiiica-tional, a. [f. Modificatioit + -al.]

Having the nature of, or arising from, modification.

So IHodifica-tlonally adv.

1908 Atheuieum 11 July 47/2 Many of the unfit are only

modificntionally unfit. 1924 J. A. Thompson in Glasgow
Herald 10 July 4 When we put aside these parasiticdiseases

and modificational diseases, there remain those that may be

called constitutional.

Modiste. (Earlier example.)
1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XV. 387 'Modestes' made

frocks and bonnets of the freshest patterns, for the girls.

Modistic (modi-stik), a. [f. MoDiste -H -ic]

Relating to fashion or fnshions.

1907 Times 16 Nov. 9/6 The sleeves of this dress show the

trend of modis.ic thought in this direction. 191S Queen

6 Nov. 855/3 The modistic information it co.itauis is of the

most enlightening description.

Moeritlierillin (miariH»Ti»m). [mod.L. f. Gr.

Moipis, the name of a lake in Egypt -1- ^Typioi' a wild

beast.] A genns of extinct ungulate proboscidian

mammals, of which remains have been found in

Egypt.
1901 EncycL Brit. XXX. 510/2 Most remarkable is a

primitive proboscidean (Ma:rithcrium), with a nearly full

series of front, and cheek-teeth. 1924 J. A. Thomson Science

Old ff Nev} xli. 236 Millions of years ago, in the Eocene

epoch.. there lived in North Africa a primitive hoofed

animal called Moeritherinm.

Mohawk (mifn-hgk), V. [f. the sb.] tntr. To
masquer-nde as a Mohawk.
182s J. Neal Bro. fonaihan I. 227 Does he ever go out

a mohawking? Peters alluded to a fashion—when a ' toiy

was to be tarred and feathered . . the pcjile did it in the dis-

lise of Indians. Ihid. 229 Some loitering rascal who has

ten out a Mohawking, today.

Mohican. A. adj. 1. (Earlier example.)

1643 Rec. Massachusetts Bay (1855) II. 46 Concerning

any advice . .about the Nariganset or Moliegen sachems and

their people.

Moist, V. Add : 3. i7ttr. To ram slightly, to

drizzle. U.S.
1916 H. L. W.1.S0K Someivhere in Red Gap in. 117 It was

moisting when we started, and pretty soon it clouded up.

Ibid. 118 It wasn't moisting any more— it was raining for

fair. T «.
Moi-stily, adv. [f. Moisty a. + -ly. ] Tearfully.

1927 H. V. Morton In Search Eng. x. § 2 '1 hree of those

prim, sallow, enthusi.istic, middle-aged lovers of Engl.-ind.

.

were . . regarding moistily the bare rooms in which Brewster

and the * Pilgrim Fathers ' were imprisoned.

Moistly, adv. Delete \Olis. and add recent

examjiles.

190s H. G. Wells Kipps 11. iii. § i. 157 The bull really

came at them, .opened a month below his moistly glistcnin-^

nose, and booed. 1905 E. F. Benson Image in Sand v\n.

172 The sobs and gasps of the faithful sounded moistly round

him in the d.-u-kness. 1906 B'ness von Hutten IVIiat be-

came ofPam 78 Maich had moistly melted into April.

Moisture. 4. Add : moistttre-bearing, -proof

adjs.

1922 Kendrew Climates of Continents 290 The rainfall

increases steadily towards the east and south. An irregu-

larity is caused by the Appalachians, . . within range of the

•moisture-bearing winds from both the Gulfand the Atlantic.

1904 Elect. A'f7'. 10 Sept. 420 (Cent. Suppl.) 'Moisture-proof.

1909 Installation Neivs II. 179 Fittings made .u malleable

iron, covered with a moisture-proof enamel have been sub-

stituted.

Mol, also variant of *Molb, sb.'

Molal(mou-lal),«. Chem. [f.*MoLB rf.T -f -AL.]

Of the concentration of solntions : Estimated in

terms of moles or gramme-molecules dissolved in

each 1000 grammes of solvent.

1908 Phys. Rev. Jan. 55 (Cent. Suppl.) From the inolal

fluidity of the components of the mixture the molal fluiQlty

was computed by the mixture formula.

Molar, fl.''' Add: 2. Molecular, as in molar

weight.
Ostwald introdai»d the word in this sense to avoid seem-

ing to accept the molecular hypothesis.

1902 A. FiNDi.AY tr. Ostwald's Princ. Inorg. Chem. 155

In order to apply one of these methods, e.^. the depression

of the freezing point, to the determination of the molar

weight of a new substance, one first determines the de-

pression which is prodnced by the solution of a substance

whose molar weight is known.

Molasses. 3. Add : molasses barrel, -cake,

candy, cask, -gingerbread, -hogshead, house, -settl-

ings, -tank, tierce.

1846 Corcoran Pickings 29 Isn't that cotton bale dancing

a quadrille with the *molasses barrel ? 1864 B. Taylor
H. Thurston i. 19 The distribution of wedges of •molasses-

cake. 1809 W. \k\vho Kntckerb. v.ii.29S Each., he patted

on the bead. .and gave him a penny to buy "molasses

candy. 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger III. 587. I was.,

quietly sucking a lump of molasses candy. 1850 N. Kings-

ley Diary 103 [We] are privately enjoying ourselves over a

dish of mollasses candy. 1863 Mas. Whitney F. Gartney s

MOMENTIVB.
Girlli. V, A pile of roasted peanuts, and one of delicate

molasses-candy,.. at either end of the board. 1851 A._ O.
Hall Manhattaner 5 It was a modest commercial plain.,

with, .''molasses casks, and com sacks. 1S64T. L. Nichols
A mer. Life i. 36 The spectators . .ate •molasses-gingerbread.

1863 ' Gail Hamilton ' Gala-Days -jt He. .came back with

a *niolasses-bogshead. 1864 Trans, ill. Agric. Soc, V. (1865)

317 A near neighbour of mine. .and bis two sons, have

a neat •molasses house, with an engine to run the crushing

mill. 1877 Habbebton Jericho Road iv. 39 [He] mixed
•molasses-settlings with brown sugar, to give weight to the

latter. 1910 Chambers's Jrnl. Feb. 88/2 A^ few rusty

•molasses-tanks. 1851 Melv.lle Moby Dick xxiL (1926) 104

Have an eye to the 'molasses tierce, Mr. Stubb.

Mole, sb:- Add : 6. b. A shade of grey.

1908 Westm. Gaz. 29 Aug. 13/2 Mole has always been
recognised . .as a shade universally harmonious. 1923 Daily
Mail 16 Jan. i Advt., In exquisite shades of Nigger,

Cinnamon, Gold, Mole, Silver.

7. b. mole-blue; also (sense *6 b) as mole hat,

suit.

19JO Chambers's Jrnl. July 455/1 The fur varies in shade

from •mole-blue to hare-brown. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 26 Sept.

13/2 How charmmg with a *mole suit isa*molehat, massed

with roses I

8. mole ditoh, a drainage course made by a

MoLE-PLonGH ; {so mole-dilchingyhX.ih.); mole-

drainer = Mole-plough.
1871 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VIII. 83 The sloughs have all

been underdrained with *mole ditches, which furnish abun-

dant stock water in fields Nos. 3, 4 and 5. 1867 Re/'. Iowa
Agric. Soc. (1868) 154 Under-draining by •mole-ditching has

been tried. 1857-8 Trans. HI. Agric. Soc. III. (1859)361

Dragging the *mole drainer all over our lands.

Mole (mJul), sb.^ Chem. Also mol. [ad.

G. mol (W. Ostwald), f. molekiil MOLECULE.] That

weight of a substance of which the number of

grammes is the same as the molecular weight.

1902 A. FiNDLAY tr. Ostv/alifs Princ. Inarg. Chem. 156

Thus it has been established that when one gram-molecule

or mole (the molar or molecular weight of a substance ex-

pressed in grams) of any substance is dissolved in a litre or

1000 gm. of water, the solution produced freezes at — i-Sso*.

Mole, v.^ 2. Add : To mole out (also) to

elicit, bring to light.

1924 W. M. Raine Troubled Waters vii. 70 Tait would

mole out quite enough evidence against him without any
additional data supplied by indiscretion.

b. intr. To behave in the manner of a mole.

1856 W. G. SlMMS Eutaw 129 How he snaked, and moled,

and cooned,. .we need not narrate.

Molestive (mole-stiv), a. [f Molest w. -h

-IVE.] Tending to annoy one ; troublesome.

1905 HowEi.LS in N. A mer. Rev. Nov. 657, 1 suppose

that the stranger always finds the patriotism of a country

molestive.

Mollifyingly (mfUfaiiirili), adv. [f. Molli-

fying///, a. -h-LY ii.] In a mollifying manner.

1928 Daily Express 17 Nov. 8/4 'You understand, of

course,' he added mollifyingly, ' that I shall not interfere

with your activities in any way.'

Molly, variant of MalleeI.

Molly ^. 4. Molly cotton-tail (earlier ex-

ample).
1835 Longstref.t Georgia Scenes 237 The reader must here

be informed that when I went into the neighbourhood of

which 1 have been speaking the common appellation of the

rabbit was ' Molly Cotton-tail '.

Molly (mfj'li), V. [Formed from MoLLT-

CODDLE.J trans. = Molly-coddle v.

1907 Mrs. Harhis Tents of Wickedness 11. ii. 138 Paul

hasn't been mollied, and I hope he's a nice fellow.

Molly-C0S3et (nn^-lik(7s3t), v. [f MolltI-i-

CossET v.'[ intr. To act in a molly-coddling

manner.
1909 W. DE Morgan II never can happen agtun liii, I aiU

molly-cosset over Phoebe and Joan.

Molossic, a. (Earlier example.)

1864 P.L'SHNELL Work /f Play i. 34 You distinguish.. the

solemn, religious spondee, the swift trochaic run of eagerness

or fear, the heavy molossic tread of grief or sorrow.

Mom (m^m). U.S. abbreviation of Mamma.
1911 R. W. Chambers Common Law v. 156 City-wearied

fathers of youngsters who called their parents ' pop and
• mom '.

Moment, ^^. 1. C. Add: Manofthemonunl:
one who is of great importance at tlie time in

question.
1871 liuowNlNG Pr. Hohenst.-Schw. Poet. Wks. 1897 II.

297/1 Well, that's my mission, so I serve the world, Figure

as 'man o' the moment.

Momentaneity (moument/nfiti). [f. mo-

mentan-k(ousJ a. -H -ITY : after Sfontaneity.]

Transitory character ; momentariness.

1918 D. H. Lawkence Kangaroo vii. 157 All her high

moments would have this Bacchic, weapon-like momenta-

neity. , ,.., IS
Momentaueons, a. 1. (Recent example.)

1928 D. H. Lawrence Kangaroo vii. 162 Do 1 want this

curious transparent blood of the antipodes, with its momen-

taneous feelings?

Momentarily, adv. 3. (Later example.)

1899 W. J. Locke White Dove iii, Sylvester.., h.-iving done

all that was mom.entarily possible, was at last able to reflect.

Momentive ;mflume-ntiv), a. [f. MoMENT(,nM)

-^ -IVE.] Pertaining to, or acting in the way of,

momentum,
J875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2525 TehdrnamicCaile, a means

for iransmitting power,.. in which high speed is empV->yed

to give the momentive eff'ect of great mass.



MOMIE-CLOTH.
Uomia-clotli : see Mommy-cloth.
1881 Caulfeild & Sawakd Diet. Needle-work 350 Mmiie

cloth.. has a cotton warp and woollen weft, or else a silk
warp and woollen weft, and has the appearance of very fine
Crepe.

Monact, a. and sb. (Examples.)
i88s tr. !: E. SchulM in Challenger Rep., Zoo!. XXI so

fyi""',' '? """• '">»•"'=', that those spicBles, called by Carter
Clavula:

. ..irereallymonacLs. /AV/. 37 The derived nature
oHi monact spicule is in many cases determinable.
Monadnock (m^n£edn()k). Geol. [The name

of a mountain in New Hampshire, U.S.A., having
this character.] A hill or rocky mass rising above
the general level of a peneplain, believed to be a
remnant of erosion.

189S W. ^^ Davis in Geog. Jml. V. i^t, I have fallen into
the habit of calling a residual mound of this character, a
mntadnoei. 1899 — Physical Gtog. 190 Several nionad-
noAs are scattered over the Piedmont plain of Virginia.
Monadological (mj^nadol^-djikal), a. [f.

G. monadohgisck, F. monadologique : see -al.] Of
or pertaininf; to monadology.
1897 tr. ;F. Wundfs OiUt. Psychol. 313 Matter U thought

of as made up of similar [mental] atoms of a lower order
(monistic, or inonado-logical spiritualism).

Monandrons, a. 2. (Add example.)
1884 .^. Lasg Custom t, Myth s6i Among people regulated

on the patri.-irchal or monandrous family system.
Monastic. A. a,ij. Add: 4. Ceramics.

Applied to a type of glaze.
igogChavrbers's yml. Febt tjB/i Others give a dull effect

in artistic shades and are known as ' monastic ' glazes.

Mondaine (mondfn), sb. (and a.). [F. mon-
daine, f. mmdain worldly, ad. L. mundanus, f.

mundus world : c£ Mdndane.] A woman be-
longing to the world of fashion.
1908 Westm. Gaz. 3 Oct. 13/, The bold attempt of the

milliners to coax mondaines to thesmaller hat will be watchedwith interest. 1911 Taller 23 Oct. Advts. p. vi, Not onlyhave the requirements of the smart mondaine been carefully
considered but (etc.] 19a. Q. A\-v. July 38 The provoca.
tive elegance of the Flavian ,Kondai„es. 1914 P„Hic Oimion
7 Nov. ^58/2 She was m point of fact a most accompUshed
mondaine. ^

b. tidj. Attached to things of the world-
worldly.

'

19M LoRKA Rea Six Mrs. Greenes 11. $ j. 58 Lavinia.
mondaine, vivid, with a delicate certainty of touch that cii.
abled her [etc.].

Mondanity : variant of MuKDAinTT,
itJ^IV'*'"^ "; ^y*"" ^"^ "-f Richard Meynell xii. 343With her grey hair, and her plain widow's dress, she threw
her sisters charming mondanity into bright relief.

Mondial, a. Transfer \0b5. to sense in Diet,
and add

:

2. [ad. mod. F. mondia!.'] Pertaining to, affect-
mg or involving the whole workl ; world-wide,
universal.

[.918 .A. Gkav tr. The Crime II. iii ,75 While in this
question Germany could accept the system i'ldrr'idtul itit
could not accept the system ,iion,lial.) 1919S. Huddi^stoh
Peacemaking at Paris i. 10 Chaos threatened, with the blacic
night ofa mondial revolution. 1910 Glasgow Herald 28
June 8 The codification of mondial commercial laws is alsoaimed at. 1914 Blackiu. Mag-. Aug. ^80/2 They were re-
solved to create iheir ' mondial situation ', and to strengthen
It.. against the Enghsh.

Monel metaL [f. the name of Ambrose
A/onel who was president of the International
Nickel Company in 1905, when that firm intro-
duced the alloy.] An alloy, produced originally
from natural ores, containing about 67 per cent, of
nickel, 38 to 30 per cent, of copper, and sniall
quantities of other substances, possessing a high
tensile strength and great resistance to corrosion.
t9taCiar,:6ers's ^rnl. .Maysa^/i Monel metal, consistingof

about two-thirds nickel, 28 per cent, copper, and about 5 per
cenLofimpurities. tfn EncycLBrit. XXXI. 926, . The much
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s^MolT^oT =r^^''l(S J««- -finished in the money,
c^^nnfon Ik t ° P"'' ^/' 0'"= "f '*>™ is to-day a full

ttZTeri^sa.fw^7n'-eV^irn-".-<''i-'>en.oWas

?^*o"1v "^J"""'^' •J'""g"'> -fiowir, -purse, -till.

&irosBo.'.rf/"'r" '-^^ ''°°"-y- '4= s" EVE.f^s« LL. USBOURNE If-recier vii. ,20 Where we could be as

the^Wes^ 'a\i^rr\v^°"^-K''°'" '^^ '"oney 1 unger of

iated wi'tlfh^ f
• ^^'"''"""^ Canoe >, Saddle 12, I . .nego-tiated with him from a sham vantage ground of "mo^

Mr. Shake.spear that says something about 'he that stealsmy *munny-pus steals .rash'? 1878 B F Taylor I'', !-~
fiiS':a'I:^'°°^™''=.^«?-5-^''""e"i^"m'-o°rey:^shlled iMth seeds. 1857 Qutnland n. ii. I. 289 If the stars

"mTne-firil-ense.."""'" "" '"^'"^'> "'"- ""'"^"'^

b. momy-loaner, -loser ; mottey-losing adi

.If^} ^^r
^-

^"J^;? T"'i Abraham Uncoln%r He advo-cated a law prohibiting *money-loaners from charging ex-orbitant rates of interest. .928 IVeeldy Dispatch e^ilfyT,
rw't'",fl-'T"l

°"' some 50 musical comedies a year. Ofthis half-hundred, some 10 are still-born,, .of the remaining
40 about 30 prove to be -money.losers or, at their best, cer.

^ Z,^?'-
"°"'.y-'"»l'"s- 1870 Medberv Men * Myst.trail St. 200 It IS the greatest money-making and 'money,losing spot on the globe.

••'s.iicy

8. money-act, an act dealing with finance •

money-belt, a belt designed for carrying money
money bug U.S., a person having great wealth or
hnancial power; money crop U.S., a crop that
13 grown for selling and not (mainly) for the
grower's consumption ; money-king, a magnatem finance, a person of great wealth; money-
market (earlier examples) ; money mart, a place
where financial transactions are made; money-
shark, an avaricious money-dealer.
^
i7«9 FiiANKi.w Pafer Currency Wks. (1005) TI. 148 TheMoney-Acts in every Part [are] punctually enforced, a 1861

1. WiNTHROP 7»/,„i;^„i.xvi. ,,, They got the horses, and

VvUm"";: '!f"^ r'^'^J-^-
K.RKE- 0« Border vi. 1,7With this, he drew from his pocket a leathern money-belt

such as IS sometimes worn by travellers. loa^ R Pocock
mOufwardBound-.Us^^;:.. Among cowb?;! o„;S
«;, 12."%' """^yt"'" f"l' of gold and notes beside fhe

^%n^'^'?^'' '? ^""l- y* ^^' happinessor themisery of
3 millions of people wholly dependent on the whims and
TT^ "[ '^^' ^^^ " '^°"" "money bugs', as they're

called in the Sutes. 19U PubUc Opinion 1^ Aug. ,32/2The profiteering clas.s money bugs as the Americans call

f^^ 'S' {''?:?'''
"'^"f-.P'^'-

723/r Cotton is the -money

elT.I, '-'-i?-
"*""" '-'-f' " "' ^'^J'- «<^ '°9 When-ever the greed for a money crop unbalances the wisdom ofhusbandry, the money crop is a curse. 1904 T WatsonBethany (.920) 5 But they never failed to make it their ob-

ject to produce on the farm the necessary supplies, tobacco

VsTrT
•>='"« 'yy'y v''^

'"/p'"^ =">?' ""
'
-"""^y

'
<^op-

kInL ^/fh'"- ^'f^' ' J^'y/PP- '«<'/=' The great -money

tZJ^J'^T-^uT"'^^ .he Atlantic- ^S^ Knictel
6oc*cr Mag.XXlll. 402 His customer's reputation in themoney-market was unsullied. .847 S/orti„g Li/, 25 Dec.
V. 120/2 Ihe most casual glance at the sutistics of the turfmoney market for the past season is quite sudicient to cor-
roborate our assertion. 1855 [Pray] Mem. J. G. Bennet 70He has interfered with the money market. 1870 MEtJBFRVMen i Myst IVall St. . Great 'money-marts have arise^^
"p" *^Panded into paramount importance. 1844 Congress
Globe^a Dec App. 37/2 Banks, .managed.. by a set of irre-
sponsible money sharks.

Moneyed, a. 4. (Earlier example.)
I8S9 BAKTi.rrr Did Amer. (i860), Moneyed Corporation.

Construed bv statute in New York to mean ' every corpora-
tion having banking powers, or having the power to make
loans upon pledges or deposits, or authorized by law to make
insurances '.—Revised Statutes.

Money-maker. 1. b. (Later U.S. examples.)

'7f9 J- CoKt.K Diary (1923) 65 this day came up the case
of the money makersjo trial. 1^7 Rec. N. H. Comm. Safety

MOiroCHROMATE.

f-*,"—- .y---'«.j'i*.«/'/». AAA.1.92O/1 ineinuch
more expensive Monel metal has been widely pushed and
has found considerablepractical application. 1927 T Wood-
house .4rti/. Silk 67 -The reels, .are m.-.de with tinned steel
discs and monel wires. 1930 Fkakcis Corlikg in Brit. Med
Jrnt. 8 Feb. 234/1 The screenage.. consists of monel metal,
tirass, aluminium, and wood.
Monenergist, Monenergistica. : the more

correct forms of MosBBGiBT, MoNKEGlSTlo a. (see
S.V. MoSEBGISK).
191S Hastings' Encycl. Relig. ^ Ethics VIII. 821/2 The

Monenergistic or Monolhelete controversy seems at first
glance 10 be a mere sequel to the Monophysiteconflict. Ibid.
B22/1 J he Monenergists were possessed with the idea that
the redemptive activity of the God-man emanated wholly
and solely from IIis divme nature.

Monetarist {mp-a-, rajj-nrtSrist), a. [f
MoNETAEv a. + -IST.] Of a monetary character
or having a monetary basis.
Mil P. Geddfs & J. A. Thomsom .<;ej:x. 239 This order of

inings—avowedly mechanical, militarist, and monetarist at
he«t,..seems to manyof us..the only possible form of in-
dustrial civilisation.

Money, J^. 5. Add : black-money [cf. I d]
(seeqnot.).
i«97 S. &. B. We«b Industr. Demoer. 1. 313 When any

claa of work involves special unpleasantness or injury to
clothmg 'black money' or 'dirty money" is sometimes
stipnlated for.

6. e. /« lAe money : among the prize-winners in
a competition, ihow, or the like.

-"-— "-J ••—-.^w ....... .yy/xvet. 11. ri.K^omm. safety
93 Ordered the R. G. to pay Col. Sam'l Folsom nineteen
pounds eleven shillings, for himself

~

Money makers. 1778 Hid. 149
"

maker.

self & 5 others apprehending
Jno Mac Glauglin, a money

Mongolianize (mprjgda-Wiaalx), V. [f. MoN-
G01.LIN a. -H-izE.] trans. To render Mongolian in
character or quality.

'.9?3 Contem/: R,„. Mar. 299 The Bolshevik, striving
origmaMy to make Russia Western, has succeeded merely iH
Mongolianisin;^ her.

Mongolism (mp'qgjJliz'm). [f. Mongol -i-

-ISSJ.] A type of idiocy or mental deficiency
accompanied by a physical resemblance to the
Mongolian race.

i'^<^'
f- Tbeogold Mental Deficiency (ed. 4) 24S Dr.

A. t.. Oarrod described five cases of Mongolism in which
congenital cardiac lesions were found. 1914 Psyche July V.
1 It is, of course, well known that a certain type of mental
and physical backwardness has long been described, under
the uameof 'Mongolism ', by physicians specially interested
in states of mental deficiency.

Mo-ngrelizing, wW. .fi5. [-ingI.] The action
of the verb mongrelize.
lOM W. R. Inge in Edin. Rn: July 36 Unchecked men.

gi^sing destroys the symmetry ofa national type.

Monitor, .f^. Add; 9. monitor-lizard = sense
5 ; monitor man (see quot).
1870 GiLLMORE tr. Figuier's Reptiles ^ Birds 13 In the

Crocodiles and '.Monitor Lizards.. a mutilated part is not
renewed. 1939 Photoplay Apr., *Monitor man—xha person
who operates the volume control on talking picture pro-

I duction.

Monitor, v. Add
: 2. In the taking or repro-ducing of sound films, to reguUte or control (t^volume or mtensity of sound recorded or producedl

oo Monitoring vbl. sb.
''

igs? Allighan Romance of Talkies 64 During the record-

,%.%, 1

""*"? "'?""" 'V™i'°'s the record through the

«,V A
"%!''""'''' ^''"',"«v'^™'*<^'f'^^'"orecordfs lostIbtd., Acoustic treatment of the walk of lb,. mn„Tr™:

secures the reverberation charact'ei'isric ofX^tCre^"™

-]t:t7oHon.-
^''= '^- -«^<V-^-«-.

i-nc}ci.jint it^i. 747/2 The grafting into men of tesilrl^from apes (the so-called 'monkey glands ') has bee'prac!tised by Voronoff and others with resultiig reiuvenaS
f^^ J- h^^'""^ '^*- Simon Suggs x\\. i"! Then the old

^3' j"°?^°''"°''"° (see quot.)
; monkey eagle,

?X of prey found in the Philippine Islands
{Ptthecophaga Jefferyi-) ; monkey-jacket (earlier
example); monkey-shaft Austral., a small
trial shaft; monkey-shines (earlier and later
examples); monkey-spoon, -tail (b), -tuyere
(see qnots.)

; monkey-wrench si., also fig. in
phr. to Ihow a mo,ikcy-wTcnch into, to act as an
obstruction or hindrance to ; monkey-wrench v
trans., to turn with a monkey-wrench

chaffs ?"^A S™T"t''"'*
^?'^'6 Q- What are 'monkey

wbirh ir.
Small chains abaft the ordinary chains, on

7r«LTi-'fl"* '^^ topgallant and royal backstays. ;9o9

key tagic is a rich brown above and creamy white in theunder parts. 1830 N. Dana Mariner's Sk.I^n^) My
e7d ScVT^'^'?'?'''

**""°"'''y;j^''«' ^-S'" -drives':

be^;!, K'^ P- S^.E^V*"'" Tales ofGoldfields 69 They
?^!ll .. '"?'' '^"l "?«'" ^ already too deep for it, and \
.Zi„MT,l7 ''^'^'"''= "'"=''°'-= 'Jri'^" Upwards frotnthe end of the tunnel. ,847 Tom Pepper 1. 43 (Th.) Let me
n hiTh- '"^»"P ""y *™°"'^'=yshines in this house, and
1 11 beau hira. 1835 M. M. Tho.mpson Doesticks xxiv 206

sMn^tfT.T "°^ accustomed to the characteristic monkey.

fsX5^ I ''.''^'°S-'='
""''""al fund of amusement

IS afforded. 1894 'O. Henry' Rolling Stones (1910) 122
I he cow-punchers, always so sober-faced while engaged -ntheir monkey-shines, relaxed into a grin of approval. ,8«iHarpers Mag Mar. 530/. Each of the eight bearers (at afuneral in 1749] W:i' given a pair ofgloves, a 'monkey-spoon,and a mourning nng. Note, Used for liquor and so calledIrom the figure of a monkey carved in solid on the handle.
It had a circular and very shallow bowl. 1841 .<;outhcrn
Lit. Messenger VII. 769/2 He would come on deck at nineo clock every morning and inspect, with the utmost scrutiny.

A ..?'*'
inonkey-tails. 1883 Man. Seamanship Soys 202At the word let go , the anchor is freed by a smart pull onthe monkey tails, which are lany.irds, attached to the endofthe lever 1887 Phillips & Bauerman Etem. Metallurgy

led. 2) 209 A row of blank tuyer-openings are built into the
furnace above so that. .the wall maybe broken throughand blast-nozzles introduced. These are generally known inEngland by the name of *//M«,!-o'-i''C>'"-.^. 1929 AllighanRomance of Talkies 38 The Talkies threw se'eral kinds of
monkey-wrenches into the machinery of production. 1904H-M&RK Georgians 267 He. .dug down in the road whar

nis pipe J ined themain, till begot toit,an'then he 'monkey-
wrenched It oflf.

= > s. uscj

b. monkey-puzzler = monkey-puzzle.
1906 C,.i.ssm<:Tm Man ofPro/ter/y m. iiu 298 In theshade

lant.
"'°"'"=>''P"^'='' or '" 'hi: 'ee of some india-rubber

Monkey, ». 2. (Earlier example.)
1883 Nye Snled Hay 38 The young coyote may come andmonkey o er his grave.

Monmouth. 1. (Later example.)
tm Maryland yrnl 22 July (Th.) (He had on a] Mon-mouth cap and old coarse shoes.

Monobloc {mp-noh\pk), a. Also -block, [f
Mono- + Block j^.] Applied to a type of internal-
combustion engine : Having all the cylinders castm one piece. (Also ellipt. or as sb. a monobloc
engine.

)

i^ ;f«/,« Gaz. 2 Nov. 5/1 The engine of the 20-h.p.

""a J •
• '% monobloc order. 1922 Daily Mail 6 Nov

1 ., 'VvV'" ''PFiX'^!' ""= "'onoi'loe tj-pe. 1922 Encycl.
Bril. X.H.\. 36/1 ihe first prominent ' Mono block '..com-
prised a mild-steel cylinder liner complete with head and
valve scats, screwed into an aluminium block.

Monocerons, a. (Example.)
1930 Ne-ru Statesman 336/2, I am not sure that Pliny's

wealth of detail did not do something to discredit the poor
monocerons ungulate.

Monocliromasy (m^noknlu-masi). Psychol.
[ad. L. type monochromasia (cf. monochrontatus),
Gr. ^tofoxpoj^affia (cf. ^ocox/)a)A«>To? of one colour),
f. 1XOV0-, Mono- -I- x^w>(a colour, Chkome.] The
form of colour-blindness in which all colours
appear the same.
1900 Stud. Vale Psychol. Lab. 15 (Cent. Suppl.) Mono-

chromasy. 1913 Borland Med. Diet., Monochromasy,..
blindness to all colors but one : color-blindness, in which all
colors arc seen as one color.

Monochromate (m^ii^kr^o-m^it). Psychol.
[ad. L. monochrornat-us, Gr. piOVOXpwtiaT-o^ : see

prec.J A colour-blind person to whom all colours
appear alike.

1902 J. M. Baldwin's Diet. Philos. ^ Psychol. II. 793



MONOCHROMATIC.
Even so late as 1894 Konig affirmed that the vision of the

faint-light
' monochroraates »-as m quality blue.

Monochromatic, a. Add : 3. Fsyc/io/. Of

a person or of vision : Seeing all colours as one

1003 7. M. Baldwin's Diet. PhlUs. t, Psychol. It. 793 The

seiSTtions of those individuals whom they named mono-

chromatic' (in distinction from ordinary vision, which is

tetrachromatic.) were dogmatically affirmed to be vision

under the form of red or Wue or green, it was """rtain

which. 1014 G. M. Whipple Menial f, Phys. Ttsts (ed. 2)

I. 1S3 An eye might possess trichromatic, dicliromattc or

monochromatic (achromatic) vision.

Mo-nocle, v. [f. Monoclk fi5.J trans. To pro-

vide with a monocle. So Mo'nocled a.

iomMarg. B. Houston Witch-man xii. 154 Major Coher-

tonmonocledhiseye. ioj6 L. e.Gv.f.y.nt.Major-Diamonil

Buyer 18 The monocled one coughed deprecatingly. igaB

Daily Tel. 17 July 16/7 The author ..here gives tts the

further adventures of his gay, monocled hero.

BEonoclinism (m^-noklainiz m). Bot. [t. Or.

/ioi-o-s Mono- + Hkivr) bed, couch + -ism.] Mono-

clinous condition ; hermaphrodism.

1904 McCsBEtr. Haeckets Wonders of Life 257 Adapta-

tion to parasitic habits also favours monoclinism.

Monocoqne (m<>nok()k). [ad. F. monocoque,

f. mono-, l.ioso- + coque egg-shell.] In aeroplanes :

A type of stream-lined fuselage resembling an

etong.ited egg in shape; an aeroplane having such

a fuselage. Also altrib.

1918 ' Avion ' Aeroplanes ^ Aero Engines 83 Monocoque,

a fuselage shaped lilte an extremely elongated egg, with a

hlunt rounded nose, and curved sides, i.e. a fully stream-

lined fuselage. 1918 Gamble Story N. SeaAir Station 1. 41

The latter was a monoplane. . . She had a ' monocoque body.

MOUOCnltare (in<>-nokpltiiii). [irreg. f. MoNO-

+ Culture.] The cultivation or production of one

kind of thing.

1916 Yorksh. Post 16 Feb. 4/2. "9»S E. F. Row tr. Deman-
geon's Brit. Empire 134 This plantation system, this ex-

ploiting to the uttermost of a single valuable product,

involves the dangers of all monoculture.

Monodactylate (m^nodsektil/t), a. [f. Mo-
NODACTVL + -ATE.] = MONODACTYLOnS.
S902 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 509/2 It is, however, certain

that there is a monodactylate representative of the family

\ProtcroiJl€riidx\.

Konodist. 2. (Recent example.)

1916 C. V. Stanford & C. Forsyth Hist. Mtis. vii. 148

There is no sudden revolution in the method of handling

the musical material such as the monodists engineered in

1600.

nto'liodrome, a. [a. F. monodrome^ = MONO-

DBOMIO.
1904 Nat:irc 11 Feb. 359/2 On monodrome functions and

transcendental numbers.

BEonodroiuy (m^n()dromi). Math. [f. as

MoNODBOiiic Jr -Y 3.] Of a function : The fact or

quality of being monodromic.
1903 Nature 19 Feb. 382/^2 It is pointed out that in the

non-Pythagorean geometries devised by Hilbert, Helm-

lioltz's axiom of monodromy is not verified.

Monogaxuize, »• 'I'ransfer \Obs. to sense de-

fined in Diet, and add : 2. trans. To make mono-

gamic in character.

191 1 H. S. Harrison Queed xxiii. 297 Since, however, the

church and tlie law allowed him but one [wife], he must

more drastically monogainize his heart.

SSonolOgist. Add : Also attrib.

1900 W. TucKWELL Remin. Oxf. 67 He retained, .the

bounteous fund of ever-ready talk, alternating not inonolo-

j;ist, seasoned not swamped with allusion, recitation, epi.

gram.

Monomark (m/'-ncmaJk). [f. MON'O- + Makk
jA.] One of a system of marks, formed by a com-

bination of letters, and sometimes also figures,

designed to distinguish or identify articles of pro-

perty or manufactured goods, and to facilitate

communication between persons. Also transf.

\9ti Glasgow Herald 10 }a\y 11 The idea.. is to set up
an international system whereby firms may be granted

a * monomark ', consisting of a combination of symbols.

loas Westtn. Caz. 10 July, The Monomark system was ex.

plained by its inventor, Mr. William Morris. 1926 Glasgow
Herald 27 Feb. 10 The persistency of the Scot's mental

monomarks applied also to the vocal expression of them.

X9S8 Times 14 Aug. 7/1 A ' monomark ' attached to a dog's

collar did not fulfil the requirement of the law.

Monomeric (mpnomcTik), a. Zool. [f. Gr.

^ovoixfp-T]S, f. /jovo-s Moxo- + fxipos part -f -ic] Of
bodies : Consisting of or having only one segment

;

monomerous.
190Z y. M. Baldwin's Did. Philos. ^ Psychol. II. 151 In

monomeric muscles tlie polarization is stronger in the direc-

tion from the equator.. towards the extremities than in the

opposite direction.

MonOngahela. (Earlier examples.)

1834 W. G. SiMMS Guy Rivers I. 76 Having cleared his

throat with the contents of a tumbler of Monon^ahela which
seemed to stand permanently full by his side. 1844 Knicker-

iocker Mag. XXIII. 73 Then is the time losing ' The sea !

The sea I and to take some Monongahela to still the

qualmishness you begin to experience, f 1845 Paulding
Madmen All 192 May I never taste Monongahela again 1

MonopIlOnic, a. (Example.)
1920 E. Walker in F. S. Marvin Recent Devel. Europ.

Thought 286 If we exclude some monophonic conceptions

that have still their value for us, it [music] is barely five

hundred years old.

54

Monoplane {mp-nopM^n). [f. Mono- + Plane
ji^.S] An aeroplane (or glider) having only one

plane 'or set of horizontal supporting surfaces.

1907 Nature 5 Dec 106/2 For running along the ground

the monopliine has two wheels. 1910 Blnckiv. Mag. July

4/1 The aeroplane, whether monoplane, biplane, or other.

1911 Grahame-White & Harper Aerojtlane 17 He (Lilien-

thal] abandoned the monoplane type of glider in favour of

a biplane. 1911 J.
Denny Letters (1920) 183, I should never

think of comparing him to a wild man on a monoplane like

Bacon. 1918 McCuDDE^^ Five Yrs. R.F.C. 63 Two Taube
monoplanes came over St. Omer.

Hence Monoplane v. iiitr., to travel or 'fly in

a monoplane.
1909 Daily Chron. 27 July 4/7 The seas shall rage as

Bleriot Shall monoplane o'erhead.

Mouopolizable (mj?nc-pol3izab'l), a. [f.

Monopolize v. + -able.] That can be ' mono-
polized'.
1893 W. J. Locke Idols xxii. 215 I'm not a monopoli.sable

woman.

Monopoly. 7. Add : monopoly value.

tg<H]. }. CoCKsnoTT Licensing Act /004 4 Justices., are

directed by the new Act to attach such conditions to the

grant of every new (7«.license as will secure to the public any
monopoly value.

Monosaccliaride (mpnosx'karaid). Chem.

[f. M0N0--(-L. saccharum sugar + -JDE.] Any one

of the group of sugars having the formula CuHsuOi,,

where n is not less than 3 or more than 9.

1906 McGoWAN tr. Meyer Hist. Chem. 48a The mono-
saccharides are now distinguished from the poly-saccharides

(cane sugar, starch, cellulose, &c.). zg\a Practitioner June

823 The carbohydrates are hydrolysed into monosaccharides

—chiefly dextrose, laevulose, and galactose—before they

are absorbed. 1916 A. P. ^\f.lHV.\s Physiol. Chem. j3 The
monosaccharides are .. classified by the number of carbon

atoms, .they contain.

Monose (m^neus). Chem. [f. Mono- 2 +
-OSE^.] = prec.

1903 Jntl. Chem. Soc. LXXXTV. i. 713 By the action of

alcoholic hydrogen chloride on bioses, hydrolysis occurred

and glucosides of the monoses were formed. 193a Encycl.

Brit. XXX. S90/1 Ost has demonstrated the production of

the biose as octacetate with the monose as pentacetate.

Monotechnic (mfncte-knik), a. [f. MoNO-
+ Technic a. : after Polytechnic 0.] Dealing with

or providing instruction in a single technical

subject.

1904 frnl. Inst. Elect. Engin. 25 Feb. XXXIII. 458

Many of the American schools of engineering are practically

monotechnic institutes in contradistinction to the polytech-

nics here. 1904 G. S. Hall Adolescence I. 170 Thousands

of our youth of late have been diverted from secondary

schools to the monotechnic or trade classes.

Monothematio (mjirnoKmiEnik), a. Mtis. [f.

Mono- •)- Thematic a.] Having a single or one

predominant theme. So Monothe'matism.
1907 R. Boughton Bach 15 Monothematic music in poly-

phonic style was bound to result in a fugue. x886 Praeger

tr. Nanmann's Hist. Music 1188 The employment oi leit-

motiv, .is nothing but a return to monothematism.

MonotropiC, a. Add : 3. Physical Chem.

Of polymorplions substances : That can undergo

change of form in one direction only.

1902 A. FiNDLAV tr. Ostiuald's Princ. Inorg. Cliem. 255

Substances like iodine monochloride, which can undergo

transformation only in one direction, are called monotropic,

and those which, like sulphur, can change in both directions,

enantiotropic. 192a A. Smits Theory Allotropy ii. 59 So-

called normal liquids deposit monotropic form*.

Monotropy (m(?np-trApi). Physical Chem. [f.

as prec. + -Y.J Monotropic state or quality

;

capacity of a substance to undergo change of crys-

talline form in one direction only.

1902 A. FiNDLAV tr. OstwahCs Princ. Inorg. Chem. 255

Enantiotropy and Monotropy. 1922 A. Suits Theory

.41lotrof>y \\.\.i.H In this w.^y the phenomenon of mono-

tropy between these two modifications is e.vplained.

Monovalent, a. Add : b. Cytol. Of a chro-

mosome : 'I'hat does not unite with another to form

a single chromosome.
igosKep. Brit. Assoc. 570 Whether each Iialf of the chro-

mosome is to be regarded as a monovalent chromosome is

doubtful.

Monozygotic (m(;:noz3ig(>'tik), a. [f. MoNO-
-I- Zygotic a.] Of twins or other multiple births,

originating in a single zygote or fertilised ovum.

1917 H. H. Newman" jS/o/. Tiuins 3 Such twins, quadru-

plets, or larger sets of offspring are known as monozygotic.

J930 Nature IS Nov. ^66 Dizygotic twins are, in these

data, on the whole inferior to their brothers and sisters in

the physical measurements, but this is certainly not the

case with monozygotic twins. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 19

Feb. 139/4 A so-called monozygotic pair_which arises from

the splitting of a single fertilized ovum is indeed material

of a unique kind.

Monsoonish {mpmu-ml), a. [f. Monsoon -f

-3SH.] Suggestive of or characteristic of a monsoon.
1890 KiPi.iNG Plain Tales (ed. 3) 127 Not a mere hill,

shower but a good, tepid, monsoonish downpour.

Monstrous, a. 8. b. (U.S. example.)

1848 Major Jones's Sketches of Travel (Barllett 1848)

Augustus is a monstrous pretty city.

Montagu's harrier. [Named after G.

Montagu (1751-181.^) who first distinguished the

species.] A species of harrier, Circus cineraceus.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 492/1 Tliis was ciUed by him the

jVih-coloured Falcon, but it now generally bears his name.

MOOI.EY.

and is known as Montagu's Harrier. 1905 Spectator 7 Jan,

13/1 Buzzards were so common that they were known
locally as furze kites. Montagu's harrier also probably bred
there. 1909 Wcstm. Gaz. 3 July 14/1 Montagu's harrier is

not a resident species.

Montana tree. [f. Montana the name ofone

of the northern states of the United States.] A
style of saddle used by the Canadian Mounted
Police.

1891 Harper's Mag. June 7/2 Their saddle is what is

known as the Montana tree.

Montanian (m()nta-nian). [-IAN.] A native

or inhabitant of Montana.
1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxii. 358 The Mon-

tanian was gone before Manson had thought to ask.

Monte '. (Earlier examples.)
1836 ' A Resident Officer' Sk. Metropolis of Spain etc.

(1843) I. 264 Monte is one of the most gambling combina-

tions of hazard yet invented. 1844 G. W. Kendall Sante

Ei Exped. II. xii. 236 Within a few short steps. .a party.

.

were busily engaged at a game of monte. 1846 J. W. Abert
in Emory Military Reconn. 455 The word ' nionte ' is one

of the first a stranger learns.

b. attrib. and Comb, in sense ' of monte, used in

the playing of monte ', as monte blanket, game,

table ; moute-bank, a monte table ; the money in

the possession of the banker at monte (so monte-

banker).
<ii86i T. WiNTHROP Life in Open Air etc (1863) 128 A

b.ickground of mustangs, *monte-banks, and lynch-law.

185s F. S. Marryat Mts. f, Molehills xiv. 267, I was soon

asleep, notwithstanding that the clinkings of the "montd-

bankers, and the noi.se of the crowd btlow [etc.]. 1898 H. S.

Canfield Maid of Frontier 78 His long and angular

shadow fell across the *monte blanket spread flat upon the

ground. 1899 T. Hall Tales 276 Judge Leander Quinn

was lured away from a *nionte game with a couple of buck

Indians and seated upon his judicial bench in the ' Bird

Cage • concert hall. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevet. lYest iv.

92 We take our stand near the *inonte table, where a con-

siderable crowd gathers. 1889 K. Munroe Golden Days ii.

15 This influx of gold caused monte-tables, and other gamb-
ling layouts, to spring up.

Monteith^. A special type of coloured cotton

handkerchief (see quot.).

i88a Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework 350 Mon-
teiths, a description of Cotton Handkerchiefs, which are

dyed of one uniform colour, but have a pattern of white

spots occurring at regular distances. ..These Goods are

known l)y the name of the manufacturers, at Glasgow.

Monte-jus (mont|3»s). Also -juice. [F. f.

monler to raise +/kj juice, liquid.] In the making

of sugar, an apparatus for raising the level of

the liquid by means of air or steam pressure.

187a P. SoAMES Manuf. Sugar 133 The cane-juice runs

along the gutter to the monte-jus c, where it is elevated

into the clarifiers, D. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927)8 449

Montejuice attendant, montejuice boy : stands by valves of

niontejus apparatus.

Month. 1. 6. Add : month-olook, a clock that

goes for a month.
1884 F. J. Britten Watch tf Clockmakers' Handbk. 268

Month (blocks tiave an intermediate wheel and pinion be-

tween the great and centre wheels.

Monthly. B. sb. 2. (Earlier example.)

1833 Kiiiikcyhock/r Mng. I. 185 We have articles on

Political Economy in the monthlys, the weeklys, and the

dailys.

Monument, sb. 7. Add : Monument City

= *Monume:<tal City (see below).

i90« Springfield Weekly RefuH. 8 Mar. 4 Baltimore has

been known for years as the * *Monument City ', and some
of these monuments are in reality works of art.

Monument, i>. (Add example.)
1886 H. Buttrrworth Zigzag Jonrtt. Lr-Z'ant 265 (Funk)

Helena and Constantine erected chapels and altars there,

and monumented the places of sacred scenes and associa-

tions.

Monumental City, U.S. [Cf. Monument
City above.] The city of Baltimore.

1827 National Gas. (Philad.) 20 Nov. 213 The brave sons

of Cincinnatus at the festal board in the ' monumental

city '. 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger III. 657, I was seated

in the cars which.. were in rapid motion towards ttie Monu-
mental City. 18S3 F. W. Thomas J. Raiulolph etc. 17B In

• the monumental city ' I read law. 1904 Baltimore A inert-

can s Dec. 14 Detectives, .of the Baltimore force, have

been working there during the past week, and it is probable

that they will return to the Monumental City to-day.

Monumentalism (m(;ni«me-Dtaliz'm). [f.

Monumental -f -ISM.] A monumental style;

building on a grand scale.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 451/2 The plain lessons of

the Crimean War were unheeded, and monumentalism be-

came the ideal of coa.st defences,

Moocha (m;JtJa). Also mooohie. [Kaffir.]

A form of loin-cloth or short hide skirt worn by

natives of South Africa.

1878 Roche On Trek in Transvaal yi; (Pettman) A wee

little Kaffir boy with nothing upon him but his moochie or

tails drives by a herd of calves. 1885 Rider Haggard

K. Solomon's Mines x. 153 He slipped oil the ' moocha or

girdle round his middle, and stood naked before us. 1923

Chamiers's "Jml. Apr. 222/1 Beneath this the native kilt

or moocha composed of strips of raw hide.

Mooley (m« h). U.S. [a variant of MoiLKT,

Muley.] a hornless cow ; a cow.

1838 [see MuLEV sl>. il. 1867 T. Lackland Homespnnxi.

213 They are all so fond of patient 'mooley' too. 1877

Rep. Vertnont Dairym. Assoc. \ 111. 50 He should hope

that his next beef might come from a polled cow or mooley.



MOON, 55 MOBMONITE.
190a "A. D. McFaul lk£ GlidJen i. 5, I couldn't help laugh-

ing at the sight of your Mooley shnking it for the woods
with the cans and milk flying.

Koon, sb. 5. Add to def. : a moon-shaped mark,

185s Poultry Chron. III. 57 Breast. The best spangled

and clearest from tipping with white at the end of the moon.
xaesC/iaw^frrj'j^wO-i:/. VI 1. 535/2 An artificial fly., adorned

with two moons from a peacock's taiW X909 Chambers's

Jmi. Sept. 5S6/'2 Chelseatic.china]., maybe distinguished

by spur-marks on the base and grtasy-looking discs known
as ' moons ' in the paste.

8. b. U.S. colioq, = Moonshine 4.

19J8 Colliers 29 Dec. 8/2 Wherever you go in Colorado a
bootlegger.. says to you 'Mister, this is good stuff. It's

Leadville " moon '". Ibid. 8/3 The art of producing sugar

*moon' and aging it in charred casks.

16. a. moon-risings -setting, o. moon-white,

igaj Obsi-rver 1 1 Sept. 8 A . . short interval between succes-

sive 'moonrisings being favourable for late harvest work.

11^ E. F. Benson Image in Sand xviii, The sublimities of

the sun-rises and *moon-settings were gone from her. 1891

\Vm. Sharp in Li/e (1910) xi. 177 Every now and then there

is a gleam of rare *moon-whice beauty, igai Galsworthy
Ta Let m. ii. 240 What more devotional than the eyes and
Dioonwhite horns of a chewing cow in the warm dusk !

16. moon-dowu U.S., (the time of) the setting

of the moon ; moon-milk = * milk of the moon

'

[see Milk sh, 6] ; moon-moth, the Luna moth,

Altacus or Actios luna.

ai»rj^' ^' rr/'5««<r(FloridaCorr.)(BartletO They landed

at Santa Rosa Island, at .ibout a quarter of an hour to

•moondown, or 1 1 o'clock p.m. 1885 Casseli's Encycl. Dict.y

*Moon-milk. x868 Anier. Naturalist June II, 187 The
pale-green, satin-robed ^Moon moth {Attacus litfia). 1870

Ibid, Mar. IV. 52 The beautiful pale green Moon-moth
{Actios Luna),

Moon, V, 3. (Earlier example.)
1888 D. MacdonaldG«»i Boughs 182 (Morris) * Mooning*

opossums is a speciality with country boys.

Moon-bliad, sb, [Ci. the adj.] Moon-blind-

ness.

1668 [see Moon-blind a, i]. 1877 R. I. Doix;k Plains Cf.

U'tst (Farmer) There is said to be [a] plains malady, which,

however, 1 cannot vouch for. It iu calltj moon-blind.

KoOU-eye. 1. (Later example, of a person.)

1796 Captivity ofMrs. Johnson \\i Our jailer, with moon
eye;, came to congratulate us.

Moon-eyed, ///. a. Add: L (Later U.S. ex-

amples.)
1S88 ' C. E. Craddock * Broomsedge Cm>e vi. 105 Do ye

know ennythtng bout'n a horses eyes? I be sori'n' fcarj

he's moon-eyed or suthin*. 1905 A. Adams Outlet 11 Tol-

ieston took the only blind horse in the herd.. .At the time

of his purchase, no one could see anything in the eyeball

which would indicate he was moon-eyed.

2. (Later U.S. examples.)

18731. H. Beadle Undevel. litest xxvii. 588 The woman
had tolerably good sight, but was * moon-eyed *, 1873 Joa-

QUis MtLLER Unwritten Hist. v. (1876)84 There was a litde

Chinaman, tawny, moon-eyed and silent^ sitting by the bed.

1888 ' C. E. Craddock ' Broovisedge Ccfe iv. j8 Pa'son

Donnard . .air sorter moon-eyed, ef the truth war knowcd.

4. Of feathers: Having moon-shaped markings.

1896 Yearhk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 467 The feather markings

of the penciled varieties differ greatly from those of the

spangled; the latter being commonly called 'moon-eyed*

from the round or oval appearance of :he spangles.

Mooning, vbL sb. Add : 3. teather-manuf,

Theshavinjj of skins with a moon-knife.

1903 Sci. Amer. Suppl. 24 Jan. 22629 (Cent. Suppl)
' Mooning ' is performed with a round steel, shaped like a

plate, and having the center cut out» and a handle placed

across the opening.

4. The condition of being moon-eyed (sense 2).

(/.S,

1885 HowBUiJ Silns Lapknm ii. 49 Her large eyes, .were

brown; they had the peculiar look of near-siglitcd eyes

which is called mooning.

Moonless, a, (Add example.)
i9a7H.C. -Maci'Hersom Mod. Astron. 75 Itis byno means

improbable that Mars was originally moonless.

Moonrise. Add: The time at which the moon
rises. U.S,
1877 Bartlett Diet. Atner. 1884 ' Mark Twain * Huc^,

Finn viii. 63 When it was good and dark, I slid out from

shore about moonrise, and paddled over to the Illinois bank.

Moonshine. 4. (Earlier U.S. and attrib. ex-

amples.)
1875 E. King Seutkem St. N". Amer. 478 Prodiicing from

his pocket a flask of * moonihine ' whiskey, [hej invited us

to drink. Ibid. 479 Would we have some more ' moon-
shine?* No? 1886 Harper's Mag. June 55/1 C.-ipps knew
a hawk from a h.indsaw when it came to talking about
* moonshine ' whiskey. Ibid. 58/1 The manufacture of illicit

mountain whiskey—'moonshine*— was formerly, as it is

now, a considerable source of revenue. 1886 Century Mag.
XXXI. 432/1 He had a moonshine apparatus over on

Sweetwater. 190a G. H. Lorimkr Lett. Self-made Merchant
XV. ai7 [Hel ran.. a blind tiger in the backroom with moon*

shine whiskey.

Moonshine, v, U.S. [f. sense 4 of the sb.]

intr. To smuggle or deal in illicit spirit.

190a Habbks Abner Daniel 209 We moonshined it to-

gether two yeer, though he never knowed my chief hidin'-

place.

Moonshiner. (Eariier U.S. examples.)

1877 N. Y. Even. Post 16 June (Bartlett 1877) Nelson

County, Kentucky, is the home of the Moonshiner; that is,

the manufacturer of illicit whlskey...The Moonshiner re-

gards the revenue officer as a being to be extinguished.

1883 Century Mag. May 141 How should the careless

deputy Marshal!..Tcnow that the Moonshiners were Union
men and Republicans?

Moonshinin^, vbl. sb, (Earlier examples.)
1886 C. D. Waknf.r L/u-ir Filgr.{iZZZ) xm. 288The poet and

the novelist, .might ..make this season as romantic as vin-

tage-time on the Rhine, or ' moonshining * on the Southern
mountains. x8qi ' C. E. Craddock ' in Harper's Mag. Feb,
368/1 He had been suspected of moonshining.

MoO'n-Up. Moonrise.
1907 S. E. White.^ rizona Nights I. v. 90 ' Didn't git in till

moon-up last night', he growled.

Moony, a. 4. (Add example.)
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xxvii. 588 Theeyesare

very weak and 'mooney ', or perpetually 'dancing'.

Mooring, vbl, sb, 4. Add : mooring bridle

(examples) ; mooring-mast, a strong upright

structure to which airships are moored.
1867 SMYtH Sailor^s Wordbk.y *Mooring bridle, the fasts

attached to moorings, one taken into each hawse-hole, or
bridle-port. 1919/^. Aeronaut, Soc. Gloss. Aeronaut. Terms
58 Mooring bridle, a rigging passing between two points
from a fitting in the length of which the mooring rope is

attached. Ibid, ^c)*Mooring mast, o. mast to the hend of
which an airship maybe moored, igaa Encycl. Brit. XXX.
14/2 High cost of housing [etc.]. .were their chief hampering
factors, but the wonderful development ofthe mooring mast,

a British device, has improved the position.

Moose ^. Add : Also used coiled.

1817 S. R. Browm IVesterti Gaz. 202 Cabree and moose
are plentiful. X849PRITTS Mirror o/"Border Li/e 6oT\\fi\v

food was principally the entrails of moose, deer, bears.

b. moose-hair, -hide (earlier example), -meat

(earlier example); moose elm (earlier examples)

;

moose-fly, a rust-coloured insect of North Ame-
rica, Haematobia aids, troublesome to moose

;

moose-maple, the mountain maple, Acer spica-

tum ; moose shank (see quot.) ; moose tick, a

tick infecting moose ; moose warden U.S.^ a

person appointed to take care of moose; moose-
wood {b\ -yard (earlier examples).
i8io MicHAUx Arbres I. 39 Red Elm,. .Slippery elm,..

[ou] *Moose elm,.. dans le haut de TEtat de New York,

183* D. J. Brownk S}lva Amer. 311 This species of elm.,

bears the name of Red Elm, Slippery Elm and Moose Elm.
n x86a Thoreau Maine Woods (1912) 247 They had got a

youngmoose. .. It was quite tame,, .and covered with "moose-

flies. 1845 Knickerbocker Mag, XXV. 508 His attire ..

consisted of a hunting-frock of dressed deer-skin. .gaily

embroidered with dyed 'moose-hair and porcupine quills,

1736 J. Gyles Mem, Captivity 10 There [we] made Canoes
of iMoose-Hides. a 1904 S. E. White Blazed^ Trail Stories

vi. 104 He had stopped. .and was holding aside the screen

of 'moose-maples. 1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 299

They ate the *moose-meat which the Indians had left. 1887

Harper's Mag. Feb, 458/3 ''^Moose shanks' are made by
peeling the skin from the hind legs of the animal. The
smaller end is thensewn up to form the toe; and thus a moose-

hide stocking is formed. \Z^oAmer. Naturalist III. 167 We
have observed that the young *AIoose tick lived nearly a
month without food after hatching. 1857 Game Laivs in

Eur, Fin <V ./>aMrfr(i872) 155 The Governor. .shall appoint

one County "Moose warden for each of the Counties. 183a

\^n.\AKV,sonHist.Maine\. ii7(Th.) Moose-hush or*Moose-
wood, Dircapalustris, is not uncommon in the forest. x8oo

D. R. D'Eres Memoirs 117 The animals are overtaken in

thtir retreats., which is called the *Moose yard. 1839
Hoffman Wild Scenes I. 95 (Th.) The sagacious animal, so

soon as a heavy storm sets in, commences forming what is

called a * Moose-yard *.

Mop, v.'^ !• (Add example.)
i9»7 Motor Cycling

-J
Dec. 104/2 With a successful chro-

mium plate the finished surface is so hard that it cannot be

buffed or mopped,

2. b. To wipe (perspiration, tears, tic.)from the

face or brow.
187a R. W. Buchanan Saint Abe * seven Halves i, 4 And

mopping from his brow the sweat, The boy glanced round

with teeth still set. 189J — Cotne live ivitk me xxii. 239 H e

mopped the perspiration from his wrinkled brow. 1907

Smart Set Apr. 18/2 She. .mopped the hot tears from her

face.

Mope, V, Add: 4. To confine or shut up (m
a place).

1863 Mrs. Whitney F. Gartne/t Girlk, xv. The child

shouldn't be moped up here, all winter 1

MopineSS (m<?upines). [f. MoPY a. -h -NESS.]

Mopy state or condition.

\^T Smallholder if^Wx. 115/1 Ordinary Diarrhoea [in

chicksl. Symptoms. Looseness of the bowels.. .Tliere may
or may not be mopiness but invariably there is inactivity.

Mopping, vbU sb.'^ Add : Also nwpping-up

(see quot,).
^1915 E. Eraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor lYords,

Mopping-uPf the term for the work allotted to special parties

of men appointed to follow close in the track of advancing

'waves' of troops, in order to explore and clear the enemy
lines and dug-outs ofmen remaining behind... The Mopping-

up method was first adopted at the Battle of Arras in Fchru-

Mo-pping, ppl. a, [f. Mop v.^ + -inq ^.J
Mop-

ping-up, that mops up (in sense 3 of v.).

1918 Farrow Diet. Milit. Terms, Mopping Up Wave,^\\^

slang expression for the line of troops in assault which

bombs out the positions crossed by the preceding lines.

Mora^. 3. (Earlier example.)

183a Encycl. Amer. XI. sgi The short syllable.. is con-

sidered as the original unit for the measure of lime in the

rhyilun, and is called a time, or mora.

Moraine. Add : b. In rock-gardening, a

raised border or ridge formed chiefly of stones on

which plants are grown. Also attrib. as moraine

gardenim^f plant.

1910 L. B. Meredith Rock Gardens 84 The one essential

of the moraine is drainage of the most perfect description.

1914 H. H. Thomas Kock Gardening 65 The moraine may
be described as a bed or border of varying size, preferably
situated on a slight slope, and consistinjij of broken stone,

with which, however, a certain proportion of light, sifted

soil is mixed. Ibid, 72 Favourite MoraiTie Plants. 1931
Times Lit, Suppl, 16 Apr. 297/2 This is. .the cause of mo.st

failures and disappointments in moraine gardening.

Moral, a. 7. Add: Moral force, pressure:

Pressure applied to or operating upon the character

or conduct of persons through the moral sense.

Moral suasion : see Suasion.

Morassic (morie*sik), a. [f. M0RASS + -IC.]

Of, pertaining to or having the characteristics of a

morass; morassy.
19.. C. MacMillan in Minn. Bot. Stud., Bulletin \x, 995

(Cent. Suppl.) All of these morassic formations characterize

quiet shores.

Moratorial (m^iato^Tiar, a. [f. Moratori-
um + -AL.] Pertaining to or payable in respect of

a moratorium.
1914 Economist 7 Nov. 833A On the debts due to them

and covered by the moratorium, they are entitled to a
moratorial interest of 5 per cent,

Moravian. B. adj.^ 2. (Earlier example.)

1739 W. Stephkns Proc. Georgia 393 An heavy Complaint
being exhibited against the Moiavian Bretliern,

Morcellement, Add : b. Stag, = Mor-
CELLATION.
1903 PkiL Med, yml. 31 Jan. 199 (Cent. Suppl.) Porcelini

suggested morcellement, the danger of which consists in the

subsequent necrosis of the stump of the cervix. 1908
Practitioner Oct. 6o3 Vaginal myomectomy, with and
without morcellement.

More. C. adv, 5. Add : Morin, mor'n (U.S.

coUoq.) — more than ; also ellipt. — no more than.

i86a hovi^iA, Bigloiv P. Set. 11. Introd., Poems (1912)278/1

Some other contractions ofours have a vulgar air about them.

More'n for more than, as one of the worst, may stand as

a type of such. 1886 Harper's Mag, July 323/2 But he

(mor'n you and I with all of our might) Could not here

always remain. 1883 W. L. Alden Adv. Jimmy Bro^vn

203 There was mornascutlleful \sic\ of big lumps of coal in

the yard in the morning. Ibid. 142 They say that Squire

Meredith and Deacon Willets are mornhalf eaten up by
mosquitoes.

Morgan ^ (mpugan). U*S. A breed of horse

named after the progenitor, 'Justin Morgan',

which was owned by a schoolmaster of the same

name, of Randolph, Vermont, in 1795.

1. attrib. as Morgan breed, horse, etc.

1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXI. 331 The stage generally

being able to work its own way, drawn by horses of the

Morgan breed. 1850 Cultivator VII. 369 We are expecting

to have a Morgan horse here from Mr. W. H. Ladd of Rich-

mond Ohio. 1857 Trans. IlL Agric. Soc, II. 93Many splen-

did roadsters, of the Morgan., and Bellfounder stock. 1876

Rep. Vermont Board Agric. III. 172 You can teach a

Morgan colt anything. Ibid. 173 This is precisely what the

Morgan blood gives. 1883 J. Hay Bread-ivinners v. 77 If

you don't want to talk, a train of Morgan horses couldn't

make you.

2. A Morgan horse.

1869 C. L. Brack New West xiv. 187 Each coach well

made and comfortable, with six horses, evidently picked

Morgans, 187a Rep. Vermont Board Agric, I. 207 The
stock of Black Hawk, .bred to smaller Morgans or French.

Ibid. 213 He believed the Morgan was the result of a cross.

1876 Ibid. 1 1 1. 169 The Morgan is the strongest blooded family

of the horses in the country. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XII. 204/2

At the present day the leading families[of trotters] are. .the

Morgans, whose founder was Justin Morgan, foaled 1793,

by a horse called True Briton, or Beautiful Bay. 1889

Century Mag, Jan. 341/2 He has about the general balance

of the French ponies of Canada or perhaps a Morgan, which

for practical purposes were the best horses ever developed in

America. 1901 S. Merwin ;s H. K. Webster Calumet K
iv. 57 She was a tall, clean-limbed sorrel, a Kentucky-bred

Morgan. 1906 Winston Churchim. Coniston 22 The tough

little Morgans of that time, .have all but disappeared.

Morganiza'tion. [f^. Morganize v, -t-

-ATION.J The fact or process of getting rid of or

destroying by secret methods.

1919 J. L. Garvin Econ. Foundations ofPeace 502 When
there were fears about the ' Morganisation ' of British vessels,

he said that it would be sounder for Britain to nationalise

her entire shipping [etc.].

Mormon. Add : 1. (Earlier example.)

1837 Peck Gaz. Illinois \, 74 There are. .a few Mormons.,
scattered through the state.

3.' Mormon fly, a variety of butterfly found on

the Mississippi River; Mormon-weed (earlier

example).
1847 C. Lanmam Summer in Wilderness v. 34 They are

called the »Mormon fly and I was told were found on these

rapids alone. 187a Trans. Dep. Agric, III. IX. p. ix, Mr.

James H. McConnell. .has., prosecuted experiments with

the Indian Mallow {Abnihilon Avacentiae) variously known

as 'slump weed*, 'velvet leaf, *butter pjint ',
"Mormon

weed ', etc.
-. t » r 1

Mormoness (mpimones). f-B3S l.j A female

Mormon, .

(I186X T. WiNTHROP John Brent (1862) ix. 99 Selecting,

perhaps, a Mormoness to kidnap to-night.

Mormonism. (Karlier example.) AlsoJig.

1831 Niles Weekly Reg. 16 July 353/r Mormonism.. a new

religion. 1913 E. F. Benson Thorley ij^'ri. 33 ^^^V

can\ all be serenading me.' ' I cannot imagine why not.

A Mormonism of serenading young men is not illegal.

Mormonite. (Earlier example.)

183X Columbian Reporter (Taunton, Mass.) 24 Aug. 1/5



MOBNIWO.
The Mormonitcs. Wc le.-irn from the PainsviHs Gaiette,

ihit this infituated people are again in motion (etc].

Morning, sl>. 9. Add: mormng-girl, a

non-resident maid-servant employed during the

e.irly part of the day only; morning tea, tea

taken in the morning, usually before getting up.

IMI Diet. OccM^ Ttrms (1927) 8 9°° Daily serrant,..

•morning girl ; a non-resident general servant. I9»3 VVoDE-

MOUSK Inimit. ymes xii. 13S Sometimes when Jeeves

has brooghtin my*morning tea and shoved it on the table

beside my bed, he drifts silently from the room. J930 Times

Lit. Suppl. 25 Dec. 1103/3 Nor does he consider such

domestic objects as morning tea, a Japanese bed-jacket, . .as

too humble for affectionate record.

lEorOU^ (mo^Tf^n). [f. L. moms, Gr. fuapbt

stupid.] One of the highest class of feeble-minded ;

an adult person having an intelligence comparable

to that of a normal average child between eight and

twelve years of age.

The term was first adopted and given this meaning by the

American Association for the Study of the Feeble-minded

1911 k. H. GoDDART Kallikak Family 54 The type of

feeblemindedness of which we are speaking is the one to

which Deborah belongs, that is, to the high grade, or moron,

igig Hum. Efficiency iKj^a) 36 A morongirl of seventeen

years of age was recently asked why she committed her first

sex offense. lOM W. R. Inge in Edin.^ licv. July 48 It is

possible that while we are governed by high-grade morons *

there win be no practical recognition of the dangers which

threaten us. ipag in Eugenics Rev. July 86/2 See the happy
moron. He doesn't give a damn. I wish I were a moron.

My God ! perhaps I am I

b. colloq. A brutish, stupid, or abnormal per-

son ; a degenerate ; a fool.

1Q22 Titus Timber iii. 37 So this backwoods moron,_ even,

knew something about his affairs that John Taylor did not

know. 1926 Amer. Speech I. 1S8 The term 'moron' is

assuming a new meaning in popular usage. . . It is often used

as synonymous with ' biute ' or ' degenerate '. 19*7 Miller
Colfax Bxik-Plate 203 Yon know I told you how that moron
of a Brandon Tower, .changed the suiKases that time we
went to Philadelphia?

Morosophist. (Later example.)
1870 K. H. DiGBY Halcytm Hours 255 Morosophists who

love to boast Are those of course who scorn the most This

boly maid.

Uorphallazis (mpjfalje-ksis). 2^ol. [f. Gr.

iwfxp.-q form + dWa(ti exchange.] The process of

regeneralion of an organism or a part of it by trans-

formation of an existing part and without actual

accretion.

1901 T. H. MoRGAM Regeneration 270 Regeneration by
means of morphallaxis takes place only in those forms m
which the body is not made up of a series of separated parts.

MorpUcally (mp-jfikali), adv. [f. MoEpmo
a. -H-AL-f-LT.] In relaiion to or as regards shape

or form ; morphologically.
1893 Hyatt in Proc. Boston Sac. Nat. HisU XXVI. 66

note. This is morphically a fi-ee celL

llorpllO (m^"jf«). [mod.L., ad, Gr. Moptfw, an
epithet of Aphrodite.] A large brilliantly-coloured

(usually blue) butterfly of South America belong-

ing to the family RIorphidx.
iiy3 A. R. Wallace A mazon 14 Butterflies. Among them

were.. three Morphos, those splendid large metallic-blue

butterflies which are alwa>-s first noticed by travellers in

South America. 1863 H. W. Ek^ss Naturalist Anifiznns

I. 103 The splendid metallic blue Morphos.. are generally

confined to the shady alleys of the forest. 1918 W. Hei;bk

Jungle Peace (1919) iii. 37 A shining blue wing of a morpho
butterfly.

Morphogeuic, a. (Example.)
1904 Science 2 Dec. 749 '2 The specific morphogenic factors

are connected in some way with specific forms of protoplasm.

Korphomauiac (mpufom^'nirek). [Irreg. i.

Morphia -f Maniac] = Mokphinomaniao.
1906 Chesterton Dickens ii. 41 These great popular

leaders.. l>ecome drunkards; they become demagogues;
they become morphomaniacs. 191a L. J. \kkze. Destroying
Angel -iv^. 165 He's just short ofa raving morphomaniac.

Uorphotropic (inc^f''t''p'pik), a. Pertaining

to or characterized by morphotropy. Morplio'tro-
plsm (mprfptriJpiz'm), Moxplio'tropy, the change
in crystalline form which results from the substitu-

tion of different atoms or radicles in the chemical
molecule of a crystalline substance.
1900 Refi. Brit. Assoc. 167 The consideration of facts such

as these leads to the conclusion that morphotropy and iso-

morphism have a common cause, and that this is more likely
to be discovered by the crystaliographic study of substances
showing morphotropic relationships than from the examina-
tion merely of materials likely to exhibit isomorphism. 1905
Amer. Chem. jfml. July_ 104 (Cent. Suppl.) The chapter on
Morpholropism deals with the dependence of the crystal
structure on the chemical constitution of the body. 1910
EncycL Brit. VII. 591/1 A striking example of morphotropy
is shown b^ the humite. .group of minerals.

MoTnS cliair. [f. the name of William
Morris (1834-96), poet and craftsman.] A form
of easy chair with an adjustable back.
x9oa Webstek SuppL I9rx R. W. Chambers Common
Law xiii. 379 The big sciilptor lying in his morris-cbair,
sometimes irritable, sometimes morose.

Kort, sb^^ 4. (Later example.)
z888 H. James Letters 3i_July (1920) I. 138 You hare

becomea beautiful myth—a kind of unnatural uncomfortable
unburied tnort.

Mortality. 1. b. (Recent example.)
1887 Rider Haggard She xvi. X87 Mortality is weak, and

56

easily broken down by a sense of the companionship that

waits upon its end.

Ifforticiaii Cnif?Jti*j3n), U,S» [f, L, viort-^

mors death (cf. MoBT ^^.1) +-ICIAN.] An irnder-

taker.

1923 Glasgow Herald 11 Oct. 5 Instancing thirty words
among which figure aptronym,. .milline, mortician. 19*7

;

ibid. I Oct. 10/7 As the jury troop out of their boxes every

tread of their heels will mean another call for the mortician.

1927 Observer <^ Oct. 15/7 Not long ago we were told that

the American undertaker preferred to be known as a
'mortician '. 1930 Punch 18 June 696 He passed me on to

a mortician... His prices. .were huge, but then he was
mortician to all the best movie-stars' husbands.

Kortlake. Add : 2. A loop of a river-chan-

nel which has been abandoned by the river.

1901 Ld, .^veburv Scenery Eng. 303 The loop often re-

mains as a dead river-channel or * Mortlake '. Such loop-

lakes are known in America by the special name of ' Ox-
bows ',

lUosaic. A- adj^- 4. Add : Mosaic disease :

a disease which attacks the leaves of tlie tobacCQ

and other plants, producing a mosaic appearance on
the surface of the leaf. Called also leaf mosaic (see

*Leaf sb. 17) or simply mosaic.

1909 Century Diet Suppl. s.v. Disease, igaa Glasgow
Herald 19 Oct. 5 Endeavouring to have the Destructive

Insects and Pests Order extended to imported potatoes in-

fected by leaf curl and mosaic. 1923 Coitentp. Kev. Dec.

753 Cuba. .is finding soil depletion and mosaic disease in-

creasingly serious matters.

5. Biol. Of cross-bred organisms : Having char-

acters from both parents existing side by side and
not blended.

1902 Bateson & Sadnders Refi, EvoL Comm. Roy. Soe»

1. III. 127 Such a phenomenon may be taken as indicating

that the germ-cells may also have been mosaic.

B. sh. Add: 3. b. Biol. A cross-bred animal

or plant which shows different parental characters

existing side by side without blending.

1903 liATEsoN & Saundf.ks Rep. E7)o£, Contm. Roy. Soc.

I. I. 2\ These mosaics occurred as rarities both on prickly

individuals and on smooth ones still more rarely. 1903
J*roc. Zool. Soc II. 84 The suggestion that such a pied

individual is a mo.saic which throws self-colour gametes
is not readily applicable to this case.

KoseS. 2. b. (Later example.)
1812 Uaston Gaz. 26 Oct., Suppl., Advt. (Th.l On Saturday

was picked up, on Dorchester Flats, a small Moses boat.

SCosey, «'• 1 and 2. (Later examples.)
X9oa Harben Abner Daniel 59 Now I must mosey on

down-stairs and dance with that Miss Fewclothes from
Rome. 1918 Punch -27 Mar. 206/1 Her funnel's caked with

Cape Horn ice and blistered in the sun, She's moseyed
round above a bit, and, poor old ship, she's done.

Mosquito. 2. b. mosquito-bar (earlier ex-

ample); mosquito-hawk (later example of a);
mosquito-net (earlier example).
1809 Deb. Congress (1853) 3448 N inety-five *musquIto bars

at 4^ and 7 dollars each. 1819 Massachusetts Spy zn Sept.

(Th.) The Frenchmen call them *moscheto hawks, because

they make their appearance when moschetos are most
numerous. 174S Itinerant ObserzK 13 And this Colony is

either not so enervated as their neighbor, or else are poor
enough to scorn Umbrellas and *Musketto-Nets, as
Jamaican and Caroiinean Effeminacies.

Uossy, a. 5. (Modern U.S. example.)
X904 Collier*s 20 Feb. i Arthur Lynch's release has the

approval of all England except a few peculiarly mossy old

'lories.

6. mossy-backed a. (example) ; mossy-cup oak
(earlier example).
1881 Harper's Mag. Sept. 640/2 A thorough-bred, "mossy-

backed mountaineer.. appeared. x8io Michaux Arbres I.

21 iQucrcus oli7)ae/ormis) ..*flossy cup oak, nomdonn^par
moi kcette espece.

Most, B. adv. 4. For ' Obs, exc. dial^ read

' Now r/ftz/, and U.S.*

177s Essex Inst, Hist. Coll. XIII. 198 It is so long since

I saw, or heard direct from you that I most forgjt you. z8ck)

Parmer's Register (Greensburgh, Pa.) 8 Nov. (Th.) And
though he squecz'd me most to death, I could not help it,

no, not I. 1803 Port Folio (Phibd.) III. 97 (Th.) You
know how it most makes you blind, in winter, to look on
the snow. 1825 J. Neal Bro. *Jonat}ian I. 107 Most off the
handle, some o' the tribe I guess. 1838 Caroline Oilman
Recollections xxvii, 189, I worked my fingers most to the

bone for them pictures. 1883 ' Mark Twain ' Life Missis-

sippi iii. 26 Then they both got at it at the same time,

swelling round and round each other, and punching their

fisU most into each other's faces. 1887 Tourgee Button's

Inn 327 Sometimes I 'most forget him. 1901 S. Merwin &
H. K. Webster Caliivtet .AT i. 6, 1 'most met my death
climbing up just now.

b. With a//, every, etc.

J770 Washington Dinries I, 395 As the Tassels of most
all the Corn, .was entirely dr>'. i77»-6 J. Andrews Lett.

403, I think it exceeds most every thing of the kind. 1834
C. A. Davis Lett. J. Downing 35 Most all these southern
folks are good fellows. 1851 Knickerbocker Mag. XXXVII.
65 A little of 'most all other agricultural producks. 1863
' E. Kirke' My Southern Priends i. 18 He's managed to

make twenty-five cents or more *mosi every day. ^1865
* Mark Twain *^^^/<rA«Wks. XIX. 28 He was lucky,.. he
most always come out winner. 18S8 Rep. Verjnont Board
Agric. X. 49 You are more sure of a good butter cowin this

breed [Jersey] than in most any other. 1892 I. E. Cooke
B. Hallam 50 * Never argue with women 1 acids Kate, * As
if he was not arguing with me all the time 'most V 1901
S. Merwin & H. K. Wrhster Cnltimet K \. s That's most
all we've been doing for ten days. 1904 N. Y. Sttn 16 Aug,
S Most everybody in the T^^"cUth Ward was there.

MOTHER.
Most-favoured-nation, seeFavoured/^/. 0.1

Mot, variant of Motte. U.S.

Mote, sb.^ 3. b. Add to def. : or in cotton.
1902 W. Hannan Textile Fibres 102 The fragmcntal

portions of cotton seeds carry a tuft of attached fibres on
the outer membrane ; this is termed a bearded inote^ and is

regarded as an imperfection or impurity.

5. miote-knife, a knife in a carding macliine for

removing motes from textile fibres.

1896 Taggart Cotton Spinning I. 132 The cotton is no
sooner taken from the feed tiian it is carried past one or two
bars C and D with sharp edges, known as mute knives,

UCote, sb.'^ Add: 3. Comb, as vwte-castle.

X919 Proc. Soc. Antiq. Scot. LI 1 1. 43 Such a fortress is

well represented in the mote-castles of Dioan, Hastings and
Rennes, in the Bayeux tapestry.

Moth, sb. Add : L £ Trade name of a type of

light aeroplane,
1926 J. L. Pkitchard Bk. Aeroplane 175 The Moth is

a biplane with two seats arranged tandem fashion, and fitted

with dual control. . .The wings can be folded back (etc.].

1928 Times 20 Mar. 13/1 He took the moth up to a height

and deliberately attempted to get into a spin.

attrib. 1927 Morn. Post 19 Aug. 7 She was piloted by
Captain C. D. Barnard in her own Moth light aeroplane.

3, vtoth-soft ti^\. ; moth-ball, a ball of naphtha-

line (sometimes mixed with other substances) used

to keep away moths (in quot. fig.) ; moth-borer,
the larva of the borer moth, Diatrsea saccharalis^

which attacks the sugar-cane ; moth-miller (earlier

example) ; moth spot (see quot.).

1907 •(). Brnviy' Heart of West ri. Wks. (1928) 116 Me
and Solly . .prepared to sliake off our *moth balls and wng
our way against the arc-lights of the joyous and tuneful
East. 1900 Nature 21 June 182/2 A consiiJerable number
of the eggs of the ^moth borer (which are laid in patches on
the leaves of the sugar-cane) are attacked by parasites.

1877 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 4) *Moth.miller. 1876

G. M. Hopkins AV^'«/J^(i9i8) 20 Or nic;ht, still higher, With
belled fire and the *moth-sort Milky Way. 1922 F. Cour-
tenay Physical Beauty 26 The so-called ' _*moth spots

'

brown spots or patches which appear after middle life, are

due to this tan pigment.

Mother, sb. 13. C. (Add examples.)
1823 DeQuin'cey Rosicrucians <5- Free-masons Wks. 1871

XVI. 361 These orders have degrees—many or few accord-

ing to the constitution of the several mother-lodges. 1883

J. H. Beadle Weitem Wilds xxxiv. 561 What miners
call a ' mother lode* is often like a tree in its upward
development : below is the main trunk, above the branches
diverge. 1907 Practitioner Aug. 320 These granules con-
sist ofa zymogen, os mother-ferment, which is called /ry/i/-

nogen,

16. mother cult, the worship of a mother-god-

dess ; mother-metal [after mother Hquor\ the

solidified mass of metals or alloy left after some of

a metal has been separated out from it by crystal-

lization ; mother's help, a domestic servant

;

mothership, also,a ship(orairship) havingcharge

of submarines or aeroplanes ; mother-starter, a
germ culture used as a source for supplies of that

culture; mother tincture, in Homoeopathy, a
pure (undiluted) tincture of a drug.
X909 Westni. Gaz. 2 Feb. 5/1 From the trend- of recent

writings in Hindu literature it is suggested that the *Mother
cult has been revived. 1912 Hastings' Encycl. Relig. <V

Ethics V. 7/r The worship at the famous shrine of Becharagl
in Baroda may be taken as an example of the ritual of the
Mother-cult. Z90S Encycl, Brit, XXIX. 573/2 By which
time so much iron has separated out that the remaining
*iiiother-metal has reached the composition of hardenite.

1881 Instr. Censits Clerks (1885) 30 ^Mother's Help. 1908

A. S. M. Hutchinson Once Aboard Lugger i. vii. § i. 63
You don't understand. She is not exactly my friend ; she

is my—my employer. I'm a mothers-help. 1909 Q- Rez'.

Oct. 575 Depot ships for destroyers, *mother-ships for sub-

marines, and oil-supply vcf^sels. 1922 EncycL Brit. XXX.
17/2 Scouts were flown.. oft" the decks of battleships and
* mother ' ships. 1926 H. T. Wilkins Marvels Mod. Meek.

215 An engineer, aboard the airship, opened the telescopic

apparatus which left the aeroplane swaying in space some
60 feet below the motlier sliip. 1920 W, Clayton Mnrgarine
48 The milk is soured by inoculation after pasteurization

with suitable quantities of pure cultures, these in turn

having been made from a specially-cared-for **mother-

starter '. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 312/2 Many employ
low potencies, i.e. *mother tinctures, first, second, sixth

dilution.s &c, 1906 W. De Morgan Joseph Vance xyi. 149

She makes some concession to my feelings on the subject of

High Dilutions, and (at great risk to myself, she says)

allows me to have Mother-Tinctures.

b. mother of floods (see quot. 1831) ; mother
of commonwealths, presidents, states, names
for Virginia.

1879 Congress. Rec. 10 Jan. 413/2 To pour out the vials of

his impotent wrath upon the '^Mother of Commonwealths*.

1831 Peck Guide Emigrants n. 24 ' 1"be *Motherof Floods*,

said to be the alioriginal meaning of Missouri. 1850 Con-

gress. Globe 13 May App. 563/3 Virginia, the *inother of

Presidents, the Old Dominion. 1868 Ibid. 17 Dec 132/2

Virginia, the proud mother of Presidents, become a breeder

of slaves for the southern market, 1904 N. Y. Tribune 12

June 8 Virginia concluded not to indorse any candidate.

The * Mother of Presidents ' is a trifle particular. 1879 C<7«-

gress. Rec. 10 Jan. 414/1 When the '*mother of Slates'

comes, in the weeds of woe, asking [etc], /^iV., That grand

old commonwealth of Virginia, the mother of Sutes and
Statesmen.

Mother, v.'^ Add : 2. C, Mil. To protect.

1917 ' Contact' Airman's Outings 185 If, later, a further

advance be made, the low-flying contact machines at-iAin

play their part of mothering the infantry.



MOTHERCRAFT.

Kothercraft (m»-v53jkraft). [f. Mother j^.^

+ Craft sd.^ The * craft' or business of a mother
;

a mother's datics in the family.

joi^ Times 25 Apr, 10/3 The School of Mothercrart. 1917
R VAUCHAN Afenace Empty Cradle 44 How much better

it woiitd be to teach them niothercraft. i^zdConiemp. Rev.

Nov. 667 Lady Erleigh's essay on the teaclung of mother-

craft is an intrinsic part of the whole tScme.

attrib. 19*3 IVesim. Gas. 19 Oct., A series of mother-craft

lectures and demonstrations on the PsychoJogica! and
Physical Development of the Child.. is to begin.. next

Tuesday afternoon.

BCothenneiit (mo'Saiment). [f. Mother v.

+ -ILENT.] Motherly care or supervision.

*9«4 ^^- J- Locke Fortunate Voiitk iL 26 She never

gushed, it is true, over her offspring ; but the little Buttons

flourished under genuine mothermcnt.

Motherwise (mo-Saiwaiz), adv. [Wise sb.^

II, 3 b.] In the manner of a mother.

1910 W. J. Locke Simon yester xix. 241 With strong

shapely arms that had as yet otity held me mothervrise.

Kotile, o- Add : 2. PsychoL Recalling im-

pressions most readily in terms of motor or kin-

aesthetic imagery,

1909 Daily Chron. 2a Feb. 4/7 Unless you are a micro-
cephalous idiot, yon are either Audile, Motile, or Visile.

b. sb. A person whose preferred type of imagery

is motor or kinaesthctic.

1886 Mind XL 415 This division of men into visuals,

audiles, motiles and indifferents. .is of great interest and
importance. 1909 C. S. Mvf.rs Exper. Psychol, t^j l"hose

in whom one or other of these three kinds of imagery is

especially developed, are somctimjes called * visiles au-

diles *, or * motiles '.

JCotioilf sb, 16. Add : motion-rod, a rod

communicating motion ; motion-study^ the study

of moving objects, esp. processes in nature, by
means of motion pictures.

1906 fVesfm. Gaz. 13 Feb. 4/2 Contained in this box is

the damping mechanism, which is connected to the axle by
suitable levers and *mo*ion-rods. Z9ia Chambers's yml.
Sept. 571/1 When the latest industrial science known as
* *fnotion study ' is applied to fruit-growing-

SEotion, "v. Add : 6. trans. To impart motion
to.

lOM Bridges Test. Beauty i. 667 Wisdom, .choosing to be
calVd Athena daughter of Zeus Motion'd the marble to her
living grace.

Motion picture. [Motion sb, 15.] A cine-

matographic picture or film; a * moving picture *.

Also attrib,

(1891 Leisure Hour tii/i A highly composite mechanism
«diich is to be known as thie ' kinetograph * or motion-picture.]

T908 Daily Ckron. no Aue. 7/1 Text books must give way
to the motion-picture film. 1913 F. A. Talbot Pract.

Cinematflgr. 129 Plate, The first motion-pictures of an open-

ing flower, taken at the Marey Institute. The complete

opening of a convolvulus is shown in fifteen pictures. 1915
P. G. WoDEHOUSC Sometlttng Fresh v. 5 i /fhe maiden in

distress., was merely earning the salary paid her by some
motion-picture firm. 1916 Bowek Phantom Herd \. \ He
had. .promised,. to speak a good word for them to other

motion picture companies who might want to hire real

Indians. 19*1 R. D. PainkC*?"/^ Rolling Ocean vii. 112

There were a few stores, a church, . . but not a solitary motion-

picture theater. 1939 M. R. W^J^NKE ^'7'*« **4 Between
igi6and 1919 Br>'an was engaged in negotiations for a motion

picture on the curse of drink, of which he was to be the star.

KotiTOf sb. 7. (Add example.)

X9«8 Daily Express 2 r Apr. 6/2 These motivesare mounted
in various designs on a backgxound of satin.

8. motzve-kutttey.

\^o$ Spectator ^% Jan. J41/1 He is, therefore, a •motive-

hnnter, seeking on every side for little justifications for his

pride.

JCotometer. (Later example.)

1907 Sci. Amer. 12 Jan. 47/1 Motometers being tested at

Aiitomoijile Show.

Motor. A. sif. Add: 1. C. (Later example.)

1892 K. Pearson Grammara/Sci. ix. 435 'ITie chiefmotor

of modern life with all its really great achievements has been
sought.. in the individualistic instinct.

6. attrib. and Comb, Further examples; also

vessels driven by motors, as niotor-coaster^ <''<y^i

-liner., -skip, -sloop,

S901 Chambers's Jt-nl. Nov, 764/a Great things are anti-

cipated of a new method of land culture by means of a motor-

plough. 1905 Motor Traction 8 June Advts. p. ii, Motor
'Buses. Motor Lorries. >9oS Sketch 11 Sept. J40 We are

at last to have a service of motor-omnibuses in London. 1909
Chatttbers's Jrnl, Jaa 60/1 Travellers in enclosed motor-

v^icles frequently experience these peculiar sensations.

Ibid. June 343/2 Large warehouses have their veritable

fleets of motor-wagons. 1910 tbid. Aug. 546/2 The * final

dash '[to the Pole], will be niade with tlw help of motor-

sledges. X915 Pearson's Mag. Jan. 25 These trains go up
to Uie nearest railhead aati hand over the stores to the

motor-lorry trains. Ibtd.^ The motor-trains, although speedy,

are likewise noisy. 1934 B. Gilbert Bly Market 17 'That
Pickard ' the Winch dealer who had so benefited by the

War that he*d bought a motor-float, xgay Daily Express
la Aug. 9/7 The new order governing the size and construc-

tion of motor-coaches and other heavy motor vehicles is

issued to-day. t939 W. E. Collinsom Spoken English 86,

1 once thought ofbuying a motor-scooter. 1939 Times 31 Oct.

13/3 A rail motor-truck arrived from Forrest, bringing food

supplies. «9jo Daily Express i Aug. g/a The moat modern
form of holiday transport—the motor-caravan, or trailer

caravan.
i9»5 Daily Chron. 17 June 9^1 The latest regulation that

nosiiull boat should Mock* with a motor-craft appears to

have caused considerable surprise. X9S8 Daily Express 5

57

Dec. 11/4 It is feared that the London motor-coaster. Wan-
der (82 tons), has been lost, with a crew of five, 1929 Times
2 Nov. 10/2 The Tuscan Star . . is the first motor-ship ordered
by the Blue Star Line. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 15 Jan.
33/3 M. Knut StubbendortF . . chartered the motor-sloop
Isbjorn. 1931 Even. Standard 16 Jan. g/i The new motor-
liner Warwick Castle.. sails for Southampton to-morrow.

b. Of, pertaining to or connected with a motor
or motor-cars as motor-chassis ^ -Iiom^ etc. ; de-
signed for motor-cars or for motoring as motor-
course^ -road^ etc. ; adapted for wearing while
motoring as motor-bonnet^ -coat, -masky -veil, etc.
(a) 190a Pall Mall Mag. XXVIII. 410/1 Should motor

drivers be subject to an examination as to proficiency?
1^09 Cka7tibers's yrnl. ] line 401/1 The predominant sounds
..were not those of wheels or whistles or motor-horns, but
of the birds who piped their songs. 1911 /bid. Jan. 55/1
Cleaver and Latham dropped into the Mediterranean, .be-
cause of motor trouble. 1915 Pearson's Mag. Jan. 25 Great
lines of these old motor-chassis, mounted with a serviceable
lorry body, are to be met with on all the roads of France.
ib) 1909 C W, Blukdell in Englisitman 34 Feb., Let them

by all means run on their own motor-courses, enjoy each
other's stench, [etc]. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 27 Aug. 2/2 Ofmore
dramatic interest is the second part of the Bill, with its pro-
posal for the creation of motor-roads. igaB Britain's In-
dustrial Futttre (Lib. Ind. Inq.) i. iv. § 5. 45 To build
motor-roads through the Midlands. xgzS Manck. Guard.
Weekly 19 Oct. 301/2 Motor traffic and the urbanisation of
large rural stretches are producing a hideous outbreak of
advertisement hoardings, petrol pumps.. and gaunt new
motor-tracks.

(c) 1909 Chambers's Jrnl. Sept. 561 '2 A stray lock . .curl-

ing over her foreliead in the breeze under her dainty motor-
cap. 1910 Blackvj. Mag. Feb. 179/2 It wa-. Mrs. Cargll in

travelling-dress, with a purple bonnet and a green motor-
veil. Ibid Apr. 4S0/1 Clad in a composite costume, of which
a long leather motor-coat was the least remarkable part.

Ibid, Nov. 604/2 My wife, .had been patiently sitting in the

ball wearing a new motor-bonnet. 1916 War Illustr. V.

451/3 Our goggles.. are shaped like a motor-mask,

C. \ii%\x\imtxi\.i\Xy^% motor-driven \ inoior-travel-

Hng. Also motor-traction.

1904 ^/tf^ar Cj'C^ 6 June 551 A motor-driven roundabout.
\^\^Q.Q.T\39.TAKK. Aerial Navig. To-day 266 The perfect

carburetter will add immensely to the efficiency of motor-
driven air-craft. 1909 Chambers's yml. June 342/2 Putting
the accidents on railways and on the roads together, motor-
travelling included. 1911 Ibid. Au^ 532 The Triumph of

Motor-Traction.

6. motor-bandit, a thief who uses a motor-car

;

motordrome, a course for motor-racing ; motor-
gun, a gun mounted on a motor-vehicle ; motor-
mate, one who attends to the motor of an airship

;

motor-school, a school where the driving ofmotor-
vehicles is taught.

1913 /'wre^-A 19 Feb. 133/3 On top of all this *Motor Bandit
business comes the news that two men have been charged

. .with breaking into a bakery and stealing a sponge-cake,

value one penny. 1928 Daily Mail 25 July 9/3 A light iron

barrier passed across main roods.. would form an effective

check against motor-bandit-^. 190S Westm, Gttz. 4 Aug. 4/3
Mr. Locke-King has spent a large fortune in building this

wonderful *nK)tordropme. 1908 H. G. Weli.s War in Air'ii.

8 2 Near Maidstone they came onastringof eleven ''motor-

guns. i9a8 Gamble Stoty N. Sea Air Station xxii. 411
During the attack, one of the *motor-mates of the amidships
gondola raised the black curtain. 1909 Chambers's Jrnl.

June 342/1 The.. gentleman.. is now getting his country
grooms trained at a *motor-schooJ.

B. adj. Add : 1. (Later example.)
1928 Sra J. C. Bosk {title) The motor mechanism of plants.

2. (Further examples.)
1905 McDouGALL P/iysiol. Psychol. 30 The freed energy

flows down the axon of the motor neurone and escapes into

the muscle with which it is connected. Ibitt. 35 A sensory

neurone may be connected with a considerable number of

motor sj-stems.

b. Of memory, impressions, etc. : Based on,

connected with or received through the physical

movement of parts of the body. (Distinguished

from atidiie and visual.)

X899 A. G. WhVTE tr. Binet^s Psychol. Reasoning 24 When
we think of the ball, this idea must comprise the images of

these muscular sensations, as it comprises the images of the

sensations of sight and of touch. Such is the motor image.

Ibid. 25 By making reading and writing proceed together,

the two memories, visual and motor, are constrained to

associate and to aid one another. 1900 A mer. Jml. Psycitol.

Apr. XI. 310 Motor phenomena are now regarded as neces-

sary elements in all mental processes. 1903 Amer. Natural-

ist Mar. XXXVI L 207 To whatever sense the stimulus is

given, the impuUe has to go to the motor-imacje-centres, and
then to the muscles. 1924 R. M. Ogdkn tr. Koffka'sGro^vth

o/MindS^ If our assumption regarding the defective motor-

vision of new-born infants is correct, it appears letc-l. 1925

C. Fox Editc. Psychol. 228 Walking is not bringing into use

unconscious motor-images.

Motor, V. Add : Also, to traverse (a distance)

in or by means of a motor-car,

1928 ' S. S. Van Dine ' Greene Murder Case xii, 141 Vance

and Ada and I motored the few blocks to 18, Broad Street.

Kotorable (mtfu'toraVl), a. [f. Motor sb. and

7;. -h -ABLE.] Of a road or district: Suitable for

motor-cars ; capable of being travelled over in a

motor-car.
1920 A. L. Baclry Holiday Rambles N. Wales 178 This

is certainly not a motorable road. 1928 Observer 15 July

13/1 Their itineraries should not be confined to motorable

roads.

HEO'tor-boat. A motor-driven boat or launch.

1902 Nerv Liberal Rer. Apr. 440 'ITie paraffin motor, .is,

.

impossible in anything but an open motor-boat. 1905

MOTORIZE.
Country Life 11 Mar. p. xlvi/2 A fast motor-boat. 1913
E. F. UivNsoN Thorley Weir L ri If I must goon the river,

give me a motor-boat.

Hence Motor-boat v. intr.^ to travel in or by
means of a motor-boat. Motor-boa'tist, one who
uses a motor-boat,
1922 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 409 The scenery through which

he tramped or motor-boated. 1908 Westtn. Gaz. 30 Apr. 4/3
A Ducal Motor-boatist,,the Duke of Westminster.

SCo'tor-bns. A motor-driven omnibus.
X905 Motor Traction 8 June 157/1 There was a sudden

awakening..to the possibilities of the motor 'bus and vehicles
for the transport of passengers generally. X907 Blackvj,
Mag. May 602/1 Even the grinding motor-busses.,seemed
less incongruous than usual. 1909 Cltambers's Jml. Jan.
62/2 The device has been tested on a motor-bus and has
proved very satisfactory.

Hence Mo'tor-'bns v. intr,^ lo travel by motor-bus.
1915 D. O. Barnett Lett. 39 We came on from our last

stopping place, whither we motor-bused, in a car.

Mo'tor-car, v. [f. the sb.] intr. To travel by
motor-car.
1901 H. H. MuNRO Z,if^/. in Square Egg (igij) 52 Travel-

liniT with Aunt Tom is more exciting than motorcarring.

Motorcarist(^mi?ut^i,ka;rist). [-ist.] One who
rides in or drives a motor-car; a motorist.

1899 Motor-Car World I. 37/2 Many of the disabilities

under which motorcarists suffer in England will be removed.
1901 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 764 I'he cyclist and motor-carist
travel over the whole of the roads of the country.

Motor-cycle, sb. Also -bicycle, [Motor
A. 5.] A special form of bicycle having a small
motor (usually a petrol one) by which it is pro-

pelled.

1894-6 [see Motor A. 5. in Diet.]. 1903 Motor Cycling t2
Feb. 23/1, I rode a motor bicycle with the motor in the back
wheel. Ibid. 24/1 In a year or two motor cycles will be as
plentiful as the ordinary cycle is to-day.

attrib. 1919- [see *Combination 9 b].

Hence Motor-cycle v. Irakis, and intr.^Xo travel

(or traverse) by means of a motor-cycle ; to use a

motor-cycle. Uotor-cycling' vbl. sb. Motor-cy-
clist, one who uses a motor-cycle.
1902 Motor Cycling 12 Feb. 24/1 Now that motor cycling

has come to stay, . . it may not be out of place to say where
improvements may be made that will be beneficial to,. all

those who motor-cycle. Ibid. 19 Feb. 32 Motorcyclists will

not require palatial club premises. 1926 Rosf, Macaulay
Cre7ve Train 11. viii. 154 Denham, motor cycling between
Missenden and Amersham, turned suddenly sick and faint.

SEotordoxn (m^i'tojdam). [-DOM.] The realm

or world of motors; motor-vehicles, the people

who use tliem, or those who deal in them consi-

dered collectively,

1900 Captain III. 225/1 In the world of motordom.
1909 Westm. Gaz. 2 Nov. 2/3 There is scarcely a uoman
ill London who has not bad to sacrifice the cadences of talk

to the Moloch of Motordom. 1916 W. J. Locke Wonderful
Vr. vi. 84 The deboshcd waiter..hadof late [been] replaced

by the chambermaid and Filise wlien fashionable motordom
halted at the Hotel des Grottes. I9aa Blackw. Mag. Sept.

377/2 This road had all the charms of the old English high-

way before the scarifying era of motordom.

Motored, ppl, a, [-bd^.] Provided with a

motor.
1928 Daily Express 17 Nov. 0/3 The Wright brothers com-

pleted their niotured glider—the fiist real airplane—in their

bicycle shop at Dayton on Nov. i7tb 1903.

Mo toring, vbl. sb. (See after Motor in Diet.)

Also attrib., as motoring-cap, -coat,

z^og Chambers's JrnL Sept. 588/2 She raised a little gloved

hand and patted the hair under a dainty motoring-cap.

Ibid. Oct. 677/1 Presently the Squire appeared, leaning on
Vanessa's arm, she in her Di Vernon motoring-coat.

Blotorism (miTu'toriz'm). [f. Motor sb. -f-

-isw.] The use or prevalence of motor-vehicles,

1930 Cicely Hamilton In Time <^ Tide 24 Jan. loi The
humanitarian associations, .have rot yet come forward with

their corporate rebuke for the death-dealing motorism of the

highway.

BEotorium (m^to»*ri^m). [mod.L., i, viotorius

moving, f. 1« mot- stem of movere to move : cf,

-OBY.] The part of an organismwhich is concerned

with motion. Distinguished from the sensoriimu

1888 J. Baldwtm Elem. Psychol, i. v. 47 (Funk) The
motorium is the portion of the nervous organism through

wliich self sends messages to the outer world. 1914 R. M.
Ogden tr. Koffka's Growth ofMind 80 The optical sensorium

and motorium can not be regarded as two independent pieces

of apparatus, since for many types of performance they con-

stitute a unitary organ.

Motorization (mJutoraiz^-Jsn). [f. Motor-
ize V. + -ATION'.]

1. Psychol. The process of making a presentation

motorial in character.

1901 Amer. yml. Psychol. Apr. XII. 304 The motoriza-

tion of an exposed word would suggest another similar in

sound.

2. The introduction or use of motors for various

purposes ; equipment witli motors.

1929 H. RowAN-RoBiNsoN FurtherA spects efMechaniza-

tion li. 9 The motorization of infantry and cavalr>- divisions

furnishes, .additional strategic mobility. 1930 Time <V ^."^
13 Sept. 1 1 34 llie world moves largely on rubber, which

alone makes motorization possible.

Motorize (m^a-toraiz), v, [f. MorCR sb. +

-IZE.]

1. trans. Psychol, Toconvert (visual or auditory

sensations or images) into motorial presentations;



MOTORIZED.

to apprehend in a motorial manner. Also ahol.

°im" '^Amtr. Jrnl. Psychol. Apr. XII. 308 Tlje word.

setms to be motorized as soon as singly presented. Ibid.

300 This, .has reference to readers who motorize.

2. To provide or furnisii with a motor or with

motor-cars, as a source of power or a means of

transport, travel, etc.

lOiS Webster .-Vdd. 19M £>«'/)' Mail :n Nov. 6 These

machines have gone beyond the stage of motorised pedal

cycles and are in all respects real motor-cycles with the

handiness of pedal cycles. J9»4 Public Oi>inio„ 3 Aug.

130/3 If one should dream of motorising the entire world on

tlie scale of the United States.

Hence Kotorized ppl. a.
. , ,

loM (see 2]. 1917 Glasf^u Herald 5 Apr. 8 Serried ranks

of tanks advancing against each other.. with motorised

artillery bringing up the rear.
t -kt

Kotorless (mJu-iOJies), a. [-LES8.J Not pro-

vided with a motor ;
performed without the help of

a motor : esp. of gliders or flying in gliders.

1931 Times Lit. .Sufpl. 9 Apr. 291/4 Major Page'.. offers

here sound material on design, construction and the science

of ' motorless flight '. ... . • 1

Mo'tor-minded, a. Having a mind in which

motor images predominate over visual and auditory

ones. (Cf. *MoTiLE a.) So Motor-mi-ndedness.
1900 Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. Apr. XI. 297 Consonants were

not thought to be generally more important than vowels for

word perception. 'I'he relative importance of these ele.

ments might depend upon the re.tder s tendency to be motor

or auditory minded. 1901 y. M. Bahhuin's Diet. Phitos. ft

Psychol. II. 571 Along with these differences should also be

noted the varying prominence which visual and auditory

and muscular processes occupy in different minds—eye-

iiiindediiess, ear-mindedness, motor-mindedness, &c.

Motorpliobe (m^n-tojfoub). [-phobe.] One
who has a morbid dread or hatred of motor-vehicles.

1905 Automohile Topics 27 May 448 (Cent. Suppl ) From
pillar to post the poor motorist is pushed... The time will

come when.. the motorphobes will wonder what ever pos-

sessed them to act so foolishly. 1911 Chambers's Jrnl.

Aug. S33/1 A motorphobe was quoted as declaring solemnly

in 1906, ' In another ten years there will not be half the

autocirs on the roads that there are now.'

Wotto. 5. (Add examples.)

183s Southern Lit. Messenger I. 358, I only ate. .a few

mac-ironies and mottoes . .that's all. 1836 Cozzf-ns Sparrow-
£r. Papers iv. 42 .\nd that lady, .went home with her pocket

well stuffed with mottoes.

Motaca (mctS ka). Also motuka. [? The
Tupi name.] A Brazilian fly (JIadaus lepidolus,

Perty) of the family Tabanidif.

1863 H. W. Bates Naturalist on Amazons I. 306 In the

daytime the Motuca. a much larger and more formidable fly

thaii the mosquito, insisted upon levying his tax of blood.

1927 W. M. McGovERN Jungle Paths fflnca Ruins 224 Un-
like the vampire hat, the motuka inflicted a very painful sting.

MoTlld, sb.^ Add : 6. e. (See quot.)

tZ^z-^GvjVLT Arckii.G\o^^., Moulds, among plumbers,

are the tables on which they cast their sheets of lead.

13. c. Spec. The pieces of old horse-shoes welded

together as material for a new shoe.

1908 Animal Mnnagem. 235 The lump of metal is now
knovn as a ' mould '. The welded end of the mould is then

grasped by tongs,

17. mould-made.
I9a8 Scholartis Press Catal. June, A full quarto on an

unusual grey mould-made paper.

Monld (mJuld), sb.'i [f. Mould sby\ = Mould-
board.
1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 249 The moulds used on

this plow will not only be good, but. .shown to be the best,

that in the nature of things, can ever be made. 1867 Kep.

loTva Agric. Soc. (1868) 266 There is no clogging, and the

mould and lay are so hardened that they scour re.idily.

Moulder, sb.^ Add : 1. b. (See quot.)

1894 Labour Commission Gloss., Moulders, men in the

seeti.crushing industry who draw the rolled seed from the

fixture wherein it is made hot, and . . subject it to a slight

pressure.

Mouldy (mon-ldi), sb. Navy slang. A torpedo.

xoao Blcuk-M. Mag. Mar. 3J5/2 A * mouldy ' that was cap-

able of blowing a forty-by-thirty hole in a steel ship's side.

X9S5 li. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words, Mouldy,
the universal Navy name for a torpedo. 1928 Observer
II Mar. 17/4 The Kingof Afghanistan will be given a lesson

in torpedo firing and himself discharge a ' mouldy ' from one
of L22's tubes.

Mouldy, a. 2 Add: 2. b. Thoroughly bad;
csp. very tiresome or boring.

1876 [see sense 2 in Diet.] 1916 E. V, Lucas Vermilion
Box 220, 1 should be mouldy company for you, I fear, because
I can't talk. 1923 Una L. Sii.bicrrao Lett. Jean Artniter
i. 18 'If ever anyone had had a mouldy time, it's you.' ' I

haven't', Jean protested. ' It hasn't been mouldy.'

3. Comb., as mouldy-minded fidj.

1906 Hardy Dynasts 11. vi. vii. 320 The rawest Dynast.

.

Will . . Down-topple to the dust like soldier Saul, And
Europe's mouldy-minded oligarchs Be propped anew.

Mound, sb.^ 5. Add : Mound city U.S., a

name for St. Louis, Missouri ; mound region, a

region in which there are many mounds.
1854 Mavne Reid Hunters' Feast \. s On the western

bankof the Mississippi . .stands the large town of St. Louis,

poetically known as the 'Mound City'. 1859 Bartlett
Diet. Amer., Mound-City, the city of St. Louis, so-called

from the number of artificial mounds that occupied the site

on which the city is built. 1873 J. H. Beadle Underel.

West i. 38 This is the centre of the ' "Mound Region ' of

Wisconsin—so called from the many Indian mounds scat-

tered about the valley.

58

Mount, sb.^ Add : 4. b. collect. A supply of

riding horses.

1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights i. iii. 53 He kept his own
mount of horses, took care of them.

Mount, z'. 8 and 17. (Add ex.amples.)

1930 Morn. Post. 19 July 12/6 He just managed to avoid

a crash by cutting out to his right and in doing so he

mounted the footpath.

1909 ' R. Andom ' On Tour with Troddles 128 Breakfast

over, Mac mounted a pipe and sauntered out of the hotel.

Mountain. Add: 3. b. To ma/ie a mountain

out of a molehill: see Molehill 2.

7. e. monntain-shellered adj.

1924 W. J. LocKR Coming 0/ Amos xiii. 169 A coast of

romantic mountain-sheltered creeks.

8. b. and c. (Further examples.)

1881 Harper's Mag. Nov. 868/2 They are poor mountain

people,, .and the sumac crop is a very important source of

revenue to tliem.

1849 Parkman Oregon Trail 145 Though aided by the

high-bowed ' mountain-saddle ' I could scarcely keep my
seat on horseback. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xv.

255 We change from the coach to a ' mountain-wagon '—so

called—a street hack with three seats and no springs,

9. mountain-fever (earlier and later examples) ;

mountain-folding, the formations of mountains

by the folding of the earth's crust; mountain
man (earlier U,S, example) ; mountain railway

{b), a miniature ascending railway designed for

amusement ; a scenic railway ; movintaiu-solioo-

ner, a wagon used in mountainous country ; moun-
tain slide (earlier example) ; mountain spectre,

a reflection (of persons or things) seen under cer-

tain conditions on a mountain ; mountain sys-

tem, tea (see quots.).

1859 Jackson Diary 23 Jan. in Hall Hist. Colorado II.

App., Niwot is sick, "mountain fever I think. 1878 J. H.
Beadle Western Wilds xx. 331 He fell from his horse in

a paroxysm of that dread disease, mountain fever. 1925 J.

JOLY Sur/ate-Hist. of Earth x. App. 170 The effects of

these conditions on "mountain-folding would probably be

principally experienced where the geosynclines had forced

the continental materials deep into the magma. 1781 Cal.

Virginia State Papers I. 494 A late pressing application of

General Greene for theaid ofthe "Mountain Men. iqiaPenny

Guide Japan.British E.xhib. 23 "Mountain Railway. The
visitor enters the cars which travel slowly round and upward

until the top of the mountain range is reached. 1925 Aldous
Huxley Those Barren Leaves, F. Cheli/er iii. (1927) 106

'i'he switchback, the water-shoot and the mountain railway.

1869 C. L. Brace New West xiv. i83 It is more than a

hundred miles away from the first link with civilization, and

yet coaches, wagons, and the stream of "mountain-schooners*

pour into it unceasingly. 1830 Massachusetts Spy 25 Aug.

(Th.) "Mountain slides. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 399/2

"Mountain spectres are caused_ by reflexion, and often

appear accompanied by chromatic halos. 1895 Dana Man.
Geol. (ed. 4) 380 A "mountain system includes all ranges in

a region made in different, more or less independent, geo-

synclines at the same epoch. 188S Harper's Mag. June

62/1 Another beverage is ' "mountain tea' which is made
from the sweet scented golden-rod and from winter-green.

o. (Further U.S. examples.)
Mountain boomer (earlier examples) : ^

mountain
buffalo, a variety of buffalo ; also, a species of sheep

;

mountain fowl, a large variety of the domestic fowl

;

mountain goat (earlier examples) ; mountain jay, the

great-crested or Blue jay; mountain lion (earlier ex-

ample) ; mountain plover, Podasocys montanus (see also

Plover).
1858 D. K. Bennett Chronol. M. Carolina 94 The only

inhabitants we saw on these high points were pheasants,

cross bills, . . and "mountain boomers, a sort of squirrel. 1870

Amer. Naturalist IV. 394 Yet the inhabitants are well

acquainted with them (Sciurus Hudsom'us) as game of the

mountain tops, under the name of the ' mountain Boomer '.

1868 Ibid. Dec. II. 53S, I saw no difference in the skulls,

indicating a different species, or ' "Mountain Buffalo' of the

hunters. (The Bighorn is sometimes called so). 1846 Sage
.•icenes Rocky Mts. (1859) 169 A large bird called the "moun-
tain fowl. ..'Phis bird is rather l.trgerthan our domestic hen,

and of a grayish brown color. 1841 Catlin .V. Amer.
Indians II. 196 His leggings and shirt were of the "moun-
tain goat skin. 1844 D.'Lee & Frost Oregon viii. 98 These

[moccasins] are of dressed skins of the deer, antelope, moun-

tain-goat, and sheep. 1872 Amer. Naturalist July VI. 398

The great-crested, Woodhouse's and the Canada jays were

of frequent occurrence in the mountains, the former being

familiarly known as the ' "mountain jay '. 1859 G. A. Jack-

son /I/.V. Diary 2 Killed a 'mountain lion to-day. 187a

Amer. Naturalist May VI. 272 The so-called "mountain '

plover was also occasional, and generally seen on the dry

prairies far away from the streams and sloughs.

d. (Further U.S. examples.)
Mountain cherry (earlier example) ; mountain chest-

nut oak, a kind of oak, Quercus prima mottticola : moun-
tain crowder, a variety of pea ; mountain mahogany,
the mahogany birch, Betula tenia (see also Maho(;anyj ;

mountain maple, a vai icty of maple, Acer montanum (see

also AIaple) ; mountain sage (see quot., cf. also Sage sb.^).

1813 MuHLENBEKG Catal. Plant. 48 "Mountain cherry.

1801 MiCHAUX Histoire des Chenes 6 "Mountain Chestnut
Oak. i8al T. Nuttall Trav. Arkansa i. 42 Much of the

Quercus Prima nwuticola (or mountain chestnut oak) pre-

sents itself on the mountain. 1849 Rep. V. S. Comm.
Patents, Agric. (1850) 138 Peas are cultivated for the table,

market, stock.. .The ' "mountain crowder ' and ' black-eyed
*

are the most common varieties. 1810 MiCHAUX Arbres I, 26

Sweet birch, [ou] "Mountain Mahogany dans Virginia.

1832 D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 118 Wherever it grows in

tlie United States, it is known by the name of Black Birch :

its secondary denominations are Mountain Mahogany in

Virginia. 1875 Amer. Naturalist IX. 201 Much more
attractive with its glossy foliage and long feathery seeds, is

the mountain mahogany Ceixocarpus ledifolius Nutt. 1813

MOUSSE.

Muhlenberg Catal. Plant. N. Amer, 95 *Mountain maple
or low maple. 183* D. J. Brownk Sylva Amer. 102 The
mountain maple seldom rises above 20 feet in heiglit, and it

often blooms at an elevation less than six feet. 1844 D. Lee
& Frost Oregon xi. 122 In this way we went on .. toiling

through immense tracts of * mountain sage, or more properly,

wormwood, an ugly shrub from two to six feet high.

Mountain laurel. (See Mountain 9 d.)

1759 [-^ee Mountain gd]. x8io Michai'x Arbres I. 35
Mountain laurel,, .denomination la plus g^n^rale. 1832 D.

J. Bkowne Sylva Amer. 191 'Ihe Mountain Laurel is a
large shrub, wliich indifferently bears the name Mountain
Laurel, Laurel, Ivy, and Calico Tree. X845 S. Jui>d Mar-
faret I. ii. 8 She got running mosses, .and mountain laurel

lossoms. 1B80 Harper's Mag. June 80 The mountain
laurel, with its deep green foliage and showy clusters peers

above that rocky crag. 1887 [see Mountain 9 dj. i5>o6

J. A. Harrison George IVashingion 91 The bluish-pink

masses of the mountain-laurel.

Mountain sheep. O.S\ [Mountain 9 d.]

A variety of sheep ; the big-horn or Rocky Moun-
tain sheep, Haplocerns laniger.

1807 P. Gass Journal vii. 82 On the top of the highest

[bluff J we saw some Mountain sheep, which the natives say

are common about the Rocky mountains.^ Ibid. viii. 88

What the French and natives call mountain sheep. 1837

W. Irving Capt. BontteviiU I. iii. 69 This animal is com-

monly called the mountain sheep, and is often confounded
with another animal, the 'woolly sheep' found more to the

northward. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Alts. (1859) 163 In

size the mountain sheep is larger than the domestic animal

of that name, and its general appearance is in every respect

dissimilar—excepting the head and horns. 1918 Roosevelt
in Maine my State (1919) 21 When we had a couple of

antelope and a yearling mountain sheep.

attrib. 1841 Catlin N. Amer. Indians II. 188 Dressed in

a beautiful costume of the mountain-sheep skin.

Mountain snow. 3. (Karlier example.)

x888 'C. E. Cbaddock' Broomsedge Cove ix. 159 He
mechanically noted.. how the blooming 'Mountain snow'
brushed his mare's fine coat.

Mounted, ///. a. 3. (Earlier examples of

Mounted infantry.^

1847 Baker Ohio 235 The novel expedient of charging

through the British lines with mounted infantry. 1858 Abre
Domenech Missionajy Adv.in Texasi^ Mexico vn. 177 '^^

pur.sue the Indians they put their infantry soldiers on horse-

back ; . . the I ndians were once nearly taking prisoners a whole

company of mounted infantry (as they are tailed).

Mounting, Z'i/l- sb. 2. a. (Add example.)

1914 TwENEY ZJ/W. A'ar/. ^ Milit, Terms 157 Mountings,

a term applied to the platforms on which heavy naval guns

and guns of position for fortresses are mounted.

Mounty^ (mou-nti). colioq. [f. Mount(id

///. a. + -Y 6.]

1. One of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.^

X9S4 A. J. Small Frozen Gold vi. 139 A sentence that is

at once the badge and boast of the Mounted— ' the Mountics

never come in without their man '. 19*7 Grenfell in Sun-
day at Home Nov. io6y 2 The Eskimo borrowed the Mounty*s

gun and shot him, 19*8 Daily Exf<ress 12 Sept. 8 The
mysterious disappearance of Mr. Germaine had been practi-

cally forgotten by everyone in the district—everyone, that

is, except the famous ' Mountles *.

2. (See quot.)

1931 Skipper 25 Apr, tiz A detachment of the Camel
Corps on the march outside Cairo. These desert ' mounties'

keep law and order in Egypt.

Mourner ^ Add : 1. d. (Earlier and later

examples.)
1845 J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs x. 121 Having thus

deposited his charge among the mourners, he started out,

summarily to convert another soul ! Ibid. 126 'And then
,

continued Simon, ' I had to go yonder '—pointing to the

mourner's seat. 1856 Strickland Peter Cart-wright xxvi.

403 You must go to the Methodist's despised mourner's

bench. 1891 ' C. E. Craddock ' in Harper's Alag. J^n.iti^fi

Everybody else war either convicted o' sin, an' at the

mourner's bench or else shoutin' saints o' the Lord. 1904

Charlotte Observer 27 July 4 I" 'he city police court a

motley crowd of prisoners filled the mourners benches.

e. U.S. (See quot.)

X904 N. Y. Even. Post 10 Mar. 12 The rush of people to

the Tax Department to swear off taxes has set in. \ esterday

the 'mourner's line', which ordinarily contains 10 or 15

persons, extended out into the corridor.

Mourning, -vbl. sb.'^ 5. Add : mourning-dress \

mourning granite, a grey variety of granite;

mourning-piece (earlier example) ; mourning
vein, a vein of mourning granite; mourning
willow, the weeping willow.

1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XVI. 70 A conclusive proof that

the *niourning-dress is an empty ordinance of Fashion. 187J

Kep. Vermont Board A^ric. I. 669 Below this is a layer of

gray, or as it has been recently named, "mourning granite.

3843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXI!. 1 89 The parlor . . was orna-

mented. .among the rest, [with] the indispensable family

*moun!ing-piece. 187a Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. 662

The other layers most desirable and most valuable are the

dark and lieht "mourning veins. 1813 Muhlenberg Ca^a/.

Plant, qi *Mouining Willow,

Mouse, sb. 4. d. Add : Also a device used

in underground pipe-conduits (see quot.).

1905 yrtil. Franklin Inst. Mar. 185 A fine wire is some-

times drawn through a duct by a conical piece of wood with

a thin leather washer filling the duct, and forced ahead by

the air pressure at the rear... This piece of wood is termed

the ' mouse '. _

Mousery (mau-sari). [f. Mouse ^^. + -sbt.j

A place where mice abound ; a colony of mice.

1888 F. A. Lucas in y"A*.4 w>&(N.Y.) July (Cass. Suppl.) The

disturbance of this populous mousery by the visits of owls.

Mousse. Also, a kind of ice-cream made w^th

whipped cream.



MOUSTICK. 59 MUCKER.
1^'Daily Citron, 22 July 7/4 A mousse is nothing more

than the addiiion of whipped cream instead of plain cream

when making ices.

Monstick. Add : Also mustic. (Later ex-

ample.)
1887 A. M. Mackay in Mem. C1890) 374 These little horrors

—ants and mustics—are the plague of my life.

Monstierian, Konsterian (ni»5tl»Tian),

a. and sb. [ad. K. moustierien^ mousierien (f.

Moustier^ see def.) : cf. -ian.] a. adj. Of or per-

taining to the M Gustier cave iu the Dordogne region

of France ; belonging to the paleolithic period or

culture indicated by the remains found there.

1888 T. Wii^ON- in Smithsonian Rep, (Nat. Mus.) 614 The
Moustierian implements have been found in the river gravels

of Europe. 1896 Keane Etknol. 86 Moustierian or First

Cave Age. Implements. Ibid. 90 K. Moustierian bed, with

typical pointed flint. 1912 Edin, Rev. Apr. 366 The first

discovery of Moustcrian man to excite interest was made in

1856 near Dus->eldorf. 19SO Discer-ery Apr. 117/1 That im-

plements of Mousterian type should be found in the Botilder

Clay. 19*7 Sir A. Keith Re^. Galilee SkuiI {Brit, Scli.

Archaol. Jerusalem) 53 This is the first time human remains

of Mousterian date have been found outside the limits of

Europe.

b. sd, A Mousterian man or woman.
191a Marett Anthropol. ii. 45 Those were the days of the

Moubierians who dined off woolljr rhinoceros in Jersey.

19x1 M. C. BuRKiTT Prehistory viii. 119 A stage in which
the Mousterians and the forerunners of the Upper Palaeo-

lithic folk were living contemporaneously in France. 19*8

V. G. Childe Most A nc. East li. 37 The African Mousterian

exhibited a distinct superiority.

MOTltan (mK-tan). [Seequot. 1840.] The Tree

Peony, Pmonia moittan,

1840 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) I. 36 The moutan (moutan is

the Chinese name of the plant, and used by us as the specific

distinction,) is only a half-shrubby, and half-hardy species.

x88o Encyci. Brit. XII. 258/1 The MoutansorTree Paionies

are remarkable for their sub-shrijbby habit, forming vigorous

plants sometimes attaining a height of 6 to 8 feet.

IConth, sb. 21. mouth-board, a wooden in-

stniment to which the mouth is applied, in order to

secure a constant position of the head for observa-

tions or experiments; mouth-breather, a person

who breathes through the month ; mouth-breeder,
any of several species of Cichlid or other fish, which

protect their eggs or young by carrying them in the

mouth ; mouth-root (earlier example) ; mouth-
way, entrance.
soox E. B. TiTCHENEB Exper. Psychol. I. ii. 245 Materials.

—Head-rest, with 'mouth-board and sighting mark. 19x0
Practitioner Jan. 6g The child was a *mouth-breather and
showed signs of adenoids. X9J7 Sunday at Home June
239/x The 'mouth-breeder protects her eggs by carrying

them about in her mouth. 1784 Cutler in Mem, Amer.
Acad. Arts <V Sci, (1785) I. 457 Goldenthrcad. *Mouth
I?oot...The roots are astringent, and of a bitterish taste.

Chewed in the mouth they cure apthas and cankerous sores.

X9S0 A. E. W. Mason Summons xii. 121 Crossed the road

and disappeared into the *mouthway of an alley.

Moutbilll. b. KM'. Vhx.^ To say a mottth-

ftil, to make a striking or important statement;

to say something noteworthy, 17,S, slang.

19x1'C Sandburg Slabs ofSunburnt West 7 You said a
mouthful. X9a4 A. J. Small Frozen Gold \. 14 A fight, he

5ay$—and he don't know what a mouthful he's said. X9S9

Dovi.E Maracot Dee^ vi. 165 He said a mouthful when he
asked her to marry him.

Mouthpiece. 3. (Add example.)

X897 J. L, "Allen Choir Invisible xiii, Her face concealed

by a black velvet riding-mask kept la place by a silver

mouth-piece held between her teeth.

Move, sb. 6. (Add examples.)

1899 A. H. QuiNN Pennsylv. Stories 138 Come, get a move
on. 1906 ly^nshington Post 29 Apr. 20 If Congress doesn't

get a move on pretty soon, it may receive a message that

the President is in a hurry. X9X0 Mulford Hopalong
Cassidy v. 41 Get them cows going ! . .Come on, get a move
on ! 19x4 Gertr. Athekton Perch 0/Devil L 84 It was time

t J get a move on. 19*7 Vachell Dew ofSea etc. 267 * Get

a move on ', admonushed Mr. Munro,

8. Comb, move-man (see quot.).

19*3 J. M. Scott-Maxwell Costing ^ Price-fixing 9A

Move-men are the men who move the raw material ana
ni:»nufactured parts from the store to the shop, and move
all jobs from one machine to another or one department to

another.

Move, V. Add: L g. To 'drive; (snipe).

X910 Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 133/2 Moving snipe oa a calm
d.iy. .is not work for an impatient man.

Mover ^. 5. (Later examples.)

1878 J. H. Bkadlk Western Wiliis xx. 327 RelucUntly
the 'movers ' consented to his remaining for the night. 1889

Harper's Mag, Dec. 121/2 A mover's wagon with dingy

cover was creeping slowly townward along the white road.

X906 H. D. PiTT.«AN Belie of Blue Grass C. xviii. 261 'ihe

emigrants, or 'movers' were kindly invited to occupy tlie

old log house.

Movie (mK-vi). U.S. Also movy. [Back-

formation from *MoviNG picture + -IE, -y 6.] A
cinematographic or motion picture or film ; esp, ia

p!ur., motion pictures or the place where these are

exhibited ; a cinema.
* The word movie appears to have come into the folk-tongue

out of the gamin life of either New York or Chicago about

1906-1907. . . Uy 1908 mozie began to appear in the reports of

social workers and contemporary newspaper accounts.' 1926

Amer. .Speech Apr, I. 3^7.
X9X3 F. A. Talbot Pracl. Cinematagr. «z Contrary to

general LcUcf, taking the ' movies ' is quite as simple as snap-

shot photography with a Kodak. 1913 N'.V. Even. Post 10
July 5/7 Guiding the wheel-chair through tlie entrance gate
of the outdoor ' movie '. 1913 Home Chat 27 Sejjt. 578/1
The comparatively small towns [in America] have installed
' movies '—as they call them over there—in their schools.
19x3-16 G. B. Shaw Heartbreak House i. (1927)26 Captain
Shotover. You frequent picture palaces. Man^an. Perhaps
I do. Who told you? Captain Shotover, Talk like a man,
not like a movy. 1916 B. M. IJower Phantom Herd xi. 193
Say, do I get it right that you're in the movies? X918 C.
Sandburg Corn-huskers, Mem. Proud Bey, There is drama
in that point. ..Griffith would make a movie of it to fetch
sobs. X919 H. L. Wii-soN Ma Petiengill i. 30 Nothing to
do but travel round in Pullman palace cars.., and go to
movies, and so forth. X9a8 Colliers 29 Dec. 27/^ The big
attraction,, was a sweet offer., to star him in a talking movie.

b. attrib. and Comb., as movie business^ camera^

fibn, optralorJ
picture, show, theatre ; movie-land,

the domain or sphere of motion-pictures and the

persons and things connected therewith ; movie-
man, any cinematographic operator, esp. the

photographer of a motion-picture ; movie star, a
distinguished or famous film actor or actress.

10x6 B. M. Bower Phanto/n Herd v.-ji There's no art for

art s sake in the *movie business, xgas H. L. Foster 'Prop.

Tramp Tourists ii3 The company's cinema operator had
his *inovie camera set up in one corner, xgaa Atlantic
Afonthly June

-J7 s Half the *movie films seem almost to have
been made for the flapper. 1928 Daily Express 16 Mar.
4/2 There are few people.. better qualified to explain the
mysteries of *movie-land and of the technical side of films.

1915 Pearson*s Mag, Jan. XXXIX. 80 My first act ion., was
to ask a "movie-man going liome with films, to bring me back
a blue serge suit. X916 B. M. Bower Phantom Herd xix.

309 The movie-man that run this show for the Convention.
1923 H. L. Foster Adv. Trop. yraw/xix. 343 Butthegood
old days, for writers and *movie operators, are rapidly pass-

ing from South America. 1916 E. V. Lucas Vermilion Box
ccxiii, I wish a *movie picture could be taken of him. 1919
E. Hendbick Chem. in Everyday Life 75 If he has some
free time, he may want to go to a *movie show, X919 H. L.

\ViLSON Ma Pettcngill ii. 39 [They saw] how much they
were paying their president.. quoted beside sone *movie
star's .salary. 1915 Filtn Flashes 13 Nov. i It's a long lane
that has no *movie theatre.

Movietone (m77'vit^an). The registered name
of a system employed in the production of sound

films, by which the sound is recorded simulta-

neously with the photographs either on the same
or on another negative film. Used attrib, as (and

ellipt. ^ ) movietofie film.
1927 Daily Express 27 Aug.^ 1/3 The 'movietone ' is an

invention with the same technical basis as the 'phonofilm *.

19*7 Glasgow Herald i-z Oct. :i/i The movietone has great

possibilities once these shortcomings have been remedied.

1928 Liberty 11 Aug. 25/a George Bernard Shaw as he
appears in a strip of Movietone film. Note the sound track

on the left margin. X930 Nature 19 July 93/1 Fig. i is a

reproduction of^a movietone film of an orchestra and the

microphotometric record of the music recorded.

Moving, vbL sb. 5. Add: moving day
(earlier examples) ; moving-man 6^^^*., one who
removes furniture.

183a J. F. Watson Tales Olden Times 123 ' Moving day'
was as now the first of May. 1855 Knickerbocker Mag.X LV.

585 In the southern part of New Jersey, one who rents or

purchases a house or farm usually takes possession of the

same on the twenty-fiflh day of the present month, which is

therefore denominated 'moving-day'. i9aa H. L. Foster
Adv. Trop. Tramp xii. 179 While he shipped the furniture

from the old place, I was to go down to the new one to sec

that the movmg-men stole none of it en route.

MovingneSS. (Modern example.)

1930 Gwendolen Greene Two Witnesses 99 He was
touched almost to speechlessness by the movingness ofChrist.

Moving picture. [Moving ///. a.] A cine-

matograjjhic picture or film ; also attrib.

1899 Sketch 22 Nov. 1 78/1 The most interesting moving-pic
ture . . was the photograph of the chief ladies . . being received.

1906 'O, Henry* Four Million 3 He cursed the moving
pictures. 1913 F. A. Talbot Tract. Cinematogr, 52 Perhaps

the most unnerving and difficult conditions iinder which

moving-pictures can be taken are those pertaining to the

filming of wild animal life at close range under natural con-

ditions. 1914 Gertr. Atherton Perch of Devil i. 30 Then
there's the movin' pictures. Lord, but we have advantages

our poor mothers never dreamed of.

attrib. x^og-Century Diet. Suppl, s.v. Picture, Moving-
picture machine. X914 Gertr. Atherton Perch of Devil \.

173 Clarlc, who accumulates millions as a moving picture

show rolls in dimes. 19x9 H. L. Wilson Ma Pettengill ii.

63 [HeJ says he's in the moving-picture business. 1928

Saturday Even. Post 10 Mar. 160/4 There are so many
pretty moving-picture actresses and good-looking girls.

Mowing, vbl, sb.^ 3. mowingground (later

examples), land, machine (earlier example).

X654 Boston Town Rec. VI. 17 Twenty accres more or

lesse of *mowing ground upon the marsh of Mr, Thomas
Weld. I7«» Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLII. 90 [To jjay

damages for] digging in any Come field, orchard, mowing
ground, or damnifying any building of the said Davises.

1770 Ibid. Xi. 31 My little mare had provided for herself,

by leapingoutofabare pasture into a lot of mowing ground.

1787 Washington Diaries III. 222 The same difference was

equally obvious on a piece of mowing grd. not far distant

from it. X640 Coll. Conn. Hist. Soc. XIV, 357 One parsell

called Swamp, now 'mowing land. 1689 Conn. Probate Rec.

478 One acre of mowing Land and one acre of plowing Land
lyeing in ye Slipe. 1704 Waterbury Prop. Rec. 60 No man
shal stak horses in the moing land in said feild. X785) Morse
Amer. Geog. 215 The best mowing land in Connecticut pro-

duces about twice as much clear profit. 18x6 A''. Amer. Rev.

III. 428 At thedtstanceof five or six miles it begins to wind

ently through large tracts of fine rich mowing land. 1838
' W. Ellsworth Valley N. Wabash v. 47, I have a plane

in view.. and that is, to introduce the *mowing and grain-

cutting machine into this state.

Mow, v.^ Add : 4. Co»il>. mow-land U.S.,

land where grass is grown for mowing ; so mow-lot.

1845 S. Jt'DD Margaret 11. i. 214 She saw., women,, raking
and turning iiay among alders and willows that yet flourished

in their best *mow-lands. 1874 Rep. ycrnwnt Board Agric.
II. 4x1 The breeding of wrinkled slieep is like a farmer who
ridges up his level mow-land and seeds the ridges with an
inferior grass. 1845 S. JuDD Alargaret 11. viii. 325, I kept
him here in the *mow-lot.

Mozo (mou'ptf). [ad. Sp. mozo, in the same
sense.] Southern U.S. A male servant or attend-

ant ; a groom ; a labourer.

1847 Ru.XTON Adv. ^Jexico vii. 48, I at length hired a tJtozo

to proceed with me as far as Durango. 1904 Conrad Nos-
tronto I. viii. 107 But Captain Mitchell's right-hand man.,
after looking down critically at the ragged niozo, shook his

head. 1923 Blackw. Mag. July 46/2 The mozo, the ostler

lad, , .was a son of the house.

Mncll. A. adj. 2. d. (Later U.S. examples.)
1889 Kansas City T 1^ Star 13 Dec, For the lalter's fall-

down, much thanks. 1890 Sus.^N Hale Lett. (1919) 253, I

have much funny things to tell you.

B; absol. 2. h. Add : There is nothing (or npl)

much in it : There is no Important feature of inter-

est or value in sometliing; there is no marked
difference between two things, etc.

1927 Observer 18 Dec. 19/3 The first round there was
nothing much in it. In the second round Angus.. punched
Mansfield round the ring.

C. adv. 1. d. Add: Not i?iuch : 'Not likely',

far from it, certainly not. colloq.

1886 Harper's Mag. Dec. 148/1 'Go home?—explain?'he
began, more calmly. 'Not much.' 1887 C. B. Gkokge 40
Yrs. on Rait vii. 141 ' If I should die in the attempt, I could
best of all this group be spared. I'll try it.' ' Not much,'
replied the man who at first had suggested it. 1904 Pitts-

tntrgh Gaz. 31 Oct. 4 Can anyone suppose Russia would
apologize in the face of so grave a violation of neutrality 1

Not much.

Much, V. (Later U.S. examples.)
1868 Susan Hale Lett. (rgiQ) 60 They all ' muched * me

and 1 was a heroine. 1896 I. C. Harris Sister Jane 143
Man wid black beard come long, take de chil' in he arms
an' much 'im.

Mnchan, mncham, var. ff. Machan.
Mucilage. 1. c. (Earlier example.)

1877 ICliz. S. Phelps Story of Avis 369 If he had thc

mucilage-bottle, and papa's razor and the purple ink,, .he

would go.

Mucilage (miw-siledg), V. [f. prec] trans.

To cause to stick or adhere as with mucilage.

1891 Marah E. Rvan Told in Hills lit. v. 197 Over it she

walked quickly, fully awakened by the thought of the coffee

getting a bath of vinegar, or the mail mucilaged together

with molasses.

Mucilaginous, a. 2. (Add example.)

1819 E. Dana Geog. Sketclies 245 Cotton wood, sycamore,

. . mucilaginous elm and red elm.

Muck, sb.^ Add : 1. d. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
1849 E. Chamberlain huUana Gaz. 305 The soil is a black

muck based on clay. 1851 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc.WX.
igi Clay predominates; the balance black sand and muck.

187a Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. 129 Those farmers

having deposits of muck available for use, will find that they

have a most excellent material to compost with manure.

e. U.S. (See quot.)

1914 Gertr. Atherton Perch 0/ Devil I. 148 His.. hands

were white with ' muck ', a mixture of rock-dust and water.

3. b. (Earlier example.)
x88a ' F. Anstey ' Vice Versa xvi. 282 'If you think the tea

worth racing like that for, I don't,' said Coggs viciously;

'it's muck.'

4. b. To make a muck of, to do (something)

badly ; to spoil or bungle.

1917 Sunday Express 17 Apr. 4 After arranging that the

first-night speech should be made by Joseph Greenwald..

she went on and made a muck of it herself.

5. (sense i d) mtick bed, land, swamp.
1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 553 Do not wantonly

destroy a good *muck bed. 1847 Re/>. U.S. Coinm. Patents

(1S48) 354 They have been planted the present year, on deep

»muck lands. 1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. loS Flat,

muck land of the prairies is worthless. 1874 Rep. Vermont

Board Agric. II. 664 Mr. Douglas, .said it was very easy to

build a durable road through a "muck-swamp, by simply

making heavy ditches each side.

Muck, v. 4. Also, to mix up.

1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay in. i. § 4. 216 It's a fester,

ing mass of earths and heavy metals. ..There they are,

mucked up together in a sort of rotting sand.

5. b. To muck in with (see quot.). slang.

X919 War Terms in A ihenxujn i Au§. 695/2 ' To muck in

'

with anyone is to share rations with hun.

Mucker (mykaj) , sh.'t U. S. university slang.

[f. Muck i». + -eb1.] A youthful townsman, as

distinct from a member of a college; a young
' townee '.

1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories 75 On the first corner

of Harvard Street were stationed three or four small bojs

(the occasionally useful C.-imbridge muckers) employed as

vedettes. 189s Century Mag. Oct. 943/1 He wiis careful to

suggest to every likely young ' mucker ' that he inet to come

over to the railway watering.tank, where a crowd of tramps

werestopping. 1899 A. U.^imsti Pennsylv. t,torH-sxtiV»:\

went through his pockets to the great joy ofa limited assoit-

ment of muckers who were following.

b. A boorish, unrelined person ; one who does

not ' play the game
' ; a ' rotter '.



MtrCKEB.

>(« G. Adk Failcs in Slang C1900) 108 The Fdlow had

maSea Mistake. ., they were not Muckers; they were Nice

Boj-s. 1904/«« £<,<f/'r(Phikd.) 4 J one 6 Ifa player on the
•' TV' _- J - I 1 .^ «<^^* r, muff or misplay, cheer-

college which practic . ir
- j

D G Phiixips Plum Trrt 35 He used to class himself and

mi together as ' us gentlemen ', in contrast to ' them mnckers ,

meanTng my colleagues. 19-9 T. K. Holmes Manfr la I

Timbe?<\. 20, 1 haven't the same pauence father had with

you muckers. Get out ! 1911 R. D- Pawe Ctnnr RMng
Ocean vi. 99 He grumblesabout the food and says the officers

are dubs and most of the boys muckers.

Mucker, t-.^ b. Add : Also with away : To
squander. .... -..

I9»8 H. G. Wklis IVay World ts Going ! 11. 15 The
Western Powers of Europe .. muckered away an enormous

amount of war gear and money in supporting crazy white

hopes' against the nascent new thing in Russia.

Muckerdom (mckajdam). [f. •Mucker s6.*

+ -DOM.] The world of muckers or ' townees
'

;

mnckers collectively. So Mu-ckerish a., be-

fitting or characteristic of a mucker. Muxker-
lahly adv. Mnokerism, the characteristic con-

duct of mnckers ; unsportsmanlike behaviour.

,803 W. K. Post Harvard Stories 254 In five minutes all

the best talent in muckerdom will be there with tin-cans and

stones. I904[see "MuCKRR jA* b.]. 1906 Ok//'/.;- Jan. 494/1

This year there was caterwauling and shouting by cadets

individually and muckerishly that was so unusual and un-

pleasant as to make one discredit one's ears. IHd, 454/2
We hope it does not mean an entrance of muckerism into

our Army and Navy games.

Mucklack (mD-kl»k). Also muoluc, mtikluk.

[Eskimo.] A high boot made of sealskin.

1901 Palt Mall Mag. Jan. 56 We stop on our way. .and

huy a pair of mucklucks or Esquimaux seal boots. They
are WTiter-tight, clumsy, evil-smelling, [etc.]. 1904 Eriz,

Robins Magnetic Nortli i. 51 Nothing like muck-lucks with

a wisp of straw inside for this country. Ibid. 176 Stretching

out his feet, very comfortable in their strawliiied mucklucks.

1913 R. W. SzmiczRhymeso/ Rolling Stone 118 Then it's

down to chewing muclucs, to the water you can eat. To fish

you bolt with nose held in your hand. X9a4 Chambers's

Jml. Jan. 4 1 /i He was habited .. in anorak and skin breeches

and mukluks.

Mu'ck-raked, fpl. a. [-kd l.] Subjected to

muck-raking;, or exposure by scandal-mongers.

toio N. Y. Even. Post 10 Dec. 8 Their knowledge of how
it ieels to be a muck.raked millionaire.

MU'Ck-raker. [-eb^.] a person who uses

a muck-rake ; one who seeks out and publishes

scandals and the like about prominent people, esp.

public officials.

1906 N. Y. Sun 12 Apr. 8/3 (Funk) The muck-rakers

worked merrily for a time in their own bright sunshine, and

an unthinking populace applauded tlieir performance. X9XX

Atlantic Monthly Apr. 453 Municipal muck-rakers have in-

sisted that the ever-increasing cost of municipal government

is due to the waste and corruption of city officials.

Mu'Ck-raMng, vbl. si. [f. Muck-bake si.

and V. + -ING 1.] I lie employing of a muck-rake, in

fig. senses.

1911 A'. Y.Etien. Poi/25 Jan. i + The.samearticIes brought

President Roosevelt to the defence of the Senate, and led

him to apply the word ' muck-raking ' to the literature of

higher exposure. 1911 Q. Rev. Jan. 179 The ' big business

interests' Republicans, .invariably stigmatise such enquiries

as 'muck-raking'. 1918 Puilisiurs' Weekly 14 July 168

Not muckraking or campaign prop.aganda.

Muck-up. [f. phr. to muck up : *Mdck v. 4.]

A mixing or confusing.

J930 Daily Express 9 Sept. 8/7 The ranck-up of society.

.

is almost complete.

UCucky, a. 2. (Additional U.S. examples.)

1840 Hoffman Grcyslaer I. v. 61 Hehad laid the logs

right down on a piece of deep, mucky soil, made up of old

roots, rotten leaves, [etc.]. 185s Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc.

VI. 319 New land with a rich, mucky, or vegetable mould.

1874 Reji. Vermont Board Agric. II. 548, I have about five

acres of mucky meadow that was mostly covered with alders.

KnXOid, sb. [f. the adj.] A viscous substance

containing mucin produced from connective tissue.

X90Z ExcycL Brit. XXXI. 517/1 Some holothurians have
the remarkable property of converting their tough, brown,
leather-like skin into mucoid within a few hours, OD their

being brought into air.

SCnd, si.^ Add : 1. e. Iransf. A ' mud stu-

dent' (see .s).

1906 C. G. Gbey Sequel to Siory OJficiat Life 9 Some of
the men from across Tweed were very kind to us muds.

4. a. mtid house (U.S. example), -hitt, -land,

-puddle, -skoal ; c. mud-bottonud adj,

X908 Hardy Dynasts ill. vu. iii. 492 Where there is a •mud-
bottomed stream, the Lasne. 1846 Emory Military Reconn.
81 It was the remains of a three-story *mud house, 60 feet

square, pierced for doors and windows. 1801-3 J. Davis
Trtev. U.S. 3, I have entered with equa' interest the *mud.but
of the negro, and the log-house of the planter. 1858 ViEi.E
Eollo^ivingDrum 125 Half-a-dozen mud-huts neatly thatched
with straw. .presented a study for an artist. 1027 Daily
Tel. 22 Nov. 14/1 This scheme .. involves the recantation of
over 400 acres of *mudland. 1884 ' Mark Twain ' Huck.
Finn xxxiv. 327 The nigger kind of smiled around graduly
over his face, like when you heave a hrick.bat in a *mud-
puddle. 1841 Knickerbocker Mag. XX. 309 [HeJ knew a
great deal more about the inconveniences of gropmg about
among *mud-shoals in the dark.

5. mud-brick, brick that is made with mud

;

muti-flow, a (hardened) stream of mud, esp. one

of volcanic origin ; mud-grappler slang, fist

;

60

mudguarded a., provided with mudguards ; mud-
hook (earlier examples) ; mud-line (see quot.) ;

mud-lump (earlier example) ; mud-mask sb.,

-paok, a preparation used for cleansing the pores

and beautifying the skin of the face ; so mud-
mask V. trans., to treat with a mud-mask ; mud-
runner U.S., a horse accustomed to racing on a

mud track ; mud-sill (earlier examples of a)

;

mud-slinging, -throwing vbl. sbs., (the employ-

ment of) calumny, slander or abuse; malevolent

gossip ; mud-stick U.S. (see quot.).

1903 Speaker 5 Sept. 527/2 The old town being built of

*mud-brick had vanished. 19. . Bnlletin Amer. Mus. Nat.
Hist. XVI. 347 (Cent. Suppl.) The largest ejected block that

we saw was one on the surface of the *mud-ilow between the

rivers Blanche and Seche. 1844 'Jon. Slick' High Life
N. Y. II. 207, I wish tu goodness my *mud-grappler had
been cut oflF close up to the wrist, afore it hit you that way.

19J3 Daily Mail 30 July 6 Advt., So well shielded and
efficiently *raudguarded that anyone, .can ride it in ordinary

costume. 1817 J. F. Cooper Red Rover (1881) ii. 37 He
would., fasten her to the spot with good hempen cables and
iron *mud hooks. 1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVII. 511

Down fore-s'l and jib, and over with the mud-hook. 1913

Sir J. Murray Ocean vii. 155 The ocean bacteria.. seem to

be especially abundant at what has been called the ' *niud.

line ', that is at the position where all minute organic and
inorganic particles settle on the bottom, and form mud— the

humus of the ocean—in place of sand or gravel. 1868

Putnam's Mag. I. 591/2 'Mud-lumps, or more properly

Mud-volcanoes, have been known to rise to the height of

twenty-five feet. 1928 Daily Express 16 June 3/4, I

suggested that I should like a *mutl-mask. llie assistant

appeared to be alarmed. Ibid. 22 Dec. 3/5 Faces have been

massaged and "inud-inasked. 1905 N. Y. Even. Sun 17 Aug.

(Cent. Suppl.) .^11 the races.. were won by the product of

stallions that in their day were famous *mud runners, 1685

Boston Tvwn Rec. VII. 178 The middle of the wall to lie

even with northerlie or outward side of the said Simkins

*Mudsell in the old Cellar. 1718 Lancaster Rec. 183 Ye
Neck Bridge.. should have 5 Trussells , . to brace into ye

Posts above ye caps & down into ye MuJsells. 1928 Daily
£.r/i>rMi4 Mar. 11/3 The vicar., would have closed the place

rather than have had the *mud-slinging that had taken place.

X938 Sunday Express 27 May lo/i The social mud-slinging

which gives half society its sole virtuous and intellectual

amusement. 1874 J. W. Long Wild-Fotul Shooting 142

Now, you see this *mud.stick or setting pole. . .[wfj/i-J Pole

with a forked or widened end to prevent its sinking in mud.

1908 Mrs. E. WiiAiifON Hermit etc. 289 I'm sick of •mud-
throwing, he muttered.

b. mud-cat (additional example) ; also, an

inhabitant of the state of Mississippi ; mud-catfish

(example) ; mud duck U.S., the domestic duck

;

mud-eel (earlier example); mud sunfish (see

quot) ; nxud-swallow, a cliff-swallow, which

builds its nest with mud.
1883 ' Mark Twain ' Life Mississippi liv, He didn't really

catch anything but only just one small useless *mud-cat.

1889 Farmer Americanisms 376/1 Mud-cat State, Missis-

sippi, its inhabitants being sometimes humorously designated

mud-cats. 1870 Amer. Naturalist IV. 386 What we design

considering as mud-loving species are nine in number,..

•Mud Cat-fish {Aminrus De Knyi), 1903 Forest >, Stream
27 Feb. 150 (Cent. Suppl.) They are a cross lietween the

mallard and ordinary 'mud duck. 1813 Wke.ms Letters 111.

353 The British, .fairly chased our militiamen across Broad

River, to the huge amazement of the *mud eels and cats.

1870 Amer. Naturalist IV. 102 The "Mud Sunfish (Amblo-

plites pomotis). 1898 Marg. Delano Old Chester Tales

181 Mud-swallows had built their nests in the corners.

SEad-bank. [f. Mud^.I-i-Bank j*.i]Abank

of mud in the bottom of the sea or the bed ofa river.

1791 Washington Diaries IV. 167 Wilmington, un-

fortunately for it, has a Mud bank—miles below, over which

not more than 10 feet water can be brought at common tides.

1816 U. Brown jfrnl. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 49, I

was here in the dark and Mud Banks of the river from 20 to

30 feet high. 18S0 Abbott South ^ North 63 Vast reaches

of mud-banks were all around.

Mn'd-clerk. U.S. [f. Mud j*.i
-t- Clerk sb.'\

An assistant to the purser on a passenger boat.

1872 Eggleston End of World xxvi. 171 It w,as natural

enough that the * mud-clerk' on the old steamboat., should

t,ike a fancy to the 'striker', 1876 'Mark Twain' Old
Times 14 The doctor's and the postmaster's sons became
' mud-clerks '. iSSl Century Mag. Nov. 46 A Yankee youth

..who had served.. as 'mud clerk' (that is, subordinate

purser) on certain packet-boats.

Mudder (mo-dsj). U.S. Hoeing slang, [f.

Mun j*.l-t--EK.] A horse which runs on a mud
track ; a mud-runner.

190S N. Y. Even. Sun 17 Aug. (Cent. Suppl.) The third

horse, Athlone, is by Handsel, a mudder himself and a .son

of a mudder.

Muddle, sb. 4. Add : mziddle-thoughted adj.

190S E. Phillpotts Secret Woman 111. v. 250 What a
•muddle-thoughted man you be—all in a maze 1

Mu'ddly, a. [f. Muddle sb. -^ -y l.] Confused,

muddled.
1909 Marc. B. Saundkrs Litany Lane 11. xvii. 227, I

gather it from some of the muddly things he said.

BCnddy, a. Add : 1. c. As sb. The Missouri

or Mississippi. Esp. The Big Muddy.
1863 Rocky Mountain Neios (Denver) 19 Mar. (Th.) We

expect ere long to stand on the banks of the * Big Muddy *

and meet the hominy fed lasses of the Butternut state. 1878
B. F. Taylor Bet-ween Gates 23 ' The Big Muddy ', which
Is the prose for that ancient maiden Missouri. 1884 * Mark
Twain' Huck. Finn Ixvi. 130 When it wa.s daylight, here

was the clear Ohio water inshore, sure enough, and outside

was the old regular Muddy.

MUGWUMPISH.
Mad-hole. [f. Mud sb^ 1. A hole contain-

ing mud or in which mnd collects, esp. as forming

a defect or obstacle in a road or iiighway.

1784 A. Ellicott in Life <5- Lett. 26 'I'he ground [was]

covei^d with Snowwhich hid the Mud-Holes. iSzxJ. Fowler
fournal 151 We stoped for dinner at a small mud hole,

1846 M'Kenney Memoirs I. viii. 185 It was one mud-hole
after another, a 1856 P. Cahtwhight Autobiography xx.

(1858) 299 Just at this moment 1 thought of a desperate
mudhole about a quarter of a mile ahead ; it was a long one,

and dreadful deep mud, and many wagons had stuck in it.

l86a O. W. Norton Ar]ny Lett. 118 Eating raw beef with-

out salt and drinking water from mud holes. »88o Harper's

Mag. June 80 Swarm of yellow butterflies disgrace their

kind as they huddle around the greenish mud-holes. 1889
Century Mag. Oct. 956/2 All mudholes of course should be

filled promptly at all times, so that no water may stand in

the road. 1909 Chambers's Jml. Nov. 703/1 To prevent

mud-holes.. the roads are well graded to the centre.

2. An opening or valve at the foot of a boiler for

the removal of dirt and sediment ; a mud-valve.
1848 W, Templeton Locojnot. Eng. (ed. 2) i6_The mud

holes,. are for the purpose of removing the sediment and
scale that constantly accumulate at the bottom of the water

spaces. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 1494/1.

Mudlark, sb. 1. (U.S. examples.)

1833 J. Nkal Dozwi-Easters i. 47, 1 should like to know.

.

what upon irth he means by. -mud-larks that's made into

Virginny-ham. 1869 Overland i^lonthly III. 129 A hog
clandestinely killed outside of camp and smuggled in under

cover of darkness, was called a * slow bear '. .

.

' Mud-lark

'

signified the same tiling.

Mud turtle, [f. MnD.r*.i-i-TuiiTLE.] (See

Mud ji.l 5 b.)

1796 Aurora (Philad.) 17 May (Tb.) The crocodile throats

of the gentle snappers or mud tortles in the Jersey market.

a 1800 in Spirit Fartiur^s Museum (1801) 77 Bull frogs

would grunt at his fate. And mud turtles pine at his woe.

1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXI. 124 One mud-turtle re-

mained after the rest. 1854-91 [see Mud sb.^ 5 bj.

Mud wasp. U.S. A wasp which uses mud
in building its nest.

1824 Old Colony Memorial (Plymouth) 6 Mar. (Th.)

Resembling in shape what we call a mnd wasp. x86i Trans.

111. Agric. Soc. IV. 338 The common black and yellow mud
wasp (Pclopxus lunatus) belongs to this group. 1881 Amer.
Naturalist XV, 443 Baron Osten Sacken .. records the

breeding of A{rgyra>nieba\ cephujand A.fur from the nest

of a Texan mud-w.asp.

Muff, sb.i 2. (Add U.S. example.)
1888 Outing May 1 20/1 Ferguson . . reaching second on the

hit, Ihrongli Sweasy's mnffof the b,tll Gould threw to him.

Muff, »••* 1. (Add U.S. example.)

1888 Outing May 119/2 On this Start reached third, and

in Ferguson's hit to Sweasy, which he muffed. Start scored

the tie run.

MuSetee. 2. (Earlier Amer. example.)

X749 Boston Gaz, Nov. in Alice M. Earle Costume Colo-

nial Times (1894) 165 Men's fine Worsted Gloves and
Muffetees.

MufB.e, v.'^ 4. Add : Also with constr.

1853 Mks. Gore Dean's Daughter I. iii. 34 The. .Turkey
carpi^ts. .mufded the rooms and corridors into the silence of

the tomb.

Mu'ffledly, adv. [-ly 2.] in a muffled manner.

1903 Conrad est Hufffer Romance l. ill 21 ITie Church
clock began muffledly to chime the quarters behind us.

Mufflered (mo-flard), ///. a. [f. Muffler -I-

-ED 1.] Wearing a muffler.

1927 Daily E.rpress 13 Mar. 5/1 From the bridge the

mufflered figures glanced down at the busines-s men moving

across the quayside.

Mug, sb.^ Add : 2. e. A silver drinking-

vessel ofifered as a prize.

1890 Harper's Mag. Sept. 593/1 Wlien the cruise is done

and the mugs have escaped them-

d. Thinking mug: '\)^cViAi. slang.

1849 C. Lanman /..ett. Alleghany Mts. i. 15 'Bout font

years ago, it came into my thinking mug that there must be

plenty of gold in the bed of Coosa creek.

4. mug-hunting (vbl. sb.). = Pot-huntikg.

1890 Harper's Mag. Sept. 593/1 He may be bitten by the

tarantula of matches, be possessed of the fury of mug-
hunting.

Mug, sb.6 2. (Earlier example.)

1880 Punch 7 Aug. 59/2 .S'on (amused). Oh ! nooneleams

their lessons now, except the regular mugs, and fellows

grinding for an Exam. -, —,,

Mugjful (mc-gful). [f. Mug j*.i -h -rut.] The
content of a mug.
1917 Glassrow Herald ii Apr. 15 Lost for ten days in the

Sahara with only a mugful of water a day. 1929 Daily

Tel. 8 Jan. 12/1 Water is retailed by the bucket, and a

potent brand of sherry by the mugful.

Mugged (mt;gd), ppl. a. £f. Mug ».=] Hud-

dled together, confined.

18S9 H. S. Holland in S. Paget Mem. 11. iii. (1921) iSi

The Bishop and Holland start for their normal walk, .land]

comeback refreshed and pleased, conveying silent reproaches

to the 'mugged' ones in the boat.

Muggins. L (Earlier example.)

1873 Bbet Harte My Ot/ierselfia Fiddietc-.on etc 116

It was my other self who made that cutting and witty re-

mark when J. B. expressed his opinion that I was a Muggins.

2. a, (Earlier example.)
1865 Sophia Jex-Blake in Marg. Todd Life (1918) 165

A most ridiculous game of cards called ' Muggins.'

Mn-gwumi)is]l, a. [-ish.] Pertaining to or

chan-icteristic of a mug\vump ; professing disinter-

estedness ;
pretentiously superior.

19x8 F. Hackett Ireland ix. 252_This conviction war ac-

companied., with many mugwumpish strictures such as *in



MULATTO.
the main ',* within certain limits', [etc]. 1933 Spectator
22 Sept. 390''! Racial, ijitellectiia,! or moral tests mny turn

out to be not aristocratic at all, but merely mugwuiiipish.

Mulatto. A. sb, 4. Add : mulatto-clay
U.S.y^ dark coloured clay ; mulatto laud (earlier

example) ; mulattoloam, mould = mulatto land;
mulatto prairie, a prairie of mulatto soil ; mu-
latto soil (later examples). *

1788 Jefferson TourAmstexiam etc. Wks. 1854 IX. 386
It has a southern aspect, the soil a barren *mulatto clay,

mixed with a good deal of stone, and some slate. 1784

J. Smyth Tour U, S. I. 77 There is some very good land on
this river. . . It is what is called *niulattoe land by the planters,

from its color. 1837 Wiluams Terr. Florida 82 The sur-

face is covered with a •mulatto or chocolate colored loam.
1838 Jeffersotiian (Albany) 28 Apr. 88 (Th.) The *mu]atto
mould of the Colorado does not surpass in fatness the alluvial

soil of Red River. 1869 Overland Afonihlylll. 130 Then
there is the 'chocolate' prairie, and the ' "mulatto *, and
the 'mezquite'. 1819 E. Ha^k Ceoe. Sketches 190 Next
to this is rery often found a skii t of rich pine laiid, dark
•mulatto soil with hickory, .characteristic of good land.

1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 112 He., would not choose
the dark prairie mold, but that kind of soil best known in

the west as the * mulatto soil '.

B. aJJ. 1, (Earlier example.)
1677 NeTv Castle Court Rec. 91 'l"he upholding & detayn-

iDg of this p[laintifir)*s molatto servant in Maryland.

IffulattreSS. (blarlier and later examples.)
x8o5 in Anter. Pioneer II. (1843) 234 The chief of the

audience is formed of molatresses and negres.ses. 1887
Harf'er's Ma^. Mar. 609/1 A handsome, strong-Umbed, and
li^ht-footed mulauress.

Mnlei. Add:
4. d. A locomotive or tractor (now generally

electric) for towing canal-boats. U,S*
t^^KIect. World ^ Enp'n. 14 Nov. 795 (Cent. Suppl.)

The * mule ' has two large hooks for the towropes and has
also a runninjj board and guard hand rail [etc.]. 19x4
Chambers's JmL T^iji These wire ropes are stretched
from the ship to motor-tractors running on rails the length
of the docks. Electric 'mules' the tractors are called...
These mules both guide and propel the ship.

6. a. muU-back (later examples), mule-cart,

-colty 'load, meat, -race, -raising^ -route, -steaky

'trail, -train^ -wagon
; (sense 4 a) mule-room.

1878 Harper's Mag. Jan. 283/2 He put it in his broken
English, * On horse^back or mule-back, and many times
on foot-back'. 1894 ' O. Hknkv* Cabbages ff Kings u 16
The mule-back system of transport that prevailed between
Coralio and the capitaL 1897 R. M. Stuart SimpkinsvilU
15 Many's the time.. he's rode into town, mule-back, with
her settin up in front of him. 1849 Park.man Oregon Trail
107 Our little *nuile-cart was but ill-titted for the passage
of so swift a stream. 1856 Flo*-ida Plant. Rec. 450, 5 [slaves]

with ox and Mul[e] Carts raking an hauling in cane leavs.

1867 Rep. loiva Agric. Soc. (i863) 133 The price of a *mule
colt was.. forty dollars. 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mts.
(1859) 225 Wood too, being two rials (25 cents) per *mule-
load. 186a O. W. NoKTON Army Lett. 59 The raiu soaked
everything woolen full of water and made our loads almost
mule loads. 1846 Sack Scenes lioc'cy Mts. (1859) 307 We
ended our fast of nearly seven days* continuance with
a feast of "mule meat. 1891 Century Mag, Mar. 774 We
made our Christnfuis and New Year's dinner oa mule meat.
xS88 ' C. E. CRADtJOCK ' Broomsedge Comt L 13 Yes, str,

'minds me of a slow 'mule-race all the time, the law does.

1867 Rep. lozva Agric. Soc. (i863) 133 Robert Grant., men-
tions the names of several persons who give especial attention

to •mule-raising. 1909 Englis/ntpoman Apr. i66 ITie card-
room contains the mechanical proce>ses in cotton manu-
facture, preparatory to the spinning of yam in the '*mule'
room. 1849 C. Lan-mah Lett. AlUghtuty Mts.sxCx. 58 ITie

distance from Hubbard's Cabin. .in a direct line, is eight
miles, but by the ordinary ^mule-route it is thirteen. 1854

J. R. Baktlktt Pers. Narr. Erplor. Texasy I. v. 113 We
might reach El Paso by. .taking an occasional *mttle steak.

1891 Century Mag. Apr. 902 The Isthmus was then.. tra-
versed occasioitally..byad venturers in canoes, .apart of the

distance and thence by a single *mule-trail to Panama. 1876
Confess. Rec. 19 June 3885/2 Those expeditious are accom-

Snied . . by *mule-trains carrying provisions. 1889 K.
UNROE Golden Dnys xxv. 267 Endless processions of mule

trains. 1910 Jkr. Hart yif^ilante Girl viii. 123 He stood
..looking beyond the moving mass of coaches, freight-

wagons and mule-trains. 1849 Parkman Oregon Trait 108

Seeing the *mule-wagon wfaeeling from the tnu:k, be began
to turn his own team.

b. (Example.)
S9^ PcNDERELrBRODUURfn' & Lavton Glass. Engl, Furni-

ture 112 Mule Chesty a chest standing on a j>linth in whicii
sometimes three or four drawers were provided.

c. mulo-beater, a stick used for beating males
;

mule-deer (later example) ; mule-gate, the space
in a spinning room within which a mule works;
mule-headed a., stubborn ; mule-killer (a) V,S,^

a kind of cart ; mule-litter, a litter borne by
mules ; mule-picket, a peg for tethering a mule ;

mule-skinuer (earlier example); mule-sweep =
mule-gale \ mule-whacker (7.S., a mule-driver.
X909 Eliz. Banks Myst. Fro. Farritigton 12^ Pedro took

up one of the disused *mule<beaters,and laid it on him thick
and fast. iSQoScribner's Monthly May 129/1 For meat we
have bacon and generally steaks or roasted ribs of elk,

*mtilc-deer or mountain sheep. 1892 Nasmtth Student's
Cotton Spinning 409 The pillars . . are so pitched that they
fall into the alleys between the mules and not into the 'mule-
gate. 1884 *Ma8K Twain' Huck. Finn xxix. 278 That
mule-headed old fool wouldn't give in then ! 1849 Park-
man Oregon Trail 10 A small French cart, of the sort very
appropriately called a * *mule-kiIleT ', beyond the frontiers.

1851 Florida Plant. Rec.tj, I would call the New Waggon
another mule killer. 1904 Farrer Garden Asia 81 Nor
dow a *muIe>Ktter hurry upon the road. 1846 £. Bryant

61

California vill (1849) 102 The ground is so hard thatitisurlth
difficulty that we can force our "mule-pickets into iL 1870
J. H. Beaulz Li/e in t/M/i 224, I took to the plains, .in the
capacity of a ' *mule-skinner '. 1869 Overland Monthly
1 1 1 . 9 Here . . is a cotton-gin . . and ponderous wooden wheels,
and the *mule-sweep underneath. 1873 J. H. Beaole Un-
dez'el. West iv. 88 For ten hours daily the streets were
thronged with motley crowds of railroad men and •mule-
whackers. x888 Century Mag. Nov. 159/2 Ah ! you called
him ' mule-whacker.'

Mule 2. 2, Delete * Obs, exc Hist: and add
examples.
1930 Daily Ne^vs 2 May, She glanced down at her attire

:

the foolish, gay kimono, the little blue mules. 1930 Mot-
tram Eurofid's Beast ii. 64 Softly, in her blue satin mules,
she crossed to the drawers.

Muled, a:^ [f. Mule 1 4 c + -ed l,] Of a coin

:

That is a mule (sense 4 c).

191^ Brit. Mus. Return J15 A muled groat of HenryVHI
combining an obverse of the third coinage with a reverseof
the second.

Muley. B. aiij\ 2. muley saw (earlier ex-
ample).
1859 Bartlett Dici.Avter. 284 MuleySaw. . .That variety

of mill-saw which is not hung in the gate. It is also spelt
vtulay, iHoiley^ innhley,

Muley (mi«U), a.3 [f, MULEl-t--Tl.] In-
tractable, stubborn, mulish.
igaa J. A. Dunn Man Trap v. 68, 1 got another drink into

him, and made a fatal error in doing it, for he turned muley.

Muliebrity. (Recent examples.)
1888 Bret Harte Phyllis 0/ Sierras 11. i. 169 This tall.

.

woman.. possessed a refined muliebrity superior to mere
liberality of contour, igii H. G. ^Wkuis New Machiaz/elli
II. (ed. 2) 206 She was one of those women who are wanting
in—what is the word ?—muliebrity. She had courage aud
initiative.

Mull, sb.t Add : Also atlrib.

1910 Eiicycl. Brit. VII. 277/2 {Cotton) The finer kinds,
made from Egyptian yarns, nre called niull-dhooties.

Mull, vJ^ 2. (Earlier example.) Also phr.

neither to mull tior to meddle : not to interfere in

any way.
1857 Holland Bay Path xvii. 200 'What do you do with

them [troubles]?* 'Let'emmuU'. 1881 Mrs. J. H. Riddeli.
Senior Partner I, v. 97 Robert put him in possession of his
father's views on things in general., and his determination
neither to mull nor meddle in the matter.

Mullein. 3, Add : mulleinplant, -slalk, -top,

-weed,
J885 Outing Nov. VII. 17^/1 The most unpromising

looking specimen, like the imagmary beginning ofa *mullein
plant it seems. 1854 Shillaheh Mrs. Partington 41 Birds
..approach the spot and twitter upon the *mullein-stalks
that grow rankly by the gate. 1878 Mrs. Stowe Pofanuc
P, iiu 30 Ijless my soul, ef there ain't old Zeph Higgins,
looking like a last year's muUen-stalk. 1886 Harper's Mag.
Nov. ^79/2 A vesper song from a *mullein-top. 2846 J. W.
Abest in Emory Military Reconn. 386 The bluebird was
there with his sprightly notes, and the meadow lark, perched
on some tall *mullein weed.

Mullet^, [ad. F. molet in same sense.] A
piece of wood containing a groove for testing the

thickness of the edges of panels, drawer bottoms,
and the like, before fitting.

Mullet-head. [?f. Mullet l.] An American
fresh-water fish with a larcre flat head.
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West r. 102 There is a fish

called the mulletbead, that cannot be intoxicated by any
amount of liquor. 1893 Forbes<Mitchell Great Mutiny
vi. 1 10^ That hsh, my son, is called a mullet-head : it has got
no brains.

Mullet-headed, a. t?f. Mullet'. Cf. wa//-
head:i dull, stupid fellow (E.D.D.).] Stupid, dull.

1884 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn xxxix. 370 They're so
confiding and mullet4ieaded they don't take notice ofnothing
at alt

Mulley cow. l/S. [Cf. Muley, Moilky.]
A hornless cow.
1848 Barti.ett Did. Anier. 230 Mulley coWy a name used

for a cow chiefly ainong children, or by parents when speak-
ing to children. 1669 Overland Monthly III. 126 He. .was
evidently in search of strays, for he asked me if I had seen a
red mulley cow. X885 [see MutAY B. i].

Mulligan (m»-ligan). US. [Apparently f.

a proper name.] A sort of soup made from odds
and ends of foods collected and cast into one pot.

1918 C Sandburg Comhuskers 80 Then they go to the
bunk cars and eat mulligan and pmne sauce. 1926 J. B1.ACIC

You CatCt Win vii. 83 There was a grand jungle by a small
clean river where they,. cooked their mulligans. Ibid, xv,

193 He's cra2yas a bed bug and the best 'mulligan ' maker
on the road.

Mullion. b. Add: mullion structure Geol.j

a special conformation of rocks.

1930 Peach & Horne Geol. Scott, 151 The combination of
these two systems of folding gives rise to rod or 'muUion

'

structure,

Mully saw. U.S. [Cf. Muley B. 2.] =
Muley saw.
185a Trans, Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 487, 1 reaction water

wheel and nmlly saw gearing.

Multi-. !• Add: aCnltispl'CTilar A. — viulli-

spiculate.

190a Proc. Zool. Soc. 3IO In one of the two specimens [of
sponges] in the collection, .tliere are a few multispicular
strands in the otherwise very regular unispicular meshwork.
3. fnuItivoltagt.

1^3 Elect. World Sf Engin. 11 Apr. 621 (Cent. Suppl.)
With the aid of diagrams he discussed at some length the
rfaeostatic control and the multivoltage systems.

MtriiTIVEESE.

Multicellularity (moUiseliwloeTiti). [f.

Multicellular (Multi- i a)-i--lTY.] Multicellular
condition or formation.
19x6 W. Trotter Instincts o/Herd 18 Looked at in this

way, multicellularity presents itself as an escape from the
rigour of natural selection. 1922 tr. Freud's Group Psychol.
S3 Biologically this gregariousness is an analogy to multi-
cellularity and as it were a continuation of it.

Multiflora. (Earlier example.)
1829 Western Monthly Rev. lU. 57 It is literally em«

bowered in vines of the multiflora rose.

Multigraph (m2;-ltigraf). [f. MuLTi- -H

-GRAPH.] The registered name of a compact
printing machine designed for office use. Comb, as
multigraph operator,
1918 Webster Add. x^^ Chambers's Jrnl. July 474/1

The ' Multigraph ' is fitted with an automatic paper-feeding
device. 1925 Daily Tel. 13 May 20/5 Advt., Experienced
multigraph operator and stationery buyer required by City
tirm.

Multimodal (m»ltim^u-dal), a. Statistics,

[f. L. mullimod-us (see Multimodous) + -al.] Of
a frequency or distribution curve ; Having more
than one mode or maximum value. Said also of
the incidence of features which corresponds to such
a cnrve.

1902 Nature 3 July 234/2 The ' multimodal ' character of
many botanical distnbutions. 1902 Biometrtka Aug. 454
The multimodal appearance of short series of crania..may
be wholly due to random sampling.
So Uultizno'dalism.

^ 1902 Biametrika Apr, 305-6 Much of the multi-modalism
interpreted in the case of flowers as polymorphism, .is not
true multi-modalism at all.

Multiplane (mi^-ltipl^in). [f. Multi- 2 +
Plane.] An aeroplane or other flying-machine
whose chiefsupporting surfaces are disposed in (two
or) more than two horizontal planes.
1909 A. Berget Conquest of Air ii. ii. 139 Will the aero-

plane be a * monoplane ' or * multiplane ' ?

So Mu'lti-planed a., having several planes.
1909 Westm.Gaz. 23 Mar. 4/2 The multi-planed helicopter

has been abandoned for the biplane.

Multiple. A. adj. Add : 2. b. Multiple
shopj -store : One of several shops of the same kind
belonging to the same firm, opened ia different

localities (cf. *chain-store).

1903 Accoitutaut 12 Dec. 1532/a Stock Accounts for Multi-
ple-Shops. The multiple-shup business is one which re-

quires, probably, more looking after than any other. 1903
Hazelip MuKiple-Shop Accoimts i As there is considerable
difference in ihe^ class of business carried 011 by multiple-
shop firms, there is also a variation of the system of accounts.

1909 Wtstm. Gaz. 10 May 9/4 Some of the multiple shopw.

,

have been retailing at 9 s. ^d. sugar which has cost them
14s. ']\d-, to buy. 1927 Daily Tel. 14 Mar. 4/7 The multiple
shops. .have reduced their prices in accord with the drop in

wholesale prices. 1929 Ekic Gill Art Nonsense etc. 315
Politics and social guidance are left to.. novelists, multiple-
store keepers, manufacturers of motor-cars.

3. f. Multiple sivitchboard: a switchboard having con-
nections with all the sections of ' lines ' in an exchange.
1^2 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 237/z With a multiple-

switchboard it i^; impossible for ajiy one operator to know
that the line of the person called for is not already occupied.

g. 1910 Westm. Gaz. 17 Feb. 5/1 The wearing qualities [of

this clutch].. are claimed to be equal to anything in the way
of the plate or multiple-disc tj'pe.

Multiplet (mt?*ltiplet). [f. MuLTiPLE-f -ET :

after Triplet.] A group of two or more things.

1927 N. V. SiDGWiCK Electronic Theory ofValency 37 The
spectra of individual elements . . are often very complicated,
in particular, the lines tend to occur in close 'multiplets*

—

sets of 2, 3, or more.

Multiplication. Add : 3. e. A system of

dicing with three dice in which the sum of two dice

is multiplied by the third in calculating the totaL

1905 Hoyle's Gomes (ed. Fox) 196 Multiplication. Three
dice are used, and there are three throws for each player.

Multiply, adv. Add : Multiply-chcagtd,

having several charges (of electricity).

1922 F. W. AsTON Isotopes 71 The.-^e multiply-charged
clusters give most reliable values of mass.

Multiradial.(m27ltir^-dial), a. [f. Multi- +
Radial a.~\ That has developed from one type

along several diverging lines.

1901 P. C. Mitchell in Trans. Linn. Soc., Zool. VIII.
266 It is.. plain that this apoccntricity is multiradial and no
guide to affinity. 1902 — in EncycL Brit. XXVIII. 343/2
Multiradial apocentri cities He at the root of many of the

phenomena that have been grouped under the designation

Convergence,

Multirotation {mvMixote^-^-^VL), Phys. Chem,
[f. Multi- + Rotation.] A name for *Mutaro-
TATION.
J904 J. W. Mellor Chem. Stat. ^ Dynam. 2^4 The influ-

ence of acids upon the rate of multirotation of sugars. 1907

[see *Mutarotation].

Multiverse (m»'ltiv3is). [f. Ukiverse by
substituting Multi- for Uni-.] An alternative

suggested for the word Univeusk in order to indi-

cate the absence of order or of a single ruling and

guiding power.
1904 Daily News 11 Oct. 3 (Reporting Sir O. Lodge], The

only possible alternative was to regard the universe as a

result ofrandom chance and capricious disorder, not a cosmos

or universe at all, bnt rather a * multiverse '. 1906 Hibbert

Jmt. Tan. 460 The proposal to run the universe (turned into

a multiverse) as a joint-stock enterprise, .is essentially irre-



MUMCHANCBNESS*

ligious. i9«iCHKSTEBTONiV>T(' y^r/tsaUM vui. 163 Wlicn

I told a disiinguishcd psychologist.. that I differed from his

view of the universe, he answered, ' Why universe? Why
should it not be a muUiverse?'

Mu'mohanceness. [f. Mumchancea. + -ness.j

Silence, reticence.

X910 'Anthony Hope' SecondstHfi^xx'iy Perhaps his very

mum-chanceness was his saving. Glib protestations would

have smacked too sUongly of the principal to commend the

Knminy, sh^ (Add example of vocative.)

1903 Punch 2,0 Sept. 231 Mummy dear, of course Uncle

Jack is coming to meet us by a Circle Train, isn't he ?

Munamy Apple : variant of Mammee Apple,

Mammee.
1905 Daily Graphic 16 Jan. 4/4 The mummy^apple, a

delicate tree-melon, springs up spontaneouslywherever land

is cleared. lO" J- London Adventure vii. 85 Mummy
apples, which he had regarded as weeds, under her guidance
appeared as appetizing breakfast fiuit.

mumpei^ (m»-mp3ri), [f. Mump v,^ + -ert.]

Begging.
X913 W. J. Locke Stella Maris xiii. 156 The hard-bitten

vagabond of the highroad has his or her well-defined means
of livelihood. This was a mistress of mumpery.

Mung. (Earlier example.)
1844 S/^in't ofTimes (Philad.) 26 Sept. (Th.) Mung news.

Mung 2^ variant of Moong.
1884 De Candolle's Orig, CultivatedPL 346 Green Gram,

or Mung

—

Phaseolus tnungo^ Linnaeus. X924 Nature 7
June CXI n. 814/1 The great Linnaeus blundered in that he
confused the soybean with the mung bean.

Mun^Ofa. (Earlier example.)
1836 HoLBHOOK N. Amer. HerJ>etol. L 41 Testudo Poly'

phemus— Daudin. Synonymes. .. Gopher and Mungofa,
V'nl^o,

BEunicipalizer (mi^ni'sipaUizsj), [f. Muni-
cipalize V. -I- -ER.] One who favours municipal

control of public services, institutions, and the like

;

a municipalist.

1908 Shaw Commonsense ofMunicipal Trading p. ix. The
most.. disinterested of them would, .become ardent muni-
cipalizers. 1928 Weekly Dispatch 34 June g/3 Within the
movement there are (i) prohibitionists,. .(2) municipaliseis;

(3) advocates of State ownership and control.

Munition, sb. Add : 2. (Recent examples.)

A\socoihq,y the production of munitions; munition-

work. Ministry ofMunitions : A special Ministry

created in 191 5 to control the production and
supply of munitions of war, and lasting until 1921,

So Minister of Mitnitions.
1915 Times 26 May 9/6 The Prime Minister has decided

that a new Department shall be created, to be called the
Ministry of Munitions. 1915 Act 5 <V- 6 Geo. Kc. 54 § 4 If

the Minister of Munitions considers it expedient.. that any
establishment in which munitions work is carried on should
be subject to the special provisions [etc.]. 1916 Blackiu.
Mag. Feb. 205/1 There is no need at this time to praise the
women working on munitions. 1916 IjOVd Cable Doing

. their Bit 12, I asked the Ministry of Munitions to give me
an opportunity to see with my own eyes what is being done
now. 1917 Dalioit Guardian 28 Apr. 3/5 He had been sent

to munitions and had not been out to the front. 1924 B.

Gilbert Sly Market 66, I expect.. you'll be leaving the
schooling and go to the munitions.

6. munitionfactory^ 'inaker^ 'making, -work^
-worker-^ also munitions work,
1909 Westm. Gaz. 9 Oct. 2/2 In 1895 he visited the chief

firearm and *munition factories of France. 1916 Blackiv.
Mag. Feb. 191/1 The scheme was this: that women of
leisure should be given three weeks* training in a . . munition
factory. 1916 Home Companion 12 Aug. 16/1 This is my
last chat to you, little mother *munition -makers. 1916 Bovd
Cable Doing their Bit 24 No man or lathe or tool that can
be turned to *munition-making is possibly doing anything
else. X918 Times 27 Mar. 3/1 These are all chapters in the
romance of ^munitions work in the Midlands. 1916 Boyd
Cable Doing their Bit 40 Anything less promising of
*munition work it would be hard to find. 1915 Daily Sketch
18 Aug. 2 (heading) Badges for the Volunteer *Munition
Worker. 1919 J. L. Garvin Econ. Foundations of Peace
III The demobilization of soldiers and the disbanding of
munition-workers.

Wunition, v. Add : 3. intr. To do munition
work ; to work in a munition factory,
igi6 Bovd Cable Doing their Bit 23 A man cast for a

commission and refused for the ranks a year ago on account
of his eyes has *gone munitioning".

Mnnitioneer (miwnijania-j^, [f Munition sb.

+ -EER.] A worker in a munition-factory,
1916 E. V. Lucas Vermilion Box 254 In the need for

copper there is quite a good price for engraved plates, and
theirs have been weeded out for the munitioneers. 1919
Athenseum 23 May 360/1 'Trinitrotoluene,' which the muni-
tioneers shortened to T.N.T.
Munitioner. Add : c. = *Munitioneer

; a
maker of ammunition.
T^ty Graphic 30 June 806 (Illustration) The King with his

munitioners.

Mnnitionette (mi«nij3ne-t). coiloq, [-ETTE.]
A female munition-worker,
foi5 Daily .Sketch q Nov, 13/1 (heading), Munitionettes
Who Receive Threepence An Hour. 1917 Daily News
17 May 3/1 A sjiell-shop filled with blue-clad, mob-capped
cheering munitionettes. 1919 Punch 7 May 366/2 Work for
the cx-munitionette drawing unemployment pay,

Mnnitionless (miwni-Janles), a. [-less.] Not
provided with munitions.

19*7 Churchill iVorld Crisis^ fgi6~i8, 224 The mastered
agony of the munitionless retreat ; the slowly reeathered
forces; the victories of Brusiloff;,. has he no share in these?
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Mnnitionment (miwni-Janment). [f. Muni-
tion V, + -MENT.] Provision with or supply of

munitions.
1915 H. Belloc in Land ff Water 29 May io*/r If the

Austro-German forces under the effect of superior munition-
ment for the heavy pieces do pierce their opponent's line.

BKnralf ^-^ 2. (Add example.)
1916 H. F. OsBORN Men ofOld Stone Age 316 This art.

.

is also mural or parietal.., consisting of drawings, engrav-
ings, paintings and bas-reliefs on the walls of caverns and
grottos.

Murder, z^, 1. g. (Later examples.)
1857 J. HvDE Jr. Mormonism vii. i8i (Born) These men

will fight, lie, rob, murder for Mormonism, if commanded.
1910 Neiv Mag, Nov. 224/2 Yes. I am the man who murders
for the king.

Murderee (misjdarr). [f. Murdeez/. + -ee i.]

A i^erson wJio is murdered.
1928 F. T. Jesse Trial of S. //. DoJigal 4 The potential
murderer has met the born murderee.

Murmur, sb. Add : 6, Comb, murmur-
vowel, a glide vowel.
1910 Mod. Lattg. Rev. V. 91 The glide or murmur vowel of

normally unstressed prefixes.

Murmur, v. 3. Add : Also with out.

1837 Dickens Pickiv. xxviii. 304 Gabriel murmured out
something about its being very pretty. 1893 Doyle Mem.
Sh. Holmes 41 My lips were parted to murmur out some
sleepy words of surprise or remonstrance.

Murmuration. 1. (Modern example.)
1908 Westm. Gaz, 5 Aug. 2/1 The plaints and murmura-

tions of these Randlords for the grievances which they
clamoured to have redressed.

Murrain. A. sb. Add : 3, c. (.See quot.)

1875 Knight Diet. Mech.xi-j^li Ingreen-saltcdhidesand
skins, those weighing.. 14 to 25 pounds, if plump, [are called]

kip, but if thin and poor are called runners or murrains.

Muscarine. Add : Also -in.

\^\Q Practitioner }\xx\^ 824 Putrefactive organisms split

up proteins into, .ptomaines—neurin, cholin, muscaiin, cada-
venn, [etc.].

Muscatel. 1, Add : Also an Austrnlian wine.
1867 Australasian g Feb. 186/1 Australian Wines in the

Indian Market... The Muscatel has plenty of body.

Muscle. 4, d. Add : muscle-banner, in

anthozoans, a retractor muscle of the mesenteries
;

muscle-bound a,, having the muscles stiff and
enlarged, esp. as a result of too much exercise or

training; also^^. ; muscle-memory, * memory*
located in muscles.
1900 G. C. BouKNE in Lankesters Treat. Zool. w.Anthozoa

II The mesenteries are provided with well-developed re-

tractor muscles, supported on folds or plaits of the meso-
gloea, which.. form the so-called *muscle banners. The
arrangement of the muscle banners of the Alcyonaria is

characteristic. 190a Webster Suppl.,*Muscle-bound. 1909
Westm. Gaz. 8 June 9/2, 1 have met many cases where an
unintelligent use of such exercises has., so thickened the
muscles as to lead to the condition known as being ' muscle-
bound*. igi8 iViz//(?« (N.y.) 7 Feb. 133/2 There has been
a curious sense of leisureliness, of muscle-bound movement.
x^xS Nature 11 Mar. XCV.39/1 Some authorities still believe

that there is no getting past the assumption of a non-anal ys-

able sense of direction.. .Others again lay too heavy a bur-
den on *muscle-memory.

Muscovado (mp-sk^v^d). [f. Muscovado,]
= Muscovado.
1851 Alice Cary Clovemook 74 Every day in winter she

used to feed them [the bees] maple sugar if she had it—and if

not, a little Muscovade in a saucer.

Muse, V, Add : 8. "b. To say or murmur
meditatively.
1834 A. M. Ravenscliffe Two Old MetCs Tales xiii. 250

(Born) 'But what can 1 promise? I who have nothing,'

mused she, *and am now penniless.' 1843 Dickens Christ-
inas Carol 32 * You must have been very slow about it,

Jacob.*. ,* Slow I ' the Ghost repeated. * Seven years dead,
mused Scrooge. *And travelling all the time?' 1881 Mrs.

J. H. "^x-Do^iA. Senior Partner \. vii. 150 * That's strange,'

mused Mr. McCullagh ; ' and you getting on for thirty year
of age.'

MuseuxU. Add : 4. Comb, museum-piece,
an article fit to receive a place in a museum ; a
fine example of anything, esp. of manufactured
articles ; also transf.y a person or object of peculiar

or special worth or interest.

1901 Brit. Chess Mag. ^51 The more stately carved pieces
(named for the sake of distinction * museum-pieces *). 1914
Vachki-L Quinney's 11. xiv, § 2. ig8 An elaborately carved
Chippendale settee, a museum piece. 1920 W. J. Locke
House ofBnltazar iii. 31 Quong Ho was admitted to be a
museum-piece of discretion. 1927 Oi)ser7'er ay Nov. 13/4 In
a few years, when the last pantomime has been played, it

may be time to put on another in the best old-fashioned style
as a museum piece. xgaS Galsworthy Swan Song 1. xi. 82
The girl ancf her brother had been museum pieces, two
Americans without money to speak of.

Musll, sb,'^ Add : L (Earlier example of mush
and milk.)
X817 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. 27 Dec. (1866) VIII. 144 They

. . gave me a supper of mush and milk.

4. Wireless Telegr. (See quot. 1924.)
i^^ Harms-worth's Wireless Encycl,l\. j4s6J\fush. Term

used for the irregular intermediate frequencies set up by an
arc transmitter which interfere with the fundamental wave-
lengths, 1928 Oliscrver i July 4/4 In listening to very faint
signals from a great distance a limit is put by the 'mush'
and statics and other noises brought in from the aerial.

5. atlrib. and Comb.y as musk-pot (sense i)

;

mush-head, a person of a yielding disposition

;

one lacking in firmness; so mush-headed adj.;

MUSHY.
mush-icOf water only partly frozen, ice which is

not solid ; mush-sugar, a mixture of syrup and
crystals of sugar.

1919 H. L. WiLSOM MaPettengillW. 63, 1 up and told her
flat she could never run a boarding-house and make it pay;
that no woman could who hadn't learned to say * No ! and
she was too much of a*mushheadfor that. 1914 R. Cullum
WaypfStrong u\.\\\u 294 The game isn't worth it, fighting
this *mush-headed crowd who have to get other folks to
think for 'em. 1815 Niles' Weekly Reg. IX. 201/2 You may,
by digging down three feet, take a pole sixty feet long and
with the strength of your hands run it down the whole length,
and find no termination of what is called the *mush ice.

1907 J. London lyhite Fung 202 'Ihe fall of the year, when
the first snows were falling and mush-ice was running in the
river. 1847 H. Howe Hist. Coll, Ohio i,y2 Johnny, who
wore on his head a tin utensil which answered both as a cap
and a *niush pot, filled it with water and quenched the fire.

1867 Rep. Iowa Agrlc. Soc. (1868J 178 When sugar is con-
templated, White Imphee is.. the best, as all I nave made
went to thick *miish sugar immediately.

Mush (myj), ji^.-i [f, Mush z*. 3] A journey
made on foot through snow, driving a dog-sled.
1926 Glasgo7u Herald 8 Mar. 10/7 Krom Hudson in

northern Ontario it is a twelve-day ' mush ' for men and dogs
over the frozen sub-arctic prairie to the Red Lake district.

Musb. (m^J), "^-^ [Apparently f. F. marchez or

marchons, imp. of marcher to advance, the com-
mand given to the dogs ; hence with on : of.

*MusH J-/5.3] intr. To travel on foot through the

snow with a dog-sled; said also of the dogs.
1903 N. Y. Sun 22 Nov., His little boat was cut out, and

then he started to 'mush* back over the ice, 1904 S. E.
White .Silent Places xvii. 180 ' Mush ! Mush on !

' shouted
Sam. The four dogs leaned into their collars. 1906 'O.
H KNKY ' Pour Million 106, I never got off the train since I

mushed out of Seattle, and I'm hungry. 1914 R. Culi-UM
ll-'ay rfStrong \. \. i Five great sled dogs crouched in their

harness. They were waiting the long famili.ir command to

*mush'; an order they had not heard since the previous
winter. 1927 Brit. Weekly 13 Jan. 409/2 They were mush-
ing on to a new strike.

Musher (m^-Jaj). [f. Mush 2;.3 + -er1.] A
person who mushes ; one who travels through
snow on foot with a dog-sled. So Mu'shingz^^/. sb,

1904 U.S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper No. 20, 14 Traveling by
this means is known, in the language of the country [Alaska],

as ' mushing ', and the traveler is called a ' musher ', Ibid.

15 In 'mushing', the best progress is made in relatively cool

weather. 1905 Rex Beach Pardners iv, (igiz) 89 Other
* mushers ' were ahead of us at the road-house. zgxsCham-
bers's Jrnl. July 456/2 Those far northern regions are inac-

cessible., except to the most hardy and expert ' mushers '.

Mushily (m»*Jlli), adv. [f. Mushy a, + -ly 2.]

In a soft or mushy manner.
1910 ' O. Henrv * Strictly Business xvi. 187 ' A cool hun-

dred,' said Fu/zy thoughtfully and mushily.

MuslliueSS (m»*Jines). colloq, [f. MuSHY a.

+ -NESS.j The condition of being soft or pulpy
;

also fig,^ sentimental character, weakness, sloppi-

ness.

1890 [sees.v. MusHva.]. 1894 ' Mark Rutherford 'C«M.
F'urze xiv. 247 Partly this distressing weakness is due to the

absence of a clear conviction that we are right;. .but fre-

quently it is simple mushiness of character.

Muslxroom, sb. Add : 3. C. A spreading

cloud (of smoke).
1924 A. J. Small Frozen Gold iv. no A sudden, abrupt

mushroom of smoke spread out above the building on the
uprush of air.

6. C. mushroom-lieaded a, (add example)

;

mushroom sinker, a mushroom-shaped sinker;

mushroom valve, {a) a type of valve, used in

internal combustion engines, having a flat seat; (so

mushroom-valve engine, etc.) ; ib) a variety of

valve used in wireless receiving sets (seequot. 1924).

187s Pitt-Rivers Evol. Culture (1906) 38 We see [in the

plate] the *mushroom-headed 'waddy ', with its projecting

ridge flattened, then lin later stage of development] curved.

1928 Gamble Sto^y N. Sea Air Station xx. 358 A large

canister buoy was laid down with a *mushroom sinker.^ 1877
Design <$• Work 7 July ii4/'3 Exhaust valve, consisting of

ordinary *mushroom valve. 1908 Westm. Gaz.^! Oct. 4/2
Designers have taken steps to remove this old-fashioned

defect in the mushroom valve system. Hid. 10 Nov. 4 ft

The mushroom-valve engine. 1909 R. W. A. Bkf^ek Motor
Car 30 Mushroom valves are adopted in gas engine practice

because this type of valve opens very readily to its full area

and shuts just as readily. 1921 Wireless World 10 Dec.

578/1 The Mushroom Valve. t^%^Harmswortk*s Wireless

Encycl. II. 1456 Mushroom valve, alternative name given

to the Cossor K.M.R. and other Cossor valves on account

of the shape of the grid and anode, which are fashioned

somewhat like a mushroom.

Mushroom, 'v* Add : 2. C. intr. Of fire

:

To spread outwards.
1903 N.V. Sun 2 Nov. 3 The flames had gone up the stairs

to the very top of the house, and liad then ' mushroomed'
out, as the firemen say. 1911 Ithaca Jrftl. 10 Aug., The
flames mushroomed from the shaft on all floors above.

Mushy, a. Add : 2. fig. Tender, sentimental,

insipid, * wishy-washy '. Also as adv.
1870 Nation (N.Y.) 3 Feb. 67 (Cent.) The death penalty is

disappearing, like some better things, before a kind of mushy
and unthinking doubt of its morality and expediency. 1913

Mrs. Stbatton-Pohter Laddie vii. (1Q17) 135 They formed

a circle around Sally and Peter and as mushy as ever they

could they sang, 'As sure as the grass grows around the

stump, You are my darling sugar lump,' while they danced.

X916 H. L. Wilson Some-iv/ure in RedGap ii. 75 The mushy
state I was in. 1922 II. L. Foster Adv. P^'op. Tramp xtiL

203 Provided that he is not of the ' mushy ' tfisposition, and



MUSIC.

calls merely to talk, he finds her an uninspiring conversa-
tionalist. 1928 G. 11 Shaw lutell. Womarts Guide § 84. 458
You may . . be a sharp, cynical sort of person ; or you may be
a nice, mushy, amiable, goodnatured one.

2. Wireless Telegr. (see quot. and cf. *Mush
sb^ 4.)

19*4 Harmsivorth^s Wireless Encycl. II. 1456 A mushy
note is one wliich is not absolutely definite or clear cut, and
so hard to read. It is a note received*by the heterodyne
method when damped wires or modulated continuous waves
are being received,

UasiCi sb. Add : 10. b. Suppleness or resi-

lience.

1901 W. J. Travis Pract. CoJf{\f^-^ ix. in The man with
& less rapid swing will get equally as long a ball by using a
more supple shaft. The more ' music* there is in the shaft,

however, the greater is the liability to slice or pull.

12. mnsu-case, -rack (earlier example).
1890 Cent. Dict.y *Music-case. 1855 Knickerbocker Mag,
XLV. 136 You bide behind the *music-rack while Miss Mince
passes.

C. (Recent example.)
1909 F.n^lishwoitian Apr. 394 The festival music-drama as

planned, invented, and carried out by Richard Wagner..
was a stupendous thing for one man to have done.

d. musi3-hallish a., suggestive of a mnsic-
hall ; xnusic>roll, a roll, usually of perforated

paper, used in mechanical pianos, and similar

instruments.
X930 Ivor Brown in Observer 30 Mar. 15 The patriotic song

of 1900 should have been sung by someone more robust and
*music-hallish th.in the cute and charming Miss Ada-May.
X906 Bazaar^ Exck. ff Mart Suppl. 3 Oct i-^i-zji Kastner's
upright grand auto-piano for sate, .. played by hand or by
•music rolls. Ibid., Music rolls for 65 note piano players,
Pianola, (etc.]. 1913 Strand Mag. Jan. Advts. 13 For all

Player-Pianos * Songola * Music Rolls.

Iffxisical. A. adj. 10. Add : musical arms,
a modification of the game of musical chairs (see

quot.); musical chairs, a competitive parlour

game in which a number of persons walk to music
round a smaller number of chairs and each try to

secure a seat when the music stops ; musical
fright = *musicalchairs,
X9S4 D. C. MtnTzst C/tiidren's Parties etc. x. 137 *Musical

firms. This game is played tn the same way as Musical Chairs,
without, however, using chairs. 1903 May Crommelin Criw-
son Lilies it. 16 Afterwards the children.. clamoured to

play rotind games for two hours, "musical chairs, general
post and so forth. 1916 * Peter ' Trench Yarns 25 We had
to get the men througli the danger zone by a sort of musicaU
chairs rush. They came slowly up to the entrance, and then
dashed in and round the corner into safety behind the bricks.

192a B. Gilbert Tyler 0/ Bamet xii. 97 The smallest pig-
ling.. looked like a child who, playing at mui^ical chairs, finds

when the piano stops that there is no seat. 1879 * Prof.
HoKFMANS ' Drawing-rootn Atnusem. 24 "Musical Fright.

SCnsicalize (miuztkabiz), v. [f. Musical a.

+ -IZE.] trans. To make musical ; to set (a play)

to music.
19*8 Sunday Fxfress 19 Aug. 5/4 He prepared a musical-

iscd ver^ion of the., play.

IflCusiCOlOgist (miuzik^-lod^ist). [ad. F.
mnsicoiogiste : or f. Music + -ologist.] A person
who studies music scientifically.

19*7 Obsemer 20 Feb. 18/2 The widest co-operatioti has.,
been secured from French, Spanish, German, and other
foreign musicologists. 1930 Music ^- Lett. Apr. 138 The dis-

tinguished list of English musicologists.

SKusicolOgy (ml«zik^i6d3i). [ad. F. musi-
cologie: or f. Music + -OLOGT.] The scientific study

of music.
19x9 Proc. Mus, Assoc, rgtS-ig to6 The foundations of

Musicology are the documents, manuscripts or printed music
of past times. 1918 Music ^^ Lett. Apr. 108 'Jhe most valu-

able piece of musicology is the treatment of the six

motet'i.

Musketoo'ner. [f. Mosketoon + -er i.] =
MUHKKTOON 2.

1915 Chambi-rs''s Jrnl. June 339/2, I felt a tearing blow
above my right hip and I knew that the kneeling musketooner
had touched me,

Kusking-placd. A place where weasels or
kindred animaU deposit musk.
t^o Chambers's yrul. May 291/2 The wolves have their

calling-posts, the beavers have their castor-signs, the weasels
have their musking-places.

Husk-rat. Add: 1. b. (Earlier example.)
1845 in C. Ci^t Cincinnati Misc. 240 The inhabitants of.

.

I^elawarc [are called] Muskrats.

3. musk-rat burroWy skin.

1870 Amer. Naturalist IV. 385 This fish, when the bank
was carelessly approached would withdraw to a deserted
•muskrat burrow. 1805 Lewis in Ann, gth Congress 2 Sess.
J070 Dres'-ed e!k and moose-deer skins, *muskrat skins, and
some buffalo robes. 18*3 in M'Kenny Memoirs I. (1846)
App. 296 Furs and other articles. .to wit,. .2,500 muskrat
skins [etc.).

ISusq^Tiasll. 3- musquash-root (earlier ex-

ample) ; musquash-weed (example).
1807 Massachusetts S^y 22 July (Th.) Five children were

lately poisoned in Scipio (New York) by eating Wild
Parsnip or *Mu^quash Root. '767 Massachusetts Gaz. 21
May (Th.) Persons (especially Children) would do well to
beware of this Weed. It is called wild Hemlock by some,
and 'Mus'iuasli Wt-ed by others.

Ma'squashing, vbl. sb. [f. MnsquASH sb. +
-INO 1.1 The hunting of musquashes.
1833 Seba Smith Afaj'or Downing 31 (Bom) This was

most capital fun, but it want quite equal to musquashing.
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UCUSS, sb.^ 1. (Earlier and later examples.)
1840 Daily Pennant (St. I^uis) 25 Aug. (Th.) George R.

went to aDutch ball Saturday ni^ht, and got into a little
muss, which cost him [at the police court] Two Dollars.
1840 HovvyAK^Greyslaeriw. iv. II. 79That's jist what I told
Red Wolfert when he showed signs of kicking up a muss.
1892 J. L. Ford Dr. Dodd's School iv. 83 Before I had
time to explain about it Pine pitched into me, and then the
muss began.

2. (Earlier example.)
iZ^M Spirit 0/ Times (?h\\2iA.) 22 Jan. (Th.) I upset my

table, spiit my ink, and knocked down my books, making
a deuced muss.

"NLxLHB^v.^ 1. (Enter examples.)
1007 MuLFORD Bar-20 V. 47, 1 paid twenty wheels for that

[a hat] eight years ago, and I don't want it mussed none.
IQ2Z TiTUS Timber \. 12 You who'ie fitted for harder work
than any of us, an' now you don't want to muss up your
hands

!

Hence DMussed///. a. Also musscd-up.
1888 Detroit Free Press (Farmer) Neither of us got two

winks of sleep during the night on the car. ..We reached
Chicago in a mussed up condition. loog Philad. PubL
Ledger 24 June 7/6 Advt., Lot 3. .Some four hundred soiled
or mussed waists, in white lawn & lingerie.

SCussel, sb. 4. Add : mussel-opener, -spazvn.
1909 Daily Chron. 25 Sept. 7/6 Advt., Oyster and *MusseI

Opener (Young) wanted for evenings. 190a Chambers^s
yml. May 277/2 Some seasons the *miissel-spawn is pretty
much in evidence here.

IKCnssinff (m»'siij), vbL sb, [f. Muss f.2 and
J<^* + -IXG IJ Confusion, trouble.
1846 Corcoran Pickings 48 Well, as I aint flush in the

financial way, 1 accwt. Let there be no mussing between us.

SEnstansr. 1. attrib. Add : vivstang horse,
1844 C. A. MiJRRAY Pratrie-birdl, 307 Mounted on an

active, spirited little Mestang horst
2. (Earlier example.)
1847 Rep. U. S. Comm. Patents (1848) 198 He speaks of

the great mustang grape in very high terms.

Mustard, sb. Add : 1. f. In fig. phrases :

That which enhances the flavour of anything, or
adds piquancy or zest; the best of anything. U.S.
slang.

1894 ' O. Henry * Cabbages ^ Kings vi. loi I'm not head-
lined in the bills, but I'm the musiard in the salad dressing
just the same. 1903 A. Adams Log Coivboy xv. 237 And for

fear they^ were not the proper mustard, he had that dog man
sue him in court for the balance, so as to make him prove
the pedigree, a \<jieA ' O. Henry ' Trimmed Lamp^to.. 217
Why don't you invite him if he's so much to tiie mustard?
J9»i C. Sandburg Slabs 0/ Sunburnt West 7 Kid each
other... Tell each other you're all to tlie mustard.

3. c, mustard gas, dichlordiethyl sulphide, a
variety of poison gas used in the war of 1914-18.
191^ Xation (N. Y.) 15 Nov. 524/2 The Germans have

just invented a new and particularly powerful weapon in
iheir so-called 'mustard gas*. 1925 E. Fraser & Gibbons
Soldier^ Sailor IVords, Mustard Cas...n vesicant and
poison gas, one effect of which was to blister the mouth,
:irmpits and face, and affect the eyes. 19x8 Daily Mail 16
Au^. 17/4 Tanks, armoured cars, and nmstard-gas shells,

Uastard seed. 3. (Earlier examples.)
1809 Ff.sskndkn Pi/Is Poetical 8 Her single good gun

lo.-id«i with mustard seed shot. 1834 Southern Lit. Messen-
ger I. 182 He might as well attempt to batter the rock of
Gibralter with mustard seed shot as to attack the yellow
fever with alkali. 1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 440
None of the fine mustard-seed or robin, but the heavy
duck-shot,

Uuster, 5^.^ 9. Add: muster^field^ -ground
(earlier example).
1838 B. Draks Tales 179 Our sons;. .assembling in the

' *muster field *, divide themselves into armies, and pelt

each other with Buckeye balls. 1841 Foote Texas .y

Texans I. 235 The inhabitants,.were convened on a
"Muster-ground.

ISasterer^ (mo'staraa). Austral, [f. Muster
v.^ (sense 6) + -hr ^.] One who musters sheep or

cattle.

1899 L. Cockayne in Glasgow Herald 22 Aug. (1925) 4,

I have never seen It Ithe kea] attack sheep, nor have I met
with anyone—shepherd, musterer, or mountain traveller

—who has done sa X9«7 Observer 25 Sept. 21/3, I had the
opportunity of meeting.. drovers and mustererson the great
Queensland sheep runs.

BCxUBtexiUR, vbl. sb. b. (Add example.)
1841 Southern Lit. Messenger W\. 768/1 Who should I

see.. but .Mr. Jim Guest himself, in the same spry dress

I had seen liiin in in the morning; mustering jacket and
trowsers, and tarpaulin hat.

MustiC, variant of MousTrcK.

Uutant (mi«*tant), a. and sb. Biol. [ad. L.

?««/iZ«/-^/« pr. pple. of /«z//rtr^ to change.] a. adj.

That is the result of mutation, b. sb. A form or

species resulting from mutation.
1901 Pep. Brit. Assoc. 848 A period in which they do form

mutants, to use the terminology of de Vries, which mutants
may be true to seed. 1903 Amer. Naturalist Nov. 742 No
forms intermediate between the mutants, or between the
mutants and the parent type were found. ..The mutant
forms were really groups of phylogenetic value. 1918 Bab*
COCK & Clausen Genetics Agrjc. 28G Hence they breed true

in the main but occasionally throw the new combinations of
diverse elements which have come to be known as ' mutants '.

i^M% Glasgow Herald 25 Jan. 10 Race-making was due.. to

the m-breeding and isolation of similar variants or mutants.

1930 R. A. Fisher Genetical Theory Nat. Select. 11 In
domestication, .not only is the rigour of Natural Selection

relaxed so that mutant types can survive, .hut [etc.].

SCatarotatiou (mi^tar^t^-Jan). Physical ,

Chem. [f. L-. viuta-re to change + Rotation.] i

MUZZIiE.

The change in the amount of optical rotation of
substances (especially sugars) in solution. Origin-
ally called *IJmoTATiON.

^9**7 J- ^- Cohen Org. Chem. 100 The name was changed
from birolation to multirotation. As the latter term implies
some simple ratio between the original and final values the
word mutarotation recently adopted by Lowry. .is to be
preferred. 1916 A. P. Mathews Physiol. Chem. 49 The
mutarotation of levulose is probably due . . to the fact that it

exists in solution in two forms.

Mutate, v. Add : c. intr. To undergo bio-
logical mutation,
1926 Carr-Saundf.rs Eugenics 43 Genes which were not

present in the paient sometimes appear in the offspring.
They seem to arise by the transformation of pre-existing
genes. Existing genes sometimes ' mutate '.

Mutational (mi^tJi-J^nal), a. [f. Mutation
-I--AL.] Of or pertaining to mutation.
1904 Nature 25 Feb. 386/2 DeVries's 'mutational varia-

tions.

Mutationist (mi^t^i-Janist). Biol. [f. Mu-
tation + -1ST.] One who stresses the importance
of mutation as a factor in producing new and
* higher* forms or species.

1904 Science 10 June 881/2 It might be inferred that
Lamarckians and Darwinians are, .regarded as believers in
adaptiveness as a factor in evolution, and mutationists are
necessarily supposed to hold the opposite view. 1909 P^abian
News XX. 76/1 The mad mutationist who claims that
evolution takes place by mutation only. 1911 A. D. Darbi-
SHiRE Breeding^ Mendelian D/scov. 4 The point at issue
between the Selectionist. .and the Mutationist, is this.

Mutilla (mi«ti-]a). [Mod.L. , the name of the
genus.] An insect of the genus MutiUa; a solitary

ant.

1881 Harper's Mag. Dec. 75/r The grasshopper felt the
fangs of the Mutiila at the nape of his neck.

Mutt (mot), slang, (orig. C/.S.) [Apparently
abbreviated f. /««//(7«-:^^a£/ Mutton 8 b.] One who
is stupid, ignorant, awkward, blundering, incom-
petent, or the like ; a blockhcnd, duUnrd, or fool.

1910 O. Johnson Varmint ^7 7 Engaged to that Ver Plank
fellow that was hanging around. 1 think he's a mutt, igxi
R. W. Chambers Common Laiu x, 282 It's going to be hard
for her. She can't stand for a mutt—and it's the only sort
that will marry her. 1918 E. M. Roberts Plying Pi«hter
1 07 He opined that it was a shame to send a ' mutt ' like me
down to a battery to create trouble. 1920 Blackw. Mag.
Feb. 176/2 The elder brother was a quiet, inoffensive kind
of a mutt. 1924 P. G. Wodehouse Inimit. Jeeves xiv, 160
The Cynthia affair had jarred the luifortunate mutt to such
an extent that [etc.]. xgag Chesterton Tales ofLong Bow
V. 179, I reckon those mutts didn't get on to what they
were selling me.

b. A term of contempt applied to a dog.
X91X R. W. Chambers Common Law x. 310 Now fat old

women .. Arrive to exercise their various dogs; And 'round
and 'round the little mutts all run. 1916 H. L. Wilson
Somewhere in Red Gap vii. 296 They turned out to be mere
dogs;.. kind of yapping mutts that some parties would
poison off. 19*7 Ladies'' Home Jml. Dec. 4/1 Be careful

the mutt doesn't get into a race with a caterpillar some day,
and die of heart collapse.

SQtutton. Add : 7. (Recent example.)
1930 Punch 28 May 606/3 I^oth Houses, having dealt with

the Whitsuntide holidays, resumed their muttons.

8. b. mutton-faced a., having a face suggestive

of mutton (as a term of abuse) ; mutton-head
(earlier example).
x89> Stevenson & Osbourne Wrecker xii. 193 'You

^,— , little, *inutton-faced Dutchman, Nares would bawl.

1804 Fkssenden Terrible Tj-actoration 159 And couldst

thou, pertinacious Bradley, But maul these *niutton heads,

most sadly.

3IIutualist. 1. Add: K\so allrib.

1909 F. J JAW TQH J ?-d Prench Republic xiv. 220 From 1S52

onwards, the Mutualist movement extended rapidly.

Sllutualistic (mitt:ti«ali*stik). Biol. [f. Mu-
TUAUST + -ic] Characterized by mutualism.
igoa Websticr Suppl. 1911 J. G. McIntosh ManvJ.

Varnishes III. 291 Giard does not see that the ants are

enemies of the cochineal.. .Their relations are mutualistic

and in no way predatory or parentic.

Mux (mz^ks), sb. U.S. colloq. [f. the vb.] A
disordered or muddled state ; = Muck sb}- 4,
18.. Eliz. Stoddard Tivo Men iv. 28 (Funk) I knew you

would come back. Now we are in a mux. 1890 Ceutu>y
Diet., il/ux, work performed in an awkward or improper
manner ; a botch ; a mess ; as, he made a mux of it.

BIux (m2?ks), V. U.S. and dial. [Of obscure

formation: cf. Muss z/., Muck ^'. and dial, inucksy

dirty.] = Muck v. 4.

1806 Balance (Hudson, N. Y.) 26 Aug. 272 (Th.) To do
observance, make obliging mention, Wink lovingly, nuix

chastity away. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer, (ed. 21 s.v.,

To mux is much used in New England for }nuss ; as * Don't
mux my crinoline.' 1867 Blackmore Lorna Doone (1869)

III. X. 157 By vice of mismanagement on the part of my
mother, and Nicholas Snowe, who had thoroughly muxed
up everything, being too quick-headed, a 1877 J. M.Bailey
'J'hey all do it 21 (Bartleti) Stop muxin' that bread !.. you've

eaten enough for twenty people. I shan't have you muxing
and gitumiiigup the victuals.

IKCuzziliess. (Add example.)
1904 Athenmum 7 May 599/2 We lament the muzziness

which seems inseparable from the process employed.

Bluzzle,^^-^ Add : 3. C. transf. To close (a

fishing-net).

1876 F. Fbancts Bk. Angling xii. (ed. 4) 438 The Esk..is

a fine river, and would be finer if tlie Solway slake nets

were only muzzled.



MUZZLE.

Ktinle, v.^ 9. (Later example.)

1880 • K. Bolmewood' RoUtf^ nnder ArmsTixi, Tim
and 1 jumped off..and muzzled him [the constable).

Muzzy, 1. Add: 3. Co/«i5., as muzzy-hoad-

edness, a fuddled or intoxicated condition.

iar> M0TT8AM Eurofa's Brtst vn. 169 Cocktails were

she" silliness, a short cut to nmzzy-headedness.

Mval (msi-al), a. [f. Gr. i^-is, liv-os muscle (see

Mvo^) + -AL.] Associated with a myotome or

muscular segment.

1901 F':c)-cl. Brit. XXV. 386/2 The ventral roots on the

conirao', are myal or segmental in position.

Mygalid (mi-gaiid). Zooi. [f. mod.L. My-
galidm the name of a family of spiders.] A spider

of the family Mygalidx. „. , „
loao J. Ritchie Anim. Life Scot!, viii. 447 A Bird-tating

Spider CMygalid)..has appeared in Edinburgh.

Myo-. Add : MyoflbrU [Fibril], a muscular

fibril. Myometrium [Gr. inrrpa womb], the

muscular substance of the uterus. Myoneme [Gr.

vrjim. thread], a muscular fibril found in certain

protozoans.

1903 Jml. R. Microsc. Sec. Feb. 38 The terminal delicate

discs of the *myofibril form a membrane (etc.). 1907 Prac-

tititmeriy^c. 792 The 'myometrium contained many thick-

walled blood-vessels. 1903 Jml. R. Micrnsc. Sac. Oct. 618

A. Prenant.. has begun naturally with the so-called *myo.

nemes of Protozoa. 1914 Fantham & Porter Someminute
Auim. Parasites (yj This membrane, .is traversed by con-

tractile elements known as rayonemes.

Hyocardiac (maioka-jdiak), a. [f. MrocAR-

DIDM ¥ -AC.] Of or pertaining to the myocardium.

1908 Practitioner Oct. 610 As the author says, myocardiac

deficiency is the chief indication for the Nauheim treat,

ment.

Myoepitlielial (m3i«iepi>r-lial), a. [f. Mto-
-)- Epithelial.] Of animal cells : Having the

characteristics of muscular cells in addition to being

epithelial.

64

j88i F. M. Balfour Compar. Embryol. 11. 550 In all the

Coelenterata, except the Ctenophora, the contractile elements

of the body wall consist of filiform processes of ectodermal

or entodermal epithelial cells. The elements provided wilh

these processes, which were first discovered by Kleinenljerg,

.-ire known as myo-epithelial cells. 1904 Nature 3 Mar.

431/1 At certain stages complete continuity could be ob-

served between motor nerve trunk and the protoplasmic

body of the myoepithelial cell.

Myoid (mai-oid), a. [f. Mvo--h-oid.] Re-

sembling a muscle ; composed of muscular tissue.

As sb., a structural part in the retinal cones and

rods.

1857 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex., Myoid, an epithet given to

tumors composed of fibre cells or muscular fibres oi organic

life. 1900 R. M. GUNN in Lancet 7 July 7/2 The cell-body,

traced from the cuticular end, begins as a distinct granular

protoplasmic swelling, called the myoid.

Myomatous, a. Add : Also, affected with

mvoma.
1900 Lancet 18 Aug. 501/1 There would be found to be

about 1,000,000 myomatous women in their present popula-

tion.

Myomectomy (maiome-ktomi"). Surg. [f.

Myoma -^ Gr. ixTOiO] excision.] The excision of a

uterine myoma ; myomotomy.
1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet. 1900 Lancet 18 Aug. soi /'

Myomectomy should always be done when it was possible

to save the uterus. 1908 Practitioner Oct. 608 Vaginal

myomectomy.

Myriapodal (miriae-p^dal'), a. [f. Mykiapoda

•i- -AL.] of or pertaining to Myriapoda.
1891 Ref. U.S. Nat. Mus. 258 Comparatively little can

ever be known concerning the probably great abundance of

Insect, Arachnid, and Myriapodal life of former geological

time.

Myrmeco-. Myrmecologlst (example).

1901 W. M. Wheeler in Anier. Naturalist XXXV. 432

While it thus becomes necessary to review much that is well

known to the myrmecologist, I hope [etc.].

Uyrtlei ib- 5. Add : myrtle- of-the-river

MYSTIPICATOBY.

U.S., a shrub ofthe Myrtle family (see quot. 1917) ;

myrtle warbler = myrtle bird.

1917 Saffoku in Smithsonian Rep. 384 The *myrtle^)f-

the-river. .(Ca^_^/raMM« znzygiuni) with opposite glossy

leaves and clusters of fruit resembling blueberries. X9S4

J. A. Thomson Science Old ^ New v. 27 Even the names
transport us into a land of pure delight— the paradise tree,

the myrtle-of-the-river, the marlberry, and the bois.fidele.

1893 B. Tokrev Fcotpatli- Way 95 Not so was it with the
*myrtle warblers. 190* S. E. White Blazed Trail xlii.

296 Myrtle and Magnolia warblers, oven birds, peewits.,

passed silently or noisily.

Myrtly (mautli), a. [f. Myrtle rf. ) -Y 1.]

Containing myrtles or redolent of myrtle.

1882 Armstrong Garlandfr, Greece 135 Every brake And
myrtly jungle seemed to undulate With motions of strange

beings.

Mysid (mi-sid). [f mod.L. Mysidas the name
of the family.] A member of the family Mysidx ;

an opossum-shrimp.
1927 J. A. Thomson in Glasgow Herald 7_May 4 The

somewhat shrimp-like crustaceans called Mysids flex their

tails when one taps on the window of the aquarium with

a glass rod.

Mystery^. 13. Add: mystery-mongenng;

mystery ship, an armed and camouflaged mer-

chantman used to destroy submarines in the war of

1914-18 ; a Q-boat.
1912 Mrs. R. Davids Bnddhism i. 20 There is no evidence

. .that this late recourse to writing was due to any *mystery-

mongering or esotericism. X919 W. De Morgan Old Mad-
twuse xvi. 259 ^^ knew well how prone the human mind

is to mj-stery-mongering. 1916 k. NoVES Uitle) *Mystery

ships. 1919 Boy's Oum Paper }\x\y 456'! What a profound

sensation has been aroused,.by the doings of our British

Mystery-Ships, or Q-Boats. 1920 Pearson's Mag. Jan.

84/1 These operations were greatly aided by the gallant

actions of British ' Q ' ships or ' mystery ships '.

Mystificatcry, a. (Later example.)

1927 C E. Montague Right offMap viii. 68 This mysti-

ficatory drug liad been worliing to some effect on the people

of Ria's City.



N
JT. I. 1. c. (Add example.)

1899 J. G. MiLLAis Breathfr. Veldt 55 The birds alighting

in the background are represented in their usual N-shaped
formation.

II. 1. N.C.O. " Non-commissioned officer

;

N.G. = No good.
1803-10Orderly Bks. ofManx Fencibles in Yn Lioar Man.

ninagk Jan.-Apr. (1890) I. 153 Any party, consisting of 6

men or upwards, must have a N.CO.. .appointed to go with

them. 1883 Army Regytl, II. 102 (margin). Report on con-

viction of N.C.O. by civil power. 19x5 C&rnhill Mag. Mar.
388 Had a chat with my N.C.O-s.

1840 St. Louis Daily Pennant 20 June, The bells, boys,

and engines tried to get up afire last night, but it was N.G.
s888 Cincinnati Weekly Caz. 22 Feb. (Farmer) Hill claims

. . that he will make the farmers sweat who have been assert-

ing that his claim was N.G- 1904 N. V. Times 14 May 9
The store people sent the check to the bank, and were
astonished when it was sent back with the ominous letters

* N.G.' marked across it.

'n, coUoq. U.S,^ reduced form oi than.

X903 Kate D. Wiggin Rebecca i. We've only just started

on it,. .'it's more'n two hours'. 1910 Mvlforo //t^along
Cassidy ix. 63 He hates Greasers worse'n I do.

IfabatSBafU (nsebairan), sd. and a. Also 7- Ua-
bathsean. [f. L. N(^a^h)X'Us^ Gr. Na^aToT-oy,

Iia0a0cu-os (cf. Nebdtu the native name of the

country) + -an,] a. sb. One of an ancient Arabian

people ; their language, b. adj. Of or pertaining

to the Nabatseans.
x6ox Holland Pliny xii. xx. I. 374 The Troglodyte Naba-

tbscans : who onely of the ancient Nabatlucans, there setled

and remained. X875 Encycl. Brit. III. 411/2 Two forms
of Shemitic writing (the Palmyrenian.., and the Sinaitic or

Nabaihacan). \Z^Ibid. XVII. 160/1 iVa^a/ara«j, a famous
people of ancient Arabia. X897 Recent Research in Bible

Lands (ed. H. V. Hilprecht) 146 Between the decline of the

Nabatean Empire and the appearance of Muhammad, 19XX

Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 626/1 The language of this country

was Nabataean. 19*0 Public Opinion 9 July 42/3 Little

did the ancient. .Nabataeans imagine that a people called

Americans would one day wander among the ruins of their

proud city.

Nabob. 4. (Earlier example.)
X803 Eliza S. Bowne GirCs Life So V'rs. <^f£»(i888) 151 Silk

nabobs, plaided, colored and white, are much worn, very
short waists, hair very plain.

Nacelle. Read fL Obs. and add :

2. The framework containing the engine(s), etc.,

of an aeroplane or airship.

X909 Aero 13 July 117/2 The dirigible.. has a screw at

either end of the nacelle or cradle. Ibid. 27 July 146/a
* Nacelle '. .means the metal or wood framework of a dirigible

or an aeroplane. 1990 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 195/1 The spirit

was not entering the tank, but spilling over the sides on to

the floor of the nacelle.

Nacreosity (n^kr/,(7 siti). [f. Naceeous a +
-ITY.] The iridescence of nacre, or a quality

suggesting this.

193X Observer 27 Sept. 10 Nacrcosity is a pearly iridescence.

Nag, V. 3. Add : Also transf.

i9ax Challenge 28 Oct. 375/1 He nags his brain into a state

of consuming doubt, but dares not arrive at any conclusion.

Nagaiia(naga*na). [Zulu nakane.'\ A disease

affecting domesticated animals in South Africa,

bcUcTed to be caused by trypanosomes introduced

by the bite of the tsetse fly ; tsetse-fly disease. Also

€Utrib,

1895 D. Bruce {titled Preliminary Report on the Tsetse

Fly-Disease, or Nagana, in Zululand. 1896 Nature 16 Apr,

567/1 Nagana pursues a much slower course in cattle than

in horses. X904 Q. Rev. July 120 The ' fly districts* where

nagana disease is rife, xoaj lifttes 29 Dec. 11/3 It was be.

lievcd that wild game.. formed a permanent reservoir from

which tsetses could convey ' nagana ' to domestic stock.

Nagged (naegd), ppl. a, [-bd l.] Annoyed,

irritated.

X893 Kate D. Wiccin Polly Oliver ix. (1894) looExistcnce

was wearing a particularly dismal aspect on that afternoon.

.. He felt ' nagged ', injured, blue, out of sorts with fate.

Naggish (nac-gij), a.2 [f. Nag j*.1 +-ish.] Of
horses : Suggestive of a nag; small, inferior.

a xSoo spirit Farmer's Museum (1801) 204, I sec some
here in gay coats, mounted on naggish horses.

Naggy (nse-gi),a.a [f. Nag jM + -t1.] Of
horses : Inferior in size or quality ; naggish.

a i86x T, WiNTHROP John Brent vii. 68 The little villain's

mount was a red roan, a Flat-head horse, rather naggy, but

perfectly hardy and wiry.

Naiad. Add : 2. A stage in the development

of an insect from the larva ; -Nymph 3.

I9a9 Encycl. Brit. VII. 570/2 Dragon-flics .. pass through

an incomplete metamorphosis and their nymphs or naiads

are aquatic

Nail, sb, 13. a. Add : nailfile, polish,

X9aa F. Courtenav Physical Beauty 47 When you have

shaped the external edge of the nails with a fine pair of

scissors, finish with emery or a steel *aail file.

SUPPT.

14. a, nail factory J machine (earlier example),
mill\ nail-gall^ a nail-shaped gall produced on
the leaves of the lime by the mite Phytoptus Hlirn

;

nail-plate (earlier example) ; nail-set, a driving
punch for nails; nail-stubb, a worn horse-shoe
nail; a stub-nail.
X833 H. Barnard in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 374, I

found my old friend.. who took me to see, .a *nail factory
[etc.]. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 46/1 The lime-leaf ' *nail-gaUs ' of
Phytoptus tiliae closely resemble the ' trumpet-galls formed
on American vines by aspecies of Cecidomyia. iSxtjE. Dana
Geog. Sk. 77 Zanesville is . . at the falls, whereon various mills

are erected .. including .. an oil mill, *nail machine, and
woolen factory. X849 Rep. U.S. Comm, Patents, Agric.
(1S50) Q3 Within its present limits are about fifty cotton
factories . . seven rolling, slitting, and *nail mills. X797 Essex
Inst. Hist, Coll. LIV. 107 Agreed with Mr. Allen to work
at eight shillings pr. ton.. cutting every kind of rods and
dubhte for iron hoops or *nail plates. 1917 H. A. Freeman
A Certain Dr. Thorndyke 11. xviii. Carpenters don't fix

mouldings on with screws. They use nails and punch them
in with a '*nail-set' and stop the holes with putty. 1851
Mf-lville Moby Dick cxiii. (1926) 483 Look ye, blacksmith,
these are the gathered ^naiUstubbs ofthe steel shoes of racing
horses.

b. nail-driver (transf. examples).
1823 J. F. Cooper Pilot I. viii. 106 The cannon, above

which were painted the several quaint names of 'boxer*,..

'exterminator', and 'nail-driver , x87a Life 0/ Bill Hick-
man 54 (Th.), I had a nail-driver [fc. a horse], very swift, and
no end to his bottom.

ITail, V, 8. a. (Add example.)
1876 Coursing Calendar 303 Napoleon . . turned twice, and

nailed his hare in a hedge.

Ifail-b-Ole. Add : 2. The notch in the blade

of a pocket-knife into which the thumb-nail is put

to open it.

1839 Ure*s Diet. Arts I. 380 The small recess called the

nail hole, used in opening the knife, is made while it is still

hot by means ofa cniseL

Ifail-rod. 1. b. (Earlier examples.)
18x3 A7/«' Weekly Reg.y, 190/1 Of iron.— ..nail rods and

nails, implements of husbandry, etc. x868 Rep, U.S, Com-
missioner Agric, (1869) 433 The most convenient method of

destroying the bugs is by using a pair of tongs made of nail-

rod.

ITail-tool. (Later U.S. examples.)
X77Q in Narragansett Hist. Reg, I. 03 Made nails and

mended the nail tool. Ibid. 97 Made nail tools and hammer.

ITaked. A. adj, 17. Add ; naked boys, the

meadow saffron or autumn crocus.
X738 Dis^ERiNG Catal. Plants, Meadow Saffron flowers in

November without Leaves, whence Gardiners call them
Naked Boys. 1789 G. White Jmls. (1931) 343 Cokhicum
autumnale, naked boys, blows.

Name, sb. Add: L O. Stock Exchange, The
ticket bearing tlie name of the purchaser of stock

which is handed over to the selling stockbroker on

name-day or ticket-day.

X907 Foley & Gould Stock Excfu 178 It is called the ticket

or name day because of the passing of tickets or names on

that day. 1911 Q. Rev. July 08 In order to run the faster in

the settling room beneath the Stock Exchange 'passing

names'.

15. (in sense * bearing a name ') name-label

j

•ribbon ; name-daughter (later example) ; name-
flower, used with reference to a person, the flower

which has the same name as the person ; name-
piece, -story, in a book containing several pieces

or stories, that piece or story whose title is given

to the whole book ; name-worthy a., worthy of

being named or mentioned,
X891 Stevkmson Lett. Nov. (1901) 11. 241, 1 shall begin

to despair of everything but my *name-daughter. 1907

QuiLLER-CoocH Major Vigoureux ii. 20 Glorious trumpet

daffodils !.. Major [NarcisselVigoureux delighted in them.

Were they not his *name-flower? X909 Daily Chron. 28

Oct. 4/5 The bride herself held a large white bouquet of her

name flowers. X910 Westm. Gaz. 14 Mar. 11/2 Affixing red

*name-labels to their seats in the Council Chamber. 1924

Glasgow Herald 24 Apr. 4 The *name-piece of the volume

is a genealogical.. account of this branch of the. .family.

1905 Daily Chron. 23 Feb. 6/5 *Name-ribbons may have to

be changed. X9a7 Observer 24 Apr. 8/4 There is an air of

strain, as if she were attempting—at any rate in the *name-

story (the others are nearer her usual vein)—to achievo a

high-lown style and aimosphere outside her scope. X9aa

Chambers'sCycl. Eng. Lit. III. 693/1 TheGro^utk of Love,

Prometheus the Fire-giver {^Z^-^, Eros ff Psyche (1885), are

•nameworthy poems.

IVameable, a- 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1780 J. Adams 2b Lett. Revol. Atner. (1789) 23 The sixth

talk is to shew, *that no person, in .\merica, is of so much
influence, power, or credit, that his death, or corruption, by
English money, could be of any nameable cotisequcnce '.

Name-day. Add

:

3. Stock Exchange, In the sale of registered

securities : That day (of the days over which the

settlement extends) on which the seller receives

irom the buyer a ticket giving the name, address,

and other particulars of the person into whose
name the securities are to be transferred. Also
called ticket-day,

X902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 23/2 The second day, when there
are three, and the second and third days, when there are
four, are the ' ticket days ' or *name days . 1907 [see *Name
sb. I cj.

Zfaiiny (nae-ni). Also nanna. A child's form
of address to a nurse ; hence, a children's nurse.
X864 Chambers's Jml. Sept. 506/1 Don't you know I'm a

locomotive, and that you should always shunt yourself on to

a siding when you hear me coming, Nanny? 1901 Punch
4 Dec. 405/3 Please, Nanna, don't turn on the dark. 19x2 A.
Neil Lyons C/ara i. 3 That little boy was. .inured to the
coming and goin^ of 'nannies*. 19*7 A. P. Herbert ATis-

leading Cases xviii. 132 His brothers and sisters, his aged
Nanny, and various domestics.

Wap, sb,^ Add : 4. l/.S. Temper, anger. Cf.

BiBSE Sb.^ 2.

1845 J. J, Hooper Taking Census i. 155 This information
brought our nap right up. 1849 D. Nason ^ml. 112 The
bootblack,having got his nap up, came round very cautiously.

Ifap, sb.^ 2. Add : Nap hand-, a *hand' which
will probably take all five tricks in the game of

nap ; a strong hand, Also^^.
X899 Captain I. 369/2 He showed me the way to deal my-

self a ' nap ' hand, no matter who shuflled the cards.

c. A tip that a horse is certain to win.
1805 Starting Price 30 Mar. 1/2 Our ' Outsider's * nap of

Docker for the Hainton Stakes.
_
X927 Daily Tel. 10 May 6

A tip is a tip that a horse may win ; a nap relates to a horse

that is certain to win.

ITap (nsep), v,^ [f. *Nap sb,^ 2 c] trans. To
recommend (a horse) as a certain winner.
X917 Daily Express 22 June 17/7 Great Chum napped fo^*

White City Cup Final.

Ifapa (nae'pa). Alsonappa. [The name of a

county and town in California, U.S.A.] Leather

prepared from sheep- or goat-skin by a special

tawing process. Also attrib.

X897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather (cd. 2) 275 The staking

machine, .can be adjusted to any kind of leather, including

napa. 1903 Flemming Pract, Tanning ^f^ The makingof
Napa leather. The cheapest tannage by which sheepskins

arc tanned is the Napa tannage, so called because it origi-

nated in Napa, Cal. X9ai B. E. Ellis Gloves ^ Glove

Trade 58 'Nappa' gloves are made from tawed leathers.

1928 Daily Sketch 7 Aug. 14/2 We can buy washable nappa,

suede, kid and antelope.

K'ape, sb.'^ 2, b, (Modem example.)
1884 GooDE Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim, 201 George's fish

are very fat fish with white 'napes*.

Ifapkin, sb, 4. napkin-ring (earlier ex-

ample).
x686 Inventory in Narragansett Hist. Reg, III. 105, 18

Napkins & 9 Napkin Rings.

Napoleon. 2. For * top-boot ' read * long boot '.

3. (Later examples.)
x88o Harper's Mag. May 917/1 The artillery is almost

entirely the old brass Napoleon. 1897 (?k//«^ XXX, 8o/i

These gun companies were each supplied with one X2-

pounder Napoleon gun and one Galling gun.

4. b. =*Nap j^,5 3 c.

189s starting Price 33 Mar, i/i With ruinous 'all day
wires' and extortionately priced 'Napoleons ' wc will have
nothing to do.

19'apOO (nap«), int.j a. and v. Also napooli.

colloq. [Corruption of F. {it n^y e)n a plus there is

no more.] a. int. Finished ;
gone ; done for

;

'nothing doing', b. adJ, Finished; good for

nothing ; dead ; useless. C. v. trans. To do for

;

to finish, kill or destroy.

X91S * Ian Hay ' First Hundred Thou. 302 You say 'Na
pooh I

* when you push your plate away after dinner. .
.

' Poor

Bill got na-poohed by a rifle-grenade yesterday. ' 19x7 W. J-

L0CK.B Red Planet xv'u ig^ Instinctively I stretched out my
hand. He laughed. * Napoo. You must take it as gripped.'

1919 J. B. Morton Barber of Putney xv. 253 'Cant do

nothing,* said Curly, ' 'e's napoo/ Ibid. 301 Even if they

themselves were na-pooed, they'd hate to think of the lousy

Boche living in their home. 1915 N. Venner Imperfect

Impostor i. If you haven't got a job to do, you're a washout.

You might as well be napood right off, X929 Priestley

Good Comp. \\\. ii. 510 She \sc. a motor-car) was napoo before

I got up to Newcastle.

Nappe (nsep). [ad. F. nappe (Nape j3,2) table-

cloth."] 1. Hydraulics, The sheet of water that

falls over a weir or similar surface.

1906 HoRTON WeirExperiments{C/.S. Geol.Suro., Water-

Supply etc No. X50) 7 'Jhe French term ' nappe '
suggesting

the curved surface ofa cloth hanging over the edge of a table,

has been fittingly used to designate the overfalhng sheet ol

water. X9a3 V. C. Lea Hydraulics 81 The sheet of water

flowing over a weir or through a notch is generally caliea

the vein, sheet, or nappe,
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NAPPY.
2. GeoL A recumbent fold or anticline ofa special

character. Also Comb.
19*7 L. W. Collet Struct, Alps lo According to Haup, a

nappe is a recumbent oHiicline..^ the reversed limb of which

has partly disappeared owing to stretching. 1919 P. G. H.
BoswELL^a//* Theory in Alps 12a The structure of the

Romande nappe-mountains is extraordinarily complex.

Uappy (Q^*pO» ^^'^ Nursery and colloquial

name tor Napkin.
19*7 W. E. CoLLiNSON Contetnp. Eng, 7.

Iffarcissino (najsi-ssiri), iz. Add: 2. Resem-

bling, or of the nature of, Narcissus (see next)

;

loving or admiring oneself.

1911 Max Beerbohm Zuleika Dohson ii, Yet was there

nothing Narcissine in her spirit. Her love for her own image

was not cold a^stheticism.

Ifarcissism (najsi*siz*m), [ad. G, Narzissis-

musX the name of Narcissus, a beautiful youth who
fell in love with his own reflection in a fountain

(Ovid Metam, in. 370) + -ism.] Excessive love or

admiration of oneselfand all that pertains to oneself.

X916 E.Jones tr. FerenczCs Contrib. Psycho-Anal. 198

Auto-erotism and narcissism are thus the omnipotent stages

of erotism. 19*1 Nature 23 June 516 The recent work of

the Freud school on narcissism.
^ 1925 Contemp.^ ^^': Nov.

631 The maintenance and dominance . of the individual's

Narcissism tends always to regressive behaviour.

ITarcissist (naisisist), [f. as prec. + -1ST.] A
person affected with narcissism,

1930 B. Russell Conq. Happiness i. L 22 A narcissist,..

inspired by the homage paid to great painters, may become
an art student,

ITarcissistic (najsisi*stik), at. [ad, G. nar-
zissistischj or f. as prec. + -rsTic] Of or pertaining

to narcissism ; marked by excessive love of self.

1916 E. Jones tr. FerenczCs Contrib. Psycho-Anal. 174,

I was just striving to make clear to a patient her excessive
ambition, arising from narcissistic fixation. 1920 B. Low
Psycho-Anal. 66 The character-reactions which bridge the

gulf between the two sets of Narcissistic and Sublimating
desires. 1995 Contemp. Rev. Nov. 631 Narcissistic emotion
unrelated to external reality,

Harcoleptic (najk£>le*ptik), a, [f, Narco-
I-epsy: cf. Kpileptic] Of the nature of narcolepsy.

15(04 G. S. Hall Adolescence I. 264 Sometimes a sense of
fatigue, lassitude, and sleepiness, rarely narcoleptic, may
supervene.

Ifarragansett (n^eragse-nset). U,S. [The
name of a tribe of American Indians and of a bay
on the east coast of America.]
1. Narragansett pacer, (See quot. 1859.)
1809 W. Irving Knickerh. iv. iii. (1825) 152 Stoffel Brlnker-

hofT. .made his triumphant entrance into town, riding on
a Naraganset pacer. 1835 Knickerbocker Mag. V. J03 But a
person now jumped out from our row, with the quickness of
a Narragansett pacer, 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer.y Narra.
ganseti Pacer^ a breed of Rhode Island horses once very
famous; but although we often \i^3x oi Narragansett pacers,
.there is now no particular breed so called. z886 Harpers
Mag. J[uly 166/2 Colonial aristocracy . . perhaps best known
for their breed of Narragansett pacers.

^ ellipt. a. A Narragansett pacer.
x8a6 J. F. Cooper Last ofMohicans ii, Giving ber Narra-

ganset a smart cut of the whip. 1845 S. Juao Margaret
iiL 398 Nimrod.. made us a purchase of some beautiful
Narragansetts with draught and carriage horses.

b. A hog.
1852 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 332 Swine—variously

known as narragansetts, alligators,.. and flea breeders.

ITarrow. A, adj. 1. e. Add : narrow axe,
an axe having a short cutting edge.
1641 Connecticut Public Rec. I. 444 A broad axe, 2 narrow

axes, wimbell and chessells. x'jtf^Lett. to Washington!. 136
Broadaxes are wanted, narrow axes I have been obliged to
order some to be made.

7. narrow-beamed,
1927 Observer 14 Aug. 7/4 Agile, narrow-beamed cars, with

plenty of acceleration and 'safety-first' brake-power, are his
ideal.

Zfarrow, v. 1. Add : Also with down.
1906 L. J. Vance Terence O'Rourke ii. ii. 214 Then It

narrowed down to a mere contest of endurance.
2. Also with down and in.

1885 J, }Ao^ms Kotaka x\, 106 The entire force and volume
of the Fuzikawa being here narrowed down to the width of
the gorge. 1885 Sir J. W. Dawson Egypt ^ Syria ii. 39 It
IS just where the broad expanse of alluvium., is narrowed in
by that great promontory. 1889 Stevenson Master of
Ballantrae iv, The family was now so narrowed down (in-
deed, there were, .just the father and the two sons) that it
was possible to break the entail.

ITary, a. (Earlier examples.)
i8ax Massachusetts Spy 14 Feb. (Th.) He asked her

whether she was most fond of writingprose or poetry. * Nary
one,' says she, 'I writes small hand.' 1834 Seba Smith
Sel. Lett. Major Downing z8 Nary side couldn't pull up
tother.

r f

STasalism, (Add example.")
1884 Proc. Roy. Soc Edtn, (1887) XXXII. 349 The Yankee

nasalism is another familiar instance of the same kind.

Ifasalizable (n^i-zablzab'l), a. [f. Nasalize
V. + -able] Capable of being pronounced nasally.
187a Haldeman Pennsylvania Dutch 11 This vowel being

nasalisable.

Nascence. (Later example.)
1901 Science 21 June 983/1 Formations often disappear

through the agency of fires, floods, mankind, etc., in which
cases new formations may arise by nasccnce.

Ifascently (n^e'sentU), adv. [f. Nascent a, +
-Lt2,] In a nascent manner; incipiently.

66

1920 Times Lit. Suppl, 29 Apr. 264/2 Notions of the type
of mana or orenda are of ' a nascently philosophic order '.

Nasieal, a, Hasically, adv. [See under
Nasik.] (Examples.)
1883 Encycl. Brit, XV. 215/2 The sum of any number and

the 8 numbers 3 from it, diagonally, and in its row and
column, is the constant Nasical summation. Ibid.2\6/\ The
n' cabelets of this solid square [might] be Nasicaliy filled

by the introduction of a new letter t.

Nastic (na*stik), a, Bot, [ad. Gr. type
vaariK-os f, vaaa^iv to press close, vaGT^o^ squeezed
together : see -ic] Applied to movements of
plants whose nature is not determined by external
stimulus.
xgia tr. Strasburger's Text-Bk, Bot. (ed. 4) 300 Nastic

movements, .are curvatures which bring about a particular
position in relation to the plant and not to the direction of
the stimulus. 1929 Sir J. C. BosEGrowth <S-

Tropic Movent,
Plants 216.

Nasute (nif^'ziz^t), a. Add: 3. Having a pro-
nounced proboscis or nose ; nose-shaped.
1884

J.
Hall in GeoL Mag. 560 In other forms, the anterior

extremity becomes nasutc or rostrate.

ITat (nat). [Burmese, f. Skt. *(|4| Ka/^41ord.]

In Burmah, a spirit or demon.
^ 1824 in G. H. Gough Mod. Traveller (1E26) 82 Carved
Images. .are to be seen.., the supposed representatives of
different nats or demons. 1858 C. T. W. Six Months in
Brit. Burtnah i. 13 The Nats who guard the royal city,

palace, and umbrella. 1923 Blackv). Mag. Aug. 149/1 We
had been talking., of folk-lore, superstitions, witches, djinns,
nats, spooks, ghouls and other inventions of primitive man.

b. Comb. J as nat-worship^ -worshipper,
1833 Let. in F. Wai^land Mem, A. Hudson (18$^) II. 56

The Dest outward test is to have refrained from rum, *nat-
worship, &c. 1910 Hastings's Encycl. Relig. ^ Ethics III.
21/1 The practical everyday religion of the whole of the
Burmese peoples is Animism, called generally in Burme.'^e
* Nat-worship ', 1906 Forlong Faiths of Man I. 257 s.v.

Barmah, *Nat-worshippers, t^z^ Blackw, Mag. Feb. 183/2
They are all Nat or spirit worshippers.

IDTatal (natse'l), sb,^ The name of a province of
the Union of South Africa, used attributively in the
names of (varieties of) plants and animals found
there, as Ifatal lily, a bulbous flowering plant,

Imantophyllutn miniatum ; Ifatal mahogany, a
South African timber tree, Kiggelaria drageana

;

Natal plum, a flowering plant, Carissa grandi^
folia^ of the dog-bane family, whose fruit resembles
a plum.
Z904 Amateur Gardener's Diary 184 *Natal Lily.,, half

hardy evergreen plants, with showy orange flowers. 19x1
Encycl. Brit. 'X.Vll. 399/1 Kiggelaria Dragearta , .is known
as *Natal mahogany. 1911 /bid. XIX. 253/2 Theamatun-
gulu or *Natal plum, .is one of the few wild plants with
edible fruit.

"Nsition, sb.^ Add; 5, d. (Earlier examples.)
1725 G. Chicken in Trav. Anier. Col. q8 John Sharp Indian

Trader. ., some time before the said Sharp came from the
Cherokees, went to one of the Towns in the said Nation.
1740 Coll. S. Carol. Hist. Soc. IV. 83, I desire also that you
will send me. .the Indian presents, with power to distribute
them, for much Depends upon the Nations.

9. Comb.y nation-wide, as wide as a nation ; ex-
tending over or affecting a whole nation,
1920 Edin. Rev. July no He derides the idea of a nation-

wide Radical Party. 1925 E. S. Jours Christ of Indian
Road iii. 72 A year ago began a struggle in South India that
has had nation-wide consequences.

IfatioUM A. adv. (Later example.)
1884 'Mark Twain' Huck. Finn xix, Looky here, Bilge-

water, . . I'm nation sorry for you, but you ain't the only per-
son that's had troubles like that.

B. adj. (Earlier example.)
1765 Moving Times (Bartlett 1877) I believe, my friend,

you're very right, They'll get a nation profit by 't.

C. sb, (If.S. examples.)
1884 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn xiil. Why, how in the

nation did they ever git into such a scrape? Ibid, xv, Why,
what in the nation do you mean? 1892 — jQ 1^000,000 Bank-
note (1893) 26 What in the nation she could find to laugh
about, / couldn't see, but there it was.

ITational. A. adj, 1, (Later examples.)
1878 Blacklky in igth Cent. Nov. 834 (art.) National In-

surance : A cheap, practical and popular means ofabolishing
poor rates. 1913 Q. Rev. Apr. 510 The labourer has gained
something in a pecuniary sense from., national insurance.

5. national bank (earlier example).
1838 Democratic Rev. Feb. I. 52 That portion of the plan

. . which involved a present non-committalism on the question
of a National Bank.

B. sb. Add: 4, b. (See quot.)

1904 J. Westlakk Intemat, Law i. 3 All the members of
a state, whether sovereign, subjects or citizens, are denoted
by the convenient term of its nationals,

5. = Grand National I see *Gran'D a, 12.

Z909 U^estnt. Gaz. 26 Mar. 12/1 A horse that had never
run a National. 1924 Galsworthv Forest in. i. 73 My
brother 's got a horse running in the National next spring

—

wonder if he'll think of putting me anything on?
Uationali-stically, adv. [f. Nationalistic

a. + -AL + -LY 2 ] On nationalistic lines.

1913 H. W. Robinson Relig. Ideas Old Test. 32 The
redemption is diSerently conceived and nationalistically
applied.

JSTationalize, v, 1. Add: AX^o cd)sol.

192a Times Lit. Suppl. 27 July 483/2 The Turk, still think-
ing in terms of religions,,,suddenly determined to Western-
ize and nationalize.

NAVAIilST.

Native, sb. 4. (Earlier and later examples of
phr. lo aslonish the natives.^
i8oa W. Irving Salmagundi Wks. I. 140 He was deter-

mined to astonish the natives a few. Ibid. 143 Young gentle-
men who come out from Birmingham to astonish the natives.
1901 MarahE. Ryan v1/<7«/a«avi. 96 Much of her afternoon
was spent there, .fashioning a party gown with which to
astonish the natives.

b. To go native : see *Go v. 1 8 b.

Native, a. Add : 12. C. Native son, a Cali-
fornian. U.S.
1916' B. M. hovfv-n' Phaiitofn Herdix. 27 He..backed out

of the way of the Native Son who sprawled himself over the
table corner.

Nativism. 1. (Earlier example.)
1844 H. Greelev Amer. Confiict (1865) 1. 168/2 The bale-

ful ' Nativism ' which bad just broken out in the great cities,
..had alarmed the foreign-liorn population.

Nativity. 6. (Modem example.)
1880 Skene Celtic Scot,\\\. 221 There are several kindsof

nativity or bondat^e.

Nattier blue. [f. the name of Jean-Marc
A^a///>?'(i685-i766), a French painter.] A shade
of blue much used by Nattier.
[1909 Westm. Gaz. 4 May 5/3 We have quoted the painter

Nattier for the soft shade of blue he used.] 1912 Queen 4
May p. xvii, The bonnet is fashioned of Nattier blue satin.

1918 W. J. Locke Rough Road xxi. 261 His own bedroom
with the satinwood furniture and nattier blue hangings.

Natural, sb, 1. (Later U.S. example.)
1^48 in Maryland Hist. Mag. VI. 229, I have taken Wife

—like a good Christian and am become a Natural of the
country or country born as some call themselves.

13. colloq. Short for natural life.

1923 WoDEHOUSE Carry on, Jeeves iii. sg, I didn't want to
have England barred to me for the rest of my naturaL

Natural, a. Add : 19, Comb.., as ttcUurai-

coloti.red.

X927 T. WooDHOusE Artificial Silk 85 Natural-coloured
artificial silk yarns.

Naturalist. Add: 3. C, One who deals in

or sells cage animals, pets, dogs, and the like, or
stuffed specimens of animals ; also, a skilled stuffer

and mounter of animals, a taxidermist,
1863 Cornhill Mag.'jz.n. 120 Some of us may have had the

misfortune to see some special pet carried off by death, and
to have sent it to a * naturalist,' to be stuffed.

Nature, sb. Add: 13. d. All nature^ every-

thing, every one, *all creation*. Like all nature,
completely, colloq, U.S.

^ 1819 Massachusetts Spy 3 Nov, 3/x Father and I have
just returned from the balloon—all nature was there, and
more too. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 93 Hurra for
you—that beats all nater I 1840 C. F. Hoffman Greyslner
III. xiv. 254 The poor critter would have been sucked under,
smashed on the rocky bottom, and dragged off like all natur.

15. nature-folk^ -lover, 'loving (adj.); nature
study, the study of natural objects and phenomena,
esp. as a subject taught in schools,

1927 Peake & Fleure Peasants ^ Potters 8 They had
settled down into a routine, as had many *nature-folk the
world over before European industrialism touched them in
the last century. 190a Chambers's Jml. July 426/2 Many
an angler and "natiu-e-Iovcr is a veritable ' prisoner of Hope .

X913 Engl. Illustr. Mag. June 254 It is scarcely possible to
find a mountain track or woody dell . .which has* not fasci-

nated and inspired this *nature-Ioving poet. 1897 Com-
STocK {title) Insect Life, an introduction to *iiature-study
and a guide for teachers, students and others. 190s Char?!,
bers^s Jrnl. Oct. 683/1 The Nature-study Exhibition which
was held at the Botanical Gardens, London, this autumn.
1911 Q. Rev. Jan. 113 Nature-study and school gardening
have made, .remarkable progress of late years,

Naturist. Add : Also attrib.

X930 Observer 27 Apr. 18/4 They.. spent a holiday in a
naturist colony on an island in the Seine.

Naught. A. sb. 1. d. (Later U.S. example.)
^^^^ Essex Inst. Hist.^ Coll, XXVI. 115 One of the French

Captains.. struck him in the head, and called him all to
naught.

Naught, V, Add : b. To bring to naught ; to

annihilate.

1913 EvRLYN Underhill Mystic Way 137 It is the final

disestablishment and ' naughting ' of the separate will.

Nautic. B. sb. pL Add : Also nautical exer-

cises.

Z904 G. S. Hall Adolescence II. 259 Therewas alsospedal
training in swimming and nautics, as rowing and saihng.

Navajo (nEe'vah^). Also -joe, N'abajo. The
name 01 a tribe of American Indians in northern

Arizona and New Mexico, used attrib. esp. in

Navajo blanket, a blanket made by the Navajos.

b. The language of the Navajos.
a. 1834 A. ^XK'e.SketcJies 09 In the door*way, too, stood an

Indian girl with her Nabajo blanket, black, with a red border,

and answering for a gown. 1846 Emory Milit. Reconn, 38
The cushions were of spotless damask, and the couch covered
witha white Navajoe blanket. 1873J. H.Beadle Utidevel,

West xxvi. 545 My horse, bridle, saddle, lariat, gun (a

Spencer) and two Navajo blankets cost me two hundred
dollars. 1895 Congress. Rec. 17 Jan. 1083/1, I have seen a
great many Navajo blankets.

b. 1873 J. H. Beadle UndeveL West xxv. ^4 John H.
Van Order acted as interpreter from English into Spanish,

and Jesus Alviso from Spanish into Navajo. Nearly all the
employes understood a little Navajo, but not enough to

interpret.

Navalist (n^*valist). [f. Naval a. + -ist.]

One who stresses the importance of having a strong

navy.



NAVARCHY.
X9aa Glasgow Herald 30 Dec. 6/3 Mr. Daniels's rather

flamboyant allusions to the American naval programme
would be utilised by our domestic navallsts. 1927 Obsmer
30 Mar. 16/4 ' Neon ',.ts a good old-fashioned navalist and
an obsolete politician.

Navarchy. Add : 3. Naval power.
1903 Hardy Dynasts i. v. i. Those teeth of treble line In

jaws of oaken wood Held open by the English navarchy.

Navel, sb. 4. Add : navel-stbne, a stone that

is a navel (sense a).

X92X A. E. HousMAN Last Poetns 50 Mute's the midlaud
Davel-stone beside the sin^ng fountain.

Navigable, «. 2. b. (Earlier example.)
1887 Nature 13 Jan. ^dofi Captain Renard has recently

sent in to the French Academy an account of his cxpcri.
ments with his so-called navigable balloon, La France^ at
Meudon.

Navigable (nse-vigab'l), si. rare, [f. the adj.]

A diritrible balloon.
1888 \V. N. Hutchinson in CasselVs Family Mag. (1889)

286 /a k small ' Navigable ' has been steered agunst a breeze,

1908 H. G. Wells IVar in Airi, § 4 They started ironclads,
they started submarines, they started navigables.

Navigate, v. Add : 1. c. O'.S, To walk
steadily ; lo keep on one's course.
1904 N.y, Sun g Aug. xo She was so drunk that she could

barely navigate, igyj /^afidol^/t £nier;^riseiE\k\ns, W.Va.)
13 Feb, i/i The fellow was. .hardly able to navigate as he
was carrying a heavy load of Prohibition poison.

6, To manage, direct, sail or * fly ' (a balloon,
airship, aeroplane, or the like) in the air.

1784 Universal Mag. LXXIV. Pref. p. ii, By imitating
the action of. . wings, sails, oars, and a rudder. . we may be
able to navigate a Globe \sc. a balloon] in any direction we
please. 1877 Design 9f Work III. 603/1 To build it (an air-

ship] in England, and navigate it to Zanzibar. 1910 Blackrw,
Mag. ^u\y 5/1 The pilot of an aeroplane Is almost wholly
occupied with navigating his craft. 192a Encycl. Brit. XXX.
43/1 Not only had the flying-boais on war service to be
navigated but the pilot and observer had also to * navigate *

a bomb to its desired target.

b. To travel or sail through (the air).

ipoi Chambers s jfrnl. Mar. 207/2 Count Zeppelin's air-
ship,. . with a row of seventeen balloons inside, for navigating
the air, has also pointed cigar-like ends. 1907 Comhill Mag,
May 609 Grotesque and fantastic schemes for navigating the
air were put forward. 19*7 C 1* M. Brown Conquest ofAir
8 Stories of wizards and witches who navigated the upper air
with the assistance of tubs and broomsticks.

Navigation. Add: L d. The action or
practice of travelling through the air by means of
aircraft ; flying,

1870 Wonder/. Balloon Ascents 11. ix. 163 The idea of
aerial navigation by means of an apparatus heavier than the
atmosphere. 1910 Btackiu, Mag. July 13/3 The safe naviga-
tion of the air. 19S0 Act 10 <$ 11 Geo. Kc. 80 § 2 Limited
to aircraft of any sjwcial description, or engaged in any
special kind of navigation.

2. b. The art or science of directing the move-
ments of aircraft of any kind. More fully aerial
navigation.

\^log Chambers's yrnl. Oct. 657/1 Devoting their time en«
tirely to the&ubjectof aerial navigation, t^-z EncycL Brit.
XXX. 14/1 Aerial navigation, as distinct from piloting with
the ground in view, developed tardily everywhere, though
first in Britain.

7. a. (Modern example.)
1916 Bennett Lion s Share \. 7 Probal-Iy the largest yacht

th:it had ever threaded that ticklish navigation.

Navigator. Add: 1. b. In i\x\\ aerial navi-
gator'. One who practises or is experienced in the

navigation of aircraft; an airman.
178^ Universal Mag. Jan. LXXIV. 20/1 But they soon

lost sight of our aerial navigators. x8s5 [see Navigator i.

transf.],

Nawy, V. Add : Also transf.
X918 ' Bf.rta Ruck * Disturbing Charm i, iL 11 Charging

them eight times what my price used to be when I nawiea
for that paper regularly.

Navy^, Add: 5. O. A navy revolver,

0875 ^Mark Twain' .^ketches Wks. XIX. 150 She turned
on that smirking Spanish fool like a wild cat, and out with
a 'navy ' and shot him dead In open court. 1881 Harper's
Mag. Dec. 956/2 Judge put hand under pillow, drew out
* navy ' and tired

—

through a locking glass.

6. (Chiefly articles supplied to the navy) navy
bean., biscuit^ bread, jacket ^ officer y -plug^ revolver

(earlier example) ; navy bullet, a bullet used with

a navy revolver ; navy catapult (see quot) ; navy
register (example) ; navy stroke, the style of

rowing practised in the navy; navy-yard (later

U.S. examples).
1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy xii. 77 Our supply of flour and

•navy beans was running rather low. 1867 T. Lackland
Homespun 11. 216 The people not only want the Word, but
they want it as hard and dry as a "navy biscuit. 2847 Rep.
UJi. C«»wwf. /*«//«// (1848) 374 The* *navy bread ' is usually
made out of the coarser particles of the meal. 1873 Joaquin
Miu.F.a Unwritten Hist, xxvii. (1876) 345 Was it possible
that Ibis man.. could still live with a "navy bullet through
his body fired at two feet distance, 1914 Twknev Diet,
Nav. if Mint. Terms i6i *Navy Catapult, a device for

launching hydro-aeroplanes from a ship by means of com*
pressed air. 1864 in Maryland Hist. Mag. XXI. 300 He..
Dad on his "navy jacket with bright buttons and pants of
the same dark blue. 1841 Soutliem Lit. Messenger VII.
13/1 The report loo is current among *Navy officers, and
generally believed by them, a 1909 ' O. Henry ' Roads of
Destiny xxi. 357 It seem^ that the only maritime aid I am
to receive from the United States is some "navy-plug to chew.
1841 Southern Lit. MessengerVW. 4/1 Statistics, .furnished
by the *Navy Register will show that of the three Presidents
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[etc.]. a i86x T. Winthrop Canoe <5- Saddle 26 This machine
. .IS called a Six-shooter, an eight-inch *navy revolver. 1904
Kipling Traj^cs ff Discov. 143 Aren't they rowing *Navy-
strokc yonder? 1842 Knickerbocker Mag, XIX. 107 The
General landed at the *navy-yard. x886 Harper's Mag.
Sept. 619/1 The fact ofestablishing a navy-yard.

Nay, B. sb, 1. (Earlier U.S. examples of
special sense.)

1774 in ColL Vermont Hist, Soc T. 8 Passed in the affirma-
tive—all yeas, no nays. 1807 Steele Papers II. 492 A Bill
has passed the H.R. repealing the duty on salt with only 5
nays. 1871 Trans. HI. Agric. Soc, Vlll. 5 Mr. Dalton de-
manded the yeas and nays.

Nay-say, v. (Later example in sense * deny '.)

1910 W. De '^oiiG\^ AJfair 0/ Dishonour x-xin. 383 There
might have been a rare company of wenches on the terrace
for anything he could naysay.

Nazarenism (nae-zarrniz'm). [f. Nazarene.]
The principles, doctrines, or cult, of the Nazarenes.
1923 Expository Times Nov. 73/2 Here . . the story ofJesus

ends, and the story of Nazarenism begins.

Nazi (na'tsi). [Abbrev, of G. nationalen Sozialis-
/^« National Socialists.] \3%Vi2\\y pi, ox collect. The
German National-Socialist party or its members.
Also attrib.

1930 Times ig Sept. lo/i Herr Hitler, the leader of the
victorious National-Socialists (Nazis), has very carefully
refrained from saying anything. .. The authorities .. are
understood to be watching developments within the Nazi
movement. 1931 W. Lewis i////(^ 16 The Communist helps
the police to beat and shoot the Nazis. Ibid. 57 The Demo-
crats . . have not been able to deal with the Nazi because of
his Mastery of the Street,

Neandertlial (n/as*nd3Jtal). [I'he name of
a valley in Rhenish Prussia ; see Neanderthal-
oiD.] In common attrib. use with man^ race, etc. :

Of or belonging to the early type of man indicated
by the skull found at Neanderthal.
[1864 HuxLEV in Nat. Hist. Rev. July 420 A series which

shall lead by insensible gradations from the Neanderthal
skull up to the most ordinary forms.] 1908 Hastings's
Etuycl. Relig. Sf Ethics I. 564/1 The Neanderthal human
remains . . presented . . remarkable peculiarities. 1922 Encycl,
Brit. XXX. 145/2 Neanderthal man is now revealed as an
uncouth race with an enormous flattened head, very promi-
nent eye.brow ridges and a coarse face.

Hence Nea-ndert]ia:ler, a Neanderthal man

;

Heaudertlia'lian adj.

1920 H . G. Wells Outl. Hist. ix. § 3 The Tasmanians were
not racially Neandertbalers. Ibid,. The tremendous advance
they display upon their Neanderthalian predecessors.

M'eaixtliropic(n«,aenJ)rf?pik), a. [f. Or. W-os
Neo- -^ Anthropic] Of or belonging to the second
or modern half of the geological period which is

marked by the existence of man.
1894 J. W, Dawson Meeting-place of Geol. ^ Hist, i. 17

The^ modern, or anthropic [period], is. .divisible into two
sections— the early modern, or ^a/<j«Mr(?//c.. ; and the
neanthropic, extending onward to the present time. 19x8
V. G. Childk iMost Anc. East ii. 29 Implements which are
allied. .to those introduced into Europe with the first nean*
thropic stocks in Aurignacian times.

ITeap, a. 1. Add : Also neap rise (see quot.).
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXI 1 1. 369/2 The height between high-

water mark at neap tide and mean low-water mark at spring
tide is called the neap rise.

Near, adv.^ Add : 6. (Later example.)
10*9 Wisconsin Alutnni Mag, Apr. 227 Olin isn't near as

bad as I supposed him to be.

13. (Later example.)
X93S Mui,FORD Tex x'u 156 He glowed with pride as he

realized that he, perhaps, was nearer to Tex Jones than any
man in town.

2L Delete ^Obs. and add recent (chiefly U.S.)
examples : as near-absinthe, -beer, -engagement,
-savagery^ -seal, -smile, -star, -wool\ near-true adj.

X9s8 Daily Express 27 Apr. 12/4 The aspirant painters.

.

drink *near-absinthe instead of beer, X009 N. V. Even. Post
(semi-weekly ed.) 23 Aug. 2 The refusal of the Cities Com-
mission to prohibit the sale of imitation beer, commonly
known as '*near beer', igxo Nation (N.Y.) 31 Jan. 156/1
A dozen men. .had. .beennaving a drink of near-beer in a
caf^. 19x6 Ladies' Home yrnl. Apr. 24 The decision was
based on.. two broken engagements, one *near-engagement
..and several flirtations, zgxa J.H. l,ioos.E. Ethics ^ Editc.

log That state of *near-savagery when any low-browed
irresponsible who can get a gun m his hands is allowed to

go out and shoot to death everything that has the breath of

life in it. 190a G. H. \.a%\i,\'E.'B. Lett. Self-made Merchant xi'ii.

184 He..examined every hair of hi.'t hide, as if he expected
to find it *near-seal. Z911 Edna Ferber Dawn O Hara
iii. 34 Assuming a *near-smile, she entered the room. 1928
Sunday Express 29 Apr. 5/2 They took to America ' A Night
Out, ' with so many stars and so many *near-stars that [etc.].

Z910 Century Mag. Apr. 8gx Clothes and the Man. A
'near-true story. By Edith Rickert. 1930 Cambridge
Daily Ne-ivs 25 Sept. 3/* Never having worn even "near-

wool within rubbing distance of my skin.

ITear, a. Add : 4. d. Of clothing : That is

worn close to the body.
1889 Harper's Mag. Aug. 485/1 When his suit of clothes

wore out, he used to borrow mine.. leaving me in the office

alone with . . a suit of very ' near ' under-wear.

!N"earabout, adv. dial. Also nearabouts.

[See Near adv, i c and Abouts.] Nearly, almost.
a 1878 [see Near adv. 5 b]. 1007 Quiller-Couch Major

Vigoureux xxii. 225 The tide bein nearabouts on the top of

the flood.

STear Hast. [Nbab a, 4.] The south-eastern

part of Europe ; the Balkan States togetber with

IfECK.

Asia Minor. (Also Nearer East.) Hence Hear-
Eastern adj. Near-Easterly adv,
1869 WesleyawMeth, Mag. July {heading) Peeps at the

Near East. 1891
J. U Kipling Beast ff Man Ind. iv. 84

There was once a time when in the nearer East, .he [sc. the
ass] was held in high honour. 1903 Q, Rev. Oct. 514 The
history of the Near East teaches us that in that part of the
world political knots are not untied but cut. 1906 Ibid. Jan.
284 Lord Saiisbui-y and his successor have.. skilfully with-
drawn England from the Near-Eastern entanglements. 1909
Daily Citron. 25 Aug. 3/6 Near-Easterly. Bosnia and
Herzegovina have figured recently in European politics.
1910 Chambers's Jrnl, Feb. 65/1 That Far East which is so
rapidly becoming the Near East. 1915 War Illustr. IIL
260 {heading) Our Day of Crisis in the Near East. 1913
Boston Globe 3 Nov. lo/i The Near Eastern question.
1923 Edith Wharton Son at Front 10 Poor little circum-
scribed Paul Dastrey, whose utmost adventure had been.,
an occasional six weeks in the Near East. 1924 Times Trade
^ Engin. Suppl. i() Nov. 247/1 The Near East has done a
fair amount of buying again,

Nearmost, a, (Add example.)
1913 E. Harrison Darker Wayfaringin France 468 It is

almost a shriek when the wind strikes the nearmost crests \sc,
of trees].

Near-sighted, a. Add : 1. b. Adapted for
short sight.

1926 W. J. Locke Old Bridge i. iv. 45 [He] looked at her
apologetically through thick, near-sighted pince-nez.

Near-si-ghtedly, adv. In a near-sighted
manner.
igog Daily Chron. n Oct. 7/1 Dr. Shuttleworth blinked

near-sightedly throughout the time he was in the witness
box.

Neat, sb. 2. b. Add : neat beast, -beef cattle

(earlier examples), leather (= Neat's leather),
stock.

1624 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. L. 235 All my Cattell nowe
upon the farme.. as *neat bests, horse bests, and swine, x'jvj
Smithtown Rec. 82 It is agreed on that the pounder shall
have for pounding a horse four pence, for a net best four
pence. 1755 in Lett, to WashingtoJi 1. 135 Not under twelve
shillings and sixpence per Hundred *Neet Beef. i6igyrnl.
Ha. Burg. Virginia 13 No man without leave from the
Governour shall kill any *Neat cattle whatsoever. 1648
Maryland Archives IV. 390 Certaine neate-cattle to the
number of 27. 1776 Coll. N.H, Hist. Soc. IX. 263 Mens
*Neat Leather Shoes of the best common sort. X849 R^P-
U.S. Comm. Patents, Agric. (1850) 94 It is estimated that
there are in this county, .fifteen thousand two hundred and
eighty five *neat stock. iS6SRep. U.S. Commissioner Agrir.
(1869) 427 The present winter (1868) he feeds forty-three head
of neat stock, equivalent to thirty-four mature animals. 1882
Rep. Maine Brard Agric, XVI. 265 The way is to fence oflf

such a piece, and allow no neat stock or horses to run in it

at any time.

Neb, sb. Add: a b. (E.\ample.)
1893 Stevenson Catriona xi, I couldna see the nebs of my

ten fingers.

d. * The pole of an ox-cart* (K.D.D.). Neb ox,

a dranght ox.

1710 N. II. Probate Rec, I. 650 All my household goods
and four Cows, and a yoak of neb Oxen . . to be for her own
f)roper use. 1865 'Gail Hamilton' Skirmishes n. 7 Men
eft their oxen standing by the nebs.

Nebularizatiou (neibiwlarsiz^-Jon). [f. Ne-
BDLAR a. + -IZATION,] The act or fact of becoming
nebular.
1928 T. C. Chambkrlin Two Solar Families 159 There

may be spiralization that is not nebulari2ation.

Nebnlinm. Add attrib. examples.
It is now believed that the ' nebulium ' spectrum is not due

to a new element but to some known (terrestrial) clement in

a special state.

1903 Acnes M. Clerke Probt. Astrophysics it. xxviii. 517
The spectrum is purely gaseous, and is dominated visually,

with more than the usual emphasis, by the green nebulium
line. 1928 A. S. Eddington Stars Sf Atoms 55 A terrestrial

atom will be stimulated to give nebulium light.

Necessitated, ///. a, 2. (Later example.)
i8s7 A. & M. N. Ward Husband in Utah xvii. 194 Mrs.

Farrow informed me of several sisters, who having inherited

money from Eastern quarters, were immediately assailed by
the necessitated pr^es^

Nece'ssitator. [f. Necessitate v. + -or.]

= Necessitater.
1903 Hardy Dynasts \. vi. lii. 118 O Great Necessitator,

heed us now !. .Quicken the issue as Thou knowest how.

Neck, -f^.^ Add: 1, e. Phrases. To get [catch,

take) it in the neck ; To be hard hit (by something)

;

to be severely reprimanded or punished. To speak

{talk) through {the back of) one''s neck : To use

extravagant or inaccurate words or language.
1898 Congress. Rec. 10 Mar. 1946/1 The gentleman says

that the farmer gets it. Several Members :—Gets it in the
neck. X90Z W. Irwin Love Sonnets ofa Hoodlum, Epilogue,
My hard-luck story, Showing how Vanity is still on deck
And Humble Virtue gets it in the neck. 1903 A. Adams Log
Cowboy xi. 175 Old Nat will get it in the neck this time, if

that old girl dailies with him as she did with us. 1908 H. G.
Wells War in Air ii. § 3 They'll get it in the neck in real

earnest one of these days. 1914 D. O. BARNETT/.r//«frf 31
Dec. (1915) 30 You probably don't know what a village looks

like when it has caught it in the neck, 1915 'Ian Hay*
First Hundred Thou, xviii. 263 Most people get it in the

neck here, sooner or later. 1923 Wodehouse /«(w/V. Jeeves

iiu 30 Something always comes along to give it you in the

neck at the very moment when you're feeling most braced

about things in general. 1928 H. C. McNeile Female of
Species x, 169 I'd never forgive myself if one ofyou took it

in the neck.
igo^ Daily Chron. i Sept. 7/4 Next year.. we shall see

men bowling round the back of their necks as to-day we hear
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them 'talking throttgh them. 1907 Strand Afof. June

672/1 We are not slow to tell them they are ' talking through

the back of their neck'. 1910 E. W. Hornung My Lord

Ouie 104 He talked through his neck when we missed our

shots. lOH CA^mitrs's Jnd. Jan. 45/2, 1 wish you wouldn t

talk through the back of your neck, Ransorae. 1913 [see

"Back «3.' 3 c).

3. e. (Further example.)

1903 A. H. Lewis Boss 174 Still I must say you went in up
to your neck on sparks and voylels,

15. a. neck-bwkU, -gear, -nbbon, rope, -wear.

c. neck-hold, -line.

1767 Esitx Inst. Hist. Coll. LI II. 398, 7 pair silver Sleeve

Buttons, together with •Neck.Buckles, etc. 1890 Hardy
Mclaitclioly Hussar ii. in 3 Notable Stories 167 His head

would probably have been bent . . but for his stiff "neck-gear.

1909 Daily Chron. 7 May 4/6 We were talking critically of

neck-gear. 1905 Ibid. 23 Feb. 3/5 By means of a peculiar

' *neck-hold ' he can render his man unconscious. loaS /*«/.

o Aug. 13/1 It can relieve the •neckline of the black dinner

dress. 1851 Auce Gary Cloveniook 97 She selected a white

muslin which she thought would do if she only had a new
neck-ribbon. 1877 Eliz. S. Phelps Storv ofAvis 371 The
baby had pulled down Avis' pink neck-ribbon and her bright

hair. i8ia J. Fowler Jrnl. 159 In the evening the Indeans

(sltoleallthe*neckRoapsof our Horse.s. lojo Westin.Gaz.

15 Apr 4/1 Similar good results have followed upon the

use of looser *neck.wear. 1915 A. B. Reeve Exploits 0/
Elaine v. 82 He was selecting his neckwear with a care that

had been utterly foreign to him.

Neck, f.1 Add : 4. To fasten together by means

of ropes put round the neck.

i8s7 D. Braman Inform. Texas iv. 73 The usual practice

of farmers whenever they want work oxen, is to go to the

prairie, and neck together, with ropes, as many pair of three

and four-year-old steers as they desire.

5. slang. To drink.

192J
Masefield Hawbucks 135, I do wish.. you'd chuck

necking Scotch the way you do.

6. U.S. slang, intr. Of couples : To clasp one

another round the neck ; to hug.

1918 Daily Tel. 4 Sept. ;;/5 High school children . .
whose

f;ivourite pastime is * necking ' in motor-cars in dark roads

with the liehts turned off.

Necked, a. Add : 4. Caught by the neck.

1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights I. viii. 153 'No more
necked calves', they announced.

Neck-handkercliief. (Earlier Amer. ex-

amples.)
164Z Maryland Archives IV. 95. 9 plaine neckcloths and

5 plaine neckhandkercheifes. ifZiConnecticut Probate Kec.

1. 376 She gave toher grtandjchild. .a Neck Handkercheire.

Neck-tie. b. (Earlier and later examples.)

1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds iii. 46 He had the

pleasure of presiding at a ' necktie sociable , where two of

the men who had robbed him were hanged, 188a in National
Geog, Mag. Aug. (1929) 247 If Found within the Limits of

this City after Ten o'clock p.m. this Night, you will be

Invited to attend a Grand Neck-lie Party. 1919 T. K.
Holmes Maiifr. Tall Timber xxxiii. 421 If Larrabee ever

comes back to Tall Timber there ought to be a necktie party

for him.

NecrO-. Add : neoro'phily = necrophilism ;

neerophiU'stio a., of, pertaining to or resem-

bling necrophilism.
X897 tr. Kibot^s Psychol. Emotions 257, I pass over the

extreme cases, those of *necrophily, or of sexual erethism.

1927 "Observer 8 May 6/4 His circumstances and his griefs,

and his disease fostered his necrophily. X924 G. Gray Suru.

Contentp. Mus. 185 The general public has taken to its great

soft heart the *necrophilistic ardours of the Valse Triste.

NecrOmant. (Modern example.)

1887 A. Lang Myth, Ritual ^ Relig. I. 105 The power of

. . Sorcerers and Necromants.

Necromantist. (Modern example.)
zgioDaily Chron. 8 Apr. 4/4 A sheaf ofconjectures..which

have been drawn from the various necromantists.

Necrotize, v. Add : b. To cause necrosis.

Hence Necrotizing />//. a. (example) and vol. sb.

1901 U.S. Dept. Agric. Rep., Bur. Animal Industry 276

(Cent. Suppl.) Dorset and de Scbweinitz described the

isolation of a necrotizing acid. 190a Proc. Zool. Soc. I. 211

It b assumed . . that the whole process of stripping, necrotis.

ing, shedding, and renewing has become rhythmical—

a

feature due to cumulative inheritance.

Nectarivorous (nektarivoras), a. [f L.

nectar (Gr. viirrap) nectar + -vor-us devouring +
-COS, after Cabnivoeous, etc.] Of birds and
insects : That feed on the nectar of flowers.

1896 Smithsonian Rep. 431 The nectarivorous insects

localize their action upon these nectaries.

Necton, variant of *Nekton.

N6e (n«), a. [F., fern, of pa. pple. of naitre to be
bom.] Placed before a married woman's maiden
name, and usually italicized.

1835 H. Grrville Diary 14 May, Afterwards toapartyat
the Duchesse de Raujan's {ule Duras). 1848 Thackeray
Vatt. Fair xlviii, The interview between Rebecca Crawley,
nJe Sharp, and her Imperial Master.

Needful, a. 4. (Later examjjle.)

183J Scott 7»^^.( 1890) II. 400 Young Clarkson had already
done the needful—that is, had bled and blistered severely.

Needle, sb. Add : 3. d. In gramophones and
similar instruments, the small pointed piece of

metal, wood, or other material, which receives the

vibrations from the record, and transmits them to

the sound-box; the stylus used in recording.

i^at Enc^cU Brit. XXXI. 679/2 The marker.. instead of

being a stiff needle coming from thecentrc of the membrane
or glass plate, is now a lever. 191X Ibid. XXI. 468/2 There
is still 11 defect to be overcome in the gramophone, and that
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is the hissing of the needle produced by friction both during

recording and . . reproduction. 1913 Clements-Henry
Gramophones 32 It is unadvisable to use any needle twice.

e. A thin tapering pointed piece of metal or

other material used to secure fine adjustment in

closing apertures as in valves.

1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl. 633/3 (s.v. Needle lubH'
cator) In order to regulate thesupply of oil, a metallic feed-

rod (needle) passes through the tube. 1909 Chambers's JmU
Nov. 698/1 The gas-regulator can be adjusted to the fiftieth

part of an inch, with dead centralisation of the needle.

13. b. needle-painted (modern example).
ipio Westm. Gaz. 2 Feb. 5/4 An exhibition of needle*

painted wild flowers of South Africa was opened yesterday.

14. needle-cast, a disease of pine trees believed

to be caused by the {nngws, Lophodermiumpinastre \

needle contest, fight, match, etc., a contest, etc.,

that arouses much interest and excitement ; needle
dam, gate, weir, a dam or sluice consisting of

several thin spars which are placed vertically one
after the other into a frame ; needle-paper, a stout

black paper commonly used for wrapping up
needles, which has been employed for various

purposes in photography.
iSosScHLiCH Man. Forestry IV. 408 This sudden shedding

of pine needles is the characteristic of the disease so widely
spread in Germany, and termed Schiltie^ or *needle-cast.

1921 Daily Mail 22 Nov. 11 There is also a **needle'

contest, recently arranged, between two stable-lads. 1909
H. M. Wilson Irrigation Engineering 230 Simple flash-

board or *needle gates should be used only where the

pressure upon them is low. 1923 Daily Mail 16 Jan. 9
There will be a * *needle ' match in Sheffield if Barnsley beat

Swindon and visit the Wednesday. 1909 Westm.^ Gaz.

3 Apr. 14/2 If *needle-paper of the required kind is not
available a.. substitute can be prepared.

Ifeedie-point. 2. Add: P\\%o needlepoint lace,

x88x A. S. Cole in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 189/2 A technical

peculiarity in making needlepoint lace is that a single thread

and needle are alone used to form the pattern.

Keedless, a. Add : 2. b. The phrase (// is)

needless to say (or add, etc.) is often used paren-

thetically.

1826 Kaleidoscope 31 Jan. VI. 247/3 The Squire was hard
hit by this nonchalance, and (as the newspapers say) ' it is

needless to add *, acted upon Sheridan's suggestion. 190a

Habmsworth Motors ^ Motor-Driving (Badm. Libr.) 123

Needless to say, the shoulder F is thereby raised^ and in

turn pushes upwards the lifting rod or digger K. 1926
Bennett Lord Raingo i. xxxiv, 157 I've thought the thing

out pretty carefully—needless to say.

ITefast, fl. (Later example.)
1887 Stevenson Let. to W. Archer Oct. (1899) II. 71 In

good case and spirits .. after a most nefast experience of
despondency.

Negligibility (neglid^ibi-Hti). [f. Negli-

gible -J--ITY.] The quality or state of being

negligible.

19x1 H. Walpole Mr. Perriu fy Mr. Traill n. §3. (1921)

28 [She] had long ago been crushed into a miserable

negligibility by her masterful husband. 1913 G. G. Coulton
in Re^. ';th Ann. Meeting Historical Assoc. 16 The negligi-

bility of French and German grammar questions.

KTegOtiate, v^ 4. (Add examples.)

1909 Q. Rev. Oct. 492 Some rival . .had ' negotiated '—this

we believe to be the sporting phrase—the same 150 miles in

forty-seven hours [etc.]. 1922 Titus Timber xvu 151 Pelly

negotiated the cuspidor safely.

Negritic (n/gri-tik), a. [f. Negro + -itic]

Of or pertaining to Negroes or the Negro race

;

nigritic.

X926 Contetnp. Rev. Apr. 529 The one class that had kept

itself pure from negritic intermixture.

Negritize (nrgritsiz), V, [Irreg. f. Negro or

NlGBlT(ic-f--lzE.] trans. To make negro or

nigritic in character,

1899 Smithsonian Rep. 513 Not one fact is in evidence

from which we may conclude that a single neighboring

people known to us has been Negriiized.

Negro. Add : 2. negro-breaker^ 'breakings

-catcher^ holder (earlier example), -monger, slavery,

'Stealer,

1845 F. Douglass Life (1846) 73 Mr. Covey enjoyed the

most unbounded reputation for being a first-rate overseer and
*Neg ro-breaker, a i88a — Life ^ 7V;«« 1. xv (1884) 94 His

Sroficiency in the art of *negio-breaking. 1862 H. W.
[alleck General Order Jzn. (Bartlett) The object ofthese

orders is to prevent any person in the army from acting in

the capacity of a *negro-catcher or of a negro-steal er. 1780

J. JoNKS Lett. 47 The *negro holders in general already

clamour against the project. 1741 Col. Rec. Georgia IV. 678

This exposes them to the Envy and Hatred of our •Negro-
Mongers. 1831 Mrs. Holley Texas Observ. (1833) 87 The
question of *negro slavery . . is one ofgreat importance. 1827
IVestem Monthly Rev, I. 69 It will be the refuge of

*Negro-stealers and the Elysium of rogues.

6. (Later example.)
X912 Chayuhers's Jml. Jan. 23/1 Negro songs have always

been popular among us, and deservedly so,

7. negro-car U.S.^ a railway-carriage for negroes

;

negro cloth (earlier examples) ; negro cotton, a

coarse variety of cotton cloth ; so negro shirting

;

negro shoe, a class of shoe ; negro State, any of

the Southern States of America in which slavery

was legal.

i860 Abbott South ff North 103 He was thrust into the
*negrocar and sent out of the State. 1731 S. Carolina Gaz.

17 June 4/1 [Hel had on a blue *Negro Cloth Frock. Ibid.

30 Sept. 4/3 Just imported, white and blue Negro Cloth.

NELSONIAN.
X786 Maryland yml. ^ Baltimore Adv. 26 Sept., Fine and
coarse broadcloths; coatings; *Negro cjttons. 1803 Deb.
Congress 10 Jan. 349 Oznaburgs.. kerseys, negro cottons,
flannel [etc.]. xZ\Z Norfolk ^z..) Beacon \(^Xi^z. 1/4 Negro
Cottons. 10 Bales just received. 1835 Southern Lit.

Messenger I. 260 The fabrics are heavy—*negro shirtings

29 inches wide [etc.]. 1770 Carroll Papers in Maryland
Hist. Mag. XIII. 69, 24 Pair of *negro shoes. 1772 Ibid,

XIV. 272 Send me as soon as possible 30 sides of Upper and
30 sides of Soal Leather for negro shoes. 1780 Essex Inst.

Hist. Coll. XIII. 220 You did not carry home contemptible
Ideas enough of the *negro States or of this great Bragga-
docio. 1809 Deb. Congress 20 Jan. J152 The Potomac the
boundary—the Negro states by themselves I

Negrodom. (Earlier example.)
X847 Congress. Globe 13 Feb, App. 376/1 Our measures

have given all that wide region to be the empire of negrodom.

Negrofy, v, (Earlier example.)
1788 B. Franklin Autob. Writ. 1907 I. 391 Finding he

was likely to be negrofied himself, he.. grew tit'd of the
contest

Negroish, a. (Earlier example.)
1789 tAo^SF. Amer, Geog. 65 The children, by being brought

up, and constantly associating with the negroes. .contract

a negroish kind of accent and dialect.

Negroism. 1 and 2. (Earlier examples.)
1847 Congress. Globe App. 323/2 He. .thanked God that he

voted against that Wilmot proviso. It smelt rank of negroi.sm.

1859 Baktlett Diet. A vter. p. viii, The term * Americanisms

'

. .may then be said to include the following classes of words

:

. .8. Negroisms.

Negroization (nr:gr(3,3iz^-j3n). [f. Negro +
-IZATION.] A making or becoming negro in char-

acter.

1899 tr. RatzeVs Hist, Mankind III. 258 From them
Rohlfs expects an ever-increasing * negroisation ' of the
Libyan series.

NegrophiliSXU. (Earlier examples.)
1846 Congress. Globe 18 May 838/1 The gentleman from

Ohio.., the advocat oi negro-philisfn. i860 A. B. Long-
street in U.S. Ann. Treas. Rep. 475 A man. .of more
negrophilism than brains.

NegTopbobe (nrgr^jf^ab). [f. Negro -i-

-PHOBE.] One who has a morbid fear and hatred

of negroes.
X900 spectator 15 Sept. 329/2 Negrophiles may be, we

ourselves think are, wiser as well as better men than negro-
phobes.

Neigbbourbood. Add : 7. neighbourhood

road, school.

1885 W. G. SiMMS Partisan 522 A small track, a common
wagon or *neighborhood road, wound into the forest. x86o

S. MoHDECAi Virginia xxx. 303 They [railroads] are like

neighborhood roads on an extended scale. 1871 Rep. Indian
yj^i"rj(i872) 180The Creeks have thirty-two *neighborhood
schools. 1887 Harper's Mag. Feb. 353/a There is a neigh-
borhood school where English is taught.

Neigbbourize (n^'bsraiz), v, [f. Neighbour
sb, + -IZB,] intr. To associate with others as

neighbours ; to act in a neighbourly fashion.

1899 G. B. Burgin Bread of Tears i. ii. 43 We thought

we'd just neighbourise, and happen in to hear what it says.

Nekton (nekton). Biol. Also necton. [ad,

G. nekton^ f. Gr. *vtKT6v nent. of *vfKr6$ vbl. adj.,

swimming, f. v€iv to swim.] A collective name for

all the forms of organic life found at various depths

of the ocean or of lakes which possess the power
to swim actively, in contrast to Plankton which
float or *Bentho3 which live on the ocean floor.

189s Nat. Sciejice July 31 The Plankton^ Necton^ and
Benthos form three well-marked communities of organisms.

X902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 932/1 The fauna of the sea is

divisible into lhe//an^/(7«.,(generally taken now to include

Haeckel's nekton, the strong swimmers, such as fish and
cephalopods), and the benthos. X913 Sir J. Murray Ocean
viii. 159 Nekton—animals which can swim against currents.

Hence Nektcnic a.

1903 A mer. Geol. Apr. 2 1 1 1 1 has been asserted . . that slowly

creeping organisms preceded the planktonic and nektonic
forms.

Nells, Nelies (ne-lis, ne*liz). [F. Nelis{d^hi-

ver)."] A late-keeping variety of pear; usxi. winter

nelis.

The form nelies is due to the use as a plural.

i860 Hogg Fruit Man. 222 Winter Nelis. . . One of the rich-

est flavoured pears. 1927 Scots Observer 20 Aug. 2/3 The
winter Nelis . . get their glow and perfume long after the frost

and snow have done their worst with the orchards.

Nelson (nclssn). Wrestling. [Apparently _f.

a proper name.] The name of a class of holds in

which the arm is passed under the opponent's from

behind and the hand applied to his neck, often with

words prefixed to indicate the precise form of the

hold, as double nelson, *Half-Nelson, {three-)

quarter nelson,

1889 W. Armstrong frrrj///»^(Badm. Libr.) 233 Probably

the most dangerous move in Lancashire and Cornwall and

Devon wrestling. .is what is called the *Double Nelson'.

1893 Lippincott's Mag. Feb. 211 Among the many holds the

Nelson is the most popular one with wrestlers, while the

half-Nelson and half-walch-lock are next in order. 1900 Vng.

Sportsman (ed. A E. T. Watson) 644 The principal chips

associated with catch as catch can wrestling are the double

Nelson, the half Nelson, the heave, the I>ancashu-e lock, the

flying mare and the three-quarter Nelson.

Nelsonian (nels(»u*nian), a, [f, as *NELSOl!nc -I-

-IAN.] Belonging to the time of Nelson.
X913 Q. Rev, Apr. 461 We have only to go back to the

eighties to find ships, .with their., guns still mounted on the

Nelsonian trucks worked by handspikes.
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NELSONIC.

Helsonic (nelsp-nik), a, [f. the name of Vis-

count Nelson (i758-i8o5) + -ic.] Peitaining to,

relating to, or characteristic of Nelson.
1909 Daily Chron. 13 Sept. 3/3 These Nelsonic qualities in

Wolfe do not . . come out very clearly in the letters. 19x2 Q.
Rev. Apr. 361 Orders of this_ nature.. are always dangerous
in the absence of the Nelsonic spirit.

ITemesia (n/'QQ/'*3ia). [mod.L. (Vertenet 1803)
f. Gr. v€fi€<Tiov used by Dioscurides (iv. 28) to de-

note an allied plant.] A genus of South African

flowering plants comprisingseveral species, ofwhich
a few are cultivated as hardy annuals.

1886 G. Nickoh(m^s Diet. Gard. 11. 433/2. 19*7 Ohserrer
20 Mar. 34/3 Modern florists and men 01 science . . nave made
a rainbow out of a single colour (as in the nemesia).

Ifeo-. !• a« Add : Neo-Darwinian (sb.), -Dar-
wlnisniy -Danvinist^ -Latnarckian (sb.), 'pagan-
ism^ -Pythagorean (sb.), -vitalism^ -vitalist^

-vitalistic (adj.).

1895 Romanes Darwin II. 10 The *Neo-Darwinians strain

the teachings of Darwin. 1903 J. M. Baldwin Development
* Evol. 135 The possible truth of either of the current
doctrines of heredity, called *Nco-Darwinisni and Neo-
Laniarckism respeciively. 1895 Romanes Darwin II. 28, I

am not a *Neo-Darwinist, and so have no desire to make
'natural selection' synonymous with 'natural causation'.

1910 Contentp. Rev. Jan. 107 This important factor of direct
action, which has been brought so much into prominence by
the •Neo-Lamarckians. 1880 "^V^QKViwi Hist.Oiun Times
ly. 54» Pre-Raphaelitism..has got mixed up with aestheti-

cism, '^neo-paganIsm, and other such fantasies. 1891 Cham-
hers's EncyclM \\. 436/2 *Neopythagoreans may be divided
into two groups. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 712/2 These
efforts., by their unfortunate designations of Vitalism and
*Neo-vitalism give rise to entirely false conceptions. 1899
J. A, Thomson Science of Life 9 The rise of a school of

neovitalists ', who have helped to save the science from
self-conceit by their emphasis on the partial nature of all

physiological analysis, xgoa Euc^cl. Brit. XXXI. 712/2
All the so-called *neo-vitalistic eflorts . . have nothing to do
with the older vitalism.

2. Neopa'llimn, the cortical area of the brain
which is the organ of associative memory in

mammals. Neote'iiic, XTeotenona adjs. ^ neo-

teinic, Veo'teny = neoteinia.

1901 G. Elliott Smith in Jrnl. Anat. ^ Phys. July 431
It is only one of the three histological formations which
constitute the true pallium;.. we may call it the *new
pallium '.or, ifthe hybrid term be permissible, '*neopaliium',
i^sa J. V, Simpson Man .y Attaiftm. Immortality xi. 241
Ihe gradual association of supremacy.. with the cortical
area or neopallium. 1901 H. Gadow Amphibia if Reptiles
iiL 64 Not unfretjuently typical *neotenic and overgrown
specimens occur side by side with others which have com*
pleted their metamorphosis. 1930 G. R. de Beer Embryol.
4" EvoL 37 Some aiumals have become permanently com*
mitted to this *neotenous state. 1901 H. Gadovv Amphibia
J^ Reptiles iii. 65 These cases of *neotcny are therefore in-

stances of more or less complete retardation, or of the reten.
tion, of partially larval conditions. 19*0 Conquest Apr. 278/3
Nco'-cny . .here means the abnormal time-extension of youth-
ful characters.

Neodymitun. (ni"|«ii*mi^m). Chem. [f. Neo--!-

Di)dymium.] K metallic element of the rare-earth

group discovered in 1885 by Auer von Welsbach.
It is found in the minerals monazite, cerite, alban-

ite, etc., along with cerium, lanthanum, praseody-

mium, etc. Symbol Nd ; atomic weight i44'3;
atomic number 60.
t886 W. Crookes in Nature 32 July 266/1 According to

Dr. Auer, a line in the well-known yellow band, close to the
soda line.. is a component of the absorption-spectrum of
neodymium. 190s Eucycl. Brit. XXVI. 709/1 Cleve, while
accepting praseodymium as a new element, doubts the in-

dividuality of neodymium.

ITepalese (nep§li''z), a. and sb. Also Ne-
paulese. [f. Nepal the name of a state on the

north-eastern frontier of India -h-ese.] a. ad/. Of,

pertaining to, or connected with Nepal, b. sb, A
native or inhabitant of Nepal.
The form Nepali [a. and s6.) also occurs in recent use.

1848 Sir J. D. Hooker in Z^^(i9i8) I. xiii. 351 The Sikktm
Rajah, whose territories were once the prey of the Nepalese,
I&id. 263 Accepting the invitation of Major Thoresby, the
Nepaulcse Resident. z86« Latham Compar. Philol. 35
These . . are not only clearly Nepalese, but have been referred
to a given Nepalese language. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVIi.
343/t In all matters of domestic policy the Nepalese brook
no interference, i^zo Blackw,Mag. Jan. 119/iThe Nepalese
villagers liked them to come and kill off a tiger free of
charge.

N'epb.ewdom (ncviwdam). [-DOM.] The re-

lationship or position of a nephew.
1994 \V. J. Ixh;ke Coming^Amos iL 25 There is nothing

inherent in mere nephewdom to rake frantic emotional
chords.

Nepliropezy (nefr^ype-ksi). Sttrg. [f. Gr.

vffppd kidney + 7r^£iy fixing. Cf. F. niphropexie^

The operation of fixing a movable or floating

kidney ; nephrorrhaphy,
1900 Lancet 11 Aug. 433/1 Fixation of a displaced kidney

(nephropexy of Guyon). 1907 Practitioner Dec. 786 h. left

nephropexy was performed.

Nerine (nrr^ini). [mod.L. (Herbert 1820)

f, L. Ncrini (Verg. Eel. vii. 37), Gr. vr\pr]U a water
nymph ; see Nebeid.] A genus of bulbous plants

belonging to the family Amaryllidacem, indigenous
to South Africa.

1837 W. Herbert /f/z/ar^Z/fV/v^Ar 385, 1 have no hesitation

69

in saying that it is a Nerine. 1886 G. Nicholson's Diet.
Gard. II. 446/2 S.V,, When in flower, Nerines are amongst
the most beautiful of greenhouse bulbous plants. 19*3
Chambers's Jml. Dec. 786/2 The scarlet or rose-red nerine
{the Japanese spider lily) appeared next.

Neritic (niVi-tik), a. [f. Nerit(a + -ic] Of
regions or living things in the sea and in lakes :

That is near to the shore or found in shallow coastal
waters ; opposed to *Oceanic.
1895 Nat. Science July 31 The second great zone is the

Neritic zone whicli extends from the coast to a depth of
about five hundred fathoms. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII.
936/2 There is a great difference between the epiplankton
near land and that far out at sea: the former is termed
neritic 1913STR J. Murray Ocean vii. 136 The neritic area
surrounds all continents and islands.

N'erve, sb. Add : 8. e. Phr. To get on ones
nerves : To (begin to) affect one with irritation,

impatience, fear or the like.

1908 H. G. Wells War in Air iv. | 5 * This flying gets on
one's nerves', he said. Ibid, v, § 7 It's gettingon my nerves.
1910 Chambers's Jrnl. Mar- 155/2 Sometimes I hate this
accursed country. . .It gets on one's nerves at times. 1916
Bennett Lion's Share xatii. 156 The house began to get on
my nerves. 1918 Galsworthy Five Tales^ Indian Summer
L 291 Women, somehow . . got a little on one's nerves.

11. b. nerve-racking.
t^o6 Strand Ma^. May 516/2 The motorists found them-

selves., plunged with a nerve-racking bounce into a deep
gulch. 1908 if^estm, Gaz. 22 Feb. 2/3 The nerve-racking work
of the telephone-girls. 1911 Edna Ferber DawnO'IIarav.
71 Why not go where the newspaper work will not be so
nerve-racking, 1915 P. G. Wodehousk Something Fresh
X. 8 5 He felt coofand alert,.. and, the nerve-racking hours
of waiting past, he listened for the starter's gun,

12. nerve-food, a special food designed (or

purporting) to strengthen or improve the nerves;

nerve-impulse, the impulse propagated along a
stimulated nerve ; nerve-net (see quot. 1927)

;

nerve-patient, a patient suffering from disordered

nerves.

1909 Chambers's Jrnl. Dec. 818/2 Preparations of divers

kinds which come under the general description of *nerve*
foods. 1900 Nature 26 July 291/1 The futility of those
hypotheses which would explain the passage of the *nervc-
impulse as a mere propagated polarisation. 19x8 G. H.
Parker in Jml. Gen. Physiol, I. 231 (heading) The Rate of
Transmission in the *Nerve Net of Coelenterates, 19*7
Haldane& Huxley Anim. Biol. xii. 270 A primitive type
[of nervous system] known as a nerve-net, in which the sense*
organs communicate with a network of nerve-cells branching
alt over the body, which in their turn communicate with the
muscles. X909 Chambers's yrnl. Dec. 818/1 Every medical
practitioner., obtainsan increasingnumberof^nerve-patients
year after year.

XTerrer (nsuvai). [f. Neeve sb. and t/. + -eb1.]

Something that gives one nerve or courage.
1889 St. yames'sGaz. 10 Aug. 3/3 His dose, .possibly con.

tains cardamums, hydrocyanic acid, and tincture of capsi-

cum ; a capital * nervcr * in its way.

NervineSS. Add : 2. State of being nervous
(sense 9).
X9S1 Glast^oiv Herald 15 June S The home men had only

to shake off their 'nerviness ' to reduce the Australian bowl-
ing to trundling of good class.

ITervous, o. Add: 9, b. Shy or apprehensive

^ (doing something).
1928 Manchester Guardian IVeekly ^Oct. 335/3 Nervous

of attenipiiiig train or ttamcar with their strange charge.

Nervnration (nsjviwr/i-Jan). [f. Nkkvubb +
-ATION.] The scheme of arrangement of the ner-

vures or veins on the wing of an insect.

1899 D. Sharp Insects it. ^19 In the aberrant moths of the
genus Costina the nervuration is unusually complex,

ITervy, a. Add : 2. b. (Examples.)
1896 G. Ade Artie viii. 75, I just received your nervy

letter. 190^ Enz. KoniNS Magnetic North 11. 118 Feeling
that it is a httle * nervy '..to walk into another man's house
uninvited.

6. Having one's nerves disordered ; easily excit-

able, nervous, * jumpy*.
1906 .S*!!/. Rev. 3 Mar. 254 They are very * nervy 'in Russia.

1916 Daily Mail 21 Sept. 7 Advt., When you are Weak,
Ana;mic, ' Nervy *j Run-down, [etc.]. 1924 Gauworthv
White Monltey 11. ii, I know he s very nervy, and gets wrong
with people.

XTesh, a. 1. (Add example.)

1915 R. C. Thompson Pilgr, Scrip 71 The road from the

bridge is like an English lane with blackberry hedgerows.,
and a nesh track for a morning gallop.

ITest, sb. 6. (Recent example.)
19*4 R. Keable Recompence iv. (1926) 77 A delightful nest

of occasional tables.

ITest, V, Add : 2. C. U.S, colloq. To squat.

(Cf. *Nester 2.)

1918 MuLFORD Manfr. Bar-20 xi. 114 Not satisfied with
nestiu' on a man's range, you had to start a little herd.

4. b, (Later example, not in pa. pple.)

1935 N. E. Odell in E, F. 'Morion Fight/orEverest 1924
362 Two saucepans that nest into one another.

Ifester. Add: 1. (Earlier example.)
1887 Ibis 95 It {Cisticola cursitaus] is both an early and

late nester.

2. 0,S, A squatter on a cattle-range. (Cf.*NEST
V. 2 c.)

1907 MuLFORD Bar-so xix. 192 Ain't th' Panhandle full

of nesters (farmers) ? 1918 — Manfr. Bar-20 iii. 97 He had
found the ruins of a burned homestead ..and he guessed that

it had been used by * nesters'.

NEURO-.

Nesting, vbL sb. b. Add : nesting-call
19Z4 J. A. Thomson Science Old ^ New xxi. 116 The

selection is marked by the bird's remaining near the chosen
spot and giving the *nesting-call to the mate.

Nestling, vbl. sb.^ 3. Add : nestling-ground.
x87» Game Laws N. V. in Fur, Fin ^ Feather (1872) 19

No person shall kill. .any wild pigeon while on its nestling
ground or. .in any manner disturb such nestling ground.

Net, sb.'^ Add ; 2. O. Lawn Tennis, = Let
sb.^ 2. colloq,

1904 J. P. Paret Lawn Tennis 344 Net..K\so (same as
' let '), a ball that touches the net and goes into the proper
court. 1930 D. Mackail How Amusing 450 When Clampso-i
served a let.. they actually—^es, in the twentieth century
and the Centre Court—called it a ' net *.

5. a. nel-tnan {tarlier example) t -owner, pocj^et.

d. net-cord, the cord which passes along the top
of a net and supports it, esp. that supporting a
tennis-net ; so net-cord (stroke), a stroke in

lawn tennis in which the ball hits the net-cord

;

net-fish v.y to fish with a net ; net-player Lawn
Tennis^ a player who advances close to the net

;

net-practice, cricket practice with nets.

1844 *net-cord [in Diet.]. 1887 Bov's Own Paper 3 Sept.
778/1 If you are tall enough, take it before it descends to the
level of the net-cord. 1904 J. P. Paret Lawn Tennis 345
*Net-cord Stroke. 1908 A. W, Myers Complete Lawn
Tennis Player 31 He bounced it on the ground and made a
drive at the net, making by accident a splendid net-cord
stroke. 1^7 Daily Tel. 30 Aug. 10/5 A long, anxious game,
finished with a net cord and a double fault, was finally taken
by Mrs. Chapin.^ 1891 Chambers*s Encycl. VIII. 256/1 He
may be arrested if he is *net-fishing, but not if he is fishing
in another way, 1847 C. Lanman Summer in Wilderness
xxvi. 160 A false movement of the *net-man will cause the
canoe to be swamped. 1901 Chambers's Jrnl, Sept. 585/1
The estuary limits.. have been fixed more in the interests of
the *net-owners than in those of the salmon. 1919 Suzanne
Lenglen Lawn y^wwrVyi^r 6'/"r/i- 53 The *net player. .hasa
free hand at the net. 190a Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 48/2 The
younger man . . swung the captive ashore in the *net-pocket.
1899 Captain I. 378/a *Net practice is good in moderation,
but nothing is so good as practice games.

ZTetyfz. Add : 3. Also as sb,

igio Gt. Central Rly. Rep, 1 1 Feb. 7 Deducting from our
receipts of ;£2,285,43oour expenses of ;^i,488,474, we have a
net of ^^796,956.

4. Comb,, as net-priced,

1909 Daily Chron. 16 July 3/2 In his new net-priced series,

ITet, v.l Add : 1. a. To fasten down with a net.

1909 H. G. Wells TonO'Bungay \\\. iii. § 4. 363 Practically
I contracted my sausage gas-bag by netting it down.
2. a. (Later example.)
X911 Galsworthy Inn Tranq. 126 The dusk is falling...

Some stars are already netted in the branches of the pines.

4. trans, and absoL In ball games in which a net

is employed : To send (a ball) into the net.

1906 Peel City Guardian ^ Chron. No. 1216 It seemed as
if they meant to force the custodian into the net, not net the
ball. 1907 Ibid, 26 Oct. 5/3 A rush in the goal resulted in

Cain netting, 1^7 Daily Express 20 Apr. 13/3 Scriven
netted for Birmingham in the first five minutes. Ibid.

22 June 2/2 Raymond, striving for extra speed, netted and
outed a succession of returns.

Ife'therla'Sldic, a. [£ Netkerland + -ic]
= Netherlandish a,

190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 294/1 Wienecke is interesting

for the sake of his early Netherlandic manner ; the incon'
gruity is not unpleasant.

Netherlandish.,^. Add: b, sb. The language
of the Netherlands; Dutch.
1890 Chambers's Encycl. V. 744/2 The origin of new

Netherlandisli or Dutch is to be found with the Rederijkers,

Netted, ppl. a. 2. (Add example.)
i88s Harper's Mag. Apr. 697/2 The netted [snow-]shoes

are rarely used, the twelve-foot-long boards bent up at the
end.. being liked better.

Nettle, J^.l Add : 2. d. To cast {throw) one's

frock to the tuitles [ = Fr. j'eler le froc anx orlies'],

to renounce a clerical life ; also trans/.

1916 W. J. LocKK Wonderful Year xviii, 255 He had
burned his boats, thrown his cap over the windmills, cast

his frock to the nettles. 1918 — Rough Road vi. 58 Young
parsons.. threw their cassocks to the nettles and put on the
full.. panoply of war.

4. D. nettle-weed, a plant of the nettle family.

a.s,
X843 Carlton New Purchase xix. 159 They gathered a

peculiar species of nettle, (called there nettleweed,) which
they succeeded in dressing like flax. 1867 T. Lackland
Homespun i. 18 Their blackened skeletons, .overgrown with
nettleweeds and long grasses.

Neurastheniac (niuarsesjj/Tiisek). [f. Neura-
sthenia : after Maniac] A person affected with
neurasthenia; = Neuuasthenic B.

X904 Lancet iS June tiyjl-i The 'neurastheniacs' that

present themselves at the clinic for diseases of the nervous

system.

Nenrastheny. (Example.)
1891 Smithsonian Rep. 660 It is frequent that among

vagabonds, robbers, thieves, and other criminals. . there is a
physical and moral neurastheny, a term coined by Bcnedikt,

of Vienna.

Neuro-. Add : ITourofi'bril, the supposed

conducting element of nerve fibres and nerve cells.

Also Neurojibrilla.

1900 Jrnl. Exper. Med. i Oct. V. ai note. In this paper

the term *neurofibril is used in a purely morphological sense

to describe the fibrils which lie., within the ganglion cells of

the cerebral cortex. 190a Encycl. Brit, XXXI. 793/1 In



NEUBOTICALLY.
the ganglion cells and iheir processes there is no known
differentiation of iieurofibrillic. 1908 Practitioner Oct. 56a
A new staining method, which stains the neurofibril net-

prorlcs but leaves the gUa totally unstained.

Ifeurotically (niur^'tikali), adv, [f. Nedbo-
Tic (2. + -AL + -LY*.] In a neurotic manner ; as the

Tcsnlt of a nervous disorder.

X91Q Maby K. Bradby Psychc'Analysis ^- its place in Life

78 Many.. thrust their qualms into the unconscious and
becr\me neurotically deaf, blind or what not.

Nenro'ticism. [f. Neurotic a. +-ism.] The
state or condition of being neurotic XTenro'ticize

V. trans., to render neurotic. Also Neu'rotize v,

1900 Dai'y Ckron. 5 June 4 (Cass. Suppl.) The holiday
season has been darkened by the reports of suicides, which
suggest.. the neuroiicism of Paiis. xgza Glasgow Herald
5 Ctet. 5 It is at least no more forced and is a great deal

more cleanly than much of the brilliant neuroticlsm of recent

novels. X9a8 Dailpf Exfiress 7 July 8/3 Already there are

signs that tennis is making us soft. We are being senti.

mentalt^ed and neuroticised by it. 19.. Buck's Handbk.
Med, Sci. VIII. 274 (Cent. Suppl.) Neurotize. ,

ZTentral. A. ad/. Add : 4. f. Comm, Of
fats or oils: Divested of or not possessing any
sensible odour.
1898 Lkwkowitsch Anal. Oils^ etc. (ed. 2) 541 ' Vegetable

b'-itter,' 'Lactine'..is therefore practically neutral cocoa nut
oiL 1904 L. L. Lamborn Cottonseed Prcducts 166 Neutral
lard is composed of the fat derived from the leaf of the
slaughtered animal. 1917 Statutory Rules Sf Orders No,
1162 § 7 Choice and Extra Choice Neutral Lard.
B. sb. Add : 1. c. A position of the driving

and driven parts in a gear mechanism in which no
power is transmitted.

X914 * Ian Hay' Knt. on Wheels x. 103, I left the gears in
the first speed instead of the neutral. But it's all right now.
1925 Morris Otuner Jan. 1154/1 Don't lose your head and
start the car in gear. Take things quietly, put the lever in
neutral, (etcl. 1926 J. J. Connington Death at Swaythling
Court xiii. 250 The Colonel slipped his gear into neutral,

4. An electrical conductor whose potential is nor-

mally zero, or the same as that of the earth.
1900 ^r«A rust. Electr. Engin. XXIX. 538 Each of these

boards receives from the main generator board five cables,
a pair of ' outers ' for lighting, a similar pair for power, and
a common neutral. 1910 Installation Ne^us iv. 62/1 We
may have to consider a leakage on one of the outers of a
three wire system, the neutral of which is earthed.

Neutralist. (Later examples.)

191S Morn, Post ± Feb. 8/6 A meeting of neutralists, held
here to-day, was broken up by Republicans, who shouted
* Long live the war !

' 1930 Glasgow Herald 26 May p/a
The Neutralist elements.. hate the very idea of celebrating
Italy's entrance Into the war.

Nentrality. 4. a. (Later example.)
1883 Stallybrass tr. Grimtn's Teut. Mythol. II. 883 Out

of the Goth, fairguni's neutrality unfolded themselves both
a male FiSrgynn and a female PiSrgyn,

Neutralization. Add: 3. In automobile
racing, the fact of controlling the speed of com-
petitors over a section of a course ; a section in

which speed is controlled.
zgoS A uto/n. Topics Europ. Suppl. 27 May 2 (Cent. Suppl.)

There are no cities. .to require frequent neutralizations.

Neutralize, ^. Add : 2. c. Comm, To deprive
(fat or oil) of its distinctive odour.
X904 L. L. Lamborn CottonseedProducts 165 The oil made

from sheep fat cannot be neutralized.

6. In automobile racing, to control the speed of
competitors over (a section of the course) so that

that section has no effect on the result of a race,
X9oa EncycL Brit. XXXI. 13/2 Deducting the Swiss por-

tion of the route (which was neutralized), the distance was
615 miles.

Neutralized, ppi. a. (Add example.)
^
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 13/1 A distance (after deduct-

ing the neutralized sections) of 328 railes.

Neutralizing, ///. a. 2. (Add example.)
1904 L. L. Lambor.n Cottonseed Products 167 This treat-

ment carries the neutralizing process to a higher degree of
perfection and improves the texture of the oil.

Neutro-. Weutrcphillc a, ^ /Neutrophilous,
. «9oS.fsee*0xY-]. 1906 yml. Med. Research Dec. 486 The
invading cells are endothelial cells, neutrophilic and eosino-
philic polymorphonuclear leucocytes.

Neutrodyne (niM'tr^Tdain). [f. Neutro- +
Dtne.] PVireless. The proprietary name of a type
of high-frequency amplification circuit ; also atlrib.
Hence Neutrodyning vbl. sb.

1925 Bazaar, Exchange ^ Mart 14 May 651/2 This coil .

.

can also be used as a. .neutrodyne. x^tA Glasgow Herald
8 Mar. 8 A four-valve neutrodyne circuit. Ibid. 30 Apr 12
1936 R. W. Hutchinson Wireless 217 Several methods have
been devised for the control of this oscillaiion ; neutrodyning,
ai it is termed, is one of the best.

Neutron (nifi-tr^n). [f. Neutral A 4 c : after
*Electeon 2 and 'Proton.] An electrically neutral
particle consisting of an electron and a proton in
close association.

X9SI Phil. Mag. XLII, 55>7 Such a particle, to which the
name neutron has been given by Prof. Rutherford, would
have novel and important properties.

Never, adv. Add : 1. d. (Later example.)
19*6 Ben>if.tt LordRaingo ii. Ixxi. 32a She faintly annoyed

him by her ingenuous exclamations : Oh my ! Well, I never 1

Well I never did I

8. never-fail, a person who never fails (one)

;

never-waa, a person who has never been great.
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distinguished, useful, or the like, in contrast to a
* has-been ' ; so never-waser,
1850 H. C. Watson Cajup-fires Rez'ol. 188 Mo-gan's one of

the *never-fails, igxx J. C. Lincoln Cap'n Warren's Wards
XV. 238 One of 'em's a used-to-be, and the other's a *never. was.
X923 ' B. M. Bower' Paroivan Bonanza i. 14* Nope, I'm a
never-was *, Bill retorted shamelessly. 19x5 A. S. Neill
Dominie's Log xiv. 155 The average marriedwoman is a * has
been ' in thought, while not a few are ' *never wasers'.

New, <t* Add : 6. d. New giound, ground
which is cultivated for the first time.
1769 Washington Diaries I. 333 That piece of New

Ground containing i^ Acres next the widow Sheridan's.
1771 Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist, Mag. XIV. 134
Our new ground tob[acc]o here ha.s been housed 3 or 4 days
past. 185a Florida Plant Rec. 62 Now the Crop is all

Planted except the Little Peace of New ground that I cleared
at the car Place.

8. P/ezv rich : In recent use, common as a trans-

lation of the French nouveaux riches^ persons who
have recently acquired wealth. Also as adj. Hence
new poor, recently impoverished persons.
1886 Harper's Mag. Oct. 795/2 There are. .the sons of the

'new rich ' who are like men drunk with new wine. 1923
' B. M. Bower' ParoTvan Bonanza xiii. 157 You've never
seen 7ue look New-rich, have you, Bill? 1926 Bf.nnett
Lord Raingo i. xxxv. 165 He had demonstrated publicly.

.

that he belonged to the type of the new rich. 1928 Shaw
Intell. Woman's Guide Socialism 60 In fact the only people
who are disgustingly idle are the children of those who have
just become rich, the new rich as they are called.

1920 Punch 6 Oct. 279 Exhausted War Projiteer. * Deer
forests for the "idle rich" be blowed ! The "new poor" can
'ave 'em for me.' 1921 Ibid. 16 Feb. 134/3 We of the New
Poor. . cannot afford to neglect any little gratuitous diversion
that comes our way.
10. b. New-face, a term used at the Clarendon

Press, Oxford, to describe modern face type (*Mo-
DEBN A. 2 g). New time : In the Stock Exchange

:

Of prices, quoted for the next settling day before
the previous settlement is completed.
X900 H. Hart Cent. Typogr. 120 These are the first ex-

amples of what are called nowadays ' new-face ' types, zgxj
Daily Express 27 Sept. lo/i The price for 'new time' was
about 15s. 6d., compared with a making up price of 14s.
Ibid. 10/3 The 'new time* price at one time touched the
new record of 4J.

New-Englandism. (Earlier example.)
J83S Southern Lit. Messenger I. 423 This is a New-Eng-

landism not confined to the vulgar.

Newfoundland, b. (Earlier example.)
1827 Hallowell (Maine) Gaz, 20 June 3/4 They report to

have seen.. 2 greyhounds, \ newfoundland, 50 French dogs.

Newfonndla'ndic, a. [-ic] Of or pertain-

ing to the Newfoundland breed of dog.
1871 Scribners Monthly 11. 622 While other curs are so

coinmon, individuals of the genuine Newfoundlandic stock
are very scarce.

New Jersey. The name of one of the eastern
states of the United States, used atlrib. in the
names of plants, as New Jersey pine, the Jersey
or scrub pine, Finns inops ; Wew Jersey tea, a
shrub of North America, Ceanothus americanus,
whose leaves are used as a substitute for tea.

1833 D. J. Browne Sylva Atner. 234 *New Jersey Pine
Pinus Inops. 1815 Drake Cincinnati ii. 77 *New Jersey
tea. x%Tj Rep. Vermont BoardAgric. IV. 159 Rileyrecom-
mends persons, .to plant a small patch of New Jersey Tea
{Ceanothus) . .2jh a decoy near the strawberry bed.

New light. [Light sb. 6 d.]

1. Novel religious views or doctrines (see Light
sb. 6 d).

1650-1785 [see Light sh. 6 d]. 1806 Fessenden Democracy
Unveiled 11. 181 Altho' not bless'd with second sight, Divine
inflation, or new light.

b. The religious sect or the doctrines of the
* new lights '.

1750 J. EiRKET Voy. N. Amer, (1916) 4 There is two
Presbyterian meeting houses here, one of the Newlight, and
oneoftheold. 1850 YaoT^Sk. K/?^r«/a: 373 In his discourse
he . . read a hue and cry, for the arrest of ' the new light '.

2. A person holding *new lights' or novel (reli-

gious) doctrines fcf. Light j^. 6 d).
X743 MacSparran Diary (1899) 12 Sunday night a young

man named Avery and a new light had a Conversation with
me. 1757 WooLMAN yrnl. iv. (1840) 45 Some of our Society
and some of the Society called new-Hghts use some en-
deavours to instruct those they have in reading. 1781 Sam
Peters Hist. Conn. 288 (Th.) The new lights mamtained
that. .. x^t^Y^^s^^^'SM Democracy Unz>eiledi. 17 There was
a gaunt Genevan priest, Mad as our New Lights are at
least. 1839 J. F. Cooper Home as Found x, Methodism
flourishing but little among us since the introduction of the
New Lights. 2847 H. Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 371 There
are 15 churches, of which the.. Newlights.. have., one. 1866
Whittier Marg. Synith's Jrnl. Wks. 1889 \. 172 Hence
you will see in the same neighborhood . . New Lights, Brown-
ists, Antinomians, and Socinians. 1872 Eggleston Hoosier
Schoolm. XV. 121, I don't know whether you're a Hardshell
..or a Campbellite, or a New Light,

b. transf The name of a fish (see quot.).
1884 Goods Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 407 The Crappie—Pomoxys annularis.

.

. Other names are. .* New Light ' and
'Campbellite ' in Kentucky and Indiana.

3. atlrib. or as adj. Belonging to or holding the
views of the * new lights ',

i744[see Light j^.6d]. 1751 MacSparran /J/aryf1899) 55,
I officiated at Mrs. Lippet's and a New Light woman was at
ch{urch]. 1757 E. Wheelock in Mem, (1811) 215 He begins
to think that new-Ught ministers (as they are called) are his
best friends. 1784 J. Smyth Tour U.S. I. xiii. 102 Here

NEWSPAPER.
I., had to defend myself against the fornudable attacks of a
new-li-^ht itinerant preacher. 1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz.
373 There are in this county., eight christian (or newlight)..
and five dunkard churches. 1849 K. Chamberlain Indiana.
Gaz. 175 There are in the county six churches .. Christian,
(or Cambellite) Old Christian, (or New Light) and Baptists.

b. transf Of other doctrines : Novel, new-
fangled.

1833 WvETH Oregon 25 What the new-light Doctrine of
Phrenology calls the disposition bump of Inhabttiveness.
Hence Newli'grlitism, new-light doctrines.
184s S. JUDD Margaret i. vii. 42 The town underwent and

survived .. Antinomianism, Newlightism, Scotch Presby-
terianism.

New BCezican, a, and sb, [-an.] a. adj.
Of or belonging to New Mexico, a south-western
state of the United States, b. sb, A native or in-

habitant of New Mexico.
1834 A, Pike Sketches 170 But even the New Mexicans

call him a great rascal. 1846 W. H. Emory in Anfu3o-r
Congress Ex. Doc. 47 The power he had of letting these
people loose on the New Mexicans was the great secret of
his arbitrary sway. Ibid. 57 Aconia is tlie most western of
the New Mexican towns. 1846 E. Bryant California \. 13,
I noticed.. a large number of New Mexicans, and half-
breed Indians.

H'ews, sb. 6. b. Add : news-item^ -print
(earlier example).
1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIV. i79*News-items, matters

of information, actual discoveries. 1843 Ibid. XXIL 283
The_*news-prints kept their works and worth before the
public eye.

C. newscaster, a person who prepares and
arranges the news for a news-reel; news-girl, a
girl who sells newspapers ; news-print, printing-
paper for newspapers; (see also 6 b); news-reel,
a cinematographic reel for giving news; news-
stand (earlier example).
X930 Observer 28 Sept. 21 Graham MacNamee, the "news-

caster of our American newspaper newsrecl, takes the part
of an unseen dramatist. 1868 Putna^n^s Mag. Apr. I. 518/1
A few years ago, a *news-girl was as rare a sight as a Dodo.
1870 Scribners Monthly I. 115 Old and young are enlisted
in the street-vending service from the gray-haired grandsire
. .to the tiny news-girl. 1909 West?n. Gaz. 3 June 2/2 The
duty of 5 dollars a ton on -news-print. x^-ioGlasgo^u Herald
23 July 7 Last year Canada produced an aggregate of 833,802
tons of newsprint. 1936 ibid. 13 Apr. 16 Eighteen new
newsprint machines are being installed this year. X9S8
Daily Express 6 June 3/1 Short-length talking-films of the
* *news-reel ' type have been presented at this theatre for
months. \^z^ Lit. Digest {^.\.) 11 May 40/2 International
News-reel camera-men, out tosnapshot the eruption of Mauna
Loa. 1930 Titnes 15 Mar. 8/6 The talking news-reel is a
new vehicle of public information and entertainment. xS?*
Kgglestom Hoosier Schoolm. viii. 77 You can buy trap-
doors. .dirt-cheap at the *news-stand.

New school. The section of the Presbyterian
Church of the United States holding more advanced
and liberal views, which separated from the rest

of that Church early in the nineteenth century.
Chiefly attrib.

1806 Fessenden Democracy Unveiled i. 113 That were
not justice in arrears. These New School folks would lack
their ears. Ibid. 11. 35 Among our new-scliool rights and
duties. There's no monopoly of beauties. 1837 W. Jenkins
Ohio Gaz. 317 The public buildings consist of.. two presby-
terian churches, one of the old, and one of the new school.
1849 E. Chamberlain Indiana Gaz. 281 The other public
buildings are . . churches . . for the Methodists . . Old and New
School Presbyterians [etc. J. 1857 Quinlandn. v. I. 306 He
[the teacher] is a ' new-school ' presbyterian minister. 1887
Peck Gaz. Illinois i. 72 McDonough College.. is identified
with the interests of the *old school ' Presbyterians, as the
Illinois college.. is with the *New School' Presbyterians.
transf. 1837 Southern Lit, Messenger III. J07 As I once

read medicine, .under a disciple of the 'new school' (vulgarly
called steam doctors). 1839 J. F. Cooper Home as Found
xiii, But they evidently inclined to the opinion that Che new
school of pews was far better than the old.

Newsie (niw-zi). U.S, Also newsy, [f.

News + -ie, -y 6.] *= News-boy.
1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 12 Jan., Nearly 900 ' newsies

'

applied for licenses and badges. 1904 N. F. Times 16 July
7 He approached the ' newsy * and offered to buy a paper.
1905 A". V. Etjcu. Post 3 June, As a 'newsie' he had
devt;loped through the various stages of the Bowery gamin.
1916 C. Sandburg Chicago Poems ^2 The newsies are pitch-
ing pennies.

Newspaper, b. (Add examples.)
1873 'Gail Hamilton ' Ta'tf/z'? Jfr?« ii. 30 The religious

^newspaper agents bore into your house like worms of the
dust. 1907 Mrs. Harris Tents of Wicked?tess iv. i. 335
Another letter from Sarah ; it was long and it contained
a *newspaper clipping. 1843 Marg. Fuller Summer on
Lctkes 185 Has ever Art found, .a richer theme, .sketched in

the *newspaper column of to-day? 1809 Atm. loth Con-
gress 3 Sess. 1084 Notwithstanding the licentiousness of
^newspaper editors, he was against any law for curbing
them. 1888 Harper's Mag. May 962/2 i'be phrase * 'news-
paper English ' has come to have a significance which is not
flattering to newspapers. 1873 ' Makk Twain' & Warnek
Gilded Age x\\. 116 The drudgery of the "ncwspaper-ofBce
was too distasteful. 1878 Whitman Diary (1904) 55 Visited
the Tribune newspaper office. 1812 Niles' Weekly Reg. \.

361/1, I.. admit your publication to be a newspaper and to
berated at *Newspaper Postage. 1847 H. Howe Hist. Coll,

Ohio 241 Kenton.. now contains..! *newspaper printing
office. 1873 * Mark Twain ' & Warner GildedAge xlvi. 422
Not being a *newspaper reporter, he could not see either of
them that night. 1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories 31 At
a *newspaper-stand he bought all the picture papers, 1873
Brit. Postal Guide i Jan. 21 Every Head Postmaster is

required to keep, for sale to the public. .*newspaper wrappers
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NEWSPAPEBING.
bearing an impressed halfpenny stamp, and Post Cards.

1879 Festal Reg. (U.S.) 69 The law allows no componsation

to postmasters for the sale of postage stamps, stamped-
envelopes, newspaper-wrappers, or postal-cards.

ITewspaperiiig. (Recent examples.)

1911 Edna Ff.hber Dawn O'Hara iii. 29, I would fall to

thinking of those years of newspapering—of the thrills of

them, and the ills of them. Und. iv._49 «One_year of news-
papering counts for two years of ordinary existence.

New-year. Add : 2. New-year-cookie.

1807-8 W. luviNG Saimagvndi xx. 450 These notable

cakes hight new-year-cookies,, .originally were impressed

on one side with the.. countenance of the illtistrious Rip.

3. Also with ellipse of day.

184s Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 128 Stay away on New.
Year's and you stay away all the year. 1873 J. H. Beadle
Undevel, West xxxv. 750 If you are coming to California

for pleasure, come between ^few Year's and the Fourth of

July. 1909 Springfield Weekly Republ. t, Nov. i The general

elections are not now expected until after New Year's.

We-W-Torly, a. [-y ^J Suggestive or char-

acteristii; of New York.
1908 EorTH Wharton Hermit etc. 150 To be compared to

her ! to be accused of being ' New-Yorky '
1

Next. A. adj. Add: 13. o. To get next to :

to become acquainted with ; to come to know. Also

to put next to : to acquaint (one) with. U.S.
1896 G. Ade Artie viii. 73, I wonder where he got next to

that fancy pass about scverin friendships. Ibid, xvi. 146

I've been next, I'll tell you those. 1904 Utica Observer

14 Tune 6 The British people are 'getting next' to Dowie;
and as a natural consequence his usefulness among them is

about at an end. 1910 \V. M. Raine B. O^Connor 225 Mrs.

Mackenzie will pat you next to the etiquette wrinkles where
yoti are shy.

ITib, ib^ 3. (Add example.)
\ga\ J. BljlCK Carp. ^ Builder, Slating <J-

Tiling 13 The
ordinary pantile, .is provided on the underside with a small

,

projection known as a nib.

Nibble, V. Add : 1. e. To produce by nibbling.

i8«« Augusta Wilson St. Elmo xxi. (1883) 190 Just see

what a hole the pretty little wretch has nibbled in my new
Swiss muslin dress.

Nibbled (ni-b'ld), ///. a. [f. Nibble v. + -ED.]

That has been nibbled or cropped (by beasts).

1866 Blackmore Cradock Nowell viii. (1873) 31 Over the

nibbled sward. .came wandering the lightest foot that ever

passed. 1905 J. B. Firth Highivays Derbyshire viiu itg

The Dove flows between closely nibbled hill slopes.

Niblick (ni-blik),!'. Golf. [f. the sb.] trans.

To hit (a ball) with a niblick.

1909 IVrs/m. Gaz. 15 Jan. 4/2 If bunkered.,he would have
to niblick the ball out sideways.

Nick, »•* Add: 4. (Modem U.S. example of

intr. use.)

1*76 Rep. Vermont BoardAgric. III. IJ2 There is another

strain or peculiarity among these Canadians, that seems to

nick well with the Morgans.

8. O. Also, to rob.

1916 H. L. Wilson Sontewlure in Red Gap vi. 336* I did

hear that you'd had your pocket picked.*. .'^That's right...

Some lad nicked me for my roll and return ticket.*

Nickel, ri. 3. a. Add : nickel-plated adj.

1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 488/2 The manufacture of cook-

ing utensils and other useful articles out of. .nickel-plated

iron. 19x0 BUulctv. Mag. Nov. 611/2 T'he car's ornate

nickel-plated radiator.

b. niokelfaoe (see qnot.) ; nickel-iron, a mix-

ture of nickel and iron.

1914 Literary Year-bk. 49s 'Nickel/ace. The coating of

an engraved plate or block with a battery-deposited surface

of nickel. 1931 Times 17 Feb. 13/3 The meteorite is a solid

mass of *nickel-iron nearly 14 ft. long.

Kiokel, V. Add : b. To foul (the bore of a gun)

with nickel off the bnllet-casiiig ; intr., to become
fouled. VickelUng' (b), the fouling of the bore of

a gun with nickel ; metallic fouling.

1918 YhniLOii Diet. Mil. Terms 407 Nickeling, in gunnery,

metallic fouling caused by a portion of the cupro-nickel of

the envelope ofthc bullet being left on the surface of the bore.

igaoG. KvatiAto Notes on Snorting Rifles iv When a barrel

has once been nickelled it is always liable to nickel_ again

very quickly. Ibid. 30 Nickelling at first is impossible to

detect with the eye.

Nickelodeon (nikalJ»-dian). U.S. [f. Nickel
sb. t : apparently after Melodeok.] A theatre or

motion-picture show for which the admission fee is

a nickel ; a place containing automatic machines

to provide amusement, which can be used for a

nickel.

10*7 Fannie Hurst .Song of Life 292 The nickelodeons

and the gewgaw shops of the most terrific city in the world.

1930 Time t, Tide 27 Sept. 1206 The film was. .handed over

by the scientists to the ' nickelodeons ' of .America.

Ni'Ck-tailed, a. Having the tail nicked.

1853 J- *-* I'ALDWIN Flush Times Alahania 97 Thehoise,

a nick-tailed trotter, Tom had raffled off.

Nlcodemite. (Modem example.)
19J1 Outward Bound Apr. 29/2 This is no time to play

the Nicodemite.

Nidal, a. Delete rarer'' and add : 2. Phys.

Of or pertaining to a nidus.

1S74 J. H. AvEUNt; in Obstetr. fml. July 210 The mem-
brane t'hai developed has received a great number of names.

. . I have adopted as more appropriate that of nidal decidua.

1904 G. S. Hall Adolescence I. 483 The decidua were nidal.

Nidation (naid^Jsn). phys. [f. Nidus and

-ATION.] The development of the decidua in the

uterus.

1874 J. H. AvELiNC in Obstelr. Jml. July »io The act of
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nidation consists ofthe periodica! development ofthemucons
membrane lining the interior of the body of the uterus.

ITidi'COlous, a. Ornith. [f. A'idicolm (L.

nidus nest + co/'/re to inhabit) the class of birds

that are hatched in a helpless state, unable to leave

the nest + -oua,] Belonging to the class Nidicolm ;

remaining in the nest for a time after being hatched.
190a EticycL Brit. XXVI. 257/a Coluinbx.—Pigeons.

Nidicolous. 19*7 A. L. Thomson Birds \x. 155 Birds may
..be divided into two main types, those having nidifugous
or 'nesi-quittlng * young, and those having nidicolous or
'nest-dwelling' young.

ITidi'fagOXlS, a. Omitk, [U Nidi/ugm (J^ nidus
nest -k-fug-ire to flee) the class of birds that leave

the nest when hatched + -OUS.] Belonging to the

class NidifugSE, ; leaving the nest soon after being
hatched.
190* Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 257/1 Order Colymhiformes.

—plantigrade, nidifugous, aquatic. 1937 [see*NiDicoLOtJS].

ITid-nodf v. Add : 1. (Later example.)
1913 W. De la Mare Pectcock Pie g8 ' Won't you look out

of your window, Mrs. Gill?' Quoth the Fairy, nidding,
nodding in the garden.

b. trans/,

1905 QuiLi.FR-CoucH iS'^/wM^'i^iprrj'x. 133 The spring-cart

nid-nodded down the hill towards Troy.

ITidor. (Modern example.)
19J3 Btackw. Mag. Feb. 159/a A nidor was to him an

agony impossible to endure.

29*1606. 1. C. niice'in-law (modem example),
1908 Will in Daily Chrvrit 5 Nov. 5/3 ;C 1,000 to his niece-

in-law.

n'ietzscliean (nrtji^n), sb. and a. [f. the

name of theGerman philosopher, FriedrichNietzsche

(1844-1900) + -AN.] a. sb. A follower, disciple,

admirer or imitator ofNietzsche ; one who holds or

supports Nietzsche's views or principles, "h.adj.

Of, pertaining to, characteristic of, or suggestive of

Nietzsche or his views. Hence Nietzsch^'anism

;

Nietzsche'anite; Nie'tzsclieiszn.

1908 New Age 4 July 193/1 The NIetzschean lady is very
frank and not unjust about the Commie Fran^aise. 1908
Times Lit. Suppi. 3 Sept. 258/2 The writer, .is an enthusi-

astic Nietzschean. 1909 Q. Rev. Jaa 197 The Nietzschcan

idea of the Superman as now current among us. 1914 Scots-
man 7 SepL 7/7 This is an unconscious denial of Nietz-

scheism. 19x4 Times 31 Oct. 7/1 Mistaken Nietzscheanism

always tempts to the development of the devil in man. 1915
A. S. Neill Dominie^s Log vi. 66, I am just enough of a
Nietzschean to protest against teaching children to be meek
and lowly. 19x6 Galsworthv in Scribner^s Mag. Jan. 21/a

The Neo-German concepticm of the State,, may be inverted

Nietzscheism.

ITife (nai'f/). [f. Nt + Fe the chemical symbols

for Nickel and Iron.] A shorthand expression

proposed by Suess {^Das Antlitz der Erde III. 11.

626) for the (supposed) nickel-iron core of the earth.

1909 SoLLAs tr. Suess* Face 0/Earth IV. 544 Further, we
a.'isume the existence of three zones or envelopes as deter-

mining the structure of the earth, namely, the barysphere

or the Nife (Ni-Fe), Sima (Si-Mg),and Sal (Si-Al). 19*4 tr.

A. Wegener's Orig. Continents 4- Oceans 146,

19riftixi6SS (ni-ftines). U»S. slang, [f. NiFTT
a. + -NE.SS.] Smartness, spruceness.

*9»3 Watts Luther Nichols 27 His fixed purpose was to

keep It so or to increase its niftiness.

Nifty, a. (I^ater examples.)
1900 G. Ade More Fables in Slang (1^2) 175 Lutie was

just about as Nifty as the Next One. 1916 H. L. Wilson
Somrzvhere in RedGap v. 213 Hetty.. looking so fresh and
nifty and feminine.

Nig6rian (nDid^T'-rian), sb. and a. [f. Nigeria

the name of a state in West Africa + -AN.] a. sb,

A native or inhabitant of Nigeria, b. adj. Of,

pertaining to, or connected with, Nigeria.

X008 Dai/y Chron. 31 Jan. 3/3 She was accepted as a full-

fledged Nigerian. 1933 Black^v. Mag. Apr. 5^4/2 His#arly

days have gone down in Nigerian history. X934 Ibid, Sept,

352/1 Therein he offended against some Nigerian law.

Kiffger, sb. Add : 1, c. ^ nigger in the wood-

pile (or fence) : A private reason or motive for a

view, course of action, or the like, which is not

divulged. C/.S.

x863 Congress. Globe 3 June 2527/1 [These gentlemen]

spoke two whole hours, .in showing—to borrow an elegant

phrase, the paternity of which belongs, I think, to their side

of the House,— that there was *a nigger in the wood-pile '.

X876 Congress. Rec. 4 Aug. 5153/1 If some one should say.

.

that there was some ' nigger in the wood-pile *, some ' cat in

the bag *, some motive to actuate me. 1897 Ibid. 18 Feb.

App. 61/1 Like a great many others ignorant of facts, he

finds * a nigger in the wood pile ' when there is neither wood
pile nor nigger. 1911 Woodrow Wilson in Outlook 11 Aug.

944 If you go through the schedules you will find some
nigger in every wood pile.

^^^

1888 Bret Harte Phyllis of Sierras i. ul 90 There

s

another Englishman comm' up from 'Frisco to see him to-

morrow. Ef he aint scooped up by Jenny Bradley hc*ll

guess there's a nigger in the fence somewhere, xgti H.
Quick Yello^vstone N, xL a86 He's always looking for a
nigger in the fence.

a. To work like a nigger : To work very hard,

1909 Chambers's Jrnl. Aug. 559/3 The saying to 'work

like a nigger' was not inspired by any coloured gent I have

happened on yet. 19x5 Barnett Lett. 79 They re keen as

mustard, cheerful, plucky, and they work like niggers.

2. d. A dark shade of brown; tA&Qnigger-brown.

19x4 Lady's Pictorial 4 July, Advt. v, Soft Taffeta Hat .

.

NIGGERISM.

In Black,. .Nigger, Mole, and White. 19x5 Home CKmt 2

Jan. ii/i Nigger-brown cloth.

3. b. (Examples.)
1909 S. E. White Rules ofGame x, v. 32 \yhen the car had

flown back to its starting-point, the ' nigger * rose from
obscurity to turn the log half-way round. 1925) Encycl. Brit.

XIV. 482/1 A steam or air 'nigger' (mechanically operated
steel arms) helps to place the log in the proper position.

_

5. nigger-breaker^ -chaser, dealer, -driver (earlier

example), -stealer.^ -trader,

x84S F. Douglass Life 57 All of this added weight to his

reputation as a ' *nigger.breaker '. xoax Mulford Bar-zo
Three xvi. 217 Most likely they'll be *nigger-chasers, th' way
some folksll be steppin' lively to get out of th'way. 1853
F. W. Thomas J. Randolph etc. 285 Vou know Robinson the

*nigger-dea!er, who has the pen down town. 1833 J. Neal
Down Eastersl, 70When the *nigger-d rivers falls out among
themselves. 1840 R. M. Bird Robin Day 43, I was *a kid-

napper, a Georgeye *nigger-stealer'. X884 ' Mark Twain'
Huck. Finn xxxiii. 314 Only I couldn't believe it. Tom
Sawyer a nigger-stealer. 1853 F. W. Thomas J. Randolph
etc. 285 He's not in favor of these regular *nigKer-traders i»

he ? 1884 * Mark Twain ' Hnck. Finn viii. 60 But I noticed

dey wuz a nigger trader roun' de place considerable lately

en I begin to get oneasy.

6. nigger boy, -blood.

1825 T. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 207 Nobody there, I

guess, but a nigger boy, 1833 — Down Rasters I. 66 If

there's a drop o' nigger-blood in 'em, they'll always show it

in their temper.

b. nigger dialed^ -melody,

1834 Knickerbocker Mag. III. 445 And I would say too,

that although mighty smarts and a mighty S7Hart chance,
mighty big, and mighty little was excellent ' nigger ' dialect,

yet it was not so refined, as an orator might use. 1846 Ibid.

XXVIII. 244 Captain Marin would give a touch from a sea-

song, or a specimen of a * nigger-melody '.

c. nigger cloth = negro cloth (Negko 7) ; nig-
ger duck U.S., the black duck {Anas rubripes) ;

nigger engine, the engine which operates a * nig-

ger ' (sense 3) ; nigger fish (earlier example)

;

nigger-luck, exceptional good luck.
i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career iv.6\ You see he sells

some of his *nigger cloth for goods. 1876 Fur, Fin ^
Feather loi The gray duck., are obliged to tolerate in their

society that, .tough, shot-resisting thing which is commonly
called * "nigger duck '. 1873 J. H.Beadle Undevel. iVest

xxxii. 704 Then oaths, spars, '*nigger-engine ' and all the
other avnilable machinery was set in operation. 1876 Goode
Fishes ofBermudas 60 The red form corresponds to Terra-
nus ouatalibCf and is known as the *Nigger-fish. 1851 R.
Glisah fml. Army Life viJi. (1874) 90, I occasionally made
him a little envious by my *nigger-luck, as he is pleased to

term it. 1888 Critic x^ Apr. (Farmer), I am cussed ..if any
darned rebel can have such nigger luck and enjoy it while

I live.

liTigger, v. Add : 1, b. (Earlier examples.)

1830-33 C A. Davis Lett. J. Downing (1834) 22 He laid

sticks across the large logs. ., and niggered them off with

fire, and then rolled them up in piles. 1843 Carlton New
Purchase I. xx. 188 In addition to the 'niggering off', it

became necessary, as the cold increased, to chop off logs.

2. To work * like a nigger * ; to toil very hard

;

qnasi-/ra«j. with it.

1857 J. HvDE Mormonism v, 120 (Born) Many of the

people express satisfaction in seeing these ' better-dressed

fellers ' obliged to ' nigger it ' as well as themselves.

3. refl. To make (oneself) like a nigger, by black-

ening the face.

x88x May Crommelin Miss Daisy Dimity I. ii. 21 Jemmy
the third^ was ' niggering ' himself, by adorning his rosy

cheeks with black.

Niggerdom. (Earlier examples.)
x86a Congress. Globe 28 Mar. 1414/2 New England, where

they hate niggerdom worse than the devil. 1868 Good Words
1 Oct. 603/2 The conquering nigger.. caught many of the

Aborigines, blacked them over, and sent them off to proclaim

the glories of Niggerdom.

Niggerhead. Add : 1, (Later example.)

1910 R. W. Service 5a//ad!r of Clieechako 19 And there

was the little lone moose trail. . Bymuskeg hollowand nigger-

bead it wandered endlessly.

b, A species of cactus.

x88i Amer. Naturalist XV. 084 Another species of the

family is one commonly called the 'nigger-head ' or ' barrel

cactus', a Mammalaria.

2. (Earlier example.) Also attrib,

1847 H. Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 569 It was asaw mill, with

a small pair of stones attached, made of boulders, or ' nigger

heads *, as they are commonly called. X901 Chambers's

jrnl. Sept. 634/1 He tightened his grip on the reins as he

caught the dim outline of a treacherous nigger-head stone.

3. (Earlier example.)
1884 ' Mark Twain' Huck. Finn xxi. 194 You borry'd

store tobacco and paid back nigger-head.

Nigger's head. Naut. An ornamental knot;

= Turk's head 2.

1925 Glasgow Herald 3 Oct. 4 The glittering ship's bell

with Its pendant of brightly painted niggershead knotting.

Ni'ggering, T'/'/. sb, [f. Niggek ». + -ing1.]

The action of the verb in various senses.

1843 ChTiVTon New Purchase I. xx. 188 Niggering belongs

mainly to very large timber, and pertains rather to the science

of log-rolling than of preparing fuel. 1894 ' R. Andom We
Threes Troddles xix. 174 'BuKking' be it known IS the

technical term for amateur niggering.

Niggerish, a. (Earlier example.)

x8as J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 67 Ye great niggerish

look-in', wap-sided haw.

Niggerism. (Add example,)

1873 Porcupine 19 Apr. XV. 38/3 For the occasional dash

or suspicion of niggerism in the manglmg of the words,

common custom and coincidence will quite account



ITIGGLE.

Higgle, v.^ 1. d- (Later example.)

1919 DtEPiNG Rpper's Rffw xxviii. 313 He would niggle

at his food.

Hi'ggly, a. [f. NiGGLK f.2 + -LY 1.] Mean, petty,

niggling.
I9a3 A. G. Gardiner Life Sir JK Harcourt I. 241 I tJiinlc

his trees nig^iy as you would say, and he teaches an odd

doctrine about trees. 19*4 W. J. Lockk Coming 0/ Amos
xii. 158 'Of course,' he replied, * it's a bit niggly—you poor

fellows daren't escape it; but still.. there's breadth and
intelligence—you'd better come over to us.*

Nigllf <» 10. d. Add : ntgh-tvheeUr,

1873^. H. Beadle UndeveL West v. 98 The writer seated

on his * nigh-wheeler ', and wielding a 'big-bellied black-

snake' over the backs of six mules. xVAfloM^Q^n Button'

s

Imi 90 He checked up the nigh wheeler lest he should drink

too freely. 1903 A. Adams L0g Cowboy ix. 131 The nigh

wheeler in Joe Jenk*s team..was missing.

Nigh., V, 1 and 3. (Later examples.)

1874 A, DE Verb Alexander v. viii, A month shall find us

Nighing old Egypt's coast. 1893 — Medixval Rec. 37 And
now Ximena with her daughters twain Nighed to Valencia.

Night, sb. Add : 6. Night out (example).

Also an evening (or night) spent in festivities;

a * spree' (cf. OxiT adv. 15 b).

1908 Sanger Seventy Vrs. a Showman ix. 30 For these

people Lansdown Fair was, as they put it, their ' night out '.

191a Blackw. Mag. Jan. 149/1 Mr. Lloyd-George declined

to deliver a speech on the ground that it was * the Prime
Minister's night out *

I

13. nigkt-ascenty -attack (earlier example), chtbf

school (earlier mod, examples).
1^66 Chambers*s Jmi, Oct. 644/2 One *night-asccnt has

been made in this wa^. 1844 Knickerbocker Mag. y^.'^i.Wl.

117, I knew that Indians in a *night attack make signals by
imitating the cry of some animal. 1906 Machray Night
Side 0/ London \. 21 Finishing up, perhaps, at some *night-

club, or in some other den. X9a8 F. B. Young My Bro.

Jonathan 11. viii. 355 A life of night-clubs and jazz-bands.

1857 J. F. Maguire Rome ^ its Ruler xxiv. 286 The
*Night Schools and the schools of the Christian Brothers.

1878 Harpet's Mag. Mar. 605/2 Well, now, suppose we have
a night school, and learn to write.

b. night refuge^ shelter^ -sock, -wrapper,
1911 ReP. LeU>oHr ff Social Conditions in Germany III.

223 We also had a visit to the Berlin *night refuge. 1913

Q, Rev. July 51 The following figures show the number of
personsadmmed to *night shelters. 1906 Galsworthy Man
0/ Property \\u iii, She had worn *night-socks up in those
hi§;h hotels. 1863 Mrs. Whitnry F. Gartney's Girlh. ix. As
Miss Sampson [a nurse] entered from her father's chamber to

put on her *night-wrapper and make ready for her watch.

c. night-herd (later example), -herder (earlier

examples), ^patrol, police^ -watchman (earlier ex-

ample).
X90X S. E. White Westerners xv. 1 19 The song that brings

back to evei-y Westerner visions of other times when he has
sung it, and other places—the *night herd, the camp fire, the

trail. 1873 J. H. Beadle UndeveL West v. 98 The * *ni^ht.

herder' Billy Keyes, and two other drivers,. were Gentiles.

1878 — Western Wilds iii. 53 Our 'outfit' numbered.. six-

teen men including a night-herder. 1864 J. T.Trowbridge
Cudjo's Cave xxhi. 201 They discovered some horsemen
drawn up before them beside the road. It was the *night-

patrol. 1877 Eliz. S. Phelps Story0/A m'j 153 To recommend
to the Faculty a stricter regime of *night police for those

boys. -1863 Mrs. Whit.neyA Gartney's Girlh. jixv\\\,K man.

employed as *night.watchman in Mr. Rushleigh's factory.

d. night-sparrow (add example).
1840 Hoffman Greyslaer i, iv. 43 The timid and delicate

note of the "night-sparrow, rising distinctly fine from a
clump of maple&
14. night-chain, a chain for securing a door at

night ; night-herd v., to herd (cattle) by night, to

act as a night-herd (see 13 c); night-lark, a per-

son who goes about by night ; night-oflace R. C.

Ch., tlie part of the canonical office performed
during the night hours ; night-rider, one who rides

on horseback by night, esp. 6^.6"., one of a gang
that inflicted great damage on tobacco plantations

under cover of night ; night-riding vdL sd,, the

occupation of night-riders ; nightstick U.S*, a
stick carried by policemen at night,

X904 Ellen Glasgow Deliverance 45 He had fastened the
*night-chain and shot the heavy bolt. 1903 A. Adams Log
Cowboy ii. 11 Forrest *night-herded them using five guards.
Ibid, viL 97 Wc night herded as usual. 1895 Meredith A mnz,
Narr. xxiii, *Night-Iarks of different classes, both sexes.

1767 A. B. Li/e Mary 0/Holy Cross 84 *Night-office. 1909
MAKa B. Saunders Litany Lane i. iii, A small chapel in
which the brothers held their short night-office. 1879 Cotv-

gress. Rec. 1480/1 There was much satd..of Kuklux, White
Leagues, and "Night Riders... There are. .no. night riders
in the State of Louisiana. 1880 Tourgee Invis. Empire iiL

3^7 A huge joke which certain pretended ghostly night-
riders were playing upon the ignorant freedmen of the
south. 1909 N. Y. Even. Post (semi-weekly ed.) 4 Oct. 4
He advises the anti-pool tobacco growers to form liberty
leagues for the purpose of waging wa- against the night
riders. 1909 Chambers's yrnl. Feb. 104/1 *Night riding
began as soon as the farmers' associations were organised.

1905 N. v. Times 15 July (Cent. Suppl.) San Juan Hill and
the Gut were under *nightstick law until early this morning.
1906 N. y. Even. Post 6 Nov. 16 Patrolman Lemon ran in
front of the approaching car and rapped loudly on the ground
with his nightstick.

Ni'Sht-flying, vbl, sb, [f. Night sb. + Flying
vbl. sb."] tlying in an aeroplane or other air-

craft by night. So Ni'ght-fly v.

1907 A. C, Johnson How to Find Time at Sea (ed. 6) 9
Steering by the Stars, for Night Flying, Night Marching
and Night Boat-WorJ^ 19x7 C. C. Turner Aircraft 0/ To'
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Day XV. 337 The exercises included.. night-flying. x^7
Daily Tel. 31 May 13/2 We night-fly regularly in America.
It*s the ideal time for flying in the States.

Uight-flying^f <^- (Add example.)
i9>s Ettcycl. Brit. XXX. 88/i It is necessary to read the

personal narratives of night-flying pilots.

Iiri£(Ilt-h.awk. b. (Earlier example.)
1793 vV. Bkntlky Z^/ary (1Q09) IL 48 We observed a great

number of the birds, called here [Charleston, N.H.] night
hawks, playing in the air.

Ni'ght-hawk, v. [f the sb.] intr. To prowl
about at night.

1878 Mrs, SrowR P<fg/7/tuc P, i. 14 Little girls like you
must go to bed early. They can't be up ' night-hawkin' *,

and goin' round in the cold.

Night-U*ner. [f. Night-line + -er1.] A per-

son who uses a night-line.
190a Chambers's JnU. Jan. 47/1 The night-liner.. slipped

into the black water like an otter,

Nightmaxe, sb. 2. b. (Add example.)
1909 Chambers's Jpil. Feb, 75/2 From tip to tip of its

outstretched arms this nightmare of the deep measured 56
feet._

Ifigllts, ctdv, (Add examples.)
1786 Exchange Advertiser (Boston) 19 Oct. (Th.) Not a

flute that has a hole in it, but that is employed very success-
fully nights. i86i O. W. Norton Army Lett. 29 To-morrow
we do guard duty. It is tiresome work. No sleep nights.

M'igh.ty, sb, (Earlier example.)
1894 Susan Hale Lett, (igig) 286 A blind I opened (thereby

drenching me and my nighty) banged and smashed a big
pane.

ITiMliani'stic, «. Theol. [f. Nihilian(ism
+ -iSTic] Of, pertaining to, or suggestive of,

nihilianism.
1930 Theology Oct. 189 The Nihilianistic tendencies of

Western Eucharistic theology.

Nilome'triCf a^ [*"• Nilometer-h-ic] Of or

pertaining to a nilometer, or the measurement of

the height of the Nile.

1921 G. A. F. Knight Nile ^ Jordan ix. p6 The Second
Cataract where Nilometric markings with his cartouche are
recorded.

ITilotic, 3. Add : 2. as sb. = NiLOT.
1944 Chambers's Jml. Jan. 1 1/2 The N ilotics are in nearly

every case the aggressors.

Nimbley ^' 7- nimble Will (earlier and
later examples).
1817 S. R. Brown Western Gaz. 109 This is the short,

nutritious grass called * nimble will\ which has completely
overspred with astonishing celerity, almost every spot of

waste or uncultivated ground, i8aa J. Woods Eng. Prairie
292 Nimble-will,, .a kind of florin-grass, or running couch-
grass. 1863 Trans. III. Ap-ic. Soc. (1865) V. B63 The
Muhlenbergia diffusa^ or Nimble Will, is a common grass,

which is rather known as a troublesome weed.

Ifine. -A- adj. 5. Add : nine-spotted,

1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 347, I found numerous
specimens of a nine-spotted lady-bird {Coccinella novemno-
tata, Herbst,) under dry cow-dung, 1867 Amer. Naturalist
I. 278 The nine-spotted hady Bug, Coccinella norfemnotata,

B. sb. 4. b. (See also *Long nine.)

2Tixie-llol6S> Add : 1, O. Jn the nine-hole{s) :

in a difficulty, U.S.
1863 * E. KiRKE ' My SoutJurn Friends 76 He owned [the

slave] till he got in the nineholes one day, and sold har
to the Gin'ral. 1877 Congress. Rec. 3 Nov. 230 We have
put the gentleman in the ' nine-holes ', and there we intend

to keep him. 1910 Ibid. 12 June 6002/1 This bilL-ha";

passed the Senate, and to use a Western expression, it will

put me ' in the nine-hole' if I do not get it through.

Ninepenny. -A^ sb. Add ; 2. Ale that costs

ninepence a gcillon.

1886 Hardy Mayor ofCasterby-idge xiii, I'm in. .alow key
with drinking nothing but small table ninepenny this last

week or two,

ITineteeutll. A. adj. Add : 2. The nine"

teenth hole : the bar-room in a golf club-house.

slang.
1928 Daily Express 3 Jan. 9/2 Most courses have been

completely unplayable, except at the nineteenth hole.

lirilieteeiltll-ce'IlturyisiU. The distinctive

spirit, outlook, or character of the nineteenth cen-

tury ; a feature or trait suggestive of the nineteenth

century.
1846 Tennvson in \A. Tennyson Mem. (1897) I. 238 They

seem to be very clever and full of a noble 19th century-ism (if

you will admit such a word). 1891 * Lucas Malet Wages
o/Sin V. iii, There is another of your perverted nineteenth-

centuryisms.

Zfi'netyisb. (nsintiiish), a. [f. Ninety -j-

-I.SH 1.] (.)(, belonging to or characteristic of * the

nineties ' of the nineteenth century ; resembling or

suggestive of what was then current
X909 Westm. Gaz, 2 Mar. 2/2 Certainly there is nothing

ninety-ish about Saturday's figures. 1918 £. Marsh Rupert
Brooke 13 He entertained a cultc.iox the literature that is

now called ' ninetyish '—Pater, Wilde and Dowson.

Winon (n?n<7n). [F.] A light-weight dress fabric

made in a plain weave from silk yarns.
X913 W. J. Locke Stella Maris xiii. 160 Dressed in a soft

grey ninon gown. 1912 Daily Mail 30 Nov. 8 Wearing a
lovely gown of ninon embroidered in crystal and silver.

Nip, J(5.1 Add ; 1. c. (For earlier examples see

*Fke3HEn V, 3.)

e. Geog. A notch in a coast made by wave-
aclion, forming a low cliff.

1807 Geog. Jrnl. IX. 542 Where the aggradation begins
at the shoreline at the foot of the earlier formed ' nip '.

NITRO-.

6. (Earlier and later examples.)
x83a J, K. Paulding WesttvardHo / L 172 There we were

at rip and tuck \sic\ up one tree and down another. 1846
W. T. Porter Quarter Race in Kentucky 16 (Th.) It will

be like the old bitch and the rabbit, nip and tack every
jump. Ibid. 123 (Th.) Then we'd have it again, nip and
chuck. 1909 pAKRisti My Lady ofSouth xxxii. 331 It was
nip and tuck, the surprised troopers,. digging in the spurs
in a mad endeavor to get between us and our haven.

Nip, 2^.1 Add: 2. c. Of the sea: I0 c^xtback
(a shore) by making nips (sense *ie).
1897 Geog. Jrnl. IX. 538 The coasts of the counties of

Kent and Sussex.. form a succession of headlands nipped
back by the sea.

6. Also with off.

190* Chauibers's Jrnl, Nov, 742/2 Small establishments
for the treatment of manufacturing refuse . . are nipped off by
a rise in the price of fuel.

12. (Add examples. In quot. I9i9/r(t7»j,) Also
to * cut in '.

1908 H. G. Wells War in Air v. § 4 She [a ship] had .

.

nipped in between the Susquehanna and the Kansas City.

X916 Bennett Lion's Share xxii. 158 They crossed over,

nipped into the dark porch of the house and rang the belL

1919 Times Lit, Suf-pi. 27 Feb. 107/3 * '^^^ light-hearted
snottie ' who nipped in his piquet boat across the knife-

edged ram of a fast-travelling cruiser. 19x0 Blackw. Mag,
Jan. 111/2 Your friend., nips in and takes up the running,
and you are out of the hunt.

Nipitytuck. = Nip and tuck, Nip sb.'^ 6.

1901 Harben Westerfelt xvi. 222 Toot drove nipitytuck
down the street from the Hawkbili as fast as he could lick

it, and them a-gallopin' after 'Im.

Nipper, sb."^ Add : 4. c. (Later examples,)
\Z']6 Centennial Exposition \\\\. 235 The curious part of

this [hardware] exhibit consisted in the police nippers.

a 1906*0. Henrv* Trimmed LamP tic. 120 The detective

threw himself upon Brady and with Kohen*s aid got the
nippers on his wrist.

8. A slight preliminary achievement.
1904 W, H. Smith Promoters v. 99 Alt he'd done so far

was only a sort of * nipper ' for what he had planned ahead.

M'ippiness (ni-pines). [f. Nippy a. +-ness.]
Nimbleness, agility.

1923 Una L. SiLBF.RRAD Lett. Jean Armiter ii. 50 Jethro
is smitten with admiration of her agility; * nippiness * he
calls it. 1928 Daily Express 11 July 8/3 His nipplness in

racing between wickets.

Nipping, ppi. a, 5. Add : nipping-roller.

1920 Discovery Mar. 88/1 The padded goods are well

squeezed through nipping-rollers, and then dried and
* backed '.

Ifipple, sb. 4. o. nipple-cactus (example).
1876 Encyct. Brit. IV. 625/2 Mammillaria.—This group..

is called Nipple Cactus.

ZTipponian (nip^o-nian), a. [f. {,Dai) Nippon
the native name of Japan + -ian.] Of or pertaining

to Japan, Japanese. So Ki'pponism, the further-

ance of Japanese interests.

1909 Daily Chron. 19 Aug. 4/6 The best English account
of the conflict from the Nipponian point of view. 1914
Hastings's Etuycl. Relig. <5- Ethics VII. 489/1 The cry of
' Nipponism ' .. was raised in a somewhat extravagant
fashion.

ITippy (nl'pi)» ^b. [f. the adj.] Introduced in

1924 for a waitress in one of the restaurants of

J, Lyons & Co. Ltd. London.
The word is a registered trade mark of the company.
1925 Punch II Feb. 167/2, 1 can't mike up me mind weyver

to be a lidy's 'elp or a * nippy'.

Wit (nit), sb?' U.S. colloq. [Of obscure origin ;

perh. a corruption of Naught, Nought : cf. Nit-
wit.] None; nothing.
1910 'O. Henry' Strictly Busitiessv. 66 * You fool...Why

did you do it? *The Stuff', explained Thomas briefly.

•You know. But subsequently nit. Not a drop.'

Witon (nait^n), Chem. [f, L. nit-ere to shine :

after Argon, Neon etc.] The name given by Sir

W. Ramsay to * radium emanation', the first pro-

duct of the disintegration of radium; now called

*Radon.
2912 Bath * Wilts Chron. 12 Mar. 4/2 (reporting Sir W.

Ramsay) Solid niton causes the glass or silica tube in which
it is necessary to confine it to glow with a brilliant light.

X9S0 Discovery Apr. 109/2 From the disintegration of
radium, helium and a gas known as niton, or radium emana-
tion, are evolved.

Nitrate, sb. 3. Add : nitratefield.
1898 Jrnl. Sch. Geog. (U.S.) Oct. 307 'the rich nitrate

fields of northern Chile.

Nitre, sb. Add : 1. d. (See quots.)

i88a Rep. Vermont Board Agric. VII. 65 The higher the

tree is tapped the more of nitre or malate of lime is found,

1873 Ibid. I. 319 The gritty sediment from maple sjTup,

commonly termed ' nitre '•

5. nitre-works,

*77S ^oll' S. Carol. Hist. Soc. II. 66 If he was assisted

with a sufficient sum . . be says he could bring the nitre works
to a great degree of perfection.

Ni^trifiability. [f. Nitbifiable + -itt.]

Capability of beinjj nitrified.

1884 yrnl. Chem. Soc. Trans. 651 Evidence of the nitrifi-

ability of rape-cake.

Nitrifier (nsi-trifsiaa). [f. Nitrify v. + -erI.]

An agency or organism whicii nitrifies.

1903 Lancet 6 June 1590/1 The bacterial organisms them-
selves are., the real nitrogen bringcrs or nitrifiers.

ITitrO-. Add : d. nitro-bacteria, tlie bacteria

in soil which transform nitrites to nitrates in th;

process of nitrification.



NITROGEN.
^go± EncyU Brit. XXVI. 57/2 C=rt»!n de-nitrifying
bacteria reverse tUe operations of mtro-bacleria
©.Recently used in the trade names of various

fertilizers which contain nitrogen.
1909 Daily CArm.BJan. 4/4 Nitrolim is superior to nitrate

inasmuch as it is not so soluble. . . Precisely how the nitrocen
of nitrolim is taken up by plants we have yet to learn. loao
Viscmcry Mar. 84/2 Cyanamide..a compound of calcium
carbon and nitrogen with some free cirbon, which is liberated
durlnp the reaction, is known commercially as ' nitrolim '

10.7 Sa,/y Ex^rrss 7 Dec, To replace Chilean nitrate we
shall make..nitrochalk, a rich mixture of nitrogen and
calc:uin...A third synthetic compound to come u nitro-
phosphate of potassium.

BTitrOgeu. b. Add : nitrogen-fixing.
1899 F. K. King Irrigation * Drainage 233 The nitroEen-

v-i-",?
i'" '^ ""' already developed. 190a Encyct. llritXX Vi. 55/s Astill more inexhaostiblc supply of nitroeen ismade available by the nitrogen-fixing bacteria of the soil

Ititrogeiuza-tion. [f. Nitrogenizb v.+
-ATION.] The process of combining, or fact of
combination, with nitrogen.

1^ ^'."c'' i J""? '5'°/' '•'''= increased nitrogenisation
ofthesoll by the widened use of phosphatic manures.
Mltroso-. Add: b. nitroso-bacteria, llie

bacteria in soil which trnnsform ammonium com-
pounds into nitrites.

19a. Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 56/2 The Nitrc^acleria are
smaller, finer, and quite different from the nitroso-bacteria
and are mcapable of attacking and ittiluing ammonium
cart)onate.

Ni-fc-weed. Bot. [f.Niu*.] The American
pine-weed, Hypericum Sarothra.
1853 Darlingtom ««ra CtUrica (ed. 3) 29 Hypericum

Snrofira, Broom Hypericum. Nit-weed. Pine-weed.
Nxtwit (ni-twit). [cf. *NlT j*.2] A person of

little intelligence.

1918 A. S. W. RosENBAcH Boats i- Bidders 87 Shake,
speare s genius WiS so overwhelming that even the least of
the nitwits of his day appreciated him. 1928 Saturday
jLven. Post 4 Feb. 121/3 He's about the most complete nit-
wit I ever encountered-but useful.. and harmless. 1930Musical Times Nov. 987 Music. .of the type that the mtWllS who wrll» *n tV,m JP -../.-- '/•- 11 JT^ . . 1 • . .
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---—_. _.,,... ..„,. ,^„/ iMu»i(,..oi inc type tnat the nit-wiU who write. .to the Radio TimescM dry and highbrow.
ni-tWltted, a. [f. prec -h-edL] Lacking in

intelligence.

_ 193' Oiservert Dec 11 Many of the American films are
just as shoddy, just as nitwitted.

Wivated(naiv^-t3d),///.a. Geol. [f. L. ««-
vat-US cooled with snow (cf. Nival) -h-ed 1.1
Produced or affected by nivation.
1809-1900 F. E. Matthes in Kep. U.S. Ceol.Suru. n. i8«A glance at the nivated areas.. impresses one strongly wilh

their general smoothness and the wavy outlines of their
features.

. .Glaciated forma arc seen to shade out into nivated
forms.

Vivatiom (naivrijan). Ctol [ad. L. type
nwaltoneru, f. nivatus : see prec] The action of
frost causing disintegration of rocks in the neigh-
bourhood of melting snow.
1899-1900 F E. Matthes in Refi. U.S.Gto!.Surv. II. 18,These n«v^ effects.. I shall, for the sake of brevity, speak of

as effects of mvation. Hid. 184 By far the most remark,
able example of nivation exists at a, a large expanse of grass

S'ivellating (ni-vsI^Ui)), /y»/. a. [f. F. nivel-er
to level -I- -ATE + -1.V0 2.] Of apparatus : Designed
to afford a level surface.

18^ Sci. Aiiirr. Suppl. 9 Apr. 18570 (Cent. Suppl.) The
mvellalin^ table is designed to take the place of ihe usual
forms of nivellaling apparatus.

lTi:velliza°tioil, rare. [f. as *NlvxLLATlxo
-h -IZATio.N.] A making level or equal.
"?" ViCFUSsoM & Powell Icelandic Reader 469 There is

a oivellualion of all vowels as to their quantities.

Vix 1. Add : 1. o. Phr. Nix on, enough of,
have done with, no more of. colloq.
ifii H. Quick Yellowstont N. ii. 24 Nix on the Conver-

Mtion game, said he. 19x4 Emporia (Kansas) Caz. Jan 13
So, m the words of the poet, nix on Willyum Allen, zgti
R. D. Paine Comr. Kollinr Ocean iv. 63 Camp Stuart at
ten o'clock. Nix on that kid stuff.

n'izie. Add : b. Used as an expletive.
to Express 20 June 4 Nixie. There isn't1904 Buffalo-y—T —a/-.., .^..^,..j xvj J uiie 4 1^ ixie. 1 uere Isn't any

field that would hold 37,000,000 men. 1914 Gektr. Athkktom
I ercho/Dcvil \. 108 They're all right to marry,.. but to
sacrifice your life for, nixie.

Wixie 2 (ni-ksi). U.S. Alsonlry. [f.Nixlib.l
= Nixl lb.
1905 A^. Y.Etw. Post 8 Feb. 5 What the railway postal

clerks most dread is the cbss of mail they know as ' nixies '.

b. attrib., as nixie clerk, division, man.
1901 Congress. Rec. 1145/6 These poor 'nixie' clerks in

the postoffices of this country. 1904 Springfield Reiidl.M Oct. 4 He was made what is known in the ofBce as a
nixjr clerk.. one who looks up misdirected letters, iota

Lit. Digest (N.V.) 5 Oct. 67/1 The similarityin appearance
of the letters N.V. and N.J...isresponsiblefor many letters
reaching the 'Nixie' division. /Sid. Ci/i If he will give
the 'Nixie " men just a little clue to what he is guessing at,
the hard reader.. will do the rest.

No., W. (Further example.)
'90s Strand Mag. Apr. 376/1 George II. .made a present

?i,
°' ,'° I'^°»'"'"K Street] to his Prime Minister, Sir Robert

Walpolc, and his successors.

"So, a. 3. b. (Earlier examples.)
''^-3» J. P. Kennedv Swallow B. II. xvii. 220 Which.,

would produce a cure ' in almost no time '. 184a Southern
Ltl. Messenger W.yAli I'll have everylhine ready for you
in no time at all. i8«8 G. G. Channiko Recoil. Newport

i'n' n^';im^"'"'f^--^"?"«'''
•''^ '° '3<:il!««: the paymentsin ^^no time

, understood in my day, to mean the*^ shortest

6. b. (Add examples.)

&VtdT^{:^l''""'' J:"'*
History informs us that sincetne struggle of 1759-1800, there prcs ded a no-p.irtv-Dresi-dent. 1848 in ScribnerS Monthly (,875) Nov &/ Ha 1

The wl"l'k'„o°-'"K'^ "jl-
'^^^W ^-/."Ap^^fun" 66

loid
",'"-''"°™'? K^PP-Housman test for separating tie ' no-load losses which occur in dynamo machinery.

Wo-account, a. U.S. Of no account, im-
portance, value, or use ; worthless, depraved or in-
significant. (See also *No-'codkt

)

^/ACBart^tl) Grieving after a no-account feller like that.
l88.^,«^ar(Philad.) 8 Feb. (Th.) Mitchell, of Oregon is

5wJ/i ">= 'no-account' men. 1898 H.' S.^riEiDMaid of Frontier 109 It seems to me . .that Charlie is gettlnnughty no account. ,90. G. H. LoitiMER Lett. Self-madeMerchant v. 69 A mailins-clerk so no-account as to bewriting personal letters in office hours. 1905 N. Y. Even,
t-osl 23 Dec. 4 What no-account characterless people do intnese concerns does not matter so much.
b. As si. A ' no-account ' person.
I9« MULFORD Tex V. 62 Yer fired I. . Yer a loafin', windy,

clumsy, bunglm no-account 1924 — Rustlers' Galley xih no-accounis are gettin' restless up Los Altos way.
IToah's Ark. Add : 5. Bot. The moccasin

flower, Cypripedittm pubescens.
1853 Darlington Flora Cestrica (ed. 3) 316 Cyprifedium

/>»^aj«i... Noah's Ark. Mocasin-flower.
-'?"/'"»""»

Wobblly, adv. (Example.)

,„'^r!'"l- = '^"' 11'/'
''''"'= *""' '^ <'^V '" the roomso good-looking or nobbily drest.

No-bbiness. [f. Nobby a. -h-jTESs.] Smart-
ness ; affected elegance.

.^^/^^; ^"''•- fo^t T Aug. 2 He unwittingly errs.. onthe side either of a certain scrubbiness or of an even more
unfortunate 'nobblness '.

ITobility. Add : 1. o. //. Instances of noble-
ness of nature.

„
'S^'.R- HiCHENs .$>(/,,/ „/r>V«« iv. 71 He pointed to the

coura
"' «'f-sacrifice,..the marvellous examples of

ZTo-'count, aphetic form of *No-ACconNT.
n/*^-' a'

P'"'\<"'' ^'trav Yankee in Texas 283 (Th.) Yes,
Massa, dera no count calves done fool me again. i88s H.Jackson Zepkm. 82 Ye miserable, mean-spirited, no-'count
critter I 1897 R. M. Stuart Simpkinsville 13 A sort o*
queer half-liiney, no-'count darky. 1903 A. D. McFaul Ike
Oliddenxvm. 145 It wasn't enough for yoursickly,no-'count
mother to waste my grub and money in idleness.
IToctaary. (Kecent example.)
1910 CAaml.ers-s Jml. Sept. 594/2 My sceptical friends..

say I kept myself awake on purpose to write this noctuary,
»Ottallty(n<»dse-liti). [f. Nodal -^ -ity.] Nodal

quality
; the degree or extent to which lines, roads,

or any set of things having a lineal character,
approach each other or converge at a point
1897 <T«^ JrnLl^. 78 A higher degree of < nodality ', to

use Mr. Mackinder's term, is found where several such
furrows meet to form a well-marked though by no meansdeep hollow. 1901 H. J. Mackinder Britain f, Brit. Seas
XIX. 330 A spot upon which more numerous land and water
roads converge.. may be said to have a higher degree ofnodall IV.

Ifodalize (n^ii-dabiz), V. [f. Nodal -f -izE.]
trans. To make nodal in form or arrangement ; to
concentrate in a node.
19*8 D.H. Lawrence Rainlovj-XM.^^f, For what purpose

were the incalculable physical and chemical activities nodal-
ized in this, .speck under her microscope f

ITodnle. 3. Add : Also attrib. and Comb.
1S90 froc. Roy.SocXhVIl. 104 The limited growth in

pot I.. IS coincident with the entire absence of nodule-
formation. 191J Encycl. Brit. XXX. 72/1 The so-called
nodule organisms iFseudomonas radicicola)..which live

in symbiosis wilh the leguminous plants.

Noegenesis (n<7,jd3e-nesis). [f. Gr. viij-ai,
NoEsis-t- -GENESIS.] The process by which new
knowledge is generated from experience ; the ob-
taining of knowledge thus. Woetrene-tic a., oC,
pertaining to, or concerned with, noegenesis.
1913C. Srm\nM\NMatureo/' /ntelligence' 61 'Noegene-

sis.' Another basal property of the manifestationsof all the
principles IS that they, and they alone, are generative of new
Items in the field of cognition. If then, itTje desired to de-
pict these three principles summarily, taking into account
both their noetic and their generative properties, we must
compound some such name as 'noegenetic'. 1929 Encycl.
Brit. VII. 968/1 Spearman's .. formulation of the three
noegenelic laws in terms of which he analyses all mental
processes.

MTog, sb.^ 2. (Earlier examples.)
1851 A. O. Hall Manhattaner 10, I tremble to think of

the jul^eps, and punches, and nogs, and soups. 18S1 Touecee
ZourCs Christmas viii. Then he tried to drain the glass, but
a part of the foamy nogg remained in it despite his efforts.

iroggin. Add : 1. b. local U.S. A pail or
bucket.

i88s 'C. E. Craddock' Prophet Gt. Smoky Mis. x. 175
Mlrandy Jane, seated on an inverted noggin, listened tamely
to the conversation. 1888 — Broomsedge Cove xviii. 324
Isabel sat idle on an inverted noggin.

ITo-gOod. U.S. [The phrase /M^dtff/ used as
a substantive: see Good C. J g.] A person or thing
that is valueless,
i9«4 A. J. Small Frozen Gold i. 14 I'll learn you half,

suckled no-goods what it means.

NON-COMMITTAL,
Nohow, adv. Add: 1. b. Earlier U.S. ex-

amples. Esp. in phr. no howyou (tiey) can fix it.
Cf. Fix ». 14 c.

.^ k ^ / j

1833 J. Hall flarpe's Header. (Th.) They don't raise suchhumans in the Old Dominion, no how. 183s W. O. Simms

I f.ll ,
506 "won t be an easy journey, ma'am, no how,

I tell you. s»l6 Col. Crockett in Texas 125 [They] wouldhave nothing to do with that affair, nohow they could fix it.
iil,o Knickerbocker Mag. XVI. 19, I mean my name aim
G. Washington Mortimer, no how. 1843 Carlton Neiv

R hUn^v,
''™''

'Vi '•.':J"Wn't read a chapter in theUible no how you could fix it.

Noise, sb. 6. b. Also used of persons, esp. in
phr. the (or a) big noise : A person of great im-
portance, orig. U.S.
1908 G. H. LoRiMER y. Spurlock vii. 153 A lot of peopleare beginning to think that ieddy's a mere noise, ion Kw. Chambers Common Law vi. 169 Well, sister, take it frommuh, she thinks she's the big noise in the Great White Alley

^gtTSunday Express 10 Apr. 8 Blanche Ring does not con-vey much, perhaps, to the average British audience, but shewas a big noise in New York at that time. 1931 GalsworthvMaid in Wailing ly.. 42 Saxendeo is a big noise behind the
scenes m military matters.

Nolition. (Modem example.)
1857 in Appleton-s llliistr. Haiidbk. Amer. Trav. 237 Do

notallow..thenol;tion of your womankind., to prevent you.
Nolle (np-h), sb. US. Abbrev. of Nollk

PEOSEQOr.
187a EccLESTO.-t Hoosier Schoolm. xxxi. 214, I now entera "oitem his case . . and I ask that this court adjourn. 1878

J. H. Beadle ;*'„^,„,«'r«r xxxi. 507 He had been in.

ii- 1,°"^ *"'' ''"' others, and a «o//^ entered.
Nolle, V. (Later example.)
rg^a Springfield Weeklv Republ. 24 Nov. 10 (luadlinACase Against Haskell Nolled.

. 10 i-aoa<i«<j

Nolle pros, sb. = *Nolle sb.

i.l^i^f'"'"' ^'"L"?
^^'"'- "/3 Jolin Doyle w.-is dismissed

ir 11 '"'" '" '"^^ against him.
Nolle-prOS, V. Also nol-pros. (Earlier and

later examples.)

7^??° '^.W^P'"'^
Zac/iariaA 436 Judge Spalding informed

Zach. .
.
that the case could be ' nolle pressed ' when it came

up. igas Spnngfield Weekly R,p„bl. 15 Dec. 2 The court
heard petitions for a new trial, and upon these being granted
the cases were nol pressed and the brothers set free. igaSD. L. Colvin Prohibition in U.S. 505 In the two yeirs
14,567 cases were nolle-prossed or dismissed.

Nomadization. Add : b. A making or be-
coming nomadic in character or nature.
1910 H. G. Wells Outl. Hist. 606/2 What we now call

democracy, the boldness of modern scientific inquiry and a
uniyers.-il restlessness, are due to this ' nomadization ' of
civilization.

Nomadize, v. Add : b. trans. To make
nomadic in character.
1901 p. C. Hogarth Nearer East 156 The incomers
nomadised the south-east. Jbid. 272 The southern oases
..are the most 'nomadised '.

Nomady (nJu-madi). [f. Nomad + -Y 3.] The
state, condition, or life, of a nomad.
1919 Max Beerbohm And Even Now (1920) 263 The

Hohemian, as tending always to noinady, feels that [etc.].No man. 2. No man's land. a. (Earlier
fig. example.)
1870 H. A. Nicholson Man. Zool. I. 6 Some observers

have established an intermediale kingdom, a sort of no-man s-land, for the reception of those debatable organisms.
b. Naiit. (Add example.)

1891 H. Patterson Naut. Diet, sfi No Man's Land, a
space or article left uncleaned, unpainted, or otherwise un-
cared for on account of not falling within the limits of the
work assigned to individuals of the crew.

C. In various special applications, a piece of
land or a district which h.is no owner.
1876 H. Brooks Natalan In 1866. .the Goveriiment of the

colony took possession of ' No-man 's-land '. 190a Chambers's
Jrnl. Jan. 34/1 The independent warlike tribes formerly
sandwiched m a No Man's Land between Afghanistan and
India. 1909 Westm. Caz. 21 Aug. 14/1 1'his place hasa higher
attraction.. for it is no-man's-land, eligible for building on
threatened, but as yet unoccupied. 1910 Chambers's Jrnl.
Aug. 495/1 These cott.iges had been built.. on ground be-
tween two roads, which was a kind of ' no man's land ' and
rent free.

d. Mil. The terrain between the front lines of
armies entrenched opposite one another.
_ 1908 ' Ole LuK-oiE • Green Curve (1909) 256 Here and there
in that wilderness of dead bodies—the dreadful ' No-Man's-
Land

' between the opposing lines—deserted guns showed up
singly or in groups. 1915 G. Adam Behind Scenes at Front
101 Perilous work it is repairing wire in the No Man's Land
between trenches.

Nomenclatorial, a. (Add example.)
1897 Nature 19 Aug. 364/1 To distinguish those [refer-

ences] that relate to habits and biology from those that are
systematic and nomenclatorial.

Nomism (nJu-miz'm). [f. Gr. ciS^-os law-h
-isii.] (See quot.)

_
1917 Hastiiip s Encycl. Relig. ^- Ethics IX. 380/1 ' Nom-

ism or legalism is the name given to the view that moral
conduct consists in the observance of a law orbody of laws.

Non-committal, sb. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1833 Congress. Itehates 30 Dec. 82 This mess.^ge was a

non-committal. The President does not announce clearly
his opinion.

b. adj. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
iZt^Lett. Columbus (Boston) 18 The non-committal system

prevailed. Ibid, ig Timid and time-serving partisans—non-
committal and fence-men. 184Z Congress. Globe 30 Aug.
404/3 He was so much ashamed of it, that he declares ht
must remain non<omniiCtal.



NON-COMMITTAIilSM.

iroXfCOmnxittalisia. (Earlier U.S. ex-

amples.)
1838 Democratic Rcj. Feb. I. 5a That portion of the plan

which involved a present non-coinmiltahsra on the question

ofa National Bank. 1845 Consress. Globe 1 1 Jan. App. 295/3

Wc have had bold messages from the land of abstractions

[Virginia] ; this is a message from the headquarters of non-

com mittali<>ni.

Non-concur, v, (Later example.)

X820 Massachusetts Spy 33 Dec. (Th.) [The resolve was]

nonconcurred by the Senate.

b. /«/r. To refuse toconcur*«; to disagree wzM.
x86a Congress. Globe 9 July 3214/1, I hope the House will

non-concur in that amendment of the Senate. 1907 Spring-

field Weekly RepubL 20 June 1 The Senate has noncon-

curred with the House amendments.

Non-concurrence. (Later U.S. example.)

180s Massachusetts Spy 17 July (Th.) A non-concurrence

of the Council in a measure of this sort.

Non-conducting,//^, a, (Earlier example,)

1751 \-ViK^\<.\Ji'!i Electr. Experiments {\T^i\<j(i\i ^^'^xtiAx.O

a piece of non-conduciing matter, it will do neither.

Non-conductive, «. [Non- 3.] - Non-
COXnUCTING.
1868 Rep. U.S, Commissioner Agn'c. (i86g) 173 A non-

conductive covering of moss, which prevents the soil from

being warmed by the.. sun.

Non-conductor. (Earlier example.) Also

trans/,

1751 Franklin Elecir. Experiments (1753) 96 The terms

co'uiuctor a.nd non-conductors may supply their place, xgio

Blackiu. Mag. Jan. 43/1 You know how jost and abstracted

one feels after being alone on an expedition ; one is a non-
conductor; one has lost touch.

Non-confo'rmant. [Non- 2.] ~ Noncon-
formist.
1654 E. Johnson Wonder-working Pravid, vii. 13 Others

would have strict search made for non-conformants, and that

none of the late silenced ministers might passe into the Ships.

Non-contri;butory, a. [Non- 3.] Not
based on or not involving contributions,

1911 Q, Rev. July 198 The provision for old age in our
system is non-contributory and wholly paid by the State.

1917 Carr-Saundkrs & Jones Soc. Struct. Eng. ^ Wales
156 The non-contributor j^ old-age pension scheme.

Non-co-operation. [Non- i.] Refusal or

failure to co-operate (with the British) ; used esp.

of native Indians. So Hon-co-o'perate v, intr., to

refuse to co-operate; Non-co-o'peratlve a., that

practises or advocates non-co-operation ; Won-co-
o'perator, one who practises or advocates non-co-

operation.

1920 in J. F. Bryant Gandhi ^ Indianisaiion (1924) 84 And
adopt the policy of progressive non-violent non-co-operation

until the said wrongs are righted, x^ax Daily Tel. 28 Sept.

9/1 The leaflet . .asks the Moplabs actively to non-co-operate

with the Government, igza Telegr. Cffrr. India (Pari.

Papers XVI.) 3 The origins of the non-co-operation move-
ment. 1922 J_.

T. GwYNN /W. Politics (1924) 17 A Non-Co-
operating politician. Ibid.^ Non-Co-operative propaganda.

1924 J. F. }&9.H\Kx Gatidhi ^ Nationalisation 112 The chief

civil officer in the area, .was to he given seven days to hand
over the district to the non-co-operators.

None. C. adv. 3. b. (Later examples.)
1852 J. B. Jones Col. Vanderbotnb (Philad.) ig8 (Th.) Our

adventurers slept none that night. 1906 Advocate of Peace
Mar. 52 Has civilization advanced none from the barbaric

days of the 5th century?

Non-elastic, a. Add : Alsoyf^.
1910 Daily Citron. 4 Jan. 6/4 It is intelligence of the non*

elastic order.

Non-elective, a, [Non- 3.] Not appointed

by election.

1909 W. Churchill in Westni. Getz. 5 Oct. 9/4 The claim
of the House of Lords—that is, the claim of a non-elective

and unrepresentative Chamber. 19x0 Blackw. Mag. Aug.
283/1 The independent opinion of men formed in the com-
paratively ' dry light ' of the non-elective chamber has a
value of its own.

None*ntitize, z^- [f. Nonentity -^ -ize.] trans*

To make into a nonentity.
J913 R. W. Service Rhymes of Rolling Stone 176 Sober

am 1 nonentitized ; drunk am I more than half a god.

None-so-pretty. 1. (Later example.) Also
as adj,

X771 in Alice M. Earle Costume (Amer.) Col. Times (1894)
173 None-so- Pretty Tapes. xTjzIbid., Blue and white, Red
and white, Green and white Furniture checks with None-so-
Prettys to match.

Nonesuch.. 2. b. (Later U.S. examples.)
x82X Mrs. Royall Lett.fr, AlabamaVi. (1830) 123, 1 went

to hear this none such. 1927 'Sax Rohmer ' Moon ofMad-
ness 18 He was a poisonously handsome none-such. Ibid.
26 Da Cunha danced perfectly, with all the sensuous grace
of a none-such.

Non-flam, a. [Non- 3.] That is not in-
flammable ; as sb.^ trade-name of a film or a flan-

nelette that does not catch fire readily.

1909 Daily Chron. 27 Feb. 4/7 So far as flannelette is con-
cerned I use no other than * Non-Flam '. 1927 Daily Tel.
95 Oct, 14 In France from Jan. 1 next no celluloid film may
be used unless made from thi.s so-called 'non-flam* film.

Nonic (n^-nik). Math, [f. L. «^-mj ninth -h

-ic] Acurveorequation oftheninthdegreeororder.
X894 Pearson in PMt. Trans. A. CLXXXV. 103 The nonic

was proved . . to have only three real roots. Ibid. 106 When
the outlying parts^ which control the nonic at present, are
removed.

Non-o£B.*cial, a. and sb, [Non- 3.] a. adj\

That is not official ; not pertaining to, proceeding

74

from, or sanctioned by, the relevant authority ; not

consisting of officials.

1850 Punch Aug. 57/2 We subjoin a specimen of the two
styles of reports, the one official, and the other non-ofl5cial.

X900 Fortit. I^ev. Jan. 49 Diplomatists now confess—what
the non-oflicial world recognised years ago— that no solution

of the difficulty is possible, zoox Edin. Rev. Apr. 3S0 To
take objection to outside employment of any kind in non-
official hours. 19x0 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 705/1 The non-
official members of the provincial legislatures.

b. sb, A person who is not an official.

xtjxoBlack'iv. Mag. Nov. 711 /2 There is no definite cleavage
between officials and non-officials.

No-UO'nseuse, a, [The phr. no nonsense

(Nonsense i c) used as an adj.] That stands no
nonsense.
1928 Saturday Even. Post 12 May 25/1 From a no-non-

sense bufiness man he has become a romantic.

Non-provided, a, [Non- 3.] Of education
or schools : That is not Provided (sense 4 b).

i9i8QuiLLER-CoucHi^(7^-/^«rrf//44 He. .zigzagged off'into

Education ' Provided * and ' Non-Provided *, lunging and
floundering with the Church Catechism and the Rate-book.
X921 Act 11 .^ 12 Geo. V c. 51 § 29 vtarg.^ Conditions to be
observed in conduct of non-provided schools.

Non-resident, a. Add : 3. U,S. Of land

:

Owned by a person who does not reside on it.

1849 E. Chambkrlain Indiana Gaz. 313 The large amount
of non-resident lands has hitherto retarded improvements.

Non-resistant. B. sb. (Earlier example.)
1755 Lett, to Washington I. gi The fighting Faction in

Pennsyl* are ready and threaten to put to Death all the Non-
resistents—Dunkers, Moravians, Dutch and Quakers.

Non-resi'ster. [Non- a.] = Non-kesist-
ANT B.
X851 Quitman in i^y^t^-Orr. (i860) 1 1. 147 By the election

of Non-resisters to the Convention, a majority of the people
have declared against the course of policy on the slavery

questions.

Non-ri*gid,fl. (andj<5.). [Non- 3.] a. a^*. Of
airships : Belonging to the type which has no
framework to support the envelope, and whose
shape is maintained solely by the pressure of the

gas inside, b. sb. An airship of this type,

1909 Daily Chron. 3 Aug. 1/7 The two non-rigids that are
to come from France. 1910 C. C. Turner Aerial Navig.
To-day 292 The * Ville de Paris' is of the non-rigid type.

X910 Blackzv. Mag. July 4/2 The non-rigid airship has not
at present the range nor the carrying capacity of the rigid

type.

Nonsense, sb. 6, Add : nonsense-syllable,

a syllable formed by putting a vowel between any
two consonants, used in memory experiments and
tests.

1909 TiTCHENER Exper. Psychol. Thought-Processes 25
When Ebbinghaus began the experimental study of memory
and association, he chose as his materials *nonsense-syllables.
1911 Starch Psychol, xii. 167 The time required to learn ten
nonsense syllables. 1925 Ogden tr. Koffka^s Growth 0/
Mind 29 Nonsense-syllables m an ordered series.

Nonsense (npnsens), V. [f. the sb.] intr» To
talk nonsense.
X909 R. A. Wason Hafipy Haivkins 67, I nonsensed a

while, tryin' to get her to laugh an* cut up, but not her.

Non-skid, sb, and a. [Non- 4.] a. sb. A
tyre designed to prevent skidding, b. adj. That
is designed not to skid or to prevent skidding. So
Non-skl-ddingr///. a,

1908 Westm. Gaz. 2 Nov. 4/1 This tyre.. acts as an efficient

non-skid. X909 Chambers^s Jrnl. June 404/1 A perfect non-
skidding wheel. 1920 Motor Cycle 29 July 129/2 Non-skid
chains. 1925 Public Opinion 11 Dec. 588/3 We want light-

coloured, waterproof, nonskJd surfaces.

Non-slaveholder. [Non- 2.] A person

who owns no slaves or employs freemen and not

slaves, esp. in a slave state.

1850 Seabrook in Life <5- Corr,(puiiman{iZ6o) II. xiv. 37
A large proportion of tlie population are non-slaveholders.

Non-sla-veholding, a. [Non- 3.] Of a
state : In which slave-holding is not practised or is

illegal.

1834 Southern Lit. Messenger I. 85 Whoever has travelled

. . in stages and steam-boats in non-slave-holding states must
have perceived [etc.]. X846 McDonogh Papers 88 If the

senators, .from your state, a non-slaveholding state, would
bring forward such a law.

Non-smo'ker. [Non- 2,] A person who does

not smoke.
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 784/1 He was a non-smoker, a

vegetarian, and a great advocate of temperance principles.

ifjioChambers's Jritl. Mar. 182/1 Non-smokers rarely drink
liqueur.

b. A compartment in a railway carriage, or other

conveyance, provided for persons who do not smoke,
or object to smoking, colloq.

Won-smo'king, a. Applied to a compartment
in a railway carriage, provided for non-smokers.
X909 Daily Chron. 17 Sept. 4/7 A non-smoking ccunpart-

ment of a train.

Non-stop, a., sb, and adv. [Non- 4.] a. a.

Of a train, omnibus, or the like : That travels be-

tween two (usually distant) places without stop-

ping at intermediate ones. Also of a journey, etc.

:

Made without a stop. "b. sb. A non-stop train,

or omnibus ; also, a non-stop run, etc. c. adv.
Without a stop or break in the journey, flight, etc.

NORDIC.
a. 1903 Work ri July 364/1 The L. & N. W. Railway

long non-stop run.. presents no difficulty. 1904 Windsor
Mag. Dec. p, ix. Advt., Awards gained for Glasgow to
London Non-Stop Trials. 1908 St. George's Rev. I. 279
A 20-h.p. car.. had a completely non-stop run. X923 P, G.WODKHOVSE luimit. yeeves XV. ig2, I was fairly tired, having
swung a practically non-stop shoe from shortly after dinner
till two a. m.
b. 1909 Westm. Gaz, 8 Sept. 2/1 The innovation and growth

of ' non-stops ' upon the Metropolitan and District electric

lines. X91X Motor Cycle 27 Apr 428/1 He, .has now made
six successive non-stops. X9a4 Lond. Guide No. 3 152 Cer-
tain of the trains are 'non-stops'

—

i.e. they do not halt at
certain stations en route.

c. 1920 'IxiON* Motor Cycle Reniin. 15 The beastie ta
motor cycle] did the outward journey non-stop. X9a7 Daily
Tel. 14 June T1/3 The second attempt to fly non-stop to
India. 1988 Gamble Story N, Sea Air .Station vii. 108
From Yarmouth to Cromer, then Yarmouth to Southwold
and back. This was done non-stop.

Non-support. [Non- i,] Failure of a hus-
band to support his wife,

1909 Daily Chron. 20 Jan. 6/2 The Englishwoman makes
a cliarge of non-support against her husband. Ibid. 23 Jan.
1/6 She charges him with desertion and non-support.

Non-U'nionize, v. [f. Non-union 2-h-ize.]

trans. To make non-union in character; to supply
with non-union workmen in place of union ones.
19*6 Glasgozu Herald 26 July 7 A motion was carried con-

demning the action of those Scottish newspaper proprietors
who had non-unionised their offices since the strike.

Non-violent, a. [Non- 3.] That does not
employ violence, or professes not to do so ; used
esp. of political agitations.

19*4 J- F. Bryant Gandhi 4- Nationalisation 109 The
* non-violent movement ' had produced more violence in a
year and a half than any other movement in India for nearly
three quarters of a century.

NoO'dleness. [f. Noodle j^.^ -i- -ness.] Fool-
ishness, stupidity.

1931 St. John Ervine in Time ^ Tide 11 Apr. 435 Arnold
Bennett despised such noodleness.

Noon, sb. Add : 6. noon rest (later example).
^873 J. H. Beadle Undez'el. West xxviii. 615 We found

water enough for our noon rest in the hollowed surface of a
rock.

b, noon-basket U.S., a lunch-basket ; noon-
clear a,j as clear as noonday ; noon-halt, a halt

made in the middle of the day ; noon-house, U»S.^

a house used for rest and meals at midday ; noon-
mark, a mark which indicates when it is noon;
midday ; noon-si)eU U^.^ a rest taken in the

middle of the day,
1865 Mrs. Whitnev Gayworthysm. 71 Don't you remem-

ber what we used to say at school, when we opened our
*noon-baskets ? 1874 Hardy Farfr. Madding Cro^vd xxx\j
In her *noon-clear sense that she had never loved him she
forgot for a moment [etc.], 1843 Fremomt Exped. 15 At
our "noon halt, the men were exercised at a targeL 1854
'BhvcTUE.TT Pers, Narr. Explor. Texas etc. II. xxxvii. 395
On our return we made a noon halt on the banks of the

river. 1845 S. Judd Margaret i. (1874) loi Several elderly

men and women retired to what was called a ' *Noon House ',

a small building, .where they ate dinner and had a prayer.

1853 B. F. Taylor Jan. ^ Juite (1871) 131 The sun.. has
reached the *noon-mark on the threshold. 1889 Rose '1'.

Cooke Steadfast xxv. 275 Goodness 1 tis most noon-mark
and I haven't took a step toward.st dinner. 184a Mrs.
KiRKLAND Forest Life I. 41 Nor is there a tree j-ct planted

whose shade may soften, to the rising generation, the fer-

vours of the *noon-spelI. 1887 J. Kihkland Zury 18 Wait
till noon-spell, then we'll see ! 1889 Rose T. Cookb Stead-
fast ii. 30 Its nigh about noonsptll now.

Nooning^. Add : 3. c. (See quot.)
1884 W. Shepherd Prairie Exper. 161 Through the heat

of the day the sheep do not care to feed or to travel; if full

they will lie down, seeking some shade, or drooping their

heads under the shadow of each other's bodies. This is

called nooning.

4. nooning-place (earlier example).
X849 pARK.MAN Oregon Trail 422 As we approached our

nooning-place, we saw five or six buffalo.

Noon-time. (Earlier mod. example.')

1834 Knickerbocker Mag. III. 283 They would sit and read

for hours together from the same story book, during * noon
time ' and * play time '.

Nope(n^p), iZiaTz'. siang. U.S. [Strengthened

form of No adv, ; cf. Yep.] = No adv. i.

x888 N. V, Life 12 May, Cover 3/a ' I suppose you will be

a literary man, like your father, when you grow up'.

''Nope ', said the little boy..' literary nuthin' ! I'm goin' to

be a ten-thousand-dollar cook.' X891 Harper's Mag. Nov.
970/x The professor, wishing to express negation, made use

of the objectionable form* nopje'. 1908 Mulfokd Or>Art« ii.

24 Nope, I reckon not—seven husky Apaches are too much
for one man to go out of his way to fight. X9a3 ' B. M.
Bower ' Paro^van Bonanza i. X4 ' Nope, I'm a ncver-was \
Bill retorted shamelessly,

Nordic (n/udik), a, and sh. [ad, F. nordiqtu

(1898 J. Deniker in VAnthropologie IX. 127) f.

nord North : see -ic] a. adj. 01, pertaining to

or characteristic of the people^ of Northern Europe

or of the type to which Deniker assigns these.

b, sb. A person of the Nordic type.

a. 1898 RiPLKY in Pop. Sci. Monthly Oct. 744 A direct

physical relationship between the three [peoples], referring

them all to a so-called nordic race, is confirmed by the very

latest and most competent authority [sc. J. Deniker]. i9»i

Conteitip. Rev. Jan. 56 All the talk about Nordic supremacy
is vanity when we look at the facts in Europe, igax Flei-^E

Peoples(fEurope 13 The long-headed men around the Baltic

..became, in course of time, what is called the Nordic race.^



NOHDICISM,

b. X9«x Man No. 107. Dec. 180 The difference between the
blond dolicocephals known as Nordics and the brown doHco-
cephals called Mediterraneans, .is really very small 1924
Public Opinion 28 Nov. 522/2 The Nordic is tall and fair ;

the Mcditerianean shorter and more slenderly built. 19*8
P. G. WoDEHousF. Moneyfor Nothing ii. 32 Well, all I can
say is, ..it's no life for a refined Nordic.

Nordicism (npudislz'm). [f. •*N0RDic a. and
sb. + -I8M.] The state or condition of being Nor-
dic ; the characteristics of the Nordics,
X9S4 EcKENRODE Je^erson Davis ii. 24 The modernism of

the North and the Nordicism of the South came more nnd
more into conflict. 1925 Xaiion (N.Y.) CXX. 516/1 The
transition from Aryanism to Nordicism in Germany.

Iforfblk. b. Add : Norfolk blouse, a blouse

made with pleats like a Norfolk jacket.

1887 Girrs Own Paper 29 Oct, 75/3 Norfolk blouse with
pleats.

Iformal. A. adj, 2. b. (Add quots.)

1897 Phil. Trans. B, CLXXXVIII. 7 Both nerves were
removed at the same time and kept in normal saline until

required. loii Encycl. Brit. XXV. 342/2 A 0*9% solution

[of sodium chloride in water] forms what is termed normal
saline solution.

B. sb. Add : 5, A normal variety of anything ;

an individual or specimen possessing normal
characteristics or faculties.

1894 W. Bateson Stwiy 0/ Variation 17 For the belief

that such races are descended from the putative normal
scarcely ever rests on proof. 190X Amer. Jrnl. PsycIwL
XII. 235 The blind rats learned the original task as well as
the normals—all the normals experimented with. x^/^Daiiy
CAr(7«, i4 0ct. 4/4 We might divide theminio three groups:—
Normals, Juveniles and children; and llie degenerate.

IfOrmalism (np-jmaliz'm). [f. Normal a. +
-IBM.] The quality or state of being normal,
X89X F. W. Bain Antichrist ii, 113 The planing away of

all pnarled and knotty characteristics, the reducing each in-

dividual to precisely the same external appearance. This is

the essence and the consequence of the impulse to normalism.

IfOnziality. Add : spec, in Chemistry : The
concentration of a solution expressed in gramme-
equivalents (per litre).

1903 Science Abstracts Aug. VI. 315 Boric acid was agi-

tated in a thermostat at 26^ with an excess of aqueous
hydrochloric acids of different normalities.

IformaJize, v. Add : b. inir. To become
normal.
i9a3 Conteitip. Rev. Mar, 366 Ifa rise in the price of tin

should follow on the already normalising price of materials.

Iforseller (np-is'Ui). [f. Norsel sb. and v.

+ -KB.] A person who fits nets with norsels.

1991 Dici.Occup. Terms {iq^j)%-i')Z Net orseiier^norseller^

attaches orsells or norselU (short lines about ten inches longj

to top and bottom of fishing net at regular intervals.

IfOrth.. B. sb. 2. c. (Earlier examples.)
1796 \/ASHXSGTOH Messages ^ Pa/ers (iB^) I. 217 The

North, in an unrestricted intercourse with the South. 1831
Peck Gnieie Entigrants 11. 81 The result would be more
disastrous to the south and west, than the influx of foreign
goods was to.. the north.. in 1816.

Iforth, "v. Add : 3. »«/r. To go out of by
turning northwards.
1900 J. BLOUNDELLK-Burton Seafarers viii. 76 Neither

steamer nor sailing vessel had been seen since they bad
northed out of liie west-wind drift.

Iforth American, sb, and a, [f. North
America the name of ihat part of the continent of

America which lies north of and includes Mexico.]

a. sb. A native or inhabitant of North America^
esp, of the United States or Canada.
1766 [see North C. i cJ. 1783 A Stokes Brit. Colonies

144 The North Americans will refuse them their assistance.

i8ss J, Neal Bro. Jonathan II. x The man of America

—

the Original North American, .the ' Indian' as he is called.

Ibid. III. 413 The brave North American was dead.

b. adj. Of or pertaining to North America or

to its inhabitants; belonging to or characteristic

of North America, living in North America, etc.

J771 Franklin Autohiog. Wiit. 1907 I. 312 This was the

mother of all the North American subscription libraries,

DOW SO numerous. 1775 Burke Sp, Cone. Amer. 22 Mar. 12

The export trade to the Colonies consists of three great

branches. . . The African . . the West Indian ; and the Nortli

American. 1776 {.titW) The North-American and the West-
Indian Gazetteer. 178^ iHtle^ The North-American Calen-

dar. i«37 Southern Lit. Messenger III. 695 A declaration

of the independence of the North American States. x88o

G. W, Cablk Grandissiittes iv. 33 She had, .the nerve of the
true North American Indian.

No*rth-boand, a, [North A.] Bonnd for

tlie north ; travelling northwards.
1903 KifLiNG Five Nations 115 We gather and wait her

coining—The wonderful north-bound train. 1904 Harben
Georgians 217 The young man was at theseven-o clock north-

bound train when it stopped in the antiquated brick car-shed.

Ifortb-easter. Add : 2. A waterproof hat

or cap worn in rou^'h weather.

1838 Yale Lit. MagA 1 1. 9 A large tarpaulin North Easter
was the covering of my head.

Northea-Bternmost, a. [f. North-kastfrn
fl.] Situated furthest to the north-cast.

1837 W. Jeskins OhioGaz. 91 Brown^ the northeastern-
most township of Miami county.

Nortben, a- (Later U.S. examples.)
177* D. Taitt in Trav. Amer. Col. 541 The Inhabitants of

the Tuskigecs are a remnant of Northcn Indians and speak
a different I_^ngiiage from the Creek. lyj^CarroU Papers
in Maryland Hist. Mag. XV. 58 Keep the Boy if the
Northcn Post be not come in untiU Monday.

75

STortlier, sh. Add : 1. (Earlier examples.)
1827 Western Monthly Rev. I. 320 We were struck by a

gale, that they call a norther. 1831 Mrs. Holley Texas
Obscrv. L (1833) 19 Our voyage, .is. .not without hazard, on
account of the Northers; as they are called.

2. A Strong north wind blowing in other parts,
esp. on the Pacific sea-board of North America.
1835 J' ^' Cooper Monikins xiv. 171 It may be even now

questioned whether the sliip would claw off. .with asending
sea, and this heavy norther. 1850 in Harper's Mag, (1878)
Jan. 279_We met a norther in coming otit of the Gulf of
California. 1891 Scribners Mag. X. 283 The weather along
the Pacific highway has been uniformly pleasant, for northers
are infrequent.

IfOrthemer. 1. (Earlier example.)
1831 Y^zviGuide Emigrants ii. 60 Such for beauty and

splendor and fragrance, the Northerners have never seen.

Iforthman. Add : 2. U.S. = Northeuner i.

1836 Southern Lit. Messenger 1 1. 434 From my very heart,
northman as I am, I admire and affect this good remnant of
olden time. jZyj Ibid. III. 337 Between the Virginians and
the North-men there was a wide variance.

lforth.niOSt, a. (Modern example.)
1888 SwiN'BUBNE ^rwo/Za III. i, Darker far than the tem-

pests are that sweep the skies of her northmost clime.

Iforth Star State. U,S. The state of
Minnesota.
1909 World To-day Oct. 1108 The North Star State has

been the scene of her greatest usefulness. Mrs, Potter com-
menced her educational work in Minneapolis.

IfOrth-west. B. sb. Add : 2. A former
company which traded in the North-west Terri-
tories of Canada.
xZyj Southern Lit. Messenger III. 59 It was the British

Mackinaw Company, we presume (a Company established
in rivalry of the ' North-West'). 1846 J. 'W.V^E.BzAltozt'aJi
II. ii. 102 The idlers and the curious, as well as the friends
of those about to depart, were now gathering about the dis-

mantled lodges of the * North West '. Note, Formerly
traders, though now merged into the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany; but the whole is generally known in the mountains
by that name.

C. adj. 3. (Earlier examples.)
1805 Lewis in Ann. gth Congress 1 Sess. J070 Who were

introduced, some years since, by the Northwest traders, in
order to hunt the country on the lower parts of Red river,
1818 in M'Kenny Mem. I. {1846) App, 309 Northwest Com-
pany blankets—so called . . to measure six feet six inches long.
18*3 Ibid, 297 How much should a three point northwest
blanket weigh, to be good?
North-we'Sterly, adv. [f. North-west.]
= NOBTH-WESTWARD A.
1888 Century Mag. Dec. 291/1 Some two or three miles

west or north-westerly of Georgetown. 1879 Dublin Rev,
Jan. 96 It flows first south-west, then westerly and north-
westerly for more than seven hundred miles.

Iforth-westeru. A. adj. Add : 2. Of or
belonging to the regions of the United States lying
to the North-west of the earlier southern states.

x8oa Er.LicoTT Jrnl. 17 Cincinnati was at that time the
capital of the North western Territory. 1812 Niles* Weekly
Reg, III. 13/1 General Hull, with the whole North Western
army,. .has surrendered to the British and Indians. 1835
Ingraham South'lVest I. ix. 106 Produce of all kinds,
brought from the ' Upper country ', (as the north western
states arc termed here).

3. northTvestern gun (see quot.).

1859 Congress. Globe 16 Feb. 1069/1 The arms furnished
to the Indians are whnt are called northwestern guns. They
are little popguns, with which nothing can be killed but the
buflalocs.

Northwe-Btemmost, a. [f. North-westebn
A.] Situated furthest to the north-west. SoNortli-
"we'stmost a.

J78a in Poyas Peep into Past (1853) 223, 1 give Robert the
Northwestmost part of the track of land I now live on.

1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 487 Vork^ the northwestern-
most township of Morgan county.

Nor'-wester. Add : 1. b. norwester coat,
a strong oilskin or waterproof coat worn in rough
weather (cf. sense 3).
1689-90 in Early Long Island Wills (1897) 46 My will is

that my norwester Coat..may be given to Christopher
Leamlng.

4. A trader of the North-west company (see

Northwest B. 2).

1903 S. E. White Conjuror's House xi. 143 The fierce

Kor'westers, the traders of Montreal,. .Astor himself, had
to give way. 1905 Thwaites Early Western Trav. XXI.
9 The ' Nor'wcsters' first occupied the field, sent out tlieir

daring 'bourgeois * in all directions, and reaped a rich bar*

vest of pelts.

Nose, sb. Add : 8. e. 7> hold otu*s nose :

to compress the nostrils between the fingers in

order to avoid perceiving a (bad) smell. A\%ojig.
a 159a Greenk Jas. IV. i. ii, (Rtldg.) 193/2 A stiff docket
—hold your nose, master. 1830 Coleridge Table Talk
8 July (1884) 102 Son of Jacob ! thou stinkest foully. See
the man in the moon ! he is holding his nose at thee at that
distance, xooo Fortn. Rev. Jan. 74 Surely there are times
when he Is forced to hold his nose and shut his eyes to shut
out the abominable visions he conjures up for us.

13. Add to def. : Also, the corresponding part of

an airship, aeroplane, torpedo, etc.

1899 Royal Mag. Jan. 251/1 In the * nose * of the torpedo.

1899 H. G. Wells When Sleeper Wakes xxiv. 320 The nose
of the machine jerked upward steeply. 1909 A. Berget
Conquest of Air I. iv. 74 To hold the balloon with its nose
to the wind. 1909 Chambers's Jrnl, Mar. 206/1 It [a

torpedo] is fired with a fuse at the nose. 1913 Kipling
Dirfersity 0/Creatures (t^i-j) -K^S If I gave her too much nose
she'd be liable to up-end and flop. 1914 War lilustr, 1. 406

NOSING.
A British Army biplane that collapsed and fell with its nose
in the earth.

18. nose-cap (^), the metal cap on the nose of
a shell which contains the device for setting the
time fuse ; nose-nippers, -riders //., eye-glasses
which are worn on the nose ; nose-paint U.S.
slangy intoxicating liquor.
1918 Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms 410 *Nose Cap. 19*8

Daily Express i\ July 7/2 He unearthed tlie nose-cap of
a shell while digging in his allotment. 1922 Galsworthy
Forsyte Saga \. ii. vi. 190 His wife, in a Paris-model frock
and gold "nose-nippers, reproved him. x88i A. A. Hayes
New Colorado xi. 158 We saw. a sign, in which the name
which I^ have never encountered elsewhere was given to
stimulating beverages. This sign was **Nose.paint and
Lunch \ 1901 S. E. White Westerners xv. 120 Frosty, trot
out the nose paint. 1875 E. H. Dering Sherborne xviii.

II. 53 Sir Thomas., put on a pair of those glasses which are
popularly known as *nose-riders.

Nose, V, 6, G. (Add example.)
1926 Spanner Naviaiors i. 9 The car nosed its way ahead

on bottom gear, and at a snaiTs pace.

8. b. (Fnitlier example.)
1925 WoDEHousE Carry on^ Jeeves i. 28 He began to nose

about. He pulled out drawer after drawer.

Nose-bagf. Add : 1. Also, a bag containing
food for persons, slang.
1925 WoDEHousE Carry on^ Jeeves vi. 145 BiflFy's man

came in with the nose-bags and we sat down to lunch.
O. The practice among holiday-makers of taking

their own food or refreshments with them. Also
allrib.j as nose-bag crowd,
1908 Daily Chron. 4 Aug. 3/4 Neither was it, as one of

Messrs. Lyons's managers observed with appreciation, a
' nose-bag crowd. 1909 Ibid. 7 June 5/2 The ' nosebag '

grows and flourishes.

3. coUoq. A gas-mask,
1915D. O. BarnettZ^//. II May 135 Every one was ready

and had their nose-bags on, and the gas had no elTect what-
ever.

Nose-bagger, [f. Nosk-bag.] A visitor to
a place who brings his own food or refreshments
with him.
1931 Mom. Post 17 Oct. 12/5 The friendly little South

Coasttown,where only the ' nose-baggers ' .. are frowned upon.

ll'ose-'bleed. 2. (Earlier example.)
iS^S Asmodeus (N.Y.) 73 (Th.) What's the best ctire for

nose-bleed, doctor ?

NO'se-dive, sb. and V. [Nose sb. and Diva
sb. and z^.] a, sb. A sudden or rapid descent
made by an aeroplane with the nose first. Also
allrt'b,, Irans/.j and jig. b. vb. intr. To perform
a nose-dive. Alsoyff. No'se-divin^ vbl, sb.

a. 1015 War Illusir. III. 426/2 It is much more probable
that the descent would have become a ' nose-dive '. X916
H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks (1918) 89 Pilots indulging in
nose-dive spins are . . not heard of again. 1920 Rose Macau-
I.KY Potteristnw. iv.§ 3. 241 Ofcourse, Ifyou chuck the Fact
you lake away Its last chance. It'll do a nose-dive now 1

b. X916 Warlllustr. IV. 92/1 The third [aeroplane] nose-
dived and disappeared. 1917 E. W. Walters Heroic Air*
men etc. xii, 102 He was compelled to resort to nose-diving.
X920 Chayibers's Jrnl. Mar. 208/1 Checking any tendency
to nosedive. _X9a6 Spectator 13 Mar. 492/1 We will nose-
dive straight Into the middle of Mr. Cobham's book. 1931
Randolph Enterprise {yi.ya..) Z Feb. i/i A flock of chimney
swallows, which at twilight give thrilling exhibitions of
gliding, circling, nose diving.

Ifose-down, a. [Cf. next.] Of an aeroplane

:

Having the nose directed downwards.
X916 H. Barber Aeroplane S/eaks (iqj8) 8q [An inclino-

meterj will indicate a nose-down position by increase In air-

speed.

ZTo'Se-down, v. [f. Nose sb. otv. + Down o^.]
tnlr. To direct the nose of an aeroplane in a down-
ward direction.

1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks (1918) 87 The pilot,

however, prevents such a state of affairs from happening by
'nosing-down'. Ibid.^ If a sharp turn necessitates banking
beyond that angle, he must 'nose-down*.

IfOSer. Add : 3. A prying or inquisitive

person.
a 1909 ' O. Henry ' Roads ofDestiny xlii. 207 One of the

little brown oily nosers in red trousers slid in to make an
inspection.

ITosey, ^' Add : 3. slang. Inquisitive, curious.

1910 H. G. Wells Hist. Mr. Polly vi. § 2. iiS One has to

be nosy over one's buying.

b. Nosey Parker : An inquisitive person. Hence
Nosey-parkering Y^\. a. and vbl. sb.

1912 CoMPTON Mackenzie Carnival xxi. 241 *I saw you
go off with a fellah.* 'What of it, Mr. Nosy Parker!*
19x5 P. G. Wodehouse SomethingFresh v. § 5 ' But Nosey
Parker Is what /call him ', she said. 'He minds everybody's

business as well as his own.* 1925 Di:eping Sorrell i^- Son
XXX. § 4 A nasty, acute little man of the Nosey Parker genus.

192Q Vachell Virgin xviii. 280 I'm a pestering nosey-

parkering, shilly-.«hallying sort of an idiot, eh ? 1930 Priest-

ley Angel Pavement iv. 156 That's what takes your time,

my boy—doing your bit of nosy-parkering.

ITo side. Rugby. The (announcement of the)

conclusion of a game.
1882 [see SiDB sb. ' 20 bj. 1000 Yng. Sportsman (ed. A. E. T.

Watson) 284 No side, the iorm of the referee's announce-

ment that thetlme allowed for the game., has expired. 1930

Ti/nes 14 Mar. 7/1 The home team had cleared to midficld

when ' no-side ' was called.

TSSosin^^vbl. sb. Add: CVOT(J.,asnosinginotion

fsee quot.) ; nosing-peg, a peg forsecuring nosing

motion.



NOSTAIiGICALLY.

1884 Knight Diet, ^ferk. Suppl. 636/x Nosing Motion.

Refers to appliances for the perfect winding of yarn on the

noses of the spindles, by an accelerating motion, to secure

lightness of the yarn on the reduced diameter of the upper

end of the mule spindle. 1894 C. Vickrrman Woollen Spin-

ning yit ^^any improvements have from time to time been

introauoed in working the quadrant chain, some in the shape

ofnosing pegs for depressing the chain.

Kostalgically (n^jstae-ld^ikali), adv. [f. Nos-

talgic a. + -AL + -LT-.] Uy or as by home-sickness.

xo>8 Gausworthy Swan Soug 111. xi. 298 A lor.g time he sat

there nostalgically bemused, strangely unwilling to move.

Nostoma-niac. [f. Nostomania : after

Maniac] A person affected with nostomania.

1913 R. w. Service Rhymes of Rolling Stone 50 The
Nostomaniac.

IfO'Strilled, a. [-edI.] Having the nostrils

formed or drawn in a special way.
Properly the second part ofa compound,
1909 Athetixum 31 July 125/1 The characteristically Irish

* no-trilled * portraits of the four Evangelists.

Not, oiiv. Add : 1. c. With ellipse of depen-

dent clause after certain verbs, as hope, say, think

not. colloq.

1907 E. Phillips Oppenheim Secret i_x. 57 *She is coniing

back, of conrse 1 '..'The chambermaid thought not, sir.

X908 S. E. White Rttles o/Ganie 11. iii. 128 ' The law'll get

him some day.* * I think not*, replied Selwyn. xgiaGALS-
woRTHV /«« 7>vi«y. 220 Is thata British habit? Ithinknot,

Notal (n*7u-tal), ^2 [f. Note sK^ + -al.] Of,

pertaining to, or employing, notes.

1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 85/1 The treachery of tradition is

exemplified in the los?; of the rules for this once generally

understood practice of notal inflexion,

Notated, ///. a. [f. as Notatb + -ed.] -
'}iOTE'D ppl. a. 2.

19M W. J. Locke Tale of Triona xli. 128 He could play,

sensitively, by ear—knowledge of notated music he dis-

claimed.

Notation. 2. (Recent examjile.)

1939 J.
Gallishaw Twenty ProbL Fiction Writer 228

The wise writer depends upon recorded observations, and
makes notations.

N"otational, a. Add : b. Of or pertaining to

musical notation. XTota'tionally adv.

1896 Musical Herald i l-eb. 43/r With regard to ha^ Mr.
McNaught admitted that, notationally, there was something
to be said in favour of abolishing the name, but, education-

ally, it was better to keep it. 1925 P. A. Scholhs Second
Bk. Gramophone Record 162 Under the notational descrip-

tion of 6/8 we get sometimes twogroups in a bar, sometimes
three groups,

ITota'tionist. [f. Notation + -ist.] One
who uses or advocates a particular style of musical

notation.
1896 Musical Herald i Feb. 41/2 Every singer should be

a two-notationist. 1897 Ibid, x June 188/2 There is no
reason why . . Sol-faists and staff notationists sho'^d not come
to a common understanding and agreement. 1928 Musical
Times July 619 All those brought up on the Staff would
benefit by a grounding in Tonic Sol-fa...The dual notation-

ist IS, in fact, the best-equipped musician.

IfOtcll, sb. 6. Add : notch-ladder (see quot.).

190X Chambers's frnl, Oct. 657/2A notable feature of these

sinaller mines is the notch-ladder system of conveying the

ore from the interior to the pit-head. Two masts, notched
like bcar-poles, form the means of ascent and descent for a
more or less continuous chain oipeons.

ITotcIl, V. 3. (Recent fig. example.)
loxt Chambers's Jml. Oct. 702/1 A speed of one hundred

miles an hour has been notched on more than one occasion,

Notcher. Add : Also, an instrument for mak-
ing notches.

1879 Organ VoicingZTo<^% for voicing and tuning. . . i. The
notchers of various sizes. Four will suffice.

Note, sb.^ Add : 2. o. = Kkynote 2.

1909 Chambers's yrnl. M ay 276/1 Canada takes her ' note
*

from the seas which wash her eastern shores,

21. (sense a) note-singing ; {stn?^ i^) note-block^

'pad\ note-broker (see quot, and sense 17) ;

notehead paper, business note-paper having a

printed heading; note-holder, a holder of notes

(sense 1 7) issued by a business company or the like

for temporary financing.

19*711. A. Frefman Certain Dr. Thorndykei\.TC\Wt']o\.^\x\%
down on a *note-block a few briefmemoranda. 1929 Encycl.
Brit. IV, 233/1 Bill-brokers are practically unknown in the
United States; their general analogue is the * note-broker.

X909 Westm. Gas. 20 May 7/2 The. .*notehead paper of a
London firm of stock, share, and bond dealers. 1927 Daily
Tel. 21 June 2/3 .Shareholders were prepared for unfavour-
able figures by the necessity for an arrangement regarding
..the rights of the "note-holders. 1922 Bennett Lilian \.

iv, She repealed the number, even writing it on her*notepad,
1896 Muiical Herald i Feb. 41/r Thousands of teachers
waste time in *note-singing practice. 1908 E. M. Snevd-
KvNNERSLRV H.M.I, xxiv. 288 The clcrgy encoutagcd note-

singing for the sake of their choirs.

IfOte, V, 6. a. (Add example.)
\9^ Musical Herald 1 June 189/1 They organise vocal

music competitions, but they have no sight-singing, and no
noting music by ear.

ITote-sliaver. (Earlier and later examples.)
18x6 Massachusetts Spy 4 Sept. (Th.) We have too many

note-shavers; too many gentlemen. 1905 D, G. Phillips
Plum Tree 1 1 But my clients were poor, and poor pay, and
slow pay. Nobody was doing well but the note-shavers.

ITo-te-sliaving. U.S. slang. [Cprec] The
profession of a note-shaver; the making of an ex-

cessive profit on the discounting of notes.

76

1855 Barnum Life 138 Had 1 termed the deed an extortion

or note-shaving. .the verdict might have been different— but

I had called the act 'usury '. 190a Harden Abner Daniel
38 He be;^an to utilize this capital in * note shaving ', and
other methods of turning over money for a handsome profit.

X91X R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter viii. 113 Old Eph
Tucker was a note-shaver long before he was a politician,

and he's got notc-shavin' in his blood bigger'n a mule.

Ifothlngf. A. sb. Add : 1. f, as adv. or interj.

Not at all ; in no respect. U.S. colloq.

1888 [see *NopEflwfe'.]. 1898 A. Nicholas Idyl ofWabash
17s

* My account—nothing V was her scornful ejaculation.

1899 Tabkincton Gentl. Indiana 1. 10 * But you only wait
—

'

The editor smiled sadly. ' Wait nothing. Don't threaten,

man.' ijtx H. Quick Yellowstone N. xi. 288 Stop nothing !

Federal injunction won't do it. 1922 Marg. B, Houston
Witch-tnan xviii. 238 ' He could have found it, of course.'

,.' Found it, nothing. I saw other things he'd taken.* 1923
E, F. Wyatt Invis. Cods II. iv. 66 * It Is disloyal.' 'Disloyal
nothing I Babyhood foe !

*

g. Likenothingon eaiih'. strange, ugly, wretched,

etc., in a superlative degree,

1927 W, E. CoLLiNsoN Contemp. Eng. 117 To look or feel

like nothing on earth.

6, e. (Earlier example.)

183s J. F. Cooper /l/(7«/i/«j xxiv. (i860) 352 In this happy
land, there was no registration, no passports, ' no nothin —
as Mr. Poke pointedly expressed it.

10, a. (Modern example.)
1884 ' Mark Rutherford ' Deliverance (ed. 9) iv. 5a She

had learned that she was nothing specially to him.

ITotice,^- Add: 7. trans. To write * a notice'

of (something) in a newspaper or the like.

1854 Punch 15 July 20/1 The reporter who 'noticed ' the
diplomatists.

Noticeability. Add : b. The quality, state,

or fact of being noticeable.

1927 H. W. Fowler Mod. Eng. Usage 638 The reader will

perhaps conclude that its noticeabiliiy is not a grace.

Ifoticeable, a. 2. (Earlier example.)
1809 Mem. Amer. Acad. III. 248 The moon's limb ex-

hibited very little of that rough or serrated appearance, which
w.-is so noticeable in 1806.

liTotioila Add : 7. (Earlier example aito take

a notion^
1801 M. V, H. DwiCHT Joitrn. Ohio (1912) 4 We at first

refused, but I afterwards chang'd my mind, and - took a
notion '..to go.

0. b. (Earlier examples.)
X803 AsHBURY frnl. (1821) II r. 106 How would it tell to

the South, that priests were among the notions of Yankee
traffick? xSig Humphreys Yankeyin Eng. i,\ Moreover,
ion;^ sairse and short sairse; consisting of a variety of Icetle

notions.

c, notion-peddling^ seller.

1809 W. Irving Knickcrb. v. i. 342 He swore that he would
have nothing more to do with such a squattlnij, bundling,

guessing,. .notion-peddling crew. 1839 Chemung (N.V.)
Democrat 17 Apr. (Th.) A * notion seller' was offering

Yankee clocks, &c,

ITotional, a. 4. b, (Earlier example.)
\-j^tGaz.ofU.S.g Feb. (Th.) If a man is a little odd in

his ways, his friends say he is a notional creature, or full of
notions. ..Love is the most notional passion.

Hot-out, a. Add : b. sb. A batsman who is

* not out *.

i88a Pardon Australians in Eng. 6 The not-outs resumed
their innings at ten minutes past twelve. x88 Daily Tel. ^-j

May, The overnight not outs, returning to their posts._ 1894
Times IS Nov- 1 1/3 The not-outs.. resumed their innings.

N"0 trunip(S, phrase. Bridge. [No a. I, 6]
1. ellipt. A bid, call, or declaration, which pro-

vides for the playing of a hand without a trump
suit ; the play at bridge without trumps, Alsoy^f.
looa Encycl. Brit.yi'K\ I. 370/2 With an established black

suit of 5 or 6 cards the dealer should declare no-trump if he
has another suit protected, 1904 J. B. Elwell A dv. Bridge
236 It is the rule at 'no-trump' to return partner's suit with

your highest card. 1903 R. F. Foster Complete Bridge S9
The risk of calling no trumps and finding the adversaries

with a large honour score for aces must be considered.^ loio

Blackw. Mag. Dec. 809/2 Nine times out of ten it is No
Trumps, but sometimes the class element creeps in. loia

Flor. Irwin Fine Pis. Auction Bridge 56 You can either

double the two hearts or go to * two no-trumps *.

2. attrib. (Usually in the form no-trump.) Ap-
plied to a bid, call, etc.,providinjTfor 'no trumps*,

or to a hand at bridge played without trumps.

X903 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 369/2 If in a no.trump hand the

partners conjointly hold 3 aces, they score 30 for honours.

Ibid.f Each trick above 6 counts.. 12 in a no-trump declara-

tion. 1909 Dalton SaturdayBridge 41 This is an undoubted
No Trump call for the dealer.

No-tru'mper. [f. prec + -kr.] A no-trump

bid, call, etc., or a hand on which such a bid is or

can be made.
1901 A. Dunn Bridge 29 As the dealer's hand is not worth

a single trick, a light 'no-trumper* means absolute ruin.

1904 J. B. Elweu. Adv. Bridge 37 A six or seven card suit

headed by ace^ king, and queen, with a guarded king in

another suit, will usually succeed as a ' no-trumper \ 1909
Dalton Saturday BridgeAfl Both of the hands quoted above
are sound No Trumpers,

ITouglltmg, vbl. sb. (Modem example.)
1926 A. E. Taylor Plato \x. 225 The * nonghting ' and re-

making of the soul is the great business of life.

ITounienalisxil (nau*menaliz'm). [f. Nou-
MENAL + -ISM.] = NoUMENTSil.
X902 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 679/2 Fechner regarded every

composite body as the appearance of a spirit ;.. This nou-
1 menalism would not do for Lewes.

NULLIFICATION.

ZTounieiialist (nou-menalist). [f. NonMENAl.
+ -IST.] A believer in noumenalism; in quot. attrib.

1925 J._E. Turner Theory Direct Realism Pref. 8 The
term 'Direct' is intended to imply further the complete
absence of any representative or nounienalist factors in the
process and object of perception.

Kounlsm. [f. Noun -f -ism.] (See quot.) So
HouTilze V. trans. ^ to make into a noun, Nouiiy
(J., having or using many nouns.
187X J, Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue 190, 2 Henry IV, iv.

I. 71 there (noupized), 1904 G. S. Hall Adolescence II.

XVI. 467^ Adjectivism, adverbism, and nounlsm, or marked
disposition to multiply one or more of the above classes of

words. X926 H. W. Fowler Mod, Eng. Usage 654 It is as

an unfailing sign of a nouny abstract style that a cluster of
'ion words is chiefly to be dreaded.

ITOTirisliable, a. Transfer f Obs. to sense i.

2. (Modern example.)
1876 Meredith Lett. (1912) I. 269 The dear heart of him so

frankly nourishable by flattery that [etc.].

Xfourishment. Add : 4. spec. The treatment

of leather with some substance to keep it soft or

pliant.

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather xlii. 596 For the nourish-
ment of fine glac^ leather yolk of eggs is,, used.

Novele'ttish, a. [f. Novelette + -ish,] Per-

taining to or characteristic of a novelette,

1911 in Webster. X9>z Sat. Westm. Caz. 10 Sept. 15/2
The blue-eyed make-up of the novelettish debutante. 1919
Sunday Express 13 Jan. 4/4 Novelettish stuff.

XQTovice. Add : 3. d. Applied to animals

exhibited at a show or contest, which have not

previously (or before a specified date) won a prize

of more than a specified (small) amount,
1903 Forest Sr Stream 21 Feb. 151 (Cent. Suppl.) Novice

dogs was a large class, 28 in all. First went to Westlake
Chancellor, a good dog. 190^ Westm. Gaz. 5 June 9/4
Business, .began with the judging of novice ponies in single

harness, t^o^ Daily Chron. 19 June 7/6 * Canterbury Belle
*

headed the list in a fine show of novice hacks.

IfOVOCaine {nd^'ySkin). Also -cain, [f. L.

nov-us new -f Co)cajne.] A registered trade-name

for a synthetic product obtained from coal-tar,

used as a local anaesthetic.

1906 Lancet ^-j Oct. 1160/1 For operations on the perineum
and lower limbs, four to six centigrammes of stovaine or one
decigramme of novocaine is requisite. ^9'^\ Practitioner
Feb. 255 For regional anaesthesia novocain has given good
results. 1920 Discovery Mar. 88/2 Anjesthetics like novo-
caine and stovaine are derived from coal-tar.

Nuanced (ntt,anst), ppl, a. [f. Nuance + -ed.]

Possessing or exhibiting delicate gradations in tone,

expression, etc.

19*0 Chambers's jtml. June 374/x His carefully nuanced
Bostonian accent.

Nub, J<^.^ 3, (Earlier example,)
1B34 Seba Smith Set. Lett. Major Downing 205 That's

pretty much like tlie nub of the business.

19'ilb'bixi. (Earlier and later examples.)
1692 in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 209 Jones saw him

buy one beaver skin, .for thirty ears and nubbins of corn.

1838 Dkake Tales (J-
Sketches 150 A handfull of salt and a

few nubbins of corn. J910 ' O. Henry ' Strictly Business vi.

76 A red nubbin of corn.

Ifnclear, a. Add : 1. C. ^g. Central, car-

dinal.

191a Housemaster's Lett. 91 You will forgiveme if I tell

you what I consider the nuclear fault underlying all this

writing.

Nuclease (niK-kUi^is). [f. Nucle-ic -i- *-ase.]

An enzyme or a group of enzymes which split up
nucleic acid into mononucleotids and other

products,
1906 yrnl. Med. Research July 163 (Cent. SuppU) Jones

has shown the existence of enzymes in the thymus and
adrenal.. .Sachs found a similar enzyme in the pancreas and
called it ' nuclease ',

Nucleated, a. 1. Add : Also {Physics)j hav-

ing nuclei or points of greater condensation.

190a C. Barus in Scietue 31 Jan. XV. 177/1 Looking
centr.illy through the receiver containing saturated benzine

vapor and nucleated air. 1903 Nature 8 Oct. 549/^ The
subsidence of the invisible nucleated air,

Nucleatiou. Delete rare-^ and add examples.

igoaC. BARUsin.SV/>««3i Jan. XV. 177/1 After nuclcation

the first dense fogs were vaguely annnl.ir during the first.

.

exhaustions. 1903 Nature 8 Oct. 548/2 Experiments are

described showing diflferent temperatures for the maxima of

nucleation and of lonisation.

Nu'Cleator. [f. Nucleate v. + -or.] A sub-

stance or agent that produces nuclei in gases or

liquids.

1903 C. Barus in Nature 3 Dec 103/x Phosphoras as a

nucleator suddenly bursts forth into maximum activity at

about 13".

Nudist(ni«-dist). [f. Nude + -1ST.] An adherent

of the cult of the nude ; a person who advocates or

practises going unclothed. Also attrib.

1931 John O'London's Weekly 8 Aug. 620/3 The otlier

members of the nudist colony were, .entirely normal people.

Ibid. 620/3 The nudists of France are pursued by the police,

by the clergy, by the wit of Parisian cariconists.

Nugg'et(t)y, a. 3. Add : Also of persons.

1900 H. I.AwsoN Over Sliprails 165 Jimmy Nowlett was

a nuggety Httle fellow, hard as cast iron, good-hearted, but

very excitable.

Nullification. 2. b. (Earlier examples.",

X799 Kentucky Rcsol. 14 Nov., A Nullification by those



NtTLLIPICATOR, 11 NYCHTHEMERAL.
soveroigntles, of all unauthorized acts . . is the rightful

remedy. 1830 Massachu$etis Spy 23 Sept. (Th.) Nullifica-

tion nullified. iB^m Clay Speeches (1842) 158 The ranks of

those who, unfurling thebannerof nullification, would place

a state upon its sovereignty.

Nullificator. (Earlier example.)

1830 in Massachusetts Spy 27 Oct. (Th.) It is to be hoped
that, if the Nuliificators do move, it wiy be to Mexico, or

beyond the Rocky Mountains.

Nnllifier. 1. (Earlier example.)

1830 Massachusetts Spy 7 July (Th.) This argument was
considered by the nuHifiers as overwhelming.

Nullify, V. 1. (Earlier absol. example.)

1819-32 J. P. Kennedy Siuallaiv Z?. I, xviii. 186 I'd be glad

to know if we couldn't nullify.

Nu-lling, vbl, j^.2 [f. Null z;.2] The making
of knurls; knurled work.
1851 C Cist Cincinnati 245 All kinds of turning used by

cabinet makers, including nulling of every pattern, furnished

at the shortest notice. 1914 Eberlkin & McCi.ure -Prac/.

Bk. Period Furniture 63 Nulling, made up chiefly of bead-

ing, cabling and hollows, is oft^u used to ornament the

bulbou-s legs of Jacobean furniture.

ISTliniber, sb. Add : 3. e. An item of infor-

mation. U.S, slan^.

1903 A. H. Lewis Boss 205 That's a nice number to hand
a man I

4. Later examples^ esp. of fig. use of phrases to

get (or take) one^s number,
1908 E. F. Benson Bhttifig Bk. i, I saw one policeman

trying to take my number. 1918 Mathewson Pitching i.

4 ' I've got your number now, Matty !' he shouted at me as

he drew up at second base. X9X8 Car. Weli-S Vicky Van
V. 65 * That's enough ', said Lowney, * I've got his number.'

loao Hard Raymond Robins' Own Story 190 To hurt

Bolshevism you need at least to get its number. i9ai R. D.
Paink Comr. Rolling Ocean viii, 129 Do you remember the

day before that when he made that crack at you in front of

Miss Crorier ! I had his number right then.

e. Ones number is up, one is doomed (to die),

one's time is come ; one is * done for*.

X914 London Opinion XL. 231/2 The late Patsey Cadogan,
who left jfioo,ooo when his number went up, 1915 ' Barti-

MEUS* Tall Ship i. II, I think our number's up, old thing.

X9U P. G. WoDEHOUSE Girl en Boat rX, 181 Fate had
dealt him a knock-out blow; his number was up. xgaS

Daily Tel. lojuly 10/5 If he. .goes to one of certain public

houses frequented by these sharks his number is up. wa9
Mercury Story Bk. 93 U was about midday that I nrst

realised that his number was up.

5. e. Number one^ of the finest quality, the best

obtainable, first-rate, ' tip-top*.

1855 Trans. Mich, Agric. Soc. VI. 495 Wheat first-rate,

peas, also, oats number one. x86i Trans. Illinois Agric.

Soc. IV. 446 As an ornament it is not number i. 187a

EcGLESTON End of World XL 78 This walk seems tlie

shortest, when I'm in superfine, number-one comp'ny. 187a
— Hoosier Schoolm. xv. 125 Seems to me it would be
number one to have God help you.

6. 6. colioq, A bedroom in a hotel.

190a Chambers's Jrnl. Nov.717/1 The ordinary sojourner

at a strange hotel will , . ask to be accomodated with a ' bed

'

that night ; the bagman . .expresses bis desire for a ' number *.

19. Comb.t as number-oloth, the cloth bearing a

horse's number in a race ; number-plate, a plate

bearing a number, esp. that on a registered vehicle.

X9>4 Edgar Wallace Educated Evans y'u 131 Catskin was
the one horse, .that Educated Evans would have recognized

without colours and "number-cloth. 1869 Good IVords i

Mar. 170/3 'Ihe white porcelain *number-plates upon the

doors. X90X Motor-Car IVorld Apr. II. 74/1 We greatly

fear that the number-plate is coming. 191 1 Chambers"s jfrnl.

Dec. 831/1 White light to illumine the numbcr.plate.

Kumiiead(n»mhed). (J.S. [After Numskull.]
=3 Numskull. So Hu'inlieaded a.

1876 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. III. 624 The opinion

too generally prevails that almost any nuinhead will do for

a farm laborer, i&ifr-sa Mrs. Whitcher Widow Bedott P.

X. 98 The old coot was so awful numbheaded I couldent

beat any thin' into him.

Xfamidiau (ni«mi-diin), sb, and a* [f. L.

Numidia the name of a country in North Africa +
-AW.] a. %b, A naiive or inhabitant of Nnmidia.

b, ai/j\ Of or belonging to Numidia. Numidian
crane, the Demoiiclle crane {Grus virgo), Nu-
midian marble, a variety of marble.

1614 Gorges tr. Lucan iv. 156 The vagrant fierce Numi-
dacans. x6«7 Mav tr. Lucan iv. G 6 b, The sccming-fledd

Numidians they espy'd. X697 Dryden Mneid iv. 57 And
fierce Numidians there your Frontiers bound. X905 T.
HoDCKiM in Life ff Lett. (1917) xL 3a9, I wish I had come
to this Numidian land when I was younger... Our Numidians
long held Rome at bay. X9ax Edin. Rev. July 105^ A
Numidian. riding bareback and stirrupless, is throwing

a lasso at a wild ass.

1877 Eticycl. Brit. VI. 546/2 The Numidian or Demoiselle-

Craue.. distinguished from every other by its long white

ear-tufts. 1909 Chawhers^s Jrul. July 459/1 A marble of
beauty and note is the so-called Numidian marble.

Numixious, «. (Modern examples.)
1864 R. S. Hawker Quest ofSangraal 17 An Orient Cruse,

Fulfill'd, and running o'er, with Numynous Light. 1923
J. W. Harvey tr. R. Otto's Idea 0/ Holy 194 A liturgy
unusually rich in numinous hymns and prayers is that of
Yom Kippur.

Ifun, J^.l 6. O, nun's thread (earlier ex-
amples).
X691 Letter Bk, S. Seivall xx% A pound of very fine Nuns

Thred. 1746 in Maryland Hist. Mag. XXL 381, 10 Pounds
Whited brown thread, i pound nun's thread sorted.

Nuptiality. Add : 4. Tendency towards
marriage.
X903 Encycl. Brit. XXXL 839/1 Nuptiality and Fecundity,

Nurled, variant of Knurled.
ITurse, J<5.1 8. Add : nurse-companion.
X908 Beatrice Harbaden Inteiplay 210 Dr. Edgar can no

doubt find you a nurse-compan ion.

Nurse, 'o. Add : 6. b. (Example.)
I9xa Chambers's yml. Jan. 79/1 In shoeing ahorse, in-

stead of the horse's hoof being nursed between the legs of
the smith, it is held on the head of the upright.

0. b. Cricket. (See quot.)

1897 Ranjitsinhji Bk. Cricket 244 Batsmen . . often ^ef^.^in

from punishing a bowler as severely as they might wlien

they ieel at home with his deliveries.. .This is the meaning
of nursing ' the bowling,

o. (See quot.)

X9xa Q. Rev. July 203 The 'bull '..becomes a "stale "bull,

and drifts into the position frcc^ucntly described as * holding
tlie baby '—that is to say, nursing a stock or share, perhaps
for months, in the vague hope of getting rid of it some day
at a profit.

ITtirsery. Add: 8. C. nursery school, a
school for children between the ages oftwo and five

years.

189X Michaelis & MooRR tr. FroeheVs Lett, 30 He
[Froebel] thinks of christening it '*Nursery School for

Little Children* or * Self-teaching Institution'. 19x7 xgth
Cent. June 1310 First Stage (5—11) preceded in some cases

by the criche or the nursery scliool. 1918 Education Act
S 8 (a), The supply of Nursery Schools for children over two
and under five years of age. x^xg Nebraska Alumnus Jnne
165 This nursery school which is a comparatively new
development in child training . . shares honors with the
nursery school at Vassar College [etc.].

WuTSery-maid, v, [f. nursery-maid, Nur-
SBBY 8 a.] trans. To tend or look after (a person)

as a nursery-maid does a child.

X899 CuTCLiFFE HvKE Further Adv. Capt. Kettle x. 201
* But you know nothing about diving, and you might have
an accident..,* ' Oh, I'll risk that. You must nursery-maid
me a bit.*

ZTursin^, vbl. sb. 2. Add : nurBing-chart,

a chart for recording certain details regarding a
patient's condition.
X9a5 A. S. M. Hutchinson One Increasing Purpose i. xi.

66 Conrad Bryne has crossed to the table where lies the
nursing-chart and has taken it up and b deep in it.

Nurtural (niJutiural), a, [f. Nurture -h -al.]

Of, belonging to, or due to nurture; usually de-

signating characteristics, etc., which can be attri-

buted to training, environment, or the like, and are

not natural or inherited.

1889 Jml, Anthrof. Inst, XIX. 78 The problem of deter-

mining purely 'racial characteristics ' will be considerably

simplified if we can in this way determine what majr be
described in contradistinction as 'nurtural characteristics'.

xgas W. R. Ince Outspoken Ess. Ser. il 257 Professor

Pearson has tabulated a long list of natural characters, and
another long list of nurtural characters.

ITllt, J^.l 6. a. Add: For nuts; for amuse-

ment, * for fun '.

X914 Gertr. Athebton Perch of Devil i. 79 Why don't

you sink a shaft, just for nuts.

21. nut-butter, a substitute for butter obtained

from the oil ofnuts ; nut-food, food prepared from

nuts ; nut-meat, the kernel of a nut ; nut-pine

(earlier example).
1907 *nut-butter [see s.v. Nucoline]. 19x8 C. A. Mitchell

Edible Oils -y Fats ix. 117 Deodorised coconut oil is used in

the preparation of both margarine and * nut butter '. 1905

Vegetarian Messenger Apr. 105, 1 will send any readers who
wish for it an address where *nut-foods can be had guaranteed

free of pea-nnts. 19x3 A. B. Emerson R. Fielding at Snow
Camp 102 The three boys stuck to their work. .until there

was a great bowl of *nutmeats. 1845 Fremont Exped. 221

In popular language, it might be called the ''nut pine.

Nut (n»t), sb.^ slang. [Possibly the same as

Nut sb,^ ; cf. Nutty a. 4 : see also *Knut.] A
fashionable or showy young man of affected ele-

gance ; a * young blood', fop or masher.

1904 A. Williams in Sergeant Brue in N, <5- Q. Ser. xi.

VUL 78/1 I'm one of the nuts, oncof thenibs. xgog Punch
24 Mar. 208/3 He's a nut, I can tell you. X913 Ibid. 12 Feb.
115/z Spring socks will be black and Spring ties a quiet
blue. A strike of nuts is expected at any moment. 1910
W. J. Locke House ofBaltazar xvii. 205 I've a jolly good
mind to set him up regardless, like a pre-war nut—with solid

silver boot-trees and the rest to correspond.

ITut, V, Add : 3. To fix or fasten by means of

nuts.

X894 Elliston Organ Tunift^ 54 The rack pillars are
sometimes screwed into the upper boards and the rackboards
nutted up.

Nut-cake. U.S. [Nut sb.'^ i.] a. A dough-
nut, b. A cake containing nuts.
a 1800 Spirit Farmer's Museum (i8oi) 255 Heap the nut-

cakes, fried in butter. 18J3 [see Nut sb} ipj. 1844 Knicker-
bocker Mag. XXIV. 483 Reflection., was interrupted by the
appearance . . of * nut-cakes and cider '. X857 Quinland 11. ii.

I. 34 By the way, Hepsy, make us some 'nut-cakes', and
bring us the cider. 187a Marietta Holley My Opinions
(iSgi) 251 Where is the rich happy woman that wouldn't
give a nutcake to a sick beggar? 1889 Rose T. Cooke
Steadfast xviii. 198 Who ever heerd tell of puttin' a reason
and a bit of citron into the middle of a riz nut-cake before
'twas fried ?

Nu't-grasS, Add : (and the Australian Cy-
perns rotufidtts.)

1909 A. H. Davis He-zv Selection Iv. 36 Nothing but burr
and thistle and nut-grass grew.

Nutmeg. 3. (Add example.)
x8>a J. Woods Eug. Prairie 307 There are many sorts of

sweet melons. . . I have only noticed musk, of a large size ; and
nutmeg, a smaller one.

6. nutmeg: bickory, a species of hickory (see

quots.).

x8io MicHAUX Arbres I. 21 *Nutmeg hickory nut. 183J

D. J. Browne Sylva Atner, 177 This species.. bears the

name of Nutmeg Hickory from the resemblance of its fruits

to that of the nutmeg.
Wutmeggy, a. (Add example.)
X928 Daily Express 17 Feb. 4 Luscious prunes with a

creamy, nutmeggy rice pudding.

Nutrose iyXu'Xjo'^z), The trade name for

caseine sodium, a substance derived from milk

used as a nutrient in medicine and bacteriology,

1907 Practitioner Nov. 670 Nutrose was found by Branden-
burg and Strauss to be absorbed to the extent of 40 per cent.

19x0 Ibid, Apr. 491 Wasscrman's medium consists of swinc
serum, nutrose and peptone agar.

Nu't-shelly, a. U,S, [f. Nutshell 4.] Con-
densed, brief, concise.

1843 Carlton N'ew Purchase II. 1. 171 So nut.shclly had
all books and subjects become, that all could be even cracked

and devoured in infant schools I

Nutter 2. [f. Nut i^^.l +But)tep.] Trade-

name of a substitute for butter made from the oil

of nuts ; nut-butter.

1006 Westm. Gaz. 18 May 4/2 * Nutter *,
' Nucoline ', and

'^futtene'—all representing butter made from nuts. X909

H. G, Wells ^«M Veronica vii. § 3 Fruitarian refreshments

—chestnut sandwiches buttered with nutter, and so forth.

19x3 Barnett Lett. 127 One [a trench mortar] .. fires a
cylindrical thing like a Nutter tin.

Nuttiness (n»-tines), [f, NuTTT a. (senses a

and 4) -^-NESS.]

1. Nutty colour, flavour or character.

x866 Blackmore Cradock Noivell xv. (1873) 62 In the

height of summer [his colour was] a dappled bay; towards

the autumnal equinox, a tendency to nuttiness. 1884 Sat.

Rev, 8 Mar. 321/2 The six essays. .have the 'nuttiness ' of

age about them.

2. Smartness, spruceness, foppishness.

19x6 E. V. Lucas Verjnilion Box 27 All his nuttiness

has gone. You remember how his hair used to be swept

right back from his forehead with lovely comb marks in it.

Nutting, vbl. sb. Add : 1. b. A nutting party.

x88o Harper's Mag. Dec. 89/a The younger people had

their.. nuttings, and the like,

2. nutting-expedition^ -ground^ -party,

x873'MARKTwAiN'&WARNERG"//rf^^^^*xxi. 2ooPartfes,

picnics. .nutting-expeditions in the October woods. 1845

Mrs. Kirkland Western Clearings 105 Their way onward
lay near the nutting ground. Ibid. 98 The occasion was a

nuttin.g-party—a regularly planned and numerously attended
expedition in search of hiclcory-nuts.

Nuttish, a.2 [f. *NuT sb.^ Characteristic or

suggestive of a nut.

1909 Punch 24 Mar. 208/3 ^^ indulged in a variety of

eccentricities. I can imagine nothing more nuttish.

Nydlthemeral (nik))i'meral), a. [f. Nych-
themeb(on + -al.] Pertaining to or consisting of

a period of twenty-four hours.

X907 Nature 17 Jan. 287/2 The regulation of the nych-

themeral cycle of temperature and its inversion in the aged.
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O. Add: 6. O. O.B.E., Order (Officer) of the

British Empire; O.M., Order of Merit.

X017 Illusir, Land. Neivs 30 June 759/1 The five classes

of the Order [of the British Empire] are:.. 4. Officers

(O.B.E.), 5. Members (M.B.E.). i9«3 B- Copplestone in

Comh, Mag. June 765 A Captain and an O.B.E. 1903

guarteriy £mC Army List Oct. p. x/2 O.M. Member of the

rder of Merit 191* Chamberss JruL Apr. 216/1 The
Right Hon. Field-Marshal Earl Roberts, O.M.

d. O.K. (seealso*O.K.^i5.and v.) ; O.H. U,S.,

on hand (Hand sb, 33 a) ; O.P. {e) observation

post (also 0, Pip) ; O.S., ordinary seaman ; O.T.C.,

Officers' Training Corps.

Z904 New York Herald 30 Oct., No small percentage of

the articles that eventually find their way back to the owner

spend nearly the entire twelvemonth in the *O.H.' before

they are redeemed. 1916 War Illustr, /Oct. 185/1 A French
' O-Pip* in the Hills. 1918 * Q * Foe-Farrell 15, 1 tucked the

Infant into his little O.P., and left him comfy. He won't

sec anything there to-night. 1914 Twknev Diet. Nav. ^
Mint, Tenns 164 O.S. Ordinary Seaman ; one who has

undergone training as a ship's boy, but who is not fully

qualified as a seaman. 1909 Captain Aug. p. xiv/i Senior

Divisions of the O.T.C. 192a Joad Highbrows i. 55 The
*Boysofthe O.T.C. '..was just a right-down straightfor-

ward sort of good hearty song.

0, sb.^ 2. Add: Also Comb,
1917 H. H. Richardson Fort. R. Makony iii. iii. 196 He

stood o-mouthed and absent-minded.

Oa-fishly, adv, [f. Oafish a, + -ly 2.] In an

oafish or stupid manner.
1908 A. S. M. Hutchinson Onee Aboard Lugger \. vii.

§ I. 60 The driver becomes temporarily idiot—stands us

oafishly silent, or perhaps jerks out some stupid words.

Oak. 9. Add ; oak barren U.S, (earlier ex-

ample) ; oak flat U,S.y a level expanse of ground

bearing a growtn of oaks ; oak-mast (earlier ex-

ample) ; oak opening (earlier and later examples)

;

oak-pruner U.S.., a variety of beetle (see quot.) ;

oak towel Cant (see quot) ; oak yard U,S.^ an
enclosure in which oaks are grown,
x8ix Niles* Weekly Reg. I. loi/a Our *oak barrens and

other wooded plains may be profitably applied to sheep.

x8oo B. Hawkins Sk. Creek Country 29 *0_ak flats, red

and post oak, willow leaved hickory .. on its left side,

1849 £. Chamberlain Indiana Gaz, 381 Beech and oak
flats, which are adapted only to grass. Ibid. 17 *Oak and
beech mast is found in such quantities as to contribute

largely both to feeding and nittening hogs, 1833 C. F,

Hoffman Winter in West (1835) I. 130 At a sudden turn-

ing of the path, I came at once upon the * *oak openings *.

1839 Mrs. KiRKLAND New Home xx, 133 The'gnibs* pre-

sent'a most formidable hindrance to al! gardening efforts in

the * oak-openings ', 1848 J. F. Cooper Oak Openings I. i-

10 Giving their appellation to this particular species of native

forest, under the name of 'Oak Openings'. i88a Econ.
Geol. Illinois II. vt 104 There is an intermediate district

occupied by oak-openings. 1899 D. Sharp Insects 11. 286

Mlafkidion villosum is called the *oak-pruner in North
America. 1889 Farmer Ainericamsms^ *Oak ioiifel..a.

stout oaken stick. There is an allusion here to * wiping ' or
• dressing one down '. 1835 R. M. Biro Hawks ofHawk-
hollow II. V. 52 His father, .had suddenly checked his horse

at the entrance of the little *oak-yard.

Oa'kery. U.S. rare, [f. Oak-*--ee7.] An oak

yard.
1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil. Southern Matron xxx. 213

Turning suddenly, he bounded over the fence into papa's

oakery.

Oa'kiness. [f. Oaky a.] The quality of being

oaky,
1863 *Gail HAMii.TOM'Ga/rt-/?aj'f 128 [In] the English

Church, .there is a general tone of oakiness, solid, substan-
tial, sincere.

Oakland, Oakland. Chiefly U.S. [Oak 8.]

Land bearing a growth of oak-trees.
1665-70 Lancaster (Pa.) Rec. 271 Thare is another peice

of upland..sum part pine Land & partly oak Land. Jbid.^

Sum part of it fis]..oake land. X737 Weslkv yrnl, 2 Dec,
The land is of four sorts—pine-barren, oak-land, swamp,
and marsh. 1751- [see Oak 8). x8xi Niles' Weekly Reg.
1. 302/t It was a piece of dry oak land. 1837 W, Jenkins
Ohio Got. 187 The soil of Franklin is, what is generally
called oak land, being a mixture of clay, sand and gravel.

2849 £. Chamberlain Indiana Gaz. 209 The oak land is

more extensive than the beech.

Oakmn. 3. Add ; oakum loft.

1814 Niles' Weekly Reg. V. 432/1 The fire commenced in
the oakum loft.

OakVf a* 2. (Earlier example.)
1800 B. Hawkins .S"^. Creek Country 62 The good land

spr^uls out fcr four or five miles on both sides of the creek,

with oaky woods.

Oarer (5»r3i). [f. Oar z*. -f--EBi.] One who
uses an oar ; a rower.
1934 Glasgow Herald 19 July 6 The Bay of Millport

resounds with the.. shouts of inexpert but enthusiastic
' oarers '.

Oarlock. Add : Also aitrib. in oarlock seat.

1874 J. W. Long Amer. Wild-Fowl Shooting 85 Both
may row, if two sets of oarlock-seats are provided.

Oarsman. (Earlier example.)
x8ii Niles' Weekly Reg. I. 245/1 They certainly possess

great dexterity as oarsmen.

Oat, sb. Add : 4. d. Tofeet otters oats., to feel

importnnt, display self-importance. U.S. slang:

1843 Haliburton Attacks xxiv. IL 157 You know that,

and you feel your oats, too, as wellasanj' one. 1871 Barnum
Struggles ^ Triumphs 33 My father.. installed me as clerk

in this country store. Of course I *feU my oats'. 1897
Flandrau Hari'ard Episodes 85, I suppose he was feeling

his oats when be captained his class eleven.

6. oat-bag^ 'Strata (earlier examples).
i8st A. O. Hall Mankatianer 5 It was a modest com-

mercial plain, .with. .bits of machinery, and ploughs, and
*oat bags, and hay bales. 1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents,
Agric, (1850) 380 Getting no other food in winter but a
scanty supply of *oat-straw. 1859 Alice Cary Country Life
i. 7 [Hel lay.. with a bundle of oat-straw for his pillow,

Oatr 2?. U.S. (Earlier and later examples.)
173a B. Lynde Diary 9 May (1880) 26 Next morning.,

dined at Hampton;.. thence to Greenland, where oated, and
for 2 horses and drink, 2J. 1741 Ibid. 27 Oct. 121 Break-

fasted and oated our 3 horses, at Deacon Tucker's. i8sS
Barnu.m Lift 70 Old * Bob ' was duly oated aud watered.

Oath, sb. 1. Add

:

Under oath, on or upon oath,

1713 [see UNDER;»rrjs. 14b]. 1851 R. Glisan Jrnl.Artny
Life viii. (1874) 83 He was then under oath not to drink for

six months.

Oatmeal. 3, Add : oatmeal mttsh U.S. ,
por-

ridge made of oatmeal. Also ellipt.

1883 H. P. Spofford in Harper's Mag. Aug. 465/1 You've

been the means of starving me. .on oatmeal mush. 1902

Clapin Diet. Amer,
ObbligatO. B. sb. Also transf.

1921 G. Hopkins City in Foreground i, He took the

easiest way, which was to supjjly a gentle obbligato to the

inspired melody of his companion's speech,

Obclude : variant of Occlude.
1894 Froc, Zool. Soc. 434 Only about halftheirisbvisible,

and even some part of the lens is obcluded.

Obeisantly, O'/z'. (Modem example.)
igoa Westm. Gaz. 2 July 2/3, I., came in turn Of him my-

self obeisantly to learn,

Obe'lial, a. [Obelt(on -t- -al.] Obeliac.

1890 H. Allen Clin. Study Skull 52 The parietal fora-

mina lie on the aides and serve as guides to this the obelial

portion,

Obeliscoid (^bili-skoid), a, [f. Obelisk -j-

-OID,] Resembling an obelisk in form ; obelisk-

shaped ; obeliscal,

1877 W. R. Cooper Egypt. Obelisks v. (1878) 25 An obe-

liscoid monolith originally erected by Usirtesen. 1901 A. J.
Evans in yrnl. Hellenic Stud. XXl. 173 The obeliskoid

pillar of the Cretan ring.

Obeyance. (Modem example.)
xgax MuLFORD Bar-zo Three x, ji8 The obeyance of the

order might possibly be accepted by the crowd as grounds
for justification.

Obiter. C. sb. Add : b. = Obiter dictum.
1927 Daily Tel. 19 July 9/2 Lord Justice Scrutton recalled

a recent obiter by Mr. Justice Eve to the effect that [etc.].

Obitual. A, adj. (Add U.S. example.)
1893 Nation (N.Y.) 30 Nov. 406/3 Obitual days consti-

tute an important, distinctive, and ever recurrent feature

in the proceedings of our national Legislature.

Object, sb. Add ; 5. b. No object, not a thing

aimed at or regarded as important to obtain,

Freq. misused of distance, expense, etc, not taken

into account or forming no obstacle.

178a Aff^rw-Z/^ra/df 20 May, Advt.,A Gentlewoman., wishes
to superintend the family of a single Gentleman or Lady.,
and salary will be no object, ^i^ft Ami. Congress ixZ^<^ 878
Enjoying..unexampled prosperity,,, the expense ofcomplet-
ing the frigates could be no object to the country.

^ 1855
Poultry Ckron. IIL 67/2 Where every convenience is ob-

tainable, and expense no object. 1871 Eng. Rlecltanic^o

Jan. 431/1 The colour of the solder is no object, as the joint

will be hidden. 1873 J. H. Beadlk Undez>el. West xxxv.

762 With one team to each family (time being no object to

such people) it cost them nothing to move. x886 Encycl.

Brit.JiX. 228/1 Only those travel who travel by necessity,

or to whom money is no object. 1891 Mrs. Riddell Mad
T'tfwr 3 The time when distance was, as the advertisements
say, ' no object', a 1909 'O. Henry* Roads ofDestiny iv.

62 She . . gave her a la carte to fit me out—money no object.

1930 Lond. Mercury Nov. 45 Distance being no object.,

scenes in Siam can be. .transmitted.

10. object chart, a chart for nse in object

lessons ; object system, the system of teaching by
object-lessons; object teaching (examples); ob-
ject-white Billiards, the white object-ball,
1871 Rep. Indian Aj^airs (1872) 306 A new and original

series of ' *object charts ' gotten up expressly for the Indians
of Oregon by myself. 1869 C. L, Brack Neiu West vL 75
The improvement which we have sought so much to bring

before the public in New York..—the'*Object System*—
has already been adopted here. 1878 Harper's Mag. Mar.
607/2 This school is too large for strictly Kindergarten
Teaching ; but the * object system '

. . was the one adopted,
x86o H. Barnard {title\ *Object teaching, and Oral Lessons
on Social Science and Common Things. 1871 Rep. Indian
AjTairs [liiys) 424 The method of object-teaching has been
followed as far as practicable with the apparatus at our
command. 1904 Mannock Billiards Expounded 97 To
enable the object-ball to go on to the baulk cushion and re-

turn up by the *object-white. 1907 Westm. Gaz. ig June
7/2 He got the red ball against the top cushion,.. and., the
object-white against the side cushion.

Objectly (p'bd5ektli), adv. [f. Object sb, +
-LY 2.j Objectively,

1925 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 786/1 He saw himself objectly
as a felon with the mark of Cain.

Obligate, ppl. a. Add : 2. b. as sb. An
obligate parasite.

1907 Med. Record 3 Aug. 172 (Cent. Suppl.) It is probable
that the intestinal bacteria are not essential to heaUhy life.

The chief value of these obligates lies [etc.].

Obligate* 2^. 3. a. and 5. Add : In later use

chiefly dial, and U.S. colloq.

Obliq.Xie> B. sb. Add : 3. A movement or

march in an oblique direction, esp, in a direction

makinij half a right angle with the previous one.

184s T. J, Green Texian Exped. vi. 53 He suddenly
makes a ' left-oblique ' for the Laredo road.

Obli'teratingly, adv. [f. Obliterating +
-LT 2.] In an obliterating manner ; so as to ob-

literate,

1904 H. G. Wells Food ofGods \. iii. § i. 56 He scarcely

remembers the leap he must have made. .so obliteratingly

hot and swift did hb impressions rush upon him.

Obliterator (^li-tertfit^j). [ad. L. obtit{t)erd-

tor (see Obliterate) one who obliterates.] One
who or a thing which obliterates.

189S Hardy Jude Obscure i. i. 7 In place of it a tall new
building.. had been erected.. by a certain obliterator of

historic records. 1900 Pall Mall Gaz. 18 Apr. 3/2 Fire was
an obliterator of evil deeds more sure than any other.

Oblivia-lity. rare, [f, Oblivial a. -f -itt ; or

f. L. oblivi-um Oblivion -h-ALiTY.] Liability to

be forgotten.

1905 E. F. Bknsoh linage in Stutd i. 5 You certainly did

not [meet him], or you would remember. Mr. Henderson
has al>solutely none of the quality of oblivialily.

Oblivion. 2, (Add example.)
1912 Galsworthy Inn Trang. 128 Hand-wrought bronze

sconces and a band of metal bordering, all blackened with
oblivion.

Obliviscible (fblivi-siVl), ^j. [t "L, oblwisct

to forget + -IBLK.] Able or likely to be forgotten.

1905 N. y. Times Sat. Rev. 12 Aug. 526 (Cent. Suppl.) The
sonnets he wrote about those poets, so obliviscible, excepting
by bimself.

Obnoxity (/bn^ksiti). [f. as Obnoxious o. +
-ITY,] An obnoxions, objectionable, or offensive

person or thing; an object of aversion,

1930 D. H. Lawrekce Virgin ^ Gipsy iii, That widow of

a knighted doctorj a harmless person indeed, had become
an obnoxity in their lives.

O'Brienism (^^brsi-aniz'm). [f. the name of

"William CBrietty Irish patriot (1852-1928) +
-ISM.] The conduct or policy of William 0*Brien,

esp. in the British Parliament about 1900 and 1901,

O'Bri'enlte, a supporter of William 0*Brien.

1889 Globe 18 Feb., (heading) O'Brienism. 1900 Westm.
Gaz. 22 Oct. 2/2 Mr. Redmond accepts, .the new situation

caused by the triumph of the O'Brienites and the defeat of

the Healyites. 1900 Ibid. 24 Dec. 3/1 O'Brienism is an
equivalent term for constitutional anarchy. 1901 Scotsman
II Mar. 7/s O'Brienism is being openly resented by the

members who are independent of him. 1911 Q. Rev. July

241 The realists come from the north, east, and south, the

strongholds of Unionism and O'Brienism.

Obscura'ntic, a, [f. Obscurant sb. and a.]

Opposed to enquiry or enlightenment. So Obscu-
ra'nticism = Obscurantism.
1926 Contanp. Ret: Nov. 661 The book . .is full of warnings

which sometimes are obvious and sometimes obscurantic.

19J7 Ibid, Feb. 208 It would not be a work of truth or of love,

but of well-meaning though mischievous obscuranticism.

Obscure, v. 1. C. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1788 Franklin Autob. Writ. 1907 1. 358, I found hisvoice

distinct till I came near Front Street, when some noise in

that street obscur'd it.

CbscuTingly, adv. [-lt 2.] In an obscuring

manner ; so as to obscure.

igoz New Liberal Rev. Aug. 317 The Celtic fringes hang
obscuringly over our eyes, as frmges do under be-feathered

hats in the Old Kent Road.

Obsctirist 0?bskiu»'rist). [f. Obscure a. and

z;, + -1ST.] ~ Obscurantist,
i9»5 Chambers's yml. Mar. 196/1 He is no faddist or
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eccentric, no obscurist of anj- kind, but one who catches at
charms in human life and paints them.

Obsequent, a- Add : 2. G^o/. Of streams

:

Flowing in the opposite direction from the * con-

sequent* drainage, b. as sd. An obsequent stream.

1895 W. M. Davis in Geog: Jml. V. 134, I would suggest

that the?;e streams be called obsequent^ as their direction is

opposed to that of the initial consequent •trcams. Ibid. 145
Such ob.sfcquents are represented by the Ousel and Ivel

farther east. 190a H. J. Mackinder Britain <$• Brit. Seas

121 The term ' obsequent ' has been invented, .for the rivers

which commenced as scarp torrents. .. The Little Ouse of

East Anglia is also an obsequent.

Observantiue. Add : Also attrib.

X930 Eble tr. H. Grisars Martin Littktr ii. 51 The vicar
..jeopardized the canonical and disciplinary autonomy of
the Obscrvantine monasteries entrusted to his care.

Observation. Add : 2. (Modem example.)
zgii W. J. Locke Glory ofClemefttina Wingyixn. 277 The

daily calls to inquire after her health and happiness had
grown to be a sacred observation.

10. observation balloon^ post ; observation car
(earlier example) ; observation ward (see quot.).

190Q Lomion Mtie. Sept. 15/2 He made numerous ascents in

captive *observatioii balloons. 1914 Daily Express 12 Oct.

4/5 The German gunners were enabled to fire with remark-
able accuracy, thanks to observation balloons. x886 C D.
Warner Tluir Piigr. xvi. (1888) 344 From the Junction to

Fabyan's they rode in an *obscrvation car. 1909 Westin.

Gaz. 17 Sept. 3/1 The way of this little bird is to sit on its

•observation post. 1914 Daily Express 28 Sept. 4/5 The
damage to the cathedral was the inevitable result of the

Frcncli using the cathedral as an observation post 19*7
W. E. CoLLiNSON Coniemp, Engl, 58 If there is doubt as to

the presence of the disease in the patient when ia hospital,

he may be put in an *observatioa ward.

Observe^ sb. Add : 3. Sc, A division of a
sermon.
1833 W. L. Mackenzie Sk. Canada ^ iT.S. 8, 1 went to

hear Doctor Al^^Leod, a steadfast Presbyterian of the old
school. There . . the discourse is divided and subdivided into
heads and observes in true covenanting fashion.

Observer. Add: 4. b. A/ii. One whose
duty it is to make observations, esp. in connexion

with the firing of artillery; a person carried in an
aeroplane, or other aircraft, for similar purposes.

Comb.y as observer officer.

ti8s4 Tomlinson*s Cycl. Useful Arts L i6 Scarcely had
the observer reached the height of 3,000 feet, than he
observed. ,a thin vapour.] 1903 Heavy Artillery Training
(Prov.) 36 If the target is not visible from the guns or ground
?aite close to them,. .two observers arc required, X91X
kamiers's yml. Aug. 505/1 The military aeroplane must

carry at least two men, one . . as a pilot, and the other as an
observer. 1914 Field Artillery Training -^^i^ The observer,

having located the position of the target and conveyed the
information to the artillery commander.. receives from him
the signal 'Observe for line'. 1916 H. Barbek Aeroplane
Speaks (1918) 50 Quickly the Observer cUmbs into his seat

in front of the Pilot.

Ccmb. i9»8 Gamb[.e Story N', Sea Air Station xiii. 226

During this year [1916] the rank of Observer Officer was
created.

Obsessional, a. Add : b. Characterized or

caused by obsession.

19x8 E, Jones Papers on Psycho-Anal. xi. 244 The patient

. .was suffering from a severe obsessional neurosis and was
very superstitious. 1928 Daily Tel. 24 /^pr. 7/1 A form of
neurasthenia, which had produced an obsessional insanity.

Obsessionist (^bse-janist). [i Obsession +
-1ST.] One who is obsessed, or subject to obsession,

by a * fixed idea*.

X9SX Glasgow Herald 24 Tune 8/4 The canards of the anti-

waste obsession is ts. 1938 Daily Express 6 Dec. 10/5, 1 once
sat in a train for five hours opposite an obsessionist, who
played chess with himself on a miniature board.

Obsessive (f^se-siv), a. [f. Obsess v. + -IVK.]

Of or pertaining to obsession; liable to obsess;

obsessing.
1900 pyestm. Gaz. 19 Feb. 5/2. 191X W. James Mem. *

Studies vii. 159 Obsessive thoughts and delusions, as well

as voices, visions, and impulses, .fall subject to one mode of

treatment. i9»5 Contemp. Rev. Dec. 757 T*he danger is that

these ideas may become obsessive.

Obsolescence. Add : L b. spec. (See qnot.)

1930 W. DE C HuTCHiNSOM St LovELL Dict, Legal etc.

Terms 87 Obsolescence. Where machinery is lessened in

value not by mere usa^e or lapse of lime, but by the fact that

improved machinery is being brought into use, then this

lessened value is termed obsolescence as distinguished from
depreciation.

Obsolo'soing, ppl. a. [f. Obsolesce v, + -ino2.]

That is becoming obsolete.

1916 E. V. Lucas Cloud <V Silver 71 The Mayor, .still

clung to the steadily obsolescing topper.

Obsolete, ^ ^ (Add example.)
1920 Act 10 fr II Geo. K c a8 5 10 (2), The purchase oar

redemption . . of obsolete or unproductive capital.

Obstinancy. (Later example.)
1894 B. Thomson Diversions 0/Prime Minister xiii. ai3

The steadfastness of their followers was obstinancy under
the lash of persecution.

Obtundent, b. sb. (Later example.)
X908 Text-bk. O/^erat. Dentistry (ed. C. N. Johnson) 460

Obtundents. For the purpose of obtnndtng, many prepara-

tions have been advocated and many methods advised.

Obturator. 2. a. Add : Also, a device used

to occlude an instrument, which can be witiidrawn

when necessary.

19.. Buck's Med. Handbk. I. 77^ (Cent. Suppl.) Each
instrument has iu obturator, which is to be used only for the

purpose of rounding out the end of the speculum during
introduction.

Obverse. A. adj. Add : 4. Lo^c. Of a pro-
position : Obtained from another proposition by
the process of obversion.
1870 A. Bain Z.(7£7ci. iioToeachof the four Proportional

Forms.. there is an obverse form.

B. sb. 3. (Earlier example.)
^ X870 A. Bain Logic i. no No men are gods. The obverse
is. .all men are no-gods.

Obvious, a. Add: 4. c. quasi-sb., The ob-

vious: Something which is obvious; a plain or
manifest inference, remark, detail, fact, etc.

1903 Kate D. Wiggin Rebecca i, Their steadfast gaze.,
had the effect of looking directly through the obvious to
something beyond. 1919 Mary K. Brauby Psycko-anal. <y

its^ Place in Life^ xiii. 175 The work of the artist who con-
sciously and deliberately descends to the obvious. .is un-
interesting.

Occidental, a, 2. Add : Also of, belonging
to, or characteristic of, the Western United States.
i8j3 S. H. Loxg Exped. Rocky Mis. I. 21 The occidental

plane tree is, perhaps, the grandest of the American forest

trees. 1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVH. 471 'L L. of this

vicinity', writes an occidental correspondeDt, 'had carried
the knife for a long time'.

Occlude, V. 2. (Add example.)
X909 H. G. WELI.S TonO'Bungay i. ii. § 7. 74 In the middle

was the brown coffin end,. .half occluded by the vicar's

Oxford hood.

Occlusal (^iK'sal), a. [f. as Occlusb a. +
-AL.] Of or pertaining to occlusion of the teeth ;

also (of parts of the teeth), that come together

when the jaws are closed.

1904 V. H. Jackson Orthodontia zoi When a broader
occlusal surface is required the ends of the metal should be
left extending onto the adjoining teeth. X905 Borchabd
Dental Pathol, {td,. 2) 248 Occlusal wear is very common
and occurs largely with men who cliew tobacco.

Occlusion. Add : 1. b. The overlapping

position of the upper and lower teeth when the two
jaws are brought together.
190J Encycl. Brit. XXVII, 418/2 The age, sex, and health

of the patient, the character of the occlusion or bite, and the

force exerted in mastication, 1008 G. V. Black Operat.

Dentistry I. 85 The Relation of the Occlusion to the Locali-

zation of Caries.

Occlusor. (Add example.)
1895 SHtrLEY in A. H. Cooke Molluscs etc 476 The most

considerable of these mu&cles are the two occlusors.

Occult, V. Add : o. intr.

X880-83 (see Occulting ppl. a.]. 190a Encycl. Brit, XXVL
46^/1 The light occults every ten seconds, . . the occultations
bemg actuated by a double valve arrangement.

Hence Occulted///, a. (modem example), Oc-
cu'lter, an apparatus for occulting lights.

X898 Engineering Mag. XVL 13 Coast lights are divided
into five categories ; nxed lights, lights of occultation

(occulted lights), colored lights, flashing lights, and mixed
lights. looj Encycl. Brit. XXX. 256/1 This light show^,
instead of one prolonged flash at intervals of one minute, as

would be produced by the apparatus in the absence of a gas
occulter, a group of short flashes.

Occultist. Also allrib,

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 275/r Cabalistic, occtUtist,

Indian, and modem spiritualistic ideas and formulas.

Occupation* 7. Add : occupation disease,

a disease incidental to or caused by one's occupa-

tion ; so occupation neurosis.
1906 Daily Chron. 6 Dec. 2/2 To add to the six diseases

already scheduled any others which are discovered to be

what are called *occupation diseases. 1908 S. Flexner in

Science %^}9Ji. 128/2 The many causes of occupation disease,

soH:alled,..are at present only slightly understood. 1896

Nomencl, Diseases 33 •Occupation-neurosis (spasmodic or

neuralgic). X899 Alibutt's Syst. Med. VII I. 7 ' Occupation
neuroses* such as painter's colic or mercurial tremor.

Hence Occupational a. (recent examples).
X908 Tatham in Siippl. to bstk Ann. Rep. Registrar-

General II. p. V, The present volume, which contains the

latest availaole information respecting English occupational

mortality. X919 J. L. Garvin Econ. Found. Peace 326

1 hese occupational federations acted independently of each

other. 1930 Times 24 Mar. ii/t Legislation should be

introduced to bring victims of this occupational disease

[silicosis! withm the scope of the Workmen's Compensation
Act
Occupa'tionalism. [-ism.] Occupational

character or conduct ;
professionalism.

1937 E. Barker National Cliaracler iv. § ii. q6 It is true

that a new and qualifying factor has been added to the

national temper by the growth of occupationalism.

Ocean, sb, 4. c. ocean-river, also, a large

navigable river.

X908 Chambers's yml. Apr. 396/1 This *ocean-river is. .a

veritable highway of commerce.

Oceana (^up't/i'na). The name of Harrington's

ideal state, applied by J. A. Fronde to the British

Maritime Empire,
Ix6s6j. Harrington (/iV/^)The Commonwealth of Oceana.]

x886 Froude Oceana jgs IfOceana is to be hereaftergoverned

by a federal parliament, such a parliament will grow when
the time js ripe for it, X899 J. Mtlnk Romance 0/ Pro-
Consul ix. 87 He was being set to the straightentng-out of

some twist in Oceana, to the healing of a sore which
threatened one of her limbs.

Oceaner. Add : 2. An ocean-going vessel.

X879 Whitman Specimen Days (1892) 136 The proud,

steady, noiseless cleaving of the grand oceaner down the

bay.

Oceanic, «• Add : 1. b. Belonging to or living

in those parts of the sea that are remote from the

shore.

1879 H. N. MosELEY Notes Naturalist ^Challenger* 569
The Oceanic Petrels have reduced the science of flight to
the condition of a fine art. x88a — Anim. Life Ocean Sur-
face 19 The oceanic animals, notwithstanding their free and
unbounded range, do not escape from parasites. 1902
Encycl. Brit, XXXIH. 936/2 The majority of the oceanic
epiplankton appears to be stenothermal.

^.Phys.Geog. Of climate: Exhibiting the features

characteristic of areas where temperature, rainfall,

etc., is controlled or influenced by the ocean.
1922 Kendrew Climates of Continents xxix. 215 Thus the

east of tlie British Isles has a continental rather than oceanic
rainfall regime.

Oceanology. (Example.")
1896 A. H. Markham in Sinithsonian Rep. 295 This

brings us to the equally important question of oceanology,
which should comprise a complete knowledge not only of the
surface currents in the Arctic seas, but also surface and deep-
sea temperatures, [etc.].

Ochre, sb. 4. Add : ochre-grave (see quot.)

;

also attrib.

1028 Peake & FLEtJRE Steppe <5- Sown 20 In the early type
of kurgan are found skeletons.. buried in a contracted posi-

tion, the bones covered with red ochre. These. .are now
known as the ochre-graves. Ibid. 26 The ochre-grave folk.

0c]ir0US,a. (Earlier examples of U.S. form.)
x8o6 Wkbster, Ocherous,. .like or containing ocher. i8a8
— s. v., Ocherous matter; an ocherous color. 1868 /C^-/. U.S.
Comvi. Agric, (1869) 427 The pasture.. hardening in some
such manner as ' hard-pan ' forms in ocherous soil.

Ocotillo (^uk(7trly(?). U.S. Also : ocotilla.

[Mex.-Sp., dim, of ocotCy ad. Nahuatl ocotl pine-

tree.]

1. The Califomian candlewood, Fouquieria splen-

denSf of the sonth-west States and Mexico, charac-

terized by naked wandlike thorny blanches and
bright scarlet flowers.

1883 W. H. Bishop in Harper's Mag. Mar. 502/2 The
ocotilla is simply a wattle of sticks. .waiting to be cut down
and turned into palings. 190a Clapin Dict. Anter. 1928
Saturday Even. Post 10 Mar. 103/3 The desert vegetation

continued—creosote bush, greasewood, mesquite, paloverde,

ocotillo.

2. allrib. J as ocotilla slick, wattle ; ocotillo cac-

tus = sense i.

1883 W. H. Bishop in Harper's Mag. Mar, 491/1 The
houses consist of a frame-work of cottonwood or ocotilla

wattles. 1883 — Old Mexico xxx. 474 High palisades of

ocotilla sticks. 1893 H. J. Finck in Nation (N.Y.) 7 Sept.

169/3 Walking-sticks made of the porous ocotillo cactus.

OctavOf sb, 4. b. Law of octaves (earlier

example),
1865 J. A. R. Newlands in Ckem. News 18 Aug. 83/2

This peculiar relationship I propose to provisionally term
the ' Law of Octaves '.

Octavic (pktse-vik), a. Math. [f. L. octdv-us

eighth -f -ic] Of the eighth degree or order.

X897 Nature IX Nov, 47_/i More general forms of octavic

curves with six double points.

Octet. Add : 4. Chem. A group of eight

electrons.

1927 N. V. SiDCwicK Electronic Theory of Valency looThe
octet., is an extremely stable group of electrons.

OctO'pian, a, [f. Octopus +-ian.] Suggestive

of an octopus ; = Octopean cu Also Octoplue
[-INE 1] a.

X9a9 C. E. Montague Disenchantment \. ii He had.,

struck.. a crate, from which some octopian beast ..had
reached out at him. 1914 Chestrrton Flying Inn 248 'I'he

Captain prepared to swing himself on to one of the octopine

branches [of a tree].

Oculism {p-k\ii\\z^m). [f. L. ocnl-us eye + -ISM :

after Oculist.] The business of an oculist ; know-

ledge of defects of vision, diseases of the eye, etc.,

and the remedies.
X909 W. Booth in Begbie Life (1920) II. 433 The gentle-

man . . was a doctor and . . he knew something of oculism.

Oculist. Add : 3. Comb, oculist-stamp (also

oculist's stamp), the more usual name among anti-

quaries for medicine-stamp, or -seal (Medicine

j3.1 6 a).

1778 Gentl. Mag. XLVIII. 509 An inscription on an

oculist's stamp. 1851 Simpson in Monthly Jml, Med. Sci.

XII. 42 Above sixty Roman oculist-stamps have been now
discovered in different parts of western Europe. x886 Guide
E.xhib. Galleries Brit, Mus. 200 Roman Implements, such

as steelyards and their weights, oculists' stamps, locks and
keys.

Odd, a. 4. d. Addtodef.: or odds.

1530 Times 25 Mar. 24/1 The balance-sheet shows a loan

from the bankers of the company as at December 31 of

^118,413 otids.

8. d. ^^/f/^/i?^ v.jtodo odd jobs; odd-Jobbing yhl.

sb. ; odd man (earlier examples) ; odd-timer, odd

work.
X897 VovNiCH Gadfly (1904) 76/1, I lived by *odd.jobbing

for the blacks on the sugar plantations.^ Ibid, ly^f-i As a

miner's fag—odd-jobbing with the coolies. 1863 All Yr.

Round II July 472/2 Either can rest occasionally by em-

ploying an * *odd man ', of whom there are several at each

district establishment, ready to do ' odd ' work. 187a Rout^-

ledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 2 Joe was really only an odd man ,

and that by the job too. 1925 A. S. M. Hutchinson 6'_«^

Increasing Purpose u xviii. 113 She's an *odd-timer on Miss

Marr's typist sta£,



ODDITY.

Oddity. 2. Add : Rarely in singular.

1853 Maria Cummins Lamplighter (1854) 237 But you

wkhed me to become acquainted with your oddity.

Oddlings (>dlii]z), sb.fl. [f. Odd a. + -ling 1.]

= Oddments.
, , , , . , ,

1900 IVimUar Mag. XI. 3S4 A hundred odd bits, thats

all—but they are a manufacturer's odiilings.

Odds, sb. Add : 4. d. Phr. to ask (or f beg") no

odds, to desire no advantage ; to seek no favour. U.S.

1806 /.io« * Tarapln in Ball. Even. Post 5 Mar. 2/2 (Th.)

No odds he begs Of any beast that walks upon four legs.

1834 Vtrmcnt Fret Press 7 June (Th.) A Varmounter never

uses a dog. ..Give him a gun, and he asks no odds. 1857

H. C. Kimball in B. Young etc. Jrnl. Discourses V. 32/2,

I ask no odds of them, no more than I do of the dirt I walk

on. 1890 Congress. Rec. J2 Aug. 8455/' This industry in

South Dakota would ask no odds of Congress.

8. odds-on, as sb., the state of betting when odds

are laid.

1918 Daily Mail 31 July 11/4 The favourite, .started at

heavy oddsHjn.

Ode. 3. Add : ode-metre.

1901 Academy 14 Dec 585/= That so-called 'irregular'

ode.metre which they [Patmore and Henley) use in common.

Odontology. (Later example.)
, „ ,. ,

1911 Chambers's Jml. June 375/1 The British Medical

Association has recently founded a Section of Odontology.

Odoriferent (cndori-ferent), sb. [f. med.L.

odoriferens : of. Odorifebant.] A substance that

emits a sweet scent.

1838 Sala Joarney Due North viii. 130 These boots have

a peculiar.. odour. .of myrrh, frankincense, sandal-wood,

benzoin, and other odoriferents.

Odorimetry ((judorimetri). [f. L. odor, oddrt-

Odoub + -METBT.] The measurement of the inten-

sity of odours.

1898 /)/«fr. yrn!. Psychol. X. 85 Odorimetry . .is concerned

. . wilh the measurement of the intensity of smell-stimuli con-

sidered as objectively as possible.

CEcoIogical, a. (Example.) <Eco-loglst, one

who studies or is versed in oecology.

1899 Nat, Science July 11 One of the most important

oecological studies which has yet appeared in the United

States. 1893 Smithsonian Rep. j,y) Whether with the

CECologist, we reaard the organism in relation to the world,

or wilh the physiologist as a wonderful complex of vital

energies, the two branches have this in common.

G&emic (fde-mik), a. [-ic] Of the nature of,

or marked by, ccdema.
1904 Science 15 .Apr. 633/2 An atmosphere containing one

half part per thousand suljihureted hydrogen produces death

with cramps and cedcmic inflammation of the lungs.

<E]10-. Add : (Euocyte (f-nosait) [-cyte], one

of a set of wiue-colonred cells which form a con-

stituent of fatty tissue in certain insects. (EnopliU

(rnflfil') [Gr. -<ptKo% loving] = cenophilist.

1900 MiALL & Hammond Harlequin Fly 40 Closely associ-

ated with the epidermis of the Chironomus-larya are some
peculiar cells, named oenocytes by Wielowiejski from their

colour, which is that of yellow wine. 1930 New Statesman
28 June 366/1 Professor Saintsbtiry, an oenophile who is

free from the snobbish contempt his kind affect for whisky.

Oersted (3'JSted). Elect, [f. thenameofH. C.

Oersted (1777-1851) the Danish physicist.] A
unit of magnetic reluctance.

1903 Elect, lyorldf, Engin. 13 June loio (Cent. Suppl.)

For practical work.. the magnetic reluctance of a cubic

centimeter of all non-magnetic materials.. is the same as

that of an air-pump vacuum. This unit of reluctance is

called the * oersted *.

Of, prep. Add : 4. c. U.S. In expressing the

time : From or before (a specified hour) ; = To
prep. 6 b.

1879 F. R. Stockton Rudder Grange i. 10 We ceased to

call it a boat at alx)ut a quarter of eleven. 1890 Susan Hale
Lett. (1019) 243 At quarter of four I was taking my batli.

J901 A. D. McFaul /*« Clidden vi. 40, 1 notice by the town
clock that it is five minutesofseven. 1904 F. Lynde Gra/ters

X. 140 The hands of the clock, .pointed to five minutes of the

hour.

42. a. (Add example.)

I&fa W. HowiTT Rur. * Dom. Life Germany xvii. 234
Ladles are too much of practical cooks and housewives to be
much visible before dinner.

43. b. (Add example.)
1848 Mrs. Anne Jameson in G. Macpherson Mem, (1878)

354. 1 ran to Ireland, of all places in the world.

62. b. (Later examples.)
x867*E. KiRKE* On Border iii. 67, I don't forget..how

you worked of nights. 1891 Barrie Little ^ Minister xl.

(1892) 413 So long as women sit up of nights listening for a
footstep. 1897 J. L. Allen Choir Invis. xvii. (1918) 175
You have holidays of Saturdays. 1 have not, you see.

Of, U.S. dial, or colloq. var. of Have v. 24 c.

1847 Porter Big Bear 104 (Farmer) If I had'nt a had on
pantalets, I reckon somebody would of knowd whether I

gartered above my knees or not. 1854 Mary J. Holmes
Tempest ^ Sunshine yuu 115, I don'i see why in the old
Harry he couldn't of lived. 1916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere
in Red Gap vii. 317 She must of seen the laugh was on her.

Off. A. adv. Add: 1. b. (Later example.)
1903 G. H. LoRlMER Lett. Self-made Merchant xiv. 203

By the time the real weather comes along everybody has
guessed wrong and knocked the market off a cent or two.

e. ellipt. Off one's bead ; deranged, crazy.

i866- in Eng. Dial. Diet. (Sc., N. Eng.). 1904 W. H.
Smith Promoters i. 8 I've sometimes thought^ you were a
trifle vbionary, but I never considered you seriously off.

2. c. fig. (Further U.S. examples.)

Z809 Ann. Congress Jan. 1 185 Mr. Williams hoped these

80

were not intended to enforce the embargo. If they were,

he was entirely off. 1868 H. Woodkoki' Trotting Horse
xxxvi. 300 When a trotter wins with great ease,.. it is

assumed, not that the loser was 'off', but that the winner

is greatly superior. Z903 G. H. Lorimer Lett. Self-made

Merchant xvi. 231, I may be off in sizing this thing up, be-

cause it's a little out of my line.

4. d. Off work or duty, as a day off; perh.

ellipt. use of B. 5 b.

z893[see "Day 19]. 189s A. F.Ingram WorkGt.Cities'in^

Don't attempt to pay a pastoral visit on washing-day ; you
had better make it your day off. 1916 ' Bf.rta Ruck ' Girls

at his Billet xviii, I am sure your auntie.. would be quite

agreeable to letting us have the afternoon off for the cere-

mony.
6. (Farther example.)
1931 Daily Express 21 Sept. 14/4 Japanese bonds were

only slightly off.

7. (Later examples.)
a. 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters i. 11 Just as surely as you

can take that bottle off from the table.

b. 1884 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn vi. 32 I'd borrow two
or three dollars off of the judge for him. a 1909 * O. Henry '

Roads ofDestiny xviii. 308 A sound like somebody ripping

a clapboard off of a barn-roof. 1916 Mulford Cassid^'s^

Protigi xi. 137 He's mebby goin' to be useful,.. keepin'

them fellers' attention on himself, and off of us.

B. prep. Add : 1. b. (Later colloq. examples.)

Offthe map: see '*Map sb.l c; Off the reel: see

Reed rf.i 2 b.

1903 A. H. Lewis Boss xix. 264 She's off her trolley. She
toins sick ; an' in a week she croaks. 1930 Randolph Enter-

prise (W. Va.) 2 Oct. 1/2 The . . Foot Ball Team . . played the

team over there off their feet.

5. b. Also, having lost interest in; nolonger'keen

on'; averse to. (^yir;/; : in bad form. Offone's

game : see *Game sb. 6 f.

Transfer 1894 quot. to sense i b.

i9i» Mathewson Pitching viL 142 The Chicago pitchers

were away off form in the series. 19*6 Bennett Lord
Raingo I. x. 45 I'm off all risks for the present. 1919 W. E.

CoLLiNSON spoken Engl. 72 Did you buy the thoroughbred

Alsatian..] No. I'm rather off dogs at present.

C. adj. 2. a. Add : Off-horse (later example),

-lead, -leader, -ox, -wheeler.

J807 Balance (Hudson, N.V.) 25 Aug. 267 (Th.) We behold

a clumsy, awkward off ox trying the tricks of a kitten. 1833

J. F. Cooper Pioneers iv, I knew just the spot where to

touch the off-leader. 1838 H. Colman Rep. Agric. Mass.

(1839) 124 What is technically termed an 'off' ox in the team.

1888 Mrs. Custer Tenting on Plains xii. (1893) 225 The
old reliability of a mule.team is the off-wheeler, a l88a F.

Douglass Life 4- Times i. xv. (1884) 89 What was meant by
the ' in ox ' as against the ' offox ', . . I could not very easily

divine. 1897 Outing XXX. 254/1 To take the off-lead and
ofl-wheeler's reins in right hand. Ibid., Take up about six

or seven inches of your off-leader's rein. 1898 Kii'ling

Day's IVork, IValking Delegate 63 Rod, the off-horse of the

pair, had been standing with one hip lifted like a tired cow.

1910 Jer. Hart Vigilante Girl x. 140 An iron ' jockey-stick

'

ran from the near leader's harness to the off-leader's bit.

b. Also of a ball or hit on this side.

1895 H. G. Hutchinson P. Steele I 28 This off-ball Peter

..drove.. so hard.. that [etc.].

4. (Add examples). Also, a day, night, etc,

when one does not feel fit, or is not in the mood
for something.
1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 325 After an ' off night*

when I was allowed to stay in town. 1845 Punch 1 Mar.

lOo/i As something was necessary for the off-nights, a new
drama. .was produced. 1875 All Vr. Round j Apr. 23/1

That estimable lady.. had arranged those meetings on the

quiet off-evenings. 1908 Sketch 1 r Sept. 340/3 Rhodes had
an 'off-day' and could do nothinK. 1913 A, G. Bradley

Other Days v. 161 On the rare off-days [we] raided such

crows and magpies' nests as we could find. W39 Star 21

Aug. 5/3 It was certainly Elder's off-night He was not

feeling in the best of form.

b. Off year, one in which no prime election

normally takes place. Also as adj. U.S.

1883 Congress. Rec. 14 Dec. 277/2 This was in the off year,

and not the Presidential year. 1906 N. Y. Even. Post 5 Nov.

4 In this off-year election.

6. Marked or attended by unfavourable condi-

tions.

1870 Medbery Men * Myst. Wall St. 137 An ' off' market,

is where prices have fallen either in a week, a day, or even

an afternoon.

Off, ". Add : 1. b. To withdraw from ; to

decline or refuse.

1908 A. S.M. Hu-tcnmso^ Once Aboard Lugger v\. yi. §3.

437 There's this locum tenens I was going to take up in the

North. I haven't offed that yet—haven't refused it, I mean.

2. Also quasi-/ra«i. with it,

1890 Punch 28 June 310/2 He found out after they'd ofl^d

it that they didn t own a white mouse among "em I 1930 J.
Buchan Castle Gay iv. 72 He has probably offed it abroad.

OS-, prefix. Add: 3. o^-Ziwi (earlier example).

1871 Scrlbner's Monthly II. 398 A little east of our off-

look, there projected.. a square stupendous tower.

5. Off-black : a very dark shade of colour, one

that is almost black. Off-white : a very light shade

of colour, one verging on white.

1930 Daily Express 8 Sept. 5 One of the new off-black

shades. ., a sort of unripe blackberry colour, is used for the

third model. 1937 Daily Mirror 10 Dec. 16/1 Jumper suits

in white, yellow, or what the Paris dressmakers call 'off

whites ' will see you through.

Offal, 1. (U.S. examples, used of grain.)

1849 ^'A U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 303 The process of

te-grinding the offal of wheat. 1873 T. D. Price MS. Diary

OFF-HAND,

p Jan., Bro. Joslah came for his grist, pays me $1.20 a
Dti[shel] for it, and I have offal.

2. a. Now techn.^ dial., and U»S. local. (Also

later example of pi. use.)
i8a6 J. F. Cooper Prairie xix, Do you see yon birds watch,

ing for the offals ofthe beast they have killed? 1889 Farmer
Americanisms 397 Whereas in Knijland no one would think

of speaking of calfs heart, pig's fry, sheep's kidneys, etc.,

as dishes of offal, in the States such phraseology is not at all

unusual.

Offcast. B. sb, (Earlier U.S. example,")

1845 S. JuDD flfar^, J rei i. xiv. 104 The. .suit of. .the Sexton

, .is known to be an off-cast of the Parson's.

Off colour. 1. (Earlier and later examples.)

1875 Holland Sevenoaks ix. 114 Everybody invited her,

and yet everybody, without any definite reason, considered

her a little 'off color*. 1901 Bret Harte in Harper's Ma^.
Dec. 66/1 ' The Kernel seems a little off color to-day', said

the barkeeper. 1911 Webster s.v. Color, Off color, of ques-

tionable taste; not quite proper; improper. Slang, U.S,

2. (Earlier examples.)
1B60 A. DE Barrera Gems .V Jewels 164 I f the manufactured

diamond is found to contain a flaw, or what is technically

termed 'off-color ', its value is proportionately diminished.

1877 EncycL Brit. VII. 166/1 The value being further dimi-

nished .. when the stones are 'off colour", that is milky or

tinted, or imperfect in other respects.

Off-coloured, a. (Adri examples.)

%90\ Daily Ckron. 18 Mays/* These were the ' off^;oloured ',

the half-castes, the outcome of white supremacy in a black

country. 1913 Pettman Africanderisms 317 Milies, the

off-coloured diamonds from two carats down.

Off-drive, sb.^ see Off D. 3,

O ff-duty, a. [Off prep:\ Of persons : Not
engaged or occupied with their normal work. Of
things, actions, etc, : Suggestive of this state.

1904 Daily Ckron. 23 Dec. 4/4 The off-duty policeman.

1905 Guy Thorne When it was Dark 352 The ship, .wore

a somewhat neglected ' off duty ' aspect.

Offen, prep. dial, (also U.S.) Also offn.

[var, of off of, Off adv. 7, by substitution of on

for 0* : see O prep?- and pr€p'^\ Off from ; from off.

i8a8 MoiR Mansie Wartch x. 86 ' Set down that bottle,'

quoth I, wiping the saw-dust affn't with my hand. 187a

EcGLESTON End 0/ IVorldxx. 76 No more craps of corn offen

the bottom land. 01909 ' O. Henry ' Roads of Destiny
vi. 97 He'd jist light off'n his bronco and hunt a place to

camp. 1910 Mulford HoPalong Cassidy ix. 64 Johnny
chased that Greaser ofTn th' ranch.

Offend, V. 7. Add : Also intr. with against.

1859 Trollope Bertrams I. xiii. 279 That . -which appears

to offend against the spirit of calm recital which I profess.

Offensive, ^. Add: 1. b. Baseball. (See

quot.)
Z913 Mathewson Pitching vi. 124 Offensive coaching

means the handling of base runners, and requires quick and
accurate judgment.

Offer, sb. Add : 2, C. An opportunity or

* opening '.

1876 Coursing Calendar 302 Napoleon went past Countess

in the race to the hare, and.. never gave his antagonist an

offer.

Offer, V. Add: 3. g. rejl. To present (one-

self) to a person for acceptance or refusal ; to put

(oneself) forward,

1764, H. Walpole Otrantou (1765) 18 In short; Isabella,

since I cannot give you my son [in marriage], I offer you
myself. 1893 SIary E. Mann In Smnmcr Shade xL II.

28, I have this evening offered myself to Maiy Burne, and
she has accepted me.

h. intr. To give in or enter one's name as a

candidate.
1803 Steele Papers I. 405 The Gentlemen who prevailed

upon me * to offer ' as they call it, consisted principally of

the moderate men of both parties. 1834 Crockett Narr.

Life X. 73 I was asked to offer for the Legislature in the

counties of Lawrence and Heckman.

7. b. With np : To put (a part of a structure) in

place to see how it looks or whether it fits properly.

Mod. Well, mate, it's no use looking at it, we can't tell

without offering it up.

Offering, vbL sb. Add : 2. C. U.S. Some-

thing offered for sale.

1903 Boston Even. Transcript 2<) Aug., On Saturday next

the 'iranscript will print an unusually attractive line of real

estate offerings.

3. (Add examples.)
i8xi Steele Papers II. 658 One of them is a rough offer-

ing book. Ibid., This is intended to furnish as a day book

all the results which do not and cannot appear on the face

of the offering book. 1910 J. Hastings' Encycl, Relig. ^
Ethics III. 704/2 Certain large silver coins of Alfred the

Great were popularly known as ' offering-pennies '.

Off-hand. B. adj. Add : 1. b. Of dough :

Made straight away and not from a preliminary

sponge.
1904 Daily Chron, 4 Mar. 10/5 Advt., Wanted a foreman

for bread and smalls; used to off-hand doughs.

2. b. Mining. (See quot.)

1991 Did. Occup. Tenns (1927) § 047 Odd worker, offhand

man, wage man ; general terms for men or boys employed

above or below ground and paid by the day.

3. Of a shot : Fired from a gun held in the hand

without other support.

1856 R. Glisan Jml. Arffty Life xxiv. (1874) 328, I sur-

prised everybody by killing the duck at an off-hand shot.

4. Of an ox, horse, etc. : That goes on the right-

hand side; = Off a. 2.

184s F. Douglass LifedSAS) 58 Covey.. told me which

was the in-band ox, and which the off-hand one.



OFF-HANDED.

Off-handed, a. Add : b. Mining, = prec.

A. 3 b.

1906 Daily Ckron. 16 Oct. 5/2 The * off-handed * men .

,

dUpersed into the four seams of the pit.

Off-handedly, adv, (Earlier example.)
1886 79M Cent. Oct. 541 The newspaper moraUsers speak

off-handedly of the skilled workman earning bis two or three
pounds a week.

0*ff-hailL [f. Off- + Haul i*.] A rope for

drawing a boat out from the shore.

1900 Laiv Rep., App. Cases 405 There is another rope
called the 'ofT-haul ', which is.. used to haul the boat from
the shore to its position in the river...The boat is again
taken out by means of the off-haul rope to its former posi-
tion.

OfB.Ce, sb. 12. a. office-boy (earlier example),
building, -chair (later example), -copy (earlier tx-

ample), -(/«?J-^, -i^r,</«/j'(later example), -^f?«r(ear-

lier example), hyniUy -rent, -room ; b. office-holder

(earlier example), -hunter (earlier and later ex-

amples), 'huntings -mongering, -seeking (earlier

example) ; C office-hunger, eager desire for

public office; office-name, a nom de plume;
office patient, C/.S,, one who visits a doctor at

his office or consulting-room.
1846 Knickerbocker M^, XXVII. 457 No songs for you,

my sad street-sweeper !.. Nor for you, melancholy *office-

boy ! 1889 Kansas City T. ^ Star n Mar., A permit was
granted today to the Builders' and Traders' Exchange for

a foundation for their new *ofTice building. 1869 Tourgee
Toirutte xl. (1881) 404 The old surgeon laid down his pen.

.

and turned his "off)ce*chair round toward his visitor. 1836
Dipiom. Corr. Texas (1908) I. 143 It contains your com-
mission, a letter of credence to the secretary of the United
States, and •office copies of them. 1881 Rep. Indian Affairs
93 The articles maniifaclured by the carpenters, .were as
follows, .one •office-desk [etc.]. 1863 ' E. Kirkr ' Southern
J^riendsxxWx 235 A short rap came at the 'office door. 1881-5
McLELij^KC??c«i/i^rj'534 He said thathewas so much occu-
pied with *office-duly that it was impossible for him to leave,

1818 Fkaron Sk. Anter. 143 Those dangerous abuses in

government, introduced by *office holders, which, .threaten

. .to become inveterate. 180a Steele Papers I. 326 Services.

.

wholly performed during the usuid *office hour. 1870 in Con-
gress. Rec, 27 Feb. (1875) i8qi,/i Bait is good, and especially
fordemocratic*office hunger. 1806 Ann.Congress Feb. 506 It

would be a struggle between *ofl5ce-hunlers and the people.

1845 W. L. Mackenzie Butler ff ^(>y/ 75 General Spiccr was
a keen office-hunter. 1824 IViles* Weekly Reg, 30 Mar. 37/2
•Office-haniin^. 1880 Farmer Americanisms 397 Office-

hunting is quite a bu<iiness with the thousand-and-one
* hangers-on ' to the skirts of political parties. J907 Nctu Office

Hymn Bk. 11. 1 u trod. p. v, The *Office Hymns are the Hymns
in the Divine Office. 1895 Roosevelt in Ld. Charnwood
Life (1933) 350 These men have a gift at •office-roongering,

just as other men have a peculiar knack in picking pockets,

j{^8 Saturday Even. Post (Philad.) 12 May 36/3 At least

eight different writers.. had been offering their comments
uiHler that name [ = Richard Roe]—•*office names ' they are

called in the profession. 1897 R, M. Stuart Sintpkinsville

94 Even the doctors.. are wont to receive their '*office

rattents'in this comfortable fashion. 1808 Steele Papers
[. 536 No 'office Rent is allowed the agent here. 1903

Chambers's yrnl. Apr. 358/2 Under one number alone
solicitors, patent agents,. .and next-of-kin agents all found
•office-room. 1857 W. R. Au^er Oration 4 July p. iv. Office-

holding partisans, 'office-seeking demagogues.

Office, V, For \Obs, read * Now rare,* and
add : 6. intr. To have or occupy an office. U,S,
1893 Nation fN.Y.) 21 Apr. 303/2 An attorney offidng in

the same building.

Officer, sb. Add : 2. e. A waiter or servant in

a hotel. (/.S.

x886 Harper's Metg. Sept. S94/a What welUtrained
waiters I—perhaps they were not waiters, for fae was passed
from one ' officer ' to another * officer ' down to his place.

6. officer-bird, the common redwinged marsh-
blackbird, Agelatus phceniceus, of the United
States and Canada.
IOCS Clahn Diet. Atner.

Officering, vbl. sb, (Later example.)
1890 Century Mag. Dec 207 The American system of

officering . , was superior to that of the English.

0*fficery, a. [f. Officer +-t1.] Resembling

an officer; having the character or nature of an

officer.

1905 H. G. Wells Kipps iii. L | & 969 Saw a lot of
young c^&ccry fellers coming along.

Omce-seeker. Chiefly U,S. [f. Office sb.

13 -t-SzKKKR.] One who seeks office; an office-

hunter,
18x3 Ann. Congress Jan. 58a It would augment the office-

seekers who, with the friends of the Administration, were
continually haunting the E.\ecutive. 1845 Knickerbocker
Mag. XXV. 374 A Friend writingfrom Washington., gives

us tnis pleasant sketch of a ' Sucker ' office-seeker, a i86i

T. WiNTHROP John Brent iii. 25 fiuUocks are better com-
pany than office-seekers, a 189a Whitman Pr, IVki. (1892)

259 The members . . were . . the meanest kind of bawling and
blowing office-holders office-seekers.

Official, sb. 2. (Add examples.)

174s A. BuTi.ER Lives Saints I. {1780! 248 In 1219 Berenga-
rius, Bishop of Barcelona, . . made him his archdeacon, grand
vicar, and official. 1840 J. R. Hore-ScoTT in R. Ornsby
Mem. (1S84) I. 230 The acts of bis vicar>general and official

are not revocable.

Official, a. 4. (Later example.)
1903 W, E. Curtis True Lincoln. 193 It was perfectly

natural for the President to select a member of his official

family [xc. the Cabinet] from a State of such importance.

5. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1/90 Ann, Congress 8 Feb. 2169 His official conduct.

SUPFT,

81

Ibid. 2170 Official transactions. 1791 JeffeksON Ibid.
18 Feb. 2176 An official paper. 1805 Ann. Stk Congress
103S The official documents upon our tables.

Officialese. (Recent example.)
1927 E. Thompson These Men thy Friends 242 * Who are

these noble Arabs?' asked Kennck.. ,' It's officialese for
beastly Buddoos' ^x-pXvancA Edmund Candler.

Officialization (^fi:J'al3iz^*j3n). [f. Official-
ize + -ATioN.] The rendering or becoming official

in form or character.

1907 Daily Ckron. 9 Nov. 4/4 One fails to detect acraving
for any such officialisation.

Officina. Add : b. spec, A factory where
nitrate is prepared from raw material.
1890 W. H. Russell Visit to Chile 171 The external as-

pect of the oficina was not unlike that of a north-country
coal or iron mine. 1905 Chambers's yrnl. Mar. 150/2 Each
oficina has to depend upon itself as regards the working.
1906^ IVestm. Caz. 24 May 11/3 At the present rate of pro-
duction the officina might be counted on lasting between
thirty or forty years.

Offing*. Add : 3. trans/. Distance from an
abrupt side of a road.

1843 Carlton New Purchase v. 25 The horses, .seemed,
in order to secure a good offing, to shy off towards the deep
valley.

OjQisll, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1830-33 C A. Davis Lett. % Downing (1834) 75 Others

are a little offish.

O-fifeaddle, sb. [f. the vK] A break or rest in

a journey during which horses are unsaddled.
1900 Pall Mall Gaz. 4 Jan. 1/3 The Cape horse.. can

canter along steadily all day under a burning sun, with an
occasional off-saddle. 1908 Daily Chron. 10 Nov. 3/5 Off-
saddle time.

Off-saddle, v, (Earlier examples.) O'ff-

saddling vbl. sb,

1850 R. G. Gumming Hunter^s Life S. A/r. 1. 119 Accord-
ingly we off-saddled, and in a few minutes I was once more
asleep. Ibid. 129 Having off-saddled our horses, we knee-
haltered them. 1926 Rider Haggard Benita 106 Directions
as to their herding and the off-saddling of the horser.

OffsCOUring. 2. b. (Later examples.)

'83s J- P' Kennedy Horse-Shoe Robiftson I. xiv. i8o
Why, you oflF-scouring, . . it is enough to make Old Scratch
laugh, to hear you talk about conscience I 1871 Scribner's
Monthly II. 546 Every Protestant is counted but the off-

scouring of decent society.

Offset, sb. Add : 3. (Further example.)
1903 A. Adams Log Corvboy vt, 54 The missing cattle.,

after following down the fence several miles had encountered
an offset, and the angle had held the squad.

d. A bevelled part on a wheel.
1849 Rep. U, S. Conun. Patents (1850) 220, 1 also claim.

.

a cutter wheel, having bevels or off-sets around its face.

e. Naui, A current flowing outwards from the

shore.

190a Daily ChroH. 30 Ang. 5/6 There was..what mari-
time men call an offset at the time Holbein was swimming.
Ibid. 2 Sept. 5/5 He had got the benefit of a good off-set

current under him.

5. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1769 Conn. Col. Rec, (1885) XIII. 207 A petition.. setting

forth that the petitioner and petitionee have executions
against each other now in the hands of Ezekiel Williams, .

.

upon which the petitioner prays for an off-set of the same.

7. b. (Examples.)
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xxvi. 555 He then

walked along a flat offset five or six feet below the house.

1878 — H^estem ll^ilds x. 157 About half way up the cliff

is a small offset, where grows a beautiful pine.

c. Mining. A step-like working or stope.

187J Rep. Vermont Board Agric. 1. 627 It consists in
taking out the ore in successive offsets or slopes.

10. b. A process, used esp. in lithographic print-

ing, by which a drawing or design is first trans-

ferred to a rubber-covered cylinder and thence to

the paper. Used attrib.

1918 Pall Malt Gas. 29 June 8/5 A Litho Offset Press.

X9a6 Encycl, Brit. III. 220/2 By the off-set method any
paper, whether smooth- or rough-surfaced, may be used. .

,

Offset seems to be particularly adapted to colour-work.

19x8 Penrose Ann. 111 The faulty soluble coating in so

many classes of so-called offset papers, engenders printing

troubles, 1929 Horse I. 61 The process employed in re-

producing tiu:> notable painting is that known as offset.

U.. offset-Utho operator, a process-engraver

using a method akin to the offset method (*io b).

X9ai Diet, Oceup. TVrwj (1927) 5 526 Offset-Utho operator

^

a photographer..who obtains a negative, not reversed in

position, with or without using a screen.

Offsetting, vbl. sb. and ppl. a, (Examples.)
x89a Smithsoftiati Rep. (Nat. Mus.) 235 If the water-colors

have been properly applied there is no fear of offsetting on
the backs of the sheets. 1908 Daily Chron. 24 Aug. 9/7,
I was swimming against a strong offsetting tide.

O*ff-shou*lder, v. [f. Off- i + Shouldeb sb.l

trans. To set down from one's shoulder.
X9J7 Glasgow Herald 22 Oct. 4 The rest off-shoulder their

loads and sit.

O'ffsider. [f. Off side.] In certain games:
A player who is off side.

X9a7 Daily Tel. 21 Feb. 14/1 Nor did the referee have an
eagle eye for the offsider.

O'ff-the-map, a, [The phr. offthe map, *Map
sbX I e, used attributively.] Not known or cele-

brated ; obscure.

X91S War Illustr, II. 328/1 One of the curious off-the-map

incidents of the war was brought to notice the other day,

Ogeeohea liiae(-tree) : see Limb sb,*^ i b.

OIL.

Ogling, vbl, sb, b. Add : ogling-glasa U.S.
humorous^ a monocle.
1S43 Knickerbocker Mag. XXll, in There he was pro-

menading,, .an ogling-glass lifted to his eye.

Ogpu (^"gpw). [f. the initials of the Russ.

OSte^tHHeHHoe rocyaapcTBeHHoe IIoaHTHHecKoe
YnpaBJieHie ObedinySnnoye Gosuddrstvennoye Po-
lititsheskoye UpravUniye United State Political

Administration.] An organization for investigating

and combating counter-revolutionary activities in

Soviet Russia, which superseded the *Cheka (q.v.)

in J922.

1927 Daily Tel. 7 June 10/2 A report from Leningrad
states that the Ogpu (Cheka) has officially announced the
execution without trial of * all the active members of a band
of incendiaries'. 1927 Glasgow Herald 13 June 12/3 'I'he

fertile imagination of the Ogpu, or ' State Political Depart-
ment '. X9a8 Sunday Times 8 Jan. ii/i 'J he day has gone
by when Ogpu sought to conceal itself.

Ob.io (o\i^vo)y the name of an American river, a
tributary of the Mississippi, and of one of the United
States, used attrib. in Ohio bluebell^ buck-eye^ sand-
stone ; Ohio fever, idea (see quots,),
184a Mrs. KiRKLAND Forest Life II. xxxix. 142 A beauti-

ful perennial, here called the *Ohio bluebell, a far larger plant
than the one we know by that name. x8io Michaux Arbres
I. 38 *Ohio buck eye,. .nom donn^ par moi. x83a D. J.
Browne Sylva Amer. 227 It is called Buckeye by the in-

habitants, ..but..we have denominated it Ohio Buckeye,
because it is more abundant on the banks of this river. 1831
T. BuTTRicK Trav. ^jfootnote. The * *Ohio fever ' became a
well known expression for this desire to move West. 1835
Knickerbocker Mag. V. 274 Such..as some fifteen years
since happened to reside in any part of New-England where
what was called the 'Ohio fever* prevailed. x88i Congress,
Rec. 13 Apr. 276/2 The *Ohio idea is the absolute equality of
all men before the law. Ibid.. This [is] the democratic ' Ohio
idea'. It is the ideal of Ohio democracy 1881 Harpers
Mag. Apr. 7n/i Limestone. .andgray*Ohio sandstone are
much used in construction.

Oil, sb}- Add : 2. b. white oil, decolourized
petroleum occurring naturally.

*9'3 V". B. Lewes Oil Fuel 38 In some parts of the world
small deposits of what are called ' white oil ' are. .found.

3. f. (Earlier example.)
1861 Appleton's Ann. Cycl. 580/1 The oil, when first struck,

bas. .been known to burst forth with great violence.

h. Oil and vinegar : said of two elements or

factors which do not agree or blend together, or of

any two incongruous constituents, with reference to

the incompatible characters of oil and vinegar.

1777 Potter y^schylus, Agam. 232 Pour thou oil In the
same vase and vinegar, in vain Wou'dst thou persuade th*

unsocial streams to mix. 1820 Keats in Li/e ^ Lett. (1931)
250 Men get such different habits that they become as oil

and vinegar to one another. 1910 Blackvj. Mag. Oct. 562/2
We might as well try to blend vinegar and oil, as mix to-

gether these two elements in one chamber.

i. U.S, slang. Money.
1903 A. H. Lewis Boss 121 The sooner we get th' oil, th*

sooner we'll begin to light up.

6. a. oil-butt^ -canakinj -car^ -cell (examples),

-district, -drum^ ~fi^<^i -industry^ -ladle., -pt^^y

-region (earlier example), -room, -shell, -stove

(earlier examples), -sump, -supply, -tank (ex-

amples), -valve, -well (earlier examples), -works;

also oil-engined adj. b. oil-burning, -cracking,

-distributor (example), -raising, -retai7iing ; oil-

broker, -catcher, C. oil-fed, -harden, 'tanned,

-tanning,
x8$3 A^. H. Almanac (Philad.) 687/2 A leading Liverpool

*oil-broker. x886 Marine Engineer VII. 283/2 The *oil-

burniiig apparatus has been fitted. X939 Randolph Enter-
prise (W. Va.) 7 Mar. 6/3, I went abroad on an oil burning
freighter. 185X H. Melville Moby Dick cxv. (1926) 487
The broad headofan*oiI-butt. 1843 L. M. Qw\\x> Lett. Neiv
York xl. 285 Children are driving hither and yon, one with

a.. band-box, or "oil-canakin. 1876 J. S. Ingram Centen.
Exposition 336 The oil.. was loaded by gravity upon *oil

cars. X849 Rep, U.S. Comnt. Patents {1850) 331 The com-
plete hanger or pillow-block, with or without the •oil-

catcher. 1884 Rep. U.S. Comm. Agric. 363 When the cel-

lular structure of the rind has completely developed, and the

•oil-cells have begun to fill. X9>9 Times 31 May g/3 Notable
advances are being made in the technology of *oil-cracking

processes. X889 Century Mag. Mar. "ji^/i The use of these
improvised *oiUdistributors. x86a Sci. Amer. 22 Feb. 122/1

The *oil district [in PennsylvaniaJ. 19x0 Chambers's yrnl.

Nov. 752/1 The apparatus has.. demonstrated its value to

the oil-district. 1909 Daily Chron. 24 July 6/3 Two small

•oildrums will be fixed beneath the plank. 1913 Chambers's
yrnl. Jan. 31/1 *Oil-engined ships are.. being built. 1924
Times Trade <$ Eugin. Suppl. 29 Nov. 250/3 The large oil-

engined liner. \2&6 Chambers's Jml. 16 Jan. 47/2 A vessel..

propelled entirely by *oil-fed furnaces. 1905 Westnt. Gaz.
15 Feb. 8/2 It has a horizontal engine,.. magneto-electrical

ignition, forced *oi!-fced, automatic carburation, and other

good features. 1904 Elecirochem. Industry Feb. 51 (Cent.

Suppl.) *Oil-hardcn. x88o Harper's Mag. Dec. 65 The *oiI

industry has lent a powerful hand to the iron industry of

Pittsburgh. 1851 H. MELVILI.E Mol^ Dick xx. (1926) 96
This excellent hearted Quakeress.. with a long *oil-Iadle in

one hand. 1908 Westm. Gas. 16 Apr. 4/3 Special *oil-pans

are fitted on each end of the throw for scooping up the oil

from the base-chamber. 19x0 Chambers's Jml. Nov. :j5pA

This engineer, who has made a deep study of *oil-raising

methods. x86j Census Compendium 72 The Pennsylvania

*oil region. 1907 Westm, Gaz. 5 Dec. 4/2 'J'he spring is..

connected to the gear-box by an *oil-retaining universal

coupling. 1877 Harper's Mag. Dec. 34/2 The three boys in

the *oil-room have used, of all grades of oil, twenty gallons

less. x886 Boy's Own Paper 2 Oct. 11/3 Disagreeable



oil..

smells, as if of a steamboat's lower regions, proved this to be

the oil-room. 1004 Set. Amer. Suppl. 9 Apr. !36<i (Cent.

SuppU) •Oil-shdL l8«s U. S. Patent 17 Jan. No. 45957

*Oil stove. i«8o f/^rfir's Mat. Aug. 400 Oil stoves are

objeotionable because of the unpleasant odor of the fuel.

IU3 Deki-inc Secret Sanctuary ix, A man was bending

over one of the wings, pouring oil into the "oiUump. 1909

O Rev Oct. 575 DepSt ships for destroyers, mother-shtps

ior submarines, and 'oil-supply vessels. 186. U. S. Patent

18 Feb. No. 34,4a6 *Oil tank. 1880 Harper's Mag. Dec. 65

Sheet-iron oif-tanks. 1913 V. B. LawES Oil Fuel 88 Specially

constructed oil-tank steamers then convey it to the distri-

butingports. 1903 L. A. Flemminc /"««/. Tanninmt Sheep

and lambskins Vil-tanned. Ihid. 410 *OlI tanning with

Turkey-red oil. 1901 Sketch 17 July 408/1 Sand dropped

into the 'oil-valves. 1864 Affleton's Ann. Cycl. 668/t

•Oil wells are .. sunk in the sandstones of the N.W. Pennsyl-

vanU region. 1870 U.S. Census I. (1872) 68a Oil well

operators. l88a Harpers Mag. Sept. 588/1 A deck-load of

brick for a Menhaden *oil-works had been dumped there.

e. oil-age, an age in which oil is used exten-

sively, esp. as a source of power ; oil-bath, {a) an

apparatus in which oil is used as a medium for

heating or cooling; {i) in various machines and

the like, a receptacle containing lubricating oil

through which part of the mechanism moves ; also

attrib.; oil-belt, a zone containing oil-fields; foil-

buoket, the well of a former make of oil-lamp

;

oil-buoy, a can-buoy having a supply of oil for

calming rough water; oil-burner, a ship that

bums oil for fuel ; oil-oalm, a calm stretch- of

water as produced by the use of oil ; oil-oan, also

{slang), a German trench-mortar shell; oil-coal,

coal from which oil is obtained ; oil-cup, -gilding

(earlier examples) ; oil-jacket, a jacket made of

oil-skin ; oil-king, a magnate in the oil trade ; oil-

mixed a., mixed with oil ; oil-ring, a ring attached

to a revolving shaft or the like for automatic lubri-

cation ; oil-rook, rock which yields oil; oil-shale,

shale which yields oil; oil-slick, a smooth oily

expanse on the surface of water ; oil-soluble a.,

that is soluble in oil; oil-spring (earlier examples)

;

oil-station, a place where motorists can get

supplies of oil ; oil-switch, a switch having the

contact points immersed in oil ; oil-tan, oil-tanned

leather or articles made of this ; oil-tanker, a

vessel having special tanks for the conveyance of

oil ; a vehicle designed for carrying oil ; oil-

thrower, a device whereby centrifugal force is

utilized to remove oil.

1911 Chambers's Jml. July 465/1 That was the beginning

of the great *Oil Age. 1838 »Oil-bath [see 6 a]. i88s Marine
Ertgineer i Sept. 151/a The crank shaft at the lowest point

of Its revolution constantly touches the surface of an oil

l»th in the closed motion chamber. 1904 Strand Mag.
Nov. p. vii/i Advt., Our Oil Bath Cases ensure..pro-

tection to the chains. 1904 Westnl. Gaz, i Dec 8/1 The
spark occasioned by the opening of a circuit was damped
down by an oil-bath, ion Chambers's Jml. Aug. 559/1

The crank runs in an oil-balh. 1894 Congress. Rec. 31 Jan.

1743/a The great *oil-belt in this country, commencing in

New York, running through Pennsylvania, West Virginia,

Ohio, and Kentucky. 1901 Chambers's Jml. Feb. 126/1

The exploitation of. .the most prolific oil-belt of the world.

1810 Boston Selectmen if> Jan., New invented *oil buckets

and lamp burners. zStgCentury Mag. Mar. 714/2 A number
of these '•oil-buoys' marking the channel can be so fitted.

I9ai R. D. Paine Coinr. Roiling Ocean ix. 160 That ship of

h«^..is an "oil-burner. i88« Outing Dec. 239/1 There they

saw an *ile calm, like as if some one had throwcd a barrel of

ile on the water. 1918 E. A. Mackintosh U^ar, the Libera-

tor 156 ' Look out, sirr, . . *oil can coming over.* Instantly

self-preservation reasserted itself. 1873 C. Robinson N. S.

Wales 52 Deposits of brown cannel *oil coals and oil shales.

1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents {iSso) 233 The combination of

the tight "oil cup with the axle. 1858 Hist. ActingCharades
XV. 183 (Born) .\ gilder living in the village.. explained to

him the nature of *oil-gilding. tSsi H. Melville Moby Dick
xlix. (1926) 227 That worthy, . . buttoned up in his "oil-jacket.

1898 Contemf. Rev. Aug. 236 The Bill.. might have suited

the English oil dealers ; it was too much for the American
•Oil Kinjjs. 191a Chambers's Jml. Apr. 287/2 "Oil-mixed

concrete is best made by mixing the cement, sand, and water

to a mortar, adding the oil to the mixture [etcl. 1904 Elect.

World if Eitpn. 23 Apr. 777 (Cent Suppl.) Bearings of the

tisual self-oiling type, with two revolving brass "oil rings in

each. 190a Set. Attter. Suppl. 15 Nov. 22469 (Cent. Suppl.)

The Spindletop "oil-rock. 1873 "Oil shale [see above]. 1924
Times Trade 4- En^in. Suppl, 29 Nov. 238/4 The railways
of Esthonia are using oil shale as fuel on a large scale.

1889 Century Mag. Mar. 710/2 It had. .formed an "oil-slick

thirty feet to windward. 1927 Haldane & Huxley A nimal
Biol. lit. 03 Vitamin A is a fat-like and "oil-soluble substance.

x83a B. Davenfort Gaz. N. ^««r. (1842) 311/1 s.v. Frank-
lin, The celebrated "oil springs .. rise from the bed of Oil

creek [Pa.] and afford an inexhaustible supply of oil. 1839
Z. Leomard Adventures (1904) 252 An oil spring, rising out
of the earth. X930 Rose Macaulay Relations xix. 274 Sign-
boards it needed, .advertisements all along the road,, .telling

travellers. .about the next gas and "oil station [etc.]. 1004
Trans. Amer. fnst. Elect. Rttgin, 13 (Cent. Suppl.) "Oil-

switch. 1904 S. E. White Silent Places iii. 23^ I ain t got but

. . five pairs of moccasins in the place 1 There s plenty of "oil

tan. X9ao Isle ofMan Weekly Times 21 Sept. 3 Kermodc's
supplied . . installations. , for. . British Admiralty "oil-tankers.

I9a7 Daily Express 20 Sept. 2/4 The goods train consisted

mainly of oil-tankers. 1903 Elect. World f, Engin. 7 Nov.

777/2 Special "oil throwers are provided to prevent the

creepage of oil along the shafL

Oil, Z". Add : L a. and b. (Later examples.)

1851 H. Melville Moby Dick xxv. (1926) 140 A king's head

is solemnly oiled at his coronation, even as a head of salad.

82

189s C. M. Sheldon His Brother's KeeperW. (1896) 39 Have
you been greasing your boots with it ?. . Half a pint wouldn't

oil more than one of "em. X90J Daily Chron. 6 Sept. 3/3
Her craze for the 'psychic '..oils the wheels of the plot.

3. b. intr. To take in a supply of oil.

1914 H. H. Fyfe Real Mexico 201 Some day vessels will

call here., to ' oil ' just as they now ' coal '. I9ax Glasgow
Herald ar Oct. 11 After that the Renown only stopped

to oil.

Oil-bag. O. (Later example.)
111830 in Century Mag. Mar. 710/1 [I] placed two oil-

bags, filled with linseed oil, over the bows.

Oil-cloth. 1. b. (Later examples.)

1876 J. S. Ingram Centen. Exposition xiL 404 In the line

of floor oil-cloths the display was remarkable for the immense

size of the cloths made in a single piece. X904MRS. Sthatton-

PoRTER Freckles 72 Freckles .. covered the (book-lease with

oil-cloth.

Oi'1-olothed, a. [f. Oilcloth.] Laid or covered

with oilcloth. So Oi'lclothy a., suggestive of or

resembling oilcloth.

1899 Meg Dvan Hazard Concealing 328 There came, .the

tap of light heels on the oil-clothed landing, 1918 Gals-

worthy Five Tales, First ^ Last iii. 24 He was in a gas-

lighted passage, with an oil-clothed floor. 1933 Una L.

SiLBKRRAD Lett. Jean Armiter ix. 303 Everything was
slippery and oilclothy.

Oi'ldom. [f. Oil sb. + -dom.] The petroleum-

producing districts of a country.

1877 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Oildo/n, the petroleum manu-
facture j the district in Pennsylvania whence petroleum is

obtained. 1880 Harper's Ma^, Dec. 63 Huge shops, send

..iron tanks into the oil regions—to hold the surplus of

Oildom.

Oiled, ///. a. Add : 1. O. (Further example.)

183s Southern Lit. Messenger 11. 53 The holes, ycleped

windows, covered with oiled paper to keep out the air,

3. Executed in oil-colours.

1903 Ld. Gower Rec. Ir Retm'n. 246 To make an oiled

copy of the framed ' Three Maries ' by Carracci.

4. slang. Slightly drunk ; tipsy.

1916 E. V. Lucas Vermilion B«x 141 He was, as the

slang phrase has it, ' oiled * ; which is a condition of alcoholic

comfort well on this side of inebriety. 1920 H. C. McNeile
Bull-Dog Drummond iii. § 3, Both were quite obviously

what in the vernacular is known as oiled.

6. Comi.,a.s oiled-up, fouled or choked with oil.

X915 Morris Oivner^s Manual 81 Sooty or^ oiled-up plugs

will cause erratic running, loss ofpower and. .increased petrol

consumption.

Oiler. Add : 7. a. A vessel using oil-fuel.

1915 Chambers's Jrnl. Oct. 664/1 "I'he word ' oiler ', like

* steamer ', for oil-driven ships . . is coming into use.

b. An oil-engine.

1916 Chambers's Jrnl. Dec. 843/1 She—the engine is

a cold-starter, two stroke ' oiler '.

8. U.S. slang. A Mexican. (Cf. Gkeabkr 2.)

1907 S. E. VfmTB Arizona Nights 1. iv. 82 A few oilers

livin near had water holes in the foothills, /bid. III. ii. 282

We're livin' like a lot of Oilers.

Oiling, v6l. si. Add : 3. The taking of oil on

board, esp. for fuel.

1906 Westm. Gaz. 37 Feb. 3/1 The difficulties in the way
of ' oiling ' . .at foreign ports.

Oilman. (Later examples.)
1880 Harper's Mag. Dec. 65 There are engines and boilers

and pumps to be built for the oil men. 1891 Century Mag.
Mar. 786 The Plymouth left Sydney . . with a cargo of pork,

oilmen's stores, ironmongery.

Oil-unt. b. and c. (Earlier examples.)

179a J. Belknap Hist. Nnu Hampsh. III. 101 Oil-nut or

Butter-nut. The peculiar property of its bark, the extract

of which is one of the best cathartics in the materia medica

[etc.]. 1813 Muhlenberg Catal. Plants N. Amer. 96 Oil

nut, {Pyrttlaria or Hamiltonia oleifera).

Oilstone, .T^. (Later example.)
1878 Harper's Mag. Jan. 204 Under the name of the

Arkansas whetstone or (Juachita oil-stone, [novaculite rock]

has almost eclipsed its Turkish rivals.

Ointment. A fly in the ointment : see ""Flt

rf.l I e.

O. E. (o" kfi), a., sb., and v. Orig. U.S. Also

okay, okeh. Used as an abbreviation for ' oil

korrect ', misspelling of ' all correct '.

Alleged instances of O.K. in 1790 and 1828 have no evi-

dence to support them. The earliest occurrence .so far noted

is in the Boston Transcript of 15 April 1840. In this and
two examples from April and June the meaning is not clear,

but the explanation 'oil korrect' appears on June 18 (sec

below), "nie attribution to Gen. Jackson was probably not

intended to be taken seriously. (Jther jocular extensions of

the initials follow in the same year. The suggestion that

they represent the Choctaw oke |
it is ' first appears in 1885,

and does not accord with the evidence.

A. adj. (See O 5 d.)

184a Atlas (Boston) 18 June 3/1 The band rode in a stage,

which had a barrel of Hard Cider on the baggage rack,

marked with large letters 'O.K.'

—

oil korrect. Ibid. 19

Aug. 2/4 These initials, according to Jack Downing, were

first used by Gen. Jackson. ' Those papers, Amos [Kendall],

are all correct. 1 have marked them O.K.' (oil korrect).

The Gen. was never good at spelling. 1844 Lowell (Mass.)

Offering IV. 148 (Th.) She said my bonnet was O.S., instead

of O.K. iV^ Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 393 Look at his

feet,, .his every thing, in fact^so perfectly O.IC. I 1847-1900

[see O s d]. 1848 Knickerbocker Mag. XXXI. 86 We have
it that can't be beat on any land . .it is the extra 'O.K. 'brand.

X875 Mrs. Stowe We fy Neighbors xxx. 281 St. John is O.K.
about all the particulars of how they managed in the cata-

combs. 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters xxi. 306, I . .was so

sure that it was O.K. that I sat down and wrote Starleigh_I

was certain it would be a go. 1908 MuLFORD Orphan xiii.

160 He's an O.K. dog, that's what be is.

OLD.

B. tb. The letters 'O.K.', esp. as written on a

document, etc, denoting approval of its contents;

an indorsemant, approval, or sanction.

1848 Dow, Jr. Patent Serm. \. 273 (Th.) [Fortitudel in-

fuses new life into his soul, while hope adds an O.K. to his

condition. x88g KansasCity T, <V Star 22 Oct., The build-

ing department put its O.K. on O.K. Kimball's permit for a
frame building. 1896 Congress. Rec. 5 Mar. 2507/1 The
deputy marshall . . would send word to the prosecuting

attorney asking for an 'O.K.* 1901 Merwin & Webster
Calumet K xiv. 273 A formal permit.. signed by Porter

himself, and bearing the O.K. of the general manager. 1909
S. E. White Rules 0/Game 111. xvii. 238 The High Official

added his O.K. to the others. i9aS Dollar Ma^, Dec. 207

To find new and more vivid forms of expression, .in the

hope that they will, in time, receive the okeh of the reading
public. 1931 in North. Amer. Rev. Jan. 15 During the last

two years Raskob has. .put his okay on every major move.

C. V, trans. To mark with the letters * O.K.', to

indicate that it is correct ; hence, to approve of, to

sanction,
x888 Missouri Repithlican 25 Jan. (Farmer), Please O.K.

and hurry return of my account. 1891 Cotigyess. Rec. 15 Feb.

2635/2 If those who were to go into the clerical service of

the Government were to be ' O.K.*d ' by any one except tlie

Civil Service Commission. 1904 Brooklyn Standard Union

25 June 6 The inspectors who O.K.'d the rotten hose. 1914
Munsey's Mag. Jan. Advt. p. A v/2 Land sold by Associa-

tion of Farmers Ok-ed by United States Government.

Okapi (^ka*pi). [The native name.] A rare

ungulate mammal (Okapia johnstoni) related to

the giraffes, found in the dense forests of West
Africa, first discovered in 1900.
X900 Sir H. Johnston in Proc. Zooh Soc. 775, I found the

Bambuba natives dwelling alongside the dwarfs called it

* Okapi'. 190X ChamberPs Jrnl. July 493/1 Ihe native

name for this strange beast, which is quite inoffensive, is the

okapi. X930 Punch 24 Sept. 337/2 A photographer has suc-

ceeded in getting a 'close-up of the shy okapi.

Okay, Okeh, see *0.K.

Okro, okra. For 8 ocra, read 8-9 ocra.

1843 Carlton New Purchase xv. 113 Down came. .the rye-

coffee, and the ocra, and the spices.

Old, a. Add : 1. O. Also oldone, oldun, one's

father, colloq, Anjfold: SGe*AtlY i e. %o every old,

X900 G. Ade More Fables in Slang (1902) 205 An Author

was sitting at his Desk trying to, .grind out Any Old Thing
that could be converted into Breakfast Food, 1918 W. J.

Locke Rough Road iii. 32 Own 'em, sail 'cm, navigate *em,

stoke 'cm, clean out the boilers,, .do every old thing.

3. (Later examples. Also techn. and spec^

1839 in Trans. Mick. Agric. Soc. (1856) VU. 368 The de-

posit [of ore]. -is mostly of inferior quality, being what is

technically known as an old ore. 1841 L. M. Child Lett.

New York vii. 44 In New-York, as elsewhere, the vending

of 'old clo* is a prominent occupation among the Jews.

1854 Florida Plant. Rec. 92, I new it would not doe to give

all my old corn away and to feed the mules on new corn,

5. b. old boy, cootty soldier (example),
1824- [see Soldier sb. 2 b]. 1837 Knickerbocker Mag. IX.

268, I must relieve the ' old soldier * who has been on post

all the dog-watch. X846 Cokcoran Pickings 190 ' Why are

you not a locofoco? ' said we.. .' I live too near the old coon

[Harrison) for that.' i86a Punch Feb. 42/2, I guess them
sarcy Britishers Won't easy get to leeward Of such an all-

fired smart old 'coon As William H. Seward. x8;r7 Bart-

lett Diet. A mer. (ed. 4) 436 ' He's an old coon ', is said of one
who is very shrewd ; often applied to a political manager.

8. a. Also in (7/(/^tffl«,_^//ow U.S. (an overseer or

• boss *), horse or hoss (see Hobsk sb, 4, *Hoss 2),

lady (a woman, one's wife or mother), thing, top.,

Freq, U.S. in popular names of national heroes or leaders,

as Old Abe, Bullion, Hickoty, Ironsides^ etc. : see Bartlett,

Farmer, Clapin, and Thornton.
Old Probabilities: see PROBABiLrrv ab.

xSya Eggleston Hoosier Schoolm. xvii. 134 Here's the old

lady and Shocky. 1873 ' Mark Twain ' & Warner Gilded

Age xxvii. 245 You make yourself pei fectly comfortable, old

lady. 190a S. E. White Blazed Trail xxvii. 187 He was in-

tensely loyal to his *01d Fellows' [='bosscs' of lumber

camps]. X9X3 Galsworthy Fugitive i. 18 My dear old

thing ; you mustn't get into fantods like this. 1914 Conrad
Chance ii. i. 244 The old lady's first-rate, sir, thank you.

X91S WoDEHOUSE Something Fresh ii. § i, I say, Dickie, old

top, I want to see you about something devilish important.

X919 H. L.Wilson Ma Pettengillx. 286 All right, Herman,
old top I x^%o Punch 29 Sept. 255/1 Remorse seized me; I

Eut my arm about her, with—'Tired, old thing?' X9a5

•eeping Sorrell <5- Son iv. § iii, Hallo, Bob, old bean.

O. Of things.

X90S Smart Set Sept. 117/2 No one else is going to run off

with your old car. X918E. A, Mackintosh War^ the Libera-

tor 91, I always wondered If our old barrage could Be half

as bloody good As the Staff said it would.

9. b. The old boy, old smoker (examples).

Also old Driver (Bartlett, 1877), Poger, Split-foot, Toast,

Toaster (Farmer, 1889). U.S. slang.

xSoa Balance (Hudson, N.Y.) 14 Oct. 317 (Th.) The devil

has been nick-named the old boy. X834 Skba Smith Sel.

Lett. y. Doivning 66 They carry on so like the old smoker.

X854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest ^ Sunshine xv. 203 ' Ho
Luce,' continued he, ' where the old boy is your mistre.«r

Ibid. xix. 267 No; he may have her and go to the old boy

for all of Josh. X896 J. C. Harris Sister Jant 25 Because

the Old Boy's done took posscs-sion of him.

11. See also Light sK 6 d, School sb. 5 b, Tbnob

sb.^ I c.

12. b. £?/i/<r(7K«/ry (earlier example) ; Old Eng-

land (later example). Also Old colony (Massa-

chusetts), North State (North Carolina), South

(the South before the civil war). QUI Dominion :

sec *DoMiNiox 2 b.



OLD. 83 OLEASTEB.

X706 F- Baii.y yml. Tour A*. Amer. (1856I 17a The
scenery. .so very different from what we had been used to

in the old country, li^ Soutfurn Lit. MessengerVl.^^i/i

More of Old England is left in the hearts of the Old
Dominion than in all the states beside, save [etc.]. c 1845 in

Bartlett Diet. Amer. (1877) 43S W. A. Graham.. will be

elected governor by the largest majority ever before given .

.

in the Old North State. 1888 Missiisi^/i Valley Lumber,
man May ( Farmer), The hospitality and friendliness of the old

south. 1889 Yk%vl%% Americanisms 398 Old colony^. .\\\K

State of Massachusetts. 1903 K. M. Abbott Old Paths ^
Leg.N. Etig. 357 At the very beginning of your pilgrimage

through the Old Colony.

D. 2. b. Add : Old-boyishness, -fogyish (earlier

example), -liner (later examples), old-soldierism

(the conduct of an 'old soldier').

1850 Punch 3 Aug. sa/l There is a jolly-buckism or an old-

boyishness about the concern, a 1877 /udefendenHBunlclt),

He's slow and rather old-fogyish. 1J03 A'; K. £veii. Pest

31 Oct. 5 The old-liners quietly backbite him for taking up

a ' fanatic ' like Johnson. 1908 R. W. Chambers Firing Line

xxix. 493, I didn't expect any cordiality., but. .they classed

05 with the old-liners. 191 1 H. S. Harrison Queed xxii. 376,

1 think old-soldieriim is the meanest profession the Lord

ever suffered to thrive.

3. olil-countryman, -issue, -line (examples),

-standard, -year.

1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer., 'Old Cmntryman, a native

of England, Scotland, Ireland, or Wales. 1879 Tourcee
FeoFs Err. xvii. 87 Robert, who was.. an **old-issue free

nigger ' (freed before the warV 1856 Congress. Globe 9 Jan.

180/3 Have they offered usoneofmy colleagues, an *old-line

Whig? 1889 Farmer Americanisms 399 Old Lint State,

Maryland. 190* N. Y. Even. Post 27 Oct. 10 The old-line

Democrats. 1908 R. W. Chambers Firing Line xxi. 353 I'm

in an old-line institution. 1830 J. F. Cooper Homeas Found
X. (1873) 169 That is the First Presbyterian, or the *old

standard [church) ; a very good house. 1897 R. M. Stuart
Simpkinsville i. 14 They got him to come to the *old year

party one year, jest for the fun of it.

4. old bach colloq., a confirmed bachelor; Old
Baptist, Old Christian (church) U.S., names of

religious denominations; old-clothes-shop (later

example); old-out a. Typog. = old-face ; old dirt

Mining (ytfi Dirt sb. 3 c, Washdibt) ; old-face a.

Typog. (see Face sb. 32) ; so old-faced adj. ; Old
Glory, U.S., the ' Stars and Stripes ' ; Old Ned
U.S. slang (see qnot.) ; old Orchard U.S., a blend

of whisky originally distilled at Orchard ; old-rich

a., belonging to a family that has long been rich ;

old sledge (later example) ; old soldier sb. U.S.

slang, the remaining part of a smoked cigar or

chewed quid ; also, an empty liquor bottle (Webster

1909) ; Old Sauaw (examples) ; old style a.

Typog., applied to a fount of type modelled on old-

faced or antique ; Old Testament [see Testament
sb. 5 a] ; hence Old Testamentism, the religious

ideas and teachingofthe Old Testament ; old thing

Austral, (see quot.) ; old Thirteen U.S., the

original ' Stars and Stripes ', a flag with thirteen

stars and thirteen stripes ; old tiger, witch (see

qoots.); old witch-grass, an American pasture

grass, Panicum capillare.

1874 J. C. McCov Hist. Sketches 14 Although young,

Peryman is what the ladies term an ' "Old Bach *. 1845

A. Wltxv in Indiana Mag. Hist. XXIII. 18, I see nothing

awaiting the ' "old Baptist ' churches but utter annihilation.

1849 E. Chamberlais Indiana Gaz. 175 Presbyterians,

Methodists, United Brethren, Christian,. ."Old Christian, (or

new Light) and Baptists. 1851 A. O. Hali. Manliattaner

6 Groups of *old clo' shops, gaudily set forth with parti,

colored handkerchiefs. 1888 Jacobi Printers' V'ocat. go

'Old-cut type, founts similar to the Caslon old-faced type.

1878 I. H. IJeadli Western Wilds vii. to7 In pUces (we)

pass hundreds of acres of "old dirt ', which has been washed

out and abandoned. 1875 Caslon's Circular July, He was

•upplied . . with the complete series of original "old-face

founts. l8«3 G. Unwik {title) Specimens of "Old-faced

Series of Type in use at the Greshara Steam Press. 1865

BouDRYE Fi/tk N. V. Cavalry 270 The moment we beheld

the *01d Glory, three enthusiastic cheers burst from one

and all. 1896 Congress. Rec. 25 Apr. 4433/' The chivalry

and comradeship which inheres in every soldier, whether ho

marched under 'Old Glory' or the Stars and Bars. 1869

Overland Monthly III. U9 Southern smoke<ured pork,
._.

in allusion to the famous negro-song, was termed ' "Old Ned .

l8ia R. B. Thomas Farmer's Almanac Sept., Come, ye

lovers of "Old Orchard, let us take a walk into the fields.

19J7 Public Ofinion 18 Feb. 149/1 These mistakes.. seem

folly to an "old-rich man. Ibid, nq/t The old-rich know
these things well enough, but the new.rich never discover

them. 1884 'C E. Craddock" In Tenn. Mts. 11.82 The mingled

charms of "Old Sledge and apple-jack had occasioned com-

ment. 1845 T. J. Green Texian Exped. xvi. 272, I have

known a whole ' medio ' bet upon a race ; hut the most usual

bet wasan "old soldier, f 1871 ' Mark Twain' Sketchet\iV%.

XIX. 45 A wooden box of sand, sprinkled with cigar stubs

and 'old soldiers', a 1877 in Bartlett 2?<V/..4w<«r.(ed. 4) 438

Ladies who swab our sidewalks,.. And.. Haul off old soldiers

lying there at rest. 1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer. 240 Old-

ivife. or 'Old-squaw, the popular name of. .the long-tailed

Duck of PennanL 1870 A mer. Naturalist Mar. 49 The same

kind of food that our Coot and Old Squaw live on. 1871

Amer. Eneycl. Printing (ed. Ringwalt) 32r 'Old-Style

Letter, Roman and Italic letter of the design used previous

to the present century, but which has been readopted to

a great extent during the last few years. 187S Caslon's

Circular July, There appeared in the market a modern
imitation of the old-face character called Old Style. 1900

Marv KlNCSl-EV in Spectator 15 Sept. 333/2 Educating the

next generation out of "Old Testamentism, 1848 H. W,
Haycarth Bush Li/e Australia i. 6 The Traveller's enter-

tainment is confined to the '"old thing', as it is con-

temptuously called, that is to say, beef and 'damper'. 1853
B. F. Taylor Jan. * June (1871) 68 The' "Old Thirteen^
were blazing bright—There were only thirteen then I 1876
Joaquin Miller First Families xv. 126 The following
popular drinks, that is "Old Tiger, Bad Eye. 1881 Harfier^s
Mag. Jam 184/a The young folks.. played at 'prisoner's

base ' or ' "old witch by the wayside '. 1853 Darlington
Flora Cestrica. (ed. 3) 381 Panicum capillare. . .*0\i.vt\\.ch

Grass. 1863 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 86- Panicum
Capillare, Old Witch-grass, is found in sandy pastures.

Old a{fe pension. [Old a. s.] A pension

paid by the state in certain countries to persons
who have reached a specified age and require such
assistance. Used attrib. with cut, schenu, etc. Old
age pensioner, one who receives an old age
pension.

1890 Chambers's yrnl. 8 Feb. 88/ 1 To qualify., the worker
must contribute . . for an old-age pension for fourteen hundred
and ten weeks. 189a Q. Rev. Apr. 507 Old age pensions
commence at seventy years of age. X9oi5 Chambers's Jrnl.
10 Mar. 239/1 There are two possible systems for an old-age

pension scheme for this country. 1909 Reformers' Yr.-Bk.

56 On and from the ist of January, 1909, Old Age Pensions
may be claimed by all persons of 70 years or over, provided

that [etc.]. 1919 Manch. Courier Illust. Section 1 SepL 2/2
An old.age pensioner has been admitted to the infirmary.,

as ' a paying guest *.

Old-fashion, a. Delete \Obs.
x888 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. X. 20, 1 have made good

butter in old fashion shallow pans.

Old-fashioned, a. Add : 4. as sb.

1904 Daily Chron. 7 Jan. 3/3 She.. does not hesitate to

lean to the old-fashioned if occasion require.

Old field. (Add examples.)

1839 Southern Lit. Messenger V. 113/1 First..no such
foreigner has the faintest idea of what an old-field is. 1840

J. Bubl Farmer s Comp. 159 Part of the farm was in old

field, or commons. 1857-8 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. III. 452
In 1840 I became possessed of the tract of land containing

what was called the ' old field \

To. Old-fleld birch (examples) ; old-fleld-pine

(earlier examples).
x8io MiCHAUX Arhres 1. 26 Whitehirch\ovi\ Oldfieldbirck,

(Bouleau des terreins sees.). 1838 D. J. Browne Sylva
Amer. 123 In the state of Maine,.. [the_ name] Old Field

Birch is. .employed to distinguish the white birch from the

canoe birch. 1796-1806 B. Hawkins Lett. 89 The whole
grown up with old field pine, some of them a foot and an half

diameter.* i8i8Nuttall A^-4»/rt-. /*/««/* 11. 223 Old-field

Pine [P. taeda). 1841 Southern Lit. Messenger \ll. 452/r

The old-field pine had not intruded so largely on the domain
of the ploughman and reaper.

O. attrib. as old-fieldcolt, ground,plum, preacher,

school, school-master, scrub.

183s Southern Lit. Messenger I. 582, I could.. only re-

member that every untrimmed 'old field colt was a regular

descendant of Eclipse. 1773 Carroll Papers in Maryland
Hist. Mag. XIV. 278 Our corn.. is very good at all the

quarters, some of this "old field ground.. excepted. 1887

Harper's Mag. Sept. 588/2 She been goin' out. .between

times, and getherin' "old-field plums. 1904 T.^ Watson
Bethany (1920) 168 The tremendous emphasis with which
"old field preacher uttered the words. 1834 Carruthers
Kentuekian in N.Y. I. 26 He sold his horse and cart too,

and then turned in to keepin an "old-field school. 1853 J. G.

Baldwin Flush Times Alabama 125 The master of the old

field school was one of the regular faculty. 1888 Centuty

Mae. XXXVI. 278/1 He attended what is known in some
regions of the South as an 'old field school', 1853 J. G.
Baldwin Flush Times Alabama 106 He had been an "old-

field schoolmaster. 1834 Carruthers Kentuekian in N.Y.
I. 12, I bet you my horse Talleyrand.. against an "old field

scrub.

Old land. dial. Also oUand, ollunt (see

E.D.D.). Land that has lain in grass for some

time, usually two years or more.

1784-181S A. YouNO Annals Agric. IX. 429 (E.D.D.). i88a

A'. Q. Ser. VI. VI. 406/2 It was the land ploughed out of

grass (out-land), which was known as olland. 1895 P. H.
Emerson Birds etc Norf. Broadland 8 Newlays and ollunts

close by the marsh farmhouse. 1909 Eastern Daily Press

23 Jan. 8/1 Oats also do much better on an olland than on

loose land.

b. Land that has been in cultivation for a long

time. U.S.
1833 B. Sili.iman Man. Sugar Cane 10 Violet cane . . prefers

old land, and th;it which is rather dry.

o. Geog. Previously existing land, contrasted

with land more recently formed. Also attrib.

1895 Geog. Jrnl. V. 133 The old-land streams that are ex-

tended across the new coastal plain by the addition of conse-

quent lower courses. 1897 Ibid. IX. 538 For convenience all

tlie lanti back of this initial shoreline will be called the ' old.

land ', and all alluvial accumulation built in front of the

oldland . .will be called ' foreland ',

Old maid. Add: 3. b. U.S. The velvet-leaf

or Indian mallow, Abutilon avicennx.

1839 Southern Lit. Messenger V. 751/2 A particular spot

in his garden was appropriated to the culture of old maids.

1880 Scribner's Monthly May 101/2 In my section an

annoying weed is Abutilon, or velvet-leaf, also called 'old

maid'. 1888 Century Mag. XXXVI. B96/1 The flower-

garden overrun with..four.o'clocks, old-maids, and sun-

flowers.

Hence 01d-mai*dya. = old-maidtsh.

1923 Una L. Silberrad Lett. Jean ArmiterxMl t i!. 253

She is much nicer and better really than I, in my old-maidy

prejudice, used to think.

Old man. Add : 1. (U.S. examples.)

Also U.S. in oldman eloquent, often applied (after Milton's

phrase) to John Quincy Adams, 1767-1848.

179a BRAcKENaiDCK Adv. Capt. Farrago xx'til. 1x3 You arc

welcome. Sir, if you wish to stop . . though since my old man s

time, we don t Uke in strangers for common. 1840 A'mcAer.

hocher Mag. XVI. 208 ' You must ask the old man *, said the
lady. 1848 Congress. Globe 24 Feb. 388 Let not the grave of
the old man eloquent he desecrated by unfriendly remem-
brances. 187a Eggleston Hoosier Schoolm. iii. 28 My ole

man's purty well along in the world. 1901 S. E. White
Claim Jumpers i. 4 He's been pestering the old man to send
him West. Old man doesn't approve.

b. (Earlier and later examples.)
1845 Knickerbocker Ma^. XXVL 206 I've known the Old
Man come on deck at midnight. 1873 ' Mark Twain * &
Warner Gilded Age iv. 44 The 'old man ' was the captain
—he is always so, on steamboats and ships.

d. A master, overseer, foreman, or superinten-

dent.

1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 83 The 'old man ' him-
self came to the door, and looking down at his apprentice,
shook his head sorrowfully. X887 C. B. George 40 Years
on Rail ix. 167 They feel that if they can only lay it before
the ' old man ' it will be properly dealt with. X9S3 Mulforo
Coming o/Cassidy xii. X97 ' Is there any chance to get a job
here? ' ne asked anxiously. ' You'll have to quiz th* Old Man '.

0. 6'^.S'. local. Substituted familiarly for ' old

Mr.—'.
X843 Carlton New Purchase 78 Ole-man Sturgis. 1859

Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2) 301 In the South and West,
instead of saying. .'Old Mr. Smith', it is customary to say,
' Old man Smith '. x86a Let. in Congress. Globe Mar. (1863)

1664/1, 1 send a few lines to you by old man Jesse Price.
X903 A. D. McFaul Ike Glidden xvii. X26 There is old man
Spencer who had always been poor,

fig. 19x0 W. M. Raine B. O'Connor 30 When Old Man
Trouhle comes knocking at the door. 1919 C. P. Thompson
Cocktails 252 Why, being officially booked to meet Old Man
Death on ground, 1 had kept the appointment in the air.

4. b. U.S. A grizzly bear.
x886 Outing Nov. 108/x Good hoy I You've got more sand

than I thought you had to tackle the old man on the open
plain.

7. Old-man kangaroo = sense 4.

xgox Chambers's Jrnl. May 340/2 He knew. .the best

ground for shooting an old-man kangaroo.

Old-ma'nnish, a. [f.OLO man -USH.] Charac-

teristic or suggestive of an old man.
X9a7 Deeping Kitty v\\. His affection for that corner of the

City of Westminster grew more deep and old-mannish.

Old-school, a. [f. Old a. + School sb.^ 5 b.]

1. Of or belonging to a party which adheres to

conservative views, principles, or modes of life.

x8is Niles' Weekly Reg. IX. 120/2 The federal and 'old

school ' democratic candidate for congress. x8m J. F.

Cooper Home as Found xiii. (1873) 218, I could just get

a look of our clergyman's wig ; for he was an old-school man.

b. Theol. Adhering to established or traditional

views or interpretation of doctrine.

1837 Peck Gaz. Illinois I. 72 McDonoueh College . . is

identified with the interests of the ' old school Presbyterians.

1847 H. Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 274 The first church, the

old school Presbyterian,., was built about 1817. X873 'Mark
Twain ' & Warner Gilded Age vii. 80 Grandmother., was
an Old-School Baptist. X878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds
xii. 183 The Old School Baptisses never went nigh the

Methodis' meetin' house.

2. Characteristic or suggestive of a former time
;

old-fashioned, antiquated.

x8o6 Fessendkn Democracy Unveiled II. 61 These bring

grave old-school reflections. 1836 Dunlap Mem. Water
DrinkerUSp)l.i3 His grey hair. .and.. suit of grey broad-

cloth, gave him an old-school air. x88a J. W. DowLiNC
{title), Old School Medicine and Homoeopathy.

O-ld-tlmy, -timey, a. [Old-timb a.] Old-

fashioned in character.

1879 F. R. Stockton Rudder Grange xviL 206 Things that

were apparently so ' old-timey . . that David Dutton did not

care to take them with him.

Old wife. 2. (Earlier mod. example.)
X838 J. F. Cooper Homeward Bound xii. 157 I've seen a

lover who couldn't tell.. a canvas-back from an old-wife.

Old woman. Add : 1. b. (Examples.)

1834 W. G. SiMMS Guy Rivers II. 97 The old woman, by
whom we mean., to indicate the spouse of the wayfarer, and

mother of the two youths, was busied about the fire. 1839

Mrs. Kibkland New Home xv. 96 If my old woman was to

stick up that fashion, I'd keep the twuse so blue she couldn't

sec to snuff the candle. i86y Mrs. Stowe Oldtmin Folks

xxxvii, 481 The old woman ls just as choice of her boys as

if [etc.].

o. U.S. dial. A she-bear.

x886 Outing Nov. ix. 104/2, I heerd a cracklin', an. . long

come the old woman with a cub foUerin' behind.

3. old woman's tooth, a small plane used by

cabinet-makers.
1907 Eleanor Rowe Preset. Wood-carving 7 The router,

very similar to the tool called by the joiner an ' old woman's
tooth ', may occasionally be used.

Old world, a. 2. (Example.)
X877 Harper's Mag. Dec. 01/2 This was.. a beautiful gar-

den kept ill old-world order by a Scotch gardener.

Oleaginoasly (oulxise-dainasli), adv. [-LT 2.]

In an oleaginous or oily manner.
X9X» L. J. Vance Destroying Angel x. X19 Three doors,

in one of which a rotund Chinaman beamed oleaginously.

I9xa Dekpinc Sincerity xxxii. 247 His hands were fat, his

neck full of red creases, his manner towards women
oleaginously gallant.

Oleander. (Later example.)
_

1880 G. W. Cable Grandissimes xxvi. 193 Their long,

over-arched avenues of oleander.

Oleaster. Add : o. Comb. Oleaster plum

(see qnot.). „, , ., ,

X885 Balfour Cycl. India s.v.. Oleaster Plum fmit of

the ElKagnus conferta, which abounds in parts of the ienas-

lerim jungles.



OLEPIlflC.

Oloflnlo (*lffi-nik), o. Chem. [COlepine +

-10.] Of, pertaining to, or having the character-

istics of the defines.

ign Daily MaU 15 Feb. 3 Those olefimc and empyreu-

matic substances whicb result from the distillation of coal

or oil.
, . - _

Oleo 2 {df\u>). Abbreviation of Oleograph.

igas Galswortht Capturis (1953) 56 Taking up the oleos,

he turned his back on the photographs.

Oleum («"-l«i'm). [ad.L. oleum oil.] A trade

name for oil of vitriol ; fuming sulphuric acid.

Also attrib.

1919 E. Hendrick Chem. in Everyday Life 61 SO3 or

oleum, as it is called, mixed with too per cent, acid, is needed

in some chemical operations, igai Diet. Occuf. Terms

(1917)5 143 (;/<rK»»ma«,.. attends to plant in which fuming

sulphuric acid is mnie... Olettm flant worker.

Olfactometer ((^Ifaekt^ m/taa). [1. L. olfact-

us smelling, smell + <o)mktek.] An instrument for

measuring the keenness of the sense of smell or the

intensity of odours. Hence 0:lfaotome'trlo a., of

or pertaining to the measurement of smells. Ol-

factoinetry, the measurement of smells.

iSoo Science 17 Jan. 44 (Cass. Suppl.) Dr. Zwaardemaker,

of Utrecht ..has constructed an instrument whicli he calls

ail olfactometer. 1898 Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. X. S6 Both

olfactometry and odorimetry are branches of * olfactology

'

(to anglicise another word used by Dr. Zwaardemaker).

1901 E. B. TiTCHENER Exper. Psychol. I. 11. ii9_ Olfacto-

metric technique, .is.. circumstantial and time-taking. 190a

Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 746/1 On this principle an olfacto-

meter may be constructed by which the intensities ofdifferent

odours may be compared.

oncotropic (p=lig<'tr(7*pik), a, Entom. [f.

Oligo- + Gr. TponK-6% Tropic] Of bees : That
visit few kinds of flowers.

1899 Nat. Science Nov. 314.He deals chiefly with the

flower visits of oligotropic bees. 1919 J. H. Lovell Flower
4- Bee 106 When a species of bee restricts its visits., to a few
allied kinds of flowers [it is termed] an oligotropic bee.

Olio. Add : 3. Olio concert, a variety concert.

1809 S. Breck in Recoil (1877) App. 271 We.. rode round
to Mr. Brent's,.. with whose family we took tea, and after-

ward accompanied them to an olio concert.

Olive, J*-' 1. b. American olive (example).

1S13 MuHLENBF-RG CaiaL Plant. N. AmeK 2 American
olive (purpie-berried bay).

C. attrib. and Comb. Add : a. olive industry,

spray ; also objective gen. olive culture, -phicker,

d. olive-backed (earlier example) ; also with refer-

ence to the shape of an olive, as olive-headed,

•shaped, adjs. e. olive-berry (later example) ;

olive thrush, the olive-back.

1870 Amer. Naturalist IV. 541 The 'OliTe-backed Thrush
(Turdus SwainsoniiU 1869 Mrs. Stowb Oliito~um Folks
xvi. 176, 1 guess our *olive-berries arc pretty well beaten off

now. 1893 K. Sanborn S. California 155 *01ive culture is

just now the fad. 1908 Practitioner Jan. 62-3 All acorn,

headed, or *olive.headed bougie, .should be passed in order

to diagnose stricture. 1893 K. Sanborn .J. California 155
Pomona is the bead-quarters of the *olive industry. 1907
Edith Rickkrt Golien Hawk 230 A sweet little, pretty

litt4e *olive-plucker. 1908 Practitioner Sept. 360 The sounds
which will best aid are those, .havi.ig interchangeable *olive-

shaped metallic heads. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 222

Climbing the sides of the nearer MonticelU in a gray belt of

*olive-spray. 1904 S. E. White Silent Places i. 4 The white-

throats and *olive thrushes called in a language hardly less

intelligible.

Olive-'branch. 1. b. (Later example.)
1856 R. Glisan Jrnl. Army Life xxiv. (1874) 324 The

troops .. moved up Rogue River.. with the olive branch in

one hand, and the sword in the other.

OUverian. B. adj. (Later example.)
x8o6 Epitome Giinton*s hist. Peterborough Cath. 41 The

painted windows demolished by the Oliverian rabble.

Olivescent (plivesent), a. [f. Olivk -^

-KSCENT.] Of colour : Bordering on or slightly

olive.

X900 Proe. Zool. Soc, 506 Kirontisa ivhiteJuadi...VY>p^r-

side deep olivescent brown. Fore wing with two paler

olivescent marks within,

Olive-yard. (Recent example.)
1929 Camh. Med. Hist. VI. xiv. 475 Enclosed vineyards

and oliveyards.

Olivine. C. (Add examples.)
1895 Harker Petrotfor Students 58 The Tertiary gabbros

of the western islands of Scotland, .are in general olivine-

gabbros. Ibid. 178 The Tertiary basaltic rocks of., the
north-east of Ireland are olivinc-basalts. 1897 Geikie Anc.
Volcanoes Gt. Brit* L 151 Kniptive rocks, some of which
are olivine-diabases.

OlogicaU (Earlier example.)
1854 DiCKEKS Hard 'times I. xv, I hope you may now

turn all your ological studies to good account.

Oly-COOk. Add : Also oliekoek, olyooek,
-coke. (Later examples.)
1881 Harper^s Mag. Mar. 533/1 His favorite city has

surpassed all others in.. olie koeks, and New Year cookies.

1889 Rose T. Cooke Steadfast vL 78 Refreshing hiin with
hot flip, oly koek, or Indian preserves.

01ym.piad. Add : 2. A modem (quadrennial)

celebration ofOlympicgames. (See*OLTMPToA.2.)
1907 Wetttn. Gaz. i Aug. 10/3 When the last Olympiad

was held at St. Louis, U.S.A., in 1904, it was decided to hold
the next in Rome. 1908 /bid, 31 Mar. 8/3 This year's

Olympiad. 1908 Outlook 18 July 77/1 How are we to re.

gard the Fourth Olympiad of the revived Games?

Olympic. A. ad;. 2. Olympic games. Add :

RcTived as a quadrennial international athletic

84

meeting at Athens in 1896 and in various places

since then.

tSg6.Scribiier's Mag. Apr. 45}Ji The revival of the Olympic
Gaines. Restoring the Stadion at Athens. 1896 Fortn.

Rev, June 944 What was done to persuade Oxford and
Cambridge men to compete in the Olympic Games? Practi-

cally nothing. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 31 Mar. 8/3 There is now
some confusion with regard to the International Olympic
games.

-Oma, -Ome, terminal element representing Gr.

-cu/io (which forms neuter nouns cognate with

verbs) as in Siirkcofia, L. diploma, Fr. diplome.

Diploma. Other examples adapted from Greek

words or possible Greek types are carcinoma,

caiilome, phyllome, rhizome (-oma), sarcoma, tri-

chotne {-oma), etc. In modern usage the suffix is

regarded as signifying a ' formation ' or ' growth

'

of some kind, and hybrids such as *Cembntoma are

being formed.

Omaresque (^umare'sk), a. [f. as next +
-ESQUE.] Suggestive of Omar Khayyam or his

poetry.
189a Academy 5 Nov. 404/1 In shorter measures there is

often an Omaresque effect of thought.

Omariaa («mei>'rian), a. and sb. [f. the name
of the Persian mathematician and epigrammatist,

Ghiyathuddin Abulfath ' Omar bin Ibrahim al-

Khayyami {c, 1100) -I- -IAN.] a. adj. Of or per-

taining to Omar Khayyam or his poetry ; having

the style or character of his poetry, b. sb, A
student or admirer of Omar Khayyam ; a member
of the Omar Khayyam Club.
1898 Daily News 31 Jan. 6/3 To the devout Omarian a

reproduction in black-and-white of this early MS. will carry

something of the fragrance [etc]. 1898 IVestm.Gaz. 22 Feb.

3/4 The next service demanded of Omarian scholarship is an
edition in the original Persian. 190X Ibid. 8 Jan. 2/3 Marie's

needs are almost Omarian in their simplicity, igoj Daily
ChroH. 13 Feb. 3/3 Serious Omarians. .are willing to do more
for their master than merely turn down an empty glass.

Hence Oma'rianism, O'marism, admiration or

imitation of Omar Khayyam ; the doctrines or cult

of Omar Khayyam. So O-marite = *OMARiANa.
1897 Daily Citron. 9 Dec. 7/2 All more or less imbued with

the spirit of what is called 'Omarianism', and all. .decorously

coiiviviaL 1898 J. H. McCarthy in JVestm. Gaz. 22 Feb.

3/3 The protest against what may be called Omarism. 1900

Academy 21 July 55/2 Mr. Fawcett called Omarism a fad.

Ibid., The Omarite message was interpreted :
' Get drunk as

often as you can, and stay so long as you can, for there's

nothing in life half so profitable.*

Om,brO-. Add: OmTjro'pMlous a. Bot.,

adapted to moist conditions or a w^et climate.

Ombro'plilly, ombrophilous quality. Ombro-
pho'bic, Ombro'pliobons a, Bot,, adapted to a dry

climate or habitat. Ombrcphoby, ombrophobio

quality.

J900 B. D. Jackson Closs, Bot. Terms, Ombrophilous,

rain-loving ; Ombrophily, the condition described \ Onibro-

phobic, hating rain ; Ombrophoby, dislike or impatience of

rain. 1903 W. R. Fisher tr. Schimper's Plant-geog. :ti<„

226 Young leaves are as a rule unwettable and^ ombropho-
bous ; later they become wettable and ombrophilous.

Omdah, Omdeh. Also omda. [ad. Arabic

t-umdah column, support, trustworthy authority, f.

root tm(^ to support.] The headman ofan Egyptian

village.

1907 Daily Chron. 20 Aug. 3/7 ViUage omdehs to be elected

by the whole mass of the villagers. 1923 Q. Rev. Apr. 428

Omdehs and others who may be tempted to revert to the old

ways would be well to reflect. 1914 Glasgow Herald i-^ Dec.

7 The numerous 'omdas', or village headmen, who were
dismissed during the Zaghlulist regime. i^6Blackw. Mag,
Apr. 409./1, I was reluctantly compelled to accept the

hospitality of the Omdah. .for lunch.

-ome : see *-oma.

Omega. 2. Add : Alsofrom Alpha to Omega:
from beginning to end ; from top to toe.

1930 Mackail HowA musing 307, I was a gentleman from
alpha to omega.

Omelet, omelette, sb. Add : C. attrib., as

omelette-pan.

1879 Mrs. Whitney yust How 292 Finish beating and
mixing the omelette, setting on the omelette-pan when
almost ready.

Omelet, Omelette, v, [f. Omelet, -te sb.l

trans. To make into an omelet.
187a Egcleston End of World -uTiXn. 155 The eggs. .were

not poached, they were not scrambled, they were not

omeletted.

Omen, sb. O. Add : omen-animal.
x9oa Man II. 61 The cbajiters on the omen-animals and

the cult of skulls are of special value.

Omeno'logy. [f. Ombjt j*.-f-MGT.] The study

or science of omens.
1904 Hastings' Diet. Bible V. 555/2 Such . .occurrences as

the lunar eclipse, would serve as a basis for lunar omenology.

Omni-. Omnitemporal (earlier example).
i88a Westcott Hist. Faith (jiii) iu. 144 The 'eternal'

does not in essence express the infinite extension of time but
the absence of time, not the omni-temporal but the supra-
temporal.

Omnibus. A. sb. Add : 2. b. Short for

Omnibus book: see *B. •(.

1931 Uitle) The Omnibus of Romance edited by John
Grove.

5. omnihtis-driver, office^ ridings sleigh^ 'ticket
^

omnibus man (earlier example),
1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIV. 91 His opinions against

the omnibus-riding ofsomanyofour idle citizens. 1852 Haf.e
If, Yesy ?r Perhaps (1868) 3 This (sum).. would buy the
omnibus tickets. 1854 Maria S. Cummins Lamplighter
xviii, You know the way from the omnibus-offict 1857
Christian Misc. 219/2 We know no class of men who undergo
a more severe life of toil, than the omnibus-men and cabmen
of London. j86o Boston Audit. Ann. Rep. 323 One covered
omnibus sleigh. 1870 * Fannv Fern ' Ginger-Snaps 304
This honored name, shouted from lungs that would not have
disgraced an omnibus-driver.

B. cuij. Add : 1. (Earlier examples.) Also
omnibus contribution,
1B42 Congress. Globe 5 July App. 661/1 These two articles

. . were caught in the omnibus, or drag-net section, which is

?
laced in the rear of the bill. x8§o Ibid, 8 May App. S24/i»
am opposed to all omnibus bills, and all amalgamation

projects. 1889 Echo 16 Nov. (Cass. Suppl.) Each man pays
an omnibus contribution of a shilling a week for benefits.

3. Omnibus book, volume, etc., a book or

volume (usually containing several works) published

at a price designed to place it within the reach of

all; often taken to mean 'including miscellaneous

subjects*. Omnibus ticket, one admitting a

number of persons.

1867 Re^. Iowa Agric. Soc. (1868) 408 Some. .tender
hearted friends would take in their settlement [= family]
and then proceed to some bole., in the fence and hand his
* omnibus ticket to some other parent. 1929 Daily Teh
1 Jan. 6/2 It is a day of what the publishers call 'omnibus
books*, meaning works which carry many and varied pas-

sengers, Z928 Observer 25 Mar. 8/4 The vogue for the

•omnibus* volume continues. 1928 Publishers' Circular

14 July 39/2 The * Omnibus ' Wells. Ibid., 20 Oct, 549/1 Mr.
John Murray has.. published an ' omnibus ' volume.

Omnibus, 2/. Add: c. To convey by omnibus.
1863 'Gail Hamtlton' Ca/a-Z?/ij'j 121 We were quickly

omnibused to the relics of Donegana,
Omni-ficence, [f. Omnific a. -i- -bnce.] The

fact or quality of being omnific, or of making or

doing everything.
1884 RusKm Bible ofAmiens W. § 38 Unwearied in pro-

tective friendship, in meekly dextrous omnificence, in latent

tutorship.

OmnopOXL (p»*mn<?ppn). Med. Also omnipon.
[f, L, omnis Omni- -f Opium.] A preparation of the

hydrochlorides of the combined alkaloids derived

from opium used medically.
The word is a registered trade-mark.
ijlio Lancet 15 Oct. 1169/1 Pantopon is known in Great

Britain as •Omnopon', and represents the total alkaloids of

opium in the form of hydrochloric salts. 1922 C. T. Campion
tr. Schweitzer's Edge Primeval Forest v. 92 He is given an
injection of omnipon.

Omopha^y {pmp'^^^i), Anglicized form of

Omophagta-
1905 Athenaeum j6 Sept. 377/3 Such an omophagy cer-

tainly formed part of the cult of Dionysus.

Omphali'tis. Path. [f. Gr. 6/i(^os navel +
-ITIS.] Inflammation of the navel.

1897 Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX. 208 Of the remain-

ing cases, .one. .was due to pyaemia following omphalitis in

the newly-born.

On, prep.

1. d. (Later examples of phrases.) For on the

air : see *Aib sb. i c.

1823S. H. LoNG.£-r^*<^. I.69Beingunacctistomed totrarel-

ling on foot, they were much fatigued. 1848 J. F. Coopm

or ' on a steamer '. 1886 Outing Nov. 156/2 A splendid, all-

round course, .eminently calculated to try the various points

of sailing on, off, and before the wind.

f. (Later example.)
1871 Scribner"! Monthly 11. 630, I believe on my soul,

what I suspected before, that you stole that daguerrotype.

g, {e) on time (see quot.),

1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocab. 91 When a man is paid by
the hour or week, and not by piece-work, he is Kud to be ' oa

time ',

h. On thejob, on the map : see the sbs.

i. On deck : In Baseball, next on the list to bat.

1883 NvE Baled Hay 52 An umpire.. to decide who is at

bat and who is on deck.

6. Also U.S. redundantly in on yesterday.

1852 N. Y. Tribune 9 Jan. (Bartlett) It was the intention

to send in the Treasury Report. ,00 yesterday. 1922 H. C.

Lodge in Congress. Rec. 27 Dec. 942, I took occasion to ask

the Secretary of State on yesterday.

d. On schedule', according to schedule ; on time

(earlier examples). See also *i g and Time sb. 43.

1848 Stray Subjects 30 S'pose you never heard of bury-

ing a man on time. 1872 Mariktta Hollev My Opinions

{1891) 268 Thursday mornin* found me to the depott in good

lime. Betsey also was on time. 1927 Daily Tel. i Mar. 6/4

The material must be finished on time._ routed on schedule,

and delivered at exactly the psychological moment-

9. On time^ on credit. See also Fly ^^ a,

Lbvbl sb. 5 c, Trust sb, i b.

1873 W. Mathews Getting on in World xix. 316 Yet wc

need not expect that the practice of selling goods on tune

will ever be abandoned.

10 {h). On guards on the drinks on the feed, on

the go, on the lean^ on the listen, on the run, on the

(or a) spree : see (also) the sbs. (d) elliptical'y, as

on mint, on opera : on guard at the mint, or opera.

Z887 Chambers's Jml. May 317/1 The sergeant * oa Mint

'



oir.

is virtually Invested with supreme authority. Ibid. Dec.
795/1 The sentries ' on opera ' are provided with neither
sentry-boxes.. nor order-boards.

b. (Later examples.) See also *Activk a, 4,
Duty sb. 5 e, Servicb sb.^

1849 I^* Nasom ymi. 4g There are nearly a hundred
slaves on the work, i^ Farmer Americanisms 401/1 On
herdy Offherd^ cowboy's terms for being;^ on or off duty.

C. To be on itx to be ready or prepared for, to
be skilled in, something. U.S. colloq,

187a ' Mark Twain ' Innoc, at Home ii. (1882) 269 Pard,
he was on it ! He was on it bigger than an Injun 1 1873
Joaquin Miller Unwritten Hist. viii. (1876) 116 There will

be blood... I hope the Indians are *on it*. .and that they
will receive the wretches warmly as they deserve. 1881 A. A,
Hayes New Colorado/ v. 77 You bet he could cook. He was
just on it,

14. b, (Later U.S. example.)
xgo6 HarPer^s ^iag, Feb. 224 Dreamers awake from their

lethargy and seem to take a new lease on life.

2L b. U^S. Against (a person).
1901 Munsey*s Mag: XXV. 711/2 Oh, wasn't that one on

me 1 igos^/wz-r, lilnstr. Ma^. Dec 187 Hecan't proveany-
thing on you, can he? 1906 Nation (N.Y.) 6 Dec. 478 The
people rejoiced that the laugh was on those whom they
consider their natural enemies. 1916 H. L. Wilson Some'
where in Red Gap i. 40 * The joke is sure on us \ says Ben
Sutton, 'but I bear him no grudge.' 1923 Titus Titnher
vii. 72 And if you give up they'll succeed.. .The laugh will
be on you, then, \^'j Hutchinson^s Mystery Story Mag^,
Feb. 104 The man offered me his car to search for the woman.
iJut I had nothing on her, and did not accept the offer.

C. colloq. Indicating the persoa who is to pay
the bill {esp. for a treat ofany kind).
X903 CuTCLiFFE HvNE Mr, Horrocks, Purser 78 And now

come and have a bit of cheap lunch. We'll consider we've
tossed for it, and it's on me. x^o8 S. E. White Riverman
vii. 59 Come in and have a drinJe on me. 191^ Mulford
ComingofCassidy ii. 30 * Here, have another [drink J.'

* All
right—this is on me. Here's more luck.' 1918 * Ian Hay '

Last Million vii. 85 *This is on us", Al Thompson hastened
to add. 19*6 J. Black Yen CanU Win v. 51 'This is on
me ', she said, returning my money, * and so is the dinner ',

d. To have something {ox nothing) on : to have
some (or no) advantage over. (Cf. *Have v, 14 e.)

191a Mathewson Pitching x. 220-1 Always have some-
thing on him [= the batter] and never let him have anything
on yon. This is the prescription for a great pitcher, 1913
E. D. BiCGERs Seven Keys to Batdpale xiv. 171* I can't
just get the full meaning of it all,' * You have nothing on
Die there...! can't either.' 1938-30 [see UavbZ'. 146].
27. (Later U.S, example.)
1836 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. I. viii. (1837) 57 Your fac-

tories down east., go ahead on the English a long chalk.

80. U.S» In senses where English usage would
have another preposition or expression, snch as 'at,

of, about, regarding, dealing with '.

1849 Mrs. Stowe Mayflower 109 * Nothin' so remarkable,
as I know on,' said he. 1928 Publishers'' Weekly 24 Nov.
2182/1 There is no uniform rule on remaindering, x^^oli/id.
6 Mar. 1178 To aid the bookseller, -to get all the facts on a
book promptly. Ildd. 1345 The latest printing on Wells'
'Outline of History '.

On, adv. Add : 2. (Later example.)
1923 H. G, Weli^ Men Like Gods n. ii. § 2. 176, 1 have to

go on at the Alhambra on September the 2nd.

7. b. Also bows on
^Jaws on^ nose on.

1839 Knickerifocker Mag. XIII, 378 He offered. .to run
his boat, 'bows on ', against the side of an 'old bull '. Ibid.
383 He [a whale] came down, at full speed, 'jaws on *, with
the determination.. of doing battle in earnest. z88o- [see
Stem sb^ 2 bj. 1919 C, P. Thompson Cocktails 250 It was
Neill's plan to gain height and kecpoose-on totbestunter's
tail.

13. b. (Further example.)
1908 R, W. Chambers Firing Line iv. 46 If you and

Virginia have nothing better on I'll dine with you to-night.

d. On (to)f possessing knowledge or cognisance
regarding (a person, his intentions, etc.); aware of
(a fact, etc.). Also etlipl.^ aware. U,S,
x888 N. y. Mercury ar July (Farmer) A wife poisoner.,

ought to have for his wife a woman who is on to him, and
who can meet his poison advances with a kerosene bath,

1899 A. H. QuiNN Pennsylv. Stories 115 The class is about
on to us, anyway, and if they find out about this deal [etc.].

190a H. L. WII.90M spenders xxiv, 282, * I s'pose you're on*,
he began; 'the girls engaged to that Frenchy*. a 1906
'O. Henry* TrimmedLamp etc. n8 The lady can wear
*em alone with us and nobody II be on. X9tx J. C. LrNCOLif
Cap'n Warren's Wards xvi, 254 Ever^-body has been on to
that for some time, xgao Wodehousk Damsel tn Distress
xx'x, 24S ' So you're on to him, too ? * said Billie. * When did
yoH get wiser*

e. To be onjt To be in favour of, or willing to

be a party to, something.
1898 * H. S. Mekriman' Roden'sC&merx\v. 145 'If there

is going to be a fight ' he said, ' I'm on ', 1913 Wodehouse
Little Nugget^ u i. He understood.. that a scene was about
to take place in which he was most emphatically not ' on '.

X913 — inimitable Jeeves xiv. 161 This jamboree is slated
for Monday week. The question is, Are we on ?

B. adj, 2. Add : Also on-beer.

X9«8 I'iaily Tel, 6 Nov. 7/5 Of the forty-four, full licenses
are held by thirty-five, the remaining uloe being on-beer
houses.

On, V. [On adv^
L intr. To go on, to move forward.
1840 Hoffman Greyslaer iv. liL II. X94 111 see the eend

of it. So with that, 1 ups and ons.

2. To on with, to place or put on. CCf. O^ adv.

4 b.)

it^zCKJLLTQV New Purchase 139 She bethought as how
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she'd render off her fat ; and so she ons with the grate
pot.

On and off. b. (Example of transf. use.)
xgfi^Westm. Gas, 13 Jan. 2/3 The buyer resented this on-

and-ofi policy.

Onbend, U.S. dial, variant of Unbend v,
1849 N. KiNcsLEY Diary 47 Onbent the mainsail and put

the old fore sail in its place.

Once, adj\ Add :

A. 7. 8-9 dial, oncet, 9 onecest, onct.
1789 Webster Disc. Engl. Lang, iir In the middle states

also, many people [say]. .£?««/ and t7vicee. This gross im-
propnety [has] , , prevalence among a class of very well
educated people; particularly in Philadelphia and Balti-
more. 1840 Hoffman Greyslaer \i. vii. III. 317, I ups rifle
at onct, and hand on trig^jer to cut the string with a buUet,
1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunters I. xxi. 291 He may shoot
well ; he did onecest on a time—plum centre. 1859 Bartlett
Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Onst (pron. mttnst\ once. A common
vulgar pronunciation, especially in the West. X867 A. D.
Richardson ^fj'tfnffj1//jjm/^/xi. 135 Even some graduates
of leading universities habitually use 'oncet' and 'twicet *.

1913 MuLFORo Coming o/Cassidy vii. 117, I saw you onct
an* I wondered if I was right,

5. 9 wonst, wunst, wancet,
X840 Crockett Almanac 2 Davy Crockett got skeered

wunst. Ibid. 14, I wonst had an old flame. 1923 *B. M.
Bower 'PrtriTzyaw Bonanza v. 52 Beans.., wancet they've
been wrinkled wit' rain water and dried agin.

B. 3. Delete t Obs. and add : Now U,S. dial.
x9oaCi-APtu Did. Amer. ag^ Once, ..in parts ofPennsyl-

vania settled by the Germans used as an expletive: 'Sit
down once', Le. once for all.

8. c. Ott^e in (illit. and) a rvhiU (earlier ex-
amples). AXy^ once and again {}J.S. local).
X78X WiTHERspooN in Pennsylv. Jrnl. 25 May 1/3 He will

once in a. ivhile^ Le. sometimes^ get drunk. [Used in] the
middle states, 1859 Bartlett Diet, Amer, (ed, 2), Once
and again, occasionally, sometimes. A Southern phrase,
equivalent to 'once in a while'. 1869 Mrs. Stowe 0/^/(77//m
Folks X. 1 16 If he could come down here once and a while
after work-hours.

9, O. (Later example of the once).

1924 Anns D, Seixjwick Little French Girlx, viii. 74 * He
came twice afterwards.^^ Von did not know?'.,*! didn't
know that. I thought it was only the once.'

0*nce-over. U.S. colloq. [f. Onck adv, +
OvwB. prep.'\ A single and rapid survey; a cursory
examination. Esp. in phr. to give (a person) the
once-over,
19x6 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap v. aoa, I got

just about the once-over from every brute there, and that
was all. X9ao Isabel Ostrander How Many Cards? 153
Me and Yost both give him the once-over. x92a Titus
Timber x\\. isr Drop over to California for the winter and
maybe give 'Honolulu the once-over in the spring. X983
Dorothy Dix in Baltimore Sun 5 Apr. 4 If I were a man
contemplating matrimony I would give the once over very
carefully to the way a girl dressed. t^% Wodehouse
Inimitable Jeeves \{\, 72 He. .gives the patient the once-
over..and recommends complete rest. 19170^«r7vri5 May
21/2 They came., to give Europe the * once-over'.

Oncer (wo-nsoj). colloq. Also once-er. [f.

Once,] One who attends church only once on a
Sunday. Cf. Twicer.
189a Rev, ofReviews V. 41/a He has a poor opinion of

those whom he humourously terms 'once-ers'. X909 Daily
Chron, 22 .4pr. 4/7 A minister regretted an increasing dis-
position on tlie part of the people to become 'oncers '.

Oncost. Add: 2. (In general use.) Overhead
expenses or costs.

X9xa J. G. Williamson Couniing-Ho. fy Factory Organiza-
tion 65 Oncost expenditure, such as wages of foremen,
labourers, and general works supplies, etc. . . is dealt with in
the same manner. Ibid. 71 Establishment Charges or On-
cost is every expense in the Profit and Loss Account other
than the prime cost of Productive work. 192X Sat. ll'est/n.

Gaz, 22 Jan. 18/2 To keep its machinery busy and pay its

very heavy on-costs. 1924 Sir J. Stamp Current Probl.
Finance ^ Govt. 18 Such a labufation.. would enable us to
determine the position of any particular case,.. to test its

ratios of oncost and various kinds of unit efficiency by
genera! experience.

Ondatra. (Later example.)
1867 A mer. Naturalist Oct. 400 The Musk-rat, orOndatra

(Fiber zibethicus), 50 extensively diffused over North
America,

On-drive, v. Add : b. absol, or intr. To send
the ball to the on.
X930 Mom. Post 7 Aag. 13/1 Bryan on-drove and hooked

most effectively.

0*n-driving, a, [On adv^ That drives on.
X917 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan, 39/1 Because there was a

check, there arose long on-driving shouts from the huntsmen.

One, numeral a., etc Add : 1. b. (Further
examples,)
1898 H. G. Hutchinson Golfing Filgr, 235 One up and

two to play t And the last two holes being halved, tiie

Burscoughs won this never-to-be-forgotten match by one,
X897 Encycl. sport I. 473/1 (GolO One offtwo, one offthree
&C. When the opposite side has played two or three strokes
mores, the other side plays ' one off two * or ' one off three

'

as the case may be.

d. With ellipse oiglass or drink.
i9>S R* }' B. Sellar sporting Vams i6s ' Did I have one

over the regulation number last night?* "Not at all..you
were perfectly all right.'

15. b. (Further example,)
X9a3 Una L. Silberrad Lett. Jean Amtiter ix. S ii- ao3

He'll he awfully bucked to see you ; you're quite one of his.

Come on, and see him.

c. (y/) one for \ a person who likes, admires,
practises, supports, etc., (something) in an outstand-

ONE-WAY.
ing degree ; a devotee, admirer, or champion of
(anything), colloq,

193a Naomi '^Qi>iTi%-%\\\T\i\Incredible Tale gx She was a
one for football.

18, b. Also in //.
1901 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 316 She ought to blame the ones,

and to punish the others.

32. a. One-act (example), -design, 'drill^ -piece
(example), -storey (earlier and fig. example), -term,
-wive ( « « wife '). d. one-leaved^ -minded,
-seeded, -storied (earlier examples), o. one-de-
signer^ -lunger, -pounder (example), -rater, -reeler,
1905 Athenaeum 7 Oct. 477/3 The *one-act trifle which

serves as lever de rideau. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII.
906/2 What are called *one-design, or restricted classes [of
yachts] have latterly become popular. 1928 Daily Tel.
II Sept. 15/6 The second place on this occasion went to an
Essex *one-designer. 1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (i 850)
457 A *one-drill seeding machine was patented in 1841.
1875 Amer. Naturalist IX. 17 The singular *one-lcaved
ash, Fraxinus anomala Torr. xgii H. Quick Yellowstone
N. V. 124 The Old Man. .was a *one-lunger. 1877 A. Dob-
son Prov. Porcelain go {The Misogynist) We, bound with
him in common care, *One-minded, celibate, Resolved [etc.].
1928 * S. S. Van Dine ' Greene Murder Case m. 44 She wore
a black, *one-piece dress. X845 Mrs. Kirkland Western
Clearings 27 The *one.pounder..was fired all day by the
opposition. 1897 Outing XXX. 91/2 The model *one-rater
[ = a yacht] which Harry D. Qiiinby.. built, .is, .a mechani-
cal marvel. 1916 * B. M. Bower ' Phantom Herd v. 69 We've
made quite a haul since you left. A bunch of *one-reelers.
X813 Muhlenberg Catal. Plants N. Amer. 96 *One-seeded
honey locust. X833 B. Silliman Matt. Sugar Cane 64 The
bagasse houses at Demerara are high *one story buildings.
1858 [see One-horse 2]. x839-3a J. P. Kennedy Swallow
Barn II, i, 8 A small *one-storied house. X845 Congress,
Globe 13 Jan. App. 122 The North., never had any but •one-
term presidents, democratic or federal, i860 S. Bowles Our
New West XI. 218 We.. took a quiet tea with a *one-wive
Mormon.
33. one-oatch-all, U.S., a children*s outdoor
game ; ono-cross (tin), a make of tin-plate of a
particular thickness and weight ; one-man a,

(earlier example); one-while, U.S., for some time.
1876 J. Burroughs Winter Sunshine vin. i. 210, I could

not only walk upon the grass, but . . play ' *one catch all ' with
children, boys, dogs, or sheep upon it. 189c Century Diet.,
*One-cross.

^ 1897 Moore Ho^v to build viiL 120 He is to
furnish all tin cellar heating-pipes of best {one cress) tin.

1842 W. C. Preston Sp. in Senate Apr. 15 The whole con-
test between the vetoand the assembly. .isacontest betwecT
* the *one-man power * on both sides. 1889 Farmer Ameri-
canisms 402 *One while, a long time. 1897 ' Mark Twain '

Following Equator liii. 511 India, .knows about those, and
will keep them in mind one while.

One, V. 1. (Later example.)
igax B. WiLUAMSON Supernal. Mysticism v. 45 The

human race was so oned with Adam that all sinned in him.

One berry. Add: b. U.S.locaL (See quot)
1877 Bartlett Diet. Amer, (ed. 4), One-Berry, the Indian

turnip {Arisaema triphyllum\ so called in Connecticut,

One-eyed, a. Add : b. U.S. slang. Dishonest.
1833 Sk. David Crockett (N.Y.) 24 In the slang of the

backwoods, one swore that he would never be one-eyed.

One-horse, a. 1. (Add example.)
x9oa Daily Chron. 29 Aug. 6/5 In one>horse [long-distance]

rides of that kind,

2. (Earlier examples.)
X854 iV. Y, Jrnl. CommerceCTh.) I'm done with one-horse

bedsteads. 1855 Knickerbocker Mag. XLVI. jo6 In this
* one-horse' town,,.as our New-Orleans neighbors desig-
nate it.

One-ideadness (wo'nisidradnes). Also one-
ideanass. [f. One-idead + -ness.] The fact or

state of being one-idead,
1858 Blackiv. Edin. Mag, Aug. 261/2 His absorbed one-

ideadness. X920 Begbie William Booth I. xxii. 36^ It was
. . this intense singleness of view, this consuming one-ideaness
of soul, which made William Booth so successfuh

Oner, sb, 1, (Add example.)
1918 Galsworthy Five Tales, A Stoic § a. 94 'Oh I you

ia/</you were going our way I Whatone-ersyoudotelll Oh!
One-sided, a. 2. b. (Earlier example.)
1813 Muhlenberg CataL Plant. N, Amer. 49 Oue-sided

Hawthorn.

One step, one-step (w»-nstep), sb, and V,

[f. One a, -j- Step sb:\ a. sb. A fast dance per-

formed to music in quick time by couples, for the

most part, simply walking backwards and for-

wards, b. V, intr. To dance the one step.
X9tx Home Chat 7 Oct. jo8/r Camilla is just mad about

the 'One-step'. 1914 Mr. & Mrs. W.Cks^i.^ Mod. Dancing
44 Simply •lualk as softly and smoothly as possible, taking a
step to every count of the music. This is the One Step, and
this is all there is to it. X916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in
Red Gap IV, 172, I caught him., in the deserted library
later, while the rest was one-stepping in the.. ballroom.
1921 H. Walpole Vouug Enchanted iii. i. 230 Bunny says
I one-step better than anyone he's ever known, xgia Encycl.
Brii. XXX. 795/2 The one-step is the most energetic of ajl

the modem dances. X9a6 ' L. Malet' Dogs 0/ Want v. Sii*

122 For over four hours a mixed multitude. . had one-stepped,
two-stepped, hesitation-valsed, and fox-trotted.

One-way, a. [f. One a. + Wat sb.]

+ L (See Onb a. 33.)
2. a. (See One (z. 33.)
b. spec. Of thoroughfares, along which traffic is

permitted only in one direction. Of traffic, passing

only in one direction. Also, pertaining to such

traffic, c. Leading, tending, pointing or develop-

ing, in one direction only.



ONPLOWING.
1916 Glasgow Herald 11 Sfpt. 9 A complaint has been

heard from shop-keepers again>t the one-way system in cer-

tain streets. I9»6 Ref. CommUstontr Peticc Meirop<,lts

x/is 16 ExperimenU had already been made for one-way

traffic in certain streets. I9a8 A. S. EomNGTON JW./. ^^J^'f^"/

tVorU 00 Why not make at once the hypothesis that be-

coming • isakind of one-way texture involved fundamentally

in the structure of Nature? i»a9 W. E. Collinsok Sfokln

Eng 42 We've got to go right round the squareand then along

a oni-way street xgy:, Ahtrdetn Press * Jrnl. 39 Jan. 8/3

France and Japan . . are opposed to only a one-way tendency.

Onflowing, />//- a. (Example.)

I0O< R. Davey tr. Slrao's Country ofJesus vi. !v. 167 The

rapidly on-flowing waters reflect the aiure blue of the sky

above.

Onion, sb. Add : Forms : &. Also 9 U.S. dial.

ineon, ingyon.
1815 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 84 Iiigyons are proper

good, when ye're sick.

2. "Wild onion. (Examples.)

iSzi J. FowLKR Jml. 147 Heere the men ge.ithered some

wild Ineons. 1848 E. Bkvant California iii. 35 Largo

quantities of wild onions were gathered.

5. b. slang. Head ; in phr. offone s onion.

ioaaWoDEHot;sEC!r/OT<^<"i'xi!.2o2 When.. she informed

him one day that she was engaged... he went right off his

onion. 1918 Daily Express 1 Dec. 7/4 After four drops of

beer I am properly off my onion.

6. b. A flaming rocket used against hostile air-

craft.

1917 Blaclho. Mag. Apr. 560/1 A line of fiery rectangles

shot up... These were ' onions ', the flaming rockets which

the Boche keeps for.. hostile aircraft. J928 Gamble Story

N. Sea Air ."Station xxii. 384 One of the flying.boats..came
into a heavy barrage of ' flaming onions .

8. onion-bed (\a.XtT examples), -crof, sel; onion-

skin {b), U.S., used for purposes of fraudulent

ballot
ttSj QuiulanJ u xiii. I. 184, I spaded up the *onion-bed

after supper. 1874 -f'A yertiiont Board Agric. II. 551

Raked as smooth as an onion bed. 1879 Congress. Rec.

23 June, App. 130/1 The •onion crop of South Carolin-T.

i88« Harper's Maf. Oct. 708/2 ' 'Onion sets '. .are produced

by sawing the ordinary black seed very thickly on light poor

land. 1879 Congress. Rec. 23 June, Apj). 120/1 The term
' "onion skin * or ' tissue ballots ' had obtained a generic and

well-defined meaning synonymous with ' stuffing the ballot-

boxes '•

Only, a. Forms : Add : 9 US. dial, ondly (in

sense 2 b).

1844 Yale Lit. H^ag. IX. 335 Leftenant Carter's ondly son,

A likely youth, nigh twenty-one.

3. (Later example ; used ellipl.)

1873 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxvi. 417, I seed it was
my first, last and only, and I set old Sally at a gallop for

that pint.

O'nly-cllildism. [f. only child Only a. a b
+ -ISM.] The fact of being an only child.

1927 Times 29 Dec 7/3 They might come to speak, not of

drink, but of ' only-childism ', as the greatest curse of this

.country.
.

Onolatry (cn^i'latri). [f. Gr. ofo-s ass -I- Xarpaa

-latbt]. Worship of the ass.

1903 Jml. Amer. Folk-lore 203 (Cent. Suppl.).

OnomatolOgy. (Example.)
1919 W. De Morgan Old Madhouse 324 He therefore

endeavoured to bring back the discusbion from theonomato-

logies into which it had strayed.

Oiio:matoma'iiia. [see Onomato-.] Add : {b),

a mania for word-making.
1919 Sir W. Osler in Proe. Class. Assoc. 28 Within the

narrow compass of the primitive cell..onomatomania runs

riot.

Onre'Stless, a. U.S. dial. [= obs. So. on-

restles, E. dial. unreslUss."] Restless.

1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil. Soutliern Matron vi. 49
Will mistress please to jitedjure out some calomel for Syphax,

who is feverish and onrestless? Ibid, xxv, 169 He seemed
quite onreslless.

0'nniah,». [f.ON-l-fRosHi'.] intr. Torushon.

187s Morris /Eneids xil. 652 Saces on his foaming steed .

.

onrusheth to the place.

On side. Add : Also on-side.

2. Cricket, a. [see On B. adj. i.] b. alirib.

as on-side play, player, stroke.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 23 June 3/1 In all those on-side strokes

. . Fry is a master. 1906 Daily Ckron. 22 May 0/2 Though
particularlyadept in on-side play, he has many other splendid

strokes. 1909 IVestm. Gaz. 17 Apr. 16/2 A good back and
on-side player. .may confidently expect to do well under
these conditions.

Ontal (c'ntal), a. [f. Gr. of, ivT- being : see

Onto-, -(--Ar..] = Ontological.
1903 J. Ward in Encycl. Brit. XXXIl. 67/1 The former

we may call the phenomenal, and the latter the ontal, mean-
ing of * aspect '. X930 F. R. Tennant FJiil. Theol. II. i. jj 2.

20 Further investigation of the regularity of Nature, .must
wait on inquiry as to what the ontal things which underlie

phenomena may be.

O'li-the-makeness, [f. phr. on the make:
Make sb.'^ 8 + -ness.] The fact or state of being

on the make.
19J3 Galsworthy Cafiiitres 5 In talking with Steer one

never lost consciousness of his keen ' on.the.make.nesa '.

On to, onto, prep.

0. (U.S. examples.)
1905 Rex Beach Pardnert L (1912) 23 Instead of afortune,

we d sunk onto the only yellow spot in the whole claim.

Hid. ii. 48 So ine and ' Kink ' Martin loaded our kit onto

the buiros and hit West. 1911 Mulford Bar-so Days xiv.

86

147 Hanging onto his Colt as if fearing that the other would
snatch it and run.

OntOCycle (p'nt(?saik'l). Also -cyclon. [f.

Onto + Cycle.] Development of an individual

organism which produces in its later stages forms

which resemble those of early stages. OntooycUc
a,, of, pertaining to, or exhibiting the features of

an ontocycle.

1893 Prt?c Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. 109 It is proposed to use

ill this way ontocycle or ontocyclon for the ontogeny, mean-
ing tlic cycle of the individuat Ibid, no Man is not com-

f)letely ontocycUc, but makes a close approach to this in the

OSS of the hair, teeth, and proportions and shape of tlie body.

1899 Hyatt .ff/tf/. Lectures 134 (Cent. Suppl.) The whole cycle

of the ontogeny or ontocycle.

Ontogenic (f^nt^ge-nic), a. [f. Ontogeny +
-10.] Of, pertaining to, or marked by ontogeny ;

ontogenetic.

1893 Proc. Boston Soc. Nat, Hist. 98 The product of the

evolution of an ancestor into a phylum through successive

independent forms or ontogenic cycles.

Onycho'phagist. [See Onygophaoist.] One
who bites his nails. So Onychcphaffy [mod.L.

oftychophagia, F. -phagie]t the habit of biting one's

nails.

1900 Z'fl//j'CAnT«. 10 July 5 (Cass. Suppl.) 'Onychophagia'
is far more frequent in Parisian than in provincial schools.

1907 Daily News 4 July 6 If you bite your nails you are an

onychophagist. 1903 Po^. Set. Monthly Nov. 607 (Cent.

Suppl.) Habits of various kinds, such as onychophagie or

finger-nail biting, excessive smoking, [etc.]. 19x3 Dorland
Med, Dici.^ Onychophagy,

Onymously (f^'nimssU), adv, [f, Onymous a.

+ -LY 2, after Anonymously.] With the writer's

name given or attached.

J889 Sir V. HoRSLEV in Life {i<^if^) 86 He anonymously or

onymously is not worth powder and shot.

O0-. Add: Oocyte (^u-^sait) [-cyte], an im-

mature ovnm or egg-cell. Oo^enetlo (example).

190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIU. 139/r The germ cells, .under-

go division and give rise to the progametes, which in the

case of the female are sometimes called oocytes. 1910 iHd.

VII. 7i8/x note. The whole of the yolk stored by the ' oocyte

'

. .is handed on to only one of the four resulting cells. 1895

D, Sharp Insects i. 500 At the very earliest stage of the

embryonic, or oogenetic process.

Oodle («d'l). Also -lin. [Of uncertain origin.]

In plur., large or unlimited quantities ; abundance,
* heaps *.

1869 OverlandMonthly HI. 131 ATexan never has a great

quantity of any thing, but he has * scads * of it, or * oodles ',

or ' dead oodles ', or ' scadoodles ', or ' swads *. 1887 J. C.

Harris in Cent. Ma^. Apr. 846/2 All you lack's the feathers,

and we've got oodles of em right here, 189a Jane Barlow
Irish Idylls iii. 57 A grand young pig, they'll be gettin"

oodles o money on at the fair afore Lent.
_ 1904 ^Harbkn

Georgians 115 An* now_j'ow, a man with oodlin'san'oodlin's

o* pore blood kin. .are a helpin' at the job. 1919 H. L.

Wilson Ma Pettengill iii. 78 It snowed hard. Just oodles

of the most perfectly dazzling snow. X9a8 Blnckw. Mag,
Jan. 29/3 The explosion drove the pistons apart, and power,

oodles of power, was transmitted.. to the shaft.

Oogamy. (Examples.)

1894 Vines Text-bk. Bot. i. 325 Oogamy. 1898 H. C.

Porter tr. Strasburger's Text-bk, Bot. 331 A transition

from isogamy to oogamy.

Oogonial, a, [f. Oogonium +- -al.] Of or per-

taining to an oogonium.
190a Science 21 Mar. 457/1 The protoplasm in contact with

the oogonial wall.

Oont («nt). Anglo-Indian. Also unt. [ad.

Hindi (and Urdu) ^f^ unt camel.] A camel.

xSga Kipling Barrack-room Ballads^ Oonts 5_ O the oont,

the oont, O the commissariat oont I With 'is silly neck

a-bobbin' like a basket full o' snakes. 1894 A. G. Leonard
Camel 101 The baggage [camel], known as 'Gamal* and

'Unt 'respectively in Egypt and India, i^oo PallMall Caz,
1 Jan. 1/3 A mule.. requires more experience in handling

than the bubbling oont of India,

Oorial. Also attHh,
i9a8 V. G. CniLDEilfw^/Jwc. iTai/ix. 201 The foot-hills to

the north and west are still the haunts of urial sheep.

OozOf ib?- Add : 2. b. Short for ooze-Uather

(see *4).
X9aa Marg. B. Houston Witch-man vi. 78 A ' gift volume

of Shakespeare, bound in dark blue ooze.

4. ooze-leather = ooze-calf,

x^3& Publishers' T^V^^^ 9 June 3348 In fourstyles of bind-

ing., ooze leather, two colors, green or brown, $2'5o.

Ooze («z), sb.^ [Prob. f. oo^s, plur. of oo^ Sc.

form of Wool.] The nap or short fibres that pro-

ject from yarn.

189a Nasmith Cotton Spinning 373 When thread is in-

tended for lace purposes. -it is passed several times through

a gas flame at a high speed, so as to burn oflf the filaments or
* ooze ' on its surface and leave it bare. 1909 Engineer 1 Oct.

352/1 The term 'gassing' is applied to the process of burn-

ing off the ends of fibres or ' ooze ' on the different kinds of

yarru

Oozing, ppl. a. (Add example.)
xgia Galsworthy Inn Tranq. 127 Before the smell of the

deserted oozing rooms, . . we felt such discomfort that we soon
made to go out again.

Op 2, abbreviation of *0pu8.

Opacification ((Jpsessifik^i'Jbn). [f. L. opdc-iis

Opaque + -fication. Cf. F. opaciJier!\ The action

or process of making or becoming opaque.

oPEisr.

1903 Med. Record 28 Feb. 333 (Cent. Suppl.) Hyperplasia,

degeneration— these are results of mal-nutritioa and the

essentials of opacification.

Opal. Add : 1. c. The colour of an opal.

X914 R. Brooke in Mem. (1918) p. cxUii, Like an Italian

town in silver-point.. with a sea and sky of opal and pearl

and faint gold around.

4. opal-field^ -seeker.

190a Chambers's jfrnl. Aug. 496/2 There are few men on
the *opal-field5 who do not average five pounds per week.
Ibid. 496/1 At that hour the *opal-scekcr must cease his

daily toil.

Open, sb. 4. b. (Later examples.)
1846 J. \V. Webb Altowan I. ii. 42 All openings or natural

clearings are called * opens ' by the half-breeds of the Indian
country. Ibid. viii. 201 They cautiously entered where
there seemed no indication of an open. x88o Encycl, Brit.

XIII. 603/2 Living in herds of from fifty to one hundred in

the grassy 'opens', xpoa O. Wister Virginian xxxii. 407
It lay before us, a great cup of country,—rocks, woods,
opens and streams.

6, b. An open competition, tournament or the

like; cf. Open a, 14.

1930 Daily Express 8 Sept. 11/4 Miss Brazier also has
played in ' opens '.

Open, a. Add : 5. fAlso, formerly, Stretched

at full length on the back: see also wide open, Wide
adv, 3 b.

This is app. the meaning in quots. 1526 and 1604.

11. f. Elect, Of a switch : Not forming a con-

nexion, off. Of a circuit : Not complete or * closed*.

X901 Chambers^s ^rnl Sept. 617/2 If a new machine, the

switches should be left open, the brushes lifted, and the

machine allowed to run without load for a little time. X907
Ehskine-Murrav Handbk, Wireless Telegr. s Modern
wireless telegraphy is, in general, open circuit telegraphy

i.e , telegraphy from one part of a conductor to another
without the use of a return wire. 19*5 P.J. Risdon Crystal
Receivers^ Circuits 21 It should perhaps be explained here

that an aerial circuit is known as an * open ' circuit, and a
receiver circuit as a ' closed * circuit.

g. Of a bet in faro : That is made in expectation

of a card winning ; not coppered.
X913 MuL^ORu Coming of Cassidy vii, 116 The player..

placed fifty dollars on the Queen, open, and coppered the

deuce.

h. Of a hand at poker: On which betting can

begin or has begun.
X913 yixitSQ^XiComing o/Cassidy yX. 182 When the seventh

hand was dealt the puncher picked his cards and laughed.
' She's open ', he cried, ' for fifty ', and shoved out the money.

i. Applied to a method of administering an

anaesthetic.

1923 Encycl. Brit, XXX. 137/1 The application of the
' open * method to ether inhalation has been broiight about

by an exceedingly simple adaptation. The liquid ether is

applied to a pad of open-wove fabric, such as ' stockinette *

.,, stretched over a framework mask.

13. (Further example.)
1929 Even. News 18 Nov. 13/5 These men did much to

prevent the fast open play of Newport from bearing fruit.

14. (Further examples.)
1866 Rep, Indian Affairs 213, I have purchased the

necessary subsistence for this tribe in open market. 1870

Medbery Men ^ Myst, Wall St. 7 In comparison with the

essential advantage of an open mart for the equalization of

values. Ibid. 18 The stock which has occasioned the de-

fault is sold or bought in the open market under the rule.

1877 Rep. Indian Affairs 17 Discouraging purchases in open
market. X903 M^Clure*s Mag. Feb. 403/2 He had from the

Central [railroad] a rebate of from ten cents to forty-five

cents a barrel—usually it was twenty-five cents on the open
rate for refined oil to the seaboard.

21. Open book (fig.), a person who conceals

nothing ; one whose opinions, thoughts or actions

can readily be understood ; also in phr. to read

(one) like an open book. Open letter, a letter

addressed to a particular person or persons but

made public by being printed. Open shop (a) see

sense 14 ; {b) see quot. 1923.
1930 Wodehouse Damsel in Distress iv. 53 There's no

mystery about me. I'm an *open book. X890 Stevenson
{title) Father Damien. An "open letter to the Reverend
Doctor Hyde of Honolulu. 1894 R. Blatchford {titU)

Three open letters to the Bishop of Manchester. 19x7

Fortn. Rev. Nov. 748 {heading) Problems of Finance : An
Open Letter to Lord Milner, 1909 Daily Chron. 3 May
1/5 The strike has originated in the intention, .to enforce

an ' *open shop ' on the lake boats. zg/toAct 10 <J- 11 Geo, V
c 46 § 7 Ca) Any person who lawfully keeps open shop for

the retailing of poisons. 1923 J. D. HACKKrrZa^tJr Terms
in Management Engineering May, Open Shop. A plant

open to those whom the employer wishes to hire, or to all-

comers, irrespective of union membership.

22. a. open-deck, -hearth^ -market, -scale, -seam,

•tveb,

1886 Harper's Mag. June 18/3 In vessels of this class it is

usual to have an *open-deck battery. 1919 E. Hendrick
Chem. Everyday Life 99 *Open-hearth steel is made by

boiling steel scrap and pig iron.. in a shallow container or

hearth, X93a R. McKenna Speech to Midland Bank 7

**Open market operations '..being a technical term for

buying and selling bills or securities in the open market

with the object of increasing or diminishing the quantity of

money. 1903 Encycl, Brit. XXXI. 765/2 The patent, No.

1231, for the barlcss or "open-scale piano, taken out in

London in 1888. 19x0 Installation Nrws Jan. 4/1 The much
abused *open-seam conduit and the socket joint conduit.

1873 T. Cargill Strains Bridge Girders 63 The lattice, or

*open web girder.

b. open-gaited,
187a Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. 206 A good sized,

rangy, open.gaitcd and enduring horse, of a good color. z494



OPEN. 87 OPSONIN,

Ibid. XIV. 97 His sire being Allen, his dam Lady Alice,.,

he is a pure open-gaited trotter.

o. open access, a system whereby nsers of a

library have access to the book-shelves ; also

aitrib,\ Open Board, an association formed in

cities of the U.S. to transact dealings in options on a
small scale, which were forbidden by the Board of

Trade ; Open Brethren, that section of the Ply-

moDth Brethren which has open communion (see

Communion 7) ; so open-communion adj. ; open-
oasting, the system of open working in mines

;

open credit, in Finance^ a credit free from restric-

tions; open-mindedly adv.., in an open-minded

manner ; open note, a musical note in staff nota-

tion having an open loop, ue, a minim or longer

note ; open score Mus. (see quots.) ; open-shelf
a. =s open-a(cess attrib.

1894 Library V\, 344 There is absolutely no novelty about
the principle of •open access. 1899 Uii/e) Account of the

safe-guarded open-access system in public lending libraries,

X906 Academy 26 May 4^3/2 There is not the same need for

an extended classification as is found in an open-access

library. 1870 Medbery Men ^ Myst. W^all St. 16 The con-

solidation of the Government and the *Open Boards with

the old historic Stock Exchange, X9oa G. H. Lorimkr Lett,

Self-made Merchant ix. 113 If she is the daughter of old

Job Dashkam, on the open Board, I should say.. that she
was a fine girl to let some other fellow marry. 1907 Daily
Chron. 18 May 4/6 The people in question are a division of
the so-called Plymouth iJrethren, that is to say the * *Open*
Brethren. 1909 Haitings'i Encycl. Relig. ^ Ethics II. 845/2
The *Open* Brethren. .fraternize freely with other Chris-

tians. 1886 J. Barrowman Sc* Mining Terms 48 *Open»
castings holing above the seam t working as a quarry. 1794

J. Morse Amer, Geag, (ed. 3) 223 Except those who are

styled **OFen communion baptists',., they refuse to commu-
nicate in the ordinance of the Lord's Supper with other de-

nominations. 1903 PitinntCs Business Man's Guide 326
*Open credit. This is the name given to a letter of credit

which contains an unconditional request to pay money to

another person. 1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay \u iv. § 5.

180 'Your aunt makes Game of people,* was Marion's ver-

dict, and, *open-mindedly, '1 suppose it's all right,. for her.'

1903 Churchman 10 Oct. 447 The notes are of the "open (or,

as our English friends term it, minim or semibreve) style.

189. S. Macpherson Rudiments Mus. Add, 83 *Open
Score, the voice-parts of a chorus etc., written on separate

staves, one above another. 1899 Bridges & Sawyer Course
Harmony ii. 8 There are two methods of writing harmony

—

Tix., in o^en score and short score. In open score each voice

ts written on a separate siaff. 1897 Library Jml. Jan. 44/1
"The adoption of the *opc!i-sheIf system.

Open, "O. Add : 16. (Further examples.)
2804 Par kes Man. Pract. Hygient 107 The windows should

open at the top, and in case the wind has a high velocity,

means should be taken to distribute it. 1871 L. W. M. Lock-
HABT Fair to see iii. (1873) 51 'A Cameron of Aberlornal*

exclaimed the host, in a tone of unaccountable astonishment,

his eyes opening wide upon Bcrtrand. 1893 Mary E, Manm
In Summer Shade I. x. 238 Claude's eyes opened slowly

upon his brother's face, 19x1 Chambers s yrnl. Feb, 82/x

Suddenly the great eye of the lighthouse opened.

22. (Earlier example of sense * to begin to be
sold '.) Also, to begin to speak.

iSjt C. Cist Cincinnati 296 They [sc. strawbcrrlesl usually

open at 30 to 30 cents per quart. 19*6 Bennett Lord
Raingo L xiiL 63, ' I quite agree with you, Clews, Sam
opened immediately*

23. Open out. £ To start business /« a new line.

1903 Letters that bring Business 38 You have recently

opened out in the Fancy China and Glass trade.

g. To open the throttle of a motor engine

;

hence, to accelerate.

1906 O. Seamam in Later Poems fr. Punch (1909) 194
' Open her out

!

' my host had said; And on the instant

word The mobile monster flew ahead Like a prodigious bird.

S918 ' Q ' Foe-Farrell 105 There was a certain amount of

outcry in the rear. But 1 opened-out down the slope and
•000 bad it well astern.

24. Op«n np. a. Also absoL
t^t^ Brit. Manu/actt/rer Nov. 19/1 An Englishman who

intends to open up with the Chinese should, .first acquire a
working knowledge of the Chinese language.

O. Irans. To open the throttle of (an engine).

X9U Efuycl. Brit. XXX. 41/t At height, however, it

[engine of aeroplane] could be fully opened up.

C^en-air. 2. (Earlier example.)
184a W. HowiTT Rural ^ Dom. Life Germany xv'xu 237

Those open-air concerts, walki and other amusements.

Open and shut. U.S^ colloq, A simple

operation; a clear issue or inference; a certainty,

1848 Stray Subjects 128 [It) beat all the high pressures

be ever heerd, jest as easy as open and shet. 1904 W. H.
Smith Promoters x. 162 It seems as if it was a dead open
and shut that we've got to stay with 'em.

b. as adj. Simple, straightforward,

X901 W. N. Harbem Abner Daniel xix. 153, I lowed we
was going to make an open-and-shut trade that we could be
proud oC

Opener. Add : 1. Also opener-tip.

1911 Chambers's Jml. Mar. 149/3 Carl Mauch, another

German opener-up of South Africa.

C. Spec. An implement for opening tins, cases,

etc Cf. can-opener *CAir sb^ 4 and tin-opener

Tm sb. 5.

1906 Daily Chron. 15 Aug. 5/3 An ordinary packing-case

opener had been used to force the door of the case. 1911

Chambers's Jml. Feb. 144/1 The man who invented an
opener for tins did well.

3. colloq. A case or package that is opened by

customs officials.

1909 Chambers's yrnl. May 3T2/1 As the 'openers ', the
cases challenged by the officer, are landed, they are set aside
and opened by an attendant cooper.

4. Poker. {pi») Cards on which a player can
begin to bet.

X909 R. A. Wason HaPPy Hawkins X14, I didn*t hold
openers, an' yet if I didn't draw some cards an* see it out, I

stood to lose entirely. Ibid. 263 It was Dick's deal an' we
all held three cards except Jahez who had furnished openers.
1920 Mulford y. Nelson \\. 25 A round or two had been
played when Big Tom drew his first openers.

Opening, vbi. sb. 3. (Earlier examples.)
1663 Rec. Providence^ (R. I.) V. ao6 The place commonly

called the first opening of the great swampe. 1683 Ibid.
VIII. 149 A highway shall be and remain from the lane..
Eastward through the place called the second opening of the
great swamp.

Opera. Add : 4. C. Applied to styles of

women's underclothing suitable for wearing with
evening dress, characterized by low tops and narrow
shoulder-straps.
X923 Daily Mail 17 Feb. 4 Advt., Ladies' Pure Wool

Combinations, in a soft unshrinkable finish, opera tops^

ribbon straps. 1923 IVeekly Disp. 18 Feb. 14 Advt., Pure
Wool Opera Combinations. Ribbon shoulder straps.

O^perabrlity. [f- Operable a. -f -ity.] Capa-
bility of being operated on, or of sustaining a sur-

gical operation.

1907 Med. Ann. 140 A report., on the Operability of
Cerebral Tumours, xgio Practitioner Jan. 84 The question

of operability or otherwise is a matter in which surgeons
differ considerably. 19x5 Gilford Tumors <5- Cancers 578
Operability of breast cancers.

Operable^ <*. Transfer ^Obs. to ?ense b.

a. (Modern example.)
X91Z H. S. Harrison Queed xiii. 160 How could this

principle be. .reduced to an operable law?

{b) In surgery, that can be operated on.

1904 Archives Middlesex Hosp. III. 163 All cases for

operable cancer. 1907 Med. A nn. 140 The operable tumours
are those in which lasting relief might be expected from
operation, xgaj Gh-ford Tumors ff Cancers 578 The effect

of the rays on operable cancers of the breast.

Operate, v. Add : 4. c. Also transf.y of a
gambler, highwayman, etc.

1884 Sweet & Knox Through Texas i. i6 This high-toned
and honorable desperado * operated * in one of the inland

cities of Texas two years aga
d, (Later example.)

1889 Harper's Mag. Aug. 448/1 Do yon think all men
who are what you call operating around are like that?

8. Surg-. To operate upon. (See sense 4 b.)

1908 Practitioner Sept. ^23, I know of two cases^ of pye-
litis which were operated in mistake for appendicitis.

OperatiCf «.^ Add : b. as sb. pi. The pro-

duction or performance of operas.

1907 Neil Munro Daft Days xvi, He says he could never
die a Christian death if he had to listen to them at their

operatics through the wall. 19*0 Punch 10 Mar. 197/1
(heading), Operatics, 1928 Daily Express^ 6 Nov. 9/3 This
is a real event in London's amateur operatics.

Operating, vbl. sb. Add : (Recent example.)

1913 C. RoBF.KTS & R. M. Smith {title) Practical Loco-
motive Operating.

b. operating box^ controly costs, expenses,

1918 'Q* Fce'Farrell 117, I. .found. .the *operating box
and the gallery, switched on the lights, and shinned down a
pillar to the stalls. 1930 Daily Express 6 Sept. 5/5 The
* *operating control * can be readily grasped from the sketch.

1913 C. Roberts & R. M. Smith Locomotive Operating 26

'Operating Costs. 15K>9 Daily Chron. 25 Feb. 3/5 At the

same time the *operating expenses had gone down.

Operating, ///. a. (Add example.)

1904 Daily Chron. 16 July 7/3 The operating company is

to take over the tunnel before the end of the month.

Operation. 6» b. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
183a Reg, Debates Congress IX. 11. App. 107/1 The lia-

bility to be called upon for large advances, for the above
operation,.. makes it absolutely necessary that the limit

should be strictly attended to. 1848 W. Armstrong Stocks

II We conceive that this operation [i.e. betting] is too well

understood to need any particular explanation. 1851C Cist

Cincinnati 936 Such is the extent of the operations of this

firm. 1889 Harper's Mag. Aug. 448/1 One is an operation,

and the other is embezzlement. 191X J. C. Lincoln Cap'n

Warren's Wards xi. 178, I judged. .that you were well

enough acqrJiinted with Wall Street to know that queer

operations take place there.

Operational (f^per^-Jsnal), a. [f. Opera-
tion + -AL,] Of, pertaining to, or connected with,

operations of any kind,

i9sa Ediiu Rev. Oct. 212 The development of.. air com-
munications.. ensuring the maintenance of a large and
flourishing constructional and operational aircraft industry,

19J7 H.Jeffreys {.title) OperationcI Methods in Mathe-
matical Physics. 19*8 Gamble Story N. Sea Air Station

X. 146 They were placed in various groups for disciplinary

and operational purposes.

Operative. B. sb. Add : 3. b. (See quot.)

1905 JV. K. Press aj Oct. (Cent. Suppl.) The word * detec-

tive* became so offensive.. that it was dropped by some
successful tdetective] agencies. Ths word chosen by the

Piiikertons to Uke its place was 'operative ',

Operatory, a. (Modem example.)

X908 Westnt. Gaz. 22 Oct 2/1 It is probable that the

opcratory method may be mechanical.

Operette (^pere*t). Anglicized form of

Operetta.
X9s8 Observer 1$ Apr. ai/a Few operettes launched on the

public nowadays can compare with the delicious music of

Pongric Kacsoh.

Operettist (f^pt-re-tist). [f. Operetta + -iaT.]

A writer or composer of operettas,
igaa Blackw. Mag. June 717/2 There are a mass of Hun-

garian operettists.

Ophidian. A. adj. Add : 2. b. Applied
to a variety of leprosy.

1915 C. A. Mercier Leper Houses 13 The four varieties of

leprosy—leonine, elephantine, alopecic, and ophidian.

Oplliology. (Earlier example.)
iSij Blackw. Edin.Mag. MayiS?/! Reserving the history

of the serpent tribes for the article Ophiology.

Ophiomorphlc, a. (Example.)
1909 Ld. Bai.carres Ital. Sculpture \, 16 In the Celtic art

of the North. .tliese ophiomorphic meanderings of line be-
wilder the eye by their complexity.

Ophthalmophorous, a. (Example.)
1896 Nat. Science May 340 [G. A. Boulenger] has, too, for

the first time, utilised the development or want of an ophthat-

mophorous shelf to the second suborbital as a family
character.

Opinionator. (Recent example.)
1930 New Statesman 8 Nov. 147/1, I can only regret that

Mr. West devotes so much of his space to Mr. Wells the

opinionator instead of to Mr. Welts the artist.

fOpltulatlon. (Later example.)
1724 R. Sutton Let, to Sir T. Parkyns (1726) 4, 1 receiv'd

such Opitulation from your Dicaeology.

Opopanax. 2. (Earlier example.)
1867 Gardeners' Chron. 29 June 690/1 New Perfumes.—

Opoponax.

OpO'SSUming, vbl. sb. [-ing I.] Opossum-
hunting.
1917 H. H. RicHARDSOM K. Mahony \\\. iv. 211 There Is

to be opossuming and a moonlight picnic to-night.

OpOtlierapy (f^pojicrapi). Aled. [f. Gr. h^bs

juice + $fpair€ta medical treatment, Therapy.] The
treatment of certain (organic) diseases with pre-

pared extracts of glands or organs, or with similar

substances; organotherapy.
1898 Smithsonian Rep. 696 An entire new method, desig-

nated under the name of opotherapy, or treatment by
organic extracts. 190a Brit. Med, yrnl. 13 Apr. 909/1
(art.) Placentophagy and Placental Opotherapy. 1908
Practitioner Mar. 412 The many different substances re*

cently utilised in opotherapy.

OppOSer. Add : 1. b. spec. One of two Fel-

lows of New College, Oxford, appointed to con-

duct the entrance examination at Winchester

College.
1901 Rashdall & Rait Nero College vi. 132 The Warden

and Opposers are not to take bribes.

Opposite. A. adj. Add : 5. b. opposite

number, the person who has a similar or corre-

sponding position, duty, or the like, to one, usually

in another place or arrangement ; one*s partner,

counterpart, or opponent.
1915 * Bartimeus' Tall Ship iv. (ipi6) 84 We were * oppo-

site numbers ' at your brother s wedding. 1917 Times 7 May
6'2 The establishment of personal contact between Sir

William Robertson and his opposite number^ General

P^tain. 1919 EixjAR Wallace Kate^pius Ten vl 107 Pick

up Mr. Fretherston and don't lose him—you may choose

your own opposite number.

B. sb. 3. (Later example.)

1874 Swinburne Bothiv.w. v. (1882) 397 The task were
hard with Knox for opposite To bend the council.

Oppositionary (i?p<5zi'j3nari), a. [f. Opposi-

tion + -AKY 1.] = Oppositional 2.

X9a6 Coniemp. Rev. Sept, 276 Pctrograd (' Leningrad *)

became the centre of Zinoviev*s oppositionary activity.

Oppositions (pp^ifzi'ps}, a. [f. Opposite +
-ous.] Inclined to oppose; recalcitrant.

^^^l Blackw, Mag. Aug, 176/2 He. .became oppositious

on leaving truly delectable posadas to left and right.

Opposive, a. Delete •\Obs~^ and add modern
example.
igix W. Dk Morgan Likely Story 107 He had an opposive

or lazy disposition.

Cppre'ssingly, adv. [-ly ^.] So as to oppress

or be oppressive ; oppressively.

1925 Glasgow Herald 17 May 7/1 That it [the cost] is

oppressingly large no one will deny.

Opsonic (^pstf'nik), a. Bacteriol. [f, as next +
-IC] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of, opso-

nins ; produced by or arising from opsonins ; em-

ploying opsonins. Opsonic index, an index of the

amount or proportion of opsonins present in a

person's blood.
X903 A. E. Wright & Douglas in Proc. Royal Soc,

LXXl I. 368 The opsonic power of the blood fluids disap.

pears gradually on standing. 1906 Practitioner Dec. 750

A doubling of the opsonic index means that the quantity of

opsonin present has been increased in a far greater propor-

tion. 1907 Comhill Mag, Tan. 97 Metchnikoff. .seems in a

measure to have unconsciously anticipated the opsonic

theory. X910 Edin. Rev. Oct. 270 The measurement of the

varying opsonic power of the blood in different diseases is

now,, carried out, ^
Opsonin (('•ps^^nin). BaclerioL [f. Gr. oipov

cooked meat + -inI.] Any of a class of substances

present in blood serum which act on the bacteria

of certain diseases in such a way as to promote

phagocytosis. Hence Op»oxil-ferou8 a,, produc-

ing an opsonic effect ; Opsojilaa-tlon, the action

of opsonin on bacteria ; 0-p«>tti«« ^* trans,^ to pre-



OPTANT.

pare (bacteria) for ingestion by phagocytes ; to treat

with opsonin ; 0*p8onold «. (see quot. 1907V
1903 A. E, \VRrGHT& Douglas in Proc Roy. Soc. LXXII.

366 We may speak of this as an ' opsonic ' effect and we may
employ the term * opsonins ' to designate the elements in the

blood fluids which produce this effect. 1906 Practitioner

Dec 750 We know., that the presence of opsonins is neces-

sary for phagocytosis. 1907 Jrtd. Med. Research Oct. 58

(Cent. Suppl.) In accordance with Ehrlich's nomenclature

opsonin, the opsoniferons group of which is destroyed or

inactivated, may be termed opsonoid. 1907 Practitioner

Apr. 581 The hungry phagocyte is supposed to have its diet

daintily opsonized for it. 1907 Science 13 Sept. 346/1 An
alkalinity.. prevented opsonization.

Optaoit (p'ptant). [G. and Da, optant, f. L.

optant-y optans pr. pple. of optdre to choose.] A
person who, when the territory ofwhich he isa citizen

changes its sovereignty, chooses between retaining

his former citizenship, and accepting a new one.

19x4 W. R. Prior N. Sles^vick under Prussian Rule 9
Nearly 40,000 of the Sleswick Danes had become octants. .

.

The peril to which their optant relatives and neighbours

were exposed. 19*7 Daily Tel. 8 Mar. ii/s_ This arbitral

tribunal pronounced in favour of the Hungarian optants.

Optical, a. Add : 2. b. sf>€€. Of radiation

;

That can be classed as light (see quot.).

1917 N. V. SiDGWiCK Electronic Theory of Valency 32
X-rays differ from ' optical * radiation—a term used to cover

the infra-red, visible and ultra-violet—only in degree, being
of much shorter wave-length.

Opticity (ppti siti). [ad. F. opitciti optical

qnality : see Optic and -itt.] In the brewing and
sugar industries: Optical activity; the quality by
which, or the extent to which, a solution rotates a
beam of polarized light.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 365/2 There is a direct relation-

ship between the opticity and the cnpric reduction exercised

by the mixed products of starch conversion.

O'ptingy vbL sb. [-ing 1.] The action of the

verb Opt.
193s Glasgo7v Herald 13 Apr. 6 The opting of Australia

out of the chain, .does . . impair the symmetry of the I mperial
chain plan.

Option. Add : 2. b. Alternative ; esp, in

phr. with (or without') the option {ofafine).
1901 Chambers's yrnl. Sept. 582/2 A third [conviction]

should result in imprisonment without the option of a fine.

1914 Mrs. Pankhurst My Oivn Story 71 They were given
the option of a fine. Ibid. 86 Two of the women., were, as
' old offenders *, given thirty days without the option of
a fine. 1925 Wodehouse Carry on, Jeeves vii. 159 He will

serve a sentence of thirty days in the Second Division with-
out the option of a fine.

4. b. U.S, (See quot.)
1882 Harper's Mag. May 897/1 The large land-owners have

adopted the policy of granting ' options ' ; that is, signing an
agreement that if any person shall uncover a bed of ore on
his land, the finder shall be entitled to a certain interest,

generally one-third.

6. option notCf price, time,
X909 D. Lloyd-George in Pari. Debates 29 Apr. 519

* Option notes ' will be charged at similar rates, calculated
upon the value of the securities to which the option relates.

1865 Shareholders* Guardiati 8 Nov. 847/2 If at the ex-

piration of the ' option * time the price be the same as the
* option ' price, the person who paid the money has the right
to buy, sell, or neither, as he thinks proper.

Optional, sb, [f. the adj.] An optional sub-

ject of study.

1857 Vale Lit. Mag. XXII. 291 What was never known
before, since the establishment of optionals, the number
pursuing the study of Hebrew is nine.

O'ptionalize, v. [f. Optional + -izb.] trans.

To make optional,
192X J. Harrower in Proc. Class. Assoc. XVIII. 43 Scot-

land, where the disastrous results of optionalLsing Greek in
the Universities.. have had time to manifest themselves.

Optometrical (f^pt^me-trikal), a. [f. Opto-
+ Metrical.] Of or pertaining to optometry.
Opto'metrist, a person who tests eyes for refrac-

tive errors. U.S.
1903 Optical Jml. Dec 810 (Cent. Suppl.) Optometrical.

1004 Ibid. 23 June 6p (Cent. Suppl.) One of the points to be
thoroughly discussed will be the best name to give those who
professionally test eyes for refractive errors. . . In those States
which have Uws governing this line of work the term used
is * Optometrist'.

Oi»toplione (^-pt^fjnn). [f. Opto- + Phonb.]
An instrument in which the action of a beam of
light on a selenium cell is utilized to represent
printed characters audibly and so enable blind
persons to read.

1914 Chambers's Jrnl. Aug. 542/2 An interesting instru-
ment, • The Type-Reading Optophone*, . . was described
recently. 1931 Glasgow Herald 7 Apr. 9 Greater speed
in optophone reading would be attained with practice. X9a3
Westm, Gaz. 14 June, An optophone.. enables a blind man
to read an ordinary newspaper by sound.
Opus (f?-p^s, (Ju-p^s), V. [f. thesb.] trans. To

include and number among the works of a com-
poser of music. Abbreviated Op.
1900 W. A. ELLts Li/e Wagiier I. 376 This negligence In

*opus-ing* his musical works. 1921 A. B. Smith in Music
9f Lett. Oct. II. 364 A large class of composers., write pieces
solely for the pleasure of opusing them. Jbid.^ Every piece
of his [Gurlitil is Op.-ed.

Oquassa. (Example.)
1888 GooDE Amer. Fishes 93 Tautog, chogset,, .oquassa.

.

are unoog the best of them.

88

OVfConJ.^ Add: 7. (7r is used (chiefly coUoq.)
between two numeral adjs., as one or two, two or
threCy a few, a small number (of).

153S, 1748 [see One 2c]. 1805 \^o^DSVi. Prelude viii. 25
A stall or two is here.

Ora'oulate, v. rare, [f. L. oracid-um + -ate.]

trans, and zntr. To say or speak oracularly,
1823 Mrs. E. Nathan ZriZM^^aM II. 315, 1 think I behold

you shaking your wise head . . as you would oraculate, ' the
simple Madelina Itttle suspects * [etc). 1919 J. Buchan
Mr. Standfast r, i. 32 He boomed and oraculated and the
Mi^es Wymondham prattled.

Oral. B. sb. Add : b. Short for cralexamina-
tion.

x876[G. H. Tripp] Student'Life 18 Do something splendid
on the mathematics and the 'orals', and 1 will wage any
thing you will pass clear.

Orange. A. j^.I Add : 7. a. orange leaf^

-wood.
1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil, Southern Matron ili. 25

An orange leaf. . was laid on every finger bowl. 1877 Eliz. S.
Phelps Story of Avis 408 The splendor slept.. upon the
green pulses of the orange-leaves. x88o G. W. Cable
Grandissimes ii. 15 Perfumed ad nauseam with orange-
leaf tea. 1885 — Dr. Sevier X\\\. 437 He nioved bis orange-
wood staffan inch. 1889 Harper^s Mag. Dec 106/2 Strangers
..were detained by eager vendors of flowers and orange-
wood walking-sticks.

d. orange(wood)-stick, a stick of orange-
wood used for manicuring the naiU.
1909 Eliz. Banks Myst. Frances Farringion 162 Orange-

wood manicure sticks. 1910 Daily Chron. 23 Apr. 7/3
Dilute peroxide with one-half water and apply under nails

with cotton on an orangewood stick. 1911 H. S. Harrison
Queed vii, 89 Orange-stick in mouth, he went around like

a museum guide. 1923 F. Courtenay Physical Beauty 46
You may use an orange stick . . to push back the cuticle from
the nails.

B. adj. Add : 1. b. spec. Applied to a variety

of opal.
X902 Chambers*s Jml. Aug. 494/1 The miners.. say, one

stroke of the pick may lay bare a seam of *pin-fire ' opal or
break in two a rich band of ' orange '.

2. a. orange book, a report of the Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries dealing with marketing
questions and published in orange covers.

1928 Daily Express 30 Apr. 7/4 The report is one of the
Ministry's famous * orange' books—those scientific farming
pamphlets for the education of English farmers.

Orarion (orea-rif^n). Eccl. [late Gr. wpapioVf

ad. L. orarium OttAKiUM.] t= Orabium.
'77* J* G. King Ri/es ^ Cerem. Gk. Ch. 36 Plate in.

represents a deacon officiating in his.. Orarion which is

a sort of tippet thrown over his left shoulder. 1850 Neale
Holy East. Ch. i. 310 The stole was frequently called the
orarion in the Western Church. 1907 A. Fortescue Orthod.
East. Ch. 408 Otlier clerks wear a shorter sticharion and an
orarion wound around them.

Oratist (p'ratist). [f. Orate v. + -ist.] One
given to orating ; a speaker or writer using pompous
or bombastic language.
1887 Swinburne .$/«(/. Pr. ^ Poetry 134 The orotund oratist

of Manhattan.

Oratorial, a, 2. (Recent example.)
X923 Daily Mail 8 Aug. 8/1 The very front rank of our

oratotial singers.

Oratorship. (Add examples.)
159a G. Harvey Four Lett, iii, I was supposed not vnmeet

for the Oratorship of the vniuersity. 1869 Sir R. C. Jebb in

Life ^ Lett. v. 98, 1 was standing for the Public Oratorship.

Orca (^"ika). [ad.L. orca, a kind of whale : see

Orc] In recent use = Orc i. Also attrib,

1866 tr. Eschricht in Rec, Mem. Cetacea (Ray Soc.) 172
The teeth of the Orcas are of a quite diflFerent kind from
those of the cachalots. 1906 Windsor Mag. Sept. 469/2
A school of killers or orcas had quietly come up. 1908
Chatnhers's Jrnl. Mar. 263/1 The orca gladiator is fond of
the colder waters to the south. 1929 Encycl, Brit. XXIII.
^S^l'Z Orca or killer whale.

Orchard. 2, Add : orchard-land,
1903 Daily Chron. 4 Mar. 7/1 In the orchard-land of

Normandy the privately distilled liquor is. .a recognized
medium of exchange.

Orch.arding'. 2. (Earlier and later examples.)
1654 Early Connecticut Probate Rec. 155 One halfe of all

my bowsing, barnes and orcharding. 1818 Massachusetts
Spy 25 Feb. 1/2 [A farm] is well proportioned into Mowing,
Pasturing, Ploughland, Woodland and Orcharding. 1849
Rep. U.S. Comm, Patents^ Agric. (1850) 275 From an acre
of orcharding of forty trees, .one hundred barrels of fruit

would be a small crop. \Z^^ Poultry Chron. III. 60/1 He
has about a hundred acres of orcharding—pears, apples,
cherries, plums, &c. 1863 Rep. Maine Board Agric. 142
One acre of orcharding on suitable soil. .will produce three
times the amount in value of any other crop.

Orchestra. 4. (Add example.)
1903 Smart Set IX. 57/1 There would be a modest Httle

dinner at a quiet French restaurant, .and an orchestra-cbair
at the Metropolitan.

Orchestralist (pikcstraUst). [f. Orches-
tral + -ist,] A writer of orchestral music; aa
orchestrator.

1899 Crowest Beethorien 221 The enharmonic change In
the first movement . .a^ain illustrates the wonderful resources
of this king of orchestral ist s.

Orchestrator(fikestr^tai). [f. Orchestrate
+ -or.] One who composes or arranges music for
an orchestra.
X907 E. Walkeh Hist, Mus. Eng. 306 As an orchestrator

he [Elgar] is among the very greatest ia musical history.

OBBEB.
xqxj Ohsen>er 20 Nov. 14/4 Liszt, as an orchestrator, seems
to overtop the other.

Orchid, b. (Add examples.)
1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 818/1 Orchid-lovers have belter

reasons to support their fancy than had the speculative
growers and barterers of tulips. 1893 B. S, Williams [.titW)

The Orchid-Growers' Manual, 1903 Daily Chron. 9 Nov.
3/5 One can never tell what the orchid-secd of enterprise
may blossom into. xsk>8 Westm. Gaz, 28 May 12/1 The
dangers of orchid-hunting.

Orchidean. Add : Also orchidian.
1913 C. A.^ Mercier Astrology in Med. C1914) 4 One

eminent physician discovered .. the elixir of life in orchidian
extract.

Orchidize (^'ikidaiz), v. [f. Orchid + -izk.]

trans. To make like an orchid.
1918 Bennett Pretty Lady xxxi. 222 In the right environ-

ment she would become another being, that was to say, the
same being, but orchidised.

Order, sb. Add : 4. (Further example.)
1897 Rep. Brit. Assoc, 575 The logarithmic decrement of

the receiver is of the same order of magnitude as that of the
vibrator.

b. ellipt. for order of magnitude (see *4).
1903 Sir O. Lodge Mod. Views on Matter 7 We are sure

that their mass is of the order one-thousandth of the atomic
mass of hydrogen. 191a Rep. Brit. Assoc. 398 The change
of weight.. should have been of the order of i in 10'^ per I'C.
1927 N. V. SiDGWlcK Electronic Theory Valency 20 The
accuracy of spectroscopic measurements (of the order of one
in a million) had made it possible to discover very detailed
relations among the various lines of a spectrum.

6. o. Later example of sing.

1873 EsTcouRT Anglican Ordinations \. 4 Holy Order is

a Sacrament, requiring a certain matter and form.

8, (Further example.)
X9oa Pall Mall Mag. XXVIII. 71/1 The King's new

Order of Merit would have attracted more attention if the
list had appeared alone, and not at the tail of the honours
bestowed at the Coronation.

Order of the boot: see *BooT sb.^ r d.

13. d. Mil. Equipment, uniform, dress, etc for

some purpose, as drill order, field-day order,

marching order, review order, etc.

1837 King's Regul. Army 32 General Officers are to cause
the Troops . . to be frequently paraded, and exercised at least

once a week, in Heavy Marching Order, i860 Queen's
Regul. Army 150 There is to be only one order for parade,
viz:—marching order, when the full equipment of the soldier

is to be carried. i88i Ibid, is? Field-day Order ; to be used
generally for summer field-days, divisional and brigade drills,

[etcl. Ibid., Drill Order; to be u.sed at ordinary drills, and
in riding-schools. 1883 Ibid. 265 When the Staff wear the
scarlet tunic, ofiScers will appear in 'review order '.

18. (Further example.)
1893 Times 13 June 5/6 Mr. M— ruled out of order an

amendment relating to the land question.

20. (Further example.)
a 1909 il.S. Dept. Agric. Farmers' Bull. No. 60. 4 (Cent

Sup[)l.) 'Order * or 'case * in tobacco cuiing means a moist
condition in which the tissue will not break.

24. C. Also a big order.

19*3 H. G. Wells Men Like Gods 11. ii. 5 * ^74 'You
mean tojump this entire Utopian planet 7* said Mr. Hunker.
'Big order*, said Lord Barralonga. 1923 Daily Mail 1$ }Mr\t:

II No surprise need be felt if Mrs. Bendir's colt, despite the
big weight, becomes a very big order,

e. colloq. A portion or helping of a dish or

article of food served in a restaurant.

1906 *0. Henby' Four Million 103 The clatter of steel,

the screaming of ' shoi t orders ', the cries of the hungering
and all the horrid tumult of feeding man. Ibid. 248 And alt

this while she [the waitress] would be performing astounding
feats with orders of pork and beans, pot roa'its, [etc.]. 1936
William Feather Mag. July in Amer. Sp. June {1927) 414
*One order of split pea soup', cries the customer...* An
order of ham and eggs*, says one,

27. In order, c. Appropriate to or befitting the

occasion ; suitable ; called for ; also, in fashion,

current, common, ' the thing \
a i86i T. WiNTHROP John Brent viii. 85 If the gent has

m.ide a remark what teches yon, apologies is in order. 1873
Ac.DRicH Marj. Daiv, etc 29 Not that I am pimng for news
of them, but any gossip of tlie kind would be in order. 1878

J. H. Beadle IVestern Wilds xxv. 399 One week sufficed

to conclude my business in Oregon, but before leaving a few
general notes are in order. 1903 A^ V. Times 4 Sept., Good-
byes were in order on the Erin last night. 1904 H. H.
HoKNE Philos. Educ. iq6 A quotation from Professor James
on any subject which his brilliant pen has touched is aiwa>*s

in order.

d. In (or on) short order (also quick ord^r) :

without delay, immediately, summarily. ^^..S".

183+ W. G. SiMMS Guy Rivers (1841) ILL 75 Be off now
in a hurry, or I shall fire upon you in short order. 1840
C. F. Hoffman Greyslaer iv. iii. II. 197, I cut out in quick
order from the hollow, and made clean tracks for the camp.
1841 Knickerbocker Mag. XVII. 27 If you fight that man,
he will use you up in short order. 1846-^ Mrs. Whitcher
Wido7u Bedott P. xxv. 307 If ever you dew it agin you'll get

your walking-ticket onshort order. i86iO.W. Norton ^7-«y
Lett. 26 A field of potatoes, five acres, was emptied of its

contents in short order. z89a Outing Apr. 19/1, I was so

comfortable that I went to sleep in short order. 190* Eliz.

Banks Newspaper Girl •2^^ I dressed myself in short order.

CX904 in k-p^ Business Bios:r. J. Wanamaker {192°) >s8
The Trust could shut up every factory outside of the Trust

in short order.

Order, v. 6. Also with ellipse of to be. U.S,
1781 WiTHF,BSPOON DruidNa 5 These things were ordered

delivered to the army. 1799 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XIII.
61 But the wind growing faint, I ordered the signal taken
in. 1816 U. Brown Jml. in Maryland Hist. Afa£. XI.
364 He orders her brought into the yard for me to see. 1873
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T. H. Beadle UrtfieveL IVest xi. igi My bill was introduced

by Senator Williams of Oregon, read by title, and ordered
printed. 1875 J. G. Holland Sevenoaks xxiii. 327 He went
out, . .jumped into Mr. Talbot's waiting coupe, and ordered
himself driven home. 1904 San Francisco Ckron, 24 July
36 They were ordered deported on the same steamer on
which they came. 1907 Mns. Harris Tents pf Wickedness

II. iii. 144, 1 can order the horses brought round at tea

o'clock.

Orderly. A. adj. 5. Also orderly box.

1904 Daiiy Chron, i8 Mar. 6/3 Theyhad. .been seen tear-

ing up documents and throwing them into orderly boxes.

Ordinaible, <*. Transfer \Obs. to sense in Diet,

and add : Capable of being arranged or set in order.

jQoa Encyct. Brit. XXXI. 281/2 A_ manifold which can be
arranged in order may be called ordinable.

Ordinary, sb. Add : 14. o. (Earlier ex-

amples.)
1637 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. IX. 55 Mr. John Holgraue..

hath undertaken to keep an ordinary for the entertainment

of strangers. 1650 Maryland Archives aq^ Wine or other

Provisions to bee expended in any Ordinaries within this Pro.

vince. 1680 Co//. A^. //. Hist. Sac. Xlll. 15 Wliat person so-

ever . . shall profane ye Lord's Day . . by diningat ordinarys in

time of publique worship, .shall forfeite los. X704 S. Knight
j'niL 36 We went forward, and arriving at an Ordinary
about two mile further, found tolerable accommodation.

1745 Itinerant Ol'SCrvations 43 At our arrival atSnow.Hill,

I took up Quarters at an Ordinary, and found them very

good. Note. Or Tavern, Eating-house, or Inn.

16. a. (Recent example.)
X909 Times Lit. Suppl. ao ^May 185/2 Shakespeare intro-

duces the ordinary, whether in characters or in events, only
as a foil to the extraordinary.

O. One of a class of inmates in a poor-honse.

X910 Daily Ckron. 14 Jan. 8/5 'i'he * ordinaries ' (whom we
should call able-bodied) were able to roam all over the

building.

19. a. ordinary-keeper (earlier examples).

164s Essex Inst. Hist. Colt. IX. 136 To provide for a
ordinarie keeper. x66a MarylandArchives ^^j All Ordinary
Keeper* debts either upon bill or accompt.. shall be allowed

due.

Ordinary, a. 6. (Later U.S. example ; cf.

*Ok!JEBT.)
zZoo Aurora {Philad.) i May (Th.) This ordinary drunken

wretch is supposed to be the perpetrator.

Ordinator, 1. (Recent example.)

1929 Bridges Test. Deatitj/i. 134 And wouldst thou play

Creator and Ordinator of things.

Ordovician, a. Add : b. ellipt. or as sb.

Ordovician rocks or strata.

X914 Btit, Mus. Return aoi Crinoidea from.. the Ordo-
vician of Ohio.

Ore ^. 3. a. Add : ore-bucket, -pass, -vein

(example).
191a Chambers's Jml. Dec. 784/2 The men . . had begun to

send the "ore-buckets down empty. x'e&%Encycl. Bril. XVI.
453/2 E the main lode, H permanent levels, and K *ore-pass

reserved amidst the rubbish (deads) D. X906 Chambers's

"Jml. Feb. 159/2 A few digs with the shovel laid bare the

outcropping of the *orc-vcin.

Oregon (frigcn). The name of one of the

United States of America, situated on the Pacific

sea-board ; used attributively in the names of (varie-

ties of) plants and animals found in Oregon, as

Oregon ash, a species of ash, J-raxinus ore_^ona ;

Oregon grape, the evergreen ihrab Berberis aqtti-

folium, or its berry ; Oregon horse, a breed of

horse originating in Oregon ; Oregon pine, a

species of fir, Pseudotsuga douglasii or taxifolia.

1874 R. Glisam yrnt. Army Life xxxiiu 4S0 Along the

streams grow cotton wood.. and the "Oregon ash. X869 S.

Bowles Our Sew West v. 107 We unexpectedly find the

'Mahonia Holly'. ..They call it here the 'Oregon grape, for

it bears a little berry. X889 Century Mag. Jan. 341/1 A
strain of horses early imported into Montana from the West
and known as the 'Oregon horse. X845 Knickerbocker Mag.
XXVI. 166 The "Oregon pine mentioned in. .the North-

American Review. 188S Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 386/2 The
PriTicipal timber is yellow and red fir, ordinanly known as

Oregon pine', which constitutes the bulk of the forests.

Hence Oregone-se //., the people of Oregon;

Orego'nlan a. and sb., belonging to Oregon, (a

n.itive or inhabitant) of Oregon ; O'regonly (ulv.,

after the manner of an Oregonian.

184S E. BaTANT Cali/ornia xv. 197, I think the Oregonese

had a little the advantage of us in this respect. <i x86i T.

WiNTHROr 7oAn Brent xxii. 243 Armstrong's opinion was

only ray own, expressed Oregonly. 1873 J. H. Beadle
Undevet. West xxxv. 762 There is a distinctively Oregonian

look about all the natives and old residents. Ibid, xxxvi.

773 No Oregonian will eat of salmon caught above the

mouth of the Willamette. 1880 K. MumroeGoM«» Days
xL X18 Most of the Oregonians..h<-id sworn the extermina-

tion of such Indians as dwelt in the neighbourhood of their

new homes,

Orezigenic (oreksid.:;e'nik), a. Med. [f. Gr.

J/)ffij Obkxis + *-OEKia] That stimulates the

appetite.
tLrsAmer. JmL Clin. Med Oct. usi (Cent. Suppl.) An

orexigenic and stomachic action which is not to be lightly

esteemed.

Organ, j*.' 8. Add : organ recital.

ii»x Harper's Maf. May 814/1 Piano and organ recitals

have long been fashionable.

Oreanal, «. 2. (Recent example.)

I9i« a V. STA»ro»D & Forsyth Hist. Mus. 12S At this

time the organal voice had. .become finally fixed in \\^ posi-

tion above the plain-song.

Organic, a. 6. b. (Earlier examples.)
1849 Congress. Globe 25 July App. 46 (Th.) [The origin of

a Territorial Government] is not from such people, but from
the law of Congress, usually styled the 'organic law',
establishing it... The rules that Government has itself pre-
scribed ii) the 'organic law*. X857 Mcssat^e 0/ Mayor 0/
Washington 26 May ( Bartlett) The powers of the corporation
of Washington are only those which are conferred by the
organic law, the charter.

Organicism. Add: 1. b. The doctrine that

everything in nature has an organic basis or ex-

planation.
19x2 A. Tridon tr. Delage ^ Goldsmith^s Theories Evot.

163 In that respect, organicism Is the perfect antithesis of
Weismannism. 1928 yrnt. Pkilos. Stud. Jan. 39 This is the
reason why modern organicism, the organic theory of nature,
seems so important for modern biology.

Hence Organiclst. Add: (i) One who holds

the organic theory of nature. So Organici'stlc a.

2913 A. Tridok tr. Delage ff Goldsmith's Theories Ez'ol,

164 Roux and the other organicists lay special stress on the

factors of individual evolution. 1928 yrnt. Philos, Stud.

Jan. 29 'That which was common to the organicists, said

Delage, was that they regarded . . life, the form of the body.

.

as resulting from the reciprocal play or struggle of all its

elements. Ibid. 39 The organicistic schema formerly covered

the living world, and now covers also the world of the non-
living.

Organism, 1. (Add example.)
X926 A. N. Whitehead Set. ^ Mod. World \ii This doc-

trine involves the abandonment of the traditional scientific

materialism, and the substitution of aa alternative doctrine

of organism.

Organistic, a. Add : b. Of or pertaining to

an org,inism ; based on organisms.
iq\o Fabian Nezvs XXI. 16/1 He adopts the organistic

view of society—that society is a being.

Organistry (^-.iganistri). [f. Oboanist h- -bt.]

The post of organist.

1890 Peel City Guard. 19 July 4/r He.. held the local

town hall organistry.

Organity. Transfer \Obs. to sense in Diet.

and add : 2. An organized whole or organism.
X929 Bridges Test. Beauty \\. 8or Tliese perfected unify'd

orgaiiities..all act in response to external stimulants.

Ovganiza'tory, «. [f. med.L. organizat- ppl.

stem of organizare, see Organize v. + -CRT.] Of
or pertaining to organization.

1931 Public Opinion 17 June 560/1 The merely organisa-

tory work of delivering wooden houses and materials to

France.

Organotherapy (pugan^jie'rapi). [f. Ob-
GAiro- + Therapy.] The treatment of disease with

organic extracts. So Oirganothera-plG a., of

or pertaining to organotherapy. Oirganotliera-

peu-tlos (//.), the study or practice of organo-

therapy as a branch of medicine.

X899 Nature 3 Aug. 316/1 The most successful branch of

organotherapy . . has been that of the thyroids. X900 Lancet

25 Aug. 610/2 Dr. J. G. Soutar.. regarded the subject of

organo-therapeutics as one of great importance. X908

Practitioner Sept. 428 All forms of medical treatment of this

affection, whether hygienic, dietetic, medicinal, organo-

theraplc, or electrical in nature, are unsatisfactory. 1909

Athenxum 17 July 72/2 Since then, organo-therapy has in-

creased apace, xgaa Harkower (title) Practical Organo-
therapv.

Oribatid (^i'balid), sb. and a. [f. mod.L.

Oribatidsi the name of the family.] (A tick) be-

longing to the family Oribatidx ; a beetle-mite.

187s Encyct. Brit. II. 276/1 The Oribatldes in general

live on vegetable matter. X9X4 Brit. Mus. Return 170

"Thirty-three Oribatid Mites from Hawaii. 1924 Glasgovi

Herald 12 Jan. 4/2 The hard-shelled 'beetle-mites', or

Oribalids feed on decaying vegetable matter.

Orielled, o. [f. Oriel + -ed.] Provided with

oriels (sense 2).

'90s Westm. Caz. 4 Nov. 6/2 Tawny sunlight works bright

wizardries In orielled cloisters.

Orient, v. 1. b. (Add examples.)

X896 Science 3 July il We are now at a loss to orientthe

several paru of the cranium. 1936 Mulford Cassidy's

Protfgixvii. 170 Hesitating for a moment while he oriented

the report, he started toward the edge of the hill-top.

Oxientating, ///• a. [-ing2.] That orien-

tates.

193X Mrs. E. Herman Creative Prayer 104 For that world

of reality . . is . . Love, and its highway—the great orientating

path that gives it coherence—is Christ.

OrJUicial (criff^l), a.'^- [f. L. orifid-um Oeipioe

+ -al.] Of or pertaining to an orifice.

iga&Chambers'sJml. Feb. 92/2 Then we cut it [jc. a potato]

in two or in four according to one's orificial ability. X9a6

Spectator 25 Sept. 473/1 With a fine inconsistency, they

belong to societies of so-called 'orificial surgery 'and follow

strange cults of electrical healing.

Origenian, a. (Modern example.)

1879 R. Ornsby in Dubt. Rev. July 64 A fourth branch of

the Origenian evidence is prophecy and its fulfilment.

Original. A. adj. Add: 1. d. Geol. Of
miner3s : That have been piesent in rocks from

their first formation.

1883 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. 6l The same mineral may occur

both as an original and as a secondary constituent.

Originist. Transfer -^Obs. to sense in Diet,

andadd: 2. One who holds a particular view of the

origin of e.g. species or varieties of living things.

Properly the second element of a compound.
^

1937 Glasgow Herald 14 July 4/6 Two rival schools —

those of the Diffusionists and the Independent Originists

—

make bid for favour [among anthropologists].

-Orium, suffix. Add : Now used in America in

many, often hybrid, formations, as barbatorittm,

bobatorium, healthaiorium, etc (see 1925 Amer.
Sp. I. 38).

Ornamental. B. sh. Add : b. A tree,

shrub, or the like, grown for the sake of its beauty,

1903 P<fp, Sci. Monthly Jan. 277 It could be done more
easily with strawberries, or with some of the common
ornamentals that do not reproduce true to seed.

Omamentalist. (Add example.)
1923 Daily Tel. 13 May 20/6 Pastrycooks.—First Hand

Required. Must be first-class decorator and omamentalist.

Ornate, ppl- a. Add ; 3. as sd. That which
is ornate.

1905 IVcstftt, Gaz. 12 Jan. 4/2 It was man who first began
to cultivate the ornate.

O'rneriness, U.S. colloq. form of Ordinabi-
NE33, esp. in the sense * meanness '.

1899 Tarkincton Gentl, Indiana iv. 45 They.. let loose

their deviltries just for pure orneriness.

Omery (pun^ri), a. U.S colloq. Also ornary,
or^nary. [Variant of Ordinary a^ Poor in

quality; bad; coarse; mean; low; commonplace.
1816 U, Brown ^r«/. tn MarylandHUL Ma^. X. 369 The

Land is old, completely worn out, the farming extremely
ornary in general. 1837 Knickerbocker Mag. IX. 63 You're
all a pack of poor, or'nary common people, a z86i T. Win-
ivivxi^Jahn Brent vii. 7 1 Good company betters the orneriest

sort of weather. <:i865 ' Mark Twain ' Sketches Wks. XIX,
29 You'd think he warn't worth a cent but to set around and
look ornery, 1873-6 Bret Harte Gabriel Conroy m Scrib-

ner's MontklyVl.-2^6 Asking ornery and perfectly ridiculous

questions. 190a G. H. Lorimer Lett. Sel/'Htade Merchant
X, 136 When I began to hint that the people were pretty

ornery dressers, he reckoned that he ' would paste me one if

I wasn't so young '. 1921 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean
V. 90 Am I ornery enough to lie to you, after what had
happened on deck last night.

Ornithologically, adv, (Example.)
i86a Ibis 87 The country.. is rather poor ornithoIogicaUy,

Ornithologize, v. (Earlier example.)
x'ifjxAnter. Naturalist VI. 268 At Topeka . . we also tarried

for ten days, devoting the time ahnost exclusively to ornitho-

lo^zing.

O'mitliomorph.. [f. Gr. opvi66nop<l>-os bird-

shaped.] A representation of a bird in art,

19x3 J. Rkndel Harris Boanerges ii. 14 There was an
ornitnomorph, and . .several theriomorphs, before the anthro-

pomorph.
0:rnitho*pter, Also -ptere. [f. Ornitho- +

Gr. tnkpov feather, wing.] A machine designed to

* fly * by means of wings acting like those of a bird.

Also attrib,

1908 Aeronautics Nov. I. 86 Oruithoptere denotes a
machine in which the means of sustentation and propulsion

consist of beating-wings. 1927 C L. M. Brown Conquest of
Air 75 As early as 1872 he had built an obviously impractic-

able machine on the ' wing-flapping ' or ornithopter principle.

OrnitllOSanr, (Add example.)
X913 Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. LXIX. 372 An Ornithosaur from

the Wealden Shales of Atherfield (Isle of Wight).

Ornithosanrian. (Examples.)
1888 LvDEKKER Catal. Fossil Refitilia Brit. Mus. I. 24

Considerable portion of the skeleton of a large Ornitho-

saurian..from the Wealden of Brook, Isle of Wight. 1913

Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. LXIX. 372 Ihe late Rev. W. D. Fox..
discovered, .many associated ornithosaurian bones.

Orogenetic ((^r^jdgene'tik), a. [f. Gr. opos

mountain + -genetic] — Obogenic.
1888 Teall Brit. Petrogr. 441 Orcgenetic, that which re-

lates to the formation of mountains. 1897 Geog. Jrnl. X.
268 The slope is gentle, indicating an absence of orogenetic

activities. 1925 Joly Surface-Hist. Earth i. 34 The oro-

genetic movements which developed the Appalachians.

Oro^aphical, «. (Add example.) So Oro-

gTa*plilcally adv.

1913 Sir N. Su\vf Forecasting Weather w. 156 Orograjjhi-

cal Rain. Formed in air-currents ascending mountains.

190a D. G, Hogarth Nearer East 14 Here is a continuous

parting of waters, but not, orographically, a continuous

mountain range.

Orometry (or(?'metri), [f, Gr. opos mountain

+ -fx€Tpia (in comb.) measurement : see -METRY.]

The measurement of forms of relief, or the branch

of physical geography which deals with this.

1898 Geog. Jrnl. XL 205 As the gcoid is treated in geodesy,

he treats the oroid in orometry,

Orotundity. (Example.)
1922 J. M. MuRRY Probl, Style 20 Wordsworthlans were

there to discover the hallmark of genius on his most in-

significant orotundities.

Orphaned, a. Add : 3. Of machinery, etc.

:

Of which spare parts are no longer available.

1920 F. B. ScHOi-L Autanioiile Owner's Guide -^Orphantd

cars may run as well and give as good service as anybody

could ask for, but when a company fails or discontinues to

manufacture a model, the car immediately loses from one-

third to one-half of its natural value.

Orseller, variant of *Nor8elleb.

Orthaxial, a. (Add example.)

1886 CT-S. Comtnission of Fish ff Fisheries 085 (Cass.

Suppl.) The word orthaxialis used to designate the archaic

straight type of vertebrate axis which is not bene upwards at

its posterior extremity.

Orthic, a. Add: b. Math. (Seeqaot)

xot^ Science 19 Aug. 227/3 Orthic Curves; or Algebraic

Ciuves whichsatisfy Laplace's Equation in Two Dimension*.



OBTHO. 90 OSMATIC.

OrthO (^jW. «. Abbreviation of Orthochbo-
MATia Also cllipt. « ortho<hromatic plate.

X906 Wtstm. Gas. it May 14/3 The.. medium ortho is

about half the speed of the well-known extra-rapid, .ortho-

plate. 19SX Glasgovj Herald 97 Apr. o, I have said some-
thing ID previous articles about ortho plates.

OrthodiagraiU (^ijwdai-agrsera). [f. Ortho-

+ Diagram.] A sketch of the outline of an organ,

etc, obtained by the use of an orthodiagraph,

Orthodi'affraph, an instrument designed to secure

an accurate outline of an internal organ, foreign

substance in the body, or the like, by means of

Rontgen rays "which strike the plate at right

angles. 0:rtliodlaffra*plilc a., of or pertaining to

an orthodiagraph. 0:rthodla-gTaphy, the use of

an orthodiagraph.

1904 Elect. World ff En^n. 24 Sept. 514 (Cent. Suppl.) A
so-called orthodiagraph, an apparatus which serves in con-

nection with Roentgen tubes for determining the exact size

of the heart and for locating foreign bodies. 1907 PraC'
titioner Apr. 524 By means of orthodiagraphy.. the exact

size and shape of an organ or tumour can be ascertained.

Ibid, 525 The orthodiagraphic axis.
^
Ibid. 526 Changes in

the size of the heart . . can be determined by the system . . of

measuring orthodiagrams which have been taken direct on
paper.

Orthodontia (^jjK?d/7'ntia), [mod.L. f, Gr.

opB6s, Obtho- + 6h6vT-, 65ov$ tooth.] The cor-

recting of irregular and faulty positions of the teeth,

1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet. 1908 Practitiatter Dec
858 A case showing the importance of moving the roots of
the teeth in orthodontia.

Orthodontic (p-ilw<lf*ntik), a. [f. as prec. + -ic]

Of or pertaining to orthodontia. Orthodo'ntics
sb. pi.i the science or practice of orthodontia.

O'rtliodoxitist, one %vho studies or practises ortho-

dontia.

1907 Amer. Text-hk. Prosthetic Dentistry (ed. C. R.
Turner) 450 And in the front of the mouth aLso. .their move-
ment to correct position by orthodontic means is frequently
advisable. X908 Text-bk. Operat. Dentis/tyicd. C. N. John-
son) 566 Not infrequently, is the orthodontist called upon to
diagnose the presence or absence of a permanent successor
to a deciduous tooth, 1909 Let. to J, A. H. Murray 8 Dec,
At the Annual Meeting, held this evening^ of the British

Society for the Study of Orthodontia, the Committee brought
forward a resolution that the word * Ortliodontics * be sub-
stituted for ' Orthodontia ' in the name of the Society. 1925
Brit. Med, yrnl, 15 Dec. 1183/2 A paper read before the
British Society for the Study of Orthodontics.

Ortlxofbrm (^jjwfpjm), [f. Obtho- + -form the

terminal part of Chlorofokm.] A white crystal-

line powder possessing local analgesic and anti-

septic properties; the methyl ester of meta-amido-
para-oxy-benzoic acid,

1807 JVestm. Gnz, 25 Oct. 5/2 A new anassthetic called
Orthoform, the discovery of two German chemists named
Einhorn and Hine. 1898 Brit. Med, Jml. 5 Feb. 361. 1907
Practitioner Kn%. 294 Orthoform has been highly spoken of
in the treatment of ulcers. 19x0 Glasgow Herald x-^ Dec,
II Various synthetic drugs, such as novocain and orthoform.

OrtllOgenesis (pJ^^'d.^e'nisis), [ad. G. ortho-

genesis (Kimer) . see Ortho- and -genesis.] The
evolntion or development of organic forms along
definite lines which are determined by inherent

tendencies and for the most part uninfluenced by
the environment,

189s Nature 3 Oct. 554/2 Prof. Eimer, of Tubingen, spoke
..on the subject of orthogenesis. 190a J. M. Baldwin
Development ir Evol. xii. 161 Eimer.. calls the determination
secured by this means 'orthogenesis'. 1911 Encycl, Brit,
XXVII. 912/1 Many successful series,. .as they have sur-
vived, must inevitably display orthogenesis to some extent.

1937 Haldane& Hvxlky Auitfial Biol. x. 217 A third theory
of evolution has been advancedj called Orthogenesis, or
development in straight lines.

0:rthogene'tic, a. [f. prec, see -genetic]
Of, pertaining to, or exhibiting, orthogenesis

;

characterized by orthogenesis or development along
straight lines. Hence 0:rtho^ene'tically adv.
1903 Atner. Geol. Apr. 205 The orthogenetic formation of

the chambers exerts an increasing pull upon the chamber of
attachment. i9a7 Haldank & Huxley Animal Biol. xi.

253 The orthogenetic series can be perfectly well explained
by natural selection. Ibid.^ The extinct cephalopod molluscs
. .often evolved orthogenetlcally into the most bizarre forms.
1930 W. R. Inge Ckr. Ethics ^ Mod. Probl. i, 13, I shall not
maintain that the evolution of Christianity has been.. ortho-
genetic.

Orthograde (^•J^'Jgr^d), a. [irreg. f. Obtho-
+ L. -gradus going, walking: see Grade.] Hav-
ing, or walking with, the body upright.
1905 A. Keith in yrnl. Anat. ^ Physiol. Oct. 18 The

Orthograde Primates, into which group fall the gibbon,
orang, chimpanzee, gorilla, and man. 191a — Human Body
vL (1920) 8a The orthograde or uprig't stage of develop.
meni. 1935 J. Laird Our Minds ff their Bodies 46 Aa
orthograde (or erect) animal, like man.

Orthometric, a. (Add example.)

^ 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 349/2 All crystals maybedivtded
into *^orthometric * or erect forms and *cUnometric' or in-
clined forms.

Orthophonic (/ijwf(?*nik), a. [f. Orthophony
+ -IC,] Of or pertaining to orthophony; repro-
ducing sounds correctly.

19*7 Gramophone V. 309/2 The gramophone part of it con-
tains an improved form of orthophonic born. 19x7 Daily

Mirror 10 Dec. 12/1 The Orthophonic horn has been in use
with wireless for two or three years.

OrthOplastic C/i)>^plse*stik), a. [f. Or. bpBoz

Oktho- +- TTKaartKos Flastic] Of or pertaining to

orthoplasy ; forming a shield under which germinal
variations may arise.

190a J. M. Baldwin Det'elopment if Evol. x. 142 These
influences we may call ' orthoplastic * or directive influences.

Orthoplasy 0?j])^-plasi). Biol, [f. Gr. 6pe6s

Ortho- + jrXdffis moulding.] The retention by an
organism and its successors of acquired characters

until germinal variations arise to continue these

;

a view of the origin of variations based on this.

190a J. M. Baldwin Diet. Phil, ff Psych. II.251/1 Ortho-
plasy . . emphasizes natural selection working upon variations
in many cases screened and fostered by the presence of
individual modifications. 190a — Development ^ Evol. xiii.

173 The theory of evolution which makes general use of
organic selection is called Orthoplasy.

OrtLopter 2. [ad. F. orthoptire in same sense.]

A form of ornithopter,

1887^ tr. 7. Verne's Clipper of Clouds vii, Orthopters,
machines which endeavour to reproduce the natural flight

of birds. 1907 Set. Atner. iz Oct. 258/2 When suspended
the orthopter indicated a forward pull of approximately 24
pounds. Z909 Westm. Gas. 23 Mar. 4/1 The compound
aeroplane.. which combines the orthopter and biplane.

Orthopteran, a. (Example.)
1900 Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. XXIII. 393 Tlie Orthopteran

genus Trinierotropis.

OrtllOpteroid (piJ)(?*pteroid), a. (and sb.),

[f. Orthoptera + -oiJ).] Resembling or related to

the Orthoptera. As sb.j an orthopteroid insect.

1887 H-EiLpnin Distrib. Animals 146 The discovery, .of an
apparent orthopteroid (Palzcoblattina) in the most nearly
equivalent deposits of Calvados, France. 1889 Nicholson
& Lydekker Palxontol. I. 593 The Orthopteroid section of
the Palxodictyoptera includes a group of forms representing
the modern Cockroaches. 1910 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 432/1
Orthopteroid wing.neuration.

Orthostatic (^jjwstae-tik), a. [f. Obtho- +
Static or ad, Gr. *dp6oaTaTiK-6s ; of. dpOoaraTTjs an
upright pillar.] Upright or vertical.

1926 Hogarth Kings of Hittites ii. 29 Ground-courses of
orthostatic slabs.

OrtliosteTeoscope, [f. Oktho- + Stebeoscope.]
A binocular microscope in which inversion of the

image is avoided or corrected. Hence O^rtho-
stereosco'pic a.j 0:rtliostereo*scoplsin.
189a ytytl. Qicekett Microsc. Club. 46 If orthostereoscopic

vision IS required the transposition must be corrected. Ibid.

52 If the two prisms were joined into one, it would . , make a
very efficient orthostereoscope. Ibid. 53 Orthostereoscopism.

Orysp.ne (^'ridgsin), a. [f. L. oryg-^ oryx OuYX
+ -INE^.] Of or pertaining to the genus Oryx, of

antelopes.
1898 Proc. Zool. Soc. 353 The Addax, I think, is on the

whole more an orygine type than a hippotragiiie.

Osage orange. See Okangk sb.^ 3.

1817, 1859 [see Orange 3]. 1838 H. W, Ellsworth Valley
N. IVabash V. 52 These fences, whose tops are covered with
a luxuriant growth of the wild locust hawthorn, or Osage
Orange. 1846 D. J. Browne Trees Atner. 465 Maclnra
aurantieua The Osage Orange-trce. 1857 Trans. 111. Agric.
Soc. II. 23 The practicability of successfully cultivating the
Osage Orange plant into a protective hedge. 1870 Keim
Sheridan's Troopers xxW. {1885) 159 Everywhere along the
stream there was an abundance of box elder, Osage orange,
and some locust. 1891 Harper's Mag. Sept. 579/2 There
was a hedge of Osage Orange on one side of the yard.

Osazone (^"'saz^un), Chetn. [Named by E.

Fischer (i 884), f. -ose2 + *Azo- + -one, or the com-
mon termination of the different substances _/r«f/-

osazon^j *Glucosazone, etc.] Any of a class of

crystalline compounds obtained from sugars con-

taining a carbonyl group by the action of phenyl-

hydrazine,
189a E. F. Smith tr. Richter's Org. Chem. 501 In the

presence of an excess of phenylhydrazine the hexoses, like

all glucoses combine with two molecules of it upon applica-
tion of heat and form the osazones. 1898 J. Wade Intro,
Org. Chem, 1S9 Fructose yields.. the same compound [as
glucose], and the osazone is best made in quantity from invert

sugar. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 722/2 It was necessary lo
reproduce the hexose from the osazone. 1905 C. E. Simon
Physiol. Chem, 67 Hydrazons . .can be further transformed
into osazonsy which are very characteristic substances and
may serve to distinguish the various sugars from each other.

Oscillate^ v. Add : 1. (Further example.)

1913 J. A. Fleming Wireless Telegr. 69 The two plates arc
then connected together suddenly. The charges in them,
therefore, begin to oscillate.

C. loosely. Of a special medium or apparatus
through whicli oscillations pass ; To experience or

suffer the passage of oscillations.

1919 Penrose Wireless Telegr. 47 If there k no resistance,

radiation, or other losses, the circuit would oscillate for ever.

1938 Times 23 Mar. 20/1 I f too much retroaction is employed
the circuit resistance may become negative when the whole
system will begin to oscillate.

d. spec. Of a wireless receiver, or (loosely) of its

operator : To radiate electro-magnetic waves owing
to faulty operation.
1936 Westm. Gaz. 3 Feb., Listeners-in who oscillate may

find themselves deprived of their licences.

3. (Further example.)
1905 PREECE & SivEWRiGHT TclegT. 462 Thc Spark gap

which oscillates the energy.

Oscillating, ///. a. (Add example.)
»9«5 P; J* RiSDON Crystal Receivers ^ Circuits ii BC wilt

tend to induce in CD an oscillating current which wilt react
on BC.

Oscillation. 1. (Add examples.)
1877 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 81/2 The charge of one armature

of the condenser passes through a series of oscillations. 1896
Q. Rev. Apr. 505 A simple arrangement for producing
electrical oscillations of the longitudinal or sonorous type.

1911 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 532/2 The transmitting antenna
wire is alternately charged to a high potential and dis-

charged with the production of high frequency oscillations
in it. 193a E, V. AppLETON Tltermionic Vacuum Tttbes 102
Since the applied anode potential is negative 00 anode
current flows unless oscillations are present.

3. Also Comb, as oscillation-hysteresis.
193a E. V. Appleton Thermonic Vacuum Tubes 98 Tbe

curves. .indicate the existence of oscillation-hysteresis.

Oscillator. Add : 2. Also, a form of wire-

less transmitter.

1907 Cornhill Mag. Mar. 356 Placing his oscillator at thc
focus of a parabolic mirror, i^z^ Discovery June 83/2 Some
sixty per cent of the initial electrical energy emitted by the
oscillator could be converted into heat.

3. A person wlio causes or allows a radio receiver

to * oscillate' or radiate electro-magnetic waves.
J927 Daily Tel. i Mar. 6 Cases where engineers, .have

succeeded in tracking down oscillators, 1927 Glasgow
Herald 20 Sept. 8/2 The running«to-carth of offending
oscillators.

Oscillatory, a. (Add examples.)
1888 Teali- Brit. Petrogr. 441 When the faces of two

different forms of the same order are alternately developed
in a ciystal, the result being a fine parallel striation, the
combination is said to be oscillatory. 1922 Encycl. Brit.
XXXII, 1023/2 High frequency oscillatory currents will be
set up in this latter circuit under certain conditions.

Oscillogram ((? sibgrsem). [f. as next +
•K3BAM.] A record obtained by means of an oscillo-

graph.
1908 E. RuHMER Wireless Teleph. 11. xiii. 145 Duddell-Arc

oscillograms. Two oscillographic records from a singing
arc.

Oscillograph ((?*sibgraf). [ad. F. oscillo-

graphe (1893 lilondel in Comptes Ketidus OLVl.
502); f. L, (7JrtV/-5r^ to oscillate + -GRAPH.] a. An
instrument similar in principle to the galvanometer
designed to record or reveal oscillations and changes
in electric currents, esp. when these oscillations are
very small and rapid, b. An instrument for detect-

ing and measuring the oscillations of buildings^

ships, and other structures. Oscillogra-phic a.,

of, pertaining to, or produced by, an oscillograph.
1900 Nature 6 Dec. 142/2 The original idea of thc oscillo-

graph is due to M. iJlondel. 190a EncjycL Brit. XXX. 599/1
The oscillograph in its modern form is a very perfect instru-

tnent for the examination of alternating-current phenomena.
1904 C.^ H. Peabody Nav, Archit, 344 Investigations of
the rolling of ships in quiet water and among waves have
been made.. by aid of instruments known as oscillographs
which have slow and quick pendulums, and registring de-
vices. Z908 Oscillographic [see ^Oscillogram]. 1914 R.
Stanley Text-bk. Wireless Telegr. 135 These results were
obtained by Dr. Fleming in a valuable series of oscillograph
records on oscillatory circuits. 1923 Encycl. Brit. XXXII.
1024/1 The study of the oscillatory arc by means of the
oscillograph., has shown clearly the nature of the operations
taking place.

OsClllonieter (^iV-mi'taj). [f. L. oscill-Hre

to oscillate + -metek.] A form of oscillograph

(sense b) used in ships.

1899 ScL Amer. 29 July 71/2 An interesting gyroscopic
device termed the ' oscillometer ', has been put 00 the market
by a Milanese firm.

Oscilloscope (^'sibsk^up). [f. L. oscill-are to
oscillate + -SCOPE.] a. An instrument for repre-

senting visibly the oscillations of an alternating

current, b. An instrument for reducing the ap-
parent number of revolutions of parts of machines
to enable vibrations and other faults to be detected
easily.

1923 Glasgow Herald 10 Oct 6 The Elverson oscilloscope
. .is an apparatus for slowing down to the eye, by means of
the optical phenomenon known as ' Persistence of Image ',

any high-speed machinery which it is desired to examine
under working conditions. X933R. K.iiOX Radiogr. A^ Radio-
therapeutics 1, 86 The best method of detecting reverse
current is by the use of an oscilloscope tube.

Oscularity (f7:ski«lEeTiti). [ad. L. type osculd-

ritas : of. Oscular and -itt.] Kissing.
1926 W. J. Locke Old Bridge i. L 8 Nowadays she was

too mature for casual oscularity.

Osurification ((7sai8:rifik^-Jan). [f. Osiris (see

Osihian) +-FICATION.] Identification with Osiris.

OslTif^ V, trans., to identify with Osiris ; to deify.

Osl'rlsm, the cult of Osiris.

1891 Century Did., Osirify, 1906 Petpie Relig. Anc.
Egypt iv. 23 The most renowned was the Hapi or Apis bull

of Memphis., who was Osirified and became the Osir-hapi.

Ibid, V. 38 The earliest phase of Osirism that we can identify

is in portions of thc Book of the Dead. 191a Hastings s
Encycl. Relig. < Ethics V. 238/1 In the earliest royal

monuments the dance of men in the festival of OsiriAcation

of the King is represented.

Osmatic (fsmaetik), a, [f. Gr, oayji smell +
-ATic] Having the sense of smell (developed).

So O'smatlsm, the ability to perceive smells.

190^ Amer. Anthropologist Oct.-Dec. 638 The related

doctrines that the olfactory organs are large in osmatic, smaU



OSMIUM.
or absent in anoftmatic animals. 1903 Trans. Linnean Sac.,
Zool.-Ytb. 369 The size of the hippocampal formation does
not seem to vary directly, .with the degree of osmatism..-

Osmium. -Add : Also attrib.

1907 Westm. Gaz, 16 Feb. 14/2 The osmium lamp., was
expensive to start with, and could be used only in the pendent
position.

Osxnogene. (Example.^
1883 R. Haldane Workshop Receipts^^x. 11. 315/1 Sub-

mitting the liquid..lo the processor osmoiisinan apparatus
known as the *osmogene\

Osmotic, ct» Add : In recent use, esp. osmotic

pressure,
1891 M. M. Pattison Muir tr, OsiivaieTs Solutions 99

This solution produced an osmotic pressure of more than
three atmospheres, 190a EncycL Brit, XXVI. 739/1 If

osmotic pressure could be easily measured, a simple method
of determining the molecular weight of dissolved substances
would be to determine the osmotic pressures ihey develop.
1906 Phil. Trans. A, CCVI. 481 On the Osmotic Pressures
of some Concentrated Aqueous Solutions.

Osnaburgf. (Later example.)
X918 Hkrgf^sheiher Three Black Pennys 38 Tobacco and

shoes, ozen))rigs and molasses and rum.

b. attrib. chiefly in sense 'made of osnaburg*.
i68i New Castle Court Rec, 493 Twoo Remnants of

Osnabriggs Linnen. 1758 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XII. 145
Others very much soaked in their Osombrige Tents. 177a
Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIV. 151 Mrs,
Darnalls had an Osnabrigs Petticoat stolen from them- 1774
Maryland Hist. Mag, VI, 41 John Johnson., had on. .a pair
of leather breeches and osnabrig trousers. 18x4 J. Taylor
Arator 1%-^ Aregular supply of a winter's coat, twooznaburg
shirts, a good hat and blanket. 1835 J. H. Ingraham
South-West I. App. 274 It is put in a wooden frame, with
a loose Osnaburg cloth between it and the frame. 1841
Southern Lit. Messenger VII. 775/2 Our slaves in the
South-West are annually supplied with two cotton Oznaburg
shirts. 1863 ' E. KiRKE ' My Southern Friends vii. 99 The
thin Osnaburg gown.

Osone (^u-si7an). Chem. [Named by E, Fischer

(1889), f. -ose2 + -one, or the common termination

of the substances fructosone, *Glucosone, etc.]

Any of a class of compounds derived from the

osazones by digesting these with concentrated

hydrochloric acid and so separating the phenyl-
hydrazine; a keto-aldehyde.
1893 E. F. Smith tr. Rtchter's Org. Chem. 501 The osones

dissolve readily in water, and have not been obt.iined free.

1905 C. E. Simon Physiol. Chem. 67 On decomposition with
fuming hydrochloric acid the osazons then give rise to the
formation of osons.

O'ssicule'ctomy. Surg, [f, Ossicul-um +
Gr, €/cT0ft7j excision.] (A surgical operation for)

the removal of the small bones of the ear.

X900 Lancet 10 Mar. 703/3 An uncomplicated otorrhoea
which has resisted all forms of treatment for six months is

certainly a case for ossiculectomy. 1908 Practitioner Apr.
535 In hi:; experience.. the benefit from ossiculectomy had
not been permanent,

Osaicusp (f?sikpsp^. [f, L. ossi-^ OS bone +
cuspis point, Cusp.] A bony horn-like appen-
dage on the forehead of the giraffe and okapi.
X9oa Science 7 Nov. 752/1 [The okapia] is closely related

to Snmotherium^ especially in the presence of these supra*
frontal ossicusps (conical bony horns). X907 Times 7 teb,
4/6 The parietal origin of the ossicusp:: m the former [the

girafTe] and their frontal origin in the latter [the okapij.

Ostatki (f«t3e*tki). Variant of •Astatki,
19x3 V, B. Lewes Oil Fuel 71 The oil remaining in the

retort, called 'Ostatkt* in the Russian distilleries and
* Residuum ' in America, is used for fuel.

Osteoderm (^j'st^Vdaim). [f. Osteo- + Debuis.]
An inner skin or dermis which has become ossified

;

a dermal plate of bone.
2898 Gaiww Class'/, Vertebrata 27 Pygopodtdne. Pleuro-

dont. ..Body scaly without ostcoderms. 190a Proc. Zool.

Soc. I. 208 Exquisite examples of true dermal bones are

those ossifications * within the skin ' which in Amphibia and
Reptiles are now generally called ostcoderms.

Ostial G^'stial), a. AncU. [f. Osti-um + -al.]

Of, pertaining to, or having, an ostium or ostia.

S900 MiALL & Hammond Harlequin Fly 76 All the valves

found in the heart of any Chironomus, whether cellular,

osttal, or aortic, appear to be derived from the semicircular

muscie'cells. 1910 Practitioner Jan, 51 The ostial end of

the tube dilates to allow of the passage of the mole.

Ostiate (p'stii^it), a. [f. Osti-um + -ate2,]

Provided with ostia.

1897 E. R. Lankesteb in Nat. Set. Apr. a66 The parapodial
jaws and the ostiate heart cannot be supposed to have been
both developed independently in each group of arthropods.

Ostrakon (p'strak/m). Also ostraoon. Plur.

ostraka, -ca. [ad. Gr, oarpoKov potsherd.] A
sherd of pottery or (more rarely) limestone used to

receive an inscription or as a common writing

materiaU Used (often in plur.) esp. of archaeo-

logical finds in Egypt.
i8«3 Proc. Soc. Bibl. Archaeol. 6 Mar. V. 84 The British

Museum has lately acquired., a considerable number of

ostraka or potsherds discovered at Elephantine, Thebes, and
other places, /did. i May 119 Two ostraka or slices of

limestone formed for the purpose, inscribed with hieratic

inscriptions. 1884 /bid. 4 Nov. VI. 16 This ostrakon is

a very interesting one. 1900 Athenaeum 23 June 783/1 The
study of Greek ostraca is a comparatively new one. 1931

G. A. F, Knight Nile <J Jordan 251 The name Rata has
been recovered in a hieratic ostrakon. 1930 J. G. Tait {title)

Greek Ostraca in the bodleian Library at Oxford and various

Other collections.
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Ostrosroth. Add : o, as adj. = Ostrooothic.
1920 H. G. Wklls Outl. Hist, 350/1 The adventurous

wanderings that ended at last in the Ostrogoth Kingdom in
Italy.

Otectomy (tfite'ktomi). Surg, [f, Gr. ir-, cvs
ear + ixTOfxrj excision.] -* *OssicuLECTOMy,
Z908 Practitioner Apr. 528 The performance of otcctomy

through a post-aural incision has been recommended.

Other. A. ad/. 2. Add : T^e other thing
(coUoq.), the contrary, opposite, or reverse.
"9*9 J* Van DmrrEN Young Woodley xii. 241 'You don't

believe me?' 'I do not.', .'Then you must do the other
thing.'

I). Comb. Add; (7Mtf/--c«//rtf^ (centred in others),
'tnindedness.

1915 Inner Life Ser, n. 219 Love of the large room is
characteristic of souls that are other-centred. 19x6 Public
Opinion 30 Apr. 436/3 The habit of..other-mindedness.

Otherist (o'Sdrist). [f, as Otherism + -ist.]

Altruist.
X904 J. Wells Life James H. Wilson 400 He was really

an altruist or other-ist.

O'thertime, adv. [Cf. Otheu-times.] At an-
other time.
1891-3 Stnithsonian Insi.^ 13th Refi, Bur. Ethnol. p. Iv,

The symbolism elsewhere or othertime connected with such
ceremonials persisted.

Otherwise. A. Add : c. After a notin,

adjective, or adverb, followed by or : equivalent to

a noun, adjective, or adverb having an opposite or
different meaning,
x8p5 Pall Mall Mag. Jan. 35 The most a.nusing feature

of the case was the conflict of professional evidence as to
the merits, or otherwise, of Mr. Whistler's paintings. 1910
Practitioner Jan. 84 The question of operability or other-
wise is a matter in which surgeons differ considerably.

Otiant, a. Add : b, Philol. Quiescent.
1905 W. H. Cobb Crit. Syst. Hebr. Metre 54 Why are

most final letters and alcph otiant written without sh'va?

Otosclerosis (^o:tf«kliBr^a"sis), Path. [f. Oto-
+ ScLEBOSis.] A disease characterized by the for-

mation of spongy bone in the bony capsule of the

inner ear which impedes the movement of the

stapes and causes deafness. So Otosolero'tlo a.y

affected by otosclerosis.

1908 Practitioner Izn, 115 It is questionable whether pure
otosclerosis is really a disease.. .Otosclerosis is characterised
by an insidious progressive deafness. 191a Lancet 9 Nov.
1303/a As illustrating heredity in otosclerosis, Dr. Gray
showed genealogical trees of a number of families many
members of which were otoscierotic.

Otter, sb. Add : 4. o. A type of paravane,

used esp, by merchant vessels.

[1910 Blackvi. Mag. June 899/1 We might adapt to naval
use those poaching expedients, the 'cross-line' and the
•otter'.] 1919 Rep. Brit, Assoc. 273 The Protector Para-
vanes, or Otters, carry a form of cutter, but no explosive
charge whatever. i9ao Glasgow Herald 39 July 4 The
development of our anti-aubtnarine operations is described .

.

particulars being given of bowitzefs, smoke apparatus, depth
charges,. .otters and paravanes*

7. otter'skin (later examples) j otter-board, a
fishing-tackle consisting of a board with several

hooks attached ; otter-man, a fisher who uses an
otter-line or otter-board ; otter-sheep, a breed of

sheep ; otter-trawl (example),
X901 Fields Jan* *9^2 1'bc •otter-board was only employed

..upon those lakes where the trout were indifferent to the
angler's flies. Ibid.^ I'he *otterman must chuckle inwardly
when he sees a perspiring and jaded angler.. with one or
two fish in his basket. 1863 H. S. RANOALL/'rac/. Shepherd
v. 43 A family of them, tne *Otter Sheep, so termed from
their short, crooked, rickety legs. \%vj in T. L. Mac-
Kenney Mem, (1846) I. no His pouch. .was a handsomely
ornamented "otter-skin that hung on his left side. 1848
Parkman Oregon Trail x. 144 The dandy carried a bow and
arrows in an otter-skin quiver at his back. 1899 W. C
M*Intosh Resources ofSeat)^ The new *otter-trawls capture
more round than flat fishes.

O -tiered, ppi, a. [f. Otter ». + -ed1.] That
has been fished with otter tackle. So Otterer;
O'tterlng* vbl. sb,

1901 Field 5 Jan. 10/2 An observant gamekeeper, .tells me
that he knows well the signs of an ottered lake. Ibid. 19/3
Very gradually, may be, the otterers will learn that they are
ruiningmany fine waters by their malpractices. 1907 Westm.
Caz. 24 Jan. 3/1 Trout., obtained by the unsportsmanlike
method of netting or 'ottering*.

Otto ^. (Later example.)
1908 Westm, Gaz. 30 Mar. 10/3 As a scent otto of violets

has become increasingly popular each year.

Ottomanism (p't^maniz'm). [f. Ottoman 1

-1--I8M.] One of the qualities or characteristics

(or all these taken collectively) which distinguish

the Turks, esp. from European races ; the promo-
tion of Ottoman interests. So O'ttomanisa'tlou,

a rendering Ottoman or Turkish in character;

Ottomanizlufir//^- ^*

1911 Q, Rev. July 361 On behalfofan Ottomanism honestly
applied to all the Ottoman nationalities. 191a Chambers s

Jrnl. Dec. 817/3 If the Young Turks . . had tried fraternisa-

tion instead of persisting in Ottomanisation, Turkey's credit

would have risen immediately. x^^oGlasgoru Herald i$}\3\y

4 His liberalism earned him the utter hatred of the otto-

nianising Committee of Union and Progress. i9ao Contemp.
Rev. Aug. 3IO The Young Turks started upon his foolish

policy of forcible Ottomanisation.

OUT,

Oubliable (w-biab'l), a. [f. F. otiblier to
forget + -ABLB.] Forgettable; deserving to be
forgotten,

1903 Henley Ess. Fielding VIV^. 1908 III. 36 Fielding's
Theatre,. \% none the less essentially oubliabte.

Ouch., int.^ (Earlier and later examples.)
1837 J. C. Neal Charcoal Sk, 38 *OuchI' shrieked

Babbs, * my eye, how it hurts *, 2843 R. Carlton Nevj
Purchase it. g The tiers becoming all vocal with 'bless my
soul's *—

* my goodness I
'—and vulgai ' ouches 1

' 1898
Marc. Dklano Old Ciiester Tales 205 Katy.. stepped into
the shallow trench and lay down. 'Ouch—ain't it cold I'

she said. 1921 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean v. 82
Judspn heard a grunt of 'Ouch I That's my nose you're
pushing against '*

Ought, J<5.2 (Add example of//.)
1908 Bennett Human Machine 43 You have a special

apparatus within you for dealing with a universe where
oughts are flagrantly disregarded.

Ouidaesqne (wjda,e'sk), a, [f. Ouida^ the
nom-de-plume of the novelist Louise de la Ram^e
(1839-1908) + -ESQUE.] Characteristic or sug-

gestive of the novels of * Ouida
' ; marked by ex-

travagance or lack of restraint.

1909 Westm. Gaz, 6 Apr. 4/2 It is the case of the 'Ouida-
esque ' young man with the big cigar of the motor shows over
again. 1914 W. J. Locke Jaffery xx'i, Like the Ouidaesquc
hero, who coultf ride a Derby winner with one hand and
stroke a University crew to victory with the other. 1929
Sunday Express 20 Jan. 9 The ' dark Odyssey of Gilbert
Stroud* is almost Ouidaesqne.

Ouija (w;"d.:5a), [f. F. £>«» yes + G. /(Z yes.] A
board having the letters of the alphabet and other
signs used in connexion with a planchette for ob-
taining messages and answers in spiritualistic

seances. Also oiiija-board.

1904 Pop. Sci. Montitly Jan. 105 The various alphabet-
using forms of amateur mcdiumship, such as table tipping,
the ' Ouija-board ', and certain other devices for making
our muscles leaky. 1909 Carkington Physical Phenom,
spiritualism 67 The phenomena of table-tipping, of ouija
and planchette writing. 1911 W. James Mem. 4- Stud, viii.

189 Most of us reveal such a tendency whenever we handle
a ouija-board. 192a Sir O. Lodge Raymond Revised ^p
By the use ofinstruments known as 'planchette'and 'ouija,
often employed by beginners. 1928 Daily Express 7 Nov,
90 She used a cardboard ouija which she made herself.

Ourauian (au«rfi*nian), a, [f, Gr. ovpavi-os

heavenly + -AN.] Of or pertaining to heaven o^
the upper regions, (Cf. Uuanian a,l)

1908 G. G. A. Murray in Marett Ant/iropol. Sr Classics 68
A great proportion of our anthropological material is already
to be found in prehistoric Crete.. the stones, the beasts,

tlie pillars, and the ouranian birds.

Out, adv. Add : 1. i. To go out : To play the
first nine holes in a golf-course ((K so many strokes).

1909 Daily Chron. 7 May 8/4 Out in 36, he came home in
a good 37, and made certain of a place.

y. C. From this out, henceforth. U.S.
1905 Henbiette Cohkkan Lucie ^ I ^6 From this out I

will think of you as a young diablesse.

13. b. (Later example.)
1924 Galsworthy Forest i. i. 11 Out with it, Rfr. Farrell.

16, b. (Further examples ; see also *Night 5.)

{School) is out : has been dismissed,
1849 Mrs. Stowk Mayjlower 94 But, when 'school was

out ', James's spirits foamed over as naturally as a tumbler
of soda-water. 1916 ' Behta Rlck ' Girls at his Billet x,

Wasn't it your evening out? Didn't I sec you? 1925
WoDEHOUSE Carry on^ Jeeves v. 108, 1 have already visited

some of New York's places of interest on my evening out,

i. Phr. To be out for (something) ; To have all

one's attention, energies, etc., directed towards
securing, effecting, upholding, or doing (some-

thing). Similarly, to be out to (do something).

Orig. U.S. Cf. *All-out.
\f^ Kansas City T.ff Star i Apr., The Kansas City Art

Association.. is out this week for more members, ipoi S.

Merwim & Webster Calumet K i. 13 They're mostfy out
for results up at the office. Let's see the hill for It. 1905
Springfield WeeJdy RepubL 6 Oct. 12 George D. Eldredge
is out strong for Mr. Nutting. 1913 H. Walpole Fortitude
III. X. 344 She's out for happiness at any cost and you're out
for freedom. 1920 W. J, Locke House of Baltazar v, 56
These new women are out for the devirihsation of man.
190X S. E. White Westerners xxix. 273 When they are out

to have a good time.. they want somebody they can have
their sort of fun with, xgxa in N. <5- Q. Ser. xi. VL 409/2
He was manifestly out to do his competitor harm. 19x3 H.
Walpole Fortitude iv, ilL 418 He was ' out ' to defend his

whole life. 19x1 Mrs. Sidgwick Victorian xxviii. 211 He
told me.. that he was out to shoot capitalists,

19. o. (Earlier example.) Frequently after not,

Cf. *NOT-OUT.
1609 Armin Tivo Maids ofMorC'Clacke Dab, Tutch. What

doe you call it when the ball sir hits the stoole ? Filbon.
Why out, 1746 in * Rat ' Crichet Man. (1850) 80 Ncwiand..
18—not out. x88i sportsman's Year-Bk. i^-j He. .has been
in 36 times, and ' not out ' four times.

e. In pugilistic use: Defeated through failing to

rise within the ten seconds allowed after being

knocked down. Also trans/.

X901 R. FiTzsiMMONs/'^y/. Cult, 4- Self-Defense 159 Time
was up. The champion was out. 1918 War Birds (1927)

150 She responded.. by hitting him playfuIK' over the head
with an empty port bottle... It was a terrific crack and ho
was out for some time.

26. (Further example.)
1922 N.^ ^. Ser. xn. XL 206/z A horse is said to be 'out'

when it is known be is ' on the job ',



OUT.

27. Also Put out.

Out, sb. Add: L Tkree-ioxfour-)out \ a ,^lass

holding a third (or fourth) of some measure of

liquor.

183s Dickens Sk, Bo%, Seven Dials, A couple of ladies,.,

having imbibed the contents of various * ihrecouts of gin

and bitters IctcJ.

3. d. Phr. At{9\%O0Hihe)o2tts% At variance or

enmity.
iQOi S. Merwin & Webster Calumet ^xiii. 251 He was

still in the mistake of supposing that Peterson and the boss

were at outs. 1904 N. V. Sun 24 Aug. 3 She was at outs

with her parents because of her marriage, so she went to live

with her aunt, a 1909 ' O. Hekry ' Roods 0/ Destiny vii.

116 One could not remain long at outs with Bad-Luck

Kearny. X9M Zane Grey To Last Man i. 22, I reckoned

yoa belonged to the sheep raisers who're on the outs with

my father. 1M3 Ld. Charnwood Roosevelt v. 89 The strong

and upright President Cleveland had ended at outs with his

party.

4. d- Permission to go out, U.S,

1845 S. JuDD Margaret il i. 198 She. .gave them \sc.

pupils] their outs.

e. To make a poor out : to have little success.

X904 Harbe!^ Georgians xijc. 176 Warren got down on his

knees then and actually tried to pray j but he made a pore out.

6. b. transf. Something amiss.

1893 K. Sanborn S. California 69 Are there no 'outs *, no

defects in this Pasadena?

7. A way out ; a defence, subterfuge or excuse.

184s M. M. Noah Gleanings 148 He slipped the fatal jack

of diamonds from the bottom of the pack, and claimed the

money then in stake. ..I at first thought him in jest, and
laughed at him for making so bungling an out. 1853 J. G.
Baldwin Flush Times Alabama 31, I might have made a
pretty good out of it, if I had thrown myself upon the

merits of my case. 19*6 J- Black You Can t If^in vi. 69 If

a copper grabs you, youVe got an out. You ain't exactly

beggin*.

Out, V. Add : 1. (Recent examples.)
a. J927 Vachell Dervo/the Sea etc. 269 I'll out *cm both,

even if it breaks the contract.

b. 1899 Daily N'eTvs 30 Jan. 6/4 The water flooded high

the stoke-holes, outing the (ires.

c. 191$ CoRRiso Vrs. Bajrin^RefereeiaiLxwls.. -promptly

hit him a terrific punch on the point. * Outed ' by bluff t

d. In cricket : To put or declare (a batsman) out.

1899 Cftptain I, 517/1 Never forget that there are other

ways ofouting a man besides clean bowling hira.^ 1906 Daily
Tel. 21 Aug, 9/7 Myerswent in, but was almost immediaiely
• outed ' under singnlar circumstances.

e. In lawn-tennis : To send (the ball) outside

the court.

1927 Daily Express 22 June 2/2 Raymond, striving for

extra speed, netted and outed a succession of returns.

f. In passive : (of a woman) to be dishonoured,
1923 Galsworthy IViitdozus ii. 71 111 bet you've never

Tcalized the life girls who get outed lead.

4u C. Of information, news, etc. : To become
known,
. 1905 Eden Phillpotts Secret Woman i. ix. 83 Yet it

outed as she'd said *no ' to him.

Out-. Add : 1. out-schooL

1937 Scots Ohsen^erZ Oct. 11/4 Back this summer from
six months in the district in charge of *out.schools.

2. out-nurse^ -porter.

1905 English-woman Apr. 269 If she has a bahy, it has to

be dragged from bed and carried to some *out-nurse. 1903

Chamhers*s JmL Nov. 717/2 ' Boots ' will select for him that

*out-porter who will most briskly wheel his colossal pile of

cases. 1937 Daily Express 14 July 9/2 Both men were
out-porters at Snow Hill Railway Station.

6. out-path (earlier and later examples).

1573 T. C[artwright] Reply Answ, Whitgi/l 27 It is our
partes to walke in the broade and beaten way, as it were the

common caussie of the commaundement, rather then an
outpathe of the example. 1897 G. MacDonalo Rampotli
64 Could I but the outpath follow—Ah, how were my spirit

ble<!t

!

21- out-feaiure,

1929 Bridges Test. Beauty i. 714 True beauty of manhood
outfeatureth childish charm.

Out-act, ii* (Recent example.)
1906 Westm. Gaz. 2 June 6/3 The best of Hamlets [is

sometimes] outacted by the worst of gravediggers.

Outage (autedg). [f. Odt adv. + -AGE.] The
amount or proportion of (electric) lamps or bulbs

that go out or cease to supply light.

1903 Elect. World ^ Engin. 18 Apr. 653 (Cent. Suppl.)
The lamp hours were 54,187 ; percentage of lamp outage,
6-10

;
globes broken, 23.

Ou'tback, adv.y a. and sh. Austral, Also
out-back. [f. Out adv. + Back adv."] a. adv.

(see Diet.), b. adj. Of or pertaining to the

Australian back-country, c. sd. The remote dis-

tricts or back settlements; the back-country.
a. [1890 in Diet] 1909 G. H. Frodsham (^iV/^) The Church

Outback. 19x9 W. K. Harris Outback in A ustralia (ed. 3)
I To understand properly what is mca-.t by real hospitality,

the traveller must leave the cities and go Outback.
b. 190a H. Lawson Over Sliprails 57 * The Quecnslan'

rains '..seem to be held responsible., for most of the out-
back trouble. 1909 Davis Nevi Selection xiv. 135 He'd had
enough out-back life..and intended settling down. 1919
W. K. Harris Outback in Australia (ed. 3) 2 Of course,

you get various opinions of Outback hospitality.

C 1007 GentL Mug. July 78 These young dwellers in the
Out Back have often no educational opportunities. 1919
W. K. Harris Outback in Australia (ed. 3) 1 There Is no
limit to the hospitality of the far Outback, 1990 B. Crokin
Timber Wolves 40 Such men are not uncommon in the out-

back. 19x4 A. J. Small Frozen Gold t. 25 Here was a man
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fresh in from the silent brooding whiteness of the great Out.
back.

Hence On-fbacker. A dweller or settler in the

outback.
1919W. K. "Hk^vus Outback in A ustralia {t:d. -^ 7 Another

feature in the character of the Outbacker and trie Bush-
dweller generally.. is his honesty. 1937 Blackiv. Mag. Oct.

461/2 We. .lay down . .beneath a grove of giant Tasmanian
tree-ferns,, .the ' old man ' fern of outbackers.

Out-blo'ssoming, vbl. sb. [Out- 9.] A
blossominj^ out or forth ; often Jig.

1907 Daily Chron. ii July 4/4 * Sunday out * has become
a welUnigh universal out-blossoming. 1924 W. B. Sklbib
Psychol. Relig. 178 The religious awakening of adolescence
. .i^i.. generally an outblossomingof the whole nature into a
larger and more wonderful world.

Ou*tblowillg, vbl. sb. [Out- 9.] A blowing

out or outwards. So Outblowing //>/. a. That
blows out.

1909 Daily Chron. 31 May 4/4 An intaking and outblowlng
of the breath between the teeth. 1928 Peaki: & Fleuke
Steppe t( So^un 14 The borders .. had acquired their charac-
teristic loess soil, .through the outblowingof the winds from
the ice sheets over the loose detritus. X900 Geog. yml.XVl.
406 Blowing towards and in upon the polar regions to make
good the drain caused by the surface outblowlng south-

easterly winds.

Out-board. A. adf. Add : 2. Of a motor-

boat : Having the whole of the engine and driving

apparatus attached outside the boat, at the stern.

Also of an engine so attached. Hence outboard

ffiolor-boatingy -motored, -motorist,

19x8 Daily Express 21 Apr. 10/3 The racing 'outboard'
boat has given us a fascinating pastime. J9a8 Daily Tel.

10 July 17/s Miss Joan Spicer..is one of the best-known of
* outboard-motoristes '. igzS Daily Mail 25 July 17/4 The
new pastime of outboard motor-boating. 1929 Encycl. Brit.

XV. 879/2 As speeds of over 30 m.p.h. can be attained with

such craft equipped with outboard motors rated at 8 h.p.,

outboard motor-boat racing has become extremely popular.

Outboarding, vbl. sb, [f. prec. -»• -inoI.]

Outboard motor-boating.
i9s8 Daily Express 5 Mar. 2/2 A sport comparatively new

to the Thames—' outboarding ' on fast, flat-bottomed motor-
boats, which skim through the water with bows in the air.

Outbreak, v. Add : o. To break into utter-

ance.
1871 Browning Balaustton (1881) 14 They all outbroke In

a great joyous laughter with much love.

Outbreathed, ppl. a^ (Later example.)

1914 R. M. JoNKS spiritualReformers o/idth ffiyth C. 177
This entire manifested or out-breathed universe is, he says,

the expression of the divine desire for holy sport and pl.iy.

Outbred, ///. a. [Out- ii.J Bred from
parents that are not closely related.

1903 Biometiika Feb. 171 Waltzing mice must be crossed

with in-bred and out-bred pure-bred albinos and in-bred and
out-bred cross-bred albinos.

Outbreeding, vbl. sb, [Out- ic] Breeding

from parents that are not closely related,

190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 372/2 Since the tribes practised

far more in-breeding than out-breeding, the tendency was
toward forming not only verbal linguistic groups, but bio-

logical varieties. 1933 Glasgow Herald 25 Jan. 10 In-

breeding and Out-breeding,

Out-bum, V, 2. Also, to overcome by
burning.
187a A. C. Steele Broken Toys xxviil. 11. 206 The flame

in her heart would have outburnt the morning fog and wet
wind.

Outcast, sb?- Add : 6. The increase in the

volume of grain due to malting.

1876 Encycl. Brit, IV. 269/2 The increase by measure of

malt over dry barley, called the ' outcast ', is from 3 to 8 per

cent.

7. Matter ejected, or cast up to the surface,

1903 Astrophys, Jrnl. Sept. 158 (Cent. Suppl.)^ Miss
Clarke's division of the solar outcasts into * several distinct

envelopes '..is somewhat too definite.

Outcaste, ^. Add : Also reflex.

1915 Kipling Ne%v Army in Training 64 What will be the

position, .of the young man who has deliberately elected to

outcaste himself from this all-embracing brotherhood?

Outclass, i>' Add : Also transf,

1909 Chambers's Jml. Jan. 61/1 In the process of pro-

duction., the Americans soon found themselves outclassed.

Ibid. Sept. 624/1 This results more from outclassing in guns,

armour, and machinery than from decay of the metal hulls,

Outcrier. a, (Recent example.)

1931 Tablet 23 May 673/1 Once more the outcriers have
cried out before they are hurt.

Ou'tcropper. [f. Outcrop j^. + -er1.] One
who takes coal from an outcropping seam or vein.

1926 Glasgow Herald 7 Oct. 8/3 The outcroppers are doing
good business for themselves.

Ou'tcross, V. [f, the sb.] trans. To cross

with an unrelated breed or race.

1931 E. B. Ford Mendelism * Evolution 11. ii. 40 If the
now highly inbred stock be outcrossed to ordinary wild-type
flies [etcl-

Outcry, V. 1. a. (Modern example.)
1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxi, She at once took side with

Helen against Doctor Portman, when he outcried at the
enormity of Pen's transgressions.

Out-CUrL Curling, [OuT- 7.] c= *OuT-TCiiN.
1903 Westm. Gaz. 31 Jan. 3/1 The secret of the game is to

be able to play the ' out-curl or in-curl ' as the skip may
direct.

Ou'tcurve. [Out- 7.] 1. A convex curve or

prominence.

OUTGO.
X902 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 623/a It is convenient to

employ a specific name for a projection of a coast-line less

pronounced than a peninsula, and for an inlet less pronounced
than a bay or bight; outcurve and incurve may serve the
turn. 1919 Galsworthy Inn Tranq. 68 The sharp outcurve
of his dark head.

2. Baseball. A ball pitched so as to curve away
from the batsman ; the course of such a ball.

1897 (see*lNSH00Tj. 1904 R. H. Barbovk School ^ College

Games 197 There are several curves recognized, such as the
out curve, the in curve and the drop curve.

Outdated, ppl. a. (Modem examples.)
X909 Belloc Marie Antoinette vi. 106 In his outworn,

out-dated ambition. 1915 Literary Digest (N. Y.) 21 Aug.
370/1 Out.dated principles of motor construction.

Outdoors, adv. (Earlier examples,)
1817 S. R. Brown Western Gaz. 113 The chimney is sure

to be placed out doors. 183a Paulding Westward Ho ! I.

2 Can you cut down a tree as big round as all out doors in

less time than you can look at it?

Ou-tdrawn, /»//. a. [Out- it,] Drawn out.

1905 E. F, Benson Image in Sand i. 8 Bank after bank of
out-drawn stops and keyboard coupled to keyboard makes
the air thick with tumultuous melody.

Outdrive, v. Add : 2. h. Golf. To drive

farther than ; to overdrive.

1906 Daily Chron. 22 May 9/4 MacFarlane, after being
outdriven from the tee, played a perfect approach to within

a yard of the hole, 19*7 Daily Express 30 Nov. 3/1, I dis-

liked amazingly to be outdriven.

Outer, a. Add : 1. b. Printing. Designating

the form containing the side of the sheet which
includes the first page.
1808-1893 [see "Inner a. i e].

B. as sb. Add : b, Electr. In a direct current

distribution system, a conductor whose potential is

above or below that of the earth.

1900 frnl. Inst. Electr. Engin. XXIX. 538 Each of these

boards receives from the main generator board. .a pair of

*outers* for lighting. 19x0 Installation Neivs IV. 62/1
A leakage on to the conduit on one of the outers of a three-

wire system.

Outering, vbl. sb, [f. Outeb a. and v. -*- -ikg.]

A making outer or external.

1930 A. S, Princle-Pattison Idea of God 193 Sometimes
the process is described as a self-externalization or outering
of itself on the part of the subject.

Ou-t-fighting, vbL sb. [Out- 2.] Fighting

not at close quarters.

1848 Snorting Life 5 Feb. 297/2 At out-fighting, Bateman
was decidedly the quickest and the best. 1905 Times 6 Mar.
4/2 It is probable that this outfighting, before the adversaries

close, will be fruitful in important lessons relating to the art

of naval war.

Outfit, sb. Add ; 1. (Further example.)
188s Harper's Mag. Jan. 169/2 Such a boat costs $65,000,

and of this, $10,000 represents 'outfit*.

3, (Earlier examples.) Also, a set of things for

any purpose, or a person along with his conveyance,

his tools, or the like.

1869 S. Bowles Our New West viii. 163 With a mounted
escort of about twenty gallant young miners., we made up
a grand ' outfit '. 187a E, B. Tuttle Boy^s Bk. Indians
(i88a) 45 Friday had a beautiful set of arrows, bow and
quiver, which I desired to purchase. . . Friday would not sell

his 'outfit', as it is called, for money. x88i N. Y. Times
x8 Dec. in N. ff Q. Scr. vi. V. 65/1 Outfit^ a comprehensive
term, variously applied. An expedition of every sort, large

or small, is an 'outfit'. So also a haying or a lumbering
party, &c. Likewise a person in a buggy, or one pushing

a wheelbarrow. Indifferently applied to a party as a whole,

or to its means of travel, its subsistence, &c.

Outfit, V. Also simply, to provide or supply

(a person) with.
X924 \V. M. Raine Troubled Waters xvi, 167, I outfitted

sonic of the boys wiih guns, you say,

b. (Earlier and later examples.) Also, to secure

an outfit or equipment.
i88x A': Y, Titnes 18 Dec. in N. ^ Q. Ser. vi. V. 65/3 To

* outfit ' is to fit out for any purpose whatever. ' We outfitted

at St. Paul.' 1902 H. L. Wilson Spenders xi. 117 The
time before I made the strike I outfitted in Grand Bar.

190a S. E. Whitf. Blazed Trail xxv. 168 It's a good place

to outfit from because we can probably get freight rates

direct by boat. 1924 Mulfobd Rustlers' Valley x. 115

Yestiddy was pay-day, an' if they don't outfit now, some of

*em won't have no money after to-night.

Outfitting, vbl. sb. (Example,)
xgo8 Westm. Gas. 24 Apr. 7/4 Until the cold weather and

overcoats finally disappear there will be no improvement in

outfitting.

Outfla*nker, [-erI.] One who outflanks,

X9ao Q. Rev. Jan. 107 As fast as JofFre created a new Army
to prolong his left.. so fast did the Germans cover their

threatened right and seek to outflank their would-be out-

flankers.

Outflash, V. a. (Earlier example.)

x832 Browning /'««//«« 841 Do I not..burn to see Thy calm

pure truths out-flash The brightest gleams of earth's philo-

sophy.

Ou-tfought, ppl, a. [f. Outfight v,'\ Over-

come, vanquished.
X892 Stevenson & Osborne Wrecker xii, Our out-fought

enemy {sc. a squall] only a blot upon the leeward sea.

Outgeneral, v. Add : Also transf.

1910 Driscoll Ringcrafi 14 He was the better boxer and

the stronger man, but was outgeneralled during two-thirds

of the bout.

Outgo, sh. 2, Also, a goin^^ out or departure.

1930 Y. A. Pottle Stretchers 15 The outgo was set for

Saturday, December 29.
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4. (Earlier exnmple.)

1869 S. Bowles Our New West i. 26 The great Salt Lake
of U lah , . has no visible outgo, though richly fed from various
quarters.

Out^Of ^. !• (Modem example.)

1905 R. RoPD ill Outlook 4 Nov. 629/1 So you, dear Frank,
were last of those To whom a tender thought outgoes.

Out-^CW, V. 1. Add : Also refl.

1878 Hardy Ret. Native 1. iii. (1890) 25 For fear he should

outgrow himself and go for a soldier.

Outing, "vhU sb. Add: 3. (Example in pi.

form.)
1856 A. M. Lakg MS, Diary 29 Feb., I only bowled 4

wickets in one outings and got 30 in 2 innings.

4, Alsoy?^.
1899 CuTCLiFFE HvNE Further Atfv. Capi» Kettle xii. 310

Captain Owen Kettle's week's outing in the daily papers
ran its course with due thrills and headlines.

Outlailgll, V, 2. (Modern example.)
J908 SwiKBURNE Duke of Gandia L 32 Her, .Whose eyes

outlaugh the splendour of the sea.

OntlaWr sb. 3. (Add example.)
1903 Wide Worfd Mag. Mar. 546/2 The whole Western

country was scoured for the wildest and most vicious * out-

law * bronchos that could b« found.

Outlawed, ppU a. Add : b. That has been
allowed to run wild,

1907 MuLFORD Bar-Bo XX. 197 Yu has got about as much
show catchin' one of them as a tenderfoot has of bustin' an
outlawed cayuse.

Outlet, sb, 1. Also, a market (for goods).

1919 Brit. Manufacturer Nov. 28/1 India.. is the most
important outlet for Lancashire goods.

Outlier. Add : 2, C. (Further examples.)

Also aitrib.

1885 Burton Arai. Nts. (1887) III. 267 They took leave

of him and departing to the outliers of the City, flew.. to

their several abodes. 3928 Library Assoc. Rec. Dec, 244
Were the Central Library to recruit the majority of public

libraries as outliers, we should still be faced with the fact

that there was only one channel of supply. Ihid.^ The
Central Library has wisely recruited several of the larger

public libraries., to act as outlier libraries.

Outlive, V, Add : 3. b. To survive into,

190a J. S. Phillimore Sophocles Introd. p. xxviii. The new
times into which he has outlived.

Ou't-lot. U,S, [Out- i.] A lot or piece of

ground situated on the outside of a township or

other area.

18x5 D, Drake Cincinnati iii, 130 In addition to these

original owners, several persons have since divided ont-Iots,

or tracts adjoining to the first town plat. 1837 W.Jenkins
Ohio Gaz. 148 A tract of land on the east side of the town
has like-wise been divided into 23 outlets of five acres each.

1851 C. Cist Cincinnati q6Z Subdivisions..havc been made
of farms and out-lots of ground. 1873 E. KcG\,msTOiiMysi.

Metrofi. XV. 134 Dave distributed freely deeds to some
valueless ouilots.

Outxuode (outrntTO'd), V. [Out- i8 : cf. F.

(Ufru>der.'\ trans. To put out of fashion, (Chiefly

in pa. pple.)

1906 HicHENS Call oj^ Blood n. 15 He was not wholly
emancipated from la petite fcmme tradition, whicli will never

be outmoded in Paris, 1908 E. V. L^cas Over Betnertott's

xiv. 143, I had.. an ambition at that time someday to be in

Paterson myself, not knowing that the book was already

outmoded. 1915 T, Burke Nishts in Tovm 392 The poor

laddie is sadly outmoded, but he doesn't know it. 1924

H. E. FosDicK Modern Use ofBible 95 Many of our ways
of thinking., are transient, .and will soon be..outmoded.

Outmoded, ///. a, [Out- i i : cf. F. <Umodi^

No lonn;er in fashion ; ont-of-date.

1903 Acadetny 17 Jan. 71 /i Jesse Berridge is a poet, not

a poetess, to use a somewhat outmoded word. 1919 S.

HuoDLESTON Peacemaking at Paris \, 19 To dissipate . .the

clouds of objections, .of prejudices of an outmoded diplo-

macy. X9a6 W. J, LocKP, Stories near^far 133 The joined

fragments showed an old photograph of a young man, in

out-moded raiment.

Outmost, a, 1. C. (Modern example.)

1887 MoKRis Odyss, X. 553 And but little it lacked of the

outmost of the helm it lighted on.

Out of, prep,phr, 9. (Add examples.)

1901 • L. Malet * SirR. Calmady v. x. 469 Obviously it was
impossible to go back. He must go on rather—out of sight,

cut of mind. i9«» F. M. Hueffer Panel 1. iv. J09 Vou
meant to get her out of your head.

10. d. Out of it, (Earher and later examples.)

1880 Punch 25 Dec 299/1, I was out of it, jolly clean out

of it. X916 Galsworthy Sheaf \. \ 3. 15 She is simply too
• out of it ' to k now anything.

Out-of-date. Add : b. as sb.

x^aS Manch. Guard. Weekly 17 Aug. 132/1 This column
..IS apt to sper;ialise in the out-of-date.

Ou't-of-dateness. [f.OuT-oF-DAXB -f- -nbss.]

Tlie state or condition of being out-of-date'; ob-

loleteness.

29x5 E. Carpenter Healing ofNations xvii. 208 Finally

..one realizes the monstrosity and absurdity of the present

conflict— its anachronism and out-of-datenessin the existing

age of human thought and feeling.

Out-of-doomess. ncnce-wd, [-jikss.] The
state of being out-of-doors.

19*9 Df.eping Roper's Ro^vxx'm, Hazzard liked.. the play

of the wind ihrouKh his agercssive hair. It gave bim a
feeling of out-of-doorncsi and of freedom.

Out-of-work. [Out of i i b.] A person who
is unemployed.
loaS Galsworthy lVhH$ Monkey u xii, The out-of-works

and the in-works.

Iii

Out-pass, V, L (Modem example.)
1928 J. B. MozLF.Y tr. Statius 1. 47 Mayst thou oiitpass

the limits of old Nestor's age.

Out-patient. Add : b. //. The out-patient
department of a hospital.
1910 Practitioner July SJ After death, .she was recognised

as the woman who had previously attended at out-patients.

Ou-t-peeping, ///. a, [Out- 9.] That peeps
out.

1908 A. Austin Sacr, ^ Prof Love^ And on out-pceping
roots the sun-god shoots The shafts of his golden quiver.

Out-place. (Modern example.)
X911 Chambers's Jrnl. Apr. 221/1 It is this longing. .that

sends the sportsman into the out-places.

Outplace, V. [Out- i8.] trans. To displace

or oust.

X928 Daily Express 16 Jan. 5/3 Skirts dipping at one side
will outplace in many houses the skirt dipping at the back
that was so popular during the winter.

Outpoint, V. Add : 3, In various sports and
games, as coursing, boxing, billiards : To score

more points than ; to defeat on points.

1903 ll'estjn.Gaz. 19 Feb. 7/3 In thesecondties.Priestlaw
..was out-pointed cleverly by Handsome Creole. <z 1909
Spirit of Times C^XyiWl. A^tiC^nt. Suppl.) Inthc tandem
class, .[the] black geldings Sampson and Sigsbee outpointed
tlieir rivals. X910 Driscoll Kingcraft 13 He was out-

pointed in the vast majority of rounds. 1922 Daily Mail
~ Nov. II Inman again outpointed Smith in the z6,ooo up

lltards match at Thurston's yesterday.

Outpost, V, Also, to supply with or as with

outposts.
X909*Q ' (Quiller-Couch) Lady Goodfor-Nothing 11. xi,

Another farm . . outpostcd with cattle.

Outputter 2.

For Mod. Nevjspr.x^zA 1902 Spectator 22 Nov. 784/1.

Out-rai'l, v,'^ nonce-wd, [Out- ai.] trans.

To surpass in respect of a railing.

1870 RusKiK Cr<nim of Wild Olive Pref. § 5 The public-

house-keeper on the other side cf the way presently buys
anotlier railing, to out-rail him with.

Outrange, v, L (Add example.)
X930 'limes 15 Mar. 6/1 At full back, Scotland will have.

.

R. C Warren, but he may be outranged by J. C Hubbard.

Outrank, v, (Earlier and later examples.)
1842 Philad. spirit of Times 1 Sept, (Th.) It won't he

long before he fills the place of some one of the drones and
cakes who now outrank him. X903 Westm. Gaz. 26 Au?.

4/1 Barr did not outrank Wringe here as he had done at the

start.

Outreachy v.^ Add : 4. b. trans. To present

or give.

187a [R. W. Buchanan] Saint Abe ^ Seven Wives 149
Unto my Widows 1 outreach my property completely.

Outreacbing, vbL sb, (Modern example.)
X9oa A. T. ^lKHAft Retrospect Sr Prospect \v,\zx This out-

reaching of an imperialistic arm by all the greater nations.,

constitutes . . the motive to a closer union.

Out-relie£ Add : b. concr, A person receiv-

ing out-door relief.

X904 Westm. Gaz. 22 Apr. 3/2 Still worse 13 the case of

the aged 'out-relief, with bis 31. a week.

Outride, sb. Add : 3. (See quot.)

c 1883 G, M. Hopkins Poems (1918) Pref. 5 Two licences

are natural to Sprung Rhythm. The one is rests, as in

music.The other is Aanijt^rf or outrides^ that is one, two,

or three slack syllables added to a foot and not counting in

the nominal scanning.

Outride, v. Add : 2. c. To ride out of or

beyond.
1903 Miss J. Weston (tr.) Sir Gawainai the Grail Castle

15 In that one night had he outridden Britain and all that

country.

6. trans, U.S. To keep cattle from going beyond

(a tract of land) by riding along the boundaries

of it.

1874 J. C Mc;.CoY Hisi. Sk. 375 He does not herd his

cattle hut designates certain bounds within which the em-
ployees permit the stock to ranj;e at will. This manner of

holding stock is termed *out riding' the country.

Outrider. Add : 2. "b. spec, A fellow of New-

College, l>xford, accompanying the Warden on an

official visitation of the estates of the college.

X901 Rashdall & Rait Netv College^ Oxf, 951 The War-
den (or Sub-warden) accompanied bv a Fellow known as
« Out.rider*..and the Steward, visit the farms on some part

of the College estates.

6. U.S, A mounted herdsman who prevents

cattle from straying beyond a certain limit,

X907 S. E. Whitb Arizona Nights \. vi. 117 We saw. .the

whole herd and the outriders and the mesas far away.

Hence Outri'dershlp.
190X Rashdall& Rk\t New College^ Oxf. 187 The out-

ridership. .was claimed by two Fellows,. .who both wanted

to accompany the Warden on progress.

Outriding, ppL a. Add : Applied to a syllable

in poetry: see *Outrii>e sb. 3.

c 1883 G. M. Hopkins Poems (1918) Pref. 5 These outriding

half feet or hangers.

Outrigger. 5. (Add example.)

X9U Encycl. Brit. XXX. 20/2 In the pusher. .the con-

trolling surfaces are carried on an open frame ('outriggers ')

in front, at the rear, or in both positions.

Outroar, sb. (Add example.)

X89X Meredith One of our Cong xviL C1892) 147 As it

were, the towering wood-work of the cathedral organ in

quake under the emission of its multitudinous outroar.

Out-room. (Recent U.S. examples.)
1865 Mrs, Whitney Gayivorthys ii. ax Gersham..r*n up

and down the out-room staircase. Ibid, 28 As she came
into the out-room again. 1929 ^n^x-io-a Salt-box House
xii. 88 The floors were, .sprinkled with white sea sand, that

on tlie 'out-rooms' being swept lightly in fanciful patterns

by brooms.

OutsetjJ^. Add: 6. Anoutward-flowingcurrent.
1898 Geog. Jml. XI. 641 There is an outset from the west

bay of Portland of nearly g hours' duration.

Ou tshoot, sb. Add : 4. Baseball, « Out-
curve 2.

X903 R. H. Babbour Weatherby^s Inning 250 Then followed
an out-shoot and a drop, neither of which did Joe take to.

Outshot, sb, 3. b. (Example.)
1883 R. Haldane Workshop Receipts Ser. n. 389/1 Out-

shots, [consist of] good, strong, and sound rags.

Outside. A. sb. Add : 3. b. spec. In KlQn-
dike, the rest of the world,

1904 J. LynchJ Yrs. Klondike 54 On September 22 the

last boat left for the 'outside ' via the Lakes and Skagway.
6. b. « Outsider 2.

X899 Captain II. 186/1, I headed out to the right, [and]

saw our outside get it, X906 Field 13 Oct. 6io/i Their
outsides showed so crude a conception of passing that [etc. ].

X927 Observer •i\ Aug. 18/3 'ihe team are young and play
attractive football, with a clever set of outsides who combine
well.

B. adj. Add : 1. b. Outside-left^ -right, that

member of a team in Association Football or

Hockey who plays on the extreme left, or right, of

the forward line.

1890 C W. Alcock Football, Assoc. Game 48 The outside-

ri^ht should not be more than eight or ten y.irds beyond
him, X900 Football Who's Who 134 Cassidy, Joseph,
Manchester City (outside left). 1905 A. Gi bson &; Pickfobd
Assoc, Football L 161 Every one knows Alec Smith. He's
the outside left of the Rangers.

2. b. Also of persons.

19XX Chambers's Jml. Sept. 591/1 Like all outside men,
the stranger had some Uitle skill in such matters.

3. (Further examples.)
1922 N, ^ Q. Ser.xu. XL 206/2 Outside, all other enclosures

on a racecourse save Tattersall's, which is 'inside', X930
Times 27 Mar. 19/6 There was again a demand for * outside

*

bills.

b. In Klondike : Belonging to or obtained from

another part of the world.
X904 J. Lynch 3 Yrs. Klondike 141 The leader is alw:.y3

a small ' outside ' dog, usually of the Scotch collie breed.

6. An outside chance ; A very unlikely chance.

X909 Daily Chron. 1 1 Jan. 4/6 The chance that the right

marriage of poetry and music should come is an outside one.

C. adv. Add : 1. b. spec. In Klondike : Abroad.

1904 J. Lynch J Yrs. in Klondike 227, 1 had some money
besides, so I bought the rest of this dust from him, as I am
going 'outside'.

Outsider. 1. Also attrib,

1898 J. M«Carthv Gladstone's Life xxvii. 295 The outsider

class . . quarrelled with Mr. Gladstone because he was always

giving them a surprise.

2. b. spec, Tlie outside-right or outside-left of a

football or hockey team.

1904 J. \h Jones Assoc. Football 27 The outsider is the

man who has to do most of the middling.

Ou'tsize, sb. and a. [f. Out a. + Sizej^.1]

a. sb, A person or thing larger than the normal

;

esp., a ready-made garment larger than the standard

sizes, b. adj. Larger than the average, usual, or

stock size,

a. X883-94 [see Out a, 5]. X907 Westm. Gax. t-j Aug.
lo/i Tiie tendency is to stock more and more of what were

formerly regarded as ' out-sjzes '. 1924 Alod. Draper IL 69

With regard to all ladies' underclothing it is necessary to

keep a good assortment of outsizes.

b. 1904 H. G. Wells Food of Gods 1. ii. § i- 19 He con-

ceived a picture of coops and runs, outsize and still more

outsize coops, and runs progressively larger. 1924 Mod.
Draper U. 69 Outsize garments are preferred without any

very fancy trimmings. 1925 Chambers^s yr^/. 166/2 You're

an out-size chap—d'you think you can carry him?

Ou'tsized, a. « *Outsize b.

1880 Good Words 46 He was what is sometimes called an

*outsized man'., imposing in appearance. 1895 WesUn. Gaz.

20 July a/i She was a great outsized woman.

Ou-tspeech. [Out- 7,] Frank or candid

words; plain language or terms j outspeaking.

1919 W. De Mobgam Old Madhouse 439 Outspeech would

be tlie safest course as well as the easiest, with this girl.

Outspread, v. Add : 3. intr. To spread out,

extend itself.

X906 Westm. Gaz, 26 June 2/3 Each young branch, out-

spreading in the sun. Reflects in shadow on the sod below.

Outsta'iidingly, adv. [f. Outstanding ///.

a, + -LT 2.] In a notable or outstanding manner

;

in or to an exceptional degree ; remarkably or con-

spicuously.
X909 Westm.Gaz. 18 Jan. 12/2 He is an outstandingly good

putter. 192a A. S. M. Hutchinson This Freedom \\, ix.

150 There was outstandingly one such day of absorption m
delight.. for Rosalie. 1928 Observer 18 Mar. 23/3 Her

Wagner songs arc outstandingly fine.

Outstay, V. Add : 2. b. To surpass in en-

durance.
X876 Coursing Calendar 5 Laughter made the early points

with Lady Don, but the latter fairly outstayed the dog.

Outstrip (Qutstri-p), z/.a [f. Out- 18+ Strip

2^.1] trans. To surpass in strii^ping ; to wear less

clothing than.



OUT-THROWN.
x868 Daily Nrtvs 18 Aug., The actresses now seek to

succeed by 'out-stripping 'one another. 1897 W. C. Hazlitt
Fcnr Gtfurations II. 155 The abridged petticoats of the

ladies proceeded to an intolerable pitch; and they tried, as

Byron said, to outstrip one another.

Out-thrown, ppL a. (Add example.)

X9a7 Mfinth May 398 The sides of the outthrown headland

are too steep to be rushed.

Out-turn. Add : b. spec. Tea leaves that have

been infused.

x8;8 E. Money Cuith. + Manuf. Tta (ed. 3) iio, I tried

again and again, but never could detect that panning caused

any difference to either the Tea, the liquor or the out-turn.

C. Curling. A turning motion given to a stone

which causes it to curve to the left.

1900 Young Sferisman (ed. A. E. T. Watson) 200 The
in-turn is made when the curl is to be towards the right, the

out-turn when it is to the left.

Outvo'tlng, vbh sK [-ING 1.] Defeating by

a majority of votes.

1906 Westnu Cox. 14 Feb, a/i The out-voting of the Boers
by the industrial and urban settlers.

Outwaiidering, vd/, sd, [Out- 9.] A wan-
dering out or outwards.
x88o H. Collins Heaven openedw. xiv. 215 God does not

mind the out-wanderings of our vagabond imaginations.

Ou*twasll. [Out- 7.] The outflow of water

escaping from melting ice sheets or glaciers. In

quots. aitrib.

1903 Bot. Gaz. Jan. 38 (Cent. Suppl.) These moraines are
usuafiy bordered by sand plains on the outwash side. xgoS
Amer. Jrnt, Sci, Feb. 108 The river terraces of outwash
gravel.

Outwork, V. 3. (Add example.)
1876 Coursitig Cnlendar 123 Minstrel Boy, on the inside,

led for first honours, where he lost his placet and was
ultimately outworked.

Outworld, sb. Add : b. An outlandish place,
1903 J. BuciiAN l^atcher by Threshold ^\.z,\. 312 In this

savage out-world a man stood for a man.
Outworldish, a, (Modern example.)
x88o G. Macdonald Bk. Strife 73 A strange auroral bliss,

an arctic awe, A new, outworldish joy awoke intense.

Oval. A. adjy 6. a. oval-faced (example).
1886 RusKiN Praeterita I. 336 A graceful oval-faced blonde

of fifteen.

B. sb.^ 2. (Add example.)
x^Kj Daily Express a6 Mar. 9/2 The Prince of Wales.,

will.. open a games oval.

Ovailize ((7u*vabiz), ». [f. Oval«.1 +-ize.]
trans. To make oval in shape. (In quot. ///. a!)

190S Sci. Amer. Suppl. II Mar. 24404 (Cent. Suppl.) The
work is performed by means of three special machines

—

a winder, a finishing roller, and an ovalizing press.

Ovational, a. (Add example.)
19*8 Music ^ Lett. July 235 The ovational ecstasy is not

essentially connected with the musical impression.

Ov6n, sb. Add : 3. b. A small oven-like tomb
above the surface of the ground. U.S.
1851 E. S. WoRTLEV Trav. U.S. xxi. 126 The graves are

all elevated. The dead are buried in sepulchral houses,
which are termed here * ovens '. 1879 CasselCs Techn. Kdnc.
IV. 267/2 Owing to the damp nature of the ground .. there
are no graves in the cemeteries, the coffins with the dead
being.deposited in tombs or *ovcns' erected above the soil.

192Z Chambers's frnL Aug. 511/1 There was no system in
the arrangement of the *ovens'.

Oven-wood. [Ovkn sh. 4.] Firewood pre-

pared for heating an oven.

1794 [see OvKM sb. 4]. 1838 J. F. Cooper Homeward
Bound XXV, 362 They will not now serve as oven-wood for

want of the oven. 1857 J. G. Holl.\nd Bay Path xyj
You'd better scull your dugout over the drink again, and
go to splittin' oven-wood. 1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldt(nttn Folks
xxiiL 276 Will you split me that oven-wood or won't you ?

1874 B. F. Taylor World on Wheels 1. ix. 72 A wine-cask
. .filled with oven-wood, to wit, wood split axe-helve size.

19x9 E. W. Howe Plain People 191 H is wife asked him one
afternoon to get an armful of oven wood; she was baking
and wanted wood to heat the oven of the cookstove to best
advantage.

Over, adv. Add : 2. b. ( TTiai) is someone all
over, is very characteristic of him or her.
19x6 Bennett Lion*s Share xxxti. 237 That's you all over,

Mrs. MoncreiflF.

6. b. Jig. To sleep ; as in gOy send over.
1918 Marv & Jane Findlater Penny Monypenny 11. xxiv.

233 It usedto send me over in a few minutes. Ibid. in. xi.

341 Just going over, Aunt Deb, my eyes won't keep open a
minute longer.

0. b. Until a later time or period ; till the next
season.
x86i Trans. HI. Agric. Soc. IV. 317 Old bugs live over,

and produce eggs the following season. 1883 J. Hay Bread-
^vinners xL 172, I am so glad you resolved to stay over.
1898 A- Nicholas Idyl of Wahash 53 We don't want to
winter them steers over.

12. (Further example.)
xgia Galsworthv Eldest Son i. ii. 14 Draw it mild, my

dear chap. We've had the whole thing over twice at least.

O. As a whole ; all over. (Cf. Ovv:uprcp. 7 d.)
X9«7 Harper's Mag. Oct. 530 The correlation between

scholarship} and football eminence, taking the country over,
is depressmgly low.

Over, prep. Add : 1. d. Over on^s head :

Without consulting or informing the person con-
cerned or affected.

xgos Chambers's yml. Nov. 716/2 The traveller.. finds
himself called upon. .to soften and explain away amenities
which have been unwisely transmitted by letter, exchanged,
as it were, *over his head *.
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6. d. Phr. To put *Viw«r (a person) : see *PuT v. 33.

7. a. Also^^.
X9XS F. M. HuEFFER/'««^/r. ii. 62lmmediatelyaflerwards,

Mrs. Kerr Howe was alt over her like a wave with her
projects for the New Theatre.

13. b. To get over : see *Get v. d^ e. To put
over: see *PuT v."^ 49 i.

Over, sb.^ Add : 2. b. Printing, pi. Copies
printed or supplied in excess of the required number
to allow for wastage.
1901 D. CocKERF-L Bookbinding i. 11. 36 The printers

usually keep a number of 'overs* in order to make good
such imperfections. 1904 Let. to Dr. Furnivall'] Oct., To
whom are we to send. .the overs of papers and cards?

Over against : see Over adv. 7 b.

Over-all, adj. phr. Add : 2. Pertaining to or

affecting the whole of something.
1930 Daily^ Express 6 Sept. 3 The New B P has 'high

overall volatility. AH of it evaporates quickly.

Overalled (^»*var9ld), a. [f. Overall sb. +
-ED 2.] Wearing, or clad in, overalls.

1908 Smart Set June 94/1 The familiar spectacle of half-

frown boys and overalled and unshaven men. 1916 C. H.
TAGG High speed i, (1920) 3 He could see an overalled boy

jump into the air and crack his heels together.

Over-and-over boat. [Over adv, 4.] One
of a set of boats suspended from a vertically

revolving frame.
X910 Sanger Seventy Vearsa Showman C1927) 127 Father

was able to add 'riding' or 'Over-and-over' Doats..to his
peep-show and roundabouts.

Overarm, a. Add : 2. Swimming. Applied.

to a stroke in which one or both arms are lifted out

of the water before being advanced ; also of a
swimmer, that employs an over-arm stroke.

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 770/1 Harry Gardener, .used
the overhand or overarm stroke. X893 A. Sinclair & \V.

Henry i"7f/;««//«^(Badm. Libr.) 79 Tlie old-fashioned over-

arm swimmer lay on the water, with his shoulder-blades at

right angles to the surface. X9xa Sachs Compl. Sivimmer
133 Until the last few years a swimmer who desired to racCf
first endeavoured to master the over-arm side stroke.

3. Lawn-tennis. Of a style of service, in which
the racket is swung above the shoulder to hit the
ball.

1929 W. E. Collinson Spoken Enj;. 90 Last time some of
your overarm serves were unplayable.

Overbank, v. Add; 2. trans. To supply
with too many banks.

1930 Times 27 Mar. 21/2 The Port of Karachi.. is con-
siderably over-banked.

Overbear, v. Add: 2. b. K\s.oahsol.

1879 Meredith Egoist xxxiii, There are times when there
is no medicine for us in sages, we want slaves; we scorn to
temporize, we must overbear.

4. To bear too much ; to produce too much fruit.

1866 Rett Agric. Soc. Maine 40 This third year, .the vine
will show a great disposition to overbear. x87a Kep. Ver-
jiiont Board Agric. I. 118 The Bartlett and Louise Bonne
de Jersey commence bearing young, and are inclined to over
bear.

Overbelie'f. [tr. G. aberglaube superstition :

*Aberglaube; cf. Over- i8.] Beliefin more than

is warranted by the evidence or in what cannot be
verified.

X900 J. MoRi.EY Cromwell i. iii. % iL 51 Faith in the literal

construction ofthe word was pushed toanexcess . . resembling
a true superstition or over-belief. 1902 W.James Varieties
Relig, Exper. 515 Over-beliefs in various directions are
absolutely indispensable. xgio'W.S. "Pkim-ek* Christianity
4- Christ 153 We have these 'over-beliefs'; and we even
count men poor who are without them.

Overbid, v. Add : 2. C. trans, and absol. In
Bridge. = Ovekcall v.

1909 A. DvKS Auction Bridge 156 When the second player
overbids a weak call from the dealer, the fourth player should
support his partner to the best of his ability. 19x9 R. F.
Foster On Auction i6g Overbidding a suit just because
there are four honours in it is quite unnecessary, /bid. 180
He must not forget that he has already overbid his hand at
the start. i9a3 Daily Mail 6 Oct. 6/4 The partner of the
under-bidder .. cannot make any further bid unless the
opponents double or over-bid,

Overbi'dding,^'^/.^^ [f. Overbidz'. + -ing1.]

Bidding above the value of anything, esp, bidding

more than is warranted by the cards one holds at

bridge.
1912 Flor. Irwin Fine Pts. Auction Bridge 85 There is no

fault as common in Auction as overbidding. x<)ao M. C.
Work Compl. Contract Bridge iii. 15 This artificial system
is apt to cause overbidding.

O'ver-blonse. [Over- 8 c] A kind of blouse

fitting over another garment.
1923 Daily Mail 13 Feb. 15 In usefulness no similar gar-

ment can compete with the overblouse.

Overblown,/-//, a.l 2. (Add example.)
1929 Bridges Test. Beauty in. 55 The empty mind may

float lightly in the full moonshine of o'erblown affluence.

Overboil, sb. [f. the vb.] Overboiling con-
dition.

1883 RuSKiN Let. 30 Oct. in Igdrasil (June 1890) I. No. 6.
ai8 And my brains always on the overboil, if I don't mind.
O'verbrim, J-^. [Over- 5 b.] A trimming on

the brim of a hat.

1930 Mom. Pest 17 June 7 Advt., Picture Hat of black
Tulle edged with Crinoline J overbrim of beige Lace.

Overbuy, v. Add: 1. b. To buy goods at a
higher (wholesale) price than (another).

OVER-CUT.
x886 Hardy Mayor Casterbr. xxvi, We'll under-sell him,

and over-buy him, and so snuff him ouu

0*ver-call, sb. Bridge. [Over- 29 b.] A
call or bid made against one^sown partner.
X917 E. Bercholt Royal Auction Bridge 85 Third hand

should not carry on the contest further, unless he has some
additional reason which his first overcall was not sufficient
to proclaim. 1921 Flor. Irwin Compl. Auction Bridge
Player 65 To bid against your partner, when no one else has
bid, is to use the over-call.

Overca-11, J'. Bridge. [Over- 27.]
1. trans. To bid more on (one's hand) than it is

worth ; to give a higher * call ' than one can win.
Also absol, or intr.

1927 A. H. Pollen * Neon^s ' Gt. Delusion Pref. p. xvt, The
bright young conjurers of Kingsway have been over-calling
their hands. 1950 Time ^ Tide 11 Apr. 463 Conscious that
his partner had been overcalling,

2. To bid higher than (a previous bid) or than (an
opponent) ; esp. to bid above (one's partner) when
no adversary has done so. Also absol.

1909 Strand Mag. Jan. 71/2 The fourth player will be in
a fine position, either to double the forced call or to overcall
it. 1917 E. Bercholt Royal Auction Bridge Z$ Here Y.
has two of his partner's suit, but six of his own. He is

justified in overcalling with One Spade. 1919 R. F. Foster
On Auction 183 The partner may be called upon to assist.

.

when the second hand overcalls the dealer. 1922 Flok. Ikwim
Compl. Auction Bridge Player 65 To * over-call ' is to take
the bid away from your partner. Ibid. 68 Y..had over-
called a desirable thing with an undesirable thing. X9«9
M. C. Work Compl. Contract Bridge ii. 9 He may overcall
a No Trump with a suit-bid, or overcall a suit-bid with an-
other suit or No Trump.
3. Of a call or bid : To exceed or surpass (an-

other) in value.

1933 Daily Mail 6 Oct. 6/4 Players forget that 4 clubs do
not over-call 3 spades.

Overoarefiilly, adv. (Example.)
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. xiv, *The sister', said Bradley,

separating his words over-carefuUy, ..'suffers under no re-

proach '.

Overcarried, ///. a. [f. Ovsrcarkt z/.] That
has been carried over (a boundary).
1903 Kipling J* Nations 24 And their overcarried spray is

a sea—a sea on the landward side.

Overcast, v. Add : 11. Geol. (See quot.)
1900 Geog. Jrnl. XVI. 462 The longitudinal folds had

been steeply tilted, or ' overcast ', i.e. laid over into more
horizontal positions, or fractured, and the parts carried into
dilTercnt oblique directions.

Overcasting, ppl. a. (Further example.)
190X D. Cockerel Bookbinding ii. 51 The custom with

binders is to overcast the backs of the leaves in sections, and
to sew through the overcasting thread.

O'vercheck, sb.*^ [Ovee- 8.] A second
check on cloth ; a large check pattern over a smaller
and less distinct one ; cloth having such a check.
1906 Daily Chron. 25 Apr. S/5 The finely-traced overchecks

wiil be much in evidence. 1923 Daily Mail 16 Jan. i Advt.,
Raincoats in All-Wool overcheck and herring-bone effect.

Ibid.^ Brown and White mixtures with indistinct coloured
overchecks.

Overclimb, v. (Modem example.)
1882 'Ouida' Bimbis. 149 A loggia. .all ovcrclimbed by

hardy rose-trees.

Overclo'Sely, adv. [f. Overclose a.] Too
closely or minutely.
1909 Westm. Gaz, 15 Apr, 12/2 The loving parent does well

not to examine overclosely into the reasons for this regret.

Overclothe, v. Add : 2. rejl. To clothe (one-

self) to excess.

1906 Daily Chron. ii Dec. 10/5 So over-clothing yourself
that you cannot take exercise.

Over-COlonr, v. Add : b. To overspread with
colour,

1871 MEREorrH //. Richmond xliii, Her cheeks were
deliciously overcoloured.

Overcome, v. 7. (Modern example.)
187S Morris jEn. xii. 907 And e'en the hero-gathered

stone.. O'ercame not all the space betwixL

O^ver-compou'xid, v. [Over- 27.] trans.

To wind the field magnets of (a dynamo) by both
shunt and series coils in such a way that the volt-

age rises with increasing load. So O^ver-com*
poa'ndinff vbl. sb.

1896 S. P. Thompson DynamO'Electr, Machinery{t^. 5)337
By over-compounding, one can obtain a constant pressure,

not at the terminals of the dynamo, but on the mains at some
point in the midst of the lamp-network. 1902 Encycl. Brit.

XXVII. 588/1 If the series-turns are still further increased,

the voltage may be made to rise with an increasing load, and
the machine is * over-compounded '.

Over-correct, v. Add : 2. Surg. To correct

(a deformity, etc.) to an apparently excessive

degree so as to allow for subsequent modification

of the correction.

Hence Over-corre'ction, the correcting of de-

formities to a point beyond the normal.

1908 Practitioner }3i.T\. 114 Dr. Whitman favours tenotomy
and over-correction, with the subsequent use of plaster.

Over-CU*t, z'. [Ovek- 27.] trans. To cut too

mucl) of; to fell (forest trees) to an excessive degree.

1906 ScHLicH Man. Forestry (ed. 3) I. 75 Private owners

are inclined to favour their own monetary interests to \h^

disadvantage of future generations by overcutting.. their

forests. X913 (?. Rev, Oct. 446 In the case of private owner-
^



OVEB-CTTTTING.

ship, "there is alwaysadangcr of the forests being overcutto
obtain quick returiis.

Hence Orer-cntting' vbl. sb.

igaS Daily Tel. 9 Oct. 9/7 Wasteful over<utt!ng, forest
fire, fungi, insects, and wind combined are rapidly wiping
out Canada's available trees.

O^er-detenuina-tion. Psycho-analysis, [i.

next.] The use of one means of expression for two
or more different desires or tendencies.

191S C. R. Payne tr. PfisUr's Psycho-anal. Method 143We have often had opportunity.. to show these over-deter-
minatiuns.

Over-dete'nuine, v. [Ovkb- ay.] tram.
To fix, define, or determine with more data than
are neces.sary. Hence Over-deteTmined/;*/. a.,

having more determining factors than are required;
spec, in Psycho-analysis, that expresses two or more
different desires or tendencies.
1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 377/1 The definitions which have

not been mentioned are all 'nominal definitions*, that is to
say, they fix a name for the thing described. Many of them
overdetermine a figure. 1915 C. R. Payne tr. Pjfliter's
Psycho.anaL Methfui 143 The neurotic symptom has several
determining factors, at least two. Therefore, it is called
over.determined.

Overdo, v. Add : 9. To supply laith (some-
thing) in too great a measure.
19x6 Bennett Lion*s Share vii. 52 A raw girl, overdone

with money, who could only speak one language.

Overdosage. [Over- 29.] The administer-
ing or taking of too large a dose (of medicine,
drugs, etc.).

I9aa Encycl. Brit. XXX. 137/2 To find a method of pre-
venting these chloroform deaths, by enquiring into the con-
ditions of overdosage. 19x9 Morrin in Irish Jrnl. Med.
Set. Apr. 183 Such symptoms were obviously due to over-
dosage.

Overdraw, r*. 2. (Examples.)
190a A. D. McFaui. /he Glidden xvi. laa He was prancin"

..until he got him hitched inter this new bitin' gear an*
overdraw. 1905 Sfrinifield Weekly RepuH. 8 Sept. 5 Much
has been accomplished to abolish the pernicious practice of
docking horses, but it is just as important that the abtue of
the overdraw check should be corrected.

Overdraw, v. Add : 5. b. To infuse (tea) too
long.

18^7 Anne Bronte Agnes Crey xii, Other thoughts assisted
to. .impart a relish to the cup of cold, overdrawn tea.

6. (Later example.)
191a Chambers's Jrnl. June 339/1 Perhaps it will be said

that the above statements are overdrawn.

Over-drawer, [f. Overdraw v. -* -er.] One
who overdraws his banking account, or makes an
overdraft.

1906 W. Dk Moroak J. Vance xxxviL 378 Among the
ovcrdrawers, C. Vance & Co. was a conspicuous instance,
figuring for a good round sum among the Debtors.

Overdrink, v. (Modem example odnlr.)
»9°4 ',} O. HoBBES ' Vineyard iv. 55 They over-eat and

over-driiik, and they try to forget what they really want.

Over-dri-nUng, vbl. sb. [Over- 29.] Drink-
ing to excess.

1907 Ifeslm. Cax. 29 Oct. n/i The publicans are held
responsible for the over-drinking of their customers.

Overdrive, v. Add : 4. (Further example.)
1904 A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist i88 These con-

ditions are that they should not be overloaded nor overdriven.
5. Cotf. To drive farther than (an opponent);

to outdrive.
Z900 GentL Mag. Feb. 126 If the opponent is a longer

driver one is spared the temptation .. of pressing to avoid
being overdriven.

Hence Oiverdrl'vlnj vbl. sb.

1837 DEQuiNclY/?^o//c/'rrtr/<.rj\Vks. 1854 IV. 143 The
cattle suffered greatly from over-driving. 1909 Chambers'

s

Jrnl. Mar. 203/1 The electrical equipment is provided with
suitable automatic devices to prevent over-driving.

Over-dry, a. (Modern example.)
1891 ScHLicH Man. Forestry^ W.ys Dry Mould .. is formed

by the decomposition of certain lichens on over-dry soil.

Over-dry, v. b. (Modem examples.) Hent^
Over-drylnjf vbl. sb.

1867 K. \. D1G8V />iTj'tf«^f«r«*//,7/T46 The subsoil may
be ovcrdricd. 1888 EncfcL Brit. XXIV. 657/1 Over-dr>ing
of wool has to be specially guarded against. Ibid. 657/3
Unless the wool is spread with great evenness. .at points
where the hot air escapes freely it may be much over-dried,

Over-drynesa. (Modem example.)
1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 753/2 In extremely frosty weather

. . they acquire so little moisture that then a difficulty arises
from their over^iryness.

Overdner (»"vsjdi»-3j). [f. Oveedde a.] A
ship that is overdue.
1905 Standard 14 Mar. 11/3 The only alteration in the

market rates on overdner^ were advances of from ao gs. to

30-35 gs. on the steamer Pilbarra, [etc.].

Oiver-early, a. (Modem example.)
1871 K I NcsLKT A t Last X, This over-early marriage among

the Coolies is a very serious evil.

Overeat, v. 1. (Modem example.)
Z904 [see *0VKBDRINK^

Overface, v. 1. (Later example.)
19x6 r.KSNuTT Lord Rahtgo i. IvlL 254 He scorned them,

but in their collectivity they still over-faced him.

Overflow, sb. 5. Add : overflow sill.

I9<>« Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 786/1 The overflow sill or
veir should be a masonry structure of rounded vertical

section raised a foot or more above the waste-water course.

93

Overflow, v. 3. (Later example.)
1890 Eorum Feb. 700 (Born) The fiery lava of passion

overflowing the appointed bounds.

Overflowing, vbl. sb. Add: 2. b. esp. in
phrases, {full, to /ill) to overflowing; more than
full, so as to overflow.
1879 R. A. Stkrndale Afghan Knife xxvi. 167 In the

meantime fugitives kept pouring into the house, which was
'"'.' to overflowing. 1899 Adelaide Skeei. & Brearlev
King Washmpon xii. 75 (Born) The boys. .were filled to
overflowmg with the excitement of the hour, igio H. M.
PiM Sh. Hist. Celtic Phihs. V. 62 They might have produced
a Tartarus, and filled it to overflowing.
Hence Ovexflowlngness. (Modern example.)

«5S',^'°^"^'"^," '-'" "• SIS. I have been hearing from
Will of your radiant overflowiiigness.

Overget, v. Add : 4. To prevail upon ; to
take possession of.

1904 Herbert V^awiK&.'ZKsn.Kt Tradesman^s Price-list
ir Similarity of appearance so far overgets a customer as to
induce him to pass u«. 1928 Sunday Dispatch 16 Sept. 2/3
The thought to marry Fanny overgot the man, and he set
out to see if it could be done.

Overglaze, sb. (Earlier example.)
1880 Harper's Mag. Nov. 904 The work most familiar to

us as taught in America during the last three or four years
has all been on the over-glaze.

Overglaze, a. (Earlier example.)
1881 Harper's Mag. May 835/1 It was.. the most ex-

tensive and satisfactory exhibit ofamateur overglaze decora-
tion made up to that time.

Overgoing, vbl. sb. (Modem example in sense
' transgression '.)

'903 Jerome Tea Table Talk v, 95, 1 was very severe upon
both the shortcomings and the overgoings of man.

Overgrown,///, a. 1. (Later fig. example.)
1907 R, Brooke in Mem. (1918) p. xxix, I have already.,

got some faith in the real, sometimes overgrown, goodness
of all men.

Overhand. A. adv. Add : 3. b. Archery.
(See quot.)

1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 378/a Shooting over-band is to shoot
at the mark over the bow-hand.
B. ctdj. Add : 2. b. Swimming. Applied to

a variety of the side-stroke in the performance of
which one hand is raised above the water and
carried forward.
1878 ' CA^rr. Crawley * Swimming etc. 38 There are two

styles of Side Swimming, severally known as the side-stroke
and the over-hand. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 770/1 The
only movements of the side stroke which diflfer from those
of the overhand are those of the left or upper arm or hand.

C. Lawn-tennis. Of a stroke, made with the
racket above the arm or shoulder.
1889 H. W. W. WiLBERPORCE Lawn Tennis 30 The form

of service almost universally used is the overhand service.
1904 J. P. Paret Lawn Tennis 345.

Over-handed, a. Add: 2. b. Overhantled
knot = Overhand knot (Overhand R. adj. 4).
X883 Man. Seamanshipfor Boys (jiQ. How do you make

a reef-knot? W... First make an over-handed knot round
the foot of the sail, [etcj.

Overhang, sb. (Add examples.)
1908 H. G. WELLs/K<ir/M.,4i>v.§ 5 The overhang of the

gas-chambers intervened. 1919 T. K. Hol.mes Man/r. Tall
Timber^ ix. lol The two women.. lived alone on Paradise
Knoll, just under the overhang of its crown.

Overhaul, v. 2. Also inlr. for passive.
1920 lycstm. Gaz. 16 June 10/2 So as the selected yacht

may have suHicient time tooverhauland arrive in New York
by July 13.

Overhead. B. sb. Add : 2. //. A grade of
flour.

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 345/a Flour.. Overheads or coarse
flour .. Fine thirds .. Thirds .. Bran.

3. That which is above ; tlie firmament.
191X Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 79/r It forms a handy guide,

philosopher, and friend to the vast unfathomable overhead.
1924 Anne D. Sedgwick Little French Girl 11. i. 104 He.

.

heard the wild, monotonous phrase of a missel-thrush ring
forth suddenly from overhead.

4. EUipt. for overhead charges, expenses, etc.

X91S Literary Digest (N.Y.) 21 Aug. 360/t Advt., Her
typewriter i^ standing idle and adding to •overhead *. 1918
Nation (N.Y.) 7 Feb. 162/1 Larger production willdecrcase
overhead and keep the cost down. 192a Public Opinion
629/2 We are able to reduce overheads through the employ-
ment of far more automatic machinery. X928 Brit. In-
dustrial^ Future (Lib. Ind. Inq.) v. xxix. § i. 418 Whether
the call is for less expenditure on overhead or for less turn-
over. 19M Encycl. Brit. VI. 495/1 Overhead consists of
every kind of working cost not comprised in one or other of
the previous headings.

C. adj. Add : 1. (Further example.)
1911 Times Lit. Suppl. 8 Sept. 574 '3 Stress is laid on the

complete clearance of overhead cover [from teak plantations].

3. Of costs or expenses : Incurred in the produc-
tion of a batch of articles apart from the prime
cost of each (cf. Oncost), or in the upkeep of plant
and premises even when no work is being done.
X9XX Century Mag. May 121/2 An automatic system of

employer's liability. .would. .increase * overhead charges'.
1911 Webner Fattory Costs iii Under such a system most
of the usual overhead expenses become direct. 1917 Fickek
Industrial Cost-finding 12 This illustrates, .the importance
of segregating the overhead expenses of a factory. 19x2
tVestm. Gaz. 8 Dec., The overhead cost of every factory
that is gas-lighted will go up.

4. Lawn tennis. Of a stroke, made with the

racket above one's head.

OVEE-LUSCIOTTSlfESS.

1904.J. P. Paret La:um Tennis 345. 1919 Hierons Lawn
J ennis 61 In overhead volleying there is far too much pat
balL

Overhear, v. 3. Add : Also absol.
1913 Casselts Mag. June 2/1 Glancing over hisshoulder to

make certain that the nurse hadn't overheard.

Overheat, v. Add : 2. intr. To become too
hot.

190a Harmsworth Motors f, Motor-driving^^i&m. Libr.)
172 How to tell when a Motor is Overheating. 1908 Westtii.
Gaz. 27 Oct. 4/1 The engine overheated twice,.. but this
was when the car was taken out without any water in the
radiator.

Over-hit, v. b. (Add example.)
1919 Hierons La^vtt Tennis 57 The beginner should Uke

care that he does nyt over-hit the ball.

Overhung, ///. a. Add : 1. b. = Over-
HAN<3INQ///. a.
I9a3 H. G. Wells Men like Gods it. iii. 206 The gully was

..difficult, he thought, to ascend, but quite practicable
downward. It was completely overhung.
3. (Further example.)
tgiS Gamblx Story N. Sea Air Station Introd. 8 Some,

what similar to a Ble'riot monoplane, except for., the 'over-
hung ' system of mounting the engine.

Over-insu-rance. [Over- 29.] insurance
in excess of the real value (esp. of a ship).
17SSN. Maokks Essay on Insurcuicesgi. 18028. Marshall

Treat. Insurance I. L iv. § 4. 118 In the case of an over,
insurance .. the first underwriters on the policy were formerly
holden to be answerable, to the extent of the loss, and the
subsequent ones discharged. 1813 R. Stevens Ess. Average
(i 835) 204 A return of premium for over-insurance is claimed.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 185/1 When the value proved under
an open policy falls short of the sum originally insured, the
difference.. is technically termed an over-insurance.

OTrer-insu're, v. [Over- 27.] trans. To
insure for more than the real value.
1910 Times 28 June 6/t An old vessel, trading at a loss,

over-insured. 192a Blackw. Mag. Sept. 318/2 Ship and
cargo are over-insured about ten times, I suppose 7

Overlap, sb. Add : Alsoyf^.
1931 StR A. Keith Place of Prejudice 19 Head and heart

are never quite separated ; there is a large overlap in their
fields of action.

b. Overlapfault (see quot.).
1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining 180 Overlap Fault, a

Ceculiar kind of fault where a seam is reversed or doubled
ack over itself.

Overla-pped, ///. a. [-ed.] That overlaps
or is overlapped (in various senses).
1839 Urk Did. A rts 962 A section of the Quarrelton coal

..showing the overlapped coal and the double coal. 1898
Saintsbury Short Hist. Eng. Lit. viii. ii. (1900) 498 The
constant preference of overlapped or enjambed lines for the
strict couplet. Z926 J. Adams Chr. Good Scot. viii. 126 To
neglect or overlook the nobler ideals of the Church, because
of Its presently divided and overlapped system, is neither
politic nor wise.

Over-late. b. adv. (Modem example.)
1875 Morris Mn. VIL 597 And overlate the Gods thou

shalt adore.

Overlay, sb. 3. (Add example.)
i886_ J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 48 Overlay, the

material above the rock in a quarry ; the tirring,

Overlayer. (Later example.)
X917 igth Cent. Jan. 132 Faith in God and in a hereafter

has been accompanied in history by an overlayer of super-
stition.

Overlea-ping. vbl. sb. [-ikg l.] The action
of the verb Overleap.
X904 Edith Rickert Reaper 61 Joan panted with the con-

stant overleaping of mossy bogs.

Over-light, a. (Later example.)
Z908 Daily Chron. 21 Apr. 4/4 Now and then he was a trifle

..over-light in his treatment of opponents.

Overling. Delete -^Obs. and add modem ex-
ample.
X917 Kipling Vrs. Between (1919) 66 But the idle-minded

overlings who quibbled while they died, Shall they thrust
for high employments as of old?

Overli-p, v. [Over- i.] trans. To pass or
flow over the lip or brim of (something).
187J S. Butler Ernvhon v. 38 The clouds rolled up to the

very summit of the pass, though they did.not overlip it.

Overlive, v. c. refl. Also, to live too fast or
under too high pressure.
Z93Z Galsworthy To Let 11. ii. 126 He had only just re-

lapsed, from having overworked, or overlived, himselfagain.

Over-living, vbl. sb. [Over- 29.] Living on
too high a standard.
1817 Scop Let. II Aug. in Lockhari (1837) IV. 87 The

task of maintaining a poor, rendered effeminate and vicious
by over-wages and over-living, and necessarily cast loose
upon society.

Overload, sb. Add : Also Overload cut-out.
1908 Installation News II. 38 There is always some novel

addition to our Conduit System, .in addition to various side
issues such as overload cut.outs.

Overlook, v. Add : c. To secure (the edge of

cloth) so as to strengthen it and prevent fraying.

i^o^ Public Ledger (Philad.) 24 June 5/2 Fishnet Lace
Curtains, overlocked edge.

OverloTdlng,///. a. [f. Overlord ».] That

overlords or domineers.
1910 Galsworthy Sheaf ^^n)\(i) 132 Our dim consciousness

of this serene and overlording principle of Equity.

O-ver-lu-sclousness. [Over- 29.] Excessive

lusciousness.



OVEBLY.
1S98 Saiktsburt Short Hist, Ens:, Lit. x. i. (i9«^) 671 A

certain over-lusciousiicss traceable in his [Keats s] earlter

work.

Overly, ^». 1- (Add examples.)

X903 KiPLiso S Nations 21 Yet, caring so, not orerly we
care To brace and trim for every foolish blast. 1926 J. A.

MULLKR Stephen Gardiner \\. 11 The intense, overly con-

scientious Thomas Bilney. 19*9 M. C Woric Cornel. Con-

tract Bridge v. iii Overly sanguine or 'bad break ' slam

tries.

Ovenuazi, sb. Add : 3. b. A grade in the

U.S. police.

1885 Encyct Brit, XIX. 341/2 The body of the force

being termed * patrol men ', with * overmen ' at stations and
prisons.

4. [G. uebermensch.'] = Sdperman.
1895 tr. M. Nordaus Degeneration in. v. 470 The ' bullies

'

gratefully recognise themselves in Nietzsche's 'over-man'.

X900 Q, Rev. July 116 In such old religion he discovers no
prophecy of the man that is to be; he reaches forward to

some ' overman ' beyond it. 1908 H. G. Wells IVar in A ir

xi. § 5 His mind ran to ' improving the race ' and producii>g

the Over-Man. 1915 Lond. Q. ^^z". Jan. 59 Such a process

of superabstraction would involve either an overman or a
dens ex ntachina,

Overmast, v, (Later example.)
X902 Conrad Youth 40 She was certainly over-masted.

Over-mastery. (Modern example.)
1901 T. Shaw Address {^^xn.^ 4 The struggle for Scottish

independence against the overmastery of England.

Over-measure, v. a. (Modem example).
1877 Tennyson Harold iv. iii. By St. Edmund I over-

measure him.

Ovemamei v. (Modem example.)
190a J. H. Skrine Pastor Agnorunt 31 Twenty faces in

three ranks, and, though no face is like another, we could
have safely overnamed the varieties before we fronted them.

Overni^llt. C. cuij. Add : 2. Borrowed or

lent from the afternoon of one day till the morning
of the next.

19x8 Daily Mail 9 Aug. 18/6 Borrowers occasionally paid
up to 4i per cent, for fresh overnight money.

Over-note. [f. Ovee- a.] A note heard

through or above other sounds; an over-tone.

1917 Conrad Skadozu-Line 204 He.. burst Into.. a loud
laugh. ,. It was a provoking, mocking peal^ with a hair-

raismg, screeching over-note of defiance.

Over-old, a. (Modem examples.)
1875 Morris /^n. viri. 509 My body over-old for deeds

begrudged such government. 1883 Ld. R. Gower Remin.
II. 140 Their children.. have a delicate over-old look for

their age.

Over-pai-nting, vbL sb. [Over- 8.] The
action of the verb overpaint (sense i).

19x8 Daily Express 20 Dec. 1/3 The explanation of the
over-painting is simple. The sitter.. decided to have his

sherifTs robes painted over the clothes in Holbein's picture.

Overpass, v, 7. b. (Modern example.)
1905 Daily Chron. 24 Oct. i The Russian and Austrian

agents in Uskub overpass their duties.

Overpitched, a. Add: b. Cricket. That is

pitched too far.

1900 Young sportsman (ed. A. E. T. Watson) 147 He has
lunged out as far as he can reach, hoping to * smother ' a
somewhat overpitched ball.

Overplacement. Add : Also atirib.

1890 Smithsonian Rep. 72 Torrential or overplacement
deposits formed by wash adown slopes.

Overpre*ssing,^/. a, [f. Overpress z*.] That
is too pressing.

1893 Harder*s Mag. Aug. 335/1 The finding.. such a pal-

pable motive as revenge against an overpressing and clamo-
rous creditor tipped the balance.

Overprinty sb. Add : 2. Of a postage-stamp

:

(Seequot. 1913.)
2899 Captain I. 421/a The correct over.print should have

been ' Z.C. de peso '. 1907 IVestm. Gaz. 1 1 Feb. 7/3 Trans-
vaal C.S.AR. stamps which were forged in regard to post-

marks and over-prints. 1919 Chambers's Jml. Nov. 750/2
The halfpenny, penny, and threepence are known with the
black overprint. 1913 E. B. Evans Stamps ^ Stamp Col-
lecting, s.v. Overprint. Some addition to the design or
inscriptions, printed or written over a stamp which was
already complete and fit for use without any such addition.

Over-print, v. Add : 2. To print (additional

matter or another colour) on a surface already
bearing printing ; to add by a subsequent printing

process; used esp. of printing additions on to

postage stamps.
\9^ Captain I. 187/x The current stamps ofGreat Britain

were overprinted with the company's name. Z912 Ckam-
hers*syrnl. Nov. 7^0/2 In 1903 permission was again granted
to firms to overprint the backs of stamps. 1926 C. F. D.
MARSHAtL Brit. Pott Office 54 We now come (i88i) to the
first stamps ovcrprintea for oRicial use.

3. To print too many copies of.

Over-regulation. [Over- .] Used attrib, of
a price paid for a commission :n addition to the
regulation price.

1875 EncycL Brit. II. 575/> AppMntments. .were made
under the purchase system... Every regimental commission
had a fixed regulation price.. in addition to which an over-
reflation price, which sometimes even exceeded the regu-
lation price, had sprung ijp.

Over-riches, ji. [Over- 29.] Excessive wealth.
X908 Daily Chron. 7 Mar. 3/4 Men almost in despair be-

cause of their over-riches.

Override, v, 6. Add: Also absot.

1864 E. E. Parkes Man. Pract. Hygiene 363 Tight and
ill-made boots, by which the toes are often distorted and
made to override.

96

Oveniding, vbl. sb. Add : overriding oom-
mission, an extra or additional commission.

1894 [in Diet.]. 1906 tVestm. Gaz. 15 Feb. ii/r Asa rule,

the terms of commission, both underwriting and * over-

riding' are very liberal.

Over-ripeness. Add : Alsoy?^.
1876 Meredith Beattch, Career xlvi. (iSgi) 424 Immense

wealth and native obtuseness combine to disfigure us with
this aspect of over-ripeness, not to say monstrosity,

Over-ru'ff, v. and sb, [Over- 22.] a. vb.

trans. To trump with a higher card than that with

which an opponent has already trumped or ruffed ;

to overtrump. Also absoL b. sb. An act or in-

stance of over-ruffing.

c 1890 Up to Date Games ofCards yj Ruffmeans to trump
a suit second or third hand, when you are rid of that suit

:

over-r'iff xntz.'t\% to trump above. 1906 IVestm. Gaz. 13 Oct.

14/1 Putting his partner to an over-ruff in the spade.

Overrun, sb. 3. (Example.)
X9oa De Vinne Pract. Typogr,^ Correct Composition (ed. 2)

309 Every paragraph containing an alieration that compels
one or more overruns should be re-read.

Overrun^ v. Add : 9. c. To overcome or

surmount by running fast,

1889 Hasluck Mod. Engin. Haridbk. 70 Another advan-
tage of high speed is, that it often enables the engine to
over-run the resistance.

Overmnilillg', vbi.sb, (Add example.)
190S IVestm. Gaz. 3 Apr. 12/1 Over-running in the cricket-

field had. .brought the doctors.. several youthful cases of a
rather severe type.

Over-sail, «'. 2 Add; 2. c. To project beyond
or overhang (a base).

1912 C. E. Power Engl. Mediieval Arckit. \\. 483 In the
Decorated period the triple roll base. .begins to rise in
height, often oversailing the plinth with flat under-side.

So Oversai-ling///. fz.

1833 Loudon Encycl. A rchit. § 459 What is called a Welsh
cornice (two or three oversailing (protruding) courses of
brickwork). 1880 Vti^KCKUO^^ Mary Anerley I. xvii. 278
Strong sunshine glared upon the over-saling tiles, and white
buckled walls, and cracky lintels.

Oversay, v. Transfer Obs, to sense a. b.

(Modern example.)
1874 Swinburne Bothw. 11. xvIi. (1882) 213 He shall come

back. And twice shall oversay the word he said In your own
ear, or else unswear it,

C. To exaggerate ; overstate.

X900 W. D. HowELLs InScribner's Ma^. Sept. 368/2 This
is oversaying it, of course, but tlie truth is in what I say.

Hence Over-saying* vbl. sb,

X916 T. MacDonagh Literature in Ireland 46 Latin dis-

penses with the redundancies, the over-sayings, compressing
a phrase into a verb.

O^verscrawl, v, [Over- 8.] trans. To scrawl

over or on.

1871 Browning Pr, Hohenst.-Schw. Poet. Wks. 1897 II.

"i^yjii Why keep each fool's bequeathment, scratch and blur

Which overscrawl and underscore the piece ? 1879 Meredith
Egoist xxix, A yet more instructive passage than the over-
scrawled Seventieth, or French Section.

Over-seas, adv. Add: b. quasi-^^., foreign

parts ; abroad. Cf. OVERSEA B.
19x9 Empire Rev. Munition workers who have come from

overseas. 1926 Bennett Lord Raingo i. lix. 264 Every
traveller from overseas was knocked silly by the spectacle.

Ibid.t Britons whose secret conceit, compared to the in-

genuous self-complacency of overseas, was as Mount Everest
to Snowdon.

O'Verseas, «. Now a common form of

Oversea a.

1905 Daily Chron, 29 Mar. 3/2 The political liberties of

these islands were. .deeply endangered by the overseas
dominion. .of Spain. 1908 Westfn. Gaz. 26 June 9/3 The
magnitude of the overseas possessions which we had to de-

fend. \^\%Chatnbers*s Jrnl. Nov. 754/1 In athletic prowess
we are now far inferior to those overseas descendants erf' our
race. 19x0 Act 10 ff 11 Geo. V c. 29 {title). An Act to

authorise the granting of Credits and the undertaking of
Insurances for the purpose of re-establishing Overseas
Trade. 1926 Bf.nnett Lord Raingo i. xl. iSi Sam was..
well informed of the doings of the ministry, especially in re-

lation to the overseas-press visit.

Overseer, sb. Add ; 1. d. One of a number
of officials who manage the affairs of Harvard
College, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
1643 [J- Ei-'Ot] New Eng. First Fruits 13 Over the

Colledge are twelve Overseers chosen by the generall Court.

i8j2 in Proc. Mass. Hist. Sac. Ser. 11. (i8go) V. 176 [Harvard
Commencement} The Corporation and Overseers arrived at
20 minutes past ten.

O'ver-self. [Oveb- .] The finer, stronger, or

more assertive part of one's nature.

x888 E. Clodd Story Creation x'u 223 The terrible mass of
wrong-doing can only be lessened and finally removed by
suppression of the over-self. j^o8 Dail^ Chron, 30 Apr. 3/1
It is the Shakespeare that projected his over-self into two
score of masterpieces of poetry and drama that is Shake-
speare for us.

Overset, "v. 3. (Add example.)
1911 Chamber^s ^ml. June 367/1 He passed Rodney's

machine, almost oversetting it with the rush of his passage.

Overse'ttingly, adv. [f. Oversetting vbl.

sb, + -LT 2.] In an oversetting or excessive degree.
1908 Rhoda Broughton Mamma xvU, Everybody was

kind, but not oversettingly so.

Over-sexed (^uv3j,8ekst), a. [Oveb- a8 c]
Having sexual characters or qualities in an excessive

degree.

OVERSTRAINED.
1908 A. NoYES IVm. Morris 98 Acreaturesogluttonously

over-sexed and selfishly serpentine as Gudrun, 19*3 Daily
Mail $ Feb. 5 His. .tcira-cotta-coloured nudes, .are repul-
sive and over-sexed. 1924 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 631/2 It
\sc. the city type of mind] has lost peaceful possession even
of its poor, oversexed, desire-distracted body.

Oversha-ken, ppl. a. [Oveb- 37 b.] That
has been shaken overmuch.
1889 Gretton Memory's Harkback 141 To give rest to his

over-shaken elbows.

Overshoe, sb, (Earlier example.")
1848 Ladies' Repository VIII. 76 She walked out of the

parlor into the kitchen, to get her overshoes, (which were
warming at the fire).

Overshoot, v. Add : 11, ttans. To variegate

virith patches of a difTerent colour (cf. Shoot v,

14 b).

1859 Mrs. SrovfR Minister's JVooingxW. 350 It was a white
silk., overshot with Uitle fine dots of silver, so that it shone
when you moved it just like frost-work.

Overshroud, v. (Modern example.)
X916 A. S. Way tr. j^n. iii, 113 A night of rain overshrouds

the sky.

Oversight, sb. Add : L C. Survey, view.
1889 Gretton Memory's Harkback agi You have a closer

and more direct oversight of the home, or Herefordshire, view.

2. (P"urther example.)
1^27 Public Opinion yin^fi The generous-hearted demand

..is sometimes made in oversight of the fundamental ele-

ments of the pioblem.

Hence also Oversi'glitedj^/. a., overlooked.
1857 J. Hyde Junr. Mormonism ix. 215 (Born) There is one

oversighted contradiction that stares us in the face.

Oversize, sb. Add ; 2. spec That which is

above a certain size.

Z902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 374/1 It then goes to a screen
with eleven holes to the linear inch, and yields a granular
undersize and oversize and a fibrous oversize whicii is drawn
off by a suction fan. 1905 Electrochem. Industry Mar. 124
(Cent. Suppl.) The oversize, which contains no slime what-
ever, is delivered directly to four Witfley concentrating tables.

O'versleep, sb, [f. the vb.] Sleeping too long
or beyond the time at which one ought to awake.
1903 W. J. Locke Where Love Is v. 43 Even the consola-

tion of scolding him for oversleep and a spoiled breakfast
was thus denied.

Oversleeping, vbl. sb, [-ing ^] The action

of the verb Oversleep.
1908 IVestm. Gaz. 31 Oct. 3/2 What with your smasbtngs,

and your over-sleepings, and burning the dinner on Sunday,
and all. 191a Red Mag. Mar. 481/1 Oversleeping by the
servants was something unheard of. 191a R. Brooke in

Metn, (1918) p. Ixxii, My cure consists in perpetual over-
eating and oversleeping.

O'Ver-SOnl, z'. [f.thesb.] trajts. In passive,

to be ruled or dominated in respect of the soul,

X916 A. E. (G. W. Russell) National Being \\. 13 None of
our modern States create in us such an impression of being
spiritually oversouled by an ideal as the great States of the
ancient world.

Overspee'd, v, [Over- 27.] intr. To drive

a vehicle at a greater speed than is allowed or than

it is guaranteed for.

1906 IVestm. Gaz. 24 Apr. 4/2 The police had been. .en*
gaged elsewhere to look out for over-speeding diivers.

Overspin (^u-vaispin), sb. [Over- 5.] A
turning motion given to a ball in which the upper
part turns in the direction of flight.

1927 Observer 27 Mar. 28/2 Employing the shot that comes
in from right to left with an overspin that produces the
maximum of run.

O'verspring, v. Add : 2. To fit with too
flexible springs.

1933 Daily Mail 12 July 12 The saddle for my weight was
over-sprung, and over pot.holes was inclined to bounce on
to the frame.

3. To provide with springs which are compressed
when the load is added.

OverstayaL [-al 2 ] The fact of overstaying

a time.
1937 Blackw, Mag, Mar. 290/2 A scarlet-crested letter.,

conveyed the severe official censure.. for the ovcrstayal of
leave.

Overstepping', vbl, sb, [f. Overstep z'.]

The action of the verb Ovebstep; in Biol. [G.

iveiterschreil£n'\ development of an animal up to

and beyond the final adult stage of its ancestors.

1930 G. R. DE Beer Embryol.
<S- Evolution 77 Sewertzow's

principle of anaboly is a modification of that of overstepping *.

Over-stimulate, v. (Add example.)
1928 Mrs. a. B. Callow Food 4- Health 24 Condiments.

.

have the effect of stimulating gastric secretion, but they have
the disadvantage that they tend to over-stimulate.

Overstock, v. Add : b. spec. To leave (a cow)

unmilked for too long a period.

O-ver-st0:cking. [Over- 8 c.] A legging or

stocking worn above an ordinary stocking as a

protection from cold, wet, dirt, etc.

189a Kipling Lett, Travel (1920)6 The driver with red

mittens on his hands, felt overstockings thatcomeup to his

knees, and, perhaps, a silvery-gray coon-skin coat on his

back, walks beside.

Overstrain, 3'^. (Add example.)
1900 J. MuiR in Phil. Trans. A. CXCIII. i (headiog) On

the Recovery of Iron from Overstrain.

Overstrained, ppl. a. (Add example.)
190a Encycl, Brit, XXXIII. 11/2 Complete recovery (of

elasticity] may be produced in iron or steel by exposure of



OVERSTRIDE.
the overstrained specimen for a few minutes to the tempera-
ture of boiling water.

Overstride, v. 2. (Modem example.)
ig»5 Glasgoiu Herald ^ Nov. 11/2 In conception and in

achievement it \sc. The British Empire Exliibiiion] over-
strode the confines of mere commercial partisanship.

Overstrike, v. Add : 3. trans. To strike a
fresh design, etc. over a previous one oq (a coin).

SoOverstru'ck///. a.

1905 Numismatic Chron. no Supposing a sufficient num-
ber of over.sirutk pennies of the same type are available,

Jiid.t A well-known instance of overstriking coins in modern
times occurred in 1804, when.. two million Spanish dollars

..were ovcrstruck with new dies in the Boulton presses at
Soho, and is-^ued as British currency. 1914 BHt, A/us. Re-
U$m 114 Another [penny] of the same reign showing the
ninth type.-overstruck on the seventh.

Over-sum, v. Delete -^Obs. and add example.
iga9 liRiDtJEs 'Vest, Beauty vt. 104 The imp>erativ obligation

cannot be ovcr-summ'd.

Oversweeping, ppU a, [f. Ovbbsweep z;.]

That sweeps or passes over.

1907 Katrina Trask Night <5- 7I/i^r^:«g* 6 The overswcep-
inc tide of a great Love.

Overtake (^uvaJt^ik), sb. [f. the vb.] An act

or instance of overtaking,

1903 Science 20 Feb, 300/3 The aggregation came about by
overtakes in contradistinction to opposed collisions.

Overtake, v. Add : 10. Bridge. To take
with a higher card a trick which is already one*s

partner's.

1904 J. B. Ei.wELL Advanced Bridge 164 With no re-entry
in a hand, overtaking is often the only means ofmaking a suit.

Overtaxing, vbl. sb, (Example.)
1877 Tfnnyson HarolH i. i, Nay, there be murmurs, for

thy brother breaks us With over-taxing.

Overthrow, sb. Add : 1. d. The state of
being overthrown.
1903 Daily Chr-jn. 12 Sept, 5/1 A dozen great trees were

torn np by ihe roots, and lay in disorderly overthrow.

Overthrow* v. Add: 6. trans. To throw
farther than is necessary or desired ; to throw too far.

i86a Chamhers^s Encycl. III. ^"20/1 Misconception of this

may lead to overthrowing the bait, or throwing it short.

Overthrowal (^uv3jJ>rJu*al). [f. Overthrow
V, + -AL 2,] The act of overthrowing ; subversion,

defeat.

19x6 W. J. Locke Wofidetful Year xxiii. 333 Thus came
the overthrowal of all Corinna's scheme of values, 1910 -^

Ho. Baltazar xxL 257 The ultimate object of this gathering
was the overthrowal of the Government,

Overthrust, v, (Example.)
X901 Nature 3 Jan. 234/1 Huge masses of country have

been overfolded, fractured, and overthrust, the older being
pushed over the newer.

Overtilt, f. (Modern example.)
1905 iVestm. Gaz. i Feb. 2/3 Our house tottereth To ruin;

because this people with the breath Of pity would overtilt it.

0*ver-ti-.mer. [f. Overtime sb, + -er i.] One
who works overtime.
19*6 Stanley Baldwin On England^ The just and the

unjust, the half-timers, the whole-timers and the over-timers,

Overtopf V, Add : 1. b. inir. To rise over.

1870 Mayne Rkid White Squaw ix. 33 In the centre of
the r^roup was a large building, which. .far o'ertopped over
the others.

Over-traw*l, z*. [Over- 27.] trans. To trawl

(a fishing-ground) too much or to depletion. So
Over-trawling 2/(5/. sb.

Z9i3(?- ^^^- Apr- 444 Iti 18^3 the Trawlers' Society., again
protested against ovcr-trawhng.

O'ver-trick. [Over B. 3.] Bridge. A trick

taken in excess of the nnmber called or contracted

for. Also attrib.

19*1 Flor. iRwrN Compl. Auction Player 15 Each over-

trick is worth twice its value below the line. 1^*^ Observer

5 June 19/3 All over-trick bonuses gained by a vulnerable side

..count double. 19x9 M.C. Work CompLContract Bridge \.

2 A trick-score of 20 or to plus two overtricks each worth 50.

Overview, v. l. (Modem example.)
1863 Susan Wabnek Old Helmet xii. (1864) 156 Mrs.

Powle's fair face would overview a moral desolation more
hopeless and more cheerless [etc.].

Over-vnlcanization. [Over- 29 b.] The
fact or state of bting over-vulcanized.
B909 Installation News III. 48/2 The briitleness of the

insul.ition, caused either by over-vulcanization or a lack of
pure rubber in the compound.

Over-vulcanize, v, [Over- ay b.] trans.

To vulcanize (rubber) excessively; to make hard

or brittle by vulcanizing,

X9JJ Encycl. Brit. XXX. 35/1 In igi6 some resistance to

petrol was introduced by using pure para heavily loaded
with mineral matter and rather over-vulcanized.

Q-verwalker. [-xb^.] One who walks too

much or too far.

x88i Stevknsos Walking Ti7«rr Wks. 1906 II. 426 It is

here that your overwaiker fails of comprehension.

Overweighted,///, a. (Add example.)
1927 BowLKY & SxAMf Nat. fneome 1^24 23 But when we

pass from the accidental grouping in the returns, over-

weighted by banks, to the whole numbers according to the

censiv, the averaccs are brought up again to the medians.

O verwei'ghting, vbl, sb, [-inqI.] 'ihe act

or fact of giving or having too much weight ; over-

loading, overload.
1905 Westnt. Cnt. I SepL 3/3 The frightful overweighting

of the postman because of the flood of pictorial postcards.
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1914 R. M. Jones SpiritualRe/omters /6th <^ /7//1 Cent. xv.
389 1 he Cambridge scholars were much better equipped for
tlieir task.., their gravest difficulty being au overweighting
of leanung.

Overwi-nterlng, vbi, sb. [-ingI.] The action
of the verb Overwinter. Also attrib,
1900 Yearbk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 90 The overwintering

crop. 1923 Glasgow Herald 17 July 7 Preparations [arc to
be] made for a probable overwintering there next year.

O'ver-wood. [Over- i d.] The tali trees in
a forest ; contrasted with underwood,
1904 ScHLiCH Man. Forestry (ed. 3) II. 85 The overwood

should consist of healthy trees which, if possible, have been
raised from seed.

Overwork, v. 3. Add : Also transf. ^n^fg,
1878 G. M. Hopkins Poems (1918) 33 No Atlantic squall

overwrought her. 1922 Times Lit. .Suppl. 12 Oct. 642/3
Gobineau has carefully avoided any such threadbare device
as that of the missing heir so overworked by Scott.

Overwrou-ghtness. [-ness.] Overwrought
condition.

19*3 Deeping Secret Sanctuary xx'n. He.. poured out a
glass of white wine for Stretton, sensing the man's over,
wroughtness, and noticing the tense mouth and the troubled
eyes.

Ovesting, vbl. sb. [f. cvest Ovet + -ing1.]
The action of feeding on mast and acorns.
1906 A. Marshall R. Baldock iii. 28 Sometimes a drove

of olack pigs would cross his path, fussily intent on their
ovestin?.

OvibOS (^u-vibf'S). [The generic name of the
musk-ox {pvihos muschatus)^ so called because it

represents a sub-family intermediate between the
sheep {(mis) and the ox {bos),'\ A member of the
sub-family Ovibovinm ; a musk-ox.
1921 Stefansson Friendly Arctic 342 We found the ancient

and far-decayed skull of a female ovibos. Ibid. 582, I shot
two ovibos as all we needed out of the fifteen or twenty
seen. 1925 Chambers's Jml. 14 Feb. 167/1 Here.. will
roam large herds of the domesticated musk-ox or ovibos.
1929 Encycl. Brit. II. 306/1 With the ovibos domesticated,
the potentialities of the Arctic will be greater. Ibid., Ovibos
beef is indistinguishable from ordinary domestic beef.

Ovigenetic (^a:vid.:^enetik), a, [f. Ovi-l +
-GENflTIc] = OVOGENETIC.
1908 Lancet 23 May 1495/2 The spermatogenic and ovi-

genetic cells of the sexual glands in higher animals^

Ovoplasm. (Example.)
\^\ McCabk tr. HaeckeVs Wonders 0/ Life 254 The

chemical difference between the ovoplasm of the female and
the sperm. plasm of the male cell.

Ovovitellin (^a:vi»|Vite-lin). [f. OVO- + VlTEL-
LIN.] The vitellin found in the yolk ofeggs.
1906 Westm. Oat. 29 Aug. 2/2 The fasemoglobtn of the

blood of the chick is formed by certain cyanic ferruginous
compounds which arc found associated with ovovitelline.

Ovnle. Add : 3. Comb, as ovule bearing.
19x3 Sir E. R. Lankester Diversions Naturalist 310 Its

leaves are * needles'... But its ovule-bearing flower. .does
not . , have any resemblance to a * cone '.

Owe« V. 2. Add: Sporting, To be under an
obli{;ation to give one's opponent in a match (a
number of strokes or points) as a handicap.
1904 J. P. Parrt Latvn Tennis 345 Oive-ft/ieen {thirty or

forty\ a term used in handicap play to indicate that one
player must make one (fifteen), two (thirty), or three (forty)

points in each game before he begins to score. 1908 Daily
Chron. 24 Aug. 9/3 Mr. F. Scarf..owing one stroke, beat Mr.
R. C. Oppenheimer,.. (handicap 15), by 7 holes up and 5 to
play.

Owl, sb, 7. Add : owl'cote ; owl-car U.S,.,

a tram-car running during the night ; owl-train
(earlier and later examples) ; owl-wiso^z., as wise
as an owl ; owl-wise adv,^ in the manner of an owl.
1889 Farmfr Americanisms^ *Oiul-car, a tram-car plying

late into the night. 1904 N, Y. Even. Post 7 May i The
driver of an ' owl car ' that rattled eastward on Spring street.

X930 C. Sanddubg Smoke ff Steel yj The owl car blutters
along in a sleep-walk. 1863 'Gail Hamilton' Gala-Days
107 for the substantial stone city . . turns out to be a miserable
little dirty, hutty, smutty, stagnant *owl.cote. 1876 [S. & A,
Warner] Gold of Chickaree 248 Six miles to drive to the
station and must take the morning train. Its not quite an
* "owl train *—but comes along, 1 believe, by eight o'clock.

X910 N, Y. Even. Post 22 Dec. 3 The engme of the ' owl
train'—for hjr this term the one leaving New York after

midnight is called.. went oflF the track. 1906 Kipling in

Tribune 16 Jan. 4/4 Jimmy, at my side, rolled his congested
eye-balls, *owl-wise. x^i6 Deeping Sincerity TLyiTiym^ His
round, lard -coloured| mildly owl-wise face.

Owly, a, (Modem examples.)
1864 O. W, Norton Army Lett. 203 Last night I was out

all night in the rain, .ami I feet owly to-day. 1873 I.eland
Egypt. Sketch Bk. 33 Up started a little dark, old, owly,
goblin, night-ghoul of a creature.

Own, a. 3. o. Add : To get one's own back :

To get even with, to revenge oneself or take ven-

geance (?«.

1910 Driscoll Ringcraft 17 He wanted to get his own
back, and.. he fancied he saw his chance. 1920 'Ixion'
Motor Cycle Remin. 134 Whenever be met me 1 was able to
get my own back.

4. own-rooted = own-root.
19x5 M. E. King Gothic Ruin ^ Reconstruction 12 Let

the renascent art blunder at first, as it must if it be own-
rooted and not parasitic.

Owner. Add : Navy slang. The captain of a
warship, barge, or other boat. So Ow*neresB| the

captain's wife.

1904 Kipling Traces ^ DiscoreHes 49 I'm going todeviate
to the owner's comfortable cabin direct. 1916 G. Taylor

OXPOBD.
With Scott 213 Scott was invariably known as The Owner,
a naval term always applied to the captain of a warsliip.
1923 Blackw. Mag. Apr, 445/2 The Owner and Owneress
have a very jolly little cabin.

b, owner-driver.

^
Z924 Morris Owner Mar. 20/1 A sympathetic understand-

ing of his car and of road-craft by an owner-driver. .makes
for more pleasurable motoring.

Owning (^""'niij), ///. a, [-ing 2.] That owns
property, plant, business interests, etc.

1904 Electr. Investm. 7 Dec. 773/1 A set-off against any
advantage tlie owning company may be said to secure in
extra traffic by the connection. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 19 Jan.
2/1 Of thefive owning companies three at least have other
routes which are more profitable to them. 1923 Sadlbir
Desolate Splendour 80 Morvane and the literal appellation
of Its owning family.

Ox. Add : 5. a. ox-chain^ 'covnnon (later ex-
amples), -gad, 'goad(\2^\.QX examples), -mill^ -saw-
mill, -sled (earlier examples), 'tea^u (later ex-
amples), -wagon (earlier examples); b. ox-driver
(earlier examples).
X83S J. H. Ingraham Souih-West II. 185 A twenty-four

pounder, suspended by a heavy *ox chain. 1866 Rep. Indian
Affairs 202, I also repaired 20 wagons, 15 ox chains, 15
|rain cradles. 1662 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. LVI. 300 For 2
ox commons.. about 5 acres second division of meadow.
I7»7 N.H. Probate Rec. II. 309, I give and Bequeath unto
my son . .my shear of thatch ground on the great ox common.
1746 Ibid. III. 368 Haifa share of Marsh lying at a place
called the Ox Common. i8a8 Mrs. Royall Black Bk, II.
114 He was one of your right down flat footed *ox-drivers.
1843 Vale Lit. Mag. VIII. 332 ' Gee Bright !' shouted the
stentorian voice of an ox-driver. 1836 Knickerbocker Mag.
Vlll. 681 His father kept a long *ox-gad to whip him with,
1843 Ibid. XXI. 125 The ladies requested the loan of Mr.
Diddlemas's *ox-goad to knock down che.';tnut burrs. 1848
E. Bryant California iii. 32 The crack of the ox.goad, the
whoa-haws,. .create a most BabeUUke and exciting confu-
sion. 1826 T. Flint Recoil. 211 Steam-mills arose in St.
Louis, and *ox*mills on the principle of the inclined plain
or tread-mill. 1837 Peck Gaz. Illinois i. 33 Ox mills on the
inclined plane and horse mills by draught, are common
throughout.. the state. 1817 in Trans. III. State Hist. Soc.
2910, 150 An inclined Wheel *ox Saw Mill with two saws.
rB^ Knickerbocker Mag. yiXMl. 4,is I-etus ride..home on
the •ox-sled. 1863 H. S. Randall Pract. Shepherd xix.
228 And who does not recollect the old-fashioned, lively and
merry scene of hauling out hay on an ox-sled. 184a Knicker-
bocker Ma^. XIX. 303 The carriages in the high-way never
run over his heavy *ox-team. 1848 E. Bryant California
i. 14 Ox-teams seem to be esteemed as preferable. t88i Rep.
Indian Affairs xxiv, A majority of the heads of families
have ox teams. 1831 Peck Guide Emigrants 11. 135 From
twelve to fifteen large *ox waggons are employed . . in haul-
ing it fcoal] to market. 1857 D. Braman Inform. Texas iii.

56 The ox-wagons, the 'peculiar institution 'of this country,
arc hauling away cotton.

0. ox-beef (later example) ; ox-chip, a piece of
dry ox-dung ; ox-foot oil = Neat's foot oil ; ox-
frame, a frame for holding oxen while they are

being shod ; ox-yard, also, a yard where oxen are
kept.
1878 Amer, Home Cook Book 5 *Ox-beef, when it is young,

will have a fine open grain, and a good red colour. 1857 W.
Chandless Yisit Salt Lake \. vii. 122 Some one pitched
on an old camping-place studded with **ox-chips . 1884
Encycl. Brit. XVU. 747/1 A large quantity of *ox-foot oil

is prepared in and exported from the River Plate region in

South America. 1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 155 A
little slab-roofed smithy. ..An *ox-frame standing by the
door, and at one side a shed. 1896 Morris Mess. March
Wind 14 The straw from the *ox-yard is blowing about.

b. ox-balm (earlier example.)
1853 Trans. Michigan Agric. Soc. (1854) 130 The plants

were very numerous, among which were *oxbalm..and
marsh grass.

Oz-boTV. Add : 1. (Recent U.S. examples.)
1854 Seba S.MITH Major Do^uning 46 A farmer ort to stick

to his ox bows and goard sticks. 1846 Sagb Scenes Rocky
Mts. (1859) 50 An extra quantity of ox-hows, axle-trees.. as
a resource in case of accidents or breakage, z88x Rep. Indian
Affairs 398 Ox-bows, 2'inch..doz. 51.

d. Comb, (in sense i) ox-bow key, a key for

fastening the end of an ox-bow ; ox-bow stirrup,

a stirrup whose shape resembles that of an ox-bow.
1883 Rep. Indian Affairs 480 *0x bow keys, 2 inch, 1907

S. E. White Arizona Nights i. \. 5 Uncle Jim sat placidly
on his white horse, his thin knees bent to the '^ox-bow
stirrups, smoking.

Ox cart. [Ox 5.] A cart drawn by an ox or
oxen.
1768 Washington Diaries I. 287 Began to draw it [wheat]

in.. with only my Ox Cart. 1785 Ibid. II. 441 A good Oxe
Cart—3 Oxe yokes. 1801 Austin Papers (1924) I, 61, 2 ox
Carts, £t [each]. 1850 W. Colton Three Years California
iii. 42 The ox-cart of the Californian is quite unique and
primitive. 1877 [see Ox sb. 5].

Oxford. Add : 1. attrib. Oxford bags, trou-
sers, a style of trousers very wide at the ankles

;

Oxford blu6, a dark shade of blue ; Oxford rag-
wort, a species of ragwort, Senecio squalidtts.

1875 All Y. Round 20 Feb. 444/2 The hues peculiar to the
best period of Sevres were gros-blue, a dark heavy *Oxford
blue. 1926 Nat. Hist. Oxford Distr. 72 A few brave
adventitious plants may be seen on the walls including the

ubiquitous "Oxford Ragwort. 1927 Observer i May 15/2
Crossword puzzles, sweepstakes, 'Oxford trousers.

2. ellipl, for Oxford mixture, shoe, trousers, etc.

1909 Public Ledger (Philad.) 24 June 5/4 Advt., Boys'

dependable, well-made Oxfords. 1914 Glasgow Herald

7 Sept. 10/2 Glasgow firms manufacture, .zephyrs, Oxfords,

shirtings, and dress goods. 19x4 Times Trade tj- Eng. Suppl.

29 Nov. 235/3 These goods range in price from J12.50 and
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OXFOBDISH.

$14.50 for the low shoes, or Oxfords, to $16.50 for ordinary

boots.

Oxfordish (/'ksfoidij). [f. Oxfoiu> + ish.]

Oxford jnrgon or slang.

1863 C. Readr Hard Cask I. 16 Ploughed is the new
Oxfordish for plucked.

Oxfordist, sb. Add : (b^ In modern use, a

supporter of Oxford against Cambridge.
i9>4 Gfasgenv Herald 7 Apr. 11 Next April they will be

miutant Oxfordists once more.

Oxidase, variant of Oxydase.
1899 J. R. Green Soluble Ferments 289 During the last

few years the existence of another class of enzymes has been
indicated, all of which act by promoting direct oxidation of

various substances, including various aromatic compounds
and sugar. These have been called oxidases.

Oxter, sb. Add : Also Comb, as oxter plate
.

(see quot. 1904).
1885 Paasch Frotn Keel to Truck 46. 1904 A. C. Holms

Pract. Shipbuilding' I. 526 The oxter plates are those which
take the sternpost, immediately below, or partly on, the

transom. 10*7 G. F. Leechman Theory ff Practice of
Steering; $1 The rotary current applies considerable pressure

upon ihe hull in the vicinity of the oxter plate.

Oxy-acetylene [^-ksiiase'tilm), a, [f. Oxt-
3 + AcETTLKNE.] Consisting of, or involving the

nse of, a mixture of ox3'gen and acetylene ; nsed

esp, of instruments and processes employed in cut-

ting and welding metals,

Z909 IVestin. Gat. 19 Jan. 4/2 A special weldless steel

tubing brazed together by an oxy-acetylene process- 1914
Klbovkne Pac/otyAdministr. 249 The account will include

such plant as Heating Furnaces, Smithy Hearths,. .Sand-
blasting, Oxy-acetylene Apparatus, and so on. igax Diet,
Oceujt. Tertns (1927) 8 249 Oxy-acetylene or electric-welders

and cutters. i9aa RucycL Brit. XXX. 34/2 Oxy-acetylene
weldinji; was often used in joints. 198$ J. R. Partington
Text-bk. Inorg, Chem. 188 More recently the oxy-acetylene
blowpipe has come into use, in which acetylene gas takes

the place of hydrogen.

Oxygenated, ppl. a. Add : b. Treated with
oxygen.
1910 ' R. DehAN ' Do/ Doctor Ix v. 609 The sippers of ether

..take no shame in seeing the oxygenated greyhound win
the coursing-match and the oxygenated racehorse run for

the Cup !

Oxylitll(e) O^ksiliJ)). [ad. F. oxyiiihey Oxy-
2 + Gr. hiBm stone,] Peroxide of calcium, which
gives up some of its oxygen in the presence ofwater.
[x9oa Edin. Even. News 28 Jan. 2 Experiments are now

in progress with a substance known in the French service as
*oxyIithe ', which, it is said, gives off chemically pure oxygen
by the simple action of water.] 1^3 Westm. Gaz. 27 Aug.
2/1 To the solid he [M. Robin] gtves the name of oxylith.
19x4 Chambers's Jml. Oct. -jqi/i The helmet of this
appliance. .is supplied with a substance called 'oxyllthe',

which gives off pure oxygen when breathed upon.

Ox yoke. [0x5,] A yoke used for draught oxen,
1573-1688(566 Ox 5]. 1785 Washington Diaries II. 441 A

good Oxe Cart—2 Oxe yokes. 1B09 Austin Papers (1924) I.

164 One Plough, one Harrow, .and two Ox yokes. 1847 in
H. Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 1S8 Journeys . . of20or 50 miles, for

the sole purpose of having the staple of an ox-yoke mended.
1879 B. F. Taylor Summer-Savory xvir. 138 Awkward H*s
like a pair of leaning bar-posts with one bar, and B's like
ox-yoke.

Oxypliillo ((7ksifi*lik), a. BioL [£ Oxyphil +
-ic] Staining readily with acid dyes,

1905 C. E. Simon Physiol. Chem. fed. 2) 326 The granules
. .according to iheir afhnity for acid, basic or neutral dyes,
..are termed oxyphilic, laasopbilic, and neatrophiUc re*

spectively.

98

Oxyurid (f>lcsi,in»Tid). Zool, [f. Oxtoris.]
A thread-worm, a member of the genus Oxynris,
19x1 Brit, museum Return \to Oxyuris Paronai v. Linst.,

and its association with another Oxyurid in tlie same Host,

Oyster. Add : L d. A reserved or uncom-
municative person.

1930 J. B. Priestley Angel Pavement vi. 305, I never
knew anybody so close, you old oyster you 1

6. a. oysler-hous£, 'pie (later example), 'shoal,

-shop (examples), -f/dr«i3!', -stew, -supper.

183s LoNGSTBEET Georgia Scenes (1843) 48 Who should he
find there hut Monsieur Sancric, of *oyster-house memory.
1851 A. O. Hall Matihattaner 59 Some of them [mos-
quitoes] are dainty, and associate only with fat people whose
nightmares are based upon turtle steaks and "oyster pies.

1837 J. L. Wiluams Terr, Florida. 22 The pass is rapidly
(illmg with *oyster shoals. 1830 O. W, Holmes Ballcul of
Oysterman 28 Now they keep an "oyster-shop for mermaids
down below. 1891 Harper's Mag. Dec. 44/2 A small oyster
shop, whose red balloon in a side street had caught my eye.
1851 A. O. Hall Manhattanerj "Oyster stands, where dirty
mouths and flickering tallow candles grinned ghostly satis-

faction. 1846 Corcoran Pickings 128 Mrs. Smith was never
known to have an "oyster stew of an evening that she did
not divide it with Mrs. Jones. 1861 Maryland Hist. Mag.
V. 314 Advanced two miles, and bivouacked for the night,
having a very palatable oyster stew to sleep on. 1835 Long-
street Georgia Scenes (1843) 41, 1.. propose that we go out
and take an "oyster supper before we retire to rest. 1856
Mrs. Stowe Dred II. 221 He drinks and frolics, and has his
oyster-suppers-

O. oyster-while (example),
»9ox Sketch II Sept. 303 Hcrw^ding-dress of oyster-white

satin.

d. oyster-knife (laterexamples); oyster piece,
a piece of oyster veneer ; oyster-scow, a scow
engaged in oyster-fishing ; oyster-tongs (later ex-

ample) ; oyster veneer, a whorled veneer obtained
from small boughs of trees ; = *OYSTEHiNt; b.

1843 Carlton New Purchase viii. 53 An "oyster knife
worn usually in his bosom like a dirk. xMyCozzENS.S'aj'rw^f
xvi. ii8 The sword was l>eaten into the oyster-knife. 1925
"Oyster piece [see "Ovstering]. 1824 Nantucket Inquirer
26 Jan. (TTi.) He wore a hat of the new "oyster-scow cut.

1844 KnickerbockerMag. XX I V. 293, 1 am told of a coalition
between two oyster-scows which are covered over with the
shell of an ordinary boat. 1891 Scribner's Mag. X. 473 An
old bottle, a lost anchor, an escaped dredye or a pair of
"oyster-tongs will serve. 1914 Eberlein & McClore Pract.
Bk. Period Furniture 86 When the cabinets were * *oyster

'

veneered, inlaid with marqueterie or lacquered.

Oyster, v. Add : b. To feed on oysters ; with up,
x86i T. WiNTHROP C. Dreeme 156 Boys, I've got a sick

man to oyster up.

Oyster bank. Chiefly U.S, [Oyster 5 d,]

A raised part in the bed of a river or the bottom of
the sea where oysters abound.
i6ia [see Oyster sh. 5 d]. i6«3-4 yrnl. Ho, Burg.

VirginiaiZ We weare forced. . to disperse the whol! CoIIony,
some amongst the Salvadges but most to the Oyster Banks.
1655 Rec. Netv Haven 247 Sending his servants to the oyster
bankes to gather oysters. 1744 F. Moore Voy. Georgia 105
On the shore were oyster banks, dry at low water. x8oa
ELLicorryrw/. (1919) 2^5 The sound is so full of oyster banks,
and shoals that it is difHcult to navigate it, without a pilot.

1831 [see Oyster sb. 5 clj. 1836 Edward Hist. Texas 1 7 The
lake is difficult to cross, owing to the mud and oyster banks.
1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXI. 174 The Timoleon, which
lay on an oyster-bank a mile or two below.

Oyster-boat. Chiefly U,S, [Oyster 5 d,]

A (special form of) boat used for oyster-fishing, or

in oyster cultivation.

OZONIAN.
14x9-1538 [see Oyster 5 d). 18x3 Pauldikg Sc. Fiddle i.

18 The sailors., uig'd in dreams the galSant chase Of oyster-
boats far up the bay. i86o S. Mordecai Virginia i. 24 This
place was called the Rock Landing, where oyster boats and
small craft resorted. 1891 Scribner's Mag, X. 472, I will
try to describe how the deck of an oyster-boat must be
trimmed for its work.

Oyster cellar. U,S. [Oyster 5 d.] A shop
in a basement where oysters are sold,
1839 C. F. Briggs Harry Franco II. iv. 46, T went and

satisfied my appetite with a bowl of oyster soup, in an oyster
cellar in the vicinity of the Rear Market. 1857 Quinland
II. 187 An old.. dirty-looking building, beneath which was
an oyster-cellar and ' rum-hole *. 187a Tai.mage Abom. Mod.
Society 224 Whether you sell it in low oyster cellar or behind
the polished counter ofafirst class hotel. i889[see Oyster 5 dj.

Oystered (oi-stajd), a. [f. Oyster j^.] Bearing
an oyster-shaped or whorled pattern; used of
veneer.

1914 Eberleim & McClure Pract, Bk. Period Furniture
57 The practise did not obtain conspicuously till the middle
or end of the Carolean epoch when the whorled or ' oystcred'
veneer., came into vogue,

Oystering, vbl, sb. Add : b. Oyster veneer or
work done with this.

1914 Eberlein & McClure Pract, Bk. Period Furniture
90 Marqueterie, oystering and lacquer were freely used in

their decorations. 1925 Penderel-Bhodhurst & Layton
Gloss. Engl. Furniture 117 The slices are referred to as
Oyster-pieces, and the arrangement as Oystering.

Oyster-man. Chiefly U.S. [Oyster sd.]
A man engaged in taking, breeding, or selling

oysters.

»S5» tsee Oyster 5 d]. 1760 Washington Diaries I. 108
An Oyster Man, who had lain at my landing. 1830 O. W.
Holmes Ballad ofOysterman i It was a tall young oyster-
man lived by the riverside. 1855 Knickerbocker Mag. X LV I.

222 In the sound, * hard-shell ' clam-catchers, fishermen, and
oyster-men steadily ply their different callings. 1879
Harper's Mag. June 63/1 The region . . is very thickly settled
by fishermen and oystermen.

Oyster-plant. U,S, [Oyster 5 d.] The
salsify.

l8^J^ 'A. Singleton* Lett, fr. South St West 72 [The
Virginians] also. .cherish the salsify, or oyster-plant, so
called from its flavour when fried. 1B41 Cultivator "V III. 114
Oyster Plant, or -Salsify.. after boiling soft, make gravy of
flour, butter, etc and add to them, and really they are rich
substitutes for oysters.

Oyster-saloon. l/,S. [Oyster 5 d.] A
shop where oysters are sold or eaten.

1833 Knickerbocker Mag. I. 117 To be seen about taverns
and oyster saloons. 1851 A. O. Hai.l Manhaitaner g Its

builders, .constructed it upon an angular piece of ground.

.

garnished with oyster saloons. 1891 Harper's Mag. Dec.
46/1 The little oyster saloon, close at hand, had seemed to
offer the shortest cut to my cousin's relief.

Oyster-shell, b. Add : oyster-shell bark-
louse U.S,, an insect, Aspidiotus conchiformis, re-

sembling an oyster-shell in shape, which infests

apple-trees; oyster-shell scale U.S.^ the scale of

the oyster-shell bark-louse,

1877 Rep, Vermont Board Agric IV. 150 Dr. Worcester
has also shown me a branch covered with . .oyster ^ell bark-
louse. Ibid.y The insect is shorter and stouter than that
of the oyster shell scal&

Ozonian (i7z<3u-nian), a. [f. Ozone + -ian.] That
employs ozonized air.

I9i> Chambers's Jrnl. Aug. 557/2 The success of this

experiment should lead to the adoption of ozonian vcatilation
at all underground railways and stations.



p. n. Add : P.B.I. « Poor Bloody Infantry

;

P.C. (also) = postcard ; p.c. = per cent. ; P.O.
(also) = postal order; P.R.O. = Public Record
Office.

1918 M«CuoDEM Fix^e Years R.F.C. 134 noU^ The famous
Yprcs salient. .was by no means regarded with friendly
feelings by the Infantry—or P.B.I, as they generally call
themselves. 1909 Punch 4 Aug. 73/3 Send P.C. for free
booklet. 1863 tr. Luqitet's Life Anna Ma*-ia Taigi i note^
Any sum, however small, may be sent either in stamps or in
P.0.0.

Pace, sb^ 8. a. Recent example with hold,

1893 Nat. Obser^'cr 30 Sept. 505/1 Watts would have made
a better race with La Fleche if he had pushed to the front,
since she can hold a hot pace.

Pace (p^'si), ado, [L. abl. sinjr. oipax Peace
as used e.g. in phr. pace iu& by your leave.] By
the leave of (a person).
Used chiefly as an ironical or courteotis apology for a con-

tradiction or difference of opinion.
1883 Statuiard i SepL 2/3 (Stanf.) Peue the late Sir G. C.

LewLt, Mr. Scoficld is righu x888 Fortn. Rev. Jan. 68 Pace
Professor Huxley, I venture to assert [etc.). 1911 Cham-
bers's jfrnl. Nov. 720/1 The colour [of fruit], .is a tacit invi-
tation {pace the gardener) to the feast, 1930 Times LiL
Su^pL 34 July 601/2 Thus, /of^ Professor Obermaier, ooe
may plead for at least maintaining an open mind[etc.^

Pace-maker, Add : L Also, one of the lead-
ing runners in a race.

1900 Field 4 Aug. i96/i Up to this he had been one of the
pacemakers, but even now he was not to be left behind.

b, iransf, A workman who sets the rale of
working for others.
1906 U, SiNCLArR JungU xL 130 They would get new pace.

makers and pay ihem more.

3. Phys. That part of an animars heart which
determines the rate at which it contracts ; a piece

of tissue in the vena cava of the mammalian heart
where the contractions begin.

191S W. M. Bavliss Princ. Gen, PhysioL 679 In the frog
and tortoise, the rate of the sinus Is the quickest. . . The sinus
is therefore the* pace-maker'. 19*50 YoxEdticat.Psyc/ioi,
332 There is a group of cells in tlie heart known as the 'pace-
maker '. 19*7 Haldane & Hmximy Anim. Biol. \\u 146 In
a mammal the beat starts at the entrance of the great veins
to the riglit auricle in a special piece of tissue known as the
' pacemaker ', which does not contract hui stimulates the
neighbouring muscle.

Pace-making, [Pace sby\ The act or

practice of making or setting the pace for competi-
tors in a race.

Z893 G. Aos Artie xL 94 Ain't I tellln' yog that we done
the pace makii/? toooFieldZ Sept. 384/1 Pacemaking has
long since exceeded the original function it was designed
to fulfil as a preventive of waiting tactics in ordinary bicycle
races. 1911 Encyd. Brit. XXIII. 854/1 An element un-
known to sprinting enters into middle and long-distance
runs, namely that of pace-making.

Pacey (p^*si), a. [f. Pacb sb.^ + -T.] Having
pace or speed ; fast.

1906 J. J. MvwoLet. ta F. y. .F. 35 Aug., In the practice

of the day before yesterday, Cantab was perceptibly the
pacier boat. 1997 Observer 29 May 28/4 These hitters,

when once tliey get a real start, play havoc with pacey
bowling.

Pacific. A. adj. Add : 2. b. = *Peacefdl 4.
1906 CltaniBers'e 'Jrnl, Jan. 6t/a It is by their mastery of

the policy of * pacific penetration ' that the Chinet>e make
themselves such formidable neighbours.

3. O. Of, pertaining to, or situated near, the

Pacific Ocean, Pacific sioper, a native or inhabi-

tant of the Pacific slope. U.S.
1844 Fhemont Explor. (1845) 374 The Pacific slope of our

continent. i86s {title) Hand-book Almanac for the Pacific

States. 1875 H. H. BANCKorr (title) Ihc native races of

the Pacific States of North America, 1883 Harper's ^^^.
Mar, 648/1 ' Well,' said the Pacific sloper, ' ef \V-=> a private

funeral, what do thcycall it a reception for?' 1889 [< armer
AmericanitniSt Pacific States^ California, Nevada, and
Oregon,

4. Pacific blockade '. (See quot. 1880.)
18S0 Eucycl. Brit. Xni. 194/1 The right of * pacific

blockade ', i e. the blockade of ports belonging to a nation
with which we profess not to be at war, has been asserted in

a few doubtful instances. 190a Ibid. XXXI. 401/1 It is

usual to refer to the intervention of France, England, and
Russia in Turkish affairs in 1827 as the first occasion on
which the coercive value of pacific blockades was put to the
test.

Pacificism (pa&i-fisiz'm). [f. Pacific «.

+

-isu.] = *Pacifism.
1910 W. James in McClnr^s Mttg. Atig. 466/1 Pacificism

makes no convertft from the military party. 1916 Coulton
(////^) The Main Illusions of Pacificism. 19x0^. ^^v. Oct.
396 llie revoltitlon [in Japan, z868]..was a reaction against
these centuries of pacincLsm.

Pacificist (pasi'fisist). [f. as prec. + -IST.]

-Paoiwst.

1907 IVestm. Gas. a Apr. a/a Germany going to war in
order 'to demonstrate the futilityof the dreams of the Pnci-
ficists ', 191a Q, Rev. July 204 To make war impossible,
the older Pacificists appealed to the heart and soul of man j

the new Pacificists make their appeal to his pocket.
b. attrib. or as adj.

X9ia Q. Rev. July 205 Sections of the Press of all countries
not altogether pacificist. 1919 J. Huchah Mr. Standfast i.

35 You were bidden . . turn yourself from a successful general
into a pacificist South African engineer.

Pacifism (pse-sifiz'm). [ad. F. pacifisme (see
quot. 1901), or f, Pacif(io a, + -I8M.
Tliis shorter form occurs earlier than and is generally pre-

ferred to the more correct *Pacific)sm, as '•Pacifist is to
•Pacificist, on the grounds of convenience and euphony.]
The policy of avoiding or abolishing war by the
nse of arbitration in settling international disputes

;

advocacy or support of this policy, or belief in its

practicability ; often, with depreciatory implica-
tion, the advocacy of peace at any price,
X901 Proc. 10th UniversalPeace Con^. (1902) 74 M. Emile

Arnaud.. speaking at length, in French,. .said;, .The nega-
tive programme of Pacifism . . is anti-War-ispi. 1^5 Westm.
Gaz.j2$ Feb. io/3_ Open to the most generous ideas, from
' pacifism', of which he is aprophet, to the steering of bal-
loons, in which he believes. 1906 Times 30 July 5/4 It can
bring its naval policy into harmony with its foreign policy
and give pledges to'pacifism'. ij)ii ^. 7?«/. July 249 No
deluded and deluding pacifism weighs on the d';cisions of
the German Government. 1915 National Rev. Mar. 54 The
greatest war in history is now being fought in the cause of
Pacifism.

Pacifist (pa-sifist). [ad. F. pacifiste, or f. as
prec. + -IST ; see prec.] One who believes in, advo-
cates, or sujiports tlie policy of pacifism in settling

disputes ; also, an advocate of peace inany circiun-

stances.

«9f*
7'jmM3o JuIy5/4The French * Pacifists * will appeal

to England's example in order to induce France also to cut
down her naval programme. 1908 National Rev. Oct. 195
The final disillusionment of the British pacifists has come
from^ Prince BQlow. 1917 ibid. Aug. 657 The back-stairs
politician forgathers with the cosmopolitan Financier and
the cranky Pacifist.

b. attrib. or as atij,

1908 Times Lit. Sttppl. 10 Dec. 453/3 Ke made a speech
remarkable for its string of pacifist commonplaces. 1920
W.J. LocKZ Ifouse ofBaltazarxiv. 165 [They] had downed
tools because a drunken pacifist workman had been dismissed
from a factory.

Pacing, vb/, sb, (Add quot.) Also U.S. ex-
ample of special sense : cf. Pace v. 3.
ai^S RuxTOM Li/e in Far fVest (1849) '9^ The horses
moving with the gait peculiar to American animals, known
as * pacing ' or 'racking*, in Indian file. 1897 Encyd. Sport
I. 62/1 (.\thletics) Pacing^ going in front so as to quicken
tiM speed at which the race is being run, or at wblcQ some
particular competitor is running.

attrib. (Further mod. examples.)

_
1868 H. Woodruff Trotting^ Horse xi. 120 The nine miles

in less than twenty-five minutes showed.. great power of
lasting at the pacing-gait. 190a EncycL Brit, XXIX. 336/2
Pacing races are also frequent in the United States.

Pacing, ///. a. (Later examples.)
184S Parkman Oregon Trail x, i6i My squaw says she

wants a pacing horse and some red ribbons. 1876 Rep.
Vermont Board Agric. III. 132 When pacing mares of
this raoe are crossed with the Morgans, or other trotting
horses, the progeny are apt to prove fast trotters. 1919
Shixton Salt-box House iv. 33 Thaddeus's best pacing-
mare being duly saddled and pillioued.

Pack, sb.^ Add : 1. o. (Later example.)
j8gj Outing XXX. 374/1 Men.. shoulder their packs of

general cussedness, and.. hit the trail.

d. In colour photography, a set of two or three

sensitive plates which are exposed simultaneously.
X937 Brit. yrnt. Photog. Suppl. June aa/i A packof three

plates or films is exposed in an ordinary type of camera.
1939 Penrose's Annual XXXI, 41 Toassert that the colour
analysis of the pack is equal to that of orthodox trichromatic
work would be incorrect.

3. C. Rugby Jootball, The forwards of a team,

who form half the scrummage, or the scrummage
itself.

1887 M. %HY.h^'^KiA Athletics fy Football \\\. (1888) 305 The
chief business of the half-back then became to snap up the
ball. .as soon as it came away from the pack. 1900 Yng,
sportsman (ed. A. K. T. Watson) 153 rorm a compact
scrummagewith the heads down. I^ongand straggling packs
are easily broken through. 1909 Westm, Gaz. 11 Dec. 30/2
Cambridge have an exceptionally fine pack.

14. pack-leader, the leader of a set of pack ani-

mals; paok-rat (later example),
190S J. H. M. Abbott Tommy Cornstalk 35 In work

where there is a probability of being under fire.. the *pack-
leader might be left behind. 1928 Rosendf.rg Big Game
Hunting Brit. Columbia ^ Norway q\ Another little deni-
zen of these parts is the sccalied pacicrat * {Neotonui
cintra drummendt).

Pack, v.^ Add : 1. b. (Later examples.)
183X Deb. Congress 133 It is believed that in Cincinnati

alone, there were slaughtered and packed this year one hun-
dred thousand hogs. 185* Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III.
230 Mullet., are sometimes used as pan-fish, and are packed
to a limited extent.

2. o. Also used in pass, of a person : To have
finished packing.
a 1906 ' O. Henry ' TrimmedLamp etc B9, I am packed,

and was to have left for the North Woods this morning.
d. transf. To retire from or go out of action

;

to stop working; to die. colloq.

1935 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ff Sailor Words, Pack
up {Fack one's hand). To: to stop as opposed to * carry on '.

To give up. To finish. To die. i^zQ Hvkhukr Naviators
I. 8_ It was about five in the afternoon when Sir Joseph
decided to pack up for the day. 1928 Gamble Story N. Sea
Air Station xii. 201 To make matters worse another engine
packed up, and this increased the stern list of the ship.

3. d. (Earlier example,)
1850 R. G. CuMMiNG Hunter's Li/e S. Afr. II. 141 The

ground all round was packed flat with their spoor.

6, a. (Further examples.) Also of a group of
runners in a long-distance race.
1844 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1847) 34 It [cotton] does

not pack and become hard. 1887 A. W. Toueghk Button*s
Inn 200 It [the storm] filled the road with a slippery mealy
mass, which did not cling or pack. 1890-3 E. M. Tabor
Stowe Notes 8 The snow packs so readily that I can walk
without much difficulty. 1908 IVestm. Gaz. 27 July 9/3 The
failure of the British representatives. . was undoubtedly due
to their failure to * pack ' well.

C. Of the forwards in Rugby football, to take
their places in the scrummage,
1887 M. Shearman Athletics * Football iii. (1888) 313

There is many a good scrinimager who packs quickly. 1900
Vng. Sportsman (ed. A, E. T. Watson) 252 Be the first t.i

form the scrummage and pack quickly.

7. (Further example.)
19x0 MuLFORD Hopalotig Cassidy xxxsiCi. 342 Hall care-

fully packed his pipe and puffed quickly,

9. (Earlier examples.) Also to carry in any
manner ; to have, hold, possess, etc. U.S.
18x6 U. Brown JrnL in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 360. I

let him know that I ..meant to hire a horse of him to pack
our provisions. . . I then proposed for every man to pack his
provisions. 1843 Fremont Exped. 73 It would have been a
work of great time and labor to pack, our baggage across the
ridge. 1844 Yale Lit. Mag. X. 167, I wish I may be
rammed through a gum tree head foremost, if I'm goin' to
pack Suze any further. 1874 Ecglf.ston Circuit Rider \\\.

71 My shoes hurts my feet, an' I have to pack one of 'em in

my hand most of the time. X9oa A H. Lewis Wolfville
Days V. 61 When he finds this person ain't packin' no gun.
190a — Wol/vilte Nights xi. 175 Gents, I dont pack the
nerve!, .an' I'm goin to dig out. 1911 Mulford Bar-zo
Days xvii, 177 He had padted two Colts \jsc. revolvers] for

the last twenty-four hours.

b. To travel with one*s luggage or merchandise
in packs.
1843 M. Crawford Jrnl. 14 Some of the company prepar-

ing topack from here. X857 W. Chandless Visit Salt Lake
II. vii. 264 Waggoning through the settlements., and thence
'packing to California. 1^3 S. £. White Forest \\. 13
Do not carry a coat. .you will never wear it while packing.
igtx J. F. Wilson Z,a»^ Claimers i. i It is n't much fun
packing along that trail.

Pack, v^^ 4, Also, to select or arrange a body
of voters, etc., in order to secure (a particular deci-

sion or result).

i9aS A. J. ToYNBEB Surv. Intemat. Affairs 11)20-73 80 In
order to prevent any possibility of 'packing * the vote, the
date of residence was not fixed, .as the day when the Treaty
came into force, but as the day when it was signed.

Packer^. 4. (Add example.)
190a Census Bidl. ^/(5 28 June6i Types succeed each other

In the packer with 3-em space between the words, until a
continuous line is formed.

Packer 2- (Add example.)
1905 W. O'Brien Recoil, 295 note, Mr. Peter O'Brien,,

afterwards earned the titles of Lord O'Brien of Kilfenora
and,.*Pether the Packer'.

Packet, sb. Add : L f, A bullet or other

missile ; lo stop a packet, to get hit by a bullet or

shell, slang.

1917 P, '^IkCGW.x.Bro'wn Brethren xx. 284 Wot's she doin'

stancfin'out in the street like that?. .She'll stop a packet if

she's not careful. 19x0 M. A. Mt;cGE; War Diary 221

Packet.—To catch a packet—to be killed by a bullet, spUu-
tcT or shell.

g. A sum of money lost or won in betting or in

any similar fashion, slang,
xgsS WoDEHOUSE in Strand Mag. Aug. 114/1 'Get in on

the short end', said Aurella, earnestly, 'and you'll make
a packet '.

2. Often used in nautical circles of any sort of

craft, esp. with reference to smart appearance, colloq.

3. packet-ship {^2iiWtix^yi7\.m^\&),-steamery -wharf;

packot-rat, a contemptuous term for a seaman.



PACKETABIAN.

1894 Stevkkson & Li.. Osbournf Ebt-Tidt n. ix, I fought

my way, third mate, round the C.-ipe Horn with a push of

•packet-rau that would have turned the devil out of hell

and shut the door on him. 19.SR. CLKMKNTsfT/A^c/ //<;»»

87 It came on to blow in a way thai the packet-rats called

a rip.snorter '. 178. J. Jav CVrr. 1 1. 349 1 !><= ."i^S^^'-f/'P
General Washington. 1883 Ecgleston Hocsicr Schoolboy

ivii. IIS When thelittle'packet-steamer was landing at the

wharf. 1857 E. Stone Lift 0/ Ho-.iitand l. 23 We . .
landed

at the 'packet-wharf nearly opposite the place where the

Providence Dank now stands.

Facketarian (paskete»rian'). [f. Packet sb. 3

+ *-AKiAN.] One of the crew of a packet-boat.

iSSa Harftr's Mai;. July »Si/i The typical 'Jack ' of the

pre-propellerage—the'packetari.-in', and the able seaman

of the clipper-ship fleet—has. .utterly vanished. 1930 R.

Clements Grey Seas no No ' packetarians ' these days,

Mr. Findlay.

Facketeer (paeketl»'j). [f. Packet i + -eeb.]

= prec.
I9aa ShoH Stories Feb. 141/2 An revoir, Joe Pichegru,

you sun-smoked son of a packetcer 1

Packing, vbl. sb\ Add : L d. The convey-

ance of merchandise on pack animals. U.S.

1843 American Pioneer II. 162 Merchandise, .was princi-

pally carried on pack horses until after 1788. Packing

continued to be an important business in Kentucky until

1795. Ibid. 215 The grain would not bear packing across

the mountains; a horse could not carry more than four

bushels of it.

3. packing-house, -shed (examples) ; paoking-

box (earlier example).

1774 Cofly-Pelhnm Lett. 214 To a "packing Box £,0. 9. 4.

1901 Chamherss Jml. Mar. 208/1 Two of the largest "pack-

ing houses had in their cold-storage chambers no fewer than

two hundred and sixteen million eggs. Jbid. Feb. 99/1 An
expert to accompany the fruit from the orchard, through the

*packing-shed, on to the port of shipment.

Fack-junle. U.S. [Pack sb.^\ A mule used

for carrying packs.

1839 Z. Leonard Adventures (1904) 61 We now scattered

over a considerable range of country for the purpose of

hunting, leaving ten or twelve men only to bring on the

pack-mules. 1854 J. R. Baetlett Pers. Narr. Explor.

Texas etc I. xv. 351 All., carried their provisions and camp
equipage on pack mules. 1880 Harpers Mag. M.ir. 557/1,

I saw winding along the stage road.. what seemed to be

pack mules. 189s [see Pack r4.' 14I. <i 1909 'O. Henry'
Roads of Destiny vii. 119 Our small arms and provisions

were laden on pack mules.

Facksaddle, i>. [f. Packsaddle ji.] trans.

To convey on a packsaddle.
191a Red Mag. Mar. 508/1 They had a burro on another

ledge of the estate, which packsaddled things in from where

the stage dropped them.

Fack train. U.S. [Pack sb.^'\ A train of

pack animals.

1856 R. Glisan 7rn:. Army Life xxiv. (1874) 328 Yester-

day afternoon a pack train of nearly two hundred animals .

.

arrived. 1871 Scribner's Monthly II. 6 General Washburn
detailed four of our company to guard the pack train. 187a

[see Pack j4.' 14I. 1891 Century Mae- M^ir. 649 A pack

train was despatched to Virginia City.. to obtain such

substance and stores as were procurable. 1910 J. Hart
Vigilante Girt x. 143 They encountered the first pack-train

—a band of some fifty animals.

Faction, sb. (Add example.)
1856 BouviKR Law Diet. U.S. (ed. 6) II. -iTj Pactions.

International Law. When contracts between nations are to

be performed by a single act, and their execution is at an

end at once, they are not called treaties, but agreements,

conventions or pactions, i Bouv. Inst. n. 100.

Fad, sb.'i 14. Add : pad-rope, the rope hold-

ing the pad on an elephant's back.

1910 Blackw. Mag. Jan. ti6/i A lurch or a jib on the part

of the elephant.., ancf a wild clutch at the pad-rope on the

part of the Babu, will sometimes cause his gun to go off.

Fad, v^ 2. b. Also of a person, and redupli-

cated pad-pad.
1899 CuTCLlFFK Hyne Further Adv. Capt. Kettle v. 84

Naked feet pad-padded quickly up over the dust and grass.

1926 Bennett Lord Raingo I. ii. 7 \ nice thing, that with

five servants in the place, and him a millionaire, he should

be reduced to padding about in his socks I

Fad, v.'^ 2. Add : Also transf.

1928 Observer 15 Apr. 12 They claim that the list of

members., was heavily 'padded' by the inclusion of persons

without their knowledge and consent.

3. Also, to treat (leather) with a mordant.

1897 C. T. Davis Munuf. Leather 324 They first pad the

leather with a solution of alizarine rendered slightly alkaline

with ammonia.

Fadauk (padauk). [Variant of Padook.] A
timber tree, Pterocarpus macrocarpus or P. dalber-

gioidts, growing in Bnrmah and the Andaman
Islands.

1908 ScilLlCH Man, Forestry V. 590 Many foreign woods
are used for piano-cases—mahogany, American walnut and
maple, padauk, satin wood, etc. 1920 Nature 29 July 692/2
Amongst the exhibits were two halls and staircases made
respectively in Indian silver grcywood and padauk. 1928
Observer 1^ Mar. 13/2 Counter-tops at the Bank of England
arc made of Andaman padauk.

Fadded, pp!. «.'^ (Add example.)

1900 Sadti.er Handbh. Industr. Org. Chem, (ed. 3) 64
Soaps made in this way retain all the glycerine, .and belong

to the class known as 'filled ' or ' padded ' soaps.

Faddle, sb^ Add : 7. d. In Leather-making:

A tank having a paddle revolving in it.

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather 558 Large paddles or

reels are used in the paddle method, in which as many as

twenty-five dozen skins or more are dyed in one bath.

100

10. paddle-boat (examples), -steamer (earlier

example).
1874 J. W. Long Anter. IVild-Fowl Shooti/i£-'^g Now the

building of a "paddle-boat is not so simple an undertaking

as many of my readers may suppose. 1891 Scribner's Mag.
X. 13 She was a paddle.lx>at, built of wood, and w.is 207 feet

long. l88« Outing Vlll. 26/1 The Ripple, (a) "paddle
steamer of the river steamer type.

11. paddle-vat = paddle ttuiibler.

1903 L. A. Flkmming Pract. Tanning 23 Sheepskins are

also veiy satisfactorily tanned with one-batb chrome liquors

in paddle-vats.

Faddle, sb.^ 2. (Earlier example.) Also attrib.

Z879 Cases Crt. Session Ser. ly. VI. 1324 Nets, .often have
al-so a barrel-shaped trap or paidle attached to ihern.^ x88z

Ibid. IX. 186 The respondents.. earn part of their living by
fishing on the shores of tlie Solway by means of small stake-

nets, locally called ' paidle-nets'.

Faddle, sb.^ Add : Comb, paddle-over [after

Walk-ovek], an easy victory in a boat race.

1906 Westm. Gas. 4 July 5/1 Little more than a paddle-

over for the Cambridge men.

Faddle, v.^ 4. (Later example.)
X908 H. G. Wells War in Air iii. 72 Then be got up,

paddled about, rearranged the ballast bags on the floor,.,

and turned over the maps on the locker.

5. Comb, paddle-pond, a pond in which chil-

dren may paddle.

1930 Time ff Tide 14 Feb. 195/2 He saw that these spaces

were.. empty, and he resolved that some, .of them should be
filled ; hence the goal-posts and paddle-ponds.

Faddle, ^.^ Add : 2. b. (Earlier examples.)
1828 J. Hall Lett.fr. West 261 It seems that they were

not so well skilled in navigation as the Lady of the Lake.
who 'paddled her own canoe* very dexterously. 1834

W. G. SlMMS Guy Rivers II. 225 He guessed therefore, best

haul off, and each, .'must paddle his own canoe *.

3. (Later example.)
1919 Mrs. L. Y.Cotii Mem. Buffalo Bill y, Ihad started

from the porch to paddle every one of them [the children].

4i. To use a paddle, in various special senses of

the sb. : a. To stir or mix (molten ore) with a

paddle ; b. To wash or dye (leather) by means of

a paddle ; C To stir (the lye in soap-making) with

a paddle.
1873 E. Spon Workshop Receipts Ser. l. J82/2 The paddling

should be continued until a ring drawn with the spatula may
be recognized, X887 J. A. Phillips & Bauekman Elcm.

Metallurgy 595 The pot -skimmings.. are now thrown into

the furnace and well paddled with the charge. 1909 H. G.
Bennett Manuf. Leatlur 171 When a quick and even

colouring is desired, .the goods may be paddled in the first

liquors.

5. To use (something) like a paddle.

1929 Deeping Roper's Ro-iv xxxii, He spread bis table

napkin, and finding the soup too hot, paddled his spoon in it.

Faddler'. Add : 2. //. A child's waterproof

knickers or overall.

1928 Weekly Dispatch 27 May 15/7 AlLblack bathing suits.

Besides suits, there are the much needed rubber paddlers,

caps, and shoes.

Paddling, vbl. sb.^ (Add example.)

1887 J. A. Phillips St Bauerman Elem. Metallurgy 594
The alternate raking and paddling of the charge is continued

at regular intervals.

Faddock, v. Add : 2. b. To excavate wash-

dirt on shallow ground.
i860 National Mag. VIII. 307/1 Those who have seen

Chinamen at work 'paddocking' in the worn-out alluvial

gold-diggings of Australia, can speak for their steady, un-

tiring industry.

Faddy, sb.^ Add : 5. b. A steam excavator.

1889 K. Munroe Golden Days xxviii. 304 He watched the

steam excavators, or ' paddies ', tearing down and levelling

the tall hills.

Fadonk. (Earlier example.)
1839 H. Malcom Trav. in South-Eastem Asia I. II. 189

The Pa-Douk, or Mahogany (Swietcnia Mahogoni).

FsdO-. Psedological (earlier example).

1894 O. Chrisman in Forum XVI. 731 Through paido-

logical results. Pedagogy will.. take its proper place at the

head of all the professions.

Fsedomorpllic (pfdomjJ-jlik), a. [f. P^DO-
+ MoKPHio a.J 1. Biol. Characterized by paedo-

morphism; retaining in the adult stage features

characteristic of the immature stage.

1891 Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phitad. 209 It might be ex-

pected that pedomorphic varieties closely resemble each

other when the same disposition is exhibited in closely allied

species.

2. (After Anthropomorphic.) Having (or attri-

buting to other beings or objects) the form or

characteristics of a child.

1903 H. G. Wells in Fortn. Rev. Jan. 184 He will look

out on the world with anthropomorphic (or rather with

piedomorphic) eyes. 1907 H. Ellis in tqlh Cent. May 767

The Child . . imagines a colossal magician, of anthropo-

morphic (if not paidomorphic) nature.

FffidomorpMsm (pfdom^jfiz'm). Biol. [f.

P^DO- -4- Gr. liopipi] form + -ISM.] The disposition

observed in some adult mammals for the propor-

tions of different parts of the body to remain as

they were in the immature individual.

1891 Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad. 208 Dr. Allen proposed
for this peculiarity the term pedomorphism.

Fage, sb.^ 5. c. (Example.)
1878 Bret Harte Man on Beach 104 Obtaining political

influence through caucuses, I became at last page in Che
Senate.

PAINT,

Fage, v-^ Add : c. To send, for, search for,

or communicate with (a person) by means ofa page;

to have the name of (a person) called out by a page.

U.S.
1904 Lilian Vjell A t Home with ^rtrff/«rr 65 The name of

Jardine was paged through the corridors and billiard.room
and caf^. 1904 N. V. Sun 21 Aug. 5 A bell boy is called.
* Here, page Mr. Smith, Room 186 *, the clerk will say. The
process of 'paging* Mr. Smith consists of calling out his

name in the dining and other public rooms of the hotel.

1916 H. L. Wilson Soutciuhere in Red Gap ix. 368 A.,
mining promoter from Arizona. .has himself paged by the

boys about twenty times a day so folks will know how im-
portant he is. 1923 Daily Mail 31 July 6/5 The telephone
operator.. turned to me. 'Stay around awhile,' she in-

structed. 'I'll "page" you when I'm through.* r^$ Punch
7 Oct. 368/2 The umpire. .is at the last moment discovered

to be absent, and he is ' paged ' throughout the ship.

Fageant, sb. Add : 5. b. In recent use : A
spectacular representation (usually in the form of

a procession) of scenes or events belonging to the

past history of a place.

1905 To-Day 7 June 180/2 The inhabitants are preparing

a pageant. 1907 M.A. P. 29 June 676/1 Nearly every place

. . has had or is having its pageant. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 1 Oct.

2/3 On the sixth of these [days]., there will be presented a
historical pageant,

Fageanteer. Add : b. In recent usage, one

who takes part in a pageant (sense *5 b).

\a\n Daily Chron. 11 Apr. 1/7 The pageantecvs must be
enjoying themselves all the lime. 1927 Daily E.rpress 15

July 2/4 The pageanteers—3,000 of them—assembled on the

green and sang * Land of Hope and Glory *.

Fageantry. 1. (Modem example.)

1908 Daily Chrott. 21 July 4/6 The pageantry brings the

classes together.

Paido-: see Pjedo-.

Fail, sb. Add : 1. d. The tin vessel in which

a workman carries his mid-day meal from home.
U.S.
J900 [see "Lunch ji." 3). 1904 [see "Dinner si. 2].

Pail, ».! Add : b. (See quot.)

1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 49 To Pail, to lift

water by means of a pail or bucket.

Fain, sb.'^ 7. d. Add : pain-point = 'pain-

spot ;
pain-spot, a small spot on the surface of the

skin which is sensible to pain, or whose adequate

stimulus is damage to the tissue.

1897 tr. Ribofs Psychol. Emotions 27 Goldscbeidcr.. ad-

mits 'pain-points (points sensible to pain), but not a specific

organ for pain nor special nerves to transmit it. 1901 E. B-

TlTCHENEK Exper. Psychol. I. 11. 95 The "pain spots are

more numerous than any of the others. 1915 Stout J/««.

Psychol, (ed. 3) 237 Touch-spots, heat-spol.s, cold-spots, and
pain-spots are, in general, intermingled with each^ other in

varying proportions in different parts of the skin. X927

Haldane&Huxley Anim. Biol. y. 125 When the pain.spot

is stimulated the impulses pa.ssing along it cause more
nervous impulses to be generated.

Fain, ». 3. (Modern example.)

i88s PATER/I/ari«r II. 213 Christ, paining in him, set forth

a copy to the rest.

Painedly (p^-ndli), adv. [f. Paiked ///. a. +
-LY 2.] In a pained manner.

1924 D. H. Lawrence England, my England 239 Mr*
Endcrby looked up painedly.

Fai'n-killer. U.S. [Pain i^.i] A substance

or medicine for relieving or abolishing pain.

1853 [Pray] Mem. J. G. Bentiett 200 The many pain.killers

invented have diminished largely the amount of
^
human

suffering. 1873 Aldrich Maty. Daw etc. 60 A guerilla war-

fare with itinerant vendors of furniture polish, and pain-

killer, and crockery cement. l88« [see Pain sb.^ 7J. 1891

Harper's Mag. Dec. 38/1 A certain patent ' pain.killer
*

ranks almost as high as whiskey in their estimation. 1901

W. Churchill Crisis 11. v. 153 Fakirs planted their stands

in the way, selling pain-killers and ague cures.

Fai-nstakingness. [f. Painstaking a.+

-NESS.] The fact or habit of taking pains ; assidu-

ous effort.

1927 Sunday Express 19 June 19/3 The sportingness of

owners, the painstakingness of trainers, and the brilliance of

jockeys.

Faint, sb. Add : 2. e. Phr. As smart {pretty

etc.) as paint : superlatively smart, pretty, etc.'

1883 Stevenson r»r<M./i/.vii'i. (1890)65 You'rea lad, you
are, but you're as smart as paint. I see that when you first

came in. 1918 'Q ' Foe-Farrell 176 He stared ..across at

the grouped rustic buildings, all as pretty as paint. 1930

H. A. Brvden Enchantments of Field 187 After all, your

hounds may be as handsome as paint, but if they fail you in

nose, cry and hunting-power they are worse than useless.

6. paint-drum, -oil (earlier example) ;
paint-

brush ifi), a parasitic plant with brightly coloured

flowers suggestive of paint-brushes (see quot.) ;

paint-stone, a stone used as a source of paint.

1929 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 35/2 'Paint-brush, the natiie

given to plants of the genus Castilleja, of the figwort family

(Scrophulariaceae), parasitic on the roots of other plants.

1910 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 499 The "paint-drums. .had been

jolted bodily from their lashings. 1727 Maryland Hist.

Mag. XVIII. 227 Gl.ass, "Paint oile.Dmggs and Stationary

ware. 1891-92 ijth Rep. Bureau Ethnol. Smithsonian Inst.

115 The articles known as "paint-stones scarcely come under

the head of implements... Most of them were used merely to

furnish paint.

Faint (p^int), j*.2 and a. U.S. = Pinto.

1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer. 1869 Overland Monthly III.

126 A hiack-and-white-paint horse, fifteen hands high.

a 1909 ' O. Henry ' Roads of Destiny vi. 96 Sam Kildra~e s

old paint boss that killed hisself over-drinkin' on a hot day.
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Painter ^- 4. Add : painter's brush (also)

= Ir.diait paint-brush (*Ixdian A. 4 b),

1869 S. Bowles (?«»- AV?*/ f^Vj/ v. 104 The painter's brush,

as familiarly called here, is a new flower to me. 1899 Susan
Hale Lett. (1919) 345 Mariposa lilies, painter's brush,

poppiesand dozens of others. 1910 Mrs. H. Ward Canadian
Born X. 206 Anderson had brought her to a wild garden of

incredible beauty.. .Painter's brash, harebell, speedwell,

golden-bt'own gaillardlas.

IPainter*^. (Additional examples.)

1803 J. Davis Trav. U.S.A. 382 My master.. said that I

ought to live among painters and wolves, and sold me to a
Georgia man for two hundred dollars. 1834 Crockett Narr.
Life i. 5 This alarmed mc, and I screamed out like a young
painter.

Painterisb. (p^-ntsrij"), a. [f. Painter i +
-ISH.] Characteristic or sugj^stive of painters.

1903 Burlington Mag. III. 108 The study on Manet is a
trille too painterish for general interest.

pg.in f.-itig, vbl, sb. Add : 1. b. Condition as

re!:;ards paiiir.

1893 ' O. Thanet ' Stories Western Totvn 3 They [sc. the

houses] were in good painting and repair.

6. painting-machine , -slip,

190s Ckrtmberss Jml. Feb. 125 '2 The spray 'painting-
machine is brought into operation where large unbroken
surfaces l-.ave to be covered. 189X Kwlisg Light that Failed
ii, 23 I'm supposed to be doing something down at the

*pain ting-slips among the boats.

Pair, v.^ 3. b. Add : Also absol.

1841 Eliz. C. Grey Little Wi/e xxx. II. 6r If you go on
pairing and matching in this manner.. you will be the terror

of the whole of the male species.

Pairin^f, vbl. ib^ b. Add : pairing-calL
19x1 J. A. Thomson Biol. Seasons it. 149 The long-drawn-

out, modulated pairing-call of many of the waders . . is on the

border-line.

Palr-oared, a. = Pair-oar attrib.

1901 Chaml'ers's JruL Feb. 129/2 It comes by way of the

river, a rotten, oid, pair-oared skifT.

Pair-royal. C. (Later example.)
1841 DEQi;iNCEY.y/j/^ iH. Wks. 1858 XI. 245 The year

333 before Christ. Here we have another ' prial ', a prial of

ilirees, for ihe locus of Alexander.

Palacey <i'^>^ G. palace-car (earlier examples),

1869 L. SiMONiN Grand-Ouest 1. 6 Les palace cars^ les

state-rooms, ou wagnns-palais, salons de luxe. 1878 J. H,
IIeaule IVestem Wilds xxv, 390, I took passage in one of

the new silver palace cars of the Central Pacific.

Palais dedanse (pal^ d^ dans). [F. = danc-

ing hall.] A hall or other building where facilities

for dancing are provided,
1916 Punch 13 Oct. 416/3 The young man you choose [jc.

as a dancing partner) out of a pen at sixpence a time at the

Palais de Danse. 1930 Observer i-^ Feb. 15/^ They insist on
marrj'ing a brace of lawyers, whose office is apparently a
Palais de dause.

PalanthropiC (pselaenj^rp-pik), a. [irreg. f.

Pal.«o- + Anthkopic] Of or belonging to the

earlier part of the geological period which is marked
by the existence of man.
1894 [see •NeanthropicI.

Palatal. A. adj. 2. (Earlier example.)

1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v. T., The T is one of the five con-

sonants which the abbot De Dangeaa calls//i/a/a/.

Palate, ^b. 2. b. (Later example.)

1911 L. A. TouEMAcHE Nuts «f Chestnuts 79 As if the

moral palate of Philosophers were used and inured to..

divers ments.

Palatinate* sb. Add : 1. d. In the University

of Durham : A blazer of palatinate purple (see *3 b)

assigned as a distinction in sports ; a person who
has gained thi^ distinction.

1895 Durham Univ. yrttl. XI. 174 G, T. James, .has been

awarded his palatinate. 1898 Ibid. XIII. 28 Hatfield is to

be congratulated on the unusual number of Palatinates it

possesses.

3. b. Applied in Durham to a light shade of

purple or lavender used in academical and munici-

pal robes and in some athletic costumes of mem-
bers of the University.

1890 DurhatH Univ. Calendar 301 D.D. Hood. Scarlet

cassimere, lined with palatinate purple silk. 1893 Durham
Univ. Jml. X. 1 58 We were always rather nervous about

the pal.-itinate buttons.

PalatO-. Add: Pa'latogram[-GHAM], a record

of the use made of the palate in producing a sound.

Palato'g^apliy [guaphy] (see quot.).

190a ScRiiTURE Ejcfier, Phonetics 469 The accumulation

of phonograms, palatograms, breath records, tongue curves,

etc.. would indicate the results of such conditions. 1909

Century Diet. Suppl., Palatography. 1917 Nature 4 Oct.

96/1 Palatography.. consists in using a special kind of arti-

ficial palate, in order to find out what parts of the roof of

the mouth are touched by the tongue in the production of

different speech-sounds.

Palaver, ^b. Add : 2. C. Business, affair, slang.

1899 CuTCLii->E HvNR Further Adv. Capt. Kettle 21 It's

not your palaver., or mine.

Pale, ^^.^ 8. paU board (modern U.S. example),

-fence (earlier U.S. examples), -gate.

a 1875 Mrs. Stowe First Christmas 104 He got a •pale-

hoard m his hand. 1839 Southern Lit. Messenger V. 67/2

A handsome •pale-fence skirted the lawn on the roadside.

184$ M. M. Noah Cleanings ^^ His house is. .surrounded

with a white pale fence, 1850 H. C Watson Camp-fires

Rtvol. ^% Then they be^an to form, . . we peppering them all

the time. .till their ranks looked like a broken pale-fence.

1836 DuNiAP Mem. Water Drinker (1837) 1. la It was. a

ricketty wooden •pale-gate drawn back by a chain and bullet.

Pale, sh.^ (Later example.)
1887 Mary E. Wilkins Humble Romance 110* It ain*t so

much the pale,* said Mrs. Potter, 'but thar's..a kind of a
look around . . the mouth that I've seen a good many times '.

Palestinian (pselesti-nian), a, and sb. [f.

Falesiim the modem name of the country on the
Eastern shore of the Mediterranean.] a. adj. Of,
pertaining to, or connected with Palestine or its in-

habitants, b. J^. Anative or inhabitant of Palestine.
a. 1875 EncycL Brit. IL 181/1 The books bearing this

name are not contained in the Jewish or Palestinian Canon.
190a D. G. Hogarth Nearer East 163 The Palestinian hiijh-
lands. 1907 Daily Chron. 14 Oct. 4/6 The blight of Pales-
tinian decay cannot be removed in a day or a generation.
igzo iQth Cent. Sept. 500 'J'wo Palestinian members have
been added to the Court of First Instance.

b. 1905 Dail^ Chron. 31 July 5/3 Declaring that 200
Russian Palestinians were illegally present. 1920 Glasgow
Herald12 Ju\y 13 Other rankswould be open to Palestinians,
irrespective of creed.

Palette. 1. Add: A similar apparatus used
by a mosaic worker.
1902 Encycl. Brit, XXXI. 3/2 The palette of tlie mosaic

worker is a shallow box with many partitions, each division
containing different-coloured tesserje.

3. (Later example.)
1887 D. Maguire Art Massage (ed. 4) 20 The palette,

which is also called ferule, t:ipette, batioir,..is an instru-

ment.. ending at one extremity in a handle, and the other

in a disc

Paliforxn, ct. (Earlier example.)
1886 J. J. QuELCH Rep. Reef-Corals (Challenger Rep.

XVIJ 48 The pali being scarcely distinct paliform teeth

which are often very small.

Paling^, vbl, sb.^ ^ paling /cnce (later XJ.S.

examples).
1843 American Pioneer II. 308 A strong body occupied

the yard of Ebcnezer Zane,. using the paling fence as a
cover. 1873 'Mark Twain' & Warner Gilded Age v. 60
Hawkins put up the first 'paling' fence that had ever

adorned the village. 1901 S. Merwin & Webster Calumet
A!' V. 68 They were standing,, near the paling fence which
bounded the C. and S.C right of way.

Pallf sb^- 9. pall-holder (earlier examples).

1780 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XV. 69 Elisabeth, ye Daugh-
ter of Captn Bcnjn. West buryed with porters and paull

holders. 1787 W, Bentley Diary q Oct. (1905) I. 78 The
Patient, .repeated a little poetry, talked of his PaU holders,

questioned such as were present [etc.].

Pallet (paelet), v, [f. Pallet j^.2] intr. To
lie clown to sleep on or as on a pallet.

X9az G. C. Shedd Lady Myst. House xix. 263 He and I

could pallet down on the porch.

Pally, a. See S.V. Pal in Diet. (Later ex-

amples!)
1915 H. L. Wilson Ruggles of Red Gap \. (1917) 9 The

Honourable George. .had. .been almost quite too pally with

him. 1923 Joanna Cannan Misty Valley 282 If you cared

for me it was not pally to let me go on doing things I didn't

know were wrong. ia»9^ Vachell Virgin i. la She had
never been * pally ' with girls.

Palm, sb.^ 7. C. Add : palm bottom, a hollow

or valley in which palms grow
;
palm squirrel, a

species of small squirrel, *S"««r«j ^fl/ff;ar«w, found

in India ; palm-stand, a stand for supporting a

palm grown in a plant-pot.

190a D. G. Hogarth Nearer East 141 Stony slopes, .only

at very rare intervals relieved by *palm bottoms. 1842

Fenny CycL XXII. 399/2 The genus in which the •Palm-

Squirrel should be placed. 1908 Westm. Gax. 15 June 5/3

The workers [white ants] are preyed upon by true ants and
many other insects ;..lty rats, mice, and palm-squirrels.

19;^ Mary Leinster Dew on Leaf v. 55 A large writing-

desk and shelf of books, ..and a blackwood *palm-stand,

were some of the surrounding objects.

Palm, ^A.2 0. Add : palm-reaJer.

1920 RosK Macaulay Potierism iii. it. 131 She is the most

wonderful "palm reader and crystal gazer I have come across.

Palm. Beach. The name of a sea-side resort

in Florida, U.S.A., used attrib. csp. in Palm Beach

suit.

1922 H. L. Foster Adv. Trop. Tramp i, I bad just applied

for a job as stoker, but a Palm Beach suit, a Panama hat,

and a cane did not seem to be a convincing costume on the

figure of an applicant for this position.

Palm.ei^, sb."^ L Also trans/.

1906 Bungalow Dec. 8/2 The exodus of these infatuated

palmers is ever to the land of Shakespeare.

Palmerstoniau (pamaast^a-nian), a. [f. the

name of Henry John Temple, Viscount Falmers-

/iJ/j, English statesman (i784-i865)-i--iAN.] Of,

pertaining to, or characteristic of Lord Palmerston.

b. as sb.^ a supporter of Lord Palmerston. So
Palmerstcniaulsm ; Fa'lmerstoxiism.

1854 Punch 17 June 246/2 We also wish he [Ld. Palmers-

ton] would open a school in Downing Street wherein to

furnish instruction in penmanship on the Palmcrstoman

system. x%^lllust.Ne%usofWorld3i,h^x.\%Tf-i Exposed

to an attack from Palmerston and the Palmcrstonians. 1866

Charnock Verba Nomin. 217 Palm'rstonism,..Q\A-%o\A\^x.

ism; soft-soap. 1898 Wcitm. Gas. 14 Dec. 8/1 The revived

Palmerstonianism of Lord Rosebery. 19*7 Obsen-emo N ov.

10/2 Because, in the hard old Palmcrstonian phrase, we are

not geese,

Palmette. 1. Also attrib,

1931 A. EsDAiLE Student's Man. Bibliog. v'l. 212 Two ..

London binders.. produced about 1815 some really beauti-

ful bindings decorated with classical palmette borders.

Palmetto, c. palmetto ground (earlier ex-

ample), hat^ leafJ tree (.later examples) ; also in

sense * thatched with palmetto leaves*, 9.% palmetto

cabin, house (enrlier example), hut
;
palmetto

hQ.nneT = palmetto flag \ Palmetto State (ex-

amples),
1850 Seabrook in Life <V Corr, Quitman (i860) II. xiv. 38

May I hope that Mississippi will.. allow the *PaImetto
banner the privilege of a place in her ranks. 1870 Amer,
Nat%tralist III. 458 With a *paImetio cabin, plenty cf

oysters, game and fish, he lives a free and easy life. 1744 F.

Moore Voy. Georgia 124 The Indians were prevailed upon
to return to the *PaItnetto ground. 1877 Euz. S. PnF.i.rs

Story ofAvis 4,\o%\i^ looked very young .ind girlish that

day in her *palnictto hat and white linen dress. 1889 G. W.
Cable in Century Mag. Feb. 516/2 Before the end of the

month all the women in St. MartinviUe were wearing palm-
etto hats. 1741 Coll. S. Carol. Hist. Soc. IV. 42 They came
to some *P:ilmelto Houses, where they halted about ane
hour. 174X /bid. IV. 33 The first *Palmetto Hut on the sea

beach.. where the Spaniards had once a lookout. 1880

G. W. Cable Grandissimes iv. 22 Among the squaws . . was
one who had in her own palmetto hut an empty cr.-idle

scarcely cold. /bid. xiv. 8g On it [the floor] were here and
there in places white mats woven of bleached *p:dmctto

leaf. 1891 Harper's Mag. Dec. 47/1 Perhaps the colonel

would not wave the palmetto leaf too vigorously. 1843
Knickerbocker Mag, XXI. 222 The merry clays of good old

Christmas arc still observed in the *Palmctto State. 1850
Maynk Reid Rijle Rangers vi, (1853) 37 The road from
Georgia to Washington passes through the Palmetto State.

186. ill F. Moore Songs tf Soldiers (1E64) 148 Down in a
small Palmetto State. 1865 ' Gaii, Hamilton * Skirmishes
xiii. 172 If he is concocting, .rebellion, can he not go on just

as bliUiely under the Stais and Stripes as under the *Palm-
elto tree ?

Palmfdlv sb, (Later example.)
d:i86x T. Winthhop yohn Brent xxii. 241 They took their

water by the throatful, not by the palmfu!.

Palm-leaf. O. palm-leaf hat (earlier exam pie),

fan.
1836 O. W. Holmes September Gale L 7 The wind whisked

oflf my palm-leaf hat. i86o Holland Miss Gilbert's

Career vn'u 132 Then Mrs. Ruggles lielped herselfto a palm-

leaf fan. 1891 Century Mag. Mar. 734 Chad substituted a
palm.leaf fan from the hall table.

Palpate, z'- Add: Also absol, or intr.

1901 OsLER Prine. 4 Pract. Med. (ed. 4) 25 There may be
early muscle rigidity and increased tension, and spasm on
any attempt to palpate.

Palping Cpae-lpii]), ppL a, [f. Palp z/. -t- -ing 2,]

That palps or feels.

1929 Bridges Test. Beauty iv. 699 It thrusteth out its

finely adapted tentacles in their first palping movements to

the encounter of life.

Palter, z'. 1. (Modem example.)
1870-83 in C Sumner's Wks.^l. 34 (Born) Some weak-

backed quietist, who, afraid to look this thing in the face,

would palter weak commonplaces.

Paludal, a. Add : b, as sb, A paludal plant,

1926 Nat, Hist. Oxford Distr. 88 Many of these paludals

..can grow equally well on either soil,

Pam. Also {U.S.) palm.
I, b. Comb, pam-flush, a flush headed by the

knave of clubs.

x8ox Eliza S. Bownk GirVs Life Sb Yrs. ago (1888) 79, I

stood and called 5— I was sure of a Palm-flusn !

Pamipa. 2. pampas deer (earlier example)

;

pampas partridge, a species of Tinamou, Nothura
major^ found in South America.
i860 Mayne Reid Odd People 446 The large *Pampas

deer {Cervus campestris), /bid, 451 Another occupation in

which I he Paugonian engages is the snaring of the *Pampas
partridge.

Pampsychism, variant oi Panpsychism (Pan-

3). So Fampsychlst, a believer in panpsychism

(in quot. attrib.^.

1913 J. Wakd Heredity ^ Memory 56 A monadistic or

pampsychist interpretation of the beings that make up the

world. Z924 Beatrice Edcell Theories of Memory 133

The present writer has failed to find any hnk between M.
Bergson's pampsychism and his individualism.

Pan, Ji^.^ 6. b. Also, a feature in ground where

diamonds are mined (see quot.).

1888 \ti Peel City Guardian 27 Oct. 300/5 On Saturday at
eleven o'clock the very last * spoonful ' of blue ground on the

floors which extend beyond the Pan.. was washed. 1901

Stnit/tsonian Rep. 359 The mines are located in 'pans*.

..These 'pans' are known to be the 'pipes'.or 'necks'.

of former volcanoes, now deeply dissected by the forces of

the atmosphere.

II. a. (sense *5b) pan-digger.
z888 in Peel City Guardian 27 Oct. 309/5 On the 22nd

September 1888, the last individual ' Pan ' digger finished

here his money-making moil.

b. panman (earlier example).
1833 B. SiLLiMAN Man. Su^ar Cane 82 The panman

further tests the purity of the hquor, by taking out a small

amount of the same, with a wooden spoon.

Pan, T'^.^ Add: AX'io attrib, and Comb,
1892 Chambers's Jrnl. 14 May 320 After a long course

ofpavm-chewing, the utterance becomes thick and indistinct,

and the teeth black. 1901 Kipling Kim ii. 47 He spat red

fan*juice upon the floor. 1923 Blackiv. Mag. Dec. 769/1

n one of these pan-gardens, as ibey are called, a boar had
taken up his quarters.

Pan, i*.^ Add: 1. aandb. (Earlier examples.)

X850 N. KiNGSLEY Diary 123 About 200 hundred Indians

& squaws came down and began to pan all around us. 1859

G. A. Jackson MS. Diary 3 Panned out two cups.. no gold

in either.

4. o. To speak freely or at length ; to expatiate.

1914 W. J. Locke Jaffery xxi, I'm panning out about

this, because it seems so deuced interesting. 1917

—

Red
Planet XV. 182, I had . . made up my mind to pan out to you
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like this. 19x8 Oiserrtr 18 Mar. 9/3 Mr. Lewis .. resists

even the tcmpution to ' pan out ' about that obviously born

temptress.

Pan-. 2. PanpsycMc a., pertaining to or

based on panpsychism. Panpsychlst, one who
believes in panpsychism ; also attrib, Panpsy-
oM'Stic a., connected with or cliaracterized by pan-

psychism. Panteleo'loffiBin [Teleologism] (see

qaot.)*

1909 Nttti0H 6 May 450/2 The new mythology' of Pragma,
lism or •Panpsychic PluraHsm. 190^ C. A. Strong Why
Mind has Body Pref. p. vi, Hence I think *panpsychists are

justified in maintaining that with tbetr principles they are

able to explain the connection of mind and body. Ibid.^ I

have chosen my title with the object of putting this pan.
psychist pretension distinctly on record. 1904 McCabs tr.

HacckeCs XVoudtrs of Life xv. 354 His [Fcchner's] system
is..*panpsychistic, and at the same time pantheistic. 1902
EncycLBrit, XXX. 657/2 Lotze (1817-1881) elaborated a
\-ery different noumenai idealism, which perhaps we may
express by the name ' *PanleIeoIogism *. to express its con-
clusion that the known world beyond phenomena is neither

absolute thought, nor unconscious will, nor the unconscious
at all, but the activity of God.

Fanatrope (psenatr^ap). An electrical appa-
ratus for the reproduction of gramophone records,

consistbg of a pick-up, an amplifier and a loud
speaker.
Z9a6 Giasgtnv Herald 5 Oct. 5 There was no graduation of
musical vibrations that the * Panatrope * could not repro-
duce. 192S Daily Express 21 Dec. 5/5 We must put peat
on the fire and carols on the panatrope.

PancakCi sb. Add : 2. £ A vertical descent

made by an aeroplane in a level position, slang.
29x8 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks (ed. 6) 14 note^ Pan-

cakes: Pilot's slang for stalling an aeroplane and dropping
like a pancake.

iJ. pancake QOi\ Eiecir, Engin, (see quot. 1910).
1910 H. M. HoBART DicL Eiecir. Engitu I. 108 Pancake

Coiiy a flat former-wound coil used in the construction of the
early smooth-core rotating armatures of alternators. The
term is also sometimes applied to the flat separately insu-

lated unit coil used in modern high-pressure transformers.

2923 Daily Mail 28 Apr. 5 I'hose compact multilayer coils

called * basket \ ' pancake ', or ' honeycomb * coils.

Pancake, v. Add : b. intr. Of an aeroplane
or the like : To descend vertically while in a
(nearly) horizontal position owing to insufficient

lift ; to stall. Also of persons flying : To descend
by causing the aeroplane, etc, to pancake. Hence
PancakiniT vbi. sb. (in quot. fig*)*

1917 War Birds (1927) 5a He pancaked beautifully and
shoved his wheels up thru the lower wings. 1920 igthCent.
Mar. ^70 This pancaking device by which the National
Socialists tried at the last moment to save the crash. 1922
Daily Mail (Cont, ed.) jg Oct., For half a minute he strug-
gled against the wind, then he pancaked down. 1928 Gamble
Story N. Sea Air Station xv. 263, I took my chance and
about lo feet up ' pancaked ' —a horrid crash.

Panchromatic (psenkrtJmse'tik), a, Photogr.

[f. Gr, vav- Pan- + x/xw/'aTw-ds relating to colour,

Chromatic] Representing all the colours in their

proper intensities ; equally sensitive to all the

colours of the spectrum ; orthochiomatic. Also
eliift.y a panchromatic plate or a preparation which
renders a plate panchromatic. Hence Panchro*-
matiszu, panchromatic quality

;
panchromatic

work.
X903 A. Payne Pract.Orthockr, Photogr. 89 Such plates

are occasionally termed panchromatic xs^3 .^W. Anter.
12 Sept. 185/3 The maximum of panchromatic sensibility is

reached by using 0-016 grammes of dye per liter of emulsion.
x^tChambers's "Jml. May4i6/2 This layer.. is re-covered
with yet anotlier layer of panchromatic, and sensitised.

1918 Homer Cboy How Motion Pictures are Made 264 Of
special value is panchromatic work in the taking of military
photographs. 1919 Conquest Nov. 24/2 Messrs. Ilford, l-td.

..have recently publisited a small book entitled 'Panchio-
matisni '. 1921 Glasgow Herald 20 Apr. 9/1, I used an
Ilford Special Rapid Panchromatic with a red filter.

Pandect. Add : 2. b. A manuscript contain-
ing all the books of the bible.

1893 E. G. Browne Lessonsfr. Early Engl. Ch. Hist. 68
A pandect means a copy of the whole Bible. 2912 J. F.
Hodgson in Durh. Arch. Trans. VI. 178 The magnificent
Pandect \sc. the Codex Amiatinus] which constitutes the
crowning glory of the Laurentian Library at Florence.

PandemoniaC, a. Add : C. as sb, A pan-
demoniac person; a denizen of Pandemonium.
1920 Galsworthv Captures (1933) 81 Success, power,

wealth—those aims of profiteers and premiers, pedagogues
and pandemoniacs.

Pan-drop. Sc. [Pan j^.i + Drop sb. lo e.]

A variety ol comfit having the shape of a flattened

sphere and flavoured with peppermint.
1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 257/1 A core or centre of some kind

b TKqu'iTKd, and tliis may consist eithei of a seed or fi nit, as
a coriander or an almond ; or it may be a s-mall lozenge, as
in the case of pan drops. 19*7 Glasgow Herald 7 Sept. 12/7
An' there's nae mae tears since ye'vc got him wi' the poke
o' pan-draps in his ban'.

Pane, sb.^ 4. (Modem example.)
291S T. D. Atkinson Engl ^ Welsh Cathedrals s68 The

north pane of the cloisters with its sunny aspecL
8. (F"urther example.^
1912 Chambers's Jrnl. Nov. 749/1 The print would have

represented a * pane * of one hunclred and twenty stamps.

Panel, J^.^ Add : 6. C. The official list of

doctors in a district who accept patients under the

102

National Health Insurance Act of 1913. On ike

panels (a) of doctors, registered as accepting

patients thus ;
{b) of patients, under the care of

a * panel doctor* and hence subject to certain

benefits and restrictions.

X913 Punch 30 July loi/i The proposed Laureate was a
medical man and not on a panel. 1914 'Jimes 12 Feb. 6/5
Of these [doctors] 1500 are already on the panel for the
county. X014 T. Smith Everybody s Gttide Insurance Acts
(ed. 3) 124 which practitioners are collectively to be known
as * the panel'.

10. b. Also transf,
1900 C. H. Turner in Hastings Diet. Bible I. 421/1 This

picture is cut up, as it were, into six panels, each labelled
with a general summary of progress. X927 A. H. McNeile
Introd. to N. T. 79 He [St. Luke] cuts the history into
' panels

'

20. panel-beat€r\pa7ielsystem (sense 5*) ; panel-
back (see quot.) ; panel doctor, practitioner,

a doctor or practitioner registered as accepting

patients under the National Insurance Act of 1913

;

panel-fenco U.S.^ a fence constnicted in panels or

sections (see Panel sb,^ 8) ; panel patient, one
who receives medical treatment from a doctor
under the Insurance Act of 1913 ; panel-robbery,
the business of a panel-thief; panel stamp, a
stamp for decorating the panels in the cover of a
book ; panel wall, a division between two panels
in a coal mine.
1925 pENDERKL-BRODHinisT & Layton Gloss. Engl. Fumt-

ture 1 19 *PanehBack or Wainscot Chair^ a cumbrous high-
seated oak chair with heavy legs, stretchers, and high wains-
cotted back, in use in Tudor and Jacobean times. X908
Daily Chron. 31 Feb. 10/7 Advt., *Panel beaters, used to
hammering landaulette., panels in steel and aluminium.
1913 Punch 12 Feb. 127/2 To ask the Secretary of the
Treasury if be could state the total population of the island

ofCanna, and who is the *panel doctor. 1913 Outlook 19
July 75/1 Hospitals and dispensaries,, will now.. hand them
oil to the panel doctor. 1923 Pulbrook Engl. Country Life
164 The quack doctor and dentist [are].. crowded out,. to
some extent by the State Panel doctor. 1858 J. A, Warder
Hedges 4- Evergreens 113 A half-acre lot, with a seven foot

*panel.fence on one side and a hedge on the other. 1913
Outlook 23 Aug. 247/1 Green tickets such as are used by
ordinary *panel patients when temporarily from home. 1922
Encycl, Brit. XXXI. 384/2 Medical men who act as *pancl
practitioners continued to recommend their panel patients to

the hospitals in increasing numbers. 1882 Harper's Mag.
Feb. 400/1 Stories designed to teach our girls that theft, and
arson, and *panel-robbery, . . are the noblest exploits in

which they can engage. 1893 W. Y. Fletcheh in Portfolio
XXIV. 55 John Reynes. .often used a large *pancl stamp,
representing the instruments of the Passion treated as a coai-
of-anns. 1913^ c/ 3^ 4 C^^. Kc.37§ii Medical treatment
under the *panel system. i839UreZ?:V/. Arts 976 Through
the *panel walls roads and air-courses are driven,

Fanel, ^. 7. Add ; Also absol.

1908 Westm. Gaz, 14 Mar. 13/3 All the gauzy fabrics will
panel well.

Panelled, ppl- a. Add : 3. Panelledjump : a
section of a wire fence specially adapted to allow
of the passage of sportsmen, ^..S*.

1930 in H. A, Bryden Enchanimenis ofFieldt^ The ground
had been so much cut up at the panelled jumps when it was
in its soft condition.

Panel-work. 1. (Earlier example.)
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati i6o The furniture of the chapter

room, is of mahogany, with Gothic open panel work, on a
rich crimson satin ground.

Panfish.. 1. (Earlier examples.)
X833 J. F. Watson Hist. Tales Philaii. 49 (Th.) Before the

house flows a smalt but deep creek, aboundine: in pan-fish.

1839 J. F. Cooper Home as P'ound xix, The Egj-ptians use
them for pan-fish. 1848 E. Bkvant California xxi. 241
Numerous Indians. .brought, .water-melons, musk-melons,
and strings of pan-fish. 185a Trans. Mich, Agric. Soc. 1 1 1.

336 These little fish are sometimes used as pan-fish. 1872
Game Laws in Fur^ Fin tj- Feather 154 This is one of the
numerous small pan-fishes of the Western waters which
naturalists have not yet classified. x888Goode Amer. Fishes
36 In season the White Perch is thepan-fish, excelled by none.

Pangamic (pseng3e-mik),a. [f. Pan- + Gamic]
Characterized by pangamy. So Pa*ngBzuous a,

;

Pa'ngamously adv, ; Fa-ngamy [f. Pan-, after

Polygamy], random mating among individuals of

a race, without selection.

1900 K. Pearson Gram. Sci. (ed. 2) 476 If we take the tenth
mid-parents of a number of individuals of a race for which
pangamic mating is the rule [etc.]. Ibid.4,%0 Whenever the
sexes are eqnipotent, blend their characters and mate pan-
gamously, all cliaractcrs will be inherited at the same rate.

Ibid. 459 The intensity of heredity in cases of blended in-

heritance withPangamy 3kt& very nearly given by the lower
limits.

Pan-GeTmanist. [f. Pan-Gehman,] A sup-

porter of Pan-Germanism. So Fan-OernLaxLi'stic
a., connected with or suggestive of Pan-Germanism.
1909 Daily Chron. 25 June 4/6 A racing yacht devised,

built, and. .manned in Germany—an object of idolatry. .to

the Pan-Germanists. 1914 Atlantic Monthly Oct. 448/3
The schemes of the Pan-Germanists indeed reach to the
creation of a vast confederation of states. 1915 World's
Work (N. Y.) 456/1 To block the Pan-Germanistic plan.

Panglot Cp2en,gl/?t), a. [f. Gr. -nay- pAN--^
y\oJrra tongue.] e= Pantoglot a.

x^i Society in Lond. 23^ As a diplomatist, .he formed an
extensive, miscellaneous, and panglot acquaintance.

Panhandle. (Earlier and later examples.)
i86a Con^r-ess. Globe 11 Feb, 754/3, 1 want to compare the

district of Mr. Segar with the Wheeling dbtrict. One is

PAN-SEXUAL.
called the pan-handle of the East, and the other the pan-
handle of the West. 1877 E. E. Hale /4rfi/. Pullman^
Sothey.. whirled relentlessly across the Pan Handle by
which domestic name that funny strip of West Virginia is

known which shoots up like an inverted icicle between
Pennsylvania and Ohio. 1880 Harper's Mag. July 194/1
Thence today one travels by stage.. to Fort Elliot. .in the
*Pan Handle' of Texas. 1899 R. B. CunninchamicGraham
ipane etc 178 Like..some Pan Handle town during the
progress of a bar-room fight, x^s Boston Transcript^ Nov.
22 Physically, socially, and politically Panama is a pan-
handle, a remote, slightly connected appaiiagc ofColumbia.

b. The act of begging (cf. next).
1900 G. AuE More Fables in Slang (1902) 142 He usually

found some one waiting on the Door-Step to give him the
Sign of Distress and work the fraternal Pan-Handle OQ
him.

Pan-handle (p3e-n,hEend'l),w. U.S. [cf. next.]
trans, and intr. To beg.
1903 N. Y. Even. Post 9 Dec. 1 The prisoners were mem-

bers of a * panhandling ' corporation wtiich operated exten-
sively throughout the financial district. 1904 G. H. Lorimeb
Old Gorgon Graham 53 A lot of men., who wouldn't think
of asking for money, will panhandle both sides of a street
for favors. 1909 * O. Hekry' Options (1916) 36 He felt

marooned, held up,, .panhandled. 1911 H. Quick Yellow-
stone N. vii. 187 You broaden out more panhandling over
one division, than by watching the cars go by for years.

Pan-handler (pse:n|hEe-nd'b.i). U.S, slang,

[f. Pan sb.^ + Handler.] A beggar.
1899 G. Adk Doc. Home xxiii. 255 The freckled boy then

announced that be had * sized* the hustler for a 'pan-
handler' from the start. 1902 Clapin. 1903 .V. 1', Tribune
27 Sept., A large number of 'panhandlers' who have been
arrested for begging. 1910*0. YiFM^\* Strictly Business
v. 55 You don't look like a panhandler. 1935 Lit. Digest
(N.Y.)^ II July 50/2 You encourage the street pan-hniidler
and thieving idler to come here. 1929 Daily Tel. 8 Jan.
1 1/6 Large profits from begging in the rich Fifth Avenue
business district have produced a 'king of the pan-handlers*.

Panhellenian (pseniheU'-nian), a. [f. as

Panhellenic + -IAN.] Pertaining to, aflfecling, or
extending over the whole of Greece.

187S Encycl. Brit. I. 180/2 'I'he southern end (of ^Egina]
rises in the conical Mount Oros,andthe Panhellenian ridge
stretches to the north.

Panic. B. sb.'^ 3. b. Add: panic bolt, a
special bolt for a door designed to unfasten readily

in emergencies.
1930 Aberdeen Press ^ Jml. i May 7/3 When betook the

cinema in July, 1928, he put panic bolts on the wooden door
..where there were ordinary slip bolts before.

PaniCf ^' Delete {fwnce-wd.) and add recent
examples.
1917 'Contact' AirmatCs Outings 184 Nothing seems lo

panic the Boche more than a sudden swoop by a low-flying
aeroplane. 1919 H. L. Wilson Ma Pettengill'w. 127 He
was sure going to annoy Ben from lime to time, even if he
didn't panic him much.
2. intr. To get into a panic, to lose one*s head.
1921 * Sapper' Man in Ratcatcher 30 For a few agonizing

seconds.. she panicked; then.. she pulled herself together
and tried to stop him. 1924 M. Newman Consumniation\.
xxii. 240 They panicked one night, started rapid fire and
killed two of their own men.

Panicky, a. Add ; b. quasi-j^. That which
is panicky.
1924 Galsworthy White Monkey i. xii, *That appears to

savour of the panicky ', he said.

Panlogist (psenl(7d5ist). [f. as PANLOGISM +
-1ST.] A believer in panlogism.
1906 W. S. pALMF.R in Academy 10 Nov. 482/1 As pantheist

Agnostics or even as panlogists, they have their chance of
seeing [etc.].

Panmixy (psenmi'ksi). Anglicized form of

Panmixia.
1896 A. TiLLE tr. Nietzsche's Case of Wagner Inlrod. p. x,

I n a tribe the members of which . . assist each other in every
kind of danger natural selection must soon come to an end,
a kind of panmixy must arise and lead to a rapid decline.

Pa'nnifbrm, a. Bot, [f. L. pannus cloth +
-FORM.] = Pannose.
1921 Annie L. Smith Handbk. Brit, Lic/iens 141 Pannt-

form^ Pannose^ felted.

PanniMn. Add : b. Head ; in slang phr. off
one's pannikin.
1910 A. H. Davis Our Selection xii. 107 He's clean off he's

pannikin. 1916 C- J. Dknnis Ginger Mick 126 Per'aps I'm
Off me pannikin iviv sittin' in the sun.

Panning, ^^/. sb. Add : c. attrib., tjs, panning-
trough.
1850 N. KiNGSLEY Diary 122 Stoned down to day and

made a patming trough to pour quicksilver from the riffler

into.

Pannonian, a. (I^ater example.)
igxa Q, Rev. Oct. 335 His happiest days were certainly

spent away from Rome in German and Pannonian wars.

Pan-out, [f. to pan out : Pan v^ 3.] Outcome,
result.

1911 J. C. Lincoln Cap^n Warren's Wards xvL 354, I

imagine whatever the pan-out it will be welcome.

Pan-pie. ^.-S". [f. pAN.f^.'] .= Pandowdy.
186a 'Gail Hamilton' Country Living ff Thinking 70
No pan-pie with hot brown bread on Sunday morning. i88«

Rep. Maine Board Agric. XXVI. 403 You have all heard
of the pan-dowdy, or pan-pie, the pride of our grandmothers.

Pan-sexnal, a, [f. Pan- 2 + Sexual.] Of or

pertaining to pan-sexualism. Fan-se'zxLalism,
the view that the sex instinct plays a part in all

human thought and activity and is the cliief or orly

source of energy. Fan-se'xualist, a supporter of
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pan-sexnalism. (laquot. asadj.) Fam^sexna'llty
t= Pan-sexualism.

191S C R. Payne tr. Pfistrr's Psycho-anal. Method 60
Which . . has brought the reproach of ' pansexualism * against
psychoanalysis. 1926 W. McDoucall. Ontl. Abnormal
Psych, i. 20 It has led Freud . . , as Janet has said, to construct
*an enormous system of medical philosophy/ the theory of
Pan-sexuality. Ibid. 131 Freud, in accofdance with his pan-
sexualist tendency, expressed the opinion [etcj. Ibid, 314
The dogma that the CEdipus complex is present in ail men
is the principal instrument of the pansexual theory.

!P&Zlt-. Add: Fanta'rcMc a.j of or pertaining

to a pantarchy.
1883 L. F. Ward Dynamic Sociol. I. 466 The cosmo-

politan, or pantarchic stage.

Pantalettes, sb.pl. (Earlier examples.)
x83^ Knickerbocker Mag. IV. 117 In the first place, in their

blushing girlhood, they assume the pantalettes, or little

pantaloons. \%-^ Soutlurn Lit. Messenger IV. 28/1 Two
pretty sisters, in pantalettes, waited on table.

Pantheian (paen))f*an), <z. [f. rANTHEUM +
-IAN.] = Pantheic.
f 1894. Sir G. Birdwood tr. D'Alviella*s Miration of
Symbols ii. 47 The manufacture of pantheian figures.

Paiitherishly, adv. [f. Pantherish a, + -lt.]

In a manner sujjgeslive of a panther.
Ipso MuLFORD J. Nelson xviii. 202 Johnny, leaping

paniherishty aside out of the rolling -smoke, held two guns
on the paralysed group.

Panties (poe-ntiz),//. [dim. of Pants.] Pants

worn by children or close-fitting knickers worn by
women.
1926 Cosmo Hamilton in Good Housekeeping Z^V, 186 It

made me feel as though I ought to be wearitig ringlets,

panties to my ankles and a large hoop-skirt. igaS Weekly
Dispatch 27 May 15/7 Panties for boys and skirts for giris

. .are being made very short.

Panting, vbl. sb.^ Add : b, spec. In Ship-

building : The bulging in and out of the plating of

a ship under the force of the waves. Also atlrib.

1886 Thearlk Mod. Pract. Shipbuilding^ I. iia The
measures for preventing panting must necessarily be of such
a character as shall stiffen the framing against lateral strains.

1899 Attwood Theoret. Nov. Archil. 212 Panting beams
and stringers to be fitted at the after end. 1904 A. C- Holms
PrMct. Shipbuilding 105 At the stern, panting stresses are
usually unimportant.

Pantings (pjEntiqz)^ vhL sb.^pL [f. Pants,]
Material for making pants.

1938 Sunday Dispatch 2 Sept. 10 Richard Coeur de Lion
was a swagger sort of buck, and liked all his gentlemen to be
positively gaudy in the choice of their pantings.

Pantograph.* Add : c An insulated flexible

or jointed I'ramework nsed on electric locomotives

for collecting and conveying electric current from
overhead wires to the motors.
X918 Webster Add. 19x0 Glasgoiv Herald 23 Sept. 7

Electric locomotives can.. be fitted.. with pantagraph col-

lectors for the overhead wires.

Pantominaish, a. [-ish.] Suggestive of a

pantomime ;
pantomimic

19J3 Glasgow Herald 3 Feb. 6/6 A few veterans may
recall how pantomimish Mr. Gladstone looked when. .he
borrowed the hat of a colleague.

Pantopon (pscnt^jp^n). Med. [f. PAJr- +
Ofiom.] An alternative name for *Omnopon,
1910 Lancet 5 Oct. 1104/1 This preparation, pantopon,

represents the totality of the alkaloids of opium.

Pantothermal (pxnti?J)5 imal), eu [f. Panto-
s-Thermal.] Adapted to bear the heat or cold

of any climate.
x^al^ Athertseunt 10 Feb. 175/1 A revision of all captures

..appeared to show one species (A^^a//crra) as cosmopolitan
and paiitothermal.

Pantry. 2. Add : pantry-maid, a maid-
servant who has duties in the pantry.

1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 900. 1928 Daily Tel. 5
June 4/7 He had paid her 22s a week as a pantrymaid.

Pants, sb. pi. L a. (Earlier examples.)

X84S Spirit 0/ Times (Pbilad.) 29 Aug. (I'h.) A red-faced

individual in a bottle-green coat and greasy pants. 1843
Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 594 I* irlcs us, however, to en-

counter in a descriptioi} of Mr. Lcgare's dress the terra
* pants * instead of pantaloons.

Pap, i<5.2 Add : 1. (U.S. fig. example.)
1841 Congress. Globe 29 Jan. App, 300/a The very new

States are nursed from their chrysalis territorial condition

into existence upon Federal pap from the Executive spoon.

3. pap-food.
1905 Daily Chron. 13 May 4/5 Too prolonged use of

artificially digested and * pap-foods ' must be avoided.

Pap, sb,^ l/.S. Abbreviation of Papa 1.

1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXI II. 15 They said, pap wasn't

at home. 1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest ^ Sunshine v. 69
Come here, and shake your old pap's paw. 1898 A. Nicholas
Idyl of Wabash 53 His pap left him right smart of a lump.

1934 W. M. Kais-k Troubled Waters ii, 34 *lhere can't any
of you.. run me out the way you did Pap Thomson.

Pap, v^^ Add : 3. To make into pap.
J9a7 Observer 6 Feb. 14/4 This does not mean papping

food for babes; it means speaking intelligibly to growa<ups.

Papa^. Aho atlrib.

1901 ^>AKAH Grand Babs Ixxv. 150 So long as he does not
assume papa airs with me, I don't mind.

Papacy. Add : 2. b. Roman Catholic belief.

1914 Shropsh. ArchaeoU Soc. Trans. Scr. iv. IV. 45 Mr.
Jermor seems to have been himself suspected of a leaning

towards papacy.

Papala, variant ofpapaya : see Papaw.
X913 Rupert Brooke in E. Marsh Mem. (1918) 108 Great

squelchy tropical fruits, custard-apples, papaia, pome-
granate,., and the rest.

Papality. (Later example in plur.)
1824 Landor Imag. Conv. (1891) II. 167 He resisted the

authority of the pope, and refuted ti^e doctrine of transub-
stantiation, with several other papalities.

Paper, sb. Add : 1. d. (Earlier example of
on paper.)
ijSS A mcr. Museum III. 336/2 The form of their constitu-

tion, as it is on paper, admits not of coercion. But necessity
introduced it in practice.

10. d. {E:ix\ieT ext\m-p\e of paper b/oc/:ade.)

x8ia Boston Gaz. 20 July (1 1^-) The paper-blockades, which
have justly occasioned so much irritation, are now aban-
doned.

11. "b. paper-keeper, c, paper-bound {tx^n\\i\t).

1901 Sketch XXXV. 26/2 The unsold *paper.bound books
in Germany are returned to the publislier, who re-binds them.
1927 Daily Tel. 3 May 3 In the opinion of the Postmaster-
General the *paperkcepers were amply remunerated at the
present rales.

12. paper-backed a., having a paperback ; also

(fig.), lacking in strength, feeble ; paper bark
swamp, a swamp in which paper bark trees grow;
paper cable, an electric cable insulated with

paper ; paper-folding, the making of objects

by folding paper ; paper-making w^asp — paper-

wasp
;
paper-mildew (see qnot.).

1888 Kipi.iNG Soldiers Three {1889) 52 * Push, men I* sez

Crook ;
' Push, ye *paper-backed beggars !

* he sez. 1903
Worki^ Mar. 89/3 HandyMethod of Binding Paper- Backed
Books. 1909 Chambers's Jrnl. Sept. 610/2 I'he man then
buys a paper-backed novel for fourpence-halfpenny. 1920
B. Cbonin Timber Wolves 88 From the *paper-bark swamps
came the reverberating boom of frogs. 190a Encycl. Brit.

XXXIII. 219/2 Between London and Birmingham a *paper
cable 116 miles long., was laid in 1900. 1893 T. S. Row(/;V/f)
Geometric Exercises in *Paper Folding. 1903 Chambers's
Jrnl. Oct. 661/2 Paper-folding is an occupation which
forms a good occasional lesson for older children. 1905
Westm. Gaz. 30 Sept. 13/2 Paper folding has loniij been a
favourite amusement in our Kindergartens. 1867 Amer.
Naturalist I. 140 'J'he odor that arises from the Tarantula
killer when she uses her sting.. resembles the odor of the
*paper-inaking wasp (Vespa\ only much stronger. 1883
Encycl. Brit. XVI. 294/1 The *Paper-MiIdcw {Ascotricha
cAartarum). .grows on damp paper, and therefore is sapro-
phytic in its mode of life.

Paper birch. U'-S. (See Btrch sb. i b.)

1810 AlicHAux Arbres I. 25 Paper birch (Bouleauh papier).

183a D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 121 This tree. .is known
to the Americans also by those denominations, and some-
times by that of Paper Birch. 1866 [see Paper sb. 12].

1893 B. ToRBEV Footpath-way 25 The dwarf paper birch
(trees of no one knows what aq;e, matting the ground). 1903
S. E. White Forest xiv. 193 Probably a little further along
there would be a point of high land and delightful little

paper-birches.

Papia, variant ofpapaya : see Papaw.
1931 Ontivard Bound Feb. 69/1 The natives, .kept bring-

ing fresh fruit to our view—mangoes and custard apples and
papia.

Papist, a. Add: 3. An imitator or follower

of the poet, Alexander Pope. Also altrib.

01849 H' Coleridge Ess. (1851) II. 118 Nor would so
many really monotonous jinglers have passed for correct,

orthodox Papists. 1901 F. Harrison Rttskin ii. 22 Many
a prize poem has bad worse couplets in the Papist vein than
these on Etna.

Papolater (pJipp-latai). [f. L. papa pope +
-laleTy -LATRY.] One who practises papolatry.

1913 A. Fortescue Lesser Eastern Ck. 1. 4 We are Creed-
tamperers, Papolaters gross disturbers of the peace by our
shameless way of sending missionaries.

Papoose, b. (Earlier examples.)
1815 Drake Cincinnati ii. 85 Poppoos root. 1853

Darlington Flora Cestrica (ed. 3) 11 Thai ictrum-like
Caulophyllum. Blue Cohosh. Pappoose-root.

Paprika (p£e*pr/ka), [Hungarian.] A condi-

ment prepared from the fruit of tiie Capsicum
annuum ; Hungarian red pepper.
1898 Senn Culinary Encycl. 70 Paprika^ Hungarian red

pepper. 1902 J. T. Law Grocer's Alanual 680 Paprika or

Hungarian Red Pepper. 1908 Daily Chron, 39 Ajir, 9/6
Beat together, adding oil every two minutes; paprika to

taste. 1918 * Q ' FoC'FarreU 91 You rubbed a soupsong of
garlic into them with three drops of paprika.

Papuan (p£e*pi«an), a. and sb. [f. Papua the

name of a large island north of Australia, often

called New Guinea + -AN.] a. adj. Of or belong-

ing to Papua; characteristic of Papua and the

neighbouring islands, b. sb. A native or inhabi-

tant of Papua or a person belonging to the racial

type which is found there.

1869 A. R. Wallace Malay Archipelago xl. II. 445 In
stature the Papuan decidedly surpasses the Malay. Ibid.

449 These people.. are tall and well-made, with Papuan
features, and curly hair. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 739/1 The
Papuan Subregion.. comprises, beiiides the large and im-
perfectly-known island whence its name is derived, three

other provinces, which may be named the Timorese, the
Celebesian, and the Moluccan. 1876 Ibid. V. 790/2 The rite

of circumcision., is stilt kept up..among the Papuans. 190
Chambers"! frnl. May 287/2 (With] the Negro. .he throws
in the Papuans and Malays, who have black or olive skins.

X911 Q. Rev. July 103 A fusion betweea the negroid Papuans
and a low type of Caucasians.

Papulate (px'pii/Ic^t), a. \U L. papula-^
-ate'-^ 2.] = Papulateu.

1878 Bkistowb Theory ff Pract. Med. 32 1 Not tinfrequently
these patches are papulate,. .gyrate, or margiiiate.

Papyro-- Add : Papyrcgfraplier, a writer on
papyrus ; Papyrolo'glcal a., pertaining to or

dealing with papyrology ; Papyro'loglst, a stu-

dent of papyrology,
1906 J. H. MouLTON Grammar N. T. Greek I. 159 In the

less educated *papyrographers we find blunders of tliis kind.
190a Encycl. Did. Suppl., ^Papyrological. 1925 H. S. Jones
Gr.-Engl. Lexicon Pref. p. viii, Mr. H. Idris BelK.has
supplied valuable notes on recent papyrologica! publications.
193J Glasgoiv Herald 14 Apr. 5/z A most helpful Guide
prepared, .by the well-known •papyrologist Mr. H. I. Bell.

PaCLUined (psekind), a. [f. the name of the

outfitters {Maison) Pagum-h-ED^.'] Dressed in

the most up-to-date fashion.

1911 H. Quick Yellowstone iV. L i A fluffy, lacy, paqulned
girl floated from place to place.

Par, J^.l 2. O. (Earlier example.)
_ 1848 W. Armstrong Stocks 5 The par value of any stock
is that proportion ofthecapitalstock which it represents [etc].

4. Read : The number of strokes which a scratch
player should require for a (hole or) course, calcu-
lated from the length of the holes with two putts for

each green, and in some cases taking account of diffi-

culties and obstacles in the course. At present the
standard ofpar is higher in U .S.A. than in England,
and in general it is definitely higher than *Bogky.

Par4 2, Pari nut (also Pard-nut oil).

1884 Encycl. Brit. XVI 1. 746/1 Para-nut or Brazil-nut oil^

yielded by the kernels ot Bertholletia excelsa^ is employed
in South America as a food-oil and for soap-making.

Para ^ (pa*ra). [Native name.] 'i'he horseshoe-
fern of New Zealand, MaratUafraxinea.
1867 J. D. Hooker Hnndbk. N.Z. Flora n. 767 Para,

I\larattia salicina. 1906 Cheeseman Man. N.Z, Flora
1026, 1921 H. B. D08BIK N.Z. Ferns (ed. 2) 374 Maratlia
fra.rinea . .' l*ara.\ 'King Fern', 'Horseshoe Fern*. The
largest herbaceous fern in New Zealand.

Para- ^. 1. Paramnesia (example). Fara-
tliyroid a., adjacent to the thyroid gland. Para-
tro*phic a,, also, that can exist only as a parasite

;

obligate.

1890 Gould New Med. Did., ^Paramnesia, loss of the
memory of the meaning of words spoken or written. 1906
yml. Med. Research Dec 399 (CenL Suppl.) It has been
suggested that paralysis agitans is due to insufficiency of

the 'parathyroid glandules. 1910 Encycl. Brit. III. 164/3
The true parasites.. are placed by Fischer in a third bio-

logical group, *Paratrophic bacteria.

Parabellum (pssrabe-lym). A special make
of automatic pistol or machine-gun used in warfare.

1904 Text Bk. Small Arms 178 The Borchardt Leuger or
'Parabellum* automatic pistol belongs to Class I. 1924
Blackw. Mag, Feb. 157/1 The vessel .. carried two old-

pattern Maxims and a German Parabellum.

Parabolioalism (pserabp-likaliz'm). [-ism.]

Parabolical character ; matter which is parabolical.

1854 C. Walton Notes ^ Materials Biogr. W. Law 238
The deeply experienced spiritual man.. will be much dis-

appointed., at finding so much deep experience buried in

such a huge mass of parabolicalism and idiocratic deformity.

Para:boli2a-tion. [f. Parabolizep. +-ation.]

The action or process of making parabolic in form.

1903 Sci. Amer, Suppl. 17 Oct. 23233/3 Draper's method of
'parabolization by measure '.

Parachor (pEe'rak^.!). Ckem, [f. Gr. wa/)d

pARA-i +X'i'pa space.] A measure of the molecular

volume at temperatures at which different liquids

have the same surface tension,

19*4 SuGDEN in fml. Chevu Soc. CXXV. i. 1178 It is

proposed to name this quantity /ardc/wr.. to signify com-
parative volume.

Parachrose. (Earlier example.)
i8zo MoHs Char. Nat. Hist. Syst, Min. 40 Paracbrosc-

Baryte. twte. From irapaxptavi^, alteration of colour.

Parachute, v. (Earlier and later examples of

intr. use.) Also, to use a parachute.
i860 Russell Diary India II. ix. 174 And thus, with an

able-bodied aborigen holding on by my tuiiic-tails behind,
..I parachuted down, Z9X0 Shaw Misalliance (1925) 46,

7'«r/f/c7«... Been up much? Lina. Not in an aeroplane. Ive
parachuted; but thats child's play. 1930 E. W. Hendy Wild
Extnoor 245 Meadow-pipits parachuted down to the brink,

Parachutio (pjerajw tik), a. [f. Parachute sb.

+ -IC.] Provided with a parachute (sense 2).

1905 spectator 14 Jan. 47/1 A parachutic arboreal serpent
is not an impossible animal.

Parade, sb. 7. Add : parade-horse,

1894 Rep. Verrnont Board Agric. XIV. 123 The de-

scendants of Woodbury Morgan .. possess that peculiar
qualification necessary for the parade horse.

Parade-ground. U.S, [Parade j<5.] A
place where troops parade; = Parade sb, 4.

1734 [see Parade sb. ^\. 1843 N. Boonb Jrnl. App. (1917)

237 By one o'clock our command was formed on the parade
ground of Fort Gibson. 1846 M'ICknney Mem. I. v. 103

The level of the ground, and its freedom from undergrowth,

were such as to give it the appearance of a parade ground.

189Z Century Mag. Mar. 715 The rats were so numerous
that they were common sights on the parade-ground.
trans/. 1863 'Gail Hamilton* Gala-Days 174 Besides

abundance of food and parade ground, these happy fowls

have a very agreeable prospect. 1866 Mrs. Whitney L,
Goldthwaite vi, Clothes-lines like a parade-ground of

telegraphs.

Paradisal, a. Add : b. Of or pertaining to

an Oriental pleasure-ground.
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PARADISE.

1930 observer 16 Feb. 6/3 A strikingly beautiful border,

distinctly oriental in style.. on which wild animals disport

themselves in a paradi^al jungle.

Paradise, sb. 8, Add : paradise crane, the

Bloc or Stanley crane, Tcirapteryx paradisea,

1906 Dmh Chrcn. 8 May 7/4 His consignment, .included

. .three paradise cranes, five wolves and seven baboons.

iParadozician (px:rad/»ksi'Jan). [f. Paradox
+ -iciAN.] One who deals in paradoxes ; a para-

doxer.
1909 W. J. Locke Septimus xvt. 186 Sypher was not con-

vinced by the airy paradoxician.

Paradoxog^raphioal, a. (Later example.)

1904 W. H. Stevenson in En^. Hist. Fev. Jan. 139 note^

He assigns the younger periplus to the Alexandrian or post-

Alexandrian times on account of its paradoxographical

character.

ParafSjl. 4. Add : paraflan paper, paper

rendered airtight or waterproof by treatment with

paraffin.

1805 Rep. Vermont Board Agric, XV. 25 ParaflRne paper

[isj nlaced over [the cheese], and a glass cover adjusted.

Paradfiny (pas'rafini), fz. [f. Paraffin + -T.]

Of, belonging to, or suggestive of paraffin ; covered

or smear^ with paraffin ; smelling of paraffin.

190a Conrad Youth (1922) 21 The ascending air was hot,

and had a heavy, sooty, paraffiny smell. 1905 IVesim. Gaz.

7 Jan. 12/3 Tlie dresser would be a very unlikely place to

keep a paraffiny funnel.

Paraxon, sb. 0. (Later example.)

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 8oi The black marble of Bergamo is

called paragoiie, from its black colour, li)ie touchstone.

Paragraph, v. 3. Add: Also/^. (Cf.

Punctuate v. 3 b.)

1909 H. G. Wells Ann Veronica ix. x68 Ramagc looked

at ner, and then fell into deep reflection as the waiter came
to paragraph their talk again.

Pa-ragraphed, /•//. a. [f. Paragraph ».+
-ED 2.] Mentioned or written about in a newspaper
paragraph.
1998 Mtinch. Guard. IVcekfy 17 Aug. 135/2 A new comedy

and the first visit to Manchester of a much-paragraphed
'oung actress brought a large and eager audience to the
^alace.

Paragrapllist. (Earlier U^S. examples.)

1790 Gaz. flfu.S. (Phila.^ 27 Nov. (Th.) A paragraphist in

the General Advertiser of Thursday last. 179a T. Jefferson
IVrit. (189s) VI. 108 One of it's principal ministers enlists

himself as an anony.-nous writer or paragraphist.

Paraguay. 1. (Earlier examples of /'dir^Tgwo)'

tea.)

1793 B. Edwards //ist, W, Indies I. App. 476, Cassine.,

Paraguay tea. Carolina. 1825 Loudon Encycl. Agric. 1. 1.

200 Paraguay tea.. is used as a substitute for that of China.

2. b. Paraguay cat, a small variety of cat in-

digenous to South America.
1910 Ericyci. Brit. V. 489/2 One of these breeds is the

Paraguay cat, which when adult weighs only about three
pounds.

Paragnayau (paeragw/i*an), a. and sb. Also

9 Paraguarian. [f. Paraguay + -an.] a. adf.

Of or belonging to Paraguay or its inhabitants ;

produced in or characteristic of Paraguay, b. sb.

A native or inhabitant of Paraguay.
1840 J. "Rt-VL System Geog. VI. i. 238 The Paraguarians

collected an army of 6,000 men. 1856 C. Kingsley Misc.

(1859)11. 18 Very interesting also., are., scattered hints as to

the qualities of the Paraguayans themselves. 1885 Encycl,

Brit. XVIII. 244/1 In the Mat6.., or Paraguayan tea,

Paraguay has a commercial plant of great importance.,.

The dietary staples of the Paraguayans are still.. maize
and mandioca (the latter the chief ingredient in the excellent

chipa or Paraguayan bread), x^x Chambers's Jml. Sept.

623/2 The Paraguayans are ommously polite. X902 Encycl.
Brit, XXXI. 462/1 The Paraguayan dictator.. marched an
army through Argentine territory. X912 Chambers's "JmL
Oct. 663/1 The native Paraguayan gets rather more govern-

mental interference at times than is good for him.

Parallel, z'- 6* (Modern example.)

1907 Smart Set Mar. 52/3 He.. recognizes the truth that

so easily their paths might have paralleled if events had
only favored.

Parallelism. Add : 2. (Further example.)
X898 A. S. Woodward Ontl. Vertebrate Palaeontol. Introd.

p. xxiii, The case of the horses is often cited as suggesting
that such a parallelism in evolution may have occurred.

3. b. Psych, Short iox psycho-physicalparallelism.
1898 Stout Man. Psychol. I. Introd. iii. 54 The hypothesis
of parallelism is that to which we are ourselves inclined.

1903 C. A. Strong Why Mind has Body i. viL 126 This is,

of all arguments for parallelism, the one most frequently
heard.

Parallelist. Add: 3. spec. One who believes

in or upholds the doctrine of psycho-physical

parallelism in Psychology. Also atSrib.

X903 C. A. Strong Why Mind has Body i. i. 23 The
parallelist hypothesis. Ibid. i. vii. 126 There can be no
question what are the two arguments most commonly ap-
pealed to by parallelists in sujiport of their doctrine. 1915
Stout Man. Psychol. Introd. JiL (ed. 3) 85 The parallelist

must content himself with saying [etc.].

Parallelization. (Add example.)

1892 "S ASMiTH Cotton Spinningv. 150 Its result is to effect

a much greater parallelisation of the fibres in the carded
sliver.

Paralyse, »• 2. (Later examples.) Also with

constr.

1871 L. W. H. LocKHABT Fair to See xxv. (1872) 303 He
saw all this, quite paralysed out of the power of surprise or

wrath. 189a Congress. Rec. 19 May 4933/1 You boast about

104

what you have done for the American farmer...What
audacity I It paralyzes me.

Paralysedly (p0e*ral3izdli),(2^2;. [f. Paralysed
ppl. a. + -LY 2.] In a paralysed manner,
1876 Rhoda Broughtom Jonn i. xxxiii. III. 48 As she so

paralysedly sits the door opens softly.

Pa-ralyBingly, [f. Paralysing + -ly 2.] In

a paralysing manner,
1936 Socialist Rev Dec 21 The paralysingly stupid 70/-

a week shipping or insurance clerk.

Parameter. Add: 3. An independent vari.ible

in terms of which the co-ordinates of a variable

point may be expressed.
1873 G. Salmon HigJter Platte Curves (ed. 2) 20 If the

coordinate* can be expressed as rational functions of a para-
meter, the curve has the maximum number of double points.

Paranoid (pas ranoid), a. [Irreg, f. Paranoia
+ -otD,] Resembling or characterized by paranoia.

So Faranoi'dala.
X904 Brit. Med. Jml. 15 Oct. 972 The collective grouping

of hebephrenia, katanoia, and the paranoid forms makes so
vast a congeries that it is impossible to perceive any con-

necting link between the items of the mass. 1907 Daily
Chron. 13 Feb. 7/4 Both adolescent and paranoid insanity

are characterised by delusions of self-importance. 1904 tr.

Kraepelins Led. Clin. Psychiatry 151 Paranoidnl forms of

Dementia Praecox. 1908 I'ractitioner Jan. 9 Paranoidal
forms of alcoholic insanity may.. be mistaken for early

general paralysis.

Parapet. 4. Add : parapet mounting,
X9X4 IlTustr. Land. News 29 Aug. 332/2 A Hotchkiss

machine-gun on a parapet mounting.

Paraphony. Anglicized formof Paraphonia.
1919 H. J. Watt Found. Music 157 The term paraphony

was used by several later writers, Thrasyllus, Bacchius and
Gaudentius. X9»4 T. H. Y. Trotter Music ff Mind 154
The words ' symphony ',

' paraphony ', and ' diaphony * are

lused to express more or less complete unity and dissonance.

Hence Faraplionic a, (later example) ; Fara-
pho'iilcally adif.

T919 H. J. Watt Found. Music 156 For the proper flow of
simultaneous melodies intervals must either be themselves
actually paraphonic or they must be used paraphonically.

Paraphrenia (pserafrfnia). Path. [mod.L.
f. Gr, trapa- Para-1 I -i-ippi}!^ mind.] A form of

insanity,

X890 BiLiiKGS Xat. Med Diet. X915 C. R. Paynk tr.

Pfister^s Psyclto-anal. Method 522 Dementia praecox
(schizophrenia according to Bleuler, paraphrenia according
to Freud). X919 R. Mary Barclay tr. Kraepdin's Dementia
Prxcox 308 This circumstance also plays a part for the de.

limitation from systematized paraphrenia.

Pa:rapsycllO-lo^. [Para- l.] The science

or study of phenomena which lie outside the sphere

of orthodox psychology; =*Metapsychics. So
Farapsycholo'glcal a.

1924 Times Lit. Suppl, 10 Jan. 27/2 Its inherent merit.,

renders the publication a noteworthy and welcome contri-

bution to parapsychological literature. 1929 Encycl, Brit,

XXI. -2^6/2 There is, .a group of investigators who. .dislike

the term 'spiritualism', preferring to employ some non-
committal term suchas *metapsychics' or

'
parapsychology '.

Parasite, sb. 4. Add : parasite drag, re-

sistance Aeron. , the drag of all parts of an air-

craft other than that induced by the lift or due to

the lifting surface.

1918 Wfustf.r Add.

Parasitic, a. Add : 3. o. Applied to trades

:

+ ia) see quot. 1909; {h) non-productive.
X909 Q. Rev. Jan. 85 The so-called parasitic trades—that

is, trades in which it is alleged that workers who have in-

comes or maintenances derived from sources other than their

wages underbid those who live entirely on their wages. 1926
Spectator 19 June loyzfi Far too much still goes in what we
may call parasitic middlemen's profits.

Parasitoid (pserasitoid), a. [f. Parasite j^.

-f--oiD.] Resembling parasites; used of the para-

sitic species of Hymenoptera. As sb.^ a parasitoid

insect,

192a W. M. Wheeler Soc. Life Insects 46 Recent studies

of the parasitic, or as I prefer to call them with O. M.
Reuter, the 'parasitoid' Hymenoptera. Ibid.^ The para-

sitoids exhibit another peculiarity.

Paraaitologlcal, a, (Add example.)
1921 H. G. PoNTiNG t^r^a^ White South 125 On the south

side.. was Dr. Atkinson's parasitological laboratory.

Parasol, sb. Add : 2. b. A type of mono-
plane having a special arrangement ofthe wings to

facilitate observation of the ground.
\^\^ Aeroplane 29 Jan. no/i M. Gilbert has been flying

another * parasol ', 60-h.p. Ibid.y The ' parasol * monoplane
. . has been fitted with a new . .Gnome [engine].

3. parasol fern Austral.., a species of fern,

Gieicheiiia drcinata.
X902 P'. M. Bailey Queensland Flora vi. 1938 G[leicheniei[

circinata^ Parasol Fern.

Parasyxnpatlie'tic, a. [Para- i] Applied
to a system ot nerve fibres belonging to the visceral

or autonomic nervous system, recently distinguished

anatomically from the sympathetic nerves by the

peculiarities of their course,
X9S0 W. M. Bavliss Princ. General Physiol, (ed. 3) 485

Some writers abroad have used the name [sc. autonomic] as
applying to that part of the system which is not sympathetic.
For this tlie name ' parasympathetic ' is used by some. X9a7
Haldane & Huxley Anim. Biol. vi. 138 Autonomic or in-

voluntarynervous system. .consists of two partS| the sym-
pathctlcand the parasympathetic

PARENTERAL.
Paratype (pECTatsip). Zool. [PARA-i +

Type.] Any specimen of a group which is not
chosen as the typical specimen,
1893 O. Thomas in Froc. Zool. Soc. 242 Since the other

specimens mentioned or enumerated., in the original descrip-
tion are of imquestionably great value In a tj-pical sense,
they ought also to have a name and might be called ' para-
types ' (or side-types). 1914 Brit. Mus. Return 171 Two
paratypes of a new species of River-crab from Cochin.

Paratyphoid (pseratsi-foid). [f. Para- 1 +
Typhoid.] A form of enteric fever milder than
true typhoid, from which it can be distinguished

bacteriologically.

X903 Med. Record g May 739 (Cent. Suppl.) Bacteriologic
study of the blood in thirty cases of clinical typhoid fever,
two of which proved to be paratyphoid and one doubtful,
i^cA Practitioner June Ssg Trypanosomiasis and sleeping
sickness, typhoid fever, including paratyp!ioid,..and epi-
demic dropsy are all adequately described. 1928 Daily
Express 3 Aug. 9/5 Para-typhoid is not a dangerous fever.

Paravane (px-rav^in). [f. Paua-2 + Vanic]
An apparatus, fitted with vanes to keep it at a
constant depth, designed to be towed at the bows
of a vessel in order to clear its path from mines, cut

the moorings of submerged mines, or destroy lios-

tile submarines.
19x9 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 273 The Paravane has been de-

veloped as a weapon to fulfill two purposes :—(i) To attack
a submarine, (2) To protect vessels from moored mines.
1920 Nature 8 Jan. 487/1 The paravane or otter, .proved a
very effective weapon apalnst Ijoth m hies and submarines.
I9a7 Daily Express 7 Oct. 3/4 Paravanes.. look like the
result of a marriage between a shark and a torpedo.

Paroa, variant of *Pauka,

Parcel, sb, 7. d. fig. A quantity ofmoney
won or lost, usually in a bet, in phrases, to drop a
parcel^ to win a parcel (slang).

X9a3 WoDEHousB Inimitable Jeeves xll. 131 'But if you
haven't dropped a parcel over the race, ' I said, ' why are you
looking so rattled ? ' Ibid. xiv. 162, 1 think I can put you In

the way of winning a parcel on the Mothers' Sack Race.

B. 1. c. Add : parcel-genius.

1898 Saintsburv Short Hist. Eng. Lit. (1900) vii. vii. 468
A man who is at least parcel-genius like Suckling.

Parcellary (paMselari), a. [f. Parcel sh, ¥
-art.] Pertaming to, or dealing with things by,

sections or divisions ; not comprehensive.
X9SX igth Cent, JuneQ53 A definite understanding. .in the

matter of communications,.. the exchange of goods and
commercial treaties whether parcellary, short-termed or re-

newable.

Parcel post. (Earlier examples.)
X837 gtk Rep. Comm, P.O. 28 Would it not occasion great

delay if you made a parcel-post of it to that extent? i84>

Rep, Set. Committee on Postage {1842) 41 The Banghy post

of the East Indies is a parcel post ; the maximum of weight
appears to be about 15 lb.

PaTChmented, ppl. a. Add : b. Provided
with parchment or substance like parchment.
1913 W. Bateson Mendel's Principles c/ Heredity 2a

Mendel.. regarded the parchmented type [of pea] as a
dominant.

Par-cook (pa-jlcuk), v. [After Parboil v. 2.]

trans. To cook partially.

19*7 Daily Express 17 Nov. 5/2 The chicken was par-

cooked and cooled, the stock being set aside for next day.

Pardner, U.S. coUoq. variant of Partner.
1854 H. H. RiLEY Puddle/ord 126 (Th.) Pardners keep

clus arter one another. ai86x T. Winthhop John Brent
vii. 71, I don't mean sech. I mean jolly dogs, like me and my
pardener. Ibid. xiiL 140 ' Pardners for a kerdrill ' cried Jake.
1876 Joaquin Miller First Families v. 55 That evening
Limber Tim., told, .what a hero his 'pardner' had become.
x88z D. V\nov.on Engineer's lioiiday I. xvii. 200 The mine
is worked by two 'pardners* who dig and wash by turns.

1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights i. xi. 178 It's money I

haven't got, and can't get unless 1 let somebody in as
pardner. 1926 Laiiies' Home jfrnl. Nov. 24 'There', she
added as she crouched once more beside her pardner.

Pardon, -fi^.^ Add: 6. d, ellipt. for/^^r^^^Hr

pardon used interrogatively (see 6).

1930 Joanna Cannan No Walls of Jasper ^-j-j Julian said,

'That's all nonsense. You're drunk.'. .'Pardon J' said Eric.

Pare* ^*^ 3. b. Add : Abo to pare beyond
the (juick,

xoiS Nation (N. Y.) 7 Feb. 133/1 Men will have to work
so hard to restore., manufacture, and trade, that liberal effort

will perhap?; he pared beyond the quick.

Parentali3ni(pare-nializ*m). [f. Parental a,

-H -ism] Parental character or quality.

X878 Blackley in sgth Cent. Nov. 8;8 What some folk

sneer at under the name of ' parentalism *. 1923 Daily Mail
4 Oct. 7/2 The parentalism of our laws, with their mixture

of foolish prohibitions and foolish laxities.

Parentelic (poerente-Uk), a. [f. L. parentela

relationship + -ic] Of or pertaining to relation-

ship based on common ancestry.

1895 Pollock & Maiti.and Hist. Eug, Law CiSgS) 11.296

In a parentelic scheme my great-nephew, since he springs

from my father, is nearer to me than my first cousin.

Parenteral (pare-ntaral), a. [f. Gr. -na^-,

Para-^, beside + ti'Tfpov intestine + -Ali.] Applied

to or injected into the tissues and not introduced

into the alimentary canal. So Pare*literally adv.

1913 DoRLAND Med. Dict.^ Parenteral^ not through the

alimentary canal, /.<:., cither subcutaneous or intravenous,

1935 C. H. Browning Bacteriol. vl. 123 In order to proda.e
harmful effects on the living body toxins must as a rule be



PAHPIiECHE.

introduced directly into the tissues, * parenterally * as it is

called.

Fairfleche. (Earlier examples.)
1849 Parkman Oregon Trail 149 Painted cases of par

Jfecfte, in which dried meat iskept. 1850 L. H. Gerhard
IVak' To- Yah vii. ( \cyi-;\ 97 With a sole ofpar-fleclie, lapping
over on top of the foot.

Parge-work. (Modern examfHe.)
1906 Esaex Rev, XV. 162 The unique designs in parge*

work on its front.

Pargingf (paudsii]), vhL sb, [f. Parge v, +
-INQ 1.J The action of the verb Pabge

; pargeting

;

plastering.

1897 MooRE Hirzu to Build \\\, 34 The parging or plaster-
ing of the inside of the flue is permitted.

Pariahdom. Add : b. transf. Degraded posi-

tion.

1897 W. J_. Locke Derelicts xx. 256 Forgetful of the gaol
and his pariahdom. 1909 — Septimus 145 Shame, disgrace,
social pariahdom.

Pariahism (pa-ria,iz'm). [f. Pabiah + -ism.]
= Pariahdom, So PaTiahshlp.
1887 Globe 22 Oct. 1/4 It is astonishing that any person.,

should regard the national uniform as a Dadgc of pariahism.
19x0 Eit'in. Rev. Jan. 18 The possibility of intermarriage is

the crucial test of equality of consideration ; its absence sets
a stamp of servility and pariahship on the proscribed caste,

Faria&y «• Add ; 3, Parian cement ; (see

qtiot.).

1880 EtuycL Brit. XI. 351/2 Parian cement is plaster
hardened with water containing 10 per cent, of borax-

Paring, vbL sb. 4. paring-bee (earlier ex-
amples).
1830 Knickerbocker Mag. XXXV. 24 Give me the real

paring-bee reels and jigs before all your waltzes and Spanish
dances. 1854 T. D. Price MS. Diary 12 Sept., Had a paring
bee. 1857 Q^inlnnd I. ipi Went this evening.. with the
young people to a paring-bee at Squire Carter's.

Paris. Paris green, also aceto-arsenite of
copper used as an insecticide.

1876 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. III. 570 As remedies
against this beetle, Paris green would probably be effectual.
xG^ Re^. US. Comrn. Agric. 327 Paris green or Sclieele's
green . . ts, on the whole one of the most satisfactory insecti-
cides. 190a Enc^cl, Brit. XXVIII. 530/2 The best fruit
farmers spray fruit trees regularly in the early spring. .with
J|ua5sia and soft soap and paraffin emulsions, and a very
ew with Paris green only.

Parish., sb. 7. Add : parish-piunp, used
allnsively (often attrib.) to denote political

speakers and their speeches, or other matters, that

are limited in scope, oatlook, or knowledge, or of
local interest and importance only.
X915 Tntth at Apr. 720/1 They are the last word in paro-

chialism ; but the table is the parish pump and the croupier
is the beadle. 19*3 Daily Mail 12 Mar. 5 Parish pump
politicians distort every word they [statesmen] utter. 19S3
Una L. Silberrad J^eit. Jean Armiter x. § i. 211 The to-

dos we make over our own parish pump matters.

Parish, v. Add : b. Of a clergyman : To do
parish work.
1880 GoTT Lett. figiS) 132 TTie growth and gymnastics of

the mind, the mind with which one prays and parishes.

Parishionate (pari'/^n^it). [f. Parishion(eb
+ -ATE 1.] Body of parishioners.

^ 1910 Tablet 3 Sept. 363 The archiepiscopal diocese with
its parishionate of nearly four million souls.

Parislanize, v. Add : Also refl.

19x6 W. J. [.ocKE Wonderful Year xv. 220 The last thing
a solid and virtuous citizen of Central France desires to do
in Paris is to Parisianize himself.

Parity *. 7. Add parity level, price,
X907 Datly Ckron. 3 Oct. 2/1 Opening under the parity

level prices continued to lose ground every hour up to the
close. S909 IVestm. Gaz. 20 May 12/4 The parity price of
Amal;;amated was 85 3-16*

Park, sb. Add : 5. b. An open space in or

near a city, town, etc., where motor (and other)

vehicles can be left.

1995 Times 14 Apr. 8/5 The Automobile Association , .has
put forward a scheme for the construction of motor parks
below ground.

7. park-land (examples) ; parkway (earlier and
later examples).
1930 W. G. Wklls Outl. Hist. 84/2 They were forest and

parkland peoples without horses. Ibid. 267/2 A slow change
in climate . . was replacing the swamps and forests and park-
lands of South Rus!>ia..hy steppes. 1887 Visit to States
xxix. 378 This broad *parkway has a magnificent drive on
either side of a central walk for pedestrians. 1929 Times
23 Jan. 20 Parkway system near New York City.

Park, V, Add: 2, b. To place or leave (a

vehicle) in a park (sense *5 b) or other place,
19x1 tf Y. Even. Post 29 Nov. 16 The train was parked

near the Union Station and was visiied by hundreds of
townsfolk and countrymen. I9»7 R. Clay By Night xiv.

216 She and her father parked their car among a varied col-

lection of vehicles. 1999 Pkeestley Good Cowp. i. iv. 139
They.. had to.. park it \sc. a van] up a side-street.

O, transf. To leave or keep (other things and
persons) in a suitable place until required. Also reft,

x^oA St. George's Rev. July 282 The children being 'parked*
in their own schoolyards. 19*3 Atlantic Monthly June 773
High-school girls ,. 'park' their corsets when they go to
dances. 19x2 P. G. Wodehousk Girl on Boat viii, 120 The
outer office, where callers were received and parked till Sir
Mallaby couUl find time for them. 1923 — Inimitable
Jeeves ix. 94 The policeman, .retrieved a piece of chewine-
gum from ibe underside of a chair, where he had parked it
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against a rainy day. 1916 Ladies* Home JmL Oct 38
He parked himself beside the Newly Discovered Genius.

d. tntr. To take up a position in or as in a
park ; to place a vehicle in a park ; to keep a thing
or oneself ready in a place; to stay where one is,

1865 O. W. Norton Army Lett. 255 Ihe wagons parked
behind the stables to wait orders. 1929 Strand Mag. Feb.
183 *I want tliem' persisted the other *and I Ruess I'm
parking riiht here until 1 do get 'em'. X9a9 Minnesota
Alumni Weekly _f une 619 The new space alung with a lot
now used for parking will be seeded.

Parka (pauka). AUo parca, parkee, parki,
[Aleutian.] An outer garment or jacket with a
hood attached, made of skins, worn by Eskimos.
1S90Century Diet. X907 R.W. S ervice Song'sc/Sourdough

(1908J 56 Talk of your cold 1 through the parka's fold it

stabbed like a driven nail, xqxo -~ Ballads o/Cheechako
25 My «yes were seared, yet thralled I peered through the
parka hood nigh blind. X922 igth Cent. Feb. 269 They
changed their drill parkecs for coats of caribou fur. X92a
Chambers^s Jrytl. Feb. 137/1 He had nosno\vshoes,noparki.
1936 Spectator 1 8 Sept. 408/2 The woodsman of the north
wears no fur, unless it be a little trimming round the neck
of the * parca ',

Parked, ///. a. [-ed 2,] That has been parked.
X919 C. P. Thompson Cocktails 176 The old farm where

the V..A..D. drivers were cleaning their parked ambulances.
Parking, vbi. sb. Add : 3. The placing of

motor vehicles in a park (sense *5 b). Also Comb,,
as parking-place, a space provided for the parking
of (motor) vehicles.

1925 Act IS Ar 16 Geo. V, c. 71 §68 (9) In this section the
expression * parking jilace ' means a place where vehicles, or
vehicles of any particular class or description, may wait.
1927 Rep. Commissioner Police Metropolis igz6 ig The
supply of parking places. .can never meet the demand.
Parking, variant of Parkin.
1889 R. Wells Breads Biscuit Baker*s Assist. 28.

Parkinsonian (pa-jkinsjanlan), a, and sb,

[f. Farkinzon (see below) + -ian.] a. adj. Of,
pertaining to or connected with Parkinsonism, b.
sb, A person suffering from Parkinsonism. So
Fa'rkinsonism, the group of symptoms and signs

occurring in shaking palsy {^paralysis agitans), a
nervous disease described by James Parkinson in

1817; (also called Parkinson^s disease).

X9Z4 WiMMER Chronic Epidemic Encephalitis 33 Chronic
enceplialitic Parkinsonism. Ibid. 48 The following case is

of a peculiar interest on account of. .the comparatively rapid
development of the Parkinsonian syndrome. 19x6 Times
26 Nov. 1 1/5 A considerable number ysc. who have had sleepy
sickness] develop the severe condition known as 'Parkinson-
ism '. 19*7 Brit. Med. Jrul. 34 Sept. 539/1 This stale of
fatigue., is common to most, if not all, Parkinsonians.

Parliament, sb.^ 9. parliament hinge
(example).
X84X C. Cist Cincinnati 247 The lighter castings kept in

hardware stores—butt and parliament binges, for example

—

will be made here.

Pa:rliamentariza'tion. [f. Parliamentary
+ -IZATION.] The act or process of becoming par-
liamentary in character or in means of government.
X9a4 Contemp. Rev. .^ug. 256 The book deals. .with the

progress of the ideas of Parliamentarisation and racial self-

determination under the stress of war.

Parliamentary, a. L (Further example.)
t^iZ Act ^Geo. Vc 3 § 1 (r) A Secretarywho shall discharge

the functions both of a parliamentary secretary to the Board
and a parliamentary under-secretary to the Secretary of
State.

2. c. (See quot.)
x886 J. nARRowMAN Sc. Mlnitig Terms 49 Parliamentary

pit^ an outlet pit required by statute.

PsLrlonr. 6. Add : parlour-girl U,S. «
Pablouu-maid ; parlour-house, a house having
a parlour; parlour melodeon U.S,, a kind of

parlour organ ; parlour-organ (examples)

;

parlour palm, the aspidistra.

X863 Mrs. Whitnev F. Cartney's Girlk. iii, The *parlor-
girl made her appearance with her mop and tub of hot water,
to wash up the silver and china. 1875 Mrs. Stowe We ff

Neighbors xxxiv. 323 Maggie was parlor-girl and waitress,

and a good one too. 1934 in A. Henderson & Maddock
Housing Acts (1930) 431 Appropriate normal rents may be
fixed for different classes of houses, e.g. *parlour and non-
parlour. X9a7 F. E. Fremantlk Housing ofNation 40 At
Roehampton the cost of a parlour house rose to ;C 1,750.

171909 'O. Henrv* Roads of Destiny vii. 107 The natives

were panning out enough from the beach sands to buy all

the rum, red calico, and ^parlour melodeons in the world.

X84S in C. Cist Cincinntttt Misc. 179 ' I was on a visit to

Vermont a few weeks since ', said he, * and intended to buy
a *parIor Organ '. 1885 Century Mag. Nov. XXXI. 30/1
Nor did she feel the want of a stair carpet and a parlor
organ. X904 Amateur Gardener's Diary 145 Aspidistra
(*Parlour Palm), one of the hardiest of indoor plants, as it

will survive dust and even the fumes of gas.

Parma (pauma). Geoi, [The name of foothills

of the Ural Mountains.] A low frontal fold parallel

to a mountain range and marking the dying out of

this towards the plain.

1888 Encycl Brit. XXIV. 4/1 From the broad plateaus,
OT parmas, which stretch towards the north-west, it might
be conjectured, .that the structure is more complicated.
XQO^ tr. Suess* Face of Earth I. 601 We see great folded
cnains merge with pfradually tlattentng undulations into the
simiIarforeland,wherc they form secondary folds or' parmas*.

Pamassianism (pajnse'sianiz*m). [-ISM.]

The Parnassian style in French poetry.

PAKSONIPT.

190S Times 4 Oct. 6/2 He began to write the sonnets which
attracted the attention of the most expert connoisseurs in
Parnas^ianism. 1923 Freeman (iN.Y.) 26 Apr. 105 Pamas-
sianism means objectivity, impxssivity, attention to line and
image rather than to colour and music and vague sugges-
tiveness. X9a7 Observer 11 Sept. 7/3 Pamassianism, Sym-
bolism, and the Ecole Roman have all had their day,

Paroscions, a- (Karlier example.)
i88a Eucycl. Brit. XIV. 718/2 They [tlie antheridia) are

usually .seated in the axils of modified leaves (perigonial),
sometimes appearing., on special branches of the same plant
(parcccious).

ParoleinCe (pse'r^ain). A proprietary name
for liquid paraffin.

189s MARTiNnAi.E Extra Pkarmacop. (ed. 8) 330 Paro-
leine, filymol, fluid odourless petroleums., are used similarly,
1908 Practitioner Apr. 441 A parolein spray containing a
little oil of eucalyptus. Ibid. June 794 A nasal spray of
menthol and parolcine.

ParOUSia (parnu-zia), Theol. [ad. Gr. ira-

povata presence, in N.T. (Matlh. xxiv. 2 7,etc.) used
as below.] The Second Coming or Advent of the
Lord Jesus Christ.

1875 Expositor May 385 The feverish expectation of a
visible parousia was requiring modification. 1895 Dttbl.
Rev. .^pr. 334 The date of Our Lord's second coming, the
Parousia. 1918 J. H. Leckie World to Come ii. 66 The
Church has held its belief in the Parousia in varying forms
throughout the ages. 1917 A, H. M^Neile httrod. N.T.
112 At the end of his [St. Paul's] life, the thought of the
Parousia.. had practically faded from his mind.
Hence Parou:siama'nia, excitement or frenzy

aroused by the thoap;ht of the Parousia.
X904 Ajtier. Jml, ReV^. Psychol. 4- Educ. May 40 Men

chanted, raved, spoke m unknown tongues, prophesied,
gazed up into heaven all day, longed for vision, with a real
parusiamania.

Parrot, sb, 4. Add : parrot-Ieaming, -pie^

-shooti?ig\ parrot disease, psittacosis,
igcA Spratt's Parrot Culture 29 Should a room have be-

come infected with the *parrot disease, which a writer in
The Lancet hsisnaxntid 'Psittacosis', it will be needful to
have it fumigated with sulphur, x^yi Daily Express d Feb.
J1/5 That dread illness, psittacosis or parrot disease. X901
CouLTON Publ. Schools i<f Publ. Needs 312 We cannot pre-
vent., mere *parrot-learning, from counting somewhat.,
against real culture. x9o^ P. Fountain Rambles Austral.
Naturalist 8 *Parrot-pie is as much esteemed in Australia
as rook-pie in England. Ihid.^ *Parrot-shooting is a favourite
sport in Australia.

Pa-rroted, /^/, a, [f. Parrot + -ed 2.] That
is repeated mechanically in the manner of a parrot.

1927 Sadleir Trotlope-2^$ Wherever he appear*; as . . waverer
from their parrotted idealiimsj Sir Thomas Underwood is

Trollope himself.

Parse, v. Add : e, transf. To examine or
analyse minutely.
1788 F. Grose Rulesfor drawing Caricat/tras 14 When

a caricaturist wishes lo delineate any face.. he may commit
it to his memory, by parsing it in his mind {as the school-boys
term it), i860 Leisure Hour g Aug. 507/2 Let him soak and
remove the leather covering, parsing his way, as it were, by
minute examination. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 7 May 353/3
Reade's biographer Is confronted with the necessity of, as It

were, ' parsing a cliaracter whicli . .does not make sense,

Parsec (pa*jsek). Astr, [f. Par(allax +
Skc(ond.] a unit used in measuring stellar dis-

tances whichfis equal to the distance at which the

parallax of a star would be one second,
X913 Monthly Notices Roy. Astron. Soc. Mar. LXXIII,

342 note., There is need for a name for this unit of distance.
..Professor Turner sugs4;ests Parsec, which may be taken as
an abbreviated form of 'a distance coirespondinj; to a paral-
lax of one second '. 1914 A. S. Eddingi on Stellar Movent,
etc. 14. X9»i Discovery Feb. 38/1 Tlie farthest limits of the
cluster Charlier found to be at a distance of 750 parsecs—
roughly corresponding to about 2,000 light-years. ..The par-

sec. .Is equal to nineteen billions of miles. X927 Glasgovj
Herald 10 Aug. g/i We have no observational evidence of
such nebulae at 6000 parsecs distance. X928 Sir J. H. Jeaks
Astron. <5- Cosmogony 6 A distance at which the mean radius
of the eartli's orbit subtends an angle of one second of arc.

Tills distance was. .named the ' parsec ' by H. H. Turner.

Parseval (pauseval). Also Parsefal. [The
name of the inventor, August von Parseval^ A
type of non-rigid dirigible airship used in Germany,
X909 Chambcrs''s JmL Oct. 660/2 At present the airship

fleet consists of three Zeppelins, three Parset'als, and two
Gross dirigibles. Ibid., It is of the Parsefal type. 19x0
C. C. Turner Aerial Navig. To-day 295 The ' Parseval ' Is

a non-rigid balloon with a cubic capacity or 190,000 cubic
feet... It is rounded at the front and pointed at the rear.

Parsley. 3. Add : parsley-frog, a genus
of frog, Pelodytes ptinctattiSy of the family Peloba-

tidxt found in France, Spain, and Portugal.
X897 Proc. Zooh Soc. 577 On the Structure and Develop-

ment of the Hyobr.Tnchial Skeleton of the Parsley-Frog.

Parsnip. 3. Add : parsnip butterfly, a
species of butterfly (see quot.),

X867 Amer. Naturalist June I. 220 Early in the month
the Parsnip butterfly {PapHio Aslerias) may be seen flying

over the beds of parsnips.

Parsonify, v. (Example of a.) Also (f), to

make into a parson.

1737 J. Thomson Lei. 12 Jan. in Goodhugh Libr. Man,
(1827) 262, I have not yet seen the round man of God to be.

He is to be parsonifyed a few davs hence. X926 tr,

William IPs Eartv Life III. 19 He..left_ all dogmas and

creeds severely alone. They were, in his view, ..apt to

* pnr-sonify* the grand and simple outline of the Christian

Faith,



PABT.

Part, f. 3. Also to part brass rags : see

*Brass sb. 7.

Partake, v. L b. Add : Also absoL

X844 D. B. R^:ID illustr. Th. ff Pract. P'eHtilation t2,\

Nor was any of the members aware . . that they had partaken

more heartily than usual 1870 J. P. Smith li'uio^u Gold-

smithes Dau. ix. 144 (Born) Chris could not touch anything,

but the widow partook with.. particular relish.

Parthenopean (i>a:ij>emypran), a. [ad. It.

Partetiopea^ f. L. Parthetiopeius belonging to

Naples (f. Partkenope Naples) + -an.] Of or be-

longing to Naples.

1903 Constance GiGLiOLi {title) Naples in 1799 : An Account

of the Revolution and of the Rise and Fall of the Parthe-

nopean Republic ijai <?. Re-'- Apr. 365 The relationship

of the Parthenopean Republic to the Mother-Reptiblic of

Frnnce, could not be safely dealt with in a public print.

Partial, a. Add : 3. b. (^) Partialfractions :

the simpler fractions into which a compound frac-

tion can be resolved.

i8t6 tr. Lacroix" Diff. ff Integral Calculus 186 The
general method of integrating differentials of the above form,

consists in decomposing them into, .partial fractions. 1870

TooHUNTKR Algebra 400 The decomposition of a fraction

into simpler fractions, called partial fractions. 1880 Encycl.

Brit. XIII. 36/2 Many integrals of the form here considered

may be determined by a transformation, without the employ-
ment of the method of partial fractions.

Partialist. 3. (Add exanHple.l

x^at Hastings's F.ncycl. Relig. <V Rthics XTI. 530/2 The
opponents of this [Universalist] doctrine are designated by
its adherents as partialists or Hmitarians.

Participled (pa'jtisip'ld), a. [f. Parttciplb

sb. 2 + -ED.J Euphemism for * damned* or 'con-

founded '.

1887 Sat. Rev. 17 Dec. 815 Thucydides.., by the way,
was a participled Tory, like Clarendon, Gibbon, Tacitus,

and all the greatest historians.

Particulate, a^ (Enrlier example.)
1871 Burdon-Sanderson in Q. yml. Microsc. Sci. XI. 325

It may be supposed either that the germinal substance is

universally and equally distributed, i.e. dissolved in such
liquids, or that it is unequally distributed or particulate.

C. Affeciing or limited to certain pans only of a
whole.
x9»o Public opinion 9 July 36/1 A social body cannot be

making more than particulate progress, if it contains a large

prODOrtion of members who do not get a fair chance.

Partition, sb. 10. Add : partition fence ;

Partition treaty (earlier example).
1639 DedJiain Rec. 51 That may both be a*partition fence

in the same, as also may serve for a course unto a water
milL 1641 Rec. Mass. Bay \. 333 It is declared that where
farmes ioyne, the partition fence is to bee run betwixt the
owners. 1748 N. H. Probate Rec. III. 608 [This land \<\ to

Ije posses^ d and enjoy'd by them,, as ye partition fence

between them now stands. 1858 J. A. Warder Hedges ^
Evergreens 145 To enable an adjoining owner to repair a
partition fence. 171a Swift Wks. 1883 IV. 303 The viola-

tion of the * Partition Treaty by the French.

Partitional, a, (Enrlier example.)
1658 Boston Rec, II. 145 All partitionall fences.. shall be

ordered by tlie select men.

Parti'tionist. [f. Pabtition v. + -ist.] One
who advocates partition or dividing.

X921 Spectator 4 June 713/2 Partition has come to be
reckoned the unforgivable sin by the Sinn Feiners. The
worst thing a man can be called b a partitionist.

Partitlvity (pajtiti'viti). [f. Partitive + -ity.]

Capacity for beinjj divided into parts.

1873 G. Salmon Higlicr Plane Curves (ed. 2) 378 Index,
Partitivity of cubics.

Partner, sb. Add : 6. b. BioL Symbioti-

cally associated with another organism,
1924 J. A. Thomson Science Old fr Neiv xxxiii. j8^ The

hermit-crab, .deliberately seeks a partner-anemone, and puts
it on the back of his borrowed house. Ibid, xxxix. 227 'i'here

are many cases of luminescence due, or probably due, to
partner-bac teria.

Partnering (pa 'Jtnarii)), vbt. sb. [f. Partner
z;. + -ing1.] Association as partners.

1897 S. & Beatrice Webb Industr, Democr. II. 475 note^
Occasionally the employer has tried to have only one boy-
piecer to two spinners. This system, called 'joining* or
* partnering ', is always resisted by the union.

Partnership. 4. Add : partnership fence,
a boundnry fence shared by two owners.
1845 Indiana Senate Jml. 335 A bill to provide for the

dissolving of partnership fences.

Partridge. 6. Add: partridge bush =
Pabtuidoe-bkrry b ; partridge plum, the fruit

of t!ie partridge bush ; partridge-vine (example).
1843 At/ier. Pioneer II. 125 The vivid green leaves and

bright scarlet berries of the * 'partridge bush ', or * Checker-
berry". CX876 Mrs. Stowe First Christmas lai Little
Love gathernl stores of bright checker berriesand "partridge
plums. 1880 Harper*5 Mag. Nov. 8f |/i Here are soft beds
of rich green moss studded with scarlet berries of wintergrecn
and •partridse vine.

Pairt-timer. [f. part-time : Part B + -er.] A
person employed only part of his time ; a part-time
worker.
19*7 Daily Tel. 3 May 3 (heading) Part-timers employed.

Party, J^' 10. Add: {^nsc t) party govern-
ment (earlier example), vmnager^ -question^ -secret,

system ; ("sense 9) party call, dress, -going.

S911 H.S. Harrison- Queed xxi. 271 Are you coming to see
me—to pay your •party-call'!' 1875 Mks. Stowe We *V

Neighbors iii, 38 What are you going to do about the girls'
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*party dresses? 1901 Marah E. Ryan That Girl Montana
vii. 99 Presenting herself to his notice in all the glory of
her party dress. 1875 Mks. Stowe We 4" Neighbors iv. 50,

I have detinitely decided to give up *party-going and all

that round of calling. 1869 R. F. D. Palgkave House
0/ Ccmntons 22 This system is called *party government.
xSgsC^w/wry Mag. Sept. 793/2 IJranches of the State service

..wliich his own *party managers were seeking to retain

for spoils. 1885 .A. Cbump Formation Polit. Opin. 152 The
position was now far too grave to be treated as a *party
question. 1855 Tknnyson Maud 11. v. iii. And another,

a statesman tliere, betraying His *party-secret, fool, to the
press. 1885 National Rev. Apr. 173 The people of England
must make up their minds whether they will keep the "Party
System or tlie Empire. 1886 E. A. PANKHt;its r tf''isd. Burke
87 'Ihe Party System of Government.

b. party line, a telephonic line shared by a
number of subscribers.

X903 Eficycl. Brit. XXXIII. ^yjfo- A number of sul>-

scribers can be placed upon a single circuit or ' party line ',

as it is called. 1906 Daily Chron, 15 May S/^These lines

are constructed on what is known as the ' party line system '.

Partyiam. (Earlier example.)
1842 Atner. Pioneer I. 278 Partyism or love of party is the

vibratory motion.

Partyless (pautilts), a. [f. Party 6 + -LE83.]

Not liavin» or not belonging to a political party.

1896 J. G. WooLLEv in Voice (N.Y.) 9 July 2/4 This means
..a reign of straight-out. inexorable, sectless, seinJnaryless,

partyless righteousness in citizenship. 1909 IVrstnt. Caz.
15 Mar. 2/1 In 1901 Francis Ferdinand was practically alone,

partyless.

Parvenuess (pa'jvijni?^,es). [-ess.] A female

parvenu.
a 1910 ' O. Hknrv ' Rolling Stones iii. 58 As proud and

satisfied as a prince that's abjured a two-hundred-doUar
crown for a niillion-dollar parvenuess.

Pa'SClialtide. [^. Pascual + Tide sb.'\ Easter;

the week bet^inning with Easter Stmday,
1894 G. F. X. Griffith .St. Paul 9f Missions xv. 349 The

octave of Paschal-tide, a rite of Jewish origin.

Pascual, a. Add : b. as sb,y a pascual plant.

1847 H. C. Watson Cyhcle Britannica I. 67 The pratal

plants are occasionally pascual plants, as Phlenm pratense

;

the pascuals are in turn ericetals, as Prunella vulgaris.

Z926 Nat. Ilist. Oxford Distr, 92.

Pasear (pa's^ar), sb. and v, slang, [See next.]

a. sb, = *PASE0. b, V. intr* To take a pasco or

walk.
1840 R. H. DANA.Be/'. Mast xxviii. (1869)058 He was going

to/rtJ^rar with our captain a little. 1878 Bket Harte Man
on Beach 112, I was reck'nin* on taking a \\ii\c pasear with

you. i8Qa Stevenson & Ll. Osbourne Wrecker xil. (ed. 2)

192, I tell you, Mr. Dodd, it was a queer thing to see me and
the old lady taking s^ pasear in the garden, and the old man
scowling at us over the pickets. 1903 Conrad & Hueffer
Romance iii. iii. 141, I just come from taking a pasear that

way. 1909 S. E. White Rules cf Gayne ii. ii, Come, make
a pasear. Glad to show you the sights.

Paseo (pas*?v). slang, [Sp. paseo walk, pasear

to walk.] A walk taken at a leisurely pace for

exercise, amusement, or the like ; any trip or outing

of a similar nature; also (concretely) a street or

promenade.
1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxii. (1869) 181 The theme of

..conversation.. in our afternoon's paseo upon the beach,
was the ship. 1897 ' H. S. Merriman' In Kedat^s Tents
xviii. 205 He.. proposed to Julia that they should take a
•paseo" in the garden. 1920 Glasgo^v Herald ii Sept. 8/5
The greater companies..have built model towns, intersected

with finely laid-out paseos and plazas, for thtir employees.

Pasll (psej ), ^b.^ slang. Abbreviation of

Passion, esp. in phr, to have a poshfor,
1933 Toad Highbrows iii. 102, 1 have met such a duck of a

man. Yonli never believe I I've quite a pash for him.

1927 Daily Express 5 Oct. 3/4 Some Gun Rooms have. .a

'pash' for Tallulah Baukhcad, others have a *pash' for

Gertrude Lawrence.

PaspaluiU (pa2'spal^m). [mod.L., f. Gr. ira-

citakos a kind of millet.] A fodder-grass of the

genus Paspaluni.
1906 Chambers s Jml. 24 Feb. 207/3 Paspalum Grass. .is

a native of South America, and has been known in the United
States since i83o, where it is called hairy and flowered
paspalum. X9a6 Brit. Weekly 13 Aug. 392/3 There's a corner

of paspalum down thereon the creek that would do your two
eyes good to see.

Pasquinade, v, (Add example.)
1906 Daily Chron. 9 May 3/^ In the common and almost

legitimate trade of pasquinading it, he was the man who
could * get home * oftenest.

Pass, sb.'^ Add : 12. b. Tennis. A service

which drops in the pass-court.

x^iA Encycl. Brii.y^yilW. ^T^fi. A pass counts fornothing
but annuls a previous fault. 1900 Yng. Sportsman (ed.

A. E. T. Watson) 614 A ' pass ' shall not neutralise a previous
fault.

17. (sense 4) pass-coach.

1908 E. M, SNKVD-KvNNERSi.Ey H.M.I, xi. no He bad
taken refuge in a Hall. There he exhausted the pass-

coaches of Oxford.

b. pass-court 7>««w (see qnot.) ; pass-duty, a

duty levied on goods entering a territory ; pass
line Tennis, the line between the pass-court and
the service-court ; pass pawn, a passed pawn.
X900 Kwjf. Sportsman (ed. A E. T. Watson) 608 'I'he *pass-

court is the area enclosed by tlie pass-line, the service line,

the end-wall and the main-wall. 1909 Daily Chron, 20 Feb.
4/4 Opium, .is grown in the Native States, the Government
levying a heavy *pass duty on its entrance to Briti-^h terri-

tory. 1888 Encyct. Brit. XXII I. 179/2 If he fail to do
this, a * fault * is called, or a *pass ' if the ball has gone be-

PASS-BY.

yond the 'pass line. 1908 Daily Chron, 9^ Sept. 1/6 Laskcr
has a *pass pawn, but.. a draw appears probable.

Pass, ^'^ Add: 5. c, (Later example.)
1895 Century Mag. Sept. 676/2 It was a poor thing for the

Eiuce boys to do, to try to pass upon him like this.

26. b. Also in Bridge : To make no bid.

1908 R. F. FosTEK A uction Bridge 29 The player on his left

must eitlier pass, or make a better declaration, or 'double*.
1929 M. C. WoKK Compl. Contract Bridge 42 South. .bids
one No Trump: North.. passes.

29. C. (Earlier and later examples.)
1870 Medbkrv Men fy Mysi. Wall St. 137 To 'pass* a

dividend. , . .\ dividend is said to be passed when the directors
vote against declaring it. 1903 P'orum Oct. 209 Concerns
which not only passed dividends but went bankrupt,

57. Passover— . a. (Further examples.)
1749 Mrs. Goadbv Apol. Bamp/yldfMoore Careio xx.

(1768) 270 Passing over this Ferry tliey came to Rhode-
Island. 1874 J. W. Draper Hist. Con/. Rflig. ^ Sci. vi,

(1875) 161 The distance passed over in a vojage from Italy
to the Gulf of Guinea.

63. Pass in, b. inlr. To die.

1904 A''. V. E^en. yrtil. 3 May 2, ' I may die * be told

fricndsj * and I want to breathe American air again before
I pass in.*

65. Pass on. C. inlr. To die.

19*0 Rose Macaolav Potterisnt iii. ii. 131 If I have to
pass on before Percy, he will be left bereaved indeed, xgaj
Anier. Mag. June 15/1 The murderer took poison and so
the two passed on, 1928 L. North Parasites 77 When my
d.id passed on there was just enough insurance to have let

me finish up.

68. Pass out. C. intr. To die. Also, to be-

come unconscious through drinking, slang,

1899 Westm. Gaz. 6 Mar. z/i Another [spirit] who ' passed
out * with consumption is heard coughing. 1918 li-'ar Birds
(1927) 97 We.. carried him home after he passed out. 1915
E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier «$ .Sailor Words. X9«7
Hutchinson*s Mystery-Story Mag. Feb. IX. 80 First, the
name of the dead relative or friend, then when they passed
out.

d. trans. To undergo (a course of instruction,

etc.) successfully.

1920 Discovery Mar. 77/2 Airship pilots. .are required to
pass-out a course in free ballooning, which Includes a night
flight and a solo flight.

e. To hand out or distribute.

\gz6 Publishers' Weekly 10 July 116 Librarians., are eager
and willing to pass out catalogs that have won their confi-

dence. 1927 Ibid. 12 Feb. 599 On that day she bad passed
out 130 books.

67. Pass over, b, (Modern examples.)
1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxiv. (1869) 207 The night

passed over without any trouble. 1878 Stevenson New
Arab. Nts. (1882J I. 85 The journey passed over without
much incident.

h. To convey across ; to transport.

183a N. Wykth yml. 18 June 157 Reached the place for

fording the Platte. i9tli. Passed over my goods during a
severe wind without accidenL

i, intr. To die.

1909 Rev, 0/ Revie7us Feb. 123/3 His automatic writing.

.

came., through the same friend through whom he has con-
stantly communicated ever since be passed over. 1928 Daily
Mail 7 Aug. i6/s This doctor was now with my mother, who
had recently passed over.

69. Pass up : To refuse to have any further

dealings with ; to give up, abandon, renounce; to

omit to secure ; to neglect. Cl.S,

1896 G. Ade Artiei, 5, 1 pass him up. /bid.xti. xia Well,
1 guess m pass up the whole thing. 1906 H. D. Pittman
Belle of Blue Grass C. vi. 108, ' I know", he continued,

*when I've got enough. 1 pass this little town up.' 1921 R. D.
Paikk Comr. Rolling Ocean vi. 33 My duty is to stand by
the family... That is whv I passed up college. 1926 N.V.
Times Mag. 13 Aug. i He was sent to the U.S. Senate, but
on his own terms, having previously passed up the Senator-

ship rather than take it on the terms of others. 1930
Publisiiers' Weekly 14 June 2907/2 The customers.. are
passing up the bookstores.

Passable* a. Add ; 8. as sb. A person or

thing that is tolerably or moderately good, efficient,

fit, etc.

1908 Westm. Gaz. 26 June 2/1 Amongst such ofl^spring

there would be a small class of ' desirables ', a large class of
* passables ', and a small class of ' undesirables '.

Passage, sb.

16. passage-free adv., free of charge for passage

or conveyance.
x^^Z Daily Express 28 Aug. 3/7 She.. brings to Canada

almost *passagefree any man of good health and physique

who is an experienced agriculturist.

Passage-ixray. (Earlier Amer. examples.)

1649 Boston Rec. 11. 98 Wm. Franklin is fined 20s. for

disablinge the passage way. 1715 Cambridge Prop. Rec.

376 It is neither needful nor convenient for to have a passage

way thro' said Dicl<son's lot. 1797 Ibid. 328 We.. are of

opinion that a passage way thro* said lots is necessary

to be laid out. 1838 H. Colman Rep. Agric. Mass. (1839)

80 The passage way is formed by an abutment on the nut-

side. 1846 M Kennkv Mem. I. ix. 191 On reaching the War
Department I was met in the passage-way by the Hon.
James Barbour.

Passalid (pae*salid), a. Entom. [f. mod.L.

PassalidsRxhe name of the family.] Of or belong-

ing to the Passalidx, a family of Coleoptera.

1927 Chambers's Jml. 20 Aug. 601/1 The whole Passalid

family lives in rotten tree-stumps.

Pass-by. Add : 3. b. A place on a plate-rail

(Plate sb, 8) wliere vehicles can pass. K\%Qattrib.

1797 J. CuRR Coal Viewer 26 Pass bye plates. Usefmfor
2 horses going contrary ways and passing eacli other witk



PASSENGER.

a draoght of corves. Ibid. 27 Supposing a branch of road
Ls required to be made to a new pit, one end of the above
described pass bye.. will accommodate such purpose.

Passenger. Add : 6. (Further example.)
1908 Animal Managem, 397 A sick or lame ox sliould be

removed from the >pan at once, as be.. is in fact *a passen-

ger ', and has to be dragged along by the others.

7. passenger elevator^ way ;
pasxnger-carrying.

X928 Mnnclu Guard. Weekly 21 Sept. =24/4 It is with this

passenger-carrying airship that the Germans hope to fly

across the Atlantic. \^%^ ScHbtur's Mag. Aug. 196/1 We
ain't no trunks. Take us up in a passenj^er-elevat or. 1908

Wtstm. Gaz. 14 Mar. 2/1 Using the parallel of the street..

he claimed that the river should be regarded as a passenger

tt-ay.

Passe-partout- Add : 2. c. A kind of ad-

hesive tape or paper used for framing photographs

and for other purposes.

Passe-partout (pas,part«), v, [f, the sb.]

trans. To set (a photograph or the like) in a passe-

partout frame; to frame with pas-e-partout (*3 c).

X909 Cent. Diet, Suppl, jjiiS Dally Excess 17 May 9/4
A favourite occupation is evidently to * passe*partout ' their

pictures.

Passer. Add: 3. !>. spec In various trades :

A person who examines materials, or manufactures

to ensure that Ihey are of the required quality,

workmanship, etc.

X9S1 Glasgovj Herald 21 June 9/7 The proposed reduction

is 3d per hour in respect of measure cutters,.. filter&-up,

tailors pic:i&«:rs, machinists, passers, etc

Passimeter (pasi-m/taj). [f. Pass v. or

Pa8s(engkb + -METER.] An automatic machine

introduced in America about 1913 for supplying

railway passengers with tickets, and counting by

means of a turnstile the number of persons who
pass through. Also attrib.

XQai Westtn. Gaz. 11 Aug. 6/4 Fifteen passimetcrs will be

inslaned, and . it is hoped, .to eliminate booking queues.

2924 Tintei i6SepU 15/5 Fifteen 'passimeter 'booking offices

will be installed. 1917 Observer 16 Ian. 18/3 The work of

substituting passimeters for the booking offices is now in

progress.

Passing, Z'^'^- f'^. Add: 2. (Further example.)
x9oa Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 383/1 No trader is entitled

to * pass-ofl" his goods as those of another.. .Bven If the

'passing-oil* is done innocently it will be restrained.

4. passing croquet = passing-stroke ; passing-

door AJining, an arrangement of doors in a galleiy

to enable persons to pass while preventing the free

passage o( air currents.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 609/2 *Passing croquet is a sort of

roll 1839 Urk Diet. Arts 989 "Passing doors.. may be

substituted in any place for a passage where there is a
stopping.

Passing-by. Add : b. The action of ignoring

or negl--*cting,

1909 iVestm. Gaz, 6 May 8/3 The ousting of home-bred
meat, and the passing-by of the market by the great im-
porters.

Passing-note. (Earlier example.)

1730 Treat. Harmony 28 We make use of the Second, the

Seventh, and of the Fourth as Discords or Passing Notes.

Passion, sb. Add : 1. e. bhort for passion-

play.
1903 E. K.Chambers Mediatval Stage II. xxil 129 There

were performance^ of Passions in Reading in 150S, tn Dublin
in 1528. {etc.1.

Passionfoly a. Add : 2. b. Subject or sus-

ceptible to passion.

xgoa Amer. Anthropologist Jan,-Mar. 33 The savage man
conceived the diverse bodies collectively constittiting his

environment .. to be living, thinking, wilting, passionful

beings.

Passionfulneas. [f. prec, + -itess.] Passionate

character or quality.

X9as Glasgow Herald 16 Dec 10/6 Several members. .by

their passionfullness of heart and uncontrollable spirit had

. . hroKcn the ord?r and decorum of the House of Commons.

Passionist. (Earlier exnmples.)

1839 Ld. SiiBKWSBURV Let, i6 Apr. in E. S. Purell A, P.

d£ Lisle (1900J I. vu 105, I have seen Lord Clifford, Father

Glover and the Passionists.

b. 1844 DK Lisi.sin E. S. Purell A, P.de LisU{i<joo) I. vii.

118 The .Superior of the Passionist Monks called upon us.

Passion-tide. (Earlier example.)

1849 J. H. Nrwman Disc. Mixed Congreg. xv, 313 Though
at tliis season {/oot-n, Passion*tide] many words would be
out of place.

Passive. A. adj. Add: 7. d. In chess.

Passive sacrijice : surrender ofthe power or activity

of a piece without actual loss of it.

1910 A. C. White in Brit, Chess Mag. Oct. 450 The passive

sacrifice is usually accomplished by moving the sacrificed

piece.

e. In Aeron. Passive drifts that part of the total

drift of an aeroplane which is not induced by the lift.

X918 Famrow Did. Mil. Tenns \yj.

B. sb. Add : 1. b. pi. In pillow lace making,

the bobbins holding the threads which correspond

to the warp threads in weaving.
1907 MiNcot-F & Marriagic Pillow Lace vii. 89.

Passover. Add : 4. b. A path or pass over

hills.

1830 Z. Lfomahd Adventures (1904) ^30 We. .continued all

day without any interruption, and in the evening encamped
at the foot of the passover.

107

Pa'ssoverlah, a. [f. Passovee + -ish.] Sug-
gestive of the passover.
1930 H. G. "^T.ixs Autocracy ofMr, Parham 11. iii. § 5. 106

Afier an exceptionally passovensh dinner at Mansion House.

Passway (pa-sw^i). [Pass j^.i] a. A means
of passing; a passage or gangway, b. = Pass
sb,1 3.

1825 Mechanics' Mag. IV. 203/1, I hope we shall have
a better passway than the present, otherwise we shall have
the bridge down again. 1835 Longstkeet Georgia Scenes 99
These were the only passways to the interior. 1874 J. W.
Long Avier. iVilU howl Shooting 161 There is a good pass-
way for flight shooting. Ihid. 245 Good sport may then be
had on the passways. x888 ' C. E. Craddock ' Broomsedge
Co7'e xiv, 267 Through the broad passway he could see the
white frost gleam responsive upon the expanse of the fields.

1889 Harper's l^lag. Aug. 390/2 Our family carriage . . is left

out in the streets along with many others to block up the
passway. 1920 Blackw. Mag. June 817/1 There is only one
pa.ss-\vay through the wild hills at the back..—a narrow
defile.

Past, ppi. a. C. Add : past-president, one
who has been a president.

1903 JVature 12 Feb. 348/2 James Glaisher..was also
a past-president of the Royal Meteorological Society.

Fast. A. prep. 3. b. Add ; esp. in phr. not

to put i^ past {someone), to think (a person) quite

capable of doing something.
1916 H. L. W11.SON Seme-where in Red Gap vl. 272, I

wouldn't put it past him that he had old Jerry kicked on

furpose to-day 1 igai Ger. O'Donovan Vocations iv. 67,

wouldn't put it past him even to knock at tlte front door,

Pastance. (Recent example.)
1906 Quelook 7 Apr. 47 1/2 During the dog-days . . the grouse,

the pheasant and the fox are. .withdrawn by the needs of
Nature from their altruistic task of providing pastance for

the gentlemen of England.

Paste, sb, 8. Add : paste-pudding \ paste
washing vbl. sb,^ washing with paste water.
X908 Dally Chron. 14 Mar. 3/2 A sort of literary *paste-

pudding with an occasional plum to whet the reader's

appetite. 1921 Librarian Nov. 74 *Pastewash'ng and
varnishing tends to crack and destroy the leather, and does
not soften or preserve it in the slightest degree.

Pasteboard, ^J^- 3. O. (Earlier example.)
1873 J. H. Beadle Undcvd. JVest xxxvi. jji The call of

*'I'ickets, gents', showed one man without the pasteboard.

Paster. 2. (Earlier example.) Also, a piece

of adhesive paper used for various other purposes,

1885 Mag. Amcr. Hist. Mar. 297/2 Pasters, narrow slips

of paper gummed on the back and bearing printed names
of candidates. These are distributed by local political

leaders prior to or during an election, so that voters may
readily re-arrange ballots to suit their own individual

preferences. 1887 C B. Geokge 40 Years on Rail xix. 255
The detachment of coupons and the addition of * pasters

'

are a complete mystery to the majority of travellers. 1899
T. Hall Tales 7 ' Hit ' the scorer would roar, and gravely
stick a paster on the target that like enough hadn't a hole in

it any where.

Pasteurized,///, a. (Example.) Pa'steuriz-

ing", vbt. sb,

X908 IVestm. Gaz. la Feb. 10/4 The sale of Pasteurised

milk has increased in New York. .. Pasteurising makes the

milk sure and safe, and does not alter.. the taste.

Pastingj vbl. sb. Add ; 4. attrib. as pasting-

lace.

\Z^6Y>ooD Brit. Martttf. VI. 1^2 Coach-trimmings.. .The..
' pa^ting-lace', about half an inch broad, is employed to

cover and hide rows of tacks.

Pastoral. A. atlj. 4. (Add example.)
1885 Encycl. Brit. XVI 11. 351/2 Pastoral Letter, a letter

addressed, in hi.^ pastoral capacity, by a bishop to his clergy,

or the laity of his diocese, or both.

Pastlire, sb. 6. pasture-ground (later U.S. ex-

amples).
1789 Morse Amer. Geog. 381 On the north end it subsides

gradually intocxtensive pasture-grounds. 1841 Foote Texas
4- Texans I. 14 The spoliation of her.. pasture grounds.

Pasture, v. Add ; 2. d, trans/. Of fish.

1847 SmnDART Angler^s Cotnp, 32 In Lee t or Eden, a trout

of the second year's growth is as heavy as a three or even

four years old fish pastured among the channels of Tweed
or E 'trick.

3. Also, to use (land) as oasture ; to feed cattle on

(land).

1901 J. MuiR National Parks 5 The great Central Valley

of California.. is ploughed and pastured out of existence,

gone forever.

Pasture laud. Grass land nsed or suitable

for the grazing of cattle or sheep; pasturage.

t66a Conn. Hist. Soc. Coll. XIV. 66 One percell of land.,

being pasture land. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 15 Meadow
and Pasture Lands are of. .consideialjle use and advantage

to the Husband-man. lyiS N. H. Probafe liecAl.4,1 give

and bequeath unto my son two thirds of my pasture lands.

1739 P, MiLLKR Card. Diet. II. S.V. Pasture, Directions for

draining and improving low Pasture-land. 1786 Washington
Diaries III. loS [I] directed the best plowman at it to break

up about 10 acres of Pasture land. 1856 J. C Mokton Cycl.

Agric. II. 574/2 Pasture-lands are fuU of insect life. 1867

T, Lackland Homespun i. 65, I believe in my heart that

this same huckleberry field.. is a real pasture-land for the

spirit of the boy. 1885 Outing Oct. VII. 58/1 Fortunately

I live within a mile of real pasture-land and forest.

Pasty, a, (Add fii;. cxam))le.)

1909 Uestnt. Gaz. 28 Jan. 4/1 The pasty feeling of ex-

haustion usually experienced at the end of a long [railway]

journey. .is entirety absent.

Pat, tidv. and a. See also Stand v, 14.

3. b. (Earlier example.)

PATERNALISTIC.
x868 How Gamblers Win (N.V.) 51 Pat hands.

Patariu. B. adj, (Example.)
X916 A. L. Mavcock Inquisition iv. 89 In February 1231

a number of Patariu heretics were arrested in Rome.
Pat-ball. Add : Also, a term of contempt,

for cricket or lawn-tennis, esp. when not played
vigorously ; slow or gentle played deliberately

adopted in the tactics of lawn-tennis.
1904 J. P. PARt:T Laivn Tennis 346. X9a3 Daily Mail

28 Apr. II At this stage Mishu played 'pat ball*. .and
Norton wisely did likewise, for in slowing the pace he
affected Mishu's game. 1928 Daily Express 13 July 10/2
Some.. want to ginger it up. They dislike seeing cricket
turned into pat-ball.

b. fig. tiomething which is bandied to and fro

between persons or parties.

^ 1927 Observer 17 Apr. 2/6 If this tyre duty is imposed, it

is wrong that it should become the pat-ball of politics.

Patch., sb.^ Add : 5. b. trans/. A portion of
time marked by some special circumstance.
1938 Daily Express 6 July 9/3 He dreaded to think what

would happen to Kent if those players had a month's bad
paich.

7. Patch-up. Also as adj,
1904 IVestm. Gaz. 30 Sept. 2/1 The kind of patch-up policy

which he would accept for the next election.

8. patch-pocket, a pocket consisting of a piece

of cloth sewn like a patch on to a g^arment.
1908 Times (weekly cd.) 14 Aug. iii/3 There are two deep

•patch pockets, .for carrying fly-book and sandwich-case.
1928 Daily Express 22 May 5/2 A plain, collarless coat,,
with two targe patch pockets.

Patch, V. 1, Add : Also ahsol.

1870 J. P. Smith Widow Goldsmith's Dan. xviii. 287
(Born) I could patch and darn for you.

Patched, ppl. a. (Later examples oipatched-

up.) So patched-together.
1905 Daily Chron. 13 B'eh. 5/1 Japan will tolerate no

paichcd-up peace. 1916 Lit. Digest (N.Y.) 1 Jan. 7/1 There
will he no patched-up peace, says President Wilson. But
there will be a lot of paiched-up nations. 1920 H. G. Wells
Mr. Britling iii. i. 385 It was the queer halting tclUug of

a patched'together late.

Patching, vbL sb.^ 3. (Earlier example.)
1835 LoNGSTUEET Georgia Scenes 2S6 He..drew out his

patching, found the most even part of it [etc.].

Patchless (pxnjles), a. [t Patch sb.^ +
-LESS.] Not having or exhibiting patches, (Ik:

quot. fig.)

19J7 Obserrer i May 6 Hundreds of different . . things are
mentioned ; but the mentionings are all woven into a seam-
less, patchless, and nowhere ragged history of the subject.

Patchwork. 4. (Add example.)
1905 Daily Chron. 30 Aug, 5/6 A rupture is preferable to

a patch-work peace.

Patchworky (pae'tjwwki), a. [f. prec. + -t.]

Resembling or suggestive of patchwork.
1906 R. Donald in Speaker 20 Oct. 71/2 To a foreign

student London presents, .a patchworky spectacle.

Patchy, a.^ Add : Also, occurring only in

patches or at separate points : irregular; spasmodic.
X905 Saturday IVestm. Gaz. 16 Dec. 15/1 That evening

I noticed apeculJarity in the pit's applause. It was 'patchy'.

X931 Avipleforth JmL Jan. 139 Scent was patchy and a
good deal of lifting was necessary to maintain the line.

192G Glasgmv Herald 9 July 8/7 One who books you
for an evening's fun, Coaches your patchy game, and coins

a pun.

Patent, a. 3. Add: Patent/ood: a proprie-

tary food jireparation ; Patent medicine : in popular

use, incorrectly applied to any proprietary medicine,

esp. one ofwhich the formula is not disclosed on the

container, and which is therefore subject to a stamp

duty.
187X London jfrnl. LIU. Advt., Dr. Ridge's patent food.

X903 McNeill Egregious Engl. 56 Mammas, .who suckle

their children out of patent-food tins. 1899 Charlotte P.

GiLMAN Women ^ Economics vii. (1Q06) 134 Parasitic males

. .were used or not, as it happened, like a half-tried patent

medicine, 1901 Chambers's Jml. Jan. 63/1 Soaps, patent

medicines, chocolates, .are the things most advertised, 190*

Encycl. Brit. XXV, 95/2 One patent medicine company.,
has probably spent not less than ^200,000 in Great Britain

in one year (in advertising!.

Patent, v, 1. (Earlier example,)

1789 Morse Amer. Geog. 261 They.. patented away to

their particular favorites, a very great proportion of the

whole province.

3. (Earlier examples.)

1815 Drake Cincinnati i. 51 The following is the course

pursued in locating and patenting these lands. 1831 Pkck
Guide Emigrants in. 319 The Military Bounty Tract., was
set apart by Congress and patented for soldiers who served

in the last war.

Patentably (p^-tentabli), adv. [f. Patent-

able + -LY 2,] In a way that satisfies the conditions

for patenting anything.

1903 Sci. Amer. 28 Feb. 159/1 Patents have been cranted

in Great Britain. .without any inquiry to learn whether the

inventions were patentably new.

Paternalist (pataunalist), a, [See -ist.] «
Patebnallstic,
19x8 Brit, Industr. Future (Lib. Ind. Inq.) in. xviiL % 10.

237 'Welfare work* has an unpleasantly paternalist and

patronising sound.

Paternalistic, a. (Later example.) Hence

raternali-stlcally adv.

1918 Nation (N.Y.) 7 Feb. xii/a It is perhaps .is well that



PATEBNALIZED.
a {taternalutic Government, with unlimited power of taja-

tion to make good the deficit, is behind it. 1918 E. H.

GmoGS Soul Dtmcr: iviii, las The breakdown of paternal-

btically achieved efficiency has been evident in Germany s

utter failure to understand, [etc.].

Patemalized (patsanalsiz d), ///. a. \i. as

Paternalism + -IZE + -ED.] Characterized by or

subjected to futemalism.

1903 Elect. World t, Engin. 11 Apr. 597 (Cent. Suppl.)

The •socialistic spirit.. that would have every man on the

pay roll of the State or the municipality in a vast series of

paternalised institutions.

Fatesi (pat<?>-s»). [ad. Sumerian pateh-i The
ruler of a Sumerian city-state ; a petty sovereign or

priest-king. Hence Fate'slshlp, the office or

position of a patesi.

190Z L. W. King Hist. Sumer * Aiiatl loi The human
kings and patesis were nothing more than ministers, or

agents, appointed to carry out iheir will. 1917 Pkakk &
Flf.ure Priests t Kin^s 178 The Sumerian patesi was a

magistrate who performed sacred or priestly functions. 1919

C L. W001.LEY Suinerians v. 138 Only in Nippur did the

patesiship continue to descend from father to son.

Path, sb. .\dd : 1. d. tramf. A channel or

duct in an organism.

1904 Bril. Med. jfrnl. 10 Sept. 585 It is doubtful if the cells

leave the tissues by any other channels than the lymph paths.

5. path-breaker, one who or something which

breaks open a path ; a pioneer ;
(so path-breaking

adj.); path-energy, -heat, the energy or heat

which a particle possesses in virtue of its motion as

a whole ;
pathfinder (*), a part of a (lower serving

to guide the fertilizing insect ; path-master U.S.

(see qtiot.).

1905 Daily Chron. 15 Nov. 4/3 A gentle "path-breaker in

her chosen .. field of the delineation of child life and cliild

millinery. 1913 Q. Rev. Oct. 407 The late Frederic Seeboh ni's

' English Village Community ' was literally a p.ith-breaker.

1914 R. M. Jones Sfiritual Re/. l(A f, 17"' Cent. iv. 46

A man of heroic spirit and a *path.brenking genius.

1912 F. SoDDV Afalter * Energy (1923) v. 126 There must be

continual readjustments.. between the *path-energy, spin-

energy, and wobble-energy 1903 Atiier. Naturalist June
378 The *pathfindersof the purple.red Lamium maculatuin
are dark red with white markings. 1899 Lockvkr in Nature
20 Apr. 585/3 To get concrete images of these effects we
spoke of *path.heat, spin-heat, and wobble-heat. 1913 F.

SoDDV Matter >, Energy (1923) v. 123 A colloquial way of

describing these various kinds of heat energy is by the terms

path-heat, spin-heat, and wobble-heat. 1868 Rep. U.S.
Commissioner Agric. (1869) 348 The immediate supervision

of construction and repairs is generally under the direction

of local ' road sujjervisors', or ' *path masters ', as tliey are

termed in some districts.

Pathan (paian), sb. and a. Also 7 Pattau,

Puttan. [Pushtoo.] a. sb. A member of the

principal race of Afghanistan; an Afghan, b. adj.

Of or belonging to the Pathans.

l66S Sir T. Heubeht Trav. (1677) 66 lilost of her Pattans

(or Puttans as some call them) in that skirmish were cut off,

no quarter being given any but herself. 1667 in Foster
Eng. Factories in India ibbs-lbby (1925) 287 Orangshah
hath lately been disturbed by a Pattan Seyed of Attack.

1851 H. B, EowARDEs Year on Punjab I''rontier\. 78 note,

Thepeopic whom wegcographicallycall Afghans, stylethcm.

selves nationally Puthins. 1903 Strand iMag. May«63°/'
A swarthy Pathan face grinned wickedly over a rubble heap.

Ibid. 530/2 To compete with the.. Pathan in his own hills.

Pathoge'nically, adv. [f. Pathogenic -v -al

-1--LT.] So as lo produce disease ; in the produc-

tion of disease.

1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 559 The cells pathogcnically

affected by a toxin may not be the cells of origin ofantitoxin.

Patience-dock. 1. (liarlier examples.)
1820 T. Green Univ. Herbal 1 1. 49S Rumex Patientla ;

Patience Dock, or Rhubarb. l8a4 Louix>N Encycl. Gard.

§ 3807 (ed. 2) 639 Herb-Patience, or Patience-Dock. 1857-8

Trans. III. Agric. Soc. III. 513 Patience dock comes early,

and makes good greens.

Patine (psetf-n), v. [f. Patina.] trans. To
coat or cover with a patina (sense 2).

1896 Keanb Ethnol. v. 84 Many [flints] have been deeply
patined and rusted sometimes even right through.

Patinize (pastlnaiz), V. [f. as prec. + -izb.]

Irons. To coat with or as with a patina.

1904 Sci. Amer. SuppL 27 Feb. 23548/1 The patinizing of
zinc articles has become a very important question in the art

industry.

Patri- (poe'tri, p^i'tri), used as the combining
form olh. pater {patr-is) father, in words recently

used in coimection with the prominence of males
and the importance of relationship on the male side

in certain primitive societies. Cf. *Matm-.
Patria'rclialist. [See -ist.] One who advo-

cates or approves of a patriarchal system of society

or government.
1923 Contemp. Rev. Oct. 4^0 The rnvrual contempt of the

patriarchalist and the feminist is identical in its sources.,
with the mutual contempt of the * tough * and the * tender '

races.

Patriarchist (pi?i-triajkist). [f. Patriarch
3 b. -I- -1ST,] A supporter of the Patriarch of Con-
stantinople against the Exarch of Bulgaria; cf.

*EXAECH1ST.
1003 Westm. Caz. 9 Apr. 6/3 They declare that they will

kilftwo Exarchists in the towns for every Patriarchist l:illed

in the country, 1903 Daily Chron. 23 Sept. 3/5 The Vlachs
are attaclied to the Greek or I*atriarchist party.

^ 1907 A-
FORTESCUE Orthod. Eastern Ch. iv. x. 320 The Patriarchists,

108

..Stand by the Patriarch of Constantinople, xgai Contemf>.

Rev. May 587 Bulgarian Patriarchists—/. f., liulgarians who
aflFect the Greek religion.. are numbered with the Greek
inhabitants.

Patrilineal (pastrili-n/al), a, [f. *PATRr- +
Lineal a. 2.] Pertaining to or based on (kinship

with) male ancestors or the male line ; recognizing

such descent or kinship.

1904, 1906 [see *MatrilinealI. 1907 Nature i .\ug.334/2

All the phratry names so far recorded indicate that patri-

lineal descent is the rule in the north [of Ausiralia].

Patrilinear (pceirili-nMi), a. [f. *Patri- +
LlNEARfl^.] = *PaTRILINEAL iZ.

1913 [see *Matrilinear]. 1926 Coutcvtp. Kev. Apr. 528

AniQiig the Bakitara, a patrilinear people. Canon Roscoc
showsthat on a man's death the sister of the heir entered [etc.].

Patrilocal (psetril^u-kal), a, [f. *Patbi- +
LocAL rt.] Applied to a system of marriage in

certain primitive societies (see quot. 1906).
X906 N. W. Thomas Kinship Organisations 30 When the

husband removes and lives in his wife's group the marriape

is matrilocfil\ if the wife removes it is patrilocal, 19Z0 Q.
Rev. July 168 How could it be otlierwise wherever.. pain-

local marriage occurs in conjunction with matriUneal descent?

Patriot. Add : 3. Patriot's day U.S.^ April

19th, the anniversary of the initial skirmishes in

the American War of Independence at Lexington

and Concord in the state of Massachusetts.

1909 Springfield Weekly Republ. 22 Apr. 11 The celebra-

tion of Patriot's day, the 134th anniversary of the battles at

Lexington and Concord. The day is a legal holiday in

Massachusetts and Maine.

Patrol, J^. Add: 3. b. A unit of boy scouts

consisting of six boys.

2908 R, S. S, Badkjj-Powell ScoutingforBoys 22 A troop

consists of not less than three patrols. . . A patrol consists of

six scouts. X908 Scout 18 Apr. 20/2 Several patrols together

can form a * Troop * under an officer called a Scout-master.

4. patrol-craft, watch ; patrol-leader, {a) the

boy scout in charge of a patrol (sense *3 b) ; {b)

the leader of a military patrol.

X930 Times Lit. Suf*pL 3 May 379/2 Officers who served

in the French minesweepers and *patrol craft during the

War. 1908 Scout 18 Apr. 20/2 One boy is then chosen as

*Patro! Leader to command the patrol, -i^xo Chambers's

Jrnl. Feb. 117/2 He may form a patrol under the control of

a senior boy or young man as patrol-leader. 1918 Farkow
Diet, MiL Terms 438 Patrol Leaders. x8io Boston Select-

men 24 Jan., Return of the *patroIe watch read. 1821 Ibid,

31 Nov., Granting permission for priv.-ite patiole watches.

PatroUer. (Earlier example.)

1744 Bristol Vesiry Bk. (Va.) ii8 To Biirwell Green for

his Levy, Being a patroler.

Patron, sb, 6. (Later example.)
1850 Theo. T. Johnson Sights in Gold Region 15 (Th.)

Leaving space enough at the stern for the seat of the patron,

or captain, who with a short broad paddle, both aided to

propel and steer the canoe.

Patronage. Add : 3, f. Rom. Antiq, The
position or duties and rights of a patron (sense a b).

1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 413/1 I'he patronage and the

clientage were alike hereditary.

Patronomate (psetr/?*nJm?t). \i* Gr. irarpo-

v6fios (f. iraTTjp father + j'^m**" to rule), the title of

certain magistrates at Sparta + -ate 1,] The office

of a Spartan fatronomos.
1910 Yearns Wk. in Class. Studies 68 The election of

• Divine Lycurgus * to the eponymous patronomate at Sparta
for a series of years.

Patterns'.! 4. Add; Also trans/.

xgoS Tarkington /« Arena 259 Between the acts the

orchestra pattered ragtime and inanities from the new comic
operas.

Pattern, sb. 13. b. pattern-maker (earlier

example); pattern-shop (example).
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 297 He engaged in the foundry.,

as pattern-maker. 1878 Harpers Mag- Apr. 648/1 Here is

the great hall of the pattern shop fragrant with new wood.

Pattern, v, 6. Also with after, U.S,
1878 J. H. Beadle IVcstern Wilds xxii. 356 That was a

nice family for us Americans to pattern after, wasn't it?

1884 * C. E. Craddock * /n Tennessee Mts. i. 4 They dunno
what he patterned arter.

Pattoon, obs. variant of Patten-.
X743 Boston Ne-ivs-Leit, 3 Feb., 'I'o be Sold by Joseph

Prince.. Men's and Children's Stockings, Women s and
Children's Shoes & Pattoons,

PattreSS (px'tres). A block of wood attached

to a wall for the support of a gas bracket.

1900 Pract. Gas-fitting (ed. Hasluck) 80 The wooden
bloLk or pattress is now placed over the tube-hit, the screwed
end being passed through the bole in the centre.

Paulmism. Add : b. An expression or feature

characteristic of St. Paul.

1917 A H. M^Neile Introd, N,T. 50 The presence \n

Mark of *Paulin:sms* or other features thought lo be
secondary on subjective grounds,

Paul Pryism. [f. Paul Pry, Paul 3, + -ism,]

The conduct of a Paul Pry.
X9a7 Daily Express 6 Oct. 8/2 These restrictions were im-

posed durinjr the war. ..Their maintenance to-day is simply
prirt of that fussy Paul Pryism which covers the State with
ridicule.

Pause, v."^ Add : 3. trans. To cause to stop

temporarily.
1908 A S. M, Hutchinson Ouce Aboard the Lugger lu ii.

101 7"he strain on his invention paused him.

Pav (paev). Abbreviation of Paviliox.
X90X To-Day 26 Sept. 266/1 The retiring victim {sc. a

PEA.

stumped batsman] came back to the Pav. xgoa P. G. Wode-
HousK Pothunters ii. 33 Someone's beta and broken into
the Pav.

Pave, sb. (Earlier examples.)
1835 Southern Lit. Messenger i. 357, I met a friend on the

pave last week. 1851 A. O. Hall Manhattaner 39 Would
that.,timc-lionored ex-streetcommissioner Ewen were in

New Orleans to behold its paves and trottoirs.

Pave, z*. Add: 1. c. To form a pavement for

;

to be a pavement under.
xSai Smellev £y/)*j>'c/i. 195 The air-like waves Of wonder-

level dream, whose tremulous floor P.tved her light steps.

Pavement, ^^* 4. Add: pavement-toothed,
having pavement-teeth

.

1904 Nature s May 13/1 He discusses the affinities of the
pavement-toothed genus Endotliiodon.

Pavement, z'. (Recent exnmple.)
1930 R. Clements Grey Seas 126 The blown, empty sky,

pavemenied by the tossing sea.

Pawn, V, Add : d. stock Exchange. To
deposit (stock) with a bank as security.

x9oa Encycl. Brit, XXXII. 866/1 So much stock is

•pawned ' with banks that the conclusions arrived at by the

jobbers from examining only what they are carrying over
themselves are liable to be falsified.

Paxillar, a. (Example.)
1900 Proc. Zool. Soc, 292 Paxlllar crowns are very large

and oval.

Paxillose, cc. Add : c. Provided with paxillae

;

paxillate.

1900 Proc. Zool. 5tfc. 290 The abactinal surface is paxillose,

each paxiilus havingacircular crown of about eight papillse,

the centre being usually smooth.

Pay, sb. Add : 4. f b. In early colonial usCi

any article used as a medium of payment. Obs.

1663 Portsmouth Rec, ii8 To .lell the tounes cow,. for

wompom or oiher pay. i68x Topsfield Rec. 34 Twente
pownd of it in slluer, forti five pound in other pay, as naniU

in corne, porke, and beefe, 1704 S. Knight JrnL 42 Pay is

grain, pork, beef, &c. at the prices sett by tne ceneral

Court that year. 1767 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLVIII. 75

And if you should purchase light pay, then proceed for

Turks island.

6. (Later examples.)
X873 Trans, Dtp. Agric. III. X. 249 Many farmers were

very slow pay. 1926 J. Black You can't ll-'in iv. 28 They
were good pay, but he could not get away from his work at

the right hour to find them.

Pay, V. Add : 9. b. Pajf in. To make (regular)

contributions to a fund.

1911 Rep. Labour tf Soc. Conditions in Germany HL 71

Men must pay in to the trade society to which they transfer

their labour. Ibid. 82 Employees.. commence to pay into

Slate fund when 16 years old.

10. Also to pay out.

^1909 *0. Henry' Roads 0/ Destiny xii. 193 Nobody in

the bank knows those notes as I do. Some of 'em are a little

wobbly on their legs, and some are mavericks without extra

many brands on iheir backs, but they'll most all pay out at

the roimd-up.

Pay-. Add: 1. b. pay-check, -envelope (ex-

amples), -roll (earlier examples). O, pay-desk,

d, pay-bed, -library^ -load, -school.

igaS Daily Express 19 July 9/4 The special committee
appointed, .to consider the needs of the professional and
middle cla'^ses recommend that additional ' *pay-beds ' should

be provided for them by the hospitals, a 1909 ' O. Henry '

Roads 0/ Destiny xxi. 360 Joe Wheeler signs the voucher

for his *pay-check. x9ao Deeping Second Youth vii. Nearly
always she sat at the same table near the "pay-desk. X91X

Edna FtRBER Da'.vn O'Hara iv. 46 My bank account has

always been an all too small *pay envelope at the end of

each week. 191a H. Crolv Marcus Alonzo Hanna 89 A
five-dollar gold piece was placed In the pay envelope of every

employee. 1904 Critic May 345 The total nuniber of calls

for each book during three months in a *pay library. 1930
Times 12 Nov. it/4 Her \sc. a flying-boat's] range is deter-

mined by the amount of **pay ' load she has to carry. 1775

Rec. N.ff. Comm. Safety 26 Examined and allowed Capt.

Crawford's *pay Roll of his men engaged for fourteen days.

1780 CaL Virginia St. Papers I. 387 Enclose pay roll &
account for purchase of kettles and dutch-ovens. 1883 Rep.

IndianAffairs 90 In addition to theabove tliere arc a number

of '*pay-schooIs'.

2. pay-ground^ -streak (examples).

19J7 Daily Ttl. 25 Oct. 2/7 The results, taken in conjtinc-

tion with the *pay ground passed through the haulage, gives

promise of. .an important shoot. 1869 J. R. Browne ^/acA«

Country 488 Even the Times never stopped us from.,

emptying our pockets in any new speculation that offered

the slightest symptom of a *pay-streak. 1897 W. H. Dall in

Forum (N.Y.) Sept. 26 The gold-bearing streams l>eing

narrow, their pay-streak is soon worked out. 1910 R. W.
Service Ballads ofChecchako 68 Late in the year he struck

it rich, the real pay-streak at last.

Paying, ppl. a, (Earlier examiile.)

187X Trans. Ill, Agric. Soc. VIII. 23S We need not expect

to get a paying crop fiom stiff clays.

Pea ^- Add : 5. b. pi. Coals of a small size.

x886 J. P>arrowman Sc. .^lifting Terms 50 Peas, coal a

grade smaller than nuts. 1905 A. S. Clinningham Rambles

in Scoonie ^ Wemyss 260 Most of the trebles, nuts, beans

and peas produced at Wemyss colliery are treated by the

washer.

7. pea-patch; pea-combed <z., of poultry, hav-

ing a pea-comb ;
pea-stick (earlier example).

X9aa R. C Punnktt Mendellsm 32 The *pea-combed bird

contains the factor for pea but not that for rose, X834

Knickerbocker Mag. III. 35 Didn't I turn that pied heifer

of yourniniomy "peapatch. 1863 * Gail Hamilton' <7«/a-

Doys 34 No premonition floated over from that adjoining

pea-patch. 1745 MACsrAHRAN Diary 27 Hairy is come home

,.& bro't home *Pca Sticks.



PEA-BIRD.

Pea-bird. Add: 2. U.S, The black-headed

grosbeak, Zatnelodla melanocephala,

iSya Amtf. Naturalist V\. 397 The black-headed gros-

teak is . , well known as the ' Pea-bird *, from its fondness for

green peas.

Poabodybird. U.S, [See quot. 1S97.] The
white-throated sparrow, Zonotrichia albuollis,

1897 F. M. Chat^w^ Bird'il/e i88 Lat?r, you will hear the
sweet, plaintive notes that give to this Inrd the name
Peabody-bird. 1903 M K. Even, Post 24 Oct., Tlie white-

throated sparrow, wliich under the name of * Peabody bird *

is well known in tlie North.

PeaCBi sh. 15, Add : In sense * held, organ-

ized, founded, etc., to promote peace*, vs peace

conference^ convention^ society ; peaco-belt, a
wampum belt used among North American Indians

as a token of peace ; peace guild (example)

;

peace pips (earlier example) ; peace talk, {a) a
verbal or written message sent to or by North
American Indians to promote, enjoin, or promise

peace; {b') talk about peace generally.

i8a6 T. L. McKenney Tour to Lakes (1827) 135 In the

following spring peace was concluded—Pontiac having
meanwhile sent a *peace-l>clt to all the bands, and one to

Major Gladwin. 1900 Hazelts Annual 462/1 A *Peace
Conference was held at the Hague in May, June, and Ju'y,
•00. X885 Garrison Life IV, L, Garrison II. 230 The
•Peace Convention held in Boston, September.

.
, 1838. 1913

Hastings's E>icycl, Relig.^ Ethics\\.'2\sfiT\iKfrith gild,
or *peacf gild^ so called, refers to an occasional feature of

town life in Northern Europe from the 6th century, 1760
G. Cboghan Jrnl. 105 Brother, to Confirm what we have
said to you I give you this *Peace Pipe. 1815 {titW) Massa-
chusetts 'Peace Society ist and and ann. reports. 1848 (The
•American Peace Society* was incorporated on 24 Feb.].

i8«4 Horry Marion (1833) 22 The Cherokees..sent on a
deputation with their wampum belts and "peace talks to

bury the hatchet. 1851 J. Reynolds Hist. IH.nois 165 All

the * peace talks * ever presented to the red men, could not

have Kept them in peace, under these circumstances. 1930
Joanna Canman No li-'alls of Jasper 63 Look at the news-
papers! Nothing but peace talk.

Peacefal, a. Add : 4. Not violating or in-

fringing peace ; used esp. of methods for effecting

purposes for which force, violence, or war, is an
alternative or more obvious means.
1903 Sir E. Grey in Pari. Debates i8 Feb. 345 Russia

seem"; undoubtedly, .to be Cfirrying on a process of absorp-

tion in Persia, and it is being done by what, I think, a French
writer has called peaceful penetration. 1904 in Rep. R.
Comm. Trade Disputes (1906) Minutes Evid. q6^/i Vour
first point is on peaceful picketing: Will you say briefly

what you think of that?— There is no peaceful picketing.

1906 Act 6 Edw. Vi! c, 47 52 marg.y Peaceful picketing.

1917 W. E. CoLi.iNsoM Contemp. En^, 84 The dangers of
the open door and peaceful penetration.

Peacefully, adv, (Add examples.)

1904 in Rep. A. Comm. Trade Disputes (1906) Minutes
Evid. 76a/i, I have never seen picketing conducted peace-
fully yet. 19*0 Act 10 4r 11 f^eo. K c. 55 § 2 (i) No such
regulation shall make it an offence forany person or persons
..peacefully to persuade any other personor persons to take
part in a strike.

Peach, sbA Add: 1. b. s/an^. Orig. C/.S.

A person or thing of superlative merit; one who
or a thing which is very admirable or desirable;

a pretty or attractive young woman, etc.

187. ^.\{\^-rv. Ho7v are xott, Sanitary "i \, Phrases such as

camp'i may teach,. Such as ' Bully I* * Them's the peach I*

1889 Barkers & Leland Diet. Slang. Peachy a very com-
Eliment;iry epithet for a young lady. 1896 G. Adk Artie \. 5
)on't it kill you dead tosee a swell girl—you know—arcRuIar

peach—lioldin' on tosomefreakt /^/(/. li. 9 I've gota peach
of a head. 1900 G. Bonnrr Hard Pan \v. 121 Tod said., that

she was a * peach ', a form of encomium that., he was fond

ofapplyiiig to every member of the 01 her sex that came with-

in range of his admiring eye. 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters
vil 134 You're a brick I You're a peach I 1909 ' O. Henry '

Options (1Q16) 10 The staff of assistants and contributors.,

was a peach. j^io^vLTOftu Hopalong Cassidy \\\. 54 It

wai* a peach of a throw, all right. 1917 H^ar Birds (1927)

148 She's a peach. We're all crazy about her. /6id. 253, I

saw a letter from his father. It was a peach. 19*5 Joan
Sutherland Circle 0/ Stars xii, It'sa peach of a storm, and
it's getting worse every moment. 19x8 L. Nokth Parasites

80 * X'hat's a peach of a car ', she said.

4. (Enrlier examples.)
i8s4 P. HoRRV Li/e F. Marlon (1853)77 Suppose you take

a glass of peach ; ofgood old peach, Mr. Sergeant, 1B45 J. I.

Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs v. 53 Thar's koniac, and old

peach, and rectified.

6. peach-orchard (examples); peach-brandy
(earlier examples) ; peach-fly, an aphis injurious

to peach-trees ; peach leaf-curl, a fungoid disease

attncking the leaves of peach-trees ; peach-oak,

-worm (examples).
C1780 in Maryland Hist. Mag. II. 256 t'l accepted 13

gals, of "peach brandy in satisfaction of the damage. 1789
MoKSE Amer.Geog. 144 Peaches, from which is made peach
brandy. X005 Chambers's Jrnl. May 368/1 The peach.. is

not now obtainable, through the inroads of the peach-fiy.

1904 lyestm. Gas. 6 Oct. 10/2 A fungus disease called

•peach leaf-curl.. docs injury to the extent of ;i^600,000

annually in the United States. 1835 J. Martin Gazetteer

cf Virginia 209 'Peach oak (so called from the resemblance

of its leaves to that of the peach tree). 1758 Col. Virginia

St. Papers 1, 287 We. .overtook them at a "peach orchard.

1800 EL Hawkins Sk. Creek Country 67 He has a peach
orchard of fine fruit. 1805 D. McClurk Diary (1899) 68

Between the house and the bank of the River was a peach
orchard. x86i Trans. III. Agric.Soc. IV.ii7Dr,W.. has

spent some time in looking at peach orchards. x8ai T.

109

DwicHT Trazt. I. 76 (Th.) The *Peach-worm has been known
here for about fifty years ; and is now become very common.
Peach,, V. 2. Also with on.
1881 Punch 26 Nov. 241/2 Eve flirted with Jerrera ; Adam,

enraged, ' peached ' on jerrem.

Peach-blosSOXn. 1. (Later example.)
1890 Century Mag. Nov, 46 What man. .could resist

stroking a check like a peach blossom.

Feach-blow. (Earlier attrib. example.)
1837 Williams Terr. Florida 75 This bird is of a peach-

blow color.

Feacherino (prtjuj-n*?). slang. U.S. Also
-arino. [Fanciful, f. *Peach sb, i b.] = Pjeach
sb. I b.

1908 G. H.T^RiMER J.Spurhck iv. 71, 1 went up in the air
like an old wife happening by the office and discovering her
husband dictating to a newblondepeacherino instead of old
reliable. 1909 S. E. Whitb Rules of Game 111. xiv. 226
Plant has a drag with Chairman Gay ; don't know what it

is, but it's a good one, a peacherino. 2921 Chambers^s Jrnl,
Feb. 90/1 She's a peach f—a peacherino I—and I guess she
looks as if it would do herno harm to be put in a hothouse.
1938 Ibid. Feb. 98/2 Though Captain Reginald saw little of
her except at meals, he realised that here indeed was a
•peacherino'.

Peachy, a. Add : 2. slang. Pleasant, agree-

able, splendid.

1939 S. Anderson in Mercury Story Book saS It was a
peachy time for me.

Peacocking, vbl. sb. Add : b. (See quot.)

1894 W. Erps Land Syst. Australasia iii. 28 When the
immediate advent of selectors to a run became probable, the
lessees endeavoured to circumvent them by dummying all

the positions which offered the best means of blocking tlie

selectors from getting to water. This system, co^lmonly
known as 'peacocking', was assisted by the use ofVolunteer
Land Orders.

Peak, J^-^ o. e. Electr, The highest point of a
load curve in the course of a day or other period ;

the maximum amount of electric power required,

corresponding to this; similarly applied to the

(time of) greatest frequency or maximum of other

varying quantities, as traffic, trade, prices, etc.

;

the culminating point or climax.
190a Encycl. Brit, XXV. 35/1 Accumulators will take the

peaks of the load, relieving the machinery from sudden jerks.

1004 Elect. World ff Engin. 21 May 977 (Cent. Suppl.) A
plate properly constructed for even moderate rates, should not
preatly depreciate when discharged at eight times the normal
for short duration peaks, and at twelve times for 'instan-

taneous ' peaks. 1923 Daily Mail a8 May 4 We have long
si:icc passed thepeak in t!iisunplea?;ant business. Ibid.^ The
Mafekin^ dinner on May 17 started the series (of dinners],

which will run until the middle of June, the 'peak' being
reached in Derby week, when there will be nearly a score.

1933 Westm.Gaz. 11 Aug. 6/4 During the morning, evening
and theatre peaks, two escalators in eadi group can be run
in either an upward or downward direction.

6. peak figure, price, a maximum figure or

price ; peak hour, the (or an) hour when an elec-

tric load, traffic, etc. is at its greatest amount;
peak load = sense *5 e ; peak-year, a year charac-

terized by a peak or maximum amount of trade,

profit, taxation, etc,

193P Times 26 Mar. 21/3 Advances reached a 'peak'
figure in ilie later months of 1929. 1903 Elect. World ^
Engin. 9 May 789 (Cent. Suppl.) The direct-current endsof
these rotary converters are often worked in multiple with
an old generating station..during the *peak hours. 1927
Daily Tel. 2a Mar. 8 'I'he railway company was willing to

give.. six extra trains in the peak hours, x^^ Elect. World
<V Engin. 23 May 866 (Cent. Suppl.) It is necessary at times

of falland winter *peak loads to operate the steam plants in

the three combination sub-station and subsidiary steam
plants. 19*3 Daily Mail \j Apr. 10 The Chancellor said..

he believed we had passed the peakload of taxation. 1930
Daily Express 6 Sept. lo/i Ordinary shares.. reached a
•peak price of 36s. lojd. during the *boom', i^\ Westm,
Gaz. 8 Aug. 3/4 A drop of nearly ;^4o,ooo,ooo in pensions

expenditure since the '*peak ' year of 1920-21 is mentioned.

Peak, v.^ 1. (Add example.)
1929 IJridges Test: Beauty i. 641 Untill the pyramid in

geometrical enormity peak'd true.

Peaked, a. 3. Add : peaked-faced adj.

1891 * L. Malet* Wages ofSin i. iii, And now it 'ud aggra-

vate a saint, that it would, to hear you so taken up with a
little peaked-faced bit of a maid.

Peaklness. [f. Pkaky a> + -ness.] Peaked

or jjointed character.

X934 Deeping Three Rooms ii. That slight peakiness about
the chin, the ugly lines in the throat 1

Peaky-faced, a. [f. Peaky a.-] Haying

jiale, emaciated or pinched features; sickly-looking,

delicate.

1906 Westm.Gaz. 12 May ii/z A peaky-faced boy of about

nine. 19x0 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 5^/1 He looked at the

ptaky-faced boy witn the srared bla<-k eyes.

Pealer '-^ (pMai). U.S. [Variant of *Perleb1

3.] An active or enerfjetlc person.

1834 Seba Smith Major Dawning 142 Pennsylvany chaps

are real pealers for electing folks when they take bold. 1869

Mrs. Stowe Oldtotvn Folks x. 117 She was spoken of with

applause under such titles as ' a staver ', * a pealer *,
' a roarer

to work '.

Pea'ness. [-ness.] The quality or character

that makes a fowl's comb a pea-comb.

1907 R. C. PuNNETT Meudelism (ed. 2) 42 Strip off 'pca-

ness from a pea and single is left.

Peanut. (Earlier example.)
1807-8 VV. Irving Salmagundi xii. 266 Young seniors go

down to the flag-staff to buy pea-nuts.

P£bbi.:e.

b. peanut'shell \ peanut brittle, a brittle candy
with peanuts in it ; peanut butter, a substitute

for butter derived from peanut oil ; peanut candy,
candy with peanuts in it ; peanut oil, oil obtained

from peanuts; peanut stand, a stand where pea-

nuts are sold.

J903 N. y. Even. Post 2 Oct. 7 To prescribe that all re-

cords [of great eating] henceforth shall be measured in *pea-
nut brittle. 1889 Kansas Times ^ Star 24 Jnne,The latest

fad on restaurant and boarding house tables here is *peanut
butter. Joax Har/'cr's Mag. Oct. gSi Four sandwiches...
Two of wholewheat bread with peanut butter. 1856 Mrs.
Stowe Dred I. iv. 51 Dancing, flirting, writing love-letters,

and all other enormities down to eating *pea-nut candy.
xgor B. Mkttwv.ws Notes on Speech-Making 53 Some post-
prandial addresses.. resemble the peanut candy where you
cannotsee the candy for the peanuts. x9ooSadtler Handbk.
Industr. Org. Chent, (ed. 3) 50 Arachis oil (*p'^anut oil,

erdnuss oil)...The best qualities, .are used for table oil and
tlie inferior grades for soap-makinsj. 1856 Mrs. Stowe Dred
I. i. o * There isn't one of the tram that I would give that
for ! said she, flirting a shower of *peanut -shells into the
air. x866 Gkegg Life in Army xv. 139 Farther on, you
come in contact with candy shops, *pea-nut stands, cake
wagons. x888 Harper's Mag. Nov. 938/2 He began his
mercantile course as the proprietor of a pea-nut stand.

Pear, sb. 5. Add : pear-apple (^), the fruit of

the prickly pear; pear-blight (earlier example);
pear znidge, a dipterous insect {^D

i
ptosispyrivorcC)

infesting pear trees; pear-wood (^), the wood
of a species of Mimusops found in Sierra Leone.
1898 H. S. Cakfield Maid of Frontier 205 He knew,,

whicli of the ' *pear apples * were good to cat. x8s6 Trans.
Mich. Agric. Soc, VII. 714 The *pear blight, too, is as yet
unknown among us, but it is steadily marching to the west.
X9oa Encycl. i?r/V. XXVII. 633/a 'J'he best known dipterous
?ests are the Hessian Fly.., the *Pear Midge.., the Fruit
'lies, [etc], X92a Schlich RIan, Forestry {ed. 4) I, 320 A

species of Mimusops known as pearwood.

Pearl, J^.l 17. b. KAA x pearl-making ^^].

1924 J. A. Thomson Science Old ff Neiv xx. i lo It seems
highly probable that the walls of the *pearl-making sac are
in a state of inflammation.

18. pearl organ, a pearl-like excrescence occur-

ring on the skin of various male fishes in the

breeding season ; a nuptial tubercle.

1904 Knowledge ^lay 06/2 The males of certain species of
North American fishes develop during the breeding season
what are known as * *pear I-organs *.

Pearl, vy- Add : 5, b. To refine (potassium

carbonate) in the preparation of pearl-ash.

1849 Rep. Comm. Patents (1850) 176 The process of first

roasting or heating the ashes..and then pearling in the

pearling oven.

Pearling^, vbl. sb. Add : 2. o. Decoration of

furniture with pearl-shaped carving.

19*5 pENDEnEL-BRODHURST&LAVTON Gloss. Ettgl. FumZ'
ture 12a Pearling^ a series of rounded forms of the same
size or graded, in more or less relief, used as a decoration on
furniture.

Feasantism (pe'zantiz^m). [f. Peasant -i-

-ISM.] A proposal or movement for the diffusion

of art among the peasant class.

1903 L. F, Ward Pure Sociol, ^^\ There is probablysome-
thing in the doctrine of * peasantl>m ', which seeks to rescue

art from the exclusive control of the leisure class.

Peasantize (pe-zantaiz), v. [-ize.] rejl. To
make (oneself) into a peasant.

1904 G. S. Hall Adolescencell.s^'i They go West, to the

colonies, the slums ; devise new enterprises, sometimes
almost want to peasantize themselves and fall in love with
wheel-grease and the smell of the barnyard.

Pease, sb. 6. Add : pease-brose, brose made
with pease-meal.
1861 R. Leighton Rhymes <V Poems (ed. 2) 12 'Pease

Brose to dinner 1 brose alone I With neither boil nor stew 1

But say, what did you breakfast on ?' They answer ' Pease
Brose too'. 1888 Pease-brose [in Diet. s.v. Brose], xgofi

Neil Munro Daft Days iii. It's a habit that has to be ac-

quired early, like the liking for pease-brose.

Pea-sou'per. colloq, [f. Tea-soup + -ke.] A
pea-soupy or thick yellow fofj.

1890 pAYN Notesfr. * Neius ' 8 The fogs we have bad this

year have been made too much of. . . You could see something
m them if you looked long enough, which is not the case of
a genuine Peasouper. 1926 Chambers's Jrnl, Mar. 192/1
The fog. .became dense—a real pea-souper.

Peat ^- 3. a. Add : peat-ditch^ -pulp.

1903 G. W. Hartley Wild Sport x. n Jumping in and out

of crumbling *peat-ditches. 1908 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan,
122/2 The latest development in the production of *peat-pulp

is being made in Sweden,

Pea-time. U.S. [f, Pba i
7.] In phr., the

last 0/pea-time : the last stage of anything ; the end

of one s life. Sopea-time'spast : a thing is finished.

1834 Carkuthers Kentuckian in N. Y. I. igo (He] whines

it out to us like an old woman in the last of pea-time. 1886

J, R, Lowell Biglow Papers Ser. 11. i. g Ther' *s oilers chaps

a-bangin' roun' thet can't see peatime's past, 1904 Eliz.

Robins Magnetic North 1. 63 Things looked pretty much
like the last of pea time. X911 R. D. Saunders Col. Tod'

hunter viii. 108 * Wiiat on earth's the matter Bill ?
' he asked.

• You look like the last of pea-times.'

Pea-vixie> (Later examples.)
1880 Harper's Mag. June 23/r A search was instituted—

under the bed. in the bed,.. behind the wood-pile and in the

pea-vines. 1910 Chambers's Jml. June 364/1 A little beetle

has climbed up the pea-vine and laid its eggs in the pod.

Pebble, sb. 6. b. pebbU-dash (example).

190X Smithsonian Rep. io6 A cheap frame construction

was used, the sides of which were treated with pebble-dash



PECAN.

and lb* toof made of asphalted felt covered with crushed

sla?.

Pecan. Add : Also peoon.
1818 in Trans. III. Stale Hist. Soc. li)ro, T58, I have seen

some [hogs) as fat upon Hickorymits, Acorns, Pecons and
Walnuf; as ever 1 did those tiiat were fatted upon Corn.

Pecking, vbl. sb.^ Add : 3. Comb, pecking

arm IVtavuig, the oscillating rod in a loom which

imparts motion to the shuttle ; peoking-oord, the

slack cord comiecting two pecking-arms.

1836 Ubk Cotton Manuf. (i8«i) 1 1. 338 The eccentrics O, O'

..impart alternate pressure. .to the 'pecking arms Q, Q'.

Ibid. 231 These arms, which represent the right arm of the

hand-loom weaver, are united by the 'pecking-cord T.

Pectinatory (pektin^i-tari), a. Bot. [f. Peo-

TINATK a. + -OBY 2.] Exhibiting a pectinate struc-

ture ;
pectinately arranged.

1884 BowEK & Scott tr. De Bary's Compar. Anat.
Phanerogams ^ Ferns 128 note. The word fectinaiory will

be used subsequently in describing the course of the vascu-

lar bundles.

Peculant (pe'ki/<lant), a. [ad. L. fecularit-em

pres. pple. aiptcHari to embezzle.] That prac-

tises embezzlement or peculation.

x9>o Clas£cvj Herald 16 Aug. 8/3 Conveying large sums
of money into their own pockets without having to resort to

the clumsy methods practised by peculant contractors.. in

the Napoleonic wars.

Peoulative (pe-kii^I^itiv), a. [f. Peculate +
-ivE.] = prec.

1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 10 Feb. 84/3 The taxes so_ rapa-
ciously collected by a host of peculative Turkish officials.

Peculiar. .&. adj. Add: 3. b. Typog.

Applied to types not in a fount, that have to be
specially cast.

Pedagogfuery. (Add example.)
187a F. Hall Recent Ejcemplijlcations False Philol. 31

It is not because of any poverty of matter for remark in the
headlong sciolism ofthe one and in the piddling pedagoguery
of the other.

Pedal, sb. 7. Add : pedal-cap.
X908 Daily Chron. 21 Nov. 9/3 It is..an enlargement of

the ordinary *pedal cap, wholly encasing the bearing at one
end.

Pedal, 1- 1. b. Add: Pedal bone: The lowest

phalangeal bone in a horse's foot ; the coffin bone
[ps pedis).

x88o Encycl. Brit. XII. 178/1 A powerful tendon, .passes

down over the.. phalanges, to be inserted mainly into the
upper edge of the anterior surface of the last phalanx or
pedal bone.

Pedal (pe'dal), a.2 \yLi.\\.. pedale : see Pedal
ii.] Applied to the lower and thicker part of a
kind of straw grown in Italy for plaiting ; ellipt.,

a special plait made with this straw, usually having

five or seven strands. (Henceyfz'tf- or seven-endi^s

pedal.')

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 533/2 The straw of Tuscany,
specially grown for plaiting, is distinguished into three

quulities,— ..from the third quality, Santa Fioro^ only
'Tuscan pedals ' and braids are plaited. 191a Home Chat
J I May 300 The hat of black pedal straw has the brim faced
with black velvet. 1923 Daily Mnil-j Feb. i Advt., These
hats are..made of seven ends pedal. 1928 Times 22 Fel).

17/6 Some.. are made of pedal woven in various ways and
allied with felt.

Pedal, V. b. Add : To travel or advance by
means of pedalling (in qnot. fig.).

X924 Galsworthy White Monkey n. xi. 208 * Wei!,' said

M ichael, * / think we shall pedal through yet.*

Pedaliza-tion. [f. Pedal sb. + -ization.] Em-
ployment of the pedals of an organ or piano.
1922 S. Grew Art 0/Flayer-Piano 25 When we aie pla>j-

ing with full, .artistry, our pedalization is tiie external mani-
festation of something created beforehand in our minds.

PedaUer. (Add example.)
X923 S. Grew Art ofPlayer-Piano 17 Effects in the music

which you cannot hope to create until you are an experienced
pedaller.

PedaneonSa Transfer ^ Obs. rare to sense

defined in Diet, and add : 2. Applied to games of

chess in which cue player opposes several at the
same time, going the round of the boards for each
move.
J875 City o/Lond. Chess Mag. Aug. 196 This was the first

occasion of his undertaking pedaneous chess.

Pedanticize (p/dse-ntisoiz), v. [f. Pedantic a.

-H -IZE.') trans. To make pedantic.
1927 H. W. Fowler Mod. Eng. Usage fxjy Vizier, vizierate,

are the established forms, variously pedanticized as wazir-f
vizir-t vezir-t etc.

Pedestal, sb. Add : L b. phr. Toplace (seal)

on a pedestal : to accord an important place to ; to
exalt or magnify.

»8s9 (see Seat v. i J. 1930 A. Roosivelt in H. Powell
Last Paradise p. xiii. In the United States we are so used
to work that we can't conceive of life without it. Wc have
placed work on a pedestaL It b our God.

Pedigree. 5. Add : p«digree-stick, among
primitive peoples, a stick bearing markings which
trace a pedigree.

1893 H. CoLLEY March in yrnl. Anthrop. Tnst. XXII.
319 The bound pedigree-stick would thus be presumptively
anterior to the carved pedigree-stick.

Pedigree (pe'digr*), v. [f. the sb.] irons.

With away : To get rid of or lose (a feature or

quality) by keeping stock pure.

110

X901-03 Refi. Kansas State Board Agrtc^ s (Cent. Suppl.)

Necessity demanded that in Short-horn line breeding an
Ouicross was essential, that the milk should not be pedigreed
away.
Peditis(ped3i*tis). [f. 'L,ped;peSy foot + -lTis,]

Inflammation of the pedal bone of a horse's foot,

accompanying laminitis.

1903 U.S.'Dept. Agric.^ Rep, Dis. Horse 423 Peditis.—
This is the term that Williams applies to that serious cunipli-

cation of laminitis where not only the laminx, but the peri-

osteum and the coflinbone also are subjects of the inflamma-
tory process.

Pedological (ped^I^y'dgTcal), a, [f. Gr. -tttZov

the ground + -(o)logical.] Of or pertaining to

pedology. So Fedologist (pedp-lodgist), a stu-

dent of pedology; Pedclogy, the scientific study

of the genesis and morphology of soils.

igaj Glas^om Herald zr Dec. i. The American survey of
soils IS carried out on the lines laid down by the Russian
school of pedologists. 1930 Nature 19 July 88 Thi.s book
deals with pure pedology . .and is one of the fir^t in English
on the subject. ..'I'he entire pedological library in English.

I6id, 89 It will.. bring home to our own pedologists the lack
of an original treatise in English on the subject.

Pedrail (pe-dr^l). [f. L. ped-,pes^ foot + Rail
sb^ A form of walking machine ; a device which
fits over a wheel of a traction engine or other

vehicle, provided with a series of broad foot-like

supporting surfaces which facilitate progress over

difficult ground, b. colloq. One of the supporting

surfaces in the above machine, or a flat piece of

wood used for a similar purpose,
190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 18/2 The recent trials of the

Diplock walking machine—called by the inventor the * Ped-
rail '—give promise of a successful nesult. In this invention
supports carrying rollers are placed on the ground, and the
motor or traction engine may be said to be rolled over them
so that a rail fixed to the waggon moves along while the
wheels themselves are temporarily supported on the ground
and picked up when the load has passed over them. 1916
Chambers's JrnL Feb. B3/1 The pedrail. .consists of a flat

chain round the wheels. .armed with discs offering a flat

surface to the ground. 1916 Crawshav-Williams Songs en
Service (191 7) 36 note^ Pedrails are square slabs of wood, like

great feet, fastened over the tyres of gun and waiion wheels
with chains, to enable them to get over the soft sand of the
desert.

Pedro (pe'drt?), U*S, [The second part of

Sancko-pedro^ a. The five of trumps ia the card

games Sancho-pedro and Pedro, b, A form of

Sancho-pedroia which the rune of trumps does not

count and the five of trumps counts five.

1890 Century Diet. 1895 Funk's Statut. Diet. 1939 R. S.

& H, M, Lynd Middletoivn%%\ The growing rigidity of the
social system today is centering parties more and more upon
cards, pedro auiong the workers and bridge among the
others.

Peek, sb}^ (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1844^ ' JoN. Sucic Higli Life N. V, H. 4ij I j^t give a

peak in for a minit, and streaked it upstairs. i86g Louisa
M. Alcott Lit. lyotiicii n. xx. 300 ' Ain't it a siglit to see
her sett in' there,*, .muttered old Hannah, who could not re-

sist frequent ' peeks ' through the slide,

b. Comb, as peek-hole, a peep-hole.

19*7 Saturday Even. Post 24 Dec 12/2 That's Fred's

peek hole, where he sees out of.

Peek, Z'.^ Also, to glance at.

x^zQ Publishers' IVeekty^'z Sept. 1120/1 One cannot escape
the temptation to peek at prices however and 1 found one
marked six shillings and took it.

Peel, ^-^ 3. e. Vhx.^to peel ott^s eyes^toV,^^
one's eyes peeled : see Peeled 4 b.

187S J. G. Holland Sevenoaks xii. i6r An' peel yer eyes,

Mike, for I'm goin' to show ye some thin' that'll s'prise ye.

Peel, ^•''^ (Later example.)
19ZI Glasg;<nv Herald 25 Aug. 4/7 The Scottish Tourists.

.

played a two-rlnk game at Balham yesterday, 'peeling ' at

19 on one and losing the other by 12.

Peeled, ppl- a. 4. b. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)

185^ Daily Morn. Herald (Si. Louis) 6 Jan. CTh.) Yoang
man f Keep your eye peeled when you are after the women.
i87« Eggleston End of World xxw'ii. iS6 [It would] teach
the fellow to let monte alone, and keep his eyes peeled
when he traveled. x886 H. Stevens RecolL J. Lenox ^^ In
reading catalogues and reports from all parts of the world,

one eye at Ica.st was always kept peeled for his desiderata.

1906 Springfield Weekly Republ. lo Sept. 16 The carpen-
ters.. are keeping their *eyes peeled' for the many coins

which have. .slid between the planks. 19*3 L, J. Vanxe
Baroque xvi. 95 He sent a request to the door-porter to keep
an eye peeled and let himknow if thecab. .seemed disposed
to tarry in the offing.

Peeler l. Add : 3. U.S. Something superla-

tively good ; a fine ornotable example of anything

;

a lively or energetic person.

1833 C. A. Davis Lett. % Downing {1B34) 88 If he does
turn broker, you'll hear more on him ; for he's a peeler I tell

you, 1834 Ibid. 147 Says he, * Major, that's a sharp piece
you are firin with tliere '. 'It's a peeler*, says I. 1839
Knickerbocker Mag. XIV, 108 His mother sent him to
school, to one Staple Peeler, a big, brawny Dutchman. I

knew him well, and he wtzf a 'peeler *. 1844 'Jon. Slick
*

High Life N.Y, I. 82, 1 was talking with a rare peeler of
a gal. 1845 Mrs. Kirkland Western Clearings 74 It [the
bec-treej '3 a real peeler, I tell ye I x86t Enteriainiug
Things I. 197 The gale. .was a steady hard blow, what
sailors call a peeler.

b, A cowboy.
1903 A Adams Log Cowboy vli- 85 Not only that, but my

PEGGED.
peelers and I are riding circle dot horsei. Ibid, xviii. 275
Tlie horse of some peeler. .acttd up one inoming.

Peep, J<J.i Add: 2, b. A single item or scrap
of news. (Cf. Pip sh.^ \ b.)

1908 R. W, Chambers Firing Line xxiv. 411 Nobody'.s
heard a peep from you. What on earth do you mean by this?

Peept^i^.ii Add; L d. diaL^^iUS. After

a negative, a short interval (of sleep'), a wink.
1905 Rf.x Beach Pardners \u (1912)49 Most people called

him crazy, 'cause he had fits of goin' for days without a peep.

Peep-bo» (Earlier example.)
i8a8 Mrs. A. Rovall Black Bk. II. 137, I was not dis-

posed lo play at peep-bo with him.

Peop-boing, vbl, sb. [i. Peep-bo-h-ing1.]
Playing at peep-bo.
1853 Mrs. Gaskell Ruth. vi. I. 145 After some ' peej)-

boing*, she was about to snatch a kiss, when Harry. .hit

Ruth a great blow on the face.

Peeper-^- 2. (Later example.)
1928 Edgar VJwjlacb. Douile x\\\. Unless your poor old

peepers are going wrong you would have .seen them.

Peeve (p^'v), v, [f. Peevish a,'\ 1. trans. To
affect with irritation or fretfulness. Chiefly in pa,
pple. So Peeved />//. a., annoyed, irritated,

1913 Mvi.Foao Comfng ofCassidy iv. yi Jimmy. .regarded
the peeved proprietor, shaking his head sorrowfully. 19x9
Deeping Second Youth xxvii, I must i«e lo the General;
he*s a little peeved about something. 1925 H. L. Fo.stbb
'Prop. Tramp Tourists 145 They looked decidedly peeved,
1926 J. Black You Cant Win xiii. 185 One of them got
peeved and started to lug out his * cannon *. 1927 Hutchin-
son's Myst. Story Mag. Sept. m Nellie..seemed peeved
because we chose to follow the footprints the other way.
1929 DoYLB Afaracot Deep 264 What is up, jack? You
seem peeved this morning. 1930 Rosf. Macauu^v Relations
XX. § 2. 298 That peeves me considerably.

2. zntr. To be querulous or fretful.

1923 H. G. Wells Afen Like Gods 1. I. § i. S Liberalism
would never do anything more for ever than sit . . grumbling
and peeving. 1923 Una L. Silberrad Lett. Jean Armiter
xi. 227 A long letter I saw, a peevish one X guess; he has a
gift of peeving on paper.

Peg, sb.^ Add: 1. e. Ta buy (clothes) off tkt

pegy to buy them ready-made.
1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 17 Dec. 1016/4 They bought what

they could off the peg.

11. peg-house, slangy a public-honse ; peg-mau
{b)y a workman who lasts pegged boots or shoes

;

peg-pot = peg-tankard \ peg-rent, cloak-room
charges,
1922 C. AiKEM yig ofForslin 40 And once I murdered, by

the waterfront: A drunken sailor, in a *peg-house brawl.

1897 S. & Beatrice Webb Industr, Detnocr, 1. 418 ' Lasters ',

..(in hand-sewn work these are known as 'makers*, in

'pegged work*. .they are called **pegmen* or 'rivetters').

1903 Athenxuin 24 Jan. 122/1 In 1873 a *peg-pot similarly

engraved. .was offered to the city, but declined. 1911
Cha?id>€rs's Jml. Feb. 115/1 The man who L'kes to eat a
meal without worry lest somebody should excliange bats
wiih hi

Peg
wiih him.. must pay *peg-rent.

Peg, V, Add : 1. (Furt
1888 KiPUNG Soldiers 7Vir« (1889) 31 In three minutes he

Add: 1. (Further example.)

was pegged out—chin down, tight dhrawn—onhlsstummick,
a peg to each arm an' leg, swearin' fit to turn a naygiu" white,

a. d. To fasten the soles on to (boots or shoes)

with wooden pegs.

1849 Rep. U.S. Contm, Patents (1850) 295 Improvement
in ilachines for Pegging Boots and Shoes.

e. To insert small wooden pegs into the stalks

of (tobacco).
z849^«/^. U,S,Comw. PatentsAgrici^Bso) ^21 'Pegging*

tobacco.. is done by driving little pegs, about six mclies

long and lialfan inch or less square, into the stalk about
four inches from the big end of the stalk.

8. e. To bepeggedy to be awaiting trial for some
offence. Army slang,

1920 M, A, MUgge War Diary 221 Pegged^ to have one's

name pat down for punishment,

14. Peg back, trans. To cause an opponent's

scoring-peg to be moved back ; to defeat in a con-

test
1928 Dailjf Express 30 July 12/3 He mored up so freely

in the straight that he easily pegged back the luckless

Countess of Hainault by two lengths.

Pegamoid (pegamoid). Trade-name of a kind

of waterproof cloth or imitation leather used iu

upholstery, book-binding, etc.

1895 Current Hist. V. 731 It is claimed for pegamoid ,

a product recently placed on the markets of Europe, that it

will render materials of any kind absolutely impervious to

water. 1909 Pract. Upfwlstery 12 Pegamoid Cloth. This
is one of ttie belter class imitation leathers, and is obtainable

in a large variety of ' grains *, colours, and qualities. 1909
Public ledger (Philad.) 24 June 5/6 Advt., Suit cases..

variously covered with canvas, pegamoid, matting, cane and
cowhide.

Peg-do\yn, a. ^ pegged-down (see next).

1896 Strand Slag, June 627/1 A ' peg-down * match.

Pegged,///, a. Add: b. Comb., pegged-
dowu a,y applied to angling competitions at which

the part of the river-bank assigned to each com-
petitor is marked off with a peg ; pegged splint,

a serious form of splint in horses.

jqcA Angler's Nezvs -ir Mar, 231/2 The City Piscatorials

tried conclusions in a *pegged-down contest. 1903 U.S.

Defit, Agr. Rep. Dis. Horse 2S6 In some instaitces they

[splints] assume more important dimensions and pass from

the inside to the outside of the bone, on its posterior face,

between that and the suspensory ligament. This fonr Is

called the ^pegged splint.



PEGGING.

'PegginSt ^^^- ^** ^' (.^^^ example.)

1931 Uoserver 11 Jan. 19/1 Mr. Scullin's views about the

pejiging of wages are unknown.

b. Level pegging ; even scores ; the state of a
contest when none of the contestants are securing

any advantage over the others.

1987 Daiiy Tel. 5 Mar. 10/4 It was level pegging when
the heavy-weights, .took the ring, igal Ibid. 7 Aug. 12/1

Pelers equalised, and it was still level pegging when ends

were changed.

Peggy, sl>- Add : 5. Peggy bag, a style of

womairs hand-bag having side handles and outside

pockets ;
peggy-etlok = sense 3.

I9i0 Sect at Home li Abroad 5/3 Mirren had a wheen
peppermints in her peggy bag. 19x2 Daily Mail 11 Dec. 13

.^dvt.

Pek, Peke (pile), Pekio (prkj), abbreviations

of *Pekingese dog.

1930 Chambers's Jml. 21 Feb. 177/2 Adjoining were the

kennels where the Pekies lived. 1923 W. J. Locke Tale
Triotui ix. 105 Instead of pulling your weight you think it's

your right to sit on a cushion, a passenger—or a Pekie dog
—and let other people pull you. 19*4 Galsworthy White
Monkey II. iv, 1 II see what I can do, if you'll lend me your
Peke for an hour or so to-morrow afternoon. 19x6 Spectator

11 May 859/2 A young lady of fashion happens to be

travelling lo-day..wilh a couple of wardrobe trunks and a

fortune in sables, satchels, vanity cases, also a ' Pek '.

Pekin. Add : 3. Peking man, a prehistoric

type of man, Sinanthropus pekinensis, represented

by some remains that have been found at Peking.

19S6 Feking Leader 24 Oct. in Bull. Peking Soc. Nat. Hist.

1927-3 II. IV, xvii. The discovery of the two teeth of the
' Peking Man '. 19*9 Times 30 Dec 9/4 The Peking man is

considered to antedate Neanderthal man, and is held to be

nearer the genus Homo than the Piitdown and Java types.

Pekin(g)ese (pikinrz, p/kiijrz), a. and sb. [f.

Peking )iY,v.vs, the name of the capital of China •)-

-ESE.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to Peking; applied

especially to a breed of dwarf pug-dogs having long

silky hair, obtained originally from the Imperial

Palace of Peking, and much kept as pets. b. sb.

A native or inhabitant of Peking; the form of

Chinese used in Peking; a Pekingese dog.

1849 Ann. Propag. Faith Mar. 104, I have been informed

thai you speak. .Pekinese. 1M6 Leisure Hour XV. 45/2
(heading) Peking and the Pekingese. 1874 Ibid. 5 Sept. 572/1

'I'his event created great consternation among all classes of

the Pekingese. 1888 Peel City Guardian 14 Apr. 281/5 A
singular Pekingese New Year custom is mentioned in the

Shen Pao. 1904 F. T. Barton Toy Dogs 73 The Pekinese

Spaniel. 1906 Field 20 Oct. 663/2 Pekingese were forward

in strong numbers, the best dog weighing (etcl. ^
1920 Jgtk

Cent. Sept. 384 The Grand Duchess Tatiana carried in her

arms her liltle Pekingese dog. 19x1 IVeslm. Gaz. 23 Dec.,

There were also considerable numbers of ladies' toy and lap

dogs, the popular Pekinese predominating so far as numbers
were concerned.

Pelagic, a. (Add examples.)

1891 J. MumAY in Challenger Rep., Deep-sea Deposits

p. xxix. The Pelagic Deposits are formed in the deep water

of the central regions of the great ocean basins, and consist

of organic oozes and a reddish clay. 1909 Chambers's ?rnl.

Dec. 784^1 Three great primary zones are recognised. These
are the Pelagic, the Nerilic, and the Abysmal zones.

Pellagpric (pelae-grik), a. [i. Pkllagba + -ic]

Of or pertaining to pellagra ;
pellagrous.

1909 IVestm. Caz. 20 Oct. 4/1 A toxic substance isolated

from bad maize injected into animals produced.. all the

symptoms of pellagric madness.

Pellet, sb.i Add : 2. c. = Cast sb. 19.

1834 MuDiK Brit. Birds (1841) I. 141 Mice are preferred

to birds, the feathers being more untractable than the fur,

both in swallowing, and in casting in pellets or quids. 1894

Yearbk. U.S. Dept. 0/ Agr. 217 These masses, known as
' pellets * are rcpirgitated before fresh food is taken. 1905

Daily Ne-.us 5 Jan. 4/3 The brown owl's pellet very rarely

contains the remains of shrews.

Pelmailisni(pe'lmaniz'm). [f. Pelman (coined

in 1899), proprietary name of an edncational insti-

tute -h-ism.] The training system of the Pelman

Institute. So Pe'lmaiiist, p'e-lmanlte, a student

of Pelman ism ; Pe'lmaniae v. intr. and trans., to

practise I'elmanism, to learn or memorize by the

methods of Pelmanism or similar methods ; also,

to train by Pelman methods.

1918 Q. Rev. Lit. Advt. Apr. 2 1 Pelmanism is . . the fruit of

gradual evolution. 19*0 Pelman Pie 25 -Wvt., A very large

proportion of its readers are ' Pelmanists '. 1910 Blaekvj,

Mag. Nov. 561/2, I fear 1 must be suffering from what the

Pelmanites call ' mind-wandering '. 1911 Chambers's Jml.
Mar. 176/1 In some Oriental way he had Pelmanised his

memory. 19M T. Burke Lend. Spy 78 They followed his

movements with intent eyes, pclmanizing each gesture, and

rractising it to themselves. 1914 Glasgow Herald 4 Dec. 9

t is in the case of the Speaker himself that the pelmanising

process is brought to scientific perfection.

Pelmet (pe-lmet). Also palmetto, pelmette.

[Prob. £. F. palmette, a conventional palm-leaf

design on a cornice.] A valance or narrow pendant

border, esp. one used to conceal curtain rods above

a window or door.
lilt Ann. Reg. (1822) App. toChron. 331/2 Beneath the cor-

nice, hunn a succession of crimson velvet pelmet tracery, each

pelmet having embroidered upon it a rose, a thistle, a crown

or a harp. 189S Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Pnce LtstV^.

67 Index, Peliiiettes. 1904 Hasluck Upholstery 149 lliis

pelmet ix fixed to a wood lath screwed underneath the door

casing, igaa Daily Tel. 12 June 2o/5 The velvet and

silk uamaslc curtains throughout the castle, with pelmets

111

and cornices, 1935 Pendkrel-Brodhurst& Layton Gloss,

Eu^L Furniture 123 Pelmet, a woid used by upholsterers

and sometimes by art dealers, who prefer the word ' palmette',

to denote the horizontal stiff curtain or valance hiding the

rod, rings and headings of the banging curtains decorating
a door, window, bed, etc

Pelt, sb.^ (Add example.)
t886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 50 Pelt^ coally

stone associated with a coal seam.

Felt, z'.l 3. b. Also of missiles.

1916 B. Cable Action Front 210 Maxim and rifle bullets

were still pelting from somewhere in half enfilade at long
range.

6. (Further example.)
1916 B. Ckbi-k Action Front 116 A heavy rifle and machine-

gun fire which was pelted across from the opposite parts of

the British line.

Felt, v.'^ (Modem example.)
1920 W. T. Grenfell Labrador Doctor ix. 176 Then

having kilted, 'sculped', and 'pelted' the seal, the exciting

return to the vessel I

Felted (pe-ltsd), j^/. a. [f. Pelt z'.2 + -kd2.]

Having the bark stripped off.

J9»7 Daily Express 12 Mar. 5 An attractive arch in pelted

oak, placed at the end of a pathway.

Felter, sb.^ 1. d. Also, a slow horse. U.S.

1896 G. Ade Artie i. 4 It*s like hitchin* up a four time

winner 'longside of apelter. 190a Clapin Diet. Auicr. 303
Felter, in parts of New England, an old, worn-out horse.

Felter, v. Add : 2. ititr. To run with rapid

steps ; ss Pelt v.^ 7*

1906 W. S. Maugham Bishop's Apron xix. 297 The strange

spectacle of a comely young; woman and an ecclesiastical

dignitary, .peltering towards the Achilles Statue as fast as

they could go. 1923 Ckambers'^s Jml. Apr. 240/2 Rawlins
..pellercd up on deck to recover his composure.

Felting,/^/. ^7. 1. (Add example.)
1881 Punch 3 Sept. 105/2 Monday ; Pelting morning, but

left London comfortably by the 2.15.

Felvigraph (pe-lvigrof)- [f- Pelvis + -graph.]

An instrument for obtaining measurements of the

pelvis. Felvl'^raphy, the use of the pelvigraph.

1903 T. Clifton Edgar Pracf. Obstetrics 184 Pelvigraphy.

Ibid.f The authors (Neumann and Ehrenfestl. .employ for

this purpose an instrument termed by them a pelvigraph.

1904 Lancet 18 June 1728/1 A description is given of pelvi-

graphy or the method of taking a series of measurements of

certain pelvic diameters and thus plotting out the size of the

various pelvic planes.

Fen, J^.i Add: 2, c. U.S. = *Bull-pen.
1845 W. G. SiUMS Wigwam 4- Cabin Ser. 11. 93 Laughter

. .cea-sed on my part as I got in sight of the * pen ' in which
I was to be kept secure. 1853 F. W. Thomas J. Randolph
etc. 286 If I had not caught him in Baltimore, .and put him
ill the pen there for debt. I never should have got the money.
1904 M. Y. Even. yrnl. 10 May 2 A panic was caused
among the prisoners in the pen of the Ewen Street Police

Court jail. 1908 S. E. White Riverman xlvli. 353 You
could put me in the pen, perhaps—with Heincman's tesli-

mony. J910 W. M, RaineZ*. O'Connor 21, 1 know your kind

—hell-bent to spend what you cash in, and every mother's

son of you in the pen., inside of a month.

4. pen-keepiDg, W* Indies (see quot.).

1907 Daily Cons. 4- Trade Rep. ig Oct. 5 (Cent. Suppl.)

The rearing of cattle, horses, and mules is an important in-

dustry in Jamaica. This is known as ' *pen-k,eeping ', the

pens varying in size from 200 to 2,000 acres.

Fen, sd:^ Add : 6. b. To touch the pen, of a

person unable to write, to put his hand to the pen

with which another writes his name for him,

c 1866 C. NoRiJHOFF Voung' Manof- IVar's Man i. 8 [He]
told me to * touch the pen , while he ingeniously wrote my
name for me.

7. a. pen-Stalk, o. pen-nibber,

1813 Trans. Soc, Arts XL, 252 This operation ..may be

performed still more accurately by the *Pt:n-nibber here

represented. 190* Chambers''s JmL Nov. 6^2/2 He had in

cverydayuse:(i) wash-hand tray.. (13) pen-nihbcr, (14) ruler.

1907 Kate D. Wiggin Nevj Chron. Rebeccagi h^t night I

dreamed that the river was ink and I kept dipping into it

and writing with a "pensialk made of a young pine tree.

8. pen-scratch Stitch, in embroidery (see quot.).

1928 Daily Express 6 July 5/3 Take.. the pen-scratch

stitch. These short stitches—three vertical, space, one hori-

zontal, space, and so on—make a charming little trimming.

Fen (pen), sd.^ U.S. Abbreviation of Pkni-

TENTI/BY B. 7.

1889 Farmer Americanisms. igio'O. Henry' Whirli-

gigs xvii. 202 One year after I got lo the pen, my daughter

died. 19*4 W. M. Raine Troubled 14^'aters xxviL 273 He
escaped from the pen four days ago.

Fen, v.'^ Add : c. intr. To use a pen ; to write.

i903HARDyZ>j'«<ij/ji. II. ii.40 He pens in fits, with pallid

restlessness.

Fenal (p**nal), sb. colloq. [f. the adj.] A term

or sentence of penal servitude.

1892 Daily Ne^vs 17 Nov. 6/6, I was speaking to a youth

who had undergone two pcnaIs..for picking pockets. 19*7

W. E. CoLUNSON Contemp. Eng. 77 A convict doing penal

or doing time, .is sometimes called a lag.

Fenalty. Add : 2. e. Bridge. A number of

points added to the opponents' score when the de-

clarer fails to make his contract, or to the declarer's

score when his call is doubled and he makes his

contract.

1908 R. F. Foster Auction Bridge 37, S^ points penalty

for each of the two tricks by which the bidder failed.

6. penalty-bully^ stroke, irick% penally area, the

area in front of the goal in a football pitch within

which a breach of certain rules involves the award

PENELOPIZE.

of a penalty kick ; penalty envelope U.S., an

official envelope which must not be used for private

correspondence, under penalty of a fine stated on

it ; penalty line, the line bounding the penalty

area of a football pitch.
igzg Daily Express 7 Nov. ig/i The full-backs were often

guilty of dribbling the ball in their own *penalty area. 1909
IVestm. Gaz. 12 Oct. 12/2 It is rarely that a *penalty-bully

is given in first-class hockey. 1879 Postal La7us .y Regul.

§ 147 Requisitions for postage-stamps, staniped-envelopes,..

and official *penalty-envelopesare required lo be made upon
printed forms. IQ03 N. V, Times 29 Aug., The officials of

the District Government were not entitled to the use of the
mails like other Federal officials who use penalty envelopes.

1929 Evening Neivs 18 Nov. 13/3 The *penalty lines and
the touch lines were not visible. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXIX.
26/1 A ' •penalty stroke' is a stroke added to the score of a
side under cei tain rules, and shall not aff"ect the rot.ttion of
play. Z909 IVestm, Gas. 20 Mar. 14/2 *Penidty trick scores

incurred during the play of a rubber are not irretrievably

gone.

Pen-and-inkery. [-eky.] The use of pen
and ink ; an author's business.

1905 W. De Morgan in A. M. W. Stirling De Morgan 9r

Wi/e 328, I do wish I had paid more attention to them [sc.

birds, flowers, and trees] in my time—they would come in

so useful in these later days of pen-and-inkery,

Fencil, sb. 7. b. Add : pencil-arm, that

arm in a pair of compasses which carries the pencil

;

pencil flower (earlier example).
1895 Eleanor Rowe Ckip-Cat^nng 9 Do not use the left

hand to move the *pencil-arm of the compasses. 1853
Darlington Flora Cestrica (ed. 3) 62 Stylosanthes elatior,

..^Pencil Flower.

FenciUin^, vhl. sb. 1. (Add example.)
1913 W. Bateson Mendel's Principles of Heredity 42

Pencilling [in fowls] is a dominant to its absence.

Fendant, ^b. 12. b. (Add example.)
1900 E. Bl-ckingham Tkcofy ofTkermodynaviics 15J We

. . must accept it as a new experimental principle, forming a
pendant lo Carnot's principle.

Fendle ^. Also 8 pendaL
3. (Later Amer. example.)
170X Boston Rec. VIU. ii Ordered, That no person shall

erect or set up any Pentice, jetty or Pendal over any of the
streets, lanes or faighwayes of this town.

Fendom (pe-ndam). [f. Pen ji^.'-i-f--DOM.] The
world or domain of writing or literature ; writers

collectively,

X884 Grenville-Murrav High Life in France 220 The
French continue to be.. the best versifiers in pendora.

Fendulation (pendi^Jl^i-Jan). [f. L. pendu^

lus (see Pendulum) -f -ation.] An oscillating

motion ascribed to the poles of the earth.

1909 Westm. Gaz. i May 12/3 According to Professor

Simroth, pendulalion, which is the periodical oscillation of

the earth's axes,, .explains nearly every observed fact in the

development and distribution of all animals. 1924 tr. A.
Wegener's Orig. Continents 9f Oceans 95 Unfortunately,

Reibisch clothed his ideas. .in the singular straight-jacket

of a iitrict *pendulation*of thepolesinau 'orbit of swings*,

which is probably false.

Fendolize (pendi^aaiz), V. [f. as Pendulous
-H-IZE.] intr. To poise oneself or hover in the

air ; to be pendant.
1869 E. Newman lllust. Nat. Hist. Brit. Moths 12 He

who has not seen this fairy creature pendulizing over a purple

patch of the common bugle., has a delight yet lo come.

Fendnlxun. Add : 1. C. Used of seismolo-

j^ical instiuments or parts of apparatus which em-

body some of the principles of the pendulum but

are not actually suspended. Horizontal pendu-
lum, a nearly horizontal rod carrying a heavy

weight supported by thread and designed so as to

swing readily in a plane slightly inclined to the

horizontal. Inverted pendulum, a heavy mass

held in position by springs and supported by rods

which rest on a bearing vertically beneath its centre

of gravity.

X84X J. D. Forbes in Trans. Roy. Soc. Edfn. XV. 219 The
elegant inverted Pendulum or Noddy contrived by the late

Mr. Hardy, suggested to me a different arrangement. 1896

Geog. Jrnt. Vil. 252 'ITie duration of the dii^tuibance as

recorded by a free horizontal pendulum may be several

hours. 1898 G. H. Darwin Tides 118 The instrument. .is

called a horizontal pendulum. 1904 C, E. DunoM Earth-

quakes 76 Here the inverted pendulum has a knob on its

staff, which is supported at O upon gimbals, 1908 C. _G.

KNorr Earthquake Pfwnoinena 52 In the case of the in-

verted pendulum the stability is diminished by making the

pendulum very long. 1911 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 591/1 In

these instruments ttie same principles arc followed as in the

construction of horizontal pendulums.

4. b. pendulum observation, an observation

made with a pendulum ;
pendulum position,

Billiards, a position of the two object bails beside

the cushions on either side of a corner pocket which

makes a large number of c.innons possible.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 14 Sept 4/1 Complete series of meteoro-

logical, magnetic, seismological, tidal, and pendulum obser-

vations were taken under great difficulties. iga.-j Dotty

Express 26 Apr. 9/4 Reeccmadc a record break of 1,1511

including 568 cannons by what is known as the * pendulum

position .

Penelopize, v, (Earlier example.)

184X Congress. Globe 14 June App. 43/2 Diplomacy was

still drawing out its lengthened iliread—still weaving lis long

and dilatory web—still Penelopizing.



PENEPLAINED.

Peneplained, a. That has been made a pene-

plain.

190s Chamberlin & Salisbury Geo!. I. 85 Fig. 74. A pene-

plained surface where Che elevations are small but steep-

sided.

Peneplanatioii (p/nrplan^/on). GeoL [f.

Peneplain + -ATJON.] The process of forming a

peneplain.
1904 Auter. GeoL Sept. 162 Several times the staying pro-

cess has enabled partial peneplanation to take place.

Peneplane, variant of Peneplain.
1908 J. VV. Gregoky Geog. 32 Pene-planes are due to the

levelling down of a country by rivers. 19*8 V. G. Childk
Most Ahc, East\\. 123 The eastern end of the tilted pene-

plane of Arabia.

PengO (pe*qgo). [Hungarian, pres. pple. of

//«f to sound]. The monetary unit of Hungary
introduced in 1925, having a par value of about 38

to the pound sterling,

19SS Glasgow Herald 4 Jan. 12/a To-day the new Hun-
parian currency, the penRo, is quoted for the first time.

_ 1927

7V//;«28 Feb. 1 1/7 The Hungarian Government has assigned

a sum of 322,820 pengoes (^11,600) for. .a new Hungarian
Legation building in London.

Penguin. Add : 2. b. slang, (See quots.)

1918 Fabrow Diet. Mil. Terms 442 Petiguinst airplanes

with wing surface and power so reduced that they cannot
leave the ground. X919 Aihenxuvt 11 July 582/2 Members
of the W.R.A.F. were called Penguins * because they were
' flappers ' who did not fly.

Penguinery. Also penguinry. (Later ex-

ample.)
X9ax H. G. PoNTiNC Gi. White South 55 The Adilie

penguinry was but a mile or two away.

Penible, a. 2. (Modern example.)
1915 QuiLr.ER-CoucH Nitky-Nan xiii. 164 The steepness

of the coombs . . was penible to a man of his weight.

Peninsnlatei v, (I^ater example.)
1857 Christian Misc. q$-2/^ The rain peninsulates every

house with a moat of puddle.

Peninsula tion. [f. prec] The process of

making into a peninsula. (In quot.^^.)
1913 Outl. Literature I. x. 194/1 From this peninsulation

of the stage several things follow.

Penitent. B. sb, 5. penitent-form (earlier

examples).
1865 Wesleyan-Meik. Mag. Nov. 484 She was the first to

come to the penitent form. 1881 Doclr. \ Discipl. Salvation
Army § 28 Bring 'hem out to the penitent form before the
people, and so test them further, and pledge them publicly.

Pennant^. Add: 2. c. U.S, A flag awarded
as a distinction. Also attrib.

1888 Outing ]u\y 362/1 Up to June i the Chicago team
led in the League pennant race. 1915 Z.;V. Digest {If. Y.)

21 Aug. 360/3 The Cincinnati Reds, .have never yet won a
pennant. 161(1.^ The New York Giants. .are not often fax

from the pennant class.

Penner*^ (pe-nsj). [f. Pen t-.i -h -er i.] One
who pens cattle.

1904 Deuly Neius 3 Dec. 5/1 There are 43 diflTerent men in

this gang—'ptnners', 'shacklers', 'bolsters*, 'gutters', and
so on.

Pennsylvania (pensilv^i-nia). One of the

middle Atlantic states of the United States, named
after William Penn, the Quaker, in 1681. Used
attrib. to denote articles, products, or varieties of

plants characteristic of, or growing in Pennsyl-

vania, as Pennsylvania coi-n^ dwarf mountain
mapUf fir tree, mountain laurel, wagon, wind
fiower \ Pennsylvania Dutch, a dialect widely

used in Penus\lvania, derived from the German
(deutsch) of a great number of the early settlers,

with a considerable admixture of English words ;

also, the persons using this dialect.

1739 Col. Rec. Georgia IIL 429 We all were disappointed

by. .planting the yellow *Pensilvariia Corn. 1869 Atlantic
Monthly Oct. 473 In thecounty of Lancaster..my neighbors
on all sides are *Pennsylvania Dutch. 187a Haldkman {title)

Pennsylvania Dutch : a dialect ofSouth German with an in-

fusion of English. 1889 Farmer AutericanismSy'PcTivi&y\-

vania Dutch. 1785 H. Marshall Amer. Grove 2 •Penn-
sylvania Dwarf Mountain Maple (Acer pennsylvanicum).
1770 FoRSTER tr. Kalm's 'i'rav. 69 *Pennsylvania Fir Tree
{PinusAmer.). 1785 H. Marshall ^4///^/-. Grove 127 •Penn-
sylvania Mountain Laurel (Rhododendrum maximum). 1841
R. Park Pantology ^62 The *Pennsylvania waggon is re-

markable forits great size, 1S45 KnickerbockerMag. XXVL
268 Sometimes twenty Pennsylvania wagons—you remember
the Pennsylvania wagons ?—would leave the city in one day.
1869 J. G. Fuller }• lower Gatherers 28 It blooms later, in

May and June, and is called the *PennsyIvanla Wind Flower.

PennsylTanian, a. and sb. [f. prec. + - an.]

a. adj. Ofor belonging to Pennsylvania; =*Penn-
SYLVAiiiA attrib, b. j^. A native or inhabitant of
Pennsylvania.

1744 Franklin <//7/^) An Account of.. Pennsylvanian Fire
places,. .With dirccuons for putting them up. 1785 H.
MAJtSH\i.L Amer. Grove $1 Peimsylvanian Sharp.keyed Ash
(Fraxinus pennsylvanica). 1755 Lett, to Washington I. 99
The Road upon which the Pennsylvatieans were Employ'd.
1793 J. Barlow Hasty Pudding 6 Ev'n in thy native
regions, how I blush To hear the Pennsylvanians call thee
Mush. 1816 U. Ukows yrnl. \\\ Maryland Hist, Mag. X.
345, I was once a Pennsylvanian. 1825 Wesleyan-Meth.
Miig. IV. App. 455/1, 1 had my first view of tlie city of
Philadelphia..on the Pennsylvanian shore. 1838 Southern
Lit. Messenger IV. 165/1 Mr. Ingersoll, being a Pennsyl-
vanian, stands impartial between the two extremes of the

Union. 1853 A. BuNN Old Eng. ^ New Eng. 1. viii. 167
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Mr. Nicholas Biddle.. issued the notorious Pennsylvanian
bonds.

Penny. Add : 2. b. (Earlier Amer. example.)
184a J. S. Buckingham Eastern ff Western States II. 113

[The Log Cabin Advocate^ Baltimore] was one of the class

called here ' Penny Papers ', tiiough selling for one cent a
copy.

12. penny ante, the game of poker when the

ante is fixed at one penny ; penny farthing, an
early form of bicycle having a large front wheel and
a small rear one ; penny pawn (see quot.); penny-
peeler, an avaricious or niggardly person ; penny
plain a,, plain and unpretentious ; so penny-plain-
ness.
1894 Outing XXIV. 72/1 They play *penny-ante with

feverish absorption. x9oa G. H. Lorimer Lett. Self-made
Merchant x\. 148 He wasn't one of those elders who would
. .tell him it was all right to play whist in the parlor if he'd
give up penny.ante at the Dutchman's. 1937 * Ixion *

Eurther Motor Cycle Reutin. 70 On a greasy corner the out-

fit was probably less stable than the old ' *penny-farthing
*

type of push bike. 1928 Daily Teh 15 May 15/7 The pageant
will end with Miss Dorothy Dickson on a * penny-fai thing

'

bicycle. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 16 Dec. lo/i What are known
as '*penny pawns* abound in the district. A broker who
keeps one of these can purcliase an article of any value from
a penny upwards. He is compelled to keepit for only seven
full days. 192^ J. Grkgoby Bab 0/ Backwoods xxi. 269
Willoughby, skinflint, "penny-peeler and nickel grabber that

lie was, smeiled a deal and asked them five thousand dollars

for ten acres I 1884 Stevenson {title ofessay) h. *penny plain

and twopence coloured. 1920 'O. Douglas' Penny plain vi.

60 Having been all her life so very * twopence coloured ' she
wants the ' penny plain 'for a cliangc.There is no mistake
about our ' penny-plainness '—it jumps to the eye I

Pennywinkle, dial, variant of Pbriwinkle.2

Pension^ sb, 0. Add : pension act, law (ex-

ample), money, roll (later examples).

1839 SoutJurn Lit. Messenger V. 3i4''i A few tardy "pen-
sion acts., are all the tributes their worth has received. 1838
Ibid. IV. 766 When the revolutionary *pension-law was en-

acted, a majority of tiie war-worn veterans had travelled .

.

beyond the reach of human reward. 1854 Shillaber Mrs,
Partington 190 The old lady had presented a check for a
quarter s "pension-money. i8z8 A. Sherburne Mevi. xi.

(1831) 242 This gentleman, .forwarded to me the certificates

of the continuation of my name on the "pension roll. 1907
Westm. Gaz, 5 Apr. lo/i Miss Robb..was the posthumous
child of Captain Robb, . .and was put on the State pension-
roll at birth.

Pensionable, a. Add : a. and b. (Further

examples.)
a. 19S0 Act 10 ^ II Geo. )^ c. 67 Sched. viii. 4 This pro-

vision sliall apply to the pensionable assistants of the petty
sessions clerks at Clerk and Belfast.

b. 1908 Daily Chron. 9 Jan. 6/7 They will have the ulti-

mate prospect, .of appointment to permanent and pension-
able establishments of the Protectorate.

o. Related to, connected with, or affecting, a

person's pension.

1909 Westm. Gaz, 8 Feb. 8/3 The recognition of colour
service in the Forces for pensionable purposes. 1930 Act 10

Of 1 1 Geo. V c. 67 Sched. ix, The allowance awarded . . shall

in no case exceed two-thirds 01" his actual pensionable salary.

Pent, sb^^ Add : b, transf. Tiie brim of a

bonnet.
1905 QuM.LEB-CoucH Shining Ferry x. 118 A. .pretty

damsel of eighteen or twenty, in. .a pink sun-bonnet, under
the pent of which her dark hair curtained her temples.

Penta-. Pentalogy (add example). Penta-
lophodont a, (example).
X9az Times Lit. Suppi. jo Feb, 89/2 In form it is a play

in five acts ; but every act is a complete play in itself, . . the
whole drama is a *pentalogy. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. ti^li
Transitional conditions have. .been shown, between the
latter and what has been called a '*pcntalophodont " type.

Pen-tail. [f. Pen sb:^ + Tail sb!\ A species

and genus of tree-shrew, Plilocercus lowii, which
has fringes of long hair on a part of its tail. So
Pen-tailed a,

1883 Encych Brit. XV. 402/1 Pentail {Piilocercus lowti).

1910 Ibid. XIV. iiy^l^ In the pen-tailed tree.shrew..the
fringes of long hair are confined to the terminal third of the
tail, 1927 Gtnsgoiu Herald 14 May 4/2 The probability is

that the pen-tail and tupaia represent two successive phases
in the evolution of a Lemurid.

Pentamery (pentse*meri). Bot, [f. Penta- +
Gr. ixipQ% part + -Y.] Pentamerous condition.
X902 Encycl. Brit, XXV. 433/2 Whilst in the pentamery

and dimery of Dicotyledones there is usually a posterior

sepal with a pair of lateral prophylls.

Pentecostal. B. adj. Add : b. Resembling
the mixture of nationalities in Jerusalem at Pente-

cost (Acts ii. 9—11) ; heterogeneous.
X903 Kipling J" Nations <y>^ I have watched them in their

tantrums, all that pentecostal crew, French, Italian, Arab,
Spaniard, Dutch and Greek, and Russ and Jew.

Pentode (pe-nti?ud), a, [f. Gr. Trixre five + oho%

way.] Applied to a five-electrode wireless valve.

1919 [see *Tetrode]. 1928 Daily Express 14 Dec. 5 One
pentode valve will do the work of two ordinary valves, but
It will be a heavy drain on dry batteries.

Penultim, a. (Modem example.)
1910 Sat. Westm. Gaz, 5 Mar. 6/1 Slowly exhaling thy

penultim breath.

Peonage. 1- (Earlier example.)
1844 J. J. Webb Mem. 50 The system of Peonage or volun-

tary servitude was a fixed institution.

Peonism. (Examples.)
1850 D. Webster .S"/. Wks. 185 1 V. 351, 1 suppose there is

no slavery of that description in California now, I under-

PERAMBULATE.
Stand ihs^X peonis7u^ a sort of penal servitude, exists there, or
rather a sort of voluntary sale of a man and his offspring for
debt. 1852 W. W. H. Davis £"/6"'7>i£-tJ 231 Another peculiar
feature of New Mexico is the system of domestic servitude
called peonism, that has existed, and still exists, in all the
Sj.aiiish American colonies.

Peony. 2. b. Add : peony-flowered rdj.

1906 Daily Chron. 4 Oct. 6/5 A new variety of peony-
flowered, or art dahlia.

People, sb. 1. e. (Add examples.)
1824 Miss MiTFouD Our Village I. 276 Even the four-

footed people who wear iron shoes make wry faces, poor
things ! at those stones. 1907 Westm, Gaz. 20 Sept. 4/2 In
compassing the death, .of a pike., we are saving the life of
as many other people of the stream as he would have eaten
had he lived. 1913 E. H. Barker Wayfaring in France
278 All the other feathered people in the grove.

Peopling (p*plir]), ///. a. [f. People v, +
-ING 2,] p'illinj^ or occupyin£3f as inhabitants.
X909 L. BiNVON England etc. 8 Were these dark heavens

the unfathonied gulfs of Time, So mijjht we see bright
peopling spirits star The memoriless ages.

Pep (pep), sb, U.S, [Abbreviation of Pepper
sb,] Vigour, energy, or spirit.

1915 Lit. Digest {N. Y.) 21 Aug. 371/3 See for yourself if

you do not get.. all of the flexibility, all of the pick-up and
all of the *pep' that is claimed for any other motor built.

1918 War Birds (1927) 87 Col. Rees. .tried to put pep in the
boys by giving a stunting exhibition below five hundred feet.

1919 H. L. Wn.Sf)N Ma Pettengill v. 168 She was taking
longer rides and getting her pep back. 1920 Chambers's
Jml. Feb. 113/2, I put more and more 'pep' into myser.
mon, but to no purpose. 1924 F. G. Lowe Laxvn Tennis xyj
We have not enough ' pep * and go ; we are too soft and hit

too late. 1928 R. H. B. Bell Z,^^ >^^K«^/a/;/ 182 When the
mind is sick, the soul lacks spiritual pep.

Pep, V, U.S. [f. the sb.] trans. With up. To
fill or inspire with energy and vigour; to put new
life into,

1925 H. L. Foster Trof. Tramp Tourists 56 * Just leave
them to me,' said the Social Manager. ' I'll get them started,

and all pepped up. and the rest will be easy.* 1926 Fannie
KiLBOURNB Dot 4- Will (1929) 271 Besides Will and I had
stuck at home so much that 1 couldn't help feeling kind of
pepped up at the idea of going A> any party again. 1928
Daily Expj'ess 30 Nov. 19 University athletics are under-
going a strenuous process of 'pepping up,* on strictly

scientific lines.

Pe'pfnl, a. [f. *?EP sb. + -FUL.] Full of pep
or vigour.

1923 Weekly Dispatch 22 Apr. 5 The film is. .an American
conception of the novel, wiih Richard Dix as a *pep-ful

*

parson iiero.

Pepper, sb. 4. (Add example.)
1847 LoNGF. in Life C1891) II. 85 The paper on ' Nine new

Poeis', by the editor, is full of pepper.

Pepper-and-salt. Add: 1. b. A person
wearing a pepper-and-salt suit.

1900 Elinor Glyn Visits Eliz. 236 At dinner I sat between
Charlie and one of the i>epper-and-salts...They are going to

shoot partridges to-morrow.

Pepperet (pe-paret). [f. Pepper + -ET.] A
pejiper-pot.

1927 DKEriNG Kitty i. Regency saltcellars, mustard-pots
and peppercts.

Pepperidge. 2. (Earlier example.)
1810 MicHAUx A rbres I. 30 Peperidge fr^uemment usit^e

par les Hollandois du New Jersey.

Pepper-pot- 2, b. (Examples.)
1794 MassaDiusetts Spy 13 Mar. ('I'h.) A wag in my neigh-

bourhood, a lover of pepper pots. 1800 Aurora (Philad.) 19
June (Th.) Daniel Dunn of the Leopard Tavern in La:titia

Court, advertises' Pepperpotofasupcriorquallty at 6 o'clock

every evening *. 1825 J. K. pAULniNC y. Bull in Amer. xiv.

231 Who've principal trade consists in the exportation of
Toughy and Pepper Pot.

Peppiness (pe-pines). U,S, [f. *Peppy a, +
-NESS.J Peppy or energetic quality,
X927 observers Oct. 13/3 The tendency.. to add variety

and 'peppiness' to dancing.. has developed.

Peppy (pe-pi), (z. U.S. [f. *Pepj^. + -t.] Full

of pep or vigour; spirited, energetic, forceful.

1926 Contemp. Rev. June 720 The ' peppy ' American girl

expects to be given a drink by her companion at a party.

1926 Fannie Kilboubne Dot ^ Will (1929) 82 She's a
peppy, red-headed little woman. igy> Obserz'er n May 26
'Select the scenes, keep to the point,' thus his peppy in-

junction.

Peptase (pe-pt^s). [f. Pept(one) + *-AaK.]

Any one of a class of enzymes or ferments which
convert proteids into peptones and other products.
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 556/1 Among the enzymes

already extracted from fungi zx^..peptases.

Peptic. A. adj. 1. (Add example.)
1907 t'ractitiouer ] uuG 748 Duodenal ulcer, properly called

• peptic ' ulcer, may be present la any part of the duodenum.

Per, prep. I. 6. b. per diem (earlier ex-

amples).
1812 Niles' Weekly Reg. I. 361/2 The per diem of the

members has been raised to four dollars. 1839 Congress.

Globe 5 Jan. App. 66/1 In that case, had he asked for his

mileage and per diem, all would have considered it an insult.

1846 M'Kennev Mem. I. ix. 192, 1 referred tohim the making
up of my account for my per diem allowance. 1848 Wilming-
ton (N.C.) Commercial 24 Aug. 214 The per diera will hardly

pay a gentleman for soiling his hands with iu

III. 2. Also with ellipse of A^of/.

1918 Liberator (N. Y.) Oct. 6/2 We have to collect that

money by making members at $16*00 per.

Perambulate, v. Add : 3. trans. To con-

duct or * walk ' about.



PERAMBITLATOKY.
x^ Marc B. Saunhers Litany Lane in. xxii, The

Princess Max, having opened the affair, was being perambu-
lated about as usual.

b. To wheel or convey in or as in a perambulator
(sense 3).

19^ J. A. Dunn Alan Trap L 9 Jovial of mouth and eyes
despite the handicap that reduced him to being perambu-
lated. 1929 P. GiBBS Hidden City x% 50 Four acres of
garden in which some neat nursemaids were perambulating
the pink-checked babies of the well-to-do.

C. To travel on or traverse in a perambulator,
1903 To-Day 30 Apr. 8/1 Babies.. are not allowed to

' perambulate ' the pavement two or three abreast.

Peraxnbulatory, sb, (Later example.)
A^l Knickerbocker Mag,'^yA\. 85 Let .. the temperance-

halls and root-beer perambulatories make answer.

Percentably (pajse'ntabli), fli/z^. [f. Per cent
+ -ABLT.] By an appreciable percentage.
1928 Sunday Dispatch 2 .Sept. 10 Men. .who are bent on

reducing the mouffloQ population percentably.

Percentage. (Later attrib. examples.)
1910 IVestm, Caz,2oJa.n. 12/4 .Ml figures. .have shown

large percentage increases. 1918 Brit, [ndnstr. Future
(Lilx Ind. Inq.) v. xxxi. § 4. 444 The choice in particular

cases between block grants and percentage grants.

Percental (paiscntal), a. Also per cental.

[t Per cknt + -au] Reckoned by the hundred

;

stated as a percentage.
1895 Daily Neivs 18 Dec. 9/5 In wheat a fair extent of

business was put through at ^d per cental decline. 1897
Geoz- yrui. IX. ^19 A map showing, by means of six colours
distinguishing different percental proportions, the distribu-

tion of German'Speaking people in the lands of the Hun-
garian crown.

Perception. Add : 9. attHb. as perception-

time.
190s Amer. yrnl. PsycJwl. XIII. 258 The time measured

was, therefore, a single perception-time instead of a recogni-

tion-time.

Perceptually (p3Jse*pti«ali), adv, [f. Pkr-
CKPTUAL + -LY ^.] In a perceptual manner.
X910 R. R. Rusk in Brit, yrftl. Psychol. III. 379 The adult

when he works perceptually is not consciously much troubled
with associations. i9aa A. G. Hogg Redemption fr. this

li^ortd tgj Thus miracles,. render perceptually obvious both
the personality and the infinitude of the Divine will.

Perch, -T^.^ 3. Add : perch-hole, a hole in

which perch are found
; perchpike - pike-perck

(Pike sb.^ 3).

1906 Macmillan's Mag, June 57^ Agatha by the side of

the •perch-hole, veryerect, with a still more erect 6shing-rod,
surpri-ied by the.. angler. 1S84 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 772/3
Burbot, pike, *perchpike, and perch are among the fish caught
in the lake [Onega).

Perch, sb,^ 4. Also, a horizontal bar used

in softening leather.

1903 H. R. PROCTBR Prittc. Leather Manuf. 188 ' Perch-

ing *. .tconsisis] in fixing the skins on a horizontal pole (the
* perch '), and working them with. .a tool formed somewhat
like a small shovel with a semicircular blade. 1909 H. G.
Bennett Manu/. Leather -^^^ In perching the mechanical
treatment \a less violent, the goods being fixed on a ' perch '

—a horizontal pole about 5 feet above the ground—and
scraped by means of the ' moon-knife '.

Perching, vbl. sb.^ Also, a process for soften-

ing skins in leather-making ; of, *Pbhch sb.- 4.

Freq. cUtrib.

1897 C. T. Davis Meutuf. Leather (ccL 2) 361 There are,

however, above the perching room on the fourth floor, two
large logwood tanks, IbitL 362, 12 Slocomb perching
machines. These perching machines take the place of hand
work, as they arc far more efficient and speedy. 1903, 1909
[see •PfcRCH ib^ 4),

Percussion, sb. 5. Add : perctusioQ lock
(earlier U.S. example).
x8s9 Congress. Deb. Mar. App, p. xlii/2, I have u<ied the

percussion locks but little, but believe them admirably well

constructed for general use.

Peregrinatory, a. (Recent example.)
Z906 Chambers's Jrrd, Feb. 150/1 One sees in the Streets

..peregrinatory makers of sugar puppets.

Perfect, a. B. 4. d. yi perfect day : One
that has been thoroughly enjoyed, colloq.

1909 Cabbik Jacobs-Bo.^d Songy When you come to the

end of a perfect day.

Perfecto (pwfe-kt^). U.S, [Sp., == perfect.]

A make of cigar.

898 Hamblen General Afattager's Story 3 The old gentle-

man, -blowing the smoke from his *per(ecto* out into the

cool starlight. 1906 ' O. Hknbv' Four Million viu (1916)77

He always., handed out real perfectos to the delighted boys.

1918 Vachell Some Happenings iti. 32 She examined the

VcrfcJtos ciitically and selected one.

Perfector. Add : 2. Typog. A press that

prints both sides of a sheet in one operation,

1907 Cambr. Mod. f/tst.^ Prosp. q2 The press on which they

[the plates] are to be put is Ti. perfector.

Perfervidly (paifa-jvidli), adv. [f. Per-

FEttviD a. + -LY* ] In a perfervid manner.
1906 Macmillans Mag. Oct. 884 The General was gripping

de Pellotin's hand perfervidly.

Perfidity. (Modem example.)

1903 J. Kelmam Honour towards God iii. 22 Instances are

only too common in which pagan and Mohammedan honour

has shamed the perfidity of so-callcd Christians.

Perforate, a- (Kxample.)
1936 J. M. RoBEKTSOM Mr. Shaw f, * The Maid v 46 The

real question is simply whether his shield is perforablc.

SUPPT.
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Pe'rforating, vbl. sb. [f. Pkrfoeate v. +
-ING 1.] The action of the verb perforate. (In
quot. attrib.)

1907 Daily Chron, 23 Nov. 5/6 The material used in
making bioscope films is very inflammable, and..a fire.,

suddenly broke out in the perforating room.

Perform, v. Add : 8. im?-. Of a play, piece
of music, etc. : To admit of being performed ; to

lend itself to performing (in a certain manner).
X928 Music ^ Lett. Oct. 398 It should perform very well

and be interesting to play.

Perfame, sb. 3. Add : perfume industry,
-yielding adj.

1908 Westm. Gaz. 23 Mar. 5/1 The perfume industry of
India will become one of the most important in the world.
India possesses hundreds of perfume-yielding plants.

Pergamnm (psugamiSm). [L. Pergamum,
Gr. n€p7^/«)S.] The name of a city and ancient

kingdom in Asia Minor. Hence the adjs. PoT-
guznene, Per^me'niau (9 -onian), Per^a'mic,
of or belonging to Pergamum or in the style of a

school of sculptors that flourished there in the third

and second centuries B.C. Also PexcrajneiilazL j3.,

a native or inhabitant of Pergamum.
a 1823 CuLBERTsoN Lect. Revelation xvi. (i826)_ I. 214

Pergamos.. together with all that territory over which the

Pergamonian princes bore rule, was bequeathed by Attains

..to the Romans. 1865 Lightfoot Galatians 5 The Perga-

mene prince Attalus the first eflfectually curbed their power.

1885 Kncycl. Brit. 527/2 Sculptors were attracted by the

wealth of the state.., and thus arose the so-called ' Perga-
menian school ' in sculpture. The Pergamenis n kings appear
to have been far more truly Hellenic. than the other

Hellenistic sovereigns. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 23 Sept. ^2
Visitors.. will be delighted to recognise the Pergamenian
type of the so-called * Dying Alexander '. 1896 Pall Mall
Gaz. 19 May 3/2 A victorious king, .is to be met by a troop

of priests, and conducted to the Pergamenic ajtar. 1004
W. M. Ramsay in Expositor June 406 The possibility that

Antipas was. ,

' killed among the Pergamenians *.

Pericemental (petriisfmeTital), o. [f. Peei- i a

+ CEMENTAL «.] Of Of pertaining to the peri-

cementum. So Pericementl'tls, inflammation of

the pericementum.
1904 V. H. Jackson Orthodontia 199 Opening the bite has

been used to advantage in cases of pericemental inflamma-
tion. 190S Practitioner Dec. 857 D, M. Paton suggests the

use of anti-diphtberiiic serum for many dental conditions,

e. g., injury, pain after extraction,. .pericementitis.

Peridleine (p/ridiain), a. [f. P£RiDitrM +
-INK 2.] Kesembiing or consisting of a peridium.
1882 EncycL Brit. XIV. 562/1 Thallus thin, often wanting.

Apothecia peridieiiie, without any ostiole.

Peridotio, a. (Example,) Feridotite. (Earlier

example.)
189X J. Murray in Challenger Rep.^ Deep-sea Deposits

326 Lamellar aggregates, generally large fragments found
with older eruptive rock debris, with peiidotitc fragments.

Ibid. 374 A constituent of pyroxenic, amphibolic, and peri-

dotic minerals.

Perigrapllic (perigrscfik), a, Geom. [f. Gr.

veptypaipTj outline, circumference (or irfptypdipuv to

draw a line round) + -ic] Having a circumference,

as a closed curve.

1901 [see *Apericraphic].

Peirkaryon (perikscri/n). A?tat. [f. Gr. trtpt

lound + Kctpvov nut, kernel.] The cell-body of a

neurone ; that part of a nerve-cell which includes

the nucleus.
290a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 394/1 From the other end of the

perikaryon .. there arises a series of one or more short, re-

peatedly-branching filaments, called dendrites.

Period, sb. Add : 15. aitrib. or as adj. in

sense * belonging to or characteristic of a particular

(past) period * esp. in style or design in architecture,

furniture, dress, etc.

1905 {title') Rorgia : A Period Play. 1906 G. KoBsfe How
to appreciate Music 47 A pianoforte has no business in a
'period' room. If the person is rich enough to afford

•period' rooms, he also can afford a music room. 1908

Westm. Gaz. 17 Dec. 4/1 Someof them, .may be said to be

striving to create a ' period ' type of carriage for themselves.

1914 Eberlein & McClurk \title) The Practical Book of

Period Furniture. 1927 Times 28 Oct. 17/3 The bride..

wore a period gown of cream chiffon velvet, trimmed with

seed pearls. 19J7 Daily Tel. 1 Nov. 5/3 A 'period * residence,

which has gardens overlooking Hyde Park. 1919 Star 21

Aug. 15/2 Fashions in * period rooms '..have come and gone

with startling rapidity during the last quarter-century. 1930

Times 18 Mar. 10/4 It is a ' period ' novel, full of carefully

studied local colour.

Periodic, «.* 2. Add : (Example oiperiodic

law.) Periodic scheme, table {Chem.\ a scheme or

table of the chemical elements illustrating the

periodic law.

1877 H . Watts Fownes' Man. Chem. (ed. 12) 265 This rela-

tion of the elementary bodies, which is called the ' periodic

law*, was first pointed out by Newlands in i£64, 1909

TiLDKN in Mem. Lect. Chem. Soc. (1914) 1I-.I4S Hypotheses

as to the origin of the elements . . seem to be inseparable from

the periodic scheme itself. 1919 Soddy in yrnl. Chem. Soc.

CXV. II The occupant of a separate place in the periodic

table of elements.

6. as sb. pi. = next.

19x0 MuLFORD y. Nelson xvii. 181 That's the worst of them
periodics. You can't never tell when they'll start.

Periodical. B. sb. Add : 3. //. U.S. slang.

Recurring drinking bouts or sprees.

PERMALLOY.
a 1897 M y. Times (Barrere & Leiand) Are you !n the book

business?.. Ma and pa were talking last night about your
having your little periodicals. 190Z H. L. Wilson Spenders

X. 107 They telegraphed the liutte National to wire his

description, and the answer was 'tall and drunk'. Well,

son, his periodicals wa'n't all.

Periodicity. Add: 1. (Further examples.)

1879 RoscoE & ScHOBLEMMKR Treat. Chem. II. n. 506 The
law of periodicity was.. further developed by Meyer and
Mendelejeff. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 4 Feb. 6/3 Gallium, scan-

dium, and germanium, all subsequently discovered, did fit

into the scale of 'periodicity '.

b. The frequency of alternation.

1900 y?'nl. Soc. Arts 19 Oct 848/2 The other carrying
about 20 amperes with a periodicity of 60 cycles per second.

1909 Installation News III, 105 Prices for alternating cur-

rents are suitable for 40-60 periods. For other periodicities

add 10%
Periodogram (piori^'d^grsem). Meteorol.

Also -graph. [See -gram and -graph.] A dia-

gram exhibiting or designed to exhibit the periodic

occurrence of certain phenomena.
190X A. Schuster in Ref. Brit. Assoc. ^^% The curve which

connects the intensity with the period.. is a curve which
ought to have a name, and for want of a better one I have
suggested that of ' periodograph *. 19x1 N. W. Shaw Fore-
casting Weather 359 A periodogram for the examination of
the periodicity of any long series of records.

Periost (pe-rij^st). Anat. Anglicized form
of Pebiostedm.
190a Proc. Zool.Soc. I. 212 The perisclerium is continuous

with the periost of the pedicle portion [of the hornl. 1927
Haldank & Huxley Animal Biol. ix. 185 The basal joint

. . was removed and a piece of healthy bone with its bone-
forming membrane(penost) grafted in from anotiier situation.

Periscope. Add : 4. Comb, as periscope
depth (see quot.).

1928 Gamble Story N, Sen Air Station xviii. 309 Ger-
man submarines, when travelling awash, could reach * peri-

scope depth ' (that is, the depth at which the fully extended
periscope just reaches to the surface—normally 45 feet) in

li minutes.

Ver:iB\i,sb. Delete r^r^-^ and add : b. Austral,

(See quot. 1894.)
1894 Argus 28 Mar. 5/4 (Morris) When a man (or party)

has nearly died through want of water he is said to have
' done a perish'. 1903 R. Bedford True Eyes ^12 If Xavier
Quinn hadn't found this show three months ago ye'd have
done a perish.

Perisher. Add : b. »= *Perish b.

X903 R. Bedford True Eyes 292 Of course that country
we went to on the Peak wasashicer. Just's well you didn t

come—we near did a perisher there.

Perishing, ///• a. Add : 3, colloq. Applied
disparagingly to anything ; Troublesome, * beastly '.

19x8 W. J. Locke Rough Road xix. 231 Mo says he's

blistering glad you're out of it and safe in your perishing

bed with a Blighty one. 1930 Punch 15 Jan. 79 Hold this

perishing sptit-pin.

4. as adv. Excessively, perishingly.

1888 Emma Marshall Bristol Diamonds ix. 106 It is

perishing cold to-day. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 26 Feb. 4/2 I'm
perishing hungry. I feel as if I should drop.

Perishless (pe-rijles), a. [f. Perish v. +
-LESS.] That cannot perish ; imperishable.

1885 J. "^^yv-KVOQiE. Poets pfClackmannanshire 144 Wallace
of perishless renown. 191s Times 31, Mar. 9/3 The perish

-

less faith of the lover takes their spears of rebellion into its

own wounds to hide them.

Peristeronic, a. Also, of or suggestive of

pigeons.
1928 Funk's Stand. Diet. 1931 Joanna Cannan High

Table 21 A discourse.. which Anne and Cecilia punctuated

with polite little peristeronic sounds.

Peritomize (pe-ritomsiz), v. Stirg. [f. as

Pebitomy + -IZE.] trans. To submit to peritomy.

1903 Lancet 30 May 1516/1 The cornea recovers its trans-

parency more completely in those cases which have been
peritomised.

PeijIirOUS, a. (Recent example.)
19x6 A. L. Maycock Inquisition 110 No Inquisitor. .could

be certain of exposing a careful conspiracy, backed by plenty

of perjurous witnesses.

Perlicity (paali-siti). [f. Peeu(ti)c + -ity.]

Perlitic character or structure,

1895 L. Fletcher Introd. Study Rocks 41 Cellularity,

porosity, and perlicity are characters which depend on the

presence of numerous cavities or cracks throughout the rock-

fragment.

FeriU (p3Jm), colloq. Abbreviation of per-

manent wave (*Pebmanent i d). So Permed
(psjmd)///. a., having a permanent wave (in the

hair).

1928 Daily Express 17 Mar. 9/5 These girls took their

chairs at 7.30 p.m. . . Three hours later they rose ' permed ',

as one says in the profession. 1939 Naomi Roydf.-Smith
Summer Holiday or Gibraltar 113 The old girl's had a
perm. Look at the waves.

Permalloy (paumaloi). [f. Perm(eable a. +
Alloy.] An alloy of nickel and iron in the pro-

portion of four to one, which is very sensitive to

magnetic forces; introduced in 1933.
1934 Nature 19 Apr. 583/2 This new permalloy cable will

not make existing cables obsolete, but it will divert the

direction of much of the world's communication, 19*5

Chambers's yrnl. Apr. 220/1 The conductor of this dis-

tortionless cable is composed of a special alloy, known as

permalloy, of nickel and iron. 1930 'litnes 21 Mar, 10/2

They did not originate the uniform loading with 'permalloy*,

which has made all unloaded cables antiquated.
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PERMANENT.

Permanent, a. Add : 1. (Further example.)

1908 Iftslm. Gaz. 14 Oct. 3/' Then arose the question of

what was meant by a permanent appointment.

d. permanent waz-^.awave m the hair prodiiced

Tiy a special process designed to make it lasting ;

so permanent laaver, waving; permanent way

(attrib. examples).

ifOS Scribntr-s Mag- J"'? » Advt., You will enjoy your

•pennanent wave at NestleV 1928 Daily Express 23 Aug.

3/6 The curling irons and the tentacles of the •permanent

waver will be busier than ever in the autumn season. 190S

Daily Chrcn. y Jan. 4/5 Instructions had bten issued to the

•permanent-way staff to adhere.. to the regulations. 1908

Ibid. 6 Apr. 5/5 Mr. J. Meecham..has just resigiied his

Snsition as permanent-way inspector. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 23

lar. 5/1 Large quantities of permanent way material are

now being sent.. from tliis country.

Permanently, adv. (Add example.)

1930 Joanna Cannan iVu Walls ofJasfer ^'^i She stood.,

with, .ihe sun in her eyes, and the wind in her permanently-

waved hair.

Permansive (pwrnansiv), a. Gram. [f. L.

permans-um supine of permanere to remain (see

Pkbmanent) -f -IVB.] Applied to a tense in some

Semitic languages which is tised to denote a more

or less permanent state.

1866 E. HiNCKs in yrnl. R. Asiatic Soc. Dec 485 The
verbal forms belonging to each conjugation may be divided

into two great classes, which 1 call permansive and mutative.

The former denotes continuance in the state which the verb

signifies in that conjugation ; the latter denotes change into

that state.

Permeameter (psjmj'ise'mi'taa). Ehctr. [1.

Peruea(bilitv + -MKTEii.] An instrument for

measuring the magnetic permeability of substances.

xgtaEHCycl.Bril.y^ySWl. 119/2 Instruments of this kind

for determining the flux density corresponding to a giv=n

magnetizing force in a complete magnetic circuit . . are called

permeameters.

Permittance. (Modern example.)

1913 A Hoiisevmsler's Lett. 124 The wilful misuse of

them or the callous permittance of them to go blunt and to

rust.

2. Elect. = *Pekmittivitt.
1919 H. Ward Diet. Techn. Terms Wireless Telegr. (ed.

2) 159 Permittance, term denoting Inductive Capacity.

Permitted,///, a. Add: b. Permitted hours -.

the hours during which the sale of intoxicating

liquor is legal.

19«7 Rep. Ccmmissiouer Police Metropolis igi6 24 ' Per-

mitted hours.*—The varying hours during which intoxicating

liquor may be sold in different licensing areas in the Metro-

polis continue to give trouble to the Police.

Permittivity (p5Jmiti-viti). Elect, [f. Pek-

lilT -H -IVE -f ITY.] (See quot. 1926.)

1919 H. Ward Diet. Teckn. Terms Wireless Telegr. (ed.

2) 159 Permittivity, another term for Dielectric Constant.

1916 Gloss. Eleclr. Terms (Brit. Engiii. Stand.) 12 Per-

mittlvity, of a dielectric medium. The ratio of the capacity

between two conductors when surrounded by the medium to

the capacity in a perfect vacuum.

Permutation. Add : 2. O. Logic A form

of immediate inference from a proposition by sub-

stituting a contradictory predicate ; obversion.

1851 Kahslake Aids Study Logic i. 64 The third form of

Immediate Inference which we have to speak of is, what

may be called Permutalion. igo6 Joseph hitrod. Logic

214 In Permutation, or (as it has been also called) Obversion,

there is no transposition of terms, but the quality of the pro-

position is changed.

Permnte, v. 2. (Later example.)

1846 Proc. Phil. Soc. III. I In certain cases a letter may
have been permuted, that is, changed to some kindred letter.

b. Logic. To submit to the process of permuta-

lion or obversion.

1906 Joseph Iiitrod. Logic 215 The process of permuting

and then converting is called Conversion by Negation.

Permntit(e. Trade name for various base-

changing alumino-silicates employed in the soften-

ing of hard water.
1911 Chambers's Jml. May 352/1 For the removal of iron

and manganese and for the destruction^ of germ-life, man-
ganese permutit is used in place ofthe sodium permutit. 1918

A. Smith Introd. Inor^. Chem. (ed. 3) 724 In thepermutite
process, the water is simply filtered through sodium silico-

aluminate.

Pemootate, v. Delete Obs.—° and add recent

example.
19*3 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 250/t Families of Oriental pil-

grims, pernoctating within the Church, will squat down in

front of the Tomb of Christ.

Perorative (pe-rtoitiv), a. [f. Perokation
+ -IVE.] Appropriate to or suggestive of a per-

oration.

1921 Glasgow Herald iqOct. ^ Messrs. Hart (said Cleland

in a perorative phrase..) are of th^t class in society who
have found their way to philosophy without the aid of regu-
lar tuition.

Peroratorical (pe:r<>rat(;Tikal\ a. [f. Peb-
OBATOB after Oratorical a.] Characteristic of a

peroration; perorational.

1927 C. E. MoNTAGUK Right Oj^Map vi. 56 His voice was
taking on the peroratorical note.

Pero'xided, ppl. a. [f. Pekoxidb + -ed1.]

Treated with peroxide (of hydrogen).

1906 B'nkss von HUtten What became ofPaitt x. 71 Miss
Veseyhad highly peroxtded hair and a manner of suspicious

dignity.
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Perpension. (Modem example.)

1890 R. L. Stkvenson Lett. 13 July, Upon these points

perpend, and give me the results of your perpensions.

Perpetualism (p3jpeni«iaUz'm). [f. Per-

petual -I- -ISM.] Lasting, perpetual, or universal,

quality, spec, as a special doctrine in political science

or religion (see quots.).

1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 391/1 Cosmopolitanism..and

what has been called perpetualism, or the assumption of a

system applicaljle to every social stage, were alike dis-

credited. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 31 July 6/7 Perpetualism

abolishes both hell and heaven. 1931 Observer 8 Nov. 24

The hybridist who can develop even a slight measure of

perpetualism in this plant will sweep the horticultural board

of its best cups and medals.

Perpetuate, v. Also absol.

1894 E. Fawcett New Nero ii. 26 That soulless and
mysterious will-to-Hve, which for ever creates, protects, and
perpetuates, though blindly and dumbly, unconscious that

she does either.

Perradial, a. Add : b. as sb. A perradial

organ.
189a [see *Adradial sh.\

Perseverate (pajscver^it), v. Psych, [f. L.

persevera-re to persist, persevere •)- -atk 3.] intr.

To (tend to) be spontaneously lepeated.

J91S Brit. Jml. Psychol. Mar. VII. 388 Ideas after dis-

appearing from consciousness continue to ' perseverate ' un-

consciously. Ibid. 389 The degree of hindrance which the

perseveratmg effect of a past mental activity causes to a new
one of the same kind. 1920 Discovery Noy. 338/1 Lower
and more fundamental conative tendencies of instinct,

emotion, [etc.] working themselves out by their own per-

severating, ' determining tendencies *.

Perseveration. Transfer -^Obs. to sense in

Diet, and add : 2. Psych. (Tendency towards) the

spontaneous repetition of past experiences.

1913 Brit. Jrnl. Psychol. Mar. VII. 388 The present paper

gives a description of a fairly large set of experiments on

Perseveration. 1920 Discovery Nov. 337/1 Perseveration

occurs especially in the case ofexciting emotional experience.

1922 J. Riviere tr. Freud's Introd. Led. on Psycho-Anal.

25 When a member of the House of Commons referred to

another as the 'honourable member for Central Hell' instead

of ' Hull ', it was a case of perseveration.

Perseverator (pSJse-vsreitaj). [f. Perseve-

rate V. •^ -DR.] A person who exhibits persevera-

tion in a marked degree.

191s Brit. Jml. Psychol. Mar. VII. 391 The perseverator

on the whole tends to be slower than the non-perseverator.

Persimmon. 3. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1833 J. K. Paulding Banks of Ohio (Lond.) I. 140 If the

[broad-Jborn gets broadside to the current, I wouldn't risk

a huckleberry to a persimmon that wc don't every soul get

treed, and sink to the bottom. 1834 Crockett Narr. Life

ix. 70 But to do this, and write the warrants too, was at least

a huckleberry over my persimmon. 1836— Exploits
<J-
A dv.

Texas (1837) i Still it is a huckleberry above my persimmon

to cipher out how it is [etc.]. 1844 Philad. Spirit of Times

24 Aug. (Th.) She's a great gal that '..She's a huckleberry

above most people's parsimmons.

4. persimmon beer (earlier example), bush.

1784 J. F. D. Smvth Tour U.S. I. xix. 151 Of these they

brew a fermented liquor.. called "persimmon beer. 1786

Washington Diaries III. 102 A parcel of small *Peisimmon
bushes.

Personal. B. sb. 2. C. (Earlier examples.)

1873 F. HunsoN Journalism £/.i'. 472 Take the ' personals

'

of the Heriild&ny d.-iy, and they will set one to thinking.

187s J. G. ilo\.l.\^a Sevenoaksw'ui. 103 Returning.. to look

over the papers, his eye was attracted, among the 'personals',

to an item [etc.].

Personalia (psjsan^ilia), //. [ad. L. per-

sonalia neut. pi. of personalis personal.] Personal

matters ;
personal observations.

1903 'Sigma' (.title) Personalia. Political, Social and

Various. 1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay in. ii. § 6. 243

My aunt received these personalia cheerfully. 1920 Glasgow

Herald 27 Mar. 8 His speech on Wednesday contained some

quite superfluous personalia.

Personalistic (paussnali-stik), a. [f. Per-

SONALIST -H -ic] Inclined towards or suggestive

of personalism.
igziContemf. Rev. Feb. 221 It suggests a philosophical

reinfoicement for the theistic or personalistic tendencies of

popular religion.

Personnel. Also attrib.

1914 lllustr. London News 17 Oct. 540/z The personnel-

car of the Schneider gun-train.

Perspecta-rtlgraph. [f. as Perspkctogbaph
¥ L. ar/i-s, arj Art.] A form of Perspectograph.

1904 Sel. Amer. : Apr. 268/1 The per,spectartigraph . . was

invented with the idea of making it possible to draw in per-

spective mechanically, with little or no previous instruction.

Pert, a. Add : 8. (Further U.S. examples.)

a. 1767-74 P. V. FiTHiAN Jml. (1900) 241 Ben seems a
little more pert today.

b. 1772 Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIV.
272 The Corn looks pert & green.

C. adv. (Later example.)
1902 Harben Abner Daniel 230 Well, I'm glad I won't

have to go furder'n Darley...By ridin' peert 1 can let you
out before sundown.

Perthitically (pajpi'tikali), adv. Geol. [f.

Perthitics. ^ -al ^ -ly ^.] In a manner suggestive

of pertliite.

1930 Peach & Horne Ceot. Scott. 112 The alkali.felspar in-

cludes both orlhoclase and albite, which may be preseut
separately, perthitically intergrown.

PETIT.

Perturb, v. 2. (Modem example of absol.

use.)

1902 Daily Chroii. 23 Apr. 3/3 It is the unexpected that

perturbs.

Peruke-maker. (Later example.)
1905 T. AuDKN Shrewsbury viii, 201 Brought up at Man-

chester as a barber and peruke-maker, he adopted the

Jacobite principles.

Peruse, v. 5. Add : Also absol. or intr.

1886 Hardy Mayor Casterhr. II. xviii. 254, I have tried to

peruse and learn all my life ; but the more I try to know the

more ignorant I seem. 1909 H. G. Wf.i.i.s .4«k Veronica i.

25 Her father, .appeared not to observe her entry. 'Sit

down,' he said, and perused, .for some moments.

Pervenche (p^rva-nj), a. [Fr. pervenche.

Periwinkle.] A particular shade of light blue,

resembling the colour of the flowers of the peri-

winkle. Also attrib.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 30 Mar 3/1 Pervenche and navy are the

opposite points of the cold tone of blue. 1909 Daily Chron.

6 July 4/5 She wore a beautiful dress of blue embroidered

net in a shade of pervenche blue. 1923 Daily Mail 26 Apr.

9 The Queen wore a gown of pervenche blue.

Pervert, sb. Add : 2. Psych. One whose

instincts have been perverted.

1906 Jrnl. Abnormal Psychol. Apr. 28 Subconscious feel-

ings which represent, in embryo, the grosser manifestations

of the most abandoned sexual perverts.

Perviability (p3av2',abi-liti). [f. Pebviable

-I--ITY.] The quality or condition of being per-

vious or permeable; perviousness.

189S NiPHFR Electricity <^ Magnetism iji (Cent. Suppl.)

The specific inductive capacity or perviability of the medium.

Peslcy, a. (Earlier and later examples.)

1830 Massnchuselts Spy 13 Oct. (Th.) I'm plagued most to

death with these ere pesky sore eyes. 1834 S. Smith Major
Downing 19 They make pesky bad work, triging the wheels

of government. 1834 W. G. Simms Guy Rivers 384 Why,
for that matter, he's neither one thing nor another. . . A pesky

little creature. 1912 Mulford & Clay Buck Peters xxii.

201 Now I shall have to stay marooned in this pesky room
until Margie returns.

Festersome (pestarsom), a. [f. Pester v.

and sb. -f -SOME.] Annoying, troublesome.

1843 American Pioneer II. 439 All innocent enquiries, by

infants and children. .should he indulged and encouraged,

bow pestersome soever they may seem.

Pestologfy (pest(>-16dgi). [f. L. pest-is Pest-h

-ology.] The scientific study of pests and tlie

methods of dealing with them. Hence Pesto-

lo-^fical a., of or pertaining to pestology; Festo'-

logist, a student of pestology.

1921 Glasgow Herald 26 Nov. 6 The newly formed Insti-

tute of Applied Pestology. 1927 Dally Express 23 Sept. 3/3

The pestological exhibition and conferences, .opened yester-

day... There were insect powders, sprays, pastes and—this

will show you how far a pestologist goes— automatic fire,

arms. 1927 Times 27 Sept. 12/5 An exhibition organized

by the College of Pestology. .was opened on Thursday.

Pet, sb.^ Add : 2. b. (Further example.)

X9aa P. G. Wodehouse Girl on Boat iv. 82 Do be a pet

and go and talk to Jane Hubbard. I'm sure she must be

feeling lonely.

3. d. pel-vendor.

Z924 Glasgffiu Herald 21 Nov. 10/7 .\ London pet.vendor

has had about 2,500 snakes through his hands within the

last few months.

Pet, w.l Add : b. U.S. intr. To indulge in

' petting ' (sense *b).

Petal (penal), w. [f. the sb.] trans. To pro-

vide with petals ; to strew with petals.

1907 Westm. Gaz. 3 June 2/3 Sigh, little wind .
. , Winnow

the hlacs pink and white. Petal the shininp grass.

PetalodiC (petalp-dik), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

TrcToAwS-ijs leaf-like (cf Petalody) -t- -ic] Exhibit-

ing or marked by petalody.

1913 W. Bateson MendcCs Princ. Heredity 198 In the

hosc-in-hose Campanula, which has the sepals petaloid, the

well-formed anthers contain plenty of pollen (some may be

petalodic).

PetecMoid (p/V-ki,oid), a. \i. Petechia -H

-OID.] Of the nature of or resemblmg petechia.

1903 Lancet 4 Apr. 947/2 No fresh petechia; had developed

but the ' petechioid ' eruption in the groins and round the

flanks was more decided.

Peter, sb. 7. (Add example.)

1892 Kipling Barrack-r. Ball.,L'Envoi\\, See the shaking

funnels roar, with the Peter at the fore.

Peter, i).^ 2. (Earlier and later ex.imples.)

1854 H. H. Riley Puddleford 84 He hoped this 'spectable

meeting warn't goin^ to Peter out. 1926 Spanner Navlators

100 Lucky your engine petered out, Sterne.

3. In pa. pple., exhausted.

i8«9 Overland Monthly III. 127 After a long desert

journey the oxen become much ' petered '.

Petiotization (pe:tii7iit3izcl-Jjn). [f. Petiot the

name of the wine-owner who devised the process -H

-IZATION.] A process for obtaining a further yield

of wine from the residue of grapes from which the

juice has been expressed.

1900 Sadtlfr Handik. ludustr. Org. Chem. (ed. 3) 206

Petiotization is a process which.. is carried out as follows:

The marc from which the juice has been separated as usual

by pre.ssure is mixed with a solution of sugar and water and

the mixture again fermented, [etc.].

Petit, a. 5. Add : petitfour (see quots.).

1898 Mrs. De Salis Housewife's Referee 266 Petits

Fours, sm.Vll fancy biscuits. 1908 C. H. Senn Diet. Fyds
etc. 109 Petit Fours, F. is but the generic name for all kinds



PETITIONABLE.
of very small fancy cakes usually highly decorated with
fancy icins, crystallised fruits, and bon-bons.

Fetitionable (p/ti J^nab'l), a. [f. Pbtitiox
sd, + -ABLE.] That allows, justifies, or involves,

the making of a petition.

1898 li^eslm. Gaz. 14 Mar. a/i A few suggestions for
amending the Bankruptcy AcL. , i. Reduce the petitJonable
amount from fifty pounds to five '

Po't-name, v, \l. pet-name sb. : Pet sty 3 c]
trans. To give (a person) a pet-name ; to call by a
pet-name.
1915 CoRRi JO Yrs. Boxins Referee 183 Men of the most

human type are usually pet-named by the public in some
way.

Petri disb. (pctri). [The name of the inven-

tor R. J, Petri^ German bacteriologist.] A shallow,

circular, glass dish with a cover, used in the prepara-

tion of bacteriological cultures.

[1897 MuiR & Ritchie Ma3i. Bacteriol. 57 The latter are
known as Petri's dishes or capsules.] 1903 Univ. Studies
Nebraska Oct. 2 The hydroids were cut.. into the desired

lengths and placed in watch glasses, petri-dishes, finger
bowls, [etc.]. 1920 Nature 29 July 689/1 The mounting of
wet specimens under watch-glasses and petri dishes.

Petrinist (prtrinist). [f. Fetrine a. -h-tst.]

A follower of St. Peter; a student of Fetrine

theology,
i9aa Begitut. Christianity II. i. 123 GfrOrer thought that

the compiler of Acts.. used a collection of unlustorical
leeends arranged by a zealous Petrinist.

Petrissage (p^r^saj), [F., f. pitrirto knead.]

A kneading process used in massage.
1887 D. Maguire Art Massage (ed. 4) 45 Petrissage con-

sists in the application, with a pressure more or less strong,

with open fingers or joined, on the fleshy part of the body,
causing the hand tociimb like a caterpillar. 1906 Practi-
tioner Dec. 769 Petrissage is performed by grasping the
tissues to be operated on, lifting the mass thus seized, and
alternately loosening and tightening the grasp.

PetrOgenesisCpetri^dje'nesis). Geol. [f. Petro-
-*- -GENESIS.] The origin or formation of rocks.

1902 Smithsonian Rep, 290 Hutton was in advance of his

time on matters relating to petrogenesis.

Petrogfenic (petrtyd^enik), rt. Geol. [f. as

Petbogeny -(--ic] Of or pertaining to petrogeny.
1908 Auier. yrni. Sci. July 45 In a fully represented

petrogenic cycle at a batholithic area, .the oldest intrusion

should be a rock of gabbroid (basaltic) composition.

Petrol. 3, b. Add : petrol-bns^ -engine (so

-engined adj.), -feed^ -fil^f) -grease, -pipe, -pump,
'Station, -tank.

1911 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 77/1 The electrically propelled
vehicle . . is smoother in running, more silent, and more con-

venient to handle than the *petrol-bus. 1908 LongmaiC

s

Notes on Bks. X. 344/1 To help., students, .to understand
the *petroi-engine system, the author has arranged a dia-

grammatic sketch. 1908 Pall Mall Gaz. 27 Mar. 12/3

Several of the *petrol-engined launches have their exhaust
boxes placed in the form of a funnel. 1928 Manch. Guard.
Weekly 10 Aug. 107/4 They experienced trouble with the

•petrol feed and turned back. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 22 Nov.
lo/i The latest thing in *pctrol-fillcrs, horns and sirens.

Ibid. 19 Feb. 10/3 *Petrof.grcase is perfectly free from
tacteria. Ibid. 9 July 4/2 Wright's breakdawn in the race

. . was variously ascribed to a broken valve, a seized piston,

a choked "petrol-pipe. 1928 Manch. Guard, ll^eekly ig Oct.

301/2 A nideoiis outbreak of advertisement hoardings,

*petrol pumps. .and gaunt new motor-tracks, 19x8 Daily
Mail 25 July 4/5 Advt., Man wanted, with business ex-

perience, to manage retail *petrol station. X910 Chambers's
yrni. Mar. 206/1 The *petrol.tank . . is fasliioued in the shape
and fulfils the duty of a mud-guard.

Fetrolenxn. b. Add : petroleum-bearing.

188a E. O'DoNovAN Merv Oasis I. li. 37 Proprietors of

Large tracts of *petro!eum-bearing ground.

PetroleuiUi v, [f. the sb.] trans. To treat

with petroleum.
1916 Sir V. HoRSLEY in S. Paget Life (1919) 323 'lliis place

..consists of Arab mud-houses, in one of which I have a
room : which has been remudded and petroleumcd, so it is

very comfoi table.

P6troliJsatioil(pc=trtfbiz^'j3n), [f. Petrolizb

V. + -ATION.] The process of covering the surface

of stajjnant water with a film of petroleum.

190X L. O. Howard Mosquitoes 193 The petroHzation of

mosquito-breeding pools is one of the most important

measures to be taken in the warfare against mosquitoes.

PetrolizOf v. Add : 3. To cover the surface

of (water) with petroleum.
190Z L. O. Howard Mos-^uitoes 193 To the Italians we are

indebted for a useful expression, which we might just as

well adopt, namely to * petroUze', meaning to treat waters

with kerosene. 15106 Irestm. Gaz. 21 .\pr. 16/1 Marshcsare
diaiiied ; ponds are petroHsed or stocked with fisti.

Petronella (petronela). A Scottish country

dance introduced by Nathaniel Gow in 1820.

1905 F. H. Norman Com/l. Dance Instructor 50 Peironcll.'i,

loso Glatgow Herald 28 Dec. 5/2 'Ihey are reviewing [? re-

viving] the dances which our parents tripped —the pctronellas,

the valetas, the quadrilles, ttie Circassian circles.

Petter, sb. Add: b. U.S. One who pets or

induljjes in petting (sense b).
1931 K. L. Allkn Only Yesterday v. loi The vendors of

another picture promi-ied 'ncckers, pctters, white kisses, red

kisses, pleasure-mad daughters, sensation-craving mothers'.

Petting, »/'A J^. Add: b. U.S. Frequent and

often indiscriminate indulgence (esp. by young
couples) in hugging, kissing, and fondling,

2«3i F. L, Allkh Only Yesterday v. 90 They were said.

,
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in darkened rooms or in parked cars to engage in the un-
speakable practice of petting and neckiug.

Petting"party. U.S. slang. (See quot. 1935.)
1923 Krai'p hngl. Lang, in Amer. I. 117 Who will know

a generation hence that a snugglepup is a young man who
attends petting parties, and that a petting party is a party
devoted to hu,;ging? 1938 Joan Sutherland Knot vii. Her
. .e.\periencein handling the situations that 'petting-parties'
and smuggled ' houtch ' gave rise to among the young and
speedy of New York.

Petty. B. sb. Add: 3. Abbreviation of
Petticoat.
1915 T. Burke Nights in To-wn 63 There.. was young

Beryl, superintending her aunt's feverish struggles with
paint and powder-jars, frocks, petties,..and wraps.

Pe*tty-mi*ndednes8. [-ness.] Pettiness of
mind ; little-mindedness.

1909 Daily Chron. 10 June 7/4 Weakness and petty-
mindedness were fostered by the narrow sphere and limited
outlook that.. such tasks necessitated.

Pewterer. (Later example.)
jgjp Aberdeen Press ^ Jrnl. 14 Oct. 6 Pewterers nowadays

are making thtir articles tougher and more shock-resisting.

-pexy (peksi), terminal element repr, Gr. -mj^iay

v^is a fixing or putting together, f. Trqywfit to join

or fix, used in the names of surgical operations for

fixing displaced organs in their proper position.

Peyote (p^y^u't^). Also peyotl. [Mex.] A
species of cactus, Lophophora williamsii ; the

mescal; a beverage made from this.

igo9 Century Diet. Suppl. 19x1 Hastings^s Eucycl. Relig.
^ Ethics IV. 736/1 The Nahuatl/^^-^//. .under the incorrect
title ofw/«f(W.. is well known to the whites. xgi^Clianibers^s
yml. Jan, ^0/1 The use of the peyote or mescal, .among
them is rapidly increasing. 1930 Edna Fekber Cimarron
xviii. 292 The little round peyote disk or mescal button
which is the hashish of the Indian.

Pfennig'. Add : Also Comb.
1909 Daily Chron. 15 July 4/7, I have an actual pfennig-

piece before me as I write, which was coined in 1894.

Phacoidal (fakoi-dal), a. [f, Phacoid a. \-

-al] Lens- or lentil-shaped.
1901 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 617 The basic dykes.. appear fre-

quently as phacoidal masses amid the reconstructed gneiss.

Phagocytose (fseg^ysait^us), z?. [f.pHAGocvTo-
sis.] trans. To subject (bacteria) to phagocytosis

;

to absorb and destroy by the agency of phagocytes.
19x3 DoKLAND Med. Diet. 1925 C. H. Browning Bacteri-

ology X. 222 The cocci are taken up by the leucocytes, i.e.
* phagocytosed ' and are destroyed within these cells.

Phagolysis (fseg^'lisis). [f. Phago(cvte -*-

*-LYSis.J The dissolution or destruction of pha-
gocytes. So Fhagoly*tlc a., of or pertaining to

phagolysis.
1906 Athensum 24 Mar. 358/1 He traces the bodies.. to

ferments or cytases derived from the destruction of the
phagocytes (phagolysis). 1907 yml. Med. Research Dec.
263 (Cent. Suppl.) Phagolytic.

Phalangeal, a. Add : h.sAsb. =- Phalanx 3.

1921 Brit. Mies. Return 147 Two vertebrae and two
phalangeals ofa Plesiosaurian. .from the Portland Stone.

Phalangitis (fselaend^aitis). Path. [f. Pha-
langes pi. of Phalanx (sense 3) -f- -itis.] Inflam-

mation of the phalanges.
1877 Sir J. D. Hooker in L. Huxley Li/e (jgiS) H. 142

[I get home] with a crick in my shoulder and 'phalangitis'
from pump-handling some 500 people. 1903 Lancet 30 May
1526/1 He regarded the case as one of phalangitis of
syphilitic origin.

Phalanstery. (Earlier example.)
1846 Knickerlockcr Mag. XXVIII. i6 * And are all your

slaves productive workers ? '1 his is contemplated, I believe,

in all the Plialattsteries of Unitative Associationists.'

Phallin (fae-lin). Chem. \i.phalloides (s^cdti.)

-^-INl.J A poisonous albumin occurring in the

fungus Amanita phalloides.

190S Encycl. Brit. XXX. 609/2 The ipoisonous element in

most cases in; either muscarin contained in the fungus
Amanita muscaria^ or phallin in Amanita phalloides,

Phanta'smically, adv. [f. Phantasmical a,

-f -LY 2.] r= PhaNTASMALLT.
X9u6 Daily News 2 Jan. 6 If I stretch outmy hand to a

touch, will it not surely melt under my fingers?—melt and
form again phnntasmically.

Phantastry, var. Fantastry.
i9as Hardy Late Lyrics A- Earlier -j-i So white her drape

. . i could not guess What phantastry it meant.

Phantom, sb. Add : (Modem example of

fantom.")

1924 H. E. FosDicK Mod. Use Bible 263 He could not have
been real man, but only a fantom in appearance like a man.

7. C. In sense * imaginary, performed with or

against imaginary opponents or enemies \

1909 lYcstttt. Gaz. 19 Aug. 8/1 'I'here was more phantom
work on the Downs yesterday. 1931 Daily Express 28 Apr,
11/4 'J"he ball was centred, and the eleven men, playing a
phantom team, swept down the pitch to the unguarded goal.

Pharisaist (fseTis^-iist), a. [After Pharisa-
ism, f. Pharisee -t- -ist.] = Pharisaic.
X918 P. T. Forsyth This Li/e «V ne-xt x\. 112 Its idea of

resurrection means something very much more than the
repristination of the old life imder happier circumstances.
That, .is but Jewish, and Pharisaist, and Moslem.

Pharmaceutic* B. sb. Add : Also concr*^

medicinal drugs.

19*7 Daily Express 11 May 11/4 The agreement will later

be extended to include artihcial silk^ .. fertilisers, pharma-
ceutics, and many other products.

PHIL-ATHENIAN.

Phase. 3. Add: In phase, in the same
phase ; out ofphase , not in the same phase.
1916 Standardization Rules Amer. Inst. EUctr. Engin.

15 The Active or In-Phase Cotnponent of the current in

acircuit is that component which is in phase with the voltage
across the circuit. 1926 A. N. Whitehkad Science Mod.
World igi The two primates may be out of phase. 1929
J. A. Ratcliffe Phys. Princ. Wireless iii. 35 They are in

phase with each other, both reaching maximum values at
the same instant.

b. phase-meter, an instrument for indicating
or measuring differences of phase between (alter-

nating) electric currents.

1894 Electrician XXXIII. 610 If there is no phase dl<:-

placement due to the external circuits, the phasenieter should
indicateo. zaz^Gloss. Electr. Ternisi'^ni, Engin. Stand.) 98,

Phased (f^izd), a. [f. PHASE-J--ED.J Ad-
justed to the same phase.
1939 Photoplay K^T.y Phased, or interlocked—2S\. motors

of sound and picture recording equipment lined up in
readiness to start out in perfect step together.

Ph.D. (pr^itjdf). [Abbreviation oiPhilosophic
Doctor^ Doctor of Philosophy.] A Doctor of Philo-
sophy or the degree itself ; also used allusively.
1870 [see D. 3]. 1903 W. James Memories 4- Stud, (igii)

331 A Ph.D. in philosophy would prove little. .as to one's
ability to teach literature. Ibid., He was of ultra Ph.D.
quality. 1911 H. S. Harrison Queed -K-^m. 218 There were
only three PH.D's among them.

Phenoloid (fr-ntfloid), a. [f. Phenol + -did.]

Resembling, akin to, or containing phenol. Phe-
noloid (oil), a vaiiety of creosote obtained from
blast furnaces ; blast-furnnce oil.

1907 V. B. Lewes Liquid
-J-

Caseous Fuels 99 The oil

obtained from blast furnaces is also sometimes used locally
for fuel ijurposes under the name of 'Phenoloid', or blast
furnace oil. 1911 Med. Annual 7^^ Phenoloid Disinfectant.
1929 Encycl. Brit. VI. 668/2 The mixture of phenol and
phenoloid substances derived . . from coal, wood, blast furnace,
and other tars.

Pheno^menolo-gically, adv. [f. Phenomeno-
LOGiCAL^. -f -LY 2.] With regard to phenomenology.
1891 Mary E, Lowndes tr. Hoffdittg's Oull. Psychol. 63

Phenomenologically, he [LotzeJ .. places himself at the
standpoint of the natural interaction.

Phenotype (frntftaip). Biol. Also phaeno-.
[fr. Gr. (paiv€iv to show + TYPE.] A type or cate-

gory of organisms defined by its appearance and
not by its genetic constitution or hereditary poten-

tialities. Hence Phenotypic a., of or pertaining

to phenotypes ; Fhenotypically adv.
19x4 Goodrich Living Organisms 62 note, One genotype

may give rise to a number of diflferent phenotypes, according
as the environment is changed. 1931 S. J. Holmes Li/e
<5- Evolution 277 A study of our checkerboard indicates tliat

there are four phaenot^pes. 1931 E. B. Fohd Mcudelism
^ Evol. 11. ii, 28 Variation of the former type is said to be
'genotypic ', of the latter 'phenotypic*. Hid. 30 If growth
is delayed either genotypically or phenotypically [etc. J.

Philadelphia lawyer. U.S. [f. Phila-

delphia the city in Pennsylvania, U.S.A.] A lawyer

of great ability ; a shrewd or unscrupulous lawyer.
1803 Balance 15 Nov. 363 (Th.) It would (to use a Yankee

phrase) puzzle a dozen Philadelphia lawyers to unriddle the
conduct of the democrats. 1817 J. K. Paulding Lett.fr,
South II. 44 It would puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer to make
a romance out of a log-hut. 1834 W. G. Simms Guy Rivers
348 You would have made a prime counsehor. .worthy of
the Philadelphia lawyers. 1896 A'. Y. Weekly Witness
30 Dec. 13/1 Not even a Philadelphia lawyer would have
been able to pick the winners. 1905 Springfield^ Weekly
Republ. 29 Sept. i It would not take a Philadelphia lawyer
to demonstrate this.

Philadelphia!!. A. adj. 3. (Examples.)
1775 Sh. I'iczu ofLord High Admiral s Jurisdiction 35

A Philadelphian ship might be tried with a fairer chance of
condemnation at Halifax iban at Philadelphia. 1855 H. A.
MuRRAV Lands 0/ Slave Jff Free I. xiv. 360 The only pecu-

liarity in the Philadelphian mint is a frame-work for counting
the number of pieces coined. 1930 Rose MACAULAY.S"/ay/«^
•with Relations i, She loved her little Philadelphian aunt.

B. sb. Add : 3. a. A native or inhabitant of

the city of Philadelphia in Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
179a Morse Amer. Geog. (ed. 2) 332 The Philadelphians

have exerted their endeavours.. to prevent the intemperate
use of spirituous liquors. 1815 N, Amer. Rev. 11. 77 The
Philadelphians will be shocked at his description. 18x4

W. N. Blank Excurs. U.S. Sf Canada 22 The New Theatre
and the Hank of Pennsylvania do great credit to the good
taste and public spirit ofthe Philadelphians. \^o\ Chambers's
yriil. Jan. 31/a One enterprising Philadelphian has been
trying 10 form a Snake Trust.

b. A native or inhabitant of the ancient city of

Philadelphia in Asia Minor.
1004 W. M. Ramsay I^ett, Seven Churches xviii. 245 The

writer seems not to have loved the Epheslans as be did the

Smyrnaeans and Philadelphians.

Philander, sb. Add : 1. b, A love-making

or philandering.

1893 G. B. Shaw Philanderer i. Plays 1898 I. 78 It was

nothing but a philander with Julia— nothing else in the world,

I assure you.

Philately. Add : b. Stamps collectively.

1930 19th Cent. Dec. 785 But still the small-bourgeois

quality of English philately remained untarnished with sham

elegance. The stamps were just dowdy, nothing more.

Phil-Athe-nia!l,a. [Phil-.] Loving, friendly

to, or favouring Athens or the Athenians.

1908 Westm. Gaz. 19 Aug. 4/3 Are we to suspect a phil-

Athenian bias in the story?



PHILIPPINA.

Philippina. (Earlier and later examples.)

I«39 C F.BmCM Harry FraMO 11. xiv. 143 There would
be.. scandal by the wholesale, besides sugar kisses, and
phillippinas tat the party). 1917 Richardson R. Mahony ill.

». 213 She had won a pair of gloves in a Philippine with

Mr. Urquhart.

Philippine cane. U.S. A species of sugar

cane.

1834 R. Bai«d VaUty Mississippi xxiv. 304 The Philippine

or n!>baiid cane is rapidly supplanting this species of cane.

Philism (fi-lii'm). [The termination of sucli

words as *Anglophiu.sm, Nkgropbilism, etc.,

used as a noon.] Friendliness for another race or

nation.

1917 EdiH, Rev. July 127 Germany is the borne of such

movements.. and many other *philisms* and 'phobisras'.

1913 Contcmp. Rev. Sept. 323 Tzankoff. . is not credited with
' philism ' or ' phobism toward any particular country.

PMlo-. Add : philo-African (earlier example)

;

Fhllotlie-rlan a. (and j*.) [Gr. 6i\p wild beast],

(a person) tliat loves wild animals. So Fhilotlie

-

xlanlsm, love of wild animals.

i8«5 Whitman Novtmher Bouglis (1888) 442 He will not

countenance at ail the demand of the extreme Philo-African

element of the North. 1906 Times 24 Aug. 1/2 The terrible

cruelties practised on quadrupeds, .have been detailed and
denounced by the untiring and fearless pen of that noble

and devoted philotherian. 1909 Atherueum 23 Oct. 494/3
An indulgence having been accorded to persons .. for

purchasing, perusing, or subscribing to any philotherian

publication. Ibid. 495/1, I ask myself why the practice of
charity, in the shape of philotherianism, should be left out
of sight.

Philosoplier. Add : 1. c. A member of a

class in which philosophy is studied.
X711 in E. Burton Life Clietlloner (1009) I. iii. 32 Ye

Superiors had inculcated, .ye two pair of^ beads to be said

every week by one of ye Philosophers. 1904 Ushaw Mag.
Dec 301 The Big Lads.. were all dismissed for 80, thus
leaving the Philosophers 21 to get to win.

-pMloilS (filas), suffix. [f. -PHIL + -OUS.]

Forming adjs. (chiefly in Botany and Zoology)
that denote organisms requiring or having an
affinity to or preference for a particular kind of

habitat or environment, as Denurophilous,
HTDBOPHiLons, Hygkophilous, Thekmophilous,
Xerophilods, etc.

PUizz (fliz). [Fanciful.] In Lewis Carroll's

book Sylvie and Bruno., a fruit or flower that has

no real substance; hence, allusively, anything

without meaning or value, a mere name.
1899 yohnsoiL Club Papers 188 We crown the musicians

with flowers that, like poor Bruno's in the fairy tale, are

but a phlizz. 1936 Galsworthv Silver Spoon 11. xii. 218 So
old Forsyte thought he was just ' fussing I ' Was he t Was
FoggartLsm a phlizz?

Phobe (f«"b), a. [The suffix -phobe used as a
sep.irate word.] Having a hatred or aversion

(towards something).
1915 Tim^s 5 Apr. 5/6 The Italian people is not, and can-

not be at this moment, either phil or phobe regarding any
other people.

Phobism (fw'biz'm). [f. as Phobia + -1SM.] A
morbid fear of or aversion to anything.

1917, X933 [see *Philism].

Phoebe.^ (Earlier example.)
1700 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. VIII. 216 Mch. 4. Cloudy &

rainy, [1] heard a Phebe and other birds sing.

Phone, sb.^ Add : b. CoUoq. abbreviation of

ear-phone or head-phone.
1913 Wireless World I. May, Advts. p. v, High Resistance

'Phones.

Phone, Ti. Add .- Also with up.

1909 Daily Citron. 10 Dec. 7/2 He could 'phone up Scotland
Yard for a detective.

-pbone (faun). The termination of Gramo-
phone, Megaphone, Miceophone, Telephone,
etc(repr. Gr. (fxav-i] voice, sound, tpSiv-ot sounding)

used in the names of instruments for amplifying,

transmitting or reproducing sound.

Fhoneticiza-tioo. [f. Phohbticizb ».] Pho-
netic representation.

1915 Spectator 21 Aug. 235/1 To turn the Russian genitive
plural termination into * o^', as is sometimes done, is to go
m for an exaggerated phoneticization.

Phonetism. (Earlier example.)
x&^ Ladies^ Repository VIII. 318 Let everything.. have

a fair chance to prove itself. So we say for Phonetism.

Phoney, phony (fan-ni), a. U.S. [Of un-
certain origin ; but see quot. 1904.] That has no
real existence ; sham, false, counterfeit.
T90» G. Ade More Fables in Slaitfr 138 * Overlook all the

Phoney Acting by the Little Lady, Bud ', said the Fireman.
1904 Even. Telegram (N. Y.) 9 Dec. 3 The paraphernalia
found in the palatial gambling den. .proved to be what the
detectives oddly styled 'phony'. This., word, .implies that
..a thing so qualifietl has no more substance than a telephone
talk with a supposititious friend. 1913 C. Mathewson
Pitching vii. 151 Meyers and I fixed up a code of signals..,

the chief always to use some himself which would be
' phoney * of course. 1916 C. Sandburg Chicago Poems 63
You're only shoving out a phoney imitation of the goods.

1934 Scribtter^s Mag. Aug. 204/1 Hope you didn't mind
when I gave you a phony name.

'Phoning, abbreviation ofTelephoning vbh sb.

S908 Daily Chron. 10 Aug. 7/1 So graphically liad Enid
done her bit of descriptive 'phoning that [etc.].
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FhoXLOfilm (f^a'Bi'filni). Trade name for a

cinematographic film of a talking picture in which

the sound is recorded in terms of light simul-

taneously with the photographs on the edge of the

film, and reproduced when the film is exhibited by
means of a photo-electric cell and loud-speaking

telephones.
192a Radio Broadcast Dec. 96 De Forest's^ Phono-filin.

1933 Weekly Dispatch 13 May 5 In so far as it eliminates

the use of a gramophone . . the new phono-film . . would appear
to mark a decided step forward. 1926 Encycl. Brit. III.

i<^/^ The phonofilm reproduction lives more nearly than
the silent moving picture.

Phonogram, Add : 3. aitrib, as phonogram
record.

x888 Eng. Jlffchanic XLVl. 528/3 The indentations of the
phonogram-record.

FhonO^apll. 3. C. Also atlrib,

1879 G. B. Prescott Sneaking TeUpJwne 305 Having pro-
vided thus for the durability of the phonograph plate, it will

be very ea.sy [etc.]. Ibid. 61$ The talking phonograph re-

cord. 1908 Dail^ Chron. 27 Feb. 7/4 In the evening he was
entertained by his employees at his phonograph works.

Fhoo, int. (Later example.)
1840 Hood Up Rhine 46, I.. enquired how the untoward

event had originated. * Originated \—plu}0, phoo—no such
thing, it was done on purpose.'

Hence Phoo-plioo v. inlr., to exclaim * phoo
phoo '.

1866 Cornh. Mag. Aug. 141 It is easy to blame and to

phoo-phoo.

Phoroxneter {iovp'iah^i). [f. Gr. <fopa motion
+ -(o)metek.] An instrument for measuring de-

ficiency in the external muscles of the eye. Hence
Phorcmetry, the use of a phorometer.
1904 Optical Jrnl. 23 June 77 Objective Dynamic Phoro-

metry. Ibid. 14 July 250 (Cent. Suppl.), I place a Steven's

phorometer just in front of the eyes.

Phosgene. Add : Used as a poison gas in the

War of 1914-18. Also Comb.
1919 C. P. Thompson Cocktails 26 The laboratory where

the Corps chemists pored over the latest phials of German
phosgene. 1919 W. Hutchinson Doctor in War xiv. 193 if

the phosgene-gassed man is kept completely at rest for four

or five hours, he is almost entirely safe.

Pho'sphatized, //A a. [f. Phosphatize v. +
-ED.] = Phosphated a.

1908 Westm. Gaz. 16 Oct. 3/2 He has found that coprolites

and pliosphatised bones are extremely rich in radioactive
constituents.

Phosphoric, a. 1. (Add fig. example.)

1929 A. E. CoppARD in Legion Bk. 6i Baxter and Brabazon

. .had been subjected to some phosphoric comments by the

magistrate.

PhotagOgUe (f^^'tag^). {2.^. Gr, ffxaTayaryos

in same sense.] One that brings light or illumina-

tion.

1909 T. R. Glover Confl. Relig. Early Roman Empire
ix. 269, I am initiated and become holy ; the Lord is the

hierophant and seals the mystcs for himself, himself the

photagogue.

Photian (f^a-Jan), a. and sb. [f. Photius the

name of a Patriarch of Constantinople in the ninth

centur)'.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to Photius or

the schism in which he took a part. b. sb* A
follower or supporter of Photius.

1849 Rock Ch. of our Fathers i. ii. (1903) I, 76 Not only
the united or orthodox Greeks . .but the Photians or separated

Greeks, and other sects in the East living apart, by schism

or heresy from Rome, entirely agree with her and the Latins

upon Transubstantiation. 1850 J?.. M^D. Dawson tr. De
Maistre's The Pope iv. x. 340 Among the Photians, on the

contrary, as among all other Protestants, there is no unity.

Photic, a. Add : b. Of sea-water : That is

penetrated or influenced by sunlight.

11)03 W. R. Fisher tr. Schimper's Plant-Geog. 782 Three
chief stages of brightness may be distinguished : 1. The
photic or bright region, in which the intensity of light is

sufficient for the normal development of macrophytes. 1913
Sib J. Murray Ocean vii. 133 This superficial layer aflfected

by sunlight is called the photic zone of the ocean.

Photo-. Add : 1. Photo "pliiloiis a. Bol.,

light-loving. Photo'phobous a, Bot.y having an
aversion to light Photopsic a., of or pertaining

to photopsy. Photo-surveying, photo-topo-

graphic surveying. Photo-tele'phony (see quot.).

1905 I. B. Balfour tr. Goebel's Organogr, Plants 11. 463
They are united by many intermediate stages with **photo-

philous' shoots. 1903 \V. R. Fisher tr. Schimper's Plant
Geog. 793 Only when accidentally growing in the shade do
they assume the bright red tints tliat distinguisli their *photo-

phobous allies. 1863 Reade Hard Cash III. 53 Paul an
incoherent lunatic who admits having been onre the victim

of a *photopsic illusion, j^t Encycl. .^nV. XXXIH. 95/z
Considerable outlay is saved in*photo-siirveying by draught-
ing the map in office. X9XI Nature ^-j Oct. 276/1 In*photo-
telephony there are imposed upou a projected beam of light

fluctuations of intensity which correspond to the sound-
vibrations associated with speech.

2. Photo-e'tcher, one who employs a photo*
graphic process in etching.
X889 Year Bk. Pkotog. etc. 158 One difficulty which photo-

etchers have to contend against in the City is the vibration
caused by the incessant traffic.

3. Pho:to-ioniza'tloxi, ionization produced by
light.

J9«i J. A. Fleming in yml. Soc Arts 16 Dec. 86/2 True
gaseous photo*ionisation always producesionsof both signs
in equal number mixed up together.

PHOTO-TOPOGRAPHIC.

Photo-chemic (fo"t£»|kc'mik), a. [f. Photo-
+ Chemic] ^ Photocbemical a.

'

1927 Glasgow Herald g July 9/2 By light-sense is meant
a special photo-chemic susceptibility of certain receptor
nerve-cells to light-rays.

photo-electric, a. c. (Add example.)
igai J. A. Fleming in Jrnl. Soc. Arts 16 Dec. 85/1 The

electrons so detached are called photoelcctronsand the action
photoelectric.

Pho^tO-ele'Ctron. An electron liberated from a

substance by the action of light.

19x2 Phil. Trans. A. CCXII. 207 Ladenburg had only a
short range of wave-lengths available for producing photo-
electrons. 1921 J. A. Fleming in Jrnl. Soc. Arts 16 Dec.
85/1 The velocity with which these photoelectrons are pro-
jected is considerable.

Photogram. Add : 2. A photograph, picture,

diagram, or other facsimile transmitted by wireless

or ordinary telegraphy.
1928 Times 6 Sept. n/6 The Postal Telegraph Company

put into commercial operation to-day a new telephoto and
facsimile message service, which it calls photograms.

PhotOgraphess (f^tf^grafes). [-ESS, after

PHOToaEAPHEB.] A female photographer,
1926 * Temple Lane ' Second Sight iii. 53 No gain could

accrue from being pleasant to a little photographcss from
Salisburj'.

Photo-meter, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To mea-
sure the intensity of (light) by means of a photo-

meter.
1903 Kynoch Jrnl. June-July 98/1 It appears that one

district in the neigiibourhood of Loi.don 'photomctercd'the
gas supplied two years ago and not since !

Photome-trograph. [f. Photo- + Gr./itTp(M'

measure + -GBAi'H.] An instrument for recording

the intensity of light at different depths in water.
X898 Geog. Jr*il. XII. 453, I have here a g^apliic repre-

sentation of the results of experiments I made, .with a photo-
metrograpb. ., which shows how rapidly light loses its in-

tensity in penetrating below the surface [of the sea].

Photon {ida-xpn). Physics, [f. Photo-, after

Electhon, *Pboi'ON, etc.] A corpuscle or imit

particle of light ; a light-quantum.
X926 G. N. Lewis in Nature 18 Dec. 874/1, I therefore

take the liberty of proposing for this hypothetical new
atom, which is not light but plays an essential part in every
process of radiation, the name photon. 1931 Dirac Princ,
Quantum Mfch. 235 We require to know the laws governing
the interaction of a number of photons with the atom.

Pho'to-play. [f. Photo- -^ Play.] A cine-

matographic presentation of a play or drama,
19x5 Munseyi's Mag. Apr. 545/2 The photo-play made

from 'Seats of the Mighty'. 19x8 V. O. Fkeekurg (////^)

The Art of Photoplay Making. IHd. 57 The filming and
projection of a photoplay. 1920 Chambers's Jrnl. Mar.
188/1 Los Angeles.. is the scene of many well-known and
popular photo-plays. i^zigthCent. Apr. 661 A photo-play
is seenbyscoresof millions of persons throughout the globe.

Photoradiogram. [f. Photo + *Radio-
GUAM.] A photogram transmitted by wireless.

X924 Glasgow Herald 13 Dec. 9/2 [The] photo-radiogram
read

—
' My warmest greetings.—R. M. K.' 1926 Daily News

I May 5/6 Most of the photoradiograms sent from this side

during the night will appear in American newspapers today.

1937 Daily Express 16 Dec. i, December 21 is the latest

date for handing in Christmas photo-radiograms at Marconi
offices.

Photostat {io^'tosixt). Trade name of an
apparatus which makes photographic copies of

manuscripts, maps, documents, etc ; a copy made
by this. Also altrib. Hence Photosta'tic a., of,

pertaining to, or produced by a photostat.
19x2 Chambers's Jrnl. June 414/2 By means of the photo-

stat a new filing method is possible. X925 Maky R. Rine-
HAHT Mystery Lamp 138 One of the evening newspapers to-

night prints a photostatic copy of the cipher foutid in our
garage, 19*7 Daily Express 25 May 2/4 I'he subterranean
photostat room answered exactly to the description given to

the police. 1931 Times Lit. Steppl. 17 Dec. 1028/1 The
number ofmanuscripts known has increased . . to eighty-four,

of which photostats are now at the University of Chicago.

Photosynthesis {io^xi^^i-n^isxs). Bou [f.

Photo- -i- Synthesis.] The process by which car-

bon dioxide is converted into carbohydrates by the

chlorophyll of plants under the influence of light.

So Photosynthesize v. trans, ^ to produce by pho-

tosynthesis ; Photosynthe-tic «., of, relating to,

or promoting, photosynthesis; Photosyutheti-
cally adv., by photosynthesis.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 760/1 The courae of photo-

synthesis has been with tolerable certainty found to lead to

the construction of sugar. 1903 Nature 24 SepL 493/1 'I'he

photosynthetic activity of different parts of the specUum.
1908 R. J. Harvey Gibson Biology \\. 48 This constructive

process is spoken of as photosynthesis. . . l"he detailed stages

of the photosynthetic process are as yet very imperfectly

known. 1910 F. Kekble Plant~Anifuals iii. 79 From the

photosynthesised carbohydrate are derived the cellulose

substances. Ibid. 93 The sugar formed photosynthetically

by the green cells of a leaf. 1918 Jrnl. Education July

414/1 The photosynthesis of starch from carbon dioxide.

Pho'to-topographic, a. [f. Photo- -^ Topo-

GKAl'Hic] Of, pertaining to, or using, photo-

topography. So Photo-topogra-phical a. Pho-
to-topo'g'raphy, a system of surveying which em-
ploys photography in addition to the usual methods.
1893 U.S. Coast <y GeodeticSurv. Rfp. 1 1 38 (Cent. Sup^I.)

Phototopography. X902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIll. 95/2 The
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I

field" worfc of a photo-topographic party consists primarily
tn execution of a triangulation by the usual methods. Ibid.,

The photo-topographical survey. Jbid.^ It is unlikely that

the art of plioto-topography will finally supersede it \,sc. the
plane-table] in Canada.

Phototrope (f<?u'ti3tr£iup). [f. Photo- + Gr.

-T/wiroy turning.] A substance whose colour changes

under the influence of light. So #hototro*pic rt.2

;

Photo tropy.
X909 Trans. Ckem. Soc. 442 One of the salicyl derivatives

prepared.. exhibited that most remarkable photo-reaction

which iMarckwald .. has named phototropy. Ibid* The
other condensation products, .are not phototropic 19x2

Rep. Brit, Assoc. 432 Reversible colour changes such as
those exhibited by phototropes or ihermotropes.

Plirase» sb. Add ; 2. d. transf,

ipsi G. Jekyll Colour Schemes for P lower Garden 16
While the wide-stretching shadow-lengths throw the wood-
land shades into large phrases of broadened mass.

7. Add : phrase-making, the making of fine-

sounding phrases.

1905 Atlunxnm 25 Nov. 717/3 Phrase-making is not style

..nor is rhetoric the sole canon of speech.

Fhraselet (fr/i*zlet). [-lkt.] A short phrase

(in music).

X9as P. A. ScHOLES SecotuiBk. Gramopk. Record Z6 The
Clarinet repeats its last phraselet.

Phrasial (fr^^iil), a. [f. Phrase sb, -h-AL.]

Of or pertaining to (musical) phrases.

1918 Mas. Assoc. Proc. 79/7-7^135The phrasial formalities,

..engender a monotony.

Pnthisio-(n'^izi^-» ]>3izi^-), combining form of

Phthisis, used in various medical terms as,

Fhthi:sloge*nesis, Fhthi:siosrene tic a., Fhthi:-

siotherapentlst, Phthi:siothe*rapist, Fhthi:-

siotherapy. Cf. Phthisiology.
1903 Med. Record-z May7rp/i There is abundant evidence

,,of his deep interest in phthisiotherapy. 1904 Bolduan tr.

E. von Behring's SuPPr. Tuberculosis 45 Observations con-
cerning the study of phthisiogenesis in man and animals.

Ibid, 46 Improbability, so far as importance as a phthisio-

genetic factor is concerned, ofa primary bronchial . . Tb, infec-

tion. 190. Buck's Handbk. Med.Sci, II. 555 (Cent. Suppl.)

Phthisiotherapcuiist. 1907 Med. Record 9 Nov. 758/2 The
pneumatic cabinet. .although long since discarded by most
phthlsio-therapLsts, has been pcreistently used by a few.

Fhugoid (fi«"goid}, a, (and sb^ [i^'Cg- f. Gr.

^iryT; flight -t- -OID.] a. adj. Used chiefly in Fku-
g»id oscillation, a fore and aft oscillation of long

period about a horizontal straight line, caused by

a sudden disturbance to an aeroplane or other flying

machine, b. as sb, (See quot. 1908.)

1908 F. W. L.AN'CHESTER Aerodonetics ii. $ 18 The Phugoid
theory deals with the longitudinal stability^ and the form
and equations of the flight p.ith of an aerodone. Ibid. % 33

The curves of flight, or Phu^otds^ as they may be appro-
priately termed. loas Encycl. Brit. XXX. 32/2 The now
well-known ' phugoid' oscillation was then [1913] unobserved
and only indicated by calculations.

Phut (f»t), adv, [ad. Hindi (and Urdu) Mid^l
phatnd to split or burst.] In phr. to go phutj to

collapse, come to grief, or end in nothing.

1892 Kipling & Balestif.r Naulakka 259 The hospital has

alt gone phut. 1911 Punch 30 Nov. 420/1 Send me a sub-

ject with a bit more pep in it or the Club will go phut. i9a4

GAt.swoBTHY White Monkey 11. i, If the mark goes abso-

lutely phut, you will have to see that your Society makes it

good for us ! 1924 A. J. Small Frozen Gold\^ 40 Enders-

ley's memory has gone phut ! 19*6 S. Horler Order 0/
Octopus 238 Now that this pet stunt, .had gone phuL

Phyco-. Add : Fhycolo'gloal a., of, pertaio-

to» or dealing with, phycology.
189a [title) Phycological Memoirs, being Researches niade

in the Botanical Department of the British Museum. Edited

by George Murray.
^

Pliyletism (failetiz'm). [f. Gr. <^Act-j7s a
tribesman, f. ^pifK-fi a tribe + -I8H.] (See qnoL)
1900 [Siu C. EliotI Turkey in Europe 285 The Patriarch-

ate, .stijjmatised by the name of Phyletism the doctrine that

persons of a particular race.. are entitled to a separate

ecclesiastical administration.

Phylic (fsi'Uk), tf. [f. Gr.^ti\-i7 tribe + -10.]

Of or pertaining to a Greek phyle or tribe.

189Z Jml. Hellenic Stud. XII. ^o The increase of the

Phylne involved changes in the institutions based upon the

phylic system. 1908 J. L. Mybes in Mareit Anthropol. 4-

Classics 142 The solidarity of the Greek phylic institutions,

Phyllo-. Add : PhyUomorph [Gr. it.o^i]

form
J,

the representation of a plant in art. Phiyllo-

pliyto[-PHYTE], a plant which bears leaves.

189s A. C. Haddon Evolution in Art 126 The terms
' zoomorph * and * *phylIomorph ' have been employed for the

representation in art of plants and animals. 1875 Bennett
& DvKR ir. .Sack's Bet. 130 In contradistinction toThallus-

plants (Tliallophytes), all plants in which leaves can be.,

distinguished might be termed *Phyllophytes.

Phylogerontlsm. [f. as Phylogebontio +
-ISM.] Phylogerontic character or condition.

X9oa Atner, NeUuralist Dec 940 In the majority of

specialized gastropods phylogcrontism is expressed, not in

the non.coiling of the last portion of the spire, but in its ex-

pansion and wrapping about the earlier whorls.

Physic, sb. 6. physic-box (later example),

1900 H. Lawsom On Track 55 An' if yer don't get yer

physic-box an' come wi' me, by the great God I'll .

Physicali a, 7. Add : physical ctilture,

the ^vclopment of the body by appropriate exer-

cise ; so physical culturist; physical jerka

slangy physical or gymnastic exercises.

i886 C. Betz {fitle^i System of *PhyRical Culture. 1905
Daily Chron. 21 Apr. 7/2 Your ^physical culturist. .finds it

easy to get disciples. 1920 M. A. MCgge War Diaty 221
*Physical Jerks, physical drill. 1923 Wesim. Gas. 10 Jan.,
Sir James Cantlie . , told his class in * physical jerks '

. . that
[etc.].

Physicomorph. [f. Physico- : after *Anthro-
POMOKPH, *Ornithomorph, etc.] (See quot.)
1895 A. C. Haddon Evolution in Art n^ Under the term

of ' physicomorph * I projiose to describe any representation
of an object or operation in the physical world.

Physicotherapeutic (fi:ziki7j)erapi«*tik), a.

[f. Physico- + Theuapeutio a,'\ Of or peruining
to physicotheropy. Physicotlie'rapy, the treat-

ment of diseases by physical methods, and not by
medicine or surgery; = *Physiotbeuapy.
1903 Med, Record 27 June 1055 (Cent. Suppl.) Physico-

therapy In the treatment of fibromata and prevention of
neoplasms. 1904 Nature 21 Jan. 280/1 The results achieved
..in the treatment of inoperable malignant growths by
physicotherapeutic means.

Physiogra-pMcally, adv, [f. Phtsio-
GBAPHICAL «. + ly2.] trom a physiographical

point of view,
1903 CasselCs Encycl. Diet. Suppl. 1908 Westm. Gaz,

24 ftlar. 12^1 This church stands nearly 1,450 feet above sea-
level, and is considered the * highest'—not ecclesiastically,

but physiographically—in Great Britain. 1928 V. G. Childe
Alost Anc. East it. 22 Physiographically the last-named
chains constitute a more real dividing line than the inland sea.

PhysiolOgue (fi'zi^f'g). [ad. \.. pkysiohgus :

see PHYSIOLOGER.] -= Physiologist.
1877 Sir J. D. Hooker in L. Huxley Li/e (1918) II. 236,

I think Gnetum is quite overlooked by the Physiologues in

removing Gymnosperms from Dicols,

PhysiO-psycllic (fi^zi^sai'kik), a. [f. Physio-

+ PsYCHic.J Pertaining to or affecting both body
and mind ; having both physical and psychical

characters,

1890 Smithsonian Rep. 639 For certain crimes and criminals

the largest influence ought to be. .accorded to the physio-
psychic conditions of the individual, a 1899BRINTON Basis
Soc. Relat. (1902) 39 Many writers of late years have spoken
of the Social unit, the group or the nation, as an 'organism '.

Some have further defined it as a * superorganism ' or a
* physio-psychic organism '.

Physiotherapeutic (fi:2i(7j)erapi«-tik), a, [f.

Physio- + Therapeutic a.] Of or pertaining to

physiotherapy. So Phy siotherapeu'tdcal a,

Phy:siothe*rapy, the treatment of diseases by
natural remedies (e.g. massage, electricity, light,

heat, fresh air, etc.) ; = *PHYsiC0THERArY.
190s Brit. Med, Jml. 15 July 126/2 The abuses caused by

*healers' who pretend to treat by physiotherapeutic pro-

cedures. Ibid.^ The first congress of physiotherapy will be

held at Li^ge on August 12th. \ip& Encycl. Brit. III. 686/1

As convalescence goes on, physiotherapeutic measures.. are

employed to hasten recovery. 1930 Brit. Med. Jml. 8 Feb,

236/1 Among the physio-therapeutical methods, the simplest

consists in the application of warm foot-baths, or radiant

heat.

Physiqued (fizrkt), a. [f. Physique + -ed l.]

Having a physique of a specified character,

1936 Contemp. Rev. June 6go These ill-fed, ill-hoosed,

wretchedly physiqued and noisy communist agitators.

PhySOgastrism (fsis^geestriz'm). Eiitom,

[f. PHYS0- + Gr. 7a(rT(<)/>-, 'yaoTTip belly -f- -ISM.]

An enlarged condition of the abdomen. So
Pbysog'a-stTio a., having the abdomen swollen or

enlarged ; Physo^a-stry = *Physogastri81I.

1903 Nature 12 Feb. 351/1 They tsymphilous beetles] also

show..*physogastrism\ i9a> W. M. Whki-.ler Soc. Life

fusects 273 Many.. have actjuired peculiar characters, the

most characierLstic of which ts physogastry, or excessive en-

largement of the abdomen. Ibid. 277^ Probably this is also

the case with other physogastric termitophilcs.

Phyto-. Add : Phytophyle, a plant-loving

insect. Phytopla'nkton, collective name for all

the floating vegetable life in the sea or in lakes.

a 1909 Entomological News XVI. 22 (Cent. Suppl.) To the

few hygrophilous ' phytophilcs ' given there should be added
Linocephalus elegans. 1900 Geog. Jml. XV. 336 In the

spring months there is a great development of diatoms and
other Phytoplankton, which render tlie water less trans-

parent than at other times of the year.

Phytolo'gically, adv. [f. Phytological a,

+ -ly 2.] Botanicaliy.

1842 Landor Wks. ed. Crump X. ao8 Poems Catullus If

the saying is not phytologically true, it is poetically.

Pianrstioally,<z(/z/. [f. Pianistic + -al + -ly2 ]

On pianistic lines.

1928 Daily Tel. 5 June 9/5 She would have approached

nearer to the real Bach if she had thought less pianistically

in the matter of tone-colour.

Piano. 1. a. adj. (Add examples of fig. use.)

c 1815 Jane AusTKN Persuasion (i8j8) II. vi. 120 James
Benwick is rather too piano for me. 1900 Elinor Gi.vn

Visits Eliz. (1906) 70 The Marquis.. looked thoioughly worn

out and zti^ piano as a beaten dog. \gxs M. R. Jamhs Warn-
ing to Curious 167 He was very submissive and piano about

it all.
^ , ^

Piano, sb.^ 2. a. Add : ptatto-case (examples),

-recilaly -stool (example) ; d. piano-wire, a spe-

cial kind of steel wire used in pianos.

\Z0,^R€p, U.S.Com*n. Patents {i%so) 300 What 1 claim.,

is a *piano case or trunk lock. 1876 J. S. Ingram Centen.

Expos. X. 334 Another very creditable piece of work was

a rosewood piano-case. i88x Harper's Mag. May 814/1

*Piano and organ recitals have long been fashionable. 1877

Er.iz. S. Phelps Story ofAvis 335 Barbara Allen sat on the
*piano-stooI. 1877 Chambers's Encycl. IX. 2/2 Sir William
Thomson, .has invented a mode of deep-sea sounding by
using *piano wire instead of hempen lines, igaa Encycl.
Btit. XXX. 34/2 In 1910-1 80-ton steel 'piano wire' was
much used for bracing the structure.

Pianoforte, b. Add : pianoforte jump,
obstacle, a jump or obstacle in a steeplechase

wliose shape resembles that of a pianoforte

;

pianoforte wire = piano wire (see prec. 2 d).

1908 Daily Chron, 9 June 3/5 Some of the Italian officers

will give a display of what is known as the ^Pianoforte
jump. 1909 Westin. Gas. 8 Mar6/4 The '*pianoforte* obstacle
will consist of four feet of water, followed by a sloping hank
of turf with a three-foot wall at the end of it. 1874 Sm W,
Thomson in Popular Led. Sf Addresses (i8gi) III. 337
{title ofpaper) On Deep-Sea Sounding by *Pianoforte Wire.
xyazChambers's Jrnl. June 41^/2 This kite is of the box or
Hargreave pattern... Its 'string' consists of four miles of
pianoforte-wire.

Pianola. (Add example.)
1916 Proc. Mus. Assoc, tqi^-ib 16 The Press have adopted

the term ' Pianola ' as a generic term for all mechanical ptano-
player devices.

b. pianola hand, bi-idge,ov\t requirinfj no skill.

1913 Flor. Irwin Auction Nigh-Lights 22 Which do you
like Better, a * pianola ' hand or a hand where you have to

tussle and fight for every point.

Pianolaed (p/iinJalad), a. [f. Pianola.]
Rendered by a pianola.
1926 A. I». Smith Studies ^ Caprices 176 The pauses.,

are not, as in the pianolaed performance, the mere passing
of time.

Pianolist (p^'iantfo'list). [f. Pianola + -I3T.]

A person who uses a pianola.

1908 GusTAV KoBBE (title) The Pianolist : a Guide^ for

Pianola Players. 1908 Morn. Post 20 Mar. 9/3 It. .guides

pianolists to suitable music, and gives hints on playing.

sgi6Proc. Mus. Assoc, jgij-id 24 There are many pianolists

so keen that they wilt cut their own music in unique single

copies.

Piassaba. (Later example.)
x9as ScHLicH Afan. Forestry (ed. 4) I. 309 The valuable

* piassava fibre ' is prepared from the leaves of the bamboo
palm.

Piazza. Also 8 peazer. 2. b. (Earlier ex-

amples.)
1771 Copley in Copicy-Pelham Lett. 131 Should I not add

Wings, I shall add a peazer when I return. Ibid. 137, 1 have
drawn the china clossit store room in the east piaza.

Piazzetta, also anglicized Piazzette.
1906 Edtn. Rev. July 194 To cross its bridges and its piaz-

zette and to pass under its gateways.

Pic 3 (pik), U.S. Abbreviation of Picayune.
1843 Odd Leaves (Philad.) 51 The animal didn't mind him

a pic. 1846 E. W. Farnham Prmrie Land 291 How much
does the muskito-bar cost a yard ?—Two bits and a pic, or

three bits.

Picaroon, sb."^ 1. (Later example.)

1904 G. Burgess & W. Irwin {title) The Picaroon, a San
Francisco Night's Entertainment, note^ to title. Picaroon
= a petty rascal, one who lives by his wits, an adventurer.

Picaroon, sb^ (Examples.)
1850 S. JuDD Richard Edney 42 Richard, armed with

a picaroon, descended the slip, some thirty feet to the basin,

where the logs lay in the water ready to he drawn in. Ibid.

320 The Boy made his picaroon fast to hLs boat with a rope.

Picayane. Also picoaiune, piccayune,
pickalion, pickayune.
A. sb. (Earlier examples.)

1805 J. F, Watson in Amer. Pioneer II. (1843) 228 One
can't buy any thing [at New Orleans] for less than a j-ix cent

piece, called a picayune. 1833 J. K. Paulding Banks of
OJiio I. 218 He put his hand m nis pocket, and gave her a

pickalion. 1835 J. H. luGftKHWi South IVest I. 205, 1 bought
for a piccaiune, the smallest currency of the country, the
' load of grape ' [etc]. 1839 Townsknd Narr. I. 130 We
gave him a pickayune for his trouble, and went on.

B. adj, (Earlier and later examples.)

1837 Congress. Globe 23 Dec. A pp. 19/3 The hon. Senator

from Kentucky by way of ridicule, calls this a 'picayune

bill '. 1841 Ibid. 20 Feb. App. 341/1 Some gentlemen affected

to consider it a small concern, a picayune affair. i9»8

Publishers Weekly 26 May 2181 There is nothing picayune

about the proposal.

Pick, sb.^ 8. pick-handle (examples).

1850 N. KiNGSLEY Diary 156 Tinkered a little at pick

handles, putting door in thete«t[etc.]. 1876 Joaquin Miller
Unwritten Hist. v. 84 A long white pole, perhaps a sort of

pick handle.

Pick, v."^ Add: 6. c. To dislodge (salt) from

brine-pans after the evaporation of the brine.

1919 Chambers's Jml. May 28V1 A large area of land is

flooded by the sea, the water is allowed toevaporate, and the

salt is then 'picked '.

7. Also with on.

1930 S. 1 EPSON / met Murder iL 27 ' Have you any idea

why the Inspector should have picked on you first ?*

i. ellipt. for topick ones way,
1866 Blackmork Cradock AVrw// xvi. (1873) 69 Ilogstaff

tottered along before him, pickinj; uneasily over the stones.

1878 Hakdv Ret. Native 1. iii. 66 The track is rough, but if

you've got a light your horses may pick along wi' care.

15. (Later examples.)

1929 John Buchan Courts of Morning m. ii. 331 Looks as

if you folk had been picking on my poor little countrj;. 193"

Priestley Angel Faxiement vi. 297 They begin picking on

her and she stands up for herself.

19*. Pick over. To select the best from (a group

or collection).

1914 Anne D. Sedgwick Little French Girl \. 6 She..

picked over the herbs that were to be dried for tisane.
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20. Pick up. b. In Golf eUipt,^ to pick up

oae's ball.

19«7 Observer Sept. 24/3 Taylor*s score being impossible

to register as he picked up at two holes.

1 Also, to succeed in seeing, receiving, or hear-

ing with a searchlight, telescope, wireless receiving-

set, or other apparatus.

1907 Rffi. Brit, Assoc, 621 The receiving apparatus.,

would pick up a number of disturbances from other stations.

X908 lyestm. Gaz. 23 Oct. 5/3 The following notes will enable

tt [a comctl to be 'picked up' with ihe aid of an opera-glass

and a star map. 1913 Popular Mag, i May 79/a The only

signals which it was picking up now were,. those of the

enemy. 19^* EncycL Brit, XXX. 88/2 Presently the airship

was 'picked up', and immediately from all quarters of the

defences searchlights could be seen moving across to get

on to it. X935 Scribner's Mag. July 45/1 One night the

Cap'n had picked up Davenport, Iowa, as plainly as New
York. \^yi Punch 16 Apr. 421/1 A boy, using a home-niade

wireless set, claims to have picked up Italy,

h. Also, to put things in order. U.S.

1873 Eliz. S. Phelps Trotiy's IVedding Tour 214 It had
taken all day to ' pick up ' after the departed travellers.

j. Topick Up on : to draw near, begin to over-

take (a person) in a race.

«9o3 Daily Chron. 27 Nov. 7/6 At the fifth lap .. Dorando
held him, and then began to pick up on him.

k. To find fault with, call to account.

X9M Daily Mail 5 Dec. 1 1, I am picked up for saying that

the initiative in the Steamer case should have come from the

stewards.

Pick-. Add: pick-and-gad a. (see quot.)

;

pick-and-shovel a., that uses a pick and shovel.

1883 EncycL Brit. XVI. 444/2 The so-called 'pick and gad*
work consists in breaking away the easy ground with the

point of the pick, wedging offpieces with the gad, [etc.]. 1907

iVestm. Gaz. 11 Mar. 9/3 You don't look much like pick-and-

shovel men. 191X Chambers's Jml. Mar. 167/2 The ordinary

pick-and-shovel man cams, .one shilling and eightpence per

day.

Fick-a-back. b. sb, (Later example.)
X90I Punch 2 Oct. 247/1 'Oh, Mr. Green,.. Effie ..is so

miserable because she hasn't had her donkey ride. Would
you mind giving her a pick-a-back ?

*

Fickag^e. (Later example of pioago.)
1878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 849/2 Tolls, again, are sometimes

held to include ' stallage ' and ' picage '.

Picked, ///. fl. 5. Add : picked-over, from

which the best has already been selected.

1839 Congress. Globe a Jan. App. 47/2 AH the emigrants

went to the new lands, where they could get first choices at

$ 1.25 per acre,because they could not give that sum for picked-

over lands in the old counties. x886 N. Shei-pard Be/.

Audience viii. 124 Audiences in England outside of the

Established Church are weeded. To an American lecturer

or preacher they have a picked-over appearance. The church
takes the cream, the chapel the milk of society.

Pickelhaube (pikalhau'ba). [O, pickelhaube

spiked helmet.] A German spiked helmet.

,1890 Times (weekly ed.) 38 Feb. 16/1 A dragoon regiment

with pickelhaube helmet. X924 Chambers's Jml. 18 Oct.

743/2 Beside a hattered rifle and a shattered pickelhaube there

was a human foot. 1^7 Bulletin 4 Oct. 13/2 A German
ofHcer's silver-plated pickel-haube.

Pickerel &0g. U.S. The marsh frog, Rana
palustf'is, a species of frog common in America.

1867 Amer, Naturalist 1. 109 They are the Spotted Frog,

Marsh Frog, or Pickerel Frog.

Picket, sb.^ Add : I. O. Also, a triangular or

arrow-shaped mark cut in turf or placed on

masonry, used in making measurements.

4. d. U.S, ^hoTi ior picket ditty.

1775 in H. P. Johnston Biogr. JV. Hale 158 Your being on
Picquet is a sufficient excuse that you wrote no more. i86x

O. W. Norton Anny Lett. 34 I have just returned from
picket. Ibid, 44 It is just so when we go on picket. x86s
BouDBYE Fifth N, Y. Cafa/rySoThe regiment was relieved

from picket until further orders.

7. picket'dtily (earlier example"), -ient^ -work ;

picket-line (earlier example of ^),

x86iO. W.Norton Anny Lett. 112 Very little drill or other
duty, no *picket duty or trenching. 1856 R. Glisan Jrnl,
Anny Life (1874) 277 Indians broke through the *ptcket
line. X862 O. W. Norton Army Lett. 59 We pitched our
•picket tents . . on the ground lately occupied by a secesh
regiment. 1842 Amer. Pioneer I. 236 This horn-work, as
well as the fort itself, was a mere stockade or *picket work.

picketed, ///. a. (Earlier and additional ex-

amples.)
1758 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XVIII. 102 Two Piquitted

Forts or Garisons and a Hospeile. 1817 S. R. Brown
Western Gaz. 27 Almost every house has a spacious picketed
garden in its rear.

1905 H. CoHF.N Law Strikes ^ Lock-outs 16 Smith was a
workman on strike, .and acted as picket. He was watching
the employed coming from the picketed works, when Thomas-
son came out
Picket-fence. US. [Picket sb.T^ 7.] A fence

made of pickets (sense i).

X817 S. R. Brown Western Gaz. 66 A garden . .with high,
substantial picket fences to prevent the thefts of the Indians,

1839 Knickerbocker Mag. XIV, 154, 1 determined to leap
over the picket-fence and . ..take a nap on the dry, warm
grass. X857 (see Picket fi.' 7]. X876 Joaquin Miller /^iri/

Families xxiii. aoo Limber Tim no longer wrestled with
saplings, or picket-fences, or even his limber legs. 1888
Stockton Dusantes 125 From the gate of the picket-fence

in front of the yard a brick-paved path led up to the house.

Picket-fort. U.S, [Picket sbS 7.] A fort

made of pickets.

177s Coll, Mass. Hist, Soc. 2 Ser. I. 230 This fort consists

of two large block-houses, and a large barrack which is
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enclosed with a picket fort. 1779 Coll. JV.H. Hist. Soc, VI.

316 The two regiments ...move about three miles upstream
and encamp. ..near a large picket fort. 1826 T. L. McKknnev
Tour to Lakes (1827) 141 The old fort ..against which Pontiac

made liis attacks, was only a/'icket-fort. 1846— Mem. I. yu

127 The old picket fort standing on the plain. .quite a ruin.

Picketing, vbi. sb. Add : c. U.S. A fence or

palisade made of pickets
;
picket-work.

*7S5 in Coll. N,H, Hist. Soc. V. 254 Seven men ..who
were out., get ting a few poles to complete the new picketing

of the fort. 1813 Niles' WeeL-ly Re^. IV. 12/2 An order was
given to retreat within the picquetmg. X838 Drake Tales
^- Sk. 104 The opposite side of tlie fort was instantly manned,
and several hreaches in the picketing rapidly repaired. 1848
E. Brvant California xlv. 188 1 discovered. .a remarkable
picketing or fence, constructed of the dwarf cedars of the
mountains.

Picket-rope. U.S. [Picket sby 7.] A rope

used to picket a horse, mule, or other beast.

1848 E. Bryant California xvii. 225 Our mules were greatly

alarmed several times during the night, breaking their

picket ropes. 1870 Keim Sheridan's Troopers {xZZ^ xx. 137
All night shivering at the picket rope the poor brutes uttered

melancholy moans. 1901 S. E. White Wesienters iv. 29 In
a hostile country, picket ropes and more care are needed.

Picking, vbl. sb^- Add: 1. b. (Further ex-

amples.)
1846 DoDD Brit. Manufs. VI 131 The part of the coach-

painter's work which requires the largest amount of care and
neatness is that of ' picking-out *, or painting fine lines,

scrolls, etc. of one colour on a groundwork of a different

colour. x868 Miss Alcott Little Women xi. (1871) J38 They
[sc. plates of fruit] dwindled sadly after the picking over.

1925 Times 23 May 9/3 The picking-up power of an aerial

varies as the square of the cfTecttve height.

5. picking-belt, a travelling belt on which coal

is picked.
1901 Chambers's yml. May 312/2 The excellent condition

in which the coal was shipped, . . was in great part due to tiie

use of an appliance known as a ' picking ' belt

Pickle, sb.^ 6. pickle-jar (earlier example),
-pot (add example),
X838 Caroline Gilman Recoil. Southern Matron xxv. 172

When papa wanted his,—they were hidden behind some
*pickle-jar. 1903 Nature 19 Nov. 68/2 After Watt's patent,

Newcomen engines were made with^ separate condensers
without air-pumps, the air being discharged through a
snifting-valve. Such condensers were known as *picklc-

pots *.

Pickle, v.'^ Add : 1. C. intr. To undergo the

process of pickling,
xgo4 G. Parker Ladder of Swords ix. no You have pre-

pared your own brine, monsieur ; in it you shall pickle.

Pickler ^. Add : 3. A vessel in which vege-

tables can be pickled.
1862 Catal. Internat. Exkib., Brit. II. No. 6870, Bottles,

filters, jars, foot-warmers, jugs, plcklers, casks, jelly-cans.

Pickling, vbL sb.^ o. (Add example.)
1906 Daily Chron. 31 Oct. 8/4 At Southwold the pickling-

plots., will be just at the back of the landing wharves.

Picklock. A. sb.'^ 1. (Later fif^j. example.)

1929 R. Bridges Test. Beauty i. 463 This picklock Reason
is still a-fumbling at the wards.

Pick-up, J<^. Add: d. (Example.)
1905 Daily Chron. 31 Aug. 3/1 If one accidentally pulled

a ball in a school pick-up.

f. A piece of gold picked by hand ; a nugget.
1905 Rex ^^kqh Pardnersx. (1912)29 By Christmas we had

a streak uncovered that was all gold. She was coarse, and
we averaged six ounces a day in pick-ups.

g. Something obtained or secured when a chance

offers ; esp. a bargain.

1930 Publishers' Weekly 19 Apr, 2111 Should traveler's

discounts be allowed on pickups ? X930 San Anton, (Texas)

Light 31 Jan. 14/7 Advt., A real pickup forsomeone : 50 feet

on Broadway ...An exceptional site.

h. An electrical device which can be fitted to a
gramophone in place of the sound box and which
produces from a record a * telephonic ' version of

the original performance.
X9>6 Gramophone IV. 294/1 Instead of a sound-box there

is what is known as a 'pick-up'. \^^^ Encycl. Brit. X.
620/2 The output from the pick-up device may be passed
through an amplifier to one or more loud-speakers.

1. Recovery or improvement.
X9aa Titus Timber xxxii. 27c> And during all those years

there will be a steady pick-up in quality.

j. Capacity for recovering speed; power to

accelerate.

1909 Times 27 Apr. 4/1 The flexibility and ' pick up ' of the
engine were such that the merest novice could handle the

car with ease. 1915 Lit. Digest (N.Y.) 21 Aug. 371/3 See
for yourself if you do not get. .all of theflexihility,all of the

pick-up and all of the 'pep' that is claimed for any other

motor built. 19J3 Daily Mail 16 Mar. 10 Advt., An engine
of great power, exceptional plck-upand flex!l»ility,of notable

smoothness and quietness. 19*8 Observer 5 Feb. 23/5 It is

pleasant to have that flexibility and swift pick-up on top.

k. Reception by wireless apparatus.
X9a5 Scribner's Mag. Oct. 90 Advt., Low-Loss Doughnut

Coils, .conquer ' pick-up ' of unwanted stations.

B. attrtb. (Exam]-)les.)

X909 Q. Rev. Oct, 618 The rest of the administration was
arranged on the principle which governs 'pick-up ' sides in

a school-match. X923 Wireless Weekly 13 June 610/3 When
used as a transmitter or pick-up device.

PicniCy sb. Add : 1. c. Also, a lively time

;

something very pleasant ; a treat. No picnic, not
an easy job.
a X904 S. E. White Blazed Trail Stories \. 15 Even old

Jim Shearer would have a picnic to make out just where the

PICTURE.
key-logs are. a X909 * O. Henrv ' Roads ofDestiny acxU. 315
It was a picnic for the census takers. They just counted
tlie marshal's posse that it took to subdue us, and there was
your population. 1910 G. B. McCutcheon Truxton King
li. 29 The school-room, he confessed, was a ' picnic ' com-
pared to the 'Koom of Wrangles'. X926 Galsworthy
Escape 11. iv. 50 If you want to get thin. It's a top-hole
cure for adipose. An escape's no picnic.

d. A small piece of shoulder bacon cut to imi-

tate a ham, U.S.
X910 L. D. Hall Market Classes ofMeat 281 Picnics or

Calas (formerly termed California hams).

3. (Further example.)
X929 Susan Ertz Galaxy ix. 197 They took the picnic-

basket down to the edge of the., lake.

Picnickisb. (piknikij), a. [f. Picnic j3, +
-ISH.] Suitable for or suggestive of picnics.

X854 Greenwood Hafis ^ Mishaps iii It is a pretty,

picturesque, and picnickish place.

Picot (pzki?), V. [f. the sb.] trans. To orna-

ment (clolh) with picots. Hence Ficoted ppt. a. ;

Picoting vbL sb.

X927 Daily Express 7 Mar, 5/5 Flowers were cut out of
sheet metal, .even the picotted edges of certain varieties of
carnation heing faithfully rendered. 1928 Ibid. 11 May 5/3
Buy a square of plain or flowered . . georgette, and have
it picoted all roimd by machine. The picoting is really

machine hemstitching cut through the middle.

Pictogram (pi'kt^grsem). [f. L. pict-us

painted + -gram.] — ricroGRAFH.
1910 Hastings^s Encycl. Relig. <^ Ethics III. 549/2 The

primitive characters or 'pictograms *,. .afford unmistakable
evidence as to the ideas which existed long anterior to the
time of Confucius.

Pictorial, a. 3. (Add example.)
1897 Pearson's Mag. IV. 405 It isa wonderful invention

—

this pictorial postcard craze.

B. sb. (Earlier examples.)
X844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 197 *The Columbian'

(which b to run a brisk competition,. with the other pic-

torials.) 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 77 Illustrated Western
World.. .Oncken's Western Scenery. ..These two last are
pictorials.

Picture, sb. Add: 2. i. A cinematograph

picture or film ; usually//., an exhibition of these

or the i^lace where they are exhibited.

X912 Home Chat 2t; May 391/1 In order to get a picture

of the sacking of a village, an actual village was some time

ago purchased and fired. X913 Ibid. 20 Sept. 530/1 'l"he

pictures one sees nowadays are . . in much better taste than

those of a few years ago. 1915 T. Buhkk Nights in To-jjn

110 Mother and Father.. go to the pictures at the Palladium
near Balham Station. 1J15 Kinematograph tf Lantern
Weekly i July 61/2 Durni^ his very successful career in
* pictures' he has appeared in some,, thrilling productions.

19x5 Picture-Play Mag. x Dec. 112/1 You took your wife

and children to the pictures—not ' movies ' in those days.

X923 WoDEHOUSE Inimit. Jeeves xii. 129 Charlotte is coming
to the Zoo with me this afternoon. Alone. And later on to

the pictures.

j. To be in the picture-. To be present or in

evidence ; to have a chance of being seen ; to be of

consequence. So intOj out of^ the picture.

X919 Empire Rev. 35 At this point the community or con-

sumer come into the picture. X927 Daily Express 5 July 2/1

The Americans scrambled Into tlie picture in the third set.

Ibid. 17 Oct. 5/2 Black is extraordinarily smart, but the

woman who fancies herself in colours is equally In the

picture. X928 Daily Tel, 15 May loAr He could not see

any way of solving the London traffic problem without

bringing the railway companies into the picture. X930

Daily Mail 5 Jxint 14/1 Rustom Pasha collapsed soon after

leading the field into the straight at a time when Blenheim
was not in the picture at all.

1927 Observer 11 Dec. 23/2 Her resolution is admirable in

the gay air. .but a trifle out of the picture in ' With Verdure
Clad *. X929 Daily Neius 14 Jan. 7/1 What do you think

of this attempt to pretend that liberalism will be out of the

picture at the next election?

6. a. picture frockj gown, -paper (earlier ex-

ample), -roll.

1927 Times 19 Oct. 17/6 In certain *picture frocks the old-

fashioned early-Victorian sloping shoulder-line is reproduced

and accentuated with period trimmings. Ibid. 20 Oct. 17/4
The bride. .wore a 'picture gown of white ring velvet, with

an old Brussels veil. 1869 Aldrich Story cfBad Boy xx.

(1911) 233 To the little knicknack shop.. where they scU

*picture-papers. 1875 {title) Natural History 'Picture Roll,

lessons for each Day of the Month, on Roller. x93i Times
Lit. Suppl. 20 Aug. 634/1 Mr. Mehta's monograph treats of

a fifteenth-century cloth picture-roll.

d, picture-dramatist, a wiiter or composer of

dramas for the cinematograph; picture-goer, a

frequenter of cinematographs or picture-houses;

picture-liouse, -palace, a place where motion

pictures are exhibited; picture-play, a diama or

play written or arranged for the cinematograph ;

picture-playwright = picture-dramatist; pic-

ture-show, an exhibition of pictures or motion

pictures ;
picture-theatre = picture-house ;

pic-

ture-wire, wire for suspending pictures.

X9XX C/tambers's yml. Sept. 621/1 So many rules have to

be borne in mind that a successful *pic lure-dramatist is as

rare as a poet. 1927 Daily Express 11 Oct. 3/6 British

*pIcturegoers will be able to test the new system on Thurs-

day. 1913 Punch 31 Dec. 543/3 Scene outside an Islington

*Picture-house. 1912 Home Chat 25 May 3S9/1 Everyday,

in over four thousand English 'picture palaces, millions of

eyes are watching the skilful portrayal of drama. X917 W.
Pett Ridge Amazing Years xvii, Tlie great question—

whether he would take them to a picture palace, xgii

Chambers's Jrnl. Sept. 621/1 Many of the leading drama-



PICTUREDOM.
lists BOW devote their energies seriously to the elaboration
of scenarios for * picture-plays. 1913 Home Chat 20 Sept.
52^/2 In .America, the principal producers of picture-plays
have formed a league to eliminate the objectionable kind of
picture. 1911 Chambers's Jnil. Sept. 621/1 The creation
of a new profession, or rather the extension of the field of
operations of one already in existence. This is tlie •picture-
playwright. 1883 'Jitte") The Minstrels : a *Picture Show for
Young People. 191a Hovu Chat 20 Apr! i^8/i She takes me
to theatres and picture shows, 1914 Ihut. 7 Feb. 358/1
•Picture theatres are going ahead, and I should not be in the
least surprised if in a few years* time we shall have nothing
but coloured films, with a phonographic apparatus working
automatically with the film. 1901 Studio 15 Sept. 1/2 Advt.,
Hookham's Patent Piano *Picture Wire. i9a3KiPi.iNG Lnnd
ff Sea Tales S8 Carpenter was off in pursuit of rabbits, with
a pocket full of fine picture wire.

Pictnredom (pi-ktiiudam). [-dom.] Pictures

or moving pictures collectively; the picture or film

world.
190a Strand Mag. .A^pr. '440/1 One who knows him says

that 'Zim' is the 'Mark Twain' of picturedom. 1920
Cliavthers^s yrnt. 21 Feb. 188/1 It was at the same ranch
[near Los Angeles] that many of the most terrible battles
in picturedom were fought and filmed.

Ficturedrome (pi*ktiuidrf?am). [f. Pictuek
+ the termination of Hippodrome, as the common
name of a music-hall.] A building in which motion
pictures are exhibited ; a picture-palace.
19x4 Durham Advertiser 19 June 8 Arrangements are

being made . . for the 'Varsity students* ' rag ' . . to be shown
at the Asscml)ly Rooms Ficturedrome. i9i8Quii.t.Eit-CoucH
Foe Farretl 116, 1 dragged him and Petunia back into the
shadow under the side-wall of the Picturedromc. 1937 Punch
27 July 97/3 Give us more dance saloons, More epileptic
tunes, More syncopating coons. More Picture-dromes.

Picturization (pi:ktiuraiz^-Jan). [f. next.]

The process of rendering pictorial in character;
presentation as or by means of motion pictures.
i9«» Q. Rev, July 183 On the more ambitious side of the

cinematograph we have the ' picturisalion ' of novels and
plays. 1925 Lit, Digest (N.Y.) 4 July 30/2 The public does
not demand picturizations which truly mirror American life.

X9S8 Daily E.xiress 19 Nov. 19/3 It is difficult to describe
the principal film—a picturisation of Ibsen's ' Wild Duck*.

Fictnrize (pi*ktiuraiz), V, [f. Picture + -ize.]

trans. To illustrate or adorn with pictures ; to

represent cinematographically or pictorially ; to

pictorialize.

1846 WoRCF.STEK citing Eclectic Review. ipj3 IVeslm.
Gas. a6^uly 8/6 Itb..notanattempt..topicturise the whole
ofscientific theorj-on the subject. 1930 Publishers* Weekly
I Mar. 1127 Advt.. The New Encyclopaedia Britannica,
Humanized and Picturized.

Piddler. (Recent example.)
X911 R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter iL 35, I ain't never

seen no piddler at meal times that was fit to do a man's
work.

Pidgin, Add : b. In extended use. slang.
X925 MALLORY in E. F, Norton Fight /or Everest^ '9^4

233 Geoffrey Bruce, whose ' pigeon ' it is to deal wiih the
porters. 1929 Masefirld Hawbucks 164 This is my pidgin

;

none of yours at all.

Pi-dog, variant of Pyk-DOG.
1920 Hlachtv. Mag. Oct. 525/2 Later still at night., would

come droves of pi-dogs sweeping.. through the compound.

Pie, i*^.*^ Add : 1. c. Also, to put one^s finger
into another's pie^ to meddle in the affairs of others.
1871 Mrs. Brookfikld Influence II. 12, 1 don*t see what

excuse she has for putting her finger into everybody's pie
as she does.

d. To cut a pie : to meddle with a matter. C/,S.

1843 Haliburtom Attache I. xi. 180 By gosh, Aunty,.,
you had better not cut that pie : you will nnd it rather .sour

in the apple sarse, and tough in the paste.

4. (Earlier example.)
z888 ' Buffalo Bill' Wild West 531, I wanted to reach

Fort Larned before daylight, in order to avoid if possible
the Indians, to whom it would have been *pie* to have
caught me there on foot.

6. pie-pan (U.S. examples) ; pio-oounter U,S.^

a counter at which pies are sold ; hence ^^., the

source of grants or favours
;
pie-fork U.S,^ a fork

for eating pies; pie melon U.S.^ a melon used
for pies.

1903 N. Y. Times 16 Dec 3 When his constituents asked
him why he could not secure more routes [for postal free

delivery] the only reply be could make was that he could not
get up to the * *pie counter '. 1915 Emporia (Kansas) Caz,
Apr. 33 A lot of the others.. are goin;^ to do nothing that
will alienate them from the pie counter. 1887 C. B. George
40 Years on Rail'xK. 187 An exquisite set of *pie forks, of
English make, and valued at seventy-5ve dollars. 1859
Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. X. (1860)623 Best 'pie melon, H. J.
Young. ..$0.50. 1814 Nitet" Weekly Reg. V. 318/1 Chafing
dishes, .grid irons and 'pyc pans. x846-5a Whitciifr Widow
Bedftt P. V. 55, I filled three of my biggest pie-pans.

PieCOi sb. Add : 1. O. All to pieces : com-
pletely, through and through, from beginning to

end. U.S.
1839 C. F. Bricgs Harry Franco I. iv. 27 *Do you know

the name of that individual who helped you to steak?* * I

know him all to pieces,* replied the gentleman. 1840
Hoffman Crryslaer i. x. 114, I know the ground here all to

pieces.

9. (Later examples.)
a. X918STRACHEY Eminent Ytctorians 6jf I hate that man,

he is such a forward piece,

b. 1854 Mahy J. HoLMKS Tempest ff Sunshine iv. 57
Dr._ Laccy laughed heartily at this speech and called her an
^original little piece *, 1876 Joaquin Millf.r Unwritten
Hist, XV. 220 Rather a good-looking piece you got here
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now, ain*t she. 1895 Punch 15 June 285/2 One young piecem grey knicks and cream clotli, . . Took my fancy perdiijious,
dear boy.

17. d. Also, a passage for recitation. U.S.
1863-S Brownb^. Ward his Trav. 5, I have spoken my

Piece about the Ariel. 1890 Harper's Mag. Dec. 139/2 Don't
you want to hear me speak my piece?
21. (Later examples.)
19x6 Galsworthy Sheaf \. § 3. 21 Odd how all of a piece

taste IS ! 19*4 ~ Forest n. i. 35 An expedition like this has
to be all of a piece, in the leader's hand.
23. piece-bag, box U.S., a bag or box for hold-

ing pieces of cloth ; piece-dye v, trans. , to dye
(cloth) after it is woven.
1869 Miss Alcott Liitle Women II. i. 11 So rich a supply

of dusters, holders, and *piece-bags. 1900 E. A. Drx Deacon
Bradbury 251 Mr. Bradbury, .sought his wife, who was up-
stairs sorting over her piece-bag. 1898 Marc. Deland Old
Chester Tales 372 It has been lying there in my *piece-box
for six years. 1931 Midgley Tech. Terms Textile Trade
I. 10 The cloth is woven in a white or undyed condition and
*piece-dyed black for wool, so that the cotton fibres remain
their natural colour.

Piece, V, Add : *4. Piece down. To make
(clothes) larger or longer by the insertion of a piece
of material.
1870 J. P. Smith Widow Goldsmith's Dau. vi. 80 (Born)

Mrs. Goldsmith's economy would not permit her to cast aside
any garment which could be pieced down. 1903 Kate D.
WiGGiM Rebecca xvii. 176 The limit of letting down and
piecing down was reached.

Piecrust, c. Add : pie-crust table, a table

having an ornamental edge suggestive of the crust

of a pie.

1903 L. V. LocKwooD Colouitil Furniture Amer. 232 The
handsomest of the Dutch tea-tables were what are popularly
known as 'pie-crust tables*. 1923 DEtPiNG Sanctuary xx,
She had closed the lid of her work-basket and placed it on
the ' pie-crust * table by the window.
Pied, ppl- a.^ Also as sd., a bird having parti-

coloured plumage.
1906 Daily Chron. 10 Feb. 7/7 To the uninitiated the class

for rare feathered specimens, such as the pieds and albinos,
are always most interesting.

Piedmontal (prdm^mtal), a. [f. Piedmont :

see PlEDMONTiTE + -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or
situated at, the foot of a mountain.
19*6 Encyct. Brit. I. 194 The archaeological evidence in-

dicates., that their beginnings were in the piedmontal zone.

Piedmontese (pidmpnt/'z), sb. and a. Also

7 Piemontese. [f. Piedmont (see Piedmontite),
the name of a district in north Italy + -ese. Milton's

form is the It. Piemonthe.'\ a. sb. A native or

inhabitant of Piedmont, b. adj. Of or pertaining

to the Piedmontese.

165s Milton Sonnet xv, Slayn by the bloody Piemontese.
1776 Mrs. M. Miller Lett. Italy I. 91 Giving early in-

telligence of their movements to the Piedmontese army.
1830 Galiffk Italy ^ Inhabitants II. 461 The Piedmontese
are a cunning, sharp, and passionate race. 1873 Worsfolo
Vaudois 0/ Piedmont 32 A young Piedmontese. 1903
Encyct. Brit, XXXI. 769/2 The Piedmontese dialect has
been rather strongly influenced by French. 1905 A. GooD-
rich-Freer In Syriatt Saddle 51 We were admitted to
enjoy the hospitality of the parish priest, a Piedmontese, antl
his assistant.

Pie-eyed, a. slang. U.S. Intoxicated to such
an extent that vision is affected.

X909 S. %, White Rules o/Game i. xvii. 102 * Oh, he's in
town . .

' ' Drunk, eh ?
'

' Spifflicated, pie-eyed, loaded,
soshed '. 1934 T. P:s ff Casselfs Weekly 6 Sept. 631/1 He
is partial to a 'shot of gin ', and on occasion will drink till

he is ' pie*eyed '.

Pie-plate. U.S. [Pie sb."^ 5.] A plate or

shallow dish in which pies are made; a pie-dish.

1678 Ne^v Cnstle Court Rec. 361 A Pewter Py Plate. 1741
[see Pie sb.'* 5I. 1865 Mrs. Stowe House 4- Nome P. 116 If

you hear a crash, .yon never think of its being a yellow pie-

plate. 1889 Harper's Mag, Oct. 696/1 My sunflowers was
s big as pie plates. 1939 Shelton Salt-box House xli. 93
The pie-plates were of brown carthen«ware.

Piev ^- 6. pier-mirror (example.)
1863 O. W. Norton Army Lett. 185 "Pier mirrors twenty

feet high on three sides of the room.

Pier (pi?i), z'. [f. PJEE^.] trans. To provide
with a pier.

1857 Trans. Mich. Agrtc. Soc. VIII. 731 If they can coax
Uncle Sam to pier the outlet of that Lake and make it

a splendid harbor for navigable purposes.

Pierced,///, a. Add : C. Pierced-nose [tr.

F. nez'perce\y applied to a tribe of North American
Indians. Also as sb.

1833 R. Cox Adv. Columbia R. xxl. 221 As we had many
reasons to suspect that the Pierced-noses.. were actuated by
feelings of hostility. 1844 Lkk & Frost Oregon v. 51 Here
he found an encampment oi the Nez-percis, or Pierced-nose
Indians.

Pierid (p3i*erid). [f. mod.L. /'/Vr/f/a; the name
of the family.] A butterfly of the family Pierid^.
1897 Webster. 1936 Contemp. Rev. Sept, 370 Pierids are

essentially creatures of the open country.

Pieriue (pai'erain), a. and sb. [f. Pieris the

name of a genus of butterflies + -ine.] Of or be-

longing to the genus Pieris \ a butterfly of this

genus.
X901 E. B. Poui.TON Mimicry Afr. Butterjl, 3 Species

from a number of Pierine genera. 1931 Oxf. Univ. Caz.

17 June 703/2, C B. Williams on robin capturing released

Pierines.

PIGEOK-WING.

Pierrotic (p'-erp-tik), a. [f. Pierrot + -ic.] Of
or belonging to pierrots.

1937 Observer 16 Oct. 15/3 The deliglitful tenor raptures
of Mr. Georges Metaxa are in the best Pierrotic tradition.

Pierrotting (p'-'erftiij), vbl. sb. [f. Piebkot +
-ING 1.] The business or occupation of a pierrot.
1908 London Opinion 22 Aug. 359/2 The foregoing deals

with the bright side of pierotting only.

Piezo-. Add: Piezo-electric a., of or per-
taining to piezo-electricity.

1899 N^aiure 6 July 240/2 On the proportionality between
piezoelectric phenomena and the stresses that produce them.
Piff (pif), V. [Echoic] intr. To blow (on a

flute).

1913 Deeping Sincerity xi. Just to see Mr. Chipperton piff
away at that flute of his.

Piffer (pi-far), slang, [from the initials of the
name of the force + -er.J A member of the Punjab
Irregular Frontier Force.
1893 Pall Mall Gaz. 24 Oct. 3/1 The Punjab Frontier

Force is known in India as *The PifFers . 1901 Blackw.
Mag. June 780/1 A strong garrison of the three arms, all
PifTers. Ibid. 788/2 One regiment of Piflier infantry could
move anywhere in the hills. 1933 igth Cent, Jan. 48 The
establishment of a British observation corps, similar to the
PifFers ' of later times.

Piffing, vbl. sb, [Cf. *PirP v, and Piff int.'\

(See quot.)

1928 Daily Tel. 10 Jan. 11/5 Gunnery training is confined
for the most part to sub-calibre firing—'piffing *, as it is
known in service parlance.

Piffling,///, a. (Further examples.)
1937 Observer 13 Nov. 10/4 The mechanical parts of the

moving-pictures are superb, but the imaginative and in-
tellectual parts are piffling. 1937 Daily Express 26 July
3/4 The Bench consider that this is a piffling ofi'cnce, and .

.

that a warning would have been sufficient.

Pig, sb.'^ Add : 12. a. pig-byre, -pail.
1906 W. S. Blunt in 79//: C^«/. June 967 Already half the

cottage *pig-byres stand empty in our lanes. 1908 Westm.
Gaz. 18 Jan. 2/3 The cricket climbed the side of the..*pig-
pail.

b. pig-netter
;

(sense 7) pig-breaking.
1903 EncycL Brit. XXIX. 578/1 A great saving of labour

was effected by the introduction of '"'pig-breaking ' machines.
X933 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 768/1 They concocted a plan by
which the boar should be netted. ..Professional *pig-netters
were summoned.

o. pig-tight (examples).
1871 Trans.^ III. Agric. Soc. VIII. 83 Each field and yard

are made *pig-iighi, so that my pigs can follow my cattle
into every field. 1886 S. W. Mitchell R. Blake iii. (1895)
21 [A fence] pig-tight, ox-proof, hoss-high, stumps upside
down.

13. pig-boiling, the process of puddling
;

pig-
cut, a wound inflicted by a wild pig ; pig-root v.

{b) Austral.j of a horse, to buck ; pig-run, a track
made by wild pigs in a forest; pig-washing =
pig-boiling

\ pig-yoke (earlier example of a).

x88o EncycL Brit, XIII. 320/1 Puddling proper, .is spoken
of as *pig-boiling, the term ' boiling ' being derived from the
rapid effervescent evolution of carbon oxide from the fused
ma^s at a certain stage. 1920 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 111/3
*Pig-cuts, sprained tendons, stakes, and other untoward
occurrences, put a lot of horses on the sick-list. 1930 Groom
MerrjfXmas vii, 51 The mare twisted round and commenced
to *pig.root.

^ 1900 Geog. Jml. XVI. 174 In dense forest
where the *pig-runs are the only means of passage. 1887

J. A. Phillips & Baukrman Elem. Metallurgy 280 A similar
process, used for some time by Krupp. was described by the
late A. L. Holley under the name of ' *pig-washing '. 1845
Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 424 Yellow buttons. .* and
geese*, as he said, 'sit tin' on a*pig-yoke, printed on to 'em ',

Pig, V. 2. (Further example.)
1896 Pali Mali Gaz, Sept. 70 She isn't fit to pig along in

the way we have to here.

Pigeon, sb. 6. pigeon-grass (examples)

;

pigeon-stand, a standing-place from which pi-

geons are shot ;
pigeon-weed = pigeon-grass.

1837 Colman Rep. Agric, Mass. (1838) 128 There were
several patches of black or *pigeon grass when the dyke was
built. 1853 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 199 Ihe most
troublesome weeds are pigeon grass, pig weed and sorrel.

1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIV. 28 There too is a *pigeon-
stand, built for murderous purposes; and there too is the
booth of pine branches erected to conceal the sportsman.
1855 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VI. 468 A still more trouble-
some pest, the '*Pigcon Weed', which we are informed is

making its appearance among us.

Pigeoneer (pid^^niau). [f. Pjgeon sb. + -eeb.]

A person who keeps or breeds pigeons.

1918 Boston Even. Record 1 1 Jan. 9/2 A pigeoneer is an
expert handler of homing pigeons.

Pigeon-liawk. (Earlier examples.)
1731 Catesbv Nat. Hist. Carolina (1754) I. 3 Accipiter

Palumbarius. The Pigeon- Hawk... It is a very swift and
bold Hawk, preying on Pigeons and wild Turkeys while
they are young. 1789 Morse Amer. Geog. 59 The Pigeon
Hawk.
Pigeon-toed, £Z. 2. (Later example.)
1887 Harper's Mag. Dec. 71/2 One would have imagined

that he would deem it meet that a Kittredge should be
pigeon- toed.

Pigeon-wing'. 3. (Later examples.)

1873 Bret Harte Mrs. Skagg's Husbands etc. i66 A light

figure. .cut a pigeon-win?,, .and then advanced to the foot-

lights. 1889 Century Mag. Apr. 858/2 A row of cavaliers.

.

cut the pigeon wing in square-toed pumps. 1904 W. H.

Smith Promoters x. 171 He leaped from his chair and cut

a pigeon-wing.



PiaEON-WING.

Pigeon-wing, ». Add: b. refl. To convey or

transport (onesclQ by dancing or cutting pigeon-

wings.
18^ PoE Demlin Bel/rv Wks. IV. iir The rascal . .pigeon-

winged himself right up into the belfry of the House of the

Town Council. .r 1 -1 >

Pi'Kgly-wl-ggly. US, [Fanciful.] A gro-

cery-store having goods arranged round a series of

passage-ways in an enclosed space, the customers

collecting what they require and paying for it all at

the exit. In quot. applied to a similar arrangement

in a book-shop.
laaS Publishers^ Weekly 10 Nov. 1972/a The obvious

objection to the idea of a Piggly-Wiggly bookshop is that

few book stores are adapted to the customary Piggly-Wiggly
pattern, with the turn-stile entrances and exits, and all the

merchandise set out onto tables in a U-shaped semi-circle.

Figment. 3. Add : pigment-layer,

X939 Enrycl. Brit. XXIII. 101/2 They constitute what is

termed the pigment layer of the retina.

Pigment (pi'gment), w, [f. the sb.] trans.

To colour with or as with pigment. So Pi'gment-
ing///. a.

1900 Nature I Mar. 416/1 To pigment the image, a piece

of carbon tissue is soaked In a weak solution containing

acetic acid.. squeegeed on to the print and allowed to dry.

1906 IVestm. Gaz. 1 Dec 18/z The * pigmenting' solution.

X908 A. S. M. Hutchinson Once aboard the Luggery. t. 285
The stain enters the blood and, thence oozing, pigments
every part of the being.

Pig-nut. 3. (Earlier examples.) Also pig-

nut hickory.
1666 Rec. Warwick (R.I.) 404 Upon a straight l>Tie from

the pond to a pignut tree standing upon a hill. 1705 Beverlv
Virginia (1722) 11. iv. 115 There are aiso several sorts of
bickories, called pig-nuts. 1731 Catesbv Nat. Hist, Carolina
I.38Thepignut, iiuxjuglanscarolinensis. 1785 H. Marshall
Amer. Graiie 18 White or Pignut Hickery. 183J D. J.
Browne Sylva Amer. 183 The pignut hickory is one of the
largest trees of the American forest. i88s Econ, Geol.

Illinois II. 105 Some white oak, black-jack, barren hickory,

pieiiut hickory, [etc.}.

Fig-On-bacon. slang, A bill drawn by one
firm on another which is in reality a branch of the

first, and therefore bearing two signatures which
are really the same.
X92X A. C PiGOU Ecan. 0/ Welfare 144 note^ The variety

of accommodation bills known as ' pig-on-bacon ', where the
acceptor is a branch of the drawing house under an alias^ Is,

of course, different.

Fig-stick (pi-gistik), sb, [f. Pig-sticking.]

A wild-boar hunt ; a pig-sticking.

ij>o6 Westm, Gaz. 13 July 2/1 Pickle meanwhile was having
a pig-stick on the sands, with Floss in the role of pig. 1906
Daily Chron. 26 Oct. 3/4 It is just a simple account of his

every-day life in Algeria, Including a bath, and a shave,
a ' pig-stick ', and a visit to a caf^.

Fi^-Sticking. 1. Also attrib.

X910 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 559/1 The Ganges Cup was first

run for in 1860 after the pig-sticking season.

Fi^weea. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1796-1801 Fessendkn Orig. Poems (1806) 17 The hyacinth

and daffodil, With now and then a bio; weed Of purslane and
of pig weed. 1835 Ingraham South West II. 110 A weed
not unlike the common pig-weed.

Fl-jaw (p3i'd59), sb. slang, [f. Pi + Jaw sb,\

A pious lecture or exhortation, asp. one addressed

to schoolboys or young persons by their teachers

or parents. Hence Pijaw v. trans., to lecture or

exhort, Fi*-Jawing' vbl, sb.

1891 Wrench Winchester Word-bk. 31 He pi-jawed me for

thoklng. 1913 PearsotCs Mag. June 606/2 There Is no sus-

picion of pi-jaw ' about it. 1915 G. W. E. Russell ^j^/««
Chap, Autobio^r. \\. 37 It was his custom, .to call us alto-

gether. .,andgiveus what we called a* Pi-jaw \ 1922 A. S. M.
Hutchinson This Freedom iv. Iv. 303 You. .get me here to

ijaw me about my duty to my pretty young wife. 19*5
1. I. Rogers in Inner Life Ser. 11. xiii. 257 Older children
..are more interested in Ideas and the way in which things

happen. They dislike * pi-jaw'. 1930 J. Douglas Doivn
Shoe Lane 210 It may be that they yawn over pompous pi>

jawing and middle-aged platitudlnarlanism.

Fika. (Later example.)
19S5 E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^ ig24 173 Our ponies

were off after them in a mad gallop down the nullah side,
heedless of rocks and plka burrows.

Fike (psik), sb,\^ local U.S, [f. Pike County,
Missouri, whence the first of these persons are said

to have come to California.] Term of contempt on
the Pacific coast for a person of no means or of
migratory habits ; a poor white ; a thief

; (cf.

Piker 4).

1856 'J. Ph(Enix' (G. H. Derby) Phoenixiana 217 A
tall yellow-haired, sun-burned Pike, in the butternut-colored
hat^coat and so forths 'of the period'. ai86i T. Winthrop
John Brent \. 9 Pikes most of these latter... The Pike.. is

a bastard pioneer. 187a Nordhoff Ca/^rwrn 158 The
true Pike, in the California sense of the word, is the wan-
dering gipsy-like southern poor wliiie. xSSo Harper's Mag.
Sept. 535/1 The Pikes or swaggering thieves and ruHians
of the West.

Fike, v^ 2. (Later examples.)
1864 * E. KiRKF ' Do7vn in Tennessee xiii. 162, 1 piked off

for the ruin. x886 Outing IX. 49/2 Tell ye what, jist climb
onto my pony, an' we'll pike fer the spring. 1893 H.
Frederic Copperhead ^tz. (1894} 191 It looked kind o' curious
to me, your pikin off like that. 1902 H. L. Wilson Spenders
iv. 44 Do me a last favour before you pike off East. 1904
S. E. White Silent Places vi. 50 ' We'd better pike oui, if

we don't want to get back with th' squaws *, suggested Dick.

t.

120

1909 R. A. Wason Happy Hatvkins 207, I piked on over to

Danders thiiikin* I'd get on a train an' go somewheie. 1924
P. Marks Plastic Age 18 Say, I've got to pike along ; I've

got a dale with my faculty adviser.

Pike dive. A special kind of dive (see quot.).
1928 Daily Express 13 July 4/4 For a pike dive spring up

as for a header, then bend sharply at the waist and touch
the toes without bending knees or ankles, then straighten
again and enter head first.

Fike-pole. (Earlier example.)
1850 N. KiNGSLEY Diary 139 The weeds are put down

with a pike pole and the pressure of the water keeps them
to their place.

Fiker^. Add: 3. U.S. A cautious or timid
gambler who makes only small bets ; a person who
takes no chances ; a * poor sport ' or * poor thing*.
1901 H. M'^HuGH John Henry 92 She put us wise to the

fact that..Edgar Allen Poe was a piker compared with her.

1903 .A'irw York Sun 15 Nov., He had been hit rather
heavily by pikers who had come in. .to buck the faro bank
for a winter outfit. 1910 W. M, Raine B. O'^Connor 233
Do you think I'm a cheap piker? 1913 R. W. Servicic
Rhymes ofRolling Stone 96 I t's the plugging away that will

win you the day, So don't be a piker, old pard. 1919 H. L.
Wilson Ma Petieugill \'\\. 216 * I says to myself the other
day: ** I bet a cookie he'd like to be.. like me !" * Homer
was a piker, even when he made bets with himself. X924
W. M, Raine Troubled Waters xi. 118 Don't be a piker,

Sam. Sing for us. 1929 J. Buchan Courts of Morning i.

xil. 138, I don't say there mayn't be some pikers at Head-
quarters.

b, A professional speculator in stocks.
ijtox McClure^s Mag. June 159/1 In the absence of com-

plaisant lambs the financial cannibals known as 'room
traders * and * pikers ' tried to ' scalp eighths ' out of each
other for weeks.

Fiker ^. Add : b. Austral, A wild ox living

in the bush.
1904 G, B. Lancaster Sons o' Men 22 The grunt of broken-

winded pikers came clear above the sharp crackle of under,
growth where the boys rode.

Fiker*. [f. *Pike .f<^.io + -er.] = *Pikej^. io.

1868 R. Keeler Glcverson <5- Silent Partners 92 He is

what we call a ' Piker *, you see, . and he stole some of our
sheep. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xxxv. 763 These
old Pikers don't want the country fenced up and the game
scared off.

Fikinff (pai'kiq), vbl, sb. [f.PlKEji5.'4 + -ING^.]

Pike-fishing.

1906 Daily Chron. 6 Oct. 8/1, I have never been able to
reconcile my love of ease. .with my passion for piking.

Fiky (psiki), ff.3 [f. Pike sb.^ + -y.] Sugges-
tive ot a pike.
1921 Hugh Walpole Cathedral in. v. 436 Miss Render,

thin and piky above her stiff white collar, looked immacu-
lately cool.

Filcher (pi'ltjsj). [cf. Pilch sb.l In paper-

making : (see quot).
1927 World's Paper Trade Rev. 24 June, Pitcher^ a wad

of three or four felts sewn together and placed on the top of
a post for pressing.

File, sb."^ 5. a. pile-bridge {^%z.vci'^€). d. pile-

built a. (earlier example) ; pile-monkey, the mov-
ing weight in a pile-driver.

1899 Westtn. Gaz. 9 Dec. 5/3 The scarcity of timber or
other material suitabfe for the erection of a trestle or *pile

bridge. 1851 A. O. Hall Manhattener 5 It was a modest
commercial plain; *pile-built, and earth filled. 1937 R. A.
Freeman A Certain Dr. Thomdyke \. i. 12 Mysterious
thumps, proceeding from nowhere in particular with the
weight of a *pile-monkey, stretched them gasping on the
earth.

File, sb,^ Add : 1. O. A yellowish-red colora-

tion on certain parts of fowls other^vise white ; a
fowl having such coloration. Also attrib.

1854 Poultry Chron. I. 289 The 'white or pile game'.,
were withheld from prizes altogether. 1913 W. Bateson
MendeCs Prtnc. Heredity 120 The coloration known as
* Pile ' in fowls is seldom bred for exhibition from two pile

kinds.

File, ^.^ Add : 1. e. (Earlier example.)
1839 Civil Eng. ^ Arch. Jrnl. II. 17/2 A reverberatory

furnace of the common construction employed in ' puddling
',

* balling *, or 'piling ' iron.

©. To place (an object) above something else

;

also with up,

1897 J. L. Allen Choir. Invis. xxi. 321 His hands were
piled on the pommel of the saddle as over his familiar

pulpit. X899 CuTCLiFFE Hyne Further Adz'. Captain
Kettle vi, If the bar had shifted, he himself could have put
this steamer on the ground as handily as the other man had
piled up the branch boat. 1923 Times Lit. Suppl, 29 Mar.
218/2 An old battle-cruiser which gets adrift in a gale . . [and]

is piled up on the rocks.

2. b. Also to pile it on.

1884 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn vi. 39, I reckon that was
sort of piling It on maybe.
3. (Further example.)
1930 Morn. Post 14 July 6/7 Vehicles crossing the circus

diagonally had to ' pile up ' in the centre.

b. To climb on or go into-{2, vehicle, building,

or other receptacle) so as to form a pile ; hence, to

enter (a place) in crowds; and simply, to mount,
enter, etc. Also, of a number of persons, to throw
themselves on to or attack (someone). Orig. U.S,
1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest ^ Sunshine ilu 44 Fanny

with half a dozen other girls, .began piling on to Bill's old
sled. 1879 J. BuRKouGMs Locusts ff Wild Honey (1884) 38
They \sc. bees] come piling in till the rain is upon tbem.
1884 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn, xxxvi, 345 Here comes a
couple of the hounds in from under Jim's bed ; and they kept
on piling in till there was eleven of them. igo6 U- Sinclair

PILLION.

Jungle xvi. 183 Like as not a dozen [policemen] would pile
on to him at once, and pound bis face Into a pulp, igax
R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean vil. 114 Judson intro-
duced his four shipmates who piled into the automobile. 19S9
R. Graves Good-Bye to all That x. 103 There were about
three thousand prisoners already there and more piled In
every day.

o. Hence used of the reverse processes ; To
climb downfrom, or off (a vehicle) ; to come out of
(a place), etc. in crowds. U.S,
1884 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn xxii. 205 A lot of men

begun to pile down off of the benches and swarm toward the
ring. 1896 G. Ade Artie xi. 100 We stopped in front of the
church and piled out. 190a S. E. Whitk Blazed Trail xx.
150 Then they piled out for the boss. 1908 — Riverman
xxIL 195 They piled off the train at Sawyers. 1921MULFORD
Bar'2o Three xvii. 224 Six sleeping men piled from their
bunks and.. chased the cursing trail-boss,

d. To move or advance in a throng,
1925 H. L. Foster 7'r<»/. Tramp Tourists 102 The tourists

piled towards the exits.

Pile-driver. Add : 2. transf, A very strong
or powerful hit, stroke, kick, etc., in various games.
1929 Star 21 Aug. 17/1 Hammond was let off when 59 from

a pile-driver to third man. 1929 Dail^ Express 7 Nov. 19/1
Their inside right put In a couple of pile-drivers thai missed
the target by inches only.

Pilg[rilU, sb. 5. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1868 J. F. Meline Tivo Thousand Miles 22 The term

Pilgrims for emigrants 6rst came into use at the period of
the heavy Mormon travel—the Mormons styling tliemselves
' Pilgrims to the promised land of Utah '. 1881 N. F. Times
iS Dec. in N. i^ Q. Ser. vi, V. 65/2 Pilgrim^ a person
recently transplanted upon frontier soil; a new arrival; a
greenhorn. About equivalent to 'tender-foot'.

Pilgrimage, sb. 3. Add : pilgrimage
cliurch, town, village, etc., a church, town, village,

etc., to which pilgrimages are made.
1909 Daily Chron. 17 Sept, 3/3 Belund the *pilgrimage

church stands the monument. x88^ L. 1*. Smith tr. Jusse-
rand's Engl. Wayfaring Life in. lii. 348 It was. .a town of
inns and churches, as *pilgrimage towns have generally been.

1J08 Westm. Gaz, 28 July 8/2 [They] paid a visit to the
picturesque ^pilgrimage village of Saint Anne de Beaupr^
Pill, sb.*^ 1. b. (Further example.)
Z928 L. North Parasites 87 There are lots of folks to give

you a lift down in the morning. . . It's getting up that bill at
night Is the pill.

3. (Earlier example.)
x88i A. A. Hayes Nem Colorado v. 64 He was the worst-

looking pill you ever saw.

5. pill-bag, a bag in which pills are carried

;

pill-bug, an isopod crustacean {Porcellio Ixvis)

parasitic on wood; a sow-bug or woodlouse.
1874 Eggleston Circuit Rider xx. 189 'And you want me

to see him ', said the doctor, ..seizing bis **pill-bags' and
donning his hat. 1876 Joaquim Miller Un7vritten Hist.
\x. 142 He came into the camp as a doctor, and had pill bags
and a book or two. 190a D. S. Jordan & Heath Animal
Forms 105 There remain the groups of the *pill- or sow-bugs
(Isopods) and the sand-fleas.

Pill, 2/.2 Add : 3. b. To fail (a candidate) in

an examination, slang.
X908 AS. M. HvTCHiKson Once Aboard the Lu^geri. L 15.

xoaS W. Deeping Sorrell tf Son xxIi. 208 Gornnge had a
sick face. ..' Pilled ', thought Kit, and was not sorry, for

Gorringe needed a course of pilling.

Pillar, sb, 12, pillar-rose (earlier example).
1856 Mrs. Stowe Drid II. 129 She was sitting., under the

shadow of one of the pillar-roses.

Pill-box. b. Add : Short for pill-box cap
;

also, a small round concrete emplacement.
1887 Blumerfeld Diary (1930) 17 The pill-box.. protects

only a small portion of the head and forehead from tlie sun.

1918 A ustralia in the Gt. War 15^ Glimpse over the Battle-

field, taken on September 20, 1917, sliowmg the first row of
Concrete ' PlU-boxes '. 1919 C. P. Thompson Cock/ails 131

They told him he'd find the dug-outs and 'pill-boxes' at

cloud level, igzz F. W. Crofts Pit-prop Synti. vJi. 90 How
the mischief are we to get near that place?. .Its like a Ger-
man piii-box. There's no cover anywhere. 1930 H. A.
Tavlok Good-bye to Battlefields 136 The Germans, by means
of their almost indestructible pill-boxes, have taught the in-

habitants the virtues of concrete.

Pillion ^. Add : Recently revived for a seat

behind the ordinary saddle of a motor-cycle, on

which a second person may ride. To ride pillion :

to travel on this seat (cf. Ride v, i d).

1911 Motor Cycle 27 Apr. 481/1 The pillion or tandem seat

is likely to become increasingly popular. 1^3 Weekly Dis-
patch 13 May 9 Riding his motor-cycle.. with Miss Esther
Gwyther, a nurse, on the pillion, he collided [etc]. 19*7
Glasgoxv Herald 31 Aug. 10 A clerk. .on whose machine
Miss Paterson was riding pillion.

b. pillion-ridery -ridings seat (modem use)

;

pillion cloth, a cloth placed under a pillion

;

pillion stick, a stick fastened in a pillion to hold

luggage in place ;
pillion stone, a stone used to

facilitate mounting to a pillion seat.

1648 Connecticut Public Rec. I. 508, i sidesaddle and
*pillion cloath. 1684 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XXV. 155 In

the Kitchine..a sadle, pillyon and pillyon cloath. i^
Shelton Salt-box House iv. 34 Cuffee busied himselfmaking
sure that the dark blue pillion-cloth protected her dress from

the horse's flank. 1920 Motor Cycle 24 June 714/2 Motor-

cyclists are summoned for having their number plates

obscured by any part of a *pillIoD rider's dress. Ibid. 8 July

45/1 I'he local authorities have threatened a campaign
against *pillion riding, 1911 Ibid. 27 Apr. 418/2 A *pillion

seat, if not very sociable, certainly has some advantages.

1784 J, Smvth Tour U.S. II. 248 All these papers w^re

concealed in the mail *pil Iion-sticks on which the servant



PILLION,
carried his [>ortmanteau. igK>7 Manck. Guardian 20 July
7/'? O" one side of the porch is a horsing or *pinion stone
Fillion (pi-Iysn), v. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To place on a pillion. Chiefly in pa.
pple.

1906 A. NovES Drake 11. 59 Little the boy remembered of
that flight, Pillioned behind his father. 1910 W. de Morgan
A^. Dishonour \\\ 46 A horseman herc»and there, alone or
wiih a wench pillioned behind.

2. To equip (a horse) with a pillion.
19x9 Shelton Salt-box House iv. 33 Thaddeus's best pacing-

mare being duly saddled and pillioned.

Pillioned, a. [-ed 1,] Having a pillion.
1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 431 The cozy couple..

ride., side by side upon the pilUoned saddle.

Fillionist (pi-lyanist). [f. Pillion i + -ist.]

A pil] Ion-rider.

I9a3 Mctor Cyclist 26 Sept. 643/1 As a confirmed pillionist
I do not add my voice to those who are clamouring for legal
abolition of this form of passenger riding.

PillO'V, sb. 6. In the sense of * pillow-shaped *

as piliow-lava, -mound, -muff, -structure
; pil-

low-book, one suitable for reading in bed before
going to sleep

; pillow-coat (later examples)

;

pillow-dance, a dance in which pillows are nsed.
1906 RoyDK-SMiTH {title) The *PiHow-Book. X910 Daily

Chron. -zi Mar.8/3 It was Lord Rosebery surely, .who spoke
in praise of the pillow book. 1651 in Mayflower Desc. X.
39 The bed . . with two paire of sheets, two pillows, two paire
of "pillow coates. 17*6-7 Ibid. 15, I Give to My Grand-
daughter Mary Bangs A pillow-coat. 1909 Barriers Peter
Pan retold 37 Miss Pauline Chase .. taking the part of the
' First Twin ', and gaining much appreciation on account
of the famous "pillow dance. 1903 Amer. Geol. Aug. 78 That
view is confirmed by Russell's recent discovery of •pillow-
lava formed where the Snake River basalt ran into lake-
basins. 1938 Crawford & Keillkr Wessex fr. Air 33 At
High Beech the rabbits use the 'pillow-mounds very ex-
tensively, 1908 W'est/ft. Gas. 24 Dec. 15/2 Her furs were
cinnamon fox with a bunch of violets in the "pillow muff.
1903 Geikie Text'bk. Geol. (ed. 4) I. 136 *PilIow-structure—an arrangement in many ancient and modern lavas where
the rock before consolidating has separated into globular or
pillow-shaped Ijlocks.

FiUowing (pi-l^wiiq). [f. Pillow sb, + -ing i.]

Pillow-linen.

19*4 Times Trade ^ Eng^n. Suppl. 29 Nov. 247/2 Bleach-
ing fabrics such as pillowing, art, or handkerchief linens.

Pillowy, a* (Early fig. example.)
180s WoRDsw. Prelude iii. 505 From these I turned to

travel with the shoal Of more unthinking natures, easy
minds And pillowy.

Pilot, sb. Add : L Also, one who controls an
aeroplane or other aircraft during flight; now
esp. a person duly qualified to do so.

1848 Sporting Life 12 Aug. 289/1 The aeronautic race was
conducied by Lieutenant Gale and Professor Gypson,. .the
latter acting as the pilot of the Royal Albion. 1899 Engt.
AfecA,i4 July 480/3 The new machine, .is said to be able to
carry in its car as many as six men and travel easily at a
rate of 100 miles an hour under the absolute mastery of
its engineer and pilot. 1907 Navigating Air (Aero Club
Amer.) 247 In order to qualify as a pilot one must make
ten ascensions, one of which must be made at night, and two
of which must be made alone. 191X Chambers's Jrnl. Aug.
507/2 When the aeroplane can carry a couple of fighting-
men in addition to the pilot., the efficiency of aeroplanes
will be greatly increased. 1918 Barber Aeroplane Speaks
36 The Pilot deflects the Ailerons and ' banks ' up the pUnes
to the correct angle.

b. Also, a skilled guide employed on land,

U.S.
1676 Connecticut Public Rec. 11. 444 You lead your army

up to Windsor.. taking a pilot at Norwich to shew you that
way. 1710 Buckingham Naval Ex^ed. 94 Mr. Christophers
and myself, having provided horses and a pilot, set out for
Boston. 1755 i[i_ Lett, to lyashington I, 1 17 The Lieutenant
..returned having went 35 miles by Computation of our
Pilot. 184X M. Crawford 7p*i- 18 We should have traviled
on but we was afraid of being in the night without water,
this is the difficulty of traviling without a pilot.

d. Short ioT pilot driver, guardov man {^c*^),
e. To drop the pilot', to abandon a trustworthy

adviser, after J, Tenniel's cartoon in Punch (20
Mar.) depicting the dismissal of Bismarck from the

management of affairs by William II of Germany
in March 1890.
6. pilot-cloth (earlier example) ; pilot-driver,

a railway driver accompanying another over a route
with which the latter is not acquainted ; pilot-
gruard, a guard accompanying trains running on a
single line which do not use a train staff or token

;

pilot-house (earlier examples) ; pilot-lamp (see

quot); pilot-man, a person taking charge of
trains over a section of railway being temporarily
usc<l as a single line ; also, a pilot-driver; pilot-
signal, a pilot lamp or another apparatus serving

a similar purpose ; pilot-snake, -weed (earlier

examples).
1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XV. 140 His winter clothing is

usually a pee jacket and trow^rs, of strong *pilot cloth.

1007 IVestm. Caz. 15 Feb. ^/i The regulation that drivers
should not be allowed to drive an engine over a road that
they were not acquainted with without a *pi!ot driver. 1881
fnstr. Census Clerks (iS$<y) 3^, 78 Railway Guard. ..*Pilot
Guard. 1849 KnickerbockerMag. XXXI V, 178 I remember
the lime when there was no such thing as a *pi!ot.house to
protect the pilot from the weather. 1863 * Gail Hamilton'
Gafa-Dn^t 120 An Indian pilot comes on board, and mounts
to the pilot.house. 1901 Chatnbers's Jrnl. Sept. 618/1 An
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incandescent lamp connected direct to the terminals of the
dynamo—usually termed a ' "pilotlamp '—will assist the at-
tendant in keeping the pressure constant. 1881 Instr. Census
C/«-r/ti(i83s) 33. 77 Railway Engine Driver. .. Pilot. •Pilot-
man. I9a6 Glass. EUctr. Terms IBrit. Engin. Stand.) 170
Pilot signal. 1853 R. B. Marcy ExHor. Red River (1854)

211 Ihe names of Bull, Pine, and *Pilot snake, are com-
monly given to different species of this genus. 1846 Emorv
Military Reconn. 11 In the uplands, .occasionally is found
the wild tea,.. and *pilot weed.
Pilot, V. Add : 1. Also, to pick (one's way).
1904 R. M. Williamson Bitsfr. old Book Shop iii. 26 How

the porter manages to pilot his way amongst the people.. is
a wonder.

b. To manage or steer (an aeroplane or other
aircraft) in the air.

1851 lllustr. London News 18 Sept. M4/3 The veteran
aeronaut who had successfully piloted them and some hun-
dred others through the air. 1911 Daily Neius 20 July 2/4The Dutch avi.itor has decided to pilot a., monoplane.. in-
stead of a ..biplane. 1931 F. L. Allen Only yesterday
viii. 222 If you did not know how to pilot a plane you could
still be a passenger.

2. (Later examples of sense 'to guide through
unknown or difficult country'.)
1788 Washington Diaries III. 361 We set off, pilotted by

Mr. Hough thro' by Roads. 181S U. linoWN Jrnl. in
Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 153 My friend Zacheriah Steven-
son pilots me through the woods 3 miles- 1849 C. Lanman
Lett. Alleghany Mts. xL 91, I generally have had to pilot
all strangers to the cave since that time. 1B91 Century Mag.
Mar. 777 They came upon two Indians with several old
horses, and engaged them to pilot them in.

b. To secure the passage of (a bill) ; to carry.

1889 Kansas City T. f, Star 20 May, Representative
Garnett cheerfully says he has piloted most of his bills
through. 1929 Randolph Enterprise (W. Va.) 21 Mar. 1/4
The bill.. piloted.. thru the House by Representative Karl
Kyle.

filotage. Add : 1. (Further ex.imples.)
192a Encycl. Brit. XXX. 13/2 (Aeronautics) Then came

pilotage and the elements of commercial flying. 1924 Air
Pilot, Gt. Britain 11. iv, (heading) Pilotage Directions.

c. The residence of a pilot.

1899 CuTCLiFFK HvNE Further Adv. Captain Kettle i. 4Under the verandah of the pilotage.

Pilot-bread, [f. Pilot sb. 6.] The hard
biscuit nsed on board ship ; ship biscuit.
1788 Advt. in Maryland Jml. 7 Mar. (Th.) Ihe subscriber

has just begun to bake Ship, Pilot, and Cag Bread. i8ai
Ann. lyth Congress II. 2497, 2910 pounds of pilot bread, for
the officers, ladies, and their children. 183a Louisville
Public Adv. 10 Mar., J. Wolf. . keeps constantly on hand an
extensive assortment of. . Pilot Bread. 1849 T. T. Johnson
Sights in Gold Region xx. 191 One month's supply of pro-
visions, consisting of 75 lbs. of pork and 75 lbs. of pilot bread.
i8s8-fi8 [see Pilot sb. 6). 1904 S. E. White Silent Places
ix. 88 There they boiled tea over a small fire, and ate the
last of their pilot's bread.

Piloting, vbl. sb. (Further example.)
1921 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 14/1 Aerial navigation, as dis-

tinct from piloting with the ground in view, developed
tardily.

Pilotless, a. Add : b. Of aeroplanes.
Z909 IVestm. Gaz. 22 Oct. 7/2 We only just missed the new

spectacle of a pilotless aeroplane. 192a Glasgom Herald
15 Nov. 9 The Army Air Service [U.S.A.] announces that
successful tests have been made with automatically con-
trolled pilotless aeroplanes.

Piltdown (pilt|daun). The name of a place
in the county of Sussex, England, applied attrib. to

fragments of a skull found there which is believed
to indicate a prehistoric type of man, Eoanthropns
dawsoni ; also to other objects, characteristics, etc.,

pertaining to this type.

^9}3Q- 7ml. R.Ceol. 5«r. LXIX. 139 It seems reasonable
to interpret the Piltdown skull as exhibiting a closer re-
semblance to the skulls of the truly ancestral mid-tertiary
apes than any fossil human skull hitherto found.

Pimento. Add : 2. (Later example.)
1918 'Q

' Foe-Farrell 04 Well, what do you say now.. to
a pig's trotter farced with pimento?
4. pimento berry; pimento dram = pimento

water.

1907 Daily Cons, fr Tratle Reports s Oct. ji (Cent. Diet.)
I<ipe_ pimento berries are used to make pimento dram,
a native drink.

Pimping, »W. Ji .2 [f. PiHPii.^-f-iNol.] The
preparing of firewood. (In quot. Comb.)
1930 Sackville-West Edwardians vi. 251 He looked into

the pimping.shed, where old Turnour was chopping faggots.

Pimple, V. a. (Recent example.)
a 1909*0. H^^vt^ Roads 0/Destiny xix. 311 The levee

where his freight-car stood was pimpled with dark bulks of
merchandise.

Pimipler-palm, -tree. Any of various low,
spiny palms of the genus Bactris, growing on the
forest floor of British Guiana.

_
19x8 W. Beebe Jungle Peace (1919) vL 123 An almost solid

line of bunduri pimpler or thorn tree. Z9a> Blackw. Mag.
July 12/2 Among the low trees there were plentiful pimpler-
palms.

PimploQS (pimplas), a. [f. Pimple sb. +
-ous.] Characterized by pimples ; pimply.
1908 W. J. Locke Beloved Vagabond xii. 142 Cooling

medicaments wherewith to mitigate a certain pimplous
condition of cheek.

Pin, sh.^ Add : 1. m. A support of an arch.
X9«8 Daily Tel. 7 Feb. 14/1 The arch is a two 'pin*

crescent structure, and the distance from *pin' to 'pin '..is

531 ft.

PINCHED.
3. e. To stick pins into (a person) ; to incite to

action ; to irritate or annoy.

. 1903 A. H. Lewis Boss 184 This ain't meant to stick pins
into you.

18. pin-embroidery =pin-point embroidery (see
*PiN-poiNT)

; pin-fall (a), the fall of a pin ; a
trifling incident

;
(i), a special fall in wrestling

;

pin-grass (earlier example)
;
pin-key, a key hav-

ing a solid stem; pin-leg, a wooden leg; pin-
pool, 'a game played on a billiard table with
three balls, and five small pins ' (Centttry Diet.
1890); pin-splitter, slang, a crack golfer; pin-
stripe, a narrow ornamental stripe on cloth ; pin-
tuok, a narrow ornamental tuck

;
(so pin-tucked

adj., pin-tucking)
; pin-valve, a needle-valve.

1909 Westm. Caz i Oct. 8/4 The bodice is of the chilTon,
with "pin embroideries cut round below the neck and
bordered with heavier work in silks. 1907 Daily Chron.
21 Dec. 9/5 These two., wrestlers having agieed to contest
the best of three *pin falls in the catch-as-catch-can style.
191a Deeping Sincerity vii, A good lady whose troubles liad
been so many pinfalls in the closeted selfishness of her little
life. 1850 W. CoLTON Three Yrs. in Calif, xxv. 346 Here
. .she presents a "pingrass, on which the cattle thrive. 1927
R. A. Freeman A Certain Dr. Thorndyke 11. xv. 220 These
wardless "pin.keys are more subtle th.in they look. l86«
Ciital. Intemat. Exhib., Brit. 1 1. No. 3600, A case with
joinled *pin-leg, artificial human leg, and others. 1899
G. Adk Fables in SInng (1900) 16 The Local Editor of the
Evening Paper was playing 'Pin-Pool with the Superin-
tendent of the Trolley Line. 1926 Clasgoxu Herald 26 June
8 Their prowess as ' par-beaters ' and ' *pin-splitters '. 1906
IrVestnt. Gaz. 2 June 16/3 The particular cloth I have in
mind has a "pin stripe in brown. 1906 Times 4 May 10/2
The fulness of the skirt closely *pin.tucked to the figure in
sets of three. 1903 Kate D. Wicgin /fei^caxxvii. Costumes
that included . . drawing of threads, . . hemstitching and •pin-
tucking.

_ 1903 Eltctr. World f, Engin. 18 July 115 The
pressure is admitted to or withdrawn firom the piston by
means of a *pin-valve.

Pin, V. Add : 2. o. To spread out (dough or
paste) with a rolling-pin.
1889 R. Wells Pastrycook ff Confectioner 39 Pin them

out not too thick, and cut them into four.

Pince-nezed, a. [f. Pinck-nez.] Wearing
pince-nez.
1919 J. C. Snaith Love Lane xi, An important, pince-nezed

gentleman.

Pincers, sb, pi. 3. Add : pineer-leg = sense :

.

1909 Daily Chron. 20 Aug. 4/4 Note the disparity in the
size of the two large pincer-legs.

Pinch, sb. Add : 4. Also in a pinch.
. ^viBookloveri Mag. Dec. 582, I have seen her tend bar
in a pinch.

a narrowpinch, a ' close thing ', a ' near shave'.
1867 A. Teollope Last Chron. of Barset Ixxviii. II. 336

The news came in time.. but it was a narrow pinch—

a

narrow pinch.

14. slang. Something easy to accomplish or
attain. Also attrib.

1886-^ A. R. Marshall ' Pomes' from the Pink 'Utt
(1897) ['Honest Bill'], 50 (Farmer) The race would be a
pinch, Sir, barring accidents. loog G. G. Winkles 72 And
remember.. Harkaway for the Scurry Handicap at Lan-
down, good, a ' pinch ; go nap on it ! 1920 Deeping Second
ioutk xxv, 'Suppose you happened to be offered the To«ti
Majorship of St. Roman? '.

.

' My dear girl, it's what we call
a pinch billet, and quite beyond me.*

Pinch, V. Add : 14. Topinch in : to encroach
on, or upon so as to make narrower, restrict or
confine.

. "873 J. H. Beadle Undezel. IVestxix. 346 Winter 'pinched
in ' on mining operations in Utah. 1878 — Western Wilds
xxv. 394 The spurs of the Sierras. .in mining parlance 'pinch
in ' upon the plain.

15. b. (Later examples.)
1925 H. L. Foster Trop. Tramp Tourists 41 A traffic

policeman had stopped us. But not to pinch us for speed-
ing. We had come to the Prado. 1918 Eogak Wallace
Voublexix, I. .got pinched byacopper for having no lights.

Pinch-. Add : pinch-faoed a. , having the
features pinched oremaciated

; pinci-flngertongs,
a type of small tongs formerly used to lift a hot
ember from a fire to light a pipe ; pinoh.-flst (recent
example).
1872 F. W. R0B1N.SON Wravfortts Ward etc. I. 21B What

a different being she seemed from the *pinch-faced, sunken-
eyed little waifs around her. 1923 F. L. Packaud Four
Stragglers 15 \ certain pinch-faced fence named Komtsky.
1927 Daily Express 12 Nov. 8/3 Old hand-made iron or
steel ' *pinch finger ' fire tongs. 1917 Richardson R. Ma-
hony I. IX- 84 They were *pinchfists when it came to parting
with their money.

Pinchable (pl-n'Jab'l), a. [f. Pinoh o.-h
-ABLE.] That may be pinched.
1921 Puhlic Opinion 15 July 56/1 The greater the pinch-

able surface, the sharper the tweak that you will get.

Pinch-bng. A species of stag-beetle, J.ucanus
elaphus, found in the southern states of North
America.
187a Kcci.nSTO^ Queer Storlesix. 74 Atlastwecametoalog

on which two of that sort of beetles that children call ' pinch-
bugs ', were fighting. 1876 ' Mark Twain ' 7'om Sawyerv.
47 It was a large black beetle with formidable jaws—

a

* pinch-bug * he called it.

Pinched, ppl. a. .\dd : 1. e. Pinched tuck :

a narrow tuck ; a pin-tuck.

1903 Daily Chron, 25 July 8/4 The gown. .is. .decorated
with what we called pinched tucks—in other words the very
tiniest tucks imaginaole—that form a suggestion of checks.
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PINCHING.

Pinchinflf, t'^/. si>. 5. (Add example.)

Z909 IV^sim. Gas. it June 4/1 Those who are ahv.-iys

layins before the public..do not fail at the pinch. ..They
lave grown used to pinching.

"Fixie^sb.^ 7. Add :/jV«^flr-fCcarlier example),

./tf_f, plain, stumpy timber (earlier and later ex-

amples) ;
pine-blister, a disease of pine trees. Peri-

dermium. Fini-^ pine-borer, a longicorn beetle,

whose larvae live in pine trees ; pine-chafer (ex-

ample) ;
pine-oreeper, the pine-creeping warbler,

Sylvia pinus ;
pine-snake (earlier examples) ;

pine straw, tags 6^15., pine needles ; {^^o pine-tag

attrib.); pine-warbler (example); pine-weevil

(earlier example).
z8oo B. Hawkins Sk. Creek Country 71 They are covered

with clay and that with *pinc bark. 1907 W. R. Fisher

Schlich's Man. Forestry (ed. 2) IV. 441 Scots pines infected

with this disease, which is very common in the British Isles

and called *^tne-biister, are termed foxy trees by English

foresters. 1884 Kef>. U.S. Ccmm. Ap-ic. 379 The Common
Longicorn *Pine-Borer..is destructive to the white pine.

1885 Encycl Brit. XIX. 103/3 The *pine-chafer, Hylurgus
piniperda^ is destructive in some places. 1731 Catesbv Nat.

Hist. Carolina (1754)!. 61 Pavus Amcricanus Lutescens.

The *Pine-Creepcr...They creep about trees; particularly

the Pine- and Fir-trees; from which they peck Insects, and
feed on them. 1789 Morse Amer. Geog. 59 The Pine

Creeper, ipoa S. E. White Blazed Trail yCC\\. 296 Wilson's

warblers, pme creepers, black throats.. passed silently or

noisily. 1747 Col. Rec. Georgia VI. 199 Two hundred.,
acres of land at a place called *Pine Logg Bluff. 1869

Aldrich Story ofBad 5(y (1911) ii. 14 He. .proceeded at

once to knock down all my pine-log houses. 1876 Joaquin
Miller Untvritten Hist.-vi. g-^ The principal saloon.. was
the 'Howlin' Wilderness ' an immense pine-log cabin. 1665

LancasterKec. 79 A slipe of medow ground Running through

the most part of a great *pine plaine. 1779 Mass. Hist. Soc.

2 Ser. II, 464 (WeJ encampt on a pine plain by the side of a
large flatt. 1791 W. Bartram Trav. -i-jS (Th.) The *pineor

bull snake is very large, and inoffensive with respect to

mankind. iSaa S. Long Exped, I. 131 A serpent.. which
has considerable affinity with the pine-snake of the southern

states. x839-3a J. P. Kennedy Sivaii<nv Barn I. xxviii. 295
The ground was strewed with a thick coat of *pine-straw,

—

as the yellow sheddings of this tree are called. 1845 W. G.
SiMMS IVi^iuam ff Cabin Ser. i. 178 Temporary shanties,

covered with poles and thatched with bark and pine straw.

1896 Swingle & Webber Principal Dis. Citrous Fruits

Florida 20 Mulching the trees with pine straw, oak leaves,

or something of this nature, [etc.].. usually bring about a
cure. X659 IVatertown Rec. 65 A straitc line to a *pine

stump. 181S-16 A^//m' IVeekly Reg. IX. Suppl 178/1 Many
a farmer who heretofore dreaded the pine stump . . now swings

his undisturbed scythe. 1881 Harper's Mag. Nov. 869/2
Beneath lay a heavy carpet of ' "pine-tags ', as they are called

in Virginia. Ibid. 868/2 At night they (the mountain peoplcj

..lie down on their pine-tag beds. 1671 Coll. S. Car. Hist,

Soe. V. agS, I have.. dispatched the Carolina laden with

*Pinc timber. xSaj S. Long Exped. I. 73 From them a
supply of pine timber is brought to the settlements on the

Missouri. 1866 Rep. Indian Affairs 288 There is much of

their territory valuable for the pine timber upon it. 1868

Atner. Naturalist II. 171 Soon after the *pine-warbler has
arrived., the Yellow Red-polled Warbler., makes his appear-

ance, i^&j Ibid. I. 110 Many other weevils and boring-

beetles, especially the Pea Weevil . . the *Pine Weevil [etc.].

Fine, ^- Add : 6. d. Of timber : To shrink.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 990 The granary floor to

be laid with inch-and-quarter white-wood battens, dressed

and jointed : the battens to be laid loose, so as to take up
and relay atter pining (shrinking).

Pine-apple. Add : 1. o. A bomb, slangs

1916 'Boyd Cable' Doing their Bit 45 In another vast

chamber we saw * pineapple bombs ' or hand grenades being

made—'pineapple' being a neat description of the shape
and criss-cross pattern of lines marking the segments into

which the grenade bursts. 1928 Daily TeL^Z Aug. 7/5 A
bomb, known in gangland parlance as a * pineapple*, was
exploded in the building of the Chicago Heights Star.

Pine-barren, b. pine-barren terrapin (ex-

ample).
1884 G. B. GooDE Nat. Hist, Aqunt, Anim. 158 The

Carolina Box Turtle. . .In the Southern States it is known as

the ' Pine-barren Terrapin '.

Pine board. [Pine j^.2 7.] A board of pine-

wood.
1638 DedJiam Rec. 39 To alowe for saweing Pyne board ss.

1683 Coll. N.H. Hist. Soc. VIII. 152 [Plantations] to which
pine boards were exported from this said Province. X7a8
N.H. Probate Rec, II. 344 Eight thousand feet of good and
merchantable pine boards every year. 1825 [see Pike j^.*

J. 1870 Sheridan's Troopers (1885) xix. 125 A neat coffin

,ad been made of pine boards.

Pine knot. U.S. [Pine j^.2 7.] A knot of
pine-wood, a. Burned as fuel or for illumination.

D. As a symbol of hardness or toughness.
a. x&jo Plymouth Rec. 119 There shalbe noc pine knot

ficked. X791 [see Pine sb.^ 7I. 1833 Knickerbocker Mag.
, 90 He then produced a bundle of pine knots., and lighting

one of them set out. 1897 Outing XXX. 69/2, 1 held a pine-
knot for him to make the entry in our )og.book.

b. 1813 Paulding y. Bull ^ Bro. 'Jonathan (ed. 2) i. 5
Jonathan, though as hard as a pine knot,.. could bear it no
longer. 1850 H. C. Watson Camp. Fires Revol. 31 We
stuck to them as close as pine knots. 1876 Susan & Anna B.
Warner Gold 0/ Chickaree 360 'Relaxation!' said Mrs.
Coles. * When you know as well as I do, that you are a pine
knot for endurance,'

Pine land. U.S, [PiNEj^.27.] Land on which
pine trees are the characteristic growth.

1665-70 Lancaster Rec. 271 There is another piece of up.

land,. Sum part pine Land & partly oak Land. 1735 Coll.

Georgia Hist. Soc. II. 45 We encamped there, and found .

.

the pine land very valuable. 1765 [sec Pine sb.'^ 7J. 1789

£!
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Morse Avier. Geog. 446 They are often to be found in pine
lands in the southern states. 1857 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc.

VIII. 643 There is, in the county, about 163,000 acres of

f)ine lands. 1881 Harper^s Mag. Jan. 319/1 In the pine-

ands a thunder-bolt sometimes fell with even swifter stroke.

attrib. 1838 Caroline Gilman Recoil. Southern Matron
xxiii. 157 There is something picturesque in the evening
hour at a pine. land village. 1845 W. G. Simms IP'igwam^
Cabin Ser. 11. 100 Do they trouble you very mucli in the
pine land field ?

Pine-lander. U,S, [f. prec. + -eu i,] A dweller

in pine land.

1890 Harper's Mag. Apr. 790/1 Quaint and indolent pine-
landers and degraded swamp.dwellers, have all supplied our
literary comedians with unique characters.

Pinene (pai'nin). Chem. Also-ine. [f. Pine
j^.2 + -ENE.] A terpene found in oil of turpentine.

1903 Westni, Gaz. 28 Dec. 1/3 Pinine is the essential con-
stituent of American oil of turpentine, igii Encycl. Bn't.
XXVI. 649/2 Pinenc readily absorbs oxygen from the air,

resinous products being formed. 1922 Nature x6 Feb. 226/2.

Pine-nut. (/-S. (Later examples.)
1866 Rep. Indian Affairs 114 They also obtain quantities

of pine-nuts from the groves of the piflon, wliich in places
cover the mountain sides. 1878 ibid. 104 At some seasons
of the year when they are engaged in hunting, gathering
pine-nuts, etc.

Pinery. 2. (Earlier example.)
1822 Massachusetts Spy 6 Feb. (Th.) There are also a few

pineries, but of small extent.

Pine swamp. U.S, [Pine sb.'^ 7.] A low-

lying or marshy piece of ground on which pine-

trees grow.
1635 Cambridge Prop. Rec. 6 More by the pine swampe

about six acers. Ibid. The pine sw.imp in the north east.

1666 Coll. S. Car. Hist. Soc. V. 64 Att a venture wee called

these kind of lands pine swampe. 1705 Rec. 0/Providence
(R.I.)XVII. 201 At the South Endof a Piece of Meadow &
a Pine Swampe. 183s J. Martin Gazetteer Virginia 41
Over the Western border of the Dismal Swamp, is a pine
swamp, above a mile in breadth. i86« O. W. '^ovaotA Anny
Lett. 62 We are bivouacked in a pine swamp.

Pin-fire, «.2 [f, Pin sb.^ + Fire sb.^ Applied
to a valuable variety of opal,

1902 Chambers's yrnl. Aug. 494/1 One stroke of the pick
may lay bare a seam of ' pin-fire ' opal or break in two a rich

band of * orange '.

Pingf, v.'^ 1. (Add example.)
1924 GAI.SWORTHY White Monkey 11. ix, 195 A footman.,

stood., waiting for an order to ping out, staccato, through
the hum.

Pin-head. Add : 1. C. Applied to a minute
spot pattern on cloth.

1923 Daily Mail 12 June 3 Advt., Greys are both light

and dark, and include pinhead designs, herring-bones and
stripes.

4. A small minnow.
184s S. JuDD Margaret i. iv, 18 Minnows and pinheads

were flashing and skirting through the clear bright stream.

6. A person of little intelligence ; a noodle.
1896 G. ADKWr^«xviii. 168 There's just as many pin-heads

on State Street as you'll find anywhere out in the woods.
1909 New York Even. Post (semi-weekly ed.) 22 Feb. 6 An
innovation in dress that was. .said to indicate that the wearer
was a ' pin head '. X9a4 Dawes in Glasgow Herald 14 Jan.
9 There are too many ' pinheads ' throwing mud.
Pin-headed, a. Add : b. Having or marked
by little intelligence. So Fln-hea'dedness.
1927 Scribner's Mag, Feb. 209/1 He is living in parochial,

hicfe.bound, pin-headed stupidity. 1928 Wodehouse in

Strand Mag. Aug. 107 People., were accustomed to set him
down as just an ordinary pinheaded young man. Ibid. 108

Then they realized that his pin-headedness, so far from
being ordinary was exceptional.

Pinhole. Add : 3. b. Having or using a pin-

hole in place of a lens, as pin-hole camerUj photo-

graphy ^ etc.

1891 Lond. etc. Philos. Mag. Feb. 89 As the focal length

inci eases, the brightness (B) in the image of a properly pro-

portioned pin-hole camera diminishes. 1902 A. Watkin's
Photogr.f Man. Exposure 56 Pinhole pictures, .have a
tendency to require longer exposures than the mathematically
calculated ones.

Pin-hook. U.S. [PiNj^.liS.] A fishing-hook

consisting of a bent pin.

1840 Southern Lit, MessengerVl. 386/2 Ellen used to fish

there for minnoes with a pin-hook. 1855 Knickerbocker
Mag. XLV. 14 note. The rudiments of fishing I practised in

a Bishop's clay-pit, with a pin-hook. 1888 Goodk Amer.
Fishes 64 Truant days, .by pond or brook side, with twine
pole and pin-hook. 1897 [see Pin sb.^ 18}.

Pinion, J^.^ Add: 1. e. A flange or wing on
a celt.

X890 Smithsonian Rep. 511 In Egypt.. celts with pinions
are met with.

Pinion, sb.^ 2. (Earlier example.) Also
attrib, zspinion-nut^ pine.
1831 J. O. pATTiE Pers. Narr. 43 A nut., which grows on

a tree resembling the pine, called by the Spanish, pinion.
1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mis, (1859) 222 Groves of pine,

pinion and cedar. Ibid. 223 Wild turkeys, .will thrive in

an extraordinary manner upon pinion-nuts. 1878 J. H.
Beadle IVestern Wilds xi. 173 On many of the hills grows
the pinion pine.

Pink, sb.^ Add : 2. b. (Further example.)
Freq. with ellipse of of condition^ of healthy etc.

colloq.

1905 Kynoch Jml. Oct.-Dec. 201 Makers may despatch
explosives from the factory in the pink of condition. 1914
Isle ofMan Weekly Times 21 Nov. 7/5 He says that he is

' in the pink *. 1916 C. Winchester Plying Men 193, I saw
a couple of R.F.C. officers . . the other day. They looked ' in

PIN OAK.

the pink*. 1918 0. A. Birmingham Island Myst. xx. 1S8,
I am in the pink. 1^29 I^kii;stley GoodCovip. 11. vii. 453,

1

am writing these lines to say I am still in the pink and
hoping you are the same.

C. (Later example.)
1931 F. L. Ai.LEN Only Yesterday iii. 70 Some of his sedate

fellow-members . . wondered if such a good Republican could
be becoming a parlor pink.

3. (Recent examples.)
190Z Eliz. Banks Autob. Newsp. Girl li. 10 Taking notes

of how Mrs. Brown was giving a pink tea and how Mrs.
Green was going [etc.]. 1918 E. M. Roberts Plying Fighter
3 The breaking of log jams,.. service with the Sheriffs posse,

. .shootups in the barrooms of cow towns . . would all be pink
teas compared with what lay before me on the Western FronL

c. As the name of varieties of the potato.

1853 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. V. 20S Some of the more
approved kinds are . . the White, Red, and Strawberry Pinks.

B. ad/. Add : 3. Slightly vulgar, indecent, or

violent ; having a suggestion of blueness (sense 4).
1898 R. HiCHENS Londoners xvi, 280 Lovely needlework 1

That's a funny beginning for a Pink un. 1900 Daily Neivs 28
May 3/1 Most of their adjectives have a decidedly pink tinge.

4. Applied to socialism of a less extreme character

than that denoted by * red *.

X934 Scribner's Mag. 441/1 The Middle West Is becoming
pink. But it is genuine American pink. Not Moscow Red !

1929 Times 6 June 15/3 Mr. Wheatley. .abandoned pink
Socialism for red during the last Parliament.

Pink, v.'^ Add : 2. Of a petrol engine; To
emit a dull metallic sound at the explosions; to

knock.
1927 Observer 24 July 36 Advt., The engine that pinks oa

ordinary petrol.

Pink (pigk), z;.^ [f. Pikk a.l] intr. To be-

come pink.

1909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 136, I hadn*t never
seen those cheeks pink up for anything but fun or anger
before. 1927 P. Marks Lord of Himselfyi Mrs. Peters 's

eyes were sparkling again, and her cheeks pinked with happy
colour.

b. trans. To make pink.

1927 De(-:ping Kitty xxv\. You've more idea of colour than
I have. I'm too fond of pinking things.

Pinkie, sb.^ (Earlier example.) Also pinkie-

stern schooner*

1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 187 The * pinkie* is

a schooner rigged craft,. .sharp at both ends, a short peak
running up aft, and designed for a chasing sea. 1903 N. Y.
Tribune 25 Oct. 14 On another occasion the Houghton ran
into a pinkcy-stern schooner.

Pinkifiled (pi-ijkilsid),;*//. a. [f. *pinkify v., to

make pink (see -FV) + -ED 2.] Made pink in colonr.

1886 R. Brown Spunyarn * Spindrift xxix. 351 The light

of rhe sun came streaming across it, making our sails all

pinkified.

Pinkingf (pi-qkir)), vbl, sb.'^ [f. PiNK v.^-\-

-ING 1.] The action of *Pink vj^ 2.

1919 Chambers's y?-nl. Nov. 751/1 There was not the
.slightest sign ofpinking (pre-ignition). 1920 Glasgo7v Herald
8 June 4 The effect of using such fuels on the engines.. does
not appear to be injuriouSithough of course pinking is very
much in evidence.

Pinkiskness (pi'rjkijnes). [f. Pinkish a, +
-NESS.] Pinkish appearance ; a suggestion of
pinkness.
1909 Marc B. ^wnov.its Litany Lane i.Vt'Vfiih, apinkish-

ness about his eyes not becoming to his blonde good looks.

Pinkling (pi-ijkUq). U.S. [f. Pink a.i

+

-LING.] A delicate or effeminate person.
a x86i T. WiNTHROP yohn Brent xxviii. 294 Once a senti-

mental pinkling, now a bronzed man of the wilds.

Pinkness. Add : b. (Cf. *Pink B. 4,)
1931 F. L. .'Vi.LEN Only Yesterday iv. 76 The Fighting

Quaker's inquisitorial methods, .had at least had the practi-

cal effect of scaring many Reds into a pale pinkness.

Pinksonie(pi'riks^m),a. [f. Pink ^.1 + -some i,]

Pink-colonred ; tinged with pink.

1913 Mrs. Stbatton-Porter Laddie iv, Sally leaned back
all pinksome and blushful.

Pin-money. Also attrib.

1837 T. Bacon First Impress. India I. vi. 171 Marriage is

out of the question.. unless the young lady, .have, .a small

pin-money purse of her own. 1908 Daily Chron. 5 Oct, 5/6
This meeting . . protests against the employment of the ' pin-

money clerk ', who is a menance to the clerks of both sexes.

Pinned, /M a. Add : 6. pinned eye (see

quot. and of. Pin-eyed).
1843 Florist's yrnl. (1846) III. 29 The style or stigma

ought not to rise higher than the stamens, forming what is

called a pinned eye, which is reckoned a great deformity.

Pinner.^ Add : 4. The workman who inserts

the pins in the revolving cylinder of a barrel organ.

1896 Pali Mall Mag. Nov. 336 To completely * set ' a.

cylinder takes an expert workman three days; then it is

given to the ' pinner ' who carefully hammers the pins into

the places designated by the ' setter '.

Pinningy vbl, sb. 1. b. Aho pinm'ng-out.

190S Sci. Amer. 30 Sept. 262/1 The second-sizing and
pinning-out is done by hand at so-called batteries.

Pin oak. U.S. (See Pin sb.'i- i8.)

1813 MuHLENBKRO Catal. Plants M. A tiitr. S7 Swamp or

Pin Oak, {Quercus falustrW). 1818 in Trans. Ill._ State

Hist. Soc. 1910, 157 'J'he most Common timber is. .Pin and
Burrh Oak, Walnut Black and White, Basswood letc.]. J83»

n. J. Bkowne Sylva Atner. 278 it is called Pin Oak in the

lower part of New York and in New Jersey, and Swamp
Spanish Oak, in Pennsylvania. 1847 W. B. Dewees LetU
jfr. Texas xxix. 302 We have the post oak acorn, the blpdc

jack, the pin oak. 1874-97 [see PlN sb^ iS].



PINOLE.

Pinole- (Earlier examples.)

1845 J. Gkegc Coium. Prairies vji. I. 159 Tiiis pod.. the
Apaches and other tribes of Indians grind into flour to make
their favourite pinole. 1846 Emorv Miiitary Reconn. 85
Pinole is the heart of Indian corn, baked, ground up, and
mixed with sugar,

Finon. (Earlier examples.)
1839 Z. Leonard Adventures (1904) 15^ Its top is covered

with the pinoiie tree. 1846 Emory Military Reconn. 18 When
we first left camp this morning, we saw several clumps of
the pinon.

Fin-point. (Add example.)

1899 Daily News zg JuIyS/s A clear Swiss muslin. .with
a pin-point embroidery on it.

Pin-pointed, a. Having a pin-point ; fine-

pointed ; sharp.

1909 Daily Chron. i3 Sept 10/6 The tiny pin-pointed
mapping pen.

Pui-prick, V. (Later example.) Pin-prick-
inff vbl. sb. (Later examjile.)

X90Q Dail^ Chron, 15 July 4/6 Kvery book for the blind is

carefully pin-pricked by voluntary workers who can see.

19*7 Daily Express 5 Dec. 1/4 The move is interpreted.. as
a step forward to stop the ' pin*pricking * that has been going
on between the two countries.

Fin-tailed, a. (Earlier example.)
1864 J. A. Grant Walk Across Africa 389 The pin-tailed

duck siiot past the boat, seeking less busy scenes.

FintOf d' (Earlier and later examples.)
1867 Bret Harte Condensed Novels etc, 259 The devil in

the shape of a fleet pinto colt. 19x4 Mulford Rustlers'
Valley XX. 225 Simultaneously with this he saw a woman
riding a pinto pacer, come swinging into town past the gaol.

Piny. (Recent U.S. example.)
19x3 Mrs, Stbatton-Porter Laddie vi. 165 Her people.,

spent much money on the biggest tombstone in the cemetery,
and planted pinies and purple phlox on her.

Fioneerdom. [f. Pioneer j^. -«--dom.] Pion-
eers collectively

;
prevalence of pioneers.

1873 Porcupine 13 Sept. 379/3 A..Californian, who had
aiTived . . from the States, close on to the age of pionecrdom.

Fion-piou. [F.] Tiie popular name for tlie

typical trench private soldier.

1900 R. Whiteing Li^e 0/ Paris 207 Polin . .figures as the
common soldier, the piouplou, with his simple virtues of
good-humour and fidelity to the flag. 1909 Westm. Gaz.
18 Jan. 12/4 (heading) Books for Piou-piou. What the
French soldier is permitted to read. 1930 Observer 23 Feb.
12/1 The *nounous' which it was naturally the chief object
of the * pioupious * of that period to dazzle.

Fip, sb.^ Add : o. phr. To give (a person) the

pip : to make (him) feel ill ; to disgust. To have
the pip : to feel out of sorts.

1913 Punch 15 OcL 324/3 [His] later works gave him the
pure pip. i9«3 ' Bartimfus ' Seaways vii. 97 Dining in the
mess gives me the holy pip. 1930 Priestley Angel Pnve^
tnent \x. 440 You give me the pip. Dad, honestly you do.

Fip, sbJ^ Add ; 6. A star worn by second
lieutenants, lieutenants, and captains, these ranks

being distinguished by one, two, and three stars

respectively.

ij)io Chambers's yml. Jan. 43/2 Thomas, his senior by one
* pip in the battery. 1910 M. A. MUcgk ]Var Diary 222
Pips, ornamental stars indicating officers' ranks; epaulets.

6. attrib. a.^ pip-card {stn?>G i).

1903 Burlington ^fftg' Dec. 246/1 He persuaded him. .to

make the exchange witn twelve figure and fourteen pip cards.

Fip, sb.^ The signallers' name for the letter

P, used in abbreviations, 9.spip emma, P.M.
19S0 Isis 20 Oct. o/a Vou leave Carfax at ten o'clock and

return from Frilford at five pip emma. 19x6 Edgar Wallace
Door%vith Seven Locks xiiL 125 Tell him I want to raid

Gallows Cottage, Gallows Hill, at eleven-fifteen pip-emma.
i9»7 \V. E. CoLLiNsoN Contemp. Engl. 98 Other artillery

terms which spread were O pip (for 'observation post'),

Fip, v,^ Add : 2. iransf. To kill, to do for ; to

fail in an examination. Also intr, with out^ to die,

1008 A. S. M. Hutchinson Once Abonrd Lugger i. i. 31

*I had forgotten. Your examination?* George half turned

away. The bitterest moment of a sad day was come.
^
He

fowled :
' Pipped.' 191a F. M. Hueffer Panel i. iii. 85,

was.. pipped for active service. 1916 E. V. Lucas K^r-
milion Box 226 Only yesterday poor Hugh Blackstone was
pipped right at my side, and he lasted only teii minutes.

X9S0 RosF, Macaulav Poiterisvt in. i. 110, 1 think it's simply

rotten pipping out. I like being alive. X937 Agatha
Christie Big Four xi. That's my solution—Gilmour Wilson
got pipped by mistake.

Fipe, sb."^ Add : 11. a. (sense 3) pipe-fitter,

-jointer; (sense \o) pipe-Jill.

1907 Daily Chron. 15 Mar. 6/7 At Oxford this writer

bought the finest •pipe-fill he has known. 1897 Wkbster,
•pipe-fitter. 1910 Daily Chron. 31 Jan. 6/5 Arthur Moon,
aged 45, a pipe-fiitcr. 190 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 509/2 A
record should be kept of the history of the pipe.. with the

name of the *pipe-jointer whose work closes the record.

b. pipe-burial, a burial in which a pipe (usu-

ally of lead) passes from the coffin or tomb to the

surface of the ground, to permit of the pouring of

libations; pipe-drain v. trans., to drain (land)

by laying pipes; chiefly in pa. pple. ;
pipe-dream,

a groundless hope or day-dream indulged in while

smoking ; so pipe-dreamy a. ;
pipe-glove, a

flexible pipe-case; pipe-lighter, a pocket mechani-

cal apparatus for lighting pipes ;
pipe-making,

tlie making of pipes (in any sense) ; pipe-neoked
a.y having a long slender neck ; pipe-story, a fan-

tastic or impossible story (cf. *pipe-dream) ; pipe-

water, water conveyed in pipes.

123

x^a^Antiq. yml. IX, 1 (beading) A Roman *Pipe-burial
from Caerleon, Monmouthshire. 1907 E. A. Woodkuffe-
Peacock Pasture ^ Meadow Analysts 4 A soil tiiat has
been *pipe drained for wheat -growing. 1930 W. Lawsoniu
yml. Ministry Agric. Nov, 825 There is nothing to indicate
..whether the land is pipe-drained or not. 1901 W. Irwin
Love Sonnets 0/Hoodlum Epil. (Cent. Suppl.) To just one
girl I've tuned my sad bazoo [lament], Stringing my *pipe-
dream off as it occurred. 1904 B'ness von hStten Pam
238 Look at the sea, and tell me if, in your wildest pipe-
dream, you ever saw anything lovelier. 1913 E. D. Biggkrs
Seven Keys to Baldpate xiii. 169 And don't liave any pipe-
dreams about the law, 1915 Strand Mag. June 651 If it is

a fizzle.. I abandon pipe-dreams of literary triumph. 1910
* O. Henrv* Whirligigs i. 12 La Paz is a good sort of a
*pipe-dreamy old hole. 1915 Daily Tel. 13 May 20/7 Advt.,
Pouches, ..*pipe gloves and cases. 1916 B. Qkv.\x. Action
Front 57 Each man had with him one of those tinder •pipe-
lighters which are ignited by the sparks of a little twirled
wheeL 1906 ll'esti/i. Gaz. S Aug. 10/1 For *pipe-making..
a large cob is desirable. 1919 J. C Squire birds 11 *Pipe-
iiecked and stationary and .silhouetted, Cormorants stood in
a wise, Ijlack, equal row. 1904 N. V. Times 16 Oct (Cent.
Suppl.) What appears on its face to be the veriest *pipe-story.
1908 Westm. Gaz. 24 Oct. 17/2, I will not live to see '"pipe-

water squirting down sham rocks under a sham bridge.

Pipe, v.'^ Add : 6. Also with into.

189s Century Mag. Sept. 677/1 A kitchen into which water
was piped from a spring higher up on the mountain. 1904
A. J. liuRDiCK Mystic Mid-Region 183 When.. pure water
has been piped into the valley, towns and perhaps cities will

spring up in the midst of the dread region.

1927 Deeping Kilty xviii. Between the garden and the
boat-house a magnificent plane-tree rose, piping from its

trunk a great spray of greyish branches.

7. Also, to wash away or remove with water
from pipes.

1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds x. 14^ Worked-out
mines,.. [with] all the soil 'piped' away in search of the
'pay dirt ',

8. intr. To smoke a pipe.
1846 M'Kennev Metn. I, iii. 71 These hardy adventurous

fellows never rose from their paddles, nor stopped except to
^pipe '

. . [for] a period of nineteen hours.

Pipe-lay, z'. U.S, [f.PlP£-LAYlKG.] intr.To
lay pipes (Pipe sb.'^ -3, b).

x888 Sail Francisco Weekly Examiner 32 Mar. (Fanner)
There are not a few who are pipe-laying and marshalling
forces for the fray when the conventions meet.

Pipe-layer. b, (Earlier examples.)
1840 Richmond Enquirer Nov, (Th.) The profu.se use of

gold, corruption of the franchise by pipe layers and yarn
spinners,. .have conspired to elect W. H. Harrison. 1841
Congress, Globe Jan. App. i^^/r, I was not defeated by
voters, I was defeated by *pipe layers'.

Pipe-laying. (Earlier examples of b.)

1841 Congress. Globe 3 Aug. App. 279/2 The city of New
York was defrauded, by pipe laying, out of her Representa-
tives. 184s Ibid. 8 June App. 496/1 He. .compelling the
elections to be held on the same day throughout the republic,
would prostrate the pipe-laying system.

Pipeman. 1. (Later example.)
192a Daily Mail 7 Nov. 4 Advt., The pipeman's joy.

fiperHng (pai-psjliq). [f. (SAKD)npEit +
-LiN(i 1.] A young sand-piper.
1899 H. VAN DvKK Fisherman^s Luck i. 24 But the piper-

lings could not fly having no feathers.

Pipe-stem. [f. Pipe sb.^ ii a.] The stem of

a tobacco-pipe.

1727 J. Comer Diar^ (1923) 17 [HeJ fell over a log, the
pipe stem ran down lus throat and broke. 1755 Maryland
Hist. Mag. XVI I L 35 He fell down forward, and run the
Pipe stem into the Roof of his mouth. 1846 J. W. Wedb
Altowan I. vi, 168 One of the half-breeds has a piece of an
old pipe-stem, which makes tolerable good smoking. 1855
[sec Pipe f3,' 11 a], i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career
vii. 115 A great tribulation that will break my life off as
short as a pipe-stem. 1876 Joaquin Miller Unwritten
Hist. XV. 220 He pointed his pipe-stem at Paquita.

b. Comb, as pipe-stem wood (see quot.).
1813 Muhlenberg Catal, Plants N, Amer, 43 Pipe-stem

wood, Andromeda acutninata.

Piping^, vbl. sb.^ 4. (Further attrib. example.)
1859 Mrs. Stowe Minister's Wooingx'i'i. 126 Miss Prissy.

.

fell, .into a discourse on her own particular way of covering
piping-cord.

9. (Earlier example.)
1873 J. H. BfiADLE l/ndevel. West xv. 267 Lastly was in-

troduced ' piping ', and complete hyraulic mining.

Pipingf, ///. «. 2. b. piping plover (ex-

ample).
1870 Amer. Naturalist IIL 231 The Piping Plover is stilt

found along the coast of Maine.

Pipkin. Add: 3. Comb, ^% pipkin-shaped.
190a Ellen Terry Story of Life 199A three-handled cup,

pipkin-shaped, standing on three legs.

Pi'pless, a, [f. Pip j(^.2 + -less.] CSee quot.)

i^al&Gloss.Electr. 7Vr;«r (Brit. Engin. Stand.) JSoPipifss
bulb, a bulb so manufactured that no sealing-off tip remains
on the visible surface of the glass.

Pipperidge. 2. (Later example.)
1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown Fireside Stories {1Z71) 182 Old

Black Hoss was about as close as a nut andascontrairyasa
pipoerage-tree.

Pipping (pi'pii]), vbl. sb. [f. PlPZ'.2-t--INGl.]

The breaking of the egg-shell by a bird whea
hatching, (In quot. attrib.)

1901 Chambers's yml. Nov. 717/1 Gigantic incubators.,

literally vomiting forth their flocks of twittering little crea-

tures at pipping-time.

Pip-pip, [Echoic] 1. The sound made by a

motor- or oicycle-hom.

PISTON.

1905 Shaw iT/a/'i?>" Barbara in. (1907) 292 .S'^ra/z [touching
Lady Britomari's ribs with her finger tips and imitating a
bicycle hoin] Pip ! pip ! a 1907 Mr. Puttck awheel ^d ' Pip,
pip!* resounds in every lane. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 15 May
3/2 She had motor-cars with real pip-pips.

2. slang. A substitute for Good-bye.
X920 WoDEHousE Damsel in Distress x, * Well, its worth

trying ', said Reggie. ' I'll give it a whirl. Toodleoo !

'

* Good-bye.* ' Pip-pip.* Reggie withdrew.

Pip-SCl.Xieak. slang. 1. A contemptuous name
for an insignificant person ; a petty object. (In
quot. 1923, a two-stroke motor-bicycle.)
1910 E. V. Lucas Slowcoach xxiii. 279 ' It belongs to one

cf those measly pip-squeaks,' said Robert. 1923 Motor
Cycling 21 Nov. 8g/i The owners of sporting four-stroke
machines look down on the owners of so-called 'Pip-
Squeaks '. 1925 Fraser & Gibbons Soldier f^- SnihrWords.
1926 Blackiv. Ma^. June 732/2 After all, the luxurious Hner
which connects this riotous spot with the outer world is only
a pip-squeak of a vessel. X930 Sir G. MacMunn Behind
Scenes in many Wars 88 It does not pay in the East to let

pip-squeaks beard the mighty.

2. Asmall type of high velocity shell distinguished
by the sound of its flight.

1916 E. V. Lucas Vermilion Box 209 Whatever else there
is to grumble at over here, wet, and rats, and Pip-Squeaks
and Jack Johnsons, . .we do get two things up to sample [etc].

1916 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 395 They're ' pip-sqtieak ' and
splinter-proof, of course. 1927 E. 'I'momtson These Menthy
hriends 176 The Turkish guns suddenly sent over a couple
ofpipsqueaks.

Piracy. Add : 1. b. Geol. The action or pro-
cess whereby one stream by the enlargement of its

basin ciits off or taps the tributaries or head-waters
of another.

1905 Chamberlin & Salisbubv GeoL, Processes I. i6i So
extensive has been the adjustment among the streams of the
Appalachian^ Mountains that there is probably no consider-
able stream in the whole system which has not gained or
lost through its own or its neighbors' piracy.

Pirate, sb. Add : 3. b. A stream which
* steals ' the head-waters of another stream. (Cf.

PlUACY I b.)

igos Chamberlin & Salisbury Geol.y Processes I. 98 The
tributary wliich does the stealing is known as ^.pirate.

Piratedom (paio-r^'tidsm). [f. Pirate sb.-\-

-DOM.] Pirates collectively ; the world of pirates.

1907 Francis C\tA?hKi.i. Shepherd of Stars 2,^ The strong-
hold of ancient piratedom.

Pirl, V. 3. (Example.)
1920 Chambers's yml. Cliristm. No. 837/2 Before the first

puffs of blue smoke circled and pirled above the village roofs.

Pirogue. Also 9 peerog.
1885 C. A. Stephkns Adv. Six VoungMeft 123 We. .were

constantly meeting parties in odd black boats, called
' peerogs ', made each from a single large pine log.

Pirouettist (pirwie-tist). [f. Puiouette v.-^

-1ST.] = PiKOUETTEU.
1926 W. J, Locke Old Bridge 11. vii. iig He may chance

to be a mechanical jazz pirout;ttist or a financial oracle.

Piscatorial, a. Add : b. as sb.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 2 Jan. 16/2 At a meeting of the City of
London Piscatorials this week Mr, Dryden reported [etc.].

Pish, v. 2. (Earlier mod. example.)
i88z Punch 10 Sept. iio/i A angel as ain't a lah mowed

is a dowdy a shopgirl "ud pish.

Pislxamin. (Earlier Amer. example.)
1766 J. Bartram yml. (i;76g) 18 The lower rich ground

produceth gUdistia, pishamins, cephalanthus, ash, cypress
and cornu femina.

Pismirism (pi'zmsiriz^n). [f. Pismire -t- -ism.]

Hoarding.
1906 Daily News 22 Dec, The mass of money piled up by

the late Mr. Sage in the course of a life of parsimonious
pismirism.

Pistachio. 3. Add : pistachio ice, ice

cream containing pistachio nixts.

1886 C. E. Pascoe London To-day iii. (ed. 3) 47 The more
aristocratic foreign visitors to London, .flocked thither to eat

pistachio ices,

Pistilliform (pisti'Iifpim), a. [f. L. pistillum

Pistil + -foioi .] Plaving the form of a pistil.

xSsS Eng. Cycl., Nat. Hist. III. 586 Cells with few lobes

at the circumference, internally striated, with a pistilliform

axis.

Pistillode (pi'stil^ud). Bol. [f. 'L.pistillnm

Pistil; after Staminode : see -ode.] A rudimen-

tary pistil.

1905 W, E. Saffobd Useful Plants of Guam 259 An im-
perfect pistil (pistillode) present or lacking.

Pistiloid (pi-stiloid), a. Bot. [f. Pistil -j-

-OID,] Resembling a pistil in shape.
1888 Henslow Orig. Floral Struct. 291 Pistiloid sepals.

.

have been observed by Mr. Laxton in double flowers of the

Garden Pea.

Pistol, -T^' 2. Add: pistol flare, light, a night-

signal or light fired from a special pistol, used by
soldiers ; a Very light.

1916 B, Cable Action Front 26 ' Keep the lights blazing,*

Kawbon paused to shout to the man with the *pistol flares.

Ibid. 62 A pair of *pistol lights flared upwards.

Piston. 4. Add : piston-bellows, bellows

in which the current of air is supplied by the action

of pistons; piston-ring, an elastic metal packing-

ring fitted on a piston.

iSVs Knight Diet. Mech. 1717/1, b Is a *piston-bellows,

formed by boringout the trunks of trees. 1883 A K.Sfaton

Man. Marine Engin. viii. 134 Fig, 20 shows a *piston-ring

pressed out with a corrugated ribbon of steel. 1908 Westm.



PIT. 134 PLAKATION.
Cau 20 Aog. 4/3 The loss of petrol, due to jeaky valves and
piston-rings is going on as long as the engine is running.

Pit, sb.^ Add : L h. A place for the inspec-

tion, repair, ctc.» of motor vehicles.

1931 Siar 8 May 15/r He. .had faltered and had to go to

the pits for minor adjustments.

14. pit-camp, a group of pit-dwellings
; pit-

cave (see quot. 1921); pit-gauge, a rain-gauge

sunk into the ground ; pit-head (attrib, example)
;

pit-tip, the mass of waste material deposited near

the mouth of a mine or pit ; pit-trap = sense i f.

1909 CkatHbers's JmL Feb. log/i Thistles.. always grow
in the soil where a *pit-camp has been placed. 1921 Dis-
covery Feb. 33/1 Still another kind was a combination of the

first two, and is known as the ' *pii-cave '. 'Ihis was made
by first sinking a pit and then cutting out the tomb in the

form of a side-recess from the bottom of the pit. 1928 Peaks
& Fleuke Stt^/>€ <J-

Sown 21 Catacomb graves, closely re-

sembling the pit-caves that have been found in Euboea.
1903 EncycL Brit. XXX. 701/2 Professor Joseph Henry,
about 1850, recommended to the observers of the Smithsonian
Institution the use of the ' *pit-gauge '. 1928 Daily Chron,

gAug. 5/4 From September i *pit head prices will be raised

y IS. a ton. 1907 Westiti. Gas. 13 Apr. lo/i In the Black
Country may be seen birches growing luxuriantly on a *pit-

tip. 189s KiPUNG znd yungie Bk. 20 It was a pointed stick,

such as they set in the mouth of a *pit-trap.

Pitclly sty 5. pitch-knot (later example).
x8as J. Nkal Bro. yomitkan. I. 58 The fire-place, within

which two or three lighted pitch knots, a substitute for

candles, were burning.

Pitcll, ^^.^ Add : 11. (Earlier examples.)
1699 Rec, cf Derby (Conn.) 207 The laying out of John

Pringles pitch upon the good hill. 1746 iVaterbury Prop.
Rec. 106 A ten Acre pitch which his Father bought ofThos
Judd of Hartford.

c. To queer the pitch : see *Queeb v. 2,

26. pitch-holder {^n%Q 11).

1909 Daily Chron. 18 Nov. 4/7 One ' pitch ' which was the
envy of every pitchbolder in London was for many years at
the end of Burlington House.

Pitchy vA Add: 20. Also of a roof or other

structure : To slope downwards.
1771 Copley in Copley Pelhatn Lett. 137, I should have

the Roof to pitch from under the Arkitraves of the Chamber
Windows. 1857 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. III. 538 The roof
may pitch both ways, or shed at the ends. 1897 Moore Ho7v
to Build vii. 94 The floor shall pitch from building to the
front of piazza i inch to every foot of width.

C. To drop down or descend abruptly (to a lower
level).

3851 N. KiNGSLEV Diary 168 We have come to where the
bed rock pitches down suddenly. 1867 T. Lackland //tf///^-

z^un I. 70 One of these [pastures] . . sloping where it does not

J
itch, down to the roclcy bed of the riotous stream. 1876
OAQUiN Miller Unwritten Hist. vi. 92 Gorge on gorge,

canon intersecting canon, pitching down towards the rapid
KUmat.
Pitcher^. 2. (Earlier example.)
1858 N. Y. Tribune i8 Aug. 7/3 Pidgeon [acting as]

Pitcher [at baseball].

Pitch-hole i. Add : b. U.S. A defect in a
highway ; a pot-hole.
1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 659 The highways

leading to our larger villages, . . are frequently so full of pitch-

holes or *cahoos ' as to render them totally unfit for travel.

i8<Jo Harper's Mag. Oct. 657/2 The highway was frequently
interrupted by • pitch holes '.

Pitching, vbL sb> Add: 7. (Further ex-

ample.)
1858 iV". K. Tribune 18 Aug, 7/3 The pitching was good

on both sides.

8, b. Oscillationof a vehicle similar to the plung-
ing movements of a ship.

1930 Mom. Post 21 July 4 Pitching is caused by the front

wheels travelling over an obstruction before the rear wheels,

c. Mining. — Pitch sb.'^ 24 b.

1903 Copper Handbk. III. 88 Pitching. The irregular
descent of a vein.

12. pitching-heat Brewing, the heat ofthe wort
when the yeast is added.
1876 Encycl. Brit. IV, 275/1 The heat at which the wort is

let down into the fermenting tun. This * *pitching heat

'

varies very much.

Pitching, ppl. a. 2. (Further example.)
1906 Chambers's Jrnl. July 537/2 It is worth going some

distance to sec a vaqucro sticking to a * pitching ' horse.

Pitch-off. £PiTCH z^.l 20.] The inclination or
shelving of the bed of the sea.

1895 Daha Man. GeoL (ed. 4) 20 At Keeling atoll, . . Captain
Fitzroy, R.N., found no bottom in 7,200 feet at 2,200 yards
from the breakers—which gives a pitch-off exceeding i : 0-92.

Pitch-penny. U.S, [f. Pitch v.^-2\.'\ A
variety of pitch-and-toss.

1830 S. Breck in Recoil, (1877) iL 52 We passed a gang of
boys who were playing pitch-penny, 1877 Eliz. S. Phelps
Stor^ of Avis 286 Calculating the distance. .as he stood
playmg the game of human pitch-penny with the infant.

Pitch-pine. (Earlier examples.)
1676 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. LVI. 306, 4} acres of land .

.

bounded by a piich pine. 1708 N. H. Probate Rec. I. 622
Beginning at a pitch pine tree. 1736 Boston Town Rec.
Xli. 150 To add to the South East Side ten foot, to be built
of square pitch Pine Timber.

Pithy sb. 8. Add : pith-fleck, a piece of tissue

covering a wound in some trees; pith-tree (earlier

example).
1908 W. R. Fisher Schlich's Man. Forestry {ed. 2) V. 125

*Pith-flecks are common in the wood of birch, alder and
species of Prnntts and Pirus. 1864 J. A Grant Walk
Across Africa^, xv, Ambadj ; native name for the *piih-tree.

Pitheoanthiropic, a. Add : b. Of or pertain-
ing to pithecanthropus or ape-man.
1917 Q. Rev. July 35 Degeneracy, as seen in idiots, cretins,

and certain ettinic groups, due to a reversion to the plthe-
canthropic element. 1931 Sir A. Keith New Discov. Antiq.
Man 293 The greatest number of these [characters] link
these ancient Chinamen to the Pithecanthropic type of Java.
Pitiless, a. 2. (Modern example.)
190a }. S. Phillimore Sophocles 192 Where Polyneices on

the plain-lands rim Yet lay, a corpse, dog-worried, pitiless.

Pitman. 5. (Earlier example.)
1813 Niles' Weekly Reg. IV. 111/2, I apply the power by

means of a connecting rod or rods (or pitman as it is called
when applied in saw mills).

Pitottube (ptitf). [f. H. 7^/^7/(1695-1771),
French physicist, who invented or used the tube.]

A tube open at both ends and having one part at

right angles to the other, used in apparatus for

determining the velocity of fluids and in modern
anemometers. Also with ellipse of tube.
xS8o Encycl, Brit. XII. 508/1 A Darcy gauge. .consists of

two Pilot tubes having their mouths at right angles, zoaa
Ibid. XXX. 28/1 The open-ended tube is usually referred to
as a * pitot ' tube.

Pituitrin (pitiwitrin). Phjfs. [f. Pituitaey a.

+ -ine5,] a substance or hormone produced by
the pituitary body ; a solution containing this used
medicinally.
1910 Mabtindale & Wkstcott Extra Pharmacopeia (ed.

14) 822 Pituitrin is a solution containing the active principles
of the Infundibular portion of the pituitary body. 1922 B.
Harrow Glands 55 We have given the name * pituitrin ' to
the hormone (or hormones) present in the posterior lobe of
the pituitary... This hormone has not been isolated in the
pure state, 1927 Haldank & Huxley Animal Biol. viii.

163 The posterior part [of the pituitary gland] produces a
hormone, pituitrin, which affects smooth muscle.

Pity, V. 3. (Modern example.)
1862 Charlotte M. Yonge Countess Kate xii. 222 Sylvia

and Charlie, took it all in, pitied, wondered, and were in-

dignant, with all their hearts.

Pivie, variant of Peavet.
1907 Black Cat June 24 Mchetabel launched the boat, and

running along the logs, piloted it hither and thither, . hooked
to a pivie.

Pivot, sb, 3. Also, a 'pivotal mnn' in in-

dustry; the centre half-back of a football team.
T^i^ Punch 29 Jan. 76/2 They are keeping all the pivots

in this area for one final orgy of demobilisation at some
future date. 1928 Weekly Dispatch 24 June 21/7 Robert
Plenderleith, the East Fife centre half-back, one of the most
promising of young pivots in Scotland.

6. b. pivot jtian (later example in special sense).

1918 Daily Mail 6 Dec. 3/3 (heading), 12,000 Pivot men.

Pivotal, a, (Add examples.)
X918 Daily Mail 11 Dec. 5/1 A pivotal man is an essential

man in an industry or occupation on which the re-establish-

ment of other industries depends, iqaa Ettcycl. Brit. XXX.
214/2 The release of 'Pivotal Men ..met with much oppo-
sition. 1925 Tifues sJan.^/-^ Young's passes.. were.. much
too high to enable Kitterinaster, as the pivotal player, to
pave the way for a scoring position. 1927 Peaks & Fleure
Priests ff Kings i^^ A new feature, however, was the use of
door-slabs of stone set with pivotal hinges.

b. as sb, A pivotal man.
X()t8 Daily Mail 29 Nov. 3/2 Men who are essential to the

building up and expansion of trade, .are ofHcially described
as ' pivotals '.

Pivotalism (pi'vataliz'm). [f. Pivotal a,-\-

-isu.] After the war of 1914-18, the policy of
releasing "pivotal men* (see quot. 1918 above)
from active service before others, to facilitate the

speedy reorganization of business.
i9aa Encycl. Brit. XXX. 215/1 Pivotalism.. was called

* favouritism '.

Pivoter (pi'vatai), [f. Pivot sb. and v. + -er.]

1. A workman who makes and fits pivots for

watches.
X906 Daily Chron. 12 Sept. 1/6 Advt., Watch Maker.

—

Wanted a good pivoter; hours 9 to 7.

2, colloq. A golfer who turns his body as on a

pivot when swinging a golf club,
z()28 Observer i July 30/2 One of the most fluent of

* pivoters ' puts it in this way : * The club should be started
back low along the ground [etc.}.'

Pivoting, vbl, sb» (Later example in special

sense.)

19Z1 Flor. Irwin Compl. Auction Player 2 ' Pivoting' is

changing partners after every rubber and according to fixed
routine.

Placatinff (plak^-tig), ///. a. [f. Placate v.

+ -ING ^.] That placates or is intended to pla-

cate ; conciliate] y. Hence Flacatingly ctdv.

Z9XZ Marv Johnston Long Roll xix. 243 Alien took it

calmly, made a placating remark or two, and lapsed into
a friendly silence. 1922 J. S. Fletcher Ravensdene Court
iv. 54 'Ye'U just indulge an old man's fancy?* he said
placatingly.

Place, sb, 29. place-seeker (example).
1902 Kynoch Jrnl. Oct.-Nov. 14/1 The firing point is

not crowded with a lot of *place-seekers croaking their
grievances.

Place, V, Add : 5. e. To determine who or
what a particular person (or thing) is ; to assign to
a particular class or category ; to identify or recog-
nize. U.S,
185s Knickerbocker Ma^. X LV. 194 Who is our friend ?.

.

And [are] ' K. Y * his initials? If yea, we can't 'place' him.
188C Ceutury Mag. Feb. 512/2 I've seen you before, but

I can't place you. 1890 Harper's Ma^. July 291/2 He had
no memory of having ever heard it beiorc. . . For a while he
could not place it. 1904 Mrs. Clav Belle of Fifties 79,
I observed.. a very busy little woman.. wbose face was
familiar to me, but whom I found myself unable to place.

1923 H. G. Wells Men Like Gods i. ii. % 2. 19 For a time
Mr. Barnstaple could not place him.

f. intr. To secure a place among the first three

in a race,

1924 P. Marks Plastic Age 276 He was going to place in
the hundred and win the two-twenty or die in the attempt.

Placement. Add: j/^c. in American football,

the placing of the ball on the gronnd for a place-
kick.
1911 in Webster.

Placer 2, b. Add : placer-camp^ -working,
1906 Outlook^ June 773/1 It will bring the historic placer-

camps of Caniar and Omenica within reach of the mining
capitalist. 1874 Raymond 6ih Rep. Mines 299 The amount
of gold washed from the bed of creeks and placer-work-
ings.

Plage ^ (pla^)' [F'*) shore, beach: seeFLAGE^.]
The beach, esp. at a seaside resort
1907 Daily Chron. 5 July 6/3 She once saw the lady walking

on the 'plage' with the baron. 1920 W. T. Grenfell
Labrador Doctor \y. 18 There were horses to ride also and
a beautiful ' plage ' to bathe upon. 1926 Sf-ectator 28 Aug.
309/1 'I'be holiday-makers stay in town and go to the plage
bytrain for bathing.

Plagiotropous (pl^d^i^-tri^pos), a, Bot, [f.

Plagio- + Gr. Tp6iros turning + -OUS.] — PLAGIO-
TROPIC. So Flasrictropously adv. Flaglo*-
tropy, plagiotropous condition.

1905 J. B. Balfouk tr. GoebeVs Organogr. Plants i. 67
Sachs has divided the organs of plants into the orihotropous
and the plagiotropous. Ibid. 112 In the shade of woods of
the natural habitat the plagiotropy..may be more marked.
Ibid, 1 13 Sympodial short-systems . . growing plagiotropously.

Plague, sb. 4. O. Add: plague-rat, a rat

believed to spread plague.
190a Encycl. Brit, XXXI. 791/1 Plague-rats have rarely

been found in ships sailing from infected ports.-

Plague, V, Add : 2. b. Phr. to plague on^s
life out : to tease or annoy a person excessively.

1834 Mrs. Anne Marsh Tivo old Men's 'Tales 11. viii, U.
46 You are so odd that you would plague the life out of
a woman that loved you. 1894 Violet Hunt MaidetCs
Progr. iii. 17 Modcrna.. plagues the other children's lives

out with making them give her her cues, at all times and
seasons.

Plain, sb.'^ 10. Add : plains guidej nialady^

tribe.

X877 R. J. T>OT>GK Hunting Grounds Gt. Jfcj/ v. 63 * Old
Bridger', the most thorough and justly celebrated of all

plains guides. Jbid. 67 Another plains malady.. is called
'moon-blind'. Ibtd.xW.^v
be called a plains tribe.

Plain. A. adj.

Without addition.

9 The Tonkaways cannot properly

8. Also of an appellation :

1828 Imperial Ma^. X. 589 The doctor, or, as he now chose
to designate himself, plain Thomas Beddoes. 187a Hardv
Under Greemu. Tree i. ii. 20 'Keub', says he— 'a always
used to call me plain Reub, poor old heart!

d. Also of needles: That knit plain stitches.
x88z Encycl. Brit. XII. 290/2 The ajddition consisted of

a set of ribbing-needles placed at right angles to Lee's plain
needles.

C. c. plain-cut a., plain, unadorned, simple;
plain-faced, a., in lawn tennis, applied to a stroke

which imparts no spin or swerve to the ball.

1894 Stevenson & Osbourne Ebb-Tide l v, I never could
act up to the plain-cut truth, you see; so I pretend. 1918
Weekly Disp. 24 June 22/2 Thus what seems a plain-faced
stroke is full of guile.

Plain sailing, sb, (Earlier example.)
1823 J. F. Cooper Pilot I. xiL 152 This is what the lads

would call plain sailing. ,; they are out of employment [etc.J.

Plainsman. (Earlier examples.)
1870 KtiM Sheridan's Troopers (1885) xi. 66 Such an

animal is a treasure in the esteem of a plainsman. 1873
J. H. Beadle Undevel. West vi. 93 Old plainsmen look at
each other with a peculiar smile which may mean anything.

Plaiting, vbl. sb. b. Also plaitingdown ap-
paratus.
1917 T. WooDHOusE Artif. Silk 13^ The cloth is. .passed

over the inclined reversible inspecting board.., between
a pair of drawing rollers, and finally to the plaiting-down
apparatus.

Plai'tless, a. [f. Plait sb. + -less.] Having
no plaits.

1887 Hardv Woodlanders III. xv. 315 This solitary and
silent girl stood there in the moonlight.. clothed in a plait*

less gown,

PiAn, V, 3. (Absol. examples.) Also with otit,

1778 Clara Reeve Old Engl. Baron 113 Some are bom to

plan, others to execute. 187a * Susan Coolidge ' What Katy
did xi. 197 Few visitors came to interrupt her, so she could
plan out her hours and keep to the plans. 1895 C. M.
Sheldon His Brother's Keeper v. (1896) 107 When Aunt
Royal comes, I mean to plan for .something besides all this.

X926 American Oxonian July 99 If I were planning ou
going after a Rhodes Scholarship next year, I should read

a great deal on foreign affairs.

Planation (plsen^-Jan). Geol. [f. L. planum
Plane sb.'-i + -ation,'] The production of a level

surface by the action of glaciers and flowing water.

1877 G. K. Gilbert Rep. Geol. Henry Mis. 127 The pro-

cess of carving away the rock so as to produce an even
.surface, and at the same time covering it with an alluvial

deposit, is the process of planation. 1900 Marr Sci. S.,uify

Scenery 145 The drainage superimposed by planation, to



PLANCHSTTE.
use Gilbert's expression. 1927 Glasgow Herald 28 Mar. 10
When it had been made much more level as a resist of
*planation *.

Plancliette. 2. Also Comb, as planchctU
board, 'Writer, -writing.

1914 H. Carrington Prohl. PsycJu Research 371 There
can be little doubt that the same force which propels the
''planchette board propels the ouija boardalso. xgso Rose
Macaulav Potterism iii. i. §4, 1 am in touch with several
very wonderful thought-readers, crystal-gazers, mediums,
and *planchette-writers. 1884 F. W. H. Myeks in Proc.
Soc. Psyck. Research Dec. 232 The Spiritualist theory of
*PIanchette-writtng assumes the former of these two hypo*
theses.

Plane, sb.^ Add : 1. i. Aeron. A flat, light,

framework or surface used in aerostatical experi-

ments; the principal supporting surface (or one
such surface) in an aeroplane, now made with a
slight curve or camber.
18x4 Mechanics* Ma^. 25 Dec, 214/1 The very ingenious

propos.-»l lately made, of directing a balloon.. by means of
an inclined plane, is worthy of much consideration. 1848
CJiambers*s JrtiL 6 May 301/1 When it attained the high-
est point, the edge of the plane would be reversed, and
the balloon would descend. x866 Wenhah in A*</». Aero-
Houtical Sac, 36 la order to obtain the necessary length of
plane . . the surfaces may be superposed, or placed in
parallel rows, with an interval between them. 1891 S. P.
Lancley Ex^erimetttt in Aerodymimics 5 We already
possess in the steam-engine as now con-itructed . . more than
the requisite power to urge a system of riyid planes through
the air at a great velocity. 1910 CC. Turner Aeriai Navig,
Today loS The width of a plane tn a biplane should never
exceed about one-fifth of the length. loaa EncycL Brit.

XXX. 19/3 The term ' wing ' is commonly used pf the half
of a lifiing-surface on one side of the aeroplane, the whole
surface constituting a 'plane'.

Plane, 'plane (pl^a), sb.^ Abbreviation of
*AEROrLANK 2.

1909 Llovd Geohce in Daily Chron, 23 Aug. i/i, I have
not yet crossed the Financial Channel with my Budget 'plane.

2918 lllust. Land. News 27 July 106 An immense array of
new 'planes undergoingfinisbing stages in various completing
processes. iQ'o Btac/nv. Mag. June "jtiji A plane which
came from Palestine. 1929 E. W. Springs Above bright
blue Sky 15 It's very little harder to leain to fly a plane than
to drive a car.

Plane, v^ Add : 2. To travel in an aeroplane

;

to glide.

1909 iVestm, Getz. 9 Aug. 5/1 With this apparatus.. one
will be able to 'plane ^ to one's heart's content. 1909 Daily
CAron. 96 Aug. 1/2 The aviator.. 'planed gracefully to the
earth. 1915 Chatiibers's Jml. Jan. 54/1, 1 planed into a
rain-cloud yesterday. 1915 Spectator 27 Mar. 427/3 After
planing down to a tbotisaod feet, [they] dropped five bombs
each on the submarines.

Planer*tree. (Earlier examples.)
x8io iAiCHAMX Arbres I. 39 Planer tree^ nom de la personne

i laquellc cette espece a €t.€ consacr^e. 1832 D. T. Browne
Sylva A mer. 346 The planer tree is of the secona order, and
is rarely more than 35 or 40 feet high.

Planet, sb.^ 4. Add : planet cage, the

cylindrical holder of planet-pinions; planet-
pinion — planet-wheel \ planet shower, a local

shower ; planet-stirrer (see qnot.).

1908 Daily Chron. 14 Nov. 8/6 The provision of ball bear-
ings for the *planet pinions in the Sturmey Archer gears,

and roller bearings for the *planet cage in the Armstrong.
1850 Mavnr Reid Ri/le Rangers Ivii. (1853) 288 We were
treated each day to some five or six hours of a ' "planet

'

shower. 1902 C Salter tr. Georgievics' Chettt. Tecknol.
Textile Fibres 24'? Stirring is effected by so-called •planet
stirrers /, the stirring paddle, in addition to rotating on its

own axis, also describing a circular path round the inner
wall of the pan.

Planetal, a. (Modern example.)
X908 Hastings's EncycL Relig. <V Ethics I. 187/1 The

planetal series of our days of the week places Sunday before
Monday.
PlanetesimalCplxnete'simal),, [f- Planet J^.l

-h Infinit;E3IMal,] One of a great number of

meteorites or minute planets, which, according to a

hypothesis put forward by T. C. Chaml)erlin, have
formed the bodies of the planets by accretion in a

cold state.

1904 Amer, Geol. Feb. 97 The new hypothesis claims that

the substance of the atmosphere and ocean were originally

a part of the planetesimals, and helped to form the earths
mass. 1906 Athenmnm 18 Aug. 191/3 These diminutive

bodies or planete>tmaU gradually became aggregated., into

a few large bodies or planets. 1913 J. W. Gkkgory Making
0/ Earth 1. 1, 11 Still smaller than the minor planets are the

bodies which are called planetesimals. 1935 Glasgo7v Herald
14 Maf 6 Ihe separate masses are styled 'planetesimals*,

or miniature planets.

b. attrib, or as adj. Of or belonging to planete-

simals. Flanetesimal hypothesis, theory, the

hypothesis that the earth and the other planets have

been formed from pianett^imals.

1904 y^m^r. Geol. FeK 95 The planetesimal hypothesis.,
seems much better to explain both the astronomical and
geological phenomena. 1906 Atkenieum 18 Aug. 191/1 The
Planetesimal Theory of the earth's orig^in. i9*7Macphbrson
Mod. AstroH. 181 Two American physicists.. put forward

the * planeteHimal hypothesis* of tbe development of the

SoUr System from a spiral nebula. 2938 T. C Chambkrlin
Ttvtf Solar Fafnilies 169 Only motions too slow to carry the

accretions beyond their mutual control were retained ; all

higher motions led to planetesimal orbits.

Planetkin (plje'net,kin). [f. Planbt sb^•^

-KIN,] A small planet.

183a Carltlk Rtmimitc (18S1) I. 44 A tempormry fraction

125

of this planetkin, thewhole round of which is but a sandgrain
in the all.

Planeto-logy, [f. Planet f($.i + -(o)logt.]
The scientific study of the planets. Hence Pla-
netolo'gic a., of or pertaining to planetology ;

Planeto'loarist, a student of planetology.
Z908 P. Lowell in Century Mag. Feb. 505/1 PlanetoIog>',

however, will give us the clue to this beclouded hotbou.se
state of things. Ibid. 505/2 This gives us a most instructive
glimpse into one planetologic process.

Plangently (plEend^entli), adv. [f. Plan-
GEj*T + -LY 2,] iio as to beat strongly or distressingly
on the mind or feelings.

X937 MfecROZ Three Sitwells 9 We are driven inwards
because the external reality we have created is plangently
ugly. 1928 Observer ig Feb. 9/2 Notliing is here to make
us beat the breast. The old matchless rhythms are no less
plangently certain.

Planing, vbl. sb. 3. planing-machine, -mill
(earlier examples).
1805 U.S. Patents i June, *PIaning machine. 1851 C.

CinT Cincinnati 227 Planing machines. .made by B. Bick-
nell. 1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIV. 184 The uplifted
arm of Labor,, meets his eye in the..*planing mill.

Plank, sb, 7. Add: plank-raft \ plank-
buttress, a root of a tree resembling and acting as

a buttress.

1903 W. R. Fisher tr. Schimpers Plant-Geog. 305 The
*IilanK-buttress is a peculiarity of trees in a tropical climate
with abundant rainfall. X910 li^estm. Gaz. 24 Jan. 5/2
People, .had to make use of boats or *plank-rafts.

Planky V. 2. b. (Earlier examples.) Also
absol,

1824 Nantucket ffiquirer 19 Apr. (Th.) His guardy was
sent for, and he planked the cash. 1830 R. C Sands IVrit.

II. 195 Well.. Mr. Mansfield can plank five thousand dollars.

1850 SV. Cotton Three Vrs. Cat'/, xn'i. 1^6/7, I told them..
the only way to get out of the scrape was to pay up. Dr. S

—

was the first to plank down.
4. (Earlier and later examples.) Also of meat.
1855 Baltimore Sun 30 Apr. (Bartlett) Did you ever eat

a planked shad ? Then you have something yet to live for.

189s Fur, Fin ff Featlier Mar. 197 Cook the trout as Jersey-
men cook shad—plank them. 1910 [see *Planked 2].

Planked,///. <7. Add: 1. (Later example.)
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. JF>j^xxxvi. 769 As one result

of their smooth planked streets, much attention is given to
fine turn-outs.

2. Also of meat.
1910 Chambers's Jml. July 430/3 In the restaurants the

British visitor will invariably be confronted with the possi-

bilities contained in.. 'planked steak',..and so on.

b. Hat-making. That has been felted on a
plank.
1845 DoDD Brit. Manu/s. 164 The felted or * planked * cap

is taken to a stove-room and dried.

Flankto'logist. [f. Plankton + - (o)logist.]

A student of planktology.
xgzi Rep. Brit. Assoc, 422 The Kiel planktologists. .have

had to seek for another source of food for the zooplankton.

PlanOffrapll(pl3e'ntfgraf), sb. [f. "L. pldn~um
Plane so.'^ + -graph.] A planographic printing

block or print.

1931 A. 'E.sowi.nStudent's Man. BibHog. 152 Planograph,
[a class of engraved illustration] in which the design is

neither raided nor incised, but is drawn on a flat surface.

Planograpll (pl^'n^graf), v. \i. the sb.]

trans. To prmt from plane surfaces ; to practise

planography.
xgsS Funk's Standard Did.
Planog^raphic (plaen^grse-fik), a. [f. asprec.

+ -GKApmc] Pertaining to, employed in, or pro-

duced by, planography,
1897 H. W. SiNCFR & Strang EtcMng etc. 121 Tbe relief

print has no {ilate mark, the intaglio print has one quite
clear and distinct, the planographic one has a very slight

maik. 2914 Emil H. Richter Prints 10 'l"he last group to

be considered, planographic processes, is based entirely

upon chemical and physical action.

Planography. Add: 2. Printing done with
plane surlaces, in contrast to intaglio or relief work.

Planont (plse-n^ynt). [f. PLANO-24.Gr. ovr-^

stem of uiv^ pres. pple. of ^Ivox to be,] A motile

stage iii some Microspoiidia.
1914 Faktham 9r Porter Some minute Anim. Parasites

218 More than one planont can invade any cell in the gat.

Plant, sb}- Add : 6. c. transf. The workmen
employed at a plant.

i9aa J. D. Hackett in Managem. Engin. Feb., No more
lime is lost by having all the plant out on strike for a week
than in having a tenth of tbe force absent for lo weeks.

10. a, plant-stand.
x86a Catal. Internal. Exhib., Brit. 11. No. 6070, Orna-

mental wire *plant-stands, model rosery, and verandah.

e. plant-breeder (example); also plant-breed-
ing ; plant-food (earlier examples) ; plant-house
(a), a green-house; (b), a building containing in-

dustrial plant ;
plant-stove, a hot^-house for plants

;

plant-wax, wax obtained from plants.

1908 IVestm. Gaz. 28 Mar. 6/2 A study of the fundamental
principles of *plaiit-breedinE.. .He describes the *plant.

breeder as an explorer into the infinite. x868 Re^. U..S.

Comm. Agric. (1869) 396 Such *pIant-food as rain-water and
the atmosphere supply. 1873 Rep. Vermont Board Agric.

II. 212 My scientific friend. .shows the hay far richer in

plant food than the straw. x88o Encycl. Brit. Xll. 221/2

*PIant houses must be as far as possible impervious to wet

and cold air from tbe exterior, 1909 IVestm, Gas, 6 May

PLASTEB OF PARIS.

5/3 A plant-house is being erected outside the south wall of
the_ provincial capital. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XU, 223/1 In
tlieir interior fittings *plant stoves require more care than
greenhouses. 1924 J. A. Thomson Science Old f^ New
xviii. loi There are *plant-waxes as well as animal-waxes;
and some of the former, like myrtle-wax and Japanese wax,
are commercial products just like beeswax.

Plant, V. Add : 1. Also absol.

1893 B. MiiFORD Gun-runner iv. 34 Along the banks of
this [watercourse] the careful Jeremiah had planted and
sown. 1896 /'"(7rw;« July 515 Our forefathers., came to work,
to plant, to reap, where they might worship God with freedom,

C. Plant out ^ also, to set plants or trees at proper
intervals in (a piece of ground).
1900 Year-bk. U.S. Dept, Agric. 373 Each orchardist will

no doubt develop some method of bis own in planting out
the orchard.

6. a. Also (U.S.) with to.

1900 Year-bk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 461 Around this central
oasis cluster a dozen smaller ones, all planted to the same
palms. Ibid, 373 The land should be planted to a crop for
at least a year or two before setting out the trees.

7. b. Also with personal object.
1930 Hutchinson in Strand Mug. May 343/1 People try

to plant me with all sorts of impossible yarns.

11. U.S. To bury.
1867 ' Mark Twain 'Amer. Drolleries 107 He died. There

was not a dry eye in the crowd when they planted him.
xSSa FooTK Led-Horse Claim xvii. 278 Pity they hadn't
planted him instead. 1898 H. S. Canfield Main 0/Frontier
186 They planted Chisholm in the little cemetery. 1910
W, M. Raine B. O'Connor 18 Nothing left to do but plant
the deceased and collect the insurance. 29x0 A. H. Davis
Our Selection xiii. 123 We planted him on his own selection
beneath a gum-tree.

Plantable, ct. (Earlier example.)
1640 Maryland Archives I. 97 A Servant at the end of his

Service shall have.. fifty acres of land, five whereof at least
to be plantable.

Plantation. 7, plantation-house (later ex-
amples), -negro (earlier example).
1831 Peck Guide Emip'ants ii. 55 All the ^plantation

houses are surrounded with rich and beautiful groves. 2885
Outingl^ov. 154/1 Katie spent much of the time. .taking
note of the old-fashioned plantation-bouses. 1771 Carroll
Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIV. 135 My people..do
not live so well as our House negroes, but full as well as
any *PIantation negroes.

Planter. Add : 6. b. A fraudulent dealer in

works of art: of. Plant v. 9 b.

ic>o6 Chambers's^ml. May 390/1 The ingenuity of 'plant-
ers ' has. .to be devoted to manufacturing nistories relating
to old copies [of Italian paintings].

8. (Earlier example).
1849/1*^. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 151 Having thus

fully described my improved grain and seed planter.

PlantigradyCpIsenti-grsedi). [f. Plantigeade
-h-Y.] Plantif^rade condition.

1905 Amer. Naturalist Nov. 733 In some cases a distinct
plantjgrady has replaced the previous digitigrady.

Plashily (pla?'pli), adv. [f. Plashy a.2 +
-LT 2.] With aplashinj:; noise,

x^6 Rose Macaulay Crexve Train \\\. i, Goin^ away,
going away, going away. The waves plashity said it over.

Plasmolytically, adv. [f. Plasmolytic -*- -al

+ -LY ii.] By means of plasmolysis.
1903 Science i May 706/2 A reduction of temperature gave

rise to parthcnogenetic spore formation,., as was also the

case when water was plasmolytically withdrawn from the
cells.

Plasmotomy (plaezm^T-tomi). [f. Plasmo- +
Gr. Tofjua cutting.] A mode of propagation in

some sporozoans ; budding.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 817/2 Cohn andDOflein have

discovered cases of plasmotomy, in which a kind of proto-

plasmic bud of ectosarc and endosarc containing some nuclei

becomes detached.

Plaster, sb. Add: 3. b. 6^.^". Plaster ofParis

used as a top-dressing for soils.

X787 Washington DiarieslW. 222 Where thePlaisterhad
been spread the white and red clover was luxuriant. 18x6
U. Bkown Jrnl. in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 264 A poor
Hill Country well watered and adapted to Piaster. 1840 J.
Hvv-i. Farmer's CotnPanion 213 Districts. -in which clover

and plaster were first introduced . . have unquestionably made
the most rapid strides in agricultural improvement. 1880
Harper's Mag. June 67/3 Another glance delects the..

farmer sowing his load of plaster across the whitening field.

4. plaster-sick a., of land, having its fertility

impaired by the application of too much plaster of

Paris.

1838 H. CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1839) 42 He says he
knows nothing of land becoming, as it is termed, ^plaster-

sick.

Plaster, v. 5. c. Also, to treat (a crop) with

plaster of Paris,

185a Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 171 As soon as the com
came up, it was plastered on the hill. 1860 T. D. Pkice
MS. Dittiy II June, Finished plastering corn, put 2 barrels

of plaster on the corn.

Plastering, vbl, sb. Add : L d. The treat-

ment of wines with gypsum.
1900 Sadtler Handbk. Industr. Org. Chem. (ed. 3) 205

Of the methods of ' improving ' wines, as it is termed, that

known as 'plastering ' is pro^blymost largely practised.

Plaster of Paris. Add : b. 1/.S. Used as a

top-dressing for soils.

1787 Washington O/a>-/«III.322Weridt0lhe Farm ofone

Jones, to see the effect of the plaister of Paris, which appeared

obviously great. 1810 StttU f'afers II. 627 Salt can be

brought up the river in sufficient quantity, and plaster of
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parts if necessary to give a good coat of white clover on the

soil.

Plastery (plo-stari), sL [f. Plaster j^.+

-T *.] Plastered work : plastering.

184J Amer. Pioneer I. 207 The stone work and plastery

was done by major William Rutledge.a soldier of the revo-

lutionary war.

Plastery, «. Also, suggestive of plaster; built

with plaster.

166s 'Gail Hamilton* Country Living ^ Thinking 6
To move from this tumble-down old house, .into a., plastery,

shingly, stary, new one. 1907 Daily Citron. t8 Sept. 4/4
Plasiery Uitle red and white cottages and villas set at all an-

gles among cabbage-plot.s.

Plastic, f'^-^ Add : 2. - PLASTrQUE.
1913 Blackiv, Mag, June 722/2 In the evenings Roupin

con5;tructed in plasiic.a complete model of Haidar Pasha.

Plasidd, sb. 1, Also Comb, z.% piasiid-colour.

1913 W. Bateson MendeVs Princ. Heredity 98 In the
Stock the cream is a plastid-colour, whereas in Antirrhinum
the ivory is a true sap-colour.

Plastinoid (plse'stinoid), a. BioL [f. Plastin
-f-OiD.] Resembling plastin.

1911 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 483/2 More often the chromatin
is more or less concentrated in a central mass forming a so-

called karyosome, consisting of an achromatic plastinoid

substance impregnated with chromatin.

Plate, sb. Add : 1. d. GtoL An expanse of

undisturbed strata.

S904 Hertma B. C. Sollas tr. Suess^ Face ofEarth I. 600
Towards the north [of North America), however, a very ex-
tensive 'plate' without folding appears, which stretches
nearly to ihe Arctic archipelaga

4- h. Wireless Teiegr, The anode ofa thermionic
valve, originaUy made in the form of a flat plate,

but now usually cylindrical.

(1904 R. M. Walmslev Electr. in Sennce ofMan vj. 230
Professor Fleming, .proved that there was an actual stream
of negatively electrified particles passing from the negative
leg to the meial plate M.J 1919 J. A, Fleming Thermionic
Valve 165 The grid is surrounded by a perforated cylinder
which forms one anode, and this again by another unperfor-
ated cylinder which forms the plate. 19x2 Encycl. Brit.
XXXII. 1025/1 Around that [thegridj again is a cylinder of
sheet nickel called the plate. 19x6 R. W. Hutchinson Fint
Course in Wireless viii. 140 This movement of electrons
from filament to plate constitutes an electric current from
plate to filament.

i. (See quot.")

x^^eClcss. Electr, Terttts (Brit. Engin. Stand.) 43 Con.
denser^ a piece ofapparatus consisting ofconducting surfaces
(known as the plates or electrodes) at a small distance apart
and separated by an insulating material.

j. Baseball. A flat piece of metal or stone mark-
ing the home base ; the home base itself.

1891 N. Crane Baseball jq Ball^ a pitched ball, which does
not pass over the home plate [etcl 190s Encycl. Brit,

XXVI. 161/2 This corner IS marked by a white plate a foot

square, sunk level with the ground, and called the home base.

Ibid, 16:1/1 When he completes this circuit and crosses the
plate without being put out, he scores a run. 1903 R. H.
Barbour Weatherby'^s Inning vii. 66 ' I can't hit ihem un-
less he sends them over the plate,' he growled, 1917 C.
Mathewson Sec. Base Sloan 172 Ellis walked to the plate

and faced Chase grimly determined to get a hit.

19. a. plate ciraiit, current^ voltage,

Z9T9 J. A. Fleming Thermionic Valve 324 In general the
external E.M.F. required in the*platecircuitof a very hard
valve is 100 volts, or even more, to produce a *plate current
of 3 or 4 milliamperes with the grid at zero potential. 1926
R. W. Hutchinson First Course in Wireless 140 A cur-

rent in this circuit is spoken of xs a 'plate current.' 1922
Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 1027/2 The*plate voltage of the oscil-

lating valve is not supplied by a high voltage battery but
at most by a few cells.

20. plate clutch, a form of clutch in which
the engaging surfaces are flat metal plates ; plate
metal {b), pewter, the hardest variety of pewter,

used for plates and dishes
;
plate-printer, a work-

man who prints from plates ; plate-roll, a metal
roller for rolling plates ; plate-room (a), a room
for keeping plate (sense 15); {b) = plate-safe

\

plate-safe (see quot)
; plate-shy a. baseball (see

quot. and sense *4J).
1906 Daily Chron. 14 Nov. 9/3 The enormously increased

popularity of the multiple disc or '*p'ale' clutches. 1668-9
in Welch //iV. Pewterers' Co. {igo-z) II. 140 It is. .agreed.,
that.. every person that taketh Hollow-ware of any work-
man & returneth not him for the same i *platc mettle and ^
London Trifles, shall pay unto stich workman [etc.]. 1839
Ube Diet. Arts 952 The *plate pewter has a bright silvery
lustre when polished. 1909 Daily Chron. 13 Aug. 1/4
Robert Girling Norman, aged 31, a *plate printer. i86x
Fairbairn Iron 111 The cylindrical part H, for *platc-rolls
should be slightly concave. iSS& Encycl, Brit. XXIII, 710/r
The *platc-safe or *plate-room is the repository of the stereo
and electro plates. 1931 N. .y Q. 10 Oct. 262/2 The plate-
room.. is a strong steel and fireproof apartment. 1912 C.
Mathewson Pitching'w. 90 For a long lime, 'josh ' Devore,
the Giant's left-fielder was '*plate siiy' with left-handers—
that is, he stepped away.

Plate, V, Add : 6. To provide (a book) with
a book-plate,

1906 [see *Pi.ATiNC I f]. 1930 Publishers' Weekly i Mar.
1095/2 After the latter book had been punched and plated,
one ofourcatalogersdiscovcred that..it was an exact dupli-
cate of the former.

7. To examine or test the distribution of shot
from (a shot-gun) by firing at a pattern plate set

at a suitable distance.

Z904 Kynoch 'Jmt. Oct.-Dec . 189 You can plate your gun

126

with your favourite charge. 1932 G. Burrard Mod. Shot-
gun III. 80 No record of such a thing has ever been noted on
any pattern plate since the plating of guns first began.

flateau. Add : 1. C. A horizontal portion of

a learning curve representing a period of no appa-
rent progress ; a stage in learning corresponding to

this.

1897 Bryan & Harter in Psychol. Rev. IV. 51 Just below
the ability to understand what is spoken, there is a long dis-

courafjing plateau where many give up in despair, 1908
E. J. Swift Mitid in Making 310 By far the greater part of
the learning period is spent on plateaus when both teacher
and pupil, failing to understand the situation, feel that they
are marking time.

Platen, sb. 4. Add : platen-press = platen
printing-mackine.

1888 Encycl. B7-it. XXIII. 704/2 We may say that of
platen presses there are the hand-press, the treadle platen
press, and the steam or other power-driven press.

Platform, sb. Add : 6. c. Also, a continen-

tal shelf (Shelf sb^ 4 b),

1899 Geog. yrnl. XIII. 285 It has been recognized that the
British Isles and adjoining parts of the European continent
rise from a submarine platform, generally known as ' the
loo-fathom platform ', or ' shelf '.

0. b. (Karlier examples.) Also transf.
1803 Massachusetts Spy 27 Apr. (Th.) * The platform of

Federalism.' (Heading of an article from a late North-
carolina paper.] 1837 W. L. Garrison in /,^<r (1885) II. 201
We care not who is found upon this broad platform of our
common nature. 1838 Congress. Globe 11 Jan. App. 73/1 We
wanted no platform on which to stand, save the Constitution
of our country, a 1909 ' O. Henhv ' Roads of Destiny x.

166 He leaned on the desk and declared his platform to the
clerk. He said he had come to Elmore to look for a loca-

tion to go into business.

C. platform-maker (sense 9 b) ; platform-car
(earlier example) ; platform-scale (examples),
1843 [E, H. DerbyI Two Months Abroad 20/1 By this

[device], .diligences and private carriages are in a few mo-
ments lifted, .and transferred to 'platform cars. 19x8 Daily
Tel. 12 June 14/7 To-day the '*platform-makers ' of both
parties were trying to frame an election programme. 1841
Advi. in C. Cist Cincinnati^ "* Platform and Common Scales.

1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 227 Factories in which platform
scales are made.

Plating, vbl. sb. Add : 1. f. The furnishing

of a book with a book-plate.
1906 Daily Chron. 10 Aug. 3/2 ' Plating '. . would appear

to be the process of affixing the book-plate to the inside of
the first cover.

Platiuite^ (plsetinsit). [f. Platinum + -iteI.]

An alloy of steel and nickel.

1929 Daily Tel. 8 Jan. 8/6 Three metallic alloys of great
iinportance, invar, elinvar, and platinite,

irlatino-iridium, variant of Platiniridium.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 479/1 Platino-iridium.

Platinum. 2. b. Add : platinum sponge,
spongy platinum.
1829 W. Henry Elem. Exper. Chem. (ed. ii) II. 533 Then

pass up through the mercury a piece of platinum sponge,
X9S4 Times Trade ^ Engin. Suppl. 29 Nov. 2^4/4 'Plati-

num sponge ' may be described as being platinum in an
amorphous form.

Platitu'dinist. [f. Platitudinize v, + -ist,]

A person who utters platitudes ; a platitudinizer.

190S W. J[.
Locke Usurper xx. 243 Jasper . . was not sorry

when the kind-hearted platitudinist had gone.

Platode, a. (Example). Also as sb.f a platode
worm.
1904 McCabe tr. IlaeckeVs Wonders of Life 232 The

platodes or ' flat-worms ' {plathelmintkes). Ibid. 258 Sponges,
polyps, platodes, tunicates, etc.

PlatOnesc[ue (pl-fitone'sk), a. [f. Gr. TlKajoiv

Plato + -ESQUE.] Suggestive of Plato ; worthy of

Plato.

1929 Bridges Test. Beauty ir. 260 But yet to read the
strange riddle of the hiving bees, their altruism and platon-
esque intelligence.

Platonic. B. sb, 3. (Recent example.)
1923 Rose Macaulav Told by Idiot i. ii To Vicky a young

man -was a young man, and no platonics about it.

Platonician. (Later example.)
1874 K. H. DiGBV Temple ofMemory ix. (1875) 331 It was

not he for instance, who'd confound The Piatonicians, equally
profound,.. With the scholastics.

Platoon. 1. Add : Recently revived in the

British army for a unit of infantry forming a fourth

part of a company and subdivided into four sections

of about eight men each.
1913 Army Order Na 323. 16 Sept. § 4 A company will be

divided into four platoons, each commanded by a subaltern.
..Each platoon will be suli-divided under regulations to be
issued later. 1917 Sir J. M. Barrie Old Lady Shows her
Medals 72 You have knitted enough things already to fit up
my whole platoon.

2. (Recent example),
1916 Nash's 4- Pall Mall Mag. Apr. 149/2 To Kijige in

due time came Mowbray, with his platoon of actors, camera
experts. . . and porters.

3. platoon sergeant.
ig|i5 D. O. Barnett Lett. 41, I like the men awfully, es-

pecially my platoon sergeant.

Platycra-nial, a. [f. Platt- + Cranial g.]
Having a broad skull; broad-skulled,
1907 Practitioner Aug, 318 The people in the north of

Scotland are broad-headed or platycranial.

Platymeric (plsetime*rik), a, Anat. [f.

PLATY- + Gr, /tj/poj thigh -J- -ic] Of the femur:
Having the upper part flattened. Also, of a per-

PLAY.

son, having such femora. Platymery, platymeric
condition.
1897 Phil. Trans. B. 143 Some of the femora, especially

those^ from New Zealand, exhibited an antero-postenor com-
Eression at the upper end of the shaft, 'this condition has
een termed* platymery ' by M. Manowvrier.. .This platy-

meric condition was conspicuously exhibited.

Platysmal (plati-zmai), a. [f. PLATTSUA +
-AL.] Of or pertaining to the platysma.
1899 Proc. Zool. Soc. 316 In Dasypus villosns the most

important bundle. .is probably platysmal in its nature.

Play, sb. Add : 5. C. (Further example.^
1931 F . L. Allen Only Yesterday viii. 189 The insignifi-

cant Gray-Snyder murder trial got a bigger 'play' in the
press than the sinking of the Titanic.

17. play-centre^ 'gardenJ -hour, (earlier example),
•leader J -sked, -wrecker \ play-boa:, a box in which
children keep toys, books, cakes, etc. at boarding-
schools

; play-broker, a broker who deals with
plays; play-doctor, a professional improver or

toucher-up of plays; play-method = *play-way \

play-pen, a low enclosure In which a young child

may play ; play-pretty, a toy ; play-run (see

quot.)
;
play-way, an educational method which

seeks to utilize the intellectual energy released in

play
; play-world, the world imagined by children

at play.
i88a F. Anstev Vice Versa v. 103 Let every boarder go

down into the box-room and fetch up his *pIaybox, just as
it is, and open it here before me. 1913 H. Walpole Eorti-
tude I. iv. The passage was hung witli greatcoats and down
each side of it were play-boxes. 1929 Deeping Roper's
Rcnv xxi, To Ruth Avery, No. 7 Roper's Row was a child's

fjlaybox. \f^z^Scribner''s Mag. Sept. 283/2 The great De-
ando. -lifted his keen glance to the *play-broker who sat
opposite him. 19x9 Even. News 9 Jan. 11/2 She is a
daughter of Major James Clare, a leading playbrokcr, who
is also a dramatist. 1908 Westm. Gaz. i Feb. 7/3 Mrs. Hum.
phrey Ward spoke of the practical work of the *play centres,
19x4 Hastings's Encycl. Relig. ^ ElhicsVll. 363/2 The 'play-
cenire ', where, outside school hours, children who have no
playground but the street, are taught organized games. 19x8
Observer 10 June 6/4 Shakespeare . . knew all, and more than
all, about the technique of play-writing that is known by the
most efficient ' *p]ay-doctor ' in Broadway, New York. 1916
A. S. Neiix Dominie Dismissed xiii. 153 The attraction of
a *play-garden school with its charms of social intercourse.

1774 P. V. FiTHiAN yrnl. (igoo) 125 At the Noon "play-
hours Bob & Nelson, the boy who waits on the School, had
a fight. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 2Q Aug. 3/1 A pressing need is

for trained *play - leaders who know how to play games. X914
H. C Cook in Perse Playbacks^ No. 4 64 A complaint that
the *Play method does not 'train the intellect*. 1931
Daily Express 21 Sept. 7/5 Advt., Wei! built '"play-pens

in best hard-wood. 19x6 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in
Red Gap vii, 314 He keeps on chattering like a child that's

found a new *play-pretty. 1915 E. R. Lankester Z>/rrr-

sions tf Naturalist 196 Ihe bowcr-blrd of Australia makes
a * "play-run' or reception-room in which he places shells

and bits of bone to attract the female. 1906 Macmillan's
Mag. Nov. 19 Rooms for the teachers and for the permanent
staff, a covered *play-shed, and all the outside acce>sories.

19x4 H. C. Cook in Perse Playbooks^No, 4 52 The boys do
not object to learning anything, so long as they may do it

in the "Play way, ij)X7 — Play Way 8 The Play Way is

not a bunch of contrivances for making scholarly pursuits
pleasurable, but the active philosophy ofmaking pleasurable
pursuits valuable. 1909 Daily Chron. 13 Dec. 3/4 Nature's
kingdom is not all a reign of tooth and claw, but a *play-
world also. X9Z4 R. M. Ogden tr. Koffka's Growth ofMind
352 There is another world besides his play-world. 1901
Chambers's Jml. Aug. 545/2 Organised "pfay- wreckers, who
without uttering a word or an unseemly laugh have suc-
ceeded in destroying whatever chance of success a play may
have had.

Play, 2^- Add: 2. c. To play up: to become
unruly ; to rear or buck.
1909 J. Swire Anglo.French Horsemanship 25 The secret

of remaining on a liorse when he 'playi up ' is to drop the
hands, press the heels down, sink well into the saddle [etc.].

6. (Further example.)
X897 Kipling Cnpt. Cour. 17 The schooner, with a tri-

angular riding-sail on the mainmast, played easily at anchor.

6. Also toplay loose (see quot).
18330. Roland Art of Fencing 10$ Making the assault

and playing loose, in the language of the fencing-room, are
synonymous.
23. b. Flay {one) up : To make sport with ; to

tease, annoy, or irritate.

X934 Galsworthy White Monkey 11. iv. 151 Did she choose
that he should go away, thinking that she had ' played him
up' just out of vanity? xq^T Daily Express 10 Dec, i Ihe
girls thought they had got hold of a soft-hearted fool, and
they began to play me up, 1931 ibid. 16 Oct. 9/1 AdvL,
My Nerves used to play me up terribly.

28, b. To bring (a musical instrument) into

suitable condition by playinjj.

X93a Times Lit. Suppl, 4 Feb. 68/3 Messrs. Hill make a
computation of the years it takes to * play up" an instrument.

29. (Earlier example.) Also, to pass (time) in

playins;.

X674 Hekh English Rogue III. y\. 136 Mine Host, .causing

them [sc. the * fidlers") to cease their playing, .said.. If you
have played away my Guests, you shall pay their reckoning.

1903 R. Machray Night Side Lend. xiii. 196 When you go
upstairs, you find more members up here playing the wee
sma' *oors away.

3L Also ?«/r., to be performed.
1869 Pitnch 9 Jan. 10/2 Mr. Burnand's new Burlesque, now

playing at the Haymarket, is called Tlu Frightful Hair,

36. b. Play up to. (Later examples.)
1937 Chesterton Secret Fr, Brozvn L 40 There was some-
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thing- downright creepy about that little goblin with the
ycHow hair, that seemed to play up to the impression. 1929
Times 15 July 21/5 There were two alternatives for the
style of the new building: to play up to the igth-century
Gothic of the existing Library or to continue the character
of the square in general.

c Piay down to : To lower one*s standard,
quality, price, etc., to suit the tnst^, demands, etc,
of (the persons one has to deal with).

1930 Canibrjei^e Daily News 24 Sept. 8/1 Let us avoid
playing down to the public, lest it ask us for a better article

than we can provide.

d. P/ay up : to make the most of; to exploit or

trade upon. US,
1926 Publishers' Weekly 22 May 1687/1 Let us play up

the habits, the appearance, the likes and dislikes, let us sell

authors to our public. 1930 Ibid. 8 Feb. ^06/2 He plays up
the fact that there is smart reading just as there are smart
clothes.

o. Play Up (va.trJ) : To behave manfully or hero-

ically.

a 1910 H. Newbolt Coli. Poems iji Play up 1 play up !

and play the game ! 1924 Mallorv in E. F. Norton Ftghi
for Everest tg24 236 The party has played up wonderfully.

Playa (playa), Geol. [Sp., = shore.] More
fully//aya lake^ a lake which exists only in winter,

being dried up in summer.
1883 I. C. RussF.r.L in Pop. Sit. Monthly Jan. XXIL 3S0

The Spanish word //aya .. has been adopted by geologists
as a generic term under which the various desiccated lake-
basins may be grouped. 1885— Lake LaJiontan (U.S. Geol.
Siirv., Monogr. Xi) 81 Examples of the more permanent
playa-lakes..are furnished by Honey Lake and the lakes of
the Carson Desert. Ibid. 82 Typical examples of playas of
broad extent occur in the Lahontan basin.

Play-by-play, a. U, S, Applied to a run-

ning commentary on a game.
1931 F. L, Allen Only Yesterday viii, 207 Thousands

more sat in warm living-rooms to hear the play-by-play
story over the rac^io.

Played (pl^'d), ppL a. [f. Plat if. + -ED^.]
That has been played.
a 1877 in EncycL Brit. (ed. 9) VI. 713 If a played stone

rolls over, or stops, on its side or top, it shall be put offthe ice.

Player-piano. A piano having a mechanical
apparatus attached by which it is played automati-
cally.

1911 Smart Set Mar. p. I A/a Advt., The World Famed
*Angelus' Player-Piano. 19U S. Gkew Art 0/ Player-
Piano I The player-piano, like the pianoforte and the organ,
is a musical instrument. 19*7 Scribner's Mag. Feb, 70/1
The phonograph, the player-piano, the radio, have each been
ofgreat value in increasing musical knowledge.

flaying, vbl. sb» 2. playing-place (later ex-

ample), 'Site,

185* Bboderip Leaves fr. Notebk. Naturalist 152 On
visiting the cedar-brushes of the Liverpool range, he [sc.

Gould] discovered sever.il of these bowers or playing-places.
X91S Q. Rev. Apr. 515 Capital expended., on securing., such
conveniences as playing -sites.

Play-o£f. [f. PtAT z;. + Ofp adv^ An addi-

tional game or match played to decide a draw
or tie ; a replay. Also attrib,

3906 Liverpool Even, Express 9 Mar., The play-off re-

sulted in a win. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 21 Oct. 1/3 A prize

which Mr, Dohcriy captured..on the * play. off'. 1915
Literary Digest (N.Y.) 21 Aug. 361/1 The race with the
Cubs was a tie at the end of the season and a play-off game
was necessary to decide the pennant. 19*7 Daily Express
j5 July 13/1 Bobby Jones. .also tied for the United States
open in 1925, when Willie Macfarlane beat him on the
play-off.

Play-room. U,S. [Play sb. 17.] A room
in which children may play.

2838 Knickerbocker Mag. XL 12 One Saturday afternoon
when seated with two or three other children in my little

play-room. 1865 Mrs. Stowe House <V Home P. 45 Charlie
and Jim.. detesting the dingy lonely play-room, used to run
the ciiy streets. \Ztj Harper s Afag.ucc.60/2 Our nursery-
play-room we call It. 1900 E. A. Dix Deacon Bradbury
197 Yoii and I've got to get to work again at those evergreens

op in the play-room. iQa7 Ladies' Home Jml. Dec. 12/1

Jessica's song and the children's noise, every sound in the
play room, broke off short.

Play-spell. US. [Plat j^. 17.] A portion of

time for play or recreation,

1845 S. JuDD Margaret lu i. i86 And her own play-spell

comes, if indeed her whole life were not a play-spell. 1854
Mary J. Holmes Tempest ff Sunshine v\. 89 You may have
a play spell the rest of the aricrnoon. 1861 [see Play sb. 17],

1878 Mrs. Stowb Poganuc People xix. 209 No school was
kept, and even household disciplinarians recognized a reason*

ably well-behaved child's right tea Saturday afternoon play-

spell.

Plaza. (Later examples.)
1884 Sweet & Knox Through Texas xxiii. 307 Old Gen.

Ignncto liarterra * cussed' a forty-foot steeple on the old

church on the plaza [etc.]. 1891 Century Mag, Apr. 907
The house, .was a three-story building, .fronting on a small

plaza. 1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights \\\. 47 A freight

outfit brought him to Tucson and dumped him down on the

pia/a.

Pleasure, sh. 6. Add : pleasure-brake, craft,

•land, park, party (earlier examples), -planex

pleasure-pain, a comprehensive expression for all

mental experiences whether pleasurable or the re-

verse ; applied attrib, to that quality of such ex-

periences by which they are distinguished as

pleasurable or unpleasurable.
1908 IVestm. Cat. 12 Aug. 8/3 She was cycling along the

Bromley-road when a *pleasure-brake . . turned out of a side-

127

Street. 1906 Conbad Mirror of Sea 38 Their striving for
victory.

. has elevated the sailing of *plcasure craft to the dig-
nity of a fine art. ii^zy Daily Tel. 13 Sept. 12/2 Thirty years
ago Piccadilly had still to establish its claim to be regarded
as the centre of *pleasure-land. 1894 Creighton & Titchnkr
tr. iPundt's Hum. ^ Anim. Psych, xiv. 211 As soon as we
give up the reference of feeling to a subjective condition of
"pleasure-pain.. we have no reason for uniting affective
states in general in a common class. 1918 Jml. Educ. Mar.
153/1 .\ complex is nothing more nor less than what the
Herbartians call an apperceptions mass, with, however, the
addition of its pleasure-pain tone. 1929 Encycl. Brit.
XVIII. 673/2 The course of mental processes is automati-
cally regulated by the 'pleasure-pain principle', 1904
Farrkr Garden Asia 70 Here we may fancy known beings
resting in this *pleasure-park of necessity, 1835 Sou/hern
Lit. Messenger IV. 303/1 We. .were passed and met by
several vehicles in which 'pleasure-parties to and from the
Springs.. were dashing along the well graded road 1842
M. Crawford yml. 7 At noon 8 couple of Gentlemen and
Ladies and band of music came on board for a pleasure
party. 1911 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 57/1 The aspect of the
heavens will be wonderfully changed when the *pleasure-
plane of the air has arrived.

Fleasnre-llOUSe. (Later example.)
1904 Farrkr Garden Asia 106 How few of the many

Europeans who visit Japan, ever see the real pleasure-houses
of the countryl

Flea'ter. [f. Pleat v, + -er], (See quot.)
19J1 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 428 Pleater^ pleats or

folds material in pleats, by hand or by pleating machine.

Pledge, sb. 5. b. (Earlier examples.)
1833 Ne-o Engl. Mag. (Boston) Aug. 137 The Temperance

Pledge. Ibid. 141 Has he signed the pledge? xZ^o Southern
Lit. Messenger W. 325/1, I have signed the pledge, and
since it is done I will make a virtue ot necessity.

Pledge, z'. Add : 4. c. To promise solemnly
(to do something).
1928 Sunday Dispatch 2 Sept. 1/3 On my pledging not to

disclose his name..hepromplly handed over another cheque
for jjj 10,000.

Plenaxium (pUnea-riym). [ad. med.L. ple-
ndriiun in same sense, f. piendrius complete : cf.

Plenary.] A book or manuscript containing a
complete set of sacred writings, e.g. all the gospels
or all the epistles,

X9c^W.G.CoLLiNcwooDSe<z«(/i';/drz/;«»5rzV(7/« 243 Bishop
Patrick set forth to Iceland ' with wood for building a church,
and a plenarium, and an iron bell '.

Plenary. B. sb. Add : 2. Anglicized form
of prec.

1909 Hastings's Encycl. Relig. ^ Ethics II. 609/1 There
were the select passages for Sunday in the so-called Plcnaries,
Postils, and Books of the Gospels and the Epistles. 1920
Marc. Deanesly LoUaid Bible xii. 318 Of the three late
fourteenih century English ' plenaries , or gospels and homi-
lies, one is certainly Wycliffite.

Plethorous (ple-Jwras), a. [f. Plethora + -ous.]
= Plethoric i.

1906 J. P. Barry At Gates ofEast Pref. p. vii, But the
book . . maydogood in a practical way,if it weans tlie wearied,
the plethorous and the valetudinarian from the Cult of the
Spas.

PleurantllOUS (plune*nj)3s),a. Bot. [f. Gr.
iiKtv^Qv side -*- avBo^ flower + -OUS.] Bearing
flowers on lateral growths only and not on the

central stem.

1897 }. CWiiAAs Man. ^ Diet. Flo^vering Plants ^ Ferns
II. 272 The plant., may be (i) amonopodium,, .(2) anacran-
thous sympodium,. .(3) a pleiiranthous sympodium, where
the inflorescences are borne on lateral axes.

Pleurisy. 3. Pleurisy-root (earlier example).
1781-a Jefferson Virginia (1787) 36 Pleurisy root, As-

clepias decumbens.

Plighta^e (plai'led^). [f. Plight z/,i + -age.]

The fact or condition of being plighted or

betrothed.
1908 Hardy Dynasts in. v. iv. 442 These vile tricks, to

pluck you from Your nuptial pliglitage.. Make me belch
oaths

!

PliGrktftll, a. Transfer ^Obs. to sense in Diet,

and add : 2. Grievous ; fraught with suffering.

1906 Hardy Dynasts 11. vi. v. 304 The tears that lie about
this plightful scene Of heavy travail in a suffering soul.

Plimsolls (pli'ms^lz),//, A kind of rubber-

soled canvas shoes.

1917 Deeping Kitty xii. These stealthy affairs, .made him
think of sneaking out in plimsolls and kidding some 'cop '.

1930 \V. Pktt R[dce Miss Collingivoodx. la She kicked off

her plimsolls, and walked about in stockinged feet.

Plinth. 3. plinth-like (example).

1905 Harper's Mag. July 195/1 Those short, stubbed girls

and women, .were of plinthlike bigness up and down.

Plinthed (plin>t), pa. pple, [f. Plinth + -ed i.]

Provided with a plinth.

X908 Daily Chron. 27 Aug. 3/4 The walls, .are plinthed in

wood to a yard in height.

PlishCplij). [Echoic: after Plash Ji5.2] The
sound of a body striking the surface of water ; a

splashing sound.

1994 A J. Small Frozen Gold 151 The gurgling plish,

plish, of the paddle ceased.

Pliss6 (pU'stf), a. [F., pa. pple. of plisser to

pleat.] Shirred or gathered in small pleats; as

sb.f pleated material.
i9ao Glasgoiv Herald 13 Nov. 4 PlissA is the last word in

style, and the latest knitted frocks have wide borders done
in ribbed work that spring out into pHss^s. 1928 Times
9 May 10/6 A train of time green and silver tissuci lined with
pliss^ chiflbn.

PLOUGH-LINE.

Plodding, vbl. sb. Add : b. The sound of a
heavy dull tread ; a thudding.
1903 A. C. Benson Upton Lett. 284 A pleasant plodding

and clinking of horses coining home made itself heard in the
yard.

Plop. A. sb. Also Comb, as plop-plump.
1921 Blackiv. Mag. Feb. 198/2 The sound of the plop-

plump of your naked feet in the round shallow pools of
jnuddy water.

B. adv. KX-ho plop-plop.
A 1904 A, Hope Dolly Dial. (1926)44 Miss Phaeton flicked

Rhino, and the groom behind went plop-plop on the seat.

Plop, V. Add : b. To set down with a plop.
1900 Elinor Glyn Visits Eliz. 66, I do hate to see a great

hand, .plopping a dish down., in the middle, so that one has
to look at the next course all the time one is finishing the
last one.

Plosh, variant of Plash sb.^
I9z8 E. Blunden Underi. War xiL 138 The passer-by

hates the plosh of the whizzing fuze-top into the muuk.

Plosive (pl^u-siv), a. and sb. [After Explo-
sive.] a. adj. = Explosive A 2. b. sb, = Explo-
sive B I.

1909 D. JoNBS Pronunc. Engl., Phonetics 65 When we try
to pronounce a breathed plosive, e.g. p, by itself, it is

generally followed by a short breathed sound h. Ibid., The
explosion of a plosive consonant is formed by the air as it

rushes out at tFie instant when contact is released.

Plot, sb. 8. Add : plot-owntr.
1907 Daily Chron. 3 June 3/6 An association of, .plot

owners has been formed for the purpose of improving their
position.

Plot, v.^ Add : 3. e. To plan out or arrange.
1915 Winifred Hoi.t Beaconfor Blind xiv. 140 When a

proposed party was being plotted out he would say, *0h,
don't ask the So-and-so's, they are such frumps'.

Plotter. Add : 4. A plot-holder.
1917 Smallholder zo Mar. 106/3 Every plotter should pull

his weight, not only for his own sake but for the good of the
national cause.

Plotting, vbl. sb.^ b. Add : plotting-shtet.
19x6 Blackw. Mirg. Dec. 830/2 Thus by degrees there

appeared on the plotiing-sheet a series of tiny needle-pricked
marks, circled in crimson.

Plotty, a. Earlier example, reduplicated plotly'

plotty.

1897 Sarah Grand Beth Bk. xl. (i8g8) 373, I would not
write plotty-plolty books either.

Plough, sb)- Add: 5. h. A surgical instru-

ment.
1907 PractitionerOcU 528 By means of Killian's ' plough *,

or IJallenger's 'swivel-knife ',.. the cartilage so isolated is

completely excised.

Plough, V. Add : 9. d. Plough out. (Further

example.)
1932 Encycl. Brit, XXXII, 1023/1 The inductor is in the

form of a steel drum with exterior of laminated iron in which
longitudinal grooves are ploughed out.

f. Ploughunderx to bury in the soil by ploughing,
1900 Year,bk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 379 If crimson clover

is grown, it should be plowed under rather early in the
spring to get the best results.

PlOUgher. b. Add: plougher-up.

_
Z910 Blackiu. Mag. Jan. 138/1 The calamities which had

invariably befallen the digger or plougher-up of a fort.

Plough-gear. (Later examples.)
1644 Maryland Archives IV. 279 The ploughgeare sent of

England. x66o Essex Probate Rec. I. 319 One Cart and
other Plowgeere. 1854 Florida Plant Rec. 553/1, 27 Pair
of Plough gear. 1885 * C. E. Craddoc k ' Prophet Gt. Smoky
Mts. i. 15 The girl's hand trembled violently as she stepped
swiftly to his horse and took off the plough-gear.

Plough-grind, v, [f. Plough sb.^ trajis.

To grind the steel wires of cotton cards in a special

way so that they shall present a suitable edge to

the cotton. Plough grinding vbl. sb. ; Plough-
ground ppl. a.

1893 J. Nasmith Cotton Spinning 135 The usual solution

of the difficulty is found in the formation of a tooth with a
chisel or knife edge, which is presented to the action of the

cotton. This is usually obtained by what is called 'ploufih
grinding '. 1896 Tacgart Cotton Spinning I. 176 A is ihe
plough-ground wire, and is formed by grniding the sides

away, almost to the bend, by special emery discs.

Plough-horse. Now chiefly U.S. A horse

used for drawing a plough.

1573 T. TussER Fine Hundreth Pts. Good Husbandry
xviii. Sedge couers for plow horse, for lighines of neck.
i8i8 ScoTT Rob Roy II. xiii. 380 There may be pasture
aneugh for pieugh-horses, and owsen, and forty or fifty cows.
1829-32 J. P. Kennedy Swallow Barn I. i. 23 Beneath the
sheds, the long face of a plough horse may be seen. 1847
Rep. U.S. Comni. Patents (1848) 241 What are the peculiar
qualities of this horse as a plough horse? 1880 Harper's
Mag. Aug. 356/2 The next day the two girls, mounted on
tlie plough horse and mare, followed an old Indian trail.

I9ti R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter ix. 118 A wail-eyed
plow-horse with his tail full o' cuckle-burs.

Ploughing, vbl. sb. Add : 1. d. (See quot.)

x^^Stit Tennsxn Tourist Vl'mtcr Sports "No. 12 /a I'loush-

ing. Points in, heels wide apart, in a V pointing downwards
for slowing down.

Plough-jogger. (Later examples.)
1846-52 wHrrcHKK IVidoivBedottP.xx. 207, I wanted old

Dawson's wife to see't I'd got a pardner rather above a
common plow-jogger, such as hern is. 1863 Trans. HI.

Agric. Soc. (1865) V, 255 At least the old plow jogger will be

mounted on his buggy seat.

Plough-line. [Plough j3.i 8.] A cord or

rein used to guide and control horses while

ploughing.



PLOUGH-STOCK. 128 PLUSHILY.
X797 B. Hawktks Lett. 97 You can also order up axes,

hoes, . . pIouRh lines, [etc,]. 1845 J. J. Hoopbr Adv^ Simon
Suggs \\. 26 His father.. dropping the plough-Une.. turned
his back to that individual. 1895 [see Plough sb> 8],

Ploug'h-Stock. [Plough sb.^ S.] A handle

or stilt of a plough.
1786 Washington Diaries III. 5 [IJ directed them to get

me. .scantling for plow stocks. 1810 Austin Papers (1924)

I. 168, I Plough Stock. zZs'^ ^loHda Plant, Rec. 471 lA
slavcj gitten out timber for plow stocks.

Plough-tail. Also attrib,

191S Chaiislers's JmL Sept. 564/1 No doubt the chiel

thought he cut a dash among the plough-tail lads.

Fluck, V, 8. Pluck up. o. Also, to get new
courage, to take heart again.
184a Dickens Anter. Notes I, ii. 20 Even those passengers

who were most distrustful of themselves plucked up amazing-
ly. 1890 Clark Russell Marriage at Sea i, But she had
plucked up as she drew towards the close of her letter.

Pluck-up, [f. Pluck z/.] A pull or tow.

1894 Pali Mall Mag, IV. 380 With, maybe, a little lugger
banging on astern to get a 'pluck-up ' towards home,

Plud-pludding, variant of plod-plodding x see

Plodding vbi. sb.

X91S Deeping Sincerity i, The grinding of wheels and the
' plud-pludding ' of drenched horses drifted along the high
road.

Plug, sb. Add : 2. k, Min. A cylindrical niass

of rock formed in the crater of a volcano.
x886 A, Geikie Class-bk, Geol. 143 Through its centre

there has risen a column or plug of lava. 1900 Q. Jrnl,
Geol. Soc. LVI. 221 Mount Kenya is an ancient much-ero-
ded volcano ; the highest peak is formed of the rocks of the
central plug. 1930 Saturday Even. Post 13 Dec. 50/3 On
a wide ledge. .stood a rhyolite plug, some ten feet high.

6. b. A steady plodding course. (Cf- Plog v, 4,)
1909 Daily Ckron. 16 Sept. 3/4 The story is of the quiet

plug of the prosaic Henry and the meteoric flight of the
splendid Len.

O. A book which does not sell well, and becomes
bad stock.

1009 Century Diet. Suppl. 1928 Publishers^ Circular 31

July 59/2 Out of the vast number of publications issued,

some must, indeed, turn out to be plugs. 1930 Publishers'
IVeekly 15 Mar. 1546/1 The so-called plugs are weeded out
..making room for new titles.

9. plug-contact Elcctr.^ contact made by means
of plugs ; plug-hat, tobacco (earlier examples),
1903 Refi. Brit. Assoc. 36 The contacts are an old form of

the Cambridge Instrument Company's typeof *plug-contact,
1873 EcGLESTON Myst. Metrop. i. 21 If you only mean a
nice slick *plug-hat. >822--3 Ann. f/th Congress i2i3*Plug
tobacco manufactured at Columbia. 1864 T. L. Nichols
Anter. Life II. 216 Six matrons, .returned triumphantly at
sunset with, .plug tobacco for their husbands. 1883 E. W.
Howe Country Town (1926) 159 Most of them chewed plug
tobacco.

Plug, z'. Add: 1, e, (Later example.)
1925 P. J. RisDON Crystal Receivers ^ Circuits 15 A com-

plete set of such coils will thus enable a big range of wave-
. lengths to be efficiently covered, by plugging in a coil most
Dearly corresponding to the wave-length required.

2. (Earlier example.)
1875 J. G. Holland Sevenoaks iv. 45 Whosomevcr you be,

stop, or \'\\ plug ye.

4. a, (Further examples.)
X0O2 G. H. Lorimer Lett, Self-made Merchant iii. 37 Jim

hadn't been in the office plugging away at tlie letters for a
month before he had the writer's cramp. 1909 R. A. Wason
Happy Haivkins 66 She just kept the pinto pluggin' away,
an* I sensed I was up against some head ridm'. Ibid. 207,
I plugged along through the cold. X91X Edna F&'rbf.k Daivn
O'Hara vii, 99 Lots of us are pluggin* an* savin' in the
hopes that some day we'll have money enough to get back
at some people we know. 1929 J. Huchan Courts ofMor*t-
ing 11. jciv. 303 He was terrified half out of his senses, but he
doggedly plugged along.

5. To prevent (a person) from carrying out a pro-

ject by anticipating him or depriving him of his

opportunity ; to block (an action or design).
1880 Scribtier^s Mag. Aug. 492/3 One fisherman * plugs*

another when he puts out from shore and casts in ahead of
him. 1896 G. Ade Artie xiL 110, 1 wouldn't like to start in
and plug his game.
6. intr. Of floating logs: To stick or jam.
1902 S, E. White Blazed 7V«// xlviii. 338 Several times

the jam started, but always * plugged * before the motion had
become irresistible.

7. trans. To popularize (a song) by having it

simg or played many times ; to present (something)
over and over again,
[1927 Weekly Dispatch 23 Oct 1-1/4 In 'he ' introduction '

we were plugged with pictures which make excellent propa-
ganda for thecfficiency of the American Fire Brigades.] 1927
Daily Express g Nov. 9/4, I agreed, because I. .thought it

would encourage them to plug my songs. 1930 Observer 18
May 15 He * plugs* history as musical comedies 'plug 'their
sones.

Pluggable (pip-gab*!), a. [f. Plug v. + -able,]
Suitable for or capable of being plugged,
1930 Punch 9 Apr. 414 One good rousing * pluggable ' air,

*The March of the Musketeers'.

Plugged, ///. a. Add: 2. Of coins: Havmg
a portion removed and the space filled with base
metal.
1906 Springfield Weekly Republ. 6 Dec. 16 He offered a

plugged lo-cent piece to Conductor Slattery and refused to
produce any good money. 1909 * O. Henkv ^Options (1916)

245 Mr. Minkle told me. .you'd never taken in a lead silver

dollar or a plugged one.

Plugging, vbl. sb, 1. (Later examples.)
X908 Animal Managem, 311 Piece by piece the straw is

wetted and forced into the body of the collar. . , This process
is termed * ptuggiiig '. 1928 Observer 5 Feb. 18/4 The dance
teachers argue that if a foxtrot piece can be popularised by
* ^gging *

. .so can a new dance.

Plug-in, a. [f. Plug v. i e,] Designed to

plug in.

x923/'tf^. Wireless Suppl. 13 Oct. lo/i The type .. is known
as the plug-in interchangeable high-frequency transformer.
X926 R. W, HuiCHtNsoN Wireless 187 'I'he aerial indue-
tance L\ and the reaction coil Zj are of the plug-in type.

Plum, V. Add : 2. b. To fill or stuff up (a
person) with false information.
X921 Chambers's yrnl. May 323/1 He ain't to know no

different but what Jack's got prairie fever. Mind you plum
him up stiff. X9a7 Observer 20 Nov. 26/5 He has recently
returned from Upper Silesia., and promptly puts into writing
all that his clever German friends have been ' plumraing *

him up with.

Plumb. B. adv. 2. c. (U.S. examples.)
X846 Sou Smith Theatr, Apprenticeship 213 Long before

the time_ arrived.. the house was plum, chock full— full to
overflowing, a 1861 T. Winthrop John Brent xxviii. 296
When we got here, I paid their ticket plum through to York
out of my own belt. X90X F. Norris Octopus i. iii. 121 ' I'll

get plumb out of here,* he trumpeted. * I won't stay here
another minute.* X904 S. E. White Blazed Trail Stories
II. iii. 165 You must be plumb locoed.

Plumb, V. Add: 4. c. To lie in a vertical

line (above something).
X9.. Buck Handbk. Med, Sci. III. 857 (Cent. Suppl.)

According to them the centre of gravity plumbs behind the
hip, in front of the knee and through the ankle-joinL

Plumbly (pl»'mli), adv. [f. Plumb a, +-ly 2.]

Vertically downwards.
1931 J- C. Gregory Sh. Hist. Atomis7n 7 The atoins that

fell plumbly through the void were still restless.

Plum.b0US, a, 2. (Example.)
1906 Watts\ Diet. Chem. I. 128 Lead protoxide PbO.

(Pfumbous oxide. Litharge, Massicot.)

Plume, sb. Add : 3. c. Self-satisfaction at

some achievement ; distinction.
X910 W. De Morgan Affair 0/ Dishonour iv. 66 He

wanted., to choose his time, as a nobleman might then do,,
not only without shame or remorse, but even with some
sense of plume or strut.

6, phime-horned\ plume-fiy, a gnat of the
genus Corethra, having plume-like antennse,
1915 E. R. Lankestkr Diversions 0/ Naturalist ^^ The

transparent glass-Uke larvee of the ' plume fly ' (Corethra)
could be seen swimming in the clear water. Ibid. 91 Some
[animals] occur iti fresh waters (larvae of gnats, notably of
the plume-horned gnat Corethra).

Plum.e, V, 4. c. (Later example withyi^r.)
1872 'Susan Coolidgk' What Katy did vt. 49 Dorry began

to rather plume himself for fastening them in.

Plum.etty (pl«-meti), «. Her, [ad. F. plu-
vtetS'. see Plumetis.] (See quot.)
X780 Edmondson Her, II, Gloss., When the field is divided

into fusils, filled with the ends of featliers. depicted in metal
and colour alternately, such field is said to be Plumetty,
1923 Yorksh. Archaeol. Jrnl, XXVII. 156 This is what
modern heralds call plumetty,

Plumpening, vbl. sb. [f. Plumpen v. + ing 1.]

The action or process of making or becoming
plump,
X926 Spectator i May 801/2 The plampening of cherries

on lichened wall.

Plum.per l. Add : c. A preparation for mak-
ing hides plump.
X903 Klemming Pract. Tanning 375 Quebracho is not

a good plumper, and for this reason some material is necessar>'
to plump the leather.

Plumper 2, Add : 3. b. In extended sense,

something uncommonly large of its kind; a
whopper, colloq,

x8Si Punch I Oct. 155/1 Lovers of England. .can hardly
do better than help to fill that Purse, which Mr. Punch
hopes will prove a 'plumper *.

Plum.piug (pl»*rapir)),//>/. a, colloq, [f. Plump
2^.1

-I- -IKG 2.] Remarkably or strikingly big;
* whacking', * thumping'.
X903 McNeill Egregious English 91 You win by the skin

of your teeth or with a plumping majority, as the case may be.

Plum-pudding. Add: d, (See quot.)
1904 Sci. Avter. Suppl. 5 Mar. 23551/3 A muscular, fi-

brous substance known as 'plum pudding' permeates the
blubber of the tongue of these two species of whales.

Plum-tree. (Later example.)
1906 U. Sinclair Jungle xxvii. 340 Those golden hours

when he, too, had a place beneath the shadow of the pliun
tree.

Plumuleless (pl«'miz;Jl|les), a, [f. Plumule
-h-LESS.] Having no plumules.
1872 CouES Key N. Amer. Birds 223 The plumuleless

plumage is generally compact, with thickened, spongy
rhachis.

Plunge, sb. Add : 1. b. Short fox plun^e-bal^.
X896 G. Ade Artie \. 4 If they'll put in apunchin'-bag and

a plunge they can have my game.
V. plunge-board, a board from which a person
may plunge or dive into water; a diving-board.
X908 Daily Chron, 15 Feb. 8/5 When a man wants to take

a second plunge into the water he has to get out and remoimt
the plunge-board.

Plunge, z'. Add: 5. (Further example.)
1892 R. Buchanan Come Live 'with me xxiii. 256 Finally

..he plunged out into the darkness and disappeared.

7. d. To come out of impetuously, or with a
plunging action.

X89X C. Graves Field Tares iv. vi. 241 (Born) The Norwich
Express plunging out of Liverpool Street Station, exchanges
the gas-lighted obscurity . . for the frosty brilliance of a snowy
morning.

Plunger. Add : 1. c. U.S. A type of yacht.
1892 Outing Mar. 467/1 Yachting on the Pacific coast dates

from a'jout 1869, when the first club, the San Francisco, was
organised, though a few small plungers and sloops had Jong
been owned on the bay.

6. plunger-valve, a valve having a plimging
action.

1908 Westm, Gaz. 2 Jan. 4/1 The crank-case, into the cover
of which the cam-shaft and plunger-valves are built.

Plunk, V. Add : 2. b. To make a plunking,
or plumping noise.

1903 Cosmopolitan Sept. 484 Street pianos plunk away
unweariedly. 1999 A. Mason Swansea Dan 199 The ocean
plunked and gubbled as if in a nightmare.
6. slafi^. U.S. To shoot.
X891 Outing Nov. 138/2, I would plunk the big gobbler

I could distinguish from where I lay, and then take chances
for another, run or fly. a 1909 Boston Transcript (Cent.
Suppl.) Instead of using old family shot-guns and plunking
each other they fought four rounds with bare knuckles.

Plup (pl»p). [Echoic ; cf. Plop.] The sound
made by a soft plastic body falling on a surface, or
by a body falling into a liquid without splashing

;

an explosive noise of a similar nature, etc,
X91X RtJPERT Brooke in E. Marsh Mem. {1918) p. Ixvii,

The • quaint ' remarks fall all round one during meal times,
with little soft plups like pats of butter. 1926 Chambers's
yrnl. Dec. 847/1 The surge of the water down below, and
the piup of ' escape ' above the roof, were but soft sounds.

Plurality. 4 (Karlier example,)
1803 in Massachusetts Spy (1804) 18 Jan. (Th.) The public

will is sometimes expressed by pluralities instead of
majorities.

Pluranimity, [f. 'L.plus, pliir- more, substitu-

ted for Un- in Unanimity.] Diversity of opinions.

_ 1907 W. De Morgan Alice-For-Short ix. 95 Whatever
innate ideas on the subject of oil-painting he possessed, had
been disorganised and carefully thrown out of gear by the
want of unanimity, or presence of pluranimity, in his in-
structors.

Plurexinial (plnrcnial), a. [f. L. plus, plur-
more than one -f- annus year + -al ; after Biennial,
etc.] Lasting for more than two or three years

;

occurring once in several years,
1895 W. R. Fisher Schlich's Man. Forestry IV. 137 These

Igeneralions] may be single or annual, multiple, biennial or
plurennial.

Plus. Add : 1, c. ellipt. Placed after a round
number or a whole number to indicate a smaller or
fractional amount more ; with a positive amount
added ; or more, but not less. Also to indicate a
slightly higher grade, as Betaplus (^ -n ).

xga6 Rep. Consultative Comnt. Educ. Adolescent 185
Raising the school age to 15 plus must lead either to the
building of new schools or to the remodelling of existing
schools. X928 Oxford Mag. 25 Oct. 40 Till the University
finds some benefactor willing to give *;£ 100,000 plus ' (to use
modern phraseology). 1931 N. <S- Q. 22 Aug. 127/2 If these
are classified according to the academic method, from Alpha
plus downward.
3. adj. (Later examples.)
X928 Publishers* Weekly 30 June 2598 The material for the

plus sale is always at hand in the book business. 1930
Publishers' Circular 2 Aug. 163/2 The whole book business
should look on the reprint business as being ^/mj business.

3. b. In various games, having an adverse handi-
cap of a number of strokes or points.
2908 A. W. Myers Cotnpl. La-wn Tennis Player vrj It

will not take him long to discover the kind of decoy that
will deliver the 'plus 15.3' men into his clutches. 1909
Westm. Gaz, 8 Feb. 12/4 Supposing a plus 3 man is part-
nered with a steady player whose handicap is 8, the two
as a foursome side would be handicapped at 5. Ibid. 8 Mar.
12/2 The plus players. 19x2 Joanna Cannan Misty Valley
203 Isn't it just like you to come up to the club-house. .and
to send a plus man in to fetch me out ? 1927 R. J. B. Seluvr
Play! 32 'i'he newly-joined member.. asked if they might
have a game together. 'Humph ', growled the plus player,
'perhaps. What's your handicap?'

Plus fours (pli»s foajs),//, [f. Plus 3 -t- Four,
since, to produce the overhang, four inches is

normally added to the length required for ordinary

knickerbockers.] A distinctive style of long, wide
knickerbockers, or a suit having such knicker-

bockers, much worn by gol.fers and often associated

with golf. Also attrib. in form plus-four.
X930 Isis 25 Feb. 6/2 Illlustration]..' Plus Fours'. Ibid,

12 May 10/2 The desuetude of the traditional grey flannel
bags' of the undergraduate. ..'Plus fours' have succeeded.
them. X921 Ibid, i June p. xil, Knicker (plus four) Suits
from 8i gns. 1932 Daily Mail 15 Nov. 5 The plus four suit

is not a good type for ski-ing. 1922 Joanna Cannan Misty
Valley 201 A tall man in plus fours and a yellow waistcoat.
X9i3 Hkrd Golfing Life 151 The first time I saw a golfer

wearing baggy ' plus 4 s ' I thought he looked like a lassie.

1929 Vachkll Virgin ix. 154 The M.ijor got himself up ' to

kill', wearing a new suit of 'plus fours'.

transf. 1938 Saturday Even. Post 10 Mar. 174/3 You can
almost visualize the venerable Francis Joseph tweaking
away at his plus-four whiskers,

Plus-fcured (-fo»id), a, \l, prec, + -itD2.]

Wearing or clad in plus lours.

1927 Glasgow Herald 6 Sept. 10/7 Doubtless some have
experience- .of the plus-foured person-

PlusMly (pl»;Jili), adv, [f. Plushy a. + -lt 3.]

Withplusliy material ; with plush-covered furniture.
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PIiUTE.

1916 W. J. LocKrc Jl^onder/ul VearxWu 183 The primly
and plushily furnished saton.

Plute(pl«t). U.S. Abbreviation of Plutocrat.
19S3 E. F. Wyatt Invis. Gods 11. iv. 65 * Paul's a plute and

a snob. .a kind of a cad—proud of using people. X9S4 P.
Marks Plastic Age 97 The tutoring sections were only for
the 'plutes * or the athletes, many of whom were subsidized
by fraternities. ,

Pluto (pl«*t^). Astr. [ad. L. Pluto^ Gr.
nXouTcui/, the god of the underworld, and brother

of Jnpiter and Neptune.] A more remote planet

than Neptune, discovered in 1930.
1930 Nature 19 July lot^/a Harvard Announcement Card,

No. 137, gives the following pwsitions of Pluto. 1930 A. G.
Whytb Our World ff Us%\* Pluto ', the latest real planet
to be discovered, is about half as bi§ across as the earth, and
does its round of the sun in somethmg like 350 years.

Plutocratically (pb^Wkractikali), adv, [f.

PLorocBATic + -AL + LT 2.] In a plutocratic man-
ner; by plutocratic persons,
X913 W. j. Locke Stella Maris xx. 238 Only the splendour

..of plutocratically owned vehicles meets the enraptured
vision.

Plutologioal, a. [f. PLUTOLOGT + -1C + -AL.]

Of or pertaining to plutology or the science of
wealth,
19S0 Edin. Kev. July 80 The whole plutological apparatus

wa-i developed—banking, investment, partnership, joint slock
companies, and even trusts.

Finvialine, a. (Earlier example.)
187a CouES Key N. Amer. Birds 239 The pluvjaline and

scolopacine birds form the bulk of the division.

Fluviometric, a. (Later example.)
1917 McAdie Princ. Aerography 218 The term 'pluvio-

metnc ' was introduced by Angot to indicate tlie ratio of the
mean daily rainfall of a particular month to the mean daily
rainfall of the whole year.

Plywood (pbi-wud). [f. ( Three-^ tXz^ply wood.'\

Thin boarding made by gluing or cementing two
or more layers or plies of wood together with tlie

grain of one layer running at right angles to that

of the next (by which method great strength and
resistance to warping are secured). Also attrib.

1907 Timber Trades JmX, 13 Apr. 818/2 Advt., Agents
for Swedish, .wood Goods. Ply Wood (.Oak, Birch, Alder
etc.). X930 Glasgow Herald 30 Nov. 3 An action., to deter*
mine the ownership of about 109 tons of veneer or plywood.
i9sa ScHLicit Man. Forestry I. 228 These pines.. are also
used for butler boxes, plywood, etc. «9t5 Countries 0/World
VI. 3864/3 One of the most wonderful developments has
been the inveniioD of ply-wood, a material of infinite adapt-
ability. 1916 Glasgmu Herald i Oct. 5 The prosperity of
the plywood industry.

Pneumatic, a. Add : 1. e. Operated by
means of compressed air ; used esp. of various tools.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 802/1 Sometimes, when only
a small amount of work is to be done, pneumatic toob are
brought to heavy pieces of material. Ibid. 803/1 The
pneumatic jack.. is placed below the piece to be lifted, and
operates directly. 191Z Ibid. XXVII. 40/2 Pneumatic drills

are usually worked by little motors having oscillating

cylinders^ by which the air and exhaust ports are covered
and uncovered. 1930 Daily Express 9 Sept 8/7 The noise
of pneumatic drills has.. been found to annoy the patients

in a London Hospital.

Fneuxnatolysis (pni«mat(rlisis, ni«-). Petrol,

[f. pNEUMATO- + *LTaia.] The emission of hot
vapours or gases from igneous magmas or the

action of such vapours in decomposing rocks or

altering their constituents. Fnea:niatoly*tio a.,

of, pertaining to, or resulting from, pneumatolysis.
1896 J. A. Phillips Ore Deposits (ed. 2) i. 129 He uses the

vro^A Pneumatolysis for this action. Ibid. 173 There seems
no urgent reason for adopting the theory of pneumatolytic,
in preference to ordinary hydrothermal action. 1903
Nature 26 Feb. 406/1 The greisen is an example of Prof.

Vogt's 'pneumatolytic^ action in thoroughly acid rocks.

1904 Smithsonian Rep. 335 The importance of pneumato<
lysis in forming ore deposits was emphasized by the
aiscovery . . of a number of economically important deposits.

1911 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 869/1 The alteration of felspar

into kaolin or china clay is also a pneumatolytic process.

Fneumatomachian. b. adj. (Example.)
1915 Hastings's Encycl. Relig. ^ Ethics VIII. 225/2 The

leading doctrine of the Macedonians is found in the thesis

characterixed by their opponents as * Pneumatomachiao
',

viz. that the Holy Ghost Is not to be designated ^eof.

Fueumatopliore. Add : 3. An apparatus

for providing oxygen for respiration.

1904 Sei. Amer. Suppl. 27 Feb. 23545/1 In the earlier

forms of the pneumaiophor, the supply of oxygen was
adjustable by the wearer of the apparatus.

Fueuino-. Add : Pneumo-juassa'^e, mas-
sage of the dnim of the ear by means of air-pressure.

FneomotlieTapea'tlcs, -the'rapy = Pneuviato-

therapeutics (see Pneumato-).
1903 Detroit Med, Jml. Feb. 715 (Cent. SuppL) *Pneumo-

massage. 1910 Practitioner Feb. 442 Even if pneumo<
massage does not improve the hearing power, it greatly

diminishes the subjective noises. 1910 Encycl, Brit. I. 270/2
"Pneumotherapeutics, or the treatment of disease by
artificially prepared atmospheres, i^^ Med. Record 11 July
71 (Cent. Suppl ) •Pncuinotherapy is a branch of physical

and physiological treatment.

Fneuzno^aphy. Add : C. A method for

facilitating X-raying of tissues by the introduction

of air.

19S9 Encycl. Brit. IV. 21/2 It is sometimes difficult to say

just where a brain tumour may be. In such cases use may
be made of ventriculography or cerebral pneumography.

SOPPT.
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Pnens (ni«z), //. [f. Pneumatic] Pneumatic
tyres.

X9oa C. N. & A. M. Williamson Lightning Conductor 18
On roads like these of Dieppe it would be sootliing to have
* pneus ', as they call them. 1907 — in Strand Mag. Nov.
500/1 [The car], with heated pneus, topped a commanding
hill.

Foacb., V? Add : 9. b. In various games : To
enter a partner's portion of the field or court and
deprive him of some of his share in the game.
1889 W. M, Brownlbe Lawn Tennis 167 He need not be

profusely apologetic when he poaches unsuccessfully. 1919
HiERONS Lawn Tenuis 85 With the man on the other side
also at the net and indulging in poaching, he is often very
difficult to pass with strokes from the back of the court. 1928
Daily Express 9 July 13/3 The pretty little Australian
girl . .would have won if her partner had not ' poached * and
put himself out of position.

Foachable (p^«'tjab*l), a. [f. Poach w.2 +
-ABLE.] Capable of being poached.
1934 Public Opinion 22 Feb. 169/1 The open wood I seldom

visited,—all that was poachablc having been poached long
before.

Foaclier^. Add: poacher-pocket, a large

concealed pocket in a coat used by poachers,
1925 G. BuRRARO Big Game Hunting 281 Two 'hare ' or

' poacher ' pockets will be found most useful on occasions.

Fochette (pojet). [ad. F. pochette dim. of
poche pocket.] 1. a. A small pocket or fob.

1913 W. De la. Mare Peacock Pie 55 A watch.. He lifted

from the hook where it was ticking And crammed in his
pochette.

b, A pouch or hand-bag of cloth or leather

carried by women,
X9»3 Weekly Dispatch 11 Mar., When jewels are worn in

the hair the vanity bag becomes a satin or crepe pochette,
fastened with a buckle of jewels. 1917 Glasgow Herald
Ti Mar. 10/7 The reticule, vanity bag, under-arm bag, or
pochette seems capable of containing almost all the little

things that Eve wants here below. 1930 Daily Tel. 9 Apr.
9/2 If you will make yourself pochettes to match your hats.

2. A small violin that can be carried in the

pocket ; a kit.

1890 Century Diet.

Focket, sb. Add : 3. a. (Further example.)
193a Times 25 Mar. 24/7 Cash in hand and at bank is

;£ 110,575..We are stronger in tlic pocket by ;£ 20,000.

6, (Further example.)
1893 L. M. Doucijvs Man. Pork Trade 89 Exposed portions

such as the 'pocket', made by removal of the blade-bone,

should be dusted with a mixture of food preservative..and
some finely ground sharps or bran.

7. d. A portion of the atmosphere characterized

by different pliysical conditions from surrounding

parts, on entering which aircraft are liable to drop.

1919 C. P. Thompson Cocktails 46 The suddenly uncon-
trolled Hun staggered and whirled in a treacherous 'pocket*.

12. a. (Further examples.)
1846 E. Bryant California vi. 74 Once a week is as often

as the most.. fastidious exquisite of the party consults his

pocket mirror. 1848 N. R. Forster Stcave Catal. and Day,
p. II, Lot 166 notCj Pocket-comb. 1887 W. S. Gilbert
Ruddigore (1895) 222 Nearly all are wont to use their

pocket-combs in public places. 1910 W. De Morgan Affair
0/ Dishonour xiv. 214 Every spruce coxcomb nowadays has
his pocket-mirror, to comb his artificial locks_ out. 1913
Punch 17 Sept. 252 Portrait of gentleman using pocket-
clipper to trim beard at back of neck.

13. pooket gopher = Gopher sb.^ ; pocket-
hunter (see quot.) ; pocket-size ^3 , of a size suit-

able for carrying in the pocket ; so pocket-sized a.

1873 Egglestom Myst. Metrop. iv. 37 She would.. explain
how the *pocket-gophcrs built their mounds. 1875 Amer.
Naturalist IX. 150 The foot-hills of the main range, where
the pocket gophers., begin to claim the soil. xycA Chambers's
jml. Feb. 159/1 They (prospectors] include the ' *pocket-

hunter' who disdains to search for gold except in the form
of pockets, 1907 Daily Chron. 14 Aug. 3/2 A new *pocket.

sized edition of Mr. Edward Hulme s 'Wild Fruits of the

Countryside' is being published. 1909 Ibid. 13 Nov. 3/a
They form a serviceable little group of "pocket-size manuals.

Pocket, V, Add : 8. e. Of a vein of ore : To
form a pocket.

1873 ). H. Beadle Undevel. West xviii, 336 A vein..
' pinchmg ' and * pocketing ' alternately towards the interior.

1878 — Western Wilds xxiv. 563 It may * pocket ' suddenly
in a chamber the size of a keg.

Focket-book. 2. (Later example.)

1930 Publishers' Weekly 8 Mar. 1 182/2 Advt., Tours in

Northern Italy. .and Switzerland for light luggage and
a light pocketbook.

Focket-handkercllief. (Earlier examples.)

1645 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. L. 326, 3 pocket handkerchiefs.

1758 Ibid. XVIII. 99 [I] went off" in ye morn[inIg and left

my Pocket handkerchief. 1760 Washington Diaries 1. 126

Pockethandkerchiefs servd the purposes of Table Cloths and

Focket-Iiole. Add : b. The hole left in a

side of bacon when the blade-bone is removed.

1896 L. M. Douglas Receipt Bk. 15 The pocket holes are

the weakest part of the side, and can only be maintained
sweet by dusting into them some powdered antiseptic.

Pocket-picking, ppL a. That picks pockets.

1868 Geo. Elcot Ess. (1884) 329 A poor pocket-picking
scoundrel, who will steal your loose pence while you are
listening round the platform.

Po-oket^ards, adv. [-wabus.] In the direc-

tion of one*s pocket.

1909 H. G. Wf.lls Tono-Bungay III. i. 280 He made a

motion pocketwards, that gave us an invincible persuasion

that he had a sample upon him.

POINT.

Fockety, a. 1. Also transf.
Z930 Galsworthy In Chancery n, x, 204 The atmosphere

of his house was strange and pocketty when Jolyon came in
and told them of the dog Balthasar's death.

Fock-mark (pf?*kmaik),p. [U pock-mark Pock
sb. 4,] trans. To disfigare as with pock-marks.
1908 Flag, Bk. of Union Jack Club 39 The floors lower

down were pock-marked with splashes of the liquid. 1925
Scribner's Mag. Sept. 228/2 The chalky soil was pockmarked
with shell craters. 1928 Daily Express 17 Apr. 10/2 Petrol
pumps that pockmark the English countryside.

Focosin. Also 7 pocoaen. (Earlier examples.)
z68i New Castle Court Rec. 504, 74 perches to a Corner

marked spannish oake standing neare a pocosen. 1700
Maryland Hist. Mag. XIX. 347 At a bounded red oake by
a pocoson.

Foddy (pf'di). Austral, A hand-fed calf,

19*7 B. Ckonin Red Dawson xiii. 194 His whole outfit
was five old cows and a coupler poddies. 1930 H. S. Palmer
Men are Human xxv. 235 He's tame as a poddy calf.

Fodffer ^ (p(7'd33j). [Of unknown origin.] A
small Tever inserted into a hole in the head of a
screw or bolt in order to turn it.

Fodginess (pf^-d^ines). [f. Podgy a, + -NEsa.]
Podgy condition.
1924 Glasgoiv Herald 3 Jan. 6 His.. ancestor had long

subsided into whiskered podginess and flaccid inertia.

Po-dging, vbl. sb, [f. Podge v, -t- -ing 1.] The
action of the verb Podgr ; slow and heavy walking,
1884 RusKiN Bible Amiens (1886) iv. 98 What with their

little lodgings and siodgings and podgings about it [Dover
cliflTJ. they have managed to make it look no bigger than
a moderate-sized limekiln.

Fodiatrist (pf'dsi-atrist). [f. Podo- + Gr. Iarp6':

physician -t- -1ST.] One wiio treats diseases in the
hands and feet; a chiropodist. So Fodl'atry,
chiropody.
1929 E. W. SpRrNGS Above bright blue Sky 97 I've got to

hobble along and see my podiatrist.

Podophyllin, (Earlier example.)
1851 C Cist Cincinnati 211 Jacob S. Merrel.. prepare?

extracts, .such as podophyllin.

Poetizing, vbl. sb, (Further example.)
1888 F. H. Williams Atman (1891) 243 He is probably

bilious, but that is no excuse for his threadbare poetizings.

Foetry, 7. Add : poetry-book, a book con-
taining a collection of poems, esp. one used in

schools,

1877 Amelia B. Edwards {title) A Poetry-Book of Elder
Poets. i88z SxiiVENSON Virginibus Puerisque 176 Whether
we regard life as a lane leading to adead wall . . or pule in little

atheistic poetry-books about its vanity and brevity [etc.].

1903 A. McNeill Egregious Engl, 102 The demand for

poetry-books by new writers has practically ceased to exi.st.

FogO (p^"'g(?). [Of doubtful origin.] A hopping
or jumping game introduced into England from
the Continent about 1921 ; a pogo-stick. Poffo-
stlck, a short pole having a cross-piece for the feet

and a strong spring attached at the foot, used in

the game of pogo. Pogo v. intr.j to play at pogo.
1921 Glasgow Herald 30 Aug. 7 Pogo, if it catches on,

will make us all Spring-Heeled Jacks. ..To Pogo you place
one foot on each step, clutch the top of the pole firmly in both
hands, and hop. That is all. 1924 Punch 24 Sept. 338 A
dozen well-mounted pogo-players. .. American pogo-sticks
are in every way superior to ours.

Fogrom (pogro-m), V, [f. the sb.] trans. To
massacre in a pogrom.
ij>i5 Boston Jritl, 2 Feb. 3/2 [The Jews in Galicia] are

bemg . , pogromed.

Fogromist (pogro-mist). [f. Pogrom + -I3T.]

An organizer of or a participant in a pogrom,
1907 ^M^«af7/w 26 Jan. 99 Small wonder that the 'pogrom-

ists* laugh at Europe, and now pursue their work without
intermission or disguise.

Fogy. Also poggy. (Earlier attrib. examples.)

1857 [see *Chum sb.^]. 1864 Ann, Rep. A^ric. Maine 42
Rock weed, muscle bed and pogy chum will make grass

grow. x88o Harper's Mag. Aug. 347/1 The ' pogy ]
business

was the catchmg of porgies and menhaden for their oil.

Poikilothermal, a. (Example.)
19x1 J. A. Thomson Biology of Seasons iv. 535 In the

hibernating animal. .the heat-regulating mechanism ceases
to act, and the creature is saved.. by becoming temporarily
cold-blooded (or poikilothermal).

Foilu (pwal«). colloq. [F. poilit hairy, un-

shaved.] A French soldier.

1915 G. Adam Behind Scenes at Front 183 France has
every reason to be proud of her infantry, the ' pollus ' as they
have been called in this war. 1918 E. M. Roberts Flying
Fighter 54 We were away north of the French lines, but that

made no difference to the poilus, who also were to attend

the ceremony. 1936 Glasgoiv Herald 30 Nov. 8 The
adventures of two poilus who miss the train that should have
brought them back to barracks.

Foinciana (poins/ia'na). [mod.L., f, the name
of M, de Poincif Governor of the Antilles in the

17th century.] A genus of tropical leguminous

flowering trees, commonly caWt^Jiower fence \ a

tree of this genus.

1905 Chambers's Jrnl. May J67/1
Probably the most

beauiiful and conspicuous trees [in the Bermudas] arethe
poincianajetc.j. 1908 R. W. Chawh^rs Firing Line iii. 36

Those are royal poincianas, if you please, 1908 Daily Chron.

29 Aug, 7/4 There areplenty of wild flowering trees!—

magnolia, poinciana, china-berry.

Foint, sb.^ Add : A. 13. (Further example).

1876 Coursing Calendar 125 Irish Nell took the early

points, and Laconic the latter., which made it a tie.
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POIKT.

O. In Boxing. To beat or chfeai on feints x to

defeat (an adversary) by securing more points in a

nnmber of rounds, not by knocking bim out. So to

lose or win on points, etc.

1004 C.B. fry's Mag. June 301/1 Aeneas called 'time
,

and gave a decision.. 'on points'. 19J9 ^'"'J' Exfrcss 7

Nov. 13/5 Young Siribling, the American boxer, defeated

Maurice Griselle France, on points in a ten-round . . contest.

loao Evening News 18 Nov. 16/4 Rolland . . beat Wilhelm

Bcch on points. «930 Cambridge Daily News 25 Sept. 7/4

Campolcwill probably retire for good..U Sharkey gives

him the full count, or if he loses on points.

15. (Further example.)
1906 L. C. CoRNFORD Defenceless tslantis 98 Prices have

dropped six points. A point is the hundredth part of a

penny.
19. O. (Later example.)
X920 Slackw. Mag. Jan. 108/1 These marshy channels.,

are the invariable point of any hunted boar.

d. A Stopping-place on a tramway, omnibus, or

other route, from which fare-stages are reckoned.

colloq,

1907 Westm. Gaz. 20 July 11/2 The only way to effect this

b to revise the * points ', so as to make the journeys shorter,

while maintaining useful and popular penny lengths.

e. Any locality or place considered in some
special connexion. (Not clearly distinguished

from B. 9.)
1003 N. V. Even. Past 19 Aug., The number here is now

estimated at 31,000 persons from Eastern points, with fully

35,000 persons in addition from California. 1926 Publishers'

Weekly 22 May 1684/2 Some of us here get supplies from
other points that they know nothing about. Ibid. 18 Dec.

2256 The business must be going to distant points—New
York, Chicago, etc

20. b. Sculpture. Any one of a series of holes

drilled in a piece of marble to the depth to which
the material has to be cut away.
1911 A. Toft Modelling t, Sculpture 254 A good pointer

will keep all his ' points ' a httle ' full ', by never allowing

the needle to go quite home.

B. 1. d. (Later example.) Also to a {fine)

point ; to a precise form
;
perfectly.

1888 Pittsburg Times 26 Jan. (Farmer) Boiled down to a
fine point bondsmen are in demand. 1903 G. H. Lorimer
Lett. Self-matie Merchant xviL 253 When she was through
I knew that I'd been licked—polished right off to a point.

19H H. S. Harrison Queed iv. 45 The Post^ not to put too

fine a point upon it, had for a time run fast to seed.

2. b. Also, any tapering piece of land, or «/rocks,

woods, etc., constituting a special feature of this.

x66o Rec. of Warwick {R. I.) 370 His point of Meddowe
on the south side of Occupessuatuxet Cove. i68a Rec. of
Providence (R. I.) XIV. loi A black Oake tree standing

upon a point of Rocks. 1704 Ibid. V. 196-7 Neare unto a
poynt of land butting on the Salt River. 1741 in Col. Georgia
Hist. Sac II. 252 A point of woods which, .stretches itself

out towards the south-east. 177a D. Taitt in Trav. Amer.
Col. 501, I . .viewed this Town which Stands upon a point of
.Land on the North west side of the River. 1837 Irving
Capt. Bonneville I. xxiv. 237 The whole band soon disap-

peared behind a point of woods. 1856 Strickland Peter
Cartwright xxi, 528 We rode two mUes, and the point of
timber was plain in view,

£ Either of the extensions at the front end of a
saddle-tree.

X908 Animtrl Managem. 166 The front arch extends below
the side bars ; the extension is known as the ' points ', and
these are intended to help the girths and prevent the saddle
from heeling over.

g. The tip of the lower jaw ; the spot on which
a knock-ont blow is dealt.

X901 R. F1TZSIM.MONS Phys. Cult, ^ Self-Defense 159, Isaw
Fitzsimmons' right hand reach the poinL of Corbett's jaw.

1915 CoRRi JO Vrs. Boxing Referee 229 There is no sleeping-

draught like a punch on the point, and no sleep so sound
and dreamless. loa^ Daily Mail 16 Feb. 8 He once caught
Lewis with a hard right near the point.

h.. The leading part of a herd of cattle ; esp. in

phr. to ride point : to ride at the head of a herd on
the march in order to direct it. U.S.
1916 • B. M. Bower' Phantom Herd xiv. 245 You see a

herd drifting before a storm, maybe—a blizzard like yester-

day, with your pal riding point.

8. O. Also, the tapering extremity of a lightning

conductor ; a socket connected by wiring to a
source of electricity from which an electric lamp
is suspended or from which current can be obtained
for various purposes.
17«6 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. LI I. 275 A new Meeting-

House building.. was struck with Lightning \ it had Points
and a Conductor as far as the BelHree. 1775 Ibid. XIII.
308 They have a handsome clock, points to the house, a fine
walk on the top letc ). 1917 W. E. Collinson Contemp.
Engl. 90 The fixing of wall-plugs or points.

10. b. (Later example.)
I5K>I H. James Sacred Fount 17 Having a reputation for

'point ' to keep up, she was always u ider arms.

C. 6. b. To lie to point : (Of game-birds) to
remain on the ground until they are pointed ; to lie

to the dogs.

1903 S. E. White Forest x. 122 The birds had proved
themselves most uncultivated . . by hopping promptly into

trees Instead of lying to point and then flushing.

D. 14. point-ohargo, an electric charge re-

garded as concentrated in a mathematical point

;

point-event, something conceived of as having

a definite position in space and in time but no ex-

tent or duration ; point-paper (example) ; point-
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shooting^ shooting game from a fixed point;

point-source, a small source of illumination or

other radiation regarded as a point ; points victory,

a victory won on points.

1903 S. J. Barrett E/gciro-Ma^yt. Theory 66 The law of
inverse squares . . is due to the continuity of the electric dis-

placement.., the flux from a *point-cbarge being distributed

equally in all directions. 1928 Joad Future ofLife 36 Faced
with a universe consisting of ephemeral *polnt.events, the

mind selects from it certain characteristics which have a
particular interest for it. 1899 Mackail Wm. Morris x\. 44
* *Point-paper '—paper, that is, divided into minute spaces,

each representing a single knot of the carpet. 1874 J. W,
Long IVild-Fowl Shooting 71 For *point-shooting, shoot-

ing from a blind on shore, or in the edge of the willows
from a boat, a few hints may be welcome. 1876 /"«?-, Finff
Feather Sept. go We prepared to move out mto the clear

water onto a log, and there get some point shooting. 1903
Nature i Jan. 203/1 If the *point-source is in motion, the

pan-potential requires Dopplerisation as well astheordhiary
potential. 1929 Daily Express ^ Nov. 13/2 Jackson's *points

victory was about the most easily gained of the night.

Fomt, sb!^ b. Add : point russe.

1879 Sylvia's Embroidery Bk. 242 The chain stitch and
point russe embroidery is worked with red silk. i88aCAUL-
FEiLD & Saward Diet. NcedUivk. 430/1 Take the darkest

shade of wool and work the outside line of the design in

Point Russe.

Point, v.'^ Add: 7. b. Sculpture, To mark
at a series of points on (a block of stone or marble)

the depth to which the initial working or roughing-

out is to be done.
1877 Amelia B. Edwards Thous. Miles^ up Nile 423 A

recent writer, .is of opinion that the Egyptian sculptore did

not even 'point* their work beforehand. 19x1 A. Toft
Modelling ^ Sculpture 254 The appearanceof awork when
pointed is not pleasing, covered all over with innumerable
holes, and little mounds of marble projecting betwccD these

holes.

9. o. trans. To indicate or state.

1928 Publishers* Weekly 12 May 1957 The effect on books
by established authors like Galsworthy's ' Silver Spoon ' and
Ferber's ' Show Boat ' could not be as clearly pointed.

17. U.S, To turn, guide, or deflect (cattle) in a
particular direction.

1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy iv. 42 Priest sent Officer to

the left and myself to the right to point in the leaders.^ 1916
'B. M, Bower* Phantom Herd-xxSt You're trying to point

the herd then.. we'll say.

Point-bla'nker. [f. Point-blank + -ee i.]

A point-blank shot.

1B30 J- F. Cooper Water Wiick\\.v"\^ *Run in the quoin,

and.. give her a point-blanker', said the grufifold seaman,

Point-duty« Also attfib.

1908 Daily Chron. 20 June 1/3 A point-duty constable,,

was knocked down, .by a taxi-cab.

Pointer. Add : 3. h. (See quot.)

187a C. H. Eden My Wife ^ I in Queensland 36 Twelve
bullocks is the usual number in a team, the two polers and
the leaders being steady old stagers; the pair next to the

pole are called the ' pointers '.

9. d. The person who lays or points a gun. U,S,

1904 Sci. Atner. 18 June 475 The turrets are trained by one
man, the trainer ; and each gim is pointed by another man,
the pointer, who fires the gun.

e. A workman who does the ornamental work
on the backs of gloves.

jgo^ Sci. Amer. Suppl. 24 Jan. -zitigli Some make the

gloves,, .others, called 'pointers*, work the ornamental lines

on the back. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms {iga-j) §411.

f. The person who * points ' a block of marble,

IQH [see *PoiNT sb. A 20 b].

11, (/.S. A herdsman riding at the head of a herd

of cattle on the march to keep it going in the

desired direction.

1869 Overlmtd Monthly III. 126 On the march the mighty
herd sometimes strings out miles in length, and then it has
' pointers ', who ride abreast of the head of the column, and
* siders ', who keep the stragglers out of the chaparral.

Pointful (poiTitful), cu [f. Point j^.I-h-ful.]

Full of point ; apposite, pertinent. So Poiiitftil-

ness.
1897 Daily Tel. 4 Jan. 5/4 Similarly, and with greater

pointfulness, it was remarked that the Select Committee,.
never consulted any person who was not in full work. 1931
E. Dudley in Cath. Gaz. Feb. 71/2 The storj'—old, even
apocryphal, it may be, but certainly typical and pointful

—

of Queen Victoria [etc.].

Pointing, vbl. sb> 10. Delete f Ohs.

1902 Act ^ Edzu. VII c. 25 § 2 Fishing for trout..by what
is known as double rod fishing, or cross^ line ftShing, or set

lines,, .or by striking the fish,. or by pointing.

Poi'ntman. [f. Point sb.'^ and z/.i + Man.]
1. U,S, == *P0INTER II.

1903 A, Adams Log Cowboy iii. 28 Two riders, known as
point men rode out and well back from the lead cattle.

2. = Pointsman 2.

1927 Observer 20 Nov. 11/3 It. . bore a number of legends;
on the footboard, ' Step on the gas

' ; on the bonnet, ' Don't
look inside ', and ' Pointman, let us pass '.

Poise, »- 7. Also, to hover or be poised in

readiness_;^r (something).
1896 Shelden Bro. Heeper in. (iZt^) 64 The gravity of

events that were evidently poising fora crisis left little room
for anything but sober feeling.

Poison, sd. 5. Add : poison gas, any poi-

sonous gas used in warfare ; often extended to

include any gas or vapour causing sneezing, tears,

blisters, etc. ; poison mask, a gas-mask ; poison-
thread, a stinging or thread-cell in coelenterates.

POLE.

1915 Listening-Post 25 Nov, 33/1 Your boss old Kaiser
Bill Cant play the game He uses *poison gas Germs and
liquid flame. 1919 Aihenaeutn 23 May 360/1 * Liquid fire

'

and ' poison gas ', . . are offspring of the same ancient instinct

that gave us 'war-gear' [etc.]. 1916 War Illustr. IV, 91
*Poison Masks for Schoolchildren. 1915E. R. Lankester
Diversions of Naturalist q2 'Ihey were paralysed (by
microscopic *poison-threads like those of the sea-anemones).

b. poison-creeper = poison-ivy
; poison-nut

(earlier example of b) ; poison-vine (examples).
1930 Rose Macaulay Relations viiL loi Mind that *poison-

creeper. 1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 947 Strychnos Nux-
Vomica, the "Poison-nut or Koochla, ..supplies the substance
called JSux-Vomica. 1785 A. Ellicott in Life 9f Lett. 41
*Poison-Vine is in great abundance. 1802 — jfrnl. 212 My
journey up the river was disagreeable and painful, being
blistered by the rhus radicans, (poison vine,) from head to
feet. 1891 Marah E, Ryan Told in Hills il i. 24 Here and
there a poison-vine flashed back defiance under its crimson
banners.

Pokej sbA 3. poke-weed (earlier example).
1751 Gentl. Mag. July "yitf^. Tho'tbe Phytolacca be known

to almost every one in America^ by the name of*pokeweed,
. .yet 1 think it proper., to give a description of it.

Po-ke-berry- ^•^- ff- Poke sbA 3.] The
berry of Phytolacca decandra or the plant itself.

1774 P. V. FiTHiAN yrnl. (igco) 269 To day Harry boil'd

up a compound of Poke- Berries, Vinegar, Sugar &c to make
red Ink or Liquid. 1834 Carruthkrs Kentuckianin N. K,
II. 215 His face looks Uke it was boiled in poke-berry juice

and indigo. 1858- [see Poke sb.* 3].

Poker, sb.^ (Earlier examples.)
1836 J. HiLDRETH Campaigns Rocky Mis. I. xv. 12S The
M— lost some cool hundreds last night at poker. 18142

Knickerbocker Mag. XX. 305 Squeezing a great deal of
boisterous amusement out of a game of * poker '.

b. poker-face, a countenance appropriate to a

poker-player; a face in which a person's thoughts
or feelings are not revealed; a person having such

a face ; so poker-faced a.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 283/2 A good poker face is

essential ; the countenance should not betray the nature of
the hand. 1934 Mulford Rustlers* Valley x. 123 He glanced
around the circle and found poker faces, but there was a
light in Baldy's eyes that warmed him. 1927 Daily Express
31 Mar, 8/3 They betrayed no emotion. . .They have all ac-

quired the poker face. The ' photocracy ', to use a word
coined by my old friend, .is poker-faced.

Pokerish., «-^ (Karlier examples.)
1827 Massachusetts Spy 21 Nov. (Th.) A patriarchal ram,

who would fight anything but a pokerish looking ducking

fun, 1833 H. Barnard in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIIL 352,
feel quite pokeri-sh in this region.

Poldiri a< Add: 1. Also, pertaining to or con-

nected with the poles of another planet.

1910 Chambers's jml. Jan, 7/1 Professor Lowell's explana-
tion is that as the northern summer on Mars draws nigh the
northern polar cap begins to melt.

b. Polar air
J
cold air that has come from high

latitudes; Polarfront (see quot.).

1928 D. Brunt Meteorol. 73 On account of their difference

of origin, the cold and warm air are called ' *Polar air ' and
* Equatorial air 'respectively. Ibid. 72 U'he surface of separa-

tion of cold and warm air is known as the *Polar Front.

PolS^ity. Add : 2. e. The tendency observed

in some animals of a severed head-piece to develop

a tail or of a severed tail-piece to develop a head

;

a similar tendency in parts of plants,

1863 J. A. Allman in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 393 There is thus
manifested in the formative force of the Tub u!aria-stem a
well-marked polarity igoi T. H. Morgan Regeneration 38
At the end of a piece of an animal from which a head has
been cut off a new head develops... Allman was the first to
give the name ' polarity' to this phenomenon.

Polarization, Add : 3. b. = *PoLAnnT 2 e.

1893 J. LoEB Meclu Concept. Life {jgi2) 93 Likewise, there

are animals every piece of which produces, at either end,

that organ toward which it was directed in the normal con-

dition. We may speak in such cases of polarization.

Vole, sb,^ Add: 1. b. Phr. up thepole: crazed,

drunk or tipsy ; in a difficulty ; at one's wits' end

;

also (among soldiers), in or into favour with one's

superiors ; of good report, slan^ and colloq.

1896 Daily News i Apr, 7/6 She remonstrated with the

latter, and told him he was 'up a pole '— i.e., in ihe wrong.

1897 Babr^re & Lei-and Diet. Slattg II. 137/2 Pole, up /he

(military, thought well of by your superiors [etc-j. 1899

Daily Mail 29 Alar. 5/1 When there are nineteen French-

men to four Englishmen they were slightly up the pole.

1903 N. ^ Q. Ser. ix. XI. 238/1 ' Have a drink, Tom?'
' No, I'm going up the pole.' 1904 Westm. Gaz. 19 Mar.

7/2 Plaintiff's definition of the plirase ' up the pole ' differed

from that of her cousin.. who said it meant being drunk.

Mrs. Frasier said that it. .meant being crazy. 1905 Daily
Chron. 14 Dec. 6/4 Alec went to football smoker. Came
home up the pole at one a.m. 1916 E. V. Lucas Vertmlion

Box 165 It must require an awful lot of pluck. ..Either pluck

or so much panic tiiat one was practically up the pole with

it. 192a Daily Mail 20 Dec. 3 Keitli came to her, saying

he was 'up the pole and in a frightful mess'.

2. e. The inner rail or boundary fence in a race-

course; the position nearest this; esp. in phr. to

have the pole,

1851 Eraser's Mag. XLIII. 657/1 The distance round is

calculated at a mile, . . for a saddle horse that has the pole,

it comes practically to a little less, footnote, A horse ' has the

pole ', means that he has drawn the place nearest the inside

boundary-fence of the track. 1868 H. Woodruff Trotting

Horse xxiv. 206, I had the pole with Kemble Jackson, and
soon took the lead. 190a A. D. McFaul Ike GHdden xxiU

198 This stroke apparently gave the friends of the colt more
confidence in the result, as drawing the pole was a posi.ion

in favor of the colt.



POLE.

5. a. poU-brxdge (later example), "fence (earlier

example), //an/a/zV«. b. pole-jumper (example).
xBgo Congress. Globe 29 Jan. 240/1 Now, lus colleague

mnst start by the most direct route the 23rd of November,
making provision for., contingencies of travel over corduroy
roads, *poIe bridges, mud turnpikes, etc. 1788 Washington
Diaries III. 346 All h.-.nds were, .finishing the *Pole fence
round the Barley and Pease in field NV. r. 1908 WesUn^
Cox. I July 8/4 Quite recently Szathmary, the "po'e-jumper,
broke the Hungarian record. 1888 T. Bright PcU Planta-
tions if Underwoods L i A *po!c plantation is an assemblage
of young trees, the produce of plants that have been inserted
in the soil at regular distances, or of the stems formed from
such plants after their having been cut for poles.

C. pole-bean (examples) ; pole-board, a board
attached at the end of a pole for displaying nolices,

advertisements, etc. ; pole-cure v. trans., to cure
(tobacco) by suspending it on poles; pole-dab,
-flounder, a species of flat-fish ; the witch [PUuro-
neeles cynoglosstis) ; pole-dray, a dray or cart

having a pole, by whicli it is drawn
; pole-horse

(example); pole-mule, a mule harnessed next the
pole of a wagon ; pole-rose, a rose suitable for

training on a pole ; pole-wound, a wound in-

flicted with a pole.

1857 Trans. III. Agric, Soc. III. 503 There are many
varieties of 'pole beans.. .Pole beans should be planted in
warm and rich soil. 1871 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown F. Stories
246 There was thick pole-beans quite up to the buttery-door,

1909 ii^estm. Gaz.31) Dec. 6/4 Others. , carrying *polc-boards
settmg forth all deceased's honours and titles. 1899 C/.S.

De^t. Agric. Rep. 62. 30 Theprcsent method of manipulating
these tobaccos after they are *pole-cured is quite different
from what it was years ago. 1896 J. T. Cunningham Mar'
ketable Marine Fishes 233 The witch.. has been called the
•pole dab, *polc flounder, jind long flounder by English
naturalists. 1848 H. W. Haycarth Bttsh Life Australia
V. 49 In some districts. . shaft-drays are used; but "pole-
drays are found to be more suitable to the nature of the
country. 1S89 Harper's Mag, June 160/2 The leaders
sprang upward and onward.., the *polc-horses simaltanc-
ously crashing backward and downward. 1863 O. W. Nor-
ton Army Lett. 106 The driver riding the neajr *pole mule
and guiding hU team with one tine. 1848 W. Paul Kose
Card. 67 Pillar or *Pole Roses. 1908 Hardy Dynasts iii.

IV. vi. 417 Who knows but tiiat we should have been kings
t<A, but for my crooked legs and your running *pole-wound?
Pole, J3.^ Add: 1. (Recent fig. example.)
1916 K. J. Saundkrs Adv, Chr. Soul 68 When God's will

is thy heart's pole. Then is Christ thy very soul.

10. pole-paper (see quot.) ; pole-shoe = pole-

piece.

1996 Gloss. EUctr. Terms (Brit. Engin. Stand.) 120 Pole-
paper, pole-finding paper, a porous paper soaked in certain

chemiuals which undergoes a visible change when moistened
and applied to the positive and negative poles of an electric

circuit, thus serving to identify them. 1910 Hobart Diet.
Meek. Engin., Pole skoe, the extended extremity of the usual
pole. It IS generally a separate piece from the main pole.

FO'le-boat. [f. Pole sL^ •{'Boat sb.] A boat
propelled with a pole or poles.

i8«7 A. Sherwood Gaz. Georgia 22 Cargoes., are thrown
into pole boats. 1835 W. G. Simms Partisan 245 At this

point the river ceased to be navigable even for the common
poleboats of the country. 1841 — Kinsmen I. xlv. 163
Wherever a pole-bo.it had made its way, there bad the name
ofjack Bannister found repeated echoes.

Po-le-boating.2/(^/.j^, [f. prec. +-ino'.] Tra-
velling or transporting goods, etc., in pole-boats,

1837 A. SHEfiwooo(7az. Georgia (^d 3) 193 A revolution in

the mode and manner of transshipping goods must take
place. I'he slow, tedious and expensive process of pole-

boating will be exploded.

Pol. EcOn., coUoq. abbrev. of Political Econ-
omy ; see Economy 3.

X893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories 12, I have not been
tutoring you in Pol. Econ.

Poled (p<?uld), a, [f. Pole sb^ and v. + -ed 2.]

L Provided with or supported by (a number of)

poles.

1864 E. A. PARKES Man. Pract. Hygiene \. ix. 287 This is

h. two-poled tent, witli a connecting ridge-pole. Ibid. 288
The fiist is a single poted pyramidal tent, withasecond pole

to sustain the entrance flap.

2. Stunned by a polc-ax.

1930 Outtuard Bound Nov. 30/3 It caught him fairlyabove
the ear so that he fell like a poled ox.

Foleless (pt^u-ljles), a.^ [f. Polk jd.2 + -LBas.]

Haring no magnetic pole.

190a Eneyel. Brit. XXVIII. 115/3 If the iron is of such
a form that the lines of magnetization are entirely closed
line«, the arrangement constitutes a poleless electromagnet.

Polemician (pf^Umi-Jan). [f. Polemic + -iAJf.]

« F0LKUI3T.
1871 Sir J- D. Hooker in Life (1918} II. xxxiL 129 What

an irony his life is becoming. I call him a polemician.

Poler. Add : 4, b. A boat propelled with a
pole or poles.

19*5 Chambers's Jml. Apr. 253/1, I was travelling by
• poler ' because no steamer was available.

Poliaxiito (p^'USnait). Min. [f, Gr. iroXiat-

F«rfl(u to become grey + -ITE.] Manganese dioxide

(MnOj) occurring in grey metallic crystals ; named
by Brcithaupt 1844.
1849 J. NicoL Man. Min. 420 Polianite,.acts like pure

hyperoxidc of manganese. 1850 Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 3) 457
Polianite, Hreit. This mineral is identical in composition
with Pyrolusite, being pure supcroxyd of manganese.

Pollce« sb. 6. Add : police-agent ; polioe-

capt&in (example) ; poUo0-dos» ^ dog employed
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by the police to track criminals • police-grip, a
grip or hold used by policemen ; police judge,
also U.S.

; police-trap, an arrangement made by
policemen for detecting motorists who are exceed-
ing the speed limit; police-whistle, a special
kind of loud whistle used by policemen.
i8sa E. E. Halb If, Yes, ^ Perhafis (1868) 44, I had told

the *police agent he might send it to the St. Nicholas. 190a
Chambers's Jml. Oct. 674/1 The next grade above is that
of sergeant. Above this comes the "police captain. 1908
Daily Chron. 28 Aug. 7/3 Most of the princip.-il German
towns possess *police dogs. 1911 Chambers's Jrnh Feb.
136/1 What is needed as an ideal police-dog is an animal
that can not only track well, but that can attack the criminal.
1910 H. G. Wells Hist. Mr. Polly vii. 175 A combination
of something romantic called * Ju-jitsu' and something else
still more romantic called the '*Police Grip'. 1889 Kansas
City T. ^ Star 4 Apr., *Police Judge Davenport dismissed
the case of Jim' Pryorfor assaulting 'his honor' on election
day._ 1908 IVestm. Gaz. 20 Aug. 4/2 The speed on the flat

. . being sufficient with most modern cars to meet all require-
ments of long- or short-distance *police-lraps. 1884 Sweet
& Knox Through Texas iv, 50 He began blowing a *police-
whistle,

Policedom. (Earlier example.)
1866 Chambers's Jml, 22 Sept. 608/r Of Antoine the im-

perturbable, when he returned home,.. policedom could
make nothing.

Policemanish (pi?lrsmsenij), a. [f. Polioeman
-h -ISH.] Suggestive of a policeman.
igi6 'Be.ti^T.TT: Lion^s Share iii. 27 The heavy policemanish

step of Mr. Cowl was heard on the landing.

PolicenLaniszn (pf^lrsmseniz'm), [f. as prec.

+ ISM.] The methods or conduct of policemen.
1891 Star 31 Oct. 4/3 Instances of policemanism crop up

daily.

Policy, J^.2 3. policy-holder (earlier example.)
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati ^Z Penn Mutual Life Insurance

Co. . . All the profits [are] divided among the *poIicy holders
every year.

Poling, vbl, sb, 3. Add: pollng-boat, a
boat propelled by poling.
1909 Leuly's Realm Feb. 466/2 The Yukon bank was lined

with canoes and poling-boats, barges and river steamers.

Poling (pja-liq), vbl. sb.^ [f. Pole sb,^ + -ing 1.]

Arrangement of the poles of an electromagnet,
xgo^ Elect. IVorld 4- Engin. 21 Nov. 843 (Cent. Suppl.)

By this arrangement and a suitable poltng of the coils a
minimum of mutual induction may be made to take place.

Polishing, vbl. sb. b. //. Also, the bran or
husks removed from grain by the process of milling
or polishing,
j^iz Chambers's yrnl. Apr. 237/2 If the birds were fed on

the milled rice mixed with the outer husks or ' polisbings '

which had been removed, the disease did not manifest itself.

Politic. "B.sb. Add: 3.//. PoUtlcs, g. Used
as a singular noun.
1906 Daily Chron. 7 Dea 6/4 She [Australia] has a politics

of her own, and Europe is all the poorer for being out of
touch with it. 1931 M. DE LA Bedovere Drift rfDemocracy
ii. 16 This politics is the vaguest of disciplines.

Politicalized, ppl. a. [t, Politicalize z'.]

Made political in character.

1926 Public Ofiiuion 13 Aug. 147/3 ^^ ^"^^ to have a
politicallscd Civil Service in this country.

Politico-, b. Add : poiilico-literary.

1924 Galsworthy White Monkey 73 She.. picked out the
bi^^est 'bug ', politico-literary, and waited to pin him.

Poli-tieo-econo'mic, a. [Politico-.] = Poli-
tico-economical.
1840 Carlvle Chartism x. 97 Paralytic Radicalism . .which

..sounds with Philosophic Politico-Economic plummet the
deep dark sea of troubles. 1910 Wesiin. Gaz. 17 Jan. 6/3
' The Strength of England '

: a Politico-Economic History
of England from Saxon Times to the Reign of Cbailes the
First.

Politico-economical, a. (Earlier example.)
1837 Democratic Rev. I. 113 In spite of the plain principles

of politico-economical truth.

Polka, f'^-^ 3. Add: polka-dotted (z., bear-

ing a polka-dot pattern.
1928 F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial i. 3 He wore a sliabby

tweed suit, a_po!ka-dottcd tie.

Poll,J^.^ 10. Add: poll-card, a card supplied

to voters at an election by a candidate, indicating

how he wishes them to vote.

1908 Westm, Gaz. 4 May 2/2 Mr. Amery's final appeal, .is

going with the *poll.card to every elector.

Pollenizer (p^-lenaizai). [f. Pollenize + -ek.]

= *POLLINATOR.
J902 A mer. JVattiralisi June 3S2 Miiller finds it difficult

to explain the origin of the blue coloring by the selective in-

fiuence of the poilenirers.

Poll-evil. (Later example.)
1873 J. H. Beahle Undez'el. tVest xxvl. 565, 1.. reined up

my horse suddenly and again butted him in the back of the
head, at the imminent risk of giving us both the poll-evil.

PoUez. Add : b. The movable part of the
forceps in some crustaceans.
Z904 Biol. Bull, Jan. 75 The added structure is however

not a true forceps with one movable finger, but a movable
piece with two immobile prongs that otherwise resemble the
index and pollex of a forceps.

Pollinating (pp-]\nenii^)j ppl. a. [f. Pollinate
+ -ING 2,] That pollinates.

1911 F. O. Bower /*/rt«/-/,j^tf« id«rf 69 ThcTcry genesis
of the forms of flowers, their tints, and scents is in strict

accordance with their efficiency as pollinating mechanisnu.

POLYERGUS.
Pollinator (p(?*lin<rit3u). [f.'pollinate -i- -ob.]
Any insect or other agent that pollinates plants ; a
pollinizer.

1903 Amer. Naturalist June 368 The small concealed
flowers of GauUheria..do not want for pollinators. 19x4
Chambers's yrnl. Aug. 501/2 The value of bees as pollina-
tors is appreciated by progesiive fruit-growers.

PoUy^ (p^li)' Slang abbreviation of *Apol-
LINARIS.
1893 G. Egerton Keynotes 59 The draught is transformed

into lukewarm water, or ' Polly ' without the 'dash 'in it.

1899 Wtstm. Gaz. 10 June 6/i Ttie dividend on Polly
shares. 1903 Daily Chron. 6 Sept. 4/7 ' Johnny and Polly

'

is a common order in Piccadilly. 1908 /iiai: 3 July 6/7 Here,
miss I a Scotch and 'Polly, please 1

Polonaise. Add: 1. d. (See quot. 1895.)
189s Jeanette E. Davis Elem. Mod. Dressmaking\zA. 2)

93 Polonaise, a mixture of silk and cotton, which has the
appearance of a soft dull silk with a distinct serge-like twill,
is very much used as a skirt-lining for rich materials. 1923
Daily Mail 13 Aug. 4 Advt., The lining of the coat is silk
Polonaise.

Polonial (p(jl<?u-nial), a. [f. PoLONiA + -al.]
= Polish a.
xgza Blackiv. Mag. June 801/2 A very intelligent-looking

secretary to the Polonial Embassy to the Vatican assured
me [etc. J.

Polonian. A. adj. Add: 2. Used as the
distinctive epithet of a glacial epoch in Europe.
1914 J. Geikie Antiquity ofMan in Europe ix. 257 The

cold conditions that characterised the close of the Tyrolian
stage obviously signalled the approach of another glacial
epoch—the Third or Polonian.

Poly-. 1. Add : Polya'ctlne, a sponge-spicule
having numerous rays. Poly-ce-ntral a., having
several centres; polycentric. Folycratlsm =*

Polycracy. Polycycllc a., also, having many cycles

or circuits. PolycytliaB'mlc a., of or pertaining

to polycythemia. PolylltMc a.^ also, containing
different kinds ofrock. Polyanasty (-mse'sti) [Gr.
fzaffTos breast], the condition of having more than
two breasts. Polymlcrian a. (delete nonce-wd. ;

earliercxample). Polyneuritic «., pertaining to

or connected with polyneuritis, Pclysemy, the

fact of having several meanings. Pclystely, poly-

stelic condition. Polyto'nal a., of, pertaining to, o**

having several tones or keys. So Polytona'lity.
Polytypic ff., of or pertaining to (the independent
origin of a species in) several places, Polyto'plcal
a. , dealing with numerous topics.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 813/1 Fig. 5 A, typical *poly-

actine. 1907 Nature 21 Feb. 398/2 There were seven distinct

centres of destructive violence, and. .the earthquake was a
true *polycentral one. igai igtk Cent, July 148 The maxi-
malists, of course, are for *polycratism, provincial rule,

insubordination and importation of foreign ideas. 1904 A.
Russell Th, AItematiug Currents I. iii. 68 l"he importance
ofthis result ..is utilised in systemsofpolycyclic distribution.

1908 Practitioner Apr. 460 The..*polycylhacmic quality of
the circulating blood. 1908 Set, Amer. Suppl. 25 Jan. 61/1
These crevices and fissures are filled with a *poIylithic mass of
brown and white ' calcic spar '. 1904 G. S. HallA dolescence
I. 421 *Polymasty or supernumerary breasts occurs about
once in five hundred persons. 1829 W. Greenfield (title)

*Polymicrian Lexicon to the New Testament. 1903 Med.
Record I Aug. 177 (Cent. Suppl.) *Polyneuriiic. 1908
Practitioner Ja.n. 17 Polyneuritic psychosis., is sometimes.,
confounded with general paralysis. 1928 Jesfersen Mono-
syllabisvt in English 26 We now see the reason why *poly-
semy is found so often in small words to an extent which
would not be tolerable in longer words. 1902 Encycl. Brit.

XXV. 4 13/2 This is the condition of astely, entirely parallel

with "polystely except that the separate strands are usually

all or mostly leaf-traces. 19*9 W. W. Cobbett Cyclop.

Surv. Chamber Mus. I. 41/2 In Stravinsky's Le Sacre du
Printemps there are several instances of a pedal continued
with *polytonal effects. 1923 Proc. Mus, Assoc, igz^-j 67
We find the principle of *polytonality or alonality supersed-

ing the old key system. 1904 Science 10 June 885/1 Tlie
idea that a species may originate in more than one place..

did not origin.ite with Briquet, but he resuscitated it and
christened it the *polytopic theory. 1876 C. A. Cutter
Rulesfor a Did. Catal. (1904) 21 It will be well to have
both words,

—

polygraphic denoting (as now) collections of
several works Dy one or many authors, *polyiopical denoting
works on many subjects.

PolyaroMsm (pp»li,ajkiz'm). [f. as Polyarcht
+ -ISM.] = Polyarchy.
Z914 E. Barker in Polit. Quarterly Feb. (1915) 120 This

may seem anarchism. Really it is polyarchism. And 2is for

the problem of polyarchism—why., it is likely to be settled

by the needs of mere ordered life.

Polyautograpliic (pf?:liiet£»grae-fik), a. [f.

Poly- + Autographic] Of, pertaining to, or prac-

tising, polyautography.
1808 Gentl, Mag. Mar. 193/2 The plates of stone used in

Poiy.-tutographic Printing are of a very fine texture,

Polychromed (pp-likr^amd), a. £f. Poly-
CHROMB + -ED.] « POLYCHROME A.

1922 ipth Cent. May 804 The polychromed wooden statue

of St. Paul recalls a work in stone from the hand of

Vecchietta.

Po-lychromisni. [-ism.] A spotted or marled

condition.

1903 Amer. Naturalist M&y 295 (heading) Albinism,

partial albinism and polychromism in hag-fishes.

Polyergns (p^liia'Jg^'O* [mod.L., f. Gr. vo-

\v€pyos much-working, f. iroXiJymuch + fpyovv/ovk.]

A genus ofants ; the Slave-making or Amazon ant.



POLYQAMICAL.
igoS IVtstm. Cat. 31 Jan. a/i The poljergus seems to lose

even the faculty of making a nest, is** J; A. Thomsom
Science Old * New xiii. 7» Slave-keeping is much more

marked among the Amazon Arts, of which the European

Polyergus is a good representative.

Polygamioal, a. Delete ? Obs. (Later example.)

1914 Chesterton Flying Inn 69 Why should you shrink

then, ladies, from this great polygamical experiment !

Polyglo-tter. colloq. [f. Polyglot.] A person

who speaks several languages. Polyglo-ttery,

polyglot character or condition. Folyglo-ttlcally

adv. •= POLYGLOTTALLT.
191a ' R. Dehan Bctiv. Two Thievesfi\(i1\a.\. white haired

•Polyglotter in the shabby togs, ..is a queer kind of chap.

191S Singapore Free Press 14 Jan., If its 'polyglottery were

all that was wrong with it (an armyl it still might be possible

to jog along. 1909 W. J.
Locke Simon fester \i. 71 Mr.

Papadopoulos •polyglotlically acknowledged the honour I

had conferred upon him.

Folygouation (pp:ligon?-j3n). [f. Polygon,

after TuiANonLATloN.] Measuring or surveying

land by means of polygons as an alternative method

to Teiangclation.
1900 Geog. yml. XVI. 330 Polygonation..an operation

that may be easily carried on by the bottom of valleys, at

the side of the roads or paths already existent.

Foly^aplier. 1. (Modem example.)
1871 L. B. Phillips Did. Biog. Re/. 398 Cunaeus, Peter

(Ka« der Kun), Dutch savant and polygrapher ; 1586-1638.

Folyiuelons (p^i-mrlas), a. [f. Polymbly +
-ocs.] Exhibiting polymely; having supernu-

merary limbs.

Z901 Amer, Naturalist Jan. 27 Having found three undes-

cribed polymelous frogs in different American museums, it

occurred to me that [etc.].

Polyp. 3. Add: polyp-tree =/o/y/-.f/««.

1915 E. R. Lanki^teb Diversions of Naturalist 97 The
little jelly-fish are tlie ripe individuals of the polyps, and
produce eggs and sperm which grow to be polyp-trees,

Polyphage. (Modern example.)

1924 Scribner's Mag. Aug. 156/2 The animal immediately

became popular as a polyphage in hundreds of other news*
paper-offices.

Polyphagia. Later example of polyphagy.
1907 ScHLlcH Man. Forestry IV. 158 Observations are not

yet complete regarding the monopbagy, or polyphagy of

certain insects,

Polyphloisbic (p?lifloi-sbik), a, [f. Gr. tto-

Xv(p\otaBo! + -IC] = POLYPHLOISBOIAN.
1913 R. Brooke in E. Marsh Mem. (1918) p. cxxxviii, Will

the sea be polyphloisbic and wine-dark and unvintageable ?

Polyphylesis (lyliifai-lisis). Siol. [f. as

PoLYPHTLKTic, after Genesis, etc.] The poly-

phyletic origin of species ;
polygenesis.

1^4 Science 10 June 885/1 Briquet's jjolytopic theory.,

which the mutation theory and the growing belief in poly-

phylesis make more probable.

Polypide. Also a/lrid. as polypide-bud.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 827/1 A nucleated layer, .which
Liter invaginates to form the inner vesicle of the polypide-bud.

Polypier. Also transf.

Z904 T. DE Mattos tr. Maeterlinck's Double Garden 85
All 'nations have the natural right to pass through this pliase

of the political evolution of the human polypier.

Polypodous (pfdi'pedas), a. [f. PoLYPon-f

-ous.] Having many feet or foot-like organs. So
Polypody, polypodous condition.

x8o8 .\. S. Packard Text-bk. Entom. 22 It is more pro-

bable that the Symphylawere the descendants of these poly-

podous forms. Ibid, joy Polypody.

Polysaccliariae (pi^lisEekaraid, -id). Chem.
[f. Poly- + med.L. saccharum sugar -I- -IDE.] Any
one of the group of sugars having the formula

K (CjHijOj), where « is an integer greater than

unity.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 723/2 By further polymeriza.

tion and loss of water the group of polysaccharids . . is pro.

duced.

Polytropic, a. Add : 3. Of poisons : Affect-

ing more than one kind of tissue.

x^x Lancet 16 Mar, 784/1 In the case of * polytropic

'

poisons. .the chief response—i.e., the chief antitoxin pro-

duction—might take place in tissues which the clinician

could not discover to have been affected.

4. Of bees : 'Visiting several kinds of flowers.
X919 J. H. LovELL Flower 4- Bee 120 There are also on

the wing at the same time 6 species which are polytropic.

FOIU (pfm). Abbreviation of Pomeranian {dog).

19x0 Bazaar^ Exch. ^ Mart 10 June 1523. 1918 F. '1'.

Barton My Bk. Little Dogs 33 The Pekinese and the Pom
are the most popular toy dogs at the present time. X923
Rose Macaulay Told by an Idiot 11. 138 Rome.. drove
elegantly in hansoms, often with an enormous wolf-hound
or a couple of poms. 1928 R. Byron Station Prel. 12 Made-
moiselle P^ron .. spent such hours as could be spared from
the drama, in pacmg the hall. . . Her pom was the permanent
inmate of this oil-clothed passage.

Fomace. 4. Add : pomaoe-fly, a dipterous

insect of the genus Drosophila whose larvs live in

decaying fruit.

1897 CoMSTOCK Insect Life i8s As these insects are often

abundant about pomace in_ cider-mills and wineries, they
have been termed *pomace-flies. 1924 J. A, Thomson .^CK/it:^

Old fi Neiu xxvii. 15a When the pom.icc-fly, Drosophila, is

feeding on fermenting fruit, it must have yeasts to help it.

Pomelo. K\%o attrib. zs, pomtU grove.

1908 R. W. Chambers Firing Line v. 54 Is that the pomelo
grove?

132

Pomeranian, b. sb. Also, a native or in-

habitant of Pomerania.
xSToULLATHORNEin E. C. Butlcr J^afican Council {1^30) I.

337 A Pomeranian .. gave .. an _ interesting and pathetic

account of the dilUculties of religion in his country.

Pommel (pfmel), sb.^ [ad. F. faumelle in

same sense.] (See Pommel sb. 6 b.)

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 377 Pommels are made of different

sizes and with grooves of various degrees of fineness. . . Pom-
mels serve to give grain and pliancy to the skins. X852, 1875
[see Pommel sb. 6 bj.

Pommer, variant of Bombard sb. 4.

Pommy (p/''mi). eol/og. Austral. [Of obscure

origin.] A recent immigrant from Britain.

X9X6 Anzac Bk. 31/2 A Pommy can't go wong out there

if he isn't too lazy to work. 1937 Weekly Times 12 May
523/1 They referred to a man going out from this country as

a ' Pommy *.

Pomonal (piimtfu-nal), a. [f Pomona -I- -AL.]

Of or pertaining to fruit-trees
;
pomonic.

x8S7 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. III. 354 We may proudly
claim this land.. as the favorite seat of horticultural and
pomonal progress.

Pomp, v.^ (Modern example.)
X92a Hardy Late Lyrics fy Earlier 48 And once or twice

she has cast me As she pomped along the street Court-clad,

., .\ glance from her chariot-seat.

Pompadoured, pa. pple. [f. Pompadour 5,]

Of hair : Dressed or arranged in the Pompadour
style.

X908 London Opinion 22 Aug. 362/2 She was large, plumply
'ouilt, with grey hair artfully pompadoured and undulated.

Pompino, variant of Pompano.
x89a Stevenson & Osbourne Wrecker xix. There we sat,

..eating pompino and drinking iced champagne.

Pomposity. Add : 2. b. A pompous per-

sonage.
X909 Daily Chron. 13 Feb. 4/4 Those delightful common-

place people who are so much more interesting.. than the
Oddities and Pomposities of the human peep-show.

'Fon (lyn), aphetic form of Upon/>«/.
X557 Acts Privy Counc. Irel. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 39

Suche impositions as the lorde deputie for the tyme beinge
shall taxe and set pon them. 1796 Mdme D'Arblay Cajiiilta

iv. 119 Much obliged to him, 'pon honour ! 1850 F. E.
Smedlkv Frank Fairleigh v, I didn't think you had it in

you ; 'pon my word, I didn't.

Fond, sb. 4. Add : pond-keeper, -marl ; pond-
bush (see quot.) ; pond-culture, the keeping of

fish in ponds ;
pond-snail (earlier example).

1859 A. L. HiLLHOUSE tr. Michaux^s Sylva II. xi8 The
ponds covered with Laurus aestivalis^ ('pond-bush). X885
Encycl. Brit. XIX. X27/2 *Pond -culture . .has been practised

for many centuries, xqo^ Westm. Gaz. 12 Jan. 5/2 The
*pondkeeper was unavoidably absent from his post. x868

Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1S69) 369 These accumulate
as in the case of the testacea, and like the calcareous *pond
marls are both fossil and recent. x8ss KiNGSLKY Claucus 159
A few of the delicate *pond-snaiIs.

FO'nderate, «. [f- L- ponderdt-, ppl. stem of

ponderare to weigh, consider.] Careful ; deliberate.

X9a2 Times 7 Oct. X1/2 It is a time for calm and ponderate
consideration of the issues involved.

Fond-lily. U.S. [f. Pond sb. 4.] Any of

several species of water-lily.

X778 [see Pond sb. 4]. X837 Western Monthly Rev. I. 251

The flowers are large, of a pure white, nearest resembling

the northern pond-lily, nymphea odorata. X846 Knicker-
bocker Mag. XXVII. 52 But the liveliest feature is a little

mill-pond: and this too is covered all over with pond-lilies

and rank grasses. X873 Aldrich Marj. Daw etc. 14 All this

splendor goes into that hammock, and sways there like a
pond-lily. 1885 Outing Nov. 181/2 The pond-lily is a poem
in itself.

Fond pine. U.S. [f. Pond sb. 4.] A species

of pine, Finns serotina, growing on wet or marshy
ground in the south-eastern parts of the United

States.

x8ioMichaux Arbres I. 17 Pond pine (Pin des mares).

X832 D. J. Browne Sylva A mer. 240 The Pond Pine fre-

quently recurs in the maritime partsof the Southern States.

x3s8 J. A. Warder Hedges ^ Evergr. 11. 249 Pinus sero-

tina, or Pond Pine, is thirty five or forty feet high. 1883

P. M. Hale Woods N. Carolina 39 Pond Pine. . . This has

considerable resemblance to the Pitch Pine,

Fondy, » Add: 2. Belonging to or suggestive

of a pond.
1922 Chambers's jfi-nl. July 440/1 The peculiar ' pondy '

smell of the bird [moorhen) does not suggest that it would
prove a great delicacy.

Pone'*. Add: C. altrib. z% pone bread.

<zx78s Maryland Hist. Mag. II. 258, I procured some
milk and excellent pone bread from a hut. X833 J. Neal
Down.Easters I. 47, 1 should like to know. .what upon irth

he means by. .hoe-cakes an pone bread.

Fonga (p?"i]a). [Native name.] A common
species of tree-fern in New Zealand.
1867 J. D. Hooker Handbk. N. Z. Flora 11. 767 Ponga,

Cyathea dealhata. 1921 H. B. Dobbie N.Z. Ferns (ed. 2)

86 Cyathea dealhata (whitish), ' Ponga ', ' Silver King '.

Pontic, a 1 1. (Later example.)
1816 Byron Thi Dream viii. Like to the Pontic monarch

of old days, He fed on poisons.

Pontifical. B. sb. Add : 7. Short for pon-

tifical mass.
1923 Aop. Seton Memories of many years 291 The most

int':rt:sting of my pontificals was in San Nicola in carccre.

Pontificate, sb. Add : d. An act of ponti-

ficating.

POOP.

T9»3 Abp. Setom Mevtories of many years 271, I pontifi-

caied six times... My last pontificate this year was at mid*
night on Christmas.

Pontificate, ^. 2. Read intr, for trans, and
add : (Later example). Also trans,^ to say or ntter

in a pontifical manner.
1921 R. HicHENS Spirit pf Time v. 76 Why should I allow

this young woman to ponti6cAtc about human nature. 192*
A. S. M. Hutchinson This Freedom iv. 1. 252 All modern
teaching, if this new stuff that they pontificate may be called

teaching, offers us [etc.J.

Hence Pontificating ppt. a. and vbl. sh.

1936 W. J. Locke Stories Near ^ Far 156 Pontifex—
Pontifex sometliing. .a playful title given him by her mother,
for his possible pontificating aims as a young man. 1930
Radio Times 17 Jan. 127/2 Nine out often people are fond
of pontificating.

Fostificial. B. sb. 2. (Modem example.)
1920 Trans. Scot. Ecclesiol. Soc. 79 We are enabled to do

this, as the ponttficial or book of ofiices used by him has
been printed.

Pontine (pp'ntsin), a.2 [f. L. PontuSy Gr.

Xlovros, the Black Sea.] - Pontic a.i

1930 Q. Rev. Jan. 244 It would be necessary to guarantoe

a local autonomy to the Greeks of the Pontine littoral.

Pontoon (pf?nt«*n), sb.'^ [Appar. corrupted

from ViNGT-ET-DN, OF ViNGT-UN.] Soldicrs* name
for the card game Vingt-et-un.
1935 Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Saihr Words, Pontoon^

a popular card game, a form of Vingt et Un. 1937 Daily
Express 26 July g/5 A ghostly platoon wouldn't frighten me !

..perhaps they'd be playing pontoon.

Pony, variant of Pone ^.

189s Poker Manual 95 It is unusual for any to shuffle ex-

cept the pony and the dealer.

Pony, sb. Add : 4. "b. A small ballet-dancer.

1930 JJaily Express 23 May 10/5 We have what are known
in stage parlance as 'ponies'— a troupe of girls, ages ranging
from sixteen to twenty-three or four [etc.]-

6. pony boer (see sense 4) ; pony-boy, -man,
a boy or man who has charge of ponies ; pony
report (see quot.); pony-skin, the (dressed) hide

of a pony, used attrib. to denote garments made of

this.

a 1910 ' O, Henry ' Rolling Stones xv. 231 Del Delrfho

drank a *ponybecr. \^a^ Daily Chron. 16 Feb. 5/1 Murten
. . is employed as a *pony-boy. 1900 Geog. yrnl. XV. 563
Group of Astor *pony-men at Lob jungle. 1909 Census
Bulletin 216 28 June 67 (Cent. Suppl.) Besides the full re-

ports delivered to large papers are the ' *pony ' reports

—

condensationsofthefult reports, sold at a cheaper rate. 1908

Daily Chron. a6 Dec. 3/4 Among the novelties are the

*pony-skin suits. 1909 Ibid. 2 June 7/5 A stout man, made
doubly stout by his pony-skin coat.

PoO'dle-faker. Anglo-Ind. slang. A man
who lays himself out (temporarily) to cultivate

female society. So Foo'dle-faldnff vbl. sb.

1938 Chambers*s JmL Feb. 97/2 You must either make
the trip a 'poodle-faker' or confine your attentions to the

smoke-room and the bar.

Pooh. Bah. (p« ba). [The name of a character

in W, S. Gilbert s Mikado^ A person who holds

a large number of offices at the same time,

1888 PowLES Land o/Pink Pearl 77 To the first of these

[vacancies] the Governor appointed an English jeweller,

named Brown, to the second one of the local * Pooh Bahs !

'

named Crawford. 1923 Westm. Gaz. 4 May, Pooh-Bah Role
for Local Bodies. 1937 M. Terry Thr. Land 0/ Promise

44 Although principally protectors of aboriginals, stock in-

spection, mining wardens' responsibilities and a host of

other offices make them a collection of veritable ' Poo-Bahs '.

Pooh-pooh*y, a, [f. Pooh-pooh -v -t.] Inclined

to pooh-pooh.
1876 H. Parry Diary in C L. Graves H. Parry (1926) I.

169 Before the performance I met Olto Goldschmidt, and he
was rather pooh-poohy about it.

Pool, sb^- Add : 2. b. A hollow or depressed

part near the end of a dish where gravy can collect.

1883 Hamilton Sale Catal. No. 936 A Pair of Blue and
White Dishes, with sunk pools.

Pool, sb.^ Add : 4. b. Also auction pool, the

total sum realized when the names of horses in

a race, or likely winners in other contests, are sold

by auction to those who wish to hold them.

1028 Funk^s Steuidard Diet.

8. (sense 4 b) pool box, seller (earlier example).

1888 Outing July 351/2 Baseball.. is free from the de-

moralizing effect of the *pool box and hook-maker, that

makes many shun the race-track. 1888 Outing May 118/1

John Hatfield is a bookmaker and *poo]selIer in St. Louis.

Pool, v.'^ Also transf.

1927 E. Thompson These Men thy Friends 245 Hart and
Kenrick pooled friends.

Poop, ^^-^ 3. Add: poop-break, the front of

the poop of a ship.

1913 Maseeield in Eng. Rev. Oct. 353 Under the poop

break, sheltering from the rain.

Poop, sb.'^ Add: b. The sound of a motor-

horn ; the report or bang of a gun. Reduplicated

poop'poop,
1908 K. Grahame Wind in Willows vi. 128, I faithfully

promise that the very first motor-car I see, poop-poop !
off

1 go in it ! 19x9 Deeping Second Youth xxviii. 24a 1 he

faint 'poop-poop* of distant anti-aircraft guns..brought

Laverack sharply back to the immediate present.

Poop, sb.^ Abbreviation of Nincompoop.
1919 Deeping Second Youth xiii, That young man's a

West End poop . . . And he used to be quite a nice boy.
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Poop, ^-^ Add: C. To fire a gnn. Also, of

a gun : To give a loud report ; to bang,

1919 Chamben^s Jrnl. Jan. 43/1 As soon as the artillery

opens up, poop off for all you're worth. Let 'em have
a hurricane. 1930 R. Pertwee Pursuit^ 59, I arrived about
eight last night and the guns were pooping away like mad.

Poor, a- 3. (Add U.S. examples.)

X778 Maryland yml. 10 Feb. (Th.) [The shecpl are very

poor, and appear to have been out all winter. 1878 J. H.
Beadle iVestem H'ilds 276 They get poor as snakes on such

food ; but it does keep body ancl soul together for a while.

10. poor farm (example).

1859 VaU Lit. Mag. XXiy. 418 (Th.) [HeJ let both his

sisters go to the ' •poor.farm '.

Poor-box. (Earlier example o{poor-box.')

"737 Pope Epistle to Boliugbroke 128 The rest, some farm
the poor-box, some the pews.

Poor man. 1. Also aitrib,

1833 J. Banim Smuggler I. 70 What have you to do with
..my poor-man sneers at an earl?

Poorshonse (pOo'Jzhaus). Sc. and U.S. vari-

ant of POORHOUSE.
1756 Bristol Vestry Bk. (Va,) 164 Ordered That Stephen

Dewey.. agree in settlcing the Terms of the Poors House.
1870 Nicholson Idylls 75 (E.D.D.), I was glad to become
a wee Puir's-hoose laddie. 1883 Annik S. Swan Aldersyde
263, I suppose ye've gotten aniiLer bairn hame. Yc'd better

set up a puirshoose at aince. X899 Ethkl F. Hhddle
Marget ii. 10 She, an' her bits o' gear, is to gang to the sale ;

but she's no' to gang to the puirs-hoose.

Pop, sb,^ Add : 2. c. The opening of a pop-
or puppet-valve.
1904 Elect. World <V Ettgin. 28 May 1039 (Cent. Suppl.)

The construction of these valves embodies a self-adju.stin^

feature which automatically regulates the 'pop ' of the valve.

d. A turn (at doing something) ; an attempt
;

a * go \
1904 Harben Georgians 2 £f I dou't whack it to you this

pop, old boss, I'll eat my hat.

Pop (P(^)j s^*^ U,S, Abbreviation of poppa :

see Papa.
1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XVt, 207 * Pop !

' screamed
a white-headed urchin from the house, 'Mam says supper's

ready', C1904 H. R. Martin Tillie 33 Are you feclin' too
mean to go help pop? 19x1 [see *Mo.m].

Pop (pep), sb^ Abbreviation of Poppycock.
19x4 Galsworthy White Monkey 11. iv. Nobody pitied

her; why, then* should she pity them? Besides, pity was
* pop ', as Amabel would say.

Pop, vX 3. (Later example of phr. to pop corn.)

1873 Susan Coolidge' What Katy did h. 173 'I popped
the corn !

' cried Philly.

5. (Further example.)
1858 Punch 20 Nov. 306 If you will pop on your hats. .I'll

lake you and your friend out for a drive.

Pop-< Add : pop-beer, ginger-beer or other

aerated water ; pop-eye (earlier examples)
; (^) a

disease of fishes characterized by protrusion of the

eyes.

x886 C. D. Warner TJuir Pilgr. ii. (1888) 40 Shooting-
galleries, *pop-bcer and cigar shops, restaurants, (etc.J.

x8z8 Mrs. Koyall Black Bk. II. 377 But the lawyer.. is

a shrimp in size, a sallow complexion, small face, and little

blue 'pop eyes. X885 * C. E. Ckaddock ' Prophet Gt. Smoky
Mts. li. 45 He had wide pop-eyes, an.i long ears, and a
rabbit-like aspect. 1901 Kep. l/.S, Fish Comm. 126 A
chromogen from the dbeasc known as ' pop-eye *.

Pop6« 5^'^ 7. b. Add : pope 8 hat, applied

to the head-dress of the Grenadier Gnards.
1886 Stevenson Kidnapped ii. An old red-faced general

on a grey horse at the one end, and at the other the company
of Grenadiers, with their Pope's-hats.

Popean, Popeian, variant forms of Popian".

Pop-eyed, a. US. [Pop-.] Having bulging or

prominent eyes ; open-eyed (with amazement, etc.).

18x4 Mrs. Rovall Lett./r. Alal'ama (1830) 176 The first

countenance I caught was Senator Foot of Connecticut

—

a handsome middle-sized black pop-eyed Yankee. i8do [see

Pop']. X906 Atlantic Monthly Oct. 573 The class was
open-mouthed, and the professor pop-eyed with wonder.

x^x R. D. Paine Conir. Rolling Ocean ix. 152 They arc

simply pop-eyed to hear all about the speedy apprentice.

Pop-gtm. 3. (Later examples.)

1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 182 To the United
States in reference to the pop-gun shots of foreign tourists,

might be addressed the warning which Peter Plymley
thundered ac;ainst Bonaparte. 1874 Ecgleston Circuit

Rider ix. 87 He had been flogged in boyhood for shooting

pop-gun wads into the face of a portrait of the reigning

monarch.

Popian, <2. Add : b. as sb., an imitator of the

poet Alexander Pope.
1851 H. CoLEBiuGE Essays II. 121 Neither Rogers nor

Campbell are Popcans. They belong to another school

—

the sentimental X914 J. A. Rov Covjper fr his poetry^s, He
[Johnson] failed to remark the absence of the Popeian in-

versions in the seemingly orthodox verse.

Popish (p^"'pi[)» <^-^ [f- PopCj proper name

-h -I8H.] « POPIAN a.

x83S Gentl. Mag. XCV. 1. 334 In this r<»//M controversy

. .we have some doubt whether he will be permitted to have

Ihe last word, x88a Mrs. Oliphant Lit. Hist. E'ig. I. 76

'l"he very words of the Popiiih era still lingered on Cowper's

tongue.

Poplar. 3. poplar-borer (example).

X884 Rep. U.S. Comm. Agric. 383 The »PopIar-Borer..

has been destructive to poplar trees on the shore of Casco
Bay.

POplarism (p^*pl&riz'm). [f. /V/Zar, the name
of a borough in the east of London + -iSM.] The

policy of giving out-relief on a generous or extra-

vagant scale, practised by the Board of Guardians
of Poplar about 1919 and later ; any similar policy

which lays a heavy burden on rate-payers. Hence
Fo'plarist, one who practises or advocates Pop-
larism. Po:plarlza*tion, a making like Poplar;
Poplarism. Fo'plarize v. trans. ^ to make like

Poplar ; to subject to Poplarism.
1923 Glasgow Herald 3 Nov. 8 The hard-headed workers

of Yorkshire. .have learned the lesson of Poplarism. 1923
Daily Mail 31 July 5/3 ' Poplarism ' was a portent of the
changing of the modern state. 1923 Rose Macaulav Tolei
by Idiot I. 44 So Poplarised . . did she become that she took
to speaking of her parental home in Bloomsbury as being in

the West End. 1923 Glasgow Herald 1 Oct. 8/6 A decision
in the opposite sense would simply mean an indefinite con-
tinuance of the Highland variety of * Poplarisation ' in the
Lewis. 1924 Ibid. 7 Apr. 12/4 Mr. Wheatley..had been
accused of desiring to 'Poplarise' the British people. 1925
Ibid, 6 Mar. 9 Even the cautious prophets.. foretell the
announcement of a rebuff to the Poplarists to-morrow. 1928
Daily Tel. 6 Nov. 12/6 Those.. will demand increased
subsidies, allowances, and ' Poplarised ' social services, to be
paid for out of the proceeds of very high taxation.

Poplocracy (p^plfkrasi), U.S. [f. as next.]

= *PopocBACY. So Poplocra-tic a,

189s T. R. Smith in Voice (N.Y.) 18 July 5/3 Our fight

will be for poplocracy, popular rule. ..I think no more
significant name could be found than the Poplocratic Party.

Popocracy (p^Jpf'-krasi). U.S. [f. Populist,

after Democracy, ABiaTOCBACY, etc.] The rule or

policy of the Populists or People's Party in U.S.

So Popocrat (pp'p^^knet), a member or supporter

of the People's Party ; a Populist, Popocra'tic

«., of or pertaining to the Popocrats.
1896 Boston Rec. 17 Aug. 4/1 It would never do for the

popocrats to hear such a story about one of their leaders.

X896 Boston Jrnl. 24 Oct. 7/3 (heading) He is ready to

support Popocracy. Ibid. 31 Oct. 4/3 (heading) Popocratic
claims about Iowa. 1896 A. Amer. Rev. CLXIII. 744 The
threats. .of the Popocrats to change.. our financial system.

1904 Omaha Bee 16 Aug. 4 If it is so important that the
people of Nebraska move cautiously in the selection of their

chief executive this year, why did not the popocratic con-
ventions discover the fact before?

Popped (pf'pt), ///. a. [f. Pop vX + -ed.2] Of
eyes: Bulging; protruding.

1927 Scribner^s Mag. Apr. 383/2 Prentice*s slightly popped
blue eyes wandered to the colored folders.

Popper, sb. 3. (Later example.)
191X S. E. White Bobby Orde xviii. (1916) 201 The pan.

.

was replenished with popcorn, Bobby unhooked the long-

handled wire popper from its nail, .and set to work over the

open fire.

Popple, sb}- b. (Later example.")

I9<» S. E. White Rules ofGame 1. xii. 66 The remains of

the iorest, overgrown with scrub oak and popple thickets,

pushed down to the right-of-way.

Popple, sb^^ Add : 3. A series of reports from

guns.
1924 Blackw. Ma?. Feb. 162/1 At last a popple of fire

broke out to their right front.

Poppy, sb. Add : 4. b. A perfume derived

from the poppy.
1905 Smart Set Sept, 113/1 Wistaria, oil of cloves, chypre,

poppy and crab-apple,

8, Poppy Day, the nth of November, the day

on which the Armistice was signed in 191 8, com-
memorated by wearing a Flanders poppy (see

Flanders) ; poppy mallow (example) ; poppy
oil (earlier example).
X921 Daily Mail n Nov. 9/4 To-day,. is *Poppy Day.

Twenty million red Flanders poppy emblems will be on sale

in the streets. 1924 Ibid. 9/1 In honour of the Poppy Day
collection.. the King's wreath will contain poppies. 1870

Amer. Naturalist III. 162 The *Poppy mallow. .with its

purple blossoms and dark green leaves, forms one of the

most brilliant figures in the prairie carpet. 1771 in Copley-

Pelham Lett. 140 Invoice of Merch'ze shipped by Henry.,
Bromfield..finc white *Poppy Oil.

Poppy, a. Add : b. Applied to eyes.

1907 Westm. Gaz. 11 Dec. 12/1 What poppy eyes these

Churchills have got. X915 Pearson's Mag. Jan. 106/1 Hair
dark and curfy ; eyes poppy; lips, full.

Poppycock. (Earlier and later examples.)

"863-5 Browne A. Ward his Trav. 113 You won't be able

to find such another pack of poppycock gabblers as the

present Congress of the United States. 1904 Harbkn
(7tft7r^a«f 27s 'Ah, that's all poppycock,' Abner said, lightly.

1920 Nation (N.y.) 7 Feb. 174/1 What is the use of poppy-

cock in these serious times?

Popular. B, C. (Earlier example.)

1865 Punch 4 Mar. 92/1 Pity poor Lucy ! Obliged to go

to the Monday Popular with Cousin Bess (from the country)

who will do her hair a la ih^iere—iha.t is, teapot fashion.

Popularize, v* 2, O, Also abso/.

1923 Times Lit. Suppl. 4 Jan. 10/3 True-blue musicians;

they knew their facts and., looked at them steadily in order

to check their theories, and they did not popularize.

Poral, a. (Further example.)

1926 Jrnl. Bot. LXIV. 144 The poral outline is much like

that of Pseudonavicella.

Porcelain. 5. Add: porcelain-kiln -
porcelain oven,

1893 E. A, Barber Pottery * Porcelain of U.S. 258 It

[hard porcelain] is fired in biscuit at a low temperature, in

the second story of the *porcelain-kiln.

PoTcelained, a, [-ed ^.] Covered or lined

with porcelain.

1923 Daily Mail 2 July 1 Advt, Porcelained Enamelled
Iron Baths.

Porcellanic, a. Add : b. Characteristic or

suggestive of porcelain.

X930 Joanna Cannan No Walls of Jasper 29 His tooth
brush dropped into its stand with the accustomed porcellanic

chink.

Porcupinal (p^uki/zpainal), a. [f. PORCUPINE
+ -al.] Belonging to or characteristic of a porcu-
pine.

1846 FoKDGat/ter. Spain xii. 139 The porcupinal irritability

of the tension of the uMiid.

Porgy« Add : b. alln'b, and Comb, as por^
boat, chum, steamer

;
porgy-httnting.

1906 N. K, Even. Pest (S. Suppl.) 18 Aug. 1 The **porgy

'

boats, dirty, snub-nosed ..are far removed in standing from
their fellows. i88a Rep. Maine Board Agric. XXVI. 109
Following this [application of ' lime ashes '], an applicaiioii

of* *porgie chum ' at the rate of one ton to an acre, nad pro-
duced similar results. 1904 Scribner^s Mag. May 548 When
we cruise about, hooking on to any job we can catch, and
at any price we can get for it, that's *porgy hunting. 1880
Harper's Mag. Sept. 510/1 Among the rest are two of the
singular '*porgy steamers' turned to mackereling.

Pork 1. Add : 2, b. U.S. Federal moneys
sought or granted for individual constituencies

;

(cf. pork-barrel below).
1916 N. Y. Even. Post 12 May, ' Pork * has hitherto stood

for just one process, the parcelling out of Federal moneys
for court houses, post offices, and waterways, not by States,

but by Congressional districts.

3. pork-packing (earlier example), -raiser^ -rais-

ingy trade; pork-barrel, U.S. a barrel in which
pork is kept; also (fg), the Federal treasury

viewed as a source of grants for local purposes

;

pork house, a business house trading in pork
;

pork king, a magnate in the pork trade ; pork-
knocker, an independent gold-miner or diamond-
seeker in British Guiana.
1831 Louisville Publ. Adv. 22 Dec, 2000 *Pork Barrels

wanted. 1852 E. E. Hale If, Yes ^ Perhaps (1868) 2 Vou
will have to go to the pork-barrel. 1909 Chambers's Jrnl.
Mar. 178/2 We had bought ten empty pork-barrels. 1916

N. Y. Even. Post 12 May, The River and Harbor bill is the

pork barrel par excellence, and the rivers and harbors are

manipulated by Federal machinery and not by State machi-
nery. 1926 R, Luck Congress 82 Undoubtedly there was
once a ' pork-barrel ', a metaphorical barrel from which
legislators pulled out ' pork ' to satisfy the ravenous appe-
tites of greedy constituents. X83X W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz.

\Ti Eaton contains.. four *pork houses. 1847 Rep. U.S.
Comm. Patents (1848) 527 The hogs are taken into the pork

house from the wagons and piled up in rows. 1930 Rose
Macaulay Relations xv. 222 *Pork king. 1910 Mary B. &
W. Beebb Search /or Wilderness vi. 187 The universal

Guianian name for this type of independent miner is ' "pork-

knocker ', the explanation being that by knocking the rocks

to pieces, they find just enough gold to procure the pork

upon which they live. 1930 Times 14 Mar. 5/3 The pork-

knockers make a nightof it before they go up into the bush.

1867-8 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VII. 475 The only reliable

statement of the *pork-packing of the West we have any
knowledge of. 1839 Indiana Ho. Rep. Jrnl. 231 Ihe
scarcity., is likely to prove so mischievous to the interests of

our *pork raisers and dealers. 187a Trans. Dep. Agric. III.

390 Dark, cold, damp Piggeries are a nuisance to any fartncr

or pork raiser. Ibid. 354 He had said that *pork raising

stood pre-eminent as a branch of stock raising m our State.

x85x A. O. Hall Manhattaner 13 Here, too, is modest
beauty from Ohio (papa in the *pork trade).

Pork-pie. ^. Also pork-pie cap,

1910 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 113/1 In the dreadful mustard-

coloured uniform and pork-pie cap which the Government
has ordained for these unusually fat servants.

Pornographically, adv. [f. Poknogbaphio

-f -AL -f -LY 2.1 lewdly,
xpax Times Lit. Suppl. 10 Feb. 90/^ She introduced him

to a coward, an alienist who was himself mad, a porno-

graphically minded professor.

Porogamous {^oig-^m^^, a. Bot, [f. as

P0R0GAMIC+-0U3.] = POHOGAMIC. So PorO*-

gaxuy, porogamic fertilization.

1903 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 436/1 The pollen-tube normally
reaches the apex of the embryo-sac through the micropyle

(acrogamy qt porogamy). 1905 I. B. Balfour tr. Goebefs

Organogr. Plants II. 615 The micropyle 'ma\l porogamous
plants evidently conducts the pollen-tube.

Porometer {^oTp-mlxsx). [f. Gr. iro^os Pore
jM -f- -METER.] An instrument for measuring the

size of pores. Hence Porometric a.j of or per-

taining to a porometer.
19x1 Proc. Roy. Soc. B. LXXXIV. 137 With a view to

testing the question we have designed an instrument which
we propose to call a porometer. Ibid. 139 The porometric

method is a direct one. Ibid, 140 The porometer. .automa-

tically strikes an average of many hundred stomata at each

reading.

PoroSCOpe dV'"''") poa'r^sk^up). Also -skop.

[f. Gr, TTo/ws Pore jiJ,l-j- -scope.] a. An instru-

ment for testing the porosity of bodies, b. An
instrument for examining the pores in surfaces or

bodies. So Porosco'pic «., of, pertaining to, or

employing, a poroscope or poroscopy. Poroscopy,

the use of a poroscope ; a method of identifying

finger-prints by detailed examination of the number,

shape, and disposition of the pores.

X9:. Buck's Ha>tdbk. Med. Sci. IV. 768 (Cent. Suppl.) For

exact determinations the use of a poroskop, or g.isometer

and manometer, becomes necessary. i9«i Discovery Oct,

259/1 Poroscopy.. the only method of identification in the



POEPOISE.

case of verj' small fragments of [finger-Jprints, Ihid.^ Poro-

scopic research . . is practised by means of large photo-^aphic

enlargements.

Porpoise, ^i- Add : 2. A plunging movement

made by a sea-plane when travelling on water.

1931 Times 21 Aug. 7/1 It [a seaplane] dropped back on

to the water and then porpoised again, double the height of

tiie first porpoise.

Porpoise, v. [f, the sb.] intr. To move or

travel in the manner of a porpoise ; spec, of air-

craft- to make a series of bumps or plunges when
taking off or landing. So Porpoising vbl. sb.

1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Bungay \, iii. 86 ' Just as though
an old Porpoise like him would ever make money ', she said.

..'Hell just porpoise about.' 1920 L. Bairstow APpl.
Aerodynatnics 55 Such phenomena as the depression of the

bow due to switching on the engine and * porpoising' are

reproduced in the model. x^^Blackiv. Mag. Dec 838/1 In

spue of some fearful bump^, we managed to ' porpoise ' over
the ridge, 1931 Times 26 Sept. 7/5 The Coroner asked . . if

it was usual for a machine. , to porpoise when taking oflf on
a perfectly smooth sea.

Porsonian (p^isJu*nian), a, [f. the name of

Richard Person (1759-1808), Greek scholar.] Ap-
plied to a fount of Greek type designed by Person,

1999 iV. 4" Q. 13 Apr. CLVI. ^6jfz A stronger and more
dignified type than the common current Porsonian.

Port, sb.^ 6. a. Add : port-fogy -officer.

19*3 R. Kipling Land
<S-
Sea Tales 173 When the *port-

fog holds us moored and helpless, a'mile from the pier. 1901
Chambers's Jml. Aug. 522/2 The *port-of5cer, and one or
two Eurasian residents, came to the office in the course of
the day to interview us.

Port, sb.^ 6. Add : port-light = Port-hole
;

portmouth bit = port-bit*

1936 Chambers's yrnl. July 478/3 *Portlights as fitted to
deck cabins have some drawbacks. 1908 A nintal Managevt.
J40 Before riding in[to water], it is well to remove the *port-
mouth bit if one is worn.

Port, sb.^ 2. Add : port-watch (see quot.).

1883 Man. Seamanship/or Boys 5 The starboard watch
work the starboard side of the deck, and the port watch the
port side of the deck.

Portable, sb. [f. the adj.] A portable article

;

an instrument in a portable form.

1883 J. Hay Bread-winners xvi. 251 Plenty of portables
in them houses, eh ! 1926 Wireless World 26 May Advts.
16/1 For sale. .. Portables, 1931 B. Brown Talking Films
132 The Western Electric portable for sound-on-filin.

PO'rted, a.2 [f. Poet sb^ + -ed -.] Supplied
with port-wine.

1939 Masefield Hawbucks 27 We're all dined and ported,
thanks.

Porter-house. Add : b, porter-house
steak (earlier and later examples').

1843 C. Mathews Writ. 206 (Th.), I guess I'll take a small
porter house steak without the bone. 1909 N. V. Even,
Post 13 Sept. (Th.) At Washington Market, the customary
price for porterhouse steak to individual purchasers has been
35 cents a pound,

2. eiiipt. A porter-house steak,

1908 G. H. LoRLMER y, Spurlock iv. 63 That [dream] in
which the waiter is just taking the covers offa double porter-

house, medium, with fresh mushrooms on top, [etc.].

Pbrt-hole. Add : 2. c. An aperture in the

column of a sea-anemone.
1897 Parker & Haswell Text-bk.Zool. 1. 188 Many Sea-

anemones possess curious organs of offence called acontia.
These.. can be protruded through minute apertures in the
column, called ' port-holes * or cinclides.

PO'rtiatree. A widely diffused tropical mal-
vaceous tree, Thespesia popidneay characterized by
entire leaves, and yielding a valuable timber.
i88i J. S. Gamble Man. Indian Timbers 43 T{hespesia\

Populnea Corr. . . the Portia or Tulip Tree. . .A moderate-sized
evergreen tree. 1902 G. S. Boulger Wood li. 335 Umbrella-
tree.. .Known also as 'TuHp-tree, Portia-tree, Rosewood of
Seychelles.

Porti^red (portygrd), a. [f. Portiere *- -ed 1.]

Provided with a portiere.

1923 F. L. Packard Four Stragglers v. 184 She turned
her head a little, facing the portiered window beside the
fireplace of the living-room in which they stood.

Portmanto-logism. [f. Pobtmanteau +
-;o)logism.] a portmanteau expression,
iSS^r spectator 9 Apr. 492/2 An allusion to the ' Torrible

Zone * which is one of the most beautiful of portmanto-
logisms. 1920 T. NicKLiN Sounds StandardEng, 85 Some-
times we may surmise that theseconstructionsare what may
be called ' portmanlologlsms '.

Portolano. Also portoUn.
1898 Geog. Jml. XII. 374 Why, for instance,, .do we then

have, after a Series of World-maps and Mediterranean
portolans, a North Europe (Buondelmonte) of fifteenth
century.
Comb. 1897 F. A. Bather tr. A, E. Nordenskiold's Peri-

pins 18 The portolan-manufacturer or draughtsman used by
preference gaudy and bright colours.

Portrait, v. Add : 1. (Recent example.)
1908 Daily Chron. 3 Apr. 4/4 If we are not puffed and

paragraphed and portrajted in the papers.

b. With const., to produce a certain result or
bring into some state by making portraits.

1936 W. J. Locke Old Bridge it. v. 77 She would paint
figures from the live model, and make much money; while
he would portrait himself into celebrity.

Portrayist (poitr^i-ist). [f. Portray w. -t-

-I3T.] -= PoilTRAyEB.
19x4 Glasgow Herald 35 Sept. 4 Hb considerable skill as

portrayist and bis narrative genius.

134

Portugee (pSaJti/^gr), a. and sb. Also Por-
tugu6. \i. Portuguese, regarded as a plural.]

= Portuguese a. and sb,

18^ A^. Y. Mirror 5 July 5/2 A Portugu^ breakfast is

teasnig to the imagination. xZZo Harper's Mag. %^-\piX. 505/1
At one place was a 'Portugee* of the Western Islands.

Port-vriny, a. Also, suggestive of or resem-

bling port-wine. Hence Port-wi*nily adv.
1910 R. W. Service Ballads ofCheechako 54, I smoked

and sat as I marvelled at the sky's port-winey glow. 1921
Aldous Huxley Crome Yellow ii. 8 There was the dining-
room, solidly, port-winily English, with its great mahogany
table [etc.].

Posa-daship, [f. Posada + -ship.] The posi-

tion of the keeper of a posada.
1923 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 700/2 The details of how from

posadaship she had fallen to this minute eating-house were
slurred over.

Pose, 2^.^ 1. (Modern example.)
1896 Saintsbury rgth Cent. Lit. (1903) vi. 297 These merits

(which were not uncbequeredj finally posed Mr. Swinburne
as the Third Poet of the later English nineteenth century.

Posed (ptfuzd), ppl. a.i Add : c. Assumed as a

pose ; deliberately adopted or put on.
1909 Marg. B. Saunders Litany Latie i. Iv, There was

also a nun.like acquiescence in her bearing, prim for her
thirty-three years, and possibly a trifle posed.

Posh (pf'J)) a. slang OT colloq. [Of obscure

origin: cf. Posh, *a dandy' 1897 BarrIire &
Leland ZJ^V/. Slang 141/1,] Klegant or fine in

appearance ; stylish, smart ; first-rate, high-class,

superb.
1918 Punch 25 Sept. 204 Oh, yes. Mater, we had a posh

time of it down there. 1923 VVodehouse Inimitable Jeeves
vii. 72 Practically every posh family in the country has
called him in at one time or another. 1925 Deeping Sorrell

^ Son ii, Tips. Don't forget the tips. If a man's obliging— ..It's a posh job. 1^27 — Doomsday xiv. § i * You like

it.' ' It's the poshest thing I've ever seen, old chap.' 1927— Kitty xxix, I say—that s a posh show. 1927 Dtiily Tel.

24 May 9 It was a club in Ham-yard—not a very posh club.

1929 Priestley <?(Torf Comp. 11. v. 391 I'd like to have..a very
cosy car, small but frightfully posh.

Hence Posh v. (see quot. ).

1919 War Slang \n Athenaeum 22 Aug. 791/2 To *posh
up' was to make oneself look as smart as possible.

Posish. (p£7zi*J), orig. U.S. Also pozish.
Colloq. abbrev. of Position,
X862 O. W. Norton Army Lett. 113 Snorting their im-

patience to ' get into po.sish '. 1889 K. Munroe Golden Days
vii. 6g All we've got to do is to get the cradle in posish,

1914 Lincoln Daily News 10 June in Dial. Notes iV. 130
What did I tell you about standing—Oh what a pozish 1

1927 P. G. WoDEHOUSE Withotii the Option in Sunday
Express 16 Oct. 9/3 So there you have the posish, and you
can see wliy ..remorse gnawed at my vitals.

Position, sb. 10. Add : position mark, a
mark made on a stone or other component part of

a structure to indicate the position it is designed
to occupy.
1928 G, C. CoULTON Art <5- Reformation viii. 145 An in-

spection., will convince us that the rare marks found other-

wise than on the surface are not banker-marks, but *positioQ-

marks.

Positive. A. adj. Add : 5. 0, Functioning

for the special purpose required,

1903 Sci. Aincr. 21 Feb. 154/1 Instead of depending on
splash lubrication alone for oiling every part of the engine,
positive oil feeds are led to each of the crankshaft bearings.

Possess, V. 9. d. Add : Also ellipt., to be
very eager (to do something).
1886 Harper's Mag. Sept. 582/2 He was possessed to get

a cattle ranch out to Colorado.

Possessed, ppl. a. Add: 2. d. Like all

possessed : with great force, vehemence, energy or

spirit. U.S.
1834 Seba Smith Major Downing 18 These Legislators

have been carrying on so like all possest. 1857 Putnam's
Mag, Jan, 45 (Tli.) He'd carry on like all possessed^-dance
and sing, and tell stories. 1881 Harper^s Mag. Apr. 644
That old minister.. is a-fiddling away like all possessed at
the dance.

Posse-ssingly, adv. [f. Possessing ///. «.+
-LY 2. ] So as to possess or captivate (one)

;

fascinatingly.

1937 Observer \x Dec. 10/4 MissJenkins's diary. . is nothing
worth in itself, but how possessingly dramatised by the
identity of her correspondent I

Possessionist. (Recent example.)
1922 Glasgozu Hm-ald 29 Apr. 8/7 The mock possessions

and infernal accomplishments, which most of the posses-

sionists of this age pretend to.

Possible. B, sb. Add : 1. d. A person who
may possibly do something or attain some position;

a possible candidate, competitor, winner, member
of a team, etc.

1923 Daily Mail 3 Mar. 13 C. L. Spackman. .and H. J.
Still as reserve backs are possibles.

2. Also Comb.
1846 J. W, Wkbb Altoivan I. \v. 142 Having, by dint of

much search in bis possible-sack, found a piece of tobacco.

Possum, V. Add : 1, b. trans. To pretend
or feign.

1853 J. G. BALDwrN Flush Titnes Alabama 150 AU this
time I was possuming sleep—as innocent as a lamb.

Post, sb?- Add : 4. e. A leg of a chair.
190a Harden Ahier Daniel 202 Something like a groan

escaped Bishop's lips as he lowered the front posts of his
chair to the floor.

POSTERED.

Post, sb.^ 13. post-paid, -Tider, -village
(earlier examples).
1653 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. III. 373 *Post payd. 1708

Boston News-Lett. 11 Oct. 4/2 Whereas several persons do
write upon their Letters Post paid . . without ever paying the
Postage of the said Letters. 1772 Goldsmith Li/e K. Nash
117 This description.. must be sent in a letter post-paid.
1814 Niles^ Weekly ^<rf.V. 369/1 Letters to the editor must
be post-paid. 1705 Boston News-Lett. 19 Nov. 2/2 Strayed
. .a sorrel Mare. . . Whoever can give any true intelligence of
her to. .the "Post-rider.. shall be sufficiently Rewarded.
1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 165 Dover, a *post village of
Wayne county. 1847 H. Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 264 AUens-
ville, Middleton, Oak Hill and Charleston, are small post
villages.

Post, sb.^ 2, d. /(7J/-/rflf2'^r (earlier example).
1873 J. H. Beadle Uudevel. West xxv. 525 Mr. Lionel

Avres fills the position of Post Trader.

Post, sb.5 I. Pelete ? Obs.
1906 SiNDALL Paper Technology 21 The 'coucher*, who

transfers the wet sheet from mould to felt and builds up the
pile or ' post * of alternate wet sheets and felts.

Post-. B. 1. b. Add: Post-Christiana,,
of or belonging to the period since the birth of
Christ, or since the introduction of Christianity

into a particular country. Post-tussive a. ^^ post'
tussic (adj.).

1888 Chevne, etc. Bible (Variorum ed.) Pref., The vowel-
points merely represent a valuable, but still *post Christian,
exegetical tradition. 1909 Practitioner Dec. 861 The so-
called * *post-tussive suction' obtained by listening over a
phthisical cavity in later stages of the disease.

Postable, a. (Recent example.)
1926 Glasgow Herald 22, Mar. 9/1 The /40 limitation is

wholly inadequate for jewellers and others, whose goods,
though of * postable ' dimensions, are of considerable value.

Postal, a. b. Add : postal draft +(a), in

1 91 4 the form used at Post Offices for the payment
of Navy and Army Separation Allowances, later

called allowanceform ; (^), a draft or cheque drawn
on the Post-Master General, introduced in Jan.

1925 for the payment of National Health Insurance

benefits, and later extended to certain Government
Departments

; postal trade, trade in which orders

are received and goods dispatched by post ; postal
tube, trade name for a cardboard tube designed to

protect documents, plans, etc, during transmission

by post.

1929 Post Office Guide July 144 Remittances are made by
certain Government Departments, etc., by means of *Postal
Drafts. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. gg/2 What is called in

England '*postal trade ', and in America 'mail order busi-
ness ', is growing very rapidly.

Postally (p^u-staii), adv. [f. Postal «.+
-LY 2.] In a postal manner; as far as postal
matters are concerned.
1896 Rep. Exhib. SheffieldPhilatelic Soc. There were two

letters postally used in 1768 and 1772. 1930 Obstrt-er 20
Apr. 15/5 It might.. be better to show him our very latest
additions to Whitehall—although they occur, postally at
least, in that part of it called Charhig Cross.

Post and rail, aiiHb.phr. U.S, [see Post
sby 8 c] Constructed with posts and rails.

1684 Connecticut Public Rec. III. 512 Great parte of my
post and rayle fences being fecbed and burnt by the sowders.

1765 Washington Diaries I. 216 Sowing. .19 Bushels in the
large cut within the Post and Rail fence. 1786 Ibid. III. 30
Post and rail fencing lately erected as yards for my Stud
horses. 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger III. 317 Arranging
the course of a new post-and-rail fence. 1850 H. C. Watson
Camp.Fires Revol. 4? A party of our men.. pulled up a
post-and-rail fence. 1880 Scribner's Afng. Feb. 507/2 Which
IS as much of a ' post and rail ' fence as we often find in
northern New England. 1914 Conrad Chance 1. ii. 40 She
had taken the trouble to climb over two post-and-rail fences
only for the fun of being reckless.

Postcard, sb. (Later attrib. example.)
1909 Daily Chron. 19 Mar. 1/6 There had been strong

opposition., to the Sunday concerts, and a postcard poll was
taken.

Postcard, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To com-
municate with or inform by postcard.
1890 Let. to Dr, Fumival 4 Mar., Have postcarded C

—

that proof is correct. 1910 Westtn. Gaz, 2 Feb. 5/3 Advt.,
Patterns ready for sending by return post. Poitcard us
to-day.

Post-COnilZlOII. (Modern hist, examples.)
1879 T. F. Simmons Lay Folks Mass Bk. 307 They were

to kneel again during the post-common, as was the English
name for the prayer after (he communion. 1SS2 G. H.
Forbes Anc. Irish Missal 26 marg,. This Postcommon is

found without any variation in Gerbert p. 294 b.

Poster^. 3. Add : poster-desigfizjig^ -panel.

X911 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 196/2 Occasionally eminent
French paniters. .have made essays in poster-designing.

1929 ibid. XVlll. 319/2 On the poster panels of to-day, m
the United Stales, may be seen [etc.].

Poster 3 (p^i^'stai). Rugby Football, [f. Post
sb.^ + -ER ^] A ball that passes directly over the

top of one of the goal-posts,

1867 Routledge's Hdbk. Football 35 If the ball. .rises

directly over the end of one of the posts, it is called si. poster^

and is no goal. 1930 Times 14 Mar. 7/1 He played in three

International matches, dropped a goal in two, and scoring

\.sic\ a * poster ' in the other.

Postered (p^*st3id),«. [C Poster 2 + .ed l,]

Depicted or described on posters ; adorned or dis-

figured with posters.

1916 Sheila Rave-Smith Sussex Gcrse in. $ 16. 173 Rye
electors were confronted with the postered virtues and vices



POSTERISH.

of Captain Mackinnon (Radical) and Colonel MacBonald
{Conservative*. 19*7 Scots Observer 7 May 9/3 The real
blemishes of Glasgow are raw and postered gable-ends, un-
tended waste grounds [etc. J.

Posterish (p^u-stoiij), a. [f. Posteb2 + -ish.]

Characteristic or suggestive of posters. So Po'ster-
isliness. >

1930 Aberdeen Press ^ JmL 25 Apr. 6 Norah Neilson
Gray still seems to us to be straying too much towards a
sweet but too pretty posterishness in her work. 1931 Times
Lit. Su^fii. 25 June, Suppl. p. vi/3 Several cover-idesigns
achieve posterish attractiveness.

Fostero-. Add : posUro-ntedial, -mesial; also
postero-vcntrally adv.

xpox Proc. ZooL Soc. 263 The characteristic features of
this cavity.. are:—..(3) the characteristic position of its

fostero-medial wall, as seen from behind. 1907 Practitioner
une 859 The main filjres pass into the postero-lateral

colum of Burdach, and higher in the cotd they pass into the
postero-mesial column of Coll. 190a Proc, Zool. Soc. I. 8g
The blue sides are margined postcroventrally with a black
line.

Post-free, a, (Earlier and later examples.)
vji."^ Boston IVeivS'Lett. 7 Mar., The Publisher.. Desires

them to send their Accounts Post-Frce. 1999 Ttjnes i Nov,
16/6 The post-free price for copies ordered direct from the
publisher is 5s. 9d.

Fostiche. B. sb. Add : c. spec. A coil of
false hair worn as an adornment.
1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. To-day xl. (ed. 3) 345 False

tresses have been imported by cart-loads,, .and postichesand
other mysteries of the toilette have been brought to that
perfection to which competition so greatly conduces. 1908
IVestnt, Gaz. 21 Nov. 15/2 I'he postichcs in use must be
carefully manipulated to afford the exact size demanded.
Post-impressionism- [f. Post- A i b +

Impuessionism.] The doctrine or methods of the
post-impressionists in art ; the representation of the
individual artist's subjective view of objects or
scenes designed to reveal their spiritual significance

without strict fidelity to their natural appearance

;

any movement or group of aims in art which con-
stitutes a revolt against impressionism.
1910 C J. Holmes Notes on Post-Impresstonisi Painters

II The tradiiionof Post-lmpressionism, ..ifaiiy principles so
youthful can be called a tradition, is the expression of per-
sonal vision. 1910 Connoisseur Dec. 315/2 The committee
..wisely diluted the post-impressionism of the pictures in
the entrance room by the inclusion of a dozen or more ex-
amples by Manet. 19x1 C. L. Hind Post Impressionists 1

Post Impressionism has been called the heart of painting;
it has also been described as an insult to the intelligence.

Post-impressionist, [f. as prec + Iu-
PBESSiOMST.j An artist who practises post-

impressionism ; one who freely distorts the forms
of nature in depicting his own subjective yiew of
an object or scene. Also eUtrib. Hence Post-
impressloni-frtic a., belonging to or character-

istic of the post-impressionists.

1910 C. J. Holmes Notes on Post'Impressionist Painters
JO In setting up sincerity to personal vision as a guiding
rule. .the Post-Impressionists were really only reverting to
the principle which has inspired all the greatest art in the
world. 1911 Atltenxutn a8 Jan. 104/3 Post'Impressionist
Sculpture. 1913 E. F. Bf.nson Thorley Weir v, An out-
rageous exhibition of Post-Impressionists at one of the
London galleries. 1913 Punch 16 July 70/1 They grumble
at the ladies' skirts, The Post-Impressionistic settings. i9aa
C. Beu. Since Cizanne 81, I can t think why you don't like

it : its Post-Impressionist isn't it?

Posting, vbL sb.l Add : a b. //. Letters,

parcels, or other articles which are posted.

1909 Daily Chron. 30 Dec. 3/6 During the Christmas week
of last year the postings in London alone totalled upwards
of 70,000, POOL

Postman ^% 1. O. Add : postman's knock,
a parlour game in which the participants in turn

take the role of postman and deliver letters which
are paid for by kisses.

xga? W. E. Collinsos Cantem^. Eng. 12, I was interested

to see the kissing -forfeit game of postman's knock under the
guise of ' American post *,

Post-mortem. C. sb. Add : 2. trans/. Dis-

cussion of a game of bridge after it is finished.

i9n Manning Fostkr Li^kt Side Auction Bridge 157
The player with the post-mortem habit cannot resist indulg-

ing his passion. Mod. Let us not have post-mortems, please.

Post-moTtem, 7;. [f. Post-mortem <z^'.] trans.

To subject to a post-mortem examination.
19x0 H. G. Whlls Hist. Mr. Polly iv. 75 You didn't, I

suppose, Mr. Polly, think to *ave your poor dear father

post-mortemed.

Post-oak. (Earlier examples.)
xySa Steele Papers II. 750 Beginning at a small red Oak

..and runirig,,thcn cast fifty seven chains to a post Oak.
xSoo B. Hawkins Sk, Creek Country ig The trees are post

oak, white and black oak, pine [etc.).

b, attrib. as post-oak Jlat, riJge^ wood.
1836 Edward Hist. Texas 46 They are protected.. by.,

post-oak ridges. 1836 Quitman Let. in Lifeif Corr. 145 He
lies in the post oak woods, to protect himself from the

Mexican horse. i86» Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 567
That [cane] brought from the post-oak flats and red clay soil

along the edge of the timber. 1906 ' O. Henky* Four
Million 58 Joe Larrabee came out of the post-oak-flats of
the Middle West.

Post office. 3. post-office bridge (see quot.).

I9s6 Gloss. Electr. Terms (Brit. En^in. SUnd.) 95 /'^7J/

Offiee Bridge, P.O. Bridge, a self-contained combination of
resistors connected up for use as a Wheatstone Bridge.

135

Postpone, V. 2. (Later example.)
1871 RoBY Lat. Gram. § 1800 II. 351 Most prepositions

are prefixed to the substantive ; a few are always postponed

;

others arc occasionally but rarely postponed in prose.

Post-primary, a. [Post- B i b.] Of edu-
cation or schools : Subsequent to that which is

primary.
I9a6 Rep. Consult. Com. Educ. Adolescent 35 It has been

the general tendency of the national system of elementary
education to throw up experiments in post.prjmary educa-
tion. 1917 Observer 20 Feb. 14/6 The aims of raising the
school agcandcompletinganational system of post-primary
education.

Postulator. (Earlier example.)
1863 tr. Luquet Life Anna Maria Tatgi 2 The nnder.

signed Bishop of Hesebon, Postulator of the suit of the
servant of God, Anna Maria Taigi.

Postvocalized (p^ustvju-kabizd),///.a. Pkilol.
[f. Post- A, i a + vocalized, f. Vocalize.] Having
the Towel after a consonant.
1876 [see Prevocalized].

Post-war, a. [f. Post- A. i b + \VAR sb.^

Of or belonging to the period after a war (esp. the
war of 1914-18).
1908 Daily CAron. i6 July 5/1 There has been a reduction

of some £ 2,000,000 since 1904-5 the first post-war year. Z919
Atkensenm 23 May 360/2 * Bar ' and 'millibar' have ap-
peared in the post-war revival of meteorology, igao Motor
Cycle 27 May 601 First post-war records. D. R. O'Donovan
. .beats fourteen records. 1920 J. M. Keynes Econ. Conseq.
Peace 84 Our hypothetical calculations leave us with post-
war human requirements, on the basis of a pre-war efficiency
of railways and industry. 1928 Publishers' iVeekly 9 June
2352 Life and love in the post-War world. 1979 W. J. Locke
Jorico 263 There was still hope for post-war England. 1930
Rose Macaulay Relations iv. 57 They're terribly genera-
tion-conscious... It seems a post-war disease.

Pot, sb,^ Add : 0. (Earlier example.)
1856 Knickerbocker Mag, XLVIII. 619 (Th.) They had

hauled down a big pot and intended henceforth to live as
jolly as clams.

d. (Earlier examples.)
1880 'i^KT^o^ Trumpet-Major vm^ When Feslusput on the

big pot, as it is classically called, he was quite blinded ipso
facto to the diverting effect of that mood and manner upon
others. 1885 Punch 12 Sept. 131/2 Oh, Yorkshire and
Lancashire both are big pots. But Cricket's top honours
again go to Notts.

14. pot-bunker Golfy an artificially constructed

pot-shaped bunker; pot-burial, a prehistoric form
of burial found in Crete (see quot.); pot-drum
(see quot.) ; pot-marigold, the common marigold,
cultivated as a pot-plant ; pot-seine, a fishing-net

having a pot (sense 5 c) ; pot-sick fl., also, sick

from confinement in a flower-pot ; pot-washings
//., food removed from pots by washing ; pot-
woman, a woman serving liquor in a bar.
1909 Westm. Gaz. 30 Apr. 4/2 Had its original whins been

forest-trees we should not now be digging *pot-bunkers.
1921 Discovery Feb. 33/1 A simpler form of burial, known
as the ' *pot-burial ', was effected by trussing up the body,
placing it under an inverted jar, and then burying it in the
earth. 191s Hastings's Encycl. Relig. ^ Ethics V. 90/1 The
*pot-drum is an earthenwarevessel headed with a membrane.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 544/1 Calendula officinalis, L.,the
*pot-marigold..is the familiar garden plant with large
orange-coloured blossom-^ and is a native of the meadows of
southern Europe. 1903 Sci. Atuer. 28 Feb. 160/3 ^^'^ P"^*
pose of this contrivance is to provide a *pot-seine to be used
with or without scows and adapted to fish only with the

tide. 1873 Hardy Under Greemu. Tree 11. iii, Every morn-
ing I see her eyes mooning out through the panes of glass

like a *pot-stck winder-flower. 19x3 C. N. Moody Saints
of Formosa ix. 195 They threatened to.. feed her on the

*pot-washings with which the pigs are nourished. 1918
Pall Mall Gaz. 29 June 5/4 A ' *potwoman ' at a public
house applied for a summons for wages in lieu of notice.

Potato, ^^- Add: 6. \}. potato-digger {<&z.x\itT

example).
1846 Rep. l/.S. Cotnm. Patents (1847) iS A patent has

been granted for a potato digger.

7. potato-ball (earlier examples) ; potato-

chips, potatoes sliced and fried in fat or oil;

potato-clay, a variety of clay used by the Hopi
Indians in the making of pii,'ments

;
potato-hook

(examples) ;
potato-masher grenade, a type of

German hand-grenade, so called from its shape;

potato onion (example) ; potato rot (earlier

example) ; potato set, a potato or a part of a
potato used as seed ;

potato vine (examples)

;

potato-worm (earlier example).
1849 Rep. U.S.Comm. Patents, Agric. (1850) 198 In 1847,

he planted a single *potato-ball or apple; only one seed

grew. 1877 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. IV. 33 Nature can
make potato balls, but she couldn't make the Early Rose.

1878 Aiiier. Home Cook Bk. 67 Fillet steaks with *potato

chips. 1893 Katk D. Wiggin Folly Oliver vii. (1894) 78
Meanwhile Polly set on the table.. some delicate potato

chips which had come out of a pasteboard box. 1900 Re^.
Smithsonian Inst. (Nat. Mus.) 469 Some of the talc-like

substance, called *potato-clay..is then produced, and the

operator puts a piece about the size of a walnut in his mouth.
X856 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VII. 53 D. O. and W. S.

Penfield.. [exhibited] six Patridge's *potatoe hooks. 1874
Rep, yerf/iont Board Agric. II. 551 Then with axes, potato

books, and bog hoes, the turf was all peeled off. 1918 in

F. A- Pottle Stretchers (1930) a66 We saw bushels of *potato-

masher grenades, minenwerfer shells, and a machine gun
belt of cartridges. 1857-8 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. III. 507
The *potatoe onion is planted as a potatoe, and grows in

clusters under ground. 1847 Rep. 1/.S. Comm. Patents

POT-HITNT.

(1848) 353 Towards the close of the month the atmosphere
became sultry, .and the cry of ' *potato rot ' again began to
be heard. X849 Cultivator New Ser. VI. 125 On the 16th.
April.. dropped *potatoe sets in the drills, about nine inches
apart. 1777 P, V. Fithian Jml. (1900) 257, I took a Walk
thro' the Pumpkin and *Potatoe Vines. 1870 Amer,
Naturalist III. 92 The early frosts that nearly killed the
potato vines. 1872 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. 319 The
large night-flying moths, which come from., the large larvae,
as the *potato-worm and tobacco-worm.

Potato beetle. [Potato ^*. 7.] An American
species of beetle, Doryphora decemiineata, injurious

to the potato,
i8ai [see Potato sh. 7]. 1868 Amer. Naturalist May 129

The New Poiato-beetle . . which is so destructive in the West.
1876 Times 29 Aug. 6/5 The fact of its surviving in a letter
posted at Listowel, Ontario, and delivered at Stranraer,
vVigtonshire, N.B., shows that the potato beetle possesses
great powers of endurance. 1877 Rep. Vermont Board
Agric. IV. 109 Thus this Potato-beetle has made a steady
progress. .until now it has arrived in our midst. 1884 Rep.
U.S. Comm. Agric. 308 The Colorado Potato-beetle is too
well known to need extended comment. 1887 G. Nicholson*s
Diet. Gard. III. 210/1 Potato Beetle. This insect, also often
called the Colorado Beetle, . . was first observed in the Rocky
Mountains of America, in the Colorado Region.

Potato bug. U.S. [Potato sb. 7.] = prec.
1799 Mrs. Drinker Jml. (1889) 347 They call them here

. . the Potato- Bug, being numerous on the potato tops. 1877
Rep, Vermont Board Agric. IV. 108 The Colorado Potato-
Beetle or Potato-Bug. 1880 Harper's Mag. SepL 543 It is

free as yet from flies, mosquitoes, potato-bugs, ana the
myriad other plagues of the farmer. 1908 Springfield
Weekly Republ. 3 Sept. t6 Potato bugs on the rails stalled
eight trolly cars laden with excursionists.

Potato patch. U.S. A piece of ground on
which potatoes are grown.
j8o7-8iRviNG.S'rt/wa^<«</i'xvi. 366 Some., enjoy the varied

and romantic scenery of., potato patches and log huts. 1839
Southern Lit. Messenger V. yjsl'^ -A- corn, pea and potato
patch rudely inclosed by a worm fence, 1863 Mrs. Whitnbt
F. Gartney s Girth, xxii, A hollow, beyond which were the
cornfields and potato-patches. 1871 Rep, Indian Affairt
(1872) 523 We fought with our entire force, .going over our
potato patch repeatedly until they disappeared.

Pot-bound, a, (Recent fig. example.)
1925 Deeping Sorrell ^ Son (1926) 56 You can get many a

good hint from a man who dislikes you if you are not too
pot-bound to soak it up.

Pot-cbeese. U.S. [f. Pot sb.'^ 14.] Cheese
made from coagulated milk from which the water
is separated by heating in a pot ; cottage cheese.

1813 Paulding y. Bull ^ Bro. Jonathan (ed. 2) xxi. 115
Tell me, thou heart of cork, . .and brain of pot cheese. 1859
Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2) Smear case,. .a. preparation
of milk ;. .otherwise called Cottage-Cheese. In New York
it is called Pot-cheese. 1878 Rep. Indian Affairs 19 They
learn to milk and make butter and pot-cheese, which they
relish highly. 1903 U.S. Dept. Agric. Farmer's Bull. No. 166.

12 Pot cheese. . /X^V^& simple kind of cheese is also called

Dutch cheese, cottage cheese, and Schmierkase.

Potence, a. Also Potenc^e.
1911 Hastings's Encycl Relig. ^ Ethics IV. 326/1 The

potenctfe form T..is called also ihe Tan cross, because it re-

produces the form of the Greek letter Tau,

Potential. A, adj. Add: 5. c. Potential

temperature : (see quot.).

1923 Sir N. Shaw Forecasting Weather iii. 60 By potential

temperature of any specimen of air is meant the temperature
which the air would indicate if its pressure were changed to

a standard pressure under conditions which allowed of no
escape of heat.

Potentialness. (Recent example.)
1930 Gwendolen Gheene Two Witnesses 135 The turning

of potentialness into creative life.

Pot-bead, Add: b. A connecting unit used

where a single electric conductor branches into

several.

1904 Elect. World ^ Engin. 5 Mar. 427 (Cent. Suppl.) The
cable being provided with a pot-head at this point and
spreading from a three-conductor cable to single-conductor

cable.

Pot-bole. Add: 1. (Earlier example.)
X826 T. L. McKenney Tour Lakes (1827) 54 It is certain

the waters were once, in many places, some fifty feet above
their present level : for their action upon the rocks is plainly-

seen in the pot holes, as the excavations are called, which
are made by the action of pebbles upon the rocks.

3. A depression or hollow part forming a defect

in the surface of a road or highway.
1909 Westm, Gaz. 30 Aug. 1/3 All road engineers are

agreed that the uneven surfaces and pot-holes, .are practi-

cally confined to the districts where the water-cart reigns

supreme. 1920 Motor Cycle 30 Sept. 384/2 On the outward
journey the pot-holes between Edinburgh and Stirling

seemed appalling.

Pot-noley, «• [f. Pot-hole + -y.] Having
many pot-holes.

>9ai Blackw. Mag, Nov. 641/2 We lurched along over a
very pot-holey road.

Pot-holing, vM. sb. [f. Pot-holk + -ing i.] The
making of pot-holes.

1903 Geog. Jml. XXI. 672 Of this [erosion] Mr. Ball

thinks that at least two-thirds is accounted for by the pot-

holing action.

Po't-llOUSey, a- U- Pot-house -*--¥.] Sug-

gestive of or appropriate to a pot-house.

187J T. Hardy Under Greemu. Tree i. viii, If I strip by

myself and not necessary, 'tis rather pot-housey I own.

Pot-hunt, V. [f. POT-HUNTEB.] tutr, To
hunt for the pot ; to be a pot-hunter.

Z9s6 Chambers's Jml. JuIy4i8A You,.prcfertopot.hunt



POTICHOMANIST.

—luckily for us, with six hefty Gurkhas and tht servants to

feed, as well as ourselves 1

Fotichomanist (p?t4»-manist). [f. Poticho-

HANIA + -1ST.] A person who practises poticho-

•n^n'*-
. . . L ,• J

18S4 Dtccratcr's Assist, us Potichomanists have found

the art capable of greater results than the mere imitation of

porcelain vases, by the introduction of glass panels [etc.].

PO'tlatcn, ". [f- the sl'-] trans. To give as

a gift (to N. American Indians').

1910 R. W. Skrvici Ballads of CkecchaJto 94 The man
who potlatched the whiskey and landed me into the hole

Was Grubbe, . . Grubbe, of the City Patrol.

Fot-making, vbl. sb. The making of pots or

pottery.
I9a7 Peakk & Flkure Peasanls t, Potters 141 We think

that they had picked up the art of agriculture, weaving and
*pot-making, etc.

Potman. Add : 4. In various manufacturing

processes : A man who attends to the filling, emp-
tying, firing, etc., of pots.

1874 J. A. Phillips Elcm. Metallurgy 581 In order to de.

silverise by the aid of this arrangement, the potman sinks

the ladle sideways to the bottom of the kettle, igai Diet.

Occap. Terms (1927) 5 143.

Pot-pic. (Earlier and later examples.)

a 179a J. W. MoNETTE Mississippi Valley l,^.^^^•^ II. 8 (Th.)

The standard dinner dish at log-rollings, house-raisings, and
harvest days, was a large pot-pie, inclosing minced meats,

birds or fruits. X906 Amer. lUustr. Mag. Feb. 465/1, 1 was
out huntin* for S(juirrels to make a potpie out of, for squirrel

potpie's just lickin' good.

Pot-shoot, V. [Back-form.ition f. Pot-shot j^.']

intr. To take a pot-shot. So Po-t-shooter (-shot-

ter) ; Fo-t-shootinff vbl. sb.

1904 P. Fountain Gt, North- IVest iv. 27 The breech-loader

is the weapon of the dandy pot-shotter. X907 Mulford
Bar'20 xxi. 209 One hundred paces makes fine pot-shooting.

1913 — Coming of Cassidy ii. 31 He.. resolved that he
wouldn't take chances with a man who would pot-shoot.

xgai — Bar'20 Three xiv. 166 I'm leavin' town. I ain't got

a chance among buildin's again' pot-shooters.

Fotteress (p^-tares). [f. Potter sb^ -^ -ess.]

A female potter.

19x6 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 395/2 He had not only to find a
bride but a bride who was a * potleress '.

Potting, vbl. sb.^ Add : 3. c. Woollen manu-
facture. p5ee quot.)

1910 J. M. Matthews Application of Dyestuffs i. 66 An
operation very similar to that of decatizing is known as

potting. It is a treatment of woollen goods with steam and
hot water for the purpose of producing a particular character
of finish.

7. potting-bench, -j,5<(/ (examples) , -soil.

1874 Gardeners' Chron. 17 Jan. 95/3 A movable wooden
tray, shaped like the top of a *potting bench.. will answer
the purpose. Ibid.^ The manure and compost yard should
include a *potting shed if there is room to erect it. 1907 E.
GossE Father t, Son vii. 181 My Father would.. bolt into

the verandah, and round the garden into the potting-shed.

X908 Daily Chron, 29 Feb. 9/1 This material is in excellent

condition for mixing with Spotting soil as a fertiliser.

Potty (pc'ti), 0.1 slang or colloq. [Of obscure

origin; cf. Potter v., Pottebing ///. a.]

1. -Of persons and things: Small, petty, insignifi-

cant ; esp. potty little.

X899 E. Phillpotts Human Boy 72 It is such a potty little

place, hardly worth calling a wood. X904 H. B. M. Watsoh
Hurricane Is. viii. in 'Lord, doctor!' he ended with a
sneer, ' to think of you sucking up to a potty prince 1

' X907

Galsworthy Country House in. iv. 246 We stand on our

petty rights here. And our potty dignity there. X9a7 G. K.
Chesterton Secret of Father Broiun v, Who would, or

could, have killed him up in that potty little place ?

b. Easy to manage, accomplish, or deal with;

simple, easy, safe.

1899 E. Phillpotts Human Boy i:!j Ferrars..got regu-

larly muddled over a potty question about Jacob._ xoiS
E. F. Benson David Blaize iv. 70 It was quite certain that

Helmsworth would have won had not that ass Blazes.,
dropped the ' pettiest ' catch ever seen. X9aa Black-:v. Mag.
July 55/2 It's potty on this scaffolding. ., no end of cross-

pieces to bold on to.

2. Out of one's senses ; foolish, crazy ; madaJOM/
or ' gone ' on (someone or something).
igai Chambers's Jrnl. July 511/2 Pull yourself together.

You'll be going potty if you don't get a move on. 1933
E. V. Lucas Advisory Ben xxxix. 206 I'm potty about her.

X930 Diary Public School Girl 35 Do you know, I'm fright-

fully potty on you.

Potty (ppti), a.* [f. PoT.r*.l-^-T.] Savouring
of the pot.
x^ox^ IVestm. Caz. 4 June 3/2 Debauched teetotalers ruin

their insides by intemperate potations of potty tea.

Ponch, sb. 1. e. (Earlier example.)
1879 P.M.G's Rep. 9 The . . number of pouches exchanged

with these Travelling Post Offices . . in 24 hours is now 1090.

Pouch, zr. 1. (Later examjjle.)
X910A. A.MiLNEZJaj'x/'izj' 114,1 heard Slip call 'Mine'

and he pouched the ball.

Ponf. 2. Also atlrib.

1906 Queen 28 Apr. p. viii/3 A quaint pouf sleeve.

3. b. A low stuffed seat or cushion ; a humpty.
Also attrib.

2894 [see 31. xoxo^rw^'^- Navy Auxiliary Co.op. Supply
Catal. 314 Pouffe Hassocks. 19*5 C. S. Taylor Upholstery
96 The pouffe, or floor cushion, is much in favour.

Po'niBf(p«0> »«'• suid ^*- [Imitative; cC Poop.]

a. int. An expression of contempt, b. sb. An
explosive soimd.
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1905 Elinor Glyn Viciss» Evangeline 6a * Pouff !' I said,

and I pointed at him. X908 iyestm,Gaz.a$ May 5/2, 1 wa.s

riding on the back of the balloon.. wlien suddenly I heard a
' pou£f ', as ifsomeone had blown a blast from a bellows.

Poulter. 1. b. P&ulUrs measure (recent ex-

ample).
1900 W. A. Raleigh in Introd, to Castiglione^s Bk. 0/

Coitriier p. xlv, The one-legged poultcr's measure is not
responsible for all the horrors of this.

Poultice, V. Also absol.

i86x 'Geo. Eliot * Silas Marner xvi. 286 Sometimes things

come into my head when I am leeching or poulticing.

Found, sb.^ 6. pound-master (earlier ex-

amples).
1841 Knickerbocker Mag. XVII. 289 The dull brute, .ran

toward his own pen with such speed that the pound-master
struggled in vain to head him off. 1867 in Mrs. Custer
Tenting on Plains (1889) xvil. 543, I would you were in the

humble employment of Hutchins, the pound-master at home.

Pound, x^.^ Add: 4. b. An act of pounding;

a journey or voyage accompanied by pounding.

1907 Daily Chron. 6 Dec. 6/4 Majestically the Potsdam
glided from Rotterdam on her ten days' pound to New
York.

Pound, z'A Add : 2. d. To produce or turn

otU by pounding.
1904 F. LvNDE Grafters v. 58 He sat down at the type-

writer to pound out a letter to the general counsel, resign-

ing his sinecure.

e. To walk upon ; to tramp. U.S. colloq,

1909 'O. Henry' Options (1916) 30 I'm pounding the

asphalt for another job. J9a3 L. J. Vance Baroque vi. 33,

I won't get sent back to pound sidewalks for what I'm pull-

ing off tonight.

Poundage^. Add: 7. attrib, ^% poundage
system, tax.

1909 Daily Chron. 13 Aug. 4/3 The fairest system is that

which the Bill applies in the case of clubs; namely, a
^poundage system on the business done. 1909 IVestm. Gaz.

12 May 2/2 Tlie two resolutions were for a Customsdutyon
imported beer and for a *poundage-tax on the liquor sold in

clubs.

Poundage 2. Add : 2, The keeping of cattle

in a pound or enclosure; an enclosure in which
cattle are kept.
1866 Cycl. Useful Arts I. 3/2 The slaughterman.. only

paying for the poundage of his beasts according to the re-

quirements of his business. X9oa Eticycl. Brit. XXXII.
644/1 The bye-laws usually provide ..for the poundage to

have floor-space sufficient for each animal.

Pound-cake. (Earlier examples.)
1807 New Syst. Cookeiy (Boston) 218 A good pound cake.

1813 Niies' Weekly Reg. IV. 192/1 If ever he lived to see

Baltimore, the rooster should be treated \i\\Xi pound cake.

Pounding, "vbl. sh?- 4, pounding-mill (later

example).
1849 C. Lanman Lett. Alleghany Mis, i. 17 The vein gold

is brought to liglit by means of what is called a pounding
mill.

Pound-keeper. (Earlier examples.)
1641 Ipsiuich Rec. 3 Dec, Mr. Wilson is the Pound keeper.

i68i Watertown Rec. II. 3 Benjamin Crispe is to take the

charge of the pound to be pound keeper. 1766 Essex Inst.

Hist. Coll. XXI. 233 Lefttenant] John Rowe Pound Keeper
this year.

Pour, V, 1. (Further examples.)
i88x Mbs. J. H. Riddell Senior Partner II, x. 203 An

old, old pug., took no notice of Mr. McCuilagh or anything

else, till Janey poured him out a saucer of milk, 1909 Eliz.

Banks Myst. Frances Farrington 54 Pour me some tea,

dear, and tell me about your play.

Pout-net. (Later example.)

1859 ^<-t 22 * 23 ^ict. c Ixx. § 14 To kill Salmon in or

from the River by means of any Pout Net, Rake Hook, or

similar Engine.

Pouty (pdu-ti), a, U.S. [f. Pout j3.2and vy
+ -T.] Inclined to pout ; displeased; sullen.

1863 'Gail Hamilton' Gala-Days 221 They never were

tired when anything was to be done, or.. peevish, or pouty.

X897 R. M. Stuart Simpkinsville 23 This stove's ez dull-

eved and pouty ez any other woman ef she's neglected.

Poverty. 8. poverty-grass (earlier example).

1853 Darlington Flora Cestrica (ed. 3) 361 Aristida
dichotoma, . .PovcTty-Grass.

Powder, sb.^ 6. b. Add : powder-bum v.

trans.f to burn with the hot gas issuing from a

fire-arm ; powder-closet, a small room or closet

formerly used for the powdering of hair and wigs;

powder-post beetle, a species of beetle injurious

to timber; powder-push, a surgical instrument

for applying powder ;
powder-room (b) = *pow-

der-closet,

1846 J. W, Webb Altowan I. iv. 125 He might *powder-
burn the bear by the nearness of the shot. 1847 in M. Howe
Hist. Coll. Ohio 99 In this struggle, Lytic. had.. his face

powder burnt. 19*7 Scribner^s Mag, Feb, 176/2 In the pur-

suit, the Rangers literally carried out their leader's orders to

'powder-burn' them. 1905 Pall Mall Mag. Dec. 74Vr
VioIante..Iay dozing in the *powder closet which opened
out of Donna Carlotta*s bedroom. 1917 Daily Express
12 Dec. 4 Methley Park. .has one or two unusual features,

however ; and among these are some queer old powder closets.

1929 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 221/1 The. .insects.. which do
most damage are the death watch beetle . . ; the *powder-post
beetle {Lyctus sp.) and the common furniture beetle. 1908
Practitioner Nov. 742 The. .straight end of the tube is fitted

with a spring "powder-push with a double bellows. 1908
* Frank Danbv * Heart of a Child xv. 250 He liked to see

..his Staffordshire pottery en-niched in the quaint *powder-
room, opening out of the drawing-room.

POZZY.

Powder-blue. 1. sb. (Earlier example.)
1656 Essex Probate Rec, I. 233 Mace and Ribing, starch

and poudarblu.

Powder-house. [Powder shy 5 b.] A
building in which gunpowder is stored.
17JO Jrnls, Ho. Repr, Mass, II. 288 Daniel Pawning,

Keeper of the Powder.House. 1774 [see Powder sb.^ 5 b].

i77;6 Rec. N.H. Conmt, Safety 45 Received,. three thous*
weight of powder.. and lodged the same in the Powder
House. 183a J. F. Watson Tales Olden Times 99 The
powder house he remembered. 1848 Knickerbocker Mag.
XVIII. 216 The powder house, the pound, the poor-houie

and the county.house, are all objects of notice to the
traveller.

Comb. X789 Boston Town Rec. X. 183 Foster, Thomas,
powder-house-keeper.

Powderize (pau-dsrsiz), V, [f. Powder sby ¥
-IZE.] trans. To reduce to powder; to pulverize;

also, to mix with powder.
1903 Sci. Amer. Suppl. 18 Apr. 22818/1 Only one tiling

can be done to lighten the task, and that is to powderiae

the soap when the mixed materials are still warm,

Powellize (pdu-ebiz), V, [f. the name of W.
Powell who invented the process + -IZE.] trans.

To preserve (timber) by boiling in a solution of

sugar. Hence Powellized///. a,\ Powellizing
vbl, sb,

1903 Sci. Amer. Ruppl. 5 Sept. 23139/1 The London city

authorities, .intend to repave the Strand thorouglifare with

15,000 Powellizcd blocks. 1913 Chambers's Jrnl. Aug.
621/1 Seeing that elm is plentiful and extremely low in price,

Powcllising should result in its more extended application.

Ibid,^ After being Powellised it becomes a very handsome and
hardwood. x^ti^Encycl. Brit. XXII, 222/1 Extensive tests

carried out with Poweliized sleepers on Indian railways give

good results.

Power, sby Add : 6. C. The powers that be :

(after Romans xiii. 1) the authorities concerned.

Also in sing.

[1526 see sense 6]. 1836 T. Raikes Jrnl. {1856) II. 344
There is in the masses of this country a great principle of
submission to the powers that be. 1909 IVestm. Caz. n
Jan. 12/4 Perhaps next year the powers that be may take a
little more trouble to discover the talent that lies outside

lx)ndon. 1930 Times 25 Mar. 23/7 One can only express

the hope that the Power-that-be in Nanking will realize the

desirability for proceeding slowly and gradually.

18. a. power-absorptionj -buzzer, meter, -stroke

(example), valve, b. power-boat, 'brake, -vehicle

(example), c. power house (earlier example),

-plant, e. power-boating, f. power-board, a

switch-board for directing the supply of electric

power ;
power-factor (see quot.) ; power-rail, the

rail that carries the current for an electric railway.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 78/1 The.. measurement of

the true * power-absorption in the dielectric of cables. 1904
Elect. Rev. 17 Sept. 444 (Cent. Suppl.) The *power-board is

a handsome marble panel equipped with Weston ammeter
and voltmeter arranged for taking readings. 1908 R, W.
Chambers Firing Line vii. 84 Every day . . the swift •power-

boats sped northward to the Inlet. 190* Encycl. Brit,

XXVI, 340/1 The necessity for prompt and effective appli-

cation of brakes in an emergency led to the invention of

means to operate them with power superior to muscular
force. Such brakes are known as *power brakes. ij)a8 E.
Blunden (Jndert.of IVar xx\'\, I think I have the slightest

aptitude for understanding the principle of electricity, the

mechanism of the 'fullerphone * or '*power buzzer*. X893

Jrnl. Sec. Arts 25 Aug. 867 The ratio between the true

watts and the apparent watts ts called the *J'Owerfactor of

the circuit x88i Harper's Mag. Mar. 597/1 He found
himself in the end at that ' *Power House ' of which he had
heard.. for many a year. 1903 Science Abstracts B. VI. 66

*PoTver Meter.,. 'Viils is an apparatus, patented by A, F.

Nagle, for measuring the i.h.p., or rather tlie indicated work
in a given time, at one end of an engine cylinder. 1909
IVestm, Gaz. 4 May 4/1 The rigid dirigible.. cannot be

made to lift the weight of the *power-plant necessary to

render it independent ofall winds. 1899 Trans, Amer. Inst.

Elect. Engin. 16 May 220 This rail, .is known as the '*power

rail ', it forming one terminal of the electrical system. 1908

IVestm, Gas 17 Sept. 5/2 Leakage of electric current has been

known to occur between the power-rail and the running-rails.

1908 IVestm. Gaz, 4 June 4/2 The friction of the piston

against the cylinder walls during the *power.stroke. 1919
W, D. Owen Guide to Study of Ionic Valve 38 *Power
valves need to be very hard otherwise the plate voltage

would cause a discharge across the space. 1909 Chambers's

Jrnl. June 341/1 Thompson in Edinburgh introduced the

lirst *power-vehicle running on india-rubber tires.

Power, V, Transfer f Obs. to sense defined in

Diet, and add : 2. To supply with mechanical

power for propulsion,

1899 Engin. Mag. Mar. loi i/i It is in the powering of the

two vessels that the great advance in marine engineering is

most apparent. 1929 Chicago Tribune 31 Jan. 3/8 His

plane is a Travelaire, powered with a wliirlwind motor. 1930

Obsef^er 25 May 17 Finality on tlie question of motor

passenger line powering is far from being reached.

Powerful, a. 6. (Earlier examples.)

i8n Byron in Moore LifeofByron I, 249 For a long time

I have been restricted to an entire vegetable diet, . .so I ex-

pect a powerful stock of potatoes, greens, and biscuit, i8m

J. Woods Eng. Prairie 346, 1 also have got some beefs, and

a powerful chance of corn.

Pozzy (pF'zO* -^^f^y slajii^. Also possy,

a. Abbreviation of Position, b. Jam.
1916 Daily Mail i Nov. 4/4 'Pozzy* (jam). 19x9 ^Var

Slang in Athetimum 25 July 664/2 * Pozzy ', jam, or agun
position. 19*5 Fraser & Gibbons ^(7A//>r ^ Sailor Words

229 Possy (or Pozzy) : A position. DugK>uu Also Jam
(pozzy).



PRACTICABLE.

Practicable, a. 1. (Further example.)
\i^%iAct 11 ff i2Geo. Kc. 31 §17 The person aggrieved..
may apply to the next practicable court of quarter sessions
for the country.

Practical. B. sd. 2. (Earlier example.)
a 1737 M. Green Spleen 322 Tliat tribe whose practicals

decree Small beer the deadliest heresy.

Practice. 12. Add : practice-crew \ practice-
curve, a curve showing the relation of practice to

progress.

1887 Century Mag: XXXIV. 178/2 Freshmen formed a
practice crew of their own. 19Z4 R. M. Ogden tr. Koffka^s
Growth o/Mind'i.t-i Newconfigurationsare also attributable

to these lower centres; as is demonstrated by the fact that
the practice-curve improves by leaps.

PraBdella, variant of Prkdella.
Z9a6 Trans. Scot. Eccleshl. Soc. 71 The single step Pree-

della is semi-circular, and is enclosed by a beautiful tudor
rail.

Praedesqne (pr^desk), a. [f. the name of

Praed (see def.) + -Esque.] In the manner or style

of W. M. Praed (1802-39), a poet and writer of

society verse. So Fraedian a. ; Prae'disiUf the

style of Praed's poetry.
1865 Dublin Univ. Mag. II. 23 The best epigrams and

Pracdesque verses of the week. 1883 Century Mag. Feb.
505/1 Mr. Locker can write Praedesque poems. 1905 Mrs.
H. Ward Marriage 0/ IV. As/ie i. iL 29 Meanwhile the
outer room gathered to hear the recitation of some vers de
sociiti^ fondly believed by their author to be of a very
pretty and Praedian make. 19x7 Observer 15 May 6 What
he was thinking of was polite badinage, Praedism, and
Horatian levity.

Prtemunire, J^. 2. b. (Later hist, example.)
xgoa J. Gairdner Hist. Eng. Ch. /6th Cent. IV. viii. 141
Any subject henceforth bringing in bulls ofexcommunicatioa
was liable to a praemunire.

Frcesidial, variant of Presidial.
X918 C. G. Robertson Bismarck v. 285 Bismarck persuaded

the King of Bavaria to write to tlie King of Prussia, inviting
him.. to lake the Imperial Crown and exercise as Emperor
his Praesidial rights in the Confederation.

Prairie. Add ; Also 9 parara, praira, praire,

prairy.
z8o6 Massachusetts SPy 16 July 1/5 (<iuotih^ New Engl.

Republican) A venerable Philosopher sitting in the middle
of an immense Map. marked with vast praires, huge rivers,

and mountains of salt. 1819 Dana Gfog. Sk, 37 Ihe ore is

du^ from an open praira. ibid, io3 There are two kinds of
praira, the river and upland. i8ai Massizchusetts Spy
6 Feb^ 4/^ (quoting Detroit Gaz.) We passed also a prairy of
several nules extent, which is skirted with woodland. 1834
Crockett Narr. Life xiL 85 I came to the edge of an open
parara, and looking on before my dogs, I saw in and about
the biggest hear that ever was seen in America.

b. prairi'T country (examples),_/ar/«,yfr^ (earUcr

examples), flower (examples), hay\ prairio bot-
tom, a low-lying expanse of prairie land; prairie-

breaking, the employment of a prairie-breaker

;

also, an area plouj^hed or broken by this means;
prairie clover (earlier example)

;
prairie-cook

= PuAiRiE-CHiCKEN ; prairie-Crane, an American
species of crane, Grus americana or mexicana\
prairie-cricket, an American species of cricket

;

prairie-fox (examples) ; prairie-hare, -lark,

mouae (see quots.) ; prairie-pea, an American
species of Astragalus

;
prairie-plough, -plover

(earlier examples)
; prairie-potato = prairie^

turnip ; Prairie Provinces = Prairie States ;

prairie-rattlesnake, -rose (earlier examples)

;

prairie-snake (example) ; Prairie State (earlier

examples)
;
prairie-wagon (example).

18*3 Long Exped, I. 123 Our party encamped.. in a.,

beautiful and level •prairie bottom. 1867 Rep. Iowa Agrtc.

Soc. (1868J 139 On strong prairie-bottom it is liable to get

down. 1861 Trans, III, Agric. Soc. IV. 37 It was found
the plows were running. .too deep for ordinary "prairie

breatung. 1879 Scribners Monthly Nov. 132/2 The
aggregate extent of these long narrow black strips of
'prairie breaking'. 1870 Anter. Naturalist IV. 581 The
•prairie clovers, or turban ^owcrs{Peittalosteum) are among
the most interesting of the leguminose species. 1846 J. W,
Webb Altowan I. li. 31 The 'prairie cock (a large species

of grouse, of a pepper-and-salt colour, and long, pointed

tall). 1876 J. BuHRouGHS Winter Sunshine v. 115 About
this time., the prairie hens or prairie-cocks set up that

low musical cooing or crowing. x8o6 in Ann. gth Congress

2 Sess. 1 136 The quality of the land is supposed superior to

that on Red river, until it ascends to the 'prairie country.

1848 E. Bryant Calijforuia iii. 34 Our march was-.thrcuRh
an undulating prairie-country. 18^ Yale Lit. Mag. IX.
328 The discordant croak of the 'prairie crane, i860 Mavnk
Reio Odd People 341 He [the Yamparico] finds a resource,

however, in the *prairic cricket, an insect.. of the gryllus

tribe. 1838 H. W. Ellsworth Valley N. Wabash v. 49 A
late brother of the writer, who had just finished a "prairie

farm. 188^ ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn vii. 46 Hogs soon

went wild in them bottoms after they had got away from

the prairie-farms. 1836 Edward Hist, Texas 70 The annual

•prairie fires. i8§i Alicr Gary Clovernook 77 I listened

to stories of huge lights made by prairie fires. 1836 J. Hall
Stat. /K«/. iv. 56 The *prairie-flower displays its diversified

hues. i8ss R. Glisan Jrnl. A rmy Li/e{iZ-u,) 75 Presented

a collection of dried prairie flowers to the Srnithsonian

Institute. 18B7J. Kirkland Zwry loThe 'prairie flowers'

(blue gentian). 1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mts. (1859) 297 A
•praine fox,—a creature about twice the size of a large red

squirrel. 1876 J. BunROt'cns Winter Sunshine i\. 108 The
prairie fox, the cross fox, and the black or silver-grey fox,

seem only varieties of the red fox. i^M A mer. Naturalist

II. 536*Prairie Hare {Lepus Townsemiii), This hare is
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common east of the Rocky Mountains. 1845 Cultivator
New Ser. II. 93 Without any kind of.. comfort, except
what they may gather from a poor supply of *prairie hay.
1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxviii. 435 First rate
prairie hay, on which stock will keep fat all winter. 1883
Encycl. Brit. XIX 112/2 In North America [pipits] are
represented by only two species—iW^coryr spraguiiy the
*Prairie-Lark of the north-western plains, and Anthus
ludovicianus, the American Titlark. 1868 Anter. Natura.
list II. 534 *Prairie Mouse (llesperoniys Sonoriensis). This
widely spread Mouse is common at Fort Benton. 1848 E.
Bryant California ii. 28 I observed, also, a plant producing
a fruit of the size of the walnut, called the *prairie-pea.
1870 Amer. Naturalist III. 162 One of the earliest flowers
is the Prairie-pea (Astragalus Mexicanus). 1839 Cultivator
VII. 33 It may be amusing to eastern readers to hear a de-
scription of a * "prairie plow '. 1861 Trans. Ill, Agric, Soc.
IV. 392 The sod should be broken with a prairie plow. x868
Ei/e among Mormons 7 For the small birds—*prairie plover
and meadow larks— it was not necessary to leave the road.
1843 Fremont Exped, 107 Six Kansas women, engaged
in digging *prairie potatoes {psoralea esculentd). X848 E.
Bryant California iv, One of them [Indians] presented to
me a root or tuber, of an oval shape, about one and one-
half-inch in length and an inch in diameter. This root is

called the prairie potato. 1924 Times Trade ^ Engin.
Suppl, 29 Nov. 237/3 Owing to the reduction in the out-
put [of grain] of the *Prairie Provinces. 1831 T. But-
TFiCK Trav. 78 The "prairie rattlesnake, a small but very
poisonous reptile frequently . . [is] seen in those parts.

zSaz J. Woods Eug. Prairie 303 But the "prairie-roses,

balm , . and sassafras-wood . . have all powerful scents.

1843 Fremont Exped. 12 A large "prairie snake . . was
occupied in eating the young birds. 185a Mrs. Stowe
Uncle Tom's Cabin xlv. 525 Fanners of rich and joyous
Ohio, and ye of the wide "prairie states. 1861 O. J. Victor
Hist,Southern Rebellion!. 166 Illinois, the 'Prairie State',

then proved that she was as rich in her patriotism as in her
soil and exhaustless resources. 1867 W. H. Dixon Neiu
America I. iii. 37 We find that our big Concord Coach has
been exchanged for a light "prairie waggon.

Prairie-chicken. (Earlier example.)
1847 J. W. Abert in Exec. Doc. 30th Congress i Sess. IV.

545 During tlie day we saw flocks of snow larks and several

prairie chickens.

Prairled, a. (Later example.)
X930 H. N. Spalding From Youth to Age 58 The happy

cornlands of the prairied West.

Prairie schooner. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
1847 Th, Weed in Barnes Mem. Weed (1884) 129 We found

the road . . occupied with an almost unbroken line of waggons,
drawn generally by two yokes of oxen, bringing wheat to

the city. These teams are called ' prairie schooners '. 1910
Congress, Rec. 1 1 5 The next schooner I had any association

with was that venerable and faithful prairie schooner [etc].

Prairillon. For a i860 read 1846 Sage.

Praise, sb. 4. Add: praise-leader Sc.j the

leader of the singing in a church.
1990 C. Jerdan Sc. Clerical Stories xviii. 370 The minister

..looked down over the side of the pulpit and said to the
praise-leader, * Is David ill?'.

Praise, v. Add: 3. e. absoL To express

approbation ; to bestow praise.

1879 Fortn. Rev. i Apr. 507 So Moli&re is read or wit-

nessed ; we laugh and we praise. 1896 Forum Mar. 1

Whether we praise lavishly or venture to blame, two perils

threaten us.

Prance, sh. Add: C. Iransf, Swagger, arro-

gance.
1917 Blackw.Mag. OcU 536/1 Truly it was just * prance*,

and. .It was very far from being the only piece of prancing

to be met with in Digby's life.

Pra'ncefol, a, [f. PBANCE^iJ. +-ful.] Full

of prance ; spirited ; mettled.

1894 Kipling Jungle Bk.t^ Don't you envy our pranceful

bands?

Praseodymiiun (pr^^z/^di'mi^m). Chem,
[f. Gr. irpdaioi leek-green (see Prase) + (Di)dy-

MIUM.] A metallic element of the rare-earth group

discovered (along with *Neodtmium q.v.)byAuer

von Welsbach in 1885. It resembles neodymium
in properties but is distinguished from it by form-

ing leek-green salts. Symbol Pr; atomic weight

141 ; atomic number 59.
z886 Nature 22 July 266/1 It was now seen that in succes-

sive fractions the intensities of the other more refrangible

lines belonging both to neo- and praseodymium varied

greatly from strong to almost obliteration. 190a (see *Neo-
dymiumj.

PrawUy s6. G. Add : prawnfisherman^ -fishing.

1921 Chambers's Jrnl. Sept. 590/1 Numerous are the

adverse comments I've heard on the prawn fisherman and

his ways. 1914 Blackvj, Mag. Apr. 489/2 But neither the

Lydons nor anybody else could make me enjoy prawn-fishing

on that high walk at Galway.

Prawning, vbl.sb. [f. Prawn j^. + -ing1.]

Fishing for salmon with a prawn as bait.

1909 Westm. Caz. 10 May 12/2 Prawning and spinning

for salmon has begun on the Hampshire Avon. 1921

Chambers's Jml. Sept. 590/1 Prawning for salmon is 'ooked

down upon by many as being almost a form of poaching.

Pray, 'v. 6. b. Also spec. To make a formal

petition.

1754 [see Diet.], xoao Act lo 4- ii Geo. V c. 67 Sched. i,

The Council shall . . determine whether to issue the order as

prayed for, or to issue the order with such modifications as

may appear to be necessary.

Prayer ^. 6. d. Add : prayer cylinder =

Pbayeb-wheel
;
prayer-flag, a flag having prayers

inscribed on it ; prayer-gong, a gong calling

persons to prayer; prayer-machine, -mill =

PREDATOR.

Prater-wheel
; prayer-atool, a stool for kneeling

on wliile praying.

1894 Isabella L. Bishop Among Tibetans ii. 46 •Prayer-
cylinders which are turned by pulling ropes. 1897 Geog,
frnl. X. 35 A prayer-cylinder revolved by tlie wind. Ibid.

44 Groups of *prayer.flags in memory of the dead are planted
beside every village. 1905 E. F. Benson Image in Sand
ix, I adore theosophy, *prayer-gongs, and letters from the
ceiling. 1894 Isabella L. Bishop Among Tibetans ii. 46
Then there are Sprayer-mills which revolve easily by being
brushed by the band of the passer-by. 1908 Daily Chron, ^
6 Apr. 1/4 As they knelt upon the wooden *prayer stool.

.

they made no noise.

Prayer-meeting. (Earlier example.)
18*3 Baptist Mag, IV. 32 It had been the practice of the

church to hold weekly prayer-meetings.

Praying, vbl. sb. b. Add: praying flag-

staff, cf. *prayer-flag 2iho\e.

1877 T. W. R. Davids Buddhism^zi Everywhere in Tibet
these praying flag-staffs meet the eye.

Praying,///, a. (Later example.)
1931 \. L. Allen Only Yesterday iv, 80 The 'praying

Colonels ' of Centre College.

Preaching, vbl. sb. 3. preaching-place (later

examples), -stand.

184s A, Wiley in Indiana Mag. Hist. XXIII. 37 Many
new neighbors were taken in as preaching places. 1856
Strickland Peter Cart-wright viii. 85 We took in a new
preaching-place at a Mr. Moor's. 1856 Mrs. Stowe Dred
xxiii. I. 326 The assembly poured in and arranged them-
selves before the preaching stand.

Preaching-llOUSe. (Earlier example.)
1747 Wesley Jrnl. (1909-16) III. 321 Mr. J. Ricliards had

just sent his brother word that he had hired a mob to pull
down his preaching-house that night.

Pre-adamite. B. adj. 1. (Further example.)
1916 Nature 25 May 259/2 For imitation, a pre-Adamite

simian character, plays no small part in the ostensible de-
velopment, mental, moral, andotherwise, of gregarious folk.

Precarial (prite^'rial), a. [f. mtd.l^.precdria :

see Pbecary sb."] Of, pertaining to, or connected
yi\\\iprecaria.

1914 Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 137 It is also highly probable
that precarial transactions were instrumental not only in the
bringing together of ecclesiastical property, but also in

utilizing it by means of dependent farms.

Pre 'Cast, ppl. a. [Pre- A. i.] Applied to

concrete which is cast in blocks before it b used for

building.

1927 Daily Express 2 Mar. 3/6 The Concrete Products
Association was formed yesterday to improve production
and maintain a high standard of quality in the use of 'pre.

cast * units in building. 1929 Daily Tel. 8 Jan. 7/6 A struc-

ture composed of seasoned precast blocks was less likely to

crack than one of in situ concrete.

Precess, v. Transfer "fObs. to sense defined in

Diet, and add

:

2. intr. To undergo precession.

1903-3 O. Lodge in Jrnl. Inst. Elect. Engin. XXXII. 83
The pull of gravity on a spinning top does not make it

topple over, but makes it precess.

Precis, sb. c. (Add example.)
X908 Westm, Gaz. 24 Apr. 1/3 The Society proposes to

give information to all inquirers, to publish pricis articles

and leaflets [etc).

Precision. Add: 3. altrib. Of apparatus (esp.

automatic) designed for exact or precise work.
1909 Westm, Gaz. 7 Dec. 5/2 They did not know which to

marvel at most, the wonderful automatic precision machines,
..or the staff responsible for their working. 1910 Ibid. 6

Jan. 4/2 It is only a question of time ere Germany will be
in a position to dispense with those wonderful American
automatic precision tools.

Precocial (pr/k^^-jai), a. [f. as Precocious

-}--AL.] = Precocious 3.

1897 I'". M. Chapman Bird-life 67 The young of what are

termed ' praecocial ' birds arc hatched with a covering of

downy feathers.

Precocious, a. 3. (Further example.)

1897 Pakker & Haswell Zoology II. 382 The newly
hatched young may be either well covered with down and
able to ruQ or swim and to obtain their own food, In which
case they are said to be precocious, or [etc.].

Precociously, adv, (Add example.)

1893 E. B. Wilson Biol. Lectures 13 (Cent. SuppL) Eggs
that admit of complete orientation at the first or second
cleavage,., are commonly supposed to reflect precociously

the later organization [etc.].

PreCOO'l, V. [f. Pre- A. i + Cool v.I trans.

To cool (material of any kind) before submitting it

to some further treatment. So Precoo'ler, Pre-

coo-ling vbl. sb.

1904 I'hys. Rec. XIX. 330 From the compressor, the air

passes successively through an aftercooler ; aseparator ; . . and
finally through a precooler charged with broken ice or snow
—reaching the liquefier at a temperature of about 2*. 1926

Spectator 18 Sept. 412/1 By having a hermetically sealed

compartment with the commodity pre-cooled, a low tempera-

ture is maintained until the box is opened at destination.

Ibid., After the cleaning the pre-cooling takes place.

Predative (pre*dativ), a. [f. L. prxddl-us

pple. oi prseddri to plunder + -IVE.] Suggestive of

depredation
;
predatory.

1930 D. H. Lawrence Virgin t^ Gipsy iii. 50 Slie [the

gipsy-woman] was . .just a bit wolfish. .

.

' Good-mornmg, my
ladies and gentlemen,' she said, eyeing the girls from her

bold, predative eyes.
, ^

Predator (pre-dat^a). Zool. [ad. L. predator

plunderer.] An animal or organism that preys

upon another.



PBEDESTINY.
i^a W. M. Wheeler Sec. Life Insects 46 Species that

behave in this manner are not true parasites, but extremely

ecoDonucal predators, because they eventually kill their

victims.

Predestiny. (Later example.)

19x9 Bridges Test. Beauty \\\. 856 That old Hebrew poet,

imaEin'd Eve's predestiny to be helpmate and comfort to

God's perfect man.

Predictably (pr/di*ktabli), €idv, [f. Predict-

able «. + -LV K\ In a manner that can be predicted

- or foretold,

1914 J. H. Skrine Pastor Futurus 88 The Pcntecosts

come back, as surely though not so predictably as the dawns.

Predictionism (pr/di-kjaniz'm). [f. Predic-

tion + -ISM.] Belief in prediction or prophecy.

1919 P. H. Osmond Myst. Poets Engl. Churchy\\. 215 He
was a ' crank *, dominated by extravagant notions—a victim

of Predictionism and credulity.

Pre-empt, v. Add ; O. Bridge, To make a
pre-emptive bid,

1914 M. C. Work Auctiott Developments 313 It Ls the

exceptional case in which it is advisable to preempt with an
original No Trump. 1939 — Compl. Contract Bridge i. a In
Auction a bidder may bid .. more than two for the purpose of
pre-empting.

Pre-emption, b, (Examples.)
1747 Baltimore To7vn Rec. 21 Mr. Alexander Lawson

applied also to enter his Preemption of making out Ground
into the water. 1780 W. Fleming in Trav. Anter. Col. 631
For preemption of 400 acres. .Claimers 339. 1815 Drake
Cincinnati i. 52 These sales the Government refused to

sanction but granted pre-emption to the purchasers. 1847
in Drake Pioneer Life Kentucky i. 13 At length they fixed

upon a * settlement and pre-emption* eight miles from
Washington. 1887 Harpers Mag. June 69/2 The 'claims*

and * pre-emptions ' were marked to await the time when the
owner could safely take possession.

Pre-emptioner. (Earlier examples.)
1841 Knickerbocker Mag. XVII. 278 They amused them-

selves by calling the exclusives' squatters', *preemptioners',
etc. 1841 Congress. Globe 16 Jan. App. 368/3 Those who are
called pre-emption ers.

Pre-em.ptive, <z* Add: 2. In auction bridge:
Applied to a bid which is madehigher than ordinary

practice requires in order to prevent opponents from
bidding and so acquiring information about each
other s cards,
igij Flor. Ibwin Auction High-Lights 95 A preemptive

opening-bid in a major suit means that the bidder wants no
information and wishes to play the hand at his own suit.

Pre-emptively (pr^'ie'mPtivli),*:^?^. [f. Pre-
emptive a. + -LY 2.] in a pre-emptive manner.
1918 Bergholt Royal Auction Bridge (ed. 2) 148 By de-

claring * pre-emptively *, up to the full strength of his hand,
Z. will no doubt be able to prevent B. from directing A.
what to lead.

Preening, vbl. sb. (Later example.)
1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 728/1 This Uropygial gland

secretes an oily fluid, which the bird spreads over its feathers
. by the operation of ' preening '.

Prefectly (prrfektU), a. [f. Prefect sb. +
-LT 1.] Characteristic of or befitting a prefect.

1927 Josephine Eloer Thotnasina Toddy xxii. 218 Anne
recognised them with her most prefectly twitch of the lips.

Prefer, v. 7. (Modern example with above.)
1883 G. MooKE Modern Lover IT. vi. 105 There was one

place he preferred above all others.

Preferable, a. Add : 3. = Pbefeeence 8.

1913 Act 3*4 Geo. F" c. 20 g 97 (i) Such preferable
securities as existed at the date of the sequestration, and are
not null or reducible.

Preference. Add : 7. b. (Later example.)
igo8 R. W. Chah'BKHS Fifing Linen. 20 That kills our four

at Bridge. . . We'll have to play Klondike and Preference now,
8. preference voting, a system of voting in

which the voter indicates by figures (i, 2, 3, etc)
opposite the names of the different candidates the
order in which he supports them.
^ 1908 JVestm. Gaz. 20 Aug. 2/1 The local Labour Party is

inclined to boycott preference voting and advocate its mem-
bers to plump.

Preferential, fz. Add: c. Preferentialvoting-
= preference voting (*Preferen'CE S).

1908 Westm. Caz. 20 Aug. 2/1 The State of Western
Australia . . isnowattempting . . preferential voting in a simple
form.

Prefix, V. 5. (Later example.)
1898 C. S. Sherrington in Phil. Trans. B. 85 The skin

and musculature of the arm of Man are somewhat prefixed
as compared with Macacus.
Pren-xally, adv. [f. PBKriXAL + -LY2.] in

the manner of a prefix.

1922 S. Grew Art 0/ Player'Piano 86 The shorter note
may be affined prefixally to the note after it.

Preforma tionary, a. [f. PiiEFORMATiON

+

-ABT.] Of, pertaining to, or connected with pre-
form ?.tion.

1931 Times Lit. .Suppl. 15 Jan. 36/4 There arose two
schools of preformationary thought.

Prefnlgence (pr/fo-ld^ens). [f. as Pbepul-
GENT.] Pre-eminent brightness or splendour.
X916 SwiNNERTON Chaste ll^i/e xxiii. 317 Too stupid to

understand anything but physical prefulgence or absolute
social convention.

Preheat (pr/hzn), v. [f. Pre- A. i + Heat v."]

trans. To subject to a preliminary heating. So
Preheated///, a. ; Prehea*ting vbl. sb.

Z898 Engin, Mag, XVI. 345 This method of preheating

138

may follow either the regenerative or the recuperative sys-

tem. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 582/1 These, .are exposed
to an enormous extent of brickwork surface, which we will

assume for the moment has been higlily preheated. 19U
A. Uevnolds tr. C. Dichtnann's Basic Open-Hearth Steel
Process vii. 59 The second way of producing a steam-air gas
with high hydrogen content, consists in the employment of
superheated steam, or preheated air supply.

Prehensorial (prfhensoa-rial), a, [f. PRE-
HENSOBIUM + -Au] Adapted for prehension or

seizing ; prehensory.
1903 Proc. Zool. Soc. I. 51 One cannot but wonder how the

spider maintains a secure hold back downwards, especially
when the powerful prehensorial legs of the first and second
pairs are released.

Pre-igni'tion. Too early ignition in an inter-

nal combustion engine.

1903 Work 4 Apr. 138/2 Otherwise detrimental and even
dangerous preignition will occur. 1908 l^Vestm. Gaz. 20 Aug.
4/2 The tendency to pre-ignition, 1922 Encycl. Brit. XXX.
40/2 Should this combination of temperature and pressure
be attained in operation it is apt. .to lead to general over-
beating of the cylinder and ultimately to pre-ignition.

Preiotation (prfiait^t^i-Jsn). [f. Pi:e- a. 2 +
loTA + -ATiON.] The placing of an iota or i before

a vowel. So Freiotization ; Freiotized a.,

having an iota prefixed.

1877 A H. Keane tr. Hovelacoue's Sci. Lang. 281 The
Lithuanian esie becomes _/^j/e in Church Slavonic j and this
* preiotation ', as it is technically called, is a leading feature
of all the Slavonic tongues. 1883 Mokfill Slavonic Lit. i.

18 I'be difficulty of expressing the prseiotised vowels is the
sanie. 1887 — in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 148/a The addition

of a^ sound before vowels is one of the great characteristics

of the Slavonic languages, called ' praeiotization '.

Prelatial, a. Also, that is a prelate.

1886 F. G. Lee Edward VI iii. 142 Both as regards what
the prelatial preacher said, and what he did not say, it

appeared to the Authorities, .somewhat inadequate.

Prelim (prz'li-m). colloq. Abbreviation x^ipre-

liminary used elliptically (cf. note in Diet. s.v.

Preliminary A. b). A preliminary practice, con-

test or examination ; a preliminary sheet (usually

Avithout signature) in a book.
1901 Daily Ne-ws i Apr. 5/6 We arrived at Putney, just in

time to see Oxford come out for their * prelim.' 190a Daily
Chron. 19 Dec. 5/2 The English public school boy goes
north for months of special tutoring for his * prelim. 1927
Observer 18 Dec. 4 He tells, .about signatures^ prelims, end-
papers, uncut and unopened pages, issues and imperfections.

1928 L. J. Vanxi; Baroque xxvii. 173 A fight that'd make
the Dempsey-Carpenteeyay bout look like a cooked prelim.

Z928 Collier's 18 Aug. 25/2 You're nothin' but a has-been,

staggerin' around like some prelim boy.

Prelimen (pr/bi'man). [f. L. pnR before

+

iTinen threshold.] A preliminary step.

1898 C. S. Sherrington in Phil. Trans. B. 50 The requisite

prelimen to the original aim of the inquiry [having been]
carried through, the examination of certain spinal reflexes

has been proceeded to.

Prelude* z'- 1* l>« (Further example.)

1915 J. BucHAN Nelson s Hist. War II. ix, 34 Von Kluck
preluded it [an enveloping movement] by a heavy bombard-
ment of Bincbe and Bray.

Prematura-tion. [f. Premature + -ation.]

The fact of making or becoming mature too early.

1909 Westm, Gaz. 3 Feb. 2/1 The systems followed in the
schools of the leading civilised races of the world make for

prematuration.

Premier. B. sb. Add : C. The Secretary of

State. U.S,
190S Washington Post 21 Mar. 4 It is considered unlikely

that he could be induced to return to the Cabinet, even as

premier. 1925 W. H. Smith Hist. Cabinet U.S.A. 28 He
[the Secretary of State] is frequently spoken of as the
* premier ' of the cabinet, but there is no such title or designa-

tion known to our laws.

Premiership. Add : 1. b. The position of

Secretary of Stale. U.S.
1928 H. Minor Story Deinocr. Party 69 Madison had

cabinet troubles, too. Monroe accepted the premiership in

March 1811 [etc.],

Premisal. Delete ? Obs. and add example.
1912 C. Macksev in Cath. Encycl. XIV. 75/1 With the

proper premisals then from one and the other here assumed,
we say [etc.].

Premise, sb. 5. //. (Later example.)
1917 Statutory Rules f( Orders No. 1259, § 4 For the

purpo.ses of this Order. .' Premises' shall include any van,

stand, cart or other vehicle.

Premium. 7. AdAx premium-bearing \
pre-

mium bond, a bond on which a premium is paid.

J908 Westm. Gaz. 29 Aug. 2/2 The Panama and Congo
premium-bearing loans are two ofthe most scandalous pieces
of finance which Europe has ever witnessed. 1931 Star
8 May 6/3 Every trick—from premium bonds to guessing
the number of beans in a bottle—seems to have been tried,

Prenuumed, a. Add : b. That pays a premium.
1927 Daily Express 5 July 5/5 The trade may also be

entered as a premiumed apprentice or as a beginner at a
nominal wage.

Premonitory. B. sb. pi. (Earlier example.)
1834 Knickerbocker Mtig. IV. 307 The premonitories seize

me before I have time to run to the doctors for relief.

Premonstration. (Modem example.)
1920 E. H. Becbie Mirrors of Doivning Street i. 9 His

intuitions are amazing. He astonished greatsoldieis in the
war by his premonstrations.

Prep. 2. a. (Earlier example.)
1899 A H. QuiNN Pennsylv. Stories g^ The admission of

such prep schools was against the constitution.

PRESERVE.

b. (Example.)
1899 A. H. QuiNN Pennsylv. Stones 117 He was going to

tell those people from the Governor down to the prep in the
gallery,, .just what the college had done for him.

C. Short for preparatory school.

1924 H. DE Selincourt Cricket Match v, To know whose
call it is. . . was driven into me at the prep.

Preparation. 10, Add : (sense 8) prepara-
tion serfuon.
X843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXI. 261 On the very day of

the preparation sermon at Tinnecum, a number of young
persons were assembled.

Preparationist (prepar^'-Janist). [f. PRE-
PABATION-J--IST.] One who favours naval and
military preparedness.
1915 A. L. Lowell in IVorld's Workl^.Y.) 719/r.

Preparing^, ///. a. (Modem example.)
1864 Eljz. Wethekell Old Helmet'x. 21 The other figures,

the dark walls and ivy, the servants and the preparing colla-

tion, were only a rich mosaic of background for those two.

Preponderonsly, adv. [f. Pkepondebous
+ -LY li.] In a prcponderous degree ; excessively.
xpzi Public Opinion 5 Aug. 133/1 Is it a city or merely a

village preponderously overgrown ?

Preprint- Also attrib.

1929 E. C. Bingham Some Defs. Rheology i This paper is

issued in preprint form primarily to stimulate discussion.

Pre'printed, pa. pple. [f. Preprint + -ed.]

Printed in advance ; issued as a preprint.
1928 E. D. P. Evans {title) Meaning of Minster in Place-

Names. (Preprinted from the Philological Society's Trans-
actions, 1925-28, Part I).

Pre-Raphaeli-tically, adv. [f. Pre-Raphael-
iTic -f- -AL + -LY -.] In a manner suggestive of the

Pre-Raphaelites.
1927 Glasgo^v Herald J July 4/6 The drabness of Arnold

Bennett's pre-Raphaeliiically accurate Five Towns.

Pre*-release, a. [Pre- B. 2.] Of cinemato-

graphic films : Exhibited before the date fixed for

the normal * release', b. vissb, A film 'released'

before the normal date,

1927 GlasgoTv Herald 15 Nov. g/7 An amendment,. pro-

viding that pre-release cinema shows should take place in

provincial centres as well as in London was agreed to with-
out a division. 1929 Sunday Dispatch 13 Jan. 16/3 We, in

London, have been privileged to view many pre-releases.

Prerogativeil, a. (Recent example.)
1889 F, W. Maitland Collected Papers (1911) II. 71 The

furthei back we look, .the more closely does it seem connected
with prerogatival rights.

Presancti£.ed, ppl a. (Earlier examples.)
1758 An Important Inquiry (ed. 2) App. 397 They offer

up and shew the people the Sacrament reserved on those
two solemn days, which they call the imperfect Mass, or

the Mass of the presanctified. a 1773 A. Butler Feasts ^
Fasts VI. iv, (1830) 214 This is called the ' Mass of the pre-

sanctified mysteries': Missa prxsanctificatorunu

Presbyteress. 2. (Modern example.)
1901 J. WORDSWORTH AHnistry of Grace v. 271 The

Virgins, Widows and Presbyteresses have the first place
among the women in church.

Prescribe, v, 4. (Modem example.)
X919 Kath. Routledge Myst. Easter Island v\\\. ii6 As

both the lifel)oat and tlie cutter were carried in the waist of
the ship when we were at sea, the space available for ' con-
stitutionals ' was prescribed.

Prescripto'rial, a. [f. Pre- + Scriptobial.]

Existing belore the use of writing.

1897 J.
W. Powell in i6th Ann. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol.

p. xcvi, The names are associative or symbolic in the vague
fashion characteristic of prescriptoria! ideation.

Pre-se-nile, a, [Pee- B. i d.] Occurring before

senility.

1903 W. OsLER in Lancet 22 Aug. 517/2 The patients in

the severe cases are men as a rule in the pre-senile stage and
they present well-marked card io-vascular lesions. 1923 R.C.
PuNNETT Mendelism 202 Presenile cataract of the eyes.

Present, a. L (Further example.)
1832 Congress. Deb. 14 June 3530 Mr. Qlayton] obser\'ed

that the gentleman ought to remember that the present

company is always excepted.

Presentational, a. Add: b. Pertaining to

presentation (sense 5).

1928 Daily Tel. 19 July 18/3 The intelligent theatres of

New York.. show an admirable sympathy both for good
European drama and new forms of presentational art.

Presentative, a- Add ; 6. Coinb, as pre-

sentalive-representative.

1897 H. H. Ellis tr. Ribot's Psychol, of Emotions 55
Then pleasure becomes an anticipation, as in the case of

the dog when his food is being brought to him; to employ
the term used by Herbert Spenser, it is a presentative-repre-

sentative slate.

Presenter. Add ; 3. One who presents or

shows.
1853 Trans, Mich. Agric. Soc. IV. 155 The presentor is

firmly of the belief that the yield would have been fully one

hundred bushels more per acre, had it not been for the un-

precedented drought.

Preserva'tionist. [f. Preservatiok + -ist.]

A person who advocates the preservation of species

from extinction.

X937 Black-w. Mag. Sept. 314/1 The excuses made for her

[the peregrine falcon] by modern 'Preservationists* arc

altogether paltry.

Preserve, sb. 1. (Later example).

1839 T. D. Hooker in Huxley Life ofHooker {igiS) i. 43
That Capt. Ross did not intend to treat me thus . . I am siire



PRESERVER.
from his asking me to tell the quantity of preserves for

aniiiials required.

Preserver. Add : 2. c. =Life-presekver 3.
1912 Chambers's Jml. Sept. 636/1 In the panic which is

certain to ensue after a wreck even the handling of this
preserver would be awkward in the narrow passages.

Presidential, «. Add : 1.
Jj,

Presidential

year^ a year in which a presidential election occurs.

1903 .A'. Y. Even, Post 5 Sept., Every merchant knows that
the buying demand is exceedingly sensitive. It is tradition-

ally so in a Presidential year.

Presiding,///. «• Add : b. presiding elder,

the elder put over a district in the U.S. Methodist

Church ;
presiding ofl3.cer, the person who has

charge of a polling-station at an election.

1831 Pkck Guide /trr Emigrants 258 There are three
[Meihodi.st] districts, over each of which is a presiding
Elder. 1856 Strickland Peter Cartivright vi. 12 There
were four presiding-elder districts in the Western Conference,
1904 G. H. LoRiMER Lett. Self-made Merchant j86 The
Doc.. -knew more Scripture when he was j6 than the pre-

siding elder. 187a Act 35 <V 36 Vict, c. 33 sched. i. 21 The
returning officer shall appoint a presiding officer to preside
at each station.

Presidium (pr/'si'di^m). \L, presidium -. see

Peesidiakt.] The presiding body or standing

committee in various Communistic organizations,
19x4 Observer 23 Mar. 13/5 The Presidium of the Union

C.E.C. has decided [etc.]. 1916 Times 18 Oct. 8/a The
following members were appointed to constitute the pre-
sidium, i^z-j gthCcngr.Cottttnunist Party Gt. Brit. ts'thls
Executive Committee [of the Communist International]
elects a presidium of some 20 to 30 members.

Press, sb.^ Add : 10. C. A mechanism in cer-

tain larvx for regulating the size and character of

the silk thread which they produce.
1907 Amer. Natvralist Sept. 573 In the case oi Apantiles

glomeratus the press is highly developed.

13. e. Also to readfor press.

1846 DoDD Brit. Maniifs. VI. 57 To read for press—that
is, to search for the minutest errors.

h. Phrases. To have a good (or bad) press : to

be favourably (or unfavourably) commented on or

criticized in current newspapers, journals, etc.

1908 Times Lit. Suppl. 26 Mar. 99/1 Mr. Leaf. .has not
had a good press lately. 1920 Sat, Rev. 10 July 26 Mr.
Austen Chamberlain has a very bad press. 1938 Observer
II Mar. 20/5 Infantry to-day has an exceedingly *bad Press '.

It is mocked at as obsolete by mechanomaniacs. 1929
Times Lit. Suppi. 17 Oct. 810/4 England has always bad a
' bad Press ' in every country—except, perhaps, in Spain.

15. B,, press-board {^y.z.\sx^\t%).

x86i Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's /si. I. v, a8 That dignitary
sits. .looking majestically over the *press-board on her
knee. 1896 Mas. Harris Sister jfaru 17 I've got this

press-board on my lap.

16. a. press book, a book printed at a private

press ;
press-matter, matter printed in a news-

paper or journal ; press-roll, a roll in a paper-

making machine bearing upon a couch-roll ; press-

stud, a stud or fastener of whicli the two parts are

made to engage by pressure
;
press tool, a tool to

which pressure is applied in operating it; press-

turf, peat prepared for use as fuel by pressing.

x^yi Publishers Weekly if^ h.'pT.iwtI"z The past 6ve years

has seen keen collecting interest in *Press books both ea»-ly

and modern. 189a Stevensos & Osbourne Wrecker iii. 51

Very few youths of your age occupy nearly two columns of

•press-matter all to themselves. 1880 J, Dunbar Pract.

PaPerwaker 4f> Prove the rolls level and parallel —thebottom
couch roll with the *press roll, (etc. J. 1928 Daily Express

14 July 5/4 A large case.. fastening down the whole length

with *press-studs. 19x9 Even. News 18 Nov. 10/3 Advt.,

Toolroom Charge Hand, used to the production of small

•press tools, drill jigs, etc. 1916 Nature 25 May 269/2 The
Whitewater Peat Company, .manufactured *press-iurf for a
short time.

b. press-clipping = press-culling.

1920 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 143/1 A •press-clipping associa-

tion.

Press, vy 17, (Later example.)
x8ii Lett, of John Love (1840) clxxiii. 349 To press after

attaining and communicating to others more of the begin-

nings and pledges of that glorious life.

Press-agent, v. [£. press agent \ Press j^.i

16 b.] trans. To advertise in the manner of or

by means of i>ress agents. Pre-ss-affenting vbl. sb.

1920 TiLDEN ArtofLaivn Tennis 3, I shall be accused of
* press-agenting ' my own book by this statement. 1931

Blossom Great Crusade 271 The same press-agenting which
lielpcd make the reputation of a grand-opera star.,was also

at the service of a pugilist.

Pre-SB-agentry. [f. as prec. + -by.] The em-
ployment or activities of press agents.

1931 F. L. Allen Only Yesterday viii. 312 A striking

demonstration of what press-agentry could do to make a
national sensation.

Pressel (prcs'l). [f. Press z^.l] (See quot.).

1898 L. J. Houston Did. Electr. Wordsicd.4) ^Q^Presset,

a press switch or push connected to the end of a flexible

pendant conductor.

Preaser. 5. Add : presser-eye (Spinning),

an aperture or eye through which cotton yarn

passes before being wound on the spindle.

i8^ J. Nasmith Cotton Spiwting IX. 340 In short, the

traveller performs the s.ime function as the flyer eye in the

throstle or the presser eye in the roving frame.

Pressing, t^bU sb.'^ 3. pressing-machine (^ax-

Ucr example).
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tS^S A Jtstin Papers (11^24) II. 1028 We intend to send a gin
and probably a *pressing machine.

Press-mark, v, [f. the sb.] Irans. To pro-
vide (a book) with a press-mark.
190a Casseirs Encycl. Diet. Suppl. 1915 Trans, Bibliogr.

Soc. "Kiy. 5 The Society's library. ..has been rearranged and
re-pressmarked.

Press-room 1. 2. (Later example.)
1878 tiep. Ver?/iont Board Agric. 79 At the end from the

road were the press room and wash room.

Pressure. 10. Add : pressure-boiler, a
boiler designed to with3tand great pressure, for

heating liquids above the normal boiling point

;

so pressure-flask
; pressure-flaking, the flaking

of flint tools by applying pressure with a hard
point ; pressure-hull, the hull (or part of the hull)

of a submarine which is designed to withstand the
pressure of the sea when the vessel is submerged

;

pressure lino « pressure ridge \ pressure-log, a
form of log which measures the velocity of flowing
water by the height to which it rises in a tube.
1891 S. P. Sadtler lland-hk. Industr. Org. Chem, v. 179

Three grammes of substance are placed in a small beaker
(preferably of metal), which is placed as one of several in a
Soxhlet *pressure-boiler, or the test is carried out in the
Lintner *pressure-flask,—and heated to the temperature of
boiling water. 1937 Pi;ake & Fleure Hunters ^ Arlists

49 The new technique . . includes a high finish by the process
of *pressure-flaking. 1928 Gamble StoryN. Sea Air Station
xxii. 403 The commanding oflicer, . .and 5 ratings werekilled,
and the *pressure hull pierced, so that the submarine was un-
able tosubmerge. 1909 Daily Chron, 3 Sept. 1/2 Much of our
hard work was lost in circuitous twists around troublesome
•pressure lines and high, irregular fields of very old ice. 1894
W. H. Whits Man. Naval Archit, 453 Hy means of a
number of ingenious *pressure-logs, the velocities of the
streams at different points were measured by the heights of
water in tubes.

Pretend (prAe-nd), sb. [f. the vb.] Some-
thing pretended ; pretence, b. adj. Pretended

;

feigned.

1904 J. M. Barrie Peter Pan (1928) 70 Now that they
know it is pretend they acclaim her greedily. Ibid. 97 It is

a pretend meal this evening, with nothing whatever on the
table.

Pretend, v. 15. (Later example.)
1900 Gasquet Eve of Reformation vL (1905) 178 He..

passes a hint that some of their lives arc not so saintly as
they pretend.

Prettification (pri:tifik^i-Jon). [f. Peettify
V, + -ATION.] The fact or process of making pretty

;

a prettifying.

1920 Times Lit. Suppl. 23 Sept. 617/1 Such work is.. the
counterfeit of romance. It gives us, not a celebration of
life, but a prctti5cation of it.

Pretty. B. sb. Add: b. (Earlier example.)
1736 Boston News Lett. \n Alice M. Earle Costume Col.

Times (1894) 180 Children's Silver Peaks & Flowers, Dutch
Prettys.

d. S\ioTtioT pretty penny (A. 5 b). U.S.
190^ Mrs. Stratton-Portkb Girl of Limberlost xxi. 387

I'd give a pretty to know that secret thing you say you don't.

e. Golf. The fairway.

1907 Westm. Gaz. 13 Sept. 3/1 Often he will get just as
far as if he had been lying on the * pretty'. i9«7 Daily
Tel, 12 Feb. lo/s When tne ball went sailing down the

pretty, straight and true, what a satisfaction it was to both
of them.

D. b. pi«tty-by-night U.S., the Four o'clock

or Marvel of Peru, Mirabilis jalapa.
x87a Egglestcn End of Worldxxv. 169 She planted some

*prctty-by-nights in an old tea-pot. 1890 Harper's Mag.
Tan. 2S2/1 Hollyhocks and larkspur and pretty-by-nignts

blossomed in the door-yard.

Pretty (pri'ti), v. [f. the adj.] rejl. To make
(oneself) pretty ; to do (oneself) up.

X916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap ii. 70 All I

think is that he's trying to pretty himself up for Nettie.

Pretty-pre'ttiness. [f. Piietty-pretxy +
-NESS.] Pretty-pretty quality or condition.

xoae 'Lucas Malet ' Dogs of Want i. The coquettish

little Cities of the Plain. .and their cheap pretty-prettiness

of couniless hotels. 1931 Observer t Sept. 6/4 The revul-

sions into Sunday School pretty-prettiness are equally sur-

prising.

Pretty-pretty- A. adj. (Earlier and later

examples.)
1877 Punch 3 Feb. 47/2 To paint pretty-pretty, to compose

namby-pamby, and perpetuate the modish and the mon-
strous. igaS J. Galsworthy Swan Song xi. 82 Nothing
pretty-pretty about that memorial—no angels' wings there I

B. sb. (Example in sing.)

1939 Deeping Roper^s Row xxxv. 401 But that was a

monstrous argument to use, mush, the pretty-pretty.akitten-

faced sentimentality.

Preventer. 2. (Further example.)
1920 C/iar>tbers*s Jrnl. Mar. 20S/1 Asingle set of hydrofoils

undei the bow, known as a preventer, helps to lift the boat

when getting up speed, while checking any tendency to

nose-dive.

Preventionism (prA'e-nJaniz'm). [f. Preven-
tion -t- -ISM.] A policy of prevention, esp. in mak-
ing wars. So Freveiitlonlst, one who favours such

a policy.

19x8 A. GRAVtr, The Crime II. ii. 109 All these questions.,

must simultaneously be answered in the affirmative, if the

preventionists wish to justify their pcnnt of view. Ibid. 118

When preventionism suits their purpose, they speak of the

right and the duty of the anticipated defence against future

attack.
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Preventorium (pr2vent6»*rioni). [f. Prevent
v.^ after Sanatorium.] An tstablishment for the

care of persons threatened with tuberculosis with a
view to preventing the development of the disease.

1918 i^a^/ijw (N.Y.) 7 Feb. 171/2 Tuberculosis.. will cost
the community many more millions than it would cost to

establish preventoria. .for all. x^yi Aberdeen Press
<S-

yriil.

21 Oct. 6/1 There are two preventoria in Aberdeen. 1931
U^cek-end Rev. 23 May 777/2 Will any of your readers help
in providing funds for the foundation of the first Preven-
torium?

Preve-rnal, a. [Pee- B. i d.] Of or belong-
ing to the period before spring; blooming before
spring.

1908 Science 7 Feb. 207/1 Overtopped by the autumnal,
the sublayers are successively those of the serotinal, estival,

vernal and prevernal. 1928 Observer 26 Feb. 23/3 The
impression given by these prevernal flowers.

Pre*-war, a. [Pre- B. 2.] That existed,

occurred, etc., before a war, esp. before the war of

1914-18.
1908 Daily Chron. 24 Apr. 7/3 The Transvaal Govern-

ment. .are thoroughly hunest—a great difference from the
pre-war days, 1918 Blighty % May 10/2 You'll find a bottle

of whisky somewhere about... Don't waste it, it's pre-war
whisky.^ 1918 'Q ' Foe-Farrell 216 Folk were a bit more
squeamish, if you remember, in those good old pre-War
days. 1924 Casus ZJaj'i in Sun 174 Here again.. we had
a batsman whose style has been cultivated by observance
of pre-war principles. x^iA Publishers' Weekly 30 June 2617
The government of France has succeeded in stabilizing the
franc at 25-52 to the dollar, approximately one-fifth of its

pre-war ratio.

Pre'-war, adv. [f. prec] Before the war of

1914-18.
192a Sir Wm. Goode Econ. Cond, Centr. Europe 1. 12 Four

million tons of coal were imported annually pre-war, mainly
to Petrograd and Baltic ports. 1923 Westm. Gaz. 25 Aug.,
The new tourist hails from districts and from classes which,
pre-war, never dreamed of leaving England. 1928 Daily
Tel. 4 Sept. 9/6 Some time pre-war there was a large contract

out for tender from a foreign Government for water tanks.

Prex. (Earlier and later examples.)
1828 FizM^'^tf (Portland, Maine) 232 (Th.)Our Prex says

this: You surely miss [etc.]. 1906 A^. Y. Even. Post 11 June
6if the various unpopular *Prexes' would study the grounds
of their unpopularity.

Prexie, prexy (pre*ksi). U.S. [f, Pkex +
-Y.] = PREX.
1905 N. Y.Even. Post 1 Sept. 7 Scores of entering classes

arc lined up in chapel to listen to good advice from the dean
or ' Prexie '. 1907 Washi/igton Star 30 Sept. 3 Seniors,

juniors, sophs and freshles think he's a dandy Prexy. 1929
Publishers^ Weekly 22 June 2859/1 Professor Charles E.
Merriam..has hobnobbed with politicians as well as

prexies.

Price* sb. Add: 1. f. What price—?', an

expression of contempt, esp. for an ambitious pro-

ject whicli has failed.

5. At a price: at a relatively high cost.

1920 Blackw. Mag, Oct. 449/2 La Touche Arms, where
the lonely traveller finds food and tent and—at a price—beer,

1929 Times 22 July 15/4 Engineering skill would be quite

capable of furnishing such facilities, at a price.

\^ price-boom
J

-level ^ -wave; price-fixing \

price-cut, a reduction or cut in price; price-list

(example) ; price-ring, an association of traders

formed to maintain certain prices ;
price-slashing

^ price-cutting', price-tag (earlier example).

1928 Brit. Industr. Future (Lib. Ind. Inq.) iv. xx. 268 The
rapid industrial slump which followed tlie *price-booin of

1919-20. 1928 Publishers' Weekly 30 June 2596 If turnover

is secured by *price cuts which decrease the normal profit

[etc.]. 1920 Melbourne Argus ^ June 6 Competition will

reduce prices in time, but *price-fixing. .will only arrest the

tendency to cheapness. 1927 Bowlev & Stamp iVa^. Income
2gz4 58 On account of the change in *price-level, we should

substitute a comparative level of ;^ 9,500, [etc.]. 1877 Rep.
Indian Affairs 8 Calling upon the traders to furnish printed

*price Hsts. 1928 Brit, Industr. Future (Lib. Ind. Inq.)

II. viii. 97 For probably, the majority of cartels and *price

rings fall under the category ofTrade Associations, .and not

under that of Public Companies or Corporations. 1930
Publishers' Circular 14 June 793/3 The economic and
cultural consequences of reckless *price-slashing. x88i

Harper^s Mag. Sept, 587/1 Untying a little green *price

tag from the handle of the umbrella. 1891 Geoi. Clare
Money-Market Primer 89 At all times some semblance of

agreement is traceable between the respective *price.

waves.

Price-current. Also ^S/. prices-current.

181S Niks Weekly Reg. I X. 3/2 This account of the selling

prices of the several stocks mentioned, is taken from the

Public prices current of the two places. 1839 Southern Lit.

Messenger V. 38/2 I'here are no dally papers.. no prices

current— no reports from the stock market 1856 Trans,

Mich. Agric. Soc. VII. 533 A glance at our 'prices current

'

might suffice to satisfy the most incredulous.

Priceless, a. Add : 3. slang. Incredibly or

surpassingly amusing, absurd, etc.; 'delightful'.

1907 Piiuch 33 Jan. 59 Lady Bountiful: Oh, dear Miss

Smith, do send me some of your priceless little sketches for

my rummage sale on the 26th. 1915 Barnett Z.tf/A Ji The
British regular really is a priceless man.

Prick, sb. 21. Add : prick-bar, an iron bar

for cleaning fires in steam engines; prick-ahoot-

ing, shooting at the * prick' or target.

1893 J. M.Whitham Const. Steam Engin. xu. 724 The

"prick bar has the fire-end turned through 90 and made

chiseUpointed. 1801 T. Ro»krts Engl. Bowman^4^ Or
«Prick-shooting..the marks used in this kmd of shooting

have . consisted either ofasmall circular piece ofwhite paper,
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fixed to a post . .
; or of a target. 1887 Butt FonTs Arcfury

138 This prick-shooting next became known as the papcr-

qame.

Friclr, v. Add : 28. b. Prick out, to come
into view as specks or points.

1930 Rose Macaulay Relations xx. 305 By two o'clock a

few stars had pricked out, tiny candles shaking between the

drifting gloom of clouds.

Prickle, J^.^ 6. b. (Earlier example.)

1875 EncycL Brit. I. 897/1 Tlie cells.. next in order are

polygonal, and not unfrequenily possess pointed processes

or prickles projecting from them, hence the name, prickle

ceilSf employed by Schultze.

9. prickle-cell (earlier example)
; prickle-

machine, a machine for pricking cheese.

187s »Prickle cell [sec *6 b]. 1905 Rep. U.S. Bur. Atn'm.
Ituiusiry 103 The *prickle-machine..has a disk set with,

long parallel needle-hke spikes which make numerous holes
through the cheese to let in the air for the growth of mold.

PricMe-pear. (Later example.)
1836 J. HiLDRETH Campaigns Rocky Mts. I. xvi. 141 It

was covered with the prickle-pear.

Prickly, a. 3. Add .* prickly ash (earlier and
later examples) ;

prickly rhubarb, a plant of the

genus Gunnera.
1783 W. Fleming in Trav. Ainer. Col. 667 Blue ash, a

species of the White Ash. .grows to be a large tree, as does
the Prickly ash. 1869 J, G. Fuller Flo-wer Gatherers 62
It is Prickly Ask in every sense of the word, whether you
taste oxfeel oi'w.. xyoQCentury Bk. Gardening 98/2 Gun-
neras are called ' Prickly Rhubarbs ', and the big leaves are
not unlike those of a large Rhubarb.

Prickly pear. (Earlier example.)
1739 in Coll. Georgia Hist, Soc. I. 188 The islands in

Georgia are full of the prickly pear shrubs which feed flies.

Pride, sb.'^ 6. d. pride of China (earlier ex-

amples),

1785 Washington Diaries II. 383 Next 3 rows of the seed
of the Pride of China. 1833 H. Barnard m Maryland Hist.
Mag. XIII. 359 Its streets are planted so thick with the
Pride of China that its small dark houses are hardly seen.

12. (Modem example.)
X9S9 Times 30 Sept, 12/6 Owing to the dry weather a

pride of 16 lions, including females and cubs, concentrated
on the Kajiado road.

Pride, ^. 4. (Modern example yt'ith, for.)
1850 Mrs. Craik Olive v. 71 How Elspie then prided her-

self for the continual tutoring which bad made the image.,
an image of love.

Priest, sb. 10. a. Add : priest-ruler,
19SO H. G. Wells Outl. Hist, g^/^ There flourished the

first temples and the first *priest-rulers that we know of
among mankind.

Priestess. Add. 3. Comb. ?i^ priestess-queen

(after priest-king).

X9S0 H. G. Wells Ojttl. Hist. 114/1 note^ The Sumenans
allowed much more freedom and autliority to women than
the Semites. They had *priestess-queeiis, and one of their
great divinities was a goddess, Ishtar.

Prim, sb.'^ (U.S. example.)
1784 Cutler in Afem. Amer, Acad. Arts <$ Sci. (1785) I,

402 Ligttstrum ..Vtim. Privet.

Primary. A. adj. 4. d, (Further example.)
1908 A RuHL Other Americans X. 173 In the gymnasium

four little primary girls were imitating. .the gestures of the
elocution teacher, who waved his arms in front of them.

e. Primary assembly y w^^/2«^ (earlier examples),
election (examples); t^so primary caucus,
178^ Annual Register 215/r ^Primary assembly. x8oi

Spirit Fartner^s Museum 61 The Editor of the Gazette of
the United States, .notices the ' Primary Assemblies ' of our
towns. 1833 Knickerbocker Mag. I. 291 With all his power
over the people in their primary assemblies—he seems to
lack certain of the gifts of a great practical politician. 1821
Massachusetts Spy \x Apr. 3/3 And this was all the hocus-
pocus ol 2.*^x'xm^xy caucus. 1789 Annual Register 214/2
^Primary election. 1835 Biogr. Isaac Hill 54 The freemen
of the State were called upon to give at their primary elec-
tions, an expression of their opinion. 1847 T, Ford Hist.
Illinois UB54) BQ Personal politics, .were carried from the
primary elections into the legislature. 1829 in Niles' Weekly
Reg. XXXVI. 363/a The battle is in reality fought in the
"primary meetings, and not on the day appointed by law for
the election. 1850 in Life ff Corr. Quitman (i860) II. xiv.

39 These should be chosen by the Legislature, and the people
in their primary meetings.

B. sb, 6. (Earlier and later examples.)
ai86i T. WiNTHROp Life in open Air etc. (1863) 147

• Boys , said he,.. 'when I accepted the office of Orator of
the Day at our primary, and promised to bring forward our
Resolutions in honor of Mr. Wade [etcV- 1868 All Vr.
Round ig Sept. 351/2 He is 'powerful' in 'primaries',
where he votes early and often for his favourite candidates.
1873 Makk Twain ' & Warnkr Gilded Age lix. 530 To.

.

leave the true source of our political power (the ' primaries ^
in tn« nan<ls of saloon-keepers. 1908 Contemp. Rexu Apr.
404 Other Western States have passed similar laws for direct
primaries. 1915 World in Literary Digest (N.Y.) 21 Auff.
338/1 The assembled crowd.. listened to numerous candi*
dates at the approaching county primaries.

Priminff, Z'-J/. j^.l Add: 6. b. (See quot.)
1899 U.S.pept. Agr. Rep. 62. 14 The first priming, which

means the first four leaves taken from the stalk, also the
last priming, which means the last four or six leaves taken
from the top of the stalk, are kept separate.

Primitive. B. sb. 7. (Recent example.)
1919 Mary K. Bradby Psycho-analysis %% The connection

between the primitive and the repressed.

Primp (primp), a, [f. the vb.] Smart, neat,

prim.
1903 iV, Y. Times 26 Sept. 4 Advt., All-weather coats they

arc—just as primp, good*fitting and handsome as a man
could wish to wear.
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Primp, V. 1. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1887 Harper's Mag. Mar. 544/1 When you was primping

so, I thought all the time it w.is for Mrs. Rainwater. 1896
Mrs. Harris Sister fane 160 Mandy had withdrawn to
primp a little, as women will do. 1901 Harben WeUerfelt
IV. 49 Ef you want to primp up a little an' bresh that boss-
hair off'n yore pants, go in yore room,

Primrosy, a, h\%ofig.
1908 E. V. Lucas Over Bemerton's xx, His duty always

lies along the primrosiest path.

Primuline (pri-miwUin). [f. Primula -h -ine 5.]

A yellow dye-stuff derived from coal-tar. Also
attHb.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 559/2 The Primuline Colours

are derived from the yellow dye-stuff known as Primuline.
1916 Yorksh. Post 24 Mar, 3/2 He discovered the colour
known as primuline.

Primus. B. sb. Add : 2. Trade name of a
stove burning vaporized parafiin oil.

1907 Athenxum 12 Oct. 436/2 Robinson with great efforts

made the 'Primus' work, and then burnt the stew with it.

1923 Blackiv. Mag. May 609/2 The silent primus was lit.

1927 Scots Obserzier 10 Sept. 12/2 The caravan has its ingle-
neuk with a Primus installed.

Prince, sb. 11. prince's pine (earlier ex-
amples.)
x86i Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's Isl. I. v. 32 The prince's

pine raised its oriental feather, with a mimic cone on the top.

1869 J. G. Fuller Floiver Gatherers 156, I like the Indian
name, though the more common one is * Prince's Pine '.

Prince Albert coat. [f. Prince Albert

(1819-61), Prince Consort of England.] A frock-

coat. Also (ellipt.) Prince Albert.
x9oa Cui.PiN Diet. Amer. Pref. p. viii. If a Londoner is

fortunate enough to cross the Atlantic, ..but is unfortunate
enough to have to buy a frock-coat . . he must call it a ' Prince
Albert '. 1906 W. Churchill Coniston 279 He wore a flow-

ing Prince Albert coat, which served to dignify a growing
?ortliness. a 1909 ' O. Henry* Roads of Destiny xx. 337
ou remember, .the guy in the hammered brass Prince

Albert. 1927 Scribner's Mag. Feb. 164/1 Antone was
dressed for a call, having donned a shiny Prince Albert coat
over his coUarless shirt.

Principal. A. adj. Add : 2. o. Principal
bay, the female player who takes the leading male
part in a pantomime.
1896 Fall Mall Mag. Oct. 302/1 She was still playing

principal boy in the pantomime—a gay, gallant Prince, in
plumed cap and tights.

Pringling (pri-gglii]), ppl. a. [f. Pkingle v. -t-

-ING 2.] That pringles, or causes a prickly sen-

sation.

1897 A CoNAN Doyle Uncle Bernac \, I.. pressed my lips

upon the wet and pringling gravel.

Print, sb. Add : 11. b. Also in general use.

1928 Daily Mail 2$ July 18/5 Prints of the Memorandum
and Articles of Association can be inspected at any time.

15. print-meter, an instrument showing the

length of time required for printing photographs
from negatives; print-paper, printing-paper,
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 702/2 A * *Print meter * is also

made for showing the exposures in contact -printing on sensi-
tive papers. 1903 E. L. Shuman Pract, journalism 13 If
*print paper were still made of rags the modern press could
not exist.

Print, V, 14. (Example with out.)

1909 Westm.Gaz. 11 Dec. 18/2 A huge fortune awaits the
man who can invent a paper which will print out by gas-
light.

Printed, Ppl- a. 2. b. Used of a writer.

1893 W. G. CoLLiNGwooD Lrfc Ruskin I. v. 56 He was
undeniably clever, he knew all about minerals and moun-
tains, he was quite an artist ; and a printed poet I

Printing, vbL sb. b. Also, the total number
of copies (of a book) printed at one time ; an im-
pression.
1928 Publishers* Weekly 26 May 2117 A best selling novel.

. .Four large printings were necessary before publication.

d. printing-paper (earlier example),
i8ir R. SuTCLiFFH Trav. xiv. (1815) 276 The mill.. is.,

employed in making writing and *printing paper.

Printing-of5.ce. (Earlier and laterexamples.)
1733 Franklin Poor Richard^s Almanac \\\Xti-'p.^ Printed

and sold by B. Franklin, at the NewPrinting-Office. 1895
M. A. Jackson Mem. xx. 388 Such a paper.. would give us
early news.. received at the printing office on Sunlday].

Print-shop. Add : 2. U.S. A printing-office

or printery.
xgai Amer. Printer 5 Nov. (heading) Visit to an old

Oxford printshop.

Priorate. Add : 1. o. The (term of) office of

a prioress.

«9»S C. S.^ DuRRANT Flem. Mystics ^ Eng. Martyrs i. x.

150 The Priorate of Mother Salome has ever been looked
back to as a time when [etc.].

Prism. 7. Add : prism-binoculars, bino-
culars in the construction of which two pairs of

triangular prisms are so introduced as to shorten
the length of the apparatus and sometimes to im-
prove the stereoscopic effect.

1911 in Websteei.

Prismatic, a. Add : 3. b. Anat, Of muscles,
in which the fibres run in direct lines from origin
to insertion.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXV. 395/2 Muscles of the former
group^are called prismatic or bandlike.

Prisoner ^, Add : 3. b. An iron connecting
unit securely held in the rim of a fly-wheel.

PRO-.

1897 F. R. HuTTON Meek. Engin. Pomver Plants xvii. 346
A piece of wrought iron may be inserted into a recess in the
interior of therim, and. .bolts driven through the rim keep
this wrought iron a prisoner. .. These prisoners may be of
sections of an I, or they may be of the shape of an oval link.

Pri-sonfuL [-ful.] The content of a prison.
1922 Bennett Lilian 11. li, Only the malice of a prisonful

of women could have seriously asserted her to be oMer than
Felix.

Pritcll-awl. (Modem example.)
1912 BiTMEAD Pract. upholsterer 12 Pritch-awl.. .Its

use is for making or showing the position of tufts.

Private, a. Add: 3. (Examples of private
life).

1526 R. WnvTFORD Martiloge 131b., He resygned his
crowne, & lyued a holypryuate lyfe. 1908 li'estm. Gaz. 17
Aug. 2/1 .Against his private life and his personal character
there has never been the smallest whisper of accusation.

7. C. Private company, (see quot. 1908),
Z90S Companies {Consolidation) Act. § 121 For the pur-

poses of this Act the expression * private company ' means a
companjj which by its articles

—

{a) Restricts the right to
transfer its shares ; and C^) Limits the number of its members
. .to fifty ; and (c) Prohibits any invitation to the public to
subscribe for any shares or debentures of the company. X9x8
Brit. Industr. Future (Lib. Ind. Inq.) 11. vii. 84 The most
important existing legal distinction is between Public Com-
panies., and Private Companies.

Privilege, v. Add : 1. c. trans. R. C. Ck.
To make (an altar) privileged.

1844 Ortltodox Jrul. 6 Jan. 3/2 The high altar was privi-
leged by Gregory XIIL

d. In pa. pple. Entitled to (a special right).
1856 Mrs. B, G. Ferris Mormons at Home x\\. 199 A few

who call themselves physicians.. are privileged to a scat in
this important assemblage.

Privileged, ppl. a. Add : d. Eccl. Applied to
certain days (see quot.).
J877 J. D. Chambers Div. Worship in Eng. v. 87 The

Privileged Sundays, according to the present Anglican Rite,
appear, beside the Principal Double Festivals and their
Octaves, to be the First Sunday in Advent, Passion Sunday
and Palm Sunday, and Sunday within the Octave of the
Ascension. The Privileged Ferials: Ash Wednesday, the
Four Days before Easter, the Vigils, Fasts and days of
Abstinence above enumerated.

Privy-cotincilship. [-ship.] = Privy-codn-
SELLOBSHIF.
1910 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 422/1 Even Privy Councilship

does not turn nonsense into sound argument.

Prize, sb,^ 4. b. Add : prize-roU, a roll or
list of prizewinners,
X912 Chambers's Jml, May 329/1 Amedal can be verified

occasionally if the *prize-roll or some other collateral docu-
ment is extant.

Prize, sb.^ 3. prize-master (enrlier example).
1760 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLVIL 125 He put a *Prize

Master (as he called him) and three more of his hands on
board the sloop.

Pxrize, sb.^ 3. Add : prize-beam, a beam
used in packing tobacco,
x8oo W. Tatham Cult. ^ Com. Tobacco 52 As all tobacco

must be in due case when it is put into the hogsliead, so
must the prize-beam retain its depressed position until two
distinct ends arc attained, to wit, tliat of giving a compact
consistency to the cake [etc].

Prize, 2^.3 Add : 2. b. To pack (persons) into
a narrow space.

1799 IJeckhoro in Oliver Life Beckford (1932) 269 Assure
Lady Heard that she sliall not be worn to death with seeing
Sights,.. nor prysed into rumbling carriages.

Prize-money. Add : (Earlier example.)
1749 N. H. Probate Rec. III. 733, 1 give to Doctor Robert

Ratsey all my Waidges, Prize money [etc.].

b. Money awarded as a prize or as prizes.

Prizer K Add : b. A prize-winner.
1851 Bp. Copleston in Mem. 188 My deliglit was not a

little heightened, by seeing myhorned countrymen of North
Devon among the prizers '.

Pro. 4. pro forma. (Further example.)
X930 M. Clark Home Trade 100 An order may be received

from_ an unknown person or firm. . . In such cases a pro forma
invoice may be dispatched.

Pro-, prejix)- Add : 4. b. pro-vicariate.
_x88i Dubl. Rev. July 173 The districts of Lake Tangan-

yika, and the Victoria Nyanza have already been created
Pro*Vicariates Apostolic.

5. a. pro-ally^ -Bockej -Boer (earlier example),
'British (example), -German.
1916 Lit. Digest iN.V.) i Jan. 3/a He has been trapt into

the nets of those who wove the 'pro-Ally newspaper opinion
in this country. 1915 National Hev. Apr. 169 A "pro-Hoche
Government would have been bundled out ' neck and crop

'

last August. 1896 Daily News 22 Apr. 5/1 If it were in*

dtcd a necessity of the situation to be *pro-Bocr or •pro-
British., then as Britons we should be for the British, we
admit. 1916 Lit. Digest (N.Y.) i Jan. 3/2 * The psycho-
logical equation ' of Theodore Roosevelt's personality
'makes him a 'pro-German in all that is best in him, and
only his temper and bis perpetual desire to be with the
masses made him a pro-Ally ',

b. pro-Britisher.
i^j Leader ^\ Dec. 517/1 That was unexpected talk to

what in Ireland is called a Chamber ofCommerce—Chambers
whose members are mostly *pro-Britishers and Shoneens.

Pro-, p^^f-^ Add : 1. Fro-anthropos [Gr.

dvOpwvos man], a hypothetical primitive type of

man. Pro-a*Tian {a. and) sb,
, (of or belonging to)

a hypothetical prehistoric ancestor of birds. Fro'-
phyll, anglicized form of Prophyllon.
19. . B/ick's Handbk. Med. Sci. IV. 40 (Cent. Suppl.) We
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may p&stulate a Tertiary * precursor ', a ' *proanthropos *,

but exhibit one of his bones in the broad light of day we
cannot. 19*6 G. Heilmann Orig, Birds 193 We must pre-

sume that ^le *Proavian, once having commenced Hvine in

trees, had already developed a hind-toe and a specialized

hand with a long second digit... The construction of the

Proavian skeleton. 1905 I. B. BALFOUKtr. GoebeVs Organogr.
Plants II. 382 *ProphyIIs are characterized first of all by
their position. We find them.. usually in pairs at the base
of the lateral shoots.

Proambient (pri?|as-mbieiit), a. [f. Pro-2 +
Ambient a.\ Of a part of a medium : Lying im-

mediately in front of a moving body.

1904 Set. Atufr. Siippl. 9 July 23840/1 To the light given

forth by the glowing melted surface, . .must be added the

enormously greater lig;ht of proambient air, itself heated by
the compression mentioned.

Pro and con. B. sb. phr. (Recent example
of sing.)

1930 Gai^worthy Captures (1923) 59 The house rocked
with pro and con.

Probable. B. sb. Add : b. Short for a prob-

able candidate, competitor, starter, etc.

1906 Pall Mali Gaz. 23 Jan. 1 The last two 'probables'

are untried men as far as Parliament is concerned. 1909
Weitm. Gaz. 28 May 12/3 All probables ran.

Probate, sb. Add : 2. C. Short for probate

judge.
1863 J. Parton Butler in New Orleans (1864) 213 Major

Strong, .found at Biloxi a probate of wills, who was also a
justice of the peace, to whom he committed the child.

Probationer. Add : b. ie) Lord Probationer,

a newly appointed Scottish judge before he lias

undergone the trial of fitness.

1910 Pall Mall Gaz. 26 Apr. 3/5 He appears again m
the First Division, and the junior judge reports to the judges
of that court the judgments the Lord Probationer has pro-

nounced.

Probatory, a. Add : 3. (See quot.*)

i9a4 P. S. Allen in Library Mar. 255 The manuscripts

are identified in the catalogue by the first words of the second
leaf, the 'probatory words '.

Probing, PpL a. (Further example.)

1909 Daily Ckron. 10 Aug. 7/2 He answered probing,

keenly-put questions with dogged determination not to

betray himself.

Problema^e (prp'blemed^). [f. PBOBLEM +
-AGE.] The slate of being a problem.

X9J18 S. Leslie Skull of Swift li. 7 As a result certain

passages in his life remain contradictory, while others have
passed into insoluble problemage.

Proboscis. 6. proboscis-fish, an African

species of fish having a long proboscis.

1904 Nature 9 June 130/2 The *proboscis- fish (Mormyrus
kannume) is chiefly nocturnal, and employs its long snout

in probing about among stones for animal food.

Procedaral, «. [f. Procedure -i- -al.] Of or

pertaining to procedure.

1919 H. A. L. Fisher Studies in History ^ Parities 52 It

includes a reform of the civil, penal, and procedural codes,

igao Contemp. Rev. May 755 The Court, .has perfect free-

dom to deal with questions of substantive and procedural (or

adjective) law. 1930 G. R. Shkhrill Crim. Procedure N
Carolina 136 We are indebted to the Session of 1868-9 for

the bulk of the procedural (aws under which we now
operate.

Procedure. Add : 4. atirih. as procedure

resolution.

1910 Daily Chron. 12 Mar. i^i Some of them might find

it convenient to stay away when the division on the proce-

dure resolution takes place.

Procellose (
pr(»se-li;os). Chem. [f. pro- of

Product + 'Cellose.] (See quots.)

19x3 Nature 30 June 903/1 A new sugar, procellose. . . Its

composition is CxgHjjOie- 19*4 F- f- Armstrong Carbo-

hydrates ^ Glycosides 137 Procellose is a by-product obtained

in the preparation of cellose from cellulose.

Process, sb. Add : 13. process-maker ^ -prin-

ter; b, process-water, water that has been em-
ployed in and polluted by some industrial process.

1900 Fertn. Rev.]^n.6^ Engraving, indeed, as a profession,

and as a means of obtaining fame, has entirely died out; the

engraver nowadays is a *proce5s-maker. 1901 Edin. Rev. Apr.

551 .A few. .were found ready to submit their work to the un-

certainties and vagaries of the "process-printer. 1917-8 Rep.

Vy^ater Pollution Res. Bd. g In some factories, .alternative

methods arc employed by which the production of "process

water is avoided. 1930 Min. ofAgr. Standing Comm. on

River Pollution^ Refi.for igzb-jS 10 The practicability of

treating ' process-water ' by means of biological filters.

Processional, a. b. (Furtlier example.)

1906 H. liKGuiE Priest viii. i24The sound of a heavy step

.'ipproaching from the processional aisle on the south caught
her ear.

Processioner. 4. (Earlier example.)

1731 Bristol Vestry Bk. (Va.) 50 Ordcr'd that George
Tucker be Proscssioner in the Stead of Robert Tucker junr

who is lame and cannott officiate as prosessioner.

Prooeasor (pr(?se*s9i). [f. Process j*. -^-oB.]

A process engraver or printer.

1909 Marc. B. Saunders Litatiy Lane 1. ii. Her tragic face

. . was already being ' blocked * for the night's press in many
a rushing * processor's * den.

Procrypsis(prtflcri'psis). Zool. [f. Pro- (cf.

pROCRYiTic) + Gr. /fpiJ^tj concealment.] Protec-

tive colouring in insects.

19M G. D. H. Carfknter Naturalist on L. Victoria 196

Procryptic colouring conceals its wearer from danger, causing

it to resemble either the general surroundings or some par-

ticular part thereof (Special Procrypsis).

ProotOTially, adv. [f. Peoctorial a. -h lt 2.]

In a proctorial capacity.
1883 H. S. Holland in Mem. (1921) in. iv, 290 You speak

of a deeper sense of the power of evil— I have felt it proctori-
ally.

Procumbent, a. Add : 3. Of teeth : Lying
along the jaw.
1891 Flower & Lvdekker Mammals Living

<J-
Extinct

687 In the fore part of the lower jaw are on each side three
elongated, compressed, procumbent teeth. 1902 Encycl.
Brit. XXX. 506/1 In the lower jaw there is a single pair cf
procumbent incisors, followed by several small teeth repre-
senting the canine and early premolars.

Procurator. 2. a. (Modern example.)
1909 B. Ward Dawn Cath. Revival I. 55 The procurator

(at Douay] was Rev. Gregory Stapleton, who had held that
office since 1773.

PrOCUrreut (pr^kc'rent), a. [ad. Y.. procur-
rent-j procurrens pres. pple. of procurrSre to run
forward.] Applied to a special form of fish's fin :

(see quot.).

190a Jordan & Evermann Atuer. Food ^ dune Fishes

538 Procurrent {.fin). With the lower rays inserted pro-

gressively farther forward.

Procu'rvature. [Pro-2 + Curvatuue.] ^
Procurvation,
1903 R. I. PococK in Annals ^ Mag. Nat. Hist. Jan. 114

Thespeciesdescribed by Keyserlingas Trechonapanthenna
appears to me to be the female o\ auronitens^ in spite of a
less procurvature of the anterior line of eyes.

Prod, sb.^ Add : 2. b. spec. (See quot.)

1888 LocKWOOD Diet. Meek, Engin. Terms 267 The
pyramidal or conical points cast on loam and core plates for

the retention of the loam are termed prods.

Prodigiosity (pr^jdid^iip-siti). [f. Prodigious
(L. /rJjz^f/Jj-Mj) -J--ITY.] 1. A person or thing of

an enormous size ; a monster.

189s Meredith Amazing Marriage xxxvi, We're none
of us ' fifty feet high, witn jjhosphorous heads ', as your
friend.. says of the prod igiosi ties.

2. A marvellous quality or performance.
1910 W. J. Locke Simon the Jester vi. 77 He had fallen in

love with her when she had first taken Marseilles captive

with the prodigiosities of her horse Sultan,

Produce, sb, 6. produce broker, trade (earlier

examples).
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 143 Forwarding and Commission

merchants and Produce brokers. 187a Rep. Vermont Board
Agric. I. 161 B. F. Rugg, who was then engaged largely in

the produce trade, . .undertook to carry out a plan for con-

trolling the Boston butter market.

Produce, v. 1. b. (Recent examples.)
1905 Pall Mall Mag. July 82/1 We don't want a subsidised

theatre for the purpose of producing Shakespearian plays.

1918 Saturday Rev. 13 July 623 On that day a play was
produced at the Strand Theatre called 'The Hidden Hand'.
1915 Scribner^s Mag. July 10/2 The.. opera. .is being pro-

duced at a cost of approximately $75,000.

Producer. Add : 1. b. The person who pro-

duces or stages a dramatic performance.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 30 Apr. 5/2 Mr. L. C.'s appointment as

stage manager, or, according to the more modern term,

'producer,' of the theatre. 1928 Daily Mail 25 July i6/i

Very few people outside the theatrical business know what
a producer is—or care.

Produ'oership. [f. Producer + -ship.] The
position or function of a producer.

19x6 Spectator i May 796/1 By a judicious system of

Afiican producership and land ownership peace has pre-

vailed.

Production. 1. (Recent example).

1896 Pall Mall Mag. Dec. 485, I can remember no notable

entertainments, .beyond a production by Viennese Tews, .of

a play. 19*5 Scribner's Mag. July 7/1 Jesse Lynch Williams

has been.. preparing a play for production in New York in

the fail.

Pro-e*thnic, a, [Pbo-I and 2.]

1. (See V&Q- prefix'^:)

2. Favouring the nations or Gentiles, and not the

Jews.
1920 R. Harris Testimonies II. iL 13 Propagating by

testimonies a Gospel which is at once pro-ethnic and antu

Judaic.

Hence Pro-e*thnlcally adv.

1920 R. Harris Testimonies II. ii. 16 The words are used

pro-ethnically.

Prof (prf?0' coUoq, Also U.S. pro£F. Abbre-

viation of Pkofessob.
1838 Yale Lit. Mag. III. 144 For Profs and Tutors too,

Who steer our big canoe, Prepare their lays. 1855 Ibid.

XX. 188 (Th.) Flashed all their weapons bare,. .Skinning

from ponies, while All the Profs wondered. 1891 R._F.

MoRRAV Scarlet Gown 69 And neither visits to foreign

coasts, Nor tonics, can ever set free Two well-known

Profs from the haunting wraith Of the injured Andrew
McCrie. 1916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in RedGap ii. 74

I bet WilWir thinks the prof is awful old-fashioned, playing

with his fingers that way.

Professed, ///. a- 2. (Later examples.)

1881 Harper's Mag. Feb. 437/1 Her father though not a

professed member was. . . a great respecter of religion. 191

1

Act\^i Geo. V c.yj \^ Any sale made in professed exer-

cise of the power conferred on mortgages by the Act of

1881.

Professional, a. 4. (Earlier example.)

1798 A nn. 5th Congress 8 Nov. 2741 The solemn air and
dictatorial manner of a professional schoolmaster.

B. sb, 2. (Further example.)

1909 Westm. Gaz. 24 Mar. 10/2 It is a belief amongst some

of the professionals that the bear account is by no means
large.

Profesaionize, v. Add : b. trans. To make
into a profession.
x^^oCkristian IVorld^^Sept. 14/1 They professionised the

study and diverted literature from its true and best purpose.

Proficiency. Add: 3. Ci^w^. as proficiency-

pay, increased pay given in respect of proficiency.

1909 Westm, Gaz. 24 Apr. 2/3;^ 450,000 is the charge for

the service or proficiency pay of British soldiers.

Profiler (pr^^fai-bi). [f. Pbofilb z/. + -eb^.]

A profile machine.
1904 Elect. World ^ Engin. 19 Mar. 58 (Cent. Suppl.).

1927 Daily Tel. 11 May 18/3 Advt., Gear Cutters, Prohlers,

Radials, &c.

Profitability. Delete rare.

1924 Sir J. Stamp Current Probl. in Finance ff Govt. 11,

I may venture to say that we have almost readied a limit

of profitability along the old lines of deductive reasoning.

Profiteer (^pr^fitl«*j), sb. [f. Profit + -kek.]

A person who makes excessive profits on the sale

of necessary supplies or goods, esp, in time of war.

1913 Public opinion 23 Aug. 172/3 A sermon preached to

profiteers is no sermon to the dispossessed. 1914 English-
7co;«a«Nov.94The tricks ofthearmament profiteers arefresh
in the public mind, igao W. J. Locke House of Baltazar
xviii. 218 Baltazar held the mellowed profiteer with his

compelling eyes. 1922 Daily Mail 11 Nov. 5 And Papa
Hodge is the sort of jjrofiteer who almost reconciles one to

the prospect of a capital levy.

Profiteer (prpfitls'r), v. [f. next.] intr. To
practice profiteeiing; to be a profiteer.

19 16 Neiv Ageiy Feb. 361/1 The companies are.. not only
removed from the common temptation to profiteer, but are

guaranteed a practically fixed income. 1920 Rose Macaulay
PotteHsm 11. lii, She had merely profiteered out of it all,

and had a good time.

Profiteering (pr^jfitiaTirj), vbl. sb. ff. Profit
+ -BER +-ingI.] The action or fact of making
excessive profits by selling or providing necessities,

esp. in time of war. Also atlHb.

1814 Guernsey Star ^ Gaz. in New Age (1919) 21 Aug.
278/2 The extortionate profiteering that is being practised

by the tradesmen in the public market.

1914 New Age 27 Aug. 391/2 England is at war upon
profiteering. Ibid. 15 Oct. 561/2 The profiteering bragga-

docio. .of *City Man' and his confederates. 1918 Motti.

Post 29 Jan. 8/2 The only way in which the profiteering

powers of the merchants and the coal-owners can be effec-

tively checked. 19x9 Act 9 <5- 10 Geo. V c. 66 (title) An Act
to check Profiteering. Ibid. § 8 This Act may be cited

as the Profiteering Act, 1919. 1919 J. L. Garvin Econ.
Foundations Peace 303 It irritates still more the angry

suspicion of * profiteering *. 1922 W. J. Locke 7'a/(e of
Triona vi. 56 ' A dog and a rose and a glass of wine,' said

she, 'are a woman's due for amusing a man. But a motor-

car is profiteering.*

Profiting,///, a. (Modem example.)

1908 Daily Chron. 3 Oct. 5/4 So many profiting interests

are concerned that there can be little doubt as to the ultimate

formation of a syndicate.

Progamete (pr^^gsemrt). [f. Pro-2 + Gamete.]
An immature gamete,
1902 [see *Oocyte].

Froglo:ttidiza'tion. [f. Proglottid + -iza-

TION.] The fact of being composed of proglottids.

1901 E. R. Lankesier Treat. Zool. IV. 118 The typical

'proglottidisation' is not expressed externally in Ligula

and Triaenophoi-usy though the genital pores indicate the

repetition of the genital organs,

Prognostical, a. (Later example.)

1894 H. Latham Service ofAngels 40 Is it prognostical?

Is it proteptic?

ProgramCxue. 4. program boy, girl, a boy

or girl employed to sell programs at a place of

entertainment ;
program picture, a cinemato-

graphic film forming part of a program, but not

constituting the main feature of it.

192X Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 889 *Programme boy,

girllseller. 1905 Daily Chron. 13 Feb. 9/3 An interestmg

story of a medical student's love for a *programme girl . . was

told. 1928 Sunday Diapatch 19 Aug. 14/2 A ' "programme '

picture is a film which costs from ;^ 6,000 to ;£8,ooo or there-

abouts, and cannot be called a ' super'.

PrOgreSSism (pr^u-gresiz'm, prp-g-). [f.

Progukss + -ISM.] = Progbessionism.
192X B. BosANQUET Meeting of Extremes in Contemp.

Phil, 206 Men do not, under the influence of such progres-

sism, admit that some one or more climaxes of the finite may
have been attained in the past. 1922 W. R. Inge Outspoken

Essays (2nd Ser.) 26 The ' Progressism ' of much modern

thought is a poor substitute for this belief in the substantial

reality of the eternal values.

Progressive, ^^ Add : 3. e. Of taxation :

(see quot.).

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIIL 197/2 The question whether

the burden of taxation should not be progressive—'\.\\^ pro-

portion of the sum taken by the statefrom the tax-payers

increasing with the wealth of the individual. Ibid. 199/1

A general system of progressive taxation.

Prohibition. 6. (Further examples.)

xZtj Hatper's Mag.V>&c. 146/1 R. Pitman.. Prohibition

candidate for Governor. Ibid. 146/a He argues. -the prohi-

bition system a success. 1886 Ibid. June 157/1 The Pro-

hibition amendment was carried by a decisive majority.

x886 Century Mag. Mar. 728/2 The prohibition law was

strictly enforced. 1909 in Westm. Gaz. 19 Aug. 5/4 ^1^™^
more than half the entire population is living in Prohibition

States.

Prohibitionism, (Later example.)

191S N. Amer. Rev. Dec. 948 All the speakers agreed that

the bad saloon did more harm to the liquor trade than pro-

hibitionism.
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ProMbitbry. Add : 3. Gram, = Pbohibi-

TIVB 3.

i9>S G. R. Driver in People ^ Book (ed. A. S. Peake) 97
Since /i! and !a implied a precative and a prohibitory sense

respecti^y, there was no risk of confusion between these

forms.

Prcoectioil, J^. Add: 8. (Later fig. example.)
19x4 W. B. Selbie Psyck. Relig. 224 Psychology does not

justify us in regarding prayer as anything but the projection

of our desires and aims on something outside of and above
ourselves.

10. projection-room, a room designed for the

projection of cinematographic pictures.

\^^ Scrihmr^s J/of.Aug. 164/1 Do you know my sche-

dule ?. . Back to the stage till 6. Then an hour in my private
projection room. 1930 Aberdeen Press 4- yrnL 29 Mar. 7/4
A fire occurred in the projection room of the Swan Cinema.'

Proje-ctional, a. [f. Pkojection + -al.] Of,

pertaining to, or connected with projection.

1899 Phil. Trans. B. CXCI. 298 The large system of fibres

just described above is probably both an associational and
projectional system.

Projector. Add: 2. b, (See quot- 1930.)
Comb, as projecior-man.

19*7 Obsertier 17 Apr. 3 The picture is what U called
' ridden in '—that is, the orchestra work up to an appropriate
climax, and at a given bar the projector-man 'makes his

throw '. 1930 Set. Gloss. Motion Pict. Teck?i. (Acad. Tech.
Bureau Hollywood) 26/2 Projector^ machine used to project
motion pictures.

Prolapsed,///, a. Also Ji^.

19*6 Stanley Baldwin On England iix We see the
sentences of the ancients clean run like athletes and fit for

their work as compared with the prolapsed and slovenly
figures of so much of our own diction.

Prolating (prJu'kitir)), vbl. sO. [f. Prolate
V, +-INO 1.] Increase or extension.

1919 Etnpire Rev. 256 The loss of wealth, high taxation,
the dislocation of trade and industry with their attendant
evils, labour unrest and the prolating of unemployment.
Prola-tively, iZi/z'. [f. Prolative + -ly 2.] As

a prolative infinitive.

x888 Kennedy Rev. Latin Primer 163 The Infinitive of a
Copulative Verb used Prolatively is followed by a Comple-
ment in the Nominative.

Froletaxianiza'tion. [f. Proletarianize
+ -ATioN.] A making or becoming proletarian. So
Proleta-rianized ///. a. ; Froletariza'tion =
*Proletarian;zation.
19x8 Times 19 Aug. 5/6 We are drifting towards the com-

plete proletarization of the official classes. 1920 jgth Cent.
Sept. 445 If state agriculture in Russia comes to be on a
larger scale, will there not be a sort of proletarianisation of
the peasants? 1921 tr. Ratkenau's New Society v. 60 To
some of us it is not easy, and to many it is not agreeable
to picture to themselves the aspect of a thoroughly prole-
tarianized country.

Proletarianly, cuiv. [f. Proletarian + -lt ^.]

According to proletarian views.
1931 St. John Ervine in Time ^ Tide 3 Oct, 1130 This

rentier has been unfeeling enough to practice what is capi-
talistically called virtue, but is proletarianly known as vice

;

he fuis saved money t

Proliferate, v. Add: 1. c. trans/. Of
haman bein_i:;s.

1936 Socialist Rev. Apr. 33 Those who. . have neither the
time to care for their children's moral well-being, nor the
space which is necessary to ensure their physical welfare,
proliferate, unchecked.

Proliferation. Add: 1. C. trans/. Enlarge-
ment or extension.
1920 H. G. Wells Ottil. Hist. 507/2 The British and the

French were at first the leading peoples in this great proli-
feration of knowledge.

Prolifically, adv. (Fig. example.)
1915 C S. Jones Hohenzollems 167 He had 'or many years

sought to win the favour of the great Frederick by writing
prolifically on agriculture.

Prolong, sb. Transfer •\Obs, to sense in Diet,

and add : 2. A prolongation,
1905 Elecirochem. Sf Metallurg. Industry III. 9/r This

product.. is a by-product with the European smelters, who
use sheet-iron 'prolongs' on the condensers to collect it.

Prom (prpm). [abbreviation of Promenade.]
1. U.S. = *Promenade sb. 2 b,
1899 A. H. Quinn Pennsylv. Stories 170 All you children

can get tickets of me for the Senior Prom right now. 1905
Springfield IVeekly Republ. 7 July 12 The senior 'prom'
of the central and technical high schools crowded the armory
Friday nighL 1914 Gertr. Atherton Perck 0/ Devil i. 74
The Prom is anything but an exclusive affair. 1926 Ladies*
Home Jrnl. Nov. 1 2 Accordingly Janie went to Eustis' prom.
2. coHoq, Abbreviation of Promenade or Prome-

nade concert.

1913 H. Walpole Fortitude ii. 1, Except for a walk or two
and going into the gallery at Covent Garden once or twice
and the Proms sometimes [etc.]. 1925 GlasgoTv Herald 18
July 8/7 A scrap of conversation ovei heard on the ' prom '.

1927 Morn. Post 16 Aug., Mozart's Music at the ' Proms '.

Promenade, sb. Add : 2. b. A ball or dance
at a school or college. U,S.
1905 N. y. Herald 22 Jan. 10 The fair guests invited to

the Junior Promenade, the great event of the college year.
4. promenade deck (earlier examples).
1838 in Steamboat Disasters {18^6) 59 The starboard boiler

exploded, .blowing off the promenade deck above. 1846
Knickerbocker Mag. XXVII. 451 Escaping thence, I went
abaft, upon the upper or ' promenade' deck.

Promethea (prtfnar))za). Entom. [L. Pro-
metkea fem. of adj. Prometheus (f. Prometheus),

the specific name of a moth.] An American species

of silk-spinning moth.
1909 Mrs. Stratton-Porter GirlofLimberlost xv. 300

He found a splendid Promethea on a lilac in a corner.

Prominence, ^b. 2. b. Add : prominence-
line.

1927 Macpherson Mod. Astron. 34 They were able to
observe the bright prominence-lines in full daylight.

Promise, v, 6. b. (Further example.)
191X A. W. TiLBY Eng. People Overseas 1. 18 A rich traffic

had promised with China and Japan.

Promote, z'. Add: 2. c. spec. To further the

sale of (an article) by advertising. U.S.
\^^o Publishers' Weekly 31 May 2732/2 The books all to

be individualized in appearance and fully promoted.

Promotion. Add: 2. c. spec. Encouraging
or helping the sale of an article by advertisements.

U.S.
1928 Publishers* Weekly 26 May 2169 Promotion cannot

be done without waste. . .But the idea back of the new mergers
is the idea of outlets, of promotion, of selling more goods.

Q. promotion-sheet, a record of an employee's
services showing his claim to promotion or in-

creased pay.
1909 Daily Chron. 23 Mar, 1/4 The manipulation of their

promotion sheets, with the object of postponing the pay-
ment of justly earned increased salaries, was one of the
grievances of the strikers.

Promo 'tional, a. [f. Promotion + -al.] Of
or pertaining to promotion or promoters; relating

to advertising.
igaa Universalist T^eader 13 May 4 Experience has dis-

closed that emotional contributions are promotional of the
very poverty we had felt moved to alleviate, 1926 Publishers*
Weekly 22 May iCys/^ As a further promotional step the.

.

Comp.nny is displaying a letter commenting on its service.

Tgzy Sunday Express 10 Apr. 16 Jack GIeason..and 'lex
Rickard.. had gained earlier promotional fame by putting
on the Gans-Nelson fight in Goldfield.

Promovable (prf?m«*vab'l), a. [f. Pkomove +
+ -ABLE.] That may be promoted.
1920 O'Brien Even, Memories 216 Two paid magistrates

removable and promovable at the caprice of Dublin Casile.

Prompt, sb. 2. b. Add : prompt-word, a
word spoken by a prompter ; (in quot. transf,).

1918 Quiller-Couch Foe-Parrell i-j6,1 knew.. that I must
break his fate to him. I even gave him the prompt-word.
* Homelike ', I suggested. * You've hit it ', he said.

Prompt. B. adv. Add : b. Promptly ; soon.
1910 W. M. Raine B, O^Con'ior 23 The reverend gentle-

man., had this diverting experience so prompt after he was
wishing for it.

Pron^, sb.^ 2, O. (Earlier examples of U.S.
sense.)

1784 Washington Diaries II, 311 Carpenters Creek, a
branch of Jackson's, which is the principal prong of James
River. 1837 Peck Gas. Illinois III. 185 It \sc. Crawford's
Creek] enters the south prong of Kear creek.

Pronged, a. (Transf. example.)
1874 T. Hardy Farfr. Madding Croivd xi, The Indistinct

summit of the facade was notched and pronged by chimneys
here and there.

Pronograde (pr^a-n^jgr^id), a, [f. "L.pron-us
Prone + -gradus going, walking : see Gbade,]
That goes on all fours.

190a A. Keith in Jrnl. Anai. <5- Physiol. XXXVII. 19
Three well marked stages are recognized in the evolution of
the highest primates—the pronograde stage, the orthograde
stage, and finally, the giant stage. 1918 F. Wood-Jones
Probl.^ Man*s Ancestry 22 The likeness [toman] still further
diminished in the lemurs, and in the general run of prono-
grade quadrupedal mammals it reached a minimum.

Pronto (prf?*nt(7), (z^^-, U.S. slang. [Sp. pronta
promptly, f. L, promplus.'] Quickly

;
promptly.

1918 H. A. Vachell Some Happenings x. 166, I reckon to
cut him outer the herd—pronto. 1926 J. Black Vou Can^t
Win vi. 66 If we was in the city l*d take fifty cents of it

purty pronto. 1927 Bulletin 4 Oct. 12/3 Advise him to
vamoose, pronto. X9»7 Ladies* Home Jrnl. Dec. 6/3, I

reached for the stars pronto, without even turning my head.
1930 Dor. L. Savers & R. Eustace Documents in Case
161 If I don*t get there pronto.. I shall never hear the last

of it.

PronnnciamentO. (Earlier example.)
1836 Edward Hist. 7>-rrtjrviii.259 It is not., a question of

Pronounciamento \sic\ in favor of federalism or centralism.

Proof, sb, 18. b. Add : proof-bar, a bar of
metal which can be withdrawn from the apparatus
in which a metallurgical process is going on to

show what stage has been reached ; proof-glass
(example)

;
proof-reader (earlier example)

;

proof-reading (examples) ; proof strength (ear-

lier example).
1888 LocKwooD Diet. Mech. Engin. Terms 268 *Proof

Bar.—The loose bar which is thrust through a hole in the
trough which contains steel undergoing the process of
cementation, and which is removed from time to time [etc.].

1848 Knickerbocker Mag. XVIII. 380 With what profound
deliberation he drew his *proof-glass from the bung-hole of
a brandy-pipe. 1855 [Prav] Mef>t. J. G. Bennet 41 From
this post he was transferred to that of a "proof-reader in the
printing-house of Wells & Lilly. 1881 M. T. Bigelow
Handbk. Punctuation Pref. p. iv. An experience, .of nearly
fifty years—more than thirty of which have been spent in
*proof-reading. 1899 J. H. Quinn Man. Library Cata-
to^iinglndzx 163 Proof-reading and correction. 1811 Niles*
Weekly Reg. L ^^^/l The same process repeated until the
ley has acquired *proof strength.

Prop, sb.^ 4. Add : prop-root, a root of a
tree that supports it like a prop.
For 189s Westm. Gaz. 29 Mar. 2/1 read 1838 O. W.

HoLMi:s Deacon's Masterpiece 49.
1907 Fisher in Schlick's Man. Forestry IV. 533 The rooU

..that are stretched by the wind are termed anchor-roots,
those on the lee side of the tree *prop-roots.
Prop (prf7p), sb.^ Abbreviation of Peopeller.
1918 E. M. RoBEKTs Flying Fighter 239, I crashed into a

hedge, smashed my prop to bits, and then the machine
landed on its nose in the next field.

Propagaud (prf^pagse-nd), v. [f. Peopagand
or Propaganda.] intr. To resort to or use pro-
pagandism

; to propagandize.
190X Westm. Gaz. xi Jan. 2/2 Being free to * propagand *

be has not hesitated to do so. 1923 Ibid. 16 May, Russia
was spending large sums out of her Secret Service in order
to propagand in the East against British interests. 19*7
C. E. Montague Right offthe Map jx. 79 I've heard about
you—propaganding all over the place for. .universal dis-
armament.

Propaganda. 2. (Earlier and later examples.)
1800 Aurora (Philad.) 17 Apr. (Th.) We have thrownsome

useful light upon the Illuminati of Connecticut and Massa-
chusetts, and lately upon a similar propaganda in Delaware
State. 1920 H._G. Weils Outl. Hist. 565/2 The feverish
state of affairs in the Balkans was largely the outcome of
the intrigues and propagandas sustained by the German and
Slav schemes.

Propaganda, v. [f. the sb,] trans, = Pro-
pagandize.
1931 J. F. PoKTER Sir Edward Elgar 10 Elgar,. never

attempted to propaganda his work.

Propagandist, B. adj. (Earlier example.)
1824 p. Webster Wks. III. 62 It may be easy to call this

resolution Quixotic, the emanation of a crusading or propa-
gandist spirit.

Propassion. (Later example.)
187. Manning Glories of Sacred Heart ix. 266 AH the

affections and all those pro-passions, as they are called—
because the Church never speaks of passions when it speaks
of the Sacred Heart [etc.].

Propeller. Add: 3. b, (Earlier examples.)
1845 Niles* Weekly Reg. 25 Oct. 128/1 The propeller

Massachusetts left New York on the 15 Spt. 1852 D. S.
CuRTiss Western Portraiture 39 The terrible, .catastrophe
of the burning of the propeller Phoenix happened.

c. A fire-engine provided wilh mechanical pro-
pelling apparatus.
1905 Hartford Courant 2 Feb. i The big propellers—the

fire engines that furnish their own power.
d. An appliance similar in design and principle

to the propeller of a ship fixed to an aeroplane or
other flying machine (originally sometimes at the
rear but now usually in front).

1871 Engl. Meek. 448 Hollow bladed screw propellor.

1877 Design tf Work i Dec. 466/1 My invention of steering
balloons by setting the propellers on universal joints. 1897
Strand Mag. June 718/2 'Ihe method of propulsion was by
aerial screw propellers. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 2 Dec. 5/1 Many
writers have a habit of describing this component as a
tractor, simply because the propeller is used to pull the craft

forward instead of pushing it. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane
Speaks 11^ The 'pitch '..is the distance the propeller ad-
vances during one revolution, supposing the air to be solid,

5. propeller-flutter^ ~slip^ -thrtist.

1916 H. ^KR.^^9. Aeroplane Speaks 125 "Propeller 'flutter',

or vibration, may be due to faulty pitch angle, balance,
camber, surface area, or to bad mounting. 1909 Westm.
Gaz. 4 Mar. 4/2 According to some authorities, more than
50 per cent, of the engine-power is lost in what is known as
*propeller.sIip. [bid. 13 J uly 7/1 Engine-power and *pro-
peller-thrust are what will render the aerial navigator of the
future, .completely independent of the elements.

Propertied, a. 3, (Later example.)
1909 M. E. Albright Shakesperian Stage 147 The Eliza-

bethan stage, .was little more than a union of the old sedes
and plates of the moralities, or the propertied and un«
propertied stages of the interludes.

Property. 8. a. Add : property-holder (ear-

lier example) ; property-mark, a mark indicating
ownership; property qualification (earlier ex-
ample).
iS2^Ann. iSth Congress i Sess. II. 3129 *Property-holders

of the city of Baltimore. 1908 Hastings's Encyct. Rciig. <y

Ethics I. 303/2 These *|>roperty-marks 'occur almost exclu-
sively on weapons used in hunting, which, after being des-
patched, remain in the bodies of large game'. 1807 Ann.
toth Congress i Sess. I. 916 The Constitution of the United
States requires no ^property qualification in the elected.

Propertyless, a. (liarlier example.)
1822 W, CoHBETT Cottage Econ. 107 They were formerly

the sons and daughters of small fanners ; they are now the
progeny of miserable property-less labourers.

Prophet, sb, 6. c. (Earlier example.)
1862 Times 31 Dec, Prophets, tipsters and welshers—the

parasites of the ring.

Propitiative (pri?pi-ji,«itiv), a. [f. Pbopi-
TiATB V. + -IVE.] Tending to propitiate ; con-

ciliatory,

1928 Observer 19 Feb. 17/2 Where the majority of pas-

sengers have to travel in a bnitalising congestion, the sight

of half-empty ' firsts ' next door b not propitiative.

Proposal. Add ; 3. c. An offer or tender.

1914 Chicago Tribune 8 May 14 Sealed proposals plainly

marked on the outside ' Proposals for coal '..will be received

at the Indian Office.

Propose, sy. 3. e. (Further examples.)
1854-5 Thackeray Newconics\\.x\\\.\-2'] Perhaps neither

of them will propose for her. 187a Anna C. Sterle Brrken^
Toys IL XXV. 167, I am going to Vcre Court tomorrow to

propose for Nclla Vere.



PROPOSITION.

Proposition. Add : 7. U,S, A matter, prob-

lem or undertaking that comes before one for solu-

tion, accomplishment or other treatment ; a task,

project or enterprise in respect of ease or difficulty

of performing, resulting profit, etc., as an easy, a
tough, a paying proposition. Used also of persons

who have to be dealt with in any \^ay.

1893 Scribner^s Mag. June 756/1 'Arn't you ashamed to

tell me this? ' * Of course I am, but that isn't the proposi-

tion just now.' 1896 G. Ade Artie xviii. 168 I m goin'

against a tough proposition. 1901 Tit-Bits 27 July 416/2
He was a pretty smooth proposition himself. 1902 O. Wis-
TER Virginian xviii. 214, I saw over in a fenced meadow,,
what he was pleased to call * the proposition *. Proposition

in the West does, in fact, mean whatever you at the moment

Flease, a 1904 S. E. White Blazed Trail Stories viii. 146

I'm a pretty rank proposition, myself, said he, 1908
MuLFORD Orphan xiv. 178 And I'd rather have him with

me in a mix-up than against me. He's the coolest proposi-

tion loose in this part of the country at any game. 191X

J. F. WiLsoM Land Cla-inters xii. 168 The best you can
make of it is a pretty hard proposition. I9i5_ T. Burke
Nights in Town 19 He is educated, .to regard himself as, in

the Broadway phrase, a serious proposition. 1985 Ml'lford
Cottonwood Gulch vii. 92 Knife tightersare bad propositions.

b. With a defining term.

190* O. WisTF.R Virginian ii. 19 The biggest tobacco

§
reposition for five cents got out yet. 1903 N. V. Times
at. Rev. 22 Aug,, There are a good many stages at which

the discipline proposition may present itself. 2909 S. E.
White Rules o/Game iii. ix. 181 We're the only two busi-

ness propositions in this country. 1929 Daily Express 7 Nov.
2/5 Every industry I want to nationalise must be a business
proposition.

Proprietariat (pri^praieteariat). nonce-wd. [f.

pROPaiETABLAN, after Pkoletabiat.] The proper-

tied class.

19*8 G. B. Shaw Intel. WowtofCs Guide Socialism 223 The
Proletariat and the Proprietariat face each other.

Propriety. 7. (Later example.)
19*5 IsABKL Smith Marriage in Ceylon 137 Anffela..had

felt it would not be ' the thing' to accept hospitality of the

man who in a few days* time would be her husband without
someone to *play propriety '.

Proprioceptive (pr^'tpri^se-ptiv), a. Phys,

[f. L. proprius own + -ceptive of Receptive.] Of
nerves or receptive organs : Receiving impulses

only from parts of the body itself and not from the

external world. So Proprioceptor, a proprio-

ceptive nerve or organ.
1906 C. S. Sherrington Integr, Action Nervous Syst, 130

Reflexes arising from proprio-ccptive organs came therefore

to be habitually attached and appended to certain reflexes

excited by extero-ceptive organs. Ibid., The activity thus

produced in these latter tissues excites in them their recep-

tors, which zre proprio-ecptors. 1937 Haldane & Huxley
Animal Biol. \. 34, v. 125.

Propylitization (pri7a:piioit3iztf*-j3n). [f.

PuoPYLiiE + 'iZATioN.] The formation of propylite

by solfataric action in volcanic rocks,

1903 GeiKic Text-bk. Geol. 813 The solutions, .in their

progress .. necessarily induce chemical and mineralogical

changes in the surrounding locks, which thus undergo
various transformations, being sometimes weakened by the

removal of certain constituents, as in propyl!tisation and
kaoliiiisation.

Pro-rate, v. (Earlier example.) Hence Pro-
ra'ting vbl. sb.

i860 Congress. Globe ai Dec. i8o/r The amendment.. re-

quires this company to pro-rate passenger fare with all rail-

road companies or lines which terminate either at Alexandria,

Washington or Baltimore. 1911 Webner Factory Costs 212

On the other hand, there is no possible way of entirely

avoiding a prorating or averaging of expense.

Pro-rate, sb, l/,S. [tpro rata,'\ A propor-

tional or pro rata share.

X904 F. LvNDE Gra/lers vii. 93 A hundred thousand is a
pot of money. I take it for granted the Western Pacific wiU
stand its pro-rate?

Proreaa (pr6e*rfan), a. Aftat, \i,'L,prora

Pbow j3.i + -AN.] (See quot.)

1890 Sir W. Turnf.r in Jml. Anat. XXV. 130 The most
anterior end ofthe pallium, in such Carnivora as the Dog, has

a beak-like form, and has been named the prorean convolu^

tion ; whilst the fissure which forms its posterior boundary,

situated in front of and almost parallel to the prae-sylvian

fissure, is xhc proreanJissure of Krueg.

Prose, i^. 4' a- Also, a dull prosy person.

{colhq,)

1844 Dickens Mart. Ckuz. xxxvii, I verily believe you
have said that fifty thousand times in my hearing. What
a Prose you are.

Prosecuting, ppi. a. (U.S. examples.)
183* Indiana Ho. Repr. Jml. 42 Duly elected Prosecuting

Attorney of the second Judicial Circuit of the State of

Indiana. 187a Ecglestom Hoosier Schoolm.xxix, j^i The
'prosecuting attorney* (for so the States' attorney is called

in Indiana) had been sent for.

Prospect, sb. Add : 8. d. A possible or likely

purcliaser, sub5cril>cr, or customer.
i9a3 H. M. SwKTLAHD Indnstr. Publishing 124 Obviously

the first step in getting circulation is to list prospects to

whom the paper is to be offered. 19*6 Publishers' Weekly
16 Jan. 161/3 To carry your helpful sugecstJons to the

Kople who would be logical prospects for you. 19*7

ATHiLOE Y.cvit.9. Over Boat-side -z^ If there was possibility

of the prospect signing on the dotted line, 1937 Obserz-er

27 Nov. ii/i There are thousands of 'prospects' who simply

will not decide about a car until they have seen the new
Ford. t9a8 Sttnday Express 12 Feb. 11/3, I made sales to

more than half of the * prospects ' he sent me to.

143

10. C. (Earlier example.)
1852 Whitmore Diary 23 July, Worked out my quartz

lead prospecting. Found very good prospect.

d. transf,
19ZZ in Glasgow Herald tg Dec. 8, I consider my bull

calves excellent prospects for next season's fairs. 1923 ' B.
M. Bower ' Parowan Bonanza viii. 95 A prospector is,

paradoxically, not a good prospect for a girl.

Prospect, V, 6. (Earlier example.)
1851 N. KiNGSLEV Diary 167 They say it does not prospect

very well.

Prospecting, vbl. sb. 2. (Earlier example.)
1850 W7 Cotton Three Years Calif, xxi. 293 Half their

time is consumed in what they call prospecting; that is,

looking up new deposits (of gold].

b. (Earlier example.)
1849 Presid. Mess. Congress II. 457 It is obvious that the

shallow pits now sunk on the vein . . can only be regarded .

.

as mere superficial explorations, or ' prospecting diggings

'

as they are called in the west.

Prospective. A. adj. 5. (Further example.)
1906 QuiLLER-CoucH Fr. Cornish IVituiow 200 Our Par.

lianientary Candidate^-or Prospective Candidate, as we
cautiously call him—has been visiting us.

ProspextnslesSfa. [f. Prospectus + -less.]

For which no prospectus has been published.
1898 IVestm. Gaz. 26 Oct. 8/1 A. lesson to those who deal

in prospectusless shares. «g28 Daily Mail g Aug. 18/1 Our
references yesterday to statements published by prospectus-
less companies.

Prosthetic, a. Add : 2. b. as sb. pL = Pro-
sthesis 2.

xgii G. H. WrLSON Man. Dental Prosthetics Pref., This
book has been written in response to the oft-repeated request
by teachers and members of the dental profession for a con-
cise modern text-book on Dental Prosthetics.

Prosthetist (pr^-sj^nlst). Surg. [f. Pko-
STHETic + -1ST.] One who practises prosthesis of

limbs, teeth, etc.

190. Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. V. 513 (Cent. Suppl.).

J91X G. H. Wilson Mcui. Dental Prosthetics 455 It is

necessary that the patient shall be under the inspection and
study of the prosthetist so as to restore the contour and
harmonize the associated parts.

Prosy, a. 1. (Earlier example.)
i8a3 Scott Pref. Mem. Clara Reeve (Ballantyne's Nov.

Libr.) V, p. Ixxxvii, Perhaps, to be circumstantial and abun-
dant in minute detail, and in one word, though an un-
authorized one, to be somewhat/r(?jy, is one mode ofsecuring

a certain necessary degree of credulity in bearing a ghost-

Story.

Prota^onisiu (prtJt2e*g6niz*m). [f. as Pro-
tagonist + -ISM.] The action or fact of supporting

or championing a cause,

1909 N. Y. Even. Post 27 Nov. 6 The principal character

..is gradually drawn into a protagonism of common sense,

candour and progress.

Protagonist. 2. Also, a leading player at

some game or sport.

1908 A. \V. Myers Compl. Lartm Tennis Placer 25 The
prospect of a ciose match between two protagonists.

Protagorean (pr(7taeg6iran), a, [f. Gr. Upoi-

rayopei-os adj. (f, UporrayopaSf the name of a Greek
philosopher of the 5th century B. c.) + -an.] Of or

pertaining to Protagoras or his philosophy,

1678 CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. 10 The Protagorean philo-

sophy made all things to consist of a commixture of parts

or atoms and local motion. 1845 Maurice Mor. Philos.

in Encycl. Metrop. 614/1 The Protagorean notion of man
being the measure of all things. . he treats as a silly truism.

1907 Hibbert Jml. Jan. 439 A Protagorean treatise of the

fifth century B.C. 1921 T. R. Glover /'/^f"'"' ^7^ The idea

of Christian charity has been perverted .. to mean a Prota-

gorean acceptance of the equal value of all opinions.

Protamine- Also -amin.
xgoa Encycl. Brit. XXXI, 724/1 These Protamin5..take

up water and yield the bases above referred to.

Protarsal (pr^ta-jsal), a. Entom, [f. Peo-

TARSL'S + -AL.] Of or pertaining to the protarsus.

190a R. I. PococK in Proc. ZooL Soc, II. 3gi,_2nd leg with

superior basal and anterior apical femoral spine, three in-

ferior apical protarsal spines. .and one inferior medium tar-

sal spine.

Protaxis (pr^u-tEeksis). Geol. [f. Pkoto- 2 b

+ Axis.] An original or chief axis in a system of

folding.

1895 Dana Man. Geol i. 24 The oldest of the mountain

ranges in a chain is called the /r^'/^rjcw. . . The other ranges

are usually parallel to the protaxis, and may, or may not,

have greater height. 1909 F. D. Adams in yrnl. Geol.

XVII. I The development of the Grenville series in a great

tract of the Laurentian Protaxis.

Protect, V. Add : 1. Also absol.

1894 Ei. Fawcett New Nero it 26 Music, .was always an

expression of., that soulless and mysterious wiU-to-live,

which for ever creates, protects, and perpetuates.

2. (Earlier examples.)

1789 Ann. 1st Congress I. m [Measures] calculated to

encourage the productions of our country, and protect our

infant manufactures. x8so Ann. 16th Congress i Sess. II.

2308 If American manufactures were duly protected, they

create for agriculture an extensive, .home market.

Protecting, ppU a, (Earlier examples of

protecting duty.)

1790 A. Gallatin IVks. (1904) 1. 304 A system of protecting

duties. x8oa Ann. 7th Congress i Sess. 230 They have pro-

bably caused this protecting duty to impede progress. 1820

Ann. Reg. 73/3 The American timher being of an inferior

quality to that from the Baltic, required a protecting duty.

Protection. 4. (Elarlier examples,)
1820 Ann. i6tk Congress i Sess. II. 2308 AU wise nations

PHOTOTHEME.
..have strenuously extended this species of protection to
their manufactures. i8ao Hansard's Pari. Deb. 26 May
579 But let your lordships consider.. what would be the
efiect ..if the existing system of protection were abolished,
and a fixed duty, .were substituted.

Protective, a. 2. (Earlier example.)
x8zo Ann. Reg. 771/1 The protective or restrictive system.

Protectorist (pr(?te-kt6rist). Hist, [f. Pro-
tector sb. + -1ST.] = Pbotectorian B.
1913 J. WiLLcocK Sir H. Vane the Younger xv'i. 275 About

half the members of the Commons were Protectorists or
supporters of the constitution prescribed in The Petition
and A dvice.

PrOteidogenOHS (prJat/,icV*d3en3s), a. [f.

Proteid 1 + -o- + *-GEN0U3.] Producing proteid.

1918 Times Lit. Suppl. 2 May 205/2 The proteidogenous
molecules whose by-play is .supposed to be life.

Proteistic (prJut/ii'stik), (z. [f. PBOTE-US +
-I3TIC.] Suggestive of Proteus; changing; variable.

1921 iqth Cent. July 146 The new proteistic shape of the
defeated Guelfs swept away the old ' Right*.

Protensity, Delete rare~^,
1924 Stout Psychol. 11. i. 212 In all sense-presentations we

can discern Quality, Intensity, and Protensity or Duration,

Protest, sb. 6. Add : protest mechanism.
1920 Challenge 21 May 45/1 Adier. .has shown how this

protest mechanism is responsible for neurotic manifestations
of another kind.

Protest, V. 2. c. Also, to protest .ngainst;

to make the subject of a protest.

1904 Brooklyn Eagle 5 June, Many of the students are
much incensed at the judges and will probably protest the

decision. 1928 E. G. Mears Orientals on Pacific Const 6
The Peking Foreign Office has regularly protested acts of
injustice and violence.

Protestant. B. adj. 1. b. Add : Pro-
testant Epiacopalism, the system of the Protes-

tant Episcopal Church in the U.S.A.
1836 Southern Lit. Messenger II. 282 In regard to Protes-

tant Episcopalism in America it may be safely said that,

prior to this publication ofDr. Hawks, there were no written
mtmorials extant.

Protisto'logy. Biol. [f. Protista + -(o)logt.]

The scientific study of the Protista.

1906 McCabe tr. Bolshe's Ilaeckel^ Life ^ Work 206 He
gives tliem the name of ' Protists *, To botany and zoology

is now added protistology.

Protocol, sb. Add : 2. C. Th« official mark
on a roll of papyrus.

1905 W. E. Crum Catal. Coptic MSS. in Brit. Mus. 181

Upon the ist sells, above the Coptic text, is part of the

protocol in large Kufic characters. 1909 — Catal. Coptic

MSS. in John Rylands Libr. 164 Parts of an earlier protocol,

in large, brown characters, are visible on recto.

Protocolar (pr^u-t^jkfjlai), a. [f. Protocol sb.

+ -AB 1.] Of or pertaining to a protocol.

1905 N. Y. Even. Post 15 July (Cent. Suppl.) To some
extent it is protocolar but one must not for that think it an
empty form.

Protology. Transfer Ohs. rare~° to sense de-

fined in Diet, and add : 2. The science of first

things.

1899-1900 zist Ann. Rep. Bur. Amer. EthnoL (1903) 138

In the quaint prototogy, or science of first things, of the

Iroquois things are derived from things through transforma-

tion and evolution.

Proton. Add : 2. Chem. A unit constituent

of matter associated with (or consisting of) an in-

variable charge of positive electricity.

1920 Nature 11 Nov. 357/1 The elements may be con-

sidered as being composed of these hydrogen nuclei or
* protons ' as Sir I'"rnest Rutherford would have us call them.

1922 J. Mii-LS Within the Atom ii. 13 The hydrogen atom

is composed of only one proton and one electron. 1923

G. H. Knibbs Presid. Addr. Austral. Assoc. 14 A neutral

atom consists of K+N protons and K electrons in its

nucleus and N electrons in its rings or sheaths. 1925

Observer 13 Sept. 9/1 The idea that the atom of matter was
composed of electrons and protons. 1927 A. S. Eddingtom
Stars <5- Atoms gg Most of it [subatomic energy] is inherent

in the constitution of the electrons and protons—the element-

ary negative and positive electric charges—out of which
matter is built.

Protonic (pri?tp-nik), a.2 Biol. [f. Proton
+ -IO.] Of or pertaining to a proton.

X902 Trans. Amer. Microsc. Soc. June 59 The differentia-

tion has gradually extended posteriad from the protonic

inception.

ProtopathiCf ^- Add : b. Applied to the

first form of sensibility exhibited by an area of skin

after the nerves leading to it are severed.

190S Head, Rivers & SHERRENin Brain Nov. 106 To this

form ofsensibility we propose to give the name *protopathic '.

1913 J. G. McKendrick Principles 0/ Physiology xiii. 224

If a sensory nerve to an area of skin is divided, sensibility

may return if the ends unite. The sensations that return

first have been termed protopathic, and depend on heat,

cold, and pain spots. 1920 W. H. R. Rivers Instinct t
Unconscious iv. 23 Epicritic sensibility may be only a greater

perfection of protopathic sensibility.

Prototheme {i>io^-to]>tm). [£ Photo- + Themb.]

(See quot.)

1897 W. G. Searle Onomasticon Anglo-Saxomcunt

Introd. p. xii. The Anglo-Saxon personal names may be

divided into several classes, i. The first and chief class

consists of names that may be termed dithematic names, as

they consist of two elements or themes, mostly monosyllabic,

a first element or prototheme, and a second clement or

deuterotheme.



PBOTOTKOCH.

PrototrOCll (pio^-Mrpk). [f. Proto- + Gr.

T/Jox<Ss wheel.] The first of three ciliated bands

encircling the larva of certain marine annelids.

1807 Mastf.fman in Q. yml Microsc. Sci. XL. 391 There

are three prominent ciliated bands, the preoral (or proto-

troch), the collar-band, .and the trunk band.

Prototrophic (prJatu,trf.fik), a. [f. Proto-

+ Gr. Tfixpri nourishment + -ic] Of bacteria :

That feed on inorganic substances.

1900 A. C Jones tr. Fischer's Struct. Bacteria vi. 54

These few mineral substances will be found sufficient

probably for all bacteria, be they prototrophic, metatrophic

or paratrophic 190a Encycl Bril. XXVI. 55/1 Since they

require no organic food materials, .he [ Fischer] regards them

as primitive forms in this respect, and terms them Proto-

trophic,

Frotozoological, a. [f. Protozo-a + -(o)logi-

C.VL.] Of or pertaining to protozoology. So Pro-

toioo'lo^st, a student of protozoology.

1906 Nature 20 Nov. 117/2 When the protozoologist has

worked out his fife-histories and obtained his results, then

the medical man steps in and carries off the honey to the

medical hive, ijai Daily Mail 17 Nov. i Advt., (Coloured

pencils] for Botanical, Zoological and Frotozoological work.

1915 Public Ofmioii 29 May 519/1 For such a task we
should require the services of entomologists, protozoologists,

veterinary and medical scientists.

Protracted, ppl- a. 1. (Earlier and later ex-

amples oi protracted meeting^
i8« A. Reed Joum. N. Amer. I. 1S5 (Th.) Mr. Hall

advised a protracted meeting for four days. 183^ Knicker-

bocker Mag. X. 443 A divine, who was riding with him,.,

to attend a protracted meeting. 1877 Habberton Jericho

Koad 126 A little Methodist Church where one of the daily

evening services of a series known as ' protracted meetings

'

was going on. 1908 Eliza C. Hall Aunt Jane ofKentucky
i. (1909) 24 We went home feelin' like we'd been through

a big protracted meetin' and got religion over again.

Prove, «'• 12. Prove up. (Earlier examples.)

1867 A. D. Richardson £0''""' ''^'"'"'/^"''- '3^ He does

not see the land again until ready to * prove up *.
. . Then he

revisits his claim. 1878 J. H. Beadle ll^estern IViUs ii. 43
My wife proved up on lier Cherokee blood.

Provence. Delete the note on Provence rose,

and quot. 1905.

Provender, ». Add : 3. intr. To partake of

provender ; to feed on (something).

1819 Keats Lett. (1931) II. 376 Infidel Rooks do not

provender with Elisha's Ravens. 189X Clo. Graves Field

o/Tares iv. vi. 241 (Born) Leaving the iron horse provender-

inff on coal and water . . we follow the footsteps of the man.

Prover. Add : 3. b. In Nomceopathy : A
healthy person on whom the effect of a drag is

tested.

190a Encvcl. Brit. XXIX. 312/2 The manifestations of

drug action thus produced are carefully recorded, and this

record., after being verified by repetition on many ' provers',

constitutes the distinguishing feature of the homoaopathic
materia medicx
Providentialism. [f. Pkovidential + -ism.]

Belief in tlie providence of God.
19*7 J. S. Huxley Religion nvitkoiit Rez'elniion Pref. 18

The release of God from the anthropomorphic disguise of

Personality also provides release from that vice which may
e lermed Providentialism.

Provincial. A. adj. 7. b. Delete erron. and

read : Of roses of Provence.

Provi:iicializa-tion. [f. Provincialize +
-ATION.] A making or becoming provincial.

1914 Glasgow Herald i6 Sept. 7 In a vigorous speech [he]

emphasised the provincialisation and Indianisation aspect

of the Report.

Provision, sb. 10. Add: provision man,

shop, store, trade (earlier example).
187a Boston (Mass.) Ordin. 25 July, The vehicles of market

or 'provision men. 1875 Mrs. Stowe Wc f; Neighbors i. 8

Simons, the provision man at the corner. 1854 Maria S.

Cummins Lamplighter y.-^, Willie accompanied them as far

as the 'provision shop, which was their destination. 1796
Boston (Mass.) Directory s.v. Fletcher, "Provision store.

1875 Mrs. Stowe We * Neighbors i. 21 Dinah met their

girl in at the provision store. 1830 y4««. Congress tiig/i The
provision trade of the West.

Provision, v. (Later examples). Also with ;.;/.

1903 R. Bedford True Eyes 48 Why didn't you provision

from home? 19x8 Daily Express \i Aug. 4/6 The main
thing to remember in going to the islands is to provision.up
for your stay well ahead.

Provocator (prji-vokeitsj). [ad. L. prSvocator

in same sense.] A provoker or challenger.

1918 A. Gray tr. The Crime II. ii. 132 If even the creator

of the defensive Entente of 1904 was regarded as a dangerous
provocator [etc].

Provost guard. U.S. A body of soldiers

acting as military police under a provost-marshal

;

also, the quarters used by these.

1778 Jml. Cont. Congress X. 74 About thirty [officers]

who have been confined in the provost guard and in the

most loathsome gaols. 1864 O. W. Norton Army Lett. 212
Company K. is provost guard and river patrol. 1881-5
McClellan Own Story 69 These . , I at once brought to the

city and employed as a provost-guard. 1884 Sweet & Knox
Through Texas xlii. 595 We may be caught by the provost-

guard, and put in the bull-pen.

Prude (pr»<i), '"• [f- ^^ sb.] intr. To play

the prude.
19»3 Una L. Silberrad Lett. Jean Armiterix.i j. 194

Girls aren't brought up in cotton wool nowadays as you
were. We do as we jolly well like ! It's no good preaching

and pruding.

144

Prudential. A. aJJ. 2. Also prudential

cotntnittee.

i8a3 Baptist Mag. IV. 24 Monday evening was assi^ed
for the missionaries to receive the instructions of the Pru-

dential Committee. X910 N. Y. Even. Post 26 Nov. Suppl.

10 During his. .25 years as member of the prudential com-
mittee, he has missed but one meeting.

Prune, sb, 5. Add : prune-orchard, rancher

;

prune-coloured adj. ; prune-brandy, an intoxicat-

ing beverage prepared from prunes.

1895 M. Pemberton Impregn. City vi. 41 Drink that, and
when you've drained the bumper, we'll have some 'prune

brandy. ip»3 Btackvj, Mag. Oct. 499/2 The foothills . . were
covered with a shadow over which 'prune-coloured clouds

hung. 1911 Chambers's Jml. Mar. 173/1 'Prune-orchards

do not need irrigating. Ibid. 174/2 With proper pruiiing

and cultivation the 'prune-rancher has an assured.. living.

Prunes-and-prismy, a. [f. Prunes andprism
(Pkune sb. 4) -H -Y.] Using prim and mincing

language ; suggestive of ' prunes and prism '.

1931 St. John Ervine in Time ^ Tide 4 July, A tougher-

minded generation than ours may find it altogether too

prunes-and-prismy.

Prussian. A. aJj. 2. Prussian blue. b.

Also, the name of a variety of pea.

l8a4 Loudon Encycl. Card. in. viii. 618 The egg, the

Moratto, the Prussian blue, and the Rouncivals,. .are all

very fine eating peas. 1832 J. Tod Annals Rajast'han II,

765, I never saw finer crops of Prussian-blues- .cauliflowers,

celery, and all that belongs to the kitchen-garden.

Prussianize, f- Also intr. To act in a

manner regarded as typical of Prussians.

19J7 *Ixion' Further Motor Cycle Remin.Z^ Thc_victim

[of the practical joke] occupied a minor official position, by
dint of which he Prussianized rather too freely.

Prussification (prosifikci-Jsn). [f. PRtjssi(AN

-^ -FICATION.] = Pbdssianization. bo Pru'ssify

V. trans. = Pbussianizb.
1898 Daily Neivs 2 j Jan. 4 /s The fund for the Prussifica-

tion of the Polish provinces of the kingdom- 1924 Contemp.

Rev. Mar. 301 The Russians were trying their hardest to

russify, and the Prussians were trying their hardest to

prussify their Polish provinces.

Pry, v.'^ (Later examples.)
1916 Harper's Mag. Feb. 363/1, I stood rooted to the spot

and you could not have pried me away. 1927 Susan Ertz
NoTu East, Now West ii. 21 He walked about the decks.,

hand in hand with Cleve, whenever that friendly child could

be pried loose from some new and fascinating acquaintance.

b. _fig. To get information out of a. person by

inquiry.

189S C. M. Sheldon Bro. Keeper iii. 66 We managed to

pry out of him that he had seen you and Eric go down the

ladders.

PsammO-. Add: Psa-mmopliilo a. Bot.

[-PHILE.] = Psammophilous.
igoj C. MoHR Plant Life A labama 131 The slender, wiry

culms of this grass.. render the species one of the most
striking types of psammophile plants.

Psammology (psa;m-, siemp-lodji). [f.

PsAMMO- -I- -(o)LOGT.] The scientific study of sand.

1697 Geog. Jml. IX. 570, I have devoted many years to

the study of psammology.

Pseudo-. 2. Add : Fsenda-ndry, the use by

a woman of a masculine nom-de-plume. Pseudo-

gfyny (-c'dgini) Entom., pseudogynous condition.

1919 H. M. Paull Literary Ethics 189 Initialism, asterism,

boustrophedon and 'pseudandry. 1903 Jml. R. Microsc.

Soc. Apr. 172 E. Wasmann returns with fresh light to a dis-

cussion of ' 'pseudogyny ' in Formica sanguinea, etc.

Pseudopod. Add : 4. (See quot.)

1920 E. E. FouRNiER d'Albe tr. Schrenck Notzings
Phcttom. Materialisation 25 The recent investigations by
W. J.

Crawford have shown that white light acts destruc-

tively on the pseudopods or psychic projections from the

medium's body.

Pseudopodium. Add: 3. fig.

1918 S. Butler Notebooks 196 My reviewers felt no sense

of need to understand me.- -When the time comes that they

want to do so they will throw out a little mental pseudo-

podium without much difficulty.

Psocid (ps-, Sfj-sid), sb. [f. mod.L. Psocidie.']

A member of the family Psocidee. of pseudoneurop-

terons insects.

1901 Science 13 Dec. 941/2 He also found the first psocid

recorded from New Mexico. 1922 Entomol. Ma^. May 104

Tlie occurrence of various species of Psocids. .inside houses,

has been frequently observed.

Psorosis (psoriasis), [f. as PsOKA -f -OSIB.] A
disease affecting the bark of orange trees.

1806 U.S. Dept. Agric., Div. Veget. Physiol. * Pathol.

Bull. 8. 30 Psorosis, a disease known in Florida as * tears ' or
* gum disea.se ', is often confounded with foot rot, but is un-

questionably quite distinct. . . Psorosis does not kill the bark

entirely.

Psyche (saik), v. colloq. [f. Psyche sb:\ trans.

To subject to psycho-analysis.

1927 W. E. Collinson Contemp. En^l. 107. 1928 Daily^

Express 31 Dec. 2/5 While for some patients being ' psyched

'

may be a step towards being cured, to others it may amount
to being infected.

Psychic. B. sb. Add: 1. b. That which is

psychic ; things of the psyche or soul.

1909 Daily Chron. 6 Sept. 3/3 Her craze for the ' psychic

'

..oils the wheels of the plot. 1920 W. McDouCAl.L Group
Mind T4 Maciver is under the influence of that unfortunate

and still prevalent way of thinking of the psychic as identical

with the conscious which has given endless trouble in

psychology.

PSYCHO-ANALYSIS.

Psycho (sai-kd), sb. and v. rolloq. Short for

*PsYCHO-ANALTSIS and *PSYCHO-ANALTSE.
1921 Rose Macaulay Dangerous Ages v. § 4 Not that

insomnia is always a case for psycho, you know. 1925
Christian World j^ June 7/2 How many of us spend twenty
minutes a day in consciously psychoing themselves ?

Psycho-. Add: Psychasthe -nlc sb.,a person

suffering from psychasthenia. Psyclio-'biolo'trical

a., that is both psychological and biological.

Psycho-feio'logy, tliat branch of biology which
deals with psychology. Psycho-'blo'tlc a., =
*Psycho-biological. Fsyclio-clie'inistry, the in-

vestigation of mental states and processes by chemi-

cal methods. Psycho-galvanio a. (see quot.

1929). Psyclio-nioTal a., of or pertaining to the

psychological aspect of morality. PsycIio-nea°ral

a., that is both psychical and neural. Psycho-
nenrolo'^cal a., of or pertaining to psycho-

neurology. Psycbonoinic a., directing or govern-

ing psychic processes. Psycho-se'xual a., of or

pertaining to the psychical or mental factor of

sexuality ; so Psyclxo-sexnality. Psycho-te'ch-

nical a., that is both psychological and technical.

Psycho-vi'talisni, belief in the action or presence

of a vital principle in mental processes. Paycho-
vltali'stlc a., pertaining to or based on psycho-

vitalism.

1907 Jrnl. Ahnorin. Psychol. II. 59 Among these 'psychas-

thenics the disturbance of the personality is not total. 190Z

Amer. Jml. Psycliol. XII. 206 On the positive side, the ex-

periments must conform to the 'psycho-biological character

of an animal if sane results are to be obtained, 1928 Daily
Express 23 Aug. 3/1 The two authors have produced a
highly provocative collection of psycho-biological comments
[on marriage]. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 65/2 This con-

nection of vegetal and animal functions remains one of the

obscurest in all 'psycho-biology. 1926 Glasgow Herald 17

Apr. 4/2 It is possible that some kinds of variations or mu-
tations are 'psycho-biolic phenomena. 1900 Amer. Jml.
Psychol. XI. 600 The writer tal;es up.. passive and then

active sadness, morbid joy, their original mechanism,
their psycho-physiology, 'psycho-chemistry, psycho-physics,

[etc.]. 191S C. R. Payne tr. Pfistet's Psycho.aiial. Meth,

336 Secretion of tears, sighing, 'psychogalvanic phenomena,
changes in the pulse, etc. 1929 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 674/2

The term psychogalvanic reflex . . was first used by Veraguth

to describe the change in electrical properties of the human
body (or any living animal body) in response to nocuous
(emotional) stimuli. 1890 Smithsonian Rt'p. 1. 663 Dr. Semal
advocated a 'psycho-moral examination of the delinquent in

Older to determine his condition, whether he was a confii med
criminal or only a criminal on occasion. Z902 Encycl. Brit.

XXXU. 69/1 'Psychoneural parallelism is no doubt a well-

estalilished generalization, igai Edin. Rev. Jan. 61 In

London the 'Psycho-Neurological Societ); has been formed

.. for the study and discussion of problems in i)sycliotherapy.

1902 J. M. Baldwin Develop. Hf Evolution i. 8 Such con.

ditions are ' 'psychonomic '. 'Ibis term_ may be used to de-

note the entire sphere of phenomena which are in connection

with tlie psychological, but which, nevertheless, are not in.

trinsic to the series of psychic changes as such. 1^ E.

Jones in Jrnl. Abnorm. l\)chol. IV. 58 Freud's views of

the development after polymorphous 'psycho-sexual per-

versity of normal children. 1915 C. R. Payne tr. Pfislcr's

Psycho-anal. Meth. 63 We speak, therefore, . .-of 'psycho-

sexuality. 1903 Hai-vard Psychol. Stud. I. 654 The science

of pedagogy is a 'psycho-technical discipline which makes
education mechanical. 1927 Daily Express 17 June 12

Electrical machinery, levers, mechanical puzzles, and com-

plete paraphernalia for psycho-technical tests. 1924 R. M.
OcDEN tr. Kojffka's Croivth of Mind 236 Objections to a
physiological theory of association no longer force upon us

the acceptance of 'psycho-vitalism. Ibid. io4_lf the choice

lay between a mechanistic or a ('psycho-)vitalistic explana-

tion, we should feel obliged to choose the latter.

Psycho-analyse, v. [f. Psycho- -h Ana-
lyse ».] trans. To subject to psycho-analysis.

Hence Psycho-a-nalysed/>//. a.

igi^Blaciw. Mag. May 645 '2 William thought he might

have to be psyclio-analysed before he would discover the

secret of their persistence. 1927 Daily Express i July 1/4

The world would have known nothing more of him had not

the prison doctor recorded how he psycho-analysed this

youth before he died. 1928 ' Rebecca West ' Strange

Necessity 240 A psycho-analysed person who has made the

realization that all persons he dreams of are disguised ver-

sions of himself.

Psycho-ana lysis, [ad. G. psychoanalyse

(Freud) ; cf. Psycho- and Analysis.] A thera-

peutic method for treating certain mental disorders

elaborated by Dr. S. Freud of Vienna, which aims

at bringing to light and so providing a remedy for

complexes or repressed affects which persist in a

person's unconscious mind and have harmful effects

on his thought and behaviour, b. That branch of

psychology which deals with the unconscious

mind ; depth-psychology.

1906 J. J. Putnam in Jr>a. Abnormal Psychol. I. 28 The

method of 'psycho-analysis '. 1908 E. Jones /*!/. 111. 163

Psychoanalysis always reveals a precise cause for the occur-

rence, shewing that only it and no other could have arisen.

tgio Amer. Jml. Psychol. XXI. 310 Psychoanalysis.. has

its point of departure in the principle that the symptoms ol

these diseases are only the sensory images of particular

thought.constellations, impregnated with feeling, which were

distasteful to consciousness and therefore repressed, for-

fotten, but still live on in the unconscious. 1913 Q- Rev.

an. 144 Both the theory and the practice of psycho-analysis

are now in the melting-pot of scientific examination. 1918

Jml. Educ. Mar. 151 Hitherto writers on psychoanalysis



PSYCHO-ANALYST.
have ^iven numerous, .hints about its educational possi<
bilities 19*4 W. B. Selbie Psychol. Relig. 286 Psycho-
analysis is the name given to the process by which the
hidden depths of the individual consciousness can be re-
vealed.

Fsycho-a'Ualyst. Also -ana-lysist [f.

Psycho- + Analyst, or ad. O. psychoanalytiker^
One who practises or is skilled in •psycho-analysis.
X918 yml. Edttc, Mar. 153/1 Dr. Pfister devotes a couple

of pages to an exposition of the need for the psychoanalyst
to oe himself 'free from complexes'. 1920 Discovery Mar.
69/3 The psycho-analysts have arrived at the conclusion that
repressed material is always unpleasant. X937 Saivrday
Even, Post 24 Dec. 83/2 Yet this madness.. deserves more
attention than it gets from psychoanalysts* 2938 Observer
19 Feb. 12/6 The evidence. . has broken down, but not before
psychologists, pedagogues,, .psycho-analysists, and doctors
..have written reams.

Psycho-analytic, «. [ad. G. psychoana-
lytisck : cf. Psycho- and Analytic] Of, pertaii>-

ing to, or employing psycho-analysis. So Psycho-
analytical a. ; Psycho-analytically <zdv.

1906 JrnLAbnortn. Psychol. I. 98 The psycho-analytic
method which Freud uses for the demonstration of such
complexes in hysteria and other conditions is cumbersome.
1908 Ibid. III. 209 It would have added greatly to the
interest of this question if a psychoanalytical investigation
had been resorted to. x^xj Observer 17 Apr. 5/1 The
psycho-analytic method, i^j ibid. 12 June 12 The interest-

ing question of whether medical men may treat a patient
psycho-analytically was dealt with in Court the other day.
1937 Daily Express 20 June 13/4 A Vienna palmist gave a
demonstration before the psycho-analytical clinic in Vienna.

Psychogene*tio, a. [f. Psy-chogenesis.] =
PsYCHOGKNKTiCAL. Fsychoir«*nic a., having a
mental or psychic cause.

1904 JmL Phil, PsychoL ^ Set. Methods I. 328 Hume..
had quite unwittingly furnished what.. should have been
regarded as a logical deduction and justification—rather
than the mere psychogenetic description, which it purported
to be—of the realistic belief [etc.]. 1915 C. R. Payne tr.

Pfisler's Psycko-anai. Meth. 532 The educator is often un-
able to tell whether a psychogenic or physiogenic distur-
bance is present.

Psychographer. Add : b. A psychological
criiic or biographer.
i9x« G. Bradford Lee the American App. 269 But the

prince of all psychographers is incontestably Sainte-Beuve;,

1930 London Mercury Feb. 378 He does not attempt a
new 'life *, but only a new character-study from the point of
view of the * psychographer ',

Psycliographist, [f. Psychogiiaph + -ist.]

A person who obtains * spirit-writings*.

1904 Kansas City Daily Times 12 July (Cent. Suppl.) Of
fifteen clairvoyants, .and ' psychographists ' whom I have
called upon . . the majority l^ve Informedme that clergymea
are their best customers.

Fsycholo^. Add : 2. Character considered
from the point of view of psychology; mental or
psychological peculiarities.

1913 G. B. DiBBLEB Newspaper 239 Delane*B acuteness of
judgment as to the psychology of London society was far

from being consonant with the verdict of history. 19x8
Daily Tel. 11 Sept. 10/5 The psychology of the workaday
world has infected him with its disquiet.

Psychoma (ps-, s^ikJu-ma). [£. Pstch£ +
•-0MA.] (Seequot)
1904 McCabe tr. HaeckePs IVonders of Life xtx. 464 It

would seek these in psychic forces. On our monistic princi-
ples they are not immaterial forces, but based on the general
sensation of substance, which we call psychoma, and add to
energy and matter as a third attribute of substance.

Psy^clio-neiiro tic, a. and sb, [f. Psycho- -*

Neukotic] a. adj. Of, pertaining to, or con-

nected with, psycho-neurosis, b. sb. A person

suffering from psycho-neorosis ; one who is mentally
diseased.

190 . Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. V. 28 (Cent. SuppL). 1908
/*r<Ic/IV/(7»^rApr. 519 The Painful Joints ofPsycho-neurotics,

1909 E. Jones in fml. Abnortn. Psychol. IV. 144 Every
psycho-neurotic symptom is to be regarded as the symbolic
expression of a submerged mental complex of the nature of
a wish. 19*3 B. H. Streeter in Proc. jth Internat. Congr.
Psychol. 148 But, though a genius is frequently a psycho-
oeurotic, it would be qaite untrue to say that the majonty of
psycho-neurotics tend towards genius. 1927 Daily Express

4 July 10/4 Vou may become impatient because you do not
realise that the person you are dealing with is what is called

psycho-neurotic

Psy:clio-patholO'gio, a. [f. Pstoho-patho-
LOGY.] = PSYCHO-PATHOLOOICAL.
1890 Smithsonian Rep. l 636 One can thus lee the links

which form the psycho*pathologic chaia of human life, at

one end of which we may find insanity and at the other
criminality.

Fsycno-physical, a. (Earlier examples of

psycho-physical paraJUUsnt).
1894 j. E. Cbeigmton & TiTCHENBR tf. W. Wundfs Hum.

If Anim. Psychol. 448 The principle of psychophysical
parallelism.. refers always to a parallelism of elementary
physical and psychical processes. 1806 Titx:hener Outl.
Psychal. xv. 342 This rule— the principle of psychophysical
parallelism*, as it is termed is., not an explanation of the
relation of mind and body.

Psycho-the rapist, [t, Psycho- -i- Tebbapist.]
=• P-SYCHO-THERAPEUTIST.
X9a3 Daily Mail i<> Jan. 7 An earnest warning to nervous

persons to avoid spiritualism is given by Dr. W. Stekel, the
Vienne*ie neurologist and psycho-therapist. 1924 W. B.
Selbik Psychol. Relig. 300 Psychotherapists, .recognixe the
great help that may be derived from reUgious faith.
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Psychotic^ fl. Also as sb., a person suffering
from psycho-sis.

191S C. R. Pavne tr. Pfister's Psychoanal. Meth. 318 He
also knows plenty of neurotics and psychotics among
alcoholics.

Psychrothe-rapy. [f. Gr. fi;xp<5-? cold ¥ The-
rapy.] The treatment of diseases with cold.
190a A. A. EsiiNER tr. Winterniiz's Hydrotherapy ^KG, Pref.

V, The consideration of other methods of thermotherapy

—

as also that of psychrotherapy or excessive cold—is thus
naturally associated with the study of hydrotherapy.

Psylla (ps-, si-la). [mod.L. f. Gr. ;/a;A\a flea.]

A genus of insects injurious to plants ; an insect of
this genus ; a plant-louse,
1918 W. A. Davis Study Indigo Soils BHiar 8 In 1907,

two diseases appeared simultaneously—the so-called ' wilt'
disease and the less serious insect pest ' psylla '.

Psyllid (ps-, si-lid), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.
Psyliidm (f. prec), the name of the family.] a.
adj. Of or belonging to the family PsillidsR of
hemipterous insects; caused by one of these, b. sb.

An insect of this family; a plant-louse.
1913 Annals ^ Mag. Nat. Hist, XL 308 Giant Psyllid

Gall from Syria, it^aa Nature 3 June :?i4/i, I also find a
winged termite, a psillid, . . some small spiders, etc.

Pte-ridosperm. Bot. [f. Ptertdo- + Speem.]
An extinct, seed-bearing, fern-like plant.
1906 New Pkytologist V. 234 The history of the Pterido-

sperms is very different. Though having.. the same type
of seed, they retained the habit and much of the anatomy
of Ferns. 1931 A. C. Sewakd Plant Life thr. Ages ix. 147
Evidence, -eventually proved that the great majority of the
Carboniferous ' ferns ' were seed-bearing plants—pterido-
sperms.

Pterodactyl. Add : 2. A type of aeroplane.
1930. Times 26 Mar. 8/4 With regard to the pterodactyl,

the original machiae, Mark 1 A, had been modified as a result
of trials.

Pterygiate (pteri-dgiiA), a. [f. Pterygiiim -t-

-ATE.] Provided with pterygia.
1904 Annals ^ Mag. Nat. Hist. Aug. 108 Rostrum short,

pterygiate, nude at apex, indistinctly carinate.

Pub, sb, b. Comb, 2,% pub -keeper
\
pub-crawl,

a round ofseveral public houses made by one ormore
persons ; so pub-craw^ler, -crawling vbl. sb.

_ 1915 T. Burke Nights in Town 273 We did a '*pub-crawl

'

in Commercial Road and East India Dock Road. X910
Daily Chron. 28 Jan. 4/4 Flush with funds, freed from any
and every restraining influence, . . these ' *pub-crawlers ' have
captured the illiterate and tlie unthinking. 1921 F. B. Young
Black Diamond vii, I hain't goin' to keep you in *pub-
crawlin' any longer. 1935 Deeping Sorrell 4- Son vi. Our
*pub-lceepers rarely Tisualize the atmosphere of a garden.

Public, a. 1. (Further example.)
1928 Brit. Industr. Future (Lib. Ind. Inq.)ii, vi. 63 In a

modern community many services must be run by a Public
Concern—meaning by this a form of organisation which, .is

operated or regulated in the public interest.

b. Public utilities^ the services or supplies com-
monly available in large towns snch as trams or

omnibuses, electricity, gas, water, drainage, etc.

Also attrib. as public-utility.

191S Polit. Quarterly May 106 Now coal mining ts a
•pubric-utility industry. 19U EncycL Brit. XXX. 174/1
The State is held to be justified in introducing restrictive

legislation for dealing with strikes and lockouts, particularly

in the groupof industries known as * public utility 'services.

1938 Daily Chron. 9 Aug. 7/2 Crops have been destroyed
and communications and public utilities have been crippled.

B. sb. Add: 5. U.S. Short iot public reproof

(at a college).

1837 Knickerbocker Mag, IX. 344 Accordingly I was
reported to the government. . and received a * public . Ibid.,

Publics were very common. 1842 Ibid. XIX. 439 Prayers
he has cut, to the extent of a ' public *. 1876 [G. H. Tripp]
Student Life 133 If we make a noise.. we shall get publics,

if nothing worse;

Publicist. Add: 3. A publicity agent.

1930 Oxford Times 4 Apr. 7/4 This is the eicperience of
Sir Charles Highatn, the famous publicist, who celebrated
his 2ist anniversary as an advertising agent in Fleet-street

on Wednesday.

Publicity. Add t 2. The business of adver-

tising or making articles, schemes, or persons pub-
licly knownv
1904 Profitable Advertising July 118 It is of the utmost

importance that every advertiser and advertising man know
what other advertisers and advertising men are doing.

Only in this way can the art of publicity be intelligently

developed.

b. atlrib and Comb., of persons and agencies for

securing publicity.

191 1 J. C. Ljncoln Cff/*« Warren*s tVardsxl. xBoHe and
his friends needed a representative on the press—a *publicity

agent, so to speak. 1925 Deeping Sorrell ^ Son xiv, You
ought to bea publicity agent, Stephen. 1907 Upton Sinclair

Industr. Republic 14a He had an army of experts to help

him. .skilful lobbyists, newspapers and *publicity bureaus.

io>8 L. North Parasites 270 Much was made by the

^mski ^publicity hounds of this one hundred-pcr-cent
Americanism of the little [movie] sta*. i9» W, Lippmann
Public Opinion 345 The development of the *publicity

man ts a clear sign [etc.]. 19J4 D. Lawrence True Story

of Woodrow Wilson 44 A group of men . . arranged a
western trip for him and decided to send a *publicity man
with him. 1998 Pttblislurs' Weekly 16 June 243t) Many
•publicity men' admit frankly that their intention is to sell

the author to the public 1911 R. D. Saunders Col. Tod'
Aunterix. izS This amazing projection of himself. .on the

•publicity 'screen' of a newspaper's front page appalled

Colonel Todhiuiter. X9a7 F1.0UD Ministry Agric 35 There
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is also a small "publicity section for the issue of information
to the Press.

Publicize (p»-blis3iz), v. [f. Public -f-izE.]

trans. To bring to the notice of the public ; to
make generally known ; to advertise.
1938 IVeekly Dispatch 30 May 14/4 Nowadays the poten-

tial star has to be managed and publicised. 1932 Netv Yorker
14 May la/i A raffle for charity,.was heavily publicized
some weeks ago.

Public-schooTish, a. [f. Foblio school -j-

-ISH.] Suggestive of a public school.
i^-yi Observer 22 ]unfi I'i Mr. Leslie Mitchell, as the simple

Andy, is too public-schoolish in tone and manner.
Publish, V. Add : 4. c. inir. To come into

public circulation ; to be published.
iQz8 Public Opinion 6 Apr. 325/1 The newspapers do not

publish on Good Friday.

Fublisbment. (Earlier Amer. example.)
169a Acts fy Laws Massachusetts Bay (1734) 17 Whoever

shall presume to deface or pull down any such Publishment,
posted up in Writing, before the Expiration of the Time,
shall be fined. .the Sum of Ten Shillings.

Pucka. Now usually pukka. C. Also, real,

genuine, true.

1919 C. P. Thompson Cocktails 240 On the occasion of his
first pukka ascent, .it was windy weather. I9J7 E. Thomp-
SON These Men thy Friends 187, I believe that's pukka,

Pucker,J^- Add: 2. (U.S. examples.}
1825 J. Neal 5r(7. Jonathan I. 202 Edith was in tears;

Jotham, powerless with amazement ;—Miriam, in a * plaguy
pucker '. 1847 J. S. Robb Streaks ofSquatter Life 15 (Th.)
If I am delayed, Blair and Rives will get in a pucker.
3. pucker-struck a. C/.S.j fond 0/ finery,
1901 Sarah R. M. Greene Flood-tide xxxiii. 296, I hope

as the years go by your tastes MI git a little more pucker,
struck ; the*s sech a thing as not bein* pucker-struck
enough.

Puckery, a. L (Earlier example.)
1830 Massachusetts S/>y 10 Feb. (Th.) I diddn't like the

set of the shoulders, they were so dreadful puckery.

Pudding, sb. Add : 8. C. slang. A pudding-
shaped bomb.
1919 War Slang in Atkenxumzs July 664/1 'Pudding

i.e. our 60 lb. bomb.
11. ^. pudding'shaped adj. b. pudding basin

^

stick (later examples).
1909 Westm. Gaz. 3 June 8/3 A grey straw hat of the in-

verted "pudding-basin type. 1895 W. Robinson £';^. ^/ew^r
Garden v. 75 A great many delightful plants. .in many
cases are jammed into *pudding-shaped masses void of form
or grace._ 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xviiL 223
Interrupting her meditations to give, .a rap on the head to
some of the young operators witli the *pudding-stick that
lay by her side. 1878 B. F. Tavlor Be/ween Gates log
You can get an idea of it by fancying a paddle or a pudding,
stick turning into a fiddle.

o. puddiBg fender = sense 4 b.

1883 Man. SeatnanshipforBoys 186 Pudding Fenders arc
used in the Navy for large boats, .and sometimes on lower
yards, to take the chafe on the inside part of the quarter
yard.

Puddler. Add : 4. puddlers' ore, a variety

of haematite.
1880 Encycl. Brit.yAW. 286/1 Softer varieties are known

as ' red ochre ' and ' puddlers' ore *, owing to their use for
' fettling ' puddling furnaces and as pigments.

Puddling, vbL sb. 3. b. Add : puddling-
train (see quot.).

1874 J. A. Phillips Elem. Metallurgy agg Two pairs of
rolls, .constitute a puddling train, one pair being used for

roughing down the bloom, and the other for finishing it

into a bar.

Puddy, a. (Further example.)
19x2 Deeping Sincerity ii. Her round, puddy, exquisitely

complacent face looked out from between clay-coloured
ringlets.

Pudent (piw'dent), a. [f. "L. pudens pres. pple.

oipadere to make ashamed : cf. Impudent.] Hav-
ing or showing a sense of shame or decency

;

modest ; delicate.

1908 G. B. Shaw in W. H. Davies Autob. Super-Tramp
Pref. p. vii. These pudent pages are unstained with the
frightful language.. of the fictitious proletarians of Mr.
Kudyard Kipling and other genteel writers.

Pudgily (po'd5ili), adv. [f. Pudgy a.i -i--ly 2.]

In a pudgy manner.
1926 Harper's Mag. Feb. 351/1 One day she escorted the

pudgily tottering six-weeks-oid youngsters [sc. puppies] on
a ramble over the lawn.

Pueblo. 1. (Earlier example of Ptt/Wc/wtfjflf.)

1845 J.Grkgg Contnt. Prairies I. 132 On the 9th of August
about two thousand of the insurgent mob, including the

Pueblo Indians, pitched their camp in the suburbs of the

capital.

2. (Earlier examples.)
1834 A. PiKK Prose Sk. ^ Poems 132 The Pueblos shall

mount and prepare toj)ursue. 1844 J. J. Webb jl/««. 32 In

184S I crossed the plauis with a pueblo named Antonio.

Puff, sb. 9. b. Add : (in sense a b) puff-sleeve ;

ptiff-billiards, a game resembling billiards in

which a ball is driven about on a table by puffs of

air ; puff-shouldered a., having puffs (sense 2 b)

on the shoulders.

1901 Com. Advertiser zi May (Cent. SuppL) Mrs. -—— is

said to have invented *puff-billiards. 1899 A. Conam Dovle
Duet L 7 A roomful ol *pufr-shouldered young ladies. 193a

Woman's Weekly 19 Mar. 467/1 Little ruched pieces like

•puff sleeves and a bustle bow give the frock quamtness and

charm.
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Puff, V. Add : 1. d. Of a fungus : To emit a

clond of powdery spores.

1887 H. E. F. Garnskv tr. Dt Baty's Fungi 89 Many of

the DiscomycetM have the peculiar habit of ' puffing . . if

they are shaken.

Pnffet (po'fat). [f. Puff sb.^ + -et, or ad. Du.

fofertje.l A kind of light pastry.

igox Mrs. L. Sekliy Coui Book xiv. 366 Dutch Puffel.

Mix one quart of milk, three eggs. . . Bake in long tins three-

quarters of an hour.

Puffi]^ (pr-fili), (Kfo. [f. Pdfft a. + -LT2.]

In a puffy manner.

1904 H. G. Wells Feodp/Gods 11. ii. 178 He did the rise

over by the chalk.pit crest a little pufEly.

Puffing, vbl. sb. 5. Add : pufllng-holo (see

quot.).

187* Jukes Student's Max. Geo!, (ed. 3) 414 The sea some-

times gradually forms a passage for itself in the surface

above, and if that be not too lofty, forms a ' blow-hole * or
' puffing-hole ', through which spouts of foam and spray are

occasionally ejected high into the air.

Pug, sb.'^ 9. (Further example.)
low Blackw. Ma^. June 747/1 His hair tied in a knot in

a httle red cloth or pug, on the top of his head.

Pug, sb. * Also Comb, as pug-mark.
19SX Chambers's yrnl. Dec. 860/1, 1 found a good many

pug-marks.

Pu-ggines8 2. [f. Pdggy a.l -i- -nbss.] Squat
character; stumpiness.
ijto H. G. Wells Hist. Mr. Polly vii. 166 Mr. Hints.,

displayed a freckled fist of extraordinary size and pugginess
. . to Mr. Polly's close inspection.

Pti-ggismiess. [f. Puggish a. -h -ness.] Pug-
gish character.
19x4 W. J. LocKK Coining 0/Amos ii. 13 There is a pug-

gishiiess about her rebellious nose which would disqualify

her in a competition of Classical Beauty.

PulchritudinOUS (polkritiS-dinas), a. U.S.
[f. L. pulc{h)riliidin-,pulc(k)ritiido beauty )- -COS.]

Beautiful, graceful, or fine in any way ; morally

excellent
191a L. J. Vakck Destroying- Ang-elxv. 217, I love my love

with a P because he's Perfectly Pulchritudinous and Pos-

sesses the Power of Pleasing. 1925 Times 13 Dec. 11/6 In
an American paper . . theYarmouth councillors were described

as ' putchritudinous *.

Pull, z'. Add:7. e. To pull hemp: see*HEMP
sb.i.

Z tntr. To exert influence.

1903 C. B. Gilbert in Forum Oct. 311 Such committees
are exposed to all kinds of influence, .all pulling for this or

that applicant.

g. trans, siTid. intr» To attract or secure (support

or custom).
1905 HoLDEN & Calkins Mod. Advert, xi. 264 The adver-

tiser Tikes to know which particular mediums pull best. 1929
I.. F. Carr America Challenged ^d Both Republicans and
Democrats have tried to pull the farmer vote by favoring

legislation which the Populists had demanded.
h.. To draw or fire (a gun or pistol), U.S.

189S Century Mag. June 282/1 He repeated it, and I

struck him. He pulled a pistol on me. 1901 Mekwin &
Webster Calumet K viii. 139 Every carpenter and laborer

knew that Bannon had ' pulled a gun ' on Reilly. X003 S. E.
WriiTE Forest x. 123 The birds had proved themselves most
uncultivated and rude persons by hopping promptly into

the trees... I had refused to pull pistol on them.
a&sol, 1841 J. F. Cooper Deerslayer iii, I shall not pull

upon a human mortal as steadily, .as X pull upon a deer.

8. b. To pull in or to pieces : In Bookbindings

simply, to pull

,

X901 D. Cockerel Bookbinding i. ii. 46 After the volume
has been collated it must be 'pulled', that is to say, ihe

sections must be separated, and all plates or maps detached.

9. (Further example).
1904 Harbkn Georgians 22 So you'n the old man are still

puliin* agin one another ?

15. b. To pull one's 'weight : (also transf.) to

perform one's share of work, etc. Also to pull
weight.
19*5 E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest, IQ24 98 No members

of ihe climbing party pulled more weight in the team than
these two by their unostentatious unselfish gruelling work.
I9a7 E. J. P. Benn Confess. Capitalist 239 If the omce boy
is really pulling his weight.. he is providing me with ^\A,
per week.^ 1927 Observer 22 May 15/1 Mr, E— T— ..has
never, .failed to pull his weight in a production.

19. cL To relate or say, esp. with the intention

of deceiving ; to palm oft.

19x3 M. Arlen Charming People 176 Don't pull any of
that on me, young man, . . you was the suspicious character
on the premises. 1924 A- J. Small Frozen Gold v. 133 He
can pull you the whole story. He can tell it well too. /bid.
140 I'd like to know why, .you pulled that line of dope to
me. X928 Collier^s sg Dec. 25/3 He was forever 'pulling

'

impromptu stuff that made me laugh as riotously as the
audiences.

24. Poll down. a. (Further example.)
1865 T. Macgrecor A'ob Koy Baltic (1867) 205 There is the

blind that won't pull down or stop up.

25. Pnll in, b. (Later example.)
1841 Punch 17 July 6/3 I'm a boy in a school, with a bag

of apples, which . . I naturally sell at a penny a.piece, and so
look forward to pulling in a considerable quantity of browns.

e. intr. Of a locomotive engine or train : To
enter a station.

1905 D. G. Phillips Plum Tree 91, I didn't know you till

you took out your watch with the monogram on the back,

just as we were pulling in. 19x9 Leacock /r<"> Man 143
That's your train pulling in now.
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28. Pull out. d. Also of a ship : To sail out of

a harbour or port.

xooa C. J. CuTCUFFE Hynk Mr. Horrocks, Purser 105 We
puU out from here next Tuesday.

28*. Pull over. To bring a vehicle to a side of

the road or street, or to some other place.

1930 Mom. Post 12 June 5, I considered that I had not
time to pull over to my near side.

28**. Full round, a. intr. To recover from
sickness or a fainting-fit ; to come round.
1891 R. Buchanan Come Lii'C with Me 253 The danger's

over.. and the little one is pulling round. jZ^ Pall Mall
Mag. Sept. 70 He thinks he's going to pull round again ; but
I'll bet on his not being alive this day week.

b. trans. To restore (a person) to health after

sickness, etc. ; to put into a healthier or better con-

dition. Also transf.
1900 Outrageous Fortune iv. 37 The excellent nursing I

received, combined with my own naturally good constitution,

served to quickly pull me round. 1938 Sunday Express
29 Apr. 20/1 In the second half Cardiffmade a valiant attempt
to pull the game round,

30. Pull tog-ether, b. Also, to restore (a person)

to a normal condition.
1906 S. Maughan Bishop'^s Apron viii, 133 Nowcomeand

have tea.. . I know it'll pull you together.

Full*. 2. pull-bell (later example) ; pull-

boat, also, a boat containing an engine and suitable

mechanism for drawing logs over water; pull-

bone U.S. = Merrtthodght; pull-off (^) : see

quot.
X919 Rose Macaulay Three Days 53 How a *pull-bell

clangs when it rings ! 1903 Sci. Amer. 17 Oct. 276/3 In the

cypress swamps of Louisiana there are employed what are

known as *pull-boats, an evolution from the plan of placing

a hoisting engine upon a scow and snaking the logs out of
the swamp. . .The endless-rope pull-boat engines have 44-inch

winding drums, a 1906 ' O. Henry ' Trimmed Lamp etc.

136 In her mind she could hear the girls shrieking over a

•pullbone. loafi Gloss. Electr. Terms (Brit. Engin. Stand.)

1 33 *Pull-0ffi,?^ metal fitting attached to an ear and iised on
curves for adjusting the position of a trolley*wire in a
horizontal plane.

Pldl-back. 2. (U.S. example.)
1833 Seba Smith Major Datoning (i860) 212 (Th.) This

ere sickness of the President has been a bad pull-back to us.

Pulled, //''. a. 4. (Earlier example.)
x6i6 W. Browne Brit. Past. ir. i, 517 In his flesh puU'd

downe As hee had liu'd in a bcleaguerd towne.

Puller. Add : 6. Something that attracts

custom or business.

1938 Sunday Dispatch 15 July 14/3 Next to the Prince of

Wales, Shaw is the best box-office puller in the United
States.

b. Ptiller-in : (see quot.). U.S.

1895 J. L. Ford Lit. Shop ix. (1896) 132 The Jewish old-

clothing quarter that lies close to the Five Points is near by.

The ' pullers-in ', as the sidewalk salesmen arc^ termed in the

vernacular of the trade, transact business with a ferocity

that can be be.st likened to that of Siberian wolves.

PuUery ^ (pu-lari). Tafming. [f. PuLL v. +
-ERT,] The place in which the wool, hair, bristles,

etc. are removed from hides.

1903 L. A. Flemming Pract. Tanning i The relations be-

tween the soaking process and the subsequent processes of

the beamhouse or puUery, and the tannery are close.

Pulley, sb?- 5. Add : pulley-cone, a cone
grooved and rotating on its axis, forming a set of

pulley-wheels of different sizes.

xga-^ Harvard Psychol, Stud. \. 417 A disc. .about 50c.
in diameter, rotating on a vertical pivot, was driven by a
*pulley-cone underneath mounted on the same spindle.

Pullicate, Also 8 puUcat.
a X793 Fresneau Poems (1809) I. 31 Hum-hums are here

—

and muslins—what you please—Bandanas, baftas, puUcats,

Indian teas.

Pulling, vbl. sb. 5. Add : pulling-boat
;

pulling-bar = Draw-bar.
189a J. G. A, Meyer Mod. Locomotive Constr. 528, Fig.

S50 shows the wrougjht-iron *pulling-bar which connects the

tender to the engine. X9ia Quiller-Couch Hocken ^
Hunken xxiii, The penultimate race (randan *pulHng-boats)

was finishing amid banging of guns and bursts of music.

Pullman. (Earlier and later examples.)
187a W. F. Butler Gt. Lone Land iv. 57 One takes

a Pullman., as one takes a Hansom, Pullman and .sleeping-

car have become synonymous terms, X924 W. M. Raine
Troubled Waters vL 66 McCoy strolled down to the station

to inquire about the lower he had reserved in the Pullman,

Pu'll-On, a. [Pull z^.] Applied to garments

(e.g. hats, gloves, jumpers, leggings), that arepuUed
on and have no fastenings. Also as sb.

i9ax Glasgo-w Herald 25 May 4/7 The turban, .does not
hide all the hair as do the pull-on hat.. and other popular

shapes. 1913 Daily Mail 13 Feb. 7 Advt., Washable doe-

skin gloves.. pull-on shape. 1931 Daily Fjcj^ress 2-3 Sept.

1 1/5 London police on duty in wet weather will be comfort-

able, .in the new water-proof ' pull-ons ', which are tailored

to look like ordinary trousers.

Pull-over, Add: 4. A knitted or woven gar-

ment for the upper part of the body, which is put

on over the head.
X92S JVestm. Gnz. 28 Apr. 3 The vogue of the Pullover has

supplanted the waistcoat for golf. 1927 Df.kimng Doomsday
V. S I He was mostly seen in golfing clothes, grey, very
baggy as to the knickers, with a blue and yellow ' pull-over '

under the coat. 19*7 Daily Tel. 8 Mar. 9/3 He had seen
boys at preparatory schools wearing a coat, pullover, waist-
coat, shirt, and vest when indoors on quite a mild day.

PUMP.

Pulmotor (pt?lm(7t3j), [f. PULMO- + L. motor
(see Motor) with ellipse of one syllable.] An appa-
ratus used in applying artificial respiration.

X913 Chambers's Jrnl. Mar. 270/1 Among the emergency
devices for succour of humanity . .the pulmotor has aroused
considerable attention. 1918 Homer Croy Ho-.v Motion
Pictures are Made 273 A man supposed to have been
drowned was carried in by the rescuers, while a pulmotor
was telephoned for. 19x8 Daily Express 31 Dec. 12/4,

I grabbed up my bag and the pulmotor, and was over here

in a jiffy.

attrib. \^^-^\^Krx% Luther Nichols tx^^W^tiXzAy . .\\zA to

be brought to by the pulmotor-squad.

Pulp, sb. 6. a. Add : pulp-maker, b. pulp-
atone (^\ a stone used like a grindstone for reduc-

ing wooci to pulp,
X909 Westm. Gaz. 11 Aug 5/1 The *pulp-maker is not

content to remove the grown trees, but lakes the young
plants as well. 1901 J, H. Pratt In Mtn. Resources 0/ U.S.
(U.S. Geol. Surv.) 789 *Pulpstones differ from grindstones

in having a much broader face.

Pulp, V. 1. Also, to reduce to pulp by passing

through something.
X878 Amer. Home Cook Book 13 Stew them til! soft enongh

to pulp through a hair sieve or coarse cloth.

Pulped,///, a. AlsoJig.
XQia Deeping Sincerity xxx. 235 He had lefta little nian

pulped behind him in the pleasant, contemplative Georgian
house.

Pulperia (p»lpi»Tia). U.S. [Sp.] A retail

grocery.
X840 R. H. Dana B^/. Must xxviii, (1S651) 257 Here he

went dead to leeward among the pulperias, gambling-rooms,
etc. 1871 H. M. & P. V. N. Myers Life under Tropics

iii. 21 We were forced by a sudden shower to seek shelter

in a way-side pulperia. 1904 Conrad Noslromo i, viii. 80

The horseman hammered with the butt of a heavy revolver

at the doors of low pulperias.

Pulping^, vbl. sb. Add : pulping-machine.
X875 Encycl. Brit. I. 327/1 A premium was offered for

machines to perform this kind of work, [pulping of turnips

and mangolds for cattle] under the somewhat inappropriate

designation of ' pulplng-machlnes '. X909 Chambers's Jrnl.

Aug. 518/1 From this pulping-machine it passes to the
centrifugal pump.
Pulpit, sb. Add : 4. d. A small raised plat-

form irom which a person can observe and control

the working of machines.
1903 Elect. World ^- Engin. 26 Dec. 1051 (Cent. Suppl.)

The operator of the hoisting motor stands in a pulpit above
the floor,

5. d. pulpit-cloth (later example).
X763 Maryland Hist. Ma^. X. 40 That there be a Crimson

Velvet Cu-ihion and *Pulpit Cloth procured for the Church.

Pulpitis (pplpsi'lis). [f. Pulp Ji^, + -ITI8.] In-

flammation of the pulp of a tooth.

190a Sci. Amer. 20 Dec. 441/3 The properties of the leaves

..were first discovered by D. Dalma, who successfully

employed them in painful pulpitis.

Pulque, b. Add : pulqtie-shop.

1910 N. y. Even. Post 21 July (Th. s.v. Spang) All of the

sweet savors of Araby combined could make slight headway
against the reek of a pulque shop.

Fulqueria (pulki»Tia), U.S. [Sp,] A public-

house or shop where pulque is sold.

X914 C. J. CuTCLiFFE Hyne Firemen Hot \. 2 By the time

these [dollars] had been passed across the grimy counter of

a pulqueria..they received [etc.]. igaa Outiuard Bound
Nov. 110/2 In the great pulquerlas, or saloons.. the gramo-
phone is invariably to be found.

Pulsatance (po-lsatans). [f. Pulsate + -ance.]

(See quot.)

1919 A. Campbell in Proc. Fhys, Soc. XXXI. 81 In Eng-
lish a name has not yet been found for 2ir«, where « repre-

sents frequency. . . I would suggest that it might be called
*pulsatance '.

Pulsation. Add : 4. attrib. as pulsation

theory.

x^%1 Macpherson Mod. Astron. 124 Certainly thepulsation

theory of Cephctd variation has had far-reaching results.

Pulse, Ji^.^ 4. b. (Later example.)
^

X904 UoTTONE Radium 75 A series of Stokesian 'poises
"

or explosive ether waves, shot into space.

d. Physics. (See quot.)

1B99 JVDt: Physics Exper.'/^ T'Atff^r. I. 41 Time-integral,like

every other physical quantity, must have a proper unit. In

the British system this is that of i poundal acting for 1 sec,

and is called i pulse.

Pulse, sb.2 3. Add : pulse-cake, -oil.

1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 381/2 The st.-\ple articles of

export are pulse (beans), pulse-cake, and pulse-oil.

PulvinO (pclvai-ntQ. Arch. [It. pulvino

pillow.] An impost or dosseret.

X907 Athenaeum 30 Mar. 389/2 The use of a pulvino to

enable a thick wall above to be carried on the comparatively

slender diameter of the classic column. 1913 T. G. Jackson

Byzant. ff Romanesque Archil. I. iv, 52 Nothing can be

more opposed to classic rule than the pulvino.

Pumicate, v. (Recent example.)

igaS Chambers 5 Jrnl. Nov. 704/2 When it is thoroughly
' pumicated ' the coral is rinsed and put into a second bag.

Pump, sb.^ 6. a. Add : pump-dip (example)

;

b. pumpgun, a rifle having a tubular magazine

and sliding forearm ;
pump-hook, -spear (earlier

examples),
1908 H. G. Wells War in Air Ii. § 3 Bert stared at these

over the card of "pump^Hps in the pane in the door, i9ix

Edin. Rev. July 104 The rifle and *pump-gun have largely

displaced the skill and patience of other days. 1640 Mary-

land Archives IV. 112 For a *pumphook. 170a Essex inst.



PUMP.
//iVA'Ctf//. XLII. i6i Inventory of ship... ApumpcHooke.
1781 Maryland Hist. Mag. Vi. 31a Invoice of Schooner
Nautilus's Materials.,.! pump Hook. 170a Essex Inst.
Hist. CoiL XLU. j6i Inventory of ship.. .Two *punip
Speares.

Pnmp, «'. Add: 6, b. (Further example.)
1909 Daily Chron. 22 Sept. 9/5 My head aches. It pumps

and pumps and I can't think.

10. a. Also^ to send forth or discharge with a
pumping action.

1916 B. Cable Action Front 95 [They] set themselves to
pump bullets in a covering fire upon the German parapet.

O. In Special connections: (see quots.).
X90X Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 887/2 Synchronous [electric]

motors sometimes cause serious trouble by 'pumping'.
19x8 Gamble Story N. Sea Air Station xviii. 309 All
submarines have a tendency to ' pump ' in heavy seas, that
is, they tend to move up and down in a vertical plane.

Pumper ^ 1. b. (Example.)
1876 Coursinf^ Calendar a6i Dark Rover proved himself

a game puppy by going so well after the pumpers he received.

Pumping, vbi. sb. (Further example.)
1876 Coursing Calendar 192 After an undecided, June

Rose led, and then died off to nothing, New Fashion coming
in for a pumping.

Pumping,///, a. Add : b. (In sense 12 of vb.)
1876 Coursing Calendar 216 Sir Charles left Albatross iis

though he were standing, and made rings round him in
another pumping course.

Pump log. U.S, A hollowed log used in the
construction of a pump or as a water-pipe.
1816 N. Amer. Rev. III. 429 He declared also, that the

mill for grinding apples, wliich is an overshot and is fed by
a pump log . . would often stop during the day. 1858 D. K.
Bennett Chronol. N. Carolina io3 He had some men
repairing pump-logs, through which water was carried from
the mountain side to his hotel. 1879 Stockton Rudder
Grange xvi. 197 He looked like he'd been drawn through
a pump-log.

Punalua (p»nal»*a). Also pin-. [Hawaiian.]
A system of group marriage. Also atti'ib. Hence
Fnnalnan, Ptuialna*nlc adjs,
x86o L- Andrews in L* H. Morgan Anc. Society (1S77)

III. iii. 427 The relationship of punalua is rather amphibious.
U arose from the fact that two or more brothers with their
wives, or two or more sisters with their husbands, were
inclined to possess each other in common. 1877 L- ^^*

Morgan Auc. Soc, iiu i. 391 Marriage passed from the
punaluan through the syndyasniian into the monogamian
form. 1904 G. E. Howard Matrimonial Instit. 1. 135 The
phase of punaluan group marriage. 19*3 Nature 22 Apr.

50J/1 The Punalua family leads an even more shadowy
existence, merging into a combined polyandry and polygamy.

Punclly sby 7. Add : punoh-marked, a., of

a coin, bearing a punch-mark ; punch-ticket, a
railway or other ticket suitable for punching.
1910 Hastings's Encycl. Relig. »f Ethics III. 706/1 On

account of this chiefcharacteristic, the term * *punch-marked

'

is commonly applied to this currency. 1887 C. B. Gcokge
40 Years on Rail XX. 927 Many cases have been reported
where in *punch-tickets the bits of pasteboard punched out
have been saved and carefully glued in the old places. x8qo
Harper's Mag. May <;o8/i A person.. who by many punch-
tickets builds up the fortunes of the stockholders.

Punch, sb."^ Add : 2. trans/. Forceful or effec-

tive quality esp. in anything spoken or written

;

vigour, weight, effectiveness.

1911 Edna Ferbkr Daxvn C/Hara xvii. 254 It lacks that
peculiar and convincing quality poetically known as the
punch. 1919 H. L, Wilson Ma Pettengill ii. 64 A gripping
drama replete with punch. Ibid. 75, I believe he now admits
frankly that he wrote most of the play, or at least wrote
the punch into it. lyjz R. D. VAisE.Contr, Rolling Ocean
L 7 Dad is the kindest, finest man that ever lived, but he
lacks the punch. 19*3 Times Lit. Suppl. 23 Nov. 763/3
His phrase has, as he might say, a punch in it.

3. Comb, punoh-bag, ball, a stuffed bag or ball

suspended at a suitable height on which boxers
practise punching.
\9i99 Science Si/tings-z 5 Mar. 339/2 A fifteen-minute contro-

versy withanactivepunch-bag. ihid. Patients whosedignity
revolts at the punch-bag. i9»7 Daily Express 20 July, His
trainer. .ordered Dempsey not to box, but to use the punch
bag and to shadow box. Itid. 22 June 17/s He is developing
his punch in secret, and.. he has broken three punch-balls.

Puncib, sb.'^i 4. Add : pttnch room.
i8j7 Drake& Mansf. C/»<:<>//m//iii. 30 Aspacious gallery,

with commodious lobbies, punch room. etc. 1841 Southern
Lit. Messenger VII. 764/1 If you won t go home with me,
you can take me down to the punch-room.

Pnnch,?^.^ 2. (Later examples.)
190* O. WiSTKR Vireiuian xv. 167, I was goin* back to

punch cattle or fight I ndians. 19*3 ' B. M, Bower ' Pannvnn
Bonanza xviii. 376 In that case.. you'd still be punchin*
cows for your dad, most likely.

absol. 1910 W. M. Raike B. O^Contur 30 We used to

punch together on the Hashknife.

PTmcheon^. 6. b. (Earlier examples.)
1784 Washington Diaries II. 291 A logged dwelling with

a puncliion roof. 1823 Long Exped. I. 145 They (Indians]

arranged themselves agreeably to their tribes, on puncheon
benches. 1838 Drakk Tales fr Sk. 64 They danced merrily

over the puncheon floor of their rustic cabins. 1843CARLTO.S
New Purchase xxL 199 Adjoining the bureau was the
puncheon table with its white oak legs.

Pn*nclieoned, a, [f. Puncheon i + -edI.]

Covered or laid with puncheons (sense 5).

1843 Carltom Neiu Purchase xv. 109 And first, the
puncheoned .-irea was separated into two grand parts,

Pimclune(po*nJ-5in),tf. [f. Punch ji5.5 + -iNEi.J

Of or pertaining to Punch.
1848 Thackkray Bk, Snobt xxiii, It was this braggart

147

violence of soul that roused the Punchine wrath against
Mr. O'Connell.

Punching^, vbl. sb. Also, a piece of metal cut
out by a punch.
J903 Elect. World ff Engitu sS Mar. 533 (Cent. Suppl.)

The four-pole pieces are made of laminated steel punchings.
b. pimching-machine (examples),

1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 185 Having thus
fully described my improved *punchiiig machine. 1878
Harper's Mag. Apr. 645/2 The bar then goes to the punching-
macFiine that.. bites a hole through the iron.

PuxiclLy (pt^'n/i), a.3 [f. Punch j^.2 + -T.] Full
of punch or vigour.

1930 Observer 19 Oct. 19 A punchy rhetorical speech on
Free Trade,

Punctatim. (Later example).
X931 N. ^ Q. 26 Dec. 461/ 1 The transcription has been

made verbatim &ndPunctatim.
Punctiliar (pz^okti-Uai), a. [f. Punctilio +

-AR 1.] Of or pertaining to a point of time.
1906 J. H. MouLTON Gram, N. T. Greek I. vi. 109 It is

seen that the Aorist has a 'punctiliar' action, that is, it

regards action as a point. [Note, I venture to accept from
a correspondent this new-coined word to represent the
GttTtns^npunktuell, the English of which is preoccupied.]

Punctual, a, 2. Delete \Obs.
1904 T. Hutchinson in Shelley IVks. 174 Verbal alterations

are recorded in the footnotes, punctual in the Editor's Notes
at the end of this volume.

Punctuation. Add: 4. b. A kind of
tapotement used in massaj^e.
1890 OsTROM Massage 23 Punctuation is used upon the

bead and around the heart.

Puncture, sb. 4. Add : puncture-vine, the

land caltrops.

1921 Discovery Feb. 48/1 California suffers in a different
way from a weed which has been introduced from the borders
of the Sahara, probably in ballast. This is the Puncture
Vine iXribulus terrestris\ which produces a number of
prostrate stems, some eight feet long.

Puncture, v. Add : 1. e. To interrupt at

intervals; = Punctuate jy. 3 b.

1899 C. M._ M. Sheldon Bro. Keeper xi. 249 The major.

.

made a rattling speech, punctured with frequent amens and
hallelujalis from the rest of the army.

Punditry (p»*nditri). [f. Pundit + -by.] The
characteristics of a pundit ; opinions or actions

befitting a pundit (sense 6); pundits collectively.
19x6 T. M. Healy in Pioneer Re/. Spelling Apr. 14, 1 decry

the punditry of Civil Service Commissioners in making so-
called orthography a test subject, 19*7 Sadleir Trollope 2^
Mid'Victorian punditry suffered in many cases from an ex-
treme form of the inferiority complex.
Pungo, variant of Puugy.
1854 W. G. Si-MMS SouthwardNo lit. 28 Their most innocent

name is 'pungo *—a sort of schooner, hailing mostly from
Manhatianand Massachusetts, /bid.. For the better oysttrs
..the 'pungoes' pay three shillings.

Punify (pi«*nif3i), v. [f. L, piinire to punish +
-FT.] trans. To punish,
X915 Times 33 Mar. 13/2 This state which., supported

France in the punifying of free Morocco.

Punishable, a. Add : b. (Further example.)
1909 Daily Chron. 39 Nov. 3/1 If a punishable play is

produced, the author and the lessee.. should be punished.

c. In sense 3 of the verb.

1910 Blackw, Mag. July 106/2 The punishable [ball]

escaped scot* free.

Punjabi, Punjabee (pynd3a*b;'), sb. and a.

Also Fanjabi, Punjaubee. [ad. Hindi IJ^]4T
Panjdbty f. Punjab (Pers. panj five + ab water),]

A. adj. Of or belonging to the province of
Punjab in India, so called from its five rivers.

i8ts W. Carey Gram. Punjabee Lang. Pref. p. iv, The
Punjabee language is confessedly of mixed origin. 1851
H. iJ, EuwARDF.s Year on Punjab Frontier I, 30 When
all your fat Punjabee dogs are panting in vain after the hare.
X864 Athenmum 5 Nov. 597/1^ To keep our regular troops.

.

at a strength more than sufficient to render utterly harmless
ail the turbulent elements of Punjaubee Society. 1886 Mrs.
Ki>>NAviv>^sMem.SirH, B. Edwardes II. 315 Before landing
at Calcutta, a true Punjabee welcome met him. i9ax Out*
vard Bound May 27/1 Ever since I wasa boy. .these Pun-
jabi lyrics have kept haunting me.

B. sb» r. A native or inhabitant of the Punjab.
18^6 /list. Punjabi, ii.36 In the plains, Patans. .are mixed

with Jats and Cathis, who compose the bulk of the Punjabis,
properly so called. 1878 G. Smith Li/e % IVilson xvii. 304
Nanuk, the herd-boy, was the Punjabee or Sikh. xZgy Dttily

News 21 Sept. 5/3 The brunt of the attack fell upon the
portion of the camp which was held by the 5*** Punjabis.

2. The language used in the Punjab.
1838 Jml, Asiatic Soc. Bengal Avx^.-^ii The Sikhs. . carried

their hatred. .to such an extent as to substitute a vocabu-
lary for their native Punjabi. 1861 Latham Elem. Covtpar.
Philol, 219 The follownig., gives a rough sketch of the
grammatical character ofthe Punjabi. x^%\ Outward Bound
Dec. 74/1 They spoke only Punjabi, of which at that time I

knew but three words, so conversation languished somewhat.

Punk, sb.^ Add: 1. b. Anything worthless;

foolish or empty talk ; nonsense.
1900 G. Ade More Fables in Slang{igo2) 212 Well, if they

are Right, then I must be Wrong, but to me it is Punk. 1928
L. North Parasites n They would take the manuscript to

the editor and tell him that it was junk—or punk. 1930
Chambers's Jml. Apr. 217/2 You can cut out any theories

about yielding to sudden temptation, or punk of that sort.

3. (Earlier example.)
1880 Harper's Mag. 'Dvic. 73 Before the ancestral tablets .

.

incense was consumedt punk or Joss*5tick&

PURE.

Punk (p»i]k), a. U.S. [f. Punk sh.'^'\

1. Of timber : Decayed ; rotten.
190a S. E. White Blazed Trail ii. 18 Supplies ran low

unexpectedly; trees turned out 'punk*, a 1904 — Blazed
Trail Stories iii. 49, I cull every log, big or little, punk or
sound, that ain't sawed square.
2. Devoid of worth or sense

;
poor in quality

;

disappointing; nonsensical; 'rotten*.
1896 G. AuE Artie iii. 23 And this crowd up there was

piirty-y.y punk. Ibid, xlx. 178 They could n't be any
punker'n they are now. 1929 W. Heyliger Builder o/Dam
4, I call this a punk way to spend an Easter vacation.

Puuky, sb. (Earlier example,)
1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XVI. 270 The tortures, .inflicted

by the gnats (sand-flies, punkies, brulos, for they bear all
these appellations).

Punky, a. Add : b. transf. — *Punk a.
i886 Harper's Mag. Dec, 105/2 George's mother's folk did

have a kind of a punky spot somewhere in their heads. 1904
A'', y. Times 5 May 8 Written by another man Mr Austin
would doubtless find these verses as amusing as the rest of
us do—would appreciate their punky pretentiousness.

Punt, sb.^ Add : 1, b. A push with a punt-pole.
1897 Geog. Jml. IX. 12 Only practice enables one., to

guide the raft by means of timely punts at the surrounding
rocks with the pole with which one is armed.

Punta (p»*nta), [It. punla point.] The narrow
upper part of straw grown in Tuscany for plaiting.

Also alirib.

19x9 Daily Express 26 Jan. 5/2 Rough straws and picture
hats are always popular.. .These are being shown of open-
work tuscan or punta straw.

Puny, A. adj. Add : 4. C, In bad condition
or health; physically weak ; out of sorts.
x866 C. H, Smith Bill Arp jyo Me and him like to have

fit, and perhaps would, if I hadn't been puny ; but we finally
left it all to Josh IJiltins to arbytrate. 1904 Haeben Georgians
xvii. 163 Little Minnie begun to fail; she got so puny she
spit up ever'thing she ate.

Pun, J^.» Add: 2. b. (See quot.) U.S.
i87o^lEDBERy Men ^ Myst. Wall St. 31 Down in the

cock-pit the Commodore's * pups', as the merciless, caco-
phonic 'street' argot denominates the broker friends of
Vanderbilt, are making an ineflfective rally.

O. A boy or youth ; a ' young blood *. U.S,
1903 G. H. LoRiMER Lett. Self-made Merclutnt ix. 118

Chauiicey's father was the whole village, barring the railroad
station and the saloon, and, of course, Chauncey thought
that he_ was something of a pup himself. 1903 A. H. LEWI^
Boss vi. 48 'Here's a pup , cried Big Kennedy, with his
hand on my shoulder, * I want you to look over '.

6. Also, to buy a pup, to involve oneself in some-
thing which proves unprofitable.
i9a3 IVesttn. Gaz. 21 Feb., We had not merely 'bought

a pup *, he said, but a whole litter that suffered from dis-

temper. \^vj Deeping Kitty viii, He was not the sort of
man to advise a brother officer to buy a pup.

6. pup-tent, a small tent or bivouac.
1930 F. A. Pottle Stretchers 49, I suppose everyone has

seen a 'pup tent' at some time or other, but he may not
have realized that in the army it is shelter for txvo men.

Punelo. (Earlier example.)
xZi^^alein Register 7 Apr. (Th.) Do you not deny to the

poor labourer the common refreshment of a little toddy, and
stint him with a glass of pupelo?

Puppy, ib, 6. puppy love (earlier example).
183*^ Carruthers Kentuckian in N. V. I. 175 Oh ! it is

nothing more than puppy love !

Purchasabi'lity, [f. Purchasable + -itt.]

Capability of being bought,
1904 F, LvNDE Grafters vii. 91 There isn't any doubt

about his purchasability.

Purchasei v. Add : 6. o. absoi.

1850 T. S. Arthur Golden Grains 50 He purchased largely

and had the goods forwarded before he left the city. 1904
R. M. Williamson Bits/r. Bookshop x. 77 The great public

libraries where, .books are lent out for hire to those who
wish to read but cannot purchase.

d. With money or its equivalent as the subject.

X805 M. G. Lewis Bravo of Venice 11. vi. 214 Will teil

thousand sequins purchase your departure from the Republic ?

1904 L. Tracy King ofDiamonds iii. 35 An establishment
where threehalfpence would purchase a cup of coffee and
a 'doorstep'.

Purcuasein^ (piS'jtJesri). [f. Purchase + -by,]

The business or purchasing.
1917 Daily Express 15 Dec. 9/6 There is one branch of

salery and purchasery which few women ever explore.

PurdaJl. 1. b. (Further example.)
19x8 Galsworthy Swan Song n. v. 143 The diagnosis of

Kit's malady was soon verified, and Fleur went into purdah-

Pure, «. Add: 4. (Further example.)
1904 Jrnl. R. Microsc. Soc. 52 An animal or plant is pure

if itproduces gametes of only one sort.

S. sb. Add : 6. A genuine person.
19x4 W. M. Raine Troubled IVaters xix. 201 You-all are

losing a better man than Missie ever had. He's a pure,

Mac IS.

D. Comb. a. pure-mindedness. \i. pitre-breed-

ing, e. pure-line, 'all the descendants arising

from a single plant by self-fertilization*.

1903 A. D. Darbishire in Biometrika Feb. 171 This does

not help us to decide whether the relative inabilitjj to

transmit whiteness is due to in*breeding or *pure-breeding,

1906 R. H. Lock Variation Heredity ^ Evolution iv. (1909)

118 If we were to carry on this conception to the case of

bisexual inheritance, we should find that the different *pure

lines would become crossed and confused together. 1891

Meredith One ofour Con^. III. vii. 135 He might have put

a reluctant faith in the *puremindednes5 of these aspirations,

without reverting to her origin.



PURE BLOOD.

Pnre blood, a. and sd. a. adj. Having pure

blood ;
pure-bred. b. 5/>. A pure-bred animal. So

Pura-Uooded a. ™ , • u
llko Garrard iroMTo-YiA vil. 109 The unfair horse-

traftr might have taken my scalp for presuming to die

tate tohim,a. .
pure-blooded Ch.)enr« xtjx Rc^ Indian

Athirt ti3l2l 147 He is a pure blood Indian without any

aCxTuJe of Uu. blood. 188. Harf^rs Mag. May 8,5/.

The half and quarter breeds . .seem to have .
.greater powers

of resistance ftian the pure.bloods. 1888 Ref. ''<"«<"''

Beard Agric. X. 49 Why don't you get some pore blood

HoUteins^ 1894 Ibid. XIV. 166 Having bred pure bloods

for almost thirty years. 1903 F. D. Coburm in 13th Burnt.

Ret Kansas StaU Board Agric. 63 A quarter of a billion

acres of grass, nurturing 10,000,000 head of cattle..can be

doubled in value in a single decade, if only pure-blooded

sires are used in all the cow herds during this lime. Like-

wise fifty per cent, can be added to the value if pure-bloods

only are used in the northern half of this territory.

Purgatory, si- Add : 4. C. A swamp diffi-

cult to cross. Also attrib. heal U.S.

1831 TW.CX Gtiide/or Emigrants m.-ioi In the low prairies

neafthe Wabash, are swamps, called by the people furga-

tories, which are almost impassable in the wet season 1837

— Gaa. lUiiwis ill. 146 The eastern part toward the Wabash

contains some wet land and purgatory swamps.

Purler. (Further examples.)

igai H. G. Pouting Gt. Whitt South 282 All went well

tillT^on a very slippery surface I came an awful ' purler ' on

my shoulder. 1929 NIasefield Hawbucks 209 You seemed

to go a fearful purler.

Purparty. (Later example of pourparty.)

1910 Stewart-Brown in Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 30 To each

co-heir was allotted, as a permanent pourparty, a definite

manor or castle for a chief seat.

Purple. C. 2. b. purple-flnoh (later ex-

amples).
1876 J. Burroughs Winter Sunshine l. 31 Those *purple

finches .. are they not stealing our berries? 1903 S. E. White
Forest viii. 91 You will hear, .purple finches or some of the

pine sparrows warbling high and clear.

Purpose, V. 6. (Modern example.)

1914 W. J. Locke Coming of Amis v. 53 What was the

use of a stick purposed to beat neither beast nor man 7

Pu-rrlngly, adv. [f. Pdkrino-)--lt2.] In a

purring manner; while purring.

1907 in Weslm. Gaz. 25 May 6/2 My pussy, .walks pur-

ringly. I9»S Glasgow Herald 18 Aug. 8 Zizi..would pur-

ringly allow herself to be stroked and fondled.

Purse, si. Add : 8. b. The inmost recess of

a badger's burrow.
1901 Kynoch Jml Apr.-May 83/2 After traversing an

infinity of tunnels and passages, the final purse is reached,

where the badger spends the greater part of his life together

with Mrs. ' Brock ' (alL-is Badger).

IL purse-end colloq. = sense 3.

igaS Sunday Express i6 Dec. al/i A purse end of ;(;8oo

is more than Johnny need expect to receive in the Sutesfor

bis first fight.

Purse, V. 4. Also with out.

1896 Olive Schreiner A/r, Farm 1. xii. 114 Pursing out

his lips, and waving his hand, he solemnly addressed the boy.

Pursuant. A. sb. Add : 2. One who pur-

sues ; a pursuer.

X9S4W. J. Locke C<wn"«^*^.^mM xiii. 163^ Amos. .ran.,

followed also at a run by Hamilton, thereby giving . . visitors

..the impression of pick-pocket and pursuant.

Pursuit. Add : 11. attrib. and Comb, as pur-

suit parly, race.

1909 Daify Chron. 5 July 1/6 All available attendants were

mustered as a pursuit party. 1908 T. A. Cook Olymftc

Games 188 Pursuit Race Three laps (1.807 kilometres)

Teams of four to start First three to count in each heat.

Pus. b. Add : pus-former.
T915 W. OsLER Science Ir War 35 Of the germsMown into

wounds from the soil and clothing and skin the pus-formers

are the most numerous and most important.

Push, -f*."^ Add: 1. d. Togive{is.-peisan) the

push : To dismiss from employment
1930 Priestley Angel Pavement ix. 459 They'd be ttunk-

ing of giving me the push.

e. An impulse or urge.

1914 T. H. Y. Trotter Music i Mind 213 AcU of creation

and of reproduction arise not from any inner posh, but from
processes of calculation*

9. A\%o attrib.

1903 R. Beoford True Eyes 127 One evening.. Billy

Joined the * push * session in tlie Argyle Cut.

Push, V. Add : L b. (Further example.)

1930 Observer 9 Mar. 15/3 Mr. Henry Kendall,^ as the

gentlemanly host, will have the deuce of a night of it when
the people are pushed on to bim.

n. (Further examples.)
1930 Joanna Cannan iVi; Walls of yotsperd-j 111 be push-

ing off now. X930 Rose Macaulay Relations xviii. 268 He'll

have to push off in a day or so.

k. Pttsh in : To cause to give way by pressove

from the outside.

X916 B. Cable Action Front 182 Do you think there'sany

chance of them pushing in the line and rushing this house ?

13. Also with off.

1873 Punch 26 Apr. 178/2 Why do not the managers
imitate anotherdass of persons who push off drugs by means
of Duffing.

PusE-. Add : a. push-net, -nipple, -plane.

b. push-car (example) ;
pusli-cart (A), -ohair, a

form of child's perambulator; ptish-cyclist, a

rider of a push-cycle; push-foot = push-pedal

;

push-through (*), an instrument for cleaning the

bore of a rifle (ct.pull-through).
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1883 Nye Baled Hay 225 A section-crew, .riding down
that mountain on a *piish-car. 1009 Daily Chron. 10 Dec
5/4 She ran into the., street, and there found the *pu5h-cart,

and saw the man hurrying away with the baby. 1931 Sun-

day at Home Feb. 257/2 Up the hill she struggled. ..She

was throwing her weight against a small *push-cliair, with

a carpet seat. 1923 MolorCycling 5 Dec. 147/1, 1 presume

by 'cyclists
'

' *push-cyclists ' are meant. 19*7 Daily Ex-
tress 11 Dec. 3/7 A push-cyclist.. writes to protest against

being forced to show a red light behind. 1900 G. D. Hiscox

Horseless Vehicles ii. 37 The movement . . was made by a

*push-foot connection from a three-throw crank shaft, igao

W. T. Grenfell Labrador Doctor i. 7 The shrimp fisher-

men used *push-nets in the channels at low tide. 1903

Engin. Rezi. Jan. 14 (Cent. Suppl.) In the case of the •push-

nipple type of boiler the rule would be as follows. 1938

V. G. Childe Most Aitc. East iii. 54 A steep-ended scraper

or *push-planc. 1910 G. Burkard Notes on Sporting Rifles

68 Greener's ' "push through ' is an excellent invention for

all ultra small bores.

Pu'sh-bike. colloq. [f. Pdsh- -i- *Bikk rf.2]

An ordinary or push-bicycle. Hence Pu'sh-biking

vbl. sb.

1913 'Ian Hav ' Happy-go-lucky yX\. 180 Luckily 1 had the

old push-hike with me, and 1 managed to find my way down
here. 19*0 Isis 3 Nov. 3/1 Seif.advertisement, or the man
who rides a push-bike with both hands in his trouser pockets.

1911 Cltambers's "frnl. Sept. 614/1 The sraallness of the fee

. . hardly compensated for the insult of being taken for the

owner of a 'push-bike'. J916 Punch 3 Dec. 643/' Music,

Greek JPlays, ' push-biking ' tours—."^11 figure in his pages.

Pusher, Add : 1. (Further example.)

1909 Daily Chron. 12 Oct. 4/6 It is a very difficult matter

for an agent to canvass in a legitimate manner, as these

special ' pushers ' have told such glowing yarns [etc.).

3. (See quot. 1916.)
1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks (1918) 141 Pusher, an

aeroplane of which the propeller is mounted behind the main

lifting surface, loaa Encycl. Brit. XXX. 20/2 The first

biplanes, .were ofthe ' propeller ' type, colloquially ' pushers 'i

almost all monoplanes were ' tractors '.

Push-push (pojpsj). [f- Push v."] A rude

carriage impelled by coolies, used by travellers in

some parts of India,

1907 iVestm. Caz. 13 Dec. 12/1 Hitherto the only means
of conveyance for travellers in this delightful part of India

has been the ' push-push '. I9« United Free Ch. Mission

Rec. June 187/2 All rode wherever they went. .if they did

not care to hire the 'push-push' an unwieldy machine like

a long bathing-coach on four wheels.

Pusiform (pfsif<>im), a. [f. Pes -I- -roBM.]

Having the form of pus
;
pus-like.

1906 Practitioner Nov. 637 All experience of this group

of organisms points to all of them producing, in some ar-

cumstances, a pusiform fluid.

Pussy, sb. 6. a. (Earlier example.)
184a A merican Pioneer 1. 182, I walked up very carelessly

among the soldiers .. and concluded they could never fight

with us. They appeared to me to be too pussy.

Pu'SS3rfoot, sb. [f. the nickname 'Pussyfoot''

of an American prohibition lecturer, W. E. Johnson

(1863- ), given to him on accovmt of his stealthy

methods when a magistrate (of. next).] An advo-

cate or supporter of prohibition ; also attrib. and

allusively.

Z919 Punch 23 July 86 Gloomy Policeman. * You've had
enough. Better go home.' Reveller. .

' Shurr-up—Pussy-

foot ! ' 1910 H. C. McNeile Bull Dog Drummond vl § i

We are all confirmed Pussy-foots, and have been consuming

non-alcoholic beer. 1921 E. GossE Bks. on Table 194 His
cheery book [Notes on a Cellar-Book] is remarkable for

nothing more than for its magnificent refusal to be brow-

beaten by any Pus.syfoot, whether American or native. 19x1

T. Burke Onter Circle 169 The tea arrived, a viscid, leathery

fiuid of Pussyfoot vintage. 1924 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 135/2

Even those whom he dislikes, even puritans and 'pussy-

foots ', he treats with a light-handed contempt.

Pu-ssy-foot, V. US. [f. Pdsst sb. -i- Foot rf.]

intr. To tread softly or lightly to avoid being

noticed; to proceed wurily; to conceal one's

opinions or plans.

190S Atlanta Constitution so Mar. 3 Vice-President

Charles Warren Fairbanks is pussy-footing it around Wash-

ington. 1918 C. Sandburg Comhuskers 73 Who pussy-

foots from desk to desk with a speaking forefinger? 1919

H. L. Wilson Ma Pettengitl vii. 224 He didn't go back at

all till the middle of the night, when he pussy-footed in

and got his things out, and disappeared. 1928 Observer

5 Feb. 18/1 While most papers are still 'pussy-footing ' on

the Presidency they called their editors together and after-

wards announced a unanimous decision. 1931 E. Thomp-
son Farewell to India 203 Trying to coax a horse to wait

while I pussy-footed up to him.

Pu-SS3rfooter. [f. 'Pussyfoot v. and sb. -h

-sbI.] a. One who pussyfoots (in any sense of the

verb), b. An advocate or supporter of prohibition.

So Pu-ssyfooting' ppl. a. and vbl. sb. Pn'ssy-

footlsm.
19x1 Q. Rev. Jan. 100 The tyranny that could ensue from

the Pussy-footing of Canada is too terrible to contemplate.

1913 Deuly Mail^i July 7 In Tudor England people sang

the music they liked, and read the books they liked. They
had real freedom, and there was no pussyfootism. 1927

Saturday Even. Pott 24 Dec. 9/1 A good politician is a
natural-born pussy-footer. igaS Daily E.rpress 28 Dec. 8/3

The pussyfooters..have given a weary and blase world a new
game to play. 19x8 Collier's 29 Dec. 3S/1 The wrappings

which.. the pussy-footing poliucians imptjse upon a candi-

date.

Pussy-willow. (Earlier examples.)

1869 J. G. Fuller Flower Gatherers S' The aments appear
before the leaves, and are covered with hairs so .soft and
silken that children often call them PussyWUlows. 1878

PITT..

Mrs. Stowe Poganuc People xvii. 182 Then the pussy-

willows threw out their soft catkins.

Put, J*.l Add : 3. Also simply put.

1805 L. Dow Trav. Wks. 1806 II. 70 Here the family either

as a put or for convenience, were guilty of improprieties.

5. attrib. ns put option.

1881 Guide Oper. Slocks 15 A Put Option should be ob-

tained when a decline in the market is expected to take

place.

Put, v} Add : 23. d. Also with over. C£
sense 49 below.
19x9 H. L. Wilson Ma PetteugiUvt. 136 It occurred to

him that he could put it all over Ben in another way that

would cut him to the heart.

24*. To pzit it across (a person), a. To \'isit

witli retribution or punishment ; to get even with.

1918 D. Valentine Man "with Clubfoot xxL 309 When you
..put it across ' der Steize '. .you settled a long outstanding

account we had against him. 1928 Daily Mail 6 Aug. 14/6

You are a master of mob tactics, but we will put it across

you yet.

b. To impose upon ; to deceive or delude.

1915 E. Wallace Man who Boitgkt London iv, He won't

half put it across you people. 19«7 Observer 27 Mar. 6'4

It would be difficult for a greedy, hysterical, shameless,

half-insane revivalist.. to 'put it across' ever-increasing

audiences. 1928 Daily Express 26 May 13/4 Volumes have

been written as to how Mother Cuckoo manages to 'put it

across ' certain inoffensive countryside biids.

27. d. Also to put (a person) through U : To
subject to some ordeal, cross-examination, etc
192a A. A. Milne Red House Myst. vi. 50 Everybody else

is bundled off except me, and I get put through it by that

inspector as if I knew all about it. 1923 Daily Mail 25 Apr,

10, I intended to put him through it in no uncertain fashion.

35*. Put across. To execute successiuUy; to

establish or carry ; «= Put over (sense *49 i).

]9a5H.L. Foster Trap. Tramp 7't;«rM/J9And, gentlemen,

we'll put it across! We'll doit by working! 1926 D. L.

CoLViN Prohibition in U.S. 434 Wet propagandists asserted

that prohibition had been ' put across against the will of the

majority. 1927 Observer 6 Nov. 15/1 It will be notorious

among managers that this producer is good at putting strong

stuff across.

38. Put away. g. Also, to kill, colloq.

1847 Anne Bronte Agnes Grey xiv, A reward,^ I should

have greatly valued, .were he \sc. a dog] not now in danger

of being ' put away '.

42. Put forth, g. ((5) (Recent example.)
1924 Rose Macaulay Orphan Islattd xx. 262 Like some

lovely fruit that puts forth, ripens, and tumbles, over-mellow,

to the ground.

44. Put in. j. (Further example.)
1932 JV. ^ Q. Scr. XII. XI. 207/1 A horse which does not

* put all in ' is one which does not do its best—a slug, lazy

horse, a rogue.

45. Putoflf. h. (Further example.)

1928 Observer 19 Feb. 6/3 The prefatory note, with its

apparently exaggerated claim, rather put me off.

47. Put out. o. Also, in pugilistic use, to
* knock out * (Knock v. i 2).

1910 Driscoll Kingcraft 84, 1 have, .not infrequently put

opponents * out * with a blow on the neck.

49. Put over, i. To carry out or represent

successfully ; to secure appreciation for (a play,

cinematographic film, etc); to make popular.

Also refl. (Cf. to get over: *Get v. 66 e.)

19x4 Gertr. Athekton Perch of Devil 11. 298 You don't go

into any business . . and put it over without running the risk

of being sliot. 1928 Daily Express 18 Apr. 11/2 'Is it

true that you wanted a star name to put the play over ?
' was

then asked. 1928 Weekly Dispatch 24 lune 8/4 Mr. Haj-es's

humour is not at all easy to ' put over mechanically \sc. on

gramophone records], 1928 Dtdly Express 11 July 9/3 On
the screen you. .are fascinated by the extraordinary way in

which be 'puts himself over'. 1931 F. L. Allen Oniy
Yesterday viii. 213 The president emeritus of Harvard had
had no professional talent to put over his funeral in a big way.

j. To put . . over: To impose (something false

or deceptive) on a person. Also, to pass off, succeed

in carrying out.

1916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap L 19 Funny,

the way the little man tried to put it over on us, letting on

he was just puzzled—not really bothered, as he plainly was.

1921 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean viii. 130 Who calls

it a crime to put one over on the Custom House flatties?

1924 W. M. Raine Troubled IVatersx'ix. 209 What are you

trying to put over on me? Why don't you go to Mac and

ask him? 1928 A. S. W. Rosenbach Scois ^ Bidders 117

One of the greatest hoaxes ever planned was put over by a
French forger.

50. Put throuffh. C. (Example.)

X916 B. Cable Action Front 86 Abk to be put through

to the inquiry office.

53. Put up. a. [d). (Earlier example.)

185a Punch II Dec. 257/1 The entertainments this week

have been of a slight and desultory character, the manage-

ment being.. glad to *put up' anything they could get.

U. To look upon, regard or interpret (somethmg)

in a particular way.
1895 Century Mag. Sept. 674/2 And Jack says to^himself,

• Wel!,..IdonewhatI couldl What is to be will be. Thats

about the way I put it up.

54. b. To put one next io\ see*NEXT A- 13 c;

to put one wise I see Wise a, 3 b.

Put, ///. «. For tc stay put see Stat o.i 6 b.

Put-. Add : put-in U.S.^ something feigned

or pretended.
1902 Harben a bner Daniel301 This ain't no put-in o" mine,

gracious knows I



PUT-AND-TAKB.

Pu't-and-take. A gambling game played with
a six-sided top.

193X Daily Mail 5 June, A youth was summoned at Hull
yesterday for playing ' put and take ' in the recreation ground.

Putrid I
a* Add: 3. b. slang, Ofpoororbad

quality ; worthless, * beastly', * rotten *.

190a Mrs, Evkrard Cotes Those Delightful Atnericans

104 Last night at billiards you 6rst said your luck was
'rotten*, and then you got excited and declared it was
' putrid *. 1913 ' Ian Hav Right Stuff \\ He seems to have
perfectly putrid notions about some things.

Putty, ib. Add: 5. o. A former type of golf

ball made of some material other than gntta-percha.

x8gi R. FoBGAM Golfer's Hnndbk. 39 The * potty* being

the popular name for the * Eclipse '. 1900 Yng. S^rtsutan.

(ed. A, E. T. Watson) 293 Several kinds of composition balls,

known geneiically as 'putties' in contradistinction to the
' gutties or gutta-percha balls, .have failed to take the place

of those made of the raw matMial.

6. putty-face, a pntty-coloured face ; putty-
hearted <;., lacking in courage, cowardly.

19*7 May Sinclair Hist. Ani/t, IVarin^ xvii. 88 Charlie,

in spite of his *putty face, was handsome in a heavy way.
1885 Ste\tcnson Prince Otto 11. i, A springlcss, *putty-
hearted, cowering coward !

Puzzle, sb. 4. Add : puzzle-box,
1908 Marg. F. Washburn Animal Mind x. 232 The

dropping off of useless movements is further illustrated in

those experiments where animals are required to work some
kind of mechanism. This may be called briefly the *puzzle-
box method. 1994 R. M. fkiDEsr tr. Ko^ffka^s Growth of
Mind i8i The puzzle-box tests of Thomdlke.

PyCUO-. Add : Pyonomo'rpUoua a., Biol. «
Pycnomorphic,
1899 L. F. Barker Nc^v Sytt. Constituent Neurones 123

Nissl consequently designates the extremely darkly stained
cells as *Pyknomorphous cells, or cells in which the stainable
portions are arranged relatively most closely (irvKi«f).

Pyelo-a Add: Py'«Io^axa, a diagram of a
pelvis.

i9a3 R. Knox Kadiog. <V Radio*Tkerapeutics 1. 388 Pyelo-
gram showing pelvis and ureter.

Pygmy. C, Add : pygmy-flint, a type of

microiith.

X907 T. Kick Houiies Anc. Britain 82 Of all stone imple-
menU the must curious are the tiny objects which are known
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as 'pygmy flints*. 1930 F. Elgf.e Early Man in N.E.
Vorksh.w. 28 Pygmy-flints are usually found on sandy soils.

Ibid, 31 The pygmy-flint men lived by hunting and fishing.

PygO-, Add : Fyg'cpodine a. = Pygopodotts.

Pyffosty-lous a,y of, pertaining to, or resembling,
a pygostyle.
1904 Amer. Naturalist Jan. 13 Drawings of the bones of

*pygopodine birds. 1903 Ibid. 61 ^flaty horizontally com-
pressed, *pygostylous mass.

Pyjamas, sb. pi. Add: Now sometimes sing,
193a Barker's Spring Cntal.f This Ideal Pyjama is made

of a very soft washing cotton.

b. Add : pyjama-party, a party at which those
present are dressed in pyjamas ; also pyjama-and-
bottle party.
191a IVestm. Gaz. 13 Apr. 5/3 Some entertaining details

are published in New York.. concerning a pyjama party
held a couple of days ago at the residence of. . a well-known
member of Chicago society. 1928 Sunday Dispatch 5 Aug.
15/2 Mention was made of the splendid work of Mrs. X

—

Y— for her pyjama-and-bottle party.

Pylon. Add : 2. A structure used to mark out
the course round which aeroplanes fly.

1909 IVestvi. Gaz. 16 Oct. 9/3 After a successful round
of the course his aeroplane came to earth near the second
pylon on the south side. 1913 Everyday Phr. explained n
The modern meaning of Pylon is the erection, with flag on
top, which, on aviation grounds, marks out the course,
outside of which aviators must keep during competitions.

3. A Structure for supporting power cables.

1933 E. Shanks Richest Man iii. 52 Half a mile up the
mountain, a cable, a thin black line, traversed the crystnl

air, borne up on pylons. 1931 John O' London's Weekly
23 May 214/3 The pylons which have lately been spreading
over the Downs have something to do with his decision.

PyO-. Add : Pyorrhcoilc tf., of, pertaining to,

or affected with pyorrhcea.
1910 Practitioner Jan. 121 This is the condition of a

pycirrhoeic mouth.

Pyramid, J^. Add: 6. (Further example.)
X93a New Yorker 14 May 22/1 The bankers who were

selling up the biggest financial pyramids of yesterday are
replaced oy other steel-nerved bankers today.

8. c. A wedge formation of players formerly

adopted in American football to carry the ball to-

wards the opponents* goal.

pyxiE.

1899 A. H. QuiNN Pennsyl. Stories 25 It was Penn's ball.
The pyramid started with the cheers of ten thousand back
of it.

Pyramid, v. Add : b. trans. Stock Exchange,
To increase (the amount of stock one holds) by
selling at favourable times and applying all the
proceeds to the purchase of more stock. U.S,
_
190a G. H. LoRiMER Lett. Self-made Merchant v. 64 He'd

invent a scheme for speculating in wheat and go on pyramid-
ing his purchases till he'd made the best that Cheops did
look like a five-cent plate of ice-cream. 1927 P. Marks
Lord of Himself 1-^ He pyramided his winnings and piled
gold on gold.. and finally saw himself a millionaire three
times over.

c, intr. To stake all one possesses on a venture.
1923 Chambers^s JrtiL May 349/3 Harrison and I were

satisfied, and we pyramided on it,

PyrO-. 1. Add : pyro-ele'ctrolyte, a non-
conducting substance which is made a conductor
by heat Pyrophllo [Gr. -<pi\o$ loving], a person
who believes that the interior of the earth is a molten
or gaseous mass. Pyrosphere, the (supposed;
intensely hot interior of the earth.
190a Trans. Arrur. Inst. Elect. Engin. 3 Jan. 77 (Cent.

Suppl.) •Pyro -electrelate. 1902 Nature 27 Nov. 51/2 The
theory of the * *pyrophiles * is dangerous to humanity. 1900
Geo^. JmJ. XV. 88 A coloured diagram showing an ideal
section of the Earth on the hypothesis that within the solid
lithosphere lies a *pyrosphere of intensely high temperature.

Pyrophoric, a- Add : b. Used as a source of
fire.

1910 Chambers's yml. Apr, 271/1 The spark given by the
friction of the small file rubbing over the pellet of pyrophoric
alloy is much longer [etc.].

Pyxie Cpi'ksi), local U.S, [Shortened f. Pyxi^
danthera.^ A flowering evergreen shrub, Pyxi^
danthera barbulata, growing in eastern parts of

the U.S. K[%o pyxie vioss,

x88a Harper's Mag, June 65 Among her [Nature's]
treasures is the delicate pyxie. .a little prostrate trailing

evergreen... Its locality is confined to New Jersey and the
Carolinas. 19x5 Scribner's Mag. July 35/r The predomi-
nant vegetation, .consists of. .innumerable clusters of oval-
leaved diapensia lapponica in rounded clumps like red pia-

) cushions (closely resembling what is called pixy-moss).



Q
Q. L 3. Also Q in a comer.

1813 Stranger (N.Y.) 23 Oct. 136 in A1 ff Q. Ser. x. IX.

407/1, I once more spied my favourite chair, where I sat like

Q, in a comer.

IL 3. as adj. : Pertaining to or connected with

the quartering, feeding, equipping, etc. of soldiers.

19x4 Ttvtes Lit, Suppl. 13 Nov. 734/3 General Ironside.

.

devotes himself almost entirely to the * Q ' side, ofwhich the

most important factor was the problem of clothing. 1930 H.
Bklloc Wolsey v. 126 It was certainly he who did all the
* Q ' work, to him all the letters were addressed ; he gave the

orders, bought provisions, organised transport, [etc.].

Q-boat, Q-sbip. In the war of 1914-18, a

merchant-ship fitted with concealed guns and

manned by a naval crew disguised as ordinary sea-

men designed to decoy and destroy enemy sub-

marines. Also ellipt. Q.
19x9 Boy's Own Paper July 457/1 These Q-boats were

apparently innocent tramps and trawlers. 19x0 liiaclnu.

Mng. Mar. 323/1 They had complied with the regulations

that dictated that no uniform must be shown aboard sailing
* Q*s '. 1920 Glasg(nv Herald 4 May 4 Mr, Chatterton had
exceptional opportunities for collecting information about
the work of the Q-ships. X9a8 Comptos Mackenzie Ex-
tremes Meet 16 He might perliaps have been given a Q-ship
for these waters.

Quack, U.S. variant of Quick j^.2

1840 J. BuEL Fanners Conifi. 144 To clean the ground of
the roots of foul planLs, as dock, quack, etc. IhiH. 232 Many
species of the_/"«^Kfa and agrostis genera, particularly the

A. stricta, of which our quack or witch-grass is a variety.

187a Kep. Vennont Board Agric. I. 289 He who sets out to

subdue a piece ofquack must resolve on no half-way measures.
1909 N, V. Even. Posi (semi-weekly ed.) 11 Mar. 5 in con-

quering the quack he did the one thing that could have en-
abled him to get a crop from that unfertilized soil.

So quack-grass.
1840 J. BuEL Parmer's Comp. 123 Some troublesome

perennials, as Canada thistles, wild onions, quack grass,

daisies, etc.

Quack, z'.^ 3. (Further example.)

i9»S Scribner's Mag. Oct. 385/1 Time, .has not obliterated

the love of being quacked.

Quacky, a.l (Earlier example.)

1836 Southern Lit. Messenger II. 327 The critical depart*
ree:u of this work . . is in our opinion decidedly quacky.

Quadrangle, sb. Add : 2. b. Palmistry.

(See quot.)
1883 Frith & Heron-Allen Chiromancy 138 The Quad-

rangfe is that part of the human hand comprised between
the line of the Head and the line of the Heart, and between
the line of Fate and the line of Apollo.

Quadrangular, a. (Later Comb, example.)

1854 Poultry Chron. I. 431 It is a spacious, quadrangular-
shnped liou^e, buili of a greyish stone.

Quadrant, sb.'^ Add : 5. b. The horizontal

quadrant-shaped tiller to which the chains or ropes
for controlling the rudder of a ship are attached.
19*3 Glasgovj Herald -^ Feb. 8/7 The modern helm, or its

equivalent, the quadrant, is placed out-board.

6. quadrant-roller, a roller designed to move
round the quarter of a circle.

i86» Catal. Internat^ Exhtb. II. x. 35 The gates are of
peculiar construction hanging on pivots without the support
of "Quadrant rollers.

Quadri-. 1. Add : quadripa*schal, including

four passovers; quadrivo'ltine [It. volta time,

turn], (of a silkworm) producing four broods in the
year ; as sb.^ a qiiadrivoltine silkworm.
1883 ScHAFF Hist. Ckr. Church (ed. 2) I. § 16. 130 Three

theories [of the length of Christ's public ministry"), .desig-
nated as the bipaschal, tripaschal and *quadripaschal
schemes, according to the number of Passovers. 1888 E. A.
Butler Silkworms iv. 69 Most of the other species produce
two, three, four, six, or even eight broods per annum, and
in the commercial world are, for that reason, distinguished
as 'bivoltins *, ' trevoltins', ' *quadrivoltins *, etc.

Quadrille, z*.^ (Recent example.) AXsoiransf.
1903 Ld. Gower Pec. ^ Kent, 59 Teaching us how to

quadrille and how to valse. 1905 W, H. Hunt Pre-Raphaelit-
ism \. ii. 24, I. .rejoiced with the happy birds quadrilling
around the sentinel trees.

Quadringenary (kwgdrind^riiari). [f. L, quad-
ringenarius of four hundred each, L qtiadringenti
four hundred.] A four-hundredth anniversary or
the celebration of this ; — Quatbb-centenary.
1905 Times 5 July 8/2 Another record of the quadringenary

has been the startmg ofa fund.

Q.uadringeiitenary(-d3e*nt/hari,-da;entrnari),

a. [f. as prec. with ending of Centenaby.] That
has lasted four hundred years.

1903 Saturday Rev. 17 Oct 482 What serious contribution
can the reader limited to fifteen minutes, .make, .to the
settlement of controversies now of quadringentenary pre-

scription?

Quadringentennlal (-d3ente'nial), a. [f. L.

quadringentiiowx hundred + annus year + -At.] Of
or pertaining to a four-hundredth anniversary.
1901 Westm. Gaz. 8 Nov. 3/2 One rather wonders what

Botticelli . . would make of his qnadringentennial boom.

Quadrivial. A, adj. 2. (Modern examples.)

1886 S. S. Lawkie Rise ff Constit. Universities 6i Practi-

cally under the name of dialectic, logic was a quadrivial

study. ^I9ia Hastings's Encycl, Relig. ff Ethics V. 172/2
The 'trivial' ails were Grammar, Rhetoric, and Dialectics.

..The 'quadrivial ' arts were Geometry, Arithmetic, Astro-
nomy, and Music.

Quadroon. 2. Add : quadroon ball.

xBog J. F. Watson in Amer. Pioneer II, C1843) 236 The
coloreci women have. .their weekly balls, (called quartroon
balls) at which none but white gentlemen attend. 1880 G.
W. Cable Grandissimes iii. 19, I saw the same old man, at

a quadroon ball a few years ago.

Qaadrnmvirate. (Recent example.)
j^^-^Contemp. Rev. Feb. 151 He formed aquadrumvirate.

.

to wliom he entrusted full powers.

Quadrupedal. A. aJJ. Add : 1. b. Of a

person : On hands and knees.
1914 Chesterton IVisdom cf Father Broken 249 Seeing

him just quadrupedal in the grass, the priest raised his eye-
brows rather sadly.

Quadruplet. Add : 2. b. Mus. A group of

four notes to be played in the time of three.

1873 H. C. Banistkr Music 13 Other irregularities.. such
as four notes for three, termed a Quadruplet.

Quadruply, Ji&. (Later example.)

1876 W. Hector Jjtdic. Rec. 130 The practice, .of multi-

plying pleading,—such as answers, replies, duplies, tripHes,

quadrupUes, and an infinite number under other titles.

Quag, sb, (Earlier fig. example.) Also trans/.

184s I. Taylor Anc. Christianity II. 480 Thoughtless
thousands of the people are thus beguiled into the filthiest

quags of 'abominable idolatry '. 1904 Daily C^ron. 18 May
3/4 Her clothes were a quag of blood.

Quaggery (kwie-gari). [f. Quag s3. + -ert.]

A Dog or marsh.
1843 Carlton NeivPurchase xlvi. 1 1 7 Two rods above and

one below, the quaggery required a pole to touch its bottom
some fifteen feet long.

Qualiaug. (Earlier examples.)
1781 S. Peters Hist. Conn. (1829) 197 The oysters, clams,

quauhogs, lobsters, crabs, and fish, are innumerable. 1809
Irving Knickerb. I. 359 Beads manufactured^ from the
Quahaug or wilk ; a shell-fish formerly abounding on our
coasts.

Quail, sb, 5. Add : quail-bagger, 'baggings

shotf 'time J track ^ -trap,

1879 Harper's Mag. Oct. 703 The.. advice offered by a
circle of *quail-baggers and other by-standers. /bid.. The
conclusion that a *quail-bagging expedition was regarded as
an event of considerable importance, c 1865 ' Mark Twain *

Sk. Wks.XIX.31 He got the frog out., and filled him full of
*quail shot. 1897 Outing XXX. 94/2 Ever since last *quail-

time I have been casting rather dubious glances at a certain

old gun. x84a Yale Lit. Ma^. VIII. 96, I can't always de-
cipher *quail tracks. 1855 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VI. 495
One acre of quail track corn planted on muck land. 1807-8
Irving Salmngundi xv. 345 He was particularly adroit in

making our *quail-traps. 1845 Mrs. Kirkland Western
Clearings 120 Nobody. .pulled the shingles off his roof to
in.-ike fishing-lights or quail-traps.

Quake, v.'^ 4. Add : quake-grasa = Quak-
3NG-G11ASS.

1909 Daily Chron. 25 June 7/2 We used to call 'em ' quake
grass ', and ' cats' tail .

Quaker. 3. Add: Quaker city f/.i"., Phila-

delphia
;

quaker-ladies (examples) ; quaker-
meatine (earlier and later examples),
1^3 Critic Aug. lOo Sketches of Philadelphia life and

society by a New York woman who.. does not find the
*Quaker city so 'slow' as is generally represented. 1871
Scribner's Monthly l\. 102 In yonder woods, where hepatica,

and May-blossoms, and *Quaker-ladies twinkle into life.

1878 Harper's Mag. Apr. 778/3 How could she climb down
and gather * Quaker ladies', or climb up for columbine
among the rocks? 1714 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XXXVI.
^32 *Quaker meeting at night. >797 Steele Papers II. 773
Indian and negro rights are fine things to talk about in a
quakcr meeting, or in the house of Reprs. 1848J. F. Cooper
Oak Open. II. 1. 9 The silence resembled that of a Quaker
meeting.

Quakeress. (Earlier example.)
1721 A': E. Hist, ff Gen. Reg. (1876) XXX. 61 (Baptism

ofj John Rennolds, theiittle child of John Rennolds,his wife
a Quakeress, not consenting.

Quakerish, a. b. (Earlier example.)
1743 in F. Chase Hist. Dartmouth Coll. (1891) i. 5 [He]

made a great show of sanctity, by means whereof he was
under advantage to propagate his Quakerish notions.

Quaking asp, U.S. Also quakenasp. The
.\raerican aspen, Poptdtis tremnloides. Also
attrib.
a, i8aa J. Fowler Jrnl. 143 The timber on the mountains

here is pitch pine, spruce, pine, hemlock, and quakenasp.
1905 A^. Y. Even. Post 2 Sept., I have seen quakenasp groves
on the summer range, where you could walk miles and miles
through these bluebells.

/5. 184s Fremont j6r^/r(^. 112 Quaking-asp{/(V^K/K5 /y/w«-
loides) was mixed with the cottonwood. 1878 J. H. Beadle
IVestem Wilds xi. 168 The town is in a grove of quaking
asp, and was in no danger. 1886 Leslie's PoP. Monthly
Dec. 683/2 The dying leaves of the 'quakin' asp trees. 1902
O. WisTKR Virginian iv. 55 They took us along the bed up to

the head of the gully, and through a thicket ofquaking asps.

Qualified, ///. a. Add : 5. b. Euphemism
for 'bloody', * damned', etc. slang.
1890 Kipling Plain Tales (ed. 3) 131 He was. .told not to

make a qualified fool of himself.

Qualifier. 1. (Add example.)
X909 Daily Chron. 7 >lay_ 8/4 Out ni 36, he came home in

a good 37, and . . made certain of a place among the qualifiers.

Qualify, V. 6. (Recent example.)
X913 Act 3 <V 4 Geo. V c. 20 5 47 Where injury can be

qualified by the other creditors, .in respect thereof.

Qnalimeter (kwgli-mnai). [f. L. qitalis of

what kind + -meter.] (See qnot. 1918.)
191X Bauck in Arch. Roentgen ^o^ Jan. 305 Whether the

Roentgen Qualimeter, as we may call it, has all the requisites

. . is a question which I must leave for others tlian myself to

decide. 1918 R. Knox Radiogr. ff Radio'Therapentics 1. 89
The Bauer Qualimeter is an instrument for determining the
degree of hardness of the X-ray tube.. .It is a static electro-

meter and condenser which indicates automatically the po-
tential of the cathode, and hence the quality of the X-rays.

Quality. Add : 10. d. The * hardness ' or

penetrating power of X rays;

19H Arch. Roentgen Ray Jan. 305 The ordinary means..
only measures the quality of the rays at the moment of
observation.

QualmlesS (kwa'm-, kw^-mles), a. [f. Qdalm
sb. + -LKss.] Having or feeling no qualms.
1905 Westm. Gaz. 4 Mar. 5/2 Picture of Ronald absolutely

qualmless facing charging rhinoceros. 192^ Deeping Kitty
xix. Any qualms that she may have suffered in the beginning
disappeared... By the end of January she was qualmless.

Quank (kw9i]k). [Imitative.] (See quot.)
X921 Chambers's Jrnl. Mar. 178/1 He could even hear the

nasal laugh of the zebra, the resonant * Quank ' of the gnus,
tiie rattle of horn against horn as the bucks made play.

Quanti sb. Add : Also quant-pole.

1901 Academy 26 Oct. 389/1 There. .lay a large family-
boat immovable... A quant-pole stood rigidly upright be-

side it.

Quant (kwgnt), sb.^ Used for Quantum 5.

1936 G. N. Lewis in Nature 18 Dec. 874/1 It would seem
inappropriate to speak of one of these hypothetical entities

as a particle of light, a corpuscle of light, a light quantum
or a light quant, if we are to assume that it spends only a
minute fraction of its existence as a carrier of radiant energy.

Quautimeter (kwgnti'mftai). [f. L. qnant-us

liow great + -meter.] An instrument for showing
the quantity of X rays administered to a person.
igig R. Knox Radiography etc. 288 The division of the

scale has been calibrated to agree with the Kienb&ck
quantimeter.

Quantity. 13, Add : quantily output, pro'

ilnetion.

1919 Brit. Manufacturer Nov. 42/1 Quantity output may
mean cheap production, but the manufacture ofmore modest
quantities need not be much inferior in this respect. Ibid.^

An immense home market.. has encouraged him to under-
take big quantity production.

Quantization (kwgntaiz^i-Jsn). [f. next +
-ATION.] The fact or process of quantizing.

192Z C. G, Darwin- in Rep. Brit. .^w^it:. 473Theql!antisa-

tion consists in fixing half of these by a certain rule in terms

of the quantum.

Quantize (kw9-nt3i2),z'. [f.*QuANT(uM -h -ize.]

trans. To apply quantum mechanics or the quan-

tum theory to ; to measure (energy) in quanta.

Hence Qua'ntizing vbl. sb.

igai C. G, Darwin in Rep. Brit. Assoc, 474 Possible

chances of development might lie in the direction of dis-

covering a method of quantising non-peri oil ic processes.

X9a7 SiDCWicK Electronic Th. Valency 18 This quantizing

of the energy of the rotating electron., was a bold assump-

tion, guess, or inspiration, which was justified by the agree-

ment of the results with the observed facts. Ibid, 25 It

follows that just as we must quantize the angular momentum
of the electron in the ellipse, so we must quantize that of

the rotation (precession) of the ellipse itself.

Quantum. Add : 5. Physics. A discrete unit

quantity of energy, proportional to the frequency

of radiation, emitted from or absorbed by an atom.

1910 Science Abstracts A. XIII. 556 The absorption of the

corresponding light-quantum. 1911 Ihid. XIV. 1178 'J he

new hypothesis involves the emission of energy in quantums

only, xgza Month. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. LXXII. Suppl.

730 Thus at any stage in the radiation of the charged atom

the number of quanta present is proportional to the cu'^

root of the emitted wave-length. 19x3 Rep. Brit. Assoc.

382 The exchange of energy, .can only take place by finite^



QUABANTINE.
jumps, no quantity less than a quantum being ever trans-

ferred to the medium or taken from it. 1913 N. Bohr in

Phil. Mag. XXVI. Julys Planck's constant, or as it is often

called the elementary quantum of action. 192* J. Mills
Within the Atom xi._i48 The scientific world has quite

unanimously accepted it to be a fact that energy is emitted

in quanta.

b. attrib. and Comb., as quanttent energy^ nunt'

ber^ property y etc. ;
quantum dynamics, mecha-

nics, physics, dynamics, mechanics, or physics

revised to take account ofquanta ; quantum hypo-
thesis, theory, a hypothesis or theory put forward

by M. Planck in 1900, which accounts for certain

atomic phenomena by assuming or showing that

energy (heat, light, etc.) is emitted from atoms only

in quanta ;
quantumjump, the change in the orbit

of an electron in an atom accompanying the loss or

gain of a quantum of energy.

X9a7 SiDGWicK Electronic Th. Valency 34 noie^ This
principle of Bohr's.. was orieinally derived Kom a 'corre-

spondence ' between the results of classical and 'quantum
dynamics. i9«i Discovery Sept. 227/2 Provided that the

incident and exciting radiation is. .of an electron of the

corresponding *quanium energy. 19*7 Sit>cwiCK Electronic
Th. Valency 18 The second assumption is that the electron

radiates energy., only when it passes in a ' *quantum jump'
from one of these stationary states to another of smaller

energy. Ibid. 19 As the energy of the orbit increases, the

frequency of rotation changes (with hydrogen it is inversely

proportional to the cube of the 'quantum number). 1927
A. S. Eddingtom Stars ^ Atoms 63 The property here re-

ferred to (the "quantum property) is the deepest mystery of
light. 1931 H. Johnston tr. Planck's Universe in light of
Mod. Physics 22 The Principle of Relativity.. has proved
itself a reliable and eloquent guide in the new regions of
•Quantum Physics. 1911 Science Abstracts A. XIV. 1702
The *quanta theory of Planck and Einstein must be modified
considerably to give a quantitative interpretation of the re-

sults obtained, lois Kefi. Brit. Assoc. 415 A '''quantum

theory which implies a definite change of energy only when
an electron enters or leaves the atom. 1914 J. H. Jeans AV/.
Radiation if Quantum Th. L i The quantum-theory..had
its origin in an attempt to account for the spectrum of black-

body radiation. X9SS Deeping Sorrell <$ Son xxix, The
marvels of science,. .' wireless ', or the latest aeroplane, or

the bending of light, or the quantum theory. ,

Quarantine, •f'^- 2. Also, a period of seclu-

sion or isolation after exposure to infection from a
contagious disease.

1913-Z4 IVellcome's Nurse's Diary 209 Isolation required
after exposure to: Asiatic Cholera.. 12 days' quarantine.
>9aa Nursing Mirror 132 Period of Quarantine required
after the Latest Exposure to Infection... Measles.. 16 days.

Quarantine, v. 3. To go into (Quarantine.

1928 Daily News 7 Aug. 7/3 The Mauretania. .is expected
to ' quarantine ' at New York at lo a.m. to-morrow.

Quarrel, v. 2. Add : Also with over.

1870 Mavne Rkid IVhite Squaw xxviii. loo Ere lonethey
[the wolves] could be seen skulking through the enclosure

and quarrelling over the corpses upon the plain. 1883 G.
MooKE Mod. Lover I. xiL 344 Here a group of Cupids
quarrelled over some masks and arrows.

Quarry, sb,^ 4, Delete f Obs. and add modera
example.
1S84 T. Speedy SPori xix. 360 We have not above half-a-

dozen times seen the peregrine in the act ofmaking a quarry.

Quart, sb.^ 2. Add: Quart minor^ the se-

quence of ten, nine, eight, seven.

1885 Enc^cl. Brit. XIX. 114/2 A quart minor is good
against a tierce major.

Quarter, sb. Add : 7. d. U.S The fourth

part of a mile ; a quarter-mile race,

x8j7 J. F. Cooi-KR Prairie iv. 94 His camp is but a short

quarter from us. 1868 H. Woodrufp Trotting Hone vii.

84 What's the use of a horse going a quarter fast 7 1878 J.
H. Beadlk Wtstern Wilds ii. 31 It was weeks before I could
walk a quarter. 1899 A. H. Quinn Pennylv. Stories 196
I've run the quarter for three years and won a first and
second in it, as you know.

9. b. (Earlier example.)
1783 Maryland Gaz. 5 Sept. 3/3 Price half a dollar to

grown people and a quarter to children.

C. A quarter of a pound ; five shillings.

X9oa J. Greenwood Pris. in Dock ix. 198 Not only did I

have to pay to get 'cm out, I lost a quarter as well.

15. c. (Earlier examples.)

1745 Itimraiit Observ. 37 The negroes, .have a pretty deal

of Liberty in their Quarters, as they are called. 1760 Wash-
ington Diaries I. 131 Began Plowing the Field by the

Stable and Quarter for Oats and Clover. 1774 P. V. Fithian
yrnl. (1900) 237 A little Farm.House, or [a] Quarter for

Negroes.

27. quarter-armed
^
quarter-hourly adjs.

i88x F. Day Fishes Gt. Britain I. 239 Gaslerosteus gym-
««r»f. ..The •quarter-armed or smooth-tailed stickleback.

X9a9 J. Owen Shepherd ^ Child iv. 46 It look hirn an hour
ancfa half by the striking of the church clock, which had a
•quarter-hourly chime.

30. quarter-ball Billiards^ a ball that strikes

another so that a quarter of the one overlaps a
quarter of the other; quarter-pole (earlier ex-

ample); quarter-post U.S,^ a post marking a
quarter-section of land ;

quarter-racing 6^..S'.,the

holding of quarter-races; quarter-section (earlier

examples) ; quarter-stake U,S.^ a stake marking

a quarter-section of land.

1873 r. Bknnett Billiards \^ If the half of one overlaps

the half of the other, it is a half ball ; and so on for a 'quarter

ball. Anything less than a quarter ball is called a fine ball.

1868H. Woodruff yVtf///«i-//(»r«3cxxi.259Atthe*quarter-

pole she had recovered her stroke. 1&49 Presid. Mess. Con-

151

gress II. 508 After descending the precipice, the descent
was gradual till we came to the *quarter-post, which is in a
cedar swamp. 1784SMYTH Tour in U.S. 1.22 In the southern
part of the colony and in North Carolina, they are much
attached to *Quarter racing. 1889 Harper^s Mag. Sept. 554/1
Foot-racing for the men and quarter-racing for the horses.
1806 in Ann. gth Congress 2 Sess. 1032 The public lands are
now sold in sections, half sections, and *quarter sections. zSsx

J. Woods Eng. Prairie 262 Mr. Collins, who lived near, also
offered me his land ; it was a quarter-section that is, a hundred
and sixty acres. 1845 Mrs. Kirkland Western Clearings
2 Section and *quarter.stakes, eighties and forties, and
fractions, are plain enough when one is habituated to them.

Quarter, v. 8. a. (Later fig. example.)

^ x8a4 Gail Bowles in Corr. Southey (j88i) 48, 1 keep quarter-
ing, or trying to quarter, for a yard or so, and then down
goes the wheel into the old groove. I cannot keep out of
lank verse.

Quarter-blOOdp sb. and a. U.S, (A person)

whose blood is Indian or Negro to the extent of
one quarter; (one) born of a half-breed and a
white.

1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 236 Of this description
was a quarter.blood [Indi;in], of great heauty. 1873 J. H.
Beadle Undevel. West xix. 355 He had four children, only
quarter-blood, but differing very much in shade. 1878 —
Western Wilds ii. 26 The straight black hair, and nose just
aquiline enough to give piquancy to the countenance, indi-

cated the quarter-blood.

Quarter-breed, sb. U.S. The offspring of a
half-breed and a white ; a quarter-blood.
1880 Harper's Mag. Dec. 31 All four were of mixed blood

their mother having been a beautiful French quarter-breed.

Qua'rter-deck, v, [f. the sb.] intr. To walk
up and down as on a quarter-deck.
1901 E. F. Benson Luck 0/ Vails xviii. 207 He continued

quarter-decking about the room for a few times in silence,

and hisannoyance subsided. 1913 Mrs. H. Ward Coryston
Family viii. 164 The quarter-decking began again; and
Lester waited patiently on a slowly subsiding frenzy.

Qaarterer. Add : Also a quartering bird

(sense 10 d ofQuarter z/.).

1899 Ov.%%^%9. Breach-Loader "zoa^VKTi the shooter facing
No. 2 trap gets a quarterer to the left from No. 5.

Quarter-liorse. U.S. A horse specially

trained to run quarter-mile races.

184s T. J. Green Texian Exped. x. 136 Nausea which
caused me to break for the door like a quarter-horse to re-

lieve my distress. 1853 B. F. Taylor yan. 4- ^une (1871} 61

One meets six-rail fences .. plunging along like quarter
horses. 1887 Outing May 115/1 You would not think him
a quarter-horse for he looks like a clumsy sleepy old plug.

1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights L 11 A quarter boss
couldn't have beat me to that shack.

Qaarter-jack. Add: 3. colloq. or slang.

= Quarter-master a.

19S0 Sir G. MacMunn Behind Scenes in tnany Wars 300
Fresh caviare, .annoyed our men when they got a ration of
it and complained of* that black jam, what the quarter-jack

had said was fish '.

Quarteniiaster. Add : 2. b. Quarter*
master-captain, an officer in the U.S. army witii

the rank of captain having duties similar to those

of a quartermaster.
1007 N. y. Even. Post (semi-weekly ed.) z^ May 6 The

person enjoying the tttle of quartermaster captain (a rank
that causes our British cousins to smile).

Qua-rtermistress. [f. Quartermaster.] An
officer in the W.A.A.C. having the duties of a

quartermaster.
19x7 Times 13 Aug. 3/1 The W.A.A.C. will be controlled

by a Chief Controller, and the following appointments are
authorized :— . .Quarter mistress Class I. Atuched to DcpOt.
a roses.

Qnaxtic. a- odj. (Example.)
1905 R. W, H. T. Hudson {title) Kummer'sQuartic Surface.

Quartz. 2. b. quartz-mill (example).
X908 Chambers's Jrul. Sept. 640/3 Natthey, who had

started a little quartz-mill on his claim.

Quassia. 3. quassia oup (example).

1867 Aug. J. E. Wilsom Vnihti xxW, I have been forced

to drink out of quassia-cups until my whole being has inbibed

the bitter.

Quator-COUtCXiary. Delete rare and add
examples. •

1906 Athenseuvt 30 June 788/1 An excuse for the present

work \sc. a biography of Geo. Buchanan] is afforded by the

?uaterccntenary of the great Humanist, who was born in

'ebruary, 1506. 1906 Daily Chron. 25 Sept. 4/4 That is

why the Quatcrcentenary of the University [of Aberdeen]

has created an unparalleled amount of interest in the north,

and is attracting guests and graduates from every corner of

the civilised world.

Quatemate, a. (Add example.)
1908 Scott's A utuinn List, Lady Beauclerc and Socialism

is the title of the last book of the Rev. H. T. Perfect's

quaternate work on Lady Beauclerc's life.

Quaternion. 1. (Further example.)

1815 ScoTT Guy M. xlii, A species of florid elocution which
often became ridiculous from his misarrangiiig the triads

and quaternions with which be loaded his sentences.

Quattrocentism (kwattr^JitJe'ntiz'm). [f.

Quattrooento + -ISM.] The fifteenth century-

style in Italian art.

1905 W. H. Hunt Pre-Raphaelitism II, xiii. 367 It was
pointed out to them that our pictures bad never attempted
quattrocentism.

Quaver, sb. 1. Also Comb.
1717-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Rest, The quaver-rest of

common time.

QUEER.

Quaverous (kw^-varss), a. [f. Quaver v. +
-oos.j Tremulous, quavering.
I9<9 J. F. Bridge Westm. Pilgrim 146, I can still see two

of these old gentlemen, .with hardly a quaverous note to
mark their years, valiantly voicing ' I saw lovely PhilUs '.

Quawk (kwgk), sb. US. [Imitative : cf. Quawk
V, and Squawk.]
1. The cry of a duck or night-heron ;

= Quack sb.^

1863 *Gail Hamilton* Gala-Days 73 For the heavy
booming of cannon rose the 'quauk !' of ducks. 1895 F. M.
Chapman Handbk. Birds (190^) 137 Occasionally they utter
a loud, hoarse quawk, the origin of their common name.
2. The black-crowned night-heron or qua-bird.
1867 Amer. Naturalist I. 343 The species was the Night-

heron or Quawk {Nyctiardea Gardeni). J877 Whitman
specimen Days (1892) 100 Quawks. Iln a list of New Jersey
birds.] 1895 F. M. Chapman Handbk. Birds (1909) 136
Black-crowned Night Heron; Quawk.

Quay, sb. b. quay-side (examples).
1903 Westm. Gaz. 31 Dec. 5/3 He saw another man climb-

ing up the quayside ladder. 1905 Daily Chron, 5 May 6/4
He had been working on the quay-side. 19x0 Gt. Central
Raiitvay Rep, 11 Feb, 10 The Company.. possessed con-
siderable quay-side property at Hull. X923 Daily Mail
XI July 7 At Grimsby and Immingham dockers and quayside
workers resumed.

Queasy. (Later example of queazy.)
1912 Galsworthy Inn Trang. 187, I would think. Sirs,

that you should rather blame the queazy state of Pranza's
stomach.

6. queasy-stomached a. (later example).
180X GiFFORD tr. Juvenal vL 292 Why waste the wine and

cakes The queasy-stomach 'd guest, at parting, takes?

Qneek (kw/k), v, [Imitative.] Of an owl

:

To screech.
i9ti J. Galsworthy To Let in. viJi. 282 An owl flew,

queeking, queeking; a bat flitted by.

Queen, sb. Add : 3. b. Queen Elizabeths

boiiey the gentleman's or cramp bone in a lejj of
mutton.
iZ^6 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVII. 17 From the knuckle,

bone to the last joint of the queue, from the Pope's Eye, to

Queen Elizabeth's Bone, each preferable and available slice

. . was apparent to his practised eye.

6. b. Queenof the Westy the city of Cincinnati.

1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XVI. 157 In this way we glided

in our broad-born past Cincinnati, the 'Queen of the West*
as she is now called.

9. d. « Queen-post.
1841 CivilEngin. <J-

A rch. Jrnl. V. 361/2 The blocks . . being

supported by the queens.

13. queen city (of the west), Cincinnati;

queen city of the plains and peaks, Denver

;

queen city ofthe Pacific, San Francisco ; queeu-
flsh (earlier example).
1844 in C Cist Cincinnati Misc. 9 (Cincinnati] is now

familiarly called the *Queen City of the West. 1834 M arv J.
Holmes Tempest 4- Sunshine xvii. 239 Faster and faster

sped the train . . until at last the Queen City with its numerous
spires was left behind. 1879 Whitman Specimen Days (1892)

147 So much for my feeling toward the *Queen city of the

plains and peaks. 1880 Harper^s Mag. Dec. 70 Local
prejudice..and proverbial procrastination. -unite to keep

'China-town ' practically a sealed book to the better-class

denizens of the *Queen City of the Pacific. 1884 Goode
Nat. Hist. Use/. Aquatic. Anim. 380 The Queen-fish

—

Seriphus politus. This species is known as ' King-fish ' or
' *Queen-fish '. It ranges from Tomales Bay southward.

14. b. queen's gray, a kind of grey cloth ;

queen's stuff (later example) ; queen's taste (in

phr. lo the or a queen's tasUj to perfection).

1845 in C. Cist Cincinnati Misc. 138 Their dresses were
chiefly of silk, of various colors, and some of them were of

good old fashioned *Queen's gray. 1845 S. Judd Margaret
II. xi. 358 Rose had on.. a '"queens-stufT habit of the same
colour. 190a HARBEN^^«tfrZ'a«/r/xxxiii. 279 You worked
'im to a *queen's taste—as fine as split milk.

_ 1904 W. H,
Smith Proinoters v. loi So the old man set it up on him
to the Queen's taste, igit R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter
ix. 126 It's the best and truest thing I ever saw in my life I

They've got you finished off to the Queen's taste.

0. queen's lace, the wild carrot.

1906 Maby E. W. Frekman By Light of Soul s"^ She
walked slowly between the fields, which were white and
gold with queen's lace and golden rod.

Queen Anne. Add : o. Queen Anne's
lace, the wild carrot.

1930 F. A. Pottle Stretchers 204 The fields, which should

be clothed with grain, are rioting with the delicate blooms
of Queen Anne's lace, with chicory, and centaurea.

Queen-A-nnish, a. [-ish.] Suggestive of or

designed in a Queen Anne style.

1936 Spectator 34 July 154/a Gradually Queen Annisb
cornices began to creep in.

Queer, «.^ (Later examples.)

1877 Habberton Jericho Roadx\\. 151 'Let's. .give him
fifty [doIL-irs] to send her ',' Fifty queer? 'asked Mr. Lodge.

'No, fifty straight', said the little man. Ibid. xxii. 203.

I wouldn't have a man shove queer money for me after he

knew what it was. 1890 Buckskin Mose ii. 34 At the same

time he pulled out of his pocket a lot of ' queer ' or counter-

feit bills.

b. (Later example.)
1890 Buckskin Mose iL 36 If I had been detected m

* shoving the queer',., they wouldn't have cared one red

cent. .

o. On the queer : not quite honest or straight.

1909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 277 I^'ck may have

been on the queer all right, hut he was smooth enough to

hide it.



QUEEB.

Queer, V. Add: L (Later example.)

1854 W. Harcourt in Gardiner Li/e W. Harcouri I.

(1QJ3) 76, I hear he does this to queer the Britishers.

2. €sp, in phr. to queer the (or cue s) pitch ; (now

nsn. fi.i^.)"

x«7S Fkost Circus Life xvl 278 The spot they select for

their performance is their * pitch ', and any interruption of

their feats, such as an accident, or the interference of a

policeman, is said to ' queer the pitch '. 1891 Morn. Adver.

tiser 27 Mar. (Farmer) His pitch being queered he marched

10 another point, but here he found the police in possession.

1905 Pall Mall Mag. Aug- 176/t Twas easy for Saul

Adams to queer my pitch. 19x3 Chambers's Jml. Dec.

795/3 All branches of the administration work sensibly and
effectively so long as you do not ' queer the pitch ' by creating

exceptions.

b. To make (persons) qneer.

1895 Century Mag, Sept. 6;6/i Something has queered the

whole crowd.

Quench, v, 1. (Modern example with out^

1863 E. Wetherell Old Helmet (1864) I. xi. 230 In Africa

tbey sit in the darkness of centuries, till almost the spark of

hnmanity is quenched out.

d. Electr. To prevent (a spark) occurring at the

gap when an electric circuit is broken; also, to

reduce or damp (oscillations) in a circuit.

1913 Chambers's JrnL Mar. 232/2 The oscillatory current

in the aerial, and therefore the wavc'train radiated, continue

long after the spark has been quenched. 19x3 E. W. Mar-
CBAST Radio TelegT, <V TeUpk. 34 The oscillation in the
oscillating circuit is then suddenly quenched, ig^ Gloss.

£Ucir. Terms (Brit. Engin. Stand.) iqo To guench^ to ex.

tingubh completely the spark in a spark gap at the instant

when the energy in the primary circuit first becomes zero.

Quenched, ppl. a, (Recent example.)
J913 Chatnbers''s Jrnl. Mar. 332/2 In this system thespark

dies away very rapidly, and for that reason is called a
* quenched spark ',

Quenching,///, a, (Recent example.)
1913 Mod, Wireless I. 260 Tbe .

.

'
quenching' osdllation

. .effectively checks the radio-frequency oscillation.

Querl, V, trans. (Example.)
1840 J. F. Cooper Pathfinder xWx. 184 One of his hands

coiled a rope against the sun, and he called it guerling
a rope, too, when I asked him what he was about.

Querulist. (Recent example.)
1919C E. Montague Disenchatitment iv, 55 The querulist

of tbe book took it bard, I remember, that more kind words
did not come to th; men.

Questing, vbl. sb. (Later example.)
i9x3Sadi,f:ir Desolate Splendour j^ The weary questing

of a stranger mind seek teaching or enlightenment.

Que'Stingly, adv, [-LT 2.] in a questing

manner.
19*6 Rex Clements Stalely Southerner 89, I.. looked

questingly right and left.

Question, v. 6. b. (Modern example.)

1879 Meredith Egoist xlvii, At the game of Chess it is the

dishonour of our adversary when we are stale-mated : but in

life, .such a winning of the game questions our sentiments.

Questionee. Delete rare~^ and add earlier

and later examples.
1838 Carlyle Lett, to Mill J^c. (1923) lix. 164 Your answer

is actording to your question, and your questionee,— ' as the
fool thinks the bell clinks*. 1905 Grand Mag, Feb. 131 The
. .questionee does not overlook the fact that [ctcj.

Questionnaire (kestibn^, kwe'stysnew). [F.

qu€Slionttairey f. guesticnner to ask questions, f.

question Question.] A series of questions sub-

mitted or sent to persons to be answered usually for

the purpose of obtaining precise information on
special points, csp. in statistical investigations ; a
qnestionary.

1901 E. B. TiTCHENER Rxier. PsyckoL I. i. 197 The
questionary or * questionnaire is a series of questions bear-
ing upon the matter to be investigated. 1908 Circ. 1st

Internal. Moral Educ. Congress 2 Reports based on widely-
circulated Questionnaires will be prepared. 1913 Times
3 June 8/1 A period of unusual tension and anxiety in

Downing-strect followed the dispatch of the questionnaire
to the Irish leaders. 1924 W. B. Selbie Psychol. Keljg. 4
A careful study of the phenomena of religious experience
derived mainly from biographies, introspection, and a
systematic use of the questionnaire.

b. attrib, as questionnaire-method.
1^x4 R. M. Ogden tr. KoffkaU Growth ofMind iL 45

With the aid of Hall's questionnaire-method, one of his
students has collected a large mass of material concerning
children's play.

Questionous (kwe-styanas). [f. (Question sb.

+ -0U3.] Given to asking questions; inquisitive,

1893 Bridges Humours »f Court ix. i. 914 Of late you are
grown questionous and prying.

Queue, v. Add : L b. To follow or track (a

person's steps, etc.).

X906 Hardy Dynasts ii. v. i. 354 Perhaps within this very
house and hour. Under an innocent mask of Love or Hope,
Some enemy queues my ways to cofHn me.
2. b. To form «/ in a queue ; to take one's place

in a qnetie.

3, trans. To arrange (persons) in or as in queues.
X9s8 Daily Express 8 Oct. i/i The foot and mounted

police..had queued the concourse into twisting lines of
people.

Queueing-up. [f, *Qu£UE v. 2 b.] The form-

ing of a queue (of persons).

19*7 Brit. Weekly 21 Apr. ^5/3 When the pubUc>houses
opened their doors m the evening there was no queuing^up.
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Qul'bblingly, adv. (Recent example.)

1901 W. J. Craig King Lear 117 note^ Perhaps 'roarer'

in Tempest I. i. 18, quifablingly applied to tbe ragmg w atcrs.

Quick. C. adv. 3. a. Add : quick-dryings

-loading.

1513 V. B. Lkwes Oil Fuel q\ Explosions., from leakages

of volatile spirit used in making up anti-fouling and 'quick-

drying paint. .led to extended investigations being made
1874 J. VV. Long Wild-Fowl Shooting 37 A *quick.loading

[powder] flask, i.e., one having a large feed-hole to the

chargeri should also be used.

D. quick-cake, a cake that can be prepared

and baked in a short time
;
quick-change attrib.

(also transf.); quick-change v. intr.^ to perform

a * quick-change ' ; trans., to change quickly;

quick-luncli, a lunch designed to be served and

eaten quickly ; a snack ; also attrib. ;
quick-

minded a., having an alert and ready mind
;
quick-

witted
;
quick-seller, an article, esp. a book, that

sells quickly; quick-trick, in bridge, a card that

should take a trick in the first or second round of

the suit ; an ace or a king.

1925 J. Gregory BaB 0/ Backwoods ii. iS I've got. .a pan
of chicken already frying and.. I'll stir upa *quick-cake for

him. 190S Daily Chron. 13 Mar. 5/7 Mr. Balfour's..

Ministry may reasonably be dubbed the '"Quick-change
Ministry'. i9o6Z>a/^C/irt7«. i2Nov.6/4He*quick-changed
with the deftness and speed of a Fregoli. 1928 Collier's

18 Aug. 18/3 We had to quick-change our hats, put on

badges [etc.]. 1903 N. Y. Even. Post 24 Sept. 8 The "quick

lunch man a few blocks away fromthe grocery store. 1907

S. E. White Arizona Nights xvl. 231 It's only when he

scratches up a measly one-grain quick-lunch that he calls up
the hens. 1919 H. L. Wilson Ma Pettengill ii. 47» f

wondered bow he'd come to confer himself on the cashier of

a quick-lunch place. 1905 E. Phillpotts Secret Woman u
i. 13 She was a girl of soothing curves and soothing voice,

*quick-minded under her great composure. 1908 Daily
Chron. 24 Aug. 1/3 They say they never met such a quick-

minded man. 1926 Ironmonger Suppl. 16 Jan. 50 Advt.,

Dealers who stocked early are now enjoying the profits from
this *quick-seller. 1927 Kl. C. Work Contract Brids^e \\\.

58 Two *quick tricks, .is the minimum strength with which
a Contract denial should be made.

Quick, f.* [cf. Quicken w. 4 b,] trans. To
coat with an amalgam of mercury.

1873 E. Spon Workshop Receipts i. 308/1 A little of this

solution is poured into a basin, and with a brush dipped
therein they stroke over the surface of tbe metal to be gilt,

which immediately becomes quicked.

Quicken, v, 5. b. Add : Also, to make (a

slope) steeper.

1838 Civil Eng. <5- Arch. Jrnl. 1. 376/2 Retaining walls, or

quickening the slopes, might perhaps get over the difficulty.

Qui-cklike, adv, [f. Quick A + -like.] In a

quick manner
;
quickly,

1913 Mrs. Stratton-Pobter Laddie vUi, He.. looked
down the hole I showed him and he cried out quicklike.

Quick-step, v. [f. the sb.] quasi-//*a;/J. with

it. To march in quick time.

X906 Daily Chron. 27 Aug. 4/4 They quick-step it up and
down the asphalted front at Hythe.

Quid, sb.^ Add : 2. The pellet or cast of an

owl or hawk,
1834 MuDiE Brit. Birds (iS^x) I. 141 Mice are preferred

to birds, the feathers being more untractable than the fur,

both in swallowing and in casting in pellets or quids.

Qui'dlet. Diminutive of Quid sb.^

191 1 L. Tracv Sylvia"s Chauffeur v, [He] handed Dale
a fiver—five golden quidlets, if you please 1

Quiescence. Also, the action of making

quiet or calm.
1859 Trollope Bertrams viii. 71 He had been useful as

a great oil-jar, from whence oil for the quiescence of troubled

waters might ever and anon be forthcoming.

Quiet, sb. Add : 4. C. Ow the quiet (also

quiet-like) : in an unobtrusive or underhand
manner ; secretly, covertly.

1903 Westm, Gaz. 4 July 2/2 They corned and ask me to

go and do it for them, on the quiet-like. 1903 A. H. Lewis
Boss 59 They've put out a lot of money on the quiet among
my own people. (71909 * O. Henry* Roads of Destiny
xviii. 308 He dealt out money on the quiet to bis U^utenants.

Quieten, v. 1, Add : Also with down.
X002 CuTCLiFFE HvNE Mr. HorrockSy Purser yj Mr. Hor-

rocks had given the wink to the chief steward to go and
quieten down the Second-Class passengers. 1908 G. A.
Birmingham Spanish Gold xxi. 296 We got them quietened

down after a bit.

Quie'tening, ///. a. [-ing 2.] That produces

quietness or becomes quiet.

X90S Daily Chron, 25 Mar. 7/3 The presence of a large

addition of police has bad a quietening effect on the.,

operatives on strike. 1507 Smart Set Apr. a6/i (Horn) 'I'he

sheltering, homely reaUues, that. .gave tangibility to her
quietening thoughts.

Quieter. Add : b. The silencer ofan internal

combustion engine.
1888 Wilson & Obey Afod. Printing Machinery 454 The

noise caused by the escape of the exhaust gases is greatly

minimised by the adoption of the 'quieter which Messrs.

Crossley fix to the end of the pipes.

Quietist. 2. (Further example.)
1923 DEEfiNG Secret Sanctuary xxiii, In love he had be-

come a Quietist.

Quiff 1 (kwif). Also quif. [Of obscure origin :

cf. CoiP.] A curl or lock of hair worn on the

forehead, esp. by soldiers.

z9oa Farmer & Henley Slang V. 350/1 (?tti^(iniUtary),

QJJIRlNAJa.

a small flat curl on the temple. 1908 D.iily Chron. 29 Feb.
7/1 A typical youth of the streets, with a 'quiff' brushed
into a curl low down on the forehead. 1915 H. G. Wells
Christina Alberta's Father 11. iii. 224 He had. .highly oiled
and entirely subjugated sandy hair with an army * quif on
the forehead.

Quiffs, U.S. and dial, variant of Whiff sbj^

1. A puff or whiff of tobacco smoke.
1840 Southern Lit. Messenger VI, 447/2 A quiff would

now and again ascend and hang like a tropical cloud over
the hemisphere of his cranium.

2. A puff or blast of wind.
191a Masefield Dauber v. 268 She came within two

shakes of turning top, Or stripping all her shroud-screws,
that first quiff.

Quill, J^.l Add : 2. (I^ter example.)

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 1975 There are several

sorts of quills or sprouts which throw the water up or down,
into a variety of forms.

8. a. quill-machine, -work.
Z846 DoDD Brit. Manufs. VI, 182 Sail-making. The

*quill machines, .. have a considerable number of quills

arranged in a row, and made to rotate rapidly. 184^ Knic-
kerbocker Mag. XXII. 164 The Indians prepare it in bark,

curiously ornamented with *quill work and beads. 1850 L.
H. Garrard Wah.TO'Yah vi. 93 Their robes, leg.gins,and
skin dresses, glittering with beads and porcupine quillworlc

Quilt, sb."^ Add; 1, d. A piece of cloth or

other suitable material placed over the frames in a

bee-hive.

1904 J. R. G. DiGGES Irish Bee Guide 50 Sheet and Quilts

are required upon the frames or supers to preserve heat; to
prevent draught; and to keep the bees from ascending into

the roof.. .The quilts should be of felt, carpet, or other warm
material. 1920 H. Geakv Bee-keeper s Vade-Mecuvt 17a
Having placed the sticks in position cover with the calico

quilts.

Quilting, vbL sby 3. (U.S. examples.)
1768 Essex Imt. Hist. Coll. XVI. 260 Quilting at my

house. 1823 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 58 She returned

however to the quilting and Peters., to tbe study of Mr.
Harwood. 1851 Alice Gary Clovemock t2 There was no
big meeting that she was not at, and no quilting that she
didn't help to get up.

4. quilting frame (examples) ;
quilting-match

U.S, = quilling-party ; qmlting party (earlier

example).
1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest ^ Sunshine xx. 274 Said

she, ' Mighty good opinion Mr. *QuiIting-frames has of me
Calludingto Mr. Miller's height); glad I know his mind. 1891

Harpers Mag. Oct. 824/1 The quilting frames were hung
there also. 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger III. 297 Arrayed
like tbe cover produced by the united efforts of a *quilting

match. 183s Knickerbocker Mag. VI. 180 It so happened,
that there was a great *quilting-party invited to Tecumseh-
Place, which assembled all the principal young people of the

county.

Quince ^ (kwins). [f. L. quinqtie five.] Used
for Quintet.
1907 /. H. McCarthy Needles ff Pins^ xxii. 245 So here

were a quince of vagabonds transmuted into a flying post.

Quincunx (kwi*nkz7gks), V. [f. the sb.] trans.

To put in quincunx arrangement.
1847 Sinunonds' Colonial Mag. June 165 Some [say] that

the bushes are not near enough together, and that I ought to

quincunx them.

Quinnat. (Later examples.)

x88i Amer. Naturalist XV. 178 Only the quinnat has
been noticed south of San Francisco. 1888 Gqode Amer.
Fishes 93 Tautog, chogset, . . quinnat. . are among the best of
them.

Quinol. (Add example.)

189a Photogr, Ann. II. 47 For greater density use it com-
bined with the ordinary quinol develojjer, or in a combined
solution.

Quinquennial (kwinkwemial), sb. [f. QuiNr
QUENNIUM + -AL.] A fifth anniversary.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 14 Jan. 5/2 This year is our quinquennial.

Quinte-ssenced. a. [f. Quintessence + -edI.]

Reduced to its quintessence ;
quintessential.

1898 Saintsbury Sh. Hist. Eng. Lit. vn. vii. 467 Itscharms

..consist in extreme strangeness, in quintesseiiced or prelei-

natural art.

Quip, V. Add : L b. To bring into a specified

stale by quipping.
1907 Daily Chron. 18 July 4/4 They must at least be

brought to understand that the deepest feeliugs of humanity
cannot be quipped into vulgarity.

2. (Recent example.)
1908 Smart Set June 50 Audrey in her blithesome way

Would quip and jest with roguish glee.

Qui'ppislineSS. [-kess.] Witty or quippish

quality.

1909 Bennett Literary Taste\\. 31 Charles Lamb's essay

on Dream Children . .cnWv^n^d by a certain quippishness

concerning the children.

Quire* sb.'^ 3. quire-wise (example).

i88a J. Southward /'roc/. /'?7////«5-(i884) 112 Folio sheets

are sometimes required to be.. folded within each other, or

quirewise,

Quirinal (kwi-rinal). [It. il Quirinale, the

name of the royal palace on the Quirinal hill (L.

collis Quinndlis),] The Italian monarchy or

government, esp. as opposed to the Vatican,

19SO Glas£0".a Herald 3i Sept. 11 In recent years there 1»S

been a marked improvement in the relations between the

Vatican and the Quirinal. z^zzContemp. Rev. Nov. «;83

The complete accord which exists in practice between uae

Vatican and the Quirinal,



QUIRING.

Qxuringfi vbl, j^.i [f. Quire v^ + -ing^.]

Signatures indicating; arrangement in quires.

I9a> J' ^ 7- Leighton*s Catal. Old
<J-

Interesting Bks.

N.S. III. 209 Without printed quiring, &c., but original AIS.
signatures remain.

Quiring, vbL sd.^ : see Choir z/.

19x0 R. Brooke Col/. Poems (1918) 67 And such a light,

and such a (quiring, And such a radiant ecstasy there, They'll

know not if it's fircj or dew, [etc.].

Quirk, sb* 5. Delete f Obs, rarc-^ and add
recent example.
xoa8 Galsworthy Swan Song 11. x. 188 That indefinable

lootc of a damned soul, .awakened within Soames .. the
queerest little quirk of sympathy.

Qairk (kwsjk), sb,'^ slang. [Of unknown ori-

gin.] A beginner or apprentice in the Air Service.

1916 Daily Ckron. 13 Oct. 4/5 The guirk becomes used to

the handling of the craft. .until. .the instructor allows him
to fly the machine himself. X9S8 Gamble Story N. Sea Air
Station ix. 133 The pilot, a very harmless, innocent * quirk

',

hardly fledged, straight from Chingford.

Quirk, variant of Qdibt.
1870 Keim SfieridoJi's Troopers (1885) xx. 139 While be-

labouring the poor brute with the heavy end of a quirk.

Quirl, variant of Querl. (Examples.)
1854 E. F. Taylor 7a«. <V ^mw* 23 [The grape vine's] aspi-

rations were manifested in the display of divers mermaidish-
looking ringlets, with two or three dainty ' quirls ' therein.

XS83 Century Mag. Apr. 899/1 All conceivable twists, quirls,
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and crookednesses. 1889 Rose T. Cooke Steadfast xw, 162
A hundred resolute little quirls above the low forehead.

Quirt, sb. (Earlier example.)
ni4S Amer. Rev. Feb. 127/2 The 'quirt', with its long

heavy lash of knotted raw-hide.

Quit, sb:^ Add : 2. (See quot.)
i9'3 J- 1^' Hackett Labor Terms in Managem, Engineer'

ing May, Quity a voluntary separation from work by an
individual worker, usually without notice of intention.

Quite, o.dv. Add : 3. d. colloq* Expressing
appreciation of or agreement with a statement.

Freq. Quite so.

1892 CoNAN DoVLE Adventures of Sherlock Holmes x,
' This maid Alice, as I understand, deposes that she. . put on
a bonnet, and went out.' * Quite so. And she was after-

wards seen walking into Hyde Park.' 1896 [see So adu.^h^
1924 Galsworthy White Monkey \\. ii, * I don't hold with
it, myself.' * No, quite I

*

4. d. (Earlier example.)
1865 Locker Lend, Lyrics (1872) 96 All that sort of thing,

of which Dear Hawthorne's * quite the best describer.

Quitter, sbX 2. (Later example.)
1900 Times 1 Oct. 13/4 He examined the mare and found

it suffering from a bad quitter which was discharging matter.

Quitter, 2'.^ a. (Modem U.S. example.)

1871 Mrs. Stowe Saut Lavjson 156 An old tom-turkey,

that'll strut and gobble and quitter, and drag his wings on
the ground.

QUOTATIOUS.

Qni'tting-time. U.S, The time when work
is stopped for the day,
1850 F. C, Watson Camp-Fires Revol. iix Every day,

he'd come into the work shop, about quitting time, and
follow me up to the house. 1888 J. Kirklanu Mcl^eys 203
Once more Strafford sought Phil at the shop at *quiiting-

time ', after the latter had got in and cleaned his engine.

Quiz, V, Also transf. To examine (things).

X906 Hardy Dynasts 11. 11. vi. 199 Better quiz evils with
too strained an eye Than have them leap from disregarded
lairs.

Quoiu, sb, 4. Add : quoin-shaft, a quoin in

the form of a shaft or pillar ; quoin-wedgo =
sense 2 b.

1875 R. R. Brash EccL Arckit. Ireland 39/2 The quoin
shafts are a feature peculiar to a class of churches in this

country which seem to be of nearly one age. ijjaj D. H.
Lawrencs tr. Verga's Mastro-don Gesualdo I. iv. 71 We
want more man-power—a crane 1—or tie a pulley-wheel up
there to the beam of the roof—then a quoin-wedge under-
neath [etc.].

Quoit, V, 1. (Modem example.)

1871 L. LocKHART Fair to See II. xu 15 The quoiters

quoUed.

Quotatlous (kw(rte*-j3s), a, [f. Quotation +
-ous.] Fond of using quotations ; (juotative.

1903 Daily Chron. 10 Apr. 3/2 The mynad quotations of

that most 'quotations ' of authors.

\



R
R, Add : I. Lb. r-Uss, also of speech, in

which the letter r is not pronounced.

i9(M H. L. WiLSOM Slenders xxiv. 277 Her speech bore

just a hint of the soft r*lcss drawl of the South.

H. 2. R.A. (also) = Royal Artillery. R.C.

(Example.) R.M.A. = Royal Marine Artillery.

R.N.A.S. = Royal Naval Air Service. R.N.R. =
Royal Naval Reserve.
iZyiUmUdService JrnL May 143/3 Lieut. Howgill, R.A.

1713 boDD in Z:/«f i?/. Challotur {i<)0()) I.ii. 15 R. CChap-
lain to an Enghsh regiment. 1931 Times Lit. Suf>pl. ig

Feb. 126/3 From his first day to his last at Woolwich he

•loathed* the R,M.A. 1919 C. P. Thompson Cocktails 186

They had not seen each other since Perris_ left the destroyer

to adorn the R.N.A.S. with his decorative person. 1903

C. J. CuTCLiFFE HvNE Mr. Horrocks^ Purser 85 What's the

use of being R.N.R. if you don't let people know it?

Sabanna (rabrena). [Malagasy.] A fabric

woven from raffia,

1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 172/2 The chief articles of export

being. ., r6fia palm cloths (rabinnas) and fibre.

Kabat (rab?e*t), v. [f. F. rabattre to lower.]

trans. In descriptive or projective geometry, to re-

volve (a plane) round its line of intersection with

another or the horizontal plane until the two planes

coincide. So Baba'tting vbL sb. ; Raba'tment.
1885 Encycl. Brit.'^l'^Zoi/ 1 In rabatting the plane irg its

trace OB with the plane n^ will come to the position OD.
X908 L. N. G. FiLON Projective Geom. \. 7 If.. we rabat the

figure 2 upon the plane ai we obtain a new figure 3 in the

plane ai. IbitL 10. § 12, Locus of vertex of projection during

rabatment.

Xtabbi, sb. 2. b, (Modem example.)

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xi. (1899) 1. 703 One of the great

Presbyterian Rabbici . . might well doubt whether, . he should
be a gainer by a ccmprehension.

Rabbinic. B. sb. Also//.
X90S Jewish Encycl. XI. 93/2 In 1892 Schechter was elected

reader in rabbinics [at Cambridge].

Rabbinism. 2. (Recent example.)
1920 Missionary Rec. Apr. 78/2 Here he is more indepen-

dent, refusing responsibility for not a few of his hero's

'rabbinisms'.

Habbit, sb.^ Add : 2. e. A poor performer

at any game, esp. cricket, golf, or tennis, slang,
. X906 IVestt/i. Gas. 8 May 1/3 Nearly every eleven has a
* rabbit' or two at the end, 1908 A. W. Mvers Compl.
Lawn Tenuis Player 184 There was no draw at all, the

manager,, merely selecting the four semi-finalists and filling

in the gaps with the other players, most of them * rabbits .

1926 F. G. Lowe Lawn Tennis Guide 13 Even the humblest
' rabbit ' will find Lawn Tennis a wonderful hobby and re-

laxation if he follows and plays it keenly. 1927 Daily
Express 2 Mar. 3/7 The championships are getting on
famously. A great elimination of 'rabbits' took place on
Monday and yesterday.

3. a. rabbit-far7n, -fur^ -trap,

1900 J. K. Jekome Three Men on Brtmmel v. 106 A man
starting a *rabbit farm with twelve selected rabbits, . must,

at the end of three years, be in receipt of an income of two
thousand a year. 1873 Pract. Mag. 1. 282 *Rabbit Fur as

a substitute for Wool and Cotton. 1856C Patmoke Angel
in Ho. II. ProL 3 But she turn'd pale, for now the beast

Found stock-still in the *rabbit-trap,..Unglobed himself.

b. rabbit-farmer^ -farming.
1900 J. K. Jerome Three Men on Bumiuelv. 106 We did

not start *rabbit farming. . . I have never met a *rabbit farmer

myself worth two thousand a year.

c, rabbitfaced \ rabbit-proof ^^y^.
1905 E. F. Benson Image in Sand i, He was a "rabbit.

faced little man. 183a Planting 26 tin Ltbr. Use/. Kn.,
Hutb. Ill) The fence of a forest-tree nursery requires to be
•rabbit-proof.

4, rabbit-foot (3), the foot of a rabbit carried, esp

by American negroes, to bring luck ; rabbit-hawk,
the North American red-tailed or hen-hawk

;

rabbit-hearted a., cowardly; rabbit-punch, a
punch on the back of the neck ; rabbit-rat (ex-

ample).
190a Harden Ahner Daniel 309 Pole worked the •rabbit-

foot on them back there, a 1909 * O. Henry' Roads of
Destiny vt 101 ' It's passed the Senate,' said Lonny. . .

* That's
lucky,' said the pale man. * Do you carry a rabbit's foot ?

'

1880 G. W. Cable Grandissitnes vii. 43 A great •rabbit-
hawk sat alone in the top of a lofty pecan-tree. 1904 ' O.
Henry ' Heart 0/ litest 64 The other eye noticed a rabbit-
hawk sitting on a dead limb in a water-elm. 1910 Chambers*

s

yml. Dec. S12/1 '*Rabbit-hearted ' is an expression com-
monly used. 1915 CoRRi^o Years Boxing Referee 175 The
occipital punch is well described by its other name, the
' *rabbit.punch ', derived from the way in which a game-
keeper puts a rabbit out of pain. 1879 A. R. Wallace
AustralcLsia iii. 55 The Peramelidae, or bandicoots and
•rabbit-rats, are small animals with sharp nose and long
claws, allied to the kangaroos,

Aabbitry. (Example in sense *3e,) Also,

the play or performance of ' rabbits * in any game.
1930 Observer 25 May 16 The rabbitry . . is faithful to the

definition of the game [sc. of golf] as ' pedestrianism round

tlie margin of the links '. 1931 A. Marshall Mr. jfim v. 44
Her two younger girls., were made welcome at these [tennis]

parties, so that Mrs. Giudon's rabbitry should not be put to

shame,

Xtabbity^ a, (Further examples.)
1995 M, R. James Warning to Curious 141 This young

man.. was rather a rabbity aniemic subject. 1938 Daily
Express 21 Aug. 4 Tennis enthusiasts are generally enthu-
siasts over dancing as well, be they Wimbledon' stars 'or
the rabbitiest rabbits of the public courts.

Rabble, sb."^ 5. Add : rabble-rouser,

1843 Carlton New Purchase xxii. 211 Nothing surpasses

the munificent promises of a genuine rabble-rouser, just be-

fore an election. ig26Even. Standard 12 July^/2 You need
not be a Tammany politician to know the meaning of boodle,

gerrymander, carpet-bagger, wirepuller, rabble-rouser.

Rabble^ sb,^ Add: 4. C^jw^., as rabble-arm
= sense 3.

1905 ElectrochcDt. ^ Metall. Industry May 194/1 The
upper four hearths are provided with two rabble-arms each,

the sixth and seventh with three rabble-arms, in order to in-

crease the stirring and discharge rather on one side of the

furnace,

Itabble, z'.^ Add: 2. b. To go ^as a rabble.

a i86i T. WiNTHROP John Brent ix. 93 He dismissed his

audience with an Ameii, and an injunction to keep closer to

the train., and not be 'rabbling off to catch grasshoppers'.

Rabbling, vbl. sb,^ (Further example.)
1818 Scott Rob Roy xx\\\, Nane were keener 'against it

[the Union] than the Glasgow folk, wi' their rabblings and
their risings, and their mobs, as they ca' them now-a-days.

Rabelaisian, A. adj, (Earlier example.)
1817 Ladv Morgan France (1818) II. 273 He talked of re-

covery, . .and still emitted some of those sparks of Rabelai-

sian humour, attributed to him by contemporary wits.

Rabelaisianism. Also, a Rabelaisian feature

or characteristic.

193a Times Lit. Suppl, 5 Jan. 9/1 His [Balzac's] mere
Rabelaisianisms sometimes bring a later accent into what
should be a very simple atmosphere.

Race, sb^- Add : 8. (Earlier examples.)
e. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 944 The back wall of the

barn is to be sunk sufficientlydeep for the wheel of the thresh-

ing-mill and the race (horse-course) from it.

g. 1834-6 Barlow in Encyl. Metrcp. (1845) VHI. 88/2 The
wheel IS fixed in what is called a race, formed of stonework,
agreeing with the curvature of the wheel.

11. a. rac<f-^i7««f/ (earlier example), -rzVifr (later

example), -track \ b. raco-goer, a frequenter of

race-meetings ; so race-going vbl, sb. ; race-mark,
a mark attached to pigeons before a particular race

;

so race-mark v, trans., to supply (pigeons) with

race-marks; race-path, (a) a race-track; (b) the

channel along which water flows to a mill-wheel

;

race-plate, {b) a grooved plate through which
matrices pass in a type-setting machine (Webster

1911); raoe-trough, aplankwithraisededgesalong

which goods are passed in loading or unloading

ships or wagons.
X898A E.T.Watson Tur/iioltl had to propound a nde

for the guidance of a young *race-goer who was determined
to bet, I sliould say [etc.]. 1905 ll^estm.Gaz. 31 Aug. 8/3 The
Great Central is . . catering for the wants of race-goers. 1919
Susan Ertz Galaxy xv. 332 He had always beeti so busy
with his.. shooting, his *race-coing» and latterly his horses.

1727 Maryland Hist. Mag. VII. 400 This Vestry resolve

to meet on Thursday . . at the *race ground near the Bensons.

1890 Homing News 3 Jan. 14/3 Advl., He is not certain

about the 'race marks. 1928 Sunday Dispatch 8 July^ 22/3
liirds competing in the .. race from Marennes, ., will be
*racemarked at No. 5 platform. 1837 Knickerbocker Mag.
X. 413 The only *racc-path known in this new settle-

ment was that on which the husband and wife contended for

the prize of domestic comfort. 1853 F. W. Thomas J. Ran-
dolph etc 84 Along the devious narrow race-path to tlie

mill-dam. x8a7 J. F. Cooper Prairie xxiij, She is no great

*race-rider. 1866 'P. V. Nasby* Struggles 255 The *race

tiack is plowed up and in cotton. 1897 Outing XXX. 88/2
The half-mile track, .is not only used for trainmjj purposes,

but is used also as a race-track. 184Z T. Carlvlk m Comhiil
Mag, (1922) Oct. 496 A huge high pier of wood.. lowered
down upon us a long *race-trough of wood, by the side of

which at due distances some four men stationing them-
selves (etc.).

Race, sb.^ Add : 11. race- conflict y -ctiltttre^

feelings -qtiarrelj 'Sense, -stiicide^ -type ; race-con-

sciotiS adj.

s88o ToURCEE Inms. Empire xii. 513 Any one who asked
the support of colored men as against a Democratic nominee
was precipitating a *race -conflict. 1927 Observer $ June 5/3
Frenchmen are not so*race-consciousas either Englishmen
or Americans. 1909 C. W. Saleeby (title) Parenthood and
* Race Culture. An Outline of Eugenics. 1907 Mrs. Harris
Tents 0/ IVickedness iv. iii. 358 There's a large negro vote
here. "Race feeling runs higher than in any part of the
state. 1931 F. L. Allen Only Yesterday iii. 68 If a white
man stooa up for a Negro in a *racc quarrel, he might be
kidnapped and beaten up. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. *Race-
sense. 1901 E. A. Ross in Ann. Amer. Acad, Pol. ^ Soc.
Set. July 88 For a case like this I can find no words so apt

as ' *race suicide '. 1927 Peake & Fleure Priests 4- Kinss
181 '*Race-type ' in a general sense is a very difficult matter
to define.

Race, "^'^ Add : 2. (Further example.)
1901 Oxford Mag. 24 Apr. 290/1 [The Oxford crew] never

allowing their opponents to increase their lead, but never
attempting to race up alongside.

Race, v^^ 1. Read : Now tcchn. and dial.

1884 Uptoti,on-Severn Gloss,^ Race^ v., Pron. of rase, to

scratch or abrade.

Hace-about. [f. Race v.^ + About adv.'\ A
type of sailing-yacht.

1905 St. Nicholas Aug. 865 There were other prizes, of

course: the much-coveted silver cup, . .pennants for the

rnceabouts and halfralers, and a first money prize of twenty-
five dollars for the fishermen's sloops.

B.a*ce-coiirsey, a. [f. Race-coukse + -y^].

Suggestive of or like a race-course.

19*3 Chambers's frul. Dec. 776/2 The eighth hole . . is well

adapted for the purpose, being of a long, fiat, race-coursey
make-up.

Race-liorse. 1. (Earlier attrib. examples.)
1845 W. G. SiMMS IVigwam ^ Cabin L 32 He had the

sanguine, the race-horse temperament. 1848 E. Bryant
California xxiv. 319 We.. were soon on the road again,
travelling at racehorse speed. 1868 H. Woodruff Trotting
Horse ii. 47, I do not undertake to disparage the method
pursued by the race-horse men.

RacemiCf <^- Add : Racemic compoi4nd,zxi. opti-

cally inactive combinaton of dextro-rotatory and
Isevo-rotatory isomers in equal molecular propor-

tions.

1897 Proc. Chem. Soc, 3 June 135 Those which closely

resemble the corresponding active compounds are called

pseudoraceniic^ the name racemic compound being reserved

for those of the other group.

SacemisiU (rse'samiz'm). Chem. [f. Racemic
+ -ISM.] An optically inactive condition produced

by the combination of dextro- and Isevo-rotatory

isomers. So Sacexnlza'tlon, the production of

this condition, Ka'cemlze, v, iram.y to make
optically inactive through racemism. Ra'cemlzed
ppl. a. Ba'cemoid a.^ exhibiting racemism.
\Z9SPr0c. Chem. Soc, 23 Apr.97 The ethereal salts, .were

examined for racemoid compounds, but the quantity found

was not sufficient to account for the low activity Ibid.^

Some other explanation of the diflTerencc of activity of the

ethereal sails, .nmst be found than the supposition that the

mineral acids cause r.icemisation. Ibid.y In examining..
for the presence of racemised salt by converting it into zinc

lactate. 1904 Science 5 Aug. 178/2 In the cases of some
double nuclei (as the camphor group) racemism appears to

be impossible, owing to the peculiar molecular structure.

RacemonS, a, (Later example.)
1821 W. P.C. ^KvcioH Flora N. Amer, I. 79 In this case, the

floriferous ramuU must be considered as racemous branches.

Raceway. Add : 1. (Earlier example.)
1837 Knickerbocker Mag. IX. 254, I was jerked out with

great spite, and, with an imprecation, thrown into the race-

way.
3. A metal pipe enclosing electric wiring inside

a building,
1C97 Moore Ho^ to Build iv. 5S Conduits or raceways

for carrying wires through the house should be of iron or

other metal.

4. A passage or groove along which types arc

moved in a type-setting machine.
1898 Inland Printer Nov. J78/1 This machine will select

the type, place them in a raceway and move them along

until a line is set up.

KachiU, variant of Ratchel.

Racial, sb, [f. the adj.] A member of a

particular race.

i9» Contenip. Rev. Aug. 159 Wlien he thinks of the pro-

blems of African or Indian racials in the West Indies, he

doubtless 'does not think of them only as they emerge in the

West Indies.

Kacialisxn (r^'J'aliz'm), [f. Racial a. -t- -ism.J

Tendency to racial feeling ; antagonism between

different races of men.
1907 Daily Chron. 2 Jan. 6/3 The two principal planks in

the party platform are opposition to all racialism and co-

operation with the Government. 1910 IVestm. Gaz. 11 Apr.

10/3 In the country districts [of South Africa] the death of

Racialism is most apparent. 1919 J. L. Garvin Econ.

Found. Peace 198 Liberty and racialism had to break up

its bases. 1915 E. S. Jones Christ of Indian Road ii. 67

Amid the racial clash and bitterness there stands one who
is the Son of man. Racialism withers at his touch.

Racialist (rifi-J'alist). [f. Racial a. + -lST.]

One who fosters racialism.

1930 Observer 22 June 13/4 Some of its characters said

things that were calculated to make the blood of headstrong

racialists boil.

BacializationCiv'^J'alaiz^pn). [f. Racial a. +
-TzATiON.] The process ofmaking or becoir\ing racial

in outlook or sympathies. So Sacialize v, trans..



^

BACING.

1918 Hastings's Encycl. Relis- .* Ethics X. 557/2 Why
should the most progressive Muslim populations be affected

most powerfully by ' racialization ', which is clearly a retro-

gressive tendency? 1930 Month Dec 485 A Catholic, foU

lowing St. Paul, will repudiate this attempt to racialize the

universal genius of Christianity.

Bacingfi z''^/. f^.l Add: 1. (Further example.)
1901 Chambers's Jrnl. Apr. 221/2 The Turbtnia has been

run . . in almost all states 01 the sea, and on no occasion has
the slightest symptom of racing occurred.

2. racing-car^ establishment (earlier example),

-motor-car^ -track ; racing-dope (see Dope sb,^),

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. *Racing*car. 1931 F. L. Allen
Oniy Yesterday \v. 81 Workmen forgot to be class-conscious

as they., studied the 'racing dopeaboutMorvich, \Zxi Steele

Papers 1 1. 649 'X'here is nothing . . which wd. afford me greater

pleasure than to see a respectable "racing establishment at

this place. 1909 li^estm. Caz. 21 Oct._5/i Fewer accidents

have happened to aviators in proportion to their numbers
than to *racing-motor-car drivers in the same period. i9a9

W. E. CoLLiNsoN Spoken Engl. 7a They've built a grey-

hound 'racing-track just near the house.

Sociology (r/«si|(?16d3i). [f. Race j6.2 -h

-(ojLOGY.j The scientific siudy of races of men.
1924 Glasgotv Herald 7 Feb. 6/5 Societies were formed

for the study of their language and raciology, just when the

authentic gipsies had begun to disappear.

Rack, J^.^ Add : 3. e. To stand {ox come) up to

the rack : to face or bear the consequences of what
one has undertaken ; to take one's share of hard

work or responsibility. U.S,
1835 Col. Crockett*! Tour 69 It was a hard row to hoe;

but 1 stood up to the rack. 1837 R. M. Bird Nick 0/
Woods II. 183 But, you see, captain, there's a bargain first

to be struck between us, afore I comes up to the rack.

1848 J. F. Cooper Oak Open. 11. iii- 43 '^^^ English used
to l>oast that the Americans wouldn't ' sUnd up to the rack ',

if the baggonet was set to work.

6. o. Also rackand-pinion railway.
X903 Baedeker s Northern Italy 13 From Capolago to the

Monte Generoso, rack-and-pinion railway in 56 minutes.

1906 IVestm. Gaz. 29 Sept. 2/3 The little electric train.,

creeps painfully up the rack and pinion railway.

8. b. Abbrev. of rack{'and-pi7tion) railway.

1909 in IVestm, Gaz. 7 Aug. 7/2 The greater part of the

line would traverse exceedingly difficult country, necessi-

tating., possibly a few short lengths of rack.

0. rack-chase, a chase having racked sides into

which fit two adjustable bars.

x88i J. Southward Practical Printing 72 *Rack chases

for fixing small formes on presses arc made the size of a press

table, and obviate the use of furniture.

Hack, v.^ 3, o. (Earlier example.)
1856 'Stonehengc' Brit. Rural Sports 330/2 The lad

fir^t racks up his horse, so that he cannot lit down, but can
reach his manger.

Hack, v^ (Later example.)
1888 Mrs. Custer Tenting on Plains s\. 187 He [the horse]

is very affectionate, and he racks a mile inside of three

minutes.

Rack-bone* (Later example.)
1831 VouAir Horse 153 The other neck, or rack-bones, as

they are denominated by the farrier,.. are of a strangely ir-

regular shape.

!Elacker-. (Later examples.)
1891 Harper's Mag. Aug. 366/1, I have seen more than

one rackcr of true Norman blood. 190a A. D. McFaul Ike
Glidden xiv. io3 Lickety got ter puflin' up his ole boss, sozc

you'd a thought it was the Millbridge Racker.

Racket, sb,^ 3. Now nsually, any scheme or

procedure which aims at obtaining money or effect-

ing other objects by unusual, illegal, and often

violent, means; a distinctive form of organized

crime in Chicago and other large cities of the U.S.A.
1928 Daily Express 14 Sept. i/i The 'racket' has for

years been distinctively a Chicago institution ; and it has

been found to be such a profitable form of crime there that

it is spreading to the other large cities of the Middle West.

1930 in Morn. Post 17 June 13/2 Conditions in Chicago are

better than in any big city in the country except for a few

'rackets'. 1931 F. L Allem Onlv Yesterday x. % 6. 266

The word 'racket,' in the general sense of an occupation

which produces easy money., was employed over fifty years

ago in Tammany circles in New York.

4. (Later example.)
1930 Punch 19 Feb, 204/3 'f h" friend had been a sports-

man, he'd have stood the racket himself.

Racket, 2^.^ 1. Tt>- (Modern example.)

x85i F. W. Robinson No Church iv, An improvident young
man, who. .would racket away all the money he might be

able to leave her.

Racketeer (riEketI»u), J*. U,S. [f. *Racket
sb:-' 3 + -EEit] A member of one of various gangs

or associations of criminals in cities of the U.S.A.,

practising extortion, intimidation, violence, and

other illegal acts on a large scale; any person

making *casy * money by such means.
loaS Daily Express 14 Sept. 1/4 * Racketeers,'.. now con-

trol 150 lines of business in Chicago, and collect an enormous
tribute for immunity from their violence. 19*9 C. E. Meb-
RtAM Chicago 48 In a more special way the racketeer is a

regulator of competitive business by means of pressure of

an illegal and violent nature. 1930 Ti/itesii Jan. 9/5 There
were two new victims of 'racketeers' yesterday. 1930

Morn. Post 17 June ii/a Federal officials have founda way
of making life miserable for the 'racketeers'. 1930 Philip

Macoonald Link 193 As a matter of fact, you're wron^ m
saying that mcketeers are connected with boot-legging.

They may be, but very rarely.

Racketeer (rcekcll^-i), v. U.S. [f. the sb.]

trans. To subject to racketeering.

155

19*8 Tittle 30 Jan, ii/a In 36 years in Chicago I have
never been held up, robbed, or r.icketeered.

Racketee'nng, vbL sb. U.S. [f. Racket-
eer sb. + ING 1.] The business of racketeers ;

a system of organized crime directed chiefly to

extorting money from business firms by intimidation,

violence, or other illegal methods.
1928 Daily Express 14 Sept. 1/4 * Racketeering ' is the

new word that has been coined in America to describe the
big business of organised crime. 1930 Times 11 Jan. 9/5
Murderous ^ang feuds and 'racketeering/.. are increasing
to an alaiming extent in New York and its vicinity. 1930
Randolph £«/r?^/-;>^ (Elkins W. Va.) 30 Oct. 5/2 Racke-
teering isn't Americanism.

Racking, vbL sb.^ Masowy. An arrangement
of stones or bricks in successive steps.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 437/1 The foundations must be
spread below the column bases. ..This is accomplished by
rackings of stone or brickwork, [etc.].

Rack-out, a> [f. Kack v.'^ 5.] Designed to

rack out.

lig^ Photogr. Ann. 333 This camera is well known. It

has double extension leather bellows... The extension is

rack-out, but by an ingenious arrangement instantly ex-
tended as required.

Rack-pin. 1. (Earlier example.)
183a M. Scott Tom Critsele's Log xi. {1842) 250 Friend, if

thou be'st not nautical^ thou knowest what a rack-pin^

something of the stoutest, is.

Racoon, b. Add : racoon-cap U.S., a cap

made from the dressed skin of the racoon ; racoon-
oyster (earlier examples).
1840 Ktiickerbocker Mag. XVI. 163 He then made me a

rakish Vaccoon-cap, with a flaunting tail to it. 1847 in H.
Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 151 For. .several years after the
war, raccoon-caps, with fur outside, .were almost universally

worn. 1835 W. G. Simms Partisan 417 Ihis bed is as hard
as a bed of "racoon oysters. 1854 — Soutlvward Ho iii. 28
They procure the ordinary ' racoon oyster '—the meanest of
the tribe.

Rad, a.'^ (Later example.)
1863 R. QuiNN Heather Lintie (ed. 3) 43 We'd ns be rad

o' scath frae weather.

Raddled///, a.2 (Further example.)
1939 Maskfield Havjbucks 307 Bob held them on over

a raddled deep stream.

Radial, a* Add : 2. d. Radial velocity, the

velocity of a star along the line of sight of an
observer.

1895 Nature 13 June 155/2 Measurement of Radial Velo-
cities.—The methods at present employed for the measure-
ment of the movements of the heavenly bodies towards or

away from the earth usually involve the use of a comparison
spectrum. \^\ Discovery Sept. 235/2 The average radial

velocities of stars of the later types were greater than those

of the earlier types.

3. radial engine, a type of internal combustion

engine having its cylinders arranged like radii of

a circle.

193a Encycl. Brit, XXX. 36/2 Connecting-rods of rotary

and radial engines consist usually of one master rod,, .with

the big end enlarged to form circular lugs [etc.^

B. sb. Add : 4. Short for *radial engine.
I9aa Encycl. Brit. XXX. 40/1 Even air-cooling is more

easily obtained on a * radial.'

Radiant. B. sb, 1. Also, a substance or body

emitting other forms of radiation.

1903 Elect. lYorld 4- Engin, 36 Dec 1034 (Cent. Suppl.)

M. Blondlot*s latest discovery is that radiants which give

out N-rays can communicate a similar variety of radio-

activity to some neutral bodies upon which the N-rays fall.

Radiate, v. Add: 1. c. spec. To transmit

electro-magnetic waves ; to use a wireless trans-

mitter.

1917 Daily Express so Sept. 7/1 Lucas discontinued

radiating, but the engineer, . . again called in J uly, and Lucas
admitted transmitting under another call.

Radiation. Add : 2. b. The emission of

Kontgen or X rays, or the rays characteristic of

radio-active substances ; radio-activity ; also concr.,

radio-active or X rays.

1896 A. W. Porter in Strand Mag. July roS/s The new
radiation cannot be seen by the eye. 1903 Encycl. Brit.

XXVIIL 40/''2 Polonium appears to emit a kind of radia-

tion very similar to the Rontgen rays. Ibid. 41/1 Radium
emits radiation of at least two types.

4. radiation pressure, pressure accompanying
the incidence of light or other radiations on a sur-

face; light-pressuie.

1904 JVestttt. Gaz. 14 Apr. 2/1 Most investigators of recent

times have utilised the idea of *radiation pressure. 1927
Macphkrson Mod. Astron. 96 It is now generally admiited

that the chief factor in producing comets tails b the radia-

tion pressure.

Radiator. Add : b, (Earlier example.)

1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 21-^ The introduction of cvapora-

tory radiators and registers.

c. The water-cooling apparatus of an automobile

consisting of a large number of thin metal tubes

through which the heated liquid circulates and round
which air passes.

1900 Sci. Aitter. Suppl. 25 Aug. 20617/3 The present water
circulating plan. .has. .the defect of complicating the mech-
anism by the addition of tanks, radiators and pumps,
causing multiplied trouble. 1905 Daily Chron. 6 Jul)^ 5/2
Lancia had negotiated half of the round when his radiator

suddenly burst, and left him stranded. 1908 Westtn.Gaz.j
Ji'Iy 4/3 In order to ascertain whether any, .water still

remained in the radiator Capuin Trevor unscrewed the cap.

RADIO-.

d. An aerial wire for radiating electro-magnetic

waves; a transmitting aerial.

1903 Sci. Amer. Suppl. 4 July 23C00/3 The 'aerial or
radiator; that was the tall wire which.. sent electric waves
off into the ether.

Radicel. (Earlier example.)
X819 LiNiiLEV tr. Richard's Observ. Fruits ^ Seeds 63 A

slight rim round tlie base of the radicel.

RadiferOUS (radi-feros), a. [irreg. f. *Radium
+ L. -_/5rr producing +-OUS.] Containing or yield-

ing radium.
1903 Hammer Radium 18 They used two small bulbs..,

one containing one gramme of radiferous barium chloride.

1913 J. Cox Beyond the Atom vi. 89 Several investigators

made a thorough search of all the known radiferous minerals.

Radio (r^'dio), sb. [Independent use of the

initial element of *Radio-telegraph, *Radio-
TELEGBAPHT, *RaDIO-TELEGRAM, *RaDIO-TELE-
PHONY etc.]

I'he term ' Radio ' was suggested as the mark of wireless

telegrams under the Radio Convention drawn up in Berlin

in 1906 (see Internal. Kadiotelegr. Convention Service Reg.
X. 34), and adopted as this by the U.S. Congress in 1913.

1. A message sent by wireless telegraphy or tele-

phony ; a radio-telegram.

J91S R. H. Davis With Allies 2 For any exhibition they
gave of excitement or concern, the news the radio brought
them might have been the result of a by-election. 1919
Aihcnmuttt 23 May 360/2. 1920 Glasgoiv Herald 10 Aug. 7
In reply the Polish Government sent the following radio.

1921 K. D. Paink Comr. Rolling Ocean xiv. 345, 1 shall have
to get a radio off to my wife to come on from Ohio and meet
nie. 1934 R. Keable Recatiipeitce t (1926) 18 There's a
radio in. The Bahttoral sailed a fortnight after we did.

2. Wireless telegraphy or telephony ; esp., the

organized broadcasting of news, music, messages,

speeches, etc., in any country or district.

1933 C. W. Taussig {.title) The Book of Radio : A com-
plete, simple explanation of Radio Reception and Trans-
mission. 1934 Glas^otxj Herald a6 Jan. 11/5 At the^ time
when radio is in its infancy, experimentalists midway in the

United States summoned their friends to hear the Atlantic

waves and Pacific surf simultaneously.

3. A wireless receiving-set.

1935 H. L. Foster Trop. Tratnp Tourists 97 It fairly

shrieked with the blare of jazz—of jazz from radios, jazz

from mechanical pianos, jazz from phonographs, jazz even
from jazz bands.

4. attrib. a. Connected with, designed for, or

used in wireless telegraphy or telephony.
Very common in recent use in connection with ordinary

broadcasting as radio-cabinet^ -club, -departtnent ; radio-

anttouncer, -audience, etc.

191a Act o/Cottgress in Year-hk. WireUss Telegr. 96 The
radio operator, .must furnish to the inspector evidence that

he is 'skilled in the use of the apparatus *. Ibid. 102 The
list of radio st.iiioiis of the United States. 1916 Lit. Digest

(N. Y.) 1 Jan. 13/1 It is conceivable that thissm.iU body
of men might have neither sending or receiving radio-

apparatus. Ibid. 13/2 Mr. Gcrnsback, in July 1915, first

conceived the idea of organizing the Radio League of

America, xoao Glasgow Herald ig Aug. 7 An agreement
having just been concluded with the Radio Corporation.

.

which will enable wireless messages to be sent direct [etc.].

1931 R. D. Paink Cotiir. Rolling Ocean iv. 73 The radio

man reports storm signals hoisted all the way from Key
West to Norfolk. Ibid. xi. 182 The radio wires had been

carried away by whizzing fragments of cargo. Ibid. xiv. 244

A message from the radio-room, sir. i^z6 Atlantic Monthly
Apr. 377/2 The study of electron-emission has given us

..radio broadcasting. 1936 Public Opinion 2 July 17/2,

27,000,000 persons are now radio listeners in the United
Stales. 1937 Saturday Even. Post 24 Dec. i8/i More motor
cars, more textiles, shoes, garments, radio sets.

b. Transmitted or broadcast by wireless tele-

graphy or telephony ; obtained by wireless.

1910 Act o/Cci:gres5 in Year-Ik. Wireless Telegr. (1913)

93 An Act to require Apparatus and Operators for Radio
Communication on certain Ocean Steamers. 1916.^1^.
Digest (N. y.) I ^an. 13/2 The radio-message containing

this intelligence is (laslled over the hills. 1930 Blackw.
Mag. Aug. 187/2 Captain Hunt sent me a radio-message

saying that the Perseus had landed men at Pishkhan that

morning. «93S Glasgow Herald i Sept. 8 One of the

many limitations of radio-drama will be the impossibility of

introducing any but audible actions of a simple kind. igaS

Collier^s 29 Dec. 26/1 He averages ?5,ooo a week from.. his

radio singing.

5. Comb.^ as radio-steered adj.

1917 Nature 2 Aug. 442/2 The reader will find in chap,

xiv. an account of the work done in attempts to develop a
radio-steered torpedo.

Ra*diO| 1^' [f- prec] trans, andintr. To trans-

mit or send (messages, music, news, etc.) by wireless

telegraphy or telephony.

1936 H. T. WiLKiNS Marvels Mod. Mech. 213 As soon as

the observer spots a shoal of fish, he marks a square on the

chart,., and at once radios to the port. ig^Glasgoiu Herald
20 Dec. 9 The British ship Defender has radioed that it has

saved twomcmbersof the crew of the schooner Lincoln. 1938

L. North Parasites 13 Abel radioed that he would split the

difference.

Radio-. 2. Physics. (Read :) Connected with

X rays, radio-active substances, the rays from these,

or other forms of radiation, as Radio-atoinlc a.,

of or pertaining to radio-active atoms. Badio-

blo'logy, that branch of biology which deals with

the effects of radiations on animal bodies. Badlo-

che'mistry, the chemistry of radio-active sub-

stances. Badio-dermatl'tls, dermatitis produced

by radium orX rays. Badlo-o-aergy, energy trans-



RADIO-ACTIVATE.

mitted in rays. Ba-aio(rene, an apparatus for ob-

taining radium emanation dissolved in water or

another liquid. Ka'dio-lead, an isotoiie of lead

resulting fromthedisintegrationofradium. Badio-

metaUorraphy, the study of metals by means of

X rays. Badio-an-rtrlcal a., combining surgery

with the use of radium ; so Badio-suTg-ery.

Badlo-tho-rlTun, an isotope of thorium.

19JO rubUc OfinioH 16 Apr. 373/3 M"" "='> harness the

awful forces of *r.-idio-atomic energy. \g(H Jriil. Phy$.

Ckim, Oct. 506 Under chemical energetics we find the mass

law relations for equilibrium and reaction velocity,., electro-

chemistry, photochemistry .ind *radiochemistry. 1908 /"rac.

tithnrriaTX. 811 Too long and careless exposure may induce

a •radiodermatitis, which, if severe, will.. prove extremely

difficult to heal. i9»65>«rfo/<»-6 Nov. 789/2 Dr. Nordmann
..thinks that all cancers may be forms of radiodermatitis,

the disease which attacks radiologists. 1903 Science Ab-
stracts A. VI. 297 It would seem, that with radium we have

a direct transformation of the potential gravitational enerffy

into "radio-energy. 1918 R. Knox Radiogr. >, Radio-

Therapeutics II. 515 Radiogene. 1908 Science Abstiacts

A. XI. 427 An account of methods tliat have been used to

separate RaD, RaE, RaF from •radio-lead. 1930 Clascta

Herald 5 Mar. 9 The development of this science of •radio-

metallography depends.. upon the discovery of a detector

more sensitive to the rays than those at present known.

19*9 Daiiy Express 16 Jan. 9/6 Even if_ the growth should

have extended to the glands, *radio-surgical methods would

offer 8 good prospect of eradication. 1907 Athenxnm ^^i

Aug. 344/2 Thorium, .gives nofewer than seven radio.active

products.. : mesothorium, *radiothorium, thorium X, thori-

um emanation, and thorium A, B, and C.

b. Connected with electro-magnetic radiations

or pertaining to wireless telegraphy or telephony,

as Ba:dio-oondu'ctor (see Diet.), Ba:dio-en-

erineerinir, -flrequency, -micrometer, etc. Also

'Radiogoniometer, *Kadiogram, *Radiogkaph,

etc.

1919 J. A. Fleming Tkerimonic Valve Pref. p. viii, The
author submits.. this suggestion tentatively to the *radio.

engineering fraternity. 1919 W. D. Owen Guide to Study

of Ionic Valve 13 'I'he valve gives better results as a de-

tector of *radlo-frequency currents when this non-linear

characteristic is made use of. 1907 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 622

Measurements made with the *raaio-micrometer confirm

this estimate approximately.

Radio-a-ctivate, ZJ. [f. next •»- -ate.] /ra«j. To
make radio-active.

1903 Elect. World 4 Engin. 28 Mar. 529/2 An account of

the investigation of the radio-acti\-ating process at the foot

of waterfalls.

Ibadio-active (r^i:diO|K'ktiv), a. [f. Radio- 2

-^ Active a.] Of substances : Undergoing spon-

taneous atomic disintegration with (or without) the

emission of rays capable of penetrating opaque

bodies and affecting a photographic plate, and
having certain electrical properties. Also applied

to the emitted rays. Hence Baidio-a'ctively, adv.

1898 NatureiZ July 312/1 On a new radio-active substance

in pitchblende. 1900 tsee Radio- 2]. 1905 J. J. Thomson in

Times 27 Mar.6/2 Radioactivity meant that some change was
going on in the radioactive body. 1913 (?. /f (W. July 117 The
disintegration ofatom after atom of the radio-active element.

^925 J. JoLV Surfcue-Hist. of Earth 147 This method
would not be reliable, .if the lead was in either case unstable

^Le. ultimately changed radioactively into something else.

1936 R. W. Lawson tr. Hevesy ^ Paneth's Radioactivity 78

loos are produced along the tracks of the radioactive rays.

SadiO-activity (r^itdi^isektiviti). [f, Radio-

+ Activity.] The property possessed by a group
of elements (radium, polonium, thorium, uranium,

etc.) and their salts of emitting corpuscles and rays

of a special character ; spontaneous atomic disin-

tegration of substancescharacterized by the emission

of rays and the formation of different substances

;

that branch of physics which invesligates this.

1899 Nature Nov. 71/1 On the radio-activity induced by
the Becquercl rays. 1900 [see Radio- 2]. 190s Harpers
Mag. Aug. 364/1 For days Professor Curie was unable \.o

approach his electrometers.. owing to his acquired radio-

activity. X909 Daily Chron. 28 Sept. 1 /6 Sir Oliver Lodge
states that a cosmic electro-magnetic disturbance.. is now
believed to be due to solar radio-activity. igisC^. />'«'. July
1x7 It was. .the phenomena of radio-activity that opened the

new cliapter in science we have now to study. 1920 Dii-
covery Apr. 122/1 This [of Becquercl] was the first discovery
in the science which later became known as radio-activity.

Hadio-beacon : see *RADiOPHAiiE.

Sa'dio-e'lement. [f. Radio- 2 + Element.]
A radio-active element.

1903 F. SoDDY in Contemp. Rev. May 709 In the Periodic
table of elements arranged in the ascending order of their
atomic weights the three radio-elements are therefore at the
extreme end. 1926 R. W. Lawson tr. He7iesy /f Paneth's
Radioactivity 107 The large majority Df the radio-elements
can only be obtained in unweighable quantities.

Xiadiogonio'meter. [f. *Radio- 2 b -i- Gonio-
U£T£B.] All apparatus for discovering the direction

from which electro-magnetic impulses are coming,
used for finding the directions of ships and aircraft.

Hence Ba:diOKoniom.e'tric a., of, or pertaining

to a radiogoniometer; connected with or used in

ladiogoniometry ; Baidiogonlo-metry, direction-

finding by means of a radiogoniometer.

1908 J. A. Fleming Radiotelegr, If Radiotele^. 178 This
arrangement for locating the direction of a .station is called

a radiogoniometer by its inventors, and promises to be of
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considerable use in connection with radiotelcjrraphy. 1913

Year.Bk, Wireless Tetegr. 310 The radiogoniometer., con-

si.sts of two coils wound over and at right angles to each

other, each coil being connected to one of the directive

aerials [etc]. 193a Encycl. Brit.yiyi'A. 49/1 Another im-

portant war development.. is the system of navigation by
' direction finding ', or ' radiogoniometry '. 19J7 Daily Ex-
press 13 Oct. 11/5 A radiogoniometric aeiia), an ingenious

piece of wireless apparatus which enables tlie exact position

of an air liner in flight to be located.

JLadiograni ^. (Fiuther example.)
X931 R. Knox Gen. Practice ^ X-rays 11 The term 'radio-

gram ' is unfortunate also, since a message transmitted by
wireless is also called a ' radiogram'.. .A radiogram may be
defined as a shadow-picture of structures lying in different

planes reproduced on a flat surface., .itisnot a photograph,

although the positives have to be printed on paper.

KadiOgram^ (r^''di(?gr3em). [*Kadio- 2 b.] =
Radio-teleguam.
1905 PreL Conf. Wireless Telegr» 10 It secnw to us inad-

visable., to insist on the interchange of radiograms between
ships on the high sea. 1921 [see prcc.]. 1925 H. L. Foster
Trop. Tramp Tourists ij-z Radiogram just came in. The
railwaycan only furnish us with six cars. igzgStar 21 Aug.

12/4 The wireless message was in reply to the following

radiogram.

Radiograph (re^-diogioV), sbK [*IIadio- 2 b.]

= *I<ADIO-TKLEGBAPH,
1905 Fret. Con/. Wireless Telegr. 5 It is to him that we

owe the first radiograph apparatus.

Itadiograpliic,a.2 [*Radio-2 b.] = *EADio-
TELEGRAPHIC a.

1905 Prel. Conf. Wireless Telegr. 5 It was Hughes.. who
laid, in 1877, the first stone of radiographic practice by his

detailed experiments. 1907 LiTerf>ool Post 9f Mercury \Ci

Sept. 7 (iV. ^Q.n. VIII. 247/2) On Wednesday night, .the

Lusitania will . . get into radiographic touch with the Ameri-
can coast.

Radiography. Add: b. The study of radio-

activity.

1920 Discovery July 218/1 Madame Curie's discovery of

Radium led Crookes to turn his attention to radiography,

the result of which was the invention of the spinthariscope,

Badiography2(r^idif?-grafi). [*Radio- 2b.] =
*Radio-telegraphy.
190S Prel. Conf. Wireless Telegr. 5 It is due to radio-

graphy that communication has been created between parts

of the globe which had previously been deprived of it.

Sadiole (r^'di^ul). [f. L. radiolus dim. of

radius Radius,] One of the spines or prickles en

the skin of the sea-urchin.

1929 EncycL Brit. VII, 900/2 Primarily radioles serve for

f)rotection, but the larger radioles may be used like stilts for

ocomotion or for digging.

Zba^diolO'gicaly^. [f- Radio- 2 + -(o)logical.]

Of or pertaining to radiology. So Ra:dlolo*gic a.

I6a,:dio'logist, a student of radiology; one who
uses X rays or radium in the treatment of injuries,

diseases, etc.; a radiographer. Radio 'lo^, the

scientific study of X rays, other kinds of radiation,

radio-active substances, or the use of these in medi-

cine and surgery.

1905 Agnes M. Clerkk Syst. Stars (ed. 2) 80 The many
suggestions of 'radiology' (as the new science of radio-

activity might be designated) cannot be inconsiderately set

aside, igog Ceniury Did. Suppl., Radiologic igogC/tarfi-

ders's JrnL June 381/1 In 1900 he went to South Africans

radiologist, and published the results of his experiences with

gunshot wounds. i9«o Glasgovj Herald 6 Mar. 6 In no
branch of science has this [stimulus] been more marked than

in the field of radiology. 1923 Daily Mail 7 Aug. 5/6 In

the radiological department of the hospital there he was
shownhishand with the X rays. 19*6 E^'cycl. Brit. XXXII.
284 This region of the intestinal tract is becoming an open
book to the radiologist. 1928 Daily Tel. i2_Junc ia/7 When
precautions are rigidly oiiserved radiological work can be

carried on in safety. igzS Daily Express 6 Dec. 7/4 A
specialist in radiology and electrical treatment.

Hadiometer. Add : 3. An instrument for

determining the amount of X rays administered to

a patient.

1912 Med, Annual -j-^ The.. method of using Holzknecht*s

new radiometer for the more exact measurement of the X-
ray dose. 1918 R. Knox Radiogr. ^ Radio-therapeutics

II. 437 The radiometer is so sensitive that it is possible to

measure with accuracy the pastille tint.

Radiophare (r-fi-ditjfesj). [*Radio- 2 b.] A
wireless station sending out signals in fog which

enable ships to determine their position.

1922 Art/«rtf2oMay65o/i Until two or three years ago the

radiophares—or radio-beacons as they are called in America
—were purely stations for giving ships their positions.

Sadiophone (r^i'di^fiTun). [*Radio- 2b.]=»

Radiotelephonb.
1919 Wireless World VII. los/a Radiophones over

London. ip22 Pearsons Mag. Aug. 106/1 The radiophone

is not practical for communication between individuals,

Ka^dio-te'legram. [f. Radio- + Tblbgbam,]
A message sent by wireless telegraphy,

1905 Prel. Conf. Wireless Telegr. 16 We desire to grant

to existing systems a fair share of the charge to be collected

for radio-telegrams. 1920 Glasgow Herald -z Apr. 5/7 The
charge for such radiotelegrams is \o\d. per word.

Kadio-te'legrapli. [f. Radio- -i- telegraph.]
A wireless telef^raph. Hence Ita:dio-telegTa'pliic

a. ; Sadio-tele-^aphist ; Sadio-telegrapliy.
x^S^*''l-Conf. Wireless Telegr. 11 The adoption of a

single international system., would facilitate the radio-

telegraph service. Ibid. 18 That would be to retard most
important progress in radio-telegraphy. Ihid,yj It should

RADON,
represent payment for the radio- telegraphic work. 1906
iVestm, Gaz. 19 Dec. 2/2 Wireless telegraphy, or * radio-

telegraphy,' as it is more technically called. 1907 Athe-
nxuin 14 SepL 308/1 The Report and Evidence of the
RadiotelegraphicConvcntion Committee, 1907 DailyCkron.
II Nov. 6/6 The Amalgamated Radio-Telegraph Company,
Limited. i()o8 J. A. Flkmi^g R adiotelegr. ^ RadioteUph.
Introd. p. VI, Expositions of electrical phenomena which are
..unnecessary to the practical radiotelegraphist. 1921
Jml. Soc. Arts g Dec, 68/2 Marconi. .was able to dispatch
wireless messages across the Atlantic which made long dis-

tance radioteleeraphy a demonstrated achievement. 1922
Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 1022/1 In addition to these inventions

there have been others such as directive radiotelegraphy.

Bia^dio-te lephone. [f. Radio- -^ Telephone.]
Wireless telephone. Also attrib. Hence B>a:dio-

telepho'nic a. ; Ba:dio-telepho*nicall7 adv.
;

Ka:dio-tele'phony, wireless telephony.

iSK>8 J. A. Fleming Radiotelegr. ^ Radiotekpk. 325 We have
..in the combined radiotelephonic transmitter and receiver,

a wonderful transformation of energy. Ibid. 329 Trans-
mitting speech radiotelephonically from Paris., to Dieppe.
1909 Daily Chron. 15 Feb. 1/2 Mr. Lee De Forest, . .whose
radio-telephone system has been adopted by the American
navy, makes the announcement [etc.]. 1913 Year-bk. Wire-
less Telegr. 365 'I'his lack need not seriously retard the ex-

tension of radiolelephony. 1922 Encycl. Brit. XXXII,
1022/2 The use of continuous waves in radiotelegraphy,.

would be essential for the accomplishment of radio- telephony.

Ibid. •io2-j/it Compact light-weight sets of radio-telephone

transmitters and receivers. 1930 Daily Express 8 Sept. 3/7
The principal means of communication, both in the brigade
and battaliun.s will be radio-telephony.

Kadio-therapeu'tic, a. [f. Radio- 2-1-

Thekapeutic] of, pertaining to, or employing,

radio-therapy, Ba:dio-therap€n"tics sb. pl.y

Ba:dlo-tlie*rapy, the treatment of diseases with

X rays, the rays from radio-active substances, or

other forms of radiation.

190^ Westm. Gaz. 20 Dec. 2/1 The.. doctor who wants a
working knowledge of the technique of radio-therapy cannot
do better tiian [etc.J. 1907 ^led. Record 12 Oct. 620/2 Pro-

gress in Radiolherapcutics. 1908 Practitioner Jan, 31 So
far as my experience of the radio-therapeutic methods goes,

the Finsen lamp is the most effective of the three. lbid»

June 819 Radiotherapy has an analogous action to but more
intense than phototherapy upon tuberculous lupus.

Radishy (rse-diji), a, [f. Radish -)- -Y 1.] Re-
sembling or suggestive of a radish.

i86x Mayhew Lond. Lab. III. 64/2 The matches were
tied. .to his radishy and goutyfingers.

Kadium (r^-di»m). Chem. [f. L. radius ray

;

cf. -lUM.] A rare metallic element, now regarded

as the most important of the radio-active group,

discovered in pitchblende by Mme. and M. Curie

and M. B^mont, in 1898. Symbol Ra; atomic

weight 226 ; atomic number 88. The term is gen-

erally applied to salts of the element, which are

more suitable for use than pure radium.
Various disintegration products of limited life have been

distinguished as Radium A, Radium B, Radium C, etc.

1899 Nature 5 Jan. "iyifi The announcement is made, .in

the current number of the Comptes rendus, of the probable

existence of a new element, to which the name of radium is

provisionally given. 1902 Harper's Mag. Ang. 360/1

Radium has never been isolated. 1504 Bottone Radium
5 No subject has awakened so much interest in the mind of

the general public as the discovery of radium.

b. attrib. and Comb, as radium atomy bromide^

hum, chloride, ray; radium-bomb, a comparative-

ly large quantity of a radium salt enclosed in a single

tube, used in radium-therapy; radium clock, an

apparatus utilizing the 3-rays of radium to charge

two electroscopic leaves ; radium emanation, the

radio-active inert gas, forming the first disintegra-

tion product ofradium, now recognized as a separate

element, *Radon ; radium-therapy, radio-therapy

using only radium or its products.

1903 Daily Mail 11 Sept. 3/1 Illustrating the amazing

properties of a *radium atom. 19x3 Med. Annual. 647

Each capsule contains '0002 mgram *radium bromide. 1926

R. W. Lawson tr. Hevesy ^ Paneth's Radioactivity 211

*Radium burns are especially troublesome, because, .even if

theymend thereremainsasupersensitivenessoftheskin. 1902

Harper's Mag. .Aug. 360/2 M. Curie possesses about two

to three hundredths of a gram of chemically pure *radium

chloride. 1905 HAMPSON.A*«i^/Kw Exp/aitted 6g Vie arc now
able to understand the action of the *radium clock. 1910 Sir

W. Ramsay in Daily Chron. 17 Feb. 3/3 The next product.,

'radium emanation.. can be worked with because it is only

half gone in four days. 1929 Times 5 Dec. ii/i 'Jhe reasons

why radio-therapy, and particularly, *radium-therapy, in

most parts of the world, produced such poor results [etc.].

Radinmize (r/i-dii^maiz), v. [f. *RADiuM-i-

-IZE.] trans. To subject to the action of radium.

1914 Chambers's Jml. Oct. 688/a The process of raditim-

ising the soil. 1928 Daily Tel. 10 July 9/5 Work, -is bemg
pursued upon the immunity conferred upon rats and mice

by X-rayed or radiumised tumour tissues.

Badon (r^idf^n). Chetfu [f. *Radium, and the

termination of Argon, Neon, Xenon.] A gaseous

radio-active element arising from the disintegration

of radium , discovered by Dorn in 1 900 and originally

named radium emanation and *Niton'. It is the

heaviest of the inert gases; symbol Rn; atomic

weight 222 ; atomic number 86.

1925 Glasgow Herald ^t Mar. 9/2 This method.. I' to

capture the gas or ' radon ' emanating from radium, punfy

it, and bottle it in tiny tubes. 1927 Sidgwick EUcir^mq



RAFALE.
Th. Valency ^(^ footnote. The names radon, ihoron, and
actiooa arc now accepted for the three isotopic emanatious.

b. Comb, as radon seed, a small tube enclosing
radon, used in radium-therapy.
19*8 Dmly Express i8 July V4 A demonstration of

*Radon * seeds and their application,

Kafale (rafal). [f. F. rafale a gust of wind.]
A series of bursts of fire ; a roll of Albums.

1916 Chambers^s JrnL Sept. 604/2 The '75, by rafale and
curtain tactics, is able to isolate an attacking force by
keeping the supports at bay. 1923 Public Opinion 28 July
85/1 If I had a few private batteries 1 should fire a private
rafale in honour of the best book of the year. 1928 Blackiv.
Mag. Jan. 69/1 This was delivered with a slobbering roll
of'r's like a rafale of water-logged kettle-drums.

'BitZbS.^sb}- Add: 3. b. spec. Ore which requires
re-crushing. Comb., raff-wheel, a wheel for lifting

such ore,

1867 I/re's Did. Arts II. 72 The hopper is continuously
charged, and that portion which is not reduced sufficiently
fine IS returned by the raff wheel to be recrushed. Ibid. II.

158 Shoot delivering water and raff to launder. 1884 R.
Hunt Brit. Mining Gloss. 912 Raff wheel, a wheel with
buckets inside of its peripliery.

5. (Later example.)
19x9 Maskfibld Hawbucks 191 You have treated me like

the c;id and raffyou thoroughly are.

Kaffe. (Earlier example.)
1880 D. Kemp Mnn, Yacht ^ Boat Sailing (ed. a) 547

Raffee, the square topsail set flying on the foretopmast of
schooners, and formerly often set on cutters and ketches
above the squarcsail. Sometimes this topsail is triangular
in shape, like a scraper.

Biaffia. Add: 2. Now extensively employed
in handicrafts for making baskets, hats, mats, and
similar articles.

1910 Mabei. T. Priestman Handier, in Home 207 Within
the la^t few years raffia has not only been used for basketry,
lamp shades, candle shades, and mats, but it has been used
as thread in needlework in place of silk or linen. \^\%Educ.
Hamitoork Nov. aoi/i The materiaU most suitable for wcav-
ii^ are, wool, bast or raffia, and cane.

3. Comb, as raffia-embroidered, 'fibre, -work-bag-,

raffia grass — sense 2 ; rafla lace, lace made with
raffia.

1904 Daily Chron. 3 May 8/3 A pretty and attractive
novelty., is the raffia embroidered cushion.. The embroidery
is worked with raffia grass dyed in various colours. 1906
Westm. Cox. 26 Sept. 8/1 The natives gather therafia fibre.

Z910 Mabel T. Priestman Handier, in Home 207 Delicate
strands of raffia fibre should be secured for this purpose.
1906 Queen 5 May 757/1 Raffia lace hats are the choicest
things in headgear tiiat ingenuity has ever devised out of
vegetable fibre. 19x8 Chambers's yml. 24 Mar. 261/1 From
a corner ofone of the baskets sheunpacked her raffia workbag.

Safie, sb.^ 1. a. and b. (Modem examples.)
1898 Y.\n.iHG Day's *^*»ri6 343 The slack back-waters of the

Lower Fourth, where the raflle of a school generally
accumubtcs. 19SI G. C. Smkdd Lady Myst. House xix.
171 Probably the drunken raffle were seeking &r and near
to take me.

2. b. (Further transf. example.)

^ X^fiA Macnrillan's Mag. Aug. 755 A heavy cattle-boatlimp-
ing past us . . with its raffle ofpciw and its sour sweet reek.

Kaft, sb.^ 5. Add : raft-man (later examples)
;

raftwise adv.; raft-deck, an uuder-water protect-

ing deck formerly used to cover the unarmoured
parts of some warships.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 822/2. Out of some 850 unar-

raoured ships of war built and building in Europe, 47 have
such protecting Vafi-decks. i8s8 A, Sherburnb Mem.
(1831) xi. 237 The "raft men had the privilege of cooking,
and sleeping under cover, in the boat. 1847 C. Lanmas
Summer in iVilderncss xv'ni. m The principal anglers for
this fish are steamboat handsand raftmen. 1905 'Q ' SJkimng
Ferry 1. vi. 61 A hatch opened in her bows, through which
the long balks of timber were thrust.. to be laid *raftwi5e
and lashed together with chains.

Baft, z'.l Add : 5. Of an ice-floe : To pass
above other ice.

1919 Shackc.eton South i. ii In obedience to renewed
pressure this young ice * rafts,' so forming double thicknesses
of a toffee-like consistency.

Bafta^e (raftedj). [f. Raft ji^.1 + -ags.]
Rafis collectively ; the use of rafts.

191S Chambers's Jrnl. Sept. 636/2 Kaftage is as impracti-
cable a-; the detachable deck.

Aafter, J^.^ (Later example.)
1891 Roberts Adrift America 206 The rafters were en-

gaged it) making the rafts up.

Kafting, vbl. sb. (Further example.) b. rafting
distance^ a distance that can be traversed in a raft.

X904 Daily Chron. 99 Jan. 3/3 Unlike Crusoe he has no
ship within rafting distance nWcA witli everything he might
want. 1919 Shackleton South \. 11 AU through the winter
the drifting pack .. thickens by rafting, and corrugates by
pressure.

Rag, sb."^ Add: 1. f, phr. To take the rag off
{the bush): to take the palm; to surpass everything
or everyone. C/.S,
xSsa Paulding IVestward Ho! I. 133 Well, Sam, you

do take the rag off the bush, that'ssartin. 1843 Haliburton
Attach^ nxw'ui. II. 250 Nothin' was ever seen so fine.. since
creation. It takes the rag off quite. 1844 'Jon. Suck*
High Life N. K, I. 118 Wal, think, sez I, if this don't take
the rag off the bush ! 1901 Harrrn Westerfelt 3 That gal
certainly takes the rag off'n the bush. \^q»— Afner Daniel
264 Vou are a jim-dandy* young man.. That's all there is

about it. You take the rag off the bush-

6. b. The fibrous pithy part of an orange, lemon,
or other citrous fruit.
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1894 Yearbk. U. S. Dept, Agrjc. 196 The fruit resulting Is
usually of poor quality, inchued to be large and rough, with
a thick rind and abundant rag.

8. a. rag-torch.
19*3 Kipling Lander Sea 7Vi/fj-236 And thedoolie-bearcts

lit the noisome, dripping *rag.torches,

9. rag-book, a book for children of which the
pages arc made of unteaiable cloth ; rag-boot (see
quot.) ; rag-box slang, the mouth ; rag-duster,
a machine for removing dust from rags ; rag-fi:ame,
a frame or table used in tin-streaming ; rag-run-
ning, whippet-racing.
i^oSAthertxuvt 16 Dec. 833/1 The improvements recently

made in the productions called *rag-hooks are strikingly ex-
emplified in Dog Toby. ^Z^9 Ancient Laws ofIreland IV.
Introd. p. cxxix, The trespasses of hens may involve negli-
gence on the part of the owner, for by proper *rag-boots fowl
may be restrained from wandering. 189a Kipling Barrack-
R. Ballads 46 Now all you recruities what's drafted
to-day, Vou shut up your *rag.box an' *ark to my lay.
1909 Cent, Diet. Suppl. *Rag-dustcr. 19*0 Conquest Nov.
17/1 The stream is dammed and the sludge or slime settles,
andis allowed to flow through launders which feed auto-
matically-tilting tables of the most ingenious structure...
These tables ai e called ' *rag frames \ 1927 Daily Express
25 May 12 A little more foresight and push. .might have
made "'rag running ' a very popular entertainment.

Kag, sb.^ (Earlier and later examples.)
1864 H. SiDGWiCK in Life (1906) m They enjoy beer,

tobacco and students* * rags'. 1885 Punch 5 Dec. 273/1We had a good rag when he was away. 1903 Daily Chron.
27 Nov. 10/5 The games of cricket and football were not
properly organised, and degenerated into mere ' rags '. 1924
Glasgozv Herald 26 Feb. 9/7 Liberals played up skilfully in
their interrogative zest, and the P.M.G... found the *rag*
embarrassing.
atirib. 2905 Westm.. Caz. 25 Apr. 3/3 It has been left alone

of late except for an occasional * rag * performance ata charity
matinde.

Sag, 2^.2 1. b. (Add example.) Also, to
examine or question.
1891 Spectator 3 Jan. 3/2 The revellers went round and

'ragged leveral men in their rooms. X908A.S. M. Hutchin-
son Once aboard Luggerx. iv. 47 Not one had ever 'vorked.
Each had been 'ragged* on a subject of which he knew
absolutely nothing,

^3Etag (rseg), z/.S [f. Rag-time.] tratis. To sing
or play in rag-time ; to syncopate (music). Also
to rag it, to sing rag-time music.
i9ai R.I). Paink Comr. Rciting Ocean \X\\. 137 They were

dancing on the pavement of the public market or ragging it

on the smooth white streets.

Itag-baby. A doll made of rags.
1809 Ann. loth Congress 2 Sess. 1165 If they insist upon

dressmg up, in their own way, their rag-babies, .. it is not
for me to interfere. 1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XV. 508 For
all the world like one of those rag-bahies just from the hands
of a raw student. 1873 * Mark Twain* & Warner Gilded
Age xxxviii. 340 But he looks as helpless as a rag baby.
X929 Smelton Salt-box House xviL 143 I>olIs were almost
as mythical as fairies, but a 'rag-baby' was lovetL

Xlag-bag. (Earlier example.) Also attrib,

1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest 4- Sunshine viii. 112 Mrs.
Stanley then turned her rag bag inside out. 1907 Daily
Chron. 13 Mar. 8/4 The association of wealth and rag-bag
poverty in London is one of her most remarkable features.

Stag carpet. U*S, A carpet or rug made by
fixing small pieces of cloth on a sheet of canvas
or other materiaU So Hag-carpeted a. ; Hag-
carpeting.
1813 Niles* Weekly Reg. III. 329/r, 24 yards rag carpet-

ing. 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger 333 There was a snug
little beef room., and a comfortable good-sized one for Char-
lotte, with a neat rag carpet on iu 1845 Knickerbocker Mag.
XXV. 446 The floor was covered with a black-and-red rag-
carpet. 1845 Mrs. Kirkland Western Clearings 183, 1 led
the young gentleman through the shop into the rag-carpeted
sitting-room. 1857-8 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. IX. 508 Two
pieces of excellent rag-carpeting. 1873 ' Mark Twain* &
Warner Gilded Age v. 6oKven the parlor carpet was from
St. Louts—though theother rooms were clothed in the *rag'
carpeting of the country. i88x Harper's Mag. Jan. 228
Miss Lois's sitting-room.. had a rag-carpet, a bright fire,

and double-glass panes. 1889 Century Mag. Jan. 410/2
Piling up the hickory logs upon the fire until it.. flung
strange shadows over the rag-carpeted floor. 1^04 M. E.
Waller lYood-can/er 72 I have begged Aunt Lize to take
up the rag-carpcL

Hagelessuess (r^i-d3lesnes). [f. Ragbless a.

-f--NESS.] Absence of rage or rages.

1904 E. F. Benson Challoners v. ioi London, tired with
its spinster ragelessaess, rose at them as trout rise in the
days of May fly.

Sager. (Modem example.)
i9aS G. G. A. Murray tr. Aeschylus*s Eumenides 4 The

ragers sleep : the Virgins without love.

KagesonieCrii*d5S9m),a. [f.KAosf^. •i--soif£.]

Ragelul, angry,
1913 M Rs. Stratton-Porter Laddie xvii, Hecan be awful

ragesome, when he's excited.

Bagged (rjegd), ppl, a,^ [f. Rao z/.2] That
has suffered ragging.
1903 IVestm. Gaz. ji May 6/3 The 'ragged * officer was

allowed leave of absence and has not yet returned to duty.

Bagger, sb.'^ [f. Rag w.2-i--eb.] A person
who rags another.
1903 Speaker 7 Feb. 451/1 There is much to be said in

favour of the raggers. Mere 'ragging' never yet did a
youngster any harm. 1905 Westtn. Gaz. 15 May 7/3 One
ol the raggers.. is seriously injured. 1909 H. G. Wells
Annyeronicaxi.^zoP^nn Veronica decided that *boydenisb
I'agger ' was the only phrase to express her. She was always
breaking rules.

BAILLESS.

^^fffifi»?i .«"^^' J^-^ Add : 3. The process of
removing foreign matter from the face of a grind-
stone ; = Straggling vbl. sb.^
1850 HoLTZAPKFEL Turning III. 1109 Straggling or Rag-

ging. This process is principally adopted on fine and smooth
grindstones into the surfaces of which particles of iron or
steel have become Imbedded.
Haggling, vbl. sb. (Later example.)
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 985 There is a simple mode of con-

ducting air from the pit bottom to the forehead of the mine^
by cutting a ragglin, or trumpeting, as it is termed, in the
side of the gallery.

Baggy (rje-gi), 0.2 slang, [f. Rag Z'.S.f.-T.]

Annoyed ; irritated.

1900 G. Swift Somerley 21 He was jolly raggy about us
taking his old gee.

Bafflan. (Earlier and later examples.)
1863

^
Gail Hamilton ' Gala-Days 27 A thousand considera-

tions, in the shape of raglans. .induce you to modify your
view. 1906 Daily Chron. 4 Oct. 3/4 The Raglan shoulders
. .are only to be worn with sporting clothes.

Bag-rhythm. = Rag-time.
*9*3 R- H. Myers Mod. Music 65 Darius Milhaud has

sought, by the use of rag-rhythms, to evoke the exotic yet
intensely human atmosphere of the Bar and its inhabitants.

Bag-time. (Earlier and later examples.) Hence
Bagr-timer, one who plays rag-times ; Ba*ff-
timey a., suggestive of rag-time; syncopated.
1899 Musical Rec. (Boston) 157. 1900 Musical Courier

33 May 30/1 (title) The Rag-Time Rage. Ibid. 20/2 ' Rag-
time ' is a rhythm which is the most characteristic feature of
whatniaybecalled American ne^ro music 1906*0. Henry'
Four Million 238 I'hey sing ' Home Sweet Home ' iu rag-
time. 1907 R. W. Service Songs of Sourdo7^gh UgoS) ag
Have you whistled bitsof rag-timeat the end of all creation?
'9'5 £*• O. Baknett Lett. 37 Been making out forms of
tunes. Feel rather ragtimy. 1916 Buck Oxf. Son^ Bk. ill.

note. An authority has just informed me that ' rag-times are
"back numbers" now*. 1921 R. D. Paink Comr, Rolling
Oceany. 75Throughanopen hatch rose the rag-time melodies
of a piano. X917 Daily Tel. i Nov. 9/3 Most nimble of rag-
timers at the piano. 1938 E. Wallace Kate^ Plus Ten 77
A peer of the realm and a ragtime singer.

Bag-Tirheel. 1. (Later example.)
1847 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1848) 79 The feeding is

usually effected by a band taking into a ratchet, or rag wheel.

Bah, int, and sb. (Earlier and later examples.)
1877 Bartlett 792 'Rah 1 'rah I 'rah I the formula for a

cheer by the students of Harvard College. 1887 Harpers
Mag. Feb. 395/1 The Junior Class filed into the green enclo
sure amidst the *rahs of their friends. 1905 A'^. Y. Even.
Post 29 June, Harvard almost immediately increased her
stroke, and the way their cutwater sUd along called forth
the nine lung * rahs ' again and again.

Hence Rah-rah boy, a university student. US,
19x4 Public Opinion 15 Feb. 152/1 Whether we like it or

not, college and life are better mixers than they were when
father was a rah-rah boy and wore those comedy clothes.

Hah'ing, vbl. sb, = Hurbahing.
1904 Daily Chron. 25 July 7/7 There was not nearly SO

much ' rahing' and flag-waving as in 1899.

Baid, V. 2. Also with constr,
190a R. Machrav Ni^ht Side ofLondon xi.'i73 Such dens

have been raided by the police out of existence.

Bail, J/.2 Add : 2. £ The fence forming the
boundary of a race-course.

1939 Daily Express 7 Nov, 18/5 This sporting bookmaker
was betting on the rails. 1930 Times 2.j Mar. 4/2 Rubicon H.
and War Mist were running side by side with Porihaonfthe
last-named being on the rails.

6. a. rail-cut, a length oftimbcr cut off for a rail,

1836 Edward Hist, Texas 60 The farmers often get it

measuring two *rail cuts in length. 1881 Scribner's Monthly
Feb. 503/2 The pole fence was laid after the same fashion
of a rail fence, only the poles were longer than rail-cuts.

c. rail-car (earlier and later examples); rail-

bome, 'side adjs.

1938 Daily Tel, 4 Dec. 12/4 The market handles from 600
to 700 tons offish daily. Part of this . , is water-borne, but 90
per cent, is now *rail-bome. \Zy^ Knickerbocker Ma^. III.
112 After two hours past in this fair presence on *rai!-cars,

I returned with my head running most uncomfortably upon
this new act^uaintance. i860 Abbot South ^ North 206
Thence, in rail-cars [I] passed through the heart of Alabama.
1928 Daily Tel. 17 July 4/5 Freehold *railside factory.

Bail, v.^ 5. (Later example.)
1916 Ld. E. Hamilton First j Div. (1917) 156 Four Army

Corps were railed up from the eastern frontier.

Bail, v.^ 1. (Later example, with on^
1855 Macaulay Hist, Eng. xii. (1S99) I. 759 His very

soldiers railed on him in the streets of Dublin.

Bailer^. Add: 2. One who travels by rail.

iSSoGrettonMemory'sHarhb. 103 Your constant 'rallers'

are blindly ignorant of the localities they scud over.

Bail fence. l/S* A fence made of wooden
posts and rails.

1649 Charlestown Land Rec, x 10. 1 doe sell . . five akers of
planting Land,.. bounded on the East by Abraham Hill.,
on the North by theould raile fence. 167a Springfield Rec,
II. 244 As far as.. John Stewarts raile fence on his ditch.

1725 Manchester Rec. 166 For making a rail fence from the
slaijd pound. 1767 Charlestown Land Rec. 222 From Jos.
Frothingham's house to Capt Adams rail fence is 75 iceL

1807-8 Irving Salmagundi xvi. 366 Some., enjoy the varied

and romantic scenery of.. rail fences.. potato patches, and
log huts. i8a3 Quitman Let. in L/fe \ Corr. 85, I have
often seen them sitting bareheaded in the sun on a high
rail-fence. 1848-70 [see Kail sb.^ 6 a], 190a S. E. White
Blazed Trail xxxix. 377 It was near the ' pole trail *, which
was less like a trail than a rail-fence.

BailleSS, a, (Later example.)
X9i6 GI0SS. Electr, Terms (Brit. Eogin. SUnd.) 137 Rail-



KAILMAN.
Itts system, a trolley system In which electrically-tquipped

vehicles run on the ordinary roadway.

Rftil .1111.11 (ifTlmsen). [f. Rail sb.^ 6 c] A
person employed on a railway ; a railway man.

i9»3 Wiekly Disfatch 7$ Mar. i Cheading) Railmen For-

bidden to Obey the French.

Sail-motor. Applied atirii. to a self-pro-

pelled railway coach or car designed for driving

from either end, introduced in 1903.

i«o6 Syeslm. Gai. 5 June 5/3 I'^is train.. came into

coiUsIon with a rail-motor coach. IJOT liid. 10 Sept. 9/3

A rail-motor service is to be established between Livingstone

and the Victoria Falls. I9«7 Obstn-er 13 Nov. 13/3 'Rail

motors ' or ' motor trains ', may either take the form of self-

contained vehicles having a steam or petrol engine built into

the coach, or of trains hauled by very small engines and

arranged to be driven from either end.

Bi^^oad, sb. 3. a. Add: railroad car,

difot, man.
1833 S. Breck in Recoil. C1S77) App. 176 Talk of ladies on

board a steamboat or in a *railroad-car I 1864 B. Tavlqr

//. Thurston V. 71 We ask that his boasted chivalry be put

into practice, not merely .. in giving us his scat in a railroad-

car. 18^ Southern Lit. Messenger 11. 735 Away we whirled

with great rapidity to the *railroad depot, where the cars

were ready to receive us. 1881 Harper's Mag. Jan. 184/1

Old Joel Zane.. lived near the Christiana River, at a spot

now occupied by a railroad dipfit. J863 'Gail Hamilton'
GeUa-Days 70 'I'he *railroad-men at Saratoga tell you that

you can go straight from there to the foot of Lake George.

18S1 Harfer's Mag. Jan. 320/a Among the passengers was

a good-natured fellow, a railroad man.

Railroad, v. 4. (Earlier example.)

1887 C. B. George 40 Years on Rail iv. 69 A couple of

fast runs that were made while I was railroading in Vermont.

Sail timber. U.S. Timber suitable for

making rails.

l66a fortsvtoulh Rec. 396 He is to preserve all the Rayle

timber. 1S81 Tops/ieU Rec. 36 There shall be noe raile

limber felled. 1786 Washington Diaries IH. 131 The Wood
part, of which there is a good deal, is tolerably full of rail

timber and wood. 1816 U. Brown Jrnl. in Matyland Hist.

Mar. X. 281 A poor stony rocky Country . . witli an abundance

of good Chestnut rail Timber. 1843 N. Boone ynil. C1917)

233 There being a great scarcity of water and no building or

rail timber.

Sailway, sl>. Add : 3. a. railwayjunction,

switch.
<i 1861 CtouGii Sic Ititr I As, at a "railway junction, men

Who came together, taking then One the train up, one down,

.-(gain Meet never 1 1844 Civil Eng. ti Arch. Jrnl. VII. 128

A model of Farani*s "railway switch was exhibited.

4. railway beetle (see quot.).

igigE. R. Lankkster Diversions 0/ Naturalist 234 A
peculiar grub-like female glow-worm, three inches long, is

found in South America, which produces a red light at each

end of the body and numerous points of green light on each

side of it. It is called the ' »railway-beetle ' in Paraguay.

Btdlway, v. Add : 3. To provide with rail-

ways.
1917 H. yihiVKU-Gemianyat lay (igi8) 243 When Russia

was gunned and munitioned and well railwayed, she was

more than a match for the Germans.

Sailwaydom (r^-lw^idsm). [f. Railway ^

-DOM.] Railways considered collectively; the rail-

way world.
1881 Punch 17 Sept. 132/1 The public ought to devise

some means of putting the screw on railwaydom.

Saiu, sb.^ Add : 1. b. (Further examples.)

1894 Stevenson & Osbourne Ehb-Tide i. vi. You seem to

think underwriters haven't got enough sense to come in out

of the rain, 1908 A. S. M. Hutchinson Once aboard the

Lugger VI. vi. 332 We'll pull through right as rain. 1929

W. Pktt Ridge Affect. Regards no If your husband

hadn't put a spoke in, it would have been as right as rain.

4. (Further example.)
189a Morris EartUy Par. i,\l\ To die amidst a rain

of blows.

5. a. rain-dri/l, -dust, -mist.

1910 W. De Morgan Affair 0/ Dishonour xui. 207 The
'rain-drift.. strengthened ever from the seaward. 1911

Galsworthy Inn Tranq. 48 The mist had thickened to a

white, infinitesimal *rain-dust. 1896 KlPLlNGiVK«> Seasgj
Then softly as a •rain-mist on the sward, Came to the Rose

the Answer of the Lord.

6. rain-check U.S., a. ticket given to spectators

of a baseball match providing for a refund of the

entrance money or admission at a later date if the

game is interrupted by rain; rain-coat (exam-

ples); rain-crow = Rain-bikd 2 ; rain-day, a day

on which the recorded rainfall is not less than -oi

inch ; rain forest, a forest characteristic of rainy

tropical regions ; rain-load, the weight of rain on

an airship; rain-shadow, a region in which the

rainfall is small compared with the surrounding

regions ; rain-spell, a period of fifteen or more
consecutive rain-days.

1889 Kansas City T. * Star i M.-ir., If the ' boj;s ' do,

they'll demand ''rain checks' on paying their admission.

1911 H. S. Harrison Quecd xxv. 316 Rainchecks given in

caseof wet grounds. 1907 iyestiu.Caz.iq Feb. 5/1 ^He was
rather shabbily dressed, wearing a *rainH:oat, which was
much worn. 1923 Deeping Secret Sanctuary xiii. She picked

up her hat and raincoat x87a CouES Key^ N. Atner. Birds

190 American cuckoos . . are . . noted for their loud jerky cries,

which they are supposed to utter most frequently in falling

weather, whence their popular name ' *rain crow '. i88oCable
Grandissimes xxviii. 237 The dismal ventriloquous note of

the rain-crow. 1887 Nar/ier's Mag. Feb. 350/1 Occasionally

a rain-crow crossed the scene. 1899 Tarkincton Cent!,

Indiana viii. 118 The rain-crow that sat on the fence. 1905
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Brit. Rain/all 123 This improvemeiit may be traced by the

steady increase in the number of *rain days reported. 1909

IVeslm. Gaz. 2 Dec. 4/1 CIn December) fourteen rain-days

bring us about 2 in. of rain, .and thirteen hours of sunshine.

19SS W. G. Kendrew Clintates 0/ Continents ^-i-j The air is

always moist, and the forests are very luxuriant. Dense
*rain-forest, with rubber, vanilla, and cacao, flourishes up to

about 4,000 feet. 19*8 Gamble Story N. Sea Air Station

249 "Rain load also had to be reckoned with, which may go

as far as 3,000kg. 190s H. J. Mackinder Britain fi Brit.

Seas 165 This dryness to leeward of the heights has been

termed their •rain-shadow. 191a W. G. Kenurew Climates

0/ Continents 58 The strip of low land along the east shore

of the lake., is a well-marked n-iln-shadow. 190$ Brit. Rain-

fall 124 We.. consider.. *rain spells for which no more

simple and expressive name has yet been found.

Sain, v. 1. Add: Phr. To go in when it rains,

to take measures for one's own safety ; to exercise

ordinary prudence ; to save oneself from danger
;

to shift for oneself. U.S.
1867 'Mark Twain' Jumping Frog ii6 I suppose he don't

know enough to come in when it rains. 1873 — Choice

Humorous Wks. III. 524, I perceive that thou art none of

them that know not to come in when it doth rain. 190S

Springfield Weekly Refubl. 12 July 2 Every citizen of

Vermont who is capable of going in when it rains ought

to understand (etc.). I9a3 E. F. Wyatt tnvis. Cods I. 11. 19

[People] who [don't] know enough to go in when it rams.

4. (Further example.)

190S Westm. Gaz. 4 Apr. 10/2 All declared the recoil, as

the bullets rained away, very slight.

6. b. With cognate object.

1871 W. D. HowELLS Wedding Joum. ix. C1895) 291 It tvas

raining one of those cold rains.

Sainbow, sb. Add : 3. b. (Earlier example.)

1776 Fpeneau Beauties Santa Cruz xxii, The Rainbow
cuts the deep, of varied green. The well fed Grouper lurks

remote, below.

4. d. rainbow-chaser, one who strives for things

Avhich it is impossible to attain ; so rainbow-

chasing vbl. sb. ; rainbow fish, (example).
_

1904 N. y. Even. Post 18 July r Senator Gorman is any-

thing but a ' •rainbow-chaser '. He is expected . .to drop all

' rainbows ' at once. Ibid, i Sept. 7 Early in the cainpaign

he had told his associates that it was of no use to go "rain-

bow chasing after Massachusetts, .or Illinois. 1905 Westm.

Gaz. 7 Mar. 7/2 Mr. Wyndham's rainbow-chasing after

Devolution.. is an indication that there is very little good

work which the Government can now hope to accomplish.

1888 GoODKy4»(^r./'lj/rM 205 In this limpid pool were many
gorgeously-colored species, the angel.fish, the parrot-fish,

the *rainbow-fish.

Saining, vbl. sb. (Later example.)

1785 Washington Diaries II. 415 The wind having shifted

to the eastward in the night it commenced a fine raining

again.

Sai'n-proof, a. and sb. [f. RAiif sb.^ + Pboop

a. I b.] a. ailj. Impervious to rain. b. sb. A
rain-proof garment; a rain-coat. Hence Bai'n-

proofed a., rendered impervious to rain ; Bai'n-

proofer, a manufacturer of rain-proof fabrics.

1831, 1870 [see Rain sb.' 5 c]. 1901 Daily Chron, 7 Jan.

6/3 The greatcoat is to be made ofrain-proofed drab-mixture

cloth. 1908 Ladies' Field 23 July Advl. iii/3 Waterproofcrs

and Rainproofers. 1913 TltLv.nsa Secret Sanctuary x\n, I

was a wiser virgin than you. I did take a rainproof with me.

Saise, J*.l 4- (Later examples.

)

184s J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs iv. 48_The chances

were altogether favourable for making a ' raise '. 1846 J. W.
Webb Altowan I. vii. 189 They were all to proceed next

day to ' make a raise ', as they termed it, on the stranger

camp, where their debts to others would be unknown. 1878

J. H. Beadle Western Wilds 11. 41 At last I made a httle

raise.,and concluded to come home.

5. Also, an increase in price, salary, wages, etc ;

an increase of stakes at poker, of a bid at auction

bridge, etc.

1728 Maiyland Hist. Mag. XVIII. 335 You will certainly

find Crops short this year . . which I hope may contribute to

the Raise of that on hand. 1887 Stuart Cu.mbeeland

Queen's High-.vay iij Vou feel certain that every ' raise ' he

makes will be his last. 190J G. H. Lokimer Lett. Self-made

Merchant xiii. 187, I earmarked Charlie for a raise and a

better job right there. 1906 Springfield Weekly Re/>ubl. 29

Nov. 16 Notices were posted in the mills that on Monday a

raise of 5 percent to all employes would go into effect. 1921

MuLFOBD Bar-!0 Three vii. 86 He bad a reput.-ition to main-

tain, and he saw the raise and returned it. 1923 Daily Mail

5 May 8 The supporting bid, the assist, the pre-emptive

raise, and ' the switch ' assume a new value.

Saise, vy 4. b. (Later example.)

1874 J. W.LoNG^««r. Wildfou/l Shooting \x. I ST 'Wat'zh

this old fool of a duck coming, and see me 'raise her'.

8. (Earlier Amer. examples.)

1701 .Ej«.r /'«'.///*' Co//. (1S68) VIII. 219 The carpenters

raised the roof of the meeting house. 1712 S. Sewall Diary

15 July, I and Mr. Geriish went to Hog-Island and saw the

Barn Rais'd.

10. (Further example.)

184s J. Hall Wilderness f, War Path (1846) 160 '\ can't

back out,' said he, * I never was rabed to it, no how.

14. O. (Further example.)

189a Kipling Barrackr. Ballads 53 Ship me somewheres

East of Suez where.. a man can raise a thirst.

17. b. Also, to send tip to the surface.

1872 Tii. Cayler Heart-Life 131 Good milk ought to raise

cream.

20. b. To raise Cain : see '*Catn 2 i b. Also

to raise hob.

1921 G. C. Shedd Lady Myst. House ii. 21 Someone who
might raise hob with his own affairs.

BAKILY.

28. (Later examples.)
1837 Irving Ca^t. Bonneville Uigs) I. 75 On the following

morning, just as they were raising their camp, they obscryea

a long line of people pouring down a defile of the mountains.

1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mts. (1859) 82 As they were about
to raise camp, one morning.

35. (Later U.S. examples.)

1770 Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 61,

I am quite indifferent whether Stephenson takes or refuses

the tob{acc]o, as I think the price will raise again. 1785
Washington Diaries II. 415 The Water having raised,. . I

coultl form no accurate judgment of the progre.ss. 1808 in

J. H. Beadle Undevel. West (1873) xxi. 410 Should Ihe

accused person or persons raise up with arms in his or their

hands. 1861 Trans. HI. Agric. Soc. IV. 102 The milk sours

before the cream all raises. Ibid. 103 By starting at 58 deg.,

it will soon raise to 62 deg. X911 H. P. Fairchild Greek

Immigration to U.S. 70 About 1,000 houses are vacant in

Athens, and yet the prices of rent have raised 15 to 20 per

cent.

Saised, ppl. a.l 1. b. Also raised biscuit,

cake.

1889 Rose T. Cooke Stendfast xvii. 189 Then it [the elec-

tion cake] wore only the style of ' raised cake '. 1890 Har-
per's Mag. Oct. 707/1 I've got raised biscuit for supper.

1907 If. y. Even. Post (semi-weekly ed.) 18 July 5 The ever-

lasting repetition of salt meats, potatoes, and raised biscuit

in their bill of fare. 1914 Gkrtr. Atherton P^re/i ofDevil

i. 28 I've got fried chicken. .and raised biscuit.

4. (Further example.)
1846 DoDD Brit. Maniifs. VI. 96 'Raised bands', are

sometimes used for ornament in the better kinds of books:

they consist of little strips of leather or cord pasted across

the back of the books before it is covered.

Saiser. Add : 2. (Further example.)

1908 Animal Managem. 121 The utility of boiled foods in

the service is limited to their occasional use as condition

raisers for horses which require fattening.
_ ^

4. Bridge, a. A player who increases his partner s

bid. b. A card or combination of cards which

warrants a player increasing his partner's bid.

191a Flor. Irwin Fine Pts. A uction Bridge 89 No guarded

queens nor guarded jacks in side-suits, may be counted as

raisers. 1929 M. C. Work Compl. Contract Bridge 34 In

the latter case the raiser must have Hearts stopped at least

once. Ibid, too It is impossible to translate each individual

element directly into raisers.

Saising, i"/'/. •!'>. Add: 1. (Further example.)

19»9 M. C. Work Compl. Contract Bridge (explanation)

Any advice given for bidding, raising, etc., applies when the

score is ' love-all '.

c. (Earlier Amer. examples.)
1651 Watertown Rec. 29 For. .raising of the house. J711

Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. X. 91, I went to the raising the New
Meeting House at Col. Gardner's.

3. a. (Earlier example.)

1857 Hunfs Merchants' Mag. XXXVI. 755 Mr. Pease

claimed it (the tobacco] as his own raising and pointed to his

mark to corroborate his statement.

4. raising cloth, cloth suitable for raising.

jfio Encyct. Brit. VII. 277/2 (CoZ/ox), The essence of the

raising-cloth is a weft that will provide plenty of nap and

yet have sufficient fibre to maintain the strength of the web.

Saising-piece. Add: b. The portion of the

hammer of a striking clock by which it is raised to

make a stroke.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 108/1 The snail L, which regu-

lates the numbers of ratchet-leeth.. which are to pass the

hammer-tail or raising-piece.

Saisiny (iri-zini), a. [f. Raisin -i- -t.] Like

or suggestive of raisins. In quot. Coiiti.

1864 J. A. Grant Walk Across Africa 157 Plantain-wine

,.is a sweet raisiny-tasting wine; if^aerated, nearly equal to

sparkling hock in richness of flavour.

Sa.ke, r^-^ 4. ra,i<-/5«ai/ (earlier example).

1644 Essex Probate Rec. I. 39 One wheele to spin with,

4s. ; rake and rake hedds, 7s. 8d.

Sake, v^ 3. d. To rake down : (esp.) to win

(money) at cards, etc. U.S. slang.

1846 Sou Smith Tluatrical Al-prtnt. 151 With one hand

he gracefully turned over four kings and a jack, and with

the other tremblingly ' raked down ' the pile of banknotes,

gold and silver. 1853 J. G. Baldwin Flush Times Alabania

8 What lots of 'Ethopian captives' and other plunder he

raked dovin vexed Arithmetic to count, a 1861 T. Win.

THROP John Brent vii. 75 Ye see, boys, I ked rake down

yer dimes, ef I chose, but this here is a game among fiientis.

1877 Bret Hakte Story ofMine 373 You kin rake down the

pile now.
9. d. (Later example.)
1896 A. Austin England's Darling 11. iii. 42 Until The un-

seamed falcon learned to wing its way.. And, binding, r.-ike

its quarry to the ground-

Sake, v.'i 2. (Earlier example.)

«84a Gwii.T Encycl. Archil. II. iii. 635 Ifdwarfwainscotting

be framed with two panels in height, add -016 to the rate...

When raked to stairs, -023 extra.

Saker^. Add: 5. = Shore ri.s

1901 Bl^ck Scaffolding 48 The outer shore is called the

top raker, the middle shore the middle raker, and the lowest

is called the bottom shore.

Saker^. Add: 1. (Earlier example.)

iZt6 Coursing Calendar ii Poacher, going a raker from

Cannobie Lea, never let the latter next the hare in a well-

run course of good length.

b. A good stroke at golf.
_

X899 Golflllustr. 15 Sept. 393/2 Vardou drove a 'raker

from the first tee, nearly hole high.

Sakily (r^'-kiU), a<fo. [f. Rake sb.f> -t- -y -t -ly 2.]

In a rakish manner ; rakishly.

1904 Daily Chron. 7 July 4/5 His newly-ironed tall hit

was rakily cut.
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KAKING,

'RaSdng, vd/. sdA Add: 1. c. Also^/f^'., refuse,
X867-9 'I'rarts. HI. A^ric. Soc. VI 1. 434 Ihe supply of hogs

. . appeared lo be made up of the rakings and sweepings of
the country.

cL A rebuke or scolding. Also with down — a
' dressing down'.
1883 S. S. Shields Prentiss 125 He cheerfully paid it,

vowing that the 'raking down' which Prentiss had given
his prosecutor was worth that. 190T Black Cat Jan. 7 I'll

bet somebody has got a raking for losing it

Salce-off. O.S, [f. Rake v>\ Profit or com-
mission,
1899 Tapkington Gentl. Indiana vii. 95 In oil it*s the

farmer that gets the rakenaff. 1903 N. Y. Sun 2 Nov. 3
This is a day of rake-offs. The boss, .gets his rake-off from
every service he renders to his parly. The laborer gets his

rake-off for selling his vole. 1905 D. G. Phillips Plum Tree
61 It means a big rake-off for Dunkirk. Politics is on a
money basis nowadays. 1009 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins
118, 1 promised Locals and Hammyagenerousrake*off. 1914
Gertr. Athkrton Perch oyDevil i. 67 There's fortune in it

. . and a big rake-off for me, if I put the deal through. 1938
L. North Parasites 23 Of course they take a rake-off on
your cheque.

Ralliance. (Earlier exani|ile.)

i8a6 T. Jefferson Thonghtson Lotteries Writ. IX. xlviiu

510 The good Old Dominion, the blessed mother of us all,

will then, .become a centre of ralliance to the State whose
youth she has instructed, and, as it were, adopted.

Rallier, sb.^ (Later example.)
1904 LvsDZ Grn/ters i. 11 They, .presently found them-

selves in the thick of the crowd of debarking ralliers.

Ztallyi sdA Add : 1. c, drafts/', A renewed
effort for victory in any contest.

1918 Observer 19 Feb. 27/1 In a belated rally Ivor Jones
scored and converted his own try for LlancUy.

3. b. (Earlier examples.) Also, a mass-meeting

for any purpose.
X840 Niles" Weekly Reg. LIX. 12 Sept. 20/3 Rally of the

democracy of Niagara. 187a Marietta HoLLEvA/j'(?//«r(7«f
(1891) 306 He had gone away for the day, to some great
rally in a neighborin village.

C. A crowd of persons.
1908 Daily Chron, 16 Jan. 8/5 There's a whole rally of us

driving over in Peter's wagonette.

Ztally, v.^ (Earlier example.)
1728 Cal. l^irginia St. Papers I. 215 We were like a sow

lliat had lost her pigs, would ralley for a little time and then
have done.

Sani, sd.^ 7. Add : ram-coupler, a form of

coupler used between manuals of an organ when
these are close together.
i88i W. K.DiCKSOti Organ-Buil^/.xi'u 156 The ram-coupler

can be used between manuals arranged loo closely to admit
of tumblers.

"BtBJaitvA Add: 5. c. Of a ship: To advance
or make its way by ramming,
1914 iVeekly Times 10 Apr. 25(3/1 The Bellaventure was

nine hours yesterday in ramming her way through four

miles of ice.

Xtai2Xia£f6 (rx'med^), sb.^ The name of Adam
Kamage (1770-1S50), a printer of Philadelphia,

used attrib. to denote a printing-press, or any part

of this, designed by Ramage.
1817 Hallmvell (Maine) Gas. 20 June 4/3 For Sale, a small

font of Brevier, nearly new; also a Printing Press with a
new Ramage Screw. 1874 B. F. Taylor IVorld on Wfuels
1. iti. 34 Thecargoescf those boats., was something wonder-
ful, . .plows, axes and Bibles, teachers, preachers and
Ramage presses.

XUtmolage (rse-mUedg). [f. Ramble v. + -age.]

In phr. right oframblage^ the right to ramble over

land in addition to jiassing across it.

1887 Peel City Guardian 17 Sept. 5/3 The public will not
only be able to claim right of way but also right of ramblage
over the whole of the headlands down to the shores.

Ramblinif, vbL sb. Also Comb, as rambling-

club.

1903 Encycl. r>rit. XXXII. 682/2 Sketching clubs and
rambling clubs are formed among young people.

XtambO (rscmb^?). A variety of apple grown in

the U.S.A.
18^4 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 313 Many are very

anxious lo plant Rambos in Vermont. 1880 Harper'sMag.
Aug. 355/1 Outside there were great orchards.. with old

fashioned Baldwins and Kambos and knotty golden quinces.

1906 N. v. Even. Post 5 May, There were stnt the meetings
of an evening in the Gottschall orchard beneath the rambo
apple tree.

xtambunctioilS (rxmb2?'r}J->s), a. U,S, [app.

an alteration of Rambustioos, Rumbustious.] ^
Rumbustious. So Bamlin'nctiotisness.
a 1854 J. Dow JuNH. Patent Sermons IV. 120 (Th.) Some

men are as mild and peaceable as lambs, while others are as

uproarious and rambunctious as tigers. 1866 C. H. Smith
Bill Arp 54 A plan was set on foot to procure a fierce and
rambunkshus animal from the mountains of Hepsidam.
1904 Kliz. Robins Magnetic North I. 123 And it hasn*t

thought of slceiin'., or anything else rambunksious. 1914
Blackvj. Ma^. July 123/1 Our western bionco retains much
of his primitive rambunctiousncss. 19*6 J. J. Connincton
Death at Sivaythling Court xvi, 284, I was a bit worried

and not feeling particularly rambunctious. I9a8 W. A.

Whitk :^1asks in a Pageant 44a Outside of Vermont, in these

expansive, more rambunctious United Slates, economy is a
low virtue ordinarily.

KambuBtical, variant of Rumbustical.
1853 Life Scenes 176 (Th.) They might hurt you, if so be

you happened lo be rambustical.

Ramie. Add : Also rami.
0. A garment woYen of ramie fibre.

159

i9»a Chftinhers's ymT, Mar. 145/1 Mrs. Godfrey, insuAi-

ciently but comfortably clothed in a rami, sat under the
shade of her veranda.
attrib, 1906 Westtn. Gaz, ar July 5/3 The ramie under-

garments are so liglit and, .occupy so little space that they
make one covetous on a hotjuly day,

Saxap, sb,^ Add : 1. b. spec. On railways

:

The sloping end of a platform ; a sloping platform
used for loading or unloading animals from wagons

;

an apparatus used for replacing derailed carriages

and wagons on the rails,

1908 Animal Managem, 267 The only difficulty which
occurs is from the nervou.'^ness of some horses to step across
or up the ramp. JOio IVestm. Gaz, 1 Feb.8/i He-.sawthe
derailed carriage slipping up the ramp of the down local
through platform, 19*6 Chambers's Jrnl. Aug, 539/1 The
turned up edge of the ramp guides the wheels of the vehicle
back to the rail, . . Four ramps are used, one for each wheel,

O. (See quot.)
1926 Gloss. Electr. Tertns {Brit. Engin, Stand.) 1 30 Ramp^

of a conductor rail. The terminating contact surface, so
shaped as to lead the collector on to or off the conductor rail.

Ramp, sb,^ Add : 2. Something about which
interest or agitation is aroused without real cause
or for the profit or benefit of a particular party

;

a craze or fad ; any action having such a purpose,

e.g, an unwarranted increase in the price of a com-
modity.
1915 Truth 2 June 890/a The ramp in connection with

the shares of the East Rand Amalgamated Gold Estates.
i9sa Blackiv. Mag. Aug. 147/1 When tuberculosis and
open windows became the ramp of a vicereine. 192a Daily
^lail 30 Oct, g The whole of the" machinery for the great
pensions ' ramp * has been brought to light. Ibid. 23 Nov. 7
The tendency to a Christmas ramp in food prices.

Rampaciously, adv, [f. Rampacious + -ly 2.]

In a rampacious or unruly manner.
X915 Mrs. Armel O'Connor Mary's Meadoiv Papers x.

127 During such a wet summer the grass had grown ram-
p.iciousIy,

Hampa^e, v. Add : 3. Irans, To rampage
about or over (a place).
X905 E. Maria Albanesi Bro7vn Eyes 0/Mary \. 7 Where

is the beast now? Is she rampaging the premises?

Rampart, sb. 2. Add : rampart-walk,
19*4 CoLLiNGwooD Roman Britain 30 Along the top [of

the wall] was a rampart-walk, patrolled by the sentries, and
readied by stairs eiiher at a fort, a milecasile,or a turret.

Ramping, vbl. sb.2 (harlier example.)
1830 LvTTON Paul Clifford \\\\y Before this initiatory pro-

cess, technically termed ' ramping,', .had reduced the bones
of Paul, . .to the state of magnesia, [etc.J.

Ramrod. Also, a symbolofstifihessorformaUty.
In quot. attrib.

1905 Pall MallGiXz. 18 Dec. 2 Under the pretence that,

apart from such ramrod rule, the nation would tumble to
pieces.

Ra'inshackleness. [f. Ramshackle + -kess.]

Ramshackle character or state.

19x3 Rebkcca Wkst in Public Opinion 17 Nov. 486/2
These Houses of Parliament are the symbol ofa real miracle,
a real mixture of ramshackleness and nobility.

Ramshandry (rsemjai'ndri), a. nonce-wd,

[Fanciful : cf. Ram-stam a, and Shandy a.]

Thoughtless ; light-headed
;
precipitate.

1907 W. De Mobcam Alice-/or»Short xxviii. 280 Don't
you go making a runaway match with aramshandry sort o*

half-French girL

Ram's*il0m« 1. (Lnter examples.)
1878 Hardy Ret. Native \\\. iti, I'm as stilT as a ram's

horn, stooping so long.
attrib. 1909 Daily Chron. 17 Aug. 7/4 A ..silver-moimted

ram's horn snuflfbox.

Ranague, variant of Renegue v.

Rancll, vy A(M : b. To let land for grazing.

Z910 lilackiv, Mag. July 126/2 He is 'ranching,' that is,

letting grazing on the eleven months' system.

c. trans. To leave (an animal) on a ranch,

1873 J. H. Beadle UndeveL West xxx. 663 Six hundred
miles.. had worn out my horse, and on the i6th instant I

' ranched him * twenty miles south of Beaver,

d. To use (land) as a ranch.

1917 Daily Tel, 23 Aug. 11/6 The large arable farms.,
must.. be grassed down, and ranched at a nominal rent.

Ranciieral, a- [f. Kakchebo + -al ] Of or

pertaining to rancheros.

1847 RuxTON Adx>. Mexico xiiL 94 Of these eight mozos,

he who bore away the palm of ranchcral superiority.. was
the third son.

RancherO. (Earlier example.)
1827 W. B. Dkwees Lctt.fr. Texas x. 66 A few wealthy

rancheros dwell iu the country, who own vast herds of stock

of all kinds.

Ranching, vbl. sb. (Earlier example.)

1873 J. H. Beadle Undez<el. West. xv. 267 Ranching came
next and all this industry is not lost.

Random. A. sb. Add : 8. Neglected or

unarranged state.

19*9 Bridges Test. Beauty \\. 167 As when a high moon
thru' the rifted wrack gleameth upon the random of the
windswept night.

C. adv. 2. Add: random-fashioned^ -rubbed.

1906 T. Hardy Dyttasts 11. v. viii. 287 Ephemeral at the

best all honours be, 'J'hese even more ephemeral than their

kind. So random>fashioned, swift, perturbable I x86z Catal.
intemat, Exhib. II. x. 7 Castellated circular turret, random
rubbed; white quartz.

Ra*ndy-da*ndy. Redupl. form of Randy sb.^

xai7 J. M. Barrie Old Lady Shows her Medals 34 I have
a theatre tonight, followed by a randy-dandy.

BANK.

Range, sh^ Add : 2. d. (Earlier examples.)
Ranges were established by Congress, zo May 1785.
1790 Ann, Congress II. 27 Dec. 1832 Mr. Clymer wished

to know how much land these seven ranges included. i8iz
R. SuTCLiFFE Trav, (1815) ix. 162 They measured out the
tract into divisions and ranges, which are numbered. 1837
Peck Gaz. Illinois 1. 76 In numbering the townships east or
west from a principal meridian they are called 'ranges',
meaning a range of townships,

10. b. (Further examples.)
189a Photogr, Ann. II, 549 Three sets, .of ajiparatus

which will prove,. .10 give a range for demonstrating pur-
poses that will embrace most experiments that are required.
zgai Glasgow Herald 7 Nov. 11 In preparing their ranges
for the particular season, manufacturers are guided largely
by the experience of the seasons which have j ust gone,

14. e. (Earlier example.)
1716 Maryland Hist. Mag. XVIII. 216, 20 tables Crown

glass cutt into Ranges 7 inches high.

h. (See quot.)

1923 Daily Mail 28 Apr. 8 Eighty ranges, the young wood
of ten acres—a range consists of all but the grown timber of
twenty rods—had passed under the hammer.
16. a. range-boss^ -rider,
X92S Short Stories Feb. i, 70/2 He dominates everj'body

but Ben Whitman and., dad's *range-boss. <z 1909 'O.
Henry* Roads of Destiny xxii. 368 1 slapped that old cap-
tive Vange-rider half across his lutle garden.

b. range-blockt -clearer^ "Ciearingj -indicator,

-taker.

1914 Wireless Weekly 8 Oct. 745/1 *Range blocks, with
fixed loose coupling between the aerial and the closed circuit
are provided. 1903 E. Phillpotts Secret Wotnan i. iii. 33
As *range-clearer Kir. Redvers received handsome wages.
/bid. 1. iv. ^4 I corned round by the quarry after *rangc-
clearing this morning. 1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 131
When the *range-indicator told that it was within reach of
their shells the first gun opened with a trial beltful. Ibid.

37 I'll take the *range.taker with me.

d, range-work, {f) practice in shooting at a
range.
1908 Daily Chron. j6 Apr. 4/6 Some 200 of the Ix>ndon

Scottish will be quartered at Aldershot for range work and
field exercises.

Kange, v.^ Add : 6. b. Also trans.
184X R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 79 She [a ship] may be

ranged a little ahead, or deadened, by filling or backing the
cross-jack yards.

11. o. To cast (one's eyes) over a series of objects.
i86« Mrs. H. Wood Ckannings I. L n The master ranged

his eyes round the circle.

Kanged,///. a.l Add: b. //*a«J/C Systematic-

ally arranged; ordered.

1859 Tennvson Pelleas <$• Ettarre 153 Whose lightest

whisper moved him more Than all the ranged reasons of the
world.

Ranger^. 3. (Earlier examples.)
169s Cal, Virginia St. Papers I. 38 [Petition of Lef* David

Strauglian and) ' eight Rangers * [for pay for services). 1713
Col. Rec. Carolina II. 32, I have ordered all our Rangers.

.

to march that way. 1733 Col. Rec. Georgia III. 90 Captain
Macpherson with fifteen of the Rangers.. cover'd and pro-
tected the new Settlers.

Hanger (r/J-ndaaa), v, [f. Ranger 1.] intr. To
be a ranger.
a 1909 ' O. Henrv' Roads of Destiny xvi, 263 We fought

Kiowas, drove cattle, and rangered side by side nearly all

over Texas,

Banginess (r^i"nd3ines). [f.RAKGYfl. + -NESS.]

Rangy quality ; capacity for ranging.
187J Rep, Vermont Board Agric, 1. 213 A 1100 or 1200 lb

horse, with bone, ranginess and endurance.

Rangled, variant of Wrangled///, a?-

19x4 A. J. Small Frozen Gold x. 220 The trail led through
four miles of rugged, rangled bushland to the Yukon water
edge. Z939 Bridges Test. Beauty in. 68 Nor the rangled
shroud that she wove for his sire.

Itangy, a, 1. a. (Earlier example.) Also of

persons.
1868 H, Woodruff Trotting Horse xlvii. 381 The latter

was a fine, rangy gelding. 1910 G. B. McCutcheon Trux-
ton King i. X He was a tall, lawboned, rangy young fellow,

191S W. Irwin iT/^«, Women ff War v. 154 Through every
detachment ran that rangy, knife-built Norman type. 1926
Bulletin 25 June ia/3 All hands, .were washing up at the

trough . ., half a score of rangy chaps, sun»browncd and sun-

dried, splashing and laughing.

b. (Earlier example.)
1^76 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. III. 215 They were..

light colored, rather rangy sheep.

IRanid (r/i*nid), a, [f. mod.I,. Ranidse, f. L.

rdna frog.] Belonging to the family Ranida& or

genus Rana.
1905 Proc. Zool, Soc. I. 58 (heading) On Abnormal Ranid

Larvae from North-Eastern India.

Rank, sb.'^ Add: 1. C. A row of public

vehicles waiting to be hired, or the place where

these stand ; a cab-rank.
1903 Daily Chron. 29 Sept. 3/1 These proposals include

the use of such large ranks as that in Berkeley-square as

feeders for smaller ones in the vicinity. X929 W. E, Collin-

SON Spoken Eng. 42 We'd better take a taxi. Don't bother

to ring up, there 's any amount of them on the rank (stand)

round the corner.

8. o. Ail ranks : the men of every grade or rank

in an army or other organized body.

ass

1924 Mallory in E. F. Norton Fight for Everest 1924

35 He had decided to evacuate Camp III for the present

and retire all ranks to the Base Camp.

10. rank-mark.
1928 Gamble Story N. Sea Air.Station iv. 76 They were

entitled to wear the 'curl* on their gold lace rank-marks.
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Hank, v,'^ 6. (Earlier and later examples.)

Z841 Southern Lit. Messtnger VII. 766/1, 1 have Mr. San*

ford under my command—I rank him,..and then Z have

charge of the whoU ship. x86o Cou^nss.GhU 10 Dec. 27/3

I shall. .submit a few reasons for this opinion. .but not until

other Senators are heard who rank me in age, experience,

and wisdom. X004 Delineator Dec. 933 The Secietary of

State ranks all the other members of the Cabinet.

6. C. (Further example.)

1998 Daily Mail 3 Aug. 18/3 The new shares did notrank

for the interim dividend.

Ka*nk-and-file, a, [f. rank and file : Rank
sb^ 5 b.] Of soldiers : Belonging to the rank and

file ;
private ; ordinary.

_ 1904 VVisim. Gas, 27 Feb. 2/3 The rank-and-file men of

the Russian Army. 1907 Daily Ckron. 19 Dec. 3/3 The
memoirs of a rank-and-file man like this are very touching ,

and painful reading.

Ranker. 3. Also transf.

1907 lyestm. Gaz. 16 Mar. 2/1 Dr. Macnamara*s chief..

testified to the industry, ability, and disinterestedness of the

guest of the evening, who, like himself, was a * ranker*.

Kanking, vbl. sd.^ 1. (Further examples.)

Also attrib.

1903 Daily Chron, 29 Sept. 3/1 The provision ofadditional

ranking accommodation [for cabs] in suitable places. 1909

N, Y, Even. Fast, 31 Dec. 4/5 In the rem.iinder of the list

the work of the ranking committee [etc.]. 1926 W. S. Bruce
Salt 4- Sense viii. 64 The men of money are supposed to be
above the men of mind. That ranking is entirely wrong.

Banking, ppl. a. Add : b. U,S. That takes

precedence ; leading, foremost.
1862 Vale Lit. Ma^, XXIX. 80 (Th.) His two ranking

officers were both gone, 1899 Mrs. Custkr Boots 4r Saddles
xiii. 137 The ranking lady had a sabre which her chief had
received as a present, and this she waved over the others in

command. 1903 Daily Chron. 21 Dec. 5/3 The ranking
Japanese colonel.. has also been recalled, 1931 Puhlisliers^

Weekly 20 June 2S49/1 The publishing industry^ of this

country . .now takes a ranking place in the economic struc-

ture.

Hankie, sb.'^ (Recent example.)
J913 H. SuTCLiFFE Open. Jiaaelxviiit But she won't get the

rankle out of her mind.

Hansom, sb, 2. d. (Earlier example.)
i8i5 Scott Antiquary iii, Could a copy now occur,. .Lord

only knows what would be its ransom.

itanter, sb. Add : 4. Co7?ib*, as ranter-like.

X849 Rock Ck, Fathers II. 393 Latimer, .so ranter-like in

logic and language.

Rap, ^.^ Add: L C. To speak ofunfaTour-

ably ; to criticize adversely ; to rebuke, U.S.
1906 N. V. Even. Post 23 Nov. 5 Football was sharply

rapped and rowing was highly praised by President Eliot

in his address. 1926 J. Kernev Political Educ. iVoodrow
Wilson 105 In screamer headlines the conference was rapped
as a secret and reprehensible thing.

4. Also, to make a rapping sound.
19x6 Boyd Cable Action Front 95 A handful of bullets

whipped and rapped about them as they tumbled over and the

stretcher was hoisted in.

5. b. (Later example.)
1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 132 The guns slowed down

their rate of fire, merely rapping offan occasional few rounds.

Ztape^ sb.^ 3. Add : rape-shed.

184s DoDD BHt. Manuf. V. 76 In a building called the
' rajJe-shed ' are someenormous wooden vessels called 'rapes '.

Rape, "v^ Add : L (Further example.)
19*7 Blackw.Mag. Apr. 494/2 The stonewalls on either side

pressed close, threatening to rape from tis ourfaithful caravan.

Itaper (r^-psj). [f. Kape z^.2 + -eb^.] One
who rapes or ravishes.

1927 Contemp. Rev. July 85 In woman's eyes this magic
creature was phallic man, ' old Adam ', the raper, who
started life.

Baphaelite. (Example.) So Ba-phaelitisiu
= Raphaelism.
1851 J. RusKiN Pre-Raphaelitism 59 And thus Pre-

Kaphaelitism and Raphaelitism, and Turnerism, are all one
and the same, so far as education can influence them. 1905
W. H. Hunt Pre-Raphaelitism I. 137 The artists who thus
sen'ilcly travestied this prince of painters at his prime were
Kaphaelites.

iBapid. B. sb. A\%oJlg.
xgxx G. K. Ch estertos Innoc. F. Brown x, She was already

in the rapids of an ethical tirade about the 'sickly medical
notions *.

Zbapier. C. Add: rapier-snotited &d],

1906 Daily Chron. ji Oct. 3/6 The fellow was only a
harmless garfish (Belone vulgaris). This rapier-snouted fish

consorts with the mackerel.

Kapilli (Later example.)
1871 C. KiNGSLEY At Last ii. Soils of still unexhausted

fertility, save when—as must needs be in a volcanic region-
patches of mere rapiUi and scoriae occur.

Raploch. B. adj. (Later example.)
rm Scots Observer 21 May 16/1 Thistle and lily are

alike admirable though one be raploch and the other cir-

cumspect.

Happed,///, a. Also rapptd-out.
1906 Daily Chron. 7 June 6/1 There was certainly nothing

theatrical about the sound, stately, straight-backed, rapped*
out rowing of those Eton eights.

Kapper. Add : 1. (Later example.)
1856 bmicKLAND Peter Cartwright xix. 976 ThcK is a

dark, motley crowd of.. spiritual rappers, so called.

b. An itinerant purchaser of antimies.
19x4 H. A. Vachkix Quinneys n. x, 146 Gossip had it that

he had begun life as a * rapper '. 19x4 Glasg^nu Herald
24 Nov, 15 If they had asked the dealer., he might have told

them that this ckvck, or that table, or those prints had come
to him through a Rapper.
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Happing, vbL sb.^ 1. Also trans/.

1923 7'iTt:es Lit. Suppl. 6 Dec. 853/3 He writes in short

snappy sentences, the persistent rapping of which makes it

very difficult for the reader to keep uphis attention for long.

Rapsea'llionism. [f. Rapscallion -i- -ism.]

Rapscallions collectively ; the conduct or condition

of rapscallions.

X92X J. Galsworthy To Lei iii. ix, Soho seemed more than
ever the disenchanted home of rapscallionism.

Hapt, pa. pple. 3, (Further example.)

1924 Anne D. Sedgwick Little French Girlw. xii. 194 The
heir.. stood with his little slioulders screwed up, hls^ elbows
in his hands, rapt away from shyness and self-consciousness

by his sincere delight.

Raptor. 1. (Modem example.)
1884 Cath. Did. (1897) 478/1 The councils.. certainly

prohibit subsequent marriage between the raptor and his

victim.

Hapturev ^* -^^^ • ^' '^^^' '^^ *^® delight

in \ to be transported mentally.

1908 Sviart Set 25 June 130, I rapture in some lonely

night-bird's cries.

Hara avis (rea*ra ^*vis). [L.j * a rare bird

'

(Hor. Sat. li. ii. 26).] A person or thing seldom

met with or found; a very unusual occurrence,

etc. ; something very remarkable.

i8s« Grace Greenwood Haps ^- Mishaps 91 A pretty

Irish peasant girl we found the rarest ol vara avlses. 1865

M. Ahnold Lett. (1904) II. 28 When you find that rar« avis,

a really well-bred and trained American. 1884 Hissey Old'
fashioned Journey vii, 99 A perfect day with us is some-
what of a rara avis. 1889 F. M. Halford Dry-Fly Fishing
ix. 201 Streams where the fly-fisherman is arara avis. 1906
'Cut-Cavendish ' Compl. Bridge Player ^Z The redouble is

the rara avis of the Bridge world.

Hare, a.^ 9. Add : rare-bred, -feathered adjs.

1876 Coursing Calendar 327 Westeria. .was put out in a
bad trial. She is a rare-bred one, being by Contango out of

Joan-of-Arc. X904 Westm. Gaz. ig Nov. 9/2 The class for

pied, albino, or rare-feathered British birds contains a pure
yellow, pink-eyed, yellow-hammer.

Hare, a.'^ (Later examples.)
a. 1836 Public Ledger (Philad.) 19 Apr. (Th.) [Certain per-

sons] in calling for boiled eggs, instead of ordering them to

be done rare, order them to be done soft. 1856 Knicker~
backer Mag. XLVII. 249 *Do you like your eggs done
rare ? ' asked the good landlady.

b. 1904 N. V. Sun 6 Aug. 5 The waiter took his order for

a sirloin rare. 1911 Edna Febber Dawn O'Hara ii. 20 I've

devoured rare porterhouse and roast beef day after day for

weeks.

Hare, U.S. variant of Rear v^-

1833 Crockett Sk. 92 He just rared up upon hishind legs,

Harefy, v. 2. b. Also absol. or intr.

1928 Edmund Blunden Undert. War'iv. 44, I remember
how Limburg-Buce and myself chirped and rarefied over

some crayfish and a great cake, in a little side room of a
miner's cottage.

Haricostation (rear;"-, rser/'kfjst^'jsn). [f. L.

rdrus rare + costa rib.] The condition of having

few ribs.

1930 G, R. DE Beer Embryol. ^ Evolution vi. 44 There
may be pronounced raricostation throughout several de-

pressed whorls of young Gagaticeras.

Haring (re^Tiri), a. U.S. [f. *Rare (Rear vX)
+ -ing2] Madly eager; full of desire (to go or

begin). Also, as adv., excessively.

1909 Eliz. Banks Myst. Fran. Farrington 49 They made
me raring, tearing mad to look at 'em. 1923 F. N. Hart
Bellamy Trial \. 10 Both sides are rarin' to go, and they

are not liable to touch their peremptory challenges [of

jurymen].

Haser ^. Also razer.
X915 C. A. Mercier Leper Houses 40 During Lent each

had a razer of wheat . . and two razers of beans.

Hasp, sb}- Add ; 2. C. A ribbed band or organ

in some insects.

i8a6 KiKBY & Sp. EntojHol. III. xxx. 143 This animal.,

has on it a double series of rasps. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man.
(1890) It. X. 301 The rasp generally consists of a narrow,

slightly-raised surface, crossed by very fine, parallel ribs.

5. rasp-drum, the drum in a potato-rasping

machine whose surface grates or rasps the potatoes.

1839 Ube Diet. Arts 1165 The hopper b is attached to the

upper frame, has its bottom concentric with the rasp-drum,

and nearly in contact with it.

Hasp, v.'^ Add : 2. d. To grate (the hard

crust) off (a roll) ; also, intr., of a roll, to admit

of this treatment.

1889 R.Wells Pastrycook ^ Confectioner 11 French rolls

must always be rasped. 1893 — Mod. Bread Baker 57 They
must be well baked, or they will not rasp as all French rolls

should.

4. (Later examples.)
1877 Harper's Mag. Oct. 664/1 A somewhat harsh clock

rasped out the seconds. 1906 L. J. Vance Terence O'Rmtrke^

I. ill. 22 ' I trust ', he said, * that ye are not severely injured
—

'

^Canaille!'' rasped the Frenchman. 1922 Bennett Z,///a«

II. iv, ' Oh, well, have it as you like !
' Mr. Grig rasped.

Haspberry. Add : 6. slang. A sound, ges-

ture or sign expressing dislike or derision of some-

one or something; disapproval; dismissal.

1915T. BxjKiCK Nights in 7\«wt 307 The humorist answered

them by a gesture known in polite circles as a ' raspberry *.

1920 P. G. Wodehousk Damsel in Distress vi. 71 Convict

son totters up the steps of the old home and punches the

belli What awaits him beyond? Forgiveness? Or the

raspberry? 1927 Punch 14 Dec 649/2, 1 have embodied the

above suggestions in a memo, and they are now on their way
to the Army Council...They may even be on their way back,

with a raspberry from Somebody Very Senior written across

RATING.
the top left-hand corner. 1928 Sunday Express iS Mar. 9/2
* Tell him to shoot that song-and^iance outfit ',..aiid jump
into some plain overalls, or else I'll ease him the raspberry.

Hasper. 2. (Later example.)
1929 Vachell Virgin iii. 53 In front was a big solid fence,

a rasper.

Haspy, a.^ Add : 2. (Earlier example.)
1869 Louisa M. Alcott Little Women II. i. 30, I don't

wish to get raspy, so let's cliange the subject.

3. Comb., as raspy-gaspy.

1903 Kipling in Windsor Mag. Sept. 363/2 She said it in

a raspy-gaspy whisper that would have frightened a steam-
cow.

Hasted (ra'sted), a. and adv. slang. A sub-

stitute for Blasted 3.

1919 J. B. Morton Barber of Putney xviil, 307 ' I'm think-

ing of the name ' [for a cottage], said Tim. * How do you
like " Heart's Ease "? * *Too rasted story-bookish.'

Hat, sb?- Add : 3. (Later example.)
1900 R. Babr Unchanging East 258 The Turkish Govern-

ment has a little rat of a boat., which dare not venture out

in a storm.

4. d. (Earlier example.)
1855 Oregon Weekly Times 4 Aug. (Th.) Perhaps onr

readers ask, what is meant by the term ' rat '. It is a term
recognized by the printing fraternity, and is applied to those

who work at less rates than honest printers can afibrd,

7. a. rat-fur, -run.
1907 Daily Chron. 24 Aug. 4/7 The hair was gathered up,

chignon -fashion, and tied behind with strings made of "lat-

fur. 1893 Baily's Mag. Oct. 253/1 I'he •rat-runs had been
stopped up, and he killed nearly, .a hundred rats before he
paused.

b. Also rat-proofing vbl. sb.

1929 Times 2 Nov. 9/5 Surely it would be an economy to

employ a man permanently for *rat proofing and rat catching

at £ 150 per annum.
e. rat-flea, a flea infesting rats; rat-printer =

sense 4 d ; rat-printing-office — rat-house ; rat-

tiglit a.y able to keep out rats.

1871 Hard-zvicke's Science-Gossip May 99/2 The rat has
two kinds of fleas, that is, the banded *Rat Flea., and the

common Rat Flea. 1907 Daily Mail ig Aug. 7/1 The Plague
Commission has decided, .that the vehicle of contagion is the

rat-flea. 1824 ^rV7-<jjcc;*£ (Albany, N.Y.) 6 Mar. (Ih.) H-oren

Webster, chief ink-dauber in a *rat-printing office at the west

;

Ralph Walby, nothing at all but a *rat.printer. 1893 JrnL
Soc. Arts s May 623/1 What is wanted isa mode ofrunning
the wires. .that shall not only be electric-tight, but shallalso

be water-tight, air-tight, oil-tight, fire-tiglit, and *rat-tight.

1908 Installation News IL 33/1 The union between two
screw threads does not make a perfectly ' watertight, airtight,

gastight, and rat-tight ' Joint, as the saying is.

Hat-catcher. Add : 2. slang. Unconven-

tional hunting dress.

1930 Field 29 Nov. 764/1 The self-respecting beginner will

want to be turned out properly, in the right 'rat-catcher*

style.

Hatcliel. 1. (Later example of rachiU.)

1884 R. Hunt Brit. Mining Gloss. 912 Rachill, small

loose stones that are usually found on the top of the rock

forming as the depth increased into the nature of beds.

Hatchet, sb. 4. Add : ratchet\-driir) -maker.

2881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 44 *Ratchet drill maker.

1905 Daily Chron. 13 Mar. 5/6 A man named Joseph Scott

. . a *ratchet maker by trade.

Hate, J^.^ 17. Add: rate-cutting, a*lowering

of rates or charges.

1919 J. L. Garvin Econ. Found. Peace 162 Trenchant
*rate.cutting between British and American shipping has

already begun on some trade-routes.

Hate, v.- 2. (Later example.)

1873 A. C. Steele Broken Toysn.xxv. 151 Ben Alymer..
took up the butt-end of his gun and rated the pointer back.

Hathe, sb.^ 2. (Further example.)

1875 l/re^s Diet. Arts (ed. 7) III. iiiiA comber raithe..

guides the threads with precision on to any length of beam.

Hathskeller (ratskelai). U.S. [G. raths-

kellertown-h-Al cellar.] A beer-saloon or restaurant

in a basement.
1900 G. .'Vde More Fables in Slang (1902) 159 Mr. B3Td.

.

happened to be in a Rathskeller not far away, a X909 * O.

Henry ' Roads of Destiny xx. 338 Halberdiers goes with

Rindslashes..just as rats goes with rathskellers. 1916

Harper's Mag, Dec. 18 He likes the religious cool of the

rathskeller. . . He takes his ease in his inn.

Hatificatiou. (Earlier example of raiificaiion

77ieelin^.)

1848 Congress. Globe 3 July 893 (Th.) Mr. Niles of Conn,

compared the proceedings of the day with those ofa ratifica-

tion meeting.

Ratifica'tionist. [f. Ratipicatiom -(- -ist.j

One who favours ratification (of something).

19M Glasgow Herald 25 Dec 7/3 On the ratificationists'

side it had been suggested that there should be a time limit

to speeches.

Hatine (ratrn). [F., cf. Ratteen 1.] A dress

fabric of rough, open texture resembling sponge-

cloth.

1922 Daily Mail 15 Nov. i Advt., Printed silk ratme. 1923

Westm. Gaz. 22 Mar. 9/2 Mrs. Almond's blue ratine looked as

if it had just descended on )ier and had been made m heaven.

Hating, vbl. sb.^ Add: 2. b. (Further ex-

amples.)
1906 West. Gaz. 6 June 6/2 The cruiser.. landed fourteen

officers, 290 ratings, and eighty-five marines. 1925 A'**'""*

26 Sept. 756/2 Numerous ground ratings are needed to handle

airships in and out of the hangars in addition to a very con-

siderable repair siaflfof specially skilled ratmgs. S93» L>atly

Express 27 Jan. 2/6 Five officers and thirty ratings '"crc

rescued after jumping clear.



RATION. 161 RAZOR-SHELL.

3, ditrib.^ as rating area,

lOaS Brit. Iniiustr. Future (Lib. Ind. Int^.) v. 408 And
rating areas should be drastically revised with a view to a
more equal distribution of the burden of rates.

Batioilf J^. Add : 3. d. trans/,

1850 R. Browning Christmas Eve ii. ii6 Still, as I say,

though you've found salvation, If I should choose to cry
—as now— ' Shares !

'. See if the best oT you bars me my
rai ion 1

4. ration-beef (earlier example), "book, rum^
sugar, tea,

1847 Lang /'A;V//)*j/aM^234Excellent colonial ration-beef.

2918 E. A. Mackintosh /f'ar, the Liberator 94 Punch
concocted out of ration rum. xSga Missing Friends 54
The most inferior goods in the market are called ration-tea

and ration-sugar.

Nationalization • Add : 1. (Further ex-

amples.

)

1993 Thouless Psychol, of Religion 8i A rationalisation

may be defined 2A a chain of ar$;ument used by the mind to

justify itself in the holding of a belief whicii really owes its

origin to something else. i9«6 Coster Psycho-Anal, /or
Normal People 33 This process of supplying a reasonable

cause for an apparently unreasonable emotion is called ra-

tionalisation.

8. The reorganization ofindustry on scientific lines

with elimination of waste of labour, time and
materials, and redaction of other costs [after G.
rationalisieriing\,

vxarj yi^xxLWY-TX Industry ^ Politicsiw The rationalisation

of industry, then, is an attempt to adjust the means of pro-

duction to the probable means of consumption. 19x8 Brit.

Intlustr, Future (Lib. Ind. Inq.) 11. xiL 129 An immense
amount oftime,ofthoughtandabilityisdevoted to increasing

the efficiency of the individual concern—very little to the

rational i-^ation of industry. Z9a9 Times Ltt.Suppl, 19 Sept.

7tt/i Historically, industrial concentration bad gone on
tx:fore the period of rationalization.

nationalize, v. Add : L o. To apply
rationaiization to (industry),

1930 Times 14 Mar. i^/i The security of safeguarding
duties was needed while industries were being rationalized.

RatOOn, 2^. Add : b. trans. To cut down
(plants) to induce them to send up new shoots. So
Batoo-ned />//. a,

1935 Glasgow Herald 23 Apr, 14/2 Reports indicate that

ratooned cotton has suffered. Ratooned plants produce a
much earlier crop than new plants and..ZuIuland had
ratooned a considerable quantity this year.

Ratx>0'ner. [f.prec +-er.] A plant that ratoons.

I9sa Chambers's Jml. Dec 800/a A second crop can be
obtained from the dwarfed stumps of the trees after the first

crop has been picked, but the ociiro is a bad ratooner.

Aat-tail. 5. Also in the sense of Rat-tailed
a. 3.

1904 Daily Ckron. ao Jul^ 5/6 The bride's father presented
her with a superb tiara ofdiamonds and pearls, and a canteen
of rat-tail silver. 19x5 Svlvia T, Waener Espalier 77 The
rat-tail spoons. The china dishes.

Battan, sb^ 4, Add; rattan screen,

xgoa CoNHAD Youth 205 The straggling building of bricks,

..resounded with the incessant flapping of rattan screens.

Hatta-nning, vbl, sb, [f. Raitan sb.^ + -ing 1.]

Chastisement with rattan sticks.

1847 H. Melville Omoo xxix.TheratannIng of the young
culprits. . may also be considered as in some measure charac-

teristic of the nation.

Rat-tat-tat, sb. Also, a series of reports from
fire-arms.

1907 G. Manington Soldierof T.egion iii, 127 The sombre
background was punctuated again and again.. by lightning

like red flashes. Rat I ut 1 tat ! tat I.. These were Win-
chesters.

Bat-tat-tat, v, [f, prec,] intr. To make a

rapping noise.

19x0 Daily Chron. 14 Apr. 9/5 The lady rat-tat-tatted for

half an hour. Then the housekeeper, .sternly asked the

visitor to be so good as to go away. 19x6 H. Walpole Dark
Forest I. vii. 1S8 A machine gun * rat-tat-tat<tated ' close

to us.

Hattinet. (Earlier and later examples.)
x8it Niles* Weekly Keg. 21 Sept. 46/1 Rattineis. .can only

be made of wool long enough to be combed. 1836 H. MAt<-
WARiNG Tailors* New Guide 15^ Velvetteen Jacket, body
and skirt, may be lined with rattinet.

Rattle, sb\ Add : 4. b. (Further example.)

1895 Punch 24 Aug. 93/2 There's ofte thing, my boy, you
cam't borrer, and that i;* my rattle and go !

e. A crisp crackling sound made by some kinds

of paper when handled ; the quality in paper which
produces this.

X900 Cross& Brvan Paper.Making (ed. 2) 153 As a conse-

quence it adds the quality of ' wetness * to tlie pulp, which
ag:iin confers the quality of hardness and 'rattle' upon the

finished paper,

10. rattle-weed (car'ier examples).
1851 R. Glcsam Jml. Army Li/e (1874) vi. 70 A very

common plant in these wotern prairies is one known as the

*raitle«weed which derives its name from the fact that its pod
i.« full of loo^ >eed and make:* a rattling noise when dry.

1864 yf»n. AV/. Agric. Maiue 4S La-^t yenrnothing grew on
tiic field where itliad been applied but rattle-weed.

Kattle, vA 6. Also, to fire (shots) from a

gun rapidly.

1916 HovD Cable Action Front 198 He rattled oflf burst

after burst of fire,

U. (Earlier examples.)
1869 J.

R. Browne Apache Country xxviii. 382, 1 think he
was slightly rattled liy the formidable appearance of our

escort. 1883 NVE Baled Jlay 85 We don t wonder, .that a

SUPPT.

horse who has lived in the country should be a little rattled
here where he finds the electric light.

Rattled (rse-t'ld), ///. a. [f. Rattle v.l + ed 2.]

Agitated, confused, excited.

1905 Pail Mall Mag, Nov. 546/1 I don't see you need be
rattled. 1910 A^. V. Even. Post 10 Feb. (Th.) The plight of
Ohio's rattled Republicans is enough to win grimy tears
from the stony basilisk.

Ztattler. Add : 2. d. slang, A bicycle, e.

A train.

1922 R. Parrish Case <V the Girl 335 We caught another
rattler two hours later, and got off at Patacne. 1924 D. H.
Lawrence England, my England \o2 Miss Stokes had a
puncture. * Let me wheel the rattler,' said Albert. 192S

J. B1.ACK Vou Cant Win vii. 81 All we have to do is.. say
we rode this rattler out of Cheyenne.
3. b. Also, an energetic or active person.
1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories 5 That fellow Varnum

is a rattler. . . He has been making an awfully sandy fight of
it,. .working his way all through college.

d. A long resounding word.
X865 'Mark Twain' Sketches (1926) 159 One of them

rattlers with a clatter of syllables as long as a string of sluice

boxes.

Rattlesnake, b. Add : rattlesnake leaf
(see quot.) ; rattlesnake's master (example)

;

rattlesnake plantain (early example).
1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. 107/2 Goodyerapubeseens^

•rattlesnake leaf. 1836 Mrs, Hollev Texas v. 103 A root

called 'rattlesnake's master grows abundantly in the pine
woods and is said to be an efficient remedy. 1778 Carver
Trav, 482 The *Ratile Snake Plantain, an approved anti-

dote to the poison of this creature.

Battling, z/^/.j<^.2 [f. Rattle z-.a + .TNoK] The
action of the verb Rattle, In quot. attrib,

1883 Mart. Seamanshipfor Boys 312 Hitch your rattling*

stuff round the third shroud from aft.

Xtat-trapa Add : 3. attrib. in sense 'resembling

a rat-trap ',

1904 Westm. Gaz. 3 Mar. 1/3 A gaunt man with a rat-trap

face. X907 Ibid. 20 Sept. 4/a His (a pike's] rat-tr.ip jaws.

Satty, a. Add : 2. (Further example.)
1905 Mabel Barnes-Grundy Vacill. Hazel 235 Those

coils [of hairj when down, were thinner and rattier and
skimper than when up.

3. siang or coHoq, Irritated, angry, fretful.

1909 Makg. B. Saunders Litany Lane 11. xvi. Shut up.
She's ratty. 1913 H. Walpole Fortitude i. iv. All right, you
needn't be ratty about it ! 1915 .\. S. Neill Dominie's Log
xiii, I get ratty occasionally, but I generally blame myself.

Haucousness (r^-kssnes). [f. Raucous a, +
-NE33.] Hoarse or raucous character.

1^7 Daily Express ai June 8/5 I see thousands of people
striving for. .bursts of applause that will only deafen them
with their raucousness.

Ravage, v, 1. Also with const,

1924 .^NNE D. Sedgwick Little FrenchCirli, iv. 22 Fields
ravaged of every trace of beauty,

2. (Further example.)
1914 Times Lit. Suppl. 24 Apr. 194/1 One of the lesser

gates into India, through which.. wild hitlmen have de-

scended into Bengal, raiding and ravaging for loot and cap-
tives.

Ravef J^-^ 1. T^- (Example.)
X85X J. S. SrumGKK Forest Life v. 106 It was astonishing to

see how he [the teamster] had gnawed the rave of the sled.

Itavelf sb.^ (Earlier example.)
1805 J. Austin in Trans. Soc. Arts XXIII. 243 An uni-

versal ravel or sniffle, useful at the beaming of all kinds of

webs.

Raveli y-^ Add : 9. To stir or rake ores in

the process of smelting,
X9a3 Discoveiy Nov. 291/2 The other furnace.. in which

the names actuallv play over the surface of the mundic
which is 'ravelled 'from the side by a pole some eight or

nine feet long.

Ztaveily sby 4. b. Add : raven-tree, a tree

in which ravens build their nests.

190^ Westm. Gaz. 23 July 13/1 The * raven tree * is all that

remains.. to remind one of the former existence of these

birds in those localities. 1908 Chambers's Jml. A^r. 284/1
Nearly every parish had its ' raven-tree ',

O. raven's duck (examples).

'775 l^^^' ^' ^- Comm. Sofety 4, 120 Tents, to be made
of 'Raven's duck. xQ68 G. G. Channing Recoil. Newport
200 A miller called one day at the store to purchase a piece

of ravensduck, with which to make or to repair sails for hi^

windmill.

Ravine, J^' Add: 3. b. Used as the opposite

of *Peak jJ 2 g e,

19*6 W. R. Inge Lay Thoughts ofa Dean 89 We shall see

that each war is marked by a peak in the line showing the

death rate and a ravine in the line showing the birth rate.

Raw. A. adj. Add : 1. £ Applied to the

taste of tea : Ha;sh, not mellow.
1891 WAI.SH Tea^ its Hist. <5- Myst. 170 Ceylon and Javas

are either ' raw ',
* uncooked ',. .or sour in flavor.

2. C. rawhide (earlier examples). Hence raW'

hidings a beating with a rawhide whip.

1658 Plymouth Coll. Rec. XI. 119 It is enacted by the

Court that after December 1658 noc raw hides., shalbee

transported out of the Govnnent, x&fz Catlin N. Amer.
Indians 1. 71 The raw-hide thong, with which it was tied

to a stake. 1844 J- J- Wkdb Mem. 103 He brought out a
rawhide baj; full of money. 1848 KnickerbockerMag. XVI 1 1.

519 The editor, it was predicted, would catch a raw<hiding

before sun-set.

3. (Further example.)
1869 TozER Highl. Turkey I. 984 That peculiarly raw,

half-discordant sound which is characteristic of all Oriental

music.

9. rawsineliing 0.^],

1906 Macmillans Mag. Apr. 476 Next morning I woke in

the *raw-smelling dawn, feeling like a corpse.

B. Ji5.2 2. b. (Earlier example.)
1809 Irving Knickerb. v. ii. 23 By degrees, a sore place,

or, in Hibernian parlance, a raxv, had been established in

the irritable soul of the little governor.

3. Also transf.
1928 Daily Mail 16 Aug. 19/3, I am not at all sure that

here is not a star in the raw.

Raw-boned, a. Also transf.
1886 W. Morris in Mackail Life Morris (1899) II, 161

Stirling, a very raw-boned town.

Rawly, adv. Add : 5. So as to be bare or
exposed.
1926 ' Lucas Malet' T^f^i'fy/^'rtw/, ix. 270 Every nerve

of his body seeming rawly outside his skin instead of nor-
mally and decently covered by it,

Ray, sb}- 10. d. Add : ray-therapy, -treat-

ment, the treatment of disease with radiations
;

radio-therapy.

1904 Science Siftings 12 Mar. 320/2 The same principle
enters into all ray treatment, igog Westm. Gaz. 4 May 12/2
Six patients suffering from skin diseases..died after the ray-
treatment. 1928 Daily Express 20 Dec. 8/3 When the phrase
' ray-therapy ' crept into one of the royal bulletins, 1 heard
educated persons explaining that it meant treatment by
wireless I

Rayatwari, variant of Ryotwart.
Rayed, />//. «.^ Add : d. Illuminated by rays

of light.

1905 W, H. Hunt Pre-Raphaelitisin I. 163 Fromthe depth
of this rayed region we ascended to the further margin of
the mist lake into the crystal air.

Raying,///, a, [f. Rat z'.i + -ing2.] Moving
in rays; emiiting rays; radiating.
1891 MzvLKOiTH One ofour Cong, xxxv, Popular artists.,

have figured in scenes of battle the raying fiagments of a
man from impact of a cannon-ball on his person. 1905
Westm. Gaz. 25 Apr. 2/3 The day That crowns us royal
with the raying sun.

Rayometer (r^i(7'mi't3j). [f. Ray sb.^-¥

-(o)metkr.] (See quot.)
z^a Wall &. Bolas Did. Phoiogr. (ed. 8) 550 Rayometer^

a kind of actiiiometer (generally a screen of aluminium of
graduated thickness) used in testing sensitiveness to X rays.

Rayon. Add -. 3. Trade name for artificial

sillc. Also attrib.

19*4 Drapers' Record J4 June 685/2 'Glos' having been
killed by ridicule, the National Retail Dry Goods Associa-
tion ofAmerica has made another effort to produce a suitable
name for artificial silk. This time their choice has fallen on
* rayon '. 1927 T. Woodhousk/^t-///". Silk i The sight ofalmost
any article made from artificial silk (or Rayon, as it is also

callednssuffitieiil to arouse admiration. 1930 Times2^ Mar.
25/2 The rayon industry as a whole has.. gone through a
very difficult year. 1930 Daily Express 30 July 3/7 Advt.,
It contains no rayon yarn.

Razee, v. 2. (Earlier example.)
18x0 Ann. 16th Congress i Scss. 1. 1008 It would not follow

that they should have power to razee a State . , by depriving
the admitted State of equal rights.

Razeed,///, a. (Earlier examples.)
1847 Knickerbocker Mag, XVI. 496 The ' Chicken Mauma

'

was persecuting the Cherokee advocate with her razeed (i.e.

reducedj offci s in reference to the sale of the ' funny chickens '.

1854 Shillaber Mrs, Partington y^Q Many a pair of razeed
trowsers has the world seen addeci to its wealth.

Razer (r^-z^j), [f. Razez;, + -ek.J a person

who razes or demolishes buildings.

%90% Boston (Mass.) Herald 13 Aug., Au^stus F. Lash,
one of the pioneer building razers of this city, died at his

home.. yesterday morning.

Razer, variant of KaserI.

Razor. Add : 1. b. (Further example.)
1907 CuRzoN OF Kedlkston Frontiers 7 Frontiers are in-

deed the razor's edge on which hang suspended the modern
issues of war or peace, of life or death to nations.

3. b. Also razor-sharp.
192Z R. HiciiENs spirit of Time v. 80 Something of it he

must have seen—but what?. .The suggestion of a *razor-

sbarp silhouette?

o. razor toe, a pointed toe on a shoe.

1897 C T. Davis Manuf. Leather (ed. 3) xxii. 303 The
pedestrian 01 ruinier avoids '*razor toes '.

Razor-back. A, sb. Add : 1 and 2. (Earlier

examples.)
18*3 \V. ScoBESBV Jrtd. WhaU'Fishery 143 Several razor.

backs (Balaena physalJs) had been seen, but no whales.

1849 J. Barrow Fads Te.xas iii. 57 Hogs are a very

numerous family, but they are of very indiffei ent breed, and
receive the appellation of ' razor backs,* which is significant

enough of their appearance.

3. A narrow ridge-like back in cattle and horses.

1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II. 16+ A high narrow shoulder

is frequently attended with a rigid back bone, and low-set

narrow hooks, a form which gets the appropriate name of

razor-back. 1908 Animal Managem. 25_Xhe_ ' razor ' back

may. .be due onl^ to want of muscle which judicious rest,

food, and work will produce.

4. A high narrow ridge of Innd.

191a Chambers's Jml. Jan. 30/1 Twice the wayledalong
a real 'razor-back.' On both sides the mountain sloped

precipitously.

B. adj. (Later example.)
1899 Tarkington Gentl. Indiana iv. 44 A squad of thin

'razor-back ' hogs.

Razor'Shell. Also attrib.

179a J, Uelknap Hist. New Hoittpshire III, 183 The
Razor-shell clam *Solen ensis.'

45



BAZZ.

Bazz (rvez), sd. [Short for Razzbebbt.] Dis-

approval expressed hj hissing or booing directed

against an nctor or other person.

1996 N. V. Lindsay Goingto*ih£-Stars 52 Let us think of

the Irish flute in the mom, . .And forget our jazzes and our

razzes and our hates.

Kazz (raez), v, U.S. slang [f. the sb.] trans.

To hiss or deride. So Ba-szins vbL sb.

19*4 P. Marks Plastic Age 52 The fellows razzed the life

out of me. Jbid.to, I don't mind the razzing myself,., but

I don't like the things they said to poor little Wilkins. 193a

Nno Yorker 4 June 15/a If that's the kind of Reds you got

out at your fraternity, the kind that would razz a.. sacred

thing [etc.].

Sazzberry (ne-zberi). US. slang, [Variant

of *RaSPBERBV I b,] = *RA8PBERRY I b.

«9a7 Daily Express 4 Feb. 6/4 Britons in Hollywood will

get what is locally known as 'the razzberry', which maybe
translated as ' the bird *.

Kazzle (rae'z*!). Short for Razzle-dazzlk.
1916 Chambers's JmL July 437/2 'Goin' on the razzle?'

he asked, 19*3 Daily Mail x Mar. 13, 1 shall try and get fit

and goon the razzle later. 1930 Priestley AngelPavetncnt
V. 2

1
3 Now we're going on the razzle.

Reabsorb^ ^. Add : b. intr. To pass by re-

absorption.
Z916 Galsworthy in Scribner's Mag. Jan. 17/1 In one's

heart rose an ecstasy of love for this . . earth which breeds us

all, and into which we reabsorb.

Keacconunodate, v. (Modem example.)
1920 tqtk Cent. Oct. 629 It will take time before the Jews

can again rcaccommodate themselves to the local conditions.

Seacll, v,'^ 12. c. (Recent example.)
1904 L. Tracy King ofDiamonds iii. 39 He reached over

for the stone.

SfGachable, a. 2. (Further example.)
1^14 R. & E. Shackleton Four on Tour in Eng. i86 Few

visitors go to Runnimcdc, because it has not been a readily

reachable place by rail.

Reach-me-down. B. sb. (Earlier and later

examples.)
Z862 F. SiNNETT Ace. S, Australia 53 Waxen dummies,

in their model reach-me-downs. 1922 Mrs. Alfred Sidc-
wicK Victorian \. x\ She has evidently bought a reach-me-
down at one of the cheap shops, and as for her hat it's the
limit. 1926 BsKNETT Lord Ratngo 1. xxxv. 165 He had said

stiffly that he would enter the House of Lords in no hired
reach-me-down.

b. Trousers.

1877 [in Diet.). 1905 Westm. Gaz. 20 Apr. 2/1 There is a
gentleman in pegtop reach-me-downs (I believe this is the
correct method in America of describing that portion of
gentleman's attire which a lady is never supposed to notice).

1907 Daily Chron. 18 Jan. 9/5 A stout colonel, who evidently
thought full-length reach-me-downs and gaiters .. suited to

his rank.

Reactance (rjjse'ktans). Electr. [f. React z/.l

+ -ANCE.] That component of the impedance of a

circuit to an alternating current which is due to

the inductance and causes the current in the circuit

to lag behind the impressed potential.

1896 Bedell Principles of Transformer 68 The reactance
is, accordingly, equal to the component of the impressed
electro-motive force at right angles to the current, divided
by the current Reactance is measured in ohms. 190a
W. G. Rhodes Alternating Currents 62 We propose to de-
termine the equivalent resistance R, and the equivalent re-

actance Sf of the combination. 1929 Ratcliffe Pkys. Princ.

of Wireless i. 5 l*he quantity pL is known as the reactance
of the inductance.

Zteaction. Add : 3. c. Electr. (See quot.)
1916 Gloss. Elecir. Terms (Brit. Engin. Stand.) 201 Re'

action^ of a valve circuit. The effect of coupling between
parts of an ionic valve, or system of valves, and associated
circuits which tends to produce a state of electrical oscilla-

tion in any part of the circuits.

5. reaction speedy velocity ; reaction circuit, in

wireless telephony (see quot.) ; so reaction coil.

1^3 Daily Mail 21 June 10 ^Reaction Circuity one in

which energy in the plate circuit of a valve receiver is fed

back to the grid circuit, thereby increasing the response of
the latter circuit to signals. 19x9 Wireless World Vll.g'i/t
A *reaction coil R. 1930 G. R. de Beer Etnbryol. «5- Evo-
lution XV. 105 Atavism is, therefore, due to the reproduction
ofa set of conditions (a definite system of *reaction-speeds)
which obtained in the ancestor. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
10 Sept. 564 The *reaction-velocity of the chemical or physi-
cal processes that result in the agglutination ofbacteria, is a
%'ery variable one.

Kea'ctioiiarinesa. [f. Reactionabt + -ness.]
Reactionary character. So Kea'ctioiiar(y)ism

;

Kea'ctioxLarist

.

191 X Galsworthy Patrician i, n His common sense con-
tinually impelled him against the sort of reactionaryism of
which his son Mittoun had so much. 1922 Coniemp. Rev.
Ang. 340 His party had previously been considerably
coloured by monarchism and rcactionarism. 1913 Una L.
SiLBEKRAD Lett. Jean Armiter vl. 149, I believe he felt

almost kindly.. towards me and my antiquated reactionari-
ness. 19x4 Glasgow Herald 21 May 7 The advent of the
Labour Government was heralded by the reactionarists as
the end of all things.

Rea'Ctionism. [f. Reaction + -ism.] = prec.
1891 J. M. RoBPRTSON Mod Humanists 91 For the

Bentham group Burke finally represented sheer reactionism.

Reactive. A. adj. Add : 5. Possessing

electrical reactance.
190a W. O. Rhodes Alternating Currents 62 Suppose

that m reactive circuits are connected in series, and that an
aliemating P.D. e is applied between the extreme terminals
of the combination.

162

Reactor (r^iscktaj). [f, Rk-act v.'^ + -or, after

Actor.] An animal or organism that reacts.

19x8 Daily Tel. 6 Nov, 7/7 Out of 835 animals.. 122 re-

acted to the double intradermal test, and 94 of these reactors
proved tuberculous at autopsy.

b. An apparatus possessing electrical reactance.
I9«6 Gloss. Electr. Terms (Brit. Engin. Stand.) 43 Re-

actor, a piece of apparatus used primarily because it pos-
sesses the property of reactance.

Read, v. Add : 13. b. (Earlier and later

examples.)
1836 DuNLAP Mem. Wafer Drinker (1837) I. 201 By the

death of his parents, he was left in possession of some
property, which he dissipated even before he * was read out
of meeting '. X84X Congress. Globe 30 June 133/2 Mr. Alford
concluded by warning the ' tariff boys ' of the South, that
instead of their reading him out of church, if they did not
mind he would read them out of church 1890 Harper's
Mag. Feb. 349/2 They said I wasn't no Christian ; and so
they got together and read me out o' the church.

15. c. To read up^ also, 10 acquire information

about (a subject) by reading.
1894 R. Andom We Three ff TrodHles xvii. 149 Those

miserable, hollow shams who read up the cricket news, .in

the evening papers. 1915 Rupekt Brooke Co//. Poems -p.

cxxxvii, I've been peacefully reading up the countryside all

the morning.

18. d. To convey a statement when read ; to run.
1888 F.Williams Atman v. 270 (Born) The letter reads as

follows. X904G. P\RK.KR Ladder ofSwords x\ I. 229 Afoot-
man..came to Angele, bearing a note which read; 'Your
friend is very ill, and asks for you \

e. Of an instrument: To have a graduated scale

enabling readings to be taken.
i86a Catal. Internat. Exhib.,Brit. II. No. 2941, Standard

barometer on Fortius principle, reading from an ivory zero
point in the cistern.

22. Sead in. a. To determine the number and
arrangement of the warp and woof threads required

to reproduce a woven design.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 267 In both modes of manufacture,
the piece is mounted by reading-in the warp for the different

leaves of the heddies.

b. To introduce (an additional idea) into matter
that is being read or considered,

1903 Westm, Gaz, 13 Nov. 7/a The learned counsel argued
that his lordship must read in a negative. . . In a contract for

personal service you must have in it a negative, express or
implied.

Read, ///. a. 2. Also read up.
188. Manning Eternal Priesthood {i^%-^ xx. 277 He Is a

welcome visitor^-.a ready and amusing guest, read up in

ttie newspapers, and full of the events of the day.

Iteader. Add : 7. A person who analyses

designs in textile fabrics for the purpose of repro-

ducing them.
1839 Ure Did. Arts 267 The weaving of imitation shawls

is executed, as usual, by as many shuttles as there are colours
in the design, and which are thrown across the warp in the
order established by the reader.

Readier (re-d/aj), [f. Ready v. 4 + -ERI.] A
person who * readies ' a race-horse or a horse that is

* readied \
X9as Daily Mail 3 Nov. 7 Undoubtedly the most noxious

of all the species are the * in-and-outer ', the ' readier ', and
the 'stumer *.

Reading', vbl. sb. 10. a. reading-circle^ list,

1909 Hastings's Encycl. Relig, ff Ethics 1 1. 609/1 The more
strongly pietisiic circles possess reading-circles of their own,
as well as Hible-classes for students and schoolboys. 1925
Scribner's Mag. July 61/1 Books on fishing., should, in

my opinion, have a place on every reading list.

Reading, ppt. a. b. Reading clerkJ also in the

U.S. Congress.
1865 in Hart Amer. Hist. (1901) IV. 466 The roll is called

over by the Reading Clerics/ ayes, iii noes.

Keadva'nce, sb, \l. the vb.] A renewed advance.
1927 Peake & Fleure Apes ff Men 29 With the rcadvance

of the temperate forest in Europe, as the climate improved,
most of them [the mammals] finally disappeared.

Ready. A. adj. Add : 16. d. Ready-for-
service = *Ready-to-wzar. Ready-to-eaty requir-

ing no cooking.
1907 N. Y. Times 14 Sept. 4 Through this store's efforts a

new attitude toward ready-for-service clothing has been
adopted by hundreds of men. 1909 H. N. Casson C. H.
McCormick 237 Certain ready-to-eat foods arc now being
made from wheat.

C. sb. Add : 3. Naut. A strand in a rope or

cable.

1883 Mem, Seamanshipfor Boys 125 You now commence
to form the long-splice, by unlaying one strand, and filling

up the space it leaves with the opposite strand next to it.

.

these strands being composed of three small strands, which
are called readies.

4. A period or process of preparation.
1883 ' Mark Twain ' Life on Mississippi li. 500, I was on

the bench of the pilot>houKe when we. .'straightened up'
few: the start—the boat pausing for a 'good ready* in the

old-fashioned way, 1878 B. F. Taylor Between Gates 71
A time hardly long enough for a century plant to get a good
ready for blossoming.

Ready, v. 4. b. (Later examples.)
X900 H. Lawson Over SUprails 162 The girl's relations,

.

bad a parson readied up, and they were married the same
day. X924 Galsworthy White Monkey 11. ix, I'll put you
wise about our authors, and ready you up to go before
Peter.

Ready-to-weaTi a* Also ready-for-wear.
K Ready-made 2,

RE-ABBAKQE.
1905 Daily Chron. 27 Feb. 8/3 A more exclusive type of

ready-to-wear hat is the. .sailor turban, toque, or narrow
boat shape. xsjo6 N.V. Even. Post 10 Feb., One of the
familiar models in ready-to-wear spring head coverings, Z930
Times 17 Mar. 9/4 The ready-to-wear sections bring the
new styles wiihin the reach of modest purses.. ,A new spring
catalogue giving illustrations of their ready-for-wear clothes
has been prepared.

b. as. sb. pi. Ready-made garments.
1933 Blackw, Mag. Apr. 503/2 There was a young person,

looking quite the little man in a suit of ready-to-wears.

Reagent. Add: 3. C<7W(J., as reagent-paper,
paper treated with a rengent, used in chemical tests.

1908 Practitioner Mar. 410 A pea-sized piece being rubbed
up with 2 c.c. of water, and the reagent-paper dipped into
this.

Real. A. adj.^ 10. Real school {aXUih.').

1885 Hutch tsoN u. Conrad's Genu. Univ. App. ^30 Dr.
Steinhart..has compiled an elaborate set of statistics to
prove the successes of tlie Real-school men.

Real-estate, attrib. U.S. [See Estate sb.

1 1 .] Connected with or dealing in landed property.
X849 Knickerbocker Mag. XXXIU. 174 Hb father had

recently made some heavy real-estate purchases. 1857
/^(ZZfr<r«c^(Kansas)^</>MA/. 4 Junei Ladd & Prentiss, Real
Estate Brokers and General Land Agents. X873 Ecgleston
Myst. Metrop. xxvi. 214 They abounded in business an-
nouncements of ..' Attorneys-at-Law ' and 'Real Estate
Agents', X879F. R,STOCKTON^K.'/flSr>'<7ra7/^r i,4Euphemia
sometimes went with me on my expeditions to reaj-estate
offices. 1880 Harper's Mag. Sept. 562 This region. .was
seized upon by real-estate speculators.

Realize, v»^ 3. Also, to become aware of the
presence of (a person).

1916 H. Walpole Dark Forest u. it. 269 The moment I

realized him I felt afraid.

Realm. 2. b. (Further example.)
1924 W, B. Srlbie Psychol. Relig. 80 Though the term un-

conscious is used very loosely by Freudians it generally
means a 'realm ' where various emotions which have from
time to time been repressed, lie hidden.

Realtor (riac-lt/i). U.S. A real-estate agent
or broker {spec, one who is a member or affiliated

member of the National Association of Real Estate

Boards).
1922 Sinclair Lewis Babbitt xiii. 157 We ought to insist

that folks call us 'realtors* and not ' real-estate men'.
Sounds more like a regular profession. 1926 Publishers'
Weekly 12 June 1905/2 The cultured young English woman
and the crude American realtor were expressing the same
modern spirit of discontent.

Realty^, 4. Also attrib.

1908 Edith Wharton Hermit etc. 135, I chanced on a
record of the tran^iaciion in the realty column of the morning
paper.

Keamed (rfmd), ppl. a» [f. Ream tj.3 + -ed 2.]

Widened by reaming.
i9CK> Westm. Gaz. g Nov. 5/1 Two bolts, .engage in two

carefully reamed holes in the pivot and lever, and are secured
by castellated nuts and split pins.

Reaper. Add : L b. fig. Applied to death.

1839 Longfellow /?^a/S^r ^ Flowers 26 Not in cruelty,

not in wrath, The Reaper came that day. 1931 N. ^ Q. 5
Sept. 180/2 One is startled by the inroads winch the great
reaper has made in the ranks of the Knights since the Z5th
Edition,

2. (Earlier example.) Also reaper-and-binder,
1849 in C, McCormick Century of Reaper (1931) 44

Reapers will be promptly shipped and forwarded.. to any
place required. 1915 C. Mackenzie Guy i^ Pauline 238
Close at hand was the hum of a reaper-and•binder.

Reapprai'Se l,r:"-), v. [Ke- 5 a.] trans. To
make a iiesh valuation of; to revaluate. So Beap-
pral'sement ; Beapprai'ser.
1903 Daily Chron. 3 Nov 5/3 Mr. Low. .arranged to have

the rental reappraised every twenty-five years. 1906 Westm.
Gaz. I Sept. 2/1 Reappraisement. /^;W., The appraisers put
a higher value upon them ; the reappraisers decide that the
trui: value is 21s.

Reap-silver. (Modem hist, example.)
1843 Cari.vle Past 4- Present 11. x. 123 The Lakenheath

eels cease to breed squabbles between human beings; the

penny of reap-silver to explode into the streets of the Female
Cliartism of S*. Edmundsbury.

Rear, sb^'^ (and tf.i) 9. Add: rear-lanip,

-light, the red lamp or light placed at the rear of

vehicles ; rearview-mirror, a mirror enabling the

driver of a vehicle to see traffic, etc, behind him.

1907 Westm. Gaz. 1 7 Sept. 4/2 When the compulsory carr^'-

ing of *rear-lamps has been suggested the proposal has
always been violently resisted. 1918 ' Q ' Foe-Farrrll 54
The car purred and glided away. ..We watched the •rear-

light turn the corner. 1928 Daily Mail 25 July tj\ Adyt.,

Screen wiper, combined rear lamp and stop light, *rearview

mirror.

Rear, v.^ 9. C. Also with into.

1871 Browning Pr. Hohenstiel-Schivangau 748 To play at

horticulture, rear some rose Or poppy into perfect leaf and
bloom.

Rear-horse. (Earlier example.)
1868 Rep. U.S. Comm. Agn'c, (1869) 308 Cockroaches feed

upon a variety of substances in houses, &c.^ and the Mantes
or * rear-horses ' prey upon other insects.

Rearm, v. Add : b. In special senses, e.g.

to provide (a sonnding-lead) with fresh tallow.

1883 Afan. Seamanshipfor Boys loa When the lead is in-

boaixl the arming is examined.. and the lead is re-armed

ready for use.

Re-arrange, v. (Earlier example.)
X824 De Quincev in Lond. Ma^. Jan. 5/2, 1 have there-

fore abstracted, re-arranged, and in some respects.. bav^ im-

proved, the German work on this subject.



REARWARDK'ESS.

ReaTwardness. [f. Rearwaed a. + -nes3.]
The stale of being in the rear or in arrears.

J903 T.P.'s IVeek/y 16 Oct. 621/2 It is advantageous to
lt«ep oneself quite a year behind contemporary literature ;

this rearwardness saves both time and money.

Reasoe*nded, ppl. a, [f. Reascknd v, + -bd 2,]

That has ascended aj;:ain,

a 1839 Sir R. Grant Sacred Poems 8 Oh ! from earth to
heav'n restor'd. Mighty rc-ascended Lord. 1906 Weitm.
Gaz. 14 Apr. 6/fi Rise, O saints.., Round your re-ascended
Sun circling soar !

Iteason, sd,^ 23. Add : reason-wrought adj.

1906 T. Hardy Dynasts ii. i. ii. 152 Here, then, ends My
hope for Europe's reason-wrought repose

!

Season, z'. Add: 6. b. (Later example.)
1900 Outrageotts Foriutu x. 117 There is little need now

to recapitulate those arguments with which I reasoned down
the dictates of my better nature,

C- To get rid of, put away, drive ^ (fear, an
idea, etc.) by reasoning.
1845 PoE House 0/ Usher 67, I struggled to reason off the

nervou'^ne5s which had dominion over me. 1854 Mrs.
Charlesworth Min. Children ix. 139 Let the sinner then
beware how he reasons away and rejects the awful Word
of God.

Reasoned, a. Transfer Obsr^ to sense defined
in Diet, and add : b. Provided or equipped with
reasons ; having reasons attached.
1904 E. F. Benson Ckalloners vii, He would sooner have

mated her with a thief or an adulterer. .than withareasoned
atheir-t. tpog Times ^ Nov. 10/^ Such an amendment would..
have obvious advantages over the lower form which is known
as a reasoned amendment.

Reasse mbled, ppl. a, [f. Ksassbicblb v, +
-ED ^.] That has assenabled again. So R©-
asse*mbliiig/>^/. a.

1904 Westm. Gaz. 21 Oct. 2/3 The first sitting of the re-

assembled Chambers. 1906 Macfttilian's Mag. Apr. 438
To my reassembling senses.,came the realisation ofa greater
tragedy.

Heasty. Read ' now technj

Reattempt, v. (Later examples.)
1861 M. Arnold Oh Translating Homer iii. ro2, I think

that the task of translating Homer into English verse both
will be rc-attempled, and may be re-attempted successfully.

1895 Hardy Jude the Obscure iii. vi, He had begun to sit

in his parlour during the dark winter nights and re-attempt
some of his old studies.

Rebate, sb.^

Comb
(Further attrib. example.) Also

1908 Roosevelt in Times i Feb. 5/2 The rebate-taker, the
franchise-trafficker, the manipulator of securities.. and the
man-killer all alike work at the same web of corruption.
1907 Daily Citron, a Dec. 4/3 They cannot dislodge the
Welsh makers from their hold of the rebate trade.

Rebate. 1. b. (Modem example of rabato.)
1905 IVestm. Gaz. 26 Aug. 15/3 The neck is very appro-

priately fuiished with a rabato of lace.

Rebel, v- 2. (Modem fig. example.)
1908 A. S. M. HirrcHiwsoN Once Aboard the Linger tv.

il 219 To-day the empress sway of conventionality is rarely
rcl)elled.

Re-bid ("-)f ^' [Rk- 5 a.] trans, and intr.

To bid (a suit) agam at Bridge. So S9*bid sb,

19x3 Daily Mail 6 Oct. 6/4 Z has called '3 clubs '. A bids
* 2 spades *. Y or Z may point out the insufficiency or may
in turn re-bid 3 clubs. X9S9 M. C. Work Compl. Contract
Bridge iv. 25 Une of them being strong enough to bid two
of a major, and East not being able to rebid. Ibid. 38 This
provision would bar all such rehids.

Reboantio, /z. [f. Rkboant + -ic] «Reboant.
1903 Kipling Fits Nations 124 When the Conchimarinn

horns Of the reboantic Norns Usher gentlemen and ladies

[etc. J.

Reboard, v. (Modern example.^
1906 iyestifi. Gaz. 24 Mar, 10/2 Her bulwarks kept her

afloat, and the crew reboarded her and brought her safely to

Milford Haven.

Rebound, sb. 3. d. Also on the rebound.

19*7 W, E. Collinson Contemp. En^l. 36 She caught him
on the rebound, i. e. got engaged to him, after he had been
refused by someone else.

Re-broadcast, sb. [f. the vb.] The action

or fact of broadcasting matter again; also, matter

that is broadcast again.

19«7 Observer 24 July 4/5 Everybody kno'^s that rebroad-
caxts can be made on both sides of the Atlantic and every-

body knows that though they are interesting the quality is

usually painful and always bad.

Re-broa dcast (rf-), v. [Re- 5 a.] trans.

To broadcast again 'simultaneously*.
19*3 Daily Mail \4 Aug. 5/3 A special orchestral concert

. .will be relayed to all the broadcasting stations in Britain,

and thence be re-broadcast by them on their own particular

wave-lengths.

Rebu-katlvely. aJv. [f. Rebuke v. + -ative

-^-LY-.] = Rebukingly.
1934 'O. Douglas' Pink Sugar iii. 30 Miss Dickson..

asked if we had called yet. .and added, rather rebukatively,

that Mr. M'Clandi^h had called at once.

RebuTgeoning, vbl. sb. [f. Rebubgeon v, +
-INO 1.] A renewed budding or sprouting ; (in

qnot,/^.).
1930 Kldershaw House is Built ix. 2ioThereburgeoning

of life throughout the country did not leave this household
quite untouched.

Recalcitrant. B. sb. (Further example.)
1918 Oxford Mag. 21 June 343/2 The American Universi-

ties have generally adopted ttie ' Elective System *,. .There
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is, however, a distinguished recalcitrant in the University of
Princeton.

Recall, sb^- Add : 4. attrib, as recall signal^
telegram.

1904 Daily Chron. 11 June 5/4 The eight blocking ships
saw the recall signal right enough, but . . disregarded it.

19Z0 H. G. Wells Mr. Britling i. 27 He wished he knew
of somebody who could send a recall telegram from London.
Recap, V. (Karlier example.)
1856 Stonehenge Brit. Rural Sports 21/1 As the cases

may easily be recaiiped, and used many times, the additional
price is very trifling indeed.

Reca*pitalize (rr-). v. [Re- 5 a.] trans.
To capitalize again. So RecapitaUzation.
iQa7 Sundtty Express ii Sept. i/i The 'recapitalisation

*

bubljle. -is still crowding northern Bankruptcy courts with
failuresaffecling thousands ofpeople. X9»8 Observer i$}n\y
20/5 Does anybody suppose that the recapitalised mills are
paying their shareholders any such return?

Recapitulation ^, 2. (Modem example.

)

_ 1913 E. Grubb Doctrine of Person of Christ iv. 28 This
idea of 'recapitulation '..is one of the deepest and most
pregnant thoughts contributed by Irenscus.

Recast, v, 1. (Modem example.)
1894 E. Fawcett Netu Nero 17 He recast a sudden look

upon Fanshawe and his face drearily brightened.

Recatholization. [Re- 5 a.] A making
Catholic again.

1907 M. A. Cannev tr. SchuherCs Outl. Ch. Hist. xv. 279
The acute danger of recatholization in the reign of Charles 1.

Rece'ded, ppl. a. [f. Recede v^ + -ed2.]
That has receded or is drawa back.
X909 Mabg. B. Savudrhs Litar/y Lane t. vi, Her atten-

dant lady.., Augusta of the receded fringe.

Receivable, a. Add: 1. d. As sb. pi. Re-
ceivable money, etc.

1863 ' E. KiaKK ' My Southern Friends xxii. 231 When I

went home, .we had only nineteen thousand in bank. I liad

exhausted all our receivables.

Receive, v. 4. (Further example.)
i86x D. G. RossETTi Xx.Dante's Vita Nuova 299 The sonnet

has two parts. ..It might well receive other divisions also.

d. Also, of wirelessreceiving-setsortheoperators

of these. Also absoL
1907 Rep. Brit. Assoc, 621 In this way it is possible to re-

ceive at Hythe from Elmers End. 1930 Mom. Post 18 Au^.
3/4 In order to receive foreign stations consistently it is

necessary to employ a powerful receiver.

Receiver ^. Add : 2. d. An official having
charge of the equipment and maintenance of the

Metropolitan Police and the administration of the

Metropolitan Police Fund.
189s Whitaker's Almanack \Tjh Metropolitan Police

Office . . Office of the Receiver. 1938 Daily Mail 7 Aug. 1 7/2
The Receiver is concerned with equipment and so forth .. of
..the Metropolitan Police.

7. c. An apparatus for receiving wireless signals

;

a wireless receiving-set,

1690 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 757 To calculate the force between
two neighbouring Hertzian receivers. 1897 Strand Mag.
Mar. 276/a 'Jhe wave which went to my receiver through
the air was also .ifFecting another receiver. .on the other side

of a hill. T900 BoTTONE WireUss Telegr, 39 Waves are set

up. which waves, on striking the receiver, break down the
resistance of the coherer. 1907 Comhill Mag. Mar. 356 He
showed . . that wave* passed from the oscillator to the receiver.

191a Chatubers's yrtil. Jan. 60/2, I had got ourreceivcr into
*lune' with the transmitter on board a steamer some miles
away. 1930 Morn. Pest 18 Aug. 3/4 Certain parts of the
receiver do not deteriorate to any extent with use.

Receiving^, vbl. sb, 2. b. Add : receiving-

house {Inter examples), receiving-set ^ -valve.

1854 E. E. Hale Kanzas fy Nebraska ix, 324 It is recom-
mended that.. they.. shall at once construct a boarding-
house or 'receiving-house, in which throe hundred persons
may receive temporary accommodation on their arrival. 1900
S. A. Nelson ABC Wall St. 157 Receiving kouses^hoxii^e%

which make a business of receiving and selling cash grain.

1916 Lit. Digest (N.Y.) i Jan. 13/2 His outfit comprised only
a cheap home-made *receiving set ! But it did the work, just

the tiame. 19*3 E. W. Marchant Radio Telegr. ^ TeUpk.
83 Tlie operator, .changes his switch over so that his aerial

is connected to his ^receiving valves.

Reception. Add; 6. C. The receiving of wire-

less messages; the method by which or the effi-

ciency with which signals, messages, etc, are

received.

1907 J. Gavky in Rep. Select Conim. Radlotelegraphic
Convention (Min. Evid.) 129/2 Receivers tuned for the

reception of waves of such lengths.. can be rendered quite

immune from influence by,, longer and more powerful waves.

1923 E. W. Marchant Radio Telegr. if Teleph. 104 For
the long wave-lengths the ch,nnge in the spacing produces
less effect on the efficiency of reception than it does for

shorter wave-lengths. 19*6 R. W. Hu ichinson First Course
in Wireless 165 It isalwaj's important,. for a ship or aero-

plane to be able to determine its position relative to some
fixed station, and in such cases directional reception is

desirable.

Receptionist. Add : b. A person employed
by a surgeon, dentist, photographer, etc., to receive

consultants or clients.

1905 Brit. Jrnl, Pkotogr. 6 Jan. p. iL Advt., Reception-
ist.—Lady desires re-engagement in high-class business,

1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) % 527 Photographer's re-

ceptionisty deputises for photographer,, in shop or reception
room; arranges style of portrait and adjusts pose of sitter;

sometimes also takes photograph. i9»7 Daily Express ir)

Feb. 2/4 An operation which she underwent, .on condition
that she would continue to be employed as secretary and
receptionist.

RECOGNITION.

Receptor. Add : 4. attrib,^ as receptor cell,

group ^ organ, system,

1906 C. S. Sherrington Integ. Action Nerv. Syst. ix. 309
The branching at the receptive end places it in communica-
tion not with one but with several *rei:eptor cells. 1003
y. Coats" Man. Pathol, (ed. 5) 151 By careful and increasing
dosage the protoplasm of the cell may be gradually stimu-
lated to form more and more *receptor groups. 1906 C. S.
Sherrington Integ. Action Neiv. System \. 13 Electrical
stimuli applied to *receptor organs aie.. efficient cxcitors
of reflexes. 1927 Haldank & Huxley Animal Biol. i. 24
The receptor organs are those parts of the living organism
which are specially sensitive to the changes going on around
them. 1920 T. P. NuNN Education xm. 170 To pick out
and distinguish the different elementsand qualities of which
the world is composed., is made possible for higher animals
by the enormous development of the *receptor-system.

Recession, sb. 1. (Fmther example.)
1872 Shipley Gloss. Eccl. Terms 3B9/2 Recession, The

return procession from the choir to the vestry.

Recessive, a. Add : b. Biol. Applied to

a character possessed by one parent which is not
visibly inherited by offspring when the other parent
possesses the contrary dominant character. Also
as sb., a recessive character.
1900 [see *DominantJ. 190s Encyct. Brit. XXIX. 375/2

The law of the disjunction of unit characters in hybrids, in-

cluding the distinction between dominant and recessive, and
the numerical distribution of these, must be called Mendel's
Law. 1905 R. C PuNNETT Mendelism 15 This condition
behaves as a single recessive to the normal state. 19x2
Chambers^s Jrtil. Dec. 8 ii/i Some characteristics are domi-
nant, while others are recessive. 19S1 W. R. Inge Lay
Thoughts ofa Dean x. 246 In the terminology of Mendel,
these diseases are recessive in the female sex and dominant
in the male.

Rece-ssiveness. [f. *Recessive a. + -ness.]

Recessive quality ; tendency of a parental character

to remain latent in offspring when associated with
the corresponding dominant.
1913 W. Bateson Mendel's Princ. Heredity 71 Basing his

procedure on a knowledge of the dominance or recessiveness
of each character the breeder may thus guide his operations
with certainty. 1931 E. B. Ford Mendelism ^ Evolution
11. iii. 49 The effects, .will be masked in the heterozygotCj so
leading to recessiveness.

Recidivist. Also attrib. or adj,

1920 Contemp. Rev. Nov. 684 It is the source of depraved,
unchastened, even of recidivist, tendencies, as well as of
those which point towards a wider and more perfect life.

Recipience. Add : b. Recipient state or

condition.
x9»3 Times Lit. Suppi. 29 Nov. 801/2 Their [neo-realists']

insistence on the independent reality of the physical world
and the passive recipience of the mind in knowing it.

Reciprocal. A..adj. 4. o. (Further example.)
\Z^\ Civil Engiii.i^ Arch. frnl. IV. 240/2 All forms of this

electric telegraph are ' reciprocal ' in their action, i, e. they
give the same signals in the working as in the recipient

apparatus, and work equally from either end or from inter-

mediate points.

Reciprocator. Add : b. spec, A double-

acting steam engine.

1907 Westm.Gaz. 16 Sept. 4/1 Not an ounce of steam will

be wasted, the principle being to carry the exhaust steam
from the high-pressure reciprocators to the low-pressure

turbines.

Reciprocitarian. Also attrib. or adj.

1906 Athenmum 3 Feb. 134 To these he appeals on reci-

procitarian lines by offering a reduction of our wine duties.

Reciprocity. 2. a. K\%o Comb, ^z.^ reciprocity

-

monger.
1885 A. Crump Formation Polit. Opin. 198 The declama-

tions of the Fair Traders and the reciprocity-mongers,, fail

to disturb the convictions of the sound thinkers in the
country.

Itecitation. 3. (Earlier and later examples.)

1770 P. FtTHiAN Jml. 4- Lett, (1900) 8 At nine the Bell

rings for Recitation after which we study till one, when the

Bell rings for diimer. 1780 E. Parkman Diary 208 He has
been absent from the Recitations so long, that he ought to

be one of the first that returns at this term. 1895 M. A.

Jackson Mem. 639 To the right of the professor's chair were
three rows of plain bench seats suggestive of a recitation.

1903 /"(^rw/w July 124 Every recitation is incidentally a lesson

in English, whether it be an exercise in literature, histoiy,

science or some other subject.

4. recitation room (earlier example).
1831 Pkck Guide for Emigrants 251 One brick edifice,

designed partly for recitation rooms.

Recite, v. 7. (Earlier examples.)

t'jS'i Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIX. 6 Finished reciting,

the Dr. gave us good advice. 1815 Niks' Weekly Reg. IX,
j8/i Those not immediately engaged in reciting to some one
or other of the professors, remain in their own chambers.

Reclining, zj^/.j^. recUning-chair (examples.)

1865 Atlantic Monthly XV. 37 Mrs. Blake was sitting in

her reclining-chair as Miss Pix entered. 1873 Mrs. Brook-
field Not a Heroine II. iii. 35 She will be wheeled there in

her reclining-chair.

Reclusion. 1. (Later example.)
1908 Edith Wharton Hermit etc. 33 In a life of penance

and reclusion her eyes might be opened to her iniquity.

Recognition. 8. Add : recognition-call,

the sounds or call by which animals recognize each

other; recognition test (see qtiot.).

1911 J. A. Thomson Biol. Seasons ii. 155 Love-calls and

song probably had their roots in the simple recognition-call

or characteristic signal of the species. 1923 P. B. IIallard

Nev> Examiner vii. 81 The third and last test was a Recog-

nition Test. . . The candidate . . had to underline the one word

or phrase which would make each statement true.



BECOGNITIVE.

Secognitive (rfK/'-gnitiv), a. [Re- 5 a + CoG-

KITIVE.]. 'I'hat re-cognizes.

1930 S'cv Statesman i6 Aug. 5?3/i I's function appears

to be mainly critical and recognitive.

BeCOgnizance. Add: 5. altrib.,a.srecogntz-

ance rolls. „ , ^
iSts Part. Papers, Public Rec. XXVU. 273 The Recog.

niiancc Rolls of Chester, so entitled from Recognizances

being enrolled on thcro, are the Chancery Rolls of that

Palatinate.

Becoil,^^- 4. a. Add: {%tn^e 2) recoil acitou.

1908 ll-'eslm. Caz. 13 Feb. 4/2 The recoil action of the

spring, .closes these valves,

b. recoil escapement (earlier example).

1838 Penny Cjrct. XII. 259/1 [This] motion is called the

recoil, and this escapement is thence called the recoil escape-

ment.

Becommend, si- (Earlier and later examples.)

1817 Massachmelts Spy 28 Feb. (Th.) ' Have you got any

blank recommends for scholars" ' No, sir; my recommends

are all prizes.' 1833 J. Neal Down.Easters I. v. 69 %yunt

vote for nobody 't he don't like, no matter who gives him a

recommend. 1908 Practitioner Nov. 731 The Committee

p.-iys for out-patient ' recommends ' at the rate of one guinea

for six.

Becommend, ».^ 7. c. (Example without

infin.)

1903 Annie W. Patterson Schjimann 195 For the able

way in which Schumann treated this theme in Variation

for.Ti the reader is recommended to a personal study of the

Opus 5 in question.

Becommendation. Add: 7. Something

that is recommended ;
(in qtiot. ' investments').

1929 Star 21 Aug 19/1 It IS interesting to record that some
of our recommendations have duly improved in capital value.

BeCOiamissioil, v. Add : b. intr. for pass.

Of a ship. Hence Kecommissloning vbl. sb.

192a Daily Mail 3 Nov. 12/5 Naval Appointments.. to

Emperor of India on recommissioning. 1938 Ol'serrer 15

July 12/4 It was intended that she should^ return home at

the end of the present cruise to re-commission.

Becommittal. (Earlier example.)

1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 149/1 The recommittals to Cold-

bath Fields prison.. for the year ending September, 1836,

were 2795.

Becompensive, «. (Modem example.)

19x4 Brit. iVcekly 21 Aujr. 443/2, I am glad to tell that I

am having recomp-^nsive explorations here.

Beconcilable, a. Add : 5. as sb. A reconcil-

able person.

1905 Daily Chron. 20 Apr. 4 's There are reconcilables and
irreconcilables in the dissentient section of the Unionist party.

BeCOUCile, v. 5. b. (Later example.;

1840 Act 3 4-4 Vict. c. 52 §6 If. .Prince Albert shall. .be

reconciled to or shall hold Communion with the See or

Church of Rome.

Beconciliate, v. Delete ? Obs.

1922 Clasgtntj Herald'zt .^pr. 11/5 The question of recon-

ciliating the two wings of the .\rmy.

Beconcilingly, adv. [f. Reconoiunq///. a.

+ -LY 2.] Ill a reconciling manner.
1887 R. Browning Parleyings, Apollo ^ Fates 21 Sourly

and smilingly Bare and gowned, bleached limbs and browned.
Drive we a dance, three and one, reconcilingly.

Becondi tion («-), v. [Re- 5 a.] trans. To
restore to a proper, habitable, or usable condition

;

to repair or rehabilitate. So Eeoondi'tioning
vbl. sb.

1920 Glasgow Herald 29 Apr. 7/1 The Agamemnon.. is

being reconditioned at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, t^zz Daily
Matt I Dec. 9 The reconditioning of theRussian railways

leading to the Polish front is already being taken in hand.

1926 Manch. Guard. Weekly Feb. 104/2 Measures are being

considered for the improvement and reconditioning of exist-

ing rural cottages. 1929 Times 29 Oct. 17/3 A special grant

for reconditioning schools.

Eeoonnoi'tringly, adv. [f. Reconnoitbing

fpl. a. + LY 2.] In a reconnoitring manner.
1934 Anne D. Sedgwick Little French Girt^ iv. iii. 324

Giles could almost see him nibbling reconnoitringly at the

edge of the stained oak mantel-piece.

Beco'ustituted, ppl. a. [f. Recoitstitdte v.

+ -Bu^.] That has been constituted or formed anew.
1849 H. Martineau Hist. Peace iv. xii II. 157 The first

act of the reconstituted government was to carry a new
Coercion Bill. 1928 Daily Mail 30 July 13/3 Reconstituted
and synthetic cream.

Becoustmct, v. Add: 3. U.S. To win
over or reconcile to the Federal system of govern-

ment.
1904 .V. Y. Times 13 June 3 Military officers recently re-

turned from the Philippines say Agninaldo gives evidence of
having been thoroughly ' reconstructed ', and that he is in full

accord with the new order of things.

Beconstmction. Add : 1. o. (.See quot.)
1930 A1.FHED Palmkr Company Secretarial Practice 269

The term reconstruction is applied to many schemes put
forward by companies for the purpose of writing off capital
wliich has been lost or has ceased to be represented by avail-

able assets.

Baconstru'ctional, a. [f. Reconstbdction +
-AL.] Of or pertaining to reconstruction ; recon-

structionary.

1925 E. F. ^OKTOti Fightfor Everest iq24 131 These were
undoubted signs of reconslructional work. 1926 Contemp.
Rev. Dec. 701 It was beyond the capacity of France, with

all its other reconstructional activities in hand, to accomplish

tboe traosformationf either quickly or efScicntly.
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Keconve-ning, vbl. sb. [f. Reconvene v, +
-ING 1.] A renewed convening.

X903 Wesim. Gaz. 20 June 7/1 A prominent delegate.,

urges the reconvening of ihe Joint High Commission.

Record, sb. Add : 5. e. spec. The trace

made by the marker or recording stilus on the

grooved wax cylinder or plate of a phonograph or

gramophone from wliich the * recorded * words,

music, or other sounds can be reproduced ; now
usually, a grooved cylinder or plate bearing such

a record.

1878 Desigii ff Work 19 Jan. 72/2 The record also can be
multiplied. X896 Critic 21 Nov. 322/2 A man who uses a
gramophone talks into his machine and hands the records to

liis typewriter, igoa Eucycl. Brit. XXXI. 680/1 Other forms

of plionographs. .have been invenied, in which the records

are taken on a flattened disc rotating horizontally, and so

arranged that the recorder describes a series of spirals

diminishing from the circumference to the centre of the disc.

1906 Bazaar^ Exch. Sf Mart Suppl. 3 Oct. 1333/3 Wanted,
good gramophone and records. Ibid. 1334/1 Over 100 to in.

and 12 in. records, chiefly operatic. 1919 H. L. Wilson Ma
PettengiUx. 20 With a. .hired help to hring hini his break-

fast in bed and put on another record and minister to his

lightest whim.

f. Phr. To put (oneself) on record x to give

(oneself) a place among recorded things ; to ex-

press one's opinion ; also to go on record. Chiefly

U.S.
1903 Boston Herald 20 Aug., The Legislature was_ per-

suaded to goon record as refusing to indorse the predominant
sentiments on this question. 1903 Springfield Weekly
Reptibl. 20 Oct. I The American association of bankers last

week put itself on record as favoring government subsidies.

1919 H. G. Wells Outl. Hist. 169/1 Greece had suddenly

begun to produce literature, and put itself upon record as no
other nation had ever done hitherto. 1928 H. Footneh Rich
vian 143 Now you've put yourself on record, there's no

reason you shouldn't take a Itmch off me. 1930 Daily Ex-
press 8 Sept. 10/4 President Parsons of Woolworths has also

gone on record with the statement that [etc.].

13. a. record-breakery smasher^ smashing.
tZZ^ Kansas City T. ff Star 17 Oct., Woodland school,

one of the old type is pulling along with 1,000 pupils, a
*record-breaker here. 1894 Rep. Vermont Board Agric.

XIV. 93 Raising trotters for sporting men. .has been done
with the one idea of producing a record breaker, regardless

of every other qualification. 1928 Daily Sketch 7 Aug. 22/3

Arne Borg, the ^record-smasher at all distances in the

swimming world, was at work again yesterday. 1889 Puck
(N.Y.) 7 Aug. 399/2 We will soon have as many *record-

smashing ocean-steamers as we now have champion pugilists.

C. (Further example.)
19x3 Chesterton Manalive n. !. 194 Smith was one of the

University's record men for shooting.

Record, v. Add : 0. c. Of a phonograph or

gramophone : To make or obtain a record of (music,

speaking^ etc.). Also of persons {trans, and intr^ :

To speak, sing, or play before a recording phono-

graph or gramophone. Of music or musical in-

struments {intr.) : To admit of phonographic

recording ; to suit the phonograph or gramophone.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 680/2 When the phonograph
records the sounds of an orchestra, it does not record the

tones of each instrument. J025 P. A. Scholes Second Bk.

GrajHoph. Rec. p. xviii, Ihe Piano, as an instrument, records

less well than other instruments. 1927 Daily Tel. i2_ Feb.

7 She has recorded the Ave Maria from * Otello ' as if she

had recorded all her life.

Recordant, a, (Later example.)
1876 RusKiN St. Mark's Rest n. iv. 42 They are merely

shapes of amphora, .usefully recordant of different ages of

the wine.

Kecorder^. Add: 3. b. A person who
speaks, sings, or performs music before a recording

phonograph or gramophone ; one who has phono-

graphic records- made of his speaking, singing, or

pla\ ing.

1928 Mus. Bull. May 131 There are numerous examples of

performers who have acliieved very highly as recorders or

broadcasters and ye:t. have lamentably failed whenever they

have been faced with an audience.

4. Also, the marker or recording apparatus of a

phonograph or gramophone.
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 680/1 The recorder describes

a series of spirals diminishing from the circumference to the

centre of the disc.

Recording, vbl. sb. 3. (Further examples.)

1907 IVestin, Gaa. 12 Dec. 9/4 Employees.. assisted many
of the frightened girls to cross from the blazing building to

the Gramophone recording-rooms. 1929 Morn. Past 24 iVlay

12/7 The greatest care was taken in their voice registration.

First, the engineer would report from the recording-room

[etc.], i^^zNew Vorker 11 June 46/3 Accepting the record-

ings as accurate, I venture th.it Mme. Lcider isamusicianly

performer with a fine sense of text.

ReCOrdless, a. (Earlier example.)
1854 Gheenwood Haps if Mishaps 116 That old, old city

of a forgotten and recordless past.

Recount, sb.'^ (Modern example.)

1905 DailyChron. 20 July 3/1 We. .are not bored by the

intolerable recount of flnkey rounds [of golfj.

Recoup, V. 3. b. Also absol. or intr.

1906 L. J. Vance Terence 0*Rourke i. iii. 19 Each.. had
seemed to be broken in fortune, and..ready to seize upon
any chance to recoup.

Recovered, ///. a. (Further example.)
1902 Chambers's Jrnl. Oct. 683/2 This rejuvenated sub-

stance is known in New York as * recovered rubber.

EECUPERATOR.

Recoverer^. 1. (Later exnmple.)
1884 Tekny.son Becket iii. iii, Our recovcrer and upholder

of customs [Henry II].

Recovez^ng, vbl.sb.'^ [f.Recover z/.^-j- -ing 1.]

The action of the verb Recover 2.

1904 Daily Chron. 28 July 8/5 His umbrella, .may want
re-covering.

Recovery, Add ; 10. attrib.^ as recovery

school (sense 6).

X909 Westm. G'as. II Sept. 9/4 The establishment of open-
air recovery schools.

Recrement. 2. b. (Recent example.)
1904 Blackiu. Mag. Apr. 588/1 Metal so glowing as his

must give off recrement: Moore preferred that his should
spume in his diary rather than his life.

Recrudency. (Modem example.)
X903 Jrnl. Hellenic Stud. XXIV. p Ixii, This success isall

the more notable as it synchronises with the recrudency of
efforts to circumscribe Greek studies,

Recmital. 1. (Modem example.)
1894 W. R. Smith Religion of Seinites (ed. 2) 11 The

urban population is maintained only by constant recruital

from the country.

Recmitee (rilcrK-t/). slang, [f. Reckuit v.

-f--EE.] = Recuuit sb. 1 b.

1915 Aunt Sarah ^f War yj When I meet the recruitees

on their marches about town.. I soften.

Recruiting, vbl. sb. b. Add: recruiting-^

fnarket, -office, -station.

1901 Macniillau^s Mag. Apr. 476/1 The *recruiting-market

is in direct competition with all other avenues of employ-
ment. 1905 in Wfstvi. Gaz. 5 Oct. 12/1 All the young men
of the Empire.. [have] to appear at the *recruuing offices

and draw lots. 1887 Puck (N.Y.) 3 Aug. 373 (in Illustr.)

^Recruiting Station.

Recrui'tship. [-ship.] The position of a

recruit.

1919 Chambers's yrnl. July 419/2 They had struggled past

the first pitfalls of recruitship.

Rect, a. Add : d. fig. Upright.
1890 E. Johnson Rise Christendom 102 A rect and good

and great soul, what is this but God sojourning in the body
of man V

Rectally (re*ktali), adv. [f. Rectal + -ly 2.]

In a rectal manner ; through tlie rectum.
1906 Practitioner Nov. 645 Tins serum was injected

rectally. 1927 Observer 27 Mar. 13/1 Administered rectally

into the intestine it is found to produce unconsciousness.,
within four or five minutes.

Rectification. Add : 4. Transformation of

an alternating electric current.

1903 WorkiZ Mar. 121/1 Such a cell. .may be successfully

applied to the rectification and measurement of telephone
currents, ^^z* Encycl, Brit. XXXII. 1027/2 '1 he remainder
ofthe plate voltage is created by the rectification by the valve

of the speech currents induced in the .secondary circuit.

Rectified, i^a.///^. [f. Rectify v."] Ol tulips :

(see quot. 1880).
1850 Beck's FloHst 23 Some say, that as they broke or be-

came rectified, another number was given them. 1880 £^ff-

cycl. Brit. XII, 259/2 The breeder bulbs and their offsets may
grow on for years producing only self-coloured flowers, but

after a time., some of the progeny * break *, that is, produce
flowers with the variegation which is so much prized. The
flower is then said to be ' rectified '.

Rectifier. 2. b. (Further examples.)
igii Encycl, Brit. XXVII. 835/1 A common type of

reciifier is another tube containing gas at a low pressure.

1926 R. W. Hutchinson Wireless 119 Fig. 96 shows a method
of using a crystal as a detector or rectifier.

Rectify, v. 7. c. Also of a crystal or a

thermionic valve.

193s Encycl. BHt. XXXII. 1024/2 It [the valve] can,

therefore, be used to separate out the two constituents of a
high frequency alternating current and 'rectify* them into

a direct current.

Rectitytng, ppl. a. (Further examples.)
1910 Duncan & Starling Text-bk, Physics v. Ixxxi. 1048

Rectifying valve. 2922 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 1025/1 .A. com-
plete valve panel . . comprises the battery of reciifying valves.

Rector. Add : 3. d. li.C.Ch. A head parish

priest.

1927 Catholic Times 1 1 Feb. 21/2 In 1901 he became rector

of St. Joseph's, Birkenhead.

Rectorial, a. Add : 4. as sb. Short for

7-cctorial election. (Sc.)

1920 Glasgovj Herald ii Nov. 6 The Scottish Universities,

to whose noisy * Rectorials ' Viscount liryce made reference,

have no monopoly in uproar.

RectresS. Add : 3. The wife of a Rector.

1906 Month July 66 The rector and rectress, and their two
delicate-looking, perfectly-dressed daughters.

Recnmb, J'. (Modern example.)

X906 M. DoDs in Later Lett. (191 1) 213 Will you excuse

pencil, as I am in a run down condition and my doctor bids

me * recumb ' as much as I can.

Recumbent. A. adj. 1, b. (Further ex-

ample.)
X925 J. JoLV Surface-Hist, ofEarth Gloss, 192 Recumbent

Folds^ these are rock-folds which have been pressed over by

unbalanced horizontal forces so directedas to cause the

fold to take a hori2ontal or recumbent position.

Recuperating, vbl. sb. [f. Recupekatk v.-k-

-ingI.] The action of the verb Recuperate; in

quot. attrib.

1894 R. Andom We Three ff Troddles xix. 174 We each

mentioned our favoured recuperating localities.

Recuperator. Add ; 3. An agency ttat

restores a person's health. . ,
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190S Smart Set 17 Sept. 24 A/2 Advi., A day trip on these

steamers is calculated to brace the entire system, and the

jaded business man will find tliem a splendid recuperator.

Recurrent. A. adj. Add : 3. (Further

example.)
X9S0 Act 10 .5^ II Geo. Kc. 67 § 21 (i) To impose any tax,

whether recurrent or non-recurrent, of thf nature of a genera!

lax upon capital.

d. That returns to the same subject.

xpoi SvMONS Poems (1907) I. 129 And with the dawn that

vision came again To an unrested and recurrent brain.

SecuTringly, adv. [f. Recurring///, a, +
-Ly2 ] In a recurring manuer ; repeatedly.

1918 Maude D. Petre Modernism iii. 34 The Catholic

apologist has failed to realise.. that nothing wholly absurd
can persistently or recurringly exist. 1918' Anthony Hope'
Young Man's Venr xx\x, 380 It pointedly and recurringly

reminded him that there were more women than one in the

world.

Ked. A. adj. Add : 3. (Later example.)
1865 Swinburne Chastelards. i. 141 The men of Pharaoh's,

beautiful with red And with red gold.

b. (Earlier mod. example.)
1816 Scott Anliq. xv, It's a red half-guinea to him every

time he munts his mear.

9. b. (Further examples.)
19S4 Rose Macaulay OrphoK Tsleutd xix. 352 It is mainly

a catalogue of grievances, together with rousing addresses
.
.

' What we call Red journalism.' 1917 Daily Tel. 29 Mar.
1 1/6 The Red Russians,.. differed from the White Russians
in the Northern Army, as the latter were purely soldiers,

while the Reds were carrying on propaganda.

16. e. Applied to hearts and diamonds at bridge.
1908 K. F. Foster Auction Bridge 50 Here is an example

of a hand which is not a good red declaration.

17. a. red-bug (example) ; red dog (see quot.).

1804 U. McKiNNEN ToMr Brit. IV. Indies x. 171 The»red
bug.. has stained the cotton so much in some places this

year as to render it of little or no value. 1863 Chambers's
Encycl. s.v., Dhole, The name Dhole is extended to some
other very similar soecies or varieties, natives of Ceylon,
Nepaul, and other parts of the East, to which the common
name 'Red Dogs has been sometimes applied. 1^4 Kipiing
Second Jungle Bk. 178 'What moves?* said Phao.-'The
dhole, the dhole of the Deltkan—Red Dog, the Killer 1'

d. Bed Fyfe, a variety of wheat; red sandal
wood (earlier example) ; red top, an American
fodder-grass ; red willow, an American species of
willow, SalixfluvialHis,
1888 Experimental Farms (Ottawa) Rep. i Dec 29 One

sample of the *Red Fyfe was grown in Ontario. i9a» [see

'.Marquis]. 1840 ^v.'SMXSLKMat. Med. 1142 Red Sandal or red
Sander's wood (I'gnum santali ruhri ; lignum santalinutn
r;/^r«w/)isimportetl in roundish or somewhat angular billets,

which are blackish externally, but of a blood-red internally.

1836 in Trans. III. .State Hist. Soc. (1910) 182, I have.. 50
acres of timothy and *rcd top this year. 1855 Loncf. Hiaw,
I. 24 The bark of the "red willow.

18. a. red-shirt (later example).
1911 H. S. Harrison Queed ryxw. 234 Quced wrote a

stinging little article . . holding up to public scorn journalistic

"redshirts who curry-combed the masses.

19. red biddy, an intoxicating drink prepared

from cheap red wine and methylated spirits ; red
duster = redensign ; red hat, Army slang, a staff

officer ; red lamp {b) « *red light ; red light, a
light or lamp having a red glass used as a rear-li^ht

on vehicles, as a danger signal, as the sign of a
brothel (so red light districf)^ etc. ; phr. to see the

(or a) red light, to see or suspect danger ; red peril,

the danger of invasion by IJolshevik Russia or of the

spread of Communism or Bolshevism; red-room,
applied attrid. to a treatment for small pox; red
rot {b)f a disintegrating process or a decomposed
state in timber; red staff, a strai;jht-edged ochre-

coated staff used to test the evenness of mill-stones.

1930 Timet 12 Feb. 8/1 An alcoholic concoction commonjy
known as ' *Red Biddy ' is being increa.*iingly consumed in

. .certain districts of Scotland. 19*8 Daily Express jo Aug.
15/r His papers have not yet come through allowing him
to fly the White Ensign, so, meanwhile, the Vita sails under
the **red duster '. 19x0 Debping Second Youth xxxiv, When
the real job's fintshcKl we just throw up our caps and shout.

I wish toe ^red'hat element would try to understand that.

io«7 W. E. CoLLiNsos Contemp. Rug. 96 The *red lamp as
the sign of a ' tnaison toUree \ 19*9 Hodsos Grey Dawn 11.

ii. You should have seen the queue at the Red Lamp. 1919
H. L. Mencken Amer. Lang. 127 Such,, forms as Vtfrf-//y/i/

district,.. 3J\6 white slave ostensibly conceal what every
Rapper is talking about. 19x5 H. L. Fostkr Trop, Tramp
Tourists 376, I was amazed to find that about twothirds of

everycity consisted of red-ligiit district, I9»8 Daily Express
26 Sept. ii/i It is further asserted that he has elevated tlie

' red light * houses to the level of a business in New York.

*907 QuiLLER-CoucH Major Vigottreux xxiii. 234, I fancy
the man has begun to see the red light. 19x7 Daily Tel.

15 Nov. 9/3 Men see a red light when they find that things

tbey have called their own—like intelligence—may be given
to women too. 19x7 Observer ^ Dec. 13/1 We have to guard
against the "Red Peril on our borders. 190* Chambers's
JrnL Apr. 221/1 Any country practitioner may, if he
chooses, give the *red-room cure a trial. 1907 W. R. Fisher
in .Scnlich's Man. Forestry IV. 673 *Red Rot is a decom-
position of wood, by which its elementary organs are

gradually detached from one another, and it becomes even-

tually converted into a loose-textured mass, 1875 Knight
Diet. Meek, s.v. Prcofstaff, The *red-staff m%^^ by millers

to detect irregularities in the face of a millstone.

B. j^.l Add : 1. e. To sec red'. To get very

angry; to lose temporarily one's capacity for self-

restraint

1901' Lucas Malet' Hist. SirR.Calmndyi. v. 39 Happily
violence is shortlived, only for a very little while do even
the gentlest persons *see red '. X9«3 Daily Mail ig June
15 It maddened me, I think, and 1 saw red—and before 1

knew what I was doing I stabbed him.

f. To come (or be') out of the red : to (begin to)

show a profit ; to be on the credit side. To be in

the red', to show a loss. (From the practice of

recording debit items and balances in red.) U.S,
19*7 Scribner's Mag. Apr. 380/2 ' We've got to put forth

our best efforts from now till the end of the month, or we'll

be in red on the books,' he announced. 19x8 Publishers'
Weekly let Nov. 1957/2 About 966 copies more and the title

will be out of the red. 1931 Ibid. 4 July 7/2 The Pure in
Heart is the first book which will conie out of the red. 1931
F. L. Allen Only Yesterday viii. 212 The Philadelphia
Sesqui-centennial was sinking deeper and deeper into the red

6. b. Also, a Russian Bolshevik.
19x7 [see *A 9^]. 1931 P. Hodges Britmis \. 20 The Oren-

burg Army,., had been operating against the Reds south of
the Trans-Siberian Railway.

7. U.S. A red cent (A .^. c).
a i86x T. WiNTHROP yohn Brent xvii. 196 Not the first

red ! 1865 ^'^Xkkvl'Y^ki^' Sketches (1926) 199 Greely would
ante up money on him as long as he had a red. 1907 S. E.
White Arizona Nights iL 33 'Got six bits about you,'
whispers Gentleman Tim to me. 'Not a red," I answers.

1914 Gertr. Atherton Perch 0/ Devil i. 13 He.. hasn't a
red to do the trick himself, but wants to go on a ranch as
foreman.

Kedaction. 2. (Earlier example.)
1785 Jefferson iYrit. (1894) IV. 68 The English of which

is, that the redaction of the paper had been taken from the
imprisoned culprit, and given to another.

Redactor. Also 9 redactor.
x8i6 Scott Old Mart. I ntrod., I am not the writer, redacter,

or compiler, of the Tales of my Landlord.

Re'd-blooded, a. [Red a. 14 a.] 1. Having
red blood.
x8oa-4o [see Red a. 14 a].

b. Restored to h eal th and strength after weakness
or exhaustion.
1877 Tennyson Harold xv. iii, Sit down^ sit down, and eat.

And, when again red-blooded, speak again.

2. Iransf. Full of life and vigour; having plenty

of spirit or zest.

x888 W. Whitman Cent. Mag. (1911) Dec. 254/2 John's
letter appeals to me.. because of its uncompromising red-

blooded espousal of the book. i9a3 Daily Mail 28 Feb.
10 Advt., It's a rip-roaring, red-blooded yarn that no man
or woman will be able to read unmoved. 1928 Sunday
Express 28 Oct. 4/4 [A] strong, red-blo»xied story ofAmerican
crime and politics.

Hedcap. Add : 4. Army slang, A military

policeman.
1919 /fVr Slang In A thenseunt i Aug. 695/1. 1925 Fraser

& Gibbons Soldier ff Sailor lYords 237.

Kedcoat. 3. (Further example.)
X906 IVestm. Gas. 6 Sept. 2/1 The British markets want

large, bright apples, preferably of the red-coat type.

He*d-oross, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To mark
with a red cross.

1868 Browning Ring ^ Bk. xi. 823 You would have . . forced

me., find my way submissive to the fold. lie red-crossed on
the fleece, one sheep the more.

Red-crossed, a. (Modem example,)
X916 BovD Cable Action Front 165 Another [ambulance

wagon] was overturned,..and in the Red-Crossed canvas tilts

of others gaped huge tears and rents,

Xtedd, v.'^ 6. a. Also in (/.S. and general use.

x84a Spirit of Times (Philad.) 12 Aug. (Th.) I never used
to red up their chamber without thinking of it. 1896 £li.a
HiGciNsON Tales/r. Puget Sound liZgj) 133 ' You got your
front room red up, Emarine?' 'No; I ain't had time to

red up anything.' 1909 Quiller-Couch True Tilda xix.

25S They tumbled out and redded up the place in a hurry.

191a MuLFORD & Ci.Av Buck Peters i. 19, I guess you two
men can take care of each other while 1 red up.

Keddening, vbl. sb, [f. Redden v. + -ing i.]

The action of making red. Also attrib.

1847 Stoddabt Angler's Cowp.ii6 Worms on their trans-

ference to the moss'jar stiti undergo the process of scouring,

..that of toughening, and .. the further one of reddening.

Ibid., The reddening matter.. is a species of high-coloured

earth, reduced to a powder.

Xteddition. Add : 1. d. Recompense or

restitution.*

19x9 Bridges Test. Beauty iv. 1121 And for her soilure

make reddition to Nature.

Redeemed, ///. a. Add : b. Of land : That
has been reclaimed.

1837 CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) 37 From one acre

of redeemed meadow 4^ tons of English Hay were weighed
and sold in 1836-7.

Kedemptive, a. (Further example.)
1911 R. H.TJknson Christ in Church 111. vii. 169 She alone

dares to face and to incorporate into her lifc..jhat amazing
and redemptive principle of all creation,—that life only exists

through death.

Redemptor. Add: 3. = Tuinitarian B i.

1880 Mrs. OLrrHANT Cer^'antes ii. 25 The friar, Jorge
Olivar,oneof the Brothers of Mercy, and official Redemptor
for the province of Aragon.

Redemptorial (r/demPto»*rial), a. [f. as Re-
DEMPTOUY and -AL,] Connected with redemption ;

redemptive.
1900 R. W. Barbour Thoughts 6 He pleads His own

crucified person. His very redemptorial existence is His plea.

Hedemptress (r/de'mPtrcs). [After Redemp-
tor,] A female redeemer.
1865 [see Rrstoress).

Red-eye. Add : 4. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
18x9 Quitman Diary \n Life ff Corr. 42 Whiting and I had

to treat to ' red-eye ' or ' rot-gut ', as whiskey is here called.

1838 Yale Lit, Mag. III. 12 An Indian tribe that, .seldom
ever passed the prairie except to sell their skins, and purchase
'red-eye*. 1903 N. Y. Sun 15 Nov., Ben made for the nearest
red-eye plant, and inside of an hour lie was riotous and
shooting up the town. 191X Mulford Bar-20 Days viii.

55 Anybody'd think you was full of red-eye, th' way you
act,

5. U.S. A variety of bean.
1857-8 yraKf. ///. Agric. Soc. III. 503 The early China

red-eye is very early and prolific.

Red flag. 1. (See Red A 4 b.)

2. The flag used by all British ships except those
in the Royal Navy.
190X Q..^M%%^\A, Ship''s Adventures \, He..had begun the

sea life in the Royal Navy as a midshipman, but. .had
quitted the white for the red flag.

3. As a symbol of revolution, socialism, or com-
munism. Also attrib. red-flag,
1878 Indiana Greenback Plaiforni (May 22) We denounce

the red flag communism imported from Europe. 1891 [see

Red a 4 b]. 1909 IVestm. Gaz, 19 Oct. 2/1 The Socialists

who in such circumstances would be returned in many con-
stituencies.. would be the real thing, of the red-flag order.

Hence Red-fla*grger, a person carrying a red
flag, a communist ; Sed-fla'ggery, communislic
doctrines.
i9ao Rose Macaulay Potterisfn ir. i. 54, I hate red-

flaggery, and all other flaggery. I9a3 Glctsgotv Herald
23 June 8/3 That modest pattern which. .Mr. Kirkwood is

finding it so difficult to assimilate with Red Flaggery. 1931
Birmingham Post 31 Aug. 12/1 A dozen Red flaggers were
seriously injured.

Red herring. 2. b. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
_iM4 Liverp. Daily Post ii July 5/4 The talk of revolu-
tionarydangers is a mere red-herring, 1928 Manck. Guard.
Weekly 10 Aug. 105/1 Both the Opposition parties are trying
to drag in the Protectionist red herring in the vain hope of
causing dissension.

Rediscount, sb. Also attrib.

3919 Times Lit. Suppl. ai Mar. 218/3 This, should be cor-
rected by the raising of the Reichsbank rediscount rate and
the forcing down of German prices.

Redouble (rz-dp'b'l), sb.^ bridge, [f. next.]

The action or fact of redoubling a bid that has been

doubled, or the call that does this.

1906 'Cut-Cavendish * Compi. Bridge Player 98 The
redouble is the rai-a avis of the Bridge world. 1910 J. B.
Elwell Auction Bridge 103 The laws of Auction, as em-
bodied for club play, limit the doubling feature to one double
and one re-double.

Redouble, ^-^ Add : b. spec, in bridge. To
double again a bid which an adversary has already

doubled. Also absol. or intr.

1894 * Boaz ' Pocket Guide to Bridge 6 The leader has then
to ask the adversaries whether either of them wishes to re-

double. 1908 R. F. Foster v^Kcr^/tfn Bridge -^x Although one
cannot double one's partner's bid, one can redouble the

adversary's double. 1910 J. B. Klwf.ll Auction Bridge 102

The partner.. may be well satisfied with the double, and,

f)erhaps, in a position to redouble. . .The general Auction
aws do not limit the numl;er of times that a declaration

may be doubled and re-doubled, tgxi Sat. tl-'estm. Gaz.
I Oct, 17/1 I'he player who doubles would not lose much if

the rule was that his double could not be re-doubled.

Redoubling, vb/. sb, 1, C. spec. In auction

and contract bridge.

1908 Laws of Auction Bridge § 55 Doubling and re-

doubling affect the score only, and not the value in declaring.

Redskin. Add : 2. A fox.

igos L. H. Bailey in Daily Chron. 4 Sept. 3/2 Redskins

to plunder flock and poultry-roost.

3. A variety of potato.

i^'& Chambers's Jrnl. Oct. 702/1 The chief products grown
arc potatoes. .. Tasmanian ' redskins ' are.. exported.

Red-tapey, a. [f. Red-tape -h-y.] = Red-
TAPISH.
1904 Sladen Lovers in Japan iv, Hell be more red-tapey

than ever, so as not to let the Japanese suspect anything.

Reducer. Add : 2. e. A means of reducing

one's weight.
1903 E, Sandys in Hill Athleticsfor Women gg For those

able to dispense with a few pounds of surplus adipose tissue,

it [swimmmg] is one of the best of reducers.

Reducing, ppl. a, (Further example.)

1913 DoRi-AND Med. Diet. 919/1 Reducing sugary a sugar

which produces oxidation.

Reduction. Add : 10. C. Cytol, The pro-

cess by which the number of chromosomes in re-

productive cells is halved. Also allrib.

1905 Rep. Brit. Assoc, 570 Weissman predicted that a trans-

verse division of the chromosomes would be found to take

place by which the reduction would be brought about. Ibid.f

A true reduction division is found to occur in the heterotype

sta^e. 19*0 J. S. Huxley in Discovery July 200/1: Tliis

halving of the chromosome-number., is known as reduction.

13. reduction gear.

1909 Daily Chron. 4 Oct. 1/5 A *reduction gear to be

applied to the marine turbine.

Reductive. B. sb, (Modern example.)

1890 W. Jamks Princ. Psychol. II. 125 The usual explana-

tion of hypnajcogic hallucinations is that they are ideas

deprived of their ordinary reductives.

Reduviid. (Karlier example.)

x8S8 KiNGSLEY Riverside Nat. Hist. II. 267 These are

strongly suggestive of certain tropical forms of Reduviids.
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Red-water. 3, Also red-water ordeal,

1917 Hastings s EncycL Relig. * Ethics IX. 508/1 The
' r«l-water ' ordeal of N. Guineau

Beed, ^J^.^ Add: 12. b. The thin concentric

layers of wood as shown in a longitudinal section.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Fartn III. ^ Their separation

arises from the beaier falling upon the flat or convex side

of these annular layers—or the reed of the wood, as vulgarly

called.

13. a. reed-boat \ (sense 10) reedspace,

x9oa Eficycl Brit. XXV. 377/1 The catamaran and the

*reed boat were known to the Peruvians. 1919 Brit.

Manufacturer Nov. 35/2 Wide hand looms of high *reed-

spacc scarcely require more effort than those for narrower
weaving.

14. reed-horn, a fog-horn in which the sound is

produced by a current of air blowing on a reed

(sense 8 e); reed-knife, a knife-like instrnment

used in tuning a reed-organ ; a tuning-knife ; reed-

znark (see quot.) ; read-marked a., of cloth,

having the warp threads lying unevenly.

190a EncycL Brit. XXX. 266/2 At the Trinity House
experiments with fog signals at St. Catharine's (1901) several

t>-pes of *reed-hom were experimented with. X898 Stainkr
& Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 346/a An organ is tuned by
means of hollow cones and *reed<knives. 1931 Midcley
Tech. Terms Textile Trade I. 261 *Reed innrksy a type of

defect in woven fabrics due to the warp threads running in
' twos ' or ' threes '. 1894 T. W. Fox Meek. Weaving vix. 37
Sometimes warp threads are allowed to run in pairs

throughout the piece without being looked upon as a
serious defect ; such material is said to be *reed-marked,
or without cover.

Beedy v. Add : 4. Weaving. To pass (warp
threads) through the splits of a reed.

1894 T. \V. Fox Mech, IVeavingW. 17 It will be noticed

that the threads from shaft 4 are reeded two in a dent, and
those from the remaining shafts three in a dent.

Beeded, ppL a. Add : 5, Of wood : Having
a specified kind of reed (sense *I2 b).

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 972 A quantitjr of well-seasoned and
clean reeded deal is required for forming the joints.

Beediness. (Further example.)
1931 MiuGLEV Tech. Terms Textile T'raffe 1. 20 The warp

threads must lie in the cloth an equal distance apart, or a
defect known as 'reediness' is created.

Beedy, «. Add : 3. e. Of cloth : Having the

warp threads unevenly distributed.

1931 MiDGLEY Tech. Terms Textile Trade I. 261 Reedy,
a term applied to a cloth which shows reed marks.

Beefr sb.'^ Add : 1. (Further example.)
1904 Nature 10 May 50/1 The reef problem is dealt with

cautiously, and the term ' reef is used, following Prof. Suess,
as the equivalent of * massive unstratified limestones and
dolomites ', rising amid strikingly contrasted sediments.

4. reef-making adj. ; reef-platform.

1855 J. Phillips Man. Geol. 491 The *reef-making madre-
pores are seldom found below 100 feet, 1904 Nature 18 Feb.

371 /a But Htile can come from the surface of the reef, which
IS stationary in height, and still less from the *reef platform,
covered as it is by the bodies of living organisms.

Beefal)le (rrfSb'l), a. [f. Reef z;.i + -able.]
Capable of being reefed.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 26 Oct. 5/1 Instead of having two rigid
planes or wings, set one on either side of the body, it has a
single transversal span of canvas which is reefable, like that
of the sail of a ship.

Beefinff, vbl. sb. b. Add : reefing-wheel,
1840 Civil Engin. ff Arch. Jml. III. 104/1 This vessel . . has

the *reefing wheels after Mr. Hall's patent.

Beel, J^.^ Add: 2. c. Off the reel {tvnWtr

examples).
i8as J. Neal Bro'. Jonathan I. vi. 156 So then, says he to

me, says he, sharp off the reel ; as 'cute a feller that, as ever

you seed. 1833 J. K. Pauling Banks of Ohio II. v. 78 I'd

as good a mind as I ever had to shoot a wild deer, to have
a fight with him off the reel, and settle the right of soil at

once. 1877-40 Haliburton Clockmaher (1862) 255 They jist

make their demands, and ax them for their answer right off
the reel.

6. reel line (earlier example) ; reel boy, a boy
attending to the reeling of yarn, etc. ; reel-land,
the world of moving pictures; reel-room, the room
in a cinema where reels of cinematographic films

are kept.
19x8 Nation (N. Y.) 7 Feb. 130/1 Defeating the man in whose

flax mill he had worked as a *reel boy. 1926 Chambers's
yrnl. 605/1 Some.,would fain have treated her much in the
style of those who at the present day mob the stars of *reel-

land. 1837 KiRKBRiDE Northern Angler 3 With regard to
the reel and *recl-line I need say nothmg. ipaS Daily
Express 8 Oct. 2/1 Hundreds of children . .filed from the.

.

Cinema.. while the staff tackled a fire in the *reel*room
behind the gallery.

Beeler. Add : 2. b. A machine for winding
pai>er in reels.

1929 Ci-AfPERTON & Hrmdf.rson Mod. Pafer-Makingx\'u
325 Another cause of many breaks, more frequently at the
calenders or reelers, is the presence of hairs in the sheet.

Beeling, vbl. sb^ 1. Also concr., reeled yam,
etc.

1894 CasselVsNew Tech. Educator IV. 369/1 The reelings
are then weighed and made up into bundles.

Re-embo'died, ppl. a. [f. Re-embody v, +
-ED 2.] Ke-incarnated. So Be-embo'diment.
1901 A- Hope Tristram ofBlent x\\\, 175 That re-embodi-

ment or resurrection of her in the girl who moved and talked

and sat like her, who had her ways though not her face.

19x4 W. B. Sblbie Psychol. Relig. 271 In lDdo*£uropean

166

folk-tore, dogs, wolves, and hares represent such re-embodied
spirits.

Beemer, fCf. Reamer.] A workman em-
ployed in reaming.
182a Ann. ijth Congress 1 Sess. I. 279 The amount paid for

labor, . . blacksmiths, armorers, reemers, . . and other laborers.

Be-enCOUnter, sb. b. (Later example.)
igK04 Daily Chron. 28 July 8/5 If she is wise she will.,

avoid disenchanting re-encounters in the flesh.

Re-enforcer. Also somethingwhichre-enforces,
X914 W. McDouGALL Social Psych. 404 The energy of the

sex impulse.. may function as a re-enforcer of purely in-

tellectual activities.

Re-enli'8ter. [f. Re-knlist v. -i--er1.] A
person who enlists again.
1908 Daily Chron. 8 May 8/3 The majority of the re-en-

listers * are the discontented, the thriftless, the criminal class *.

Be-eutrauce. Add: b. Electr, Ofan armature
winding, the fact or condition of returning upon
itself. So Be-entrancy.
1901 Sheli>on & Mason Dynatno Elect. Machine iii. 47

Any closed-coil winding, single or multiple, may l)e singly
or multiply re-entrant, the re-entrancy being reckoned as
great as that of any single winding on the armature. 1903
Jy-nL Inst. Elect. Engin. XXXI. iv. 935 If when a re-

entrance takes place, an aliquot part of all the groups has
been taken up, there will be as many re-entrances as the
whole number contains that part.

Be-eutrant, a. Also Electr, (see quot.).
190a Jrul. Inst. Elect. Engirt. XXXI. iv. 933 A winding

is re-entrant if it comes back to the starting point and is

then complete.

b. sb. Also {Geog^y a valley or ravine running
up into the side of a mountain.
1899 R. T. YlwA.Geol. yainaica\. 18 The interior moun-

tains are marked hy deeply etched knife-edged salients, .and
angular re-entrants.

Be-eutry. 2. b. Card of re-entry (also in

bridge). So re-entry card.

1904 J.^B. Elwell Adv. Bridge 232 With three cards of
re-entry in his hand A can afford to lead one of them in
order to gain information. 1908 R. F. Foster Auction
Bridge 84 In planningthe play of ano-trumper, the declarer
must be careful to provide for re-entry cards, xpiz J. B.
Elwell Auction Bridge 128 With a club suit which maybe
established in one lead, and a sure re-entry card, it frequently
pays to direct the partner's lead by a ' two-club ' bid.

Be-export, sb, 2. (Earlier example.)
1775 J^fds, Cont. Congress III. 502 The reexport employs

stiips, sailors [etc.].

Beface, v. Add : 3. To face (a person') again.
1906 Daih Chron. i8 Apr. 3/4 Rather than re-face Mag

McGhie . . David prefers to ' face an angry Maker '.

Befectory, sb^ b. Add : refectory table,

1913 L. V. LocKwooD Fum. Collectors* Gloss. <,z/2 Re*
fcctory^ an early long, narrow table upon which was served
a meal. 1927 Daily Tel. 29 Nov. 7/1 Jacobean and William
and Mary chests, gate-leg and refectory tables, stools, and
lace boxes.

Befer, v. Add : 7. f. To fail (a candidate)

in an examination and direct (him) to sit again at

a later date.

1907 Practitioner June: jg5 A student, who should venture
to put upon an examination paper what is the only logical

outcome of the teaching of text-books, ought, without hesi-

tation, to be referred. X908 A. S, M, Hutchinson Once
Aboard the Lugger i. i. 32, * I had forgotten. Your examina-
tion ?

'. .* I failed. I was referred for tliree months.'

Beferendal (refercndal), a. [f. Rkf£RENDUM
-i- -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or connected with giving

decisions on matters about which reference is made.
1927 Mabriot Mech. Mod, State 404 The late Lord Salis-

bury was, indeed, wont to contend that the referendal func-
tion was the primary ratson d'etre of the House of Lords.

Befereut, sb. 1. (Recent example.)
T9ZI Contemp. Rev. Mar. 315 The whole administration is

conducted by the provincial government in Bratislava (Press-

burg), under the Minister for Slovakia and his thirteen
' Referents ' or State Secretaries.

Befl^ure, » Add : 3. To make a renewed
arithmetical calculation, (In quot. vbl, sb.)

1909 IVestm. Gaz. 14 Dec. 5/1 The results were compared
and found to be all different, which meant. .the refiguring
of the whole thing out again.

Befill (rrfil), a. [f. the vb.] Designed or

appointed to refill a post,
i9ai Edin, Rev. Jan. 158 Perhaps in time each party will

provide not only its own refill ministers and kitchenmaids
but even its own king.

Befilxuent (r/6-lment). [f. Refill v, +
-MENT.] Material for refilling anything; a refill.

Mod. Advt. Repairs and refilments [for ladies' week-end
case si.

Be-finance (r«-\ v. [Re- 5 a.] trans. To
finance afresh. So Re-flnancing vbl. sb.

1008 Standards Apr. 6/4 Plans have been drafted for the
refinancing of the Erie Railway Company. 192a Daily Mail
26 Oct. 3 The scheme for re-financing the company.

Befiner. Add: 1. c. A special form of beater

employed in paper-making,
J9oa Encycl. Brit. XXX I, 459/1 By the use of the refiner

the time occupied in the beater can be reduced by nearly
one-half.

Beflation (r/fl^-Jan). [f. Re- : after Inflation
and Deflation.] Inflation undertaken after a de-
flation and designed to restore the system to its

condition before the deflation.
193a Economist 20 Feb. 394/2 Its purpose has been aptly

described as ' reflation ', to prevent further deflation . , and to

EEPBACTrVE.
undo some of the present extreme defl-Mion. 193a Titnts
12 May 15/2 The failure of the active * reflation ' which has
been in operation in the United States for the last few
weeks to bring about a recovery in prices or an increase in
the volume of business [etc.].

Beflect, V. 12. Also with over.
1906 Somerset Maugham Bish&p^s Apron ix, 137 Winnie

reilected over this for a moment.

Beflection. 2. Also, the similar action of
surfaces on incident electro-magnetic impulses.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 56/2 To show the reflexion

of the waves Hertz placed the mirrors side by side.

Reflectious (r/flekjas), a. nonce-wd. [f. Rs-
FLECT V. + -Jous ] = Reflective.

x8;74 Hardy Farfr. Meuiding Crowd Iv, I said in my re*
flectious way.

Beflector. 4. b. Also, an instrument for re-

flecting electro-magnetic waves consisting usually

of a parabolic arrangement of vertical wires, used
in the beam system of wireless telegraphy.

_ 1903 Windsor Mag. May 720/2 The reflector system being
impracticable for long-distance work, Mr. Marconi experi-
mented with tuning. 19x4 Public Opimon 11 July 27/a It is

possible by the use of a device named by Senator Marconi
a ' reflector ' to send out wireless waves in a particular
direction only.

Beflex, sh. Add : 7. A wireless receiving-set

having a reflex circuit (see *Reflex a. 7).
1924 Exper. Wireless Mar. 332/1 A notable point about

the reflex is that the detector valve, if used, cannot be made
to ' double magnify '.

Beflex, a. Add : 6. b. (Further examples.)
1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 29/1 Stimulation of a sensory

surface may simultaneously produce, by areflex mechanism,
movement, secretion and consciousness. 1924 R. M. Ogden
tr. KofFka's Growth ofMind iii. 69 Always beginning with
a sensory neurone and ending with a motor neurone, this
apparatus is called a reflex-arc

7, Applied to a wireless receiving set, or parts of

one, in which the same valve or valves are used for

both high-frequency and low-frequency amplifica-

tion.

1924 Exper. Wireless Mar. 331/1 The present 'boom ' in

reflex circuits is a good example of the way in which original

woik is overlooked. 19x4 W. James Constr. of Tivo-veilve

^ Crystal rejlex receiver 3 The first valve is connected to
operate as a dual or reflex amplifier. 1934 Chron, Wireless
Guide 23 Wiring of Reflex Set.

Befle'xness. [f. Reflex a. + -ness.] Reflex

chaiacter (of an action).
1896 Psychol. Rev. May 251 When both forms have reached

a Iiigh degree of reflexness, the motor form is probably some*
what faster.

Befloat, Z'.^ Add: b. intr. To float again.
X906 Daily Chron. 23 June 6/3 On the rising tide the

Talisman refloated,

BeflO'Wer, v. 2. (Example.)
1878 Swinburne Poems ^ Ballads Ser. ii. Sprtng- in

Tuscany iv, Out of the herbs on the walls reflowering.

RefoTeBtment. [f. Refokest v. + -mknt.]
=: Rbaffokestation'.
i9ai Glasgow Herald 23 Sept. 6 Why should not.. land-

owners, .embark upon the reforestmcnt of their lands?

Beform, sb. 6. reform school (later examples)

;

Beforxn Bill (earlier example).
1819 Bf.ntham {title') Radical Reform Bill. 1878 Harpers

Mag. Alar. 601/1 Of the reform schools for girls established

by the state we will not . . speak. 1893 Rep. Vermont Board
Agric. XII. 114 The State Reform School is located there.

Reformafci'lity. [f. Keformable + -iir.]

Capacity for being reformed.
1904 Daily Chron. 29 Nov. 6/1 The Council has made

provision for all women sent from London courts, regardless

of the question of reformability.

Reforma'tionist. [f. Reformation + -ist.]

One who supports or advocates reformation,

1906 MacmilUfCs Mag. June 589 If the reformationists

are right, his seclusion should have no penal character. i9»8

Sunday Express 17 June 12/5 The chaos in the Church
may harden into biiter anarchy and disintegrating conflict

between Reformationists, Adoraiionists, and Modernists.

Befonnism (rrj^-jmiz'm). [f. Reform v.^-\-

-ISM.] A policy of social or political reform.

1920 Contemp. Rev. Dec. 872 Your Right leaders are
favouring reformism on those questions which I have called

fundamental and decisive. 1936 Socialist Rev. Jan. 317

Industrial Conferences where working men. .are learnedly

lectured by middle-class apostles of reformism. 1928 Daily
'Tel. 9 Oct. 10/6 Will it ' guide ' towards ' reformism ' or
* revolution '?

Befract, v. Add: 1. C transf Of the

atmosphere: To change the direciion in which
sound is propagated because of the increased

velocity of the wind or lower temperature of the air

at higher levels.

1874 P?vc. Roy. Soc. XXII. 532, I have dealt with the

effect of the atmosphere to refract sound upwards.

Befractiou. Add : 3. c. The change in the

direction of sound waves produced by different

temperatures of the air or different velocities of the

wind at different levels.

1874 Proc. Roy. Soc. XXII. 532 This refraction explains

the well-known difference which exists in ihedistinanessof
sounds by day and by night.

Be&active, a. Add : 5. Having power to

lepel infectious germs.
1908 Practitioner Dec. 843 Man is peculiarly refrstctiVe,

for in Glasgow there have been several stable epidemics [of
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glanders), and yet, since 1S92, there have only been fire
cases.

Befractome'tiic, a. [f. Refkactometer + -ic]
Of or pertaining to a refractometer ; made by
means of refract ometry. So Befracto-metry, the
measurement of tlie refractive power of media.
1904 Nature 4 Feb. 334/3 A simple tharmostat for use in

connection with the refraclometric examination of oils and
fats. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXX. 239/2 Refractometry by
total reflection.

Befracture, J*-^ [Ri- 5 0.] Renewed
fracture (of a bone).
1908 Praciitiomr Oct. S35 Instances of refractnre in long

bones, at an old site of previous similar injury.

Refresher. Add : 4. attrib. Of training
given periodically esp. to reserre officers to main-
their efficiency.

\^lntirim Rep. IVar Office Comm. Provision ofOfficers
lo Given a short term of liability, and short periods of recall
to the Colours for 'refresher' training, many officers.,
would remain therein [etc.]. 1926 Ctasgoiv Herald 13 Apr.
10/7 Thirty senior officers were transported by cars from the
town of .Salisbury to undergo ' refresher * courses. 1930 Rep,
Postgrad. Meii, Educ. Comtn. 7 Insurance practitioners.,
could be given a chance of talcing, .refresher courses.

Ztefrigerating', vbl. sb. Also attrib.
1909 Cham/ers's Jrnl. Jan. 13/1 The refrigerating-engin-

eer . . claims to play the chief part in the successful mainten-
ance of the overseas trade in chilled meat.

Sefrigerator. 2. b. (Earlier example.)
1841 Advt. in C. Cist Cincinnaii^ Refrigerators or Ice

Chests.
Comi. 1909 IVeslm. Gaz. 6Sept 5/3 The second refrigerator-

engineer. .informed us that the boats had put off.

Befage, v. 2. (Further fig. example.)
J9»9 Bridges Test. Beauty m. 596 Or what grave lore

had refiiged with the Ishmaelite was stealing back from
exile to its western home.

Befugee, «*. Add : 3. O. refugee camp.
1^ IVestiN. Gaz. 23 Apr. 7/1 In the refugee camps yester-

day rude altars were erected,

d. refugee bean, a variety of the cultivated
bean.
i«57-« Trans. III. Agric. .?oc. III. 503 The refugee bean

(long, dark clouded), has the same characteristics.

Refugee, v. Also, to be a refugee.
18S8 P. H. Shehidah Afem. 1. 355 To the doctor she

related that the year before she had ' refugeed ' from East
Tennessee. 1904 R. E. Lf.e Reco/l. /^ Lett. Gen. R. E. Lee
^la In the early years of the struggle, ray mother and sisters,
when ' refugeemg ' had boarded . . at his home.

Befand, :>.' 1. C. (Recent example.)
l9«o A S. Pwkcli-Pattison Idta of Cod 9 If any one

prefers to u.se the term universe for the sum of created or
dependent beings, he may, of course, refund the universe
into God as its creative source.

Befasing, vbl. sb. (Later example.)
1901 Cham/rrs'i yml. Oct. 663/2 He will.. easily learn

a lot of bad tricks, such as crib-biting, wind-sucking, tearing
his clothing, . .and refusing in the hunting-field.

Befasive (rifiw-ziv), a. [f. L. refUs- (see Re-
rcsK ».) + -ivE.] Characterized by refusal o/sl thing.
1901 Lancet 2 Feb. 299/2 Isolated spots refusive of car.

mine, the results of faulty preservation, have been supposed
lo indicate degeneration during life.

Begain, sb. [f. the vb.] An act of regaining

;

recovery. Also, an amount regained or recovered.
I9«7 Mom. Post 4 Oct. 4/4 Progress of time will see. .a re-

gain of position of the horse in the ranks of industry. 19J7
Observer fi Oct. 19/5 Take into consideration . . wages cost,
depreciation and interest on working capital, general ex-
penses, discount, regain, and waste.

Begal. B. sb.^ 3. a. (Modem hist, example.)
iffos R. H. Benson King's Achievement ili. xi. 482 He

noticed for a moment a wonderful red stone on the thumb,
and recognized it. It was the Regal of France that he had
seen years before at his visit to St. Thomas's shrine at
Canterbury.

Begalia -. (Earlier example.)
1819 H. Busk Dessert 379 Amber ginseng, and purified

eringoes, Regalia's, and imperial's, and maringoe's.

Begard, v. 7. c. Also as regarding,
i884]Bsowning Ferishtah (1885) 11 1, I am in motion, and

all things beside That circle round my passage through
their midst,— Motionless these are, as regarding me.

Begardless, o. Add: L c. «//<//. i passing
into ailv.) for ' regardless of expense '. U .S.

1871 • Mark Twain ' Inttoc. at Home ii. (1882) 269 We are
going to get the thing \sc. funeral] up regardless, you know.
1904 W. H. Smith Promoters v. 106 The stock certificates
were gotten out regardles-S. 1^5 Puhlishers* Weekly 21
Jan. 83 Advt, The most beautiful books of recent years.
Gotten up regardless. 191s H. Quick Veltowstoru N. xi.

289 We got a bulletin from his doctors and messages from
him to rush S. F. 41144 to its passage regardless.

Begeneration. 1. Also Comb.
1^1 rimes Lit. Suppt. 8 Sept. 574/3 The successful appli-

cation of regeneration fellings on European lines to the
conifers of the Himalayas.

Reglculture (re-djik»lliuj). [f. I,, regi-, rex
king » CoLTUKE.] Honour or homage to kings.
1885 Swinburne Misc. (1S86} 60 For all her evil report

among men on the score of passive obedience and regi-
ciilture.

B^gie i^chi). [a. Fr. rfgie.'\ The revenue
department in some countries which controls tlie

importation and manufacture of tobacco, occas. also

the retail sale. Also attrib.

1883 Pall Mall Gaz. 9 May 5/1 The Turkish tobacco
r€gie.^. is designed to include a company having the exclu-
sive right of preparing tobacco for home consumption and

167

of selling ft to the public 1884 Ibid. 5 Sept. 6/2 Ladies.

.

smoke the strong regie cigar with evident enjoyment. 1890
Athetixum 11 Oct. 474/3 W\ the frequenters of a country
inn [in France], .consume the tobacco of the regie. 1923
Gl'isgoTU Herald i^ Apr. 9 The Government, having con-
cluded its examination of the tobacco regie question, has re.
fused [etc.],

B^gime. Add : 3. transf. The system of
a river, the character or distribution of rainfall, etc.
190a Excycl. Brit. XXV. 361/2 The rigime of the great

northern river is strikingly unlike that of its still greater
southern analogue igzz W. G. Kkndeew Climates of
Continents i. i. 4 The seasonal distribution or ' regime ' is
independent of the total rainfall amount
Begimeu. Add : 5. (See quot.)
1898 Geog. yn:l. XI. 634 The angle of the slope of the

ridge of a_ shingle beach depends primarily on the materials
of which it is chiefly cota^sed..Regivten is attained when
the assistance which gravity gives to transport with the
back-wash makes the seaward equal to the shoreward
transport.

Begimental. A. adj. Add : b. Army slang.
Maintaining or oljserving strict discipline.
1919 IVar Terms in Athenaeum 1 Aug. 695/1.
Regionaiiza'tion. [f. Regional -h -ization.]
A making regional in character.
1930 Aberdeen Press ^ Jrnl. 3 Nov. s/6 We have just

completed.. what might be called the first try-out of pro-
gramme regionalisation.

Benster, J*.1 Add : 1. (Further example.)
i88« C. D. Warner Their Pilgr, vi. (1888) 165 Mr. King

discovered by the register that the Bensons had been there.

5. b. A quantity recorded or registered.
1904 T. HoLDiCH India xii. 351 At this point the rainfall

is extraordinary, 50 or 60 feet being a not unusual register
at Chcrra Punji on the edge of the plateau.

9. O. A perforated plate through which the yarns
or strands pass before being twisted together in
rope-mating ; the use of this device.
1846 DoDD Brit. Mann/s. VI. 199 The sy.itcra for attain-

ing any recruited intensity of twist is called the ' register '.

12. register clerk, plate (further example).
1886 C. D. Warner Their Pilgr. iiL (1888) 63 The 'regis-

ter clerk stood fingering the leaves of the register with a
gracious air. i88« Encycl. Brit. XX. 844/2 ls.v. Rope.
making) From their bobbins the yarns areconducted through
a concentric circle of holes in a steel 'register plate.

Begister, ». Add : 2. absol. (Modem ex-
ample.

)

1930 Stephenson Nelson W. Aldrich 48 The Senate passed
the bill, Aldrich and Piatt registering against it

o. U.S. To enter one's name in the register of an
hotel or lodging-house.
1850 Mayne Reid Rifle Rangers vi. (1853) 41 Take your

supper, engage a snug room, and wait for me. Don't regis,
ter till I come— I'll attend to that 1891 'Mark Twain'
£lfl00flOO Banknote etc. (1893) 46, I arrived in Washington,
registered at the Arlington Hotel, and went to my room,
igoa A. D. McFaul lie Glidden xxviii. 257 A short, tbick-
setman with full beard got out and entered the tavern,
registered, and was assigned to the corner room over the
office. 191a H. Crolv M. A. //art«« 459 Whenever promi-
nent men registered at the Hotel, Mr. Hanna managed to
meet them. t9zs Trrus Timber xv. 136 She..stopped her
car at the Commercial House where she registered and was
given a room.

3. b. To express or show (a particular feeling or
emotion) in the face ; esp. of cinematographic
actors. Also, to express, reveal, or show in any
manner.
1901 ' L. Malet ' Hist. Sir R. Calmady vi. viii. 568 The

brightness died out of Honoria's face. She registered sharp
annoyance against herself. 1915 Wodehoose Something
Fresh iii, A stage-director of a moving-picture firm would
have recognized the look ; Lord Emsworth was * registering

'

interest. 19*5 H. Graham Last of Bi^ns iii. 45 English
filrn.actors. .ceased to ' register ' artificial human emotions.
192s A. P. Herbert Laughing Ann etc. 32 For I don't have
no adventure in the street. Men don't register emotion when
we meet 1996 Ethel M. Dell Black Knight \. xi, ' I don't
know what you mean,'. .* It doesn't matter,..! suppose you
don't mind my registering my appreciation.' 1929 Daily
Express 23 Jan. 5/3 He was no longer surprised at anything
a Hemington did, ..but he still occasionally allowed his
features to register disapproval 1930 Mus. Times i Mar.
21/2 One of the popular portraits of Mussolini expressing

—

perhaps I sHould say ' registering '—power.

4. 0. itUr. 0( a film actor : To perform his or her
part (well or ill) in the production of a film.
i^ Sunday Dispatch 16 Dec. 14/4 It looks. .as though

the producers had not been willing to risk spending money
on it in case Miss Eagels did not register well.

Begistered, ppl. a. Add : b. Of a rope :

Made with the use of a register (sense *9 c).

1846 DoDD Brit. Manu/s. VI. 199 A registered strand, or
the strand produced by twisting the yams together by this
machine, is a smooth, uniform piece of cordage, all the yarns
twisting round in one direction.

Begisteriug, vbl. sb. b. (Further example.)
i846T)oDD Brit. Manu/s. VI. 199 The whole process has

come to be termed, in the technical language of tnc roperies,
registering.

Begrade, v.^ (Earlier example.)
1868 Rep. U.S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 362 They [sc shells)

may be readily and rapidly leveled in the construction of a
new road, or regraded when displaced by wear.

Begra'ssing, vbl. sb. [Rk- 5 a.] The putting
of land under grass again.
1901 Yearbk. 17.S. Dept. Agric. 30 Experiments in re-

grassing were undertaken at Tucson, Ariz., in cooperation
with the agricultural experiment station.

BEISSITB.

BegreSS, v. 2. (Further examples.)
1909 Westm. Gaz. 21 Apr. 5/1 There is a tendency for

children of exceptional parents to regress towards the aver-
age stock. I9a6 W. McDouoALL Outl. Abnormal Psych.
133 According to Ferenczi's theory. .in every instance of
successful suggestion.. the subject regresses to his infantile
attitude towards the parent of the opposite sex.

Begression. Add : 4. b. Psycho-analysis.
The action or fact of reverting to a lower or more
infantile mental level.

1913 C. G. JuRV On Psychoanalysis in XVIIth Internal.
Congr. 0/Medicine § xii. 68 [Freud] called this phenomenon
of reactivation or secondary exaggeration of infantile remi-
niscences 'Regression '. 1910 Challenge 21 May 44/3 The
libido. .m\\s regression to the collective unconscious, gives
rise to a similation of archaic psychical adaptations.
Regress!-vity. [f. RECKiiSsivE a. -(--iTr.] Re-

gressive character ; regressiveness.
1904 0. S. Hall Adolescence I. ii. 55 Retarded develop-

ment of an organ., is an indication of regressivity.

Begret, v. Add : 3. atsol. or intr. To feel
regret.

1853 Mrs. Gaskell Ruth II. x. 281 Those who had um-
brellas were putting them upj those who had not were
regretting and wondering how long it would last 1911
F. C & A. Philips Ltyi 43 (Born) He left the house, to walk
the streets for hours, to think and to regret
Regre-ttableness. [f. Rsgkettable a. +

-NESS.] Regrettable character.
1913 Eng. Hist. Rev. Inly 555 The regrettableness of the

lapses from what might have been.

Begron-pment. [f. Regboop ©.-h-ment.J
Rearrangement in groups.
1920 Glasgow Herald i July 6/4 A.. continuance of the

existing regime.. may render possible a regroupment with-
out any definite break in development.

Begrow, v. Add: b. trans. To grow or
produce again.
1920 A. S. Pringle-Pattison Idea ofGod 72 Similarly,

the Tubularia, a kind of sea-anemone, re-grows its flower-
like head.

Begolar. C. regular-built (earlier example.)
1817 J. K. Paulding Lett.fr. South I. «os, I can do this

without forfeiting my character as a * regular built ' traveller,
whose duty it is to tell all he sees, and more besides.

Re-gularlzer. [f. Regulaeize ». -h-er.] A
person or thing that produces regularity.
1911 Ld. Shaw Lett, to Isabel xvii. 98 ' There is a wor'd

elsewhere.' That is the secret..That it is which is the
great regularizer.

BegTllator. 5. Add : regulator lamp.
1S85T. HiGcs Magneto- ^ Dynamo-Elect. Mack. viii. 196

The large generator supplied a regulator lamp ofGramme's
construction.

Rehabilitating, vbl sb. [-mo i.] The action
of the verb Rehabilitate.
1924 Glasgow Herald 18 Mar. 6/3 The rehabilitating of

Austria was carried a stage further.

Rehearsed, ppl. a. Add : b. That has been
practised before-hand.
1871 L. LocKHART Fair to See I. vi. 167 He turned to

confront them, on their entrance, with a carefully rehearsed
mien.

Beigner. (Recent example.)
1908 Daily Chron. 1^ Feb. 4/4 Louis XIV., the record

reigner, was never in his life clean all over from the natural
exhalations of a monarch's skin.

Beimmerse, v. Also refl.

1905 speaker^ i Apr. 18/1 It is to the desert that yearly
pilgrimages bring hosts of the faithful., to re-immerse them-
selves in the original enthusiasm.

Beimpression. 2. (Recent example.)
1934 W. B. Sei.bie Psychol. Relig. 89 Every one is aware

of unaccountable recollections of this kind. Such a reiiu-

pression of familiar things may take placeeven though there
IS no conscious recollection.

Reincarna'tionism. [f. Reincarnation ^
-ISM.] A belief in, or doctrine of, reincarnation.

1907 W. De Morgan Alice-For-Short viii. 75 This is an
entirely unwarranted speculation, based upon no data; a
neotheosophical reincarnationism without so much as a single
Himalayan Brother to back you up I

Beined, ppl. a\ 1. Also reined-back.

'90s W. H. Hunt Pre-Raphaelitism II. 174, The reined-
back pose of Woolner's bust [of Tennyson].

Beinfect, v. k\%ofig.
1889 G. Adam Smith Bk. Isaiah (ed. 2) I. xxviii. 422 Sin.,

has immediately a material expression ; and.. [we tind this]

reinfecting with the lust and odour of sin the will which gave
it birth.

Beinforced concrete. Concrete with steel

bars or network embedded in it to increase its tensile

strength.

1904 C. F. Marsh {title) Reinforced Concrete. 1905
IVestm, Gaz. 23 Nov. 8/1 Each span of the bridge comprises
three arches of reinforced concrete. J906 Daily Chron.

27 Apr. 6/2 There is undoubtedly a great future for rein-

forced concrete. 1911 Eticycl. Brit. VI. 837/2 The intro-

duction of steel concrete (also known as ferroconcrete,

armoured concrete, or reinforced concrete) is generally

attributed to Joseph Monier, a French gardener. 1924
Building News 8 Aug. 154^1 By 1935 the average citizen.

.

would travel to his place of business over reinforced concrete

roads,.. perform his daily duties in a reinforced concrete

building, and.. be.. buried in a concrete vault.

Beissne, v. b. (Further example.)
1905 'Laurence Wovy.' Indian Love 11 Thine is his valour,

oh Bride, and his beauty. Thine to possess and re-issue

again.
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Reject, f^. Add: 1. b. sp€€. A person rejected

as unfit for military service.

i^XT Financial 7"»/«« (MontreajX Great Britain is combing
out its rejects for immediate service.

Rejected,///, a. Add : o. as sb. A rejected

person or thing.

I9s8 Cosmo Hamilton in Strand Mag. Sept, 308/1, 1 con-

cluded it [a MS.] was a washout, and tossed it into a trunk

with a lot of other rejectcds.

Rejection, b. Also (//.)» a grade of jute.

1880 EncycL Brit. XIII. 800/2 * j"*^
'» 'cuttings', and

' rejcciions * (the last the name of the low-class fibre) arc the

three heads under which jute fibre is entered.

Rejector. Add: b. An apparatus designed to

reject, attrib,^ as rejector circuit,

19*6 Gloss. Electr. Terms (Brit. Engin. Stand.), 193
Rejector, a combination of inductance and capacity joined

in parallel, applied to a receiving circuit in such a way that

it imposes the maximum possible impedance to currents of
a specific frequency. X9»9 Daily Express 7 Nov. 14/3A re-

jector circuit, which acts as a by-path for unwanted stations.

Rejuvenate, z'* Add: b, trans/, (Seequot.)
1905 Chamberlin & Salisbury Geol. I. 153 If after being

base-leveled, or notably reduced by erosion, a region is up-
lifted so as to increase the gradients, and therefore the velo-

cities of the streams which drain it, the streams are said to
be rejuz'enated^ and a new cycle of erosion is begun.

Reknit, v, (Further example.)
1905 Daily Chroiu 1^ June 5/2 These [yarns] are then

..re-knitted by machinery into underwear.

Bela'tioning, a, [f. Relation v, + -ing 2.]

That establishes relations.

1005 Atkenxum n Feb. 170/2 A system of selves or indi-
vidual centres of experience provides those /uHiiamenia
reiationisAp3iTX. from which the rclationing work of thought
were a tying of knots in the wind.

Relationless, A. Add: b. Having no relation

(with each other).

1911 Proc. Ji/us. Assoc. 121 Oneness and homoEcneity
could be evolved from such apparently relationless short-cut
phrases.

Relativist. Add : 2. One who studies or
holds the theoiy of relativity.
Re/ativitist has aho been used.
igai Nature 2^ Dec. 569/1 The relativists have not en-

visaged any reality for the axes other than a material reality.

Therein.. lies the weakness of the relativist position.

Belativlstic, a. Add : b. Connected with or
based on relativity.

1916 SchrOdinger m FAys. Rev. Dec, 1070 The relativistic
theory of the hydrogen atom is apparently incomplete.

Relativity, Add : 2. That branch of physics
which is concerned with the correlation of the
descriptioDsof phenomena by observers using frames
of reference in relative motion with respect to each
other. The special theory , due mainly to A. Kin-
stein (1905) and based on the principle of the con-
stancy of the velocity of light, deals with constant
relative velocity and shows how the uniform relative

motion of observers affects their measures of length
and time. The ^«/<rra/ theory, developed by Ein-
stein in I9i5,is an extention to relatively accelerated
frames of reference and includes the phenomena of
gravitation.
Public attention was drawn to the subject in 1919 when a

deHection of rays of light passing through the sun's gravita*
tional field, predicted by relativity, was verified at a solar
eclipse of that year.

(1905 Science Abstracts A. VIII. 2277 A. Einstein. .The re-

lativity of lengths and times. 1906 /iiti. IX. 2057 Lorentz's
relativity theory.] 1907 /diif. X. 1205 The principle of
relativity in conjunction with Maxwell's equations leads to
the conclusion that the inertia of a body changes in a quite
determinate manner with its energy-content. 19x2 P/ttl.

Mag, Mar. 375 An acceptance of the Einstein theory of re-
lativity necessitates a revision of the Newtonian system of
mechanics. 1915 E. Cunningham Relativity ^ 'Electron
Theory 2 The Principle of Relativity is the hypothesis that it

b impossible by means of physical experiments to determine
the absolute velocity of a body through space. 1919 Nature
4 Dec 362/1 The modified theory of relativity by which
Einstein arrived at the result is of remarkable interest and
subtlety. 19*8 Sir O. Lodge in 7Yw/m 3 Dec. 8/2 The whole
point of the theory ofrelativity is the discovery of invariants,
or absolute quantities, the same to all observers, and identical
throughout the universe.

Relax, sb, 1. (Modem example.)
ij>aS A. S. M. Hutchinson One Increasing Purpose i.

xxii, That, .sigh she gave, . . and that relax into his arms.
Relay, sb. Add : 3. b. A separate portion or

stage ofa relay race (see *5).
19*0 Isis 13 Oct. 3/2 Ten yards is allotted each side of the

starting line in which to pass the baton to the next competi-
tor, for every relay subsequent to the one which begins the
race.

4. (Further attrib. example.)
190S Daily Chron. 8 Apr. g/6 Each %.x\ sits in front of a

relay rack, fitted with a bewildering number of small holes.
6. Cotnb., as relay-race, a race between teams

of runners in which the members of each team run
in succession carrying a baton or other token which
is received from the previous runner and passed on
to the next. So relay runner^ walker,
1908 T, A. Cook Olympic Gaines 187 Relay Race 1600

Metres. .Teams of four with four reserves. 1908 Daily
Chron, 18 Apr. 5/6 At the end of the lap the flag is handed
to a relay walker, and in his turn the walker hands the flag
lo a cyclist who completes the race. 19*7 Deepikc Kitty
XXIV, To him life was like a relay-race : you snatched the

baton from the failing band of the past, and sped ahead with-
out looking back till some other racer took the baton from you.

Relay, 2^. Add: 4. trans. In ordinary and
wireless telegraphy : To pass on or re-broadcast

(signals, messages, music, etc.) by means of suitable

apparatus.
1904 Marconi^ram June 16 (Cent. Suppl.) Have the tele-

ghone record bis message and repeat it over another wire to
t. Louis where another machine relays it to Denver. 1923

Glasgow Herald 22 Mar. 9/2 Last night a Birmingham con-
cert was relayed for I.ondon with some success. 1928 MancJu
Guard. Weekly 26 Oct. 335/3 Outside thousands more are
crowding in front of the entrances, to depart at last for a near-
by park where ioud-speakers will relay the proceedings to
them.

Hence Relaying vbL sb.

190^ Marconigram June 16 (Cent. Suppl.) The steel belt
machine will transmit a record over any number of wires
simultaneously, and by relaying, to great distances. 1924
Discoz'cry Mar. 71/2 Experiments in the relaying, for broad-
casting purposes, of wireless telephony from the United
States.

Release, sb.'^ Add : 6. C. The permitted
publication or public exhibition of anything on a
specified date ; the action of putting an article on
the market or allowing it to be published or ex-

hibited ; any article, for which the earliest date of
permitted exhibition or publication is fixed.

J907 N. V. Even. Post (semi-weeklj^ ed.) 15 July 4 The
report was given to the press associations in the usual
manner of such official publications—that is, labelled 'con-
fidential *, with a fixed date for ' release ', before which no
part of it was to be used, 191a Motion Picture Ann. 25 An
Essanay release called ' Sunshine '. 1916 ' B. M. Bower '

Phantom Herdw. 70 We're behind on releases, you know,
and these ought to be rushed. 1927 Daily News 8 June 4/4
Some of the recent 'releases' show that Hollywood and
Germany are being challenged seriously in the matter of
production. 1928 Times 7 Apr. 9/3 The release of the new
Ford car. 193a Neiu Yorker 14 May 57/2, 1 have not seen
it \sc. a gramophone record] on any official list and it seems
to be a special release.

Release, v.'^ Add : 7. To permit the publica-

tion of, or to publish (printed matter) ; to allow the

exhibition of, or to exhibit (a cinematographic film);

to put on the market.
190^ N. K. Tifnes 25 July 5 Chairman Cannon's speech and

President Roosevelt's response are completed. The latter

is in the hands of the press associations, and will be released
Wednesday afternoon. 1912 Mo/ion Picture Ann. 42 List
of Licensed Pictures. Regularly released during the year
1912. 1916 Home Chat 19 Feb. 298 The film will be released
at the end of February. X916 'B. M. Bowek* Phantom
Herd V. 71 We've just got to release films the market calls
for. 1923 H. H. AsQUiTH in Westm. Gaz. 16 Nov., The
first reel, .was released.. at Plymouth.
Relea-sing, ///. a. [f. Release v."^ + -ing 2.]

That releases, in senses of the verb.
1892 J, Nasmith Cotton Spinning viii. 312 When the

carriage runs up to the beam the counter faller is relieved by
means of a pendant arm which engages with a releasing
bracket.

Relegation. Add : 1. C. In Association
Football Leagues : Classification of a team in a
lower division of the League.
1928 Daily Express lo Aug. 13/7 Their supporters have

recovered from the bitter disappointment felt when relega-
tion became inevitable.

Relent, sb, 1. (Recent example.)
1929 Daily Express 7 Nov. 14/2 The pitilessly-moving

wheel, creaking and quivering, swung him slowly upwards,
without relent.

Reliability. Also attrib,

1904 To-day 2 Mar. 122/3 In the recent Reliability trials.

1929 Even. Ne-ws 18 Nov. 16/4 [He] crashed on his motor-
cycle while taking part in a reliability test on Portsdown-hill.

Reliable, a, b. as sb. (Further example.)
Also, a reliable person or animal.
1910 W. M. Raine JS. O'Connor 20, I meant to ran you

down with that same old_Colt's reliable. 19x1 R. D.
Saunders Ctf/. Todhnnter -sCxu 171 * You never can tell about
these old reliables/ said Tom. ' Solomon might take it into
his head to get frisky any minute.'

Relict, sb. Add : 2. C. fig,
igtS Daily Express 3 Ju\y 10/2 Our British boards of rail-

way directors are likean ante-room to a museum. They are
crowded with relicts of the easy pre-war age for whom the
world has never changed.

Relict, a. Add : 3. C. Of forms of relief:

Not produced by original processes (e.g, folding),
but resulting from the erosion of plateaux or the like,

1898 J. Geikie Earth Sculpture xvi. 274 The direction,
and to a large extent the shape or form of relict mountains,
are thus mainly determined by the geological structure.

Relief^. Add .- 5. b. (Earlier example.)
1709 Swift in Tatler No. 66 Little Parson Dapper. . is the

common Relief to all the lazy Pulpits in Town.
9. b. relief work,
z888 Content^. Rev. Jan. 51 Those . . who believe that any

employment given by the Guardians on relief-works would
be injurious [etc.]. 1929 Daily Express 7 Nov. 13/4 The
allocation of relief work.

Reliefs. 4. Add : relief-carving ; reliefmap,
a map showing by means of elevations and de-
pressions in its surface or by suitable colouring the
physical form of (a part of) the earth.
189s Eleanor Rowe Chif-Carving 60 In *rellef-carving

the teaching must be individual. 1876 Nature u May 23/1
Relief-maps. x88o ' Mark Twain ' Tramp Abroad xxxiii.

358 He showed us the whole thing on a refief map.

Relie'vedly, adv. [f. Relieves ///. a, + -lt 2.]

In a relieved manner,
X910 R. Brooke in Mem. {1918) p. Ixvii, I rather grasp re-

lievedly at them after I've beaten vain hands in the rosy
mists of poets' experiences. 1925 Glasgo7v Herald i Aug.
6/3 The country relievedly witnesses the passing of the crisis.

Religious. A. adj. Add : 5. Comb., as
religious-minded, -mindedness,

1903 H. C. BowFN Froebel 96 Religious-minded ness and
religious-minded industry should be the fruit and fljwer of
all education. xyo6 Daily Chron. zi May 7/4 It is felt that
the fund has a claim upon all religious-minded citizens.

Reli'ner. [f. Keline z/.I-h-erI.] a person
who provides oil-paintings with fresh linings.
X905 W. H. Hunt PrC'Raphaelitism I. 183 note. The

reliner decided that the varnish was neither mastic nor copal.
1906 Daily News 10 Tuly iz/4 'Jhe oldest reliner at the
National Gallery . , declared that it was a most exceUent like*
nes.s.

Relinquish, v, 2. Also absoi,

19x4 Anne D. Sedgwick Little French Girl iv, vi. 352
She, likeToppie, had drunk tears night after night.,and she,
like Toppie, was built up again... For had she, too, not re-
linquished ?

ReliCLUary, a. Add : b. Residual.
190. Buck's Handbk. Med. Set, VIII. 537 (Cent. Suppl.)

There results a stage in which a rosette of young forms,,
encircles a central portion of protoplasm, known as the
reliquary body or residual mass.

Re-lished,///. a. [f. Relish z/.i + .j-d 2,] Liked
(as food) ; enjoyed, appreciated,
1900 Veardk. U.S. Dept, Agric. 433 There was an out-

break of seventeen-year cicadas, which afforded an abundant
and greatly relished food supply.

Relocate! v. 2, (Earlier example.)
iSgi C. Cist Cincinnati 143 [This] determined thecompany

to re-locate on higher ground,

Reluceuce. (Modern example.)
1926 Spectator IS May 849/2 The mystical life.. found

again and again inspiration and relucence from the poets.

Helu-ctantism. [f. Reluctant + -ism.] A
reluctant state or condition ; reluctance.
1906 Century Mag. Feb. 552/2 The incisive coldness of

Miss Lamb's demeanor . . was sufficient to chill . . her youthful
admirers into a state of objectified reluctantism.

Remainder l. 6. Add : remainder biscuit

(recent example) ; also (sense 5) remainderbindings
-shop.

18919 Sketch I Nov. 62/1 The poor evening paper cannot
afford this. It must.. be content with the 'remainder
biscuit ' of the morning's telegrams. 191s Chambers s Jnd.
Dec. 773/2 It is pitiful to see the rows of discarded books in

circulating libraries and remainder-shops. \^^tTimes Lit.
Suppl. 10 Sept. 688/2 The un^old sheets of a published book
are re-issued with a cancel title or a new preface, or in a
remainder binding.

Remai'nder, Zf. [f. the sb.] trans. To dis-

pose of (an unsold part of an edition of a book) at

a reduced price; to treat as a remainder (sense 5).

So Remai'ndered///. a. Bemai'ndering vbl. sb.

1904 Heffer 4- Sons" Catal. 2 As the History of ' Re-
maindered * Books would almost prove, it might be said that
no Book was really great until it had been ' Remaindered '.

1906 Daily Chron. 30 May 3/3 This work, .has been offered
for sale. .at a great reduction on the original prioe...How
was this possible—had it been 'remaindered ', as the term
is! X907 Times 25 Mar. 12/1 There is no doubt now that
the boycott is not meant to stop remaindering at low prices.

1918 Chambers's Jrnl. Mar. 199/1 Such works rarely have to
be ' remaindered ', 19x8 Bookseller 2 Mar. 14/2 Last July I

bought copies ofa 30 s, book that was remaindered at X2S. 6d.

Remedy, sb. 4. Also attrib.

^
x9ao Act \oGeo. Kc.3§ i (i), As though for the figure '4'

in the column relating to the remedy allowance in respect of
millesimal fineness there were substituted the figure ' 5 '.

Remeet, v. (Further example.)
J9z8 Observer 24 June 8 So tersely, .does he tell his tale

that within 300 pages we re-meet the classical lieroes <k
three genei aliens.

Remember, v, 4. (Further examples.)
1847 G. P. R. James IVhim III. viii. 164 Remember about

the burning of the will. 1890 W. Morris Ne-zvsfr. Nowhere
ix. 85, I do remember about that strange piece of baseless
folly.

b. (Recent U.S. examples.)
1903 Profitable Advertising Nov. 500 'Do you remember

of ever making a purchase as I be result of an advertisementt'
asked the writer. 19*3 Ben Hecht Florentine DnggerxXn.
•z-z^ She remembers dimly, she says, of striking him with a
dagger.

Remembrance, sb. Add: 10. attrib,^ as

Kemembrance Day, the anniversary of the signing

of the Armistice on nth November 1918,
1925 Fraser & GiDBONS Soldier ff Sailor Words 242.

Remicle (re-milc'l). Omith, [ad. mod.L,
remiculum^ dim. of Remex.] (See quot.)

1887 Wbay in Proc. Zool. Soc. 344 The distal predigital is

always small and is designated the remicle.

Rem.igatory (remigc^'nari), a, [f. L- rimigat-

ppl. stem ol remigdre to row + -0RY^.] Pertaining

to or connected with rowing.
1911 J. Monro F. J. Fumivall Biogr. xvii, A special

providence seems to have guarded over 1- urnivall on bis re*

iiiigatory excursions.

Remigrant (re*migrant), j^. [f. L. remigrani-,

remigrans prcs. pple. of remigrdre to go back.]

Applied to parthenogenetic insects : (see quot.).

1903 Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. 16 Oct. 297 A winged
parthenogenetic generation frequently appears, and then
may migrate to a different plant there to reproduce itself.
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and in a later generation return to the original host (Lichen-
stein, 1875). 'I'hese generations have been distinguished by
Blochmann (1889) as emigrants, alicnocolae and remigrants,

Itemixid, v. 2. Also adso/,

2891 KiPUSG Li^^£ Fai/ed (i goo) 2ig_ It will recall and re-

mind and suggest and tantalise, and in the end drive you
mad.
Bemini'soing, vdl. sb, [f. Reminisce v* +

-ing'.] The action of the verb Reminisce.
19x9 E. W. Springs Above bright blue Sky ^y:) She wanted

to do a lot of reminiscing, but Icut her short.

Rexui'ttence. p. as Remittent + -ence.] =
Remittency,
190X Practi/iomr lilzT. 211 When the paroxysms return in

the evening and are prolonged so that the intermission or
remittence takes place in the morning, this fever may be
easily mistaken for typhoid.

Remnant. A. sd. Add : 4. e. Geo/, A
poriion of rocky or high ground remaining after

erosion.

2895 R. D. Salisbury in Gfoi, Survey of Neiu yersey lo
(Cent. Suppl.) This belt is of very unequal width. Southeast
of it Pensauken remnants again become more abundant, and
..the formation becomes continuous.

6. Ccmb.y as rexanant counter, stall, a counter
or stall where remnants or remainders are sold.

a 1906 ' O. Henry ' Trhnmed Lamp etc. 115 Did you ever
notice me leaning on the remnant counter or peering in the
window of the five-and-ien? 1905 Westtn. Gaz, 21 Oct. 18/2
Formerly one very rarely met a book that had not seen many
j-ears' wear before it came to the remnant stall.

He*mnantal, a. [f. Remnant + -al.] Of or
belonging to a (geological) remnant,
X907 Amer. Jrnl. Set. Dec. 470 Farther south at Paraje,.

and at El Paso, the same remnantal levels are noted.

Remove, s6. Add : 6. (Further example.)
1906 Nf.il Munro Da/t Days xit, She thought at first of

Uncle Dan; but he could not be serious, and she had never
heard him stgh|—in him was wanting some remove, some
mystery.

V. (sense 4 c) remove-master,
1899 C. K. Paul Mem, 99 Boys used to think that Good-

ford slept through most of the lessons as fourtb-form- or
remove-master.

Removed, /»//. a, 3. (Further example.)
1903 KrPLiNG 5 Nations 29 Diego ValdeZy A thousand

leagues to southward And thirty years removed—They knew
not noble Valdez But me they knew and loved.

Remuda {remHOa.), [Sp. remuda exchange.]
A herd or collection of saddle-horses kept for

remounts.
1905 A. Adams Outlet 299 A remuda of over 200 saddle

horses. 1907S. E, VVHiTE/4r/i<j«a A'/^///j v. 92 Inamoment
the first of the remuda came into view, trotting forward with
the free grace of the unburdened horse. 19x0 W, M. Kaink
B. O'Connor 71-2 He found the bars into the pasture let down,
and the whole remuda kicking up its heels. 1921 Mulford
Black Buties ii. 29 'I'hree days passed in bard and earnest
search, each man's remuda pretty well tired out before the
work was finished. 19*4 W. M. Raine Troubled iVaters
xi. 113 Presently he got upand strolled toward the remuda.
Renai saancist. [£. Renaissance + .ist.] A

Renaissance scholar.

1895 J. M. Falkner Lost StradivariIts 261 Neo-P!atonism
..has enthralled., many minds from Proclus and Julian to
Augustine and the Renaissancists.

Sender, t'. Add: 10. c. To make (a decision).

19x6 Publishers' l^eekl^ »o July 121/2 It is always wise
to mark books with their prices.. because the individual

then enjoys greater independence in rendering decisions.

Renderer, sb, (Further tecl^n. example.)
1841 Advt. in C. Cist Cincinnati, Tallow Tenderer.

]^endezV0US, sb. Add : 2. c. AustraL (See
qaot.)

1848 H. W. Haycarth Busk Life in Australia v. 59 A
spot on which cattle are thus in the habit of assembling and
basking during the day is called a 'rendezvous', and is easily

known, for . , the surface of the ground becomes smooth and
hard.

Renegader (re-n^g^daj). [f. Renegade + -erI.]

— Renegaije sb. 2.

1846 Ix>wei,l Biglow P. Ser. 1. i. 27 Helped by Yankee
renegaders.

Itenegne, v* Also ranague. 3. and 4 b.

(Later examples.)
1837-8 J. Kkegam Leg. if Poems (1907) 64 Amn't I to

understand that. . Peggy is goin' to ranague you for Micky
Gorman? 1906 *0. Henry' Four Million xii. (igi6) 124
It might brace her up and keep her from reneging on the
proposition to skip.

Aeni-. Add : rent-portal (see Portal a. 2).

1888 R0LLEST0H& Jackson Anim. Life 7oThercni-portal
veins of the kidneys are formed by the bifurcation of the
caudal vein.

Henig, US. variant of Rkp^gue.
1853 i^'*i^y Mom. Herald (Su Louis) 28 June (Th.) All

have bolted, renigged, and gone tt helter-skelter, to a man.
x866 C. H. Smith Bill Arp 153 When the Secreiary read
out my name all mixed up with the Republic, I felt I was
obteged to renig. 1918 in F. A. Pottle Stretchers (1930) 268
To make a long story short, he rcniggedon me. I wouldn't
go alone, and so I bad to stay.

Penitence. (Modem example.)
191SC. K. pAVNE tr. Pfister's Psycho-anal. Method \t%

The result of this renitence consists mostiy in the continu-
ance of those symptoms of disease which depend on the
repression.

Bent, sb,^ Add : 2. d. For rent : to be let for

rent. U.S.
1904 Charlotte Observer 27 May 4 Advt., For Rent . . First

class dwelling, No. 907 Elizabeth Avenue,

169

e. techn. (See quot. 1939.)
19J9 S. E. Thomas Elem. Econ. (ed. 4) xvli. 261 We may

say that there is a rent element in both profits and wages,
and that this element depends on the natural or acquired
gifts of the employer or worker concerned. Where the
differential payment is due to differences of ability, it may
be suitably and correctly described as a rent of ability. If
the payment arises by reason of advantageous situation in
regard to business, we may refer to it as a rent of availability.
1930 '/Vwfj 6 May 12/2 The Fabian Society formerly pleaded
for the rent of ability, but the plea fell on deaf ears.

4. c. rent-contract.

1906 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 118/1 Evidences of the long-
continued disturbance of *rent.contracts in Ireland.

Bent, 2^.^ Add: 2. (Further examples.)
1908 Daily Chron. 24 Jan. 4/7 Although not particularly

fond of animals, be ' rents ' a kitten for the summer. 19x4
R. & E. Shackleton Four on Tour in Eng. 2 We had found
that to rent a car would cost twenty-four dollars a day.

b. intr. To secure the use of a house in return
for rent. U.S.
191 1 M. W. OviNGTON Haifa Man 44 Those of us who

were interested in the Negro poor continually heard of their
difficulty in securing a place to live. Not only were they
unable to rem in neighbourhoods suitable for respectable
men and women, but [etc.].

3 and 6, (Further examples.)
1903 N. Y, Sun 29 Nov. 26 We rent only new pianos of the

most modern case desi^ and of exquisite tone. TO04 N.V,
Even. Post. 18 June 2 The blossomnig of 'To rent signs on
Broadway graphically shows the real situation.

Bental, sb. Add : 2. b. Returns from the
lending of books.
i9a8 Publishers* I^eekly la May 1951 The rental of chil-

dren's books has not so far been well tested out, as only four
of the stores replying have collections of children's books.

4. rental library (/S.^ a circulating library that
makes a charge for lending books.
19*8 Publishers' Weekly 14 July 169 His basement book-

store.. is now the home of an unusually successful rental
library.

Bent-charge. Add : C. attrib., as rent-
charge bank, stock,

1909 Daily Chron. 14 Sept 5/6 Rent-charge banks were
formed to aid the peasants in redeeming these charges. 1909
Gt. Central Railway Co. Rep.t Aug. 13 The South York-
shire Rent'Charge Stocks.

Rentering, vbl. sb. (Modem examples.)
1901 Hasluck Tailoring^! There are three kinds of abso-

lutely invisible stitches which are used to repair tears...
These are stoaiing, fine-drawing, and rentering. 1911 Diet.
Occup. Terms {1927) % 419.

Bentier (rant?>). [F., f. rente revenue, divi-

dend,] A person who derives his income from
property, investments, or the like. Also attrib.

1881 /«j/r. C^«j«jC&rix (1885) 100 Persons without speci-
fied occupations., returned by property, rank, &c... Rentier,
loao T. P. NuNN Education xv. 196 One thinks here of the
idle landlord or rentier, of the literary or artistic dillettante
[etc.], 19*8 Brit. Indnstr. Future (Lib. Ind. Inq.) v. xxviii.

409 The public servants, and the professional classes, and the
rentiersare pulled down ; and the profiteer and thespeculator
areexalted in their place, i^y. Times Lit. Suppl. 24 Sept.

717/3 The elicnination of the idle rentier class.

Bentinciator (rrnvnji^itaj), [f,as Renunciate
V. + -OR.] One who renounces something ; a re-

nouncer.

^ 1918 AVttf Europe 23 May 140 It was this Austrian society
in which the demands of the renunclators first became cate-
gorical.

Benvoi (ranvwa). Law. [F. renvoi, f. renvoyer
to send back.] (See quot.)
X904

J. P. Bats Doctrine of Renvoi iv. 53 The basis of the
Renvoi-theory is the doctrine that when a conflict-rule

refers a matter to a foreign law, the foreign law is referred
to in its totality.

Beorder (rf-), sb. [Re- 5 a.] A renewed or

repeated order for goods.
X90X Scotsman 8 Apr. 0/7 Current trade is confined to

small reorders. 19x8 Publishers' Weekly 9 June 2376 It is

not easy on placing advance orders., to get the full value of
the suggestions of the clerks, but on the reorders this is

simpler.

Beoirgatiiza'tionist. [f. Reorganization +
-IST.] One in favour of (political) reorfjanization,

X930 Timer 25 Mar. 23/5 Nanking was faced by a revolt

from the so-called ' Reorganisationists', a group mainly con-
sisting of the political leaders of the left who had been ex-
cluded from office.

Beor^anize> v. Also intr. for rejl.

1857 J. Hyde jun. MormoHistn vii. 183 They completely
re-organized in ftlay, 1857.

Hence ReoTganized///.*?.
1929 P. Hughes Catli. Quest. idSS-iSzg in. i. 180 The re-

organised committee opened its campaign in the autumn of

Bep ^ For iObs. substitute : Now U.S.
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West. xJx. ^t^ Of the town

proper, a majority of citizens were negroes, with them a few
whites of doubtful *rep*, and perhapsadozen Indians. 1910
E. A. Walcott open Door xii. 155 A white man, too, even
if me rep. is off" color.

Bepair, ^<^'^ 3. Add: repair bill^-man^-ship^

'Station, zvorks.

1908 Westfft. Gas. 7 Jan, 4/2 Wear and tear would be
reduced to a minimum, and the *repair bill.. would be kept
very low, X910 E. A. Walcott Ofien Door xxv. 323 The
old man's auto was bumped by a street car about ten days
ago and I suppose it's running up a repair bill. 1871
Huntington Road-Master's Assistant 27 It is a common
practice for •repair-men, when replacing mended iron, to

squeeze it in perfectly tight. 1918 Saturday Even. Post

REPEKTORY.
4 Feb. T40/1 If ypur car suffers from any of these common
motor ills, take it to your car dealer or repairman. 1905
Westm. Gaz. 16 Nov. 6/2 The King's *repair-ship 'Assist,

ance ' was floated off" at Tetuan yesterday. 1906 Ibid.

27 June 7 /3 The mechanic . , hung on to the radiator from the
starling-line lo the *repair-station. 1907 Ibid. 21 Mar. 9/1
With no *repair works and with insufficient and sometimes
incompetent staff", they ran their omnibuses.

Hepai'rableness. [f. Repaiuable^.] Capacity
for being repaired.

1909 Daily Chron, 21 Aug. 6/6 The [hosepipe] tyre suc-
cumbed to the superior repairableness of the detachable.

Beparate (rcpar^it), v. [Back-formation f.

Repakation.] trans. To repair or restore to a
proper condition.
X921 Daily Mail 13 Dec. 8 Why has Germany been allowed

to reparale herself in so thorough and handsome a manner ?

BeparatiOU. Add : 5. (Recent examples of
the pt.)

In the Treaty ofPeace {jf^-Ki) the English heading of Part
vrii is ' Reparation ', but the French is ' Riparations*.
igat Glasgo7v Herald 28 Oct. n The mere purchase of

foreign securities to meet reparations. .simply means the
transference of worthless papers from one body of financiers

to another. 1927 Bowlky & Stamp Nat. Income ig24 48 The
payment of interest to the United States (less leparaiions
paid to the United Kingdom) is subtracted. 1931 'Jimes Lit.
Suppl. 24 Sept. 717/3 The impossibility of real Reparations
payments.

7. reparation commission^ expenditure.
1919 Treaty ofPeace viii. Art. 234 The Reparation Com-

mission shall after May i, 1921, from lime to time, consider
the resources and capacity of Germany. 1920 Act 10 Geo. V
c. 9Sched., Stock created., for the purpose of defraying ab-
normal reparation expenditure due to circumstances arising
out of the present war.

Be-parti'tioned, ppl. a. [f. Re-partition v.

+ -bd2.] That has been partitioned afresh.
19x1 N. Angell Fruits of Victory \\\. loo note^ The new

states of repartitioned Europe seem.. either unable or un-
willing to help their neighbours.

Bepatriate, v. 1. Also tramf.
1909 Westm. Gaz. 6 Aug. 10/4 A definite step is about to

be taken to repatriate the United States silver coin which
circulates in the Dominion of Canada.

Bepatriate (npse*t-, rfp/i-trieit), sb. [f. the

vb] A repatriated person.
1921 Glasgo^v Herald 15 Nov. 5 The majority of these

repatriates have the choice of living on totally inadequate
means or entering the workhouse.

Bepeal, sb. 2. b. Also Comb., as repeal

warden.
X903 M. MacDonagh Daniel O'Connellxx. 392 The article

further suggested that the Repeal wardens should be in-

structed in the military uses and abuses of railways.

Bepeat, J"^. Add: 1. c. The act of returning

back over a distance just traversed.

1856 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VII. 276 Trotting horses
shall be tested in harness, by going at least one mile and
repeat. 1903 A. Adams ZcifCiwf^tyix. 131 A race horse can't

beat an ox on a hundred miles and repeat to a freight wagon.

Bepeatabi'lity. [f. Repeatable + -ity.]

Capacity for being repeated.
x9ao Music ^ Lett. (jct. 289 Repeatability is thus in

mu^ic an element of the beautiful.

Bepeater. 6. (Earlier examples.)
1871 Scribner's Monthly I. 366 Repeaters changed their

coats and hats after every vote. 1871 R. Somkks Southern
States xxvi. 186 Ily the singular device of putting fish-hooks,

when passing the ballot box into the coats of the ' repeaters
'

..an effectual check was given early on the day of the poll

to a practice that had formerly perverted the elections.

Bepeating,///. £7. Add: 1. f. In telegraphy.

Repeating coil = Repeater 3 d.

190a ^«0'tf^' ^'''^' XXXIII, 236/1 In connecting all-wire

long-distance circuits with local grounded circuits, tlie

connexion is not made directly, but translation is secured by
means of an induction coll known as a 'repeating coil '.

Bepellent. A. adj. Add .- 2. d. Applied
to animals in whose blood parasites cannot live,

1904 E. R. Lankestkr in Q. Rev. July 127 A more precise

nomenclature would describe the attacked organism in the

first case as 'repellent,' for it repels the parasite altogether.

19x1 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 481/1 Other animals. .may be
quite * repellent ' to this parasite.

Bepeller. Add : 1. b. An instrument used in

delivering mares.
X903 U.S. Dept, Agrict Rep. Dis. Horse 177 Push back

the body of the fetus with a rcpeller,

Bepertorial (repaitS^'rial), a. [f. Repbrtout
+ -AL.] Of or belonging to a repertoire.

1928 Observer i Apr. 15/3 'I'he producer's laudable desire

to deliver Ibsen's humour from the old repertorial gloom
was most happily realized in some of tlie minor parts.

Bepertorily (rcpajtorili), adv. [f. Repertory
+ -LY 2.] In the manner of repertory.

1928 Observer 22 Jan. 13/4 Miss RIargot Drake's Ann
catches fire in the later phases of the play, but some of tlie

other parts are somewhat repertorily done.

Bepertory. Add : 4. attrib., as repertory

company^ theatre.

1926 Scribner's Mag. Aug. 224/1 Mr. Ames showed what
could be done with a first-class repertory company, 1909
Times 9 June 8/6 It may., take a little time for the London
public to grow used to the frequent changes of bill which

a repertory theatre implies. loso Glasgo^v Herald 20 July

6 The palm must surely be handed to the Repertory Theatre

of Birmingham. 1930 Bulletin 23 Jan. 5/1 The Bills relate

to.. municipal repertory theatres.



KEPETEND.

Sepetend (re-rftend), a. [ad. L. repetendus,

gerundive of repetlre to Repeat.] That is to be

repeated.
.

im BuiDGis Test. Btmtr iv. 1190 Taking repetend life

and exuberant difformity of dis.order'd growth.

Xbeplace (""pl''-s), a- [f- the vb.J Designed

to replace something that is worn out or is being

discarded. ,.,,,, ,

1917 /?<"•* Td. 10 May 4/3 The hfe of the first tracks

wasabout J.ooo miles. .The replace tracks.. embody such

obvious improvements that they will undoubtedly give a

much longer life.

Eeplaoeabi-lity. [f. Replaceable + -rrt.j

Capability of being replaced.

1007 A. W. Pollard Bks. in House 37 As to what should

be sold and what kept, the one sovereign test is that of re-

placeability. _, ^ it
Beplacer (r/pl?-s3j). [f. Replace v. + -er i.]

A person or thing that replaces another; a substi-

tute.

190a Casults Encyct. Did. Suppl. 1913 G. B. Dibblee

Nemspaper no One may perhaps grumble at the rather

obvious insignificance of the new ' replacers '.

Beplay, ». Also, to play (a gramophone record)

a second time.

igaa Daily Mail 18 Kov. 8 Advt., Each instrument is

fitted with our special 'Repeater' which automatically re-

plays records when desired without the operator's attention.

Beplete (r»'pl»'t), J*. [f. the adj.] Something

that IS replete; an ant which is distended with

food.

1908 W. M. Wheeler in Bull. Amer. Mus. Nni. Hist.

XXIV. 379 (Cent Suppl.) In most cases, as McCook has

shown, it is the major workers that most readily tend to be.

come repletes.

Beplicatiou. 3. b. Add : Obs. m English

courts since 1875.

BeplO'tter. [Re- l a.] Something that plots

again ; spec, a set of tables for correcting the read-

ings of a range-finder to suit the position of a gun.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 367/1 A complete automatic

rcplotter is carried on the table of each instrument, by the

use of which the observer can instantly convert the range

and direction of the target as read from the instrument into

the corresponding range and direction from the gun itself.

Beplambiug (rf-), vbl. sb. [f. Re- 5 a.] The
action of redoing plumbing work.

1909 H. G. Wells Totm-Sungay iii. ii. 225 My uncle dis-

tinguished himself by the thoroughness with which he did

the repainting and replumbing.

Iteply, sb. Add: 2. b. A pleading by the

plaintiffafler the delivery of the defence ; the final

speech of Counsel in a trial.

1837 Rvles cf Practice in Cases of Felony 7 C. & P. 676
After which the counsel for the prosecution may re-examine

the witne-^s, and after the prisoner's counsel has addressed

the jury, will be entitled to the reply. \Zyj Rexv. Stannard
7 C. & P. 67s, C. Phillips waived his right of reply, under
the circumstances. 1875 Act 38 .J- 39 Vict. c. 77 Sched.

§ xxiv. I A plaintiff shall deliver his reply, if any, within

three weeks after the defence or the last of the defences shall

have been delivered, unless the time shall be extended by
the Court or a Judge.

Xteply, 1'. 3. (Further examples.)

1849 J. L. Campbell Chitf Justices of Eng. II. xxxiii. 401

Lord Mansfield hesitated long about making the right to

reply depend upon the giving of evidence by the defendant.

1923 W. G. Russell Treatise on Crimes (ed. 8) II. 1835 If

the defendant is undefended there is no right^ to sum up or

reply if he calls no witnesses, whether he himself does or

does not give evidence : but there is a right to reply if he
calls a witness.

BepO'lisll (r»-), sb. [f. the vb.] A renewed

polishing.

190S Daily Chroit. a Sept. 2/6 The floor is waxed and
polished, so only needs dusting and a very occasional re-

polish.

Keporter. 2. b. (Earlier example.)
J798 Ann. J/A Congress II. 1289 The House ought to

render the reporters as independent and eligible as they
could be.

Ereporting, »W. j^. b. (Further example.)
1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 842/1 Numerous mechanical re.

porting machines have been invented.

Heporto'rially, adv. [f. Repobtorial +
-LY 2.J In a reportorial manner.
1901 Pof. Sci, iVlonthly Feb. 382 Unfortunately, the

weather will not let the newspaper alone, and so. .tlie news.
paper must keep pegging away at it, editorially and 're-

portorially ', until the present anomalous state of things is

developed.

Sepose, sb. 5. b. (Further example.)
1909 Ctuimbers's frnl. Oct, 664/1 The workmen lost the

large conception of their ancestors, the patterns [of carpets]
lacked repose.

Eepresentativity (ie:prfzentati-v:ti). [f.

Repuesentative -^ -IIY.] Representative character;

representativeness.

Z901 iV. Amer. Rev. Apr. 632 By far the most signal in-

stance of Professor Wendeirs open-mindedness is his recog.
nitiou of Mark 'i'wain's, .representativity as a Westerner.

ZlepresSf i>^ Add : 3. C. Psych. To check

or refrain from exercising (a tendency, desire or

instinct) ; esp. according to some recent psycho-

logists, to remove (unpleasant ideas) from the con-

scious to the unconscious part of the mind. Also
absol. or intr.

1919 Med. Annual 458 She had repressed her doubts on

170

this subject, and endeavoured to ignore them. 1919 Mary
K. Bkadbv Psycho-Analysis 1. iii. 34 Now some peopledo
not repress their evil so much as their good tendencies.

Ibid. in. vii. 82 He believes the unconscious to be exclusively

composed of contents repressed from the conscious. 1920
Discovery Mar. 69/2 The motive for repression is one's

personal comfort. One represses to preserve one's peace of

mind. I9aa Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 199/1 'ihe medium.,
hatl been ' dissociated ' by a shocking event in her personal

history, which she had, apparently, 'repressed '.

Ztepressedi //i^. «• (Further examples.)
1919 Mary K. Bradby Psycho.Ana!ysis 1. i. 13 Psycho-

analysts, .have learnt a great deal about the unconscious
mind of man in general, chiefly on its repressed side. 1920

Discovery Mar. 69/2 7'he psycho-analysts have arrived at

the conclusion that repressed material is always unpleasant.

b. as sb. That which is repressed.

1919 Mary K. Bradbv Psycho-Analysis I. iii. 34 It [the

unconscious] also contains the repressed.

Repression. 2. (Further examples.)
1912 Med. Annual 45B A schoolmistress, .whose symptoms

were traced to repressions due to the sudden death of her

fiancee. 1919 Mary K. Bradby Psycho-Analysis n. vi, 66

The psycho-analytic theory of repression is based upon one
of Freud's most startling discoveries. 1920 Discovery Mar.
6g/a The motive for repression is one's personal comfort.

1929 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 673/3 For cultural^ reasons the

most intensive repression falls upon the sexual instincts.

Kepressionary (r^pre-Janari), a. [f. Re-
PKEssioN -H -aryI.] Pertaining to repression;

designed to repress.

1905 Daily Chron. 24 Nov. 8/2 That. .was the distinct

result of her own repressionary warnings.

Kepressuxeut. [f. Repbess ».i-i--MENT.]

= Repbession.
1894 Yearbk. U. S. Dept. Agric. 44 The Division of

Botany.. made a special efi'ort to. .collect information as to

this, .weed and to provide methods for its speedy repress-

ment and eradication.

Repressory (r/pre-ssri), a. [f. Repress jj.i

-H OBY 2.] = *RePEE8SI0NAKT.
1906 W. J. Locke Morals ofM. Ordeyne xi. J17 But what

do I know of the repressorymethods employed in seminaries

for young ladies?

Reprint («'-), sb. Add : attrib. Issued as a

reprint; reprinted.

1928 Publishers' Weekly 30 June 2603 Bookstores have in

a new form a problem that confronted them twenty-five years

ago when the reprint fiction began to appear in cloth bind-

ing.

Keprobance. (Modern example.)

1878 Swinburne Poems * Ballads Ser. II. 213 Like Absa-

lom with locks luxurious, Or like J udas fallen to reprobance.

Reproba-tionary, a. [f. Repbobation -i-

-AKY*.] Uf or pertaining to (the theological

doctrine of) reprobation.

J910 Daily News 23 June, Reprobatlonary theology.

Reproof ("-),!'. [RE-Sa.] trans. To render

waterproof again.
192a Daily Mail 6 Nov. 2 Advt., Dirty weatherproofs

cleaned and reproofed.

Reptiliary (reptiliari). [f. Reptile sb.-\r

-AEY *.] A piace where reptiles are kept.

1928 Daily Tel. 11 Sept. 14 This is the new open-air rep-

tiliary.

Republican. B. sb. Add : 2. b. iransf.

1816 I. D'Israeli Char.of James /, 3 His other brothers,

the republicans of literature, want a heart to admire the

man [etc.].

Bepudiationist. (Later example.) Kiso attrib.

or as adj.

1930 Times 11 Nov. 15/4 This is the most efrectlve_ way in

which he can support the Government and repudiate the

repudiationists. 1931 Star 8 May 16/1 The small Lang
• Repudiationist ' rump came to Mr. Scullin's assistance.

1932 Neiu Siatesjnan ^ Nation 16 Jan. 53/1 Germany is

repudiationist to a man.

Repu'lp {Tt-}, V. [Re- 5 a.] trans. To reduce

to pulp afresh. Hence Kepu-lping vbl. sb.

1910 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 58/1 Under present conditions

the waste cannot be repulped. Ibid., After repulping, the

paper can be used again.

Reputed, ppt. a. 1. (Modem example.)

1928 Daily E.xfress 8 Aug. 15/3 Dr. Hanslick, the univer-

sally reputed professor of musical history.

2. Reputed pint : A bottle of beer or other

beverage commonly called a pint but not guaran-

teed to be an imperial pint.

Required,/;*/, a. (Further example.)

1930 Publishers' Weekly 15 Mar. 1547/1 Some of the im-

portant courses in our colleges and universities cannot be

taught successfully.. becaAise of the lack of a sufficient

number of books for required reading.

Eequisitionary, a. [f. RKyuisraoN -t- -aey i.]

Pertaining to or connected with requisition.

1923 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 292 For his horses the Goveril-

ment grants him the price of horses in 1914 at Army requi-

sitionary rates.

Rerail, z'. h\%o fig.

1914 W. DE Morgan Glwst meets Ghost IL iii. 455 ' And
where else did you go 2

' said the Earl, to re-rail the conversa-

tion.

Re-rO'Uer. [f. Re-eoll ».] One who rolls

iron or steel again.

1931 Times 16 Mar. 19/7 The re-rollers are feeling the

pinch . . because of the low prices quoted for Continental
steel bars.

Re-mbber (rf-), v. [Re- 5 a.] trans. To
supply (a tyre) with a firesh surface of rubber. So
He-ru'bbering vbl. sb.

RESIDUARY.
1908 Wesint. Gaz, 2 June 4/2 At the .-nd of three months

..the first set are sent to be re- rubberetl. ..Re-rubbering

[costs] ^^30. 1923 Daily Mail 16 Feb. 5 Advt., Tyre re-

rubbering and general '1 yre repairs.

Itescission. Add : 3. attrib.

193X Daily Express i6 Oct. 14/6 Rumours regardingbond
interest, caused a sharp rise., in the Four per Cent. Rescission
issu&s.

JteSCUe, ^^. 1- b- = rescue bid (see 3).

1917 E. Bergholt Royal Auction Bridge 87 It Is

imperative to overbid with Two Clubs, as a warning

—

colloquially known as a ' rescue '.

3. a. rescue car.

191X Chambers's Jrtil. Nov. 747/2 Half-a-dozen rescne-

cars, fitted with life-saving apparatus and carrying a crew
of trained men . . will be allocated to certain districts.

0.' rescue-bid, auction bridge, a bid made to

rescue one*s partner from what seems a difficult

position, e.g. after his bid has been doubled.

1913 Flor. Irwin Auction High-Lights 261 The forcing-

bids, the doubles and redoubles, the 'rescue '-bids had just

this result, that A's hand brought him 604 instead of 299.

igzi — Compl, A uction Player 92 One of the weakest points

of Auction has always been these so-called 'rescue-bids*.

Rescuing, vbl. sb. (Later example.)
1867 Mrs. WTlson St. Elmo viii. lor If it be Thy will,

make her the instrument of rescuing.

Research., sb.^ Add : 5. attrib. and Comb.,

as research degree, doctorate, officer, scholar^ station,

studertt iDork

1902 Encycl. Brtt. XXXI. 397/1 The E.Lit. and B.Sc.

(founded in 1895, and completed in 1900 by the institution

of research doctorates), have attracted graduates from . .other

countries, 1914 Oxford University Calendar igiS 74
Research Officer in Diseases of Trees. Ibid. Research
Scholar. 1931 F. L. Allen Only Yesterday \. 14 The barn

which he has rigged up as a spare-time research station.

1909 Westiit. Gaz. 16 Aug. 7/3 In regard to the question of

surgical operations for research work purposes, we were in-

formed [etc.].

Researchist (ri'ss-jtfist). [f. Research vy +
-1ST.] «= Keseakcher.
1933 Chambers*s Jml. Feb. 95/1 In an age when the

superstitious seek eagerly for a sign..Houseof Clays would
have disappointed a psychical researchist.

Reservation. Add: 3. b. (Earlier examples.)

1789 Ami. 1st. Congress I. 42 The reservation,.. of six

miles square round the fort at Oswego, is within the terri-

tory of the State of New York. 1792 Mass. H. S. ColU \.

287 'I'he whole Six Nations live on grounds, called the State

Reservations, and are intermediate spaces settled on both

sides by white people. 1814 U.S. Statutes at Large (1846)

Vil. 121 Every such person \sc. Indian chief or warrior]

shall be entitled to a reservation of land within the said

territory of one mile square.

O. The action or fact of engaging seats, rooms,

places, etc. in advance; a seat or room reserved

thus. U.S.
ztyyj Springfield Weekly Republ. ig Dec. 16 A considerable

number of New York and Boston people have made reserva-

tions at the Curtis hotel in Lenox for the holiday season.

1925 Scribner*., Mag. July 32/1 Advt., Reservations for 1925-

26 should be made as soon as possible to insure entrance.

Keserva-tionist. [f.KESEUVATioN + -iaT,] One
who makes reservations ; in quot. attrib.

1920 Glasgow Herald 18 Mar. 9 The reservation ist Senators

are . . too much attached to their limitations and qualifications

to abandon them for anything.

Reserve, sb. 5. b. (Earlier example.)
1803 U.S. Statutes at Large (1846) VII. 98 The latter

[Indian] reserve to be subject to the same laws and regula-

tions as may be established in the circumjacent country.

11. Also, designed for or used by reserves,

X916 Boyd Cable Action Front 125 Men who live month in

month out in a narrow territory, bounded on the east by the

forward firing line and on the west by. .the villages of tbe

reserve billets.

Re-servoirful. [f. Reseevoib + -ful,] The
content of a reservoir.

1921 T. R. Glover Pilgrim igr With a faith Hke this in

Christ at God's right hand, he can face everything—Duke
Georges by the reservoirful.

Reset, z'.2 Add : 6. b, intr. for ref.

189s W. J. Locke Gate 0/Samaria xvi. 194 She. .noticed

a look upon Thornton's face,—the after-light, as it were, of

a sneer, before the features had time to reset.

Resident. B. sb.'^ Add : 1. c. An animal

that does not migrate.

1896 tr. Boas' Text Bk. Zool. 465 Woodpeckers. .are *resi-

dents ', or wander about in a limited locality.

Residentially (rezide-njali), adv. [f. Resi-

dential a.i-i--LY2.] From the residential point

of view.
X913 Chambers's ymt. Jan. 51/2 London contains no

single palace residentially a.ssociated with our long line of

sovereigns. 1922 Daily Mail i Dec. 8 It is sufficiently

developed to be comfortable residentiaily.

Residual, sb. 3. Also trans/.

1899 Daily Neivs 24 June 4/1 The casual docker is often a

residual—the driftwood of society.

Residuary. A. adj. Add : 3. Applied to the

Established Church of Scotland after the Disruption

in 184^.
1843 Wiitiess 19 May 2/7 (heading) Residuary Assembly.

1845 J, Bright in Hansard 16 Apr. 882/2 Even m Scotland

..there were the Secession Church, the Relief Church, and

the Free Church ; that which the Stateupheld being called

by the complimentary name of the Residuary Church.

B. sIk Aho/g.
1920 E. GossE in Edin. Rev. Jan. 47 He [Butler] was the

residuary of his own temperament.
^



RESIDUE.

Residne, sb. 3. Delete Obs, and read : Now-
only in some special senses, a. In the theory of

numbers: (see quot. 1890). b. In the theory of

functions of a complex variable : (see quot. 1893).
1890 Century Did. s.v. Residue^ Any fourth power of an

integer divided by 5 givesas remainder either cor i. These
are, therefore, the biquadratic residues tf 5. 18^3 A. R.
Forsyth Thetfry 0/ Functions 11. 42 Such a coefficient A,

the coefficient of in the expansion of the function, is
z-tt

called by Cauchy the residue of the function relative to the
point.

Resilient, ^. Add : 3. b. as sb. A resilient

person.

1913 Chambers's ym2. Feb. 99/1 The sailor is a resilient,

with fewer cares ashore than landsmen.

Re-silver, v. Also, to coat (the glass of a
mirror) anew with mercury amalgam.
187s [in Diet.). 1910 Chambers's Jrnl. Apr. 268/1 The

inventor resilvered half the mirror-back by his process.

Resin, sb.^ 3. Add : resin-gnat (see quot.)

;

resin-wash, a liquid insecticide containing resin.

1895 CoMSTocK Man. Insects. 447 The *Resin-gnat, Dipl»-
sis resinicola. This species infests the branches of various
species of pine. 1900 Yenrbk. U.S. Dept, Agric. 260 The
Kerosene and *re&in washes formerly used in California have
now given place, to a considerable extent, to a modification
of kerosene wash known as 'distillate *,

b, resin-gaii,

1896 W. R. Fisher in Sckitch's Man. Forestry V. 71 Iso-
lated trees are more subject to resin-galls than those grown
in a dense wood.
Hesined, ///. a. Add : b. Of wood : From

which resin has been extracted or collected.
1926 Contt-mp, Rev. May 640 Resined wood lasts better

than wood not resined, or wood from the same tree above
the limit of the cuts.

Kesiner (re^zinsj), [f. Resin sb. + -eb ^ or ad,
F. rainier.'] A person who collects resin from
pine trees.

193] Chambers^s y-mt July 429/2 The professional resiners
..usually receive one half of the raw material as their re-
muneration.

Re-s1m'ng, vbL sb. [f. Rbsin sh. + -ing 1.] The
nction of collecting resin from trees ; in quot. attrib.
Xf^Contemp, Rev. May 64oTberesimng process in some

degree seasons the wood.

Resinized, ///. a. Add: b. Containing resin.

1908 ^V. R. Fisher SchiicJCs Man, Forestry (ed. a) V.
706 Resinised wood, owing to its easy combustibility, is

excellent for kindling purposes, and in mountain districts
abroad Is still employed for torches.

Resiuosis (rezinJusis). [modX. f. L. restna
Resin + -oais.] The formation of resin in trees and
plants.

190S Encyct. Brit. XXXI, 578/1 Outflows of resin—^«/-
nosis—also come under this general heading. 1908 W. R.
Fisher Scklich's Man. Forestry V. 83 When wood is

wounded nnd exposed, resin instead of water passes into
the cell-walls (resmosis).

Kesinons, a. Add : 5. b. Geol, (See qnot.)
i88a Geikie Texi-hk. Geol. 87 Resinous is the term applied

to vitreous rocks having the lustre of pitcbstone and oihers
which are still less vitreous.

Kesistance. 1. (Fnrther example.)
1931 F. L. Ai-LFN Only Yesterday \\\. 169 To cajole, exhort,

or intimidate the consumer into baying,—to ' break down
consumer resistance '.

6, resistance-furnace, an electric furnace; re-
sistance-welding (see quot.").

1904 Elect. IVorld ^ Engirt. 93 Jan. 176 (Cent. Suppl.)
* Resistance-furnace. 1926 Gloss. Electr. Terms. (Brit.

Engin. Stand.) 219 *Resistance ivelding^ the welding of
metals by means of heat generated by passing a current
between ibe two metals or the two portions of metal to be
welded.

Kesistant. A. adj. Add : b. That with-
stands adverse biological or clinaatic conditions,

diseases, pests, etc.

1897 MuiR & Ritchie Mom. Bacterial. 291 An animal is

shedding into the air. .myriads of bacilli which may rapidly
spore, and thus arrive at a very resistant stage. 1898 Yearbk.
U.S. Dept. Agric. 57 The introduction and cultivation of
varieties of Vitis vinifera on resistant stocks in that region.

19S5 Scribmr's Mag. July i/i Genetics has made possible

belter strains of livestock.. .Disease is less to be feared be-
cause of resistant stocks.

Resistive, a. Add : b. as sb. A body which
offers resistance to an electric current.

1903 Elect. IVorld ^ Engin. 1 1 Apr. 607 (Cent. Suppl.) A
non-inductive resistive in tbeshape of a barrel of water was
coniiecied between the common bus-bar and ground.

Sesistor. [-or.] = Kesihteb 2.

1905 Sci. Amer. Suppl. 27 May 24586/1 The resistance
medium or * resistor ', when solid, ustiaJly consbts of a core
of carbon, coke, or graphite.

Resole^ v. Add : b. intr. To admit of being
resoled.

igas Daily Mail 24 Nov. 1 1 Advt., You can get * cheap

'

shoes which look worse every day you wear them, and won't
resole once.

Resolvancy (r/z(?-lvansi). [f. Resolve v, +
-ANCY.] An outcome or solution.

1930 GwEM. Greene T-wo Witnesses 84 The crowded con-
fused days, .have to reach their own resolvancies.

Resonance. 3. Add : resonance vibration.

1909 VVestm. Gaz. 4 Sept. lo/i If the period of vibration
of the two parts is the same ' resonance vibrations * are
set up.
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Resonant. A. ad/. Add : 2. b. Ofcolours :

Emphasizing each other by contrast.
1887 W. AnMSTHONG in Port/blioXVlU. 233/2 His painting

has ever become slighter, higher in tone and less full and
resonant in color.

Resonate, Z'. Add : b. trans. To act as a
resonator for.

1904 Phys. Rev. Apr. 231 Having the radiating aerial
resonating the primary circuit, it is now necessary to have
a second primar>' circuit in tune with the first.

Resonator. 3. Also attrib.

1907 Phys. Rev. May 421 As Garbusso first showed, the
resonator gratings here used possess selective properties for
electric waves.

Resort, sb. Add : 7. (Further example.)
1893 Kate D. Wicgin Polly Oliver \\. (1894) 30 Slie would

become the head of a summer resort, with a billiard-room
and a bowling-alley.

b. attrib.

1928 Publisher^'' Weekly 3 Nov. 1866/2 On one occasion
we drove fifty miles tooneof the biggest resort hotels north
of Portland. Ibid. 1868/1 The. .delay involved when a pack-
age must change trains in a resort railroad station.

Resorter. (Recent example.)
19*7 Scribmr's Mag. Apr. 383/2 Take me along on a

Southern trip to see what the nch resorters are wearin'?

Resound, v. 1. Also with to.

1861 F. O. MoBRis Rec. Anim. Sagacity ^ Character 121
He.. lies buried.. in those very shrubberies which had so
often resounded to his joyous cries.

Respecty sb. Add : 18. Comb.y as respect-

worthy adj.

1915 QuiLT.FR-CoucH Nicky^Nan xxiii. 996 A neighbours'
quarrel, and between folks I know to be so respectworthy.

Respirator. 2. b. Any form of protection
against poison-gas ; a gas-mask.
1916 * Ian Hay' First Hundred Thous. xvi. 215 In his

breast-pocket he carries a respirator.

Responder. (Further example.) Also, an
instntment that responds to stimuli.

190^ Elect. Rev. 3 Sept. 330 (Cent. Suppl.) The principle
of this receiver or 'responder ', is based upon the fact that
the Hertzian oscillations produce sudden electrolytic action
ill a cell containing certam electrodes and solutions. 1933
Daily Tel. 8 Oct. 15/5 The partner of the opening bidder is

known as the responder.

Responding, fpt. a. (Further example.)
1921 Owen. Cecil Life Ld. SalisburyW. \x. 219 His action

was generally attributed to the decision to call out the
Reserves ,. and Lord Heaconsfield implied as much in his
responding speech.

Response. Add : 6. Comb.^ as response-
movement.
189a tr. Ziehen's Inlrod. Physiol. Psychol. L 14 Gollz has

termed the automatic movements 'response-movements*.
Responsivity. Delete rare-\
1900 Smithsonian Rep. L 63 A principle of knowledge

which may appropriately be styled the responsivity of mind,
Rest,J^.^ 14. a. Add: /-«^-rtf(?w; rest-gown,

a gown used for evening wear at home.
1915 Home Chat 20 Nov. 326/1 Evening dress, .has ceased

to exist, its place being taken by smart little demi-toilettes
for restaurant and theatre wear, and *rest-gowiis that are
really restful for home wear. 1915 Joan Sutherland Crrc/*
ofStars xxvL 287 Gathering the folds of her rest-gown about
her. Norma went up to the next story. 1999 Daily Tel.
8 Jan. 12/3 Boys* and girls' clubs, holiday camps, reading-
rooms, *rest-rooms and institutes.

Rest, z^.l Add: 2. f. To rest up x to recover
one's strength by resting. U.S.
igii H. S. Harbison Qucedx. 125 She had been remanded

to bed for a day or two to rest up. 1918 W. J. Locke Rough
Road xix. 239 They packed me home for a fortnight to rest
np—while the regiment, what there's left of it, went into
reserve, ij^ Zank Grey To Last Man xiiL 284 Get rifle

and ammunition, bake bread, and rest up before taking again
the trail of the rustlers.

Restarter (r;"-). [f. Restart v. -^ -erI.] One
who or that which restarts ; a device for starting

a phonograph or gramophone again.
I9a7 W. E. CoLLiNSON Contemp. Eng. 112.

Resta*ter (rf-). [f. Restate 2/.2 -i- -er i.] A
person who restates.

19*5 G. O'Brikn Econ. Effects Refonnattonxx. 125 Luther
..regarded Christ .Tnd the Apostles as merely the restaters
and expositors of the Decalogue.

Restanrative (restgrativ), ^.2 [F. restaura-

tifi L. restaurat' ppl, stem oirestaurdre toRestore;
of. -iVE.] = Restaurant attrib.

1875 in G. J. Holyoake Hist. Co-op. (1906) L 141 In a short
time the restanrative omnibuses will circulate through Paris.

. .These vehicles will contain broth and sauce for the whole
city.

Rester ^. Add : 2. A ledge for placing articles

on in front of a balcony.
i9« L.C.C. Rep. Theatres ^ Music Halls Com. (in L.C.C.

Proc. 1922) 158 In order to prevent trays, .being pushed off
the resters in the front of balconies at tlieatres, etc. . . we have
..decided to require., that the rester shall be sloped at, say,
an angle of 30 deg.

Rest-house. Add : b. A boarding-house or

inn for persons requiring rest and recreation.
1928 Galsworthy Sivan Song iii. ii. 231. I feel I should be

ever so much more interested if I ran a place of my own in
the country—a sort of rest-house that I could make attractive
for girls who wanted air and that.

o. Comb.., as rest-house keeper.

Z909 R. Fabrkr in Athenxum 24 Apr. A,^zfi^ I dislike the
ramshackle rest-house, and its rude indifferent rest-house-
keeper.

RETORT.

Resting, ///. a. 1. b. Also resting bud.
1904 Nature 24 Nov. 76/2 Figures are given of resting-

buds, twigs and their transverse sections [etc.].

Resto-ringly, adv. [-ly2.] In a restoring

manner.
1846 Lowell in Hist. Amer. Lit. II. (1919) 250 Falling

gently and restoringly as the dew on the withered youth-
flowers of the oppressor.

Restrainer. Add: 2. b, Electr. A chemical
used to increase the life of the electrodes of an arc-

lamp.
1904 Elect. World ^ Engin. 21 May 975 (Cent. Suppl.) A

much better method of producing electrodes was found by
not reducing the material but adding a restrainer.

Restraint, sb. Add : 6. Comb., as restraint

sumjnons.
1910 Daily Chron, 1 1 Mar. 5/3 The restraint summons was

served on the town clerk.. yesterday forenoon.

Resu'rface {yi-\ v. [Rk- 5 a.] trans. To
provide with a fresh surface.
1900 Yearbk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 352 When the road was

resurfaced with limestone., it became excellent, i^z^ Daily
Express It J^u. 2/^ If these minor roads were, .strengthened
and resurfaced in accordance with modern road practice [etc].

Resnrrectible (rez^re-ktibU), a, [f. Resur-
rect V. + -IBLE.] Capable of beinjj resurrected,
1924 Countries of the World II. 1197/1 The eighteenth

century wisely saw that the founder, Henry VI., was dead,
and his architect not resurrectible.

Resurrecting, vbl. sb. [f. Resureect v, +
-ING ^.] The action of the verb Resurrect.
1906 P. Lowell Mars <5- its Canals xii. 1^0 To call the

lunar maria seas may.. be.. only a resurrectmg in epitaph
what was the truth in its day.

Resurrection, sb. 6. c. Add : Resurrection
fern = Resurrection plant.

1924 J. A. Thomson Science Old ^ New v. 30 The ' resur-
rection fern ', .-curls up its fronds m drought, and uncurls
them when the rains return.

Resnscitable. Delete Obs. rare~\
Z843 Carlvle Ne7v Lett. (1904) I. 250 It lies buried under

two centuries of quackeries, scepticisms, owleries,—«o^ re-

suscitahle. 1919 W. De Morgan Old Madhouse xvi'x. 274
Flinder's mill-poo! yielded when dredged a resuscitable
corpse.

Re'take (»"-), sb. [f. the vb.] The action of

filming a scene over again in taking motion pictures;

a film or picture obtained thus.

1918 Homer Crov Ho7u Motion Pictures are Made v. 126
Directly on finishing the scene it is filmed again, the second
exposure being called a * retake '. 1919 H. L. Wilson Ma
Peiteugill ii. 67 Only one little retake, where she's happy
over her boy's promotion in the factory.

Retaliator. (Earlier example.)
1788 W. Gordon Hist. A7ner. Revol. IV. 287 A set 'of

vindictive rebels, known by the designation of Monmouth
reialiators.

Retarder. (Further examples.)
190X Rep. Admir. Comm. on Naval Boilers § 29. 15 The

Committee.. think it right to state that retarders will be
found in many cases to render existing cylindrical boilers

more efficient and economical than they are at present.

1905 Chojiibers's Jml. Mar. 237/2 The planting of trees,

bushes, and sand-loving plants as retarders to sand-move-
ment is of great effect.

Rete-ller. [Re- 5 a.] One who tells or relates

anew.
1939 Camb. Med. Hist. VI. xxv. 827 It must be admitted

that Chretien himself does not claim to be an inventor, but
rather a re-teller of tales.

Retention. Add : 3. d. Something that is

kept back or retained,

193a Daily Mail 15 Dec. 11 Major Doyleboth rode and
trained Ilderton, who looked a cheap retention at 100 gs.

Retentiveness. Add : b. Electr. = Re-
TENTIVITY.
1885 J. HoPKiNSON in Phil. Trans. CLXXVI. 465 If hard

steel were bedded as small panicles in a non-magnetic
mati ix, we should expect the mixture to have low retentive-

ness, but comparatively high coercive force, 1902 Encycl,

Brit. XXX. 430/2 A metal which has great retentiveness

may at the same time have small coercive force.

Retimber, v. (Further example.)
1924 Co7intries of the World III. 1^28/1 The state, .is re-

sponsible for the systematic retimbermg of the Alps in the
upper valley of the Durance.

Retinoscopist (retin^'sktypist). [f. Retina -I-

-scoPE + -1ST.] An oculist who practises retinoscopy.
Z904 Optical Jml. 2 June 938 (Cent. Suppl.) No matter

what the defect, hyperopia, myopia, astigmatism, simple,

compound or mixed, all give up the secrets to the skilled

retinoscopist.

Retinule (re*tiniwl). Anglicized form of

Retinula.
1924 Glasgow Herald 31 May 4/2 The insect's compound

eye., has its numerous lenses and retlnules each wrapped up
in a black mantle.

Retiracy. 1- (Earlier example.)
1835 Louisville Public Advt, 24 June, The pigmies are to

be.. pushed into.. retiracy.

Retired, sb. [f. the ppl. adj.] A retired person.

1923 Una L. Silberrad Lett, fean Armiterw. 126, I don't

know what the other men were ; retireds, I should think.

Retort, sb."^ 6. Add : retortfurfiace ; retort

cell, a flask-shaped cell occurring in certain mosses.

1880 R. Braithwaite Sphagnaceas 14 Flask-shaped or

retort cells, more or less ventricose at base and gradually

contracted upward into a more or less distinct, .neck.

1896 H. N. Dixos Student's Handbk. Brit. Mosses 1 The
articular sheath of the branches usually has in addition an
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outer series of flask-shaped cells. 1879 EncycL BrtU X. 91/2

Retort furnaces are commonly fired or heated with a portion

of the coke which forms one of the bye-products of the gas

manufacture.

Retort, v.'^ (Earlier example.)

1850 N. KiNGSLKV Diary 123 A warm [day]; the boys re-

torted the last week's work.

b. inir. To fall ojf or away in quantity when
heated in a retort.

1850 N. KiNGSLEv Diary 151 Got. .1296 dollars amalgam
and [this] ought not to retort off more than \, xBsi Ibid.

166 We had 5654 dollars in amalgam and it retorted away to

2546 dollars.

Retract, vy Add : L e. Pkon, To pronounce

with the tongue drawn back.
X9oa H. Sweet Primer of Phonetics 77 The first element

of the diphthong in high is sometimes retracted towards 3«

Retract, z'.^ Add: 1. c. Chess. To take back

(a piece) after making a move ; to unmake (a move).

So Retra-cting vbl. sb.

1871 Dubuque Chess Jrnl. 12 White retracts his last move
and mates in i move, 1874 T. M. Brown Bit. Chess Prodi.

No. 20 The Dubuque Chess Journal Tourney, .for retract-

ing problems. 1881 F. C. Collins Sei. Chess Probl. No. ici

Retract White's last move, then White to play and mate in

one move. 1907 [sec *Retractor 4].

Retracted, ppi* ^^ Also in sense *i e of verb.

1908 H. Sweet Sounds of Engl. 37 The fully retracted

back vowels.

Retractile, «-^ (Further example.)
X919 H. G. Wells Outl. Hist, xxix, § i. 327/2 Hadrian,

his successor, was of a cautious and retractile disposition.

Retraction. 4- Also in sense *l e of verb.

1890 H. SwF.ET Primer of Spoken En^l. 4 Each of the

vowels formed by the different combinations of retraction

and height is either narrow or wide.

Retractive. A. adj. Add : 3. Chess, (See

quot. 1890.)
1890 B. G. Laws Tivo.M<we Chess Probl. 16 These are

called * Retractive ' problems. 1890 J.
Ravneb Chess Probl,

A retractive problem is one in which some move, .has to

be retracted, and then mate or sui-mate in a given number
of moves.

Retractor. Add : 4. Chess, (See quot.)

1902 Brit. Chess Mag. 455 Two-move Retractors. 1907
S. S. Blackburn Terms <5- Tlievies of Chess Protl. 33
Retractors. Problems wherein the conditions require that

the last move of one, or both, of the players shall be re-

tracted, and that when this is done, the problem shall be
solved according to the usual conditions.

Retranslate, v. Add : 2. Ecd, To transfer

(a bishop*s sec) back to the place from which it

was originally removed.
x84a F. W. Faber Foreign Churches x. 54 Gregory XI.

retranslated the Holy See to Rome.
Re-trea*d (rf-), v. [f. Rk- 5 a + Tread sb,'\

To furnish (a tyre) with a fresh tread. So Be-
trea'ding vhj. sb,

1908 Daily Report 7 Feb. 11/4 Advt., io-i2h.p. Wolseley,
in excellent condition, front pneumatics, just been retreaded.

i9as Daily Mail 11 Nov. 8 Advt., Send tyres for retreading
to A M -.

Retreative (rftrf'tiv), a, [f. Retreat sb, +
-iy,E.] Pertaining to or suggestive of retreat.

1809 Tarkington Genii. Indiana xix. 376 As they neared
the brick house Harkless made out, through the trees, a re-

treative flutter on the porch.

Betrieverish (ri'trrvorij), a, [f. Retriever +
-ISH.] Resembling or suggestive of a retriever.

Z909 H. G. Wells Tono^Bungay iir. ii. 243 There were
two or three fox-terriers, a retrieverish mongrel, and an old,

bloody-eyed, and very evil-smelling St. Bernard.

Be*trofloxing, a, [f. as Retroflex a, + -ikg 2.]

That bends or turns backwards.
1898 H. C. Porter tr. Strasburger's Bot. ii. § i. 306 The

male branches give rise.. to spherical stalked antheridia,
which open at the apices by menns of retroilexing valves,

and let free the spirally twisted spermatozoids.

Retrograde. B. sb. Add : 3. Backward
spin given to a billiard ball,

1896 W. BnoADFOOT Billiards C1906) vi. 199 Backward
rotation, retrograde, or screw, is obtained by striking the
ball on CB below the centre.

Ee:troapecti*vity. [f. Retrospective a. +
-ITT.] as Retrospectiveness.
1^0 Glas^oiv Herald 23 Feb. 11/2 The adoption of the

prmciple of the non-retrospectivity of financial law.

Retroversion. Add : 5. The state or con-
dition of being retroverted or turned back.
1887 Sir J. D. Hooker Life (1918) II. xli. 297 The retro-

version of the anthers in Gentiana was first described by
myself in the Flora Antarctica as characteristic of the
southern species.

Retrusible (rrtr«zib'l), a. [f. L. retrus- ppl.
stem of retrudi^e to thrust back,] Capable of being
thrust back.
S9oa Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 301/1 The Cydippidea are

generally spherical or ovoid, with two long rctrusible pinnate
tentacles.

Retnue, v. (Farther example.)
1909 M. Gkeenwood ill Further Adv. Physiol, (ed. Hill)

410 *Rctuning* with orange red and green both act like
orange itself in inducing a negative image.

Return, sb. Add : 1. g. eUipt, (See quot.)
1898 HousTOM Did. Elect, (ed. 4) 460/1 The word returns

is sometimes used in a system of distribution by parallel cir-

cuits, to distinguish between the conductor by which the
current goes back or returns from the receptive devices to
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the dynamo, and the conductor that leads it to the receptive

devices,

h. ellipt, pU Unsold newspapers returned to the

publisher.

1897 -V. ^ Q. 29 May 424/2 * Returns only' [on doors of
newspaper office],

15. D. (See quot.)
190* Chambers's Jrnl. feb. 114/1 For every sample

withdrawn from a package an equal quantity ofapproximate-

1y similar quality must be returned by the sampler; and
this accounts for the bags of tea, known as ' returns ' which
the samplers who come to the warehouse bring from the
establishments they represent.

16, return address, the address, put outside an
envelope or other postal package, to which it is to

be returned in case of non-delivery.

1928 Publishers* Weekly 30 June 2605 All envelopes must
carry the name and ^return address of the sender in the
upper left hand corner.

Return (r;'ti>*jn), adv, U.S. [f. the vb.] In

phr. and return^ and back again.

1887 C. B. George 40 Years on Rail\. 88 The train.. ran
from Waukegan to Chicago and return every day.

Reub (r«b). U.S. Also Reuben, Rube. A
country bumpkin; a yokel. Also attnb.^ rustic,

uncultivated,

1896 G. Adk Artie i. 8 If I had time I'd go over to that

church and make a lot o' them Reubs look like tliirty-cent

pieces. 1899 — Fables in Slang {i goo) 10 Alas, the Rube
Town in which she Hung Forth was given over to Croquet.

1911 H. Quick Yellorvstone N. xii. 313 I took a basket of

eggs an went in among 'em, feelin' like a animal trainer in

a circus parade as the Reubens gathered around the train.

1933 Sadleir Desolate .Splendour 33 A girl rube from the
Canadian backwoods.

Reuue (r^iy«'n), v. slang, [f. Reunion,] inlr.

To hold a reunion,

X929 E. W. Si'RiNGS Abotte bright blue Sky 237 She had
seen in the paper where the 14th was going to reune at the

banquet.

Reunion. 3. (Recent attrib. example.)
19*9 E. \V. Springs Above bright blue Sky 233 Are you

going to the Aviators* Reunion Dinner to-night to celebrate

the anniversary of the Armistice ?

Reunionist. Also, one who favours reunion

in other connections ; in quot. of the divided Liberal

party.
i^x%Glasgow Herald 22 Mar. 9/1 One of the difficulties

the *Reunionists 'are confronted with is that [etc.].

Rev (rev), sb. Abbreviation of Revolution.

Also Comb.
1901 Catal. Mech. Eugitt. Coll, (yict. Alb. Mus.) I. 35 The

example has 3 in. cylinders, with 4 in. stroke, and is intended

to run at 300 revs, per min. 1917 Blackw. Mag. May 803/2
The rev.-counter showed that the number of revolutions per

minute had fkllen off appreciably. 19x8 Chambers^s Jrnl,
May 301/1 The revs dropped oflf.

Rev (rev), V. [f. the sb. or f. Revolve.]

1. trans. To cause (an internal-combustion engine)

to run quickly, esp. before bringing it into use ; to

to speed up,
Z920 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 449/1 A Bristol Fighter whose

pilot was revving up his 250-horse-power Rolls Royce
Falcon,

2. intf. To make or do revolutions ; to revolve

;

also, with «/, to increase in speed of revolutions.

19»3 Daily Mail 9 Mar. 12 This little engine, .cheats the

taxation authorities by its long stroke and its capacity for

'revving' fast witiiout vibration. 1928 Daily Express 29
Feb. 9/5 The engines ' rev.' up to a roar. 1930 Times 29 Mar.
17/6 Advt., The oi! . .is specially refined for the fast-revving

engines of to-day.

Revaloriza-tion (r;-). [Re- 5 a.] The action

or process of establishing a fresh price or value for

something ; esp. a restoration of the value of a
country's currency. So Reva'lorize v. trans,

1926 Glasgow Herald 6 Aug. 8 A preliminary revalorisa-

tion [of the franc] through a restoration of confidence should
first be attempted. 1928 ^r/V. [ndustr. Future (Lib. Ind.

Inq.) V. xxviii. 410 The desire to ' revalorise ' the currency

(i.e. to raise its exchange value) before * stabilising * it. This
process of revalorisation, .is infallibly accompanied, .by

severe trade depression. 1928 Daily Tel, 27 Mar. 14/3 The
leading banks. .replied that ihey would not advance a
pfennig until the war debts had been revalorised and ad-

mitted.

Revealing, ppl. a- (Recent example.)

1927 H. Belloc Hist. Eng. II. 210 The second rebellion

against Henry II was a longer and much more revealing

thing than the first.

Revelator. (Earlier examples.)
1801 Massachusetts Spy 20 May 1/2 They shall have

their part (saith John the Revelator) in the lake which
burneth. 1840 Millenial Star June 28 (Th.) The prophet
Daniel and the revelator John.

Revenue. 7. a. Add : revenue act (earlier

example), boat, cutter (earlier example), depart-

ment^ man (later example), stamps tariffs tax.

1791 Washington Diaries IV. 196 The discontents which
it was supposed the last ^Revenue Act.. would create sub-

side as fast as the law is explained. 1846 Knickerbocker
Mag. XXVIII, 244 The *revenue-boat from the guarda-
casta came on board before our sails were furled. 1790 Ann.
1st Congress \l. 2277 The officers of the *revenue cutters

hereinafter mentioned. Ibid, I. 1040, 1 likewise nominate
the following persons to fill offices in the *Revenue Depart-
ment of the United States. 1895 Century Mag. July 378/2
I'm always skeered o' the ^revenue men bein' about. 1870
Medbery Men ^ Myst. Wall St. 52 The acknowledgements
are covered with *revenue stamps. \ZxtiAnn. i6th Congress

BEVUE.
I Sess. II. 1966 They enacted a ^revenue tariff without the
least regard to the situation of the country.

Reverend, a. Add : 6. A'everend set, an
attitude or position adopted when poling a boat,

U.S.
1833 J. K. Pauldin<; Banks of Ohio I. 145 They placed

tlieir shoulders against the long poles, one end of which w?.s

loaded with iron, and making what was called a 'reverend
set,' walked steadily to the stern of tiie broad-horn, propel-
ling her forward at the same time.

Reverize (re-varsiz), V. [f. Reverie + -IZE.]

intr. To indulge in reveries.

1910 Amv E. Tannkr Si}<d spiritism 313 Sometimes
merely lying back in a chair with intent to reverise, is sufficient.

Reverse, a. 5. (Further exampU-s.)
z^xo Autocar Hdbk. 132 To provide a reverse gear, it is

necessary for the shaft H to be driven in the opposite direc-

tion to A. 1931 F. L. Ar.LEN Only Yesterday i. 7 He must
remember to brake with the reverse pedal, or the low-spced
pedal.

Reversing*, vbl. sb. Add : b. The action

of putting .-in automobile into the reverse gear.

1929 J. B. PiiiESTLEv Good Companions i. ii. § 3. 67 Miss
Trent discovered once again the terrors and dangers of re-

versing.

Reversion^. Add: 8. attrib,^ 2& reversion

duty.

1909 Wcstm. Gas, aB May 8/i Clause 7 deals with rever-

sion duty.

Reversional, «. Add : 2. «= Revebsionaey
a, 3-
x^^Amer. Naturalist ]zn. 3 A curious reversional con-

dition is seen in many high bred domestic dogs.

Review, sb. 3. attrib. (Earlier example.)
x8is W. ToMKiNsoN Diary Cavalry Officer (1894) 326 The

Prussians.. assembled on the Boulevard.. where the sove-

reigns stood to see them pass in review order.

Reviewery (rrvi« ari). [f. Review sb, + -ery.]

The sphere or domain of reviews; reviews con-

sidered collectively.

XB76 R. L. Stevenson in Lett, (igii) I. 215, I was not a
hundred miles from being miserably drowned, to the. .per-

manent impoverishment of British Essayismand Reviewery.

Revisionism (r/'vi-^sniz'm), [f. Rlvjsion +
+ -1S1I.] A scheme of revision ; the policy of the

Revisionists.

1931 Glasgow Herald 4 Apr. 10 The British Foreign Office

has got over its momentary lapse into revisionism. 1929
Encycl, /?r//. III. 459/1 Eduard Bernstein, .was best known
as the author of ' Revisionism \ a changed conception of
Marxism.

Revisionist. Add : 1. b. spec. One of a
German political party favouring a gradual redis-

tribution of capital.

X9SO H. G. Wells Outl, Hist, 516 What are called 'Re-
visionists ' in German Socialism incline in the same direction.

1939 Encycl. Brit. XX. 892/2 The revolutionary ideas of

Marxism were challenged by 'revisionists' desirous of

working less for a sudden overtlirow than for a gradual
transformation of capitalist society.

Revi'Sitant, sb, [f. L. revlsitant-, revTsitans

pres, pple. of rcvisitdre to Revisit.] A person

who revisits a place.

1933 Times Lit. Suppl. 21 June 417/1 The old lady was
very solicitous after her baggage—as Indeed some^ sixteen

centuries earlier had been the revisitants of Pompeii.

Revolution, ^t^* Add: 6. c. Geol. (See quot.)

I9»S J. JoLV Surface-Hist. (f Earth vL 102 We have now
traced the origin of the crust movements which culminate
in the ' Revolution '. The latter name is applied by American
geologists, not to the whole sequence of cyclical events, but
to the great events attending the folding and elevation of

the mountains.

Revolu'tionarily, adv, [f. Revolutionakt
+ -LY i^.] In a revolutionary manner.
1927 Daily Express 11 Feb. i/i Lisbon is traversed from

north to south by wide avenues— splendid places for those

who are revolutionarily inclined.

Revolvered, a. [f. Revolver + -ed1.] Pro-

vided with a revolver or with revolvers.

1901 Pall Mall Gaz. 6 Mar. i The revolvered footman.

.

is not quite so grotesque as the revolvered Protestant lecturer.

X92S Blackw. Mag, Jan. 123/1 Whom should he see but

his American friend the casket king, still picturesque and
revolvered, on bis way to the station bar.

Revolving,///. <i' C. (Further example.)

1911 Edna Feuder Dawn O'Hara xii. 170 The big man
seated in the revolving chair up in front.

d. Finance. Applied to a credit, etc, which is

automatically renewed on repayment.
X921 W. Thomsom Diet. Banking %t^l-2. Revohnng credit^

a credit opened with a bank by an importer in order to en-

able an exporter to obtain payment for goods when ready

for shipment. 1928 Brit. Indusir. Fut, (Lib. Ind. Inq.) !i.

ix. loi The Local Loans Fund is a revolving fund vested in

the National Debt Commissioners.

Revue (r/vi«')' [^d. F. revue : see Review.]

A dramatic entertainment consisting of a series of

more or less connected scenes depicting and often

satirizing current events and topics.

1911 Tatler 30 Oct. 145 * Kill that Fly.' The New Revue
which is Crowding the New Alhambra. 19x3 Pufich 9 July

41/3 The report that Mr. Lloyd George will shortly appear

in a Revue at the National Liberal Club. 1920 Gardiner

Leaves in IF/W 71 One of those dismal things called^ revues,

that are neither comedies nor farces, nor anything but

shambling, hugger-mugger contraptions into which you
fling anything that comes handy. 1929 Guedalla Missing

Muse 192 Long years ago, when there were pantomimes at

Christmas instead of second-rate revues.



EE-WINDING. 173 KICK.

Hence Bevn-ette, a short revue ; Bem'ist, a

writer of revues.

1930 Daffy Express 6 Oct. 5/3 Jane Renouardt in Rip's

revuctte gives a marvellous imitation of Yvonne Printemps.

1917 Observer -2$ Sept. ii/i Alfred Savoir, in collaboration

with Rip, the revuist, has written ' Comme le temps passe '.

Be-winding, vbi. sb. Also Coti^b,

1930 Daily Express 6 Sept. 2/1 Fire broke out in the re-

winding room of the Rialto Cinema . . yesterday.

Ee-wi're (r*-)' ^' \^^^' 5 ^O ^''*^"'f- !• To
provide with fresh wires, esp, for conducting

electricity.

1903 Motoring Ann. 295 In cases of trouble from short

circuits or broken wires, there is no remedy but to re-wire

the car. 1910 ln%tall<ttioH Netvs IV. 64/2 They have de-

cided to rewire the whole building.

2. To re-transmit (a telegraphic message).

1907 Westm. Gax.2 Dec 13/1 News.. is telegraphed to

Madrid, to be forthwith re-' wired ' to the capitals.

Rework, v. (Further example.)

1926 \V. J. Locke 0/d Bridge iv. xii. 218 The frozen sap

of ten years re<worked in her veins.

Kewrite, v. 2. Also reji.

1938 Manch. Guard. Weekly 5 Oct. 265/2 The events of

the last four years in which the history of 1906 to 1914 was
rewriting itself.

Xtozme (re'ksih). Trade name of a variety of

artificial leather used in upholstery.

X911 CouTTS & Stephen Man. Libr. Bookbinding 'w. 56
lliere are several textile fabrics, known as Rexine, ..and
Pegacnoid, etc, produced as substitutes for leather. 1922
Daily Mail 10 Nov. 15 Advi., Seats in red, brown, green or

blue rexine, pegamoid or velvet. 1924 Chambers's Jml.
Dec 848/1 A cushion covered with rexine fits into the bottom
of the box fur baby to sit on.

Sliapsodical, «. Add : 2. b. transf. Applied
to recurring volcanic explosions.

1903 Gk[Kie Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 4) 33 Professor Sucss..

arranged the evidence furnished by the moon in the following

manner.. 3rd, formation of fissures with rhapsodical explo-

sions.

Khapsody (rseps^i), v. [f. the sb,] 1. =
Rhaimodize v. 3.

i8sa Black^v. Mag. Aug. 231/2 A conclusion, in which
Sidney heartily joined, rhapsodying— * O Paris, fatal was
the hour ' tetc,].

2. « Rhapsodize v. 3.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 13 Tune 2/3 Miss J.H.O.. rhapsodies

this morning on ' Our Guns*. 1909 W. J. Locke Septimus
xxi. 331 His face beamed as it had beamed in the days when
he had rhapsodied over the vision of an earth one scab to be

healed by Sypher's Cure.

Ulieixilllll (rx'niym). Chem. [f. L. Rhln-us

Rhine + -lUM.] An element resembling manganese

in properties discovered spectroscopicaUy in 1935

by Noddack and Tacke along with *Masubium in

certain platinum ores, and now obtainable com-
mercially. Symbol Re; atomic weight 186-31;

atomic number 75.
19x5, 1926 [see ^Masurium].

Kheograpli (r/vgraf). [f. Rhko- + -graph.]

An instrument for observing rapid variations in

electric current or potential.

1900 Nature 6 Dec. 142/3 In the rheograph . . M, Abraham
uses a galvanometer with a period of about i/ioth of a

second, and attempts to compensate errors due to the inertia

of the moving part by utilising the effects of electromagnetic

induction. 1904 E. HosPiTAUER in Jrnl. Inst. Electr.

Engin. XXXlli. I. 75.

II
aliexis (re-ksis). [mod.L., a. Gr. /5^f«, f. ^77-

to break] The breaking or bursting of the wall

of a blood-vessel.

[1693 tr. Blancards Phys. Diet. (ed. 2) RhexiSy the same
that Rheg$iia. 1704 J. Harkis Lex. Techn. I.] x866 A.

Flint Prittc. Me<t. (i83o) 37 When the extravasation is

through the ruptured wall of a vessel, it is called hemorrhage
by rbcxi-i. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 244 It cannot be

doubted that the red corpuscles escape by diapedesis not by
rhexi^.

Shiiielander. [f. RHiNEt.AND + -ERi.] A
native or inhabitant of the Khineland.

i86z Times 7 Oct, 6/3 What have the pious Belgians or the

warm-heaned RhineIanders..done in defence of the Pope's

authority? 1873 IJryce l/oly Kom. Emp. xvii. 308 The fall in

A.o. i477of the great principality,, was seen with pleasure by
the Rhinclanders. 1918 Daily Tel. 27 Mar. 14/2 A parallel

case . . is the veto placed by the Coblenz High Commissioij on
the sinking by ihc Rhinelandcrsof the 'Wacht am Rhein*.

RllULOCeros. 3. Add : rhinoceros-run
;

rhinoceros-like adj.

1909 Chambers's Jml. Sept. 568/2 Elephant-tracks and
rhinoceros-runs pierced the junyie here and there. 1915

E. R. Lankkstf.r DiversioHS of Naturalist xxviii. 260 'Ihe

ikulLs and whole skeletons of great rhinoceroS'like animals

..are dug up in early tertiary >ands.

Rhitidome, variant of Khytidome.
Rhlzomatist (raiz^u-mitist). [f. Rhizoma +

-1ST.] One who studies or deals in rhizomata.

1904 Field 6 Feb. 236/^ One of (be most enterprising and
succeosful of all modern Dutch rhizomalists and collectors of

new and rare bulbs.

Rhizomic (raizf^-mik), a. Bot. [f. Rhizome
-^ -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of a rhizome.

190a Nature 31 Aug. 399/2 The examination of rhizomic

malerial of the unique fern Matonia pectinata,

Bhizopodiat (raiz^-podist). [f. Rhizopoda +
-1ST ] One who studies Rhizopoda.
1905 Proc. Zool. Soc. I. 231 This handsome species was

for a long timc.a'most unknown to rhizopodists.

Bliodaxnitie (rJa-damain). Chem. [f. Gr. p63ov

rose + Amine.] Any one of a class of synthetic

basic dyestufls, chiefly yellows and reds, of great

brilliancy and tinctorial power.
x888 yrfil. Soc. Chem. Industry VII. 386/2 The Badische

Anilin u. Soda Fabi ik have introduced a new colour Rhoda-
mine. Ibid. 560/2 Tannic acid produces in presence of
sodium acetate a bright crimson precipitate (Rhodamine
taiinate). 1920 Ckoss & Bevan PaPer-Maki'ig 270 To
the phthalein group.. belongs the important pink dyestuff
Rhodamine.

Bhodesian (r^jdrjan), a. and sb. [f. Rhodesia,

a state in South Airica (named after C. J. Rhodes^
1S53-1902) + -AN.] a. adj. Of or belonging to

Rhodesia, \i.sb. A native or inhabitant ofRhodesia.
190X G. Grey in Geog. Jrnl. XVIII. 64 No one could fail

to be impressed by the magnificence of the mighty river,

much less a Rhodesian. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXXIl, 232/1
In November 1897 the Rhodesian Railway,, .had reached
Bulawayo. 1920 Glasgoiu Herald 10 Apr. 4 The tobacco
has become an entirely new type in colour and flavour, and
must eventually be known us ' Rhodesian ' tobacco. 1938
W. P. Pycraft etc. {title) Rhodesian Man and Associated
Remains.

UllOdora (r(7d6»*ra). fmod.L. Rhodora-, f. L.

rhodJra, the plant Spiraea ulmaria, f. Gr. pbhov rose.]

A flowering shrub, Rhodora canadensis^ growing in

the north-eastern parts of North America.
1731 Bailey II. Rhodora \Bot.\ a Plant that bears a

leaf like a nettle, and a flower tike a rose. 1786 Abercrombie
Card. Daily Assist. 32/2 Rhodora or Canada rosebay.

1845 S. JuDD Margaret ii. i. 193 She transferred to her
flower-beds a spring-beauty, a rhodora, a wint'.:rgreen. 1847
Kmerson Poetfts (Rhodora) 59 In May, when sea-winds
pierced our solitudes, I found the fresh Rhodora in the
wood'i, Spreading its leafless blooms in a damp nook, a 1886

E. Dickinson Poems (1927) 82 Rhodora 's cheek is crimson.

Rhone (rJun). « Rouen. (Cf. Roan sbJ^)

1854 Mv.Ai.i. Moubray's Poultry 309 The Rouen variety

[of duck] is known by several names—as Khom^, .Rohan, .

.

and Roan.

Rhuinl}. 3. Add : rhumb-track =. rhumb-
line.

1902 Encycl. Brit, XXXI. iio/i The rhumb track, the
great circle, and the polar track.

Khy melet. [f. Rhyme j^. + -let.] A short

piece of rhyme or poetry.
1870 M. Collins in F. Collins Lett. ^ Friendships (1877)

I. 66, I meant to say your rhymelets smell More of the

country than Pall Mall. 1917 J. Adams Student's Guide jd
Many of us,, have been grateful to the author of certain

flagrant rhymelets.

Rhymingly, adv, [f. Rhyming///, a. + -ly2.]

In a rhyming manner.
i88o RusKiN in igth Cent, Aug. 198 This necessity.. of

completing the nomenclature rhythmically and rhymingly.

RlxyncllOCeplialic (riijkjsi'fse'lik), a, [f.

mod.L. Rhynchocephala + -ic] — Rhynchocepha-
LIAN.
190X R. C. PuNNETT in Prcc. ZooU Soc. IL 97 Rhyncho-

cephalic diverticulunu

ZlliynclLOCOelic (riijlc^srlik), a. Zool. [f.

KHYNCHO0CELE + -ia] Of or pertaining to the

Rhynchocala.
190s Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 121 Rhynchocoelic blood-vessel.

Ithyncll0tal(rigkJunal),a. Ent. [f. asRHYN-
cHOTOUS-h-AL.] a Rhynchotous,
1903 Nature 23 Oct. 616/1 Mr. W. L. Distant communi.

cated additions lo the rhynchotal fauna of Central America.

Rhythmal (ri-5mal, ri-])mal), a, [f. Rhythm
sb, + -Ai,] = Rhythmicau
1908 Hahdv Dynasls mi, i. vi. 346 Whose emissaries knock

at every door, In rhythmal rote.

Bhythmi'city. [f. Rhythmic + -ity.] Rhyth-

mical quality or character. So Bbythmiclze v,

trans,y to make rhythmical.
190. Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. III. 109 (Cent. Suppl.)

The pulse rate presents more or less regular and extensive

variations in the course of a day. . . They are hardly the ex-

pression of an inherent rhythmicJty. 1907 U. Bouchton
Biich iii. 47 We must have before us the melody of Luther's

noble hymn, rhythmicized according to Baclu

Sliytllinizable (ri-5m-, ri*J)m3izab'l), a, [f.

Rhythmize z/. + -ABLE.] Capable of being made
rhythmical. So Hhytliixilza'tioxi.

1901 r. E. W. Wallin Vale Psychol, Stud. IX. 70 The
limit of irregularity., may be determined by taking an easily

rhythmisable series of intervals (etc.]. 1901 E. B. Titchkner
Exper, Psychol. I. n. x. -^y^ The object of this experiment

is to bring out the fact of subjective rhythmisation, or (as it is

also termed) subjective accentuation. 19J3 W. Thomson
Rhythm 0/ Speech 443.

Rll3rtidoilie. Also rhitldome.
1908 W. R. Fisher Schlich's Man. Forestry V, 631 The

dead bark, or rhit/dome, arises from the above cell-forms by

the scale-like formation of cork.

Ria. Add: b. Conib.^ as ria{s)-coctst.

190s Encycl. Brit. XXVI 1 1. 623/1 A fjordcoast, ria-coa.it,

or lagoon-coast. x9>4 tr. IVegeuer's Orig. Continents Sf

Oceans 53 These strongly planed^iown chains,. stretch.,

westwards so as to form a wild jacged type of coast (the so-

called rias-coast) in south-western Ireland and Brittany.

Riata. (Earlier examples.)

1S48 E. Brvant California xxiii. 291 .\ riata (rope) was

then made fast to the hroken bone, and the jaw dragged out.

1850 L. H. Garrard Wah-To-Vah xyii. 231 We replied, not

if there was any virtue In seventy minutes suspension with

rawhide riatas.

Rib, sb,^ 14. c. rib-riding, a method of

ascendinij ridges in mountaineerincr ; rib-stall, a

set of wail-bars for physical exercises.

i9ao G. W. Young Mountain Craft i6g margin, •Rib-
riding. 1908 Mosguito Dec. 2 The heart of the Games'
Mistress still yearns after some more *ribstaUs, a Norwegian
ladder, and a bench for remedial work.

Riband, sb, 5. a. Add : riband cane,

development = ribbon cane^ development : see

Ribbon sb. lo.

1834 Visit to Texas x. 92 The *ribband cane requires

to be planted every three years. 1836 Edward Hist. Texas
ii. 43 The species called the violet, would ha%e the advantage
of the riband cane, by coming to maturity earlier in case of
frost. 1928 Observer 18 Mar. 13/3 A district could have no
worse advertisement than "'ribband development.

Ribbed, ///. «. 2. b. (Earlier examples.)

1756 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIII. 277 Smith wore when
he went away. .blue ribb'd Stockings. 178a Ibid. I. 13/1

A patton [ = pattern] of white ribed stuff for a wescoat.

Itibbou, -T^- Add: 5. d. (Further example.)

1899 A. CoNAN DoYLK Duet. 68 Across their vision, from
the end of Whitehall to Victoria Street, the black ribbon of

traffic whirled and circled,

e. A streak or band of different colour in slates.

1898 igth Ann. Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv. vi. 257 Tlie normal
product of roofinfi slates is called Na i stock, and this is

entirely free from ribbons.

f. A footpath on the Downs at Epsom.
I9a3 Daily Mail 26 May 8 The public are requested not

to walk on the roadway, but either on the paths or the

specially prepared ribbons on the Downs.

10. ribbon rasp ; ribbon building, develop-
ment, the building of houses along; a main road,

extending outwards from a town ; ribbon cane, a

variety of sugar cane.
1928 Daily Express 2^ Sept. 10/6 *Ribbon.building should

be abolished. 1929 Times 19 Jan. 8/1 Ribbon building is

discouraged as far as possible. 1833 "B.StiLUtufiU Man. Sugar
Cane 10 I'he varieties of Cane cultivated in the United
States, are the Creole, . . the *Ribbon Cane letc.]. 1849 Rep.
Comm. Patents,Agric. (1850) 168, 1 did not succeed in getting

the ribbon-cane, as I desired and ordered. 1929 L. F. Cabk
America Challenged 252 Some extra fine ribbon-cane

molasses. 19*9 Times ig Jan. 8/1 Condemnation of *ribbon

development. 1915E. R. La^kkster Diversions ofNatural-
ist 147 Every one of the hundreds of univalve molluscs has

this *ribbon-rasp.

Ribbon, v. Add : 3. Of a track or road : To
stretch ottl like a ribbon.
xoa6 J. B. Ames Valley oj Missing Men iv. 29 The trail

ribboned endlessly through a rough, hill country that seemed
utterly deserted. 1926 Hutchinson's Best Story Mag. Nov.

88/2 Where the great white road ribbons out eastward to

the sea.

Ribbonism. (Earlier example,)
1828 Anglesey in /•«/** Jl/tfff/. (1856) I. 34 Ribbonism is

extending.

Ribby,<z* Add: 2. Suggestive of or resembling

ribs.

1924 C. E. Montague Right Place ix. 122 All sorts of

ribby ridges and intercostal hollows dropping down from

that spine to the water-line on each side.

Kib-grass. 2. (Earlier example.)
x88o Encycl, Brit, XI. 53/2 The word [grass] is in common

language, also used.. for many plants of widely different

affinities which possess some resemblance.. to truly grami-

naceous species ; *.^... rib-grass {Plautago).

Ribwork. (Earlier example.)
1848 E. Bhvant California xxi. 271 These rancheriai con-

sist of a number of huts constructed of a rib-work or frame

of small poles.

SiC6^. Add : 4. (Modern example.)

1895 R. Marsden Cotton Weaving \m. 272 The haiiks are

placed upon light, collapsible hexagon reels termed rices.

5. rice creel, a frame for holding rices (sense 4).

1895 R. Mabsden Cotton Weaving vm. 272 They are very

light, and easily revolve with the pull of the tliread. This

is termed the *rice creel.

Rice 2. Add : 5. b. rice-clearing, -flat,

iZ^^ConKAii Ahuayer's Folly \\. Jit Finding shelter under

thatman'sroofin the modest *rice-clearing. 1905' Laurence
Hope ' Indian Love 57 The velvet *rice-flats He so emerald

green.

c. rice-baiit, •kettle, -pot.

J90X Chambers's Jrnl. Aug. 538/1 Nearer the water a few

small houses.. and a higher two-storied *rice-barn. 1895

Conrad Almayer's Folly v. 86 The fire was burning in the

cooking shed, with the *rice kettle swinging over it. Ibid.

iv. 81 He eyed. .the aged statesman sitting., by his domestic

*rice-pot.

6. b. rice-dressing ^^\,

1901 Cha!ubers''s Jrnl. Feb. 125/1 An English firm..

erected a *rice-dressii)g mill on the shores of the Caspian.

RicbardSOnian. A. adj. (Later example.)

1930 A. BiRRELL Et Cetera ix. i6i_ Doddridge's love affairs

are narrated by him at Richardsonian length.

Ri*ohening, ///. a, [i. Richen «/. -h-ing2.]

That is becoming richer.

1930 A. L, Revs in G. K.'s Weekly^ 26 JTuly 316/2 Each
generation of mankind may be said to inherit an ever-richen-

ing treasure of synthetic wisdoni from the total human past.

Hicinol-. Add : Bl-clnolein.
1876 Eucycl. Brit. V. 200/2 Its purgative properties were

supposed by Soubeiran to be due lo the presenceof an acnd

oleoresin and to ricinolein.

Bick, sb.'^ 2. a. Add : rick-lifter,

1910 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 108/2 Various forms of rick-lifters

arc in use. 1924 Glasgow Herald »\ Dec. 6/7 Skiffs have

been transported across the island on rick-lifters to augment

the temporary fishing fleet.



RICKETY-BACKETY.

Ri-ckoty-rackety, a. [redupl. f. Rickety.]

Unsteady; shaky; tottering,

189s Punch 21 Sept. 13s We're a rare old—fair old—
rkl^y, rackety crew. 1931 Ramsav Macdonald in Times

5 Nov. 14/4 TTie whole world has got into what we in this

corner of it would call a ricketty-racketty state.

Kicochet, sb, 2. b. Add : ricochet mound.
190X Kynoch Jml. Apr.-May 80/2 At various points we

have placed ricochet mounds, the first of which will catch

any low or accidentally fired shot.

Bid| 2'. 1. C- (Later dial, and U.S. examples.)

x^i Hardy TessVCu Are you house-ridding to-day? 1919

T. K. Holmes Man/r. Tall Timber xii. 144 I'll nd up the

place and get our dinner.

Hiddle, ^^-^ 4. Add: riddle-land (see quot.).

1818 Massachusetts Spy 14 Oct. (ITi.) And what is riddle

land ? That which is of so open and loose a texture as to

let the rain falling on it pass through it.

Hiddle, v,^ 2. (Further examples.)
1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 209 Machine-gunners rid-

dling holes in a target or a row of posts. 19x8 Daily Mail
3 Aug, 16/7 London is riddled through and through with
receivers of textile goods.

Bide, sby Add : 1. f. U.S. (See quot.).

1931 F.L. hixx.^Only Vesterdayx. 261 Another favourite

method was to take the victim *for a ride ': in other words,

to lure him into a supposedly friendly car, shoot him at

leisure, [etc.].

Bide, V, Add : 6. c. (Further example.)
193X Daily Express 21 Sept. 15/4 The course rode dead,

and was not in favour of weight-carrying.

20. d. To ride off: Tolead (a person) away from
a subject on a side issue ; to side-track.

X938 ' Sapper * Female 0/Species x. 161 Look here, Peter—
we ve got to try and ride them off.

2L To ride on a rail (earlier examples.)

185s JrnL Disc. I \. 80/2, 1 guess they would give me a coat
erf* tar and feathers, and ride me on a rail. xZ^ Sbba Smith
iVay Down East x. 251 Others, .proposed.. giving him a
good coat of tar and feathers, and ridmg him out of town
on a rail.

e. To bring in or introduce (a cinematographic
picture) with an accompaniment of music.
1027 Observer jy Apr. 3/3 The orchestral prelude is usually

quite elaborate, and the picture is what is called * ridden in .

Bideable, a. Add : 3. Suitable for being

hunted on horseback.
1910 Biackzv. Mag. Apr. 557/1 We were a long time before

we found a rideable pig.

Bider. Add : 6. b. Short for circuit-rider

(*ClBOOIT sb, lo).

1884 ' C. E. Craddock • In Tenn. Mis. 1. 15 The rider says
ther's some holp in prayer, /biei. iii. 143 All them Peels,

the whole lay-out, war gone down tcr the Settlcmint ter

hear the rider preach.

Bider (rai-dai), v. U.S. [f. the sb.] trans.

To strengthen (a fence) with riders.

1760 Washington Diaries L 155 Good part of my new
fencing that was not ridered was leveld. 1787 Ibid. III. 208
Women staking and ridering fence of the said field. 1858

J. A. Wardek Hedges ^ Evergreens 151 In Delaware.,
worm-fences, not ridered, were to be five feet high.

Bidered, a, 2. (Earlier examples. 1

1877 Rep. Indian Affairs 56 During the year the Indians
have, .built into good substantia] staked and ridered fence
33i39orails. 1885'C. E. Craddock '/*r<v»A// G^. SmokyM ts.

xii. 331 The corn that Dordain had ploughed on the steep
slope was high, and waved above the staked and ridered fence,

Bidffe, sb."^ 4. (Further example.)
1847 1 ENNVSON Princess v. The storm Of galloping hoofs

bare on the ridge of spears And riders front to front, imtil
they closed,

Bidge-pole. 2. (Earlier example.)
1814 Niler Weekly Keg. V. 322/2 At the time I left the

boat the waters were about midway on the roofs of the houses
generally, and quite to the ridge poles of several.

Rl-dge-tiling, vbi, sb. [f. Ridge-tile -h -ing ^.]

The action of placing ridge-tiles; concr., a set of

ridge-tiles on a roof.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 501/1 A common ridge tiling is

necessary to prevent theft of the lead in some localities.

Bidibund (ri*dibi?nd), a. £ad. L. ridibund-us
laughing, f. ridere to laugh.] Inclined to laugh;
lani^hing.

X909 Engl. Rev. Feb. 402 If Ischia could procure a well-
regulated outlet after the manner of Stromboli, this danger
might be averted and a more ridibund race of men gradtially
evolved.

Bidicnlous, cu 2. b. As adv. (U.S. ex-
ample.)
X834 C F. Hoffman Winter in Far West 1. (183s) 267 (Th.)

Those Indians behaved most ridiculous. They dashed
children's brains against the door-post.

Biding, vbL sb. 6. c. Add : riding-booty
-horse (earlier examples).
1908 Sanger Seventy Yrs. a Showman xvi. 57 My father

was able to add **riding * or *over and over ' boats, as they
were called, to his peep-show and roundabouts. 1641 Boston
Rec. II. 61 Its ordered that all dry cattle shall be driven
of the neckc, and not be suffered to abide there, except
•Riding horses. 1714 Essex Inst. Hist. Colt. XX. 179
Voated that the Neck of I^nd..be granted and reserved
for the use of the Town of Salem for a pasture for Milch
Cows and Riding Horses.

Biding, ///. a. 3. (Further examples.)
1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 604/1 *Riding cable, the cable

bearing the strain. 1883 Man, Seamanship for Boys 27
Tops.. are secured by placing two pieces of wood, called
sleepers, or 'riding croutrees, on the top directly over the
lower crosstree.
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-rife, the adj. Rife used as a sufhx, in Cauldrife
{a 1662), Sailbife (1513), Wakerifk (1480), etc.

Biff (riO, sb.^ and a. Also ^if. [f, Rtf the

name of a district in Morocco.] a. sb. A Berber

of the Rif district of Morocco, b. adj. Of or be-

longing to the Riffs. So Bl'ffian a. and sb.

19OS Encycl. Brit. XXV. 5/1 The Sultan . . made a vigorous
campaign again.st the Riffians and others of his disaffected

subjects. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 13 Aug. 5/4 The guns are now
trained against the town, and are evidently being handled
by Riffian merchants familiar with the main buildings. 1923
Contemp. Rev. Nov. 616 Representatives of the Riffs now
demand the formal recognition of tlie Riff Republic. 1926
Chambers's Jml. Mar. 158 i Hussein was a good Riff, and
the killing lust was upon him.

Bi£B.e, sb. Add : 3. b. To make the riffle ; to

be successful in an attempt or undertaking.

1859 Mrs. Duniway Capt. Gray
<S-

his Company 235 (Th.)
I guess they'll make the rilHe. 1873 ' Mark Twain ' &
Warnhr Gilded Age xxxi. 279 There's old Balaam, was in

the Interior— .. he's made the riffle on the Injun; great Injun
pacificator and land-dealer. 1883 J. Hay Bread-tvinners x.

151 He tried it oncet, and couldn't make the rifile. 1902
Harben Abuer Daniel xxvi. 230 I don't want to kill a man
fer jest tryin' to steal an' not makin the riffle. 191X R. D.
Saunders Col. Todkunter'x. 19 I ain't got no business doin'
that, but I'll try if I can make the riffle.

5. (Earlier example. Also 9 rifle.)

1850 N. KiNGSLEY Diary 120 Finished the riffles to the
machine to day. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 702/1 The detritus

..leaves its auriferous particles in the 'rifles', which are
chinks or cavities between the bars or blocks of wood or
stone with which the bottom of the sluice is lined.

Biffle,s^- Add: 2. d. To ruffle in a slight or

rippling manner, U.S.
41904 S. K White Blazed Trail Stories vu. 118 The

breeze and sun played with the prairie grasps, the breeze
riffling them over. 1926 Ladies' tloiue Jrnl. Nov. 228 Even
the wail of music from the Palace of Dance barely ritfled his

preoccupation.

3. b. To turn over (the pages of a book),
1922 Titus Timber viii. 77 He riffled the pages slowly.

Many of them were coverea with just such notes.

Biffled (rifld), a. [f. Riffle J(J, + -ed1.]

Furnished with riffles (sense 5).

1937 Chambers's Jrnl. Feb. 109/3 In action the human
dry-blower shovels some sand on to the top perforated riffled

sheet : and then he shakes the entire machine.

Bi'fl3.er 3. = Riffle sb. 5.

1850 N. KiNGSLEY Diary 122 Sloped down to day and
made a panning trough to pour quicjcsilver from the riffler

into.

Bi£Q.ing (ri*flig), ///. a. [f. Riffle v. -f- ing 2,]

Of water : Moving in riffles ; agitated.

191X J. F, Wilson Land Claimers ix. 123 She..heaved
her catch up out of the grip of the riffling water.

BiflOy sb.^ Add : 3. C riff.e battalion^ com-
pany^ corps (earlier examples).

177s Jml. Cont. Congress 25 Oct. III. 305 To John Biddle,

. .Commissary of the rifle battalion. Ibid. 14 Sept. II. 250
The expences incurred for raising and arming the riffle com-
panies. Ibid. III. 260 A captain ofone of the rifle companies
from Maryland. Ibid. 264 Money advanced for the riffle

companies. 1777 J. Thatcher Military Jml. 121 The
gallant Colonel Morgan, at the head of his famous rifle corps

..commenced the action.

e. rifle-ooat - rijle-frock; rifle-frock (earlier

examples); rifle-grenadei a grenade discharged

from a rifle,

1877 Rep. Indian Affairs 5 The coats to be in shape like

the old fringed *rifle-coat or blouse. 2782 Trumbull M'Fin-
^0/(1785) 132 While *rifle-frocks hcnt GIn'rals cap'ring. z8ii

Niles* Weekly Reg: I. 45/2 In this valuable class of cotton
goods are included rifle-frocks. 1915 B. Cable in Comhill
Mag. June 802 A storm of bombs, hand grenades, *rlfle

grenades, and every other fiendish device of high-explosives,

preceded the attack. 1928 GM/i^LKSto7y N. Sea Air Station
V. 87 It was also intended that the Marten Hale rifle-grenade

should be issued for use from aircraft.

Bifledoxu (rsif'Idam). [f. RiFLE j3.3 -I- -DOM.]

The use of rifles.

1927 Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 589/2 A hammered bullet sizzled

overhead with that peculiar nuise which is not ofteu heard
in these days of universal rifledom.

Biflery (rai-flari). [f. Rifle sb.^ + -BT.] Rifles

collectively; firing from rifles,

1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mts. (1859) 250 A volley of riflery

was discharged among the promiscuous throng, with fatal

effect. 1869 Punch 27 Mar. iio/i When once before Shake-
speare's cliff reverberated with the roar of riflery.

Bifle-sliot. 1. (Earlier examples.)
1S02 Ellicott yrnl. 249 We anchored about rifle shot

from the sloop. 1815-16 Niles' Weekly Reg. IX. Suppl.
190/2 The schooner now thought it prudent to claw off, and
had just escaped out of rifle shot.

3. (Earlier examples.)
1837 Irving Capt. Bonneville (1895) I. 107 There were the

remains of the rude fortre:^ in the swamp, shattered by rifle

shot. 1846 Sagk Scenes Rocky Mts. (1859) 191 The sharp
crack of a rifle-shot.

Bift, J<5.2 Add : 1. (Modem U.S. example.)
^ 1889 Coll. N. H. Hist. Soc. IX. 144 Chestnut was a favor-

ite tin)her [for morticed posts] on account of its easy rift and
durability.

2. f. (See quot.)
Z902 Encycl. ^rrV. XXXII. 102/1 In gneisses the parallel

^rangement of the minerals usually coincides with a direc-
tion of easy cleavage, known to quarrymen as the ' rift

*

Bift, v.^ 1. (Modern U.S. examples.)
a 1861 T. WiNTHROp John. Brent xix. 309 A little pathway

in the sage-bushes suddenly opened before me, as a lane

BIGHT-HANDED.
rifts in the press of hurrying legions 'mid the crush of a city

thoroughfare. 1898 H. S. Canfield Maid 0/ Frontier 75
The mass of vapor overhead rifted for a moment.
BiftlesS, a. (Earlier example.)
1797 Spirit Farmer's Museum tiSoi) 71 From the gnarl'd

oak. .To the green vine, which twines its riftless sides.

Big, sb.^ Add : 3. a. (Earlier example.)
i860 G. T. Clark MS Diary 14 Saw Coles rig which we

bought after tea.

C. An outfit or plant.
1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc. (1868) 174, 1 consider the Victor

mill & Cook's evaporator the best rig for making sirup pro-
fitably from cane, that I have examined.

Big, J^.7 dial. Also rigg. [Of obscure origin.]

The tope, Galeus vulgaris.
1887 Parish & ^hkw Kentish Dial. 128. i^z-j Glasgow

Herald 7 Sept. 12/7 On the south-east coasts of England a
species of small shark, known locally as ' rigg *, is caught on
strong lines baited with mackerel.

Big, v.^ Add : 1. b. To take to task ; to rag

or tease. U.S,
^ 1899 A. H.QuiNN/*i*«KyAf.5/(7r«f 100, 1 rigged him about
it once and he said he'd reform.

Bigg. [app. a misunderstanding of L. regizis

royal, as in regii et grandes pisces.^ Regarded as

the name of a particular royal fish.

1547 / Ed7o. VI viL m. 5 pisces regal, vif sturgions balenas
cetas porped delphinos regges graspes. 1549 J Ediv. VI
IL va. 40 pIsces regal vIdeP sturgiones balenas cetas porpet?

delphinos rigges graspes, 1764 Commission 0/ Vice A dm. in
Prov. o/Qiiebec in G. O. Stuart Cases in Vice-Adm. Court of
Lenver Canada (1838) App. 372 And of royal fishes, namely
sturgeons, whales, porpoises, dolphins, Kiggs \sic\ and
graiiipusses. 1831 2 Hagjg 442 Royal fish viz., sturgeons,
grampuses, whales, porpoises, dolphins, rlggs, and graspes.

Bigger ^. Add : L b. A person attending to

the rigging of aircraft,

1921 Diet. Occup, Terms (1927) § 278 Rigger^ fixes wire
stays on aeroplane or airship and is responsible for their

proper tautness, alignment, and position. 1930 Times 13
Oct. 13/4 That young man was a rigger on R loi and now
sleeps with his fellow enthusiasts.

Bigging, {^bl.) sb.^ 5. Add : rigging position
Aeron. (see quot.).

1920 jgth Cent. July 145 The angle at which the main
planes are set relatively to an arbitrary datum plane of the
whole machine is known as the :uigle of incidence, and, when
this datum plane is horizontal, the aeroplane is said to be in

the rigging position,

Bi-gging, vbl. sb.^ [f. Rig z^.e -h -ing 1.] The
action of the verb Rig 6 ; ragging or teasing.

1912 H. Crolv Marcus A. Hanna 460 He was constantly
on the lookout for a chance to joke about the peccadilloes

of his friends. Theie were few of them who escaped some
kind of rigging.

Bight, sb^- Add : 9. (Further example.)
1930 Times 28 Mar. 21/2 Tlie buying of the last-named

stock being stimulated by expectations of an early offering

of new stock giving 'rights* to stockholders.

18. d, A game-bird (shot) on the right-hand side.

1908 R. H. Benson Conventionalists i. iii. 82 On Saturday
be bad killed three rights and lefts. 1910 Blackw. Mag. Jan.
140/ 1, 1 got a right and left with the big gun.

xtight, a. Add : 6. b. Cotfib. as right-hearted,

-principled.

1908 Mary & Jane Findlater Crossri^ xlviL 363 Alex
gave it the reverent attention that details of the kind will

always command from right-hearted people. 1926 .\. Conan
Doyle Firjn of Girdlestone iSg, I believe you to be hard-
working and right-principled.

7. e. That s rights that is so, I agree, colhq,

15. C. AHo right oh! righto! right-o! etc., ex-

pressing agreement with, acquiescence in, or under-

standing of some opinion, arrangement, proposal,

etc. slang,

1902 C. J. CuTCLiFFK Hyne Mr. Horrocks, Purser 52 Do
it how yoti like, only anyway do it, 'Right-0*, said the
fourth officer. 1907 Punch 26 June 464/1 *He's really a
hopeless person.'..' And how about her?'..' She's better. At
any rate .she does say RIght-O !

' X912 H. WALPOLK/^rr/w^*
to Adv. 1, * See you in Hall ?

'
' Right-o !

' 1915 '!'. Burke
Nights in Tozvn 191 Righto, laddie, righto. I get >'ou.

1916 B. Cable Action Front 134 :
* Then if the shells pitch

too near we can slip the cable and run for il' ' Right-oh !

'

said tlie captain. 1920 Wodehouse Damsel in Distress

viii. 1 10 ' Give this note to Lady Maud.' ' Right ho.* x9ax

Galsworthy To Let \. v. 53 Stable secret ! Righto ! 1922

A- A. Milne Red House Myst. xvL 149 ' Come and see me
before you go down.' 'Righto.'

21. Parasynthetic combinations as right-tared,

-eyed, -footed adjs.

1907 G. M. Gould in Science i Nov. 594/1.

22. Comb, as right bower, the knave of trumps
at euchre ; right-winger, a player in the right

wing of a football or hockey team ; right-wrong,
applied attrib, to a system of marking examination

papers.
1872 Bret Harte Truthful Jeunes etc. 135 Till at last he put

down a *right bower, Which the same Nye had dealt unto me.

1878 Encycl. Brit, VIII. 654/2 In the trump suit the knave
(called the right bovuer) is the highest trump. 1929 Daily
Express 7 Nov. 19/2 *Right-winger. 1923 P. B, Ballard
iWzu Examiner xvii. 181 Once we depart from a rigid

*right-wrong system of marking we open the floodgates of

personal vagaries and lose the benefit of a scale which is

objective and Invariable.

Bigllt-Iiailded, a, 6. as adv. Delete rare.

1910 Blackw. Mag. July 24/z A single stag has swung
right-liaiidcd. 1929 A/orn. Post 30 Dec. 13/1 He [a fox]

..left at the Toft end going straight,. over the railway,

leaving Kingston village right-bandedb.
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Ri^llt of way. Add: 1. (Further example.)
1915 A. J. ToYNBEK in Surv. Intemat, Affairs 1920-23 i.

41 The part played by the League in the problems of the

right of way through the Kiel Canal, the Aaland Islands,

East Kareha, [etc.].. is noticed in Part III.

2. (Further example.)
1919 T. K. Holmes Man/r. Tall Timber xxix. 365 The

right-of-way of the railroad was i;ot wide enough to halt the

conflagration in any case.

3. altrib, as ri^ht-ofway tfian.

1904 F. LvNDE Grafters xxviii. 361 Our right-of-way man
has just sent a telegram to all agents.

Ri*gh.twise, adv, [f. Right a. -fWise.] In

a ri;,'ht-hand direction.

1908 Hardy Dynasts iii. ti. it. 369 Henceforward, masses
of the foe Withdraw, and, firing as they go. Pass rightwise

from the cockpit out of sight.

Rig'id. A. adj. Add : 1. c. spec. Of airships

:

Belonijing to the type whose shape is maintained

by a framework of metal or other material and not

(chiefly) by the pressure of gas in the envelope.

1909 A. ^VBiG^^ Conquest ofAir \\. 26 There Is obviously
another way . . ; it is to make the balloon rigid. K9Z0 C. C.
Turner Aerial Navi^. To-day 62 One of the most famous
airships of the rigid t)'pe wasZepplin No. 4. i9so[see *B2.]

B. sb. 2. A rigid airship (see *A, i c).

19x0 Glasgoiv Herald 3 Dec 5 The lecturer said that after

(XHnparing non-rigids, semt.rigids, and rigids it was obvious
that it would be the rigid airships which would be developed
for commercial work. 19*8 Daily Tel. 12 June 17/2 When
the MayHy, the first naval rigid, was being built [etc.].

Rigldiiyy 2'. a. (further example.)
1911 Oalswobthv ^ Sheaf {j<^\S^ 148 Which of us does

not know the deflecting power of trusteeship, rJgtdified, as
it is by law 1

Si^dity. 1. (Further example.)
1900 strand Mag. Sept. 313,/a The rigidity of the balloon
—important in view of its great length—has also been
established.

Rig-up. Add : b. Something that is rigged

up or erected as a makeshift.
1931 B. Bbown Talking Pictures 162 AI Jolson never

seemed so good as when over that rig-up he sang his last

song.

Sig-vedic (rig,V4?i'dik), a. [£. Rio-vida + -ic]

Of or periaining to the Rig-veda.
1895 E. W. Hopkins Relig, India iii. 74 The end of the

Rig Vedic period. 19*3 H. D. Griswold Relig.efRigreda
it 2S The primary source for the Rigvedic age is, ofcourse,
the Rigt'eda.

Kile, V. 2. Also with Uf. U.S.
1^7 J. G. Holland Bmy Path liL 33 It (Mily nuses the

<levil in me, and riles me alt up.

Hiled,/;^/. a. (Further example.) AX^riied-up.
1856 Seba Smith Major fack Downing Ixxx. 45a I

found the President.. looking kind of riled and very reso-

lute. 187a W. A. Hickman Brighatn's Destro^ng Angel
iii. 72 Some of the boys began to get terribly riled up, and
wanted to stop and hunt the Indians.

Itill, sb.^ 3. (Earlier example.)
1876 E. Nkison Moon til. 71 There is one class of forma-

ttODS.. which, from their unknown nature, cannot welt be
classified. These are the rilU or clefts.

RiUixig, vbL sb. Add : 2. The action of the

verb Kill (sense i).

19*9 Bridges Test. Beauty i. 313 Valleys vocal with an-

gelic rilUng of rocky streams.

Rim, sb.^ 6. Add : rim-band, a driving belt

or band passing round the rim of a wheel.

189* J. Nasmitm Cotton Spinning viiL 253 By means of the

*rim band this movement is communicated to the spindles.

Rimal (rai-mai). a. [£. R1MA+-AL.] Of or

belonging to a riraa,

190. Buck's Handbk. Mtd. Set. II. 174 (Cent. SuppL),

Rizae, v l 3. (Later example.)
X915 Hastings's EncycL Re/ig.^£tAics\ 111. 258/1 * Rim-

ing ' people to death—a practice us«d by the fil/d as well as

by the druids—was connected with the power of the spoken
word.

Himey v.^ (Kater example.)
z907NKiLMuKRO^a/>Z>a)'rxxxii, Ob, London, London !

. .I'hc multitudinous monuments rimed by yeart.

Rimy, a. Add : b. Ccmb. as rimy-white,

1912 \0; W. Gibson Fires 33 Her hair, as ruddy^ as the

fern . . Had shrivelled rimy-white In one short summer's night.

Rind, sb^ Add : 4. C. An upper layer of soft

rock.

1849 Presid. Mess, Congress \ I. 609 The rock is * rind *, and
can probably be penetrated to the depth of two or three

hundred feet before striking a greenstone vein.

6. C. Impudence; •cheek', slang.

igi^ WoDKHovsB, Sometki'fg PresA v, You have the im-

mortal rind to suppose that I will stand being nagged and
bullied.

Rind, v.^ Also, to rub the skin off (a part of

a person's body).
X893 Eng. Illustr. Mag. Sept. 873/1 Tom Walker used to

rub his bleeding fingee in the dust after being rinded by
David Harris.

Riiider 3. [f. Rind vy -^ -ee i.] One who
removes the rind or bark from trees ; a barker.

IOT7 Royal Corn-mail Gaz. 17 May 1/3 Rinders wanted for

Oak Coppice at Brentor.

Ring, sby Add: 4. b. //. A competitive

game in which rings are thrown on to hooks.

1906 B. Kenkkdv grander Pict. 245 Over yonder on the

[innl wall is the target with hooks at which they play the

game of rings. They stand off and pitch rubber rings on to

the hooks.

6. C. The boundary of a cricket field,

1903 H. G. Hutchinson Cricket iii. 67 It is a stroke that
requires very accurate timing, but when timed well, the ball
often goes to the ring like a flash of lightning.

9. i. (Earlier example.)
1836 Gardiner JJ'.ffwrw, joo (Pettman) Both man and

woman shave their heads close, the former leaving only
sufficient to attach the isigoko or ring.

10. d. A number of cattle arranged in a circle to
keep them from straying.
X91S Chambers's yml. June 364/2 The only alternative to

tying up was to form what were called ' off-droves ' or ' rings
'

—bunches of from fifteen to twenty cattle in a compact
group, heads inward.

13. a. Also, To keep or hold the ringy to be a
spectator while others fight with each other.
1905 Spectator 21 Jan. 79/1 There is a cynicism which

nothing but conscious impotence could excuse in the thoucht
of ' keeping a ring ' while the Bulgarians of the Principality
..are drawn into a life-and-death struggle with the Turks
1928 Brit. Industr. Fut. (Lib. Ind. Inq.) in. xv. if6 There
are still many people who hold that the State ought not to
meddle with industry,.. but should confine itself to holding
the ring while the disputants fight out their differences.

15. a, ring-game, -plait.

19x6 A. S. Nhill Dominie Disfnissedy'iUf The *ring games
down at the school there nearly all deal with love and
matrimony, 1908 W. G. Coli.ingwood Scandinavian Brit.

245 The ornament with *ring-plaits and a peculiar form of
interrupted double-strand, interlacing, cannot be earlier than
the tenth century.

C. ring-sider.

1901-2 Rep. Kansas State Board Agric. 173 (Cent. Suppl.)
There may be a 'topper' of each t^pe in the class, each
having many friends among the *ringsiders for premier
honors,

16. ring-brooch
J -foot, -mountain, -scissors y -spot.

1894 W, Bateson Study 0/ Variation i. xii. 305 The ring-

spots of the upper or sub-dorsal row had, as a variation, a red
centre or nucleus. 190* W. M. Davis Elem. Phys, Geog.
vii.2ai It sometimes happens that theupperpartof a volcano
is destroyed by a violent eruption.. forming a greatly en-
larged crater, or caldera. Volcanoes of this form are some-
times called ring mountains, 1908 Practitioner June 769
Later Mr. Jessop introduced his 'ring-scissors', which made
this piecemeal removal of the gland an easier matter. 1917
Peake & Fleure Priests ^ Kings 162 Deep cups have been
found, .also bottles with lugs instead of handles and some-
times with hollow ring.feet._^ X931 Joan Evans JE'wg'. Posies
^ Posy Rings Intrcd. p. xii, Such inscriptions were com-
monly engraved in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries on
the ring-brooches that were used to fasten the dress at the
neck.

18. ring-around, a ring of diseased tissue sur-

rounding a vine stem ; ring beam, a ring-shaped
beam of yam ; ring-keeper (example) ; ring-oil-

ing a., automatically supplied with lubricating oil

by means of oil-carrying rings ; ring-porey a.,

of timber, characterized by soft porous sub-

stance between harder (cylindrical) layers ; ring-
road, a circular road passing round a town ; ring-

room, a room in which spinning is done on ring-

frames ; ring-shake, a defect in timber (see quot.)

;

ring-spinner, a spinner using a ring-frame; ring
velvet, velvet so fine that it is capable of being

drawn through a ring ; ring-winding, a system for

winding dynamos; ring-yam, yam produced by
ring-spinning,

1896 E. G. LooKMAN Spraying 0/Plants II. 295 It fre-

quently occurs that a part is completely girdled, causing a
' "ring around *, as it is commonly called. 1924 Times Trade
4- Rngiii. Suppl. 29 Nov. 247/1 *Ring beams are now worse
off in margin by id. per lb. compared with a month orsix
weeks ago. i^is Chambers's Jml. June 394/1 He organized
a body of ' •ring-keepers' topreserveordcras far as possible.

1904 Elect. Rev. 10 Sept. ^10 (Cent. Suppl.) The journal

bearings are of the "ring-oiling, self-aligning type. 1895
ScHLtCH Man. Forestry III. 73 To fell a tree and count the
concentric rings on the stump. .is easiest in the so-called

*riiig-porey broad-leaved species, and in conifers, which pro-

duce a darker coloured summer, or autumn, wood than that

formed in spring. 1928 Daily Express 27 Aug. 8/6 London
lias no form, no symmetry. I suggest that we could give

her this by cutting a broad *ring-road through the old nine-

teenth century suburbs. 1928 Manch, Guard. Weekly
21 Sept. 221/4 The maximum temperatures agreed upon as

being * reasonable ' are rather startling—80 degrees for card*

rooms and *ringrooms and 95 degrees for mulerooms. 1905
Sci. Amer. Suppl. 25 .Mar. 24433/1 *Ringshake.. consists in a
partial or entire separation of two consecutive annual rings,

and appears on a cross section as one or more splits running
concentrically around the log. 1909 Westm.Gaz. 25 Aug. 8/3
* Ring-spinners. . will not be able to compete with cops made
on mule machinery. i9a7 Times 20 Oct. 17/4 The bride.,

wore a picture gown of white *ring velvet. 1931 Daily Tel.

21 May 6/3 A green satin beaut^ gown.. lined with green

ring velvet. 1901 EncycL Brit. XXVII. 582/1 The simple

*ring winding consisting of a continuous helix is in itself

unaffected by the number of poles. 189a J. Nasmith Cotton
spinning \x. 348 A method of winding "ring yarn on a cylin-

drical surface.

Ring, v.^ Add: 2, e. Of a dog: *To circle

around (the game) in order to catch the scent*

(Cent. Suppl).
1903 Forest fif Stream 24 Jan. 63 (Cent. Suppl.) Any dog

that rings ' game, or from any cause breaks his point to

take up another, may be trained to report.

6. d. To enclose in a ring.

S909 Daily Chron. 18 Aug. 4/4 You never by any chance
got your own table-napkin. Mark it as you would ; be-ribbon

It, ring it, your distinguishing mark was removed.

11. Austr. To beat (a shedful of men) at sheep-
shearing,

1896 A. B. Patersom Man/r. Snowy River 136 The man
that * rung ' the Tubbo shed is not the ringer here,That strip,

ling from the Cooma side can teach him bow to shear. 1910
Davis Our Selection xiv. 127 He shore at Welltown, and
rung the shed by half a sheep.

Ring, z/. 2 Add:
6. d. Phr. To j-ing the bell : to attain a complete

success.
X9a5 E. Wallace Strange Countess x. 93 ' You've certainly

rung the bell this time, Lois.' ' It seems too good to be true,

doesn't it ?
' 1930 Times Lit, Suppl. 23 Oct. 866/1 It looks

veiy much to me as ifM iss Theodora Benson and .Miss Betty
Askwith's 'Lobster Quadrille ', is going to ring the bell,

10. (Later fig. example.)
19x4 D. H. Lawrence England, my England 45 The

clanging pain in his head rang out the rest of his conscious-
ness.

c. Also intr,, of a curtain. {ChieilyJig.)
1916 Sheila Kave Smith yohn Galsworthy 63 Thus the

curtain rings down on Irene Forsyte, crushed under the
heel of prosperity.

d. Of a telephone (with off) : To be discon-

nected. (Cf. *RlNG-OFF.)
191X Chambers's frnl. Aug. 557/2 The telephone rang off.

Ringer^. Add: 6. U.S. A person accompany-
ing or attaching himself to a party to which he does

not belong ; one voting in a district where he does
not reside ; an outsider,

1896 G. Ade Artie xi. loo About a dozen ringers followed
us in and stood around rubberin'. 1904 N. V. Tribune
8 Nov. 3 The Democratic leaders to-day started to send a
lot of alleged ' ringers * across the'Iine into West Virginia to

vote to-morrow. X928 Manch. Guard, Weekly 26 Oct. yi^l'^^

Perhaps seventy-five were really newspaper men and women,
the others being what the American language calls ' ringers *,

'gate-crashers', or 'dead-heads'.

Ringer 2. Add : 3. U.S. A ringing cheer.

X90i-a Rep. Kansas State Board Agric. 360 (Cent. Suppl)
The air was rent with cheers. Auctioneer Judy called for a
. .ringer for [the man] who had sold the highest-priced beef

steer m the world.

4. To be a ringer for : to resemble closely ; to

be the image of.

1900 G. .^DK More Fables in Slang{i<ya2) 162 Bob. .was a
Ringer for a United States Senator, all except the White
Coat. 1904 ' O. 'ii\L\iKv' Cabbages <5- Kings 180 I'he man
was a ringer for the pictures of the fat Weary Willie in the

funny papers. 1909 — Options (1916) 46, I saw once. .an
outlaw . . who was a dead ringer for him.

Ringhals (ri-rjhaels). [Du., f. ring Ring + hats

neck.] A species of cobra, Sepedon hx?nachieiesy

belonging to South Africa, characterized by a ring

of colour round the neck.
X864 T. Baines Exploratiotts xiv. 449, 1 think the species

is called 'ring hals' (or ringed throat) in the Colony. 1906
IVestm. Gaz. 16 Jan. 4/1 A Spurred Chameleon, a small

Monitor, and a couple of Ring-hals snakes. 19ZS Other
Lands July 44/2 I'hey pointed to the half.open door, where
she saw uncoiling itself a large ringhals.

Ringing, ///• a}- 2. Forming a ring : stand-

ing round,
1904 F. Lvkde Grafters xxvi. 339 The waiting was a little

awkward. The ringing idlers were good-natured but curious.

Ring-off. [f- to ring off: Ring z/.2 10 d.]

(The signal for) the severance of a telephonic

connection.
jooa Eticycl. Brit. XXXin.237/r When the conversation

is finished a ring upon the call-bell (' ring off') causes the drop
to fall.

Ringster. Add: 2. A member of a price-ring.

1879 Harper^s Mag. Oct. 717 The inopportune arrival of

several cargoes of Texan beef broke the ring and ruined the

ringsters.

Ringtail. Add : 4. ringtail roarer = ring-

tailed roarer (Ring-tailed a. 4); so ringtail

ranger, snorter.
1833 J. K. Paulding Battks ofOhio I. xiv. 219, 1 got tired

of making fun of the ringtail roarer. x86i J. R. Lowell
Bighnv Papers ii. i. 259 My eldes'boy'sso took up, wut with

the Ringtail Rangers An settin' in the Jestice-Court for

welcomin' o' strangers. x8S9 Oregon Argus 10 Dec. (Th.)

Here lies James D. Porter, Who lived as he hadn't orter,

But as a iVIethodtst exhorter Was a regular ringtail snorter.

Ring-tailed, a. 4. Ring-tailed roarer (earlier

examples) ; also ring-tailed squealer.

1830 Massachusetts Spy 25 Aug. (Ih.) I'm a ringtailed

roarer from Big Sandy kiver. I can outrun,.. and outfight

any man in Kentucky. X836 Ckockett Yaller Flower
Almanac g, I am a raal ringtailed roarer. 1837 R. M. Biud
Nick of Woods I. iii. 56 Stranger, my name's Ralph Stack-

pole, and I'm a ring-taiied squealer.

Ring-up. \i. to ring up'. Ring z^.^ 10 b.] The
action or fact of endeavouring to communicate with

a person by telephone.
X910 Daily Chron. 2t Feb. 6/2 That most modern of human

summonings, a telephone ' ring up'.

Rink, sb.'^ Add : 4. A bowling-green.
xooz EncycL Brit. XXVI. 328/2 The Scottish Association

houls that the ditch within the limits of ther ink is part of

the green so far as the jack and the touchers are concerned.

Rinkle (n*rik*l). [Of obscure origin.] Calcined

arsenical ore,

X933 Discovery Nov. 291/1 The strongly fuming mass [of

mundic] is mechanically raked during ibe process, the ash

or rinkle. as the workmen call it, falling off the edge of the

furnace floor into the pit.



Binse, v. Add: 2. O. With water or other

liquid .IS the object.

X840 Vs. H. Dana Bff, ^^<w' '"'^v* ('^4** "*''" "^"^^ °*

swallowed, .and rinsed it about his gums and throat.

8. i«/r. Of soap : To admit of being washed off

or removed with water.

loii Century Mag. Christm. No. Advt. 128 It lathers

freely, rinses easily and leaves the skin soft, sweet, smooth

and exquisitely clean.

Biot, sb. Add . 2. e. Somethinjj that achieves

great popularity or arouses much enthusiasm for

a short time; a *rage*.

1930 E. V. Lucas Down the Sky 235 I've got a peach ofa
new song. It's been a riot in Australia.

4. C. Also trans/, in phr. to read the Riot Act :

to announce or declare that some course of action

or conduct must cease.

Z916 H. L. Wilson Somnvhere in RedGa^ v. 185 When
Henrietta declared herself, Alonzo read the not act and de-

clared marital law. 19S0 A. E. W. Mason Suvunons xix.

193 ' Have a whisky-and-soda.' 'Thanks.'..' Lucky man I

The doctor's read the Riot Act to me.' 1928 Sunday Ex-
press 29 Apr. 1 3/3 Next Sunday evening . . the famous cabaret

singer will be seen in flowing Grecian robes, as Xantippe,

'reading the Riot Act * to her husband, Socrates.

6. attrib.^ as riot call U.S.^ a message for means

to deal with a riot ; riot gun, a gun used in quelling

riots.

1905 N. v. Even. Past 7 Nov. 2 Charges of illegal voting

resulted in a disturbance which police were unable lo subdue,

and a riot call was sent in.^ 1930 Mom. Past 9 Apr. 11

Detectives in motor-cars equipped with 'riot_E"ns' toured

through the districts where violence was anticipated.

Biotously, adv. 2. Also/^.
1923 Bennett Lilian 111. iii, The wild chants of the

Marquesas or the Fiji Islands rang riotously through the

correctness of the restaurant.

Bip, .-T^-* Add: 3. (Earlier example). Also,

a burst ^laughter. U.S.
1855 Knickerbocker Mag. XLV. 129 List to the rip and the

roar of the song. 1867 T. Lackland Hotnespun 11. 271
Sometimes he could not help giving a rip of laughter that

drew the eyes of the whole school round to him in an instant.

4. U.S. colioq. Like rips : to an excessive degree

;

energetically, strongly, violently, or keenly.

1901 Harbkn Westerfelt iv. 42 An' she said Jasper Webb
swore like rips when the administrator tol' him the trade

wus closed with Luke as yore agent. 1904— Georgians 133
I've got girls of my own, . .and I feel like rips for one when
she has to stand up and sing or say anything in public.

Bipi v.^ Add : 5. a, (Later example.)
1916 B. Okki.% Action Front 255 A shell cracked overhead,

and the shrapnel ripped down along the trench behind them.

7. a. (Earlier examples.)

1853 ZJar/y AT^k///? //^rrt/f/ (St. Louis) 19 Jan.(Th.) We've
cot em on the hip, Letter Rip! Letter Kip ! 1853 Life
Scenes 209 (Th.) [Captain Muggs's] spirited * let her rip ' was
an inflnite improvement on the 'lire' of the old Steuben
manual.

c. trans. To bring or drive along at a fast pace.

1876 Fury Fin ^ Feather Sept. 89, I had my doubts about
ripping her along when I found her sides only an inch above
water.

9. Comb, as rip valve, a valve that can be ripped

open in the envelope of a balloon.

X907 yml. Soc. Arts 19 Apr. 602/2 By means of the rip

valve they were able to come down pleasantly and easily.

Bipper. 3. a. Also of persons.

1^^ FailMail Mag.}\x\y ii\ li He had found her a ripper as
to looks. X916 Boyd Cable Action Front 149 Wally had
shown him her photograph once, 'and a real ripper she is too ',

Bipping, vbi. sb. 2. Add : lipping-cord,

-lijze, -pastel^ -rope.

1907 Strand Mag, Feb. 149/1 The utility of the *ripping-

coid was brought home to me. 2938 H. G. Wells IVar in
AirM. § 5 The ripping-cord failed, and the valve wouldn't
act. \g/oj Strand Mug. Feb. 149/1 The ' *rippiiig-line '. .

—

that comparatively new invention that has done so much for

the safety of aeronauts. 1909 Westm, Gaz. 21 Aug. 11/3
The examination revealed a bullet hole made.. on ihe right

side of the balloon, .near the *ripping panel. 1922 Encycl.
Brit. XXX. 89/1 note^ Moisture had condensed on the
*ripping ropes and frozen there, until each cord was about
as thick as a man's forearm.

Bipping, ppl. a. Add : 2. Also as a comple-
ment.
1894 A. Hope Dolly Dial. ix. 51 She did look ripping in

that white frock.

b. Very fast or rapid,
i8a6 [see sense 2]. 18^ H. Woodruff Trotting Horse xi.

116 Tiierc is no occasion for the ripping spurts which inter-
vene in the other training.

Bi'ppingness. [f. Ripping///, a. + -ness.]
Splendid quality ; excellence.

1^7 C. E,^ Montague Rig/it oj^ Map xviii. 174 It*s the
doing the thing that . . makes you half drunk with the ripping-
ness of it.

Bipple, sb.^ Add : 5. attr:b. and Cof7ib., as
ripplo cloth, cloth having a rippled appearance

;

ripple-flaking, a method of flaking flint.

X9S3 li^estm. Gaz. 27 Dec. 12 Advt., Ripple Cloth. An
ideal washing fabric for Indies* Dressing Jackets and Dress,
ing gowns. 1928 Daily Express 23 June 5/1 Materials
suitable for covering are velveteen, mohair plush, ripple
cloth,, .flannelette, and stockinette. 19x1 Chambers's Jml.
Mar. 145/1 Hrierly Stratton and I were.. discussing the in-

tensive examination of ripple flaking,

Bipple, v.^ 2. e. (Further example.)
1901 A. E. W. Mason Clementina xiii, The girl reading it

drew a breath and rippled out a length of gladness.

176

Bipplet. (Earlier example.)
1820 Sheli.kv OrpJuus 60 Each riplet makes A many-sided

mirror for the sun.

Bip-rap, sb. 1. b. Also, the sound of fire-

works detonating.

1909 Hall Caine White Prophet I. i. 8 Once more the

words rang like a rip-rap down the line. 1930 Sea Breezes

72 The . . rip-rap of the fireworks.

3. (Earlier examples.)

1833 H. Barnard in MarylandHist. Mag. XIII. 314 We
passed in our way.. Old Point Comfort, upon which you
know Fortress Monroe is situated—the ripraps directly

opposite, which two. .will effectually secure the Bay.
attrib. 1838J.CHILDS Western Kailroad[.\%y:ii-2'~,'\lo%\x-hx6.

the embankments by rip-rap walls. Ibid. 29 Rip-rap slope.

Bi'p-roaring, a. U.S. [of, Rip-koahious.]

Full of vigour, spirit or excellence; first-rate;

boisterous ; full-blooded.

1834 Carruthers Kentuckian in N. V. I. 62 There was a
rip-roaring sight of slight o' hand and tumbling work there.

184s J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Sugi;s x. 127 And 1 seed the
biggest, longest, rip-roarenest, blacke-t, scaliest .. alligator.

1SS3 Nye Baled Nay 2:^1 He thought.. Kirke was tliere..

to ^ive Laramie the grandest, riproaiingest tempest of mirth
that she had ever experienced. 1906 N.y. Even. Pest Sat.

Snppl. 8 Sept. I When lie was called upon to address the

conference he got a rip-roaring welcome, a ijjog * O. H knrv
'

Roads 0/ Destiny xxii. 368 I'm feeling just like having one
more rip-roaring razoo with you for the sake of old times.

19«3 Daily Mail 28 Feb. 10 Advt., It's a rip-roaring, red-

blooded yarn that no man or woman will be able to read
unmoved. 19*8 Saturday Even. Post 12 May 69/1 The
Westerner had to pay a damage of more than $600. . . But he
had had a riproaring time.

BiproariOUS, a. (Earlier example.)
1840 Congress. Globe 2 Apr. 376 (Th.) Here and there a

gentleman from both political parties, who had been drawn
out by curiosity to witness their riproarious proceedings.

RiproaTiously, adv, U.S. [f. Ripuoakious
+ -ly2.] In a riproarious or boisterous manner.
1834 Ck(^ckett Narr. Life xi. 78 The next day it rained

rip-roriously.

Bi'p-snorfcing, <z. U.S. = *Rip-ROARiifG.

So Bl-p-snorter ; Bl'p-staver.
J833 Crockktt Sk. xi. 144 In ten minutes he yelled enough,

and swore I was a ripsiavur. 1846 Vale Lit. Mag. XI. 336
(Th.) What a rip-snorting red head you have got. 1904
Topeka Capital 2 June 4 It is now stated that Bryan will

make a rip-snorting speech at the St. Louis convention.

X909 R, A. Wason HaPPy Haivkins 42, I was surprised at

the way Brophy talked. I'd alius heard at he was a rip-

snorlin' screamer, an' here he was talkin low an' level like.

1985 R. Clements Gipsy of Horn 87 It came on to blow in

a way that the packet-rats called a * rip-snorier '. 1926
Spectator 10 July 44/1 It's a ripsnorting, red-blooded show
—a wow,

Bise, sb. 15. C. (Earlier examples.) Also in

respect of time.

1839 Southern Lit. Messeti^er V. 379/1 It is the rise of a
week since I last shifted. 1845 Congress. Globe App. 154/1,

I do not propose myself to number [the States yet to be ad-

mitted] ; but.. I set them down at twenty and the rise.

184s J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs xii. 141 Bill, .has been
ded the rise of twenty year. ibid. 157 ' What wiil chickens

be wuth this fall?* * How many have you?* ' The rise of
seventy, and three hens a-settin !

'

Bise, v. Add : 22. c. As they rise, as they

come to hand.
1910 W. De Morgan Joseph Vance 277 He sells you your

stock brick back at a pound a thousand took as they rise, bats

and all.

29. b. To exceed in number or amount. U.S.

1843 C. Matthews Writ. 82/1 Brother George counted the

strokes of his arm upon the cushion, and thinks he rose a
hundred in the course of the sermon.

Biser. Add : 7. b. The flat vertical side of

the heel of a boot or shoe.

X938 Daily Express 18 Dec. 5/4 The captain took one of
them to the window, and. .studied the riser of the heel.

12. An electrical conductor or water-pipe passing

from one floor of a building to another.

190 . Enoin. Rec. XXXVIII. 566 (Cent. Suppl.) The group-
ing of risers has been made, however, so that the average
current demand on each pair of lighting bars will be about
equal.

Bising, vbl. sb, 11. b. (Later U.S. example.)
1867 A. D. RicHAKDSON Beyond Mississippi xi. 133 He

spoke of a swelling upon his knee as a ' rising *.

Bising, ppi. a. 6. Add : rising box, a movable
shuttle-box ; a drop-box.
X894C. VicKERMAN Woollen Spinningx.ii In 1769. .Robert
Kaye invented the rising-box, or, as it was then called, the
drop-box.

Bising, pr. pple. Add ; 3. a. (Earlier ex-

amples.)
1775 Massachusetts Gaz. 13 Feb. (Th.) To be sold, an

elegant little black Mare, rising six years. iSoa Lancaster
(Pa.) Jml. 13 Sept. (Th.) Strayed from the subscriber on
Sunday the 7th instant, a red cow rising four years old. 1837
W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 64 It enjoys a yearly income of rising

$4,500. 1845 in C. Cist Cincinnati Misc. 258 This, .delega-

tion , . will probably be composed of rising 250 members.

Bisk, sb. 3. Add : Risk-rate (see quot.).

1928 Brit. Industr, Fnt. (Lib. Ind. Inq.) in, xvi. 187
Capital will not be forthcoming for any enterprise unless it

can expect id) a normal rate of interest . .and {b) in addition
to that a ' risk-rate ' corresponding to the chance of loss in
the particular business.

Bi*skfalness. [f.RisKFUL-t--K£ss.] = Riski-
ness.
igaS Glasgow Herald ao June 4/2 The most remarkable

feature Is the riskfulness of the life-history.

BOACHING.

Bisque (r/sk^), a. [K.] = Risky a. 3.

1924 P. Marks Plastic Age 228 The comic magazine, which
coined money by puulisbing iisqu6 jokes and pictures of
slightly dressed women. 1924 Brit. Weekly 18 Dec. 301/3
In remote corners others are reading risqu6 novels with a
sex interest.

Bitschlian (rf-tjlian), a. and sb. [f. the name
of Albrecht Ritschl^ German theologian (1S22-

1^589).] a. adj. Of or pettaining to Kitschl or his

doctrines, b. sb. A follower of Ritschl or a student
of Ritschlianism. Bi'tschUanism, the theological

or philosophical doctrines of Kitschl.
1891 Chambers's Encycl. VIII. 7^3/2 The distinguishing

feature of the Ritschlian theology is perhaps the eminence
it gives to the practical, ethical, social side of Christianity,
Ibid. 734/1 The Ritschlians now form a large and important
school in Germany, 1892 J. Orr in Tiiinker Aug. 148
Ritschlianism has a metaphysic, and a specially dangerous
one. 1897 R M. Wenlev Conteinp. Theol. 82 In approach-
ing the RitschlianSf a preliminary warning must be issued.
i8j>^ A. E. Garvie Ritschlian Theol. i. § vi. 20 It is in this

spirit that the writer now invites the reader to study the
Ritschlian Theolog>[. 1904 Athenaeum 6 Feb. 167/2 If

Ritschlianism is so illusory a creed.. the plain man.. may
well wonder [etc.]. 1917 Bahtlet & Carlylf. Christianity
in Hist. V. v. 596 Ritschlianism and Catholic Modernism are
the most marked movements In this direction.

Bived, ppl. ci, (Later example.)
1853 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. IV. 156 Either the rived or

sawed bolt may be used.

Biver, sb.^ Add : 4. g. river-borne, -caught,

-fed.

1928 Daily Tel. 4 Dec. 12/4 Splitting the market into

two, for *iiver-borne and raiUborne supplies re.speclively.

1924 A. J. Small Frozen Gold xii. 248 Others sat round the
braziers and held great slabs of 'river-caught salmon against
the red-hot grids. 1913 E. F. Brnson Thorley Weir i, A
strip of *river-fed grasses and herbs of the waterside.

5. river-pearl (see quot); river-scape, a

picture or prospect of a river.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 447/2 *River-pearls are pro-

duced by the fresh-water mussels inhabiting the mountain-
streams of temperate climates in the northern hemisphere.

1903 C. S. Smith Barbizon Days 17 Grez [has} a church
more picturesque than that of Montigny, *riverscapes more
alluring, and a ruined chateau. 1930 Time ^ Tide ^l\^y
606 Mr. Lamorna Birch and Sir H. Hughes Stanton show
very capable riverscapes.

Biver-bottozu. (Earlier example.)
1751 C. Gist fmls. 75 (We] continued our course.. the

last 5 (miles] thro the river bottoms, which were a mile wide
and very rich.

Biverine. A. adj. 2. (Further example,)
1905 Chambers's Jrnl. Mar. 220/1 Its fishes are closely

allied to riverine forms in some cases.

Bivet, sb.^ 2. Add : rivet-bar^ -hearth.
1890 D. K. Clark Steam Engine I. 657 The diameter of

the g-inch *rivet-bars was reduced -o-^ inch. 190a Encycl.
Brit. XXX II. 597 The riveters also work in squads,, .with
Sometimes a catcher, i.e., a boy to pass on the heated rivets

when the distance from the *rivet-hearth is great.

Biveting, vbi. sb. 1, (Further example.)
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 597 In shipbuilding the large

proportion of the riveting is done by band.

c. spec. The attaching of the soies of boots and
shoes with metal rivets.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 831/1 Three principal methods
of attaching soles to uppers are in use at present... Tlie
second is the system of ' riveting or clinching with iron or
brass nails.

Boach, sb^- 2. b. Add : rocuh-swim.
1903 Chambers's Jrnl. Nov. 699/r, I was preparing to fish

a not unpromising roach-swim, and was trying the depth.

Boach., sb:^ Add : 2. attrib. in sense of

*K0ACHED a. 2.

1781 Royal Georgia Gas. 8 Mar. Advt. (Th.) A Black
Horse, about 13 and an half hands high, half roach main
[etc]. 1835 J. T. Irving Ind. Sketches II. 4 She was
mounted upon a little wall-eyed, cream-coloured pony, with
a roach mane and a bobtail.

Boacb, V. Add : 2. (Earlier example.)
1818 Missouri Gaz. 25 Dec. (Th.) His mane has been

divided,. .and that part that laid on the left side cut oS'os
if to roach him.

b. Of persons: To cuf (the hair) short except

one ridge on the top of the head where it is allowed

to stand on end. Also with tip.

1833 Crockett Sk. ii, 38 His hair was roached, and he
wore an air of much dignity. 1854 J. G. Baldwin Flush
Times Alabama (1858) 108 His hair was roached up, and
stood as erect and upright as his body. 1900 G. Ade More
Fables in Slang 62 He would go to School with his Face
scrubbed to a shiny pink and his Hair roached up on one
side. 1916 H. L. Wilson Somervhere in Red Gap iv. 148

His hair was gray, and he was either shedding or had been
roached. 1919 — Ma Pettengill'm, 84 She was.. a kind of

a slaty blonde with bobbed hair—she'd been roached fore

and aft.

Boacll6d, «. Add : (Earlier examples.)

1776 N. Eng. C/iron. 25 Jan. Advt. (Th.) Strayed or stolen

a sorrel horse—roach'd back, 3 white feet, [etc.]. 1844
Scribblings 9f Sk. 176 (Th.) The two [horses] with roatched
backs, and ears glued to their necks, were scrambling.

2. Of hair (on a horse or person) : Cut short so

that it stands on end.

t8^6 Southern Lit. Messenger 11. 303/1 The.. fat, impu-
dent pony, with roached main and bobtail. 1856 P. Cabt-
wright Autob. xii. (1858) 76 This young man had a mighty
bushy roached head of hair.

Boachin^ (jo^'^^xr}), vbl. sb.^ [f. Roach v. +
-ING ^] (See quot.)

1903 N. y. Even. Post 24 Oct., When brought to market
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he [the mule] undergoes the process of 'reaching*, which
consists of removing all the hair of poor quality and scanty
growth.

Xboadf sb. Add : 0. a. road-racer.

1908 H. G. Wf.lls IVarinAir'i. 14 Even a *road-racer,

geared to a hundred and twenty, failed to satisfy him.

b, road-bank (earlier example).
1864 B. Taylor //. Thurston xxv. ^^2 As they drove

homewards through the cool of the evening air, through.

.

the golden-rod on the *road-banks.

c. road-fntid, -locomotion^ -system, •traffU, -web.

Z930 Act 10 ^ 11 Geo. ^ c. 72 § 3 There shall be estab-

lished for the purposes of this Act, . .a fund to be called the

*Road Fund. 19*7 W. E. Collinson Contemp. Engl. 88

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, .is raiding the road-fund.

1913 Chambers's yml. Sept. 61 3/2 The change which is taking
place in *road-Ioconiotion, 1904 W, M. Ramsay Lett. Sevett

Ch. xxix. 416 Laodicea was a knot on the "road-system.

1909 Chambers's yrnl, June 340/1 A successful attempt
was made to conduct *road-trafBc without the use of animal-
power. i9as Dekpinc Sarrelt ^ Son vi. 58 Then take the
*road-wcb for the ordinary tourist. London some hundred
miles. Salisbury thirty or so.

10. a. road-board, -scout,

1887 W. B. WrrHEBS Hist. Ballarat (ed. 2) 308 Ballarat
history includes a record of the foundation of *road boards.

191S Pol. Quarterly May 180The Road Board . .has restricted

the grants to completing advances promised before the war.

1931 Star 8 May 16/1 While being chased by a *road scout
on a motor-cycle..a car collided with a lamp post.

b. road-breaker, -upper,

1998 Daily Mail 31 July 13/3 One side of Kensington-
road... is also in the hands of the * road-breakers. 1928
Daily Express 12 June 3/4 The * "road-uppers * are busy in
London again.

12. road-bridge, a bridge forming part ofa road;
road-craft, knowledge of or skill in matters per-

taining to roads ; road-farer, one who travels by
road ; so road-faring///, a. ; road-ferry, a ferry

serving a road ; road-life, the life of those who
are * on the road*; road-mobile a., suitable for

transporting by road; road-rail a., suitable for

useon both road and railway ; road-sense, capacity

for intelligent handling of vehicles on the road.

sZx^ Massachusetts Spyi Nov. (Th.) A salute was fired

from a *road-bridge by a detachment of irtillery. 1868
Journeyman Engineer Great Un-mashed 265 The old

tramp, .has a beneficial knowledge of what may be called

•road-craft* 1897 H. S. Merbiman In Kedar's Tents xii,

Conyngham learnt much of that road-craft which had raised

Concepcion Vara to such a proud eminence among the
rascals of .Andalusia. 1913 Daily Mail 32 May 4 Hotels, .

.

which set out to cater efnciently for the growing army of

*roadfarcr$, i9>5 Chambers's yml, June 379/2 She would
probably not average over 2 m.p.h., which seems almost in<

credible to a different section of the *road -faring fraternity.

zgao Act 10 4* n Geo. V c. 72 Sched. i, The definition of
'roads * shall be extended so as to include *road>ferrics and
footways. 190* N. Y. Times a8 Dec (Cent, Suppl.) A
comedian who has seen so much of the unlovely aide of
* *road ^ life that he might welt be the writer of tragedies.

19x8 Encycl, Brit. XXX. 249/1 The French guns up to the

6 in., and howitzers up to the 9.45 in. inclusive will be •road-
mobile... All heavier natures will be on railway mountings.
I9»7 Times 20 Dec 11/3 The **road-rail ' truck represents

in a modified form the upper part of a railway wagon
which can be exchanged between road and rail vehicles.

19S3 Daily Mail 10 Aug. 6/3 The good driver uses care in-

stinctively because he has the imagination or ' 'road'sense
'

which tells him instantly what he can and what he cannot
do. 19S9 W. E. Collinson Spoken Engl, 84 It is easy to
drive a car if you have road-sense.

Ztoadability (r^udabi-liti). [f. Road sb. +
-ABILITY.] Suitability for travelling on the road ;

roadworthiness.
1938 Sunday Dispatch 16 Sept. 5 Advt., Wider track,

lower centre of gravity, improved roadability.

Iboad hog, sb, (See Road sb, 12.)

1891 Outing Dec. 338/2 The *road hog* curses him and
the wayside brute calls out the dog. 1898 [see Road sb. 12}.

1909 Q. Rev. Jan. 143 The habitually reckless motorist..

commonly known as the * road-hog'. 19*5 Public Opinion
14 Aug. 151/3 Road-hogs who run down pedestrians.

Hence &oa'd-2ioff v, intr., to be a road hog or

act like a road hog ; Koa*d-hogging ///. a. and
vbl, sb, ; Boad-hoggish a. ; Hoa'd-hoggism.
1914 ' Ian Hav' Knight on Wheels xviii. 174, I wouldn't

go road-hogging if I were you. ..Road-hogging is rotten bad
form, x^-^ Daily Mail 2% May 5 In fourdays, without road'

hogging, we have covered 646 miles of Britain. 1936 Clas-
g07o Herald 12 July 6/3 The perfect Sunday—to hide at

home while the rest of the world road-hogged it out of town.
X9»7 Scots Obsemer 16 July 10/4 Avoiding excess of speed
and other road-boggisms, 1928 Daily Express 24 Apr. 10/3
The road-hogging motor-coach. 1930 Time if Tide 7 Feb.
17a No motorist, however road-hoggish he may be, de-

liberately slays a child or any other person.

Soadman. Add: 2. A person using the roads

for any purpose ; an itinerant canvasser or seller of

goods ; a tramp or vagrant.

1906 S. K Spablino Introd, Business Organiz. 206 An-
other method of direct selling is found in tne system of
canvassers and road-men sent out by factories. 1912 A. S.

M. Hutchinson HapPy Warrior w, vi. 318 There cried to

them 'Away I away I 'all the instinct that, since first law

came on the land, has bade roadmen, gipsies, outlaws, take

immediate f1i[;ht from trouble.

Aoadster. Add : 2. c. A type of motor-car.

J9a« Tnus //w^rr xxix. 355 Rowcstood.. a long interval,

..watching her roadster disappear into the jack pines.

iaa8 F. N. Habt Bellamy Triali't. 30 We drove out from
New York in my roadster. 1930 C. J. Dutton Shadow 0/
Evil iv. 61 It was just ten o'clock when he ran the long blue

roadster out of the garage.

SUPPT.

Soa*dwortliiness. [f. Roadwortht 4- -ness.]

Roadworthy character ; reliability on the road.
19J3 Daily Mall 6 Aug. 4/4 One object was to demon-

strate the roadworthinessorotherwise of these, .family cars.

2^a8 Daily Tel. 16 Oct. 17 Advt., The low centre of gravity
gives to the new Humber a road-worthiness unequalled.

Itoaxn, V, Add : 4. To cause (the eyes) to look
over a scene.
1900 Bloundelle-Burton Seafarers xii. 118 As he spoke

he roamed his eye around the tranquil, glassy sea.

Roar, sb^ Add : 2. b. To go with a roar, to

make uninterrupted progress or be a conspicuous
success.

1907 Punch I May 308/2 Everything went with a roar.

Roar, V. Add : 3. e. To travel on a vehicle

of which the engine is making a loud noise ; to

motor or fly rapidly,

19*3 Motor Cycling 26 Sept. 658/3 Marsden roared through
on his last lap. 1938 Gamble Story N. Sea Air Station xiL
171 On the approach of our cruisers, the Germans roared
back.

Roarer^. Add : 1, (Further example.)
1903 W. S. Blunt Seven Golden Odes 33 Fled to the land

of the lions, roarers importunate.

6. U.S. An oil-well from which the oil pours
rapidly and noisily.

1887 B. T. Crew Treat, on Petroleum viii. 227 We have
no right, perhaps, to expect a continuance of the ' roarers ',

or ' gushers *as they are termed.

Boasting, vbl. sb, 1. (Further example.)
1891 J.

Wrightson Farm Crops iii. 31 Besides, the great
object in working a fallow is the ' roasting * of the weeds by
means of the midsummer sun.

Itob, V. 1. (Further fig, example.)
jg»6 Publishers' Weekly 19 June 1966/1 You may improve

your golf game...Why not get rid of that disconcerting slice

which robs your diive?

IU)bber. 2. b. Add : robber baron.

1905 D. G. Phillips Plum Tree 195^ He was.. about the
greediest and cruelest * robber baron ' In the West.

Ko-bberism. [f, Robbeb + -ism.] The conduct

or business of robbers ; robbery,
1921 Glasgow Herald x8 Jan. 6 Communism in Russia Is

robberism.

Kobin ^. 3. (Earlier examples.)
1750 J, BiRKET Voyage N". Atner, (1916) 13 They have, .a

bird like our field fare with a red brest which they call a
Robin that sings delightfully. 1774 P. V. Fithian yrnl.

(1900) lai The finest morning we have yet had; the Robbins
& blue Birds singing all around us.

SiObot (r<Ju-b(7t). [Czech, f. robota statute labour,

robotnik serf.] Applied by Karel Capek in his play

R, U'R. to a mechanical apparatus doing the work
of a man; hence, any such apparatus ; a p>ersonwhose
work or activities are entirely mechanical ; an

automaton.
19*3 Selver tr. Capek*5 R.U.R, (Rossum's Universal

Robots) 28 You see., the Robots have no interest in Hfe. They
have no enjoyments. X9a3 TVwKjgJiineio/s IfAlmighty God
had populated the world with Robots, legislation of this sort

might have been reasonable. 1934 Blackiu. Mag. Oct. 537/2
In his tirelessness there was something of a mechanism,
something of a robot. 1926 Joad Babbitt Warren 82

Robots live by standardization. 1928 Daily Neivs ^ Westni.

Gaz. 20 Apr. 11/4 The latest., Rotary Press, a veritable

Robot in the complicated work it performs night afternight

without hitch.

b. An automatic traffic-signal.

1931 Even. Standard$ Aug. 2/1 (heading) Traffic * Robots *

in the City.

2. attrib. and Comb,^ as robot army, clerk^ pilot
;

robot-like adj.

X9a7 Mom. Post 20 Aug. 9 (heading) Robot army 'gassed '.

1938 Daily Express 8 June 3/2 A new automatic selling

machine, described as the ' Robot clerk,' which will say
'Thank you' and give change, will replace the present

automatic machines. Ibid. 11 Aug. 3/7 Vet the romance of

gast centuries and robot-like drama of modern times meet at

andwich. 1930 Aberdeen Press «f yrnl. 31 Max. 7/3 One
of these robot pilots has been fitted to a big twin-engined
Supermarine Napier flying boat.

Hence Bobote'scine a., resembling or suggestive

of a robot. Bobo*tlan a,, ofor belonging to robots.

So'botlsm, mechanical behaviour or character.

Sobotiza'tion, the process of making or fact of

being mechanical in behaviour. So'botize v.

trans,, to subject to the operation of robots; to

render mechanical. Bo'botised///. a, Bo'bot-

izinff vbl. sb, Bo-botry, the business, position,

or condition of robots.

1927 C. M. Grieve Albyn 46 Dostoevsky's mistake was to

imagine that Russia alone could prevent the robotization of

Europe. I9a7 Daily Express it Mar. 6/4 * Robotesque

'

movements, .acquire a singular menace and significance In

the screen medium. Ibid. 30 Aug. 3/4 The Girl in the Lift

must on some occasions drop her magnificent Robotry.

Perhaps she even marries. Ibid. 7 Nov. 10/2 Lacking a
skilled class of artisans, It is only by Robotislng industry

..that she can hope to fight her way back to prosperity.

1938 Observer 15 Jan. 11/2 These robotised people, .are only

employed and allowed to exist because no one has yet been
sufficiently energetic to invent a machine to replace them.

Ibid. 29 Jan. 9/3 (heading) The Rohotism of Architecture;

I9a8 Daily Express 17 Mar, 4/2 A few have their wooden
craniums transfixed by bodkins, and some have Robotian
hooks instead of bands.

Rock, sb.^ Add : 2. e. A pocketful of rocks,

a large amount of money.
1847 J. S. RoBB Streaks ofSquatter Life 165 If I had a

' pocket full of rocks ', you should share them. 1850 J. R,

Lowell Unhappy Lot ofMr, Knott 30 A pocket-fall ofrocks
*t would take To build a house of freestone.

6. a. rock-house.

1901 C. MoHR Plant Life Alabamaij The. .fern, Trl-
chomanes Petersii,. .-with others like it hidden in the dark
recesses of rocky defiles and the so-called 'rock bouses*.

b. rock-painting.
1908 Hastings's Encycl. Relig, ^ Ethics I. 822/3 The

rock-paintings,. are either stencilled .. or painted in outline.

7. c. rock-painter.

1919 H. G. Wells Outl. Hist. xii. 77/2 The simplicity,

directness, and detachment of a later Palseolithic *rock-
painter appeal more to modern sympathies than does the
state of mind of these Neolithic men.
8. C. rock-Steady.

1^3^ Outlook 26 May 650/1 Consols were rock-steady at 112,

9. rock-bottom (further example) ; rock-hog,
a labourer engaged in tunnelling through rock;

roeksmau = Rockman ; rock-wool, a wool-like

insulating substance prepared from limestone.
1904 Harben Georgians 200 Now cool off, an' let's git

down to *rock bottom, 1909 Chatnbers's yrnl. Dec 828/2
The *rock-hogs had not proceeded far before they pierced a
large pocket. 185a Macgillivray Hist. Brit. Birds V. 434
The dexterity of these *rocksmen Is truly astonishing. 1931
Times Trade f( Engin. Suppl. 5 Sept. 535/3 Certain deposits
of impure limestone outcropping in the Niagara district of
Ontario are suitable for the production of *rock wool or
mineral wool.

Kock| v.^ Add : 6. e. In mountaineering : To
work one's way up a chimney by a rocking move-
ment.
1920 G. W. Young Mountain Cmft 168 The body is kept

upright in the middle on the spring of the bent knees and
supported by the pressure of the hands, placed like the feet

one against each wall. In this fashion we can * rock * up
s."itisfactorily.

Sock, v.^ 2. (Earlier example.)
1836 Public Ledger (Philad.) 30 Aug. (Th.) Jacket over

coat,—rock him 1 rock him I cried the boys of Marblehead,
' rock him round the corner.'

3. To remove the calcareous deposit or *fur' from
the inside of (a kettle).

1880 Hardy Trumpet'Maj'or xvi, The broken clock-line

was mended, the kettles rocked, the creeper nailed up, and
a new handle put to the warming-pan.

Kocker^. Add: 2. C. Off one^s rocker i^^Xer

examples).
19J3 WoDEHOusE Inimit. yeeves vii. 78 The Duke is off his

rocker. 1929 J. Bucman Courts of Morning u. iv. 199 The
question is how long it will he till he goes clean off his

rocker.

4. C. (Earlier example.)
1833 H. Barnard in Maryla/id Hist. Mag. Xlll. 346 The

top soil is removed—then the gravel Is washed, by being

thrown Into what is called a rocker, or cradle, which is in

fact little more than a large cradle.

f. A tanning-vat designed for moving backwards

and forwards,
1897 C T. Davis Manuf, Leather(ed, s) 3B2 The hides are

next suspended in ' rockers *. . . They remain In the ' rockers
*

from seven to ten days.

5. b. (Earlier example.)
X853 B. F. Taylor yan. * 7««tf (1871) 155 Who says, the

boys sha'n't skate ? Who grudges them the * rockers * 2

C. « Rocking-turn (see *Kocking vbl, sb),

1891 WiTHAM etc. Eigure-skaiing 107 In the rockers and
counters (which figures used to be designated rocking turns

and counter-rocking turns) although there is a change of

direction, the nature of the edge is preserved.

g. A rock-shaft.

1926 Gloss. Electr. Terms (Brit. Engln. Stand.) 64 Rocker
gear, the worm wheel or other gear by means of which the

position of the brush-rocker may be adjusted. 1930 Field
& Weill Electro-Plating 30 To allow for this setting they

[sc, the brushes] are mounted on a rocker.

6. rocker-arm, -box.

1875 M. N. Forney Catechism ofLocotnotive xi. 195 The
dotted lines h a and h b represent the two extreme positions-

into which the rocker-arm would be moved by the action of

the link, 1931 J. W. Day Speed xi. 159 A rocker arm
broke, the exhaust valve jammed, and a piston came up and
hit it. 1891 J. G. A. Meyer Mod. Locomotive Constr. 199
The lifting-shaft hearing and rocker-box.. are bolted to the

front splice.

Rocket, V. 2. a. transf. Of lightning.

1934 W. J. Locke Coming of Amos xxlv. 312 A flash of
lightning rocketed across the black gap of the open window.

Itockin^, vbl. sby Add : 3. rocking-turn,

a movement or figure in skating (see quot.).

1869 Vandervell & WiTHAM Figure-skating 219 After

having exhausted the Q, 1 began to consider the feasibility

of making the change direct from the inside forwards to in-

side backwards and vice versA . . by the employment of a kind

of turn, for which.. I can find no more simple.. name than
the ' Rocking Turn '.

Itockiiuf, ///• CI- 2. Add : rocking shackle.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 464/1 The mooring cable.. Is

secured to a 'rocking shackle * on the upper surface of the

buoy.

Rocky, «.^ Add : 1. O. (Earlier example.)
a x86i T. WiNTHROP yohn Brent v'u 60 At the foot of those

bare, bulky mounds of mountain by which the Wasatch
range tones off into the great plains between it and the

Rockys, we overtook the Salt Lake mail.

6. colloq. Destitute of means ; ^ on the rocks

(Rock sb. 2 d).

19*3 Galsworthy Captures 152 Are you at all—er—er—

-

rocky ? I mean—if I can be of any service, don't hesitate I

AOCOCO. A. adf I. (Later example.)

1903 H. L. Wilson Spenders ix. 93 She is rather a beauty^

you'll find;.. a bit rococo In manner, I suspect.
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BOD.

Bod, siA Add : 11. b. rod-staml

ig<M Chanibtn-s Jml. July 4»5/i Any trou!-rod, even

after a brief life spent in such a manner, might have accepted

its pensioner peg on the •rod-stand.
^ ,

a In sense o b as red-pigment, -vision, -white.

loai E R TlTCHlNER Trxt-bk. Psychol. 89 Animals whose

evM lack this "rodpigment—fowls, pigeons—are strictly

diurnal in their habits. Ibid., Whether the visual purple is

essentially concerned in •rod-vision. I9»a Woodwobth
Psyduit. X. 3s6 Dim-light vision, or twilight vision as it is

sometimes called, is r»l visinn and not cone vision. 1904

Nature 18 Feb. 379/1 The light red colour seen in gazing at

the platinum plate changes in indirect vision into a peculiar

colourless white, the ' 'rod-while '.

Bodeo. Add : 1. b. trans/. An assembly or

rally of other things.

19*8 Daily Express! May 15/3 On Wednesday.. a motor-

cycle rodeo in the afternoon will be followed by a carnival

procession through the town.

Bogation. Add : 4. Comb., as Kogattotttide.

i9»4 W. p. M. Kennedy Eliz. F./nsc. Admin. I.iv.p.ciii,

The parson was to wear the surplice at least,., to go in pro-

cession at Rogationtide, to preach if licensed.

Bogne, sb. Add : 7. rogue-eyed adj.

i8«7 Meredith VMoria I. ix. 133 She had, in trippingdown

the Piazza with her rogue-eyed cousin from Milan, looked

away [etc.]. „ „ , ^

Boil, v.^ 2. (Later example.)

1907 Sfringjieid Weekly Re/>iibl. 17 Jan. 6 The publication

of such a work naturally roiled the publishers of Webster's

international dictionary.

Boll, sbA Add : 6. e. A quantity of bills or

notes rolled together; the money a person possesses.

U.S.
1904 N. y. Times 16 May 5 It was as easy to be separated

from one's ' roll ' at a shell game there a quarter ofa century

ago as it was ten years ago. a 1906 ' O. Henrv ' Trimmed
Lamp etc. 171 He drew out his ' roll ' and slapped five tens

upon the bar. 1919 H. U Wilson Ma Peltcnfill ii. 62 [ He]
asked her how big her roll was, saying that he lived out there

and it cost something to make a home. 19*6 J.
Black Veit

Can't IViniv. 35 No Missouri dip would take his roll, extract

two fifty dollar bills, and put the rest back in his pocket.

13. roll-film, -shutter, -wave.

1903 Science Si/tings 23 May 88/2 A novel hand-camera

for the exposure of roll films has just been brought to our

notice. 19H Chambers's Jml. Feb. 141/2 At the kerb end

the front is provided with a roll-shutter. 1907 Ceog. yrul.

Jan. 23 In certain rivers. .the 'first rise' of water in the

lower reaches frequently takes the form of a steep-fronted

wave, or bore, travelling down-stream. On the Tecs the

phenomenon is called a roU-wave.

17. roll-scale, oxide of iron falling in scales from

iron in the process of rolling.

1887 Phillips & Bauerman F.lem. Metnltiirp' 148 Holl-

and hammer-scale are essentially magnetic oxides of iron

;

they are chiefly used in the forges.

Boll, ».2 Add: 11. d. Of the foot: To slip

upon a rolling object.

1881 Stevenson New Arabian Nts. II. 148 His foot rolled

upon a pebble. 1904 L. Tracy King a/ Diamonds ix. 123

Philip.. almost fell too, for his left foot rolled on the con-

stable's staff.

12. b. To roll up: Also, to arrive ; to appearon

the scene.

19x9 ' Sapper ' in Legion Bk. 214 The roan hasn't rolled

up yet, but be won't be long.

21. e. Of an aeroplane ; To sway or tnm on an

axis parallel to the direction of flight.

1918 War Birds (1927) 69 He was looping and rolling be-

tween the church spires.

Boll-call. 1. (Earlier examples.)

177s Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLV 1 1 1. 61 This morning we
went to rol col & then got our Brefust. 1777 Ibid. XI II.

118 Ordered that the Hour for Roll Call be altered to Nine
o'clock in the morning.

BoU-call, V. [f. the sb.] trans. To call the

roll for (a group or body of persons).

1918 Daily Express i<} Mar. 12/2 The German officers were

counted or 'roll<alled 'in their rooms tosave them the trouble

of having to assemble or fall in with the other prisoners.

Boll-collar. (Recent example.)

19x9 Even. News 18 Nov. 6/5 Advt., Below we show the

D.li. Chester with long roll collar.

Boiled, ppl. a. L (Further example.)

igaS Daily Mail 3 Aug. 10/4 Members of the audience

looked twice before they could, .appreciate the fact that she

had rolled stockings.

3. (Earlier example.)

1789 Ann. 1st Congress 17 Apr. 174 It was agreed to lay an
impost of seven and a half per cent. ..on,, slit or rolled iron.

Boiler, sb\ Add : 1. b. A rubber-covered

cylinder used for reducing one's weight.

1930 London Mercury Feb. 323 She makes the roller earn
its keep, 1 can tell you I

15. b. A low rising or undulation on land. U.S.

1849 N. Kincslev Diary 88 The land on the left rises in

rollers from 10 to 50 feet and the soil appears rich. 1850

W. Cotton Three Years in Calif, xviii. 321 Our course,

which was determined by a pocketHTompass, now lay among
mountain spurs, till we reached the rollers, which ridge the

plain of the San Joaquin.

23. b. Also rolterbearinged adj.

X9aa Encycl. Brit. XXX. 36/2 Connecting.rods of rotary

and radial engines consist usually of one master-rod, ball or

roller-bearinged [etc.].

24. roller-box, a box containing drawing-rolls

in a cotton-spinning machine; roller-cloth = roller

towel; roller-race, the channel in which the rollers

of a roller-bearing move ; roller-towel (earlier ex-

ample).

178

x9o« Thornley Cotton-Combing Machines iii. 85 In times

past a good deal of trouble has arisen in connection with the

quadrant and "roller box .system. z86i ' Gail Hamilton '

CountryLivingetc 1 1 ,1 become acquainted .. with the modus
operandi of ' *roller.cloths '. 1877 Eliz. S. Phelps Story of

Avis 224 A roller-cloth would do, dear. 1903 Sci. Aiiier.

Suppl. 21 Feb. 22689/1 The rollers are made to fit the inner

andoutcrtreadsof the •roller race. 184$ ICnicherbocher Mag.
XXV. 444 Beside the window was the linen *roller.towel.

XbO'ller-skate, v. [f. the sb.] intr. To use

roller-skates; to travel on roller-skates.

1938 Daily Tel. 7 Feb. 4/7 Splendid and Partner can
roller-skate as agilely on one table as Barrie Oliver can
dance on another.

Boiling, vbl. sb.^ Add : 1. b. Short for Log-
BOLLING. U.S.
1847 in H. Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 358 Many times were

we called from six to eight miles to assist at a rolling or

raising, and cheerfully lent our assistance to the task.

4. d. ' Taxying ' in an aeroplane.

191S Kipling Mary Poslgate in Div. o/Creatures (1917)

423 Wynn..had finished 'rolling '. .and had gone on from
a ' taxi * to a machine more or less his own.

6. b. A turniniimovemenlofaeroplanes or motor-

cars about the direction of motion.
i^2x Encycl. Brit.'X.'X.X. 18/1 French pilots again pointed

the way in the art of ' rolling *, a manoeuvre in which the

aeroplane is rolled about its longitudinal axis. 1930 Morn.
Post 21 July 4 Sidesway or rolling occurs at right angles to

the propeller shaft.

8. o. rolling-hitch; also rolling chamber, a

compartment for water-ballast extending across the

beam of a ship.

1900 Ceog. Jritl. Jan. 34 The ship has a rolling chamber
to keep her steady. 1883 Man. Seamanship for Boys 87

Q. What is a rolling-hitch used for. .? A. Bending a small

rope to a large one, putting a tail jigger on a backstay.

Boiling, ///. a. 6. a. K&d.: rolling croquet,

grass.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 609/2 ''Rolling croquet, in which

the balls are sent together in nearly the same line, is made
by trailing the mallet after the balls as soon as the stroke or

tap is made. 1889 Maiden Usef. PLzcZSpinifex hirsntus

..Spring *RolIing Grass.*

Boiling (rou-lii)), pr. pple. \l. Roll ».2 19.]

Short for rolling in wealth.

1921 G. O'DoNoVAN Vocations xiii. 193, I wish the dear

nuns would share some of their poverty with us. They
must be rolling. 192* Mrs. Sidgwick Victorian xx\. 163

He isn't a bad old ihing at all and he's simply rolling.

Boll stone. U.S. A slone roimded by friction

or attrition on a beach or in the bed of a river.

1845 Fremont Exped. 124 A swift current, over a bed com-
posed entirely of boulders or roll .stones. 187a Rep. Vermont
Board Agric. I. 688 A fine specimen of gold from a roUstone

he found, while digging a well.

Bo°ll-np, a. [f. to roll up: Roll z».2 8 b.]

Suitable for rolling up.

1923 Daily Mail n Feb. 2 Advt., Roll-up felts at half

price.

Boman, sb."^ Add : 5. b. A Roman hyacinth.

19JS Glasgo^v Herald 26 Aug. 8/7 Early Romans are in,

but at a very high price.

Ko'man Catholicity, [f. Roman Catholic
•(- -iTY.] — Roman Catholicism.
1806 M. B. Pkmbridge Rom. Cath. Ch. Vindicated i. 40

These edifices still bear the external signature of Roman
Catholicity.

Bomance, sb. and a. 7. a. Also romance-

wards adv.
1920 Rose Macaulay Potterism vl. liL 228 He was also

leaning romancewards and departing from the realm of pure

truth.

BomanesC[ae, a. Add : 4. Romantic.
1869 K. H. DiCBv Little Lo-M Bushes 260 All fair things,

lovely, picturesque, Serene, or wild, or romanesque.

Bomaniau, a.^ (Later example.)

1930 H. Belloc Wolsey i. 25 The road through the Ro-
manian plain.

Bomanist, sb. Add : 5. A Roman citizen.

1927 W. M. Ramsay Asianic Elem. Gk. Civil, xvii. 247
note, Iconium was made a Roman colony by Hadrian; but

no Latins or Romanists were sent to it.

Bomano-. Add : Romano-Britoti.
1896 .A. H. Keane Etimol. 11. xiv. 398 The Teutons merged

everywhere in diverse proportions with the Romano-Britons.

Roma-nticalism. [f. Komantical ^ -ism.]

= ROMANTICALITY.
1922 W.J. Locke Tale o/Trionaxm. 142 She., was driven

by she knew not what idiot romanticalism into the grey

worries of wifehood and motherhood.

BomaDLticizing, vH. sb. [f. Romanticize v.

•1- -ING '.] The action of the verb Romanticize.

1899 Speaker 15 Apr. 424 (Cent. Suppl.) Enlivened by
champagne and some grotesque romanticising on the part

of the amorous Duchess.

Bomeward, adv. and a. Add : 3. b. Directed

towards or facing the city of Rome.
1850 J. Mii.EY Hist. Papal State I. Introd. 6 Not less so

on the Adriatic side of the Apennines than on the Rome-
ward side.

Bo-mewardness. [f. RoMEWARDa<&. + -ness.]

Tendency towards Roman Catholicism.
1901 Daily Chron. 27 Aug s/r The young Duchess was

forgiven by her relatives for her Romewardness.

Bomp, sb. Add : 2. b. In a romp, (to achieve

something or win a contest) with the greatest ease.

a 1909 *0. Henry ' Roads of Destiny xviii. 308 Rompiro
will win in a romp... We'll carry the country by 10,000.

ROOKY.

Xtomp, V. 2. Also transf,
i9a7 Obsenier 18 Sept. 17/2 It is a bad blow to official

I.abour that Mr. Larkin should have romped home in north
Dublin. 1938 Sunday Express 22 July i/i The child of
1928 simply romps through papers which were 'teasers' for

the child of 1914,

Romper. Add : 2. A garment for a child to

wear at play ; also {U.S.')j 2l style of knickerbockers
worn by men.
193s IP'estm. Gaz. 20 Oct. 9 Advt., An attractive romper

suit for a small child is made of white washing material.

1925 Scribners Mag. July 13/1 Advt., Miss Walton will be
glad to tell you where to go for rubies, rugs, or a sale in

rompers, 1928 L. North Parasites 18 Many of them wore
sweaters that would have put Joseph's coat to shame. And
very long, very baggy knickers, Hollywood rompers.

SoueO (rJuwu>), sb. (The name of a company
manufacturing) a special type of duplicating

machine. Also attrib. and Comb. Hence Rcnoo
V. trans. ^ to copy or reproduce with a Koneo,
19x4 D. Fkaser Winning a Primitive People 111. xxvi. 279

A native clerk is there, .turning on the Roneo hundreds of

copies of some circular to the teachers. 19S0 Glasgow Herald
3 Dec. 10 The staff of typists and Roneo operators required

IS very numerous and well paid. 1921 Spectator 7 May
584/1, 1 have had the memorandum ' Roneo'd ' for circulation

among near acquaintances. 1926 Contemp. Rev. June 682

Newspapers were re-appeaiing in weird type-written or

roneo-ed form. 1926 Socialist Rev. June lo No printed

newspapers (a few roneo bulletins), no trains.

Kontgen. Add : b. Comb.^ as Rontgen-rayed

adj.

1908 Practiiioncr Mar. 392 An experiment made on the

effect of injection of Roentgen-rayed spleen-substance.

Hence Rd'nt^en, v, trans.
1,
to submit to the action

of Kontgen rays ; to X-ray ; in quot. fig. Ront-
ge'nically adv.^ by means of Rontgen rays. R5nt-
g-eaiza-tioii, the process ofrontgenizing. Kdntffe*-

nogTam, a shadow-picture obtained with Rontgen
rays; a radiograph. Ront^encgraphy, radio-

graphy, Rdntgenolo'^ically adv. Bontgeno'lo-
^st, one who studies or is expert in the use of

X rays. Rdntgeno'logry^ the study of Rontgen or

X rays. Rdntgeuo'scopy, examination by means

of Kontgen rays; radioscopy, RSntg'enotherapy,
the treatment of diseases with Rontgen or X rays.

Shorter forms, e.g. Rontgram^ Rontgrapk, Rdnt{o)graphy,

have occasionally been used.

1896 Strand Mag. July 111/2 The sock was visible opti-

cally, almost invisible Rontgenically. X903 Med. Record
31 Jan. 168 (Cent. Suppl.) Rontgenotherapy. 1904 F. F.

MooRE Original IVoman xii, Lady Evelyn felt that her

inmost thoughts were being Rontgened. 1905 Aa/wr/ 27 July
301/1 Among the results of the recent Rontgen congress at

Berlin has been the authoritative adoption by a special com-
mittee of the following terminology :—Rontgenology = the

siudy of Rontgen rays, Rontgenoscopy = observation by
Riiiitgen rays, Rontgen'ography = photography by the rays.

..Rontgenotherapy and the verb to Ronigenise in their

obvious meanings. 1907 Med, Record. 10 Aug. 246 (Cent.

Suppl.) RSntgenograui. Ibid. 9 Nov. 760 (Cent. Suppl.)

Runtgenization. 1911 Arckires Roentgen Ray Jarj. 308

Whether this Roentgen Qualimeter.. has all the requisites.,

so much sought for by every Roentgenologist is a question.

1914 VoN Den {title) A Short Manual of Roentgenology.

1917 Sei'i-Kwai Med. Jrnl. 10 Nov. no The authors ex-

amined rontgenologically the morphology and motility of

the normal stomach in about 50 Japanese.

Roof, sb. Add : 2. e. A high plateau or table-

land.

1902 D. G. Hogarth Nearer East 31 The course of this

ridge in the Anatolian roof, .determines the parting of all

the waters.

9. roof-water, rain-water collected off the roof

of a house.
1910 W. De Morgan Affair ofDishonour iv. 55 To him

who drinks no water, *roof-water and well-water are wel-

come alike.

Roofing, {vbL) sb. 1. b. Add; roofing bom^

felt.

187s Eticycl. Brit. III. 707/1 The roofing bones [ofa skull]

are now well seen ; the largest of these are the frontals.

1929 Morn. Post. 2 Oct. 6/5 These industries include elec-

trical engineering, paint and varnish making, roofing-felts,

. .and the manufacture of linoleum.

Roofless, a. Add : 3. Applied to poker

played with no limit to the raise.

1913 R. W. Service Rhymes of Rolling Stone 104 Your
trouble was a roofless game of poker now and then.

Rooinek (r^ifnek). [Cape Du., f. Du. roodxt^

+ nek necK-.] A term applied by Boers to English-

men in South Africa.

1897 ScHULZ & Hammar New Africa xxix. 397 Roo! Nek,

once a term of bantering endearment, has unfortunately lost

its charm since it has been converted into a term of dislike

by the Boers for the foreigner. 1921 Chambers's Jml. Jan.

32/1 I was thinking of the efforts that that infernal rooinek

(red-neck) of a son of yours is making to deprive me of my
only child. 1923 Kipling Land ff Sea Tales 39 Apd you

will see how we can shoot rooineks.

Rookus (i«kas), variant of *RuCKUS.
a 1909 *0. Henry' Roads rf Destiny \x. 156 He talks all

spraddled out . . 'bout the rookuses he's been in. He claims

to have saw the elephant and beam the owl. 1924 W. M.

Raine Troubled Waters vi. 60 Course there'll be a rookus

between him and Joe Tait.

Rooky, sb. Also rookie. (Later examples.)

1909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 142 'Why, you blame

rookie,' sez I, ' Vou don'i really think I was mad do yor?

X91S Literary Digest (N.Y.) ai Aug. 336/2 A swarm o4



BOOM.
Other'notables serving as rookies in the business and pro-
fessional men's military-training camp at Pittsburg, N.Y.

b. A beginner at base-ball.

1917 Mathewson Sec. Base Sloan 271 Cbrls Farrelll be
sending another rookie along first thing anyone knows.
1939 Daily Express 15 Jan. 9/7 In 191 5.. he was a member
of the Baltimore basel>atl team as a gawky * rookie.'

KooiUy sb.^ Add : 9. e. A set of brine vats

osed in salt-making.

1903 Set. Atiier. Suppl. 3 Oct. 23198/2 Of the three kinds
of rooms belonging to a salt yard, about one^third are deep
and lime rooms ; the rest are salt rooms.

10. n?i7W;/<r//(7W, -r<r«/ (earlier examples); room-
temperature, the normal temperature of a room,
about 60° Fahrenheit.

Z930 Rose Macaulay Relations ix. 133 Snakes might be
her companions, wild cats her*room-fellows,but she.. aban-
doned herself to these. 1835 Martin Descr. Virginia 82
Board, ..during the session. .$ 100; fuel and candles $ 15,

*roora-rent % 8. 1851 C Cist Cincinnati 65 'Ihe annual
term bill for room rent. .and incidental expenses is ten
dollars. 1924 tr. IVegener's Orig. Continents ^ Oceans 128
They can prove that the earth is about two or three times as
rigiciat *room-temperature as steel.

Ztoom, adv, 3, (Modern example.)
X90S J. M. Babrie Little While Bird xv. 163 He was

drifted towards the far shore, where are black shadows he
knew not the dangers of, but suspected them, and so- .went
roomer of the shadows until he caught a favouring wind.

Soom, v.^ 2. b. (Earlier example.)
x86o Blackw. Mag. Jan. 112/2 A miserable public-house,

where I was ' roomed , or in other words, put into the same
room with, a rising medical practitioner.

Rooming-house. (Later examples.)
1909 Washington Titttes a Mar. 1 Hundreds of persons

who never slept in any but first-class hotels when away from
home will tonight get their rest in rooming houses. 19*3
E. F. Wyatt Jnvis. Gods iii. ii. 105 Fairfax Avenue was now
a nondescript street of rooming houses, apartments and car-
pet-cleaning establishments.

Roorback. (Earlier examples.)
[1844 Congress. Globe 33 Dec XIV. App. 76/3 I shall next

advert to tlte gold humbug, which originated also in the
Roorback mint.] 1855 [Pray] Menu J. G, Bennet 3f.8

Among the efforts made to defeat the election of Mr. Polk
was one to which allusion is frequently made in political

discussion, politicians speaking of a political lie as a * Roor-
back*.

Aooster. 1. (Earlier examples.)
1806 Balance (Hudson N. Y.) ai July 327 (Th.) The New

York Rooster—may he continue to crow 1 1813 Niles'
Weekly Reg. IV. 192/1 If ever he lived to see Baltimore, the
rooster should be treated with pound cake,

Sooseveltian (r^n*z-, rw'zevcltian), a, [f. the

name of Theodore AVww'*?// (i 858-1919), president

of the U.S. 1901-1909.] Of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of Roosevelt. So Soo'seveltism.
1915 Fath€rland(^.y) 20 Dec 346 We do not believe that

the German Americans will have to choose between the devil

of Rooseveltism and the deep sea of Wil-ion. 19*7 Observer
34 July 6 A thorough*going Kuosevelttan book on the
Philippines.

Root, sb.^ Add : 17. root-tttbercU,

1897 W. G. Smith tr. Tubeufs Dis. Plants ix. 101 First,

year alders without tubercles do not thrive in soil free from
nitrogen..; when, however, provided with *root*tubercles

they assimilate nitrogen.

C. root-eaten,

1915 Proc, Sac. Antitj. xx Mar. X49. 1 have often picked up
on the surface of the camp pieces of old *root-eatea human
bones.

19. root-treatmeut,
x^Mfj W. E. CoLLiNson Contemp. Engl. 60 If a tooth is de-

caying or hollow we have it stopped or filled. .or we have
root-treatment (sterilization and withdrawal of nerve).

20. root-cause^ 'reason,

Z915 E. Carpenter Healing 0/ Nations L 13 One might
be on safer ground by trying to get at the *root-causes of

lhi« war. 1934 R. Hichens After th4 Verdict iii. xiv. 491
I hated her then because 1 loved you. That was the *root
reason.

22. root-ball «= Niggeb-head; root-beer,

-digger (earlier examples).
1930 5a/. Even. Post 13 Dec. 11/3 Bogs of black muck

doited with devilish, rotating "root'balU that throw a man
waist-deep. \Z^-^ Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 85 _Let..tlie

temperance balls and the "root-beer perambulatories make
answer. 1837 Irving Life Rocky Mis. II. iv. 48 These are
of that branch of the great Snake tribe called Sboshokoes,
or *Root Diggers, from their subsisting, in a great measure,
on the roots of the earth.

Hoot, Z'.^ Add: 1. c. (Further example.)
19*0 Rose Macaulav Potterism i. li, 20 Watching Tane's

. .hand with its short square fingers rooting in the sand for

shells.

e. RoothcgordieyM^A of or addressed to persons,

implying the necessity of labour or exertion to

maintain life or prosperity. So root•hog'Or'die

policy^ prUuipie,
1834 Crockett Narr. Life \\\\. 60 We therefore deter-

mined to go on the old saying, root hog or die. 1836 [W. T.
Porter) Q. Race in Kentucky (1846) 18 (Th.) Go it with a
looseness—root, little pig, or die. 1843 Amer. Pioneer II.

419 This letter exhibits his as well as my own hard case in

that day ; for it was * root hog or die/ and hard times have
come back again ! 1853 J. Dow Junr. Patent Sermons 1 1 1.

»93 (Th.) Obliged to Ko upon the root-hog*or-die prini;iple.

187a Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. 373 i'he soil is nearly

exhausted, and we must *root hog or die'.
^ 1879 Tourgee

Foots Errand xxv. 150 The * root-hog.or-die ' policy. 1904
N. V. Even. Post 30 Aug. 4 ' The school and college ', ex-
plains President Eliot, * cannot use the method of Nature-
root, bog, or die.*

179

Rootage. Add : 3. A system of roots ; a root-
stock.
i9a7 H. E. FosDicK Pilgr. to Palestine 60 The very root-

age from which came Aaron's rod that budded., the solemn
monks still show to the visitor.

Root-aud-brancher. [f. root and branch :

Branch sb, 6 b.] One who favours a root-and-
branch policy.

1928 Manch. Guard. Weekly 5 Oct. 275/2 The Cardiff
Conference consisted of 95 per cent. ' root-and-branchers '.

SrOOty, ^ Add ; b. Belonging to or suggestive
of roots.

1905 E. F. Benson Image in Sand xviii. 292 The warm
wind bore with it . . the good, moist, rooty smell of the dusky
heather.

Rope, J^.^ Add: 2. f. A ropeor line suspended
on posts marking the boundary of a ci'icket ground.
X904 A. A. MlLNK in Later Poems fr. Punch (igog) 1.(4

Time was when I cared for cricket, ..Cutting a ball to the
ropes for four.

4. c, (Further examples.)
1850 D. G. Mitchell Lorgnette (1852) II. 186 (Th.) The

belle of two weeks standing, who has ' learned the ropes'.
1854 Congress. Globe 20 May, App. 893/2 They are familiar
with all the dodges of the season, understand the ropes
about town [etc.].

8. e. rope-sokd,

^
i9>o Blackw. Mag. Apr. 507/2 He was dressed quaintly

in well-washed dungarees,..a gaudy waist-cloth, rope-soled
shoes [etc.).

9. rope-boring, the boring of wells with a drill

suspended and worked by means of a rope ; ropo-
race, the compartment or passage through which
a driving-rope passes ; rope-rider (see quot.)
1888 Ckiimbers's Enrycl. II. 331/2 The *rope-boriiig ma-

chinery of Mather and Piatt of Salford , . is in extensive use.
190a Encycl. Brit, XXX. 763 '2 In Europe rods, either of
iron or wood, seem to be preferred, though rope boring is

b^ no means unknown. 1893 Nasmith Cotton Spinning
xii. 400 In arranging the blowing rooms it is now customary
to separate them from the main building by the *rope race.

1903 Set. Amer. 23 May ^92/2 In soft-coal mines the man in
charge of the cable train is called a**roperider '. In bring-
ing his cars out of the mine he sits upon the ring wliich
connects the cable with the train.

Rope, v.^ 1. d. (Further example.)
1935 lil. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^ igz4 115 It was one

of our rules that any party of porters. .must be met at tiie

Col and escorted and roped over the intricate route intocamp.

4. b. 7<? rope in (further examples) ; also, to

arrest.

19x6 BovD Cabi.^ Action Front zoThty . .ro'^d in my cap-
tain to identify me. X935 StrandMag, Sept. 354/2 I'm sorry
for you, my man, but.. another twenty-four hours, and we
might have been roping you in, too. 1930 Mackail No7v
Amusing 108 He remembered now; they d roped him in as
a godfather.

Hope-maker. Add : b. Rope'maker^s eye^

a special eye made on a rope.
1883 Man. Seamanshipfor Boys 127 A Rope-Maker*s Eye

is generally made in the end of a jibstay when fitted with a
slip at the jib boom end, and has a ibimble in it to receive
the slip.

Kope-walk. (Earlier example.^
X671 Boston Rec. VII. 73 John Harrisons rope walk.

Itopin^, vbl, sb, 1, (Further example.)
X883 Man.Seamanskipfor Boys y>Q. What is the roping?

A. 'the bolt rope round the edges of the sail to prevent it

from rending,

ROTty, adv. slang, [f. the adj.] In a rorty

manner.
>9S3 * Bartimeus* Seaivays vit. 96 Isn't he a little man?..

Bettin' with bookies and actin* rorty.

ItOSey -f^* Add: 4. c. (Further examples.)
X87J Dean Hole Six ofSpades (1^09) 166 It seems to say,

with the perfumed earth in the Persian fable, ' I am not the
rose; but cherish me, for we have dwelt together*. x8oo
(see 7 bl. 1897 G. W. E. Russell Collect, ff Recollect, xxiii.

(1909) ai5 That extraordinary child of Israel who, though he
was not the Rose, lived uncommonly near it.

19. b. rose-land,

1999 tiKiDGES Test. Beaitty ni. 666 In the New World far

Pasadena's "roseland,

23. rose-fever (earlier example); rose-gold (//):

see quot. ; rose-head, {/) a spreading top on an
upriglit raid-pipe; Hose Sunday, the fourth Sun-

day in Lent; rose-wine = Rosolio.
1851 Lady E. S. Wortlev Trav, III. 22 This complaint

[hay-asthnia] is known in the U.S., and is called there, *rose-

fever. X9a6 Gloss, Electr, Terms (Brit. Engin. Stand.) 129
'Rose goldy a gold deposit containing copper and having a
reddish colour, x^i Specif. Alnwick ff Comkill Rly. 51
Four-inch rain-pipes are to be provided, with proper "rose-

beads. x88o McClintock & Strong Cycl. Bibl. «f Eccl, Lit.

IX. 130 Itis not known when the ceremony ofconsecrating the
rose was introduced. . .The day is always the fourth Sunday in

Lent, which is consequently known as'*Rose*Sunday*. 1891
tr. Pastor's Hist. Popes I. 220 Golden roses were bestowed
each year on Laetare Sunday, hence called Rose Sunday.
185a in Venerabile (1930) Apr. 357 A good dinner and caffe

after with beautiful *rose.wiiie.

c. rose-bug (earlier example) ; rose-hopper,
an insect of the genus Tkrips, injurious to roses.

1800 Massachusetts spy i Oct. (Th.) He suggests that the
*Rose-bug is the pre-existing state of those worms, igao

P. G. WoDEHousE Damsel in Distress i, The small, yellow-
ish-white insect ..sometimes called a *rose-hoppcr and some-
times a thrii).

B^oseness (rJu-znes). [f. Rose j^. -h-ness.]

The quality or factor which makes the comb of

a fowl a rose-comb.

ROTATE,
X907 R. C. Punnett Mendelism {ad, a) 42 Strip oflf * rose-

ness from a rose and single remains.

Rosette. Add: 6. d. (See quot.)
iga6Gloss. Electr. Terms (Brit. Engin. Stand.) 133 Rosette^

a device for the attachment of an overhead suspension wire
to a wall or structure.

Resetted, a. (Further example.)
1909 W. Batkson Mendefs Princ, Heredity 33 The rough

or resetted condition of the coat in the Guinea-pig dominates
over the normally smooth condition,

Rosettling (r^^zetlii)). [f. Rosette -i- -ling.]

A -small rosette.

1907 R. Fauer My Rock-Garden vlii. 118 Areticeides is.

.

a minute Pyrenean, with tiny ligulate leaves, grey with
silver markings in dense hard rosettlings.

Roster. 2. (Further example.)
^ 1930 Nevj Statesman 3 May p. iii/i One particular point
is worth noting as to the names in this amazing roster of
public enemies.

Roster (rf^staj), v. [f. the sb.] trans. To
include or exhibit (names) in a list ot those selected

for duty.
i9aa Glasgo^v Herald -26 Jan. 8 The men can be roslered

up to nine hours, with overtime paid after eight hours-

Rostrifacture (r^strifsektiiii). [f. L. roslnim
beak : after Manufacture.] A stnicture made by
a bird with its beak.
1884 CouEs Key N. Amer. Birds 408 Distinguished as the

orioles are for the dexterity and assiduity they display in
their elaborate textile rostrifactures [etc.].

Rostro-. Add : rostro-carinaie ; also as sb.

arostro-carinate implement used by prehistoric man.
1919 H. G. Wells Outl. Hist. ix. § 2. 50/1 Three views of

a rostro-carinate (earliest period) implement. Ibid., The
Mousterian Age implements, and all above it, are tliose of
Neanderthal men or, possibly in the case of the rostro*
carinates, of sub-men.

Rostrum. Add : 2. d. A platform for police-
men when superintending the traffic at a crossing.
1930 Mom. Post 16 July 12/5 There is the constable on

the rostrum, a never-failing source ofamusement to the small
boy population.

Rot, V, Add : L d. (Further example.)
1913 Chambers's yrnl. Jan. 63/1 These [stumps] rot out

after a few years' cultivation.

4. b. Also with down,
191a Galsworthy Inn Tranq. 79 *They don't do a stroke

more than they're obliged ' he ended ;,,* Yes,' he muttered,
' the nation is being rotted down.'

c. (Earlier example.)
x8ii Niles^ Weekly Reg. I. 5 Oct. 86/1 Process for rotting

hemp,
d, U.S. To make (snow or ice) soft by melting

or thawingj.

1899 [implied in Rottikg vbl, sb.'\. 1905 Pall Mall, Mag,
Dec. 563/a The Sun's beginning to rot the snow.

Rotangf. Also rotan,
1927 H. M. ToMLiNSON Gallion's Reach xxxi, Theclimbing

palms, the rotans, flourished about it.

Rotarian (r(?tea*rian), a. and sb. [f. *RoTARY
-i--iAN.] a, adj. Of, belonging to, or character-

istic of the Rotary or a Rotary Club. b. sb. A
member of a Rotary club. Hence Sota'rlanisxu,
the Rotarian system or its aims.
X9ia {title of Mag. Chicago, U.S.A.) The Rotarian.

>93i GlasgOTV Herald 10 Feb, 9/4 The President, .said the
Prince lived out consistently the motto of Rotarians, 'Ser-
vice, not self. Ibid. 15 June ii/i An effective programme
on education must produce a more intense study of Rotarian
literature, a more liberal use of the Rotarian speakers avail*

able [ttc-j. 19x8 L. North Parasites 270 Rotarians and
women's clubs wrote her letters applauding her pairlotic

stand for home-products. i9a8 Daily Express 20 tune 2/5
Apantomime symbolising the storyof the spread of Rotarian-
ism throughout the world.

Rotary. A. adj. Add : 2. Also Comb, as

rotary-engiJted adj.

1909 WesCm. Gaz. 23 Oct. 9/1 Delagrange brought out his

rotary-engined Bleriol.

4. Zooi. Resembling a wheel; trochal.

1870 RoLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. p. cxxxviii. Their
ciliated 'rotary' disk is in most[Rotifera] the main organ of
locomotion.

5. Of or belonging to an international system of

service clubs of which the first was formed by
P. P. Harris of Chicago in 1905 and met at the

premises of each member in turn. Each club re-

quires to be in a town of not less than 5,000
inhabitants, and to have as its members not more
than one person from any calling.

19x1 Glasgoiv Herald 10 Feb. 9/4 Sir Harry Lauder was
theguest of honour at a Rotary Club luncheon at the Hotel
Cecil, London, yesterday afternoon. Ibid. 15 June 11/1 The
subjects under consideration included Rotary education,

publicity, and business methods.

B. sb. (Further example.)
t^o^ Science 2^ June 945/2 A three-phase 120-cycle alterna*

tor driven by an inverted rotary.

2. Tlie system of Rotary clubs (see *A 5) or the

ideals or activities of these.

1911 Glasgow Herald lo Feb. 9/4 Sir Harry Lauder, .said

Rotary was like the lamplighter who came into a dark street.

1921 Westm. Gaz. 8 Sept. 6/4 The beneficent influence that

Rotary is exercising upon the world. 19*7 Daily Tel. 10

Feb. 9/3 (heading) Rotary week by week.

Rotate, V. Add : 1, b. trans/. To be under

a rotative system.

1917 G. Young Portugal vi, 264 There was no improve-



ROTATIVISM.

m«it in its international position and internal politics con-

tinued to ' rotate ' as ineffectively as before.

3. (Earlier example.)
x86i Trans. Ill Agric. Soc. IV. 318 We must rotate crops.

Hotativism (r^a-tativir'm). [f. Rotative +

-ISM.] A system whereby different political parties

hold office in turn according to a pre-arranged plan.

zQoS N,y. SuH 3 Feb. (Cent. Suppl.) Each party held

office by arrangement alternately. Iriis arrangement was

known as rotativism. jgai Eiiin. Rev. Jan. 158 The country

must in effect sink back into the slough of 'rotativism'.

Botativist (rJotativist). [f. Rcft^TlvE + -1ST.]

One who favours or practises rotativism in politics

;

often attrib. or as adj,

1909 Spectator 12 June 918/3 The late King [of Portugal]

yidded to the intrigues of the ' rotativist ' parties. 1917 G.

Young Portugal vi. 317 The collapse of the Portuguese

colonial empire must come with the continuance of the

struggle between rotativist Royalism and revolutionary

Republicanism. 19*6 Glasgow Herald 24 Dec. 4/7 They
recalled the indifference of the electorate on the frequent

occasions of general elections by order of the Rotativists.

Rotatonal (r^utat6e*rial), a. [f. Rotatoria-V

-AL.] Of, pertaining to, or consisting of Rotatoria,

So Botato'rlan a.

1890 Science Gossip XXVI. 202/2 Rotatoria! life and
chlorine, and many of its compounds are incompatible. X909

Rep. Brit. Assoc. 509 The Rotatorian fauna of the Dominion
[of Canada] therefore remains quite unknown.

KO'tograph, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To make
a rotograph of.

1914 Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. 727 The chancellor of the

diocese . . by whose permission the extract which follows was
rotographed.

Kotogravnre (rJa:t(7|gTaviuB'j). [f. L. rota

wheel + ending of Photogravurb.] Photogravure

printed on a rotary machine.
i9»5 Scribmr's Mag. July 13/2 It may be that those . . read

the rotogravure sections of the papers more attentively.

X9«6 C N. Bennett Photogravure 117 (heading) The
' doctor ' the secret of rotogravure.

Rotor. Add: 3. A vertical rotating metal

cylinder used as a means of obtaining greater power
from wind.
1924 Public Opinion 14 Nov. 483/3 Very little electric

power is required to work the rotors. 1924 Glasgow Herald
17 Nov. 4 The navigational importance of Herr Anton
Flettner's * rotor ' as an auxiliary. 1925 ibid. 6 Feb. 9 These
towers—technically called rotors—are supported on strong
internal masts.

b. One of the rotating planes which provide the

lifting power in helicopters.

4. fl///-z(^., as (sense 2) rotor coil̂ tooth \
(sense *3)

rotor ship^ turret^ etc.

t9M Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 1022/2 These induce currents

of still greater frequency in the *rotor coils. 1924 Glasgoiv
Herald \i Dec. 8/2 The *Rotor ship is apparently a thing

devoid of beauty. 1922 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 1023/1 These
•rotor teeth as they pass between the stator teeth decrease
the reluctivity of the air gap and increase the magnetic flux

passing. igi*^Glasgo7u Herald 23 Dec 7/1 The principle of
the new invention is different from that on which the *rotor

turret is based.

Apttenly, adv. (Recent examples.)
1912 HuEFFER Panel I. ii. 37 In fhose days he had been

lonely, rottenly poor, . . and more irresponsible. 1913 Rupert
Brooke in Mem. (1918) p. cvi, When the Times begins say-

ing that the employers are in the wrong, they must be very
unpardonably and rottenly so indeed.

Sotting, vbl, sb. 1, Also roiting-down,
X916 Galsworthy A Sheafing Economically . . suchrotting-

down of the boys is grievously short-sighted.

Ilonge. B. sb?- 1, c. Add : rouge compact.

1931 F. L. Allen Only Yesterday v. 107 For every adult
woman in the country there were beinj; sold annually over
a pound of face powder and no less than eight rouge com.
pacts.

Hough, J*.^ Add : 9. c. Applied to alum
used as an adulterant in bread.

185S Second Rep. Contnu on Adulteration ofFood(Mm. of
Evid.) 47 There are several trade names for alum ; one of
them, being very characteristic of its efl"ects on the mucous
surface, is ' roughs ', and another is ' seasoning '.

Hough, a. 21. rough-stuff, also transf. ; {c)

unruliness, violent behaviour,
1915 H. L. Wilson Ruggles of Red Gap ii. (1917) 30 But

you'll have to be firm, because he's full of tricks. And if he
starts any *rough-stuff, just come to me. 1950 Observer
20 Apr. II Mistakes of acting., may ..have falsified the be-
ginning and given it an air of ordinary 'rough>stu£f* which
it never deserved.

23. b. (Further example.)
X90X Nature 19 Sept. 533/2 Seven *Rough-keeled snakes

{_DasypeZtis scaSra).

Rough) o^z'. Add: 2. a. rough-school^ -sketch.

1909 Country Life 23 Oct. 577/1 One could see him rough-
schooling younger brothers and companions. 19x0 W. J.
Locke Sintonthe Jester xxiv. sisThe story of his marriage
is a little lunatic drama all toitself and I will tell it some day.
But now I can only rough-sketcb the facts.

b. rough'plucked.
X009 Daily Chron. iS Oct. 4/5 Fowls are sold both dead

and rough-plucked, and altve for fattening.

ItoughfZ'-^ 2. O. (Earlier and later examples.)
1845 W. G. SiMHS Wigwavt ^ Cabin \. 58 She (the bear]

roughed me once or twice more with her paws. 1904 Balti-

nwre Amer, i Aug. 2 (headline) Bad man roughs a train, but

is shot in the hand by a plucky trainman. \g^ Daily Mail
35 July 12/4 Tunney knows he will be roughed and bustled

aroand for Uie first few rounds.
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e. b. (Earlier example.)

1770 MarylandHist. Mag. XII. 352, 1 think you are wrong
tohavetheCapitalls&c. finished there; they may be defaced

in the carriage, which danger would be avoided if only
roughed out there.

7. (Earlier example.)

1770 Maryland Hist. Mag. XII. 351 The stone cutters

wish to have a draft of the Bases & Capitalls; they could
rough the stones to that draft, & save a great deal of
carriage.

Roughage. Add : 2, In general use i The
indigestible tibrous matter or cellulose in vegetable

food-stuffs. A.\%o Jig,

1987 Lancet 16 July 106/1 I suspect that the advocacy
of this bread was begun on the ground that the extra

cellulose which it contains, forming what has been termed
' roughage ', is of advantage as a mechanical irritant to the

mucous membrane of the colon, X931 Mus. Vintes Jan. 74/1
This was another of the oddities that we have to accept as
roughage to the Halle [orchestra] fare.

Itough-and-tumble. A. adj. Add: 4.
Roughly constructed or improvised ; makeshift.

1933 Kipling Land <5- Sea Tales 70 They heaved up their

rough-and-tumble anchor, and made after a. .sailing-ship.

Rough-dry, v. (Further example.)
1923 Kipling Land ^ Sea Tales 27 Sweating men rough-

dried sweating horses with wisps of precious forage.

XtOUgh house, -r^. Orig". U.S. [Rough <z. 21.]

An uproar, disturbance, or row ;
quarrelling or

rioting.

1887 M, Roberts Western Avernus 54 He called the

bridgeman a very opprobrious name, and for a moment
there was great danger of a 'rough house' out of hand.

1895 [see Rough a. 31]. x9oa G. H. Lorimer Lett. Self-

7nnde Merchant xvi. 238 [He] said he liked things lively,

but there was altogether too much rough house on Beacon
Hill for him. 1904 Grand Rapids Even. Press 2 June 2

John Jackson came home intoxicated last night and stirred

up a ' rough house * at his home. 191X R. D. Saunders Col.

Todhunter ill. 49 But an ominous cry rose from his front.

' Rush 'em, boys t Make a rough-house.* 1923 H. L. Foster
Beachcomber in Orient xi. 340, 1 . . watched Singapore fade

into the distance with its memories of vice, iniquity, and
general rough-house, xpag Conan HosiMMaracot DeeP^dt
There will be such a rough house as they never saw.

b. att7'ib. (Hyphened.)
1906 N. y. Globe 22 Aug. 6 On that rough-house occasion

more force than was necessary was used to eject the Bryanite

faction. 1919 H. L. Wilson Ma Petieugill ii. 74 Two or

three other directors.. had put him into rough-house funny
plays where he got thrown downstairs or had bricks fall on
him.

Bough-house, z*. Orig. U.S. [f. the sb.] 1.

trans. To handle (a person) roughly; to assail

violently ; to maltreat by rough usage,
X9oa H. L. Wilson Spenders xxxvi. 436 You rough-housed

the boy considerable yesterday. 1903 jV. V. Times 6 Oct. i

After the rush theclasses adjourned to Massachusetts Avenue
and began to 'rough house ' the passing street cars. 1905
D. G. Phillips Plum Tree 353 His eyes glistened. Except
his growing fortune, nothing delighted him so much as a
cliance to ' rough-house* his eminentty_ respectable 'pals*.

1909 R. H. Barbour Double Play xvii. 202 The fellows

went to the circus.. and rough-housed the show. 1925
H. L. Foster Trap. Tramp Tourists 188 The S[ocialJ

M[anagerJ must not risk the loss of their future patronage
by mauling or roughhoustng such as might not enjoy it, or

at least tolerate it. 1928 Daily Express 4 Sept. 9/5 Harvey
as a boxer of exceptional skill should not have allowed West
to rush into close quarters and ' rough-house ' him.

2. intr. To make a disturbance or row ; to be-

have or act violently. Also with it.

1920 ' Sapper' Bull-Dog Dritmmoud'vK.. §iv, Somebodyhas
been rough-housing by the look of things. 1938 Chambers's
frnl. Apr. 211/2 He had a veteran in combat to deal with,

a man who had * rough-housed* it all over the world.

Hence Bou'gh-houser (in quot.^^.); Bou'gh-
housing vbL sb.

1904 N, y. Even. Post 2 Jan., In fiction whether it is

historic society or the work of literary rough housers [etc.],

1917 Blackzv. Mag. June ^^%/2 It is more than mere rough-
housing. 1929 Saturday Even. Post 7 Dec. 249/2 This
explains much of his boisterousness, his rough housing.

Ztoughing, vbl. sb. 6. Add : roughingjilter^

•shop ; also roughing-out drill,

x^^Rep. Brit. Assoc. 761 The other two original tanks
were converted into six roughing filters containing 3 feet in

depth of fine gravel. 1901 Jrnl. Brit. Inst. Elect. Eugin.
Nov. 312 Two drills should in all cases be provided, one a
roughing-out drill, and the other a finishing drill, 1910 Daily
Chron. 15 Jan 7/2 The cause of the fire was the fusing of an
electric motor in the 'roughing' shop [of an opticians'

factory].

Kough neck^ rough-neck. U.S. [Rough
a.] A rough or rowdy ; a person of rough habits

or quarrelsome disposition.

1836 Crockett Col, Crocket in Texas iv. 58 You may be
called a drunken dog by some of the clean shirt and siik

stocking gentry ; but the real rough necks will st>;le you a
jovial fellow. 1903 N. Y. Sun 25 Nov. 2 The police were
kept on the jump chasing away gangsof * rough necks * (the

pet name for the rowdies in Sam Park's late union) who
went from building to building trying to intimidate members
of the new union. 1917 War Birds (1927) 30 But there are a
fewrough-necksineveryoutfit that will cause trouble and get

the whole bunch in wrong. 193a H. L. Foster Adv. Trop.
'J'rai)tp.$ The hostof swearing, fighting, drinking, sweating,
working roughnecks who built the [Panama] canal.

transf. 1916 H. L. Wilson Some^vhere in Red Gapy. 208
And so the party moved on for an hour or two, with the
roguish young roughnecks cutting up merrily at all times,
pretending to be cowboys coming to town on payday, [etc.].

b. attrib. Rough ; uncultivated ; rowdy.
1930C Sandburg Smoke ^ Steel 7 The others were rough-

ROUNDABOUT.
neck singers a long ways from home. 1998 L. North Para-
sites 37 Most of these rough-neck editors and things round
here never get the hang of it.

Koughuess. 1. d. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVHI. 313 The truck's all

soaked, and there can't nobody stay here to save souls with-
out some kind of roughness to keep up natur*. x868 PutnanCs
Mag. I. June 711/1 The ' black un had sought to burn her
* roughness '...shucks, or corn-husks. 1801 Fur^ Pin ^
Feather Mar. 185 The supplies need not include feed for

the horses, for corn and ' roughness ', which is the localism
for fodder, are to be cheaply and conveniently obtained firom

the natives.

Rough-rider. 1. (Earlier example.)
1733 IJRAMSTON Man of Taste 17, I would with Jockies

from Newmarket dine, And to Rough-riders give my choicest
wine.

Roumanian. B. adj. (Earlier example.)
i860 Universe 8 Dec, 1/2 His projects extend to the forma-

tion of a great Roumanian State.

Roumelian (r«mf-lian), a. Also Rumelian.
[f. Roumelia (see Roumeliote) -*• -ak.] Of or

belonging to Roumelia,
x'&SZ Encycl. Brit. XXHI. 655/2 This is partly due to the

Christian communities, notably the Maronites and others in

Syria, the Anatolian and Roumelian Greeks, and the
Armenians. 1903 D. G. Hogarth Nearer East 155 Most
thinly peopled are the mountainous districts between the
Vardar and the Rumelian plains.

Round, sb}- Add : 2. e. pi. Comm. Articles

that naturally have or are made up in round shapes.
1911 Chambers's Jrnl. May 297/1 Formerly ' flats and

' rounds ' used to be spoken of to distinguish the imports of
this drug \sc. rhubarb]. 1928 Daily Mail 25 July 19/3
Potatoes.—Spitalfields : English Kidneys 6s to 7s, rounds
5s to 5s 6d per cwt.

6. b. Spec. In surveying: A complete circle (of

measured angles).

1899 Geog. yr/il. Xni. 411 Rounds of angles were taken
from Pegi Hill, the hill on Kaweri island, . .and a rock near
Ngo.
Round, fl. 15. Add: round turn, also^^.,

a sudden check, a * jerk ' ; round wood, {a) timber

in its natural shape, (3) short logs of small dia-

meter from the tops of spruce and pine trees, used
for box-making,
z^o Galsworthy In Chancery ii. vi. 175 The end came

swiftly on the aoth ofJanuary with a telegram. . . It brought
him up with a *round turn, igio Timber Trades yml.
8 Jan. 37/1 The wood shipped from Archangel is the now
well-known *roundwood. 1930 Aberdeen Press if frnl.

3 Apr. 8 So far as the ' round wood * or ' pulp wood ' Is con-

::erned, most of the Aberdeen contracts for the season are

now fixed-up.

16, round-lipped^ -pollened, -siemed.
X906 Hardy Dynasts n. iv. i. 230 The Archduchess, a fair,

blue-eyed, full-figured, *round-lipped maiden. 1913 W.
Batkson Menders Princ. Heredity i. v. 93 It was.. more
usual to find whites exclusively produced by thecrossof two
extracted Fj whites, long-pollened and "round-pollened res-

pectively. 1897 J. L. Allen Choir Invis. xiii, Where some
*round-sterned packet from New England or New Amster-
dam was unloading its cargo.

Round. A. adv. 1. e. (Further example

:

cf. *Hog-ROUND.) Also of a price: On tl^e whole
or average.

1770 Maryland Hist. Mag. XII. 362 Mr. Howard has
nigh ;{^ 12 round for eight Hgds., one of which was greatly
damaged. 1851 Peck Guide for Emigrants 172 The price

of bacon the last season and the present, taking the hog
round, is six and seven cents.

B. prep. Add : 2. C. U^. Of time : About

;

approximately.
1918 F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial iiu 92 It must have been

round quarter to nine.

Round, V?- Add: 5. e. (Earlier U.S. and
recent transf. examples.)
Z844 J. J. Wfbb Mem. 154 We saw the Indians busily en-

gaged in ' rounding up' and driving offa herd of mules. 1933
Manch. Guard. Weekly 469/2 Examining wltat prospects,

if any, there are of rounding-up German capita! invested or

deposited outside Germany. 1^31 Daily Express 15 Oct.

6/3 ITie star-traders of the talkies have been out rounding
up fresh material from which to carve the box-office idols of
the future.

8. a. Also r^. In quot.^^.
1926 Publisfurs' Weekly 29 May 1789/2 Presently we came

away. The inquiry was rounding itself out.

13. b. (Further example.)

1924 Galsworthy W/u'te Monkey i, xiii, He rounded-in

from tlie Embankment towards home,

f. To turn round on ; to attack or assail, esp, in

words.
1909 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 41 3/1 On one occasion . . she had

rounded on him and scolded him for a full half-hour.

14. e. To round out : to expand and assume

a rounded form ; to become plump.
i9i» Red Mag. Apr. 510/2, I guess she didn't know how

she had rounded out in the mountain air.

Rouud about. A. ctdv. Add : 6. About

;

approximately.
19x6 W. R. Inge Le^ Thoughts of a Dean 182 In the

Middle Ages the births and deaths in the undrained towns

were both round about 50 per thousand in each year.

Roundabout. A. sb. Add : 2. b. (Earlier

and later examples.)
1818 in Trans. III. State Hist. Soc. (1910) 177, 1 have twelve

shirts six pair Pantaloons 6 vests. .two roundabouts [etcj.

1823 J. F. CooPBR Pilot I. vi. 66 The young sailor.. slipped

his arms into the sleeves of a morning round-about, covered
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with the trappings of his profession. 1904 N. Y. Even. Post

7 Jan. 7 Only yesterday tnis young man was playing about
the streets of Washington, a schoolboy In roundabouts.

C. (Earlier example.)

1844 Lowell Offering IV. 175 (Th.) [He sat] in a large

flag-bottomed ' roundaoout ', on the opposite side of the fire-

place.

7. A place where all traffic has to follow a circular

conrse ; a system of regulating traffic at crossings

by a one-way circular route.

1927 Glasgotv Herald 3 Jan. 7/2 There is only one draw-

back to the roundabout, and that b the inconvenience caused

to pedestrians. xgaS Daily TeL 10 Apr. 8/5 The City's first

roundabout was opened yesterday, 193a igtk Cent. Feb.

ao8 Some temporary alleviation has been secured by the

introduction of roundabouts and automatic signals.

B. adj. Add: 7. Applied to a system or method
of directing traffic (cf. *A. 7).

1927 Rep. Contmissioner Police Metropolis t i<J26, 18 During
the past year round-about systems of traffic have been put

into operation at Parliament Square, [etc.]. 1927 Autocar
x8 Feb. 277/2 Experiments will be made for a month with
one-way ' roundabout ' traffic at the junction of Koights-
hridgc and Brompton Road.

ItOIUlder. Add : 1. d. (Earlier example.)

1854 Congress. Globe 17 Jan. App. 1220 (Th.), I have
always found him a very kind and agreeable man—what the
* rounders * in New York would term a *g!over *.

e. U.S, (See quot.)

1903 Charities 3 Oct. 283 The class of persons known as
* rounders ',

people who go from one hospital to another seek-

ing advice and treatment, a species of medical mendicants.

SoundlLead. Add : 4. (Further example.)
1908 A. WvATT TiLLV Eng. People Overseas I. ii. 72 The

former was strongly cavalier and episcopal ; the latter was
as strongly roundhead and puritan.

5. A round-headed person ; one of a race or type

of man characterized by the roundness of the head.

1896 A. H. Kfane EtIinoL i. v. Jo6 Mounds differing in

type from those of the rouiid'heads.

Round-lieaded, «. Add: L b. The specific

designation of a race or type of man.
18^ A. H. KEANE.ff//mo/,i.v. io6Mr.W.K.Moorehead,

..recognises two distinct mound-building races, the old long-

headed, and the later round-headed intruders.

Itound-llOUSev sb, 4. (Earlier example.)
1870 liail'Road Gaz. (De Vere) Engineers and firemen

often . . have to spend considerable time about the round*

house.

Aonnd TablGi sh. Add : 4. Also ellipt. for

*Round-table conference*

X9s8 PublisJurs' Weekly la May 1962 The round-tablcs

should be turned to even greater value. 1918 Daily Express

3 July 2/4 The Archbishop of Canterbury made a striking

proposal yesterday for a ' round table * to discuss the future

relations of Church and State.

b- Routid-table conference^ a conference at which
the parties present are all on an equal footing.

189a Rev. Reviews Feb. 148/1 The subject of the * Round
Table Conference *.. is what part churches should take in

labour problems. 1901 H. W. Paul Li/e Gla4istone xxi. 245
The year 1887 opened with an attempt to reconcile the con-

flicting elements of the Liberal Party, which came to be
known as the Round Table Conference. i9«9 Times -^x Oct.

14/3 Mr. Benn himself proposed to visit India forthwith for

..a round-table conference.

Ztound trip. U.S. [RoDNDa.15.] A circular

tour or trip ; an outward and return journey.

x868 Putnatns Mag. I. Mar. 351/1 Time for the round

trip . . 44 hours, c 1871 ' Mark Twain * Sketches Wks. X I X.

78, I sailed round and round* in it forty-four times..each

round trip a half mile, xjrx J. F. Wilson LandClaimers
xi. 151 Spencer, .making the round trip between dawn and
dark. 1921 R. D. Paink Comr. RollingOcean xiii. 223 We
signed for the round trip in the Liberty Chimes, but we don't

feel like taking her all the way home.

b. ailrib.

x86o Dinsmoris Railroad Guide Sept. 14a Round trip

tickets [issued by the Bahimore and Ohio R.]. 1874 'Mark
Twain* Sketches Wki. XIX. 408 Complimentary round

trip tickets have been tendered to General Butler. 1897
— FoUoiuing Equator xiv. 152 The tickets were round-trip

ones—to McTboume,and clear to Adelaidein South Australia,

and then all the way back to S)dney. 19x0 N, Y. Even.
Post 17 Dec. 7 The round-trip raihoad fare will be $6, 80.

Xtound-Tlp. Add : 2. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.) MiO trattsf

X878 J. H. Bkadle Western Wilds xxvm. 437 These cattle,

having run wild upon the plains of western Texas, are col-

iecttd by a grand ' round-up*. 1879 Tinsleys Mag. XXIV.
353 One s companions, when camping out on the * round up *

are often anything but desirable. X898 H. S. Canfield
Maid of Frontier 90 The inner mysteries of camp cookery,

midnight round-ups, forays. 1907 S, E. Whitb Arizona
Nights iiL 60 We had our first round-up, found the natural

increase much in excess of the \o*a by Indians.

trans/. 1003 N. Y. Times 23 Sept,, Thirty-three alleged

numbers of the East Side gangs were arrested by detectives

in a round-up Monday night. 19*7 Agatha Christie Big
Pour V. 54 A short time ago a round-up was made of certain

crooks and gunmen. 19SS Daily Mail 2 Jan. 6/5 Some
time ago the police organised a weekly round-up of all

inspects.

D. (Earlier example.)
x88o Harper's Mag. Feb. 380/2 Why, we old fellows have

a round up 'most every year in Denver,

4. attrib., as round-up camp, party, week.

1913 R. PococK in Outu'ard Bound Mar. 410/a Seventeen

miles across the Mesa la Sal, in Utah, brought me toa round*

up camp. 189X Ftir, Fin 4- F'eather Mar. 188 Wolves
naturally follow in the wake of round-up parties. 1924
W. M. Rainr Troubled Waters iv. 40 Aposter..announced
Round-up Week,.. roping, and other Western sports.
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Rou'pily, adv, [f. RourT fl.2 -{- -lt 2.] As if

affected with the roup.
1907 Neil Munro Da/t Days xxxi, Discretion, .forbids

enumeration of the roasted hens. Chanticleers in the town
crowed roupily and ruefully for months thereafter.

Rouse, sb.^ 3, Also rouse-'Out.

1885 C. A. Stephens Adv. Six Young Men 122 The result

was a most unwelcome rouse-out shortly after ten o'clock.

Housedness (ran*zdnes). [f. Roused^//. «.i

-^ -KESS.] Roused condition ; alertness.

1928 D. H. Lawrence Rainboiv iv. 96 And there was a
kind of bristling rousedness in the room.

Rouser. 2. (Earlier example.)
X839 C. F. Bbiggs Harry Franco I. xiv. 127 We never

exchanged another word until we reached the fiie, and then,

says he to me, I tell you what, Smith, it is going to be a
rouser.

RoilSSea>Xiail) «. Add : b. as sb, =s Rous-
SEAUIST.
igaS C. HoLLis Dr. Johnson iii. 68 Rousseauans had been

responsible for the generalisation that man was good.

B>Otl stabout, V. [f. the sb.] intr. To be or

act as a roustabout.
a 1909 * O. Henky ' Roads of Destiny vii. 107 I hurried

the rest of the way up the river, roustabouting on a lower

coast packet that made a landing for every fisherman that

wanted a plug of tobacco.

Hou'sting, vbl. sb. [f. Roust v,^ -f -ing i.] The
action of the verb Roust.
1916 Df.snis Digger Smith 82 All me roustin' leaves *em

both serene.

Kout, v.^ 3. b. (Later example.)
1929 Masefield Hawbucks loi He went home to his

cellar and routed out a bottle of port.

RoutCr sb. 4. Add : route-march.
1909 Blackw. Ma^, Sept. 396/1 They have all been called

out to some absurd inspection, or route march, or manoeuvres,

or something.

Route, V, Add : b. transf
X926 N, Y. Times Mag. 15 Aug. 6 Complaints were routed

past the complaint department to the President'^ office.

Routi'ned, a [f. Routine + -ed i.] Subjected

to or regulated by routine.

X9X3 E. F. Benson Tkorley Weiri, The gleamingromance
and glory that lie so close below the surface of the most
routined and rutted life. X9s8 Manch. Guard. Weekly 23
Nov. 407/2 Criticism will do well not to base on this routined

output a judgment which leaves out of account the Schubert
of the year of his death, t

Koutinely (r«t;-nli), adv. [f. Routine + -ly 2.]

In a regular or unvaried manner.
1934 Scrioner''s Mag. Aug. 7i6/i Even now I think we take

policemen, professors, conductors, etc., much too routinely.

Routing (r«*tii}), vbl. sb. Also transf.

1930 M. Clakke Home Trade 198 All waste of time in the

passage of any piece of work through the factory, scientific

management methods endeavour to eliminate by routeing '.

Rover ^» Add : 3. C, A member of a senior

branch of boy scouts. Also rover scout,

I9ax Sir R. Badbn-Powell Rovering 210 Rovers are a
Brotherhood ofthet?/«i .(4 i>and5*rwVtf. i^Glasgoiv Her.
26 Aug. 7 Rover, or senior Scout, movement in America.

Sow, v.^ Add : 8. O. To row out : to exhaust

by rowing.
X9a8 Daily Express 7 Aug. 12/6 Both pairs finished in a

distressed condition, Boardman being completely rowcd-out.

S0W| v,^ 2. Also with const.

iqoSSmart Set June 143/1 Most fathers wouldhave rowed
me out of the house.

Row-de-dow, variant of Rowdt-dowdt.
183a Ann. Congress 13 Mar. 2128 The rub-a-dub and row-

de-dow excitement.

Kowdy, v, (Earlier example.)

i8js Paulding J. Bull in Amer. xii. 209 Notwithstanding

..their being regulated and rowdied, and obliged to cut

down trees as big round as a hogshead.

Rowdy-dowdyi ^. (Earlier example.)

1854 Maria S. Cummins Lemtplighter^6o To oflfer herself

as a champion for that rowdy-dowdy child.

Rowel, v.^ 2. Also transf
1918 F. Hackett Ireland xiL 331 The indecency and in-

dignity of personal subjection rowelled Parncll like a spur

with teeth m it.

Rowing, 2'^/. J^.l Add:2. b. rowing-machine.

X894 Outing Mar. 458/1 The exercises consist of hard work

on rowing-machines or in the tank, vigorous dumb-bell

exercise, and a run of two miles per day. X91X H. S. Harri-

son Queed vii. 89 Introducing the beloved apparatus to the

visitor under its true names and uses.. a rowing-machine,

the horizontal and parallel bars [etc.].

c. rowing-tank.
189a Outing Jan. 277/2 In 1887 the rowing tank was first

put into practical use in the Yale gymnasium.

RoW'-off. [f. l<ow v.^ + Oft adv."] A final

contest to decide superiority in rowing, esp. after

a dead heat.

1928 Daily Tel. 7 Aug. i»/i Under the rcpechage system

of rows-off between previous losers, J. Wright., and T. D, A.

Collet. .had another chance in the sculling event.

Royal. A. aJf 12. b. Add: royal yard
(see quot.).

1883 Man. Seamanship for Boys 31 Q. Which are the

royal yards ? A. Those next above the topgallant yards.

15. royal jelly, the jelly-like food prepared for

a queen bee by her attendant bees.

1875 Encycl. Brit. III. H94/2 Asa proof that any worker

egg or young larva not more than three days old may be

made to produce a queen, the experimenter has only to

supply to such an one a portion of the *royal jelly. 1880

Harper's Mag. Oct, 780/2 This is the way the royal jelly

RUBBER-NECK.
is prepared. It has a very rich taste—'something between
cream, quince jelly, and honey.'

B. sb. Add : 8. Short for royal blzie.

192a Daily Mail jx Dec. x Advt., Beautifully made in..

Black, Grey, or Royal.

Royally, adv. 2. Also, by the king.

X9a3 Times Lit. Suppl. 30 Aug- 565/1 Byrd's . . legal quar-

rels with a recusant family, who had been royally dispos-

se<:sed in his favour, though he, too, was a recusant.

Royster, variant of Roister.

Rub, sb.'^ 2. e. Ahofg.
X93X Times Lit. Suppl. 31 Dec. 1048/4 Ifhe is unfortunate

in having finished his task before his problem was knocked
completely out of shape by England*s suspension of the gold

standard, that isJust the rub of the green.'

Rub, v.^ 13. Rub up : also, to make clean,

clear, or bright (again) by rubbing.
1859 Mrs. Stowk Minister's Wooing xviii. 179 He rubbed

up his optical instruments to see whether they were rising

in right order. 1886 F. R. Stockton Mrs. Licks ^ Mrs.
Aleshire III. in In the morning I'll rub up that floor till

it's as bright as new.

Rubbed,///, a. Add: b. Irritated, annoyed.

(Cf. Rub V. 13 e.)

X9a7 Chambers's Jrnl. Jan. 40/1 He could never be sure

of not saying hasty things when he was in a 'rubbed'
temper.

Rubber, sb^ Add : 6. Also, a brake acting

by fiiction on the wheels of a vehicle.

X850 R. Glisan yml. Army Life (1874) iv. 32 The third

vehicle, having no rubbers, or brakes, to the wheels, went
so fast, down a steep hill, that the driver was thrown from
his seat.

7. (Later example.)
1897-98 Rep. U.S. Ceol. Surv. VI. B. 407 A second kind,

and one much used in London for fronts, is a large, light-

red brick, so soft as to be readily scratched by the knife.

These are called * rubbers *.

11. b. (Earlier example.)
1857 Sara Robinsom Kansas xiL 160 The snows, .are fast

melting, and mingling with the clayey soil. So, besides the

burden of rubbers, one has to carry no little portion of the

native earth.

12. a. (Earlier and later examples.) A\.%q rubber-

stamp adj.

1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIV. 287 Old rubber-shoes !

old rubber-shoes I Humble theme for heavenly muse ! X849

N. KiNGSLEY Diary 78 Some of the fellows went in swim-

ming this afternoon by takeing rubber beds. 1850 Ibid, 157

I put on my Rubber Coat and built a chimney outside t'le

tent. 1863 *GArL Hamilton * Go/a-ZJayj 271 Theman who
gave rubber-hoots to woman did more to elevate woman than

all theorizers, male or female that were ever born. 1907 .S"c/.

Amer, 5 Oct, 240/2 Scrap rubber, or rubber ' shoddy ' as it

is called, is madeup principally of worn-out boots and shoes.

193X Government of Oxford 5 Others believe that, .interest

would be stimulated if Congregation could be relieved of its

* rubber stamp* duties.

13. b. Also with vbl. sbs., as rubber-collecting.

X910 Blackw. Mag. May 729/1 Rubber-collecting is less

laborious, but takes you into dangerous parts.

O. rubber^cored.

1908 Chambers's frnl. Feb. i8i/i The undoubted im-

provement in golf-playing is due principally to the intro-

duction of the rubber-corcd ball. 1929 Deeping Roper*s

Row XXXV, Sillocks was a golf maniac, and went from Rye
to Hoylake.. smiting a rubber-cored ball.

d. rubber check U.S. slang, a cheque re-

turned by the bank ; rubber-gum, the sap or

latex of rubber trees; rubber-leather ff., consisting

of rubber and leather.

1928 Sunday Express 2 Dec. 2/6 After a while the club

came to an unfortunate end, due to what Americans call

' *rubber checks,' i.e., the type that comes bouncing back

from the bank, xgio Chambers's fml. Mar. 153/2 In these

forests grow the trees which yield the finest quality of

*rubber-gum. i9»3 Daily Mail a^ May 3 A new process

for the manufacture of "rubber-leather compounds.

Rubber, sb.^ 2. Also at bridge.

1886 Biritch or Russian Whist 3 After each rubber there

is a fresh cut for partners. 1908 Laws of Auction Bridge

§ II At theendof the rubber the total scores.. are added up.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1908 R. F. FosTEB Auction Bridge 33 It Is very important

not to let players make a declaration that will put them out,

especially on the rubber game. xozS A. E. Manning Foster
A nction Bridgefor A It 201 Z's bid was a good and cheap
ruliber saver. 191a Flor. Irwin Fine Pts. Auction Bridge

166 The rubber-value is 250 points above the line.

Rubber, v. Add : L (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
1896 G. Ade Artie xi. 100 About a dozen ringers followed

us in and stood around rubberin. 1908 G. H. Lorimer y.

Spnrlock iv. 71 Oh, the fat little baclielor, who rubbers at

the girls from a window of the Ascot Club every afternoon !

X916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap ii. 58 So 1

rubbered awhile,..and then 1 forgot *em, looking at some
other persons that come in.

3. intr. To collect rubber.

X9a4 Chambers's Jrnl. Mar. 190/2, I was a young man
rubbering down on the border when I first beard of this

valley.

Rubberized (ro-bsraizd), a. [f. Rubber + -izE

+ -ed1.] Treated, coated, or impregnated with

rubber.

1915 Sunday at Home Mar. 346/1 The balloon ..is of

rubberised fabric. 1987 Glasgtna Herald tg Oct. ii/z linght

coloured silks proofed for wear in showery weather now
seem to be giving way to rubberised garments.

Rubber-neck, sb. and v. (Earlier example.)

X896 G. Ade Artie iii. 23 I stood around there on one foot

kind o'rubber-neckin to find an openin.



BUBBEBY.

b. sh, (Later example.) Also atirib. as rubber-

neck car, etc, a vehicle intended to convey tourists

round the sights of a town or district.

X906 ' O. Henry * Four Million x\x. (1916) 192 The Rub-

berneck Auto was about ready to start. Tlie merry top-

riders had been assigned to their seats by the gentlemanly

conductor. 1908 G. H. Lorimer J. Spurlock xi. 321 Ihe

Major inquired loudljr of Horton, the Governor s secretary,

whether he was 'runnin' a blank rubber-neck waggon'. 1910

G. B. McCuTCHEON TrtLxton Kins »»»• 4^ They are the no-

bility—the swells. They don't hang around the streets like

tourists and rubbernecks. X916 Galsworthy A SJuaf 276

There exists in America a vehicle called the 'rubber-neck*

car. I9«S H. L. Foster Trop. Tramp Tom-ists 326 The
tourists go riding through town in rubberneck parties.

Hence Rubber-necking ///. a.

19*7 H. V. Morton In Search of England ix, Here's a

great sight going on that hundreds of rubber-necking tourists

would pay anything to see.

Bubbery (rybaa), a. [f. Rubber j3. + -y.]

Suggestive of or resembling rubber.

1907 Galsworthy Country House n. v, He left his hand
against the animal's warm, soft, rubbery mouth. 1910 Prac-

titioner Apr. 467 Atrophic chronic mastitis , , may reduce the

gland to a firm, ' rubbery,* highly convex disc 1918 CoUier^s

10 Nov. 20/2 He..wrapped a thick hairy armabout Dan's

neck in a chancery hold and squeezed his face into the thick

rubbery flesh of his side.

Bubbishry (r^-bijri), [f. Rubbish -i- -by.]

Rubbish ; a collection of rubbish.

1896 KirttNG Seven Seas 35 FilUn' my bunk wi* nib-

bishry the Chief put overside.

KubblOy sb. 6. a. Add : rubble bed,

x886 S. Baring-Gould Germany xxxiiL 196 Above Mann-
heim the river is too rapid and too full of shifting rubble-

beds to be safely navigated.

Ku'b-down. [f. to rub down: Rub v^- 8.]

The act of rubbing down in any sense.

1896 Susan Hale Lett. 295 We reached here reeking, just

in time for a rubdown. 1903 (see Rub sb.^ i c].

Hube, variant of *Reub.
xya^ Philadelphia Ledger 1 Oct. 13 The * country-man*

promises to become extinct in the United States, says the
Washington Evening Star. The 'rube* is to follow the
mastodon, the Indian and the buffalo, x^-j Scots Observer
26 Feb. 3/4 They know a Rube when they see him, or a guy,
or a crook, or a bonehead.

RnbenesCLXie (r«b^ne'sk), a, [f. the name of

Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640), Flemish painter

-f-ESQUE.] Suggestive or characteristic of the

paintings of Rubens.
1925 Deeping Sorrell ^ Son xx, He had a view of her

broad back, and her robust curves...A Rubenesque figure,

sumptuous and solid. 1937 Observer 17 July 15/4 The
models of hts choice are of rather Rubenesque fullness,

Ituboroid (rw'baroid). Also rubberoid. Trade
name of a roofing material composed of felt im-

pregnated with bitumen.
. 29x6 Cornhill Mag. Apr, 504 Myself and a chum had just

returned .. laden with 3" by 4" timbers and ruberoid which
we found. 2931 H. G. Ponting Gt. White South 123 The
roof, .was covered with a thicker layer of ruberoid, and was
lined with a single thickness of boards. 1935 Glnsgo^u Herald
3 Aug. 5 The hut. .was timber-built and roofed with rub-
beroid.

SrUbricize (rw-brisaiz), V. [f. Rubric sb, +
-IZE.] traits. To provide with a rubric or rubrics,

Z930 R. Harris Testimonies 11. vii. 65 There is no reason
to alter the opinion that the Testimony material should be
rubricized.

Ruby, sb. 10. b. Add : ruby-eyed,
X919 R. C. Punnett Mendelism (ed. 5) ix. 95 In canaries,

again, there are ruby-eyed cinnamon forms corresponding
to the various green and yellow varieties.

Ruohed,///. a. (Recent example.) So Eu'ch-
ing vbl. sb.

^ 1933 Woman's Weekly 19 Mar. 467/r The.. skirt is cut
in wide scallops and trimmed with ruching. Little ruched
pieces, .give the frock quaintness and charm.

Bu'Cksacked, a. [f. Rucksack + -ed1.] Pro-
vided wilh or carrying a rucksack,
1909 H. G. Wklls Ann Veronica xvi, To walk beside

him, dressed akin to him, rucksacked and companionable,
was bliss in itself.

Buckua (r»*k3s). U.S. Alsonacus. [cf. Ruction
and Rumpus,] An uproar, disturbance or row,
1907 Dialect Notes 111. m. 226 Rukiis, a violent alterca-

tion or personal encounter. (Northwest Arkansas), a 1909
*0. Henry' Koads of Destiny xiii, 210 There shall be ruc-
uscs in Salvador. Ibid. xxii. 372, I see the cause of the
rucus. X933 MuLFORD Black Buttes ii. 26 *Thcm two bum.
mers (restless cattle] was raisin* more of a ruckus than
usual to-night.' 1938 Collier^s 29 Dec. 8/i Back in the
early days when Buffalo Bill and Old Man Beck started this
town there was occasional ruckuses of course. 1039 Ibid.

5 Ja"' 34/3 'Abe goat.. gazed around him as if inquiring
what all the ruckus was about.

Budbeckia (rr>dbe-kia). [mod.L. Rt^dbeckia
(f. Rudbeck surname of two professors at Upsala
before Linnaeus), the name of the genus.] A
herbaceous flowering plant of the genus Rudbecktay
native to North America.
1931 G. Jf.kvll Colour Schemes for Flower Garden 88

The fme double Rudl>eckia called C>olden Glow is treated in
the same way. 1931 Daily Mirror 27 Aug. 7/3 Among the
best of autumn-flowerin;; perennials for the mixed border,
or the wild garden, are the rudbeckias.

Kndder, sb. 6. a. Add : rudder-bar,
19x3 Q. Rev. July 240 Machines like Dunne's^ which have

no separate ruddcr-bajr allowing of foot-correction.

182

b. rudderflutter,
X938 Daily Tel. 13 Mar. 11/3 The machine dived into the

sea from a height of about 100 ft. after developing what
appeared to be rudder flutter.

Rnddy, a. Add : 2. e. Substituted for Bloody.
x9i4Ld."Chas. Beresford vl/t-wr. 1. 119 All I've got to say,

is to say you've got a ruddy good billet. X918 C. Mackenzie
Sylvia Scarlett iv. What ho, Bill, old cock I Lost your
ruddy cab, old sporty? X9t8 W. J. Locke Rough Road v.

51 You've got to be a ruddy soldier. 1934 Galsworthy
White Monkey \\. i, Only why didn't Mr. Elderson say:
* You ruddy liar!'? 1935 Belloc Mr. Petre (yj * They're
ruddy well right,' said the Duke.

Ru-ffing,///. a:^ [f. Ruff vy\ That is be-

coming ruffled.

1866 Blackmore Cradock Nowell I. i. 3 The blackcocks.

.

swell their ruffing breasts, and crow for their rivals to come
and spar with them.

Itllfflef sb.^ 7. (Further Comb, example.)
X937 Deeping Ay//;'xxix,The ruffle-headed pianist bump-

ing up and down in his chair.

iRuf9.edy a, b. (further example.)
X849 Rep. US: Comm. Patents^ Agric. (1850) 289 The

ruffled oat b very much cultivated, and highly esteemed.

KnfO^e sbirt. U.S. A shirt adorned with

ruffles; a ruffled shirt. So Bu'ffle-sliirted a.

Rn'ffled-shirti Bxi'ffle-sMrter, a person wearing

a ruffled shirt.

1838 Drake Tales <S- Sk. 64 The colonists presented, indeed,

a curiously grotesque appearance, loitering about the station

in rufHe shirts and coon-skin caps. 1840 Longstreet Georgia
Scenes (1843) 81 The ruffle-shirted little darling of the present

day. X843 Knickerbocker Mag. XIX. 305 Many a taunt,

hitherto repressed, was thrown at the ruffle-shir ters, as the

town boys called them. zS^Ibid. XVIII. 520X1 was asserted

..that he wore a ruffle-shirt and overshoes. 1856 Stkick-
i^ND Peter Cartivright ii. 132, 1 got clear of my ruffle-

shirted dandy, x86o O. W. Holmes Professor at breakf.-t.

i. 19 Joe Warren, the first bloody ruffled.shirt of the Revolu-
tion, was as good as born here. 1864 [see Ruffle sb.'^ 7],

RufouSi a. 1, C. Also nf/ous bee.

1938 ObserT'crij JanQ 24/3 That queen of burrowers,..thc

ruK>us bee, Andrena.

"BiXLgOSe, a. Add: C. Comb. z.% rugose-punctate.

X903 Proc. kool, Soc. 12 May 33 The disc sparingly punc-

turedj the sides strongly rugose.punctate, the extreme lateral

margins and the anterior angles testaceous.

Rnlei sb. Add : 23. a rule-box, a rectangle

of ruled or printed lines.

X938 Publishers* Weekly 30 June 3605 Above the Stamp.

.

must he printed the words. -enclosed in a rule box.

Hule, V. 6. b. Also, to maintain a particu-

lar standard, level, value, etc.

X909 Chambers's Jrnl. June 409/1 During the past year
the longest period when the wind velocity ruled below five

miles per hour was only seven days.

8. a. (Further examples.)
1935 N. E. Odell in E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^ 1924

335 The disadvantage of the North Col is the fact that the

camp here must be pitched on snow, though under all but
the worst conditions this need not rule it out X938 Daily
Tel. 12 June 13/4 The possibility of a battle between the

rival Southern commanders cannot be ruled out.

Ru*lo-of-th.umbite, A person wlio works by
rule of thumb.
19x6 H. G. Wells Mr. Britling \. § 6, 16 Ruskin and

Morris., were as reactionary and anti-scientific as the dukes
and the bishops. Machine haters. Science haters. Rule
of Thumbites to the bone.

Aum, sb^- Add : 2. a. rum-still,
x9i^ F, C. Glass With Bible in Brazil iv, 45, I recalled

the big *rum-still in the back-yard.

b. rum-runnerf 'ru7tning (Run v. 45 c).

X93S H. L. Foster Trop. Tramp. Tourists 7 Is that a
rum-runner? X928 Publishers* Weekly 26 May 2109 The
Confessions of a Rum-runner. By James Barbican. X936
Scribner*s Mag. Aug. 166/2 TuUy—an old friend of mine,
in the rum-running game now—will get >*ou over the line

into Canada. 1930 Times 1$ Mar, 1 1/4 The Bill.. had as its

objective the prevention of smuggling and rum-running.

3. nam baron i/.^"., a magnate in the contraband

liquor traffic; rum-fleet U.S., a 'fleet' engaged
in rum-running ; rum-jar 5/aw^, a type of German
trench-mortar shell; rum-joint ^'.X.aplace where
illicit liquor is sold ; rum row U.S. (see quot.) ;

rum-ship, a ship engaged in rum- running,
X933 Westm. Gaz. 4 Apr. 8/5 Reminiscences are inevitable

in any gathering of *nim barons. Ibid. Off-shore is the

*rum fleet. X917 Chambers's Jrnl. Mar. ^7$f2^ I heard
the horrid 'chuff-chuff' of a *Rumjar. 1928 Sunday
Exprt-ss 24 June 8/4 One of our men started a row with one
of these birds... They fous;ht in a •rum-joint and everyone
joined in. 1937 Scribner's Mag. Feb. 205/2 It was.,
reported that *Rum Row was about dried up. X937 W. E.
CoLLiNSON Contemp. Engl. 81 We all know. .about. .Rum
Row (where the liquor ships gather outside the prohibited
area). 1936 Encycl. Brit. 1. 408/1 By 1924 as many as 336
*rum ships were known to be engaged in boot-legging.

Rumble (r»*mb'l), v.'^ slang. [Of obscure

origin.] trans. To get to the bottom of ; to see

through ; to grasp, detect, discover, or understand,
X886-96 Marshall ^ra«/i^«/ ZJrtfawfr(Farmer & Henley),

I rumbled the tip as a matter of course. 1898 A. M. Bin*
STKAD Pink ' Un ^ Pelican ix. 209, I soon rumbled he was
in it, when 1 heard Ball givin' him the ' me lord ' for it. 1913
C. Mackenzie Carnival x, I've properly rumbled your
friends. X93S N. Venner Imperfect Impostor \\\y He'd nave
rumbled me. He can't rumble me now. 1930 Philip Mac-
Donald Link 74 If I hadn't had so many queer things hap-
pen to me in sucba short time.. I'd never have rumbled him.
Bumbu-stioiisness. [f. prec. -h -nkss.] Rum-

bustious character ; boisterous behaviour.

RUN".

1936 CZ. L. Graves Hubert Parry II. 106 In spite of his
occasional exuberance and 'rumbustiousness ' (a favourite
word of his) he could, when the need arose, assume a won-
derful dignity of demeanour.

Rummager. 2. (Later example.)
X856 E. G. Parker 4 July Oral. (Boston) 9 Layard, the

great rummager of Nineveh.

Rummy, sb.'^ Also US. rum, A card game
played by three or more persons with two packs
of cards, closely resembling *Coon-can,
X9x8 in F. A. Pottle Stretchers 285 Opposite the stove

CapL Summers, .and Lt. Chambers of Wanston, 111. are
playing Rummy on Summers' cot. 1919 Sinclair Lewis
Free Air xviii. (1924) 177 He takes some kind of dope, and
he cheats at rummy. 1938 Daily Express 5 Nov. x/3 When
they are together they invariably play the card game
'rummy' before retiring. X938 L. North Parasites 285
Sometimes they played ecarte..or Rummy.
Ztum.m.y, a.^ (Earlier example.)
1843 Amer. Pioneer II. 372 He departed, muttering curses

loud and deep, and in a voice peculiarly rummy.

Ru*m.my, vb, [f. Eummy sb.^ intr. To ob-

tain a hand which can be laid down at rummy, i.e.

one in which the cards not included in sequences

or sets of one denomination count to not more than
seven ; to say * rummy' signifying this.

X939 Eticycl. Brit. XIX. 658/2 Directly a player rummies
that deal is finished, and all the hands are exposed and
added up.

RumorouSy a. 1. (Recent example.)
X939 Gai-sworthv Mod. Comedy i. ii. 443 'Ihe rumorous

town still hummed: the sky was faintly coloured.

Rump, sh^- 5. a. Add : mmppatck.
X903 Nature 14 Aug. 375/2 The author states that the gaur

and the gayal have a white rump-patch.

Ru-m-strum, v, [Kchoic] intr. To strum,
X873 T. Hardy Under Greenw. Tree II. il viii. 23 [He'dJ

want to see her young figure sitting up at that quare instru-

me't, and her young fingers rum-strumming upon the keys.

Rumti-. (Further examples.)
X906 Galsworthy Man of Property i. i. 22 Did yon ever

see such a collection of rumly-too people ? X9X3 World 7
May 690/2 Mr. Cyril Maude makes a rather rumtifootling

bishop amusing and forgivable even in his most flagrant

lapses from clerical circumspection. X918 Galsworthy ^/w
Tales, A Stoic \\. § 3, 123 This little house was a rumty-too
affair,

Bun, sby Add : 1. e. « Rush sb^ 4.

1930 Publishers* Weekly 8 Feb. 697 On April 22, 1889, this

strip was opened up with the land rush known as the famous
Oklahoma Run.
2. C, Croquet, The passage of a ball under a

bridge or hoop.
X863 Mayne Reid Croquet 34 If a ball, after running a

bridge, strike an obstacle, and recoil back through the bridge,

the run remains good.

14. d, (Earlier example.)
x8xs Niles* Weekly Reg. IX. 187/1 The whole cxpcnce in

generating steam sufficient to drive two run of stones upon
this principle will not exceed two hundred and twenty
dollars.

19. Also, the amount of maple juice collected at

one time.
1890-3 E. M, Tabor Stowe Notes 40 The early runs are not

so sweet as the later; the trees being full of frost. 1896 Rep.

Vermont Board Agric. XV. 33 Car loads of the last run of

the Vermont maple orchards are sent to these cities each
year.

c, (Further example.)
X930 Discovery Mar. 88/1 The * colour ' is . . pouredinto the

*sow.box', or trough of the machine, giving the pieces [of

burlap] two runs in opposite directions so as to secure

shades.

22. (Earlier Amer. example.)
1658 Brookhaven Rec. 3 This land and the grass thereof

for a range, or run, for to feed horses or cattle on . . I have sold.

23. c. A rent or ladder in a garment.
X933 Marc, B. Houston Witch'Vian xii. 146 She looked

the suit over, darned a tiny run in the tights, polished the

sword hilt and helmet, [etc].

32. b. Also The run of ofu*s knife.

X937 Daily Mirror 10 Dec. 9/1 Sir Granville R>Tie . . began

work as a cattle driver at;^3o a year and the 'run of his

knife ', which means his food.

Knn, V. Add : 7. b. (Earlier example.)
X851 Quitman in Z/>4 4- C(7rr. (i860) II. xvi. 147 A majority

of the people have declared against the course of policy.

.

upon which alone I had consented to run as a candidate.

8. b. (Earlier example.)

1881 Amer. Naturalist XV. 178 Of these species, the

quinnat and blue-back salmon habitually ' run ' in the spring,

the others in tlie fall.

12. e. Of physical features: To extend.

X904 W. M. Ramsay Lett. Seven Ch. xxvii, 395 A long

vale runs up south-east from the Hermus Valley into the

flank of the central plateau.

13. d. Also, to have a history extending back to,

X889 R. W. Worth Tourist's Guid^ Worcestershire xi. no
Some of the effigies and brasses, which run back to the 14th

century, are exceptionally good,

16. b. Also, of a player at ^o\l'. (See quot.).

X903 Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 25/2 Run-up, tp send the ball

low and close to the ground in approaching the hole-

opposite to lofting it up.

17. b. (Recent example.)

1931 F. L. Allkn Only Yesterday i. 8 Plants which had

been running overtime on war-work began lo throw off men

by the thousand.

21. (Earlier U.S. examples, of ice.)

X807 P. Gass fml. 6x The ice began to run in the river.

1867 A. D. Richardson Beyond Mississippi xi. 145 Reaching,



the Missouri a^rain, I found the ice running so heavily, that
it was impassible to cross.

35. e. To nm the water : of hunted animals, to

nin through a river or stream.

1885 Fieid 7 Nov. 652/1 At the brook the deer had soiled,

and probably ran the water; at any rate, hounds threw up
ju?st below the village.

35. f. To hunt (a ditch, etc.) for rats.

191 1 Chatnbers*s Jrnl. June 570/1 In 'running ' a ditch or
drain with a few good terriers, it is absolutely necessary that
they work quietly.

41. b. To attach (a ribbon or similar ornament)

to cloth by passing it through a series of lioles,

44. G. (See quot.)

Z910 War Slatig in Athenxum 18 July 632/2 ' Running a
man means bringing a charge against him for orderly room.

45. b, (Further example.)
1904 Harben Georgians vyj Don't bother. I have enough

cash to run me.

51. b. (Further example.)
1914 Discovery June 98/1 Simple, .apparatus of this kind

can be run off an ordinary lighting circuit.

c. (Earlier examples.) Also, to display in print,

to publish.
i8a7 Massachusetts S^y 3 Oct. (Th.) (heading) Running a

Bank. i86x O. J. Victor Hist. S. Rebellion I. 252/z, I sup-
pose I will have to run the machine as I 6tid it. 1930
Pttblishers' Weekly 8 Feb. 667/2 The full page advertise-
ment we ran in the New York Times .. brought in more
business than any advertisement we have ever run.

52. b. (Earlier examples.)
1789 Maryland Jrnl. 2 Jan. (Th.) It was agreed to run the

following ticket in their respective Districts. 1800 Aurora
(Philad.) 5 Dec. (I'h.) With regard to the person to be run
[with Mr. Jefferson] as Vice President, there appears some
difference of opinion. t8s5

J.
K. Paulding J. Bull in

A titer. V. 85 ITheyJ talk ofrunning him for the next governor.

e. (Earlier example.)
187J Marietta Holley My Opinions (1891) 411 *But',

says I, not wantin' to run anybody to thetr backs, 'she
thought it was her spear to marry '.

53. g. To play in succession (a number of cards)

from one suit.

19x9 M. C. Work ComPl, Contract Bridge iv. 21 The
bidder,. is Insured .tgalnst having his adversaries open and
' run ' that particular suit.

74. Run in. d. (Earlier example.)
1857 Quinland Introd. I. i Got an hour to spare—thought

I'd just run in and see what you were all about.

k. To bring (new machinery) into proper con-

dition by preliminary working.
1928 Daily Tel. 20 Mar. 17/1 To-day's run served the two-

fold purpose ofgetting the competitors hereandof *running-
in ' the mnchines.

75. Bun off. £ Also, to produce or turn out

with a machine.
1^1 Mfrwin & Webster Calumet K \\. 106 Now, we'll

write toMr. Brown — no,. .1*11 do that,one myself. You might
run off the other and I'll sign It.

77. Bnn ont. 1, {c), (Further example.)
X911 Chauibers's Jrnl. Sept. 596/2 When you have read it

over, I will run out another copy.

79. Bun thronffli. e. = sense 45 c.

1906 Chambers's yml, Sept. 66a/i A chiefpromised a cer-

tain white man a quart of diamonds if he could succeed in

'running* through for him a Gatling gun.

Rtin, ///. a. Add : 11. b. Exhausted with
running.
1876 Coursing Calendar 147 Troapham proved herself a

rare stayer, for she was fearfully run in her first course.

14. i^n-after^ sought after or popular.
X908 R. W. Cha.mbers y^/V(«^ /.///* vL 75 I've heard that

yon are the most assiduously run-after girl at Palm Beach.

Kun-about. 4. Also, a small aeroplane.
X9U Westm. Gaz. 14 Nov. 3/6 Arrangements are being

maJe..to launch the first power-driven runabout of the air.

5. Applied attrib. to garments suitable for every-

day use.

193a Mod. Weekly 5 Mar. 997 Run-about Frocks. 1932
Womants Weekly 10 Mar. 467 A runabout jumper-suit.

SniL-arOXind. Add : 2. A channel for leading

wnter past a dam.
1904 Elect. World fr Engin. 13 Feb. 305 (Cent. Suppl.) A

few hundred feet below the main dam the bed of the run-

around again joins the river.

Kunaway. Add: 4. b. runaway awitch,

a switch designed to stop a mining bucket which
runs away when being hauled up a slope.

1911 Act I ff 1 Geo. Kc. 50 5 46 (4) Runaway switches or

other suitable contrivances shall he provided.. Co prevent

accidents in the event of a tub running away.

Run-back. [Run j^.^ 8.] 1. The action or

fact of running backwards. (In quot. Comb.).
19S6 Gloss. Etectr. Tertus (Brit. Engin. Stand.) 140 Eun-

back preventer, a system of connection in a tramcar con-

troller such that, in the event of the car running backwards,
the motors act as short-circuited generators and thus exert

a braking action.

2. The additional space provided at either end
of a tennis court.

>9o8 A. W. Myers Conrfl, Laivn Tennis Player 213 At
Auteuil. .the nin-back is inadequate and the timbered roof

too low. 19*7 Daily Express 30 May 3/5 The proper run-

back for a court should be 21 ft. from the base-line to the
stop-netting.

Ztune ^. 3. b. Add : rune-tree,

1899 A. H. Keanb Man^ Past f( Present ix. 341 A great

feature of the system were the ' rune-lrees *, made of pine or

birch bark, inscribed with figures of gods, men, or animals,

which were consulted on all important occasions.
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Ru'nioally, adv, [f. Runic + -al + -tT 2.] in
a runic manner.
igao Times Lit. Suppl. 28 Nov. 779/3 Runically inscribed

objects contained in.. better known public collections,

j^uniform (r«'nifpjra), a, [f. Rune -i- -form.]
Having the form of a rune; runic.
1900 J. Denikkb Races ofMan x. 363 The runiform In-

scriptions of Mongolia.

Ru-n-in. [Hun sdA 8.] 1. (See Run j<^.i 8.)

2, A quarrel or row.
191a Mathewson PitcliingvM'u i8o Fred Tennyhas said for

a long time that Mr. Klem gives him a shade the worst of it

on all close ones because he had a run in with that umpire
one day when they came to blows. 1916 H. L. Wilson
Somewhere in Red Gap viii. 346 On top of that, I had a run-
in with the Swede for selling his rotten whiskey to them
poor Injinboy.s, 1Q20 Is. Ostkandrh How Many Cards? xil.

145 The cook at the de Forests' two doors away had a run-
in with that Sarah, the butler's wife, and she won't speak to
any of ihcm.

Runner. Add : 1. d. (See quot.)
1905 E. HvssEV Miss BadsivortA M.F.H. xxvii. 209 An

individual belonging to that race of intelligent and remark-
able persons to be found amongst the retinue of most hunts,
entitled ' runners ', or ' the man with the terriers '.

3. e. (Earlier examples.)
178^ 'LcELius* in Maryland Jml. 14 Dec. (Th.) Men

who, by getting in with the runners of the Bank,.. find out
who is pressed for the day, and extort the most enormous
discounts. i8oo Mass^ Mercury 27 June (Th.) A couple of
runners attended a numerous meeting, and made their usual
display of eloquence upon the occasion. 1836 Sarah M. V.
OssoLi Li/e on Lakes I. 31 (Th.) [At Oswego] a struggle
began between the runners of the two boats.

O. b. An American sjiecies of black snake.
1838 R. M. Bird Peter Pilgrim I. 223, I approached.,

within twenty feet of a black snake . . of the kind which the
people there (in Connecticut] call runners or choking-snakes.

185s W. G. SiMMs Foragers xxxix. 456 Push forward, quick
as a runner (black snake) when I say [the word^
10. ©. A wheel with an incised edged used in

decorating pottery.

1893 E. A. Barber Pottery ^ Porcelain ofU.S. 1. 9 Incised
ornamentation is sometimes added by the use of a small
wheel, bearing an engraved device on the edge, called the
'runner*, which is held in a frame.

13. ©. Alongnarrowstripof (embroidered) cloth,

esp. one placed along or across a table as a orna-

ment.
x^jio^ Buffalo Commercial 1 June6 Two long linen runners,

one each way of the table, are now used In preference to the
whole cloth or doilies. I9as Daily Mail n Dec. 14 The
illustrated table runner, .was decorated at each end with a
.simple design. i9»\ Ibid. 13 Feb. 14 The strips of the em-
broidery extend at either side in the form of narrow runners.

f. A ladder in a knitted garment,
1928 L. North Parasites 42 ^is quick eye detected a

neatly darned spot near the heel of one, and a laboriously-
checked runner in the other.

Rnnner-nn. Add : 1. c. trans/, oxJig,
J933 New Yorlier ii June 24/3 BIyth Daly is the horsy

young lady who serves as runner-up to the Brat In offensive-

ness.

Running, vbL sb. Add : 11. O. (Earlier and
later examples.)
183a D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 23a The scraping Is a

coating of sap which becomes solid before it reaches the
boxes, and which Is taken off In the fall and added to the last

runnings. 187a Trans. Dep. Agric. Illinois 7^, I have a
plantation five or six years old, parts of which still grow fine

fruit, with two runnings annually.

17. runningfence\ running set, a country dance.
1848 H. W. Havcartic Busk Life inAuslraliax. 8 Again

the forest opens, and discovers the * running fence ' of a pad-
dock, leading to a wayside Inn. ic*j Obserz-er 3-; Nov. 14/3
He got.. from elsewhere in that district, the 'running set '

—

a fine dance which has been received here with outspoken
enthusiasm.

b. (Further example.)
1931 Times 16 Jan. 14/2 He acquired a large practice, esp.

in running-down cases.

Running, ppi. a. Add : 9. runningpostman.
1898 Morris Austral. Engl. 247/1 /C[cnnedya] prostra t

a

is called the Coral Pea. .or Running Postman. 1917
Richardson E. Maliony i. ix. 87 The short-lived grass was
picked out into patterns by the scarlet of the Running
Postman.

17. O. Rumiing commentary, a continuous com-
mentary accompanying or dealing with a text ; a

commentary, report or criticism extending over or

made concurrently with events that are taking place;

now nsu. a broadcast report of a game or contest.

(Cf. quot. 1822 in 17.)
1858 Chambers s Jml, 4 Dec. 359/1 (heading) Bill Fustian's

Running Commentary on the doings of the Respectable
Cl.-isses. i85j> Guardian i June 483/1 [This book] does not
pretend to give a history of the art [of poetry], but rather, a
running commentary illustrative of itsclose connection with
..the human soul. 1894 Strand Mag. VII. 189 He makes
a running commentary on the speech that is going forward.

1938 Times 10 Aug. 10/2 There will be. .a running com-
mentary hy Mr. Douglas H. Scott on the set reels and
piping.

ilxi'nmng-board. U.S. [Running vbl. sb,

17,] 1. a. A narrow gangway on either side of

a keel-boat.

1817 Esstx Inst. Hist. Coll. VlII. 240 Our boat being
very deep, .[we] were obliged to give up after being at the

expense of putting on running boards. i8a6 T. Flint Ee-
coll. xix. 218 The waves came in on the running-boards, as
they are called, of the boat. 1834 H. BRACKENRitX^K Eecoll,

iv. 37 Oae night . . I . . lay . . on the running board (a plank at

BUSH.
the edge of the boat, on which the men walk In pushing with
the pole).

b, A foot-board extending along either side of

a locomotive, a motor-car, or other vehicle.

1917 Mathewson Sec. Base Sloan 284 The cars that buzzed
and clanged their way past Wayne were filled to the running-
boards, xoao Deeping Second Youth xxxiil, Laveratk took
a seat on the running board of the nearest car. 1927 Satur-
day Even, Post 24 Dec. 83/4 We tied her on the running
board of the pilot car, and with . . Manual on a .seat built on
the other running board, we set out. 1929 Daily Express
14 Jan. 6/3 Heath, leaning over the running-board, shouted
some unintelligible words.

2. A framework for holding reels ofelectric cables

while they are being unwound.
1898 E. J. Houston Did. Elect. Words (ed. 4) gii/i Run-

ning-Board, a device employed in tlie construction of a
heavy overhead line.

Kn n-through.. [Run sb.^ 8.] A hasty

perusal or rehearsal.

1939 Even. News 18 Nov. 5/3 Whenever that rehearsal ends
I shall hurry over to Manchester— see a final run-through
there— ..and then rush back to Liverpool.

RnU-Tip. 1. b. Also attrib,

1907 * Ian Hay ' Pip xl. Anything in the shape of a run-
up ball would be trapped. 1931 Daily Express 31 Jan. 9/5
Compston, playing a run-up shot to the first green, shouted
after the ball, ' Hit the stick.'

RtLnway. 1. a. (Earlier examples.)
1840 Hoffman Greyslaerx. x. n6 That cliffcommands the

whole valley below, and there is a deer runway leading up
from the water-side to its base. 1855 Knickerbocker Mag.
XLV. 193 The sound of the rifle has by this time brought
the other hunters from their run.ways.

2. (Earlier and later examples.)
1883 E. W. Wow^Country Town (1926) 36 Pushing this

into my wagon with the assistance of his wife, after we had
first made a runway of l)oards, I hauled him to Fairview.
1901 Merwin & Webster Calumet K xiii. 246 A runway
from the hoist to the end of the building. 1904 N, Y. Sun
9 Aug. I The women became hysterical and stampeded for

the wagon runway In the middle of the [ferry] boat. 1908
Ckamhers*s yml. Feb. 207/1 The gangway, also, is of great
value for the loading and unloading of live-stock, since it

provides an excellent runway.
4, (Earlier example.)
1874 B. F. Taylor World on Wheels 11. vii. 250 Like the

dusty ' run-ways ' of thy brooks, soft pulses have grown dry
and dumb.

Rupestral, a. Add : b. as sb, A ntpestral

plant,
i<>a6 Nat. Hist. Oxford Distr. 104 Many of these [jc.

alpine species] are rupestrals.

Rush, sb^- 4. (Further example.)
190a W. T. Hannan Textile Fibres Connn. 64 The Hard

rush, yuncns glaucuSy has been utilised in the making of
brooms and whisks... The hard rush generally grows in dry
situations.

Rnsll, J-5.2 Add : 1. b. (Further example.)
1916 BovD Cable Action Front 113 At nine, sharp to the

tick of the clock, the rush, rush, rush of a field battery's

shells passed overhead.

3. C. (Earlier example.)
i860 Vale Lit. Ma^. XXVI. 22 As a basis, a Rush

tacitly assumes that it is promoting a rivalry that is proper
and praiseworthy.

9. rush edition, an edition (of a paper) produced
in a very short time; rush job, a job requiring to

be performed in a hurry ; rush-joke (see quot.)
;

rush line (later examples) ; also iransf. ; rush
season, a season of increased activity in a parti-

cular business ; rush teleg^'ani U.S., a telegram

transmitted and delivered with the least possible

delay ; rush-work, work at an increased pace to

meet an urgent demand.
1901 C. MoFFETT Careers ofDanger-^t Already the mall

clerks arc swarming at the pouches, like printers on a *rush

edition. 1901 Merwin & \Vebster CalumetK vii. 126 But
if you ever try to put me on a *rush job, I'll quit and buy
a small farm. 1904 N. Y. Even. Post 16 Aug. 3 The con-

tractors kept the men at work, as It was a * rush job. 1930
Daily Express 6 Oct. 10/7 The *rush-jokc, in which the

goggle-eyed reader. .Is simply clapped on the Lack and buf-

feted in the dust before he knows where he is. 1887 CeU'
tury Mag. XXXIV. 891/3 Across the field stretch the foot-

ball infantry, the ' *rush-line ' or ' rushers *. 1906 Life

4 Oct. 366 We hear of a surprising prevalence among the

young men. .of the disposition to get Into the political rush-

line. X911 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean i. 3 The un-

lucky young men who were left in his wake when he tore

through a rush-line. 1906 U. Sinclair Jungle x. 124 Liable

to be thrown out of work, .liable again to be kept overtime
in *rush seasons. 1918 Daily Express 8 June 19 Advt., The
best accommodation at between 'rush-season' rates. 1903
N> Y. Times 34 Aug., Out in the Yellowstone National
Park, probably beyond the reach of a "rush telegram. 1904
N. K Herald 17 Sept. 1 He stated that six weeks* *rush

work would be required to repair the boilers to make them
serviceable and the ship seaworthy. 19x0 B. Cronin Timber
Wolves 115 He made mental note of each man's capability,

..his power of endurance under rush-work conditions.

b. With ad vs. as rush-in.
1884 J. M. Wevlland These Fifty Years xox When It

[the door] was opened the rush-In commenced.

Rushy v.^ 4. b. (Further example.)
190a Harbem Abner Daniel 268 Wish I had more time at

my disposal. .but I really am rushed, to-day particularly,

5. d. To say or tell rapidly.

1901 Chambers's Jrnl, Apr. 2x0/1 Candida rushed her

news.

e. To increase, raise, or put up (prices) quickly.

1930 Daily Express 6 Nov. 2/5 When they have driven



RUSH-BOTTOM.
tbe British manufacturer out of business they will rush up
prices.

Kush-bottom, «• and J*- ^^
L a. adj. - "RosH-BorroMKD. b. sb. A rash-

bottomed chair.

1809 Irving Kniekeri. vi. 158 The young ladies seated

themselves demurely in their rush-bottom chairs. 1874 B. F.

Taylor Wcrld on Wheels 11. iii. 209 There is a chair—a lowr

rush-bottom chair. I9a3 Deeping Sicrtt Sanctuary xiii. He
made a move to sit down, and she saw him take one of the

straight-backed rushbottoms.

2. sb. A ' bottom ' in which rashes grow.

1831 Peck CxiiU for Emigrants 11. 105 In all the rush

bottoms they [cattle] fatten during the severe weather on

Blisll-bottomed, a. [Rdsh J*.l 6 b.] Having

a bottom made of rushes.

17SO [see Rush sb} 6 bj. 1840 Hoffman Creyslcter ill. i.

96 The apartment.. was large and rudely furnished, con-

taining only.. a small cherry-wood table and a few rush-

bottomed chairs as its customary moveables. 1867 A. D.

YLlcaj^nDsait Beyond Mississifpi x\. 131 The adjacent set-

tlers came, .in heavy ox-wagons sitting upon rush- bottomed
chairs. 1884 ' C. E. Craddock ' In Tenn. Aits. III. 139
Jerry Shaw hastened to abdicate and offer one of the rush-

bottomed chairs,

Rnsh hoars. U.S. (See Rdsh sb.i 9.)

1898 [see Rush sb.^ 9]. 1909 'O. Henrv' Options (1916)

239 During rush hours a Mexican youth.. aided him in

waiting on guests.

b. atlrib. (In form rush-hour^)
ai^o6 'O. Henry* Trimmed Lam/ etc. 233 As solid as

granite in the ' rush-hour * tide of humanity, stood tbe Man
from Nome. X928 CAamiers's ymt. 17 Mar. 246/2 Ameri-
can railroads have reduced this * rush-hour ' catering to an
exact science. 1928 Hearst^s Intemat. Aug. loi/i I'm
makin* the rush-hour express uptown as usuaL 1931 Mom,
Post 18 Aug. 6/4 Rush-hour trains held up.

BasMngf, vbl. sb. o. (Later example.)

1999 Old Oregon June 10 They went through rushing,

pledging, moving, ' open house ', freshman duties, in a cycle

which at that time seemed to move ponderously over each
event.

Snshing, ppl. a. Add : b. Of trade : Active

;

lively ;
' roaring '.

184

1915 World in Literary Digest (N. Y.) ar Aug. 338/2 All
this time the soda-water stands were doing a rushing busi-

ness.

RusUigllt. 1. c. Also of persons.

1866 Vale Lit. Mag, XXXI. 229 (Th.) P. told him that
good scholars were looked upon here as mere rush-lights.

Sushy (r»*JOj ^^^' [^' i^usH sb.^ + -Y.]

Hurriedly.
1908 H. G. Wells War in Air iv. § 7 Too soon, Bert, my

boy—too soon and too rushy.

Rusk, v.'^ Delete rare"^ and add : b, refl.

To feed or diet (oneself) on rusks. In quot. const,

with into,

1938 Daily Express 5 Sept. 8/a Women..have dieted and
reduced and starved and nisked.. themselves into a fantastic

aversion from the pleasures of the table.

Russian. A. sb, 1. c. (Earlier example.)
1848 H. W. Haygarth Bush Life in Australia xii. i;(5

Though he had been among horses since he was a child, his

pre.sent lot were a set of the veriest 'Russians* (Anglicfe,

wild things) he ever had anything to do with.

B. oiij, 2. d. Russian boot.

1931 N. <V 0. 30 May 387^1 When did Russian boots come
into use in Western countries?

Russic, o- (Later example.)
1757 Dyer Fleece iv. 399 Culder's woofs, and those of

Exe and Frome,. .Thither by Russia caravans are brought.

Rust, sb?- Add : 9. a. rust-proofed^ -resisting.

1925 Morris Oivuer^s Manual 83 The K.L.G. is a de-

tachable plug consisting of three parts—a rustproofed steel

body and gland nut and an insulated central electrode.

1909 Chambers's Jml. Nov. 766/1 The steel used is a special

light, thin, rust-resisting, seamless metal,

6 b.'

rust-diseaso = sense 6 ; rust-hypha «= sense

X913 W. Bateson Mendett Pritu. Heredity 25 Suscepti-
bility to *rust-disease iPuccinia glumarum) and resistance

to the same. Ibid,, Miss Marryat found that the *rust.

hyphae are checked before entering the stomata of the re-

sistant plants.

Rustle, "v. Add : 4. (Further example.)
1881 N. Y. Times 18 Dec. in A^. ^ Q, Ser. vi. V. 65/2

Cattle, in winter, 'rustle* for food by nosing through the
snow to the dried grass beneath.

BYE.

b. (Later examples.)
1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy iv. 53 Our foreman ,, sent

Honeyman to rustle in the horses. Ibid. xxi. 332 Honeyman
being excused on agreeing to rustle the wood and water.
1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights xvi. 237 Tu.«;ky kep' the
fire goin' and I rustled grea.sewood. 1924 A. J. Small
Frozen Gold iii. 81 Why ain't you rustlin' a crowd of the
boys up to corral the swabs? xjjzg Chambers''s yrnl. Mar.
168/1 It is accustomed to rustle its living through the long
severe winters of its habitat,

C. To steal (cattle) ; also transf.
190a F. McElrath Rustler xil 167 Then the cowpuncher

who had used to go out and * rustle ' mavericks for his em-
ployer became on his own account a ' rustler '. 1902 A. H.
Lewis Wolfville Nights xv. 234, I claims that this Bowlaig
b'ar is guilty of rustlin' the mails an' must.. be hanged.
1910 W, M. Raine B. O'Connor 2ig We're after them for
rustling a bunch of Circle 33 cows.

d. absol. or intr. To steal cattle.

1916 ' B. M. Bower 'Phantom Herd xiv. 243 You bold a
grudge against your dad, and you rustle from him mostly.

Rustling, vbl. sb. Add : 3. U.S. Stealing of
cattle.

1924 MuLFORD Rustler's Valley x, There had been no sign
of rustling for months.

Rutted, ppl. a. hXsoJig.

1913 E. F. Benson Thorley Weir I 30 Tbe gleaming ro-

mance and glory that lie so close beneath the surface of the

most routined and rutted life.

Rye,J^.* Add: 3. (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
1836 Ingraham South-West II. 56 The painful effects of

'old rye' in the abstract upon the body. tBgo Bueishin
Mose xvii. 248 But for the quantity of rye we had all of us

been swallowing, the others must have seen through this

imprudent operation as I had done. 1906 ' O. Henry ' Four
Million iv. (1916) 45 * Gimme a rye-high,' he said to the
servitor.

5. rye coffee U.S.y 'coRee* made from roasted

rye.

1836 Knickerbocker Mag. VIII. 278 We had *rye coffee

and hominy for breakfast. 1848 Indiana Gen. Assoc. Doc,

11. 77 The food consists of, at breakfast, com bread, boiled

bacon and rye coffee.



s
S. Add : 2. O. S-rope, -sofa, -turn.
1883 Gresley Gloss. CccU-m.t S-rope, the winding rope

which passes round the under side of the drum from or to the
pulley : so called because it takes the form of the letter S.
lpo6 W. De Morgan Josefih Vanct xxvi, I found myself
sitting beside Miss Spencer on a thing like an S in the back
drawmg-room. As I sat by Miss Spencer on the S-sofa.
Ihid. xxvii, The S-sofa s^nce, 1930 A. J. L. Scott Sixty
Squad 56 Putting in a couple of * S ' turns, he made a good
slow landing. 1938 V. Pag6 Mod. Aircrtt/t 522 A series
of wide S turns can be made to reduce speed as well as
altitude.

4. a. S. = Society, as in S.J., Society of Jesus;
S.P.C.K., Society for the Promotion of Christian
Knowledge. S.A. = small-arms; sex appeal. S-A,
sino-anricular. S.B. = (a) stretcher-bearer

; (^) U.S.
Bachelor of Science ; (c) simultaneous broadcast.
S.C.M. = Student Christian Movement. S.C.R.
= in the University of Oxford, senior common room.
S.G. = screened grid. S.H.P. = shaft horse power.
S.M. = short metre. S.O. (i/.i'.) = seller's option.
S.P. = {a) spark or sparking ping; (i) starting

price. S.P.Q.R. (Jocular), small profits quick
returns. S.W.G. • standard wire gauge. See also
•SOS.
1763 A, Williams Universal Psalmodist (ed. 4) i6 [Tune]

Southwell Psalm 90. Dr. W. S.M. 1879 Man, Artill.
Exerc. ii. 39 Metal-lined Cases.. for. .blank S,A cartridges.
1886 A. Wii.MOT Hist. Soc. Jesus 136 Father Christopher
Clavius, S.J., of Bamberg in Bavaria. 1895 Starting Price
23 Mar. 2/4 We advise readers to bet ' S.P.* only on this
race, vjo^ Encyd. Brit. XXVIII. 345/2 Mrs. Ewing pro-
duced a number of charming children's stories. ..Many of
these were published by the S.P.CK. 191s Motor Manual
ii. (ed. 14) 24 ' SP ' on an English coil means 'spark plug '.

Ihid. 47 The * secondary ' winding, composed of many turns
of fine wire (42 or 44 s.w.g.). 1920 G. W. Deeping Second
Youth xix, *Ere, you bUtherin'S.B.'s, get a move on. Gently,
gently ! 1993 Pop. Wifeless, Suppl. 13 Oct, i A coil con-
sisting of 380 turns of No. 24 S.W.G. wire. 19*7 E. J. P.
Benm Trade 52 Our grandfathers used to talk of small
erofits and quick returns. ' S.P.Q.R. ', which most school*
oys of my lime imagined had something to do with the

early Romans, was a very favourite shop sign. igaSC. F. S.
Gamble North Sea Air Station xiii. 223 The SP.G. bullet
. .issued to the Services early in igi6. 1929 EncycL Brit.
XXII. 999/1 A club*shaped formation known as the .sino-

auricular or the S-A node. 1930 H. R. Wakefield in

London Merc. Feb, 315 They possessed so much S.A., IT,
and B.U., that males of all ages., immediately fell for them.
x^y>B.B.C» Year'Bk. 3ioOneor two transmis<;ion5are, [>er-

haps, being sent to the provinces via the S.B. lines. ..Tests
are being taken of outside broadcasts or incoming S.B.
1931 Times Trade ^ Engin. Suppl. 24 Jan. p. iv/3 Six
vessels, of 10,500 s.b.p. 1931 Daily Express 15 Oct. 7/6
Six valves {2 S-G., detector, push pull output stage and
rectifier). 193a P. Macoonald Maze 216 A Gallic young
woman with apparently some looks and, let us say, 98 per
cent, vigorous S.A.

O. (See qaot.)
1931 B. Brown Talking Pictures x. 215 A complete sound

wave is, however, expressed as a letter ' S * or * sine wave '.

Sabadine (sse*badin, -in). Chem, Also -in.

[f. Sabadilla + -INK 5.] An alkaloid, Cj^HojNOg,
obtained from sabadilla seeds. Hence Sabadln-
la« (sae'badinin, -in), also -in, a crystalline prin-
ciple, C27H45NOg, obtained from sabadilla,
1891 yrni, Chem. Soc. LX. 11. 844 Sabadine is best separated

as the nitrate. Ibid.^ Sabadinine, C27H45NOg, the second
alkaloid, docs not melt at any definite temperature.

Sabbath.. 4. 8abbath-«chool (earlier and
later U.S. examples).
i8aa Weems Lett. III. 334 The Sabbath school of this

town. 1895 M. A. Jackson Memoirs v. 77 In the autumn
he began bis Sabbath scbooL

Sabbatic, a. Add: Also^*SABBATiCALa. 3c
1905 A^ Y. Even. Post 33 Sept. 8 Professors Hull and

Durham are spending their sabbatic year in Europe.

Sabbatical, a. Add : 2. C. Sahbatual year,
a year of absence from duty for the purposes of
study and travel, granted to professors of American
universities at certain intervals. So sabhaiicalUave.
1903 Science 7 Aug. 191/2 Sabbatical year. 1903 N,Y.

Even. Post 19 Sept., Professors Willcox and Kendall will be
absent during the year on sabbatical leave. 1905 Ibid. 23
Sept 8 Professor* Allinson, Sears and Hill are spending their
sabbatical year of absence in foreign travel and study. 1909
OoNA H. Ball Their Oxford Year t, He was entitled to
start on his Sabbatical Year.

Sabe (sse'b^), sb. = Savey sb.f q.v.

i&^a [<ee Savey sb.\ 1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights
IL ill. 356 I'm looking for a man with sand enough and sabe
of the country enough to lead a posse.

Sabe (sse'b^), V. = Savey v., q.v, trans, and
inir. To know, understand.
1884 B. Harte On the Frontier 341 ' I don't think— I—

I

quite sabe, boys,' he added. 1889 K. Munroe Golden Days
vii. 69 1 forgot you.. don't sabe the lingo. 1903 A. Adams
Log Co^vboy vi. 37 Girls, you know, sabe each other that

way. 1907 S. E. WnrrE Arizona Nights i. g I sabed that
they'd seen the original exhibit your Uncle Jim was making
of himself.

Sable, a. 2. Add : His sable excellency or
majesty: applied to a dark-complexioned poten-
tate ; spec, the Devil.

1875 J. D. Lang Hist. Ace. N.S.tV. (ed. 4) 1. 393 If Her
Majesty could have commissioned the Prince of Darkness
to represent her in the colony. ., I doubt not but his sable
Excellency would have received a Farewell Address of
respect. 1861 [see Majesty 2.3 1895 Photos 8 June 10 His
sable majesty,, is a man of great force of character.

Sabotage (sse-biJta,:?,
||
sabota^), sb. [ad. F.

sabotage, f. saboter to make a noise with sabots, to
perform or execute badly, e.g. to * murder * (a piece
of music), to destroy wilfully (tools, machinery,
etc.), f. sabot: see Sabot and -age.] Deliberate
and organized destruction of plant, machinery, etc.,

by dissatis6ed workmen ; hence gen. any malicious
or wanton destruction.
x^\oChurch Times 11 Nov. 631/2 We have lately been

busy in deploring the sabotage of the French rail way strikers.
1916 Sydney Morning Herald 18 Oct., A shearing rouse-
about,., charged, .with having written a letter to Senator
Lynch, threatening him and certain other Labour politicians
and employers of Australia with acts of sabotage. 1918
Farrow Diet, Mil, Terms^ Sabotage, wanton destruction of
property to embarrass or injure an enemy; such as the
smashing of machinery, flooding of mines, burning of wheat
and grain, destroying fruit and provisions, dynamiting reser-
voirs and aqueducts, tying up railroads, etc. 1930 Glasgow
Herald 26 June 7 Forces are at work in Germany for the
saboUge of the Treaty. 1^3 Brewer Diet. Phrase ^ Fable,
Sabotage, wilful and malicious destruction of tools, plant,
machinery, materials, etc., by discontented workmen or
strikers. The term came into use after the great French
railwaystrikeof 1912, when the strikers cut the shoes (ja^(;^j)

holding the railway lines. 1930 Times Lit, Suppl. 20 Nov.
959/2 When the colliers meditated a strike he gave them
sound, worldly wise advice concerning the danger to their
own interests of destructive acts and sabotage. 1931 W,
Martyn Scarlett Murder iv, He was in that mood of
smouldering rage which only sabotage would slake.

Hence Sa'botafife v, trans., to ruin or destroy
deliberately and maliciously, SabotenT [Fr.], one
who engages in sabotage.
1918 New Appeal 7 Dec 1/2 Testimony, .that the com-

paniesare sabotaging the government, i^zoGlasgow Herald
20 Aug. 7 When the miners threaten to sabotage the com-
merce of the country struggling to get back to pre-war
prosperity. 2911 Contemp. ^^z*. Sept. 335 The blockade by
Czecho-Slovakiaatid other Succession Slates.. has hindered
essential materialsfrom reaching Budapest, and so sabotaged
Hungarian industries. 19x1 tr. W^. RatlienaiCs New Soc.
125 'Vhc saboteurs of \2h0\iT. 1031 Observer \i. Jan. 20/2 Two
managers of a dairy were dubbed saboteurs and sentenced
to five and two years of imprisonment for letting two hun-
dred tons of butter spoil.

Sabre, sb. 4. Add : sabra-rattler, a reckless

militarist, one who threatens violent action in a
cause ; so sabre-rattling.
xgaa Weekly Dispatch 19 Nov. 8 A policy of adventure,

sabre-rattling, and reckless expenditure. 2938 Observer 26
Feb, 16/4 A sabre-rattling gesture again.st a nation with
whom we have been at peace for more than a hundred years.
2938 Daily Express 6 Dec. 5/2 There is no reason for

supposing that the child Napoleon will grow up a sabre-
rattler. 1933 Bombay Chron, 5 Aug. 6 Henceforward sabre-
rattling in Prussia will be severely taboo.

Sabrenr. Add: b. One who fences with a
sabre.

1930 Morning Post 16 July 17/7 The school undoubtedly
possess a natural sabreur in Woods.

SaCCharilla (saekari-la). Disused, [app. fanci-

fully f. L. saccharum sugar.] A kind of muslin,
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt, Exhib. iii. 480/1 Saccharilla

book muslin.. .Saccharilla mull muslin. X87S Knight Diet.
Mech.s.v. jlfKj/ifi, Varieties are known as. .lawn,saccharilla,
harness. iZ&^Eucycl. Brit. XVII. 109/2 Plain, striped, and
figured grenadines, and saccarillas.

Saccharoiuycetes (sastkartfmaisrtiz), sb, pi.

[mod.L,,f.Gr, ffcucx'^po'' sugar + /XU/C17T6S Mycetes.]
The yeast-fungi. Also occas. sing, -mycete. Hence
Saccharomyce'tio a.

1885 Eticycl. Brit. XIX. 51/2 Certain Schizomycetcs and
Saccharomycetes. 1903 Ibid. XXVIII. 560/2 No satisfactory
proof has as yet been given that Saccharomycetes are de-
rivable by culture from any higher form. 1901 Dorland
Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Saccharotnycetic, due to the presence
of yeast-fungi.

Sack, sb.'^ 3. Add : To hold the sack : to be
left in the lurch (cf. *Bag sb, 18). {/.S.

1904 W. H. Smith Promoters xxiv. 343 They are the ones
that are always left to hold the sack. 1931 Mulford Bar-zo
Three xii. 140 Long an' Thompson are holdin' the sack.
They're scapegoats for th* whole cussed gang. 1924

—

Rust-
lers Valley iii. 33 I'm shore leavin' him holdin' th' sack !

1939 Univ. Kansas Graduate Mag. Apr., We will be hold-
ing the sack for an additional.. deficit of nearly $1000,

Sack, sb.^

coat.)

2, (Earlier U.S. examples of sack-

1853 P- Kennedy Blackwaier Chron. v. ii. 93 He wears
an old brown sack-coat. 1M9 S. Bowles Our New West
V. 100 My last winter's thick pantaloons and heavy sack
coat.. completed my clothing.

Sa'cker^. ^.-S". [f. SACK&.ie.] One engaged in

sacking logs.

1902 S. E. White Blazed Trail lii. 360 It was noon. The
sackers looked up in surprise.

Sacking, ^^.3 Add: 1. Also ^ra«^ of other
material used for the same purpose.
1843 R. Carlton New Purchase 163 Next was a sacking

of clap-boards pinned down; and then a very thick straw
bed.

3. (Earlier U.S. examples oi sacking-bottom.)
X841 Catlin N. Ainer. Ind. I. 191 A sacking-bottom,

made of the buffalo's hide. 1868 G. G. Channing Early
Recoil, Newport^ R. I, 254 Sometimes it [sc. the bedstead]
was furnished with a * sacking bottom '.

Sacrament, sb, 1. Add : T^e last sacra-
ments. Holy Communion and Extreme Unction
administered to the dying.
1760 in T. O. Payne Old Engl. Cath. Missions (1889) 29

Tan. 7, William Hornby died at Middleham. He had the
last sacraments. 1893 E. Bellasis Mew. Serjt. Bellasis viii.

184 He left him,. .to go and tell the Cur^.. that the Sergeant
ought to have the last Sacraments without delay.

Sacred, a. and i-^. A., adj. 3. b. Add: Sacred
orders [eccl. L, ordines sacr{\, the holy or major
orders.

[1709 Bingham Grig. Eccl. in. i. II. 9 The Clergy of the
Sufierior Orders are commonly called the iepw/j-ecot Holy and
Sacred, as in Socrates and others.] 1736 Avliffe Parergon
184 The first [jt. sub-deacons, deacons, and priests] the Canon
Law., stiles Sacred Orders. 1884 Addis & Arnold Cath.
Diet. 622/1 s.v. Order, The orders of bishop, priest, deacon,
and (but only since tbe thirteenth century) subdeacon are
called ' sacred ' or * greater '. 1901 Procter h. Frerk Prayer
Bk.6$o note, The Sacramentary of Serapion gives forms of
ordination only for the three sacred orders.

Sacred Heart, The heart of Jesus, regarded
as an object of devotion. Similarly, Sacred Heart
ofMary.
1813 (title) The Devotion to the Sacred Heart of our Lord

Jesus Christ. ..And the Little Oflfice of the Sacred Heart,
c 1839 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. (191 1) IX. 412 Sister Lucy
Magdalen Whitechurch of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and
Mary. 1853 J- B. Dalcairns Dev. Hrt. Jesus Introd. (1868)

45 They had distributed pictures of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus among the peasantry. 1873 Manning (title) The Divine
Glory of the Sacred Heart. 1884 Addis & Arnold Cath,
Dict.y^'^fxs.w. HeartofJesui,0'a February 6, 1765, Clement
XIII. permitted several churches to celebrate the feast of the
Sacrecf Heart, which was extended in 1856 to the whole
Church.

Sacrifice, sb. Add : 3. b. Sacrifice ofpraise
{and thanksgiving) : a biblical phr, (e.g. Lev. vii.

1 3, Ps. xlix [1], 14, 23, Heb. xiii. 1 5) used gen. for

an offering of praise to God, and liturgically in the

Anglican Communion Service, tr. scurificium laudis

of the Latin Canon of the Mass,

153s CovERDALB Heb, xiii. 15 l>t vs therfore by him offre

allwayes vnto God the sacrifice of prayse. 1549 Bk. Com,
Prayer, Communion, Eiitierely desiryng thy fatherly good-
nes, mercifully to accepte this our Sacrifice of praise and
thankes geuing. i6iz Bible Jer. xviL 26 Bringing sacrifices of
praise vnto the house of the Lord. 1864 F. S. Pierpoint
Hymn, ^ For the Beauty of the Earth'', Christ our God to

thee we raise This our sacrifice of praise. 1873 H. Varlev
(title) The Sacrifice of Praise : Hymns for Congregational
Use and Gospel Meetings. 1877 E. Daniel Prayer Bk,
(1880) 296 That sacrament in which we offer our sacrifice of
praise and thanksgiving for the redemption of the world.
1884 Addis ^ ArnoldC«M. Diet. 564/1 s.v. Mass, The Mass
is a sacrifice of adoration, of praise and thanksgiving.

5. (Later example.)
1915 Truth 30June 1068/1 Being convinced that his 'trade

sacrifice ' will result in increased business.

b. Baseball. = sacrifice kit (see 6 in Diet.).

1904 R. H. Barbour Bk. Sell. ^ Coll. Sports 173 When
the baLsman is looking for a sacrifice keep the bail high.

1913 C. Mathewson Pitching xii. 261 Snodgrass got a
base on balls and journeyed to second on a sacrifice.

6, (sense 5) sacfifice sale.

1903 G. H. Lorimer Lett. Self-made Merchant x. 129 It

was the record-breaking, marked-down sacrifice sale of the

year on dogs.

Sacrifice, v. Add

:

3. C. To sell or get rid of at a sacrifice, esp. in

commercial use. Also absol.

X903 Farmer & HENLF.y^/a«^, Sacrifce . .ias^W regardless
of cost, 1930 San Anton, (lexas) Light 31 Jan. 14/7
Owner Must Sacrifice Must sell at bargain.

d. Baseball, trans, and intr. 'Vo make a hit

which advances another player, the batter being

put out,
191a C. Mathewson Pitching ix. 202 Brown sacrificed,

sending Kling to second.



SADDLE. 186 SAFETY.

Saddle, sb. Add : 4. a In mining.

187a Re^. VtrTttont Board Agrtc. 630 'llie miners were
quarreling about false and true veins, horses of rock and
saddles of ore.

9. saddle-cover, -horn (earlier U.S. example),

-seat; sadd/e-boil.

x8t6 U. Brown yml. in Maryland Hist. Metg. XI. 151

Cumberland's back is full of "saddU biles & in a full fever.

i8&t 'Mark Twain '//wf-t. Finn ii. 8 He said they rode

him all overthe world..and his back was all over saddle-

boils. X676S. SKWAix/Jmry (1878) 1.27 *SaddIe Cover [was]

lost. 180S M. A. Jacksom Memoirs xx. 403 A superb Eng-
lish saddle, bridle, holsters, saddle<over. 1856 Alice Cahy
Married 184 Tlie bridle rein was twisted around_ the *sad-

die horn. i8» J. Fowler JmL 135 Seven miles to the

river and crossing over found the watter up to the *saddle

seats. i84p Rep, U,S. Comm. Patents (1850) 263 The bent

tension sprmgs CC, for supporting the saddle seat.

10. saddie-coloured a., (of complexion ) tanned

;

saddle-feather, -hackle, each of tlie long linear

feathers that droop from the saddle of the domestic

cock ; hence saddle-hackled a. ; saddle gun, a

gun carried on the saddle of a horse ; saddle-

atone, ib) (example).
1900 Kipling Land ^ Sea Tales (1923) 3^ The *saddle-

coloured sons of the soil looked down their noses. 1854
Meall Moubrays Poultry 128 The hackle and *saddle

feathers are straw colour. 1855 Poultry Chron. III. 44/1
A well-known Yorkshire amateur described them to me as
' b-id hen-feathered 1 a Utile bit approaching to the saddle-
feather, and yet neither one thing or other.' 1913 W, Bate-
so>J MeitdeVs Princ> Hered. 51 In the cocks the hackles and
saddle-feathers are full black. 1886 t?w;'/«^(U.S.) VIII.
7/1 I. .had with me the little forty-sixty Winchester *saddlc
gun. 1854 Meall Moubray^s Poultry 85 The *saddle
hackle and back feathers. 1855 Poultry Chron. III. 309/1
Back and saddle-hackle evenly spanpled. lbid> 209/2, I

consider the really perfect hen-feathered cocks vastly
superior in plumage to the long-feathered *saddle-hackled.

1895 G. J. Manson sporting Diet. 54 Saddle Hackles,
long streamers growing on each side of a cock's rump.
193a BouMPHREv6Vflry (y/Aff \Vheel i,i'V\\e **saddle-stone',

which had a hollow face in which a smaller stone was rubbed
backwards and forwards.

Saddle, z'. Add: 1. To sadiile off^Ovv*
SADDLE V. S. Africa,
1835 MoouiE Ten Years S. Africa I. 65 He. .asked us if

we would ' saddle off' our horses.

6. C. To attach after the manner of a saddle.

x88x Amert /NaturalistW. 217 One nest.. was saddled
to a horizontal Hrob after the fashion of our wood pewce.

Saddleback, sb. Add : 4. g. A Wessex breed
of pig.

1919 (title) The Wessex Saddleback Pig Society's Herd
Book. X9a3 R, E, Davies Pigs <5- Bacon Curing ii The
Wessex Saddleback and Gloucester Old Spot are breeds
which have come to the front considerably of recent years.

X9»7 Daily Tel, 6 Dec. 9/1 Mr. Douglas Vickers' herd of
Wessex saddlebacks at Temple Dinsley, Hitchin.

h. The Nilgiri ibex, Capra hylocrius.

X921 Blackw. Mag. July 30/a The shootable male is termed
a saddlc-back, for he carries a whitish saddle-like stain on
his back.

Saddle-backed, a. Add: i. b. Placed a-

stiide like a saddle.

1878 I. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxx. 487 Colorado is

divided nearly down the center by the main chain of the
Rocky Mountains—or, in miner's phrase, * saddle-backed
across the range '.

Saddle-ba^. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1780 W, Fleming in Trav, Amer. Col. 65iCapt. Pawling

..had gone back for my saddlebags.

Sa'ddlebaff, z/. Logging, U,S. [f. thesb.]
inlr. (see quot.J.
1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging ^^ Saddlebag, as applied

to a boom, to catch on an obstruction and double round it.

Sadlm (sa'd«). [Skr. ^T^ sddhu good, pious,

holy man, saint, from sadh to succeed, attain.]

In India, a holy man or sage.
X845 EncycL Melrop. XXI. 672/2 When their \se. spiritual

guides'! sanctity is such, that they are believed to have the
power of securing or withholding divine blessings, they are
styled Sid'hu (saint). 19x0 Glasgow Herald 25 May 9 He
put on the saffron robe of the Sadhu. 1934 Blackw. Mag,
Oct. 481/2 The temple's guest-chamber, kept for visiting
sadkns and sanyasis.

Sad-iron. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1787 Maryland Gaz. i June 1/2 Hardware, of all kinds .

.

Sad-irons in casks of 2 cwt. X815 NUes' Weekly Register
IX. 94/2 Sad irons [were manufactured!.

Sadism, Add: So Sa-die a.; Sa-dlst a//r2^. or
adj. ; Sadi'stie a. (examples) ; Sadi'sticiszn =
Sadism.
19x5 C.R. Payne tr. O, Pfister's Psychoanal. Method n%

The sadistic-masochistic instinctive tendency. Ibid. 187
note. Bloody sadtsticisnu 19x9 H, Wai.pole Secret City
I. X, There was something almost sadist . .in the old gentle-
man's observation of Markovitch's labours. X9a3 Joam
RiviERK tr, Freud's Intr. Led, Psycho-Anal, 289 Regres-
sion of. .the Libido to the antecedent stage of the sadistic*
anal organization. \^Z Daily Tel. 6 Nov. 10/6 The oily
warder.. finds a Sadie pleasure in flogging the life out of
his helpless charges.

Saeter (sri*t3j). Also seeter, seater, seter, setr,

setter. [Norw. smUr (ON. setr seat, residence,

mountain pastures, dairy lands : see Seat sb.),\

1. A meadow ; a pasturage attached to a dwelling.

Shetland SiTi^. Orkney,
X79S Statist. Ace. Scot. XIV. 321 note. As to our meadows,

they are always called Seaters. [1809 A. Edmondston K/f?t/

Zetland /si, I* 137 Many names of places. .terminate in

seter."] i8a< HiniTERT Descr. Shetland Isl. 427 note. In the
ancient Shetland language, the green pasturage attached to
a dwelling was named a Setter or Seater.

2. In Scandinavia, a mountain pasture where
cattle remain during the summer months. Also
ailrib.

X841 Ht.Ma.k.twi^kv Feats on ike Fiord v'\. The mountain
pasture belonging to a farm is called its sacter. i88> J. A.
Lees & Clutterbuck Three in Ncr^vay 56 This sseter is in
a most beautiful situation, perched on a little flat bit of
ground on the mountain side. 1929 J. Buchan Crts. of
Morning w. \, The kind of thing by which in Norway the
saeter hay b moved to the valley. X930 Chas. Archer &
J. S. Scott tr, S, Undset's Kristin Lavransdatter, The
Cross I. ii, She busied herself with some milk-pans and troughs
that stood by the saeter wall. Ibid,, Garland 111. iii. You
cannot rob folk's sacters in a year like this.

b. A mountain dairy or farm on a 'saeter*.

1983 G. F. Barbour Life Alex. Whyte xxii. 451 He and
Dr. Sutherland Black.. drove seventy miles up the Saeters-
dal.. picnicked for several days in a fishing 'saeter'. 1925
Countries ofWorldV. 3017/2 The 'saeters' or mountain
dailies in the upland pastures. 1936 Public Opinion 25 June
585/2 Mountain farms were being turned into saeters. 193X
Hardy'sA nglers' Guide 42 The angler taking up his quarters
at a small farm or 'saeter '.

Safari (safa'ri), sb. Also safari, sufTari.

[Swahili, f. Arab, ^a— j^r/ar journey, voyage.]

1. A journey ; an expedition on foot, especially

for hunting. Often in phr. on safari.
[X896 W. A. Chanler Through yungle <^ Desert 35 The

porters shouting joyfully to one another, ' Safari I Safari I

'

(Journey I journey !).] 1907 J. H. pAnERSON Man-Eaters
ofTsavo VI. 61 [He] had left me and gone on j/r/a»7 (a cara-
van journey) to Uganda. Ibid. xi. 119 They join another
caravan and begin a new safari to the Great Lakes, xgsa
H. B. Hermon-Hodge Up against it in Nigeria iv. 54, I am
an indiHerent marksman both at range and on safnri.

1928 Morning Post 20 Oct. 9/6 The Prince.. took ship
across Lake Albert towards the Murchison Falls to start a
week's 'safari '.

2. A sportsman's or traveller's caravan.
1893 Daily Ne-ws 15 July 5/6 It would be a great thing if

the next sefari (caravan) brought up a small Nordenfelt or
Hotchki>s gun. 1900 Sniiihsoninn Rep. 433 We collected
our safari of one hundred and thirty Manyema carriers.

1909 W. S. Rainsford Land of Lion vi. 141 Be always care-
ful to look for signs of crocodiles,, .and warn your sefari to
be careful. xgaS lilackiv, Mag. Oct. 549/1 It is seldom in-

deed that a safari passes through the bush without some
news of it being ' telegraphed * ahead by the natives.

3. atlrib, and Coinb.^ as safari horn ^ -kit^ -path;

safari ant, the driver ant, Anomma arcens.
X9a6 D. Strickland Through Belgian Congo vi. 94 The

driver or *safari ant. X938 Blackw. Mog. Oct. 549/1 Ihe
sound of a ^safari horn came drifting across the bush. 1928
Daily Express 29 Nov. j/i The Prince, dressed in *safari

kit. ig»o Blackw. Mag. Feb. 205/1 A good *safari path
winds through a deep valley in the Livingstone Mountains.
Hence Saia*ri v. inlr,, to go on safari.

X908 Times Lit. Siippl. 19 Nov. 413/1 Mr. Chapman then
has safaried twice for pleasure to British East Africa. 1927
Chambers's Jrnl. tf^ifi Every hunter who has safaried

through the vast Masai and Nandi reserves. 1928 M,
Johnson Safari 29 We could safari out after game in track-
less deserts on camels.

Safe, sb. Add : 1. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
182a Boston (Mass.) Selectmen 4 Oct., A fire-proof safe

in the Selectmen's room for the security of the records.

3. A lead tray laid under plumbing fixtures to

receive any wnter that is spilled.

i^^Catal. Internal. Exhib., Brit. 1 1. No. 6392 Patent
r.ath, sienna marbled inside, verdantique outside. Taps and
safe fitted. 1905 Technol, 4- Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild &
Tweney).

4. [f.SAFE^.] ^/jj^: having the safety slide set.

1920 G. Burrard Notes on Sporting Rifles 71 One may.

.

fail to stop a dangerous charge through the rifle being at
* safe '.

6. atlrib. and Comb.., as safe-robbery ; safe-blower,
one who opens a safe by the use of a blowpipe

;

hence safe-blowing vbl, sb.

X910 A'', K Evefi, Post 4 Apr. (Th.) He had already at-
tained some fame . . as a ".^afe-blower. 1927 Scribner's Mag,
Feb. 180/1 The depredationsof porch-climbers, safe-blowers,

stick-up men, 1928 Daily Express 23 Jan. 2/7 Crooks,
especially safe-blowers. Ibid, 16 Aug. 9/7 *Safe-blowing,
pocket-picking, orpurse-snatching. 1928 H. Asburv 6'a«^
ofNe'M York x. § 2. 217 [Marm MandelbaumJ also offered

advanced courses in burglary and snfe-blowing. 1886 Les*
lie^s Pop. Monthly XXI. 47/2 The Egerton *safe-robbery ,

.

had baffled all the detectives in town.

Safe, O' Add : 9. e. Safefor-, without prospects

or possibilities of danger to.

1917 WooDKow Wilson Address toCongress-z Apr. in Sel,
Addresses (1918) 195 The world must be made safe for

democracy. Its peace must be planted upon the tested
foundations of political liberty. 1932 A. P. Herbert in
Punch 15 June 653/2 The last few years of the War were
directed by the great brains up above to thinking out new
ways of making the War safe for the infantry. 1932 Sir
John FoRTEScuEin Eighteen-Sixties q^^ The pain of seeing
the world made safe for that most unsafe and lowering of
influences, vulgarity.

14. safe-hit Baseball (see quot 1895) ; safe

liffht, transfer fto sense in Diet,,and &6d{b)fholog,
(see quot. 1918); safe-tray = *Safe j^. 3.

1895 G. J. Manson Sporting Diet. 98 *Safe Hits, this
term is applied to high balls sent from the bat with just force
enough to carry them over the heads of the infields, but not
far enough out for the outfielders to catch. 1897 Encycl,
sport I. 77/2 Immediately the batsman hits a fair ball, he
endeavours to get to first base.. .He may get there on a safe

hit made by the succeeding batsman. 1903 A. Payne Pract.
Orthochrom. Photog. 90 Red sensitive plates, .may be usee!
with a *safe liglit. 1918 Photo-MiniatureyiW . Mar. (Gloss.),
Safe-Light, a screen used in tlie darkroom lamp to supply a
yellow, red, or green light, according to the sensitiveness of
the plate or paper. Of glass or (more usually of late years)
of dyed gelatine films between glass plates. 1886 Encycl.
Brit. XXI. 715/2 Under most plumbing fixtures it is u^ual
to place a *safe-tray to receive any water accidentally spilt.

Safeguard, v. Add : c. To ' protect ' (a native
industry ngainst foreign imports).

^ 1928 Manch. Guardian Weekly 10 Aug. 105/1 By appoint-
ing a Royal Commission to inquire into the expediency of
safeguarding the iion and steel industries. 1929 Morning
Post 5 Feb. 14/4 Safeguarding Wool.

Safeguarder (s^*fga:idaj). [f. next : see
-erI.] One who favours safeguarding as a fiscal

policy.

1928 Daily Mail 25 July 12/4 Mr. Churchill's answer to
the safeguarders was: The Government will not agree to
any fundamental change in their existing fiscal system.
1928 Daily Express 17 Dec, 10/7 Side by side we have the
basic argumtnts of the safeguarder and the Free Trader.

Safeguarding (s/i-fgaudiq), vbl. sb. [f. Safe-
GUAKD V. + -ING K] The protection of native
manufactures and industries against foreign im-
ports. Also atlrib,

X921 Act II & 12 Ceo. y c. 47 Part I, Safeguarding of Key
Industries. 1925 7i'///« 10 Feb., The Safeguarding Scheme.
..The idea of introducing a general Safeguarding of In-
dustry Bill has been iibandoned. 1926 Sir H. IIkll in F. W.
HiistSa/rguarding Pref. p. vi, Protection is no longer called
'I'ariff Reform '. It is called ' Safeguarding of Industries

*

or 'Buy British Goods or 'Merchandise Marks'. 1928
Daily Chron. 3 Nov. 4 The ' Safeguarding ' group meets
to-day. igaS Britain's /ndustr. Future I. v. 54 The Govern-
ment has been quietly introducing small doses of protection
under the euphemistic disguises of ' safeguarding ',

' luxury
taxes •, etc. 1932 G. D. H. Colk Brit. Trade 4- Industry
366 The M<=Kenr.a and Safeguarding duties.

Safety. Add : 1. g. Hence in phr. {Toplay)
for safety : to act in such a way as to avoid risks.

19H Concise Oxf. Diet. s.v. 1931 C. K. Webster For.
Pol. Castlereagh 15 How little be played the politician's

trick of trying to ride for safety at the expense of others.

ll. Safelyfirst : a maxim or slogan inculcating

the necessity of taking precautions for the avoid-

ance of accident. Also atlrib, f esp. applied to the

safest kinds of investment.
1873-4 Casselfs Mag. (New Ser.) VIII. 71/2 A system

that would go on the motto of safety first. 1914 G. M. Pkice
Mod. Factory 138 Corporations which have ^^ithin the last

five years taken up the slogan of ' safety first ' and have done
great work in accident prevention, x^i^j Punch 7 Mar. 161/1
* Safety first ' was a creed with him 1924 J. S. C. Bridge
Hist. France II. 118 The so-called battles were conducted
under the rules of a carefully framed code, of which ' safety
first ' was the unacknowledged watchword and inspiration.

1927 Daily Mail 5 Aug., Rising 'Safety First' Stocks.
1930 Time 9f y/V/tf 30 Aug. 1088 All safety-first securities..

are at a premium. 1931 Daily Mirror t:-] Aug. 4 These and
other safety first signs are being introduced all over the
Dominion.

9. b. = j(i/^/y-rd!0(7r (see * 10 below).
1933 Dorothy L. Savers Afarr his Carcase iv 6a A young

man who had so much difficulty with his razor would be more
likely to change over to a safety and use a new blade every
few days.

C. atlrib, of a touch-down, hit, etc. made for

safety (in various games) ; sb, a safe-hit. U,S,
1887 Century Mag. XXXIV, 889 '2 A ' safety ' touch-down

counts two points against the side which makes it. 1931
Randolph Enterprise (W. Va.) 9 July 5/3 The locals

hammered out 15 l.its on the first contest while the visitors

collected eight safeties.

10. safely device ; safety-catch, {a) a catch or

stop attached to a mechanical contrivance as a safe-

guard, especially in hoisting apparatus, e.g. in lifts ;

{b) Electr, a safety-fuse ; {c) a device for securing

jewellery, etc., to the clothing to afford protection

against its loss; safety-chain, {a) a chain (as on
jewellery) to provide additional security, or to hold

railway-cars together in case of an accident to

the main coupling; {p) see quot. 1875; safety-

ourtain,in theatres, a fire-proof curtain to safeguard

the main body of the theatre in cnse of fire on or

behind the stage ; safety-film, a slow-burning film

specially prepared for cinematograph work ; safety-

fund, a fund which private banks are compelled by

law to establish and maintain to guarantee their cir-

culatingnotes; ahoaltrib.; safety-fuse, (^) A/f^/r,

= *FusE sb.^ ; safety-glass, a patent glass com-
posed of two sheets of glass with a layer of cellu-

loid between them to prevent splintering ; safety-

man, an official whose work is to guard a tempo-

rarily disused pit in readiness for the resumption

of work ; safety-paper, paper specially prepared

to guard against the tampering with or counterfeit-

ing of cheques, etc. ; safety-razor, a razor in which

the blade is prevented by a guard from cutting the

skin during shaving; safety vault, a vault or strong

room for the safe custody of valuables ; safety-

zone, an island or part of a road or square where

pedestiians may wait in safety for buses, etc.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 75/2 Various forms of 'safety ca^! =h

and disengaging hooks. 2884 Knight Diet, Meek, Suppl.
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S.V. Safety Catchy Safety catches attached to the cage are
held away from the guides while the weight of the cage hangs
on the rope. 1909 Chambers's JmL 61/2 The door can be
opened a few inches and yet be held by the safety-catch.

1841 C H. Gregory Mnnagem, Locotn. En^ne 10 The
draw-bar connecting tlie Engine and Tender must be secure,

and the "safety-chains attached. 1851 Illustr, Catal. Gl.
Exhib. in. iii. 674/1 Safety chain broo<^es, for effectually

fastening a lady s dress. 1875 Knight Did. Meck.y Safety'
chain, a slack chain which attaches a truck to a car-body
and limits the excursions of the former as it slues round.
1909 lyeekiy Bmiget 21 Aug. 4/6 The *safety curtain at

the Lyceum went on strike one evening last week. 191a
Theatrelaud 11 Oct. 4/2 It was left to his successor,

Richard Brinsley Sheridan, to stand sponsor for the iron

'safety 'curtain. 1884 Harper s Mng. Dec. ir8/r Ifthe eleva-

tor has a *safety device. 1928 DaiW Mail '2^)w\y sis All the

film used is 'safety film. i^yaSeLGloss. Motion Picl, Techrty

Safety Film has a base of acetate which is slow-burning,
and so is less inflammable than ordinary nitrate film. 1890
•Safety fuse [see *FusE j^.*J. 190s Chambers's fml. ^-^Z/i

As a protection, safety-fuses are used,—thin strips of tin or
othercasily fusible lead alloy wires—which melt and volatilise

when an excessive current is passed through. 1933 TatUr /^

Oct., Advts. p. xii, Another striking testimonyfor the Triplex
•Safety Glass. 1920 Daily Exfrress 7 Nov. 8/4 All the latest

safely devices, such as four-wheel or six-wheel brakes, and
safety glass. 1931 Daily Tel. ix May 3/1 The safety glass
department.. has been a continual source of expenditure.
1938 Sunday Dispatch 23 Dec, 3/4 These officials, known as
' 'safely men ', will eat their dinner in semi-darkness hundreds
of feel below the surface of the earth. 1851 llliistr, Catal.
Gt. Exkib. MI. III. 540/1 White and coloured *safety paper
for bankers' cheques. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.^ Safety-
paper. *Safety-razor. i893&rff^A/'c2i Jan. 54 MidgctPatent
Safety Razor. 1930 Funch 29 bept. 255/1 Mr. James Milfly,

who recently sustained a laceration of the finger while
cleaning his safety razor after use. 1846 M'Kennev Mem.
I. 26 One set [of vouchers was] for the Treasury Depart-
ment, one for my office proper, and the third for a "safety
vault. 1903 A. D, McFalx /ke GHdden xvii. 129 The safe
suddenly became the people's depository and safety vault.

Sag, Ji5.2 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
18^9 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents^ Agric. (1850) 443 Straw-

berries are met with . . on the edges of ' sloughs ' or * saggs '.

Sagaciate (sag^Jii^'t), v. U,S. [App. jocu-

larly f. Sagacious + -ate 3 .] intr. Used as a fan-

ciful substitute for : To get on, do, be, act, think,

or the like.

1843 Literary Gaz, z Jan. 6/3 How does your copperosity
sagaciate this morning? 1881 J. C. Hakris Uncle Kemus
ii, ' How duz yo' sym tums seem ter segashuate ?

' set Brer
Rabbit, sezee. 1904 A. Morrison Green Eye ofCoona v. ii,

The police sagaciate that Pooley must ha' gone straight to
Lonclon. 1909 ' O. Henry ' Roads of Destiny xxii. 366, I

sagatiated in your associations otice, if I am not mistaken.

Sage, sb."^ Add : 5. b. sage-brush ; also aitrib,

(^e quots.).

1904 N. Y. Even. Pest 6 May 7 A senator from ^ne of the
'sagebrush' States.. Mr. Newlands of Nevada. 1917 Bos-
ton Even. Globe 11 Apr. 16/4 Nevada has been known for

many years as the Sagebrush State.

O. sage chicken, fowl = sagegrouse \ sage hen,
rabbit (earlier examples).
1873 Eliz. B. Custer Boots ff Saddles App. 293 A pair of

*$age-chickens, a pairof curlew, and a jack-rabbit complete
my present collection. 1903 O. Wistkr Virginian iv. 53
^e..shot some young sage chickens, which were good at

supper, roasted at our camp-fire. 1870 Amer, Naturalist
III. Ba 'S^ge Fowl kCentrocercns Urophasianus\ I saw
nothing of the Sage Fowl, which, .is very rare there. 1648
E. Brvant What I saiv in California ix, 135 An antelope

and *sage-hen were killed during our march to-day. 1846
Sage Scenes Rocky Mts. (185^) 55 A large *sage rabbit...

This animal is nearly three times the size of the common
rabbit, and of a white color, slightly tinged with grey. It

derives its n.ime from being found principally in countries

abounding with absinthe or wild sage.

Saggar, sb. Add : 3. A metal box or crucible

used in the preparation of malleable cast-iron ; also,

a fire-clay vessel used in case-hardening.
z88a W. H. Grkekwood Steel 4- Iron 384 The castings

are then packed in cast-iron boxes or crucibles known as

'saggers . 1904 Technol. ^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild &
Twency), Sagger. 1931 Diet. Occup, Terms (1927) 5 220

S.V. Hardener, Within an iron box, a sagger or other fire-

clay vessel.

Sago. 3, Add : sago-meal, sago in the form

of a meal or flour.

1851 Illuttr. Catal. Gt. Exkib. iv. i. 874/2 The so-called

sago meal is deposited in the cellular part of the stems of

the sago palm, i860 Ure's Did, Arts III. 618. 1866 Treets.

Bot. s,v. Sitgus.

Sahara. Add : 2. A fashion shade of brown :

in fall Sahara brown,
1933 Daily Mail 9 Oct. i/i Colours: Lemon,. .Fawn,

Sahara, Mole. 1930 Daily Express 8 Sept. ii/s The suit

is stocked in shades of Sand, Sahara Brown and Grey.

Salce, variant of Syce,

Sail, sb.^ 10. Add: sail-flying Aviation^ a

form of gliding ; sail-plane Aviation^ a form of

glider ; hence sail-planing.
ZMI GvHNiCH in Henley's ABC^ Gliding 148 By *sail-

flying we understand a flight without any kind of motor or

other driving power in which the energy required for the

flight without loss in altitude, is taken solely from the air

currents. Ibid. 153 A ^ood gliding and sailflying territory

includes mountains or hills of the proper configuration and
of suitable height, 1931 {/////) Henley's ABC of Gliding and
Sailflying. 1933 Daily Mail 28 Oct, New German '*Sail.

plane'. 1031 Henley's ABC of Gliding \ii,^ Flying withsaiU

planes is being differentiated by common acceptance into

two types. 1930 Daily Express 3 Sept. 16 The first lesson

in the art of * sail*planing.

Sail, "vy Add : 2. b. Applied to an airship.

1910 Daily Mail Year Bk. 149/2 The Gross was compelled
to descend, after sailing above the enemy's line,

5. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1836 DuNLAP Mem. WaterDrinker {rZyf) I.ss Mrs. Epsom

sailed majestically about the house.

C. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1883 ' Mark Twain * Life Mississippi xVii'i, She sails in and

goes the O'Shaughncssy about four hacks and an omnibus
better.

Sailing, vbl. sb.^ Add : 4. a. sailing line,

(6) a line (Line sb.^ 22) of sailing vessels ; sailing
master (earlier U.S. examples).
1905 Chambers's Jritl. May 366/1 *Sailing-lines to the

West Indies, .give Bermuda a wide berth. 1779 Rec. N. //.

Comm, Safety 194 Appointed—Curtice ^Sailing Master of
the armed ship Hampden. 1799 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll.

XIII, 39 The other two Lieutenants and the Purser are
much wanted, as is a Sailing Master.

b. (Early U.S. examples.)
174S Franklin Electrical Exper. (1751) 38 At the stem

and in the wake of every sailing vessel. 1775 Jmls, Cent.
Congress III. 293 That a swift sailing vessel, .be fitted, .for

a cruise of ihrsc months. 1785 Maryland Hist. Mag. XX.
ji He had been accustomed to go up and down Jones's falls

in canoes, row boats, and sailing boats. Ibid, 52 Battaus,
canoes, and sailing yawles.

Sail-maker. (See Sail j<5.i lo.) Also in

aeroplane construction.

*S96» «773 (see Sail sb.'^ loj. 1839 Knickerbocker Mag.
XIII. 43 'I'he sail-maker.. proceeded to sew him up in his

hammock. i886 Outing (U.S.) VIII. 169/2 A squall carried
away our., flying jib—a good job for the sai! maker. 1916
H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks 10^ AH is now ready for the
sail-maker to cover the surface with fabric.

Sais, S£US» variants of Stce.
1890 Kipling Plain Tales^ Miss Yemghats Sais 30 He.

.

deserved a V.C., if it were only for putting on a sais's

blanket. 1^34 L. Eckknstein Tutankh-aten ii. 24 The
salses running on either side of the chariots as only out-
runners in Egypt can run.

Saiva (s3i*va, Jai*va), Also Bhaiva, [a. Skr.

^t^ Saiva relating, belonging, or sacred to Siva
;

a worshipper or follower of Siva.] A member of

one of the three great divisions ofmodern Hindi\ism

exclusively devoted to the worship of the god Siva

as the Supreme Being, Also attrib,

1810 E. Moor Hindu Pantheon 15 .yflrr'aj, or worshippers
of Siva. 1843 Penny Cycl. XX 1 1. 65/3 The great Saiva re«

former, Sankara Acharya. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXI. 672/3
The Salvas, or adherents of Mahad^d, in preference to

Vishnu. 187(5 Encycl. Brit. I V. aio/i The^a/Va, Vaishnava,
and Sakta sects.

Saivisill(sai'viz'm, jai'viz'm). Also Shaivism.
[f. "Saiva + -ISM.] = Sivaism.
1878 MoNiER-WiLLiAMS Hinduism viii. 07 Saivism and

Vaishnavism are not opposite or incompatible creeds. 1883
Encycl. Brit. XIV. 228/t Saivism is supreme, and Buddhism
is even nominally extinct. 1913 J. N, Karqohar Crown of
Hinduism 384 From Saivbm there sprang the two Sakta
sects.

Saivite (ssi-vsit, Jai-vait). Also Shaivite.

[f. 'Saiva + -ite1.] = Sivaite,
i867MiLMANinF. M.Milman Mem. (1 879) 48This temple is

reckoned, .the holiest shrine in India, .among the Shalvites.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 228/1 Saivite gods or devils.

Sakellaridis(s3ek£lsc*ridis). Also abbreviated
Sakel (sje'kel). [Personal name.] A variety of

Egyptian cotton.

1913 W. L. Balls Cotton Plant in Egypt 105 The main
varieties at present cultivated on a commercially important
scale are Vannovitch and Sakellaridis in the * fine>spinning

*

group. Ibid. 106 Afifi was introduced commercially about
1887,.. Sakel in 1909. Ibid. 107 The Sakel cotton contains

at least two entirely distinct types of seed fuzr. 1915 J. A.
Todd Worlds Cotton Crops 276 Sakellaridis, or Sakel, as it

is commonly called, . . is similar to Jannovitch, but superior

in some respects, and lighter brown in colour. i^*j— Cotton
World 45 In 1924, ..owing to the very low premiums of

Egyptian generally, and especially Sakel, Upper Egyptian
type:* invaded the Delta. 1931 Times 17 Nov, 13/1 With
Sakellaridis at 7d. per lb.

Sakta (sa-kta, Ja'kta). Also Sacta, Shakta.

[a. Skr. Hfffl Sdkla relating to power or to the

Sakti; a worshipper of the Sakti.] A member of

one of the principal sects of modern Hinduism
which worships the Sakti or divine energy, espe-

cially as identified with Durga, the wife of Siva.

x8io E. Moor Hindu Pantheon 116 Those, of whatever

sect, who worship exclusively tlie female power, .are called

Sactas. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXIV. 443/1 The Hindiis

are almost always either i. Vaishnavas.. ; 2. Salvas.. ; or

3. Sdktas. 1931 Geo. Macmunn Relig. India 69 The Sakta
groups have borrowed much from aboriginal practices and
influence.

Sakti (sa'ktj, Ja-kt/). Also Sakti, Shakti.

[a. Skr. "^jf^ iakti divine energy, f. ^J^ iak to be

strong.] The female principle, especially when per-

sonified as the wife of a god, as Durga is the

Sakti of Siva, etc. Also attrib,

x8io E. Moor Hindu Pttntheon 10 All the principal, and
several of the secondary deities..have wives assigned to

them, who are called Sacti. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXII. 67/1

That thou, united with thy Sakti, dost in sport create the

universe from thy own substance. 1871 J. Garrett Class.

Diet. India 540 The Sakti is said to have originated in God,
the Supreme Being... There are many special forms of Sakti-

worship. 1913 J. N. Fabquhar Cro^vn ef Hinduism 384
Hindu sects recognize every goddess as the sakti or energy
of her husband. 1931 Brit. Mns. Return 68 Hindu stone
sculptures from Java, representing Saktis of Bodhl-sattvas.

Saktisxtl (sa'ktiz'm, Ja'ktiz'm), Also Shak-,
[f. *Sakti + -ISM,] The worship of the Sakti.
1878 Monier-Williams Hinduism Ix. 123 Tantrism, or

Saktism, is Hinduism arrived at its last and worst stage of
medieval development. 1902 Census of India, jgoi i. i8r.

1931 Geo. Macmunn Relig. India 160 The really secret cult
of Saktism.

Salacetol (sselzc'sApl, -^ul). Che7fi, [f. Sali-
CVLIC + Acetone + -0L.] A colourless crystalline

compound of acetone and salicylic acid, used as an
antirheumatic and antiseptic.
\ViX Borland Med. Diet, (ed. 2). 1909 yrnl. Chem. Soc.

XCVI. I. 245 Santalyl salacetol carbonate, a yellow, syrupy
liquid, is produced from santalol and salacetol chlorocar-
bonate.

Saladang, salandang, varr. of*Seladang.

Salagrama (salagra'ma). Also sal(a)gram,

saligram, saligrama. [a. Skr. ^T^RTnT Sdla-
grdma^ a village situated on the river Gandaki, f.

sdia sal-tree +^«wa village (whence Hindi sal-

gram. Hind, satagrdni)^ A black schistose stone
containing a fossil ammonite, especially abundant
in the bed of the river Gandaki, and worshipped
by the Hindus as a representation of Vishnu.

^ 1801 H. T. CoLEBROOKE in Asiatic Researches VII, 240 A
SAIagrama stone ought to be placed near the dying man.
1833 R. Everest Ibid, XVIII. 11. m, I have several times
looked for such among the Saiagrams in the Hindoo temples.

184s Encycl, Metrop, XV. 193/2 The schistose stones,
(s.ilgrdms) containing remains of the cornu ammonis. 1874
H. H. Cole Catal. Ind. Art S. Kens. Mus. App. 287
Ammonites, or Saligrams; holy stones sacred to Vishnu.
1895 E. W. Hopkins Rel. India 502 The black ^alagrSma
pebble, an object of reverent awe. 19Z3 J. N. Farquhar
Crown of Hindjiistn 367 If he recognizes Vishnu, he m.iy
possess a discus, a salagrama stone, a conch shell or a tulst
plant.

Salamander, -r/^ 3. a. (Later U.S. example.)
1897 Moore Ho^v to Build ii. ig A wooden house.. with

salamander, asbestos, or other fire-proof material between
floors.

6. Salamander safe l/.S, (earlier example).
1845 in C. Cist Cincinnati Misc, 194 These Salamandtr

safes are made of stout, wrought bar and plate iron, ..lined

with a chemical preparation, which is a non-conductor of
heat, and is indestructible by Are.

Salamander, v. Add : o. To brown by
means of a salamander.
1878 Amer. Home Cook Bk, 6$ When it is cooked, glaze

the top and salamander it.

Salariat (salea-riat,
II
salarya). [Fr. : see Sal-

ary sb, and -ateI.] The salaried class.

igi8 Reckitt & Bechhofer Meaning Nat. Guilds iv. 85
Hypnotized by the round ' O ' in the figure of their pay, the

salariat feel that they really are important members of the

industry, xgsa Q. Rev. Apr. 288 The * salariat ' is almost as
much enslaved as the proletariat. 1931 Sat. Rev. 19 Sept,

355/1 Glance at the Conservative ranks in the Commons

—

where are the manual workers, the Icsser-paid salariat, the

working class and lower middle classes generally 7

Salary* sb, 3. Add : salary man, officer.

1763 Essex Inst. Hist, Coll. XLIX, 139 Our provinces.,

who have greatly wronged many.. generous creditors, and
salary men, by means of their awful breaches of their public

faith. x8aa Ann. lyth Congress^ ist Sess. I. 168 To fix the

compensation of a collector, so it would neither exceed nor
fall short of a particular sum,.,would be making them all

salary officers.

Sale, sb.^ Add:
1. d. Bookselling. The ordinary trade rate.

1900 What will it cost ? 48 [Trade phrases] Sale, 30% dis-

count off published price.

2. g. Sale of work, a sale of articles made by
members of a congregation or association on behalf

of some charitable or religious object.

1869 in J, A. Langford Mod. Birmingham (1877) II. li. 469
[A] Sale of Work [took place in 1869, by which £, t,i88 were
realised.] 1890 New Road Chnpel Monthly Visitor Feb. 18

b/i Sale of Work and Mothers' Meetings. 19x7 Floka
Klickmann ^f/w. Larch- Woods 9t Weir ii. 21 The vermilion

satin cushion embroidered with yellow eschscholtzias, that

had lain in a trunk in the attic since the last Sale of Work
but two.

3. sale catalogue, -goer, price (sense I c), week,
i8ax Kaleidoscope i May 346/3 *Sale catalogue. iSsa

JJ'raser's Mag, )uiie 72J/nWhcn \ig[sc. wholesaleoook sellerJ

subscribes a book, or issues a sale catalogue. X910 Quar*
itch'sCatal. No. 286 Sale-Catalogue of the library of David
Garrick. 1937 Daily Express 4 July 3/3 *SaIe-goers are

advised to remember the date, 1897 {title) The "Sale Prices

of 1896. ij^oi Connoisseur Dec. 280/1 On December 15th

will be published the first issue of a supplement to The Con-

noisseur with the title Sale Prices. 190J To-Day XXXV.
123/1 Some people, so long as they see * *Sale Price'.,

written on a card pinned to some goods, are content to pay
any price. X9xa Sale Catal., Fleecy overcoat, . . Usual Price

52/6, Sale Price 29/6.. .Owing to the great pressure of work
during the *Sale Week . , nothing can be sent on approval,

b. sales-goer, -hand, -people, -person, -room,

i9»S Glasgow Herald 6 Jan. 7/2 The large number of men
among the *sales-goers. iga? Daily Express 17 Feb. 5/15

As mannequins and as *>ales-hands. X9»8 Publishers

Weekly g June 2370 Special lectures for groups of *sales

people from the local stores. Ibid. 10 Nov. 1962/2 We sh.ill

be glad to send a complimentary copy of the novel on re-

quest to any retail ^salesperson to read. Ibid. 1977/2, I
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have known a book-store where one sales person turned over

more stock than any otlier four puttogcther. 1840 Knicker-

bocktrMa^. XVI. 226 Ejecting a crowded audience from

his *sa!es-rooin because an unlucky wight had the temerity

to bid six-pence for a tattered copy of Paradise Lost.

Sale, V, Add : 2. intr. To hold a sale ; to shop

at the sales. Hence Sa'ler, one who frequents

ZQOi Sketch \ July 443/1 To go ' saleing* in Bond . . Street.

SQos To-Day XXXV. 447/1 All London is 'saleing' at the

present moment. 1928 Diuly Express 19 June 3/2 Men went
' sale-ing * at lunch time. Ibid. 31 Dec 5/3 Saleing ' has

become a specialised art, 1939 ihid, 8 Jan. 3/4 The great

furniture houses are ' saling '. 1928 Morning Post 25 June 8

Many experienced *salers * will tell you that it is an excel-

lent plan to go to the sales with an open mind.

Saleratns, U.S. (Earlier example.)

1837 Sylv. Graham Bread-makingi^^ Pearl ash or saleratus

is also used by them in considerable quantities.

Salesian (salrjan), «. and sb. [ad. F. SaUsien,

f. the name of St. Francois de Sales + -ian.] a. adj,

Ofor pertaining to St, Francis of Sales, and to com-
munities living according to his rule, as the order

ofthe Visitation founded in 1 610 under his direction,

and a congregation founded by Dom Bosco (181 5-

1888) for the rescue of poor and neglected children.

b. sb, A follower of St. Francis of Sales or a

member of a Salesian order ; a Salesian father or

brother.

1884 Month Jan. 46 His \sc. Dom Bosco'sJ institution hence-

forth went by the name of ' The Oratory of St, Francis of
Sales ', and hisco-laboiirers were called ' Salesians '. Ibid.

58 All his Salesian houses are managed on the same system.
..One word of sorrow, on the part of the Salesian Father, is

enough to stop a boy who is about to do wrong. 1890 Lady
Martin tr. Villefranche's Life Dom Bosco xx. (ed. 3) 196 His
first missionary expedition.. included ten priests and co-

adjutor Salesian Brothers. 19x3 F. M. Capes Gemma
Galgani 15 The Order of Salesian sisters in Lucca.

Salic (sse'lik), (2.2 Petrog, [f, sal (coined by
Suess from S(ilica and Al(umina, now superseded

by *Sial) -*--lc.] In the quantitative system of

classification, designating one of the two principal

groups of standard minerals, the members of which
are chiefly characterized by silica or alumina. (Cf.

*Femic.)
1903 W. Cross, Iddings, etc. Quanta Classify Igneous

Rocks 115 Salic Minerals. 1905 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 390 The
alumo-alkaline (or salic) and ferro-magnesian (or femic) rocks.

X909 R. Fletcher Introd. Study Rocks (ed. 4) 146 The
ten sets of standard molecules are regarded as belonging to

one or other of two kinds, termed respectively salic and
femic. 1920 A. Holmes Notnend. Petrol. 203 Salic...

A

mnemonic term, .applied to the group of standard normative
minerals which includes quartz, felspars and felspathoids.

Salicetuux (sseUsrti^m), [Late L., f. L. salic-^

salix willow + -//«ffz, after quercetum, etc.] A
willow plantation.

1910 Encycl. Brit. HI. 482/1 The most extensive English
willow plantation or salicetum . . of the present day. 1926 Nat.
Hist. Oxford Distr. 73 Many interesting Willows which were
formerly grown in the Salicetum in the Botanic Gardens.

Salicologist (saelikfj-lodgist), [f. L. salic-^

salix willow + -(o)logist.] A student of or an
authority on willows.

*9»5 Jriil- Bot. LXIII. 298 Dr. Enander the eminent
Swedish salicologist.

Salient, a. and sb. A. adj. Add
6. Electr, Salientpole {%et (\\\oi%.\

1904 Technol. ^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),
Salient Pole, when the poles of a dynamo project inward
towards the armature, from a closed ring of iron, and are

each magnetised by one coil only, they are termed Salient

Poles, as distinguished from Consequent Poles. 1910 N.
Haivkins* Electr. Dict.^ Salient Poles, the poles ofa dynamo
or motor field magnet occurring at the ends of the pole

pieces, as distinguished from consequent poles.

B, sb, b, A projecting section of a line ofoffence

or defence, e.g. in trench-warfare ; spec, (with the)

the salient at Ypres in the War of 1914-18.
1914 War Illustrated 5 Dec. 366/1 The British salient at

Ypres fascinated the Kaiser. 1918 Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms,
Salient.. in map reading, a projection from the side of a hill

or mountain, running out and down from the main feature.

i^zo Bairns/dtker Case 113 Ypres, which at that time to [j/c]

every soldier outside the salient, was regarded as the most
fearfulquarter on the whole of the Western Front. 1937 R. H.
MoTTRAM Spanish Parm 206 The trench line. .became as
fixed as the old line from the Ypres salient to La Bass^e had
been. 1^7 ' S. Roh.mer ' Morn ofMadness \\\, The last time
I saw him—coming out of the salient with what was left of
the Irish Guards. 1932 D. L. Savers Have his Carcase iv,

62 The only young Endicott was killed in the Salient.

Salina ^ (saUl-na). GeoU The name of a town-
ship and town in Onondaga county, New York,
designating the saliferous deposits of New York of

the Upper Silurian division. Hence Sall'nan a,

1879 Encycl. Brit. X, 339/2 Upper Silurian... Salina
Formation. Onendago salt group, nearly barren of fossils.

1895 J. D. Dama Man. Geol. (ed. 4) 552 The Salina beds of
shales and marlytes, or the Salt Group. X924 C. Schuchert
Geol. II. (ed. 2) 264 Cayugan or Upper Silurian. .Salinan.
i9»5 RiES & Watsoh Engin. Geol. (ed. 3) 663 Salina beds.

Salini^rin. (saelinai'grin). Chem. \i.'L. salix

willow + «?]g'r-, niger black + -IN 1.] A glucoside

formed from the bark of the black willow.
1900 H. A. D. JowETT in Jrnl. Chem, Soc. LXXVU. 708
A new glucoside for which the name of salinigrin is pro-
visionally proposed.
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Sal-lal (s3e1|liel). Canadian. (See quots.)

X884 Phii.lipps«Wol!.ky Trottings ofa Tenderfoot 140 In

front lay in the riverbed a grove of cottonv/ood, and the

bush I think British Columbians call 'sal lal'. 1987 Blatk-
•woods Mag. Aug. 205/1 The last hen had scurried past him
towards the safety of the thick sal-lal brush above the

beach.

Salle* Add : 3. In a paper-mill, a large room
used for sorting and packing sheets of paper. Also
attrib.

1888 C. F. Cross & K J. Bevan Paper-Making 175 The
sheets of paper are now ready to be examined before being
finally sent away from the mill. This is done in the ' Finish-

ing-house ', or 'Salle' as it is sometimes called. 1894 G.
Clapperton Pract, Paper-making 147 The different stages

through which the paper passes in the salle are entirely de-

pendent on the qualities produced in the mill. 1921 Diet.

Occup. Terms (1927J § 518 s.v. Finisher, Salfe finisher. Ibid.

S.V. Sorter, Salle sorter.

Sallee (S3e-U'). Australia. Also sally. [Native

name.] (See quots.)

1889 J. H. Maiden JJsef. PI. Australia 149 Acacia fal-
cata,

.

.
* Hickory '. ' Lignum-Vitae \ ' Sally '. Ibid. 250

Eucalyptus stel/ulata, ..' SaWy ' or ' Black Gum'. Ibid. 355
Acacia /alcata. . .CaWed variously * Hickor>'',..and 'Sally'

or * Sallee \ 1898 E. Mokris Austral Eng. s.v. Acacia^
The species are very numerous, and are called provincially

by various names, e.g. 'Wattle', *Mulga ', 'Giddea', and
' Sally ', an Anglicized form of the aboriginal name Sallee.

Sally, 2^.2 Add : 4. (^See quots.)

i8as Brockett N. C. Gloss., Sally, to move or run from
side to side ; as is customary with the persons on board of a
ship after she is launched. 1887 Jamieson's Sc. Diet.

Suppl. 210 To Sally, Saully, v. n., to move or run from side

to side, as children do in certain games, and as workmen do
on board a ship after it is launched; to rock or swing from
side to side, like a small boat at anchor; also, to rise and
fall, like a ship on a rough sea. 1894 Heslop Northumb.
Gloss., Sally, to sway a boat or ship, in play, from side to

side. . .This was done by a rush or sally to_ one side, which
caused a lurch. 1919 Shackleton South \. 33 The engines
running full speed astern produced no effect until all hands
joined in * sallying ' ship.

Sally-nixou (sselijni'kssn). Corruption of

salenixon, Sal enixum. Also salonix and sally.
\%Z%OeLOQVi¥.% Dyeing ^ Tissue-printingZi The crystallized

sulphate of soda, known , . in many dye-houses as Sally Nixon
. .a corruption for sal enixum. 1891 C. Lunge Sulphuric
Acid[ftd.'^ \. 96 'Nitre-cake or, in the workmen's language,
'sally nixon '.

Salmine (sse-lmain), Ckem, [f. L. sahno

Salmon + -ine s.] A protamine derived from the

spermatozoa of the salmon.
1896 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXX. i. 582 Protamine. .from stur.

geon sperm has rather different solubilities In sodium chloride

solutions, and the names salmine and sturine are suggested
by the two protamines. 1926 H. G. Rule tr. J. Schmidt's
Org. Chem. 729 The individual protamines are named after

the fish from whose testicles they are obtained, e.g. salmine
from salmon, sturine from sturgeon.

Salmite (sse'lmait). Min, [Named by E. Prost

from the river Salm, Belgium -(- -ITE 1.] A man-
ganese variety of chloritoid.

1892 E. S. Dana Dana!5 Syst. Min. (ed. 6) 640. 1906
J.^

P.

Iddings Rock Minerals 439 There are varieties containing
MnO that have nearly the formula of chloritoid (salmiteand
masonite).

Salmon, sb,"^ 4. C. Add: salmon-bass (see

quot. and *Kabeljou) ; salmon-disease, an in-

fectious fungoid disease, causing injury to the skin

and flesh of salmon and ultimately the death of

the fish ; salmon fungus, a species of Saprolegnia

causing ulcerations of the skin of the salmon.
1931 Hardy's A nglers^ Guide 48 The Kabeljaauw, known

in Natal as *Salmon Bass.. runs to as much as 150 lbs,

1878-9 Stirling in Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin. X. 242 That the

so-called *salmon disease does not depend upon a pre-

diseased condition of the fish. z88a T. H. Huxlhv in Q.
Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XXIL 328 The Saprolegnia is the cause
of the salmon disease. Ibid. 317 The stem-hypha; answer
exactly in size and structure to the hyphse of the *salmon
fungus. x886 Encycl. Brit. XXL 227/1 The salmon fungus
grows with great luxuriance on other animal substances.

Sallll01iella(s3elm^ne*la). Bacteriology, [mod.

L., f. the name of Daniel E. Salmon (1850-1914),
American pathologist + -ella L. fem, dim. suffix.]

The bacillus of hog-cholera, Bacillus cholerx sttis.

Hence Sa:lmoneUo*sis Path.^ infection with
salmonella.

191J H, }.Yl\iicK£.MisXx. A. BessotCs Pract. Bacterial. i^t-i

Ligniferes proposed to designate all those organisms which
had the morphological and cultural attributes of the bacillus

of hog-cholera , . by the name Salmonella after Salmon. 1913
DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7), Salmotullosis, infection with
Bacillus choleraesuis. 1921 B..T. HRWhEtT Man. Bacter/ol.

(ed. 7) 444 The Gartner group of organisms has been termed
the Salmonella group.

Salmon-trout. 2. (Earlier examples.)
1726 Penhallow Indian Wars (1824) 113 Our men were

well entertained with moose, bear, and deer, together with
salmon-trout. 1807 P. Gass Jrnl. xxi. 22S In the evening
one of the large fish was caught, which we found to be a
salmon-trout. 1848 E. Hrvant What I saw in California
xi. 158 He bad taken with his hook about a dozen salmon-
trout.

Saloon. Add : 4. a. Also, the cabin for the

accommodation of passengers in an aeroplane.
i9ai Daily Mail Year Bk. 27/1 Eight passengers., in arm.

chair seats in a draught-proof saloon.

c. In full saloon car : a type of motor car with
a closed body, and without a partition behind the
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driver. Saloon landauleite^ a saloon with a folding

head.
191a Motor ManuaH^. 14) 99 Other forms of bodies fitted

to more expensive cars include the brougham, landaulet,
saloon, double phaeton, [etc.]. 1918 Ibid. (ed. 22) 128 Lan-
daulets, cabriolets, and saloon cars. 192^ Morris Owner's
Man. 62 Morris-Oxford (Saloon and Cabriolet). 19*7 B. K.
Seymour Three Wives i. x, He secured. .the services of a
iJuick saloon. 1930 Motor Body Building May 105 Saloon
landaulette.

6. (Earlier examples.)
1848 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. i. Third Let. B. Sawin 51

I've ben consid'ble round in bar-rooms an' saloons Agetherin'
public sentiment. 1853 Bhewerton With Kit Carson (1930)
184 As I reentered the bar-room labeled ' saloon ', of mine
inn.

Salopian, a, and sb. Add :

2. Belonging to (a memberof) Shrewsbury School.
1866 Blackiv. Mag. Apr, 432/2 He has left us specimens

of Latin verses of which even modern Salopians might be
proud. 1877 {title) The Salopian.

3. Geol. (See quots.)
1869 Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XXV. 1. 174 Nor do we find any

representatives of the Permian beds referable to the Salopian
type to the north of this part of England. 1905 Technol. <5-

Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s.v., In the Lake Dis-
trict and in Southern Scotland the rocks of Salopian age
attain to a thickness of many thousand feet. The rocks
above the Salopians are now classed as Downtonian and
the remainder of the Silurian Rocks below as Valentian.
1912 Jukf.s-Browne Stratigr. Geol. 165 Salopian Series.

—

'1 he succession of limestones and shales which form this

series at Woolhope and Malvern.

Salpiglossis. Add : Also, any plant of this

genus.
1841 LouDOM Encycl. Plants Suppl. 1224. 1915 H. H.

Thomas Bk, Hardy Flowers 592 The great improvement in

the size and colour of the flowers . . during recent years renders
the Salpiglossis very desirable for beds and groups in the
border. 1931 A. N. Scott tr. Hans Carossa's Boyhood ^
Youth V, A whole host of the most beautiful salpiglosses.

Salpingectomy (sselpind^e-ktomi). Surg.

[f. Gr, aaKiTfy^- (see Salpingo-) + ixTOfua exci-

sion.] Excision of a Fallopian tube,

1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 758/3. 1903 W. G.
Spencer Walsham's Surg. io8z In salpingectomy especial

care is needed not to rupture a pyosalpinx when freeing it.

1910 Practitionir Xpr. 517 An ovariotomy^ for a large cystic

adenoma..and a bilateral salpingectomy with ventrifixation.

Salt, J^.l Add : 1. b. English salt (see quot.).

1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade s.v. Salts, English salt is

chloride of soda.

5. b. Saltoflemon {salt oflemons, salts oflemon),
binoxalate of potash, potash combined with oxalic

acid ; also occas. oxalic acid alone ; a highly poison-

ous white crystalline salt used to remove ink-stains

and iron-mould from linen ; Carlsbad, Vicky salts,

salts prepared from the mineral springs in these

places, or imitations thereof; Everitt's s., MonsePs
s, (see quot. 1890), Preston salts j a variety of smell-

ing-salts.

181S New Family Receipt'Book (new ed.) Index 402
Essential Salt of iJemons. 1829 W. Henry Elem. Chem.
(ed. 11) IL 923 Salt of sorrel, or essential salt of lemons,

1840 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. n. Aunt Fanny, Salt of Lemon
Will make it, in no time, quite fit for the Gemman 1 1858
SiMMONDS Did. Trade, Prestou'Salts, .. sm^\\\n%-ssi\ls ..

containing carbonate of ammonia in small pieces, with a
drachm of the following mixture added, viz. oilsofbergamot,
cloves, and lavender, and the strongest solution of ammonia.
x866 Chambers's Encycl.V ill. 453/2 The celebrated Preston
smelling-salts are scented with oils of cloves and pimento.
x868 Chambers's Encycl. X. 75/2 Ink-stains. .require to be
taken out with . .the essential salts of lemon. 1890 Billings
Med. Dict.y Everitt's salt, a compound of cyanide of iron

and potassium, formed when potassium fenocyaiiide is de-

composed by sulphuric acid. Ibid., MonseVs salt, Fe40
(504)5. Basic ferric sulphate. 1895 Army ^ Navy Co-op.

Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 696/1 Carlsbad Salts, ibid. 710/2
Vichy Salts, Effervescing. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXIH.
275/2 The powdered Carlsbad salts (pulverformig).

6. Ethereal salt, an ester. Metallic salt, a salt of

which the basic component is an oxide or hydroxide

of a metallic element.
1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 553/2 The thio-acids also form

ethereal salts. 1904 Technol. ^ Sei. Diet. (ed. Goodchild
& Tweney) 180/1 After-treatment with a metallic salt, e.g,

copper sulphate.

10, (Modem U.S. example.)
1901 S. E. White Westerners xviii. 156 When I get those

Easte'n capitalists interested, and ready to put a little salt in.

12, c. salt-bath furnace, a type of hardening

furnace ; salt lake, a saline lake of which the chief

chemical constituents are sodium and magnesium
chlorides and magnesinm and calcium sulphates.

1913 Lockivoods Diet. Meek. Engin. (ed. 4), *Salt Bath
Furnace, a type of hardening furnace in which the tempera-

ture is regulated by the employment of fused salts. 1836

Penny Cycl. VI. 343/2 A great number of smaller and larger

*salt lakes. 1885 Geikik Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 2) 380 Sahne
lakes, considered chemically, may be grouped as salt lakes,

where the chief constituents are sodium and magnesium
chlorides with magnesium and calcium sulphates : and bitter

lakes.

Salt, v\ Add : 1. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1849 N. P. Wtlus Rural Lett. viii. 355 'Calm as the

shadow of a rock across the foam of a cataract ', would be

a ne.it thing to 'salt down ' for Calhoun or Van Buren.

d. Also actively, to render immune by inocuUk-

tion.

190S Rep. Brit. Assoc. 545 Dr. Edington .. reports that..^



SALTA.
by ioocalating mules with Heart-water blood he has been
able to salt them against Horse-sickness.

5. b. To salt dowttj to ' dress ' down. U,S, coiioq.

1904 Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republ. g Sept. 6 Senator
Depew salts down William Allen White, who has stated that
the senator tried to biiHy the president into [etc^
6. d. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1819 E. Dana Gec^. Sk. WcsUrH Courttry 234 It is rare in

this country that cattle are cither fed, salted, or sheltered.
1838 H. CoLMAN Rep. Ag-j-ic. Mass. (1839) 75 He is careful
to salt them once a week, or oftencr, if the season is wet.

9. Also transf.
igzy Land. Mercury Oct. 563 Immediately after seeing the

Gtozel site and the objects recovered from it, [he] pronounced
the whole thing to be a fake, and the site to have been
* salted ' with spurious remains.

Salta (sse-lta). [f. L, saltdre to leap.] A game
resembling halma.
x9ai Daily Express 23 Mar. 8/7 Salta is played on a board

of joo squares, each player having fifteen pieces. Ibid.^ Like
in the first international salta tournament. ., a chess master
has again held his own against the draughts and salta ex-
perts who competed. 1904 Mrs. Alec-Tweedie Behind
Foctlights\\\\. i53She[itf. Sarah Bernhardt].. plays Salta
with her son- This game is a kind of draughts.

Saltation. Add: 1. d. BioL Mutation, or
a result of this.

1870 [see 1 c in DicLl 1906 Pop, Set. Monthly June 485
(Cent. p. Suppl.) The name ' saltation ', or in recent years
' mutation ', has been applied to extreme fluctuation, the im-
mediate cause of which is unknown. The experiments of
Dr. Hugo de Vries on the saltations of the descendants of an
American form of evening primrose. 1930 R. A. Fisher
Genet. Theory Nat. Set. viL 163 Unless such a resemblance
formerly existed a gradual mimetic evolution is precluded,
and we should be forced to admit that the mimetic females
arose as sports or saltations totally unlike their mothers.
Ibid. 164 A single saltation from a male of the same species.

Salt-cellar. Add : c. Each of the hollows at

the base of the neck, colloq.

X913 Queen 17 May, Advt. 35 * Saltcellars ' and thinness of
the Neck and Shoulders. 1917 C. Dane Regim. Women
xxvii, Her neck! You should see her neck—salt -eel tars,
literally. 1918 ' O. Onjons ' Story of Louie i, The copper-
haired girl with the long thin neck and the 'salt-cellars*
showing through her white flannel blouse.

Salt grass. 6^-^. [Salt 0.136.] a. Grass
growingin salt meadows, largely species of6/>ar/zffa.
b. A pasture-grass of the arid plains of the western
States.

X704 Rec, of Providence^ R.l. V. 2*4 The which sd Cove
is a place of Salt Grass called Thatch. 1800 B. Hawkins
Sk. Creek Country 43 Such is the attachment of horses to
this moss, or as the traders call it, salt gra^^s. 1846 Sags
Scenes Rocky Mis. (1B59) 148 A blueish salt grass (herba
sal6e) showed itself tn plats uncropped by game. 1859 [see
Salt «.» 3J. 1875 Fur, Fin^ 4- Feather 119 (The wild fowl]
very soon after feeding on t!ie succulent salt-grasses.,
acquire a delicious flavor. 1910JER. Hart Vigilante Girl
XXV. 350 'Ihe little stream which ran from the spring through
bunches of salt grass.

Salt hay. U,S. [Salt a.l 3 b.] Hay made
from salt grass. Also attrib.

1743 MacSpabhan Diary (1899) 10 Mr. Robinson has sent
a load of salt Hay. 1763 [see Salt a.' 3I. 1837 H. Colman
Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) 18 A largo amount of salt hay is

cut in the county. 1859 !*«« Salt a.' 3]. 1863 'Gail
Hamilton' Gala-Days 54, l,..a squalid, sale-bay gunlow,
. .sank down in confusion.

Salt meadow. Chiefly U.S. [Salt a^ i c
Cf. F. pri saU.\ A meadow liable to be flooded
by salt water.

1*79 tsce Salt a.' i c]. 1670 Rec. Providence^ R.I. III.

174 A ccrtaine peeccofmeadow. . being part of it salt meadow
and part of it fresh meadow. 1722 Ibid. XVI. 204 'i'he South
side of the Channel iicere against my salt meadow called four
stack meadow. 1716 (see Salt a} i cj. 1789 Morsb Anter.
Geog. 387 There are large bodies of salt meadow along the
Delaware. 1830 Knickerbocker M»g. XHI. 503 Hetraveiled
very comfortably over the salt meadows, 1881 Harper's
Mag. Jan. 354/2 The sluggish river winds through tracts of
salt-meadow.

Saltoun (s9-lt;?n). [Proper name.] Angler's
name of an artificial trout fly.

19x6 Chambers's Jmt. 164/1 There's a two-pounder at the
stream-mouth that has risen twice to the saltoun. 1931
Hardy''s A nglers' Guide 66 Lake and Sea Trout Flies. .

.

NOh 44. Saltoun.

Sa-lt-ri:sing. U,S. [Salt a.I i .] 'A leaven

or yeast for raising bread, consisting of a salted

batter of flonr or meal' (Cent. Diet.).

1836 (see Rising vbL sb. j$\ 1865 Mrs- Stowe House ^
Home P. 236 Salt-risiog bread. x88o Scribner's Monthly
Jan. 436/1 A . .discussion of the relative merits of salt.risin's,

milk-cmptin's, and potato yca'^t. 1907 N.V. Evening Post
(semi-weekly ed.J 20 June 4 Salt-rising biscuits.

SaltHiver. U.S. [Possibly from the name of a
small winding stream in Kentucky.] * An imaginary
river, up which defeated politicians and politicsd

parties are sapposed to be sent to oblivion * (Cent,

Diet.). Usu. in the phr. £0 row . . up Sa/t River,
183a Francss Tbollope Dom. Mann. Amer. II. xxviiL 117

This was one of those threats which in Georgia dialect would
subject a man to * a rowing up salt river'. 1834 W. G. Simms
Guy Rivers I. 190 If the boys are only true.. we can row
this guard up Salt rtver in no time and les:^ xpio N.V,
Evening Post i Oct., That imaginary stream called 'Salt
River', up which defeated candidates are supposed to be
rowed.

Salt spring. [Salt xi.i or a^^ CC F. source

saUCf G. salzbrunnettf -quelle.] A flow of salt

189

water or brine ont of the earth ; a brine-spring,
brine-well.
x6oi Holland /*/i«^ xxxL vii. 11. 416 In some parts of

Spaine there be salt springs, a 1647 [see Salt a.' ij. 1683
pE-rrus Flfta Min. i. 321 Of Salt-Petre, Vitriol, Alhnn and
Salt Springs. 1748 J. Hill Hist. Fossils 382 The Sea-
water and Salt-springs sustain it [jc. alimentary salt].. in a
liquid form, 178a Pennant Journ.Chesterto London -zj The
Britons, who had, in several places, plenty of salt-springs.
1834 Phil. Mag. IV. 31 The comparative strength of the salt
springs of that country at different depths. 1839 G. Roberts
Dict.Geol.^Salt springs^ which contain a large quantity of
common salt, obtained from them by mere evaporation.
1853 J. Revnolds Hist. Illinois Z6 They discovered in the
present county of Galatin, salt springs.
attrib. zZs-i Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. IV. 9 The twenty-

two sections of salt spring lands now unappropriated.
Salllki(sal«'ki). Alsosalugi,selug(h)i. [Arab.

fj^ seiuqlf f, Seiuq^ a town in Greece famous for

dogs.] A Persian greyhound.
1890 ' OuiDA ' in N. Amer. Rev. Sept. 316 The Siberian

and the Persian greyhounds are one and the same breed

;

called sleughi [sicj in Per.sia and Arabia. 1923 Daily Mail
6 Feb. 6 Every known breed, including some rarities like the
Saluki, or Arabian greyhound. 19*4 Blackw. Mag. Jan.
24/2 Among them . . a few Selugis, Persian greyhounds of as
ancient and pure a strain as our own. 1931 C. S. Jarvis
Yesterday <( To-day in Sinai 312 A Saluki hunt on camel-
back.

SalTing (sa-lCT)). [Siamese.] A Siamese silver

coin.
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade^ Sailing, a money of account

in Siam, the fourth of a bat or tical, worth about 7jd. 1886
Encycl. Brit. XXI. 851/2,

Salutatory, sb. 2. b. (Later example.)
1905 N.Y. Evening Post 12 June 12 The annual class day

exurcises of the University of Pennsylvania were held to-day.
H. B. Taylor delivered the salutatory.

Salvarsan (sie'lvaissen). [Named by Paul
Ehrlich (1910)^ German scientist, f. L. salvdre to
save -f G. ars{enik arsenic] The proprietary name
of a synthetic compound of arsenic, CjgHijO^Ng
ASjSHCl, used in the treatment of spirillic diseases,

as syphilis and yaws. Also knovm as 606. Salvar-
san milk (seequot. 1913).
1911 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IX. 515 The striking effects of

hypodermic injection of dioxydiamido-arsenobenzol or sal-
varsan on the various cutaneous manifestations of syphilis.

1913 DoRLAND Med. Diet. {ed.7)s.v. Milk, Salvarsan milk,
the mjlk from a goat that has received injections ofsalvarsan

:

used ill treating syphilis in children. \4^ Spectator 13 Mar.
479/1 The principle of chemico-therapy to which we owe
such drugs as Salvarsan. 1926 S. Wright App, Physiol,
301 If salvarsan is injected together with glutathione in
suitable doses.

Salvatorian (s3eIvato»*rian), a* and sb, [f. L.
salvdtor (It. salvatore)^ SAViouK-f-lAN.] Title of
a Roman Catholic congregation.
1909 Cath. Encycl. V. 53/2 The Salvatorians have establish-

ments in Italy, Sicily, Austria, Poland. 1929 Cath. Times
22 Feb., The Halvatorian Fathers. 1931 Tablet 22 Aug. 252/2
Father Melchior Geses, a German Salvatorian of the mis-
sion of Shaowu in the Vicariate of Foochow.
Salvatory, a, (Recent examples.)
1921 Challenge 18 Feb. 241/2 Salvatory and reconstructive

work. 192a J. V. Simpson Man 4- Atiainm. Immortality
^iv. 334 The fact of Christ remains, solitary and salvatory.

Salvy, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 103 Care should be taken

not to work it too much, as it will hurt the grain of the
butler and make it salvy.

Saxuaderin (scemadla-rin). Phami. Also -ine.

[f. mod.L. Samaderay a genns of trees of the family
Shnarubacex + -ix 1.] A crystalline principle from
the bark and seeds of Samadera indica.
1859 Chem. Gaz. XVI 1. 143. 1887 Bentley Man, Bot. (ed.

5) S05 Samaderine.

Samadb. (sama-d). = next.
i8a8 Asiatic Res. XVI. 39 A temple, sacred to the deity

whom they worship, or the Samddh, or shrine of the founder
ofthesect,orsome eminent teacher. 1891 Monier-Williams
Brahntatiism 9f Hinduism 179 A native of Oudh, whose
samadh or tomb is at Katwa. 1920 Blacktu. Mag. Oct.
455/x Thus was the samadh perfect, thus was the lesson plain.

Samadhi (samadi). Hinduism. [Skr. 4j44|(vT

samadhi a placing together, f. sam together + a pre-

fix -»- dhd to place (see Do z'.).]

1. Profotmd or abstract meditation on the Su-
preme Being ; the last stage of yoga, in which it is

held that there is suspension of connexion between
soul and body.
1853 R.S. Hardy Man. 5«A<^A7JWir4n8Thefiveindrayas,or

moral powers are :— i. Sardliawa, purity. 2. Wiraya, per-
severing exertion. 3. Sati, or smirtt, the ascertainment of
truth. 4. Samadhi, tranquility. 5. Pi'agnyawa, wisdom.
1913 E, F. Benson Thorley Weir v, He. .lived a life of
meditation that would have done credit toastudent of Ritja
Yoga attaining Samadhi. 1930 Dasgupta Yoga Philos. 336
Samadhi or trance contemplation results when by deep con-
centration mind becomes tiansformed in the form of the
object of contemplation.

2. The tomb of a Hindu yogi, especially a place

of self-immolation by burning or burying alive.

Hence, the act of self-immolation.
X9«5 C/oj^tfTi/ //*^ra/^ 24 Sept. 7 The Sadhu did not com-

mit suicide, but performed the religious rite of Samadhi.

Samaj (sama-d^). Also Somaj. [Skr. ^^TTHT
satitdja a meeting with, Lsam together -h ajXo drive]

SAMMY.
An assembly or congregation ; a church or reli-

gious body, as in Brahmo Samaj (see *iiRAHMOiSM)

.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 201/1 He gave a printing-press to
the Samaj. Ibid, aoi/a They encourage the establishment
of branch Samdjes in different parts of the country. 1913
J. _N. Fabquhar Cro7vn of Hinduism 76 The truths of
religion which they find there are the doctrines taught by
the Samaj.

Saman (sa-man). [Skr., = chant.] A sacred
text or verse forming the third of the four kinds of
Vedas ; the name of the Veda thus formed. Also
attrib. So Sa*3uaTeda, the name ofthe third Veda.
1798 Asiatic Res. V. 364 Prayer. .on beginning a lecture

of the Samaveda. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 171/1 These
are the Rich, Vajush, Saman, and Atharvan'a. Ibid.y
The Samaveda contains songs of lyrical character to be
recited with melody. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 277/1 The
saman-hymnal consists of two parts, viz., the Samaveda-
samhita, or collection of texts (fich) used for making up
sainan-hymns, ^and the Cana, or tune-books. Ibid. i-jZfz.

'Ih^yanisa'brahmana, a mere list of the Samaveda teachers.
1913 J* N- Fakquhar Crown 0/ Hinduism 77 The Saman,
Yajus, and Athaswan exhibit the same polytheism.

Samang (samo'i}). Also Semang. A negrito
of the nearly extinct tribes native to the interior of
the Malay peninsula.
i86o Mayne Reid Odd People 415 The Samangs—a tribe

inhabiting the mountainous parts of^ the Malayan peninsula
—are also a negro or negnilo race. 1883 [see *Sakai].
1907 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 642 Ethnological specimens of un-
doubted Semang origin, 1922 Glasgow Herald 30 Mar. 9
Yesterday to greet the Prince a bronzed group of Semangs
. . rubbed shoulders with hardy British venturers.

Samara. (Later U.S. example.)
i88i Harper^s Mag. Oct. 646 Others, like the samaras of

the tulip-tree and elm, are laimched from the tree-tops.

Samaritan, j^. b. Add: Often in full,^^^
Sa7naritanj a kind and helpful person ; hence
(nonce-wds.)^<?i7(/ Samaritanism^ good Samaritan-
ship.

1640 N. Rogers {title) The Good Samaritan, or an Expo-
sition on that Parable Luke x. ver. xxx-xxxviii.
1840 RusKiM Lett. Coll. Friend ii. (1894) 11 You have

sacrificed hatfa Good Samaritanship. 1846 [see Dict.l 1858
C. Reade Jack ofall Trades \'\\\, I. .took leave of the good
Samaritan, who appointed two of my niggers to see me out
of the wood. 1871 Lowell Study Windows 44 It is seldom
that debtors or good Samaritans waylay people under gas
lamps in order to force money upon them. 1930 H. Redwood
God in^ Slums 14 A co-opted partner in every kind of Good
Samaritanism.

Sam.bal (sasmbal). Also sambel. [Malay.]
A Malay spiced condiment used as a relish with
meat.
181^ Raffles Hist, fava I. 98 The most common season-

ing., is the lombok ; triturated with salt, it is called sambel.
1891 DucKiTT Hilda's ' Where is it f ' 199 Quince ' Sambal *.

Sam Browne (ssem braun). In fiill Sam
Browne belt : an officers' field belt having a sup-
porting strap over the right shoulder, which was
invented by General Sam J. Browne.
1915 Punch 6 Oct. 288/3 Military Wedding Equipment.

Sam Browne belt, single brace and frog, best bridal leather.
axgn J. C. Squire To a Bull-dog iii, His bag and his
thonged Sam Browne.

Sam.bni]i^iu (sii^mbi^/nsi-grin). Chem, [f.

the specific name Sambucus nigra (the common
elder) + -IN 1.] TheglucosideCnH^OcN. Hence
Sa:2nbnnigTi*xiic a.

1905 7rnL Chem. Soc. LXXXVIII. i. 912 Sambunigrin, a
new Cyanogenetic glycoside obtained from the leaves of
Sambuctis_ Nigra. 1917 Ibid. CXU. i. 657 Synthesis of
Mandelonitrile-gincoside, Sambunigrin, and similar 5ub>
stances. X910 Ibid. CXVI. i. 3^0, d-glucosidoHl-mandelic
acid, also called sambunigrinic acid.

Same, a. B. absoi. Add: 2. d. Phr. Same
here : the same (thing) applies to me ; my case is

similar.

1915 Punck 13 Oct. 315/2 The Dawn of the No-treating
Era. First Reveller, ' My health !

' Secofui Reveller,
'Same here I

*

Sam.llita (sa*mhita). Also sanhita. [Skr.

^f^df -^^w^^Va union, connexion, f.jiZOT together +
^>^» to place.] A text treated according to sandhi;
a version of the vedas which is the continuous text

formed from the yNada or separate words by the ap-
propriate phonetic sound-changes. Also attrib.

1805 H. T. Klox.v.^'i.oovi'e.xw Asiatic Res. VI U. 476 Tradition
..reckons sixteen Sanhitas of the Rigveda. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXVL 171/1 The Rigveda is the first in order and its

Sanhita contains mantras. .to the elemental deities. 1676
Encycl. Brit. IV. 201/2 'Ihe Hindu scriptures consist of four
separate collections, or Saniiitas, of sacred texts. 1891
MoNiBR-WiLi.iAMs Brahmanisvt ^ Hinduism 409 These
Vedic texts may be recited according to any one or more of
the five diff'erent Pathas, or modes of recitation, called
Samhita, Pada, Kratna, Jata, and Ghana.

Sammy (sas'mi), sb. [Familiar dim. of the

name Samuel; see -IE, -Y 6.]

1. An American soldier in the war of 1914-18, so

called from Utule Sam (see Uncle Ji5. 2 c). slang.

1917 Punch 13 June 384/2 As a term of distinction and
endearment [for the American * Tommies 'J Mr. Punch sug-

gests *Sammies'—after tlieir uncle. 1917 Nation (N.Y.)

16 Aug. 164/1 The 'Sammies ' whom the headlines are fea-

turing, xgai Glasgoiv Herald 8 July 7/z While a French
soldier costs on an average 13 francs 37 per day, ..a 'Tommy
costs 31 francs 69, and a ' Sammy * 59 francs 30.



SAMOYES.

S. A ninny, simpleton, slang.

(Ct 1*37 E. Howjmo OldContmiulonxiv, You have been
sammy-foozled by a rascally swindler.]

1837 R. B. Peaki Qitar.cr to Nine I. ii, What a Sammy,

Slve me a shilling more than I axed him I [1843 Mokcrieff

cmmts 0/Lcndon 11. i, I'm a ruined homo—a niuff—a flat

—

a Sam—a regular ass.] 1897 Jane Lordship xv, Simple

Sammy, as we called Mr. Pole, the new pastor.

Samoyed, sb. and a. Add : 2. One of a breed

of Arctic dogs extensively used by the Samoyeds

for herding reindeer and as sledge-dogs ; they are

of medium size, characterized by erect ears, a long

tail, and long hair, white to biscuit-colour.

1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 30 Apr. 6/2 A beautiful brown silky.

Iiaired sharp-eared Samoyed dog. 1913 Wcstm. Caz. 28 Apr.,

The continued popularity of the Samoyeds, the white Arctic

doss.

Sampan^ (ssempan). [Khoi-khoin samban.']

= Tampan.
J898 ScuiLY Bthvren Sun fi Sand i. 8 The ground beneath

is full of the dreaded ' sampans ', which bury themselves in

the flesh and cause serious injury. 1910 Glasgow Herald
2 Sept. 4 't'he minor plagues of scorpions and 'sampans*.

Samsara (sKmsara). }Iinduism. Also san-

sara. [Skr. ^U
| ^ samsara a wandering through,

f. sam prefix expressing completeness + sr to run,

glide, move.] Metempsychosis.
1S45 Encycl. Metrof. XV. 760/1 His \sc. the Brahman

priest's) business is to assist in . . the ten ceremonies called the

sansara. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. aSj/i The notion of

samsara has become an axiom, a universally conceded
principle of Indian philosophy. 1930 Dasgopta Yoga Pkilos.

67 The metaphysics of the samsara cycle in connection with
sorrow, origination, disease, rebirth.

Samskara (sanska-ra). Also sanskara. [Skr.

4Jfc(||<^ samskara a making perfect, preparation, f.

sam together + kr to make, perform.] An essen-

tial and sanctifying rite or ceremony among the

Hindus, which purifies from the taint of sin con-

tracted in the womb and leads to regeneration.

184s Etuycl. Mttrof. XVI. 350/2 Ten ceremonies, called

Sanscdra, must be duly performed before the child of a
Brahman can claim the honours inherited from his father.

lti6Eitcycl.Brit. IV. 204/1. 1876 MoNiER-WiLUAMs/«^//rt«
Wisdom (ed. 3) 245 He is of course to go through all the

twelve Sanskaras or purificatory rites.

Samson. Add : 5. Logging (see quot.). Also

samson-post. Htnce Sa-mson v.

1905 Terms Forestry ff Logging ^^ Sampson^ an appliance

for loosening or starting logs by horsepower. It usually

consists of a strong, heavy timber and a chain terminating

in a heavy swamp hook. Ibid.^ Sampson a iresj to^ to direct

the fall of a tree by means of a lever and pole.

Samsonite 1 (saemsanaitl. [f. proper name
SAM8ON + -ite'.] a variety ofdynamite. Alsoallrib.

1909 7r«/. Soc. Chtm. Industry XXVI. 915. 1915 A.

Marshall Explosives 213 A charge of undoubtedly hard

frozen Samsonite exploded whilst being rammed home with

a wooden rammer. I9»x Glasgow Herald iZ Feb. 11 Illegal

possession.. of 2980 gelignite cartridges, 10 samsonite cart-

ridges.

Samsonite ^ (sse-msanait). Min. [f. name of

Samson mine, Audreasberg, Harz, Germany : see

-ITE 1.] A manganiferons silver mineral.

1910 L. J. Spenckr in iVin. Mag. XV. 430. 1910 yml.
Chem. Soc. XCVIII. IL 620 Samsonite.. was found. .in

association with pyrargyrite, galena, pyrolusite, quartz, cal-

cite, apophyllite, etc

San (ssen). Colloq. abbreviation of Sanatorium
(esp. in sense *3).

1947 Anne MacDonald Dorty Speaking x, He said I must
be put in the san at once, as I had whooping-cough.

Sanatorinm. Add : 3. A room in a school

or college for the accommodation of the sick or

the isolation of those who are under suspicion of

infection.

x86o Eton Gloss. 30 Sanatorium. The Hospital—a modern
improvement—where a boy seized with any infectious and
dangerous illness is at once sent, 190Z Eton Bey's Lett. gS
They dont take measels to the Sanatorium as they arent

dangerous.

Sancho^ (sankt;). U.S. Nine of trumps in

the game of Sa:nc]io-Pe'dro (see quot. 1907).
1801 Cent. Diet. 1907 Hoyie's Games 12 Pedro Sancho.

Eighteen points can be made in each deal ; high, low, jack,

game being worth i each ; the Ave of trumps 5 ; the nine 01

trumps, * sancho *, 9.

Sand, sb.^ Add : 1. h. A fashion shade re-

sembling the colour of sand.

1923 Daily Mail 13 Feb. I Artificial Silk Hose.. in Blaclc,

White, Beaver, Nude, Cinnamon, Sand, Suede.

7. b. Chiefly U.S. (Earlier and later examples.)
1875 B. Harte Tales 0/Argonauts -ji. Blank me if I didn't

think be was losing bis sand, till he walked to position.

1881 N. Y. Times 18 Dec. in N.HQ. 6th Ser. V. 65/2 Sand.
To have ' sand in one's craw * : to be dete. mined and plucky.
Equivalent to 'grit'. 1924 Gai-sworthv .A"i7r«/ iv. ii. 120
By Jove, Mr. Farrell, there's sand in yotb Tell me, isn't he
ever ashamed of himself?

9. sand-castle (Casti.e sb. 3 b).

1866 Chambers's Jml. 6 Jan. 16/2 {tllle) Sand-Castles.

X9S5 H. G. Wells Christina Alberta's Father i. iv. They
had..camped on the beach while Mr. Preemby and Christina

Alberta had made sand-castles.

e. sand-toned adj.

1916 Chambers's jfriil. Sept. 635/2 In the midst of the

mass of sand.toned uniforms.

10. sand-club, {b) U.S., a niblick ; cf. sand-iron

190

(b); sand-devil, in South Africa, a small whirl-

wind; sand-draw 6''.5'.,achannelofasubterranean

stream with sand overlying it ; the stream iiself

;

sand-glacier, a sand talus whose encroachment

under prevalent wind action resembles that of a true

glacier ; sand-hog U^S.^ a man who works under-

ground, as in a caisson or in foundation-work
;

sand-painting(seequot.i90o) ; sand- slew, -slue,

a barren, sandy area, usually depressed ; sand-
sugar = Lactose ; sand-table, {a) a tray sprinkled

with sand in which letters or designs may be traced

and obliterated (cf. Ja«rf-^i7arff); {b) a sand-trap;

sand-tell box (see quot.) ; sand-trap, a device for

separating sand and other impurities from a stream

of water or pulp passing through it, esp. in the

manufacture of paper; sand-tray, a tray filled with

sand, with which children play (cf. *sand-table^ a) ;

sand-wash (J.S,^ a sloping surface of sand spread

out by an intermittent stream; sand-wind = sand-

chud.
19x9 Punch 15 May 380/2 Incidentally I aro pleased to

know that Americans call a niblick a ^sand-club. 1901
lAVicet 16 Mar, 771/1 A number of small whirlwinds,_called

**sand-dcvils', which would pass slowly along sucking up
quantities of sand and any light articles such as pieces of

paper, a 1909 P. A. Rydberc Contrib. U.S, Nat. Herb. 1 1 1.

470 (Cent. D. Suppl. s.v. Dram) A "sand draw is a sub-

terranean stream. On the surface is seen only a broader or

narrower band of pure sand, marking the channel. 1875
EiicycL Brit. III. 599/1 Among the less ordinary geological

phenomena may be mentioned the ' *sand glacier' at Elbow
Bay. 1897 V. Cornish in Geog. Jrnl. Mar. 286 Wind
blowing outwards from a deep sand tract forms a horizontal

tiateau terminated by a talus as steep as the sand can rest.

fnder these condiiions the encroacliment of sand recalls the

manner of advance of a glacier, and to this formation

I restrict the term *sand glacier'. 1904 N. Y. Even. Post
II Jan. 3 The men who are employed as '"sandhogs' or ex-

cavators in the caisson for the new Manhattan Bridge. 1907
Sci. Amer, 23 Mar. 250/1 Pressure-men, that remarkable
class ofmen who make ii their business to work in compressed
air, and who are commonly known as 'sand-hogs'. 1900
W. Hough in Smithsonian Rep. {Nat. Mus.) 467 Ihe
ceremonial *sand painting of the Hopi and Navajo, wliere

the most beautiful effects are secured by allowing sand in

slender streams of different colors to fall from the hand
guiding it over the surface to form designs, 1908 Hasthigi's

Encycl. Relig. ^ Ethics I. 826/a The sand-paintings..

may be regarded as actual pictorial prayers. 2904 A. J.
Walker tr, A. F. Holleman's Lab. Man. Org. Chevt. 38
The taste of lactose is not so sweet as that of sucrose,

and in the mouth it resembles sand, hence the name *sand.
sugar, xgio Encycl. Brit. XX. 728/2 To get rid of

them \sc. impurities] the esparto pulp when washed and
bleached is run from the potcher into storage chests, from
which it is pumped over a loni;, narrow serpentine settling

lable or ' *sand-table*. 1928 Daily Tel, 7 Aug. 4/4 A
thorough groundwork of tactical knowledge has been formed
by sand-table and week-end schemes during the winter.

1894 Maskklyne Sharps <V Flats 194 The *sand.teU box is

so called because it is used in conjunction with prepared
cards, which have been 'sanded ' or roughened on one side,

or both sides... The cards which are intended to 'tell 'are left

smooth on their faces; all the otliers are slightly roughened
on both sides. 1875 Kncght Diet. Mech.^ *Sand-iraPt a
device for separating sand, etc., from water flowing through
a pipe. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 221/2 From them the

pulp is pumped into the supply-box, which communicates
with the sand-traps by means of a regulating cock. 1927
T. WooDHOUSK Artif. Silk 22 These sand traps are long,

shallow, wooden troughs, the bottoms of which are covered
by suitable rough-haired felt and baffle plates. 2899 Geog.
yrnl. June 625 'J"he water-wave was really controlled by a
submerged *.sand-wave, the up-stream flank of which was
exposed to a heavy shower of sand from the turbid water.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 703/1 In the spring and summer.

.

hot *sand-winds sometimes blow from the south, greatly

raising the temperature.

c, sand-lily, a North American liliaceous plant,

Leucocrinunt montannm ; sand-oat [Du. zand-

haver\ -reed, the sea-reed or marram, Psamma
arenaria ; sand-verbena, a plant of the genus
Abronia^ chiefly native to the dry sandy soils of

N.W. America.
r^x^Encycl. 5rzV.XIX. 939/1 *Sand Lily., native to plains

and mountain valleys from South Dacota and Nebraska
west to California. 1880 Ibid. XII. 60/1 The dunes show a
tendency, except where the Dutch prevent it by planting

wood or *sand-oats, to wear away on the side towards the

sea. 19x0 ibid. XIII. S90/2 The most common plant here

is the stiff *sand-reed {Aruudo arenaria), called sand-oats in

Drenle and Overysel, wliere it is much used for making mats.

1929 Ibid. XIX. 940/1 The white *sand-verbena,.. with very
numerous fragrant flowers, occurs from Iowa to Idaho.

Sandbag, v. Add : 1. b. iittr. To attend to

the sandbags.
1^^ Saturday Even. Post (N. Y.)4 Feb. 100/2 One of the

chauffeurs had just finished fueling the plane. * You fly her,*

said Andy. ' I'll sandbag.'

2. AlsoA-..
1903 Nt V. Times 12 Sept., He has been sandbagged with

stock from influential quarters where there still is antagonism
to advancing market prices, a 1909 ' O. Henry ' Roads of
Destiny vi. 93 About what figure had you and the calcimincr
agreed to sandbag the state for?

Sand-bar. (See Sand sb. lo, and add : Also,

a sandbank in a river.)

1801 A, Ellicott yrnl, 14 The fog was so thick that we
could neither discover sand-bars nor logs. 18x9 S. Cummings
Ww/^rw/'/Vy/y'rherearcagreat number of tow-heads and
sand-bars. 1858 Teresa Vielk Following tlu Drum 76 The
ship, .went to pieces on a sand-bar. 1897 Outing (U.S.)

SANaA.
XXX. 50/2 This one sheet of water formed a small harbor
to the lee of a sand-bar.

Sand-beach. U.S, [Sand j(5. 9 a.] A beach
consistint^ of, or covered with, sand.
1718 J. Comer Diary (1923) 50 A schooner,. was cast on

shore on a sand beaih at Westport. x8o6 in Ann, gih Con-
gress 2 Sess. II 17 'Jhey passed a number of sand-beaches,
and some rapids. 1821 T. Nuttali, Jml. Trav. Arkansa
xiv. 276 The sand-beaches, as hot and cheerless as the
African deserts. 1878 [see Sand sb. 9 a]. 1879 Harper's
Mag. June 70/1 The shores are generally bluff with narrow
strips of sand beach along the water's edge.

Sand-burr. ^.^V. (See Sand sb. 10 C-)

1846 Sage Scenes Rocky Mis. (1859) 60 It is quite sterile,

producing Utile other than sand-burrs. 1870 E. Eccleston
Queer Stories vii. 53 It sticks to you like a sand burr. 1873
J. H. Bradi e Undevel. West xxix. 639 Our horses were
hungry enough to chew sand-burrs. 1904 Topeka Daily
Capital 1 1 June 4 A sandbur will grapple on to a man's coat
tail and stay there all day just to get a chance to fall into his

bed at night.

Sandemanian, sb, and a. (Earlier examples.)
1773 Publ. Cot. Soc. Mass, VI. 115 The Sandemanian

Meeting House, Ibid. 116 Mr, Foster and Capen, two
Persons of the Sect called Sandcmanians.

Sand-fly. Add : 3. sand-fly fever, a febrile

disease associated \\ith the bites of PhUboiomtts
papalassiit a. dipterous insect native to India and
the Mediterranean countries.
X913 DoRLAND Med. Diet, (ed.7), Phlcbotomuspapatassii,

,.is thought to convey by its bite an infection known as
sandfly fever. 19Z1 Manson^s Trop, Dis. (ed. 7) 230 Phle-
botomus Fever. . .Three-day Fever; Sandfly Fever; 'Dog
Disease '. 29*7 Daily Tfl. 23 Aug. 4/6 Thomas had three
attacks of malaria before the war, and later sand-fly fever
and pneumonia.

Sandhi (sa*ndi). Philol, [Skr. ^|\i( samdki

junction, combination, f,sam together + d^d to place

(see Do f.).] The term applied orig. by Sanskrit

grammarians to assimilative changes occurring in

Sanskrit in the 6nal and initial sounds of words in

a sentence {external sandhi) ^ and in the final sounds

of stems in word-formation {internal sandhi^ \ ex-

tended by modern philologists to analogous pheno-
mena in other languages.
1874 Sweet Hist. Engl. Sounds 13 Consonant influence on

consonants, .what is called sandhi in Sanskrit and ^nutation
in the Celtic languages. Ibid. (1S88) 15 As sandhi was of no
use grammatically, it has been discarded in the modern Indian
Inngnages, as also generally in the other Arian languages,

which in their earliest stages still show traces of it. But even
in the present English we have such variations as -?•? maen,
di fjp, hii -dei aa, ki^r 'ij iz. 1894 Lindsay Lat. Lang.
ii. § 135 ' Sandhi 'in Latin. 1901 Macdonell.V^/-. Gravt. ii.

The rules of Sandhi are based chiefly on the avoidance of
hiatus and on assimilation.

Sand-bill. b. (Earlier examples.)
x82a J. Fowler Jrnl. 128 Killed one sand hill crain and

five gees[e]. 1849 A' ir^. LI..S. Comni. Patents, Agric. {1S50)

434 These broad prairies, which fifteen years ago were
tenanted only.. by the prairie-chicken and sand-hil! crane.

Saudhya (sa*ndya). [Skr. ^UJ| savtdhyd a

holding together, junction : cf. *Sandhi.] a. Twi-
light. D. The period which precedes a yuga or age

of the w orld. c. Morning or evening prayers-

1868 Chambers's Encycl. X. 327/1 A long mundane period

of years, which is preceded by a period called Sandkya^
' twilight '. 1876 MoNiEB-WiLLiAMS Indicui Wisdom (ed. 3)

248 The two Sandhyas of sunrise and sunset. 1891 — BraJt'

ttianistn ^ Hinduism 401 The first act of the Morning
Sandhya Service.. is sipping water. 1913 J. N. Fakquhar
Crerwn ofHinduism 164 The daily devotions (sandhyaj are

restricted to the three castes.

Sandy, <J. 5» b. Add : sandy-oat, a tall,

early oat with small red and white grain ; sandy-
pear, the Chinese pear, Pyrus sinensis, native to

Manchuria and Mongolia.
1865 Chatnbers's Encycl. VII. 21/2 The *Sandy Oat is.,

sown, more paiiicularly when the climate is inferior and
wet. x^ A, DE Candolle Origin Cultiv. Plants 233 *Sandy
Pear, Chinese Pear.

Sang (sseij), sb."^ Also 8 sawng. Colloq. U.S.

abbreviation of Ginseng. Also attrib,

1843 R. Carlton Nenv Purchase xxvii. 256 The storekeeper

was obliged to book the nine and a quarter cents, to be paid

in ' sang . 1886 Harper''s Mag. June 58/2 Formerly, digging
* sang *, as they call ginseng, was a general occupation.

a 1909 M. G. Kains Ginseng -ii (Cent. D.Suppl.j The average

'sang ' digger has very little conscience.

Hence Sang- v, intr.^ to gather ginseng.

1877 Field ff Forest III. 40 Why, I have sanged all over

it \sc. the mountain].

Sang (sag), sb.^ Also cheng, sheng> sing.

[Chinese shhig.'\ The Chinese organ : see quots.

184s Encycl. Metrop. XVI. 579/2 The Sheng or Sing\\\\^

lower half of a gourd, in which a row of pipes is fixed, with

a curved and lateral one on which the performer blows. 1848

S. W. Williams Middle Kingdom 1 1. X70 The sang is . .
the

embryo of the organ ; it is a hollow conical shaped box,

which corresponds to a wind chest, having a mouthpiece on

one side, and communicating with thirteen reeds of different

lengths inserted in the top, 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet.

Alus. Terms, Cheng, the Chinese organ, which consists of a

series of tubes having free reeds.

Sang (sanr)), sb.^ [F. m?/^ blood.] Anthrax.

Sanga (s^e-gga). Also sangu, sunga (sr-qga).

[Abyssinian.] The Galla or Abyssinian ox, Bos

africanus.



SANIDASTEB.
1814 H. Salt Voy. Abyssinia. 25S I was grati6ed by the

sight of tlic Galla oxen, or Sanga. 1862 Chambers's EncycL
IV. 583/1.

Sanhita, variant of *Samhita.

Sanidaster (sse-nidsestai). [mod.L., f. Gr.
oavU^cavih' board, tablet + acTTjp star.] A straight,

rod-like microsclere, spinose throughout its length.
1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/2 The sigiAaspire becoming

spined produces the spiraster or spinispirula ; this, by losing
its curvature, becomes the sanidasier.

San(n;yasi, -asin, var. fF. Scnntasee.
1876 MoNiER-WiLLiAMS ludiait IVisdoftt (ed. 3) z6o He is

sometimes called a Sannyasin, 'one who has given up the
world'. 1891 — Brahmanisiu ff Himiuisnt 55 He was a
Sannyasi and an unmarried Smfiria Brahman. 1931 T. R.
Glovsr Jesus in Experience 0/Men v'm. 144 We sometimes
see men with paralysed minds calling themselves Christians,
as proud of the withered intellect as the Sannyasi of his

ruined arm. 19x1 B. H. Stbekter & AprASAMv The Sadhu
v. 146 He hid the Hindi New Testament lie had in his hand,
thinking that 1 was a Hindu Sannyasi.

Sanochrysin (srin^^krai 'sin). Also erron. -cry-
sin. Pharvi, [irreg. f. L. sdnus healthy, Sane a. +
Gr. xp^^^^ gol^ + -IN ^0 A gold-salt, sodium auro-
thiosulphate, used in the treatment of tuberculosis.

2924 Brit. Med. jfrni. 8 Nov. 870/2 Arrangements have
been made for producing it in bulk in Denmark under the
namc'sanocrysin'. 19*6 D. lAhSiKvts How toctmguerCon-
sumption 103 Mollgaard's treatment is generally referred to
..as the 'gold treatment ', because it con>isis of a metallic
compound of gold, which the discoverer has named 'sano-
crysm '. 1929 Daily Express 7 Jan. 4 In the treatment of
consumption . . by sanochrysin.

SanSf prep. 2. a. sans phrase. Add

:

x8^ EucycL BHt. XVIII. 793/2 This study gives us the
science of empirical psychology, or, as it is now termed,
psychology sans phrase.

Sansa (s^e'nsa). Also sause, zanza, zanze
(zse'nza). [ad. Arab, ^\ zinj cynabals.] An

African musical instrument consisting of a wooden
box having at the top tongues of bamboo or iron

which the performer vibrates with his thumbs,
X864 Encel Music most Anc. Nations 14 Nos. 4, 5, and 6

show the notes of three xauzes. 1874— Catat. Mus. Instr.
S. Kens, Mus. (ed. 2) 297 The zanze, or sansa, is to be found
principally among the Negro tribes of upper and lower
Guinea. 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus, Terms^
Za«3^.. .Known also by the names of mambira, ambira,
marimba, ibcka,vissandschi, indifferent parts of Africa. ij>os
Rep. Brit, Assoc. 529 A derivative from the African sansa*
Sanaara, variant of *Sam8ABa.
Sansevieria (ssens/viiis-ria). [mod.L., f. the
name of the Prince of Sansevieria (1710-1771) of
Naples,] The bow-string hemp (sec Bow-string 3,
Hemp sd, 5). Also afirid.

x8a9 Loudon Encyci. Plants 268, 1851 lliustr. Caial,
Gt. Exkib. IV. I. 883/3 Liliaceous plants, such as.. the
Sanseviera, the pine-apple, and even the plantain. 1809
F. V. KiRBY Sport E. C. Africa xxiv. 268 Quantities of the
sansevieria plants, which yield a valuable fibre.

Sanskara, variant of *Sau8kara.
Santal^ (sse-ntal). AlsoSanthaL A member

of one of the non-Aryan peoples of India, of
Kolarian stock, dwelling chiefly in the hill-country

of western Bengal. Hence Sant(]i)a-ll, the lan-

guage spoken by the Santals, one of the principal

dialects of the Kolarian group of non-Indo-
European languages of India,

X876 MoNiER-WiLLiAMs Indian Wisdom (ed. 3) 312 notef
The Santhals and Kols of the bills to the west of Bengal.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XII. 777/2 'The Great Mountain * is the
race-god of the Santdls. JMd. 778/1 The Santdli verb . . has
twenty-three lenses. 1910 Kep. Brit. Assoc. 723 The group
of forest tribes, from the Santils and Paharias on the east, .

.

to ..the Bhfls on the west.

Santonian (ssentJa-ni&n), a. Geol. [f. L.
SantoneSy -oni, a people of Aquitania + -ian.]

Designating a subdivision of the Upper Cretaceous
system, characterized by species of Micraster,
1885 A. Geikie Text-Bk. Geol, (ed, 3) 833.

Saperda (saps'idft). Ent, [mod.L,, f. Gr.
aairip^T^Sj a fish.] A beetle of the genus Saperda
found in Europe and the United States.

x86a T. W. Harris fns. Injur. Ve^et, (ed. 3) 114 In Europe
one of these slender Saperdas attacks the hazebbiisb, and
anotlier the twi^s of the pear-tree.

Sap-head. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1796-1801 Fkssendem Orig^, Poe*HS (1806) 44 The poet

nimbly trips it back... And squibs each Jacobinick saphead.

Saphir d'eau (safir dt?). Also sap(p)hir6.
[Fr., lit, sapphire of water.] A translucent blue
variety of iolite occurring in Ceylon.
1819 IJakhwell Introd. Min. 368 Sapphir tCEau.—X

translucent variety of iolite from India is so called by the
French jewellers. i8ao R. Jameson Syst. Min, {ed, 3) I.

174 The sapphire d'eau of collectors. 1883 Encycl. Brit.

XVI. 418/1 The Sapphire d'Eau or LuchstaPphir oX the
jewellers. 1897 L. Fletcher Introd. Study Min,^ 106

Cordierite is a silicate of magnesium, iron and aluminium;
its transparent variety is the .S'a/^/r (Ttfaw of jewellery.

Sapolan (S3e*p<»l3en). Pharm. [f. L. sapb

Soap + Ian- of Lanolin.] An ointment base used

as an external application for eczema and other

skin diseases.

1908 Practitioner Apr. 546 Sapolan ointment. 19x0 Ibid,

July 120 Obstinate pruritus is sometimes wonderfully im-
proved by massage with camphorated sapoUuu

191

SapOnarin (sapp*narin). Chem. Also -ine,
[f. med. L. sdponaria soap\vort-H-lN 1.] A gluco-
side found in Saponaria officinalis. Also Sapona*-
retin, a substance formed from saponarin by
hydrolysis.

^ 190a Jml. Chem, Soc. LXXXII. l 387 Saponarin dissolves
in about 1,000 parts of hot water and crystallises on cooling
in minute, birefringeiit needles. 1906 Ibid. LXXXIX. \\.

1218 Saponaretin. .is the chief product wlien saponarin is

hydrolysed with dilute acids.

Sapotoxin (s3epi>t/7-ksin). Chem, [f. Sapo(nin
+ Toxin.] A poisonous glucoside occurring in

commercial saponin.
189a Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXII. i. 350 The sapotoxin of

Agrostemma has the same composition as those of radix
safionariae albx and of quillaja bark, but differs from them
in its physiological properties. 1924 C. T. Kingzett Chem.
Encycl. 486 Saponins irom quillayabark. .are stated to con-
sist ofone-third quillajic acid and two-thirds of a body named
sapotoxin. _i9»7 Glasg<nv Herald 11 June 4 The sapouine
and sapotoxine in effluents from beet'sugar factories.

Saprine (sseprin, -ni). Chem. Also -in. [f.

Gr. oairp6s foul, putrid + -INE 5.] A non-poisonous
ptomaine formed in the decomposition of visceral

substances.
1887 [see Cadaverine], 1894 Morlkv & Muir IVatts'

Diet. Chem. IV. 430/2 Saprine CiHigNj. 1910 Practitioner
June 824.

Saprolite (ssepr^bit). Geoi. [f. Gr. cairpoy

rotten -h -lite] A name given by G. F. Becker (see

below) to decomposed rock in situ. Hence Sapro-
li-tic a,

189s G. F. Becker in 16th Ann, Rep. U.S. Geol. Sutv,
III. 289, I propose the Xerva saprolite. Ibid. 290 The deposits
referred to .. are gold-bearing saprolites, 1904 L. J. Spencer
tr. M. Bauer's Precious Stones 361 Several crystals of
rhodolite were found, during the summer of 1901, embedded
in a decomposed saprolitic rock.

Sapropel (S3e*pr<7pel), Geoi, [f. Gr, canpos
putrid ^ TTijAosmud, earth, clay.] A name given by
Potoni^ to a mud or slime formed of more or less

decomposed plankton matter, which constitutes

the greater part of cannel coals ; the mother sub-
stance of petroleum.
1906 Rep, Brit. Assoc. 748 The sapropel is formed from the

excrements and bodies of completely aquatic animals and
plants which have lived in stagnant water. 19*9 H. B.
AfiLNER Sedim. Petrog. (ed. 2) 335 The coal-substance has
been regarded by Potoni^ as 'sapropel ', a solidified jelly-

Hke carbonaceous slime.

Sarab, variant of *Seeiab.

Sarangi (sa-ragg*). [Hind. ; Hindi, Skr.

4114^^*1 sdraiigi^ An Indian musical instrument

resembling a violin.

1851 Illustr, Catal. Gt. Exhib. iv. i. 913/2 Sarungee and
bow, or Hindoostanee fiddle, igao Outward Bound Oct.
•j^/i The s^angi is really the Indian violin and is played
with a bow, 1929 Radio Times 4 Jan, 38/3 The sarangi
has a sweeter, slightly deeper tone than the violin ; this is

the first occasion on which it has been broadcast.

Saras, variant of Sauus.
1885 HoRNADAV Ttvo Yrs. in Jungle iii. 35 We saw eight

pairs of saras cranes stalking majestically over the open field.

Saratoga. (Earlier examples.)
1869 * Makk Twain ' Neiv Pilgr. Progress xxvii, This chute

[in the pyramid] was not more than twice as wide and high
as a Saratoga trunk. 1874 B. F. Taylor World on Wheels
I. ix. 72 It is not a carpet-bag, nor a valise nor a Saratoga.

Sarc (saik). School colloq. Short for Sakcasm,
(Cf. *Sarky.)
19*6 E, Wallace Square Emerald 3cy, She always knew

when her young lady was indulging in what Lucretia de-
scribed as * sarc .

Sardauapali'tic, a, « Sardanapalian a.

i860 W. H. Russell Diary in India 1 1, iii. 39 After another
Sardanapalitic breakfast, we lie on our charpoys all day.

Sarainiau, a, and sb. S. sb. Add

:

2, The language of the Sardinians, a member of
the Romanic group.
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 427/1 A book was published at

Cagtiari, in both Sardinian and Italian, called Moriografia
Sarda'. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 494/2 Corsican, ..unlike
Sardinian,, .trt^ts / and ^ in the Italian fashion. i8<H
Lindsay Latin Lang, ii. % 26 Short » and S of Latin are dis-

tinguished not only in Sardinian... but also in Roumanian
and in the Latin element of the Albanian language.

Sarge (said,::;). U.S. army abbrev. of Sergeant.
1930 Pottle Stretchers 238 But sarge, I've been out since

five without a bite.

Sar^^ (sauki), a. School colloq, [f, *Sauo +
-Y 1.] Sarcastic.

1930 Diary 0/Public School Girl 76 Made some currant
buns. Bob very sarky about them.

Sart 2 (salt). [Turki.] A member of a Turko-
man tribe, no longer nomadic, but town-dwellers

and tiaders in Turkestan, and parts of Persia and
Afghanistan. Hence Sa'rtlaji a., designating a

skin disease of Central Asia.

1879 Encycl. Brit, IX. 85/2 Tajiks., in the chieftowns and
central districts, who are known as Sarts, show a large in-

fusion of Uzbeg and other Turki blood. 1890 Billings Med.
Dict.j Sartian disease. 1930 Blackiu. Mag. Jan. 89/1 The
definite separation of the race into two, the Sarts or
sedentary hordes, and the wandering hordes. 1930 Glas^o^v
Herald -^i Aug. 8 It is among the highly intelligent Sarts and
Tadjiks, speaking Persian and Arabic fluently and many of
them conversant with Hindustani, that the Bolshevists find

their cleverest agents.

SATIK.

Sartorially (saitoa-riali), adv, [f. Sartorial
a, + -LY ^.] With regard to clothes.

1905 W. J. Locke Morals 0/ Marcus Ordeyne xii, When
she puts her foot upon my sartorially immaculate knee. 1916— Wonderful Year xvii, Like a woman clothes-starved for

years,. Martin ran sartorially mad. 1928 Daily Express
16 Apr. 3/4 Sartorially magnificent in all-over woolly tights.

Sarwan(saiwa*n). Indian, Also 8erwan,[Hind,
^^b.U» sdrbdn camel-driver, f. Pers, sdr camel

+

ban keeper.] A camel-driver.
1908 Animal Matutgetn. (War Office) 280 When beginning

to handle the animal the nose rope should be held by the
attendant {seriuan). 1920 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 569/2 Splash-
ing men, sarwaiis, mule drabis, baggage-guard sepoys.

Sasanian, Sasanid, varr. Sassanian, Sas-
SANID.
1904 F. C. BuRKiTT Early East. Christ. 25 The rise and

decay of Christianity intheSasanid Empire. 1908 Sasanian
[see Diet.]. 1931 A. W. Seabv A rt in Life Mankind 80 The
Sasanians were as bittei enemies of the Christian eastern or
Byzantine empire as they had been of pagan Rome. Ibid,
82 For sculpture the Sasanids used the cliff faces. 193X
Times Lit. Suppl. 8 Jan. 17/4 That the Sjisanian builders
made important contributions to arch, vault and dome con-
struction is undoubtedly true.

Sasanqua (sasse-nkwa). Also sasankwa,
sassanqua. []vi^. sasankwa,'\ A theaceousplant,
Camellia Sasanqua^ native to China and Japan,
yielding a sweet-smelling oil, which is used in the
East for many domestic purposes.
1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Camellia. 1876 EncycL Brit, IV.

738/1. 1883 tr, 7. J' Rein's Japan (1888) 441 In November
and December Sasankwa and Cha .. blossom.

Sass, Sassy, varr. Sauce, Saucv. (,U.S. quots,)
X836 B. Tucker Partisan Leader (1861) 318 (Tli.) (He]

talked to me about living at home on codfish, and potatoes,
and cider, and pies, and all sorts of sass. 1856 [G. H. Dekbv]
Phienixiana xvi. 125 While the squire, .sasses all respect-
able persons With his talk of pills he's invented, i860
Knickerbocker Ma^. July 102 (Ih. s.v. Long sauce') White
turnip, yellow turnip, or any sort of sass, long sass or short
sass. i88x J.C. Harris Uncle Retnus ii, Hrer Rabbit pacin'
down de road . . dez ez sassy ez a jay-bird. Ibid, iv, You been
runnin'roun' heresassin'atter me a mighty long time. Ibid,^

Brer Rabbit wuz bleedzed for ter fling back some er his sass.

1883 NvK Baled Ha^ 134 It was a nuisance to.. write.. to
Nicholson, telling him who to sass the next morning.

Sassatje (sse'satytf). S.Africa. Also flarsartie,

sasaitie. [f. Malay sisate minced meat + Du. dim.
suffix -/>.] Veal or mutton cutlets curried slightly

and cooked on a skewer over a fire (Pettman),
1883 Olivk Schreiner Story Afr. Farm 11. iv. II. 67, 1 got

the Hottentot girl to show me how to make 'sar-sar-ties ' tnis

morning. xZ-^CafeGd. Hope Lit. Gaz.-z Sept. 138 (Pettman)
Sasaitie, or cabobs, is really no despicable eating. 1894 Cape
Argus 22 Dec. (Pettman) A Hittitc.witha long spear and a
very pronounced intention to spit you on it, like a sassatje.

Sastmffi (sa;str»*gi). Also zastrugi. [Russ,

zastrttga (pT. -*'), furrow made on the shore by water.]

As pi. Parallel snow ridges or furrows formed by
the action of the wind and occurring on the open
plains of Russia and in Arctic regions.
1900 Rep. Brit. Assoc, 817 The wind concentrating along

the lines of the re*entrants, the general level of the surface
here is lowered more quickly by abrasion than is the case
along the intermediate lines of the salient angles. Thus is

produced a well-maiked form transitional between snow
ripples and sasirtigi. 1909 Shackleton Hrt, Antarctic I.

177. 19SX Scorr Jrnl. Last Exped. (1913) I. 517 The hard
surface gave place to regular sastrugi. 1921 H. G. Ponung
Gt. W/(//rfiV«/A 94 The going was easy enough, except when
periodically we encountered heavy sastrugi.

Satellite. Add : 2. c. atlrib. passing into adf^

Secondary, minor, satellitic.

1923 N, Shaw Forecasting Weather v, 115 Two detached
secondary or satellite depressions. 1926 H. MAcrnERSON
Mod. Astron, 75 The satellite-systems of the outer planets

are of a different order. 192^^ Times 17 July 17/6 Since
neither complete decentralization nor the proposal to 'de-
partmentalize ' the government of Greater Pans is found to
give general satisfaction, the system of ' satellite towns ' has
been suggested as a way out.

Satin, J<^. (and a,). Add: 8. a. satin-finish,

also any effect resembling satin in texture or sur-

face produced on materials in various ways ; satin-

leather, leather finished with a bright black polish

so as to resemble satin; so satin oil (leather);
satin weave (see quot.),

1865 Mrs. Stowe Home fy Home P, 157 For *sfttin finish,

..American papers equal any in the world. 19*9 Encycl,
Brit. XXIX. 7/2 Frequently the surface [of glass] had been
dulled by acid so as to produce a 'satin' finish. 1903
F1.EMMING Praci. Tanning 26^ Wax calf and *satin leather

are fmished upon the flesh or inner side. 1897 C. T. Davis
Mannf Leather (ed. 2) 424 This blacking is for "satin oil,

glove grain, plow grain, oil grain and dongola. Ibid, 431
Satin oil leather. 1897 Stephenson & Suddards Text Bk.
Ornam. Design Wm'en Fabrics 104 What is known in textile

manufacturing as a '''satin weave, which is a construction of

cloth where the weft comes to the surface in greater propor-

tion than the warp, or vice versa, \n a certain definite order.

b. satin-bush, a S. African shrub, Podalyria

sericea^ with a silky pubescence on the calyces and
flower-stems ; satin-flower, {e) a plant belonging

to either of two N.-W, American genera, Sisyrin-

chium and Brevoortia ; see also quot. 1884 ; satin-

leaf (fl) the N, American alum-root, Heuchera

americana ; {b) a small tree of the West Indies,

Ckrysophyllum monopyrenum, so called from the



SATRANGI.

golden pubescence on the underside of the leaves

;

satin-wood, (d) any of various trees having a hard

light-coloured wood, as Xanthoxylum brachyacan-

thum, Daphnandra micrantha of Australia, Xan-

ihoxylum caribmum of the West Indies, and X.

favum, Fagara flava of S. Florida, Murraya
panicuhta of India.

1884 MiiXKR Plani-n., Fodalyria sericea^ African *Satin-

bush. /^/V.,5r<»-/£z'ac<7<:cm^a, crimson-flowered Californian

Hyacinth, Crimson •Satin-flower, Vegetable Fire-Cracker.

ibid-t Sisyrinchium^ Pig-root, Rush-Lily, Satin flower. 18S3

W. Robinson Engl. Flower Garden^^jx Breiioortiacoccinea

(Crimson Satin flower). 1884 Millkr Plantn., Heuchcra
Rickardsoni (^. anteriauta^ H. ribi/oiia), *Satin-Ieaf. j886

Stuyci. BHt. XX. 174/1 *Satinwood, the Xanthoxylum
brackyacaxthum.

c. satin beauts, a soft finely woven material

with a dull crepe back and brilliant satin finish

;

satin de chine, * a firm silk with dull satin finish
'

(Webster 19 11); satin de Lyon, a variety of satin

with a ribbed back.

i9sa Daily Afai'l 18 Dec 8 Her gown, in the Early Italian

style, will be of cream *satin beaut^. 1928 Times 9 May
J0/5 Pink satin beaute. 189S Ar/»y ^ Navy Co-op. Sec.

Price List 15 Sept. 1095/1 *Satinde Lyon ..*Satin de Chine,

for dress linings, x^^ Daily Mail it^ Fch. i Our renowned
guaranteed quality Satin de Chine.

Satrangi (satiw'ndj/). Also 7 sittemegeej
cittringe, 9 sattrangee, su-, satrunjee, su-, sat-

ringee, etc. [Bengali, f. Skr. catitrahga chess

(played by four parties).] An Indian cotton carpet

made in Bengal and northern India.

x6»i in W. Foster Eng. FactoriesIndia {igi^) 354 [With the

help of skins] cittringes [&c., they saved most of them [sc.

linens] from harm]. i6a9 Ibid. (1909) 360 { Five] sittcrnegces.

1851 Illuitr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. iv. i. 917/3 Cotton carpets

(Satrunjees) of different sizes—from Bengal. 1858 Simmonds
Diet, Trade^ Sattratt^ee^ Satringee^ a kind of fibrous striped

mat or carpet made in India. 1859 M. Thomson Story of
Cawn^re 189 They provided us with straw to lie upon, and
gave us a sutringee each (a piece of carpet) to cover our
bodies. 1876 Encycl. Brit, V. 129/2 Cotton carpets or

Suttringees are a cheap substitute for woollen fabrics in

almost universal use throughout India.

Sats (sats). Skiing. [Sw., - jump, leap.] (See

quots.)

1904 E, C. RickardsorCs Ski-Running 56 When within
about a yard of the edge of the take-off make the ^sais '..

.

The * sats ' is a downward pressure of the sW on the snow
made by rising on the toes, and nearly straightening the

knee and thigh joints, the arms at the same time being
thrown upwards. 1913 Arnold Lunn Ski-ing 93 The be-

ginner.. until he has carefully mastered the 'sats '..should

not attempt to jump. 19*9 Daily Express 16 Jan. 8/3 He
crouches low, in the position known as the *sats'..knees
almost touching the skis in front and arms hanging low at

the sides.

Sat-Upon (s2e*t|:5p^), ppl. a. colloq. [See Sit

i*. 36 d.] Downtrodden, humiliated, * squashed*.

1893 Chambers's Jml. 25 Feb. 128 With that sat-upon

sort of man.. you never know wTiere he may break out.

Mod. She had that sat-upon sort of look.

Saturated, ///. a. Add : 3. Read : Physics

and ' transfer quot. 1888 to *6.

6. Phys, Chem. That has equal and opposite

quantities of electricity in each molecule or atom
;

having all the valencies satisfied,

i838 [see 3 in Diet.]. 1S93 Morlev & MuiR Watts* Diet.

Chem, III. 417/1 But gases, .such as NO, behave at these

temperatures with respect to electricity like saturated gases.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 717/1 Apparently the only satii-

rated molecules known to us at present, i. e., molecules desti-

tute of all power of exercising an external influence, are those

of gases such as helium and argon.

Saturation. 5. Add : saturation current
Elcctr. y the maximum value of current that can be

carried, as by a gas, etc. ; saturation factor

EUctr. (see quot.) ; saturation-point Phys, «
' point of saturation* (see Saturation 3) ; alsoyf^.

;

saturation-pressure Phys.-, the pressure at which
vapours begin to condense.
1896 Phil. Mag. Ser. v. XLI 1. 403 The ^saturation current

depends only on the number ofconducting particles produced
by the rays. \^^ Encycl. 5r/V. XXVIII. 26/1 There is thus,
until the electric field ionizes the gas, a limiting value to the
current which can be carried by the gas ; this maximum value
is often called the saturation current. 1930 B.B.C. Year'
Bk. 450/2 As the anode voltage applied to a three-elcctrodc
valve is increased, the anode current also increases up to a
point, when a further increase in anode voltage does not in-
crease the anode current. This maximum value of current
is called the ' saturation current '. 1916 Standard. Rules
Amer. Inst. Eleetr. Engin. 17 *Saturntioti Factor... The
ratio of a small percentage increase in field excitation to the
corresponding percentage increase in voltage thereby pro-
duced. Unless otherwise specified, th: saturation factor of
a machine refers to the no-load excitatioTi required at normal
rated speed and voltage. 1858 "saturation point [in Diet.].

1902 E'icycl. Brit. XXXIII. 631/2 It is a fair inference that
similar behaviour would be observed up to the saturation-
point if surfacccondensation could beavoided. i^y Sun/lay
Times 13 Feb. 3 Those controlling the industry realize that
the world production of motor-cars has by no means reached
saturation point. 19*7 Daily Express 26 Mar. ii/i The
saturatioa point in linoleum would never be reached, so
many new houses annually needed their floors covered, and
..old floors would require fresh covering. 1884 *saturation

pressure [in Diet.]. 1903 Encycl. ^r/V. XXXIII. 631/1 The
values of the saturation-pressure have been very accurately

determiued for the majority of suble substances.
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Saturda3ring (sse'tajd/Ug), zf^/. sb, [f. Satur-

day -(--ingI, after Russ. subbStnik a Saturday

worker.] In the Soviet Union, the performance of

manual labour gratis. So Sa*turdayl:te,

1910 Nation (N.Y.) 13 Mar. 344/j ^'he voluntary labor,

which goes by the name of ' Saturdaying ', undertaken by
Communists and non-Communists in Soviet Russia. 1920

Contemp. Rez. Oct. 504 For members of the Bolshevik

party, ' Saturdaying* had become compulsory. 193a C. T.
Hogarth tr. Kollontais Free Love 233 She will ijersuade

you. .that it is necessary,. to deny oneself everything that

gives joy, to live only for the 'Saturdayites '.

S£ltliniia<ll (satDunian), a.'^ and sb.^ [f. mod,
L. Saiumiay generic name, fem. of L. Sdturnius

pertaining to Saturn : see -an.] Of or pertaining

to the genus Saiumia or the family SaiurniidsR of

bombycid moths; a moth of this genus or family.

So Satu'miid a, and sb.

1863 T. W. Harris Insects injur, Veget. (ed. 3) 382 The
injuries committed by the caterpillars of the Saturnians.

1892 \V. L. Distant Natur. in Transvaal 122 The fine

Saturniid moth Urota sijiope.

Satyagraha (satya-graha), [Skr., f. ^fc^f satya

true, sincere, faithful + "^Sn"^!^ i^z-fz^a obstinacy.]

Passive resistance. So Satya'graliiBt.
1931 Daily Tel. \ Mar. 12/1 Satyagraha in its original

form was mere continuation of policy which less advanced
•reformers* have always advocated. 1^21^ Daily Express
ID Jan. 1/5 The ex-soldiers expressed their intention of per-

forming satyagraha until their leader was released. 1930
Aberdeen I'ress ^ Jrnl. 7 Apr. 7/1 1'he ' Untouchables ', dis-

satisfied with his campaign, have threatened counter satya-

gralia. X931 J. S. Hoyland Cross Moves East^ 91 The
principle m Satyagraha, which has recently come into such
prominence as the controlling force behind the movement
for Indian independence led by Mr. Gandhi.

Sauce, sb. 1. Add : Hard sauce (U.S.), sauce

which is not liquid. Sauce hollandaise ; see

*HOLLANDAISE.
1928 S. Lewis Man luho knew Coolidge i. 103 A.. Plum

Pudding, .with both hard and soft sauce.

Sauroderma (s§r^da*Jma). Path, [mod.L.,

f, Gr. cavpQS lizard -t- Stp/ta skin.] A form of

ichthyosis characterized by dry and warty knobs.

Also (irreg.) Sauriderma.
X901 D0RI.AND Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Sauriderma^ ichthyosis

hystrix.

Sausa£fe« Add; 2. C. («) Applied to a sausage-

shaped gas-bag. {j}) An observation balloon, so

called from its sausage-like shape.

1874 Belgravia Aug. 170, I am not., quite certain..

whether the body of the ' sausage ' balloon was provided with

two valves. Ibid,^ This sausage was encased in the ordinary
net-work and dependent shrouds. 1916 Buciian Battle of
Somme 20 Captive balloon'^, the so called 'sausages', glit-

tered in the sunlight. 1916 Bean Lett,from France {,\<j\q^

74 The Germans have not a single ' sausage * in the air that

I can see. 1917 ' Sapper 'A^tfVI/««'f /-aw^/gjArow ofsausage
balloons like a barber's rash adorned the sky. 1938 C. F. S.

Gamble North Sea Air Station xx. 356 While the first pilot

brings the boat down to 1,000 feet and flies over the air

station to have a careful look at the "sausage* to confirm

the wind direction.

4. d. sausage-finger, a finger which is of the

same width from tip to base.

1910 Practitioner Jan. 33 The fingers., as large at their

tips as at their base—the so-called sausage fingers.

Savage (s3e'ved5), sb.^ The name of Savage
used attrib, or absoL to designate a repeating rifle

invented by him.
1903 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 657/2 The Savage magazine

rifle, model 1899, is a * hammerless *, lever-action repeating

arm. igo^/Cynvchfrnl. Feb.-Mar.62/i,lhadmy30i Savage.

Savage, tj. Add : 4. b. fig.
1923 Puhlie opinion iL Sept. 103/2 Human lust and hatred

has first savaged them to death, 1926 Bulletin Q^yxne. 13
He is much too severe on the form of novels—the Cogglesby
comedy in * Evan ' is savaged, for example. 1936 Glasgow
Herald 19 June, They savaged her with threats.

SavageroUS (sse-ved3er3s), a. U.S. slang.

Also sevagerous, sawagerous, savig(e)rous (cf.

Servigbous). [f. Savage a

.

-i- Dangeeous a.]

Fierce.

1831 Frances Trollopk Dom. Mann. Amer. xiiL I. 182

The visitor took it [sc. a dagger) up, and examining it with

much emotion, exclaimed. What! do you really jab tliis

into yourselfsevagerous?' iZ^-^ Philadelphia Spirito/Times
35 Aug. (Th.) The Editor [of the Age\ calls his savagerous

enemy a remarkably pious and moral young man. 1847
Porter Big Bear 121 (Farmer) They war mighty savagerous
arter likher. c 1852 Traits of Amer. Humour III. 53, I

looked at him sorter savigerous like, a 1855 Dow Jun. Patent
Serm. iv. 263 (Th.) A very sawagerous creature called the
Youknowcan. 1866 C. H. Smith ^///^r/ (1873)56 Habeus
Korpus . . is . . when suspended, the most savagerous beest that

ever got after tories and trators. 1935 G. P. Krapp Engl.
Lang, in Amer. I. 115 Fantastically coined or combined
words, ?iA..saz'agerous^ sai'igrous.

Savanilla (ssevani-la). U.S. [Name of a port

of Columbia, S. America.] a. The tarpon.

b. Savanilla rhatany : see Rhatany.
1884 GooDE A^a/. Hist. Aquatic A nim. 611 The *Tarpum*

or ' Tarpon ..is. .the ' Savanilla* of Texas.

Save, Ji5.2 Add: 3. Bridge. (See quot. IQ27.)
X927 Obserrrer 31 July 14/5 Now consider the position if

Z had doubled *Six Hearts' instead of going on with
Spades, .which would have saved the game and rubber. A
cheap save and well worth white ] 1928 A. E. M. Foster
Auction Bridge 200 A Good Save on Majority Bidding.

SAXONIAN.

Save, V' 8. f. Add : Hence save-fcLce, the

action of saving one's face.

1917 Chauibers''s Jrnl. Jan. 13/2 The civilian native staff

had bolted at the first sign of trouble, * going to report to the
authorities ' being their ' save face ' for it

!

Saving, vbl. sb. 4. Add : (war) savings
certificate, introduced February 1916, re-named

1920, (national) savings certificate, a certificate

declaring that the holder has invested i^s. 6d.

(later i6j.) in government funds, encashable at any
time with accrued interest, and usually maturing at

five or ten years.

1916 Times 19 Feb. 5/1 Thenew War Savings Certificates,

which can be bought from to day for 15s. 6d. each at any
money-order office. Ibid., No income-tax is payable in re-

spect of the accumulated interest on War Savings Certifi-

cates. 1916 R. McKrnna in IVar Savings Sept. 5/1 Post
Office Exchequer Bonds and War Savings Certificates are
our rifles and hand-grenades. 1919 Saz'ing 3 Dec. 140/2
Leyton school children have bought Savings Certificates to

the value of over £^Z^xio. jgio Act 10 <) 11 Geo. V c. 12
{title)f An Act.. to extend to National Savings Certificates

the enactments relating to War Savings Certificates. 1927
G. W, Deeping Doomsday xix. § 3 Seventy-five pounds in

Savings Certificates.

Savorons, fz- 1. b. (Modem archaic example.)
1923 Sadleir Desolate Splendour 264 Were it not doubly

savourous to wreak his revenge.

Savoy ^ (savoi-). The name of the Savoy
Theatre, London, used atlrib, to designate the

Gilbert and Sullivan operas originally produced
there by the D'Oyly Carte company.
X902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 56/2 'the Savoy operas did

not aim at intellectual or emotional grandeur. 1907 W. S.

Gilbert in Daily Mail Year Bk. 99/1 Savoy opera . . was
snuffed out by the deplorable death of my distinguished

collaborator. Sir Arthur Sullivan. 1930 Times 22 Mar. 13/4
Savoy Opera is a tree deeply rooted in our national fantasy.

Savoyard, sb. and a. A. sb. Add :

3. A member of the company that played at the

Savoy theatre in the original productions of the

Gilbert and Sullivan operas.

1891 W. S. GiLBEHT (title) Songs of a Savoyard. 1908 R.
Bakbington Rec. 3S Vrs. Eng. Stage 265 To have been an
' old Savoyard ', that is to say, one of the original company,
seems to confer not only a great measure of dignity, but.,

a greater natural activity in old age. 1922 H. A. Lytton
Seer, ofa Savoyard su 81 It is my melancholy distinction to

be the last of the Savoyards.

SaW| sb^- Add : 1. c. A flexible kind of saw
which is used as a musical instrument, being played

with a bow,
wi Daily Mail 6 Oct. 16/3 Saw solos.

5. d. saw-buck, also jaw-^Ci^jj^/r; hence as

adj, = having the form of x
; (^) a ten dollar bill

;

saw palmetto (earlier example).
J855 M, Thompson Doesticks xxxv. 322 MacdufT. .stands

over the conquered Macbeth in a grand *saw-buck attitude.

xiS7 Quinland II. 166, I know fifty fellows., that for one end
of a saw-buck a-piece, would be on hand with a whole com.
pany of voters at their heels. 1907 S. E. White Arizona
Nts. ii. 12 We skirmished around and found.. a sawbuck
saddle with kyacks. 1800 B. Hawkins Sk. Creek Country
20 There is some light pine barren, with "saw palmetto and
winegrass.

Saw, ^-^ 1. Add ; To sawivood i^g.) : io ziitndi

to one's own affairs. U.S. slang.

2909 N. y. Even. Post 15 Apr. (Th.) Mr. Sullivan should

take down his copy of Livy, and read what happened to

Hannibal at Capua while the defeated Romans were busy
sawing wood.

Sawahili, var. Swahili.
1845 Encycl. Metrop.XXV. 1392/2 Southward of the Pan-

gani river arc the Sawahili tribes.

Sawed,///- a. Add : sawed'Offgun, a gun of

which the greater part of the barrel has been sawn

off so that it can be handled more easily. U.S. slang.

1930 Times 25 Nov. 13/4 The bandits, .aimed, .sawed off

shotguns at the entertainers and guests.

Saw-log. ^.^S". [Sawj^.I orz/.l] A log suit-

able for sawing into planks.

1831 T. BuTTRiCK Trav, 57 There were also many rafts of

boards and shingles timber and saw logs. 1843 [see Saw sb.^

5 d]. 1866 Rep. Indian Affairs 83 Hauling saw.logs to the

saw-mill. 1885 Ibid. 199 Other Indians had cut and hauled

a large number of sawlogs. 1908 S. E. White Rivertnau

iv. 40 A good riverman understands the correlation of forces

represented by saw logs and water-pressure.

SaW-milL atlrib. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1739 W. Stephens JrnL Proc. Georgia 402 Director of the

Saw-Mili Work at Old Kbenezer. 1818 Fessenden Ladies*

Monitor 35 Hts elbows, hoofs and paws That rip and rend

and rive like saw mill-saws. 1843 Yale Lit. Mag. VIII. 406

What lots of saw-mill logs there are here.

Sawqui : see Sockeye.
1896 Jordan & Evermann Fish N. Sf Middle Amer. l

481 Oncorhynchus Nerka. Saw-qui Salmon.

Saxe. Add : Also absol. = Saxe blue.
_

1922 Daily Mail 14 Nov. i Knitted Wool Cardigans...

Colours : Fawn, Wine, Saxe, Putty. 19*8 Queen s Sept.

Advt. p. i, Silk bodice in.. Almond, Rose, Fawn, Saxe, and

Cherry.

Sazonian, a. and sb. Transfer f Obs, to senses

in Diet, and add : 2. Ceol. Designating a division

of the Permian system in Europe. Saxonian epock^

a subdivision of the glacial period in northern

Europe ; the second glacial epoch.

1903 A. Geikie Text-Bk. Geol. (ed. 4) 1069 The mibdle

[Permian] includes the Red Sandstones, which in Saxony
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and the north.w«t of England attain such development, and
nas been termed Saxouian. Ibid. 1313 Saxonian or and
Glacial Epoch, including the accumulations of the period of
maximum glaciation. ica^ScHUCHERT/^rj/'.G^<7/.42i Middle
Permian or Saxonian (Middle and Lower Zechstein).

Say* sb.^ 2. (Later Amer. example.)
X704 Sarah Knight Jrnl. 30 So I remembered the old say,

and suposed I knew Sarah's case.

Say, v.^ Add : B. 2. c. (Modern examples.)
1894 ' R. Andom ' We Three

<J-
TroddUs xv. Giants are

always wicked people. It says so in the children's books.
X900 B. Pain Eliza 54 'You told me it was portl* 'So it

is.' * It says tonic port on the label.'

1. Phr. When all is said and done : after all, in

the long run.

^1560 Tho. Ingelend Disobedient Child h. iii, Whan all is

saide and all is done, Concernyngc all thynges both more and
lesse. 1583 Melbancke /'/i//<7///«wj S iij, It must be as y«
woman will, when all is said & done. 1930 ' Sapper * (H.C.
McNeile) Finger ofFaie^ i6a But when all is said and done,
a prospective son-in-law is as important as any letter.

7. b. To say a few words x to make a short (ex-

tempore) speech.
1930 B.B.C. Vear-Bk. 214 When I am suddenly called

upon to * say a few words *.

13. d. Say out. (c) To give plain utterance to.

See Out adv. 1 1 and cf. Out-loud.
1853 Mrs. Gaskell Ruth xiii, Miss Benson said boldly

out, ' The lady I named in my note, Sally'.

Scab, sb. 4. b. (Earlier example.)
1806 in Doc. Hist. Amer, Industr, Soc. (1910) III. 74,

I concluded at that time I would turn a Scab.

Scab, V. 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1806 in Dffc. Hist, Amer. Industr, Soc, (1910) III, 75 To

watch the Jews that they did not scab it.

Scads (skaedz), sb.pl, {Western) U.S. colloq.

Also skads, [Origin unascertained.] a. Dollars,
money.
1856 Sacramento City Item (Th. s.v. Sardine) So off he

went with good three hundred ' scads '. 1869 Overland
Monthly I II. 65 Come out with the scads ! 1883 Nve Baled
Hay 59 We have mercenary motives. . .We desire the scads.
190a Hakben Ainer Datiiel ix. 70 Ef he kin possibly raise
the scads to pay the tax.

b. A large amount, ' heaps '.

X869 Overland Monthly III. 131 A Texan never has a
great quantity of anything, but he has 'scads* of it -.or
' Scadoodles *. 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters W. 52 What
did England do when she found she could raise scads of
opium in India, but had no market for it ? xgix E. Linklater
Juan in Amer. 11, xvi, 176 And the pay? Skads of dough.
Oodles and oodles of money.

Scaffold, sb, 7. Add : Also, a framework
npon which tobacco is dried. So Scaffolding' (see

quot. 1886).
1784 J. Smyth Tour U.S. II. 134 When the tobacco plants

are cut and brought to tlie scaffolds. 1886 C. G. W. Lock
Tobacco 75 Scaffolding is done by placing poles on forks,

about 4 feet apart, and 4-5 feet from the ground ; then hang
the tobacco between the poles. Ibid., Some prefer hanging
the tobacco on scaffolds in the field until it is ready to be

Sut in the barn and cured by the fire. x888 Encycl, Brit.
LXIII. 434/3 Red shipping qualities \sc. of tobacco] are

prepared by leaving the cut stems either in the field or bung
on scaffolds in the barns for a few days to wilt and wither in
the air.

Sca'fEyboat. Sc. (See quot. 1879.)
1877 E. w.H. HoLDSwoRTH»S'^a /^ii/f^r;Vj 168 The Buckie

boats, known as'Scaffs' or 'Scaffy boats*. X879 EncycL
Brit, IX. 357/3 Buckie boats have long been remarkable
for their peculiar build and rig, having a Tow and broad mid-
ship section with a flat or rather hollow floor • they are very
fine at both ends, and have considerable rake of both stem
and stern post. They are commonly known as * scaffy * boats.

xo*7 Glasgonv Herald 3 May 7 Scaffie boats gave way to
^lu and Fifie types.

Scag. U.S, [Cf. Skeg sb.^'\ A cleat.

1874 y. W. Long Amer. Wild-Fowl Shooting 90 A scag
of inch oak is put on along the centre of this slanL

Scalawaggery. 0,S, (See Scallywag 2.)

X91X H, S. HARKrsoN Queedtv. 45 The morning Post was
an old paper. ..It had crucified carpet-baggism and scala-

w^gK^ry upon a cross of burning adjective.

Scald, sb.'i- Add : 2. b. Scalded curd.

1859 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. (i860) X. 115 Do you ob-
serve a rule as to the age of the curd when you begin to

beat up the scald?

4. (Later US. example.)
x88i Econ. Geol. Hlinois II. 124 Where the soil becomes

shallow, and the hard-pan reaches the surface there we find

the so-called * scalds \ or barren spots, in the fields.

Scaldesian (sk^ldx'Ji^n). GeoL [ad. F.

Scaldisien, f. JU Scaldis, the river Scheldt.] A
division of the Pliocene Tertiary in Belgium and
Holland.
1893 Geikik Text'bk. Geol. (ed. 3) 1015 AbovetheDiestian

sands comes the group known as Scaldesian.

Scalding, vhl. sb. 1. d. (Earlier U.S. example.)
i86t-a Trans. III. Agric. Soc, (1865) V. 208 Here is no

swaying of trees to the east, no scalding of the west side of

the trunks in the sun.

Scale, sb,*^ 12. Add : scale-blue, also, china

having a gronndwoik of scale-blue.

1909 Chambers's ')rnt. Nov. 750/2 A Chippendale cabinet

. .stacked with old ' scale-blue '.

Scale, v."^ II. 4. b. Add: Also with up.

Also Comb, scale-down attrib.

1891 Daily News 17 Jan. 2/5 The scaling up Instead of
scalmg down the London, Chatham, and Dover stock. X93X

Times 16 Mar. 19 6 There was some Continental scale-down
buying which served to keep ibe decline in check.

SutPT.
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Scallywag. 1. Add : Also aitrib,
igaS C'tess von Arnim Love \. xviii. i8i You know how

strongly I feel about motor-cycles, and the type of scallywag
youth who uses them. X926 Glasgow Herald 10 Sept. 11 Go
back to your scallywag union.

Scalma (skee-lma). [mod.L. (Wilhelm Diecker-
hoff of Berlin, 1885), f. OHG. scalmo pestilence.]

A contagious disease affecting the pharynx, larynx,

and bronchi of horses.

1890 Billings Med. Did,
Scalp, sb. 6. C. Bcalp^dance (earlier U.S. ex-

ample) ; scalp-ticket U.S. (see Scalper 2 2 a).

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville I. iv. 56 They were now
bound homewards, to appease the manes of their comrade,,
and intended to have ^scalp-dances and other triumphant
rejoicings. x88a Sala Amer. Kevis. (i88;j) 365 I'here are
'round trip ' tickets which are a great deal more than return
tickets; and finally, there are * *scalp' tickets, which you can
deal in and discount.

Scalp, 7^2 2. a. U.S, (Earlier example.)
1825 J. Lorain Praci, Husb. 335 The Yankee farmer first

chops the fallen timber, then scalps oflF the grubs level with
the ground.

Scalper. 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1837 K. M. Bird Nick o/Woods II. xviii. 245 Captain

Ralph Stacpole did . . meet another Injun.savage in the woods
..with gun, axe, and scalper.

Scaly, a. 8. Add : scaly-bark hickory
(earlier example) ; scaly-tail (see qnot.).
X786 ^YASHINCTON Diaries III. 30 Spaded up some of the

ground in my botanical garden for the purpose of planting
the *scaly bark hickor^nut of Gloucester in. 1921 Brit. Mns.
Return 97 A West kW\z2j\*%<::a\y-XaS\{.Anomatuniserytkro-
notus), and an Ituri Scaly-tail {Anomalurus ptisillus).

Scan, V, Add : 8. Television. To submit (a

picture) to a device by which it is resolved into

its elements of light and shade for purposes of
transmission.
X930, 1931 [see *ScANNIN'G vbl. si. 3].

Scandalize v.^ 3. Add

:

X931 Star 8 May 16/2 It was submitted.. that the article
scandalised one of his Majesty's judges,

Scanian (sk/i-nian), a. {sb^. Geol, [f. L.
Scania Scandinavia + -an.] Designating a sub-
division of the Pleistocene or first glacial epoch of
northern Europe ; also as sb,

X909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1913 Jas. Geikib Antiq, Man in
Eur. (1914) 248 The Scanian or First Glacial Epoch.
Scanning, vbl. sb. Add :

3. Television, (See *ScAN v. 8, and quots. below.)
Also allrib.

X9a8 Science <5- Invention (U-S.) Oct. 489/2 If. . the scanning
disc has 48 holes and spins at . . 600 revolutions per minute,
X930 B.B.C. Vear-Bk. 450/2 Scanning disc, in Television
or Picture Transmission, a rotating opaque disc perforated
with a series of holes in the form of a spiral. A ray of light
passing through the boles is thus caused to move over (scan)
a picture or an object placed behind the holes on the farther
side from the source of light. Ibid., Scanningfrequency,
the rate at which the picture or object is scanned. 1931
Daily Tel. 6 Jan. 11/7 A selective apparatus that dissects
each picture into its component elements of light and shade,
a process known as 'scanning'. Ibid., Below this speed the
pictures flicker, and the intermittences of the scanning device
obstruct the view.

Scape, sb.^ Add : 4. b. The steam from an
escape pipe. U.S.
X878 J. H. Bkadle Western Wilds xxiii. 373 Steamboat

Spring, from which the water bursts forth at brief intervals
with a loud * cough * like the ' scape ' ofa slowly moving dis-

tant steam-boat.

7. scape-pipe U.S., an escape pipe for steam.
1876 ' Mark Twain ' Old Times 132 Presently tall columns

of steam burst from the 'scape-pipes of both steamers. x88a
Harper's Mag. Jan, 169/2 Aft of the pilot-house the twin
' 'scape<pipes rise from the engine room.

Scar, J(5.1 Add: 4. b- A lump or cake of im-
perfectly fused ferrous sul phide formed in the burning
of iron pyrites for the manufiicture ofsulphuric acid.

X879 G. Lunge Manuf. Sulphuric Acid I. 155 It does not
happen so often that fused m.isses, ' scars ', are formed in the
burner. X90S Technol.f^ Sci,Dict,{td. Goodcluld&Twency).

Scar, sb,"^ 3. Add : scar-tissue, cicatricial

tissue, formed after granulation.
iZBs Encycl. Brit, XVIII. 366/3 The cells having (as a

characteristic of scar-ttssue after repeated healing) brown
pigment-grains in their substance. 1910 Practitioner June
786 The application to the endometrium of agents so power-
ful as to replace the mucosa by a layer of scar-tissue.

Sca*re-head, v, [f. scare-kead (see Scare
sb.'^ 4).] trans. To furnish with a scare-head or

sensational heading.
1903 F. NoRRis Respons. Novelist 300 The name of the

leading lady or leading man is 'scare-headed' [on theatre
bills J, 191 1 H.S. Harrison ^w«<^ xviii, The., penny evening
paper, .scareheaded a jaundiced account of the affair.

Scarf, J^.^ Add: 3. g. (See quot.)
1910 Encycl. Brit. VII. 277/2 Scarf is a kind of dhootie

made usually with a taped or corded border.

Scarily, adv. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1845 W. G, SiMMS Wigwam <5- Cabin Ser. i. 107 My heart

as cold as ice, and jumping up and down as scarily as a
rabbit's.

Scarlet, a. 4, Add: scarlet woman, (^) a
harlot.

. *9'9 J- HuMF.KEB Painted Veils (1930) 293 The great sing-

ing harlot of modern Babylon, a vocal Scarlet Woman. 1924
in H. Havelock Ellis Stud, Psychol. Sex 1. 124, 1 sought out
a scarlet woman in the streets of—— and went home with her.

SCHAAFSTEKEB.

Scarlet fever. Add:c. A passion for soldiers:

with reference to their scarlet uuUoxva. jocular slang.

1889 Barrere & Lkland Diet. Slang s.v.. Ladies who run
after military society are said to have scarlet fever.

Scary, a.^ 2. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1800 Wlems Lett. II. 160, 1 have always been very scary

about our monies. x8i6 U. Ijrown yrnl. in MarylandHist.
Mag. X. 358 Kerryed over on Cumberland (felt a little scary,
when about halfway the wind blew fresh down the river).

Scat, int. Add : Also in phr. quicker than scat.

190a A, D. McFaul Ike Glidden iii, 20 ' Bet you twenty
dollars I'll beat you back.' I took him quicker'n scat, X909
Gene Stratton-Porter Girl of Limberlost xvii, 325 And
quicker'an scat there was her ma a-whirling.

Scatterer. Add : Also, a device for scatter-

ing seed,

1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc. (1868) 227 The seed is scattered
by a vibiating scatterer.

2, A stray person, U.S.
X840 W. G. SiMMS Border Beagles 31, I wouldn't advise a

lad to go up into the Yazoo now wliile it's unsettled..and
none but scatterers about.

Scatter-gnn. U,S, (Earlier example.)
^845 J* J. Hooper Daddy Biggs Scrape 197 This d—

n

scatter-gun crowd.

Scattery, a. Add : b. Scatter-brained, colloq.

1928 Galsworthy Swan Song ni, i. 227 So feather-pated
and scattery.

Scavenge, v. Add : 3. b. Of an internal-

combustion engine : To expel from the cylinder

the exhaust gases and waste products of combus-
tion. Also trans. Chiefly in Sca'vengingz'W. sb,

and ///. a. Hence Sca*vengfe sb., the action or
fact of scavenging,
X894 Work 17 Feb. 73/3 Questions such as late ignitions,

scavenging, varying explosive charges [etc.]. 1896B. Dokkin
Gas, Oil, <5- Air Engines i. xix. (ed. 2) 269 The increase
in economy obtained with the new (1894) 'scavenging'
Crossley-Atkinson engine. Ibid., Tlie success obtained in
the new ' scavenging ' motor. 18^ J. Perry Steam Engine
452 Scavenging is effected in the Wells (Premier) engine by
pumping air into the cylinder. Ibid., 'Jhe shapes of the
passages and piston end, &c., which facilitate this scavenging
action. X9oa Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 607/2 The removal or
scavenging of all products of combustion from the compres*
sion space in the cylinder. Ibid., Scavenging reduces the risk
of the explosive mixture being fired prematurely. Ibid., After
a misfire in a non-scavenging engine of a large size the explo-
sive force is excessive, and has to be provided for by specially
strengthening the engine. With a scavenging engme this

trouble is avoided. x^3 Amer. Inventor 15 Aug. 78 (Cent,
D. Suppl.) In all engmes employing the two-stroke cycle,
scavenging must be accomplished either by special piston
movement or by a blast of air from an auxiliary pump,
directed in such a manner as to force out the remaining
burned gases. ., The engine under description scavenges
thoroughly and completely upon the return stroke of the
pistons, wliich then draw in their charge of explosive mix-
ture, undiluted either by products of combustion or by
scavenging air. x92^ Times Trade ^ Engin. Suppl. 29 Nov.
2^oy^3 As is usual with large Sulxer engines the scavenging
air is supplied from electrically driven turbo blowers in-

stalled in the engine-room. 1925 Glasgoiu Herald i Apr. 7
This new type of engine, with its straight through scavenge
and absence of air and exhaust valves.

Scavenger, sb. 4. Add : scavenger charge
(see quot. and cf. prec).
X894 B. DoNKiN Gas, Oil, ^ Air Engines i. ii. 16 A third

complete stroke is added, in order to cleanse the cylinder
thoroughly of the products of previous combustion by what
is called a ' scavenger * charge of pure air,

Soeau, erron, form of *Seau.

Sceaux (s<?a). The name of a French town near

Paris used atlrib. and absol. to denote tin-enamelled

faience made there in the latter part of the eigliteenth

century, often painted with floral and figure subjects

and modelled in the form of figures.

1884 P. Gasnault & Garnier French Pottery Index 182

Sceaux mark on faience. X903 Soi.on Old French Faience
125 An anchor, in allusion to the dignity of the Duke de
Penthi^vre, High Admiral of France, or the stencilled name

:

* Sceaux ', are the marks of the productions.

Scenic, d' 3- Add : Scenic railway, a railway

on a very small scale running through artificial

representations of beautiful scenery, forming an
attraction at fairs, etc.

X90X Pan-Amer, Exposition, Buffalo folder. The Midway
will have the choicest of the world's amusement novelties.

There will be a Trip to the Moon,.. Scenic Railway and
Rivers. 1908 [see Diet.].

Scent, sb, 2. d. Add : On the right or wrong
scent (fig.) : pursuing the right or wrong method,
\^\^ Motor Manual {tA. 14)181 If he diditwould prevent

bim getting on to wrong scents, even to the extent of pulling
the engine to pieces.

Scentless, (^. 3. Add : Also of a day on
which there is no scent for the hounds to follow.

1885 Field 4 Apr. 428/1 That dry, scentless cycle of days.

1921 Ampleforth yrnl. Jan. 137 On October 16th we hunted
the high country, after a scentless day at Tom Smith*s Cross
on the previous Wednesday.

Schaapsteker (japstekaj). S, Afr, Also

scarpsticker, scha(a)pstikker. [Afrikaans, f.

Du. schaap sheep + steken to sting.] A snake of the

family Coronellida, Psammophylax rhombeatus.

X856 F, Fleming Southern Africa Ao(i The ' Scarpsticker '

of the Dutch, or Night-Adder ; a small dingy-brown Adder,

spotted with black, about eighteen inches long, z^-j Encycl.

Brit. XXII. 197/1 The second African snake of this family

is the • schapsticker ' (Sheep Stinger), Causus rhombeatus.

47



SCHABZIEGEB.
XQia FiTzsiMONS SnaJtfs S* A/rtca 130 The farmer.. comes
along, finds the dying sheep, and seeing Schaapstekers about,
immediately concludes they arc the guilty parties.

Schabzieger (Ja-pitsfgar). Also sch.apziger,

chapsager, -ziger. = Sapsago, q.v,

xZ^j P€MHy Cycl, VI I. 15/2 The §rcen Swiss cheese, com*
monly called Sckahzieg^r, which is made in the canton of

Glarus. 1846 chapsager (see SapsagoI. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v.

Melihius^ Schabzieger or Chapziger. 1879 Encycl. Brit,

X. 636/1. 1887 Bentlev Man, Bot. (ed. 5) 534 They \ic.

flowers and seeds of Melilotus officinalis\ are used to give
flavour to the ' Schabzieger '.

Schadenfreude (Ja'danfroida). [G.,f. sckade

damage + frettde joy.] Malicious enjoyment of

other people*s difficulties or losses.

igaa Glasgow Herald 6 May 9 You may buy a hat for 500
marks to-day, and it may be worth 700 marks to-morrow. So
you . .perhaps, willfeel a little ofschadenfreude at the expense
of the vendor who sold it to you a day too soon. 1926 Spec-

tator 24 July 120/2 There is no English word for Schaden-
Jreutie^ because there is no such feeling here. 1927 Daily
Tel. 8 Feb, 12/2 The 'Schadenfreude ' so openly exhibited

by a large section of her Press over our difficulties in China.

Schal, variant of *Shal.

Schalstein (Jalst^in). Petrol. Also schaal-
Btein, semi-Anglicized sobaalstone. [G., f.

schale layer, lamina Csee Shale sb.)+ stein Stone.]

A variety of tufaceous rock,

1804 Jameson- Sysi, Mm. I. 519 Schaalstone. 1836 T.
Thomson /)//«., Geol. etc. I. 129 Bisilicate of Lime. Table
spar, schaalstein, grammJtc, wollastoniie, of Hauy. 1879
RuTLEV Stud. Kocks xiii. 248 Schalstein is, according to
Gumbcl, a tuflF, or sedimentary deposit, the material for
which has been derived from 'diabase-eruptions'.

Schappe C J^sp, |i Ja-pa). [G. schappe silk waste.]

A fabric or yarn made from waste silk. Also attrib.

Hence Schappe v. trans., to ferment (silk) in

order to remove the gum,
1885 Harper's Mag. July 246 Now they \sc. waste cocoons]

are spun into yarn, . . and made into schappe or ' spun silk
'

fabrics, not as lustrous as reeled silk goods, but stronger and
cheaper. 190J Hannan Textile Fibres Commerce 177
Schappe Silk^This is known also as spun silk, xgax R.
Beaumont & Hill Dress, Blottse, <5- Costume Cloths ^i, The
* Schappe' or 'steeping practice' consists in placing the
sujjply of waste silk in jacketed pans. 193a Sale Catal,t
Tailored Blouse, made of schappe silk.

Schedule, sb. 4. attrib. Add : = provided
for in the time-table, e.g. schedule time; hence on
schedule^ to schedule time. orig. U.S,
1881 A. A. Haves New Colorado vii. 94 As he rounded

the curves in about half of schedule time. 18S4 on schedule
time [in Diet]. 1903 O. Wister Philosophy ^ 2 As a
delayed train makes the last few miles high above schedule
speed. 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters vii. 123 Such things
don't move on schedule time. 190^ Springfield (Mass.)
Weekly Repitbl, 19 Aug. 10 The train was running exactly
on schedule when the party left it. 1931 Statestnan (Calcutta)

5 Dec, Throughout the flight, which was soon ahead of
schedule time.

Schellingian (Jeli qgian), a, [f. Schelling
(see below) + -ian.] Of or pertaining to the Ger-
man philosopher, F, W. J. von Schelling (1775-
T854), or to his doctrine, NeO'Schellingian, con-
cenred with New Schellingism. Hence Schelling"-
ism

(
Je'ligiz'm) [ad. G. Sckeilingismus'], the system

of philosophy taught by Schelling. New Schelling-

istn^ the philosophy of certain disciples ofSchelling,
particularly of F, J. Stahl. Sche'lliu^st, a disciple

of Schelling,
1865 tr. D. F. Strauss* New Life Jesus I. ipo Similar in-

stances may be brought forward from the history of the
Schellingian philosophy. 1865 Pater Appreciations {\ZZg)

75 Schellingism, the Philosophy of Nature', is indeed
a constant tradition in the histoiy of thought. 1874 tr.

Ueberweg's Hist._ Philos. II. 114 Kantism, the renewed
SpinozLsm (ScheiUngism), and Herbartism lay conjoined and
undeveloped in the doctrine of Leibnitz. Ibid. 226 Friedrich
Julius Stahl.. protesting against the designation of his
philosophy.. as 'New Schellingism'. Ibid, 231 To the Neo-
Schellingian School belongs Wilh. Rosenkrantz. 1895 C.
Garnktt tr, Turgenev's On tlie Eve iv, My father was a
learned man, a Schellingist.

Scheme^ J<^.^ 7. b. Scheme of colour. Add:
Now chiefly = colour scheme (in both senses) : see
*CoLODR sb. 18. Often ellipt.

1915 R. W. G, HmcsTON in E. F. Norton Fight for
Everest, ig24 265^ Certain of the little birds are decidedly
conspicuous, and in some cases we see the obvious reason
why they do not require a protective scheme. Ibid. 267 Its
scheme of colour [sc. of a locust] was erey and black with
delicate transverse bands across its thigns.

ScMck (Jik), The name of Dr. Schick of
Vienna, used attrib, to denote a test to determine
the susceptibility of a subject to diphtheria.
1918 Webster Addenda. 1922 Ashby \ IVrighfs Dis.

Children(t6. 6) 230 The susceptibility .o diphtheria can now
be recognised by means of the Schick test. 1923 Daily Mail
15 Feb. 6 The ' Schick Test * method of preventing diphtheria.

Scllistosoniiasis (ski:st<7s<7m3iasis), Path,
[f. mod.L. Schistosoma^ a genus of trematode para-
sites, f, Gr. <jx^^'^^^ divided + am}xa body + -laaiy

:

see -asis.] The disease caused by Schistosoma
hxmaiobium,
X913 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7). 1931 Times 10 Mar. 7/5

Malaria, sleeping sickness, kala azar, schistosomiasis.

Sch-izanthllS (sk^i-, skiz3e*n]>^s). [mod.L., f.

ScHizo- + Gr. omQo^ flower.] A solanaceous plant
of the genus so named, a native of Chile.

194

1829 LounoN Encycl. Plants 16. 1915 H. H.Thomas 5^.
//ari?j'/^/(>a'm404 Although., better known as a greenhouse
f)lant, the Schizanthus (Natural Order Solanaceae) is aUo a
ovely annual for the garden. 1931 Daily Tel. 21 May 17/1
The pansy-flowered schizanthus.

Schlenter ( Jlcntaj), a. and sb. S. Afr, colloq.

or slang. Also sh-. [Du. slenter trick.]

a. adj. Of doubtful value, not genuine, untrust-

worthy, make-believe, b. sb. A counterfeit ; spec,

in sing.^ imitation gold ; in//., imitation diamonds.
1891 Ctessb de Brkmont Gent. Digger viii, * Of course,'

whispers the seller who had pushed his way to the side of
the buyer, ' this sale was only shlenter.' 1898 Cape Argus
(weekly ed.) 16 Mar. 35 (Pettman) A small sack containing
bars of gold or schlenter. 2899 G. Griffith Knaves Diam.
ii. 35 Good Lord, man, can't you see they're all schlenters?
1925 Chambers's Jml. i-y^Ji AH the police found in the
trunk was schlenter (that is, counterfeit).

Schlich(Jlix'). Metallurgy. [G.] := Slick ^<5.2

1677 slich [see Slick j^.2]. 1756-7 tr. Keysier's Trav.Ujeo)
IV. 148 The ore is mixed with an equal quantity of quick-
lime, and this mixture, which is called sdilich, is put into
iron retorts. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 814 Water.. is made to
flow^ with greater or less velocity and abundance over the
schlich or pasty mud spread on a table of various inclination.

1855 Leifchild Cornwall 207 Should the product (called
schlich) seem tolerably rich, the operative turns the table
round its axis.

Schmelz (Jme-lts). Also erron. schmel(t)ze.
[G. schmelz enamel.] Any one of several varieties

ofdecorative glass, spec, a variety coloured red with
a metallic salt, used to flash white glass,

1851-4 Cycl. Useful Arts (ed. Tomlinson 1867) I. 784/1
Smetz {read Smelz] glass is formed by fusing lengths of
coloured glassinto each other, so that the section shall re-

semble carnelian and the agates. 1859 R. Hunt Guide
Mus. Pract. Geol. (ed._ 2) in The Bohemian ruby is thus
prepared •.—a. preparation called schmelze is made ; it is com-
posed of silica 500, minium 800, nitre 100, calcined potash
loa 1866 Christie's Sale Catal. Marryat Coll. 65 A small
vase, of variegated Schnieltze. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 652/1
That peculiar kind of glass usually called schmelz, an im-
perfect imitation of calcedony, was also made at Venice in

the 15th century. x88a Hamilton Sale Catal. No. 846 A
Fluted Tumbler, of red and white schmelz.

Schnauzer (Jnau-tsar), [G.] A dog of a Ger-
man breed so named.
1930 Obser7<erg Feb. 13/2 The German Schnauzers have

sterling^ qualities, though they may not be particularly
showy in their close wiry coats. 1931 Woman's Jml. Sept.
23/a Notably good as house dogs, are the Keeshondi the
Schnauzer,..and the Dandy Dinmont terriers.

Schnitzel (Jninssl). [G., « shaving, paring,

cutlet.] A veal cutlet, esp. in Wiener (vrnsr)
schnitzel^ one garnished with lemon, capers, and
sardines in the Vienna style,

1913 Pettman Africanderisms s.v, Sassatjes^ They are
quite as toothsome as a * Wiener schnitzel '. 19*6 E. Phillips
Oppenheim Golden Beast \. x, My cook knows the sort of
things you like—.schnitsel and veal [sic], eh ?

Schol. Colloq. abbreviation of Scholarship.
1899 Cnptain Nov. 115/2 Wardour had licked Eccles and

forfeited the * schol *,

Scholasticized (sk^je'stisaizd),^/. a. [f. as
ScHOLASTiciziNG ppL a. X scc -BD 1.] Imbucd with
or influenced by scholasticism.

1923 C. Singer in Edin. Rev. Jan. loi Dioscorides, the
drug-monger, appealed to scholasticised minds for centuries.

1927 W. R. Inge Protestantism 12 This philosophy, already
scholasticised by Proclus.

School, sb^ Add :

5. c. From the sense of ' body or set of persons
following a particular doctrine or practice ', in such
expressions as school of thought^ the word has
acquired the sense of * type or brand * of doctrine
or practice (cf. branch III in Diet.).
Cf. school ofopinion in 5, quot. 1864,
189a New Review May 571 He is a 'gentleman and

scholar ', .

,

' trained in a liberal school of thought '. 1909 A.
Berget Conquest of Air n. v. 230 We are confronted by
two schools of aviating apparatus: the American school.,
which demands everything of the aviator, and the French
school.. which requires, .the minimum from the pilot. 1916
Q. Rev, Apr. 29^ Systems of meiaphysics of more than one
type, and drawing their inspiration from more than one
school, ipi9 M. K. Bbadby Psycho-analysis 22^ It is. .a
point of view derived from the leaders of their own school
of thought. 1925 N. E. Odell in E. F. Norton Fi^ht for
Everest^ ig24 32^ The results of the Second Expedition to
Mount Everest in 1922 went to show that two schools of
thought prevailed from the experiences of the high-climbing
parties. 1927 Public Opinion 28 Feb. 179/1 There is in
philosophy a school of thought christened by Professor
William James with the name Pragmatism.
7. Also U.S.y a college or university.

1767 P. V. FiTHiAN Jml. <y Lett. (1900) i A letter to my
Father, begging him to put me to School. 1904 Delineator
Oct, 657 College pillows.. of crimson, with 'Harvard' in
white letters ; of orange, with ' Princeton ' in black, and
similarly with the names and colours of other schools.

19. school-inspector, an inspector who examines
and reports on the condition of schools and the
teaching therein ; hence scliool-inspectorship

;

school-leaver, a boy or girl who leaves school
after having reached a certain age ; school-
method, the method which an intending teacher
has to study; the method used in teaching; also
attrib, ; school •work, (a) work done in, or under
the direction of, a school; (^) the work of a par-
ticular school of painting, etc.

SCHREINER.
1838 F. B. Hawkins Germany xW, 201 A board ofeducation

which employs school-inspeclors. 1883 Edin. Rev. LVII.
515 There is.. at the principal place of the circle (A'wj)
another inspector, whose sphere comprehends all the schools
of the circle. He has the title of SchooMnspector of the
Circle. (Kreis-Schul-Inspector.) 1920 Sat. Rev. 23 Oct.
330 No Government School inspectors or systems of ex-
ammation can compete with a method of. .selection so in-
fallible. 19H H. Walpole Mr. Herrin If, Mr. Traill iii. 47He saw himself at Eton or Hairow, or a 'school-inspector-
ship. 1925 Contemp. Rev. May 634 The problem of the
unemployed ' *school-leaver ' complicates in many ways the
problem of the boy at work. 1927 Carr-Saunders & Jones
Soc. Struct. En^. <5- Wales p. xv, We are led to ask. .what
kind of openings are available to school leavers. 1807 Pract.
Teacher XVllI. 171/1 "School Method and the Education
Department. 1917 J. D. Beeesfokd & K. Richmond W.
E. Ford ix. 194 A description of a typical staff-meeting
discussion of school method. 1927 J. Adams Errors in
School 35 School.method IxKjks. 1857 'school work [see
16 a in Diet.]. tSS^ Sonnenschein's Cycl. Ediic. (ed. 2) 407/1
Girls . . have fewer games . . than boys, and for this reason are
much more apt to suffer in consequence of school-work.
2913 Refi. Brit. Assoc. 296 Proper and improper use of the
eyes in school-work. 1923 G. Sturt Wheelwright's Shop
iii. 12 Finishing my school work with the first term of 18S4.

School-booh. 1. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
174s Franklin Let. to W. Strahen Wks. 1905 II. 296 So

at present I only send for a few school books, and books of
navigation. 1766 in G. E. Littlefield Eaily Schools (1904)
104 A catalogue of the school books now in general use.

School district. U.S. (See qnot. 1903.)
1831 Peck GuideJor Emigrants 245 A law was passed.,

authorizing the people to form school districts. 1846 Ind.
Hist. Soc. Publ. III. 417 It would call out thousands to the
school district meetings, who have never attended one. 1878
]. H. Beadle Western Wilds i. 19 The citizens have the
right to organize a school district as they will. 1903 A. B.
Hart Actual Govt. 542 The smallest unit of school admini-
stration is the school district, which in many States has its

own board, raises its own taxes, and appoints its own teachers.

School-keeping. (Earlier Amer. examples.)
1651 Dedham (Mass.) Rec. loi The time of couenant in ye

schoole keepeing being expired. 1827 A. Sherwood Gazetteer
Georgia (1837) 267 Why is it that school-keeping is so disre-
putable an employment in our State ? 1842 Knickerbocker
Mag.^ XIX. 308 Considerations which give quite a new
coloring to the employment of school-keeping.

School-land(s). U.S. Land set apart for

the maintenance of a school. Also attrib.

169s Braintree Rec. 30 The Towns lands and medow
comonly caled the scool lands. 1775 in Coll. New Hdmpsh,
Hist. Soc. IX. 8g, I might.. lay out for the clearing the
School Lands to the amount of ;C.soo SterlB. 1837 W. Jen.
KINS Ohio Gaz. Inirod. p. x, Laws were passed for leasing
the school lands and salt reservations. 1885 Refi. Indian
Ajffairs 147 Others claim they have purchased their lands
from the State of Nevada under the school-land grant.

School-ma'am, -marm. U.S. (Earlier ex-
ample of -marm.)
1872 Trans. Dept. Agric. Illinois 275 Their thoughtful,

stiff, precise, school-marm mode of utterance always seems
to say to you :

' I am a pedant '-

Schoolmistress. Add : 2. Comb. : school-
mistress fish, a kind of fish of the West Indies(cC
Schoolmaster jA.i 2).

1939 R. Hughes High Wind in Jamaica 22 The black
and yellow sclioolmistress-fish.

Schopenhauer (J^-psnhonsi). The name of
the German pessimistic philosopher, Arthur
Schopenhauer (1788-1860), used allusively for a
pessimist. Hence Scho'penhanerlan a., charac-
terized by Schopenhauerism, following the doctrines
of Schopenhauer ; sb., a follower of Schopenhauer
or his system of philosophy ; Scho'penhanerisin,
Scho'penhanereanism, the pessimistic philo-
sophy taught by Schopenhauer, according to which
all existence is essentially evil, and release (through
reason) from the tyranny of the radically evil will

can be attained only by overcoming the insatiable

lust for existence, e. g. in the possibilities of con-
templation afforded by science and art.
1881W. S. Lilly in igth Cent.'jij Schopenhauerism . . islittle

more than Buddhism vulgarized. 1883 Atlienxum 18 Nov.
659/2 A heroine whose life is unconscious Schopenhauerism.
1906 Daily Chron. 26 Sept. 4/4 You would say at one glance
that he is a pessimistic ass, a Schopenhauer of donkeys.
1908 Edin. Rev. Apr. 423 He is a Schopenhauerian. 1928
J DAD Diogenes, or Future 0/ Leisure 96 We shall all be
living Schopenhauerian lives.

Schottische. (Earlier U.S. example.)
^855 J. E. Cooke Ellie 151 This abominable German usage

we have imported—the polka and the scbottish too.

Schraufite (Jrou-fait). Min. [ad. G. schraufit

(i 8 7 5) , f. the name of A. Schrauf, Austrian mineralo-
gist : see -ite 1.] A fossil resin of a blood-red
colour, found in schistose sandstone.
1896 (Chester Diet. Min.
Schreiner (Jisi-nsi). The name of Ludwig

Schreincr, used attrib. to denote a method (patented

1895) of finishing mercerized fabrics by passing

between rollers engraved with a network of very

fine lines ; also the high lustre imparted by this

method. Hence Schrel'nered ///. a., finished in

this way. Schrei'nering', Schreinexlzing', the

method of finishing cloth in this way.
1904 Dyer tr Calico Printery,.'%.\W. 9 The Schreincr finish

is daily growing in importance. 1905 Bean & McCleary
Cketn. Finishing 375 When the * schrcinering ' process is

combined with ' meicerisitig ', it gives the nearest approach



SCHROTTEEITE. 195 SCOTOMETEB.
to silk -ever obtained. Ibid. 376 Plain woven calico goods
may also be 'schrcinered * with advantage. 1906 Dyer <§

Calico Printer XXVI. 17 Schreiner cylinder engraving.

1907 Cotton Finishing vii. 67 Certain effects such as
schreinerizing.. are produced by calenders of special form.

1910 A. F. Barkf.r Textiles ix. 225 Schreinering. 19*9 E.
MroGLKY Finishing of Woven Fabrics xii. 152 The lustre

possessed by mercerized cotton goods is greatly enhanced by
the schreiner finish. Ibid., Schreinered Venetian.

Sclir6tterite(Jro't3rait). Mzn. Alsoschroet-
terite. [ad. G. schroiterit (1839), ^' ^^ name of

A. Schrotter : see -ite 1.] A pale green hydrous

silicate of aluminium, related to allophane.

185s Orr's Circle Sci.f Inorg. Nat. 516 Schrotterite. x868
Dana Min. (ed. 5) 421.

Schubertian (J«b5utian), a. [f, the name of

Franz Peter Schubert (i 797-1828), Austrian com-
poser + -IAN.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic

of Schubert.
I9»7 Observer a Oct. 14 A truly Schubertian progression.

19x8 Daily Tel. 27 Mar. 6 Their interpretation.. had the
Schubertian qualities of spontaneity and finish.

Scb.UCliardtite ijttxa^tait), Min, [ad. G.
schuchardtit (1882), f.the name ofTh, Schtuhardt^

mineral dealer: see -ite 1.] (See quot. 1896.)
1896 Chester Did. Min,, Schuchnrdtitet , .ihti so-called

Chrysopraserde of Silesia. 1914 Brit. Mus. Return 225.

Sclmilgite (jugalt). Min. [ad. G. schungit

(1886), f. Skunga, Russia, its locality : see -itbI.]

An amorphous form of carbon intermediate between
graphite and anthracite.

1896 Chestbr Diet. Min.
Schwabacher (Jva-baxar). Typog, [Ger., f.

Schwabachy name of a town in Franconia.] A
German fount used for printing in the vernacular.

[1910 EncycL Brit. VII. 723/2 For these scanty writings
the German so-called *Schwabach* characters were used.]

X92S Updike Printing Types I. 62 The smaller type of the
Indulgences, which is a rounder black-letter, has certain

peculiarities later found in ' schwabacher * fonts. 19*6
MoRtsoM TyP* Designs 11 IGutenberg'sJ informal type is

..interesting., mainly as the ancestor of t\\^ Jraktur and
schuoabacher later employed for vernacular and less im-
portant uses.

Sch-Warmerei (Jvfrmarai;. [G., f. sekwdrmen
to rave (Swaum z'.^>.] Extravagant enthusiasm

;

csp. schoolgirl attachment to another female,

z886 Athenxum 3 Apr. 451/3 A few hours' schwdrtnerei
over what Joan [of Arc) must have felt under certain circum.
stances, x^'j K. B. Young Portrait 0/ Clare i. vi. 63 The
expression of liberty and exultant youth that her mother's
mid-Victorian fantasias and Miss ^oXdmcxe's Schtvdmterei
denied her. 19*7 Naomi Royde-Smitii J. Fannings Legacy
xxix. All her old 'schwarmerci* for PauIaOchs revived.

1930 E. ScoTT Forgotten Image xiii, Her idiotic, school-

girlish schwdrtnerei 2X\w^mzu\,

Science. Add: 5. d. =*Chbi8tian Science.
1915 E. B. Holt Freudian With 2x The 'Science - healer

was imm'^diately consulted.

Scilli- (si'li), combining form of SciLLA b, used

in the names of certain glucosides obtained there-

from, as Scilliplxrin [Gr. irt/cpt>s bitter], used as

a diuretic ; Scillitoxiu, a cardiac poisonsimilar in

its action to dij^italis.

1883 Martindalb Extra Pharmacop. 339. Ibid. 240
Scillitoxin. Syn.—SciUatn. ..A principle from Scilla tnayi-

//wirt—the squill bulb. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. ^37/1 The
activity of the drug appears to be due to the active principles,

scillipicrin, scillitoxin, and scillin, which were first obtained
by Merck in 1878.

Scintillautly (si*ntilantU), adv. [-lt 2.] In

a scintillaiing manner.
1900 H. Harland Cardinats Snuff-hox xix, The.. build-

ings stood out.,: the white marble, palely, scintillantly

amethystine. \^A A. L. FLEMI^*G Dioetiers in Arctic^ Nt.
151 Flashes of light from the Aurora Borealis move scintil-

lantly in the sky.

S<n.ntillating, ppl* ^' Add : Scintillating

scotoma (.Path.) : the optical symptoms in teichopsia.

Scintillaiing screen (see quot.).

1889 Jml, Ophth.^ OtoL ft Laryngol. I. 326 Scintillating

scotomata; a pcrsoiial experience. 1905 7rnl. Atner.Mta.
Assoc. XLIV. 1262 The scintiilating scotoma or transient

functional hemianopia. 1931 C G. Darwin New Concept.

Matter iv. 79 A scintillating screen is made by lightly

powdering a sheet of glass with zinc sulphide crystals...

Whfn such a screen is exposed to a stream of electrons,

scintillations npp-^ar irregularly all over it.

Scintillatingly (sintil<?itii)li), adv. [-lt2.]

In a scintillating manner ;
sparklingly.

1917 Sunday Express 6 Feb. 4 A tcintillatingly funny
burlesque.

Sciot (sai'^t), a. and sb. Also -ote. [f. It. Scio

Scio2, a. Gr. Xio% Chio3 + -OT2.] a. adj. Of or

pertaining to Scio, the ancient Chios, an island of

the Mgtzn Sea, or to its inhabitants, b, sb. A
native or inhabitant of Scio. Hence Scio*tio a.

x86o Schoolcraft Archives Aborig. Knowl. IV. 127 The
small Sciotic mounds of sacrifice. 1866 Cliambers's Encycl.

VIII. 549/1 A number ofthe Sciotes having, in 1822, joined the

Samtans,.. the inhabitants., wereindiscriminatelymas-sacred.

..Subsequently., many of the Sciotc families returned.

Scissors. Add

:

2. b. Rugby Football. (See quots.)

c X915 R. A. Llovd in E. B. Poulton Li/t R.P, (1919)218

The ' .Scissors ' trick was this : when I had the ball, and
Ronald was running beside me just as if he was ^oing to

take an ordinary pais, he would suddenly change his direc-

tion and come racing straight across at me and practically

take the ball out of my hands, and breaking clean through
would run right across to the opposite wing. 1927 Waks-
FIELU & Marshall Rugger 239 'i"he two {sc. a centre and
wing three-quarter] may also combine when the centre still

has the bail, when, for example, they exploit the scissors
movement... This movement takes place when there is a
large gap between the opposing centre and wing. 'I'he

attacking centre, seeing this, dashes in tht direction shown
and shouts a code word, so that his wing goes all out for the
gap, taking the ball as the centre crosses his path. Ibid, 230
This scissors, and dummy scissors, attack may be tried also
by two centres or by a centre and stand-off half.

C. Swimming, An alternate movement of the

legs from the hips in parallel planes, in which knees
and ankles are kept more or less straight, and the

legs approach each other rapidly and are parted
slowly.

5. scisaor-bill, {b) slang (see quot.); scissor cut
(see quots.) ; scissors jump (see quot.) ; scissor-

leg, a deformity in which the legs are crossed.

1931 B. Starke Touch
.J- Go xvi. 259 Dick praised me for

not saying anything. ' You're not a "scissor -bill *, A scissor-

bill was a woman who gossiped and nagged and was bad
generally. 1931 Times Lit. Snppi. 25 June, Suppl. p. iii/2,

While his many brilliant students have perhaps done more
service to the book-jacket ilian to the page by some of their

shadow, *scissor-cut and engraved letter-forms. Ibid, iv/2,

Professor D. P. Sterenberg portrays objects of daily life in

flat lithographs that resemble scissor-cuts. 1897 Encycl.
Sport I. 50/2 The methods of jumping are various, but two
main types predominate—viz., the straight jump, and the
side-way or *scissQrsjump. 1901 Dorland i1/f(i Diet. (ed. 2),

*Scissor-Ieg.

Sclaff (sklsef), sb. Golf. [See the vt.] A stroke

in which the club scrapes the ground before hitting

the ball. Hence Sclaffy a,

1893 H. Hutchinson (7i?^«jf(ed. 2) 82 'Tops', and 'sclafTs*

and misses. 1896 W. Park Jr. Game of Golf 91 The sight

of bare earth. .gives the impression that contact between it

and the club-head, which might happen with a sclaffy shot,

would inevitably result in damage to the club, 1903 W. J.
Travis Pract. Golf 20 If. . the head is allowed to move, the
chances are that a sclafTor a top will result.

Scleroscope (skliaT^yski^up). [f. Scleko- -i-

-scoPE.j An instrument for measuring the hard-

ness of metals.
\^c^Patent Specif. No, 10,752 An instrument [consisting

of a hard_pointcd h.ammer allowed to fall from a predeter-

mined height and means for measuring the rebound of the
hammer] for testing tlie hardness of metals and other solid

bodies.. called the scleroscope. 1931 Glasgovj Herald 23
Sept. 9 i'he use of the scleroscope on light specimens of
metals. 1923 Ibid. 9 Mar. 7/1 A New Form of Magnified
Hammer in the Scleroscope Hardness Test.

Scoff, sb.'^ Add : Also in English slang or

coUoq. use.

1899 Flynt Tramping n. iii. 234 Moochers_ were satis-

fied when they could beg a *bob'..a day besides 'scoff'.

1928 Daily Express 14 May 10/6 While you've had me
locked up, I've eaten your scoff I

Scoop, sb.'^ 7. Add : flcoop-bonnet, a woman's
bonnet shaped like a scoop.

1897 J. L. Allen Ckoir Invisible i. 3 On her head she wore
an enormous white scoop-bonnet.

Scoop, .rt^.^ Add: 1. Also, a quantity scooped up,

1829-32 J. P. Kennedy Stvalloiv Bam I. iii. 34 Nine
scoops of water in the hollow of the hand, from a sycamore
spring.., will break an ague.

b. In singing (see quot.). colloq,

X91X W. K. Smith Training Village Choirs 8 The scoop
is made on the commencing note 01 a tune or phrase. It

consists in attacking it byway of a chromatic slide from the
* fourth' below.

Scoop, v.'^ Add: 5. a. (Earlier examples.)
1850 VV. CoLTON Three Years m Calif, xxxiii. ^40 A faith

that could scoop up whole tribes of savages, .. impressing

them with the conviction that submission to the padres was
obedience to God. 1867 A D. Richardson 5<yo«rf Missis-

sippi XL 1 14 ' Scooped ' was an importation from Wall Street.
* I am badly scooped ' meant :

' I am used up ' or defeated.

6. trans. To propel or take by or as by a

scooping movement.
X910 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 269/1 A very dark-coloured little

man, with his arms and legs cut off, short at the knees and
elbows, . . scooping himself along on his stumps. X916 Boyd
Cablk Action Front 257 And he moved as if to scoop the

German s head under his arm again.

Scooter. Add: 3. U.S. (Earlier example.)

1854 Florida Plant. Rec. 104 Corn plowes 20, cotton shovels

32, Scuters 14.

4. A boat, propelled by sails, capable of being

used both on ice and in water, U.S.
xya-^N, Y. 7'/w<rj 13 Dec, The* scooter'. .is built witha

bottom and a deck which are duplicates of each other.

1904 Set. Amer. 5 Mar. 201 /i Incredible speed is attained

by the larger and more completely equipped scooters. Ibid.

aoi/2 There arc.fewmore interesting sights seen than those

afforded by a scooter plunging at full speed from the ice into

the water. 1909 Cent. Diet, buppl. s.v. Ice-scooter^ These
scooters may be run alternately through water and over ice.

b. A fast motor-boat, used in the war of 1914-18.
X919 Times at Feb. 11/2 The war has produced ' P ' boats

and ' Q ' boats and ' U ' boats, but the wildest of all wild

things is the 'scooter', professionally known as the coastal

motor-boat. 1923 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor

Words.
5. A child's toy, which consists of a footboard

running on two tandem wheels, on which he rests

one foot while pushing with the other, and which is

guided by means of a long handle ; also, a similar

machine propelled by a motor.

x^ij Little Folks "How. p. vi, The Free-WheelAuto-Scooter
propelled by PedaL 1919 limes 21 Feb. 11/2 The • scooter *

we knew before the war was a new terror to the pavement.
1919 C. Obr Glorious Thing xix. 237 A brightly painted
scooter. igy:> Punch 19 Mar. 331/1 A gutter-snipe negotia-
ting Park Lane on his home-made scooter.

Scopol-. Add: Scopo'leine, an alkaloidal

compound analogous with the tropeines; Sco'po-
line, a crystalline compound, C8HJ3NO2, obtained
from scopolamine by decomposition.
i9oi_DoRi,AND Med. Diet, (ed. 2), *Scopolein, a crystalline

alkaloid, C17H21NO4, from plants of the genera Scopolia
Duboisia^ and Atropa; a strong mydriatic and sedative.

1887 Brit. Med, Jrnl. 8 Jan. 62/1 In rheumatic iritis the
use of *scopoIine was obviously effective in reducing the pain
and injection of the globe.

Scorching, ppl, a.l Add : c, quasi-fl;^^., as

in scorching-not,
1873 E. Hooper Nurseries ^ School Rooms 197 The sand

so scorching hot that one could not bear one's hand upon it.

1883 Century Mag, July 428/1 The sun was scorching hot
and the shade chilly.

Score, sb, 21. Add : score-bid Contract

Bridge (see quot.) ; score-game, also in Laivn
Tennis,
1928 Work Contract Bridge ^6 Bidding to the Score. The

following remarks upon bidding are premised on the as-
sumption that there is no score on the game. For example :

If my side has a contract score of 60, I must put a con-
struction on my partner's minor two bid different from the
construction put upon such a bid at no score. * *Score-bids

'

are exceptions to the general rules, but do not justify an
original one bid without the prescribed minimum of two
quick tricks. i^zB Observer ij }mx\z 28/2 Moon only lost

one *score game in the whole match.

ScorOf V, 5. U.S. (Earlier and later examples.)
1813 Paulding % Bull ^ Br. Jon. xx. (ed. 2) 107 She.,

fell upon Beau Napperty, and scored him at such a rate, that
[etc.]. 1930 Publishers' Weekly 8 Mar. 1331/2 Smoot's
Secret Session Scored.

Scoring, vbl. sb. Add: 1. b. The action of

recording the scores made in a game ; the action

of making a score or adding to the score ; the

amount of score or number of points made.
1850 * Bat' Cricketer's Man, 46 Printed forms for scoring

are not procurable. Ibid. 47 Their scores., will serve to illus-

trate the principles of scoring. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der.
II. xi, Shall we go now and hear what the scoring says?
1883 Daily Tel. 19 May, The scoring . . was remarkably fast

up to 67. 1896 Sportsman 10 July 4/8 Brown. .made most
of the scoring.

c. Mus. '(«) The action of writing down in

score, {b) The action of composing or arranging

for orchestral performance,
i8zz BusBV Did. MusiCj Scoring, the art of forming a

score by collecting and properly arranging under each other

the several detached parts of any composition. 1897 C.
ViNCKNT {.title) Scoring for an Orchestra.

_ 1903 A. W.
Patterson Schumann 211 Facsimile of Scoring (From the

B flat Symphony).

Scorzonera. b. Add : scorzonera-fed adj.

;

scorzonera moth, a moth fed on scorzonera

leaves.

1914 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 406 Scorzonera-fed parents... The
capacity of fertilization., of Scorzonera moths.

Scotch., a. and sb,^ A. adj. 4. Add : Scotch
(barley) broth, a soup containing pearl barley

and small pieces of vegetables ; Scotch eggs, hard-

boiled eggs cut in halves and surrounded by sausage-

meat ; Scotch woodcock (see Woodcock sb. 3d).

1747 Mrs. GLASSzCookery vi. 65 To Make *Scotch Barley

Broth. 1834 Hood TylneyNallxv, We shall have an ounce

of mutton swimming in a tureen of barley-water—I've heard

of their Scotch broths. 1851 Family Friend IV. 338/1
Scotch Broth. Take four pounds of mutton [etc.]. 1877
CasselVs Diet, Cookery ^^ifit Scotch Broth, c 1827 Do-
mestic Cookery IX. 319 "Scotch Eggs.

Scotland Yard (sk(?-tlsend ya-id). The name
of the head-quarters of the metropolitan police,

formerly situated in Great Scotland Yard, a short

street off Whitehall, London, and in 1890 removed

to New Scotland Yard on the Thames Embank-
ment : used allusively to designate the detective

department of the metropolitan police force. Also

attrib.

1864 Miss Braddon Henry Dunbar xxxi, I have called

again upon the Scotland-Yard people, and I gave them a

minute description of the scene. Ibid, xxxviii, Detective

officer Henry Carter, of Scotland Yard. x88i Punch 9 July

6/2 As in all great crimes, they \sc. criminals] are too much
for Scotland Yard and the Seldom-at-Home Secretary.

1885 Encycl, Brit. XIX. 338/2 This office [in Westminster],

established in a room with a table and two chairs, in an

outlet from Whitehall, is the origin . . of the far-famed
* Scotland Yard'. x888 Kiitle) Scotland Yard Detective

Series. 1906 D. C. Murray Brangittyn Myst. xxvi, Helaid

before the authorities at Scotland Yard the statement that

he would never have revealed the real criminal if he had

not himself been exposed to the risk of an ignominious

..death. X9a6 E. Wallack Ringer \, Nobody knows, but

ScotlandYard and—Henry ArthurMilton. i9«7P- Haworth
{title) Before Scotland Yard. Classic Ules of roguery and

detection collected.

Scotometer {%Vo\p-mh^i), [f. Scoto(ma +
-METER.] An instrument for diagnosing and

measuring scotomata.
1890 Brit. Med. Jrttl. 27 Sept. 741/1 Those who frequently

meet with cases of toxic amblyopia, .must have found the

small coloured squares used in detecting scotomata both an

inadequate and inconvenient test... To obviate these disad-
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vantages, I [sc. G. Ferdinands] have had made for me a little

instrument. .which I propose to call a scotcmmeter. 190a

Lmtcet la July 83/a A New Scoiometer. Messrs. Weiss and
Son, Limited, have made for me a little instrument wliich .

.

I have found very useful for the purpose of rapid determina-

tion of the condition of central colour disturbance common
in toxic amblyopia. iM* Optician LXXXIII. 397/1 I did

not Uke the helds for white, relying on the evidence of the

scotometcr.

Scour, sbJ^ 6. Add : Also U.S. in plural.

1847 Re^. U.S. Comvi. Patents (1848) 507 They say the

disease called the ' scours ' b the principal one to which

sheep are liable. 1863 D. G. Mitchell My Farm 223 His
calves will very Hkely take the 'scours *. i88a Rep. Maine
Board Agric.J^^Vl, 25 Indigestion and scours, diseases

which are very common among young calves.

Scour, vP" Add : 1. With up : To give a

polish to by scouring. U,S.
iSrj Seba Smith £.i/^.V Writ. Major Jack Downing{\%i^

190 He put on his regimentals and scoured up the old piece

of a scythe that he used to have for a sword. 1870 Julie P.

Smith IVidtnv Goldsmith's Dau. vii, Being called back to

scour up the pot-hooks, polish the crane, [etc].

g. intr. To work without the soil adhering and

thus become clean and bright by rubbing or friction,

spec, of agricultural implements.
a 1909 A'lter. Encycl. Agric. 742 (Cent, D. Suppl.) In the

average soil there \sc. Eastern U.S.] the cast-iron plow would
scour perfectly.

h. trans. To clean (metal) in tin-plate making or

electroplating. (Cf. Scouring z/^/, sb!^ 2 c.)

1888 Lockivood's Did. Meek. Engin. s.v. Sc&uring^ Plates

of sheet iron used in the tinplate manufacture are scoured
with sand and water to cleanse them, after preliminary im-
mersion in dilute sulphuric acid. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms
(1927) § 250 Scourer; cleans or scours, by dipping in acid

baths and rubbing wiih tow, sheet metal articles in prepara-

tion for enamelling or japanning.

6. b. Also with otit.

1887 T. N. Page In Ole Virginia 163 The river.. scoured
out a new be^ for itself.

11. £ To clean (wheat) from dust, etc., before

milling. (Cf. *Scodring vbl. sbJ^ 2 b.)

12. To scrape (leather) in order to remove the

flesh or the bloom.
x86o l/re's Diet. Arts fed. 5) II. 687 In this apartment also

is placed a large, flat, slate stone, called a scouring-stone, or,

more consistently, the stone on which the leather is scoured,

/bid. 689 In respectable manufactories, it is usual first to

scour on the flesh. i88a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 387/2 These
[sc. brushes and pieces of slate or thin stone], with a small

jet of water, scour and brush the entire surface of the leather

lying on the platform, effectually scouring out bloom and all

soluble impurities.

Sconring, vbl. sb.^ Add : 2. b. The action

of rubbing or brushing wheat in order to remove
dust and other impurities; also, in//., the residue

left after scouring.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. s.v. Brttshing Machine,
In the Becker brush tlie concave jacket is of punched iron

and steel wire, between which and the brush the wheat
passes, polishing and scouring and taking the dust out of
the crease. Ibid.y Scouring, a process in which grain is

rubbed and brushed to remove smut, dust, mildew, etc.

O, The cleaning of metal in tin-plate making
or electroplating.

1888 [see *ScouR f.2 i h]. 1904 Technol. <V Sci. Diet, (ed,

Goodchild & Tweney), Scouring, cleaning by rubbing with
sand and water or dilute acid ; used in tin plate manufacture.

8. b. The method or process of treating hides by
rubbing or brushing in order to remove the flesh or

the bloom.
i860 Ure's Diet. Arts (ed. 5) II. 687 This stone, .forms a

table . .50 constructed, that the water, which is freely used in

scouring, may drain off on the opposite side from that on
which the workman is engaged. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.
Suppl.s.v., Scouring on the fiesh... Scouring on the grain.

9. scouring-ball, a ball composed of cleansing

materials for removing stains, grease, etc., from
cloth ; scouring barrel, drum, a barrel or cylin-

der in which castings, etc., are cleaned by friction

against each other ; scouring brick, a Bath brick

(see quot.) ; scouring-brush, -liouse (^),machine
{J>)j stone {b)f -table, apparatus, etc. used in the
scouring of leather.

1858 SiMMONDS Diet, Trade, Batk Brick, a "scouring brick
of calcareous earth, used in cleaning knives, and for polish-
ing purposes, i860 Ure*s Diet. A ris (ed. 5 1 1 1. 690 1 n liarness
leather.. the pumice-stone is seldom used, the stock-stone
and *8COuring.brush being lustily applied until the bloom is

sufSciently removed. 1888 LoekwootCs Diet. Meek. Engin.,
•Scouring Drum. x86o Ure's Diet. A rts (ed. 5) 1 1. 686 The
place or apartment thus used, b called the *scouring-house.
Ibid 687 The floor above the scouring-house..is what is

specially designated the shop. x88t Encycl, Brit. XIV.
387/2 Another machine now largely used by curriers is the
•scouring^ machine, i860 Ure^s Diet, /fr/ifed. 5) II. 68g
The skin is taken out of the water, ana laid on the "scouring-
stone. X884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. s.v. Scouring, On
being taken out of the water the skins are spread out and
set on the 'scouring table by passing a steel slicker over the
flesh side.

ScOTuing, ///. a. Add: 2. (Later ex-
ample.)
1858 C. L. Flint Milch Cows ?88 Dysentery, or scouring

rot.

4. Used for cleaning cultivated land.
i86j Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 204 It is. .plowed four

times in its cultivation with shovel plows.. the two last

times with scouring plows.

196

Scout, sb.^ Add : 2. d. An official of the

Automobile Association or the Royal Automobile

Club employed to assist motorists on the road.

1509 Q. Rev. Jan. 143 The scouts have, beyond doubt, done
a great deal to check reckless driving.

e. One of a small number of bees which go out

in advance of a swarm to find a place for the swarm
to establish itself.

183s Penny Cycl. IV. 153/1 It is said that bees send out
scouts before leaving the liive, to search for a convenient
situation for their new abode. 1909 S. L, Bensusan Child'
ren's Story of Bee\'\\. 108 The scouts.. might have been seen
following their aerial roads to where the swarm was stationed.

Ibid, no The last of the old queen's scouts had come bring-

ing news of a hive—clean, sweet-scented and empty—in a
garden across the valley.

f. A fellow, person, slang,

1922 J. A. Dunn Man Trap ix. She isn't such a bad old
scout, after all. Ibid, xii. You didn't tell me your name, old
scout. ip3o P. Macdonald Link vii. 113 That poor scout
they've jailed.

3. (Later U.S. examples.)
X798 I. Allen Hist. Vertnont 92 He sent a scout of about

3oOj mostly Indians. 1867 J, N, Edwards Shelby, etc.

xxiii, 412 At Current River a scout of fifty were encountered.

5. Also, an airship or aeroplane so used ; spec, a

small, single-seated machine of very great speed,

often called speed-scout. Also attrib.

1909 A. Bercet Conquest of Air 11. vii, 260 Airships or
aeroplanes? As 'combatants or'scouts*? igiiChamiers^s
Jrnl. July 461/1 Two diminutivedirigibles acting as scouts.

1914 Daily Express 31 Dec. 3/4 We have ' scouts ' which can
beat anything the enemy can bring against us. 1916
H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks PI. xi, The little Gnome*
engined scout biplanes. 1922 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 87/2
Torpedoing ships at anchor, by seaplanes, probably in pairs

or escorted by 'scout ' {i.e. air fighting) machines.

8. scout-craft (later examples).
1^10 Chambers's Jml. Feb. 114/2 They are taught scout-

craft, wliich includes the artof stalking wild creatures. 1917
igih Cent. Feb, 311 This, and much other scout-craft, had
he learnt when on active service among the sand dunes of
Africa.

Scout-'boat. [Scout sb.^] A boat employed
for the purpose of scouting.

jy^^Col.Ree. Georgia III. 90 The Scout Boat at Port
Royal attended t)ie new Settlers as occasion requir'd. 1771

J.
Habersham Lett. 159 I am to let hini have the Scout

Boat, in order to make an actual survey. 1837 A. Sherwood
Gaz. Georgia (ed. 3) 16 The Scout-boat (which is an armed
Bark, employed for the same purpose by water). 190Z [see

Scoi;t sb.* 8].

Scouter. (Later U.S. example.)
1867 J. N. Edwards Shelby, etc. xiv, 232 One of the

truest scouters who ever fired a pistol.

Scouting, pbl. sb, L attrib. (Earlier and later

Amer. examples.)

17S7 in Lett, to IVashtugtonW. 97 The Fireing of the Can-
non . . was occasion'd by a large Scouting Party leaving that

Place to come this Way. 1790 D. Fanning Narrative 12

We keptscoutin % parties through the country, and had many
skirmishes. x88o Cable Grandissimes xxxv. 277 A small

scouting-party of tears reappeared on the edge of her eyes.

Scow, v)^ (Recent example.)
X929 W. Heyliger Builder ofDam 39 From this point I

will scow the supplies over to the job.

Scraggly, ^' (Earlier U.S. example.)
1869 Mhs. Stowe Oldtown Folks xlii. 534 That's all we

sciaggly old people are good for.

Scramble^ v. Add : 1. d. trans, with preps.

To deal within a hasty or ill-considered manner.
1869 Punch 3 July 27o''2 One 'Lord Hamilton' who had

been scrambling away his money, at a low public in Shad-
well. X911 Q. A'fZ'. July 218 Amendments hastily scrambled
through committee m a House of Commons. 1931 Times
28 Feb. 4 The putter scrambled the ball in from a foot away.

4, Wireless Telegr. (See qnots.)

1929 Times g Nov. 12/2 An improved means for ensuring

the secrecy of radio-telephonic conversations by 'scrambling
the words of the message—that is, by changing high fre-

quencies to low frequencies and vice versa, so that the con-
versation is completely unintelligible until the 'inverted'

conversation has been retranslated. 1930 Daily Express 6
Sept. 4/6 A series ofmixed or ' scrambled ' wave lengths, the

key to which would only be in the possession of individual

subscribers to the television service.

Scrap, shy Add : 2. a. Scrap ofpaper : applied

contemptuously to a document containing a treaty

or pledge which one does not intend to hononr :

esp. with allusion to the phrase alleged to have
been used of the Treaty of London of 1859 by the

German Chancellor when Belgian neutrality was
violated by Germany in August 1914.
1840 Chambers's Jml. 11 Apr. 94/1 He no more dreamt of

..honouring his scraps of paper., that of paying the national

debt. 1914 Sir E. Goschen Let. 8 Aug. in Coll, Diplomatic
Documents (1915) iii The Chancellor said that, .just for a
word—'neutrality ',—just for a scrap of paper Great Britain
was going to make war on a kindred nation, 1919 Daily
Mail Year Bk. 62 Those familiar with the ' scrap of paper *

theory need hardly be told that the pledges given by the
German Emperor.. were not observed. 1939 K. Campbell
Sarah, Duchess ofMarlb. 83 James made it plainer every
day. . that, compared with his Church, the constitution ofEng-
land and bis own coronation oaths were mere scraps of paper.

d. A scrap of a : a small or diminutive.
18^ H. James Two Magics, Turn ofScrezv vii, * Perhaps

she likes it I' * Likes jkc/j things—a scrap ofan infant
!

' 1928
QpfENHEiM Chron. Melhampton v. 146, I wasn't here for

long, and I was a scrap of a fellow those days.

SCRATCH.

3. C. collect, sing. A commercial name for the

crude rubber allowed to dry on the bark of the

trees and then peeled off. Often in //.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XII. 837/1 The milk.. is allowed to re-

main on tbetree for several days, until it becomes dry and
solid, when it b pulled off in strings, which are either rolled
up into balls or put into bags in loose masses, in which form
it enters commerce under the name of Ceara ' scrap ', Ibid,
838/2 Small * negroheads ' or ' balls ' of scrap.

6. scrap-ground, a place where old motor vehi-

cles are scrapped ; scrap man, a man who removes
such parts of old cars as are usable ; scrap paper,
paper for repulping, etc.

1927 Observer -ZT. Aug. 19/2 Six years is about the maximum
age of the cars taken for scrapjiing in America. Some reach
the *scrap-ground much earlier. Ibid., The *scrap man's
interest in these vehicles is purely that of a replacement
part merchant. 1B85 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 228/2 The
materials for the commoner classes of work are old waste
and "scrap paper, repulped. ..For very delicate relief orna-
ments, a pulp of scrap paper is prepared.

Scrap, sb,^ Add :

2. b. A row, quarrel, squabble, heated discussion.
1889 BARRfeBE & Lkland Diet. Slang s.v., Having a scrap

tip is having a quarrel, a row. 1903 New York Tribune 6
Sept., In directmg tlie proceedings Mr. Hill was careful to
sidetrack anything containing the germ of a scrap. losS
Galswobthv Swan Song 11. xi. 199 It was his impression
that they'd been having a scrap.

Scrap, z'.^ Add: c. ?'«/?-. To quarrel, squabble,
engage in heated argument or angry dispute.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. 19*3 Daily Mail 28 June 5 Arc
you going on scrapping over this garden fence for the rest

of your lives ?

Scrape^ ^. Add : 2, (U.S. examples.)
x-j-jz Carroll Papers in Maryland Hist. A/ag.XlV. 150
We want a good season ranch, most of our toh[acc]o ground
being scraped. 183S Ingraham South-lVest II. 283 The
cotton . . is thinned out, or as it is called, ' scraped *.

f. To scrape out : to clean or empty by scraping.

1894 'R. Andom' lYe Three ^ Troddles xxi. When you
have done with that jam you might let me have the pot to

scrape out. 1019 Shackleton South xii. 237 As the cook
and his ' mate had the privilege of scraping out the sauce-
pans, there was some anxiety tosecure the job. 19*5 Morris
Owner's Man, 14 Thoroughly scrape out and oil cams until

they work quite freely.

g. To damage (growing plants, etc.).

1909 Chambers's yritl, 104/1 The Night Riders..have
destroyed buildings in addition to * scraping 'or uprooting
fields of young tobacco-plants.

h. To draw (one's hair) tightly back from the

forehead.
1926 O. Douglas Proper Place xxxi, I couldn't have be-

lieved that she had such pretty, soft hair for she wore it

scraped back.

9. To scrape home : to attain with difficulty the

position or result at which one is aiming.

1927 Observer 18 Sept. 17/3 Mr. Blythe, who at the last

election scraped home in Monaghan. 19*8 Sunday Express
I July 20/6 Smith fought out a grim battle with character-

istic Scottish grit, but the litue Sheffieldcr just scraped
home.

Scratch, sh,"^ Add

:

6. The sound produced by the friction of the

needleinsound-recording apparatus and heard as an

unwanted noise during reproduction of the record

or film.

1930 Set. Gloss. Motion Pict. Techn. (Acad. Techn. Bureau
Hollywood), Optical scratch, defect on sound track, occur-
ring as a line parallel to the edges of the film, due to a
pnrticle of dust or mechanical imperfection in tlie slit through
which light was sent to the sound track. Ibid., Shadow
scratch, same as Optical scratch. 1931 B. Brown Talking
Pictures \\\. 174 Scratch and surface noise are defects be-

longing to disc and film methods of reproduction respective-

ly. Scratch is due to the friction of the pick-up needle in

the groove of the disc and occurs at the higher frequencies.

11. b. scratch-belt 7'«/y&i'«^/'/V/«r«, the belt in

a cinema house or theatre where a considerable

amoimt of unwanted noise or scratch is heard

;

scratch dial, a group of marks found on the walls

of old churches, usually considered to be an ancient

form of sundial ; scratch filter, a filter to remove
unwanted noise during the reproduction of a sound

film or record ; scratch-paper, scribbling paper.

1931 B. Brown Talking Pictures viL 175 Horns of the

exponential type give a more or less thin ' "scratch belt ' as

it IS called. With normal type of horn setting.. scratch is

likely to be noticed most at the back of the stalls. This may
often be remedied by raising the horns a little, and thus

throwing the scratch belt above the heads of the stalls yet

below the balcony. 1913 Proc. Somerset Archaeol. Soc. 26

The name "scratch-dial has been given to this ancient form
of sun-dial. 1927 N, ff Q. 26 Nov. 393/2 Scratch dials.

—

Examples will be found outside the tower of either Redbourn
or Flamstead Church, and East Shefford. It has been sug-

gested that they are masons' setting-out marks, as they arc

not in suitable positions for sundials, 1930 Sel. Gloss.

Motion Pict. Techn. (Acad. Techn. Bureau Hollywood),

*ScratchfiIter, ^c\\<i\xf:iO\\ and condenser used to filter out

very high frequency sounds or ground noises—usually the

needle scratch in wax reproduction. 1931 B. Brown Talking

Pictures 128 Usually, scratch filters are placed across the

two pick-ups. 1899 Tarkincton Gentl. Indiana xiiL 223

Sheets of blank 'scratch-paper lay before them, and they

relaxed not their knit brows.

Scratcll, V. Add : 6. a. To scratch for cm-
self, to look after oneself or one*s own interests.

U.S,



SCRATCHER.
iBso H. C. Watson Camfi-j^res Rci'oL 50 Then each one

had to scratch for himself. 1856 Alick Gary Married 304
Shaking off the other child, [she] told him to scratch for his-
self a time, while she began to prepare the supper,

C. To move, make off. U,S.
1876 'Mark Twain ' Old Tim^n^ The moment it splits

at the top.. I know I've got to scratch to starboard in a
hurry. 1887 Ow^i//g- (U.S.) X. May lao^i As I fired the
gun and the horses scratched away from the mark, a 1904
S. E. White Blazed Trail Stories t. 5 This little town will
scratch for th* tall timber.. when the boys goes in to take
her apart.

7. C. U.S. Politics. (Earlier and later examples.)
1847 Knickerbocker Mag. Apr. 382 (Th.) He never

scratched the regular ticket, a 1859 MK Com. Advertiser
(Bartlett) Though all the other candidates upon the ticket
were successful, so many had scratched the name of the
alderman, that he was defeated by more than fifty votes.
ii^ Scribner's Monthly QzU 909/1 They sometimes take
the liberty of scratching a name, but they prefer, when the
nominations are not too bad, to vote the regular ticket.

1^04 N.V. Tribune 8 Nov. 6 Vote the straight Republican
ticket, without scratching.

Scratclier. Add: I.e. U.S. Politics, (Earlier
example.)
1880 Scribner's Monthly Feb. 621/2 Mr. Evarts will be

obliged to look among the * scratchcrs,'. . for the indorsement
of.. Civil Service reform.

2. d. Forestry, (Seequot.)
1905 Terms Forestry fy Logging 19 Scratcher^ an instru-

ment used for marking trees.

e, A cider mill in which the apples are torn to
pieces instead of being crushed.

f. A day-book. U.S. colloq.

1887 Philad. Ledger yy Dec. (Cent. Diet.) He \sc. a bank-
teller] would not enter deposits in his scratcher after a certain
hour.

Scratchily (skr£e-tJiU), adv. [-ly2.] In a
scratchy manner; Sporting^ in an uneven, ragged
manner.
19*7 Daily Ejir^ess 9j May 13/3 Wethered,.. reaching the

turn rather scratchily in forty-two, stood one down. Mod,
This pen writes rather scratchily.

Scratchy, a. Add : 4. b. Inclined to scratch
(said of women).
19*8 Joan Sutherland The Knot xvi. 210 Very well—but

you are rather scratchy, and I'm feeling horrible.

Scrawled, ///. a. Add : 2. trans/, or fg.
Sprawling; stretched out in an awkward or un-
gainly manner,
1895 Mrs. H. Ward Bessie Costrell ii. 27 A wide plain

travelled into the sunset, its level spaces cut by the scrawled
elmsandhedgerowsof the nearer landscape. t9ioJ. Buchan
Prester John xxi, There . . was the body of Henriques^ lying
scrawled on the sand.

Scream, sb. Add

:

c. A person or thing that excites mirth or ridi-

cule ; a ludicrous occurrence ; a person of comical
appearance or habits, slang or colloq.

1915 ffontt Chat 9 OcL 45/2 * He's niarned.'. .' It's a fact.
His bailiff told our chauffeur. ..Isn't it a scream?* 1918
War Birds {1927) 150 We left Hounslow about eleven and
our take-off was a scream. 1919 T. K. Holmes Man fr.
Tall Timber xxiv. 292 That Aiiabelle Whitman is a perfect
scream. 1919 G. W. Deeping Second Vouth xxv, Am't tt a
wicked scream my gettin' all that, and BiU out there in the
trenches on a bob or so a day. 29x9 R. C. Shbrriff Jour-
neys Eml III. ii, Oh, skipper, you are a scream—and no
mistake I

d. The giving of information or evidence, spec,

agninst one s accomplices in crime.
19*5 £. Wallace Melody 0/ Death vii. 113 'Look here,

George,.. is it a scream?*^ *A scream?* Mr. Wallis w.is
puzzled innocence itself. ' Will you turn King's evidence ?

*

:>aid the other shortly.

e. An angry or excited message.
I9a9 * SEAMARK*/?(?«»«^it'/ri, 'Smuggling?' queried the

surgeon. 'That's the line, sir. Had a scream from Head-
quarters about it only this morning.*

Scream, v. Add : 1. e. To turn King's evi-

dence ; to give evidence against one's accomplices.
1915 E. Wallace Melody ofDeath vii, 114, * I don't want

to hear any more about your conscience,' said the officer

wearily. * Do you scream or don't you? '
' I don't scream,'

said Mr. WalHs emphatically.

1950 ' Sapper ' Finger 0/Fate^ etc. 147 With every nerve
in his body screaming for the stuff \sc. whisky].

Screamer. Add: 1. b. (Seequot.)
1896 W. Park Catne o/ Col/^(>g Screamer, a very lone

stroke, so called from the whistling noise made by the ball.

Screen, sbA Add :

1. f. A flat, vertical, white surface or sheet, usu-
ally of canvas, on which may be displayed either

shadowgraphs or images thrown by a magic lantern,

cinematograph, or television apparatus; spec, (in

full, silver screen) the screen on which moving
pictures are projected ; transf, (usually with definite

article), moving pictures collectively ; the cinema;
the films.

1815 Neuo Family ReceiH-Bk. (new ed.) xx.224 To make
Transparent .Screens for the Exhibition of the Phantasma-
goria. 1819-23 [see 6 in Diet.]. 1846 Penny Cycl.%\x^^\. II.

25^/2 Magic lantern is a species of lucernal microscope, its

object being to obtain an enlarged representation of figures,
on a screen in a darkened room, by means of the pencils
of light issuing from a lamp or candle and passing through
a convex lens, 1876 Tait Rec. Adv, Phys. Sci. ix. (ed. 2)

313 Showing the spectrum of light. .on the screen. z88s
CaxselCs Family Mag. Sept. 638/2 The light streaming
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through projects each figure of the illustrated disc in rapid
succession on the screen, and the result is a changing picture
wiiich resembles a living moving creature. 1891 Ibid, 575/2
Instantaneous photographs.. are projected on a screen by
the calcium light in such a way as to give the impression of
living action. 1897 [see Kinematogkaph]. 190a Encycl.
Brit, XXVII. 95/2 In its perfected form it [sc. the cine-
matographj throws the successive images on a screen by
means of a lantern so that an entire audience can see them.
1926 R. W. Hutchinson IVirelessxm. 255 Television, .—the
seeing of say a speaker on a screen at the same time as the
hearing of him, say on the telephones—is.. a much more
complicated problem than picture transmission. X9a8 E.
Wallace The Double i, *What is her name?' 'Mary Dane.
. . Mary Dane—sounds like something off the screen, doesn't
It?' 1931 B. Bkown /Vz/<t/Mg-/';Ww?-«i. 20 Showing talking
pictures demanded skill and a degree of knowledge far in
advance of what was adequate for the silent screen. Ibid, xii,
302 Stage and screen will have combined.

g. Cricket, An erection of canvas or wood placed
behind the bowler, near the boundary of the play-
ing area, to provide a white background and a
shield from moving objects behind the bowler's
arm.
189s Army <J-

Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 1441
Cricket screens for bowlers. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 211/1
Two white screens should be provided, to be set up behind
the bowler's arm so as to give the batsman a good sight of
the ball.

h. Any thin extended surface set up to intercept
shot in gunnery trials.

1879 Man, Artill, Exerc. \. 17 The shot passes through
two screens placed a certain distance apart... The velocity
of the shot at the various screens [is] calculate J from a com-
parison of the screen and time records. x88o Encycl, Brit.
XI. 300/1 The shot, after leaving the gun, cuts the wire of
the first screen, and subsequently the wire of the second
screen.

3. e. A wind-screen of a motor vehicle ; also,
(a) a secondary screen to shield the occupants of
the back seat in an open car ; {J>) a screen of cellu-
loid for protecting the sides of an open car.
1904 A- B, F. Young Complete Motorist vii. (ed. 2) 176

When a cover is used it should have a removable glass
screen in front, igxa Motor Man. \\x, (ed. 14) gg Most cars
now have adjustable and detachable glass or celluloid wind-
screens as a protection against the weather, dust, etc.

;

screens can also be made of wire gauze and waterproof
material. 1925 Morris Owner^s Man, p. xi, There are..
rear screens and rear screens.

f Aleteorol. A small chamber with louvied sides
which admit air while excluding sunshine, etc.,

in which meteorological instruments are placed.
189s Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 1630

Thermometer screens, i^a Encycl. Brit. XXX. 699/1
Various forms of open lattice work and louvre screens have
been devisedand used by Glaisher..and others, in all of
which the wind is supposed to blow freely through the
screens, while the latter cut off the greater part of the direct
sunshine. 1923 F. Wild Shackleton's Last Voy. i. 12 One
large screen, containing hair hygrograpb, standard thermo-
meter and thermograph.

g. A frame of brush, laths, etc., for the partial
shading from light of a seed-bed.
1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging 19.

6. b. Wireless, (a) See quots. 1923, 1926. (*)
See quot. 1932 and Screened///, a. 4.
1915 Hawkhead & DowsKTT Handbk, Wireless Telegr.

(ed. 2) 263 Some valves are fitted with an additional screen
of copper gauze covering the outside of the glass bulb...
This screen protects the valve from heavy spark discharges
in the neighbourhood. 1923 E. W. Marchant Radio Telegr,
^ Tele^h. iii. 25 If an 'L' type aerial is used, the 'earth
screen

^
wires are arranged a short distance above the ground,

immediately underneath the horizontal part of the * L, '. In
the screen which has been set up at Carnarvon, sixty-four
wires, .have been used as the earth. 1926 R. W. Hutchin-
son Wireless ix. 164 Sometimes, .they [sc. the wires] are not
earthed at all, in which case they form the lower portion of
a balanced aerial sy.stem (frequently referred to as an aerial
screen). 1933 B.B.C. Year-Bk, 397 Screened grid valves
require a lower voltage on the screen than on the anode,
therefore either a separate H.T. battery must be used for the
screen, or tappings arranged on the anode battery. Ibid. 398
Manufacturers are not all in agreement as to the values of
anode voltage and screen voltage.

c. Phoiog, A transparent plate or sheet of
glass, ruled with fine lines, used in photographing
for half-tone reproduction.

j9yi Knowledge i Nov. 254/1 Immediately in front of the
sensitive plate, .is placed a glass plate ruled with fine cross-
lines, after the fashion of a micrometer grating. This is

called the cross-line screen. 1901 Ibid. 1 Jan, 7/1 The three
negatives are made upon one plate by the simple expedient
of replacing the three successive light-filters by a ' screen '

ruled with fine lines of transparent stained gelatine in suc-
cessive rulings of red, green, blue, red, green, blue. 1902
Encycl, Brit. XXXII. 15/2 To produce a half-tone block
from a picture, .a negative is exposed in the camera. .with
this screen quite close to it..j and the subject is photo-
graphed . . through the screen.

7. screen grid Wireless (see *Grid sd, 5)

;

screen-plate PAotog., a plate in which colour
filters are incorporated in the plate itself; screen-
wiper, a device of metal and rubber attached to

the outside of the wind-screen of a motor vehicle,

which can be set in motion in order to wipe off

moisture which obscures the driver's vision.
1928 G. E. Sterling Radio Man. j6j The connection to

the *scrcen grid is made to the regular grid connection on a
standard socket. 1930 Set. Gloss. Motion Fid. Techn.
(Acad. Techn. Burciu Hollywood), .S'cr««^rt.//«i*ja modi-
fied type of vacuum tube with high amplification. A fourth

SCREENING.
electrode—the screen grid—is used to reduce the electro-
static effect between grid and plate. 1930 B.B.C. Year-Bk.
45?/2 Screen-grid valve, a four-electrode valve having two
grids, and designed to reduce the capacity between the
anode and the control grid. 1930 Maiich, Guardian 20 Sept.
15/7 1'he 'Osram Music Ma;;net Four', comprising two
screen.grid stages, detector, and low frequency stages. 1911
Webster, *Screen-plate. 1918 Photo-Miniature XV. Afar.
(Gloss.) Screen-Plate.., a plate coated with a minute irregu-
lar or regular pattern of color-patches (red, green, and blue-
violet), with a coating of emulsion over it. 1928 E. Wallace
The Double iii. With his *screen-wiper swinging madly, his
mackintosh black with driving rain, Dick Staines came to
Brighton.

b. In sense i f above, as screen actor, beauty^
fever, rights^ world\ screen-struck [after siage-
struck^ adj.

.
ig^S^Film Fun Dec. i The screen actor has the best of it

in holiday season. Ibid., Screen-struck. Everybody wants
to get into motion pictures. It is an epidemic of screen
fever. 1915 fiUm Flashes 11 Dec. 4 Are we to live only for
ourselves, forgetting our brothers and sisters of the screen
world? 1919 H. L. Wilson Afa Peltengill ii. 38 It is the
face of one of our famous screen beauties. Ibid. 39 That
famous screen star, J. Harold .\rmytage. 1920 Q, Rev. July
185 The feverish haste exhibited at the present time to
secure the screen-rights ofclassics in the world of fiction.

Screen, v. Add : 1. c. Wireless, To furnish
with a screen (see Screen sb} 6 b).

^ 1913 Work XLV. 240/1 The waves are badly screened'
in one direction. 1932 B.B.C. Year-Bk, 422 It will.. be
advisable to screen the coils Li, Lj, the tuning condenser Ki,
and the secondary circuit, Lj, Kj.
7. trans. To show (a picture) on a screen ; to

project on to a screen as with a magic lantern or
cinematograph; to exhibit as a cinematographic
production; also intr., to be (well or ill) suited
for reproducing on a cinema-screen.
2915 Durltam County Advert, 18 J[une 8/7 * Tommy

Atkins *, a stirring patriotic picture, which will be screened
at an early date. 1915 Film Flashes 13 Nov. 3 * Stingaree

'

to be screened. 1919 H. L. Wilson Ma Pettengill ii. 67
She'll screen well, and she's one of the few that can turn on
the tears when she wants to,

Screenaffe (skrrned^). [f. Screen 5b^ ¥ -age.]
The material of which screens are made ; screens
collectively ; spec, applied to fluorescent screens.
1930 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 8 Feb. 234 Into these recesses can

be inserted lead plugs.. which to some extent control the
dimensions of the ' radiant beam '. . , The screenage, amount-
ing to the equivalent of just over i mm. of platinum, consists
of monel metal, brasd, aluminium, and wood.

Screened, ppl. a'. Add : 1. spec, in MeteoroL,
placed in or occurring in a screen (see*ScBEEN j^.*

1894 [see pictl. 1920 Westm. Gaz. 2 Dec. 6/4 At Green.
wich, a minimum screened temperature of 27 deg. was
registered.

4. Wireless, Furnished with a screen (see
•Screen sb.^ 6 b).

1922 Wireless World X. 416/2 A screened oscillator.
X926 S. O. Pearson Diet. Wireless Techn. Terms, Screened
A erial, an aerial beneath which is spread a network of wires
to act as a counterpoise. 1926 E. H. Chapman Illustr,
Wireless Diet, s.v., A screened coil is a coil completely en-
closed in a metal screening case. 1930 B.B.C, Year-Bk. 323
Great use is now being made of screened grid valves. Ibid,
381 A new type of screened grid valve has recently been
developed in America. 2932 News Chron. 26 Feb. 3 To
enjoy Radio programmes from Europe's best Broadcasting
centres, you must have a Screened Grid Set.

6, Projected on a screen.

1917 C. N, Bennett Kinematografihy \x. j6o Distortion
of the Screened Image, /^'^., [It] shows the normal pro-
portions of the screened picture.

Screening, vbl sb. Add: 1. b. In technical
usages, spec, in Wireless,
1909 Cent, Diet. S\x-^'p{., Screening, \x\eleci. and magne-

tism: (a) The method of surrounding the apparatus inside of
the screen with a shield ofsoft iron, so as to protect it from ex-
ternal magnetic influences. (3) The method of surrounding
with a shield, cage, or netting made of good conducting
material for protection against external electric forces. In
large conductors carrying alternating currents, the outside
part of the conductor may screen the inside so that less or
no current flows in the interior, and the effective resistance
of the conductor is thereby increased. 1914 WorkYANl,
501/1 This would not account for KAV not being heard, and
this the writer fears must be due to the 'screening' alluded
to. 1920 Discovery k-px. 116/1 Mountains. .close toawire-
less station may produce serious screening in that direction,
1930 B.B.C. Yenr-Bk. 339 A copper sheet shield may be
fixed to the rear of the panel for screening purposes. Ibid.

450/2 Screening, an arrangement to prevent one circuit
carrying alternating current from affecting another adjacent
to it. It generally consists of a sheet of metal (usually
copper) placed between the two circuits.

2. b. Spec, in//., tiie second grade of wheat or
polished rice. U,S.
1867 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade Products Suppl., Screenings,

a name in the United States for the inferior wheat that is

removed by the screens and fans. 1900 Yearbk. U.S. Dept.
Agric. 135 (Cent. D. Suppl ), 9,400 pounds of screenings,
snd 3,500 pounds of brewer's rice.

Screening, ///. a. Add : b. In technical

usages.
X912 Q. Rev. July 234 Eighteen per cent, of the lift is lost

by reason of the screening effect of one plane over the other.

1919 R. Stanlev Wirelesi Telegr. 1, 163 The importance of
having the transmitter and receiver in the open and well

away from screening effects. 1920 Discovery Apr. 116/1

Provided that there are no screening effects caused by opaque
bodies intervening between their eyes and the lamp. 1926



SCBEWMATIC.
R. W. Hutchinson Wireltss ix. 154 An aerial passing along

a passage between the gable ends of two houses, .is not elfi.

dent owing to the screening effect of the houses.

ScrewmatiC (skr«mge*tik), a. and sb. Humor-

ous perversion of Rheumatic sb. i, after Screw.

Also Screws.
xSoa P. H. Emerson Engl. Lagoons 50, 1 had the screw-

malic fever thr^e limes. 1895 — Birds Nor/. Broadland

396 * Wiper's oil ' is a reputed specific for ' screwmatics .

xZg-j G.^ARTYL/iU People o/CioptoH 51 In bed roarin* mad
wr the screws. 1916 E. V. Lucas Vermilion Box 209 Wet,

and rats,.. and dirt and screwmaticks.

Scrimshonging, early U.S. var. of Scrim-

shawing.
1850 N. KiNGSLEY Z^HJry i6i There is plenty of time to

tinker or read or do any kind of ' Scrimshonging ' any-one

feels disposed to do.

Scrip, ».3 [f. Scrip J^.*] trans. To issuescnpfor,

i88< Century Mag. Sept. 769 They make a treaty with the

rail-road company for a section of land. . . Then they ' scrip
'

the adjoining sections of Government land.

Scripee (skripr). U.S, [f. Scrip j/5.* + -ee.]

In the Department of the Interior, one to whom
land is allotted by scrip.

gn Webster.

cript^. Add: 2. d. A style of handwriting

resembling printing, both in the shape of the

characters and in their not being joined together.

In full script-writings print-script.

1920 Child Study Dec, These nonns for cursive writing

were obtained from London children with the same words
and under the same conditions as those for script-writing.

19S9 A. S. OsBORN Questioned Documents (ed. 2) 105 Finger
movement writing.. and the later so-called printed 'script',

is essentially a printing movement which permits the forma-

tion of but a few characters without a readjustment of the

arm and a new start.

ScrOOCll, SCrouch (skr«tj), z/, dial, and 6'".^.

intr. To crouch, cower.
188a Century Mag. Apr. 888/2, I scrooch'd down in the

bag. 1884 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn ii. 6 We scrouched
down and laid still. 1B85 Helen M. F. Jackson Zeph ii.

71 Sittin' all scrouched into a heap. 1911 J. C. Lincoln
Cap*n IVarren's Wards i. 12 Scrooch down and see if you
can't wriggle down underneath.

Hence Scrooxhy a, U.S., cowering.

1844 *JoN. Slick' High Life N. V. II. 220 The white
figger at t'other eend the entry was . . lookin kinder scroochy.

Scroop, sb."^ Add : b. A crisp, crackling sound
given out, when handled, by silk that has been

treated with weak mineral acids ; also, the feel of

such silk. Also attrib.

1892 G. H. HoRST Silk Dyeing L Dilute mineral acids

have no appreciable action on silk, but they have the pro-

perty of imparting to it a peculiar ' scroop ' or crackle. 1916
Knecht, Rawson & Lowenthal Man. Dyeing iv. 64 The
silk acquires a peculiar feel, emitting when compressed in

bulk a peculiar crackling sound (scroop silk; Fr. craquant).

. .The scroop feel produced by acetic acid disappears after a
time. 1921 C. Saltkr tr. Ganswindt's Dyeing Silk 32 The
so-called 'scroop' of silk.. is only observed in scoured silk

that has been treated with weak acids.

Scronge, v. Add : 3. To draw together, con-

tract
X909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 163 The old man

looked at me with his little shiny eyes all scrouged up.

Scrounging', ppl. a, U.S. [Cf. Sckouger
I.] Thumping, huge.
1846 Sol. Smith Theatrical Appreni. aoq Away he goes

to Cincinnati—plays a very successful engagement there-
has a scrouging benefit.

Scrounge (skraund.5), v. coUoq. and dial. Also

scrunge. [Altered f. the dialectal scringe^

1. a. intr. To pry or search about for what one

can 6nd.
1927 [see scrounging below]. Mod. _ I must scrounge round

and see if 1 can find anything that will do.

b. trans. To appropriate without leave ; to an-

nex ; to acquire by doubtful means ; to obtain sur-

reptitiously ; to * pinch *.

1909 Ware Passing Engl.^ Scrungtng (Country Boys'),

stealing unripe apples and pears—probably from the noise
made m masticating. 1919 War Slang in Athenmutn 11

July 582/2 Before the war..' scrounge .except in dialect,

was unknown. 1923 Chambers's jml. 291 /i He had
scrounged some food and got into the hold. 1927 G. W. Deep-
ing Kitty xii, Private Dipper went off to try and scrounge
some cigarettes. 1928 Galsworthy SivanSongw. iv. 136
'How are you going to get the money?' 'Win, wangle
and scrounge it.

2. intr. To sponge (<?«) ; to live at the expense of
others, orig. U.S.
191X Webster, Scrunge. 192s Glasgow Herald i May 6

I did not see anything in front of me except scrounging on
my own people.

Hence Scronngre sb., (a) the af^ion of scrounging;
{b) a scrounger. Bcvowngex, one who sponges on
others ; one who takes what belongs to others.

Bcxownging vbl, sb,

1911 Webster, Scrunger. X918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil.
Terms, Scrounger, a slang term for a soldier with plenty of
resource in getting what he wants.

^ 1919 tr. A. L. Vischer's
Barbed Wire Dis. 44 The complaints about 'scrounging*,
which are nothing but outbreaks of loss of moral judgment.
1923 Blacktu. Mag. Oct. 436/1 The mightiest hunter of the
wilds, he becomes a scrounger in backyards.* 1927 Ibid. Mar.
373/2 By dint ofa little scrounging in the kitchen we managed
to supply them. 1927 Obxer^er 17 July 15/5 A stirring tale

of diamond scrounging. 1927 Daily Express 17 Aug. 3
Soffolks on the Scrounge. Village Trek for Recruits.
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Scrub, sb^ Add: 4. a. (Earlier and later

U.S. examples.)
1858 C L. Flint Milch Cows, etc. 28 We meet with good

milkers of all forms, from the round close-built Devon to the

coarsest-boned scrub. 1861 Trans. III. Agric.Soc. IV. 255

It costs but little or no more to raise a valuable colt than a

poor scrub. 1896 Vermont Agric. Rep. XV. 22 Good cows
have taken the place of the unprofitable scrub.

6. scrub-rider Austral.^ one who rides in

searcli of cattle that have escajied into the scrub.

i88x A. C. Grant Bnsh-Life in Queensland xv. (1882) 150

A favourite plan amongst the bold scrub-riders.

Scrub, sb.^ Add : 2. spec, in Glass-painting,

a brush used in the treatment of matting (see quot.).

Cf. *SCRUB v> 4 b.

1937 Daily Express 27 May 5/5 An even coat of matt is

put on, the detail of delicate light and shade being etched
out again with brushes known as scrubbs and stipples.

3. b. Sports. A player not belonging to the regu-

lar team ; a second or weaker team ; one who
takes part in a scrub-game or race; a game of

baseball played with less than the usual number of

players. U.S.
1903 New York Even. Post 28 Oct. g The halfback tries

his mettle against the scrubs. 29x0 Ibid. 15 Oct. Suppl. i

The ' scrubs ', or second team men. 1917 Mathewson Sec.

Base Sloan 126 At the end of a week or so they were play-

ing 'scrub* every noon hour, 1920 W. Camp Football
without a Coach 62 Do not let the absence of a scrub disturb

you in the least. Many a team is better off" without a second
eleven, 1930 M. Sullivan Owr 7V/«« iii. 214 At the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, as a ' scrub ', an outsider, a non-

fraternity man, he endured experiences of a sort that most
boys ultimately forget,

6. scrub centre U.S,., one who plays centre in

a scrub team; scrub-eleven, teana, etc. U,S.,

a second or weaker eleven or team ; a scratch team

;

also transf,

1887 Century Mag. XXXIV. 895/1 The * University team

'

is selected provisionally ; it is pitted daily against a second,

or 'scrub*, team of somewhat larger numbers. x888 T.

Roosevelt Ibid. XXXVI. 200/2 With much difficulty we
got together a scrub wagon team of four as unkempt, de-

jected, and vicious-looking broncos as ever stuck fast in a
quicksand. 1892 J. L. Ford Dr. Dodds Sclwol \. 5 The
school eleven . . were playing a practice game offoot-ball with

a scrub eleven enrolled for the occasion. 1901 Kynoch Jml.
Oct.-Nov. 7/2 It was practically a local scrub team of

American marksmen which met the Ulster team at the long

ranges. 1920 W. Camp Football ivithout^ a Coach 63 You
will have your regular center playing against a scrub center.

Scrub, a. Add : 1. (Later U.S. examples.)
1840 J. P. Kennedy Quodlibet 158 If he.. makes a little

fortune, we can call him a.. Scruh Aristocrat. 1B&1 IIart>er's

Mag. June 88/2 Her little scrub-class in the Sunday-school.

1901 Marah E. Ryan That Girl Montana ix. 125 There
are always a lot of scrub whites ready to take advantage of

war signals.

3. Of vegetation : Low-growing, stunted. U.S.
lyyg Mass. Hist. Soc. Ser. ii. II. 465 Their breastwork

was made of pine Logs cover'd with green scrub bushes.

1816 U. Brown J^rnl. in Mary/and Hist. Mag. X. 266

Pines of a scrubby kind, Jack Oaks and other Scrub wood.
187a FeP. Vermont Board Agric. I. 78 Men are as choice

of a little scrub apple tree, .as they would be were it classed

among the favorite varieties of the day. 1904 Gene Strat-
ton-Portkr Freckles ix, There was a swarm of wild bees

settled on a scrub-thorn only a few yards away.

4. Of cattle: Of inferior size or breed. U.S.
1839 Indiana Ho. Repr. Jml. 232 The half-blooded calves

of tiie improved Durhams will sell, at weaning, for $20,
while those of our scrub breed will only bring 3. 1867 Rep.
Iowa Agric. Soc. (1868) gg To raise and fatten a scrub steer

and put him into market at four years old. Ibid. 130 The
general idea pervades . . that a larger animal of blooded stock

can be produced by the same amount of feed than can be

made with the same feed fed to scrub stock. 1872 Trans.
Dept. Agric. Illinois 204 A common scrub hog can scarcely

be found in the county. 1905 SpringJUld (Mass.) Weekly
Rep?ibl. ^S July 5 The term 'scrub' is applied.. to cattle

that have no particular breeding, no matter how good or

bad they may be.

Scrub, ^.^ Add : 3. C. absol. Also with aivay.

1870 Julie P. Smith Wido7u Goldsmith's Dau. xxvi, She
..scrubbed for dear life. 1895 Gallichan Like Stars that

Fall ii, I must scrub and clean for you the rest of my life.

1892 '

J. S. Winter ' Mere Luck ix. Scrubbing away at a
flight of stone steps.

d. To * scrape * along. US.
1901 S. Merwin & H. K. Webster Calumet K xi. 202

The rest of the road had to scrub along as best it could.

4. b. Glass-paintiftg. To etch out (lights) with

a scrub (see *Scrub sb.'^ 2).

1902 L. F. Day Wind^vs vi. (ed. a) 65 The practice in the

sixteenth century was mainly, by a process of scrubbing

lights out of matted or washed tints of brown, to get very
considerable modelling.

Scrubbable (skr27-baVl), a, [f. Scrub z;.i +
-ABL!!.] That may be scrubbed or will not be

injured by scrubbing.

1923 Daily Mail 29 May 10 Matone*s * scrubbable ' matt
finish is fadeless. 1928 Evening X^ews 28 Dec. 4/2 Un-
polished, ' scrubbable ' wood.

Scrubbed (skr^bd), ppL a, [f. Scsbub z/.i +
-bdI.] Cleaned by rubbing with a hard brush
and water.
1870 Julie P. Smith Widoiv Goldsmiths Dau. ii, IJoth.

.

were kept scrubbed and combed, and 'cleaned up ' within an
inch of their lives. 1905 E. M. Albanesi Brown Eyes 0/
Mary xvi. The sight of the old kitchen, with its scrubbed
boards and red tiles.

SCUIiL.

Scru'bman. U,S. [Scrub v,"^ 5.] A man em-
ployed in scrubbing.
1905 Cleveland Plain Denier 24 Jan. 3 Once a soldier in

tlie army of the great white czar, now a scrubman In one of
the large department stores.

Scrub-oak. U.S, (See Scrub sb.^ 6 c.)

X779 Mass. Hist. Soc. Ser. ii. II. 474 The land the Army
came by this day is very poor, chiefly scrub-oak plains. 1796
B, Hawkins Lett. 16 The lands in this vale not rich, the
timber small and mostly scruboak. 1815 IV. Atner. Rev.
I. 20 It brings to the fancy a flock of merino lambs in a field

of scrub oaks. 1848 E. Bryant What I saw in California
xi. 155 I noticed in one of the ravines to-day, the scrub-oak,
or what is commonly called black-jack. 1861 O. W. Norton
Army Lett. 26 The timber here is mostly small, scrub oaks,
etc. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 68/2 Then getting into a
dense pine woods we left the trail entirely, and found our-
selves wandering around in a thicket of scrub oaks.

Scrub-pine. U.S, (See Scrub sb.^ 6 c.)

1810 MicHAUX ArbresX. 16 Jersey pine,, .dans New Jersey
oil elle abonde. Scrub pine, nom usit^ en Virginie. 1832
D. J. Browne Sylva Atner. 234 In the last mentioned state

{sc. Pennsylvania] it is called Scrub Pine. X872— [see

Scrub sb.^ 6c\.

Scruff, v.^ (Recent U.S. example.)
1920 C Sandburg Smoke ^ Steel 25 Wearing leather

shoes scruff'ed with fire.

Scruff, v.^ Add : b. To seize and hold (calves)

while certain operations are performed. Austral,
1881 A. C. Grant Bush-Li/e in Queensland xvi, The

smaller calves are scruff'ed. 1909 Chambers's Jrnl. Dec.
810/2 After the calves are separated from their mothers,.,
the former are one by one 'scruffed *—that is, seized by a
couple of men and held down while knife and branding-iron
are applied.

c. To push roughly. U,S„
1926 J. Black You Can^i Win ix. 121 After they got done

scruffing me around, two of them took me by each arm.

Scruffy", a. Add: b. Despicable, mean, shabby.
1925 E. Eraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words,

Scruffy, dirty: slovenly: untidy in appearance. 1931 Star
8 May 6/3 Anyone who has travelled through lottery

countries and seen the hundreds of scruffy ticket-shops in
the cities.

Scrum. Add: scrum-half, in Rugby football,

the half-back who puts the ball into the scrum.
1922 Somerset County Herald 11 Feb. 4/3 As scnim.half

[he] manfully overcame his disadvantage in weight.

Scrunimy(skrp*mi), a. slang, [f. ScBUM(pnoDS
-^ -Y ^] Excellent, enjoyable, first rate.

1918 Galsworthy Five Talcs 122 He's promised to take
mother and me to the theatre and supper afterwards. Won't
it be scrumray ! 1922 Joad Highbrows iii. 105 Dorothy
confided in a cheerfully subdued voice that her mother was
away. ' Isn't that scrummy ?

' she said.

Scrumptiously (skry-mPjasli), adv, [-lt 2.]

Excellently, in a scrumptious manner. SoScru'mp-
tiousness, the state or condition of being scrump-

tious.

i88i Punch 30 July 47/3 There is a certain exquisite

scrumptiousness and goloptiousness about Real Turtle.

1927 Observer i May 8 He shows us * Life ' and ' High
Life ' simultaneously, so .scrumptiously and yet with O such
a touch of wanton wistful weariness I

Scruncll, v. 2. b. (Later U.S. example.)
a 1906* O. Henry ' Trimmed Lamp etc. i8i You sit there

with your shoulders scrunched up, giving an imitation of
Reginald Vanderbilt driving his coach,

Scrunchy (skr»'n*Ji), «. [f. ScRtjjfcH zr.+

- y 1.] That scrunches ; that emits a crisp, crunch-

ing sound when crushed.

1905 Eng. Dial. Did. Suppl., Scrunchy^ of frozen grass :

emitting a crisp, crunching sound when trodden on. 1907 W.
De Morgan Aiice-for-short xxvi, Of course you may have
scrunchy toast if you like. 1927 Daily Express 6 Dec 11

The delicious, scrunchy crispness of 'Ovaltme' Rusks.

Scuif, V, Add : 2. O. intr. Of leather : To be-

come rubbed or marked on the surface.

1930 Publishers* Weekly 21 June 2976 In some respects

its wearing qualities are superior, particularly as regards

scuffing.

Scuffle, v.^ Add : b. transf. To scratch, mark
with scratches.

1923 C. F. Jenkins Tortola xi. 67 Our two boys took off

their shoes, so that the rough going over the sharp stones

would not scuffle them, their feet being tougher than their

Sunday shoes.

Scuffler 1. Add : b. One who rakes out small

coal and stone in a colliery. Also Scu'flfer, Scn'p-

pler.
1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 042 Cleaner -...scuffer,

sender, scuppler; rakes small coal or stone.. out of groove

cut by coal cutting machine, and loads into tubs or throws

back into goaf.

Scug, sb.^ Add : Also in extended use. Hence

Scu-ffgish, Scn-ffgry adjs,

1916 E. F. Benson David Blaize v. These are all college

houses, inboarders, and rather scuggy compared to out-

boarders. Ibid, viii, You were such a scug, you see, that

you didn't do those things when it was scuggish not io,

i<jz'&Obserz'eri$Apr. 29/4A band ofwhat I can only describe

as * Scugs ' in bowler hats.

Sculduddery. 3. US, (Earlier example of

form scullduggcry.)
1867 A. Tt.KicHAVLUSo-a Beyond Mississippi ^\.iZAT^y°^

see Smith and Brown whispering therein the corner? They
are up to some scull-duggery.

ScuU, V. Add : 4. ifdr. To skate forward or

back without lifting the feet from the ice.

1895 Funk's Standard Diet.
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Sculpf si>,2 Add: Also, in early U.S. nse, a
human scalp.

1758 Ess^jr Inst. Hist, ColL^ XVIII. 180 They obtained
fifiy-two Sculps and two Prisoners. 1845 W. G. Simms
Wigwam ^ Cabin Ser. 1. 53 A pretty fellow., at his time of
life to be looking after sculps of women and children.

Sculp, Z/.2 Add: Also U,S,^ to scalp (a per-

son). *

1759 Es$ex Inst. Hist. Cell. XIX. 188 [He] retook one of

ye Prisoners and killed and sculpt one of ye Indians. 1834
Carruthers Keiituikian in New York 1. 34 Shootin and
sculpiii Injuns. 1845 ^- G. Simms H^'ig-woin 4- Cabin Ser.

1. 44 They'll be sculped, every human of them, in their beds.

Ibid. 51 We heard of murders and sculpings on every side.

X884 A. E. Sweet & J. A. Knox On Mtxicnn Mustang
Tkr. Texas xviii. 246 I'm a scout from the Far West, what
..the coyote sleeps in the deserted wigwams of the skulpt

Indian.

Sculptured,//^- ff. 2. (Later U.S. example.)
1870 Amer. NaturaliUW . 53 How the Sculptured Turtle

{Giyptemys insculpta Ag.) deposits her eggs.

Scum, sb, 4. Add : scum-cock, a cock in a
steam-boiler for the removal of surface scam from
the water withont loss of pressure ; scum-pipe, a
pipe in a steam-boiler for the removal of scum

;

scum-trough, a trough in a steam-boiler provided

for the reception of scum.
1891 W. S. HuTTOM Steam-Boiler Constr. 318 When a

scum-cock . . is employed it is to blow off scum from the sur-

face of the water in a steam-boiler. »888 LockivooeCs Diet.

Meek. Engin.^ Scutn Cack, a cock placed in the side of a
marine boiler for the purpose of getting rid of the dirt and
scum which are carried to the surface of the water. .. 5'£w/«

Trmtghy or Scale Pan^ or Sediment Collector^ a shallow

trough provided in large marine and stationary boilers, for

the collection of the fine sediment which is ballooned to the

surface by the ebullition of the bubbles of steam.

Scuppemong. (/,S, (Elarlier examples.)
1847 Rep. U.S. Contni. Patents (1848) 470 Profits of a

Scuppernong Vineyard, 1849 Ibid.^ Agric. (1850) T67 The
incalculable value of the While Scuppernong to these

Southern States.

Scuppler: see *ScDrFLER.^

Scurfer (skojfai). [f. Scurf i*. 3 + -kr^.] An
operative who removes incrustations of dirt from

boilers, metal plates, etc.

x88s Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 36 Scurfer (Ships), s^ai

Diet* Occup. Terms (1927) 5 699 Scurfer^ retort scurfer

(gas worksj;.. chips off deposited gas carbon from sides of

retorts when it gets too thick. Ibid. § 952 Boiler deanery

boiler scaler, boiler soaper, boiler scurfer^.. scurfer hoy . .%

removes 'scale' (incrusted deposit) from inner stirface of

boilers and from boiler tubes.

Scurry, v. Add : 3. b. To horry over, get

through quickly and slovenly.

1906 M. & J. FiNDLATER Crossriggs V, The lad is willing

enough to read to me, . . but . . he mumbles, or else be scurries,

just those bits that are worth reading.

Scut, sb.^ 2. b. Delete f Obs. and add examples.

1876 Coursing Cal. ai Handling her hare in grand style,

never left the scut until she kilted. Ibid. 29. Ibid. 78 Keep-
ing well to the scut, she never gave her opponent a chance.

x9at Gauswobthy To Let in. xi, He sat.. dreaming his

career, faithful to the scut of his possessive instinct.

3. A coniemptuous or playful appellation of a

human being or number of human beings, colloq,

or dial.

189$ M. E. Frahcts Friete 9f Fustian 63 111 pinnancc ye,

ye bttle scut ! 1901 Longman's Mag. Sept. 405 Moran, ye

scut! don't be skirmishin'. 19J3 Silberrad i^/"/. Jean
Armiter iiij I'm not going to sit by and hear women called

' unproducuve' because they don't happen to have a scut of

children they couldn't have afforded to bring up. xgag G. W.
Deeping Ropers Row ix. 5 3 He always was a precocious

little scut.

Scu'tchell. [f. Scutch v.^ « Scutcher 2 i.

1873 J. H. Bfadle Undevel West x\x. 352 The women
with high-backed combs which looked like sections of a flax

scutch el I.

Scuttle, J^.2 Add : 1. d. The section of a

motor car which connects the bonnet witii the body.

19x4 Chambers's Jrnl. Mar. 206/1 The scutde-dash pro-

tects his body and chest from the wind. i9aa Autocar 10

Nov. 967 The two panel screen.. is made to follow the curva-

ture of the scuttle dash. Ibid. 973 The coachwork, which
now tapers from bonnet to scuttle in an unbroken sweep.

1925 Morris Oivner's Man. 7 1 Under the butterfly nut at the

back of the bonnet hinge (on top of the scuttle).

Scuttle, v,^ Add : 1. c. trans. To hurry off.

1924 W. J. Locke Coming ofAmos iv, I scuttled him off

to Nice in the car.

Sea, sb. Add : 18. n, sea-lrader, -trading.

1899 CuTCLiFFB Hyne FurtherA dv. Capt. Kettle i. Kettle

had come across many types of sea-trader in hb time. i<)ai

sgth Cent. July 150 She failed . . to become a great sea-tradtng

nation.

23. sea-cloth, {b) cloth used for sailors' clothes

;

sea-end, the end (of a road) at the sea ; sea-fever,

longing or desire for the sea ; sea-gulf, {b) a deep

place in the sea ; sea-impoldering (*Impolder

».) ; sea-scout (see qiiots.) ; so sea-scouting ; sea-

silk, a silky substance obtained from the sea-silk-

worm; sea-sled (seequot.) ; sea-stack, an isolated

rock mass rising abruptly from the floor of the sea

;

sea-time, {c) time spent at sea on a single journey.

1883 Stevekson Treas. Isl. vi. xxxi, ' He was a seaman,*

said George Merry, who., was examinine the rags of cloth-

ing. 'Leastways, this is good *sea<loth. 1905 'OMQuiHcr
Couch) Shining Ferry \\\. xviii, A bustionst, big fellow, with

a round hat like a missionary's, and all the rest of hiro m

sea-cloth. 1904 W. M. Ramsay Lett. Seven Churches xxii.

296 The *sea-ends of the two great roads. 190a Masefield
{title ofpoem) *Sea.fever. 1931 Daily Express 23 Sept. 9/4
Men with the sea-fever on them pottered about among the
debris of the docks. 190a D. G. Hogarth Nearer East 87
That profound "sea gulf, which compensates the abrupt in-

cline of Crete. 1899 D. S. Meldrum Holland^ Hollanders
213, I cannot give a better idea of the practical work of
*sea-impo!dering. xgiz Baden-Powell Sea Scouting for
Boys 8 *Sea Scouts are of two kinds, viz. (i) Coastguard
Scouts ; (2) Seamen Scouts. X911 Beresford Ibid. p. vi,

The Sea Scouts were formed as an auxiliary to.. the Boy
Scouts. The object of the Sea Scouts is to teach lads at or
near the sea seamanship, navigation, pilotage, knotting and
splicing, how to handle boats under oars and sail [etc.]. X902
Hannan Textile Fibres Commerce 184 *Sea Silk. 192X
Chambers's Jrnl. 61/1 The United States naval authorities
have lately experimented with land-aeroplanes carried on
and flown from a very fast type of motor-boat. This boat,
known as the '*sea-sled', is of unusual design. If a boat
were cut in halves along the line of the keel, and the halves
were placed side by side with the half-keels outermost, they
would give a form of hull somewhat resembling the sea-sled.

1913 Glasgo-w Herald 4 May g/i Motor boats of the ' sea
sled ' type. 1899 Ceog. Jrnl. Mar. 288 The isolated rock-
masses and *sea-stacks, which we are enabled to trace by
means of the soundings. 1930 Times^ 26 Mar. 17/4 Her
*sea-time beat the Bremen's best, .by eighteen minutes.

Seaboard. 4. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1789 Morse Amer. Geog. 447 The soil, .after you leave the
sea board, .changes from a grey to a red colour. 1803 Ann.
Congress 24 Feb. 192 The seaboard can send few if any
troops beyond the mountains,

Sea-Cra^. Add : 3. Sea-vessels collectively.

1919 Q. Rev. Jan. 184 Vessels, whether sea-craft or air-craft.

xgaj Daily Mail 24 Jan. 5 Certain types of surface naval

crait should have sufficient power in their engine-rooms . . to

transform them from seacraft into machines which fly, 1928
Daily Express iZ Wn. i Our oldest craft, seacraft.

Sea-dog. &. (Earlier U.S. example.)
i8a3 J. F. Cooper Pilot II. xi. i8i Ahead, heave ahead,

seadogs

!

Seadrome (srdr^am). [f. Sea sb. + -dronie of

Aerodrome.] A floating construction moored in

the sea for the landing of aeroplanes,
X923 Daily Mail 17 July 10 The feature of the project is

that there should be eight 'seadromes '..moored perma-
nently on the Atlantic air route. X937 Dally Express 6 July
9/5 A seadrome which is to be moored about five hundred
and fifty miles east of New York to provide a landing-place
for Transatlantic airplanes.

Sea-food. U.S. [Sea j^. i.] Food obtained

from the sea; fish or shell-fish, crabs, etc., used as

food.

1836 Knickerbocker Mag. VIII. 423 She said that she had
come to Screamy Point to get * sea.food '. 1906 N. K Even-
ing Post 10 Mar. 5 Up State residents are among the best
customers of the sea food, fruit aud produce dealers.

Sea-going, a. Add :

1. b. Capable of being used or suitable for use

on a sea-going vessel ; carried on by sea.

191X Webster s.v., A seagoing chronometer. 19x8 C.
Dawson Age of Cods viii, i8a The sea-going trade of the
itgean world.

Sea-island. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1807-8 W. lRviNc3'<a:/waf. xvi. 362 Thelady of a Southern

planter will . . trail a bale of sea-island cotton at her heels.

Seak (sik, sT»k), local, [f. dial, seak vb,, to

ooze, leak, percolate.] * The polluted liquid left

after the scouring of wool or cloth ; the process of

scouring or washing* (Eng. Dial. Diet,).

[1858 SiMMONDs Diet. TradCy Seak, a preparation of the

best mottled soap used in milling cloth.] X9ax Diet. Occup.
Terms itgyj) § 159 Sea/e (or sceaJe) breaker; receives hard
cakes of wool grease from which oil has been squeezed out

by seak (or sceak) maker and breaks them up for hop garden
manure.. .Seak (or sceak) maker. . ; (i) runs sulphuric acid

into soapy liquor (containing wool grease) that has been used
to washout fats from raw wool;. .puts fat., in to canvas bags
[etc].

Seal, J^.^ 5. Add: seal-rookery = Rookery 2b.

x^xo Chambers's Jrnl. Mar, 176/2 The value of the seal-

rookeries on the shores.

Seal, sb."^ Add : 7. d. The projection of the

edge of a steam valve over the edge of an opening

in order to make a steam-tight joint, e. (See quot.)

X884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl., Seal, an automatic valve

closing a pipe.

8. b, seal-paper (see quot.).

1848 J. S. Smith Handbk. Pract. Crt. Chancery iv. 51

There are no fixed days for hearing the several kinds of

business before the Court, but previously to the commence-
ment of the sittings, the Court issues a seal paper, detailing

the business for each day.

Sealed, ppl. a. Add : 2. d. Among the Irving-

ites (see *Sbaling vbl. sb.'^ 6 b).

1914 Hastings's Encycl. Relig. ff Ethics Vll. 425/1 The
' sealed ' were not necessarily required to withdraw from the

communion of other Churches.

3. Of playing cards : Placed face downwards.
X908 M. W. }ove.^ A .B.C. of Patience Gloss. 12 Sealed^

cards or packets which arc placed face down.

Sealer, sby Add : 2. (Uter U.S. example.)

1906 Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republ. i Mar. i6 P. J.
Tetraiilt, sealer of weights and measures. .found that every-

one of them was selling butter that was one ounce short of

a pound.

c. One who attaches a seal to meat which has

been slaughtered in accordance with Jewish custom.
x88a iTistr. Census Clerks (1885) 63 Sealer Jews' Meat

Market. 191X Diet. Occup. Terms (1027) § 4^8 Sealer.. ;

supervises slaughtering and afiixes seal to Kosher meat.

5. One who or that which seals (Seal t/.l 8) ; an
instrument for sealing tins.

1881 Instr. Census ClerksixZZ^ 58 Blacking Manufacture:
Liquid :. .Sealer. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 159
Sealer^ ink bottle % seals filled bottles of ink with sealing

wax or with paper seals. Ibid. § 318 Sealer, sealer-in

(lamps). Ibid. § 949 Petrol cansealer. X928 Daily Express
6 July 5/5 The machine seals the Hds of special cans...
Mr. A. Appleyard. .and Mr. Hirst. .have tested this British
hand sealer scientifically.

Sealing, vbl. sb.^ Add :

6. l». Among the Irvingites (see quot.),

1914 Hastings's Encycl. Relig.ff Ethics VII. 425/1 A rite

of ' sealing ', or laying on of hands, by which those who re-

ceived the witness of the last times were set apart against
the final day of Redemption.

Sealing, vbl. sb.'^ (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1833 J. F. Cooper Monikins vii. 81 The sealing-business,

which is my ra'al occupation. Ibid. xiL 179 The secret 01
new sealing grounds. 1839 Southern Lit. Messenger V. 3/1
In a few years [they] made Stonington famed for sealing.

Sealyliam (sf-llhsem, srliiam). Also Sealy
Ham. [The name of the seat of the Edwardes
family in Pembrokeshire.] A breed of wire-haired

terrier (see quot. 1907). Also attrib.

1894 R. B. Lee Mod. Dogs (i8g6) 420 There is a strain of
terrier much talked about of late known as the Sealy Ham.
xc^7_R. Leichton New Bk. Dog 318/2 The Sealy Ham
lerrier. .is. .an excellent worker. ..The Sealy Ham derives
its breed name from the seat of the Edwarde^ family, near
Haverfordwest... It is a long-bodied, short-legged terrier,

with a hard, wiry coat, frequently whole white, but also

white with black or brown markings. 1909 A. C. Smith
Everyman's Bk. Dog 171 The Sealyham Terrier.

Seam, sby- Add : 1. French seam : a seam
that is folded in to hide the stitches, then stitched

on the under side. Hence French seamer as au
occupational term.
X903 Home Fashions 12 Sept. 18/3 The sleeve is joined by

French seam, x^zi Diet, Occup. T'^rwj (1927) § 419 French
seamer.

Seam, v.^ Add : 6. In the manufacture of

shoddy ; To remove the seams from old garments.

Hence {rag) seamer vi^ an occupational term.

1904 in Eng, Dial. Diet.

Seaming, r^/- ^^. b. Seamingmcukine(^vix\itt
U.S. example).
1846 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1847) 214 My improved

seaming machine for turning down and forming a scam cf

the flange surrounding the bottoms of the buckets.

Seamless, <7. Add: b. Insense 6ofSEAMj^.l
1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 218/2 Solid or seamless brass tubes

..are made by drawing down short thick cast cylinders of

brass till they reach the desired gauge and thinness. 189S
Army <5- Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 251 Balmoral

seamless Enamelled Basin and Stand, 1904 Technol. <V Sci.

Diet. (ed. Goodchtld & Tweney) s.v. Cycles, The frame is

generally formed of thin seamless steel tubing.

Seaplane (^rpUin). [f. Sea sb. + *Plane sb.^'\

An aeroplane capable of rising from and descend-

ing on the sea : now usually one with floats, as

distinct from ^Jlying-boat. Also attrib.

19x3 Aeroplane 25 Dec. 676/1 Our constructors did not

know how bad the French sea-planes were. 1914 Daily
Express 3 Nov. 5/2 The old cruiser Hermes, .which had
been recently used as a seaplane-carrying ship. 1028 C. F, S.

Gamble Story North Sea Air Station i. 39 The Hermes
continued to act as a seaplane-carrier till October 30, 1914.

Sear, v. Add : 5, (,See quot.)

1BS8 Eockwooifs Diet. Mech. Engin., Searing, the practice

of smoothing the surface of the rougher class of foundry

patterns with a flat-faced red hot iron, as a substitute for

paint or varnish.

Search., .r^. Add: 2. d. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1798 Ann. jM Congress ii. 1^7 Gentlemen appeared to

confound the right of search with the right of capture.

6. search-coil Physics, a small coil of insulated

wire for determining the strength of magnetic fiielda

by means of the currents induced in the coil.

1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1926 R. W. Hutchinson Wire-
less xiii. 246 A small search coil is placed as indicated.

Searcli, v. Add :

3. c. Search me : used to imply that the speaker

has absolutely no knowledge of some fact, or no

idea what course to take, slang {chiefly l/.S.).

1901 S. Merwin & H. K. Webster Calumet K i'lu 37
'Search me', said Denis. 'They've lied us up for these two
weeks.' X904 'O. Henrv' Cedjbages ff Kings Ui, 'Search

me ! ' said Smith. ' I don't know what she weighs in at.'

1912 L. J. Vance Destroying Angel vH, 'Where is he?'

*Vou can search me.' /^/(Z. xii, 'What'dhe want?' 'Search

me.' 19x6 'B. M. BoviF.^' Fhaniotn Herd x\. 191 What ails

that darned thing ? . . You can search me.

Search-light. Add : 2. The beam of light

thrown by such a lamp.
In recent Diets.

Sea-road (sf-r^-ad ). U.S. [f. Sea sb. + Road sb.\

A line of communication over the sea ; the route

taken by ships between two places.

The instance of sea roade in ed. 3 of Berners' Hu^ of

Bordenx b an alteration of sirode of ed. i (see E.E.T.S. ch.

cvii. 359), which is an error for siroke or siroche (Fr, ong.

sirok south-east).

1893 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 9 Nov., If fish disappeared

from the sea.ro.nds and fiords. 1906 Outlook 19 May 677/r

We hold the great sea-roads to the East. ^9^ } •

f^*.

MiDDLF.TON Geogr. Knoivl. Discov. Amer. 25 1'he Vivaldi

brothers of Genoa, who in 1291 essayed a sea-road to India.

Sea-service. Add. 3. attrib.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XL 308 Sea Service Rifled Guns. 1884



SEA-SHELL.

H. BoKD MiHI. SmaU A mts vi. ( . 888) io« A large number
of percmsion muskets, paltern 1842, were converted into

rifles by being grooved, and were issued to the RoTOl

Marines, and made available for sea-service, whence the

term 'sea-service rifle'.

Sea-shell, atlrib. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1871 Mrs. Stowe Pini i IVIiilt Tyranny i. 4 When he

saw this distant vision of airy gauzes, of pearly whiteness, of

sea-shell pink.

Sea-side. 4. (U.S. example.)

1879 Harper's Mag. July 163 Nowhere else in all sea-side

resorts will he be likely to get so much..elbow-room.

b. (U.S. examples.)

1785 H. Masshall a mtr. Crm'e 2o*Sea-side alder, Betiila-

Alnusmaritima. 1808-13 A. W11.SON Aiitcr. Ornith. (1831)

II 261 Fringilla maritima, Wilson.—*Sea.side Finch... It

inhabits the low, rush-covered sea-islands along our Atlantic

coast. 187a CouES K€yN. Amtr. Birds i-^j Ammiidromus
marHimus.. . Sea-side Finch. Olive-gray, obscurely streaked

on the back and crown with darker or paler. 1837 J. L.

WiLUAMS TVrr. ofFlorida 37 The •se.iside grape, different

kinds of plumbs, and custard apples are frequently found in

the h.immocks.

Sea-sider. V.S. [f. Sea-side.] A frequenter

of the sea-side.

1870 Amer. Naturalist III. 230 The Savannah Sparrow,

though only occasionally found breeding so far south as

Massachusetts, is evidently a sea.sider.

Season, sb. 21. Add : season-check U.S.,
' a longitudinal crack in timber caused by too rapid

seasoning '
; season crack, a longitudinal crack

developed in brass or bronze rods ; so season-
cracking.
1887 J. KiRKLAND Zttry 3a Ye see that "season-check in

the butt-end [sc. of a black-walnut log]. 1911 Webster,
•Season cracks.. .*Season.crackin^. IQ80 Nature CV. 744/1
The phenomenon of ' season-cracking in brass.

Seasonable, a. Add : 4. = Seasonal a. 2.

Hence Seasonalily adv. (in same sense).

1983 Glasgrai Herald20 Mar. 9 Persons engaged in se.ison-

able trades in which the duration of seasonable employment
is too short to enable them to qualify for benefit. 1928 BHt.
Industr, Future {Lib. Ittd. Inf.) iv. xxvii. §7. 388 The
hours worked in all the jobs concerned (omitting those in

which hours varied weekly or seasonably).

Seasonal, a. Add : L C. Occurring at or

lasting for a certain season of the year.

J920 Act 10^ 11 Gee. Fc. 76 § 10 (7) (/) Permanent pasture
which the landlord has been in the habit of letting annually
for seasonal grazing.

Seasoning, »W. sd. Add : 1. g. In diamond-
cutting, the charging of the lapidary's mill witli

diamond dust and oil; the charge itself.

x88a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 299/1 The charge ofdiamond dust
or seasoning.

h. The application of a solution of blood and
logwood to leather prior to blacking. Also attrib.

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather (ed. 2) 358 A seasoning
mixture is applied to the surface after tanning and before
coloring. Fig. 97 shows a form of seasoning machine which
is largely used for all kinds of glazed kid. Ibid. 360 The
quality of work that a machine will do depends so much on
the condition of the skins and the seasoning.

Sea-swallow. Add: 3. b. The esculent

swallow (see Swallow sby 2 b).

X90i [see 3 in Diet. ].

Seat, lb. Add : 7. O. Phr. TAe anxious seat

:

see *ANXions a.

22. b. The position of a horse-shoe with respect

to the foot.

1851 Stephens Bk. Farm (ed. 2) I. 33S The transparent
shoe, showing the usual scat given to the shoe upon the fore-

foot

29. seat-board, (</) a board forming a seat in a

vehicle ; seat-stick, a walking-stick which may be

adapted to form a seat.

1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West iii. 70 The wagon made
fearful lurches, and our *seatboard rattled over it in every
direction. 1932 Sate Catal.^ A neat light weight "seat stick.

Seat, V. 4. a. Add: To place (a cartridge) in

its correct position in a firearm.
190a Eiicycl. Brit. XXXII. 655/t Closing the bolt by a

reverse motion.. seats the cartridge in the chamber.

Seated,^//. (J. Add: 1. b. Ordnance. (Seequot.)
1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms, Seated, in artillery,

a piece is said to be seated when the trail-spade has sunk
into the ground sufficiently so that the gun carriage does not
go further backwards when fired.

7. Of a horse shoe : Hollowed out so that the
bearing surface rests on the wall of the hoof.
1831 YovATT f/erse xvii. 311 The Concave.Seated Shoe.

/iid. 519 It Isc. the expanding shoe] is either seated or con-
cave like the common shoe, igdi Animal Managem. (War
Office) 227 Seating is the hollowing out of the bearing sur-
face, opposed to the sole, so that a seated shoe bears on the
wall alone. Ibid. 228 A seated foot surface cannot offer as
solid and extensive bearing as a flat on-.

Seater. AAA: X. N. Amer. (Earlier example.)
1693 Braintree Rec, 29 Sealers of the meeting hous.

Voted that the present selectmen,, are chosen to seat the
meeting hous.

2. Also in other parasynthetic formations referring

to vehicles of all kinds.

1906 [see Diet.]. X91S Motor Manual iv. (ed. 14) 138 It is

best to have a four-seater. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane
Speaks PI. xvi^ The familiar biplanes with 80 h.p. Gnomes,
and 5-se3ter with 100 h.p, Anzani. 1923 Galsworthy Cap.
tures ^i-j Hubert Marsland..had occasion to stay the pro-
gress of his two-seater about ten miles from London for a
minor repair.

200

Seatin£f, vhl, sb. Add : 6. b. Of a horse-shoe :

(a) = *Seat sb. 22 h', {b) the hollowing oat of a

shoe so that the outer part rests on the wall of the

hoof(cf. *Seated///. a. 7).

1831 YoOATT Horse xvii. 319 A strip of felt or leather is

sometimes placed between the seating of the shoe and the

crust. 1908 AnimalManagem. (War Office) 328 The object

of seating is to take pressure off the sole.

c. The placing of a cartridge in its correct posi-

tion in a firearm.

190a Encycl. Brit, XXXII. 655/2 The final seating of the
cartridge.

6. a. seating-face.

1925 Morris Ozuner^s Manual 77 These two photographs
show a valve before., and after grinding-in. Note the
difTerent appearance of their seating faces.

Seau (s^ii). Ceramics. PI. seaux. Also^mJW.
aceau. [Fr,, = bucket.] A dish in the shape of

a pail or bucket, usually forming part of dinner

services made in England in the eighteenth century.

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt, Exhib, iii. in. 710/1 Porcelain
Inkstands, Seaux, Card Tr.ij's. 1862 Catal. Internal.
Exhib.^ Brit. II. No. 6884, Pair of sceaux.. painted wreath
and pendants of passion flower and festoons. 1875 Eliza.

Meteyaud Wedg'Mcod Handbk. Gloss. 409 Seaux formed
a part of all costly dinner and dessert services, particularly

if intended for foreign countries.. .A choice pair of seaux in

sea-green jasper is in the Rlarjorlbanks Collection.

Seborrhoeid (sebi7rrid). Path, [f. Sebor-
Hhcea + -ID ^.] A seborrhoeic affection.

1908 Practitioner June 858 The important group of Sebor*
rhoeic Dermatitis and the Seborrhoeids.

Sec (sek), a. [Fr.] Of champagne and other

wines: = Dry a. 8. Also^^.
1889 Judge (U.S.) XVI. 419/2 Berton * sec ' Champagne.

1895 Army
<J*
Navy Co-op. Sec. Price List 15 Sept. 167

Achille Morat, ist quality. Sec. Irroy's Ernest, Carte d'Or,

Extra Sec 1931 Morning Post 10 Aug. 4/3 The Bayreuth
Festival... Wagner Sec.

Secodout (se'kcd(7nt), a» Zool. [f. L. secare to

cut + Gr, oSoj'T-, oSotJy tooth.] Of teeth : Adapted
or suited for cutting. Of an animal : Having teeth

that cut,

1891 Flower & Lvdekker Introd. Mammals 32 Trituber-

culism differentiating into a secodont and a bunodont series,

according as to whether the deniiuon becomes of a cutting
or a crushing type. 1913 Dorland Med. Did. (ed 7),

Secodont, having teeth in which the tubercles of the molars
are provided with cutting edges.

Second, sb^- 3, Add: BQGondi-toot —foot-

secofid (*FooT sb. 35).
1903 Webster Suppl. X928 Mnnch. Guardian Weekly

31 Aug. 178/3 The assumption is made that the main river,

suitably fortified with levees, can carry rather less than
2,000,000 cubic feet of water per second (or 2,000,000 second
feet as it is briefly described).

Second, a. and sb.^ Add : A. adj. 1. Secottd

gear, the gear next above the lowest gear. Often
ellipt., as to go into second.

X90Z A. C, Harmswortii Motors ff Motor-Driving x.. 204 If
the calculated speed of the second gear is, say, eighteen miles
per hour. 1925 Morris Owner's Manual 10 When changing
gear up from first to second, or second to top, the clutch pedal
should be pressed down. Ibid. 12 When descending very
long steep nills, slow down at the top and engage the second
or first gear. 1932 Ncivs Ckron. 10 Mar. 2/1 The Silent

Second makes it pleasant to use your gears as you should.

7. second ballot, an electoral method in which
a second or supplementary election is held when no
candidate has secured a majority of the votes cast

;

also, the second poll itself; second day, in Quaker
usage, Monday ; second division, {b) (see *Divi-

siON sb. 10 f) ; second finger, the finger next to

the forefinger, the middle finger ; second gear (see

sense i above) ; second growth (earlier U.S.

example), {b) the second category of the classed

growths or qualities into which wines are divided

;

second Isaiah = Deutero-Isaiah; second motion
shaft « secondary shaft (*Secondaky a. 3 1)

;

second nerve, either of the secondpair of cranial

nerves; the optic nerve; second-season, used
attrib. to denote an animal, etc., in its second
season ; second shaft — *second motion shaft ;

second speed, the next to the lowest speed in the

gearing of motor vehicles ; also attrib. ; second
string (see String sb. 4 c) ; second tap, the tool

used in the second stage of making internal screw

threads ; second winding = secondary winding
(*Skcondaby a, 3 h).

1914 Concise Ox/. Diet. Addenda, *Second ballot. 1927
Observer a^ Nov. 13/1 The Second Ballot means. .a second
election held a week or a fortnight after the first, whenever
at the first election no candidate has secured an absolute
majority of the votes. 193a News Chron. 15 Mar. 9/1 The
electorate, at the second ballot, were left to choose between
Hindenburg, Marx and Thaelmann. 1691 G. Fox Jrnl.
(igii) II, 367 For the yearly *second days Meetting in Lon-
don. 1898 *second division [see *DivisiON j<5. lof]. \%f>oMan.
Artill. Exerc. 241 The cock resting against the knuckle-
joint of the first finger [ this and the *second finger only
resting on the small of the stock. 1932 Nctvs Chron. 15 Mar.
8/6 Making the tips of his first and little fingers touch ; then
bringing the second finger smoothly under the arch thus
formed. 1829 J. F. Cooper IVisA'/o/t-wis/i ii. 27 Much of
the surface of this opening, too, was now concealed by
bushes, of what is termed *second growth. 1833 Redding
Wines no The best wines are from the noirien grape, and
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the best of the first growths fetch sixty-six francs, and of the
second growths forty.four francs. xZ^^rennyCyil.yi^Vll.
463/1 To the second and third growths the red wines of
Roussillon, Bene Carlo from Spain, and brandy are added.
iZZZEncycl. Brit. XXIV. 605/2 If. .a first growth is vintaged
a little too late and does not succeed so well as some second
growths. 1880 Ibid. XIII. 380/2 How unlike h is to the
honied rhetoric of him whom we are accustomed to call the
*Second Isaiah. 1904 A. B. F. Youkg Complete Motorist iv.

(ed. 2) 116 On the top speed the drive is direct, the *second.
motion shaft then lymg idle. 1823 C. Bell Expos. Nerves
Hum. Body (1824) 373 The first nerve.. is. .called olfactory
nerve. The *second [nerve] is the optic nerve. x%j6 Coursing
Calendar ^15 Conster, a *second-season dog, went through
the stake in good style. 1902 A. C. Harmsworth Motors
^ Motor-Driving x. 202 Immediately above this shaft is a
•second shaft arranged parellel to it. . . This second shaft and
its attached gear wheels are contained in the same metal
gear-case in which the other gear wheels are enclosed. 1904
A. B. F. Young Complete Motorist iv, (ed. 2) 132 With their
well-cut and tlioroughly hardened gear-teeth the second
shaft runs noiselessly. 1902 A. C, Harmsworth Motors ^
Motor-Driving X. 205 To obtain the *second of the three
speeds provided. 1912 Motor Manual m.[td. 14) 74 Second
speed position. Ibid. 75 Moved to the left it [sc. the left-

hand sleeve] gives the second speed. 1925 Morris Owner's
Manual 10 When it [sc. the car] has gained some headway,
change into second speed. To do this again depress the
clutch pedal, bring the gear lever into the neutral position,
then swing it to the right and push it forward, when the
second-speed gear will be engaged. 1888 Locktvood^s Diet.
Mech. Eugin., ^Second Tap, a tap intermediate in size

between a taper and a plug tap. 1904 Technol. ff Sci. Did.
(ed. Goodchild & Twenty) s.v. T<ip, After the tapering tap
has roughed out the thread in the hole, a Second Tap with
somewhat less taper may be passed through. 1932 B.B.C.
Vear-Bk, 435/1 Wlien a varying direct current is passed
through one winding of such a transformer an alternating
current is induced in the *second winding.

B. sb.^ 1. d. = second base (in baseball).

1899 G. Ao^Eables in Slang (jgoo) 34 She believed that she
could get away with any Topic that was batted up to her and
then slam it over to Second in time to head off the Runner.

5. Also of other commodities.
1877 W, F. Woods Eett, Oyster Fisheries 19 From this

cause the loss of ' seconds *

—

i.e. oysters other than natives—
..is very great. x88i Ingersoll Oyster-Industr. (Hist.
Fish. Industr. U.S.) 248. 1932 Sale Catal., Three knots
selected seconds, .artificial silk stockings.

Second, v?- Add: Also transf. of officials in

other occupations and employments.
1920 Westm. Gaz, 22 May jo/i It was finally agreed that

Lord Moulton should be seconded to the service of the
Corporation and of the dye industry for.. one year. X028
Titiies 21 July 13/3 They established an elaborate organiza-
tion, under an important Minister, and manned by specially

seconded Civil servants of high standing.

Secondary, a. Add

:

1, o. Secondary wife : (delete + and add) also

among modern polygamous peoples.
1924 Lady Hosie Two Gentl. China ix. (ed. 2) 91 The

ladies of the household, .often wield a power that must be
reckoned with, if they are fond of intrigue, like a certain

secondary wife ofan ofBcial of our acquaintance. 1931 W, F.
Sands Undiplomatic Mem. 69 From kitchenmaid she was
raised to the first rank of secondary consorts.. and in due
course became the mother of the monarch's third son.

h.. Uiw. Secondary conveyance, use (see quots,).

Secondary evidence : evidence which is not primary
or first-hand, but which may be allowed if better

evidence is not forthcoming, as when witnesses

testify to the contents of a document instead of pro-

ducing the document itself.

1765 [see Use sb. 4 b], 1821 Archbold Digest Law Plead.
(5" Evid. 354 Before secondary evidence is offered, a founda-
tion for it must first be laid, by proving that better evidence
cannot be obtained. Ibid. 355 You will be permitted to give
secondary evidence of the execution of the deed, that is, you
may prove the deed by proving the hand-uriiing of the
witness and party. 1835 Tomlitt's Law-Did. (ed. 4),

Secondary Convtyances, those which presuppose some other
conveyance precedent, and only serve to confirm, alter,

restrain, restore, or transfer the interest granted by such
original conveyance. 1848 Wharton Law Lex., Sec-jndaty
use, a use limited to take effect in derogation of a preceding

estate; otherwise called a shifting use, as a conveyance to

the use of A. and his heirs, with a proviso that when B.

returns from India, then to the use of C. and his heirs. 1885

RiGBY in Law Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 290 A probate was not

evensecondary evidence ofa lost will. i^zIl.by.h.t in Encycl.

Brit. XXVIII. 336/1 The distinction between primary and
secondary evidence relates only to documentary evidence,

3. h.. Secondary circuit : one in which the current

is induced. Secondary winding', the coil of the

secondary circuit of an induction-coil.

1847 Patent Jrnl. 16 Oct. 476/1 Upon the primary circuit

being completed through the primary coils, a secondary
circuit is induced through the secondary coils, but in an
opposite direction. x8SiS. P. THOMPsoN^/fm. i«j. Eledr.

ff Magn, 365 Causing the inductive action in the secondary

circuit at 'make' to be comparatively feeble. J90S Proc.

Roy. Soc. LXXIV. 478 We have an alternating high fre-

quency magnetic field produced, which affects the secondary

circuit at a distance. 1912 Motor Manual ii. (ed. 14) 47
This winding[ji:. the primary winding] is very carefully insu.

lated, and then over it is wound the 'secondary' winding.

1916 Standard. Rules Amer. Inst. Eledr. En^in. 25 The
terms 'primary' and 'secondary' serve to distinguish the

windings in regard to energy flow, the primary being that

which receives the energy from the supply circuit, and the

secondary that which receives the energy by induction from

the primarv. 19*6 R. W. Hutchinson Wireless v. 72 In

Fig. 56 AB'diagrammatically represents a coil of wire joined

to a galvanometer ; it is referred to as the secondary circuit,

193a B.B.C. Year-Bk. 436/2 The output of the scconda-/
winding of the output transfomier.
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k. Secondary compensaiionx additional com-
pensation to eliminate the slight error left uncor-
rected by the (primary) compensation j also, the
mechanism used for this.

1850 Denison Clock * tVatck-m. ii. 162 Secondary Com-
pensation. 1888 Ld. Grimtiiorfe in Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
396/1 Molyneux took a patent for a secondary compensation.
Ibid.f The action is here equally continuous with Dent's,
and the adjustments for primary atid secondary compensa-
tion are apparently more independent of each other.

L Secondary shaft', a shaft which actuates the

second and third gears and controls the second and
third speeds of a motor vehicle,

1903 A. C. Harmsworth Motors ff Motor-Driving x. 205
Causing the secondary shaft.. to be rotated. 1904 A. B. F.
Young Complete Motorist iv. (ed. 2) 107 The secondary shaft
drives to the differential shaft by means of a bevel gear.

4. a. (Additional Bot. examples.)
x86i Bfntley Man, Bot, 122 Adventitious or Secondary

Root.—This name is applied to all roots which are not pro-
duced by the direct elongation of the radicle of the embryo.
x88o Bessev Bot. 147 Where the secondary leaves (leaflets)

grow from an extremely short axis.

6. £ (Earlier U.S. examples.)

_ 1835 Southern Lit. Messenger I. 275 Others classify them
into 1st primary schools.. 2nd secondary schools, for the
rudiments of Arithmetic, Geography, English Grammar, and
further progress in reading and writing. 1851 Ind. Hist.
Soc. Puol. Ill, 615 Those engaged in studies of a more ad-
vanced character constitute another class, termed secondary.

Second hand. C. sd. (See quot.)
1928 Daily Express 4 Apr. 9/2 A new naval rating, termed

'Second hand,' is now established.. to denote seamen petty
officers of the Royal Naval Reserve belonging to the Patrol
Service when called into actual service In any commissioned
trawler, drifter, or other small vessel.

Second-ha-ndedness. [-ness.] = Secokd-
HANDNESS.
1920 Rose Macaui-ay Potterism 11. Jii. 5 3 Once you are

tied up with a party, you can only avoid second-handedness,
taking over vtewsready made. 19x9 Whitfhead Aims Educ,
iv. 79 Tiie second-handedness of the learned world is the
secret of its mediocrity.

Secos, variant of *Sekos.

Secret, a. 1. i. Add : Secret dovetail (;"(7z«/)

:

a joint in which the dovetailing is concealed.
1881 W. J. Christy Joints 168 Mitred DovcUil Joint...

]t is also designated secret dovetail.

Secretary, sb."^ 6. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1815 Niles' It-eekly Register IX. 36/1 Sideboards, secre-

taries, bureaus, and other articles of cabinet furniture.

Secretin (s/krrtin). Org". Chem. [f. mod.L.
secretum secretion + -in 1.] A substance derived
from the mucous membrane of the intestine, which
stimulates the pancreas to secrete its juice.

Secretin is supposed to occur in the epithelial cells of the
mucous membrane of the intestines in an inactive form called
prosecretin.
190a Bavliss & Starling in Proc. Roy. Soc. LXIX. 352.

19J7 Haldane & HuxLEV Anittu Biol. i. 18.

-sect [ad, L. sect-US cut, pa. pple. of secdre to

cut], a termination of adjs. in scientific use, denot-

ing * cat, divided' ; spec, in Bot. denotinjj forms of

leaves which are divided as far as the midrib with-

out being articulated so as to form separate leaflets,

as in paimatisectf pinfiatisect

,

Section, sb. Add : 2. e. (Examples of U.S.
use.)

x8(^ in Ann. gth Congress 3 Sess. 1033 If the said lands
shall be surveyed in townships of six miles square each, and
the same divided into sections of one mile square each. 1631
pRCK Guide/or Emigrants 357 A district of country is first

divided into, .square miles, or.. sections, as they are calk-d

in the surveys. 1871 Scribtter^s Monthly 1 1. 664 A thicket of
pines on a hillside, a 'section* tliat had been left when the
adjoining fields were cleared. 1903 Indian Laws ^ Tr. III.

8 Section sixteen shall become a part of the reservation here-

tofore set apart for the use. .of the Torros band.

g. Mil, Now, the fourth part of a platoon. Also
(with qualification), a number of men detailed for

a special service,

1913 Army Order32^ i Oct. 4 The non-commissioned
officers and men of the machine-gun section.. will be dis-

tributed for discipline and administration in peace amongst
the four companies. 1914 lu/et>itry Training i. L ( 3. 4
The section commander must know his men thoroughly.
Ibid, iii. 175. 64 Section drill The section will be exercised

in all the movements of squad drill. 1915 D. O. Barnktt
Lett. 100 At first I thought the whole section was done in,

as rifles and equipment flew in the air. 1919 G. K. Rose
2!^^ Ox/. ^ Bucks Lt. In/ty. 119 When all the sections—
the Lewis-gunners, bombers, rifle-grenadiers, and riflemen
—were finally complete.

n. (See quot.)
19x4 H. J. Skelton Econ. Iron ff Steel 278 In Great

Britain the product in bars or rods shaped in a rolling mill,

when not round or square or flat in cross section, is called a
* section' or sectional material.

7. a. (Further U.S. examples in senses 2 e (^),3 k.)

1884 A. E. Sweet & J. A. Knox On Mexican Mustang
Thr. Texas x. 121 Mr. O'Laffcrty was *section-boss of No.
— , on the G. H. and S. A. Railroad. 1817 Niles^ Weekly
Register XII. 07/2 At the distance of every miIe..*section

comers are established. 1845 Cakolinr M. Kirkland West-
ern Clearings 6 Such ransacking of the woods [as there was]
for section comers, ranges and base lines ! 1887 C. B. George
40 Years on Kail ix. 167 The men, from "section hands to

conductor, would have gone to the ends of the earth to do
him a good turn. 1903 Congressional Directory 116 As a
common laborer or * section hand ' on the railroad. 1878 J.
H. Beadlx lyestern i^ilds iii. 51 A *section'house by the
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roadside, .marks the site where sales to the amount of mil-
lions were made in two months. 1903 N. V. Evening Post
29 Aug., Crowbars and tools were identified as having been
taken from the railroad section house.

Sectional, a. Add: Z. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1806 in Ann. ^th Congress i Sess. 1042 Let a narrow,

selfish, local, sectional policy prevail and struggles will com-
mence.

3. Sectional bookcase^ one composed of a stack or
stacks of book sections, which may be expanded to
any height and width by fitting together additional
sections and stacks.
X901 Furniture Record 15 June, Suppl. 4 The Gunn K.D.

Sectional Book Cases, a 1909 * O. Henrv ' Roads 0/Destiny
v.j'i A whole deckle-edged library . . in sectional bookcases.

4. Of steel : Rolled in the form of sections (see
Section sb. 2 n).

1924 H. J._ Skelton Econ. Iron ^ Steel 279 Wherever
practicable, it is desirable that rolled shapes or sectional
material in mild steel should be ordered from the list of
British Standard Sections. 1924 Times Trade fy Engin,
Suppl. 39 Nov. 242/3 Although there is a very slight increase
in the demand for sectional material, steelmakers are scarce
of specifications for ship and boiler plates.

Sectionalization (seikjanahiz^'j^n). [See
-ATioN.] The action or result of dividing into

sections.

1920 Public Opinion 17 Sept. 268/1 The very formula of
'nationalisation was a sham.sectionalisation was the object.

1929 Times 23 July 15/2 Extreme individualism, unorganized
competition, over-sectiona.ization, out-of-date methods of
marketing.. are some of the more general causes of the
present distresses.

Sector, .f^. Add: 1. b. A\so spherical sector.

C. A/il. A portion or section of a front, corre-

sponding generally to a sector of a circle the centre

of which is a headquarters.
1^x6 Boyd Cable Action Front 237 The Colonel was.,

vainly trying to recall any sap-head within his sector of line.

1917 W.J. "LocK^ RedPlanet 7CIV, Somewhere in this region
—or sector, as we call it nowadays—there was a certain
bit of ground that had been taken and retaken over and over
again. 1918 E. S. Farrow Diet, Mil. Terms s.v., The
combination of several supporting points under one com-
maiider forms a sector.

Secure, v. Add : 7. To obtain the services of
(a person).

1854 Punch 29 Apr. 178/1 The great tragedian Mackean
had been ' secured ' to perform the highest possible tragedy
at the lowest possible salary.

8. Horticulture. (See quot)
19S8 Daily Express 11 Aug. 4/2 The Japanese varieties

of the chrysanthemum are now beginning to show their
flower buds, and these should be 'secured , as it is called,
at the earliest possible moment. This is done by pinching
out with the thumb and finger the incipient side shoots or
laterals that will befound in processof formation immediately
beneath the buds and in the axils of the leaves;

Security. U. Add :

19*5 Times 2 Sept., The jurists who are disctissing the
technical details of the proposed *Security Pact at the
Foreign Office. 1933 Ibid. 8 Mar. 13/3 Security Pact for

Europe. 193a Ntivs Chron. 23 Sept. 6/3 Only about six
British engravers can produce satisfactory stamps. They
count as **security printing,' like banknotes,

Sedan. Add : 1. (Later U.S. example.)
1857-8 Trans. III. Agric.Soc. III. 562 All sorts of vehicles,

from the single sedan of the physician .. to the twenty and
fifty horse power team.

c. A motor car having a single compartment for

four or more persons including the driver. U.S.
1915 Literary Digest (N. Y.) 21 Aug. Cover advt| A tour-

ing car when the windows are down. ..With the windows
raisedf a luxurious sedan. 1922 Short Stories Feb. 98/1
The sedan had been equipped with an exhaust foot warmer
or heater. X9a8 Watkins Air Murders xxii. The car was
a dusty sedan.

Sedate, a- Add : 1. e. Of inanimate objects :

Not unduly striking in colour or design ; quiet and
restful in tone.

19x4 Anna D. Sedgwick Little French Girl u vl. Sedate
chairs with backs and scats embroidered in green and dove-
colour were ranged along the wall. Ibid.^ There was a
sedate sofa lo match the chairs.

Sedentary, <z. Add: 5. Geol, Of soil or loose

rock material : Remaining upon the rock of which
it was formed by disintegration.

1870 S. W. JoHNSOM Hoiv Crops Feed n. iii. 143 (Funk)
Sedentary soils, or soils in place, are those which have not
been transported by geological agencies. 1929 Daily Tel.

22 Jan. 4/7 The soil being considered 'sedentary' in

character.

Seder (s^'*d3i). [Aram.] The Ashkenazic
name for the ritual of the first night of the

Passover.
1865 Chamhers*s Encycl. VII, 312/1 At a later period, a

certain numberof cupsof red wine were superadded to this

meal, to which, as its special ceremonies and the order of its

benedictions were fixed, the name Seder (arrangement) was
given. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. s.v., The seder table is very
elaborately decorated.. .The celebrant, generally the head
of the family, begins with the first of the thirteen functions

in the seder service.

Sedge, sb.^ 6. Add : sedge-boat, {b) U.S., a

boat for transporting sedge ; sedge-ground U.S.,

ground covered with sedge.

1839 Knickerbocker Mag. XIII. 503 The bridge, .under
which *sedge-boats could pass with their sails set. 1843
/^r</. XXII. 33 Here two nepro boatmen.. had consented to

..row us out in their new sedge-boat. 1667 Plymouth Rec.

95 All that parte of the pond or *sedge ground which lyetb
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between a place there called the Gurnett and the bounds.
1740 in Ma^/lozver Desc. XI. 5 Richard Mayo & Kebecca
Mayo his wife.. sold to Richard Sparrow., that lot of Medow
or sedge ground lying in Eastham. 19x0 C. Harris Ez'e's
Husband 30 The poor brown sedge-ground of an old field.

Sedittxexit, v. Add : b. To cause to deposit
sediment.
1908 Practitioner Jan. 55 The urine should be sedimented

and examined for gonococci.

Sedra (s^i-dra). [Aram. ; = Syriac sedro order,

arrangement.] In Jewish sabbatical liturgy, one
of the fifty-four sections of the Pentateuch read in

the synagogue at the Sabbath morning service.

1909 Cent, Diet, Suppl. s.v,, The sedras must be read at
the morning Sabbath services during the year, but as a year
lias only 52 weeks, in order to finish the sedras two of them
are read on two special sabbaths.

See, z'. Add: 3. Also, to understand (a person).

U.S.
x87« E. Eggleston End 0/ IVorld xx't'ti. 158 *[I] See ycr,'

said Bill, trying in vain to draw his coat. 1873 J. H. Beadle
Undevel, Westxx.^tg 'Marshal's got a good thing, though.'
I see you ; best place to make money in the United States.

h.. To perceive (good qualities) in a person or

thing ; to perceive (a certain characteristic or type)
in one who is usually regarded in another way,
183X Scott Ct. Robert iv, Hereward, though flattered by

the unusual degree of attention which the Princess bestowed
upon him, saw in her only the daughter of his Emperor.
1835 Browning Pareuelsus ni. 419 A professorship At
Basil ! Since you see .so much in it. 1864 Br\ce Holy Rom,
Emp. ix. (1875) 1^6 He put to death the rebel Crescentius,
in whom modern enthusiasm has seen a patriotic republican,
1891 *

J. S. Winter ' Lumley iii, * What on earth can he see
in heri'./ It doesn't matter what you see or don't see. You
are not wanted to marry her, so it is immaterial whether
you can see anything in her or not 1

'

i. In negative or interrog. context : To see in

one's mind's eye; to imagine or contemplate the
possibility of.

1916 B, Gilbert Lett. Amer. 117 I can*t see you doing
the trick. Mod, I can't see myself bathing in the river before
breakfast.

j. To forecast, prophesy. U.S.
wvj Boston Herald 19 Sept., 58 seals seen for Cosgrave.

7. b. ^>^ (him, etc.) ^: a command to a dog to

get rid of an intruder.

1929 Times ^j. Feb. n When he and another detective went
to arrest the men Hughes called to the Alsatian. ' See 'cm
ofT.'

10. To have seen better days : also, of a thing.

1806 [see Day sb. 13 a]. Mod. He was dressed in an old
coat that had seen better days.

12. b. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1871 Barnum Struggles

fl-
Triumphs 692 The New York

Legislature having refused us a charter unless I would * see

'

the * ring * a thousand dollars' worth, which I declined. 1873
' Mark Twain' & Warner Gilded Age x-v. 141 'It will take
a good deal of money to start the enterprise,' remarked Mr,
Bolton, who knew very well what 'seeing a Pennsylvania
legislature meant '.

24. d. Phrases. To see through a brick wall, a
millstone (see Millstone 2).

1861 H. KiNGSLEv Ravenshoe xxxv, He could see through
a brick wall as well as most men. 1896 Farmer & Henley
Slang s>.\. Millstone^ To see (or look) through a mill-stone

(or brick wall), to be well-informed ; to judge with precision;

to be quick of perception.

27. d. (Earlier U.S. example.)
178a Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. 1. 13/2, I am detarmend, as I

have beene so long in the servis, to se it out.

28. (Later examples.)
1890 Harper's Mag. Oct. 715/2 Most of the college boys re-

mained,. .to get the worth of their tickets, and to 'see the
thing through *, 1916 H. G. Wells {title) Mr. BritHng sees

it through.

Seed, sb. Add : 6. O. The larvse of the insect

which produces lac.

1901 Knowledge Nov. 252/2 Propagation.. is effected by
tying small twigs, on which are crowded the eggs or larvae

of the insect, to the branches of the trees. These larvas are

technically called ' seed '.

6. b. A small seed-shaped tube to contain radium.
1913 Cletsgow Herald :6 Mar. 9 To capture the gas emana-

ting from radium, purify it, and bottle it in titiy tubes called

from their shape seeds. Ibid., Arrangements liave now been
made for the supply of these curative seeds to other
hospitals.

c. Sugar-manufacture. Crystals of sugar placed

in concentrated syrup to start fresh crystallization.

1915 H. C. P. Geerligs Pract. IVkite Sugar Manu/. 80

White sugar destined for direct consumption should not only

be white and brilliant, but should also possess a regular form
and a rather large size ; this latter desideratum makes it

preferable to .start the building up of the grain from a well-

developed seed.

7. b. seed-planter, -soxverj -sowing,
185a Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 30 Best *seed planter,

for hand or horse power, for hills and drills. 1849 Rep. U.S.

Comm. Patents^ Agric. (1850) 115 Their *seed.sowers and
grain-crushers, .do much to expedite the labors of the farm.

1873-4 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 236 Then sow seed

with a seed sower at the rate of four pounds per acre. 1865

Rep. Maine Board Agric. X. 65 The use of the drillfor

general •seed-sowing is at present considered too expensive.

8. seed-feeder, {b) a grub which lives in and

feeds on seeds ; seed-leaf tobacco, a kind of

tobacco grown in the northern United States used

chiefly for wrapping cigars, probably so called

because it was first grown from imported seeds;
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sead-statdon, a place where seeds are tested;

seed-testins, the examination ofseeds in order to

determine their puritv, germinating power, etc.

I«a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 633/1 These 'seed-feeders

may be killed in ihe seeds by subjecting them to the fumes

of bisulphide of oirbon. 1888 Ibid. XXIII. 435/2 The
«»secd-leaf' tobacco of Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and

Ohio, groml from Havana seed, is devoted to cigar-making

in the United Stales. 1911 Q. Rn. Jan. 108 Almost every

European country has *seed-stations. 1910 Chamberss
ymi. Oct. 6S5/1 Next comes *seed-testing under the

microscope, which shows the weed, seeds, and rubbish

amongst them.

Seed, V. Add : 6. Also absol.

1888 Vermont Agric. Reh X. 48, I.. then seed broadcast

with grass-seed.

7. (Earlier modem examples.)

1814 J. Taylor Araior 154 When the wheat was seeded on

high and narrow ridges. 1851 C CiST Cincinnati 317 The
cotton crop b seeded in the spring.

11. Sugar-manufacture. To place sugar-crystals

in (syrup) to promote crystallization. (Cf. *Seed

sb. 6 c.)

1009 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

b. intr. To form small grains of solid matter.

1887 Cci. tf Indian Exhih. iSSb, Rep. Col. Sect. 271 The
fatty acids * seed ' on cooling slowly, and yield a distinct

solid and liquid on pressing.

12. Sport, esp. Lawn Tennis. To manage (the

draw) so that certain players of the same nationality

(orig. U.S. the best competitors) do not meet until

the later rounds of a competition or tournament

;

also, to separate (players) in this way. Also in

ppl.a.
1511 WEBSTERS.v.,Toseed the draw. 1924 7'/»/M23 June,

This year, for the first time, the draw has been * seeded '.

1929 ll^id. 29 June 4/4 Three of the women who had been
• seeded * for the draw were defeated during the day. . .M iss

Eileen Bennett, who was one of the * seeded ' players. X929

Star SI Aug. 16/3 Mrs. Michell meets Miss Gladman, one
of the * seeded ' Americans, and two more of the * seededs

'

will clash in the match between Miss Nuthall and Mrs.
Bundy. 1930 Times 24 June 15/2 One of the seeded players

was beaten by the American. X931 Daiij* Tei. 21 May 17/6
The seeded pairs are drawing nearer together.

Seed-cake. (Later example.)
1871 Mrs. Stowk Pini i tVAiie Tyranny ii. 23 A plate of

seed-cakes covered with a hemstitched napkin.

2. Oil-cake. U.S.
i88t Harper's Mag. Oct. 726/2 The mass of kernels left

after the hulls have been removed and the oil pressed out, is

made into seed-cake, a most desirable food for stock.

Seed-corn. (Later U.S. example.)
X894 Vermont Agric. Rcp.yj[.\ . ift Can common seed com

be raised at a profit ?

Seeder. Add : 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1867 Rep. foiva Agric. Soc. (1868) 226 The seeder can be

adjusted in nve minutes.

3. An apparatus for seeding fruit, etc.

1895 Funk^s Standard Did.

Seeing, z'*/. ^^. Add; 2. b. Astr, * The state

or quality of telescopic vision as affected by the

condition of the atmosphere * (_Funk's Standard
Diet. 1928).

Sieeker. Add : 1. d. A seeker after religion.

US.
1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil. Southern Matron 270 Per-

sons of colour . . become seekers in any church, and under any
leader they prefer. 1880 Scribners Monthly }\^y 423/2 '1 he
crash seemed aa electric summons to *Brudder Brockus's

'

flock, and saints and 'seekers* came hurrj-ing in.

Seep, 5^. Add : Alsoyff.
19*5 H. L. Foster TroP. Tramp Tourists 121 Through the

closed doors there seeped out a great babble of conversation.

1930 Cooper Ship of Tntih li 216 Serenity had seeped into

his very soul.

Hence See'ping///. a,

1927 M. EiKER Over ihe Boat-Side xi. § 2. 161 The nag-
ging, monotonous, unessential, seeping harassraents that

sap a man of achievement.

Seer ^ (siai). [Corruption of the Pg. name serra

lit. *saw'.] = Seie-fish.
1931 Hardy's Anglers^ Guide 54 The big-game fishing

includes. .
' seer ' or ' surmai ' (Cybium Guttatum).

Seercraffc. [SeerI.] The prophetic art.

1883 R. C. Jebb Sophocles 1. 139 Thus did the messages
of seer-craft \0, T. 723 4>^ix.ai \LavTiKai\ map out the future.

Z913G. MuKRAV tr. 7i/lesus ofEuripides 6 Sage a.nd prophet,
learned in the way of seercraft.

Seerliand (srrhand). [Name of a town,
Panjab, India.] A medium-weight muslin.
18^ SiMMoNDs Diet. Trade, Seerhand, a kind of muslin

between nainsook and mull, particularly adapted for dresses,
retaining its clearness after washing. x88> Caulfeild &
Saward Diet. Needlework, Seerhand MusHn, this is a des-
cription of cotton fabric somewhat resembling Nainsook and
Mull, being a kind of intermediate quality, as compared to
them.

Seersucker. (Earlier Amer. examples.)
lyaa in Maryland Hist. Mag. XX. 64 To Corded Dimothy.

To I Sea Sucker Do. 1725 Boston Neivs-Letter 24 June,
A Seersucker Jacket and Breeches. X736 Virginia Gazette
15 Oct., A Seesucker Gown, one white Linen Ditto.

See-see (srsf). Also seesee, aisi. [? Imita-

tive.] In full see- see partridge: A small sand-

partridge, Ammoperdix bonhami, of western Asia

and India.

1895 Funk's Standard Diet, 19x2 Blackw, Mag. Dec.
816/3 There were see-see to be chased at odd moments in

the ravines. I9B3 Ibid. July 125/2 Game abounded—black
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partridge and sisi, hare and iiigeon. zpaS lUd* Apr. 544/a

We had an exciting and noisy hunt after a see-see part-

ridge.. .It is almost impossible to get sec-sees to rise.

Segmented, ppl- «• Add: 1. c. In general

sense: Divided into sections or segments.

1920 Glasgow Herald 9 Mar. g Vestiges of a segmented
central gallery were disclosed.

SegO. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1875 Amer. Naturalist IX. 18 The general Indian name

of ' Sego ' is applied indiscriminately to all the edible bulbs

of this region.

Segregable, g- Delete rare-"^ and add ex-

amples.
1903 Bateson & PuNNETT in Rep. Evol. Coin. Roy. Soc. II.

124 (Cent. D. Suppl.) An extracted type. .may carryon
segregablc determinants. X905 Bateson tr. Mendel's Princ.

Heredity 13 Until the properties and laws of interaction of

the segregable units have been much more thoroughly
examined. 1909 R. H. Lock Variation, Heredity, 4- Evol.

xi. 301 When the parent types differ in more than one pair

of segregable characters.

Segregate, v. Add : 4. Of Mendelian hy-

brids : To separate into dominants, recessives, and
hybrids, in conformity with a numerical law.

x9oS»'R. C. PuNNETT Mendelism (1907) 23 I'he characters

are said to segregate in the gametes. 1909 R. H. Lock
Variation, Heredity, ff Evol. iii. 216 A considerable number
of cases were formerly described in which the first cross or

heterozygote of Fj bred true instead of segregating in Fg.

1930 R. A. Fisher Genet. Theory Nat. Selection I, 9
Mendel also demonstrated what a theorist could scarcely

have ventured to postulate, that the different factors exam-
ined by him in combination, segregated in the simplest

possible manner, namely independently.

Segregation. Add : 1. e. Biol. The separa-

tion or isolation of a group of organisms from
closely related groups by some reproductive or

physical barrier,

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 344/2 Wallace*s studies of

island life, and the work of many different observers on
local races of animals and plants, marine, fluviatile, and
terrestrial, have brought about a conception of segregation

as apart from differences of envjronnient as being one of the

factors in the differentiation of living forms. The segrega-

tion may be geographical, or may be the result of preferential

mating, or of seasonal mating.

f. In Mendelian inheritance : {a) the separation

of the descendants of Mendelian inheritance into

dominants, recessives, and hybrids; {h) the separa-

tion of allelomorphic characters in the gametes

formed by a hybrid organism.
1905 R, C, PuNNETT Mendelism (1907) 23 'margin. The

Principles of Gametic Segregation. 1909 Bateson AlendeVs

Prific. Heredity 11 This phenomenon, the dissociation of

characters from each other in the course of the formation of

the germs, we speak of as segregation. 1909 R. H. Lock
Variation^ Heredity^ ^ Evol. viii. 302 Mendel's law of

segregation. 1930 R. A. Fisher G^m^/. Theory Nat. Selection

i. 8 'Ihe segregation of single pairs of genes, that is of

single factors, was demonstrated by Mendel in his paper

of 1865.

Segregator (scgrZ-g^tsj). [f. Segregate v,

-i- -OR.] An instrument for obtaining the urine from

one kidney unmixed with that of the other.

1903 ^««. Surg. Jan. 30 The segregator could not possibly

have attained the results given thus by catheterism and the

strong aspiration. 1907 Practitioner Nov. 643 .\ slow secre-

tion of dilute urine from the affected side is shown by the

segregator. 1910 Ibiti. Mar. 302 The ureteric catheterisation

possesses advantages over the segregator,

Seivhal, sei whale : see *Sejhval.

Seize, sb. [f. Seize z/. i i .] An act of * seizing*.

x^i2 F. A. Talbot Motor-Cars 35 The heat causes the

cyhnderand the piston rings to expand until at last thejy

become jammed irremovably together, precipitating what is

known in motoring parlance as a * seize*.

Seize, v. 11. Add: Also with ;//, Hence
Seize-up, the state of bearings, etc., being seized

up.
X913 Motor Manual vi. Ced. 14) 232 Unless one makes

quite certain that every bearing and cylinder be properly

relubricated before starting up again, a 'seize-up ..is not

improbable. 19x7 Blackw. Mag. May 807/1 Our engine

recovered slightly now that its recovery was not so impor-

tant, and it behaved well until it seized up for better or worse
when we had landed- X92S Morris Owners Manual 39
Neglect of this results in harsh running and an overheated

engine, loss of power, and finally * seizing-up ' of pistons or

connecting rods.

Sejhval (s<?i*val). Also seivhal; semi-angli-

cized sei whale. [Norw.] One of the smaller

rorqual whales, Balsenoptera borealis^ found in

British seas.

19x2 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 158 The Right whales and Sejhvals

are said to appear only during the earlier part of the

season. 19x4 Ibid. 146 The only Sejhval which was cap-

tured was brought in on September 6, a fact which is to be

noted in connection with the whalers' statement to Burfield,

that the Sejhval disappears by the end of J une. 1919 R. W.
Clark in Shackleton South I. App. 364 The sperm-whale and
the sei-whale have shown a good deal of seasonal variation,

though never numerous. \f^rx Chambers's JrHl.\\2.l\ The
lesser rorqual, the seivhal, and the humpback.

Sekos (srk^s). Also secos. [a. Gr. (T?;*os pen,

enclosure.] A sacred enclosure in an ancient

Egyptian temple, where none but those privileged

may enter.

1820 Bklzoni Narr. Egypt ^ Nubia lit, agi Having
observed, that the part where the sekos and cella must be
was not touched, I set the men to work there. X837 Penny
Cycl. IX. 316/2 The sekcs or shrine containing the figure

SELF-.

of the deity. 1887 Arckit. PubL ScCj Diet, s.v., In the
Egyptian temples the secos was the same as the adytum of
the Greeks and Romans.

Seladaug (sela-dser)). Also saladang, salan-
daug, sladang. [Borneo seladang^ Sumatra sala-

(^^^S-\ ^* Malay name for the gaur, Bos gaurus.
b. The Indian tapir, Tapirus indicus.

1820 Raffles in Trans. Linnean Soc. XIII. 270 It \sc.

Tapirus Malayanus] is known by different names in different

parts of the country \sc. Sumatra]. By the pteople of Limun
[in Sumatra] it is called Saladang. X884 Stehndale Mam-
vialia India i\ Ceylon ^Z\ Cavmus gaurus. Salandang in the
Malay countries. X898 Rathborni; Camping in MalayatZ
Elephants and seladang {has sondaicus). X90S Hubback
Elephant 4- Seladang Hunting ^^ The seladang has nodew*
lap and no hump. 7^/^.47 Seladang are only found in little-

inhabited districts. zgiQ Chambers's Jml. May 382/1 Larger
game, such as the tiger, sladang, pig, and deer, abound.
X927 H. M. ToMLiNSON Gallion's Reach xxxv. §3 A likely

corner for sladang.

Selamlik (sela*mlik). [Turkish.] a. That part

of a Mohammedan house reserved for the men.
b. The official visit of the Sultan to the mosque
every Friday.

X89S Funk's StandardDid. xya^N. V. Globe 21 July (Cent.
D. Suppl.) It is reported here officially from Constantinople
that during to-day's selamlik an attempt was made to

assassinate the sultan, 1922 Glasgo7v Herald 22 Nov. 9
The ordinary Selamlik at the Fatis Mosque. Ibid. 25 Nov.
9 The Selamlik completed, the new KhaUf returned to the
Seraglio,

Selbomian (selb^unian), a and sb, [f. Selborne,

a parish in Hampshire -«- -IAN.] a. adj. Of, per-

taining to, or connected with Selborne,the residence

of Gilbert White (1720-1793), natural historian;

spec, in Geol.y denoting the Gault and Upper Green-

sand taken together (see quot, 1900). Also ahsoL

b. sb. A lover of the writings of Gilbert White.
1869 Lowell Lit. Ess., My Garden Acquaintance Writ.

1890 in. 194 How pleasant is his innocent vanity in adding
to the list of the British, and still more of the Selbornian,

/anna t X900 Jukes-Brown Cretaceous Rocks Brit. 1. 1 The
Selbornian comprises the beds which are generally known_as
the Gauit and the upper Greensand. Ibid. 31 It is not in-

tended that the name Selbornian shall supersede those of

Gault and Greensand.. .As a matter of fact gault clay and
greensand are only two of the different kinds of deposits

that make up the group for which the name Selbomian is

now proposed... The group will be the Selbornian, and its

subdivisions will be zones characterised by different assem-

blages of fossils. X9Z8 Obsef^'er 26 Feb. 8/5 Another book
about 'Gilbert White',.. a book full of pleasures for all

Seibornians.

Seldomly, adv. (Modem U.S. example.)
a 1886 E. Dickinson Poems (1927) 310 What distance far.

So I the sliips may see That touch how seldomly Thy shore?

Selectivity (.sHekti-viti), Wireless Telegr.

[f. Selective a. -v -ity.] The quality or condition

of being selective ; the power to select a particular

wave-length or frequency and to exclude others.

X903 Elect. World <y Engin. i Aug. 173 (Cent. D. Suppl.)

The system of selectivity devised by Sir Oliver [Lodge).

X92X Discovery Apr. 93/2 For a warship very selective

apparatus is an absolute essential, .but in the nierchant ser-

vice great selectivity may often be a distinct disadvantage.

X925 P. J. RiSDON Crystal Receivers 4- Circuits 22 Fair

selectivity can be obtained with such an arrangement of

vario-coupler as that indicated.

Se\£,pron.ya.,2,nAsb, AA^'.'B. adj. 3. b. Also

in wider application.

1930 R. A. Fisher Genet. Theory Nat. Selection vii. 165

The hooded grandchildren would have received these equally

from their selfand from their hooded grand-parents. 1932 Sale

Catal., Little Boys' Shirt Blouses. . . Fast colour self poplins.

C, sb. 6. b. An animal of a uniform colour.

1930 R. A. Fisher Genet. Theory Nat. Selection vii. 165

Rats of both selected lines were bred back to unselected selfs.

Self (self), V. [f. the sb.] trafis. in pass. To
be fertilized by its own pollen, to be self-fertilized,

190S Punnett Mendelism 61 When this, the normal mode
of fertilisation, takes place, the flower is said to be selfed.

1924 E. W. Macbride Study 0/ Heredity vi. 143 When the

recessive green peas are sown they give rise to plants which,

when ' selfed ', bear only green peas.

Self-. Add examples of obvious compounds in

various senses. Also: 1. a. self-affirmation

Psychol. y the recognition and assertion of the exis-

tence of the conscious self; self-differentiation

Ejnbryol.y that specialization or differentiation of

structures which in their development are largely

independent of adjacent structures.

190X ' Lucas Malet * Hist. Sir R. Calmady i. ix. Her
mother-love. .had none of the sweet *seif-ahandon.. which

that earlier passion had. X924 W. B. Selbie Psych. Relig.

183 If there is any truth in our contention that religion is

natural to man, then it should grow with his growth and

become one of the normal factors in his development and in

his *self-adju5tment to the universe, ibid. 53 The part

which feeling plays in the religious consciousness generally

points to the giving of a religious direction to that desire for

self-realization, or *self-affirmation, which is so characteristic

of man at all the stages of his development. 1902 Sacnu
10 Jan. 62/1 The observations proved conclusively that the

casting off of the rays \sc. of star-fish] is, in most cases at

least, not accidental, but a true *self-amputation. 1904

Kath. C. Thurston John Chilcote xi. He had . .
a feeling of

bitter *seIf-commiseration that for the moment outweighed

all other considerations. 1897 W. J. Locke Derelicts xxm.

The tragic futility of such *self-crucifixion. 192a Glasgow

Observer 18 Nov. 6 If Ireland was to be saved from *ielf-

decimation, 189S W, J. Locke At Gate of Saniaria 1,



SELF-.
She read books with the eagerness only exhibited by theyounggirlcravingfor'selMevelopraent. loooH G VVelV,AnKj/ercnka iii. § 6 The fair, fi prospecV^ffreedom andselMevelopraent. 189. W. J. Grkknst.ekt GuX°Ed^
%ir':i"?

''' ^\',
are capable of self.iu.i^ill^ .^^f;differentiation or self.mod,ficat.on. ipoa Driesch in Eucycl.

n^^f J y- '5°/''.^'>'s P^"-»»l independence has beencalled self.d.fferentiation (SMMi^Te^cn^eruug) byRouxand IS entirely a characteristic feature oTF ontogeny. 15^
of self-differentiatioii is m the parts of the body. .», EHERMAN Cnativt Praytrvi. 175 It involves a lifetime ofsuccessive and growingly complete acts of *self^onation
J9.sE. Undekhill Mystics ^/Ch„rcA iii. 65 The histonrofbL Anthony.. roused Augustine's instinct for heroic self,donation. z^iSHastmgssEnocl.Rtli^. ^ Ethics X. 168/,
1 he prayer (to Buddha) is in its ultimate significance a «self
inculcation, a self^mmittal to the moral ideals ofBuddhism
>864 TREVFI.VAN Comfct. iVallah (1866) 293 What is therem common between the faith of Heberand Swarlzand a creedwhich enjoins suicide and *self.mutilation. ,0.7 Hald"e& HuXLEV.^«,«. m^l. ix. .74 The lizard hJlL^^^ot
self-mutila.ion 19.4 W. B. Se.b.e Psych. R.li^^olt
longing for 'seif-purification. 1918 Daily Mail 7 Au" ,/,

JpWie^dTof^'^^SLy.'
*'''^-""'« '--'-"' -"-f"''y

2. self-adjusted, -excluded; self-pronouncing
oi or in which the pronunciation is indicated byme mere spelling of the words.
'.9*^. ^^- B. SKimE Psych. Retig. 55 Only as they \scprimitive rel.gons). .become 'self-adjusted .0 man'sjrow:ing intellectual capacityand needs. 1930 W. R. Inge Truth

?„f">'*• '^'''S- 1^^ "?? ="* "selfK^xcluded from {he glor?onsinheritance which God intended for us. 1851 lllustr. Catn/Gt. EM. 111. 111. 54J/I Complete phonological Englishalphabet, constructing 'self.pronouncing words whh theproper orthography. 195, Uitlc) The Rtyal Webster Die!tionary for home and school, self-pronouncing.

3. a. self-dissociation Chem., the condition ofa solvent in which it still possesses conductivity
though carefully freed from all dissolved electro-
lytes

;
self-relation J'hiles., a. relation involviuK

the self only. ^
l9»i W De Morcah OM Man's I'tmfk xxxiv. It was not

^fi.'S ' "?%"'/-S',''^''"A
b"' because I wks -ISf-du'

203

—T r ""' »^"-»**wiuca, Dui Decause 1 was *seif-Hk.
sat«fied. 1905 7rnl.Pkys cLm. Feb. l^The «ndrctivif;

^L •/„/" "''V'"'^?^ "Plained by assuming "self-dissS
tU)n and considerable space is devoted to mere specuIaUon

f^?^ \
"-'composition of the ions might bein the variousindividual cases. 189a Stockton Casli^ Aiuay, etc. 06 Heappeared to be entirely 'self-engrossed, wilh ve,^ taguenotions in regard to his surroundings. 1898 W. T. HabpisPsychol Fcu.d. E.i„c. ,7 The self-acti^y of the plaint

in K "m" '" ^'"'°" ."P"" '" environment, which rMultsn budding up Its own individuality. It not only act? butacts for Itself :,t IS -self-related. /Hd. 34 •Selfielafon isthe category of the reason, just as relaUvilyis the categor^W Tl T"'-,'^"?-- '»?* °- "• MacGrkoi. in HiiiJ^t> / July 800 I he fact of self.distinction from the world isas ulUmate as that of self-relaUon to it.

b. self-indticlion, -oscillation; eelf-oapacity
J^lectr., the power of an apparatus to store its own
electricity

; self-coincidence (see qnot).
19»3 E. W. Marchant Radio TeUgr. * Teltih. v 66 SuchcoiU have a considerable inductancfTa'd •

'seU^-capacity

'

l^^ ^- y.^''°°'' Crystal Receivers'!, CircuYtssi^^cn ina fixed inductance coil of the cylindrical type.. there is aS

jZTn^^l'TT of «":-"^='<=i'y. in seriL^n the circuit"^ tT^t'^'^'"" ''°'^ ^"""y "°l=':ule of the medium^is brought by certain so-called movements' into the

S3 Z P;"'°"^'y.<«™pied by some other molecule of Semedium (the medium is said to be ' brought to 'self-CMncidence by such a movement). 19a, m^eless IVarlJ

fr^^'etf-^Stton'!'
'^ «'""'""'' -V difficulty arising

4. self.cocklng, denoting a firearm in which the
hammer is raised and released by simply pulling
the trigger; also denoting such an action in a fire-
arm

; so self-cocker (later U.S. examjilesl ; self-
oooker.a cooking apparatus which functions with-
out being attended to.

1911 Chamier,; JrnL Sept. 638/r An upright position is

nel?l!ir"''"'
**"" '1"="' '' sutionary,\ cCinuous

Mlf-balancing motion being given to the vehicle, ig,.

^!M '
k"1'

"/' ',*Self-changing' or pre-selective

^-;:^.^.K
^^'"^ *,"™' ""^ °" 'be steering column

replaces the ordinary long lever. i88z A. A. Hayes NewColorado xiii. ,77 Navy Colt 1 No, that's good in its way

,

but ni lend you a 'self-cocker like mine, a 1904 & £.

.,,^i"*
S'-wrf Trait Stories viii. 150 It was wonderful work,

rattling fire quicker than a self-cocker even. 190a KytiochJrnl Apr --May 9,/z The 'self-cocking action iT superior
to the ordinary trigger-action if accuracy of aim be thedesideratum 1919 Chambers's yml. Apr. 26g/i *Self-

l?^.t?v7r''^'l
°"3be h.,y.box principle. .908 JTErskine-Murrav tr. Ruhmer's Wireless Telephony 11. ix. 97 A *self-

^hol^M ',1"^ "iT- u'»°*
P'-'.ctit.oner Jan. 1.3 Patients

J„t„?.K ^i'2H?b; « 'nflate themselves., by means ofanv of th(.Kr\.(-nil-ri *c- r.;..a-. _«__ .- . .i . -^

l^.iT 1. J ' .•-',"= '.•""" *" scnooi recently presented
;
.with a brand-new single trigger, treble grip ' "self-retriev.

ing la or 16 bore ejector. 193a Sate Catal., The shuttle isof the cylinder type and is *self-thrcading.

5. O. self-portrait [tr. G. selbstbildniss, selbst-
portrdt^ a self-made portrait of oneself; so self-
portraitist, -portraiture.

.i,'**5
I^.'.'SK*^'-' M!":- Lit. 9/2 The French long cherished

this darling egotism ; and have a collection of these self.
portraits in two iMlky volumes. 1869 CasselTs Mag. (New
Series) I. 3,/, Self Portraiture. 'A man never portrays
his own character better than by the way and manner inwbich he portrays the character of another.' 1896 Academy
»5 Apr. 350/3 A self-portrait of the artist in the act of draw.

'--;^-^ave„t.irl,^X°a'=;;a?^^g^''rl^Uf[rp'e™'-
Belf-determmation. Add : b. The action

Gaz. 6 Dec, With the F=« i,; « f'^"''
^- ?'"';''"'=» m Westm.

(sdMeUrminist) mov/mris'^^f^T.t 'S.^T^^^
Self-hypno'sis. [Self- 5 b.l ^ Kuial^Kos«(^e »AUT0.1). SoSelf-'hyinotlsmXf:

hy.pnotua-tlon
; Self-hypnotize v.

190a M. B. WooLSTON in Amer. yryil. Psvchol YIIT .

c?^empl!;ifnT^^oK'^sl•p^^'g/,¥a':^s'°^'';?"^ ".'-4

Selfing (se-lfig), vbl. si. Biol. [f. Self -f -iitgI 1(See quots.)
•

'-I

ille^ifimf/TIv ^ A'""-''/^" * Evolution =83 'Selfing • is

ioil TJS
^.utilisation, equivalent to parasitic propagafion

^\mJ^^^tT?V" '*° ^ ""^ M="ddi^n me.hodof'semng''.^Im^t completely suppresses symbiogenesis.
^

sS»A^^^' f^'- % .
'^^"^'" U.S. examples.)

made man and noted as a surveyor.
^""'™"' ""^ » «""

Self-Starting, ///.a. [Self- 4.] That comesmto operation automatically or semi-automatically.Of a motor vehicle: Fitted with a self-starting

fr^^m 1

««^:''*-'*". - mechanism for stSin|an internal-combustion engine without the use of a

Xtlff "•"'^••''"''"^ °^ auxiliary starting enyne
.887 self-starting injector [see Seu.. 4]. ',894 IVori „ Feb

73/3 The many improvements made in rec^t yea^s culmi

i^q^T^-^r-^'siTMl^^^^^^^^

Se f-starting motor-cars, /iid.. This selfilTrter i.f'.J^
"^^

versation with him was never a ilfl^ite^^^u^il^o^"

Selhain (se-lham). Alsosulham. [Arabic /«/-

X' nffiT'
"^^?"' ^^"^y^J A kind of cloak,

fo^^^fl,- ?, "^ Scaferoat viii, He drew forth from the

llant lemon^:olouied slippers.
'

ti!!®^' "V ^^^'- ^- ^- ^^ "" *">" to allottime in a broadcast programme to a commercial
undertaking in return for payment

,^^ «»f"'"«°' American and Continental broadcasting
1930 Da.ly Express 6 Sept. 4/5 To the big advertiserThebroadcasting stations came with an offer tS ^M^f tVme ,0

rl, /?i""-.1^
broadcasting programmes. ^9^Tb C

} ea, -B*. 45 1 he selling of time was the obvious answfr to

ihTfirtlli'gchatr'
"^ «-"-">--= '- t°he suX"c°f

h To advertise or publish the merits of; todisplay the worth of (a book, an author) in order
to encourage sales. d.S

Ibid. 1687/1 Let us sell authors to our public.
1. 1 o inspire with desire to possess or buy some-

thing; to give (a person) information on the value
or worth of something. Occas. with direct or in-
direct object

:
To teach or show to a person, etc.,

the value or worth of something. U.S
too'k'tion^rt^rT''*'^: T J""' 3=^/' ^his book-dealertook a longer route by which to coax the dollars from the

Ine's^DTio*',? 'V''"^ "T.?? 'I'V'gnificanceofS, Valen!lines Day to the lover. Ihd. 22 May 1710/1 Denartmenrstore managers who wish to install an 'informa!Pon desk

io^n^^esk is"" f
°'' ">='?'«'="!?"' 'he value of t"fs Tnfofma-

^l^nh v"" ==""ce and not ..s a selling department.]9A!l„d. 10 Nov. 1978/1 In his book.seIling dlys he kept ablank book in which he set down, .the namefand preferen«sof the customers whom he. had sold each day. ^ig^/ifd
8 Feb 709/, This advertising is followed up with reviews

irien''"l';""T"""i''
?'"'"« ""= bookstore c^rks,«cur:ing gener.i trade enthusiasm, /bid. ,2 July 176/, Farmersare not_ well inforn.ed about books and hiveVot b^en »7don buying and reading books.

'

'

j. pass., const. e» : To be enthusiastic about

;

to be ' gone on . 1/.S,

SEMI-.

th'-?r'?'?; ""h"- ^..J- J' '^"-^'' ""' '^""'^ ^"r "4 After
P^bPT''-"J°"u';^^ "'^ ^""^y ^°l<' °" -""^ a pilot! io«/ ubluhcrs IVeekly 10 May 2413/1 Every one ofyoucin D?lk

who^'m^c^il' It-'
='"''/?'°" "'= ^^^ <">". "-rearrp"eSple

A u enthusiasm. ^

4. b. To sell short : see Short a<fo. 1

1

llfFvr'^^'r^'^^"'^-'^ i;iw jarge

?Xf^L-cl---4»t'5e11t?^
:ens°sw'tTf1"."""^ ="

f="' '° '^''' p'-^ " -«^S:^i^,
e. Phr. AJade to sell: manufactured or got wj

rTa^'t^qt^lt;
'" "^^"'^ ' '^^'^ ^'^ '^*°^

'^a?e ,0 s°eV? ^J'"- '''""T «• => 4" I" some cSas
ta^lirs niL'tr^'"'-'/ 'r^=" '°. ^'"J"*' 'bi^ Pl=>ne. i860L-assetls lllustr. Family Paper k-pu 500/1 We shall hearfewer complaints of seed, unltss it be from those who ohtain packets which are only • made to sell '!

° °'"

i.^. a. Also intr. for pass.

ouf'vtry qiw^f 3' J^"- '^= *'y fi-' P-«l from you sold

.ff^^'^l-
^^'^'- ^' °' ^'"'^ Excha„ge. Invarious phrases. Seller four, ten, twenty, seller

snl.ifi H ? "^rV ^'^^^ delivery within the
specified number of days (four, ten, etc.). Seller^soption

: the right of the seller to deliver within a
specified number of days.
1857 Merchant's Mag. XXXVII. 15.1 t;,!,, „f ..11 •

r9'o;°W g'c""^"^
"" f-ction below th^tu'r?i"t c'ash p "e!1901 W. G. CoRDiNGLEY Diet. .Stock Ejcch. 76 Sellers over Sa phrase commonly used to indicate that there a/emo"sellers of securilies than there are buyerr

o. In wider use.

£^hfS.-;^-i^L.^^-:;,S-.;;^
4. A selling race, colloq.
i9aa ^V. * Q. ,2th Ser. XI. 207/. Seller (.at sellimer\ a

bv D"ublrc''~^-°
'" *'''='',^''= ^"™" i^ bound to befffered

came IM. r "• '»^' °",'''-' '^•^>'-'" =3 June 12/2 The
!r/°/, , Au? I'Ta"",.'""'^

""""'" """ ^^Daily
Midland meft'inyitl"°'l''"i"'.^'"''"S Pr°P°=i'ion at theniimand meeting is the Loud Report filly in the juvenile

Sem(sem). Egyptology. Also sam. [Egyptian.]An i.gypti,in high priest; also the robe, consisting
of a leopard s skin, worn by him. Also attrib. sem
priest.

ho'wtvS' IrZm"^^ "'f^-^"^: Egytt I. xi. 438 The Sem •.

office 1 V^Lw^'"*^ high-priest, wore, as his costume of

^sIr R?,,^
P

'1.i'°P^"'-^'"'''
*''b head, claws, and tail,

cffied h^fh,^'-
^*- Pi^ "'' '^' 'i'be goddes!! Maat ^carried by the arm of him who ealeth the Eye, and who is

io,l«"V""'«.'' l"'^
"''S"'™ P"«' '^''^'i'^'b meiverupon it

ulr^ofThry'' -^T^r'--^^''^-*.^"''"" '"• 538/1 CanonicS

16 Mar o Sof ""i^u" P""^ '9»3 <^'<"'f<^ ^^""''i

falenr, 2 ?l
»s could be seen [it] contained a sem, some

i«iA ^ '"='=V,°'^"
="=•', .'9'7 H- Carter r».«* ,/ !"«/.

Semal, semtU, etc., variants of Simool.
183s Penny Cycl. IV. 2/2 1 he Semul, or cotton-tree

7oZ,:",f""'fY'""'; '^ VULE& BUE«EL° "^W
even Sv^kT ' f"A"""f' ,^'=- <^0">«in'« we have seen

Sili ,/i?"''-^»'"''='i;--'i''
bo-called) cotton-tree"

.Sr, rf f ''/"'"'^'^f
""'• "889 Z>/r/. Ecou. Prod. India I

^ J!»i t^TTw'T ""PP"?* "'='" ^''^ better knownas Aia/foi. 190a T. W. Webber />m/i iAWc, /,,</,;. xviii232 1 he semal or cotton tree.

Semang, variant of *SAJfAifG.
Semantron (strnx-nlrpn). Cr. Church. PI

-tra. [Middle Gr. use of Gr. ai,y.avTpov, f. <r7?uai'-
vt,v to give a signal.] A bar ofwood or metal struck
by a mallet used to summon worshippers to service
esp.m Mohammedan countries where the use of bells
IS forbidden. Also, the mallet used for striking the
semantron. ""

A?'>'h'.^*^'
"°!:"=s Age yusiinlan ^ Theodora \. i. ,roAt the boom of the great semantron. .the various congreea-

«I^M •°"''
'r°

='"="<|.'be!^ respective places of wo^rsl^.

r? o "^^"^ (se-mbliij), gerund and vbl. sb. Ent
[.See &EMBLE ».l] The attraction of the males of
lepidopterous or other insects to a captive female
Also Comb., as sembling-box, a box in which a
emale insect is confined and exposed to the atten-
tions of males, for breeding and collecting purposes.

sembl!nt"of "i""-"
"'

•
'''• '^* ^"""' =3 Mar. .56/2 The

-S& f ^
'"r^,'

"-^j"" "'°'''- 'SH Contewp. Rev. Sept.

'semW „; °,'"„'ol,/-'"'''?P'"''''^'' '°"S known the trick ofsembUng to obtain a large series of males ofcertain moths.
Semelincident (semgl.i-nsident), a. Path

[ad. mod.L. semelincidcns (P.iracelsus), f. L. semel
once + tnndens Incident «.1] Of a disease: That
occurs only once in an individual

tre^^i"^'''"/^"'- ^r"'--?
^^':'- 5<3/2 P- E. William's sug-gested word, 'semelincident' will perhaps do as well ianother to express ' the characteristic of cerlahi diseases by

\"rj^ , V}"^^ 'b'y occur but once in the individual '. 1908

flf . .T •C""" J""- '^ <C"«- D- Suppl.) It is conceivablemat tnc three erythematous diseases are variants of the
same infection, which is not so strictly semelincident as hasbeen supposed.

Semi-. Add : 1. semi-skilled.

'J^^iP j""'^'""""'"^ * Jones Soc. Struct. Eng. * Wales
50 skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled. 1918 Brit, [ndustr.



SBMI-.

Fuiwre {LH, Itui. In^.) m. xiv. § 3. 155 The General Labour
Unions aim at the inclusion of semi-skilled and unskilled

workers in many industries.

6. b. semi-converg^ent a., convergent as a series

but having moduli which form a non-convergent

series ; so somi-oonvergenco.
x8qi Cent. Diet., Semiconvergent. 190a E. T. Whittaker

I^M. Anal. 12 Absolute convergence and semi-convergence.

Ihid- Series which though convergent are not absolutely con-

vergent (i. c. the series themselves converge, but the series of

moduli diverge) are said to be semi-convergent or con-

ditionally convergent.

7. g. semi'ConsctouSy -consciousness,

sB^DRQviucKy Ear/jfMem. Crasr/iere Wks. 1890 XI 11.

134 This reflection, or rather semiconscious feeling.,

awakened them to the whole extent of their calamity. 1929

Evening Nczt'S 18 Nov. 4/5 His weariness was so heavy that

it bore him into a state of semiconsciousness.

h. semicarbazide, a compound derived from

urea by the substitution of a hydrazine for one of

the amide groups ;
semicarbazine, a colourless

base produced by the action of hydrate of hydra-

zine on potassium, a ketone and aldehyde reagent

;

semicarbazono, a compound produced by the

action of semicarbazine on a ketone or aldehyde.

1894 yrttL Ckem. Soc. LXVI. 1. 165 Semicarbazide may be

obtained from amidoguanidine or by the action of potassium

cyanate on hydrazine sulphate. 1900 Ibid. Xyi. 64 This
formation of azines by the decomposition of semicarbazones

seems also to take place in aqueous solution.

8. aemi-cell ^(7/., either of the two parts of a cell

which is constricted in the middle, as in desmids

;

semi-drying a., designating oils or fats which
thicken or dry partially on exposure to air ; semi-
finalist, a competitor in a semi-final ; semi-fitting

c, that partly fits the figure; semi-hardy a, =
Half-hardy ; semi-rigid a., designating an air-

ship which has a flexible gas container to which is

attached a stiffened keel, thus being intermediate

between the rigid and non-rigid types ; also ahsol.

187a H. C. Wood Fresk-iv. Algae l/.S. loi Divided into

two symmetrical *semicells. 1882-4 Cooke Brit. Fresh-iv.

Algm 1. 74 Variable in form, usually constricted in the
middle, so as to form two symmetrical semi-cells. 1900 B. D.
Jackson Gloss. Bot. Tertns^ Semicell^ow^ half of aDesmid.
X910 EncycL Brit. XX. 45/1 *Semi-drying oils. ..Semi-
drying fats. ..The semi-drying oils absorb oxygen more
slowly than the drying oils, zgsa Daily Mail 2^ Nov. 11

Beaten *semi-5nahsts. 1924 Scribner's Mag. Feb. 185/1
He had been a semifinalist in the nationals.

_ 1929 Evening
News 18 Nov. 3 Afternoon frock.., *Semi-fitting bodice and
flared skirt. 1901 Vearbk. U.S. Dept.Agric. 439 (Cent D.
Suppl.) *Semihardy sorts may be tipped over by cutting the

roots on one side. 1909 Chambers's Jml. Oct. 660/1 The
three distinct types of air-ships in Germany, which are the
Zeppelin, or rigid type ; the Gross, or *semi-rigid ; and the
Parsefal, or flexible. 1927 C. L. M. Brown Conquest o/Air
X17 Her lack of engine power caused her to compare un-
favourably with the later Lebaudy scmi-rigids in the matter of
speed. 1929 F. H. & H. F. Colvin Aircraft HandSk. (ed. 4)

652 It may be a simple Gall's chain, as in some semi-rigids.

Semicolon. Add : b. A mark resembling a

semicolon : chiefly attrib. in semicolon butterfly,

a North American butterfly, Polygonia interroga'

iioniSf which has a pale mark resembling a semi-

colon on the underside of its lower wings.
X862 T. W. Harris Insects injur. Veget. (ed. 3) 289

Vanessa interrogationis. Semicolon Butterfly... Under side

of the wings in some rust-red.. with a pale gold-colored
semicolon on the middle of the hinder pair.

Semidine (se'midin, -dm). Org. Chcftu Also
-din. [f. Semi- -t- Benzi)dinb.] Any one of a

group of bases which are amino derivatives of

diphenylamine.
They are distinguished as orthosemidines and parasemi-

dines according to the position of the amino group.

2893 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXIV. 1.330 The hydrazo-compound
..undergoes molecular change yielding two compounds,
derivations of ortho- and of para-amidodiphenylamme. It

is proposed to call this reaction the semidine reaction. 1905
Technol. ff Sci. Diet, (ed, Goodchild & Tweney) s.v. Semi-
dine Transformation^ These compounds are called Semi-
dines: the first is an orthosemidine and the second a para-
semidine, and the reaction is known as the semidine trans-
formation. With methylparaethoxyazobenzene the course
taken by the semidine transformation depends on the posi-
tion of the methyl group.

Seminase (se-min^is). Chenu [ad. F. simi-

nase (Bourquelot and H^rissy), f. L. semin-, semen
seed : see *-ASE,] A ferment found chiefly in alfalfa,

having the power of producing galactose and man-
nose from the galactans and mannans of certain

leguminous seeds.

1900 Jml. Chem. .^cc. LXXVIII, i, 320 Seminase, a new
Enzyme . . obtained from the seeds of fenu-greek and lucerne.

Seminole (se-min^ul). Also 8 -ola. [American
Indian] One of a tribe of North American Indians,
allied to the Creeks, formerly and still partly resi-

dent in Florida, now chiefly resident in reservations
in Indian Territory, Also atlrib. or as adj.

1789 'Movsp.Amer. Ceog. 453 The Seminolas, a division of
the creek nation, inhabit a level, flat country on the Appala-
chicolaand Flint rivers. 1797 — Amer. Gaz. s.v. Calos,
Nutfar from thisisa considerable town of Seminole Indians.
1838 Penny Cycl. X 325/1 It is probable that the Semi-
noTes will keep possession of their territory. 1888 EncycL
Brit. XXin. 768/2 The Seminole war in Florida(i835-37).
X018 Hist. Amer. Lit. I. 195 His son William, called oy
the Seminoles ' Puc-Puggy * (Flower-Hunter).
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Semi-ofS.cial, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1806 Ann. qth Congress i Sess. 597 Must we have semi-

official authority, even for a title-page ?

Seiuse3rite (se-ms/|3it). Min. [ad. G. sem-

seyit (1883), f. the name of A. von Semsey. see

-ITK 1.] A sulphide of lead and antimony, resem-

bling jamesonite in composition, found in Hungary.
1892 E. S. Dana Data's Min. (ed. 6) 123 Semseyite. ..

Monoclinic. . . Occurs with galena . . at KelsGbanya, Hungary.
1920 Brit. Mus. Return 142 Semseyite from Dumfriesshire,

Semul : see *Semal.
Senachie, variant of Sennachie.

Senaite (s/inaiait). Min. [f. the name of

Prof. Joachin da Costa Sena of Ouro Preto,

Brazil -f- -ite 1.] A titanate of iron, lead, and man-
ganese, related to ilmenite, occurring in the dia-

mantiferous gravel of Diamantina, Brazil.

1898 Min. Mag. XII. 30 Senaite,a new mineral belonging
to the ilmenite group, from Brazil. 2899 £.S. Dana Z'anaV
Min. (ed. 6) App. i. 62.

Send,?'.^ Add:
25, Send down. d. To cause to go down or in

(to dinner).

1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Elsmere xvii, They would be sent

down to dinner together to a certainty. 1892 'Anthony
Hope' Mr. Witt's Widow viii, That lady.. sent Laura
down to dinner with him.

29. Send on. o. To dispatch (a letter, etc.) for-

ward from the place to which it was addressed.

1833 S. Smith Life ff Writ. Major Jack Dotvning liii.

(1835J 197 Dear sir, I want you to send this on to cousin

Jack. 1854 W. Collins Hide ^ Seek 11. xiii, If it's any-
thing about accounts to settle, mother said they were to be

sent on to her. 1895 'G. Mortimer' Like Stars that Fall
xiv, Didn't you get the letter sent on?
32*. Send througrh. To send (a message) to

its destination. (See Through adv. i b.)

1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 189 He.. sent a message
to the signalling company to send through—and it was sent

through.

33. Send up. C. Also gen,
1920 Act 10 ff II Geo. Fc. 67 § 17 If. .any Public Bill. .is

sent up to the Senate of Southern Ireland. .at least one
month before the end of the session.

f. To pass (one's plate, cup, etc.) up the table

for another helping.
1856 Punch 12 July 18/2 A Vulgar Error.—That it is not

allowed at a City dinner to send up twice for Turtle Soup I

g. Logging. (See quot.)

1902 S. E. White Blazed Trail xi. 82 He was engaged in

'sending up': that is he was one of the two men who stand

at either side of the skids to help the ascending log keep
straight and true to its bed on the pile. 1905 Terms Forestry

<S-
Logging 46 Send-up man, that member of a loading crew

who guides the logs up the skids. Send up, to, in loading, to

raise logs up skids with cant hooks, or by steam or horse power.

Sending, vbl, sb. Add : 2. sendlng-hook, •wire.

1904 F. LvNUE Grafters ix. 128 The night operator. .not

only looked first to his sending hook, but was thoughtful

enough to run over the accumulation of messages waiting

to be transmitted. X910 Chambers's Jml. Oct. 644/1 The
system of * tuning ' makes it impossible for a message to be
intercepted and retained by a receiver that is not synchro-

nised or attuned to the sending-wire.

4. An unpleasant or evil thing supposed to be

sent by a wizard, or through a wizard at the request

of another party, as a punishment or act of revenge.

An adoption of mod. Icel, sending.

1864 Powell & Magnusson Icelandic Legends 238 If he
did not return to them by Christmas-day next, they would
despatch a Sending to him who should kill him. 1895
Kipling Soldiers Three 296 A Sending,. is a Thing sent

by a wizard. 1913 Hastings's EncycL ReUg. <$ Ethics

VIII. 218 A phenomenon analogous to that of the werwolf

is that of the 'sending'—a thing or animal, sometimes
animated or even created by the sorcerer, or some part of

the sorcerer himself (his soul, etc.) and sent out by mm to

annoy or injure people.

Senecin (se-nesin). Chem, Also -ine. [f.

*Senec(io + -IN 1.] Any of several medicinal pre-

parations made from various plants belonging to

the genus Senecio.

189s Jml. Chem. Soc. LXVIII. i. 63a Senecio vulgaris

contains small quantities of two alkaloids, which the authors

call senecionine and senccine...Senecine has a very much
bitterer taste than senecionine. X898 Syd. Soc. Lex.^ Sene-
cin, name for a precipitate obtained from a tincture of the

plant Senecio gracilis.

Senecio (senrjlt?). Bot. [mod. L., L., = ground-

sel, lit. * old man ', f. senex old : perhaps so named
in allusion to the receptacle, which resembles a

bald head, or to the hoaiy pappus.] One of a large

genus of composite plants esp. of the species Senecio

{Jacob3ea)eIeganSy a cultivated plant bearing purple,

crimson, and white flowers. Also atirib.

X920 Lancet 23 Oct. 848/2 Senecio disease, or cirrhosis of

the liver due to Senecio poisoning. .. We have called the

condition about to be described 'senecio disease' for want
of a more appropriate name.

Hence Senecioida., pertaining to, or resembling

the genus Senecio. Sene'cionine Chem.^ a crys-

talline alkaloid, CjgHjaOgN, occurring in ground-

sel {^Senecio vulgaris).

'89s [sec *SenlcinJ.

Senegal (8e*n^g^l). The name of a river and
French colony in western Africa used atlHb, a. In

many names of £a,ana native to the district.

SENSE.
1781 Pennant Hist. Quadrup. I. 91 Antelope... Senegal.

Antelope Bubalis,. wiiU horns almost close at the base, a
little above bending out greatly.. .Inhabits Senegal. Ibid.
II. 556 Bats. .. Senegal. Chauve-souris etrangere. Bat
with a long head ; nose a little pointed :. . Inhabits Senegal
X783 Latham Gen, Synop. Birds IV. 456 Senegal Warbler,
Motacilla Senegalensis. Length five inches and a quarter.
..Inhabits Senegal. 1800 Shaw Gen.Zool. I. r. 138 Senegal
Bat. VfsPertilio Nigrita, Ibid. II. 11. 333 Senegal Antelope.
i8o9/^/(i'. VII. 392 It is impossible to collate ihe descriptions
and figures of authors without supposing that the Aljyssinian
and Senegal Rollers are in reality the same. 1833 Fenny
Cycl. I. 187/t The Senegal custard ^^^\^ {,Anona Senega-
lensis). 1866 Treas. Bot.^ Mahogany, Senegal, Khaya
senegalensis. loosP.C.MircHKLuOj^cialGnide Gard.ZooL
Soc. (ed. 3) 7 The Senegal Turaco (Turacus senegalensis).

b. Senegal Guvi = gum-senegal (Gum sb.l 3 a),

1867 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade SuppU 1887 MotONEV Forestry
W. Afr, 119 Senegal Gums (gums proper).

Hence Se-negalese [after F. S€nigalais\i a native

or inhabitant of Senegal ; also as adj,
19x7 igth Cent. Feb. 313 The Senegalese were in the fight

with us. X9X0 Blacktv. Mag. Apr. 547/2 They were Sene-
galese from the French country. X926 Jbid. Oct. 501/1 His
French was fluent,., the French of the Senegalese troops.

Senior, a. and sb. Add: A. ad;, 2. b. {d)

Applied to education in special schools or depart-

ments for children over 11. Cf. *Junior.
X930 Titnes 26 Mar. 12/1 The first step in reorganization

is to group all the senior children from 11 upwards in separ*
ate senior schools or departments or * senior tops '. 1931
Education Outlook^ \\\. 183/1 The organisation of curricula
in the new senior school.

e. Stock Exch. (Cf. *Junior a. 6.)
1925 H. Parkinson ABC of Stocks ^ Shares 63 Among

the * senior ' securities of the large railway companies the
investor may roam at will.

Senne^ass (se'negras). \l^otyf.senegras (ON.
sina, Sw. dial, sena withered grass).] An arctic

sedge, Carex vesicaria, used by polar explorers

chiefly for the inside of boots and gloves, as a pro-

tection against wet and cold.

X897 tr. Nansen^s Farthest North 1 1. 95 Turn them [sc. Finn
shoes] inside out, fill them with 'sennegraes' {sic\ or sedge,

..and creep into the sleeping bag. x^i9SHACKLKT0N.S"tf«//i
xii. 229 Oil mixed with reindeer hair, bits of meat, senne-
grass, and penguin feathers form a conglomeration which
cements the stones together.

Sennit, b. Add : sennit hat, a hat made of

sennit
1921 Times 18 Mar. 7/5 The Admiralty announce to-day

that it has been decided to abolish the sennet hat as an article

of naval uniform. X9»7 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 168/1 It was he
who . . cut down a sennet-bat to fit Shadi's small round head.

Senorita. 1. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1823 Quitman Let. in Life -5- Corr. 85 The belles..* tote'

their fans with the air of Spanish scilontas.

Senonsi (sen/^si), Senussi (sen»-si). Also
Senoussi, Senussiyeh. [The name Senousi (see

below).] One of a Mohammedan religious sect so

named, founded in the middle of the nineteenth

century by Sidi Mohammed Ben Ali es-Senousi.

189X WiKGATE Mahdiistn <$ Sudan 2 The Senussi branch
of the Shadli school, so called from the Senus mountain in

Algiers, dates its inception about 1837. Ibid. 4 I'be Senus-

siyeh attacked the robbers. Ibid. 68 The Senussi delegate

returned to the court of the Sultan of Waddal Ibid., To
the Senussi, Mahdiism was no miraculous gift to fall from
heaven and be established by fire and sword. 1899 A- _S.

\^H\i^From sphinx to Oracle iii The Sherkyin.. exercis-

ing far less intluence than the Rharhyin, all of whom are

Senussi. Ibid. 118 A man may become a Senussi without

abandoning his Order. 1906 Daily Chron.-z^ Apr. 7/6 The
mysterious influence of the Senoussi.

Hence Senouslan a, and sb, ; Senou'siism,
Senoasiite; Senou sist a.

X884 Science 14 Nov. 457 A Mussulman confraternity

known as the Senousians. Ibid. 459 Five hundred camels

. .ready at a moment's notice to convey to the interior the

persons and property of the Senousian authorities. X899

A. S. White From Sphinx to Oracle 114 Absolutism and
occultness are the two most potent powers in Senussi-ism.

X900 Daily Ne%vs 15 Jan, 6/4 The only great religious

organization of Moslem Protestants in Northern Africa are

the Senoussi-ites, and they are harmless. X906 Daily Chron.

24 Apr. 7/6 So far, owing to the secrecy observed by
Senoussist emissaries, no direct evidence regarding the

movement is obtainable.

Sensation. Add : 5. C. sensation-cell (see

quot. 1913).
189a LiEW & Beyer tr. Ziehen's Inirod. Physiol. Psychol,

160 He has lost the acoustic memory-cells, but retained the

acousticsensation-cells. i904TiTCHENERtr. Wundt's Physiol.

Psychol. I. 2S9 It thus becomes necessary to posit the exis-

tence of two sorts of cortical cells : sensation cells and idea

cells. X913 Borland Med. Diet. (ed. 7) s.v. Cell, Sensation

cell, a cortical cell which receives peripheral stimulations by
direct conduction and is thus the seat of sensation.

Sense, sb. Add :

IL c. Knowledge or appreciation of what is

appropriate or suitable for different occasions or

circumstances ; knowledge of how to act under

given conditions, so that necessary actions and

adjustments are performed without error or hesita-

tion ; usually with defining word, as court sense,

road sense, stage sense.

1923 Gertrude Atherton Black Oxen vii. 23 The repor-

tonal news-sense died painlessly. X924 W. L. Locke Coming
ofAmos i. 8, I had the colour-sense, the costume sense, that

women love. 1927 ^i^«r7vri8 Sept. 15/4, 1 havcseldomscen

a piece with so Uitle st.^ge-scnse as there is in 'Master*.



SENSE.

People wander on and off the stage for no reason on earth
[etc.]. I9«8 Evening News 5 May 5/4 Miss Nuthall..hasan
instinctive knowledge of the game, and high court sense.

193a News Chron. 7 May 8/3 'leach * Road Sense ' In the
Schools. Ibid. 23 May 17 Let Your Dress Sense Win ^(^550.

Se&se. ^> 4. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1846-52 Mrs. Whitchkr Widow Bedott P. xxviii. 345 But

in the first place you must know what so»t o' a man Deacon
Whipple was, or else you won't sense the joke.

Sensitizer. Add : 2. BioU Chem, » Am-
boceptor.
1903 Nature 13 Aug. 360/2 The sensitisers of the tubercle

bacillus.

Se^nsitome'tric, a. [f. Sensitometrt + -ic]

Of or pertaining to sensitometry.

1904 C. Jones in Nature 6 Oct. 555/1 The colour senslto-

metric methods that Sir William Abney has done so much
to perfect. 19*9 Penrose's Annual XXXI. 37 Spectro-
graphic and sensitometric measurements applied to the new
Tripack.

Sentimentalist. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1778 KtitW) Illuminations for legislators and for senti-

mentalists. (Philad.)

Sentinel, sb, 6. a. Add : seutinel pile Path,

(see qnot.).

1910 Practitioner Apr. 520 It is probable that the fissure

results from the tearing down of one of the anal valves, the
free border of which eventually appears at the anus as a
rounded oedematous tag—the so-called sentinel pile.

Sentokn (scnt^kw). [Jap.] A variety ofJapan-
ese bronze,
190a Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 722/2 A golden yellow bronze,

called sentoku. 1931 lllustr. London Neivs 15 Aug. 268/3
That . . characteristicJapanese alloy, sentoht, a sort ofyellow
bronze which Is very soft and resembles brass rather than
true bronze.

Sentry-box. (Earlier U.S. example.)
170a Boston T<nvn Rec. XI. 39 Ordered that Mr. John

Barnerd do forthwith build a Watch House of Eight foot

Square, with a Gentry box on the Top.

Senussi, Senussian : see ^Sexousi.

Separate, J^. Add: 6. [ad. G. separatum,
subst. use of L. pa. pple. neut. of separare to

Separate.] An offprint of an article from a
periodical journal,

"9*5 Jrnl. Bot. LXIII._ 373 In the case of "separates*
reference is given to the origmal publication.

Separation. Add : 1. b. (See quot.)
19x3 J. D. Hackett Labcr Terms xa Managem. Engin.

May, Separation, the termination of employment, cither

voluntary or involuntary, at the instance of the employer or
worker,

14. separation allowance, pay, in the war of

19 1
4-1 8, an allowance made by a soldier, with a

large augmentation from the Government, for his

wife or dependants.
1914 Hansard's Parl.^ Debates 96 Nov. 1296 Separation

allowances are being paid according to the scales laid down
in the White Paper. X919 Daily Mail Year Bk, 48/2
Separation Pay.

Separatist, sb. Add: 1. f. A critic who
ascrioes the Iliad and the Odyssey or any portions

of them to separate authors. (Cf. Separator i.)

1909 F. M. Stawell Homer ^ Iliad 281 Lines 670-760
suspected by the Separatists.

SeppUAU (sep«k«). [Jap., coUoq. prontmcla-

tion ol setsu pukii, f. Chinese ts^ieh to cut +_/«//,

ftik belly.] - Hara-kiri.
19*3 J. Street Mysterious Jn^an xvi. 198 At the sound of

the guns he took his short sword and committed seppuku.

Septal, <z.i Add: 2. Bot. Growing in hedge-

rows.
1847 H. C. Watson CyBele Brit I. 66. ^ 19*6 Nat. Hist.

Oxford Distr. 114 Cuscuta eurofixa 1* is very rare., j iu

Oxford it was associated with another septal species, Humu'
lus Lupulus L.

Septcentenary (scptsentrnari). [f. \^.sept{em

seven + Centenary.] A seven-hundredth anni-

versary.

19x4 Trans. Scott. Ecclesiot Soc. VI I. p. xii, The celebration

that year of the sept-centenaries of the two great cathedrals

in the north— Elgin and Dornoch. 1928 Daily Tel. 10 July
9/7 While due prominence has hcen given during the sept-

centenary to bis \sc. Stephen Langton'sJ place as a statesman.

Septet, b. Add example in scientific use.

i^zS Jrnl. Bot. LXIV. 59 Fifty different taxonomic
characters have so far been correlated with definite septets

as occurring in the five simple diploid species.

SeptiCf a. and sb. Add : A. adj. 2. Designat-

ing a tank in which the rapid decomposition of

organic matter in sewage is effected through the

agency of anaerobic bacteria.

190s Eneycl. Brit. XXIX. 379/1 The *septic tank-swtem

'

was devised by Cameron of Exeter in 1896. Ibid. XX,X I J.

526/1 At the present time the common cesspool is being re*

suscitated and improved under the name of a septic tank.

1909 C'lantbers's yml. Feb. 87/1 The sewage system ts of
the latest character, with a septic tank.

SeC[Uence. Add; 8. Film slang for 'scene'.

X939 Morning Posti^ May 12/7 Until recently, in all talking

sequences, the actor has been compelled to be static. Ibid.^

The director produces his sequence again on the 'set *.

9, attrib. and Comb, sequence dates, a system
for determining the relative chronology for the pre-

dynastic period in Egypt, based upon a study of

pottery and other objects ; hence sequence dating.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 734/2 It is from this variety

\tc, of pottery] that., the range of each form in an adopted
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scale of 'sequence dates' is published. 1923 T. E. Peet in
Cambr. Anc. Hist. I. vi. 247 Petrie, at Dtospolis Parva,
invented the now famous method of ' Sequence Dating '.

Ibid.^ 248 The type series was then equated with the succes-
sive intervals of this so-called Sequence Dating.. .The whole
feriod is now generally divided into three sub-periods, Early
'redynastic, Sequence Date 30 to 40. i9a7pEAKE& Fleurr

Peasants »f Potters 64 The period covered by this method
of sequence dating. Ibid. 70 Many items are claimed for
the predynastic period as a whole by writers who do not
slate clearlyto which period or sequence date must be re-
ferred the evidence on which their statement depends.

Serab (sera*b). Also sarab, sirab. [Arab.] A
mirage,
i839_ Penny Cycl. XV. 261/2 This kind of mirage is not

peculiar to Kgypt ; it is known in Persia also, where it is called
Serab or Sir-ab (miraculous water). 1844 Mrs, Hemans
Poems, Superst. <S- Revel, xi. Suns of blasting light perchance
illumine The glistening Serab which illudes his eye. 1883
Encycl. Brit. XVT. 50/2 When the soil is parched up the
appearance of the mirage (serab) is very common.

Serape. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1834 A. Pike Sketches 138 The men with. .the zarape or

blanket of striped red and white,

SerapeUTU (seraprym). Egyptology, Also
Serapeion (-si'^n), Serapeium. [late L., a. Gr.
"XtpaiTuoVyi. 2<pa7risSerapis.] Atemple of Serapis

;

especially the great temple near Memphis, where
the sacred Apis bulls were buried.

^ 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 260/2 He had temples (Serapeia)
in several parts of Egypt. 1847 Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer's
Anc.Art2^2 '^ he Sernpeum was at the same time a sanatory
institution. 1928 Daily Tel. ii Dec. 13/4 It was suggested
that the so-called Greek Serapeum was in truth nothing but
tlie resting-place of the mother cows of Egyptian Apis.

Serbiauize (sarbiansiz), V. [f. Serbian + -ize.]

trans. To impart a Serbian character to. Hence
Se*rbianizing vdl. sb.

19*3 Conteinp. Rev. Nov. 597 To all the Serbian attempts
at forcible Serbianising the Croat presents an unbroken
front of passive resistance. 19x4 Ibid. Apr. 445 The of&cial
policy has been to Serbianise the people.

Serg (saiH^). Army abbrev, of Sergeant.
i^^^Scribner's Mag. Aug. 193/2 'Quiet, serg.', volunteered

the desk man. 'Too quiet,* corrected the sergeant.

Sergeant-major. Add: 4. In slang and
colloquial uses.

1889 Barrere & Lelamd Diet. Slangy Sergeant-inafor
(butcherOj an expression used by butchers in garrison towns
to denote a large piece of mutton in the rib part. So called
obviously from the white stripes like sergeants' stripes.

Sergeant'ntajors brandy and soda (army), a stable jacket
gold laced. Sergeant'major's tvas/i cat (army), a new kit.

The troop store man. 1906 East London Dispatch 26 June
(Peitman) Sargus cervinns, our very common Zebra, or as
it is sometimes called, the sergeant major, on account of its

very distinct stripes. 19J5 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier J^

Sailor Words, Sergeant Major, the, the Crown in the game of
* Crown and Anchor '. Suggested by the crown on a Com.
pany Sergeant Major's sleeve. Sergeant Major's Tea^ tea

with sugar and milk, or a dash of rum, in it. 1^*9 Priestlky
Good Comp. I, iv. 115 IM like a dropo" tea with some rum
in it, good old sergeant-major's.

Hence Serfifeant-ma*jorish, -majorly adjs.^ in

the manner of, resembling a sergeant-major.

19*5 G. W. Deeping Sorrell ff Son viji. % a Moreover, he
might pocket a sergeant-majorly share of the tips. 19x6 A.
liENNErr Lord Raingo i. xxxvi, ' Bow,' said the sergeant*
majorbh official behind him, in a no-nonsense voice.

Sericult-orist^ (Earlier U.S. example.)
1884 Rep, U.S. Commissioner Agric. 359 A most im-

portant feature .. is the production of healthy eggs, for

distribution among sericulturists.

Series. 12, b. (Other examples.)
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 587/2 Fig. 33, illustrating the

series machine, shows the winding of the exciting coils to be
compased of a few turns of thick wire. 1903 Trans. Instil.

Naval Archit. XLV. j8a A voltage of 320, the motors to

have series parallel control. 1936 R. W. Hutchinson
Wire/ess vi. loi In the above example of resonance the
capacity and inductance were in series and such a case is

often referred to as series resonance, xg^a B.B.C. Year.Bk.
424 Another method is to use a frame with a large number
of turns even for very short wavelengths and to * series*

parallel ' sections of the frame with a range switch.

Seringnero {'&tnr\ge'io). Also shiringuero.

[Pg., f. Seringa.] A collector of rubber.
i860 Mayne Reid Odd PeopleZi The'scringero'has pro-

vided a large quantity of palm-nuts, with which he intends
to make a fire for smoking the caoutchouc. 1880 serin-

gueiros [see Seringa 2]. 1931 Glasgow Herald 3 May lo
The shiringuero. .makes from five to ten incisions in the
trunk.

Serology (siar^-lod^i). Med. [f. Sero- +
-LOGT.] The scientific study of serums and their

action.

1913 DoRij*,ND Med. Diet. (ed. 7). x^zr Glasgow Herald
22 Feb. 7 Medicine, surgery, and prevention of infectious

diseases had been utterly revolutionised since bacteriology
and serology were developed. 1938 E. Mary Heffer tr.

L. Vigano (title) Practical Serology.

Serosa (s/nJu'sa). [mod.L, (sc, membrdna).']

A serous membrane. Also attrib. j as serosa
mucin, a mucinous protein fotmd in inflammatory

exudates.
1890 Billings Med. Diet., Serosa. i.Thc membrane of the

bird embryo corresponding to the mammalian chorion. 2.

Serous membrane. X898 A. S. Packard Text-bk. Entom.
533 The x^rwa. .forms a closed sac which covers the whole
surface of the egg. 1908 Practitioner Oct. 621 In inflam-

matory fluids, from the peritoneum especially, serosamucin
IS usually met with.

SERVICE.

Serose (sT»-r(?as), sb. Chem. [f. Ser(um + •OSB.]
Analbumose obtaitied from seralbumen.
19x3 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7).

Serpent, sb. Add : 1. e. As the name of a
fashion shade.
1933 Daily Mail 25 June 3 In Champagne,. .Jade, Ser-

pent, Beaver. 1927 Daily Express 5 Apr. 6 Navy, Ash,
Serpent, Pink.

Serpentid (saupentid), Astr, [f. Serpent
sb. 5c + *-id2 b.] One of a shower of meteors
which has its radiant point in Serpens.
X904 Nature 14 Apr. 571/1 In April many fine meteors

diverge from Virgo and Libra, while in May there are
Serpentids, Scorpiids, and Ophiuchids.

Se'rpentish, a. [f. Serpent j^. + -ish1,]
Suggestive of a serpent.

1843 ^- Carlton New Purchase xii. 86 Every noise now
by bird or squirrel seemed serpentish.

Serpierite (saupisrait). Mhi. [f. the name
of Setpier^ discoverer of the mineral at Laurion,
Greece + -ite l.] A bluish-green basic sulphate of
copper and zinc, occurring in small tabular crystals.
X892 E. S. Dana Dana's Min. (ed. 6) 963 Serpierite...

Crystals minute. ..Occurs on smithsonite at the zinc mines
of Laurium, Greece. 1921 Brit. Museum Return 159
Serpierite, a fine crystallised specimen, from Lauriou,
Greece.

Serum. 2, b. Add : serum reaction ; serums
therapeutic adj. ; aerum-eruption, -sickness,
certain manifestations or consequences which some-
times follow an injection of serum, as a skin erup-
tion, fever, or swelling of the joints,

T^ogPractitionerDcc. 867 The introduction of such large
quantitiesof horse-serum entails the danger of collapse, fever,
and serum-eruption. 1913 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 7) s.v.

Sickness, Serum-sickness, symptoms, such as rashes, fever,
and pain in the joint, following the injection of antitoxic
sera. 1915 Nature 8 Apr. 149/2 The serum-therapeutic
institute at Sao Paulo. 1923 Green's Man. Pathol, (ed. 13)

245 Those_ workers , . who prefer to regard the serum-reactions
as belonging to the class of colloidal phenomena.

Servian, sb. Add : 2. The Serbian language.
(Cf. Serbian, qnots, 1876, 1887.)
1808 Stowkr Printer's Gram. 287. X842 Penny Cycl.

XXII.127/2 TheServianwasempIcyedasa written language
for the first time by Dosiiheus Obradovich.. .Among the
400 Servian works which had been published since 1750,
only a few are written either in pure Slavonian or Servian.
1900 H. H. Chadwick in Indogerm. Forsch. XI. 168 The .«-

was probably accented, as in Servian.

Serviced Add: 6. b. (Read) The Army,
Navy, or Air Force.
31. b. Expert advice or assistance given by

manufacturers and dealers to secure satisfactory

results from goods made or supplied by them.
X925 Morris Owner's Manual 93 Whtnever you see this

hanging sign you know that it denotes an establishment
where Morris Service can be obtained. Ibid. 94 Please
recollect that * Service * is organized for the benefit of all

Morris owners, present and future, and also of ourselves as
Manufacturers. 1930 B.B.C. Vear-Bk. 281 The degree of
unwanted interruption to the programme is the degree of
failure to give service. 1931 B. Brown Talking Pictures
viii. 190 In the early days whenoperators were quite new to
the work there is no doubt that it was service that kept the
shows running.

32. b. Comm. Interest on government debts and
sinking fund.
X93X Times Trade ^ Engin. Sup^l. 24 Tan. 430/2 This

represents ample cover for the service of the stock. Ibid.

5 Sept. 534/2 The decision of the Brazilian Government to

suspend temporarily the service of the sinking fund on its

external loans. Ibid., The service of Government bonds
held by the company, .has been promptly paid, j^-^* Daily
Mail 2 July 3/3 Moratoria on Debenture services.

37. a. (Read) Belonging to the Army, Navy,
or Air Force.
j^zgStarnj Aug, 9/1 Private and even Service pilots have

appeared near to the station at prohibited times.

38. service area PVireiess, that area surrounding

a broadcasting station within which satisfactory

reception is assured ; service charge, a charge

made for services rendered ; service department
(see *3i b), a department of an establishment where
the needs of customers and users are considered, and
advice and help given ; so service depot, station

;

service flat, a flat in which domestic service and
meals are provided at a charge included in the rent;

service range IVireiess = *sei-vice area ; service

record, the record of service of a soldier, employee,

etc. ; service valet, the valet of a service flat;

service weight, (of an article) a weight and
quality suitable for hard wear.

1937 Observer 13 Nov. ig/5 The *service area of 5 GB.
X929 Encycl. Brit. IV. 2ig/i The use of longer wave-
lengths might appear advisable as the waves are less

attenuated and the service area for a given power greatly

increased. 1930 {title) The Service Area of Broadcasting

Stations. 1029 Post Office Guide July 157 Any sum not

exceeding £10 may be withdrawn by telegraph if the

depositor pays the cost of the telegrams and a *service

charge of one shilling. 1930 L. A. Bonij & Sutcliffe

Savinp Banks xxvi. 401 Many commercial banks make
a service charge on checking accounts which .<how a balance

below a certain amount, xgas Morris Owner's Mamtal go

To ensure the purchaser receiving such advice and assistance

Sromptly and efficiently, we have organized a ^Service

lepartment of considerable magnitude, whose funcUon is



SEBVICE.

ccmfitied entirely to what may be termed the ' after care
'
of

cars turned out from our works. i9»9 Daily Express 7 Nov.

8/5 'Service Depots: London.. .Manchester, Glasgow. 1925

Strand Mag. Sept. 253/2 No sir. This is a *service-flat, you

see, sir. There's very little entertaining done here. 1^9
Sir p. Gibbs Hidden City Ixi, These two people sharing

life in a service flat where everything was done for them.

xoH^ Observer 19 May, When a listener is situated within

the *service range of a modern British transmitter. 1918

E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms s.v,, When an enlisted

xa^n is detached from his company, his *service record will

be forwarded by endorsement to his new commanding officer.

1013 J. D. Hackett Lalwr Terms in Managem, Engin.

May, Service Record^ a summary of all the facts necessary

for appraising the worth of an mdividual to an employer.

X9a3 S. Lewis Babbitt x. § i He ought to have taken it \sc.

a car] to the *service-station and had the battery looked at,

i9»5 Morris Owner's Manualti Do not forget that Messrs.

Lucas have for your benefit. Service Stations in the follow-

ing towns, X9s8 Daily Mail -2$ July 12/6 The fire broke

out about 4 p.m. at the back of the Home Counties Service

Station. 1930 Rose Macaolay Staying luitk Relations

xix. § 2. 275 We'd build us smart service stations all along

the road. 1925 Strand Mag. Sept. 951/1 He left the

•service-valet in charge. 1930 Daily Express 8 Sept. 11/6

Rich quality Silk Stockings, some of 'service weight.

Service (sauvis), v, [f. Service j^.I] trans.

To be of service to ; to give one*s services to ; to

supply with service.

1893 Stevenson Catriona i. xvi, If I am to service ye the

way that you propose, I'll losemy lifelihood. 1931 B. Brown
Talking Pictures Index, Servicing theatres.

ServiffTOUS (saivai'grss), a. U,S. dial, and

slang. Also sevagarous, sevigrous. [Variant of

*Savagerous.] Fierce, terrific.

1837 R. M. Bird Nick of Woods iv. I. 96 The strongest

man in Kentucky, and the most sevagarous at a tussel.

1840 LoNGSTREET Georgia Scenes (1873) 207 * Pretty sevi-

grous, but nothing killing yet,' said Billy Curlew, as he
learned the place of Spivcy's ball. 1887 ' C. E. Craddock *

Keedon Bluffs 88 He's a servigroiis jumper, sure ! Ibid.

215 The mos' servigrous singer they bed. 1901 Nashville

5rt««rr quoted iniV". Y.Sun i Nov. (Cent. D. Suppl.) That
expressive provincialism of the Southern mountatneeri ' ser-

vigrous '.

Session, sh. Add : 2. A business period on

the stock exchange.
1928 Daily Mail 25 July 19/3 At second session Tin cash

£•i^^ J5i. tO;^2i7 17J. dd,

3, d. Also of a school.

1^8 Let, of Scctck school-girl^ I cannot possibly come
while the school session lasts. 1921 W. E. Smvthe City

Homes on Country Lanes 24 The rural child receives only

about 65 per cent, as much schooling as the city child. This
is due to the slack attendance and shorter school session.

1931 Atlantic Monthly Aug. 233 When he is six years old

he enters the first grade, which is usually a half-day session.

SeSUtO (ses/i'ti?). The language of the Basuto,

1884 Encycl. Brit. XVIL 319/1 note. Their language (a

mixed Se-Chuanaand Se-Suto dialect). 1896 Keane Ethnoh
274 Although the invaders have disappeared, their Sesuto
language still survives as the current speech throughout
the Upper Zambesi basin.

Set, sb> Add : 7. b. Whaling, A thrust or

stroke with the lance ; also, the opportunity for

giving such a stroke.

9- e. The full number ofeggs found in a nest, the

number laid by a bird before incubating ; a clutch,

18. b. The fixing of the hair in waves after it

has been damped, (Cf. *Set v. 63 d.)

19. d. Bell-ringing, The inverted position of a

bell when it is set (see Set v. 66),

1677 [Stedman] Campanalogia 23 A prospect of true

ringing at any certain compass under the Sett, may thus be
taken. Ibid. 39 The reason why one of them is said to move
up, is, because he that rings that bell, in the making of the

change must hold it up at the Sett a little longer than
ordinary, to delay its striking, whereby 'tis made to follow

the other note which before it preceded. 1901 H. E. Bulwer
Gloss. Tech, 7V?7/w^tf//r(ic^4) 33 iW, the position of a bell

after being 'raised*, when it rests mouth upward a little

beyond the balancing point [etc.].

e. *The amount of compression of which a

spring is capable, or which it takes under a load
;

in helical coils, the distance between two adjacent

coils; in elliptic springs, the decreased distance

between opposed parts ' {Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895).
23. d. A rudimentary fruit as first formed from

the blossom ; the amount of fruit which has set,

J891 Cent, Diet. s.v., The peaches set well, but the sets
all dropped oflF. 19x8 Daily Tel, 12 June 5/a Of culinary
apples the set appears good on the whole. .. Dessert cherries
have bad a fair set.

28. In wider use, the setting, stage furniture, etc,
nsed in a theatre or in the production of films,

X918 H, Croy How Motion Pictures are Made 107 With
the sets determined upon, preparation for the taking of the
picture is begun. 1929 Mom, Post 74. May 12/7 Whether
one observes this operation on the 'set or in the recording-
room, one is struck by the essential differences in making
talk and silent films. Ibid.f The director produces his
sequence again on the *set', 1929 'Van Dine' Studio
Murder Myst. i. 7 The skeletons of * dead' sets clothed in
flowing veils of gray.

33. Also, a punch for driving the heads of nails

into or below the surface of wood.
1905 Handyman's Bk. (ed, Hasluck) 134/1 For punching

the nail head below the surface of the work, the steel set is

used.

34. aitrib, set ball Lawn Tennis^ a ball that

may decide a set ; set point Lawn Tennis^ the

206

state of a set when one side or player needs only

one more point to win the set.

X928 Daily Tel. 26 June 11/7 He went on to lead 4-2 in

the third set, and then, at 5-4, had three set balls before

running out. 1928 Observer i July 29/3 When that cunning

fjlayer.. would, at set-point, send one as bard as he could

lit it straight down the centre line.

Set, sb.^ Add: 5. b. Wireless. A receiving

apparatus.

1903 Sciejtce Si/tings XXV. 49/1 The instruments of the

portable military outfits are similar to those of the permanent
station sets. 1913 Wireless World I. Apr. p. xxxiv/2 The
hon. secretary showed some model Marconi apparatus and
a portable set. 1924 Crystal Sets [see *Crvstal sb, 12]. igz6

R. W. Hutchinson Wireless ix. 156 A long trailing connec-
tion between lead-in and set, or a long connection attached

to the walls is not efficient. 1929 Daily Express 7 Nov. 14/3
It means that set-owners are thrown on their own resources

if they desire to reach out beyond the limits of these islands.

1932 B.B.C. Vear-Bk. n5 The purely utilitarian purpose
of assuring the listener in an inoffensive way that all is well

with his set.

C. In sound films, the apparatus which produces

the sound,
1931 B. Browne Talking /'zV/wrMvi. 146 One of the larger-

sized sets should have been required to fill such an amount of

enclosing siu-faces. Ibid. viii. 188 The twelve minutes or so

occupied by the process might be filled in by the orchestra

or non-synchronous set.

Set, V. Add : 28. d. To set to the wind : (a)

pass, of a weather-vane, to turn to the wind ; {b)

trans, in leather-manufacture (see qnot. 1885).
x88i Mrs. Lynn Linton My L<rue IIL i. 18 The vane of

the pretty widow's humour was set to another wind. 1885
A. Watt Leather Manu/. xxviii. ^54 The finishing, which
is called by the trade ' setting out , or setting to the wind.
Place the shaved calf skins in a tub with weak liquor or
water for at least twenty-four hours; then they are taken

out and laid with their sides turned in, rolled up, or set to

the wind in a cask, in a circle around it, and in the middle.

51. d. In certain games, to fix the number of

points which shall constitute *game* (see quots.).

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 403/1 (Fives) If the players are ' 13
all ', the game . . may at the option of the out side be set to

5 or 3; if '14 air to 3. 1898 Ibid. IL 241/2 (Rackets) The
game consists of 15 points. If the players should arriveat

13 points each, the game can be 'set ' at the option of him
who first reaches 13, which means that a further 3 or 5 points

may be similarly played.

63. d. To fix (the hair, the waves of the hair)

when damp so that tlie hair dries in waves.
1926 Hairdressing 10 Sept. 241/1 This can only be done

by superior work ; namely, excellent setting of the finished

permanent. 1932 Modern Woman Feb. 72/1 A perfectly

easy method of keeping your hair perfectly waved, set and
curled at home. Ibid. 26 Mar. 1130 I'll set your wave.

82 b. Knitting, To fix the form of, by dividing

the stitches on the knitting-needles in a certain way.
1888 Jane Andrews Only a Year 84 (Funk) Martha

stopped to set the heel of her stocking.

97. Also, to cause (paper web) to become partly

dry.
1890 A. Watt PaPer-making xvi. 174 The paper. .is led

over a table of wire-cloth.. under which steam-pipes are
placed for the purpose of 'setting '..the web.

e. trans. To flatten (leather) when wet by
spreading on a flat surface, in order that it may
dry free from puckers,
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. s.v., To set a side of

leather, it is spread upon the table or stone when wet, and
is smoothed out on it by the vigorous use of the slicker, and,

owing to its wet condition, the air is easily excluded from
under the leather, and it sticks to the table,

114, f. To set afoot or on foot : to originate or

start ; to put in motion, set going ; to initiate

;

to instigate.

1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) 1.28 An other matter

is now set on foote, which I never did heare of till this

instant. 1638 [see Afoot 3]. 1703 S. Parkfr tr. Cicero's

De Finibiis i. 6 The same Suggestions that Epicurus and
their Predecessors had set a foot formerly. 1736 Lediard
Life Marlborough in>364 A Treaty of Peace was again set

on Foot. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 336 Some
iron forges have likewise been set on foot in this country
near the Appenines. X780 Coxb Russ. Disc. 199 A treaty

being set afoot between the two courts of Moscow and
Pekin. 1823 Examiner 789/1 Preparations were set on
foot. 1829 Scott Anne of G. xxxii. He.. has in a right

godly manner tried to set afoot a treaty of peace with my
own father. 1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser 11. 220 He
bad set on foot another Liberal association. 1890 Sunday
Mag. Aug. 531/2 Enquiries were at once set on foot.

141. Set back. d. To cost (a person) so much.
6^.^. slang.
Mod. That automobile will set some guy back a lot of

dough.

146. Set in. a. {d) For definition read : To fit

(part of a garment) into the rest ; and add example.
1894 Jeanette E. Davis Elem. Mod. Dressmaking iiZq$)

46 The setting-iu of the second sleeve [is] proceeded with.

149. Set out. aa. Printing. To exhaust (avail-

able type in a case, fount, etc.),

1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocab., Set out, to compose all the

type out ofa case, or to arrange and white out any particular

job.

Set,///, a. Add : 6. f. Cricket. (Set v, ioo c)
g. In a tight corner or difficult position, colloq.

X925 E. Fbaser & Gibbons Soldier ff Sailor Words s.v.,

To have sonuone set : to get the better of: to take at a dis-

advantage : to get a man convicted.

SET WORK.
Set-. Add: set^on, {b) startjng mechanism;

also aitrib, ; set-ope, a device for holding open
a door, gate, window, etc.; set-up, {c) in various

other senses (see quots.).

1937 T. WooDHousE Artificial Silk ii6 When the *set-on
lever is pushed a short distance, the machine starts slowly.

1823 E. Moor Suffolk Words s.v., The gate oont keep back

;

the *set-ope is gone. 1912 Civ. Set^. Supply Assoc. CataL
1351 Melon Frames .. glazed with 21 oz. sheet glass, and
fitted with improved set-opes. 1925 C. R. Cooper Lions
'«' Tigers v. 135 Mike, .responded almost immediately,,

.

returning to his various 'stands' and '*set-ups' as though
he had never been away. Mike is still on the job with the
circus. 1928 Daily Express 12 Mar. 13/2 The national set-up
of motion picture chairmen.

Set-back. Add : 3. b. A mechanical device

in an annunciator, which returns the needle or
needles to the normal position after a calL

Seter (sf-tai). Geol. [Norw. : see *Saeteb.]
A wave-cut terrace in rock,
1903 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 4) I. 383 The same strand,

line in one part of its course, along an exposed promontory,
may be a rock-terrace ('seter' of Norway). \^o^ Nature
2 June III Platforms eroded out of the solid rock (seter).

1906 H. B. C. Sollas tr. Suess' Face cf Earth II. 346 In the
Korwegian fjords both terraces and seter occur.

Setter, ^(5. 1 Add:
12. f. A device in a type-setting machine.
1876 J.

S. Ingram Centennial Exposition vii, 208 All the
preceding letters which had been cast were shoved along to
the left upon the stick by a small piece of metal called the
' setter \

g. A machine for setting or smoothing leather.

(Cf. *Set V. 97 e.)

1909 in Cent. Diet. SuppL
h, A device for waving the hair. (Cf. *Set v.

Setting, vbl. sb. Add : 1. f. Logging. (See

quot.)
1905 Terms Forestry fy Lodging 46 Setting; the temporaiy

station of a portable sawmill, a yarding engine, or other
machine used in logging.

9. b. A clutch (of eggs).

14. setting-block, a block used in various

technical operations (see quots.) ; setting-lotion,

lotion used to damp the hair before setting (see

*Skt v. 63 d) ; setting-machine, any of several

machines used in certain industries, sjiec, a machine
for setting leather; setting-stone, a stone with

which leather is set.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 284/t The barrel is ' set ' by striking

with a hammer or ebonite mallet across a "setting block.

1888 Lockiuood's Diet. Meek. Engin., Setting Block, 3.xov,n^-

edged block of iron upon which a saw is laid longitudinally

during the operation of setting. 1926 Hairdressing 27 Aug.
181/1 No *setling lotion nor dressing of any kind was used,

a J909 Modern Amer. Tanning 116 (Cent. D, Suppl.)
'Setting machine. 1897 C T. Davis Manii/. Leather (ed.

2) 416 It is set out on the grain side with a ^setting stone.

Setting-out. U.S. [Sbt v. 149 e.] = Sbt-
OUT 3.

1848 Ladies' Repository VIII. 337, I think you can afford

to give that to Hen and Kate as a part of their 'setting out '.

x86o J. G. Holland Miss Gilbert's Career vL 101 There
isn't any girl in Crampton that is better educated than she

is and there isn't one that will have such a setting-out. 1929
Shelton Salt-box House xxi. 169 Despite the high prices

caused by the war, her [bridal] setting-out was not inferior,

having its full complement of silver, china .. Irish-stitch

(damask), (etc.].

Settle, V. 11. Add : To settle in : To move
into a house and become established in it. colloq.

1929 Star 21 Aug. 15/1 The Jellicoes . . are * settling in ' at

their new London home this autumn.

Settlement. 9. b- Add : Also attrib., as

settlement price, terms ; settlement day = settling

day (Settling vbl. sb. 3 b).

1896 W. H. S. Aubrey Stock Exch. Investm. Index 314/2
•Settlement days. 1925 C Ducuid How to read Money
Article (ed. 5) 75 Directly one account is ended by the

fortnightly settlement, another account begins. It com-
mences at noon on the first settlement day. 1928 Daily
Mnitai July 19/3 Tin; Standard cash quoted ;(;2I7 101. to

j£2i7 12J. 6ti.', three months, £-2n tos. 10^^214 izs. 6d.i

settlement price, ;£2i7 loj. 1931 C. Mauchan Markets cf

London 122 Rubber is also sold on '*settlement terms ,

which means that a buyer receives a profit or pays a loss

every fortnight, in a similar way to settlements on the Stock

Exchange.

Settler. 2. (Earlier Amer. examples.)

1696 Roxhiry (Mass.) Rec. 51 The first goers or first sellers

of Woodstock. 1739 W. Stephens yml. Proc. Georgia, 469

One Bunyon, a Builder of Boats and a Settler there. 1744

CoL Rec. Georgia VI. 117 Thomas Ellis has been an old

Settler in the Colony.

Settling, vbl. sb. Add : 3. b. settling room
(also attrib.).

19U Q. Rev. July 92 The stream of unauthorised and

settling-room clerks goes downstairs into the basement in

order to check the bargains which have been done.

6. aitrib.

1908 Chambers's Jml. Nov. 828/1 This sludge is the

heavier particles contained in the water.. which collects m
the settling.tanks.

Set work. Add: 6. Repetition work (see

Rbpitition 1 6).

188S Lockviooits Diet. Mech. Engin., Set Work, work

which is repeated many times over or perpetually in "Jie

workshop.



SEVEN.
Seven. B. sb. Add : 2. e. Short for sevin-

a-uJe {game, malch), in Rugby football, one played
with seven men on each side.
I93.I P«!!y Tel. 4 May g/. Our sevens have been the means

of raising nearly I S,ooo for hospital charities.

Sevener. Add : c. A line of verse containine
seven syllables. t

igio Glasgow Herald 15 June 5 The Italian sevener withnormally three accents.

Seventeen, a. 4. Add: seventeen-year
locust (earlier U.S. examples').
1844 Ka/« Lil. Mag-. IX. 335 The .American Seventeen

Year Locust. 1870 Amer. Katurnlist III. 106 The eggsand young of the seventeen-year Cicada.

Seventh, a. and sb. Add: A. adj. 2. c.
Sevnith nerve, each of the seventh pair of cranial
nerves, a facial nerve.
1S.1 C. Bell Exfa. Ntrves Hum. Body (1824) 115 The

^»r/,<7</«r<. of the seventh nerve. Hid. 133 Although the
fifth nerve was free, the pressure on the seventh nerve was
sufficient to paralyze the muscles of the side of the face.amifKOCi: Pr,«^.^ Pract. Med. (.886) I. 486 It was
formerly considered difficult to understand why the ninthand the seventh nerves, .should., resemble the nenres of the
limbs in showing impairment of function on the side opposite
the leMon in the brain.

/.^®^^*y"- "^" '"^- ^- ^- ^<^<'- Seventy.Jive
{»), = F. soixante-ijuinze, a rapid-firing French
gnn of 75 mm. calibre.

191S E Wharton Fighting France 56 We began to comemore and more frequently on big colonies of ' Seventy-fives '.

Severance. Add: 3. ComS.-. severance
cutting, felling Forestry, the felling of a narrow
strip of trees m order that the adjacent trees may
become stronger.

JT^S'T" ^""''y * -to.ar'V JO "Severance cuttings

uT M,',°
^'""B'^'n the trees on the edge of a standwhich will later be entirely exposed through the removal ofthe stand which now protects it. 1895 W. R. F.sheb tr.

£ "r';\oXl'C.t^:r ^'' *S""anc=.fellings should

Severe, a. 9. Add: In extended use (seequot.').
1881 S^ort,man's Vear.ik. 49 Twenty miles a dayIs often

couiu"
°' '"^'='' Sf^yhoond intended to run in a severe

Sewage, s6. 3. Add : sewage disposal falso
altrtb.),

^

190a EncycL Brii XXXII. 524/,. ,9,, Diet. Occuf,.
j erms (1927) § 9,0 Sewage disposal labourer. 1930 Times
(weekly ed._) 9 Jan. 34 A large scale sewage disposal works.oewelung, variant of Shbwellino.
Sewing, vbl. sb.^ 4. Add : sewing bee, circle,

room
; sewittg-bird (earlier example).

1880 Harfer-s Mag. Aug. 354/2 There is church twice
a month, "sewing bees, and apple-butter stirrings. 1885M«s. Eliz. B. Custer Bods 4- Saddles xii. 125 The ladie!
quietly arranged, as a surprise, a sewing-bee. 1868 in Hale
.T . ^"/^f", ("869) 'M What is the matter with New-
Altona » Em.b; has a very good 'sewlng-bird that was made
there. 1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVII. 373 As if I too
belongwi to a "sewing-circle, and read charity sermons. 186a
J. O. Holland Miss CMerl's Career ii. ,8 She managed
the village sewing circle. 1880 Harfer's Mag. Mar. 577/2
." """l«d r<=E lar to prayer meetin's and sewin' circle.

'^ J •
"'"-^ '^\ ^" * Pe'-hafs (r868) 56, I always

„ "2 ""y s^^rvices m the Sunday schools and "sewing-rooni.
1881 Rep. Indian Affairs 189 In the sewing-room a number
01 the li.rge girls cut and fit garments.

Sex, sb. Add : 6. sex-conflict, -disqualiflcalion,
'equality.

1909 Daily Chrm. 3 Nov. 6/4 Once .. introduce the
»mentable sex-conflict.. and you introduce into the married
problem a new and sordid element of discord, tgio Act a

10 Ceo V c. 71 } 4 This Act may be cited as the "Sex
Disqualification (Removal) Act, 10.9. 1911 Daily Mailrear Uk. 42/1 The organization of the League of Nations
has from the outset been founded on the principle of "sex
equality. ^ ^

b. In many modem scientific terms relating to
the origin, transmission, and functions of sex : sex-
chromosome, a chromosome which transmits sex

;

sex-control, the control or modification of in-
herited characteristics by the sex of the inheritor

;

hence sex-controlled a. ; sex-determination,
the determination or influences which decide the
sex of an individnal ; hence sex-determiner, that
which determines sex ; sex-determining

fij>/. a.

;

sex-factor, -gene, the factor or gene responsible
for sex; sex-intergrade, an individual having
characteristics of both sexes ; sex-limitation, the
limitation of certain characteristics to one sex

;
the occurrence of certain characteristics in one sex
only; hence sex-limited pp/. a., limited to one
sex; sex-linkage, the state or condition of being
sex-linked ; sex-linked a., denoting a character
which is dependent on sex, so that it is dominant
only in one or the other sex ; also, denoting an
individnal possessing such a character; sex ratio,
the ratio between the sexes under given circum-
stances

; sex-reversal, a change in the sex of an
organism.

. ^9** }. A. THnnsmi Seienee Old^ Mem xxxil 177 But our
immediate point is simply that the "sex^intithesis maybe
/*/" '^"^ '^''"^ °^ * *''" '"°" widespread dichotomy.
/*!</. xxiii. 128 The voice, primarily a "sex-call, becomes an
instrument of reasonable discourse or a medium of purely
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?sex'';^inK'"°""°">
"''' '''"• =>« Tl-^ suppression of the

^An. /"«? (gametophyte) generation. 19.5 Nature
22 Apr. 197/, Many facts point to the conclusion that a sex.
^„1?"""^ factor sometimes resides in special "sex chromo-Mmes. 1914 J. A. 1 HOMSON Science Oldf, Netu xxxii. 177Ihere are many indirect confirmations of this physiologicaltheory of sex, which is not inconsistent with the view thatthe .mmedi.-,te index and trigger-puller of one sex or the

somp.rin'',!, "^ n
""'='"'• Peculiarities (sex-chromo-S I i^''J^T""'• •''3' E. B. FoRt> Mendelism ^

tfL^' '
1

' does not in the le.ist mean that the stagesin the tievelopment of "sex control have been arrived at bvd scontinuous variation, /iid. 36 These two charactersarc "sex-controlled, that is to say they can only producethe characters for which they are responsible i„ the internalenvironment provided by oneof the sexes. 1905 C. J. Bond in

fZ'"'- ^"'/--'^
°f'- 'fS"^' •' 'sto Ihitformof dlea e

^^ ffZ^T'/'T ""^'
i ^l'''

'° '''aw attention to-day..?o« Pejt. ir,l. Assoc. 756 The segregation of "sex-deter-minants in a way analogous to the Mendelian segregation ofniherited characters. 1905 T. H. Mokgan in ivL^rf(NSOXXII. 839 Ziegler's Theory of "Sex Determination. 1909K. H. Lock l^ar.aHon, Heredity, f, Ez,ol. ix. 277 It is notnecessarily to he supposed that the above description of the
tact-s of sex-determination will hold good for everv kind of
organism. 1931 E. B Ford Memlelism t, Evolution v. 9,It has been established that sex determination is controlled
quantitatively. 19,3 W. Bateson Mendel's Princ. Heredity
321 Further suppose that N can only be borne by gametes con-
taining a sex-determiner. 1901 Geddes & Thomson -Cr.o/^ex 51 In regard to^al\h^(Hydatina), Maupas maintains
that temperature is the "sex-determining factor. loieAature 22 Apr. 197/, Many facts point to the conclusion
that a sex-determinmg factor sometimes resides in speci.-il
sex chrom^omes. 1924 J. A. Thomson Science Old /i Neiaxxxu. 177 The "sex-divergence is primarily an illustration ofa more widespread organismal dichotomy. J6id. xv 82 An
expression and an evocation of "sex-excitement- loio R C
,v,'":!Yi"'

'^f''^'""" <=d- 5) too It is necessary to suppose
that the male Drosophila is always heterozygous both forthe "sex-factor and for the factor for red-eye. loji E BYom Mendelism t, Evol. i. 24 Sex is dependent upon
genetic factors carried in a particular pair of chromosoines.
1 tiey have a quantitative action ; one dose of the sex factors
producing one sex and two doses the other. 1030 R. AtlSHER Genet. Theory Nat. Selection vii. 164 In fishes itappears that we ought more properly to speak of the •sex-gene rather than the sex-chromosome as tlie agent of sex
dcternjination. 1919 R. C. Punnett Mendelism (ed. ,) ,00
1 hey have been able to correlate these peculiar difl-erences
in sex-heredity with differences in the minute structure of
the cells of which the bodies of the two sexes are composed.
I9a4 J. A. Thomson Science Old /, New xxL ri4 The occur,
rence of sex-intergrades

', such as very masculine females,
'S well known among pigeons. 1919 Daily Mail Year Bk.
lo/i I he mysteries of life, and especi.-.lly of "sex-life, should
be unfolded to young people wholesomely, but dearlv
I9»4 J. A. Ihomson Science Old ^ New xxii. 12s Distur-
bances in the sex-life are often registered in abnormalities ofthe antlers. 1913 W. Eatison MendeCs Princ. Heredity
229 Ur. C. }. Bond. .calls attention to evidence suggesting
sex-limitatipn in certain deafmute families, sometimes th?
male, sometimes the female being the affected sex. igoaDarwm * Mod Science (ed. A. C. Seward) v. 94 A studC^^
the sex.hmited descent of certain features in other animals.
1919 R. C Punnett Mendelism (ed. 5) 95 Sex-limited in-
lientance or the type we have been discussing has been
demonstrated in other birds besides poultry loM R. A
i ISHER Gemt. Theory Nat. Selection vi. 132 The influence of
mutual combats of the males in the evolution of sex-limited
weapons. 1931 E. B. Ford Mendelism 4^ Evol. i. 14 "Sex-
linkage. 1914 Re6. Brit. Assoc. 419 Two other traits appear
..as sex-linked characters. They are transmitted through
mothers to some or all of their sons. 1930 R A Fisher
Genet Theory Nat. Selection iii. 65 Since the factor is sex-
linked, dominance can only appear in the female. 1908
J. A. Thomsijn Heredity xiu. 505 The particular "sex-ratio
now general has been long established. J930 G. R. de Beer
Emiryoi. ff Evol. iu. 22 A series of degrees of intersexality
can be established from very slight to complete "sex-reversal.

O. Pertaining to or characterized by (excessive or
morbid) consciousness of sex

; pertaining to the
reactions of a member of one sex to a member of the
otha,a.i sex antagonism, feeling, life, repression;
sometimes = Sexdal a. 3 ; sex appeal, the appeal
exercised through sexual attraction

; qualities which
attract members of the opposite sex ; hence sex-
appeal v., to exercise sex appeal (upon) ; sex
hatred, hatred caused by or having its origin in
feelings aroused by sex ; sex instinct, the instinct
which is held to govern the relations between the
sexes ; esp. the desire for the opposite sex ; sex urge,
desire for the gratification of the sexual impulse.
1913 Q. Rev. July 144 Doctrines calculated to foster "sex-

antagonism. 1917 Sunday Express 14 Aug. 4 She has
a large endowment of the 'plus' quality of femininity, the
unexplainable but unmistakable flair called '"sex-appeal".
I9f8 B. Nichols Star-spangled Manner xxi. 245 She is
called The Evangelist with the Sex Appeal. 1930 Joanna
Cannan No IValls of fasper 138 Phyl did not get on with
men. It wasn t only that she hadn't sex appeal. iai» Dnilv
PrAr^tt.1. Mn,. ./.•<: i: _t , t

•'
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r. i ' uauii I sex appeal. 192s Uatly
Express 24 Nov. 4/1 "Sex-appealing women should cut out
the hurt feelings, the dewy eyes, trembling lips, the ' Please,
I m just a woman' stuff; 1928 Sunday Dispatch 9 Dea
12/3 A person not being 'sex-appealed' is simply incon-
ceivable to them. 193a R. LvND in Nc'ws Chron. 20 June
4/i Both [stones] are glittering, glamorous, sex-appealing.
193a P. K. Sen From Punishment to Prevention \yj
Jealousy, hatred, "sex feeling..combine to cloud the judge,
ment and stand in the way of the normal exercise of reason
over a long period of time. 1914 Geddes & Thomson
Sex\. (1925) IS *Sex-festivals

. . with their strange mingling
of religious emotion and sexual license. 1916 M. LeinsterDnu on Lea/t. 60 It was the primitive "sex-hatred for the
other woman. 1913 D. H. Lawrence Sons /, Lovers ix, The
sex instinct that Miriam had over-refined for so long now
grew particularlystrong. 1911 W. S. Swishes ReUg. ^New

Psychol. 17 Since the sex.instinct is the strongest of all
instincts, the one upon which the perpetuation of the racedepends, It IS to be expected that religion should he full of
Idealized sex emotion. 1913 RosB Macaulay Told by anIdiot I. % 13. 49 She was.. the type of mother whose strong
sex instinct leads her to prefer boys to girls. I02« I CPowvs Ducdan.e x. 138 That first revelation of what the Sexi
instinct can smk into, i^aa S. Paton .•>igns of Sanity vi.

f.^'niri'""^
P,!^"*^ °' °,",' '"«!""'« activities.. we discuss

frankly .
. ; others, notably the "sex-life, we treat in a , . furtive

T.Z'^J^'^^-
K- Sevmour Three Wives ,. ix, Thereare lots of people who want a sex life but don't by anvmeans want marriage. 19,5 G. W. Deeping Sorrelll Sol

%trlu v"^ ""' evident that the women wished to kissborrell. He was more than a "sex-man 1929 - Roper's

tlT ".'t
' •' ' ^^'" '" '''"' a man-child who would needthe mother in woman more than the 'sex-mate. 1023 W. R.

IfMuf'r^
"""el'^' ('?\« '54 The pleasantest sidi of our

m^Jk ?""""= =^= *'"> "'''"=' innocent friendships aremade between men and women—stands or falls with that

iiJ*r''°w^'¥^""°''^'"5' T'^'"'^
'^ n°«' '"ng cpenly flouted.

192s G. W. Deeping 7-/,r« Rooms xxv. § 2 She was in astate of emotional confusion, rebel and lonely child, the victimof her unrea ized "sex-pride. 19,6 M. Leinster DewonLenf
y;«'r?'Mr J?--"''""'

health, climate, and *.sex-repression.
igas G. W. Deeping Sorrell * Son xxxvii. § 2 Getting upm the morn.ng and going to bed, catching trains, eating in-
different food, responding rather blindly to the "sex urge.
Sexed, a. Add : 3. With prefixed adj. or adv. :

Having the sexual desires and emotions (hiehlv
etc.) developed. '

1908- (see "OvER-SExED a.]. 1921 Outward Bound Mar.
r^'w ^ Elizabeth been as strongly sexed as she. 192S

wAm,; ^'''''i.'?''^'"*
5'"' *"'• § " She was not a badwoman, only a highly sexed one.

Sexology (seksf>-16dgi). [f. Sex sb. + -ologt.]
Ihe scientific study of sex and of the relations
between the sexes. Hence Sexolo-gical a., of or
pertainmg to sexology; Sexologist, one who
studies sexology.
t^mContemp. Rev. July 93 note, A point of some sexo-

logical interest. 192^ BritisA Weekly 15 Sept. 5.6/3 The
section on Sexology is rather overshadowed by th- fact that

C,l, Mi ' .specLillst in this subject. 1929 ,gth Cent.
<Jct. 4sp When he leaves his province, as many so-called
sexologists are m the habit of doing. j

-w u

Sexual, a. Add : 2. Sexual selection : see
bjJLECTlON 3 b.

O. Sexual dimorphism : (a) the condition in a
species in which the two sexes have marked differ-
ences in form

; {b) the condition of having one of
the sexes existing in two forms, as in certain kinds
of butterflies where the females are of two forms.
1888 [see Dimorphism bj. 1900 J. T. Cunningham {title)

Sexual Dimorphism m the Animal Kingdom. 190Z Encycl.
t>rit. XXVII. 62S/2 Bonellia and Hamingia are very
interesting examples of sexual dimorphism.
Sexy (se-ksi), a. [f. Sex sb. ^ -t 1.] Engrossed

in or concerned with sex. Hence Se-xiuess.
1928 Daily Express 5 Nov. 10/3 But it is much more

dangerous to enter into a conversation of this sexy sort with
loolish, meddling people. 1928 Sunday Dispatch 2 Dec.
19/2 Australian audiences .. like sex plays, but they mustn't
be too sexy.

Seym (s^-m). [Pol.] The Polish parliament.
1920 C. R. Ballard Russia ii. 43 The worst curse of

Poland was Its aristocracy. The constitution was a limited
monarchy, but all power was really in the Seym or House
of Lords. 1921 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 77/2 Poland had set out
to elect a provisional Seym or Parliament. 1928 Spectator
10 Mar. 346/2 When he seized political power the Seym was
sodivided as to be incapable of any good work.
Sn (/), V. [f. Sh int. (Cf. Shshsh, *Shush.)]

trans. To reduce to silence or tranquility with the
(repeated) sound of ' sh 1

'
; to hush.

1887 Augusta Wilson Tiberius vii, I patted and 'she-e-d

'

her [sc. a baby]. [1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 62 Ainsley
sfa-sh-shed him to silence.]

Shab, V. Add: 4. To stint, 'scrimp'.
1886 Century Mag. XXXI. Apr. 867/1 There ain't any-

o^ ""^^ " "' '•''^ ''°"^'' • • ""y "ion't shab the measure.
Shabby, v. [f. the adj.] intr. To act shabbily.
1898 Marg. Deland Old Chester Tales 213 'They'll be

shabbying on me ', said Katy.
Shack, v.'t: Add : 1. b. To move along with

a slow ambling gait. U.S.
1916 H. Titus / conquered ii. 31 Yonder [was] a man

shacking along on a rough little horse, head down, listless.

Shackling,^//, a. 2. U.S. (E.irlier example.)
1853 F. W. Thomas John Randolph, etc. 216 Our host,

ftlr Stetson, was the owner of an old, shabby, shackling gig.
Shackly, a. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1843 IndianaQ. Mag. Hist. III. 121, I stopped at a small

poverty-stricken little town called Mt Meridian; shackly
houses, huts and hovels..gave no great expectation of
refinements.

Shad, sb. 4. b. Add : shad-blow U.S. [Blow
rf.3] = shad-blossom, -bush; shad-bush (earlier
example; 3.\%o ellipt.); shad-spirit f.i'., the shad-
bird.

1869 Jane G. Fuller Uncle John's Flower Gatherers 30
1 his IS what you children call ' "Shadblow '. 1890 Harper's
"'"£: Apr. 710/2 Shadblow, with leaves of bluish green,
white flowers or green berries waiting for the sun to make
them red. 1837 Peck Ca:. Illinois I. 43 "Shadbush leaved
out, April 12, ,834. 1886 Harper's Mag. June 149/1 Kites,
tops, hoops. .all appear in due season as regularly as. .the
blossoms of the 'shad', o 188S Grinhell in Trumbull
Names Birds 157 (Cent. D. Suppl.) As the bird arrives about
the same time as the shad . . the fishermen . . hear its sharp cry
as it flies away through the darkness. They do not know



SHAD-BEIiIiIED.

the cause of the sound, and from the association they dubbed

its author the 'shad spirit.

Shad-bellied, a- V^S- (Earlier example.)

1819-31 J. P. Kf.knedy Sivallcw Bam II. L 5 A shad,

bellied blue bobtail coat.

Shadchan (ja-dxan, Ja-dtjan). Alsoschati-

ohan, s(o)hatohen, shadkin. [Yiddish, a. mod.

Heb. shadkhan, f. Aram, sh'dukh to pacify.] A
professional marriage-broker, esp. among the

Russian and Eastern Jews.
a 1889 American Paftr (BarrSre & Leland) The shadkin

business has recei\Td a bad set-back in Brooklyn. A shad-

kin is a marriage broker. He is a very useful man. He
finds out spinsters who have money and then he makes a
bargain with some fellow who wants a wife with money and
gets the couple introduced. Ten per cent, of the dowry goes

to the shadkin when the others become kin.

Shade, sh. Add : 11. a. (U.S. examples.)

l8«3 O. W. NoKTON Army Lett. 174 A large force of men
putting up booths or shades of poles and brush over the

tents. 1867 Amer. Naturalist I. 145 This year I made
a shade open on all sides, protected by a roof to keep out

the hot rays of the sun. i88g Mas. Eliz. B. Custer Tenting
en Plains vi. 185 The staff-officers had caused a long shade

to be built, instead of shorter ones, which would have stood

the storms better.

13. shade-bearing a. = Tolerant a. d ; shade-
card, a card illnstrating the range of colours in

which goods are supplied ; shade-glass, a darkened

or coloured glass screen placed between the eyepiece

and object-glass of an astronomical instrument to

diminish the brightness of the object under observa-

tion (cf. Sunshade 4).
1895 W. R. Fisher tr. R. f/ess' Forest Protection 347

Plants are termed lightdemanding or *shadebearing accord-

ing to their demands in the matter of lisht, or capacity for

bearing shade. l^osTerms Forestry ^ Loggiiig-zs Tolerant^

capable of enduring more or less heavy shade. Syn. ; shade-

bearing, shade-enduring. X930 Monting Post ig July 4/6
Pure silk washing Frocks in cream, colours, and checks..;
*shade card. 19^0 Daily Express 6 Nov, 6/3 Fingers
treated with a different hue, so that they look like dress-

makers' shade-cards.

Shade, t/.^ Add : 9. e. To modify the pitch

of (an open organ stop) by placing something near

the top of the pipe.

1876 Stainer & Barrett 2}ict. Mus. Terms, Shading of
pifes, the placing of anything so near the top of an organ
pipe as to affect the vibrating column ofair which it contains.

d. Commerce, To make a slight or gradual re-

duction in (prices).

1898 E. N. Westcott David Harum 17 * Don't you
want the roan fer your own use ?

' I says. ' Mebbe we c'd

shade the price a little.* 1903 Boston Transcript 2^ Oct.
22 To spur his freight traffic manager to get business without
shading rates. 19x3 Gene Stratton-Porter Laddie ix. He
said Mr. Pryor had shaded his price so that if the money
had to go, he would be tempted to see if we couldn't manage
it ourselves. 1928 New Statesman 28 July, Finance Suppl.
p. X, The newsprint and pulp industry . .has . . been developed
rather faster than the demand, with the result that prices

have been shaded.

Shader. (U.S. example.)
X839 Southern Lit. Messenger V. 314/1 Thepeople. .have

a mortal aversion to fine spreading trees: which under the
horrible name of 'shaders' they extirpate in the most cruel
manner.

Shading, vbl. sb. Add: 6. The method or

process of testing the truth of the interior cf a gun
barrel by a shadow thrown down the tube.
x88o Encycl. Brit. XI. 283/2 Two tests are employed,

—

the first being that by shading. x9oa Kynoch Jrnl. IV.
Oct.-Nov. 21/1 Independently of its practical utility, the
shading of a gun barrel is an interesting optical problem.

Shadow, sb. Add : 4. Phr. Under or in the

shadow of: within the purlieus of, close up against,

in proximity to.

X853 C. Bronte Villeite v, I lie in the shadow of St. Pauls,

X93X Times Lit, Suppl. 20 Aug. 625/4 The gradual rise of
Innsbruck from a little village lying under the shadow of the

freat castle of the Dukes of Andechs to the.. capital city of
yrol.

16. shadow-boxing ^ir»»(/ and ^«rj. //>/«., box-
ing against an imaginary opponent, as a form of
training; shadow cabinet (see quot. 1926 1);
shadow-corpuscle (see sense 5 c) ; shadow-
cretonne, -print, -tissue, a reversible material
having a woven-in pattern which gives a shadowy
or blurred effect; shadow embroidery = *shadow
work ; shadow-grey a. and sb., dark grey; shadow-
photometer, a kind of photometer invented by
Rumford, in which light is measured by means of
two shadows cast by a vertical rod upon a white
screen ; shadow-proof a., designating materials
which are impermeable to light- shadow-stitch,
(*) a criss-cross embroidery stitch used on sheer
materials for filling in spaces, and which, being
worked on the wrong side, shows through on the
right side in a shadowy way with an outline re-

sembling a back-stitch ; shadow work, embroidery
done in shadow-stitch ; also altrib.

X9X9 CoRRl Refereeing ifioo Fights 69 The mascot stripped
to the waist to do some *shadow boxing. 1924 S. Lewis Free
Air'i. 8 She fought the steering-wheel as though she were
shadow-boxing. t9s6 Scribner's Mag, Aug. 8/2 Cease
shadow-boxing with these vague menaces to the Constitution.

Z906 A. J. Balfour Let. in Newton Ld. Lansdowne (1929)

208

354 If we are to have, as you suggest, a Committee consist-

ing of members selected from the Front Bench in both
Houses, I ihink it would be very difficult to exclude any
member of the late Cabinet who had a seat in the present
Parliament, and, if that be so, what we should really have
would be a *shadow Cabinet once a week. 1926 Earl of
Oxford in Daily Ne^vs 2 June 7/1 The ' Shadow ' Cabinet
is the substitute when the leaders of a Parly are in opposi-
tion for the actual Cabinet when they are in ofHce, and it has
always been understood that membership of it involves
similar obligations. 1926 Rose Macaulay Crewe Train n.

iv. § 1 The politician who was weighted with the cares of
not being in office, and having only a shadow cabinet to
mind. 1901 DoRLANDTI/rii Did. (ed,2), ^Shadow-corpuscle.
i93» Sale Caial.y Made of good quality *Shadow Cre-
tonne. 1920 J. Hergesheimer Linda Condon ii. 11 *Shadow
embroidery and fine shell edges. 1918 W. Bkf.be Jungle
Peace ii. I1019) 26 The ^shadow-grey sea. ig^z Sale Caia/.,
A beautiful quality plain silk.. .Shades:.. shadow grey and
gnnmetal. 1905 Technol. 4- Set. Diet. (ed. Goodchild &
Tweney) s.v. Photometers, A simpler arrangement, which
possesses the advantage that it maybe used in a room which
IS not quite dark, is Rumford's *Shadow Photometer. 1928
G. G, Denny FaJjrics (ed. 3) m Warp print or *shadow
print. Silks, ribbons and cretonnes woven with plain filling

on a printed warp which gives a faint and shadowy design.

1923 Daily Mail \j Feb. 10 *Shadowproof Silk Lustre, 1932
Modem Woman Feb. 56/1 This *shadow stitch is just like

herring-boning worked rather closely together. ..It gives

you the shape of the leaf outlined in back-stitch on the right

side and padded with long, crossed stitches on the wrong.
1920 Queen 3 Apr., Advt. 17 *Shadow Tissue. 193a Sale
Catal.f Reversible Shadow Tissue in a delightful well-

covered design of Tulips. 1932 Modem Woman Feb. 56
The *Shadow Work Tea Cloth and Cosy.

Sliadowiug, "vbL sb, 4. (Modern U.S. ex-

ample.)
1827 J, F, Cooper Prairie (1879) 5 ^^^ martin's fur. .was

of a fineness and shadowing that a queen might covet.

Shaft, ^'^•^ 4. b. shaft-house (U.S. example).

Also atlrib.

1882 Mrs. Mary Foote Led-Horse Claim 15 The lights

which beckoned to each other across it shone from the shaft

houses of Led-Horse and Shoshone mines. 19x4 Gertrude
Atjierton Perch ofDevil 11. 355 Not daring to summon the
shaft-house man, he was sneaking down the ladder.

SIxafter. Add : Also, any animal which goes

in the shafts of a vehicle.

1865 Milton & Cheadle N.-W, Passage viii. (1867) 126
The. .dogs [of the sleigh] were not equal to the emergency,
. . The leader was willing, but young . . ; the middle one . . was
aged and asthmatic; and the shafter,. .lame and lethargic.

Shagreen. Add ; 1. d. The fashion shade of

dull green resembling the colour of shagreen.

1932 Sale Catal., Colours: Maize, Sunrise, Shagreen,
Parchment or Ivory.

Shake, sb.^ Add : 2. i, Afair shake : a fair

deal. U.S. slang,

1834 S. Smith Major Downing 5 Says I, any way that

will be a fair shake. 1845 [W, T. Thompson] Chron. Pine'
ville 2A (Farmer) Give Bill Sweeny a fair shake, and he can
whoop blue blazes out of ye. 1847 D. P. Thompson Locke
Amsden 59 (Th.) Nowyou know, father, that wasn't a fair

shake. 1902 S. E. White Blazed Trail xxxi. 218 'That
ain't a fair shake,' cried the man excitedly.

Shakey v. Add : 5. b. To shake a stick at : an
expression indicating a considerable amount or

number. U.S. coUoq.
1B18 Lancaster (Pa.) Jml. 5 Aug. (Th.) We have in

Lancaster as many Taverns as you can shake a stick at.

1826 J. C Neal Peter Brush (Bartlett) I've.. got more
black eyes - . than you could shake a stick at. 183s Crockett
Tour Down East 87 (Bartlett) This was a temperance
house, and there was nothing to treat a friend to that was
worth shaking a stick at, 1843 R. Carlton A'ifTy Purchase
I. xii, 86 Our queen snake was.. retiring, attended by more
of her subjects than we even dared to shake a stick at. 1928
Sinclair Lewis Man ivho kne^v CooUdge 11. 131 There
was more posters and banners.. than you could shake a
stick at.

12. c. To shake on to *. to take to, accept. U.S.
1927 V.^CHELL Dew ofthe Sea etc. 262 You Britishers..

don't shake on to the goods as quick as we do.

16. b. Also with down.
1927 J. Barbican Confess, Ruin-Runner xiv. 148 For only

last week they were shook down for five hundred by a stray

fellow from the Department.

Shake-down. Add : 2. b. A forced contri-

bution; an exaction. (Cf. *Shake t'. i6 b.) U,S,
1003 A. HoDDER Fightfor City 219 He \sc. a New York

policeman] was fined 30 days* pay because he would not
stand for a 'shake-down', which means that he had refused to

give from time to time upon demand 5 or 10 dollars from his

meagre salary to his superiors to be used for purposes un-
known.

Shaker. 4. b. attrib, (Examples of shaker

bonnet,^
1863 Trans. Ill, Agric, Soc. (1865) V. 256 Your committee

would ..suggest that they put on their high heeled, thick

soled shoes, shaker bonnet, [etc.], 1881 Harper's Mag. May
854/2 Is that all the bonnet you have?..! will buy you a
Shaker at the store.

Shake-up. [Shake v. 21.]

1, A rougmy-made article. Also attrib.

1873 T. H. Bkadi-e Undevel. West xxxiv. 728 A rather
rouyh looking frontier town, consisting of rude frames and
'shake-ups' of pine lumber. Ibid. 823 A man with ten
thousand cattle upon the range, is content to.. sit on a
hickory * shake-up chair.

2. An extensive or drastic re-arrangement or

changing round.
1903 N. K. Evening Post 16 Sept., Big Police Shake-up.

Eight Captains Transferred by Greene. 1904 A'. 1', Sun

SHAMPOO.
7 Au^. 5 Looking^ wistfully across the street was a police
captain who was in Commissioner McAdoo's recent shake-
up. He had been transferred from a 'fat' to a Mean"
precinct. 1911 H,S. Harrison ^w«ffxviii. 237, 1 see a kind
of shake-up [in local politics] comin'.

Shaking, vbl, sb, 1. c. Add : Shaking-out
— shake out (Shake sb} 8 a).

1928 Daily Mail<) Aug. 12/4 The best opinion is that a
thorough shaking-out will do much good, but there b no
need for alarm.

Shakn (Jse-kw). Also 8 saku, sackf, sak.

[Jap,, ad. Chinese chih a foot.] a. A Japanese
measure of length, equal to ii| English inches.

b. A wooden or ivory baton which was anciently

used by Japanese court nobles for noting memoranda
on, but later carried as a mark of honour in the
presence of the emperor.
1727 ScHEucHZER tr. Ksiti^fer^s Hist. Japan i. xi. T36

One ^'fK^and a half long. Ibid. n. iv. 180 Snow. .to the
height of four Sak and five Suns, that is about four foot and
a half. Ibid. iii. vi. 246 His Stature.. of nine Saku, and nine
Suns^ proportionable to the greatness of his Genius. 1867
SiMMONDS Diet. Trade Suppl., Shaku, a Japanese long
measure often tsun, 1875 Y. V. Dickins tr. Chiushvigura
(1880) 197 1'was the Emperor's whim That the tree should
from him Have a shaku with Ta-iu writ on. 1878 Trans,
Asiatic Soc. Japan VI. 11. 249 The seismograph consisted
of a copper vessel, whose diameter was 8 shaku or feet. 1883
tr. J, J. Rein's 7(//fl« (1888) 4i5The interval of three shaku
(i metre). 1894 C. M. Salwey Fans of Japan 6 The shaku
, .was a stick in shape of the outside frame of a folding fan,

about two feet in length, about an inch and a half to two
inches at the top, decreasing at the base to about one inch.
The shaJiu was made of wood or ivory, and had to be held
in ascertain manner, viz., right in front of the holder, pressing
against the lower part of the chest, and slightly inclined
outwards to give the body a dignified bearing in the presence
of royalty.

Sual (Jal), Also schal. Applied to several

fishes of Africa and India (see quots.).

[1845 Encycl. Meirop. XXIII. 380/1 It [sc Pimelodux
Scheilan, Cuvier] is very common in Upper Egypt, where
it is called \ioi\iSchal a raby and Schal beledy.] 1867 Sim-
MONDS Diet. Trade Supp\., Shal {Ophiocephatus marulius),
one of the most common fish in Lower Bengal, and largely
eaten by the natives. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII, 6S/2SynO'
dontis is an African genus and common in the Nile, where
the various species are known by the name of ' Shal ',

Shallow, a.^ and sb.^ Add : A. adj. 1. e.

Designating wells which are sunk into a superficial

permeable stratum and collect the surface waters
only.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 404/2 Shallow wells, sunk in the

ordinary manner, have long been used for collecting moderate
supplies of water. 1905 Technol. Sr Sci. Diet. (ed. Good-
child & Tweney) s.v. Sanitation^ Shallow well water is

always to be looked upon with suspicion.

8. a. ehallow-'waistod a. (see quot.).

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., ShalloW'Waisied^ flush-

decked vessels are thus termed, in contradistinction to the
deep-waisted,

Snalwar, variant of Shulwar.
1885 Encycl. Brit, XVIII. 630/2 With boots are worn

'shalwars', or baggy riding breeches, very loose, and tied

by a string at the ankle.

Shamash (Ja*m:eJ). Also shammash, sbam-
znas, -OS. [Aram, shammash (Yiddish shammes)
servant, f. shammesh to serve.] One of the officers

of a synagogue.
189a Zancwill Childr. Ghetto Proem 5 Many of the wor-

shippers were tempted to give beyond their mtans for fear

of losing the esteem of the Shammos, or beadle, a potent
personage only next in influence to the President. 1896
I. Abrahams Jewish Life Mid. Ages 8 It was an ancient
custom in several places for the Shamash or verger to an-
nounce every Saturday the result of law-suits, and 10 inform
the congregation that certain properties were in the market.

1903 Standard 27 Apr. (Palmer) There is a * shammas ' act-

ing as beadle, door-keeper, collector, cook, and utility-man
in emergencies.

Shamateur (
Jae-matoj, Jse matiuaj"). [f.SHAM

a. -*- Amateur,] In sports, a player who is classed

as an amateur, while often making money out of

his play like a professional. Hence Sha'matenr-
Ism.
1901 Daily Chron. 29 Apr. i (Cassell's Suppl.) The shama-

teur, who enjoys all the privileges of the amateur, together

with all the emoluments of the professional. 1927 Pictorial

Weekly 17 Sept. 178/1, I do not mean to suggest ihat every

cricketer who poses as an amateur is in reality a Shamateur.
1928 Sat. Rev. 4 Feb, 126 Where the interests of amphi.
theatre and arena come first, 'shamateurism' must pass

eventuallj' into an honest professionalism.

Shanibler. [f. Shamble v.^] A shambling
person or animal.
a 1861 T. WiNTHROP Caiioe ^ Saddle xi. 219 Shabbiest led

ofl"on his shambler {viz. a horse] in quite another direction

from mine.

Shammatha (Jama'fia). [Aramaic sJCmaltd

excommunication.] The third degree of excom-

munication among the ancient Jews.
1862 Chambers's Encycl, IV. 186/2. 1878 Encycl, Brit.

VIII. 799/1.

Shampoo, sb. Add : Dry shampoo^ a prepara-

tion of powdered starch, etc., used for cleansing

the hair. Also as vb,

1913 Queen 24 May Advt., When you want your hair to

look extra nice and bright . just treat it to a dry shampoo
with. . Hair Powder. 1928 Ibid. Feb. 271/2 Dry Shampoo.
Carbonate of Potash 1 oz. Water 32 ozs. Saponine J.W-
Industrial Spirit 32 01. Perfume, as desired.



SWAN.

ShaU (|an), a. and s6. Also Sam, Soiam,
Shaan, Sham. [Burmese rAam.'j a. adj. Of or
pertaining to the Slians or their language, b. sd.

A member of a numerous and widely spread Mon-
goloid race of the Tai family, found throughout
Indo-China and especially in the Shan States ; also
the race itself. Also the language Of the Shans, of
the Tai branch of ihe Indo-Chinese languages.
1800 _M. Symes Ac^. Embassy Ava 274 An intelligent

man. .informed him that. .the first Shaan town was called
ThangdaL Notc^ Shaan, or Shan, is a very comprehensive
term given to diSerent nations, some independent, others
the subjects of the greater sutes. 1833 W. Tandy tr. San-
gtrmano's Dtscr. Burmese Emp. 57 Princes of the Sciam.
1903 RlsLBY & Gait Census India igot I. i. 109 The pro.
portions for the principal indigenous races show an excess of
females amongst the Burmans, Shans, Chins and Kachins.
Ibid. I. u. I Burma includes the Shan States, the Chin Hills
and Karenni, enumerated for the first time in igoi. 19x0
Black-at. Mag. June 839/1 You sell liquor and opium to
Burmans and Shans. 1920 Public Opinion 26 Nov. 521/2
Instruction in the following tongues: Shan, Swahili, Telugu.

Shanghaier (jKi]h3i-aj). [f. Shanghai v.Jr
-EB 1.] One who shanghais a person.
1917 Chambers's Jriil. Jan. 19/1 Once. .a shanghaier had

been shanghaied by a rival shanghaier. 1926 J. Black You
Can't Win xiL 152 Here I learned to beware the crafty
shanghaier with his knockout drops.

Shank, sb. Add : 12. Golf. An a<a of shank-
ing the ball.

J927 Daily Express 26 Oct. 3/4 It is difficult to see how a
'shank ' could be avoided.

Sliank.z'. Add: 4. Golf. To strike (the ball)
with the heel of the club. Also ahsol.
•!>a4 C. J. H. ToLLEV Mod. Golfer 347 Shanking is a fault

which is frequenllyoccurring. 1915 J. M. KARtiEsGuideGood
Cc(/'' 109 To . strike the ball down on the heel of the club, .

.

with the result that it flies out to the right.. .This is called
socketing or shanking the shot. J927 Daily Excess 26 Oct.
3/4 Of all the_ awful things a man may do to a golf ball the
most demoralising and the most mystifying is to 'shank *

it.

Ibiit.^ I should describe the cause of * shanking ' as a failure
to keep the left elbow close in to the body when the ball is

being struck. 1918 7"i'i«j 13 July 6/6 Mrs. Baker again
shanked her run-up to the I7tn.

Shaatxmg. Add : b. The name of a fashion
shade.

1914 Queen 5 July, AdvU 15 Sports Coat, in Navy, Saxe,..
Cerise and Siiantung.

Shape, sb. 13. Add : Also gen.
J903 N. S. Shalu Citizen 152 This branch of law is in

such excellent shape that the citizen need not feel himself
called on to do more than to accept the conditions as they
are. 1908 F. J. Mathhe in Atlctntic Montklv Nov. 653 At
the first visit the picture was apparently in fair shape.

Shape (Ja'p<r),Ji5.2 [Tibetan.] A privy coun-
cillor; one of the five ministers who advise the
Tibetan nomokhan in state affairs.

1894 Sandbeec Handbk. CoUog. Tibetan 189 KdlSn

:

official title of each of the live members of the Pnvy Coua*
ciL,.Sh5-p^, other and more popular title of a Ktilon. 190a
Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 335/2 Under him are five minislers
of state {kalSn or shafi), who divide among themselves,
under the immediate supervision of the two Imperial Chinese
residents .

. , the management of all secular affairs of the
country. X921 Public Or-inion 15 Apr. 3^7/2 He also visited
the Tibetan Council, called the * Cotmcil of Shapes'.

Shape, z/. Add: IL o. intr. Of events, etc :

To take a certain 'shape'; to show a specified
tendency. Also with up.
1865 O. W. Norton Army Lett. 278 As things are shaping

I do not much think I shall try till after Congress meets.
1903 N. Y. Times to Sept., Matters are shapin;^ for an effort
on the part of the organized teamsters to reproduce in this
city the . conditions which exist in Chicago. 1907 Spring,
yield (Mass.) Weekly Repiibl. 2 May 3 It is not at all certain
that matters will shape up so as to permit them to do this.

1921 R. D. Paisb Comr. Rolling Ocean xvii. 293 Here is

faow it shapes up to me. We can stave off a riot for a week
or sa
18. e. intr. To shape one's course y^r.
X848 J. F. Cooper Oak Openings I. iv. 49 Perhaps it would

be best for me to shape at once for Ohio.

20. To shape out or up : to assume a. fighting

attitude.

1899 MacManus In Chimney Comers 12 * I'll fight you,'
says Billy, shaping out and winding the bit of stick three
times over his bead. 1927 Daily Express 31 May 7 He
shaped up to Murphy, when he punched the watchman on
the jaw with his fist and knocked him insensible.

Share, sb.^ Add : 6. d. (Earlier Amer. ex-
ample.)
i6s6 B«ADFORD Plymouth Plant. 341 AU her men were

npou shares.

6. share bonus (see Bonus sb. b) ; share crop
U.S. (see quot.) ; hence share-cropper; share
hand U.S., share-man (earlier Amer. example)

;

hare-mart U.S., a stock exchange; share
premium, the price at which shares are valued
in excess of their par value ; share-pusher (see

quot. 1914) ; so share-pushing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1918 Dmiy Chron. 9 Aug. 8/4 A *share bonus of 50 per
cent, was provided on account of the year 1917-18. 1907
Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Repubt. 25 Apr. 1 The '*sh.-.re

crop' system is what its name implies, the immigrant being
housed and fitted with all the necessaries and then sh.iring
Ihe proceeds of the harvest with the landowner. 1929 L. R.
GoTTSCHALK Era French Rerolution 33 Most of them had
become m^toyers, who, like our *share-cr(.ppers, farmed a
piece of land for a stipulated portion, .of the harvest. 191X

Sdppt.

209

Jenks & Lauck Immigration Problem 83 How much value
careful cultivation, kitchen gardens and small store accounts
may be to the cotton ' "share hand ' and tenant. 1687
Connecticut Public Records HI. 425 Fishermen.. shall not
pie.'sume to break off their voyage.. without the consent of
the owner, master and *share-men. 1870 Medberv Men
i Myst. Wall Street 19 In all the great European »share.
marts there is a general executive organization. Z930
Daily Express 6 Oct. 14/2 The discount on this issue has
been entirely written off from "share premium and capital
reserve accounts. Z914 HALFORoZlrVrr. Stock Market Terms
79 'Share pusher, one who endeavours to dispose of Shares
to the public by circular or advertisement, instead of selling
them on the market. 1930 Times 27 Mar. 11/3 The Home
Office issued directions that he was not to be allowed to
enter as he was suspected of being a * share-pusher '. 1928
Daily Mail 3 Aug. 151/3 The day on which the sections
penalising *share-pushing shall come into force. 1929 Daily
Express 21 Jan. 2/1 Share-pushing hawkers, literally pedlars
of shares, who go from door to door in little villages and
hamlets in the country.

Shareable (je'-rabl), a. [f. Shaee ».2 +
-ABLE.] Capable of being shared.
1920 Q. Rev. July i6x It must be shared or at least must

be shareable ; otherwise it were nothing at all.

Shared, ///. a. (under Shaee ».2). Add

:

Physics. Of an electron : see quot. 1933.
Z923 Trans. Faraday Soc. XIX. 461 In chemically stable

molecules we have only to consider atoms sharing pairs of
electrons. It is well known that such structures do not
exhibit any signs of electrical polarity. One must therefore
suppose that ihe net charge on both atoms is zero, ix. that
the two shared electrons are in general so distributetl that
when one is in one atom the other is in the other. Z927
SiDGwicK Electronic Tkeory 0/ Valency 98 Orbits of Shared
Electrons.

Shariah, shariat (
Jarf-a, -at). Also Sheriat.

[Arab, ixj^ i^arica* law, justice, f. c^ sharae.

law, etc.] The sacred law of the Mohammedans,
consisting of the teachings of the Koran and the
traditional sayings of Mohammed.
1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 113/2 Shi'at or Sheriat, /.«., legal

religion under the supervision of a murshid. Z920 sgth Cent.
Sept. 500 Questions of divorce and inheritance are decided
by the religious or Sharieh judge, from whom there b an
appeal to the Sharieh Court of Appeal in Jerusalem. i92z
Clasgo^o Herald 16 July 7 A code based on the Shariat
and prepared under his orders would come into force. 1927
Ibid, at Oct II The Sheriat (Moslem) canonical law has
practically been abolished, a civil code borrowed from
Switzerland being substituted for all questions of marriage
and inheritance.

Shark, sb.^ Add : 2. e. U.S. (See quots.)

,
1909 Springfield (M.-iss.) Weekly RepuH. 8 July 12 The
shark ' does well in his lessons, but recognises that study is

the first thing in college. * Sharks ' play games. I9I4A', K.
Evening Post s J^in., ihe.. 'shark 'known to the American
college world ; primarily, the student who devours and
digests learning with ease..and, secondarily, one who excels
III any line of activity.

Shark, ».* Transfer U.S. local to sense in Diet,
and add : 2. inlr. To swim with the back fin above
the surface of the water.
1923 Chambers's Jrnl. 674/1 Trout were 'sharking'—that

'S^rogressing through the water with their back fin above it.

Sharp, J*. 1 Add: 12. b. (See quot.)
1903 \y. R. Cattklle Precious Stones 67 To cleave, the

crj'stal is fastened to the end of a stick and a V-shaped
in ision made in the grain with a sharp piece of (iiamond,
called a 'sharp'.

Sharp-snooter. Add : 2. In marksmanship,
a rifleman of a particular grade (see quot. 1918)

;

in the U.S. army and navy one who makes 60 % of
the possible maximum score under certain definite

conditions (Funk).
\giA SmallArms Firing RegtsleriCcni. D. Snppl.). 1918

Fakrow Diet. Mil. Terms, .Sharpshooter, . .tlUo in small-
arms firing, a grade of rifleman just below that of expert
rifleman.

3. Any of several hemipterous insects which
puncture the cotton-boll : the cotton-boll weevil.
1901 Yearbk. US. Dept. Agric. 377 (Cent. D. Suppl.)

Early cotton, .avoids to a great extent damage to the plant
by the boll-worm, cotton worm, and sharp-shooter, as well as
by a large number of fungous diseases.

Sharry, vulgar var. *Chaka '^,

I^IE^ Chambers's Jml. 7/1 Many who travel by 'sharry*
do so because they want the pleasures of the road.

Shasta (/ae'sla). A place-name in California
used attrib. to designate various plants etc. native
to California, as shastafir ; shasta daisy, the ox-
eye daisy, Chrysanthemum Leticanthemum.
Z916 E. C. Booth Fondie u. viii, A largestraw hat trimmed

with shasta daisies.

Shat (Ji't), variant of Shott.
Ti^Geog. Jml (R.G.S.) June 604 The shats, or salt lakes,

of the south of Tunis are rather a disappointment to the
traveller. 190a Enr^cl. Brit. XXXIII. 482/1 These shats
. . are, strictly speaking, not lakes at all at the present day.
Shatrlya, variant of Kshatriya.
Shavable (

Js-vab'l), a. [f. Shavk v. + -able.]
Ready or able to be shaved.
1928 Sunday Dispatch 9 Dec. 10 When I was of a shavable

age I was presented with a safety razor.

Shave, sb."^ 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XII. 317 They speak of the

above transaction but seldom, and invariably as ' the dead
sb.ive !

'.

Shave, v. Add : 12. trans. To cut down in

amount.

SHEAVE.
1898 Boston Herald 23 Jan. 14/3 There are indications

that tariff sheets are being secretly shaved.

Shaved,///, a. 1. a. (Later U.S. example.)
1907 M. C. Harris Tents of Wickedness iv. ii. 344 The

maid had brought in the. .omelette, and the crisp, shaved
potatoes.

Shavian (pfvian), a. and sb. [f. Shavius,
latinized f. Shaw, the surname of George Bernard
Shaw (born in Dublin 1856), playwright and critic

+ -IAN.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of
G. B. Shaw or his works and opinions. Also sb. , an
admirer or follower of G. B. S. Hence Sha-vlan-
ism, the tenets or a characteristic saying of G. B.
Shaw.
1907 Archd. CtniKnreHAM in O^c. Rep Ch. Congress 3 Oct.

310 The Fabians and the Shavians. Z908 Nevj Age 26 Sept
438/1 It was a little odd to suddenly get this kind of Shavian
spicing at the end. 1^21 Spectator 28 May 680/2 The poet
Eugene Marchbanks is perhaps as near to primary emotion
as any Shavian. 1923 Westm. Caz. 3 July, A comedy,
Shavian in character, occupied the attention of the Commons
for half an hour. 192S Observer 18 Mar. 16/3 The Quint-
esMnce of Shavianism. 1928 Sunday Express 3 June it
A Sheaf of Shavianisms.
Similarly Shawe'sqne a., Shawish a., Shaw-

ism.
Z897 Ellen Terry Lett, to G.B.Shaw g}3a.{.V)-ii). How

comes It it's all put in a Shawesque manner ? 18^ Westm.
G<!Z. 15 Jan. 8/1 Mr. Raymond Blalhwayt's 'Talk' with
Mr. George Bernard Shaw.. is full of characteristic Shaw-
isms. 1928 Weekly Dispatch 13 May 12/7 Here w.is a
golden opportunity for an exhibition of Shawishness that
was instantly fortiiconiing.

Shaving, vbl. sb. 4. b. U.S. (Earlier ex-
ample.)
l8i8 H. B. Feaeon Sk. Amer. j2 He replied that the only

business which was good for anything at this time in New
York, was shaving—meaning the buying and selling of bank-
notes.

5. shaving-horse, -knife (earlier and later ex-
amples).
1841 Southern Lit. MessengerVll. 527/2 A receptacle for

spinning-wheels, wash-tubs, pitchforks, *shaving horses, and
sundry other implenientsof domestic industry. i843lCnicker-
backer Mag. XXII. 386 The rub-a.dub of tlie cooper's
mallet, the creak of his *shaving-knife were still.

Sha'Wabti(shawse-bti). Egyptology. [Egyptian.]
An image made of stone, wood, etc., such as was
placed in ancient Egyptian tombs to act as a slave
to the deceased.
192a Ld. Carnarvon in Daily^ Mail 18 Dec. 10 Propped

against the wall is a most beautiful portrait shawabti of the
King. 1923 Carter & Mace iamb of Tut-ankh.amen I.

120 Beside this shrine there was a large sharwabti statuette
of the king.

Sha^resque, etc : see under *SHAVlAir.

Sheaf, sb. 7. Add : sheaf oats.
1765 G. Crochan Jrnl. 140 The young reeds being prefer-

able to sheaf oats. 1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc. (1868) 126
In the Winter they generally have an open shed with sheaf
oats or nubbins of corn.

Shear, sb> 6. Add : shear-blade (earlier U.S.
example), shear-crane (cf. G. scherenkran).
1812 Niles' Weekly RcgisterX. 25 Jan. 390/1 The subscriber

at short notice can furnish clothier's "shear blades. 1824
Stevenson Bell Rock Lighthouse (1931) 89, 13th August
[1809]. All hands were employed at low.water to-day in
refitting the *sheerK:rane at the eastern landing-place.

Shear, sb."^ Add: 5. shear-boom, -skid
Logging (see quots.).

190S Terms Forestry !r Logging 37 Fender skid, a skid
placed on the lower side of a skidding trail on a slope to
hold the log on the trail while being skidded. Syn. :.. shear
skid. Ibid. 46 Shear boom, a boom so secured that it guides
floating logs in the desired direction.

7. shear-structure, a rock-structure resulting
wholly or partly from shearing.
1885 Geikje Text-bk. Ceol. (ed. 2) 578 Regional meta-

morphism..is usually most pronounced where, as shown by
Elication, puckering and shear.slructure, the rocks have
een subjected to the greatest mechanical movement.
Shear, v. 5. d. (U.S. examples.)
1852 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 139 An article upon

Sheep, describing bucks that shear the big fleeces. 1878
Trans. III. Dept. Agric, XIV. 239 They do not shear more
wool, and are harder to shear. Smooth sheep shear as good
clips.

Sheared, ///. a. Add : 2. Geol. Strained or
distorted by shearing stress.

1930 Peach & Horne Geol. Scotl. 56 Sheared Granite-
Gneiss. This rock belongs to the group of muscovite-biotite-
gneiss.

Sheath l. Add : 3. b. Wireless. The anode
of a thermionic valve.

1923 Daily Mail 71 June 10 Sheath, another name for the
* plate ' or ' anode ' of a valve.

o. Physics. The surrounding ring of electrons in

an atom.
J923 G. H. Kntbbs Presid. Addr. Austral. Assoc. 14 A

neutral atom consists of K+N protons and K electrons in
its nucleus and N electrons in its rings or sheaths.

Sheave, sb."^ Add : 3. The specks and spots
appearing in finished paper due to woody knots
and other impurities in the pulp.
1880 J. Dunbar Pract. Papermaker 15 All rags, even the

finest cotton, contain sheive, which nothing but judicious
boiling will remove. 1920 Cross & Bevan Paper-Making
137 IWomen] tarefully remove such impurities as weeds,
root-ends, etc., which from their lignifiea nature are with
great difficulty boiled and bleached, and which if not re-
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SH£BAICa.

moved would be liable to appear in the finished ^per as
dark-coloured specks technically known as 'sheave*.

Shebang. C\S, (Karlier example.)

s863 WHrTMAN Specimen Days (1892) a? Their shebang
enclosures of bushes.

Shebbel (J^'bol). [Arab, shddal, -z7.] A
species of shad, known also as Barbary salmon.

1867 SiMMONDs Diet. Trade Suppl. a 1883 in Encycl. Brit.

XV 1. 834/1 The catching of the siubbel or Barbary salmon

. , is a great industry on all the principal rivers of the coast.

Sbecfaitah i, je-xita). Also sheoheta. [Hcb.,

f. tDHK' skdhat to slaughter.] The Jewish method

of killing animals.

i9az Diet. Occup. Tertfis{\^-2y) § 448 Siaughterer, Jewish;
..shecitetOy skcc%€t\..is employed by Jewish Board of

Shecheta.

Sbed, sb,^ Add : 1. c. « *Hakgar b.

1909 Daily CkroH, 3 Nov. 1/6 They have been watching the

great shed gradually nearing completion.., and have been

eagerly awaiting the advent of the airship. 1916 H. Barber
Aeroplane Speaks 27 The Aeroplane is wheeled out of its

shed on to the greensward of the Military Aerodrome.

4. shed roof (earlier Amer. example) ; shed-

room U-S,y a shed attached to a house and serving

as a room.
1736 in Maryland Hist. Mag. III. 45 The *Shead-Rufrof

Cap* Cressap's house. 1843 Knickerbocker Mag, XXI. 304,

I had in the morning secured a bed in a "shed-room. 1877
Rep. Indian Affairs 40 A dwelling house for tlie sawyer.

.

with shed-room, box style. 1889 Century Mag. Apr. 913/2
There Nanky placed her eye to a crack and peeped through

into a tiny shed-room adjoining. 1904 Tom Watson Bethany
(1920) S Springing off from the main roof, other rafters

reached downwards to rest upon outer plates—forming a
shed-roof; the half of this, being closed in with planks, made
a shed-room.

Shed, v,^ Add : 11. O. Of the young bolls of

cotton-plants ; To fall prematurely owing to a

failure of fertilization or to infection by a disease

known as * shedding' (see next).

J909 in Cent, Did. Suppl.

d. To cast off a stiell, etc,

1879 St. Nicholas Nov., He still grows till he is called a
* lUistcr *, and then sheds. Then he \^ called a * Soft Crab ',

12. b. To slope like the roof of a shed. U.S,

1857-8 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. 1 1 1. 538 The roof may pitch

both ways, or shed at the ends, presenting a gable end in

front.

Sbeddin^, vbL sb. Add : 3. d. The prema-
ture falling of the young bolls of cotton-plants ;

also, the disease which causes this.

i8{}9 Yearhk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 728 Over t'..<j eastern

portion shedding was reported, with complaints of drought
in portions of the CaroHnas.

SbeelaJi (Jrla). Austral. A young woman.
1930 Palmer Men are Human xxvii. 251 There was a

sheclah he had working for him once, a lively piece with
black eyes.

Sheen, v. Add: 1. O. Of materials: To have

a particular sheen.

1895 J. E. Davis Elem. Mod. Dressmaking {cA. a) 62 One
piece of the dress may sheen differently from the others.

SheePf -f^- Add: 8. sheep bands (see quot.)

;

shoep-sorrel (earlier U.S, examples).

1865 Hannett Bibliopegia i. 150 Bands, or raised cords,

were., used for school books, which species of binding is now
universally known as *skeep bands. 1807 P. Gass Jml,
xviii. 188 A great quantity of *sheep-sorrel..of a very large

size. 1839-33 J. P. Kennedy Sutallo^u Bam I. xxvii. 284
That waterish, gravelly soil that you see sometimes around
a spring where nothing grows but sheep-sorrel.

9. sheep's grey, material composed of a mixture

of black and white wool.
1853 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 483 Ten yards or over

of sheep's gray cloth. xZ-j-j Rep. Vermont Board Agric. IV.

92 The men and boys' garments, of the sheep's grey. 1889
Century Mag. Jan. 462/1 Coarse sheep's gray jacket and
trousers.

Sheep, "D. Add : 2. To eat o^with sheep.
1933 Zane Grey To Last Man i, I see no sense in a sheep-

man goin' out of his way to surround a cattleman an' sheep
off his range. Ibid, iv, But what if you throwed your sheep
round ray range an' sheeped off the grass so my cattle would
hev to move or starve?

Sheet, sb^ Add: 3. C. Phr. As white as a
sheet : deathly pale. 1866 [see White «, 5 b].

13. d. sheet music, music published in sheet
form as opposed to book form.
1881 [see Diet.). 1930 Prikstlev Good Companions ni.

iii, S 2 Performing rights, sheet music, gramophone records.

Sheeted, ppL a. Add : 5. Geol. (See next.)

Sheeting, vbl. sb. Add : 2. d. Geol. * The
breaking up of a massive rock into relatively thin,

parallel tabulse united by closely spaced faults or
joints' {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909),
1903 Contrib. Econ. Geol. (U.S. Geol. Survey, Bulletin 213)

519 The granite is sheeted near the veins, the planes ofsheet-
ing being parallel to the veins themselves.

Sheety, a. Add : 2. Geol. Showing a tendency
to break up into thin tabulse.

1901 Contrib. Econ, Geol. (U.S. Geol. Survey, Bulletin 213)
287 This coal . . is almost invariably overlain by black, sheety,
bituminous shale.

Sheikh* Add : L b. transf, A ' cave-man '; also

{vulgar',^ a girVs * young man '. slang.

1936 Westm. Gaz. 7 Aug., The ' cave^ man ' cult, .cannot
be quite so unhealthy a)t we have considered it ; and next
year, perhaps, the British Association will have a good word
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to say for the Sheik of romance. 1937 Amer, Speech II.

Jan. 202/1 The girl calls the young man..' my sheik '.

Sheitan, var. Shaitan.

Shelf, J^.^ 6. Add: shelf-back ^7.^. = *Spine
sb.^ 9b; shelf-furnace, a continuous fine-ore

furnace with inclined shelving for the reduction of

mercury ores ; shelf furniture (see *Fuknitubb
7 b) ; shelf-lister, one who compiles shelf-lists

;

shelf-warmer, an article which is laid on the shelf

instead of being put to some use.

1925 J. A. HoLUEN Bookman's Gloss. 97 *Shelf'back^ the
back of a book, on which ihe title is lettered. 1931 Pub-
lishers* Weekly <^ May 2322 It.. is strongly bound and has
the name of the periodical stamped in gold on cover and
shehhack. 1887 Phillips & Hauerman Elem. Metallurgy
553 The Hasenclever-Helbig*shelf- furnace, in which a series

of inclined shelves, placed on the opposite walls of a vertical

shaft, retard the descent of a column of somewhat finely

divided ore. 1933 M. Sadleir Excurs. Vict, Bibliogr. 4
The obtaining of *shelf furniture in original cloth is a matter
of much Seeking and of progress measured in fractions of an
inch. J912 W. W. Bishop Pract. Handl'k. Mod. Libr.
Catal. 21 The catalog room. .should be. .on the same floor

with the order clerks, classifiers and •shelf-Hsters. 1937
Daily Express 24 Nov. 9 Thousands of women's shoes,.,

wliich women do not take a fancy to, which therefore become
**shelf-warniers *.

Shell, .f^. Add: 1. c. A fashion shade of deli-

cate pink, shell pink,

15(33 Daily Mail 28 May 2 Shades : Ivory, Champ., Shell,
Primrose. Ibid. 16 July 2 In Ivory, Biscuit, Shell, Coral.

19. In other technical uses ; as, the comparatively

small piece of horse-hide obtained from the rump
(quot. 1903) ; see also quots. 18S7, 1905.
1887 Phillips & Bauerman Elem. Metallurgy 449 This

nucleus or * kernel ', which gives its name to the process, is

enclosed in a somewhat porous * shell ', consisting, mainly,
of ferric oxide, which can be easily detached by a hammer.
X903 Flemming Pract. Tanning xxiv. 398 Upon the fore

part a liquor of twenty degrees Baum6 may be used, and a
tweiity.fourdegreeliquoron the shell. 1905STAPLES Browne
in Proc. Zool. Soc. 12 Dec. 552 The Kun [pigeonj exhibits

a tuft of reversed feathers standing up at the back of the
head forming the 'shell*.

35. c. jA^r/Zr^ai^ (additional examples).
1855 Knickerbocker Mag. XLVI. 600 The ride or drive in

itselfis really a delightful one, and it is indebted to its own
individual merits as a shell-road for it, 1873 J. H. Bkadle
Undevel. West 798 The omnibus rolled along the shell road
as smoothly as if upon glairs. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX,
539/2^ Across the white shell-roads ruffed grouse mince
daintily out of the pedestrian's way.
36. a. shell-bursty -crater^ -hole^ -trap.

1919 Daily Mail YearBk. 4B/1 He has been lucky enough
to escape any large *shell-bursts quite close to his machine.
1930 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 508/2 The appalling crash of the
shell-burst. X9t6 Bovo Cable Action Eront 49 The neutral
ground.. was a sea of mud, broken by heaped earth and
yawning *sheU craters. Ibid. 141 The stretcher-bearers who
lifted him from the *shell-hole. 1^14 Illustr. Lond, News 17
Oct. 549/1 Men of the Naval Brigade making the trenches
*shel I•splinter-proof. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 461/2 Such
*shell-traps..arescrupulouslyavoided by modern [military]

engineers,

39. shell-beach, a beach wholly composed of

sea-shell ; shell-bound «., designating birds which
are unable to break through the shell when hatch-

ing ; shell-button (earlier U.S, example) ; shell-

opal (see quot.); shell-parrot, the budgerigar,

Melopsittactts undulatus ; shell pink, a delicate

shade of pink ; shell-shock, a nervous disorder

prevalent during the war of 1914-18, resulting

primarily from exposure to shell-explosion at close

quarters; shell-shocked a,, suffering from shell-

shock ; shell-transformer, a transformer in which
the iron circuit encloses the copper circuits,

1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 472/2 What is called 'the *shell

beach * extends from half to three-quarters of a mile along
the shore, and is composed of small perfect shells and frag-

ments of larger ones, without any intermixture., of pebbles
or sand. 19x5 E. R. Lankester Divers. Naturalist 144
The shells which are accumulated as shell-beaches. 1905
ICynoch yrnl. Apr.-June 72 Reports from several estates

complain of "shell-bound chicks. 1789 Annals Congress I.

29 Aug. 826 An exclusive patent., for manufacturing *shell

buttons of diff'crent dimensions. 1851 Woodward Mollusca
I. 16 One of the most beautiful substances in nature is the

"shell opal, formed of the remains of the ammonite. 1890
* I-VTH ' Golden South xiv. 127 The tiny budgerigar, some-
times called the *shell parrot. 1887, 1893, 1900 *shell pink
[see Shell sb. 34 d. Pink j.J.* 5 b]. 1916 Lancet i8_Mar.
610/1 He appeared to be in a state of semi-stupor typical of

the state following *shell-shock. 19x8 E. A. Mackintosh
War^ the Liberator 148 The Corporal. .collapsed suddenly
with twitching hands and staring, frightened eyes, pro-

claiming the shell-shock he had held oflF white the work
was to be done. i9aa Woodworth Psychol, xix. 504 Some
of his [sc. Freud's] followers have endeavored to interpret

these shell-shock nightmares as meaning a desire to be
killed and so escape from the strain, xgas E. Fraser &
GiBBOHS Sailor ^ Soldier Words, S/tell shock. . .Since the
war, the term has been officially abolished, in favour of the

technical term 'Psycho-neurosis', 1918 E. A. Mackin-
tosh War, the Liberator 146 The man rejected the offer

with scorn, as badly *shell -shocked men will. 19S0 Discovery
Mar. 69/3 The shell-shocked soldier had to face terrors that

were more than he could bear. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI 1 1.

418/1 Alternating currrent transformers are classified into

(i) Core and (ii) *Shcll transformers, depending upon the
arrangements of the iron and copper circuits.

b. shell-bark hickory U.S. (earlier example).
1785 Washington Diaries II. 362, I p1anted..arowof the

Shell bark hickory Nutt from New York.

SHENAKIGAN.
Shell, V. Add : 1. b. Also w/n, to admit of

being extruded.
1910 Practitioner June 786 Sessile submucouit myomata

may be enucleated with ease in some cases. All myomata,
however, do not readily shell out.

d. (Later U.S. example.)
x86i-a Trans. Ill, Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 197 Tea wheat.,

has the fault of shelling badly if left standing too long before
cutting.

Slielled, ppl.a. Add : Shelledcom, Indian corn
removed from the cob. U.S.
1676 Maryland A rchives II. 560 A Peck of Indian shell'd

Corn or Oates. 1699 Col. Rec. N. Carolina I. 521 That j«
Marshal deliver.. see Much Sheld Corn. 1714 J, Gheen
Diary in Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. (1869) X. 104, I agreed to
give Mr. Ganson five bushels of shelled corn at harvest, for
ye damage my oxen did ye last night. i8z8 Cobbett 'Treat.

Cobbetfs Corn § 136 The Americans call it, and.. we must
call it, 'shelled corn'.

Sheller. 1. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. Soc. (1868) 321 [Corn sheller and

feed grinder], $60 for mill without sheller.

Slieller.2 U.S. [f. Shell j^.+krI.] A shell-

fish, esp. a crah.

1886 S. W. Mitchell R. Blake xxiv. 261 Well stay all

day, and I'll cook the shcllers for you myself.

Shelter, sb. 3. Add : shelter-house (earlier

U.S. example) ; shelter-association, parasitism

or symbiosis for the purpose of obtaining shelter or

protection ; shelter-belt, a belt of trees serving as

a protection from inclement weather; spec, in

Forestry (see quot. 1905) ; shelter-parasite, a

parasite which seeks a place of shelter in the host

;

shelter-tent (earlier U.S. example) ; shelter-
wood Forestry = *shelter-belt,

1934 J. A. Thomson Science Old ff New xxvi. 142 For
such a case and for the little fishes that swim about under
the umbrella ofa large medusa the term *shelter-association
will perhaps suffice. 1868, etc., *sheUer belt [see Diet. J,

xZ^\ScM.\c^ Man. Forestry \\. 143 It may even be necessary
to provide beforehand a special shelter-belt. 1905 Terms
Forestry and Logging 21 Shelter-belt, nAi»T2L\ or artificial

forest maintained as a protection from wind or snow. 1910
Mrs. H. Ward Canadian Bom Epil. 335 The thin back-
ground ofa few taller trees. The 'shclter-belt ' of the farm
. . rising brown and sharp against the blue. 1866 Rep. Indian
Affairs 244 The construction of "shelter-houses for the
Santees for the coming Winter, 1897 W. G. Smith tr.

'Jubeiif's Dis. Plants 541 The manner in which typical

chlorophyllous plants gradually become *shelter-parasites,

and pass from this into the condition of true parasites, is

well demonstrated amongst the algae. 186a O. VV. Norton
Army Lett. 88 Anyone who has lived in these *shelter tents
ftny length of time can appreciate the difficulties of writing
in a heavy .<ihower. 1891 Schlich Man. Forestty II. 135 'J"he

old or *sheIter-wood gradually makes way for, and is re-

placed by, the new crop.

Sheltered, ppl- a. Add : b. Designating trades

and industrieswhich are not exposed to competition.

>934 Westm. Gaz. 18 Aug., In the so-calied sheltered
trades real weekly wages have generally been maintained at

at least their pre-war level. x9sS F. L. McDougall (title)

Sheltered Markets. A study of the value of Empire trade.

1928 Brit. Industr. Future {Lib. Indep. lug.) i. ii. §2. 17
'there is a great difference between the increase [in wages]
in sheltered and unsheltered industries. 1930 Times 34 Mar.
22/3 Comparing, .miner's earnings with those of men em-
ployed in the so-called 'sheltered ' occupations.

Sliema, (Jema*). Also shemah, shemarig.
[Heb. yCB* shema* hear, imper. of shdma' to hear.]

The first word ofthe verse Deut. vi. 4 used as a name
for three portions of the Scriptures, Deut. vi. 4-9,
xi. 13—21, Numbers xv. 37—41, which are repeated

twice daily as a confession of faith by all free males

of the Jewish nation.

1864 Chambers's Encycl. VI. 155/1 The first additions to

the Shemah formed the introductory thanksgiving for the

renewed day. 1883 Etuycl. Brit. Xvl. 503/2 One is in duty
bound to recite the Shi/na' twice a day. 19*6 Brit. Weekly
5 Aug. 367/3 Esther, .joins in that immemorial declaration

of her people the Shemang or Confession of the Unity.

Shemma), variant of Shamal.
1900 ZwFMER Arabia 107 The prevailing wind at Bahrein,

..is the Shemfnat ox Northwester.

Shemozzle (Jempz'l). orig. East End slang.

Also shlemozzle ; shimozzle, chimozzle. [orig.

shkmozzle\ Yiddish, f. G. schlimm bad + Heb. bjp

viazzal luck.] A muddle or complication j a quar-

rel, * row\ mel^e.

1899 RiNSTEAD/^<7w«r/5rf/VcAZ?fly3j'Z>fl^23 It was through

no recklessness or extravagance that he was in this shle-

mo7zle. 1900 From the Front xiv. 183 We mightlook upon

this little chimozzle as a kind o' misunderstanding. 1901

J. M. Cobban Golden Tooth xvii. 170 If Will comes out of

this shemozzle. 1916 * Peter ' Trench Yarns iL 16 In the

ensuing shemmozle Samuel got laid out with the butt-end of

a rifle. 1916 * Taffrail ' (H. T. Dorling) Pincher Martin

O. D. vii. § 3. 120 ' We ain't the best o' friends, *cos me an

'im *ad a bit o' a shimozzle
—

' 'Shimozzle !'
. . 'What on

earth'sthat?' 'Bit o'a dust-up, sir.' \^Z Sunday Dispatch

29 July 15/3 Those., who saw so little of war that they still

think It to be a gloriously romantic shlemozzle.

Hence Slienio*zzle v. intr.^ to decamp, * be off'.

190a Farmer & HiiNLEV Slang, Shemozzle.. \trh (East

End). To be off; to decamp. 1925 K. Fbaser & Gibbons

Soldierly Sailor Words, Shemozzle, to, to make off: to get

out of the way—^.^., ' We saw the M.P.'s (Military Police)

coming, so we shemozzled.'

SheXLaui^axi (Jensenigan), sb. U*S. Also shi-,

shenannigin, -an, shenannikin. [? FancifuLj



h

SHENZI.

Chaff, nonsense, humbug, esp. when advanced to
cover up some trickery. Hence Sheua'uiffan v.

1871 Evening Post (Chicago) Jan, (Scheie de Vere 632) To
go to work and try better next time, instead of fooling mem-
bers of Congress by a pair of black eyes... No shenannigan,
Vinnie ! 1877 Bartlett Z>/c/. Amer. (ed. 4), Shenanigan.
I. A trick in which there is cheating. California, 2. Chaff;
foolery; nonsense, especially when advanced to cover some
schcmeor little game. YaleColIege. 1893 MiLLiKENM^ry
Ballads 80/2 Never mind their shenanigan, Charlie; it

don't do much 'urt, anyhow. 1804 Mary J. Jaques Texan
Ranch Life 115 He assured me he was not * shenan-negan-
ning * me, and that the dish would prove a delicacy. 1897
Ouiin^iij.S.) XXIX. 483/1 A man who is firmly kind, but
who will stand no shinanigan. 1901 W. S. Walkkr /« tAe
Blood xxxi. 332 We're mates all round, an' no more shenan-
nikin. 1930 Van Dine' Scarab Murder xv. 212 There's
too much shenanigan going on around here to suit me. I
want action.

Shenzi ( Jcnz/). [Swaliili.] In East and West
Africa, an uncivilized tribesman,
1910 Roosevelt A/r. Game Trails x. 258 The 'shenzis*

—

wild natives called in SwahiH .
.

' wa«sbcnzi '. 19x1 Blackvj,
Mag. Jan. 121/2 He, anaskari ofG company, ran away from
a lot of miserable shouting shenzis ! 1926 Spectator 3 July
10/2 Local shenzis.. \izA gathered round the gramophone.
Slie-Oak. 2. Add : She-oak nei, a net placed

on eitlier side or under the gangway from wharf to
ship to prevent drunken sailors from falling into
the water.

1898 Morris Austral Eng, 19x5 Rex Ci-emknts Cipsy
ofHorn III Old Australian traders used to spread a net
under the gangway, called therefrom the sheoke net, whose
office it was to save mariners who ' missed stays ' when
coming aboard from falling into the dock.

Shepherd, -f^. 6. d. Add: German shepherd
dog = *AlsatIAN B. 3. i9»6 [see "AlsatianJ.

Shereef. Add: 3. A dignitary of high stand-

ing having both temporal and spiritual power
among the Mohammedans of the Philippine

Islands.
i8o8 D. C. WoRCESTBK Philippine Tsl. 159 The spiritual

wellare of the people is looked after hy panditaSy or priests,

who are in turn subject to cheri/s.

Hence Sheree'fate, the office of shereef. She-
xeefial a, = SHEiiKEFrAN.
X9S0 19M Cent. Aug. 233 It was to the British Government

..that the Sherifial family of Mecca addressed their com-
munications during the war. 1924 Glasgow Herald 8 Mar.
9 He began his official career by assisting successive Sherifs,

and in i^ . . was appointed to the Sherifate by the Porte.

Shenat, variant of *Shahiah.

Sheridanic (Jeridacnik), a. [f. the name of

the dramatist, Richard Brinsley Sheridan (1751-
1816) + -IC.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

Sheridan or his characters. So She'ridanlsm.
1833 DisRARLi Lett. (1887) 5o Her sister Mrs. Blackwood

was very handsome and very Sheridanic. 19SO icjM Cent.
H^n. 1030 This Sheridanism brings us to Byron's vivid pre-

sentments of his wit in the troubled sunset of his old age.

Sheriff. Add : 1. a. {b). Short for sheriff's

officer (see 4) ; « Bailiff 2.

I9»8 Daily Mail 30 July 7/1 You have had the sherifT in

your house ? Ibid.^ Who put the sheriff into your house?
Sherivaree. U.S. Variant of Charivari ; cf.

SUIVAREE.
1837 J. L. Williams Terr, of Florida 116 Sherivarees are

parties of idle people, who dress themselves in grotesque
masquerade, whenever a widow or widower are married.

Sherlock Holmes (pil/k h^umz). The
name of the amateur detective who is the chief

figure in the detective stories of A. Conan Doyle
(1859-1931) collected under the titles Adventures

of Sherlock Holnus^ etc ; used typically for a per-

son who indulges in investigating and solving

mysteries. Hence Sherlock (Kolmea) v. intr.,

to play the detective.

1890 A. H ILL Introd. Science i. 56 A coincidence . . thatwould
hardly be devised in the fertile brain of a Sherlock Holmes.
1903 G. B. Shaw Man ^ Superman in. 140 Miss White,
field tracked you at every stopping place: she is a regular
Sherlock Holmes. 1913 Man^h..Guardian 15 Jan., Any man
with a bundle or package was suspicious, so wc * sherlocked

'

around for a bit and watched him go into a barber's shop to

get disguised by having his hair cut. There we ' pinched
'

Bim. 19x9 G. W. Deeping Roper's Rotv iv. § i Let's do a
little Sherlock Holmesing. Soames, you'll be Watson. 1931
\G. P.' (W. B. Cosens) Your Servant the Doctor iiu 27 The
intelligence of a Sherlock Holmes.

Sherry, sb."^ L b. Add : A glass or drink of
sherry.

1934 Galsworthy IVhite Monkey n. ix, Will you have a
sherry ?

SlubtLichi ( JfbKi"tJ/). [Jap., f. Chinese( = four

parts one).] An alloy consisting of four parts of

copper to one of silver, extensively used by the

Japanese on account of its beautiful silver-grey

patina.

190s Emycl. Brit. XXIX. 790/1 Neither metal, when it

emerges from the furnace, has any beauty, shakudo being
simply dark-coloured copper, and shibuicht pale gun-metal.
1931 lllustr, London News 15 Aug. 268/3 An tnro of
shibuichi, the copper and silver alloy.

Shice (J^is), a, and sb. slang. Also shise.

[G. schciss ; cf. Shicer.] a. adj. Counterfeit, base,

spurious, b. sb. Base money.
1877 Five Years* Penal Servitude iii. a^o, I ascertained

while at Dartmoor that a very large ' business * is done in
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' shise '. c 1890 Five Years cf Prison Life ii. 62 Seeing how
the fellow was acting he sent liim two * shise ' notes, whicll
gave him a dose that ' corked him '. Ibid. iii. 03 A Welshman,
convicted or lagged for passing ' shise coin —bad money.

SMck(Jik), a. Austral, slang:. [Cf. She-oak
3.] Drunk. Also Shl-oker, Sbl'ckered adjs.
19J6 C. J. Dennis Gingtr Mick 19 The tolTs too shick or

silly fcr to 'eave 'is carkis out. Hid., There's a shickered
toff slings Rosie goo-goo eyes. loaj E. Fraser & Gibbons
Soldier <$ Sailor Words, Siticker, drunk. 1930 Groom
Merry C/tristmas xvi. 123 Every time I get shikkered I
sober up after ao' say ' Never again, Sandy ',

SMd (JM), ». [Krab. jJ:, shadd{a) {Synanskid)
to bind tiglitly, strap.] trans. To load (a camel).
Hence Shid sb., the act of loading a camel.
191D Blackvj. Mag. Nov. 670/1 It. .sent us outside to

superintend the shidding (loading), ibid. 673/t It was not
until after four in the afternoon that the camels were again
shidded. Ibid. 679/2 An early shid took us into Dibbis.

Shield, j/^. Add:
1. d. The other side ofthe shield', the other side

of a question or consideration, the side which is

less obvious or which has not been presented. (Cf.

F. le revers de la m^daille,)

8, b. A guard placed on various types of
machines to safeguard the workmen or protect the

machinery from dust, etc.

x888 Lockwoods Diet. Mech. Engin.
c. Any protective device in clothing, as a dress-

shield.

15. d, A policeman's badge. 6^.^.

1903 A'. K Evening Post 29 Oct. 3 The ex-polIceman who
turned in his shield in September. 1906 Ibid. 16 Feb. 2
[They] stated that they were detectives, both showing liiiu

shields in support of their claim.

16. b. Of a chair-back : A centre resembling a
shield.

X897 K. W. Clouston Chippendale PeriodEng. Furniture
65 In the 'shield back' chair, which is Hepplewhite's
favourite shape, the shield and its interior ornament making
the splat never touch the scat of the chair at all.

19. shield-back, having a shield-shaped back.
1897 (see *i6bj. X9S5 Penderel-Brodhurst & Lavton

Gloss. Eng. Furniturey Shield-Back Chair, one of tlie dis-
tinctive chair-backs of Hepplewhite, which became popular
shortly before his death in 1786.

Shift, j3. Add: 4. C. Shifty action.

19*4 Galsworthy White Monkey i. xii, He did not miss
the shift and blink in the manager's eyes.

14. O. Bell-ringing. (See quot.)
190X BuLWER Gloss. Techn. Terms Ck. Bells 40 Shift,

an accidental, but fatal, fault in 'change-ringing' caused by
two bells becoming displaced in the * coursing order*, or
changing places. (The expressions 'change-course ' and
'shift-course' mean the same thing as 'shift', but the latter

b preferable. * Twisted ' is a synonym for * shifted \)

15. b. Pianoforte, The action or an act of shift-

ing the keyboard action by using the soft pedal,
i896_ HiPKiNS^ Pianoforte 41 Unle.'^ these are directly

opposite the strings by a decided shift or return, a snarling
quality of tone will be heard.

18. shift-course = *sense 14 c ; shift-joint, in

masonry and brickwork (see qnot.) ; shift-key, a
subsidiary key for adjusting the mechanism in a
typewriter when capitals or other special characters

are to be used ; shift-lock, a device for holding the
shift-key of a typewriter continuously depressed.
190X 'shift-course [see *i4 c). 1875 Knight Mech. Diet.

s.v. Jointy *Shift-joint, 1881 Christy Joints it Shift Joint
b a broken joint, or one that is not continued straight, but
given a shift to_ one side to break joint. 1904 Knowledge
Feb. i8/a A *shift key serves to adjust the type-wheel either
for letters or figures. 19*0 R. T. Nichoi.son Mech. Devices
Typevjriter 33 Depression of the shift-key marked * Caps ',

sets the platen in position for writing capitals, or 'upper-
case ' letters. X907 Jrnl. Soc, Arts 1 Mar. 435/1 The "shift.

lock for capitals, xoso R. T. Nicholson Mech. Devices
Typewriter 33 The shift-lock is used whenever it is desired
to hold a shift-key continuously depressed.

Shifty V. 16. b. Add : Also, to get rid of

(money).
19*3 E. P. OfPESHF.iM/nezfitable Millionaires x\v,l should

trip It to Monte. That's the place to shift the shekels.

Shifter. " 6. Add : ahoaltrib.
19J0 R. T. Nicholson Mech. Devices Type^vriter 47 The

pawl can be swung into engagement with cither spool nt

will by means of the shifter-knob.

b. A small engine employed in making up a
railway train.

1904 Atlantic Monthly Oct. 499 The shifter, .is a little but
powerful locomotive, .much given to snorting and panting.

Shifting, vbl. sb. Add : 2. e. Philol. [ir. G.
verschiebung'\'. %Qt sound-shifling{^So\5iiTi sb.''^ *j).

1905 O. F. Emerson Hist. Eng. Lang. § 267. 238 There
has been no consistent shifting of a considerable number of
consonants as in High German.
Shifting', ppl' a. 1. b. Add : shifting valve

;

shifting keyboard, a keyboard action of a grand
piano, etc., which is moved by the use of the soft

pedal ; so shifting pedal ; shifting movement
(see Shifting vbl. sb. 4); shifting spanner, an
adjustable spanner.
X896 H I PKiNS Pianoforte 40 In many upright pianos, how-

ever, although some are made with ^shifting keyboards..

a

soft pedal is contrived by mechanically dropping a strip of
cloth, .between the hammers and the strings. x88o Grove
Diet. Mus. II. 682/2 The *shifting pedal, first introduced by
Stein in his Saitenharmonica. 1883 Ibid. III. 637/1 The

SHIMOSE.
' Verschiebung *, or shifting pedal. 1813 Niles^ Weekly
Register III. Add. 1/2 Boiling decomposes water slowly...
Therefore the *shifting.vaive is necessary.

Shiftsman (Ji-fismKn). [f. shift's^ gen. case
of Shift sb. 4- Man sb.^l » Shifter 5, shift-man
(Shift Ji5. iS).
i9ax Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) % 044 ^-iz/C^r, shiftman,

shiftsman.
. ; general terms for labourers assisting repairers,

timberers, etc., in building stoppings and clearing falls of
stone. Ibid. § 054 Shi/ter, shiftman, shiftsman ;.. works at
night, when mine workers are absent, repairing road-ways,
etc. X9a4 Public Opinion 8 Feb. 127/1 Machinery shall be in
charge of a competent shiftsman.

Shifty, a. Add : 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X838 ' Texian * Mexico v. Texas 217 Flambeau, who was

extremely shifty, soon built up a nice little booth.

2. b. in comb, shifty-eyed vtA].

igaa H. Jenkins John Dene of Toronto L 11 A shifty-eyed
little man.
Shikara, variant of Shikra.
\'i&QEncycl. Brit. XII. 741/1.

Shikimi (J/krmz). Also sikimi, skim(m)i.
[Jap.] A Japanese tree, the evergreen anise,

Illicium religiosutn. Hence Shlki'mic «., de-
signating an acid, C7H10O5, contained in the fruit

of this tree. Shiki-min, a crystalline glucoside
occurring in shikimi-seeds. Shiki'inol = Safbol.
1727 Scheochzer tr. Kmnpfers Hist, Japan v. iii. 41B

Often also they put a branch of the Fauna Skimmi Tree
over their doors, which is in like manner believ'd to bring
good luck into their houses. Ibid. xv. 598 He had . .a large
tub of water standing by him. .and some Skimmi branches
lying bjj it. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XX. 482/1 Small furrows
filled with powdered bark of the Skimmi-tree. x88t Jrnl.
C/tem. Soc. XL. 918T0 this substance, .the author [jc. Eyk-
man] gives the name of ' sikimine ', from the Japanese name
ofihefruit'shiklmi*. 1886/bid. L. 95 Schikimic acid, .which
is present in large quantities, isa white, crystalline compound,
insoluble in alcohol, ether, and chloroform. 1888 /bid. LI V.
495 The recently discovered shikimole appears to be identical
with safrole. Both are optically inactive. i88g tr. Rein's
Industries of Japan 136 The fruits of the Skimi, which is

consecrated to Buddha and therefore much grown about
Buddhist temples and cloisters, made a great stir some time
ago. They came to market as a spice, instead of the Staranis,
which they closely resemble, and turned out to be poisonous,
1899 Greenish Introd. Materia Medica s.v. Star Anise
I'ruitjt The poisonous constituent is the crystalline principle
sikiniin.

Shilling. Add: 6. b. =Solidus1 2.

X904 Hart Rulesfor Compositors (ed. 18) 38 The diagonal
sign / or ' shilling-mark .

Shillnk(fil«-k). Also Shillook. An African

negro tribe dwelling on the banks of the White
Nile, neighbours of the Dinka, Also, a member
of this tribe.

x83a Leake in Jrnl. R, Geog. Soc, II. 26 On the twelfth
day they reached the first island of the Shilluks. X873
Ellen E. Fkewkr tr. Schiveinfurth^s Hrt. Africa I. 261
The jet-black Shillooks, Nueir, and Dinka, natives of the
dark alluvial flats, stand out in marked distinction to the
dwellers upon the iron-red rocks. 1913 Rep. Brit. Assoc.

633 Dr. Seligmann's discoveries among the Shilluks of the
Nile Valley. 19J7 lYorld Domin. Internat. Rev. Oct. 319
All travellers note the Sliilluk style of hairdressing.

Shimming, vbl. sb. 2. U»S* (Earlier ex-

ample.)
1873 Huntington Road-Master's Assistant 78 In winter,

when ballast is frozen so that track can not be surfaced by
lamping, it is done by shimming.
Shimmy (Ji'mi), sb:-^ U.S. Also shimi. [? A

use of Shimmy, chemise.] A modern dance which
resembles a fox-trot accompanied by simulated

shivering. Also phr. to shake a shimmy,
19x9 N. Y. Sun 16 Jan., I was dancing the shimi shiver.

X919 A^. K W^<7r/^i7 Jan. (/(*<!;///«*) Shinimydance is banned
in greater New York. 1931 Punch CLX. 398/3 From a de-
scription of the 'shimmy ':

' The Negro invited his partner to

dance by beating his feet and a sideways movement which
consisted of " shimmying '' or shivering.' xgsa Weekly Dis-
patch 31 Dec. 9 'Shimmy' banned in New York... The
Chicago, camel-walk, scandal, balconnades, and shimmy
dances must cease. X924 P. Marks Plastic Age 275 That
music was enough to make a saint shed bis halo and shake
a shimmy.
Hence Shl'mmy v, intr.^ to dance the shimmy

;

vAsofig.j to tremble, shiver (with some emotion).
1930 C. Sandburg Smoke ^ Steel 223 Shimmying the fast

shimmy to the Livery Stable Blues. 1925 C. R. Cooper Lions
'«' Tigers vii. 175 Old Mom \sc. an elephant] shimmied with
delight. 1927 Daily Express i/^ Dec. 4 Eight most attractive
little girls, .shimmied and Charlestoned with all the polish

and precision of so many Tallulah Bankhcads. 1938 Gals-
worthy A'^faw Song II. xiii. 217 He., watched the dancing on
deck—funny business nowadays, shimmying, bunnyhugging,
didn't they call it?

Shimose (jimJu's^), [Said to be short for

*Shimonose^ i. the name of the Japanese inventor

Masashika Shimonose Kogakubachi.] A military

explosive prepared from picric acid, which was
invented and used by the Japanese in their war
with Russia, 1904-5. So Shimosite.
X904 Knowledge \\x\y 158^1 Shimose does not explode on

percussion, or by fire, and is not injured by wetting, xjjxs

A. Marshall Explosives 323 The first satisfactory solution

of the problem was the adoption of picric acid by France.

This was quickly followed by similar measures taken by
practically all the other Powers, each ofwhom, however, gave
the substance a different name; France.. Melinite, England

..Lyddite... Japan.. Shimosite. 1918 Farrow Diet. Mil.

Terms, Shimose, one of the picric powders, most successful

as a military explosive. It is of Japanese manufacture.



SHIMYAAN.

Shimyaan ffrmyan). A Natal name for a

powerfully intoxicating beverage made of treacle

and water fermented in the sun (Pettman).

1870 A. F. LiNDLEY A/te^ Ophir 306 (Pettman) Shimyan
and jwarlar were produced for our consumption, and we were

invited to witness the usual dancing performances at the

kiaal after dark. 1900 Sir J. Robinson Lifetime S. Africa

307 'Shimyaan,' a concoction of treacle and water allowed

to ferment in the sun. This beverage was maddening in its

effects, and the parent of much crime.

Shin ( Jinli sb.^ One of the castes of the Dards
of the Gilgit basin. So SMiia, the language spoken

by these people.
X879 EncycL Brit. X. 598/1 The Shina \sc. language],

spoken in the rest of the basin^ is clearly Aryan, and kindred

to the Sanskritic languages of India. Ibid., The raiddle

castes, Shin and Yashkun, form the body of the Dard people.

The pure Shin looks more like a European than any high-

caste Brahman of India. 1903 Risley & Gait Census India
igoi I. I. 310 Shina, one of the non-Sanskrit Indo-Aryan
forms of speech. 1919 Sir G. A. Gkieirson Ling. Surv.
India VIII. II. 150 In various dialects, Shina is the language
of the Gurez Valley in Kashmir.

Shin (
Jin), J^.3 [Jap., a. Chinese skin god. Cf.

Shinto.] A tutelary god or spirit, or the gods or

spirits collectively.

184s EncycL Metrop. XVI. 565/2 Within that enclosure

there were two smaller altars dedicated to the shin or
Superior Spirits, the Genii and Manes.

Shin, V, 3. Add : Also, to shoot in the shins.

1819 E. Evans Pedestrtous Tour 214 Soldiers are apt to

fire too high. He was often heard to say to his troops in

battle ;
' Shin them, my brave boys 1

*

Shin Cjin), accommodated pronunciation of «'«^

=« hyperbolic sine.

Shindy. 3. (Earlier U^. example.)
xSag B. Hall Trav. JV. Amer. III. 325, I never saw a

more complete row, or as a fellow near me called it, * a more
regular shindy *.

Shine, v. Add : 10. O. To shine up to : to
try to please ; to make oneself pleasant to. U.S.
i88a Century Mag. Oct. 837 It was then that David first

set out to shine up to her. x886 Con^regationalist 4 Feb.
(Farmer) Mother was always hecterin' me about getting
married, and wantin' I should sliiiie up to this likely girl and
that. 190a S. E. White Blazed Trait yX\\. 294 You might
shine up to Hilda Farrand and join the rest of the fortune*
hunters.

Shiner. Add : 1. f. A diamond. S. Afr, slang.
18&4 QueensioTun FreePress 15 Jan. (Pettman) When they

dug it up they at once came to the conclusion it was a real
shiner,

4. A stone built into a mortarless wall with its

thickest side outward. S. Africa.
x88i Douglass Ostrich Farming 39 The great thing to

look out for is that the men do not put in shiners—that is,

stones showing their longest face to the front.

Shingle, sb.^ Add: 1. e. A modem style of
cutting women's hair short, as in the bob, but with
the back hair shingled ^see *SHiNaLE v.'^ 2 a). Also,
hair cut in this way.
jgz^ Lfairdressing Feh. Illustr., Based on the 'shingle',

1937 F. E. Bailey Golden Vanity xvii, Dosir powdered her
face, combed her dark shingle, lit a cigarette, and picked up
her 'beef cubes.
attrib. 1936 Vogue Late Nov. 85 A charming little shingle

cap for night wear. 1938 Times 19 Dec. 15/7 After bathing
the shingle-wig was slipped over the dishevelled head.

Shingle, v\ Add : 2. a. Also in modern
usage, to cut (women's hair) in a style in which it

is made to taper from the back of the head to the
nape of the neck; also absol., to have the hair
cut in this way.
19x4 Punch 17 Sept. 319 It moves me not if Araminta

shingles Her locks, or Evelina has them bobbed. 1926 Gals-
worthy Sliver Spoon iv, Fully dressed for the evening, she
had but little on, and her hair was shingled. Ibid.^ She had
been one of the first twelve to shingle.

3. In sheep-shearing : To make a .second cut over
a part of a sheep*s body. Austral.
1896 Chambers"'! Jrnl. 12 Sept. 592/1 Bad or careless

shearers, in order to give the sheep the appearance of being
properly shorn, may either ' shingle ' or * feather ' the fleeces
they cut oflf. By * shingling ' is meant making a second cut
over the same part of tiie body of the sheep, . .close to the
skin.

Shingled,///. fl.i Add: 3. Ofhair: Cut in
a shingle. Also^^., curt, abrupt.
i9aS Punch 20 May 553 Critic. 'Doris isn't bad, but her

manners are rather shingled.' 1928 Galsworthy Swan Song
L V. 39 A fashionable young woman with a clear and, no
doubt, shingled head—he felt a great curiosity to see her
again.

Shingling, vhl. sb.i Add : 2. (See *Shikolb
o.i 2 a.)

1924 Chambers's Jj-nl. 483/a You do not care for the
shingling and hoblied hairstyles? 1918 Galsworthy .S'waw
Songw. v. 146 Everything now depended on the Basque
cap. If women took to them, shingling would stay ; if not,
hair might come in again.

Shinner^ (fi-naj). Colloq. abbreviation of
*SiNW Fkinkr (Jin f^»-nw).

xoax Ciasgenv Herald 9 Apr. 19 The ^andsare mnning out
as Ireland will shortly be ruined. 'Shinners' may be killed
daily. 1932 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 740/2 If they took vengeance
on the Sbinners they would be playing into the hands of the
enemy.

Ship, sb.'^ 4. b. Add : Also « aeroplane or
other lorm of aircraft.

1998 V. pAoi iiod. Aircraft 52B Always make a landing

212

into the wind, as this will . . bring the ship to a stop quicker.
19S9 B. Hall & J. J. Niles One Man's War 69 At first, I

couldn't see why I couldn't have taken a ship \sc. aero-
plane] up to the front and gone to making the war the very
first day.

8. a. ship-canal (earlier U.S. example).
1798 I. Allen Hist. Vermont 268 A ship canal would be

the means of importing salt, and exporting the preceding
articles cheap.

Ship, V, Add : 7. C. U.S. (Earlier and latex

examples.)
187a Trans. III. Dept. Agric. 205 The remainder is shipped

by rail toother parts of tliis State. X903 A. Adams Log
Cowboy xiii. 201 No, I'll not ship any more cattle to your
town. 1926 D. L. CoLviN ProJiibition in U.S. 533 A case
of brewers in Illinois having shipped beer in kegs, .to their
agent in Iowa.

6. iftir. To admit of being sent or transported
by ship.

1867-8 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VII. 510 It ships well, and
is a very good peach. 1927 Daily Express 9 Nov. 5/5
Persimmons.. will probably be as plentiful and popular as
the banana, because it ships well and grows so freely that
it can be sold at a low price.

10. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1833 B. SiLLiMAN Man. Sugar Cane 80 [The pan] is made

to ship and unship.

13. To ship a stripe : to gain promotion in the
navy or air-force,

^
1915H. KosHKK In R.N.A.S. (1916) 38,1 see in this morn-

ing's paper that I have shipped another stripe (Flight Lieu-
tenant). i9_3!4 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 333 /2 For once his clothes
were more interesting than mine for he had * shipped * his
half-stripe, and was a whole degree more important in the
world !

Shippable, a. Transfer rare to sense in Diet.

and add : 2. That can be shipped,
1920 Glasgow Herald 17 Nov. n The Southern Hemi-

sphere promises for 1921 a shippable surplus of 4o,ooo,oooqr.
1924 Ibid. 3o_ July 4 The holders of shippable reserves in
North America have combined.

Ship-load, (Earlier Amer. example.)
1639 I'orismouih (R. I.) Rec. 10 For men to gett a shipp

lood of. .pipe staufTes.

Shipper. 3. b. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1893 Atlantic Monthly Apr. 436/3 The railway industry

employs between eight and nine hundred thousand men, not
counting the shippers.

4. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1852 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. III. 160 By the shipper the

logs may be geared deeper or shallower.

Shipping, vbl. sb. 6, 6. b. Add: shipping
company^ housCy lane^ pool \ Shipping Boaxd (see

quot. 1922); shipping leaf (see quot.).

1919 Daily Mail Year Bk. 78/x Help of another kind was
given to the Allies at sea by the American *Shipping Board.
1922 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 1031/2 The Shipping Board was
the first of the new war boards to begin to function. Ibid.
XXXII. 146/3 The U.S. Shipping Board which fixed ocean
freight rates. 1924 Times Trade ^ Eiigin. Suppi. 29 Nov.
250/3 Orders have now been placed by the United States
Shipping Board for 18 Diesel engines to be installed in
vessels ofabout 8,000 tons deadweight. Ibid.z-^gfi *Shipping
companies are complaining that apple shipments are not as
heavy as they desire. J919 Brit. Manvf. Nov. 40/2 The
attempt to do away with the ^shipping house. 1931 W. G.
Carr By Guess ^ by God 194 German submarines which.,
lurked about the *sh!pping lanes waiting to attack the Allied
merchantmen.^ 1863 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. V. 669 Those
heavy descriptions of tobacco known in Virginia as heavy
*shipping leaf. 1926 Century Mag, CXIII. 104 Dayton,
Tennessee, that small village was actually the shipping point
for two million words of telegraphic news. 191X Encycl,
Brit, XXIV. 986/2 Early in 1902 a 'shipping pool or 'com.
bine ' was effected in the case of certain importaut British
steam lines engaged in the North Atlantic trade.

Shippo (
Jip^"). [Japv ^ {<^ the seven precious

things, viz. gold, silver, emerald, mother-of-pearl,

agate, amber (or crystal), coral (or tortoiseshell),

{b) shippd yaki\ f. Chin. ^jVA seven +^<7 jewel.]

Cloisonne-enamel ware. Also <Utrib»
1881 Trans. Asiatic Soc. Japan'^.^x A broken piece of

old ShippQ ware. 1889 tr. Rein's Industries of Japan 430
The metal decorations of the Japanese by means of enamel
(Shippu), i.e. opaque coloured glassy flux.

Shirk, V. Add : 1. c. To shift or fend for
oneself. U.S.
1849 N. KiNGSLEY Diaty 76, 1 can shirk for myself pretty

well after going through a campaign in the New Haven and
California Joint Stock company. 1850 [see sense i in Diet.].

1861 Trans. Ill, Agric. Soc. IV. 515 You might just as well
turn out your stall-fed.. short-horn cow, and expect her to
shirk for herself. i87;4 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 422
They are then turned into the pasture to shirk for themselves.

Shirley (Jejli). [f. the name of 4$*/^ «>/<?>' Vicar-
age, Croydon, where the variety was produced by
the Rev. W. Wilks.] In full Shirley poppy \ A
variety produced from the Common Com Poppy,
Papaver Rhceas^ under cultivation, bearing single

and double flowers of various colours and delicate
shades of colour.
i88« Jrnl. Hort, 21 Oct. 367/1 {heading) Shirley Poppies.

1889 Ibid. 15 Aug. 136/2, I sent a pinch of seed to a leading
firm of London nurserymen last spring for comparison with
the Shirley. x^^'Ro^iKSOfi English Flower Garden fed. 3)
568/1 Of recent years pretty single forms of the Corn Poppy
have become popular under the name of * Shirley Poppies .

Shirred, a. 2. Add : Alsofig.
1929 S. JamilSom in Legion Bk. 105 The waters.. in sun-

shuie ruffled and shirred with liviug light.

SHOCK.

Shirt, sb. Add : 2. f. To keep one's shirt on :

to keep calm. 6^.^. slang.
1904 W. H. Smith Promoters i. 15 1*11 tell you how, if

you 11 keep your shirt on. 1911 R. D. Saunders Col. Tod.
iiunter V. 70 It don't make any -difference, .so you can just
keep your shirt on.

5. a. shirt-tail (earlier U.S. example).
1846 J. W. Webb Altowan I. vi. 174 He. leaped into the

river,, .and made a shirt-tail across the prairie on the other
side.

O. shirt-bosom, -button, -waist (earlier ex-
amples) ; shirt-front wicket, a wicket or cricket
pitch fancifully compared to a shirt-front for

smoothness.
1833 J. Neal Down^Easters I. 3 His collar turned back,

and his *shirt-bosom all open to tlie waist. 1678 New Castle
Court Rec, 352, 3 Payer of *shirt Buttons. 174a in Mary-
land Hist. Mag. XX. 178 Three or four Papers good shul
buttons but not made on wire. 1025 Ld. Harris in Westm.
Caz. 16 Jan., I deprecate these '*shirt.front ' wickef?; they
enhance the luck of the toss. 1928 Sunday Express 18 Nov.
3 Long discourses on what they are pleased to describe as
the 'shirt-front

I

wicket at Sydney, which, according to them,
resembles nothing so much as a slab of highly-polished
marble. 1889 Kansas City Times ^ Star 15 Apr., She ob-
tained work.. at Haar's *shirtwaist and overall factory*.

x^S'vsx P^^^^^X Business Biogr. To. Wetiiatnaker (1930) 110
Five carloads of shirtwaists placed on sale.

Shirt-sleeve, attrib. (later example).
1931 W. F. Sands Undiplomatic Mem. 22, I admit some

pride in believing that they acted like gentlemen in the
matter, though perhaps it was onlyshiit-s^eves diplomacy.
Shise, variant of *Shice.

Shivaree, sb. and v. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1843 R. Carlton Nciv Purchase Iv. 231 The musicians.

.

letting offat each repetition ofthedemand pealsofshiver-ree.
1873 E. EcGLHSTON Endof IVorldxW. 291 O Uncle Andrew 1

is It a shivaree? Ibid. xlvi. 294 Among the manly recreations
which they have proposed to themselves is that of shiveree-
ing *that Dutchman, Gus Wilde'. 1876 'Mark Twain*
Old Times 55, I started such a rattling ' shivaree ' down be-
low as never had astounded an engineerin this world before.

Shiver, v,^ Add : 2. c, trans. To shake,
rustle.

1928 E. W. Hendy Lure ef Bird Watching 49 The hen.
at the conclusion of a dustbath, gave a low call, and shivered
her wings.

Shivering, 2'^/. J^,2 Add: 2. Path, (See quot.

1913.)
X903 U.S. Dept. Agric, Rep. Dis. Horse 207 (Cent. D.

Suppl.). 19»3 DonLANO Med. Diet. (ed. 7*, Shivering,
ciiorea affecting the muscles of the hip and thigh of a horse.

Shock, sb.^ 3. Add : shock com.
1925 R. R, Snapp BeefCattle 179 Before the silo became

common, corn fodder or shock corn was used extensively for
wintering cattle.

Shocki sb.^ Add: 7. shock-test \ shock-ab-
sorber, also, a device on aircraft to lessen the shock
of contact with the earth or other surfaces on land-
ing ; shock-proof c, proof against breakage or
injury by shocks or blows ; also^^.
19x6 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks 112 In the case of

rubber *shock absorbers, both the number of turns and the
lengths must be equal. 1931 Henley's ABC Gliding 4-

Sailflying 19^ If the landing gear is not provided with shock
absorbers, it is desirable to pad the pilot's seat welL 1911
Dreiser Jennie Cerhardt xviii, He was.. curiously elated
beneath a sturdy, *shock-proof exterior. i^2& Daily Express

19 Jtine 3 It is a splinterless shock-proof safety glass with
visibility unimpaired by constant use. 1930 Rose Macauuiy
Staying with Relations xiv. § 3. 203 They needed a shock-
proof screen between them, to deaden the assauUs of each
on the other's strained nerves. 1905 Trans. Instit. Naval
Archit. XLVII. 11. 382 Fremont's *shock test,

b. In shock-troops [tr. G. stosstrnppen\^ forces

of selected and specially armed men designed for

use in assault operations, especially against strong

positions or large numbers.
1918 Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms, Shock Tro^s, troops

especially .selected for assault work. They usuiill)* wear
steel breastplates and other protection strong enough to

turn a bullet at 50 or 60 feet. i9»7 Daily Express 14 July
0/4 The G.P.U. troops . . in , . a war against Poland and
Britain .. would be used as shock troops. 1938 Diet. Amer.
Biogr. I. 382/9 A master of strategy usually stays behind
the lines. Not so Bishop Asbury. He asked no more of
his skirmishers and shock-troops than he was himself pre-

pared to undergo. 1931 A. H. Dallas tr. £. Seeberg in

Relig. IVorld 400 The Society of Jesus. , was organized with
such.. efficiency tliat it became the 'spear head' or 'shock
troops ' of the Papacy.

c. Hence, in the U,S.S.R., applied to workers

who are used for accomplishing a specially arduous

task, and to the system underwhichthey work, etc.

1930 S. N. Harper Making Boishri'iks 52 The so-called
* shock-brigade movement 'among workmen, which is inter-

preted by the Communists as an illustration ofa new attitude

and as a new and vital force produced by the Revolution.
Ibid, 53 7'he shock-brigade of a given factory or mine is

a voluntary organization of workmen who have come to-

gether to fulfil and, if possible, exceed the quota ofproduction

assigned to the factory under the Five-Year Plan of ex-

pansion. Ibid. 55 October first of this year was proclaimed

'Shock-Brigade Day '. X930 Observer \6 Nov. 1 1/2 Checking
currency inflation has loomed up as one of the urgent * shock
problems ' which are so common under the strained conditions

of Soviet economic life. 1931 Times Lit. SuppL 9 July

536/4 And 'cultural work ' is still in eflTect a kind of ^opa-
gandist 'shock work\ 1931 Mom. Post it Aug. 11/7 Three
hundred and fifty Russian 'shock workers 'landed in Lon^'on

from the s.s, Ukraine yesterday for a two days' 'holiday'.

X93a Titnesw Mar. 13/7 By order of the Soriet Govemmeof



SHOCKABILITY.
March is_ to be a 'shock month for mohHizing financial
resources

Sliockability (>kabi-liti). [f. Shockable a.
+ -ity] The capacity for being shocked.
1919 Gerald Gould Dcnwcritus 89 What we irant is to

preserve the precious gift of shoctability while remaining
too intelligent to be shocked.

,

Shocker \ (Earlier U.S. example.)
1786 Washingtok Diaries III. 91 For every twoCradlers

to allow 4 rakes, i shocker, and two Carriers.

Shodden, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
"•»» J. F. CooPKl WUh-Um^ish vi, His beast hath a

shodden hoof.

Shoe, sb. Add : 5.
q. A box for dealing the cards in chemin-de-fer.
i9»4 W. J. Locke Coming of Amos viiL lot 'Chemin de

fer.'.. She, .handed Iiim shoe and cards and counters. 1930
BvRNE Golden Goat i. 8 They were only interested in the
passing of the 'shoe ' as the chemin-defer box is called.

6. c. shoe-bench U.S., a shoeinaker's bench;
shoe-boil, capped elbovvin horses or cattle(DorIand
1913) ; shoe-button, (a) a button used for fastening
boots and shoes ; (J>) a small black spider, Latro-
dtctus mactans; shoe-deep a., deep enough to
covertheshoe; shoe-lastoelt \Cmjt'i''\Archsology,
a polished stone hoe, flat on one side and curved on
the other, found in the area of neolithic Danubian
culture ; shoe-parlour 6^..S"., a shoe-cleaning shop

;

shoe-rail, a rod for supporting shoes in a wardrobe
or similar piece of furniture; shoe-tree (earlier
U..S. example).
1841 Knickerbocker Mag. XVII. 36s A few weeks' rumina-

tion on the "shoe-bench, or cogitation on the tailors' board.
1891 Har/ier's Mag. June 57/1 An express wagon was.,
loaded with the old shoe bench. 19*7 Daily Express 21 July
2/7 A small black spider known to entomologists as 'latro-
dectus mactans ', and commonly called the 'black widow' or
I
'shoebuiton

', which has been introduced from Oriental ports
into North America concealed in fruit and lumber.and cattsed
more than twenty deaths last month. 1773 P. V. Fithian
^'"['('Qoo) 75 I-ast night there fell a Snow which is about
half "Shoe-deep. 1891 Mary E. Wilkins Nevi EnglandNun 174 There had been a light fall of snow, .but it was not
shoe-deep. 1017 Peake & Fleuee Priests ft Kings 126 They
had knives ofobsidian . .and stone celts or hoes, among which
IS a type, not unlike that found in the Danube basin, known
as the "shoe-last celt. 19*9 Childe Danube in Prehist. 40
The universal stone implement of the Danubian I culture is
the polished adze or hoe... It maybe termed a ' shoe-last

'

celt, though strictly that name should be confined to the
narrow chisel-like specimens. 1906 IVashington Post 29 Apr.
9 Dainty society women performed the menial task of shining
men's shoes. The improvised "shoe parlor was in All Souls*
Unitarian Church. 1918 Daily Mail Year Bk. p. Ixxxvii,
Fitted wardrobe.. with.. 'shoe rails (with space for 6 pairs).
1817 B. Drake & Mansfield Cincinnati viiu 60 In the
third story the manufacture of "shoe trees is carried on.

Shoeblack. (Earlier Amer. example.)
177a J. Adams Diary 19 Dec, Wks. 1850 II. 306 A porter,

a shoeblack, or chimney sweeper.

Shoeing, vbl. sb. 2. b. (Earlier U.S. ex-
ample.)
1780 Narragansetl Hist. Reg. I. 104 Made shoeing for

Bowlaiid's boat keel.

Shoepack, -pac (J««'padc). U.S. [Of Lenape
(Delaware) Indi.-m origin.] (See Shob sb. 6 c.)
•755 in Lett, to Washington I. 99 It would be agood thing

to have Shoe-packs or Moccosons for the Scouts. 1834 [see
Shoi sb. 6 cj. i8sa J. Revnolds Pioneer Hist. Illinois 51
The men out of doors wore a coarser and .stronger article
made out of thicker leather, which the Americans call * shoe
packs'. 1897 J. L. Allen CioiV /nt/iiiVS/« iii. 26Thesmall,
sensitive feet,..covered with coarse shoe-packs tied with
leather thongs. 1903 S. E. White Forest x. lao He brought
to light.. oil-tanned shoepacs, with and without the flexible
sole.

Shoe'-stringf. 1. See Shoe sb. 6 c, and add :

b. On a shoe-string, with very little capital ; on
a small margin. U.S. coHoq.
1904 Cosmopolitan May89Theysaidhe.. speculated ' on

a shoe-siring '—an exceedingly slim margin. 1936 J. BlackYou Cati*t Win viii. 90 The new owners had no bankroll,
just opened upon a shoestring. 193J A'a/rt;« (N. Y.)q Mar.
271 American universities have started department alter de-
partment on linaoclal shoe-strings,

C. altrib. Small or petty in a pecuniary way.
19*3 ' B. M. BowEK ' Parowan Bonanza xi. 137 The little

shoestring propositions that go broke and leave empty houses
behind them. 1916 J. Black You Can't Win xiiL 185 1 he
cheap cheaters ajid tinhorn, shoestring gamblers never got a
footing there.

2. (a) A kind of tobacco : (Ji) a Julienne potato
(chiefly//.). U.S.
1784 J. F. D. Smyth Tour U.S. II. 129 There are seven

different kinds of tobacco. . each varying from the other. They
are named Hudson, Frederick, Thick-joint, Sboe.string,[etc.].
1931 B. .Starke Touch * Go x. 156, I . .found that the word
' shoe-strings ' on the menu really meant Julienne potatoes.
I ate every last shoe-string.

Shoey (J»'i). slang, [f. Shoe z/. -I- -Y 6.] An
army shoeing-smith.
1919 War Terms in Atkensum 1 Aug. 695/2. 1925 E.

Fraser & Gibbons .Soldier ^ Sailor Worels,
Shofer, variant of 'Chauffediu

^ «9»8 ' Q ' Foe.Farrell no, I got in [the car] and sat back
in the cushions, wailing for the Shofer, if tliat's how you
pronounce it.

Shcrji (po'dji). [Jap.] A sliding screen of
semi-transparent paper used to compose the parti-
tions, and in the daytime in winter the walls, of a
Japanese house.
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1880 Miss Bird Japan (1905) 40, I closed the sliding win-

o.^\*' translucent paper for window panes, called j/i(!/i.
1881 SATOW& Hawes Handbk. Jafan (1884) 482/1 Ama.
^i^i" ,°°^S «P'3« 'he ordinary shd-ji (sliding screens).

. J- La Farce Artist's Lett. Japan (1897) 217 To look
out ot the shoji screens into the garden. 1921 J. Street
MysUrtous Jafan it (1923) 24 Children glimpsed through
the open wood and paper shoji of their matchbox houses.
Bnomio, variant of "'SlOMIO.

Shonkiaite(Jc-qkiiisit). Petrog. [{.Shoniin,
the Indian name for the Highwood Mountains,
Montana H--1TB1.] A phaneric igneous rock of
granular texture, composed essentially of augite
with subordinate orthoclase. Hence Shonkiiu'-
tio a., consisting of shonkinite.
189s Weed & Pirsson in Bull. Geol. Soe. Amer. VI 415

For this type of rock, then, we propose the name of shon-
kinite, .. and shonkinite we define as a granular plutonic rock
consisting of essential augite and orthoclase. 1930 Peach
& HoRNE Geol. Scotl. 112 A discontinuous zone of fine,
grained shonkinite and pulaskite. Ibid. 113 The degree of
alteration is less in the more shonkinitic patches.

Shoo, V. Add : 1. b. To cause to move or go
in a desired direction by following up gently. U.S.
1903 N. Y. Sun 17 Nov. 12 The police shoo everybody to

the south side of the loops. 1903 N. Y. Evening Post 28 Dec.
I So far from^ being gently shoved off by the Administration
and ' shooed ' toward home. Gen. Reyes has been treated
with distinguished consideration. 1923 ' B. M. Bower'
Parowatt Bonanza xiii. 151 You're supposed to shoo a lady
gently before you down the aisle.

Shoofly. U.S. [Of obscure origin.] A tem-
porary railway-track constructed for use while the
regular track is not available.
Also used in other unrelated senses,
1905 Los Angeles Express 18 Mar. 8 A freight train had

left the track. The work of building a shoofly around the
train was at once begun. 1905 N. Y, Evening Post 29 July i
The Southern Pacific Company's 'shoo-fly* around the
tracks now submerged will be completed in a few days.

Shoot, sb^ Add : 1. i. The action of shooting
a film (see *Shoot r. 22 f).

ija9 Mom. Post 24 May 12/7 A Wembly 'Shoot' De-
scribed. . .A ' talkie * sequence is being ' shot in the studio.
6. C. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1865-6 Trems. HI. Agric. Soc. VI. 319 Each railroad has

one thousand feet of platform which is provided with 'shoots',
leading directly into the yards and pens. 1873 J. H. Beadle
Umievel. West xxii. 432 About a quarter .section of cattle-
yards and ' shoots ' extend around the depot.

Shoot, V. Add :

4. 0. Also, to urge (one's mount) swiftly forward.
1918 Mom. Post 20 Oct. 14/1 The latter was travelling like

a winner as far as the Dip, where Richards shot his mount
into the lead.

11. j. To discard, get rid of; orig. in shoot that
hat, etc., as a rude retort or mild imprecation. Also
with up. U.S. slang.
1876 E. Burton Songs (Bartlett) The slang the gang is

using now You'll hear from every lip; It's shoot the hat!
and get it boiled : And don't you lose your grip, a 1877
Nrtv York Herald {B^n\eu) One lady., with derisive scorn
. . observed in the language of the day, * Oh, shoot that hat I

'

1883 J. Ht.y Breadwinners xvi. 2« If I bad all the cash he
takes in to-night, I'd buy an island and shoot the machine
business. 190s Farmer & Henlev 67an^s.v., Shoot that
{hat, »m«—anything) I. .a mild imprecation, * Bother 1' 1936
J. Black Yoit Cetn't Win xii. 161 They grew so despondent
over their plight., they decided to 'shoot up' the small por-
tion of white stuff they had left. 19x8 .Sunday Express
18 Mar. 9/2 'Tell him to shoot that song-and-dance outfit '..,
and jump into some plain overalls.

12. Also, to cast (a line) in fishing.
1S70 Kendall Co^s Hand 9 (E.D.D.) Has to return with-

ontshooting his lines. 1931 Hardy's Anglers' Guide 13 This
[slack] line is released during the forward stroke [in casting).
This is termed * shooting ' line.

18. e. Of a crab, lobster, etc. : To cast off or
drop (a leg or limb).
1884 Goode Nat. Hist, Aquat. Anim. 805 Lobsters

have the power of dropping or ' shooting ' one or both claws,
which may be more or less completely replaced by a new
growth.

22. d. Phr. To shoot the corn ojff: to celebrate
the harvest-home with the shooting of guns. S.
Africa,
«8«6 Hist, Product., * Resources C.GJI. (ed. J. Noble)

226 Powder is given them to enable them to carry out what
is known in the vernacular as * shooting the corn off'.

£ Also trans, to photograph with a cinemato-
graph camera ; to make a cinematographic film of.

Also absol.

1916 ' B. M. Bovek' Phantom Herd ii. 23 He.. debated
whether it should be 'shot ' with twocameras or three. 1919
Conquest Dec. 70/2 First, the camera man ' shoots ' on the
tank containing the fishes with one half of the lens open.
I9»3 Publishers' Circular ia Sept., Miss May Edgington's
new novel, ' Triumph ', is at the present moment being "shot

'

for film production. 1937 Dailjf Tel. 31 June 17/1 Mr. Fox
sent the players specially to this country in order to 'shoot

'

as many scenes as possible in the appropriate places. 1928
L. North Parasites 26 He passed a group of people
gathered round the camera that had just shot the abortion
he'had seen enacted. 193J News Chronicle 23 Sept. 3/5 The
film of Cervantes' book which is being 'shot' in the Alps
near Nice.

23. h. To give vent or utterance to. Also absol.
in imper. = ' fire away 1 ' slang,
1930 H. R. Wakefield in Loudon Mercury Feb. 317

' Surely he wouldn't tell us,' said Dandylion. ' He'd be on
the other side.* 'Well, shoot some of your S.A.,' said the
young person, * He'll soon come across.' 1930 Observer

SHOPMAN.
23 Mar. IS At shooting the smart stuff. Miss Blakeney has
the world well beaten.

28. b. (Later U.S. example.)
1924 G. Overton Cargoes/or Crnsoes 41 In his chamber

Doomdorf lay shot to death.

30. e. To shoot up : to assail or master by shoot-
ing

;
esp, to rush through (a place) shooting wildly

in all directions. U.S.
1901 S. E. White Westerners iv. 31 If you try to shoot ns

lip anj^, we'll kill every hoof you have. 1909 Chambers's
Jrnl. Feb. 104/1 Armed and masked men.. took entire pos-
session of it \,sc. Princeton), 'shot it up' until opposition
subsided.

Shooter. Add: 10. A black morning coat.
slang,

190a Farmer & Henley Slang, Shooter.
.

, a black morning
coat (Harrow) as distinguished from the tail coat worn by
the Fifth and Sixth Forms. 1930 Galsworthy In Chnncery
II. vii, 'I suppose I'd better change into a "shooter ",' he
muttered, escaping to his room. He put on the 'shooter',
a higher collar, a pearl pin, and his neatest grey spats.

Shooting, vbl, sb, 8. b. Add .- shooting-
ground (earlier U.S. example) ; shooting-match
(later U.S. examples) ; shooting-seat, -stick,
ib) a walking-stick which may be adapted to form
a seat, used chiefly by shooters.
A\l Knickerbocker Mag.y:^\. 121 A gentleman who had

asked his advice about the ."shooting-ground. 1813 Niles'
Weekly Register IV. 35/1, I., gained their applause for my
activity at our "shooting matches. 1853 J. G. Baldwin FlushTimes Alabama 127 Shooting.matches. .and card-playing
1906 Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republ. 29 Mar. 4 You
ai e not the whole shooting match, but a good share of it
189s Artny S, Naziy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 954Cane "shooting seats. Ibid., Wood, folding Shooting Seat,
can be used as a Walking Stick. 1926 Oppenheim Golden
Beast I. XVII, Judith had already disappeared, swinging her
shooting stick m her hand. 1939 H. V. Morton In Search

Scott V. §6. 137 The Mayfair and Belgravia clans sit their
shooting-sticks with renewed expectation.

Shop, sb. 9. o. Add : shop assistant, a shop-
keeper's assistant; shop-olerk U.S., a shop
assistant; shop committee (see quot. 1923);
shop-drive, the apparatus necessary for operating
the machinery of a shop or factory by electric
power

; shop-flttings//., the equipment ofa shop,
as counters, shelves, etc. ; so shop-fitter ; shop-
hours//., the hours during which a shop assistant
is employed, or a shop is kept open ; shop kitchen,
a kitchen connected with a factory; shopland, the
shopping centre of a town or city ; shop-sign, a
sign or device for indicating the ownership or type
of a shop ; shop-steward, the foreman of a work-
shop ; shop-walk w. intr,, to act as a shop-walker

;

shop-work, work done in a shop or workshop;
shop-worn a. (earlier U.S. example).
1896 H. G. Wells Wheels of Chance i. Thus even in a

"shop assistant does the warmth of manhood assert itself.

1903 EmycL Brit. XXX. 98/1 Only three kinds of pro.
tective requirement are binding on employers of shop
assistants. 1931 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 775 Shop
assistant..; serves customers with goods in retail shop or
store, makes out bill or docket. 1911 H. S. Yik^Msa'sQueed
xiiL 151 There is your public. "shop-clerks, stenographers
(etc.].

_ 1908 Modern Business Aug. 6g/i With a good "shop
committee the men will not be afraid to ventilate their
grievances. 1933 J. D. Hackett Labor Terjns in Man.
Engin. May, Shop Committee, a committee appointed by
members of a works committee for the consideration of some
special labor problem. 1903 Iron Age 26 Mar. 2a (CenL D.
Suppl.) "Shop-drive. 1931 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 483
*yhopfitter; receives wooden p,-\rts or sections of counters,
desks, .

. and other shop fittings. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
'^Shop-fittings, the counters, desks, shelves, gas-burners, and
other fixtures of a shop. 1911 Rep, Labour^ Soc. Cond.
Germany III. vi-vli. 29 The building and shopfitting trade.
1893 .4 c/ 53 ,5. 56 Vict. c. 62 § I This Act may be cited asthe
"Shop Hours Act, 1892. 1908 Modern Business Aug. 69/1
"Shop kitchens. 1933 Daily Express 20 Nov. 3 The open-
ing of the new Ponting's is the most exciting event in "shop-
land this week. 1937 Daily Express 7 Mar. 5/3 Shopland,
whether its particular province be Oxford-street and Regent-
street, Knightsbridge, Kensington, or on the other side of
the park in Queen's Road, has become one vast fair ground.
1930 Daily Express 6 Oct. 3/5' A great flame which lit up
the whole sky.. and clearly illuminated the "shop signs.

191S Political Quarterly No. 6. 93 The "Shop-stewards'
Committee at one of the factories called a mass meeting.
1905 H. G. Wells Kipps l. vi, Buggiiis, whose place it was
to "shopwalk while Carshot served, shopwalked with quite
unparalleled dignity. 1935 C. Fox Educat. Psychol, i-jj
Geometry and "shop-work. 1871 Barnum Struggles /^
Triumphs 40 A large quantity of tin ware which had been
in the shop for years and was considerably * "shop-worn '.

Shop, 'V, Add : 1. b. To dismiss (a person)
from a situation or post. U,S.
191S H. L. Wilson Ruggtes of Red Gap Iv. (1917)76 It

seemed probable that I should be shopped by Mrs. Effie for
what she had been led to believe was my rowdyish behaviour.
Ibid. xvii. 308, I would have shopped the fellow in an
instant, . . had it been at any other time. He was most
impertinent.

6. intr. To shop around: to look round for a
situation or work. U.S.
1933 J. D. Hackett in Management Engineering Feb.,

During the war, although orders greatly exceeded production,
absentism increased. Men took days off to ' shop around ',

knowing that if unsuccessful they would be welcomed back.

Shopman. Add : 3. A workshop hand.
X936 Westm. Gag. 13 Jan., Mr. Cramp asked the Court to



SHOB.

say thai there shouM be one award for the whole of the

shopmen employed on the nulwa>*s of Great Britain.

Shor iii'i). [Turki sAar, {. Turkish sAor adj.,

saltish, brackish.] In Turkestan, an elongated

saline depression in desert sand.

x888 EncycL Brit. XXIII. 512/1 A feature distinctive of

the Turcoman desert is seen in the very numerous s/iurs, or

elongated depressions. 1898 Gecg^. jfmt. (R.G.S.) Sept. 308

The jA<»ri.. arc seen on the southern border of the Kara-kum
sands.

Shore) si-^ Add : 5. shore-based a., having

the base of operations on land ; shore-hold Logg-

ing (see quot.) ; shore-platform Geol., the com-
paratively flat sea-bottom extending outward from

most coastlines, which supports the sedentary

marine life; shore-wall Geol., ' accumulations of

sand and gravel pushed up into mounds by the

expansion and contraction of ice formed on rivers

and lakes' (Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).
I9»7 Daily Tel. 22 Mar. 10/7 The limitation of air arma.

ments shall be eflfected by limiting the number of *shore-

based aircraft of service type mamtained in commission.

1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging 46 *Shore hold, the attach-

ment of the hawser of a raft of logs to an object on the shore.

1895 Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 4) 223 (Cent. D. Suppl.) *Shore-
platform. 1885 Fifth Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Survey 109 The
base of a *shore wall stands somewhat above and beyond the
ordinary margin of water. iSc^Geikie Text-hh Geol, (ed. 3)

415 When the ice melts, this embankment of displaced
n:aterial is left as a memorial of the severity of the climate.

Such ' shore-walls ' are of common occurrence on the margins
of many lakes in C^anada and the United States.

b. shore-bug U.S. (see quots. ).

1895 C0.MST0CK Man. study Insects 134 Family Saldlda;,

the Shore.bugs. . . Some of the Shore-bugs dig burrows, and
live for a part of the time beneath the ground. 190a Howard
Insect Be. 291 [They] have been dubbed ' shore bugs ' by
Comstock for the reason that they are always found upon
the sea beach.

O. In obvious attrib. uses ; = of or pertaining

to the shore; sometimes adj., = littoral,

x86a E. HoDDER Mem, N. Z. Life 24 Shore clothes were
unpacked, the ship was made tidy. 1884 Howells Silas
Laphatn xxiii. 415 A young fellow in the shabby shore-suit
of a sailor. 1886 Prestwich Geol. I. 122 A 'shore-deposit

'

extends for a distance of about 150 miles. ..Near volcanic
islands the shore deposit . . is less argillaceous, xooi Cham,
iers's frnl. Aug. 551/2 Four keepers are employed in connec-
tion with the lighthouse, three being in constant attendance
while the fourth is on shore-duty. 19x1 J. A. Thomson Biol.

Seasons InlroA. 4 In modern studies, .of the shore-fauna or

of the flora of lakes. Ibid. IV. 352 What a variety of bio-

logical impressions we gain from this walk among the shore-
jetsam. X921 Chambers"s frnl. Jan. i/i Clement glanced
at the umbrella and the obvious shore-rig of bounding little

men.

Shore-going, vbl, sb., attrib. (Earlier U.S.
examples.)
X846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVIII. 64 He rigged himself

in his 'shore-going togs* after supper. 1887 B. Harte
Crusade of ^ Excelsior' t-i C^^izm Bunker, .wore a shore-
going suit of black broadcloth.

Short, a., sb., and adv. Add : A. adj. 14.

a. Short drink, a dram of spirits.

X883 Daily Tel. 2 July 5/3 (Farmer) All these are short
drinks—that is to say, drams. X885 Punch 4 July 4/1 To
procure what he calls ' a snack and a short drink *.

28. short-change v. trans. U.S., to rob by giv-

ing insufficient change ; short column, a column
whose length is not more than 3 to 5 times its

diameter; short covaae Bell-ringing {see <\no\..)

;

short focus Photog,, a focus where the rays con-
verge at a short d istance from the lens ; chiefly attrib.,

esp. in short focus ( portrait) lens ; short game
Golf, putting ; short head (i) Racing, a distance

less than the length of a horse's head ; also attrib.
;

hence short-head v. trans. Reuing, to beat by this

distance ; short jenny Billiards (see Jenny 7)

;

short list, a list of selected candi<lates for a post
from which it is intended to make the final selec-

tion ; hence short-list v. trans., to put on a
short list ; short-paid a., designating mail which
is insufficiently stamped; short-period a., extend-
ing over or lasting for a brief period of time ; recur-
ring at short intervals; short sauce U.S. (see Sauce
sb. 4 a) ; short-six, (a) a variety of short candles
of the weight of six to a pound (cf. Six B. 3 h)

;

{b) U.S., a make of cigar (cf. *LoNQ kine) ; short
sleeves pi., sleeves which do not reach below
the elbow ; hence short-sleeved a., having short
sleeves ; short-spent a., unexpended ; short-
spoon Golf, a baffy ; short-staple (earlier U.S.
example)

; short story, a story w'th afuUyworked-
out motive but of much smaller compass and less
elaborate in form than a novel ; short suit Cards,
a suit of which one has less than four cards ; also
attrib.', short-thread a., designating a sewing-
machine in which the needle passes through the
material as in hand sewing ; short time, the state

or condition ofworking less than the regular number
of hours per day or of days per week ; short title,

an abbreviated form of the full title ; short wave,
a wave which has a relatively short wave-length

;

spec, in wireless, one having a wave-length of less
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than 100 metres (3,000 k/c per second) ; also attrih.\

short week, a week in which a workman's wage is

below the average owing to short time.

19J3 H. L. Foster Beachcomber in Orient xii. 308 A
tourist is cheated and *short-changed so often in the East
[etc.J. X9a8 L. North Parasitts 304 The girl at the cash-
register short-changed him. 1888 Lockwoocfs Diet. Mech.
Eftgin.y *Shori Coluntnx^ a term applied to columns whose
length exceeds their diameter by from three to five times
that amount, and which yield to rupture by simple crushing
only. 1904 BuLWER Gloss. Techn. Terms Beils ^ Ringing
13 The effect of other * calls ' is to curtail the ' course , by
cutting out a part of the * work '. It is then termed a ' *short
course'. 1863 Catal, Internat. Exhib.^ Brit. II. No. 3122
It forms a portrait lens of *short focus. Ibid. No. 3154 The
.same camera can be used for either short-focus portrait or
long-focus landscape lenses. ti^zPhotogr.Ann. II. 307 Back
can be moved up to the front for short focus work. 1858
Chambers's Jml. 4 Sept. 157/2 The ' *short game '—coming
into play when the ball lies from a hundred to one hundred
and fifty yards from the hole. 1879 EncycL Brit. X. 767/1
They have hitherto confined themselves to the ' short game *,

as it is termed, or putting. 1897 Eucycl. Sport I. 473/1 Short
Game, approaching and putting. 1903 H. G. Hutchinson,
etc. Bk. Golf-2iZ Treat the combination of mashies (some-
times irons) and putting together, calling it the short game.
1898 A. E. T. Watson The Turf 133 There are legends of
judges having made mistakes in *short head verdicts. 1911
Daily Mail Year Bk. 79/1 His stable companion Comrade
beat Embry by a short-head. 1928 Daily Chron. 9 Aug. 10/2
To get her home by as much as half a length, although you
would have thought that there was only time for a short head
victory. 1922 Weekly Dispatch 12 Nov. 7 Danny caught
him napping and *shortheaded him on the post. 1929 Daily
Express 7 Nov. 18/4 In a most luckless effort he was short-

headed. 1B99 *short jenny (see Jenny 7]. 1904 Mannock
Billiards 106 Fig. 28 shows . . a ' short jenny ' in the adjacent
centre pocket. 1927 W. E. Collinson Coniemp. En^l. 124
Selection committees to University posts first familiarised

mc with the meaning of the 'short list. 1908 Chambers's
yml. Jan. 101/2 Any [letters] suspected to be *short-paid are
placed aside and afterwards surcharged if necessary. 1887
Eucycl. Brit. XXII. 509/1 *Short-period fluctuationsbetween
a maximum and minimum, within the limits of each single

stroke. 1895 Knowledge i May 11 1/2 There is no longer

any reason to doubt tnat all ' short-period variables ' are

really close binaries. 1900 Ibid, i Dec. 285/2 Brorsen's

Comet.. .This interesting short-period comet. 1905 Technol.

ff Sci. Diet. (ed.Goodchild & Tweney), Short Period Comets^
comets which have periods from three to eight years in length.

Spoken of sometimes as Jupiter's family of comets. 1923
P. B. Ballard Neiv Examiner 107 For..an overwhelming
majority, short.period testing, when properly carried out, is

as sound and as valid as long-period testing. 1931 Times
Lit. Suppl. 19 Feb. 124/2 It may therefore be regarded as an
original study in short-period economics. Mod. Short-period
excursions. 1822 J. Neal Randolph I. 279 (Krapp) 'Long
and *short sarse ', as, it ts said, they call vegetables. 1825

J. C. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 76 A quantity of long, short,

and round sauce, or ' sarse *, i. e. carrots, turnips, and potatoes.

1865 'Artemus Ward * Trav. 57 Tom Slink, who used to

smoke *short-sixes and get acquainted with the little circus-

boys. xBps Army ^ Navy Co-op. Sec. Price List 15 Sept.

iii6/t White Vests, *Short Sleeves. 18.. Dickens Novels
4- Tales (ed. Tauchn.) VI. 129 (Flu^el) *Short-sleeved. 1924
Rose Macaui.ay Orphan Island xiii. 156 Flora slipped into

the short-sleeved, low-necked white cotton frock. 1898
Naval Annual i. i. i The sum "short-spent on new construc-
tion amounts to ;£ 2,270,000. 1858 Chambers's Jrnl. 4 Sept.

157/1 The names of the wooden-headed clubs.. *short-spoon.

1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 765/2 note, A driving club, a long, a
middle, and a short 'spoon '. 1893 H. Hutchinson Goljlng
17 Therefore, we would urge the beginner, if he finds the iron

a puzzle, to add a short or baffy spoon to his wooden clubs.

x8o2 Steele Papers I. 341 *Short Staple, or Green seed
Cotton if the best quality, 16 cents. 1887^ Harpers Ma^.
B"eb. 482/1 We are tempted to claim a national primacy in

*short-story writing. Ibid. 483/2 A short-story motive or a
long-story motive. 1884 'Cavendish' (H. Jones) Whist
(ed. 14) 133 Treating long suits like *short ones. 1893
'Hoffmann' tr. Herte/eld's Game of Skat 8 As.. a suit

consists of seven cards only, three or more constitute a
long suit ; and two or less a short suit. 1910 Dalton
* Saturday* Bridge gi The original English method, now
known as the Short-suit Convention. Ibid. 93 On the

other hand the short-suit doubler is by no means certain

to get his desired suit led to him. 1875 Knight Did.
Mech. 2099/1 *Short-thread machines. 1908 Daily Chron.
3 Aug., *Snort time for all is suggested as preferable to no
work for some. 19x1 Rep. Labour ^ Soc. Cond. Germany
III. vi-vii. 198 In the case of industries where fluctuations

of unemployment occur ' short time ' instead of di.smissal is

more common in Germany than in this country. 1927 Bowlev
& Stamp Nat. Income 1Q24 34 Both the 1924 and the 1926
accounts show the effect of overtime and short-time. 1896
in Chester'^s Diet. Min. Advt. i *Short-Title Catalogue of
..Publications.. .Arranged under subjects. 1902 Encycl.
Brit. XXVIII. 68/2 With very fine wires the condition «a
small can be fulfilled with quite *short waves. 1907 Erskine-
Murrav Ilandbk, IVireless Telegr, 5 Short-wave Hertzian
telegraphy has never been successful at distances beyond a
mileortwo. 1909 (see*LoNGa.* 15]. 1928 D. Brunt jl/^/wro-
logy 38 The term * high temperature radiation * is frequently
used to denote the short-wave radiation of very hot bodies.
Ibid. 40 We have to picture a beam of short-wave light from
the sun reaching the outer boundary of the earth s atmo-
sphere. 1932 B.B.C. Year-Bk. 466 Key to the Map of
Short-Wave Stations. 1909 Ware Passing Engl.^ *Short
week.

e. (Cf. Short adv. 11.)
1870 Medberv .(l/(r« <S Myst. Wall St. 175 With. .realiza-

tions upon short sales, Jerome felt rich enough to dissolve
partnership. Ibid. 203 A sale profit either in a ' long ' or
short' operation. 1902 A. D. McFaul Ike Glidden xviii.

139 He bought and sold on the short side for cash and sold
on the long side on credit, 1928 Daily Mail g Aug. 12/4 As
there is no short interest in Canada the Montreal market, un-
like New York, hasonly willing buyers. 1930 Daily Express
23 May 2/6 Short-selling in Case Threshing Machine, which
declined more than 18 points, was an uosctiling factor.

SHORTHORN.
1931 Ibid, 22 Sept. 2/1 Short selling in the present circum-
stances would demoralise the market. Consequently all

short positions carried must be reported in detail each day.

B. sb. 4. h. A short film used for filling out a
cinema programme.
J930 Times 26 Mar. 14/2 The production of several multi-

lingual talking pictures and a series of talking comedy
' shorts '. 1930 Observer 11 May 20 We have ' shorts ' and
shorts in thousands . . but the bulk of these pictures are small
in every sense of the word.

1. In the Morse code, a dot.

1875 Sir W. Thomson Pop. Lect. ff Addr. (1891) III. 128
[It] renders quick and sure Morse signalling by longs and
shorts impracticable. 1904 Kipling Traffics ^ Discov.,
Steam Tactics 192 The longs and shorts as laid down by.,
Mr. Morse. xoi6[see *Bu2z v.^ 9]. 1926 R, W, Hutchinson
IVireless ii2Thekey in the primary circuit enables the train

of sparks to be continued for a long or a short period of time,
thus producing the Mongs'and 'shorts', i.e. the 'dashes
and * dots ' of the Morse Code.

5. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1857 Hunt's Merch. Mag. (N.Y.) XXXVII. 135 The

clique sell their cash stock to the bears or shorts,

6. a. (Earlier Amer. example.)
174a in Maryland Hist. Mag. XX. 166, I desire you will

send the Bran, Short, & Middleings.

g. {6) (Earlier U.S. example.)
x88i Harper's Mag. Apr. 734/2 ' Spots ',

* futiu-es \ ' longs*
and 'shorts' were unknown terms.

h. Short-dated securities. Stock Exch. colloq,

1932 Manchester Guardian 28 Jan, 15/1 The 'shorts are
all due for repayment at par at various dates between 1933
and 1936.

C. adv. 8. f. To come short. (See quot.)
1889 F. M. '^Ki.'eo^T> Dr}^-Fly Fishing y\\. 155 This un-

fortunate propensity of rising at the fly, and either not
taking it at all or else handling it (or rather mouthing tt) so
gingerly as to be insecurely hooked, is technically called
among dry-fly fishermen coming short.

11, (Earlier U.S. example.)
187a Talmace About. Mod. Society 116 He hears that a

brother broker has sold ' short '.

Short (J^it), 3'<5.2 Name of manufacturers used

attrib. or eilipt. for a type of seaplane.

1913 Aeroplane 30 Oct. 478/1 The First Lord, piloted by
Commander Samson, R.N., on the famous No. 3 Short.

1916 Ibid. 19 Jan. 128/2 Compare tlie performances of
Admiralty-designed seaplanes.,with the Shorts, Schneider-
Sopwiths,..and so on. 1916 Cadburv in C. F. S. Gamble
North Sea Air Station (1928) 194, I went off in a 225 h.p.

Short 1928 Ibid. 189 He had just left the water in a Short
seaplane.

Short-circuit, v. Add : Hence Sliort-ci'r-

cnitage, Short•ciTcnitinff vbl. sb.

1900 tl''estm. Cm. 18 Oct. 8/2Themotor set the machinery
in motion without anyone touching it owing to short circuit-

age. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 233/1 In this manner.,
long and short discharges [can be] made in accordance with
the signals of the Morse alphabet by manipulating the

short-circuiting key of one of the choking coils. 1919 H. E,
Penrose U-'ireless Telegr. iv. 75 Examine the band of the
magnetic detector, the magnets, and the short-circuiting

contacts of ihe manipulating key. 1928 Daily Express 21

Mar. 1/5 A successful operation for duodenal ulcer... The
operation, .is popularly known as 'short circuiting \

Sho'rt-datOf ^- Lasting for a short period;

spec. J designating excursion railway tickets, etc.,

available for return within a specified short period.

Hence SlioTt-darter, a stock, bill, note of hand,

etc., which is to fall due at an early date.

1909 Q. Rev. Oct. 358 British railways offer facilities for

cheap, short-date bookings. 1931 Daily Tel. 21 Jan. 2/4
• Short-daters ' especially were heavy. Treasury Bond Fives
of 1933-35- -falling 3-16.

Shorten,^. 6. (Earlier U.S. modern example.)
1872 Louisville Directory 98 [The flour] was shortened, as

the housewife phrases it, witli racoon fat

Shorthand. C. Add : shorthand typist (see

quot. 1 921).
1^1 Phonetic Jrnl. 24 Aug. 541 To a large extent the

occupation of the shorthand-typist has hitherto been synony-
mous with the lady typist. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terynsiig^j)

§ 939 Shorthand typist; wholly engaged in taking down
letters, statements, memoranda, etc, in shorthand from dicta-

tion of another, and in transcribing them on typewriter.

Short-handed, a.'^ Add : 3, Having short

bands.
1892 Stevenson & Osbourne Wrecker xxii, The cabman,

a gross, salt-looking man, red-faced, blue-eyed, short-handed
and short-winded, perhaps nearing forty.

4. Hunting.
1923 Daily Mail 7 May 8 To avoid the risk of crossing

the line which the fox has taken, should the quarry have
turned short-handed and altered his point.

Shorthorn. Add : 2. A new arrival, green-

horn. U.S. slang.

1905 A. H. Lewis Sunset Trail it. Don't let no shorthorn

have my room. 1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights iii. ix.

321 Th' shorthorn landed head-first in .. Charlie's horse-

trough.

3. An Air Force nickname for a type of Maurice

Farman biplane. Also eilipt.

1913 Aeroplane 30 Oct. 485/2 The new type is likely to

meet with the approval of the Royal Flying Corps, who have

a high regard for the Maurice Farman, despite their having

nick-named it the 'Mechanical Cow'. Perhaps, owing to

the absence of the long front skids, the new type will become
known as the 'Shorthorn *, Ibid. 11 Dec. 631/1 The machine

is. .of the 'short-horn' type, without any front elevat.r.

1928 C. F. S, Gamble North Sea Air Station 49 Maurice
Farman ' Shorthorn ' 70 h.p. Renauiu



SHORTING.

ShO'rting, vbt. sb,'^ EUctr, [f. Short z'.2 +
-ING 1.] Short-circuiting.

191S Motor Manual Advt. facing p. ili, The separators
allow the plates to be placed closer together and yet make
* shorting impossible.

ShO'rt-leaf, attrib. [Short a, 23,] Shorts
leafphie : see next.

x8oo B. Hawkins Sk. Creek Country 20 The growth of
timber is oak, hickory, and the short leaf pine. 1883 P. M.
Hals Woods N. Carolina 210 Short-leaf pine and some
walnut. 1911 [see Short a. 23].

ShO'rt-leaved, a. [Shorts. 34.] Short-leaved
pine, a common yellow pine {Pinus echinaia or
inilis) of the United States.

1805 SiBLKY in Ann. gtk Congress 2 Sess. rooi The soil a
good second quality, clay; timber, large oak, hickory, some
short leaved pine. 18^1 D. J. Brownb Syhia Amer. 235 In
the Middle States., it is called Yellow Pine, in the Carohnas
and Georgia, . . Short-Leaved Pine. 1883 P. M. Hale IVoods
N. Carolina 36 This tree is. .also called Short-leaved Pine
and Spruce Pme. 1884 [see Short a. 24].

Short-order, a. An order i-la-carte. U.S.
igao C. Sandburg SiHoke ff Steel $z. Short order counter.

zoaS Sinclair Lewis Man who knew Coolidge i. 31 We
plan to have a restaurant there serving short-orders twenty-
four hours a day.

b. In (or on) short order*, see *Order sK 37 d,

Shoshone (J<?.f^"'nz). Also -ee, -i. One of a
tribe of North American Indians of Wyoming,
Idaho, and northern Nevada, from which the Sho-
shoncan stock is named ; an Indian of the Shosho-
nean stock. Hence Shoslioneazi

(
Jtf/^o'nian,

J(?|((?nran) «., designating, or of or pertaining to a
widely-extended North American linguistic stock.
Slioshouite ((pj^u-nait) Petrog,, a basaltic rock of
phenocrysts of labradorite, augite, and olivine in a
ground-mass 01 sanidine.
1830 Western Monthly Rtv. III. 562 TheShoshoneearca

numerous and powerful tribe of Indians. 1834 A. Pike
Sketchts 200 The Shoshones are the snakes, i860 Mavne
Reid Odd People^ix In respect to his * settled ' mode of life,

the Shoshokee otters a striking contrast to the Shoshonee.
Many of the latter are Indians of noble type. x868 Whitney
Lang. ix. (cd. 2) 350 The Shoshonee and Comanche ranged
from the shores of Texas north-westward. x88o Encycl.Brit.
XII. 837 Wininasht. or Western Shoshones. 1895 Iddincs
(Cent. D. Suppl.) Shoshonite. 190Z Encycl. Brit.XXlX.
466/2 Hopi or Moki. Shoshonean.

Shot, sd.^ Add : 3. C. * One piece or section
of an extended seine or drift-net ' (Funk's Standard
Diet.), U.S.
x88o Scrib'ier's Mag. Aug. 492/3 The ordinary ^III or

drift net used for shad fishing in the Hudson is. .divided
into 'shots'. If a passing sloop or schooner catches it with
her center-board or her anchor, it gives way where two of
these shots meet, and thus the whole net is not torn.

7. e, (*) Also, a photograph taken with a cine-
matograph camera.
igaa ' B. M, Bower * Parowan Bonanza xxvi. 303 Bill

and Tommy were both below examining the effect of their
* shots ' of the eveTiing before. 1023 E. Wallace Fellowship
0/ the FrogxxWf He.. told me that the quality of the films
is improving with every new ' shot '. io«7 Weekly Dispatch
33 Oct. 14 The actual *»hot ' of the midiught sun is as good
as the recent negative of the eclipse. 1930 7Y«/m 26 Mar.
14/3 The ma^nihcation of portions of the film in order to
emphasize certain salient episodes or 'shots' in the picture.

g. An injection (of morphia, etc.).

1999 * Seamark ' Down River \\, The fishy glitter that came
from them [sc. his eyes] was the spurious flash of a recent
* shot ' of his enslaving narcotic.

9. d. (Earlier U.S. example.)
187a Eggleston Hoosier Schoolm. xv. 121 That's more'n

I'd a done by a long shot.

10. b. Spec, in Hacingy a venture.

1854 Whvte Melville Gen. Bounce xiii, But here we are
at Tattersairs;..so now for * good information, long odds, a
safe man, and a shot at the favourite !

' 1931 Daily Express
23 Sept. 17/6 Mick., will be a neat shot for anybody when the
St. Leger IS run.

22. c. Big shotf a prominent member of an
organization, e. g. a notorious gangster. Cf. ' big

gun' (*Bio a. B), *big noise* (*Noi.SE sb. 6 b). U.S.
1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 30 Apr. 340/2 The ' Big Shots

'

whom * the cops ' would love to have alone are protected by
their criminal associates.

23. g. Of spirits : A dram.
1998 Collier's 18 Aug. 6/3 He poured me a shot of Scotch

and I downed it. 1939 W. J. Locke yorico xiif He drank
his shot of brandy.

29. shot-belt (later U.S. examples) ; shot-mould
(earlier Amer. examples).
1837 W, Irving Capt. Bonneville (1895) II. 85 His rifle

beside him, the *shot-belt and powder*flask on the stock.
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 211 The manufacture of rifles, shot
belts, etc. 1633 Doc. * Rec. Ne-w-Hampshire I. 79 *Shott
moulds. 1643 Essex Inst. Hist, Coll. L. 318 Alsoe I give
vnto him my pistill shot-mould.

30. shot-conapressor (sec quot.) ; shot group,
the group of hits made by a series of shots tired at

the target ; shot-line (see quot).
1884 Knight Diet. Meeh. Suppl., *Shot Compressor^ a

forceps to fasten leaden shot upon the ends of a ligature a» a
substitute for tying. 1918 Vkh^ow Diet. Mil. Terms s.v.,Jti

a series of shots fired at a target, no two shots will strike in
the same spot, the hits being arranged in a certain diagram
called the 'shot group. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech, Suppl.,
*Shot Line^ the cord attached to a projectile fired from a piece
to fall over a wreck or stranded vessel and thus establish

communication between ship and shore.
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Sho*t-bag. [f. Shot sby + Bag sb:\

1. A bag or pouch for carrying shot.
1638 in Maryland Archives IV. 32 It. one fowling piece &

shott bagge. 1684 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XXV. 154 A
brasse powder home with a shot bag and belt. 1756 Lett.
to Washington I, 260 Going to Load he missed his Shot Bag
which had been carried away by one of the Shots. 1784
J. F. D. Smyth Tour l/.S, I. xxiii. 181 The shot bags and
powder-horn.. over one shoulder. 1809 in Horry Lz_^ F.
Marion {1833) 131 Belted round with their powderhorns and
shotbags. 184s J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs ix. 113 A
stake was set up. .and from its top hung a huge shot bag of
crimson cloth. 1856 Mrs. Stowe Dred II. 294 He seized
his rifle and shot-bag. 1918 Daily Madly. July 6/3 Their
\sc. our Indian labourers'] spokesman .. who had found the
head, produced it from his shot-bag.

2. The North American bufflehead duck, Chart-
ionetia albeola.

Shot-gun. b. Add : shot-gun marriage
^.^S"., a forced marriage.
1919 E. W. Howe Plmn People 267 Two people cordially

disliked me for years because I thought it best to mention
very briefly and respectfully their shot gun marriage.

Shot-hole. Add : 4. attriK and Comb., as
shot-hole borer, a beetle of the genns Scolytidx
(see quot.); shot-hole disease, a disease of the
leaves of fruit-trees caused by various leaf-spot

fnngi; shot-hole fungus, any of the leaf-spot

fungi, Cercospora, Septoria^ etc., which attack the
leaves of fniit-trees causing them to look as if per-
forated by fine shot.

x^T Sunday Times 13 Feb. 20/4 The Scolytida, some-
times called bark-beetles, or shot-hole borers, are a group of
tiny beetles with an average length of less than one-eighth of
an inch, and most of them are addicted to boring into the
trunks and branches of trees.

Hence Sho*t-ho:ler, one who drills shot-holes
(sense 3).

i9ax Diet. Occup. Tertns (1927) §072 Shot holery a driller
who drills holes for blasting, by hand or machine.

Shot-pouch. 1. (Later U.S. examples.)
x85a H.C. Watson Nights in Block-house 239 They had

not taken either his watch or his shot-pouch. 1885 'C. E.
Craddock ' Prophet Gt. Smoky Mtn. ix. 159 Many jagged
ledges . .showing here a jug, and here a sbot-poucb.

Shoulder, sb. 2. f. (Recent U.S. examples.)
1904 \V. H. Smith Promotersv. 103 Then you'll, .be in a

shape to talk business, right from the shoulder. Z91X R. D.
Saunders Col. Todhunter ix. 118 A man that talks old-
fashioned American Democracy straight from the shoulder.
Z9aa H. Jknkins John Dene of Toronto ii, 36 We aren't
so thin-skinned as not to be able to take it from the
shoulder.

Shoulder, v. Add : 15. trans. To cross the
shoulder of (a mountain).
1891 Harper's Mag, Sept. 578/1 Jo struck across country

to shoulder Ouse Mountain.

Shout, V, Add : 1. C. Also, in recent use : To
be loud in support of (a candidate), U,S,

\yiyj N. v. Evening Post (scmi-weckly ed.) 21 Nov. 4
Federal office-holders in various Southern States have been
dutifully shouting for Roosevelt.

g, U.S. slang. (Earlier and later examples.)
1876 Scribnej's Monthly Nov. 142/1 * Then why prevari.

catel' Said he perversely, 'Nowyer shoutin' 1' 1911 R. D.
.Saunders Col, Todhunter viL 99 ' You're shoutin' now,
Colonel,' agreed Tim.
4e» t. I'o shout down : to reduce to silence by

shouts of disapproval ; to howl down,

Shouter^. 1. Add: Also, one who loudly
supports a particular candidate. US.
X904 Rocliester Post-Express 26 May 4 The canvass, .was

very thorough, Hearst sbouters being busily engaged in

every city.

Shouting, vbl, sb. Add : 1. (U.S. example.)
1904 Minneapolis Times 29 May 6 Thus far most of the

entliusiastic shouting for Gorman can be traced to the Gor-
man press bureau.

3. attrib,^ vls shouting meeting, time,

1839 KnickerbockerMag, XI V. 213 He was sternlyopposed
to wliat are called 'shouting meetings '. 1845 A. Wilkv in

Indiana Mag. Hist. XXIII. 22 He says, they had shouting
limes, but hq could not form a class.

Shouting, ppl. a, (U.S. example.)
1876 J. BuKROUGHS Winter Sunshine 1. 23 About theonly

genuine shouting Methodists that remain are to be found in
the coloured churches.

Shove, sb.^ Add : 1. o. (See quot.)

1891 H. G. Hutchinson Golf-yt If the ball lie fairly and be
truly struck, there is no fear of making a *shove ', or foul

stroke [in putting].

Shove, V, Add : B. 4. e. To put down, up,

etc. slang.

x9oa P. G. WoDEHOUSE Pothunters v. 93 You might shove
up the list to-niglit. 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters vii. 123
You want to have your paper all ready to shove [ = push on
the market]. 19x1 C. Mathewson Pitching in a Pinch v.

109 Mowrey shoved a long fly to r^ht field, which soared
away toward the stand. 1927 W. E. Collinson Contemp.
Engl. 23 At Dulwich..we plunked things down, we shoved
down notes or we shoved up lists.

Shovel, z'.i Add : 2. b. To clear out with a
shovel.

x886 Leslie's Pop. Monthly Feb. 342/1 The path had not
been shoveled out.

Shover. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1877 Habbekton yericho Road 186 Your bosses.. are

the smartest shovers of counterfeit money in the whole
West.

SHOW.

Shover 2 (fovsi). Also shuv(v)er. Jocular
alteration of Chaupfbur. So Shoeing' vbl, sb,

1908 Daily Chron. 8 May 3/3 A motor-car and a gentleman
•shuvver'. 1911 Worlds Nov. 707/2 She can drive [re. a
motor-car] as well as any *shuver'. 1913 Daily News 23
June II We were thrown out, and Dane, that's my shover,
you know, has got a nasty knock on the head. i9as Cham-
bers's jfrnl. 146/1 Joseph—our ' shover'—was in the back of
the car. 103* E. M. Keate The Mimic vi, ' Paulett come
and shove for me on Monday. . .My shover's ilL' Timothy
enjoyed ' shoving '.

Show, sb.^ Add : 3. c. (Earlier modem U.S.
examples.)
i86tf A._ D. Richardson Secret Set-vice xxix. 353 As long

as there is any show for us, we shall fight you. 1871 Trans,
III. Agric. Soc. VIII. 15 They all know that they will have
' no show *. 1880 Harper's Mag. Feb. 387/1 The proprietor
. .listened . . with a view of ' giving the Gospel a show *.

5. c. (Earlier example.)
1756 in Lett, to Washington I. 231 Prospect of great

Wealth from his Share of a Copper Mine which has a Show
of much rich Ore.

16. b. An engagement, battle, raid, etc. ; a * do *.

Army^ slang.
19x5 in W. Wood In Line ofBattle (1916) 217 Had a warm

reception with artillery, and owing to some * show ' in the
vicinity had to stand-to for hours. 1915 D. O. Barnktt
Lett. 219 Don't get excited if you hear of a show soon.
1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 105 Said he was looking
forward to a good feed that night after the show was over.
And—and he was killed that day. 2918 E. .A. Mackintosh
War^ the Liberator 129 'Oh, God, he whispered, 'don't
let us get casualties before we start the show.'
16. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
i8oa The Coquette (Charleston, Mass.) 37 (Th.) The show

is over, as we yankees say; and the girl is my own. 1851
N.KiNGSi^v Diary 171 He got 500 dollars for this share,
which takeing the show as we now have it I think was a plenty,

20. showfield, ring,
1870 H. H. Dixon Saddle <$• Sirloin li. 39 When he met

his friends. .on the show-field at Carlisle. Ibid, iv. 89 When
they met in the show-ring.

22. show-boat, a steamboat in which theatrical

performances are given ; ahow-book, a fair-copy
book ; show-breeder, one wlio breeds animals or
birds forshowpurposes ; show-girl,ayoungwoman
member of a theatrical company who appears on
the stage merely to add beauty to a scene ; show-
ground, a piece of ground on which a show is

held ; show-poker (see quot. 1 930 2, and cf. show-
down^ Show v,. 37) ; show-window (earlier U.S.
examples),
1869 A tleuttic Monthly July 85/1 The little steamer Banjo,

a *show<boat belonging to Dr. Spaulding, the manager of
the Floating Palace, was advertised to be at Cape Girardeau.
i9s6 Edna Fekbfr {titW) Show Boat. 1908 £. M. Snevd-
KvNNEBSLEv H.M.I. XXVI, He wrote on the blackboard a
jejune essay, which the class copied verbatim into their
"show-books. 1931 Books ofMonth Jan. 7 Discussions with
famous *show.breeders. i9»3 A. Train Children's Children
XV. 192 He found it hard to believe that she was an actress,

and a *show-girl at that. 1930 Daily Express 23 May 10/5
The * show-girl' who had nothing to do but stand with
her hands on her hips and ogle the ' stalls '. 185J Trans.
Mich. Agric. Soc. IV, 18 At 9 o'clock the execuiive com-
mittee met on the *show ground. 1867 'T. Lackland'
Homespun 11. 203 The scenes on the show-grounds are then
extremely interesting. 1870 H. H. Dixon Saddle ^ Sirloin
iv. 94 When the great unknown descended from his van on
the show ground, in the shape of a three-year-old. 1930
'Sapper ' Finger ofFate^ etc. 40 'I tell you what I will do.
Mr. Blake,' said Jefferson thickly. '1*11 play you one hand
of *show poker for a monkey.* Ibid.t Being show poker he
dealt the cards face upwards from a new pack. 1855 M. M.
Thompson Doesticks xiv, 118 Those., ladies who used toper-
form their perpetual gyrations in the "show-windows. 1876

J. S. Ingram Centen. Exposition 179 A large aquarium
intended for a show window.

Show, V. Add: 22. d. (Modem U.S. ex-
amples.)
1889 Kansas City Times ^ Star s Apr., But wait till

Frank Householder comes flying down on his new Visitor.

He'll show them. 19x6 ' B. M. Bower' Phantom Herd v\\.

113 As to the break I made in getting those boys out here,
you'll have to show me—that's all.

27. Show up, o. To hand in (work),

32*. Show down. See a k and show down in 37,
190X G. H. LoRiMER Lett. Self-made Merchant xvi, 234

They just had to throw up both bands and pass you the pot
when you showed down,
34. Show out. c. trans. To disclose, make

manifest. U.S,
1854 ' 0. Optic ' (W. T. Adams) In Doors * Out (1876) 133

Then you think I have not shown out what I am yet. 1883
Century Mag, Aug. 598, I . .never show out in any way that

I know there are young ladies or literature in the world.

37. Show-down. (More recent examples in the

sense : An exhibition or declaration ofachievements
or possibilities.)

X904 F, Lynde Grafters ix. 131 'You don't mean to say
there is any doubt about our ability to do it

?
' ' Oh, no ; I

suppose not, if it comes to a show-down.' 1907 R. W. Ser-
vice Songs of Sourdough (1908) 63 It's great.. .To know
you're acting foolish, yet to go on fooling still, Till Nature
calls a show-down, and you Pay the bill. i9»6 Bennett
Lord Raingo i. xxv. 1 19 What a show-down he could stage

the next time Secret Service money was wanted I 1917
Glasgtnv Herald 19 Aug. 10 An opportunity of 'forcing a
show-down ' concerning British flights in China.

39. Show-up. b. An exhibition ofwork, colloq,

1931 Church Times 20 Feb. 233/3 A students' 'show-up '

at an art school.



SHOW-CASE. 216 SHY.

Show-case. (Sec Show sdA 33.)

X839 C F. Bbiggs Ha.rr^ Franco II. i. a Glass show cases

on the side walk displaying..jewelp', and soaps, and pen-

knives. 1864 Rti. Agric Soc. Maim 15 His show case.,

would have been an ornament in any ofour State exhibitions.

1876 J. S. Ingiuui CenienHtal ExpoiitUn y. 150 In a high

elass showcase., were shown., the prismatic compass, tran-

nt, sextant aiid other instruments. (897 R. Kl. Stuart
Sim^kzMSvilU isi Old Dr. Jenkins stood behind the show-
case in his drug store, i^as L. J. Vance Baroque vi. 3a

Aniello Barocco..was leaning on one of the show cases that

fenced apart the make shift office and the body of the shop.

attrib. 1903 A. H, Lewis The Boss 189 He's no show-case
proposition !..To look at him folks might take him for a fool.

Shower, sb^ Add : 2. 0. (Earlier U.S. ex-

ample.)
1873 * Mark Twain* & Warner Gilded Age xxxiii. 308

He has fell back on hot foot-baths at night and cold showers
ID the morning.

4. b. A large number of gifts of a similar kind
made, esp. to a bride, by many people at the same
time. Also attrib.^ as shower-party, U.S,
x^o^ Grand Rapids Even. Press 22 June 4 The * shower

parties ' that through mistaken hospitality the wedded couple
are forced to attend. 1904 N. V. Tribune 27 Oct. 7 'I'he

managers of the Home fur the Friendless invite the public

to a linen shower and reception. 1926 Publishers' Weekly
a6 June 2031/1 First comes June, then the showers, the wed-
ding and after the honeymoon the settling down to a home
life. Ibid. 303i/i A bride's book-shower, wlieie each guest
would bring a volume of a coveted set, 1928 Daily Express
5 Mar. 13 A shower-party is one In which each of the guests
brings a * shower ' of some special kind of piesent. A shower
may consist of linen, hosiery, gloves, handkerchiefs, or per-
fume.

Showing, vbl. sb. Add : 1. d. = Show sb.^ 3 c.

1845 J, J. Hooper Adv, Simon. Sug^s Ttx. 135 The Captain
whispered to bis lawyer, and urged him to put him on the
stand, and make a showing for a continuance. 1853 J. G.
Baldwin Flush Times Alabavta 145 Again and yet again

—

the plate passed on : but the Squire couldn't get a showing.

1874 J. W. Long Wild-fowl Shooting \. 22, I intend to give
the claims of the breecli-loader an equal showing.

Showmanship (
J^a-ms&njip). [-ship.] The

art of being a showman ; esp. trans/, andy?^., the

capacity for showing or exhibiting one's wares,

produce, capabilities, or achievements to the best

advantage.
1859 [see Diet. s.v. Showman]. 1936 A. Bennett Ld.

Raingo 11. Ixiv, He had made a fine display of courage and
wit on the doctor's declaration of his malady, but it was only
a display, a proud piece of showmanship perhaps unworthy
of so solemn an occasion. 19*7 Observer20 Mar. 22/3 Show-
manship still gets away with it. Tell the public you are
going to make their flesh creep with horror and they will

roll up in their thousands to gloat over bloodshed. 1927
Daily Express 12 Aug. 9/3 She held a great reception yester-

day, sitting in her red caravan, and chatted of the olden times
and the present conditions of showmanship. 1930 yokn <?'

London's Weekly 715 Showmanship, both on and off the
stage, is half the battle to the ambitious illusionist.

Show-me, attrib. pkr, U.S. [*Show v. 32 d.]

Demanding demonstration ; believing only on clear

evidence.
X909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 283 He belonged to

the sliow-me club. 190^ A^ Y.Even. /•(?f/(semi-weekly ed.)

19 Affr. 88 Everything indicative of the * show-me ' State of
Missouri.

Shriek, sb. Add : d. Also, an outcry of alarm,

surprise, or reproof, colloq.

X929 ' Seamark* Doivn River i, 'Yet this man is getting
through ? * * Yes—and with bags of it, too, judging from the
shriek we got from the Yard.*

f. = *i5CBBAM sb, c. coUoq.
X930 Brauah Little Flutleri'iL 37 She is a shriek, isn't she ?

Shrimp, sb. Add : 1. o. A shrimp prepared
for use as a bait in angling.
X924 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 489/1, I would not trust the most

experienced salmon with Alichael Lydon and a Galway
'shrimp'. 1931 Hardy's Anglers* Guide 31 The shrimp
will wake the lazy dozer, and he'll take it or your fly with a
rush. Ibid. iSo Prawn and Shrimp Tackles.

d. In full shrimp-pink ; A fashion shade of
bright pink.

^ x88a CasselVs Fam. Mag. 3.16/1 Shrimp-pink with white
is one of the happiest and latest combinations. 1929 Daily
Mail ao Dec i Lingerie Crepe. ,. Pink, Sky, Jade, Flesh,
Shrimp, Saxe. 1927 T. Woodhousk Artificial Silk 8i The
particulars of the colours and patterns are as under—No. i.

A shrimp ordinary crochet pattern. 1931 Daily Tel. ^a May
9/5 Her pale shrimp-pink chiffon dress was adorned with
vertical frills and sunray pleats on the skirt,

3. shrimp-net,

1877 HoLDswoRTH Sca Fisheries 130 The shrimp net used
here for catching the brown or trueshrimp, is peculiar to the
Thames and its immediate neighbourhood, and is practically
a beam-trawl.

Shrimp, v. [f. Shrimp sb.l trans. To fish (a
pool, etc.) with shrimp as a bait. Hence Shri-mp-
ing vbl. sb.^

1931 Hardy's Anglers* Guide 31 And remember too that
yoB may shrimp a pool in this manner and revert to fly with-
out any fear of your pool being disturbed. Ibid, I have had
splendid sport, owing to this way of shrimping.

Shrimpi ( fri-mpi). S. Afr. Also swempi.
[Zulu swempe\ The bush partridge, Francolinus
subtorquatus,
1906 Blnckzu. Mag. Sept 396/1 Partridges, namaquas,

and 'shrimpies' (a little partridge—a great delicacy)., were
to be found everywhere. 1909 South African Fieid^ojuly
T41 (Pettman) Coquifrancolin,generally known as the Swempi
from the Zulu name, but corrupted into Shrimpi by some.

Shriner (Jrai'nai). 1/.S, [f. Shrine j^. + -EB I.]

A member of the Order of Nobles of the Mystic
Shrine, established in the United States in 1872.
1904 Pittsburgh Gazette 14 July 10 Many bands were com-

posed entirely of Shriners, robed in gaudy yet beautiful
costumes of the lands of Mohammed.

Shrinkage. 4. Add : shrinkage-craok, also,

a crack similarly formed in other materials.

1930 JVezv Statesman 27 Dec. 357/2 And even as regards
telegraph poles and the like a preference is given to those
with long shrinkage cracks.

Shrinker. Add : 2. An operative employed
in shrinking materials in various manufacturing
processes ; also a contrivance for shrinking a metal
tire (see Shrink v. lo c).

1921 Diet. Occnp. 7Vr/«i(ig27)§ icjoTyreshrinker. Ibid.

§384 Crabber; cloth shrinker, poiter:, shrinker, .. tends
crabbing machine, which passes cloth, at a suitable tension,
through weighted rollers in a succession of troughs of water,
..where it is expanded or reduced Co a specified width.

Shtchee, shtshi, variants of Stchi.
1904 Westm. Gaz. 21 Apr. 7/1 The dish of shtchee—fer-

mented cabbage and meat—with vodka, he greatly enjoyed.

Shuffly (J»'ili)j ^- \S'
Shuffle v. + -y i.]

Characterized by shuffling.

2926 Blaekw. Mag. Oct. 539/2 The step slower and, if

possible, more shufily.

'Shun (
Jz'n). Abbreviation of Attention

(sense 5), in which the stress has been artificially

transferred to the last syllable for the sake of
audibility and to emphasize the moment at which
the manoeuvre is to be executed.
1887 Kipling Plai7t Talesfr. Hills, Madness of Private

Ortheris, Stan' at — hease\ "^Skun. 1915 ' Ian Hay' First
Hundred Thousand \, Squoad — 'Shun ! 1918 E. A.
Mackintosh War, tlu Liberator 121 Party, 'shun I Left-

turn I You will parade again at 2.15 in full equipment. Party
dis—miss I

fig. Z9aa Joanna Cannan Misty Valley 41 Claire's newly
recruited loyalty sprang, metaphorically speaking, to the
'shun.

ShtUlt, sb. Add : 1. e. Bell-ringing. (See quot.)
1901 BuLWER Gloss. Techn. Terms Bells ^ Ringing 30

Shunt. In a composition arranged in regular 'parts', or
' divisions ', produced by similar calling, the ombsion of a
' call ', or the insertion of an additional one, in order to divert
the track of the composition to a corresponding point in

another ' part
' ; the omission and insertion being termed

respectively a ' shunting omit ', and a ' shunting call ' (' bob

'

or ' single '), or simply ' omit ' and ' extra *.

5. a. shunt-brush, a brush (Brush sb,^ 6 b) for

a shunt circuit ; shunt loaded line (see quot.)

;

shunt machine, a continuous-current machine in

which current is derived by a shunt from the main
circuit; shunt-ratio (see quot.); shunt turn,
any one of the ampere-turns in the shunt circuit

of a compound-wound dynamo.
1925 Morris Owner's Man. 50 The position of the *sbunt

brush is correctly set relative to the position of the other two
brushes before the machine leaves the works. 1916 Standard,
Rules Atner, Inst. Electr. Engin. 96 A *shunt loaded line

is one in which the normal inductance of the circuit has
been altered by inductance applied in shunt across the
circuit. I90» Encycl, Brit. XXVII. 587/1 The second and
third classes, namely, seties and ""shuut machines. 1893
Sloane Electr. Dict.^ *Shunt Ratio, the coefficient express-
ing the ratio existing between the current in a shunt and
in the apparatus or conductor in parallel with it.

Shunt-, the stem of Shunt v. in comb, with
advs., as shunt-off, -out Electr., a shunt or a device

for introducing a shunt (cf. Shunt v, 6).

1890 Telegr. Jml. 7 Feb. 143/1 At present we have to deal
simply with the ' *shunt-offs and cut-outs. Ibid., In most
instances these •*shunt.outs* are self-restoring.

Shush ( J27J"),
V. [Echoic, representing a repeti-

tion of Sh ijit. Cf. Shshsh.] intr. To utter the

sounds denoted by sh'sh ; esp. to call for silence by
doing this ; also trans, to call or reduce to silence

;

hence intr. to be silent.

1934 * O. Douglas ' Pink Sugary, I [a horse] stood patiently
while Nellie* shushed 'under her breath as she brushed, direct-
ing me at intervals, * Stand still, will ye \

* 193^ Sir P. Gibbs
Unchanging Quest x.-vW, She would, .'shush away auy in-

truders who came to interrupt her private conversation. 19*9
Priestley Good Conip. n. i. 273 He gets no further, bemg
fiercely requested by several of his colleagues to 'shush '.

Ibid. III. iv. 553 Some people laughed. The remainder in-

dignantly shushed again and then clapped. 1930 Edna
FERBEnC/w/arrfwi. § i2The women listened. ..They shushed
their children when they moved or whimpered.

Shut, sh."^ Add; 4. b. The line of junction of

door and jamb.
191 1 M. R. James More Ghost Stories, Mnritn^s Close

C1920) 197 There was..an edge of a brown stuff dress., stick-
ing out of the shut of the door.

Shut, V. 3. Add : Also U.S. in pa.pple. with
verbs, 2,'i push, draw, etc. = To D 4.
1884 Century Mag. Nov. 13 He. .pushed the ground-glass

door shiit.^ 1911 H. S. HARRtsoN Queed iL 23 The last

boarder rising drew shut the folding-doors into the parlor.
1924 C. E. MuLFORD Rustlers' Valley xiv, He kicked shut
the draught door of the stove.

Shut-down. Add :

1916 Standard.^ Rules Amer. Inst. Electr. Engin. 35 This
method consists in the measurement of the temperature of
windings by their increase in resistance, corrected to the in-
stant of sliut.down when necessary.

Shute \ Add : 2. A variety of raw silk

;

tram-silk.

_ 1839 Ure Diet. Arts, etc. 1102 There are three denomina-
tions of raw silk ; viz., organzine, trame (shute or tram), and
floss. x868 [see Tkam sb.^ ij.

Shu't-eye. Tramps* slanz, ff Shut v. -»- Eye
sbX\ Sleep.
1919 Boyd Cable Old Contempt. 76 That shut-eye done me

good. 19*3 C. E. Montague Fiery Particles 174 'We'll
go on to-morrow,' I said. ' A bit of shut-eye for me now.'
19*6 Kath. S. Prichard Working Bullocks iv, Red rose
from the fire and stretched, yawning.,.' How's it forabit of
shut eye?' 1929 Priestlev G(?£t^C<j;«/. i. iv. 113, I could
do with a bit of shut-eye and a drink and a bite of some-
thing.

Shu't-iu, sb, and a, [f. verbal phr. to shut in
(see Shut v. 15).] (A person who is) shut in, as an
invalid or a cripple.

1849, X904 [see Shut»/. a. 2]. 1909 Springfield 0\zs&.)
Weekly Republican 25 Feb. lo Flowers for distribution
among the sick and shut-ins in the hospitals and the homes.
xgo^ Sunday ScJiool 7/«/fj (Phiiad.) 27 Feb. no She had
brought a handful of flowers and a heart full of sunshine to
the shut-in mother. 1932 N. Y. Herald Tribmu 2 May 11/5
Benefit for Shut-in Society.

Shut-off. Add : 2. A stoppage of any kind.
b. The close season for game. 1891 Century Diet.

Shu't-out, a, and sb, [f. verbal phr. to shut out

(see Shut v. i 7).] A. adj, 1. That is shut out or

excluded.
1853 [see Shut/^/. a. 2}.

2. Shut-out bidy in Bridge, a high bid intended to

prevent one's opponents from bidding.
1917 ' Bascule ' Adv. Auction Bridge (ed. 4) 77 To what

extent does it pay to make what are known as pre-emptive,
or ' shut-out ' bids? X93Z A. E. M. Foster A uction Bridge
52 Pre-emptive bids are, in my opinion, a mistake, unless
they are of the natureof necessary shut-oiit bids. 193a Daily
Tel. 8 Oct. 15/5 In using the term 'pre-emptive ' I am not in
any way ascribing the meaning of * shut-out ' to that word.

B. sb. a. A lock-out.

1924 Times Trade ff Engin. Suppl. 29 Nov. 245/1 A policy
. .leading to shut-outs and extra dock charges.

b. Baseball. A game or innings in which one
side does not score; prevention from scoring. U.S.
1897 [see Shut///, a. 2]. t904 A^. V. Worlds Aug (Cent.

D. SuppL) On the pitching, .was entitled to a shut-out.
The Tigers scored their only run in the fifth.

Shutter, sb. 3. Add : shutter-armature, a

piece of iron on the shutter of a telephone indicator

by the attraction or release of which the signal is

given ; shutter-eye (see quot.) ; shutter-weir, a

form of movable dam consisting of a shutter or a
series of independent shutters which can be raised

or lowered to regulate the flow of the water,
1884 Knight Diet. Mech, Suppl., *Shutfer Eye, an eye for

hanging a shutter to, having a projecting flange or support,
which is built into the wall. x886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 574/2
The earliest form of *shutter weir consisted of a gate, or
shutter, turning on a horizontal axis at the bottom, supported
by a prop when raised against the stream, and falling flat

on the apron of the weir when the prop was withdrawn.
1903 Nature ao Aug. 363/1 The Chanoine shutter weir is

composed of a series of shutters supported centrally on a
trestle, and turning on a horizontal axis.

Shutting, vbl. sb. 4. b. Add : shuttingr-
post (see quot. 1875); shutting-stile, the stile

of a hinged door on which the fastenings are placed.

187s Knight Did. Mech., Shutting-post, the post or joint
against which a gate or door is closed. 1909 Chatnbers's
yrul. Nov. 764/1 On the underside of tiie shuttJng-post b a
small roller which runs on to a bracket on the shutting-post
itself, thus taking up the whole weight of the gate when it

is closed.

Shuttle, ^^.^ 9. b. Add: shuttle amaature
Electr.^ an armature having a single coil wound
upon an elongated iron bobbin or shuttle ; shuttle
car, a car running backwards and forwards on a

short route; shuttle-winder, an attachment for

winding thread upon the shuttle, esp. of a sewing
machine ; shuttle-winding Electr. ^ the type of

winding used in a shuttle armature ; hence shuttle-

wound///, a.

1894 Jr<7rA zo Jan. ii/a A laminated "shuttle armature.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 579/1 The H-form 'shuttle 'arma-
ture invented by Dr. Werner von Siemens. 1912 Motor
Manual ^6 The armature is, in practically every standard

type, of the well-known * shuttle' section. 1905 Calkins
& HoLDKN Modern Advertising 89 They also have many
•shuttle cars, or cars that make short runs. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., *Shuttle-ivinder, a device for winding a shuttle,

suchas the round shuttle of the Wheeler and Wilson sewing-
machine, or a tatting-shuttle. 1893 G. Kapp Dynamos,, etc.

ix. 2og I'he simplest example of an open-coil armature is the

so-called "shuttle-wound armature represented in Fig. 48.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 577/1 The second or drum
methoti was used in the original 'shuttle-wound' armatures
invented by Dr. Werner von Siemens in 1856.

Shuttling, vbl. sb. Add : b. The method of

controlling the shuttles in weaving.
Z904 Technol. <?• Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s.v.

Loom, Several forms ofautomatic shuttling or shuttle chang-

ing motions are now being tried for plain work.

Shuv(Vjer, variant of *Shoveu2.

Shy, a. Add : 2. b. Hence, said of a river in

which the fish are too shy to afford good fishing.

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 485/2 On all but the very ' shy ' chalk

streams, it {sc. the grayling! may be risen .. against its will

9. sky-making.
1930 W. S. Maugham Cakes ^- Ale 23 Popular adjectives

(like ' divine ' or * shy-making *) «93o ^'W 4" ^«^ ^8 Oct. ,



SIAL.

1300 It is very shy-making to have a real Galsworthy to re-

view.

Sial (ssi'al)- Geol. [f. Si(ucoK + AL(DKiNinM.]

The top crust of the earth's surface. Also Comb.,

as sialsphere.

[1909 SoLLAS tr. Suess* AntUtzder Erde IV. 544 Further

we assume the existence of three zones or envelopes as de-

termining the structure of the earth, namely the barj'sphere

or the Nife (Ni-Fe), Sima (Si-Mg), and Sal (Si-Al).) 1924

Skerl tr. A . Weicener'sOrig, Continents ^ Oceans 36, 1 should

like to write ' Sial ' instead of ' Sal ' in order tliat there may
be no confusion with the Latin word for Salt /diJ, 146 In

this chapter the sialsphere, which to-day occurs only in

fragments—the continental blocks—on the earth's surface,

will be considered, and be dealt with—in the first place as

a whole. I9»7 Peakk & Fleuhe Apes i M<n ii. 17 Argand,
Kober, and Wegener.. look upon the continents as crustal

fragments, collectively termed Sial, floating in a very dense

magma, termed Sima.

Hence Sia'llo a., of or pertaining to the sial.

1994 Skerl tr. A, iyegfner*s Orig. Continents 9f Oceans

59 Molten sialic masses (granite) from the under side of the

South American block. 1930 Nature 15 Mar. 426 The outer

sialic shell was absent from the part whence the moon was
removed.

Sibbald (si-b^Id). The name of Sir Robert

Sibbald (1641-1723), Scottish scientist, used In the

genitive to designate a rorqual of the Pacific Ocean,

Balsnoptera sulphttrea, the sulphur-bottom.

1897 LvnEKKER in Concise Nat. Hist, 173 The blue or

Sibbald's rorq-ial. 1920 Brit. Mus. Return loi Tympanic
bone of a Sibbald's Rorqual (Balacnoptera musculits),

1921 [.see "Killer 2].

Siberian, a. and ii. A. adj. 2. b. Add: Si-

berian wallflower, a cruciferous plant, Cheiranthus

allionii {Erysimum perowskianum) , introduced

from the Caucasus andAfghanistan, bearing orange-

coloured flowers.

1925 G. W. Deeping Sorrell 4- Son xxxvii. \ a Burnicg
orange Siberian wallflowers.

Sibilate, v. Add : 2. o. To make sibilant

1879 Lewis & Short Lot. Diet., Serum, . .prob. sibilated

from opo5. 1880 King & Cooksom Sound fy Inji. Gr. ^ Lat.
ai2 Limus, English j//>«^ (but /fw^, Anglo-Saxon /fw, shows
the non.sibilated root).

Sibiriak (sibi-ryaek). [Russ.^'tijryai Siberian.]

A descendant of the ^rst Russian settlers in the

western part of Siberia.

1911 in Webster.

Sibiric (sibi-rik), a. Also Siberio, Sibirlk.

[Kuss. Sihiri Siberia -I- -ic.] Of or pertaining

to the branches of the Asiatic race that inhabit

northern Asia; Ural-Altaic.

1890 D. G. Brinton Races fr Peoples 2o« The Sibiric

Branch. The branch of the Asian race which I have called

the Sibiric, as geographically designating its prehistoric

home, has also been called the Turanian, the Ural-.\luic,

the Finno-Ugric, the Mongolic, etc.

Sibling. Transfer + Obs. to sense in Diet, and
add : b. Kach of two or more individuals bom to

the same parents bnt not at the same birth ; occas.,

each of two or more individuals having one parent

in common.
1897 Karl Pear.so>i Chanas 0/ Dealk II. ii. 161- 190S

E. U 'Thorndikk in Jrni. Philos. Psychol, t, Sci. Methods
li Sept. 547 (Cent. D. Su^pL) The resemblance of twins in

nenul traits is loughly twice that ofordinary siblings. 191a

Ada E. Shkfkield Case Study Possibilities (U.S.) 61. 1930

Nature 15 Nov. 766 A few were odd twins who had a brother

or sister at school, and the remainder were either siblings of

twins, or pairs of siblings unconnected with twins.

Sican (ssikan). Also SUcan. [ad. 1. ^cdnus :

cf. next.] A member of a tribe which inhabited an-

cient Sicily at the time of the coming of the Sicels.

1887 [see *Sicel).

Sicanian (sik^i-nian), a. Add : b. Archetol.

Denoting the Neolithic period in Sicily.

1909 T. E. Pfet Stone \ Bronze Ages Italy ^ Sicily. Tap

By Professor Orsi..thc pre-Hellenic period in the islantf,

excluding the palaeolithic, is divided into live divisions. To
the first of these he gives the name Sicanian ; the other four

are called respectively First, Second, Third and Fourth

Siculan periods.

Sicel (sisel), sb. and a. Also Sikel (si'kel).

[ad. Gr. 2i«tX(5s : cf. next.] a. sb. One of an ancient

race who settled in Sicily and gave their name to

the island, b. adj. Of or pertaining to the Sicels.

Hence Bike-lian a. and sb., in same senses ; also

Archxol., denoting the Chalcolithic and Bronze

Ages in Sicily. Also Bi-ctaan, Slculian [f. L.

Siculus\
1836 TiiiRLWALL Greece xii. II. 92 The Sicels and the

Phceiiicians gradually retreated before the Greeks. i88t

Jowett tr. Thueydidet I. 409 The Sicels were originally in-

habitants of Italy,, .there are Sicels still in Italy, and the

country itself was so called from Italus a Sicel king. 1887

Encycl. Brit. XXII. 15/1 It is possible.. that the Sikels be-

longed to the same branch of the Aryan family as the Italian,

while Sikans, like Ligurians and Iberians and the surviving

Basques, belonged to the earlier non.Arj'an population of

western Europe. Ibid., Some Sikel elements made their

way into the Greek life of Sicily. lUd. 15/2 The legend

that a native Sikel prince led the Greek settlers to the

foundation of Megara. 1909 Peet Stom tt Bronze Ages

Italy Sicily v. J23 (see "Sicakiam b). Ibid, xvil 483 We
ought to find, at some period of prehistory in Sicily, a

sudden change due to this immigration, and, what is more,

the new material (Siculan) in Sicily ought to resemble that

left behind in Italy by the emigrants.
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Siceliot (sise*li(?t), sK and a. Also Sikeliot

(sike*lift), -ote. [ad. Gr. 2t«6Xian-7/5, f. :SiK€\ia

Sicily : see -ot 2, -ote.] a. sd. One of the ancient

Greeks who colonized Sicily, distinguished from
the Sicels who had settled in Sicily before their

coming ; also, any inhabitant of Sicily of whatever
race. b. ac/J. Of or pertaining to the Siceliots.

1S36 ThirlwALL Greece xxii. III. 263 [They were] linked
together by the common name of Siceliots. 1S4Z Fenny
Cycl, XXIV. isill'i^ The intimate knowledge which he
[iC. Thucydides] shows respecting the history of the Italiotes

and Siceliotes. 189a Athenmum 7 May 597/3 In Syracuse
then lay the last hopes of rescue for the Siceliot Greeks.

Sicilian, a, 2. a. Add : Also Sicilian defence

(Chess).
1900 Knowledge i Aug. 192/1 The success attending the

Sicilian defence is especially noteworthy.

Sicilienne. Add : 2. Mus. (See quots.)

1883 Grovels Diet. Mus. III. 491/2 Siciliana, Siciliano,

Sicilienne, a dance rhythm closely allied to the Pastorale.

1917 Daiijf Tel, 12 Feb. 5/2 The Sicilienne was quiet and
restful.

Sick, A. and sb. Add: A. adj. 1. Phr. 72?^
sick : to become ill ; to fall into a bad state of

health ; in army use, to be reported as sick.

1879 [see *if\. 1915 D. O. Barnett Lett. 53 He*s lots

better this morning,, .and he is not 'going sick at all. 1927
E. J. Thompson These Men thy Friends 12 Filthy climate.

No fun. But she just carries on. Hasn't gone sick once in

six months. 1927 \V. E.CoujnsonC^«/«///*. Engl. 95 To go
sick under false pretences,

f. Of pigeons : Denoting the disorder supposed

to result when the parent birds lose their young
and cannot get rid of the soft meat or food secreted

for them.
1854 Mrall Mouhray's Poultry viii. 455 We have never

observed the old birds ' sick ' (as most books assert they are)

when the young have died. 1879 L. Wright Pract. Pigeon

Keeper iii. 37 In order that another young one from_ some
other pair.. may be given the parents to feed off their soft

meat, and save them from 'going sick' with it.

5. Also sick and tired. (Cf. sick-tired, sense 1 1.)

1883 Nye Baled Hay 124 We are sick and tired of point-

ing out different avenues of wealth to be laughed at and
ridiculed.

7. (Examples of other uses.)

1684 Evelyn Diary 4 Feb., The oranges and mirtills very
sick, the rosemary and laureils dead to all appearance. 1817
in Trans. III. State Hist. Soc. jg/o, 147 Sick Milk, Sick
Wheat, apIentyofAgue near the largestreams. 1847 H. Howe
Nisi. Collect. Ohio 274 Those lands were too rich for wheat,

making * sick wheat ', so termed, because when made into

bread, it had the effect of an emetic. 1914 Rep. Brit. Assoc.

672 The fertility of this * sick ' soil can lie restored by merely
heating it for an hour or two to a temperature approaching
that of boiling water, igai Brit. Museum Return 74 The
treatment and cleaning of sick and dirty coins. X930.A'". 4- Q.
16 .A.ug. 124/2 A cheese., is sick when it has been over soured

or over acidulated, and in time ' weeps *, gradually becoming
soft inside.

9. sick headache, a headache accompanied by
nausea : — Megbim 1 i.

1778 FoTHERCiLL in Med. Observ. (1784) VI. 103 Remarks
on that Complaint commonly known under the Name of the

Sick Head-ach. 1799 [see Dict.J. i88a [see Headachb iJ.

1915 D. O. Barnett Lett. 153 Shrapnel is for defenders, to

stop an advance of infantry, but no more use against pre-

pared positions Chan a sick headache.

10. b. sick-benefit, an allowance made to those

who are away from work on account of illness
;

siok-caIl| {a) a summons to a minister of religion

to visit a sick person; {b) Mil., a call sounded by
bugle, trumpet, etc., as a signal to those who are

sick to attend at the hospital or report to the medi-

cal officer; sick communion, an administration

of Holy Communion to a sick person ; sick-feeder,

a vessel resembling a cup for feeding invalids ; sick

parade, an inspection of those who are ill ; sick

visiting, the visiting of the sick, esp. by a minister

of religion.

1909 Chambers''s Jml. 56/2 Members who., may have re-

ceived *sick-bcnefit. 1883 Lady Herbert tr. LifeSt. John
Baptist de Rossi in. iv. 147 The servants nerer again dared

to fail to wirn him of any *sick call. 1908 E. C Booth
CliffEnd v. 37 You can be almost sure of catching me, .

.

without there be sick calls. 1918 Farrow Diet. Mil. Terjus^

Sick Call^ a signal on the bugle or drum and fife for the

formation of the sick squads. 1930 F. A. Pottle Stretchers

31 Sick call is blown before the dispensary door. 1930 S.

Kaye-Smctii Sheph. Sackcloth viL § 11 Will you tell me.

,

how many *.sick Communions you have weekly? 1895

Artny <V Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 1316 *Sick

Feeders. 1915 * Ian Hay' Pirst Hundred Thousand xi,

M'Splae departs, grumbling, and reappears on *sick parade

a few days later, igaj EL. F. Norton Fight for Everest^

i<)24 47 He took the daily sick parade, and had an equally

unerring eye for a malingerer or for the stout heart that

made light of a genuine ailment. 19*7 R. H. Mottram
Spanish Farm 267 They heard the bugles go * Sick parade *.

Sick, v^ Add : 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1845 J. J. Hooper Taking Census \. 154 Sick him Pomp,
..sick, sick, si-c-k him Bull.

2. (Earlier U.S. example.) Also, to set (a dog) ^».

1845 J, J. Hooper Taking Census i. 151 If I was to sick

them on your old boss younder, they'd eat him up afore you
could say Jack Robinson. 1899 Tarkington Genii. Indiana
viii. 1 3 1 'Seems some of the boys . . sicked the dogs on him,

X904 N. y. Sun 9 Aug. 9 Orders, threats and the sicking of

small dogs upon the intruders are without result. 1907 Jack
London IVhite Fang 286 Ooe day they openly sicked the

dogs on him.

SIDE.

Sicken, v. Add : 1. d. To sicken for : to be

in the early stages of (a disease, which is not yet

manifest).
1883 Floeence Montgomery Blue Veil li. vii. ai8, I was

sickening for the mumps.

Sickle, J-*. 2. Add:
f. Emb,yol. A sickle-shaped thickening at the hind end of

the blastodisc of certain vertebrate embryos,

,903 Proc. Zool. Soc. II. 18 In birds, typical concrescence

can occur only during the earliest stage of formation of the

primitive streak, i.e. so long as the groove of the sickle and
knob is open.

Sickness. 6. Add : sickness-fund, -insurance,

1910 Chambers's Jml. July 438/1 All workers.. are com-
pelled to contribute a weekly sum to the State sickness-

fund. 1911 (?. y?fv. July zog SicknesS'insurance.

Sicnla (siki«la). Palmmt. [L., = little dag-

ger] (See q not. 1895.)
1895 Funk's Standard Diet., Sicula.., the earliest stage

of a graptolite when it is a small triangular corneous body.
X910 Encycl. Brit. XH. 366/2 It is the general practice of
paleontologists to regard each graptolite polypary (rhabdo-
some) developed from a single sicula as an individual.

Sioul(,i)an : see nnder *Sicel.

Sicyonian (sisiou-nian), a. and sb. Also Sikyo-
nian. [f. L. Sicyonius, a. Gr. "XiKvuivim, i. Sicyon,

a. Gr. liKviiv : see -ian.] a. adj. Of or pertain-

ing to Sicyon, an ancient Greek city in the norili of

the Peloponnesus, noted for art, or to Sicyonia, the

surrounding district, b. sb. A native or inhabitant

of -Sicyon orSicyonia. Also Sioyo-, combining form.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 126/z They \sc. Dipoenus and

Scyllis] were employed by the Sicyonians to make for them
certain statues of their gods. 1887 Ejtcycl. Brit. XXII. 32/1
The early bronze work of the Sicyo-Argive workshops. Ibid.

^ifi The Olympian treasury of the Sicyonians.. .Clisthenes

was the most powerful and famous of the Sicyonian
despots.

Sid^ (sid). [Arab. J,*u< sld, sayyid lo^di. Cf.

CiD, SiDi.] Master, sir ; a title of respect among
Mohammedans.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 835/2, 1882. Expedition to sub.

due Sid Hosein of High. 1887 S. Lane-Poole Moors in

Spain rgi A Mohammedan gentleman is still addressed in

Egypt and elsewhere by the title Sid.

Side, sb.^ Add : 2. b. Side-by-side attrib.

igo8 Daily Chron. 29 Nov. 9/5 The side-car.. has the

advantages of ready convertibility, low cost, and high speed,

which, together with the far greater sociability afforded by
the side-by-side accommodation, have combined to establish

it as a universal favourite. 1909 Ibid. 23 Oct. 9/t Into the

side-by.side training are apt to enter certain distractions,

rivalries and attachments. V)ii Discovery Apr. ^t/i Each
axle [of a monoplane] carries twin side-by-side wheels of

large size, about 4 feet in diameter.

10- b. On the (so-and-so) side : tending towards

the condition denoted by the adjective.

1923 A. J. Anderson Soul Sifters xxiv. 5 3. 252 ' Michel-

more was alw.iys on the rough side !
' he remarked aloud.

i93» AViKi Chron. 28 May 4/4 It must be pointed out that

prices are on the high side.

13. e. This side, the other side: ellipt. for this side

or the other side of the Atlantic, coltoq. ,oxig. U.S.

1884 Naturalist's World Sept. 155/2 Caniidian Postal

Science College . . is a society which has grown op very

rapidly ' on the other side *.

14. b. On the side : (a) (orig. U.S>j in addition

to one's regular or ordinary duties ; as a subordinate

occupation; as an extra, {b) {U.S. colloq.) in addi-

tion to the main portion, e.g. a drink of whisky

with water on the side.

1898 A^. Y. yml.zt.\\is.<}/^ Samuel., started an ice cream

parlor, with cigars, tobacco and delicatessen on the side.

1904 N. Y. Tin:es 22 June 3 To attend the big fair and re-

ceive the entertainment of St. Louis on the side. 1906 N, Y.

EveningPost iZ Apr. 8 Novels have degenerated intotracts.

As yet the tractariaiis are too much impressed by their duty

to point their morals to furnish a really gnod story ' on the

side '. 1906 Atlantic Monthly Oct. 4,)2 They, .count that

year a bad year in which they do not make as much or more

than their salaries ' on the side '. 1915 P- G. VVooehousk

Sometliing Fresh iv. 8 i ' I'm not asking you to be a valet

and nothing else.' * You would want me to do some cooking

and plain sewing on the side, perhaps?' 1927 Daily News
II Mar. 2/2 V'see, Bill's in the rag-and-bone trade and he

does a bit t«. of receiving) on the side. Just anythink he

can pick up- 1031 Punch 28 Oct. 450/2 Several journalists

I know sell refrigerators and vacuum-cleaners on the side.

17. f. An aspect of something (denoted by an

adj. or sb. attrib.).

1910 Re/>. Brit. Assoc. 57B The disease leans strongly to-

wards the physiological side. 1914 Ibid. 673 The ameliora-

tion of soils on their physical side.

20. c. Used allusively.

J91S E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest, igi4 102 In a year,

when, to a conspicuous degree, all played for the side.

24. C. side talk,

1931 B. Brown Talking Pictures x. 250 The need for

silence in the studio is increased, since side talk, coughs, etc,

are liable to be picked up.

27. side-boy (earlier U.S. example) ; side-

chain, (a) a chain at the side of a vehicle, spec.

each of two chains in some types of motor vehicles

which transmit motion from the engine to the

driving wheels; also, see quots. 1849-50, 1885;

(*) Bacteriology, a chain of atoms which may be

attached to the principal chain in the constitution

of a molecule ; also attrib. in side-ohaiu theory,
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a theory propounded by Ehrlich to explain the

phenomena of inimnnity; side circuit £/«/r. (see

qnot. 1916) ; aide curtain, a cartain at the side of

something ; in an open motor vehicle, a protective

screen at the side ; aide-entrance, a subsidiary

entrance at the side into a bnilding, motor vehicle,

etc; aide-hold, a hold in mountaineering (see

quot); aide-lamp, each of the lamps on either

side of the front of a motor vehicle, giving an indi-

cation of the width of the vehicle ; aide-lever, in

a steam engine, a working beam or lever at the side

of the cylinder instead of above it ; also attrib. ;

side-lock, a lock of hair worn at the side of the

head, sometimes used in art as a distinguishing sign

of childhood ; aide-partner U.S., = 'Side-kick
;

aide-path, a by-path, an unfrequented path as dis-

tinguished from themain road ; also^^. ; aide-piece,

(i) in general sense, a piece at the side; aide-play
A/«i., freedom ofmovement from side toside; aide-

screen, one of the side curtains of an open motor
vehicle; side-seat, a seat facing to or placed at the

side, esp. in a vehicle; side-skid v. intr. = *Skid
t».l 3 b; side splitter (examples) ; aide-splitting
(earlier U.S. example) ; side-splittingly adv., in

an extremely funny manner; side-stroke, (a) see
Diet. 24 a ; (b) Swimming, a stroke employed in

swimming on the side; side-away, a rolling motion
sometimes perceptible in a moving vehicle ; aide-
swimming, swimming on the side, whatever stroke

is used; side-tiller, {a) cf. tiller-steerage, -steering.

Tiller sb? 4 ; (i) cf. Tiller sb.'^; side-valve, a
valve fitted to the side of a cylinder block in an
internal-combustion engine; hence side-valved a. ;

side-whisker, usually in//., the whiskers which
grow on the cheek or side of the face ; transf, curl

of hair which hangs over the cheek ; hence side-
whiskered a. ; side-wire, ' a stout wire introduced
by Helmholtz as a shunt to the primary coil in

du Bois-Reymond's mductorium ' (Cent. D. Suppl.

1909) ; side-work, (f) any work regarded as of
lesser importance than other work.
1813 J. F. CooPE* Pilot I. iii. 31 The shrill whistle of the

boat-swains mate, as he recalled the *side-boys. 1840-50
Weale Diet. Terjns, *Side chains,^ chains and hooks fixed
to the sides of the tender and engine for safety, should the
central drag-bar give way. 1883 Gkesley Gloss. Coal.m.,
Side Chain, a chain hooked on to the sides of tubs when
running upon an engine-plane or jig, to keep all the tubs
together in case a coupling breaks. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX.
247/2 Some companies have gone further and placed the
guard or side chains upon springs. 190a Ii>id. XXVI. 67/2
Ehrlich who, in his so-called ' side-chain ' (Seitenketle)
theory, explains antitoxin production as an instance of re-
generation after loss. ..The side-chains constitute the means
by which other molecules are added to the living molecule.
ipo5 Re^. Brit. Assoc. 560 Molecules may be linked on to a
side-chain and re-arrangements occur without the nucleus
being disturbed. igt6 Standard. Kvles Amer. Inst. Etectr,
Mngin, 95 A *side circuit is a two-wire circuit forming one side
of a phantom circuit. 1923 £. W. MARcnANT/t^rtrf/ff Teleer.
<! Telefh. iv. 38 Multiple Receiving Circuits... The side
circuit or tuning circuity is coupled to the aerial circuit in
just the same way as is the oscillator in the transmitter.
i8ai *side<urtain {see Diet. 23 bj. 19x3 Motor Manual
vi (ed. 14) 161 The only car for such weatherconditions isa
covered one, either one with a Cape cart hood with side
curtains well down.. or the more complete enclosure of
limousine or landaulet. 1928 [see *Side-on]. 1932 Modern
36 Mar. X143/1 A crazy little car, witli side curtains flapping
like wings, bore down on them. 1907 Daily Mail YearBk,
74/2 In turn the prevailing form of body has been the..
•side-entrance phaeton, and the landaulet and limousine.
19XS Motor Manual v. (ed. 14) 139 Access being gained . . by
a revolving or tilting front seat or a ' side.entrance '. X926
W. W. Jacobs S^a Whispers v. 113 To leave by the side-
entrance was the best way of avoiding trouble. 1920 G. W.
Young Mountain Craft iv, 162 ' *Side '-holds, where the
edge or point of rock projects and is grasjwti sideways, xgxx
Motor Manual iii. (ed. 14) 124 It is possible now. .to adapt
electric lighting very successfully to any car, both for in-
terior lighting of limousines and landaulets, and for head,
'side and rear lamps. 1839 'side levers [see sway-beam s.v.
Sway-]. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Side-lever (Steam,
engine), a heavy lever, working alongside the steam-cylinder
and answering in its functions to the working-beam... 5iVfe.
lever Engine,.. A marine engine having side-levers instead
of a working.beam to turn the wheel-shaft. 1901 Chambers's
Jmt. Sept. 598/1 \ye have had beam engines, sidclever
engines, steeple-engines, and engines of a direct action.
1848 *side.locks [see Diet. 23 b]. 1889 Century Mag. Sept.
710/1 The monuments represent him as a prince and nothing
more, still wearing the side.lock of juniority. 1910 J. Hast-
ings's Encycl. Relig. /, Ethics III. 538/1 The side.lock so
often represented on the bas-reliefs and frescoes... The same
side.lock expresses the idea of childhooU in sculpture. X899
T. Hall Tales 151 Luckily for you my "side partner nabbed
your note out of her pocket at the same time, igit R. D.
Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean ix. X5Q We shall have to consult
my side-partner, Briscoe. 1897 *sidc.path [see Diet, 23],
1924 R. HicMENS After the Verdict 11. vii, No fake steps
into side.paths for her. 1931 Times Lit. Sufifil. 20 Aug.
625/4 Those who love to wander down historical sidepaths.
1850 Dickens Dav. Copp. xiii, I mean a cap, much more
common then than now, with *side-pieces fastening under
the chin. 1938 Daily Express 16 Aug, 5/2 A car (with a left,

handdriveandahood but no side-pieces). 190a A. C. Harms*
WORTH Motors ff Motor.Driving x. 206 All bearings will
wear and will require rebushing,. .and this should be done
when any very perceptible shake or *»ide play is detected in
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them. 1903 Sci, Amer. 7 Feb. 99/1 Side play of this spring
is prevented by beads on the post. X93» Nexvs Chron. 6
Aug. 3/5 The assailant thrust a six-chambered revolver
through a *side-screen and fired. 1856 *side seat [sec Dict.i
190Z Daii^ Nruis 5 July 4 In the stern with the side-seats
out there is room for 3 or 4 drift.nets, 1916 H. Barber Aerc
planeSpcaks 36 The Momentum. . heavily resents thischange
of direction, and tries its level best to prevent it and to pull
the machine sideways and outwards from its spiral course-
that is, to make it ' •side-sktd * outwards. 1880 Punch 1 1 Dec.
268/1 The_ intended *side-splitter begins well—that is, Mr.
Toole begins well, his make-up and manner being intensely
absurd. 189a MiLLiKEN 'Arry Ballads 36/1 But now the
Stage licks arf the 'Alls, mate, for side splitters, spice, and
bare pink. 1856 S. Mordecai Vh^nia xiv. (18601 188 These
among other *side-splitting tales, which he told and acted
with the skill of a Matthews. 1907 A. Bennett Grim Smile
Five Townsy Something *side«splitiingly funny. i^^Daily
Mail zi May4 Mr. George Graves, .has never gagged more
side-splittingly..than he gags in the revival of 'Ihe Merry
Widow', 1867 Steedman Man. Siuimming 105 The five
movements—three for the legs and two for the arms-re.
quired for the performance of the *side stroke. 1871 ' Stone-
henge'(J. H. Walsh) Brit. Rural Sports (ed. 9) 659 The
sidestroke..will enable him to get through the water at a
much greater speed. 1890 M. Cobbett Swimming 27
History has not handed down the name of the founder of
the side stroke. 1930 Morning Post 21 Tuly 4 *Sidesway or
rolling occurs at right angles to the propeller shaft. 1931 Daily
Express 28 Apr.2/1 Long vanadium-steel springs, rear springs
splayed to prevent sidesway. 1861 * R. Harrington' S7vim-
7/ting II In *side swimming the arms and legs are not moved
alternately as in chest swimming. 1904 A. B. F. youNC Com-
plete Motorist iv. 93 Different either from the wheel system
of steering or the American *side-tiller system. 1931 Ann.
Applied Biol. XVIII. 41 Those plants from which the side
tillers were cut off, formed further side branches and new
leaves. 1928 Daily Mail Year Bk. p. Ixiv, 3*49 H.P. *Stde
Valve ' Sports ' Model.^ 1928 Correct Lubrication 12 A 4-
cylinder side valve engine. 1932 Observer^ Oct. 21/3 This
[car] has a *side-valved engine ofabout a litre and a half cubic
capacity. iBSjAmer. Naturalist I. Aug. 287 Their ears are
often tufted, and one specieSj at least, has ' *side-whiskers

'

formed by the true fur, in addition to the labial bristles which
ordinarily receive this name. 1888 [see Diet. 23 b]. 193a
livening Standard 28 Jan. 17/3 Lady Ancaster's veil stops
short at the lip of her nose, and is only long enough to keep
her ' side whiskers ' in order. X926 Spectator 24 July 126/1
Hilmar Tonnesen, *side-whiskered chief of the grotesques.
igox Titchener Exper, Psychol. 1. 11. 144 The Helmholtz
*side-wire is removed, and the Wagner hammer (interrupter)
is out of function. 19x0 A. Oliver Life G. C. Hutton xii.

117 The pulpit. .was not neglected for the platform or other
*side-work.

Side, V. Add : 9. (Earlier and later U.S. ex-
amples.)
1827 J. F. Cooper Red Rover t, It is. .cloth that would do

lo side a house with. 1874 B. F, Tavlor World on Wheels
I. xvi. 119 Then afternoon, wherein the morning's frame was
put together, .raised, roofed and sided. 1877 Rep. Indian
Affairs 40 Two dwelling houses and one school-house have
been sided up with weather-boards,

11. b. Also with in.

1928 Daily Express 10 Oct. 6 ' What can I do?' protested
the shivering man. ' I get it in the neck eitlier way.' ' Not
if you side in with us.'

o. To side up xvith x to compare with, slang,
1895 Punch 23 Feb. 87/2 There ain't ne'er a Cockney CO.

as can side-up with Joey the Brum.
16. To show or present a side (of the colour

specified).

1903 W. R. Cattelle Precious Stones 41 Some (diamonds]
face up blue, and side yellow.

Sideband (sai-dbsend). Wireless Telegr. [f.

Side ji^.l -^Band sb.^'\ Each of a group of waves
having a frequency a little above or below that of
the carrier wave. Also attrib,

1926 R. W. Hutchinson Wireless xiii. 352 Every broadcast
transniission of speech, music, etc., is accompanied by 'side-
bands', i.e, waves just a little above or a little below the
normal wave-length of the station. 1928 Observer 1 July
4/4 The added selectivity is quite likely to operate in the
direction of cutting down sidebands. 1930 B.B.C. Year-Bk,
451/1, Side-band Telephony^ a system of telephony trans-
mission in which the side-bands only are transmitted and not
the carrier wave. 1932 Ibid. 318 At one time the carrier wave
andoneside-band might be veryweak, there being apparently
only one side-band receivable.

Side-car, sidecar (ssi-dkaj), sb. Also as
two words, [f. Side sb?- -f Car sb.^'\

1. a. A jaunting-car, ? Obs,
x88i [see Side sb} 27J.

b. A vehicle designed to be attached to the side

of a motor-cycle to accommodate one or more
passengers ; also attrib,

X904 Mecredv Diet. Motoring 199 Another ingenious
arrangement is the 'side car ', in which the passenger vehicle
is placed beside the [motor- ]bicycle instead of in front, 1908
y^f(»/i7rC>'£'/tf 8 Jan. 34/2 The sidecar., was an ancient con-
traption with compensating joints. 1909 Chambers's yrnl.
May 336/1 The cycle has a third wheel, as in the ordinary
side*car attachment.

2. A kind of cocktail.
1928 S1NCI.AIR Lewis Man -who Knew CooUdgei. 61 Mame

took a Bronx, and Delmerine took a side-car, . . and I ordered
a Martini X932 Modern 26 Mar. 1026/2 You can drink
anything you like from * Side Cars ' down to weak China tea.

Hence Sl'decar v. intr.^ to drive a motor-cycle
with a side-car attached ; Si-decar(r)ing vbl, sb. ;

Sl'decarist, one who drives a motor-cycle com-
bination.
X9XX Motor Cycle 19 Jan. ai Advt, Best after tests for side-

caring,., for economy. 1914 Motor Cycling iz May 8, 3^ h.p.
IS insufficient for sidccarring at a satisfactory speed. io>o
Motor Cycle 29 Apr, 487/2, I make this request because ofits

SIBE-SHOWMAN.
importance to sidecarlsts. X9a3 Ibid. 25 Oct. 665/2 No donbt
she would feel small and lonely when sidecarring by herself
in one of these ample-looking bodies. Ibid, i Nov. 708/1 It
will be agreed, I am sure, that we sidecarists do adhere to the
main routes rather than we need.

Si-de-comb. orig. U.S. [Side j<5.i 23 b.] A
comb used to secure the hair at the side of the
head. Also trans/.
1825 Austin Papers (1924) II. 1081, x Side Comb.. $-25.

X853 B. F. Tavi.or yan, ff June (1871) 85 Hens with very
delicate side-combs like our Sweet-hearts. 1870 'Fanny
Fkrn 'Ginger-Snaps 146 She don't shuffle round, .with horn
side-combs fastening six hairs to her temple. X897 [see Side
sb} 23 b]. a 1909 'O. Henrv ' Roads 0/Destiny iv. 60 When
I m_hard at work I can see things through my side-combs.

Sided,///, a, 1. (Recent U.S. example.)
1904 iV. K Sun 7 Aug. 20 The yard is sided by cabins.

Side-door. Add : Alsoy%-.
1930 Tivies 21 Mar. 15/5 We maintain that these 'side

door credits are endangering our chances of securing
recognition of our bonds.

Side-b.ill. (Earlier U.S. examples.*)
x67^ Groton Records (1880) 178 Bounded on the north with

the sidhill. 1685 Plymouth Rec. 184 A small red oake..
upon a side hill above Princes botom.
attrib. 1837 H. Colman Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) 68 In

some parts of the county, the side hill plough with a change-
able mould-board is used for ploughing.

Side-kick, -ki^cker. U.S. slang. A com-
rade or companion, or associate.
(a) 1904 ' O. Hknbv ' Cabbages ^ Kings vi. 103 Billy was

my side-kicker in New York. 1926 J. Black You Can't
Win xiii. 189 At Seattle, almost broke.. I cast about for a
'sidekicker ',

{.b) 1922 R. Parrish Case fj the Girl 335 He's Hogan's
side-kick. 1923 L. J. Vance Baroque viil 49 Him and m •

used to be side-kicks. X928 F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial \.

15 Mr. Lambert was a side kick of old Curtiss Thome-
handled his estate and everything.

Sidelangfle, v. (Amer. examples.)
x66o Rowley Rec. 105 That there shall bee no horses left

tethered in the night time.. or. .any way .side-langled..
neither shall any person, .side-langel. .any horse or asse in
the day time. x6&p Watettown Rec, 95 [Any] horse, .that is

not side langled with iron fetters.

Side-ligkt. Add : 3. c. The lamp on either
side of a motor vehicle.
S912 Motor Manual iii. (ed. 14) 120 Much better side lights

have been provided than ever existed before.

Side-line, J^. Add: 1, (Earlier U.S. example.)
1694 Col, Rec. N. Carolina I. 410 The dividing line. .shall

run paralel with Cornelius Terrys side line.

c. In Colonial usage : see quots.
X848 H. W. Havgarth Busk Life Australia x\i. 129 The

road.. shelved off very rapidly towards the precipice, so as
to afford little foot-hold for the cattle, and formed, what, in
colonial phrase, is called a 'side-line*. X889 Farmer
Americanisms^ Side-line, (i) In Demerara, a canal. Every
estate has several side-lines, communication being carried on
by means of these water-ways. (2) In Canada, a by-road
running at right angles to the main or concession roads,

2. (Later U.S. example.)
X887 Outing (U.S.)X.ix/i 'Side lines' is the army substi-

tute for hobbles.

3. b. Jig, Something subsidiary to the main sub-
ject, consideration, line of action, or the like.

1927HALDANE& Huxley y4«//«. i?w/. xii. 266 The sponges
thus represent an early side-line in evolution, along which
life never developed far. 1928 Daily Express 8 Sept. 2/7
One of the most interesting side lines of the Trade Union
Congress at Swansea has been the conversations between
Mr, Arthur Henderson, the secretary of the Political Socialist
Party, and the leaders of the more important trade unions.
Hence Side-line v, (earlier U.S. example).
X837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville ii, The horses were

'side lined *, as it is termed : that is to say^ the fore and hind
foot on the same side of the animal were tied together, so as
to be within eighteen inches of each other.

Si'de-loo^kiug, a. [Side sb.^ 24.] Looking
sidewards.
1829 J. F. Cooper Wish-ton-wish iii, A demure, side-look-

ing young woman.

Side meat. U.S. [Side sb.^ 22.] Meat
(esp. bacon or pork) from the side of an animal.
1873 J- H. Beadle Undevel. West xxiv. ^82 Two bright-

eyed, graceful, copper-coloured seiioritas bring me a supper
of coffee, side meat, eggs [etc.]. 1890 St. Nicholas Nov. 39
Side-meat, in the South and West, is the thin flank of a
porker, salted and smoked after the fashion of hams. 2891
Harper s Mag. Aug. 486/2 The Mayor, .set a piece of side
meat to sizzling in a skillet. 1931 Randolph Enterprise
(W. Va.) 7 May 1/5 Nothing more than two pieces of side
meat were taken.

Side-on, a. and adv. [f.SiDEj^.l Cf. *Head-
ON.] a. adj, {si'de-on). Of a collision : Involv-
ing the meeting of the sides of two vehicles, or of
the side of a vehicle with an object, b, adv.

(si'de-o'n). With the side coming into direct con-
tact with something.
X938 Daily Mail 16 Aug. 13/7 Side-on collisions frequently

occur owing to blurred side curtains,

Sider l. Add : 2. l/.S. (See quot.)
1869 Overland Monthly III. 126 The mighty herd. .has

'pointers ', who ride abreast of the head of the column, and
' siders ' who keep the stragglers out of the chaparral.

Side-Skow. (Earlier fig. example,)
1866 C. H. Smith (title) Bill Arp, so called. A Side Show

of the Southern Side of the War.

Hence Side-showman.
x886 E. W, Howe Moonlight Boy 73 A side-showman at a

circus.
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f

Side-slip, sd. Add : 5. b. Of an aeroplane

(see next b).

X9ia Q. Rev. J[uly 237 Any such attitude may be attended
by protracted side-slip of the aeroplane downwards in the
direction of the lower wing, 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane
speaks 17 Before you could say Warp to the Ailerons over
the Aeroplane would go^probable reside a bad side-slip.

1918 Observer i July 17/3 With the greatest of ease they
performed side*slips, vertical dives, and loops.

y5]f. 19x6 H. Bakbrr Aeroplane S^aks p. v. The dreadful

baitings, the many side-slips, the irregular speed, and, in

short, the altogether disconcerting ways of a pen. 1921

Galsworthv To Let ii. vi, He therefore confined himself to

discussing with Dumetrius whether Monticellis would come
again . . and the future of Johns, with a side-^lip into Buxton
Knights.

Side-slip, V, Add : b. Of an aeroplane : To
slip sideways, spec, towards the centre of curvature

while turning (as distinguished from *Skid v, 3 c).

X9>a Q. Rev, July 241 The fin or Vee catches the air

through which the machine is side-slipping. 1918 £. M.
Roberts Flying Fighter 253, I noticed that be was trying

to side-slip. 1929 B. Hall & J. J. ^\\x& One Mans War
115 He tipped over on his left wing and side-slipped out of
the way.

C. trans/, orJig.
X931 Galsworthy To Let i. iii. His heart moved in a dis-

concerting manner, as if it had ^ide-sUpped within his chest.

1930 H. ^ Wakefield in London Mercury Feb. 319 Here
he was suddenly realising that they controlled another mode
of clutching. Better to side-slip that too— if be could.

Side-step. v. Add : b. ^See quot.)

1924 Ski Terms in Tourist Winter Sports No. la/a Side
Stepping, climbing by lifting the skis horizontally.

C. To go nside from the direct route.

1917 Loiiies* Home Jrnl. Jan. 62, 1 was glad I side stepped^
for tne journey ..was worth a deviation.

d. trans. To avoid by or as by stepping side-

ways ; spec, in Football. Also intr.

X906 ' O. Henry* Four Million 115 I've lost two inches
of my tail trying to sidestep those swinging doors, xoso W.
Camp Football luithout a Coach 93 The man who catches the
bat! will not be able to sidestep him or pass him. 1931
Times 16 Feb.5/iOnce,Arigho, .managed toside-step Reeve.
yig. X906 Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republ. 27 Sept. 8

The Idaho republicans are deftly side-stepping the anti-

Mormon issue. 1915 P. G. WoDEHOUSK Pstnithy youmalist
xxiii. (1933) 173 If lean put him away, it gets me into line with
Jimmy, and he can't side-step me. X9S0 — Damsel in Dis-
/r^ji li. 30 The party after the show which you can't side*

step. Ibid, vjii, 106 What do you say, George,, .if we side-

step the Amber Drawing Room? I'm wild to get into that

garden. 19*6 Scribners Mag. Aug. 154/2 Van Allen side-

stepped the enquiries by declaring that, really, he bad no
news to tell.

intr, 1930 P. Macdonald The Link vii. 114 I've even asked
Dinwater that flat out on two occasions. But he's always side-

stepped.

Hence Si'de-stei^p«r, one who avoids a direct

course or issue.

X909 N. Y. Evening Post (semi-weekly ed ) i Mar, i Had
not \\x. Fairbanks I>een a really wonderful side-stepper,

tbeir essential differences might have long ago become public
property.

Side-track, sb, (Earlier exatnples.)

x86i F. N. Otis Hist, Panama Railroad 45. X874 B. F.

Taylor World on Wheels i. xxL 152 The engineer is doing
bis best to get upon the side-track before the J'^xpress wants
the road.

Side-track, v. 1. jig. Add : spec. To divert

(a person) from the main trend of action, subject of

conversation, etc., into another track or channel

;

to turn (a subject or matter) aside so as to prevent

its proper treatment or consideration.

xSqx F. H. Smith Col, Carter 139 Yancey broke away
again, but Fitz side-tracked him with a gesture, and asked
the colonel to repeat Klutchcm's exact words. 1893 * O.
Thanbt ' Stories Western Town 304, I guess it is no use to

side-track the subject. 1904 F. Lvnde Grafters xxii.ays
We have been sitting here talking the vaguest trivialities

ever since Penelope and luring side-tracked us.

Sideways, adv, 3. b. Add : To look side-

•ways : to have a suspicious or shamefaced look.

I9ai Bernard Gilbert Old England i^s. 70 But he was
known to be paying to three diflferent women for a child

each, \nd his housekeeper beginning to look sideways.

Ibid. § 138. 188 I'm afraid Susan s in trouble; She's looking
all sideways and never touched her dinner.

Si'de-wheel, altrib, U.S, (See Side sb.^ 2;

;

later examples.) Also Si*de-wheeled a,

1857 Isec Side sb.^ 27J. 1857 W. Chanijless Visit Salt
Lake 1. L 3 Except during the * June rise ' side-wheel boats

rarely go up [the Missouri]. 1869 C. L. Brace AVw West
i. 37 To change its side-wheel steamers for propellers. 1886

Harper^s Mag. June 4/1 Limiting steam to side-wheel

vessels. 1890 Ibid. June 145/1 A wheezy side<wheel boat.

1906 Ibid, Feb. 425 An old side-wheeled excursion-boat.

Hence Si'de-wheeler, a side-wheel steamer.

X884 tsce Side li,' 27J. x888 C. D. Ferguson Exp. Forty.
niner n. i8 Struggling out by the aft gangway near the

wheel, it being aside-wheeler, xao^ N.V, I imes 16 May 5 It

was there that the two side-wheelers landed their passengers.

/ig. 1936 Anier. Speech I. Apr. 369/2 They [sc. baseball

players] are ' south-paws ' or * port-siders ' or ' side-wheelers

'

when they arc left-handed.

Side-winder^. Add : (Earlier example.)

1840 Daily Pennant (St. Louis) 14 May (Th.) Tim give-?

him a ' sockdoliger ' and two side-winders, and leaves him
for dead on the spot.

2. * A tree knocked down unexpectedly by the

falling of another' {Terms Forestry & Logging

Sidey : see Sidy j.2

Sidhe (^i), sb.pl. [Irish sldke; $eefolk 0/peace
s.v. *FoLK 3 c] Fairy folk, fairies.

1906 S. GwvNN Fair Hills Irel. ii. 34 The heroes of the
mysterious Tuatha de Danann who after their defeat by
the Milesians withdrew from daylight into the recesses of
the earth—and who are still there, fairy folk, the people of the
Sidhe. 19x9 N. Hill Story Scott. Ch. i. 3 Forests, rivers,

and wells were thought to be haunted by Sidhe, a sort of
fairy or elve, not always unfriendly, igia Christine Orr
Kate Curietu v. 105 You did not think, then, that I was
a prince of the sidhe.

Sidxn.%fVbl.sb. 5. b. U.S, (Earlier examples.)
1839 J. F. Cooper Wish-toH-wish xvii, [Dwellings] con-

structed of a firm frame-work, neatly covered with sidings of
boards. X831 Peck Guidefor Emigrants 189 Putting on the
siding, or enclosing buildings.

Siege, -f^- 6.^^. (U.S. example. Also common
in recent use, of illness.)

X929 Randolph Enterprise (W. Va.) ix Apr. i/i The,.
Literary Society had another heavy siege Tuesday night of
this week.

Siemens (sf-menz,
||
zf-mens). The name of

E. Werner von *S"2V?«^kj (1816-1892), German in-

ventor, engineer, and manufacturer, or his brother
Sir William Siemens (1823-1883), German-English
engineer, used attrib. or in the genitive to denote
certain processes, appliances, inventions, or laws,

discovered, invented, or formulated by one or other

of them.
Sometimes combined with the name of another inventor,

as in the Siemens,Halske Battery^ Siemens-Mariinprocess.
iW^ Chambers's Jrnl. 25 Aug. 543/2 For.. any.. process in

which an intense heat is required, the Siemens furnace is

eminently suitable. 1867 R.Sabine Electr. Telegraph 226
Siemens and Halske'smodification of Daniell's Battery. Ibid,

078 The Siemens and Whitwell stoves. x88o Encycl, Brit.
XIH. 295/1 The composition of the gas from a Siemens gas
producer. Ibid. 316/1 The Siemens-Cowper and Whitwell
stoves. 1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel

<S-
Iron xviii. (ed. 2)

406 The Siemens direct process for the production of steel

in the Siemens regenerative rotating furnace, Ib:d. xx. 452
The Siemens or Siemens-Martin process. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. Suppl, Siemens- HaUke Battery. 1900 Knovj-
ledge I Dec. 281/1 An ordinary Siemens telegraph relay.

191a Motor Manual iii. (ed. 14) 125 The Siemens metallic
tungsten lamps are practically unaffected by shock.

Sierra Leone (siie'ra UJu-n). The name of

a British colony and protectorate on the west coast

of Africa used attrib, to designate certain diseases,

plants, etc., characteristic of or occurring therein,

as Sierra Leone fever, a form of remittent fever

{Cent. Diet,) \ Sierra Leone peach, the Guinea
peach. Hence Sle'rra-Iieo'neazi, -Leonian a.,

of or pertaining to Sierra Leone.
x866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Sarcocephalus, S, esculentus has pink

flowers and an edible fruit, of the size of a peach, whence it

has been called the Sierra L-eone Peach. 1926 A. R. Slater
Introd. Butt-Thompson's Sierra Leone 5 The relations of
the * Sierra Leonean* and the European are less intimate
than they used to be. X9*6 Butt-Thompson Ibid. Pref. S
The object ofthe publication of this book is to give Sierra
Leoneans a History of their own. X916 Chambers's Jrul.
Nov. 660/1 Sierra-Leonean solicitors were hurrying to final

interviews with retained advocates.

Sieva (si"*va). In full Sieva bean : A tropical

American bean of erector climbing habit, a variety

of Phaseolus Innatus.
X89X Century Diet,

Sieve, sb. 6. sieve-bottom (earlier Amer. ex-

amples).
1686 S. Sf.wall Letter Bk. 33 Six doz. of Lawn sive

Bottoms, X714 Essex Inst. Hist, Coll. XLIII. 325 Sieve
Bottoms.

Sifac (sz'fcek). Also sifaka (sifce-ka). [Mala-
gasy,] Any of several lemurs of Madagascar ; a
variety of the Babacoote or Indri.
X845 Encycl. Metrop, XVI. 429/1 It [so. Cercopithecus

Nemxus, Cuv.] is a native of Cochin China and Madagascar,
where it is called Sifac. 1910 Brit. Museum Return 88

A Sifaka {Propithecus deckent).

Sifema (si'fema). GeoL [f. the chemical sym-
bols Si silicon, Fe iron + first two letters of Mag-
nesium.] A rock rich in silicon, iron, and magne-
sium.
X930T0LY Sur/ace'Hist. Earth 2x1.

Simeur (s/flor). [Fr.] a. An animal that

makes a whistling noise, spec, the whistling marmot,
A rctomys pruinosus.
X703 tr. La Hontan^s Voy. N. Amer. I. 62 Certain little

Beasts, call'd Sifflcurs or Whistlers. X839 Penny Cycl. XV.
517/1, Arctompfs Empetra. . .This is. .the Siffleur of the

French Canadians, who apply the same name to the other

species of Marmot and to the Badger.

b, (with fern, -euse). A whistling artiste,

1913 Glasgoiv Herald 7 July, There could be no doubt
about the fact that he [sc. a mouse] was at least something
of a sifileur. 1933 Daily Tel, 31 May 15/6 The liishop of
Colombo.. revealed himself as an accomplished sifileur.

Sigi sb. Add : 2. A solution applied to the

grain side of leather before it is stained black.

Also attrib.

x^^C. T. X)AVIS Manu/". /^faMr?- (ed. 2)623 In the making
of sig ' stains, blacks and pastes for leather, borax is the
currier's friend. XO03 L. A. Flemming Pract. Tanning ^\
A good 'sig 'ismadeof forty gallons of water, twelve pounds
of salts of tartar, five pounds of bichromate of potash and
one quart of ammonia.

Sigh, V. Add : 1. O. Also of turtles.

X9a9 R. Hughes High Wind in Jamaica 81 Only the

children's luggage was left untouched: and the turtles.

Their melancholy sighing was the sole sound to be heard.

3. C. with cognate object.
X789 Blakh Songs Innoc.f On A nother*s Sorro7V viii, Think

not thou canst sigh a sigh, And thy Maker is not by, 1847
C. Bronte J. Eyre xvii, She sighed a sigh of meffable
satisfaction, as if her cup of happiness were now full. 1888
Mrs. H. Ward R. E/stnere xli, Robert sighed a long sigh.

Sight, sb,^ Add:
1. Sometimes with the addition of the infinitives

to be/io/d, to see, with an intensifying force.

1865 Mrs. Riddell Max^vell Dreivitt vi. 1. 116 The inn-
yards were a sight to behold, crammed full of carriages.

(^) In pregnant use, something which calls forth

contemptuous, horrified, or amused glances ; a
shocking, repulsive, or ridiculous thing to look
upon,
[1694 Penn Rise ofQuakers ii. 53 It was not very easie to

our Primitive Friends, to make themselves Sights and
Spectacles, and the Scorn and Derision of the World.]
x86aF.W. Robinson Oivenv.'w^ I'm getting better now, ,.I

was a sight last week. 190a Farmer & Henley Slang, Sight,

3. An oddity ", a scarecrow : also contemptuously, ' Her new
jacket was a perfect sight', or 'You've made yourself a
regular sight ' = * Not fit to be seen '. X924 D. H, Lawrence
England^ my Englandiio ' I don't like you in those clothes,'

he said. ' Do I look a sight V he answered.

d. Sight unseen ; used by schoolboy bargainers

and others with the meaning : Without seeing the

object to be exchanged, without previous inspec-

tion. U.S. and dial.

For the earlier phr. uustghi unseen see Unsicht///. a}
189a Dial. Notes 1. v. 231 To trade knives sight unseen is

to swap without seeing each other's knife. 1C97 Vearbk,
U.S. Dept. Agric. 427 The intelligent farmer of to-day has
got beyond trading ' sight unseen ' or ' buying a cat in a bag '.

2. b. (U.S. example.)
1896 J. C. Harris ^;i/tfr Jane^^ If you'll believe me, that

aiti't all by a long sight.

6. o. Also, an opportunity or chance, colloq,

XQOi Farmer & Henley Slang.

8. c. Contrasted ^'\\\vfaith (cf. 2 Cor. v. 7 ' We
walk by faith, not by sight'),

1858 W. Brock Sir H, Havelock xiii. 216 He might well

have doubted of success had be walked by sight. ^ X871 H.
Alford Hymn^ ' Onward Christian Soldiers ' iii, Till the
veil be lifted. Till our faith be sight.

14. c. Any of various devices through which the

progress of an operation may be observed ; spec,

(a) a pane of glass in a sulphuric acid plant for

observing the colours of gases ; {b) a glass tube or

vessel showing the flow of oil in a lubricator.

X9ia Motor Manual iii (ed. i^) 125 One way U^. of in-

dicating whether the rear Hght is on or off] is to use two
4-volt lamps, one for the rear light and one for the dash or

the near-side lamp, especially if this has a small ' sight 'or
window adapted. Ibid. vi. 230 If one notes that the oil drips

from the sights steadily and there is no accumulation of oil

in the sight-glasses, of course it follows that the oil must be
passing down the tubes.

16. C. In the sense *by sight', 'working by
sight *,

X918 M. B. Owen Typewriting Speed 145 The constant

shifting of the eyes in sight writing. Ibid, 147 The sight

typist writes spasmodically. Ibid. 153 Many sight writers

use all the fingers.

17. sight bill, cheque, draft, a bill or draft

payable at sight, i.e., on presentation; flight

feed, a device in a lubricator through which

the feeding of the oil may be seen ; also, a lubri-

cator having such a device ; also attrib, ; sight-

glass (cf. *14 c (^)); sight-player, one who is

able to play music at sight ; so sight-playing

;

sight-read v. intr.^ to read music at sight ; sight-

rule « Alidadb ; sight-setter, on a warship, a
member of a gun*s crew whose duty is to keep the

gun-sight at the correct elevation as shown by the

range indicator,

X863 ' E. KiRKE ' My Southern Friends xxii. 932, 1 enclose

you *sight check of Branch Bank of Cape Fear on Bank of

Republic, for $10,820. x8po Florida Plant. Rec. 60 Vour
favor of the 22d ult, enclosing *sight draft on Messrs Haber-
sham for $200. X863 ' E, Kirke' My Southern Friends
xxi. 314 Dawsey's * account ' is a good one. He never draws
against shipments, but holds on, and sells sight drafts,

thus making the exchange. 1904 * O. Henry' Cabbages ff

Kin^s xiv. 254 It's a gold mine. It's a sight-draft on your
president man for twenty thousand dollars. 1888 Lock-
wood's Diet, Mech. Engin.^ 'Sight Feed Lubricator^ sl

lubricator in wliich the flowing or non-flowing of theoil is

always apparent at sight, being enclosed in, or having to

pass through a glass vessel. X904 A. B. F. Young Complete
Motorist iv. (ed. 2) 83 In connection with the sight-feed

lubricator an important improvement is arranged whereby
hot water, which is connected up to the sight feed, circulates

from the engine round the lubricating oil. X9S8 Daily Tel,

16 Oct, 7 Non-crushable back-lamps and sight-feed fuel

gauges on the dashboard are in demand for the new cars.

191a *sight-glass [see *i4 c]. X909 Chambers's Jrnl, May
334/2 Ask an accomplished *sight-player bow he is able to

translate so readily the symbols he reads with the eye into

their relative notes. Ibid. 334/1 He maintains that *sight-

playing does not depend upon an accurate knowledge of the

relationship between notes and keys. X903 Annie W,
Patterson Schumann 181 We want more than a facility to

'"sight read' in order to fully comprehend. 1909 Rep.

Brit. Assoc. 767 Through the central pivot passes a pin,

carrying a *sight-rule or alidade on the front of the trans-

parent disc. 1909 Cent. Did. Suppl., •Sight-setter. X9»o

Blackw. Mag. Mar. 332/2 Dully from the concealed gun

positions echoed the calls of the sight-setters.
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SIGHT.

Sight, w.l 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X787 in Maryland Hist. Mag. XIX. 365 'J'he mother of

the complainants wife sighted with a compass from the tree.

S^^illaria. Add : 2. [L. sigitlaria.'\ Homan
Antiq, The last t^vo days of the Satnmalia, when
little images were given as presents, especially to

children.

1738 Chamherss CycL s.v.. The sigillana followed ioa.

mediately after the saturnalia, and held two days. 1841

Penny Cyd. XX. 453 ''i Children generally received little

figures, which were called osctlla, or sigilla, from which the

last day of the Saturnalia derived the name * sigillaria*.

1900 M. B. HuiSH Greek Terra-Ceita Statuettes 214 A part

of the Saturnalia at Rome, called Sigillaria, consisted in

masters giving their slaves statuettes in wax or clay, and
they also offered them as New Year's gifts to their friends.

Si^pHOid, a. and sb. Add : Siffmoidi'tis, in-

flammation of the sigmoid flexure of the colon.

Sicrmoi'doscope, a speculum ascd in examining

the sigmoid flexure; henceSigmoidoaccpica., of

or pertaining to sigmoidoscopy; Siffmoido-scopy,
examination of the sigmoid flexure by means of a
speculum.
1901 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Sigmoidoscopy. 1906

P. I*. MuuMERY Sigmoidoscope 37 A sigmoidoscopic ex-
amination will give valuable information if there is any
question of being able to remove the growth. Ibid. 55 In
cases of acute proctitis or sigmoiditis an examination with
the sigmoidoscope may afford useful information.

Sign, sb. Add : 7. {h) TheoL In sacramental
ordinances, the outward and visible part which
symbolizes the inward and spiritual part.

After the Christian use of L. signutn^ Gr. cnj^xeioi/.

1553 Bradford in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (1564) 293
There is Idolatry in worshipping the outwarde signe of
breade and wj'ne. 1604 Bk. Com. Prayer^ Catechism^ Q.
How many parts be there in a Sacrament ; A^ Two : the Out-
ward visible signe, and the Inward spiritual! Grace. cx8x6
T- Marriott i/ynin. Grant to this child the inward grace,
tVhile we the outward sign impart. 1861 Hymn, ^O/oodthat
weary filg7-ims lave^^ Lord Jesu, Whom, by power divine
Now hid beneath the outward sign, We worship and adore.
1898 Mortimer Cath. Faith ^ Practice 1. 124 The matter
(of a sacrament] is the outward sign ; the form that which
determines the matter to its special use or purpose.
trans/. 1905 [see *TiCK sb.* 3b]. X931 V. Dixon Sebastian

Wile u. \\. § I Her governess had said farewell, outward
and visible sign that Martha's days of childish servitude
were over. X93a Joan Conquest Village Pompadour xi.

His christening present, a. .pewter tankard, had doubtlessly
been the outward sign of his inner and invincible craving.

d, U.S. (Earlier examples.)
169a Cal. Virginia St. Papers I. 44 We ranged about to

see if we could find the tract of any Indians, but we could
not see any fresh signe. 1758 Ibid. 255 They.. could not
discover any fresh sign of Enemy. 182 1 J. Fowler ynil.

33 Hearewe find the first fresh sign of bever. Ibid. 36 We
see old sign of Indeans...We again see the sign of white
men a head of us.

. e. Path. An objective evidence or indication of
disease; often with defining word, as of the name
of the person who discovered the * sign 'or con-
nected it with its disease (see the medical diets.).

1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 223/1 These various physical
signs render it impossible to mistake the disease for other
malaiiies the symptoms of which may bear a resemblance to
it. 1908 rractitiomr Jan. 10 We do not obtain ankle
clonus, or Babinsky's, or Oppenheim's sign. 1927 G. W.
Deeping^ Kitty xv. § 2 Mr.^ St. George had an undoubted
paraplegia. There was definite spasticity of the lower limbs,
. . Babinski's sign was present.

12. sign-langtiage (earlier U.S. example) ; sign-

mark (also fig.), sigU'ivriter (Writer 1 \x).

^ 1847 Parkman in Knickerbocker Mag. XXX. 234 Know-
ing nothing at that time of the "^sign-language of the Indians.
S91X Chatnbers's yrnl. June 368/1 In continental Europe
the horrors of war are much more present in men's mind,
since its awful *signmark is indelibly written even today on
many a fair landscape, 1871 Callingham Sign Writing i. i

It is curious that the term ' *sign-writer ' is not to be found
in any encyclopjedia or dictionary, ancient or modern...
Even Kelly's ponderous 'Post Office London Directory*
does not deem the sign-writer worthy of separate enumera-
tion in its list of trades. Ibid. 17 The formation of alpha.
betic characters as at present practised by the sign-writer.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 52. 1910 Daily News 7
Nov. 3 A sign-writer has stumbled over a much easier word.

Sigll,z/.^ Add: 5. b. Also with up.
1903 A. H. Lewis Tlie Boss 186 You can tell by th' way

they go to bat, whether th* Blackberry has signed up to
them to kill our franchise. X926 Ladies'* Home JrnL Apr,
25 So she signed up for evening classes.

6, O. Also with up.
193a Radio Times i Apr. 5/2 Seversky immediately signed

the violinist up for his broadcast.

Signal, sb. Add : 5. a. signal-code.
1877 Habberton Jericho Road ^i^ Between the societies of

neighboring counties there often existed signal-codes, and
unwritten extradition and reciprocity featies.

C. signal corps (earlier U.S. example).
^ x88i-s G. B. McClellan Own Story 135 The weak point
in the .<^ignal corps..was that its officers were not trained
soldiers.

d. signal strength Wireless, the strength of
signals in a receiver, expressed by means of K and
numerical degrees from o to 10.
191* Marconigraph IL 269/2 ObscrTations .. showed that

during totality the signal strength was increased. X933
E. W. Marchant RaiHo Telegr. ^ Telcph. xl 117 It is un-
likely that we shall ever be able to forecast * signal strength

'

with any greater certainty than we can forecast the weather
that we are likely to have on any particular day. Z936 R. W.

220

Hutchinson IVireless x. 175 Increasing'the Signal Strength
of a Crystal Receiver.

Signary (si gnSri). [f. L. signum Sign sb,-\-

-ARY 1, after syilabary.'\ An arranijement of signs ;

the signs which constitute the syllabic or alphabetic
symbols of a language.

^
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVll, 730/2 Probably all the signs

in the hieroglyphic signary can be employed in their primary
sense. 1909 A. J. Evans Scripta Minoa I. p. v, I have en-
deavoured to supply a preliminary apparatus criticus in the
form of tables and explanatory catalogues of the different
signaries. 1924 L. EcKENSTEm Tutankk-aten v. 42 There
were other scribes of other signaries and languages who in-
scribed soft clay tablets with a copper stilus.

Signature, sb. Add : 8. (See quot.)
1901 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Signature^ that part of

a prescription which gives direction as to the taking of the
medicine,

9. In full signature-ttme \ A special tune used in

broadcast programmes to announce a particular
band.
193a Dailpf Mail 4 Mar., E.B.C. Band's 'Signature*.

*Just the Time for Dancing^ and *Till Next Time ' are the
titlesof the 'signature* tunes selected by Mr. Henry Hall
for his new B.B.C. Dance Band, to be used every time the
band begins or concludes a broadcast.

Sign-board. Add : Also U.S., a board on a
guide-post to direct travellers.

1833 Knickerbocker Mag. I. 88 Independent of roads and
sign-boards. 1835 Southern Lit. Messenger I. 5S0 The post
of a sign-board where several roads meet.

Signer. Add: 1. b. spec, in U.S. One of the
signatories to the Declaration of Independence.
1928 W. A. White Masks in Pageant 67 The grandson of

a President and the great-grandson of a Signer.

Signet, sb. Add : 1. b. The ring-shaped form
of an early stage of the plasmodium of malaria.
1^% yrnl. Tropical Med. 15 July 222/2 While some of

the stained signets were much larger than others, there was
nothing else seen to suggest a mixed infection.

Signet-ring. Add : b. A form ofthe Plasmo-
dium of malaria in which the ring-shaped body is

thickened on one side.

1901 J. EwiNG in Jml, Exper. Med. V. 446.

Sign-post (s3i-n,p^ust), V. [f. the sb.] trans.
To equip or provide with sign-posts.

1923 Daily Mail ig May 5 Where the road is not so good
and badly needs proper signposting. Ihid. 21 May 4 Dart-
moor is moderately well sign-posted. 1930 Aberdeen Press
S[ Jml. 8 May 5 The RJV.C propose only to signpost the
main arteries,

Sikelian, Sikimi : see *Sicel, *Shikimi.
Sikkim (si-kim). The name of a native state

in the Himalayas used attrib. to designate certain

trees, fruits, animals, etc., native to or occurring
therein,

x866 Treas. Bot, s.v. Oak, A similar effect is produced in
the Sikkim Himalaya [sc. oak]. 1877 iincycL Brit. VI.
688/1 The Sikkim cucumber. 1905 E. Candlek Unveiling
of Lhasa iii. 56 The shao, or Sikkim stag.

Sikra (si"kra). Also eikhra, sikar, sifcp, [Skr.

f^J^f^ sikhara point, peak, spire,] A pyramidal

tower on a Hindu temple, sometimes having con-
vexly curved sides.

1829 J. Tod Ann, ^ Aniiq.'Rajasfhan 1. 67oThe pinnacle
or j/*/-(Z rises, like the crown of the Hindil Cybele. 1838
Penny Cycl. XII. 238/1 The body of the temple,or sanctuary,
..over which rises a pyramidal sikr^ or roof.

Siksika (si-ksika). = Black foot i.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 466/1 Blackfeet (Siksika).

Silcot (si'lkfJt). Also ailcott. [f. Silk sb. +
first syllable of CoTTON sb.^'\ A material made of
cotton finished to resemble silk.

1894 Jeanette E. T>\v\sElem. Mod, Dressmaking (iBgs)

93 Varieties of silkette or silcot (cottons finished to look and
feel like silk). 1923 Daily Mail 28 Feb. 5 Silcott Peuicoat
with small crystal trilL

Silence, sb. Add : 2. d. spec. The Two
Minutes* Silence observed at li a.m., on the
anniversary of Armistice Day (11 Nov. 1918).
X919 Times 12 'i^ov. 15/6 The Great Silence.. .At 11 o'clock

yesterday morning the nation, in response to the King's in-
vitation, paid homage to the Glorious Dead by keeping a
two minutes' silence for prayer and remembrance. Ibid.
16/1 On the Stock Exchange, after the silence, a gong was
sounded. 1930 B.B.C. Vear-Bk. 78 Broadcasting the Silence
November nth, 1928.

7. silence cabinet, a sound-proof booth or small
room from which a person may speak or telephone.
1893 pREECE & Stubbs Man. Teleph. 227 At most tele-

phone exchanges a 'silence cabinet' is provided in the
public office. 1930 B,B,C. Venr-Bk, 300 In Savoy Hill
there are nine studios, six ofwhich are equipped with silence
cabinets (these are small rooms adjacent to the studios from
which the announcer can speak before switching over to the
studio itself).

Silent, a. and sb. Add

:

A. adj. 3. e. spec. Given, performed, etc. with-
out the accompaniment of vocal utterance,
ai794GiBBON^7//(73/(7^. (i9co)i9i,I. .supported with many

a sincere and silent vote the rights .of the motrier country.
1848 Sir R. Peel in Times 12 Feb. 3 It was with great
reluctance.. that I gave a silent vote on the first occasion
when this matter was brought under our consideration. 1897
Peel City Guardian <y Chron. ix Sept., He did not intend
to give a silent vote on this question. 1913 Hastings's
Encycl. Reli^. ff Ethics VI. 206/2 This so called 'silent
trade ' is, in its simplest form, a transaction by way of ex-
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change between persons who are unseen by one another.
1925 H. J. R. Murray Gen. Rep. Teaching Eng. Land.
Elent. Sch. 16 The effectiveness of this type of silent read-
ing, as compared with the more usual practice, .is obvious.
1931 A. Manning Foster Auction Bridge 119 When the
opponents are saying * No bid ' they are not necessarily void
of high cards. They may be willing 10 leave the bidders
alone while the contract is under the game line, but quite
prepared to step in with a punishing double if the game is

bid. 'IhLs is known as the ' Silent Trap '.

f. Ot a cinema film : Not accompanied by speech,
as distinguished from a talking i\\\xi. Of a cinema
or the film industry : That exhibits or is concerned
with silent films only.

19*9 Morning Post 24 May 12/7 One theatre, .in New
York madc^i7,6oo in one week out of 'The Letter'^more
than double its silent-film record. 1030 Times -z-j Mar. 19/4
The loss incurred in the enforced shelving of many silent
films. 1930 B.B.C. Year-Bk. 41 The gramophone, the silent
screen, the talking screen, the wireless. 1931 [see *Sceeem
sb} ifj.

4, c. Of machinery, etc : That runs with a com-
parative absence of noise ; that operates with little

or no noise.

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 524/1 Dr. Otto's ' silent * engine.
X5K>4 A. B. _F. Young Complete Motorist iv. (ed. 2) 103 The
silent working of the Lanchester car makes it also an ex-
tremely useful carriage for town use. 1931 Illustr, London
News 29 Aug. 342/3 The third speed is a ' twin top ', with easy
silent engagement by dog-clutches. 1931 B. Brown Talking
Pictures X. 246 It is evident (hat gears and such like parts
will revolve at high speed with reasonable noise ; when slowed
down they will be very much more silent, igjz B.B.C. Year-
Bk. 429/2 It., produces no sound in areceiver, except possibly
a very faint ' hiss '. It is, in fact, a ' silent ' carrier wave.
B. sb. a A silent film (A. *3 f).

1929 Morning Post 24 May 12/7 Every recognised tradi>
tion of the ' silents ' seems to have ^one by the board. J931
B. Brown Talking Pictures xi. 2B9 Over-acting for silents
was accepted as natural.

Silhouette, sb. Add : 2. b. The contour of
a garment.
1920 Glasgotv Herald 27 Nov. 4 The silhouette of this

season is . . much more attractive than that last year approved
by Dame Fashion. Ibid. 4 Dec. 4 See that you preserve the
silhouette of the gown.

Silica, b. Add : silica dust; ailica-wool «
slag wool (see Slag sb. 5),
tg^ Chambers^s yrnl. Aug. 599/1 Slag-wool, or silica-

wool, is in appearance and properties similar to asbestos.
1918 Act B ^ g Geo. ^^ c. 14 § I (3) Any industry, .involving
exposure to silica dust.

Silk, sb. and a. Add :

1. {b) With defining word, usually indicating silk

at some process or stage of manufacture, or some
particular kind of silk: see *Hard a, i f, Raw a.

2 a, Reeled ///. a,, *Soft a, 27, Spun ppl. a. i,

Thrown ppl. a. ; also *Jap 3, *Schappe, Tdsseb
I b, etc. Waste silk^ the inferior silk from the
outside of the cocoons and from cocoons out of
which the moths have been allowed to escape.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 486/1 Before you begin to
wind, you must prepare your cocoons. . In stripping them of
that waste silk that surrounds them, and which. served to
fasten them to the twigs. 1851 Illusir. Catal. Gt. Exhib. iii.

III. 505/2 illustrations of the production of waste silk from
the eggs [sc. cocoons] of the silk-worm. 1887 Colonial

<S-

Indian Exhib. 1SS6, Rep. Col. Sect. 352 Specimens oif

waste silk under the head of 'Punjam '.

e. Silk sold in the form of thread or twist for

purposes of embroidery, mending, sewing, etc.;

usually with defining word, as embroidery silk^

knitting silky sewing silk.

1480-1826 [see Sewing vbl. sh.'^ 4]. 1851 Illustr. Catal.
Gt. Exhib. III. in. 506/1 Veil, vest, and shawl embroidering
silk. 1887 Colonial <$ Indian Exhib. jSS6, Rep. CoL Sect.

332 The other parts worked in wool and silk.

£ Artificial silk [F. sole artificielle\^ thread or

yarn manufactured from collodion or wood pulp;
also, a fabric resembling silk made from tliis (often

abbreviated art silky and (as one word) artsilk).

1885 yrnl. Soc Chem. Ind. IV. 34 Mr J. B. Payne
exhibited., some samples of 'artificial silk ', a new filament
produced by pressure through a die, from pyroxylin, the
invention of Mr. J. W. Swan. 1896 yrnl. 0. U. yunior
Sci, Club May 56 The artificial silk can be prepared at
about one-third of the cost of natural silk. 1903 Encycl.
Brit, XXVIII. 598/2 Thisartificial silk (manufactured from
collodion] was utilized by De Mare in 1894 for making [gas]

mantles . . and in the next year Knofler and then Plau^setty
patented the manufacture of mantles by a similar process to
De Mare's. 1921 T. Woodhouse tr. Fcltzer's Art SUkiiv. 19
Count Hilaire de Chardonnet, the great pioneer of artificial

silk-makiiig_. igax Daily Mail2 Dec. i Ad vt., Three charming
designs in silcot, cotton, satin and art silk stockinette. 1928
Ibid. 3 Aug. 1 8/2 Snias and British Enkas were firmer among
Artsilks.

2. c. So to wear silk.

1898 A. E. T. Watson TIte Turf 189 A gentleman, when
this misfortune happens to him. .can cease to wear silk, or
at any rate need not ride over hurdles or fences.

4. U,S. (Earlier example.) Phr. In silk : at

that stage when the silk (of maize) is prominent.
1770 Washington Z)/a>-;V5l.395Many Stalks were putting

out entire new Shoots with young and tender Silk. 1774
P. V. FiTHlAN yml. Virginia 19 July (1900) ai2 The Corn
is beginning pretty generally to tassel, & I saw one hill in

Silk, and in Blossom. Ibid, 21 July 213 Now many of th«
HilU are in Silk- 1764 J. F. D. Smyth Tour U.S. I. xxxvlii.

295 These tassels are as soft as silk... This state of it is de-
nominated the Corn being in silk.
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b. The staple of cotton.

1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comnt, n. (1872) 200 The value of
cotton in commerce depends on the length and strength of
the silk or staple. Cottons may be divided into the long
silk and short silk.

c. A silky lustre in some rubies and sapphires,

due to microscopic crystals, and coq^idered a defect,
1886 yml, Fretnklin Inst. CXXII. 380 In many genuine

rubies we find a silky structure (called silk by jewellers).

X903 W. R, Cattelle Precious Stof/es 47 Rubies generally
contain clusters of light or dark-colored spots,.. White,
glistening streaks in the grain of the stone, called silk, are
of frequent occurrence. • . If silk shows plainly when the stone
is faced up, it is one of the most serious defects.

6. e. Made of or produced by silk threads, cm-
broidery silk, etc.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 77/j A piece of silk embroidery.
x88o E. jr. Reed Japan II. 191 A very large and particularly
fine specimen of Kioto silk embroidery in a picture - . crowded
with detailed figures exquisitely worked. 1887 F.ncycl. Brit.
XXI I. gi/i Among the chiefmanufactures may be mentioned
the gold, silver, and silk embroideries.

10. silk-hatted a,, that wears a silk hat; silk-

surface a.y that has a surface resembling silk ; silk
waste, waste silk (see *l ((5)); also attrib. ; silk-

wool, wool which has been so treated with an
acidified solution of bleaching-powder that it takes
on a silky appearance,
1903 W. Le Queux iier>en Secrets xxii, The *silk-hatted,

frock-coated exiiitence of the fashionable physician. 1920
P. G. WoDEHOUSE Danuel in Distress iv, The silk hatted
young man. 193a Sale Caiai., Pure *Silk Surface Stockings.
x84a Encycl. Brit. fed. 7) XX. 350/2 To introduce such
alterations in the spinning of *si!k waste as will supersede
the cutting, carding, and scutching processes. ..The art of
silk waste spinning, we may observe, is still in its infancy.
i88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 67 Silk Wa-^te Spinner.
X90X Cltamhers's Jrnl, Apr. 217/1 The silk-waste, plush, and
velvet industries. i8gg L. Oxavhk^t Narr. Earl 0/ Elgin's
Mission China if yapan (i860) II. 255 The Japanese wear
in winter garments thickly padded either with cotton or
*silk wool. ij)o8 Practitioner Nov. 760 Silcool is a form
of vegetable silk-wool.

b. silk bark, a South African tree, Gym$tosperia
acuminata; silk-wood, {b) see quot. ; {c) «
Calabur tree.
X912 Cape Times iz Oct. (Pettman) In the gorge beneath

the fall an indigenous thicket, yellow-wood, Hottentot
cherry* *silk bark, has been allowed to remain. 1933 Schlich
Atan. Forestry (fid. 4) \.2^q*S\\\s.wQodL.{.ElindersiaMazlini)*

Silk (silk), V. [f. the sb.]

1. tratts. To clothe in or cover with silk.

1864 Chr. Rossktti Farn iValk Poet. Wks. (1904) 367/a
Fve seen grand ladies plumed and silked. 1909 Marc. B.
SAUNDCftS Litany Lane u iii, Gorgeously furred and taced
and scented and silked. 19x9 T. Hardy Sunshade Poems
460 Twenty years have goiM.. Since it [sc. a sunshade] was
silked in its white or pink.

2. intr. Of maize: To produce the silk (see

Silk j^. 4). U.S.
1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xv. 245 The summers

are short and the nights cool. Com will not silk. 190* U.S.
Monthly Weather Rev, July 346 (Cenu D. SuppU) Corn
mostly bilking or earirig.

Silked, a. Add: 2, In the silk stage ofgrowth
(see Silk sb. 4).

1879 Scrihter^s Monthly Nov. 134/1 Leagues of Kansas
Corn, seen in. .their glory (^silked and tasselled. .strength.

Silker (si-Ikai). [f. Silk sb. + -erI.] One who
works in or wilh silk ; in various technical uses.
x88i Instr, Census Clerks (1885) 50 Piano Manufacturing.

..Silker. Ibid. 69 Cotton.. .Silker. i^-^Sd. Anier. Snppl.
34 Jan. 22639 (Cent. D. Suppt.) F'rom the cntters' room the
leather, wliich has assumed the shape of thegtove. is sent to
the 'silkers', who embroider the back. I9>i Diet. Occup^
7'er7ns{ig3j'>% 414 Ttrper^ . .silker i stitches tape by machine,
down seam, in closing upper of a boot or shoe. Ih'd. S 419
Si/ker; (i) finishes cloth piece. .by stitching folds together,

by hand, with a silk thread to hold them in position.

Silk grass. Add : 4. In Australia, the rough
bent-t^rass, Agrostis scabra.

1930 BiLLis & Kenyom Pastures New viii. 124 The silk

grass, brought over by sheep from Van Dieman's Land, was
regarded as a noxious weed.

Sill, 5b> Add : 4. c. GeoL (See quot.)
X935 J. Jot,Y Surface-Hist. Earth Gloss. 192 Sill^ a fissure

in the surface crust extending more or less horizontally.

Siltation (silt^fjan), [f. Silt z*. + -ation,]

The action of silting.

193a Min. Proc.Inst. Civ. Enfin, CCXXXII. 70 Si IU-
tion Kecords.~As there is a considerable (Quantity of silt in

circulation in Bombay harbour, a detailed mvestigation was
carried out during a complete year 1921 to 1922. JMd, ji
Special Siltation Records at Harbour-Mouth.
Silva : see Sylva.

Silver, f^. Add: 12. C. Designating a type of
cinematographic screen.

Silver screen, often — talking pictures collectively.

1931 B. Brown Talking Pictures i. 19 Somehow there had
crept into this new field of endeavour the romance of the
silver screen. Ibid, v. 12S The popular and highly reflecting
* silver ' type [of screen], 1931 Recording Sound/or Motion
Pictures (ed. L. Cowan) 2 The intent of the magic was
merely to bring the two lovers, sound and silver screen,
together.

21. silver-bronze (^), see quot. ; silver doctor
Angling, an artificial fly having a body of tinsel;

Bilver-fawn a., a fanciers* term denoting fur of a

fawn colonr tipped with silver; sb, an animal having

such for; silver-lip (see qnot.); silver polish.

221

a polish used for cleaning and brightening silver;
silver ring Racing (see quot. 1921).
C1930 CataL Delta Metal Co. Ltd. (ed. 11) 20 'Delta'

Bronze No. 11 {"^Silver Bronze) is a high-class alloy of a
silver-white colour j it is malleable and takes a beautiful
polish, and is specially suitable.. for all purposes where a
strong non-rusting material of a silver colour is required.
1895 Army ^ Nat>y Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 1435
Salmon Flies... *Silver Doctor. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV.
447/1 In tidal pools there are few better flies than a silver-
doctor tied exceedingly small. 1931 Hardy's Anglers'Guide
3t Your fairy shrimp, just as pretty. .as any Jock Scott or
Silver Doctor. 1913 W. Bateson Mendels Princ. Heredity
81 Similarly the chocolate colour when diluted gives what
fanciers call * 'silver-fawn '. 1914 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 173 Five
matings between silver-fawns gave 28 silver-fawn young.
1901 Knowledge Sept. 209/1 The large .^ustro-Maiayan
oyster, the valuable ' *silver-lip ' and ' gold-lip ' ofcommerce.
1925 A/orris Owner's Man. 34 The Radiator Casing. . should
be polished frequently, using a good brand of metal or *silver
polish. 19Z1 E.WAr.LACE Law Four yust Men ix. 261, 1 found
a poor liitle bookmaker in the silver ring—the *silver ring
is the enclosure where smaller bets are made than in Tatter-
sail's reservation. 1928 J. H. Thomas in Hansard's Pari.
Debates CCXX. 500 if there are these advantages, it would
give them to *he silver ring, to Tattersall's, and to others.
Ibid. 501 When the tolalisator is in operation, you will have
the totalisator for the silver ring and for 'lattersall's.

b, silver jackal, either of two South African
animals, Cam's mesotnelas ^nd. Vulpes chama\ silver
moth, any of various moths marked with silver.

1892 J. A. NicoLLs & Eglington sportsman S. A/r, 95 The
*Silver Jackal \ which is the largest and most common of
the South African Jackals. 1893 Tracts. S. A/r. Phil. Soc.
V. II. p. xlvi, Mr. R. Trimen exhibited specimens of the
' *SiIver Moth ' {Leto yenus) from the Knysna district of
the Cape Colony.

d. silver-sides U.S. (earlier example).
X851 R. Glisan yml. Artny Li/evm. (1874) 88 The purer

streams from the hills abound in silver-sides.

e. silver-sword, a Hawaiian composite plant,
Argyroxiphium sandwicensey having silvery hairs
on its leaves, and rose-purple flowers.
1898 Jean A. Owen Hawaii ii. 40 The peculiar Silver-

sword growing in the snowy region. 1917 Nature C. 57/2
Among the peculiar plants of the island is the silversword.

Silver age. 1- b. Add : Also allrib.
1863C0MNG10N Virgil^ j^n. HI. 184 note II. 205/1 The

poets and silver-age prose authors. 192^ R. Hughes High
Wind Jamaica 66 A silver-age conception.

Silver-leaf. 3. Read: In full stiver leaf
disease I A disease incident to trees belonging to
the genns Prumts^ especially plum-trees, which
causes the leaves to assume an unhealthy silvery

colonr,

1890 tsee Diet]. 1903 pEscrvAL in ymZ. Linn. Soc.
XXXV. 390 The disease known as 'Silver-leaf' is., confined
to the Prunes, Ibid. 391 Specimens of plum- and apricot-
trees affected with 'silver-leaf disease. 19x0 F. T. Brooks
in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 776 Some Observations on the Silver-
Leaf Disease of Fruit Trees. I9ai Discovery May 131/2
One disease of plums, known, because it causes the leaves
to become silvery, as ' Silver Leaf', propagates it&elf only
on dead wood.

Silverling^. [f. Silver j3, and a. +-umg1.]
A fish of a silver colour, sj>ec, the taipon.
1763 [see Crucian).

Silver laaple. V-S, A common species of
maple {Acer saccharinum or criocarpum)^ also

called white and soft maple,
1846 D. J, Browne Trees Amer. 95 Silver Maple, Silver-

leaved Maple, (In] New York. 1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc.
IV. 207 Tliey are almost entirely silver maples, embracing
25,000 trees. x88o Harper's Mng. June 6g The clustered
buds upon the silver maples burst in their exuberance. 1897
G. B. SuDWOKTH Nomencl. Arbor. Flora U.S. 288 Weeping
Silver Maple.. Variegated Maple, etc. 1929 E. W. H^we
Plain People 20 The tree was called a silver maple, and we
children believed that when it was old enough to bear, the
fi uii would be silver dollars.

Silver paper. 2. Add : Also, loosely, tinfoil

used chiefly as a damp-proofwrapping for tobacco
and confectionery, colloq.

1911 Concise Oxf, Diet. 1930 S.B.C. Year-Bk. 404 The
balance of the subscriptions, .is paid into the local Radio
Circle Funds, which are further increased in various waj-s
such r.s by the sale of ' silver paper *.

Silver poplar. l/.S, The white poplar (/'ij/w-

ius alba) or a variety of this, so called from the

silvery under-surface of the leaves.

1853 B. F. Tavixjr ynn, 4- yune (1871) 80 The leaves of
the Sliver poplar, in breaths <rf air the faintest, go all day
like French clocks._ i86i Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 448
The Silver Poplar is an abominable pest in loose soil, casting

up suckers. 1880 Harper s Mag. June 2i/a The silver-

poplars showed only their leaden side.

Bllvio(s, Silviculture, etc. : see Stlvic, etc

Sima(s3i'ma). Geol. [f. Si(i.icon + Ma(gnesia.]
That part of the earth^s cmst which lies immediately

underneath the sial. Also in simasphere,

1909 (see *Sial1. 1934 Skebl tr. A. Wegener's Orig.

Continents ^ Oceans p. vjii, Similar rocks or magmas of the

same composition underlie the sial of the continents. ..They
constitute the sima (silica plus magnesia), in contradlstino*

tion to the sial. Ibid. 131 The simasphere is about 10,000

times as rigid as sealing-wax at the temperature of a room.
X9«6 Encycl. Brit. II. 172.

Simbil (si-mbil). [Native name.] An African

stork, Ciconia or Sphenorkynchtis abdimiy with

bronze or black upper parts and white belly. So
Slmbere.

SIN.

1869-73 T. R, Jones Casselts Bk. Birds IV. 70 The Simbi!
{Sphenorhynchus Abdimii) is an inhabitant of Southern
Africa, and represents a division of. .birds having the face
bare.. .The flesh of the Simbil is regarded by the colonists
as excellent food.

Sixuiid (si-mi, id), [ad. mod. L. Simiidsey f.

SiMJA: see -id 3.] A member of the family
Simiidsb of anthropoid apes.
1915 E.R.LANKESTERZ'/z/^rj.jVa/«?-a://V^ 285 It might quite

well have been described as the jaw of a simiid—a large ape
allied to the chimpanzee—with some unimportant resem-
blance to a human one.

Similative (si*milativ), a. Grain, [f. L.
similis like + -ative,] Denoting or expressing
similarity or likeness. Also as sb.^ a similative

word, case, verbal element, or compound.
1883 N.E.D. S.V. Air B. 3. 1903 Amer. Anthropologist

Jan.-Mar. 13 Besides these, comiiatives, similatives, parti-
tives, and sufiixes expressing similar ideas, are found. 1911
H. Bradlev in Encycl. Brit. XXV. aog/i The many ocu-
larly similative uses of ordinary words, such as 'tin * for
money.

Simmer, z'.^ Add : 1. d. To simmer down :

to become quiet ; to lose heat ; to calm down from
an angry or excited state.

1889
_
Barrere & Leland Did. Slang, Simmer down t

(American), an exclamation to exhort one to silence. 1897
W, Beatty Secretar xiii. 102 In a while.. he simmered
down. 190a CuTCLiFFE Hyne Mr. Horrocks, Purser 42
First Class passengers.. don't handicap matters by inter-
ference—once they have simmered down.
'Sim.m0ll, J<$.^ U.S. Colloquial abbreviation of

Persimmon. Also attrib.

1834 Knickerbocker Mag, 11 1 . 36 They seemed to me to fall

just as fast as if I was shakin down 'simmons. 1839 Southern
Lit. Alesseuger V. 378/2, I ask you no odds—the longest
pole, you know, takes the simmon. i860 Bartlett Diet.
Amer. (ed. 3) s.v., 'The longest pole knocks down the 'sim-
mons.' x88i Harper's Mag. Apr. 729/2 An' pleased they
wuz ter see it—pleased as boys in 'simmon-time. 1883 P. M.
Hale Woods ^ Timbers N. Carolina 117 The basis of a
beverage, by no means despicable, called 'Simmon Beer.
a 1889 Dixie Land {Farmer A vier.) I wish I was in de land
of cotton, 'Simmon seed and sandy bottom, a 1909 * O.
Henrv * Roads of Destiny xxi. 350 That's why you see me
cake-walking with the ex-rebs to the illegitimate tune about
'siinmon-seeds and cotton.

Simoleon (sim^u-l/>n). U.S. slang. [Origin
obscure ; ? modelled on napoleon.'\ A dollar.

1903 Kansas City Daily Times 23 Dec. (Cent. D. Supp\)
She wears a dress—it cost no less Than ninety-five simoleons.
1907 MuuoRD Bar-ao XXV. 245 ' Cortez panaiella—two for
a simoleon.' 1913— Cojuing 0/ Cassidy vii. 112 Sixty-two
bucks, three score an' two simoleons; all I've got, every
cent. 1927 J. Barbican Confess. Rum-Runner xiv. 148
* Four hundred simoleons a week these fellows pay for pro-
tection.'

Simp (simp), U.S. colloq. abbreviation of
Simpleton.
1916 ' B. M. Bower' Phantom Herd\\\. J12 You can set

some simp at it that don't know any belter. X92X R. D.
Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean \\. 104, I heard you call this

big simp of a Maddigan every name you could lay tongue to.

1923 Titus Timber xxvii. 240 ' What can I do 2
' * Stall, you

poor simp.'

Simpatico (simpse-tiki?), a. Also (fem.) sim-
patica. [It.] Characterized by tender feeling.

1876 Times 15 May 6/5 The charming and simpatica
Princess Margherita was leaning on his arm. 1888 Q. Rev.
Oct. 508 The most simpatico specimen by Bassano, ' The
Good Samaritan *. 1918 Max Beerbohm And Even Notv
(1920) 151 Mrs. T—, a woman whom .. the word simpatica
described exactly. 1927 Daily Tel, 6 Dec. 15/2 * Windmills
and Waterways is a book best described by that felicitous

and illuminating Italian expression 'simpatico.'

Simple, «. Add : 6. b. Simpie-H/ery one who
lives * the simple life '.

19x3 Punch 2^ July 81/1 To buy op Buckingham Palace
with a view to its being used asa cottage-annexefor simple-

lifers. x^2X Glasgow Herald 29 Jan. 8 Even the most
enthusiastic of simple-lifers would object to a book of verses

under any bough with the ground as sodden as a hog.

16. b. {e) Applied to those vows which are taken

by religious in the early stage of their profession

and from which they may be dispensed ; opp. to

solemn,
1756-9 A Butler Lives Saints (1780) X. 102. 1868

Cka7ftbers^s Encycl. X. 31/2 Bishops are held to possess the
power of dispensing in simple vows generally. 1884 Addis
& Arnoud Cath. Diet. (1897) 934/1 According to the law
enacted by Pope Pius IX. in 1857, only simple vows are to

be taken after the noviceship in all religious orders.

Simply, adv, 6. d. Add : Often in phr. simply
and solely.

1872 Calverley Fly Leaves, Loiters ^ a Reflection,
Simply and solely to rhyme with ' world '. tgzoAct 10 <5- n
Geo. K c 48 Sch. II, Any loss or damage due simply and
solely to the existence of a state of war.

Sims (simz). The name of J. M. Sifns (1813-

1883), New York gynaecologist, used attrib. or in

the genitive to denote certain instruments invented

by him, and the position for an operation devised

by him.
1890 Billings Med. Diet. 1908 Practitioner Sept. 436

The patient, .is placed in the Sims position.

Sin, sd. Add : 2. d. /« sin : in a state of

free sexual nnion or adultery.

1913 DoLP W\LVARDK Career o/BeatttyDarling xv'ii, * It's

twelve shillings if ye are truly married *,.• 'and fourteen If

ye are living in sin 1 ' 1925 A. P. Herbert LaughingAnn
92 Don't tell my mother I'm living in sin. 1931 Times Lit.
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5*1^^. 1 Oct. 756/3 Lady Brabant . . inviies Niedermann, the
composer, and Olga Nicolal, the soprano, to stay with her

. .finds that they are * living in sin ', then cancels the invita-

tion only to find that they have since been married.

Sine^. 4. Add: situ4aw,-shape \ sine-wave,
* a wave in which the vibrations of the particles of

the transmitting medium are simple harmonic

motions' (Cent D. Suppl.),

1930 B.B.C. Year-Bk. 451 Sine wave, a wave form repre-

senting an aliernaiing quantity which varies according to

a *sine law. 1913 Wiriias WorldX. 27/2 Continuous waves
of perfect *siiie-shape. 1893 D. E. Jonks tr. H. Hertz s

Electric Waves 17 The vibration of the primary conductor

is, at any rate to a first approximation, a uniformly damped
•sine-wave of determinate period. 190s Encyct. Brit.

XXXIII. 223/1 In Squier and Crehore's' Synchronograph '

system 'sine waves' of current, instead of sharp 'malces

and breaks*, or sharp revcrsal-i, are employed for trans-

mitting signals. 19*3 E. W. Marchant Radio Tele^. 4-

TeUph. viii. 99 One of the chief difficulties in using it [sc,

a method of sending signals] is the fact that it does not

usually give a pure sine wave.

Sinfonia (.sinfi^n/a). Mus. [It., =Symphont.]
In early Italian operas, the overture.

1884 Enryci. Brit. XVII. 87/1 The sinfotna or overture

which is often associated with his {sc. Scarlatti's] name.

Sinfrilv ^- Add : 2. b. (Later U.S. example.)

Also, unfairly or excessively large, etc.

1S69 * Mark Twain ' Intioc, Ahr, ix, ']"hey take with them
a quantity of food, and when the commissary department
fails, they ' skirmish ', as Jack terms it, in his sinful, slangy
way. s88i J. C. Harris Uncle Remus xxviii, De way he
stir up dem pees wuz sinful. 1920 P. G. Wodehousf. Damsel
in Distress \\. 35 The money that boy makes is sinful.

Sill£ff sb* Add: 1, In wider use: Any noise

produced by an inanimate object having the quality

of a musical note. On the singx (of a kettle)

singing.

1917 E. C MiDDLETON Way ^^/r 70 The familiar 'sing*
of an approaching shell. 19*7 G. W. Deeping Kitty xxx.
%i * AH the kettles—"Two are boiling, miss; the other's

on the sing.' 1930 A. Acius in Carmina Oct. 45 The sing
Of a stone from the sling. 1930 Sel. Gloss. Motion Pict.
7VcA«. (Acad. Techn. Bureau Hollywood),6'/«j', undesirable
hkh-frequency oscillations in the recording circuit.

2. b. A sing-song; a gathering for community
singing. U.S.
1850 N. KiNGSLEY Diary 140 We had a fine sing in the

Evening which put me in mind of home. 189s Century Mag,
Aug. 570/2 There had been a * sing ' at the house of Deacon
Pclew. 19*4 P. Marks Plastic A pe 137 Spring brought first

rain and slush and then the * sings . There was a fine stretch
of lawn in the center of the campus, and on clear nights the
students gathered there for a sing.

Singer^. Add: 1. O. Singers* seaty a seat

occupied by a church-choir ; a * singing-seat '. l/.S.

z86x Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's /si. i. ix. 7a Aunt Ruey.

.

had in her youth been one of the foremost leaders in the
* singers' seat \ 1878

—

Poganuc People ix. 79 The great
meeting-house on the green was our meeting-house, and the
singers* seat therein was our singers' seat.

Singh (sii]g). [Hind., a. Skr. f^^ sinhd 'the

powerful one ', lion.] A great warrior ; a title

borne by several of the warrior castes of northern
India, as Rajputs and Sikhs.
16*3 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1908) 318 Beinge soe

liottly persued by Abdala Chan and Rajae Sursinge. c 1793
Encycl. Brit. IX. 213/2 In 1770 the rajah died, and was
succeeded by his son Cheit Sing. Z84Z Penny CycL XIX,
276/2 The bravery and talents of the regent Zalim Singh.
xSSa Encycl. Brit. XIV. 503/2 Our latest narrative of a visit

to Lhasa is that of the late Pundit Nain Singh.

Singing, vbl, sb, 4. Add : singins-book
(later U.S. examples) ; singing-point (see qnot.),

1793 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XXII. 148 Voted to obtain 6
Psaim Books and 6 Singing Books for the use of the Parish.

X871 Mrs. Stowe Satn La'Mson 130 They tore out all the
leaves of the hymn-books, and ifce sinyin'-books besides.

1930 Terms Teligraphsff Telephones {BtxX.. Engin. Standards
Assoc.) 17 *Singing Point (1) Of a two-wire repeater. A
measurement of the stability of a repeater against oscillation

and harmful effect on articulation due to back coupling
brought about by inexact balance between the balancing
network and line. . . {2) of a Hne. In the case of a long line,

the attenuation corresponding to the ratio of the power
transmitted to the line at some specified frequency and the
power returned to the sending end by reflection from irregu-
larities. The term 'Singing Point ' has a number of other
meanings including the loss corresponding to the reflection
coefficient when, for example, two lines are joined together.

Singing, ///. a, 4. b. Add : Singing arc,
{arc) lamp (see quot. 1883). Singing sand {scq
quot.).

1903 ^^^^ 2 May 203/1 A *slnging arc lamp, invented by
a German named Simon, of trankfort. X913 Vear-Bk.
Wireless Telegr. ^ Teleph.y^t^ Duddrell's discovery of the
singing arc in 1900. 1883 Gresi.ey Gloss. Coal.m.^*Singing
Lamp, a safety lamp wliich, wlien placed in an atmosphere
of explosive gas, gives out a peculiar s .und or note. 1930
Paktihctoh inorganic Chem. 725 **Singing sand', which
emits a pecnitar squeaking note when pressed, consists of
rounded grains of nearly uniform size. It occurs . . in various
localities.

Si'nging-ma^ster. [Singing vbL sb.'\ A
teacher of singing. Also U*S,, a precentor in

church,
X711 [see Singing vbl. sb. ^\ 1789 Boston Town Records

X. 190 Kimball John, singing-master. 1846 Sou Smith
Theatrical Apprenticeship 4^% Excuse me if I'm mistaken,
but are you or are you not our singing-master? 1873 £.
EoGi-ESTON End 0/ World n, 71 The singing-master, Mr,
Humphreys, went to singing-school and church with Julia.

1891 Harper*s Mag. Oct. 813/1 The precenter, or singing-
master, as he was called, was a tall young man in a black
suit with white ruffles.

Singing-school. Chiefly U.S. [f. as prec]
A school in which singing is taught.
X736 (see Singing vhl. sb. t,\. 1770 E. Parkman Diary 86

Mr. Badcock keeps a singing-school at Mr. Barn. Newtons.
i83{}-3a J, _P. Kennedy Su-allow Barn II. iii. 55 Like the
pupilsofasinging-school practising thcelements of psalmody.
1848 in D. Drake Pioneer Life Kentucky viii. 188 Singing,
schools were likewise held at the same place. 1863 B. Taylor
H. Thurston iv. 48 A melody which he had learned at the
Singing-school. i9^ Leslie's Pop. Monthly Feb, 239/2 That
night Susy went to singing-school. 1929 E. W. Howk
Plain People 23 There was somuch indignation that thereafter
the occasional spelling and singing schools were given up.

Si*nging-seat. 0,S, [f. as prec] A choir
seat. (Cf. singers* seat^ *Singer i i c)
xyj^ Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XXI. 271 Voted Liberty to

build a singing Seat in the front of the Galleary Pues.
1847 Knickerbocker Mag. XXX. 527, I.. have obtained
some notoriety in our parish choir for playing the bass-viol
and leading the singers in the First Congregational singing-
seats. 1864 [see Singing vbl. sb. 4 b]. 1887 Maky E. Wilkins
Humble Romance (k> David Ayres, in his place in the second
row of the singing seats, watched them soberly.

Single, ^<^. 3. Add:
f. Also applied to woollen yarn, j, A single piece of

furniture, silver, etc., not forming part of a set. k. An
animal which alone is born at a birth. 1. pi. Single-screened
coal.

f. z888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 659/2 Yarn, as delivered
from the mule in woollen-spinning, or from the throstle in

the case of worsteds, is in the condition known as singles.

j. 1904 R. S. Clouston m Burlington Mag. July 381/2
Fine .specimens, even if 'singles *, have been added where-
ever possible, k. 1913 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 670 The relative

profitableness of a crop of twin Iambs, compared with a fall

of 'singles '. L Z9ai GlasgoTv Herald 7 Dec. 9 Coals used
in smithwork, say 'pearls' and 'singles', varied from 15J.

to i8j. per ton f.o.b. 1931 Times 16 Mar. 19/7 Lanarkshire
[coal] . . trebles . . doubles . . singles.

Single, «. Add : 16. Also of a game or con-

test : With one person only on each side.

1890 C. G, Heathcote Lawn Tennis (Badm.) 248 The
tactics of the single game have grown up with its develop-
ment. 1895 H. W. W. WiLBERFOBCE Lawn Tennis xW. 41
The standard of play in the double game is much lower than
in the single game.
17. Other collocations.
Single court, in lawn tennis, a court for two players only.

Single crown (Naut.),a single crowning given to a knot (see

Crown v. 14, Crowning vbl, sb. 4). Single hair, horse-shoe
(see quots.). Single oyster {a) 'an oyster which becomes
detached from the bunches after two years' growth ; hence,
a grown or merchantableoyster' (Cent. Diet.); {b) see quot.
Singlepremium, a sum which covers the entire cost of in-

surance in a single payment. Single preventer, a device
in a drawing-frame in cotton manufacture which automati-
cally stops the machine on the breaking of or the failure to
take up a single strand ofsliver ; also attrib. Single strength,
in Billiards, denoting a low-speed stroke (cf Sirbncth sb.

I q). Single width, the width of a piece of cloth which is

not doubled on tlie roll.

X890C. G. HeathcoteLawn l^ennis (Badm.) 195 The "single
court may be marked in the same way. 1897 Encycl. Sport
I, 611/2 The double court .should be 12 yards wide, thereby
permitting the inclusion of the single court in it. 1883 Alan,
6'ra;«a«fA/)>/<jr^(7yf 121 Form a double-wall, single-crowned,
then lay the strands by the sides of those in the *single-
crown. x88i Sportsman's Year^bk. 71 *Single hair isgreatly
used in the trout streams in the north of England with the
artificial fly. x^a Encycl. Brit. XXVII, 584/1 For bipolar
machines the "single horse-shoe, which is the lineal successor
of the permanent magnet employed in the first magneto-
electric machines, has been very largely used. i88t Inger.
SOLL Oyster Industr. (Hist. Fish. Industr. U. S,) 248 "Single
Oysters.—In the south 'single oyster'means an edible oyster
in contradistinction from the raccoon oyster. 1880 Encycl,
Brit. XIII. 171/2 We conclude.. that the "single premium
at age 20 for a whole-term assurance of j^ i according to the
H** mortality tabic, reckoning interest at 3 per cent., is

;^-32886, or 6s. nd 1930 Times 27 Mar. 22/1 Single premium
(with loan) business. 1897 \V. S. Tagcart Cotton Spinning
II. 24 All draw-frames are now made with what is generally
termeda 'single preventer' motion. 1904 Mannock Billiards
I. vi. 364 As an easy plain ball angle is to be gained by the
lower position of the first object-ball, * "single-strength ' only
b needed in the stroke.

b. singU'decker, -hander (a single-handed run),

-phaser (a single-phase machine), -sealer,

19x0 Sphere 20 Aug. 176/1 The first aeroplane illustrated is

the Santos Dumont aeroplane or "single-decker. X930
Aberdeen Press fj Jml. 12 Feb. 6/3 I see that the

L.C.C. has been selling off old single-decker tramcars at

^S apiece. 1876 Coursing Calendar 217 War Note never
seeing the hare. Adventurer fell in for a "single-hander of
great length, the first-named being drawn ultimately. 1900

Jrnl. Brit. Inst. Electr. Engin. XXIX. 246 The motor is

being supplied with single-phase currents and will continue
running as a "single-phaser. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane
Speaks PI. xxvi, A 50 h.p. Gnome "single-seater. 1930
Morning Post 5 Aug. 9/2 Mr. A. T. Cunningham.. arrived
at Wyndham . . in his single-seater Australian-built machine,
X93X Statesman (Calcutta) 5 Dec, A single-seater biplane.

18. (Further examples.)
X90S Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 579/1 Such is the form taken

by the "single-phase alternator. X907 Daily Mail Year
Bk, 66/1 The single-phase alternating current. ij)X9 H. L.
Mencken Amer, /.a«^rtg-r iii. 83*Single«track mind. X9S4
A. J. S1AM.1. Frozen Gold \v. 108 Sitka Charley's was a single-
track mind; dour and grim and devilishly dogged, but still,

single-track.

18. single-crowned, -jointed.

1883 "single- crowned [see single crown m "17]. lOio D. W,
Thompsoh tr. A ristolley Hist, Anim. I. 15 The big finger
or thumb is "single-jointed...Toes arc without exception
single-jointed.

Single, vA Add : 7. b. In ojster-culture (see
qnot.).

1907 Victoria Hist. Essex II. 427/1 After the spatting
season, the culch or the live oyster bearing the * brood ' is

dredged up, and those young oysters.. are detached and
thrown back into the water. This process is called ' sing-
ling ' tlie oysters.

8. o. To single up : to cast off all turns of rope
except one.

1935 Rex Clements Gipsy 0/Horn 103 Our moorings had
been singled up. X9a7 Chambers's Jrnl. 392/2 The mooring
wires were being 'singled-up.*

Sing-song, sb. 4. Add : Now more usually
a gathering for the purpose of community singing.

Singspiel (si-gsp/l, |lzi*r)Jpil). IJist. [G., f.

singen to sing -h spiel play.] A semi-dramatic per-

formance in which song and dialogue alternate,

with subordination of the musical accompaniment
to the vocal parts, popular in Germany in the latter

part of the eighteenth century.
X883 Grove's Diet. Mus. II. 519/1 That best and truest

form of German Opera, the ' Singspiel *. 1884 Encycl. Brit.
XVII. 99/1 'X\\^ singspielxi the German parallel to the op^ra
comique. 1930 Observeri-i, Mar. 25 Many [operettas] of the
German ' singspiel * type could be done.

Singnlarism (si-qgii/lariz'm). [See -ISM.] A
philosophy which explains the phenomena of the
universe from a single principle : opp. to Pluralism.
(Cf. Monism,) Hence Sl'ufftilarlst 3, one who
holds such a philosophy ; also altrib.

X91X
_
J. Ward Realm of Ends 24 If the difficulties of

Pluralism point the way to Singularism they will at least
serve to make the character of the One clearer than any
'cheap and easy monism'. .can ever do. Ibid. 201 The
filuralist's extremity will doubtless be regarded as the singu-
arist's opportunity. Ibid. 271 Singularist philosophers are
fond of speaking of the world as the differentiation of the
Absolute. x93a A. G. Hogg Redemption fr. this World
262 My own philosophical tendency is toward a theistic or
non-Singularist type of monism.

Sinll (
J>n). Malh. Abbreviation of hyperbolic

sine (see Hyperbolic a. 2 b).

x88o Encycl. Brit. XIII. 50/2 The hyperbolic cosine and
hyperbolic sine o(v. .are usually written cosh v, sinh v.

Sinico- (si'niki?), used as combining Ibrm of
mod.L. Sinicus SiNio «. with the meaning * Chinese
and*.
X87S F. V. Dickins tr. Chiushingura (1880) 147 A Sinico-

Japanese compound. Ibid. 161 In the great Sinico-Japanese
Encyclopaedia. X883 tr. y. y. Rein's yapan (1888) 396 The
Japanese Language... Vamato- and Sinico-Japanese. 190a
Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 729/1 The .Sinico-Japanese school.

1905 Athenceuni 1 Apr, 396/3 Nothing original of any
importance has yet been found in the Sinico-Japanese
literature of the last millennium.

Sink, -f^.^ Add: 8, b. Electr, A point at

which the current leaves the sheet.

X903 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 18/2 In the case of current
flow in plane sheets, we have to consider certain points called
sources at which the current flows into the sheet, and certain
points called sinks at which it leaves.

Sink (sink), sb.^ Also sync. Colloquial

abbreviation of Synchronism,
X9a9 Photoplay Apr.. In sink, in synchronism ; picture

and sound perfectly timed together. Outa sink, not in

synchronism. (1931 B. Browk Talking Pictures \.\iiZ The
'nonsync' is a comparatively simple piece of apparatus
consisting of double turntables with electrical pick-ups.]

Sink, V. Add : 17. d. To sink tootk into : to

eat. U.S. colloq,

X89X Outing (U.S.) Nov. 136/1 Only a favored few of the
millions of feastcrs on Thanksgiving Day will sink tooth
into genuine wild turkey meat.

20. d, 7(7 sink the windx to go against the

wind; see also quot. 1886.
1847 R. S. SuRTEES Hawbuck Grange v. 96 We.. found

a hare by Clipstone Clump, who went as straight as an
arrow to Galley Coppice, from whence, sinking the wind all

the way, she ran to Silverspring, x886 Salvin & Brodrick
Falconry Brit. Isles Gloss. 153 To sink the -wind, to skim
near the earth, .in order to catch the wind and rise up-wind
with it.

Sinker. Add: 6. d. A dough-nut, orig. a

heavy, sodden, or doughy one. U.S.
X903 F. B. Smith Ho7v Paris Amuses Itself e^^ The New

York Dairy Lunch, with.. its elevating Bible texts, and de-
pressing 'sinkers ',.. would never make a success with Pari,

sians. I9xa L. J. Vance Destroying Angel vi, If the pro-

duction flivvers, I'll need that thirty cents for coffee and
sinkers at Dennett's. 1926 E, Ferber Show Boat xiii. a68
The coffee was hot, strong, revivifying; the sinkers crisp

and fresh. 1928 Sinclair Lewis Man Who Knew CoolUge
II. J02 They can't afford niore'n coffee and sinkers for brealc-

fast!

III. Something which sinks, a. A mistletoe

root, so called because it sinks below the bark of

the tree on which it grows,
1895 F, W. Oliver tr. Kemer's Nat. Hist. Plants I. 207

A slender process now grows into the bark of the host-plant.

. . This . . has been termwl a ' sinker ', and must be looked upon
as a specialty modified root. X900 B. D. Jackson Gloss.

Bot. Terms, Sinker,thc secondary roots of Mistleto. .form-

ing laterals which strike perpendicularly downward into the

wood of the host.

b. A sunken or partly submerged log. l/.S,

1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging 46.

Sinn Fein (Jin f^'n). [Ir., lit, * we ourselves *.]

An Irish society, founded in 1 905 by Arthur Griffith,

Irish politician, aiming at political independence
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and a'revival of Irish culture and language. Also
attrib, or ctdj.^ of, pertaining to, or resembling this

society or its aims and methods.

1907 Westm. Gaz, 25 July a/' 1^* Sinn F^in policy of re-

sisting taxation by an alien government. 'O"* Public
opinion 16 July 58/3 The intellectual leaders of Sinn Fein
can by no means bind the extremists, laai Punch 12 Jan.
28/1 Remarkable that I detected no outward evidence of
Sinn Fein. 1930 Hancock Australia x. 213 Labour poli-

ticians preached Australia for the Australians and a sort of

Sinn Ftin exclusiveness.

Hence Sinn Pei'nor, a member or adherent of

Sinn Fein ; Sinn Fei'nism, the methods, aims, or

policy of Sinn Fein,

1907 Daily Chron. 13 Aug. 6/a Sir Thomas Esmonde's
action in adopting Sinn Feinism as against Parliamentary
agitation. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 31 Aug. 7/1 Sinn Feiners
further suggest that the Irish representatives, having with-
drawn from Westminster, should assemble in Dublin. 1918
4gth Rep. Dep. K^r. Publ. Rec. Ireland ;i This Office was
occupied by the Sinn Feiners during the Dublin Rebellion.

Sino-. Add : Si'nopliile sb.^ a lover of the

Chinese ; Si'nophobe <z, and sb.^ hating, one who
hates, the Chinese.
1900 Outlook 21 July 693 (Cent. D. Stippl.) That the

author is no slnophile will be gathered from the following.

1910 W. J.
Locks House of Baltazar iii, Water-End be-

came divided into two camps—Sinophile and Sinophobe.

b. Combined with another adjective of nation-

ality, with the meaning * Chinese and ',

1903 B. Berf.nson in Burlington Mag. Oct. 13/1 We must
place to the front the fact that Sino-Japanese design i-s

almost exclusively an art of contours. 1904 Amer. Nat.
Sept. 676 The restriution of the Sino-Australian continent
to a certain part of the Cretaceous times consequently would
meet the postulates both of geology and zoogeography.
19x6 Glasgow Herald ^-^ Jan. 9 The rift in the Sino-Kussian
lute. I9»7 Observer 10 July 18 Colliery and other interests

of Sino.Japantse ownersliip.

Sinter (si'nt^j), v, [f. the sb.] tnlr. To be
converted into cinders ; to adhere in a mass by
partial fusion. Also trans, ^ to cause to be sintered.

See Diet, for Sintered///, a., Sintering vbl. sb.

1903 A i/ier. Cliem. JmL. XXIX. 4S7 On heating, it sintered

at about 225".

Sinuous, <2* 3. Add: Also of people. Hence
Binaoasness ifi) in this sense.

1906 B. Val'Ghan 5/11* of Society 129 The lithesome,

sinuous girl trips with it across the stage to her mother.
19x4 Ross Macaulay Orphan Island x\\\. § 4 Like a sturdy
little boy without feminine elegances, orany of Flora's wilcl-

aruuial sintiousness.

Sinusitis (s3in&S9i*tis). Path, Also sinuitis.

[f. Sl.NUS »- -iTis.] Inflammation of a sinus.

1901 DoRLAND Med, Diet. (ed. 3).

Siomio {p^'vaio). Jap, Hist, Also shomio.
[a. Jap. sko-miyOt f. Chinese hsiao small + mtn^
name* person, title.] One of the inferior warrior

nobles of Japan, who were vassals of tlie Shogun.
1717 ScHKUCHZKR tr. Kxmp/er's Hist. Japan I. 1. v. 80

All the Siomio are so far subject to the Emperor, that they
are allow'd but six Months stay in their hereditary domi-
nions. 1839 /VM«y Cyc/. XIII. 94/1 The nobility, or here-

ditary governors of the provinces and diittricts, are called

Dttiiftio, or H igh-namcd, and SiomiOf or WclUnamed. . . The
Siomio govern the districts.

Sioux (s«). [Fr. spelling of the Indian name.]

The name of an important group ofNorth American
Indians and the linguistic group represented by
them ; spec, one of the Dakotas, a tribe of that

group. Also attrib. Hence Slouan (sw'an) a.,

of or pertaining to the Sioux.

1815 Lewis & Clarkk Trav. up Missouri!. 71 Whimsical
instance of superstition of the Sioux Indians. Ibid, 73 This
has inspired all the neighbouring nations, Sioux, Mahas,
and Ottocs, with such terror, that no consideration could
tempt them to visit the hill. Ibid. ^5 Above this bluff we
set the prairie on fire, to invite the Sioux. \^^ Penny Cycl,

XXI I. 46/1 The Sioux claim the whole tract to the boundary-
line of the United States. 1900 Knowledge a July 153/3
Among the other Atlantic stocks are. .the Siouans, some of

the most famous tribes of the latter being the Sioux or

Dakotas, and the Crows. 192;^ S. Lewis Pree Air ix.dg^o)

90 She fancied that on it the Sioux scout still sat sentinel.

Ag. 189a Harpers Mag. Mar. 493/3 The 'bull-dog*. .is

the Sioux of the insect world, as pretty as a warrior in DUck-
skill and beads,

Sirab, variant of Serab.
Sirdab, var. Seudab.

Sirdar ^ (saudai). [Pushtu sarda."] In sirdar

melon : The melon, Cucumis Alelo,

1880 Encycl. Hrit. XIII. 836/2 The pomegi-anates of
Kandahar, with its 'sirdar* melons and grapes, being un-
equalled in quality by any in the I:last.

Sirgang (saTgaeq). [E, Ind.] An Asiatic

corvine bird, Cissa ckinensis. 1891 Century Diet.

Sirlnga, var. Seringa.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XII. 837/1 In French Guiana [rubber

is obtained] from Hlez'ea] GMayamnsis, AuhX.f <t/hctc it is

known as ' heve *,
' siringa ', or cahoutchou ',

Siryanian (siry/i'nian). Also Slrian-, Sy-
rian-, -jen-, -yen-, Zirian-, -yan-, ZyT(y)en-,

See also *Syrian, [f. mod.L. Syrixnus, G. siir-

i&nischy Russ. zyryansk, etc. +-ian.] A member
of a Finno-Ugrian tribe of the Permic division of

the eastern Finns, b. The dialect spoken by these

people. Also as adj.^ pertaining to this race or the

language spolcen by them*
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I1780 W. TooKE tr. y. G. GeorgPs Russia I. 175 The
Bianns, Bessarmians, or ancient Permiaks, as well as the
Siryains, have a very near relationship to the Finns.] 1851
Illustr,Caial.Gt. Exhib. 111.111.552/1 Sirenian St. Matthew.
1878 Encycl, Brit, VIII. 700/1 Finnic or Ugrian represented
by.,Siryenian. 1879 Ibid. IX, 219/3 The Permian Finns
comprise the Sirvenians, . . the Permian proper, ..and the
Votyak. 1888 ibid. XXIV. i/i Permian, Votyak, and
Siryenian, between the Vyatka and Petchora rivers, igio
Ibid. X. 389 The Syryenian headquarters are at the town
of Ishma on the Pechora, 1930 Liddell & Scott Gr.-Engl.
Lex., Kai/foPis ., borrowed perh. fr, Ugro-Finnish, cf. ..

Syrianian/i'i' ' hemp ',

Sisal. Add: 2. b. (Also with spelling sisoL)
A fancy straw nsed for making hats.
igaS New York Daily Times 11 Jan., Hats of Bakou,

sisol, and the new natural color straws. 1928 Millinery
Trade Review (U.S.) June 6 Bakus and Sisols from China.

Siserskite (si'sdjskait). Min, Also sissersk-

ite. [ad. G. sisserskit (W. Haidinger, 1845), f,

Sissersk in the Ural Mountains: see -ite^.] A
variety of Iridosmine.
1868 Dana Min, (ed. 5) 13 At a high temperature the

Sisserskite gives out osmium.

Sisham, var. Shisham.
Z890 Kipling Soldiers Three (ed. 6) 31 We three were

comfortably settled under the big j/j/(a!;«[ed. iZZg shisham],

Sisi^ {sl'si), [Native name.] A skirt made of

fibre, worn by women and girls in the South Sea
Islands.

1908 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 435 Women making sJsis. 1910
Contemp, Rev. Jan. 8g Eight young Vavauan girls, naked
but for a sisi (or short skirt) of fibre.

Sisi 2, var. *See-see.

Sisith (zrzi))). Also zizith. [Heb. m^'^
tsitstth.] One of the tassels of twisted or knotted

cord worn by Jews formerly on the upper garment,
but now on the tallith.

Translated 'fringes* in A-V, and R.V. (see Numbers xv.

38, Deut. xxii. 12).

1738 'Gamaliel ben Pedahzur* ^<&. Relig. ynvs 4 The
Fringe on each Corner is of eight worsted Threads double
twisted [marg. Called Zizith], 1877 C. Geikie Ei/e of
Christ II. xlii. 169 She could only dare to touch the zizith,

or tassel, that hung on the corner of his outer garment, as

on those of all oihcr Jews. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. i/i

The zizith is no longer placed on the outer garment as in

New Testament times. 1910 J. A. Robertson Hidden
Romance N. T. viii. 173, I see you are a Jew, like myself...

But you don't wear the Zizith any more than 1 da
Sisol : see *Sisal,

SisSy sb,^ U.S, (Examples.)
tB^^ Knickerbocker Mag. VI. 293 AH the friends called

her sister, . . which, as the halfwas easier to be bandied about
than the whole,., soon dwindled into 'sis'. 190a Harbem
Abner Daniel 258, I tell you she's fixed 'im. Yore little sis

has done the most complete job out o' tough material I ever
inspected. 190* Century Mag, May 134/1 I'm goin* to a
newer country yet, sis.

Sissy (si-si). [/.S, colloq. [f. Siss sb^ + -y6.]

1. A (Tittle) sister ; a young j^irl ; also used in

addressing a woman or girl regarded as a sister.

1859 [see Siss J(5.']. 1865 K. H. Digbv Short Poe7ns 39
The little one grasping with such a tight hold. The frock of
sweet sissy, herself not too bold. 1869^ Little Low Bushes
8 Those two poor sissys toddling still,

2. An effeminate man or boy. Also attrib, or

adj, (Cf. *Ci8SY.)
1891 Harper's Mag, Aug. 485/2 He approached and sat

near me, deep in conversation with a young cientleman with
sissy whiskers. 1893 N. Y. Mercury Slay (Ware) Sissy men
in Society.—Powdered, painted and laced. They swarm at

afternoon leas. 1809 T. Hall Tales 125 Scotty was, in the

newspaper vernacular, *a sissy boy*. Ibid, 131* Well you
are a sissy,* said Blinks contemptuously.^ 1914 P. Marks
Plastic Age 218 Wasn't he perhaps a prig, a sissy? X9a6

Harper's Mag, Feb. 350/1 There was a smug little oandbox
chap in my father's church. . . Men regarded him as a sissy.

19*6 Ladies' Home Jrnl, May 203 Advt., Dress your boy
in * He-Boy ' style. Don't set him apart from other lads by
dressing him in * sissy clothes '. 1916 British Weekly 2 Sept.

452/3 There was nothing ' sissy ' about him. He was a born
fighter.

Hence Si*ssifled a., effeminate; Si'ssiness,

effeminateness.

>9oS J* C. Lincoln Partners of Tide iv, To be seen with

girls WIS not-so ' sissified ' in his mind as it used to be. 192X

R, D. Paine Comr, Rolling Ocean i, 10 The campus.,
thought him a bit sissified. x9«6 Harper^s Mag. Feb. 350/2
In spite of his funny stssiness there was not a dog in town
liiat did not love him.

Sistine (si'strn), a. [ad. It. Sistino Sixtine.]

Epithet of the chapel and bridge built by pope
Sixtus IV (1471-1484) ; hence, of or belonging to

the Sistine Chapel.
1877 Encycl, Brit. VI. 240/1 Every morning, .they t/c. the

cardinals] proceed to a scrutiny., in the Sistine or in the

Paoline Chapel, 1885 Ibid. XIX. 64/1 San Sistclost its

chief attraction when Raphael's Sistine Madonna (now in

Dresden) was sold by the monks, X90J Grove's Diet, Mus,
IV, 122/1 The traditions of the Sistine Choir,

Sit, V. Add : 3. d, I'o sif on one's hands : to

applaud feebly. (Cf. *Hand sb, 15 b.) C/,S. colloq,

19x6 Amer, Speech I. May 437/1 Sittin^ on their hands,

a cold audience, stingy with applause. 1916 E.Ferber
Show Boat vi. 106 Well, they were sitting on their hands
to-night, all right. Seemed they never would warm up,

8. o. Coal-mining. (See quot.)

1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal-m, s.v., A coal face or buttock

is said to sit when, after the sprags have been drawn, it will

not fall over and break up, but merely cracks offand rests in

that position until pulled over.

SITTER.

17. o. Also poet.

1878 J. J. AuBERxm Camoens* Lusiads vin, Ixiv, With a
proud confidence, that sat him well.

21. Sit down. a. {e) Of an aviator : To land.

colloq,

19x6 National Geog. Mag. (U.S.A.) XLIX. Na i After a
while he guessed he'd better 'sit down' ..he got down all

right.

c, (/') Also occas. trans. : To cause (an army)
to encamp before a town, etc.

1927 Ijelloc Hist, Eng. II, iv. 406 He sat his army down
before it.

e. To sit down hard on : to snub or denounce
severely.

1880 Kansas City Times^ Star i-; Sept., Since Mrs. G rover
Cleveland sat down so hard on the bustle, the demand has
slackened perceptibly. 1904 Boston Advertiser 5 Nov. 4
He sat down hard on the proposition that Canada should
meet a penny of the ' imperial ' expenses,

22. Sit in. a. Also in modern £/.X use, to join

a party.
1868 Susan Hale Lett. (iQig) 44 Eefore we got to lunch

two Englishmen sot in. 1889 Kansas City Times ^ Star
9 Dec, Kansas City baseball men sat in at a western ball

magnates' conference at St, Louis yesterday. 1903 A. Adams
Log Co-wbo^ xii. 1 79 When one was frozen out another sat in

and took his place. 1916 C. Sandburg Chicago Poems 63
He didn't sit in with the big thieves,

25. Sit up. a, Colloq. phr. to sit up and take

notice : to have one's interest (suddenly) aroused.

To sit up and take nourishment x to be conva-
lescent.

1889 Kansas City Times ^ Star 28 May, Alex Butts, in

*Starbeams ',. asks 'the effete East to sit up and take
notice', 1909 N. Y, Even. Post (semi-weekly ed.) 8 Mar. 2
The crowd that fell upon Washington was of such a size that

the District authorities sat up and took seriotis notice.

X912 Mulford & Clay Buck Peters iii. 47 Time enough to

sit up and take notice when the nourishing danger signal

appeared, Z914 Gektrude Atherton Perch of Devil u
175 When he does sit up and take notice he doesn't so much
as wink. 19x8 Lucas *Twixt Eagle <V Dove 152 The well-

worn phrase ' to sit up and take nourishment '. 1930 ' Sapper
*

Finger ofEate^ etc. 305 Not that she weren't worth having
without anything at all except her sweet self ; but with them
two farms chucked in like, the boys were fairly sitting up.

1933 Sunday Express 2 July 22/6 Horse racing and those
responsible have to sit up and take notice.

27. Sit over. b. Bridge, To be on the left

hand of, and consequently in an advantageous

position over,

1991 A. Manning Foster Auction Bridge 84 A good bid

by second hand over a ' One no trumps ' called by the dealer

is—when his cards justify it
—

' Two no trumps ', because he
is sitting over the declared strength.

Sit-down, sb. 1. (Earlier U.S. example,)
1861 Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's Isl. i. xii. 104, I am come

here for a good sit.down by your kitchen-fire.

Site, v.^ 1, Siting*, vbl. sb. Add : Now in

general use,

1918 Cornhill Mag. June 620 In towns schools are invari-

ably badly sited in squalid districts near to noisy and dusty

roads. Ibid. 621 The short-sighted policy adopted in the

siting and construction of schools. lijao Discovery Apr.

116/1 It is advisable to avoid siting a wireless station close

to higher ground. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 16 Apr. 310/2

A practical handbook on the siting, construction and upkeep
ofgarden pools

Sitka (si'tka). The name of a town in Alaska

used attrib. to denote certain trees growing in its

neighbourhood, as Sitka cypress, Chameecyparis

Nutkaensis\ Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis, a large

tree yielding valuable timber; Sitka willow, Saiix

sitchensis (Webster 191 1).

1889 Cent. Diet, .s,v. Cypress^ The yellow or Sitka cypress,

C. Nutkaensis. 1895 Funk^s Stand. Diet, s.v. Spruce^

Sitka spruce. 1910 Daily Mail Year Bk. :i2j/i Sitka spruce

and Douglas fir. 1938 Dail:y Mail 9 Aug. 13/4 The Duchy
estates on Dartmoor, where it is hoped to plant 5,000 acres

with sitka, Norway spruce, and Douglas fir,

Sito-. Add : Sitoto*xin, poison occurring in

vegetable foods.

1901 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Sitotoxin^ any basic

poison generated in a cereal food by a plant microorganism.

Sitter^. Add: 1. g. One who has a sitting

with a medium. (Cf, Sitting vbl. sb. 5 d.)

1911 Webster, i^aBDaily Mail 2$ Ju\-^6/2 If mediat«Vl
were unable to get into a trance the sitting was cancelled

and the money returned to the sitter.

6. Anything easy or certain of performance ; any-

thing which a person can hardly bungle e.g. an

easy catch, a stroke that can be easily returned,

a target which it is almost impossible to miss; an

easy winner.
1898 Tit-Bits 2$ June 252/3 A ' sitter ' is a catch which

falls absolutely into the hands. 1903 G. L.jESSOpin^w/cA/»-
son's Cricket v. 1

1
7 The missing of a ' sitter * by some lazy

fieldsman whose thoughts were anywhere but on the game.

1908 A. S. M. Hutchinson Once aboard the Lugger \. iv. §3
'You know I got ploughed?'..' Bad luck, I suppose? I

thought it was a sitter for you this time.* zgai A. Manning
Foster Auction Bridge 107 Z bid ' Four spades 'and was

doubled by A. He had a 'sitter ' and unwisely redoubled,

1928 C. F. S. Gamble Story North Sea Air Station xv. 251

Any Zeppelin that had shown itself would have been a sitter,

1999 Vachell Virgin viiL 137 His aunt would take her on j

that was a ' sitter .

Sitter 2. Oxford University slang, [See*-EBe,J

A sitting-room,

1904 [.sec *-er'J. 1925 Glasgo^v Herald 24 Oct. D If



SITTING.

lectores are to be broadcast, the temptation to listen to them
in the quiet and comfort of one's own ' sitter ' will be irresis-

tible.

Sittinfir, ppl- «. Add :

6. That can hardly be bungled. Cf. *Sitteb1 6,

1933 EvtMiHg Standard aS Jan. ii/a They had a hand

which contained a ' sitting ' game in Spades—one oftwo had

five to the four top honours.

Sitting-room. 1. (Earlier Amer. example.)

1771 H. Pelham in CopUy-Pelham Lett. (1914) 147 The
Arches at the sides of the Chimnie in the Sitting Room, I

like.

Situational (siti«i^i*j3nal), a. [f. Situation

+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to situations; denoting

a novel or play containing many or striking situa-

tions.

1903 Academy vj June 632/1 As situational drama (if we
may coin the term) always is rhetorical. 1927 Observer

34 Apr. 14/5 The main defect of this book seems to lie in

the way in which literary or dramatic or situational clues

are allowed to dictate musical judgments.

Sitnla (si'tiwla). PL situlfle. Archmol. [L., =
bucket.] Applied to various bucket-shaped vessels.

1897 Knowledge 1 Oct. 239/1 Situla (Bucket), of Apnlian

fabric, with scene representing Dionysos espousing Ariadne.

1900 C D. Edmon[)S in JrnL Hellenic Studies XX. 23 A
silver situla standing upon three feet. 1905 Brit, Mus,
Guide Earlpf Iron Age 14 The succeeding (iron-sword)

period.. is richly represented by articles decorated in the

situla style. Such is the name given to a method of orna-

menting vessels of the bucket-type, .by means of horizontal

bands. 1906 J. G. Duncan Hyksos 49/1 A bronze situla

with a thick mud cake in the bottom. 1928 MacIver/^«^
bef. Romans 61 An early example of the situla or bronze
bucket for which Bologna no less than Este was to become
famous in future years.

Sit-up, sb. Add : 2. An act of sitting up.

1843 R. Carlton New Purchase ix. 64 This sit-up we
instantly performed—as well, at least, as we could.

Situtunga (situt»-ijga). [Swahili.] An ante-

lope of the genus Livmoiragus or genus Trage-

laphus inhabiting the swamps of eastern and
central Africa. Also altrib^

1881 Selous Hunter^s Wand. Africa x. (1893) isSThese
men told me that in some thick beds of reeds near their town
were some Situtunga antelope. 1920 Brit. M-usemn Return
81 Prominent among thespecimens are the following mounted
heads:—6 Moose, ..aoGemsbuck, gSitutunga. xg2oG.D.H.
Cahpenter Naturalist on Lake Victoria 80 The muffled
bark of the Situtunga. 1926 Blackiu. Alag, Sept. 333/1 Clad
in comfortable situtunga skins.

Sivan (sai*van, S2va*n). Also 4-5 Ciban, Siban,

Siwan. [Heb. JVD pwdn.'] The third month
of the Jewish ecclesiastical year and the ninth of

the civil year, corresponding to the latter part of

May and the earlier part of June.
1382 Wyclif Esther viii, 9 The thridde moneth, that is

clepid Ciban [later text Siban], that is June. 1535 Covkr-
DALE Ibid., In the thirde moneth, that is the moneth Siuan.

' ^737 Whiston Josephusy ycwish U ar in. vii. § 29 This
fight happened upon the twentieth day of the month Desius
(Sivan). 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 43/2 He \sc. Esar-haddon]
thereupon returned to Nineveh, and on the 8th of Sivan
(May) formally ascended the throne.

Siwalik (siwa'lik), a. Also Sivalik. [Hind.]

Of; pertaining to, characteristic of, or occurring in

the Siwalik hills, the southern outlying range of
the Himalayas. Siwalik formation^ g^oup^ a
division of the tertiary period, rich in fossils.

iB&o Encycl. Brit, XI. 827/21115 from the ranges in the vici-

nity of the Jumna river that the characteristic iSiwalik fossils

have chiefly been obtained. Ibid. 828/2 This embryo Hima-
laya may have been of such moderate height as to have
permitted the passage across it of tlie Siwalik mammals.
190S /bid. XXV. 466/1 Dr. Dubois.. excavated from a bed,

considered by bim to be of Sivalik formation (Pliocene), a
thighbone wiiich competent anatomists decide to be human.

Siwasll (s^ji-wjj). [Chinook Jargon.] An
Indian, s/ec. of the North Pacific coast ; sometimes
used as a familiar form of address. Also aitrib,

a i86i T. WiNTHROP Canoe ^ Saddle ii. 23 The three un-
savory .. mat-haired, truculent siwashes. x868 All Year
Round lo Oct. 452/1 The foreman then said :

' We find the
siwash was worried by a dog.' Note^ Siwash, corrupted
from the voyageurs' Sauvage, a savage, universally applied
to Indians on the North Pacific Coast. ^1904 S. K. White
Blazed Trail Stories viii. 135 Come down here, you siwash.

1904 Eliz. Robins Magnetic North 293 You soon learn it

is the Siwash custom.
_

\^-vj Blackw.Mag. Km^. 207/2 He
could see when any siwash ducks were on a shallow part
of the lagoon.

Hence Siwa'sh v. intr.^ to live like an Indian.
X904 Bp. Moork in Churchman 21 May 626 I have a lame

shoulder, the result of continuous ' siwashing ' and sleeping
in the snow.

Six, a, and sb. Add: A. adj. 1. d. Six
Nations (earlier examples).
x-ja^ Vkuhkx.xjow Indian Wars (i85'4) 101 The delegates

of the six nations of Iroquois. 1789 Ann. Congress 1. 2$
May 40 The sachems and warriors of the Six Nations.

B. sb, 3, k. A six-cylinder motor car.

X920 Motor Man. {cd. 33) 19 The chief constructional differ-

ence between the six and the four is in the crankshaft. 1931
Daily Express 16 Oct. ii/i Morris and Austin 'sixes' at
under ;C2oo. 1932 Oxford Times 23 Sept. 22/3 In these

days of small ' six * efficiency and popularity.

C. Comb. 1. six-ball (over), six-cylinder^ six-

inch (gun).
1910 Blackw, Mag. Jan. 97/2 He covered something be-

tween 250 and 300 yards in the course of each •six-ball over.

X9xa Motor i.j Dec. 52/3 I«anchester, 28 h.p., *six-cylinder.

224

1913/^/^.14 Jan. Jisi/a A six-cylinder Delage. 1912 S.

Lewis Babbitt v. § 3 I've got a good house and a six-cylin-

der car. 1918 Boyd Cable Front Lines 242 Whole batteries

of 60-poundcrs and 'six-inch' tucked away in corners of

woods.

c. six-in-hand.

1849 Ds QuiNCEY Eng. Mail Coach f 28 He was theman in

all Europe that could (if any could) have driven six-in-hand
full gallop over Al Sirat.

3. six-footer {sc. coffin),

1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxiii. He has received orders
to construct 'a six-footer',

5. six-eight, -four, -sixteen, -two Mus. (see

quot. 1902) ; six o'clock (see A. 2 c) ; also, denot-

ing any position resembling that of the hands of a

clock at six o'clock, as six (o'clock) hour circle,

an hour circle the plane of which is at right angles

to the meridian.
1684 /'/«'/. Trans, XVII. 672 The Courses [i.e. veins of

ore] usually lying from East to West, or at Six a Clock as
their Term is. 1902 Grove's Diet. Mus. IV. iig/i Six-two
Time, %\ with two beats in each Bar; each represented by
a dotted Semibreve— or its equivalent, three Minims...
Six-four Time, . . with two Beats iii the bar, each represented

by a dotted Minim—or its equivalent, three Crochets. . . Six-

eight Time.., with two Beats in the Bar, each represented
by a dotted Crochet - or its equivalent, three Quavers. . . Six-

sixteen Time, 1^, with two Beats in the Bar, each represented

by a dotted Quaver—or its equivalent, three Semiquavers.

1927 W.*E. CoLLiNSON Contemp. Engl. 92 Two or three ex-

pressions I learnt at Bisley in 1909 when doing target-

practice in the London O.T.C viz. the six o'clock aim (from
position on target focussed).

Sixpence. 2. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
i8x3 H. B Fearon Sk. Amer. 13 A beggar came in, and

was relieved with a Spanish silver piece called a sixpence.

Sixpenny, ^. 2. (Later U.S. example.)
1878 H. H. Jackson Travel at Home 11 She didn't never

want to see any o' them sixpenny towns agin.

3. c, (Earlier U S. example.)
1840 Knickerbocker Mng, XV. 138 The larger newsjsaper

establishments, satirically termed by their Lilliputian rivals,
' tlie respectable sixpennies ',

Six-shooting, ppl. a, (Earlier U.S. example.)
1858 Teresa Vikle P'ollowing the Drum 224 A belt full

of pistols, .. and a six-shooting rifle.

So Six-shoo'tering, the firing of a six-shooter.

a 1909 * O. Henry * Roads 0/Destiny xxii. 371 We heard
a yelling and a six-shootering.

Sixteen, a. and sb. Add : B. sb. 5. A flower-

pot nine inches in width, of which there are sixteen

in a ' cast ',

1852 G. W. Johnson Cottage Card, Diet, 392/2 Nine-
inch pot..i6s [ = sixteens].

Sixth, a, and sb. A, adj, L Add : Sixth

day, the name given to Friday by members of the

Society of Friends. Sixth nerve, a nerve of the

sixth cranial pair; cf. B. 4. Sixth sense^ a supposed

faculty by which a person or creature perceives

facts and regulates action without the direct use

of any of the five senses.

1823 C. Bell Expos. Nerves Hum. Body (1824) 360 The
*sixth nerve is called abducens^ and motor extemus.
1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 881/1 The Abducent or sixth nerve
springs out of the groove between the lower border of the
pons and the anterior pyramid of the medulla oblongata.
a 1883 Faggk Princ. ^ Fract. Med. (1886) 1. 540 Afterwards
she had paralysis of each sixth nerve. 1837 *sixth sense [see

Diet.]. 1903 Science Si/tings 31 Oct. 46/1 The * sixth sense'

by which blind persons perceive certain objects. 1926
Music ^ Lett. Apr. 98 That 'sixth sense '..which enables
them to divine intuitively the needs of their clients.., in a
word, the sense of ' showmanship '. 1929 R. Hughes High
Wind in Jamaica 70 Henry was steering I)y that sixth sense

which only comes into operation wlien the other five are

asleep. 1933 Neto Yorkers Apr. 59/2 Long Practice in the

making of itineraries, with a sixth sense that picks out
fascinating ports.

Sixty, a. and sb. Add : B. sb, 4. C. A small

flower-pot three inches in width, of which there

are sixty in a * cast '.

1852 G. W. Johnson Cottage Gard. Did. 392/2 Three-inch
pot.. 60s [=sixtiesl. 1908 W. P. Wright Perfect Garden
III. i. 245 The most useful sizes of pots is ' sixties *, etc.

C. Comb. d. Sixty-fours^ sixty-four leaves form-

ing a sheet of a book.
1808 Stower Printer s Grain. 195 A Half Sheet of Sixty-

fours. 1839 T. C. Hansard Print. ^ TyPe-Foundijig 168

Forty-eights to be paid 2J, per sheet extra, and sixty-fours

2i. td, per sheet extra.

l^iise, sb?- Add : 10. f. The size of<^ thing),

what it amounts to or signifies, colloq,

1886-7 F. R. Stockton Hundredth Man xxxv, This is

about the size of this business as it appears to me.^ 1904
Hartford Conrant 24 June 10 Another competent military

reporter says that General Oku had to send in *the whole
Japanese reserves '. We fancy that that was exactly the

size of it. 1914 Gertrude Atherton Perch of Devil \. 89
That's the size of it, only I couldn't ever say it like that.

Size, "V?- 4. (Later U.S. examples.)
i86a Trans. JIL Agric. Soc, (1865) V. 233 There is no pro-

vision made for ' sizing the gavels * [in reaping]. 1897
Moork Htrw to Build vii. go The first-story beams are to be
sized and leveled upon the sill and upon the foimdation.

6. U.S, (Later examples.)

»8S3 J. G. Baldwin Flush Times Alabatfta 113 The jury
shortly after returned into court with a verdict which ' sized

their pile '. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. Westxix. 1^8 They
are satisfied to ' size your pile ' and take quarter of it.

SKELETOIT.

8. c. With up : To turn out, on being examined
or considered, or allowed to develop.
1883 Nye Baled Hay 126 Time, at least, makes all things

size up in proper shape. 1905 N. Y. Evening Post 21 Nov.
I If the President does not think that Mr. Halpin sizes up
as chairman of the County Committee. 1910 Jer. Hart
Vigilante Girl ii. 28 Burke isn't a bad sort—he sizes up
about as well as most of them.

Sizzler (si-zbi). [f. Sizzle S'. + -eu1.] A sizz-

ling heat, day, etc.

190X Emporia (Kans.) Gazette i July 9 The drought,
which is a sizzler and frier and boiler, is a good thing for

Kansas. 1904 G, H. Lorimer Old Gorgon Graham ii. 37
Satan may be down in Arizona cooking up a sizzler for the
corn belt.

Skate, J^-^ Add : 1. Phrase. Army slang. (See

quots.)
19x9 War Slang in Athemeutn 8 Aug. 727/2 To evade

duty, or get clear, you ' put your .skates on '. 1925 E. Fraser
& Gibbons Soldier Sf Sailor Words, Skates, toput on ; To
Hurry Up. Also to evade duty. To desert.

3. b. skate-iron (earlier U.S. example) ; skate-

sailing, the practice of skating with the aid of a

skate-sail.

1838 J, H. Ingraham Burton I. x. 143 It was placed on
runners sixteen inches high, shaped like skate-irons. 1927
Daily Express 7 Mar. 12 Skate-sailing races in Sweden.

Skate, sb.^ U.S. slang, a. A cheap skate, a
miserable or contemptible person, b. A poor,

worn-out, decrepit horse.

1896 G. Ade Artie xvii. 163 Do you think I'm goin* out
ridin' with her and have a lot o' clieap skates stoppin' to
play horse with her everywliere we go? X904 N. Y. Times
II June 2 Any one who sn>okes that kind of cigarettes is a
cheap skate. 1929 S. Anderson in Mercury Story Bk. 233,
I could have made a faster record than most of the skates
of horses they had there.

Skatosine (skse'tfTS/n, sk(?i'-). Chem. Also -in,

[f. Skat(OL + -OSE ^ + -3NE 5.] A basic compound,

CjoHigNjOg, resulting from the auto-digestion of

pancreas
;
probably related to skatol.

1913 DoRi.AND Med. Diet. (ed. 7).

Skeeball (skj-bgl). [f. Ski -h Ball sb:\ (See

quot.)
1923 Daily Mail 11 June 3 The game of Skeeball is an

American invention which has been in increa.sing operation

in the United States for some six years. It is the latest

development of the game of bowls, sharply distinguished

from all similar games by a hump in the centre of the alley

which causes the ball to leap high in the air and enter a target,

Skeeter. (Earlier example.)
1842 Knickerbocker Mag. XX. 87 She wouldn't hurt a

'sketer if she knowed it.

Skeezicks (skf-ziks). U.S. colloq. Also -zecks,

-zacks, -sicks, [? Fanciful.] A good-for nothing

;

a rascal ; a rogue. (Also used pla3'fnlly.)

1850 Frontier Guardian 2 Oct. (Thornton) Though Kistex,

that skeezecks, with Hall at his back Should come again
thieving. 1869 B. Hartk Luck ofRoaring Camp, MiggUs
40 Thar ain't nobody but him within ten mile of the shanty,

and that ar'.. old skeesicks knows it. 1875 J. G. Holland
Sevenoa/is m. 40 If there's anything awful bad, .in [the

worrl} Skeezacks— I should say that Tom Buffum was an old
Skeezacks. 1894 Stevenson & Osbourne Ebb-Tide i. vi.

Nobody wants to lose a schooner; they want to lose her on
her course, you skeericks {sic'\ ! 1909*0. Henry' Options

(1916) 39 This is a poor skeezicks that's got nothing to eat

but an onion. 1927 Chambers^s JrnL 238/2 The old skee-

sicks ain't calling our hand this deal.

Skein, sb?- Add :

2. c. Cytology, [tr. G, knduel.l In mitosis or in-

direct cell-division, that stage of the nucleus in

which the chromatin takes the form of a thread, con-

tinuous or segmented.
X889 tr. Waldeyer in Q. Jml. Microsc. Sci. XXX. 164

The first stage of karyokinesis, the so-called ' dense skein
*

(*dichter Knauel *) Ibid. 173 Rable says definitely that he
has always found the longitudinal splitting of the chromatic
threads to be completed at the end of the skein phase. X904

Science 4 Mar. 393/1 No sign of chromatin thread (linin

or skein) is apparent.

Skeiner(sk^-n3j). [See-ERl,] One who skeins.

X921 Diet. Occup. Tertns {1927) § 367 Skeiner..% minds
skein or rand machine, which winds finished twine into

skeins. Ibid. § 943 Bundler (fiax and hemp) ; skeiner ; puts

together necessary number ofhanks ofyarn to form a bundle,

Skeletin (ske-irtin). Chem. [f. Skelet^on

sb. + -IN 1.] One of a group of complex, almost

insoluble, nitrogenous substances, such as spongin,

chitin, sericin, etc., found in the skeletal tissues of

invertebrates.

1886 Jml. Chem, Soc. L. 481 The term skeletin includes

a number of nitrogenous but sulphur-free substances found

in the skeletal tissues of invertebrates.

Skeleton, sb. Add : 7. C. Applied to a staff,

company, or the like, of the minimum size for

carrying on the work to be done.

1925 StrandMag. Sept. 255/2 A skeleton staffwere working

nervously under the direction of a chartered accountant.

1928 Daily Mail 7 Aug. 2/5 The establishment of skeleton

air defence formations on the northern coast.

d. skeleton gig, wagon ; skeleton brass, a me-

morial brass representing a skeleton ; skeleton

construction, flashing {vbl. j^.^), framework
(see quots.); skeleton drill Mil., infantry drill

for the instruction of officers in which a small

number of men represent a battalion; also fij^'t

skeleton girder, -pattern (see quots.).
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SKELTER.
j^z^'Wakd Brasses 143 "Skeleton Brasses. iZ^^ Building

Conslructicn 1. (new ed.) 117 Among the most recent exam-
ples of the application of mild steel to building purposes
may be noted the so-called ' *skeleton construction' as ex-
emplified in someofthe principal cities of the United States.
Numerous buildings have been erected upon this principle, of
15 to 20 stories, and sometimes exceeding 250 feet in height,
which are mainly dependent for their stability upon the
combination of columns and girders which form the '*skele-
ton* framework, the exterior wailing being frequently merely
a veneer of terra cotta, brickwork, or stonework, anchored
to, and carried by, the metallic framework. 1876 Voylk &
Stevenson Military Diet. s.v. SkeUton, *Skeleton drill,

which is a method of instructing officers and non-commis-
sioned officers in drill, when a sufficient number of men
cannot be collected to form a battalion in single rank. 1897
Hardv IV'ell-Beloved 111. v, Pierson.. could consider and
practise thoroughly a species of skeleton drill in receiving
visitors when the pair should announce themselves as mar-
ried. 1875 Building Construction i. 159 Another plan
is to form a side gutter along the wall,,. securing the up-
turned lead in a stepped raglet, or covering it by an apron
all in one piece cut to fit the steps. Note^ Sometimes called

a ^Skeleton Flashing. 1867 'T. Lackland* Homespun 11.

181 At all hours of the day., a fly, a sulky, or a*skeleton gig
could be seen somewhere about the yard. iS^ LockivoocCs
Diet. Mech, Engin., *Skeleton Girder^ an open-webbed
girder, or lattice girder. Ibid,, *Skeleton Pattern, Sin open
frame pattern, that is, one wliich is not precisely like its

casting, but whose outlines or bounding edges alone are
liven. 1868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse A mer. x. 112
f the race is to be run in harness, it will be advisable to

change the sulky for a •skeleton wagon occasionally.

Skelter, sb. dial, and colloq. [£. the vb.] A
quick rush or run; a scamper.
X899 Cumbld. Gloss.^ Skelter, an open, free, slashing

fait; a hasty retreat. 1913 Daily Mail 21 June 9 Lord
'enrhyn's filly.. drove the Princess and the royal friends

into a sudden short skelter from Its hoofs.

Skene ''^ (skm). The name of A. J. C. Skene
(1838-1900), American physician, nsed chiefly in

the genitive to designate certain small canals which
open into the female nrethra.
1890 BiLi.iNCS Med. Diet., Skene's tubules. 190X Dorland

Med. Diet. (ed. 2) s.v. C/a«</, Skene's glands, two glands
just within the meatus of the female ureihra: regarded as
iiomologues of the seminal vesicles. 1910 Practitioner Mar.
93 Two of these spots.. probably represent the opening of
Skene's ducts. Ibid. Apr. 487 The ducts of the two small
glands in the floor of the female urethra, known as * Skene's
tubules*.

Skerrick (ske-rik). Austral, colloq, A small
fragment,
1931 I, L. Idkirss Lasseter't Last RiiU xxv. 305 Half

a goanna's tail, the long thin end with not a skerrick of meat
on it.

Sketcll, sb. Add : 1. c. = *Sight sb.^ i (b).

1931 Pries ruKV Angel Pnve/ftent xi. { 4 You do look a
sight, Dad...l never saw such a sketch.

6. sketch-box^ -paper.
x888 Lockwootfs Diet. Mech. En^in., Sketch Paper, fool-

scap paper having faint lines crossing at ri^ht angles, pro-
ducing squares of i inch, each divided into eight equal parts.
Used for proportional drawingor sketching. t^omChambers'

s

yrnl. Dec 779/1 1 he girl lingered while tiie painter un-
packed bis sketch<box.

Skeuomorph (ski«vm/if). [f. Gr. OKtZoi
vessel, utensil + fiop<p^ form.] An ornament or
ornamental design due to structure; an ornament
or design representing an implement or utensil.

Hence Skenomcrphio a., of, pertaining to, ex-
hibiting, or decorated with skeuomorphs. Also
Skanobiomorph, an ornament, design, or form
which combines the characteristics of a skeuomorph
and a biomorph.
1889 H. CoLLEY March in Trans. Lane, tf Cheshire Ah'

tiq. Soc, VII, 166 The forms of ornament demonstrably due
to structure require a name. If those taken from animals
are called zoomorphs, and those from plants phyllomorphs,
it will be convenient to call those derived from structure,
skeuomorphs. Ibid., As soon as man began to make things,
to fasten a handle to a stone implement, to construct a
wattled roof, to weave a mat, skeuomorphs became an in-

separable part of his existence. Ibid. 168 The transfer of
ihong-work from the flint axe, where it wai functional, to
the bronze celt, where it was skeuomorphic. 1905 [.see **An*
THKOrOMORPIlIC <x. 3).

Skew, sb.^ Add : 2. d. Gcom. = Regdhts 5.
(Cf. Skew a. 2 b.)

1901 Encycl. Brit. XXVIU. 660/1 A Rukd Surface, Regu-
1ns, or Skew is a confieuration of lines wliich. .depend on
Oiilyonc parameter. ..Ihesimplest example, thatofaquadric
surface, is really two skews on the same surface.

SkeWy ^' 2. Add: skew gearing.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech,, Skew-Bearing, cog-wheels with

teeth placed oblitiuely, so as to slide into each oiher and
avoid clashing. 1902 A. C. Harmsworth Motors ff Motor-
Driving x.xr^i Another plan, .substitutes for the bevel gear-
ing what is known as skew or screw gearing.

Skewer, sb. Add : 1. e. (See quot.)
1B88 Lockviiooifs Diet. Mech. Engin., Skewers, or IP'ires,

pieces of iron wire from 3 to 6 inches in length, pointed at one
end, and turned round intoa loop at the other, and employed
for the temporary holding of loose pieces in the foundry
sand.

Skew'iness. [f. *skewy adj.] == Skbwxbss.
i86a *Gaii, Hamilton ' Country Living ^ Th. 62 Though

freedom from foreign growth discovered an intention of
stralglitness, the most casual observer could not but see
that skcwines^ had usurped its place.

SkeW'Wlxiff (skiU|hwi'f), a. and iailv. (sb.) dial,

and colloq. In 8 scew-. [f.SKEW a. and adv.^v.^ +
SUPPT.
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Whifp sb.^, zf.i] Askew, awry(AV. and Z"^.).
Also on the skew-whiff.
1754 Scots Mag. July 337/2 Behind, with a coach-horse

short dock, cut your hair ; Stick a flower before, scew-whifl^,
with an air. 1896 iVarw. IVord-Bk.

SM, sb. 2. Add : ski-joring, -jumper \ ski sticky

etc.

1927 Sunday Times 1 3 Feb. 17/2 In the skijoring races on
the Lake,. .the well-known Swiss hockey player fell. 1927
Obserxxr 18 Dec. 9/4 This fun may be taken to include ski-
ing, luge-ing, skating, ski-joring, and trailing by day. Ibid.,
'J lie introduction of aluminium skisticks in the place of the
older forms in bamboo and hazel. 1931 Times Lit, Suppl,
5 Nov. 868/4 Championship as a ski-jumper,
Skiamachy : see bciAMACUY.
Skiascope (skai-ask^up). Also sola-, [f. Gr.

<r/fm shadow + -scope.] a. An optical instrument
used to determine the refracting action of the eye
by tlirowing light into it from a small mirror and
observing the retinal lights and shadows, b. =
*Fluoboscope. Hence Skiasccpic a,, of, pertain-
ing to, or used in skiascopy ; Skiascopy, the use
of a skiascope.

1890 Billings Med. Diet., Skiascopy, a method of deter-
mining the refraction of the eye by observing the direction
and rapidity of motion of the shadowy edges of the images,
real or virtual, of a flame, formed by the refracting media
of the eye. X903 Optical^ Jrnt, Dec 782 (Cent. D. Suppl.)
To make a skiascopic chimney for an argand burner. 1923
G. F. Alexander {titW) Principles of Ophthalmoscopy and
.Skiascopy.

Skidi sb. Add : 2. f. A runner attached to an
aeroplane, spec, each of the two runners used to
facilitate landing.
Tail skid, tving skid, one placed under the tail and wings

as a protection from contact with the ground.
X909 A. Berget 0«yw«/ (y^.^/> 11. ill. 194 The planes rest

upon two skids which form a kind of sleigh. 1910 C. C.
Turner Aerial tiavig. xxiv. 284 The machine is mounted
on skids. 1911 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 482 In connection with
the under-carria|es of aeroplanes, the advantage ofland-
irig direct on skids is urged. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane
speaks 141 Undercarriage Skid, a spar, mounted in a fore
and aft direction, and to which the wheels of the under-
carriage are sometimes attached. Should a wheel give
way the skid is then supposed to act like the runner of a
sleigh and to support the aeroplane. Tail Skid, a piece
of wood or other material, orientable, and fitted with snock
absorbers, situated under the tail of an aeroplane in order
to support it upon the ground and to absorb the shock of
alightmg.

4. (Example.) Also, in extended use, with refer-

ence to motor-boats and aeroplanes.
1908 Isle 0/Man li-'cekly Times 12 Sept. 4/r All the cars

out complain of some bad skids. 1916 H. IJahber Aeroplane
speaks 83 The velocity of the ' skid *, or sideways move-
ment, x^ Daily Express 3 Sept. «i/2 The breath-taking
sprawling skids round the cornering buoys.

Skidy v.^ Add : 1. c. To throw (something)
so that it scatters or glides over a surface.

2897 J. Hammond Cornish Parish 339 Instead of spread-
ing manure, we ' skid ' or ' skate ' dung. 1897 G. B. Shaw
Lett, to Ellen Terry i Mar. (1931), Get ten sovereigns and
skid them out from the beach into the sea. 1901 ' L. Malkt '

Hist. Sir K. CaliHotiy v. iii, Helen skidded the hand-glass
down upon ihe dressing-table.

3. b. Alsoot the vehicle itself.

191a Mo/or Manual ill. (ed. 14) loi To minimise the risk
of a car skidding on greasy roads numerous devices have
been introduced.^ 1^26 Shanneh Naviators i. 13 A car that
looks as though it is going straight can be dodged, but one
that skids about like a demented dog chasing its (ail is

not to be faced with assurance.

o. Of an aeroplane: To slip sideways away from
the centre of curvature while turning. Cf, *Side-
SLIP V. b.

1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks as notet When an
aeroplane is turned to the left or the right the centrifugal
force of its momentum causes it to skid sideways and out-
wards away from the centre of the turn.

d, trans, in causal sense. To cause (a vehicle,

its wheels, or track) to skid ; also, to turn (a corner,

etc.) by means of a skidding movement.
1925 Joan Sutherland C/Vc/?(y^.S"'''«xxiii, Carter skidded

the Ford to a standstill, i^z'^ Sunday Express ig Aug. 1/1
Viscount Cutzon., was cheered as he skilfully skidded the
corners. X931 Martf.l In i^ake o/TankZi, Even a small
swing on to a new direction caused loss of speed, while a
turn through a riglit angle absorbed so much power in
skidding the track round that it was usually necessary to
change down to first gear on the macinne.

Sklddoo (skid»')f ^- slang. Also skidoo.
[app. based on Skedaddle.] intr. To be off, de-
part, vamose.
1907 N. Munro Da/t Days xxIv, I'll skiddoo from the

gang for a day or two. t^\o Chambers's jfrnl. July 436/2
Sucn words and expressions as., skiddoo. .,and many others,
which would be more or less meaningless in London, are
common to everyday Canadian speech.

Skiddy (skidi), a. [f. Skid 2^.1 + -y1.] On
which one is liable to skid,

1928 Daily Express 10 Dec 19 Motorists drove with cau-
tion on skiddy roads.

SkifB.ing (ski-flig). local. [Cf. scabbling^ scap-

pling.^ The action or process of rough-dressing
building stoneby knockingoff the rough projections.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 1901 J. Black's Carp. ^ Build.,
Masonry 23 For ragstone ashlar work, the stone, when
quari icd, has its rough projections knocked off with a heavy
double-pointed hammer. ..Thisoperation is locally [jc. Kent]
called * sklfiling ', and Is the same as that known in the

SKIN.

neighbourhood of London and other parts of the country by
the term of ' knobbUng *.

Skil (skil). [Alaska.] a. The black candle-
6sh, Anoplopomafimbria, b- The coal-fish, Pol-
lachius carbonarius. Also Ski'lflsh.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 170/1 Holibut, herring, salmon,

cod, and coal-fish or ' ikil ' (this last also rich in oil and a
valuable food-fish) are likewise abundant,

Skilip (ski'Iip). [f. Iskilip^ a town in Asia
Minor,] Impure scammony,
1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI, 365/2 This adulterated article is

known as ' skilip ', and the pure article as ' virgin ' scammony.
Skimi, variant of *Shikimi.

Skimmer, sb. Add : 7. o. A hydroplane,
{temporary.

)

}^yi9 Chambers's yrnl. Oct. 686/1 Elaborate experiments
with small models following the lines of skimmers or hydro-
planes.

8. b. Cricket. A ball that travels with a low
trajectory.

1897 Ranjitsinhji yuhilee Bk. Cricket 119 Strawyard
promptly drives it just as expected—a real ' skimmer ' 6 feet
over extra-cover's head. 1903 G. L. Jessop Cricket 15 The
majority of his drives were low * skimmers '.

Skimmi, variant of *bHiKiMi.

Skimming, ppl. a. Add : 4. That bowls or
drives the ball with a low trajectory. (Cf. Skimmer
8 b.)

x888 Steel & Lyttelton Cricket 165 The low skimming
fast bowler is generally an easy man to play. 1930 Morning
Post <) Aug. 14/1 Woolley ..madea low skimming drive over
the ring at long-on for 6 offS. Staples.

Skin, sb. Add : 1. d. A bird or mammal
stuffed but not mounted in imitation of life.

1888 -£"«cjc/.-ffr/V. XXI U. 90/1 Powders consisting of tan-
nin, pepper, camphor, and burnt alum are sometimes used
for 'making skins', but they dry them too rapidly for the
purposes of 'mounting '...When 'skins' only are to be made
for the cabinet, it Is sufficient to fill the head and neck with
chopped tow.

7, O. In other usages (see quots.).
1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 446/2 A pear! of the first water

should possess, in jewellers' language, a perfect ' skin ' and
a fine 'orient*, 1909 P. A. Vailk Modern Golf xv\. 209
One quaint notion was that they [sc, pimples] protect the
outer skin of the hall. 1920 A. D. Passmore in Man XX.
9 A part of the old brown skin of the stone.

f. Electr. The outer or surface layers of a con-
ductor, serving to carry current at high freouencies.
\^% Encycl.^ Brit, XXXIII. 216/a With Hertzian waves

the resistance islargely multiplied (compared with the steady
resistance), for it is the resistance of a thin skin.

9. b, = whisky skin (*Whisky sb,^ b). U.S.
slang.

1919 Mencken Amer. Lang. 85.

13. fikin-beetle, a beetle of the genua Trox^
which feeds upon skinsand hides ; skin oonduotion
Electr. y conduction of a current by means of the

outer layer only of a conductor; akin current
Electr., a current carried by the outer layer only
of a conductor ; skin diver, a naked pearl-diver

;

skin drying, the drying of the skin, spec, the

skinof a mould used in metal casting; skin-drying
ppl. a.f that dries the skin ; skin effect E/ectr., the

tendency of an alternating current to flow through
the outer layer only of a conductor at high fre-

quency ; skin friction, spec, the friction between
aeroplane surfaces and the air; skin-heart, the

vessels of the skin, the peripheral vessels, with
reference to the processes carried on through the

skin ; skin-mesh, the interlaced structure of the

skin ; skin-moth, any of several moths whose
larvse infest skins and furs; skin-pack, a lotion

massaged into the skin; skin reflex, a reBex action

aroused by stimulating the skin ; skin resistance,

(a) the resistance of the metal plating of a vessel

;

[b) — *skinfriction ; (c) Electr., the resistance of

a conductor to alternating currents of high fre-

quency whereby the outer layer alone conducts the

current ; skin-running, the smuggling of skins.

186a T. W. Harris Insects injur. P'eget. (ed. 3) 10 *Skin-
hcci\es{ Derfuestadar, Bjrrhidae, and Tro^idm), bone-beetles
..act the useful part of scavengers. 1893 Heaviside
Electromagnetic Theory II, Pref. p. iii, My ofd prediciions

relating to *skin conduction. 190s Encycl, Brit. XXXIII,
216/2 In skin conduction the resistance depends upon the

area of the surface of the conductor... It follows that in

such very rapid alternations as lead to skin conduction,
the *skin current concentrates itself where the displace-

ment is strongest. 1933 Blaekw. Mag. Jan. 20/1 'Ihey
relied solely upon their *skin divers—the divers' technical

term for a naked man, 1888 Lockwood's Did. Meek,
Engin., *Skin Dtying, the drying of the surface of a green
sand mould previous to closing it for the pouring in of the

metal. Skin drying efl^ects the removal of a portion of the

moisture and diminishes the risk of a blown or a scabbed
casting. 1927 in Kendrew Climates 0/ Continents 281 On
the coast they \sc. the windsj are hot and are skin-drying,

lip-rracking, unpleasant visitants. 1900 Jral. Soc. Arts
XLVIII. 878 Electric Oscillations.— i. Influence of fre-

quency upon alternating current phenomena. ..35. *Skm
tffect. 1906 Technol. ff Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),
Skin Effect, the tendency of any current which is varying

in amount to flow in the outer layers of a conductor. 1891

H. S. Maxim mCentury Mag. Oct. 833/2 It would there-

fore appear that the *skin friction between the air and the

polished surface is so small that it need not be taken into

49
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comidention. 1911 Rtf. Brit. Aisx. 482 In ord« to Mt-

tend ihc premisses to cover a plausible expression for the

lesisunce to flight and the power expended thereon, it is

necessary to adopt a value for skin friction. 1916 H.

Babbek Aeroflane Sfcais 15 Hott, Skin friction is that part

of the drift due to the friction of the air with roughnesses

upon the surface of the aeroplane. 1907 F. W. Lanchester

Atmtynumks 251 *Skin frictional = JCpAV". 1901 Dorland

Mtd. Diet. (ed. 2), 'Skin-heart, a name for the peripheral

vessels- so called for their importance in various metabolic

processes. X907 Practitioner Af'. 516 Restoring the pulsa-

iionsof the gre.it skin-heart. Uid. 503 When the capillaries

of the 'skin-mesh and the lung-mesh are distended, and

greater quantities of blood are pumped through them, not

only is heat escaping, but poisonous excretory matters, rgm
Daily Ejefress g Nov. 5/3 There arc many kinds of •skin-

packs, but perhaps the most useful is the almond oil pack for

a skin that is inclined to dryness. 1924 Ocden tr. Koffkas

Growth rfMinit 83 •Skin-reflexes. 187s English Mechanic

3 Sept. 634/3 We have sufficient data from which the *skin-

resislance (ic. of a ship's hull! can be determined. 190a

Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 217/1 'J'hc resistance of the sea to

Hertzian waves in ' wireless telegraphy '
comes under the

same principles, and may be calculated by the same formula

as the skin resistance of wires. 1904 Jrnt. FraiMin Inst.

Apr 248 The skin resistance of copper bonds increases with

time. 1920 B. Ckonin Timber WolvesTl Mypartner, Colvin,

told me that Timber Bend had a reputation for sly-grog

selling and "skin running.

Skin, V. Add :

4. d. To skin the cat : in gymnastic exercises, to

raise the feet and legs between the arms while

hanging by the hands from a horizontal bar and so

draw the body up and over the bar; also, to get

through a very narrow opening. U.S.

1845-51 S. JuDD Margaret 11. i. (1874) 181 The boys be-

taking themselves to their several diversions, snapping the

whip, skinning the cat, racing round the Meeting-house, or

what not. 1873 ' Mark Twain ' & Warner Gilded Age iv.

43 They ran races up and down the deck,..* Skinned the

cat ' on the hog-chams. 1887 ' C. E. Craddock ' Keedon
Bluffs 88 He did not wait a second but ' skinned the cat

'

among the rafters. j888 Phil. Ev. Bulletin 23 Feb. (Farmer)

Another Presidential candidate. .utilized a__pole daily for

skinning the cat, 1907 Mulford Bar-zo viii. 80 Doii't yu
remember how I used to shinny up this here wall an' skin

th' cat gettin' through that hole up there what yu said was
a window?
fig. 1905 If. V. Evening Post r4 Oct, We have learned how
to hide behind the back log of 'environment' or to *skin

the cat ' in morality on the score of * heredity ',

e. To keep (the eyes) open. (Cf. Skinned

fpl.a.^h.)
1875 J. G. Holland Sevenoaks x. 133 Skm yer eyes, now,

Mr. Balfour, we're comin' to a lick.

f. To remove the top layer of,

1904 N. V. Eve. A tner, 2 Aug. (Cent. D. Suppl.) The [race-]

track, .has been ' skinned ' and generally rendered faster.

5. b. To remove as if by skinning,

1904 ' O. Henry ' Cabbages ^ Kings vi, q6 Henry skinned

a twenty ofif his roll.

C, Taxidermy. To remove or take out from

the skin.

1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 90/2 The neck and head are

skinned out down to the inner edges of the lips and nose. .

.

Fislies..are skinned out by removing 'cutlets*.

7. b, (Earlier U,S, examples.)
1839 C. F. Briggs Harry Franco U. vi. 76 I wish I may

be blown into a gin shop if I warnt skinned clean O 1 The
young woman had . . picked my pockets of every cent. 1844

I. J. Webb Memoirs 146 Many Americanshave been drawn
into the toils of the rascals, and skinned.

9, b. intr. To slip through, U.S.
X90Z G. H. LoRiMER Lett. Self-made Merchant xi. 141

If you would make a downright failure or a clean-cut suc-

cess once in awhile, instead of always just skinning through

this way. X930 W. Camp Football without a Coach 57 The
best a runner can hope for is a chance to skin through that

opening before it ceases to exist,

o. (Earlier U,S. example.)

1873 Joaquin Miller Umuritten Hist. iv. (1876) 63 Four
acesT and what else? Skin 'em out, skin 'em out I

e. To beat or overcome completely : esp. in to

have {got) a person skinned. U.S. colloq.

X904 ' O, Henry* Cahbnges iff Kings iii. 51 I guess you've
got us skinned on the animal and vegetation question. igo8
"* Yeslah * Tenderfoot S. Calif, ii. 22 When it rains in Cali-

fornia, it's got all the rest of the country skinned to death.

1911 H. Quick Yellowstone N. iv. 110 'Puity good littje

places,* said he, ' but the home place skins 'em all.* 19x3 in

K. Breakers Coll. Poems (1918) Mem. p. Ixxxiv, Sir, I may
tell you that in my opinion you have Mr. Noycs skinned.

Skin-coat. Add : 3. (See quotation.)
X897 Moore Ho^v to Build viiL 119 Plaster shocld be ap-

plied in three coats. .The third is called the 'hard' or
' white ' or * skin ' coat.

Skinflinty, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x886 F, K. Stockton Casting Away Mrs. Leeks etc. 11.

122 If he undertook to be skinflinty he'd better try it on
somebody else besides us.

Skinned, ///. a. Add •

4. b. To keep one's eye skinned (earlier and later

U.S. examples).
1846 J. W. Webb A Itoivan \. vi. 167 I thought Parfin had

kept bis eyes skinned to wear his scalp so long in the Indian
country. X853 J. Weir Simon Kenton^1 It ain't so bad for

one to keep his eye skinned, even in this 'ere civilized coun-
try. XO04 LoRlMi^R Old Gorgon Graham 35 The exception is

the thing that you always want to keep your eye skinned
for in business,

C. Stripped of limber.

X907 N. y. Evening Post (semi-weekly ed.) 18 July 6

lAnds in the watershed of the Mohawk range cost a dollar

an acre for 'skinned ' wood-lot*.
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Skinner. Add : 2. b. An implement used

for skinning animals.

zS/a Anter, Naturalist VI. 223 The specini'^n could have

been used as a knife, or ' skinner,* although now its edge is

too irregula,r and dull for skinning.

7. A teamster,

1925 C. R, Cooper Lions '«' Tigers v. 137 Ragsy belonged

to a ' skinner * or teamster.

8. (See quot.)

1930 Terms Telegraphs <^ Telephones (Brit. Engin. Stan-

dards Assoc.) 42 Skiiinery the length of insulated wire be-

tween a laced cable form and the connecting point.

Skinning*, vbl. sh, 2. o. (Earlier example.)
1856 Trans. Mich.Agric. Soc. VII. 171 The old plan of

consiant cropping without manure, or 'skinning *, will ruin

the land.

Skip, sby Add : 2. d. Poker* Three or more
cards of the same suit having consecutive even or

odd numbers, as 2, 4, 6, etc,

1909 R. F, Foster Complete Hoyle 214 Skip or Dutch
Straight, any sequence of alternate cards, of various suits.

Beats two pairs and a blaze.

e. Wireless, A silent belt between the point

where the direct ray from a transmitting station

becomes inaudible and the point where the reflected

or indirect ray becomes audible. Also attrib, in

skip distance, the distance or extent of this belt.

1930 B.B.C. Year-Bk. 451/2 Skip distance, the distance

between the point where the direct ray from a transmitting

station becomes so attenuated as to be inaudible, and the

point where the reflected or indirect ray strikes the earth's

surface. The skip distance is a function of the wave-length

employed and increases with a decrease in_ wave-length.

1931 O&serverZ Nov. 18/5 Because of 'skip* ix.[sc. the new
station] will hardly ever be audible_ in this conntry... The
shorter the wave, the greater the * skip ' distance as a rule.

Skipi vJ^ 6. C Add: Also, to *jump' (one*s

bail).

1931 Slosson Great Crusade 88 The I.W.W. leader who
had ' skipped bail ' and fled abroad.

Skipetar (ski'patai). Also Sfcip(i)tap, Skype-
tar, Shkyipetar. [Albanian, lit. mountaineer,

f. skipe mountain.] ~ *ALBANrAN sK Also attHb.

1833 Penny CycL I. 256/2 The Albanian.. calls himself

Skipitar. 1902 Encycl. Brit, XXV. 246/2 The Albanians

. .call themselves Shkyipetar. 1923 zgth Cent. Jan. 17 The
Skiptars greet all these innovations with a kindly tolerance.

Skirmish, v. Add : 1. C, To make excursions

in order to see what one can find ; to scout round

in search of something.
1894 ' R. Andom ' We Three <5- Troddles xxiii, He left the

room to skirmish after a clean handkerchief. Ibid, xxiv, We
had them downstairs and into the cab before they could

skirmish after more substantial fare.

Skirty sb. Add : 1. C. An underskirt or petti-

coat.

i86a Catal. Internat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3674 Counter-

panes, toilette-covers, skirts. Ibid. Na 4935 Spiral Crino-

line Steel and Bronze for Ladies' Skirts. 1895 Anny .5-

Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 1090 Ladies' Skirts, &c. Cream
or Scarlet Flannel.. .Girls' and Children's Skirts. White
Long Cloth, trimmed Embroidery.

8. C. Mec/i.
1913W. E. DoMMF.rr Motor Car Mech. 12 For the sake

of lightness and more particularly for use on racing cars,

holes are drilled around tlie lower part or skirt of the piston

and two rings only may be used.

Skirting, vb/. sb. Add : 4. b. JVaul.

1923 F. Wild Shackleton's Last Voy. U. 43 The ports,

skirtings and boats were painted black.

Skit, sb.*- [Cf. *SCAD.] A number, a crowd
;

//., Mots', * heaps*.

1925 A. S. M. Hutchinson Otu Ittcreasing Purpose in. ix,

'What was that little red rosette he had on his left arm? I

see skits of people with it.' 'Been vaccinated, of course.'

X927 Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 594/1 The Kachins were in the

jungle, a skit of them, trying to stop us at the ford.

Skite, sb. Add : 4. A motor-cycle, slang.

1929 ' Seamark ' Dozim River iv, She went out on a skite.

And what's more, she planted me on the pillion.

Skite, z'.^ Add: 3. To boast or brag. Austral,

slang.

1916 Anzac Bk. 99 If there's one thing I hate, itisskiting.

Skitter, v,^ Add : 2. b. To throw, shy.

U.S,
1907 Harper's Mag. Feb, 460 The younger boy skittered

rocks at a chicken-hawk.

Skittle, sb. Add : 1. d. Chess not played

seriously, colloq.

1856 ToMLiNSON Chess Player*s A nn. 61 Nor will our royal

Game less royal sound, If shallow men play skittles on the

ground, Where first-rate Chess sedately sits in state, And
spends long hours accomplisningamate. 1868 Westminster
Papers I. 87 With a great many good people the fascinations

ascribed to Chess are entirely derived from what we may
call the skittle phase of it. 1894 S. Tinsley Z^/. in Daily
News 30 May 3/6 There is, as every experienced chessist

knows, all thediflferencein the world between what is known
as off-hand play or * skittles ' and chess.

Skittle, z'. Add: 2. C/^V-(v/. Withtf«/:To
get (batsmen) out rapidly in succession,

1926 IVestm.Gaz. i Sept., Glamorgan skittled out on difh-

cult wicket. 1928 Daily Tel. 7 Feb. 16/1 Nupen skittled

out the remaining batsmen.

3. To knock down (the pins) in the game of skit-

tles.

1928 Daily Express 31 Mar. 3/4 Mine host and Mr,
Herbert swung their arms, flung the cheeses, and skittled

the pins.

SKY.

4. znlr. (See next,)
1856 ToMLiNsoN Chess Player*s Ann. 54 If your opponent

cannot appreciate fine play, nevertheless play your best ; for

by skitthng as be skittles you degrade yourself without
raising him.

Skl'ttling, vbl. sb. Playing a skittle game of
chess ; also attrib. So Skittler,
1856 [see prec. 4]. x868 Westminster Papers I. 87 We

consider it quite possible to diffuse the game [of chess]
without affording encouragement to the mere ' skittler *.

Ibid., Skittling Chess is.. much more sociable than its elder
sister. 191Z Daily News 24 Apr. 4 'Jhe spread of chess litera-

ture, which has made every skittler ' a book player.

Skive, v.'^ Add : b. Ar7)iy sla^zg. To dodpe
a duty. e. U.S. To evade expenditure {Funk's
Standard Diet. 192S).
X919 War Terms in AtJienmum 1 Aug. 695/1. 1935 E.

Fraser & Gibbons Soldier iV Sailor Words.

Skiver, sb.^ 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
2849 Rfp. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 313 I claim. .the

application of a gauge or gauges to a skiver.

Skivvy (ski'vi), colloq.., usually derogatory.

[Obscure.] A female domestic servant, esp. a rough
* general ',

Z922 Glasgow Herald 23 Feb. 4 The domestic servant
need not worry herself a great deal about the ill-natured

sneers of ' slavey * and * skivvy ' which are levelled at her.

X924 'O. OtiiOKs' Ghosts in Daylight itj One little skivvy in

a shabby black frock and re-soled shoes. 1927 A. BENNtTX
Woman luho Stole Everything etc. 189 Never keep modern
skivvies with all them floors unless ye have to save 'em a-

running up and a-running down. 1929 G. W. Deeping
Roper's Row xxii. g 4, I saw Old BUzzard out on Sunday
walking with the skivvy.

Skoda (sk^u'da). The name of Emil von Skoda

(1839-1900), Austrian gun-maker, used attrib. or

ellipt, to designate certain types of artillery or of

breech mechanism for guns,
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 166/1 In the Hotcbkiss and

also in the Skoda systems the mechanism is of the vertical

breech block type. 1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms^
Skoda Gun. ..Skoda Mortar. 1920 Blackw. Mag. May
5gi/i The regular army. .had a variety of guns, ..Austrian
Skodas, French 75's, German and Turkish pieces.

Skogbolite (sk(7-gb6bit). Min. [f. Skogbble,

Sweden + -ite 1.] A metallic black ferrous tantaliie,

differing from ordinary tantalite in crystalline form.
189a E. S. Dana Dana's Min._{^d. 6) 736 SkogbOlite..

associated with rose quartz and gigantolite.

Skoke, variant of ScoKK, poke-weed,
1794 [see ScokeJ. 1846 Mrs. Whitcher U-'idoiv BedottP.

V. 50 She said he must take skoke berries and rum right off.

1855 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VI. 149 The plants on the
uplands are calumbo,. .skoke or garget root.

Skookuxn-llOnse* slang. [Chinook Jargon
(from Salish) skookum strong.] The guard-room.
1905 Rex Beach Pardners ii. (1912) 59 So I wa? dragged

to the * skookum-house ', where I spent the night figuring

out my finish. 1910*0. Henkv ' Whirligigs xxi. 235 The
idea . . gives me hi-peresthesia of the roopteetoop ! The skoo-

kum house for yours !

Skrelling (skre*lir)). Also Skraelling. [ad.

Olcel, Skr3>llngjar pi., native inhabitants of Vin-

land, the Olcel. name of the N.E. coast of North
America.] A member of one of the native races

of North America ; esp. an Eskimo or Greenlander.

i860 Mayne Reid Odd People 87 Whatever, therefore,

may be said of a ' Scbelling ' \sic\ or native Greenlander,
will be equally applicable to an Esquimaux of Labrador.
Ibid. 92 I'he Danish and Norwegian colonists of West
Greenland, though backed by constant intercourse with their

mother-land, are but little more civilized than the 'Skel-

lings* [j/V], who are their neighbours. 1885 Encycl. Brit.

XIX. 316/1 The settlers were attacked by Skrellings on

Eskimo, who overran the West Bygd in 1349.

Skuett. (Modem example with form skuet.)

1928 Daily Express 11 Oct. 5/2 Bits of chicken, meat, or

game,., threaded on small skewers alternately with tiny rolls

of bacon . . made good skuets.

Skulduddery, -duggery : see SccLDUDDEBr.
x8i8-[see Dict.t 1911 \\. Quick Yelloivstone N. ix. 239

It began to look to me like Hen was up to some skulduggery,

S^llk, sb. 1. (Earlier modem example.)

1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XI. 448 Spotswood had told the

middie that Tudor was a great * skulk , and would probably

be reluctant to turn out.

Skllpshtina(sku*pjtina), Also ScubscVtina,

Skoupschina, Skuptchina. [Serbian CKyn-

niTHHa, f. CKyna together, CKyimxH to assemble.]

The national assembly of Jugoslavia; formerly,

of Serbia or Montenegro.
1863 W. "DKHTOKServiafy Servians xn. Immediately after

the Servians had succeeded in liberating themselves from

the Turkish rule they set about forming political institutions

for themselves. Among the earliest is the assembly called

the Skoupschina. 1866 Chavibers's Encycl. VIII. 629/2

Each circle, .sends a deputy to the Scubsch'tina. 1883 /:"«-

cycl. Brit. XWl. 7S1/2 In 1851, Danilo.. prevailed on the

'skuptchina * to declare Montenegroa secular state with the

hereditary government of a prince. xgsBDaily Tel, 14 Aug.

7/2 The Croat members will not return to the Skupshtiiia

unless their demands are granted.

Skutterndite (sku-tariidait). Min. [f.

Skuitenid, Norway + -ite1.] A pale-grey cobalt

arsenide occurring in isometric crystals.

1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 71,

Sky, J(5.l Add: 5. a, (Examples illustrating

use as a fashion shade.)



SKYHOOT.
i85i Illmtr. Calal.Gt.Ej,hi6. ,„. ,„. ^^6/^ Pink, white,

sky, and maize gros de Naples for ladies' bonnets. loio
Q„itH 19 June Advt. 6 Attractive blouse. .in pink, lemon,
sky, ivory, and black. '
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9. sky advertising, advertising by means of
sky-shouting or sky-writing ; sky-shade Photog.,
a screen attached to the shutter ^or lens-tube for
cutting off part ofthe li;;ht from the'sky ; sky-shine,
the rays and lij;ht which come from the sky ; sky-
shouting, thesendinij ofadvertisements or messafjes
from an aeroplane to those below by means of a
loud speaker ; so sky-shouter ; sky wave Wire-
less, a wave which travels upwards until it reaches
the Heaviside layer and is deflected downwards

;

also altrib. ; sky-writing, the tracing of legible
signs in the sky, asp. for advertising purposes, by
means of smoke-trails made by aircraft or letters
and devices projected by searchlight; so sky-
writer, -writing/'^/. 3.

\9J^ Children's Ncms/'nfcri-i Jan. 6/i The attempts to
introduce 'sky advertising. 1918 Photo-Mininture XV
Mar. (Gloss.), *Sky Shade. 1919 Bril. Jrnt. Phologr. Al.manac 244 A lens-hood is a short funnel . . used forshieldin"
the Ien.s from strong light. The simpler form (a single
screen) is a sky-sh.ide. igaS Daily Express 20 Dec. 8/3There is little *sky.shine in a cloudy sky. J93a Cliildrcn's
Nrtfsf^fer 33 Jan. 6/1 The inventor. .can now quote terms
for Sky Shouting or Sky Advertising. Concerning the
sky.shouters a really alarming invention has been success-

fully tried. 193a rimes 23 Keb., 'Sky-shouting' seemed
to threaten even worse possibilities. 1931 B.B.C. Year-Bk.
313 Transmission is only possible over long distances by
ineans of the ' 'sky • wave. tbid. 31411 would appear that
there is no reflection by the HeavLside layer, which means
that there is no ' sky ' wave radiation which will descend in
other cotjntries. 1917 Pictorial Weekly 17 Sept. 198 A
window sign which reproduces in miniature the work of the
sky-writer, tgaa Daily Mail I Aug. 5/3 Th« Daily Mail
sky-writing aeroplane was over ilargatc and Folkestone

yesterday. 1913 Westm. Gaz. 16 May, Sky-writing, .did
not commend itself to the general body of advertisers. 193a
Nrtv Statesman >, Nation 23 Jan. 91/2 Sky-writing will
provide a spectacle and people will marvel at it.

Skyhoot, V. ? Fanciful perversion of Scoot v.
1M8 Boy's Oiw, Pa^er Summer No. 38/1 'Something's

skyhooted in my shoulder. ..That brute threw me on my
head. I9s8 E. Wali^cb Dovile i. Why I'm sky-hootin '

down to Brighton for two days, heaven knows 1

Sky-line. Add ; b. The outline or silhouette
of a building or number of buildings or otiier
objects seen against the sky ; similarly, in painting
and similar arts of representation, the outline or
profile of hills, trees, etc.

1903 Watkims IVatiins Man.^o Where suitable clouds are
present, and the exposure is made by hand, it is a great ad-
vantage to hold a piece of brown or opaque paper in front of
the lens for three-quarters ofthe time ofexposure. , .The edge
of the paper can be rouehly torn to suit the sky line. 1931News Chron. 5 July 9/5 The city's skyline of roofs was
silhouetted against a blaze of gold. 193a Times Lit. Supfl." Occ 97a I he new sky-line that lofty skyscrapers have
given It Isc New York].

c. ' The line of the top row of pictures in an exhi-
bition. coUaq.' (WelKter 1911).
SkyphOB (sk3i-f(Js). Gr. Antiq. [Gr. atcwpm

(see Scypuus).] A large drinking-cnp or bowl,
having two handles not extending above the rim,
and no foot.

iSs8 BmcH Ahc. Pottery II. 103 The Heracleotan scyfhos
had us handle ornamented with the Heradean knot, igai
Brit, .'iluseunt Return 61 Attic black.figure skypiios.

Skyway (sksi-w^i). [f. Skt j*.i + Way sbX]
The sky as a medium of transport or a route used
by aircraft ; an Airway.
1919 Pearson's Mag. Dec. 547/1 The letters will tell.. the

nationalityof theshippassingalongthe world'sskyways. 1931
Spectator 26Mar. 396/1 .As exiles returned by longsky.ways
and lonely: The ExmU of dead hill.men come home to their
hills. 1914 Public Opinion 9 .May 441/1 The highways and
seaways and skyways of the world. i9>8 L, Thomas Uil/et
European Skyways. The Story of a Tour of Eurape by
Aeroplane.

Slab, J*.l Add: L iransf. (Earlier U.S. ex-
ample

)

i«8» Harper's Mag. July 321/2 From one ofour exchanges
..we chip off the fuflowing slab of scientific knowledge.
b. A large piece or mnss of cake, chocolate,

etc, as distinguished from the smaller portions
into which these goods are divided. Chiefly aitrib.,
a.s slab cake, -chocolate, etc.

O. A commercial name for crude rubber in pieces
one to two inches thick {Cent. Vict. Suppl.).
1880 Encycl. Brit. XII. 839/1 The rubber is glossy, of a

bright pink colour and mottled appearance, and occurs in
the form either of small balls pressed together or of irregular
masses called ' slabs ' or ' loaf' rubber. 1903 Imperial Inst.
Teckn. Rep. (ed. Dunstan) 153 The 'slabs' of blackish
rubber alone being worth \s. iid. per pound.
3. d. Building. (.See qnot.)
076 Encycl. Brit. IV. 466/2 The slab is that part of the

floor of a room which is immediately tefore the fire-place,
and alon'j the extent of its front. In basement rooms, this
slab is supported by a brick wall brought up from the
grountl ; but in upper rooms the slab is supported by a flat
half brick arch called a brick trimmer.

4. a slab ooil, inductance Wireless (see quots.).
1911 IVireleis World IX. 163 The tuning 'a done by slab

inducunces, which can be easily fitted to the Marconi panel.
.. By using diOerent .slabs a range of wave-lengths from

/ c'/'?°°
"""" "5 obtained. 1930 B.B.C, Year Bk.

4S'/2 ^lab cml, an inductance coil wound in a flat shape
saving the disadvantage of high self-capacity.

Slabber, sb.'^' Add : o. A workman who cuts
or forms materials into slabs, or works on a slab.
S9^s Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 118 Slabber; cements

together tiles .ind other shaped articles for hearths, kerbs,

sHU 7/>V=f ^'"'''*5'''-,-™'5 blocks of gelatine. .into
s^abs. Ji,d § 381 Dyer^s labourer; slabber (slang), slab
dyer; .

.
transfers dyed textiles from machine to draining slabs

Slack, J*.3 Add : 2. Also, a drop in the
strength of a wind ; a light wind.
164a Main, Doc. Hist. III. 308 Ready.. to attend for aslack of wind to bring over the ship to the He of Shoulds.
o. (tarlier example.)
1825 J Neal Bro. Jonathan L 156 ' Noneo' your slack.'says I .

.

' none o' your pokm' fun at me."

Slack, a. and adv. A. adj. Add : 7. e. spec
Of vowels : Open (Open a. i i d).

• /^ •

1909 H.C. WvLD Elem. Less. Eug. Cram. ii. 28 Vowels
formed with the tongue tense we call Tense Vowels, those
wiih the tongue soft we call Slack Vowels.
10. Slack sail (cf. Slack sb.i 4).
16.1 (see sense 7]. 1867 Smvth Sailor's IVord-bi. s.v

Slab-lmes, I hey are used to truss up the slack sail, after ithas been dis.Trmed ' by the leech and bunt-lines. liSiMan.
Seamanshipfor Boys 129 If the slacksail was allowed tohang down abaft the yard in a gale, and beat about, it
would chafe the sail through. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI
154/2 Where slack sail has to be taken in, it is the practice
to leave it to the judgement of the sailmaker.

Slack, V. 9. Add : Also with it.

_?9°*, ''""ch 20 June 437 After a heavy morning on the
i-ier, I always slack it in the afternoon.

Slackage (sls-keds). [f- Slack A3 + .age.]
1 he amount allowed for the droop or sag of a rope
or cable when not fully strained.

Tu*"?
EUctr World f, Engin. 25 July 145 (Cent. D. Suppl.)

Ihe Angha laid exactly 1,315 knots of cable from Midvvay
to this point, and with the additional eighteen miles of shore
end the actual amount of cable laid is 1,333 knots. There
was about eight per cent, of slackage.
Slacken, v. 10. and 10. b. Add : Also with

off, up.

1903 ConBAD Romance 't.X.Afn, I wanted rest, woman's
love, slackening oflT.

Slackness. Add: 6. The tendency of a vessel
under sail to fall away from the wind when the
helm is amidships.

'*77.^- H. White Man. Naval Arch. 484 The contrary
condition, where the resultant resistance acts abaft the re-
sultant wind pressure, and makes the head of the ship fall
off from the wind, is termed ' slackness ', and can only be
counteracted by keeping the helm a.lee.

Slack-water. 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1837 Peck Caz. Illinois in. 264 Fox river is susceptible of

improvement by slack water at small expense.
Sladang, variant of »Sei,adang.
Slagless (singles), a. [f. Slag ii. + -les3.]
Of iron, steel, etc: Free from slag. Hence
Sla-glessness.
ii>oa Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 571/1 Slaglessor ' Ingot-metal

Series, /bid. 571/2 But the former lack the essential quality
—slaglessness—which makes the latter steel
Slalom (sla-l(7m). A ski-race down a course

defined by artificial obstacles, esp. flags. Also
a/lrib.

1911 Srilisi i-ii Year Bi. 274 Skilom race on Inner.
Arosa practice slopes. 1924 Ibid. 235 A downhill race and
a blalom competition. 1917 A. Lunk Hist. Skiing 414 A
blalom race should be the supreme test of a man's power to
ski at high speed among obst.-icles. 1918 Morning Post 16
reb. 13/3 blalom racing at Muerren.
Slam, sb.^ Add : 2. o. attrib. (in Bridge),

as slam-bid, -bidding, -bonus, -convention.
I9a8 Work Contract Bridge 69 The adoption of the special

slam conventions too often closes the mouthof a player who
otherwise would be able to make a highly useful and en-
lightening declaration of the normal conventional variety
1919 — Cw/yS/. Contract Bridge p xi. The partner, .must
jump if his hand warrant it—either one step. .or a vault
toward a slam bid. Ibid., They may even score a slam
boniis. Ibid. i. 5 The reward for slams is so great that
special slam.bidding conventions have been invented.
Slam,».l Add: 4. slam-jam aifo., slap-bang.
'9aS J. Ukegoby Bah ofBackwoods xx. Do you think it

was just accident that he copped off that hundred and sixty
acres, right slam-jam in the middle of old Mart Willoughby's
fifty thousand acres ?

-o .r

5. trans. = Slang v. 4. U.S. slang.
1916 H. I. Wilson Somewhere in RedCap ii. 57 Couldn't

even agree on the same kind of cocktail. Both slamming
the waiter.

Slam-bang, adv. (Earlier example.)
1840 R. M. Bird Robin Day 35 Five or six hundred field

pieces blazing away slambang.

Slam-banging, vbl. sb. (Earlier example.)
si^i Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 41 The creaking on its

rusty hinges and slam.banging of the sign of the Devil-
Tavern.

Slammer 2. [f. Slam v.^ + -er'.] One" who
wins a slam.
1928 Work Contract Bridge 68 To make the slam and earn

the treinendous bonus that goes with it, causes the slammer
to feel like a golfer who has made a hole in one.
Slangrwhang, sb. U.S. [Cf. Slanowhang

v.'\ Violent or abusive language.
»834H. M.BRACKENaiDGE/^^i:«//«//oMjxvi.i83Theyoung

lawyer. .who bas acquired nothing of the ordinary slang-

SLASH.

Slant, sb."*. Add : 4. o. Bacteriology. A slant-
ing surface (e.g. of agar) used as a medium; alsom full slant-culture : a culture made by inoculating
the surface of a medium solidified in a slantinir
test-tube.

*"

1901 DoRLAND Med. Did. (ed. 2), i'/«n/, a sloping surface
ot agar in a test-tube j also a slaiit-culture. Slant-culture,
bacteri.il culture m which the test.tube is placed in a slant-
ing position for the agar to solidify. 1909 Practitioner Nov.
596 «"/«, Ihe stock culture of prodigiosus is kept upon agar
slants. 1915 [see 'Slope si.^ 3 cj.

i- l- 6
6. (Later example.)
i8«8 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse Amer. iii. 58, I haveknown many that will be always watching slants tlj get anextra quart of oats for their colts.
b. A way of regarding a thing, point of view,

'angle'. U.S.
190S N. Y. Evening Post 28 Jan. 5 The titles of articles ontnis suljject bear an extremely pessimistic slant. 1921 R D.

ijAiNE Comr. Rolling Ocean viii. 128, I need to get your
slant on the situation. 1926 Publishers' Weekly 16 Jan.
168/2 New Slant on Books as Prizes. 19.9 Guedalla Miss-
ing Muse 280 He explained. .th.it Russian novels had aMessage or an Outlook, or something (if he happened to bean American, he called it a Slant).

o. A glance, look. U.S.
1911 E. Ferber Dawn O'l/ara viii. 109 You're supposed

t take a slant at th' things an' make up your mind w'atyou want. ,9ai R. D. Paike Comr. Rolling Ocean iv. 67iletookjust one slant at me and read the story of my life.

Slanted,///, a. AH -. h. Bacla-iology. (Cf.
*Slant ji5.i 4 c.)

192s (see Sloped ppl. a. b].

Slantindicular, a. (Earlier example.)

ih'?* ^; H, .N'C.Kl.iN Lett. Descr. Virginia Springs 30[He] makes his bivouac among the trees. .under a slantin-
dicular shed.

Slantingways (sla-ntirjw^z), adv. [f. Sla.\t-
INQ ppl. a. + -WAYS.] Slantwise.
189^ H. G. Wells When Sleeper Wakes vi, He walked

Slantingways across the room. 1916 — Mr. ISritling 11. iv
§ 13 We were busy, .pushing our trench out from an angle
slantingways forward.

Slap, z;.l 1. Add: To slap on the back {\.x3.-a%i.\.

to treat in a hearty or jovial manner; to con-
gratulate, approve of.
'.93a Barbara Worsley-Gough Public Affaires x, ' Lord,'

said Vcnetia,' I had forgotten the Bishop. What is he
like( JoviaL Jolly. Slap-you-on-the-back-for-tuppence.'

Slapjack. L U.S. (Earlier examples.)"
Irving Knickerb. II. 187 To these.

you-on-l

pjac
j'u*''j r

^^""^^ i\nic/sero. 11. 187 lo ttiesc.we are in-
debted for the invention of slap-jacks. i8ia Marg. Vam
Horn Dwight jloum. Ohio (1912) 35 Saturday morn.. .We
have nothing to eat and can get nothing but some slapjacks at
a baker s some disunce off.

Slap-stick (slajpstik). orig. U.S. [{. Slap
z-.l + Stick sb.^ The flexible lath used by the
harlequin in a pantomime, etc. for making a great
noise with a pretence of dealing a heavy blow.
Chiefly attrib., esp. fig. applied to boisterous or
knockabout comedy.
190* N. Y. Evening Post 25 Oct. 10 It required all the un-

tiring efforts of an industrious 'slap-stick ' coterie, .to keep
the enthusiasm up to a respectable degree. 1907 Weekly
Budget 19 Oct. r/2 The special officer in the gallery, armed
with a slap-stick ', the customary weapon in American
theatre galleries, made himself very officious amongst the
small boys. 1911 L. J. Vance Cynthia 270 The way I have
to stand for all the slapstick work in this turn. 1919 T. K.
Holmes Man fr. Tall Timber viii. 94 It was a musical
show—one of those girl and slapstick affairs which could""" by any possibility satisfy a cultivated audience. 1923M. W. DisiiER Clowns!, Pantomimes sj What has caused
the playgoers' sudden callousness? The slapstick. Towards
the end of the seventeenth century Arlequin had introduced
into England the double-lath of castigation, which made the
maximum amount of noise with the minimum of injury.
igzS Chambers's Jrnl. \nli French slapstick affairs, deal-
ing wuh the amusing pranks of children. 1916 Amer. Speech
I. May 437/2 Slap-stick, low comedy in its simplest form.
1917 Sunday Express i May J1/7, I did slapstick comedy
and emotional drama.

Slash., sb."^ Add : 4. Debris resulting from the
destruction of trees by fire or natural agencies, or by
the felling and utilization of the trees. Chiefly
U.S. and Canada.
190S Terms Forestry f. Logging 47 Slash, the dftris left

after logging, wind, or fire. 1918 J. E. C. Turner in Indian
Forest Rec. XIII. vil. 3 Comprehensively defined, <r/l/rslash
includes all dibris resulting from operations involving the
felling and utilization of chir trees, and also from the des-
truction of trees of this species by such agencies as wind,
snow, fire, lightning, floods, landslips, insects and fungi.
1928 Daily Tel. 9 Oct. 9/7 (Canada's Forests) To require the
disposal of logging slash in order to prevent the spread of
forest fires. We are adding to our accumulation of dry
forest fire-kindling slash the tops and branches of 150,000,000
trees per year.

b. A forest clearing resulting from the destruction
of trees by fire, wind, or logging ; forest-land strewn
with debris.

1881 Harper's Mag.Qa. 688/2 They [re. the dogs], .crawl-
ing through the densest slash of burned and fallen timber.
_l886 S. W. Mitchell R. Blake ii. (1895) 16 Roth sides were
'falling* trees to construct breastworks, abatis and slashes.

190S Terms Forestry ^ Logging 4j Slash, forest land which
has been logged off and upon which the limbs and tops
remain, or which is deep in dAris as the result of (ire and
wind.

Slash, V. Add : 1. o. To fell timber on. U.S.
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x8s7 ^w«/<wm/ I. ii. I. 33 ^Ve then.. began cutting down
the forest to make a clearing... During the summer we
* slashed ' about forty acres.

d. To cut down or reduce severely. U.S.

X906 Washiii^on Post 29 Apr. 6 A disposition was mani-

fested in the Senate Committee to slash the salaries of

members of the commission. 1910 Sprin^tdd (Mass.)

Weekly Republ. 8 Dec 8 it is not a pleasant thing to slash

a presidential message to this extent.

9. Comb. : slash-hook = Slasher 2 b.

1990 B. Ckonin Timber Wolves ix. i6i Salter picked up a
slash-h.>ok and l>cckoned to Heritage. X9a7 Blackiv. Mug.
Oct. 466/1 Getting our axes and slash-hooks unlimbcred, we
cut out a route of our own as we went along.

Slashed, ///• <z- Add: 4. Subjected to fell injj.

U.S.
1843 Yale Lit. Mag: VIII. 332 His eye wandered far

away over acres of slaslied timber.

Slasher. Add : 1. c One who cuts down
timber recklessly.

x886 Leslie's PoP. ^/(j/zM/yJuneyso/aWe. .can say to the

Eastern slashers, Go ahead and chop down your forests.'

2. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1858 J, A. Wardkr Hedges ^ Evergreens 98 The slasher

with a wooden handle set at an angle with the edge of the

blade.

Slashing, vbl. sb. Add; 4. b. (Earlier ex-

ample.) Also, a clearintj; in which the felled trees

are allowed to lie as they fall ; also = *Slash j3.1 4.

1857 Quinlandx. \\, I. 34 When it came dry in the spring,

ve burned the 'slashing ' we had made the previous sum nier.

1864 O. W. Norton Anny Lett. 211 Imagine a slashing of
five hundred acres with an impassable swamp on each side.

19x0 Sir C. Phillipps-\Voli,ey6V«^j Young Man*s Landt^i
Are you hiding from us, Springtime, hiding in the slashing ?

6, The sizing of yarn. Also atlrib.

1895 R. Mahsdkm Cotton Weaving 514 Blackburn prices

for Tape-sizeing or Slashing. 19S1 Diet, Occup, Terjns

(1927) § 369 Dresser,., on^ who prepares delicate and fine

yarns by passing them through sizing or slashing frame.
i^'jTL.Vt^ooViUovsE, Arti/icial Silk 112 Other machines.,
differ essentially from the slashing and ordinary sizing

machines.

Slat, sb.'^ Add : 4. C. //. The ribs, slati^^,

1900 G. BoNNKR Hard Pan vi. igi She got you straight in

the slats that time. « 1906*0. Hknky' Trimmed Lanip,
etc. 162 What they need is a man to come home and kick their

slats in once a week. 1916 C. J. Dennis GingerMick 28

Why don't ole England belt 'em in the slats?

Slat, v.^ Add : 2. b. intr. To place or fix slats.

1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 511 After they are
all laid in their proper place, continue to slat between thent.

Slat, v.^ 1. b. (Earlier example.")

x8a8 A. Sherburne Mem. \\. (1831) 55 The women and
girls take and very dextiously..5lat off their heads and split

them.

Slate, sb."^ 7. Add : slate-writer, a person

who practises slate-writing; slate-writing, writin<j

on the inside of either of two slates which have
-previously been tied or sealed together, attributed to

medinmistic agency.
1898 Set. Amer. 8 Oct. 229/2 There has probably been

nothing that has made more converts to spiritualism than
the much talked of * Slate Writing Test *, 1901 K. Podmore
Mod. spiritualism II. iv. ii. 221 note. Professional slate-

writers. 1904 I. K. Funk Widow's Mite 369 Slate-writing

has given us a class of physical phenomena which is under
special suspicion because of the great amount of fraud per-

petrated through it. 1905 Smart Set Sept. iio/i Uhere is

only one true magic. And it is not slate-writing, toe-joint

snapping, fortune telling or the vending of charms.

Slate, z'-^ Add: 3. To remove hair from (hides')

by means of a tool called a Sla*ter. Also in vbl.

sb. (and attrib.).

1897 C T. Davis Manttf. Leather {^6.. 2) 113 It will pay
to select in the beam-house such skins as are wanted for

fancy colors, and to work them out well on the slating table

before tanning. Ibid. 335 Upon removal from the bate the
skins are '.slated ', which is the removal of the fine hair re.

maining upon the skins after the unhairing operation. Ibid.

336 The ' slater ' is a tool closely resembling a * slicker ', but
the edge of the 'slater' is ground sharp. 1903 Flemming
Pract. Tanning 12 In some cases it is necessary to work the
skins through tlie slating machine, or upon the beams.

Slath. (slaj)). Also slarth. See Slat sb.^ 5 a.

Slather (slse'Sei), j^. U.S. colhq. [Of obscure
origin.] Usually pi. : A large amount.
1876 ' Mark Twain Tom Sawyer vii. 68 They get slathers

of money—most a dollar a day. i8gt Fm; Fin ff Feather
x6^ A good many straggling beais and .slathers of black-
tailed deer, 1906 N. Y. Globe 20 Aug. 6 There is the same
slather of indefinite charges. 191ZE. FERBERi?a7f« C?*//flrrt

X. 172 It's going to be slathers of fun.

Slaughter, v. Add : 2. b. To destroy by
excessive felling.

1896 Vennont Agric* Rep. XV. 85 Our lumber forests are
being slaughtered.

c. To defeat or demolish completely, U.S. colhq.
1903A^ Y. Evening Post s Oct. 3 McLaughlin's lieutenants

areopenlydeclaringthatihey will 'slaughter' the McClellan-
Grout-Korncs ticket, i^ag C. E. Meuriman Ch/cngo 280 He
was hopelessly beaten, .in the primaries of 1907 ; and again
slaughtered, .in the primaries of 1915.

Slaughtery (slg-tsri). Delete t 0^^. and add
examples.
1903 Hakdy Dynasts i. vi. iii, If it indeed must be That

this day Austria smoke with f^laughtcry, Quicken the issue

as Thou knowest bow, 1917G. J. fi icholls Bacon ^ Hams
26 The exporting slaughtcries or factories. Ibid., There is

appointed to each slauglitery at least one veterinary officer

who acts as Inspector.
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Slav, sb. and a. A. sb. Add : b. A Slavonic

tongue, or the prehistoric ancestor of the Slavonic

languajjes (cf. V. slave).

]9a4 0. G. Walsh Emperor Charles IV iii. 34 The right

of the monks, in his presence, to recite the Offices in Slav.

Slave, sb. Add : 4. Also atlrib. y as slave-ant^

-nest.

t^7 J. GRr.EKwoon Purgatory 0/ Peter the Crt/el W. 100
Many of the slave-ants were busy milking, 1895 Comstock
Manual Insects 641 The Slave-ant, P'ormica subsericea, .is

usually a dark-brown or ash.coiored ant w;ith reddish legs.

1934 J. A. Thomson Science Old <V Ne^v xiii. 73 When they
utilise scouts who have discovered an underground slave-

ncst, the army sometimes luscs its way.

9. slave-bangle, a bangle of metal, glass, bone,

etc., worn by women above the elbow.
1923 Una L. SilberradZ^//. yeanArtuiterW 33 A green-

glass slave bangle.

Slaw. Add : Also in Canadian use.

1916 Chambers's Jrnl, Feb. 143/1 In Canada it \sc. celery

cabbage] is used for cold slaw.

Slay, sley, sbX 2. Add; slay-blook, the

beam of the slay of a loom ; slay-cap, the grooved
strip of wood for holding the reed ia position in

the slay of a loom ; slay-sword, each of the sup-

ports upon which the slay of a loom oscillates

during the process of weaving.

189S R. Maksden Cotton Weaving i66 At the top it is

retained in position by the slay-cap, at the bottom by a simi-

lar groove m the slay-hlock. Ibid., Tlie shaft is cranked,

and by means of arms from these cranks is attached to the

'slay or lathe.. which oscillates upon the 'slay-swords*.

sled, ^<^.^ Add: 1. c. (Seequot. 189.^.)

1893 Sloane Electr. Dict.y Sled, a contact for electric cars

of the conduit system. It is identical with the plow, but is

drawn after the cars instead of being pushed along with
them, 1910 A^. Haivkins' Electr. Diet.

Sledding, vbl. sb. U.S. (Karlier example,)
1713 Essex Inst. I^ist. Coll. X. 102 Cold. Brave sledding.

Sledge, -f<^*^ Add: 2. d. The skid or runner of

an aeroplane.
X910 Daily Mail Year Bk. 149/2 Beneath the aeroplane

are strong skids, or sledges, to take the shock when it alights.

Sle'dger'"^. [f- Sledge t/.i + -iiR^] One who
uses or works with a sledge-hammer,
Quot, i66i in Diet. s.v. SLEr>GER perhaps belongs here.

1931 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) §073 Sledger,^ breaker

(hand) who bre.^ks up rock for crushing mills, with heavy
sledge hammer.

Sleep, V. Add : B. 1. g. To the sense * to over-

sleep ', add * to sleep late '. dial and U.S.
1931 Amer. Speech VII. Oct. 20 Sleep in^ to sleep late.

' I'm going to sleep in to-morrow.'

Sleeper. Add ; 1. C, A sleeping partner.

Also transf.
189a Ok//«^{U.S.) Mar, 454/3 Williams won the high and

low hurdles m record time, Clarke the two-mile bicycle race,

Elcock two seconds in the weij;hts and Harmar a second in

the mile, being beaten by Wells, a ' sleeper ' from Amherst.
1901 Edin, Rev. Apr. 385 If, inaroutine business, adiiecior

can be treated as a purely sleeping partner, it can do that

company no harm that, for the sake of puljlic policy, the

bleeper, on becoming a Minister, should cease to be a director.

4. b. An article that has a poor sale. U.S.
x^z'^ Publishers' Weekly jo July 117 'Sleepers* or 'Fast

Sellers '—the Cover Often Decides !

5. b. An unbranded calf having a notch cut in

its ear. Hence Slee'per v. trans, y to mark (a calf)

in this way. U.S.
S910 C. E. MuLFORD Hopalong Cassid^ xii. 79 Either the

H2 was sleepering Bar-20 calves for their irons later on, or

rustlers were at work. Ibid, 80 ' I saw a H2 sleeper, up just

above th' Bend.'.. 'Lazy trick, that sleepering,' 1018 —
Manfr, Bar-20 xii. 117 Nope ; it's a sleeper. Somebody's
took th' trouble to cut th' notch [in its ear].

Sleeping, vbl. sb. Add : 2. a. sleepingporch.
1936 Scribner's Mag. Sept., Advt. 48/1 A Vassar Prepa-

ratory School for Girls, 5-acre campus—supervised .sports-
sleeping porches.

d. sleeping sickness, {b) a disease of silk-

worms; {c) = sleepy sickness (*SLEEpy 2 b).

1904 yml, R. Microsc. Soc. Apr. 179 Sleeping Sickness of
Silk-woims..is in no wise due to the micro-organisms of
the mulberry leaves. 1918 Proc. R. Soc. Med. Xll. Section

0/ Med.\>. x\\\i The term 'sleeping sickness '..would not be
an inappropriate name for this epidemic [sc. encephalitis].

1920 Lancet 13 Mar. 620/2 Some popular term for encepha-
litis lethargica less cumlirous than ' lethargic encephalitis*

and free from the objection to 'sleeping sickness', 1911
Times 3 Feb. 7/2 The Registrar-General's returns for the
week..show that there weie 21 cases of sleeping sickness

{encephalitis lethargica) notified.. in LomJon alone.

Sleeping, ppl- a. 1. Add : Sleeping beauty

(^Perrault's La belle au bois dormant)^ the heroine of

a fairy tale who slept for a hundred years ; also

applied allusively and jocularly to any person found

asleep.
?i729 R. S[amber] PerraulCs Tales (1795, repr. 1892) 87

I'he Sleeping Beauty in the Wood. 1830 Tennyson KHitW)

The Sleeping Beauty.

Sleeping-car. U.S. = Sleeper 5.

»839 [^ee St.KEPiNG vbl. sb. 2 a]. 187a Trans. Dept. Agric.
Illinois 23 That the sleeping car for use of the Board be
brought on the Grounds. 1904 Indian Laws <5- Tr. III. 36
For traveling expenses . . exclusive of transportation and
sleeping-car fare.

Slee'ping-rOom. Now U.S. A bedroom.
1717, 1789 [see Slkeping vbl. sb. 2 a]. 1845 Knickerbocker

Mag. XXV. 506 His handsome hostess conducted him to

his sleeping-room. 1887MARYE. \l \i.v.itiS Humble Romance

SLICK.

221 She never had a fire ; one in a sleeping-room would have
been sinful luxury.

Sleepy, a. 2. b. Add: Sleepy disease (see

Sleeping vbl. sb. 2 d (*), quot. 1S99). S/eepjy

sickness, an epidemic disease, Encephalitis lethar-

gica ; also, earlier applied to sleeping sickness (see

Slekping vbl. sb. 2 d). Sleepy staggers (see quot.

'9'3).
183 1 YouATT Horse 103 Some say that there is a yellowness

of the eye . . in the early stage of sleepy or stomach-stagqers.
1913 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7) s.v. Staggers^ .Meel>y
staggers, stomaih staggers, a disease of horses, of unknown
causation, but usually associated wiih the eating of moldy
hay and grain. 192a Times Lit. Su/>pl. 3 Aug. 511/2 Ihc
tomato suffers from the so-called 'Sleepy Disease' mani-
fested in a wilting of the plant. 1923 Daily Mail 26 Feb,

9 Sleepy sickness (encephalitis lethargica) is attacking promi-
nent people in Winnipeg.

Sleeve, sb. Add :

7. b. Of a celt or prehistoric axe.

1939 CiiiLUE Danube in Prehistory 78 Possibly they were
shafted with the aid of horn sleeves. Ibid. 107 Axes and
adzes hafted in deer-horn sleeves.

O. (See quot.)

1877 E. W. H. HoLDswoRTH Scu Fisheries 88 It [sc. a
seine-net] is always deeper in the middle or * bunt * than at

the ' sleeves ' or ' wings *, as the ends are called.

8. to. Bleeve-valve (see quot. 1928).
X912 Motor Manual (ed. 14) 69 The sliding sleeve valves.

1914'lAN Hay' Knight on Wheels x, 'Ihc latest mode in

such things as sleeve-valves and detachable rims. 1927 C.
Lenanton Mrs. Neivdigate's Windov/ 1. ii, ' Fourteen years
old, and almost as silent as ever.'.. 'Ah 1 a sleeve-valve engine
every time.' 1927 Daily Express 16 Mar. 7 A six-cylinder
Silent-Kntglit Sleeve-valve engine. 1938 Motor Manual
(ed. 27) 217 Sleeve valve.—A valve in the form of a cylinder
which has a sliding movement instead of the up-and-down
movement of the poppet valve. £1930 Daimler TranS'
mission System (Prospectus) 3 The introduction of the Daim-
ler silent sleeve-valve engine in 1908, and its remarkable
development in 1925 by the successful substitution of light

steel sleeves for tlie previous cast-iron ones.

Sleigll-bell. (Earlier examples.)
c 1780 ni Amer. Poems (1793) I. 208 Mind and have the

sleigh-bells sent. 1796-1801 Fessenden' Orig. Poems (1806)

130 My verse like brass kettle shall ring, Or slcjgh bells,

which gingle so pretty.

Slenderize (sle-ndaraiz), V. [f. Slender a, \-

-IZE.] intr. and trans. To perforin or subject to
* slimming * operations. Chiefly in gerund and
ppl. adj.

1923 Weekly Dispatch 4 Feb. 2 A slight figure will be more
essential than ever. ' You must slenderise,' said one, coining
a useful word. 1923 Daily Mail 21 Mar. 6 Corsets for

slenderising full figures. 1927 Observer 16 Oct 5 Here each
mode is characterised, not only by authentic fashion-know-
ledge but by supreme regard for slenderizing line. 1928
Sunday EApress 29 Apr. 15/4 Chefs are searching their

brains for the slenderising sweet that will tempt both men
and women diners.

Bleughi, variant of *Saluki.

Sleuth, v.'^ Add : 2, intr. To play the de-

tective.

1904 N. Y. SunZ Aug. 3 It is through his clever sleuth-

ing that the arrest of members of the gang was made.
2913 L. J. Vance Destroying Angel xx, So I went sleuth-

ing ; traced you through the canal to Peconic. 1924 Weekly
Westm. Caz. 13 Sept. 5S0/3 One always knew all about his

theories and his sleuthing. 1930 * Sapper ' Finder 0/ Fate.,

etc. 99 My poor friend.. labours under the delusion that he
is a detective. He goes about with magnifying glasses, and
sleuths.

Slew, t^» 2. Add : Also with over.

1914 Kipling Diversities of Creatures^ Vortex (1917) 389
*\Ve overtake on the right as a rule in England.' 'Thanks!'
Mr. Lingnam shied over.

Slewed,///, a. (Karlier U.S. example.)
1801 A. Ellicott in Life ff Lett. (19081 201 He was two

thirds slewed (as the Rahway people call being in liquor).

Slewinjf 2- Basket-making (see qiiots.).

1902 P. N. Hasluck Basket Work 50 Next fill in by work-
ing two rods together; this process is known by basket

makt rs as slewing. Ibid 53 Start slewing with one rod, add
another a few stakes farther on. . . Point two thick pieces ol

stick and push down the slewing.

Slick, ^i. Add: 2. b. In good order, neat, trim,

i860 Holland Miss Gilbert's Career \\\i. 131, I love to

see a young man that keeps things slick around him. 1891

Century Mag. Mar. 658 All that was really done was to..

see that evervthing was slick. 1911 Springfield (Mass.)

Weekly Repuhl. 3 Aug. 9 A bellboy, slight of stature, slick

of attire.

4. b. Of actions, etc. : Smartly or cleverly done.

X838 B. Drake Tales »f Sketches 30 Well, now, that's right

down slick, anyhow. 1891 Fur, Fin ff FeatheryX^x. 169

They reckons to make niighiy slick work iti cleaning every-

thing up on the way back. 1904 W. H. Smith Promoters u

19 iS'e seen the thing done a hundred times, with a slick

word every time.

6. (Karlier U.S. example.)
X840 C. F. Hoffman Greyslaer 1 1, xii. 58 Add the salt and

pepper fixings, and the king himself hasn't a slicker supper.

Slick, adv. 2. (Earlier example.)

x8i8 H. B. Fearon Sk. Amer. 123 Did she die slick right

away ?

Slick, V. Add : 1. d. inlr. with up, 1 o make
oneself or a place neat or tidy; also ^/ff., to

brighten up.
i^x Knickerbocker Mag. XVII. 41 In a little while he

recovered his self-possession, or, to make use of one of his

own expressions ' he slicked up '. 1842 Caroline M. Kir.K-

land Forest Life I. xxx. 240 The beaux.. who could not
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perceive why Carlene Hay should ' slick up '. 1887 Mahv
E. WiLKiNS HnmbU Romance 395 I'm going to slick up
here a little for you while I stay. 1898 A. Nicholas Idyl
of iVabash 6 It's certainly a dreadful shame they don't slick
up more when they go to meeting.

Slicker. Add : 1. a. Also attrib.^ as slicker
coat, a coating of oil applied to leather in prepara-
tion for the use of the slicker.

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather (ed. 2) 446 The hide then
receives a slicker coat, which is linseed oil boiled to about
the consistency of New Orleans molasses.

. , Afier the slicker
coat i;; dry. .it is rubbed with a flat piece of pumice stone,

3, U,S, = Silver-fish 2.

190a L. O. Howard Insect Bk. 380 (Order T/iysanura.)
The insects of this order are usually of very small size...
They comprise the little insects known as springtails, bristle-
tails, fishmoths or slickers.

Hence Slicker v, trans. ^ to smooth (leather) with
a slicker,

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf, Leather (ed. 2) 398 As soon as
one-half of the hide is sHckered it is immediately hung up in
the drying loft.

Slicking', vbl. sb, 1. Add : Also with up.
1855 Trans. Mich. Agrtc. Soc. VI. 495 The farm needs a

good deal of slicking up to make the general appearance
equal to what nature has done for the land. 1907 Spring-
field (Mass.) IVeekly Republ. 9 May i Denver has been
having her period of spring slicking up.

Slide, sb. Add : 1. d. Baseball, (See quot.
1929- )

_i9ia C. Matiiewson Pitching Ilhistr. facing p. 214 This
picture illustrates how easily the base runner, with his de.
ceptive slide, can get away from the catcher. 1929 Encycl.
Brit. III. 167/1 Slide, plunge by base runner along the
ground to make the next base or return to one held.

6. Now, a kind of clasp for keeping the hair tidy.

(Cf. hair-slide^ *Haib sL 9 b.)
193a L. Goi.DiNC Magnolia Street ill. ix. That slide which

has just slid out of her hair on to the parquet floor.

10. d. (See quot.)
1879 Harper's Mag. Nov. 88g/i Some [corrals] have what

arc called 'slides', or passages gradually narrowing until
but one animal can pass, and he, as he cannot turn around,
can be easily branded.

Slide, V. 5. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1847 Streaks cf Squatter Life 122 (Th.) If you have the

least hankerin'arter the mean varmint, in course I'll let him
slide.

Slide-. Add: a. slide back Wireless (see

quols.) ; slide-box, {a) (see quot. 1875); {p) Electr.

a resistance box in wiiich a slide-wire takes the
place of a coil ; slide-bridge Electr,, a Wheat-
stone's bridge; slide-rock = Talus i 3; slide-
wheel, a part of the oscillating tappet-motion of
a loom by which the pattern chain is rotated so as
to place the weft in the fabric in proper progression

;

slide-wire Electr.^ a resistance wire used in a
Wheatstone's bridge ; slide-wire bridge, a slide-

bridge.

1930 B.B.C, Vear-Bk, 451/2 *Slide hack^ an apparatus for
indicating in the control room of a broadcasting station the
presence of a grid current (and hence distortion) in the modu-
lation system of the transmitter. 193X Ibid. 356 The 'slide-

back '
. . con<iisted of a valve or similar device so biassed that

no indication occurred until there was present and super-
imposed upon the bias a voltage greater than, and opposing
in phase, the biassing voltage. 1875 Knight Diet. Afech.^
*Siide.bcx, a slide-valve chest. 190a F.ncyci. Brit. XXVI.
501/1 In (he rare cases in which it is necessary to employ a
long slide-wire, .the calibration ts best effected by compari-
son with a standard, such as a Thomson-Varley slide-box.

1900 Vearbk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 105 (Cent. D. Suppl.) In the
mountains we often nnd the hilUide slopes covered with
broken rock of various sizes. This wecall *slide rock. 1894
T. W. Fox Mech. Weaving 54 The tappet is made to oscillate

in the following manner:—Pinion t on the crank shaft drives
carrier wheel 2 round stud f//,andit gears with "slide wheel 3.

lOoa "slide-wire {see slide-lox above]. t90J KncycL Brit.
XXVI. 501/1 In all work of precision the slide-wire is

supplemented by auxiliary resistances by which the scale

may be indefinitely extended. 1905 Techno/,
<J-

Set. Did.
(ed. Goodchild & Tweney)^ Slide Wire, the straight wire
which furnishes the two variable resistances in a Wheatstone
Bridge of the straight form known as a Slide Wire Bridge.

o. 8lide-culture, a growth of germs upon a glass

slide for microscopical study.
1886 H. M. BicGStr. Hneppe's Meih. Bacterial, Investig. 139

In the slide-cultures not the entire mass of gelatin, but only
the lines of inoculation and their immediate surroundings are
used. 1891 J. H. LitiSLKY tr. C. Fraenhel's Bacter/olcgyied.^)

94 At the present day the 'slide cultures* are employed in

exceptional cases only, for it was soon observed that by this

procedure one of the advantages of gelatin was lost.

Slideably (slsi-dsbli), adv. [f. Slideable +
-LY -.] So as to slide.

1907 V. W. Lanchestf.r Aerodynamics ^48 A square plane
of thi.i brass, mounted 'sHdably' on anti-friction rollers.

Slider. Add : 2. (Earlier modern example.)
i8it R. SuTCLiFF Trav. N, Amer. iv. (1815) 84 They

make use of a boat that has two sliders, one on each side of
the keeL

4. e. Bell-ringing, (See quot. 1901.)
1871 [see %TKHsb^ 2 hj. 1901 BuLWER Gloss. Techn. Terms

Bells -V Ringing 4 Slider^ usually a bar of wood pivoted at

one end on one of the lower members of the * frame ', and
extending across the bottom of the ' bell. pit ' so that its free

end may move to and fro on a bed provided for it on the
opposite side of the ' pit '.

f. A sliding-contact device.
X9oa Encycl. Brit. XXVIII, 56/1 By moving the slider F

it is possible to find one position for it in which sparks pass
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from the inside to the outside of C [a Leyden jar] across the
tin -foil.

7. b. Ice-cream sandwiched between wafers.
?9'S J- J; Bell Wee Mac^regor Enlists ii. Come on oot

wi me an' I'll slan'ye a dizzen sliders. 1915 A. S. Neill
Dominie's Log xviii, 'You like a glass, zir, instead of a
zlider?'.. *I haven't had the joy of licking an ice-cream
glass dry for many a long day.' 19J7 W. E. Coi.linson
Contevtp. Engl. 16 The youngsters still ask for wafers and
tasters (small quantities of ice in a glass). Note, called sliders
in Edinburgh. 1930 Punch 7 May 517 Won't you join me
in a slider?

Sliding^, ///. a. 6. Add ; sliding change gear,
contact, gear, inductance^ fi*tg, valve.
1907 Daily Mail Veur Bk. 73/1 M M. de Kuyffand Gharron

_. . have not contributed much towards development, the *slid-
ing change gear being their chiefpoint. 1906 Technol. ff Sci.
Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s.v. Wheatstone's Bridge,
The other end terminates in a "sliding contact which can be
moved along till a 'balance* is obtained. 1936 Hutchin-
son Wireless 77 Sliding contacts can be moved to and fro
along two brass sliding rails. /^/(/.,The *sliding inductance
consists of a single layer of enamelled copper wire wound
oil an insulating tube. 193a Hardy's Anglers' Guide 340
Hardy ' Suction ' Joint and fixed metal housing for one end
of reel seat and long *sliding ring for the other end. 1909
Westtn. Gaz. n Nov. 5/1 The new Daimler engine may be
said to have brought us to the end of the first stage of the
*sliding-valve principle.

Slim, V. Add : 4. intr. To practise slimming
(see next).

1933 Oxford Times 3 Feb. 6/6 Women who have slimmed
at great personal inconvenience, and In some cases.. with
disastrous results.

Slimming' (sli-mii)), gerund and vbl. sb, [f.

Slim £Z. + -inqI.] The practice of using special
means such as dieting and exercises, to produce
slimness of body ; often attrib. (passing into adj,')

as in slimming diet^ slimming exercises.

1927 Daily Chron. 29 Mar. 15/4 Orange juice with a dash
of gin in it.. is said to be slimming! 15)30 Punch 3 Apr.
366 The hostess ate hardly any. She is slimming. 1931
Galsworthy Maiddn- Waiting xi, Perhaps the young of
to-day will nevah grow fat. They do slimming—ah.ha I

Ibid, xvi, Em's still slimming —but we can all dine at the
CoflTee House. 193a Times i Feb. 9/3 She was a bit exercised
about getting too stout and might have been going in for
'slimming' exercises as sometimes ladies did. 193* Woman
^ Beauty Apr. 79/2 All my clients in need of slimming.

Slim.ming (sli-mii]),///. a. [f. Slima. + -ing2.]

Producing an appearance of slimness. (See also
prec.

)

1935 Daily Express 18 Nov. 6/3 The Lord Chamberlain
lookout the words 'slimming over the hips', which is a phrase
used every day by fashionable costumiers. 1917 Sunday
Times i^ Feb. 4/1 The pipings inserted down the sides give
a very slimming effect "^^xj Obseri'er 27 Mar. 8 The slim.
ming line of the Kayser 'Slipper Heel' gives your ankles
new grace.

Slings, sb,^ Add : 1. b. A kind of harness for

supporting a horse on shipboard during rough
wcatlier.

}^Z Animal Management (War Office) 264 The use of
slings is unnecessary, except for veterinary cases.

7. slins-jaoket (see quot. 1 900).
1900 Hardy A Changed Man i. In those days the Hussar

regiments still wore over the left shoulder that attractive
attachment, or frilled half-coat, hanging loosely behind like
the wounded wing of a bird, which was called the pell-^se,

though it was known among the troopers themselves as a

I
sling-jacket '. 1908 — Dynasts in. 11. i. Will the gay sling-

jacket glow again beside the muslin gown?
Slinsr, sb,^ 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
a X793TRENEAU Poems fiSog) I. 35 Rum ne'er shall meet
my lips. .In shape of toddy, punch, grog, sling, or dram.

Sling, ».^ 3. (Modem U.S. examples.) Also
in other colloquial uses.

1874 E. Eggi-eston Circuit RidervM. 72 He was beginning
to sling his rude metaphors to the right and left. 1899 B.
Harte Mr. yack Hamlin's Mcdiixtion^ etc. 173 He jest
slung yarns alK)ut his doin's thar to last the hull rainy season.
1901 S. Merwin & H. K. Webster Calumet A* xii. 232 It's

funny to hear him sling that Grady talk around, i don't
think he more'n half knows what it means.
1876 Scribner's Monthly Nov. 142/1 * See here ! my lively

moke,* said he, 'you sHng on too much style.' 1891 E. S.
Ellis Check No. 2x34 v. 3$ Thdt fellow slings a good hand
[= writes well]. 1906 ' O. Henry ' Pour Million^ Adjustm.
Nature 108 I'm going back there and ask her to marry me.
I guess she won t want to sling hash any more when she
sees the pile of dust I've got.

Slin£f-. sliDg-shot U,S, (earlier and later ex-

amples).
1849 N. KiNGSLEV Z?;ar^ 77 Many are getting up sling*

shots, . . but I hope we shall never have occasion to use them.
1904 Ai''. Y, £i'*M/V/^/'<ti^ 24 June 2 The guards are authorized
to carry slingshots... [They] are heavily loaded with lead,

and are securely attached to the wrist.

Slinger, J(^.^ Add: 3. pi. (^Seequots.) slang.

1889 Haiikere & Leland Diet. Slang, SUngers (popular),

bits ofbread floating in tea. 1918 Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms,
SUngers.., a slang term among soldiers signifying a meal
of bread and tea. 19*5 E, Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ff

Sailor Words, SUngers, tea or coffee with bread soaked in it.

Slink, V, Add : 2. d. To withdraw from.

'853 J. G. Baldwin Plush Times Alabama 26 Many a
witness, .'slunk his pitch mightily * when old Kasm put him
through on the cross-examination.

e. trans. To turn (the eyes) r<3«K(/ in a slinking

manner.
19*3 Galsworthy Captures 162 Leaning down to our

scoundrel and slinking her eyes round at the Countess, she
murmured something malicious.

SLIP.

Slinker. Add : 2. [f. Slink v. i.] One who
slinks about ; a slacker, shirker. So Sll'nker v,

intr,^ to slack off, shirk.
1880 G, Smith GiPsy Life ii. 48 When the task*ma$ter per-

ceived the 'gang* had begun to 'slinker' he would shout
out [etc.]. 1920 G. W. Deeping Second Youth xxviii, It

makes a man so mean, so sly, such a slinker round comers.
19*3 — Secret Sanctuary x, He had seen the most inveterate
slinker change into a creature of crude and bounding energy
when a piece of leather was to be kicked about a field.

Slinky (sli-gki), a. [f Sunk z/. + -y1.] Of
a garment : Close-fitting, as if moulded to the figure.

19*3 Glasgow Herald 21 July 6 Jessica was swathed in a
slinky gown of flat crepe iii a deep blue shade. 1926 Brit,
Weekly 24 June 250/5 The short skiit of a black dress with
a slinky looking top to it. 193a Dokothy L. Savers Have
his Carcase xviii. 235 She now selected a slinky garment,
composed of what male writers call 'some sou, clinging
material '.

Slip, J^.^ 4. C. Add : slip-decorated, 'decorator,
-painting.
190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 874/2 Turning to the decorative

side of i>ottery work, we have in sHp-painling a method as
old as primitive pottery itself. 1907 A. Bennett Gr/7« Smile
Five Towns, Death Simon Fuge ii. Huge slip-decorated
dishes. 1921 Diet. Oceup. Terms {1^-27) § io$Slip decorator,
applies a pattern to pottery in the green state by blowing on
coloured clay slips.

Slip, sb.^ Add: 4. b. Read : Now dial, ex-
cept as short for ^gym-slip.

f. pi. In h\\\ bathing slips : bathing-drawers.
1904 Times 11 Aug. 10/3 He wore a pair of bathing slips

and a broad-brimmed white linen cap. 1927 W. E. Coli.in-
soN Contemp. Engl 6a Bathing togs consisting of a bathing
suit and slips, a reduced type of baihing-drawers.

0. Also in various technical uses (see quots.).
1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 305/2 A 'slip ' (or sudden jerky

motion downwards of a mass of material that had previously
more or less 'scaffolded')- 1884 W. H. Greenwood Steely
Iron 142 Under these circumstances the obstruction at a
certain point frequently suddenly gives way, and descends
with considerable force to the hearth, constituting what is

known as a 'slip'. i883 Lockjuoad's Did. Mech. Engin.,
Slip, the sliding of iiveted joints one over the other to such
an extent as to be visible. 1902 A. C. Harmswortei Motors
<V Motor-Drivin^ vi. 95 On the road also, if a clutch does
not act, due to slip, a small dose of water puts matters right
at once if the mechanical portions are in order. 1904 Rey-
nolds in Physical Rev, XVIII. 423 Between the pressures
of -6 and 20 millimeters ofmercury the value ofthecoefiicier.t
of slip was found to be inversely proportional to the density
of the gas and very nearly equal to the free path of the
molecules. 1912 Q. Rev. Jan. 182 Ihe danger attendant on
the • slipping of a charge in a blast furnace—the descent of
hunks of limestone and ore that are hurled into the air when
such a * slip ' occurs. 1925 Morris Owner's Manual 22 The
more pressure there is on the foot-board the less pressure is

available in the clutch, and consequently there is a danger
of slip starting. 1929 B. Hall & J. J. Niles One Man's
War 114 Our slip was a slow one. It would be impossible
to come out of a fast slip because that was done by putting
on the rudder nearest to the direction of the slip,

c. Of an aeroplane propeller (see quois.).

1897 Strand Mag. June 719/1 After due allowance for slip

..the .actual length of the flight, .was slightly over 3,000 ft.

1907 F. W. Lanchester Aerodynamics 299 The present
theory enables us to define the slip of the propeller as the
difference between the ordinates bd and ad, the slip ratio

being represented by

—

j. xoio C. C. Turner Aerial Navi-
a d

gallon 315 sup, the difference between the forward move-
ment of the propellers if they were in a solid (as a bolt screws
into a nut) and the actual forward motion of the air-craft

driven by the propeller. 1916 Barber Aeroplane Speaks ^l^
If a propeller has a pitch of, say. 10 feet, but actually ad-
vances, say, only 8 feet owing to slip, then it will be said to
possess 20 per cent. slip.

e. Electr. The ratio of the difference between
the frequencies of rotor and stator currents.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 06/1 The frequency of this

induced current is proportional to the 'slip' between the
rotor and the revolving field of the stator. 1912 G. Kapp
Electricity viii, 227 The speed at which the rotor winding
is cut by the revolving field is only a few per cent, of the
speed at starting. It is the difference between the speed of
the revolving field and the speed of the rotor. This is

technically termed the ' slip ' of the motor.

f. The back-current generated by the propeller

of an aeroplane.
1916 Barber Aeroplane Speaks 10 note, As the propeller

screws through the air, the latter to a certain extent gives
back to the thrust of the propeller blades. ..Such 'give-
back ' is known as ' slip ', and anyone behind the propeller
will feel the slip as a strong draught of air.

12, o. Mech. and Physics. = Shear sb.'^ 6 a.

1899 EwiNG & RosENHAiN in Phil. Trans. Sen A. (1900)
CXClII. 362 When the metal is strained beyond its elastic

limit, as say by a pull in the direction of the arrows, yield-

ing takes place by finite amountsof slips at a limited number
of places. . . They consequently show as dark lines or narrow
bands extending over the polished surface in directions

which depend on the intersection of the polished surface
with the surfaces of slip. 1906 Rep. Brit, Assoc. 658 'ihe
occurrence of this shear or slip.

15. (sense i a) slip-side ; (sense 3 e) slip-toggle ;

(sense 9 c) slip angle, ratio
;
(sense *9 f) slip stream ;

(sense *i2 c) slip-band^ -line, -surface ;
(sense 14 b)

slip-catch.

1905 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 587/1 The *slip angle (obliquity

of surface to the line of its motion) ought always to have the

same value (proportional to the square root of the coefficient

of friction). 1899 Ewing & Rosenhain in Phil. Trans. Ser.

A. (1900) CXCIII. 365 The lines Avie to *sHp-bands on one,

or more grains will shine out brightly when the light has a



SLIP.

particular angle of incidence. 1903 Ibid. CC 242 The
characteristic lines known as 'slip-lines* or 'slip-bands',

which appear in ordinary tesiinc when any portion of the

material has passed its limit of elasticity under strain. 1906

Rep. Brit. Assoc. 666 Photo-micrographs of slip-bands in

section. I9«8 Daily Chron. 9 Aug. 11/4 He then fell foul of a

ball from Ashton, which ran away to the off, giving Nichols

the opportunity to effect a *slip catch. 1903 *slipline (see

sii/^and above}- 1906 /?<•/. Brit. Assoc, 661 The slip lines

in cast metal are straight and regular, 1897 Trans. Inst.

Naz'ol Arckit. XXXVIII. 234 In all screws, of whatever

•slip ratio. X9oa Encycl. Brit. XXXI I. 587/2 The number
ofrevolutions was varied throughout a sufficient range of ex-

periments the slip or sUp-ratio was thus varied. 1906 N.
RluNRO Daft Days xiii, He .. chased .. the boys from the

*sUp-side where they might fall in and drown themselves.

X916 Fane in Gamble Story North Sea Air Station xit.

(1923)198,1 was right in the *slipstream of her sengines which
made the machine very difficult to control. 19ZO Blackiv.

Mag, Nov. 563/1 The roar of the Rolls-Royce deafened me,
and the slip stream pushed me under the seat. 1928 V.
pAc£ Mod, Aircraft A^A Slipstream^ the stream of air driven

astern by the propeller. 1899 Ewinc & Rosenhain in Phil.

Trofis. Set. A. (1900) CXCIII. 363 The sloping surfaces

which mark the boundaries between the grains have not the

sharply-defined inclination of *slip-surfaces. 1883 Man.
Seamanship/or Boys 56 ITie main is., attached to the lower

bowline-bridle with a *slip-toggle.

Slipi v.^ Add:
8. e. To lose grip of things; to fail, *go off'.

U.S.
1930 Publishers' IVeekly 22 Feb. 933/2 I must be slipping

for I turned in a measly 78 on No. 4 in the Lenz-Rendel
book.

15. spec.'m Toslip{in)tkec!uick(^ClAJTGB.sb.^6s.).

1904 A. B. F, Young Complete Motorist 214 When the
brake lever is in the ' on ' position, it is impossible to start

the car by slipping in the clutch until it has been released.

1912 Motor Man. 73 The metal clutch..can be 'slipped ' to

any extent without affecting the surface of the discs. 1925
Morris Owner^s Man. 22 Persistent slipping of the clutch
mi:st not be resorted to.

22. (Recent example.)
1924 C. J, ToLLEY Mod. Golfer 7 When we went out for

walks, .we were allowed to slip our guards and go for all-

day tramps in the pine woods.

26. g. To deliver, hand, or give to one.
1912 C. ViKTWB>N%ovi Pitchingin a Pinch iii.63,1 attempted

to slip a fast one over on Cooley and got the ball a little too
high. 1921 R. D. Paine Comr. RollingOcean xiv, 253 Bad
medicine, son, believe me. They slipped us a Jonah this

time. 19*6 J. Bi-ACK You Can't IVin vi. 69 A woman had
just slipped me a dime an' was standin' in the front door.

h. To slip it over (a person) : to delude, hood-
wink, slatfg.

1027 Daily Tel. 29 Mar. 10/7 If one only had the nerve
and audacity one could ' slip it over ' the German every time.

Slip-. 2. Add:
slip-over a., made without opening at the front,

and to be slipped on over the head ; slip-up, the

act of slipping up, a failure, mistake.
1923 Daily Mail 17 Feb. 4 Nainsook nightdress, *slip-over

Magyar shape. 1909 N. Y. Evening Post (semi-weekly ed.)

30 Sept. I Should there be any *slip.up in the present plans.

1924 IsoBKL Jamieson Ginger-Beer Standard iv, That was
rather a slip-up on Anglican Octavia's part. 1929 A. C. &
C. Edington Studio Murder Myst. xvii. 228 My only worry
is that if we start this thing, you know, we can't afford to
have a slip up. 19*9 Star 21 Au^. 12/1 Notts obviously
hold a favourite's citance, but a slip-up may let in one of
the other sides.

Slipper, sb. Add : 1. b. To take ones slipper

to : to give (a person) a beating.
1032 A. J. WoRRALL Eng. Idioms 18 He is very impudent

in fits manner, and I should dearly like to take my slipper

to him.

4. d. A fitting in a type of lady's side saddle.
1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) g 344 Devonshire slipper

inaker^ a brown saddler who makes the fitting known as
a slipper for one type of lady's side saddle.

e. A Steam-engine cross-head which somewhat
resembles a slipper in shape. Also, a slipper-shaped
guide block.
1867-72 Burgh Modem Marine Engin. (188O 40/1 The

guide blocks for the piston rods arc the slipper kind. Ibid.

72/1 The guide channels,. are the ordinary kind, arranged
to receive slipper blocks.

6. c A skeiner (cf. Slip sh^^ 11, Slipping vbL
sbfi I).

1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 367 Skeiner (twine),
rander^ slipper..^ minds skem or rand machine, which
winds finished twine into skeins.

Slippering, vbl. sb, [f. Slipper z/.2 + -ing 1.]

Beating with a slipper.

S919 H. Walpole Jeremy ii. 33 A slippering from his
father or idiotic punishments from the Jampot.

Slippery, a. Add : 1. c. Slippery path «
Slip sb.^ i b. Also fig., the road to disaster or
destruction.
1846 DoDD Bril.Moftuf. VI. 167Two temporary 'slippery

paths ' down which the vessel may slide into the river,

2. d, (Earlier examples.)
1748 in D. Drake Pioneer Life Kentucky iv. 73 Red or

slippery elm. 1780 W. Fleming in Trav. Amer. Col. 6^0
A Dunch of the slippery Elm bark.

f. Slippery iron, a toogh, moderately hard
variety of iron capable of bemg polished to a great

filipperiness of surface.

x888 Lockviood's Dict.^ Mtch. Engin.^ Slippery Iron, a
mixture of cast iron specially prepared for engine cylinders,

cylinder liners, slide blocks, and moving surfaces generally.

Slippizig, vbl. sb.^ 3. Add : slipping-box,
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the box from which greyhonnds are slipped or

released.

1927 Daily Tel.'2X J[une 14/3 Each [dog] is quicklyexamined
and passed to the slippiiig-box... The hare passes the box,

and as it does so the trap is lifted and the dogs are halfway
round the track before the spectators have time to shout
* They're off.'

Slit, sb. Add : 1. b. spec, a narrow opening
in an optical instrument through which a beam
of light can be projected. Also attrib., as slit

lamp, spectroscope.

183a Nat. Philos. II. II. iii. 25/1 (Libr. Usef. Knowl.)
Instead of a row of holes, he formed one narrow slit in the
shutter,.,By this means a spectrum of any required breadth
may be formed. 1863 E. Atkinson Gnnot's Physic-. § 46^.

409 A telescope, the eyepiece of which is replaced by a siit

which can be regulated by a micrometric screw. . .The slit is

in the focus of the object-glass of the telescope. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech. s.v. Spectroscope, The light I is admitted to the
tube_/"through an adjustable slit in the piece d, the upper
part only of which is open. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 801 /j

I'he slit of the collimator is backed by a sodium flame. 1895
Pop. Set, Montlily Aug. 470 A most useful appliance for

viewing pictures is the so-called stenopaic slit, x^^ Know-
ledge 1 Feb. 37/1 A slit spectroscope. 1925 C. Gouluen &
C. L. Harris tr. F. E. Koby ^itle^ Slit-lamp Microscopy of
the Living Eye. \^^z Optician LXXXIU. 402/1 ThesHt-
lamp microscope.

5. slit-bar (see quot.) ; slit-jaw, each of the two
pieces forming the sides of a spectroscope slit ; slit-

pocket, a side-pocket, generally in an overcoat,

made with a vertical opening through which one
can slip the hand into the pocket or to the pocket

of the garment beneath.
1888 Lockivood's Diet. Mcch. Engin.^ *Slit Bar^ a bar

having an open slot or central clear space within which
a stud is slid or tightened at pleasure. 1902 Encycl. Brit.

XXXII. 783/1 Huggins's reflecting *slit.jaws permit the
star image to be seen on the slit, and are preferred by many
observers to other guiding devices.

Slit, ///*«• 0. c. Add: slit-iron^work {t.^xX\tx

Amer. examples); slit skirt, a woman's outer skirt

which is open down the front or side, but which
wraps over to avoid gaping open.
1789 Ann. Congress I. 17 Apr. 174 To lay an impost of

seven and a half per cent., upon. .*slit or rolled iron. 1913
Punch 30 July 101/2 Four young women who last week
promenaded Fifth Avenue, New York, in *stit skirts, etc,

were surrounded by an enraged mob. 1636 Springfield
(Mass.) Kec, I. 160 For the sawinge of all the boards &
*slit worke. J709 Essex Inst. Nisi, Coll. VHI. 19 To 7
thousands of slit woork or more.

Slither, sb. Add : 4. b. A hurry, rush, slang.

1915 E. Wali^ce I\fan ivko bought London ii, So many
people were following closely in that hurried slither to the
platform.

6. Counterfeit money, slang.

1929 Daily Express 3 Jan. 9/5 He produced twenty-three
counterfeit florins from his trousers pocket, remarking, ' It's

no good searching. That's all the "slither" I have got.*

6. Archery. A minute longitudinal split in a bow
(cf. *Slither v. 6).

1894 Longman & Walrond Archery (Badm.) 301 Damp
is also liable to cause * slithers \ or the rising of a splinter

on the back.

Slither^ V. Add : 5. intr. To hurry (away),

hasten, slang.

a i889in Barr6re& Leland Did. Slang s.v.. Slither, you and
your brother, or they'll nab you both. 1901 W. S. Walker
In the Blood xxVii, They might 'a' slithered with your goods
if you 'adn't been so mighty sharp with your hands.

6. Archery. To suffer a minute longitudinal

split (cf. *Slitheii sb. 6).

1894 Longman & Walrond Archery (Badm.) 297 Hickory
is the best wood there is for a back..; it gives the required

elasticity, and is not liable to ' slither ', as the lifting of the
grain is termed.

Sliver, Ji^.l 1. e. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1871 Game Laws in Fnr, Fin ff Feather (1872) 160 Any

pumice, scraps or other offal arising from the making of oil

slivers for bait.

Slob, sb.^ Add : 1. d. Surface ice and snow;
slob-ice. Newfoundland.
1910 W. T. Grenfei-l Labrador Doctor ix. 174 This ice

is of very different qualiiies. Now it is *slob' mixed with
snow, born on the Newfoundland coast. X924 F. Baibd
Parson John\\. no Ice.. takes many forms. .. It may be
nothing but ' a thin string o' slob.* Ibid.^ The ' slob ' [may]
make the ship's log tell lies and upset the most careful

reckoning.

4. slob-ice, {a) ice which prevents ordinary

navigation ; {J>)
* surface-ice brought down by the

Labrador current to the coasts of Labrador and
Newfoundland ' (Funk) ; slob-trout, the Salmo
orcadensis of Loch Stenness.
1910 R. E. Peary North Pole xiii. 117 It took an hour to

break up the ' *slob ' ice which had cemented about the ship.

1920 W. T. Grenfell Labrador Doctor vi. 132 The slob

ice had already made ballicaters. 1930 G. H. Nall Life Sea
Trout 84 Estuarine or *Slob Trout, .are simply fresh water
Trout which have taken to feeding in brackish or salt water.

Slo&^an. Add:L b. (Examples ofextended use.)

1916 Lit. Digest (iH. Y.) i Jan. 3/1 The German-Americans,
committed to the slogan 'Anything to beat Wilson ', may
have to vote for the Colonel or see the President reelected.

193s Times 20 June 7/4 * Post early.' New P.O. slogan on
letters. 2928 Publishers' IVeekly 9 June 2386 As an adver-
tising man, Mr. Calkins believes the slogan 'a cent a copy
to sell the art of reading/ a great and revolutionary one.

1930 Punch 19 Feb. 304/x * Look at the price of bacon * was
his slogan.

SLOSH.

Slogger, sb. Add: 2. o. transf, A hard
worker (cf. Slog v, 3).
19x8 Shaw Intell. IVoman's Guide Socialism xlix.

(1929) 208 The employers.. pick out an exceptionally quick
and indefatigable man called a slogger.

Sloop, sb.'^ 3. sloop-man (earlier Amer. ex-
amples).
X71S Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIV. 146 To deliver two

hogsheads of Fish to Joshua Wetherell sloopman or coaster.
1737 Cal. Virginia St. Papers I- 229 Paid a Sloop man for
2 gal. of rum.

Sloosb. (sl«J), sb. dial, or slang. [Echoic
;

cf. Slosh. But perh. partly a variant of Sluice.]
A wasli ; a sound as of washing. Also Bloosli,

Sloo'sliy vbs.

X907 W. De Morgan AUcefor-Shori xlix, But Cook was
turning cataracts of water into her sink, to slooshy it well
out after a real good wash-up. 1919 Athensum 11 July
582/3 Among the brand-new slang one may discern some
that had an onomatopoeic or at any rate an imitative origin ;

for instance 'sloosh,' a wash. 1920 Blackw. Mag. Apr.
500/2 There was the sloosh of bil^e-water. Ibid, yx?./-z The
slooshing bilge-water. 1925 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier

fy Sailor IP'ords, Sloosh, a wash.

Slop, sb,^ Add : 2. b. fig. Weak sentiment,

gush. (Cf, *Sloppy a. 6.)

19*4 Galsworthy White Monkey \. xiii, Sentiment being
' slop ', and championship mere condescension. 1927 Sun-
day Express 24 July 4 'Seventh Heaven,' the swamp of
sentiment into which the critics were invited to plunge
a few days ago. Personally I should describe it as the
sublimity of slop.

6. slop-barrelf -pail (earlier U.S. examples)

;

slop-can.

1831 "P^cK Guidefor Emigrants 17a With..a dairy and
*slop barrel . . pork may be raised from the sow. 1926
Scribner's Mag. Aug. 204/1 A strange black dog.. support-
ing himself by raiding the *slop-cansof Nigger Town. 1854
Shillabhr Mrs. Partington ixz My boy knows very well
how to manage it when the *slop-pail is within reach.

Slop, v.^ Add : 3. c. To swill. U.S.
1920C Russell StoryofNonpartisan League 63 An angry

representative told tliem to 'go home and slop the hogs .

Slope, J^.l Add:
3. Also with defining words.
1898 Geog. fml. May 533 Mud travels persistently from

the shore seawards, and, .forms the bottom over vast tracts

beneath deep-sea water, eg. at the foot of the continental

slope. 1903 Howe in Amer. yml, Sci. Oct. 317 The Soufri-

^re rises on all sides, with even, constructional slopes of
rather low angle, to an altitude of a little over 4,000 feet.

1905 Physical Rruie^v XX. 174 The difference of tempera-
ture slope at different parts of the two bars was measured
by means of thermoelectric couples.

c. Bacteriol. = *Slakt sb.'^ 4 c.

1915 J, W. Bigger Handbk. Bacteriol. 38 'Slopes' or
* slants are generally used for the growth of bacteria already
isolated in pure culture. 1928 L. E. H. Whitby Med.
Bacteriol, 44 The medium may be.. allowed to solidify as
a slope by laying the tubes in a slanting position with a tilt

of about lo**. Ibid. 50 Slope cultures. Slopes are used mainly
for subculturing the pure colonies that have developed oa
plates.

6. Wireless. Mutual conductance. Also attrib.

1918 Wireless World VI. 458 A Thermionic Valve Slope-

meter. 1932 B.B.C. Year.Bk. 395 It is now the common
practice of valve manufacturers to give a figure for the
mutual conductance (or slope) of each of their products.

Slope-a a. Add : slope-current^ wind.
1931 Henley's ABC Gliding jr Sail/lying 150 This

ascending air current, which is defined as a slope current,

forms the source of energy for sailing flight. Ibid. 151 The
flight of a sailplane in aslope wind is shown... As long as the
sailplane remains within the range of this ascending slope

wind it cannot sink.

Sloped, ppL a. Add : b. Bacteriology, =
Slanted///, a. b.

1897 MuiB & Ritchie Man. Bacteriol. 54 ' Sloped * agar
and gelatine tubes are used. . , Less frequently gelatine is also

'sloped*. Ibid. Index 516/2 Sloped cultures. 1925 J> W.
Bigger Handbk. Bacteriol, 51 Sloped or slanted media.
193a J. \V. H. Eyre Bacteriol. Techn. (ed. 3) 265 Oblique
slant or sloped tube, in which the medium has been allowed to

solidify whilst the tube was retained in an inclined position.

Sloppy* ^> Add : 1. (Earlier Amer. examples.)

1707 Essex Inst, Hist. Coll. X. 75, Nov. 3rd. Cool.

II. Snow._ 13, Sloppy. 1715 /^i*^. XXXVI. 328 Sloppy in

the morn(ing).

6. Weakly sentimental, colloq.

1896 G. ADEy3r//Vix.8i And last nij^ht when 1 wassloppy
I thought she was the best ever. 1904 G. H. Lorimer Old
Gorgon GraJiam 53 A nice sloppy letter of introduction.

1919 J. C. Snaith Lore Lane xxxi, The Corporal stopped

suddenly, took Melia in his arms and kissed her. It was a
sloppy thing to do, unworthy of old married people.

Slosh, ^'.^ Add: 2. b. To talk loosely or irrele-

vantly. U.S.
x88o Harper's Mag. Sept. 648/1 The Court, .let him slosh

around for a minute, when matters sort o' regulated them-

selves.

4. trans. To pour or dash (liquid) ; to pour or

dash liquid upon, colloq. or slang. AHo fig.

i88s Century Mag. XXXI. Nov. 63/a If mining records

was ever kep as theyM ought to be, and not sloshed round

so public like. 190Z Emporia (Kans.) Gazette 29 July, It

pours over it the same oleaginous lansruaee that it once

sloshed on Governor Roosevelt of New York. 1916 G. \V.

Deei'Ing Sincerity ii, I can't stand these counter-bouncing

little beasts like Threadgold. He's only fit to slosh people

with treacle and water. 19*6 E. Ferber Sho2u Boat x. arr

Often he sloshed down whole gallons of river water before

she came. Ibid. xi. 239 She was, perhaps, setting the Thebes



SLOSHY.
house to rights after their long absence j thwacking pillows,
pounding carpets, sloshing pails-

b. To beat, thrash.

1919 P. G. WODEHOUSE Damsel in Distress xv, Except for
sloshing that policeman, you haven't done anything athletic
for years, igai A. S. M. Hutchinson l/IVmter Comes vii.

§ 6 These Balkan chaps set to, to slosh Turkey.

Sloshy.a. Acid: 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1797 B. Hawkins Lelt. 88 Flat piney sloshy land.

2. Sloppy. HenceSlo-shily ai/w., in a loose or
slovenly manner.
1920 Glasginv Herald 30 Apr. 9 They are living not merely

npon vegetables, but sloshy vegetables. 1924 Blackw. Mng.
Sept. 339/2 Dunvegan, with an accent grave, is more attrac-
tive than Slapin, however sloshily one pronounces the con-
sonants, or however widely opens the vowels.

Slot, sb.'^ Add : 6. slot-winding (cf. slotted
armature, Sr.OTTED ///. a. b).

1900 Jml. Brit. Inst. Electr. Engin. XXIX. 8os A hole-
winding produces a somewhat smoother pole than a slot-
winding... The smaller iron loss and greater convenience
attained with slot.windings.

b. slot-machine (later U.S. example^
J911 ' O. Henby ' Rolling Stones (1915) 106 Mac Gowan

was to , . drop his silver ulent into the slit of the slot-machine
of fame and iortune.

Slot, v:^ Add : 4. To thread throagh a hole
or slot, as a belt, etc. Also intr., to admit of being
so slotted. So Slo*tting vbU sb.

1923 Daiiy Mail i8 June i Filet Lace and hem stitching,
finished ribbon slotting at low waist line. 1928 Daily
Express g Jan. 13 The unique collar slots through buckle.
193a IVomanff Beau.'y Apt.^j A slotted scarf gives a great
many opportunities for freshening up an everyday frock.

Slotted,///, a. Add : b. Slotted armature,
an armature in which the conductors are laid in
deep grooves or slots cut in the core. Slottedwing
(see quot. 19.^0).
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 582/2 These wires He side by

side in the smooth-core armature with one layer, or one on
the top of the other if there are two layers, as is usually the
case in slotted armatures. 1933 Daily Mail 26 June 9
* Slotted * wings, enabling an aeroplane to rise into the air.
heavily loaded, after an extremely short run, and to descend
at a very slow forward speed into quite a small area. 192S
Daily Ttl.x^ Mar. 11/4 The invention of the ' slotted-wing

'

machine, which diminishes greatly the risk of crashes. 1930
Encycl. BritA^d. 14)1.251/1 The most effective of the high
lift wing sections which have been devised as yet is the
' slotted wing of F. Handley Page. . . The increase in lift is
dependent on the relative position of the main and auxiliary
wings, *>., on the size and shape of the slot between them,
which can be varied in flight. With the slot closed the
characteristics are nearly the same as those ofa normal wing,

Slonch, sif. 1. b. l/.S. slang, (Earlier
examples.)
1840 C. F. HoPFUAH Greyshur 11. x, 93 You are no slouch

of a woodsman to carry a yearling of such a heft as that.
1844 'Jon- Slick' //i^/iLi/g N.Y. I. 177 Old Nick is no
slouch at putting the shine on the ruffof his house, anyhow.
Sloucn-eared, «. (Later U.S. example.)
_i8s5 Tram. Mick. Agric. Soc. VI. 511 The original Eng-
lish breed [of h'>gs]—tliosc long-legged,., slouch-eared, big-
beaded . . animals.

Sloug(h)i, variants of *Saluki.
19x6 Public Opinion 30 July 102/2 A tall great sloughi

came out of the house, beating hb tail against the posts of
the verandah. 1928 Evening Nrms 5 May 9 He was re-

Snested by the Bey to bring him back a really fine English
ougi.

Sloughy, (O- (Earlier Amer. example.)
1704 Sarah Knight Jml. 68 Wee.. had a pretty difficult

passage . . by reason of the sloughy ways then thawed by the
Sunn.

Slow, a. Add : 7. b. Of an oven : Of such
a temi>erature that it cooks slowly.
1846 SovBR Cookery 571 Place them in a slow oven to bake.

x86a Caiai, fniemat. Exkib.^ Brit. II. No. 6103, The oven
may be kept * slow ' or raised at pleasure for baling bread.
1917 Flora Kuckmann Beitueen Larch- Woods ^ IFeir xiii,

342 She had told Dick to put the patties into a slow oven
for ten or twelve minuter before eating.

10. c. Also, of a lens : That collects light with
comparative slowness.
X9oa Encycl. Brit, XXXI . 695/1 Owing to the small work-

ing aperture it [sc. Dr. Schroeder's concentric lens] seems
sloWj but it is not so for the definition and flatness of field

obtained. X908 Chambers's Jrttl. Oct. 720/2 The lens., is

essentially and necessarily a *sIow' lens. 1930 Sel. Gloss.
Motion Picture Teckn.

14. SlowmotioHy motion of slower speed than the
normal ; spec, in Cinematography, so that the move-
ments are individually emphasized; often attrib.,

applied to a film in which tiiis is used. Also trans/.
1801 Strutt Sports 9f Pastimes \\\. ii, § 32. 130 At a show

in the country about forty j-ear ago, which was contrived
in such a manner, that the whole group descended and as-
cended with a slow motion to the sound of music. 1834
Mechanics' Mag. 4 Oct. 16/3 The gear was changed from
the quick to the slow motion. 1875 English Mechanic XXI.
372/j The position of the slow motion commends itself to
our judgement. 1903 Work 4 July 341/3 Next make the
ball and vertical slow-motion screw. X9a7 Times 9 I\Iay, In
a * slow motion ' picture the number of exposures each second
is increased up from 50 to 500, and the rate of unrolling the
film reduced. 1930 Titne 9r Tide 14 Feb. 195 Agriculture,

.

being essentially aslow-motion business, . .cannot adapt itself

to rapid changes. 1930 Observer 2 Mar. 15/3 It was great
fun to watch the team . .

* registering
|
fear, rage or adoration

like a slow.motion showing of a film in rehearsal. J931
J.

1'.

Priestley Angel Pavement li. 1 3- 65 ' Oh, alt ri-ight,' Kdna
sighed wearily, and rose in slow-motion time.

281

Slow back. Golf. [Slow adv.. Back aifo.]
A direction to a golfer when the club is swung back
from the ball in making a stroke. Also as atlj.
1886 H. G. Hutchinson Hints on Coif ^^ Golfers have

gone so far as to instruct their caddies to say to them, ' Slow
back, so as to keep them in mind of this precept each time
they addressed themselves to drive the ball. iSg3—Gol/ing
27 One of the great maxims of the old golfing sages was 'slow
back .

Slab, .r3.2 Add: 2. Applied to materials woven
with the warp thread of uneven thickness so as to
produce an irregular effect. Chiefly attrib., as stub
effect, rayon, rep.
igaS Daily Express 14 Aug. 4 Slub reps, artificial silk

velour, chendle combined with artificial silk. .are shown.
1931 Daily Mail 14 Feb. 15/5 (Artificial silk fabrics] with
the fashionable slub effects decreed by Paris.

Slndge, sb. Add : 2. spec. The waste products
in various trades.
igao Cross & Bevan Paper-Making 144 It constitutes a
sludge', practicallydevoid of useful felting properties. 1931
Diet. Occup. Terms (t^^j) % -n-} Causticiser man,.. whea
action IS complete, allows sludge to settle, runs off caustic
liquor and agitates sludge with fresh water to extract last
traces of caustic.

d. The deposit at the bottom of an electrolvtic
cell.

^

J900 yrnt. Brit. Inst. Electr. Engin. XXIX 274 In
copper refining with high current densities Icssanode sludge
is formed. . .A yet higher temperature, viz. 60° C, increases
the quantity of sludge, igoi B. Blount Pract. Electro-
C/iem. 35 The rationale of electrolytic refining is to transfer
this copper, by the selective action of the current, from the
anode to the cathode and to leave the impurities behind as
a sludge.

Sludging (slo-djir)), vbl. sb. [f. Slddgb v. +
-ING 1.] Tlie action of filling up crevices, etc. with
mud or sludge. Also, the mud itself.

185a Wiggins Embanking 19 As these spits contract in
drying, the crevices outside are therefore filled witli mud,
which IS called ' sludging '.

Sing, i/5.2 Add : 3. O. A thick piece or lump.
i8«7 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VII. 22a Our remedy is to

drench them with lard or slugs of fat bacon.

Sluggard, sb. and a. A. si. Comb. Add

:

sluggard-wise adv. (see Wise sb.''- II).
189J J. LuMSDEN Sheef-head i Trotters 301 Harvest,

however, came at length, lagging on a^pace, sweerand slug-
gard-wise. 191a W. De Mobgan A^ir 0/Dishonour vii.

That he should, simply from an idle indulgence of laziness,
lie sluggard.wise till near mid-day.

Slugged (slogd), a. [f. Slug ji5.2 + -ed2.]
Provided with slugs (Slug sb.^ 4 d).
19U Daily Mail 10 Nov- 4 Boys' unlined slugged soles

Derbys-

Slugger 3, Add : 2. One who attaches the
top piece of the heel of a shoe to the seat (see quot.
1921).
1911 Refi. Ltihoiir ^ Soc. Cond. Germany III. vi-vii. 30

The average wages paid in the district were : . . Sole layer
20s. to 32 s. Slugger 30S. to 35s. 1911 Diet. Occup. Terms
(1927) § 414 Slugger, ..afiaa.m, by means of a lever,
slugging machine, which attaches top piece of heel to seat.

Slughi, variant of "Saluki.
i9»7 Howard Cabter Tomb 0/ Tut-ankh.tunen II. 16 His

slughi hounds are especially included in scenes suggesting
fondness of field sport.

Sluice, V. Add

:

3. c. Lumbering-. To injure (a person) by the rush
of logs over a slope through the breaking of the con-
trolling hawser. U.S.
1908 H. Day King Sprme rxn. He knew—that most

terrible knowledge of all woods terrors—that he was
'sluiced '.

Sluice-way. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1779 Cell. Mass. Hist. Soc. Ser. 11. II. 461 The sluice way

was broke up and the water filled the river immediately.

Slum, abbrev. of Slumgullion 2 c.

1909 R. A. Wason Happy Ha-wkins 246 He.. started to
peel spuds for the evenin' slum. \^i Saturday Even. Post
(N. Y.) 12 May 117/2 His steaming mess kit full of slum.

Slumber, sb. 4. Add : slvunber cap, a light,

close-fitting cap of lace, ribbon, etc., worn in bet!

to keep the hair tidy ; slumber-cell Histology, a
cell supposed to exist in connective tissue, but
which cannot be differentiated by any known
histological methods; slumber-suit, pyjamas;
slumber-w^ear, night-clothes.
1928 Sunday Dispatch 8 July 16 Shingle caps or *.slumber

caps for the seaside.. in Nottingham lace, bound with pink,
blue or any coloured satin ribbon. lg$a.S'aleCatal., Dainty
Slumber Cap in ecru cotton. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXXI.
514/2 Under the_ title of "Slumber cells', Grawitz drew
attention to certain cells which he supposes to exist in con.
nective tissues. 1916 Chambers's Jml, June 388/2 Silk
•slumber-wear. 1938 Daily Mail 25 July 3/6 Meridian
Underwear, Slumberwear and Bathing Wear.
Slnmgullion. Add : 3. a. A servant, repre-

sentative, b. A low, worthless fellow. U.S.
a. i86j Lelakd Hans Breitmann Ballads 61 Should I in

the Legisladure as your slumgullion stand.
b. 1926 J. B. Amks Valley of Missing Men viii, She is. .a

whole lot too good for that lump o' slumgullion she lives
with.

Slumgtun fslf-mgom). [?f. Slum ji.2 -H Gum
sb.i'\ The residue of propolis and other impurities
after the honey and beeswax have been extracted
from the honeycombs.

SMAI.Z1.

1905 A. B. CoMSTOCK Ho^v to Keep Bees 131 The Solar
extractor..docs not extract all the wax from the refuse which
bears the graphic and euphonious name of 'slumgum '.

Slump, sb.^ Add: 3. A slumping movement
or fall.

1850 S. JuDD Richard Edney 12 (Th.) Move carefully !

It is a slip, or a slump, all the way through. 1867 * T.
Lackland' Homespun i. 99 A. .black snake.. slid down with
a slump., into the water. 1900 .Susan Hale Lett. (i9i9>
361, I let my huge bulk down with a slump.

Slump, r.^ Add : 2. d. To give way with a
slump.
1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 439 Tread carefully

over the soft snow which 'slumps' at every step.

Slurry, sb. 2. Add other technical uses (see
quots.).

1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel <5- Iron 466 Subsequently
running in slurry—that is, a semi-fluid mixture of ganistcr
and fire-clay with water—around the inside of the twyer .so
as to make a good joint. 1888 Lockwaod's Diet. Mech.
Engin., Slurry, a terra used in foundries to signify dirty
water, or black wash, and in a general way any fluid used in.
moulding.

Slush, sb.^ Add : 4. b. Forged paper money..
slang.

1934 E. Wallace Room 13 i. 11 Young Legge's..the big-
g=st printer of slush in the world 1 And it's not ord'nary
slush. Experts, .can't tell 'em from real Bank of England
stuff.

*

^- ^- fiS-1 *s slush melodrama (cf. *Sloppt a. 6),.
slush mo7icy (used as a bribe), /i««i/i, etc. U.S.
1842 J. F. Cooper IVing-and-iyitig 11. 20 They were only

put there yesterday..a little slush.money did it all. igi*
B. _M. Bower ' Phantom Herd vii. 112 You want those

stories worked up in a lot of darned, sickly slush melo-
dramas. 1919 Mencken /4;«^r. Z,<2«,^. 152 Slush-fund. I9ai>
Contemp. Rev. Aug. 164 His 'slush fund 'was smaller ill

amount. 1924 Clasgoiv Herald 16 Feb. 10 A huge fund
alleged to have been deposited in a Washington bank to.
the credit of a widel>^-known citizen very intimate with men
prominent in public life. . . The name given to the mysterious
fund is the 'slush fund '...'Slush,' in the American accep-
tance of the word, means illicit commission, bribery, corrup-
tion, and graft. 1929 C. E. Merriam Chicago 220 Patronage
and spoils and slush funds unlimited. 1932 Diet. A/tier.
Biogr. VIII. 257 Part of the enormous slush fund connected
with the oil-lease transactions-

Slut, sb. 3. (Earlier examples.)
1821 J. FowLEH yrnl. 42 A large slut which belongs to the

party atacted the bare. 1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie vii, She
gave me a deal of trouble, tliat slut, she did 1

Smack, v.'^ [f. Smack sb.^ trans. To convey
in a smack.
1880 Harper^s Mag. Aug. 350/2 The jigger., taking a haul

of fish, ' smacking ' a load of lobsters, wood, or ice. Ibid.
Sept. 499/1 The schooner Marthy, which 'smacked fish
regularly to Portland.

Small, a. and sb.'^ Add : A. adj. 3. c. (Earlier
U.S. examples oi small boy.)
1786 Washington Diaries III. 86 That Cowper Jack and

Day, with some small boys and girls,.. were assisting the
farmer. 2821

J. F. Cooper Spy i. (1831) 12 .'^ small boy was
directed to guide him to his room. 1858 O. W. Holmes
Deacon's Masterpiece 96 Now, small boys, get out of the
way 1

4. c. Smallyears, childhood.
1930 F. Kendon (title) The Small Years.

21. Small-end (see quot. 1919) ; also attrib.

Smallfarmer, a farmer on a small scale ; so small
farming. Smallfruit (orig. U.S., see quots.). Small
grain (U.S.), wheat, barley, oats, etc., in contrast

to Indian cora. Small-holder, one who works a
small-holding. Small-holding, {S) the practice or
occupation of working a small-holding. Small
pipes, a variety of bagpipes peculiar to Northumber-
land. Small salad, salading (see quots.). Small-
town U.S., attrib, or as aJj, ; hence small-townisk
adj.

igi^Gloss. Aerou. Terms (R. Aeron. Soc.) 43 *Small End,
the end of a connecting rod nearer to the piston. X923 En-
cycl. Brit. XXX. 36/2 Initially, the ordinary small-end
bronze bush system with gudgeon pins fixed in the piston
was used. 1879 Harper's Mag. June 73/1 The.. "small
farmers hover around the outskirts of the crowd of fisher,

men. 1880 Scribner's Mont/tly Oct. 843/1 "Small farming
means in short, meat and bread for which there are no notes
in the bank. x88o Webster Suppl., *Small fruits, fruits

raised in market-gardens,—such as raspberries, strawberries,
and the like. 1892 Crozier Diet. Bot. Terms (Funk) The
fruits ofcertain low-growing pereimial plants are specifically

termed by horticuituralists 'small fruits , including the straw-
berry, raspberry, blackberry, gooseberry, currant, huckle-
berrVj and cranberry, liie term includes grapes but excludes
cherries. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 528/2 Acreages of
Orchards and Small Fruit Plantations. 18x7 S. R. Brown
IVestem Gaz. 55 The soil of this land is peculiarly adapted
to the culture of "small grain, and for grazing. 1840 J. Buel
Parmer's Conip. 197 The small-grain crops are the greatest
exhausters of the fertility of the soil. x88i Rep. Indian
Affairs 27 The spring was so late that it was not deemed
advisable to talie the risk of the failure of small grain. X91S
H. Rider Haggard in Times 15 Mar. 3/a The wives and
daughters of "smallholders will help their menfolk because
they are labouring for themselves. X92^ Daily Mail 15 June
10 The silver medal for the best exhibit of butter has been
won by a smallholder. X9a7 Bensusan Lntter.Day Rural
Engl. viii. 73 "Smallholding thrives in Lincolnshire. X937
Obsenter 30 Oct. 8 A humble performer on the Northumbrian
"small-pipes. X938 Daily Express 2 Mar. 2/6 The North-
umberland small pipes, which have furnished music at fairs

in Northumberland for more than tliree hundred years. 1824
Loudon Encycl. Gardening dt^ By "small salads gardeners
and cooks understand the small herbs, or very young plants.



SMALL.
vhtch are used in the seed leaves f such as cress, mustard,

radish, and rape. 1849 — Suhuri'an Hort. 683 In general,

all rapid-growing salad plants arc fii for being used as small

salads. 1870 [see Salad 2]. 1SZ4 LovoottSHcyc/.Gar^ienirtff

596 *Small salading..may be treated as pot-herbs. 1851,

1884 (see Saladinc]. x88i Harper's Ulag, Jan. 223/2 Cos-

mopolitans, they do not sink into the ruts of *small.town life.

1930 Rose Macaulay Stayingtvitk Relations xvii. §3, 253
Are you acquainted with small-town Mexican hotels? Ibid,

354 It looked even a little more decayed and smalUtown than

the Miramar. 1931 Concannon St.^ t'ttirick .\iv, 189 The
smooth paths of a smug *smalI-towiiish officialdom.

B. sb. 1. Also with a»

J907 W. Dk Morgan AUce-for'Short xxx. How much
can you remember of alt that time, Alice? You were only

a small, you know. Ibid.y I wasn't such a small as all that.

11. Also, to do ihe smalls.

1910 Chambers's Jtnl. 94/1 'Doing the smalls' is touring

the small towns, in most cases only stopping one night in

each place.

Small, adv. Add : 6. Naut» Close to the wind.

1848 J. F. Cooper Oak Openings II. xiv. 203 All the diffi-

culty was reduced to steering so ' small ', as seamen term it,

as to prevent one or the other of the lugs from jibing.

Smaller (sm^'bj). U.S. [Compar. of Small
a.] An ordinary-sized drink of liquor,

1836 Crockett Exploits <V Adv. Texas (1837) 53 The
thimble conjurer having asked the barkeeper how niucii

was to pay, was told there were sixteen smallers, which
amounted to one dollar. 1842 Philadelphia Spirit of Times

3 Jan. (Th.), Every puppy that would be keeled over with
a smaller of rum and 'lasses turns up his nose at him.

SmallUy v. Substitute colloq. for dial, and add

:

L Now esp. To smooth or * plaster * down (as

hair with pomade^.
2. intr. To behave in a fulsomely flattering or

toadying manner. (Cf. *Smabmy a.)

1910 ' O. Douglas ' Penny Plain xx, The people you try

to help will smarm to your face and blackguard you behind
your back. igasSiLBERRADZ-^^i*. Jean Arntiterxx. § 2 She
brags, and she smarms, and she lies. 1924 De Sklikcourt
Cricket Matchv. §10 Loving her to tease him. .and not sort

of smalm over him like some chaps' maters did.

Smaltf sb. Add : 4. sfiiall-maker. Hence
Sma'lter, one who prepares smalt.
19JI Diet. Occup, Terms (1927) § 143 Smalt maker, places

powdered mixture of cobalt oxide, silica (pure sand) and
potassium carbonate into a wheeled fireclay crucible [etc.].

1994 Chambers's yrtil. 36/1 The supreme obstacle confronting
the smalt-makers. Idid.^ The Venetian glass-makers., were
content to purchase their requirements from the 'smalters

'

of Germany.

Smaxrmy (sma-jmi), a. colloq, [f. smarmy
var. *Smalm v. +-y1.] 1. Smooth and sleek.

X909 C. Hamilton Plain Brotun '\, A tall, .slight, smarmy-
headed man.

2. Characterized by a fulsomely flattering or in-

gratiating manner.
1984 ' L. Brock* Deductions Col. Gore iv, Don't you be

taken in by that smarmy swine. 1917 Chambers's Jml,
;to3/i He had what I call a ' smarmy * voice. 1917 Blackiv.
Mag. Nov. 603/1 He writes letters every week—odious,
hypocritical, jwrtrwy letteis. 1930 E. Week lev in Z.ond.
Merc. Aug. 380 Our forefathers rejected ' smarmy ' overtures
with ' Fair words butter no parsnips'.

Smart, a. Add: 10. C, Smart Aleck: a de-
preciatory expression for a would-be clever person

;

a know-all. Also attrib. U^S.
iBjiJ.H.BKADLBl/ndevel. IVestvli. 140 1 had the pleasure

of seeing at least a score of 'smart Alecks' relieved of their

surplus cash. 1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle <5- Mocassin 312
You may talk about. .your Smart Alicks, and your Joe-dan-
dies and daisies. 1919T. K. Holmes Manfr. Tall Timber
xiii. 154 Say, you Smart Aleck 1 let me tell you I went to
school more'n you ever dreamed of goin*. 1928 S. Lewis
Man who Knew Coolidge \. 41 A lot of these smart-aleck
cigarette-sucking high-school fraternity yahoos. 19x9 A.
C. & C. Edincton Studio Murder Myst. iiL 30 That smart
alec lawyer,

13, Smart set (example).
X906 B. Vaughan Sins of Society 31 This passion for

gambling is not.. confined to the Smart Set.

Smash., 5^.^ Add: 1. (Earlier Amer. example.)
1725 ^- Chicken In Trav. Amer. Col. 156 They design to

keep out lookouts every way and be ready to give ihem a
smash in their Towns.
5. (Later example.)
1873 Joaquin Miller Unwritten Hist. v. (1876) 81 Come

take a smash! It will strengthen you up.. cried an old
sailor, glass in hand.

6. -HiTj^.4. U.S. slang.
r93x Daily Express 21 Sept. 9/3 The magnates who bad

contracted to buy the picture indulged in fits of doubt con-
cerning its prospects as a box-office 'smash '.

Smash., v.^ 8. Add : Also with run.
1849 T. T. Johnson Sights Gold Region xxii. 211 The

afternooo of our ' first day out ' was signalized by running
smash into a big sycamore tree.

b. To play smash : to come to grief. U.S.
X902 Ha^hzn Abner Daniel ii. 11 Yore pa's as bull-headed

as a young steer, an' he's already played smash anyway.
Smash-and-»ab. [Smash z;.i, Guab v.]

Used attrib. to clesignate shop-robberies, etc., in

which the thief smashes a shop-window and snatches
at the goods there displayed,

1917 J. C Goodwin Crook Pie ii. 52 ' Smash and Grab '

raids seem to be the order of the day. 19x8 E. Wallacr
Gunner xxii. He was a 5mash>and-grab man. 1928 Daily
Mail 2$ July g/^ Motor-bandits, .after carrying out a sm.ish-
and-grab raid.. evaded the whole of the Surrey and West
Sussex police. 1930 Bulletin 16 Jan. 4/5 A 'smash-and-grab '

robbery was reported yesterday by Edinburgh police.
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Smasher ^. Add : 5. Also short for smasher
hat. S, Africa.
1891 E. Glanville Fossicker x.vxxiy The Dutchmen stared

at him from under the brims of their felt ' smashers '. zftgs

CouPKR J//j:^*/ //«»/a«rV_y i, A wide-awake, called in South
Africa a ' smasher '. 1894 C. H. W. Donaldson With Wilson
in Mntabeleland ix. 189 Brown cord jackets and ' smasher

'

hats, bandoliers and rifles.

Smasher 2, Add : 3. A receiver of stolen goods.
1939 C. HuMPHHEVs Gt. Pearl Robbery i. §j. 60 The goods

might be disposed of to a ' smasher ', that is, a receiver of
stolen property.

Smear, v. Add : 4. e. To coat over (a floor,

etc.) with a mixture of cow-dunj^ and water.

1839 W. C. Harris Wild Sports xvii. 143 The space was
smeared with a mixture of mud and cow-dung, resembling
that used in all pans of India for similar purposes. 1893
Blenskrhassf-Tt & Sleeman AdT. Mashon. 32 We were
unsuited physically for such work as 'daghering' huts or
'smearing floors '.

6. Also with off, etc.

1838 Dickens O. Tivist xiii, A dirty Belcher handkerchief
..with the long frayed ends of which be smeared the beer
from his face as he spoke. 1854 W. Collins Hide Sf Seek
xxiii, They seemed to get smeared out of ray head— like
vie used to sniear old sums off" our slates at school. 1891 'Q '

Noughts ff Crosses, Cottage in Troy ii,The passengers, .bent
their eyes on the man in black, who smeared his face with
his cuff.

Sm.ee (smi). The name of Alfred Smee (1818-

77), English inventor, etc., used attrib. or in gen.

to designate an electric cell or battery invented by
him.
1851 F. S, Williams Iron Roads 314 Great inconvenience

arose from the spilling of the acid solution used in Smee's
batteries, 1873 Jenkin Electr. ff Magn. xv. 215 The Smee
battery is better than the copper zinc battery. X878 Encycl.
Brit. VIII. 93/1 «£?^^, Smee's cell.

Smell, "v. 6. (c) (Later U.S. example.)
191a K. J. Haskin Amer. Govt. 376 He took out the cork,

snielled of it, and then replaced it.

Smellage. U.S. (Later examples.)
1855 Trans. Mich. Agric. .Soc. VI. 149 The plants on the

uplands are columbo..smellage, skoke or garget loot. 1889
Rose T. Cooke Steadfast iii. 43 A nosegay of lavender,
damask roses, smellage, old man, clove pinks [etc.].

Smeller. Add: 5. Jig. Anything exception-

ally remarkable for violence, severity, strength, etc.

;

= Snorteu 1 2 b, c, *Stinker 6.

1898 Kipling Fleet in Being 55 Good old gales—regular
smellers.

Smellie (sme-li). [f. Smell v. + -ie, after

*Talkie.] a moving picture in which smell is

synchronized with the i^icture.

1930 Times 26 Mar. 17/4 'Now set the teeth and stretch
the nostrils wide ', for the ' smellies ' are on the way. 1931
B. Brown 'Talking Pictures 300 The ' Smellies , as the
Press termed them, may not be so far distant after all.

Smilacilia(sm9ilas3i*na). [mod. L.,f. L. smilaC'

SMILAX+ -ina2,] Aplantof thegenus.S>«?7£):««(j:or

V^agtura ; false Solomon's seal.

1829 IxJUDON Encycl. Plants 270. 1890 Harper's Mag.
Apr. 709/1 The little smilacina lifts its spike of tiny, fra-

grant blossoms.

Smile, V. Add : 1. C. To come uj> smiling-.

to recover from a bout in a contest (e.g. in boxing),

disaster, etc. and face what is to come cheerfully.

x886 [see Come v. 59 b]. 1931 Wodehouse^/ Were Vou
iv. 51 Youcomeupsmilingafter having a whacking great car
run into you.

2. a. Also with adv., as back, downy over^ up.
J859 Mrs. Aug. J. Wilson Beulah xx, He smiled down

into her tearful face. 1866 Mrs. Nf.wby Common Sense
II, 88 The cheerful rallying tone awoke something of the old
pride in him, and he smiled up. 1889 Stevenson Master of
Ballantrae iv, How was he to smile back on the deceiver ?

1905 Albanesi Brown Eyes of Mary iii, She smiled up at

him from under the white sunshade. 1908 Smart .S"^^ June
89/1 The girl pushed aside the screen and smiled over at her.

8. d. With quoted words asquasi-obj. = To say

with a smile.

i860 [see 8 b in Diet.]. 1886 * M. Gray ' Siletice of Dean
Maitlaud m. ii, 'This is alarming,' .smiled the dean. 1887
Marie CoRELLi Thelmai.xW, 'Yes, Brittat'Thelma smiled;
' we are quite ready 1

'

Smilet. (Karlier modern U.S. example.)

1845 J. J. Hooper Taking Census ii. 175 The wrinkles on
Mr, Kuncker's face formed themselves into fifty little

sinilets.

Smite, sb.^ Add: 2. b. A small or least

amount ; a particle. U.S.
1843 R. Carlton Neiv Purchase xix. i4c» Not a smite of

noise, only my breathing and a sort of piiiinpattln sound of
my heart. 1846-53 Mrs. Whitcher Widow Bedott P. v.

50 But it didn't do a smite o' good,

Smitlll's) shop. Chiefly U.S. A smithy.
{a) 1710 Boston Town Rec. II, 105 Ordered that complaint

be made.. against Enoch Greenliefe for makeing a .Smith

Shop in his buildings. 1755 N. H. Probate Rec, III. 705
The Corner where Geo. Warrens Smith Shop Stands. i8is
Niles' Weekly Register III. 143/1 In the evening they
burnt Mr. M'Nabb's house and attempted the smith shop.

1857 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. II. 360 As smithshops were
almost unknown in the country, horses were seldom shod.
iBS* Econ. Geo/. Illinois in. 150 The coal.. is.. used in an
adjoining smith-shop. 1899 [see Smith sb. 3].

(b, 1651 Dedhani Rec. 179 Whensoever said shopp shall be
no longer used for a smithes shop .

.
, then it shall be removed

out of the high way. 1753 Washington Diaries I. 59 There
are also several other Houses, such as Stables, Smiths Sliop
&c. x8oo B. Hawkins Sk. Creek Country 2!^ At the public
establishment there is a smith's shop.

SMOKY.
Smog (sm^g). [• Portmanteau' word f. Sm(okb

sb. + F)oG sb'^'\ Smoky fog.

1905 Globe a; July 3 Tiie other day at a meeting of the
Public Health Congress Dr. Des Vocuxdid a public service
in coining a new word for the London fog, which was referred
to as 'smog *, a compound of ' smoke 'and* fog '. 1918C. W.
Saleebv Science ofNational Kitchens 2 The hateful * smog *.

19SI Glasgoiv Herald 20 Nov. 6 It is said that Glasgow's
*smog* has declined in body and bouquet during the last
few years.

Smoke, sb. Add: 1. f. A fashion shade of
grey resembling the colour of smoke.
i88a Casselts Family Mag. Apr. 314/2 Charming colour-

ing.., smoke, bright blues and drabs. 1923 Daily Mail 13
June I Can also be had in Smoke, Celestial and Sable colours.

4 . i. Watch my smoke^ observe my actions.

U.S. slang,

1910 W. M. Raike B. O'Connor -jq Watch my smoke.
19x1 R. D. ^A\iiK.Conir. Rolling Ocean 1. 10 Suspend judge-
ment and watch my smoke. Thai*s ail I ask.

7. b. Whisky. U.S.
1904 ' O. Henrv ' Cabbages ^ Kings iii. 52 Brandy, ani-

sada, Scotch * smoke ' and inexpensive wines.

c. A concoclion of raw alcohol, etc. used as a
substitute for ordinary alcoholic drink in the U.S.A.
1928 Daily Tel. 9 Oct. 11/3 Twelve additional deaths to-

day are attributed to week-end 'jags', which have been
traced to ' speak-casies ' in the New York East-end, where
the liquor is known as ' smoke '. 1933 Amer. Speech Dec.
87 Terms used for intoxicating Hquor,.. Smoke.
10. b. smoke-laden,
1903 Work 21 Mur. 105/1 Incrustations due to the smoke-

laden atmosphere.

11. smoke-bomb, a bomb which generates a
dense cloud ofsmoke on bmsting and is used for the

concealment of movements or operations ; smoke-
bush, the smoke-plant, Rhus Cotinus ; smoke-
helmet, a form of respirator for counteracting

poison gas, etc. ; smoke-screen^ a dense volume
of smoke produced from the funnel of a sea-vessel

or by means of smoke-bombs, in order to conceal

operations during a naval or military engagement

;

also Jig. ; smoke-shell, a shell having the same
properties as a smoke-bomb.
1918 Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms, *Smoke Bomb^ a shell

which, in exploding, emits a dense while smoke, hiding the
operations of the troops. 1921 Galsworthy To Let i. iii,

Away to where the distant **smoke-bufih ' blue was trailed

along the horizon. 1906 Royal Magazine Feb. 338/1 A safety
*smoke helmet. 1915 D. O. Barnett Z.^//. 171 We've got
a wonderful new respirator issued, a ' smoke helmet ' made
of cloth, .which is soaked in solution. 1915 F.A.Talbot
Aeroplanes 173 The **smoke screen ', ..an accepted and ex-
tensively practised ruse in naval strategy,and . . now adopted
by its mosquito colleagues of the air, 1919 Daily Mail
Year Bk. 83/1 British destroyers and motor-boats, covered
by a smoke-screen. 19*6 Rose Macaulay Cre^ve J rain 11.

iv. § 4 The winds, doubtless, were a smoke-screen put up to

conceal an advance into some more pithy topic. 1928 Ob-
server 17 June 9/4 A reply which General Waters considers
was a skilful smoke-screen to conceal a refusal. 1928 C.
F. S. Gamble N. Sea Air Station vii. 107 Setting up a
funnel smoke screen between her and the enemy. 19x9
P. R. Worrall Smoke Tactics 27 *Smoke shells may be
used as a visible sign to Infantry and Tanks to mark the
barrage. \^%% Daily Tel. 5 June 7/2 A smoke tank produced
a very weak cloud by our standards, and the artillery have
scarcely any smoke shell.

Smoke, ». Add : 4. (Later U.S. examples.)
>8x8 Anne Rovall Lett.fr. Alabama xxxvi. (1830) 104

You can make him smoke for it. 1878 j. H. Beadlk West-
ern Wilds xxviii. 442 The residents will make hxm 'smoke*
with high taxes on his land.

5. b. fig. (Later U.S. examples.)
1834 W. G. SiMMS Guy Rivers II, 105 We shall smoke yon

before you get into Alabama. 1835 Longstreet Georgia
Scenes (1843) 74 When we found it out, maybe John Brown
didn't smoke him for it. 1840 W. G. Simms Border Beagles
£4 Watson thought to smoke him to the tune of two or three
thousand dollars.

13. Also, to *rag' by smoking.
1880 Harpcr''s Mag, Nov. 950 They hazed and smoked

Freshmen.

15. trans. To furnish with tobacco.
1897 ' Mark Twain * Follo^.ving Equator y\. 129 He will.,

feed you and slake you and smoke you witli the best that
money can buy.

SlUOke-house. 3. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1-J6-J CharUsto7un Land Rec. 225 From the S.E. Corner
of Gardner's Smoke House. 1787 Maryland Gazette 1 June
1/2 Two rooms on each floor, with an excellent cellar, ..a

large Smoke-House [etc.]. 1815 D. Drake Cincinnati iii.

134 Nearly 1 100 houses, exclusive of kitchens, smoke-houses
and siables. 1843 R. Carlton New Purchase x. 67 There
were corn-cribs, smoke house, and barn, and out-houses of

all sorts.

Smoker. 2. b. (Later U.S. example.)
1849 H . A. Wise Los Gringos xlv. 340, I . . took passage in

one of them smokers, bigger than a three-decker.

Smokinif, vbl, sb, 6. b. Add : smoking-car.

1864 T. h. Nichols Forty Vrs. Amer. Life II. i6 'J here

are smoking-cars on every large railway train. 1887 C. B.

George ^<9 Years on Rail xi. 233 The smoking-car is the

favorite resort for the jolliest men on the train.

Smoky, a. Add : 3. o. Foggy, misty. U.S.

1768 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XIV. 262 This week much
smoky. iSoa A. Ellicott Jml. S The morning was very

smoky. 1815 J. Neal -er^f. Jonathan I. J05 Coniin' over

tlie smoky mountain there. 1885 * C. E. Craddock *

Prophet Gt. Smoky Mt, i. i Always enwrapped in the

illusory mists,. .the peaks of the Great Smoky Mountains
are like some barren ideal.



SMOOCH.

11. Also of persons: Bad-tempered.
19J3 L. J. Vanck Baroque x\\. 97 Anyway, it's no good

your getting smoky, because I couldn't help myself.

Smooch, sb, U.S. (Karlier and later examples.)
x8jS J. Nfal Br0. yonathan II. 46 Cowhide shoes

—

newly greased, .which left a 'smooch ' upon whatever they
came near. 1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories 180 Look
at that smooch on his collar.

Smooch, V. (Later U.S. example.)
1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 178 The Hack sfto7o-

stort/t. .was falling silently, .upon every thing around us,
smooching fair works of art.

Smooth, a. Add : 6. c. Excellent, first-rate,

select. C/.S. slang.

1893 W. K. Post Harvard Stories 210 ' Well, you'll have
a rattling good time down there.' *A smooth time, you
mean,' corrected Rattleton. Ibiii^ 216, 1 have forgotten now
which pin it was; but it was the symbol of some particularly
' smooth ' and secret band of brothers. 1899 G. Ade Fables
in Siariff (1900) 43 Say, ain't she the Smooth Article? 1900
E. E. Peake Darlinglons ill. 26 Mr. Darlington*s eyes
sparkled fondly back upon tlie building, just as they had
every morning from the time the walls had gone up. * Pretiy
smooth, Carol I* said he, admiringly. * Pretty smooth, p.-\pa I'

she answered, adopting his slang. 1924 P. Marks I'lastic
-4^* xi. 99 .\ 'smooth* boy who prided himself on his con-
quests. Ibid. xvi. 168 These were the * smooth boys ', inter-
ested primarily in clothes and ' parties '.

12. Smooth breathing X see Breathing vbl, sb, 9.
Smooth core (see quot. 1926).
1746 (see Breathing vbt, sb. 9]. x888 J. E. King & Cook-

SON Sound ff luflex^ Cr, ^ Lat. 172 The prefix j/^(-{to-
geiher) appears as 4- with a smooth breathing in a-JcX^o?.
%^%Encyct. BHt. XXVII. 590/2 The same law has also
been found to hold true for a smooth-core ring or drum
armature. 19x6 Brit. Engin. Stantiards Assoc, Elecir,
Engin. 61 Smooth core, a core of a machine in which the
windings are on the surface of the core and not in slots.

13. smooth-bark
J "Side,

1831 Peck Guide /or Emigrants 11. 123 Of hickory, we
have both the shagbark and smooth bark. 1880 Harper's
Mag. Ang. 397 The carvel-built or smooth-side canoe is
lighter as well as speedier than the clinker built.

SmOOthi V. Add : 2. c. To diminish or even
the accidental irregularities of (statistics, etc.) so
as to bring out the general systematic variations.
x8o8 Knotuifdge^ i Oct. 235/1 Then the thirteen years series

of these numbers is smoothed with averagesof four. ,,These
smoothed values yield the curve B in our diagram. Ibid.y
Smoothed Curve of the first flowering of chestnuts. 1903
Science 17 July 91/2 Smoothed rainfall curves for the
British Isles, Brussels, [etc J,

Smooth-bore. 1. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
i8i» Miles' Weekly Register II. 398/1 It was the best

smooth bore he ever shot with in his life. 1834 W. A.
Carrutheu Kentuckians in Ne:o Vork I. 21 Your smooth
bores waste a deal of powder and lead.

2. a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X799 in Ann. pk Congress 3 Sess. 1402 One had a rifle,

and the other a smooth-bore piece.

Smother, z'. Add: 3. d. Coursing. Tooppress
or overwhelm.
1876 Coursing Cat. (Autumn) 5 Donegal fairly smothered

Death's Flii;ht, running round him at alt points.

e. Ru^y Football. Totacklcwith a bear-like hug
embracing the body and arms. Also smother-tackle.
Z930 W. Camp Football without a Coach 132 Unless ex-

perience shows iliat there is a certain definite play to watch
or a certain player to smother. 10*7 Wakefield & Mar-
shall Rugger n% Hoping.. that by the swiftness of your
advance you may get him in a smother-tackle, taking both
man and ball. 19x8 Sunday Times 5 Feb. 24/7 He kicked
welt Ahead on the slippery turf, and after Hunt had smothered
the full-back, scored.

Smudge, sb.^ 2. cUtrib, (Earlier and later ex-

amples) ; smudge pot, a vessel containing oil,

which is set alight to produce warmth so as to pro-

tect crops from frost.

1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVIII. 341 You makealarge
'smudge ' fire outside that the smoke may drive these (in-

sects] away. 190* S. E. Whitk Blazed Trail xx. 148
Thorpe's old tin pail was pressed into service as a smudge-
kettle^ 1903 — Forest ix. 112 Your smudge.pan may drive
away the mosquitoes. 1926 Contenifi. Rev. Dec. 760 The
old Smudge Pot could only hold a small quantity of oil [and
made much smoke).

Smndger. Add : 2. A smudge pot used in

Californi.i.

19x6 Contentp. Rev. Dec. 769 Thanks to.. Mr. Buckley's
smudgers, the Azitsa Ranch was able to save its crop.

Smur, -r^. Add: 3. Mist, cloud, local.

1907 * Q * Major Vigoureux xxvi. a6o Day broke—a dull

smiir of gray in an interval between two sleet-Iaden squalls.

1926 Chambers^s Jml. 792/2 The smur comes up the valley
hke a veil.

Smut, V. Add : 6. trans. To rub over (the

blacked side of a hide) in order to remove the dirt

and improve the appearance.
1897 C. T, Davts Mnnuf. Lenlher{c6. 3)433 The sides are

then replaced upon the table, and are then 'smutted ', which
operation is performed usually by working over the blacking
with a woolen cloth in order to remove dirt and sediment.

Snah-^ (snseb). U.S. College slang. A young
lady, esp. one who is pretty and fashionably dressed.

1891 Outing (U.S.) Nov. 103/2 There were a number of
the New Haven *snabs', and Harry fancied he detected
there amid a group the beautiful Miss Hastings.

Snaclc, sb.'^ 4. O. Add : snack-bar, a quick-

lunch counter ; snaok-basketf a picnic basket
{Funk's Standard Diet. 1895).
1930 Punch 16 Apr. 433 A vegetarian snack-bar.
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Snaf9.e, v.^ Add: 2. To 'pick up*, 'appro-
priate ', seize, slang.
1898 Kipling Day's Work, Brush-wood Boy 360 A year's

leave was among the things he had snaffled out of the
campaign. 1915 D, O. Harnett Lett. 218, I see they've
snaffled Warsaw. 1916 ' Peter ' Trench I 'ants 10 A certain
airman had engine trouble up aloft and liad to come down
behind the German lines. Of course they snaffled him.
1928 Sunday Express 15 Apr. 11/6, 1 soon snaffled a double
role in a big spectacle.

Snag, ^^.^ 1. c. Add: Now used with emphasis
on the unexpectedness of the obstacle.
1903 N. y. Times 20 Oct. I A conference lasting three

hours took place which was plain sailing until the last mo-
ment, when a snag was struck, i^zi Even. StandirdS }w\y
i/i But there is the usnal 'snag . Severe thunderstorms
were considered likely before wehad become well accustomed
to the sunshine.

Snag, v.^ Add : a. c. To make a rent in (a
ship, aeroplane, etc.) intentionally.
i9a9 B. Hall & J. J. Niles One Man's IVar 131, 1 decided

to try clipping the German's tail with my propeller or snag
him in some way.

Hence Snagging vbl. sb.^ (earlier U.S. ex-
amples).
c 1805 J. J. Henry Camp. agst. Quebec 53 The paths and

carrying places we had sufficiently developed, .by strong
blazing and snagging of bushes. 1851 A. O. \^k\a. Man-
hattaner in N. Orleans 179 There may sometimes occur a
snagging, or a fire, with perhaps a collision. 1874 Kep.
Vermont Board Agric. il. 550 The stumps are rotting, and
it is nearly ready for the . . work of snagging and bogging.

Snagged, ppL a. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1867 A. U. l<\CH\RDSOiiBeyond Mississippii. ai A snagged

steamer.

Snaggy, a.^ 3. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1843 ^- Carlton New Purchase ix. 58 To learn the nature

of ' mash land '—
* rooty and snaggy land ' [etc.]. 1851 A. O.

Hall Manhattaner in N. Orleans 3 The sandy, boggyi
loggy, grassy, and snaggy strips of land.

Snail, -T^.^ 7. snail-clover(laterU.S.example).
1849 ^^P- ^"S". Conitti. Patents^ Agric. (1850)163 A thick

cover.. of a rank-growing species of medicago or snail-
clover.

Snake, sb. Add : 2. b. Applied to American
Indians of various Shoshonee groups, esp. those
of Oregon. Freq. attrib. with Indian^ tribe, etc.

_
18x3 Niles" Weekly Register IV. 265/2 They happily fell

in with a small party of Snake Indians. 1819 E. Dana
Geog. Sk. Western Country 54 The stature of these natives,
of which the Snake tribe is the largest, may generally be
considered a size larger than the whites. 1844 D. Lee &
Frost 7V« Yrs. tn Oregon xix. 211 A stone that he had
picked up in his journey.. in the Snake country. 1848 E.
Bryant What I satv in California xi. 152 One of the men
called himself a Utah, the other a Soshonee or Snake. 1857
W. Chandlrss Visit Salt Lake I. vii. 118 These Indians
(Snakes I think) were small-sized.

6. b. ^Ka^^ja«f^/fli/(5ferj, a children's dice-game
in which the hazards are provided by snakes and
ladders depicted on a board.
11. snake-headed a. _;f^. (C/^'S*.), angry ; snake-

pole V. trans. {U.S.)^ to maul viciously; snak©
story (earlier U.S. examples).
19x0 B. Cronin Timber Wolves viii. 137 Anyhow, they's no

need to get "snake-headed about it. 1838 B. Drake Tales 92
{Thornton)Many were trampled under foot, some gouged,
others horribly *snake-[>oled, and not a few knocked clear
into a cocked hat. 1850 Congress. Globe 19 Feb. 182/1
What would your people do with such an orator? They
would snake-poll him out of the district and set the dogs on
him 1 1840 Southern Lit. Messenger VI. 381/1, I can't be-
lieve that stoiy, and to tell the truth, stranger, I don't believe
your *snake story either. 1878 J. H. Bradle Western
IVilds ix. 133 'Snake-stories* were abundant.
b. snake-feeder U.S. (see quot. 1861).

i86x Tratis. III. Aerie. Soc. IV. 341 A particular species
of dragon-fly, or snake.feeder, as it is absurdly called in this
country. 1904 Genf, Stratton-Porter Freckles xiv, He
shifted restlessly, and the movement sent the snake-feeders
skimming.

Snake, v?- Add : 5. U.S. (Earlier example.)
18x9 T. Flint George Mason 21 It was so contrived that

..logs, .could be drawn, or as it is technically phrased,
snaked into church.

c. To push through a course ofstudy or examina-
tion with sbme difhculty. U.S. colloq.

1924 Scribnet's Mag. Feb. 184/2 He never studied, and
had to be snaked through by tutors at the end of each
semester.

6. b. trans. To cheat, swindle. ^''.^S'.

€ix86i T. WiNTunop John Brent xvi. (1862) 183 They
snaked me to the figure of a slug at their cheatin' game.

Snake-fence. U,S. (Earlier example.)
1805 R. Parkinson Tour Amer. 48 Snake-fcnces, which

are rails laid with the ends of one upon the other, from
eight to sixteen in number in one length.

Snap, sb. Add : 2. Q,^so/t snap (Soft a. 27).

U.S.
1909 N. v. Even. Post iz Oct. (Thornton) Choir work under

Dudley Buck's direction was no 'snap'. 19x4 P. Marks
Plastic Age xxiv. 287 He had three ^:lasses in literature, one
in music—partly because it was a ' snap ' and partly because
be really wanted to know more about music—and his com-
position course. 1931 W///^r,.S^«cA VII. 43Quarterbackson
a college football team have a snap compared with this

fellow.

14. O. //. A variety of handcuffs, fastened on one
wrist only.
189s Let. Jr. correspondent, ' Snips ' at Sheffield are a

kind of light handcuff. A friend at Sheffield tells me that
they are there called * snaps \ X910 Encycl. Brit. X. 296/1

SNAPPY.
Several recently invented appliances are used as handcufis,
e.g. snaps, nippers, twisters.

15. fe. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1834 S. Smith Set. Lett. Major Jack Downing 87, 1 don't

care a snap. 1846-52 Mrs. Whitcher Widozu Bedott P.
xxii. 232 If you don't care a snap for him.
18. U.S. (Earlier example.)
184a Caroline M. Kirkland Forest Life II. xli. 165

* Snaps ' are green beans.

Snap, V. Add : 6. f. U.S. Football, Of a
centre : To put (the ball) into play by passing it

back to the quarter-back on his own side. Also
/«/r., to snap the ball back. Also, to snap back.
1920 W. Camp Football without a Conch 48 Now let us

say the quarter calls the signal.. the play would get under
way and the center would snap him the ball. Ibid. 97 The
moment the ball is snapped the line must move.. in unison.

g. Cricket, To catch (a batsman) smartly at the
wicket.
1898 Ranjitsinhji With Stoddart's Team x. 195 Iredale

also secured an 'egg*, Storer snapping him at the wicket.

13. o. 7(?j«a;Sz'«/tf: to throw oneself smartly into
(an action). U.S.
X918 in F. A. Pottle Stretchers (1930) 239 Oh, snap into it I

we want to get this done. 1929 A. C. & C. Edikgtoh Studio
Murder Myst. vi. 75 The stars, .are so sure of themselves,
you see. They know they can snap into the action as soon
as the camera starts, /bid. ix. 119 Up until the instant the
camera started, this man was..eniertaining the rest of the
company with a running fire of ludicrous comment. Then,
the 'snapping ' into the scene.

Snap-. Add: snap-back 6^6". Football^ the
act of snapping back the ball ; snap-brim, having
a turn-down brim ; snap-finger Path, (see quot.)

;

snap-switch Elecir.^ a switch with a rotating
contact-maker which under the action of a spring
turns on or off either way with a snap; snap-to,
the act of closing with a snap.
1938 Daily Express $ July 9 The *snap-brim (or turn-

down) soft felt hat. 1901 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 2) s.v.
Finger^ *Snap-fin^er^ Spring-finger^ a condition in which
flexion and extension of the finger beyond certain points are
difficult. 1926 Brit. Engin. Standards Assoc, Electr.
Engin. 159 *Snap s^vitch, a switch which makes and breaks
the circuit with a quick snaji. 1900 Kyuoch Jml. Apr.-May
94/1 He succeeds in closing it [ji:. the pistol], but., the *snap-
to is as a rule unexpected.

b. snap-lidy -purse.

193* N. frQ. 13 Feb. 123/2 Portable Ink-Bottles. .with a
*snap-lid. 1921 Chambers's Jrnl. 375/a A miniature *snap-
purse,

d. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1841 Congress. Globe Apu. 42 (I'h.) This extra session of

Congress, called in time of peace to take snap judgments on
the .American people.

Snapped, ppl. a. Add: 2. Of maize : That
has been picked without releasing from the husk.
U.S,
19ZS R.R.SNAPp5tf^Ca///tf 353 The term 'snapped com*

is applied to corn that has been gathered witli the inner
layers of the husks remaining on the ears.

Snapper, ^<^.^ Add: 2. £ U.S. (Earlier ex-
amples.)
1841 Knickerbocker Mag. XVII. 277 All the whips were

provided with red snai)peis. 1878 V>. F. Taylor Between
Ga/«i56 Then that whipthrows out fifteen feet of lash with
an electric explosion at the end of it done up in a silk

snapper.

3. b. U.S. Football. Snapper back, the player
who snaps back the ball to the quarter-back ; the
centre rush.

1930 \V. Camp Football without a Coach 30 That involves
a great deal harder work from the center rush or snapper
back in getting the ball back to him.

6. O. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x-j^ Aurora (Philad.) 17 May (Th.) The crocodile throats

of tiie gentle snappers or mud torlles in the Jersey market.

0. One who takes snap-shots.
\^\Q Chambers's Jrnl. 589/1 There is no relief in a pro-

test, for the rampant ' snapper ' knows thai the law is on his
side, igai Ibid. 546/1 He who was but a snapper,a piesser
of a button, and next became a photographic enthusiast.

Snapping, ///. a. Add : 2. b. That makes
a sharp cracking noise,
1891 Outlook Dec. 238/1 In the tender light of the rising

sun he creeps downstairs, avoiding tliat squeaking board and
that .snapping step.

3. b. (Earlier examples.) Also snapping tor-

toise,

1784 J. F. D. Smyth Tour U. S. I. 338 One kind of them
bites very fiercely when incensed . . these are called Snapping
Turtles. 181X R. .SuTcr.iPF T?-av. N. Amer. vi. {1815) 102
Here is also a ^reat abundance of that kind of tortoise
called the snapping turtle. 1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XVI.
54 Thcsnapping-tortoises, frogs, squirrels, and such small
deer, are their flocks and herds.

c. Also snapping-jack,
1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1S65) V. 416 There is scarcely

an individual.. unacquainted with the Spring-])eetles, or as
they are often termed, * Jumping-Jacks ', ' Snapping-Jacks '.

Snappy, a, 5. Add : Also used of electric

sparks.

1907 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 620 The snappy or non-tuned
emission, such as was employed by Mr. Marconi for great

distances. Ibid. 621 For a tuned station this sudden snappy
spark is to be avoided.

6. d. Of weather: Having a 'snap* in it,

1889 Kansas City T. ^ Star 13 Nov., Snappy cold weather.

1938 J. C. Lincoln Silas Bradfords Boy 149 It was a clear,

snappy early winter day.



SNAPS.

Snaps. 6^.^. [PI. of Snap j^.] (See qnot.)

1939 R: B. Vanck Human Factors Cotton Culture 132

Cotton picked with the cotton burr to save time is known
as ' snaps '. 1 ^
Snap-shot, v. Add : h\%ofig.

>9o6 W. Df. Morgan yose^h Vattce xUv, There were no

interesting girls in the train, whom he could have snap-

shotted (as the phrase is nowada>-s) as models for any repul-

sive female in History or Mythology. i^vjOutlook 17 Aug.

ao6/2 All the peculiar attitude of our race toward dancing

was suddenly snapshotted in that absurdity.

Snare, sb. 3. b. Add : snare-drummer,

1936 E. Ferbkr Skorv Boat v. 96 A snare drummer who
was always called a 'sticks ', and the bass drum, known as

the bull. ,^ ^ ,, „
Snarky (snauki), a, ong. U.S, [f. Snark v,

+ -t1.] Irritable, * short*.

1915 H. L. Wilson J^us:^ies of Red Gap xii. (1917) 209,

1

had received a rather snarky letterfrom him demanding to

know how long I meant to remain in North America.

Snarl, sb^ 3. U.S, (Earlier and later ex-

amples.)
x8as J, Nkal Bro. Jonathan I. 76 There being 'a pootty

consid'r'ble snarl o* gals, I guess' the supper was bravely

furnished. 18.16 Dunlap Mem. Water Drinker (1837) II.

34 They swarin like a snarl of bees before hiving, i860

Holland Miss Gilbert's Career xxii, 386 A snarl of people

that didn't care anything about me. 1904 N. Y. Tribune

10 Apr., A veritable snarl of street urchins took possession

of several benches in Lincoln Park.

Snarly, -^.^ 1. (Later U.S. examples.)

1904 Delineator Dec. 1035 To give a helpful twist to

a snarly skein of silk or wool. 1906 Susan Hale Lett.

(1919) 409 This is in the cock-pit country, you know, so

snarly with hills and canyons.

Sneak, ^j^. 2. b. Add: A sneaking or stealthy

movement; a skulk.

1904 * O. Henry* Cabhnses ^ Kings xvii. 303 Well, we
three made a sneak around the edge of town so as not to

be seen.

Sneak-. Add : sneak-boat U.S. (earlier ex-

ample) ; sneak-boy, -guest, one who acts surrepti-

tiously (see quots.); Bneak-hunting, hunting from

an unobserved approach,
1867 in Fitr^ Fin ^ Feather (187a) 58 By the aid or use

of any punt boat, or*sneak boat used for carrying such gun.

1999 G. W. Deeping Roper'^s Row xxx. § i A little *sneak-

boy in the hall [sc. to warn idling house-painters]. 1930

Times Lit. Suppl. 9 Jan. i5/i Creevey. .who was in fact (if

a very modern term may be forgiven because it is so ajjt) a
* *sneak-guest ' \sc. in collecting tit-bits for his memoirs],

1878 E. B. TuTTLE Border Tales 45 By *sneak-hunting,

one man can kill a whole band of elk.

Sneaker. 3. f/.i".^i?//cJ^. (Examples.)
X91K H. S, HARRtsoN Queed vil 89 Kltnker picked up a

•sneaker' from the floor and hurled it. -at a weight-and-

pulley across the room. 1930 * Van Dine ' Scarab Murder
IV, 61 He got relief by wearing white canvas sneakers with

rubber soles.

Sneakisbly, adv. Add : la a sneaking or

stealthy manner.
i8fi7 'T. Lackland* Homespun i. 55 He begins with

throwing a glance at her sneakishly.

Snick, v.^ Add : 1. b. Also (with adv.), to

throw ofien^ turn on, with a clicking noise.

1987 Daily Express 30 Aug. 3/4 As she snicks open the

trellised door. 1927 Observer 4 Dec. 12 A Foreman with a
lantern., walks down a dark platform snicking on lights.

Snicker, sbX (Earlier U.S. example.)
1836 Knickerbocker Mag. VI. 562, I was partially 'ware

of a general snicker through the room.

Snide. B. sb. Add : 3. A mean or low fellow.

1883 J. Hay Bread-winners xix. 297 * I am right glad I got

here to save you from that
—

* he paused, searching for a
word which would be descriptive and yet not improper in

the presence of a lady, .

.

' that snide '.

4. Hypocrisy, pretence.

190a G. H. Lorimer Lett, Self-made Merchant vii. go

Courtesy without condescension,, .simplicity without snide.

Sniff, sb. Add : 6. A game played with

dominoes. U.S,
19i8Hergesh£1MER Three Black PennysxKiv,pLhf:x6\nr\f:x,
when they were playing sniff, a 192s in Appel Business
Biogr. yo. Wanamaker (1930) 336 Hi:s own favorite game
was ' sniff', played with dominoes.

Sni'fSIy, adv., Sni'fQjiess (see note tinder

Snipft a.).

a loxa [in Dict.X 19*7 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 834/1, 1 didn't
think snithness was usual under the circumstances. 1928
Margot ^'B.wi.tK Kiss Proof xvWx^ 'Oh, if that's the way
you feel about it,' Toddles said sniffily. 193a G. K,
Chesterton Chances iv. 118 A brilliant French critic, who
does full justice to the poet otherwise, has in this matter
also a faint suggestion of snifliness.

SnifB.e, sb."^ 1. (Further U.S. examples.)
1878 Trans. Illinois Defit. Agric. XIV. 244 It is my

remedy for sniffles. 1891 E. Egcleston in Century Mag.
Mar. 664 Nothing more than a case of infantile sniffles.

Snifter, sb. Add : 4. A (small) quantity

of intoxicating liquor; a nip or 'spot', colloq,

1848 Stray Subjects no (Th.) Cobblers for the party,—
snifters for the crowd. 1856 Derby Phctnixiana 148 (ibid.)

An elderly female, drawing a black pint bottle from the
pocket of her dress, proceededto take a snifter. 1888 Texas
Siftings 8 Aug. (Farmer) * Bring up a bottle of brandy !'

He poured out a pretty good snifter. 1937 E. W. Springs
Nocturne MHitaire 198 Just because the country is dry,

don't think that you've got to do ail your drinking right

away. There'll be plenty left for your old age. Here's a
smalt .<;ntrter.

Snifty, a. Transfer U,S, to sense in Diet,

and add ; 2. Inclined to * sniff', disdainful.

234

1889 K. MuNROK Golden Days xvii. 188 If you notice me
getting anyways snifty..you just bump me down hard.

190a G. H. Lorimer Lett. Self-made Merchant xviti. 268

Clytie said. .that spirits were mighty sniftyand high-toned.

1909 H. G. Wells Tono-Huugay 1. u § 8 [A child speaking
of her governess] ' Snifty beast !

'

Snipe, sb. Add : 4. c. A bankrupt broker.

1870 Medbery Men ^ Myst. Wall St. 131 In street argot,

they are 'snipes ' and lame ducks.

Sniper. Add : 4. Logging. One who rounds

off the end of a log in order to make it run

smoothly.
1905 Terms Forestry 9f Logging 48 Sniper, one who noses

logs before they are skidded. 1914 Chambers's yrnl. 696/1
Summoning the sniper for an occasional undersnipe.

Snipped,///, a. 2. Add : Also with out.

1872SUSAN Hale Lett. (1919) 113 That snipped-out flannel

of different colours.

Snitch, sb, 3. (Recent U.S. examples.)

1903 Charities 7 Nov. 408 Let it be agreed that everybody
can 'snitch' upon everybody else without being called a
' dirty little snitch *. 1906 Atlantic Monthly Nov. 589 He
employs that piienomenon of despicabiiity..in Western par-

lance called a snitch.. to work up the lawsuit.

Snitch, V. Add: 1. (Recent U.S. examples.)

1903 Charities 7 Nov. 406 ' Snitching ' means to ' peach

'

or to ' tell ', a term known to every boy from the wealthiest

to the poorest 1910 ' O. Henry * Whirligigs xili. 157 ' Say,

don't snitch to the tenants about this, will ycr?' 1936 J.
Black You Can*t Win x. 133 If I get snared by the bulls

they won't know I've got a safely box unless 1 snitch on
myself.

3. To take surreptitiously.

1904 i\^. Y. Times 6 June 9 They reached Coney Island by
'snitching ' rides.

Snob, sb.'^ 2. Add : Also in American use.

185X B. H, Hale. College Words 286 Snob... In some
American Colleges, a townsman as opposed to a Student.

SnollygOSter (sn^j-ligpstaj). U,S, slang. A
pretentious, boastful fellow.

1896 Georgia Cracker 17 Aug. (Cent. D. SuppL) Asnolly-
goster is a man who is ambitious for office regardless of

party, platform or principles, a 1909 Dan Emmrt Black
Brigade (ibid.) We am de snollygosters An' lubs Jim Ribber
oysters.

Snook, sb.^ Variant of Snoek.
1804 Sir J. Barrow Trav. S. Afr, 1 1 . 300Two kinds offish,

the Hottentot and the Snook, are split open, salted, and
dried in the sun in large quantities. 1853, 1872 [see Snoek].
1867 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade Suppl.

Snooker, v. Add: b. trans. To * do down',
' do in *, * scupper *

: chiefly vcipass. slang.

191S Mom, Post 8 Apr. 5/1 If we had fired the Germans
might have sent up a hght and then we should have been
snookered all right. 1925 N. Vensrr Imperfect Impostor
xii, 'I can't see any solution,' he said. 'I'm snookered.'

1927 C. Mackenzie Vestal Fire i. i. One of the recognized

amusements of a Sirene dinner-party was to try to snooker

Joseph R. Neave over Dante,

Snookams (snw'kamz). A trivial term of en-

dearment, usually applied to lap-dogs.

1928 Chambers^s Jml. 128/2 She is now a ' city-lady ', with
a couple of dear little * snookums *.

Snoop, V. Add : 2. (Earlier examples.) Also
with otner advs.
183a R. C. Sands Writings II. 291 The world has realms

wherein to snooPt And I am not a noddy, 1840 C. F. Hoff-
man Greyslaer in. i. 105 Our scouts would make us believe

that both he and Bradshawe are snooping about the country

among the Tories. 1855 Knickerbocker Mag. XLVI. 317
The level which the,, engineers * snooped 'round and found
out, hasn't a parallel in all the adjacent regions, i860
Susan Warner Say ^ Seal xxxiv. 312 I'd as leaves go
the hull way alone as to snoop round hunting folks. 190Z

H. L. Wilson Spenders iii, 26 Work.. is something you
want to get done ; play is something you jest like to be doin*.

Snoopin' up these gulches is both of em to me. 1919— Ma
Pettengill w. Til It was as dark as a cave, but I heard one
snooping close. 1931 Dorothv Savers Five Red Herrings
xviii. § 2 It is hardly possible for a local policeman in acountry
place to snoop about, wheedling information out of the in-

habitants.

3. iratts. To steal, * appropriate * ; to * snaffle'.

1924 Galsworthy While Monkey i.vm^ If we let you snoop
copied!, all the packers will snoop copies. Ibid, 11. iii. Its

usually an accident., when we snoop other people's goods.

We never want to.

Hence Snocper, a sneak-thief j so Snocping
vbl, sb, ; Snoo'py a., sneaky.

1895 Funk's Standard Diet., Snoopy^ prying, sneaking.

1924 Galsworthy White Monkey 11. ii, Did_ this terribly

interesting-looking girl know about the snooping? Ibid, ix.

Her husband is a decent little snipe for a snooper. 1927
Barbican Confessions Rum-Rnnner xxiii. 257 You rotten

little cross-eyed snooper. 1930 P, Macdonald The Link
xi. 216 I'm not snoopy, but I opened my door and listened.

Snooze, z'- Add : 2. Tomoveslowly, to crawl.

192X R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean xii. 208 I can fire

one boiler and keep it snoozing along.

Snoozer. Add : Also as a vague appellation.

a 1909 ' O. Henrv ' Roads ofDestiny xxii. 373 She knows
what a wild kind of snoozer I've been. 1921 R. D. Paine
Comr, Rolling Ocean iv. 65 Do you mean to say that the

wonderful old snoozer had the grit to crube out to your
country at his age ?

Snorting, ///. a. Add : 4. Exceptionally

remarkable Tor excellence, size, strength, etc. Also
advb,
1924 Galsworthy White Monkey ii. ix, I've played bridge

with him,..—snorting good player.

Snot, sb, 5. Add : auot-rag vulgar, a pocket-

handkerchief.

SNUBBER.
1886 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bh. 1903 Farmer &

Henley Slang, s.v. Snot.

Snotty, a. 1. c. (Example.) Hence Sno'ttily
adv.
1927 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 816/2 'Of course I did,' he re-

plied, rather snottily I thought. 1930 Diary ofPublic School
Girl 51 She was as snotty as ever.

Snow, sb.'^ Add : 2. b. (Earlier and later

U.S. examples.)
1778 J. Carver Trav. N. Amer. 250 Those [Indians] in

the mterior parts, .count their years by winters ; or, as they
express themselves, by snows. 1873 Joaquin Miller Un-
zuritten Hist. xix. (1876) 272 One late and severe spring-
time many thousand snows away.
4. d. Cocnine. slang.
xoax Outward Bound June 67/2 The wiles of the dealers

in 'snow* [are] extraordinarily insidious. 1922 E. F. Murphy
Black Candle 49 ' A snowbird '—that is to say a man who
snuffs cocaine, usually designated as ' snow '. 1929 ' Sea-
mark ' Down River ii, Snow has been at a premium undl
this cargo landed.

7. sftow-sqitall (earlier Amer. examples),

177s Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll. Ser. ii. II. 287 The weather is

attended with Snow Squalls. 1849 N. Kincsley Diary 55
We have had one or two quite heavy snow squalls this

morning.

9. and 9. b. snow-bear, a name given to the

white and isabella-colonred bears; snow-break
(examples); snow-camel, the Bactrian camel;
snow-ripple, aripple-marlc formed in snow; snow-
roller, a mass of surface snow blown up by the wind
and driven before it.

1869 A. A Kinloch Large Game Shooting Thibet ^ N.
J} est I. XV. 46 The *Snow Bear varies a good deal in size.

1884 R. A. Sterndale Hat. Hist, Mammalia India ^
Ceylon in The bear of which we have the oldest record is

almost the same as our Indian or Snow Bear. 1898 Guide
Majiimalia Dept. Zool. Brit. Mus. 44 The Erown Bear.
..The nearly allied Kashmir Snow- Bear. 1910 Blackw.
Mag. Oct. 433/2 One of them. .got three really good heads,

and two snow-bears, in one day. 1895 \V. R. Fisher tr.

K. Hess's Forest Protection 482 Tlie term *sno%v-break is

used to denote the breakage of stemt; or branche<i. 1905
Terms Forestry ^ Logging 21 Sncwbreak, i. the breaking
of trees by snow. 2. An area on which trees have been
broken by snow. 3. Shelterbelt. 1901 Kipling Kim viii,

Nor is even a Balkb stallion.. of any account in the great

Northern deserts beside the *snow.cameLs 1 have seen.

SnoWy V. Add: 6. d. With in\ To shut in

by snow. Usu. in pa. pple. U.S,
1869 * Mark Twain * Innoc. Air. 286 Appalled at the im-

minent danger of being 'snowed in ', we harnessed up and
pushed on. 1869 B. Hartk Luck of Roaring Camp (1871)

28 He looked over the valley, and summed up the present

and future in two words 'snowed in !' 1887 C. B. George
40 Years on Rail \x. 188 My train was snowed in during
one of the terrible storms.

Snowball, sb. Add : 5. C. Also simply =
snowball system, etc.

189a Whitehall Rev. 17 Sept. 7/1 The system of 'Snow-
baits '

is multiplication at a very rapid rate, each gjver being
obliged to bind himself to find a certain number of others

who will not only give, but bind themselves each to find an
equal number of contributors on the same terms.

Snowball, V. Add : 1. b. Jig^ To accumulate

by degrees like a rolling snowbalL (Cf. Snowball
sb, 5 c.)

1939 E. N. Nicholson Study ofBirds 39 Some flocks are

freshly Cormcd each day, and recruits can be watched join-

ing the original members at intervals until it snowballs up
to its full size. J930 Times 25 Mar. 33/5 The debtscontinue

to ' snowball ' in alarming fashion.

2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1854 Shillaber Mrs. Partington 357 He had snowballed

the cattle into a frenzy.

Snow-bank. Chiefly U,S, [Skow sb^- 7 a.]

A bank of (drifted) snow.
1779 E. Parkman Diary 194 Snow-Banks very high, one

nigh my saddle-house 6 feet high. 1803 [sec Snow sh} 7 a].

x8ip E. Evans Pedestrious Tour 383 Ihe thieves, .were

dividing the spoil behind some neighboring snow-bank.

1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XII. 341 The wind is playing a
wintry dirge around my ears, and great snow-banks are

rising. 1845-50 [see Snow sb.^ 7 a]. 1868 Lol'isa M.
Alcott Little Women (1S60) II. vi. 79 She sat. .as cool as

a snow-bank. 1887 C. B. Georgk 40 Years on Rail vii.

137 We ran into a snow-bank near Rosehill and stuck fast.

1897 0«^/«^ (U.S.) XXX. 454/1 He told of a trip, .when
he sat on a snow-bank and picked strawberries.

Snowed, ///. a. Add : 3. Also snowed-in.

(Cf. *Siiovfv. 6d.)
1904 ..v. Y. Evening Post 5 Feb. 3 The Wabash is devoting

all its energies to clearing the Hne of delayed and snowed-

in trains.

b. Snotved-ttp (of persons) : Held up or detained

by a heavy fall of snow.
1836 tsee Diet.]. 1865 Punch 25 Mar. 118 The Snowed-

up Foxhunters, who are grumbling about the Weather,

Snubbed, ppl- a. Add : 2. b. Shortened,

stumpy. So Snubbing (see quot. 1903).

1835 J. H. l^c^KYKKVi South-West 1. iii. 27 With swallow-

tailed sterns, snubbed bows, and black hulls. 1905 Trans.

Inst. Naval Archil. XLV. 23 The cutting off of the ena 0/

the curve of areas is what we commonly call snubbing .

Ibid. 26 Conditions in which you may have the snubbed

finish of the curve of areas.

Snubber. Add : 3. A shock-absorber on a

motor car. Also atlrib,

igj5 Morris Owner 's Man. p. iii, Instructions for mainten-

ance and adjustment of * Gabriel ' Snubbers. 19*8 Sunday
Dispatch 19 Aug. 3 New snubber plates are fitted on tac

front springs.



SNUFF.

Snuff, sb,^ Add : 4. snuff-bottle (earlier U.S.
example).
1851 J. J- Hooper ^Vidovj Rugby's H-ush.^4, Did you see..

that old snuff-bottle?

5. snuff-dipper, -dipping U.S, (earlier ex-
amples) ; snuff gourd, the snuff-box gourd or
bottle-fTonrd, Lagenaria vulgaris.

*

184s T. J. Greem Texian Exped. x. 137 We believe the
most filthy of all practices is that of your ' 'snuff-dippers'.
1871 Barnum Struggles ^ Triumplis 96 The teclinical term
for the proceeding is ' *snuff-dipping '. 1901 Kipling Kim
IV, The laiiia dipped deep into his *siiuff-gourd. i9ati U. F.
Ck. Missionary Rec, 190/2 Her dress consists simply of a
ragged apron of goatskin, and a snu(r-j,'ourd hung round her
neck.

Snug, V. 1. (Later U.S. example with up,^
1873 ). H. Bf.adle Unde-.-el, West v. 106 He used tocom<

plain that I ' snugged up ' altogether too much.

SnU'gger, v, vulgar U.S. In / snuggers:
euphemistic substitute for / swear (cf. Snum, and
Swan 2^.2, Swow v.'^).

1844 ' Jon. Si.icK ' Nigh Life N. V. II. 202, 1 snuggers, it

made me feel streaked all over, to think [etc.].

Snuggler (snp-gbi). [f. Snoggle z/, + -eb1.]
One who snuggles.

1889 Eliz. B. Custer Tenting en Plains xxu 379 \tfma\\y
dawned upon us that the little horse was a constitutional
snugglcr.

SuuiU (snzmi), v. vulgar l/,S, In / snum =
I swear. (Cf. *Snugger and VuM = vow,)
1839 Vale Lit. Mag. IV. 357 (Th. p. 468) I snum, 'taint

the thing for me. 190s L. E. Richards Mrs. Tree xiii,

*WeIl, I snum!* said old Anthony. 150a H. L, Wilson
spenders xxxvi. 444 ' They ratified the preliminary agree-
ment for a merger.* ' Well, I snum !

' 1909 J. C. Lincoln
Keziah Coffin xv, I snum if she ain't comin' up the road
this blessed minute.

So, adv. Add : 5. g. Ellipt. for is that so ?
(also in imitation of G. so).

1886 Liverpoot Even. Express g Jan. 3/4 * Oh, Mr. Blobbs,
you can form no idea of tiic terrible dream I had last night.'
..'So?' remarked Mr. Blobbs, continuing the perusal of
the morning paper. (1916 H. Rae Maple Leaves xiv. 239
*Thal is all part of our system.' * Ah I So,' answered the
German.]

Soak, v. Arid: 7. e. Also/^. (e.g. to * slate'

a book). To soak it, to * give it hot \ administer
punishment to, U.S.
1908 G. H. LoRiMER y. SpurlocJt ill 44 Yes, he done it I

Soak it to him good I Ihid. vi. 107 My troubles came at me
from all sides, and soaked it to me till my conscience fairly
ached. 1925 H. L. Foster Trap. Tramp Tourists iii. § 3. 21,
I found that we had on board.. the man whose newspaper
soaked my last book.

f. To impose upon (a person) by an extortionate
charge or price ; to charge or tax heavily, slang,
1899 AVw York ymi. 19 Apr. 6/1 That's all right. Let's

soak New York. She can stand it. 1904 Newspaperdoni
21 Apr. 8 When a local merchant asks you to give his busi-
ness a friendly notice, soak him ten or fifteen cents a line.

1911 J. F. Wilson LoJtd Clainters xiii. 178, I know he feels
pretty sore over his claim and the way you soaked him,
J915P. G. V^OTiKno\is%Somcihing Freshn. §2.37 Especially
after poor old Percy has just got soaked for such a pile of
money. 1931 W. Martiih Scarlett Murder vii, Maybe
there's more money in mushrooms than I l:new...Just buya
diih anywiiere and see what they soak you.

Soakaway (s(?u'kaw^). [f. Soak ». + Away
adv."] A contrivance for collecting rainwater by
percolation through the soil,

1916 H. G. Wells Mr. Britling 11. iv. $ 13 Someone
stumbles into a soakaway for rainwater. 1938 Daily Express
3t May 5/3 Be sure to find out if your kitchen sink drains to a
soak-away '. If it does, you must not let much water go
down it, but throw out washing-up water and suchlike on the
garden.

Soap, sb. Add : 6. Boap-fat, -lock U,S,
(earlier examples).
1839 Knickerbocker Mag. XIII. 346 He clambered up on

the top, with a turning screw in one hand and a horn of
•soap-fat in the other. 1855 Uid. XLV. 364 The surly
soap-fat man can talk of soap-fat only. 184a 'Uncle Sam '

Peculiarities I. 119 You are an incendiary, a robber by pro-
fession, a *soap-lock, and a loafer.

b. soap-bark : hence as v.trans.y to clean (gar-

ments) with soap-bark.
^910 Cambtidge Daily Nev/s y$%c\ii. 3/4 Gym slips should

not be washed. . . It is much better at the beginning of the
season to soap-bark them.

Soap, V. Add : 1. b. fig. pbr. To soap the

ways : to make things smooth and easy. [? With
rcf. to the nantical sense, Way sb,^ 3 a,]
zgao Vachei.l Virgin \x. 156, I mean to say that Peggy,

qua Peggy, has—how shall I put it?—soaped the ways.

Soap'boz. [Soap sb, 4 c] A wooden box in

which soap is i>ackcd ; used, esp. in U.S., as a
makeshift stand by a speaker. Hence Soap-box:
z/., Soapboxer.
1660, x86a [see Soap sb. 4 c^ 19*6 ScHbner^s Mag, Sept.

394/1, I made ' soap-box ' speeches, talked on street-corners.

I9a7 T. C. Pkasb United States 546 The choice of party
candidates by manipulation of party conventions and soap-
box primaries. 1931 L. Adamic Dynamite 161 When still m
her teens, she soap-boxed on Street corners in New York.
Ibid. 434 Late in tne spring of 1930 I happened to listen to
a soapboxer off Madison Street.

Soar, V. Add : 1. f. Aeronautics. To fly

in a machine without motor power and without
loss of altitude ; applied to a flight more sustained
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than 'gliding' (see Glide v. i c). See also
Soaring vbl. sb. 3.
x9oa W. Wright in J. B. Weiss Gliding ^Soaring Flight

(1923) 102 It would be easy to soar in front of any kind of
hill of suitable slope whenever the wind blew with sufficient
force to furnish support, provided the wind were steady. 191

1

BERRiyiAtiPrinc. Flight 21 Alternatively they {sc. gliders]
may soar in a wind having an upward trend, 1931 V. W.
Pac± A BCryGlidingvil 159 An expert in Germany recently
soared for a distance of 42 miles.

Soarer. Add : 2. Aeronautics. A soaring
machine (see *Soaiiing vbl. sb. 3),
i93> V. W. Pag6 ABC of Gliding vi. 144 In making a

soarer of the sailplane. Ilnd. viii. 164 The primary training
or scliool machines, .are gliders rather than soarers.

Soaring, vbl, sb. Add : 3. Aeronautics. A
type of engineless flight more sustained than
* gliding'; flying in a machine without motor
power and without loss of altitude. Also attrib.^

as soaringflighty machine^ plane, ship.
1B97 P. S. PiLCHKR in Aeronaut. Jml. Apr. 2/1 One of the

great dangers with a soaring machine is losing forward
speed and slipping backwards. 1931 V. W. Pag^ ABC of
Gliding p. vii, Soaring calls for considerably more skill and
machines that are much more efficient aerodynamically than
gliders. Soaring machines or sailplanes are usually mono-
planes with a higher aspect ratio than found in the training
planes. Ibid. vi. 117 Soaring planes. Ibid. vii. 146 At best,
gliding is but preparation for the more advanced type of
flying known as soaring. A soaring flight may last for
hours. Ibid., The soaring ship or sailplane.

Soave (s^a-v*;), (Zi/z;. Mus. [It.] Asa direction
to the performer: Softly, with delicacy and tender-
ness. Also (in the same sense) Soavemente
(s^avtfme'nt^).

1876 STA1NER& Barrett ZJ;V/.j1/«j. Terms, Soave, Soave-
mente (It,), agreeably, delicately, gently, softly, sweetly.

Sob, sb. Add : 3. b. attrib, = dealing with
sentimental appeal to the emotions(see *Sob-stu ff)

,

as sob-raiser^ -sister (see quot. 1937), -story. U.S,
1917 S. Graham Priest 0/ Ideal xx\x. 278 Our great sob-

raiser who persistently pleads in ihc Primer ioT all causes
which obviously evoke pity and rage. 1920 C. Sandburg
Smoke iSr Steel a8 How easy to make a sob story over who
she was once and who she is now. 1927 Daily Express
i8 Apr. 4/2 'Sob sisters*—corps of women reporters specially
employed to write sentimental accounts to appeal to the
emotions of feminine readers. J9a7 Saturday Even. Post
(N. Y.) 2^ Dec, The sob sisters and the sob brothers., who
didn't raise their boys to be soldiers. 1931 Times Lit.
Suppl. 1 Oct. 752/3 Julia Peterkin in 'Green Thursday'
comes perilously near the 'sob-story' and triumphantly
avoids It.

SO'berisb, a. [f. Sobee a.] Somewhat sober.
a 1861 T. WiNTHROP Canoe 4- Saddle (1S62) 19, I was

urging the soherish Duke to revolutionary acts.

Sober-sided, a. (Later U.S. examples.)
1880 Cable Grandissimes i. 4 Honor^ in mask? he is too

sober-sided to do such a thing. 1925 Scribner's Mag. Oct.
340/1 Robert E. Lee.. was no more sob-jr-sided than the
average cadet of good morals and intellect.

Sobftil (s^-bful), a. [f. Sob sb, or z;.1 + -pul.]
Full of sobs, given to sobbinE^ ; provocative of sobs.
X9az W. J. Turner Music <5- Life 8 The composer of the

most sobful ballad that ever made a drunkard weep. 1924
Blackm. Mag. Nov. 692/2 He was not really in a very sob-
ful mood.

Sobranje (s^^bra-niy^). Also Sobran(i)ye.
[Bulg. c^Opamie (Kuss. codpame) assembly.] The
parliament or national assembly of Bulgaria, under
the Constitution of 1879,
1894 E, DicEV Peasant Slate xv. 142 There are.. three

Estates in Bulgaria: tlie Crown, the Ministers, and the So-
branje. 1896 W. Miller Balkans 11. v. 217 The Parliament,
or ordinary Sobratije, was to consist of a single chamber,
elected by manhood suffrage. 1915 N. Forbes Balkans,
Bulgaria 60 StambuMv. ,in 1884 became president of the
Sdbraniye (Parliament). 1930 Contemp. Rev. Dec 786 The
Sobranyc was summoned on the eve of war with Turkey.

So-b-stnff. orig. U.S. [»Sob sb. 3 b.] Speech
or writing which makes a sentimental appeal to the
emotions. Often attrib,

1920 A. B. Baxter Parts Men Play xxi, {American loq.}
You ain't a child, and I see that I can't put over any sob
stuff with you. xgax Spectator 9 Apr. 463/2 We cannot
afford to be merciful to a bad or doubtful premise because
of a ' sob-stuff' appeal to Charity. i9a4 Galsworthy White
Monkey u.vi. 167 A condition or acquiescence, fatalism,
' Who dies if England Hve ' sort of sob-stuff state. i9B4 M.
Newman Consummation 11, x. 121 Ju!ius answered. .that
he was 'tiying to live down the dreadful past'. Freddy
replied telling him to cut out all that sob-stuff and not be a
stupid ass. jgzS S. Vines Humours Unreconciled xxi. 266
Dickensian sob-stuff.

Sociable, a. and sb, B. sb. Add : 2. a. (Later
U.S. example.)
1919 Eldershaw House zs Built i. v. S 10. 117 A sociable

drew up at the gate and set down Mrs. Bill's sister.

C. (Earlier example.)
1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 202 Dressing bureaus, sociables.

.

are sure to catch the visitor's eye.

d. A motor cycle to carry two persons (side by
side or one behind the other). Also, an aeroplane
with two seats side by side.

1899 Motor-Car World I. 60/1 Another singularly neat
little vehicle, known as the Humber * M.D.' motor sociable.
1909 Chambers's Jml. 336/r The ' new-departure* sociable
rear-car.. is the safest sociable that has yet been devised.
T913 Aeroplane i May 517/1 Mr. Biisteed on 'sociable' to
Upavon. Ibid. 20 Nov. 548/a More than one aviator has
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been killed by slipping along the undivided seat of a
' sociable ' aeroplane.

Social, a. Add : 7, e. Social service : service

devoted to one's fellow-men, esp. as exhibited in

organized movements for social betterment, settle-

ments among the poor, and the like.

1897 G. Hodges [.title) Faith and Social Service. 1900
J. P. Smyth {title) Social Service Ideals. 1911 J. B. Haldanb
Social Workers* Guide z-z-j/i Diocesan Social Service Com-
mittees. 1913 J. C. Carlile(/?V/^), Christian Union in Social
Service. 19x8 Daily Mail Year Bk. 229/2 United action
taken by representatives of., the National Council of Social
Service. 1^29 E. A, Hughks and F. Stuknkel i^itle). The
Social Service Exchange in Chicago.

f. Social secretary ; a secretary to a group or
community of people, a factory, etc. whose function
it is to make arrangements for their social activities.

1931 Daily Express 13 Oct. 5/2 When I got my job as
social secretary. .1 got a large salary and lived in luxury.

Socialize, v. Add : 3. intr. To be social or
sociable ; as, he refused to socialize with us. U.S,

Soci6taire (sosy^tfr). [Fr., f. sociiti SociETr.]
An actor-member of the Comddie Fran9aise, Paris,
who has a share in the government and profits.
j88g Vandam tr. A. Houssaye's Behind Scenes iii, 58 Be-

sides, assuming the sociitaires to tender their resignation,
had I not xh*i pensionnairesl 1901 Scotsman 16 Apr, 8/7
The vexed question of the distribution of roles among
sociitaires and pensionnaires—full members ofthe company
and salaried aspirants, 1933 Sir G. Arthur Sarah Bern.

'

hnrdt 66 To the Directors of the Fran^ais the Societaires
ranked only by seniority.

Society. 12, b. Add: society-queen, a lady
who makes a great figure in fashionable society.
1901 Chambers's Jrnl. 232/2 He now takes life as becomes

a man of affluence, with a wife who is a society-queen and
a favourite in many capitals,

Socius. Add : 3. Philos. Applied to God, as
the ' Great Companion' of man.
1890 W. James Princ. Psychol. I. x, 316 The impulse to

pray is a necessary consequence of the fact that whilst the
innermost of the empirical selves of a man is a Self of the
social sort, it yet can find its only adequate Socius in an
ideal world, 1917 A. S. Pringle-Pattison Idea ofGod xv.
297 The idea of a divine Socius has been one of the most
abiding inspirations of religious experience.

4, The individual person, considered as the unit
of human society.

1911 C, A. Ellwood5'(7«(7/. in Psychol. Aspects n. 21 The
socius, or associated individual, . .the unit out of which all

the simpler social groups are composed.

Sock, j/'.l 2. Add : Slang phrases. Put a sock

in (or into) it : be quiet, * shut up ', To pull up
one^s socks : to brace oneself for an effort.

1919 War Terms in Athenseum 8 Aug, 729/2 The ex-
pression * Put a sock in it ', meaning ' Leave off talking,
singing or shouting*, x^zj^'^Ko.n^i.vQmniiey's Adventures
369 Metaphorically an Irish-American ' pulled up his socks ',

1925 Fraskr & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words s.v., ' Shut
up, put a sock into it.* 193a R. C. Ashbv Plot agst. Wido^v
xxi, 172 'Oh, put a sock in it I ' she invited him scornfully.

attrib. and Comb, sock-suspeuder^ a device
attached to the top of a sock to keep it up in place
on the leg.

1919 P, G. WoDEHOusE Damselin Distress xiii, An earthy
brute who wore sock-suspendcrs.

Sock, z',2 Add : 1. c. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
Phr. To sock (a person) one; to give (him) a hard
blow.
1845 T. J. Green Texian ExPed. xvii. 321 The corporal

'socked ' It \sc. a shoe-maker's awl] in the thick of his back.
1850 L. H.Garrahd Wah-To^Vah xiii. (1927) 168, 1. .socks
my big knife up to the Green River, first dig. 1878 J. H,
Beadle Western Wilds ii, 37 'i'he very next day they put
me ia jail—socked me right m with them two Hodges. 1883
* Mark Twain ' Life Mississippi xliii. 43S A rich man won't
have anything but your very best ; and you can . . pile it on
and sock it to him. 1917 D. B. W. Lewis On Straw 61
Sock 'im on the ear, Sargint. X931 F. Buck & E. Anthony
Bring *em Back Alive 231 More than once I was tempted to
sock him one.

d. To drive or push down.
^

X929 * Seamark * Doivn River i, The Spindrift, travelling

at speed, sent up a young hill of water that would have made
even a fully laden barge cock up her heels and sock her old
nose down till half her rudder showed clear.

Sockdolager. U,S. slang, 1. (Earlier ex-
ample.)
1830 Virginia Literary Mnsevni I, 479 Sock dologer, 'A

decisive blow*.

3, (Earlier example.)
1842 Knickerbocker Mag. XIX. 223 This seemed lo be a

'socdoliger' (which translated into Latin, means a ne plus
ultra).

So'cker^. slang, [f. Sock r.S + -eb l.] A hard
hitter.

1931 Daily Express 16 Oct. 19/3 That guy was sure a
socker, and he had me nursing my bruises for days.

Socket, sb. Add : 2. c. Golf. That part of

the head of an iron club into which the shaft is

fitted. Hence, a shot made off the socket (see

*SocKET v. 2),

1887 Sir W. G. SiMrsoN Art of Golf \, iv. 22 Irons and
decks .. have sockets instead of necks. 1896 W. Park Golf
269. 1993 C, Leitch Golf^Z There is no bad shot in golf

which flurries a player so much as a shot off the socket. 19*7
Daily Express 12 Feb. 3/7 In the down stroke, the left hand
and arm get ahead of the right, and that causes either a
socket or a ' push out '.
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Socket, z". Add: 2. Golf, To strike (the ball)

off the socket or heel of an iron club ; to make (a

shot) in this wav. Also absoL

X9H C Lkitch Golf/or Girls 87 If you socket and don't

want to, here's the cure. Keep your left elbow close to your

side. i9«o Isis 27 Oct. 9/r He socketed a couple of iron

shots into the gorse. 19J3 Chavtbtrs's Jrid. 775/1 The joys
and sorrows of studyinR a long putt, or of socketing an .-ip-

proach. 19*7 Daily Expras 31 Jan. 8/2 A masbie that

persists in socketing tiie ball.

Hence Socketed^/, a. So'cketer. So*cketiiiff

vbL sb.

Z9XX C Leitch Gol/for Girls 86 No worse fault can fasten

on to a player than socketting, that is, hitting the hall off

the socket, or shank, as some cill it, of the club. Ibid.^ At
the finish of a socketted shot. 1911 Ne^v Bk, Golf 164

Socketing may occasionally proceed from too free a use of

the wrist. Ibitl. 341 Even the most confirmed socketer will

find that with such a club socketing is a sheer impossibility.

192s G Leitch Golf 98 The more socketed shots I see

played, the more I am convinced that the cause is to be

found in the arm action.

Socketless, o- (at the end of Socket sb^.

Add : Golf, Of an iron club ; Made without a

socket (see *Socket sb, 2 c).

19x1 C. Leitch Golffor Girls 86 In some cases recourse

is had to socketless clubs. This is not a cure but a subter-

fuge. 191a Nevj Bk. Golf 340 A socketless club has no
lieel, the shaft rises straight from the bead.

Socratean (sfjkratran), a. [See -AN.] Ter-

taining to or resembling Socrates.

1930 Belloc Richelifu i. vi. 114 Father Joseph wasshort,
bullet-headed, of a vivacious Socratean ugliness.

Sod, J^.l 3. Add: phr. Under the sod \ dead
and buried. Toput under the sod : to (kill and) bury.

1847 A. Trollope Macdermots IIL vii. 286 I've heard
the boys say that he would be undher the sod that day six

months. Ibid, 288 A lot of boys swore together.. to put
him undher the sod.

5. a. sod-crop (cf. *Sod-coun a), ground, U.S.
1847 /?(r/. U.S.Comm. Patents {\Zi,%) 539 This gave a *sod

crop without tending of tlurty to forty bushels per acre.

1878 Scribner's Monthly Nov. 133/2 The sod crop being
often the settler's main or only reliance for the fiist jear.

1871 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VIII. 238 The *sod ground of
our prairie Slate.

Sod (sfd), sb,^ vulgar. [Short for SonoMiTE.]
A term of abuse for a male person. Also used

jocularly without any definite implication ( =
'beggar', *chap', etc.).

d 1880 [remembered]. 1903 Farmer & Henley ^/a;/^. 1931
K. O'Brien IVithoitt my Cloak iii. xi. § i That auid sod of
a husband m-iking her black and blue every niglit of his

lihhy life. 1931 Tilsley Other Ranks iz Lucky sods, getting
this far and then going back.

Soda^. Add : 5. a. soda-acid extinguisher,
a fire-extinguisher composed ofsulphuric acidmixed
just before use with bicarbonate of soda.
1931 Dougherty & Kearney Fire 240 The Soda-Acid Ex-

tinguisher is the type frequently seen in public buildings.

6. soda-biscuit^ -bread (earlier U.S. examples),
-cocktail.

1867 ReP. Totva Agric. Soc. (1868) 65 The.. hot saleratus

or *soda biscuit which they . .bolt down at their meals. 1850
N. 'KiNGSLEY Diary 134 They raised some bread with it,

which he said was the best *soda bread he ever tasted. 1879
Nevjburgh (N. Y.) Daily yrnl. 2a Aug. 1/5 Day said ' Well,
give me a 'soda cocktail.'

7. soda-fountaiu (also formerly -font, -fount)

U,S.t an apparatus for supplying soda-water,

syrups, ices, etc. ; a 'store' or restaurant of which
this is a feature.

x848A'»zV>fe^r^<7C^'tfryi/rt^.XXXI.4oTheyhad not a theatre,

nor an oyster-saloon, nor a *soda-font. 1850 N. Kingsley
Diary 134 It was pure soda and possessed all the qualities

of a "soda fount. 1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 244 Soda-founts
and stands, Pattens generator, for making soda water. 1839
Southern Lit. Messenger V. q/i Barnyards, cow-houses,
*soda-fountains, ice-houses ancf the like, are indispensable to

the packets now. 187a Harper's Mag. Aug. 345/2 When
some enterprising Yankees set up an 'American Soda
Fountain ' at the Kxposition of 1867. 1877 Eliz. S, Phelps
Story ofAvis 137 They became the abject prey of the soda-
fountain and the lemonade boy. 1904 Minneapolis Times
33 June 8 He warned his congregation that, next to the
saloon, the soda fountain is perhaps the deadliest enemy of
humanity. 192$ Rose Macaulay Crewe Train 11. xiii. § 4.

223 Her lunch had consisted of a doughnut and two mixed
fruit sundaes at a Lyons soda fountain. 1930 J. O. Dahl
{title). Soda Fountain and Luncheonette Management.

Sod-COm. Cl.S. [Sod sb.^] a. Indian com
grown on land wliich has been lying in sod. b.
Whisky made from sod-corn.

i85;r Lawrence (Kansas) Republican 6 Aug, 2 Sod corn
promises now for about a half crop. 1867 Rep. Iowa Aerie,
Soc. (1868) 162 Our late crops, such as sod.corn, were entirely
destroyed by grasshoppers. 1878 J. H. Beadli: IVestem
H^ilds xii. 183 Chew's store.. was th- only place that sold
bourbon—tothers only sod corn. 1879 Scribner^s Monthly
Nov, 133/2, I passed field after field of sod-corn. x886
Z«/«'j P^A ^^<'«^>''6' XXH. Oct. 503/1 Here are. .scattered
fields of sod corn.

Soddyi <!• (Later U.S. example.)
1865 Rep. Maine Board Agric. X. 62 The partially de-

composed sward dries up on tiie surface, making the ground
' soddy ' and uneven.

Soft, a. Add : 20. b. Also sofifurnishing.
1925 Daily Tel. 13 May 20/6 Soft furnishing department.

\^j Ibid. II May 18/6 Manageress wanted... ^Iust have
thorough experience in the sale and scheme side of soft

furnishings.
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d. Comm, Of commodities : Tending to yield

or go down in price ; not hard or stiff.

1030 Morning Post 19 Aug. 3 '4 Oils were generally soft,

while Coppers were far from being buoyant.

23. b. Soft meat : (a) food prepared by pigeons

and fed to their young, being either ordinary food
digested by them and regurgitated or a special

secretion; called also softfood; {b) see quot. 1S89
in Diet.

18^ Meall Moubray's Poultry viii. 454 The squab thrusts
its bill into the side of the mouth of one of the old birds,

wliich forthwith pumpsup the contents of itsstomach (called
' soft meat,' technically) into its own mouth. 1876 R. Fulton
Bli. Pigeons iv. 39 This 'soft food ',..is pumped up by the
old ones with a sort of vomiting action. 1879 [see *Sick rt. i fj.

e. Of rays : Of a low penetrating power. Of a

thermionic valve : Containing some residual gas or

air.

jooa Encycl. Brit. XXVIII, 52/2 The rays coming from
different discharge tubes have very different penetrating
power. If the pressure in the tuhe isfairly high, so that ihe

potential difference between its electrodes is small and the
velocity of the cathode rays low, the Rcintgen rays will be
very readily absorbed, ouch rays are called 'soft rays'.

1903 Science Siftings 18 July lyS/z In applying the x-ray
they use a very feeble current, and what are called 'soft

'

bulbs. 1912 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 396 Rays, .of an exceedingly
soft or absorbable character, xgia Soddy Matter^ Energy
vi. 163 If the vacuum is poor or ' low ', the rays are not very
penetrating or 'soft '. 1919 Flf.ming Thermionic Valve 154
Valves of not very high vacua or so-called soft valves. i9aK
IVireless IVorld IX. 17/2 The first and three subsequent
valves are amplifiers and the last, a soft valve, is the rectifier.

1921 L. B. Turner IVireless 87 'i"he most sensitive single

tubes have been low-vacnum or *soft ' tubes. 1931 Duncan
& Drkw Radio (ed. 2) 214 The degree of vacuum in the

tube would change and some tubes became soft (having less

vacuum) while others became hard (having a higher vacuum,
with little or no gas present).

27. Soft cancer, an encephaloid or colloid cancer.

Soft chancre, a chancroid. Soft corn, (b) a variety

of maize {amylaced)
;

(c) a soft thickening of the

epidermis between the toes. Soft hail, a kind of

frozensnow. Soft-nosed a., (of a bullet) expanding-

Soft palate: see Palate sb. i b. Soft paste i see

Paste sb. 5 b. Soft pedal: see Pedal sb. i h {b);

hence as vb. intr, to play with the soft pedal down
;

{trans,) to * tone down * (in qnots.^^.). Soft porce-

lain, porcelain made of soft paste. Soft rays : see

*23 e. Soft second, in Bowls, the second player of

a rink or quartet. Soft silk, silk from which the

gum has been removed. Soft sore = *soft chancre.

Soft sugar, any prepared sugar not in the loaf or

lump form (the precise application varies). Soft

wheat, any wheat having a soft grain rich in starch.

x86o T. Holmes Syst. Surg. I. 523 Medullary cancer...
Often called 'encephaloid ', or. .contrasted in respect to
density with scirrhus by the title of '"soft cancer . 1859
C. F. Maunder tr. Ricord's Led. Chancre 9 Numerous
examples of the *soft chancre. 1770 Carroll Papers in
Alaryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 72, I have a great deal of
*soft Corn at all the Plantations. 1843 ' Mhdicus ' (G. B. C.
Watson) Hintsfor Pedestrians 16 note, Corns, .classed into

hard and soft. 1864 T. Holmks Syst. Surg. IV. 764 Soft

corns are found generally between the toes, 1902 L. H.
Bailey Cycl. Amer. Hortic. IV. 2004/2 s.v. Zea, Soft corn
{Z. amylacea, Sturt.). Kernels without horny or corneous
endosperm. 2894 *Soft hail [see Graupf.l]. 1910 Encycl.
Brit. XIL820/2 Hail must be distinguished from the frozen
snow, 'soft-hair or'graupel', that often falls at the rear ofa
spring cyclone. it^xZ Meteorol. Gloss. 343 On colliding with
any hard substance, soft-hail breaks up with a splash, and
may thus be distinguished from true hail. 1899 *Soft-nosed
[see 29]. 1901 G. H. Makins Surg. Exp. S. Africa iii. 92
Soft.nosed bullets of the Mauser and Lee-Metford patterns.

1909 Chambers's yrnl. 803/1 There has followed a tacit

understanding among civilised nations not to use soft-nosed

collapsible bullets that 'set-up 'or* mushroom *. 1926 R. H.
Davis Over My Left Shoulder xxix. 204 'Captain Sam heap
mad !

' replied the Peacemaker, with no effort to *soft pedal
the announcement. 1927 Daily Express 19 July 3/4 Both
parties are at present 'soft pedalling* on the world-revolution
thesis. 1931 F. F. Bond ^Ir. Miller of * The Times' 170 The
leading educational centres tended to stress the utilitarian

studies and soft-pedal those courses which sought merely
cultural ends. 1819 Rkes Cyct. XXVIII. Dd. 4/2 The
porcelain is made of these substances \sc. porcelain clay and
fe!sparj..but other materials are employed to give the re-

quired transparency at a lower temperature. This has
received the name of *soft porcelain. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts
etc. II. 1025 The manufacture of soft porcelain is longer and
more difficult than that of hard. 1859 [see 24 b]. 1909
Chambers^s yrnl. 585/1 It is. .essential for the collector to

be able to ditTerentiate between * hard ' and ' soft ' porcelain

if he would avoid the traps laid to catch the unwary. 1910

J. A. MANSON in Encycl. Brit. IV. 347/2 The weakest player
in tlie four is invariably played in the second place (the ' *soft

second '), 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2180/2 *Soft silk. i88x
Instr, Census Clerks (1885) 67 Soft Silk Piercer. Soft Silk

Steward. Soft Silk \Vinder. 1887 J. L. Milton Syphilis
log *Soft sore. 1908 Power & Murphy Syst. Syphilis I. 238
The soft sore, or ulcus molle. 18x8 *Soft sugar [in Diet.].

>8ii, 1843 *Soft wheat [see *Hard a. 32a). 1875 /twcyr?.

Brit. III. 251/1 In commerce the grain is distinguished as
white and red, or as hard and soft wheats.

b. Soft maple (earlier U.S. examples).
1778 J. Carver Trav. N. Amer. 496 The Maple. Of this

tree there are two sorts, the hard and the soft. 1807 P. Gass
yrnl. 195 The timber is mostly of the fir kind, with some.,
soft maple.

c. Soft crab (earlier example).
1805 R. Parkinson Tojir Amer. 315 There are soft crabs,

which are reckoned great dainties.

SOILAGE.

Softening, vbl, sb. Add : 1. c. (See *Soft
a. 23 e.)

X9a6 E. H. Chapman Wireless Diet. 123 The effect of
' soitening ' in a valve is noticeable in the increased amount
of anode current passing.

Soft-head''^. (Earlier modern example.)
1854 W. G. SiMMs SouthwardHo J x\\i. 390 We have, in

the South, a race of 'soft-heads'.

Softly, a. 1. (Later U.S. example.)
1875 Mrs. Stowe Deacon Pitkln^s Parm ii, 45 Mis' Pitkin

she's sot on't too in her softly way.

Soft-shell. 1. (iilarhcr U.S. example.)
1847 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIX. 494 A battle between a

soft-shell turtle, .and a terrier puppy.
2. U.S, (Earlier example.)
1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVI. 285 The * Hard and Soft

Shell Baptists *.

3. U.S. (Earlier example.)
184s Knickerbocker Mag. XXVI. 285 A 'Hard-Shell*

recently turned a * Soft Shell * out of church.

b. Also, a soft -shelled turtle.

1830 R. C Sands Writings II, 230 The soft-shell of the
Red River. 1846 T. B. Thorpe Alyst. Backwoods 156 It is

Turtle Lake from its abimdance of ' green, ampliibious soft-

shells *.

Soft SOapi sb, 2. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
183c Ann. 2ist Congress i Sess. VI. ii. 774, I will not use

the vulgar phrase, and say he has been pouring soft soap
down the backs of ihe New York delegation. 1840 W. G.
SiMMS Border Beagles 18 Tush, young man, soft soap don't
tickle me at my time of life.

Soft-soaper. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1852 * Mark Twain ' in Hannibal yrnl. Sept. 16 He was

narrowly watching this soft-soaper of Democratic rascality.

Soft wood. 1. Add: spec. Coniferous trees

and their timber.
1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging 48 Softwood, a needle-

leafed, or coniferous, tree, 1914 F. F. Moon & N. C. Brown
Elem. Forestry 218 Many of our hardwoods are much softer

in their wood structure than certain conifers or so-called
softwoods. 19*9 W. Dawson in Timber Trade Led. 137 The
light-seeded coniferous trees wliich produce our softwoods.

SO'ffcy, a. [f. Soft c] Characterized by softness.

1884 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn xxvii. 272 When the place
was packed full, the undertaker he slid around in his black
gloves with his softy soothering ways.

Soff, sb!^ (Earlier example.)
1839 Knickerbocker Mag. XIII. 379 He was a most extra-

ordinary fish ; or, in the vernacular of Nantucket, ' a genuine
old sog ', of the first water.

Sog, v. Add : 1, a. (Later U.S. example.)
1846-52 Mrs. Whitcher ll-'idow Bedott P. xx'ix. 373 Some

folks let their potaters He and sog in the water ever so long
before it biles.

Hence Bogged///, a,

i86o [see Sog v. 2]. 1929 H. Williamson Beautiful JVr.
xxiii. 237 A wenry, misty dawn dispelled the phantasms and
presented a reality of sogged ground and wet drippings from
the trees.

Sogdiau (s(?*gdian), a, and sb. Also Sughdian,
[ad.L. Sogdidnus, a. Gr. 'Xoyhiavos, f. OPersian
Sughuda,\zXGr Soghd.l A., adj. Ofor belonging to

Sogdiana (i) So^Smvi;), an ancient Persian province,

corresponding to the modem Samarkand and Buk-
hara. B. sb. a. A native of this country, b. The
language of the country (a form of Middle Iranian),

X909 Jackson in Indogenn. Forsch. XXV, 182 The
Sughdian rendering of the Syriac version of the Greek,
zoxo H. G. Wells Ouil. Hist. (1924) 295/2 A very consider-
able literature . . in Sogdian and another Aryan language has
been discovered. x^s^Encycl. Brit. X-ll. 587/1 The Sogdian
language. Ibid., Sogdian has particularly close affinities

with the 'Scythic' group of the Iranian languages. Ibid.,

XVII. 566/2 The Sogdians (Pers. Sugitdn) in the moun-
tainous district between the Oxus and laxartes.

Soggy, a. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1846-52 iMrs. Whitchfr Widow Bedott /*. xxix. 375 Oh

yes, to be sure it needs sugar, the best o' sugar too, not this

wet, soggy, brown sugar.

Soho (s^h<?a'), sb,^ The name of a district in tlie

West End of London, bounded by Charing Cross

Road, Oxford Street, Regent Street, and Coventry

Street, noted for its foreign population and restau-

rants.

1913 W. Whitten Londoner''s London vi. 140 He had
always a nice Soho taste in wine. ti93<^ W, S. Maugham
Cakes 4- Ale 12 You drive away wondering whether when
he comes he will think you are swanking if you ask him to

Claridge's or mean if you suggest Soho.]

Sole (swa). The French word for ' silk*, used

with defining addition, as sole de Chine,
1913 Daily Mail 13 Feb. 7 Sole de Chine. Ibid. 24 Feb. 11

The latest version oi sole cloky is called cloquelle.

Soign6,/^w/. soignee (swanV), a. [Fr., pn,

pple. of soigner to take care of, f. soin care.]

Dressed or adorned with great care and finish,

X9ai Spectator 28 May 683/1 Candida was, above all, a
splendid housewife and would have made the room not only

comfortable, but beautiful. It would have had 2. soign^ iCxx

.

1935 Oi'PENHElM Wrath to Come xxi. She was hersell again,

soignee, as perfect in the small details of her toilet as letcj.

1927 A. E. W. Mason No Other Tiger xi. gS As she stood

there in that flood of radiance, soignee, polished from head

to foot.

Soilage (soi-led^). Transfer f Obs, to senses

in Diet, and add : 3. The fact of soiling or con-

dition of being soiled. C/.S,

1926 Publishers' Weekly {N.Y.) 22 May 1679/2 One of -he

practical problems of retail bookselling is the rapid deprecia-

tion of stock due to soilage.



SOKOL.

Sokj variant of *SuQ.

Sokolisoi-lifl). [Czech (lit. falcon).] In Czecho-
slovakia, a gymnastic society for people of both
sexes, aiming at the cultivation of mind and body,
and bearing a falcon as their ensij^n. Also, a
member of one of these societies. ^Iso attrib,
1910 \V. S. Monroe Bohemia x. 189 The organization of

the Sokols in 1862 has undoubtedly been the most forceful
factor in the social unification of the Bohemian people. /6t{{,
J94 A great gathering of all the Sokol unions of the world
was called at Prague in 1887. 1915 Scotsman 10 Feb. lo/i
The gymnastic volunteer organisations (' sokoU ') which are
rpular among all the Slav nationalities of Austria. 19x1

Gkaham Europe—vjhither lottndl xiv. 189 'J'he Sokol
movement in Czecho-Slovakia and the Boy Scout movement
are much more promising. i9a5 E. I. Robson Wayfarer in
Czecha-Slryakia \\\\. ia6 It is a fine sight to see a really big
Sokol exhibition, hundreds of men or girls moving like one.

Sol (s^l\ J/5.6 Phys. Chem. [Short for w/«//^«,
as in *Alcosol and *Hyduosol : cf. *Gel.] A
liquid solution or suspension of a colloid.
The invention of this word and of ^*/ b ascribed by later

authorities to T. Graham (died 1869).
1899 \y. B, Hardy in JmL Physiol. XXIV. 164 fioie,

Graham s nomenclature is as follows: The fluid state, col-
loidal solution, is the ' sol ', the solid state the *gel '. The
fluid constituent is indicated by a prefix. Thus an aqueous
solution of gelatine is a 'hydiosol ', and on setting it becomes
a ' hydrogel *. 1918 Nature 28 Mar. 66/1 Colloidal solutions
are systems in which the solute individuals or sols, though
apparently soluble, have not broken down to the molecular
limit. 1921 A. W. Stewart PhysicO'Chem. Themes 175
When a gel is produced from a sol, the process is termed
coagulation.

Sola, a. 2. (Earlier Amer. examples.)
1737. \V. Stephkns Proc. Georgia 9 He brought a small

Box with Sola Bills for a large sum. ij^Col. Rec. Georgia
yi. 323 The last Issue of Sola Bills was not sufficient to
defray the Estimate to Michaelmas.

Solation 2 (yU^J^n), Phys,Chem. [f.*SoLji5.6

+ -AT10X.] The conversion ofa gel into a sol. Also
Sola'te V. inlr.y to be transformed into a sol.
1915 W. W. Taylor Chew. ColMHs 11 There seems no

escape from the adoption of the following terms:—gel, to
gelate, gelation, sol, to solate, solation. 1932 A. W. Stewart
Physito-Chem. Themes 175 twte. The terms 'solation ' arid
'gelation' have been proposed in order to distinguish the
two processes of sol-productton and gel-formation.

Soldier, sb. Add : 1. d. To play at soldiers :

said of children, also derisively of volunteers.
X91X Concise Oxford Diet.

2. o. Naut. slang. A man, csp. a sailor, who
shirks his work ; one who does no more work than is

necessary to secure pay or escape being discharged.
(Cf. SOLDIEH V, I d.)

1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Meist xvli. The captain called him
a 'soger'. [Note], Soger (soldier) is the worst term of
reproach that can be applied to a sailor. It signifies a skulk,
a shjrk [etc.].

8. soldier-bug, a North American predaceous
beetle, esp. Podisus spinosus.
1870 Amer. Naturaliit III. 98 The very same ..may be

true., of the Spined Soldier bug. JB76 Rep. Vermont Board
Agric. III. 676 The spined soldier bug and the banded
robber bug also prey upon the larvae of ihe potato beetle.

9. soldier's breeze = soldier 5 wind\ soldiers'
home U.S.y a place of stay for soldiers.

Z894 Stevenson & Lu Osb'iurne Ebb-Tide a. vii, The
Fitrallone made a *soldier'$ breeze of ti. 1865 Atlantic
Monthly XV. 233, I wandered. .from 'soldiers' home to
soldiers' home. 1866 J. C Gregg Life in Army xxvi. 324
The idea of a Soldiers' Home is, I believe, original with the
American people. ..It is said to have been first instituted in
the city of Halitmore in 1861. i88x ilarfef^s Mag. Apr.
715/2 The handsome grounds of the Soldiers* Home.
Soldiering, vbl. sb. 2. (Earlier and later

U.S. examples.)
1840 Dana Be/. Mast xii, ' Sogering ' was the order of the

day. 1850 N. Kingsley Diary io8 There seems to be less
sojerin;* than usual. 1875 J. G. Holland Sci-enoaks ii. 35
Remember:—seven o'clock, sharp, and no soldiering. 1903
Sunday Herald (Boston) 17 May 4/1 These physicians were
appointed, .for the ostensible purpose of preventing 'soldier-
ing * among employes.

Sole,-f^.l Add: 8. d. GeoU An inclined thrust-

plane.
Apparently named from the *sole* ofa wooden box (or of

wooden blocks) in which clay, etc. was placed for experiments.
1888 H. M. Cadell in Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin. XXXV.

347 This experiment show-i that underneath a series of beds,
repeated and heaped together by small thrusts, inclined
perhaps at considerable angles, there runs.. a major thrust
or ' sole ', inclined at a lower angle, along which the whole
ma-is may have travelled for considerable distances. 1896— Geol. if Scenery Sutherland 76 The thrust masses tend
to move forward in a lump along 'soles' or major ihrust-
planes. X930 Peach & )\Q^n^Geol. Scot. 117 The inclined
thru»t-plane or 'sole' along which the heaped-up strata
were driven.

9. sole-bend (*V,^'Sl> sb.'^ ^\i),€ripe{*Q\K}S.VY. sb. a").

lOM Times Trade «f Engin. Suf>pl, 29 Nov. 243/2 Supplies
ol low-class •solebrnds and offal are now small. 1915 Daily
Tel. 13 May 4 ''4 The manufacture of *sole crepe.

Solemncholy, a. (Earlier Amer. example.)
177a in F. V. Fithiatts JrnL ff Lett. (1900) 27 Being very

Solemncholy and somewhat tired, I concluded to stay there
alt night.

b. sb. In pLy a solemn or serious mood.
183^ W. A. Carruthgrs Kentuckian in Neiu York I. 314

It drives away the solemncholies, and makes a fellow feel so
good'OatureU, and so comfortable.

237

Solfdge (solff^). Mtis. [Fr.] = Solfeggio.
Also attrib.

'9'» E. Ingham in Eurhythmies "Jaquei-Dalcraze 52 The
solftge lessons are chiefly for ear-training and practical
harmony. 1921 H. F. Rubinstein tr. Jaqucs-Dnlcroze's
Rhythm, Music ^ Educ. v. 78 One of these groups confined
Itself to studying soltege, the other commenced pianoforte
lessons. . .

The solfege students were then initiated into tlie
study of the piano.

Solicitor. Add: 7. A person who is employed
to solicit orders on behalf of a business firm. U.S.
1903 E._ L. Shumam Pract. Journalism 200 Have as many

good solicitors out as necessary and make your rates low
enough to invite this form of advertising. 1918 Nation
(N.Y.) 7 Feh. 161/2 Life insurance salesmen as a class are.

.

about the least ambitious.. salesmen in the entire round of
commercial solicitors, 1935 PublisJiers' iVtekty (N.Y.)
15 May 1589 Why can't he leave it to the judgment of the
printers ? Or to the advertising solicitor?

Solid, sb.^ Add : 5. A solid rubber tyre.
1919 Brit. Manu_facturer Nov. 38/1, 50,000 pneumatic

tyres a week, in addition to .solids. 1924 A. \V. Judge Mod,
Motor Cars 11. 178 Both ordinary and Giant Solids.

Solid, a. Add : 1. e. Photogr. (See quots.)
1918 Photo-Min. XV. Mar., Solid, applied to prints or

enlargements made to include the background existing in
the negative as distinguished from vignetting. 19x9 Brit.
Jritl. Photographic Aim. 250 .St?//"<^ applied to prints and
enlargements.., denoting that the negative is printed full up
to llie edges—i.e., not vignetted or masked during printing.
8. b. (E.Trlier example.)

_ 1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xxvi. 418 Now Texas
IS the most solid outpost of the ' Solid South '.

Solidus^. 2. Add: Used also in writing
fractions and for other separations of figures and
letters.

_
1891- [in Diet.]. 1923 Sir N. Shaw Forecasting Weather

I. 35 A solidus (/) such as occurs in the combination ' bc/r
'

separates weather at the time of observation from the
preceding weather, bc/r thus indicating 'fine or fair after
rain or drizzle '.

Solifltudon (sJu-liflok/su). Geol. Also -fluo-
tion. [f. L. solum ground, earth + Fluxion.] A
gradual downward movement or slide of particles
of the earth's surface : soil-fiow. Hence Soli-
ffln'xional a.

1916T. G. Taylor With Scott 115 These symmetrical poly-
gons are due to a slow movement of half-frozen soil, which
Bas been noted in polar lands, and is called solifluxion or
soil-creep. 1924 Huxlev & OnELLin Geo^. Jrnl. LXUI.
224 It remains to mention the chiefmodifications of the stone-
polygons due to *so1ifluction ' (or soil-flow) and other causes.
Ibid. 335 On well-developed solifluctional slopes of mixed
inaterial, the different-sized stones move downwards at
diflferent rates. 1928 Greenland i. 437 I'he peculiar solifluc-
lion witliin the areas of the less resistant nepheline-syenites,

Solifngid (s<>liriiid3id). Zool. [f. L. soUptga
SoLiFUGE + -ID 3.] An arachnid of the order Soli-

fugse.
1925 R. \V. G. HiNCSTON Nature at Desert's Edge xi. 230

The solifugid. . . Scientifically it belongs to the order Soli/iigse,
and the one under discussion is the specie.s Galeodes aralis.
M15 — in E. F. Norton Eight/or Er/erest, jgi4 in. 5 2. 2S6
Solifugids occur up to 15,000 feet.

Solipsist. Add : B. at/j. Favouring or charac-
terized by solipsism. So Sollpsl'stically adv.
1923 Times Lit. S}ipf>l. 23 Aug. 549/2 There are tracts of

experience which almost all of us arc accustomed to explain
solipsistically—our dream-worlds. 1937 V. McNabb Cath.
Ch. /f Phitos. iii. 101 His \sc. Kant sj own words are in-

genuously solipsist I

Solitary, sb. Add : 5. Solitary confinement.
Prison slang.

1934 W. M. Raine Troubled Waters xxvi. 262 * He's been
in -solitary for a week," explained the warden.

Solo, sb. and a. Add : A. sb. 7. Aviation. A
solo flight; flying solo.

1930 G. C. Bailey Complete Airman xxiv. 191 A dual
lesson being given after every two or three hours' solo. 1929
F. .\. SwOEKKR Learning to Fly ix. 84 When a pupilis ready
for solo. Ibid., On your subsequent solos practise what you
have been taught.

^ 1930 G. L. P. H endkrson Pract. Flying
xvi. 125 Condemning, .these practices as dangerous on the
first solo, and indeed for many hours afterwards.

B. adj. ,4. Aviation. Alone, i.e. without an
instructor or a mechanic.
Z914 RosHER In R.N.A.S. (19x6) 15 Hope to be flying solo

by Thursday or Friday. 1918 Punch 3 Apr. 222/2 Yes, he
crashed a ievt days ago—on his first solo flip. 1920 G. C.
Bailey Complete Airman xxiv. igo After this, dual and solo
flying are undertaken alternately. 1930 G. L. P. Hender-
son Pract. Flying xvi. 128 'J"he pupil is now safely solo and
well on his way towards his ' A licence.

Solo (sJu-b), V. [f. Solo sb. and a.]

1. trans. To perform (apiece of music) as a solo.

Also intr. or absol.

1858 Punch 8 May 184/2 The sweetness of his oratory
would be completely wasted on the air o{* Keemo JCimo'
soloed by the ophicleide. 1886 W. Booth Orders ^ l\egut.
Salvation Army ill. ii. 96 All cannot solo or speak elo-
quently.

2. Aviation, intr. To fly solo.
19x7 War Birds (1927) 57, I have been flying for three

days and Capt. Harrison says I can solo to-morrow if it's

calm. 1931 V. W. Pac4 ABC 0/ Gliding 164 In training
glider pilots the student u-sually * solos ' from the very start.

Soloist. Add : 2. Aviation. One who flies

solo.

1930 0. I.. P. Henderson Pract. Flying xvi. 125 Let us
however, .prescribe. .for first soloists. 1931 C D. Barnard

SOME.
Learning to Fly xii. 140 The soloist must . .take advantage
of the longest run available when taking off.

Solution, sb. Add : 6. b. Cycling, etc. In
full rubber solution : a liquid preparation of caout-
chouc, chiefly used in repairing rubber tyres.
1894 Cycling iBadm.) App. 471 The hole [is] discovered.

.

and a small patch of rubber stuck over it with rubber solution.
1897 A. C. Femberton Complete Cyclist vii. 188 When the
tube is clean a little rubber solution has to be rubbed on.
Ibid. 190 The edges of the cut nmst be well cleaned and
coated with solution. 1898 G. Lacy Hillier Wrinkles /or
Cyclists 64 Then solution should be pressed in. 1930 F.
Gardner Ho-.o to repairyour Cycle 10 Spread a thin layer
of solution over the part that has been rubbed.

Solution, V. Add : spec, in Cycling, etc. To
treat with rubbsr solution ; to fasten (jlo, down, to-
gether) with this. Hence Solu-tioned///. a.
1898 tsee Diet.]. 189S G. Lacy Hili.ier Wrinkles /or

Cyclists 64 I'o.. compress the solutioned cotton. 1898 —
Cycling/or Everybody 81 The s.lutioned surface should be
left alone for some minutes, which allows of the evaporation
of the naphtha. Ibid. 84 The internal hole should be closed
by a patch carefully solutioned to the internal rubber walls.
1909 ' R. Andom ' On Tour mith Troddles 263, I ripped off
the [tyre] cover, and found the patch hadn't quite caught,
so we solutioned it down firmly. Ibid. 264 We strengtheneti
the cover with strips of rubber and solutioned canvas.

Solntionis't (s<ni«7-/3nist). [See -isr.] One
who finds the solution of a problem or difficulty

;

esp. an expert in solving cross-word puzzles.
1885 Liverpool Mercury 24 Oct. 5 Mr. Paul de Cassagnac

calls them' Solutionists . 1926 Weekly Disf'atch 29 Aug.,
The insertion of clues capable of alternative solutions. . gives
the ordinary reader an equal chance with the professional
so utjonist. 1938 Daily Express 15 June 2/4 A professional
solutionist ordered 5,oco copies of a single issue of a news-
paper.

Solvate (sflvfit), sb. Phys. Chem. [f. Solvk
V. -(--ATE 1.] A solute or dissolved substance which
enters into combination with the solvent.
1910 H. C. Jones Introd. Phys. Chem. too Solvates in

general.
_ 1913 _ New Era Cliem. ix. 163 The solvates

existing in the solution. 1933 A. W. Stewart Physico-Chem.
Themes 269 Another form of explanation is arrived at by
assuming that solvates are formed on the addition of the salt.

Solvate (s(»-Iv<it), V. Phys. Chem. [f. Solve v.

+ -ATE 3.] inlr. Of a solute : To enter into com-
bination with the solvent.
«9i3 H. C. Jones New Era Chem. 165 Non electrolytes

solvate very slightly. The electrolytes combine with large
amounts of the solvent. Ibid., It is the ions which are the
chief solvating agents. Ibid., Some non electrolytes show
slight solvating power. 1917 M. H. Fischer tr. W.
OstwaUs Introd. Colloid Chem. 134 The solvated colloids.

Solvation (fflv^i-Jan). Phys. Chem. [f. Solve
V. + -ATioN.] The combination of a solute with its

solvent. Also, the degree to which this takes place.
19x3 H. C.Jones New Era Chem. 155 There is good reason

to believe that dissolved substances in general combine with
more or less of the solvent—in a word, solvation in solution
is a general phenomenon. 1917 M. H. Fisher tr. W.
Ostwald's Introd. Colloid Chem. 51 Tliese colloids are
characterized by their great hydration or solvation. Their
particles have taken up a large amount of the dispersion
media.

Somal (s<jma-l), Somali (s^mali). PI. with
or without s.

A native of Somaliland or the ' Eastern Horn ' of
Africa; they are a Hamitic race and Mohamme-
dans. Also, their language. Also attrib.
1856 R. F. Burton -ff.^/V/ta p. xxii. The Somal at Aden.

Ibid. p. XXV, In the Somali, as in other countries of Eastern
Africa. Ibid, 29 In the Somali country. Ibid. 89 note. In
the latter sense it is the polite address to a Somali, Ibid.
644/2 Tale ofa Somal chief. Ibid., Belief of the Somali.
1880 F. M. Hunter Gramm. Somali Lang. p. xx, The
Somtlt art: essentially nomadic in their habits. Ibid. p. xxi,
A Somdii possesses but few personal effects. Ibid. 6 There
is only one article in Somali. x88d F. L. James Unknown
Horn o/A/rica 7 The northern Somulis. Ibut.ya *Hubla'
(Somal for 'virgin '). Ibid. 168 Like the Somal, the Adone
have large herds of cattle. Ibid. 169 The Adone detest the
Somals. X897 Larajasse Somali Diet. p. viii. Some Sumal

Srenounce this consonant \sc. cerebral d\ nearly as rd, X921
[. Raynh Sun, Sand <v Somals 19 The Soma! tribes. Ibid.

21 The Somals are the most nomadic of people.

Somaton (somaten, stima-ten). PI. SOma-
tenes. [Catalan (and Sp.)j(!w;a/«;.] In Catalonia,
and hence in Spain, a body of civilians armed for

the protection of a town or district. Hence Soma'-
tenist [= somatenista'], a member ofa somaten-
X84S R, Ford llanUbk. Spain i. 493/1 Thus time was given

for tne somaten, or tocsin, to be rung, and the armed
'

peasantry collected.. .The Catalan guerrilleros were called
Somatenes, from this bell. xosS Daily Tel. 29 May 9/5 A
member of the 'Somaten ' (Militia) to daysu'Xeeded in find-
ing the young man who ran amok with a rifle last Monday.
..As he refused to surrender the ' Somatenist ' fired and
killed him. ipsg A. F. G. Bell in E. .Mlison Peers Spain
275 A more efficient city-police, together with tlie Somatenes
and the Civil Guard, maintained order throughout Spain.

Some, indef. pron., «.• Add : A. indef. pron.
4. e. A good deal, a lot. U.S.
1850 N. Kincsley Diaty 159 [He] has taken out this after-

noon 30 ounces of amalgam, which I think is some for this

bar. Ibid. 163 He took out over 80 ounces in amalgam;
this is some & no mistake.

f. And [then] some : and a good deal or a great

many in addition. U.S. slang.
X9X4 D. O. Barnett Lett. (1915) 19, I picked them out

with those glasses, and let them have it, and then some !



SOMEBODY.

B. adj, 4. e. U.S, (Earlier and later examples.)

184s Knkkerbccker Mag, XXV. 273 The way heVut in

the licks was some I i860 Holland Miss Gilbert s Carter

xiL 218 Good boy I.-You'resome^ that'safact. 1876 'Mark
Twain' Tovt Sawyer i. 8 Smarty ! You tliink you re some^

now, don'i you. 1888 ' C. E. Craddock * BroomsedgeCove
xix. 346 The weather is getting to be * some ' if not more,

aintit?

f. In attrib. nse : Such in the fnllest sense, 'some-

thing like a ', worthy of the name, worth talking

about. US. and slang,

X914 Gertrude Athkkton Perch of Devil \. 80 They're
some geologists, he added with unwilling admiration. Ibid.

108 Butte is some education, believe me. 1915 Rosher In
RM.A.S. (igi6) 87, 1 have written up her raids inside the

fuselage— (I) Friedrichshafen, (2) Zeebrugge, {3) Oslend,

(4) Ostend again, and (5) Hobokcn—some record ! liiid. 90
Windows were broken in the streets all round— * some ' messj

I can tell you. 1915 Even. News 35 Ian. 3/3 A man whose
cheery optimism will make him crack a joke in the small

hours when things are bad and his best pals have gone. , is

*some' soldier. 1922 A. A. Milne Red House Myst. vii. 60

She's an actress, some actress too. xgas S. Donoghue Just
nty Story 270 Forty miles in fifty-five minutes 1 * Some •

driver, Lucien.

Somebody, -f^- Add: 3. b. Used, like ^^rw^a///)',

when a person's name is forgotten or is of no im-
portance to the matter in hand.
iSas CoBBETT Rur. Rides 31 Oct., I see. .the Ogles suc-

ceeded by a general or a colonel somebody.

Something, sb. Add : 1. b. Also used as a
substitute for a number unknown or unspecified,
S918 Aeroplane 2 Jan. 36/1 There are holes to drill, some

' nth ' of an inch, and another row ' something ' millimetres.

3. c. Something {good or special), a good or

special tip for a horse-race.

1907 Racing Expert 9 July 3 For the benefit of those who
care to wait and act upon the best information. ''I'he Ex-
pert' will occasionally wire when he knows Something
Special. 1908 Racing "Judge 6 June 4 Owing to Bank
Holiday this Letter will be sent out on Tuesday Evening...
Something good at Manchester will he given. 1924 * Ian
H AY * sport 0/ Kings i. ii, We found ' The Sporting Times

'

and ' The Jockey * in your overcoat pocket. . . So we thought
you might know something.

Hence Something' v, (example of ppl, a.).

1925 E. Wallace Valley of Ghosts xiii, You called me..

a

fool, and a somethinged fool, almost the first time we met.

Som.ewhere, adv. and sb. A. adv, 1. Add : In
the warof 191X-18, used in phr. suchas 'Somewhere
in France' to refer to without identifying (because

of the restrictions of the censorship) some locality

in the theatre of war.
1915 Illustr. London News 20 Feb. 241 For the moment

'Victoria' looks like * Somewhere in France*. 1915 Daily
Sketch 17 Aug. 12/1 None of these soldiers a year ago ex-
pected to be snapped one day..—somewhere in Egypt.
Ibid. 18 Aug.g/2 Slie liad just passed through from canteen
wark 'somewliere '.

Som.melier (som^lyr). [Fr. ; ult. f. sommc
burden. Cf. SoMLER.] A butler.

1923 E. P. Oppenheim Inevitable Millionaires xiv. 146
Harold. .making cryptic signs with his fingers which in-

timated to the sommelier his urgent need ofa cocktail. X930
Time iV Tide 24 May 665 The sommelier who brings him
his bottle of Haul Brion. 1930 New Statesman 28 June
366/1 The fastidious wine-bibber, terror of sommelters and
his timider hosts.

Somual (s^'mnSl). Pharm, [f. L. sontjius

sleep + -AL, as in Chloral.] A proprietary name
for a solution of chloral hydrate and urethane in

alcohol, used as a liypnotic and diuretic.

1890 Jrnl. Soc. Chem. Industry IX. 101/3. 1893 Work
IV. S45/I.

Son, sb. 6. d. Used in the names of various
societies. U.S.
1766 J. Habersham Lett. 55 The Sons of Liberty. X846

Knickerbocker Mag. XXVIII. 145 The SonsofTemperance.
1866 A. D. Richardson Secret So-vice xxxix. 429 A secret
organisation known as the Sons of America, instituted ex-
pressly to assist Union men. 1867 Dixon New Amer. I. ii.

21 A meeting of Sons of the South. 188S M. Lane Pol.
Catch-Words 8 Nov. 15 Sonsof Liberty.—This organization,
known by different names, developed in the West in 1863,
about the time for the first drafL

Sonantal (sf»nse*ntal),a. Phonetics, [See-AL.]
Of a sonant character.
1891 A. L. Mayhkw Syn. O.E. Plionol. 36 The Indg.

sonantal liquid
J.

Sonder (z(?-nd3i). US, In full sonder-class.
[G, sonderklasse special class: see Sunder.] The
designation of a class of small racing yachts.
1913 C W. Ernst Letter (MS.\ Our yachtsmen, since

1907, talk of *sonder-boats*, sonder class, sonder race,—
meaning certain boats recognised by the International Yacht
Radng Union.

Song, sb. 2. d. Mus. Substitute the following
def, and quots, A musical composition sung or
intended to be sung, consisting of a melody set to
words (see a), witli or without mstrumental accom-
paniment.
Songwithout words, an instrumental composition in the

style of a song (after Mendelssohn's title ' Lieder ohne
Worte *) ; also trans/.

^897 i^LFRED Gregorys Past C. lii. 409 Da singaS Sone
sang oe nan mon elles smgaii ne maej buton Sset hundteontij
& feowertis & fcower Susendo. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
cxxxv\[\\ 5 Hon sal we siniiesange wiS blisse Ofe lauerd in
outen land J>at isse 2 1450-1530 Myrr, Our Ladye i. xxi. 56
The notes and songc serue to the wordes, and the wordes

238

seme to the inwarde sentence. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. /K,
III. i. 216 She will sing the Song that pleaseth you. 1599— Muck Ado It. iii. 77 By my troth, a good song. Balth.
And an ill singer. 1781 Cowper Truth 458 Tiic soul.. Weeps
tears of joy, and bursts into a song. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVI. 22/1 Handel's song, 'Sweet Bird ', from II Peuseroso,
always has been, and most Ukely always will be, admired as
music. 1871 Smiles Charac. viii. 219 Cheerfulness, .gives
harmony of soul, and is a perpetual song without words.
1883 R. Prentice Musician 11. 95 The second movement
[of a Beethoven sonata] is a veritable Song without Words.
1893 C. H. H. Parky Art 0/ Music 319 The use of such
characteristic figures in the mstruuiental part of songs is a
very conspicuous feature in Schubert's work and that of all

ottier great song-writers.

7. Add : song-form Mtts.^ the simplest form of
instrumental composition, consisting of one or more
melodic themes as in a vocal song; song-hit, a
song that has made a hit; song-plug z*. ^;-a«j. U.S.,

to repeat (a song) in a musical comedy, etc.; also

transf.

1884 R. Prentice Musician in. 4 The simplest *song-form
is constructed on two or tliree sentences only. 1902 H. C.
Banister Mus. Anal. i. 2 There is a term now in vogue to
designate the simplest of all plans or forms; 'Song-Form'
or 'Aria-Form'. 1929 W. E. Collinson Spoken Engl. 82
Some of the latter 's *song-hits are Ukely to catch on. 1929
* Seamark ' Doivn River i, Humming a snatch of the latest

musical comedy song-hit to himself. 1937 Daily Express
32 Sept. 9/3 'Clap Yo* Hands' must have been *song-
plugged for ten minutes right off. .

.

' Do-Do-Do * is another
song-plugged number. Ibid. 6 Oct. 8/5 Think of musical
comedy without song-plugging! X9a7 Sunday Express 6
Nov. 5/6 The Salvation Army certainly used to borrow
music-hall songs for their hymn tunes, but not everybody
likes references to ' Satan * song-plugged to knee drill.

Sonic (sp-nik), a. [f. L. sonus sound + -ic] In
Echo-soundings the designation of an instrument or

process which works by the reflexion of an aadible
noise.

19x6 Internal. Ice Observation (U.S.) 45 Sonic depth
finder, 1926 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. IL 1025/2 The apparatus
consists of two microphones, one ofwliich registers the emis-
sion of a sonic signal and the other the arrival of the echo
reflected by the bottom of the sea. Ibid. Ill, 592/1 Sonic
depth soundings. 1929 Times 12 Mar. 18/3 The audible or
'sonic' forms of apparatus.

Sonnet, sb. 3. Add : sonnet-sequence, a set

of sonnets connected in theme.
i88i D, G. Rossetti Ballads ^ Sonnets i6i The House

of Life: a sonnet-sequence. 193X G.Cockerill (////«), Love's
Universe and The Calendar : Sonnct-Sequeuces.

Sonny, (Earlier U.S. example.)
1850 Knickerbocker Mag. XXXVL 288 'Pa' returned

towards the cars ; when 'sormy
', quicklydrawing his pocket-

pistol, took a drink.

Sont, variant of Sdnt.
X901 Knowledge June 13B/2 The timber forming a raft is

generally of the * sont ' tree.

Sonta^ (sp'ntseg, zo'ntax). [Named after Mme
Henriette Sonlag, a German singer.] A knitted

jacket or cape with two long tabs which are crossed
over the bosom and fastened at the back.
1863 Mrs. Whitney Faith Gartney's Girlh. xviii, Faith

brought quickly, sontag, jacket and cloak.

Sook, var. *SUQ.

Sool (s«l), V. Austral, [var. of Sowl z/.3]

1, trans. Of a dog : To worry (an animal).
1896 Mrs. L. Parker Austral. Leg. Tales 90 She went

quickly towards her camp, calling softly, ' Birree gougou',
which meant ' Sool 'em, sool 'em ', and was the signal for

the dogs to come out. Quickly they came and surrounded
the black fellows,.. bit ar.d worried them to death.

2. To set on or e.xcite (a dogj to attack. Also
with on.

191 1 Chambers^s Jrnl. 222/2 Don't ' sool ' the dogs to an
unwise assault. 19x6 C J. Dennis Ginger Mick 39 The
buL;les East and West sooled on the dawgs o' war.

Soorkee (sujukz), India. Also -i, -y. [Hind.,

a. Pers. surkhi redness, brick-dust.] A mortar
consisting of pulverized brick mixed with lime.
1899 Sr^RS. E. Cotes Path of Star i. 4 There came a light

crunch of wheels on the red soorkee drive outside.

Soot, V. Add : 3. With up : To fill or choke
with a sooty deposit.

1903 [see sooting vh\. sb.]. 1925 Morris Oivner's Manual
46 Bad plug insulation b sometimes caused through sooting.

1929 W. E. Collinson Spoken English 84 The engine is

knockins. One of the [sparkins] plugs is probably sooted up.

Soothing, ppl. a. 2. b. (Earlier U.S. example
oi soothing syrup ; hence soothijig'syrupy adj.)
187J 'Mark Twain' Roughiitg It xv. 125 Soothingsyrup !

Teething-rings ! 190a G. H. LoRrMER Lett. Self-made
Merchant xviii. 261 A lady., in a soothing-sirupy way asked
if I would lend it to her.

Soppy, ^. Add: 5. Full of mawkish sentiment.

Also to be soppy on^ to be spoony or * sweet' on
(a person). coUoq.
X9Z0 H. G. HiBBERT Playgoer's Mem. 257 The soppy-

sentimental heroine. 1930 Galsworthy Roofuxt Don't be
soppy, Bryn. 1930 Bramah Little Flutter xix. 218, I may
as well make up my mind that I'm soppy on the blighter.

*93*' Punch 9 Apr. 412/1 it was a soppy book and I ought
never to have opened it,

Sorbitize (s^ubitaiz), v, [f. Sorbite 2 + -ize.]

To form sorbite in (steel) in the process of heating
and cooling.
1918 D. K. Bullens Steel (ed. 2) viii, 167 It will he noted

that it required four quenchings to entii-ely sorbitize the
siecL 1928 C. J. Ai.i.^tiSteelHighway g-j Another popular

SOSH.

means of toughening the steel is by h«at treatment, the pro*
cess known as ' sorbitising ' adding considerably to the wear-
ing capacity with but a moderate addition to the cost of the
rails.

Sorbose (sp*jbJas). chem. [f. Sobb 1 ¥ -ose.]

= SORBINOSK.
1899 J. R. Green Fermentation \W\. 104 Of those [sugars]

with 6 carbon-atoms we knew glucose, fructose, galactose
and sorbose.

Sore, a.'^ 12. a. Add; Also with oti (= in

regard to, against). U.S.
^ x868 H. Woodruff TrottingHorse Amer. iii. 54 This isan
indication that he has had too much work for his age, and
has got sore on it. 1904 N. Y. Evening Post 13 June i

Kelly denied ilie charges and said the patrolman was ' sore
*

on him, 1921 R. D. Paine Comr. Roiling Ocean x'w. 252
All hands were sore on him, but he couldn t take a hint.

Soroche (sor^unfi). [Quichua sorochi pyrites,

mountain sickness.] Native name in the Peruvian
Andes for mountain sickness. Cf. Puna 2,

1891 E. B. Clark TwelveMonths in Peru 104 A headache
with a weighty feeling on the brow, vomiting, and breaih-
lessness are the usual symptoms of sorroclie. 1895 S. I.

"^^KW-^Hin Ann. Astr.Obs. Harvard XXXIV. 12 One of
the party . . suffered quite severely from soroche or mountain-
sickness, 1925 Conteutp. Rfv. Jan. 95 The air is so rarified

that the newcomer finds a difficulty in breathing, even if he
escapes an attack of sorocJie (mountain sickness). 1927
Kendrew Climntes Cont. 322 The 'soroche', as the com-
filaint is called locally, causes breath le.'^sness and palpitation,
OSS of appetite, and sometimes nose-bleeding.

Sororate (soroa-r^). [f. L. y^Jr^jr sister + -ate l,

after Levirate.] The custom among some
primitive tribes which allows or requires a man to

marry his living or deceased wife's younger sisters,

xgio J, G. Feazer Totemism ff Exogamy IV. 140 The
other [custom] is the rule which allows or requires a man to
marry the younger sisters either of his living or of his de-
ceased wife... The latter custom. .has no distinctive name,
but on analogy I propose to call it the sororate. 1918 —
Folk-lore in O.T. II. 265. 19x1 E. Westermarck Human
Marriage (ed. 5) III. 263-5.

Sorption (s/*ipjan). Phys. Chem. [The second

clement ol adsorption., absorption used independent-

ly.] A name proposed to designate the joint effect

of absorption and adsorption.

1909 J. W. McBain in Phil. Mag. Ser. vi. XVIII. 916 The
non-committal name ' sorption * may be coined to designate
the sum of the phenomena, while * absorption ' and ' adsorp-
tion' should be restricted to proven ca^-es of the solution
and surface condensation respectively. X92S A. W. Stewakt
PhysicO'Chein. Themes lyi Adopting McBain's nomencla-
ture, we may speak of the surface effect as adsorption and
the diffusion into the charcoal pores as absorption; whilst to
the joint effect of the two the name sorption may be given.

Sorrel-top. U.S. [Sorrel a. A. b.] A red-

haired person,
1863 * E. KiRKE* My Southern Friends iv. 58 *Har, you

lousy sorrel-top', said the trader to the red-faced and red-

headed bar tender. ai^og*0.1iE.HRx' Roads of Vesiitiy

xviii. 298, I guess they don't raise 74-inch sorrel-tops with
romping ways down in his precinct.

Sort, v.^ 12. a. Add : Also of things ( *= to

become sorted).

1985 E, F. Norton Fightfor Everest, 79^^51 Nearly 300
yak-loads of provision boxes, rolls of bedding and stores of
all sorts, dumped higgledy-piggledy off the yaks, began to
sort themselves into orderly Hnes and piles,

SorteS (s^*it(z), sb. pi. [L,, pi. of sort lot,

chance.] Short for sortes Virgilianae^ Biblicae^

Homericae (and the like) ; divination by diance
selection of a passage in Virgil, etc.

x886 D. C. Murray Cynic Fortune xv. (1899) 183 In the
practice of the sortes (which was a favourite occupation of
his) [he] was elevated or depressed by the text he fell upon,

SOS (e:SiJu:e's). Awirelesscode-signalsummon-
ing assistance in extreme distress, used esp. by ships

at sea. Also transf.
The letters are arbitrarily chosen as being easy to transmit

and distinguish. The signal was recommended at the Radio
Telegraph Conference in 1906, and officially adopted at the

Rauio Telegraph Convention in 1908. (See G. G. Blake
Hist. Radio Telegr.^ 19261 111-12.)

1910 Fleming Princ, Electr. IVave Telegr. ^ TeUph. (ed. 2)

882 note. 1912 Rep. ' Titanic' Inquiry 6^/^ The Attorney-
General explained that the signal C.Q.D. meant ' Come quick,

danger ', and that this had now been substituted for S.O.S.
* Save our souls '. 1917 ' Sapper ' No Mun^s Land 71 A row
of grey-painted rockets with a red top, which in case of
emergency send up the coloured flares that give the S.O.S.
signals to those behind. 1918 Punch 13 Mar. 176 S.O.S. at
Suburban Pictures. (In cases of emergency affecting any
of the audience messagesare sometimes thrown on thescreen

by the courtesy of the management.) 1920 Sat. Rev. 3 July
3 Our hospitals are vainly sending out S.O.S. signafs to

.save them from insolvency. i9>4 Galsworthy White
Monkey IL iii, I've just been talking to a little Cockney
whose S.O.S. is ' Centra! Austrylia '. 1917 H. A. Vacheh.
Dew of the Sea etc. 257 He received a letter from the gentle-

man, regarded (and rightly) by the McCuUoughas an S.O.S.

signal. 19S8 Work Contract Bridge 144 S.O.S. (redouble).

Redouble made to indicate weakness rather than strength.

Hence SOS v. intr., to make this signal.

19*3 ^m.\^G Land ^ Sea Tales 114 Then.. this Baxter-

man got busy witli his wireless and SOS'ed like winkle.

Sosh.^ (sfj). U.S. slang. [Short for Social

(sJuJal).] A person having social polish and little

else.

190a H, L. Wilson Spenders xxxi. 367 That's right, s(m.

I knew I couid make something more than a police sosh out
of you.



SOUL.
Soiik, variant of 'SuQ.
Sotd, sh. Add : 4. f. To have no soul (cf. 3 a,

b)
:
to be lacking in sensibility or right feeling; to

be wanting in emotional power (as an artist or a
work of art), colloq.

1704 SwffT T Tub6^ That Fellow, cries one, has no Soul

;

where is his Shoulder-knot? 1850 'kuKE Limner" (T
Leighton) Christmas Cemcs but onct a Year 9 He seeks
refuge m his organ, much to the annoyance of a little tailor
in the attic who has no soul in him.

g. To have a soul above : to be indifferent to, not
to care about (something), colloq.

1899 G. B KuKGiK Bread of Tears I. iii, Miss Mercy
Iressock evidently wrote a very bad hand, and she h.idn't
a soul above blots; they were dotted copiously about on
every page.

22. soul-absorbing, -agonizing, -awakening,
-blenching, -rocking, -vibrating ppl. adjs.
1906 W. De Mokcan Joseph Vance xiii, I have been

Jusured by artists that one serious nuisance of their lives is

'.«^«'1I p
"'^"="^'* *50ul.absorbine imerestin their work.

1898 H. R,i)E« Haccabd Dr. Therne x. No South Africanmines or other soul-agonising speculations for me. 1926
C. Ba«8v ZV/a-/,t« , //^//rfa^iv. 33SuddenIya soul.awaken-
ing boom behind him smote his ears. 1910 H. G WellsMr. Pally ix S 8 He wasted breath in saying what was tonappen shortly-sanguinary, oriental, 'soul-blenching things—when the broom no longer separated them. J9a6 W fLocke Stone. Near >,Far^^ The 'soul-rocking wonde^of
this night, [hd. 6 Officially, the witchery >?as a *soul-
vibr.iting secret.

26. soul-oaae, -sleeper (later U.S. examples)
;

soul-substano9 .ArUhropol., an animistic principle
supposed to reside both in living creatures and in
inanimate things.

i«3S A. B. LoNGSTREKT Georgia Scenes (1843) 156 Whenyou come to the half m,le of each heat, run his heart, liver,
lights, and souUaseout of him. i8«9 Mrs. Stowe f;«/<77</«
J-olks XXIV. ,9. The beautiful little hoax had nothing for it
but her attractive soul-ase. 1896 J. C. Hakris Sister Jane
J77 The way that hoss flung around wi' you was enough to
jolt your soul c;,M lo,>se. .879 B. F. Taylor Summer.^OK^yxvn 141 An Episcopalian,. .an Adventist, a 'Soul-
Skeper, and , Baptist ,887 J. Kikkland Z,.ry 63 He and
J^eddicomb had both been connected with the little sect of

Rehg. i Eth,cs\n. ,34/2 Primitive man was always bent
on increasing his *soul-substance in order to make his life
Wronger. /*«/. 217/2 Soul^substance of plants. Ibid. ^^1,1 s.

SonUulMtance of objecu. 1914 W. B. Selbie Psychol.
Keltg. 18 Anthropologists are now fairly generally agreed
that underlying all religions is what they call animism, or
lielier in a soul substance discoverable not merely in men but
la things.

Sou markee. U.S. [ad. F. sou marqui, an
old copper coin worth about a sou and a quarter.]A coin of little value ; little or nothing.
1S96 G Ade Artie xii. 109 When he was suked to the

office he didn t have a sou m.irkee. 1903 A. H. Lewis The
tSoss 181, I don t pony for a sou markee.

Sound, sb.i Add : 6. b. sound-delector, -indi-
cator, -locator, -sender,
xtqi Chambers's Jritl. 29 June 413/1 An extremely deli-ate sound detector. 19x8 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea Air

Station xu. i83 It was the want of an adequate ground
organization—guns, searchlights, and "sound indicators—
that handicapped pilots .. in their anti-.-iirship operations.
Mlf Nature 30 Oct. 182 'i 'Sound-locators were also used onbMrd anti-submarine craft. 1913 /incycl. Brit. XXX. 88/2The sound locator is an instrument which is intended to
Indicate the angle rif elevation, and the bearing in azimuth,
"' »'r':raft audible but invisible from the ground. 1878 Design
* 'V"''* 9 Mar. 298/1 A paragiaph explaining the •sound-
sender of Reis.

7. sound-shift, -shifting Philol., a literal ren-
dering of G. lautverschiebung.
i88« T. Le M. Douse Introd. Goth. Ulfitas 67 This rela-

tionship IS designated by German scholars Lautverschie-
bung, or sound-shifting. 1892 [see Diet., 6 b).

b. Denoting instruments or processes for the re-
cording of sound ortlie resulting record, as sound
camera, record; sound-film, a cinema film with
audible dialogue, music, etc. ; hence in many combs,
connected with this, as sound gate, head, path,
picture, scene, stage, studio, track.
1903 Science Siftings 10 Oct s /i A slide block . . is provided

with a stylus held by tension of the spring against the sound-
record. 1904 Ibid. 26 Mar. 353/t A woinierful camera that
will photograph noLses. . . With this sound cainera.all noises .

can be reahslically rtprodnoed. 1916 Chambers's Jml. Jan.
61/ 1 Expression has to be ignored to a very considerable
extent during the task of producing or rec:ording, because
the sonnd.line, into which the elTects of a full orchestra have
to be compressed, is of microscopic proportions. 1921 Nature
27 Oct. 276/1 Photographic films bearing sound.records which
are reproducible. 192a Radio News (US.) Nov. 867/1 It
IS possible to photograph 10 consecutive 'sound paths' on
one strip of film. 192. ifod. IVireless I. 418/2 1 he success-
ful production of su;h a sound record upon a separate film,
the sound-film and the picture-film being run simoltane-

?., ,r
.»'7.^«''> MoH J July 8/2 The sound-film of the

Walker-.MiIligan fight which was ma.le b> the British Phono-
film Co. 1929 I'hotn/'lay Apr., Soundtrack, the narrow band
of space along the left side of picture film on which is printed
the ribl>on-like strip of light and dark lines which constitute

tT""* ^™™ "*'"•'' """"i is projected. 19x9 Mem. Post
'4 May 12 '7 Tlicre are now 17 sound-studios m New York
and Long Island. 1929 limes 30 July 13/2 Contrasting
dialogue films', which, in imitation of the stage, depend
pnticipally on dialogue to tell their storv, with 'sound films ',

which use sound a-s a supplement to silent technique. 1931
'^imes 3 Mar. 17/4 The 'editing' of the film in 'sound-
cutting rooms. l^itG.V. Jokes Soumt'ftlm Reprod. II
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The film must pass through the sound gale at a uniform
speed, in order that the pitch of the mu.sic or speech shallnot varj-. In some sound. heads the film is fed through thegate oy means of an ordin.-iry toothed spiocket. 1931 L
^X"^, ^u'^cf- ^f"'"' '"'"''"' ^•'"- 37 A strip along theside of the film, known as the sound track. Jiid. 72 Thesound-camera consists ofa light-tisht box containing the film-

st,Z^ H'^fl^T"^ "'*'' '" Sl'=<^'^' buildtngs-sound
stages—had to be constructed in which recording could becarried on. Ibid 386 Sound Gate, gate, similar tf tl.at used
in picture projectors, through which the sound track is pulledpast t„e reproducing light beam in gate-type machines. /«<^.
3«7 -i^KwrfZ/forf, compartment on the projector which con-tains sound-reproducing systems and mechanism for guidingand driving film.

fiutuitig

Soup, sb. 4. Add : soup-flu shark, a shark
whose lin is used by the Chinese for making soup.

irfL?;Ji:, '°i°*f "'f" ! 54" The .oup-hn shark{Gaiens zyopterus) is found on the coast of California, where
Its fins are highly valued by the Chinese. ,923 Nature
6 Oct. 521/1 The soupfin shark ^Galeus zygofteriis)
Sour, a. and it^.I Add: B. 4. //. Pickles. U.S.
[After G. ia««r pickled.)

Source, rt>. 4. e. attrib. Add: source- criticism,
etc. (after G. combs, with quellen-, e.g. quellen-
forschung, -kunite) ; source-book [tr. G. quellen-
biick} orig. U.S., a book of 'sources' or original
documents to serve as materials for the historical
study of a subject.

i899A.B.HAET(/,V«,*Source.Book ofAmerican History.
Ibid. p. xvii. The Source Book is meant to supplement, not
to supplant the text-book. 1937 .Sunday Times 12 Feb 9 Anew series of source-books for students of history and litera.
ture. 1928 Observer 4 Mar. 8/3 These volumes will be amongst
the source-books for the history of our own time, igti [MoFi-ATT Introd. Lit. N. T. 488 These features.. show that
source-criticism ofsome kind is necessary in order to account
lor the literary and psychological dau.
Sourceful (s<5»-jsful), a. [f. Sodbce sb. + -ful.]

Acting as a source, capable of origination. Hence
Sonrcefnlness.

J^r,^\ "•
^T^'f?" ^'"I't' l^^'l- 3°4 That spontaneous

sourcefulness of self-consciousness from which everlastinir-
ness arises. Ibid., These consequences of the ascertained
sourcelul and directive power of our individuality. 1017 A S
Pkingle-Pattison Idea o/God xvi. 3,7 From the nature of
the case, we catinot get behind the 'sourceful 'Ego, and

!i r J°
"""' °^ "' "^^ imagine either a beginning or anend of his existence.

Sousaphone (s«-zaf,?un). fNamed from John
Philip Sousa, American bandmaster and composer
(1854-1932), after saxophone, etc.] A proprietary
name for a bass wind-instrument resembling a
French horn.
1925 Puuch 27 May 561/3 An instrument called the Sousa-phone weighs eighteen pounds and is twenty feet long. 1027Daily E^fress 24 Nov. 12 Jazz music, which depends sonnuch on the rhj^hm, created mainly by the bass notes of

tIK drums, sousaphone and, sometimes, double bass.
Souse, sb.^ Add : 1. b. An act of petting

drunk, slang.

1930 E. Wallace Calendar xviii, If ever a man had an
excuse for a souse, you've got it.

3. A soaker, drunkard. U.S.
191S H. L. Wilson Ruggles 0/Red Gap iv. (1017) 80 Youdon t look like a periodical souse. 1930 Byrne Golden Gcat

IX.7I Mrs. trelawiiy.Hocking..wasan'<i/cw//>«««mWf'.
a most notable souse, in the vulgate.

Souse, ».! Add
: 6. o. To soak, drink so as

to become intoxicated, slang.
1923 Watts Luther NicM 43 just as they're middling

honest and don't souse.

Soused, ppl. a. 2. (Modem examples.)
1902 H. L Wilson Spenders ix. 87, I could sec then that

he w.is good and soused. 1930 Mal'chaiu Gent, in Parlour
xJiii. 265 He got soused every night.

Sous-entendu (sazahtandrV). [Fr.] Some-
thing not expressed but left to be understood by the
hearer or reader.

1907 W.De Morgan Alice./or-Short xixii. She knew well
enough that the unheard portions of the conversation were
worse than what had reached her ears, and the sous-entemlus
probably still worse than they.

Souteneur (sfit'nor). [Fr., = protector, f.

souUnir to Sustain.] A man who lives on the
earnings of a prostitute or prostitutes under his
protection.

1906 tr. Weiniger's Sejc * Character 11. x. 234 The
souteneur is always a criminal, a thief, a fraudulent per-
son, or sometimes even a murderer. 1912 Galsworthv
IVjmiows III. Pbys (1929) 732 hs you know, sir,.. there's
a law nowadays against sootenors. 1927 Daily Tel. 12 Mar.
10/7 In the white slave traffic report it is said that souteneurs
or traffic agents are at the same time dealing in drugs.

South, adv. 1. b. Add : (without dmun) = in
or into the southern States. 6^.5".

1885 'Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn xiv. Whoever saved him
would send him back home so as to get the reward, and then
Miss Watson would sell him South, sure.

South- 1. Add : south-bound (in <juot. ellipt.
= south-bound train).

1904 Harden Georgians xxi. 207, I will take the south-
bound at four in the morning.

Southernish (so-essjuij), a. [f. Southern a.

+ -iSH 1.] Of a southern character.
1925 Black^f. Mag. Feb. 205/1 An occupation which

soothes Ins excitable, strange, southernish self.

SouthpaiV (sau'J)i5§:), a. and sb. U.S. [?f.
Souru a. -c Paw sb.'\ a. adj. Of a baseball player

:

SPACE.

Using the left hand in pitching, b. sb. A left-
handed pitcher.
igra C. Ukths^ksok Pitching ina PinchM 43 Devorehasalways been very weak at the bat with a southpaw in the box

.91S Literary Digest (N. Y.) 21 Aug. 36./1 In anothe^
inning or two McGraw called to the lanky southpaw. 1922H. Broon Boy Gre^ Older vi. That there were definite ex-
ceptions to the accepted theory that lefthanded batters dobadly against southpaws.

Souvenir. Add: 2. c. A bullet or shell.
jocular War use. Hence Sou-venir v. trans, to
hit with a bullet or shell.
1915 D. O. Baknett Lett. 140 They kept sending their

b^g black souvenirs over. 1915 Chambers's Jrnl. Oct. 66ViOur periscope was ' souvenired ' later on with a rifle-bullet
clean through the tin sides.

Soviet (sp-vyet, stfu-yyet,
|| savye't). [Rnss.

COBHTB conncil.] In revolutionary Russia, a council
elected by the workers, peasants, and soldiers of
a district as the governing body of that district

;

also an all-Russian congress of delegates from the
local councils, which rules the country at large.
Also, with the, the system of government by Soviets.
(Ihe present designation of Russia is The Union
of Socialist Soviet Republics, abbrev. U.S.S R )

tl^i''^i"'"r. -f."'y ^1^ Hostile vote against the Soviet.
Ibid. 8 bept. 6/4 A meeting of the Central Committee of the

^fw l,''''.^'^f''o''r'-5S=Pt. 260/1 The Soviet (the Conncil
of Workmen s anil Soldiers' Delegates). 1920 W. T. GooDEBolshevism at Work 69 The Soviet came into power inNovember 1917. ibid 85 Peasant instructors, selected by
local boviets.

. 1930 limes Lit. Suppl. 30 Oct. S80/1 The
chairman of the village soviet.. may in theory be master in
his own limited sphere; in practice he is the servant of aCommunist ' cell '.

b. attrib. or adj.
1918 Decrees issued by Revolut. Peoples Govt. 11 The

'Vir^^^'J."™"' ''°'='' "O' '°°'' backward, but forward.
19ao W. T. GooDK Bolshevism at Work 33 ihe Working ofa Factory in Soviet Russia. Ibid. 65 The Soviet Republic.
igzo igthCent. Mar. 521 The Soviet Government is now
probably the most highly centralistd Bureaucracy in Europe.
1925 A^ J TovNBEE .Sun. Internal. Affairs 1020-3 369 Thenew 'Red Army of Soviet Armenia. Ibid 370 A loviet
KepublicofGeorgia was proclaimed, s^a Manch. Guar-
dian Weekly 21 Sept 223/! A few thousands of Armenians.,
will not harni the British people even though their form of
government be Soviet.

Hence Sovlotic, Sovle-tish adJs., belonging to,
of the nature of, the Soviets. So-rtetlsm, the
Soviet system. So-vietist, an adherent of the
Soviets. So-vietize v. trans., to convert to
Sovietism; so SoTietlzed ///. a., So-vletizing
vbl. sb., So;vietIzation.
_
1920 W. T. GooDE Bolshevism at Work 68 The order ex-

istingin Sovietic Moscow. 1920 C««<«///. /f«/. May 754ihe tjovemment, whatever the name may be, monarchical,
republican, socialistic, sovietic. tgiH Spectator 29 May 899/2
1 hey {sc. trades unions] are in the hands of small bureau-

"l\"^
or *Soviet-ish oligarchies. 1910 Glasgow Herald

g I\Iar. 7 Roumania, as one of the outposts against 'Soviet-
ism. 1927 Observer 20 Nov. 10/6 The intolerance which is
tlie common vice of Sovietism and Fascism. 1920 W TGooor Bolshevism at Work 67 Meetings of the "Sovietisti
are held every week. 1921 Glasgow Herald 17 Jan. 11 It
remains to be seen how the Persian Court will take to the
ideaof Sovietisation. 1930 7V///£,S- 7VA 24 May 657 Musso-
lini. .stopped the spreading rot of sovietizatiou. 1920 Glas-
?<"" ';"'''''' }6 Aug. 9 In fact, the whole of Western Europe
IS to be *Sovtetised to the cry of ' No more wars ! ' i9»
Contemf. Rev.M^y 579 The Bolsbevi« have now overrun
and bovietised Georgia. 1920 Glasgow Herald 1 2 .lu^ 7A Sovietised Poland subject to the Moscow Government.
1922 ip.'h Cent. Apr. 605 The strained atmosphere and
bovietlsed conversation of the only comfortable 'SovietHome

.
igxa Glasgow Herald ig}u\yS The Am\r..<:a.nnot

but view the "Sovietising of this region with great disfavour.
1925 Ibid. 26 Mar. 8 Ihe principal virtue of wireless is its
sovietising power.

Sow, sb.l 8. Add : sow-belly Mil. and Naui.
slang, salt pork, junk.
1874 J. C. McCoy Hist. Si. Cattle Trade, To fish up a

piece of sow belly' and dine sumptuously. 1898 Daily
News 12 July 5/3 Some of them are begging food from the
soldiers, who can give nothing except 'sow belly and hard
tack 1902 O. WiSTER Virginian VL 65 The eternal 'sow-
belly , beans, and coffee.

So'wkar, var. of Soucah.
1927 Blaekw. Mag. May 745/1 A Sowkar is, generally

speaking, a banker and moneylender.

Sox, commercial spelling of pi. of Sock r*.l
(Cf. *Clox.)

r t. f

1905 H- G. Wells Kipps 1. ii. § i He abbreviated every
word he could ; he would have considered himself the
laughing-stock of Wood Street if he had chanced to spell
socks in any way but ' sox '.

Sozzle, V. Add : 3. In pa. pple. : Intoxicated.
slang.

1921 Blaciw. Mag. Feb. 157/1, I wasn't what you'd call
sozzled. I might have been lit up a bit, but sozzled-no.

Space, j/'.l Add : 17. a. space-band, -bar,
-gauge (in a type-writing or printing machine).
1888 J. Hahrisom Man. Type-Writer 18 In front of the

four banks of keys there is a narrow strip of wood which is
called the ' space-bar '. Ibid 25 The ' space-gauge '

is a
little thumb-piece at the extreme right of the carriage. 1895
E. CoLLYNS Typists' Manual 17 'J he space between the
lines is regulated by the Space Gauge '. 1919 Ii. De Bear
Typewriting 22 You depress the sp.ice-bar whenever you
want to leave a space in a line of the work. 1025 J. R.
Rogers Linotype Inslr. Bk. 3 This part of the Uaatype
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mechanbm includes means forjustifyingthe line of matrices

by me^ns of double wedges called *spacebands\

d. space-wi-iter (later example) ; space rate (ex-

amples).
190a Elix. Banks Auioinogr. Newspaper Girl 193 The

'space-writers '. .are paid according to the amount of space

they fill up in the paper. 1906 Springfield (Mass.) \Veek!y

Rtpubl. 39 Nov. 3 Newspaper men . . who colored their reports

in order to command space rates. 1909 ' O. Henry ' Options

(1916) 25 Among tiieVallambrosa's roomers are stenographers,

..space-rate writers, art students.

18. b. So Space-filler,

X911 H. S. Harrison ^w<'r^xviii. 23a There's a little squib
about the college that may serve as a space-filler.

19. space-charge, the charge of the electrons

situated in the space between the electrodes of a

valve ; space-lattice, (^) a series of points of which
each is one of Ihe intersections of three systems of

parallel and equally spaced lines ; space wave
(see qtiot. 191 2).

1913 Physical Rev. Scr. ii. II. 450 The effect of *space
charge and residual gases on thermionic currents in high
vacuum. Z9ax Scott-Taggabt Thermionic Tubes 9 This
cloud of electrons. .is an actual negative charge in space
and is therefore generally termed a space charge. 1999
LiN'OEMANN in Encycl. Brit. VIII. 232/1 In pure metals

at extremely low temperature, it seems possible that the

electron *space- lattice might movealmost unimpeded through
the atomic space- lattice. 1930 N. K. Adam Fhys. audChevi.
Surfaces 2^6 I'he possible space-lattice structures and orien-

tations which the atoms can assume, xgxa Rep, Brit. Assoc.

403 His theory leads to the conclusion that there are not
only *space-waves {^Raumivellen) in these media, but also

surface-waves {Oberfiarhenzuellirn) at the boundary surface.

1917 ll^ireiess IVoHd V. 151 The invention of thoroughly
valid methods of measuring the true space wave radiation

from transmitting aerials.

Space, V, 3. a. Delete "^Obs, and add modern
example.
1916 BovD Cable ActionFront 73 The trenches were narrow

and very deep, ..spaced at regular intervals with sunk traps

for draining off rain-water.

Space-time. [tr. G. raumzeit.'] In Einstein's

theory of relativity, the four-dimensional manifold
or continuum {raum-zeit-kontinuuniy raumzetiItches
kontinuuni) resulting from the fusion of time and
three-dimensional space. Also aiirib. Called also

*TlME-SPACB.
1915 E. CuNNTNGHAM Relativity () The Space-Time Trans-

formations. Ibid. 10 Space-time coordinates. 1920 H. L.
Brose tr. M. Schlick's Space ^ Time 46 The Measure-De-
terminations of the Space-time Continuum, 1930 Silber-
STEIN Size 0/ Universe i The four-dimensional manifold
known to modern physicists, astronomers, and matheinati*
cians as Spacettme or ' world '.

Spad^ (spsed). U.S. Mining, [Variant of

Spud.] A metal nail with an aperture or hook at

the head, driven into a wooden plug in order to

mark a roof-station in underground surveying.

Otherwise sptui (see Spud sb, 3 e, quot. 1871).
1918 R. Peelk Mining Engineers' Handbk, (1927) 1421

A spad in the form of an open hook is better than one having
an eye, because it facilitates the hanging and unitanging of
the plumb-bob.

Spad^ (speed). [From the initials of Society

pour rAviation et DSrivis^ the designers.] A form
of French aeroplane. Also attrib.

19x8 W. E. DoMMETT Diet. Aircraft 42 S. P. A. D. Aero-
planes. X918 War Birds (1927) 60 They have Pups and
Spads and Avros. Ibid. 88 There were three Spads so
Capt. Foggin asked for Spad pilots, igao A. J. L. Scoit
to Squad. 15 Foot, .was given a 'Spad,' on which he did
great execution during the autumn. 1936 J. L. PniTCHARU
Bk. Aeroplane xii. 230 Spad machines were recognised as
among the fastest, .used by the Allies during the war.

Spadaite (spa'daisit). Min. [ad. G. spadait

(1843), named after Signor Medici Spadax see

-itkI,] a hydrous magnesium silicate.

j86a Dana Min. (new ed.) 149. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.
4M/2-
Spadassin (spse'dasin,

II
spadas^eh). [Fr., ad.

It. spadacciftOf f. spaJa sword.] A swordsman,
duellist, bravo.

Spade, sb^ 4. b. Add t spade-footed (earlier

example).
1867 Anter. Naturalist I. 108 The Spade-footed Toads.

.

are more uncertain in their appearance, being governed en-
tirely by the dampness or dryness of the season.

Spade, J^.2 2. Add : attrib. as spade flitsh
(Flush j6.3 i).

1904 * O. Henry ' Cabbages ^ Rings vi. 105 The invitations
to the musicale came sliding in by pairs and threes and spade
flushes.

Spa'de-WOrk. Work done with a spade for

the preparation of ground, b. y?^. or in fig, context
(e.g. quot. 1901 in Diet.), pionoer labour; later

(with allusion to the 'digging* of archaeologists),

labour expended in investigating or exploring a
new field of inquiry, csp, in collecting materials
and first-hand evidence; pioneer research on a
special subject.

1778, 1837, 1901 [see Spade sb.^ 4 a]. 191s H. G. Aldis in
Cambr. Hist. Engl. Lit. IX. xiii, 346 Brian Twyne, a
diligent Oxford antiquary who had done much pioneer
spade-work in the same field. I9»7 Daily Tel. 12 July 9/1
The dbcovery of a helpful blood-test for cancer may be
placed among the important advances the near future may
give us as a result of spade-work already carried out. X929
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Times Lit. Suppl. 27 June 511 Many modern novelists of
folk life, in their desire to be strong and 'primitive,* ignore
all spade work and romantically stake Man against Nature.

Spadger. Add : 2. A small boy. colloq.

1899 Captain 11. 27:5/2 If we've got to take these three
young spadgers . . we sliall want something biggcr*n this here
gig-

Spaghetti (spage*ti). [It., pi. of spaghetto

cord, twine.] An Italian paste made in cords
intermediate in thickness between macaroni and
vermicelli and served like these.
1888 Beeton Bk. Househ. Managcm. % 2952 Maccheroni,

or Spaghetti, a smaller kind of macaroni, ..generally follows
the soup. 189a M. GiRONci Recipes Italian Cookery ^^
Stewed Steak and Spaglietti. 1931 B. Stabkk Touch *S-

Go
iv. 51 A. .school-teacher took us to lunch in Avon and showed
us how to manage yards of spaghetti by rolling it u p on our
forks.

Spalt (spglt'), sb,^ Lumbering. [Related to

SpalT a. and v.] a. A section of a log from which
shingles are sawn. b. The waste part or refuse of

a shingle-bolt.

1879 Lumberman''s Gaz. 15 Oct., In this machine., is com-
bined with the Spalt all the requisites of a first class Shingle
Machine. 1923 R. C. Bryant Lumber 477 Spalt. The
residue of a shingle bolt, after cutting off shingles, which is

too narrow to be cut into shingles.

Spalter (sp9lt3i), sb, U.S. [f. Spalt v. +
-EB.^.] * The mechanism on a rotary shingle-

machine for automatically removing the spalt or

waste piece' {Funk^s Stand. Diet, 1895).

Span, .r^.l Add: 5. C. Aviation. The maxi-
mum lateral dimension of an aeroplane, or of a
wing, from wing tip to wing tip.

191a sphere 20 Aug. 177/2 Its triple planes and short span
render the Roe machine easily distinguishable. 1913 AerO'
plane 30 Oct. 480/1 Its small span and carefully streamlined
Dody. X919 Pii'PARD & pRiTCHARD Acropl. Struct. 136 When
the total effective span or the effective area of each wing is

known. 1927 C. L. M. Brown Conquest of Air 98 It was
a biplane, the two main wings being 32 ft. in frontal width
(span) and 5 ft. in depth (chord).

Spandau (spacndau). A gun manufactured at

the arsenal at Spandau in Brandenburg, Prussia.

1929 E. W. Springs Al'ove bright blue Sky 221 He was
suddenly cold as he awaited the crack of the^andaus.

Spanish., a. {adv.) Add : A. adj. 7. Spanish
salad, sauce U.S.^ a salad composed of beans,

peas, and tomatoes.
X911 Webster s.v., Spanish salad. 1928 S. Lewis Man

who knew Coolidge 79 Hamburg steak and Spanish sauce.

C. adv. (Earlier example.)
X838 VaL- Lit. Mag. III. 269 Here, Bill 1 begone ! why

don't you ' walk Spanish?' hence I say.

Spanner^. 2. attrib. &n<icomb. A^d-. spanner-
tight a.

J
screwed tight by a spanner.

igas Morris Oivner''s Man. 53 The nuts should always be
kept (small) spanner tight. 1931 Daily Express 31 Jan. 3/6
Even where the nut was absolutely spanner light.

Spanners (spse'nsaz). [f. Span j-^.i + -er1 +
-S.J (See quot.)

j88i Cassell's Bk. Sports ^ Pastijnes 250 Spanners, This
is a good simple game for two players. Player No. i shoots
off his taw, player No. 2 following suit, it being Ijis object
cither to hit his opponent's taw with bis own, or to place his

own within a span of it.

Spar, sb.^ Add: 4. b. Each of the two main
beams of the wing of an aeroplane, running trans-

versely to the body, usually made ofwood or tubular

steel. They carry the ribs.

j^x^ Aeroplane 10 Apr. 428/1 Small pieces of wood are
fastened to the spars inside the wings and the fabric is nailed

to these. 1919 Pippard & Pritcharu Aeropl. Struct, ly

The front and rear sparsare braced together by drag bracing.

1930 Naylkr & OwER Aviation 154 The modern steel spar
of an aeroplane wing.

Sparagmite (sparse -gmait). Geoi. [f. Gr.

anapayfia piece torn off, or airapayfxos a rending,

tearing + -ite 1.] A felspathic sandstone or arkose

at the base of the Cambrian in Scandinavia.
i88z A. Geikie Text-bk. GeoL 657 In central and northern

Norway the Archaean gneiss is overlaid by reddish and grey
sandstones and conglomciates (Sparagmite), with schists,

quaitzites,and limestones. 1930 Peach & WoK^^Geol. Scot.

72 The Sparagmite of Scandinavia is an arkose resembling
the dominant type of the Torridon Sandstone.

SparasSOdont (spar£e*s<?df?nt). Palveont. [ad.

mod.L, Sparassodonta n. pi., f. Gr, ffirapdaafiv to

tear + 65uvt-, udovs tooth.] One of a group of extinct

mammals of the Miocene of Patagonia.

1907 Nature 21 Mar. 499/1 Thatcreodonts, sparassodonts,

and carnivorous marsupials are.. related groups, . .appears
almost certain. 7(5/^., These early creodonts have developed
in one direction towards the sparassodont type.

Spare, sb^ 3. Add : A spare man in a team
of players.

1930 Daily Express 6 Sept. 9/5 Yesterday Carney Balding,
the Kritish ' spare ', wrenched his arm while playing with a
scratch team at Meadowbrook.

Spare, ^* Add: 1. a. (a) spare part, a duplicate

of a part of a machine (esp. of a motor vehicle)

kept in readiness to replace a loss or breakage.
(Cf. Spare sb^ 3.)
1897 Trans. Instit. Naval Archil. XXXVIII. 207. 190a

A. C Hakmsworth Motors fy Motor-Driving xix. 368
These were the days when it was thought practical, as Mr.
Butler informs me, ' to turn out a car of one-and-a-half
horse-power to carry two passengers, and luggage, spare

SPARKLER.
parts and tools *. 1907 Chambers's ym*. 431/1 Most people
are familiar with the fact that spare parts for bicycles,
motor-cars, gas-engines, and similar machinery can always
be obtained. 1913 Aeroplane 25 Sept. 353 The GnOme
Engine Company...To whom all applications for GnSme
engines and spare parts should be made. 19*5 H. 0. Wells
Christina Alberta's Father I. v. § 3. 123 The next evening
was wet again, and as his Spare Part hadn't come Mr. Fenton
was able to join us once more.

{d) spare room, a room reserved for special

occupation ; in England, a bedroom kept for the
accommodation of a guest; U,S. a parlour,

1837 Southern Lit. Messenger III. 333 One of the third-
story rooms we must keep for a spare room. 1855 Knicker-
bocker Mag. XLVI. 380 They have stolen away into the
spare-room, otherwise, parlor. 2880 Harper's Mag. Dec. 90
You've got to feed 'cm, and like enough keep a big fire up
in the spare room.

Spark, J^.l Add : 6. C. Short for spark tele-

graphy etc. (see *7 b).
igai Wireless World IX. 21/1 Various circuits for the

reception of Spark, C.W. and Telephony. 192a Ibid. X.
76/2 When one is receiving spark or telepliony.

d. //. A wireless operator on a ship, colloq,

1917 Wireless World V. 37 In the Service the regular
nickname for wireless telegraphists is graphically expressed
as 'Sparks'. 1932 P, F, Westerman Wireless Officer iii.

25 A burly, jovial-featured man. .greeted Mostyn as he
stepped off the gang-plank, 'Hello, you're our Sparks,
aren't you?' 1923 Westm.Gaz. 29 Nov,,Cunardcr's' Sparks'.

7. b. Spark ball^discharge^disckarger
Jfrequency^

note, station^ telegraphy^ transmission, transmitter,

voltage.

1848 Patent yrttt, 5 Aug. 266/1 In frictlonal spark dis-
charges, the consequent shock, light, and other peculiarities

are in part owing to waves of. .polarization. 1863ATKINSOK
tr. Ganot's Elein. Treat. Physics ix. iv. 587 Spark and brush
discharjje. 1898 The Ludgate (New Ser.) VII. 78/1 Mr.
Marconi, in July, 1897, came 10 Enizland to introduce bis new
plan of 'Spark Telegraphy'. Ibid. 78/2 Nor is this the
greatest distance over winch these 'spark telegrams * have
been sent, i;)o6 J. A. Fleming Princ. Electric Wave Telegr,
152 Spark Voltages for Various Spark Lengths and Spark
Balls of Various Diameters. 1912 Brit. Assoc. Dundee Rep.
(1913) 402 Prolonged gusltes of electricity in one direction,

which, coming at the rate of the much lower spark fre-

quency, . . create in the telephone a shrill sound. 1913 Year-
Bk. li'ireless Telegr.

«J*
Teleph. 401 It does not follow.,

that a continuous-wave station is immune from interference

by a spark station. 1916 J. .A. Flkming Frinc, Electric
Wave Telegr, (ed. 3) 671 Spark transmitters. 1920 Dow-
si;tt Wireless Telegr. f( Telephony 44 The spark disciiarge.

1921 E. E. BucHEK Fract. Wireless Telegr. 83 The term
spark frequency is employed to designate the number of
spark discharges bridging the gap per second of time. Ibid..

101 Spark Dischargers for Radio-Telegraphy. Ibid. 106
Blunt discharge electrodes give an irregular spark note.

1926 E, H. Chapman Wireless Diet. 124 Spark Station.—
A wireless transmitting station employing the spark method
of telegraphy.

o, spark-plug U.S.y a sparking-plug ; spark-
prop Thieves' slang, a tie-pin (cf. 4 a) ; spark
spectrum, a spectrum produced by the electric

spark ; spark-tester, a device for testing the
sparking-plugs of a motor vehicle.

1914 F. Strickland Petrol Motors (ed. 2) 55 The high-
tension leads and *spark plug, 1921 R. D. Paikf. Conir.
Rolling Ocean xvi. 284 Smashed the porcelains in both
spark plugs. 1921 Chambers's Jrnl. 410/2 To steal a tie-pin,

or * *spark-prop ', as it is termed in the slang of thieves, a
different plan is followed. 1879 J. N. Lockyek in Proc. R.
Soc. XXX. 27 Flame Spectrum.,. *Spark Spectrum. 1905
Baly Spectroscopy 374 The induction coil is used.. for the

production of the so-called spark spectra of substances. 19*5
Morris Owner's Man. S4 The motorist should try each plug
in turn with the aid of a **spark tester '.

Spark, v}- Add : 1. c. Electr. To emit an
electric spark or sparks. Of a dynamo : To arc at

the brushes. Of an internal-combustion engine

:

To have the electric ignition working.
1884 S. P. Thompson Dynamo-electr, Machinery 60 Any

dynamo in which the curve of potentials at the commutator
presented such irregularities, .would probably spark cxces-

sively at the collector. 1892 Ibid. (ed. 4) 361 Drum-wound
armatures are less liable to spark. 1895 Mrs. Koosen in

A. C. Harmsworth Motors <^- Motor-Driving xix. 364 Motor
sparked at once and went well.

3. o. Also intr. To be crossed or connected by
a spark.

1916 Standard. Rules Amer. Inst. Electr. Engin. 57 The
voltage at which a given gap sparks over. 1926 R. W.
Hutchinson Wireless 112 Ihe spark gap consists of two
small spheres sparking across the diameters of two larger

ones.

Sparking, vbl. sb.'^ b. Add: sparking plug,

in an internal-combustion engine, a device consisting

of a metal shell or barrel which screws into the com-

bustion chamber, used for igniting the charge by

means of an electric current.

J902 [in Diet.]. 1907 F. Strickland Petrol Motors 40
Sparking plugs in cylinders, j^ii. Lieclc/eld's Oil Motors

85 A further improvement in electric ignition was introduced

by the French firm (de Dion ct Bouton] when they brought

out the sparking plug.

Sparking, vbl. sb.^ U.S. (Earlier examples.)

1796-1801 Fkssenden Of^g, Poeyns (1&06) 77 She's courted

been, by many a lad, And knows how sparking's done.

X844 'Jon. S1.1CK * Nigh Life N. V. I. 47. I don't mean to-

say that Judy had any thing agin sparkmg.

Sparkler. Add : 4. b. Applied to a trout.

a 1861 T. WiNTHROP Life in open Air (1863) 91 As the

spotted sparklers were rapidly transUted from water X^ a

lighter element.



SPARKLET.

Sparklet. Add : 3, //. A trade name for a
capsule containing carbonic acid gas under pressure,

nsed with a siphon for making aerated water. Also
sing.
1904 Kipling Tra^.cs ^ Dtscav.^ Ca^th'e {i<^) 16 Give

lue & cigar—a Henry Clay and a whisky-and-sparklet.
xpo6 Maugham Portug. E, Africa. 221 A couple of large-

sued * Sparklets' syphons with a good supply of ch:\rges will

be found an excellent substitute for soda-water. 1920
Blackw, M(te. Apr. 542/2 His particular fancy in drinks—
usually whliky and sparklet.

Sparring, vbl. sb."^ 3. Add : sparring
partner, a pugilist employed to keep another in

practice wliile training for a contest.

xg6&Ca/>tain Sept. 530/3 Jack was the best sparring partner
he could have. 1930 Daily Express 8 Sept. 2/3 (Jal iiarton
(Birniingham), Jack Hood's sparring partner.

Spartacist (spa'Jtasist). Also -akist. [ad. G.
Spartakist : see below and -IST.] A member of a
party of German socialist extremists in the revolu-

tion, of 191S, led by Karl Lieliknecht, who had
adopted the pseudonym Spartakus in his political

tracts. (Spartacus, a Thracian, was the leader in

the Servile War against Rome, 73-71 B.C.). Also
attrib. otaiij. So (less usually) SpaTtacan (-kan).

1919 W. R. Inge Quispoken Ess. u 18 The 'Spartacist*
scoundrels who have betrayed and ruined their country. 1919
iVa/w«{N.Y.).i9Apr.632ihe Programme of the Spartacans.
1920 igik Cent. Mar. 560 The rattle of Spartacist machine-
guns. Ibiii.^ The extreme Left wing of the Independents,
known as Spartacists. 19x0 W. J. M. ^ik^vh^ Euripides the
Politician in Studies (Dublio) June 197 The heroes of Mara-
thon were conservative ' die-hards '

: th« modera Atheniari
was a Socialist or Spartacist, who despised the gods. 1925,

Contemp. Rtv. Doc. 715 The moveipent which a few Sparta-,

kists originated iq the hop« of estahUshifig Soviet rule ia
Germany.
Hence Spartuclsm (spa*Jtasiz*ax)f the policy aud

priaciples of the Spartacists.

1919 J. M. Kevkes Ecem, Conseq. Peace ayi A victory of
Spartacism in GermaBy might well be the prelude to Revo-
lution everywliere. X9Z0 Glasgmu Herald 9 Apr. 9 Sparta-
cism in Gernjauy is a domestic matter for tU^ Ocrmaa
Government to deal with.

Sp&J^tacus (spa'itakys). Used attrib. as in

Spartacus groups p^^y^ the Spartacists.

1918 spectator 30 Nov. 6oj/i The Spartacus group—the
witd adherents to Liehknecbt and. Rosa Luxemburg.

Sparterie (spautar/). [Fr., ad. Sp. esparteriay

f. Esparto.] Articles made of esparto grass.

Spatialize (sp^'J^Abiz), v. [f. Spatial a,

+ -IZE.] trans. To make spatial; to think of as

spatial ; to invest with spatial qualities or relations.

Hence Spa'tialized ppi. a.

X917 A. S. Pwngle-Paitisom Idea 0/ God xix. 367 The
spatialjzed timeof physical theory and of ordinary reflective

thinking. X9as A. N. WHiTEHK.y> Science 4- Mod. World
vii. 177 Thus a duration is spatialiged ; and by * spntlalised

'

is meant that the duration is the jitld fortherealised pattern
coniitituting the character of the event.

Spatio-temporal (spt^i Jit?,temporal), a. [f.

spatio-f used as comb, form of L. spcUium Spacb +
Temporal «.] Belonging to both space and time.

X917 K. S. PRiscLE-PATTtsoN /(/ifaiy^(7(jrfxiv. 367 Even if

we make space and time the priuctpium individuationis

and try to reduce the formal distinctness of individuals to

difference of position in the spatio.tem^tal series. x^Ao

A. N. Whitehead Concept ofNature viii. 173 The spatio-

temporal structure of events. X9SX Hastings's Encycl.
Reli^.

<J*
Ethics XII. 341/2 Spatio-temporal co-ordinates.

I9a5 A. N. Whitehead Science^ Mod, Waridy. 128 The
whole spatio.temporal world.

Spattee (spxtr). [f. Sp-at sb.^, after puttee.']

An outer stocking or legging worn by womea for

protection against wet and cold.

19*6 Bulletin 17 Aug. 4/3 The invention is called the
* Highland spattee' and is a Highlander's stocking made
spat-Ikshioa to allow the wearer to slip it tisily over h«r
shoes and silk stocking. X9aa Daily Tel, 10 Jan, 6 The
knitted spattee.

Spawn, J*. Add: 7. b. The bidbiU of
gladiolus.

X89S T. W. Samdrrs Encycl, Gardening (1*9^ 144
Cla^iioius... Propagate by seeds. . ; by bulbils (spawn) grow-
ing at base of corms.

Speak, z'. Add: 1. (So-and-so) J/ia/'i«^: used

by a speaker on tl)e telephone to announce his

identity.

i9»7 Annb MacDokald {titleX Dorty Speaking* 1933
* Saitrr ' Kn9ch-out i, 9 Standisi>..look the receiver from

the other's hand. * Hullo! .Sandcrsoo,' he said. 'Yes

—

Standish speaking. What now?'
17- b. To speak <mt in meeting. U.S. (Examples.)

1830 Mass. Spy 23 June (Tk), O dear, I spoke out in meet*

ing. 1906 FoRAKER in Spri;r^eld (M&ss.) Weejdy Republ.

13 Sept. 8, 1 do not think the president will think any the

less \A me for speaking right out in meeting and saying that

I am not for it.

21, o. To speak a piece (see^ *Pihck sb. 1 7 d) :

also trans/, (with poss. pron.) to say what one is

deputed or appointed to say.

1845 Carolink M. KiRKi-ANu Western Clearings 158 Some
of the best speakers mount the platform, and 'speak a piece *.

1903 Katk D. Wicgin Rebecca viii. 87 Most of the children

hated 'speaking pieces,'. 1906 N. V. Evening Past s Feb.

9 The governor ' spoke hii pirrce' on the subject of the Bank-
ing Department investigation thia morning. It was atypical

declaratiou.

SUPPT.
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Speak-easy (spi-k,f:zi). U.S. slang, [f. Speak
V. + East adv. = softly.] An illicit liquor shop.
Also attrib.

1889 fsee Speak v. 36]. 1895 L. Pendleton Corona of
Nantahalas iv. 45 A sort of rural 'speak easy', where the
colourless liquid was poured into the purchasers' bottles
from a new and innocent-looking kerosene can. 1903 A. H.
Lewis The Boss xiii. i6» That. .no side-doors or sp'^ak-
easy racket [should he] stood for. 1908 Ann, Amer, Acad.
Polit. if Social Sci. Nov. 23 Twenty-four dry counties,. in

which the law was poorly enforced, wiih the ' speak-easy ' and
the ' C- O. D.' businesseverywbere. 1930 Punch 12 Feb. 172
Before we had been introduced to any 'speak-easy ', that
is, before we had been a couple of hours in New Yotfc.

Speakie (spf'ki). Usually^/. {Disused.) [f.

Spkak v. after movie, Cf. Talkib.} a. A stage-

play as distinguished from the * movies '.

1927 Observer z^ Apr. 15/1 She prophesied the downfall of
the ' speakies ' and the triumphant survival ofthe * movies '-

1927 Daily Tel, 11 Oct. 6 An innovation last night was the
iiiiroduction of a real stage set in the middle of tlie film. .

,

Whether this mixture of ' movie * and * speakie ' is desirable
may be questioned,

b. A*Ti^LKIE,
X9a8 Sunday Dispatch. 15 July 14 'Talkies ' or ' speakies '

as they are calling them in Hollywood, have very definitely

arrived.

Speaking, vbL sb. Add : L b. (Later U.S.

examples.)
1895 ' C. E. Chaddock • Myst, Witch-Face Mt.^ etc- 206

Thar wara big crowd at the cross roads ter hear the speakin'.

X910 Corra Harris Eve's Second Husband 75 The ' speak-
ing ' itself was to be ia a grove upon the Molly's-borough
battle ground,

0. At the (or this) presejit speaking', at this

moment. U.S.

183S J. P. Kennedv Horse-Shoe Robinson I, vi. 78 If I

suspicioned a bauiboozlement, which I am not far from at
this present speakiog. 1891 AIarah E. Ryan Told in Hilts
in. V. 205 At the present speakiog thedaysarenot picnic days.

5. Speaking trip

^

1931 F. L. Allen Only Yesterday vu 33 He would win
them to his cause, making a speaking trip throughthe West.

b. speakiug-film =» "^Talkie.
1918 H. Croy Hov) Motion Picture^ are Made 360 Speak-

ing films will shortly be achieved.

Speako (spr-k^), U.S. slang. « *Speak-east,
193a Amer. Mercury Jan. 11 A brewery which supplied

every other speako between Fourteenth and Canal streets.

Spear, v,^ Add : 2. Also, of a plant : To thrust

up spear-like leaves.

1923 G. W. Dekting Sorrell^Son vifi. § 5 The bulbs spear-
ing up in the borders^

3^ trans. To throw like a spear*
X9S0 W. Camp Football laitJiaut a. Coach 85 The hall

should bo held in the hand and speared through the air by
giving the hand a twist as the ball leaves it.

Spear-head. Add : L b. fig.. A person or

body of persons chosen to lead a thrust or attack.

1929 Times 12 Novt 17/3 The Bslfast members of the
society. .were made the spearhead of a tlirust for an advance
of wages for shipyard joiners alone, 193a Ibid. 12 July 6/3
Afterwards they [sc. Yorkshire] broke down before the
Nottinghamshire attack, with Larwood as its spearhead,
and lost seven wickets for 53 runs.

Special, a. 4. o. Add : Special partner, a

partner who has capital in a business under special

conditions or provisions. U.S.
1826-30 Jas. KentC^/ww. Afuer. Laau (1858) III. 35 A

limited partnership for the transaction of any mercantile,

mechanical, or manufacturing business, .may consist of. .one
or more persons who furnish certain funds to tha common
stock, and whose Halnlity shall extend no further than the

fund furnished, and who are called special partners. Ibid.

36 The special partners may receive an annual interest on
the capital invested, provided there he no reduction of the
original capital. 1S39 Marrvat j9/rtry^;«<r. Ser. 1. II. 251

In America, if a person wishes to become- a special partner

(a sleeping partner) in any concern, he may do so to any
extent he pleases. X859 Bartlett Diet, Amer. (ed. 2j,

special partner^ a meniber of a limited partnership, who
furnishes certain funds to the common stock, and whose
liability extends no further than the funds furnished.

Specialization, b. Biol. Add: (With//.)

A particular kind or instance of specialized charac-

ters.

igieT. Wood Jones Arboreal Man 216 The particular

arboreal specialization which culminated in the power of

flight. X918 — Probl. Man s Ancestry yi Pithecoid speciali-

zations vary so much in their manifestations in the different

groups ofmonkeys,

Speciation (sp/fi,ii*j3n). [f. Species + -ation.]

The formation of species by evolutionary process,

1907 O. F. Cook in Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci. VI II. 278 ( Funk)
Speciation is the attainment of differential characters by
segregated groups of organisms, that is, by subdivisions of

older species. 19*6 H. F.Osborn in Natnrezi Aug, 271/1

Thus speciation through continuity stands in contrast with

fMutation through discontinuity. Ibid. 272/1 Isolation is

the most important factor in the speciation of bird*.

Specie. 8. Add : specie jar, a name for the

largechinajarsdisplayedin chemists' shops and sui>*

posed to contain drugs or preparations (see Species

11 a) ; specie point, either of two points in the

variations of foreign exchange rates at which it be-

comes profitable to pay or receive payments in

gold,
X914 C.CQ.'mN.^ Q. nth Ser. IX. W7A The well-known

' *specie jars' of chemists' shops. X929 C. J. S. Thomp.son

Mysf. Apothecary xix- 257 The iarne cylindrical vessels

called ' specie jars ', with metal or gilded lids, that still deco-

SPEED.

rate some of the chemists' shop-windows. 1891 Geo. Clark
Money-Market Primer 78 The price of bills is now said to

have reached **Specie Point' and can go no higher...
* Specie Point '..is the rate ofexchange prothicedby buying
gold in one country, and selling it in another. i897_ J. S.

NicHO[.soN Pol. Econ. II. 279 Accordingly, the price of
bills cannot rise above the point at which it would be just

as cheap to send the gold itself. This is the specie point or,

more precisely, the gold-export point from England into

France. 1920 J. W. Kuhrt Counting-House Diet, 129 The
limits to such fluctuations are set by what are known as the
gold (or specie) points.

Species* 14. Add : species-continuing^ 'mak-
ings -mongering.
1911 J. A. THOi>'iSQn Biol. Seasons u\. 239 Periods ofhunger

and self-increase are followed by periods of love and species-

continuing. X918 L, Huxlev Life Sir y. D, Hooker 1. viii,

175 Excessive or ignorant species-making. Ibid. 189 Detesta>
tion of mere species-mongering.

Specific, «. Add : 4. C. Of a duty or tax

:

Assessed on an article according to its quantity or
amount without reference to its value.

1845 Polk Diary (1929) 23, I bad recommended.. the
abolition of the minimum principle and specific duties.

1901 J. S. Nicholson Pol. Econ. III. 348 If the tax is

specific and not ad valorem. 1930 M. Clark Home Trotie
187 Specific duties are those which are based on the quantity
of the imported produce, i.e. they are so much per lb. or so
much per gallon, etc

Speck, v^ Add : 5, irons, and intr. To search

for gold on the surface of alluvial deposits ; also

trans, to spot (gold). Austral.
X903 R. Bedford True Eyes Iviii. 304 Billy wa? for working

onand continuing theoperation of specking', /il/rf, 305 With
little cries of delight he * specked ' a four-ounce slug of tho
red gold. Ibid, Ix. 315 They had sieved and dry-blown and
'specked ' the little tongue of auriferous soil. 1^26 Spectator
14 Aug, 940/2 Went 'specking' in nearby creeks. Got
colours of gold but no nuggets.

Specta'cularism. [See -ism.] Spectacular

character or quality.
X924 Webster Addenda. 193X Aberdeen Press ^ Jml^

14 Oct. 6/4 The spectacularism of Noel Coward.

Spectral, a. Add: 6, c. spectral palettCr

a painter's palette laid with six colours (besides-

white) to represent the chiefcolours of tlie spectrum.
190X D. S. MacColl in Sat, Rev, 9 Feb, 170/1 The theory

of the spectral palette seems to me unsound, and its practice

dangerous. 1911 — in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 343/1.

Spectre-. Add: Spectroho-Uogrraiii, a photo-

graph obtained by the spectroheliograph. Spectro-
he'Uoscope, a spectroscope provided with a pair

of oscillating slits which exclude from the observer's

eye all light except that of the red hydrogen line.

192^ Glasgow Herald 13 June 5 Solar cyclonic motions.
have in recent years been clearly demonstrated by 'spectro-

heliogramsohtained atthe Mount Wilson Observatory. 1929
G. E. Hale in Encycl. Brit, XXI. 179/2 The long dark
flocculi.. shown on hydrogen spectroheliograms. 1932 —
Signalsfr. Stars 56 Objects familiar for years on hydrogen
spectroheliograms. 1929 — in Encycl. Brit, XXI. 179/2
The *spectrohelioscope renders visible to the eye many of
the phenomena of the solar atmosphere photographed with
the spectroheliograph and also permits their velocities in the

line of sight to he measured. 1932 — Signals^r. Stars 48
The first spectrohelioscope (as I have named the instrument).

Speeckf ^/^^ Add: 8. d. King's or Queen^s

speech, speechfrom the throne^ a brief statement of

foreign and domestic affairs and of the chief

measures to be considered by Parliament, drawn up
by the ministry and read by the sovereign (in person

or by commission) at the opening of Pirrliament,

[1771 : see Diet.] 1825 Lingaru Hist. Eng. VI. iy. 272 His
speech from the throne was calculated more to irritate than

to allay the jealousy of those who trembled for the liberties

of their country. 1844 T. E. May Parlt. viL 142 The session

is opened at once by the Queen's speech. Ibid x.ti. 326 On
the opening of Parliament, the Queen, in her speech from,

the throne, addresses the commons. 1897 [see Diet.).

13. speech-area (cf. speech-centre') \. speech-
fellows, people who speak the same language;

speech-hall(c£ speech-rooni)\ speech-room (later

use),

X883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 638/2 *Speech Area. I9i3>:

Q. Rev. Jan. 124 Over a large portion of the higliest level

of tho brain thespecial work of each group of cells or 'area'

is now known. If our speecli-areas are diseased we cannot'

speak. 1920 Ibid. July 165 The tribe, understood as the
group of *speech-fellows. 1921 Spectator 14 May 619/1'

Messrs. Newton's *speech-hall for Marlborough. 1920 Timet
3 Dec. 9/3 The competition for tho Marlborough College

War Memorial has been won by Lieutenant-Colonel W. G.
Newton. ..The memorial is to take the form of a *speech-

room.

Speed, j^. U. O, Add: In colloquial designa-

tions of motorists, aviators, etc. who specialize in

speed, or of vehicles built specially for great speed,

tis speed-bugf -hog, launch^ -merchant \ speed-cop

orig. U.S.f a policeman who is detailed to observe

the speed of motorists ; also speed-law ; spaed-

limit (later examples) ; speed-road, a speedway..

1928 Daily Express 14: July 4 A women's aquaplane race

and various other ' *spoedbug ' activities. X925 DollarMag.
Dec 20s *Speed-cops are posted on the highways with

powerful motor-cycles to catch unwary speedsters, i928-

Daily Express 23 Aug. 9/4 The scheme to hmit *speed-

hoys'. 1904 Trans. Insiit. Na:val Arthit, XLVI. 161 1 he

American *speed launches. 1926 Scribner^s Mag, Aug.

jsa/i, I hear you break *saeed-laws as recklessly as hearts,

190a To-Day 13 Mar. 648 The Automobile Club urges that

50
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the existing •speed limit should be abolished. 1903 Punch

15 July 21 The Premier's chauffeMr has been twice convicted

of exceeding the legal speed-Hmit for Motor Cars. 1909

Chantbers^s Jrtil, 225/1 A speed-limit sometimes as low as

..four and three-quarter miles per hour. X9a3 Daiiy Mail
1 5 Feb. 6 The goggled ' *speed merchant ' cannot sec so well

as usual. 19«8 Sunday Express 8 Apr. 2/3 This adventurous

speed-merchant also hopes to have a crack at the motor-boat

record. i9a8 Weekly Disp. 20 May 20 To have to bat always

against ihe three West Indian speed merchants on a wicket

that is * kicking' a bit. 1918 Daily Chron 9 Aug. 5/1 The
'autostrada', the famous motor 'speed road between Milan

and Como.
Speed, V, Add : 11. d. Speed up (later ex-

amples). Also in extended use.

1909 Ckatnbers*s Jml. 6/2 As though the Eastern worker
..could be at the same time underfed yet 'speeded up' in-

definitely. 1913 Daily Mail 12 June 6 The London and
North-Eastern Railway arc speeding up their services. 1931
Timts LiL Suppl. 3 Dec. 979/3 He brought youth to the

theatre ; he speeded it up.

13. a. Also with Up.
i9a6 Scribturs Mag. Aug. 146/2 Speed up now on that

bag or we shall be late.

e. To drive a motor vehicle nt a high rate of

speed. Chiefly in vbl. sb. Also trans.

1904 JV. Y, Times 13 June 1 Three automobilists were
arrested to-day for speeding their machines. x^oZ Evening
^/ar (Washington) in Daily Chron. 7 Oct. 4/6 Baby carriages

are required to carry lights at night in Chicaga That rapid
city may yet find it necessary to provide special police to
keep the uaby carriages from speeding. 1922 J. A. Dunn
Man Trap ii, Driving a car about the countryside at the
expense of many fines for speeding. 1931 Galsworthy
Maid-in*^uai(ing xili, 'I'm going to speed,' said Jean,
looking back. The speedometer rose rapidly.

Spee*d-boat. (More fully high speed {motor)

boat.) A light boat propelled at high speed by
a motor enj^ine. Also attrib. Hence Spee'd-
boa:tingr vbl. sb,

\^\\ Nero Fry's Mag. May 224/1 The number ofspeed-boats,
pure and simple, has grown greatly. 1928 Daily Express
25 May 6 The speedboat,, .with its underwater exhausts
muffled, had approached near enough to open fire. 1928
Sunday Dispatch 5 Aug. 11/3 The heavy demand for petrol,

credited by the newsport of speed 'boating. 1929 'Seamark
Dmvn River I, Hillary Kittredgc.-had fallen under the lure

of speed-boat racing. 1930 Joanna Cannan No IVnlls of
Jasper viii. 130 He bathed with his boys, treated them to
rides in speed boats.

Speeder. 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1847 Knickerbocker Mag. XXX. 517 A few Igirls] tend the

* warpers *, the ' spoolers ', and the ' speeders '.

Speeding, vbl. sb. 4. speeding up (later

examples).
1911 Chambers's yrnJ, 218/2 No general speeding-up can

he proved from stati-itics ; indeed for some years the per
capita output of coal has been declining, t^zr^ Daily Mail
12 June 6 Railway speed-up. Next month will see a general
speeding-up of British railways.

Speedster (sp/dstsi). [f. Speed j^. -t--sTER,

after raadsler.] a. A person who drives, flies, etc,

at high speed, b. A speed-boat, fast motor car, etc.

1918 Webster Addenda, Speedsler, . . a high-speed roadster,
usually with low seats, accommodating two persons sealed
side ,by side. 19*7 Bulletin 13 June 22/2 Women Air
'Speedsters'. 1929 'Sbamakk' Djwh River i, I'm not
telling everyone who comes up in a swell speedster {jca speed-
1x>atJ. x^^ Motor Boat Man, (ed.9)28i Owing to the demand
fer high-powered engines a racing unit known as the Eito
Speedster, .was introduced. Ibid. 283 The twin-cylinder
Speedster model,

'Spee*d-np. ff. verbal phr. speedup : see Speed
V. i\ d.] iTie act of speeding up or accelerating.
1923 Daily Alail ^ Mar. 7 Train Speed-up.. The speeding

up ofall services. 1923 [see *Speeding vbl. sb. 4].

Speedway, a. U.S. A road reserved and
prepared for fast horse-driving, b. A track for

motor-racing. Also, a road intended to be used
only by fast motor vehicles. Also attrib. Also
iransf, zndjig.
1894 [see Speed sb. 11 c]. 1903 M V. Times 16 Aug., The

owners of rapid roadsters are devoting; no inconsiderable
portion of their summer leisure to spirited brushes on the
new speedway, 1909 Manchester Guardian 18 Apr. 5/7 It
should be explained that a speedway is simply what in Eng-
land we should call a good macadamised road. 1909 The
World To-Day (U.S.) July 698 An Automobile Speedway.
1919 Public opinion 14 Nov., The Speedway to Prosperity.
1927 Universe a Sept. ii/i Saints of the Speedway [i.e. rail-
way engines named after the Saints]. 19*7 Daily Tel.
15 Nov. 7/1 A 'speedway ' reserved for high-speed vehicles.
..It will be a 'speedway' pure and simple, somewhat on
the lines of the Italian Autostrada. 1928 Manchester
Guardian Weekly 26 Oct. 328/2 The propos.1l to construct a
motor.road speed-way between London and Brighton. 1930
S. Eldkk Rom. Speedway L 9 Now that Speedway Racmg
has taken its place as one of our national pastimes, find.
ii. 27 In the first rank among Speedway riders. Ibtd. 33
Habitual frequenters of Speedway gatherings.

Speleology, etc. : see Speleology.

Spell, 7/.2 Add: 3. e. To put to the test in
spelling ; to put (a person) down in spelling. U.S.
1853 B. F. Taylor Jan. <V ywte (1871) 259 They all stand

in solid phalanx by schools, and the struggle is, to spell each
other down. 1866 C. H, Smith Bill Arp 171 He therefore
proposed to put Mr. Fretman on the stand and .spell him.
1872 Eggleston Hoosier Schaobn. iv. 47 Ralph dreaded the
loss of influence, .if he should be easily spelled down. 1932
Randolph Enterprise (Elkins, W. Va.) 18 Feb. 4/5 He w.is
fairly spelled down at close of my school at Job, spring 18E2,
•by a little girl not 7 years old.
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4. c. 7i? j/tf/Za^/i? (see quot.). U.S. coilog.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.s.v. Able, To spell nble, to be able;

to have all tlie ability and strength needed (for some par-
ticular purpose).

6. 'i'o make (specified) progress in spelling. U.S.
X857 E, Stone Li^e o/Ho^vlatui i. 17 After many trials he

succeeded in ' spelling up ' next to the head \.sc. of the class].

Spe'ller^. [f. Spell t/.^] One who takes the

place of another at some work or labour.

1920 Glasgow Herald \(i Apr. 7 A ' Speller's 'compensation
claim.. .The pursuer was actmg as substitute for an employee
of the defender in unloading a boat at Ayr.

Spelling, vbl. sb.^ [f. Spe[,l Z/.3] 1. Acting
as substitute for another at some work or labour.

1920 Glasgoiv Herald 16 Apr. 7 The .Sheriff finds that the
custom known as 'spelling' is recognised in the West of
Scotland, and in this case tlie defender's stevedore assented
to the pursuer ' spelling ' for the regular employee.

2. Resting from work. Also attrib. Austral.
19H Chambers's Jrnl. 591/2 Old Davy ..settled down

on a selection near Grassmere which the Cornet Scrubber,.,
used as a spelling-place in his spare hours. 1926 I). Cronin
Red Dawson ii, 'X'here was need for their spelling before

they sat in on the game in real earnest.

Spelt, ^(5.^ Metallurgy. = Si'ELTER. U.S.colloq.

Spencer, J<^-2 Add: 5. An American repeating

rifle or carbine, named after its inventor, C, M.
Spencer.
1884 A. E. Sweet & Knox On Mexican Mustang thr.

Texas \\\. 38 Weapons of all sorts, from the murderous
Spencer rifle to the soothing and medicinal pocket-flask.

1898 E, C. R. Marks Mod. Small Arms ix. 84 The Amer-
ican Silencer rifle of i860 may be considered as the first

successful breech-loading repeating rifle. 1901 T, F. Fre-
MANTLE Bk. Rijle iv. 79 The Spencer rifle.. had cartridges

placed in a lube in the stock, ;ind brought forward by
a spring. 1904 Kyuoch Jrnl. Apr.-June 96 The second
repeater—and the one most prominent 111 the war—was the
Spencer, having a magazine in the butt containing seven
cartridges. 1915 Ommundsen & Robinson Rifles ^ Am-
mun. v, 93. 1923 J. H. Cook Fi/ty Vrs. on Old Frontier 5,

I had traded a pistol.. for a Spencer carbine.

Spencerite (spcnsarsit). Min. [Named after

L. J. Spencer^ of the Mineralogical Dept., British

Museum : see -iteI.] A hydrated basic zinc phos-

phate. It forms large stalactites in a cavern near

Salmo, British Columbia.
1916 Geol. Mag. July 336. 1921 Brit. Museum Return 159
A series, .of zinc phosphate minerals., viz., two specimens of
spencerite as crystals (a new species). 1922 Dana & Ford
Tcxt'bk. Min. 612. 1922 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 949/2.

Sperrylite (spe-ribit). Min, [Named after

F. L. Sperry^ who discovered it : see -lite.] An
arsenide of platinum, found near Sudbury, Ontario,
1910 L. J. Spencer in Encycl. Brit. VII. 3:;8/2 In the

Medicine Bow Mountains ofWyoming a platiniferouscovel-

lite is mined, the platinum being present assperrylite (plati-

num arsenide). 1911 Ibid. XXI. 806/1. 1911 L.J. Spencer
WorlfCs Min, 56 The tiny crystals of the rare mineral
sperrylite.

Spllingid (sfi'nd^id), a. and sb. [See -id ^.]

Belonging to, a member of, the family Sphingidm
or hawk-moths.
X91Z Trans. Zool. Soc. London XX. 85 Almost the entire

surface is thinly coated with fine, short, white hair, an ex-

ceptional feature with Sphingid larvae. Ibid. 95 Erinnyis
ello , , . The commonest Sphingid of tropical America. 1930
Proc. Entomol. Soc. V. 22 The S. American Sphingid larva

of P/wlus labruscx. Ibid. 24 'Ihe caudal horn was movable
in many Sphingid caterpillars.

SpllillgOineter(sfirigp'm/'t3j). [f. Gr.(T<piyy(iv

to bind tight + -meter.] An instrument for measur-
ing the bending of a strut, as by deflexion of beams
of light,

SphingOSin (sfi-qg^sin). Physiol. Chem. Also
-ine. [f. Gr, 2*^*7^ »

k'^nit. 21^17709 Sphinx + -in 1,

-INE^, Seequot. 1884.] Analkaloidal base in the

white matter of the brain. Associated with this are

Splii'ngol, Sphing'omy *elin, Sphing'oinye'lic or

-myeli'nic {acid\ Sphiagfostea'ric {acid).

1884 Thudichum Chem. Constit. Brain 106 Sphingomyelin
is the principal, .phosphorised ingredient of the so-called

cerebrin mixture, which remains when white matter is ex-
hausted by ether. Ibid. usSphingomyelic ac;d. Ibid. 116
Sphingostearic acid. Ibid.^ Analysis of Sphingol, a new
Alcohol, from Sphingomyelin by Chemolysis with Barita.

Ibid, 149 A body remains insoluble, which is of an alka-

loidal nature, and to which, in commemoration of the many
enigmas which it presented to the inquirer, I have given the
name of Sphingosm. igi6 A. P. Mathews Physiol. Chem.
575 Sphingomyelinic acid.. yields splungol, an alcohol,..

sphingosin,a base, .and spliingo-stearic acid. 1920 J. J. R.
Macleod /'Aj'wW. <5- Biochcm. (ed. 2) 689 Other pliospho-
lipins present in nervous tissue are cephalin, cuorin and
sphingomyelin.

Spicei sb. Add : 2. e. A specially medicated
preparation to be added to cattle or poultry food,

^ 1928 Oppenheim Chron. Melhampton 143 A retired dealer
in cattle spices.

8. spic9-bush U.S. (earlier example^
1770 Washington Diaries I. 409 The Soil . . . being as

black as Coal and the Growth, Walnut, Cherry, Spice
Bushes,

Spick-and-spanness, (Examples.)
191X Mrs. H. Ward yJiVAanfJ/ifyw^// viii, (He] was him,

self a model of spick-and-span-ness. 1931 Titnes htt.Suppl.
21 May 407/1 Theancient houses., had a touch of mysterious
romance that the bright spick-and-spanness of the new
architecture misses.

SPIKY.

Spider, sb. Add : 3, (Earlier example.)
1807 Austin Papers (1924) i. 152, 2 Spiders with Covers,

7. b. A bicycle with steel wheels : cf. *spider-
wheel. (So called when steel wheels were being
substituted for those of wood.)
\Zn^ Bicycling ^ Had he lived in the days of the 'Coventry

Spiders '. 1908 Snevd-Kvnnebsley H. M. I. ix, Safety bicy-
cles were not yet ; the Boneshaker was not tempting, and
the Spider was perilous.

8. d. A variety of the card game of patience,
i8sK> 'Cavendish Patience Ga/ues 186 But, the Spider..

requires quite sufficient exercise of thought to render it very
interesting. 1925 B. Dai.ton Double-paek Patience 5 Cer-
tain games, such as 'The British Blockade,', .or 'The
Spider,' afford as much scope for foresiglit and ingenuity
as any kind of card game. 1930 Maugham Gent, in Pttrlour
XV, I knew seventeen varieties of patience. I tried the
Spider and never by any chance got it out.

iO. spider-'wheel, (-r) a steel bicycle wheel with
wire spokes ; spider-wire (see Spider-line).
X875 English Mechanic 23 Apr. 146/2 With the *spider-

wheels I found that there was rather a tendency to get
loose. z88a The Bicycle 15 The Spider-Wheel, invented by
the Coventry Machinists Company and now almost universal.

1906 Chambers's Jrnl. 'j'^s/i The introduction of the free

spider-wheel, pneumatic-tired cycle. 1928 W. M. Smart
^un. Stars ^ l/nivene xiv. 214 In the focal plane are two
parallel fixed * *spider-wires '.

Spiel ^ (spfl), U.S. slang-. [G., = play, game.]
A game, play; a talk, speech, story. Hence as v.

z«/;'., to talk, speak, orate; /ra?;^., to speak, reel off.

1896 G. Ade Artie x'l, 100 There was a long spiel by the
high guy in the pulpit. 1904 * O. Henry' Cabbages <5- Kings
iii. 58 I'll come right back and hear you spiel the rest before

bedtime. 1905 A'. Y. Evening Post 29 IJec 4 He will spare
no pains to reach one of them if he thinks he has a good
' spiel ' or story to tell, xgio ' O. Henrv ' Whirligigs xxi.

239 Here's a couple of gents.. that want to hear you spiel

something about the Bowery. i()ia CANFiEi.D.S"^H/'r^/Crtf*
xxvii, I must have dropped off just as you began your spieL
19x6 J. Black You Cant Win ii, 9 [He] does not say
* please'. He rips off his spiel in such exact and precise lan-

guage that he gets your dime without it

Spieler. Add : 2, A talker or voluble speaker

;

a lecturer; a crier stationed outside a place of

amusement or a shop to attract patronage; also,

an instructor or attendant at cheap dancing-halls.

U.S. slang.
X930 C. Sandburg Smoke ^ Steel 245 Is there a spieler

who has spoken the word ? 1924 W. M. Raink Troubled
Waters V. 55 Streamers stretched across from building to

building, and ' spielers' for side shows bawled the merits of
their aUraction. 1936 Ladies' Home Jrnl, May 32, I sud-
denly became interested in astronomy, and every night I

appeared to listen to the spieler.

Spig. U.S. A Spanish negro native of America.
192a H. L. Foster ^fft/. Prop. Tramp ix. 133 You little

knock-kneed, . . fat-faced daughter of a spig. 19*3 igth Cent.

Jan. 122 The Spanish negro natives, now generally called
' Spigs ', are plow to iearn English. 1928 S. Lewis Man Who
Kneiu Coolidge 11. ti6 We need a supply ofche.ip labour, and
where get it belter than by encouraging these Wops and
Hunks and Spigs and so on to raise as many brats as they
can?
Hence Spi'ffgoty U.S.^ negro Spanish.
1923 H. L. Foster Adv. Trop. Tramp ix. 132 Just stood

around the dock and jabbered a lot of spig^oty talk at me,
like I could understand spiggoty ! I don't know a word of
tliis damned Spanish, and I'm glad of it

!

Spike, sb.*^ Add : 2. d. A bayonet. War slang.
Z928 E. Blundej* Undertones 0/ War 270 The cowman

now turned warrior measured out His up-and-down sans
fierce 'hundookand spike \

2. e. A young buffalo (see quot.). U.S.
1931 Amer. Speech VII. Oct. 7 A two-year-old *buU'

having short sharp horns was called a 'spike ',

Spike, sb.^ colloq. [Back-formation from *Spikt
(7.2 4.] A * spiky ' person,

1903 Church Times 14 Mar. %i<if-2 A priest is wanted for this

parish A hard-working Catholic. Not a 'spike.' 1914 J.
WiCKHAM Legg Engl. Ch, Life 159 It would seem that there

were spikes (as Dr. Bright ofChrist-church used to call them)
in 1768. 1930 Savers & Eustace Docs, in Case i. 37 He
turned out to be an earnest and cultivated middle-aged spike

from Keble.

Spike, ^-^ 5. (U.S. example.)

1837 J. L. Williams Terr. Florida 42 The inhabitants of

the keys are generally adepts in the art of spiking them \sc.

turtles].

Spike-bozzle, v. slang, [Obscure.] trans. To
demolish ; to do away with.

191S Kosher In R.N. A. S. (1916) 123 Last night 'old man
Zepp' came over here. ..Two machines went up to spike-

bozzle him, but, of course, never even saw him. 191S l^ar
Illustrated 19 June 422/2 ' Spike-bozzle ' is the latest Naval
Air Service vern.icular for complete demolition. 1923 Blatkw.

Mag, July 5/1 Piffers used to wear them.. until the clothing

department spike-bozzled them.

Spiky, «.2 Add : 4. An unfriendly epithet for

a high-church or * ritualistic ' person of a hard and

rijjid type, colloq.

1893 W. Bright Sel. Lett. (1903) 348 The ultras, as they

might be called, on the Catholic side, present Church ideas,

too often, in a form altogether too hard to beatiractive; I

believe I am said to have called it 'spiky', in a letter to

my friend the Principal of Ely College. 1921 Clu Times

12 Aug. 147/3 We wonder what would be thought of some

of his [x^. Father Stanton's] sayings if they were uttered by

a spiky young curate to-day. 1929 S. L. Ollard in N. ^ Q.

8 June 408/2 ' Spiky ' meant a hard, unyielding, rather
' wooden ' type ofAnglo-Catholic dogmatist . . .The adhererfts

of this ' spiky ' metbml came, naturally, to be called ' spikes '.



SPILE.

Spile, ^^.2 2. b. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1844 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIII. 444 The spiles you see

sticking from sugar-holes in every maple. 1868 Aiiier.

Naturalist II. Mar. 39 He remembers very distinctly
making ' spiles ' of its [sc. elder] stems when tapping sugar-
trees.

Spilikln, var. Spillikin.
^

19*6 M. Leinsteb Dew on Lea/\i\, 40 Poles, oars, and
planks were criss-crossed like pieces in a game of spilikins.

Spilitic (spaili'tik), a. Geoi. [See -ic] Of
the nature of or typified by spilite.

1911 Dkwrv & Flktt in Ceoi. Mag. 2^3 In Upper Silurian

times no spilitic eruptions have yet Men recordeJ in Britain.

/Siei. 243 The splHtic suite of igneous rocks. 1930 Peach Sc

HoRNE Geoi. Scot. 136 Iiiterbcdded with spilitic lavas.

Spilly V'^ Add : 16. trans. To speak, utter,

divulge. Also with over. Also to spill the beans.

U.S. slang.

Cf. 10 b, quot. 1574.
19S0 C. Sanddukg Smoke ^ Steel 44 Men at tables spill

Pcioponnesian syllables, 1923 'IS. M. Bowkr' Parowan
Bonanza iv. 47 Maybe he taught the parrot that lingo just

to have her spill it in town and start a rush. 1925 J.
Ghegorv Bab of Backwoods xii. 156 I'm wise, Mr. Baron.
You don't have to spill-over a word to me ; I've never asked
you a thing yet, navel? Ibid ^ I'll spill her the word.
Wherc'll she meet you and when? 1939 K. Link later Poet's
Pub vii. 91 * Tell me the truth,' she says. ' Spill the beans.
Holly, old man 1

* 1930 E, V. Knox in Punch 26 Feb.

236/2 The usherette, previously interviewed, who, examined
again, was induced to spill it, and confessed.

Spill, Z'.2 [f. Sfill j^.l] To spill up X io(mt-
bore (a gun barrel) with a wooden spill put on
one side of the bit.

190s Kynock yrnl. Oct.-Nov. 21/2 Then it is spilled up,
a process the same as rough boring only the revolutions are
greater^ a piece of oak wood being put on one side which
causes It to cut much more evenly.

Spin, sb.^ Add: 2. c. Also Comb., as spin-

bo7v/er, swerve.
«9»7 Observer 24 Apr, 27/3 The true spin-swerve which

operates late in flight, and is sometimes even combined with
the reverse break, is the most deadly of all balls. 1930
Morning Post 16 July 11/5 The attack at the present moment
lacks that variety and danger which a couple of spin bowlers
would give it.

6. Aviation. A diving descent combined with

a continued rotation of the aeroplane.
19x5 Aeroplane 10 Nov. 578/2 Several times their aero-

plane got into a ' spin '. 1918 Vi^ar Birds {1927) 69, 1 spun
down and came out of the spin in the clouds. Ibid. 87 All

in Camels and all doing right hand spins. 1930 F. A.
SwoFFER Leartiiiig to f'ly oi To go into a spin, close the
throttle and commence a glidinq; turn. 1930 Nayler & Ower
Aviation To'Day 324 'i'o come out of the spin the pilot

pushes his stick forward so as to unstall the wmgs.
7. The continued revolution of the clutch of a
motor after being disen'^»aged.

1919 B. H, Daviks Motor Driving 129 The disc A is

pressed against the disc B, which damps out the 'spin '.

Spin, V. Add : 2. f. To convert (a viscous

solution or pulp) into aitificial silk ; to form
(artificial silk filaments). Also ««//-., to admit of

being thus converted. (Cf. 'Spinning vbl. sb. i c.)

1804 li^ork 7 July 591/3 Dr. Lehner's new process for the
production of artificial silk. ..The machinery employed to

spin the stuff is much like an ordinary spinning frame. 1809
Jml. Soc. A rts 8 Dec. 63/3 I f too much water is present the

collodion will not be tenacious and therefore will not spin.

1931 T. WooiJiiousE tr. y. Foltzer't Artif. Silk 21 From
this pulp the silk is at'terwards spun. Ibid. 23 This solution
..is conducted or (ipun through special capillary tubes.

Ibid. 98 The collodion, .does not spin so well as if the
treatment with chlorine had been omitted. t9S7 M. H.
AvRAM Rayon Industry 183 The filament is not spun as is

the case with spun silk or cotton. It is ejected.

10. o. Of a motor clutch : To continue to revolve

after being disengaged.
1918 Dyke's Automob. Encycl. (ed. 7) 662/1 When a clutch

spins, when thrown out of engagement, it is difficult to shift

gears. 19x8 Motor Man. (ed. 37) 57 The flange.. is brought
into contact with the stop^ which acts as a brake and pre-

vents the cone or plate spinning.

d. Aviation, {a) intr. To make a diving descent

combined with a continued rotation of the aeroplane.

Said of the airman or of the machine.
1915 Aeroplane 10 Nov. 578/2 It is always possible to

avoid spinning or side-slipping in fog or cloud. 19x8 Wtxr
Birds (1927)66 If to.morrowisagoodday, I am going up to

ten thousand (feetj and shut off and spin down and see what
happens. I am quite good at spinning but it makes me a
liiilc sick. 1929 F. A. SwoPFEH Learning to Fly 94 Aero-
planes do not spin very easily, and they sometimes refuse

to do so even when a deliberate spin is intended. J931 C. D.
Barnard Learning to Ilv 151 Only a stalled aeroplane
will spin— in other words when the machine is no longer air-

borne.

{b) trans. To make (the aeroplane) perform this

evolution.

X918 li^ar Birds (1927) 87 Then Ortmcyer. .spun a Camel
into the ground and killed himself. 1928 O. Stewart Aero-
batics 13 Machines fitted with Handley-Pagc automatic
slots are extremely difficult to spin, 1930 Navler & Ower
Aviation To-Day 326 It is said that some aeroplanes can-

not be spun.

Spindlei J^. Add ; 7. C. A machine for re-

cessing an aeroplane spar. (See *SpiNnLB v. 5.)

19S0 F. T. Hir.L Pract. Aerop. Constr. io8 This is known
as a l-'rench spindle, and its cutting action, in order to form

the recesses, i-i shown in the enlarged view on the right.

Ibid. 1 10 The cutters . . are clamped in the slot in the rotating

spindle by the set screw.
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9. (Later U.S. examples.)
1847 Knickerbocker Mag. XXX. 239 The tall corn, whose

spindles were high above your head. xSyx Amer. Natura-
list V. 245 The corn, .sent forth a new tassel or spindle.

C. Cytol. A spindle-shaped sheaf of achromatic
threads or fibres formed during mitosis; = G,
spindel. Also attrib.^ as spindle-fibre^ figure.
1896 E. B. Wilson Cell 49 The amphiaster. .consists of

a fibrous spindle-shaped body, the spindle^ at either pole of
which is a star or aster formed of rays or astral fibres radiat-
ing into the surrounding cytoplasm. Ibid. 50 Spindle-
fibres. 190S H. Wageb in Rep. Brit, Assoc. 565 The
chromosomes, .arrange themselves in regular order in the
equatorial plane of the spindle figure, and some of the spindle
fibres become attached to them. 1920 L. Doncaster Introd.
Cytol. 29 The 'mitotic spindle' or mechanism by which the
chromosomes after division are separated into the daughter
nuclei. Ibid. 30 The spindle-fibres connecting the two
centrosomes. Ibid, 43 Tlie achromatic spindle with the
centrosomes at its poles.

12. a. U.S. (Later example.)
1904 Hartford Courant 19 Aug. 13 What this man was

really doing was simply placing a spindle on Magazine Rock.
17. spindle-berry, the bright red fruit of the

spindle-tree; also the tree itself; spindle h.our,

point, with reference to the time at or during
which the process of spinning goes on.
1931 jgt/t Cent, June 1039 The dying glory of bracken,

oak, birch, mountain-ash and *spindle-berry. 1923 Daily
Mail 12 Sept. 15/4 Pink spindle berries are lovely in a pew-
ter mug. 1930 limes 24 Mar. 23/5 Miil activity in the
cotton growing states, measured by *spindle hours, estab-
lished a high record. 1927 Observer 2 Oct. 19/5 The prices
agreed upon had been calculated upon the basis of mule and
ring mills rationally equipped and financed, and take into
consideration production for forty-eight hours, percentage
loss up to ^spindle point [etc.].

Spindle, V. Add : 5. To recess and taper (an
aeroplane spar). Also, to cut out ( a recess) in the spar.
1919 Pippard & Pritchard Aeroplane Struct. 201 By far

the commonest form of spar is thetimberone, usually spruce
or an equally good wood, cut out of the solid and spindled
to an I section for lightness. Ibid.^ Questions of strength
determine the amount which can safely be spindled out.

i9ao_T. H. Jones & Frier Aeroplane Struct. Design 204
Originally they \sc, spars] were almost invariably cut from
long solid pieces of timber suitably spindled at points between
spar fittings into the common / section. Ibid. 205 The
ordinary /section spindled out from the solid rectangular
section. 1930 F. T. Hill Pract. Aeropl. Constr. 106
Having drilled the spar, the next operation will be to spindle
out the recesses.

Spindleage (spi-nd'led^). [See -AGE.] The
total number of cotton spindles in use at a given
time and in a specified area.

1921 A. S. Wade Cotton Spinning 15 If you added to the
destruction and wear and tear of the war the toss o([mispr.
or] spindleage due to the reduction of the working week.
1926 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. I. 751/1 Thegrowthof the United
States spindleage from 31, 505,000 spindles in 19131037,937,000
spindles in 1525. 1927 J. A. Todd Cotton World 166 The
world's spindleage has been increasing steadily. Ibid. i63

The spindleage of each country.

SpindliXLfif, vbl. sb. Add : 4. The process of

recessing ana tapering an aeroplane spar. Also
Cofnb.y as spindlingjig^ machine.
1919 Pippard& Pritchard Aeroplane Struct. 201 Spindling

should not start rapidly, but should be gradual from the

solid to the fully lightened section. .. Fig. 165, A, shows the

wrong, and Fig. 165, B, the correct method of doing the

spindling. 1920 F. T. Hit.r. Pract, Aeropl. Constr. 106

Some form of spindling jig is required for this. Ibid. 116

Flanges are grooved on the spindling machine with a jig.

Spine, sb\ Add: 6. d. fig. The vital or

essential part of a thing, (Cf. marrow.^
191S Galsworthv Inn Tranq. 189 The vice of drawing

these distorted morals has permeated the Drama to its spine.

9, b. The 'back' of a book, /.^. the pait (whether
rounded or flat) which bears the title, etc., and
which is visible when the book is standing on a

shelf. Also, the corresponding pnrt of a dust jacket.

1923 M. Sadleir Vict. Bibliogr. 14 Be wary of books in

cloth which bear no publisher's imprint on the spine. 1928
Times Lit. Suppl. 15 Dec. 985/3 The title ofthis book is mis-

leading if given, as it is on the spine, without the limiting

dates. jg^i. Publisher ^ Bookseller 20 Feb. 345/2 'I he
utility of having the selling price printed on the spine of a
hook jacket.

Spi'nelessxiess. Fhbbiness of character or

disposition.

S921 Chamberss yrnl. 35/2 His spinelessncss and low
tastes,

Sping (spii]), V. = Ping v.2 i.

1909 R. A. Wason llappy Hawkins 266 The bullet tore

through the slack o' Dick's vest an' spinged into the wall

behind him.

Spinnable, a. Add later examples (in different

sense).

1926 Chambers"s yrnl. Titf\ The cotton fibres of spinnahle

length are removed.. by machines called 'gins*. 1927 M.H.
AvRAM Rnyon Industry 186 Not every solution which pos-

sesses stifiicient viscosity and is capable of being drawn into

filaments is spinnahle. A solution is only spinnable when it

has the property which leaves the filament in a solid state.

Spinner. Add : 4. o. = *Spinnbuet 2.

1904 \V. T. Drannt tr. y. Berth's Cellulose ix. 215 To the

lower end of the cylinder is secured a steel pipe furnished

with gla^s spinners.

10. Aircraft. A metal fairing, conical or para-

boloid in shape, which is attached to the propeller

boss and revolves with it.

SPIRALIZATION.

1924 Webster Addenda. 1927 Daily Tel. 27 Sept. 9/5 It

appears that Flight-Lieut. Kinkead came down because the
spinner, a metal fittingstreamlining the propeller bo;*s, came
off. 1928 V, Pac6 Mod. Aircraft 481 Spinner, a fairing of
approximately conical or paraboloidal form, which is fixed

coaxially with the propeller boss and revolves with the pro-
peller.

Spinneret. Add : Also spinnerette,
1926 T. H. Savory Brit. Spiders 8 Now it raises its abdo-

men, .and secretes a drop of silk from its spinnereties.

2. Artifical Silk Manuf. A capillary tube, or

a set of these, through which the viscous solution

is pressed out to form filaments or threads. (Made
of glass or metal. Otherwise called nozzle^
1894 Work 7 July 391/2 The resultant .. substance, .is

next forced.. through minute holes in a glass spinneret.
1921 T. WooDHousE tr. y, i'oltzer's Ariif. Silk^g'ih^soixi'
tion. .is expelled by air pressure through capillary tubes or
spinnerets. 1937 M. H. Avbam Rayon Industry 197 The
spinnerettes from which the solution exudes to form the
filaments.

Spinning, vbl. sb. Add : 1. c. The process

of forming artificial silk threads or filaments from
a viscous solution. Also attrib., as spinning
machine^ mill^ nozzle, plate, room, solution.

1899 y^*il- Soc. Arts 8 Dec. 63/2 To eliminate every par-
ticle of suspended matier which may exist in the collodion
before it arrives at the spinning machines. 1904 W. T.
Brannt tr. y. BersKs Cellulose xi. 250 In this spinning-plate
are fixed a large number of extremely narrow glass tubes.
1921 T. WooDHOUSEtr. y. Foltzer^s Artif. Silk 23 Spinning
with the aid of water . . has been replaced by a system of dry
spinning. Ibid. 49 'Ihe Spinning Mill. Ibid. 52 An artifi-

cial silk spinning machine. 1927 M. H. Avram Rayon
Industry 185 The pressing of this viscose mass in continuous
filaments through a fine aperture is commonly known as
spinning. 1927 T. Woodhousb Artif. Silk 31 The viscous
solution is forced to the spinning-room, first passing through
a filter and then through the multiple jets of the spinning
nozzle. Ibid. 34 The viscous spinning solution. 1931 S. E.
& E. R. Trotman Artif. Silks 49 The spinning nozzle con.
sists of a head or rose containing a number of capillary aper-
tures through which the spinning solution enters the
co.ii^ulating bath or evaporating chamber.

4. b. Of a motor clutch : The fault of continuing

to revolve after being disengaged.
X913 W. E, Dohmett Motor Car Mech. 125 The clutch

shaft has a ccned brake which prevents 'spinning' when
gear changing. i^tS Dyke's A ntomob. Encycl. (ed. 7) 662/1
Clutch spmnmg is often due to excessive friction in th'^

spring thrust bearing.

c. Aviatioiu A diving descent combined with

a continued rotation of the aeroplane. Also spin-

ning dive, Cf. *Spin v. 10 d.

1915 RosHER In R.N.A.S. {1916) 137 He got into a spin-

ning nose dive on a Morane parasol, and by the Grace of

God got out again at 500 feet. 1919 W. H, Faraoav Gloss.

Aeronaut, Terms 52 Spinning Dive. 1930 G. L. P. Hender-
son Pract. Flying 171 Spinning is the result of the excessive

abuse of the controls. 1930 Nayler & Ower Aviation To-
Day 324 Spinning, .was first started in the War as a means
to bewilder, or escape from, the enemy.
6. b. concr.

1927 Daily Tel. ii May 18/6 To place orders for general
metal spinnings.

Spinning-jenny. Add : 3. (See quot.)

1928 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea Air Station ix, 134
Sopwith two-seaters (familiarly known as 'Spinning Jen-
nies', because of certain peculiarities aptly described by
their name).

Spi'nningly, adv. [f. Spinning ppl. a. + -ly '^.'\

In a spinning manner ; with a spinning flight.

1923 Daily Mail 19 May 6 The ball is cracked spinningly

through the gap between point and third man.

Spinozism, Spinozist : Add forms Spino-
zaistn, Spinozaist,
191a Q. Rc!>. Oct. 393 Modern Spinozaism is inclined to

identify ethics with religion. Ibid.^gZ He no longer speaks

as a Spinozaist.

Spiral, sb., Add : 5. Aviation. A flight in a

spiral path ; a spiral glide.

1910 Sphere 50 July 103/3 This descent, .was composed of

several liigh-speed dives and short spirals.
_ 1913 Aeroplane

2-j Mar. 374/2 Engine not pulling well, but pilot did usual fine

spirals. 1918 E. M. Roberts Flying Fighter 272 When I

came out of my spiral, at the height of al)out 500 feel, my
engine would not start again. Ibid. 301 The Hun machine
started upward in a spiral.

Spiral, fl.l Add : 1. CL U.S. Football. (See

quot.)
1920 W. Camp Football tuithout a Coach 85 Forward jiasscs

are of two kinds, the lob pass and the spiral. . .The spiral is

thrown like a spear and goes more nearly on a line.

Spiral, V. Add : 3. intr. To fly an aeroplane

in a spiral path, usually in descending. Also with

doT.vn, downwards.
1916 E. C. MiDDLETON Aircraft 33 The pilot either

'spir.-ils' or glides down. 1918 E. M. Roberts Flying
Fighter 272 On getting over the station at which I was to

land I shut off power and started to spiral down. 1918

War Birds (1927) 66, I also hear that Al Roihwell dis-

tinguished himself by spiralling into the ground. 1922

H. L. Foster Adv. Prop. Tramp xi. 173 As the aviator

spiraled downwards towards his landing place.

Spiralization (spai^Tabiz^i-Jan) . [f. Spiralize

V. -^ -ATION.] The fact of making, or state of being

made, spiral.

1910 J. A. Fleming Princ, Elecir. Wave Telegr. (ed. 2)

127 The iiicreaseinresistanceof a solenoid due to the spirali-

zation. 1928 T. C. Chambrrlin Tnvo Solar Families 135

The Spiralization of the Solar Projectiles.



SPIRA^IilZE,

Spiralize, v. Add .- To make spiral, give

a spiral form to. Hence Spiralized ///. a.,

SpiTaliifing vbl. sb. or ppl. a.

19*8 T. C CuAMBBRUN Tivo SoIat Families 145 A group

of bodies already separated may respond to the spiralizing

whirl of two centers of gravity even more freely llian an

euiptive body from which the spiralized matter must be shot

forth, ibid^ The state of the material when spiralized.

Spirantize, «'. (under Spirant sb. and a.)

Add: Hence Spi-rantizinff vbU sb. aud ppl. a.,

8pi:raatiBa'tion.
X911 Amtr, JtyU. Philol. XXXII. 36 The former[jtf. Ira-

nian] is a spirantizing language, like the old Germanic.

Ibid^ The spirantizing of voiceless aspirates in Iranian.

Ibid, 37 Breaili stress was weaker here than In Germanic,

where spirantization took place in spite of the escape of.

breath in a preceding na!ial.

Spireme (spai'Tfm). Cytology, Also -em.

[ad. G. spirem, ad. Gr. aneiprjiM, Ionic f. anupafia

coil.] The chromatin of a cell nucleus when in

the form of a coiled thread. Also attrib.

[i&a9 tr. Waldeyer in^- jfrnl. Microsc. Sci. XXX. 171 We
call this stage, with Flcmming.the 'Knauel-Stadium' (skein

stage), or 'spirem*, or ' mother-skein '.] 1896 E. B. Wilson
Cell A7 The chromatin resolves itself little by little into a
more or less convoluted thread, known as the skein (Knauel)

or spireme. 190J A. J. Cunningham Anat. 10 A convo-

luted cord of chromatin, the skein or spirem. 1905 H.
Wages in Re^. Bn'l. Assoc, J70 The two spirems fuse to-

gether into a single thread m llic sinapiic stage.^ Ib'id.^

The spireme thread first becomes longitudinally split. 1917
Haldanb & HuxLKY Animal Biol. ii. 56 The chromosomes
have begun to appear (spireme stage).

Spiritual. B. sb^ 5. Add : More fully, negro

spiritiml (which marks its origin).

1870 [in Diet.]. 1875 E. King Soutkirtt St. N. Amer.pyj
One of the oarsmen, who was asked his theory of the origin

of the spirituals, as the negroes call their songs, said, ' Dey
start jist out o* curiosity.' 1930 G. B. Johnson FolkCulture
St. Helena Isl. 65 It is the spiritual that really gives the
Negroes a chance to express themselves in song.

Spiroclisete (under Spiro-). Add: Hence
Spirochse-tal a.j caused by a spirochete.

192a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 906/1 It is best described as

spitochgeta! jaundice rather than lay the older name of Weii's

disease. 1937 Daily Express 6 May 2/6 The germ which
causes spirochaetal jaundice has been found, .largely preva>
lent in rats.

Spiroidal (spairoi-dal), a. [f. SpiBOiD a. +
-AL.] = Spiboid a.

1938 T. C. Chambrrlin T7U0 SolarFamilies 143 The train

..would obviously be curved in a spiroidal manner, /bid.

144 The spiroidal deployments in the heavens.

Spirt, v.^ Add : 1. b. To flare itp with

sudden anger or excitement. l/.S.

x8S4MARy J. Holmes Tentpest ff Sunshine xv\. 105 What's
the row now? What's happened to make little Sunshine
spirt up so ?

. Spit, sby Add : 4. f. An instrument used at

the Ctistoms for probing and examining goods.

Hence the similar use of Spit v,^

x^t, Chambers's Jntl. 668/1 A barbed *spU* is used for

examining cotton, wool, and various coarse goods, so that a
portion of the interior ma>^ be drawn out. A flat, wooden
'spit * is used in the examination of rolla of carpet, cloth,

linoleum. . . A short fine ' spit * is used for probing the stufTmg
and packing in and around furniture. Ibid., Tlie officer.,

selects a number of bales for inspection. These he 'spits'

—that is, he inserts a special iron instrument, which is cap-

able of penetrating to the interior of a large bale and ex-

tracting a small piece of the commodity.

Spit, v.* 10. Add: Spil an(fpolisk J ZL derogatory

expression for parade smartness asopposedtoutility.

1914 Ld. Chas, Bfresford Mem. I. 120 From that d.^y

onwards I set myself steadily against bright-work and spit-

and-polish. 1920 Q. Her. Jan. 196 Gunnery had been
neglected in pursuit of 'spit and polish *.

Spi't-ball. U.S. 1. Paper chewed and rolled

into a ball, to be thrown as a missile.

1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVII. 410 They. .crooked
pins, made pop-guns, ejected spit-balia. 1873 ' Mark Twain'
& Warner Gilded Age liit, So awed were they.. that

during three minutes not a 'spit-ball' was thrown. x88&
yudge (U.S.) 10 Nov. 68/1 AH statements to the opposite
effect are spit-balls at the moon. 1897 Anna Fuller Pratt
Portraits 127 ' Why, how could he make a spot so high up?'
' He threw a spit-ball.' 1899 W. James Talks 4* Teachers 92
The spitballs that Tommy is ready to throw,

2. Baseball. A pitclied ball moistened on one
side with saliva, so that it slips readily from the

pitcher's hand and acquires a break.
X9za C. Mathbwson Pitching in a Pinch x. 222 When

the spit ball was first discovered by Stricklett, a Brooklyn
pitcher, several seasons ago. 1913 A, E. Cbawlev Bk. of
Ball ii. 44 The Baseball pitcher moistens the horse-hide
coverof the ball with saliva. The 'spit-ball ', thus produced,
may (it is said) reverse its curvature. 1917 C. Mathewson
Sec, Base Sloan 2^ The elongated spit-ball artist of the
visiting club. 19*86. H.Ruth Baseball y'^-jf, All spitballs
break down, but by turning the wet spot one way or the other
the pitcher can make the ball break in or out as he desires.

3. (See quot.)
Z935 E. FaAsr.R & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words ^

Phrases, Spit Bnll % Hand-grenade. (U.S. Army.)

Hence Splt-baUer, a player who pitches spit-

balls.

Spitcher (spi-tjaj), v. Naval slangs trans^

To sink (an enemy submarine).
1923 BlackTv. Ma^. Mar. 340/a * Cease firing 1

' screamed
the CO. * He's spitcberod.'^

244

Spite, sb. Add : 7. Comb. : spite fence l/,S,

(see quots.).

1904 Chicago Tribune ai Aug. p With no friendly judge
to be found to hear a plea for an injunction a 'spite fence

'

was hurried into place last evening separating the Commerce
building from the Traders', the Imperial, and the Western
Union buildings. Instead of a wide court the tenants of the
north side will find this morning a solid iron railing eight

feet high and ninety feet long. 1938 Hearst's International
Aug. 89/2 ForthefuUdepthof the boundary ran a tall fence of
unpaiiited boards set upright. This fence was fully eighteen
feet high. It was what is known as a spite-fence.

Spitter^. Add: 3. Baseball. A spit-ball.

1924 Webster Addenda. 1928 G. H. Ruth Baseball vi.

75 The theory of the spitter is simple enough. The ball is

wet on one side. Naturally that makes a slippery spot
which reduces friction and gives added speed to tlie opposite
side where friction is applied.

Spitting, ppL a. Add : 3. Spilling image,

alteration of dxA.spitten image (for spit an image :

see Spit sb.'^ 3).'

1929 H. Walpole Hans Frost ni. v. 370 In another twenty
years.. she would be her mother's spitting image.

Spitz 2 (spits). 17,S, == next.

1876 J. Burroughs Winter Sunshine \\\, i63[The5pitzen-
berg apple] can stand the ordeal of cooking, and still remain
a spitz.

Spitzenberg (spi-tsanba-ig). Also -burg(h.
In full S, ap>pU : An American red and yellow-

apple.
1809 W. Irving Knickerb. v. i. 224 Mottled and streaked

with dusky red, like a spitzenberg apple. 1845 Knickerbocker
Mag. XXVI. 584 We went to steal some Spitzenberg apples
from Dean Williams. Ibid.^ The Deacon was a tart man,
and stingy of his Spitzenbergs. 1876 J. Burroughs Winter
Sunshine vii. 163 The apple of apples for tlie household is

the spitzenberg. 1894 H. Frederic Copperhead tic, 71
He. .picked out another apple—a spitzenberg this time.

Spltzflute (spi*tS|flz7t). [ad. G. spilzjldtt^ f.

spitz pointed, acute +Jldte flute.J An organ stop of

the type of the gemsliorn.

185s E. J. Hopkins Organ 118 The pipes of the Spitz-flute

are slightly conical. 1894 T. Elliston Organs (1924) 271
Spitzjlute, 8 ft. pitch. An open pipe of light Gemshorn
tone. 1933 N. A. Bonavia-Hunt Mod. Organ Stop^-i,\ 5.v.

Getnskorn, The spitzflOte differs in having a more graduated
taper.

Spitzkop (spi-tsk(7p). S. Africa* Also in dim.

form -kopje. [Du, spitskop^ A sharp-pointed hill.

1905 G. W, Stow Native Faces S. A. 396 The head-
quarters of 'Kousopp were at the two spitzkopjes to the left

of 'Gumaap.

SplanclmO-. Add:SplanchxiQnie'sfaIy[mod.
L. -megaliaj f. Gr. fiiyas great, large], abnormal
enlargement of any of the viscera.

1901 DoRLAND ^tf</. 2)iV^ (ed.2), Splanchnomegalia. 1910
Practitioner }ii.n. 34 There is sometimes also a general in-

crease in the size of the various internal organs, a condition
of splanclinomegaly

.

Splash., sb."^ Add : 1. e. A small quantity of

soda-water (or other effervescent liquid) added to

spirits,

1^29 W. E. CoLi.iNSON Spoken Engl. 52 Would you like a
whisky and soda (whisky and * splash *)

!

f. Pieces of the lead of a bullet melted by the

force of impact on a metal plate (see quot.).

193X Martel In Wake 0/ Tank 45-6 The question of
* splash' was one which caused us much trouble and neces-

sitated experimental work. When a bullet hits asteel plate,

the heat g'enerated fuses the lead and this squirts along the

armour plate and enters the tank at any crevices that exist,

such as the clearance between a revolving turret and the
walls of the tank. This lead enters the tank as a bright
fl.ish, and is known as splash. It is cui ious that the Germans
never realised the effect of splash on our crews.

4. b, Aled. In full splash sound-. A sound of

moving liquid elicited in the stomach or other organ.

(Cf. *Splashing vbl.sb.^ 1 b.)

1890 F. Taylor Pract. Med, 435 The presence of sir and
liquid together in the pleural cavity may be demonstrated
by the test known as Hippocratic succussion, or spiash sound.
1908 Hutchison & Rainy Clin. Methods (ed. ^) 66 noie,

It should be remembered . . that a splash may be elicited over
even a normal stomach shortly after a meal containing much
fluid,, .and care should also be taken not to mistake a splash

produced in the transverse colon for a stomach splash. X910
Practitioner June 760 If the stomach be drained apparently

dry a splash can still be obtained over the pyloric end.

6, e. A slight admixture of some other breed or

stock.

1939 Star 21 Aug. 16/2 They have two or three crosses of
St. Simon and a couple of splashes of Carbine.

Splasb., v,^ Add : 2. c. To pour out with a
splash (hastily or recklessly).

1908 E. F. Bknson Blotting Bk. ii. Mills. .splashed him-
self out a liberal allowance of brandy into his glass.

d. To make a * splash ' of, display ostentatiously

or sensationally.

1930 H. R. Wakefield in London Mercury Feb. 317 All
the evening papers have * splashed ' the story.

Splashing, vbl. sb\ Add : 1. b. Med. A sound
of moving liquid elicited (by means of palpation)

in the stomach (or other organ), aud indicative of

dilatation.

1890 F. Taylor Pract. Med. 344 In caites of hydro- or
pyo-pneumothorax, shaking the patient will elicit a splash-
ing sound. X897 Hutchison & Rainy Clin, Methotis 62 If
* ^pIashing ' be elicited it will be partly heard and partly lelt.

Distinct splashing elicited three hours after a meal, .is very
suggestive of a dilated stomach. 1903 T. D, Savill CUn.

SPLIT.

Med. I, 350 Gastric succussion or sp>ashing. i9»7 H. L.
McKiSACK Diet. Med. Diagn. 389 Splashing sounds maybe
elicited by placing the left hand flat ovtr the epigastrium,
and pressing suddenly or striking sharply with the right
hand over the lower ribs on the left side.

Splat, v,^ [Echoic.] inlr. Of a bullet: To
shatter with the impact of slriking against a hard
surface. Also as adv., to go splat.

1897 ' H. S, Merriman' In Kedar's 7«i^jv, A bullet went
'splat * against a rock. 192a J. A. Dunn Man Trap xvi, A
bullet whistled by J immy 's head, spiatting on the lava crust.

Splatter, v. Add : L b. Also transf (cf.

prec. ).

1931 W. G. Carr By Guess <5- By Cod 91 A salvo ofshells
splattered around the periscope.

Spleen, v. 1. c. Add : Const, a/, against. U,S.
1889 Rose T. Cooke Steadfast xviii. 198 [It] makes me

spleen to think on't 1 190a H. L. Wilson Spemicrs x. iio
Well, I knew Dan'l J. purty well, and I spleened against
some of his ways, but that's done fur.

Splendid, <z. 6. Add: Splendid isolation-. -^r.

coined in 1896 (see quots, of that year s.v. Isola-
tion) in reference to the isolation of Great Britain

among the nations ; also transf
1898 Lin Diet.]. X909 Lotido7i Mag. Feb. 634/2 Once cross

the Channel by aeroplane, and England no longer remains
an island enjoying '.splendid isolation*. 1912 Review of
Kevieivs July 63/1 The abandonment by Great Britain of
her splendid isolation. 1933 'Times 21 Feb. 12/3 A Kazi
band played in splendid isolation in the square.

Splenixun (splj-nii^m). Anat. [ll.: seeSpLENlAL
a.lj The posterior rounded end of the corpus
callosum.
190a D. J. Cunningham Anat. 539 The massive posterior

end . . lies over the mesencephalon. . . 1 1 is called the splenium.
and it consists of an upper and a lower part. 19x0 Pi-acti-

t/oner Ju\y 49 Cisterna Verne /I/fl^<^ between the splenium
of the corpus callosum and the cerebellum.

SplenO-. Add : Bplenoxuega'lic a., pertaining

to splenome'galy [Gr. fj.€fa\-y fiiyas great, large;

also in L. form -ia], enlargement of the spleen;

sple*iiopexy[Gr.ir^^isi^xation; alsoinL.ff.-/&rja,

-pexis^t surgical fixation of a wandering spleen.

1900 F. Tavlor in Gt/y's Hosp. Rep. LI V. i *SplenomegaHc
cirrhosis of the liver. 1908 /'rai:/z7z<3««r Apr. 456 'i'wo typi-

cal cases of splenomegalic potycythxmia. 1901 Dorland
Med. Diet, (ed, 2), *i>plenomegalia, *Splenomegaly. 1903
T. K. Monro Man. Aled. 316 Splenic Anaemia (Primary
Splenomegaly). 1898 Rose & Carless Alan. Surg. 900
"Splenopexy, as tlie operation is termed. 1903 Dorland
Med. Diet. (ed. 3), *Splenopexia, *Splenopexis, Splenopexy.
1924 H. W. Carson Mod. Operat, Surg. I. 675 Wandering
spleen cannot be cured by splenopexy, and removal is indi*

caied.

Splice, sb. Add :\. Q. To sit on the splice : to

play a cautious defensive game. Cricket slang.

1936 Westm. Cm. 29 Jan., Lord Hawke added the opinion
that if there was the will to play the game and not to sit on
the splice, .we should see the matches brought to a conclu.
sion. iga? Punch^t Jan. 108/1 ' 1 don'i think you're helping
the score at all,' I protested. * You 're just sitting on your
splice and leaving it all to me.' 1938 Daily Ttl. 7 Feb. 16/1
Stevens played the correct game by sitting on the splice for

the first few overs.

Splice, ^> Add: 3. b. intr. To get married.
1874 E, Eggleston Circuit Rider xxiii. 216, I heerd say

as he was goin' to splice with a gal that could pray like a
angel afire. 1875 J' ^* Holland Sevenoaks xiL 155 Jim,
be ye goin' to splice?

Splicer. Add : Also, a splicing implement.
1923 J. H. Cook Fifty Yrs. on Old Frontier 114 A wire

cutter, splicer, and staple-puller combined.

Splint, sb. Add : 3. b. A fragment or broken
piece of diamond. .S", Africa^
187a C, Rhodes in Macdonald Life (loaS) 20 The great

proportion [of the diamonds] are nothing out splints. 1887

J. W. Matthews Incwndi Yami xxvii. 415 Faithfully

carrying out their master's behests, and never robbing him
of a single splint. 1903 W. R. Cati:v.i.i-k Precious Stones -jg

Beyond the small pieces resulting from cleavages, other

fragments are saved which cannot be cut to jewels. Some
of these are called ' splints ', and aie used for mechanical
purposes or ground to powder.

9. b. {b) (= made of interwoven strips of wood)
splint-bottom (hence 'bottomed adj.), rocker, U.S.
J850 Knickerbocker Mag. XXXVL 73 She wiped out the

seats of some splint-bottomed chairs wiih her calico apron.

x86i Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's Isl. 1. iv. ig Rows of old

fashioned splint-bottomed chairs against the wall. 1876
' Makk Twain ' Tom Sawyer vi. The master, throned on
high in his great .splint.bottom arm chair, was dozing. 1919

T. K. Holmes Man fr. Tall Timber \y, 36 A comfortable

armchair with .splint-bottom. Ibid, v. 46 Their spUnt-

bottomed armchairs. 192a i\lARG. B. Houston Witchniatt 1.

17 Straight hickory chairs and a splint rocker wore set at

irregular angles about the room.

Splinter, sb. Add : 1. f. transf, A long light

narrow boat.

1929 ' Seamark ' Down River 1, She was a beauty, that

long splinter of a boat.

Splinterless (spli-ntailes), a. [f. Splintkb

v. + -LESS.] Of glass : Guaranteed not to break

into splinters.

1928 Sunday Express 15 Jan. 6 The manufacture of

splinterless glass. 1938 Daily Express 19 June 3 A spUatcr-

less shock-proof safety glass.

Split, sb.'^ Add : 2. Comb, (Earlier and other

quots.)
1838 SoutJurn Lit. Messenger IV. 2S/1, I look an inv*!0-

tory of all and singular., to wit : Beds, split-bottom Chairs.

^843 }• S. Williams Our Cabin in American Pionur 11.



SPLIT.

Oct. 444 Four split-bottomed chairs, 1880 Scridner's
Monthly Mar. 676/3 It was a split-seated chair, painted
green,

c. Also centre splits (see quots.),

1901 Chambers's JrnL 787/2 The uppers are made ofwhat
are known as 'centre splits', and the soles are an artificial
compound of leather waste. Ibid, 788/1 The 'centre splits'
are very ingenious forms of shoddy. GJbd honest skins are
cunningly split into three thicknesses. The centre sheet is

soft and spongy, and has no natural grain upon it ; but this
defect in its appearance is supplied by a process of printing
which produces a surface ' gram ' and makes it, to the inex-
perienced eye, just like ordinary leather.

4. d. Croquet. (See quot. and cf. Split v. 4 f.)

1896 CasseWs Bk. Shorts ^ Pastimes 305 The Split is a
stroke used when you desire in taking croquet to move both
balls some distance.

o. A division of profits, etc slang.

1919 Detective Story Mag. 25 Nov. 58 You put up a couple
of hundred and draw down an even split when we cash in.

8. With adv., as split-up.

1930 Daily Express 23 Nlay 2/6 American Machine
Foundry was sold off following an announcement of a pro-
posed five-for-one stock split-up.

Split, V. Add : 4^ h. To split orUs ticket,

ballot : to divide one's vote. Also absoL U.S.
1841 spirit 0/ Times (PhiladJ 14 July (Th.), The cry is

raised of ' Vote the whole ticket I Don't split your ticket
!

'

1848 Knickerbocker Mag. XVI 11. 515 Didn't Squire Great
..split his ticket a couple of years since? 1851 J. J.
HoopF.R V/idovj Rugby's Hvsb. 23 Never split in my life.

1005 N. Y. Evening Post 17 Oct. 1 Plenty of talk is heard
about intentions to split ballots. X906 Ibid. 6 Nov. i The
time taken by the voters in the polling booths indicates that
considerable splitting is being done.

g. intr. To divide profits, etc. slang.
1919 Detective Story Mag. 25 Nov. 59 You'll split even on

anything we take.

Split, ppl. a. Add : 2. a. split secmd (see
quots. 1884, 1888 in Diet.) in attrib, use; also
transf.^ a very brief moment of time. Also split

minute.
19XS Chesterton Manalive i. iv. 97 Mr. Moon stood for

one split second astonished. 1916 H. L. \Vii£OH Somewhere
in Red Gap ix. 379 When I left 'ein Jake was holding a
split-second watch on the waiter he'd just given an order to.
Ibid. 396 His split-second repeater. i^tZ Chambers*s Jrnl.
261/1 I'll be done in a split second. 1931 W. G, Cabr By
Guess 9f By God 27 Using his one peri:>cope for split-minute
looks.

Splitacer(spli-t^i:s3j). slang. [See*AcE2b.]
An aeroplane stunt ilyer.

1919 C. P. Thompson Cocktails 236 Eddy, in addition to
being a flight-commander, was tiie squadron splitacer, which
is * stuntci ' in the vernacular.

SplOSll (spl^f). sb. colloq. and dial. [Imitative
of the sound : ct. splash, splodge, splotch,'] A sudden
noisy drop or dash into water ; a quantity of water
suddenly dashed or dropped,
1919 G. W. Deeping 5'^tf(j«</ Ktf«M xii,The roofhad dropped

a splosh of water on Uncle Reginald's new hat. 1929 W. E.
CoLLiNSON Spoken Engl. 92 If you want to see some
Splashing I'd better.. go down the chute or try a * bunny
splosh '.

b. Money, slang.

1893 Gus Elen Song^ '£" Dunno Where *E Are (Farmer)
Since Jack Jones come into that little bit o* splosh. 190X
BoOTHBY My Strangest Case ill. iv. 166, I reckon we i.in't

a-goin' to see no splosh this 'ere trip. 19x4 IVestm. Gaz.
(weekly cd.) 30 Aug. 526/3 The gentleman in the Old Kent
Road who came into a little bit of splosh.

So Bplosli V.

1904 Eng. Dial. Diet. (S. Not.), What are yer sploshin
the watter about for? 19^3 Wodehouse Initnit, yeeves iii.

30 As I sploshed the sponge about.

Splosh, adv. [f, prec.] Used interject!onally
to express a sudden noisy drop or dash or splash.
1901 J, Prior Forest Folk xL in Nell continued to

turn the handle of her old barrel chum. Splash ! splosh I

went the cream. 19x4 Galsworthy White Monkey n. ix,

Down came death—splosh t and a creature wiped out, like

a fly on a wall.

Sploshy, a. (Olarlier U.S. example.)
1851 Knickerbocker Mag^. XXXVII. 377 The deep,

'sploshy ' snow, through which he tramped.

Spludge (spl^dg). U.S. = Splukgb sb, i.

To cut a spluiige ; to cut a dash.
i846~5a .Mrs. Whitcher Widow Bedott Papers w\, Dident

she cut a spludge, tho? Ibid, ix, She tries to cut a
spludge and make folk think she's a lady.

Splurge, sb. Add : 1. b. An outburst of
activity, emotion, or the like.

189S Putuh I June 258/2 My anti-gambling old Gaffer *as

spiled the whole splurge. 1938 Publislurs' Weekly 16
June 2429 The Sales Force hadn't the courage to urge big
splurges. 1939 G. W. Dkkpimo Roper's Rozu xxx. § 3 He
was not to be the slave of other people's animal appetites,
their sex splurges.

Splurgy, ci. U.S. (Earlier example.)
xtf^ H ALL College Words (ed. 2) 440 Splurgy^ showy. . . Ap-

plied to a lesson which is well rehearsed but little appreci*
ated [etc].

Spoil, v."^ 10. d. Add : To spoil (a person's)

beauty ox/ace for him (e.g. by giving him a black

eye), etc.

1847 Sporting Life 16 Oct. 106/2 Hudson returned some
heavy hitting ; but Cannon would not be denied, although
he met with a stopper that would have spoiled the upper
works of the best chancery lawyer in the kingdom. 1866
Ckambett's jfrni. ao Jan. 33/1 Come on, you beggar !..

Ill spite your pretty face for you.

3«S

Spoky, sb. Service slang. Also -ey. [f. Spoke
sb. + -Y u.] A wheelwright.
1925 E, Kraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words 266

Spokey. Wheelwright.

Spondaize (spfj-nd^piz), v. [f. Spondaic a.
and sb. + -ize. Cf. Gr. a-novhai^uv ^ var. of -^la^^iv
to consist of spondees.] trans. To make spondaic.
ITence Spo'ndaized///. a.

192a S. Grew Art ofPlayer-Piano 149 Music ' spondaises

'

an iamb in triple-time, by bringing the short Upon the mid-
dle count of the pulse. 1924 — Engl. Prosody 76 The Spon-
daized Iambus.

Spondylo-. Add: Spo:iidylollstlie-sls [Gr.
6kia0Tj<Tis a slipping and falling, dislocation] (see
quots.) ; hence Spo^ndylollstlie-tic a.
1896 DoRLAND Man. Obstet. 536 The Spondylolisthetic

Pelvis., .Byspondylolislhesis. .is understood a forward dis-
location of the last lumbar vertebra. 1898 Rose & Carless
Man. Surg. 616 SpondyIo-listhesis..a curious and some-
what uncommon deformity, ih which the himbar vertebra;
are displaced downwards and forwards frOm the top of the
sacrum. 1899 B. C. Hirst Texi-Bk. Obstet. iv. i. 460 The
name * Spondylolisthesis ' indicates the condition—a slipping
down or dislocation of the vertebrse. Ibid.^ The spondylo-
listhetic pelvis was first described in 1839 by Rokitansky.

Sponge, sb.^ 13. Add : sponge cloth, ib) a
cotton fabricofloosetexture forwomen's wear; also
sponge cr^pe ; sponge-painted /a. pple.^ -painting
vbL sb. (see quot.).

x^Ti^ Queen 26 July 138 White *sponge cloth is the thing
for this new coat and skirt, 1923 Daily Mail $ Feb. 13 For
the opening of the Tennis Season, nothing looks nicer than
plain Sponge Cloth. Ibid, ig Feb. 7 *Spoiige Crepe. This
useful material is greatly in demand. 1921 Spectator 2 Apr.
421/1 The woodwork has all been ' *sponge.painted * in blue
and white. . Here I must add a word as to *sponge.painting.
The paint is put on with sponges instead of with a brush.

Sponsor, sb. Add : 4. An advertiser who pays
the expense of a wireless broadcast programme
which introduces advertisements of his wares.
193X P. Dixon Radio Writing 18 The sponsor wants a

dramatic type of program and is willing to spend one thou-
sand dollars a week for the program, 1931 F. A. Arnold
Broadcast Advert, x. 70 The sponsor or advertiser.

Sponsor, v. Add : b. To pay the expense of
a wireless broadcast programme for advertising

purposes. Hence Spo'nsored ppl, ct.

1931 P. Dixon Radio Writing 10 The first sponsored
program was broadcast in 1924. Ibid. 25 When an adver*
tiser decides that the program is worth sponsoring. 1931
F. A. Arnold Broadcast Advert, x. 78 'ITie travelogue type
of program, sponsored by a tourist agency or a steamship
company.

SponsorsMp, Add : In reference to wireless

broadcasts (see *Sponsor sb. 4).
1931 P. Dixon Radio Writing 25 The sponsorship of the

Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra by Phiico. Ibid. 26 'I'he

men who do 'Amos 'n' Andy '..worked for years without
sponsorship and at very small salaries.

Spoof, sb. and v. Add : Hence Spocfer, a
cheat, humbiig. Spoo-fery, cheating, deceit.
X914 Concise Oxford Diet. Addenda, Spoofer. Z926 A. H.

Godwin Gilbert * Sullivan 219 Bunthorne. .is, in common
language, a spoofer. i9e6 K. Grahame Sanger's Seventy
Years a Sho^vman Introd. 20 And in fact the whole thing
was unabashed *spoofery'—clumsy fakes, dried fish, abor-
tions in bottles,.. and so on. 1918 Sunday Express 27 May
7/4,*! don't believe it, do you ?

' ' Of course not/ 1 replied,
'The fellow's a spoofer.'

Spoon, sb. 11. Add : spoon-bow, a spoon-
shaped overhanging bow ; hence spoon-bowed a.
\9rj A. R. Freeman Certain Dr. Thorndyke \. ix, She was

a large yacht of the type that was fashionable when the
America Cup was new; when spoon-bows and bulb keels
were things as yet undreamed of. 1900 spoon-bowed [see
10 in Diet.].

Sporadism(sp(>'radiz'm). [See -ISM.] Sporadic
activity (in opening up communications in a virgin

forest).

1928 Haabdt & AtJDOum-DuBBEOiL Black foumey t6s
for the barter of produce it was logical that production
must first be organized, and that is how the system of
'fporadism ' began. Towns sprang up along the rivers to
receive the supplies necessary for their development,

Sporeling' (spo»*jIii)). Bot. [See -lino.] a.

A prothallus of a fern or other pteridophytic plant.

b. A young sporophyte,
19x4 Glasgow Herald Mar. xx The simple structure in the

sporeling.

Sporocyst. Add : Hence Sporocy-stic,
-cystld adjs.

1926 C. M. Wenvon Protozool. II. 782 When the zygote
divides directly into sporozoites, the oocyst is known as
nsporocystid, while if sporocysts are present, it is termed
sporocyst id.

Sporont (spo»T(mt). [f. Spore + Gr. <5vt-, wv^

pr. pple. of itvw. to be, exist.] In Sporozoa, a cell

or zygote which forms spores by encystment and
subsequent division.

1885 Rncycl, Brit. XIX. 854 The epimerite serves to at-

tach the parasite to its host, and may for that purpose carry
booklets. It is always shed sooner or later. The phase in

which it is present is called a 'cephalont', the phase after

it lias broken oflF a * sporont *. 1912 E. A. Minchin Introd.
Study Protozoa 166 Generations of individuals, 'sporonts',
appear which do not multiply like the scbizonts, but which
as gametocytes, give rise to the gametes. 191^ Hbcner &
Taliapbrso Hum. Protozool. aSt When the intracellular

form breaks out into the digestive cavity (usually), body
cavity or blood vessels, and when the extracellular forms be-
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trome free from the epithelial cells to which they were at-
tached, the parasites are known as sporonts. 'I'he sporont8
are uninuclear but may be septate or poljxysiid.

Sport, sb.^ Add: 8. d, A good fellow; one
who behaves in * sportsmanlike ' fashion. Oldsporty
often used jocularly for a person of any descripiion.
Be a sport I behave in ageneroiisand sportsmanlikespirit.
1905 Punch 22 Mar. 199, I shouldn't mind, Old Sport. 1907

Ibid. 26 June 465 Toodle'oo, old sport. 1915 R. H. Davis
With the Allies viii. 159 All that was asked of the stranded
Americans was to keep cool and, like true sports, suffer in-
convenience. 1918 C. Mackenzie Sylvia Scnrleit \. li,

You're no sport, Maudie. You've got the chance of your
life and you're turning it down. 1919 Puiuh 30 Apr. 336/3
The old sport just leaned forward in her scat. 1923 Gals-
worthy C«//«r(ri- 145 * Let me go, mister 1' came the hoarse
voice again. * Be a sport

!

'

9. Sport-lover.

1929 Daily Express 12 Jan. 3 To-day the thoughts of
sport-lovers will be spread over thirty-two battle-grounds,
where the third round of the F. A. Cup competition will be
fought.

b. sports-boXj -field^ -folk.

^9"3 Daily Mail 12 May 12 True sportsfolk find an added
delight in what may be called their ' gear*. 1925 G.\V. Dkeping
Sorrell gf Son xvi. § 4 To St. Beneilict'she went, rigged out
with a school-kit. . .He had his * sports-box ', and a pound in
pocket-money. 1931 What is Fascism ^ Why? 174 Yott
must give houses, schools, baths, gardens, and sports fields
to the working Fascist people.

C. Of articles of attire: Suitable for outdoor
sports ; hence, suitable for informal outdoor wear

;

as sports coafj jacket, suit, wear. In i)lural; also
U.S. in sing,

I9it Sphere 17 Aug. p. ii/i The shirts I can also specially
commend for holiday as well as for.. sports wear. 1914
gueen 4 July Advt. p. 15 Smart fitting mercerised Sports

oat. Ibid. 18 July Advt. 8 Walking or Sports Skirt. Ibid.y
Smart Tailor Skirt for sports wear. Ibid. 25 July 172/a
Styles in sports suits. 1916 H. L. Wilson Sojncwhere in
Red Gap \, 188 Beryl Mae Macomber in her sport shirt.
Ibid. 204 A blue-striped sijort bloose. 1923 G. G. Denny
Fabrics 90 Sports silk, a wide variety of novelties used for
sports clothes. 1924 J. Sutherland Circle of Stars xv'uU
Norma merely put an old sports-coat of Nixie's over her
bare arms. X927 Daily Express ag Sept. 9 Finest woollen
sportswear.

d. Applied (usa. //.) to open low-built fast

motor-cars of the racing type.
1925 Correct Lubrication 52 Lea-Francis (Sports Models!.

1927 Scribner's Mag. Feb. 159/1 Laban, furious, mounts
his Sport-model Camel and takes after the elopers. 193a
G. Winn Unequal Conflict xviii, She nourished a wild hope
that, .she would find Derek's silver sports car standing out-
side.

SportingC, vbl. sb. 3. C. Add : sporting-
editor U.S. J a sports-editor,
1889 Kansas City Times <|;- Star 95 Mar.. The Times*

sporting editor. 1899 T. Hall Tales 128 The somewhat
intellectual-looking sporting editor of the aforesaid Universe.

Sporting

f

ppl. a. Add: 2. b. Aho sporting
parson.

1837 T. Bacon First hnpr, Hifidostan I. 154 That we
have upon our establishment a very long list of 'sporting
parsons * is well known.
3. Also trans/.

1923 WoDEHousK Inimii. yeeves ix. gi Will you give me
a sporting two to one ..that [etc.]?

SpOBhy, a. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1842 Vale Lit. Mag. VIII. 96, I can't always decipher

quail tracks—specially in s/oshy weatlier.

Spot, J^.l Add : 3. c. fig. Spots in the sun,
blemishes or imperfections in a character otherwise
splendid.

1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 20 Aug. 630/4 He had his small
tyrannies and pedantries.. .Mr. Noweil Smith,. candidly
acknowledges the spots in the sun.

4. C. Now usually without the def. article.

(Earlier example.)
i86x Atlantic Monthly June 747/1, 1 wish I had control of

chain-lightning for a few minutes;., I'd make it come thick
and heavy and knock spots out of Secession.

6. d. Also, a card having a specified number of
pips.

i844[see ten-spdl^ *Tem D. 2!. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel.
West, iv. 92 The ace is your winning card. The eight and
ten spot win for me.

7. d. transf. and Jig. examples. Also, a spot

simply == a drink.

1915 H. RosHER In R.N.A.S. (1916) 117 Pity I'm not due
for another spot of leave yet. 1924 D. B. W. Lewis At
Sign of Blue Moon 272 What abovit a spot of lunch?
1929 Priestley Gfjc^/Ow/. i. iii. 79 Open your ears. .and
they shall drink in melody and harmony and what's its

name—a spot or two of counterpoint. iMd. In. v. 584, I

suppose I must be thinking about a spot of food. 1930 E.
V. Lvc\s Doivn the Sky 266 Sorry, old man, but come in

and have a spot anyway. 1932 Daily Tel, 18 Jan. g/i What
about a spot of sense of proportion ?

9. d. Toput on the spot*, to determine the assas-

sination of. U.S. slang.

1930 Punch 16 Apr. 442 You get rid of inconvenient sub-
ordinates, .by 'putting them on the spot'—that is deliber-

ately sending them to their death. 1931 E. Wallace On
the Spot viii. They never gave you a chance, Shaun. They
put you on the spot, didn't they?

10. b. To touch the spot : to hit the mark, be
effective, produce the required result.

1868 Putnam*s Mag. I. 670^1^ I hope that last corjul set

you up? Yes, Mr. Plunkitt, it went right to the spot, 1897
Strand Mag, May 500/a Then percussion or detonation
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was tried, and that * touched the spot !
* Advt. ofpatent

rtmtdy. touches the spot.

O. Theatr. « *Spot-light sb. i.

19*7 C. B. Kelland Jahala xn. 163 A^ she danced, as the

spot followed her, the floodlights touched her with theirmagic

glow. xoaS FuERST & HuMK XXth Cent. Stage Decor,

I. iii/a Flood-lights and bunches have been constructed

with a lens which now makes it possible to utilize them either

as spots or as flood lights. Ibid. We have seen a return to

the use of the arc spot, which produces a pure white light of

much greater intensity.

11. Attrib. : spot cashy cash clown, ready money.
1907 Chicago Tribune 8 May 19 We always pay spot cash

for improved or vacant city property. 19*4 A. J. Small
Fi-ozen Gotd\\. 137 The amount of spot cash the Skagway
agent happened to have in his possession.

c. Short for spot cotton, rubber^ etc. (see 1 2 d).

ipaS Daily Sketch 10 Aug. 20/3 Courtaulds" shares remain
a wm spot at 4^. 1930 Sunday Tivtes 12 Oct. 2/4 Raw
Rubber prices became easier, and spot was dealt in down to

3 ii-i6d.

12. b. spot-development^ -groups -zone,

1909 G. FoHBF.s Hist. Astron. 105 During the sun-spot

maximum the corona seems most developed over tlie spot-

zones—;> , neither at the equator nor the poles. 1926 H.
Macpherson Mod. Astron. 41 The regions where the bombs
are likely to appear are around and among active spot-

groups. Ibid. 45 A relation between high-rotation speeds
and spot-development.

14. spot-fish U,S.^ a food fish, Leiostomtts xan-
thunts.
1875 Fur^ Fin <5* Feather 122 You are always welcome to

a seat in his boat, if disposed for snipe or duck, or spot-fish.

Spot, V, Add : 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1849 Rep. US. Comm. Patents, Agric. (1850) 456 These

varieties spot better, and produce a finer leaf than any
I have ever seen.

7. (Later example.) Also without out: To free

(a cinema film) from defects or marks.
1915 B. E. Jones Cinematograph Bk, 175 Conspicuous

transparent holes or scratches in the pictures themselves
may as well be 'spotted* out. Ibid. 176 Having cleaned
and spotted the film, attention may be given to any torn
portions or broken perforations.

9. d. Mil. To locate (an enemy position). Also
intr. Also Spo'ttiug vbi. sb. SLnd ppt. a.

tgi/^ A eropiane 11 Nov. 425/2 He poised. -for a spell to

spot the lurking place of the battery. 1915 Rosher /«
K.N.A.S. (1916) 109, f wasn't ^oing back on the chance of
spotting the sheds, with anti-aircraft guns waiting for me
below, 19x5 D. O. Barneit I^ett. 51, I had a man with a
periscope spotting for me, and he registered some near
things for the Bosch's face. 1916 Boyd Cable Action Front
135 'Stand by for trouble. 'Ihat brute is spotting for his

gun.' The aeroplane dropped a light, turned, and circled

round to the left. 1921 Daily Mail Vr, Bk. yi/i The United
States Navy, .employs aeroplanes, seaplanes, and kite-

balloons for spotting and gunnery work. I9sa Encycl. Brit.

XXX. 17/1 In 1915 the artillery on the ground came to rely

almost entirely on aerial 'spotting'. 1925 E. Fbaser &
Gibbons Soldier f^ Sailor Words., Fly-catchers^ . . their duty
is to protect reconnoitring or sjjotting aeroplanes. 1927
Blackw. Mag, Apr. 477/1 The resourcefulness of the spotting
officer.

SpO't-light, sb. 1. Theatr. A spot or circle

of light thrown on a particular person or object,

leaving the rest of the stage more or less un-

illuminated. Also, the lamp or apparatus which
throws this light. Contrasted with *Flood-light.
1922 C. Aiken yig ofForslin 25 While in the warm dark

seats, we watch the spot-light Dazzle upon the singer's hair

and eyes. 1927 Daily News 3 Oct. 5/2 With a shaft of sun
directed like th- spotlight of a theatre on to his fine head.
X928 FuERST & Hume XXth Cent. Stage Decor. I. 111/2
Spot-lightsand projectors, .fitted with lenses. Ibid.^ Spot-
lights are manufactured which carry lamps up to three

thousand watts. 1929 P. 0\ub^ Hidden City x\. She.. stood
for a moment as though the spot light were on her. 1929
Encycl. Brit. XXI. 285/2 The spot-light, .can be controlled

and focussed accurately upon one particular spot.

b, transf, andy?^. (Cf. *Limelight.)
X904 Minneapolis Times i Aug. 4 In the drama thatwas

enacted Mr. Galvin was not in the spotlight at any time,

but it cannot be denied th.it his was an important part.

1914 Gertrude Atherton Perch 0/ Devil i. 159 We'll just
thresh this question out, turn the spot-lisht on every side of
it. i9«6 Lit. Digest (N. Y.) 8 Jan. 89/1 It will put the mag-
nates and the self-styled fighters.. into the background and
give the players the spot-Hght. 1930 Daily Express 30
July 8/2 The spotlight passes now from Ottawa to West-
minster. 193J Time ^^ Tide 19 Sept. 1092/1 It conceives
the consciousness as a kind of spotlight directed on the part
of the soul that the whole regards as necessary to bring into
play at the moment.

2. In a motor-vehicle (see first quot.).

1924 Motor Man. (ed._ 25) 217 Spotlight.—hn auxiliary
electric lamp with a special reflector and mounted on a uni-
versal joint, useful for directing a beam of light on a sign-
post. Z928 Daiiy^ Express^ 28 Sept. 9 Another alternative
to ensure safe night driving is to make compulsory the
adoption of dimmed headlights of univ ;rsal power, with the
concession of a spot light on the near side. 1931 E. Wallace
On the Spot vii, A car passed him. Somebody switched
a spotlight full in hb face. He was momentarily blinded.

Hence Spo't-ligrlit v» trans,., to illuminate with
a spot-light, direct a spot-light upon. Spo't-
Ughted ///. a.

1923 B. Hp.cht Florentine Dagger v. 7a A crowd. .stood
watching officiaU and the spotlighted figures of mystery
enter. 2926 H. T. Wilkins Mart'els Mod. MecJtanics 234
These panorama lamps can be swung round in a circle, and,
along with flood lights, be concentrated in a beam of rays

to *spot-iight' the stage stars. Ibid.., Should the stage

controller wish to spotlight an actor or actress.

246

Spotted, ppt. a, 6. Spotted Dick : also, a

Dalmatian doi^s = *Spotted dog i.

xS8o Hugh Dalziel Brit. Dogs 272 Dr. James's Spotted
Dick. 1927 C. C. Sandekson Pedigree Dogs 261 He [the

Dalmatian] is commonly known as the *plum pudding ' dog,

or * Spotted Dick '.

Spotted do^. 1. A white or light-coloured

dog with black or dark spots (esp. a Dalmatian).

Found as a tavern sign, representing a talbot.

X910 F. W. Hackwood Inns, Alts, etc. 288 The ' Talbot
*

readily became known among the vulgar as the 'Spotted
Dog'- 1930 ^' C. Ash Pract. Dog Bk. 47 The Si'Otted

Dog \sc. the Dalmatian] became the dog of the Circus.

2. A boiled pudding with currants showing out-

side ; ])lum-duff.
.: 1880 [remembered]. 1928 Daily Tel. 24 Jan. 9/7 It was

not till I went to live in London in 1866 that 1 heard these

puddings, that were displayed in cookshop windows, called

spotted dog'.

Spotter. Add : 3. Mil, An aviator detailed

to locate enemy ppsitions.
X914 Illustr. Lond. News 29 Aug. 320/3 Electric contri-

vances for communicating messages between the 'spotter'

aloft and the gun-layer below. 1918 E. M. Roherts Flying
Fighter 108, 1 also learned that the fire was being directed

from the ground from what the battery commander called

the O. P., or observation post. He sent me up to that post

with one of the spotters. 1932 jgth Cent, Feb. 204 Spotters

and reconnaissance aircraft.

Spotting, vbi, sb. and ppi, a. : see also s.v.

*Spot v. 9.

Spout, sb, IL Add : spout-bath, a natural

douche-bath (see quot.).

1929 C. C. Mabtindale ^j5r«^S'wM 164 There are things in

New Zealand that they call 'spout.baths'. A solid shining
stream thuds on to your back from a height^ and you feel

as strong as it does.

Spouting, ///. a, 2. Add : spouting well =
Spoutbr 3 b.

1898 Knoxvledge j June 124/2 This was followed by
numerous other flowing or * spouting' wells. Ibid.y I'lie

' spouting * wells of Russia entirely eclipse those of America
in output.

Spraddle, v. Add : 2. trans. To spread or

stretch (one's legs) wide apart. Also, to * stretch
*

(one's legs) = walk or move on (in quot, transf,'),

X913 Tack Lokdon Son ofSun vii. § 7 He stood with legs

spraddled over a large grass basket. 1929 * Seamark ' Dovjn
River i, Let this decrepit tub of yours spraddle her old legs

a little faster.

Spraddling, ppl- a. (Modern U.S. example.)
1898 H. S. Canfield Maid 0/ Frontier 89 He rode with

the spraddling seat of a man more accustomed to the plow
than to the scout's saddle.

Sprag, sb^^ 2. Add : In a motor vehicle (see

quot. 1924).
1902 A. C. Harmsworth, etc. Motor ^ Motor-driving xv.

332 The Sprag..is an adjunct fitted to most cars.. .The
sprag should be dropped before the car actually starts to run
backwards. 1902 C. N. & A. M. Williamson Lightning
Conductor 179, I seized the lever of the hand-brake and
jammed it on. Next instant,,! jumped out, ran to the
front, and lowered the sprag, 1924 Motor Alanual (ed. 25)

217 Sprag.—Usually a form of ratchet and pawl mechanism
fitted so as to act on the transmission and prevent the car
running back on a hill if the brakes fail.

Sprangly, a. U,S, (Earlier examples.)
1840 C. F. lioFFMAN Griyj/ii^rm. i. 10^ His great sprangly

beard. 1886 Leslie^s Pop. Monthly XXII. 503/1 We can
command a view through their sprangly branches.

Spraivl, V. 3. Add : Also refl. (in quot._;f^.).

1929 H. Hall & J. J, Nn.ES One Man's War ii What
war there was in 1913 sprawled itself out over the hills of
Adrianople.

Spraw'lingly, adv, [f. Sprawling///, a. +
-LY 2.] In a sprawling manner.
1921 spectator 7 May 585/2 Gauntlj^ outlined, white and

still, Three haystacks peer above the hill ; Three aged rakes
thrust sprawlingly Fantastic tendons to the sky. 1927
Observer 12 June 13/3 IJuIlding..so widely and sprawlingly
distributed that it disfigures an area ten or twenty times
greater than is needed.

Spread, sb. Add : 2. e. Aviation, = *Span
sb.'i- 5 c.

1894 To-Day II. 171 /2 The wings have a spread of twenty
yards square. 1909 A. Behcet Conquest of Air 188 The
spread of the wings is 10-20 metres. 1918 W. E. Dommett
Diet, Aircraft, Spread, American term. See Span,

f. An expansion in a (middle-aged) person's girth,

1930 Field 29 Nov. 775/2 An older woman, .middle-aged,
with, possibly, a ' spread '.

g. Diamond-culling. Surface in proportion to

the depth of a stone.

1930 W. R, Catteli.k Preciot/s Stones 62 Since the trade

have found how important it is to have a proper ' spread * to

the stone.. there has been a tendency to demand stones too
shallow for the best results.

0. b. Jam, paste, or the like, spread on bread to

make it tasty ; e.g. sandivtch spread. U.S.
1886 V. R. Stockton Casting away cf Mrs. Leeks 40

There was some sort of jam left at the bottom, so that the
one who gets the last biscuit will have somethin' of a little

spread on it.

9. A space between two limits ; the distance from
one point to another, a. Mech. The distance be-

tween the centres of the cylinders ofa duplex pump.
1911 Webster.
b. The difference between two rates or prices.

1919 A. C. Whitaker Foreign Exchange xii. §86. 369
The spread between the local and the foreign money rates.

SPE.IN&.

Ibid. xxi. 597 There are three primar* or true spreads...

These are (1) the spread between the cable and the sight
rate, (2) that between the sixty-days' rate and ihe sight rate,

and (3) that between the ninety-days* rate aiid the sight rate.

1928 W. F. Spaluing Foreign Exchange vii. 69 This differ-

ence between tlie rate for telegraphic or cable transfers and
that for demand bills is called the ' Spread ' between the two
rates. X928— Diet. Worlds dn-rencies 180/1 A 'spread'
..is usually defined as the variation between the demand
rate of exchange on the one hand and the rates of exchange
for telegraptuc transfers and long bills on ihe other. 1928
Britain's Industr. Future [Lib. Ind. /no.) iv. xxiv. § 7. 331
The Linlithgow Committee..came to the conclusion that
* the spread between the producer's and the consumer's prices
is unjustifiably wide '. 1928 Incomes i^ Living Costs Univ.
Faculty (Yale Univ.) 23 'Ihe associate professors, .exhibit
the least spread—from 83,900 to $6,000—with $4,500 as
both the most frequent and the median salary.

10. U.S. Stock Exchange. = Straddle sb, 2.

19x1 Webster, (app. short (or spread eagle.l

11. Contract h'Hdge, (See quot.)
S929 Work Compl. Contract Bridge Gloss. 345 Spread, a

hand which Declarer can show in proof of his ability to win
all thirteen tricks.

12. Advertising, Short for double-page spread,

1924 Wkbster Addenda.

Spread, "v. Add : 4. e. To record, enter in

a documentary record. U.S,
2858 D. K. Benneit Chronol. N. Carolina 67 Resolved,

that the Governor of the State transmit a copy of these
resolutions with the preamble to the family of the deceased,
and that they be spread on the journals of both branches of
the General Assembly. 1905 N. Y. Even. Post 24 Feb. i

'ihe law requires that the names of the members of the jury
be spread on the records.

17. Contract Bridge^ (See quot. and cf. "^Sphbad

sb. II.)

1929 Work Compl, Contract Bridge Gloss. 245 Spread^ to
'claim the rest*.

Spread eagle, sb. Add :

1. d. 6'.^ Stock Exchange, = Straddle sb. 2.

1857 Merchants'" J^lag. XXXVII. 136 The buyer can call

when he pleases, which would compel the 'spread eagle'
operator to deliver. 1870 Medbhrv Men ^ A/yst. Wall St.

86 One modification of this is the Spread Eagle, formerly
a highly popular style of speculation with capitalists who
had plenty of money and a wide-awake broker. 1910
Encycl. Brit. V. 55/1 A combined option of either calling or
putting is termed a 'straddle', and sometimes on the Ameri*
can stock exchange a 'spread-eagle '.

6. quasi-(7^/z/. Like a spread eagle, spread-eagle-

wise.

1929 R. Hughes /^/)r^i fK(W?>i 5^amA»:a 45 Lying spread*
eagle in their check-shirts.

Spreader. Add : 3. d. A strip of cork for

setting butterflies and moths with wings extended.
1916 G. W. Deei'ING Sincerity x, Cork spreaders for

setting butterflies and moths.

Spreadin^f-board. 1. A board on which
shtep are laid while being sliorn.

1874 T. Hardy Far fr. Mad. Croivd xxli, The bsue of
their dialogue was the taking of her hand by the courteous
farmer to help her over the spreading-board into the bright

June sunlight outside.

2. A setting-board (for insect specimens).
1911 Wedster.

Spread-over. [See Spread v. 4 c] An
elastic arrangement by which a fixed number of

work-hours may be performed at varying times

within a given period. A\50 attrib.^SiSSpread'Over

plan, system.

1923 Westm. Gaz. 14 Apr., A 'spread-over' of 44 hours.

1924 Ibid. 7 Mar., The ' spread-over ' system—the perform-

ance of eight hours' work any time within twelve hours.

1930 Times 15 Mar. 12/3 To make permissive a spread-over
of the working hours within a fortnightly period, in substi-

tution for a rigid rj-hour day. /bid. 27 Mar. 14/3 There is

undoubtedly a disposition among the owners to give the

'spread-over ' plan a full and fair trial, ig^o Ncv.' States-

man 27 Dec. 350/2 The Lancashire miners resolved.. to

work the spreadover.

SpreCi V. Add : trans. To spend (money) in

reckless amusements.
1928B. Shaw Intell. Woman's Gvidc Socialism Ixiv. (1929)

296 They destroy the sense of security which induces the

possessors of spare money to invest it instead of sprceing it.

Spring, sb.^ Add :

7. C. spring salmon, in British Columbia, the

quinnat and other species which enter the river in

the spring.

x866 J. K. Lord Naturalist Brit. Columbia I. 53 Salmo
Gairdneri and S. quinnat are the spring salmon. 1905

D. S. Jordan Study ofPishes II. 80 Tiie economic value

of any species depends in great part on its being a 'spring

salmon '.

21. c. Bootmaking, The raising or rise of the

toe of a last above the ground-line. Also, arch or

curvature in the instep.

1902 F. Y. GoLDiNG Boots <5- Shoes 107 Spring is the term

used to denote the elevation of the toe of the last.. .
If the

substance of the sole be light, very little spring is required.

Ibid.^ Sometimes the term 'spring* is used to describe the

hollowness or arch of the waist. 190S Swavslano Boot ^
Shoe 20 For light dress work the spring of the toe should be

half an inch. 1916 F. Plucknett Boot ^ Shoe Manuf, w.

17 It is advisable to put spring into the forep.Trt of the last,

equal to the amount which the boot would probably acquire

in wear.

25. a. spring-bows, -dividers (see Bow-coMPASa
i) ; spring-gaiter, -washer (in motor-vehicles).

1906 P. N. Hasll-ck CassclVs Carpentry 9f Joinery 4/1
_



SPBING.

*Spring dividers, .are used for stepping off a number of
equal distances, for transferring mea-iiirements and for

scribing. i9«4 A. W. Judgk Mod. Motor Cars II. 21 A
*spring gaiter of the lubricating type. \^^ Motor Manual
(ed. 26) 203 Spring^gaiter.—A leather cover for enclosing and
protecting leaf springs, the cover containing a suitable lubri-

cant for the springs. 191* ibid. (ed. 14) 206 ^Spring washers
are less effective, but answer well enoueh for the less vital

parts of the mechanism. 1926 Ibid. (ed. 26) 203 Spring
iVoiher.—A tempered steel washer cut through at one place

and given a 'set' to provide a certain amount of spring.

Used under a nut to keep it secure,

26. C. Spring-driven, -wattressed.

1928 J. E. H. Aswzi.i.Horoi. vii. 78 In the category '*spring-

driven ' clocks are placed the numerous types which derive
their motive power from the energy of a coiled mainsprin<;.

19S9 Titnes 12 Mar. 18/5 A small spring-driven motor. 1930
GALSwoRTHv/«C/*<x«i:^ryn. xiv, His*spring-mattressedbed.

Spring, v\ Add :

3. b. (Fi^'urative example.)

1917 B. Hall One Man's It^ar (1929) 233, I shall have my
Tsarina's Red Cross train episode all ready to spring and
then I'll sit back and watch em go over.

21. f To get (something) «// 0/ a person un-

expectedly.
1924 Galsworthy lVhii£ Monkey ir. i. Futile to attempt

to spring anything out of a chap like that.

23. c. Bootmaking. To raise (the toe or waist

of a last) above the ground-Une.
1905 SwAYSLAND Boot (J- Shoe 21 This is very much less

than lasts are usually sprung in the waist. X916 F. Pluck-
NETT Boot ^ SJioe Mannf. ii. 16 Provision should be made
for alteration in shape which would be likely to take place

in wear.., e.g. springing the toe of the last.

d. Naut. To move, haul, or swing (a vessel) by
means of a spring or cable (see SrniNO sh.'\- 34).
1898 S. B. LucB Text-bk. Seamanship 217 (Kunk) Ships

maybe sprnng broadside to the wind.. for the purpose of
better ventilation; or, in engagements at anchor, to bring
the guns to bear on varioas points.

0. Carpentry^ To join (boards) with bevel joints.

191 1 Webster.
t To attach by means of elastic members ; as,

to spring the chassis of an aeroplane to the body

;

also, to equip (an aeroplane) with an attachment
sprung on.
1018 Webster Addenda.

Springbok. Add : 2. //. A nickname for S.

Africans ; esp. the S. African contingent in the War
of 1914-18, or a S. African football team on tour

abroad.
IMS Frasek & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words, Spring-

hoMs, The : The South African contingent in the War. From
their badge, the Colonial emblem of a springbok antelope.

Spring-clean, v, (Later example.) Also as

sb. - Spri.ng-cleaning,
1996 Socialist Revinv Dec, 14 House to house inspections

(should be] made in the worst areas; in fact, a regular

spring clean of the wh>jle town organised. 1930 Joanna
Cannan />/o Walls of Jasper iii. 58 The place was never

spring-cleaned, because the servants called it the conserva*

tory, and thou'^ht of it as the gardener's province.

Sprin|f-cleaning. (Earlier U.S. examples.)

\^^ E. Stone Life Hoivland'x. 28 At the annual 'spring

cleaning ', thsy discovered a bundle of manuscripts. 1875
Scribners Monthly Nov. 109/2 In the hotel of the future,

if we cannot change all our carpets at tLe ' spring cleaning ',

and change them back again at the ' fall cleaning ', tetc.].

BpringhaaS (spri-qhas), S. Afr. [Du., =s

jumping ^are.] The Cape jumping hare, FedeUs

caffer.

1785 G. FoRSTER tr. SparrmaiCs Voy.Cape G. Hope U.
195 By the colonists it is called berg-haas^ or sprittgJians

(the mountain or bounding hare). i9^ Guide Mammalia
Dept. Zool, Brit. Mus. 55 The Spnnghaas, or so-called

Jumping Hare (/'/'«'*/« frt^r) of Africa. 1904 Kno-wledge

Aug. lyr/i The Spring-haas is very rarely met with in

captivity.

Spring-heeled Jack : see Spring sb?- 36 c.

Also Spring-heel, Springali, Springle Jack.
1878 H. Srverne Cknms viii. 72 * Spring-heeled Jack * he

used to be chilled. ..But now the name for him has got cor-

rupted into 'Springall Jack'.. .Some of the people have
shortened it stiil more by calling him * Springle Jack ', x88o

Brewer Reatler's Hofidbk. 939 Spring-Heel Jack.

Sprit, sb.^ Add : 2. C. A cross-piece to ex-

tend the aerial wire in wireless telegraphy.

ion Wedster.

oprosser (sprf^'soi). [G,] The Thrnsh
Nightingale, Luscinia luscinia^ of northern and
eastern Europe ; recorded as a rare visitor to the

British Isles.

(1871 YarrelCs Hist. Brit. Birds (ed. 4) I. 330 A second
species of Nglitingale occurs, .long known to German bird-

fanciers as the Spiosscr.J 1913 Baxter & Rintoul lUpt.

Scott. Ornickol. igtt 3 Curiously enough, both the Common
Niglitingalcand the Northern Nightingale or Sprosser..

were added in spring to the Scottish list. 1915 List Brit.

Birds [td. 2) 96 Luscinia luscinia. Eastern Nightingale or

Sprosser... The Sprosser breeds in southern and central

Sweden, in northern Germany,.. Russia [etc.]

Sprouting, vbl. sb.'^ 1. b. Add :

1910 Ch,u>iber7s yrnl. Apr. 348/2 With boys the sprouting

period is generally postponed until the fourteenth year, and
It lasts with them until the seventeenth year.

Sprace« v.^^ Mil. slang. [Obscure.] intr. To
tell lies or tall stories; Irans. to deceive by telling

yarns. Hence Spru'cer.
1919 War Slatig in Athenaeum 8 Aug, 728/1 'Spruce'

(deceive). Ibid. 15 Aug, 759/t 'A sprucer * is a man who

247

tells tall stories. A man who is 'ticked off' for wrongdoing
by his officer may escape further punishment by ' sprucing
him up a yarn' or 'telling the tale'. 1935 E. Fraskr &
Gibbons Soldier tj- Sailor Words, Spruce, To : To lie. To
deceive. 1930 P. Macdonald Link ix. 194 This is where the
G. D. begins to show up for the sprucer that he is.

Sprudel (spr//dal). The desij^nation of a
mineral water and a salt obtained from the Sprudel,

a hot sprinf^ at Carlsbad.
1906 Practitioner Nov. 622 Another advantage is that, by

having the salt-water inlet near the bottom of the bath, the
effect of the flowing sprudel can be closely imitated without
diminishing the proportion of saline constituents, 1909 //'zVi'.

Nov. 744 Carlsbad Sprudel-salt. . .This salt contains the
essential ingredients of the Carlsbad Sprudel mineral water
from which it is obtained by evaporation. 19x0 Encycl.
Brit. V. 347/1 Sprudel salt, r. e. salt obtained by evaporation
from the water of the Sprudel.

Sprang, /•//. «.l Add: 5. The worse for

drink. U.S.
1833 A. Greene Dod. Duckworth II. 176 Hewas seldom

downright drunk; but was often.. all-firedly sprung. 1851
S. JuDD Margaret xiii. 83 Ex-Corporal Whiston with his

friends sallied from the store well sprung. 1857 Quinland
\. X. I. 134 You are spruttg and cut in the eye ; come, rouse
yourself.

Sprang, ppl. a.^ [irreg. f. Spring v?-\ Pro-
vided or turnished with springs.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 11 Nov, 5/1 An entirely new form of
suspension is to be introduced which is claimed not only to

render the best sprung car extremely coarse in comparison,
but which does away with springs altogether. 19x6 Bovo
Cable Action Front 146 The longer but smoother journey
in the sweet-sprung motor ambulance. 1931 Martel In
Wake o/Tank 75 It was obvious that a high speed tank of
this nature would need a sprung track which at first sight

appeared to mean a considerable increase in weight.

Spad, V. 3. Add : Also with out.

19x3 V. B. Lewes Oil Fuel 64 If the hole is not deep
enough, it has to be 'spudded out' to the necessary depth.

Spuria (spiii»*ria), sb. pi. [L. neut. pi. of

spurius Spurious.] Spurious pieces, words, etc,

1918 E. Marsh Mem. Rupert Brooke no «.;/r, I hope
this note will not start a vain hunt for spuria among the
published poems.

Spartive (spi>Jtiv), a. [f. Spurt t/.I or sb?--k-

-IVE, after sportive^ Sudden and fitful. Hence
Spn'rtively adv.
19x3 Standard 26 June, Mr. Swift Mac Neill was spur-

tlve in interrupiion. i9ax Glasgovj Herald 24 Mar. 4, I saw
one, coming in to have converse with a colleague, furtively

and spurtively giving draws at a cigar half-hidden in his

palm.

Spang slang (sp«-g slseri). S. Africa. Also
spuugh-, spoog-, spuw-, -slange. [Afrikaans,

f. Du. sptigen to spit -^ slang snake.] A snake akin

to the cobra, Sepedon hxmachates.
1789 W. Paterson Narr. Joum. Hottentots 165 The

Spoog Slang, or Spitting Snake. i8ia .\nne Plumptree tr.

LichtensteifCs Trav. S. Africa I. 95 (Pettinan) A very rare

sort of serpent called here the spuug-slang (the spurting
snake). 191X Encycl. Brit. XXV. 291/1 Hence it shares with
the cobra a third Dutch name, that of * spuw slang ' (spitting

snake). S9>3 Kipling Land <^ Sea Tales 34 He gave us
half-a-crown for a spuugh-slange—a kind of snake.

S^nadrilla (skw9dri*la). temporary, [A
'portmanteau* word combining Squadron and

Flotilla. Cf. F. escadrille,'] « *Squadron sb. 3.

19x4 Daily Mail 28 Dec. 5/1 A squadrilla of five German
aeroplanes caused a hundred casualties in the suburbs of

Warsaw. i^i6 Glasgoiu Herald 18 Aug. 8 Squadrillas of
aeroplanes were sent forward to bring down or drive back
the enemy aviators.

Sqnadrony sb. 3. Add : Also, an air-fleet or

division of an air-fleet; spec.in the Royal Air Force,

a unit of the air-fleet consisting of twelve military

aeroplanes and the necessary officers, pilots,

mechanics, etc. to keep them in constant readiness

for active service. Also attrib.j as squadron

commander^ leader.

X913 Captain Sept. 1070/1 The well-found motor work-
shops which accompany an aeroplane squadron into the field.

19x5 RosHRR In K.N.A.S, (1916J 6j No. i Naval Aeroplane
Sq'iadron, B.E.F. 1916 A. Bennett Ibid, Introd. 7 Major
Charles E. Risk, Squadron Commander, R.N. 19x6 Barber
Aeroplane €peaks 38 'It's.. a blank shame that I should

have to. .join X Reserve Squadron.' 19x9 Daily Mail Year
Bk. 46/2 The range of such raiding squadrons, .tends to

grow constantly from day to day. 1923 Daily Mail 27

Aug. 4 Squadron-Leader M...W... and Flight- Lieut. W. H.
L...wiU both pilot machines.

SQUandenXLania (skwgndsjm^'nia). [f.

Squander v. + -mania.] An insane desire or

passion for spending money recklessly. Hence
Sqnanderma'niac a. and sb.

19S0 Public opinion 2 July 3/r The public are deeply

roused upon the Squancfermania issue. igai Glasgoxv

Herald 2 Apr. 7 The burden imposed upon him \sc. the tax-

payer) by a ' Squandermaniac ' Government. _»9i"
Edin.

I\ev. July 198 The spirit of ' squandermania ' is in fact of

quite recent date, igsj Public Ofi'mon 10 Mar. 228/1 The
real squandermaniac would be revealed in the man with an

infinite capacity for standing at street corners. X93x Punch
4 Nov. 481/1 Tlie triumph of Reason over Squandermania.

Sci.TiailtUXa (skwg'ntpm). local U.S. [Name
of a sea-coast town about 30 miles S.E, of Boston,

Mass., U.S.A.] A picnic or festivity (esp. on the

sea-shore), usually accompanied by much hilnrity.

More fullySquantumfeast orfestival/feast ofSqumitum
(see Thornton).

SQUARE.
i8ia Boston Gaz. 94 Oct. (Th.), The Squantum Celebra-

tion will be this day, at the old celebrated spot.. .The antient

celebrators of the Squantum Feast will he honored with the

presence of their illustrious friends. x8ss Wise Tales for
Marines 1, Hazin' round with Charity Bunker and the rest

o' the gals at a squantum. 1890 E. Bellamy Six to One \i,

The squantum was to be held at a point on the narrow
peninsula, .that divides the ocean from the broad lagoon.

Sc^uarey sb. Add : 6. To back the squares (see

quot.).

1923^ Daily Mail 9 June 7 Plajfing a game known as
' backing the squares ', which consists in throwing bronze
coins on a chequered sheet of linoleum.

15. g. Bookbinding. The portion of the cover of

a bound book which projects beyond the leaves.

1876 Encycl. Brit. I V. 43/2 The same processes are followed
with the sides and the ' squares ' when any ornamentation is

tooled upon them. Ibid., Gilt round the sides and inside
the squares. X901 D. Cockehell Bookbinding 317.

h. A given space in the column of a newspaper,
etc., considered as a unit of measurement for

advertisements. U.S.
1877 Harper's Mag. Dec. iii/i These newspaper people

set an extraordinary value on their squares, as they call them.

16. = square meal. ? slang.
X927 J. Barbican Confess. Rum-Runnerxxm. 260 We sure

was hiingry for the dough, for it was weeks since we had
roped in our three squares a day.

20. Comb. : Square-pushing., the act or practice

of walking out with a young woman ! said to be
orig, walking with nursemaids, etc. lound (London)
squares. Hence sqttare bit, piece, tack, a sweet-

heart. Army slang.
X918 W.

J, Locke Rough Road x. 116 ' Go " square-push-
ing"?' said Doggie contemptuously, using the soldiers*

slang for walking about with a young woman. ' No, thank
you.' X919 War Terms in Athcnixum 8 Aug. 729/1 ' square-
tack ' [a sweetheart]. 1925 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier
ff Sailor Words, Square bit, a sweetheart : a ' Best Girt '..

.

Square piece {Square pusher), a respectable young woman.
1928 F. E. Bailey Golden Vanity xii, Left me cold in a
strange place to go square-pushing with some forward young
woman.

Sg,tiare, a. Add : 1. b. Also, designating a

space of any shape containing the same amount
of area as a regular square inch, mile, etc. (Cf.

Superficial a. 2 b.)

8. a. Also, a sqttare deal. orig. U.S.
1895 Century Mag. June 279/2, I guess it ain't quite a

square deal between her and you. X9S6 J. Black VottCan't
Win iii, 22 If I was to be treated in this way I would take

my money, .and go away where I could get a square deal.

And if I did not get a square deal, I'd take it. 1927 Lady
AsTOR in Daily Tel. 15 Nov. 9/3 Although we have got the

vote we women have a long way to go before we get a posi-

tive square deal. X938 Britain's Industr. Future {Lib.

Ind. Inq.) ni. xvi. § 5. 188 It is impossible to get whole-
hearted effort from men unless they are satisfied that they
are getting a * square deal '.

11. g. 7o be on the square : to be a member of

the Masonic fraternity,

X896 Kipling Seven Seas, Mother-lodge (refrain), We met
upon the Level an' we parted on the Square.

14. square dance, a dance in which four couples

face inwards from four sides; square-form
(camera), a box-camera; square-head, {a) U.S.

and Colonial, a German, Dutch, or Scandinavian

immigrant; {b) Army slang, a German (= F. tete

carr^e) ; square-law a. (see quot. 1930).
190a Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 375/2 'Dull Sir John ' and

' Faine I would ' were *square dances popular in England
three hundred years ago. 1931 Amer. Speech VII. Oct. 50
To tlie * liddlin' ' for the square dances the * caller * sing-songs

All to your places [etc.]. 1910 O. Wheei.er Mod. TeU-
//i(?/(>gr«//y 34 Those already in posseshion of a ' *square-

form ' may congratulate themselves. Ibid. 35 There are

'square-form' cameras of a variety of makes upon the

market. 19x6 ' Peter ' Trench Yarns 10 The *Squareheads
had a brain wave. 19J6 Bulletin 24 June 10/3 He was a
squarehead, too. They're long on music. 1926 Hutchinson
Wireless 69 Another type of variable condenser is known
as the *square law condenser, and in the best wireless

receivers tt has replaced the ordinary form. 1930 B.B.C,
YearBlc. 452 Square latu condenser, a variable condenser

in which the angle of rotation is proportional to the square

of the capacity, and thns proportional directly to the change
in wave-lengih. x^yt Ibid. 359 An instrument known as a
volume indicator, which is a square-law device with a cali-

brated attenuator preceding it. Ibid. 365 A square-law

meter, for instance, on moderately weak passages hardly

moves at all.

ScLUarOi adv. Add : 3. b. Also, completely
;

exactly. U.S.
190J A. D. McFaui, Ike Glidden xxvj. 336 Hain't I bin a-

runnin' my legs right square off this four days? 1921

K. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean i. 8 It surely did hit me
square between the eyes.

O. (Earlier example.)
1868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse Amer. iii. 54 He will

trot square again with the rollers on.

Sc[Uare, v. Add : 5. e. ifttr. Golf. To make
the scores equal. (Cf. Squaue a. 7 c.)

1933 Dailv Mail 8 May la The American captain missed

his chance to square at the 17th, where he had a putt of

4 feet to win the hole.

11. d. With off. U.S.
1864 'Mark Twain' Sketchts (1926) iss. I "" against

another man and lie squared off for a fight. 1870 Scrilmer s

Monlhly I. 55 Sometimes he..shames one of the fighting

kind by 'squaring off' at him, on the spot. J873 J. H.



SQUARSON.
Bradle UndtveL West xxxvi. 773 The bow appeared to be
rearing up to square olTat the midday sun.

12. c, (Earlier example.) Also Mz«j/1 and^^,
(to take a new coarse).

X849 N. KiNCSt^Y Dinry 57 The wind died away and soon
sprung out from the South and [we] squared away before it.

x868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse Amtr. ix. loi They
must be wakened up from time to time, so as to make them
get out of their sluggish habit and square aw.-iy. xpoa A. D.
McFaul Ike Glidiiett xxiv. 220 Lawyer GUdden used to say
he was the brightest man in this section, and if he*d ever
square away he'd be a smart man. 1909 R. A. Wason
Hap/'y Hawkins 203 She had a head on her, Barbie had,
an* when she got squared away, she made 'em all get down
an* scratch.

d. To square back*, to retrace one's steps. U.S.
1897 R. M. Stuart Simpkinn'iUe i. 16 Seen May Day first

time on her way to church, and looked after her—then
squared back direct an* follered her.

Squarson. Add : Hence Saua'rsonry.
1913 Cias^azu Herald iB Oct. ii/i High Churchism and

Low Churchism, pluralities and privilegtfs, and all kinds of
squarsonry. i9»o /iiii. 13 Feb. 8 In tlie rural districts it

has been the Church of the Squire rather than the Church
of the people.. .A bold departure from the traditions of
sjiuarsonry would be an appropriate item ia * reconstruc-
tion '.

Squash., sdA 3. Add : squash tennis, U.S.
1930 Times Lit. Suppt. 1 May 375/3 Squash tennis, which

was invented in Boston in 1890, is a purely American game,
Squasbily (skw^-Jlli), adv. [f. Squashy a. +

-LT -.] In a squasliy or squelchy manner.
X9aa Blackw. Mag. Oct. 485/a A small damp object.,

struck the ground squashily near where I was standing.
1914 * L. Malkt ' Dogs 0/ Want viil § 5 Upon the seat,

.

Mr, Noakes heavily, not to say squasliily, subsided.

Squaw, sb. 6. Add : squaw-man (earlier

TJ.S. examples'),

_ 1866 Rep. Indian Affairs 91 \Vhite men, who have located
in the vicinity of the reservation, and are known as squaw
men. 1877 R. L Dodge Hunting Grounds Ct. IVest xliiu

427 Squaw men. This is the name given by Indians to those
inen, not of tfielr tribe, who, by purchase of squaws (mar-
riage), have been adopted by or are tolerated in it.

Squawker. 2. Add: Also, humorously applied
to actors, singers, etc., whose profession involves the
use of the voice.

1896 G, B. Shaw Lett, to Ellen Terry 8 Dec. (1931) 116
Yes, Lena is a fascinating squawker.

Squawkie (skw^-ki). Usually//. {Disused.)
[f. Squawk v. 4 -ie, after ^movie.l A talkie,

1928 Daily Express 17 Dec. 9/3 The protiable future of
the full-length talkie (or, as they are significantly called in
America, ' squawkies *),

Squdgy (skwp-d^i), a. [? Combination of
SQUJSLcaY and Pudgy.] Soft and wet or moist.
x89a_KrpUNG Barr^k-r. Ballads^ Mandalay (1893) 51

Elephints a-pilin' teak In the sludgy, squdgy creek. 1919
G. W. Deeping Second Youth xvii, 145 He made haste to
shake Joseph Bluett's squdgy hand and e.scape.

. Squeaker. Add: 1. d. An informer, slang,
(Cf. Sqdealer 2 b.)

1927 E, Wallace {tith\ The Squeaker. 1928 Daily Ex.
press 14 Aug, 2/7 Who was the * squeaker' (informer) who
gave the Lido Club notice of the recent police raid? 1929
'Seamark ' Down River v. 164 Grosman had laid his plans
too well for any squeaker , . to have a chance of .success, 1930
Observer igOcl. 17 The recent attempt to murder him., was
not due to., the impulse to remove rivals or 'squeakers*.

Squealy sd. Add : 3. An act of informing
against another.

1903 N. V. Sun 5 Nov. 5 Ever since his so-called ' squeal

'

at the Lexow investigation he has been a marked man.
« 1906 'O. Henry' Trimmed Lamp etc. 185, I always
thought that Kike's squeal on his boss was about the lowest-
down play that ever happened.

Squeamy(skwrmi),<z. oug.U.S, [f. Squeam-
ish ^z. -(--Y^] = Squeamish a.

1838 Caroline Gilman Recoil. Southern Matron v. 44,
I feel so squeamy-like at my stomach. X863 'E. Kirke'
My Southern Friends v. 76 Doan't be squeamy, gal ; out
with it. x88o Harper's Mag. Sept, 582/1, I expect they'd
eet so much sweet it kinder made 'em squeamy. 1908
H. G. Wells War in Air v. § 7 They're a bit squeamy
now, but you wait till they've got their hands in. 191a
Galsworthy Eldest Son in. 61 Tm not a squeamy squirrel.

Squeeze, sb. Add : 1. d. See also quot,
1923 W. H. Hubbard Cotton ^ Coti. Market (1927) 396

While we have never had a corner since 1910, we have had
in recent years a succession of annoying premiums on the
near deliveries, llie trade calls these minor corners a
* squeeze*. Such an operation differs from a corner in that
the managers will always supply whatever contracts are
wanted, but at a price.

e. Cards, (a) See *Squeeze v. I f. Also ailrib.
1896 hii.i.ARD Poker Stories ix. 225 His seat was .so placed

that he faced the afternoon sun, and as the latest squeezes
were then unknown, be steadily began to lose.

(b) See quots.
igaS A. E. M. Foster Auction Brieve 123 Americans have

Riven us many racy if not always picturesque terms for
Bridge. ..It is only comparatively recently that we have
heard of ' st^ueeze' play. . . The squeeze may be briefly defined
as forcing discards. , , It means going on forcing discards until
you squeeze a winning card or cards out of your adversaries.
Nearly all the double dummy problems are based upon
squeeze tactics. 1930 M. C. Work Auction Bridge Com-
plete 497 Squeeze {score). When fractions of 100 points are
counted as 100 or zero, the side which gains thereby is said
to get the squeeze.^ Squeeze play. Leading winning cards
until an opponent is compelled to tmguard a suit by dis-
carding. 1933 Sunday Times 5 Feb. 5/1 The coup formerly
only known as the 'Vienna Coup', but now, more appro*
priatcly, also termed the 'Squeeze',
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9. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1848 J. F. Cooper Oak Openings II. v. 78 In one instance,

however, a young Indian had a still narrower 'squeeze * for
bis life.

10. (sense 7) squeeze-paper \ squeeze gate (see

quot).
19*5 R. R. Snapp Beef Cattle 421 The ' pinch gate ' and

the ' "squeeze gate ' are built on essentially the same plan
as the chute, except that one side is hinged so as to permit
a more thorough restraint of the animal than could be
effected by the use of the stanchion alone. 19x5 R. C.
Thompson Pilgr. Scrip 16 He must have *squeeze-paper
to take an impression of inscriptions or sculptures.

Squeeze, v. Add: 1. f. Cards. (See quot.)
189S LiLLARD Poker Stories \. 23 Gen. Schenck, like all

great poker players, used to squeeze his hand, that is,

arrange them so that only the indicators at the corners were
visible,

5. e. To force discards. 6^".^.

1928 [see *Squeeze sb. i e {b)\.

Squeeze-. Add : squeeze-tube, a tube from
which the contents are squeezed.
187a Susan Hale Lett. (1919) 87 We went to Rowney's

—

delicious!—and I bought two squeeze tubes.. there are
water-colours there.

Squeezer. Add : 4, //. Playing-cards used
for poker, etc., having indicators in the top left-hand

comer, so that the player can see the values of the
cards while holding them closely arranged in the
hand.
1888 American Humorist 15 Sept. (Partner) The editor

picked up his hand, slid the squeezers past his good eye, and
began to softly whisper the Pirate King. 1889 Farmer
Amer.f Squeezers, playing cards, more generally known in
England as Americau squeezers. Their peculiarities are,
rounded corners, a smaller and handier size, with the suit
and value marked in the right-hand corner.

Squelette. =Skillkt^ 1 {Funk's Stand. Diet,

1928).

Squench, v. Read : Now dial, and colloq. and
add examples,
1865 Punch 20 May 200/2 Mr. Newdegate had a plan,

wliereof not much need be said, as it was squenched by 126
to 42. 1983 Una L. Silberrad Lett. Jean Armiter iv, 5 3
You arc not easily squenching Art, with a capital A, when
it is once fairly talking.

Squiffer (skwifer). slang, [Origin obscure.]

A concertina.
1911 Shaw Fanny's First Play i, Dora,..V'^ stand you

that squiffer with the gold keys. . . /Vrj. Gilbey. Whats a
squiffer? Dora. Oh, of course : excuse my vulgarity: a
concertina.

Squiucll, V. Add : 2. intr. To squeeze up so
as to take up less space. Also reji.

1844 ' JoN. Slick ' High Li/e N.Y. II. 195, I sot down on
a bench runnin over with harnsome gals, that squoze close
together and sguinched themselves up to make room for me.
Ibid.y She squmched a trifle and gin a leetle start.

Squinting, vbl, sb. Add : 1. b. fig, A side-

long * glance ' or reference. U.S.
1855 Barnum Life 382 The attack had a squinting towards

'black mail '. i86o Liye ^ Corr. Quitman 261 The follow-
ing bulletin soon after appeared. It had an awful squinting
at Taylor and Gaines.

Squirl (skwSil). diai. and colloq, [? Com-
bination of Squigglk and Twirl or Whirl,] A
flourish or twirl in handwriting.
1843 J. BAi.LANTmE Gaherlunzie's Wallet ix, Look at the

lang turns o* his L's, and the squirls o' his F's; he's been
weel brought up, 1922 Sunday at Home Oct. 59/2 * What
a squiggly handwriting,' she said, .. *They would not let

us write that way at schooL But when I am grown up I

shall make lots of squirls.*

Squirrel* sb. Add : 1. b. In fashionable use
in iQth and 20th centuries; often with defining word,
as dyedy grey, white squirrel. Also sqttirrel-tcuL

X89S Army <5 Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 1038
Cape, lined throughout with grey and white Squirrel. Ibid.
104 1 Fur Boas. Squirrel Tail from 26/6 to 63/0. 1897 Daily
News 30 Oct. 6/5 White lynx, squirrel, and the curly hair of
the Mongolian goat. 1930 Phyllis Hambledom Straight
F'lame iv. § 4 A fur coat. .fashioned of the softest silvery
squirrel from Manchuria.

d. A fashion shade of silver-grey resembling the

colour of the fur of the grey squirrel.

I9a3 Daily Mail 26 Mar. 6 Colours are; Nut, Mastic,
Navy, Squirrel, Beaver.

7. Bquirrel-oage, {b) Electr, ' a secondary wind-
ing for an induction motor consisting ofcylindrically
arranged copper bars with ends connected by short-

circuiting rings* (Webster) ; also jy«zV«/-^rt^£ rotor

^

windings.
1906 Technol. ^ Set. Diet (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),

Squirrel Cage Rotor, a rotor or revolving portion of an
alternating current motor, built up of parallel bars of copper,
joined together at their ends by a conducting rim or disc.

1910 Encycl. Brit. III. 5S0/1 This squirrel cage en.sures
that the several axes of the rollers keep parallel to the axis
of the journal during the rolling motion. i^\6 Standard.
Rules Amer. Inst. Electr. Engin. 40 Squirrel-Cage and
Amortisseur Windings. 192S G. E. Sterling Radio Matu
70 The terms ' squirrel cage rotor * and ' wound rotor ' are
often used to describe rotors ; the first means the simple
kind with conductors of plain bars of metal and no slip-rings
or other moving contacts.

Squirrely v. Transfer f Obs. to senses in Diet,
and add : c, intr. To turn roimd and round like
a squirrel in a revolving cage.
igai Sat. Westm.Gaz, 29jan.2i/i His deeply afTcctionate

STACK.
but explosive father inexhaustibly squirrelling round the
cage of conventional ideas.

Squirt, sb. 5. (Modem U.S. example.)
1914 Gertrude Atherton Perch 0/ Devil i. 39 She had

'sized him up * as a 'squirt'.., but he was 'a long sight
better than nothing'.

Squish, sb. Add: 3. Nonsense, 'rubbish',
*rot , 'bilge', slang,
t9ia Mrs. L. A. Harker Mr. Wycherley's Wards ix.

Fearful squish : you don't mean to say you really like it.

Ibid., If you., had as few books as me. and loved ihcm every
one dearly, and then someone. .called them 'rot'. .and
'squish ',j'(M< wouldn't like it.

Squit, sb,'^ 1. (Also slang.)
1910 G. B. Shaw Afisalliance 17 Johnny's. .a man, at all

events, and not a little squit of a thing like your Bunny.
I9a9 G. W. Deeping Roper's Row ix. § 3 That little squit
of a chap. I know them little clever squits.

Squizzed (skwizd), ///. a. U.S.
1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 75 He was rescued from

the pyre.. looking like a squizzed cat.

Squizzle (skwi-z'l), v. dial, and U.S. intr.
To squiit out.

1856 (G. H. Dkrbv] Phoenixiana xviii. 130 When the
mouth is filled with the luscious fruit, and the . . sweet, though
embarrassing juice is squizzling out all over the chin, and
shirt-bosom. 1872 Hardy Under Greenwood Treei.ii, Such
a squizzling and squirting job as 'tis in your liands.

Stab,J<5.1 Aad : 2. f. Bacterial. = stab-culture.
1900 Jrnl. Ejcper. Med. V. 80 The early surface-growth in

the glucose agar stab presents a whitish, heaped up centre.

g. To have or make a stab at : to try, attempt,
make a shot at. colloq., orig. US.
1908 K. McGaffey Sho-zv Girl 235, I..made a stab for

the rail. 1915 Wodehouse Something Fresh x\, ' 1 do wish
that this lime you would endeavour, for my sake, not to
make a fool of yourself.'.,' I'll have a jolly good stab at it,

governor.' 1930 Galsworthy Rco/'\\, D'you think you'll
be able to travel the day after to-moiTOw?. .I'll have a good
stab at it, as my more genial colleagues say,

4. stab-rag slang, a tailor,

1841 Punch 21 Aug. 65/1 The buttons on the jacket, and
the button-holes.. would baffle the criticism of the most
hyijer-fastidious stab-rag. 1865 Slang Diet., Stab-rag, a
rceimental tailor.

—

Military slang.

Stab, v. Add: 2. ^.fig. To pierce /^/-iJ«^,5 like

a pointed weapon.
i9»o Rose Macaulay Potterism vi. v. 259 Gideon's date

pilloried on that placard had stabbed through him.

Stability. L c. Add : Also spec, with refer-

ence to aircraft.

1900 Strand Mag. Sept. 310/2 As the dragging-cable was
about 328 ft. long, with a slack of about 75^ ft,, the stability
of the vessel was greatly improved. 19x2 Aeroplane 10 Apr,
430/1 As to the fore and aft stability, the problem was solved
by making the float some 14 fL long, but seeing that it was
only about 2 ft. wide there was obviously very little lateral
stability. i9«6, H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks 70 Longitu-
dinal Stability in an aeroplane is its stability about an axis
transverse to the direction of normal honzonta! flight. Ibid,
87 The instruments indicating longitudinal, lateral, and
directional stability. 1918 Dommett Diet. Aircra/t 43
Stability, Dynamic.—Stability dependent upon the main-
tenance of a definite speed or speeds.
attrib. X914 Even. News 15 Oct. 4,/$ The stability planes.

Sta'bilizate, v. = next. i.

1909 A. IJercet Conquest 0/ Air i, ii. 32 ' Stibilisating
surfaces '..formed of vertical planes fixed to the envelope.
Ibid. I. V. 98 A vertical stabilisating plane.

Stabilize, v. Add : 1. Also, to give stability

to, maintain the equilibrium of (aircraft) by means
of fixed surfaces, gyroscopic devices, etc., not
manipulated by the navigator.
1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks -ji. If an aeroplane was

not stabilized in this way.

2. b. To establisli a scale of (payments, prices,

or the like). So Sta:'biliza-tion,
1918 Nation (N.Y.) Feb. 129/2 To give every farmer just

returns and stabilized prices. Ibid. 168/2 Group insurance
..helps the employer to solve oneof his great problems, that
is stabilizing his help. X92a World's Paper Trade Rev. 10
Mar. 767/1 Stabilisation of wages is an urgent necessity in

order that the industry might enjoy continued peace. Ibid.

17 Mar., The proposals for stabilising wages in the printing
trade.

Stabilizer. 1. AM*. Ah.o attrib.

X918 War Birds C1927) 221 He managed to land with his
stabilizer wheel. X931 Henley's ABC Gliding ^ Sail/lying

244 Wires corresponding to the lift and landing wires of the
wings ; one pair extending from the rudder p(;st to opposite
points on the stabilizer rear spar and opposing wires from
similar points under the stabilizer spar to the rear post of
the fuselage.

Stable, sb.'^ 5. b. stable companion (transf.

and fig. uses).
189a Strand Mag. July 36/1 Its stable companion was the

Challenge tricycle. 1915 T^-uih 4 Aug. 186/2 'ihese con-
cerns, together with a stable companion, styled Great
Oriental Gold Mines.

Stack, -r^. Add: L b. Often in//. = 'heaps*.

slang. Also ellipt. = a pile of money.
1903 Farmer & Henlev Slang s.v., Stacks of the ready
= plenty of money. 1904 Harben Georgians xxiii. 222 My
boy, I had stacks an* stacks o^ fun on that trip. 1919
Wodehouse My Man Jeeves 15 I'm a bit foggy a-; to what
jute is, but. .Mr. Worple had made quite an indecently large

stack out of it.

8. stack-ground', stack-shaped s,d].

X931 Amer. Spcec/tVll. Oct 4g Sometimes it [sc, the timber]
is loaded, .and 'lizzardcd 'to the * 'stack ground '. 1864 J. .\.

Grant Walk Across Africa 62 Grain is housed under tne
eaves of *stack-shaped huts, igai Glasgmv Herald 26 Mar.
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7 Aboat a dozen i8-pouna«r shell cases, some of which con-

tained curious stack -shaped bombs.

Stack, v.^ Add: 6. Cards. = Stock z*.! 23b.

U.S.
X896 LWard's Poker Siorus 54 The stranger got skinned

right and left. The cards were stacked and marked on the
lack, so that he didn't have any chance ^t aJl to win.

b. To pile up one's chips at poker. Hence^^.
to tnrn out (so-and-so); to arise, spring up*
1896 G. Ade Artie ii. 10 He'd stack up, you know, an feel

in his pockets and then he'd say ; I'm forty-seven cents loser.

Ibid. viii. 70 How does the old gentleman stack up! 1911

R. D. Saunders Col. Totihunter yCxix. 198 Old Bill Strickland,

of Nineveh, somehow don't seem to stack up the right way
against the Honorable Stephen K. Yancey. 1921 R. D.
Paine Ccmr. Rolling Ocean iv. 71, 1 wish this trouble hadn't

stacked up between us.

Staff, sb^- Add: 9. £ A piece of wood or

metal delivered to an engine-driver on single-line

railway tracks as authority that he may proceed

over a given section of the line.

1903 Ency<l. Brit. XXXII. 147/1 The staff., is delivered to

the engine-driver at station A, and constitutes his authority

to occupy the main track between that station and station B.

On reaching B he surrenders the staff, and receives another
one which gives him the right to the road between B and C.

26. staff-room, a room for the use of the staff

only, e.g. in a school ; Btaff system, a block system

on railways according to which an engine-driver

may not proceed along a single line without the

possession of a staff authorizing him to do so.

igas G. W. DBEfisc Sorrell 4- Son xxx. § i There is

a vacancy at the Northern Free, a junior surgeonship. Sir

Ormsby told me about it to-day in the *staff-roonu 190Z
Encycl. Brit, XXXII. 147/1 In the United Kingdomandin
Australia the m<;ans for preventing collisions between trains

running towards each other is the * ''staff system '.

Staffelite fstie-fabit), Min, [ad. G. staff'elii,

t Staffel^ in Prussia: see -iteI.] A variety of

apatite, found as an incrustation on phosphorite.
1868 Dana Afin. (1880) 534 Staffi'lite of Stein, .occurs in-

crusting the phosphorite of Stafifet.

Sta^, so.^ Add : 6. d. A man who goes to

a social gathering unaccompanied by a female

partner. Phr. to go stag. Also = stag-party (cf.

8 c). U.S.
1904 Brooklyn Ea^le a8 May 3 The Myrtle Fishing Club

will have a stag at Hurman Hub's Park this evening. 1934
P. Marks Plastic Age xix. True, he wras not 'dragging a
woman ', but several of the brothers were going ' stag ' ; so

he felt completely at case. I9»6 Ladies' Home Jr$U. July
117 Too many girls failed to get paired; too many boys
went St2ig and saved cab hire. I9a8 Daily Express 14 Dec.

19 A needy or avaricious * stag '—as male dancers are called

in the United States.

Stag, v,^ Add : 4. To cut off (trousers) at the

knee, or (boots) at the ankle. U.S.
190a S. E. White Blazed Trail xxviL 190 A gigantic young

riverman in the conventional stagged {i.e. cnopped off)

trousers, a 1904 — Blazed Trail Stories i. I. 3 Their short

kersey trousers 'stagged' off to leave a gap between the

knee and the heavily spiked 'cork boou'. 1903 Ttrms
Forestry 9f Logging 49.

Stage, V. Add : 3. d. transf. To arrange for,

make a setting for; also /aw., to be arranged to

take place, U.S.
19S4 Haskin Atn4r. Govt. 437 In coml>ating bootlegging

Federal agents staged raids that revealed (etc J. I9»S Daily
Mail 3 Aug. 5/4 'Ihe ceremony will be staged in Paris on
August 27. 19M Nebraska Alumnus June 167 By staging

another late-inning rally the Huskcrs sent the Jayhawks
home with a pair of defeats.

Stagger, sb.^ Add : 1. O. In a biplane, a

condition in which the entering edge of one plane

is in advance of the entering edge of the other;

also, the extent to which one is ahead of the other.

The stagger is sometimes said to be positive when the upper

plaoe is in advance of the lower.

x^^DoHUKvr Aeroplanes^ Airships zoAV>r\\Kn\ht\vinZ%

of a biplane are set with the upper one slightly ahead of, or

abaft of the other, they are said to be staggered. The
stagger is measured by the angle made by the line joining

the leading edges with the normal to the fore and aft axis of

the aeroplane. It is convenient to call the stagger positive

if the upper wing is ahead of the lower. 1916 H. Barber

Aeroplane Speaks 63 In the case of a biplane having no

stagger, there will be ' interference * and consequent loss of

efficiency unless the gap between the top and bottom sur-

faces is equal to not less than i4 times the chord. xoaS

C. F. S. Gamble NorlA Sea Air Station xvL 290 The for-

ward stagger of the planes.

Stagger, v. Add : 6. o. spec, in U.S. Football.

X9ao W. Cami- Footballwiiliout a Coach 103 The man with

the hall.. should be tackled or staggered before he reaches

the line with the ball.

9. b. To arrange in such a way that one part is

further forward than another ; spec, to set (one plane

of a biplane) ahead of the other. Also in///, a.

1909V. LoucHEED Vehicles o/the A ir 2o$(Funk) Staggered

Biplane. Biplanes with the upper surface set ahead of the

lower, have been built to secure the supposed advantage of

locating the two surfaces directly above one another, not in

apparent aspect, but within the actual flow of the air streams,

which approacli with a rising trend. 1915 Dommktt A ero-^

planes ik Airships IS Biplanes are not so efficient in 'lifting

properties as monoplanes of the same wing area, owing to

Che wind streams being interfered with, but this defect can

be reduced by ' staggermg', that is, placing the upper plane

slightly forward of the lower plane. 1916 H. Barber Aero-

plane speaks 63 By sUggering the top surface forward .
.
it

IS removed from the artioo of the lower surface and engages

undisturbed air. X930 Motor Cycle 20 May 563/2 The side- ,

car accommodates two passengers in staggered seats.

C. To arrange (times ol opening and closing in

factories, etc.) so that employees enter and leave

in batches at intervals instead of all at the same
time. orig. U.S.
19x8 Daily Chron. 33 Apr. 4/2 In order to maintain efficient

service for industrial traffic, it is urged by the Tramways.

-

Committee that factories and other places of business should
'stagger' their times of opening and closing. Ibid.n^ Apr.
2/6 An unfamiliar use of a word is that of ' staggering ' as
applied to the suggested closing of business departments at
different times to prevent a rush for trams and trains.

Staghead (st£e*ghed). [Back-formation f. Stag-
headed 2.] (See quot.)
Z902 Boston Globe 10 Feb. g/i The disease known as * stag-

head ', or the dying out of limbs in the top of a tree, is but
too common.

Staging, "^hi. sb. 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
X840 Southern Lit. Messenger VI. 381/2 He does not

follow the sea nor staging.

Stahlhelm (Jta-lhehn). [G., f. stahl Steel
sb. + helm Helu sb.^'\ The organizatioti of the

Steel Helmets (see below, p. 253/1), Hence
Stall'Uielmer, a Steel Helmet {colloq^,

1927 Daily Tel. 16 Aug. 10/6 The Stahlhelm's boast tbat

it mustered 5o,ooo members was grossly exaggerated. X927
Titnes 29 Nov. 15/5 The Stahlhelm organization of ex-

soldiers. 1928 Ibid. 4 June 13/2 Special trains .. have
brought to Hamburg thousands of ' Stahlhelm ' members for

the annual ' Front Line soldiers' day', of this Nationalist

ex-service men's organization. Ibid., It is the Stahlhelmers'

boast that they embody the traditions of the old Army.

Stain, V. Add : 6. h. (See quot.)

a X9a9 Heatk Emigration, Migration, etc (1931) 120 The
continued manuring of land by any one species of stock is

believed to 'stain' the land for that species. ..The time taken
for such staining of land varies in accordance with the nature
of the subsoil.

Stainless, a. Add : 2. Incapable of being

stained ; that does not show stains ; spec, designat-

ing a chromium- Steel alloy not liable to rust or

tarnish under ordinary conditions, or designating

articles made of this,

19x0 Glasgow Herald 4 Aug. 9 Since the Armistice there

has been an enormous sale of stainless steel for cutlery pur-

poses. 1926 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 88o/j The production
of ' stainless' cutlery. 19U New Yorker Apr. 53 Only the

best irons \sc. golf-clubsl have solid Stainless Steel heads.

Stair, ^3. 5. b. Add: stair-step, (^)//.(c<7//tJ^.)

a number of children in a family differing in age and
height by regular intervals ; so stair-stepper

;

stair-tread = Tread sb.\\\ stair-well (see Well
sb> 8 a).

xgaj C. R. Cooper Lions '«' Tigers iv. 76 This was the
district of ' *stair-steps ', of thin, narrow-shouldered women,
trailed by processions of children, five and six in a line.

tbid. 77 Don't need many ladders aroun* this country... All

they have t* do is line up the kids and walk on their heads.
Ever see so many *stair-steppers? 1919 Brit. Manufacturer
Nov. 34/1 Sections .. such as are utilised for "statr-treads,

cornices, etc. 1923 F. L. Packard Four Stragglers 246
Now the muffled, protesting creak of a stair-tread. 1931

DoucHERTV & Kkarney Firc vii, gg *Stair wells and other

shafts extending from the first floor to the roof.

Staircase. Add : 1. d. Moving staircase or

stairway = *Esoalator.
1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. X910 [see *Escalator],

Stakage (st^i-ked^), U.S. [f. Stake &.1 +
-AGE.] Marking with stakes.

x8os Ann. 8th Congress a Sess. 1673 The. .stakeage of

channels, bars, and shoals. 1816 Ann. 14th Congress x Sess.

183a For the., stakeage of channels, bars, and shoals.. ninety

seven thousand dollars.

Stake, v.^ Add : 6. To furnish with money or

supplies, often in anticipation of a share of future

gains or in return for somethingdone ; to grub-stake.

Also, to assist (a person) to with money. U.S.
a 1880 Chicago Herald in Barrcre & Leland Diet. Slangy

There is no doubt that he had plenty of money and plenty

of clothing when he left, for his family staked him. It is

known that he had $55 on the night preceding the murder,

X9aa H. L.W11.S0N ^/iiwj'tfrj xxx. 356 Well, there's Burman.
He's plunging in corn now. His father has staked him, and
he swears be can't lose, xgxa H. L. Foster Adv. Trap.

Trainp lii. 27 I'd better stake you to some heavier clothes.

Stale, ct^ Add : 3. C. Stock Exchange slang.

Of the market : Dull or inactive for a considerable

period. Stale bear^ bull (see quots.),

X889 BARRfeRE & Lei^nd Dict, Slang, Stale bear, a man
who has sold stock which he does not possess, and has not

bought it back. A bear who has been short of stock for a
considerable period. . .Stale bull, a man who has held stock

for a long period without profit. 1930 M. Clark Home
Trade 271 Stale bulls are those who come to the conclusion

that they have waited long enough for a rise in price and
who, therefore, sell out.

Stalinism (sta-liniz'm). [f. the name of J. W.
Stalin (Dzhugashvili), a revolutionary leader in

Russia since 1919 + -ISM.] The policy of Stalin

(as distinguished from that of Trotsky) in the Soviet

government of Russia. Hence Sta'Unist, Sta'Un-

ite, a follower of Stalin ; also attrib. or adj.
^

x^%1 Daily TeL 22 Nov. 10/3 A violent denunciation of
• Stalinism and its ' terrorising of the party '. Ibid. 6 Dec.

II The struggle between the Trotskists and the Stalinites.

19*8 Observer 12 Jan. 14/5 Open calculations measured in

advance by the Stalinists. 1930 Times 27 Mar. 13/3 The
Stalinist group of Communist leaders.

Stallcing, vbi. sb. b. Add : stalking-telescope,

19Z5 A. G. AiiBUTHNOT in G. Burrard Big Game Hunting
118 Good field glasses, .and a good stalking-telescope are
indispensable.

Stalky (sto'ki), «.- School slang, (temporary^

[f. Stalk z;.1-i--t1.] Clever, cleverly contrived,

wily. Hence Sta'lkily adv.^ Sta'lkiness.
1898 Kipling Stalky i. in Windsor Mag. IX. 30/1 * It isn't

stalky enough for me.' 'Stalky ', in the school vocabulary,
meant clever, well-considered, and wily, as applied to a plan
of action ; and stalkiness was the one virtue Coi kran toiled

after. Ibid, ^o/^ There's no sense in not doin* a thing
siaikily while you're about it. 1899 A. W. Clarke Jaspar
Tristram xxi, Such very boyish expressions as ' beastly

',

and ' jolly ', and ' stalky ', ' feign I ! and ' no fear I

'

Stall, sb,^ Add : 5. e. Fit stalls^ seats situated

between the stalls and the pit.

d, pL Those who occupy the stalls in a theatre.

X9ao Daily Mail 17 Sept. 4/5 * I wonder whether we .shall

ever get our " stalls " back,' a West End box-office manager
remaiked to me; the 'stalls* in the front-of-the-house ver-

nacular signifying a particular class of playgoer. i9«7
Sunday Express 10 Apr. 5/4 * Why should the stalls stand
to oblige the pit ?' asked a stallite near me.
13. b. stall seat, a seat in the stalls of a theatre.

1920 Daily Mail 17 Sept. 4/5 Before the war approxi-
mately 90 per cent, of the occupants of stall scats in a VVest

End theatre of any repute were in evening dress. 1925
Black^v. Mas- Jan, 46/1 The stall-seats gave you the artist's

measure.

Stall, ^^^.^ Aeronautics, [f. SrALLS'.lgc, 11 c]
The condition which results when the speed of a
heavier-than-air flying machine is reduced beyond
the point at which the machine answers to the

controls ; also, a manoeuvre in which the machine is

practically brought to a standstill.

19x8 IVor Birds (1927) 88 He went straight up three hun-
dred feet and stalled and fell out of the stall right into the
middle of the field. Ibid. 247 He did a half roll and I did
a stall turn above him. X9X8 E. M. Robkrts Flying Fighter
162 One man would go up and do a series of loops, another
did tail slides and stalls, as we term a manoeuvre in which
the machine is brought to a dead slop after reaching the

apex of an upward curve. 1927 Glasgow Herald 31 Aug,
10 There is only one issue to the stall near the ground—

a

spin and a crash.

Stall, vA Add : 9. C. To come to a (forced)

stop
;
(of a flying machine) to get into a stall, lose

flying speed. Also^^.
1807 C W. Janson Stranger in Amer. 172 The last time

he passed, his horses stalled, that is, they were for some time
unable to drag the wagon through the worst places. 1857
W. Chandless l^isit Salt Lake II. vi. 233 His team were
none too strong, and twice he 'stalled ' hopelessly, and had
to send to the nearest farm for a yoke of cattle. 1914 R.

& E. Shackleton Four on Tour in Eng. 204 A few miles

beyond Chipping Norton we stalled near the foot of a hill

—

and found that it was because of an inexcusable forgetting

of gasoline I X915 RosHER In R.N.A.S. (1916) 51, I nose-

dived, side-slipped, stalled, etc., etc., time after time. 1918

War Birds (1927) 218 The Hun stalled up and the observer

was shooting down at Springs, igax R. D, Paine Comr.
Rolling Ocean ii. 22 When things happened too fast, his

mind stalled on a dead center. 1923 W. P. Livingstone
Galilee Dr. iv. v. 267 The car passed over the first rail, but

stalled on the second.

d. To loiter or linger along or around. U.S,
X916 ' B. M. Bower ' Phantom Herd i. 5 I've been stalling

along and keeping the best of the bucks in the foreground.

Ibid. xi. 194, I stalled around out there till my money gave

out.

11. b. Also of persons : To be snowed up. Also

fig. U.S.
1B90 H. C. BUNNF-R Short Sixes (1891) 35 Most of the re-

formers were stalled in railroad trains [after a blizzard]. _x9*o

Outlook 2 July 473 Congress would have been stalled in its

efforts to prepare certain legislation without (heir aid.

O. Aeronautics, trans. To cause (a machine)

to stall (see *g c above). Also in pass.

19x3 Aeroplane 17 Apr. 453/2 Labouret..* stalled' the

machine, fell over sideways, and smashed the wings. 19x4

[see Diet.]. 19x5 Dommett Aeroplanes f^ Airships 56 If in

trying to make a machine cHmb the elevators are turned so

far over that the engine power is not enough for the pur-

pose, the machine loses way and slips tail first down. The
machine is said to be 'stalled '. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane
Speaks 28 That's likely to cause a green pilot to stall the

Aeroplane. 1922 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 21/2 Thewing in

passing through this [sc. the critical] angle is said to be
'stalled '...After stalling it is no longer possible to increase

the lift by depressing the tail of the aeroplane and it is

necessary to dive in order to recover flying speed.

Stalled, ///• (2. 5. Add: Also of passengers.

X904 N. y. E7>ening Post 2 Feb. 10 The stalled passengers

were provided with food by the railroad authorities, and most
of them slept in the cars.

Stalling, t;bl. sb. Add :

5. Coming to a (forced) stop ; esp, in Aeronautics

(see*STALLz/.l 9 c, II c). Also a/^n'i^., as Btalling

point, the point where speed is so much diminished

or the angle of incidence so large that stalling takes

place ; stalling speed, the speed at which stalling

takes place.

x8o8 Weems Letters II. 377 Stalling of Waggons, sweeping

away of Stages, drowning of Horses Sc. &c, are dreadful.

1888 J. KiRKi.AND McVeys 220 The occurrence—the 'stall-

ing ' of a wagon and team, was common enough in those

early days in Chicago. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks

89 If it isc. the engine] is throttled down, then the course

must be one of a steeper angle than B, or there will be

danger of stalling. 1920 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 192/2 Hodge
* shoved her nose up ' almost to stalling-pomt, X9ao Glasgow



STAMINOID.

IUraIdiZkw%. 9 The desirability of imposing limits on the

stalling speed and climbing angle of commercial aircraft.

1928 C. F. S. Gamble Ncr-th Sea Air Station v. 84 A high

degree of manceuvrability, combined with a low 'stalling

speed.

Stainilloid(stae-minoid),a. Bot, [Uh.sfamtn-,

Stamex + -oil).] Of the nature of or resembling

a stamen.
x888 Hesslow Oty'g, Floral Struct. 29a For petals to be-

come staminoidis far from uncommon. 1930 R. O. Whvtk
in JmL Genetics SepL 107 A collection . . in which the petals

h.id become metamorphosed into stamens, showed every

type of staminoid petal

Stamp, sb:-^ Add : 9. b. Maize that has been

crushed or pounded with a wooden pestle. S, Afr,

19*3 S.African Pioneer Dec. 143/2 All partook freely of

the feast of meat and stamp.

14. c. Also, an adhesive label to be attached to

some commodity, parcel, etc., to indicate that the

fee for transport or other service has been paid.

1855 Illustr. Lend. News 21 July 79/3 Engraving of a
stamp or label issued by the Manch. Sheffield & Lines.

Rlwy. for prepayment of newspaper parcels.

19. stamp-iicker, -licking vbl. sb. (used contemp-

tuously with ref. to the affixing of Health or Un-
employment Insurance Stamps).

X913 Punch 14 May 382/3 There is something after all to

be said for the Stamp-licking Act.

Stamp, V. 1. Add : Used in South Africa

with reference to maize. (Cf. *Stamp sb,^ 9 b.)

1796 Thunbebg Trav^ IV. 85 Before the husk can be
separated from the pure grain, a second threshing, or stamp-

ing, is necessary... The stamping of it in small is performed

in the following manner. 1913 Pettman A/ricanderisniSy

Stamped mealies^ mealies that have been subjected to the

process of being stamped.

Stamping^, vbl. sb. 3. Add : stamping-table,

in a post office, a table where letters are postmarked.
1908 Chambers's jfrfit. 102/1 On leaving the stamping-

table, they [sc. letters] are all indiscriminately mixed.

Stand, J^.^ Add : 11. e. Standing, grade. l/.S,

1904 N. y. Evening Post 17 Mar. 7 The highest stand man
of the non-elective scholastic period was Dean Wright of 1868,

who attained a stand of 3-71 on a scale of 4kxj. 1931 R. D.
Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean i. 11, I had a rotten stand in

your course.

16. b. (Modern U.S. example.)
1939 Chicago Tribune 1 1 Oct. 14/3 The [dope-Jpeddler takes

his stock to a point on the street or possibly a pool hall. The
place where he meets his customers is called a * meet ' or a
' stand '.

16. a. U.S, i^Later examples.)
1889 Kansas City Times fj ^^^^ 10 Apr., John Taylor,

dry goods merchant, . .says.. that the old stand, 1028 and
1030 Main, is good enough for him. 1906 Washington Post
16 Apr. 6 AH the big and oppressive trusts are doing business

at the old stand.

19. (Earlier example.)
. 1839 T. Flint George Mason 105 Thirty preachers of all

ages surrounded the ' stand '.

b. To take the stand on x to vouch for. U.S,
1907 Tarkington His Own People viii. 121 [She] is gener-

ally believed to be Sncyd's wife, though I could not take the
stand on that myself.

29. U.S, (Earlier example.)
1833 B. SiLLiMAN Man, Sugar Cane 12 Every joint sends

up cane shoots, and thus contributes to a fuller stand of
cane than when the joints are farther apart.

Stand, v. Add : B. 7. To stamifrom under :

also^^., to avoid or escape ; to get into a place of

safety. U.S.
1857 Daily Chicago Times 6 Oct. advt.^ In consequence

of the tightness of the money market,, .and to enable me to

stand from under the present crash, I shall offer my entire

stock for the next 30 days at a great sacrifice. 1876 ' Mark
TwAtN ' Punchy Brothers^ Punch I ii. (1878) 16 You make up
your mind that the earthquake is due ; you stand from under,

and take hold of something to steady yourself. 1891 *L.
Malet' Wages of Sin iv. i, Let those that love not dis-

courses stand from under 1

22. Also of the temperature, weather, etc. : To
remain in a specified condition. U.S.
1918 in F. A. Pottle Stretchers (1930) 61 It still stands cold

tonight.

71. Sta^d for—. m. To endure, put up with,

tolerate ; to agree to, acquiesce in, * stand '. orig,

U.S. slang.

1896 G. Ade Artie xii. 107 They say they can't stand for
that kind o' work. 1899 — Fables in Slang (1900) 80 So he
wouldn't Stand for the Harvest Field that afternoon. 190J
MeswiN & Webster Calumet K v. 78 We didn't make any
kick when you opened up in one place, but we can't stand
for all this. 19x1 R. W. Chambers Common Lawx.. 282 It's

going to be hard for her. She can't stand for a mutt—and
it's the only sort that will marry her. 1939 Z. Grev To the
Last Man v. We sheepmen are goin' to run sheep anywhere
we like on the range. An* cattlemen won't stand for that.

X9J7 Punch 20 Apr. 428/1 The EngUsh public, it appears,
will only stand for American films.

91, Standby. £ Wireless, To wait for further

signals.

i9za Wireless WorldXl. 351/1 WJ2 WJZ Please stand by.

92. Stand down. b. Also in general sense, to

withdraw from a contest or competition.
[193a: see *io4.] Mod. The Conservative candidate stood

down in favour of the Liberal.

d. Mil. To go off duty, e.g. in the trenches,

chiefly at dawn or dark. Cf. stand-down in *io4.

19x8 E. S. Farrow Did. Mil. Tertt/s, Stand Down, an
order given in the trenches at break of dawn to let the men

250

know their night watch is ended, /bid. s.v. Stand To, Stand
down is the order countermanding 'stand-to*. xgi9 I. B.

Morton Barber of Putney iii. When * Stand down had
passed from man to man they cleaned their rifles. 1931

TiLSLEv Other Ranks ic8 They religiously stood-to and
Strvod-down every dawn and dusk.

96. Standoff. f. U^S.colloq. (Earlier examples.)
1878 J. H. Bkadlk Western Wilds ii. 38 He offered him

fifty thousand for it, and the feller stood him off for seventy,

five thousand. 1883 J. Hav Bread-ivinners xviii. 274 Come,
come, Sam, don't stand me off that way.

g. To dispense with the services of (an employee)
temporarily.

1927 Cark-Saunders & Jones Soc. Struct. Eng. ^ Wales
135 It is not uncommon for indentures to contain a clause

enabling the employer to 'stand off' the apprentice without
gay if there is no work for him. X930 Daily Express 8

ept. 11/4 Thirteen hundred Chislet miners who went on
strike. .as a protest against the standint;-off of six men.
1931 Oxford Times 24 Apr., A period often weeks, when he
was stood off because of slackness of work.

100. stand over. b. Also trans. t to postpone

(something) for later consideration.

1907 W. De Morgan Alicefor-Short xx, It is also clear

that anything you are going to make a point of can be
* stood over ' for special attention later.

101. Stand to. c. Mil, EUipt. for stand to

(one's) arms (see 76 d) : to go on duty in prepara-

tion for an attack, e.g. in the trenches, before dawn
or after dark, Cf. stand-to in *io4.
19x6 P. Macgill Red Horizon viL 95 * Stand-to ! Stand-

to !
' We shuffled out into the open, and took up our posts

on the banquette, each in fighting array, equipped with 150
rounds of ball cartridge. 1918 E. S. Farkow Diet. Mil.

Terms, Stand To, an order given in the trenches to mount
the first step at the customary hour of infantry attack—viz.,

one hour before sunrise and one hour after sunset. 19x9

G. K. Rose 2/4lh Oxf. <V Bucks Lt. Infty. 99 The Germans
. .were totally surprised. They had not stood-to and many
were yet asleep.

103. Stand up. e. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
184a American Pioneer I. 314 They were married without

any previous preparation, .lie standing up in a hunting
dress. X859 in Chicago Sunday Tribune 10 Nov, (1Q29) 8/1,

I w.int to tell you.. about the wedding. ..We had no one to

stand up with us, as we wished to have a simple service.

j. Delete ^ Obs. and add example.
X896 A. E. HousMAN Shropshire Lad vii, When smoke

stood up from Ludlow And mist blew off the Teme.

104. stand-down Mil., the lime for going off

duty at dawn or dark (cf. *^2 d) ; stand-downer
ctf//(j|7.,onewhowithdrawsfroma contest infavour of

another ; stand-to Mil.^ the time for going on duty

before dawn or after dark, when an enemy attack is

most likely to occur (cf. *ioic); so stand-to-arms.
1925 E. Eraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words s.v.

Stand-to, ' *Stand-down ' was the corresponding order at

the end of the Danger Period, used in like manner as an
expression for a definite point of time. X93a Evening
Standard 28 Jan. 6/2 Of the six gentlemen who are to

appear before the selection committee, .no le'^s than five are

'"stand-downers'. 1915 in W. Wood In Line of Battle

(1916) 217 At*stand-to, 6 a.m. Much shelling. 19x9 G. K.
Rose a/4th Oxf ^ Bucks Li. Infty. 71 At dawn. .came
morning stand-to. X930 Times Lit. Suppl. 18 Sept. 731/3
Working his way through the wet trench to rouse the other

officers for the morning *stand-to-arms.

Standard, sb. Add : 12. spec. The proper or

correct quality. Up to stamlard (fig.)* reaching

the due or recognized level of attainment.

191 X * G. A. Birmingham ' Lalage'^s Lox'crsv.\\\\, You went
over to the Archdeacon to find out whether he came up to

the standard. X9J5 E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^ 1924
31 The dilatory and obstructive methods of the Dzong Fen
. . were fully up to standard.

16. o. Short for Slattdard English (see *B. 3 e).

X9X3 H. C. K. WvLD in Mod. Lang. Teaching Dec. 262/2

While within the London sphere of influence.. Received
Standard goes on quite gaily, the London type of Modified

Standard has won the day in this area, among those sections

of the community who might otherwise speak a Kentish,

or Hertfordshire, or Sussex, or Surrey type of Modified

Standard, or in some cases a respectable Regional Dialect.

B. adj. 1. e. Standard Bridge, the original or

ordinary game of Bridge.

[19x0 W. Dalton ^Saturday* Bridge -xvi. Numerous
alterations of, and so-called improvements upon, the standard

game of Bridge have, from tnne to time, been suggested.]

19*7 Observer 10 Apr. 25 Variations of Bridge, such as Con-
tract, Cairo, Standard, and so forth.

f. Standard cell {see quot. 1906).

1894 R. M. Walmsley Electric Current 403, H form of
Clark Standard Cell. 1906 Technol. ^- Sci. Diet. (ed. Good-
child & Tweney) App., Standard Cell, a form of primary
cell whose E.M.I'", is accurately known and not liable to

much variation. It is not used to produce a current, but as

a standard of electromotive force for compaiison with other

electromotive forces, calibration of instruments, and similar

processes requiring a standard. X907 Rep. Brit. Assoc, 76.

3. e. Applied to a variety of the speech of a

country which, by reason of its cultural status and

currency, is held to represent the best form of that

speech.
Standard English : that form of the English language

which is spoken (with modifications, individual or local) by
tlie generality of cultured people in Great Britain. Similarly

Standard American, Standard French^ etc.

1858 Proposals Publ. New Engl. Diet. 3 As soon as a
standard language has been formed, which in England was
the case after the Reformation, the lexicographer is bound
to deal with that alone. X873 Kington Oliphant {title) The
sources of standard English. 1878 J. A. H. Murray in

Encycl. Brit, VI IL 396/2 Chaucer's language is well known

STAND-OFF,

to be more southern than standard English eventually he-
came. X908 SwEKT Sounds Engl. 7 Standard English, like

Standard French, is now a class-dialect more than a local

dialect: it is the language of the educated all over Great
Biitain. X9X3 H. C- K. Wyi.d in Mod. Lang. TeachingYyttz,

255/1 (In Yorksliire] the number of speakers of unmodified
Standard English seems.. to be very small indeed. 1919
G. P. Krapp {title) The Pronunciation of Standard English
in America, xgjs — Engl, Lang.Amer, I, 296 'J he informal
or local speech will often seem more penetrating, more
genuine than the standard speech.

f. Standard time : see *TiM£ sb. 27.

Staiidardizable(st0e'ndajd3izab*l),(7.[-ABLE.]
That may be standardized,

X9aa iQth Cent. Feb. 185 The sale of the more standardis*
able profits.

Stand-by. Add : 2. b. attrib. or adj. That
is kept in a position of reserve; also said of the

position.

1909 Chambers's jfrnl. 409/2 In the new system the stand-
by engine is di>pensed with. 1923 Wireless World X. 355/1
The receiving telephones are hung on a special rest, this

automatically putting the call-receiver in astand-by position.

1926 E. H. Chapman Illustr. Wireless Diet. 127 Stand-ly-
tune switch.—A double-pole double-throw switch which in

the * stand-by * position permits the primary of two coupled
circuits to be tuned, the secondary circuit not being in use.

1926 S. O. Pearson Diet. Wireless Terms 210 *Stand-bi*
position. 1929 R. L. Duncan & Dhew Radio Telegr, 329 In
commercial practice the operator listens in for the station's

call letters with the circuits closely coupled, or broadly tuned.
This is called the stand-by adjustment.

3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1819 Quitman Diary in Life <S-

Corr. 43 Biscuit and jerked
venison were our stand-bys.

4. attrib, or adj. Of charges, losses, etc. : Fixed,

standing, not fluctuating.

X900 Jrnl. Inst. Electr. Engin. May 680 What are called

the Standing or Stand-by Charges. Other items which might
fairly be added to the stand-by charges are the rent, rates

and taxes, and part of the management expenses. 1907
Chambers's frnl. 432/2 What are called the stand-by losses

are also much reduced in the gas system.

Standee. U.S, 2. (Earlier example.)
1856 Knickerbocker Mag. Mar. 27S Occasionally the car is

brought to a full stop, and the ' standees * are thrown against

each other like alley-pins by a * ten-strike '.

Sta'Ud-in. U'S, [f. verbal phr. to stand in.

Stand v. 95.] A friendly or profitable tuiderstand-

ing {with).
1870 Food fml. I Nov. 523 The affair is settled amicably

by a 'stand in ', which means that the purchaser shall pay
the other, or others, a certain sum not to bid ngainst him.

1908 K. McGaffey Show-Girl 89 My heart went out to

him the minute he said he had a .stand in with three city

editors. 1926 J, Black You Can*t H in iv. 41 The whole
thing was a stand-in from the captain down.

Standing, ///. a. Add : 1. d. Also, begun

from a stationary position, as standingjump, start,

187s -/^wcyc/. Brit. III. 13/1 The running hop-step-and-

jump, standing high-leaping, and standing wide-leaping.

X891 H. H. Ghiffin Athletics 85 The standing long and
high jumps are rarely ever heard of. xooo Motor-Car
World Oct. 9/2 JTenatzy . .covered . . the first kilometre . . with

a standing start in 57 seconds.

4. Standing salt{^-cellor), a massive salt-cellar

which formerly occupied a central and important

position on the table.

1878 W. J. Cripps Old English Plate x. 355 A cylindrical

standing salt, of the year 1554. 1931 Wenham Domestic
Silver 10 Magnificent rosewater dishes and ewers, standing-

salts, plates, spoons,, .were in use during the Late Tudor
period. Ibid. 44 One of the earliest English standing-salts

IS the Huntsman Salt.

19. Naut, In adv. phr. all standing', everything

retaining its position or remaining as it is ; hence,

fully equipped; without unrigging; with one's

clothes on ; without preparation.

[1824 Sweepings ofMy Study ^-^ The ship being described

as without injury to hull, masts, sails, or rigging ; or to em-
ploy the sailor's phrase, as having all standing] 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., All standing, fully equipped, or

with clothes on. To be brought up all standing, is to be

suddenly checked or stopped, without any preparation.

Paid o^ all standing, without unrigging or wailing to

return stores ; perhaps recommissioned the next day or hour.

1875 C. R. Low Man-o'-War's Bell vL 1^6 One forenoon

James Duckworth feeling drowsy turned in 'all standing',

or rather took a nap on the chests that were slowed in the

gun-room, X879 Habtigan& Walker Stray Leai'esScT. ii.

198 (They] gained tlieir respective domiciles, and turned in

'regimental', or. as Jack has it, 'all standing *, for their.,

last night's rest in Old England. 1924 A. J. Small Frozen

Gold i. 13 A spring that wculd take him from his chair, all-

standing, sheer to the throat of the swaggering giant who
held the gun.

Stand-off. B. sb. Add : 1. (Later examples.)

X904 W. H, Smith Promoters xviii. 265, I wouldn't give

him the clear stand-off till I'd talked with you. X91X H.
Quick Velloivstone A\ vi. 164, I don't take any high-an-

mighty stand-off from a lunkhead that's stole my melons.

3. (Examples.)
1904 N. y. Evening Post 6 Sept, 7 Rural Pennsylvania is

very near a stand-off between the Republicans and the

Democrats, a 19x8 G. Stuart On Frontier I. 187 It was a

standoff, for both quit even.

4. (Examples.)
1883 B. Harte Carguinez Woods6$, I reckon you'd better

make it [sc. a betj a stand-off for twenty-four hours, and I'll

find out and let you know. X89X Marah E. Ryan Told in

Hills IV. viii. 350, I got a stand-off on the iiostilities—till

your return, a 1910 *0. Henry' Rolling Stones 44 I've

negotiated a stand-off at a delicatessen hat down-town.



STAND OUT.

5. A rest, cessation from work.
1930 C. R. Samson Fights <V Flights 100 He told me.. to

give my cars a stand-off for the rest of the day.

6. Rtigby Football. == stanU'Offhalf.
iQ>3 Daily Mail 15 Nov. ii Cassels at stand-off seeming

to DC able to take any sort of pass. 19*7 W. \V. Wakefikj.d
& Marshall ^//^^^/"22C) He will find this piost difficult when
the stand-off has cut inwards away from strength. 1931
Times 21 Feb. 5/1 A new stand-oflF player.

Stand out. Add : 2. Something outstanding.
U.S.
19*8 Collier's 2g Dec 26/2 When the show opened, this

girl had improved in her dancing so amazingly that she was
a distinct ' standout '.

Stand-still, J^. and a. Add: K,$b. 2. (U.S.
exnmples.)
1868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse Amer, xxx. 254 The

little bay mare beat him to what is called ' a standstill . 1898
H. S. Canfieli) Maid of Frontier \. 16 She would. .dance
to a stand-still any five men within a hundred miles. 19x1
R. D. Saundf.rs Col. Todhunter vii. loi His only play is to
biuff the girl's mother to a standstill.

B. adj. 2. Characterized by the absence or re-
striction of movement.
1851 J. Reynolds Hist. Illinois 266 The cotillons, or stand

still dances, were not then known. \wj Daily Express 27
Dec I A 'standstill' order prohibiting all movements of
cattle, sheep, pigs, or goals in thirteen counties. IbiH.^ The
Ministry has. .declared a standstill area comprising the
whole of the counties of Derby, Stafford, Leicester, Warwick.

Stand-up. A. adj\ 2. Add: Also, designating
a counter or buffet where a stand-up meal may be
obtained.
1930 H. G. Wells Outline Hist, xviiL 130/a A stand<up

buffet for light refreshments.

Staphylinic(st3efili<nik),a. [-ic] «Staphtl-
INE a. 2.

1901 Amer. Anthrop. (N.S.) III. 38 Staphylinic [index],
posterior breadth X 100 -J- palatal length.

Star, ^^.^ Add: 3. b. To ht through with on^

s

star: to have come to the end of one's good fortune;
to have lost one's popularity or success,
X9JJ J. A. Dunn Man Trap xiv. As for this boob, Royce,

he's through with his star as far as this town is concerned.
6. c. As a badge of rank or authority (of. 14).
1908 W. H. Davies Atitob. Super-Tramp 48 With that the

marshal of the town stood before the open door, showing
the star of hb authority on his dark clothes. 1924 C. J.
ToLLEY Mod. Golfer 6, 1 . . passed on from there in '16 with
a second lieutenant's star in that regiment.

15. c. star-powdered^ -scattered, -sown, 'Spattered^

-strewn adjs.

1891 * L. Malet' Wages ofSin iv.iii. The., star-scattered,
hlue-blnck, winter ni;;ht. 1901 KtPi.iNG Kitn v, The mango
trees dark agaiuvt the star-povvdered sky. 1906W. R. Inge
Truth ff Falsehood in Kelig. 18 'Jhe star-sowij abysses of
space. 1918 Mks. B. Lowndes Out <f the War^ xvi. 21a
Outlined against the surging, luminous sea, and the star-
powdered sky. 1930 J. Gbegorv Man to Man xxiv. 284 The
field of star-strewn sky. 1924 A. J. Small Frozen Goldvi,
150 Black against the star spattered sky.

20. star-bill, a bill advertising a theatrical star;

star connexion £/ectr., in a polyphase system, an
arrangement by which the coils or circuits have
a common jimction, forming a. Y \n & three-phase
system and a -|- in a four-phase system ; so star-
oonnected a. ; star current, a current flowing
through a star connexion ; star image, the image
of a star as seen through a telescope or on a photo-
graphic plate ; star quad cable (see quot.); star-

sight, an observation of the stars made through
an instrument for purposes of navigation ; star-

stream Astr., either of two systematic drifts of
stars one of which comprises the stars nearest to the

solar system and moves towards Orion ; so star-

streaming, the movement of the stars in these two
drifts ; star system, (a) Astr., a group of stars

forming a system divided by a vast space from
other groups ; an island universe

; (/') a system of

having one or two brilliant actors or singers in a
company and the rest of no particular merit ; star
trap, {d) a device for the registration of stars visible

on certain occasions; star turn, the principal or

most important item in an entertainment ; also^^.

;

star winding Eleclr, = *star connexion \ star-

wound<7.^7<f£-/r., denoting apolyphaseallemating-
current winding in which a star connexion occurs.

1898 A. CHEVAt.iER Before fforget {t()oi) 157 Just ordered
fresh stock of special printing, *star bills, &c. 190a Encycl.
Brit. XXVII. 592/1 With the above *star connexion the

voltage between the outer pair of wires a and c\% V^2. 1904
Nature 9 June 135/2 The error inherent in the *star-images.

1930 Brit. StatCa. List Terms Telegraphs <$ Telephones
31 Quad cable. *Star quad cable. A cable containing a
number of quads, each quad formed by twisting together four
insulated conductors about a common axis, x^zf Black^v,
Mag. Oct. 555/2 The Navigator had reported a reliable

result of his •star-sights. 1894 Knoivledge i June 133/r
The streams arc in most cases accompanied by narrow black
channels in the general nebulosity, which run parallel to and
alongside of the *star streams. 1905 Kaptevn in Kep. Brit.

Assoc. 263, 1 will call the points of the sphere towards which
the star-streams seem to be directed the vertices of the stellar

motion. 1991 Discovery Feb. 36/1 Kapteyn found.. that
the brighter and nearer stars belong to one or other of two
vajt interpenetrating star-streams. J005 ReP. Brit, Assoc.

257 *Star Streaming. By Professor J. C. Kapteyn. 1873
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Proctor Expanse ofHeaven (1886) 275 Irregular masses of
luminous gas.cHnging. .around stars, and *star systems. 1903
Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 43/1 Italian opera as such {i.e., with
Italian as the exclusive language employed and the old
star system in full swing) ceased to exist as a regular

institution a few years after that. 19*8 A. S. Eddington
Nature P/tys. IVorld viii. (1930) 167 The star-systems such
as our galactic system. 1901 Kno^vledge i Apr. 73/2 The
wonderful photograpiiic •*star traps* organised by Prof.
Pickering at Harvard and Arequipa, by which all the princi-
pal stars visible every fine night are duly registered. 1909
/light i July 398/1 M. Bleriot..is the '*star turn' at the
Urayelle aerodrome at Douai just now.
Star, V, Add : 6. d. intr. To disperse in

different directions (likened to the rays of a star).
1916 Kipling Sea Warfare 165 When the German fleet ran

for home, on the night of May 31, it seems to have scattered— starred
,
I believe, is the word for the evolution—in a

general sauve qui petit.

1. spec. To advertise as a theatrical star ; to give
a * star part' to (a film actor or actress) ; also with
reference to exemption from war service (cf,

*Stabred ppi. a. 2 e).

1898 A,Chkvalier Before Iforget (1901) 157 In defiance
of your theories, 1 actually ' star ' my own name. 1939
EuiNGTON Studio Murder Myst. viii. 102 And already ve
are going to star her 1 Already ve haff bought a story, just
for her. 193a L. Golding Magnolia Street \\. ii. § 3 He
thought for his part that his profession was ns essential as
his neighbour's, and was rather hurt that they did not ' star

'

him.

Starch, sb. 4, (Additional examples.)
190a O. WisTER Virginian xix. 227 *It would certainly

take the starch out of me,* he concluded. • I couldn't be a
serious mutineer after that.' 191a C. Mathewson Pitching
'
cT

^'"''^^ "' *9 The pitching staff had lost all its starch.

Stardom. Delete nonce-wd. and add examples.
19H 'O.Henrv' ^<j///«?'^/<7««(i9i5)i85p>esieging..the

ultimate high walls of stardom. \^r& ManchesterGuardian
Weekly hM^. 175/4 After him.. stardom will lose something
of its supremacy.^ i9»7 Radio Times 21 Oct. 143/2 From a
clerkship in an insurance office to 'stardom' at a Royal
Variety Performance is a long step. 1930 Obsen-er 7 Sept.
13/3 Quite a number ofyoung people, .asserted the strongest
claims to stardom.

Starred,///, a. 2. e. Add: Denoting occupa-
tions exempted from war service.
1916 Pari. Hist. Conscription Gt. Brit. (1917) 183 Starred

and badged men at Sheffield who have asked for exemption
forms have been refused such forms on the ground that the
applicants were starred and badged. 1917 'Ian Hav'
Carrying On vii. 179 It was found that the single members
ofthisnoblearmyofmartyrs were all 'starred', or 'reserved',
or 'ear-marked '.

Starring, vbi. sb. Add :

1841 Punch ij July 12/1 We consider Mr. Phelps' opposi-
tion to this ruinous system of ' starring 'as commendable and
manly. 1929 Edington .S'/wrfwjI/Krrt'i-ryi/j/j^. xi. 153 Starting
next month she gets fifteen hundred, and a stariiog contract.

Start, V. Add : 11. o. Of a motor engine

:

To begin to operate.
190a A. C. Harmsworth Motors ff Motor Djuvin^W. 165

A petrol engine will generally start most easily with all the
cold-air inlets closed. i^^Si^^orrisOwner'sMan. •jtVsna.W'^
the engine starts perfectly easily after decarboiming.
12. £ To begin to go. U.S.
1898 C. A. Bates Clothing Bk. No. 1279 That boy. .will

have to start to school soon. 1931 Amer. Speech VII. Oct.
20 Start. Begin to go. Used mainly in the one expression,
start to school, * I surted to school when I was five '.

(Widespread.)

23. g. To start up : to cause (an engine) to com-
mence working. To start {up)from cold: to cause
(an engine) to commence working when it is cold.
1911 Motor Man. iii. (ed. 14) 108 Cars having compressed

air starting-up devices are always equipped for rapid tyre
inflation from the air pressure cylinder. 1925 Morn's Owner's
Man. 8 Before starting up the engine make sure that the
gear lever is in the central or neutral position. Il'ld. 28
'i'hat faint blue smoke from the exhaust on first starting-up
which assures the experienced motorist that * All's well*
with pistons and cylinders. Ibid. 37 Before the engine is

started from cold. t^zZ Correct Luiricationn-j Do not race
the engins when starting up from cold.

23. start cold, denoting the position whicli must
be given to the lever controlling the mixture of the
carburetter when an engine is being started from
cold.
19J5 Morris Oivfier's Man, 9 See.. that the carburetter

mixture control is put over to * start cold *, lltid. 38 Not to
keep this lever in the 'Start Cold' position longer than is

necessary.

Starter. Add : 4. b. (See quot.)
X876 J. Burroughs Winter Sunshinev. 116 In thelumbcr

countries,.. starters are at work with their pikes and hooks
starting out the pine logs on the first spring freshet.

6. Also atlrib.

1925 Morris Ozvner's Man. 9 The starter switch should
immediately be released. 19*8 Correct Lubrication 39
Starter motor spins without turning engine.

7. Something that starts or gives a start to an
action or (technical) process. As ov for a starter

(coUoq.) : as a beginning, to begin with, for a start.

U.S,
1873 J. H. Bkadle Underel. West xxii. 450 He gave m«

twenty drops of laudanum as a starter. 1876 'Mark Twain '

Tom Sa'ivyer vi. 61 He would begin to groan, as a ' starter ',

as he called it. 1880 Harper's Mag, Oct. 778/1 Into the
large frame there may be set eight little one.pound frames,
each with its foundation 'starter*. 1896 Vermont Agric.
Rep. XV. 67 This may be done., by using a 'starter* made
from cream, tgoa G. H. Lorimer Lett, Self-made Merchant
v. 64 All that he ever needed was a few hundred for a starter.

STATE.

1908 [in Diet.]. X911 *0. Henry' Rolling Stones {zai$)
194 If he don't.. offer you fifty a week as a starter, I'll let
you draw it from my own salary.

Starting, vbl, sb. Add : 2. a. spec, relating
to the starting of motor engines.
1901 A. C. Harmsworth Motors ^ Motor-Driving viii.

i6i A sharp back.fire may be experienced on the starting-
handle. 1915 Morris O-wner's Man. p The engine starting
switch is controlled by a round black knob on the left-hand
side of the dashboard.

b. starting-box ^/^i:/;*., an auto-transformer or
rheostat.

1930 Sel. Gloss. Motion Picture Teckn, (Acad. Techn.
Bureau Hollywood), Starting box^ rheostat used to control
current supplied to a motor during starting, to prevent
damage to the motor winding.

Starty, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x86i Mrs. Stowr Pearl Orr*s Isi. I. ix. 70 The little feller

was starty and fretful in his sleep last night.

Stasis. Add : Also iransf.
1920 Glasgmo Herald 30 Nov. 9 The prevailing mood of

Labour is indefinite; a condition of stasis has been caused
by the coal strike and the dread of unemployment,

Statal, <i* U,S, (Additional example.)
1880 TouRCEE Invisible Empire xi. 489 Public education

flourished as a part of the statal economy.
State, sb. Add :

14. b, BibHography, (See quoti.)
»93' P* H. MuiR Points 12 A word is still needed to describe

changes made before any publication takes place. These
changes may be made white the entire edition is still in the
publisher's hands, they may take place at the printer's, at
the binder's, or even at a stage intermediate between the
issue of some of the review copies and the actual date of
publication. Any differences that may arise before that
time will be referred to as ' states '. Ibid. 13 It is probable
that copies of the book in all three states will be issued on
the same day. They will all be ' first issues '; but some will
be first, some second, and others again third 'states ' of the
first edition, xg^x G. Worthington Bibliogr. Waverley
A^(?7'f/j- Pref. p. viii, I have. .decided to use the word 'State*
whenever betweentwocopies of a first edition there are
differences of sufficient importance to be noticed; and my
' First State ' is the variety which I believe to be preferable
. .to any other. Ibid. 37 Guy Mannering.. .There are four
States of the first edition.

40. b. state-owned, -paid^ provided adjs.
1901 Edinb, Rev, Apr. 453 In Germany we have seen a

State-paid clergy help to create and keep on foot the great
parliamentary party of the Centre. X911 Rep. Labour 9f
Soc, Cond. Gervtany III. vi-vn. 193, I found the land was
mostly State-owned. 1917 Carr-Saunders & Jones Soc.
Struct. Eng. ^ Wales 148 To complete the tale of State-pro-
vided benefits that school children may receive. 1931 in
Times Lit. Suppl. 1-2. Jan. 53/3 The largest area of Slate-
owned and State-planted forests in any single State in the
Empire.

41. state-department = department ofstate (see

Department sb. 3 b) ; spec, in U.S., an executive
division of the government, presided over by the
Secretary of State, charged with the conduct of
foreign affairs; state hospital U.S., a public
asylum for the insane, ovi'ned and operated by the
State in which it is located ; state socialism,
{a) in Germany {staalsozialismtis), legislation intro-

duced by Bismarck to improve the condition of tlie

working-classes by pensions, insurance, and the
provision of co-operative associations under state

protection ; (b) theoretically, a form of govern-
ment in which the state regulates the means of
production for the benefit of all, with the object

of bringing about a more equitable distribution of
wealth; in practice, a system of state control and
ownership of industries, railways, etc. (distin-

guished from that form of socialism in which con-
trol and ownership is in the hands of the workers)

;

hence state-socialist, state-socialistic a. ; state-

wide a. U.S.J extending over or comprehending
a whole State.

1790 Ann. 1st Congress II. 1505 The resolution laid on the
table yesterday, respecting the *State Department. 1836
Diplovt. Corr. Texas{iqo%) 1. 117 This morning. . I went to
the State Department, to have a conference with the present
Acting Secretary of State. 1889 Donisthokpe Individual-
ism x\. 368 Compare the success of a private firm of letter-

carriers in America with that of the State department. 1893
So:.'venir World^s Fair, Go7'crnnient Building^ The State
Department exhibit extends from the rotunda to the east end.
x^oi Daily Mail Year Bk. 81 The State Departments.—
Ihese offices include the great administrative Departments
of State which do the work for Government whichever party
is in power. X930 Times (weekly ed.) 9 Jan. 35/1 On the
eve of its meeting the State Department published the New
Year greetings exchanged between King George and Presi-
dent Hoover. 1845 Dorothea L. Dix h\ jtk Rept. State
Comin. Lunacy Pennsylvania (1888)7, 1 ask you to provide
for the immediate establishment of a *Statc hospital for the
insane. 1889 Compend. Laws Pennsyh'ania 98 State
Hospital for the Insane, Danville, xoai J. A. (jOLdberg
Social Aspects Treatm. Insane 114 Overcrowding in the
State Hospitals. 1879 _G. J. Holvoakk in igth Cent. June
1114 *State socialism is one of the diseases of despotism.
Ibid.t State Socialism, so far as any taste for it exists in

England, is a growth of Toryism. 1886 Times Register
Events iSSSy p- xix, The Housing of the Working Classes
Bill,, was found to include some provisions flavoured with

the doctrine of ' State Socialism '. X887 Encycl. Brit. XXII.
216/1 Little can here be said of the state socialism of Bis-

marck,—a very recent movement, which has not yet had
time topass into history. 1889 T)osjsthorpr Individualism
iii. 69 The Conservative party have thrown in their lot with



STATESHIP.

State socialism. 1879 G. J. Holyoake in i<)th Cent. June
1116 True co-operators are no *Stiiie Socialists. 1888 J. Rae
in Contemp, Rcz'. Sept, 383 The State-Socialists of Germany,

twj Chnrck Times 22 July 105/3 The State Socialists of

the Snowden type. 1879 G. J. Holvoakb in igih CtriL June

1115 The only persons in this country likely to be suspected

of the *Sute Socialistic craze are the working class co-

opeiators. 1913 La Follettb Aniobiog. 559 Such a resolu-

tion at a *siate-wide conference. 19*9 L. P. Strykkr
Andrew Johnson 11 Johnson's reputation as a capable

political combatant was now statewide.

Stateship fst^i-tjip). Irish Hist, [f. State
j^. + -SH1P.] = TUATH.
1917 D. Figgis Gaelic State Past ^ Future 11 To make

more easy the general administration of the countrj", he {sc.

Cormac] regrouped the administrative units of the country.

Until then the nation had consisted of a number of separate

stateships. Ibid. 12 The old stateships were known ais

Tuatha. 1918 in Studies June 259 For trie unit of the Irish

polity—sometimes spoken of as the Gaelic State—was the

Tuath. It was at once a political and an economic unit ; a
stateship of a state. 1918 A. de Blacam Towards t!u Re-
public iiL 34 Along the western counties, where the Irish

language still predoinlnates, traces of the life of the state-

ships linger to this day.

Statesman ^, 1- Add : Elder Statesman :

see *£lder a. I c.

StatiCy <3f. and sb. Add : A. adj, 3. O. Aero-

nautics. Pertaining to one kind of motion con-

sidered in isolation from attendant motions and
circumstances. So static thrust.

I9s8 C F.S. GKJABI.K North Sea Air Station ix. 141 When
proceeding at full speed at an inclination of so degrees, the
dynamic hft may be as much as one-tenth of the total static

lift of the airship. Ibid. xix. 317 L.Z. attained a speed of 58
miles an hour,, .and the ratio of net lift to gross lift was 37
per cent, while her static ceiling was in the neighbourhood
of 9,000 feet.

d. Static characteristic (see quot. 1936).
1915 lyireless World VII. 77/2 From the static charac-

teristic of a valve . . it is clear that if the grid voltage varies

..the variation will be exactly reproduced in the anode
circuit. 1996 S. O. Pearson Diet, lyireless Terms mi The
' static ' characteristics of a thermionic valve are the curves
showing the relation between the various voltages and cur-

rents when these voltages and currents have steady values.

5. g. Psychoi. Concerned with the perception of

bodily position.

1895 E. B. TiTCHENER tr. O. Kiilpe's Ontt Psychol. 149
We now pass to the consideration of another common sensa-

tion, giddiness, which has lately come to be regarded as the
function of a particular sense organ, tliat of the static sense.

1901 J. M. Baldwin Diet. Philos. ^ Psychol, J I. 600/2
Static sensation, sensation arising in connection with bodily
position.

7. Distinguished or characterized by the absence
of movement on a large scale ; in qnots. of trench

warfare.

1930 Whvtk & Attebidgk Hist. Queen's Bays 2136 With
the entry of the Regiment into the now famous Ypres salient,

our introduction to trench warfare took place: that static

struggle.. continued up to the fracture of the German line

on August 8, 1918. 1930 Times Lit. Suppl. 28 Aug. 675/3
When the War turned * static', it became for the cavalry
one long series of hard trials and bitter disappointments.

B. sb. 4. = *Static8 d. U.S.
^913 Wireless WorldX. 508/1 Communication will also be

had with New Orleans, which the static formerly prevented.

1916 Electrician LXXVI. 800/1 A slight change in the
character of the static. 1928 Saturday Even. Post (N.Y.)
12 May 50/3 He had just paid $300 for a new radio and,,
tried to get Dubuque, but there was much static.

5. -= *Statics e.

19x6 * B. M. Bower ' Phantom Herd xiv, 233 All that
negative I took to-day is chock full of * static . Ibid. 234
Static is a technical word used a good deal in motion picture
photography.

Staticalf a. Add : 4. d. (Cf, Stationart
c. I e.)

i9o« Encyct. Brit. XXXII. 587/1 It maybe noted that at

19 knots the ship's statical wave has approximately the same
length as the wave which would travel freely at the same
speed as the ship.

Statico- (stae-tikii), combing form of Static a.^

as in Sta:tlco-dyna*nilc fl., producing changes in

the social order without wholly transforming or

revolutionizing it ; Sta:tlco-kliie*tic a., pertaining

to the sociological school of thought which
differentiates potential and active social forces.

190^ Ross Foundations Social, viii. 20^ Next to the
•>Utico-dynamic processes come transmutations. 1898 L. F.
Ward Outl. Soeiol. 192 The *statlco-kinetic school might also
with considerable propriety be called the Spencerian school.

Statics. Add : d. WireUss Telegr, = *Atmos-
PHEKIC8.
1918 WnBsTER Addenda. 1926 Glasgow Herald 15 May 4

A wall of ' statics ' may be responsible for the fact that no
%vireless messages have been received from the airship for
some time. 1930 D.B.C. Year-Bk. 45^/1.

e. Cinematography. (See quots.)
19*3 F. A. Ta lbot Moving Pictures 84 Many exasperating

troubles, one of the worst of which is generically known as
'statics . It is common knowledge that ifa celluloid comb
be vigorouslyrubbed for a few seconds, it will become charged
with static electricity and will attract small pieces of brown
paper. A similar effect was produced in the cinematograph
camera when the film was run at high speed, or cranking
was continued for a long period through the ribbon making
frictional contact with the various pressure and other devices

introduced. Ibid., Williamson and other pioneers did not

wholly subjugate * statics* because this phenomenon is In-

fluenced by meteorological and climatic conditions.
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Station, sb. Add : 20. C. The starting-place

or terminus of a service of omnibuses, etc. (freq. with

waiting-room, booking-office, etc.) ; {air station)

the aerodrome, hangars, and other equipment for

an aircraft service.

29. station agent U.S., 0. person in charge of a
stage, railway, or other station.

1857 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. II. 25 'i"he active co-operation

of this company, through its station agents,.. in bringing
forward an interesting show. 1910 Jer. Hart yigilnnte Girl
XV. 203 He stopped at the stage station. ..When the station

agent looked to see what the man liad written (etc.).

Statioiia«ryy a. 1. e. Add : Stationary wave
(Electr.).

1900 JmL Soc. Arts 5 Nov. 878/2 Hertz's production of
stationary electric waves in dielectrics, ipos ri:sLA British

Patent No. 8,200 In consequence of the interference of the

impressed and reflected oscillations, the phenomenon of

'stationary waves '..is produced, xga^ E. W. Marchant
Radio Telegr. ^ Telepli. i. 10 Hertz, in his experiments

on stationary waves, used an oscillator similar to that which
has been described previously.

StatOr^. Add: 3. attrib. stator armature,

(a) an armature which remains stationary while

the machine is operated ; {b) an immovable part of

a machine which is also its armature; stator coil,

field (see quots.) ; stator winding == stator coil.

1906 'Mechanical World' Pocket Diary ff Year Bk./or
igo'ji 226 The mutual action between the rotor field and the

rotating field ofthe stator winding. jgxoI^.Ha'ivkins' Elecir.

Diet. 421 /i Statorarmature, inan induction motor.an arma-
ture which, instead of rotating, is fixed, while the field re-

volves around it. Stator coils, the windings upon the station-

ary field of an induction motor, or, sometimes, the armature
coils when the armature is fixed. Stcttorjleld, the station-

ary field of a dynamo or motor.

Statutory, a, 2. Add : In certain specific

uses. Stalutoty company, a company created by
statute, as distinguished from a chartered company
or a joint-stock company. Statutory meeting (see

quot. 1900). Statutory report, a report of which

a copy must be sent to all members of a public

joint-stock company within seven days before the

statutory meeting.
X900 Act 63 9f 64 Vict, c 48 § 12 Every company limited

by shares and registered after the commencement of this Act
shall, within a period of not less than one month nor more
than three months from the date at which the company is

entitled to commence business, bold a general meeting of the

members of tlie company, which shall be called the statutory

meeting. jgzgAet 19 ^ 20 Geo, K,c. 23 § 113 'l"hedirectors

shall, at least seven days before the day on which the meet-

ing is held, forward a report (in this Act referred to as 'the

statutory report *) to every member of the company. The
statutory report shall be certified by not less than two
directors of the company. 1931 Daily Express 28 Apr, a/4

Churchyards.., public parlts,.. and land owned by a statu-

tory company were to be exempt [from land tax].

Steady, sb. Add : 3. Ellipt. for ' steady com-
pany '

: A regular sweetheart (see next). U.S. slang.

1900 G. Adb More Fables in Slang (1902) 179 Lutie then
selected for her Steady a Young M an with Hair who played

the 'Cello, 1907 N. Munro Da/t Days xk, She's got heaps
of beaux, but he's her steady. 1929 Mazo de la Rochb
Whiteoaks vii, She's got her steady with her.

Steady, fz> Add; 4. f. Steady beau, company.
a regular lover or admirer. U.S. slang.

zgaa Stella Benson Poor Man v, She had just mislaid

her last steady beau, so she was at the moment a little sus-

ceptible.

Steam, sh. Add : 7. d. Also, to let offsteam :

to give vent to one's feelings.

X919 Marv K. Bbadbv Psycho-analysis 70 Commonsense
says that it is better. .

* to let off steam ' than to 'eat your
heart out*. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl, i Oct. 737/3 She.,
wrote sedate and quite readable novels to the prescribed

pattern—but let offsteam in stormy poems privately printed.

14. steam-blower, ^dredge, -dredger^ -dfier^

^shovel, 'trowel, ^trumpet.

1874 Knight Diet. Meeh. s.v. Dredging'mnchine^ In 1796,
Watt made a steam dredger for deepening Sunderland
Harbor, tZyj Encycl. Brit.Wll. 464/1 The construction

of large river steam dredges is now carried on by many
engineering firms. 189a Lock-woocCs Diet. Meeh. Ert^in.

Suppl., Steatn Blower, a pipe and cock on a locomotive,

employed to create a draugnt before the engine starts, ijjoa

Encycl. Brit. XXX. 763/2 The principal types of mechanical
excavators are the steam navvy, or steam shovel, as it is

commonly called in tlie United States. 1904 Jml.lnst.
Electr. Engin. XXXIII. 965 Steam-dryers are fitted in the

flues of two of the boilers. 1906 W. De Morgan Joseph
Vance xli. He told how he and she were awakened by the

sudden stoppage of the screw, followed by the roar of the

steam-trumpet. 1928 Obsetver 15 Apr. 5/4 The people in

the restaurants shovel food into their mouths as the steam-
trowel takes up its load of earth.

15. steam-hopper (HopfkbI 6), -screw (ScBEW
5i5.1 8), -trade.

i86x Mavhew Lond. Labour III. 186/1 He was. .steward

on board the Royal Hydaspes, a steam screw she is. 1877
Encycl. B7-il. Vll. 404/2 The steam hoppers employed to

receive and remove the dredgings carry about 500 tons of

excavations. 1899 Westtn. Gas. 25 Oct. 6/3 The steamer
Germanic was run into last nij^ht in the Mersey by a steam
hopper. 190a Encycl. Brit. X.XXU. 845/r This was the
pioneer ofthe steam-trade along the western coast of South
America. 10*3 Black-w. Mitg. Nov. 681/1 In the harbour.,
there were lying odd craft. ..The one romance of life for

these steam-hoppers, .h.id been quenched.
18. Steam-heated [also steam-healer, -heating).
XB84 Knight Diet. Meck» Suppl, Steam IIeater^..sL low

STEEI..

pressure steam-heating apparatus, ..In Campbell & Pryoi*s
method of steam heating for dwellings, the steam boiler and
radiators are inclosed in a heating room in the cellar. 1890
IInrper*s Mag. Sept. 576/1 '1 he Kenta lived in a steam-
heated flat. 1893 Kate D. Wiggin Polly Oliver xvi. (1894)

173 Whoever fetls like telling a precious secret over a steam-
heater? I9JI Rep. Labour ^ Soc. Cottd. Germany III. Vl-

VII. no The rooms arc steam-heated. 1917 S. Gkaham
Priest of Ideal iv. 53 This mansion, wiih its good roof and
closed windows and doors, and probably steam-heating to

keep out the damp.

17. steam-car, -carriage, -doctor (earlier ex-

amples) ; steam-drive, the supplying of motive

power by means of steam ; steam-eater colloq.^ an

engine or apparatus whicli consumes a great amount
of heated steam either on account of its size or

through waste ; steam-kettle, a kettle used in sick-

rooms to create a moist warm atmosphere ; steam*
owner, an owner of steamshij^s ; steam-pocket,
* a place below the water-level of a boiler where
steam accumulates or is formed and does not pass

away quickly' {Cent. D. Suppl. 1909) ; so steam-
pocketing ; steam-point Physics, the point on
a thermometric scale correspondin<j to the tempera-

ture of steam under a pressure of 76 centimetres of

mercury; steam-raiser, a steam-engine; steam-
tent, a tent used in the treatment of laryngeal and
pulmonary disease ; steam-tug murmur Path.

(see quot.) ; steam-turbine (see Turbine I b).

1836 Southern Lit. Messenger II. 762 The canal and the
rail road, the steam boat and *steam car, constitute in fact

the great and characteristic powers of the age in which we
live. 1789 in Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 581 If any
person . . shall make . . any elevator, hopper-boy,_ or any
*slcam carriage, .without the consent of the said Oliver

Evans. 1833 J. Neal Down-Easters 1. 15 Never beam tell

o' the rain water doctor? some calls him the screw-angur
doctor, and some the *steam-doctor. 1910 Chnmbers^s yrnt.

751/a We had no steam-power available to drive the winding-
rollers.. .A few days later we succeeded in rigging up an old,

primitive system of *steam-drive which enabled us to get up
a greater speed on the band. 1900 Jrnl, Inst. Electr. Engin.
XXiX. 581 These pumps are the worst *sieam-eaters in the

ship. 1890 F. Taylor Man. Pract. Med. (1891) 356 In the

intervals, the laryngitis Is to be treated by a moist warm
atmosphere (*steam-kettle) and mild opi.^tes as in other cases.

1899 C. J. CuTCLiFFE HYNE FurtlurAdv. Captoin Kettle vi,

Wliy, sir, you've been a *steam-owner in your time. 1910
Chamber^s Jml. 60/2 The steam has the greatest facihty

for its escape from the tubes without any signs of •steam-

pocketing, which is a serious evil in this cl.xss of *steam. raiser.

1903 Phil. Trans. Ser. A. CC. 122 'J he observed pressure at

the ''steam-point. z89a Cakmichaei. Disease in Children 238
The patient [isj put to bed in a *steam tent. 1901 Dorland
Med, Diet. (ed. 2), *Steam-tug murmur, a murmur heard
in aortic obstruction and insufficiency, and resembling the

Sound of the exhaust ofa steam-tug.

Steamert Add : 10. A stroke in swimming
(see quots.),

tB6i * R. Hahringtom * Swimming to The * steamer '. .con-

sists in striking the water violently with the foot, raising

each leg alternately out of the water to do so. 1879 Bo^^s

Own Annual I. 415/3 The Steamer... Lie on the back, point

your feet as much as possible, and then strike them alter-

nately into the water, the knees being kept quite stiff.

Stea^millg, vbl. sb. 4. (Earlier example.)
1836 Southern Lit. Messenger II. 696 Steaming from

Washington to Baltimore is an improvement upon that route

at least.

Steam-mill. U.S. (See Steam sb, 14.)

1815 D. Drake Cincinnati in. 137 The most capacious..

building in this place is the Steam Mill. 1857 D. Bramah
/n/brm. Texas lii. 79 There are three steam-mills in opera-

tion, sawing lumber, and grinding wheat and corn. x88o

Harper^s Mag. Aug. 344/2 The grist from it [ji:. the tide-

mill] is said to be of a better quality than from the steam-
mills, as being less heated in the process.

Steam-roller, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To crush

or break down as if with a steam-roller.

19*1 Round Table June 651 His block majority, with
which, if necessary, he could steam-roller opposition. X9a4

S. Baldwin On England 5 Let us see to it that we never

allow our individuality as Englishmen to be steam-rollered.

Stedman (ste'dm^n). The name of Fabian

Stedman {c 1670), used to designate a method of

change-ringing invented by him.
1731 Nonoich Caz. 11 Sept. in E. Morris Mist. ^ Art

Change Ringing {1(^2^) 328 That most Noted and harmonious
Peal on 7 Bells called Stedman 's Triples. 1813 W. Shipway
Canipanalogia I. 98 Let a ringer choose what method he
will, it must still be on Stedman 's principle. 1814 Ibid.^ 11.

187 Doubles, or, as commonly called, a Stedman Grandsire,

is completed by two singles. 1903 C. D. P. V>K\iy.s Stedtnan
I Throughout the whole province of Change Ringing, there

is no more delightful method than Stedman. 1931 E, Morris
Hist. <f Art Change Ringing 78 The Norwich ringers per-

formed a * touch ' of Stedman Cinques,

Stee, variant of Sty sb."^

Steelf sb."^ Add : L C. with defining attribute.

Pressed steely steel moulded under hydraulic

pressure.

See also Basic (a, ac), Crucible {sb. ^\ GRANtrtATKO ippt.

a. 1), Gun ^sb. 14), *High-speed (a.), *Ingot (3), Mild (a.

8 b), *Slagles3 (d.l. Soft (a. 24 b), *STAisLts5 {a. 2), Tung-
sten (3), Wolfram (3).

190a EhcvcI. Brit. XXIX. S7'/i Alloy Steels and Cast

Irons are those which owe their properties chiefly to the

presence of one or more elements other than carbon. Ibid.

^j-il-2 Self-hardening steels, such as manganese stee' con-

taining 7 per cent, of manganese. 191a Motor Manual 83

The axle casing is held by the pressed steel distance or torqjie



STEEL HELMET.
Stay. 193a AVw Yorker 9 Apr. 51/1 The hood is long and
the radiator slightly V-nosed, with a rustless-steel grille.

e. The name of a cold shade oJ grey resembling
the colour of steel ; steel-grey.

19J3 Daily Mail 6 Feb. 2 Luvisca shirts in plain shades
of Ivory, ,Saxe, Grey, Rose and Steel. Ibid. 26 Mar. 1 In
Tan, Black, Navy,.. Mole, Steel, Silver.

,

17. sttel-fisied (,fig.)j 'f^^f^d (of. 15 b), -rimmed^
"Studded,

1909 Westm. Gaz. 11 Nov. 5/2 A new steel-studded tyre.
loxa Motor Manual loi The most popular of these fnon-
skid devices] is the '•teel-studded leather l)and. 1915 Pear*
son's Mag. XXXIX. 136/1 That steel-fisted British fleet.

19x4 W, J. Locke 0»//«^^/4w«7j xvi, What kind of a steel-

nerved wisp of a woman are you ? 1926 C. Barry Detective's
Holitiay vii, A pair of steel-rimmed spectacles.

18. steel alloy, steel which contains an appreci-

able quantity of a metal or metals other than iron ;

Steelbaoks (see quots.); steel-concrete, ferro-con-
crete ; steel frame (cf. *Conckete sb. 3) ; steel
road, a railway.
X903FARMER& HESt.KvSlaf$g',*Steel6acks(TAe)...i. The

1st Batt. Northamptonshire Regiment, the late 48th Foot;
and i2) The 1st Batt. Middlesex Regiment, ihe late 57th Foot.
19x5 E. Fkaser & Gibbons Soldier if Sailor Words 304
St^elhacks, The: The Northamptonshire Regiment.
Through the 1st Battalion, as the 48th Foot. In allusion
to the stoical way in whicVi, according to tradition, the men
bore their punishment when flogged. (An i8lh century
nickname.) 1936 Atkinson & Bagknal Theory ^ EUm.
Archit. 1. 6 *Sieel-frame or reinforced concrete con-struction.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1145-6 "Steel road, roadway. 1929
Ladv Hosie Portrait Chinese Lady xxxv. 381 A million
Yunnanese labourers.. died of fever for the making of that
steel road to the coast.

Steel Helmet- [tr. G. staklheim.'] The desig-

nation of an organization of German ex-service

men drawn mainly from the Nationalist Party and
having a strong conservative bias ; also, a member
of this.

19*5 spectator 28 Mar. 487/1 How could he really fkil to
stand for monarchy when h« is championed by such societies

as the * Steel Helmet League * and the 'Front Fighters'?
X9a6 Times ^s May 14/3 The Nationalist 'Steel Helmet*
org.tnization. Ibid., Most of the 'Steel Helmets* wore iron
crosses. 1927 Ibid. 28 Apr. ^3/2 The chief task of the Steel
Helmet League was t be preservation of the soldierly spirit

in the nation and the preparedness to bear arms. S93S
Knickebqockex Gcrtnany—Fascist or Soviet \yf The four
militant organizations are the Republican Reichsoanner, the
National Socialist Storm Troops, the Conservative Steel
Helmets, and the Communist Red Front. 193a J. H.Kraus^
Crisis GertnaM Deifiocr. 7 'The National Opposition.'..
Its chief representatives are the National Socialists, the
German National Party (Hugenberg party), and, thirdly,

the Steelhelmets.

Steepv sb."^ 4. Add : A solution or bath in

which metals are dipped in preparation for electro-

plating.
1886 A. Watt Electro-Deposition aS? Dips, or Steeps.

Besides the potash solution, certain other liquids are em-
ployed in nicKel-^jlating after the work has been * pota&hed

'

and scoured. 1891 G. E. Donkey Electro-Plater's Ilandbk,
107 ihe required condition of surface for plating may be
imparted by dipping them in an acid solution. ..The acid
solutions arc known as * dips ' or ' steeps '.

Steer, sb."^ b. Add : steer-roping,

1924 Glasgotu Herald 1 7 J une 9 The ' steer roping ', which
at Saturday's display met with some public disapproval, was
withdrawn.

Steer, sb,'^ Add: 2. ^- fig. A suggested coarse

of action or idea. U.S.
190* H. L. WiuoN spenders xxxi. 363 He not only tried

to hedge on what he told me . . but be actually had the nerve
to give me the opposite steor. 1919 T. K- Holmes Man Jr.
Tall Timber xxx. 374 That girl from New York gave me
the right steer, I do believe.

Steering^, vbl. sb. Add : 3. a. steering-arm^

'OxU, -bridge, -chain^ -circle, 'knuckle^ -lever, -light.

tooa in A, C. Harmsworth Motors ^ Motor-Driving 216
With a broken 'steering arm. .a car. .may be hurled into a
ditch. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 2 Nov. 5/2 Two pronged forks,.

.

fitted.. on the end of the steering-arm to connect the rod
leading to the off-side steering knuckle. i9» Motar Man.
ual 87 Details of "steering axle with steering ainaa and con-

necting bar. 1901 Chatnbdrs's yrnl. 739/1 He left the bridge,

rousetlall hands, and arraigned themon the *steerinj;-bridge.

1877 Habbickton Jericho Road 189 A line fastened to one
of Ihe 'steering-chains near the rudder. 1911 MotorManual
88 Whichever wheel is on the inside of the 'steering circle

turns through a wider angle than the outer wheel does. 1904
Sci, Amer. Suppl. 27 Aug. 23953 (Cent, D. Suppl.) The fiont

axle is provided with ball-bearing 'steering knuckles. 191s

M0tor Manual 214 Steering knuckle pins. i9»« Correct
Lubrication 33 Steering Knucl<les and Connectionft. 1900
Hiscox Horseless yekicies ao When you have the 'steering-

lever in your hand and can speed ahead at your own pleasure.

1910 Blackiu. Mag. Aug. 171/1 Grahame had s^^t his * 'steer-

ing-light * for the guidance of the belrasman upon the barge.

b. ateering-box, the gear-box of a motor car;

steering Une MeteoroL (see qtiot.) ; steering-

pillar, the cylindrical shaft of a motor to which
the steering wheel is attached ; steering-wheel,

(f) also, each of the front wheels of a motor-car.

%^fA Correct Lubrication 16 The "steering box should be
inspected every 1,000 miles and replenished with lubricant

if found necessary. 1^23 Sir N. Shaw Forecasting Weather
V. 155 The dividing line of the cyclone from the centre to-

wards the eastern or advancing side is called t*^*! 'steering

Une or more recently, warm front. 1909 in A. C. Harmsworth
Motors /^ Motor-Driving -21% Looseness between "steering

wheel and end of 'steering pillar can be found at any time.

1916 Cltambers's Jrtii. Nov. 766/2 The handle of the control-

253

cock is connected.. to a sector set on the steering-pillar.
191a Motor iManual 231 A weakened [tyre] cover will, as a
general rule, give a considerable period of further service
mounted on a steering wheel.

Steering (sti^-rii]),///. a. [f.STEKR v?- + ing2.]
Steering committee U.S., a committee of manage-
ment; also spec, (see quot.).
1903 A. B. Habt Actual Govemmefit 242 What Is called

the ' Steering Committee \—an unofficial conclave of mem-
bers of the Senate and the House. As guides to the majority,
the Steering Committee practically decides what measures
to press to a vote and what mea-sures to drop. 1939 C. E.
RIkrriam Chicago 323, I had been appointed a member of
the Chicago Charier Convention, and was a member of the
Steering Committee of that body.

Steiuberger (Jt^inbDigai). Also Steinberg.
[G., f. Steinbergs a vineyard in the Kheingau,
Germany.] A choice Rhenish wine.
1833 Redding Wines 203 The Steinberger.. takes rank

after the Schloss-Johannesberger among these wines. 1851
Ibid. (ed. 3) 223 In some years Steinberg has fetched a much
higher price than Johannesberg. x886 Encycl. Brit. XX.
14/2 Many of the choicest varieties, such as Steinberger,
Johannisberger, and Riidesheimer.

Stem, sb.^ 8. Add : stem analysis, density
U.S., Forestry {stG quots.) ; stem-form [G. stamm-
forni] Biol., the ancestral form; stem-mother, a
female plant-louse which, being hatched in the
spring from a winter egg, is the foundress of a
summer colony of ^/j4m^/V« ; stem-ware U.S.^ a
general term for wine and liqueur glasses.
1905 Terms Forestry ff Logging 35 Tree analysis, a series

of measurements and observations upon a felled tree to de-
termine its growth and life history. *Stem analysis. Ibid.

23 *StetH density^ the extent to which the total number of
trees in a given forest approaches the total number which
the index forest of the same age and composition contains.
1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms Suppl., *Stem-form.
2901 Nature 26 Sept. 545/1 Darwin was inclined to believe
that articulate speech came at an early period in the history
of the stem-form of man. 1895 Comstock Man. Insects 159
From the winter egg there haiches, usually in the spring,
an agamic female, which as she is the stock from which the
summer generations spring, is often called the *stem-mother.
1900 Proc. Assoc. Ecm. Ent. 68 (Cent. D. Suppl.) During
the last week in April the stem mothers of an aphis., were
found depositing young. 1930 U. S. Catal., Czecho-Slova-
kian *stemware. 193a New Vorker g Apr. 50/3 A new Fos-
toria design in stemware.

Steal, z'.^ Add: 3. a,b. (Earlier examples.)
X7a4 H. Jones Present St. P'ir^nia 40 It lies till they

have Leisure or Occasion to stem it (that is pull the Leaves
from the Stalk) or strip it (that is to take out the great
Fibres). 1797 Imlav Descr. West. Terr. N. Amer. (ed. 3)
248 This done, you stem the tobacco, or pull out the middle
rib of the leaf. 1873 Trans. Dept. Agric. Illinois'^ 6i The
grapes were pressed without stemming.
4. To provide with a stem, as in the sewing on

of buttons. Hence Ste'mminff vbl. sb.^

1804 Jeanf.tte E. Dwis Elem, Mod. Dressviakingi. ^q
Each button should be stemmed and the fastening'off done
in the stemming.

Stemming, vbl. sb:* Add : 2. (See quot.)
1904 Ski Terms in Tourists Winter Sports No. 12/2

Stemming. Slowing down by making a point inward aivgte.

Stemming turns arevery useful on hard snow, though a
variety of it, the Christiania, in which first the inner ski and
then the outer are lifted, is often used in deep soft snow.

Steuder (ste-ndaj). The name of Wilhelm P.

Slender, a manufacturer of Leipzig, used attrib. to

designate glass dishes used in microscopic work.
\^i DoRLANO Med. Diet. (ed. 2) Stender-dish, a dish of

various forms and sizes used in prepariug and staining histo-

logic specimens. 1904, Bot, Gaz. Jan 12 (Cent. D. Suppl.),
A simpler. .method is to float a quantity of these spores on
the surface of water half filling a stender dish.

Stengah (ste-riga). Also stingah. [Malay,
— half.] A small whisky and soda. Also, a per-

son of mixed blood. (Cf. *Stinger 3.)

1903 W. Del Mar Around World thr. Japan vii. 64 A
'peg of whiskey and tonic-water, followed by a j^^w^oA (the

Malay word for half, usually pronounced stinger) or split

drink. X931 Ckambers^s Jrnl. 594/2 Come ou, Crawford,
and join me in a stengah. 19*7 H. M. Tomlinson Gallion^s
Pea:h xxiv, A stengah. .is a small whi.sky and soda. 1927
Blackw. Mag. June 726/1 At this establishment we learn

all about gin'slings and ' Stingahs.*

SteXLO (ste*n^). U.S. colloq. « *Sten0G.
1928 L. North Parasites 34 Chapter Two. * Stalls* and

Stenos. Ibid. 89 That Whispering Slim guy seems to be
falling for that steno' of his.

StonO-. Add : Stenoba'tliic a. ZooL, (of an
animal) capable of living in only a narrow range of

depth of water. StenochoTia Path., Ste^nocom-
pre'ssor, etc. (see quots.).

190J Encycl. Brit* XXXIIL 934/1 Shnilariy, in regard to

depth, species have been classed as eurybathic and steno-

bathic. 1848 DttNGUSON Med. Lex. (ed. 7), *Stenochorias

..contraction of the vagina. 1859 Mavnk Expos. Lex.,
Stencchoria..?L diminution of the lachrymal passages. 190X

Dorland Med. Diet, (ed .2), Stenoc/toria, stenosis, or narrow-

ing. Stenocompressor, an instrument for closing the opening
of Stenson's duct during dental operations. 1884 Knight
Diet. Meek. Suppl., *Steno Compressor. 1859 Mayne Expos.
Lex., *Stent>coriasiSt .contrtiiition of the pupil. /bid.,

*.^teftothorax t ..one disposed to phthisis, having a strait,

short chest. 1901 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Stenothorax^
abnormal narrowness of the chest.

Stenogf (stenp'g). U.S.colloq. Short for Steno-
GRArHEB. Hence Ste'nog v., to write in shorthand.

1906 ' O. Hknry ' Four Million xiv. (1916) 139 Not being

able to stenog, she could not eater that bright galaxy of

STEP.

office talent. X919 Mencken -4wtfr.irt«^. 160 Some [clipped
forms] linger on the edge of vulgarity:. .i/^w^^ for steno-
grapher. Z92S E. Wallace Valley ^Ghosts xxix, It will

look better if I put it into poIice>£nghsh than if you dig up
the hotel stenog.

Stensen (ste-nsan). Also erron. -on. The
name of the Danish anatomist Niels Stensen (1638-
86), used in the genitive to designate certain organs
and operations, as Stensen's duct = Stenonian
duct ; Stensen'a experiment, foramen (see

quots.).

1877 Encycl. Brit, VII. 222/2 The excretory duct of the
gland, called Stenson's duct, passes forwards superficial to
the masseter muscle. 1890 Billings Med. Diet., Stenson's
experiment, tying abdominal aorta of a dog above renal
arteries, thus producing, by malnutrition, rigidity ofmuscles
of posterior extremities, di--;appearing when the ligature is

removed. 1901 Proe. Zool. Soc. I. 1. 117 Hyrtl's figure of
the relations between Stensen's duct and the buccal gland
is misleading, 1901 Dorland Med. Did. (ed. 2) s.v. Fora-
men, Stenson*sforamen^ the two foramina behind the outer
incisor teeth : each transmits an artery.

Steutorplione (ste-nt^afjun). [f. Stkntor 2 +
*-PHONE.] An electrical device for reproducing
sounds, esp. the human voice, with increased
intensity.
xoai PH7xh 2 Feb. 86/1 At Oxford Circus I have known

What townmen call the ' stentorphone '. 1923 Weekly Dis'
patch 12 Nov. 9 A stentorphone is being used to give the
results in one restaurant. 1925 G. W. Deeping Three Rooms
xvi. § I An indefatigable concierge wa-s functioning like a
stentaphone [sic] that has been fitted with some sort of soft
pedal. 1925 — Sorrell 4- Son xiii. § 3 To erect a huge .sten-

tophone \sic\ somewhere, and set it shouting. 1937 Dancing
Times June 357/1 Alfresco dancing under cover is provided,
with stentorphone music

Step, sb. Add : 12. Mind the step, be careful

not to trip over a step which is unexpectedly
or obscurely situated : frequently used as a jocular
or ironical valediction to a visitor, colloq.

i88x [see Mind v. 10 b].

f. In the £ton game of fives, the shallow step
which divides tlie court into an inner and outer part.

1890 A. C. AmcER Fives (Badm.) 463 The vertical face of
the * step ' does not reckon as part of the floor of the court.

1897 Euiycl. sport I. 398/2 From this ancient court, too,
were derived the step and the hole which, with the ' pepper-
box ', have given the Eton game its special character.

15. c. Aeronautics. (See quot. 1915.)
19x3 Ca//a/« SepL 1075/1 The * stepped * float. .with one

or more steps in the bottom, is becoming popular. 1915
Gbahame-White & Harper Aeroplane 171 In the floats of
the Avro will be noticed a notch, or cut-away section,

which occurs at about the centre of the float upon its lower
side. This is called the 'step ', and is to help the float to
lift from the water. X9aa Encycl. Brit. XXX. 52/iThe main
'step * under thecentre of gravity was proved necessary, but
the area of the planing surfaces forward of less importance,

18. step-chair, [a) a form of railway chair

(Chatb sb.^ 12b); (^) a chair which can be con-
verted into a short step-ladder; step-collar, a
collar with a V-shaped opening at the junction of

the collar and lapel ; step-gable, a gable with the

sloping edge shaped like a series of steps, a corbie-

gable; step-pattern, an ornamental pattern re-

sembling the bit of a stepped key ; step-printer

(see quot.) ; step-rail, a tramway-rail with raised

outside tread for flanged wheels ; step-roll collar,

Tailoring, a rolled step-collar (cf. Roll-collab).
187a Huntington Road-Master's Assistant 96 In laying

repaired iron, whatareknown as *step-chaits should he used.

189s Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 229/1

Folding Step Chairs, 4 Step. 189s J- P« Thornton Seetional

Syst. Cutting 104 Step collar vest. 1931 Burbeny's Catat.,

The Burberry (Step-Collar). loax Glasgow Herald Zlz.n. 6 It

is a whitewashed house, with *step-gables. 1908 Hastings's
Encycl. Relig. Sf Ethics I. 841/2 Geometrical ornament, con-
sisting in : (a) *step- and key-patterns, {b) interlacing- or
knot-work, and (c) spirals. Ibid. 842/1 * Step * patterns occur
in the c/cw<?««^ settings of Teutonic jewels. 1930 Sel. Gloss,
Motion Pict. Techn. (Acad. Techn. Bureau Hollywood),
*Step printer, machine which prints a positive, a frame at a
time. j888 Encycl. Brit. XXllI. 506/1 The '*step rail '.

.

consisting of a flat surface, .and a raised tread on the outer
side. 1881 Record ofFashion 27 July 178/2 *Step roll is the
roost suitable style for moi^t of the goods now fashionable.

X901 Tailoring (ed. P. N. Hasluck) 99 Step-rollcollar vest.

Step, V. Add :

3. e. To step lively ', tohsxTTj v.-^, ong. U.S. slang.

189X Outiug{}J.%.) Nov. J47/2 There was the usual rush;
the guard's admonition to *step lively'. 1906 Mary K.
WiLKiNs Freeman By Light ofSoul ^1 When she was told

to step lively on the trolley-cars.

15. Step on—, b. To step on thegas or juice :

see *Ga3 i-^.2, *Juicii: sb. 4 c. Hence Tostepon it\

to hurry, slang.

1930 F. L. Packard Jimmie Dale ^ Blue Envelope Mur-
der xxii, Then for heaven's sake step on it, old man !

25. Step off. d. intr. To die. slang.

1916 E. Wallace Manfrom Morocco iii, There will only he
the bit of money I have when I—er—step off.

26. Step out, e. To die. U.S.

1844 Yale Lit. Mag. IX. 381 Of the other pieces..some
will be found in the present number..and the remainder

h&ve* slept out'. 1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXV. 91 No
home to eat a dmner at; no friends..; they've all stepped

out, or forgotten us. 1851 T. A. Burke Polly PeaU. Wed-
ding 177 Ay, dead !—stepped out !—d-d-dead asTecumseh !

190a A. D. McFaul Ike GUdden xxx. 277 He is the cause

of my ruin. Yes, that is why he stepped out when he did.



STEPHANID.

28. Step up, g. iransf. To raise the status or

standard of (as by * steps' or degrees). U,S\

s9ao Clasgmv Herald 8 July 7 They would suggest that

this increase. .should be * stepped up 'over a period of years.

1931 Amcr.Spcech Oct. Advt. p. 4 of Cover, Can you * step-

up ' education to meet the new lequirements of society?

Stephanid (ste-fanid), a, and sb. [ad. mud.L.

Stcphanidx'. see -id 3.] Of or pertaining to, a
member of, the SUphanidXy a family of pupivorous

byraenoptera. So Ste'phanoid a,

1895 CoMSTOCK Man, /nsfcisSuppl. 624 Family Stcphani-

dae. The Stephanids.

Ste*p-ill. [f. phr. to step in\ see Stepz;. 24.]

A garment which one may put on by stepping inlo

it and pulling it up over the body without the help

of fastenings. Also attrib,^ designating this type

of garment.
19*3 Weekly Dispatch 18 Feb. 13 Step-in Cami-Knickers.

1933 Daily Mail ^o ^iay i Piincess slips.. in the popular
'step-in 'style. %^^ Sunday Dispatch 15 July 16 'i"he same
r<7.v/«r/^* IS all for 'step ins* for swimmers. 1929 E. L.

^\z^ Street Scene i\. 118 Mae, about to slip out of her step-

in. sees him.

Stepney (stcpni). [Said to be from the name
Steptuy in Stepney-street, Llanelly, the place of

manufacture.] A spare wheel with ready inflated

tyre but no spokes, carried by motorists.

1907 IVestm. Gaz. 3 Dec. 4/3 The popularity ofthe Step-

ney Wheel has never been more clearly demonstrated than
at the Olympia Show. 1908 Autocar Handbk, (ed. 2) 113
The Stepney spare wheel. 1914 Motor Cycle icj Mar. 10 In-

sure yourself now against punctures by equipping your car
with a Stepney, i9as Ckoinbers's Jrnl, 148/2 The Stepney
was fixed in ten minutes.

fi^, 1928 El. Sutton tr. A.Londres* Road to Buenos Ayres
u. 18, 1 told her I had a woman already in Buenos Ayres»

that she could only be my little swcethe;irt,as we say, or m^
'stepney', if you like that better. 1929 E. LiNiCLATiiR/'^tf/

j

J'ubxx\'\t Redemption beinjj carried as a kind of stepney on
the best of all possible worlds.

Stepping^, vbL sb. Add : 2. d. The arrange-

ment otthe steps of a key (cf. Step sb, 15).
1911 Chambers's Jrnl. 829/1 The stepping of the key.,

enables great variations to be secured.

Stereo-. Add ; Ste:reofluoro"SCOpy, stereo-

scopic fluoroscopy ; hence Ste:reoflnorosco*pic a.,

Stereogno'sls, Ste:reogonio*ineter, Ste:reo-

photOffra'mmetry (see quots.). Ste:reota*xis =
Thigmotaxis; so Ste:reota*xic a.
19x8 F. H, HuMPHRis in Lancet 3 Mar, 442/2 A note on

the latest development in *stereofluoroscopic work. Ibid,^

The law governing *stereofliioroscopy has not been fully

recognised. The law stated simply is that angles of vision
which the X rays make witii the body should be identical

with those made by the vision of the observer of the bod y. .

.

Early in the days of X rays ihe tubes were of a size which
rendered stereofluoroscopy impossible. X901 Douland Aled*

Diet. (ed. 2), *Stereiygnosis..j. The faculty of recognizing
. the nature of objects by handling them. 2. Perception by
the senses of the solidity of objects. 1919 S. Pagf.t Sir K,
//orsley 194. X9a8 Times 8 Sept. 15/7 The *stereogonio-
meter, an instrument for deducing reliable mapping data
from aerial photographs. 1926 Encycl. Brit. SuppT. III.

697/2 Stereo-photo surveying, sometimes called "stereo- photo
grainmetry. 1919 S. Paget Sir V. Horsley 189 R. H. Clarke
..also devised a "stereotaxic apparatus, probably the most
complex of all the mathematical instruments of physiology.

Stemutator (st3*jni«t.?it/?i). [Agent-n. f, L.
sternuldre ; see Steunutation.] A sternutatory,

1990 Encycl, Brit. V. 351 Sensory Irritants of Eyes, Nose
and Chest (Stern utators).

Sterol (steT^l), Biol, Ckem. The ending of

*Chole8teuol, *Ergostebol, etc., used as a
separate word to denote one of a group of allied

complex solid alcohols of importance in the syn-

thesis of vitamins.

1913 Biochemical Jrnl. VH. 617 It is now proposed to
limit the terms zoo- and phyto-sterol to sterols whicii are
found as tissue constituents of animals and plants respec<
tivcly. 19x5 Jrnl. Client. Soc. CVIII. ii. 290 'i he subst;iiice

left after the removal of the sterols from the unsaponifiable
portion of the fats has also been investigated. 1926 Rep.
Med. Research Council 15 The vitamin in which cod-liver
oil Is especially rich . .b actually formed when cliolesterol and
certain other sterols are exposed to rays of ultra-violet HghL

Stetefeldt (stfi-tafelt). The name ofan Ameri-
can mining engineer, Charles A. Stetefeldt^ used in

the genitive to designate a type of shaft furnace in-

vented by him (see quot.)

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 8^5/2 Stetefeld's furnace, used for
the conversion of sulphuretted silver ores inlo chlorides..
in the sil ver mines of the western States of America.

Stethal (stfJ)al). Chem, [f. the first syllable

of Stkabio a. -k- Ethal.] - *Stethylic alcohol,
1868 Waits Dict» Chem. V. 431 Stearic acid [formed] from

stethal.

Stethylic (stfrilik), a, Chem. [f. prec. -i-

-TL + -ic.J Stethylic alcohol, an octadecylic alcohol
found as a stearate in spermaceti.
x868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 430 Stethal, or Stethylic

alcohol. C"H"0 = C'*H»'.H.O. The alcohol of the series
CoH^"+'0, corresponding to stearic acid.

Stetson (ste'tsan), [f. the maker's name.] A
slouch hat worn by Anzacsoldiers. Also Stetson hat,
X91X H. Quick Yellowstone Nights xi. 271 The Professor

was evidently pleased when his name came from the Stetson
for the second time. 1914 I'i^estm. Gaz. 26 Aug., The modern
coster wants to wear a Stetson hat. 1995 Chambers''s Jrnl.

350/3 Dick galloped forward and touched his 'Stetson '. 1915

254

Literary Digest 27 June 46/2 Stray locks of hair streaming
back under a rakish Stetson.

Stevensoniau (,st»v3ns<7u*nian), a, and sb. [f.

the name of Robert Louis Stevenson (i850-94)»
authors -IAN.] a. adj. Of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of the spirit or style of K. L. Stevenson

.

b. sb. An admirer of K. L. Stevenson or of his

writings.

1900 Eortn. Re^!. Jan. 97 But he did not underrate Kid-
niippedzi% a whole. ' By far the most human of my labours
hitherto/ is his verdict, anticipating that of all the true
Stevensonians. 1913 Smart Set No. 3. 45/1 That polished
peanut style that passes for Stevensonian English in the

I
culture ' clubs. 1928 Observer 22 Jan. 15/1 Bouvet Island

is a Stevensonian treasure island, bare, uninhabited, bleak.

1929 W. J. LocKK Ancestor Jorico iii. 30 If you like to siart

out as a romantic writer, here's something Stevensonian to
your hand.

Stew, V, 2, b. Add : Also (of an infusion of

tea, etc.), to 'stand* on the leaves, etc.

1906 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 783 There is found in tea and coffee

an astringent substance which gives the well-known bitter

taste to the infusions when they are allowed to ' stew '.

Stewing*, vbl. sb. b. Add : ste-wing-meat,
meat which is suitable for stewing,

Stibianite (sti-bianait). Min. [f. Stibium +
-an + -ite1.] A hydrated pentoxide of antimony
occurring in Australia.

1878 E. Goldsmith in Proc. Acad. Nat. Science 154
Stibianite, a new mineral.. .The mineral is massive, having
the general aspect of a piece of rough feldspar.

Stibio-- Add : Sti:Wodomeykite, an arsenide

ofcoppercontaining a small proportionof antimony.
Sti:biota*utalite, a rare mineral occurring in

Australia and California, containing tantalum,
columbium, and antimony.
xgoo G. A. KoENiG in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. iv. X. 445

*Subio*domeykite, With tliis name I propose to designate
the domeykite from the Mohawk mine, Kewetnaw Co. 1903
Min, Mag: XIII. 377 Stibio-domeykite.. .Massive domey-
kite containing a small amount of antimony. 1893 G. A.
GoYDER in Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXIII. 1076 *Stibiotantalite.

A New Mineral. 1901 Ibid, LXXX. 11.454 1h^ occurrence
of native tin is noted in the stanniferous gravels at Green-
bushes, and further information is given of stibiotantaliie

from the same locality.

Sticb.arion (stikeaTi(7n). Ecd. PI. -ia. Also
stoicharion. [Gr. aTtxaptoVy f, arixos line, band.]

In the Greek Church, a vestment corresponding to

the alb of the Western Church.
1771 J. G. King Rites Gr. Ch. 277 The new ordained.,

kisses the cross upon the stoicharlon. x868 W. B. Marriott
l^'est. Christianum 169 note. The Sticharion as being white
set forth 76 </>(uTt(rTt«6i' 'IfjaoO. 1870 J/oly Eastern Church
61 The Stoicharion used to be of linen, now it is made of
silk or velvet, 1880 Smith & Chektham Diet. Chr. Antig.

1933/2 It is possible, .that the sticharion may have received
its name from tlie hands or lines [<7ti;(0(] upon it. Ibid.

1934/1 In Lent.
.
purple j/ic/irtr/rt are worn.

SticherOU (stiki9-r;(?n). EccL PI. -a. Also
stoicheron. [G r. artxvp^^ (sc Tpondpiov), f.

GTixvp^^ in rows, in verse, f. arixos Ime, verse.] —
Troparion.
x86a J. M. Neale Hymns Eastern Ch. 59 The following

Stichera, which are generally . .attributed to S. John Dama-
scene. x88o Encycl. Brit. XII. 580/1 A hymn in irregular
* stichera * or stanzas.

Stick, sb.'^ Add: 4. i. Stick and groove^ a
primitive method of producing fire by friction.

1865 TvLOR Early Hist, Man. ix. 236 One of the simplest
machines for producing fire is that which may be called the
*stick>and-grQove '. A blunt-pointed stick is run along a
groove of its own making in a piece of wood lying on the
ground.

10. 6. Also//. A drummer, slang.

1909 Ware Passing English, 1926 [ste *Snars sb. 3 b].

i. The controlling lever of an aeroplane : a joy-

stick.

1914 RoSHER In R.N.A.S. (1916) 13 Mr. Stutt, our in-

structor. ., controls the engine switch and covers your hand
on the stick. 1929 15. Hall & J. J. Ni;-ts One Man's IVar
166 We wanted a ship that would dive as long as one was
willing to hold the * stick * forward. 1931 Times 19 Feb.
27/3 Instead of flattening out he pushed the stick (control)

forward to approach nearer to the water.

12, Crooked Stick (earlier U.S. example).
1834 S. Smith Major Downing (Bartlett 1859) The widow
R— must have been dreadfully put to it for a husband, to
take up with such a crooked stick as Elder B—

.

16. Stick-back chair = Windsor chair (b)

;

stick-bomb (see quot. 19^5); stick-dice game,
a gambling game played by the North American
Indians, in which sticks bearing different marks are

tossed up; stick grenade (see quot.); stick legs,

legs consisting of plain rods, as those of a Windsor
chair,

1928 Daily Express 14 Dec. 4 *Stick-back chairs.. are
worth twenty to twenty-five shillings apiece in London.
1916 in Gamble Story N. Sea Air Station xiii. (1928) 222
The silent firing of projectiles varying in size from the
Mills grenade to the 25o-ib *stick bomb. 1925 E. Fraser
& Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor IP^ords, Stick-bomb, a type of
trench-mortar bomb attached to a hollow steel rod which
pa^sed down the bore of the projectile, 1930 Whvte &
Attkridge Hist, Queen's Bays 302 The crash of exploding
Rtick-bombs. is>03 S- Culin in Amer. Anthrofi. Jan.-Mar.
60 A comparative studyof the *stick-dice game. 1918 Karrow
Diet. Mil. Terms, *Siick Grenade, a grenade attached to
a stick and thrown over short distances like a dart. 19x3

STICKY.

A. Hayden Chats Cottage ^ Farmhouse Furniture 246 The
*Stick Legs without Stretcher. Obviously this is the earliest

type.. .[A chair] with a plain seat, but still having the stick
legs set at an angle towards the centre of the cliair.

Stick, z/.l Add ; 6. e. Cards. To refuse to

make a declaration.

1931 TiLSLEY Other Ranks 147 A little group in the centre
of the room sprawled on their blankets playing pontoon.
'IMlstickl' *Twistoner ' Busted 1' 1932 [see *Gop, 360!.

7. c. With a thing as object.

1920 W. J. Locke House 0/Baltazar xxiii, She would go
mad, cut off from every opportunity of hearing insiant
developments of this nerve-recking situation. She couldn't
stick it. 19x2 A. S. M. Hutchinson This Freedom iv. iii,

I couldn't stick the place. Ibid., 'Oh, Huggo, it was the
name we loved you by.' ' Well, 1 can't stick it. My name's
Hugh.' 1928 Daily TeL 27 Mar. 9/1, I resigned .. because
I could stick tlie chiefs bullying no longer. 19S9 Vaciiki.L
Virgin iv. 80 June wondered if she could 'stick ' London.
She had to stick it, so why not make the best of it ?

32. Stick out. c. Also trans,
X916 Ld. E. W. Hamilton Firsts Div. 259 By this method,

companies, and sometimes whole battalions, which had stuck
out the shell-fire, were overwhelmed and annihilated.

e. (Example with personal obj.)

19x6 Bennett Lion's Share vii. ^3, I knew he was going
to be ill when 1 left him in the cabin, but he stuck me out he
wasn't.

34. stick up. k. (U.S. examples.)
1904 'O. Henry' Cabbages ^ Kings xvii. 302, I couldn't

take it with me, not knowmg but what the monkeys might
Slick me up. a igwg — Roatis cf Destiny \x. 158 Latch Ear
Rodgers was to stick up the station agent. 1926 J. Hi ack
YoH Can't Win vii. 81 He may not miss that junk till he
goes to close up. . . Anyway we'll sure be stuck up and frisked

at Evanston.

n. To cook meat by spittmg it and setting it to

roast. Austral.
1852 Mrs. L. a. Meredith My Home Tasmania iv. I. 55

To men tltat are hungry, stuck-up kangaroo and bacon are
very good eating.

36. stick-at-it colloq,^ a plodding conscientious

person ; stick-jaw, (J)) a variety of coco-nut toffee

;

also^^w. any kind of sticky toffee ; stick-pin 11.5,^

any (ornamental) pin that is merely stuck in (as dis-

tinguished from a safety-pin), esp. a tie-pin ; hence

stick-pinned ///. a. ; stick-to-it-ive a, U.S.,

persistent, indomitable; hence stick-to-it-iveness.

1909 H. G. Wells Tcno-Bungay\\.\\.% 1 I'm a boiler-over,

not a simmering *stick-at-it. 1894 R, Whlls Tq^ <V Szveets

14 *Stick-jaw. 1894 E- Skust Coiv.pl. Conjcctioner 26

Cocoanut toffee, or Stickjaw. 1903 A'. K Sun 21 Nov. 2

Dr. Amador presented to the President a gold 'stickpin con-

taining the flag of the new republic. 1919 Detective Story
Mag. 2$ Nov. 45, l..ran my stickpin through the cork,

niaking a small vent for the air to filter through. 1918 ' S. S.

Van Dine' Greene Murder Case v, I was only looking for

that old emerald stick-pin you borrowed and never returned.

1909 'O. Henkv ' Options {1916)77 They were, .pearl *stick-

pmned like other young New Yoikers. 1867 in Eliz. B.
Custer Tenting on Plains xvi. (1889) 520 With the 'stick,

to-it-ivetiess of a fox-hound when once on a trail. 1887 C. B.

George 40 Y'ears on Rail xi. 231 They devote their quick
wit and their stickto-aiiveness to 'sponging ' for a living.

'905 {Amer.) Dialect Notes III. 21 Stick-to-it-rveness, per-

severance. 1992 J. A. Dunn Man Trap xiv. And there must
have been some wonderful strain of^ inherited stitk-to-ii-

iveness in him for him to have pulled through. 1928 Daily
Express 15 May 1/4 Success ..is mostly hard work. It s

work and it's stick- to-it*iveness. You've got to keep at it

ail the time.

C, Stick-on a., gummed ready for sticking.

1925 J. W. IJiGGER Handbk. Bacteriol. 60 Stick-on labels

may be used, but these must never be Ucked in a bacterio*

locical laboratory.

Stickabillty (stikabi-liti). colloq, [f. *stick'

able-v -ITY.] Capacity for endurance.
192a Chambcrs^s Jrnl. t-^^}'2 The foreigner has supplanted

the middle and lower class Chilian in nearly every branch of

industry in which the quality best described as * stickabiliiy
'

is required. 1905 British Weekly 28 May 193/2 To be able

to take rebuffs happily and still go on requires, to use a coined
word, *stickability \

Stick-up, a. and sb. B. sb. Add : O. A
thief armea with a revolver who orders his victims

to put their hands up. Also, a job performed by
this type of criminal ; a hold-up. Alio attrib. U.S.
1905 N, v. Times 2 Jan. (Cent. D. Suppl.) The man. .is

declared to be a typical ' yeggman of the stick>up ' class. ..

The * stick-up ' is always a powerful man, whose duties are

to intimidate intruders and kill them, if necessary, while the

others are at work on a safe. 1927 Scribner's Mag. Feb.
iBo/i The depredations of. . safe-blowers, stick-up men, mur-
derers. 1930 E. V. Knox in Punch 26 Feb. 236/1 He was
reminded, .that he had worked on the Habylon stick-up,

and consented to come clean. 1930 Daily News (N.Y.)
6 Nov. I She foiled stickup.

Sticky, a.'^ Add : 1, Also, covered or smeared
with adhesive or 'tacky* foreign matter,

1870 [in Diet.].

4. Unpleasant, extremely disagreeable, slang.

1915 D. O. Barnett Lett. 86 We had rather a sticky time

in the trenches . -as the enemy's artilleiy and snipers showed
'a certain liveliness*. X915 Roshfr In R.X.A.S. (1916)40,

I wish we could get out to the front. , . I would much lather

come to a sticky end out there than heie. 1930 ' SArrtR '

Finger{f Fate, etc. 17 It seems to me you have the alterna-

tive of a sticky five minutes with three savage Alsatians.

6. Comb.: sticky-back, a small photograph with

agummcd back; stiolny dog colloq. , a sticky wicket.

1928 lU'eekly Dispatch 20 May 2/2 She. .brought of a
*s[icky-back of a gentleman in his shirt-sleeves. 1925 D. J.
Knight in Ctf««^^X//ir 18 July 95/1 If you..get a chancq
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of bowling on one of these ' *sticky dogs', as we call them,
19x8 Daily Express g July 17/1 Should he bat first or should
he put Somerset in and hope for a ' sticky dog ' wicket ?

Stictaurine (strkt^rin). Ckem. [f. mod.L.
Sticta aurata : see -in 1.] A golden-coloured com-
pound, CsgHjjO,, contained in various lichens, esp.

in Sticta aura/a. "

1899 7r«/, C/ie//i. Strr. LXXVI. i. 716 Stictaurin, the
orange-red compound obtained from Sticta auraia. zgzx
Annie L. Smith Lichens 223 Stictaurin.

Stictic (sti'ktik), a.2 Chetn. [f. mod.L. Stuta
+ -IC.] Of or pertaining to Sticta, a genns of

lichens, Stictic acidj an acid resembling celraric

acid in composition and properties, derived from
Sticta pttlmonacea. Hence Sti'ctate, a salt of

stictic acid.
1868 Watts Diet. Clietn. V. 431 According to Knop and

Schnecdermann ..the acid ofSticta pu/inrnacea, which they
call stictic acid, is distinct from cetraric acid, /did., Stictate
ofpotassium is less soluble than the cetrarate.

Stiff, a.j sif., and a</v. Add : A. a^j. 2. e.

orig. Racing slang. Said of a horse which is certain

either not to mn or, if it runs, not to win : chiefly in

stiff 'un (cf. *CoBPSB 2 f, Stumkr 3). Also, of a
horse, athlete, etc. : Dead certain to win.
1871 * Hawk's-eve ' TurfNotes 1 1 Most assuredly it is the

bookmakers that profit by the 'safe uns ', or* stiff uns ', as.

.

horses that have no chance of winning are called, a 1889
in Harrerc & Leland Diet. Slan^ s.v., I hacked a stiff *un
with it. 1897 in Farmer & Henley Slang s.v., Do not
invest money Until you read The Rialto. Never on stiff

'uns, wrong uns, or dead 'uns. 1903 ibid.. Grand Flaneur
is stiff for any race for which he may enter. 191* Punch
31 Aug. 168/3 He ought to have this event absolutely stiff

at the next Olympic Games.
11. In predicative use. To bore (a person) stiff',

to be excessively boring to, to bore to extinction.

To scare stiff: to give a thorough fright to.

1905 Rex Bkach Pardners \. (1913) 32 Hewas scared stiff

to Fiear that Morrow was in town. 1918 W. J. Locke Rough
Road ix, I think I ought to tell you that you're boring
Durdlebury stiff. 1921 R. D. Paine Comr. Rolling Ocean
ix. 150 When that crazy fireman broke loose just now, I was
scared perfectly stiff. 19x8 F. B. Young My Bro. Jonatlian
11. V. 284 She bores everybody she meets stiff with talking
about him.

19. b. Finance. - Tight a. lo c.

1845 Punch II Oct. 164/a Money's stiff they say. X91S

Q. Rev. July 103 Money is in such keen demand all the
world over that the rates tend to become high, whereupon
it is called 'stiff' or * tight '.

20. d. stif-jointedness (fig.).

1921 Public opinion 27 May 493/3 Half the stern, iminu-
table principles that are so much admired, are mere stiff-

jointedness. 1931 Times Review of Year igjo i Jan. p. i/i

The stiffjointedness of all too many of our nation^ habits.

B. sb. 2. b. Money, slang.

1930 Belloc New Cautionary Tales 58 He wran^ his

hands, exclaiming, ' If I only bad a bit of Stiff How different

would be my life 1*

3. b. Racing. =*C0RPSE3f. (Cf. *STiFFtf. ae.)

aiVS^St. /.ouisRepie6licanlBarrl:TC& L.) ' What do they
mean by a stiff in the race?' ' That means generally a iiorse

that on public form should win the race, and that either the

j ockey, trainer, or horse has been ' fixed ' so that be will not

win.*

4, b. An unskilled dock-labourer, s/ang.

1915 Truth 20 Jan. 90/2 A hopeless shortage of the best

labour on the one band, and an unusual proportion of * stiffs
*

on the other.

C. (Freq., big stiff). A hopeless or incorrigible

person, orig. (f.S.

S896 G. Auk Artie IL 17 There I set like a big stiff for five

hours, /bid. iv. 36, I do n't come in here to give coin to no
such stiffs as you. 1905 D. G. Phillips Plum Tree xvii.

218 This the more because they regarded Simpson as a 'stuff'

and a * stiff '. 1911 R. D. Saunders Co/. Todhunter ix. 138

Derc won't be enough left of youse in a minit for your
fricn's to bury, you damned stiff! 1916 H. L. Wilson
Somewhere in RedGap vi. 268 It's that big stiff Lcn Wales.

19SS E. Frasbr & Gmaoss Soldier ^ Sailor iyordt, Sti/^,

an incorrigible or worthless fellow. An unlucky man: one
always In trouble. 1930 Punch 26 Feb. 228/2 He said * You
big stiff 1

' in a very loud voice and went.

Stiffener. Add : 2. A cigarette card.

1916 Chambers's Jmi, lo luly 497/2 * Stiffener ', the name
by which the cigarette-card has always been, and still is,

known in the trade.

3. A reviving drink, slang.

1928 D. L. Savkbs Bellona Club ii, Dick Challoner..took

the gasping Fentiman away Into the deserted library for a

stiffener.

Stigmarian, a. Add : sb^ A fossil plant of

the genus Stigmaria,
19*0 Brit. Museum Return 137 A plaster cast of the

StiKmarian, Dictyophloios minor.

Still, a. and sb.'^ Add : A. adj. 1. d. Used

also of other beverages, as still lemonade.

e. Bridge, Designating the pack not in use in

any parlicular round.

19*7 In E. V. Shcpard Corr. Contract Bridge (1930) 245

The next dealer deals in the regular way with the still pack.

1999 Work Compl. Contract Bridge 188 The hand is aban-

doned and the next dealer deals the still pack.

B. sb.^ 5. An ordinary photograph, as dis-

tinguished from a motion picture. Also aUrib.,&.^

still-man. photography photographer, photography,

1918 E. V. Lucas 'Twixt Eagle ^ Dove 61 A * still ' (as it is

called in the movie world—meaning a ohotograph in the

ordinary sense of the term). 19»S ^' Beetham in K F.

Norton Fightfor Everest, 2g24 324 His time was so fully
taken up with cinema work that most of the still photography
had to be done by other members of the party. 1928 Maiich.
Guardian ll'eekly 26 Oct. 335/1 'there are lour motion
picture newsieel camera-men, and four * still 'photographers.
S9a9 Penrose^s Annual XXXI, 41 In cases where small
apertures are used, as in the reproduction of 'stills ', 1930
Neiu Statesman 27 Dec. 362/1 The plates with which his
book is packed are as striking as the stills of expert shots
from a film.

Still, adv. a e. Add: still and all {V.S.).
1928 F. N. Hart Bellamy Trial iv. 104 Still and all, I

believe that he was there precisely when he said he was.

Still-birth, and Still-bom are also applied
to cases of suspended animation : see quots,
1880 Brit. Med. Jml. 9 Oct. 596/2 Stillbirth—Rcsuscita-

tion after two hours and five minutes. 1890 Killings Med.
Diet., Stillb0m,t'irm used vaguely to mean either born dead,
or born with so little vitality as to die a few moments after
birth. 1913 R. W. Johnstone Midwt/ery 397 Asphyxia
Neonatorum, Still Birth. In this condition the infant is

born in a state of suspended animation...' Still birth' is

therefore not the same thing as the child's being born dead,
although death may supervene If prompt treatment is not
applied. X918 R. M. Barclay A/idivifery 146 Apnoea
neonatorum, or still-birth, occurs when respiration Is delayed.

Still-house. (Modern U.S. examples.)
1834 A, Pike Sketches 24 Our party reached the still house

in tiie valley, 1865 Atlnniic Monthly XV, 395 A low brick
building called the still-house. 1884 'C. E. Craddock ' In
Tenn. Mts. 11. 118 Joslah Tait had put his troubles In to
soak at the sttll-house.

Still-hunt, -hunting. U.S. (Recent ex-

amples.)
i88t Harper^s Mag. Oct. 690/2 That season of the year

which intervenes between jack-hunting and still-hunting.

1903 A'". V. Sun 15 Nov., Ihe typical titled foreigner supposed
to be on a still hunt for the American heiress. 1916 ' B. M.
Bower' Phantom Herd il. 32 I'm out on a still hunt for

some real boys. 1913 J. H. Cook Fifty Vrs. on Old Frontier
26, I found times that I could slip out of camp for a little

still-hunting.

Still water. 2. (U.S. examples.)
183a W. D, Williamson f/ist. Maine I. 66 The Meta.

wamkeag..has frequent falls and intervening still-waters.

1907 N, v. Evening Post (>;emi-weekly cd.) 22 Apr. 6 The
ice descends the stream. Now and then it stops, usually at

the head of a Stillwater.

Stimulus. Add : 3. C. Psychology. A process

of stimulation or excitement which affects the area

of a sense-organ {external stimulus)^ or which
originates within a sense-organ {internal stimulus').

Also attrib,, as stimulus-complex ^ 'pattern, 'thres-

hold, -unity -word.

1894 Creickton & TiTCHFNER tr. WundCs Human <V

Anim, Psychol. 16 The processes of motion which, by their

operation upon our senses, give rise to sensations, we com*
monly denominate stimuli, or more particularly sense-

stimuli. . . Thus we regard the sound-waves of the air or
the light-waves set up in surrounding space as stimuli,

corresponding to our sensations of soimd and tight. In the

same way, those motion*processes which are aroused, by the

agency of such external stimuli, in our sense-organs and in

the brain, may also be regarded as processes of stimulation

or as constituents of the entire stimulation-process. For the

sake of clearness, we will call these last interna/ stimuli.

/bid.^jThc way to determine this is obviously to set out,

not from a definite stimulus-unit, but from the unit of sensrt-

tion. 1897 C. H. Judo tr. JVrmdt's Outl. Psychol. 254 The
stimulus from which the resulting psychical process, for ex-

ample, a sensation, can be just apperceived, Is catted the

stintulus-threslwld. 1900 T. P. Nunn £//«*:. 44 In this case

..it is impossible lo foresee what kind of 'reaction' the

'stimulus-word' will provoke. 1934 R.M. OcoENtr. A'^^^i'j
Grtnvth ofMind Zj Fine differences in the stimulus-complex
may lead to opposite reactions.

^
Ibid. 137 'I'he phenomenon

corresponding to a given stimulus-pattern. X9S4 Joan
Riviere tr. FreutCs Coll. Papers II. 14 The very variable

relation of the stimulus-word to the reaction-word.

StiXLff, v)~ Add : 2. e. pass. To be heavily

charged, or involved in expense or loss of money.
Less commonly actively^ to involve in heavy

expense or loss of money, slang (orig. Cl.S.).

1903 Kansas City Daily Star 21 Apr. (Cent. D. Suppl.),

An undergraduate is no longer ' stuck ' for a dinner, a seat

at a play, a railroad ticket; he Is 'stung'. 1911 W. J.
Locke G/ory ofClementina lining xxi, They were left, they

were done, they were stung—they were all things that slang

has invented lo describe the position of men deceived by
those in whom they trusted. iga3 C. T. Cutclikfe Hvne
in Daily Mail 22 Jan. 8 [ I Je] told me. .he stood to lose some
enormous number of millions of marks M Germany went
phut.. .He seemed hurt when I said 1 was very glad if he
got stung for trading with the enemy, igas E. Fraser &
Gibbons Soldier <(• Sailor IVords s.v., He stung me for one
shilling. 1928 S. Vines Humours Unrecoticiled xix. 248 It

was better to pay than to be suddenly deserted by the whole
staff. so..Ditchling had to consent to be 'stung'. 1928

L. North Parasites 69 She slung us on salary—eight
hundred a week. 19x9 Mazo uk la Roche IVJtiteoaks v.

78, I was talking ttie other day to a young fellow who had
paid a fancy price for one {sc, a horse]. . . But he'd got badly
stung.

Stinger ^ (stiqai). Corruption of *Stenoah.
1901 Scribners Mag, Jan. lofi Two * stingers* were

brought... A ' stinger '..is a noggin of Scotch whiskey, en-

livened by much or Httle, according to individual taste, of

the local buzz-water. 1903 [see *Stkncah1. 1916 H. L.

Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap ix. 376, I found 'em in the

palm grill, or whatever it's called, drinking stingers.

Stingo. Add : b. /ig. Vigour, energy, vim.

To give (a person) stingo : to give it him hot.

1885 Punch 22 Aug. 86/3 It's rare fun, by Jingo ! I give

*em hot stingo, t^zj Daily Tel. 19 July 15 To keep in good

trim and add stingo to your efforts in sport. 19x7 Gals-

WORTHY A. A. Horn's Ivory Coast Foreword 5 A gorgeous
book.. full of sheer stlnga 1928 Observer i8 Mar. 23/3
Some shanties, sung by Raymond Newell and a chorus, are
full of stingo.

Stink, sb. Add : 3. b. Like stink : with
desperate speed, intensely hard, etc. slang.
19x9 R. C. Sherriff yourney^s End I. 40 If you see a

Minnie coming.. you have to judge It and run like stink
sometimes.

5. stink-bomb, a gas-shell ; also, a glass ball

which when broken emits a nauseating smell.
1915 D. O. Barnett Lett. 102 It seems that the tobacco

stores had amalgamated with a stink-bomb d^pot. 1923
Daily Mail 12 Mar. 9 Stink-bombs and rubber rods were
used last night by shocked schoolboys.. in protest against
the performance of an unclothed dancer [in Vienna]. 19*8
Daily Express 26 Mar. 2/1 Hungarian ami-Semitic students
bombarded the Budapest Opera House with stink-bombs.

Stink, V. 2. b. Add : Also phr. to slink of
motuy : to be * offensively ' rich, slang.

1929 Concise Oxford Diet, (new ed.). 193a Ivor Browh
Marine Parade xii, We must do our best. He stinks of
money. Will you fix up about rooms and for God's sake
let's have a decent dinner.

Stinker. Add : 6. Something rousing or

offensive, as a pungent speech, letter, etc. slang.

1919 G. K. Rose 2/^^ Oxf. ff Bucks Lt. Jnfty. 207 A
' stinlcer ' followed, to which we could only retaliate by post-

ing sentries the next day to warn us of the General's
approach.

Stink-pot. Add : 5. A term of abase for a
person or thing, vulgar.
193a Everybody's IVeekiy 31 Dec. 2i/i Stan back. Stinkpot,

canclier?

Stipple, sb. Add : 2. o. A brush which is

used lo produce a stippled effect.

1917 Daily Express 2^ May 5/5 An even coat of matt is

put on, the detail of delicate light and shade being etched
out again with brushes known as scrubbs and stipples.

Stock, sb.^ Add: 62. o. fig. In expressions

referring to the estimation in which a person or

thing is held.

1950 Times Lit. Suppl. 17 Apr. 334/4 He found British

stock very high in North Germany.
56. To take {no) stock in : to have (no) regard for.

orig. U.S.
1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agnc, IL 378 He., did not

take stock In all the remarkable yields of butter reported on
grass and hay. 1889 RoseT. Qoovi^ Steadfasty'x. 76 '1 don't

take no stock in that feller !
* she confided. X898 ' Mark

Twain ' Myst. Stranger (1916) 5 Father Peter took no stock

in the astrologer. x9oa G. H. Lorimer Lett, Selfmade
Merchant v. 61 I've always taken a good deal of stock In

what you call * Blood-wUl-tell ' if you're a Methodist. 1903
N. Y. Evening Post 17 Sept, 6 We take no stock whatever

in the stories that the President was unaware of the ejects
of the rules which he signed.

62. stock collateral (see Collateral sb. 6).

X9a9 Obserrer 17 Nov. 3/4 Time money on stock collateral

Is now quoted 5^ to 6 per cent.

65. stock box, a compartment of a bee-hive in

which a * stock* or swarm of bees is kept,

1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 501/1 There are also two supers or

honey boxes, the same diameter as the stock boxes. 1888

F. R. Cheshire Bees ^ Bee-Keeping II. 50 Both of these

hives may be extended, by the addition of stock-boxes and
supers.

Stockliolm (st(?'kh(?um). The nnme of the

capital ofSweden used attrib, in Stockholm pitch,

pitch yielded by Stockholm tar, a variety of tar,

prepared from resinous pinewood, and used in ship-

building.
1867 Chambers's Eneyel. IX. 296/1 The Stockholm tar,

which Is so widely used In ship-building. 1888 Encycl. Brit.

XXIII. 57/1 Wood tar, known also as Stockholm and as

Archangel tar. 19*9 K. Hughes Hig/i Wind in famaica
50 He did envy the chap whose job it was to dip his band
in a great pot of aromatic Stockholm tar.

Stockist (£t(?'kist). [f. Stock sb.'^ + -ist.] One
who stocks (certain) goods for sale.

1932 Autocar 10 Nov. 52 We are Stockists of High grade
Cars. i9»3 Daily Mail iz Feb. 16 Stockists for Yorkshire.

Ibid. 12 June 5 Call at any ' 'I'elemac * stockist and see for

yourself. i^zS Prospectus, A Raleigh spare parts stockist

has been appointed in nearly every town.

Stodge, z'. Add: 5. To walk or trudge through

mud or slush. Also, to walk with short heavy steps.

Also trans. To trample (mud), dial, or colloq.

1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss., Sludging, wnlkhtg
with short heavy steps ; always used with the adjunct along.
' He goes sludging along.' ^^z Aberdeen Weelily Free Press

7 June (E.D. D.) A polissman wha was comin' atodgin' doon
the streeL 19*0 G. W. Deeping Second Youth xxiii, The
• Old Man ' and his orderly stodged back again up a water-

logged communication trench. 1919 — Roger's Row viii,

§ 2 She had seen the feet of cattle stodging the mire in

Melfont.

Stodger (stfj-d^ai). colloq. [f. Stodgy a.-^

-eb'.] A stodgy person; one who is lacking in

spirit or liveliness. Hence Sto'd^ery, action

characteristic of such a person.

1905 Punch 25 Jan. 62/1 The other regular old stodgers

who go to atl the parties within a radius of six miles. 1907

Ibid. 9 Jan. 20/2 Well, father's quite right, they are the most

awful stodgers. You know they are. 19*0 G. W. Deeping
Second Youth iv. If you were starving. Miles, I suppose you
would walk down Oxford Street and say nothing. What
stodgery I We middle-clas< people are hopeless !

Stole, sb.^ (Later U.S. example.)

1886 Harper's Mag. June 78/2 After the first cutting of



STOLKJ^EEE,
the new plants the stole or stool left sends up another growth
of cane.

Stol^serre (st^lkyew, -x«ra). [Norw., f.

j/j/seat, ^TOOL sd, + kjmrre cart.] A two-wheeled
cart with seats for two persons. Hence Stolkjeerre
V. intr.^ to ride in this.

1885 OfU ^ a Ha^fin Nonvay 125 The court-yard of the
station was quite bu<y with carrlotes and stolkjaerres. 1924
Public Opinion 9 May 454/2 The traveller in stolkjaerre or
automobile ascends to snow-mantled plateaux. 1932 New
y'orier q Apr. 59/a Yachting on the 'iVuIlfjord, stolkjaerre-

tng through the Naeroedalf automobillng in the Baltic
Capitals.

Stomatograph (stp-mattjgra f). Bof. [f.

Stomato- + -GRAPH.] An instrnment for recording
the action of the stomata or breathing-pores of

leaves.

19x1 W. L. Balls in Nature 10 Aug. 180/1 The * Stomato-
graph '..consists of an electrical air-pump... 'I'he.. appliance
is .. composed of a box like a microscopeca.se. which is placed
on the ground under the plant to be examined ; from this
box issues the air-tube leading to the leaf and the telegraph
wire to the recorder. . .The trace of five consecutive days re-

corded from the same leaf, .shows the stomata slowly closing
. .and remaining closed all night, opening slowly after 3ud<
rise. i9tx ^ Cotton Plant in Egypt 41.

Stone, sb. Add : 1. c. A fashion shade of
yellowish or brownish grey; stone-colour.

1913 Daily Mail 2 June i In delightful shades of Fawn, .

,

Dove Grey, Stone, Beaver.

7. "b. A diamond. S, Afr. slang.
1887 A. B. Ellis S. A/r. .Sketches vii, Last night from my

tent there was taken a small packet of stones. 1891 Glan-
viLLE Fossiker xxix, The cooling mud has closed around the
' stones ', taking the impress of every angle and facet.

14. c Phr. To give a stone and a beating to : to
outrun or surpass easily. 01 ig. Racing slang.
1885 Daily Ne7us 4 Feb. (Ware) Canis vnlpis is, as a rule,

able to give, intettectuaily speaking, and in language germane
10 the matter, 'a stone and a beating ' to the majority of his
pursuers. 1936 Punch 18 Apr. 286/3 Their Smokeroom is

deliciously comfy, and can give a stone and a beating to ours
at the Camellia.

20. stone bag, {b) a dungeon (cf. Stone jug
2) ; stone-craft, the art of working in stone

;

sculpture; stone-dust, dust consisting of small
particles of stone.

1889 G. Kknhan in Century Mag. Sept 737/2 note^ It [sc.

the Russian Government] shrinks from allowing political
convicts to die of self-starvation, and yet it puts them to a
slow death in the '*stone bags' of the castle of Schlusselburg.
*9<*3 J* R- Harris Diouuri in Chr. Legends 37 We recog-
nized •stonecraft amongst the arts of the DioscurL 1931
Ca///(7//c^«//^//n (Dublin) June 578 Metal-work, stone-craft,
and architecture. 1896 Mary E. Wilkins Madelon 362 The
shattering of all the commandments into *stone-dust. losa
CJianibers's yrnl. 366/2 This fact is taken advantage of to
localise explosions in some American mines by mixing the
first rush of air with stone-dust.

Stone, V. 4. Add : Also with adv.
1897 C T. Davis Mann/. Leather (ed. 2) 185 Previotis to

splitting, leather is usually 'stoned out' to remove the
wrinkles in the sides. Ibid. 200 If you skive the leather it

should be jacked or stoned down to take the wrinkles out of
the neck. Ibid. 248 The machines shown in Figs. 39 and 83
arc also used for stoning-out.

Stone-boat. 2. U.S. (Earlier example.)
i86i-a Trans. III. Agric. Soc. (1865) V. 207 These are

drawn to the house on a stone boat.

StO'ne-braise. Injury to the feet caused by
walking on stony ground. Hence Stone-brtilseda.
1839 Southern Lit. Messenger V. 339/2 One of my toes..

had the worst kind of stone-bruise on it. 1850 W. H. Foots
Sk. Virginia 516, I travelled the whole route barefooted j

and had at one time three stone bruises on each foot. 1885
Century Mag. Nov. 29/1 Angy, who was complaining of a
stone-bruise, got up. 1906 * O. Henry' Four Million 133
I've seen Father Time get pretty bad stone bruises 00 his
heels when he walked through the gold diggings, a 1909
—Roads of Destiny xxi. 354 Five of my best staff-officers
fell, suffering extremely with stone-bruised heels.

Stonemason. (Karlier Amer. examples.)
X758 in Lett, to Washington II. 269 Our Stone Masons

has been Sick, Ever Since you have been Away, and our
Stone Wofk is much Behind hand. 1770 Washington
Diaries I. 370 Joseph Gort a stone Mason came here to
raise Stone.

Stonework. Add : 3. Printing. Work done
on the stone, such as the imposing of formes, etc.
<zx909 De Vimne Moti. Bk. Composition 306 (Cent. D.

Suppl.) Correct stone-work depends primarily on properly
justified lines and exact make-up.
Stook, sb,'^ slang. Also stoock. [prob.

Yiddish, a. G. stiick.^ A pocket-ltandkerchicf.
X859 Slatig Did., StooZ, a pocket-handkerchief. A stook-

hauler, or buzzer, a thitf who takes pocket-handkerchiefs.
1889 E. bAMfsoN Tales 0/Fancy 18 A dirty face, and a still
more dirty

' stook '. 1893 P. H. Emkrson .Signor Lippo xiv,
All I get IS my kip and a clean mill tog, a pair of pollies and
a stoock.

Stool, sb, 19. b. stool-pigeon U.S. (earlier
example).
X84X J. F. Cooper Deerslayer xvi, Unless.. the Mingos

have.. put her as a stool-pigeon to catch us.

Stool, V. 3. (U.S. examples.)
1770 in Maryland Hist. Mag. XII. 360 Our Wheat

particularly which cannot stool or Branch. x886 Harpers
Mag. Sept. 533/2 On light land strawberry plants..do not
develop or • stool out '.

Stoop, sd.^ U.S. (Earlier example.)
^755 Lssex Inst, Hisi. Colt. LII. 78 The Uonses of one

Story aod a Stoc^ to each.

256

Stop, sb.^ Add : 28. b. Bridgs. A card of
snch valne that it can reasonably be counted on, in
conjimclion with other cards in the same suit, to
taken trick in that suit. \i%\a&y to have [o^ hold)
a stop in (hearts, diamonds, etc.). Cf. 'Stopped
ppl. a. 2d, *Stoppeb sb. i g.
ijao E. V. Shepard Correct AttciioK loo If that suit has

already been bid by an opponent you can bid 2-N0 Trumps
if you have safe stops in the suit with quick side tricks.

20. stop-bead Carpentry, (a) a moulding on a
door-frame against which the door closes; (b) a
moulding on the inner side of a window-frame
along which the sash slides ; stop-butt, the slope
or bank behind arifle-range, which stops the bullets

;

stop-oylinder, a printing press in which the cylin-
der is stopped to permit the return of the recipro-
cating carriage ; stop-light, a light on the rear of
a motor vehicle, which lights automatically when
the brakes are applied ; stop-list, a list of persons
with whom members ofan association are forbidden
to do business; stop-needle, -speculum (see
quots.).

1876 Eticyct. Brit.^ IV. 496/1 An inner or *stop bead is

mitred round on the inside to complete the groove or channel
for the lower sash. 1864 A. Walker Riffe (ed. 2) 114 lf.it
a smaller angle it would, instead of acting as a *stop-butt
(etc.]. 1913 V,\r\.\r>o Land >, SeaT. 177 The long shed of the
Village Rifle Club reeked with the oniony smell of smoke-
less powder, machine-oil, and creosote from the stop-butt.
1887 R. R. BowKER in liar/'er's Ma;. July 174/2 The finest
illustrated work, .is mostly dorK with the ' *stop cylinder '.

190a EncycL Brit. XXXU. 5/2 The stop-cylinder. .is a
little inferior to the two-revolution cylinder in performance.
..In this machine the cylinder stops after every impression
and allows the feeder to place properly the sheet to be
printed. 1930 D. Mackail Honu Ainusiug! 190 His "stop-
light flickered almost ceaselessly as he crawled round the
square. 1910 Daily Ttl. 18 May 16/5 The association pub-
lished his name on their "stop list, the object of which was to
prevent all members of the association having any trade rela-
tions with the offending agent. 19:8 Daily Express 27 Apr.
2/4 To restrain the.. Association from publishing their names
on a *slop list " where are inserted the names of people to be
boycotted. 1901 Dorlano Med, Did. (ed. 2) s.v. Needle.,
*Stop~iieedle,2, needle with a shoulder that prevents it being
plunged in more than acertain distance. IStd, s.v. Specvlunt^
*Stop-specutum, an eye.speculum with an appliance for
controlling the degree to which its blanches spread.

Stop, V, Add : 15. o. Also, to hit (game).
184s Punch 25 Jan. 46/2 Out they_ \sc. the hares] rushed

from every quarter—so many—that it was often impossible
to 'stop ' more than one out of half-a-dozen.

e. To stop a bullet, to stop one, etc. : to be killed
or wounded. To stop a blast : to receive a repri-
mand. Army slang.
1916 E. V. Lucas Verjnilion Bex clxxxiv. 213 Poor boy,

I do so hope he manages not to 'stop one*. X916 Boyd
Cablk ActioM Front 151 It can't be his own chum, 'cause he
' stopped one '. 1925 E. Fraseh & G ibrons Soldier 4- Sailor
IVords, Stop a blast, to receive a rebuke or reprimand from
a superior. Stop a -packet, to be hit by a bullet : wounded:
killed. I9»7 Observer 8 May 20 The lieutenant who had
just obtained leave for Blighty., and then contrived to 'stop
one ' from a * sniper '.

35. b. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1857 Mary J. Holmes Mendow-Brook xvi. Wishing to see

a friend of his who lives here, we have stopped over one
train. 1873 ' Mark Twain ' & Warner Gilded Age xxiv.
Once when you renewed your ticket after stopping over in
Baltimore.

c. To stop aver : to remain on the side to which
one has travelled; to settle down across the sea.

U.S.
1909 Daily Chron, 20 Oct. 5/2 Kew industries will be

created, and older ones will be developed as the wealthy men
of the old country ' stop over '.

43. stop-voUey Lawn tennis (see quots.).
X919 tr. .5". Leuglen's Lawn Tennisfor Girls 54 The * stop

'

and 'draw' volleys are very useful to the net player... The
'stop' [must be played] by relaxing the grip, and. .with-
drawing the racket from the ball. 1927 Daily Express 25
May 17/7 Browne owed his victory to. .the great variety of
his game. Cut and chop and exquisite stop-voUeys were
mixed up in a most astute way. 1928 Betty Nuthall
Learning Lnzun Tennis 106 One of the most useful strokes
in the game, .is what is called the *stop volley'.. .It is

necessary 10 be quite close to the net to play it. The racket
is just put in the way of the ball, which drops dead on the
other side of the net.

b. In cinematography, involving the irregular
stoppage of the camera for the production of bizarre
effects.

»9ia F. A. Talbot Moving Pictures 201 When the * stop*
call was given the witch disappeared from the stage. Ibid.,
The strange effects produced in the witch's cave were
obtained both by double printing and the 'stop-motion'.
1915 J. B. Rathbun Motion Picture Making 73 Trick
street scenes, commonly known as 'stop' pictures.

44. Stop-over, (b) permission given to a
passenger to break his journey

;
{c) a place where

a journey is broken. Also = stop-over ticket. U.S.
1881 Harper's Mag. Apr. 767/2 They are allowed stopKiver

tickets which give them the privilege of turning their stock
out at any place for the winter, and then sending them on
in the spring to market. 1885 Outing {VS.) Nov. 150/2
There I took advant.ige of what, in railroad parlance, is
called a 'stop.over '. 1905 Chambers's yrnl. 87/1 At Van-
couver 1 stepped on board a Canadian Pacific Railway
steamer bound for Hong.kong, with a stop-over on my
second-class ticket, igas Scribners Mag. July 37 .\dvt..
Optional Uop«vcrs for visiting cultursd Lalm cities. 1918

STOWAWAT.
Blue Peter }vi\y Advt. p. iv, A Conveni.-nt Stopover. Hono-
lulu is a regular port of call for pas-senger steauiers crossing
to or from the Orient.

Stoppage. Add: 7. b. spec A cessation of
work owing to disagreement between employer and
employees; a strike or a lock-out.
190a Encycl Brit. XXV. 554/1 The adjustment of difTer-

ences that might otherwise lead to stoppage, [bid. XXXIII.
14/1 To d]sllngui.^h stoppages as strikes or lock-outs accord-
ing to the source of the original demand for a change of
conditions would lead to a very arbitrary and misleading
cl.TssiScation. 1916 Publishers' Circular-^') Dea 895/3, '9J6
..The year of the General Stoppage.

Stopped, ppl. a. Add : 2. d. Bridge. (See
quots.)
looi R. F. Foster Foster's Bridge 35 A Suit is Stopped

when you can make one trick in it, or can compel the
adver.sary to quit it and lead something else. Jbid. 52 If
they have both the red suits surely stopped. 1929 Work
Cotnpl. Contract Bridge iv. 20 A suit is stopped when the
bidder holds such cards in it that he can be sure of taking at
least one trick in that suit.

Stopper, sb. Add : 1. b. Also, = Stop sb.'^ 26.
1927 Chambers's frnl. 125/1 Pheasants were running here

and there as they were afraid to face the stoppers.

g. Bridge. = *Sropj,5.2 28 b.
>9oi R. F. Foster Foster's Bridge 112 When the make is

original, a guarded king is very likely a stopper in the dealer's
suit. 1914 Solus Auction Bridge 89 Stopper, a card fairly
certain to make a trick in opponent's suit. An ace isa certain
Stopper, a K. X. x. or Q. x. x. x. are fairly safe stoppers.

"t. d. (See quots.)

1897 J. Jeffery Redoing 8 That part against which the oar
IS pressed in rowing is called the ' thowl ', and the opposite,
or after-thowl, is called the 'stop', or 'stopper'. 1904 G.
RlxoN Rowing fr Sculling 2 In some stock gigs it will be
found that there is not sufficient room between the thowl
and stopper, causing the oar to stick or Mock' on a full
reach forward.

Storm, sb. 6. d. Add : storm-apron, {a)Naut.,
an apron-like protection for a steersman in stormy
weather

; {b) on the open top of an omnibus, a
waterproof sheet covering a seat or the knees of
persons sitting there ; storm-ooUar, (a) [G. sturm-
kragen], the long low roll of cloud that accom-
panies a squall or thunder-storm ( Funk) ; {b) a high
coat-collar which may be turned up and fastened
close round the neck ; storm-lantern, a lantern
in which the flame is protected from wind and
rain; storm-shoes, strong shoes for use in stormy
weather

; storm-troops ilil. [G. sturmtruppen]
~ shock-troops (*Shock sb:^ 7 b) ; storm-wind,
{b) a wind liavingthe Beaufort number ix.
1928 E. C. Vivian Nine Days vi, A wooden-laced steers-

man's head showed from behind the *-sturm.apron. 1908
Isle 0/ Man Weekly Times 12 Sept. 3/5 The high "storm
collar almost enveloping the ears. 19x8 Daily Meeil 3r July
3/1 Adjustable straps on cuffs, storm collar. 19«3 G. W.
Deepiko Secret Sanctuary xx. He. .lit the *storm-lantein
he used at night, and extinguished the lamp. 1913 W. H.
DoOLEV Man. Shoemaking 56 In the uppers of the best
*storm shoes you will alwaysfiivd box calf. 19x8 E. S. Fabrow
Diet. Mil. Terms, *.Storm-troops.

Story, sb.^ 6. e. U.S. (Earlier examples.)
1889 Kansas City Times tf Star 2 Dec, Henry Van

Brunt has a splendid story on 'Western Architecture' in
the Atlantic Monthly. 1903 E. L. Shuman Practical
Journalism 59 A news article, or ' story ' as it is called.

Stoss (stps, llJtJs), a. Geol. [G., = thrust,
push, blow.] Of a hill, rock, etc. : Facing the
direction from which a glacier moves or has moved

;

opposed to lee. Also traits/.

1891 Salisbury Geol.Surv, Neiu jFersey ^-jTher^ wasalso
more rapid erosion upon the north or stoss side of hills than
upon the southern or lee side. 1905 Chaiubeelin & Salis-
BURY Geol. I. 284 Erosion is greatest on the ' stoss * side of
an obstruction (the side against which the ice advances),
and deposition on the Ice side. 3928 Cha-mbkrlin Two Solar
Families iZa'LGt us picture theaccretionsinevortical motion
as running in con vergently at one end of the axisof the core
(the stoss end) and as running out divergently at the other
(the lee end).

Stott, variant of Stot v.

1903 W. J. Travis Pracl. Goi/^^i Generally speaking, if

a ball stotts or bounces well it will fly well.

Stonsll (stotij), V. Also stouoh. Austral,
slang, trans. To strike, thrash ; Hsojig., to rate

soundly. Hence Stoash sb., a battering or beating.

1893J. A. Barry J..5n77(;«'jZ;«jt>'r)*,etc.66nigetstoushed
over this job yet. 1900 H. Lawson Over Slipraits to One
or two wanted to go back and ' stoush ' that landlord. 19x4
Glasgow Even. Times 30 Dec. 2 It took half an hour or so
and a varied selection of stoush to disprove the allegation.

X935 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words, Siouch,
to hght, to thrash.

Stove, v.^ 8. (Additional example.)
18S0 Healv Lett, f, LeadeisUg^i) I. 87 The whole of the

American houses are stoved in the same way.

Stover, sb.'^ Add : 2. o. The stalks and
leaves of maize. U.S.
1837 H. Col.MAN Rep. Agric, Mass. (1838) 24 The stover

of the Pennsylvania corn.. would probably yield from a
third to a half more than ours in weight. 1894 Vet-mtint

Agric. Rep. XIV. 43 There is more stock food in the stover

or stalks of a corn crop, than in the ears.

Stowa^vay. Add : 2. gen. Something stowed
away. Also, a place where things may be stowed.
1913 E. F. Benson Thorley Weir iii. For all these wee^'5

Charles had never touched the cupboard except to insert

soiu« further stowaway. 19x5 W. J. Locke Jt^ffery xx. Of
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all the stowaway places under my control.. only one is

locked. 1918 Daily Express 21 Mar. 5/3 The window-seat
top lifts up, and this makes another good stowaway for

toys.

Straddle, sb^ Add : 3. (Examples.)
1S43 Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 233 These are. .subjects

for the straddle. The fence, .is our only. .safety on these
p'ints. 1903 A. B. Hart Actual Gov}. 97 The so-called
straddle.. that is, a declaration which means anything to
anybody.

7. straddle reversing Stock Exchange (cf. sense

3 b in Diet.) ; straddleways adv» — straddlewise.

1917 Daily Tel. n May 4/7 In the afternoon the tendency
of prices was downwards on liquidation by bull interests and
•straddle reversing by American houses. 1919 H. Walpolb
Secret City Lxviy lean imagine Lawrence standing *straddle-

ways on the deck of the Jupiter^ his short thick legs wide
apart.

Straddle, v. Add : 6. U.S, colloq. (Later
example.)
1904 A'. Y. Tribune 27 Oct. i The Democratic platform

dodges some questions and straddles others.

8. Stock Exchange, To be both long and short

of (stock),

1900 S. A. Nelson ABC Walt St. 161 A speculator who
has bought and is long of one stock, and sold and is short
of another, has straddled the market.

Straddle, adv. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1857 Quinl-Jtui I. 24 He found a crazy fellow sitting straddle

of a grave, holding on to the tombstone.

Strafe, v. Add : Hence Strafer. Stra-fin^
vbL sb.

19x6 Boyd Cable Action Front 135 One would expect the
same old field will get a strafing this afternoon. 1917
Chamhers's Jrnl. Jan. 45/1 If the fog clears the *strafers*
will spot us for a dead cert. igtS E. A. Mackintosh War,
the Liberator 86 'I'o. .place, obedient to my country's call,

A deadlier strafer in their hands than all. Ibid. 96 We got
such a strafing it whitened our hair. 19*3 Contenip. Rev.
Jan. 16 Mr. Bonar Law endured this moral strafing with
dogged heroism. 1930 C. R. Samson Fights <$ FlightsgZ Wc
left a car to attend to the Zeppelin strafers and take their
mechanics away.

Straff (straf), variant of Strafe v. and sb,

1915 in Naval RericTu (1916) IV, 267 The usual daily
straff, 1916 \'oyu Ckhi.^ Action Front 4^ Straff the Ger-
mans and all their works, particularly their mine works I

Straight, A., J^.. and o^. Add: A. <»^'. 3. e.

Used as int. ~ Really and truly, vulgar colloq,

1890 Chevalier Coster's Courtship (Farmer) Straight 1

scs I, I'm on the job for better or for wuss.

9. d. Without ornamental additions,
i9a8lsee *HoT<»,8h).

10. O. straight betting Racin^^ backing a horse
to win ; straight-eight, a motor vehicle having
eight cylinders in line ; straight fight, a direct con-
test between two candidates ; straight goods U.S,^
the truth; straight paper.negotiable paper bearing
the name of one individual; straight play, a play
in which there is plain dialogue without music,
etc. ; straight-side a., having straight sides, as a
pneumatic automobile tyre having a straight-sided

bead reinforced by a wire or wires contained in the
bead ; hence sb,^ a type of ski.

X9a8 Daily Sketch to Aug. 90/4 It. . can beu«ed either for

•straight or place betting. \^%j Observer 16 Oct. 27 Sun-
beam's enterprise in standardising eight-cyliiider-in-line

engined carriages is now. .supported.. by the 3i-6o-h.p.
Wotseley "straight-eight. 1931 Daily Express 16 Oct. 3/2
There was a prospect at one time of three-cornered fights in

four of Bristol's five divisions, but to-day the position is that
there areto be*straight fightsall round. 1903A. H.Lewis
The Boss 27^ Every word, however, was true. 1 but handed
her th' "straight goods, t^ii H. Quick Velloivstone AT, v.

127 Some of this was straight goods, an' some stall. 1931
A. J. WoRRALi, Engl. Idioms 55, I like Godfrey Tearle best
in Straight plays. X918 Webster Addenda, "Straight-side.

X933 E. Jesslp Snow 4- Ice .Sports 22 The ' cross country

'

and 'straight side' are names by which one of these models
is variously known._ Ibid. a6 With the ' straight side

'

model, there is no disadvantage in wearing a ski which Is

considerably longer than your reach.

B. sb. 1. e. The straight : the truth. U.S.
190a G. H. LoRiMER Lett. Self-tnade Aferchani xviu. 271
No one except the widow ever really got at the straight of
Bud's conduct. 1909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 198,

I ain't beard the straight of it.

3. b. ettipt. for straightflighty play^ etc.

1913 Aeroplane 9 Oct. 410/1 Mr. Hucks was gaining
slightly on the straights, though losing at the sharp corners,

1914 H.^ RosHER In li.N.A.S. (1916J 20 Yesterday I did
five straights (straight flights) alone. 1928 Punch 23 May
583/3 The character-actors have no doubt an easier task than
the * straight * actors.

6. (Earlier examples.)
1866 C. H. Smith Bill Arp 39 The Yankees had a strait,

which would have taken Forrest and raked down the pile.

6. In trap-shooting, a perfect score. U.S.
>9*3 Forest ff Stream ai Feb. 160 (Cent. D. Suppl.) In the

lo-bird event W. ..and C. each made a straight.

7. U.S. (See quot. 1928.)
a 1906 'O. Henry' Trimmed Lamp^^tc. 272 I managed

to soak in a little straight. i9a8 Collier's 29 Dec 42/2
There is Juarez whisky, ^r intance. It is sometimes called
'American Straight',

C, adv. 7. a. straight-Jlying pres, pple. and
ppl. adj. ; straigfht-bred «., descended from one
particular breed withont admixture ; straight-out

a., cut in a straight line ; spec, of tobacco, cut

lengthwise of the leaf into long silky fibres; sb.^

SUPPT.
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tobacco cut in this way; a cigarette made from
straight-cut tobacco.
1901-2 Rep, Kansas State Board Agric. 57 (Cent. D.

Suppl.) Certain so-called ' pure ' or ' *straight-bred ' strains
of pedigreed cattle. 1840 *srraight-cut [see Diet.]. 1913
Punch 8 Jan. 24/1 A young gentleman of fashion who.,
toyed with a priceless straight-cut. 1917 G. W. Dekping
Kitty ii. § 2, 1 want some cigarettes—straight-cuts—

,

'9»S J- Gregory Bab of Backivoods ii, Whatever Dick
Gale had done pointed the *straight-flying arrow for Bab's
following. 1928 C. G.Stewart Two Poems Airtnan^ Loop i

Straighiflying, I Drop downward rushing. 7^/^/. 14 Sudden
another Land !.. Above it I'm straightflying.

Straiglitaway (strJitawf*), adv. (a.) [=>

straight atvay (^see Straight ctdv, 2 c) spelt as one
word.] = Sthaightway adv.
19x0 Sphere 20 Aug. p. vi/i Radley flies a mile straight-

away at a speed of 75 miles an hour. 1920 G. W. Deeping
Second Youth xxviii, She interested me straightaway, igaj
Daily Mail 26 May g It was so evident that Evander had
been badly hurt that he was straightaway withdrawn.

b, as adj.

1913 Captain Sept. 1072/2 In straighl-away flights even
higher speeds have been established.

Straighten, v. 4. Add : Also with out, up ;

spec, used of aircraft.

J911 Grahame-White & Harper Aeroplane 136 Instead
ofperforming thecvolution which is known as 'straightening
up * a machine. 19x4 [see *Flatten v. 2 bj. 1917 Times
5 July 6/5 Two machines, .swerved and one started to fall

for some hundreds of feet before it straightened out and
regained flying speed. 1931 Review 0/ Revie-zus Aug. 99/2
The. -expectations. .that the Silesian tangle was straighten*
ing out have proved quite illusory. 193X Daily Mirror
27 Aug. 2/2 [The plane] straightened out and made
terrific bursts of speed along the measured mile course.

Straight-out, a. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1848 W. Ar.mstrong Stocks 9 The Stock is to be delivered

and paid for upon a certain day—these are sometimes termed
straight out contracts.

Strain, sb.'^ Add : 9. C. To take the strain^

in a tug of war : see quot.
i9ta Games ^ Nnv. Milit. Tournament 3 The pulls will

be started by the Referee by word of mouth as follows :—
* Take the strain \ on which both teams will put a strain on
the rope without pulling.

15, (sense 9) strain-slip {cleavage) , -twinning
(Twinning vbl. j^.2 a),

X903 Geikie Text-bk, Geol. (ed. 4) 681 Frequently the
puckerings have been ruptured and a fine cleavage or joint-
ing has been produced (Ausweichungsclivage, *strain-slip

cleavage), 1906 Technol. ^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild &
Tweney), Strain Slip Cleavage, a structure developed in
certain rocks by dynamic metamorphism. 190S W. B.
Wright in Q. Jml. Geol. Soc. LXIV. 308 The folding and
subsequent strain-slip would seem therefore to be the result

of stresses acting on a decidedly heterogeneous rock. 1930
Peach & Hokne Geol, ScotL 53 *Strain-twinning then begins
to develop in the oligoclase and albite.

Strainless (str^i-nles), a. [f. Strain j^,2 4.

-LESS.] Produced without strain ; free from strain.

Hence Strai*ulessl7 adv.
j^aj SiDGwicK Electronic The. Valency 237 We are. .not

justified in assuming either that Ingold's simple calculation
of the angles from the volume relationships of the attached
groups is correct, or that the resultinjj angles are ' strainless*.

X9a7 Daily Tel. 10 Feb, 16/4 Eluding the volleying vigi-

lance of the Australian by drives as supremely accurate as
they were strainlcssly produced, X9a8 /bid. 5 June 17/6 In
the men's final. .Cochet was his glorious little self. His was
..the imaginative brio and the strainless elegance of the
born genius.

Strait, a,, sb., and adv. B. sb. Add : 3. d.

pi, A middle grade of cod-liver oil, of a pale brown
colour, produced by compressing the livers after

the pale or shore oil has been run off. Also Straits

oil, (? So called from the Strait of Belle Isle, be-

tween Newfoundland and Labrador.)
X849 Refi. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 165, I. .claim. .the

combination of the straits oil with the magnesia. 1897 C. T.
Davis Manuf. Leather [fiA. 2) 229 The oil is clarified and
bleached by boiling and filtering. Thus refined it is called
* straits '.

Stram, v, U.S, (Earlier example.)
1846-52 Mks. Whitcher Widow Bedott P. xxv. 306 She

..strammed wglit across the room and sot down.

Strand, t^.^ S. Add : (See also quot.)

1894 Jeanettk E, Davis Elem. Mod. Dressmaking 116
In addition to running or overcasting, very careful workers
strand their button-hules

—

i.e. carry a thread of silk across

each edge over which to work the stitch. In stranding, a
tiny upward stitch is taken at one end of the hole, and a tiny

downward one at the other, and the two stitches being re-

peated, leave two strands of siik along each edge of the slit,

below which the needle is to come at every stitch.

Strandveldt, -veld (strse-ndvelt). S. Africa.

[f. Du. strand SiTXAiniy sb.^ + veldt, now veld field.]

The coast lands south of Bredasdorp and Riversdale.

Also attrib.

X87S-84 R. B. Sharpe Layard^s Birds S. Afr. 47 Mr. John
Van der B> I's farm, Naclit-wacht in he Strandveldt. 1S80
Trans. S. Afr. Phil. Soc. 1. 111, 196 The variety is usually
termed the * Strandveldt ' (sea-coast) locust.

Strapf sb. 17. Add : strap-game U.S.

(earlier examples) ; strap-hang v. intr,, to be a

straphanger (see Diet.) ; also in vbl. sb. ; strap-

rail ^^..S". (earlier examples),
X847 Knickerbocker Mag. XXIX. 381 He was accused of

having * come the "strap-game * over a native. 1873 J. H.
Beadlk Undevel. West vii. 140 A score of * smart Alecks '

relieved of their surplus cash by betting on the 'strap
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game *, X9X7 Daily Mail 28 Aug. 2/5, I think those weary
girls look like tired little floweis as they "strap-hang for
half an hour or more. X919 Electrician LXXxII. 497/a
The somewhat elaborate provision made for * strap hanging '.

1918 Outlook 26 May 646/2 Passengers need not ' strap-
hang ' if they did not wish, since all they had to do was to
wait for a train with a vacant seat. X9a8 Daily Express
22 Dec. 7/2 Straphanging rule dispute. X874 B. F. Taylor
World on Wheels, etc. i. xiii. 105 Years ago, he rode on a
train of the old Toledo & Adrian Railv/ay—*strap.rail at
that. 1887 C. B. Georgs 40 Years on Rnil 33 Some of the
old strap-rails were in use on the Boston and Maine when I
went on that road.

Strap, v,^ Add : L e. intr. for pass. To
admit of being fastened by means of a strap.
X9a4 Anne D. Sedgwick Little French Girl u v, Grey

shoes strapping across tlie instep with a buckle.

Strapontin (strapontrtn). [It.] a bracket
seat, such as are used in carriages and cars ; also,

a similar kind of seat used in play-houses.
X9a6 W. J. Locke Old Bridge v. xviii, Perella insisted on

sitting on ihe little seat, so that Silvester should be at the
back with Beatrice. ' He loves it—hates strapontins.' 1927
Observer II) May 12 As for the strapontins, which, at every
performance of a successful play, block up all the gangways,
actors and managers agree that they are dangerous.

Strapper^, Add : 5. A workman who
furnishes or secures a thing with straps.
x88x lustr. Census Clerks {iZZs) 79 Leather Goods. . Maker.

Strapper. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 044 Strapper^
puts up straps of wood or steel in support of roof in machine
cut coal face. Ibid. § 345 Strapper, attaches straps to bags,
trunks, etc.

StraSS 2. Delete rare-^ and add : 2. A kind
of waxed straw with a silky appearance, used for

dress trimmings, etc.

1926 Westm. Gaz, 10 Mar., Raspberry red strasse (a sort of
waxed straw) was made into rosettes for a trimming on one
blai.k frock. 1927 Daily News 8 Apr. 2/2 Beneath the large
strass*trimmed hnish to the belt in front fell a full panel of
while georgette trimmed with strass.

Stratfordian (strsetfQaudian). [f. Stratford-

on-Avon + -ian.] A supporter of the view that

William Shakespeare of Stratford-on-Avon was the

author of the plays generally attributed to him.
Also as adj.

1908 Sir G, Greenwood Shakesp. Probl. Restated 172
Really, really, there must be some limits even to Stratford-
ian demands on our credulity 1 Ibid. 226 The futilities which
are gravely^ trotted out by enthusiastic Stratfordians as
valuable evidence to illustrate the life of Shakspere. 1923— Lee, Shakesp. ^ a Tertium Qnid 36 Any work which
happens to be published in support of the ' orthodox ' Strat-
fordian tradition.

Stratosphere (str^tiJsfi»i). Meteorol. [f.

strata-, irreg, comb. f. Stratum +Sphkbk sb.'\

The layer of atmospheric air lying above the tropo-

sphere, of unknown thickness, in which the tempera-
ture ceases to fall with height, and remains constant;

the isothermal layer, Cf. ^Troposphere.
X908 SoLLAS tr. Suess's Face of the Earth III. a So great

is the part played by stratified deposits in the structure of
the earth's crust that we might be tempted to speak of the
stratosphere of the earth in contradistinction to the scorio-

sphere of the moon. 1914 C. J. P. Cave in Q. Jrnl. R,
Meteorol. Soc. App. 108 M, Teisserenc de Bort discovered
that the atmosphere is divided into two parts, the tropo-
sphere, which extends from the surface to about 7 miles, and
itie stratosphere, which lies above ; the troposphere is con-
stantly churned up by convection currents ; the stratosphere
lies above ihe reach of these turbulent motions. 1928 Bhunt
Meteorology 46 The stratosphere is colder over the equator
than over the poles.

Stratum. 7. Add : strata peat, a class of

combustible bioliths consisting of layers of peat and
saprokoll.
1906 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 748 The strata peat comes from.

places where the peat is periodically under water.

Straw, sb^ Add : 1. d. A fashion shade of
yellow resembling the colour of straw,

1903 Encycl, Bnt, XXIX. 730/1 Yellow (canary or straw).

1913 Daily Mail 19 Feb. 5 A full range of new colourings,
including.. Peach, Lemon, Straw, Rose.

14. straw-basher slang, a man's or boy*s straw

hat or boater ; straw^-boss 6'^^., a sub-foreman
(see quot. 1905) ; straw-cir6 (see *Cir£ a.).

1931 Cronih //aster's Castle 11. xii. 421 A stiff, board-like

*straw.basher, 1905 Terms Forestry ^ Logging 50 *Stra7u
boss, a subforeman in a logging camp. 193s Short Stories

Feb. 67/1 Josephine saw the straw-boss move with apparent
carelessness toward the prisoner. 1928 Daily Express 15
June 5/5 Trimmings of coloured felt flowers on shapes of
"straw-cire.

Strawberry. Add: L b. The fruit of certaia

marine plants, as those of the genus Chara, which.

in colour and shape resemble strawberries. Also
attrib. : strawberry bottom, a sea-bottom covered
with plants bearing this fruit.

1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. iii. 53 The hook had fouled among
a bunch of strawberries, red on one side and white on the

other, /bid. viii. 167 She acts as though she were on straw*

berry-bottom. It's all sand here, ain't it?

Stray, a, S. Add : Also, occurring or met
with casually or unexpectedly ; sporadic, occasional;

as a stray instance, a stray remark, a stray customer

or two.

Streak, sb. Add : 2. h. The cut in a pine-tree

from wiiich the resin exudes for the manufacture of

turpentine.

61
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3^ C. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
i«39 Knickerbocker Mag. XIII. «98, I see him yesterday

afternoon . . starting off like a streak, to go to Norridgewock.

1849 C. Lanman Lett. AUe^ktuiy Mountains xi. 8g The
water wheeled my head round to the hole, and in I went
quick asa streak. 1887 Mary E. Wilkins //um6ie Romance
376 He went past mc like a streak when I was coming up
the road.

d. A course of travel, esp. at a rapid rate. To
make a streak : to make off in haste, to hurry. U.S.
a 1861 T. WiNTHROP yofut Brent xxiL (1863) 243 She's got

the old man to take care of and follow offon his next streak.

187S J. G. Holland Sevenoaks iv. 60 Weil wopse *im up in

some blankits, an' make a clean streak for the woods. 1909

R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 280 She was in the habit of

estimattn' just how Utile nourishment it would take to run

her to the next feed, gettin' it into her in the shortest possi-

ble time, an' then m^in* a streak for it.

6. b. (Earlier and later U.S. examples.)
1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXI. 303, I had 'struck a

streak of bad luck *. 1865 * Mark Twain ' SketcJus (1926)

305 There never was a bad James in the Sunday-school
books that bad such a streak of luck as this sinful Jim.
187X B. Hartk Luck of Roaring Camp^ etc 34 We've had
a streak of bad luck since we left Poker Flat, xgis C.
Mathewson Pitching in a Pinch xi. 233 But what's a new
hat against a losing streak or a batting slump?
7, streak-disease, a disease in maize and sugar-

cane caused by the streak-virus (see quots.)

;

streak-plate, (a) Bacteriol. a plate or mass, e.g.

of gelatine, which is infected by making streaks

(sense 2 g) on it with the bacteria-covered point of

a needle; {b) Min. a small tablet of unglazed
pottery on which minerals are rubbed to ascertain

the colour of the streak (sense 2 d).

X935 H. H. Storey in Re^. Proc. Imperial Bot, Confer.
(title), "Streak-disease : an infectious chlorosis of sugar cane.

1030 H. H. Storey & McClean in Ann. Applied Biol.

XVII. 691 The name o{ Streak Disease has been used to

designate a characteristic chlorotic condition which has been
observed in South Africa tn a number of species of plants
of the family Gramineae. Ibid. 623 Our maize *streak
virus was taken from a naturally streaked maize plant. 1895
BucM's Handbk. Med. Sci. Suppl. 83/1 ' *Streak-plates ' are
made on gelatine and agar, after the medium has been poured
in the plates and become solidified, by drawing an infected

needle across them in four or five parallel courses. 1904
Brush & Penfield Determ, Min. ^ BloTvpipe Anal. (ed.

16) 238 The streak of a mineral..may be quickly determined
by rubbing it on a piece of white unglazed porcelain...

Streak-plates, are made especially for this purpose.

Streak, v,^ Add : 4. o. For the sense ' To go
quickly or at full speed \ now often associated witb
this word, see *Streek, streak v. 5.

Stream, sb, 9. C. Add : stream-jam Logging
(see qnot.) ; stream-sail, short for slreatn-Hne sail

(*Stbkam-linb I b).

1905 Terms Forestry^ Logging2ZCenterjam^t^lTLvntorra^
on an obstacle in the middle of a stream, and which does not
reach either shore; *stream jam. 1920 Glasgo7v Herald
16 July 7 The three hours' trial of the *streamsail on the eve
of the great race.

Streaminif, ///. a. Add : L b. Of a cold

:

accompanied by copious running of the eyes and
nose.

1923 W. R, Inge Lay Thoughts (1926) 229 Persons..
suffering from streaming colds, which are quite as infectious

as..mumps or chicken-pox.

Streaxa-line. Add : 1. Also in Aerodynamics

y

(a) the direction of an air current impinging upon
a moving body, as a motor car or aeroplane;

(d) designating the shape given to motor cars and
aircraft to offer the minimum resistance to the air.

1907 F. W. Lanchsstek Aerodynamics 104 The lines of
flow and.. the stream lines, the latter term being employed
in all cases where the primary flow is superposed ona motion
of translation. 1909 C C. Turner Aerial Navig. To-day
(iQTo) 112 In the case of a concavo-convex plane there is the
atlditional advantage of reduced resistance to the air, the
form of the plane more closely approaching 'streamline*.
1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks 142 Stream-Line, a form
or shape of detrimental surface designed to produce mini-
mum drift.

b. in various attrib, and adj, uses with meaning
'designed to decrease wind-resistance', 'having a
stream-line form *, as stream-line body, coat^ part^

sail, shape, system^ wire ; also stream-line flow,
motion, the motion of a fluid or current of air past
an obstacle when the paths of all the particles are
smooth; stream-line sail (see qnot. 1920).
1898 stream-line motion [in Dictl. 1907 F. W. Lanchester

Aerodynamics 11 The fluid in the vicinity of a streamline
body is of necessity in a state of motion and contains
energy. Ibid, 28 In order that streamline motion should be
possible such motion must be a stable state. Ibid. 27 If. .we
assume continuity as hypothesis, then all bodies must be
streamline. Ibid. 38 Streamline flew general. 1916 H.
Barber Aeroplane Speaks 60 The importance of adjusting
all stream-line parts to be dead-on m the line of flight.

Z918 Cadburv in C. F. S. Gamble Story North Sea Air
Station xxiL (1938) 408, I.. seized a scarf, goggles and
helmet, tore off my streamline coat, and, semi-clothed.,
took a running jump Into the pilot's seat. 19x9 G. Whale
Brit, Airships 160 The remaining two engines are carried
in a small streamline car situated amidships. 1920 Glasgoiu
Herald 16 July 7 The 'stream line sail ..is a stream-line
strip of canvas, a lacing device extending from the boom
to the gaff along the mast, and calculated to prevent a
vacuum or back wind by plugging up the open space of six

inches or so that always extends beneath the mainsail and
the mast from top to bottom. It makes practically a solid

sail from the mast to the outer edge, and. .the result aimed
at . . is . . the decreasing of the wind resistance. 1922 Encycl.
Brit. XXX. 21/1 ' Stream-line ' wires^ were first designed
for the British army dirigible 'Beta* in 1912. 1922 Daily
Mail 3 Nov. 2 The body of the car is streamline accord-
ing to British practice.

Hence Strea'm-Une v, trans. y\o give a stream-
line form to. Strea'm-Uned ppi, a. Streain-
U:iiing' vbl. sb.

19x3 Aeroplane 30 Oct. 480/1 Its \sc. an aeroplane'sj small
span and carefully streamlined body. 1916 H. Baubkr Aero-
plane speaks 59 Even the wires bracing the aeroplane to-

gether are, in many cases, stream-lined. 1918 Ibid (ed.

6) 61 The weight of the stream-lining is always paid for
many times over by the greater velocity and consequent in-

crease of lift due to the decreased drift. 1927 Haldane &
Huxley Anim. Biol. xiii. 316 The air-sacs. .are used to
stream.line the body. Ibid. 318 Most of the fuselage of an
aeroplane only serves for stream-lining. igx8 C. F. S.
Gamble, Story North Sea Air Station Introd. 10 Her two
stream-lined gondolas ,. were designed to be capable of
sustaining severe impact loads when alighting on water. Ibid.
1. 43 An apparatus . . bad to be fixed on a platform outside the
fuselage and streamlined in. 1930 Observer 16 Feb. 17/5
She has oval, instead of stream-lined funnels.

Streek, streak, v. 5. imr. Delete ' Now
diai. and U.S. colioqJ and add : The form slreak
in modem use is often associated with ^streak of
lightning', (Later examples in general use.)
1915 RosHER In R.N.A.S. (19x6) 50, I.. climbed to 3,000

feetand streaked offovertbeChannel. 1927 A. E, W. Mason
No Other Tiger xix, Her car started forward, circled round
the Square and streaked out into Piccadilly. 1928 Cham-
bers*s yrfil. 2f-2 The hooked fish streaked across the pool
and got the line it asked for. 1928 Sunday Express 6 May
19 The two ' bines '. .galloped after Jack Massey, who was
streaking for the house. 1928 Daily Express 10 May 10/3
The golf dog then streak^ howling out of the bunker and
vanished. 193a Ibid. 2 July i/s At a sudden signal the dog
will streak away from his master's side.

f. trans. To cause to go * like lightning '. Also
to streek its way.
1916 G. W. Deeping Sincerity xviii, She shot well, very

few of her arrows streaking their way through the sunlight
to stand slantingly in the grass. 1928 Daily Express
19 June 17/2 He hit only three 4's, and. .streaked one from
Staples dangerously through the slips when 28. Ibid, 25
June 17 Chapman.. 'streaked* several shots through the
slips.

Street, sb. Add : 2. f. Also the Street «= Heet
Street (Fleet sb,'^^ a b), Wall Street (example),
1903 N, y. Times 30 Aug., The Street has never received

any direct information as to the identity of those now in
control, 193a Ne^s Chron. ir Feb. 6/3 A year ago he was
coming back as Editor to the Street.

3. 1. To be in or up a person's street : to be his

concern or business, to be in his line, colloq, or

slang,

1903 Farmer & Henley Slangy Street..,, a capacity, a
method ; a line : e.g. ' That's not in my street ' = ' I am not
concerned' or 'That's not my way of doing*, etc 1929
Publishers* Weekly (N. Y.) 21 Dec. 2813/2 A great many
of the books published today are, as the saying is, right
up her street.

4. e. Street dealing, a transaction conducted
outside after the Stock Exchange has closed ; so

street market ; street-kerb = Kerb sb. 2 ; also

attrib. ; street-yarn U,S, (earlier example).
1930 M. Clarke Home Trade 269 Dealings may then be

carried on outside the Exchange itself. Such dealings are
termed ' *street dealings '. 1913 Punch 26 Mar. 237/2 The
*street-kerb sellers. 1931 Daily Express 15 Oct. 14/4 Quiet
conditions prevailed in the "street market last night. z8x6
Mass. Spy 6 Mar. (Thornton), 1 guess the man is a borse-
jockey, and the woman a spinner of *street-yarn.

Strength., ^^. Add: 2. e. Toget the strength
of', to understand fully; toobtain theactualfactsof.
1916 C. J. Dennis Ginger Mick 63 Then, bit be bit, Mick

gits the strength uv it. 1923 E. Fraser& Gibbons Soldier
<5- Sailor IVords, Strength^ to get the^ to obtain the actual
facts about anything.

StrephotOxne (stre'f(Jt^am), Surg, [f. Gr.

(TTpf(p€iv to twist + *-TOME.] An instrument re-

semblingacorkscrewforinvaginatingthe hernial sac.

1890 Billings Med. Diet.

Strepto*. Add : Streptospondylian, -spon-
dyline, -spondylons adjs.j also applied to those

ophiuroids in which the arms are capable of being

coiled round straight objects (opp. to zygospon-

dyline).

Stress, sb, 10. Add : stress mark Photogr,

(see quot. 1918).
1918 Photo-Miniature XV, Mar., Stress Marks, scummy

appearance or black lines on a bromide or D. O. P. print.

1919 Brit. Jriil. Pltotogr. Abn. 251 Free from tendency to
give rise to stress or abrasion marks.

Stretcher. 6. a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1832 U.S. Stat. c. ccxxvii. (1856) IV. 587 [Duty] on square

wire used for the manufacture of stretchers for umbrellas,..
twelve per centum ad valorem.

11. (Additional example.)
i88s Outing (U.S.) Oct. 77/1 The trout.. were lusty,

vigorous fellows, and with a * Silver Doctor* as a stretcher,
I managed to forget myself . .completely.

Strewage (strtt-edg). [f. Strew », + -agje.]

- Stuewing vbl. sb. b,

»9oa J.^ H. Skeink Pastor Agnonmt 266 The waking of
that Syrian refugee .. after his sleep among the great strew-
age of rocks on a down of Canaan. 1929 Bridges Test.
Beauty iiu 894 Vestiges of hia stony asceticism imbue all

time, thick as the strewage of his flinty tools, disseminate
wberesoe'er he hatfa dwelt.

Striated, ppl. a. Add : 1. d. Striated dis-
charge^ a form of electric discharge characterized
at various low pressures by successive light and
dark bands or stria;.

188a Siemens Sci. Wks. (1889) III. 355 That a stria, with
its attendant dark space, forms a physical unit of a striated
discharge; that a striated column is an aggregate of such
units formed by means of a stcp-by-step process. 1902
Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 48/1 In the striated discharge we
see.. that recombination is greater than ionization in the
bright parts, and less in the dark parts.

Striation. Add : L b.//. Electr. The succes-
sive light and dark bands of an electric discharge
(cf. prec),
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 47/2 When the pressure is

within certain limits its luminosity often exhibits remark-
able periodic alterations in intensity. ..These are called
striations.

Striature. Add: Also/^.
1918 F. HACKETT/rtf/ff«(^xiii. 362 ThisstriatureofCatho-

lies and Protestants, nationalists and anti-nationalists, Irish
and Scotch-Ulstermen, is by no means so insufferable as the
tenor of argument may indicate.

Strictish (stri-ktij), a. [f. Stkict a, + -ISH 1,]
Somewhat or rather strict.

1886 Stubbs MedisvcU ^ Mod. Hist. vii. 145 A monk in a
strictish convent.

Strictnring (stri-ktiiirii]), vbl. sb. Path. [f.

Stricture sb^ + -ing 1.] Formation of a stricture;

narrowing (e.g. of the urethra).
1908 Practitioner Jan. 40 The laceration of the urethra by

foreign bodies, such as calculi, does not, as a rule, give rise
to much stricturing.

Stride, sb. Add : 1. To lengthen or shorten
ones stride : to increase or diminish one's speed.
1925 E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^ 1924 32 On April B

we lengthened our stride and covered 12 miles.

3, C. jig.^ esp. in phr. to get into ones stride,

1919 Punch 12 Mar. 210/1 Theoperator won the Arstgame
before I could get into my stride. 1929 Star 21 Aug. 12/2
The latter, opening the innings with Cutmore, got into his
stride in Hill-Wood's first over with an ejccellent leg glide
to the boundary.

StrigOvite (stri-gJvsit). Min. [ad. G, strigovit

(1869), i, mod.L, Strigovia, Striegau, a town in

Silesia : see -ite 1.] A dark green silicate of alumi-
nium and iron found in the district of Striegau,
1875 Dana Min. App, 11. (1880) 53. 1896 Chester Diet.

Min.

Strikable (strai-kaVl), a, [f. Stbike v, +
-ABLE.] That may be struck.
Z904 J. P. Mannock Billiards Expounded I. i. 23 The

various ' strikable faces * of a ball.

Stride, sb. Add : 9. General strike, sym-
pathetic strike: see *Genebal a. 2, *Stmfathktio
a, 3 b.

20. (sense 8) strike-faulting i strike-breaking
vbl, sb,, the action of a strike-breaker.
1920 Manch. Guardian Nctvs Bulletin 10 Sept. 2/1 A

direct incitement to *strike-breaking. X93X Times 24 Sept.
1 1/2 He [sc, Devito] was also the 'biggest r^keteer ia
the Strike-breaking business'. 1925 N. E. Odkll in E. F.
Norton Fight/or Everest, J9^4 299 There is considerable
evidence of *sirike faulting which would explain this.

Strike, v. Add : 2. e. To strike back ; to light

or flash back (*Flash v.^ 9 c).

1904 Technel. ^ Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney) s.v.

Bunsen Burner, Occasionally the burner 'strikes back'

—

i.e. the gas catches light and burns inside the tube.

18, d, 7o strike over : to turn over on its side.

(Cf. keel over. Keel v,^ 3.)
1930 Times 31 Mar. 7/5 The old vessel has been standing

at the side of the slipway in Cowes, up which she was hauled
and * struck over ' in the autumn of 1928, She was protected
with an over-all covering.

Strike-out. [f. verbal phr, strike out : see

Strike v, 83.] In baseball, an act of striking

unsuccessfully (see qnot, 1S74 s.v, Stbike v,

19x0 W. M. Raine B. O^Connor 226 He's bound to make
a hit or strike out. Z917 C Mathewson Sec. Base Sloan
293 Wayne's opportunities to distinguish himself were few,
for strike-outs were numerous.

Striker. Add : 3. £ Tanning. One who
smooths and stretches skins either by hand or by
means of a machine. Also striker-out,

I03I Diet. Occup. Terttts (1927) §338 Striker, striker-cut,

(i) lays wet hide or skin on a slate or marble slab or table,

and rubs it with a hand 'slicker' tool, of stone or steel, to

stretch it, drive out excess of moisture, smooth it, and to

close grain ; (ii) sets rollers of a machine, .in motion. .and
passes skin or hide between revolving rollers,

6. b. U.S, (Later examples.)
1898 Harper^s Mag. Apr. 700/2 My ' striker * had just left

me, with instructions to have my horse fed. 1929 B. Davis
Truth About Geronimo 107 Geronimo's son demanded the

post of striker (servant) to me.

c. U.S. (Earlier and later examples.)
1836 W. T. PoRTFR Quarter Race Kentucky (1846) 19 An

awkward-looking striker of old Thompson's holding her by
the cheek of the bridle. 1853 *P. Paxton ' Stray Yankee
in Texas 355 To a few he [sc. John Murel] confided the ex-

tent of his design, and to each of these gave the authority

to enlist all the minor villains of their acquaintance. The
latter were termed Strikers, and used but as tools. 1873

J. H. Beaole Undevel. West ». 184, I had published a
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sev«re criticism of this Judge,Smith. His 'strikers' now
had me at Court as defendant. 1883 ' Mask Twain ^ Life
MUiisiippi xxix, IMurel's gang of robbers] was composed
of two classes: The Heads or Council.. [and] the Active
Agents, . .termed strikers.

d. U.S, (See quots. 1876 and 1889.)
xSt* E. Eccleston End of World xxvi. 171 The second

engineer and the striker took the other watch. 1876 * Mark
Twaim' Old Tittus i. 12 He turned up as apprentice en-

finecr or ' striker ' on a steamboat. 1M9 Fakmer Amer.^
'triker..y an under-engineer on a Mississippi steamer.

7. A severe blow. U.S.

1898 Larpentf-ur Forty Years 223 * Seven more men gone
last night.' This was rather a striker.

Sticking', vbL sb. Add : 1. e. Tanning, The
process of smoothing and stretching skins. Also
striking-out. Also cUtrib,

1875 Knight Diet. j1/«A., StriJcIng-machine. x^izEncycI.
Brit. XIV, 385/2 For striking or pinning by band the hide
is dampened with water,^ thrown over a beam, and worked
all over the grain side witli a striking pin. Ibid.^ Striking
machines are now very generally used for the operation.

1897 C. T. Davis Mnnu/. Leather (ed. 2J 378 The ' striking

out was performed on mahogany tables. T920 Conquest
Nov. 38/3 Stretching and smoothing [hides] with a striking-

pin (a two-handled too! triangular in seaion).

3. striking-circle Z^(3i-I<fy (see quots.); striking-
plate (b) (see quot. 1875); striking-velocity,

the speed of a projectile at the moment of impact.
1890 F. S. Creswell Hockey ti No goal can be scored

unless the ball be hit by one of the attacking side from
within the *^triking drde. 1906-7 OJf. Handbk, Hockey
Assoc. 120 In front of each goal shall be drawn a white line

^yds. long, parallel to, and 15 yds. from, the goal line. This
line shall be continued each way to meet the goal line by
quarter-circles having the goal posts as centres. The space
enclosed by these lines and the goal lines, including the
lines themselves, shall be called the striking circle. 1875
Knight Diet. Meck^ *iitriking-pltite^ the device by which
the wooden centering of ao arch is lowered when the arch is

completed. 1876 Hncycl. Brit. IV. 311/2. 1918 Far&ow
Did. Mil. Terms s.v., With direct fire trajectory, the
'striking velocity is practically always less than that of any
other point in the trajectory'.

Stringf, sb. Add : 1. £ (Further fig. exam-
ples, esp. US, a limitation, condition, or restric-

tion attached to something.)
1897 Circus Girlf A simple little string 164 Make him put

his slippers on. And be sure his boots are gone. And you've
got him on a string, you see. 1905 N. V, Evening Post 11

Aug. 6 The members of the committee have seen the foUy
of an investigation with a string tied to it. 1909 * O. H enrv'
Options (1916) 50 I've told you,. my oral sentiments, and
there's no strings to 'em, 1930 Randolph Enterprise (El-

kins W. Va.) 19 Dec 4/2 All the propositions with a string

to them remind us of the. . First of April joke.

n. A fashion shade of the natural colour of string.

(Cf. string-colour^ 'Coloured va sense 31 in Diet.)

1914 Queen 24 Oct. Advt. 2 Colours—Champagne, Silver,

Wedgwood, Sky, String. 19x3 DetUy Mail 7 June 6 In
Ivory, String, Beige, Light Grey.

o. A joke. (Cf. bTBTNG V. 15.) U.S.
1851 T. A. Burke Polly PeablossonCs Wedding 92 Of

course Mabe was innocent of the 'string *.

32. string-bean U.S, (earlierexamples); string-

proof, in sugar-boiling, a degree of concentration

at which the syrup may be drawn out in the form
of a thread; string-soled a., having soles made
from string.

1769 J. Mav yml. ^ Lett, (1873) 145 Squash and •string-

beans without butter. z8ox Spirit Farmers* Rluseunt 244
Her neck-beef sausage, and her tough string beans. 1909
H. C P. Geerlics Cane Sugar »i4 The consistency of

the liquid being such that a sample can be drawn out in

the form of a thread, the liquid is said to be boiled to

**string proof. 1915 — Pract. White Sugar Mattuf, 80
String-proof boiling should entirely be discarded. 19x4

Blackiv. Mag. Oct. 556/2 We steal softly on our *string-

soled shoes down the stairs.

String, V, Add : 1. e. To fit np (a thing)

with the necessary strings or ties to keep it firm or

io place.

1805 F.dinb. Bk. ofPriees 6i Stringing or banding. 1931
Henlefs ABC Gliding}^ Sail/lying 232 Having sewn up
all the edges neatly, the next operation is 'stringing ' the

wing to keep the fabric tight to the ribs.

Stringer. 5. d. U.S. (Earlier example.)

1847 Rep, U. S. Corttm. Patents (1848) 72 One patent has
been granted for improvements in the rail, and the manner
of fastening it to the stringers.

0. (Later example.)
19*3 * B. M. Bower ' Parotuan Bonanza viii. 95 There's

a little vein up in the next location hole that's just a stringer.

9. A joke, trick, take-in. (Cf. *STRiNa sb, 10).

U,S.
1851 T. A. BuRKR Polly Peablosson^s Wedding 89 He

never lacked assi-aance from his acquaintances whenever
be hnd concocted a ' stringer *.

Stringing, vbl. sb. Add : 1, c. Jig. Stringing

tip, a severe reprimand or admonition, slang.

19JS F. Lonsdale .S'/rr'«^C/^a«/«^ III, So, that stringing

«p he gave me to-night hasn't affected you in the least?

Stringlet (stri-i^let), U.S. [f. Stbing sb, -f

-LET, after ringlet,"] A long wisp (of hair).

1846-59 Mfi3. Whitcher Widow Bedott P. xv. 154 Them
creat long stringlcts a danglin down her checks. 1874 Rep.
Vermont Board Agric. II. 600 Faded-out hatr upon either

side, with stringlcts hanging half-way to the ground from
hip and shoulder.

Stringy, a. Add : 1. o. Designating cotton

which had been imperfectly scutched.

259

190a Hanman Textile Fibres Commerce 115 The cotton
which is struck off by the beater blades of the scutcher
should be removed away from the beater's course immedi-
ately ; any_ delay at this stage may cause the fibres to become
contorted into very curious shapes, and such cotton is then
termed stringy.

Strip, sb.^ Add ; 1, f. Comic strips in journals,
a series of humorous pictures arranged in a row,
and usually portraying some incident or story, orig.

U.S,
1918 Daily Sketch 7 Aug. 4/2, I keenly appreciate the

qualities that make Pop the greatest comic strip in the
world. No comic strip artist.. has the same facile and
generic lines the creator of Pop possesses.

Strip, v.^ Add : 1. f. To reduce (anon-com-
missioned officer) to the ranks.
1919 War Terms in Aihenxum 15 Ang. 759/1 * Stripping

'

an N.C.O. means reducing his rank.

3. d. Tostripapegx to buy second-hand or ready-
made clothes, slang,
X908 Miss Broughton Mamma xvi. You fcave stripped a

peg, as I told you not...l told you to have him properly
fitted out at Swears and Wells '.

4. b. To pull off the winter growth of hair from
(a dog) ; to pluck.
1931 Daily Tel. 21 May 1/3 Dogs stripped.

Stripe, sb."^ 1. Add : Also, in reference to the
stripes of prison clothes, to wear the stripes^ to go
to prison. U.S.
1905 Tarkington In Arena^ etc. 22 I'm going to clear this

town of fraud, and if Gorgett don't wear the stripes for this
my name's not Farwell Knowles 1

Stripped, ppl. a. Add : b. Designating cards
which have been cut or pared, so as to be easily

drawn out. (Cf. Stripper 1 3.)
1927 Sunday Express 17 July 8/7 * Stripped' Cards.

Stripping, vbl, sby 3. Add; stripping-
knife, also, a knife used for any stripping process

;

stripping-table Electrotyping, a heated iron table
on which the wax mould is melted away from the
copper shell formed on it.

1927 G. W. Deeping Kitty xx. 8 i [Cleaning walls for
redecoration.] I could lend you a plank and a couple of step-
ladders, and a *stripping-knife. 1904 Electr, World ff

Efigin.gjan. 85 (Cent. D. Suppl.) After the cases have been
u?;ed to make electrotype shells, they are put upon the
^stripping tables which melt the wax.

Stroh (strJa, JtrJ). [G. ( = straw) in strohfiedel
(see straw-fiddle. Straw j3.1 14).] Used attrib. to

designate instruments of the violin class having
a hom attachment for increasing the resonance.
1903 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 766/1 The recent invention of

the Stroll violin has shown us that the initial string vibra-
tions may be passed through a bridge, be concentrated, and
adequately transferred to an aluminium disc not much
larger than half a crown. 1923 Ashore ^ Afloat Aug.,
Advt., Zither Banjos, HowsonPhonofiddles, Strohviol^ One
String Fiddles.

Stroke, v.^ Add : 7. Of an oarsman : To
make a specified number of strokes per minute.
1928 Times II Aug. 5 The winner stroked an average of 38

to Gunther's 30.

Strong-arm, a, U.S, Having or showing
strength of arm, physically powerful, able to over-

power by force.

1903 A. H. Lewis The Boss 168 Knucks..an' strong-arm
men have got to quit. X9x6 C Sandburg Chicago Poems
62 The same crooks and strong-arm men now lined up. 1930
P. MAC00NAI.D The Link vii. % 2. 109 The Law was in a pair,

and with..a little strong-arm stuff of their own, got the
two apart. 1931 Times 24 Sept. 11/2 A laige force of gun-
men and 'strongarm men '. . was soon effective in breaking
down the resistance of the strikers.

Strongylid (str^*nd3ilid). Zool. [ad. mod. L.
Strongyhdx : see Strongyle 1.] A thread-worm.
1914 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 408 Wallabies frequently liarbour

a large mass of Strongylids in their stomach.

Strongyloidosis (strf^indgiloidJo -sis). Path.
[f. mod.L. Strongyloides (f. Strongylus^ ¥ -OSl^]
Infection with intestinal worms of the species

Stron^loides intestinalis.

1913 DoRuvND Med. Diet. (ed. 7).

Strongylosis (strfrndgil^u'sis). Path, [f.

STRONaYLE 1 -» -osis.] Infection with intestinal

worms of the genus Strongylus,

1913 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 7). _ 1938 Daily Tel. 7 Aug.
0/4 Strongylosis, or grouse disease, is an infection produced
by parasitic worms in the intestines, which are found to be
present in almost all grouse.

Stroplianthin (str£»f£e*n]nn). Chem. [f.

Strophamthus + -in1.] a bitter, white, crystalline,

poisonous compound obtained from certain varieties

of Strophanthus^ as S, hispiduSj and used as a
heart-tonic.

1875J
Pharmaceut. Jml. 17 Mar. 756/2 Pending further

chemical studies of this body the authors adopt for it the
name 'strophantine ', which had been suggested for it by
Dr. Frazer. 1887 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LII. 11. 970 Strophanthin
was prepared by dissolving the alcoholic extract, filtering,

adding tannic acid in excess.. .Strophanthin has well.marked
glucosidal characters,

Strond. (Later U.S. examples.)
1846 M'Kenney Mem. L i. 21 It was not so much a com-

petition in blankets, and strouds, and calicoes, .as in whiskey.
1871 Rep. Indian. Affairs (1873) 459 Blankets, leggings,
strouds, paints.

STUDERITE.

StrUCtnral, a. 2. Add: Strtutural engineer-
ing, the designing and erection of large modem
stiuctures. So structural engineer.
1908 A. W. Brightmore {title) Structural Engineering.

19x0 E. S. Andrews {title) The Structural Engineer's Pocket
liook. 1924 Times Trade <5- Eiigin. Suppl. 29 Nov. 248/z
Structural engineers are irregularly employed. Ibid.y Some
of the finest structural engineering in the world was done
in the Black Country.

'Stme (strw), schoolboy's abbreviation of Con-
strue.
1906 Desmond Coke Bending of T-wig vlii, But mind,

you've promised to sap out the 'strues, and *strue them to
me. Ibid.t Russell.. made Lycidas extend his 'struing ser-
vices to six more mornings' work.

Strumitis (str«m3i-tis). Path, {f. Struma
+ -iTis.] Inflammation of the thyroid gland.
1890 Billings Med. Diet., Strumitis, thyroiditis.

'Stmth (str«J)). vulgar colloq. Short for Go^s
truth used as an oath.
xgza Blackw. Mag. May 641/2 'Struthl You're right,

Signorina.

Stm*tty, a. [f. Strut v^ + -t l.] Given to

strutting ; walking with an affected air of dignity.
X843 Carlton Nem Purchase xxi. 201 A strutty gander <x

a silly goose.

Stub, sb, 9. (Earlier U.S. example.)
185s M. ^L Thompson Doesticks xvi. 133 Perhaps they

expect us to smoke ' stubs ', like the newsboys.

Stub, z'.l Add : 12. trans. To extinguish (a

cigarette) by pressing the lighted end of the stub
against a hard object. Also with otit. Hence
Stn-bber, something against which a cigarette is

stubbed out.

1937 Daily Express aS Oct s/3-4 A new glass ash tray
with cigarette rests has a glass stopper fitting in at the back
which IS used for stubbing one's smokes. . . On the slubber a
Greek girl dancing, scarf in hand [is represented]. 1930
Joanna CANNANiVi? Wallso/yaspem6 He stubbed out his
cigarette and smiled at her.

Stubble, sb. 5. Add : stubble-fed a., fed in

a stubble-iield ; stubble quail, a species of quail,

Cotumix pectoralisy native to Australia and Tas-
mania.
i9«8 Daily Express 6 Oct. 4/6 These *stubb]e-red geese

are the best of all for eating. 1886 Newton in Encycl. Brit.

XX. 147/1 The commoner one \sc. species of quail], which in

Australia and Tasmania is wholly replaced by CXotumix^
PectoraliSf the '"Stubble-Quail of the colonists.

Stubble, V. Add : L C. (See quot.) U,S.
1823 J. Lorain Pract. Htisb. 129 The worst system of

cultivation in common practice seems to be stubbling in ; or
annually putting in crops of small grain on stubble grounds.

Stubboy, stuboy : see Staboy v,

1905 Ne^o York Sun 15 Nov. (Cent. D. Suppl.) Are there
not even Brooklynites in remote green outskirts or dusty
fringes of ambiguous suburbs who have stubboyed or still

stubboy 1

Stucku'piness. = Stuckuppishness.
1857 p. Brooks in Allen Life <5- Lett. (1900) \. 202

Alexandria stuck-upiness has had to give in.

Stud, j6.2 Add: 4. c. = Stud-hoese 2.

igx^ Scribner's Mag, Aug. 202/1, I can play poker, too, I
can play stud.

Student. 5. b. Add: student-teacher, a
student of a university or training college who
teaches in a school for a certain period as part of the

qualification for a teacher's certificate or diploma

;

hence studeut-teachership ; so fitudent*teach-
ing.
1909 Report Board Edue. igoj-8 57 During 1907-8 the

new method of providing for the preliminary education of
Elementary School Teacliera, which is known as the ' Bursar
System ', has been brought into operation. . .The prospective

Teacher either ^oes direct into a Training College, .or.,

obtains an appointment as a Student-Tcaclier. 19x0 Ibid.

igoS-Q 56 Upon,. the passing of the necessary leaving
examination, two alternative courses are immediately open
to him—to proceed to a Tiaining College or to proceed to

Student-Teachership. 1910 Training Coll. Record Feb. 44
The Student Teacher system now adopted would seem a good
compromise, but it is too early to pronounce judgment on it

in any way. 1920 Bd. Educ.^ Intending Teachers 2 The
recognition of the great majority of Intending Teachers dates
from August ist, but a certain number of Student-Teachers,
and Pupil-Teachers in rural districts, are recognised from
other dates. 1921 Times Educ. Suppl. 20 Jan. 1021 At the
beginning of the system, the great body of element:iry

teachers welcomed the new studcnt-teachers as in some sort

an improved version of the pupil-teacher. 19*7 Forum
Educ. Nov. 198 The acquisition of stereotyped teaching

devices—too frequently the outcome of a student-teacher's

efforts to cope with situations beyond her reach. S929
Myers & Harshman Training Secondary Sch. Teackersi-j
Regulations relative to prerequisites for student-teaching.

Studentess. (See under Student; earlier

U.S. example.)
1834 Knickerbocker Mag. IV. 120 The Collegiate Institute

. .which was originally designed to afford its fair studentesses

all the advantages usually obtained by the best educated of

the other sex.

Studerite (stiw-darsit). Min. [ad. G. studerit

(R. L. von Feilenberg, 1864), f. name of B- i"/«d'^r

(i794-i887),Swissgeologist: see-iTEl.] Avariety

of tetrahedhte containing arsenic and zinc.

1868 Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 5) 104 Studerite. .is frora

Ausserberg in the Upper Valais, Switzerland. xSga E. S.

Dana Dana's Syst. Min. (ed. 6) 137.



STUDIO.

Studio. Add : 2. O. Cinematography, A room
in which a cinema-play is staged ; collect, pL such

a room in a film factory together with the attendant

workshops and laboratories. Also attrib,

X91X F. A. Talbot Maying Pictures 103 The studio for

staging moving picture plays. Jbid. 106 No studio-theatre

existed in America at that time. 1913 V. Steer Romance
e/Ciitema iL 18 To-day the leading studios of the leading

cinematograph manufacturers outstrip anything to be seen

in the regular theatre. Ibid, ix On this estate they have
built a large cinema*studio, paint-roomsand dressing-rooms.

X919 Daily Mail J 'ear Bk. 36/2 One of the studio scenes re-

presenting the reception of and presentation to Nelson in

Naples by the King. 19x8 Daily Express 19 Nov. 19 The
suggestive and essentially cinematographic type of film

usually produced in German studios. 1931 B. Brown Talk-
ing Pictures ^^y The studios contain., developing and print*

ing rooms, laboratories, workshops for the making of scenes,
battery rooms for amplifier supply, and a host of other de-
partments.

d. IVireless. Inabroadcastingstation,aspecially

constructed room in which items to be broadcasted
are produced,
1923 Radio Times 28 Sept. x8/i The Broadcasting of

music. .Those who performed for us in those days will re-

member the little studio, which was office, audition and ex-
perimental room combined. Ibid. 5 Oct. 38/3 * Komco and
Juliet '..is being., broadcast from our own studio. X926
R. W, Hutchinson IVireless 128 The various links in the
chain from the studio of the broadcasting station to the
wireless receiver in the home.

e. A room used for making gramophone records.

\^ Gramophone y,^S^ {headiftg) Round the recording
studios. 193a Daily Mirror 21 Oct. 10/3 It is good fun
watching a record being made in a gramophone studio.

Studium generale (stiw-diym dgener^-li).

Hisl. PI. studia generalia (-^lia). [med.L.

;

late L. studium Study sb., generale, nent. sing, of
generalis General c] An earlier equivalent of
universitas University.
[1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 18/1 What we now term a uni-

versity was long designated indifferently 'schola ', *studium
generale ', or 'gymnasium ',] 1895 Rasmdaix Univ. Europe
Mid. Ages I. Q A Studium Generale meant a School of
general resort, out in its origin the expression was a wholly
popular and extra-legal one. Ibid, 10 In the latter half of
the thirteenth Century this unrestricted liberty of founding
Studia Generalia gradually ceased. 1938 Daily Tel. 10 July
X2/4 Where the liberal Arts and Sciences of a complete
Studium Genera'e may be cultivated and practised.

Stuff, sb.^ Add : 3. e. In phr. That's the stuff
(Jo give them^ also to give the troops), expressing
complete agreement with or approval of an act,

sentiment, etc.

1896 W. A. White in Emporia (Kan.) Gazette 15 Aug.,
That's the stuff! Give the prosperous man the dickens,
1919 Punch 16 Apr. 308/2 That's the stuff to give 'em.
X9a3 WoDF.HOUSE Inimitable Jeeves xi. 116 Really? I say,
heartiest congratulations. That's the stuff to give the

. troops, what ? 1999 Priestley Good Comp. i. iv. 1 1
5

' I 'd like
a drop o' tea with some rum in it, good old sergeant-major's.'
'I'hat's the stuff, mate,' said Fred.

U. c. (sense 4 c) stuff-catclier, -pump Paper^
manuf. (see quots.),

1920 T. W. Chalmers Paper Making 88 The liquid, .con-
tains quite a perceptible amount of fibre, together with a .

.

proportion of the sizing and loading materials added to the

Eulp in the heaters. Efforts to save this material should.,
e made in the interests of economy. One method of doing

so. .is by thc_ use of *stuff.catchers. Ibid. 91 For handling
the stuff on its way to the machine, pumps are usually re-
(]uired. An example of such a ^stuff pump. .is illustrated
in Fig. 79.

Stuff, z;.i Add: ad. U.S, (Additional ex-
amples.)
1857 W. Chandless Visit Salt Lake 11. iii. 178 The

ballot-box,.. particularly if some one, as at San Francisco,
has taken the liberty to ' stuff' it

—
' fails of its mission '. 1879

TouRGEE FooVs Errand xl. 398, I affirm that every cent of
this money was used.. to stuff ballot-boxes. 1890 H. M.
Field Bright Skies 127 Ballot boxes may be emptied of the
* wrong ' votes, and stuffed with the 'right ' kind.

15. stuff-over a. (of chairs, settees) having the
back and arms stuffed or sprung in addition to the seat.

191S Bowers Furniture Making 353 Stuffover Chair and
Settee. 1930 Morn. Post 12 Apr,, Deep-seated Stuff-over
Settee.

Stuffed, ///. a. Add: 2. Stuffed-over= prec.
1909 P. A. Wells & Hooper Mod. Cabinet l(''orA 358

(Glossary) Chesterfield^ the name given to a stuffed-over
couch with double ends.

b. Bot. (^See quot)
1908 W. G. Smith Synopsis Brit. Baddiomycetes 503

Stuffed—of a stem tof a fungus] filled with substance of
a different texture from its walls.

Stxiffing, vbl. sb. Add

:

2. e. Advertising pamphlets or literature. U.S,
1926 Publishers* Weekly (N. Y.) 22 May 1712/2 We recom-

mend also less use of stuffing in monthly statements, unless
no catalog is mailed out regularly.

3. b. Dyeing. The process ofapplying a mordant
dyestuff to the material to be dyed.

•stuffing'. 1903 Imperial Inst. Techn. Rep. 1. 227 Uy
repeating the operations of 'stuffing ' and 'saddening ' these
cutches give reddish-browns.

Stuffy, a. Add : 6. Apt to take offence at any
freedom of conduct or manner; easily offended or
shocked; strait-laced, slang.

260

X9a6 Galsworthy SilverSpoon iii, v, ' Stuffy, my lord ; it's

an expression a good deal used in modern Society.' * What
does It mean?' 'Strait-laced, my lord.' fbid.^ *I don't
know that I'm shocked by anything.' ' That would be being
stuffy, wouldn't it?' 1930 Phyllis Hambleix>m Straight
Flame V. § 9 If you really want to know the stuffy respect-
able people, why don't you? 1931 F. B. Young Mr. ^ Airs.
Pennington viii. § 3 A new misgiving arose, a dread of the
old lady at Lesswardine. . .That she would he 'stuffy ' and
old-fashioned Susan had already taken for granted.

Stnmer. Add : b. A race-horse which is

fraudulently run in such a way that it cannot win.
Also, any thing or person that is a failure or does
not 'come off*, e.g. a *dud' shell, slang.
19a* N. <5- Q. i2th Ser. XI, 207/1 Stumer, a horse which

is *dead meat', which has not been ' trying', which was not
*out'.^ X9a3 WoDEHOUSE Inimit. Jeeves xii. 132 The agony
of having put his little all on a stumer that hadn't finished
in the first six. 1938 Galsworthy Swan Song 11. iv. 140
There is no good in me.. .You've pitched on a stumer.

Stump, sb.'^ Add: 2. C. On or upastuvipi
' up a tree ', perplexed, in difficulty, (See also quot.

1834.) U.S. slang.
1839 S. KiRKHAM Eng. Gram. 206 Helet" he will] .soon

be up a stump. 1834 W. G. Simms Guy Rivers II. 241
Brooks., in backwood parlance, was * considerably up a
stump '—that is to say, half drunk, 1880 * Mark Twain*
Tramp Abroad xxxv'i. 403 The public reciter, .would find
himself ' up a stump * when he got to the church bell. 1889
K. ^l\}iifi.oE Golde/t Days y.\\\. 142 We've got the map.. but
we ain't no nearer to finding the valley... We're up a stump,
and no mistake. 19x4 Galsworthy White Monkey u xii,

Look here, Uncle Soames, I'm up a stump.

17. (sense 2) stump-puller; (sense 14) stump
oration ; stump oratory, speech (earlier U.S. ex-
amples).
183a Ferrall Ramble thro' U.S. 244 Sundry '*stump

orations' were delivered on the occasion, for the enlighten-
ment of the electors. 1834 W. G. '^\l^}A% Guy Rivers %-z In the
*stump-oratory of the South. 1853 Trans. Michigan Agric.
Soc. (1854) 505 The afternoon was spent in a trial of plows,
a "stump puller, and in general conversation. 18*7 iVestern
Monthly Rev. 1. 139 The *stump speech ofa western aspirant
for the favors of the people.

Stump, z'.l 13, U.S, (Example.)
1857 A. Lincoln in H, Binns Life (1927) 181 Like the boy

that stumped his toe. .it hurt too bad to laugh.

Stumpage. 6^.^. 1. (Karher example.)
1835 Knickerbocker Mag. V. 423 Such rough words as

tariff, jobbing, cuts, stumpage.

Stunt, sb.'^ Add : a, b. aitrib. and Comb.
1904 W. H. Smith Promoters iii. 75 He might have made

a successful actor, of the modern 'stunt' sort. 1917 in

A. J. L, Scott Sixty Squad. R.A.F, (1920) 60 Our * stunt
merchant *, who had been putting up a jolly good show by
bringing down umpteen Huns, 1917 Observer 17 Apr. i^/a
Our schools..seem to afford a convenient experimenting
ground for all sorts of stunt-mongers. 1928 Ibid. S Jan. 13/4
If the lights are lowered to italicise, stunt-wise, a particular
show.

_ 1930 Aberdeen Press ^- Jrnl. 23 Jan. 3/6 To those
who wish to get plenty of excitement out of life our advice
is— Be a movie stunt man. 1931 Morning Post 18 Feb. 6/4
* Stunt* Pilot's Escape. 1931 Everyman 23 Apr. 388/2 We
are on the eve of a reaction from the ' stunt Press ', he be-
lieves—the Press of competitions and coupons and catch-
penny sensations,

c. In wider use, an enterprise, effort, performance,
'business*.

1913 R. Brooke Collected Poems (1918) Mem. p. Ixxxiv,
Then I do my pet boyish-modesty stunt and go pink all over,
i^\^ Ainslee 5 Mag. Feb. 120/2 I'd adore to ha\e him spend
my dollars, hut I don't want him to marry me for them, and
so I mean to try the storybook .itunt— love for love's sake.
1930 C. Bax Square Pegs 2i HH'ia. You'll drive me frantic
If you're not just the teeniest bit romantic, Gioconda. It

isn t done. You're absolutely wrong In asking me to do
that stunt. So long !

Hence {spec, in reference to aircraft feats) : Stnnt
z'.'i intr. to perform a stunt ; trans, to use for the
performance of stunts. Stu'nter, one who per-

forms stunts or makes a practice of stunting.

Stu'ntinff vbl. sb.^^ the act or practice of perform-
ing stunts. Stu'ntist, a stunter.

X917' Contact* ^7V7«ff«'j ^«//m^j p. xxiii, They could turn,

climb, and stunt quicker than any two-seater. X921 Punch
12 Jan. 26/1 Better stunting over Fiume than a cycle in the
Turl. 1922 Daily Mail 2 Nov. 5 Some of the members of
the Committee, .went on the Council as economy 'stunters'.

1923 Glasgow Herald 14 July 7 Close on five o'clock the
'stunting 'planes came to earth. 2925 Public Opinion 31
July 107/3 When the political stuntlsts saw fit to mobilise.

1926 British IVeekly i Apr. 3/2 He has resisted the ever-
present temptation to become a 'stuntist'. 19»7 Obserrer
7 Aug. 11/3 There is a distinction between stunting and
fooling about. 1928 Ibid. 18 Mar, 17/2 'J'wo officers.,

who are considered to be the best 'stunters' in the force.

1928 Daily Mail 9 Aug. 7/: The aeroplane was apparently
'stunting ' at a height of between 2,000 and 3,OvX) feet. 1928
C. C. Turner in Daily Tel. i8 Sept. 11/4 There is no reason
why the autogiro should not be stunted.

Sturine (siiua-rfn, -in). Chem, Also -in. [f.

med.L. sturio Sturgeon + -INE 5.] A protamine,

CsgHggO^NiQ, obtained from the spermatozoa of the

sturf^eon.

1896 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXX. i. 582 The names salmine
and sturine are suggested for the two protamines. 1898
Ibid. LXXIV.i. 715 Sturine resembles salmine and clupeine
markedly in properties, but is more easily soluble.

Sturm und Drang (Jturm unt draij): see
Storm and stress s.v. Stobm sb. 3 d.
- 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 442/1 The young geniuses of the
Sturm und Drang had gone forth, as worshippers rather
than followers of Shakespeare, to conquer new worlds.

SUB-CALIBRE.

Stutter, v. 1. b. (Additional example.)
1931 N0RDH0FF& Hm.1. Falcons in France 2ztGyxns'9ftxe

stuttering faintly on every side.

Stuyenite (sti«-v3nait), Min. [f. the name
of Enrique Stiiven^ mining engineer + -ITE 1,] Hy-
drous sulphate of aluminium, sodium, and magne-
sium ; a native alum of Chili.
1887 Amer. Jml. Sci. ff Arts Ser. iii. XXX 11 1. 80 Stuven-

ue, an alum from Chili. 1892 E. S. Dana Dana's Syst,
Min. (ed. 6) 953 Stuvenite . . occurs in acicular crystals.

Styceric (stsise-rik), a. Chem. [f. Sty(ryl +
Glt)C£RIc.] Pertaining to a crystalline derivative
of glyceric acid,

1879 yrnl. Chem. Soc. XXXVI. 645 The acid bears the
same relation to phenylglycerol or stycerin as glyceric acid
does to glycerol. The authors Ur. AnschOtz and KinnicuttJ
accordingly name it phenylglyceric or styceric acid, and ex-
press its constitution by the formula C6Hs.CH(0H).CH
(OH).C00H.

V
^

Styling. Add: 2. (See quot.) U.S.
_
i9i& Publishers' li^eekly g }mtic 2370 Recourse to art for

investing conventional merchandise with fresh or added
appeal has been the chief reliance of post-war sales strategy.
It has been termed ' Styling ' in some quarters.

StylOpization (st9i:l(7p3iz^i'j3n). The process
of becoming stylopized; stylopized condition.
1899 D. Sharp Insects 11. (Camb. Nat. Hist. VI.) 300 These

changes.. vary much.. according to the extent of the stylo-
pisation.

Stylotypite (st3i-bt3ip3it), Min. [UG.stylotyp
(F. von Kobell, 1865), f, Gr. arvKos pillar + tiIttos

form , in allusion to the columnar form of its crystals

:

see -iteI.] An iron-black sulphide of antimony,
copper, silver, and iron.

^
X879 Dana Man. Min. (ed. 3) 149 Stylotypite and Aikenite

in which copper is also present. x8^a E. S. Dana Dana's
Syst.Mi».(cd.6) 130 Stylotypite.. .Brittle.. .Luster metallic-
Color iron-black ; streak black.

Stymie, v. Add : Also_;f^.

1928 Outlook 2 June 673/2 If the [Republican] Convention
gets stymied after the early ballots, an effort to get President
Coolidge to come to the rescue of his party is ^most sure to
ensue.

StyT)ticin (sti*ptisin). Pharm. [f. Styptic a,

-H -IN 1.] Hydrochloride of cotarnine, CiaH^NO^.
HCl.HjO, a yellow, crystalline substance with
styptic, analgesic, and sedative properties,

1900 Gould Med. Diet. 1910 Practitioner June 784
Siyptol and Stypticin..both alleviate some forms of pelvic
pain.

Styptol (sti-ptf7l). Pharm. [f. Styptic a. +
-OL.J A phthalate of cotarnine used as an internal

styptic.

1905 Medical Annual 57 StyptoL.is a fine crystalline

powder soluble in water. Ibid., 'I'off also had surprisingly
good results with styptol in cases of uterine haemorrhage.
1^08 Practitioner Jan. 96 Styptol and hydrastis..are recom-
mended for arresting hsemorrhage from the non-pregnant
organ. 1910 [see prec.].

Styrene (st3i»T/h). Chem, [f. Styb-ax-i-
-ENE.] = StYROL.
^
1885 Remsen Or^. Chem. 343 St>Tene...This hydrocarbon

is contained in liquid slorax...It is formed by distilling

cinnamic acid with lime. 1898 yml. Chem. Soc. LXXI\^
I. 70 Reversible transformation of Styrene and Metastyrenc
under the influence of heat.

Suabe (swa-ba). Afus. [It., ad. G. Schwabe
SwABiAN.] An organ flute-stop.

1842 in Grove's Dict.Mus. (i88o)IL6oi/i Swell Or^n...
Double Dulciana. , . Dulciana- Principal. Suabe Flute,

1855 E. J. HoPKtNS Organ 119 Suabe-fiuie,..^ tenor c
Manual Stop of 4 feet, formed of wood pipes, with inverted
mouths. Its tone is liquid and clear, and not so loud as the
Wald-flute. 1983 N. A. Bonavia-Hunt Mod, Organ Stops

57 Suabe Flute.

Suby sb. Add: 8, - Submarine sb.

1917 lyar Birds (1927) 21 We were supposed to look out
for gulls which they say usually follow in the wake of a sub.

Snb, V. Add : 5. = *SuBiiiRiGATE v. ? 6^,^
1909 Cent. Diet. SuppL S.v.

Sub, Latin prep. Add : snb spe'cie wterni-
ta'tis, * under the aspect of eternity ', i.e. viewed in

relation to the one eternal Substance.
1911 Seth in Encycl. Brit. XXI. 441/2 The nature of any

fact is not fully known unless we know it in all its relations

to the system of the universe, or, in Spinoza's phrase, sub
specie aeternitatis. 1914 T. R. Glover in Daily News 20
Mar., The habit of thinking all things out to the end in the
ultimate fact sub specie seternitatis.

Sub-. 14. sub-fresh J -freshman U.S. (additional

examples).
1850 Thaxter Poem be/ore ladma 14 The Student*s now

. . praying his guardian powers I'o assist a poor ' Sub Fresh
'

at the dread Examination. 1876 [G. H. TkippJ Student-Life

9 These candidates for admission, or sub-freshmen. 1904
N. y. Evening Post 39 Jan. x Admission to the City College

suh-freshman class. ^

Sub-calibre, -caliber. [Sub- 5.] Used
with reference to a projectile which is smaller in

diameter than the calibre of the gun from which
it is fired, or to the firing of such a projectile.

X875 Knight Diet. Meek., Subcaliber Projectile. 1909
Teachers' Assembly Herald 12 Apr. 19/1 (Philippine Isl.)

Arms, Double-barreled shot-gun, pocket rifles, sub-calibre

or auxiliary Iiarrels, 19x8 Farrow Did. Mil. Terms^ Sub-
caliber Platform^ a platform attached to a disappearing gun-

carriage for the support of the breech detail during «ub-

caliber practice. Sub-caliber Projectile^ a projectile having

a smaller diameter than the bore of the gun from which it is
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fired. Suh-caliber Tube, a small gun which is fitted in the
bore of a gun of larger caliber.

Suberite (siM-barait), sb, (a.) [ad. mod.L.
SuUrites, f. Sober: see -iteI.] A sponge of the

genus Suberites or the family Suberitidne. Also ctdj,

1880 H. J. Carter in Ann, <V Mag. N^. Hist. Ser. v. VI.

53 A larger and distinct form of Suberite. x88> CasselVs
Nat. Hist. VI. Pi. 71 Trichesternma hemisphericum—

a

Suberite Monaxonid. Ibid. 328 The large Sponge appro-
priately named Neptune's Cup {PoUrion Nefituni. .), found
growing on the coral reefs of tlie Indian Ocean, and fossil

in the English chalk, is a Suberite.

Subi'rrigate, v, U.S, [Sdb- 3 c.] imns. To
irrigate (land) by underground irrigation. Hence
Su:Mrrigu*tion.
1903 Sci. Aftter. Suppt.^ 17 Jan. 23616 (Cent. D. Suppl.)

Where the subsoil transmits water freely, irrigation ditches
may subirrigate large tracts of country without rendering
them marshy. X904 U.S. Dept. Comm, <V Labor, Bureau
Census Bulletin 16, iqo2 25/1 In one of the systems of sub-
irrigation the water is carried through pipes 14 inches below
the surface.

Subject, d- 6. b. Add example of predica-

tive use.

19x8 Oxford Booksfor Secondary Schools^ Books of which
the published prices nave been made * subject '.

Sublimation. Add: 6, C. \-q. Psycho-analysis,

applied to modification and adaptation of the

primitive impulses. So Sublimated, Sublimat-
iafippl. adjs.

1916 C E. Long tr. Jung's Anal. Psycliol. 140 The
capacity for sublimation in a four-year-old child is still too
slightly developed to be capable of performing more than
symptomatic services, 1920 B. Low Psycho'Analysis 79
Human Evolution would seem to have developed along the
path of Sublimation. Ibid. 80 Only in so far as the Sub*
timating-impulses prevail are these difficulties overcome.
Ibid, 81 If the Sublimation-process can afford an adequate
outlet for the psychic energy accompanying the primitive

desires. Ibid. 84 The repressed impulses must find a way
out. .in behaviour directly antagonistic to the Sublimated
Conscious life. 1930 John o' Londori's Weekly 22 Mar. 966
Dr. Risaleur ..has individual theories concerning the sub-
limation of sex.

Subliuxinally (siJbli'minali), adv. [f. Sublim-
inal a. + -LY ^.] By action on the subliminal con-

sciousness.

1919 E. SEt.ous ThoughUtransf. Birds (1931) 54 The last

flight [of gulls]—making the fourth—seemed to me to be
caused (subliminally. in my view) by another of peewits.

Su'b-man* [Sub- 14.] A man of markedly
inferior development or capacities.

19x1 R. A. Freemam Soc. Decay Sf Regen. 348 As we are

accustomed to speak of a man whose bodily and mental
qualities are such as to lift him far above the common level,

as a super-man, so we may conveniently refer to one who is

to a like degree below the average as a sub-man. Ibid. 250
Psychically, the British sub-man presents many resemblances
to aboriginal primitive man. Z92S W. R. Inge Outspoken
Ess. 366 We are breeding not vigorous barbarians but a new
type of sub-men. 19*3 H. G. Wells Men like Gods iii. iii.

I 2 For mark what I say, our worlds grow younger. The
old generations of apes and sub-men before us had aged
minds. 1930 Observer 23^ Feb. 15/3 These placid sub-men
of his creation, fluting their puny monosyllables to a world
of rage and crime.

Submarine^ **• and sb. B. sb. Add : 4. attrib.

and Comb., in many obvious uses; submarine
scout, a blimp.

1930 igth Cent. Mar. 3^2 The ^submarine attack on the

Leon Geunbetta in April 1915 successfully defended the

Adriatic X914C. W. Domville-Fife Submarines \o Every
naval construction department has its corps of *submarine
experts. Ibid. 9 The ^submarine fleets of England, France,

Russia^ [etc.]. Ibid.:, Every important naval base has its

curious "submarine floating docks. 1908 C. Field Stor^ of
Sulftnarine 183 The rise of the Russian *submarine flotilla.

J93X W. G. Carr By Guess + By God 261 Lieutenant Johnson
was ' "submarine-minded . He loved them. 1901 A. H.
BoRGOYNE {title) 'Submarine Navigation. igsS C. F. S.

Gamble N. Sea Air Station 13a On June 12 the personnel

experienced their first real ' 'submarine scare ', for a hostile

submarine was reported off the coast. 1917 Jane's All the

Worlds Aircraft iZc The 'Blimp* or •Submarine Scout,

evolved by the British Naval Air Service. 1919 G. Whale
British Airships 98 The S.S., or submarine scout, airship

proved itself a great success. 1928 [see •Blimp]. \^t^ Daily

Mail Year Bk. 76/2 One and a half year's unrestricted

'submarine war. ioo» H. C. Fyfe, etc. (title) "Submarine
Warfare. 1914 C. W. Domville-Fife Submarines 9 The
conduct of submarine warfare on the grand scale.

Submairiner (sp'bmarmai). {Disused.) [f.

SuBMABiXE sb. 3 + -Ea'.] A member of the crew

of a submarine.
«9»5 Times i Feb. 9/3 But all is fish which comes into the

net of the submariner. I9i9_ Chambers's Jml. 399/1,
' I quite agree,' said the submariner.

Submarining (sD'bmarfnig), vbU sb. [f. SuB-

MAUiNK sb. + -iNG^.] The use of submarines, esp.

in war ; submarine warfare,

1911 Chambers's Jml. 170/1 'Ought to prove a tidv job

for us, though,' he muttered with some anxiety, 's long

as she don't take to submarinin* first.' 1915 Spectator 13

Nov. 645/2 America's last word as to submarining in the

North Sea. 1916 J. Anderson {.title) Flying, Submarining

and Mine Sweeping. 1917 iqth Cent. Nov. 1090 That there

was nothing in the War, once the submarining was re-

stricted, that necessarily involved America.

Subinarinism(s»*bmarfniz*m). [f.SuBMAEiNB

sb, + -ISM.] The use of submarines, esp. in warfare.

1915 Glnsgotv Herald 30 Mar. 8 The commander of the

U i6| which sank the British steamer Dulwichand the French

vessels Ville de Lille and Dinorah, discussed * submarinism

'

from the standpoint of one who had experience. 1915
Chambers's Jml. 664/1 'Submarinism', the policy of fight-

ing with submarines in naval warfare, is now in use. 1927
Public Opinion 507/3 The war advanced the study of sub-
marinism and aviation.

SubmergeyZ'. Add: 2. esp. with reference to

vessels.

1885 Marine Engineer i June 62/2 They are. ,of immense
value.. in enabling corn ships to be submerged temporarily
to elude the pursuit of ironclads. X90S H. C. Fvff, etc.

Submarine Warfare 241 They depended upon varying the
displacement of the boat by laking in water tosubmerge her.

3. Delete * Now rare^ and add: Now spec, of

submarines.
1903 A. H. BURGOYNF, Submarine Navigation IL 162

Having reached the * limit of visibility ' it becomes necessary
to submerge. 1915 Morning Post 8 Feb. 9/1 She [sc. the
submarine] can take her bearings, submerge and fire a
torpedo. 1915 Glasgoiv Herald 30 Mar, 8 In the vicinity of
the enemy or when weather conditions make it necessary we
submerge.

Submerged,///- a. Add: c. Of a submarine,

totally covered by water, moving under water

;

spec, in phr. submerge speed, the speed which a

submarine is capable of maintaining when under
water.
190a Encycl, Brit. XXXII. 578/2 Submerged motive-

power. 190a H. C. FvFE, etc. Submarine Warfare 258
When running submerged the submarine is lighter than her
displacement. 1914 JUustr. London News 12 Sept. 394/2 A
70-h-p electric motor to give a submerged speed of seven
knots. 19Z8 C. F. S. Gamble N. Sea Air Station 311 Their
maximum submerged speed was, for a limited period, as
much as 9 knots.

Submergence. Add: Also of submarines.
1898 Trans, lusiit. Naval Archil. XL. 260 The develop-

ment of the submarine boat, ..its valuable element of sub-
mergence. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 578/2 For such
depths of submergence as were., contemplated, .there is no
difficulty in employing scantlings ample for the trcssure to

be encountered.

Submersibility (s»bm5jsibi*liti). [f. Sub-
mersible : see -*iBiHTy,] Capacity to submerge,

as a submarine.
1921 Edin, Rev. Oct. 372 A submarine is dangerous to

commerce in direct proportion to her ability to act against

her opponents' home terminals. She is able to do this, partly

by her capacity to submerge, but far more by the nearness

of her theatre of operations to her home base. . , Geography,
not submersibility, is the essence of the problem.

Submersion. Add : Also of submarines.
1885 Marine Engineer I June 62/2 The period of sub-

mersion varies with the size and design of the boat. X9oa

Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 577/1 Submersion was effected by ad-
mitting water into tanl^. .at sufficient intervals to prevent

the surging of the water in the fore and aft direction.

Submission. Add : 1. O. In forensic use,

a theory of a case put forward by an advocate.

(Cf. Submit v, 7.)
X9ZS Westm. Gaz. 20 Dec., In my submission . .this woman

was called by the police as the only corroboration which
they pnjduced. I9a3 Ibid. 4 Jan., Jt was put to the Court
that there should be no difference in the rates of wages for

similar work in different localities,., but the Court could not

uphold this submission.

Subscribe, v, 3. b (b). Delete Obs, and
add modern example.
1896 M. Liddell Pallad, 259 Fol. i is subscribed ' a. ij '.

Subscription. 10. subscription-paper
U.S. (examples).
x8oo Weems Letters II. 135 Be pleasd to send me at least

30 subscription papers. 1837 Southern Lit. Messenger \\\.

332 To send round a subscription-paper to get money to go
to New York, a 1918 G. Stuart On Frontier I. 267 A siib-

scription paper setting forth its purpose would be circulated

up and down the gulch.

b. subscription library (earlier Amer, ex-

ample).

177s Burnaby Trav, N, Amer. (ed. 2) 112 A subscription

library has been lately opened [in New York].

SubseCLuent. B. sb. Add : c. PAys, Geog. A
subsequent stream (see A. 2 d).

1895 W. Rt. Davis in Geol Jml. V. 144 The Wclland,
Gwash, Chatcr, and Eye being parts of consequent streams

that have been captured by these subsequents. Ibid. 145

The Windrush, Coin, Churn, and Swill.. are short medial

parts of consequent streams., which have been diverted from

their former lower courses by the two subsequents, the lower

Ray. .and the Isis. 190a Mackinder Brit. ^ Brit. Seas ix.

(1907) IT7 Some of these subsequents have been more success-

ful than others in capturing source*streams.

Sub-sheriff. CfS- [Sub- 6.] An under-

sheriff.

1671 in Maryland Arckwes II. 322 An Act prohibitting

all sherriffes SubsherrifTes or Deputy Sherriffts.. to plead as

an attorney. 1759 in Maryland Hist. Mag. XVIII. 154

Mr. William Outen, one of tlie Sub Sheriffs of Worcester.

1853 'P. Paxton* Stray Yankee in Texas 52 It was the

sub-sheriff.

Subsidiary, a* 2. Add : Subsidiary company
(see quot. 1930). Also as sb,

1916 Undf-rhay Income Tax Index 272. 1928 Daily Mail
25 July 18/6 The net dividends received from the Subsidiary

Companies amounted to jf24,808 is. iid. 1930 A. Palmer
Company Secretarial Practice 255 A company is deemed to

be a subsidiary company if, when the accounts of the hold-

ing company are made up, it, the holding company, holds

more than 50 per cent, of the issued share capital .
. , or more

than 50 per cent, of the voting power of the other company,
[etc. J.

Subsidist (swbsidist). [f. Sobsidt sb, + -ist.]

An advocate of a subsidy,

190S Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republican i Dec. 2

Stress has been laid by the subsidists on the fact that other
nations have surpassed us in developing a merchant marine
because they have paid subsidies while we have not.

Sub-title, sb. Add : 1. b. Cinetnatography,

A caption.
1918 H. Crov Hovj Motion Pictures are Madev'i. 144 The

reading- matter on a film—subtitles, as they are commonly
known— ..necessarily interferes with the action of the play.

1921 Did. Occup. Terms (1927) § 882 Film editor,.. frc-

quently also writes sub-titles. 1931 B. Krown Talking Pic-
tures 285 Sub-titles, with their orchestral accompaniment,
are made by two cameras.

Subtonic. A. adf. Add : 2. Imperfectly

healthy ; below the standard of normal healthy
growth. Hence Subtonl'city.
1929 Sir

J.
C. BosE Grmvth ff Tropic Movevt. Plants 81

By the action of the stimulus of light iiself a subtonic organ
is raised to a condition oipar. Ibid. 83 An organ_ falls to a
condition of extreme subtonicity when v is maintained for a
long time under unfavourable conditions.

Subtractive, <t- Add : O. Photography. (See

quot.)

1930 Sel. Gloss. Motion Pict. Techn. {Acad. Tecbn. Bureau
Hollywood), Snbtraciive Process, color process in which
various hues are obtained by the absorption, in varying de-

gree, of one or more of the spectral colors comprising white
light.

Subunist (s^by/I-nist). TheoU [f. eccl. L.

sub una specie under one kind + -IST.] One who
upholds communion in one kind only.

X910 Catk. Encycl. VII. 589/2 Henceforth the Utraquists
or Calixtines and the Subunists. .had separate churches.

Suburban. Add (at end) : SubuTbanized
ppL a. ; Subu:rbaniza*tlon, the act of suburbanizing

or condition of being suburbanized.
1921 Edin. Rev. Jan. in The local feeling of the less

suburbanised Home Counties continues to object. _ 1926
Daily Tel. 3 Aug., In the urbanisation or suburbanisation of
the country motor transport is destined to be even more
effective than railways. 1928 Ibid. 23 Oct. 8/3 In Devon
and Cornwall the chief problem will be to check the danger
of exploitation and suburbanisation. 1931 StarZ May 8/3
Owing to the suburbanisation of the town by Londoners.

Subvent, v. Delete t Obs, rarr~^ and add :

2. = Subvention v,

X9ax Discovery Nov, 293/1 The excavations authorised

and subvented by the French Government began in 1880

and have been continued to the present time.

Succ^S (s«ks^). [Fr., = Success.] Succh de

scandale, success, as of a work of art, depending

upon its scandalous character. Succis d^esiime^

success of a work of art based on personal respect

for its author. Stuch fou, a success marked by
wild enthusiasm.
1905 spectator 1^ Feb. 288/2 Nocturne in Blue andSilver.

..It IS interesting to know that this fine work of art pro-

duced a *succes de scandale in the case of ' Whistler v.

Ruskin '. 1905 Mrs. H. Ward Marriage of William Ashe
IV. xxi. 394 We feel the book will have a veritable succPs

de scandale. [1928 Observer 22 Jan. 11/3 Her rhapsodical

novel * Glenarvon *, which had a success of scandal for a time

for the sake of the portraits of Lamb, Byron, Lady Holland,

and many others.] 1859 Once a Week 13 Aug. 136/1 (Stan-

ford) My second attempt . . will be something more substantial

than a mere *succes destime. 1883 tr. Max O'Rell's John
Bull ^' his Isl. xix. 168 Tennyson., has written a^^drama and
two comedies, but they only met with a succes destime,

1878 T. C. MoRisoN Gibbon vi. (ed. 2) 86 The book was. .a
*succes /ou. 1908 Mrs. H. Ward i>iana Mallory in. xvi.

She would find herself a succisfou—people tumbling over

each other to invite her, and make a show of her.

Succession. Add : 14. f. Psychol. That
form of association in which the relationship is a

sequence in time.

1837-^ Sir W. Hamilton Logic (i860) II 122 The Law of

Continuity or Immediate Succession. 1868 Bain Mental ff

Moral Sci. 112 Coexistence, .is an artificial growth, formed
from a certain peculiar class of mental successions. 190s

Baldwins Diet, Philos. tf Psychol, s.v., Duration and suc-

cession are correlated aspects oi Change in that in which in-

dividual Identity is pre-supposed.

15. Succession States, the states resulting from

the dismemberment of Austria-Hungary under the

Treaty of Versailles.

1933 Times Lit. Suppl. a Feb. 67/1 So in its extreme
forms is the doctrine of self-determination [a menace to

civilization]—witness the plight of the Austro-Hungarian
Succession States.

SuCCOtasll. (Earlier example.)
1751 MacSparran Diary (1899) 47 Mo' dined with us

upon .Sucatash and Ham.

Sucker. Add: 1. b. U.S. (Earlier example.)

1844 'Jon. Suck' High Li/e N. Y. II. 166, I raly believe

that I'd a been a gone sucker, if it hadn't been for the mustard
plasters.

3. (Later example.)
1863 O. W. Norton Army Lett. 136, I don't know that he

has but one [friendj in the company, and he is a sort of

sucker

9. g. [/.S. Golf. (See quot.)

1931 Daily Express 2 Sept. 1/5 Before the first pair t«d
up the United States Golf Association committee passed a

special rule permitting ' suckers '—that is, balls embedded m
the mud—to be lifted and cleaned without penalty.

Sucldllg^, vbl. sb. 3. Add : suoking reflex,

the instinct to suck as possessed by the young of all



SITCHASE.

mammals; sucking stomach, the muscular first

stomach of various invertebrates.

1913 T. P. NuwM Educ. : Data if First Princ, 167 An
iniant is bom in \-^orous possession of the *sucking reflex.

1886 F. R. Cheshire Bees ff BeeJteeping I. vii. 94 Cook
calls the honey-sac the '"sucking stomach ', using an old,

but extremeJy misleading, title. 1888 Rollkston & Jack-

SON Anim. Life 503 The stomodaeum. .may be provided

with a dilatation or so-called sucking stomach.

Sucrase (si«-kr^<s). Chetn. [f. F. J«frrtf SuGAR
+ *-ASK.] = INVEBTIN,

' 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bet. Terms. 1901 Jml. Cttem.

Soc, LXXX. I. iSo The isolation of 'sucrase* the actual

eniyme of cane sugar inversion from yeast in a pure form.

Suction. 4. b. Add: suction engine 6^.^.,

a hydraulic engine; suction-gas, producer-gas;

also aitrib. ; suotion-lift, the distance through

which fluid is lifted by external atmospheric pres-

sure in the suction pipe of a pumping-apparatus

;

suction-plant, the apparatus forproducing suction-

gas; suction-stroke, the stroke of an engine or

pump by which a charge (in an internal-combustion

engine the combustible charge) is drawn in,

1830 Mass. Stat. 9 Mar,, The number of enginemen shall

not exceed fifty to every hydraulion or *suction engine. 1851

C. Cist Cincinnati 16S Each of these companies is provided
with Fire and Suction Engines and Hose Reel. 1907 Daily
Meal Year Bk. 75/2 *Suction-gas has been adapted to

marine purposes. 1908 Engineering 11 Sept. 355/1 The
calorific power ofpressure-gas made with a jet ofsuperheated
steam is usually considered higher than that of suction-gas.

J913 V. B. Lewes Oil Fuel 180 The suction -^as plant. 1909
JV. Hawkins' Mech, Dict.y *Svction lijt^ in a pump, the
height to which a column of fluid will rise in the suction
pipe of a pump, due to the pressure of the external atmo-
sphere. 1908 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 826 A *suction plant costs

less and occupies less ground space, but the gas made in

it is not so strong as in the older form of pressure plant.

1904 R. T. MECREDy Diet. Motoring 169 The *Suction
Siroke...Thcdescentof the piston naturally causes a vacuum
in the combustion chamber^ which at first was atr and gas
tight. i9ta Motor Manual -^ When the piston descends on
the suction stroke the valve is opened by the atmospheric
pressure acting on it.

Snctional, a. Delete rarc'^ and add : Also,

of or pertaining to suction.

Z921 Blcukw. Mag. Nov. 597/2 The music of tinkling
spoons, with occasional suctional accompaniment.

Sudan. Add : Also used attrib. to designate

various dyes used for colouring oils and varnishes

and as a stain in pathology : as Sudan III^ Sudan
brown,Sudan G, azo-dyes ; Sudan red^ Magdalared.
1907 Practitioner Nov. 635 Fresh sections, stained with

Sudan III. 1913 Cain & Ihorpe Synthetic Dyestuffs (ed.

2) 69 The Azo-Dyestuffs. . . Otherdyestuffs of tbisseriesare :

—

Sudan III...Amidoazobenzene+/3-naphthol. 1922 Shreve
etc. Dyes Classified 92 Dyes Derived from Aniline...

Monoazo Dyes.. .Sudan G- Sudan I. Ibid, 360 Dyes De-
rived from a-Naphthol... Sudan Brown. loid» 362 Dj'es
Derived from ^-naphtbol. . . Sudan II.

Sudbury (s;7-db3ri). The name of a town in

the Nipissing district of Ontario, Canada, used

attrib. to designate the rocks and mineral deposits

found in that area ; also used typically for nny place

having an extraordinary wealth of mineral deposits.

Hence Sudburian (s&dbiu»'rian) a., of or pertain-

ing to rocks, etc- resembling those found at Sudbury.
1874 Q. Jml. Geol, Sac. XXX. 405 Sudbury fosils, which

he regards as belonging to the Crag rather than the Drift.

z888 l&id. XLIV. 834 The Sudbury copper-deposits. 1903
Rep. Brit. Assoc. 400 The Sudbur>' nickel ores. Ibid.y 'I'he

recent complete mapping of the eruptive sheet, with which
the Sudbury ore bodies are all connected. 1909 Ibid. 479
It is not too much to expect that when Canada's hinterland

is prospected numerous Sndhur^'sand Col}atts will be found.

1915 C. ScHUCHEBT Hist. Gcol. §54 Where the Sudburian is

not intruded by the later erupttves, it Is but little altered.

1930 Glasgtnv Herald 2 Mar. 14 Other Sudburys, Cobalts,

and Porcupines await the prospector and miner in the
regions surrounding Hudson s Bay. 1925 J- Joly Surface-
Hist. Earth viii. 130 The Grenville Series, said to be some
94,000 feet thick ; and the Sudbuiy, not less than 20,000
feet. Ibid. 131 The Sudburian sediments.

Sudden, a. 3. b. Sudden death : add other
uses (see quots.),

i860 Leisure Hour 19 Apr. 247/1 In all such * sudden
death' movements you may imagine, if you like, that the
goods sold are the retained ad valorem goods. 1927 W. E.
CoLLiNsoN Contemp. Eiigl. 36 Sudden death [is used] for a
game played to bring a set to a sudden, decisive conclusion
without playing out the full number.

Sudoing (so'dii)), vbl, sb.^ [f. Sddd + -ing1.]
= sudd'Culting (see Sodd c).

1927 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 168/2 In a subsequent sudding
expedition.

Suds, sb. pi. Add : 3. d. The waste liquors

produced in the scouring of woo! before bleaciiing.

183s [see 3 c in Diet, J. 1907 A. Watt Soap-making (ed. 7)
28 Recovered grease, or Yorkshire fat, is obtained from the
suds and washing waters of the fulling milb. 1922 Diet.
Occup. Terms (1927) § 158 Sud purifier.

6. a. (Later U.S. examples.)
1816 U. Brown JmU in Maryland Hist. Mae. XI. 234
We both in the sudds pretty much. Ibid. 23 5 Thinking that I

was not out of the sudds yet 1838 Southern Lit. Messenger
IV. 522 Yoa perceive I am now in the suds—but I shall soon
be relieved from this predicament 1878 Rose T. Cooke
Happy Dodd 295, 1 shan't leave Mis' Payson in the suds.

6. sad-cake, the residue left after the sud-oil has
been pressed from the crude magma in the treatment

262

of the waste liqnors from wool-sconring ; sud-oil,

grease recovered from these liquors.

1907 A. Watt Soap-making (ed. 7) 85^ The manufacture of
soaps from the fatty acids generally, including 'recovered
grease ', or ' sud oil '.

Sn^de. Add : Also su&de cloth = *Sdedette.
1930 Daily Express 30 July 5/4 Suede cloth, which made

its rt-al appearance in furnishing last year.

Saedette (swi^ide't). [f. Sueue + -ette.] A
fabric woven to imitate suede.

1915 Chatnliers's Jml, 413/1 A cover of waterproofed
suedette. 1930 Daily Express 30 July 4/5 To malce a smart
. . tea cosy, cut out four pieces of luaterial . .in suede, velvet,

or suedette.

Snessouiau (swesou'nian), a. Geol. [f. L.

Suessones, -ionis, the name of a Gaulish tribe

(whence the place-name Soissoni) + -ian,] Desig-

natii)g the upper Eocene strata in the northern

Apennines.
1903 Geikie Texi-hk. Geol. Ced. 4) 1240 Suessonian. Shales

and grey and brown marls, sandstones and limestones.

Sufficient. A. adj. 1. c. For rare read : Rare
exc. in plir. sufficient unto the day, echoing ' Suffi-

cient unto the day is the evil thereof (Matt. vi.

34).
X917 TwvFORD Purchasing ^ Storing 323 A 'sufficient

unto the day * policy has brought some rude jolts to many
manufacturing establishments.

Suffolk, c. absol. Add : Also = Suffolk brick.

horse, sheep, etc.

1831 YovATT Horse 38 The true Suffolk, like the Cleveland,
is now nearly extinct, /bid. 39 The immense power of the
Suffolk is accounted for by the low position of the slioulder.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV, 193/2 The Suffolk is another
modern breed, which probably took its origin in the crossing
of improved Southdown rams with the old horned Norfolk
ewes, 1904 Technol. <$• Sci. Diet. (ed. GoodchiId& Tweney)
s.v. Bricks, Suffolksx Cream-coloured bricks made from
marl; used for iacework.

Sugar, sb. Add : 4. a. sugar grtroe^ land U.S.
179a Imlay Descr. West. Terr. N. Atner. 136 Luxuriant

*sngar groves. 1849 President's Message to Congress 11.

629 A ridge covered with sugar maples, formerly an Indian
sugar grove. 1873-4 ^^/. Vermont Board Agric. II. 275
The shelter afforded by a hill or sugar grove. 1691 Cat.
Virginia St. Papers 1. 44 We marcht to the *Suggar Land.
x8ii Niles* Weekly Register I, loi/i Sugar lands are em-
ploying part of our southern laborers, 1884 Sweet & Knox
On Mexican Mustang Thr. Texas vii. 82 A great deal of
the finest sugar-lands in tlie world.

c. sugar-cured (earlier U.S. examples).
1851 C Cist Cincinnati 1 86 Sugar-cured hams. 1889 Judge

(U.S.) 12 Jan. 222/2 Beautiful red, sugar-cured ham.
d. Resembling sugar in shape or texture, as

sugar limestone, phosphate^ 'Sand (see *5),
1865 Page Handbk. Geol. Terms (ed. 2), *Sugar Lime-

stone, a local term, applied in Yorkshire to the metamor-
phosed mountain limestone that rests on the thick trappean
mass of the ' Whin Sill*. 1887 Colonial <V Indian Exhib.^

j886, Rep, Col. Sect, 6 The so-called ' *Sugar- Phosphate ',

a finely-granular apatite rock not unlike a dirty saccharine
marble.

5. augar-bag, {a) a bag or sack for containing

sugar, esp. a bag made of coarse thick paper
specially coloured ; {p) Austral, a wild bee*s nest

;

sugar-nippers, {a) a pair of sugar-tongs ; (^) an
instrument for cutting loaf sugar into cubes ; sugar-
paper, the coarse paper used ibrmakingsugar-bags;
sugar-point, the degree of boiling down at which
the sugar crystallizes out ; sugar-sand U.S.^ {a)

sandstone which breaks up into granules resembling

sugar; {b) a gritty sediment which forms in the

manufacture of maple-sugar ; sugar-scale, a sac-

charimeler; sugar-shop (see quot.).

18,. Paper Terminology (Gloss. Trade Terms\ Sugar
Paper.. .VstA. .iot *sugar bags. x88x A C. OnfMT Bush
Life Queensland vi. (1882) 51 XVhere some of them bad dis-

covered a sugar-bag. 1882 Cassell's Family Mag, Nov.
756/2 The crowns, .have two square comers like the bottom
of a sugar-bag. 1913 D. H, Lawrence Sons ^ Lovers vii,

There's something very blue ; is it a bit of sugar-bag ? 1937
M. Terry Through Land of Profnise 104 We found the
others clustered round a banhinJa tree. .

.
' We've got a sugar

bag.' 1928 V, Palmfr Passage \. v. It was Uncle Tony
standing with a sugar-bag over his shoulders. 1839 Barham
Ingol. Leg., Lay St. Gengitlphus, With those great *sugar-
nippers they nipped off his 'flippers *. 1858 Simmonds Diet.

yyai/t',^"«^ar-«i)*/*'^'''^( tools for cutting loaf-sugar into lumps.
1921 Glasgow Herald 14 July 5 A pair of George II. silver

sugar nippers. 18,. *sugar-paper [see *stt^ar-bag\. 1901
Chambers's Jml, 520/1 Anxiously testing the briglit-brown

liquid for the *sugar-point. 1882 Vermont Agric. Rep. VII.

64 In the process of sugar making there was a point where
it would combine with the limej making ' "sugar sand ' or

the malate of lime. 1890 Carll in Dialect Notes (1904) II.

VI. 391 Drillers have certain terms—not classical, but ex-
pressive and well understood by the craft and by oil men
generally

—

sugar-sand, clover-seed, corn-meal,, .etc 1908
Jrnl. Franklin Inst. Oct. 265 'Niter ' or ' sugar-sand *.. is

a sand-like, gritty substance which is deposited during the
process of evaporation of tlie sap [of the sugar-mapie]. 1909
Ware Passing EnglisJi, *Sugar'shop (Electioneering),

money shop, literally; but figuratively a head centre of
bribery.

Sugar, V. Add : 5. pass. Used as a euphemism
for an imprecation, slang.
189X H. Herman His Angel 66 Let them say what they

like an' be sugared, my darling. 1901 'R. Andom' Troddles
iii. 38 He murmured in profound a.-itonishment..'Wen—I'm
—sugared!' 1904 Kipukc Traffics 4- Discov, J07 War's
declared at midnight. Pedantics be sugared I

SUITE,

6. trans. To * cook * or * doctor
' ; spec.y to give

a specious impression of the amount of trade done
by (a place of business, etc.). colloq.

1892 Stevenson & Osbourne Wrecker xv. Out of six
thousand mats [5^.bags of rice],only twenty were found tohave
been sugared; in each we found.. about twelve pounds of
drug. 1894 Daily Neivs 26 Dec. 5/3 ' Sugaring a house '..

in Birmingham.. denoting a system of creating a fictitious
appearance of business by privately giving away money to
be spent at its bars.

Sugar-bush. 1. U.S. (Later examples.)
^857 Quinland \. 52 They had arrived at the ' sugar-bosh

'

of Peter Quinland. 1896 Vermont Agric. Rep. XV. 38
Does the location of a sugar bush determine the quality of
the sugar ?

Sugar-caxup. (See Sugar sb. 5.)
1788 W. Biggs Captivity 21 They were then living at a

sugar camp, wliere they had made sugar thai spring. 1811
R. SuTCLiFP Trav. N.Amer. (1815) 1B4, I saw several .sugar
camps. .where the sap is collected in small wooden troughs.
1832 J. F. Watson Tales Olden Times 69 The sugar camp
as it was called, made an occasion of cheerful gaihering,
1851 Alice Gary Clovemook 115 He proposed building a
little cabin in the edge of the sugar-camp, 1868 Whittiek
Atnon^ the Hills 381 In sugar-camps, when south and warm
The winds of March arc blowing. 1874 Rep. Vermont Board
Agric. II. 734 Bright pictures of the sugar camp with the
boiling sap come to mind.

Sugarer (Jwg^raj). slaftg. [f. Sugae v. +
-ER l!j Oae who shirks or funks, spec, at rowing.
(Cf. Sugar v. 4.)
X904 W. G. East Rotving

<S-
Sculling 20 A sugarer, a man

wlio, whilst rowing correctly, avoids putting in a full share
of work. X925 G. W. Deeping Somll <5- Son xviiL § z It

was necessary to be neither a funk nor a sugarer.

Sugaring, vbl. sb. Add : 4. Bribery.
1902 S. E. \vhite Blazed Trail x\\. The old-time logger

found these two individuals susceptible to the gentle art of
'sugaring '.

Suggestio falsi (s^d^e-sti*? fse-lsai). [mod. L.,

— suggestion of what is false.] An indirect lie

;

a conscious misrepresentation of something whether
by words, conduct, or artifice. (Cf. *Suppbbs8I0
VERI.)
1815 H. Maddock Princ. 4- Preset. Chance^ I. ao8 Bat

whenever Suppressio veri or Suggestio falsi occur . . they
afford a sufficient ground for setting aside any Release or
Conveyance. xS^^Edin. Rev. Apr. 271 I'his omission, which
ingeniously combines the suggestio falsi with the omissio
veri. 1ZX856 Newsp. <5- Gen. Reader's Comp. § 22 He was
bound to say that the suppressio veri on that occasion
approached very nearly to a positive suggestio falsL X891
Atltenxum 3 Jan. 14/3 There is a suggestiofalsi in the very
title of Mr. Black's new book. 1907 \V. De Morgan Alice-
for-Short xxxvi, That's suppressio veri a.nd suggestiofalsi !

Besides, it's fibs !

Suicide, sb.^ c. Add : suicide club, (a) a
club whose members are pledged to commit suicide;

{b) in the war of 1914-18, a humorons term for

various *specialist*formations,as bombers, machine-
gnnners, etc., whose work was exceptionally danger-
ous; Suicide Corner (see quot.).
1882 *Suicide Club [in Dict.J. 1916 Captain Tune 213/2

The temper which can. .describe the penodic shelling. .as
the.. 'daily bate', and nickname the regimental bombing
company ' the Suicide Club '. 1918 Farrow Diet. Mil.
Terms, Suicide Club, a slang name in the trenches for

bombers and machine gunners. 1933 Daily Mirror \^ Nov,
4/4 The first * broadcast ' I heard takes me back to the war
days of 1918. It was on the Dover Patrol—Suicide Clnb as it

was nicknamed. 1925 E. Eraser & Gi^BOtis Soldier^ Sailor
Words, *Suicide Comer, the name in particular given to a
notoriously dangerous point in the Vpres Salient. Elsewhere
also the name was given to various places where exceptional
risks bad to be run.

Sui-mate (si«*3i m/H), sb. and v. Chess, [C L.
sui of oneself -t- Matk j3.i] = Selp-m.\te sb. and v.

1870 Dubuque Chess Jml. 1 Nov. 7 White sui-mates in ten
moves. 1890 Laws Two-more Cltess Problem 1 5 llie ' Sui-
matc', which is constructed under the conditions, * White
to play, and compel Black to mate tn . . moves '. 1902 Encycl.
Brit. XXVI, 756/1 Problem XX is an example of a sui-

mate.

Suisse. Add : 2. A small white cheese re-

sembling Neufch^cL
X892 Stevenson & Osbourne Wrecker v. When I called

for a Suisse such as was being ser^'ed to all the other dioers.

Suit, sb. Add: 20. Lang suit : see Long a. l

5 b, *c.

24. b. In Bridge where suit is contrasted with

*No Trump(s, as suit-bid^ -callj declaration^ double,

game, -jump.
X907 Suit call [see Diet., 24]. 1910 W. Dalton Saturday

Bridge 65 Defensive suit declarations by the dealer. Ibid.

89 There are two distinct games at Bridge, ihe no Trump
game and the suit game. X917 E. Bergholt Rojyal Auction
Bridge go In some circles, the practice of raising |>artner*s

suit-bid, when no other bid has intervened, is considerably

overdone. X928 Work Contract Bridge 32 In Auction
Bridge an iiutial suit-bid of one is justified. Ibid. 52 When
determining whether to make a suit-jump of two or three.

.

do not be influenced, .by Queens or Jacks of other suits.

Suite. 2. d. Add : (c) A collection of pieces

or songs by one composer on one main theme
to be performed in sequence at one time.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 42/1 Edward Alexander Mac-
Dowell has written., symphonic poems, overtures, and suites

f* orchestra. 1907 L. Gilman Symphonic Music 123 The
two orchestral suites arranged by Grieg from the iuciden»il

music which he wrote, .for.. 'Peer Gynt '. X928 Grove's

Diet. Mus. V. 184/2 The very prevalent practice of com-.
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piling suites for independent performance from ballet mnsic.

ibid-t The composer . . accepts the term ' suite ' as one which

allows him a freer band than symphony and one which in-

dicates more dcfiniteness of design than symphonic poem.

1930 Radio Times Diet. Mus. Terms 56 Often music ori-

ginally written for a play is afterwards made into a suite.

S'alea(s<}*l/'a). [Bengali.] Athreadfishoflndia,

Polynemus seie, from which isinglass is obtained.

1842 Rov(.E Proti. Isinglass Coasts India 25 The species

affording the isinglass, is the Polynemus Seie of Buchanan,

seU or sulea of the Bengalese. 1858 Si.MMONDS Did. Trtzdc,

Sulham, variant of *Sblham.

Suliote (sifl-lioit). Also Souliote, Suliot.

[ad. Gr. SouAtiuTT/t : see -ote.] An inhabitant of

the Suli mountains in Epirus, of mixed Greek and

Albanian origin.

181s Bybon Ch. Har. 11. Ixxii, Oh I who is more brave

than a dark Suliote ? 1825 Halleck Marco Bozzaris Poet.

Writ. (1869) 13 Bozzaris ranged his Suliote band. i83»

T. GoBDON Hist, Gr. Revol. 1. i. i. 76 The Souliotes, the

flower of Albanian warriors, were driven from Epirus. i8sj

G. F. BowEM Mount Athos, etc viii. 214 The Suliote ham-
let of Kiafa. 1875 Encyel. Brit. I. 573/2 The country of the

Suliotes in the south-west of Epirus. 1897 W. A. Phillips

War Gr. Independence vii. 127 Marko Botzares, the Suliot

hero.

SnUcy, sb. 4. sulky cultivator, plow U.S.

(earlier examples).
1867 Re^. loiva Agrk, Soc. (1868) 154 It is then plowed

with double-shovel, or sulky cultivators. 1865-6 Trans. 111.

A^c. Soc. VI. 49 Driving a sulky plow, and plowing his

one.fourth acre.

Salphoninm {wKoa-niSm). Chem, [mod.L.,

t SuLFHDB, after Ammomium.] a hypothetical

nnivalent radical, SH,, of which the derivatives,

formed by hydrocarbon radicals replacing the

hydrogen, resemble the corresponding ammonitmi
compounds.
1906 Jml. Chtm. Soc. LXXXIX. 696 Neither purely

aromatic nor mixed fatty aromatic sulphonium bases can be

obtained by the usual method which applies in the aliphatic

series. 19*1 Ih'd. CXIX. n. 1643 The molecular conducti-

vity of some sulphonium compounds in acetone. 19*7 Sidg-

wicK Electronic The. Valency 283 There is less tendency to

form oxonium or sulphonium than ammonium salts.

ffn itiTti ft-r, j^.l 6. Add: stimmer-board i/.

trans.., to take as a summer-boarder; sununeT-

boarder U.S., one who lives during the summer
months, at a boarding-house, in the country; so

summer-boarding ; summer oil, a thick kind of

oil suitable for use in automobile engines during

hot weather; summer resort (orig. U.S.), sojourn

at a seaside or country residence during the summer
months ; a local ity where summer holiday s are spent

;

summer-weight a., designating specially thin and

light underwear and woollen goods suitable for

wear during the summer months.

1903 Kate D. Wicgin Rebecca x. 107 Mother has •sum-

mer-boarded a lot o' the school-marms. 1879 Harper's Mag.
July 164 A few quiet •summer boarders took shelter for

a season's rest. 1886 C. D. Warkek Their Pilgr. iii. (1888)

5g The species of American known as the ' summer boarder '.

1880 Harfier^s Mag. Sept. 536/1 *Summer boarding here

can be bad for one dollar per week. 1918 C. A. MrrCHELL

Edible Oils >r Fats i In the case of olive oil, products which

will solidify readily are sold under the name of ' 'summer

oils '. 1857 Afpleton 's lllustr. Hand-Bk.A mer. Trav. 1 48/

1

Cfharges at the Mountain House are, as in most of the

fashionable 'summer resorts in the United States, |2.5oper

day. Ibid, -nt^li Saratoga has been for many years.. the

most famous place of summer resort. 1857 S. H. Hammond
Wild Northern Scenes p. xi, I have come to regard these

mountains.. as my settled summer resort. 1873 J. H. Beadlk

Undevel. West xv. 257 For a summer resort one can spend

weeks very pleasantly there. 1887 Baedeker's Great Britain

500 Pitlochry, a favourite summer-resort, in the midst of

pretty scenery. 18^ H. C. BimNEa Short Sixes (1801) 188

5"he old gossips of a Summer-resort. 190a Eliz. Banks
Neruspaper Girl ii. 13 A summer-resort hotel. 1931 Daily

Tel. 22 May 9/6 'Summer-weight weaves in hopsack, tweed,

and knitted mixtures. 193a Sale Catal., Men's white Scotch

make silk mixture summer weight.

Summer, ».* Add : 5. To summer over: to

hold over unused during the summer. U.S.

1871 Rep. Verwonl Board Agric. I. 138 Do not be afraid

of sunimering over a few Ions of hay. 1896 Vermont Agric.

Rep. XV. 39 In what way would you take care of the sugar

that is intended to be summered over ?

Sampi sb. Add : 2. O. An oil-reservoir at the

bottom of the crank-case of an internal combustion

engine.
1912 Motor Manual 96 A well or ' sump ' in the bottom of

the crankcaie. 1920 F. T. Hill Tract. Aeroplane Constr.

69 'ITie sump . . is made up either from sheet steel cutout and

bent and welded up, or else ' spun ' to the shape required.

1935 Morris Otvner's Manual 8 Before sLirtiug out see that

there is a plentiful supply of oil in the engine sump.

Son, sb. Add: IL o. sun-uvtbrella (earlier

U..S. examples).
iB6z Cincinnati Daily Commercial 3 July, Advt., Great

Bargains in. . Parasols and Sun Umbrellas. 1887 Mart E.

WiLKiNS Humble Romance 60 Armed with stout fans and
sun-umbrellas.

12. b. sun-kissed (spec, of fruit).

In U.S. commercial use freq. written sunkist.

1893 Jml. Soc. Arts 16 June 738/1 Patinas, which give

to silver, and its alloys a bloom as of a sun.kissed peach.

13. sun-arc (see *sun-lamp) ; sun-batber, one

who exposes the body, usually partly clad, to the

263

direct rays of the sun, esp. as a form of medical

treatment ; sun-bump Aeronautics (see *BuMr sbA
I c) ; sun-dance (earlier U.S. example) ; sun-
lamp (see quote ;; sun-parlour, -porch, -room,
one so constructed or designed as to catch the

maximum amount ofsunshine; sun-print Phoiogr.,

a print made from a negative by means of sun-

light ; a daylight print ; so sun-printed a.,

-printing; sun-round U^.f a space of a day
;

8un-scald, {a) earlier U.S. example ; sun-tank, a

tank in which water or a liquid (as in the bleaching of

castor-oil) is exposed to the sun's rays; sun-valve,
a device by which the light of a beacon is auto-

matically increased or diminished in power by the

action of daylight.

1929 Daily Express 14 Jan. 19/3 The groups of Ltdo
*aun-bathers. 1849 Mahv H. Eastman Dahcotak xxii, The
Sioux worship the sun. The *sun dance is performed by
young \varriovs who dance, at intervals of five minutes, for

several days. 1930 Sel. Gloss. Motion Pict, Techtu (Acad.
Techn. Bureau Hollywood), *Sun latnps^ a large lamp
{SuK Arc or Sun Spot) reflecting its light by means of a
parabolic mirror. 1917 Mathewson Second Base Sloan 1 14
The fourth house from the corner, ., the one with the *sun-

parlor on it. igaS Daily Express 10 Aug. 3/7 There is no
* ocean' pavilion nor 'sun parlour' over the water. 1931
B. S.Aldrich /^A:V^ 5iW/7)'/«^xix. 206 Through the sun-

parlor they went, with its cathedral-giass skylight and its

French doors. 1923 S. Lewis Arrowsmilk xxJi. §4. 266
The two women spent afternoons sitting on the *sun-porch.

1928 Daily Express 16 June 13/5 Look kinda nice slung on
the sunporch back home. 1928 E. Elunden Undertones oJ
War viii, A large "sunprint on view at headquarters * sus-

pected ' many enemy mine shafts. 1858 Lakk Price Mati.

Photogr. Manip. 218 Such a negative would suffer con-

siderably by being *sun.printed. Ibid.^ Injured by *suu-

printing. 1933 Scridners /Ifag: Sept. 76/2 Advt., Living-

rooms,, .libraries, and *sun-rooms. xga8 Daily Express

14 June 12/5 The glass-waited 'sun-room' of the doctor's

home in Detroit. 1924 A. J. Small Frozen Cold i. 39, I can
generally get on their trail inside a *sunround. i3ss Trnns.
Mich. AgyicSoe.Vl. 158 Where the tree has received a *sun
scald, and the sap soured in sequence. 1903 Set, Amer.
SuppL 21 Mar. 22756 (Cent. D. Suppl.) *Sun-tanfc. X910

Chambers's Jml. Nov. 762/1 A sun-tank six hundred and
fifty feet square is capable of producing over a thousand
horse-power for seven hours a day throughout the year.

loid, Sept. 620/2 One great feature of this beacon is the

*sun-valve, whereby the light is ignited and extinguished

automatically at varying periods, according to the time of

year. xga6 National Geogr. Mag, Jan. 20/1 A Routing
beacon equipped with a Sun Valve.

Su-n-bo^nnet. (See Scn sb. 13.)

1837 Southent Lit. Messenger IIL 332 She had on a deep
sun-bonnet, i860 [see Sun sb. 13I. t86s Atlantic Monthly
^V- 537 Slie pubhed the wet yellow sun-bonnet back from
the gray hair, 1884 'C. E. Craddock'/« Ten>i. Mts. 1. 5
Her calico sun bonnet was thrust half off her head. 1910 Jer.
Hart Vigilante Girl viii. 122 Rows of gaunt and sunburnt
women in sun-bonnets sat in rocking chairs.

Hence Su'n-boiinetted a.

1839 Southern Lit. Mesunger V. 113/2 The bevy of sun-

bonnetted lasses, who gave us of their pies and apples. 1843
Carlton New Purchase xviii, 137 One beau, having two
sun-bonnctted damsels behind.

Sanbuni, sb. Add : 2. The name of a fashion

colour.

1923 Daily Mail ii Sept. ii Nude, Sunburn, Mulatto,
and all shades.

Sunburn, v. 2. (Examples.)
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xxix. 640 An Indiaii

will '^sunburn * as much or even more than a white man.
1928 Daily Mail 6 Aug. 12/6 One girl tells me she 'doesn't

sunburn easily'.

SxUldare (s»'nd«i), U.S. [Origin unascertained.

Perhaps merely a respelling of Sunday.'\ A
portion of ice-cream mixed with crushed fruits,

syrups, nuts, etc. Also with defining word, as

fmit sundae,
1904 N. Y. Evening Post ai May, The Sundi, so popular

at the confectioner's, can be preparedathome. Make a rich

vanilla ice cream and over it pour thejuice of your preserved
fruits. 1904 Minneapolis Times 15 June 6 In one of the

Jersey City churches fans and lemonade are distributed.

Some brands of * sundae ' might be added with propriety.

j^io Chamders's JrTil. July43i/i A sundae—a mixture of

ice-cream, soda-water, and raspberry juice. 1920 Chris-

tian World 19 Aug. 4/1 A strawberry sundae. 1928 Ob'
seri'cr 15 July 18/1 Glacial drinks and sundaes.

Sunday, sb. 3, Add ; Sunday best (earlier

U.S. example) ; Sunday closing, the closing of

shops on Sundays except for the sale of certain

commodities ; also attrib. ; Sunday saint, a person

whose religion consists chiefly in the observance

of Sunday.
1849 N. P. Willis Rural Lett. iii. 325 It was that kind of

Sabbath weather in which Nature seems dressed and resting

—every tree looking its * *Sunday best '. 1883 Harper's

Mag. Sept. 639/1 The "Sunday Closing Bill for Cornwall.

1889 DoNiSTHORPE Individualism vi. 179 Acts relating to

..Sunday Closing. 1889 Kansas City Times <V Star n-z

May, Some violent protests were made against theSunday
closing law. 1932 Upton Sinclair Candid Remin. 11. ix,

He would join the church, sign pledges, vote for Sunday
closing. 1888 Casselfs Encycl. Diet., *Sunday-saint. 1903

Farmer & Henley Slang, Sunday-saint, one who roisters

through the week and pulls a long face on Sunday.

Sundajrfied, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1870 Bazar Book 0/Decorum (N. Y.) 164 We arc apt to

be, as the French say, endimanchis, which we may translate

by the coined word Snndayfied.

SUN-UP.

Sundowner, Add : (d) A glass of spirit drunk
at sunset. S. Africa,
1921 Chambers^s JmL Jan. 43/1 Surely you are not go-

ing to refuse a solitary sundowner. 1922 Ibid. 359/1 As a
rule he did not even take the almost universal ' sundowner ',

for he felt that he could not afTord to spend bis very me^^e
profits on luxuries.

{c) (See quot.) U.S.
1904 iV. Y. Sun 14 Aug. 17 The Washington sundowner is

so called because he practises a profession, usually medicine
or dentistry, after the close of Government office hours, or
after sundown.

Su*Xlfi.:slier. U.S, eolloq, [f. SUKPI8H V.-k-

-erI.] a horse that 'bucks* (see quot. 1888 s.v.

SuNFisH V. in Diet.). So Su-nfislilngf vbl, sb,

1934 W. M. Raine Troubled Waters v. 47 Rocking chair

[an outlaw horse].,was a noted fence rower, weaver, and
sunfislier. Ibid. 52 Neither side-bucking nor pitching,

sunfishing nor weaving could shake the lean-loined, broad-
shouldered figure from his seat.

Sunflower. 4. Add : sunflower oil (earlier

U.S. example) ; Sunflower State 6''.^., Kansas.
1819 Plough Boy I. 43 The *sun-flower oil was a subject

of conversation. 1888 Harper's Mag. June 39/1 Her citizens

affectionately speak of Kansas as the * "Sunflower State'.

1904 Minneapolis Times 7 June 6 The floods in Kansas are

subsiding. There was danger for a time that the Sunflower
state would grow a crop of pond lilies.

Sunk, ppU a, 4. b. Add

:

Sunk'band, a., designating a method of sewing books by
which the bands of tliread are sunk into grooves sawn in the
back of the book. Sunk-enamel, champleve.
a 1909 W. Matthews Med. Bookbinding 27 (Cent. D.

Suppl.) *Sunkband, 1929 Times 2 Nov. 10/4 The coral

inlay, and red *sunk-cnamel (champlev^) on the handle.

Sunlight, -r^. Add: 1. c. Artificial sunlight '.

see *SuN-UAY 3.

Z928 Daily Express 27 June 3/6 The Committee on Arti-

ficial Sunlight in Industrial Hygiene.

2. b. A sun-lamp (see *Sun sb, 13).
1928 Daily Express 28 Aug. 2/1 Thickgutta-i>ercha tables

for the seven great 'sunlights' were scattered about the

floor.

Sun-ligbted, />//. a. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1787 in Maryland Hist. Mag. XXI. 220 The bright. Sun

lighted Wedding proceedings,

Sunnisnx (s»niz'm). [f. Sunna or Sunni-i-

-ISM.] The religion of the Sunnites.

1902 D. G. HoGABTH Nearer East 174 Sunnisramust covar

under one name two grotips, distinct at heart.

Sunny, a. Add : 2. c. Sunny side, in phrases

expressive of cheerfulness or optimism. Also to be

on the sunny side of\ to be on the * right side ' of,

i.e. less than (a given age). (Cf. Shady a, 2 b.)

1831 Tbelawny Adv. Younger Son xlix. Then, only look-

ing at the sunny side of things, all was bright. 1837 E'n

Diet., sense 5J. 1865 Atlantic Monthly XV. 711 How many
of us,, .on the sunny side of thirty, have gone through the
* Paradise Lost ' ? 1889 W. S. Gilbert Gondoliers ir, Live

to love and love to live—You will ripen at your ease. Grow-
ing on the sunny side— Fate has nothing more to give. 1926

E. Wallace Riitger 5 Alan Wembury was on the sunny side

of thirty.

Sun-ray« Add : 3. (Also artificial sun-rays.)

Ultra-violet rays used for the prevention and cure

of diseases, and as an aid to health during the

months when natural sunlight is not available. Also

ailrib,

1928 Daily Express 27 June 3/6 The speedy development

of sun-ray clinics all over the country. Ibid., The adoption .

.

ofsun-ray treatment as part of the national health programme.

Jbid.t The treatment of disease by artificial sun-rays. Jbid^

The. .pressing need for the sun-ray treatment to be brought

within the reach of everybody by the speedy erection in all

suitable places of sun-ray clinics, ihid., The benefits of

sun-ray treatment of disease.

So Su-n-rayed a., pleated in the sun-ray style.

Also Su'u-ray-plea:ted a,

1930 Daily Tel, i Dec. 9/3 All sorts of sun-rayed circular

skirts. X931 Ibid. 21 May 6/2 A train of sunray pleated

mousscline de soie and gold lace.

Sunrise. Add : 2. The name of a fashion

colour, a pinkish shade of apricot. Also aitrib.y as

sunrise pink,
1923 Daily Mail ig Feb. i Crepe Georgette, .in the latest

French shades. . .Bosphorus-BIue, Sunrise pink. 1927 Daily

Express 9 May 4 Colours Azure, Lupine, Sunrise, Lavender.

Sunsbade. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1842 New York Daily limes 22 Mar., Advt., Umbrellas,

Parasols and Sun-shades.. manufactured at Newark, N. J.

Sunsbine, sb. Add : 6. d. With reference to

a (saloon) motor car with a top which can be opened

to admit sunshine.

1929 Daily Express 12 Jan. 4/7 The royal coup^, with a

sunshine roof. Ibid., The sunshine saloon. 1931 Ibid, a

Sept. 9/2 A new de luxe model of this type with sunshine

roof.

Sun-spot. Add : 3. An incandescent type of

sun-lamp.
1930 Sel. Gloss. Motion Pict. Techn. (Acad. Techn. Bureau

Hollywood).

Sun-under (s»-nrj:nd3j). Colonial, [f. b0N

sb, + Under adv., after sundoivn, Cf. Du. zcnon-

der."] Sunset
1891 E. Glanvillk Fossicker xii. 94, I would. .creep on

after him from sun up to sun under.

Sun-up. Add: 2. The east. Also attnb.

1927 M.M[BENNETTC/5rrJ//jo«v.6o The Dallebuira might

camp OQ the far side of tbe waterhole, sua-i^> side.
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Supe. Add example and cf. *Super sb. 3 a.

1915 J. B.'Rathbvh Motion Picture MaM/n^ 73 'Westerns'

sue invariably taken in their proper locale, the ' supes

'

usually being drawn from the ranches and towns surround-
ing the studio.

Supe, V, [f. SoPK sd."] in/r. To act as a super,

1893W. K. Post Harvard StarUi 107 Do you remember
the time . . that we saw the old man suping in that specta*

cular play 1

Super, sb. 3. a. Add : (Earlier example.)

Also used of film actors and actresses.

184s Sou Smith Theatrical A^prenL i. 15 That.. class of
individuals, indispensable in all theatres, called * supers ',or

more politely speaking, 'auxiliaries'. igaS Daily Express
X May 13 Film supers in a crowd scene.

Super, a. Add : 3. Of superlative or excep-
tional quality (cf. Sdpebfine a, 5),
i8{)5 Army ff Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept, 1079

White or Black super Opera Bodice, x^^Glasgo^u Herald
19 Oct. 9 It is probably in the best interests of these super
cows,, to have them milked three times per day. 1931 Daily
Express 21 Jan. 5/3 The 1931 super de luxe model, 193a
Ibid. 25 June 7/4 We have race meetings here, and super
bathing.

Super-. Add: 2. {b) Superiuvest v.y delete

+ andadd example. Sn-'perpronation — Supina-
tion.
1^9* i^th Cent. Oct. 594 Even sordidness itself has put off

all its vileness, and is seen *superinvested in beauty. 1907
Practitioner Apr, 486 The arms are fixed in a position of
rigid extension, and frequently *superpronation, so that the
palms looked outward.

4. a. supercamaly -fit^ -fonnicine, -legale -tiioral^

-muscan, -physical. Super-andible a. kVirelesSj of
a frequency so high as to be inaudible ; supersonic.

^
19x6 R. W, Hutchinson Wireless 937 The resultant wave

ts anything from 2,000 metres to, say, 12,000 metres in length
('super-audible frequency). 1895 J. R. Harris Union with
God\\\\. 133 The great *supcrcarnal, supersensual fact that
is above observation of history. 1930 Sir G, MacMunm Be-
hind Scenes in vtany Wars 259 The convalescent became
*super-fit.

^
1918 W. Beebb Jungle Peace ix. (1919) 223 By

superformicine exertions a single small worker at last won
a path to the rim at tlie top. 19x0 H. G. Wells Outline
History 478/2 He was a real monarch, *super-legal. 19ZS
W. R. Inge Outspoken Ess. Ser. 11. 131 It would be too
absurd to suppose that our own State is the only specimen
of these superhuman and *supernioral individualities. 1903
S. Butler Way of all Flesh Ixxx, Almost *supermuscan
effort \ic. of a flyj. 19x4 W. B. Selbie PsychoL Relig. 277
Various forms of *super-physical life.

6. C. (Further examples ofthe unlimited extension
of this use.)

1914 E. Barker Nietzsche ff Treitschke 25 Treitschke looks
to war as the expression of an exclusively national super.
nation. 1913 Chambers's Jml. Oct. 661/2 The journalistic
words *superguns* and *supermania '. 19x6 Blackw, Mag^
June 813/2 The German superbosses. X917 Observer 21 Jan.
12/4 They do not regard their gigantic supersubmarincs as
merely commerce destroyers. 1917 ' Contact ' -4 (>;//««>
Outings 211 The super-heroes of the war, 1919 S. C. Car-
penter Chr. ace. S. Luke They cannot survey all the facts,
because there is one leading fact, the superfact, which they
have passed over. 1920 Bp. Temple in H. Begbie Painted
Wimlotvs (ig22) 168 The greatest political aim of humanity,
in my opinion, is a super-state. 19x1 T. R. Glover Jesits in
Exper. Men i. 8 The early Christian., really used the Gospel
as a sort of super-magic x<)x6 Spectator 13 Mar. 478/2 The
Westerners are a super-variety of the breed. 1927 Weekly
Times 1^ Jan. 46/1 To establish the claimof Christianity to
be, as it were, the * Super-myth ', 19x7 Glasgovj Herald i

June 15 If we cleaved our way above the ocean at the super-
speeds now contemplated, 19x8 Manchester Guardian
Weekly 31 Aug. 180/3 To enlarge their docks for the build-
ing of a super-Hner. 19x9 Encycl. Brit. III. 367/1 As fast
as the Li^ge forts fell to the super-guns, 19^0 Daily Express
8 Sept. 2/4 A patient imagines—quite seriously—that he is

a kind of super-being.

9. a. super-athletic^-conscientious, -exactrfaniousy
'fattedy -swift. Suiper-re^e-nerative a. Wireless^
in which * a powerful high audio-frequency oscilla-

tion is permanently established by some means or
other, in order to check periodically the radio-
freqaency oscillations started by excessive reaction

'

(E. H. Chapman),
19XX Sir S, Colvin Mem. 4- Notes 175 The quite abnormal

and *superathletic activities of his own brains. X891 Voice
(N. Y.) 51 Dec:.j The idea that there is anything ' immoral

'

and * wicked' in asking a man to adopt your metliod of
accomplishing a result he desires. , is *superconscientious, to
s^ the least, 19x6 Spectator 19 June 1042/2 Their fussy
officers took a brutal delight in making them *superexact,
x^5 A. S. M. Hutchinson One Increasing Purpose \. %x^
Ihe *super-famous novelist man. 1908 Guthrie in Brit.
Med. Jrtil. 17 Oct. 1161/1 A ^superfatted liver, rendered so
by various causes, toxic, and perhaps dietetic xgxx Wire-
less World XI. 207/2 We might announce a prize for the
most efficient Armstrong *Super-Regenerative Circuit. 19x7
Glasgow Herald i June 15 The *super-swift transport of
the human body over vast distances.

b, super-satiate, -tttning.
rM Chambers's yml. Mar. 150/2 Refined Englishman..

who has *supersatiated a cursed wanderlust by adventure..
in many lands. soa8 Daily Sketch 7 Aug, 2/4 *Super-
tuning..has worked wonders.

10. super-cautiousness f -conscientiousness , ^en-
franchisement, -martiality, -mastery, Sn:per-
reg-enera-tion (see super-regenerative, *9a).
19x1 spectator 30 Apr, 544/a Even this *supcr-cautiousness

is breaking down. 1887 F. R. Stockton Borrowed Mouth
227 Myown *supcrconscientiousness. Z9xx Glasgoiu Herald
7 Nov. 8 The Super-enfranchisement of the wage-earning
class. 1918 W. J. Locke Rough Road xiv, To march with
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*super»martiaHty of tread. 19SS Q. Rev. Apr, 378 •Super-
mastery of sharp practice. 19x7 iMod. Wireless VII, 613/2
•Super-Regeneration. Armsirong succeeded in utilising
this effect for the reception of telephony, 1930 B.B.C. Year-
bk. 45'.'/2 Super-regeneration provides a method by wliich
the oscillations generated in the receiver are interrupted at a
frequency above the range of inaudibility.

Supercliarged, pa. pple. and ///. a. Add :

2. Ol the engine of a motor car or aeroplane

:

Having the cylinder charge increased above the
normal bymeans ofa Supercharger, a mechanical
device in the form of a pump which supplies the
engine with air or an explosive mixture at a higher
pressure than normal in order to increase its efficiency.

So Supercharging' vhl. sb.

_
19XX Encycl Brit. XXX. 41/1 Supercharging for high fly-

ing. 10x4 Glasgow Herald 6 May 4 The proposition of
super-charging engines for sea-going and for road, as well as
for air service. Ibid., The problem of super-chargers. 19x7
Observer 16 Oct. 26 The super-charged si.\-cylinder-engined
Mercedes, 19x7 Daily Tel. i Nov, 10/7 In order to give
' Fighters * a better altitude performance, the engine is

usually fitted with a supercharger. 10x8 C. F. S, Gamble
Story North Sea A ir Station xix, 320 To equip the airships
with supercharged engines.

Sa'perconscious, a. Psychol. [Super- 4 a.]

Transcending human consciousness. Also absol.
1884 MvERS in Proc. Soc. I^sychical Research vii, 219 We

shall come, perhaps, to find super-conscious as necessary a
term as sub-conscious, 1886 — Phantasms of Living II.

285, I believe that super-conscious operations also are going
on w;ithin us; operations, that is to say, which transcend
the limitations of ordinary faculties of cognition. 1903 T.
Hardy Dynasts i. v. iv, In that immense unweeting Mind,
is shown One far above fore-thinking; processive. Yet super-
conscious. 1913 Q. Rev. Jan. 125 To put on a scientific
rational basis the ideas of 'sub-conscious' and 'super-
conscious ' mind_. 19x1 Public Opinion 28 Jan. 90/2 What
the world needs is a man whose genius will come from the
superconscious, the divine. X9x^ Sir O. Lodge Making of
Man V. 113 In his total personality there is a great element
of the subconscious and the super-conscious. 193X Edith
LvTTELTON {title) Our Superconscious Mind.
Hence Sn'perconsciousness.
1898 Advance (Chicago) a? Jan. 107/2 [Jesus] had now

reached the state of mind known to Hindus as samahdo or
supcr-consciousness, and there was no pain for him on the
cross. 1901 Harper's Mag. CII. 788/1 Since this unpleasant
whirl of superconsciousness had swept over him.

Superheat, v, Def, : delete * in order to in-

crease its pressure*.

Superhet. Short for next Also attrib,
19x6 R. W. Hutchinson Wireless 236 The multivalve..

*Super-Het 'isscarcely a receiving set. .for a beginner. 19x6
Glasgow Herald 12 Jan. 10 The real heart of a superhct set
is the first detector. 1927 Observer 6 Mar. 25 This receiver
rivals the 'superhet.* in the number of distant stations
it will bring in, 1931 Daily Express 16 Oct. 9/3 Band-
pass tuning and a super-het circuit of advanced design.

Superheterodyne(si«p3ihe*t^rJd3in). Wire-
less, [f. *Sui>er(sonic + *Heterodyne.] In full

superheterodyne receiver i A form of short- or
medium-wave wireless receiver in which, by means
of a local oscillator, a beat-note is set up with the
incoming signal and is amplified at the resulting

intermediate frequency,
X9XX Wireless World X. u/i The Armstrongsuper-hetero-

dyne principle, in whicli the incoming signals are hetero-
dyned before the first detector valve. 19x7 Observer 13
Mar, 27 Since these tests I have had a superheterodyne
receiver submitted.

Su^perindivi'dnal, a. [Super- 4 a.] Of or
pertaming to that which is above or greater than
the individual. Also sb.

19x6 F. VON HuGEL German Soul ga The moral relation
between the individual and the super-individual unity, 1924
W, B, SELsrE Psychol. Relig. 150 The crowd will then act
and feel, and express itself together. In sodoing it becomes
an entity or super-individual. 1930 W. R. Inge Chr. Ethics
^ Mod. Problems ii. 79 A sphere of existence strictly super-
individual.

Superlative, «. and j^. A. adj. 2. b. Add:
Supei'lativesurprise, the name given to an especially

complicated method ofchange-ringing (cf. Subprisb
sb. 5 b).

184s Camhr. Chron. 6 Dec. in E, Morris Hist. Change
Ringiug {ig;^i] 144 A company of change-ringers of Saffron
Walden, performing. .upwards of 1,200 changes of Superla-
tive Surprise. 1931 Ibid. ,^58 Harry Withers.. once, .con-
ducted a peal of Superlative Surprise at Selly Oak, Bir-
mingham.

Superman. Add : Hence Su'permanhood.
igio Dublin Rev. Oct. 344 Human nature, .is Hkely to re-

main stiU exactly the same. Those who believe it to be
travelling towards moral supermanhood have obviously not
studied it. 19x4 W, J, Locke Coming of Amos xix, My
vanitywas pricked by what seemed to be her lack of confi-
dence in my supermanhood.

Su'permari^ne. [Super- 6 c] In full Napier
supermarine ; a seaplane constructed by Messrs,
Napier; hence applied to other seaplanes using
a similar engine. Also attrib.

19XX Glasgow Herald 25 Aug. S The Napier supermarine
flymj; boat. 1925 Ibid. 9 Oct. 9 The new supermaiine
' Southampton ' flying boats, 1928 Daily Mail 25 July 9/7A supermarine Napier racing seaplane,

Supema'tioual, a. [SuPEit-4a,] Transcend-
ing or independent of national limitations ; supra-
national. Hence Superna'tioiialisxn.. Sa:per-
uationa'lity.

SUPPORTER.
1915 Alice Gardner in Foakes-Jackson Faith J^ the War

36 The adoption ofa supernational religion. 1916 E. Holmes
Nemesis ofDocility i. 16 Those nations cling tenaciously to
their respective nationalities, as against the supernationality
of Germany. 1917 G. L. Dickinson Choice before Us 218 The
Council of Conciliation which we have proposed would be a
SLanding committee of the 'Supernational Legislature '. 1918
C. MoNTEFiORE Lib. Juilaism <?. Hellenism vi. 327 Juda^m
means something supernational, something larger than race.
1919 J. L. Gk^wufIcon. Found. Peace 544 Internationalism
and super-nationalism are usually confused. 19x0 E. Walker
in F. S. Marvin Rec, Develofim. Europ. Th. xi. 275 Music is
the most specifically international, or supernational, of all
the arts. 1931 Times 20 Sept. 13/3 That the best way to
rebuild European economy was to create super-national
groups.

Su:pemon]ia*lity. [f. SupERNORMAt + -itt.]

The quality of being supernormal or of exceeding
what is normal. Also, an instance of the super-
normal,
1916 Sir O. Lodge Survival<fMan 2 Assertions concern-

ing psychological supernormalities. 19x1 igth Cent. Oct.
600 One of the first indications of potential genius in school
children is unusual precocity or mental supernormality. 19x7
P. B. Ballard A^tfa*.£'.ra;//i'Mtfr 60 The same degree of super-
normality, the same superiority over the oldest of her school-
fellows.

Superpe-rsonal^ a, Philos. [Super- 4 a.]
Transcending the limits of what is personal. So
Su-perpersoiif Sxiperpe'rsonalism, Sa:perper-
sona-Uty (see qnots.).
X901 y. M. Baldwin's Diet. Philos. ff Psychol. I. 489/1

Thus hyperpersonal or superpersonal is that wliich is of the
nature of personality, but to which the predicates of person-
ality, some or all, do not apply, 1926 \V. D. Lichthall
^itle) Superpersonalism. The Outer Consciousness. Ibid.
26 We can proceed a stage further, and call it the Person of
Evolution. But its vast and complex personality requires
a differentiating term. _May we not apply to it the term

I
Superperson ' ? and call its personality a ' superpersonality

',

its point of view the 'superpersonal*, the system of its stud j',

'Superpersonalism'? Ibid. ZZ The comprehensive super-
personal vie w would at once dispose of mo>t of the confusion.
Ibid. Ill Where Superpersonalism differs is in holding that
the whole of that race is inspired by an indwelling indepen-
dent, directive Superperson—the Person of Evolution. 1929
J. Huxlkv Ess. Pop. Sci. xii. 155 The idea of a God who is
either personal or superpci sonaL

SapersO'uiCy a. and sb, [f. Super- 4 a + L.
5(7«ttj Sound J3. + -IC.] a. adj. Of or pertaining
to sound-waves of such a high frequency as to be
inaudible.

1919 Electrician LXXXII. 494/2 The French have ex-
perimented with a system in which a continuous wave signal
IS Iieterodyned to a "supersonic frequency. 19XX Wireless
World IX. 647/1 A group of prominent U.S. Radio ama-
teurs including E. H. Armstrong the inventor of the well
known supersonic heterodyne receiver. 19x6 Glasgow
Herald 12 Jan. 10 If any readers have experience of the
supersonic circuit in .short wave reception. Ibid. 15 June 8
Supersonic signalling. 19x6 R. \V, Hutchinson Wireless
236 The Principle of the Super-sonic Heterodyne.

b. sb. pi. The science of inaudible sound.
igzB Daily Express a6 Juna 12/3 Supersonics is the science

of inaudible sound, sound of such high frequency waves that
it can kill instantly any living thing within range.

Supper, sbA L o. C/.S, (Earlier example.)
1817 Kearon Sk. Avier. (1818) 44 Tea (called supper) in

the evening.

4. supper-bell (earlier Amer. example).
1770 KiTHiAN JrnL ^ Lett. (1900) 9 About seven the supper

Bell rings,

Snpper, v. 1. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1805 R. Parkinson Tour Amer. 68 Going to look at the

horses after what is called suppering them up at night.

Snpplantal (sppla-ntal). (U.S. example.)
1891 Harper's Mag. June 69/1 The excitemcntsof the day

had.. withdrawn his mmd from.. his fear of supplantal.

Supple-jack, Add : 3. A toy representing

the human figure, the limbs of which are manipu-
lated by a string. Also fig, (Cf. souple Tarn,

Supple a. 2 c.) (J.S.

x8x^3x J. p. Kennedy Swallow Bant II. L 19 Flinging
out his arms and legs like a supple-jack. 1835 Loncstreet
Georgia Scenes 13 Bob Simons danced., like a * Suple-Jack '

..when the string is pulled with varied force, at intervals of
seconds. 1853 P. Krnnedv Blackwater Chron. x. 147 His
body spread out as usual in his favorite position ofa supple-
jack distorted to the utmost. 1871 Whitman Democr. Vistas
(1892) 224 How the millions ofsturdy farmers and mechanics
are thus the helpless supple-jacks of comparatively few
politicians. 1904 N. K, Tiiues 8 July 5 Ihose political

supplejacks who go about with sanctimonious moan, saying:
* The President is wrong, but we must support the Presi-
dent ',

SupplVf sb. 12. supply-boaty strain, wagon
(earlier U.S. examples); sttpply-station.

1840 J, F, Cooper Pathfinder II. ix, We shall He in wait
..to intercept their *supply-boats, 1909 F. Ash Trip to
Mars xxxiv. 262 Airships are of no use without a *supply-
station. 1863 O. W.Norton Amty Lett. 121 They followed
up in our rear and cut off our *supply train. x866 A. D.
Richardson Secret Scr^'ice xix. 241 Their retreat was a
stampede, leaving behind great quantities of ammunition.,
*supply-wagons and ambulances.

Supporter. Add : 6. b. Sport. One who
supports a particnlar form of sport or who makes
a practice of following the fortunes of a particular

team, by attending matches, etc,

zoxx Glasgow Herald 30 June 8 An enthusiastic supporter
of baseball. 19x8 Daily Mail Year'bk. 84/2 The supporters
of the Chelsea F.C.



SUPPOSE.

Suppose, V, 9. Add : pass. Used to express
the iact that the subject is (not) expected by the
conditions of his office, employment, etc. to do or
be so-and-so.
1Q3X ;V<?r«/rtf/'(»r/ 31 Jan. 6 Officers.. were not 'supposed'

to keep a scrap log.

Mod. He was in the kitchen. Well, heVnot supposed to go
into the kitchen. He's supposed to clean out the sty once
a week.

Suppression. Add: 7. Psychol [G, ver-
drdngung.'\ A phenomenon of binocular vision
in which the image ofone eye predominates, causing
partial or total disappearance of the image of the
other eye.

1894 Creichtoh & TrrcHENKR tr. fVundt*! Humevt f^

Aninu Fsychol, 206 It may sometimes be observed that these
phenomena of suppression do not extend to the entire image.
Suppressio veri (sdpreji^^ vi«T3i). [mod,

L., = suppression of what is true.] Misrepresenta-
tion of the truth by concealing facts which ought
to be made known. (Cf. *Sdgge3tio falsi.)
«755 Chesterfield in World No. 105. III. 633 Here is

not only the suppressio veri, which is highly penal, but the
crimen/alsi too. 1889 A thenmum 20 Apr. 500/3 There is an
unintentional xw/*;»r«j/>7/tr/ in his assertion. %^'i:ipectator
95 Feb. 286/2 The English Church Union could hardly sub-
scribe ^xaffimo to an inrerpretation containing an important
suppressio veri. 1906 W. Dk Morgan Joseph Vnnce\ I said
to myself thank God for my well-intentioned suppressio vert.

Suq (s»k), sb. Also souk, sook, sukh, sdk.
[Arab. Ji^.] A market-place.

189^ A. E. W. Mason Miranda ofBalcony ii, 24 Every
evenmg he comes down to the S6lc, buys milk and bread.
1911 J. F. Fraser Land 0/ Veiled Women xvi. 191 Let us
saunter through the souks^ the market places of the natives.
19*1 Glasgow Herald 20 Oct. 4 The suqs or covered streets,
which, being screened from the glare of the sun, afford fine
shelter for shops and markets. X9»3 Blaclnv. Mag. July
128/2 Sheep, chickens, and eggs were. .sold to his profit in
the neighbouring 'suq'. 1926 D. Bvrke Brother Saul \. §4.
64 When Anna went abroad.. to the sook of the perfumers.
1931 SiK S. Low in Observer d Sept. 13 [In the market-place
of Tangier] The sun-smitten pavement of the sukh.

Suralixuentation (s^Tseliment^i-Jsn). [ad.
Fr. : see Sub- and Alimentation.] Therapeutic
treatment by feeding in excess of the requirements
of the appetite.

1890 Billings Med. Diet. X9a6 Spectator 3 Apr. 627/2
Many physicians do all they can to achieve ' suralimenta-
lion ', as the French call it.

Surculus (si>'jki/21^s). Bot. PI. surculi
(-3i). [L., « young twig, branch, shoot.] A shoot
rising from an underground base, a sucker.
<775 Ash, Surculus, a shoot* a sucker, a slip; a middle

branch between the larger and smaller ribs of a leaf. i8a6
KiRBV & Sp. Entomol. IIL 227 The cocoon of Donar.ia
fasciata (?) is fastened by one side to the roots or surculi of
TyPhalati/olia. 1851 ^K\.VQ\i%Man.Bot.[XviAKX)Surc%dus,
a sucker proceeding from the neck of a plant, and afterwards
rooting, as in the Rose. 1900 Jackson Gloss, Bot. Terms.

Sure, a> and adv. Add : A. adj. 9. a. Sure
thing (orig, U.S.) : a certainty, safe thing ; often

as an ejaculation of strong assent = Yes, indeed I

Also cUirib,

1896 G. Ade Artie iL ^ You never see such a sure-thing
crowd in your life. Ibid, xvi. 147 'Sure thing,' says he.
X904 Daily Chron. 28 Apr. 3/1 A ' sure-thing grafter ' ts a
petty thief, who will take no large risks. 1904 N. K. Even'
in^ Jrnl, 13 May 2 ' Give us a box,' said Mr. L*hr. .

' Sure
thmg,' said the man behind the window, a 1906 * O. Henry *

Trimmed Lamp etc. 214 But he ever will be present in my
heart,that'sasure thing. 191Z },C. LincolnCa^'m Warren^s
Wards viiu 132 Sure thing ! If you know who did it. he's
your mark. 1931 Galsworthy Maid-in- Wailing xx, ' Shall
you be at Jean's wedding to-morrow?* 'Sure thing 1 I
give her away.'

10. a. Sure-fire adj., certain to come ofiF, unfail-

ing. U.S.
1918 V, O. Frekbvrg Photoplay MaAlng 57 That photo-

play included many ' sure fire ' pictures, from the dashing
waves to the coiling smoke over a burning village. 1930
D. Mackail How Amusing 68, I don't say it was new, but
it was a sure-fire laugh. 1930 Dorothy Canfield Deepen-
ing Stream 6i Daily she heard Mrs. Whitlock sticking
little pins of ironic comment into, .the phrases which he had
always counted as sure*fire.

B. adv. 3. Read : ^o^r poet.^ exc dial. (Irish)

and U.S.
x86i Trans. Ill, Agric, Soc. IV. 460 Once successfully

transplanted it will live sure. 1876 * Mark Twain * Tom
Saivyer iv. 83 They're coming, sure. 190X W. Churchill
Crisis I. viii. 67 He'll win the handicap sure. 1908 ' Yeslah '

Tenderfoot S. Calif. L 14 It sure was a cold night. 1913
MuLFORD Coming of Cassidy y'\\. 113, I shore lost a wad
playin* fara>bank agin a tow-head.

C. sure-enough a. U.S. (earlier example).
X846 in Life <J-

Corr. J, A. Quitman 288 They found out
that the old ranchero was the sure-enough general.

Sures (suT^s). [pi. of Sp. sur south, south

wind,] The southerly winds of the coasts of Chile,

Mexico, and Peru. Also sures pardos (lit * grey
south winds'), the sures accompanied by fogs.

1760-72 tr. Juan tf Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) 1. 148 At the period
of the brisa.-^ the sures or south winds begin to hlow. Ibid.

II. 3IO These fogs the sailorscall .Sures pardos, and arefond
of them, as they are a sure sign the wind will be fresh and
constant. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk.

Sftret6 (swrttf). [Fr.,.- SOBETT.] In full,

Service de la S^reti^ tlie criminal department of
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a prefecture of police, the equivalent of the English

1926 C. Barry Deteciive*s Holiday \. 9 That he had success-
fully conctraled his connection with the English si^ret^hc
vizs practically certain. Ibid. v. 42 Me ! I am now of the
Toulon sitret^, 1928 E, Wallace Again the Three JustMen X. 204, I heard two gentlemen of the Surctd discussing
your future just before we left La Bourget.

Surf, V. Add : b. To go surf-riding. Hence
Su'rfer ; Sn'rflng* vdl. sd.j also allrib.

^ 1917 Chambers's yrnl. Apr. 280/2 The depth of the lagoon
IS trifling. ., and this it is which makes surfing there so safe
and enjoyable. Ibid. 281/2 The mass breaks on the beach;
and the surfer presently emerges, dazed yet exhilarated.
1927 Obsen>er 27 Nov. 29/5 When we grow tired of surfing
..we return to the hotel. 1931 Times Lit, Suppl. i Oct.
737/4 There were no surfing beaches then.

Surface, sb. Add : 1. o. Aeronautics. In full,

bearing, carrying, lifting surface : A plane or
arched structure capable of sustaining bodies by its

movement through the air ; an aerofoil.
C1903 W. WRicHTinC. C.Turner /?(?/«. /4^r(7«aK//«(i9i2)

178 A smaller surface set at a negative angle in front of the
main bearing surfaces or wings will largely counteract the
effect of the fore-and-aft travel of the centre of travel. 1909
C. C Turner Aerial Navig. (igio) 311 Biplane.—K flying
apparatus with two main planes or * carrymg surfaces one
over the other. 1916 Barber Aeroplane Speaks 133 The
term surface, which. .is the term usually used to describe
the cambered lifting surfaces.

6. a. (^) A'rtw/., designating ships which move on
the surface of the water as opposed to submarine
vessels, as surface-craft, vessel, warship ; also
Comb., as surface-borne, -sailing adjs.

1904 Rapid Review Feb. 84/2 The submarine offers com-
mercial advantages that will render it a dangerous rival to
the surface-sailing vt:s«;el in particular waters. 1905 Trans.
Inst, Na7ial Archit. XLVII. 11. 407 Misconceptions exist
..as to the relative chances of accidents happening to boats
compared with surface craft 1914 C. W. Domvillf.-Fife
Submarines 10 The 1,500 surface warships engatjed in this
titanic struggle for the dominion of Europe. 1915 W. E.
DoMMETT Submarine Vessels 5 The term 'submersible
vessels' should, however, be reserved for those which,
whilst mainly surface vessels, can be brought to an awash
or submerged condition, igaj E. Fraser & Gibbons
Soldier ff Sailer Words -jx Attempts to lay mines by enemy
surface-craft. 1938 C. F. S. Gamble Story North Sea Air
Station xiii. 224 A pilot might sight, and be in position to
bomb asubmarineand a surface-borne craft like a cruiser or
destroyer.

d. surface-blow, a device by which the surface-
water in the boiler of a steam-engine, etc., may be
blown off; surface blow-oflE", the act of blowing
off this surface-water; surface chemistry, chemis-
try of colloidal systems; sujface-drive Austral.,
a ditch or trench; surface lines U.S., lines on
which surface cars run ; surface noise, unwanted
noise such as is caused by defects in the sound-track
of a sound-film or by the travelling ofa gramophone
needle over the disk ; surface road U.S, (example)

;

surface-speed, {a) the circumference speed of a
revolving wheel

; (3) the speed of which a sub-
marine is cipable when moving on the surface

;

surface travel U.S., travelling on surface roads.
a 1909 Thurston Man. Steam-Boilers 446 (Cent, Diet.

Suppl.) *Sur face-blow. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. s.v., The
surface-blow is usually a pipe from the top or side of the
shell, ending inside in a trumpet-shaped mouthpiece, and
leading outward through the shell to drainage connections.
1888 LochtvooiVs Diet. Mech. Engin., *Surface Blow-off, the
blowing off of the scum which collects on the top of the
water in a boiler. 1^6 E. K. Rideal(//V^) An Introduction
to *Surface Chemistry. 190a J. H. M. Abbott Tommy
C<7/^j/<x/-tiv. 57 There were from one hundred to one hundred
and fifty Boers in a deep ditch—a '*surface drive 'it would
be in Australia—which lay just before the buildings. 1931
B. Brown Talking Pictures 173 Scratch and ^surface noise
are defects belonging to disc and film methods of reproduc-
tion respectively. x93a Wireless fF<;r/(/ 16 Dec. 533/1 [With
a gramophone pick-up '] When the cut-off frequency came
below the resonance frequency of the pick-up, the sound at
once became intolerably shrill and full of surface-noise. 1903
N. y. Evening Post 3 Sept., The short-haul business is well
provided for by the existing *surface roads. X901 Pearson's
Mag, XI. 659/1 Two giant rollers,, whirl around with a
*surfacespeedof something likea mile a minute. xaa^Encycl.
Brit. XXXII. 576/2 With her original machinery \h^Plunger
was to have had a surface speed of 15 knots. 1909 .A'l K
Evening Post (semi-weekly ed.) 4 Mar. i On streets leading
to these ferries *surface travel was blocked by heavily laden
vehicles stalled.

Surficial (s»jfi*Jal), a. Ceol. [f. Surface sb.,

after superficial. '\ Pertaining or relating to the

surface (of the earth) ; = Superficial a. I. Hence
Sarfi'clally adv.
xSga J. D. Dana in Amer. yrnl. Sci. Aug. 166 The out-

flow retains a thickness of 250 feet quite to its extreme
western limit, which it could not have done if it had been a
subaerial, or, using a much needed new word, a surficial, flow.

1895 Man. Geol. (ed. 4) 272 Surficial, that is, subaerial
[eruptions]. Ibid, 806 In the case of the Connecticut valley
area, the trap was poured out surfdally from fissures along
the eastern margm of the area. 1903 W. H. Hobbs in
Science 23 Oct. 538/2 The term physiojjraphy. .is inclusive
of glacial geology ; and. .is sometimes referred to as super-
ficial or surficial geology. 1930 Nature CVI. 89/2 The dis-

tribution of the drumlins of theOrcen Bay glacier -.is a very
strikinij feature of the large ' surficial ' map.

Surgery. 1. Add: Surgery of access.

1926 A. E. H. Pinch Radium Therapy Pref. p. viii, At the
present date much more work is done with tubes than flat

SUSIANIC.
applicators, and a special 'surgery of access' has gradually
developed, .. necessitating the employment of general
anEESthesia, 327 operations of 'surgery of access' were per-
formed during 1925, the regions treated comprising the nose,
mouth, pharynx, larynx, cesopliagus, stomach, rectum [etc i
Surging, vbl. sb. Add : 3. Physics. A rapid

oscillation of electric current, a cross-current. So
Su-rglnsf///. a.

191.0 N. Hawkins's Electr. />/c^. s.v., When two alternators
are working in parallel, but with slight variations in speed,
a condition arises which is known as hunting, in which the
machines alternately lag and lead with respect toeach other.
The current variation due to this hunting is known assurg-
ing. Ibid., Surging circuity an eleciric circuit which is

undergoing oscillations due to rapid charging and dis-
charging. Ibid., Surgingdischarge, an oscillatory discharge.
1913 W. E. DoMMRTT Motor Car Mech. 83 The armature is

made up of thin sheets which are insulated from one another
to prevent cross-currents (or surgiiigs) from existing. 1926
R. \V. Hutchinson Wireless 105 Tlie discharge consists, not
of a steady flow, but of a number of rapid oscillations or surg-
ings of electricity to and fro.

Surprise, sb. 4. b. Add : phr. the surprise

of one's life{titne).

1927 W. E, CoLLiNSON Conteutp. Engl. 117 The surprise
of his lifetime. 1931 Daily Express 15 Oct, ig/3 You will
have the surprise ofyour life.

Surrealist (swrralist), sb, and a. Also in F.
form stirr^alisto (swrrffah'st). [ad. Fr. : see Sur-
and Realist.] An extreme realist. Also attrib.

or adj.

1927 Observer 4 Sept. 5 She decided that her only chance
was to adopt a surrealist technique. 1930 Times Lit, Suppl.

-j

Aug. 639/r So late as 1870 it [jc. the * horror ' school] strongly
marked the *Maldoror of Lautr^amont, which is so much
admired by the Surr^alistes of to-day. Ibid. 20 Nov. 963/1
Our only complaint is that M. Alexeleff is not quite sur*
rialisle enough.

Sursum corda (sy-jsom k^uda). [L., lit. * up
hearts* : sursum from below, xy^-k- corda, pi. oi cor
Heakt.] In the Latin Mass, one of the priest's

exhortations to the people preceding the Preface;
the corresponding versicle (* Lift up your hearts ')
in the Communion Office of the Book of Common
Prayer. Also iransf. and attrib,

1559 Becom Display. Popishe Masse Wks. 1563 ill. 41 b, Be-
fore xfWAS Sursum Corda, Lift vp your hearts vnto the Lord,
but nowisA'Mrjw/«Ca/i/Vrt, comein, Li ft up your heads. 1856
N. /[ Q. and Ser. II. 68/2 What is supposed to be the proper
posture for the people during the comfortable words, the
Sursum corda and the Sanctusf 1880 Mrs. Oliphant
Cervantes \\. -zg A. Sursum corda more genuine, perhaps, in
its frivolity than a more serious service. 1892 C. Whitaker
Stud. Aid Prayer Bk. 80 The Sursum Corda in the liturgy
is as ancient as S. Cyprian, 19x7 Daily Chron. 2 July 2/6
A fine speech ended finely on the sursum corda note.

Surtax, sb. Add : 2. In the Irish Free State

:

see quots.

1930 C. H. ToLLEY Income Tax, etc., Irish Free State
B, Super-Tax.. is assessed on the income-tax assessments
of the preceding year. Sur-Tax, which came into force
for the first liiue for 1928-29, is deferred income-tax for
the same year (1928-29) and is based upon the assessed in-

come of that same year in respect of which it is charged.
1931 — Handbk. Income Tax 18 For 1928-29 and after, the
Irish Free State have substituted sur-tax for super-tax,
calculated on practically the same lines as adopted in Great
Britain and Northern Ireland.

Surucucu (suruk«-kn), S, Amer. Also -9UCU,
curukuku (ku-). [Native name.] '1 he bush-master,
Lachesis mutus, a South American snake.
iS^S Eucycl. Metrop. XXV, 775/2 .ywrrz-C-MX-w,.. probably

t\\c Bosch7neester, or Coenicoussi, of the inhalutants of
Surinam. 1883 List Anini. Zool, Soc. 634 Lachesis mutus
..Surucucu or Bush-master.

Surveyor. Add : 6. //. Moimtain boots.
sgis Chambers's Jrnl, Apr. 221/1 His highdaced *sur»

veyors' cr mountain-boots.

Susceptauce (s^se-ptans), Elecir. [f. Sus-
OEPT^lBLE ff. + -ANCE.] In an alternating-current

circuit, the wattless component of admittance, the
energy component being conductance.
1910 N, Hawkins's Electr. Diet, 1916 Standard. Rules

Amer, Inst. Electr. Engin, 19,

Susian (s»'zian), a. and sb. Also Susianian
(sMzi,^'nian). [ad. L, Susidnus, f. Susa or Susidni,
a. Gr. "Zovaa (whence 'Xovaioi), "Xovmavi], a. Egypt.
Sush (cf. Syriac, etc. Shosh, Pers, Shush, biblical

Skushan) : see -ian.] A. adj. Of or pertaining

to Susa, the ancient capital of Khuzistan, a province
of Persia, its natives or inhabitnnts, or their lan-

guage. Also Snsia'nio a, B. sb. A native or
inhabitant of Susa. b. The language of the Susians

or Susianians, which belongs to an agglutinative

group akin to Accadian.
1567 W. Bercker tr. Xeuophon's Cyropmdia iv. Q \b, They

had selected a moste goodly tente for Cyrus, and a Seusian
woman. 1601 Holland tr. Pliny's Nat. Hist, vi. xxvii, It

receiveth the river Hedypnus,.aTid one more out of the

Susianes country. 1857 \V. K. Lofils Trav. Chaldara 4*

Susiana 372 The details of the Susian and Persepolitaii

structures. Ibid. ^08 A much-defaced and weathered in-

scription, writted in a language which M. Oppert terms
'late Susan ian '. Ibid. 426 Pliny, referring to Susa, says

that 'the EuIecus surrounded the citadel of the Susians'.

187^ Sayck in Trans. Soc. Bibl. Archaeol. IH. 466 The
Sustans, or Susianians proper, who had their seat at Shushan.
Ibid. 474 This plural in 'ib (or -be after a consonant) meets
us again in SusiatL Ibid. 476 Susian or southern Susianian.

Ibid. 484 The Susian and Accadian genitive follows the sub-
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stantive which governs it. tS^S F.ncycL 5rrV. III. 187/2 A
last attempt, made by the Susianians and the Chaldeans of

Babylonia to oppose the power of Assyria, tbid.. The
revolt in his rear was stirred up by the Sustanian king. x8o8

A. J. Butler tr. RatzeTs Hist. Mom, v. 5 a. III. x66 In

the Susianic texts.

Suspensoid (spspe-nsoid). Chem, [f. bus-

PENSiox + -OID.] A colloid which is incapable of

rcdissolving after desiccation at ordinary tempera-

tures.

loaj J. Alexander Colloid Ckem. 27 The reversible col-

loias are therefore called emuhoids and the irreversible

colloids susfiensoids.

Suspicion, v. U.S. (Earlier example.)
^x8xo in Cist Cincinnati Misc, 127 Accasmg me of sus-

picioning him of a wish to rob me.

Sussezite (sp-sekssit). Min, [f. Sussex^ a

connty in New Jersey + -ite 1.] A hydrous borate

of manganese and magnesinm.
x868 G. T. Brush in Atner, yrnl. Sci. Sen n. XLVI. 242

Sussexite may be regarded an analogous compound in which

i of the water is replaced by manganese and magnesia,

1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 396/2.

Sustain, v, 9. d. Delete t Obs. and add

example,
1884 Eucycl. Brit. XVII. 88/x It was in that very opera,

I'he Siege of Rhodes^ that Mrs. Colman, daughter-in-law of

one of the composers, sustained the character of lanthe.

Sustaining, ///. «. Add ; o, Sustaijting

programfHCy that part of a wireless programme
which is produced and paid for by the broadcasting

station. U.S.
1931 F. A. Arnold Broadcast Advertising 17 Offering

two outlets for either sponsored or sustaining programs.
Ibid. 31 Sustaining programs are those which are pre-

pared and paid for exclusively by the broadcasting station

and in which the advertiser has no participation whatever.

Svanbergite (sv^-nbsjgait). Min. [ad, G.
svanbergit (1854), f, the name of L. F. Svanberg,

Swedish chemist : see -itb 1.] A pale-red mineral

composed of sulphate and phosphate of aluminium
and calcium.
1866 Brande & Cox Did. Sci., etc. 532/3 Pissophane.

Svanbergite. Amblygonite. 1883 J. H. Collins JIfift. II,

166. 1892 E. S. Dana Dana^s Syst. Min. (ed. 6) 868 Svan-
bergitc.In rhombohedral crystals, resembling cubes...

Color honey-yellow to yellowish brown, reddish brown, and
rose-red.

Svarabhakti (svarabha'kt/). Philol. [Skr.,

= vowel-separation, f. svdra vowel + bhakti separa-

tion.] The process by which a parasitic vowel is

inserted between two consonants. Hence Svara^
bhA'lctic <z,

1880 Savce Sci. Lang. I. 317 The insertion. .of vowels..

goes under the technical name oi Swarnbhakti. This name
was imported from the Hindu grammarians by Johannes
Schmidt Ibid. 318 Prosthesis, or prothesis. .is another
illustration of Swarahkakti. 1894 Lindsay Latin Lan^,
145 The inserted or 'parasitic' vowel (sometimes styled m
the terminology of the Sanskrit grammarians ' svarabhaktic

'

vowel..) is often seen in the older Latin loanwords from
Greek. 1906 Michelson in Indogemt. Forsch. XXIII. 254
The 'i- of pulisa* and the second •«• of puruSa are svara-

bhakti-vowels.

Swab, -s"^.^ Add: 1. d. iransf. A naval officer.

U.S.
1850 H. Melville White yacket II. xliiL 289 Touch j'our

tile whenever a swob (officer) speaks to you.

3. swab-tail, a midshipman.
1925 Blackiv. Mag, July 131/1 You bally swabtails have

no esprit de corps.

Swa^, sb. 1. (Earlier U.S, example.)
1848 Holdet^s Dollar Mag. Aug. 475 'A Swag' is often

met with in the Western country. It is a concave spot, sunk
in below the level by nature.

Swager^ (sw/i-d^ai). [f. Swag^ j^.s + 'Er^.]

One who swages metal.
i88t Instr. Census Clerks C1885) 91. 1911 Diet. Occ7tp.

Terms (1927) § 190 S.V,, Agricultural machine knife swager.

Swale, sb^ aitrib. Add : swale-p'ass, hay
(earlier example), -land.

^873-4 Rep. Vertitont Board Agric. II. 189, I would com-
mence about the 20th of June,. .cutting. .the lightest last,

unless the lightest were *swale grass. 1837 Rep. Agric,
Mass. 19 Considerable quantities of fresh meadow or *3wale
hay is cul 1893 H. Frederic Copperhead, etc. (1894) 176
The original TumbuUs had. .drained the *swail-lands, and
turned the entire place from a wilderness into a flourishing

and fertile home for civilised people.

Swallow, sb. I 4. Add : swallow-dive, a
form of fancy dive in which the arms are extended
to simulate the outline of a swallow; so swallow-
diving t/^/, Ji5. ; awallow-fork U.S. =*Swallow-
TAIL 7 c.

1897 Encycl. Sport II. 425/1 The most graceful is that
termed 'swallow-diving', the body being shot out from the
board [etc.). 1898 Sivimming Mag. Oct. 46/1 To English-
men the term 'swallow * dive, not 'swan *, would best con-
vey the notion of this idealistic manner of reaching the
water. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 121/2 The 'swallow'
is one of the most thrilling dives. 1805 Cabarrus (N.C.)
Quarter Sess. 22 OcL (MS.) The mark of his cattle, sheep,
and hogs is a *swallowfork in the right ear. 1869 Overland
Monthly III. 126 An over-slope and a slit in the right, and a
swallow-fork m the left. 01909 * O. Hknrv' Roads 0/
Destiny xxii. 370 HI make a swallow-fork in your other ear.

Swallow-tail. Add : 7. C. A forked cut

used in marking cattle on the ear.

1644 in Maryland Archives IV. s88 Swallow-taile in the

266

left eare. 1S45 Portsmouth {R.I.) Rec. 387 The Ear Mark
of the Creatures, .is a fork or Swallows tail on the Right Ear,

Swaly(sw^li),ii.2 U.S. [f. SwalkjA.s + .yi,]

Of the nature of a swale or swamp.
1793 Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll. I. 272 Besides this flat meadow,

there are pretty large tracts of swaily or swampy land. 1874
Rep. Vermont Board Agric II. 420 TheCotswoldsare just
the kind to improve springy, swaly pastures.

Swamp, sb. Add

:

3. swamp-jungle^ -man.
190a D. G. Hogarth Nearer East 108 Torrential floods,

which.. support a dense *swamp-jungle. 1908 Chambers's
yrnl. May 352/1 It [sc. a tree] may also topple over in the
wrong direction and before the cutters and *swampmen can
get out of the way.

c. swamp-fuchsia, Erefnopkila maculata of
Queensland.
1928 D. CoTTRF.LL Singing Gold \. v. 42 Rabbits crouched

at the roots of stunted crimson swamp-fuchsia.

Swamp, V. 6. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1851 J. S. Springer Forest Life 84 This is done by an ex-

perienced band, who 'spots ' the trees where he wishes the
road to be *swamped '.

Swamper. 1. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1851 J. S. Springer Forest Life 92 The swampers, who

cut and clear the roads through the forest to the fallen trees.

Swamp-land. U.S. (See Swamp sb. .^.)

1663 Conn. Hist. Soc. Coll. XIV, 433 One parcel of land.

.

being Swamp land. 1692 Derby (Conn.) Rec. 152 Another
tract ofSwamp land on the north side of the two mile brook.

1741 Narr. Georgia in Force Tracts (1836) I. 67 The land is

of several sorts; pine barren, oak land, swamp land, marsh.
1765 R. Rogers Acc. N. Amer, 138 The swamp-lands are
covered with cyprus, or reeds, 1791, 1856 [see Swamp sb. 3].

1874 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 550 Now one hundred
acres of what was swamp land can be mowed with a machine.
1908 S. E. White Riverman v. 49 Thickets of overflowed
swampland.

Swamp maple. U,S. (See Swamp sb, 3 c.)

18x0 MiCHAUX Arbres I. 28 Sivamp maple, (erable des
Swamps). 183a D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 106 East of the
Alleghanies it is called Red-Flowering Maple, Swamp Maple,
1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldiown Folks xiv. 153 Here and there,

a swamp-maple seemed all one crimson flame, 1890-3 E.M.
Tabor Stowe Notes 39 The new shoots of the swamp maples
are bright red upon the green foliage. 1907 iV. Y. Evening
Post (semi-weekly ed.) 4 Apr. 6 In the moist lowlands where
the skunk cabbage has its he
its flowers.

home the swamp maple puts forth

Swam.py, a. (Earlier Amer. example.)
x66j Providence fR.I.) Rec. I. 82 Low Swampie L.and.

Swan, sb. 4. b. Add : swan-dive sb. U.S.^ =
swali&w dive (*Swallow sb,^ 4) ; hence swan-dive
V. intr\ swan-shot (early Amer. examples).
1898 Swimming Mag. Oct. 45/3 The diving.. included

forward headers, ..somersaults and the 'Swan ' dive from
twenty, thirty, and forty feet, 191a Jack London Son 0/
Sun ii. § 3. 53, I used to swan-dive a hundred and ten feet

in the clear. 1639 Nezv Haven Col. Rec. 26, 4 pound of
pistol shott or '^svvan shott at least. 16^5 Essex Inst. Hist,
Coll. VIII. 40 One pistole.. Loaded with Gunpowder and
three swann Shot. 1700 Cal. Virginia St. PaPers 1. 70 They
have made holes in y* Roof of ye House as oigg as Swann
Shott. 1761 S. NiLEs Indian Wars ir. 343 The corporal of
the troops, .had five swan-shot in his body.

Swank (swssijk), a.2 slang, [f, SwANK j^.2or

v.] Stylish, 'swell'.

1919 G. W. Dreping Second Vottth xvii, Look here, come
for a ride. Had this new swank machine just a week. 1928
Publishers' Weekly (N.Y.) 30 June 2578 Advt., From honor
and riches to poverty and shame—from the swankest hunting
set of England to a garret in the Latin Quarter of Paris.

Swankiness (swce-qkines). [f. Swanky a.

2

-t- -NESS,] The quality of being swanky ; swagger.
1930 Christian World 2 Sept 4/2 The average American

is free from swankiness.

Swaraj (swara*d5;. India. [Skr. <:5I ^1^ svardj
self-ruling, f, sva one's own-i-r^/ to reign, rule.]

Self-government (forIndia) ; the agitation in favour
of this.

[184s Encycl. Metrop. XXI. 679/2 The Swa-r5j, or
* Own sovereignty ', secured to him all the territory pos-
sessed by Siva-jL] 1907 Westm. Gaz. 18 Dec. 1/3 The
movement known as Swaraj, 1908 Times 27 Oct. 8/3 There
is a good deal of talk going on in these days about ' swaraj ',

or the making of India a self-governing country. 1929 igth
Cent, Oct. 435 The Swaraj party.

Hence Swara^jist, one who advocates swaraj for

India ; also aitrib. ; Swara'jlam.
1908 Westm, Gaz. 24 June 5/1 The family lawyer, .intro-

duced him to two men, .who were ardent Swarajists. 19*5
Times a Sept., Swarajism in Burma, Ibid.^ The Swarajist
Programme. 1929 iQth Cent. Oct. 435 Not the least impor-
tant item. .being unwittingly contributed by the Swarajists
themselves in the Nehru Report.

Swarm, v^ Add : 7. Skat. So Swa'rmiug
vbl. sb. (See quots.)

1891 L. V. DiEHL Skat 27 Swarming, giving as many
points as possible on tricks taken by one's partner, or which
ne may be expected to take. 1893 ' Hoffmann ' tr. Herte-
/eld's Game 0/ Skat 9 Swarming.—As tricks are valuable
only for the scoring cards they contain, it is a frequent
practice for one of the Opponents to play a high scoring card
of another suit to a trick, in the hope that such trick be won
by Ills partner. A card so played is said to be * swarmed *

upon the trick.

SlKTasll, /?//. or ^f/i;. and^^i B. sb. 9. swash-
plate (see quoL 1906) ; swaah-slope, a sloping
bank of shingle, etc. caused by dashing water.
1884 Knight Did. Mech. Suppl., *Swash plate. 1906

Techn. &> Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney). Sv/as/i
Plate, a disc keyed oa the end of a rotating shaft in such

SWEAT-HOUSE.
a way that its plane is not at right angles to the shaft; it b
used to communicate a reciprocating motion to a rod which
rests on it. 1913 \V. E. Dommett Motor Car Mech. 158
The plungers are driven by a swash-plate mechanism. 1931
Ceogr. Jml. LXXVIII. 134 The waves., were busily push-
ing forward shingle to the top of their *swash slope.

Swat (swat), a. and JiS.'i India. AlsoSwautee,
Swatee, -i. [Origin unknown.] (Of or pertain-
ing to) a member of an Indo-European tribe of this

name, originating in the Nortb-West Frontier
Province,

181S Elphinstone-4«. CrtMitt/(i842) I. 417 The Swaulees
. .appear to be of Indian origin. 1866 Sir T. Seaton From
Cadet to Colonel II. 202 Afreedees and Swatees, Affghans
and Maguls. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 8 Sept. 2/2 The Afridi rising
..was all^ a matter of wire-pulling on the part of..^e
Swat_ Fakirs. X911 G. P. Gooch Hist, our Time vii. 170
A rising began in 1897 among the Swats, Mohmaads, and
Afridis.

Swatckel (sw^-tjal). slang. Also schwassle.
[? f. G. schwatzeln^ iterative olschwatzen to chatter,

tattle.] A name for Punch in a Punch and Judy
show ; aitrib. in Swatchel box, cove (see quots.),

1854 Household Words 24 Sept. 76/1 A Punch's show [JsJ

a scliwassle-box. 1865 Slang Dict.^ S'Ufatchel-cove, the
master of a Punch-and-Judy exhibition who 'fakes the
slum ', and does the necessary squeak for the amusement of
the bystanders. 1887 Henley Villon s GoodNightm Farmer
MusaPedestris{\%C)€) 174 You swatchel-coves that pitch and
slam.

Swatter (sw9-t3j). [f. Swat z/.i -^-ER 1.] One
who swats flies ; an instrument used for this (also

swaiiing-stick).
X917 Blackw. Mag. May 753/1 Fly-papers and fly-swatters

proved illusive, 1921 Dundee Telegraph 21 July 3/3 We
have tried fly-papers, swatters, formaline solution, and nets.

1925 G. W. Deeping Sorrell ff Son xiii. § i In his altitude
to the house-fly Mr. Porteous was a thorough pragmatist...
The windows would be closed, and yesterday's paper folded
into a swatting stick, 2926 Glasgow Herald 4 Oct, 8
Poultry food is made from the Mexican bluebottle, pro-
fes<4onal 'swatters' making a good living by catching them.

Sway-back, sb. (See under Sway-backed;
earlier U.S. example.)
1874 Rep, Vermont Board Agric. II. 40a The buckskin

McClellan was a regular hollow or sway hack.

Swayless (sw^'les), a. poet. [f. Swat sb. +
-LESS.] Not swayed or swaying,
1856 7«/V'j 71/^,XXII I. 548/1 A gnarled tree, which, .free

and swayless in the fresh air grew. 1897 F, Thompson
Neiv Poems, Mistress 0/ Vision xxii, Ancf with her magic
singing kept she.. That garden of enchanting In visionary
May; Swayless for my spirit's haunting.

Sivear, v. 21. o. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1877 Habberton yerncho Roadvi. 64 I*d told the fellers.

.

that I was goin' to swear off, so I was ashamed to go there
and drink. 1885 Outing (U.S.) Oct. 55/1 As it's the fashion
to 'swear-off ' on New ' Years '.

Swear-ofT. U.S. coUoq. [f. prec] A resolve

to forswear something.
1910 Jer. Hart Vigilante Girl ii. 30 ' So I stopped drink*

ing . .
.' ' And have you stuck to your swear-off? *

Sweat, sb. Add : 3. See also Night-SWBAT.
9, Jig, Delete arch, and add : Now slang,

b. Old sweaty an old soldier,

1919 War Slang in Athenxum 8 Aug. 727/2 'OM sweat *

an old soldier, 1924 A. J. Small Frozen GoldX. 38 Yon're
a levelheaded old sweat, I know, or you would'nt be carry-
ing the button. 19*9 E. Wallace in Legion Bk. 23 The
familiar groan of the old sweat with twenty years*
service.

11. sweat-box (a), also U.S.^ a compartment in

which a prisoner is interrogated by the police

;

sweat-rag (U.S. example),
X904 W. H. Smith Promoters x. 168'That 'sthe philosophy

of a police *sweat box. 1905 N. Y. Evening Post 9 June 6
All the tortures of the ' sweat box ' could not make him im-
plicate a principal. 1843 R. Carlton New Purchase xi. 73
This luxury, .was used only as a '*sweat rag ', and not 'as

a nose-cloth *.

Sweaty V. Add : 5. e. In the game of house,

to sweat on, to await anxiously (the last number).
Also iransf.., to be within an ace of (a thing), csp,

in phr. to sweat on the top-line.

19x7 Empey From Fire Step xix. 127 Sometimes you have
fourteen numbers on your card covered and you are waiting
for the fifteenth to be called. In an imploring voice you
call out, ' Come on, Watkins, chum, I'm sweating on
" Kelly'.s Eye ".' Ibid, leflSiveating on leave. Impatiently
waiting for your name to appear in orders for leave.

Sweater. Add : 9. aitrib. and Contb., as

(sense f) sweater-shop ;
(sense 7 b") sweater-jumper.

1938 Weekly Dispatch 13 May 16 Now as to •sweater-

jumpers. Sometimes they are woven with designs [etc.].

1901 Chambers's yrnl. Jan. 29/1 It is by no means certain

that the workpeople, .had not to suffer that these things

should be, for there are plenty of ^sweater-shops even iu free

America.

Sweatered (swe-taid), ///. a. [f. Sweatxb

7 b-i--Eu2,] Clothed in a sweater.

190X S. E. White Claim jumpers i. 11 Two sweatered and
white-ducked individuals. 1915 P.G.Wodehousk^ow^/A/w^
Fresh x. § I Her bright blue eyes, fixed on his flannelled and
sweatered pei^on. 19x3 Blarkiv. Mtig. Jan. 84/2 The white-

sweatered young man.. turned out to be the owner.

Sweat-house- 3. (Seequot.)
i88a Harpers Mag. Nov. 872/2 The grapes for raisin-

making . .are removed to an airy building known 2& a * sweat-

house ', where they remain poSsihly a month, till the last

vestiges of moisture are extracted.
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Sweating, rW. ji. Add: 5. b. Extreme pres-

sure (including torture') for the purpose of extorting
confession. ^'..S'.

i«a4 in Jm. Hall Sketches (1835) I. i,. The tortnre of
sweating that is, of suspension by the arms, pinioned behind
the back, brought a confession. 1904 Cincinnati Enquirer
21 Oct. 4 He confessed, under sweating, that he broke into
several onices.

Swedge, v. Add : Also intr. To go off or
departwitliout paying. U.S. Naut. slang.
1897 Kipling Cafit. Cour. 133 ' Seems kinder unneighbourly

to let em swedge off like this,' Sailers suggested, feeling in
his pockets,

S'wedisll, a. Also Swedish exercises.
J913 WoDEHOUSE Inimit. "Jeez'es xi. 123 Ifshe had knocked

off starchy foods and done Swedish exercises for a bit.

Sweeny. US. (Earlier example.) Hence
Sweenled (swjuid) a.
i329-3a J. P. Kennedy S-waJlmu Bam II. L 22 He pro-

fessed to cure the colt's distemper, sweeny, and other
maladies. 1871 Re/. Indian Affairs (1872) 554 The Ihrce
mules were thin, and one of them lame in the right shoulder,
sweenied .

Sweep, sb. Add: 3. o. Aermautics. (See
quots.)

1907 F. W. Lanchestee Aerodynamics 228 Let us term
the venical cross-section of this stream or stratum the
sweep of the plane. 1908 Rrf. Brit. Assoc. 828 A theory

founded on the hypothesis of constant sweep—that is, upon
the assumption of a layer of air of defined thickness uni-
formly handled b>- the aeroplane. 191 1 Hid. 482 Two dimen.
sions of the mass of air deflected are plausibly functions of
the span and chord of the plane; the third, which defines
the depth of the stratum and is known as the * sweep ' is
taken as an empirical function of the chord.
33. b. U.S. (Examples.)
1846 Va/e Banger 10 Nor., A Freshman by the faithful

sweep Was found half buried in soft sleep. 1851 B. H. Hall
Collese Words 296.

34. (in sense' 19) sweep-ticket.
1930 Daily Express 23 May 3/4 Who sent out the Mayfair

Luncheon Uubs;^ 20,000 sweep tickets?

Sweep, V. Add : 14. b. Ent. To drag a net
over the surface of (herbage, etc) in order to catch
insects. (Cf. Sweep-nbt a.) Also innW. j*.
aTlEKcycl.Brit.Sl. i-^/i 'Sweeping' and 'beating'

are the means mainly relied upon by the colcopterist for
filling his cabinet. 1926 tVat. Hist. Oxford Distr. 263
Hemerodromiaprecatoria Fin. and //. raptoria Mg. have
been captured by sweeping water plants in ' Mesopotamia '.

Sweet, a. and adv. Add : A. adj. 3. e. Ctxil-
mining. Of coal, free from sulphur.
1863 Edin. Rev. Ape. 411 The ' sweetest ' kinds of coal

(the freest from sulphur) are reserved for the smelting furn-
ace, lyio Rep. Brit. Assoc. 612 The C0.-1I Measures include
'sweet , i.e., non-sulphurous, coals at several horizons.

C. Comb. L a. sweet oil spec, also rape oil.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 273/2 Rape oil,..known also as
•sweet oil,' is obtained from seeds of cultivated varieties of
the cruciferous genus Brassica.

b. sweet-bough i/.j"., an early variety of apple.
1849 Rep. U.S. Contm. Patents, Agric. (1850)281 Of sum-

mer apples, the best, .are the early-harvest and early swect-
lK>ugh. 1906 Alice Brown in Harpers Mag. Apr. 667 He
baked under the sweet-bongh and gave one branch a shake.

Sweetie. Add : 2. A sweetheart. U.S.
1778 [see Yankee i a]. «9a8 Daily Tel. 24 Apr. 9/2 One

of the most amusing episodes shows the comedian visiting
Coney Island with his ' sweetie.'

Sweet singer. Add .- 2. A religions poet.
ijSo, i6sa [see Singer ' 2]. 189a Julian Diet. Hymnol.

^iii/2 William Williams, of Pantycelyn, was the Sweet
Sin|erof Wales. 1953 7'Af5'if<« July92/2 Thesweet singer,
Christina Rossetti.

Swell-, swell-head U.S. (earlier examples).
"845 J. h Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs iv. (1928) 36 As for

the present directory, they're all a pack of d—d swell-heads.
1852 Doc. Hist. Amer. Industr. Soc. VIII. 72 The swell-
head aristocracy of Virginia.

Swile (swail). local. [Origin nnascertained.]
The common seal, Phoca vitulina.
1877 Hallock S^rtsman's Caz. (Ont. D.). 1920 W. T.

^^^HVf.1.1, Labrador Doctor \u. 145 ITie* swilea' (seals) had
struck in, and all hands were out on the ice. 1923 F. Uaird
Parson yokn ofLabrador 'u\. It's t' good Lord as does it,

..as made t'barbours for we—an* sends t' fish, an' the
swiles.

SvirilMe (swi-lki), var. Swelchie.
1905 Enf. Dial. Diet., Swiliie,. .CMUhacss]. A large

whirlpool in the .sea. loto Blackw. Mag. June 897/1 The
swilkies of Stroma and Swona.

Swill, sl>.^ 3. swill-barrel, -mili, -pail {eatWa
U.S. examples).
1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldtonm Folks xxxvi. 469 The wasteful

excesses she had seei in the minister's *swill-barrel. 1858
C. I.. Flint Mitch Cozvs, etc. 208 The nefarious traffic in
'•swill-milk', or milk produced from cows fed entirely on
'still-slops'. 189a l^ermont Agric. Rep. XII. 150 A vile
imilation.compoundedof. .swill milk andsugar. 1741 Boston
Mems-Z-et. 12 Keli., Taken up by John Morey, Esq. . . a "Swill-
Pale, otherwise called a Hog-Pale. J857 Laiorence (Kansas)
Republican ti June 4 [The dogl always had his nose first

in the swill-pail.

Swimmer^ (swi'mai). colloq. [See *-bu6.]
A swimming-costume.
1929 Daily Tel. 3 June, Two Coloured swimmer with bras-

siere attached.

Swimming, »*/. J*. 6. Add: swimming-hole,
-pool.

191a J. H. MooRE Ethics 4- Educ. 128 The boy's love for
the water, his affection for the old "swimming-hole. 193a
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Daily Tel. 8 Oct. 19/1 Verity, the Yorkshire bowler, injured
a toe in the "iwimming pool aboard the s.s. Orontes.
Swinbnmian (swinbomian), a. Of, pertain-

ing to, imitative or characteristic of the poet Alger-
non Charles Swinbunu (1837-1909).
J867 E. B. Lytton in Lett. R. Lytton (1906) I. 207 The
Oyges and Candaules' have some dangerous supersensual

lines which I advise you to reconsider. It will not do
for you to be ' Swinburnian '. 1892 W. B. Scott Autobiogr.
Notes I. 300 When the Swinburnian passion for French
things.. had infected nearly all our young writers. 1930

^'"'A' i;'';?"^/.'- "i ^^"^ '°99/' l''"' P°=m 'Ad Mariam'
[byO.M. Hopkins] is.. thoroughly Swinburnian.

Swine. 5. Add : swine-dog, -hound, tr. G.
schwein{e)hund,\n the sense ' beastly, filthy person';
swine-measles, an epidemic disease of pigs.
1916 Boyd Cable Action Front 261 "Swine dog was about

the prettiest name he had any use for. Ibid. 245 ' Sulky
eh, my *swine-hound !

' said the officer. 190a Encycl. Brit.
XXXVIII. 360/1 The following tables.. give the results of
Pasteur's treatment, .against rauget ("swine-measles).

Swing, sb:^ Add : 5. b. Swing around the
circle : see ''Swing vX i i c. U.S.
190S Springfield (Mass.) Weekly RepuMican60cl. 1 Will

the appropriated money be available for campaigning swings
around the circlet J91J La Follette Autobiog. 537 Who
had been with Taft on his 'swing around the circle '.

11. b. I'hr. Whatyou lose on the swingsyou make
up on the roundabouts, etc. : losses in one direction
will be compensated by gains in others.
(The allusion is to swings and roundabouts as prominent

amusements at fairs, etc)
191a P. R. Chalmers Green Days >f Blue Days ig What's

lost upon the roundabouts we pulls up on theswings 1 Ibid.
zo An losses on the roundabouts means profits on the swings I

1928 Observer i Apr. 20/3 The loss on inland telegrams.. is
estimated at C 1,600,000 ; but the telephones . . have begun to
show a substantial surplus, so that, in colloquial phrase,
what the Government have lost on the swings they are gaining
on the roundabouts. 1931 Gai.5wohthv Maid in Waiting
xiii. 120 What we lose on the swings we gain on the round-
abouts. 193a Joan Conquest Village Pompadour xxvi.
What they missed on the swings of eavesdropping in Drowsy
Lane they could make up on the roundabouts of gossip.

Swing, w.l Add : 11. o. To swing aroundthe
circle : to make a tour of a constituency. U.S.
1887 Chicago Tribune 2 Oct, President Andrew Johnson

originated the phrase 'swinging round the circle ' on theocca-
s-.on of his famous tour to Chicago . . in September, 1866. 1904
Cleveland Plain Dealer 23 Aug. 6 If he cannot be induced
to ' swing around the circle ', the hope is that he will at least
appear at some of the principal cities in states where there
may be a fighting chance. 191a N. Y. Evening Post 29 Oct.
2 "To stem the rising tide against him, Col. Roosevelt is to
swing around the circle in Brooklyn to-night.

14. U.S. (Examples.)
1873 ' Mark Twain ' & Warner Gilded Age xlv. 405 You

will find we can swing a two-thirds vote. 1923 ' B. M.
Bowes .' Parcnuan Bonanza iii. 40, I want one that can
swing something besides his tongue.

Swing-. 2, Add: swing-back, (^) a reversion
(of opinion, etc); {c) the backward swing of the
body, a weapon, etc. ; swing-forward Rowing,
the forward swing of the body ; swing-light, a
light hung so as to swing to and fro ; swing-man,
rider U.S. (see Swing sb? la e) ; swing-over, a
change to an opposite side or opinion to another

;

swing-sign, a sign-board suspended so as to swing
to and fro in the wind ; siring-trivet (see qnot.)
1890 H. G. Hutchinson, etc Gol/'vi. (1895) roa It is an

effect of stretching after an artificially long "swing back.
1898 Encycl. Sport II. 272/1 The swing back is so com-
bined with the slide that as the swing comes to its extreme
point back, so does the slide arrive at its backstop. 1924
Public Opinion 4 July 16/2 The swing-back to biblicism
appears as an accomplished fact. 1931 StarZ May 6/4 In
this age of increasing amusements.. there is a real swing-
back in the direction of sweepstake interests. 1898 Encycl.
Sport II. 272/1 As the "swing forward stops, all weight is
taken off the handle of the oar. 190X ' L. Malet ' Hist. Sir
R. Calmady 11. iv. To right and left a range of stable doors,
with round "swing-lights between each. 1903 A. Adams
Log Cowboy iii. 20_ The herd trailed along behind the leaders
. .guarded by outriders, known as "swing men. y^j Daily
Tel. I Nov. 13/5 Harden was twitted with the violence of his
"swing-over. 193* Evening Standard aS Jan. 11/2 The
'swing over was 1420 to the English side. 1903 A. Adams
Log Cowboy XX. 312 We "swing riders were never out of
sight of each other. 191a Daily News 15 Aug. 7 Theextent
to which the*swing.sign habit hascaught on is well illustrated
by the example of Fleet-street. 1920 CJuimbers's Jml. 26
5/1 A "swing-trivet is arranged at each side of the stove, and
these can be used over the open fire or with the hot plate
down.

Swinger K Add : 2. O. Gunnery. A battery
which is able to produce a sweeping fire.

1922 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 252/1 The fourth battery is a
' swinger ', and covers two units on each side of its own unit,
making 5,000 yd. of front.

d. Cricket. Short for 'Inswingek, outswinger.
1923 Cricketer Ann. 11^22-3 69 At present he.. is apt to

bowl the 'swinger* too often.

e. A badly centred gramophone record which
causes the sound-box to swing.
1934 The Gramophone Jan. 155 Wavy.tone Records or

'.swingers'. 1929 P. Wilson & Webb Mod. Gramophones
xi. § i. 252 Only too often one finds that the hole is slightly
eccentric, and then we get what is known as a ' swinger '.

Swinging, /i^/.a. 4. swinging-bridge (earlier

Amer. example).
1708 Boston 'J'own Rec. VIII. 52 The way leading from

Madam Butlers Corner.. to the Swinging Bridg.

SWIVEL.
S'wipe (swsip), i4.3 U.S. [Of obscure origin.]A race-horse groom.
1919 S. Anderson in Mercury Story Bk. 221, I had taken

a jcb as swipe with one of the two horses Harry was cam-
paigning.

Swipe (swsip), rf.4 slang. [Cf. Swipes.] A
term of abuse or reproach.
^<»</._ Get up, you miserable little swipe.
Swish (swif), a. colloq. [? f. SwiSH int. or rf.l]

Smart, 'swell .

1879 Af.*(?.5thSer. XI. 116 Provincialisms, .in theneigh-
bourhood of Lydford. . . Bain'tyou swish ? = How smart you
are. 1928 JI. Kennedy Dewdrops 46 She'd got on a per-
fectly ripping dress, black and silver, really most frightfullT
swish. a 1

Swiss, sb. and a. A. sb. Add : 3. Short for
Swiss muslin.
•909 Public Ledger Philadelphia 24 June 5/7, 50 c. for 75 c.

to $1. Dressing Sacques : lawns and Swisses. 1910 Daily
Citron. 12 Mar. 7/3 A short sash curtain of dotted Swiss or
dimity IS ea.sier to handle. 1924 Mulfoed Rustler's Valley
VI. 68 He thought he could make out an oval face drawing
back from the dotted Swiss.

Switch, sb. Add : 6. b. Bridge. A change of
call from one suit to another. (Cf. *Take-out.)
1921 A. M. Foster Auction Bridge loi Don't double if

there is a probabilily of a switch into some other call which
you cannot possibly double. 1923 — in Daily Mail 5 May
8 The supporting bid, the assist, the pre-emptive raise, and
the switch assume a new value.

7. b. Tactics. A line of fortified positions.
1918 Glasgow Herald 4 Sept. 4 The brilliant thrust at the

juncUon of the switch wilh the main Hindenburg Line. 1919
Daily Mail Year Bk. §8/2 By Aug. 30 the British south-
east of Arras had earned their advance up to the Wolan
line, or Hindenburg 'switch '.

8. switoh-bid, -suit Bridge (cf. *6 b) ; switch-
overjach-inge-over; switch-taileda. i/.i'., having
a switch tail.

1921 A. M. Tosre.!!. Auction Bridge x^x A "switch bid will
be regarded by the partner as an encouragement. Ibid. 124No tricks need be lost in the "switch suit. 1028 Daily
Express 12 Nov. 10/2 The openingleft by America s "switch-
over to the ' talkies ' can be brilliantly exploited. 1809 W.
Irving Knickerb. v. iL 290 A raw-boned, "switch-tailed
charger. 1838 .Southern Lit. Messenger II. 156 Mounted
on htsjittle switch tailed grey.

Switch, V. Add : 1. c. Til be switched, used
to imply negation or surprise. U.S. colloq.
1849 J. B. Jones Wild Western Scenes xiv. 190 I'll be

switched if many folks lives in higher houses than I does,
a 1861 WiNTHROP John Breut xvii. 196 I'll be switched
round creation if you do. 1904 Gene Stratton.Pohtee
Freckles jo Well, I'll be switched 1.. Jf that ain't both their
nest I

6. U.S. (Earlier example.)
x86r in Putnam Mem. Publisher {\tj\^ 421 Each car..

carried in white letters the caution'.. Not to be switched
under pen.-ilty of death.

7. b. Bridge. To change to another suit in bid-
ding.
X9«i A. M. Foster A uction Bridge 32 Your partner, .can

support your call or switch into another bid. Ibid. 107 Your
opponents.. switch back into their suit which you may not
be able to double. 1932 Daily Tel. 8 Oct. 15/5 At Contract
he has the additional and highly important duty of raising
the opener's hid as far towards a game or slam contract as
his hand permits, and, if he switches, of deciding whether to
make a pre-emptive bid or not.

Switchback. Add .- A. adj. o. Aeronautics.
Resembling the undulation of a switchback railway.
1908 F. W. Lanchester Aerodonetics 30 A magnificent

flight, remarkable 'switch-back ' flight path, distance, rela.
tive to wind, probably over 600 yard.s.

B. sb. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
X873 * Mark Twain ' & Warner GildedAge xlix. 445 There

will have to be a branch track built, and a 'switch-back ' up
the hill. 1880 Harper's Mag. July 194/2 The railroad first

using a very bold and ingenious ' switch-back ' now runs
through a tunnel.

Hence Switchback v. intr. (b) Aeronautics, to
make a switchback flight.

1917E. C. Middleton Way of the Air ii. 21 To 'switch-
back' is to fly up and down, up and down, as the name
implies.

Switchel. ^..S". (Earlier and later examples.)
"'79? Freneau /'o»nl (1809) II. 236 Not spiritless switchel

and vtlehogo drams. 1914 H. Garland Son of Middle
Border 'in. In summer Harriet and I . .carried ' switchel ' to
the men in the hay-fields by means of a jug hung in the
middle of a long stick.

Switcher. Add : d. Draughts. A form of
opening game (see qnot.).
1881 I. WvLLiE Draughts. The 'Sviitclier' Opening Pref.,

The ' Switcher ' was so named by my esteemed and dear old
friend, Mr. George Wallace, of Glasgow, and it was not in-
appropriately titled,_for, with that weak and apparently silly

opening, I have 'switched ' and perplexed many an eminent
player. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 527/1.

Swither, sb. 2. (U.S. example.)
1836 D. Crockett Col. Crockett in Texas 75 (Th.), I

laughed heartily to think what a swither I had left poor Job
in, at not gratifying his curiosity.

Swivel, sb. 4. Add : swivel-knife, piece,

-principle, -rowlock, -seat.

i88« EnrycLBrit. XXI. 31/2 The Americans have also the
credit of two other inventions, viz., the steering apparatus.,
and the swivel rowlock. 1907 Practitioner Oct. 528 By
means of. , Ballenger's 'swivel-knife ', . . the cartilage . . is_com-
pletely excised. 1911

J.
Ward Roman Era Btit. xi. 202

The swivel-piece was large and ornamented wilh a large

ring on the summit. 1913 Daily News 2 July 2 Her pro-



SWIZ.

pellers do not work on a swive. principle. 19x6 Btackw.
Mag-. Oct. 475/1 He walked unsteadily across the room and
sat down on a swivel-seat.

SwiE(z(swiz),J^. colloq. [Origin unascertained.]

A swindle.
X93a G. Clark Mistress 11. v. § 2 They want us to go to

lunch. Just round the corner here.,. Bit of a swiz, isn t it?

I did my best to get out of it.

Swiszlei V. 1. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 366 We were never
•groggy '» • intoxicated ',..' swizzled ' or 'tight*, but once.

Swollen,///, a* Add : 2. O. Swollen kead=^

swelled head iSwelled ///. a, b) ; also a person

with a * swollen head *. Hence swollen-headed adj.

X9s8 Sundav Express 17 June 5/4 It [sc. charm] is a thing
he will lose, ifhe ever gets swollen head. 1928 Daily Express
23 J uly 9/3—4 British film-producers . . are . . annoyed with me
for saying that their swollen-headed outlook was the root-

trouble...! feel certain that the swollen beads will bring
about many crashes in British film-production.

Swollenness (sw^a'rn,nes). [f. Swollen ///.
a. + -NKSS.] The state or appearance of being
swollen.

x^fiot E. Selous ThMransfer, Birdsiig^i) 14 In a very little

while., this swollenness subsides and there is the same
average appearance of the birds.

Swop, var. of SwELP.
1890 P. H. Emerson IVild Li/e 46 Swop my bob. 1916

G. W. Deeping Sincerity xxviii, Swop me bob, somebody
else will be callin* for the police.

Sword, sb, 6, d. Add: sword-and-basket
trick, a conjuring trick by which a child shut in

a basket survives apparent thrusts from a sword ;

sword-rest, a stand for swords.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 210/2 The *sword-and-basket trick

was common in India many years ago. 1909 iMarg. B.
Saunders Litany Lane 1. ix, The determined little white
face looked out n'om between two *sword-rests.

Swotter (swg-tai). slang, [f. SwOT v. + -ER 1,]
= Swot sb. 3. Also attrib,

X919 CasselVs Nevj Engl. Diet. 1923 Stationer's Advt.j
Swotter [writingl Pads. 1925 Times Lit. Suppl. 26 Mar. 219/1
If we allow contempt to confuse thought, the ' swotter', for
all bis dullness, will have us on the hip.

SyCOn (s3i'k(7n). [mod.L., ad. Gr. gvkov fig.]

L A type occurring as a stage in the development
of certain sponges, in which the flagellated chambers
take the form of radial tubes ; a genus of sponges
so named.
1B87 Encycl. Brit. "KXII. 421/1 Myxospongtae in which

the canal system is simple, with simple or branched Sycon
or eurypylous Rhagon chambers. Ibid, 421/2 Canal system
usually simple, with Sycon chambers.
2. = Syconium.
\%^^EncycL Metro^. VII. 51/1 A sycon isa fleshy, concave

receptacle surrounding the fruits.., which are numerous,
small, and distinct. 1900 Jackson Gloss. Bot. Tenns,
Hence Syconid, Syconoid a. and sb,

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 427 Heterocccla, a Syconid, in
the Jurassic system. 19x1 Ibid. XXV. 719 Ute argentea^paxt
of transverse section, showing the Syconoid canal-system.

Syllabic. A. adj. Add : 1. d. Based on or
determined by the number of syllables.
t^-^ L. Abercrombie in Times Lit. Suppi. 12 Apr. 247/1

English metre, according to many theorists, is neither sylla-
bic nor quantitative, but simply accentual.

Syllld (si'lid), a. and sb. ZooL [ad. mod.L.
SyTlidXy t Syllis ; see -id 3.] (Of, pertaining to, or
resembling) one of the Sylltdx, a group of poly-
chaztous annelids. So Sylli'dlan a. and sb.

x888 RoLLESTON & Jackson Aniin. Life 607 The parent-
form in these Syliidians remains non-sexual. 1910 Encycl^
Brit. V, 793/1 There are even dimorphic forms among the
Syllids where the sexes are, as in many Polychaets, separate.
1030 Q. JmLMicrosc. Set. LXXIII. 651 On a new Herma-
phrodite Syllid.

Syllogism. 1. Add:
Inductive syllogism [Gr. o ef eiraytoyij? ovAAoyio-fio;. Aris-

totlej : one in which a conclusion is reached from particular
premisses.

^ 1867 Lewes Hist. Philos. (ed. 3) I. 295 The basis of Science
is therefore an Inductive Syllogism. 1882 Encycl. Brit.
XIV. 789/1 Aristotle's solution is remarkable, both in itself
and in its bearing on the inductive syllogism.

Sym-. Add : Sympliilic (simh'lik) a., charac-
terised by symphily,
1919 W. OsLER Old Humanities ff New Science \\. 12 This

attention is what our symphilic community—to use a biolo-
gical term—bestows on you.

Symbasis (si-mbasis). Biol. [ad. Gr. (ri5;ij3ao-is,

f. avfiBaivuv to come together.] Extensive crossing
of specifically related organisms. Hence Sym-
"ba'sic, Symba'sical adj's., Symba'sically adv.
1903 O. F. Cook in Fop. Sci. Monthly May 15 The more

complex the organic structure the greater the necessity that
it be supported, as it were, by many diverse, intergrafting
lines of descent. . , The reason , . may be ascribed to a special
property or requirement called Symbasis.

Sjrmbiogenesis (si:mb3i(?,d5e*nesis). BioL
[f. Stmbio.sis + Genesis.] The mutual production
and symbiotic utilization of biological values by
the united and correlated efforts of organisms of all

descriptions (Reinheimer). H ence Symbiogenetic
(si:mb3i<7,d3ene*tik) «., of or pertaining to symbio-
genesis. Symbioffenetlcally adv.^ in a manner
relating to symbiogenesis.
19H Index Cntal. Libr. Surg. Gen. Off. U.S. Army Ser. ii.

XVII. 329/2 The theory of two plasms, as a principle of
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symbiogenesis, the new teaching concerning symbiogenesis.
[transl. of title of article by K. S. Merezhkovski). 1915 H.
Reinheimer {title) Symbiogenesis. The universa! law of pro-
gressive evolution. Ibid. p. xvii, Love may be primarily
viewed as a symbiogenetic power. Ibid. 144 They [sc.

certain pairs of characters] are in reality quite different in
constitution and bioeconomically (or symbiogenetically)
speaking on widely divergent paths of evolution. 1916
Conteiup. Rev. May 680 His \sc. Reinheimer's] symbio-
genetic theory supports the Lamarckian do'rtrine or prin-
ciple of orthogenesis.

Symbionticism (simbsiip'ntisiz'm). [f. Sym-
BIONT + -10 + -ISM.] The tendency to live in sym-
biosis.

1937 I. E. Wallin {iitle') Symbionticism and the origin of
species.

Symbiosis. 1. Delete t Obs. rarr~^ and add
exaHi pies.

1910 Spectator 30 July 173/2 The savage, with bis emo-
tional outlook, his sense of ' participation ', of * symbiosis '.

i9xa Hastings^s Encycl, Relig, 4- Ethics V. 426/2 Wcster-
marck is quite right in making local contiguity the all-impor-
tant bond ofprimitive life. . . This may be termed the principle
of symbiosis. 1920 Q. Rev. July 164 So long as the people
concerned can talk freely together, they form one spiritual

symbiosis, and their culture will be the same.

2. Antagonistic symbiosis^ symbiosis in which the
symi>ionts are * at war* with each other,

1900 B. p. Jackson G/(9«. Bot. Terms, Syntrophism, . .the
antagonistic symbiosis of Lichen with Lichen. 1921 Annie
L. Smith Lichens 262 The 'parasitism* of Pertusaria
globuHfera on Pamtclia perlata and P. physodes, as de-
scribed by Bitter, may also be included under antagonistic
symbiosis.

Hence Symbiotics sb. pi. (see quots.).
1915 H. Reinheimer Symbiogenesis p. xx, I have coined

the terms s^ntbiotics and antibiotics^ the former to denote
those specific ancestral activities calculated to enrich the
organic world and, concurrently^ the species itself, the
latter to denote the opposite (anti-social) activities. Ibid.
163 note. The cultivated apple has become somewhat sur-
feited at the expense of symbiotics, whilst the crab has not.
Ibid. 337_ It \sc. the kangaroo) presents the example of an
animal wisely preservative of symbiotics.

Symbolic, a. 3. Add : Symbolic seizure (cf.

Symbolical a. 3 b),

1928 Daily Express 26 May 7/1 The claim *in replevin*
brought by the London County Council against the Hackney
Borough Council owing to the ' symbolic seizure ' of a tram-
car was decided in favour of the borough council.. yester-
day in the King's Bench Division,

Symbolo-, combining form of Gr. <Tvfx0o\ov

Symbol sb.^, as in Symbolofideism {svmh(^\o-

f3i'dz|iz*m) [F. sytnbolofideisme\y the theory that
symbols are of the essence of religious dogma.
Sytm'bolopho'bia FcUh.y a morbid dread of having
one's actions interpreted symbolically.
1921Hastings's Encycl. Relig.^EthicsXW. i5i*Symbolo-

fideism is the name given to the theology taught in the
second halfofthe 19th cent, at the Protestant Faculty of Paris
by Professors Aiiguste Sabatlerand Eugene M^n^goz, 1911
DoRLAND Med. Did. (ed. 7), *Symbolophobia.

Symceutre, -center (si'msentai). Geom.
[f. Sym(metrt + Centre.] A centre of symmetry :

see Symmetry 3 b. So Syiuce*ntral a.^ sym-
metrical about a centre ; having relation to a
symcentre, Symce*ntry, symmetry about a centre.

1893 Halsted Elem, Synthetic Geovt. iv. 19 Two points
are said to be symcentral with regard to the midpomt of
their joining sect. Ibid.^ Two figures are symcentral when
they can be placed so as to have a symcenter.

SymmetallisiU (sim|me*taliz*m). Economics.
[f. Sym- + -melallism of Bimetallism.] A proposed
monetary system in which the standard metal is a
silver-gold alloy. So Symmeta'llic a. Sym.-
me'taJlist, an advocate of symmetallism : also
attrib,

1895 F. Y. Edgeworth Papers rel. Pol. Econ. (1925) I. 431
The arrangement that there should be a joint deinand for
gold and silver monejj might, perhaps, be called syminetal-
lism^ to distinguish it from the arrangement that there
should be a composite supply which is called bimetallism.
Ibui. 434 The value of the symmeiallic compound is a mean
of the values of its components. 1897 Daily News 30 Nov.
4/6 [.^ man] may be a Symmetailist, and believe that standard
coins should be made from a mixture of silver with gold.
Ibid.y Whether a symmetailist coinage be possible or not, it

is certain that we have a symmetailist Administration.
1983 A. Marshall Money, Credit ^ C(Tw;OT(rr« 64 Although
coinage of gold and silver at a fixed ratio causes movements
of prices to be governed chiefly by the production of gold
and silver alternately, a plan can be devised which would
make the two metals work together : it may be called Sym-
metallism.

Sympathetic, a. 3, b. Add : Sympathetic
strike, a strike by workmen of a trade or trades to

give support to others on strike.

1901 [in Diet.]. 190* Encycl. Brit.XXXlU. 31/1 An un-
successful attempt was made to induce all trades in Chicago
to join in a great sympathetic strike. 1910 Century Mag.
Sept. 791/2 The sympatlietic strike and the ' logical ' boycott
when they lead, as they usually do, to interference with free-
dom of contract, are simply other names for civil disorder.

Symphonically (simfp-nikali), adv. [f. Sym-
PHONTo : see -ically.] In a symphonic manner.
1923 G. Sain iSBURY in Times Lit. Suppl. 4 Jan. 2/1 There

undoubtedly is room for ametric and unrhymed but sympho-
nically rhythmed verse. 1927 R. Vaughan Williams in
Radio Times 3 June 440/3 The words as well as the music
are treated symphonically.

SYNCHROKIZING.

Sympbony. Add : 6. attrib. and Covih. (in

sense 5 b), as symphony concert, -form, -orchestra.
i88i in Grove's Diet. Mus. (1902) IV. 43/1 Orchestra to

be permanent, and to be called 'Ihe Boston Symphony
Orchestra. 1884 Art Amateur (N. Y.) Nov. 11S/3 Every
patron of the symphony concerts and opera. 1899 IVho's
IVho 999/z Queen's Hall Symphony Conct;rts 1897. 1911
Contemp. Rev. May6i5 The idea that the symplionic poem
is a further development of the symphony form. 293»
Daily Tel. 8 Oct. 1/6 London Symphony Orchestra, Ibid,^
B.B.C. Symphony Concerts.

Syn-. Add : Syncephalus (-se-fal»s) Path.
[Gr. K€<pa\Tj head], a double monster having the
heads fused ; hence Syncepha'lic a, Synecoloffy
(-ekp'lod^i) [Ecology], the ecology of (plant-)

associations. Syugonidium (-g^^ni-ditJm) Bot.
[Gonidium], an aggregation of gonidia. Syn-
g-ouiminm (-gonvmwm) Bot. [Gonimium], an
aggregation ofgonimia. Syuoptiscope (-(7*ptisk£jtip)

[Optic a, +-scopk], an optical instrument used for

fusion exercises, Synrha-bdosome Zool. [*Rhab-
dosome], an aggregation of rhabdosomes. Syn-
ta'ffinatite Geol. [Tagmatic a.}, a crystalline

hornblende occurring on Vesuvius. Syntopite
Palstontol. [Gr. romTTjs dweller in a place], one of

two or more species occurring in the same deposit,
a 1909 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VI 1. 685 (Cent. D. Suppl.)

*Syncephalic. 1889 Ibid. VII. 24/1 The*synccphaliare not
specialty rare. The literature contains not less than seventy
human cases. 1892-3 l/niv. Med. Mag. Phitad. V. 112 A
syncephalus and an otocephalus recently presented to the
Wistar and Horner Museum, 1937 T. F. Chipp {titW) The
Gold Coast Forest. A Study in *Synecology. i88a Encycl.
Brit. XIV. 556/2 Connated gonidia {*syngonidia), as in some
foliicolous species. Ibid., Coilema (or Nostoc) itself, accord-
ing to Nylander, is to be considered but as a single *5yn.
gonimium. 19x8 Daily Tel. 28 Sept,, The *synoptiscope..
has what resemble two movable arms in each of which is

part of a picture, the two together making the whole picture.
1910 Encycl. Brit. XII. 367/1 The more complex umbrella-
shaped colonies of colonies (*synrhabdosomcs) described as
provided with a common swimming bladder. Ibid. XIII.
708/1 Brilliant black crystals (*syntagmatite) with augite
and mica [are met with] in the sanidine bombs of Monte
Somma, Vesuvius. 1917 S. S. Buckman Brachiopoda Nam-
yauBeds mPalacent. Indica, New Ser. III. n. 234 Heimia
protracta . .\s congeneric and contemporary with both and
a stable-companion ("syntopite) of the first.

Synantheriu (since"nj>erin). Also -anthrin.
Org. Chem, [ad. G. synantherin (Marquart, 1834),
f, mod.L, Synantherem (see Synanthereous +
-IN 1.] A form of inulin obtained from the tubers

of Composites. Hence Syna'nthrose, a plant-

sugar, CgHioOg; laevulin,

1877 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 311 Inulin prepared from the
[dahlia] roots by washing with cold water is called by
Marquart synantherin. 1888 Buck's Handbk. Med, Sci.

VI. 240/1 Rye consists of nearly sixty per cent, of starch,.,
four of sugar (synanthrose) [etc].

Synapse (sinse'ps),!/. Anat. [f. thesb.] intr.

To form a synapse.
1910 Practitioner July 98 The rubro-spinal portion (Mona-

kow's bundle) connects the red nucleus with the opposite
side of the spinal cord, probably terminating by synapsing
round the anterior horn ceils.

Synchronism. 3. Add : spec, of the audible
and visible components in cinematography, tele-

vision, etc. So Synchronization, Synchronize
v.y Synchronized ///. a.. Synchronizer, Syn-
chronizing* vbl, sb. zndppl. a., etc. (see quots.).

1910 Chambers's yrnl. Mar. 206/1 The movements of the
mouths of the characters on the screen synchronise with the
utterance of the phonograph. Ibid., The general means of
insuring synchrony between the two machines is by means
of dials. 191a /^/rf. July 495/2 The synchronising attachment
being extremely sensitive and rapid. 192s Radio Nctvs
(U.S.) Nov.^ 867/r Mr. de Forest has solved the secret of the
* talkie movie ' with perfect synchronization. 1928 Television
Mar. 37 1'hus ensuring synchronism between the transmitter
and the receiver. 1928 Sci. <|[- Invention (U. S.) Oct. 489/2 The
greatest difficulty, .in television is the synchronizing feature.

1931 B. Brown Talking Pict. 3 So that voice and picture
were perfectly synchronized. Ibid., The earliest practi-

cal attempts at synchronizing, i.e. keeping speech and
gesture perfectly in phase. Ibid. 4 Since the film dial position

corresponded to those of the phonograph, all that was neces-
sary for .synchronism was for both hands to revolve at the
same rate, and always keep together. Ibid. 5 The synchro-
nizer itself consisted of a box having a transparent disc,

bearing an indicating spot, and coupled by gearing to the
mechanism of the cmema projector. Ibid. 129 As in the
regular R.C.A. synchronous system, volume controls are
separate from the fader. Ibid. 287 A synchronized picture

differs from a true talkie in that the scenes are first taken
silent and then the accompaniment is added.

Synclironized, ppl. a. Add : spec (see prec.)

;

also, synchronized gear-changing, -shifting, a

form of gear-changing on cars in which the action

of the clutch is automatically synchronized with

movement of the gear-lever. So Synchronizing
vbl. sb, ^wAppl. a. spec, (see ])rec.) ; also, of gun-

firing apparatus; synchronizing gear, a form of

interrupter gear (see *lNTEBEUPTEa c) employed
on aeroplanes.
1928 C. F. S. Gamble Story North Sea Air Station iv. 63

The 'synchronizing gear*, enabling a machine-gun to fire

throush the tractorair-screw. 1932^ The Ne^u Yorker g A^jr,

51/1 The new Ford has synchronized gear-shifting and a
silent second-speed.



SYNCOPATOR.

Syncopator (si nk^p^t^i). [f. Stncopate v.

+ -oit.j One who performs syncopated jazz music,

i9«7 Daily Tel. 22 Feb. 12/1 You may see (and hear) the
first • Lady Syncopators ', . . cutting rhythm into jazz patterns
with the best of mere male 'syncoisators'.

Syncro-mesll, abbrev. oi synckronized mesh^
nsed attrib, to designate a form orautomalic gear-

changing box.

193a Daily Tel. 3 Aug. 10/7 Easy-change or syncromesh
gear-box, which enables the lever to be puslied from notch
to notch silently, with just a momentary pause in ' neutral '.

1933 Oxford Times 23 Sept. 22/3 Free-wheeling and syncro-
mesh gears have for some time been almost universal on
cars built in the United States,

Syndicalistic (simdikali-stik), a, [f. Syn-
dicalist + -ic] Of or pertaining to syndicalism or
syndicalists.

191a Daily News 20 Mar. i There was nothing particularly
syndicalistic about a request for a minimum wage. 1915
igth Cent, Nov. 1062 He has played a prominent part in
terminating two serious syndicalistic outbreaks.

Synecllia. Add : 2. An adhesion in either of
the nasal foss%.

1884 [see Diet,] tgoo yrnl. Laryngal. XV. 654 In the
naso-pharynx the synechia is usually found connecting the
lip of one or other of the Eustachian tubes to some part of the
piiaryngcal vault.

SynOBCOlogfy (sin/kf7*16d5i). Alsosyne-. [f. Gr.
GwoiKiOk a community (see Stnckcious) + -ologt.]
The study of plant communities.
J911 Tansley Types Brtt, Vegetation a Synecology.

Synovialf a» Add : Also elHpt. for synovial
niembrafie,

1910 Practitioner Feb. 206 Many septic infections of
joints have but a feeble power of destroying their surfaces,
wliile some other::.. appear terribly destructive both to the
cartilages and the synovials.

Syntactic, a. Add : 2. Phys, Geog,
1909 H. S0LI.AS tr. Suess' Face ofthe Earth IV. 388 Near

Worcester, in the midst of the region of syntaxis, Schwarz
observed agreat fault ; it strikes in a borse-shoe, correspond-
ing with the bend of the syntactic folds.

269

Syntaxis. Transfer Obs. to sense i and add

:

2. Phys, Geog.
1909 H. SoLLAs tr. Suess' Face 0/the Earth IV. 289 In

the direction of the syntaxis, i.e. towards the west, their
strike bends back in an arc. Ibid. 502 Linking and Syn-
taxis. 'i'he frequently recurring arcuate form of the mountain
chains is the most striking feature of the Asiatic system.
The manner in which the arcs encounter each other is two-
fold, either they enter into syntaxis, or one arc cuts across
the ciirectiod of the other.

Syntethein CsinteJ)/Vn). Org. Chem. [Irreg.

f. mod.L. genus name Syntethys + -in 1.] A green
pigment resembling chlorophyll and occurring in

the marine ascidian, Diazona {Syntethys) violacea.

1913 Kep. Brit. Assoc. 509.

Synthesization (si:n]>is3iz/i-j3n). [f. Syn-
thesize V* + -ATION.] The act or process of

synthesizing.

1924 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 71 These two great ideas need
synthesisation.

Synthesize, v. Add : c. Biol. To build up
(a new species or form) by the mating of like

mutants.
J931 Conquest Sept. 492/1 Only those [sports] which are

not detrimental will continue, and will by combining and
recombining with each other, synthesize new forms.

Synthetic, a. Add : 2. b. Applied gen. to

preparations simulating a natmal product ; hence,

artificial.

1916 Edin. Rev* July 205 The principal raw materials
requisite for the manufacture of synthetic dyes. 1917
Chambers's yml. May 344/2 Synthetic indigo, x^ya Daily
Express 6 Nov. 1 5/4 The bogey is 46. . . See if you can beat
that. Synthetic turf, natural hazards, sand bunker?, planta-
tions, plateau and undulating greens. 193a Barbara Hed-
WORTH Foolish I'elican 11. iv. § i She had discovered.. that
synthetic stockings wore better than pure silk.

c. Hence redundantly qualifying a derogatory
epithet, colloq.

1930 Daily Express 16 Oct. lo/s With the s>Tithetic idiot,

Harpo, you must have a vein of the ridiculous in your
laughter gland if boredom is to be kept at bay.

Sypllilo-. Add : Syphilo-lofflst, a student of
sypnilis. Syphiloloffy, the study of syphilis.

SZEKIiEK.

18x9 Cent. Dict.f Syphilologist, Syphilology. 1894 P. A.
MoRKOW {title) A system of genito-urinary diseases, syphilo-
logy and dermatology: by various authors. 1910 Practi'
tioner Feb. 231 Few. .sypliilologists. .would now venture to
to give an opinion on a. .lesion without previously examining
a scraping,

Syrian 2, Zyrian (si-rian, zi-rian). Also
Zirian. « *Sibyanian.
19w Eticycl. Brit. XXVI. 317/2 Syryen^ansfalso Sirianian,

Syrjenian, Zyrenian, Zirianian, Zyrian and Zirian). 1936
Chambers's Encycl. VIII. loi/i The Syrian is spoken by a
large population in the districts of Perm, Viatka, Arch-
angel, and Vologda. Ibid. X. 8ig/a Zyrians or Syrians.

1929 Encycl. Brit. IX. 258/2 Zyrian is spoken by about
250,000 people.

Systematy (si-stemati). f f. Gr, (rv(XTrjfta, -ar-,

System + -y -K] Systematic classification.

191a W. L. BALI.S Cotton Plant i'-gypt sin this brief sum-
mary of the few available historical facts, it has seemed
advisable to evade system.ily. 1920 Discovery Apr. 124/1
Drawing attention to the general rottenness of the founda-
tion of systematy. 1929 E. M. Nicholson Study 0/Birds
zo Mechanical and unfruitful as systematy inevitably is,

ornithologists ought to be grateful to those who have plodded
through it.

Szekel (sck'l). [Native name.] A member of

the subdivision of the Magyar race inhabiting

Transylvania. Also attrib.

1859 A. J. Patterson Magyars II. 354, I started for the
little hamlet, .accompanied by a Szekel. x888 K. Gerard
Land Beyond Forest II. 151 The Szekel villages, ofa formal
simplicity, are as far removed from the Roumanian poverty
as from Saxon opulence. 1920 CJlasgotv Herald 23 Apr. 8

At the very most i,goo,ooo Magyars are lost, of whom over
900,000 (including the Szekels) are in Transylvania.

Also in Ger. form Szekler (se'kbi),

1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 164/2 (Transylvania) ,, three

bodies or 'nations *, the Hungarians, the Szeklers, and the
Saxons, who have the collective name of the *Uniti*. Ihid.^

When a Hungarian or Szekler nobleman of Transylvania
settles in Hungary. 1869 A. J. Pattkrson Magyars 11.

304 We find in the latter town a preponderance of Wallachs
over Szeklers. 2910 Encycl, Brit. X. 39^/2 The isolated

groups ofHungarians now found in Transylvania and called

Szeklers are considered the purest descendants of the
invading Magyars,



T
T. 6. Add: In astronomy, = of temporary

magnitude; = Turkish (pounds; T.B. «= /u^er-

culosis; T,B.D. = torpedo-boat-destroyer; T.M,
= trench mortar; T.N.T. = /ri«itro/oluene ; T.U.
= transmission unit.

x8^ Encycl. Brit. II. 819/2 The star T in Corona Boreali<?.

X90S Ibid. XXXVIII. 507/2 About 6,000,000 modern Turkish

pounds (^Ti = about ife. ad. in sterling). 1904 Kipling

Traces 4- Discov.^ Steam Tactics 182 The chief engineer o'

the Djinn, 31-knot T.B.D. 1915 D. O. Barnett Lett.

4 July »o3 The yellow muck doesn't choke you, though, like

the black greasy smoke (T.N.T.) which they generally have

in the 6 and 8-inch shells. 1917 J. P Jones German Spy in

Amer. 54 The project of acquiring a monopoly in toluol, a
constituent of the deadly explosive T.N.T. 1910 J. B.

Morton Barber of Putney ii, On each side of the boat
a T.B.D, acting as convoy, ploughed the water into white
furrows. 1919 C. P. Thompson Cocktails 249, I passed

an enjoyable day giving a T.B.D. lieutenant a headache.
X92X Daily Mail Year Bk. 73/1 An explosive charge of

550 lb., of T.N.T. blended with a still more powerful sub-

stance, bexanitrodiphenylamtne. 19x5 E. Fraskr & Gibbons
Soldier <$• Sailor iVprds s.v. T.M., T.M. batteries were
created for trench warfare and T.M. schools of instruction

were established. X9Z7 B. K. Seymour Three Wives 11. vi,

He's a bit of a weed, isn't he, with a tendency to T.B.?
193X B. Brown Talking Pictures ^t, 10 per cent corresponds
to i T.U., and 3 T.U.'s are equivalent to a ratio of 100

per cent,

't 2, dial, or vulgar shortened form oithat,
X878 Rose T. Cooke Happy Dodd xxvii. (Th. p. 171) I

didn't feel real cberk this week, so 't I didn't go to sewin'
s'ciety.

Taa (ta). [Chinese.] A tapering tower erected

as a memorial.
187s Encycl. Brit. II. 449/1 The taa is not a pagoda or

temple, but a memorial of some event or of some great per-

sonage.

Tab, sb. Add : 2. d. A coloured tab, esp. a red

tab or gorget patch, worn by a staff officer ; hence,

in army slang, a staff officer.

X917 B.E.F. Times 20 Jan., Realising Men must laugh,
Some wise Men devised the Staff: Dressed them up in little

dabs Ofrich variegated tabs. 1918 The ' Better Times ' Nov,
4/1 Some who by prowess lately proved in war. May sport

red 'tabs' and ribboned breasts galore. 1925 E. Fraser
& Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor Words s.v., A Tabj a Stafif

Officer. In allusion to a Staff Officer's gorget patch.

5. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1883 T. D. Price MS. Diary 27 Jan., Sent in 130 tabs [of

sheep] to register in W. S. Merino Register,

6. Also to keep tabs,

X904 Buffalo Commercials^ May ii The healtb authorities

hav^ been keeping tabs on events of this character. X91X
H. S. Harrison Queed x. 1 1 8 He kept the most careful sort

of tabs upon himself. 1916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in
KedGapm. 11 1, 1., lay on the big lounge byan open window
where.. I could keep tabs on the little ones at their

sports.

b. To throw tip a tab : to mn np an account, to

obtain credit.

1936 E. Ferber Show BoatxWX. 268 Lacking even the modest
sum required for this sustenance, he [sc. a gambler] knew
that there he would be allowed to ' throw up a tab* until luck
should turn.

Tab (tseb), j^,2 [Short for Cantab.] A Cam-
bridge man.
1914 C Mackenzie Sinister Street iii. iii, He will get

his blue next term and show the Tabs that be*s a jolly good
fellow.

Tabac, a. Add : Also sb.

X914 Queen 10 Oct.. AdvL 8 In lovely shades of light and
dark green, rose, blue, tabac, fawn,

TabardiUo (tabardrl'i^), [Sp, tabardillo (cf.

med.L. tabardilii^ 13th cent,).] An asthenic fever

resembling typhus, common in Mexico and South
America.
(1598 W. Phillip tr, Linschoten i. i. 2/1 Hee fell sicke of

a disease called 'J'auardilha.'] 1624 Sir W. Aston in Cabala
(1654) 166 Hehath been held divers dayes with a terrible
Calenture, which proved at last a Tabardillo, 1851 Hernuon
Explor. Vail. Amazon i. (1853) 113 The most common
diseases are pleurlsiesi rheumatisms, and a putrid fever
called tabardillo.

Tabber (tae-bw), [f. Tab z;. +-eb1.] One
who fixes tabs.

1921 Diet. Occup. Temts (1927) § 429,

Tabby, sb. and a. A. sb. Add; 3. b, A
woman, girl. Austral, slang,

X916 C. J.
Dennis Ginger Mick 20 Then the tabbies took

to screamm'. 1925 E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^ Sailor
Words S.V., A Tabby, a girl.

Table, sb. Add : 5. b. To lay (papers, etc)
on the table (examples),
1857 Black-w. Mag. Sept. 373/2 The President of the India

Board., promised to lay * papers' on the table of Parlia-

ment. 1857 Trans. Philol. Soc. 3 Dec., That for the present
this Report be received and laid on the table.

10. f. Table of Kindred and Affinity^ a list of

the degrees of consangainity within which marriage
may not take place according to church law. Also
Table of Affinity, Tabic qf Prohibited or Forbidden
Degrees,/""^ '

The lis^as set forth in the visitation articles (§ 24) of Arch-
bishop Parker in 1563, and was appointed by the Canons of
1604 to Wp 'in euery Church publikely set vp and fixed at the
charge of the Parish '.

X846 Hook Ch. Diet. (ed. 5) s.v. Consanguinity.^ xSga
C. Whitaker Stud. Aid Prayer Bk. 115 Impediments
[to Ho]y Matrimony], i. Relationship within the degrees
in the table of kindred and affinity. 1919 M. K. Bradbv
Psyche-analysis 34 Her fleshly desires towards individuals
inside the table of affinity may be the lurking devils of her
unconscious.

22. table jelly, a flavoured jelly to be served at

table as a sweet ; table lamp, a lamp to light a
table, esp. one to stand on it.

189S Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 16 *Table Jelly
Powder. 1859 G. Measom Lane. ^ Carlisle Railiv. 175
Advt., *TabIe-lamps from los. 6d. each. i9«2_Bennett
Lilian 11. vii, It was the silver table-lamps that impressed
her. 1023 Edith Wharton Son at the Front i. vi, A hang-
ing tabfe'Iamp under a beaded shade.

Tableau, sb. Add : 2. d. In the game of

patience (see quot.).
1913'Prof. Hoffmann * ^^/. Patience Gojues 5 The first

step, in the case of most Patience games, is to arrange
a certain number of cards face upwards on the table. The
cards thus arranged are known as the 'lay out ', or tableau.

1917 E. Bergholt NeivBk. Patience Games 61 The follow-
ing tableau shows a position in which all the gaps have been
filled up, until no further progress is possible.

Tabloid. Add : b. A small Sopwith biplane.

iflisused.)
1915 War Illustrated 20 Feb. 22/2 The 'Tabloid's

supreme value lies in its speed and climbing power. 1915
Aeroplane 21 July 57/2 Tabloid scout. 1915 C. R. Samson
Fights ^ Flights {zq^o) 193 Two Sopwith Tabloids under
repair. 1928 C. F. S- Gamble North Sea Air Station x. 149
In addition to its maximum speed of 92 miles an hour the
* Tabloid * was remarkable in those days for its great speed
range.

C. A newspaper which gives its news in a con-

centrated and easily assimilable form. Also
attrib.

1926 Encycl.^ Brit, II, 1055/2 The introduction of tabloids
maybe explained, .by the passing remark of Lord North-
cliffe, ' If some American does not start one 1 shall have to

come over to do it *. x^zS Observer ^ Feb. 18/1 'Ihe. .chain
nowincludes 26 papers,m most cases * tabloids * or papers with
a popular appeal. 1929 Nation (N.Y.) 4 Dec. 662 The city
editor of Boston's only tabloid, 1931 W. Martyn Scarlett
Murder i, For a special writer on a tabloid to be one of those
present at a murder was luck she had not dreamed oC /bid.

li, The tabloid girl, Foster, had her fascinations.

Taboot^ (ta-but). Also tabut. [Arab.] A
form of water-wheel employed in Egypt.
X836 Lane Mod. Eg)pt, II. 25 There is a third machine,

called taboot, used for the irrigation of lands in the northern
part of Egypt._ 1844 Kitto Phys. Hist. Palestine vii. 297
Another machine used for the irrigation of lands, when it is

only necessary to raise the water a few feet.. is called
the Taboot. xZ^j Encycl. Brit. VII. 708/1 The tdboot..
differs from the sakiyeh principally in having a hollow
wheel instead of the wheel with pots. 1924 Countries of
World III. 1757/r The primitive but still effective apparatus
known as the 'sakieh,' the 'shaduf, and the 'tabut .

Taboot 2 (tab«*t). Also tabut. [Hind., a.

Arab. u^ylS coffin, box, ark of the covenant.] A
sacred box or coffin ; spec, in Mohammedan
countries, a processional box carried through the

streets during Muharram,
162a in Foster Eng. Factories India (1908) II. 94 This

daye is heere aryved Sultan (Khus) roues taboots \sic\ from
Brampore, (which to-) morrowe is to bee dispeeded to
H(elobass?) there to bee intered by his mother. j86a Mrs.
Speio Last Years India 230 Taboots, or tazzias, the repre-

sentation of Hosain's mausoleum at Kurbulla. 1891 Daily
News 9 Sept. 5/4 Immense sums of money are spent upon
the /a3(;(7/f .. that, carried in these processions, are broken
to pieces and buried at the end of the ceremony. 1923
Blackw. Mag. Aug. 256/2 It [sc. the Abyssinian Church]
venerates an object called the tabot^ which is the replica of
the Ark of the Covenant.

Tabriz (tabrrz). Also -eez. The name of the

capital of Azerbaidjan used attrib, or ellipt, :

Tabriz carpet, a soft Persian carpet exported from
Tabriz; Tabriz marble, a form of marble found
near Tabriz and susceptible of a very high
polish.

1859 Page Handbk. Geol, Terms, Tahreez Marble, a
beautiful transparent limestone..formed by deposition from
a celebrated calcareous spring near Marajzha. 187S Encycl,
Brit. in. 168/1 A kind of beautiful transparent marble or

t'nsper which.. is used.. under the name of Tabreez or Belg-
larai marble. X93X C. Tattersall Carpets 0/ Persia 36

Tabriz. Cotton warp; cotton weft, often pink. Ibid. pi. v
Tabriz Rug. 1931 Times Lit. Suppi. 12 Feb. ii:j/i Such
points as. . the softness of Tabriz, and the way the pile lies in
Khorasan rugs are not touched upon at all.

Tacllinid(tae*kinid), a. andy^. Ent. [f, mod.L.
Tachina (a. Gr. Taxivrjy i^^- of raxivos swift) +
-ID 3.] Resembling the genus Tachina of parasitic

insects ; sb. an insect of this genus.
1891 Cent, Diet. 1901 Knmuledge Oct. 234/2 The ants.

.

protect the caterpillars from the attacks of Ichneumon and
Tachinid flies. 1925 R. W. G. Hingston in E. F. Norton
Fightfor Everest 285 Tachinids were common at the edge
of a torrent at 17,000 feet.

Tack, sb,l 2. Add : Phr. To come (or get)

down to {brass) tacks : see *BraS3 sb, 5 b.

1903 A. H. Lewis The Boss 119 Let's cut out tb' polite
preliminaries,.. an' come down to tacks.

Tacking, vbl, sb^ Add: e. Lacrosse* (See

quot.)
i89» Lippincotfs Monthly Mag. XLIX. 748^ Tacking ',

as it is called in La Crosse parlance,— otherwise, passing
into each other's hands.

Tackle, sb, 9. a. Add : Also in Hockey,

Tackle, v. Add : 4. c. Also transf,

X920 Blackiu. Mag, Jan. 105/2 The sort of road that even
a Ford would hesitate to tackle.

6. {c) In Hockey,
1895 Battersby Hockey 98 In defence, they {sc, the halves)

must tackle everything, and stick to it. 1897 Encycl. Sport
1. 518/2 The goalkeeper should, .attempt to tackle him before

he can get wiihin shooting range.

Tackling, vbl. sb. 5. Add : Also attrib., as

tackling-bag U.S,^ a stuffed bag suspended and
used for indoor practice in tackling.
189s Outing (U.S.) Jan. 279/2 Their one special piece of

apparatus is. .the tackling bag, and this is ..necessary to the

indoor practice of a football team.

Tacky, sb, U.S. a. (Earlier examples.)
1800 \V. Tatham Agric. ^ Commerce 81 A horse, a cow,

or a little tackie, &c. (which last term signifies a poncy or
little horse of low price). 1824 P. Horry Life F. Marion
(1841) 47 The fences all strung along with starved tackies.

1839 C. F. Hoffman Wild Scenes 117 The land pirates had
disappeared, without molesting my tackey.

Tactile, a. and sb. Add : A. adj, L b. In

painting and sculpture (see quot. 1907),
X907 Eugenie Strong Roman Sculpture 66 It is the tactile

quality of the subject, rather than its illusionist possibilities,

which has attracted the artist. Note. I use this word in

the sense given to it by Riegl who uses taktisch {.tactilis)
~

*stofflich' to express material dimension as distinct from
the illusion of dimension conveyedby aesthetic means. 19x9

A. N. Whitehead Princ. Nat. Knmvl. 88 This properly of
' conveying ' an object , . is already well-known in the theory

of art-criticism, as is evidenced in such phrases as *tactile-

values.'

B. sb. One in whom tactile images are pre-

dominant. 1917 [see *AuDiLE B. sb.\,

Tactilist (tse-ktilist). [f. *Tactilk a + -TST.]

An artist who aims at giving an impression of tac-

tility to the represented objects in painting and
sculpture.
1931 Contemp. Rev. May 621 I gather that experts deplore

. . the eccentricity and anarchy of cubists, vorticists, symbo-
lists, tactilists,

Tactism (tce'ktiz'm), Biol, [f. Gr, rtwros

ordered, arranged + -ism.] The motile response of

living organisms to external stimuli.

X902 Fortn, Re7>. June 1013 By his revelations of the rdle

of the ' trophisms ' and ' tactisms ' Dr. Loeb drove holdly

into the domain of mental phenomena. 1907 S. Dewey tr.

Le Dantec's Orig. ff Nat. Life 163 An observer conversant

with the results of all these experiments in tactisms knows
that the movements he observes in living bodies through the

microscope are due to the colloid and chemical reactions of

the mobile beings and the medium. 191a A. Trie>on tr.

Delage ^ Goldsmith's Theories Evol. 164 Others, .attribute

differentiation to the influence of the various tropisms and
tactisms.

Tacuacine (ta'kwaszn). [S. Amer. and Mex.

Sp. tacuacinj ad. Aztec ilacuatzin.'\ The crab-

eating opossum, Didelpkys cancrivo?-at of South

America.
x88o Encycl, Brit. XI. 240/1 Much annoyance is caused

to the agriculturist by the little marsupial called the tac-

uacine.

Tad (tsed). U,S, [Of obscure origin.] a. (See

quots.), b. A human being ; usually, a child (/////c

tad).
a. 184s in C. Cist Cincinnati Misc. 240Amonga certain class

in the eastern cities,, .the word Tad, is applied to one who
don't nor won't pay. 1851 B. H. Hall College Words 297

At Centre College, Ky., there is a society, .composed of the

very best fellows of the College, calling themselves Tads.
X890ELIZ. B. Custer Following Guidon 213 These you-hs

[sc. graduates from West Point] were called *tads* and
* plebes \



T-fflDIUM VIT^.

b. 1877 Bartlett Did. Amer. s.v., Tads, little iads^

small boys. Old ittds^ graybeards, old men. 1900 G. A»e
M^e Fables in Slang (1902) 121 A tricky Tad. 1904 W. D.
Nesbit Trail to Boyland ^<) That handle has been broken
since he was just a tad, 191a Dorothy Canfield Squirrel

Cage in. xxiv. 267 We could do better by the Hitle tad than

that. 1938 Sincijm« Lewis Man Who Knew Coolidge i. 55
One of the bell-boys at the hotel, cute Uttle lad, knew the

town like a book.

Tsedium vitae (trdi^m vai'tr). [L. (Aulus

GcUius); seeTzDiUM.] Weariness oflife, sometimes

regarded as a pathological state.

i8ii Miss L. M. Hawkins Ctess <$ Gertr, (ed. 2) I. 338
(Stanford). i8a6 Congress. Debates II. i. 402 (Stanford)

Tedium vital appears in Sunday Schools. 1855 in Newsf. <5-

Gen. Reader's Comp. § 979 That tacdium vitae^ which spnngs
from a con^icioustiess of talents abused and opportunities

lost 1883 T. S. Clouston Clin. Lect. Mental Dis. xvii.

560 A cloud of vague depression rests on the man, who shuns
society, falls off in fat, becomes restless and hypochondriacal,

and feels strongly the tedium vitm. 1910 J. Huneker
Painted Veils (1930) 251 Her languor had not been dis-

si^ted :
* txdtum vita ', the doctor named it.

Taepo, var, *Taipo.

Taffetine (tsefetrn). Also taffatine, [f.

Taffkta + -ilfE *,] A fabric resembling taffeta.

1920 Queen 1 May, Advt. 25 'i'he Gown, .lined throughout
taffeiine. 19*3 Daily Mail 19 June i Smart frock, of New
Stripe Silky Taffatine,

Taft, sb. Add: Also atlrib.

1906 Techuol. ff Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney),
Taft jointy a blown joint.

Tagt sb\ 13. Add : ta^-day t^ flag-day {b\
*Flaq sb.^ 7.

1909 Washington Post 20 Feb. 3 Monday has been de-

signated as *tag day* in Alexandria, and the proceeds will

be used to improve the children's playgrounds.

Tafff z*.^- 6. (U.S. examples.)
18531". D. Prick MS. Diary 17 Mar., TaK<»ed the ewes in

the forenoon. 1863 H. S. Randall Pract. Shepherd \x\. 141

Tacging sheep before they are let out to grass.

Tagalojf (laga'I(7g),a. andji. Also-oc. [Native

name, f. laga native + -ilog river.] A. adj. Of or

pe^aining to the chief of the Malay tribes in the

Philippine Islands or to their language. B. sb.

A member of this tribe or its language. So Ta^a'lo

(also -a) a. and sb, [Sp. tagalo ; cC G. tagalisch.'\

18x4 W. Marsdfn Misc, Wks. 39 Of these dialects six are

coniiidered as meriting distinction.. ; they are the Tagala
or TagmUglttcl x84o/'^««>'0'i:/.XVlII.88/2TheMalays
are divided into a great number of tribes, of which that

called Tagala occupies the neighbourhood of Manila. 1859

Sir J. BowRiNG Philif-pine Isl. xiii, What is the Tagaloc

language? 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 753/1 Their [sc. the

TagalO language (Tagalog) especially has made extensive

encroachments on the other Philippine tongues since the

conquest.

Tagetes (tadgrtfz). [mod.L. (Fuchs), f, Tages

name of an Etruscan deity.] A plant belonging to

the genus TageUs of compoate plants, native to

Mexico and South America, species of which are

cultivated as half-hardy annuals, esp. the African

marigold (7*. erecta) and the French marigold (7'.

paluld),
1829 Louix)M Eftcycl. Plants 718, 19»6 Contemp. Rev.

Feb. 233 A thick mass of petunia and tagetes. .in blossom.

Tagged, >^/. tf. Add: 6. Of a letter: Having

a tag as a diacritic,

1910 Athenxutn 20 Aug. 208/3 In England the Eastern

monasteries use a plain ^, the others use a tagged one.

Taghairm (to'-yerm, lo'erm). Sc. Also -erm.

[Gael. = divination. Cf. Ir. laghairm divination,

echo] A method of divination formerly practised

in the Scottish Highlands.

1774 Pennant Tour Scotl. ^ Voy. Hebrides II. 311 Avast
cataract, whose waters falling from a high rock, jet so far as

to form a dry hollow beneath. . . One of these impostors was
sewed up in the hide ofan ox, and . . was placed in this cavity

:

the trembling enquirer was brought to the place, where the

shade, and the roaring of the waters, cncreased the dread of

ibe occasion. The question is put, and the person in the

hide delivers his answer, and so ends this species of

divination styled Taghaimt. 18x0 Scott Lady 0/L. iv. iv,

Brian an augury hath tried. Of that dread kind which

must not be Unless in dread extremity, The Taghairm
caird ; by which, afar, Our sires foresaw the events of war.

t^ Athenaeum 3 June 668/3 Another saying, 'Keep the

cat turning ', refers to the horrid practice of the Taghairm,

or diWnation by the cat.

Tagma. Add : 2. ZooL The region of similar

metameres in animals.

x9oa Encycl. Brit. XXV. 692/1 In the Vertebrata, where
tagmosis and heterosis of meromes and dislocation of

meromes and tagmala arc, so to speak, rampant, new forma-

tion of metameres.. lakes place at more than one point in

the chain.

Hence Ta^ma'tio a., ofor pertaining to tagmata

;

Tagmo'Sis, the formation of tagmata,
190a B. D. Jackson Gloss. Boi. Terms s.v. Tagnta, Tag-

matte Cotnplex, a higher molecular system. 190a Encycl.

Brit. XXV. 691/3 In the Chxtopods tagmosis always occurs

to a small extent so as to form the head.

Tahiti (tahrti), the name of an island in Poly-

nesia used atlrib.^ as in Tahiti arrowroot, arrow-

root obtained from Tacca oceanica and T, pinnati-

fida\ Tahiti cane, the sugar cane, Saccharum
a^cinarum; Tahiti ohertnut - *Ivi.

a86i Bentlev Man. Bot. 674 The starch known as Tacca
siarch, *Tahiti Arrow-root, or Otaheite Salep. 1851 Illustr.

CataL Gt. ExHib. iv, 1. 980/1 All of the above-mentioned

271

sngars are the produce of the Otaheite or *Tahiti cane.

1887 Encycl, Brit, XXH. 625/2 An average sample of
Tahiti cane at maturity contains—water, 71-04 per cent. [etc.].

1884 Ibid. XVII. 664/2 ^Tahiti chestnut. Inocarpus edulis*

S. Sea Islands.

Tahitian (tahrti, an), a, and sb. [f. *Tahiti,

earlier Olaheite + -an.] a. adj. Pertaining or

relating to Tahiti or its language, b. sb. A native

of Tahiti or its language. Also, less freq. , Tahi'tan.
xSag W. Ellis Jml. Tour Hawaii 49 He \sc. Ellis] could

not help slating to them the striking identity between theirs

\sc. traditions] and those of the Tahitians. Ibid^^i Both in

the Hawaiian and Tahitian languages, every syllable, and
every word, ends withavoweL 1859 Cdi,. Wiseman Tvielve
Lect. Sci. <5- Rev. Relig. (ed. 6) I. i86 Charlevoix observed
it among the Esquimaux, .. Wallis among the Tahitans.

1879 Eficycl. Brit. IX. 156/2 The ivi or Tahitian chestnut
{/nocarpus edulis). 1918 L. Huxley Life Sir y. D. Hooker
II. 483 He gratified Banks's philanthropic zeal by leaving
in his care two Tahitians and two Maoris. 1921 tr. W.
Ratlienau*s New Society iv. 26 When a European artist

writes or paints in Tahiti, what he produces is not a work
of Tahitian culture.

Tahsil (tasT'l). India. Also teh-, tuhaeeL

[Urdu, a. Arab. J^-ai* /a,4jj/ division.] A territorial

division in India made for purposes of revenue

administration.

1849 Direct. Rev. O^. H. W. Prov. 334 Commissioners of

Revenue are requested, .to supply one \sc. a rain gauge] to

each Thanna and Tuhseel office. Ibid. 344 Disbursements for

a tehseel division. 1880 Encycl. Brit.^ XII. "69/2 Broadly
speaking, the subdivision is characteristic of Bengal..and
the ta/tsll of Madras. 1921 Glasgtrw Herald 19 Dec. 12 All

district Congress Committees, .must send out parties of

about 20 Volunteers as a patrol daily in every town, tahsil,

and village.

Tahsildar. Add : Also, a Turkish official

holding a similar position.

190a EncycL Brit. XXXIII. 510/1 (Turkey) If the tax-

payer declines to pay his due, he is brought before the proper
authorities by the tahsildar.

Tai (tai). [Jap.] The Japanese sea-bream,

Chrysophrys {Pagrus) cardinalis, found at the

mouths of the rivers of Japan and North China.
4x623 R, Cocks iJ/oryCHakl. Soc) II. 311 Dried fish lyke

a breame, called heare tay., in aboundance. xjvf Scheuchzer
tr, Kannp/er's Hist. Japan i. xi. 135 Tai^ is what the Dutch
in the Indies called Steenbrassem. This is very much
esteem'd by the Japanese as the King of Fish. x88o Encycl.

Brit. XIII. 576/1 The /a/, a large fish of the carp species,

is esteemed a special delicacy : of this there are two varities,

—the red /a/, caught in rivers with sandy beds, and the black

tai^ found at the mouths of streams. 1884 tr. J. J. Reins
Japan 192 The Tai proper is a beautiful deep-red to brown-
red gold-bream.. .The Japanese consider the Tai one of their

best fishes. 1893 Sir E, Arnold Adzuma 3 He was only

a stripling, but he could swim the sea like a /nr. 1931 Hardy's
Angler's Guide 54 The principal fish [in Hong Kong] is the

brown rock-cod .
.
, with the * tai ' . . a good second.

Taialia(ta,i|aha). New Zealand. [Maori.] A
long-handled Maori club (and spear).

184s E. J. Wakkfikld Adv. N. Zealand 1. 140 The taiaha
is rather a long-handled club than a spear. It . . is about six

feet long. 1889 Trans. N.Z. Inst. XXIL 505 The Rev.
Mr. BuUcr mentions a famous taiaha^ of great matta^ as

having been buried and lost, 1932 Chambers's Jml. 681/2

The iastbird was killed with a /aiixAtf by a man at Tarawera.

Taic (talk), a. and sb. [f. Siamese t{h)ai free

persons + -ic] (The language) of the Tai, a widely

distributed race of the Indo-Chinese peninsula.

Taiga (tai'ga). [Russ.] A (Siberian) pine-forest.

x888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 511/1 Hunting is an important

occupation, even with the Russians, many of whom leave

their homes in October to spend six weeks in the taiga. 1920

J. Ritchie A nim. Life Scott, vi. 329 The typical pine forest

region, or taiga. 1937 Kendbew Climates oj Continents

184 This winter snowfall is heaviest in the belt of the taiga.

Tail|J^'^ Add: 2. m. The rear part of a flying

or gliding machine.
[1894 To-Day 11. 171 He.. finally constructed a set of

flying apparatus, .'patented, .wings with tail attachments*.]

1909 A. Berget C(»H7w«^ o/Airw, \\. 141 We have obtained

the longitudinal stability of the aeroplane by the use of the

'feathering tail'. 1915 D. O. Barnett Lett. 13 June 176

Up went his tail, and he began going down in spirals.

X916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks iii It is necessary to

make s'ire that the spars are horizontal when the aeroplane

is in flying position and the tail unsupported.

IL e. Tails down : with the tail between the legs.

Tail{s') up : lil. of dogs
; fig, of persons, in good

spirits, (phr. to keep or get one's tail up).

1853 * P. pAXTON * Stray Yankee in Texas 97 To use a very

expressive Westemism, 'Dave's tail was up,] and every

possible preparation was made to preclude a failure, 1921

Punch 12 Jan. 23, I must try and keep my tail up. 1923

W. J. A. Davies Rugby Football 53 Tails were well up.

1923 Galsworthy Captives 190 He was_ a Northumbrian,

too, and his ' tail still up ' as he expressed it. 19*5 E. Fraser

&G1BBONS Soldier ^ Sailor Words, Tails up, in good spirits.

Keen on fighting. 1928 Sunday Dispatch 15 July 14. I sin-

cerely hope that. .standard producers.. will not get their

tails down over this ' cheap record boom '.

14. tail-boom, one of the main spars of the

longitudinal framework carrying the tail of an

aeroplane; tail-chain Logging {%qq quot.); tail-

dive, a dive in which the aeroplane falls tail-first

;

tail-down a., of an aeroplane, having the tail

down ; also es ndv. ; tail fairing (cf. *FAiRiNa

vbl. sb.^ allrib.) ; tail-heavy ^., tending to pitch

down by the tail in flight; so tail-heaviness;

tail-hold Logging {sxtt(\\iot.) ; tail-hook Losing,

TAIPO.

= Dog sb.*jt\ tail-plane, the horizontal stabilizing

surface of the tai! of a flying machine ; tail-skid

(see *Skid ^^. 2 f) ; tail-slide, rearward and down-
ward motion of an aircraft along its longitudinal

axis ; tail-spin, a form of spinning dive ; sAso fig. ;

tail-unit (or group) = *Empennage; tail-vrheel,

a small wheel taking the place of a tail-skid.

19*8 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea Air Station vi. 96
German machines with fuselages and "tail booms. 1905
Terms Forestry J^ Logging 50 *Tail chain^ a heavy chain
bound around the trailing end oflogs, as a brake, in stooping
on steep slopes. 1916 H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks 87 An
inclinometer.. which will indicate a nose-down position by
increase in air speed, and a *tail-down position by decrease
in air speed. Ibid. 113 If the angle of incidence. .is too
great, it will produce an excess of lift, and that may..
result in a tendency to fly * tail-down '. Ibid. 110 The aero-
plane will, in flight, be nose-heavy or *tail-heavy. 1929
EncycL Brit. XXX. 52/1 The craft was very * tail heavy'
when gliding. 1905 Terms Forestry -V Logging 50 *Tail
hold. I, A means of obtaining increased power in moving a
log by tackle. . . 2. The attachment of the rear end of a
donkey sled, usually to a tree or stum|5. /bid., *Tail hook.
X909 A. Bf.rget Conquest of Air n. iv. i8g *Tail planes.

1911 Aero Nov. 232/1 The construction of the empennage
or fixed non-lifting tail plane. 1913 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 602
The aspect ratio of the tail-plane should be high. 19x6

H. Barber Aeroplane Speaks in The exact angle of inci-

dence of the tail-plane is laid down in the aeroplane's speci<

ficaiions. 1916 *tail-skid [see *Skid sb. 2 f ]. 1916 H.
Barbi^r Aeroplane Speaks 142 *Tail-Slide^ a fall whereby
the tail of an aeroplane leads. \^t Sunday Express i\ Aug.
1/7 We went into a *tail-spin. 2989 Times 2 Nov. 12/6 The
cyclic tailspin which has occurred in the nth year of each
of the four great previous periods of commercial prosperity,

1926 Chcunbers's Jml, 5S0/1 In every aeroplane the *tail

unit, .comprises the rudder letaj.

Tail, v^- Add

:

5. b. To follow as a detective or spy.

1925 E. Wallace Strange Countess ix, 'What's ^ur idea

in tailing me? '..'Tailing? Oh, you mean following you,

1 suppose?*
18*. Tail In. Coal-mining. (See quot.)

1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining^ Tail in, to run out or

terminate a length of holing stints at a buttock or other

particular point along the stall face.

2L Tail up* a. intr. Of a whale, to dive

sharply so as to show the tail,

1867 Smvth Sailor's Word-bk. 1911 Chantbers's Jml,
Oct. 646/1 [The whale] appeared two or three times, at few
seconds interval, then * tailed up*.

b. trans. To form into a tail.

1928 Daily Exfiress 12 June ^/4 Traffic coming across

Westminster Bridge and proceeding east is soon tailed up
in a long block.

Taller. Add : spec, a South African sea-fish

;

the shad or skipjack, Tenmodon saltaior. (Cf.

Tailor sb. 2 d.)

1931 Hardy's A nglers' Guide 48 Least in size, greatest in

nunibers, is the Shad, ..Tailer or Skipjack.

Tailing, vbL sb.^ Add : 1. b. In Australia

:

see Tail v.^ 5. Also atlrib.

X84S H. W. Haygarth Bush Life Australia v'l. 56 When
cattle are first brought to a new country they are subjected

to a process called 'tailing', which_ consists in watching
them with horsemen by day, and driving them into their en-

closures every night. 1930 Groom Merry Christmas xx,

158 The cattle could be seen moving quietly to the tailing

yards.

Taille. Add: 3. Mus. The tenor part; a tenor

violin,

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Temts. xgoa Grove's

Diet, Mus. IV. 52/2 The tenor violoncello clef was originally

appropriated to the Taille.

TaiUenr (taySr). [Fr.]

costume.
1913 Wukly Dis/iatch II Mar., Grey crocodile leather has

lost none of its charm ! it looks equally well for shoes worn

either with a grey or navy blue tailleur. 1931 Daily Tel.

22 May 9/5 The coolest and most charming summery
* tailleurs are in crepenie-Chine.

Tailor (t^liaj), sb."^ Austral. [Origin un-

ascertained.] A timber nsed in mine-sinking.

1917 H. H. Richardson Fort. R. Mtihony Proem 3 He
had.. omitted to slab the walls of a drive; uprights and
tailors yielded under the lateral pressure, and the rotten earth

collapsed.

Tailor, w. Add : 2. b. c^xasirpasHve. To admit

of being tailored.

1933 Daily Mail 26 Feb. 14 Manufactured from pure Wool
in a fine twill soft in texture in a weight which will tailor

perfectly.

Tail-piece. !• Add : Also, the narrow portion

of a piano key.
1896 H1PKINS Hist. Piaiw/crtt 29 The ebony sharps and

ivory tail-pieces were also shorter.

'Taint (t«'nt), v. dial, and vulgar, [i. 1 +
Ain't v.'] = It isn't, it hasn't.

J844 W. T. Thompson Major Jones's Courtship 69 (Bart-

lett)' Wonder what time it is?' said Miss Mary. 'Oh,

taint late," says he. 1919 G. W. Deeping Second Youth xxill.

lOi 'Tain't like 'im. 't used to be sensible.

Tainted, ///. a. 1. Add : Tainted goods,

goods which have been made or handled by non-

trade-unionists.

1914 Concise Ox/. Diet. Suppl.

Taipo (taiipff) New Zealand. Also taopo.

[Maori.] An evil spirit.
. .

1848 R. TAVLoa Lea/fr. Nat. Hist. N.Z. 43 (Morris) Taipo,

female dreamer; a prophetess; an evil spirit. iBHo J. I,.

Cbawfoiid Trav. N. Z. If Austr. 107 He said he knew there

A tailor-made



TAJ.

was a tm^ (devil) about x888 P. W. Barlow Kaipara

vii. 48 They were making the noises 1 heard to drive away
* the Taipo ', a sort of devil who devotes his attcnuoa ex-

clusively to Maoris.

T^ (tad5). Also tuj. [a. Arab. _lS crown.]

A crown or head-dress of distinction ; spec, a tall

conical cap worn by Mohammedan dervishes.

1851 lilustr. CniaL Gt. Exkih, iv. i. 918/3 Crown, or tuj,

as worn by the King ofOude ; without jewels. 1877 Encycl.

Brit. VII. 113/2 'Ihe taj, or white cap, with the proper

number of tcrks, or sections, belonging to the order. x886

J. Atkinson tr. Firdausi's Shah Ndmek 02 note^ He also

gave him a Uj, or crown of gold, which kings only were
accustomed to wear.

Tajik (ta-d.^^ik). Also Tadjik, Tajak. A mem-
ber of a mixed Iranian people of Central Asia.

1836 Penny CycL V. 71/2 The Tadjicks consider them-
selves as the aborigines of the country [sc, Bokhara], and as

the descendants of the ancient Sogdi and Bactiians. 1845
EncycL Metrop. XVI. 47/2 The language of the TAjics..is

that most spoken at Bukhdrk. 1879 fsee *Sart1. 190a

Encycl. Brit. XXX. 41/1 The Sarts and the Tajiks, who
are the best agriculturalists and the tradespeople. 19*3
Chambers's Jml. 470/1 The Tadjiks are of Iranian descent,

and constitute the preponderating mass of the population

fof Bokhara].

Takadiastase (tjekaidsi-ast^is). Chem. [f,

the name of J. Jokichi Tb^atwzwtf, its discoverer

+

Diastase.] A ferment obtained by the treatment

of rice or bran with the micro-fungus Aspergillus

0ryz8&.

1896 Jml, Amer, Med. Assoc, XXVII. 374 Notes on
taka-diastase. 190X Borland Med. Dict,^ (cd. 2), Taka-
diastasef. .z. yellowish powder: used as a digestant.

Takahe (takah^). [Maori.] A New Zealand

bird, Notornis mantelli, verging on extinction.

1851 Mantei.l Petrifactions ii. § 3. 128 No one had seen
such a bird, but all agreed that it was the traditional Moho
or Takah^, which they believed was utterly extinct. 187s
EncycL Brit. HI. 742/1 The Rallidae present two very
remarkable forms—the Wood-hens {Ocydromus) and the

Takahe {Notornis). 1898 Daily News 22 Oct. 2/3 The other

day a specimen of the takahe. .was found in the South
Island.

Takei J^> Add: 8. ChumcUography, A scene

that has been photographed,
\^A Sunday Dispatch 2 Sept, 5/4 Notwithstanding the

fact that the director knows that certain * takes ' are useless

and need not be printed.

Take, v. Add : Take in all its primary and
many secondary senses, esp, in reference to things

offered or at one's disposal, is often contrasted with

leave,

a 1300 Cursor M. 568 (Cott.) An sauI . .has als schilwisnes

o will, pe god to tak and leue J>e ill. 13.. Eufrosyne 153
in Horstm, Altengl. Leg, (1878) 176/1 But fastynge is, as hit

is skil, To take or leue whej^er we wil. 1536 Pilgr, Petf,
(W. dc W. 1531) 9 In this we mayknowe, what waye to take,

& what waye to leue. 1605 Shaks. Lean. \. 20S Will you
with those infirmities she owes,..Take her or leaue her?

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Take and Leave^ they say
at Sea, that when a Ship Sails so well that she can come up
with another or out Sail her when she pleases ; that she can
Take and Leave upon her^ whenever she will. 1809 Malkin
Gil -Bias X. X. f 39, I will give forty [pistoles] at a word;
take them or leave them 1

7. g. To freeze. U,S,
1871 Scribner^s Monthly W. 458 When the rivers are begin-

ning to * take ' or freeze.

24. d, intr. To take and: to proceed to. U.S,
iB^6 Southern Lit. Messenger II. 388/2 If you do so I will

take and tell father. 1876 * Mark Twain * Tom Sawyer \. 8
I'll take and bounce a rock ofTn your bead.

51. O. To take care of: see Carb .r^.l 4b; also,

to deal with, pay attention to, *look after*. C/,S.

1996 Publishers' IVeekly 22 Ma^ 1703/2 Such an informa-

tion desk should take care of all inquiries regarding books
and reading. 1930 Ibid.-^i May 2^28 The budget under the

old system of dues was not sufficient to take care of the in-

creasing expenses. 1931 B. Brown Talking Pictures 10
Eugene Laustc.had conceived the idea of making the
camera take care of the sound record as well as the ordinary

fhotographs. 193a Ida M. Tarbell Owen D. Young 144
f it proved that the trouble could not be taken care of by

those immediately concerned.

76*. Take about, trans. To conduct on a round
of sight-seeing or on excursions, or the like.

1833 P. Panam Mem. Yng. Greek Leuiy 117 If you wish
for any thing speak to himj he will take you about every-
where. 1804 E. Fawcett Ne7v Nero Proem 8 He . . took him
about for almost an hour, showing him a good many places.

1903 Annie W. Patterson 5(:A;/wm«« 113 He seems to have
taken the I^idlaw ladies about a good deal.

82. Take in. 8. Stock Exch, To sell shares and
accept interest on the payment due.
191a Q. Rev. July 102 The dealer says that he will ' take

them in ', which means that he will lerd the money until the
settlement following that for which the original bargain was
effected. i^gA Morn. Post k^I^ov., If the other man., pre-
fers to take a rate of money rather than to accept the cash
which delivery of the shares would produce, he will 'take
them in *—the opposite operation to ' giving on '.

83. Take off. i. To take or obtain (a message)
from a receiving apparatus.
1916 BoVD Cable Action Front 175 When he had sent that

message, he took off and wrote down one or two others from
the signalling station.

n. id) Aeronautics, To start from rest, attain

flying speed, and become air-borne.
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i9sa Encycl. Brit. XXX. 90/2 They [sc, seaplanes] find

difficulty in 'taking off' in rough water.

84. Take on, d. {p) To engage to fight, to

challenge ; orig. Boxing,
1885 [see Diet.]. 1915 Corri 30 Vrs, Boxing Referee 150

Instead of going for what the boxers call the 'easy money ',

Basham took on Matt Wells. 19*8 Daily Tel. 24 Apr. 12/6,

I saw the Sopwith take him on, and whilst I was changing
drums I was attacked again in front by a Roland.

85. Take out. j. Bridge, To remove (one*s

partner) from the salt he has called by bidding

a fresh suit.

1917 E. Bkrgholt Royal A T/ction Bridge fiqiS) 88 How
am I to know . . whether you are taking me out from strength
or from weakness? 1921 A. M. Foster Auction Bridge 38
If your partner takes you out from weakness into a suit call

you are likely to be fined. 1924 Dalton Auction Bridge
(ed. 10) 82 Some people.. have a perfect mania for taking
their partners out of an original call.

87. Take over. b. Also absol.

1916 BovD Cable Action Front 182 The colonel was
severely wounded and had sent for the second in command
to take over. Ibid. 234 Riley . . explained the position to the

subaltern who took over from him. 1931 Belloc Hist. Engl.
IV. II. ii. 381 She suffered. .at Tutbury under the bullying
of Paulet, when he took over in April, 1585.

90. Take up, a. {g) To kill (a swarm or nest

of bees) with sulphur fumes in order to remove the

honey. U.S.
1885 C. A. Stephens Adv. Six Young Men loi There

were numerous bumble-bees* nests in the grass and about the
old stumps. We ' took up ' not less than ten that forenoon.

£ {b) Bngin. To accept, absorb, or assimilate

(by gearing, etc.).

X9ax Conquest Oct. 510/2 It appears to have solved the
problem generally of how gradually and smoothly to take up
and transmit the power of a prime mover or motor.

Take-. Add : take-away U.S, (see qnot.)

;

take-down {b\ a. and sb. (pertaining to) a rifle

in which the barrel and magazine may be detached
from the stock.

1931 Amer. Speech VII. Oct. 52 The train that takes the
logs to the mill is the ' *takeaway . 1901 Kynoch Jml. Aug.-
Sept 136/1 This is not a '*take-down '..but the barrel is

detachable in the true sense of the word. 1920 G. Burraro
Notes Sporting Rifles 15 A rifle on this principle cannot be
cleaned from the breech unless it is a take-down model.

Ta'ke-iUa Add : 2. A man who takes a woman
in to dinner, slang,
X898 P. L. Ford Hon. Peter Stirling 136 Peter was..so

quiet that Mrs. Gallagher told her 'take in' that she * guessed
that young Stirling wasn't used to real fashionable dinners'.

Take-off, sb. and a. Add : A. sb, 2. (Earlier

U.S. example.)
1846 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVII. 457 Whittier will smite

at the following * take-off of bis spirited ' Songs of Labor *.

3. b. Aeronautics, See *Takez'. 83n (</). Also
take-offrun,
1914 in C. F. S. Gamble Story North Sea Air Station

(1928J 70 We always thought Mr. Bone had the laugh on us
on that trip, but that take-off of his was worth going a long
way to see. 1929 Sat. Even. Post (N.V.) 14 Dec. 13/2 On
the shore of the lake a group of newscamera-men were setting
up to catch the take-off of the seaplane. 1931 C. Nobdhofk
& J. N. Hall Falcons ofFrance 134 We jumped into our
flymg suits and were ready for the take-off within three
minutes.

Take-out (t^-k,aut). Bridge. [The verbal

phr. take out. Take v. 85, used as sb.] An act of

taking out (""Take v. 85 j).

1917 E. Bergholt Royal Auction Bridge (igi8) 88 The
'weakness take-out* or 'rescue* is obligatory m all suits,

but the 'strength take-out * only in hearts or spades. 1931
A. M. Foster Auction Bridge 73 The take-out of your
partner from a minor into a major suit is comparatively easy.

Z939 Work Cofupl. Contract Bridge vii. 118 The character-

istics of a No Trump take-out.

Taker. Add : 2. f. (Later U.S. example.)
1893 W. K. VoST Harvard Stories 18 At the last minute

he could not get a taker at any odds.

4. a. taker-in, also Stock Exch. (see *Take v,

82 s) ; taker-off (see quots.).
loaS Morn. Post 19 Nov., The operation can be repeated

as long as the client, the broker, and the *taker-in mutually
consent, f 1867 Ben Tillett Mem. 4- Rcfl. (1931) 33 He
had the best of *takers-off, a young fellow who kept the table

clear. 1921 Diet. Occi/p. Terms (1927) § 119 Taker-ojf
(bricks) ; takes off bricks from pressing machine or from brick
wire-cutting machine and places on trolley for removal to

drying chamber or kiln.

Take-up. Add : 3. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1849 Refi. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 186 Improvement

in the delivery and take-up motion of Looms.

b. {a) The apparatus for reeling or gathering up
film. (j>) Evgin, The action or process of taking

up (sense *90 f (^)).

1^15 B. E. Jones Cinematograph Bk. 162 The take-up or

driving mechanism of the bottom spool. 1918 Homer Cbov
How Motion Pictures are Made 61 With the improved
take-up and the housed lamps there is little or no danger of

fire. 1927 Daily Tel. 21 June 7 The clutch too is light in

action and positive, ..its * take-up' is smooth and without
jerk. 1931 B. Bkown Talking Pictures 181 This is threaded
throu'^^h the projector, .and down to the take-up.

Takhaar (tae*khai), a. S. Afr, [Afrikaans,

f. Du. tak branch -*- haar Hair.] Shaggy or bushy-

haired, applied to up-country Boers. Also as sb.

1899 Graaff Reinet Advertiser 20 Nov. (Peltman) There
are several other poems, one of which urges the Takhaar
Boers to 'Fight, fight, fight!' 1906 A. R. Coi.quhoum
Africander Land 217 With the passing of the old Taak
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haare the little bit of picturesqueness will be gone. 1931
T. J. Haarhofp Vergil in Exper. S. Africa 15 The early
consuls were described as capillatiy and the trckkers as
takhare.

Taking, vbh sb. 6, taking-in (later U.S. ex-
ample).
190a Eliz. Banks Newspaper Girl 193 They prosper ex-

ceedingly, and their takings-in at the end of the week are
apt to be very large.

Tak3rr (ta-ki9j). Also -ir. [a. Turki, Chagatai
iakir, f. tak smooth.] In Russian Central Asia,
any of the wide expanses of clay which are covered
with water in the spring and are dry in the summer.
1864 A. VAmb^ry Trav. Central Asia 91 By degrees the

sand disappeared, and about midnight we had so firm a
clayey soil under us, that the regulated tread of the distant
camels echoed as if some one was beating time in the still

night. The Turkomans name such spots Takir. 1888
Encycl, Brit. XXIII. 511/2 Large areas amidst the sands
are occupied by takyrs.

Talari (ta*laii). Also talaro, tallari, -eri.

[Arab., ad. G. Thaxer.] A silver coin bearing the

head of Maria Tlieresa, still current in the Levant
and the Persian Gulf.

1775 R. Chandler Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 9 We bad been
advised to carry with us money for our journey in crown
pieces of silver, called imperial tallerie. 1897 IVestm, Gaz.
29 Mar. 8/r The unit of the new Abyssinian money con-
tinues.. to be the 'talari', xoo? Biackiv, Mag. July 117/3
The price of cotton was gj talleris per cantar.

Talavera (taelave»*ia). [Name of Talavera
de la Reina, a town in the province of Toledo,
Sj)ain.] A variety of wheat (see quot. 1900).

1861; Wheat: Its Hist.^ Charact. 171 Talavera Wheat.

.

was mtroduced into England during the Peninsular war.
X900 J. Percival Agric. Botany 503 Talavera, a spring
wheat with very loose, open ears tapering upwards and
slightly awned at the tip. Ibid. 505 The spikelets are also

narrow as in Talavera wheat. 1909 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 763
Square Head's Master has. .gradually driven such varieties

as Red Lammas, Cbiddam, lalavera, &c., practically out of
existence.

Talayot (tala-y^n). [Mallorcan Sp., £. Sp.

atalaya^ ad. Arab. xJ^ ialok^ (with prefixed

article) advance guard.] A form of prehistoric

stone tower found in the Balearic Islands.

x87a J. Ff-rcusson Rude StoneMon. x. 410 The Talayots
of the Balearic Islands are monuments of quite a different

class from anything found in France or Algeria. 1881 R. L.

Playfair Murray's Handbk. Mediterr. 490/2 All the

Talayots which we shall now proceed to describe are in the
immediate vicinity of Mahon. 1937 F. Chamberlin Balea-
rics xvi. 179 The main purpose of the talayots was to serve

as sepulchres and monuments for the dead.

Talk, sb. Add ; L C. An informal or short

address or lecture.

1900 Susan Hale Lett. (1919) 360 She is giving three
' talks * here in Syracuse. 1938 Daily Mail Year Bk. 240/1
* Talks ' have been curtailed both in length and frequency.

1930 Observer 16 Nov. 19/4 'Ihe talks arranged by the B.B.C.
..are intended for the education of the puolici

2. b. (Later examples.)
1849 President's Message to Congress 11. 1027 The Indians

are fond of holding councils, and making * talks *. 1854
Marcv Explor. Red River \\\. 17, I replied to them that

I was going to the head of the Red river, for the purpose of
visiting the Indians. .and delivering to them *a talk' from
the Great Captain of all the whites.

5. Thafs the talk: «• Hear, hear I ' U.S,
1857 Lawrence (Kansas) Republican 11 June 2 Cries of

'good, good, that's the talk'. 1876 'Mark Twain" Tom
Sawyer ix. 85 ' That's the talk *, said Injun Joe.

Talk, v. Add : 1. c. Wireless, To communicate
by wireless.

19x2 Chambers's Jml. Jan. 61/2 When several ships are
* talking ' to the shore-station, some delay may arise in

getting a message through. 19*7 Pictorial iVeckly 5 Mar.
117/1 Ships of all nationalities 'talking * with shore stations.

8, o. To talk through {the back of) ones neck:

see *Neck sb.^ i e; so io talk out of the back of
ones neck. To talk through one^s hcU : see *Hat
sb. 5 c. To talk turkey : see Turkey ii 2 d.

1930 Cambridge Daily News 24 Sept. 6/4 When Mr. A. R.
Weekes's friend sent him word of the ruin of the Backs, he
was ' talking out of the back of his neck ',

e. To talk back: to answer back, indulge in

' back-chat \ U.S. colloq.

c 1870 ' Mark Twain ' Sketches (1875) 203 When dey talk

back at her, she up an' she says [etc.]. 1888 J. D. Billings
Hardtack 144 Some of the more common ways [of showing
disrespect] were to * talk back', in strong unmilitary

language.

f. pregnantly. To say something to the purpose.

Also^^. of money, colloq.

1883 J. Hay Bread'winners Ji. 149 Now you're talkin*.

1911 R. D. Saunders Col. Todhunter \\\\. 109 Quit settin'

there lookin' like a poor man at a cash sale,.. dumb 'cause

money's all that talks.

6. To talk baby., to talk as to a child, use baby-talk.

1870 LowKLL Study \Yimi, 82 When we look to be treated

as men, don't, .talk baby to us any longer.

0. To talk up : to discuss. U.S.
187a Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. 679 This little con-

versation led me to talk the matter up with the marble

dealers. 1884 Ibid. VIII. 30 The subject.. was talked up
quite extensively.

10. Phr, To talk the hind leg'^s offa donkey {dog,

or horse) : to talk with unflagging and wearying

persistence; also, to talk the bark off a tree (U.S.)*
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iScS Coiitff! Weekfy Pol. Rtg. X HI. No. 2. 47 The old

vulgar hyperbole of 'talking a horse's hind kg off'.. will
find its verification in the American Congress. 1838 Beckett

L

send a single line to the New York papers. J891 Oul,„-
(U.S.» Nov. 137/1 The sort of cover that tempts one to haft
and talk the bark off a tree '. 1913 Vaily Mail 10 Feb. 8
Mr. Asquuh and Mr. Lloyd George can ' talk the hind let's
off a donkey '. 1928 E. Wallace Gunner xxi. Wonderful
fellour. .1 He can talk the hind leg off a donkey.

Talkable, a. b. (Modem U.S. example.)
1899 Van Dvke Flshtniian's Luck m. 54 A person who

has the rare merit of being talkable.

Talked,///, a. Add : Abo talked-about, dis-
cussed in gossip.
igaS MatuhttttrGuardian IVaifyyScpt. 184/3 A striking

proof of the reality and significance of the much-talked-
about new entente.

Talkee-talkee. Add .- 3. A talkative person.

1877 Harper's Mag. Dec. 38/1 If I am only giving to these
talkee-talkees the right to bully me.
Talkie (tgk-i). colloq, [f. Talk v., after

*MoviE.J A talking film. Also altrih. and Comb.i^ Daily Express 6 June 3/1 Marvel of the "talkies'.

',?'? ^%"» -''i' '*. '^'^>' "^7 A" America is ' talkie '-road.
/*;<*., 1 alkie production costs about three times as niucll
as a silent film. Ibid., The 'talkie' voice. 1930 j B
PsiEsTiEY .4«i-<-/ P.ivement ii. 5 2 They think about pictures
—movies and talkies—from morning till night.

Talking,///, a. Add : 2. talking-iron U.S.
slang-, a pistol or gun; talking machine, a
gramophone which reproduces human speech.
1843 Haliburton Sam Slick in Eng. ii, I jist hops out of

bed, and feels for my trunk, and outs with my •talkjn '-irons,
that was all ready loaded. 1888 Faemkk Anur„ Talking
tr<m. a gun or rifle. A talker that invariably says what U
means. 189a Affleton's Ann. Cycl. 708 In 1886, J. S.
Talnton, working along the lines followed by Mr. Edison,
produced a talking machine, which was called the grapho-
phone. 191a Chambers's Jml. July 495/2 The talking-
machine has not been brought to such a high pitch of
perfection as.. the kinematograph. 19*7 Scrilmers Mag.
Feb. 205/1 They, .bought pianos and talking-machines.

b. talking film, piotura (see quots. 1910,
1921 2) ; also talkingphotograph.
1904 Science Si/lings 26 .Mar. 353/1 The inventor believes

that in a short time these talking photographs will supersede
the phonograph. Uf^aCkambers's jtriil. Mar. 206/1 Talking
Moving Pictures. One of the latest applications of the kine.
matograph is the combination of moving pictures with the
phonograph, whereby both action and sound are produced.]
loai Obseruer 13 Mar. 14/2 The brothers Pineschi .. claim
that their ' Cinephone '. . makes the talking film a commercial
possibility. 19Z1 Nature 27 Oct. 276/j The novelty of the
recent inventions does not lie in the speaking films them-
selves, but in their combination with picture films so as to
constitute the so-called 'talking picture'. 1918 Daily
Express 6 "janKi/ 1 Short-length talkingfilms of tiie 'news-
reel' type. 19J8 Manchester Guardian IVeekly 17 Aug.
134 4 Talking pictures from Conservative party ttaveliing-
vans.

Talky, a. Add : Ta/iy tali, trivial conversation,
talk (or talking's sake, colloq.
190a H. L. WiLsoM Spemlers ix. 89 Probably she'd be

called the typical New York girl, if you wanted to talk talky
talk. 191a Artltur Dmgtas (ed. B. W. Randolph) 152 One
continuous talky talk with almost no moments of half time
from 10 o'clock till five. 1928 Daily Express 16 July 10/2
A., narrative in which motives and character are revealed in
deeds and not in talky-talk.

Tall, a. Add : 7. Of timber (= woods). U.S.
1846 KnUkeriocker Mag. XXVIII. 311, I calculate.. that

he 11 put for tall timber one of these days. 1884 Thurlow
Weeu Autobiography 610, I advise you to make tr.-icks for
that tall timber.

8. d. y4 tall order : of. large order (Obdeb sb.

24 c).

1893, i9os(in Diet.].

Tallari, -eii, var. *Tai,.\ei.

Tallow, ib. 5. c. Add : tallow-bosb US.,
candleheiry; tallow-shrub (e.irlier examples).
183s W. G. SlMMS Partisan 387 The prisoners who had

been made to file into the groves of *taIlow bushes. 1770
J. R. Fokster tr. Kalm's Trcm. N. Anier. I. 192 "Tallow
shrub, or Candleberry Tree. 1778 ANBunr.v Trav. Amer.
II. 300 Candles.. made from the berries of a tree, which is
called the tallow shrub.

Tallow-chandlery. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1846 H. ,M Ei.viLLE Typee xxv, Mehevi . . looking as if he had

..UTidergone the process of dipping in a tallow chandlery.
Tally, lA.l 9. o. Add: tally card U.S., a

score card ; tally desk Naut., a desk at which
merchandise is checked ; tally-stick (earlier U.S.
example).
1900 Cent. Diet. Suppl., "Tally card. 1918 Publishers'

Weekly 14 July 172 Allied with these are tally cards, play-
ing cards, novelties and party favors. 1899 C. J. CLTtLirrE
HvME l-urther Adv. Capt. Kettle ix. 166 He went up to the
second mate at the "tally-desk on the main deck below.
«i86i WiNTiiRop Canoe f, Saddle vii. 153 She could not
tell how many (years), having dropped her 'tally-stick io the
fire. .that very day.

Tallyman. 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)
_
X867 'T. Lackland* Homespun ii. 155 It may be the vole

is very clo<e ; in that case, the outside counters and tally-men
are as much in the dark as the rest.

Tallywag (ta.-liwjeg). U.S. Either of the
two N. American fishes Centropristes striatus and
C. ocyurus.

SUPPT.
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190J Jordan & Evermanh Amer. Food I, Game Fislies 307Ihe tally-wag of the (Julf of Mexico is a distinct species of
sea-bass, C[«r>D/)rri/«]i><:j«>-i«, occurring in rather deen
water, chiefly on the Snapper Banks.

Talma. (Earlier U.S. example.)
185s M. M. Thompson Doesticks viii. 6r 'Oberon' was

not so objectionable (being a gentleman) in a talma and
plaid pantaloons.

Talmndization (tjeilmodaiz^i-Jsn). [f. Tal-
MUDIZE V. + -ATio.v.] The action of Talmudizin.^.
19*7 V. BuncH ycsus Christ 4. His Revel. 13 If the Talmud

depraves the values of Jesus Christ with cynicism, and theKuran talmudises Hlin so that he becomes an inferior Jewish
piophet, then we are guilty of a double talmudisation of theOne we are said to follow. 1931 Times Lit. Suiil. ,g Mar.
228/2 Jixtraneous influences, historical development, Tal-
mudization, do not trouble him.

Tamarack, a. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1810 MicHAux Arhres I. 31 American Larch, ..\axi\

HacmaUtck,..iav\ Tamarack, par les Hollandois du New
Jersey.

Tamasha. Add : b. transf. A fuss, com-
motion.
i8Sa F. M. Crawford Mr. Isaacs x, Mr. Ghyrkins . . wanted

to know what the deuce all this ra/«ai/ia was about'. 1933

m''"'°
^""'^^^"' '' 226 Whyis there this /n<«ai/;<i(fuss)?

TambO^ (tK-mbo). [Sp., a. Quichua tampi
hostel.] A Peruvian hostel. Hence Tambe-ro,
one who keeps a tambo.
1853 Herndon Amazon i. 60 We stopped, at four, at

"'= 'ainbo of Acchahuarcu. 190J Eucycl. Brit. XXV.
377/1 One of the most interesting topics of study is the trails
along which the seasonal and annual migrations of tribes
occurred, becoming in Peru the paved road, with suspension
bridges and wayside inns or tambos. 1931 Times Lit. Sufil.
19 iMar.214/2 Already'cbacarero'and 'tanibero' are nibbling
more and more slices from 'estancias' in the vicinity of
l>uenos Aires.

Tame, a. 2. (Additional U.S. examples.)
1838 H. W. Ellsworth Valley Upper Wabash iv. 30 It is

very desirable.. to get the tame grasses.. set as soon as
poMible. 1857 Trans. 111. Agric.'ioc. II. 382 Tame pasture.
a 1861 WiNTHROP y^M Brent iii. 26 A landscape of larger
leeltng than any we can show in the old States, on the tame
side of the continent. i88i Rep. Indian Affairs 107 Some
lew have raised tame grapes.

Tamein (tamai-n). Also -ain, -ehn, te-mine.
[Burmese.] The national garment of Burmese
women.
1839 H. Malcom Trav. S..E. Asia I. il iii. 214 Women

iiniversally wear a te-mine, or petticoat. 1858 C. T. W. Sir
Months Brit. Burma viL 56 The te-mine is a very scant
garment, /bid. viii. 73 The woman's tamehn is a simple
piece of cotton or silk. i883 Haw-Bells iVeekly 11 May
293/2 Burmese women, .wear of evenings or when visiting
religious places, gay.coloured silk ' tameins '. 189a Sim-
monds Diet. Tratie Suppl., Tamain, a gaily coloured silk
garment worn by the Burmese. 1926 Chambers's Jml. Feb.
66/1 An old tamein of blue cotton check .. covered her from
armpit to calf.

Tamnro (tamar<r). New Zealand. Also -ore,
-era, -ura. [Maori.] A New Zealand fish, Fagrus
unicolor, the schnapper.
184s E. J. Wakkpield Adv. N.Z. I. 93 There are many

other sorts of fish, including the tamore, or snapper. 1879
Trans. N.Z. lust. XII. 118 'I'he tamure is the snapper
(Pagrus unicolor), a common fish on all the coasts.

Tanagra (t£e nagra). In full, Tanagrafigurine,
statuette : A terra-cotta figurine or statuette found
in tombs (mainly of the 4th and 3rd centuries B.C.)
in the neighbourhood of Tanagra in Boeotia.

. »*93 E. R. Perkins tr. C. Diehrs Excurs. Greece x. 36S It

^ very difficult . to determine the exact date of the Tanagra
figurines. Ibid. 369 The Tanagra statuettes vary consider-
ably in size. 1899 C. A. Hutton Greek Terracotta Statu-
ettes ii. 17 That aspect of individuality which is the great
charm of the Boeotian statuettes from the Tanagra district,
and which is so characteristic of them that any specially
pretty figure, whatever its provenance, is popularly known
as a 'Tanagra'. 1915 Sir V. HoRSl.EY in Paget Life
(1919) 309 note. Some wonderful Greek sculptures small
scale, and large lanagras. 192a Chambers's Jml. 237/1
'Ihe shrewd eye may detect an alluring bit of jade or enamel,
a Tanagra figure, or some other trinket of beauty or worth.
1927 Glasgmu Herald 2Z June 10 The style of the Tanagra
beads of ancient Greece.

Tanger (taeqaj). [f. Tanqo.1 2-I--EB1.] One
who ftirni.;hes with a tang.
1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) % 279.

Tangi^ (.ta-qgi). [Pushtu tangai, pi. tangl,
f. (Pers.) tang narrow.] A gorge or defile on the
N.W. Frontier of India.
1901 Daily Chton. 12 Dec 3/4 Gorges, called by the natives

tangis. are the points usually selected to oppose an enemy.
X909 lilackw. Mag. Feb. 171/2 A stream.. disappeared into
the Avernian taugi. 1920 Ibid. Oct. 448/t A ' tangi ' is that
common frontier feature, a narrow precipitous gorge cut
sh'-er through the rock by aions of rushing water.

Tango vtae-r)g(?), sb. Also tengo. [Sp., = fes-
tivity and (or) dance ofSpanish gypsies and Spanish
American negroes and lower classes, music for this,

also, (in Honduras) musical instrument of the
tambourine kind ; app. of negro origin.] A ball-
room dance in | time adapted from a S. American
dance of the same n.ime ; music for this.

1913 G. Grossmith in Daily Graphic 12 May 9/1 'A
Peeress ' talks about the Tanso. Tliis is a most graceful
and beautiful dance. Ibid, [see turkey-tret, Turkey* 6J.
"9'S.T. Burke Loudon Nights, French Night (1919) 188
Music, gaiety, sparkle, fine dresses, costume songs, tangos,
smart conversation and faces, and all the rest of it. igas

TANNAIM.
Blackw. Mag. Nov. 383/1 The world persists in preferring
a fox Irot and the Tango to a Minuet or Saraband. loa?
A. E. W. Mason No Othtr Tiger xi, J he orchestra struck
into a tango, and with her partner she began to dance.

b. attrib. and Comb., as tango-band, -craze,
-foxtrot, -music, -step; tango tea, a tea party
arranged for the purpose of dancing the tango

;

tango-walta, a tango danced to waltz time and
including waltz steps.
1928 H M. V. Cat. 82 Rio Grande "Tango Band. 1913

Sheffield Daily Tel 5 Sept. 6/4 The "Tango craze which
IS expected to sweep over London during the winter, cigae
Horatio Nichols' (/i//<) Sunny Havana: "tango foxtrot.

1913 Sheffield Daily TeL 5 Sept. 6/4 "Tango music is also
expected to rival the popularity of ragtime. 1913 Daily
Graphic 12 May 9/1 ' "Tango ' Steps. 1913 Punch 6 Aug.
125 No tangcteas shall be given in this drawing-room.
1913 Daily Graphic 30 Sept. 17/2 London's newest sensation— 1 ango teas at a theatre—was inaugurated yesterday.
Hence Ta-ngo v. intr., to dance the tango;

Ta-ngoist, an exponent of the tango.
1913 Punch 26 Nov. 443 Our Demon Tangoist. Ibid. 10

Dec. 486/1 ' Do you tango ?
' she asked me as soon as we

were comfortably seated. 1921 Spectator 23 Apr. 531/1
Oliver Cromwell Wilton was a disappointment to his parents,

4
' ^" '"?,°'nparable tangoist. 1923 Glasgow Herald 12

Apr. 8 While she waltzed, two-stepped, or tangoed she par-
took at intervals of grape fruits and peanuts. igaS Daily
Express 6 July 3/3 This tango is so slow, so smooth, so
syrupy. Caterpillars skating over egg-shells could not move
more gracefully, more softly, than the contemporary
tangoists.

Tangy (tse-gi), o. Also -ey. [f. Tang j,5.1 II.

+ -Y 1.] Having a disagreeable tang or flavour.
187s Ure's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) I II. 189 There is a perceptible

deficiency in that fine, clean flavour, which is the peifection
of a glass of good beer, its place being usurped by a flavour
coarse and tangey. 1931 B. Starke Touch I, Go xiL 193The meal was strong and tangy and tough and stringy.

Tank, sb.l [Special use of Takk sb.'^ adopted
Dec. 1915 for purposes of secrecy during manu-
facture.] A form of armoured car having caterpillar
(tractor) wheels, first put into commission on
i.i; Sept. 1 91 6.
The claim that the name was adopted from that of Thomas
Tank Burall, a tractor designer, has no basis in fact.
19x6 7/w«ji8Sept. 9/6 'Tanks'iswhatthese new machines

are generally called, and the name has the evident official
advantage of being quiie undescriptive. 1917 Army Order
23g 28 July, We deem it expedient 10 authorize the formation
of and to provide rates of pay for, a corps to be entitled
tank Corps', l^sScribner's Mag. Sept. 233/2 A number

of French ' baby ' Links started with the assaulting waves.
193a Daily Tel. 8 Oct. 19/2 Royal Tank Corps.

Tank, v. Add : 5. To tank (up) : to drink
heavily, orig. U.S. slang.
looa \. H. Lewis Wol/inlle Days i. 8 Huggins is in here

tankin tip. 19*0 Clinton H. Stacg High Speed viii. 142
Both of 'em are tankin' up next door, and layin' for you and
the whole bunch.

Hence Tanked (tosrikt) ppl. a., (also with up)
drunk ; Ta-nkinif vbl. s6., {a) the action of putting
into tanks, (.b) the action of drinking to excess.
X906 'O. Henry ' Four Million, Brie/ Debut Tildy 255,

I was pretty well tanked up or 1 wouldn't of done it. 191S
Anzac^ Bk. 45/2 He. .seldom committed the vulgar error of
becoming 'tanked '. 1918 H. Bindloss Agatha's Fortune
IV, When you get the tanking habit such things happen.
192511, L. Foster Trop. Trauip Tourists2\ Your particular
job will be to.. see that the drivers don't get tanked up
on beer while the passengers are inspecting the Cathedral.
1930 Byrne Golden Goat xv. 132 America's only an excuse
to get tanked on the Fourth of July. 1930 Aberdeen Press
4- yrnl. 51 Jan. 7/5 'tanking consists ot salting uilgutted
herrings into big tanks for future use.

Tanker. Delete colloq. and add examples.
Also tanker-ship.
1900 Boston Herald 17 Jan. a.m. j/3 The wreck was a

tanker. 1920, 1927 oil-tanker [see "OlLji;.' 6 e]. s^r^Daity
Mail 27 Jan. 7 An explosion . . aboard the M exican Eagle Oil
Company's tanker, San Leonardo. 1923 Ld. Haroinge in
Weekly Dispatch 11 Feb. 8 Tankers would seldom be able,
in the dry season of the year, to get as far north as Baghdad.
1923 Daily Mail ^ Aug. i Pipe-lines carry the precious oil
to. .the Persian Gulf, where the huge tanker-ships are wait-
ing to convey it to the Llandarcy Refinery.

Hence Tankerlug vbl. sb., the putting (of oil)
into tankers.
I9a8 Daily Express 20 Feb. 13 Port Said, where the

tankering costs the. .Company ^\,oao,ooo annually.

Tankie (tiE'ijki). Naut. [f. Tank ii.l + .iE.]

The officer or sailor in charge of the fresh-water
tanks ; the captain of the hold.
1909 Ware Passing English, Tanky (Navy), foreman or

captain of the hold—which looks like a tank, xgai Blackw.
Mag. July 50/1 I'm hanged if 1 do Tankie any more. 1985
E. Fraser & Gibbons Soldier ^- Sailor tVords, Tanky, the
Petty Officer or Leading Seaman responsible for a ship's
fresh water tanks.

Tankodrome (tae-qkcdrJum). Also tank-
drome. (Disused.) [f. *Tauk sb.'' -i- -o- + -drome
after aerodrome.] A park for military tanks.
i^ii/llustr. Lond. News

2j
J n\y ^i A 'tankdrome' on the

Western Front. 1919 C. P. 'Thompson Cocktails 250, I left

the tankodrome and went with him down to the machine.
1920 J. C. F. Follkr Tanks in Gt. War 58 A tankodrome
(Tank Park) was established at Acheux.

Tannaim(tse*na,(~m). Alsotanaim. [Talmtidic
Heb. i3n'N3/a«Kai>» teachers.] TheJewish doctors
of the law (c 10-300 A.O.) whose opinions are re-
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conJed in Mishna and Baraita. Hence Tajuialte

(ta5Ti«,3it), = prec TajmaiUo (tKn<,rtik) a., of

or pertaining to the Taniiaim.

t888 Etuyd, Brit. XXni.36/1 The Mishnic doctors, who
were and are called Tniinaim. 190S y^vish Encycl. X.

633/1 In ral'binical literature careful discrimination niustbe

made between the tannaitic period and that of the Amoraim.
1906 Ibiii, XII. 49/1 The period of the Tannaim, which
lasted about 2toyears(to-22oC.E.). 1919 H. A. A. Kennedy
Tkeol. Epistles 1. 17 These were due to the wisdom of many
teachers, of whom the most famotis were the so-called

Taiinaiies.

Tannase (t:e*n?s). Org. Chem. [f. Tanniit
+ *-AS£.] An enzyme occurring in tannin-bearing

plants.

190X J. R. Green Soluble Ferments (ed. 2) 169 Tannase
attacks not only tannin but the compound of tannin and
gelatin, as well as other taunates.

Tantum ei^O (tsentom 5'Jgc). [First two
words of the stanza beginning 'Tantum ergo
sacramentnm Veneremnr cemui ' (Therefore let us

bending low revere so great a sacrament) of the

hymn of St. Thomas Aquinas 'Pange lingua gloriosi

Corporis mysterium '.] The last two stanzas of this

hymn sung at IJenediction ; also, a setting of these.

1883 Addis & Arnold Cath, Did, (1897) 84/1 Next the
Te l5euin..or some other canticle. .is sung, followed by
the *'l'antum Ertio*. 1905 Johanna H. Harting Hist,
Sardinian Chapel ^8 A Tantum Ergo was composed by
Alessandro De Angioli for the Sardinian Chapel.

Taotai (tavtai). Also taou-tai. [Chinese, f.

too circuit, division of tlie country + /'a»', a word
meaning 'eminence*, entering into the titles of
higher Chinese officials.] A Chinese provincial

officer presiding over the civil and military affairs of
a too which contains two or raorey« (departments).
1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 668/j The Taou-tai, or intendant of

circuit. 1876 R. Hart Land of Sinim (1901) 22t This
court shall be presided over by one of the expectant Taotais.

1895 Daily Nevis 10 Jan. 6/6 A number of Chinese guerilla
troops recently tried to enter Neuchwang. The taotai ofthe
city closed the gates, and offered an armed resistance to their
entry. 29x6 Btackiv. Mag. Nov. 629/1 A mandarin named
Liang was sent to the island as Taotai.

Tap, J*.l 1. O. On tap. Add: Stock Exch.,
said of a treasury bill, etc. obtainable as and when
required at a fixed rate. Hence attrib. in tap bill,

issue, rate, sale.

i9n Dailf TeL 12 June 2/1 New second-hand Treasuries
were dealt in at 2J per cent, the ' tap ' rate now being 2i
per cent, imj Westm. Gaz. 8 Jan., It is some time since
* additional Ireasiuy Bills have been on ' tap* at so low a
rate as i J per cenL

_ 1913 Daily Mail 29 Jan. 3 The ' tap
'

rate for Treasury bills was raised to 2 per cent. 1936 L. R.
Robinson Investm. Trust Organ, ff Managem. 71 Whether
the investment trust should raise its funds by keeping 'on
tap ' its offerings to the public and * feeding ' them out in
response^ to demand . depends upon a number of factors.
Ibid., ' Tap ' Sales, and occasional flotations.. .* Tap issues

*

are better fitted for a market in which the investor is learn-
ing for the first time the advant.iges of participation in in-
vestment trusts. X931 T. Gkeenhill vl/(J«<y Market (Westm.
Bank Guild 111. 100) We have not seen Bills 'on tap ' for
some considerable time past.

Tap, sb.^ 4. Add : tap-dancing, a form of
exhibition dancing in which tapping with the feet

is prominent.
1918 Daily Express 27 J u ne 9 The inventor of tap dancing.

'93» Sumlay Express 3 J uly 9/2 Her tap-dancing is as per-
fect as her ballet.

Tape, J*.l Add : 1. d. The tape attached to
the hammer-butt in the action of an upright piano,
which pulls back the hammer after striking.
1896 HipKlNS fJisl. Pianoforte 36 The special merit of

Wornum's invention is the tape, which is tightened by the
rise of the hammer when the key is struck.

4. tape check-action, a pianoforte check-action
in the form of a tape (see i d above).
1929 Evening News 18 Nov. 2/6 Pianette., .Iron frame.

Tape check action.

Tape, V. Add : 5. trans. Gunnery. To get
the range of (a position) ; hence, to hit and silence

:

chiefly pass.

1917 Empey From Fire Step 65 Our artillery had taped or
silenced tliem {sc, the trench mortars]. Ibid. J46 The Ger-
man artillery . . had us taped. 1919 J. B. Morton Barber of
^''i?*^'"' 'there's a sniper got that corner taped. 1919
G. K. Rose 2/^> Oxf. f, t!u,ks L. I. 36 The Pozicres ridge,
whose crest was well ' taped ' by the German guns.

b. fig. chiefly in to have <jt get (a person) taped,
to know what his position is or what he is about,
size up. slang.

igif ITar Slang in Athenaeum 18 July 632/2 'I got you
Uped, an N.C.O. may say to a man, meaning ' I know what

tell 'er 00 we are and then there's nothing doin'. Got us
taped then.

Taper (t/i-psi), j*.6 [f. Tapbz». (-ebI.] One
who tapes or deals with tape.
igai Dict.Occup. Terms (1927) { 304 Coil taper,. .binds

coils with Upe. 1917 Dailft Exfrest 2 IJec. 2/4 Taper,, .(an]
operator in charge of tlie insulation of armatures.

Taper, a. c. Add : taper principle (see quot.).
1930 M, Clabk Home Tra*te 70 Railway rates are on the

taper principle. That is to say the rate per ton-mile de-
creases as the length of the journey increases.
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Taper, v. 2. b. (Additional example.)
1848 J. F. Cooper Oak Openings I. iv, 66 It's hard to give

up old habits, all at once. If 1 could only taper off on a pint
a day, [etc.].

Tapering, vbL sb. Add: Also attrib., as
tapering principle, = *taperprinciple (see *Taper
a, c); so tapering system, etc.

1930 M. Clark Home Trade 70 Where it is necessary to
transfer the goods in transit from one railway to another,
the *iapering principle is not interfered with. Ibid. 67 On
British canals, .the 'tapering system of rates is in operation.
Tiie greater the distance the lower the charge per mile be'
comes.

Tapidero (tsepidesT*?). [Sp. tapadero cover for

a large opening, f. tapar to cover,] A leather cover-
ing for the protection of the feet, esp. the toe-fender
of the Mexican stirrup,

187J ' Mark Twain ' Kou^htng It xxlv, It was a SpanifJi
saddle, with ponderous Uipidaros. 1873 Joaquin Miller
Univrilten Hist, iv, (1876) 64 The man. .stretched his long
legs in the tapideros. 1916 ' B. M. Bower * i'hantoin Herd
ii, the tapideros were almost Mexican in their elaborateness.

Tapleyism (tse pli|iz'm). [f. the name of
Mark I'apiey^ a character in Dickens's Martin
Chuzzlewit + -ism.] Optimism in the most hopeless
circumstances as expressed in Mark Tapley's de-
termination always * to come out jolly',

1857 B. Smith in W. Jameses Mem.^Stud. ix. (1911)246,
I have a good share of Tapleyism in me and come out
strong under difficulties. 1923 Clas^ow Herald 5 Jan, 6
Tapleyism being after all merely a feigned optimism,

Tapstership. (U.S. example.)
184s S. JuDu Margaret i. xiii. 98 Pluck, leaving Margaret

and his tapstership, joined in the general exhilaration.

Tar, sb. 4. C. Add : tar-boy Austral.^ a boy
in the shearing shed who puts tar on cuts caused to
sheep by the clippers; tar-bush C/.^'., the Cali-
fomian plant, Eriodictyon califomicum (Miller)

;

tar-kiln (later U.S. example) ; tar-pavement,
-paving, a form of road surface composed mainly
of tar ; tar-sand GeoL, a form of sand occurring
in Canada and containing tarry substances; tar-
sheet, a tarpaulin ; tar-slick Austral., a stick used
to apply tar to tiie cuts caused to siieep by the
clippers.

1910 Davis From Selection to City vii, 55 Steele can get
his name down for *tar-boy. 1834 Ckockeit iVarr, iz/ir
V. 39, I was so mad that I was burning inside likea*tarkiln.
1883 Vroc, Assoc. Munic. Engin. X. 53 My first experience
in *iar pavement was in 1850. Ibid.^ 'Tar paving had been
used to some extent for footways previous to. .March 1881.

1899 Nature 15 June 159/1 Great trouble has been experi-
enced in the effort to penetrate the **tar-sands* at the
base of the Cretaceous strata. 1927 Daily Express 19 Aug.
6/1 There are tar-sand areas which can be made to produce
great supplies of oil and road-paving materials. 1854 Poultry
thron. I. 73/1 AH this may be prevented by letting a ' •tar-
sheet ' be fixed closely every night. 1910 Davis From Se-
lection to City X. 90 He snatched the *tar-stick out of my
hand, and dabbed tar on the wutmd himself.

Tar, 'v^ b. (Earlier Amer. example.)
1769 Boston (Mass.) Chron. 30 Oct. 3/2 A person,.was

stripped naked, put into a cart, where he was first tarred,
then feathered [etc.],

Taranaklte (larse'nakait, taerana-kait). Min,
[f. Taranaki, New Zealand : see -ITK 1.] A
nydrated phosphate of aluminium resembling
wavellite and occurring in New Zealand,
i88x Trans, N. Z. Inst. XV. 385 Taranakitc.a double

hydious phosphate of alumina and potash, part of the alu-
mina being replaced by ferric oxide, was first discovered by
H, Richmond, Esq., at the Sugar Loaves, Taranaki,

Tarantula, 5. Add : tarantula-juice, local
U.S. name for inferior whisky; tarantula-killer
(earlier example).
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xiiL 227 The standard

drink is whisky— ' stone fence', 'forty-rod ',and '^tarantula-
juice '. 1884 A. E. Sweet & J. A. Knox On Mexican
Mustang ihr. Texas xi. 141 * Tarantula-juice' is a favorite
appellation in 'I'cxas for the worst kind of whiskey, 1867
Amer, Naturalist I, May i;;7 The large, red-winged
'•Tarantula Killer ' (the Povipilusformosus of Say),

Tar-brush, b. Aad : Also in phr. a lick of
the tar-brush*

1796 Grose's Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3), Blue-skin, any one
having a cross of the black breed, or, as it is lermed, a lick
of the tar brush. 1899 C. J.Cutcliffe Hyne Further Adv.
Capt. Kettle viii. Those snuff-and-butter coloured ladies,,
ignore their own lick of the tar-brush,

Tardenoisian (tajdanoi-zian), a. Archa^ol.
[ad. F. TardenoisieUj f. Tardenois : see def. and
-IAN.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling the meso-
lithic culture, remains of which were first discovered
in Tardenois, dept. of Aisne, France.
I9»i Glasgow Herald 16 Feb. 13 Tribes, .characterized in

their industry by little geometric flints called 'lardenoisian.
1938 C. Dawson Age Gods iii. 47 The minute flint imple-
ments of geometrical form that are characteristic of the
Capsian-Tardenoisian culture... It is difficult to form any
estimate of the duration of the AziUan and Tardenoisian
cultures.

Tardiness. Add : o. Lateness at a meeting
or assembly, a class or school, etc, U.S.
i828-3a Webster, Tardiness,..-^. Lateness; as, the tardi-

ness of witnesses or jurors in attendance j the tardiness of
students in attending prayers or recitation. 190a J. CokbinAmerican at Oxford 17 All this brings recollections of the
paternal roof, where tardiness at breakfast meant the loss of

TASTER.
dessert. 1930 Rnndolph Enter/-rise (Elkins, W. Va.) 2 Oct.
5/4 No busmess enterprise would tolerate the percentage of
absence and tardiness experienced in the schools.

Tardy, a. Add : 1. o. Late for a meeting,
assembly, class, school, or appointment. U.S.
1638 in Maryland Archives 1. 6 Such as did appeare

thoughe tardie should be pardoned. Ibid. 16 M'. Greene
amerced for tardie appearing. 1843 YeUe Lit. Mag. VI U.
240 We were ' tardy ' at our matins. 1847 Webster, Tardy,
..4. In colleges, Uite in attendance on a public exercise. 1904
Minneapolis Times 29 May 6 Don't shoot your husband
when he is two hours tardy for supper. 1905 Springfield
(Mass.) \Veekly Republican 28 Apr. 9 In all his career he
never nii>sed a rehearsal nor was tardy.

Target, sb^ Add: 4. e. The anti-cathode
employed in a discharge-tube to set up X rays.
1915 Chambers's yml. Sept. 593/r This anti-kathode (or

target), enabling us to focus the rays, was introduced by
Herbert Jackson.

Targeted, a. Add : b. Golf. (See quot.)
1917 Daily Express 5 Nov. 3/2 A good iron player will

always prefer to shoot at what., is known as a 'targeted*
preen— that is, one clearly defined by bunkers and elevated
in the rear,

Tarheel. U.S, (Earlier examples.)
1864 Souiliem Hist. Soc. Papers II. 232 (Th.) A poor,

starving Tar-heel at Elmira. 1869 Overland Monthly III.
i;/8Astoryis related of a brigade of North Carolinians, who,
in one of the great battles,,, failed to hold a certain hill, and
were laughed at by the Mississippians for having forgotten
to tar their heels that morning. Hence originated their cant
name, * Tar-heels ',

Tariff, sb. 4. Add : tariff-wall, a national
trade barrier in the form of a tariff; so tariif-
wailed a.

1889 Puck (U.S.) XXV. 248 High Tariff Wall. 1904 J,Denney Lett. (1920) 50 We. .have nothing to offer,,, like a
Free Trade Government dealing with tariff-walled nations.
1919 J. L, Garvin Econ. Found. Peace ^4,^ Wliether there
is any chance of the tariff-walls, .being lowered, .has yet to
be seen. 19x8 Britain's Industr. Future {Lib. Ind. Inq.) i,

iv. § 3. 43 Some of these industries.. find their former
customers, often behind tariff walls, making the goods for
themselves.

Tarifite. (See under Tauiff sb. ; earlier U.S.
example.)
1S30 Western Monthly Rev. Ill, 376 She isatrue tanffite,

a hearty and staunch advocate for the genuine American
system.

Tarp, U.S. abbreviation of Tarpadlin.
1907 a. E. Whitk Arizona Nights 1. ii. 18 Except for the

very edges.. our blankets and ' so-guns
', protected by the

canvas 'tarp*, were reasonably dry, xgia K. A. Wason
Friar Tuck viL 61, I unrolled my tarp close to the fire and
crawled into it.

Tarragona (tseragJu-na). [Sp,, f. the name of
the district in Catalonia.] A red wine of the port
type,
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV, 607/2 In Catalonia there is a

much more important wine industry, the district produc-
ing what is known in Enj^land as Tarragona or Spanish
red,

Tarsian(ta'jsian),a.andj3, [f. Tarsi4S + -ixN.]
(Of

J an inhabitant or native of Tarsus in Cilicia.

1904 W, M. Ramsay Lett. Seven Churches xxii, 315 The
Tarsian audience. 19x4 W, R. Inge Outspoken J^ss. Ser. i.

(1921) 2io'l he Emperor showtd great favour to the Tarsians.
ipi9 J. A. Robertson Hidden Rom, N. T. iv. 6j 'I he Tar-
sian, a diminutive youth, nervous and awkward m manner.

Tarsioid (ta-Jsi,oid), a, Z0OL [f. mod.L,
7arsius + -o\J>.'^ Pertaining to or resembling the
genus Tamwjor Tarsieb; also, a member of this

genus.
X911 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 585 The original habitat of the

Tarsioids. Ibiti. 590 The factors that., have transformed
a Tarsioid Prosimlan into an Ape.

Tasmanian, a. Add: B. sb. A native or
inliabitant of Tasmania.
1842 Penny Cyct. XXIV. 00/2 That courage was rewarded

by the appointment of Mr, Robinson to the office of ' civi.

lizing ' the Tasmanians at Flinders* Island. 1899 J, Milne
Romance Proconsul viii, 79 The Tasmanians have now
been extinct for years. 1918 Huxley Li/e J. D. Hooker
I. 106 A meagre record of the thousands of native Tas-
manians.

Tassel, sb^ 6. tassel-fiower U.S. (earlier

example),
1863 'Gail Hamilton' Gala-Days lo The scarlet tassel-

flower utterly refuses to unfold his brave plumes.

Tassel, v. 2. (Additional examples.)
1774 P. V. FiTHiAN yml. (1900) 212 The Corn is beginning

l)retty generally to tassel. 1843 American Pioneer II. 83
Corn, if planted, grows a foot high, tas-seis out and dies,

1887 Mary E. Wilkins Humble Romance 29 His corn
tasselled out. .as soon as anybody*s.

Taste, J^.i Add: 6. C. Ivi^hz.abndornasty
taste in the mouth, an unpleasant feeling left behind
by a distasteful or unpleasant experience.
c 1850 C Bronte in Mrs. Gaskell Z-i/ixxii, They [jr. Bal-

zac*s novels] leave such a bad taste in my mouth. 1899 R.
Whiteing No, S John St. xxv. Never before have I heard
such a speech...* Sort o' gives yer a nasty taste in the
mouth ', says Low Covey. 1904 [m Diet., sense <,y^S-\-

Taster^. Add: 4. b. A portion of ice cream
served in a shallow glass, colloq.

1891 [in Diet., sense 4]. 1901 Daily Tel, 31 May 10
(FarmerJ The irate signor,. produced—not a half-penny
taster for the policeman, but a tattered copy of a work
called ' Law without 1-awyers '. i9«7 W. E, Collinson
Cotitemp. EngL 16 The Italian often known asan ice-cre*7i

Jack with his ice-cream barrow still follows his calling and
no doubt the youngsters still ask for wafers and tasters.
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Tasty, «- Add : 2. b. Fastidions.

1905 A. Adams Outlet 102 Tiie two strangers were rather
tasty, but Siringo ate ravenously.

Ta-ta, *«/. Add: Also with pron. (tse'ta*).

b. sb. In sing, or pi. Tata(8 (tse'ta^z), a walk, as

in io gofor a lata ox to go tatas.

Tatami (tata'mr). [Jap.] A Japanese floor-

mat made of rice straw.
X909 Cent. Did. Suppl. \^-x^ Public Opinion 28 Nov.

527/2 It is a strict rule tliat tatamis must be kept clean.

Tatter, sb^^ slang. Also tatterer, [f. Tat
V.3 + -EK 1.] A refuse-gatherer.

1889 BARRfeRE & Leland Dict. Slangy Tatter (tramps),

a rag-gatherer. 1898 Leeds Mercury Suppl. 26 Nov.
(E.D.D.). xgio Church Times 15 July, Their occupations be-

ing largely that of ' Tatterers '— z.^., rag and bone and bottle-

gatherers, and casual labourers. X931 Dict. Occufi. Terms
(1927) § 970 Tatter, ..collects [wa^te] with a band-pushed
barrow or cart.

Taube (tau-ba). {Disttsed.) [G., « Dove j<5.]

A type of monoplane employed by Germany in the

war of 1 914-18, distinguiT-hed by its recurved wings.
x9»3 [see •Fokkkb], 1914 P. Vaux Sea-Salt ^ Cordite 171

' K Taube, sure enough, said Perwynne harshly. ' This con-
founded calm helps'em.' X915 Scotsman 20 June, A 'I'aube

dropped bombs on ONtend in September [1914}. 19x5 Roshek
In R.N.A.S, (igi6'99 A'laubecameover this morning and
dropped a bomb at the end of the aerodrome. 1918 E. S.

^hM.%0-^Dict.MHit. Termsy 7a«^^,aGerman*pigeon'shape
monoplane, the outstanding feature of which is a retreating
wing shape combined with upturned wing tips of flexible con-
struction. 1930 C. R. Swtsos Fights ff I'lights 119 On arriv-

ing at H. Q. , 1 found that everybody bad brought the Taube
down.

Taucbuitz (tau'k-, tau*xnits). [Surname of

Baron Tauchnitz^ a publisher in Leipzig,] A book
or volume of the Library of British and American
Authors published by Tauchnitz.
1895 Daily Ne^vs 15 Aug. 5/1 The excitement lest the

Customs* officer were to find the Tauchnitz in the trunk.

xyoi llnd. 5 Jan, 7/4 Desolate dwellings, strewn with a few
sixpenny magazines and smuggled Tauchnitzes.

Tanla (.tau-Ia). Archazol. [Sp. :-L. tabitla

Table j^.] A form of mesolithic stone structure

occurring in the Balearic Islands,

X9«7 Times (Weekly ed.) 6 Jan. 18/3 A taula is a two-stone
monument from 5 ft. to 12 ft. high. ^^^ F. Chamberlin
Balearics xvL 179 The T-shaped altars now called taulas.

Taungfjra (.t^'qgya), Alsotoungya, [Burmese,

f, taung hill +_ya plot, garden.] Used attrib, to

designate a Burmese system of cultivation called in

India JooM.
1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 560/2 The system of cultivation

known in Bengal as they«w, that is clearing virgin soil by
burning, cultivating it for one or two years, and then leaving

it again to the jungle, is hereUc. Burmah] extensively prac-

tised under the name of /(»«'/5>a cultivation. 1906 Sir J. G.
Scott Burma ill. (1911) 219 The nomadic cultivator, the

Taungya cutter of Burma. Ibid, 227 'I'aungya System,
X91S Rangoon Gaz. 31 Oct. 19/2 The practice of migratory
agriculture carried on by the taungya cultivators, lyax

Times Lit. Suppl. 8 Sept. 574/3 The best system of rai&ing

teak is in taungya plantations.

Taunton turkey (t^'ntan tyuki). U.S. =
Ale-wife 2j a fish abundant near Taunton, Mass.
1850 Mrs. a. a Curtis I/ome Ballads (Farmer) Taunton

turkeys are so thick, Wc sell them by the rod.

Taupe (tJiJ). [Fr. :—L. talpa mole.] A fashion

shade of grey resembling that of moleskin.
X9JX GlasgffW Herald iS June 4 Pearl, smoke, taupe,

mouse and other soft becoming shades of grey. 1936 A mer.

Speech I. Feb. 258/2 Other French names for colors have
been familiar for years : /cr«, taupe, beige, bisque.

Tauro-. Add : Taaroctonons a. [Gr, rav-

poKTOPos bnll-slaying, f, Krtivuv to kill], the specific

epithet of Mithras. Tau'rodont a, [Gr, o^om,

Aovr- tooth] (of teeth), having the roots or ridges

fused.

i9ai Contemp. Rev. Dec. 770 Their far-off predecessors

made *tauroctonous Mithras. 19*7 Pkake & Fleure//k«-
ters 4- Artists 18 This condition of the teeth, known as

*taurodont, has been found among some representatives of

Neanderthal man.

TautO-. Add : Tan:tosyllablc a., belonging

to the same syllable,

1888 Wright tr. Brugmnnn s Comp. Gram. Indo'Germ.
Lang. I. M Before the Christian era tautosyllabic a/be-
came i in Latin. . .Tautosyllabic a^ and au remained diph-

thongic in Oscan.

TaTarish (tava'rij). [Rnss. TOBapHmb.] Com-
rade.

I9aa Blackvj. Mag. Nov. 569/1 His secretary, .formerly a
count and now plain ' tavarish ' (comrade).. spoke English

perfectly. 19*5 K. Fkasbr & GiBbONS Soldier ff Sailor
Words, Tavarish^, .a Russian word in everyday use in the

War among our men serving in North Russia.

Taw, sb.'^ c. (Modern U,S, examples.)

1904 Hahben Georgians xxxii. 292 His wife's a bully

woman ; she fetched 'im to taw. 1911 R. D. Saunders Col.

Todkunter xiv. 212 I'll bring you all to taw.

Tawareg, var. •Tuakeo,

Taxi, ib. Add: b. Comb,\ taxi-dancer, a

dance-partner whose services may be hired.

1931 Ne^o Statesman 26 Sept. 386/1 The professional

dancing- partner (or taxi-dancer).

2. Short for •Taxiplane.
19*3 Daily Mail 7 Aug. 8/2 Companies, .which send

' taxis ', or aerial tramps, to anywhere between Plymouth and
Stockholm.

3. An act or spell of taxi-ing.

\^\-^ Aeroplane -^ Apr. 404/2 Doing well at his first attempt
on mono, getting off after a couple of taxi straights, xgsx
Daily Mirror 27 Aug. 2/2 The machine, .was lust in clouds
of spiay as it ploughed its way in a graceful * taxi *,

Taxi (tse-ksi), V, [f. the sb.]

1. intr. To travel in a taxi-cab.
1918 QuiLLER-CoucH Foe-Parrcli x\\v. 397 From Victoria

that evening I taxi'd straight to Jermyn Street. 1929
Martindale Risen S7in log That I might have the minimum
distance to taxi in order to reach the Congress.

2. Of an aeroplane or seaplane : To travel along
the ground or on the water under its own power
before taking off or after alighting. Said also of

the pilot. Also trans. Inflected taxied^ taxying.
X9ia Aeroplane 26 Dec. 645/1 On Br^guet 213, Capi.

Beor taxying for 20 mins. 1914 Ibid. 5 Feb. 140/1 He
taxied out to leeward,, .turned,, .opened out his engine.
Ibid. I July 21/2 The de Bolotoff tnplane was * taxying ',

but showed no signs of lifting. 1915 Kosher In R. JV.A.S.
(1916) 67, I was taxying my machine to the far end of the
aerodrome, to start off into the wind. 1920 Blacktti, Mag.
May 602/1 He landed without being bit, but in * taxying

'

crashed into one of the few remaining boulders. 1917 Daily
Tel. 6 Sept. 8/6 The machine can be t.axied back, and its load
lightened for another attempt. 1929 B. Hall & J. J, Niles
One Man's ll^ar iZo, I taxied her [sc. flying machine] up to

the hangars. Ibid. 189 We.. taxied the ships into the han.
gars.

Taxiplane (tse-ksiipl^in). [f. Taxi ^5. -f *Plane
j6.^] a ligiit aeroplane for public hire.

1920 Daily Tel. 13 Apr. 1/7 Taxiplanes for any journey.
Per mile, 2J. 6^. 102a IVestm. Gaz. 18 Dec, Giant trans-

port machines and small * taxi-planes'. 1926 Bulletin 6

Aug. 3/1 He made a dash to Constantinople with a taxi-

plane.

Taylorite (t^'lorait), Min. [Named after

\V. J. Taylor^ the discoverer : see -ite^.] A com-
pound sulphate of potassium and ammonium occur-

ring in the guano beds of the Chincha Islands.

x868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 614,

Tazia (tazra). [Arab, eujjjo taHiyat consola-

tion, condolence.] A model of the tombs of

Husain and Hassan carried in the Muharram pro-

cession.

1809 T. D, Broughton Lett. {1S92) 53 There were more
than a hundred Tetziyas, each followed by a long train of
Fuqecrs. .beaiing their breasts. i86s [see *Taboot*1. 1895
Kipling Soldiers Three^ etc 325 Gilt and painted paper
presentations of their tombs are borne with shouting and
wailing,, .which fakements are called tazias.

Tchaush, tchawoosh, var. Chiaus.
18x9 T. Hope Anastasirts (1820) H. 377 A Tchawoosh..

walked in, and summoned me bef>jre the Soo-basbee. x^s
Encycl, Brit. XXVI 1. 213/2 The Sultan's guard consists

of.. the *Tufenkdjis*,.the 'Tchaush', of whom there are

between 50 and 60, and who are messengers as well as

guards [etc.]. X030 Observer 26 Jan. 11 In the last war a
peasant's wife, Fatma Hanem, served in the Army as a
tchaush, i.e. a sergeant.

Tclxemozeni (Ip'iniJzem). Geol. Also chern-,

tchoru-, tschern-. [Kuss., lit. * black earth'.]

(See quot. 1859.) A\^o atlrib.

X859 Page Handbk. Geol, Terms, Tchornozem^ a local

name for the black earth of the south of Russia, which covers

the whole of the Aralo-Caspian plain. 1914 G. A. J. Colk
Growth 0/Europe xi. 207 The Black E^rth district ofcentral

Russia, where the famous tchernuzem soil prevails.

Tchervonetz, var. *Chebvonetz.
1923 Glasgoiv Herald 4 Dec 13 The introduction into

circulation of tchervonetz banknotes, issued.. against a re-

serve of metal.

TcMnovnik (tjin^'vnik). [Russ.] A Russian

minor official.

X877 D. M. Wallace Russia xiti. 3o5_It is necessary to

have a large and well-drilled army of officials. These . . form
a peculiar social class called Tchmovniks. i^ Morlev in

Recoil. (1917) II. 229 He has much more vitality of mind
than any other of your Tchinovniks.

TcIlOUina (tjw'ma). [Chinese.] The grass-

cloth plant : - Kamie. Rhea ^,

x866 Treas. Bot. 152. Ibid. 1127 Tckouma, a Chinese
nams for the fibre of Bdhmcria nivea.

Tea, sb. Add : 9, a. tea merchant (earlier

Amer. exainple).

1781 S. Peters Hist. Connecticut (1829) 293 [To] exert

themselves.. in favour of the Bostonian tea-merchants.

o. tea-ball, a ball of wire or perforated metal in

which tea is placed for infusion ; tea-bell, -cake,

-cloth (earlier U.S. examples) ; tea-chop, a chop
for the transport oftea (see Chop sb.^ 5) ; tea-paper,

the ornamental paper used as a wrapper for tea ; tea-

shop, {a) a shop where the commodity is sold

;

{J)) a cafe where tea (sense % or 4) is served.

1929 Nation (N. Y.) 4 Dec. 666 The *tea ball enables one
to pull the lea out before it has given off its tannin. X836

Knickerbocker Mag. VIII. 418 It was nearly time for the

*tea-bell to ring. 1829 LvurA M. Child Frugal Housernfe
(1832) 71 There is a kind of "tea cake still cheaper. x886

R. Brown Spnnyarn <5- Spimirift xxvii. 328 The river

was so swollen by the rains that the *tea-chops could not

get through Foo-chow bridge. X770 Carroll Papers in

Maryland Hist. Mag. XIII. 62 A Hierling. .stole a nap-

kin two Towels and a *Tea Cloath w^ we Kecovered. X884

Birmingham Daily Post 23 Feb. 3/4 Lithograpliic-printers.

Wanted, a man.. well up in *Tea-paper and Commercial
Work, a 1745 *tea shop [in Diet., sense 9 a]. 1836 A, M.
Lang Diary (Meean Mecr, Punjab) 17 Sept. (MS.) Went to

'J"ea Shop and billiards.. at Artillery Mess. x86o J. R.

Edkins Chinese Scenes (1863) 153 Drinking tea with about

forty nondescript Chinamen...! shall try to give you a little

picture of the tea-shop.

Teach, var. Tache ^^.3

X835 in J. H. Ingraham South-West \. 240 In the last kettle

—the teach as it is termed—the sugar is concentrated to the

granulating point, 1863 Catal. Intemat. Exhib.^Brit. II.

No. 6139, Stoves, ranges, sugar pans, teaches, or boilers 10

any pattern or make. X887 hncycl, Brit. XXII, 626/1 The
[cane sugar] juice., is passed from the one [pan] into the other
till it reaches the last of the series, the striking teach.

Teacllin^, ppi. a. (Earlier Amer. example.)
X643 T. Lechford Plain Dealing 15 Some Churches have

no ruling Elders, some but one, some but one teaching
Elder, some have two ruling, and two teaching Elders.

Team, sb. Add : 5. O. fig. Usually a whoh
{01full) team, U.S,
'^33 J- 1^- Paulding Westward Ho I II. 7 [He] was not

only a whole team, but a team and a half, good measure.
1836 Crockett ^.r/Ztf/Vf <5- Adv. Texas (1837) 37 But ihe
General is a whole team, and when fairly started, will be
going ahead. X840 H\liburtonC/<?c^/«. Ser. iii. ii. 16 Ain't

he a whole team that, and a horse to spare ? X844 ' Jon.
Si.iCK ' High Life N.y. II. 221 So I put on a leetle extra

grin myself, for Fm a hull team at larfin, and a boss to let,

when I once begin. X85X Polly PeasblossonCs Wedding tj

(Th.) Mike is a team and no mistake. 1854 Knickerbocker
Mag. XLIV. 416 (Th.) Jump him up when you will, and
you'll find him a ' full team ' at anything. 1863 ' E. Kirke*
My Southern Friends v. 77 The Gin'rals 'ooman—she's a
'ooman fur me—a whole team. X891 Harper's Mog. Feb.

439/1 She says I'm a team in myself, with a little dog under
the wagon.
11. team honours, honours awarded to a team

;

team race, a relay race ; team spirit, the spirit

of subordination of personal interests to those of

the team ; team-work, {d) work done by persons

working as a team, i.e. with concerted effort.

1928 Daily Mail 7 Aug, 15/5 Eagle Road Club secured
*team honours. 1938 BritaitCs Industr. Future {Liberal
Ind. lua.) III. xvi. 1^5 The 'fellowship bonus' system..
evokes the *team-spirit. 1909 florid TocLty (U.S.) Sept. 3
*Team Work in Municipal Progjess. Ibid,, The basis of

all team-work, as applied to wholebaling, is found in the

strength of the market.

Teamer. (Earlier Amer. example.)
X778 E. Pabkman Diary 81 May God extend pity to ye

miserable poor,—to Sailors, to Soldiers, to Teamers abroad.

Teapoy. Add : b. A china tea-caddy.

1884 A. Yi.CHVv.CH Engl. Earthenware 56 The sweetmeat
tray, .has been made in a brass mould ; the tea-poy probably

in one of plaster. 1909 A. Havden Chats En^l, Earthen-
ware 207 Among the most beautiful designs in this plain

white ware [sc, salt glaze] are . . teapoys or tea canisters, and
teapots.

Tear, sb,"^ 6. e. Add : tear-gas, lachrymatory

gas employed to disable an opponent ; tear-glass,

a wine-glass having an air bubble resembling a tear

at the junction of the stem and the body ; tear-

mask, a gas-mask employed as a protection against

tear-gas ; tear-mist, a mistiness of vision due to

tears or weeping; tear-shell, a shell containing

tear-gas.

1913 Dail:y Mail 6 Oct. 5/7 Rifles, machine guns, *tear gas,

and dynamite were used. 1914 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 212/1

This tear-gas had just reached me. 1930 Daily Express 6

Nov. 3/7 Mounted and foot police, armed with rifles and
tear-gas bombs, X9a7 Ibid. 9 Aug. 4 Old English witch-

balls and *tear-glaj«ses..are among the curious colleciing

quests of the moment. 19x6 War Illustrated i^ Dec. 45^/2

*Tear-raasks were to be kept handy, 1936 Leinster Deza
on Lea/2^6 Ihrough a *tear-mist she looked at a myriad
ghost-pale lights. 1916 War Illustrated 23 Dec. 45>/3

Don't you know the scent of *tear-shells when you smell it ?

Tear, sb,'^ Add : 4, Comb, tear-fanlt Geol,

(see quot. T924).

X9S4 Skerl tr. Wegener's Orig. Continents 58 A lateral

displacement of great dimensions, a so-called tear-fault.

X9a5 N. E. Odell in E. F. Norton Fight for Everest ^ 1^24

314 That the ice. .was undergoing severe .stress was appar-

ent. .from the faults
—'flaws' or * tear-faults '—that had

been extensively developed in this area.

Tear, v.^ Add

:

3, e. To be torn between : to be distracted by

two opposite desires or interests.

187X L. LocKHART Fair to See viii, Tom between her de-

sire to underrate Eila and to preserve her own dignity. x888

Mrs. H. Ward R, Elsmere xxxv, Agnes, lorn between her

interest in what was going on and her desire to get back to

her mother, had at last hurriedly accepted this Mrs, Sher-

wood's offer.

f. 71' tear it : to spoil one's chances ; to put an

end to one's hopes, plans, etc. slang,

X900 * Ian Hay ' Math Man xvii, ' I've fairly torn it, this

time, he reflected morosely. X919 WarSlangin Athenaeum

29 Aug. 822/2 A much more popular and [>regnant expression

than 'knock the end in* is 'that's torn it'. 1911 Blackiv.

Mag. May 623/2 ' Good Lord, that's torn it,' she panted.
' I am ruined for ever.' X9»9 Vachell Virgin viii. 130, I

discovered that I bored her to tears, which tore it for me.

9. b. trans, with way as obj.

X853 KiNGSLEV Hypatia xxix, Furiously, .be burst up as

if from the ground . . tearing his way toward his idol. x888

Mrs. H.Ward ^,.£/j/;/^rrx, A little gully deep in bracken,

upwbich the blast was tearing its tempestuous way.

Tearer. 1. Add : Also applied to things (esp.

a storm) of violent action or effect. U.S,

iZ^S Southern Lit. Messengerl. 357 Oh, no. .a real tearer

—a regular turnout—been preparing a fortnight. x89a

Susan Hale Lett. (1919) 275 The storm increased as day

went on, and by noon was a regular tearer.

Tearing, ///. rt'.^ 5. (Modem example.)^

1886 E. L. Dov^s^'i Midshipman Bob iL xi. 219 *Don'tyoa



TEBET.

gel mad ew, rij?'..' Yes. I'm sorry to say I do—tearing
mad sometimes.'

Tebet (te-bet). Forms : 4-7 -tli, 4, 8 th-, 9 -t.

The tenth Jewish month, corresponding to January.

X38« W\-CLiF^jMrrii. i61hetcnlhe moneih, thatiscleped

Thebeth, that is Januer (1535 Coverdale, x6ii Tebeih).

1793 Encyi:L Brit (179?) XII. 257/2 Thebet. 1876 Ibid.

IV. 678 '2 The age ot the moon of I'ebet.

Tec, Tech (tek), sbJ^ slang. Abbreviation for
:

Technical Institute^ Technical School,

xgix H. Quick Ytllowstone N. iii. 63 The insufTerable

breed of dubs— - .who. .called an Institute of Technologj' a
* Tech •. /*/«/., I shall have outlived the disgrace of my
Tech. training, rgij E. Wallace Man who bought London
viit, * I'm off to the " Tec *V he said.

Teclinical, a. {sb,) Add: 3. e. So regarded

according to a strict legal interpretation. Ciiiefly

in technical assault.

19x1 EncycL Brit. XX. 769/1 Finding himself non-suited

in a court of law he commitsa technical assault upon, .some
liigli legal functionary. 1914 A. Harrison Kaiser's War
126 Hetj<:. an officer] may not accept an apology in the event

of a technical assaulL Thus a man who on leaving a caf^,

for example, brushes against an officer, is technically liiibie

to be cut down. 19*0 P. G. Wodehouse Damsel in Distress

vi. 84 ' You ougiit to have had the scoundrel arrested,' hesaid

vehemently. ' It was a technical assault.*

Tecixnicolor (te *k ni 1
k»lai). Cinematography.

Also -OOP. [f. Technical a. +Colooe sb^ A
subtractive process ofcolour photography ia wtiich,

by means of filters, the colours are separately but

simultaneously recorded and then transferred to

a single positive print by imbibition,

1930 E. V. Lucas in Punch 3 Apr. 385 Show o/Sh<nvs at

the Tivoli, the latest and greatest of technicolour talkie

revues.

Technocracy (teknp*krasi), [f. Techno- +
-CRACY.j (See quots.) Hence Technocrat (te*k-

nijkrzet), an advocate of technocracy; Techno-
cra'tic a.

1931 N. V. Herald Trib, 15 Dec ii/i Technocracy is a
word which seems to have been coined in 1919 by William H.
Smyth, an engineer and inventor, of Berkeley, Calif., as the

name for a new system and philosophy of government, in

which the nation's industrial resources should be organized

and managed by technically competent persons for the good
of every one instead of being left to the management of
private interests for their own advantage... Exploited re-

cently by Howatd Scott 436 West Twentieth Street. Ibid.

ii/a The haunts of technocratic science were situated at

numerous places about town, principally in cubbyhole
re'ttaurants m Greenwich village. Ibid., Other forums for

discussion are the apartments of the technocrats. 1933 F.

SouDY in Daily Mail 7 Jan., Technocracy, the movement
now reported as running wildfire through the United States

as a new order of economic and commercial salvation, means
..literally government by the technician. 1933 Daily TeL
13 Jan. 9/4 'Technocracy'—the mechanised state of society

governed by engineers, in which gold is abolished and
- currency becomes heat units.

Tectouically (tekt^-nikali), adv» CeoL [f.

Tectonic a. : see -tcally.] In a tectonic relation.

1^5 J. JoLY Surface'Hist. Earth Gloss, lot Laccolith^

an intrusive mass of igneous rock.. generally associated

tectonicaily with a mountain range.

Teenty, a. U,S, colloq. (Earlier examples.)

Also teenty tointy,

1844 * Jon. Slick ' High Life N.V. 11. 227 A little teenty

tointy handful of wood keeps 'em [w.stovesj warm as blazes.

Ibid 230 Then she took up one teenty glove. 1863 Mrs.
Whitney F. Gartney's Girlliood v, She would open the
window a 'teenty little crack'.

Teeny, a.^ Add : (Earlier U.S. example.)

Also teeny, teeny "weeny sbs.

1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 342 A leetle—teeny, mis-

chievous, good for nolhin*. 1931 Daily Express x Sept. s/t
But never cold ham and tongue for the tiny * teenies *. 1931
E. V. Lucas Visibility Good 18 Model tea-sets, and all the
other teeny weenies.

Teeter, sb* L teeter-board (earlier U.S.
example).
1855 Knickerbocktr Ma^, XLVI. 88 We were having a

grand time with our ' teeter *-boardsupon the highest fence.

Teeter, v. U.S. colhq, 1. a. (Kxample.)
1849 Mrs. SrowE Mayflower 169 Then he was tetering

with her on a long board.

b. (Karlier exnmples.)
1844 ' JoN. Suck ' High Lift N. Y, II. 231, I teetered up

tu her a tiptoe. Ibid. 234 Then we cut along . . as chipper as
two birds teeterin on an appletree limb in spring time.

Hence Teetering-board, = teeter-board.

184s Caroline M. Kirkland IVestern Clearings 213, I
laid a letcrin' board over it, so that if you stepped on it,

down you went.

Teetery (U'tari), a. U.S, [f. Teeter v, +
-Y 1.] Tottery, unsteady.
1900 iV. y. frnl. 25 Nov. 59/2 An attendant was there to

help yoii off if you felt teetery or uncertain. 1905 Rbx
Beach Pardners i. (1913) 34 The orchestra spieled some
teetery music
Teitadar, tefterdar, var. *Defteedab,

Tegipudenda (teulgipiwde-nda). AnthropoL
[f. L. tegire ti> covtx +pzedenda^ pi. of Pudendum.]
A covering used by nntive women for the pudenda.
1908 Sir H. Johnston Geo. Grettfell ff Congo II. 592 A

young woman wears a very minute piece of hark cloth as a
tegipudejida.

Tehseel, variant of *TAn8rL.

Teindable (trndab'I), a. [C Tjeiitd v, -(• -able.]

Tithable.

276

19x0 Glasgoxu Herald 2 June 1 1 Rental, which is no guide

to the teindable rental, xgat Ibid. 7 Jan. 3 The view that

woodlands were teindable subjects.

Tekkiek (tekfv). Also tekke, -eli. [Arab.

JLSj] a Moslem monastery.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. w^l^ The regular dervishes live

in tekkiehs, khanakahs, or convents. 1930 Observer 30 Mar.
31 In 1925, it will be remembered, hundreds of 'tekkes'
(male monasteries) were closed. 1932 G. Kampffmkver in

Whither Islam f 167 The tekkes or monasteries of the
religious orders and the turbes or the tombs of the saints are

closed.

Tele*. Add: Tele-aTellies ^^.//. [Gr. dpx**os-]'

the art of wireless control (of aircraft) from a dis-

tance. Tele,a*xial a. [Ax ial a.], denoting a form

of gear in which the axes of the guns and the alij^n-

ing telescope (of an aeroplane) remain parallel.

Tele-ca'znera, a telephotographic camera. Tele-
ca-rdlogram [*Cardioqram] RcuHographyy a

cardiogram registered electrically at a distance.

Telece'ntric sb.^ a telecentric lens. Te'leflasher
Radiography^ a device for timing ihe excitation of

an X-ray tube. Tele'gnoniy, Telegno'sis P.'^ychzcs,

psychic apprehension of events happening at a

distant place. Te'le-hood, a hood employed to

screen a lens when taking telephotographs. Te*le-

leixs, a telephotographic lens. Telencephalon
[Encephalon] Anat.j the end-brain. Telepboto-
micro'graphy, photography by means of a tele-

microscope. Te*leplaA2n Psychics, a substance

psychically materialized : hence Telepla'smic a.

TelepsycMc, a medium whose psychical powers

are exerted over a distance, TeleradijO'graphy
[Radiography], = next, Telerd:utgeuo'^rapliy,
X-ray photography with the tube at a distance from

the body. Telesei'smic fl., of or pertaining to a

teleseism. Te:leseisnio-logy, the science of the

study of remote earth-tremors. Teleste'reograpli,

the apparatus designed by E. Belin to transmit

drawings, photographs, etc. Teletherapy, the

employment of therapeutics (as radium) at a dis-

tance from the body, Te'letype v. trans. ^ to trans-

mit by teletype. Teletypewxlter, an instrument

for typewriting by wireless.

1926 IVestm.Gaz. 10 Dec., **rele-archics', or remote wire-

less control, has been applied so that aircraft may be directed

by its means. 1920 Blackw. Mag, July 78/1 The *teleaxial

gear enabled the gunner to aim his guns by the aligning of

a small sighting telescope. 1910 O. Whkeler I^Iod. Tele-

photography 68 Messrs. Zeiss also make a special *tfle-

camera. 191a ludex-Catal. Libr. Surg. Gen, Office U.S.
Army Ser. 11. XVII. 707 *Telecardiograms. Z9ai Glasgenu
Herald 15 ^une 7 It was fitted with. .a 12 in. •Telecentric,

and a variant of my *Dodo' tele-lens. I9« R. Knox
Radiog. ^ Radio-TJterap. I. 47 The Victor *l'eleflasher.

1906 Pall Mall Gaz. 24 Mar. 4 Mr. Grier possesses the

faculty of ' *telegnomy ', which enables him. .to perceive.,

events wliich are taking place on the other side of the

Atlantic. 1911 W. F. Barrett Psychical Research xi. 161

Dr. Heysinger.. suggests the term *telegnosis, or knowing
at a distance, instead of clairvoyance. 1921 Clasgojv Herald
22 June 7 If a proper *tele-bood is not available a cardboard
tube.. will serve. 191X *tele-lens [see *telecentricj. 1903
DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 3), ^Telencephalon. 1911 yrul.

Cofup. Neurol. XXI. 2 The line of demarcation between the

dienceplialon and telencephalon was indicated by the velum
transversum dorsally and by the caudal border of the chasma-
ridge ventrally. 1921 Glasgtnu Herald 9 Mar. 7 *Telepboto-
micrography. 1927 Daily Express 28 Sept. 9*Teleplasm.

.

was shown issuing from the face of the tranced woman.
1914 Teixrira de Mattos tr. Maeterliuck*s Unknoivn
Guest ii. § 4 There are seers, so-called ' *ielcpsychics

',

who are not psychometers. 1909-xo Arch. Roentgen Ray
XIV. 38 An instantaneous shutter for "teleradiography.

191Z Index-Ctttal. Libr. Surg. Gen, Office U. S, Ar^ny Sct.

II. XVII. 712 'Telerontgenography. 1923 R. Knox ^rtrfzcjf.

^ Radio- Therap. i, 303 When it is possible to obtain full

exposures of the thorax at a distance of 2 metres, then tele-

rontgenography of the thorax is of decided advantage. 19x2

Rep. Brit. Assoc. 88 The object was to measure the angu-
lar component of "teleseismic motion. 1922 Encycl. Brit.

XXXII. 390 •Teleseismology..or the study of the long-

distance records. 1009 fi^il. Soc. Arts LVIII. 29 The
means adopted by..M. Belin in his *telestereograph. 1920
New York World 14 Nov. 1/2. 1913 Dorlakd Med. Diet.

(ed. 7), *Teletherapy. 1930 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 8 Feb. 232
Radium Teletherapy. 1934 Daily News 19 Dec. 5/4 We
must 'teletype as well as teletalk. 1922 Glasgoiv Herald
4 Sept. 1 1 Another great stride in the advance of civilization

is demonstrated by the *tele-typewriter.

Teleferica (telefe-rika). Also teleferic. [It.,

f. Gr. TTjKi Telb- + (pfpfif to bear + -ikos -ic] —
Telpher sb.

19x6 Windsor Mag. Oct. 498 We walk a little way and
then go up by the teleferic. ipx8 Tunes Lit. Suppl. 21

Mar. 136/4 The only woman to journey from Ccwtina to.,

the Terza Tofana liy teleferic. X919 W. Hutchinson Doctor
in War xviiL 262 The miniature cable-railway, or teleferica.

Telemark (te'lemaik). Ski-ing. [f. Telemark,

Norway, where this originated.] A swing turn

with the leading ski advanced and the knee bent,

employed to change direction or stop short ; also,

a form of ski. Also attrib. and as v, intr,

X910 Westm. Gaz. 15 Jan. 2/2 I had just time to perform
that sudden semi-circular operation known as a* telemark '

(by which the skier's impetus can be stopped in a second or
two) and arrive breathless at bis side. ibid, x Feb. 14/3

TELO-.

Very neat Telemark curves. 19*0 A. Lunn Cross-Country
Ski'ing 88 In powder snow one can Telemark in various un-
defined ways.^ 1921 — Alpine Ski-ing 27 Telemark Crust
is the name given to any form of hard, unbreakable crust
sufficiently softened on the surface to render Telemarks
possible. 1983 E. Jessup Snow 4- Ice 51 The Telemark
swing is a one-foot turn; that is, practically the whole weight
of the body is on the forward ski and it is this ski which docs
all the work, the other following amiably behind, hardly
more than an appendage.

Telephone, sb. 3. Add : telephone booth,
a booth at which prepaid calls may be made. So
telephone boXy kiosk.
X924 Galsworthv White Monkey m. xiv, He made for his

club, and closeted himself in the "telephone booth. 1923
SwiNNEKTON Yoring FcUx IV. xix. § 1 Felix replaced the
receiver and shot out of the *telephone-box. X933 Times 19
Jan, 14/s Thefts from Telephone Boxes.

Telephoner. ( Examples.)
19Z5 E. Wallace Strange Countess xxxv. 303 Presently

the telephoner came ouL *Ail right,* he said. 1932 New
Statesman .y Nation 23 Jan. 87/1, I have often watched
one of these fanatical telephoners sitting opposite the tele-

phone with his hand on the receiver.

Telephoto ^, short for Telephotogbaph sb?-

X931 Daily Express 13 Oct. 1/6 Picture by telephoto.

Telescopic, Q. Add : Hence telescopic riJUy a
rifle with a telescopic sight.

J918 E. A. Mackintosh War^ the Liberator 114 With a
telescopic rifle he is looking for a Hun.

Televise (tclevsiz), v. [Back-formation from
*Television.] trans. To transmit by television ;

also absol.

X927 Glasgoiu Herald 14 Jan. 9/1 The distar>ce over which
pictures can be televised. Ibid, g Apr. 10 It will [thcnjbea
short step to ' televise ' over vast areas of land and sea. xq^
Obseiver 31 Aug. 15/5 It is probaUe that Lord Gorrell will

Uelevise 'himself from the studia

Television (te-levi^sn). [f. Telk- + Vision.]

Vision of a distant (moving) object or scene electric-

ally transmitted and reproduced ; also, the process

by which this is effected.

[1904 Daily News 3 June 7 Dr. Low talks very modestly
of the 'televista' (the name he has given to his 'seeing by
wire ' invention).] X909 (in Diet. s.v. Telb-J- 1930 Buck-
ingham Matter iV Radiation 133 We have heard so much
about Television lately that we are apt to forget that no
portion of tlie apparatus used b novel to scientists.

Hence Televisionist (lelevi'^^nistj, one who is

interested in television.

1927 British Weekly 6 Jan, 378/5 Television ists will expect
their heroes to stay put.

Televisor (tclevsiz^i). [f. *Telktision + -oe.]

The name of the television apparatus designed by

J. L. Baird.
X9a6 Glasgo7v Herald 11 Jan. 7 The Televisor. Ibid.

8 Oct. 9/1 'i he scene in front of the transmitting televisor ia

turned into electrical impulses, 1927 Ibid. 2 Feb. g The cost

of televisor equipment for practical use. X928 Teler'isicn

Mar. 33/1 We have now a revolving disc suitably mounted,
and this consiiiutes the first and most essential part of our
televisor. X930 Daily Exjness 30 July 6/2 He has found
it possible to place the ttlevision driving and scanning
mechanism as well as the light source within ilie valve, thus

producing a televisor of an extremely light and compact
character.

Tell, ».l Add: 17. To tell the tale: to teU a
marvellous or incredible lole, spu. to tell a tale of

woe in order to evoke sympathy, slang.

1018 W. J. Locke Rough Road xi, The temptation to
' tell the tale ' to the newcomer was too strong. 19.8 Daily
Express 15 Dec. 7/4 Moneylender at Bow County Court.

What did you tell ine when yo\i borrowed the money?
Debtor : Oh, we all tell the tale when we want money.

d. To tell ;a person) good-bye : to say good-bye

to. U.S.
i860 Baeti.ktt Diet. Amer. (ed. 3). 187a E, EcGUSTOii
End pfJVCtrld \\\n. 128 You aren't going without telling me
good-by? 1897 J. L. .^LLEN Choir Invis. xix. (tgiS) 206

And now all of you must come and shake hands with me and
tell me good-bye. S904 F. Lynde Crn/ltrs xxv. 314 Did
you go to tell the household good-by J 1905 Tarkikgton
In Arena 253 She told me to tell you g:ood-bye.

e. 7o tell the bees : see £ng. Liial. Diet s.v. Bee
sb.l I. 2 (8).

20. To tell the world, to announce openly; to

assert emph.ntically. l/S.

1924 A. J. Smau. Frozen Cold I 37 111 tell the world thai

. . not all the Mounted Sergeants iu the Ten itories would be

able to make him talk.

23. d. Tell off: to reprimand, scold, reprove.

1919 Cnssell's N^vj Eitg. Diet, s.v. Telt, To tell offy..

(colloq.) to scold, xgao A. J. L. Scott Sixty^ Sgutui. Rji.F.

57 He got., a well-deserved and proper 'telling-off' from the

Brigadier and Wing Commander. 1927 Agatha Cn^BrSTiE

Big Four xiv. 202 They don't like you to notice things^

especially if it should seem you were telling tliem off about

it.

Tellina (tebi-na). [mod.L. (Linnoens 1758), a.

Gr. riKKiyr] shell-fish.] A memlier ol the genus of

bivalve molluscs of the family Tellinids. Hence

Te'lllnoida., resembling the genus Tellina.

1900 Dalu in Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. XXIII. 287 The
TcUinas are mostly inhabitants of moderate depths, /ha.

391 Shell tellinoiil, thin.

TelO- 1. Add : Telophasic a., of or pertaining

to the telophase.

1906 Re/>. Brit. Assoc. 757 It [sc. the nucleolus] lies in the

centre of the telopbasic figure.



TEMP.
Temp., abbrev. of L. tempore (also used) = in

the time of.

1859 AI.1JBONE Did. Engl. Lit. I. 37 As we have frequently
occasion to refer 10 the reigns of different EneiLsh sove-
reigns without specifying dates,—/«»/. Edward II temiHenry II., &c. 1885 Atkinaum ,4 Oct. 539/3 A chaVt pedU
gree commencing teiitp. Henry VIII. ilgt N. If Q. 7th Ser
XI._ 80/1 Ihe Cardinal of S. Praxedes, who made it \sc the
family of Bainbrigge] famousUmp. Henry VIII. 193a /iii/
16 Jan. 46/1 Old registers to«/l»« mid-seventeenth century!

Temperamental, a. Add : 2. Having or
giving way to an <;rratic or neurotic temperament.
Hence Te:2nperaine-ntaJlst, one v?ho is tempera-
mental.
19*4 B/aciw. Mag. June 786/1, 1 was what you might call

a temper amentahst, and very easily hy[)notised. loaS E.
Wallace Elegant Edward, Amateur Detective, Elegant
Edward was not ordinarily temperamental.

Temperance. 2. b. Add: temperance
hotel (example), houso.
1837 W. Jenkins OAwGoz. 69 Bamesville .. has .. J taverns

and I temperance hotel. 1841 G. Combe Jfotes U.S I 34'
I had a warm baih, . . at the ' Temperance House '; that is, a
hotel in which abstinence from spirituous and fermented
liquors is the rule.

Temperisll Cte-mpsrif) , a. [f. Temper sb.ii +
-ISH 1.] Inclined to or showing an exhibition of
temper.
tpis Chaniieri, Jml. Nov. 764/1 From these temperish

folk arise strange quarrels, ipag Times 16 Jan., His t^^.
ixjrd Maig s] reply was more than emphatic ; it was almost
temperish.

Tempersome (te-mpsjssm), a. orig. dial. [f.

TEMPEurf. 1--S0ME1.] Quick-tempered. Hence
Te'mpersomeness.
1875 Parish Diet. Sussex Dial., Tempersome, hasty,

tempered. 1879-81 Miss Jackson Shrcpsh. H'ord-bk., Tern-
persome,hal tempered; passionate. 1906 W. De Morgan
Jasrfit Vance xliii, He was very tempersome about it.

«9<>9 — ri Never Can Happen Again xxv, Marianne, for
all her tempersomeness and jealousy, loved and reverenced
Challis. 19x7 Sadleie Trollope 256 All were tempersome;
out he was Urge and rough and incoherent.

Temple,!*.' 6. c. Add: temple-state, a state
centred round a temple or other religious bnildine •

also attHb.
\gao H. G. Wells Outline Hist. 150/2 There is no temple-

state suge, no stage of priest Kings, in the Greek record.
1930 A. J. lovNBKE Sura. Intermit. Affairs 454 The emer-
gence of a ' temple-state ' from Ihe (fust of a pulverized
world-empire was not a unique historical phenomenon, ion
Times Ut..Suppl. I Jan. 3/2 The Pope's temporal domain
. .IS not a city-statc but a temple-state.

Templist, a. and sb. [f. Temple sb.^ + -isT,
after G. Templer.'] The name of a (Unitarian) sect
founded in Wlirtemberg (1861) having their head-
quarters in Haifa.
1881 B. Walker Future 0/ Palestine 21 The religious

tenets of the Templists. .are in the main perfectly orthodox.
1916 Q. Kev. Oct. 415 ncte, A number of Germans, not
members of the Templist sect, live in the colony at Haifa.
Tempo. Add : 1. Also (in full, tempo giusto)

strict time.

1931 M. D. CALVooomtssl tr. Bartak'e Hungarian FM
Music 23 A few lunes in tempo giusto. Ibid. 80 In fairly
old tunes.. a liking for variable tempo giusto rhythm is
evinced.

b. transf.

1918 A. Gray Ir. The Crime II. 23a He describes .. their
readiness ' to retard the tempo of the construction of our
warahips". 1915 C. Fox Educat. Psychol. 271 Each person
is possessed of a vital tempo. 1930 G. R. de Beer Em-
bryo/. 4- Evol. iii. 25 When the balance of the different hor-
inones is upset, the tempo of development may be very
seriously affected. 1931 Times Lit. Sup/>1. 31 Dec. 1052/3
* Tempo ' is reduced by the huge rise in the export of timber.
8. Comb. : tempo-plate, the pl.tte on a player-

piano indicating the speed at which the notes are
played.
i9aa S. Grew Art Player-Piano 60 Changes are indicated

byfigures referring to the tempo-plate.

Ten, a., etc Add: B. sb. 5. (c) ten-acre lot;
((/) ten-syllable line; (^) ten-dollar note; (/) set

often (racing) strokes; (^g) ten-horse-power motor
car.

i<4i Watertown Rec. 8 Divisions for Farmers being Lotted
out by lens. 1841 Knicktrbocker Hag. XVII. 345 Let the
bi^ fellow utter his threatenings in long tens and alexan-
drines. 1874 B. F. Taylor Worldon Wheels 11. ii. 196 When
I give her a ' ten ' sometimes, she will fold her arms, a loois
•0. Henrv* Trimmed Lamp, etc. 171 He drew out his
'roll 'and slapped five tens upon the bar. l9a7^/VA/i6 June
1025/1 The unsteadiness thus produced cost the home crew
its lead and ahhough it still went up in the 'tens' the
Aberdonians drew aw.-iy to win by a length and a quarter.
zgjxDaily Express 16 Oct. 11/2 Cheap ' Tens '.

D. 1. tm-cent, -dollar, -oared (earlier U.S. ex-
amples).
aifiCotcoxAH Pickings 26 He only gave me thirteen of

these ['ten cent pieces] in change. 1872 E. Eggi.eston J/yr/. ,

Metrop. xviii. 158 'Ihe joyful keys and the cheerful ten.ccnt
coins lay in his pocket. 191 z H. S. Harrison Queed xvii,
203, I bought them at a ten-cent store on Sixth Avenue.
«8»S J. Neal Sro. yonatka/i I. 221 For a '*ien dollar bill

'

..Peters would have set fire to it. 17^40 W. Stephens yrnl.
Proc. Georgia 565 Capt. Heron..arrived., at Port-Royal in
a 'ten-oar'd Boat.

2. ten-finger, (i) a thief; ten-gallon hat, a large
conical broad-brimmed bat worn by cowboys ; ten-
gun brig Austral, (see quot.) ; ten-lined potato
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beetle, ten-liner U.S. (see quots.); ten-per-
center, one receiving ten per cent, interest; ten-
spot sb. U.S. (earlier example).
1881 Incersoll Oyster.Industr. (Hist. Fi.sh. Industr. U.S.)

249 Ten-finger.—A thief. 1928 Daily Express 17 Oct. 3/7She instinctively recognised that he was a cowboy, even
thougli he did not wear a 'ten-eallon hat and a jacket em-
broidered with Mexican dollars. 1903 R. Bedford True
Eyes^bs He. .caught many little white fish with five square
port-hole m.-irks on their sides—the fish the Northerners

MI '"> S"n •'"gs'. ii^ Rep. Vermont Board Agric.
111. 574 The famous *ten-lined potato beetle (Doryphora
decemlineota. Say). Ibid. 676 Jack Frost.. must overtakemany of the *ten liners that supposed themselves safe from
cold, igoa Wesltn. Gaz. 30 July 9/2 Anxious as he is tomake every speculative investor in the mines a »ten-ner-
center. 1844 ' Jon. Slick ' High Life N. Y. II. 215 ' Jest
so, sez I, a flingin' down the "ten spot o' clubs and the
ace-o diamonds.

Tenant, sb. 4. tenant-farming (earlier U.S.
example).
1861 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. IV. 203 On the greater part of

this farm are the usual indices of tenant farming.

Tendentionsly (tende-njssli), adv. [f. Ten-
DEKTiousa. -I- -LT ii.J In a tendentious manner; with
a purposed tendency or aim. SoTendentionsness.
11^ Glasgow Herald^ Apr. 8 This was not due to any

tendenaousness on the part of official reports. I9a4 History
Oct. 215 If we could. .speak with our enemies in the gate,
we should doubtless teach geography, .tendenciously. 1938
Observer i July 17/5 A mixtureof innocent greenness, .and
deliberate tendentiousness. 1531 Times Lit. Suppl. 21 May
404/2 Here is Tolstoy, .pleading for art which is free from
movements and any sort of tendentiousness.

Tenderloin. U.S. 1. (Example.)
^
1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 27 Sept., The 'tenderloin', the
porter-house steak of America, are infinitely superior to

our much-vaunted rump steak.

2. (Earlier example.)

^'^J.J^"!^"']' ^^V. Mar. 500/2 His precinct is known as
the 1 enderloin , because of its social characteristics.

Teuebroso (fenebrouso), a. and sb. PL -osi.
[It. tenebrosp shadowy.] The name of a group of
Italian painters of the naturalist school of Cara-
vaggio.
1886 W. M. Rossrm in Encycl. Brit XX. 532/1 The

nj'urahst school, called also the school of the 'I'enebrosi.
/«rf., Ribera..had by this time acquired so much mastery
oyer the tenebroso style that his performances were barely
distinguishable from Caravaggio's own.
So Teliebrist, a painter belonging to this group.
I^^ D. S. MacColl in iglh Cent. Jan. 83 If the epochs of

raintmg were announced by music as are the Plagues of
F.gs-pt in Handel's Israel the theme for the late sixteenth
century of the Tenebrists would be He sent forth a great
darkness.

Tenement. 5. tenement house (earlier U.S.
example).
1861 T. WiNTHROP C. Dreeme 78 To light the rear range
of a tenement-house.

Tennesseean (tenesf-an), a. and si. Also
-ean, [-ak.] Of or belonging to, a native or
inhabitant of, Tennessee, one of the southern United
States of America.
1817 Anne Rovall Lett. fr. Alabama xvi, (1830) 41 The

Tennesseean is cool and steady. 1835 I ngbaham South-West
I. XIX. 202 A daring Tcnnessean, with a blanket tied round
him, and a hat with a brim of enormous breadth. 1857
T. B. Gunn N. V, Boarding.Houses 202 A big Tennesseean.
i8«9 'Mark Twain' Sketches, Journalism in Tennessee
(875), The fervent spirit of Tennessean journalism. 1884
A. E. Sweet & Knox On Mexican Mustang thr. Texas
HI. 41 The old Tennessean came to the front again. 1931
T. S. Striblino /iTr^^ xxiii, Tennesseans, countrymen,. I
come asking you to lift your sword to defend the sacred
altar of your country's freedom 1

Tenorino (tenor/no). PI. -ini (-f-nt). [It.,
f. tenore tenor -1- -itio dim. suffix.] A high tenor,
spec, a castrato alto.

i8«7 Cornhill Mag. Jan. 32 At present the signer is the
pearl of tenorini, and no other artist can match his delivery
of the embroidered melodies of the Cenerenlola, or the
Italiana in Algiert. 1898 Harper's Mag. XCVI. 512, 1 was
. . to be the tenor, or rather the tenorino.

Ten-pins. b. ten-pin alley (earlier U.S. ex-
ample).
185a Bristed Upper Ten Thousand v. ti7 Perhaps we

shall find him at the len.pin alley.

Tense, v. (Additional modem examples.)
1911 Jack London Adventure i,The tensed body relaxed.

19J1 L. R._ Freeman In Tracks 0/ Trwies 85 There was a
sharp tensing of the powerful frame. 1939 P. Gibus Hidden
City 1, Rage causes an increase of adrenal secretion, tensing
upthe nerve cells.

Tent, sb.^ Add: 2. f. A contrivance used in

laryngeal and respiratory diseases for regulating the
temperature and moistness of the air breathed by
the patient. Also tent-bed.
189a J. Carmichael Dis. Children 235 The child should be

put into a tent bed with one or two steam kettles. Ibid.
237 The steam of the tent may be medicated by iodine.

6. b. tent-caterpillar, -fly U.S. (earlier ex-
amples).
lifji Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I. 57 The 'tent cater-

pillar IS easily managed if you only watch him and destroy
his nest when it first appears. 1849 T. T. Johnson Sights
Gold Region xviii. 169 The "'lent-fly isa second roof usually
erected over the tent. i86a in Henderson Life Stone^vall
Jackson (1906) I. 311 Tent-flies without poles or tents cut
down to that size.

TEERAZZO.

Tentage. (Additional modem examples.)
1899 Boston Med. i Surg. Jml. i6 Nov. 487/2 Tenlage for

tropical service. 190S 'Laurence Hoes' Indian Love aoNo more the rugged roads of Khorasan, The scanty food
and tentage of the p.ist I 1931 Brit. Museum Return 87 A
Committee appointed by the Army Council to advise as to
processes to improve the durability of Tentage. 1925 E. F.
Norton Figlit/or Everest, tg24 126 The inadequate num.
ber of porters available to carry up sufficient tentage.

Tented, a. L (Later U.S. example.)
1871 Rep. Indian Affairs (1872) 261 Urah. .had collected

some of the chiefs and herdmeo of the tribe to receive me in
their tented camp.
2. (Later U.S. example.)
J848 E. Brvant What I saw in California I. 14 Long

trains of oxen . . pulling huge tented-wagons.

Tenter, sb.'^ (Earlier U.S. example.)
1846 A. WiLEv in Indiana Mag. Hist. XXIII. 409 The

eating hours were the same as those of the tenters.

Tenth, a. and sb. Add : B. sb. 4. The tenth
day of the month.
iS8o in Jesuits in Conflict (1873) 105 The loth of Septem-

ber, 1580. 1868 Eliz. S. p. Ward in Atlantic Monthly
Mar. (///&) The Tenth of January.
C. tenth nerve, the pneumogastric nerve.

l8ai C. Bell Expos. Nerves Hum. Body (1824) 82 The
nerves of the spine, Ihe tenth or sub-occipital nerve, and the
fifth or trigeminus of the system of Willis. 1938 M. CoQUE
Introd.Stndy A nat. tf Physiol. Eye loi In any case in which
the moderating power of the vagus or pneumogastric nerve
(loth nerve) is increased, there is a hypersecretion of the
supr.irenal capsules.

'

Tenting, vbl. sb.' [f. Tent sb.i -1- -ikg>.] The
use of a tent (*Tknt sb.l a f).

1907 F. Taylor in Brit. Jml. Childr. Dis. June 258 Open
windows, free exposure ofthe patient to the air in any way,
in marked contrast to the ' tenting ' and steam-kettle of
recent times.

Tepee. (Earlier examples.)
1849 Mabv H. Eastman Dahcotali xxii. The wigwam (or

teepee, as the houses of the Sioux are called), a i86x Win-
throp John Brent xxiv. 254 We rode through a camp of
Sioux * tepees ' like so many great white foolscaps.

Tecinila (t«k«"la). [Name of a district of
Mexico.] = PoLQUE.
189s Funk's stand. Diet. 1927 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 655/2Two peons, .offered me tequila, which I declined.

Teraconic(terak(rnik),a. CAem. [f. Tek(ebio
+ Citk)aconic.] Designating a crystalline acid,
C,H,o04, obtained by distilling terebic acid.
i88a Jrnl. Chem. Soc XLII.42 Teraconic acid, .is soluble

in cold water and ether.

Teracrylic (terakri lik),«. CAem. [f. TER(PEif-
YLio-i- Acrylic] Designating an acid, CjHuOj,
obtained from the distillation of terpenylic acid.
1877 5'""^ Chem. Soc. II. 432 On Teracrylic Acid, a new

acid belonging to the Acrylic Series. . .Teracrylic acid may
be obtained pure by dissolving the distillate in sodium car-
bonate or caustic soda.

Tercentesimal (tsjsentesimal), «. [f. Teb-
4- Centesimal a.] (See quot.)
1923 Sis N. Shaw Forecasting Weather Introd. p. xxi.

Professor Marvin.. rightly called attention to the fact that
the scale of centigrade degrees measured from— 273" C. is
not, in fact, the j^me thing as the absolute scale and that
another name is required. We have accordingly used the
expression tercentesimalscale to indicate the arbitrary scale
so defined.

Teredinid (terfdinid), a. (sb.) Zool. [f.

mod.L. Teredinidss, a family of boring molluscs:
see Teredo and -lu 3.] Of or pertaining to the
family Teredinids. ; also absol. a ship-worm. Also
Tere'dlaold a., resembling a ship-worm.
189S Funk's Stand, Diet. 1924 Glasgow HeraldG Jan. 4/2

A lintc between the Teredinid family and that ofIhe Pholads
or piddocks.

Term, sb. 8. b. Add : Terms of reference :

the heads or points upon which a person or body
of persons has to make a decision or a settlement

;

the terms which define the scope of an inquiry.
I9xa Rep. Brit. Assoc, 549 The nature of the Inquiry of

the Industrial Council is explained in the following 'terms
of reference '. 1921 Board Educ, Teaching English in
Eng. 3 Our terms of reference do not include Wales. 1927
W. E.C0LLINSON Conteinp. Engl. 123 Terms of reference
(defining the scope of a committee's labours).

Terminalia (t5jmin.?i-lia). Bot. [mod.L.
(Linnscus, 1 767), f. L. terminalis Terminal.] A
member of the genus of combretaceous shrubs or
trees so named, characterized by the crowding of the
leaves at the end of the twigs. Also attrib.
I8ag Loudon Encycl. Plants 864. igaS Chambers's Jrnl.

June ^11/2 He halted the elephant under one of the Ter-
minalia trees.

Termite, b. Add : termite heap = termite-
kill.

1910 Dundee Advertiser 25 Nov. 6 The athletes had to.,
jump from a small termite heap. 1920 Blackw. Mag. Feb,
205/t Several enormous termite heaps.

Terrazzo (terae-tso). [It., = terrace, balcony.]
A proprietary name for a kind of concrete used for

paving and building. Chiefly attrib. and Comb.
Z9oa Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 340/1 Wood has been super-

seded by terrazzo. . . Cracks may be seen in terrazzo floors

introduced into .several of the recently erected modern
hospitals. 1925 Glasgow Herald 27 Feb. 7 Terrazzo-faced
concrete blocks. Ibid., 'I'he outer walls being of the terrazzo
block. X9a7 Ibid. 12 Jan. 9 The houses. .are constructed of
terrazzo blocks.



TERBE-A.-TEKRE.

Terre-a-terre (tfratfr), si. and adj. phrase.

[Fr., lit 'earth to earth'.] A. sb. A kind of

dance (seeTKEiiA A tekra %, note and quot. 1797).

B. adj. phr. Matter-of-fact, unimaginative,
1888, 1898 Iscc Terra a terra 2J. t^-^a Time ff Tide 18

Apr. 500/a He was too frank not to admit that Ins friend

and chief was, intellectually, very ter-re-H-tet-rt;.^ 1930 J. G.
Flktchfr Europe's Tu'O^ Frontiers 175 Their efforts ..

lacking in the wholly technical qualities that sweep audiences
off their feet, were masterpieces of ddse, realistic, terre-a'

ierre argument.

Terricolons, a. Add: b. =TEBRicoLEa. i.

1931 Ansee L. Smith Handbk. Brit, Lichens 142.

Territory '. Add : 1. e. The area over which
a commercial traveller operates.

19*5 Daily Tel. 13 May 20/7 Traveller Wanted. ..Live
men can earn j^io week. Territory given. X9a7 C. L- Bol-
LING Sales Managem. 93 The majority of agents will press
for a large territory and for exclusive selling rights. 1998
F. W. Shrubsall Train. TrazielUng Salesmen v. 37 When
a salesman is appointed to, or takes over, a territory, be it

town, district, county, or group of counties, he should imme-
diately commence to study such territory.

3. a. Phr. To take in too much territory : to go
too far, make too sweeping an assertion, or the like.

19J7 Daily Excess 30 Nov. 3/1, I think it is a fine plan
to refuse, if possible, to be affected by an opponent's play. .

.

But I am sure I took in entirely too much territory when I

said that his work should be ignored.

Terror, sd. Add : 2. JVbvel or romance of
terror : a genre of romance in which an atmosphere
of terror is produced by the relation of horrific

events, esp. of a supernatural kind.
1931 R. L. MfcRoz Conrtufs Mind tr Method 237 The

* Gothic '-terror-romance of the eighteenth century.

b. A person who tries the feelings or patience
of others ; an exasperating or tiresome person ; a
nuisance, colloq.

1889 Harper's Mag. May 033/1 That bright boy. .who was
a terror six months ago, will no doubt be in the City Council
in a few years. 1893 holy terror [see *Holy a. 4 cj. X900
little terrors [see 2 in Diet.].

Terry Alt (te-ri jit). Irish Hist. [According
to the diary cited in quot. 1831 below, Terry Alts
was the name of an innocent bystander who was
supected of an outrage on a man.] Usually//. A
body of rebels which appeared in co. Clare after the
Union and was associated with many outrages.
1831 MS. Diary m Times Lit. Supfl. 29 Sept. (1932) 601/4

Father Lynch . . told us the origin of the name ' Terry Alts '.

184a J. C. Hall Ireland \\. 122 The Terry Alts in Clare.
1880 W. J. Fitz-Patbick Life Dr. Doyle IL 333 He urged
the * Shanavests ', the ' Terryalls *, the ' Rockites * and the
Ribbonmen to cast their evil combinations to the winds.
18^ Westm. Gaz. 14 Nov. 4/2 The man was suspected of
being a ' Terry Alt *, or a member of a local agrarian con-
spiracy, xoos Blackw. Mag. Jan. 57/1 A more tragic
reminder of the Terry-Alts and their doings, losi Edin.
Rev. Jan. 186 These crimes, and those of the Carders, of
Captain Rock and the Terry Alts, produced great de-
moralization.

Tesla(te-sla). The name of Nikola 7ij/a (born

18.S7), American electrician and physicist, used
attrib. to designate certain apparatus invented
by him and phenomena caused by this apparatus;
as Tesla coil, transformer, a form of induction
coil for producing high frequency alternating or
oscillating currents; Tesla oturent, a current
generated by the Tesla coil ; Tesla discharge, an
oscillatory discharge of high frequency obtained
from a Tesla coil.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI I L 426/2 The oscillatory dis-
charges produced by discharging a large condenser through
a low resistance can be transformed in potential, and we can
construct an oscillation transformer. This is usually called
a Tesla coil. 1904 Knowleilge Apr, 56/2 By means of high
frequency currents (Tesla currents), luminous radiations
maybe produced inside the tube. 1924 Discovery ]\\n^ 84/1
The apparatus is indeed very similar to an ordinary tesla coil.

Test.Ji.l 7. b. Add: test cricket, the cricket
of test-matches ; also attrib. ; test-flame, a flame
serving or used as a test ; 2.\%ofig. ; test-hole, also,
a hole dug to ascertain the mineral-bearing or other
condition of the soil ; test load (see quot.) ; test-
piece, ib) (see 7 a in Diet.)

; (c) in a music or
recitation contest, a piece of music, poetry, etc,
performed by each of the competitors in order to
decide which is the best singer, player, reciter, etc.

;

test pressure (see quot. 1892).
1931 J.HoBBS Playing for England I (title) My *Test-

P.["^^[ °''5'-, "'»' J- •*- Harris Memoranda Sitcra 130
1 he Christian s "test-flame is the peace ofGod. 1913 V. B
Lewes Oil Fuel 102 The cup has a close-fitting lid, and
carries the test-flame and thermomet-r- ivxChambers's
*y*^tl Mar lA/t/i Ua X rr- (V.. ^- ..„i J* 1 .1

greater in amount than the working load, in order to test its
capability or margin of safety. 1888 lbid.%.y. Boiler lest-
ing. The *test pressure is usually from one and a half to
twice that of the actual pressure to which it is intended to
work the boiler. 189a Ibid. App., Test Pressure, the pres-
sure put upon a steam boiler before delivery to purchaser.

Test, ».* 2. Add: To test out: to try out;
to put (a theory) to the test of practice.
1916 Publishers' Weekly 29 May 1794/2 To test out the

value of radio publicity. Ibid. 10 July J19 The owner,
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rather than have his very capable manager resign, agreed to
test out their separate theories.

Testimonial, a. and sb. Add : A. adj. In-
volving the giving of testimony or witness,
iXi^ Kansas City Times f, Star 17 Sept., The Christian

Scientists had a ' testimonial meeting ' on the third floor of
the Gibraltar building Wednesday night.

B. sb. 6- (sense 5) = serving as a testimonial
or token of esteem. Also testimonial book, a
book in which testimonials are written.

189s Funk's Stand. Diet. s.v., A testimonial certificate,
benefit, or banquet. 1905 E. F- Benson Image in Sanii ii,

36,1.. told him _[5C, a dragoman] that he had been quite
satisfactory, and if he wished I would write in his testimonial-
book. 1931 Daily Ex/>ress-2i Sept, 1 1/5 A testimonial dinner
was given to.. the iiiiilionaire American capitalist,

Testudinal, a. (Modern example.)
J900 TucKWELL Remin. Oxford -ii When the idea flashed

upon him that tlie Cheirotherium footsteps were testudinal,

TetartO-. Add : Teta'rtocone, the posterior
internal cusp of an upper premolar tooth,
1896 [see Thitocone].

TSte-beche (t#t bfj). Philately. [Fr,, f, ilte

head -h beche, reduced from bechevet lit. double bed-
head, f. bes- (L, bis-) \- chevet bed-head.] A term
used to describe the printing of postage stamps
upside down or sideways with reference to one
another. Sometimes used as sb., an instance of
such printing, or stamps so printed,
x88a E. B. Evans Catitl. Collectors Postage Stamps etc.

56 One or more stamps upside down,, .forming the varieties
termed tite.\'beches. Ibid., Varieties 2 and 3 are the
result of stamps placed tlte-blclit. 1891 Philatelic Jml. \.

14 France. ..1853, i fr., pair Tete Beche, 17/-. 1891 ,S'.

Gibbons' Monthly frnl. 30 Jan. 153/2 The sheets are com.
posed of four horizontal rows of five stamps, . .each row
15 placed tite-beche to the one below it. 1893 Nai-iek Ibid.
Dec. 120 Balliol Coll.. .Instances ai tite-bScke occur on all
the strips. 1893 S. Gibbons' Philat. Handbk., Portu-
guese India 58 From the fact of the value being printed in
at a second printing one might expect to find the tete-beches
with the value inverted. 1921 F. A. Bellamv Oxf. f, Camb.
Coll. Messenger Postage Stamps 14 Balliol, a number of im-
pressions were made one way, then the paper strip was turned
round ; so a tete beche pair can be found on each strip,

Tetel (t^l-tal, te-tal). Also tetl. [Local name,]
An antelope, Bubalis mauritanica, allied to the
hartebeest, found in Africa, Aiabia, and Syria,
1867 Baker Nile Trib. 308 We had hardly ridden half a

mile, when 1 perceived a fine bull tetel (Antelope Bubalis)
standing near a bush. 1894 Sclater & Thomas Bk. Ante-
lopes I, 16 The Tora or T^tel was confounded by von
Heuglin and Sir Samuel Baker, its first discoverers, with the
Bubal._ 1920 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 672/2 A great herd of
tetl—big animals the size of a mule—sprang up.

Tetnys (te-fis). [L. Tethys, Gr, Tj;ei;s, a sea-
goddess,]

1, Geol. The name given to a former inland sea
of large extent of which the present Mediterranean
area formed a part. Hence Te'thyan a.

1893 SuEss in Nat. Sci. Mar, 183 A great ocean which
once stretched across part of Eurasia, Tlie folded and
crumpled deposits of this ocean stand forth to heaven in
Thibet, Himalaya, and the Alp:;, This ocean we designate
by the name * Tethys ', after the sister and consort of
Oceanus, The latest successor of the Tethyan Sea is the
present Mediterranean, Ibid. 184 The later Tethyan history,
19o8_Hertha Sollas tr, Sness's Face ofEarth III. 19'lhe
existing Mediterranean of Europe is a remnant of the Tethys,
'9»S J- Jo'V Suiface-Hist. Earth vii, 125 In the case of
the Mediterranean (in former times expanded into a far
larger inter-continental sea which geologists call the Tethys),
the widely extended shallows along the siiores of the Tethys
appear to have received the sediments,

2, Astr. The third innermost satellite of Saturn.
1886 A. Hall in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 543.

Teton (tj-t^n). U.S. [ad. F. teton, f. OF. tete

(mod. telle) teat.] (See quot. 1855.)
1855 J. Mui.LAN Pas. R. R. Exptor. I, 531 The word

' Teton ' is applied to hi^h, towering and prominent peaks of
a mountain range that rises above the remaining portion of
the ranges, 1864 A, J, Dickson Across Plains (1929) 120 To
the north, remote, a triad of mountain majesty, the grand
tetons towered above the surrounding peaks,

Tetrajfonal, a. Add : 5. b. Geom. & Cryst.
Having a relation to four angles ; as tetragonal
symmetry, the symmetry of a figure or body which
coincides with its original position after rotation
about an axis through one or any number of right
angles (i.e. \, etc. of the whole circle).
1878 [in Diet., sense 5].

Tetraploid (te-trSploid). Biol. [f. Tetra-,
after *Diploid.] A cell having four times the
number ofchromosomes characteristic ofgerm cells.

Hence Tetraploi'dy, the condition or occurrence
of such a cell.

1914 E. W, Macbride Study Heredity viii, (1925) 216 Other
examples of such ' tetraploidy *

(i.e. doubling the ordinary
' diploid * number of chromosomes) are known to occur
amongst the progeny of hybrids between difl'erent species,
1930 R. O, Whvte in Jrnl. Genetics Sept, 106 The plates
with the tetraploid number of chromosomes are regular and
more suitable for counting.

Tetrode. Add: 2, Wireless. (See quot. 1930.)
1919 W- H- EccLES in Electrician LXXXII, 475/2 To be

systematic I suggest ' tetrode ' and ' pentode ' for vacuum
tubes withfourorfive electrodes, 1930^,^.0, Year.Bk.tif,!

i

F^ur-electrode valve, a thetmionic valve having a kathode
(filament),two gridsand an anode. Sometimes called a tetrode.

THAO.

Tettigonian (tetigon-nian), a. and sb. Ent.
[f. mod.L. 'Jettigoiiia (Linnseus, 1748), name of
genus + -an.] (Pertaining to or resembling) a leaf-

hopper of the genus Teitigonia or related genus. So
Tettigo-niid a. and sb , (pertaining to) a member
of the family Teltigoniidx of leaf-hoppers, of which
the family Telligonia is typical.
x86i T,_W, Harris Insects Injur. Veget. (ed. 3) 226 The

Tetligonians, or leaf-lioppers, have the head and thorax
somewhat like those of frog-hoppers, 1931 Oxf. Univ. Gaz.
J7 June 704/2 A Fossorial wasp with Tetligoniid (Locustid)
prey,

Tenf-teuf (t6f,tbf). Also *Tl'FF-TtJFF. [Fr.

;

echoic] An imitation of the repeated sound of
gases escaping from the exhaust of a petrol engine.
Hence Teaf-tenf v. intr., (of a motor) to make
such sound

; (ofa person) to ride in a motor vehicle.
190a Daily Chron. =2 Aug. 3/4 The ' teuf-teuf ' of the rapid

motor is everywhere on the splendid roads. 1904 G, li. Shaw
John Bull's other Island 111, 77 His ear catches an approach-
ing teuf-teuf,, .The noise of the motor ceases. 1904 H. G,
Wells Food ofGods I. iv. § 5. 114 People. ,u.sed to see him
,,teufteufing slowly about Hyde Park, 1905 l^esim. Gaz.
9 Sept. 11/3 The teuf-teufing of the motor is drowned by the
tinkle of marriage bells. 1914 T. A. Baggs Backfr. Front
121 Sut^denly, piercing the night stillness, came the harsh
teuf.teuf ofa motor-car.

Tentonized, ///. a. [f. Teuton -f -ize -i- -ed'.]
Made Teutonic ; Germanized.
taiSHist. Amer. Lit. 1. 357 The Tentonized rhapsodies of

Coleridge. 1914 Blachtu. Mag. Aug. 280/2 All Germans
kept their eyes firmly fixed on a Teutonised Europe.

Texan. Add : sb. A person or animal native
to or inhabiting Texas.
1841 Pemiy Cycl. XXIV, 270/2 The Texans now attached

themselves to the Federalists, 1878 Isabella L. Bird Lady's
Life Rocky Mts. x. (1910) 172 These pure Texans, the old
Spanish breed, weigh from 900 to 1000 pounds. 1930 Corn-
hill Mag. Sept. 335 The work of the Texans was neat and
expeditious.

Texas. 1. i/.S. (Earlier example.)
i8s7 Olmsted ^oum. Texas 27 To this Texas, inveterate

card-players retire on Sundays,

2, Texas fever (earlier example).
1867-9 Trans. III. Afric. Soc. VII, 183 An exact descrip-

tion of the externaland internal manifestations ofTexas fever,

tTexian, a. and sb. = Texan a. and *sb.

1836 D, B, Edward Hist. Texas 45 The Texian farmer of
the Gulf coast. Ibid. 74 [It] adds to the variety of a Texiau
landscape,^ 1837 Chambers's Edin. Jrnl. 32 Apr, 102/1 The
Texians might have a decent excuse to seek their indepen-
dence, J843 Illustr. Loud. News 1 1 Mar, 164/3 The eruption
of the party of Texians into Mexico, 1845 ^title) Journal of
the Texian Expedition against Mier,

Text, sh.'^ 4. Add : Golden text, a text em-
bodying the main thought of a lesson, learnt by
heart by Sunday School children.

Thalenite (ta-lenait). Min. [f, the name of
R. Thalen -^ -ite 1.] A flesh-red silicate of yttrium
found in Sweden.
1900 Min. Mag. XII, 393, 192a W. E, Ford Dana's

Min. 529,

Thalleoqnin (fse-iriokwin). Chem. Also
thalleio-. [1. Gr. OdKhia foliage -h Quin(ine.] A
green resinous substance, a test for quinine.
1877 Watts Diet. Chem. V, 740 Thalletoclun, or Dalleio-

chin, a product of the action of chlorine-water on sulphate
of quinine, 1886 Eucycl. Brit. XX, 185/1 ,^n emerald green
colour, due to the foimation of thalleoquin, is developed,
1886 Buck's Handlk. Med. Sci. II. 163/1 Thalleioquin is

afforded by: Quinine, Quinidine, Homoquinine, Thalleio-
quin is not aff'orded by ; Cinchonine, Cinchonidine, Quiaa.
mine.

Thamndic (famS-dik), a. [f. ThamM, name
of a pre-historic Arab tribe -f -icj Of or pertaining
to the Thamiid ; spec, designating inscriptions re-

sembling the Sabrean, found in the country of the
Thamiid. So Thamn-dlte [-ite 1],

1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII, 717/2 [The grafliti] are mostly
the productions of Thamudite soldiers in the Roman army.
z886 Ibid. XXI. 651/1 Ihese inscriptions have been called
' Thamudic ', because they were found in the country of the
Thamud, z888 Doughty Trav. Arabia Deserta I. 205
Twice every year stands this canvas city of a day, in the
Thamudite plain, full of traffic,

Thanatomania (Ja;:nati>m?i-nia). Psychol.

[f, Thanato- -( -MANIA.] The condition of being
susceptible to the hypnotic suggestion of approach-
ing death,
190a Webster Suppl,, Thanatomariia, suicidal mania.

\9iS Hastings's Encycl. Rclig. I, Ethics VIII. 248/2 The
tendency which W,E. Roth.. calls ///a«rt/o///a«ia ; namely,
the suggestibility leading. .to death on the part of one who
satisfies himself that he is doomed.

Thank, sb. 5, Add : thanks very much.
X919 WoDEiiousE Damsel in Distress \, Oh, no, thanks

very much ! X9ax Hichens Spirit of Time xii, Very good
of you. Thanks very much.
Thanksgiving. 1. Add : Harvest thanks-

giving = harvest festival (Harvest sb. 7).

1859 Chron. Convocation ii Feb. 15 An Office of Thanks-
giving for the Hai-vest. 1867 Leisure Hour 3 Aug, 559/1
'I'lie service was that specially prepared by Convocation for

harvest thanksgivings.

Thao (ta tf), [Chinese,] A gelatinous substance
obtained from seaweed in ]£astern countries, Chinese
or Japanese isinglass.



THAT.
1883 Haldane W/irishcp Heccifls Ser. 11. 357/r Thai, is

a very interesling substance.. . It is a gelatinous preparation
made m Cuchin China, ..from seaweed.

'EhsA,dem.fron. Add: 5. d. TAafsso: that
is as you say, that statement is coriect. Also
interrogatively, {Is) that so > That's right (vulgar),
as a formnla of assent or approval. .So that's that :

an expression indicating tiiat a discnssion is closed
or a matter settled beyond dispute : = that is the
end of the matter. Similarly so that was that.
1857 Knickerbocker Mng. Jan. 86 One of the quaintest,

quietest, most musical, and most engaging forms of acqui.
escencc is in the new and popular phrase of* That's so \
which is working its way into common parlance. 187a S.
Butler Erewkon vi. 45 ' So that 's that,' said I to myself, as
1 watched them scampering. 1891 Marah E. Rvan Fagan
Atleghanies vi. 93 • That so? ' she said. 1905 N. Y. Even-
ing Fost 1 Apr. 3 The President's address was frequently
interrupted with applause and cries of ' That's right . 1921
G. O'DosovAN Vocations iv. 59 ' I half promised mother to
stay till you got your vocation. . .So that we could enter on
the one day... But he didn't make much of it.'.. 'So that's
'ha',' Kitty said, with a frown. 1924 P. Marks Plastic A^e
af Well, he exclaimed, 'that's that. At last I know where
I m going. 1930 Times a6 Mar. 7/2 Bray and Jackson
never looked like holding Martin-Smith and Bond, who raced
away with 4's, 3's, and i's : so that was that.

That, /»-««. Add: 5. b. And at/ thai (modern
examples) ; also, often used as a trivial addition to
a formula of thanks, congratulation, or the like.
19x5 OrriNiiEiM IVralh to Come 11. xvi, ' Gl.id to see you

and all that, Slattcry,' he said. 1929 R. Graves {title) Go.>d
bye to all that. 1930 W. C. Seilar & Yeatman Uitle)
1066 and all that. 1930 Savers & Eustace Docts. in Case I.

25 Not good-looking, but full of S.A. and all that. JUod.
Very many happy returns of the day, and all that

!

d. Come out of that ! : clear out ! get off with
you ! dial, and slang.

That-away, adv. dial, and U.S. Also that-
aways, that-a-way. [f. That I[ + Away adv.l
1. In that direction.
i8j9 Southern Lit. Messenger V. 378/2, 1 expect, Tommy,

you ie<z sparking that o way. j847HAi,LlwELt^ That-a.wny,
that way. Yorksh. i8i6 H. Jacksos Citiert Kit£ge xxxti,
Down in the marsh' lands, tl.at-a-way. looi Jas. Pkior Forest
J^olk iv. 41 It's out o'my road or I'dsbow yer j that-away.
2. In that manner or respect,
1847 Faddiana 1. 139 It's very careless I hear they are that
aways.

_
1887 Scrihner's Mag. Sept. 366/1 Flandroe said

:

* I hadii' 'a' thought ye'd 'a' evidenced agin me that-a-way.'
18^ J. C. Harris Tales 0/Home Folks 283 They'd..come
an snatch 'em up an' bundle 'em off that-away.

Tha'wine, vbl. sb. Add : b. attrib.

190S Kyitock Jrnl. Oct.-Dec 200 Many consumers.. put
frozen cartridges in thawing pans several hours before they
are required.

Thea'tre, -rJ. Add: 3. e. \a goodtheatre, tAc.-.

see *(JooD II. I f.

1927 Snmlay Times 27 Feb. 6/4 ' The Letter ' is superb
theatre throuj^hout. 1928 [see "Good a. i fj.

Tlieatregrapll (])/-at3jgra{). Disused. [See
-GRAPH,] ^ 'AnIMATOGBAPH.
1897 [see *AnimatographJ.

The dansant (t« dansan). See *DANSAirr.
Thelitis (K'^i'tis). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

67X17 nipple + -iTis. Cf. F. thilite.l Inflammation
of a nipple.

1848 DuNCLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7).

Thematic, a. Add : 4. Of or pertaining to
a (Byzantine) 'theme' or province.
1914 J. B. BuRv in Engl. Hist. Rev. Jan. 130 The stratcgoi

of the Thematic system.

Thenabonts, adv. (Recent example.)
1931 D. CoRKiRv Synge Introd. p. vii, Ireland in 1907—

thereabouts and thenabouts.

Thenceafter, adv. (Recent example.)
J932 Belloc Napoleon iiL 182 Thenceafter, for a week or

more, it was intrigue upon intrigue.

Theo-> Add : Theocentrlcism, -ce'ntrlsm.
Theocentric doctrine, principles, or belief.

19JS E. UsoF-RHiLL Mystics o/Ch.x, 205 The best traditions
of French spirituality, its lofty theocentri<:ism. 1930 ^/^nw-
ment to St. A tt^^ustine viii. 272 The apparent theocen-
trism of the Calvinist ' glory of God '.

Theocin (K'csin). Chem. [irreg. f. mod.L.
thea tea + -IN 1.] Synthetic theophyllin, used as a
diuretic.

X910 Fraclitiouer June 777 Evacnants . . must be used.,
with or without tiieo<:iri sodium acetate.

Theocrasia Owkr^i-zia). Also -krasia. [a.

GnSjoK^diia a mingling with God.] = Theocbasv.
1913 Hastings's F.ncycl. Relig. If Ethics VI. 422/1 The

working of the theokrasia in the domain of religion and re-
ligious art. 1920 H. G. Weli.s Ontiine Hist, 496/2 We
have noted how a sort of theocrasia went on between
Christianity and Judaism.. and other competing cults.

TheOCriteau O/j^kritran), a. [f.L. Theocritus,

a. Gr. BfuxpiToi Theocritus, a Greek poet of Sicily,

of the 3rd c. B.C. ¥ -BAN.] Of, pertaining to, or
characteristic of Theocritus or his writings, esp. his
p.tstoral poetry ; of the style or like that of Theo-
critus ; hence, pastoral, idyllic So Theocrltan
(^tp-'knKi.n) a.

584^ Krightlry Notes yirg., Bucol. v. Observ., He {sc.

VirgilJ was thoroughly imbued with the Theocritean poetry.
1873 Symonds Creek Poets x. 316 To reconstruct the mode
of life of the Theocritean dram/itis personae. 1896 M'^Clure's
Mag. VI. 467/2 With his [sc. Corol's] Theocritan spirit, he

279
could see the fountain of Jouvence in the woods of Sevres.
1897 F. T. Palcrave in A!em. Tennyson II. 495 Tennyson
read over to me the little Theocritean Idyll ' Hylas '. 1027
Obseroer 24 July 13/a This bucolic, but far from Theocritan,
idyll.

'

Theophrastian (ffiofnestian), a. Also -an,
-ean. [f. L. Theophraslus, a. Gr. @(6<pfaaTo^, a
Greek philosopher of Kresus in Lesbos (4ih c. B.C.)
+ -IAN.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of
Theophrastus or his writings, esp. Iiis 'Characters'.
So Theophrastlc, t Tlieoplira-stical adjs.
1663 J. Sparkow tr. Behme's Rem. IVks., Apol.conc Per-

fection lys Not Tinctured, according to the Cabalisticall,
1 heophrasticall, Roso-Crucian kind. 1924 Public Opinion
18 Jan. 53/2 Some charming little essay or Theophraslan
Study. 19.6 Wajj-jTTo </"•«« 8 Apr. 4 One of the earliest
[Characters] which has the true Theophrastian ring. 1928
Observer 11 Feb. 4 Some of these Theophrastic ' characters '

are very charming.

Theotokion {^Uig-\.\fn). Eastern Church.
[eccl. Gr., f. e«oT(5/cos: see Theotokos.] The final
troparion of an ode, forming an ascription of praise
to the Mother of God.
1850 Nea/.e Hist. Easi.Ch. 1. 832 note, The theotokion is

simply a sticheron or troparion addressed to the Mother of
God. 18S0 Encycl. Brit. XII. 580/1 A 'theotokion', or
ascription of praise to the mother of our Lord.

There, adv. Add : 7. So there I That is my
final word or decision, that's flat

!

1894 (in Diet.). 1919 Pepler Health ii. 15 This worker of
welfare.. I won't bear on my stair—so there 1 1924 Rose
Macaulav Orphan Island xx\. § 3, I suppose you think I'm
in love with you. Well, I'm not, so there.

12. a. To get there (U.S.) : see Get v. 31 c.

Theremophone (fe'rihKyfoun). [f. name of
Theremin, its Russian inventor -H -//4tf«« after
gramophone, etc.] A musical instrument by which
musical sounds are produced from air-waves by
means of wireless apparatus.

. '»."* Musical Times Jan., The theremophone (let us call
It) IS a first.hand medium, not a mere re.producer. 1930
Ibid. May 413 Mr. Stokowski uses the theremophone in ccr.
tain arrangements of Bach's organ works.

Therevid (>i»-revid), a. and sb. Ent. [ad.
mod.L. J'herevidse, f. Gr. Sijpdav to hunt: see
-ID 3.] Of or belonging to the Therevidx, a family
of brachycerous dipterous insects ; an insect belong-
ing to this family, a stiletto-fly. .

1911 Brit. Museum Return 1 46 A Therevid Fly in Burmese
Amber.

Theriomorph (I>i»-rio,m(5jf). [h Gr. e-qpio-

TuERio- + fopfi) form.] A representation of an
animal form in art.

1913 [see *OrnithomorphI. 1928 V. G. Childe Most Anc.
East W. 84 Some therioinorphs are made of just those varie-
gated stones.

Therm ^. Add: 2. The unit of calorific vaUte,
equal to 100,000 liritish thermal units, generally
adopted by gas undertakings in Great Britain and
elsewhere as a basis of charge for gas supplied.
l9ao ..*<:/ 10+ II Ceo. Fc.285 i U)iCas Regulation Act),

A standard or maximum price for each hundred thousand
British thermal units (in this Act referred 10 as 'a therm ').

19U IVestm. Caz. 18 Oct., The therm system of charging for
gas.

Therm 0>3Jm), v. [Cf. ThebmS.] trans. In
1 8th c. cabinet-making, to turn (a leg or foot of
a chair, table, etc.) to a rectangular form; also
absol. So Therm sb., a leg or foot so turned;
hence therm foot, leg, a tapering foot or leg.
1788 Cabinet-makers' Lond. Bk. Prices(\Zo^) No. 7 If the

plinth of the Therms is work'd hollow [price, extra, ijd].
Ibid. No. 12 The Price of 'I'herming Legs...The Price of
Therming in the Neck. ..When the legs are therm 'd at the
top only, the tapering to be paid for extra. 1802-3 Sheraton
Cibinet Diet. (Simon's Eng. Furniture) Therm, Tapering.
•9'SJ. Phnderel-Brodhurst& LaytonC/i>m..£m^/. ./;"«>•«/-

tnre, Tlierm Foot, a rectangular tapering foot to the legs of
clu-iirs and tables, also called a spade or taper foot, often
used by the brothers Adam and Hepplewhite, and to a lesser
dtgree by Sheraton. Therm Leg, the taper or therm leg
was a favourite feature of Hepplewhite and later designers.

Thermal, a. Add : 2. b. Designating a bath
the temperature of which exceeds 98° Kahr.
1906 Practitioner Nov. 623 Baths below 93'* F. are . .known

as hypo.thermal baths.. while above 98° they are called
thermal.

Thermion (fSumi^). physics, [f. Gr. eepnii
hot, or Bipixrj heat + Ion.] An *Llecibon emitted
from a liif^hly heated body.
192a J. Mills IVithin the Atomy'ii. 73 An electron which

is emitted in this way is sometimes called a ' thermion '.

Thenuionic (|>3jmi<>-nik) a. Physics Sc Electr.
[f. prec. + -IC.] Of, pertaining to, or consisting of
thermions; spec, defining an appliance giving a
copious flow of electrons when heated, as the
thermionic valve (see quot. 1923).
191S Electrician LXXV. 241/1 The thermionic current.

.

increased at first. 1917 Fleming in IVireless World V. 152
The invention by the writer of thisarticle of the thermionic
detector. x^toChambers'sJrnl.^d^lx In one of its simplest
forms the thermionic valve has the appearance of an electric
incandescent fil.iment lump, igaa Encycl. Brit. XXXII.
1024/2 The third type of high frequency electric oscillation
generator which has become of great importance in the last
five years is the thermionic valve, which is a development of
the Fleming valve. Ibid., Those electrons are attracted to
it, and this creates a movement of negative electricity called

THICKETY.
igaS Daily Express 13 Dec. 9 A
• -— ''

"• ' •Ihe

a thermionic current. _, ._, „„^ .j .^w.
thermionic reflexometer. 1930 Times 21 Mar. 10/* ^.i
thermionic telephone repeater which grew out of the valve.
Hence Thermlo-nically adv., in thermionic form.
1922 J. Mills Within the Atom vii. 74 When electrons are

being thermionically emitted from a heated wire. Ibid. 75
^jjj '''ermionic emission of electrons at a heated electrode.
Thermite. Add : Used as a composition for

incendiary bombs. Also attrib. defining .1 process
or method of welding or casting with molten metal
produced by igniting thermite in a crncilile.

190S Chambers's Jrnt. 78/2 A perfectly successful joint

«L ""^"^^ ^ utilising the thermite process steel. 1915
Ibid.i^i/x 'Ihe thermit reaction is used largely in the pre-
paration of metals from their oxides. 1920 Discovery May
142/2 Iron alloys. .are prepared by. .the thermit process.
192a Encycl. Brit. XXX. 86/l Thermite [as a composition
for incendiary bombs)..con>ists of 76 parts magnetic oxide
of iron and 24 parts aluminium.

Thermo-. Add: Thermocxe-scent a., de-
fining a graphically recorded curve indicating the
change of rate of growth of a plant as influenced
by changes of temperature. Thermo-se iterator
Electr. (see quot. 1910). The:rmo-luinlnoslty
(see quot.). Tho-rmo-tank, a tank containing
pipes through which water, air, or the like circu-
lates for heating or cooling, esp. as a heating or
ventilating system ; also attrib.
1929 Sir j. C. Bose Growth 40 A *Thermocrescent Curve

was thus obtained, the ordinate representing increment of
growth, and the abscissa the time as well as the rise of
temperature. 1910 Practitioner July 135 The "thermo-
Generator provides, .a means by which electricity generated
by the liberation of the elements of certain metals can be
utilised. 1927 Times 6 July 21/5 A thermo-generator for
use with wireless receiving sets. 1903 Chetn. Netvs
LXXXVIII. 223/2 Production of *lhermo-ltiminosity.
1904 Kno^uledge Apr. 72/1 Those varieties of Fluorite..
which po.ssess..the property of 'ihermo-luminosity', that
IS to say, of spontaneously emitting light when heated.
KiaClasgom Herald 2 Oct. 7 The *thermo.tank system of
heating and ventilating. 1928 Observer 15 July 9/4 A new
1 hermo-Tank heating .system.

Thermo-electric, a. (sb.). B. sb. pi. Add

:

The science of thermo-electricity.
1896 Phil. Mag. Ser. v. XLI. 480 A contribution of much

permanent value to the data on thermo.electrics has recently
been made by Noll.

Thermo-siphon, attrib. Add : esp. in motoi-
construction. Hence Thermo-sipho-ulc a.
i^og Daily Chron. 13 Nov. 9/6 Thermo-syphon radiators,

igaa Times 20 June 8/5 Thermo-siphon cooling is used.
i^tz Autocar 10 Nov. 966 Cooling water is circulated by
thermo-syphonic action.

Thessalian (fes/i-lian), a. and sb. [f. L.
Thessalius, Thessalus, a. Gr. 0eff<rd\tio5, QtaaaKis,
adjs. f, Thessalia, BiaaaXia Thessaly: see -AN,
-IAN.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to Thessaly, a
district in northern Greece, its inhabitants, or speech,
b. sb. An inhabitant of Thessaly.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. IV. i. 127 Crooke kneed, and dew-

lapt, like Thessalian Buls. 1594 Kyd Cornelia iv. ii. 63
When the Thessalian fields were purpled ore With eyther
Armies murdered souldiers gore. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 544
As when Alcides..tore Through pain up by the roots Thes-
s.TilIan Pines. 1843 Iknnvson Talking Oak 292 Or that
Thessalian growth, In which the swarthy ringdove sat. And
mystic sentence spoke. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 359/1 The
Thessalians.. became very rich, and luxurious in tneir mode
of life. 18S8 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 299/1 These Thessalian
passes were of the utmost importance to southern Greece.
Ibiil. 299/2 In race, as in geographical position, the Thes.
.salians held an intermediate place between the non-Hellenic
Macedonians and the Greeks of pure blood.

Thetine (prtin). Chem. [app. f. th- of Thio-
after betaine.} Any one of a series of sulphur
compounds analogous to betaine.

1893 Jrnt.Chem.Soc. LXIV. 1. 633 Isomeric Thelines.
xZij^Ibid. LXVIII. It. 8 In the thetines, the four valencies
of the sulphur atom are of different values.

Thick, a. 12. b. Add : thick-bill, also, a S.

African bird (see quot.) ; thick-ear, a swollen or
thickened external ear resulting fiom a blow or
blows, esp. in phr. to give (a person) a thick ear;
thick space Typog., a three to an em space used in

separating words; hence thick-spaced a., having
thick spaces dividing the words.
1899 R. B. & J. D. S. Woodward NatalBirds-ji) (Pettman)

We usu.illycall this bird \Amblyospiza albi/rcns] the Haw.
finch. ..The boys call it *Thick.bill. 1909 Wake Passing
Engl., *Thick ear, one swelled by a blow. 1915 Truth.
4 Aug. 190/2 Tommy knew, .that to ask his father for help
was merely to ask for what his son would have called 'a
thick ear '. 1921 'Sapper ' (H. C. M'^Neile) Black Cang
xvii. 286 If you propose to take me and endeavour to make
my head impinge on a stone wall, someone is going to get a
thick ear. 1583 MoxoN Meek. Exerc, Printing viii. 99
Some [letterslare Space thick j that is, one quarter so thick
as_ the Body is high : though Spaces are seldom Cast so
thick,..and therefore, for distinction sake, we shall call

these Spaces, "Thick Spaces. 1808 C. Siower Printer's
Gram. iii. 90 Of Spaces. ..They are cast to various thick*

ncsses... Three to an m— or three thick spaces. 1892 [see

Space sb.^ 15 bl. 1824 J. Johnson Typcgr. II. 132 A
dand an ^..will admit an addition, but not more than a
middle and thin space to a "thick spaced line. 1893 Hart
Rules/or Compositors ^2 When the last line but one of a
paragraph is widely spaced and the first line of the follow,

ing paragraph is also more than thick-spaced.

Thicfety, a. (Earlier Amer. examples.)
1640 in Maryland Hist. Mag. V. 374 The Neck of Land.

.



THICKNESSEB.
lyeing between thidcetty Creek on the North, hog pen

Cnek on the South. 1740 in Coll. S. Carolina Hist. Soc.

IV, 15a They got into such thickeiy ground that they {sc.

the Indians] could not overtake them.

Thicknesser (>i-knesai), [-ebI.] A thick-

nessing machine.
z9ao F. T. Hill Pract. Aeroplane Consir. \qi Another

machine is the surfacer and thicknesser, in which one set of

cutters is used for both operations, the top table for the

trning-up process.., and the bottom table for thicknessing.

iniick 'xm C>i'kca). slang. [Thick a. ;
'«« =>

02fK.] A sovereigQ (the coin) ; formerly also,

a five-shilling piece.

1859 Slan^ Dict.t Thick un, a sovereign ; a crown piece,

or five shillings. i86a Comh. Mag: Nov. 648 If you like..

I will send a few thickuns. \%j-^.Slang^Dict, 361 Since i saw
you last i have not earned a thick un. x886 P. Clarke New
Chum 143 If. .he has a drought within him and a friend or

a ' thick-un ' to stand by hjm, he is a poor, weak.. fool to

refuse. 1897 HaluCaine ChristiuH iv. iv. A' thick *un '? Oh,
that was a sovereign, halfa thick 'un halfa sovereign. 1904

E. Nesbit Phoenix ^ Carpet v. 94 * Half a what?' asked
Anthea. *Arf a shiner, quid, thick *un—half a sov, then.'

TMef. 5. Add ; thief-ant, the ant Solenopsis

mohsta^ which steals its food from other insects;

thiefwise txafo., like a thief.

1909 W. M. Wheeler in Amer. Naturalist I)ec. 952
The walls of the galleries in some of the formicaries were
tenanted by teeming colonies of the..*thief ant, Solenopsis

molesta, 1924 J. A. Thomson Science Old ^ New xiv. 79 A
little thie^ant, Solenopsis, that . . burgles the beetles'

booses. 1898 W. J. Locke Idots vi, Creeping *thiefwise

up the stairs. 1903 T. Hardv Dynasts i, iv. iii, Stealing up
to us Thiefwise, by our back door.

Thigenol (J)aid5e'npl). [irreg. f. Thio- + -gen

+ -OL.J *A soluble sulphur compound containing

ten per cent of organic sulphur* (Dorland).
1908 Practitioner Feb. 253 Its \sc ichthyol's] ally, Thige-

nol, may be used in its stead.

Thin, a. Add : 3. O. Ofa spark (cf. *Fat a. 3 c).

1907 Rep. Brit. Assoc, 731 The long thin spark that occurs
in this case is not very suitable for wireless telegraphy, as
its resistance is too high.

4. d. Phr. A thin time : a wretched period of

experience, slang.
I9a4 A. J. Small Frozen Gold iv. 108 Yes, sure, you go..

.

If you don't, she will give me such a thin time, 1927 R.
Clay By Night iii. 27 Must have had a thin time of it.

I^t's hope he'll find a diflference.

b. tliin foiuit Typog. (see quot.) ; thin space
Typog.f a space used for separating words, cast five

to an em of its own body,
1906 Tecknol. ff Sci. Diet. (ed. Goodchild& Tweney) s.v.,

Founts of type of which the lower case letters ato z measure
in width less than twelve times the depth of their body are
called "thin founts. 1683 *thin-space [see Space si.^ 15 b].

1808 C. Stower Printer's Gram. iii. 90 Of Spaces. , . Five to
an m—or five thin spaces. 189a [see Space j3.' 15 b].

Thing, sb.'^ 10. a. Dear old thing: an ex-

pression of affection applied to an elderly person.

Old thing: a jocular or very affectionate form of
addressing an intimate, recently used esp. by yoimg
people, colloq.

1852 Punch 31 July 55/2 Aunt Ratchet and I had quietly
sat down, I to read and she to listen to a new novel—the
greatest pleasure the dear old thing can experience. 2858
Ibid. 23 Jan. 34/2 Give Mamma my love, and the ten pounds
I enclose, and make the dear old thing buy herself a new
shawl. 1905 Ibid, a6 Apr. 296/2 ' You dear old thing I" she
said sadly, 'its a comfort to have you, but you don't under-
stand.' 19x9 Ibid, 5 Mar. i3o/2 So long, old thing. Bien
d vous, Anne. /bid. 25 June 496/a 'My present trouble is

that I've got to find a wife.'..' Nothin' easier, old thing.'

192a [see *Old a. S a]. 1920 Rose Macaulay Potterisni 1. iii,

Do you want the last walnut chocolate, old thing ? 1928
Galsworthy Sivan Song 11. v. 147 You ought to keep up
your water-colours, old thing.

14. £ Similarly to be up to a thing or two.
iBi6 sporting'Mag-. X-hVlll. 173 The training-groom was

up to a thing or two. 1823 Mrs. M. M. Sherwood Henry
Milner in. xix, He knows I am up to a thing or two, 1859
Slang Diet. 113 * To be up to a thing or two ', to be know-
ing, or understanding. 1870 Rotitledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 87
The fact of his being ' up to a thing or two '.

17. Any old thing: any thinfj whatever, slang.
1900 [see *Oi.n a. 1 c). 1911 (see 'Any i e].

Think, sb. 3. think-tank U.S. slang, the brain.
1908 K, McGafpey Sko^v-Girl 189, I don't believe your

think tank is feeding properly. 1931 Randolph Enterprise
(Elkins, W. Va.) 24 Dec 5/6 We try to give the facts as
near as our think tank will permit us.

Think, ».^ Add : 3. To think out loudy y^nsiwi
of * to think aloud '.

1870 JuuE P. Smith Widow Goldsviith^s Dan. vi. 90 The
merry mischief in his eyes, .made her feel her absurdity in
thinking out loud. 1872 G. W. Dasent Three to One x, She
was a girl who thought out loud.

17. U.S. (Earlier and later examples.)
1855 M rs. Stowe Tales 9f Sk. New Eng. L ife 79 Christmas

is coming..and \ have got to think up presents for every-
body. 1901 S. Merwin & H, K. Webstkb Calumet K vi.

io3, 1 had him pretty busy there for a while thinking up lies,

1905 D. G. Phillips I*lum Tree xxJv. 287 My boy Ed used
to think up and do mischief just for the pleasure of pleasing
me by confessing. 19x2 C. Johnston Why World Laughs
132 ITie monk wno originally thought up that artful scheme
to swear off his taxes. 19M G. K.*s Weekly 15 Nov, 146/1
If Mr. Lloyd George can think up a good ticket.

Thinner. Add : 1. b. (See quot.)
X921 Diet. OccuP. yVrwr (1927) § 486 Thinner: heel thin-

ner; wood bee) tninner; reduces thickness of lip, Le. front
edge of seat, of wooden heel.

280

2. A liquid tised to thin oil paints to a suitable

consistency*

1904 ymt. Franklin Inst, July 17 The painter then adds
thinners until the paint will work under his brush. 1906
Technol. /f Sci. Diet, (ed, Goodchild & Tweney) .s.v,, Lin.

seed oil and turpentine form the usual thinners of the house
painter.

Thinning, vdl. sb. Add : L b. spec, in

Forestry. Removal of a part of the trees in a stand.

Accretion thinnings a thinning made to increase

the rate of growth in diameter of the remaining
trees. Improvement ox preliminary thinning^ the

first thinning of a forest.

1903 Terms Forestry tf Logging 24 The following kinds
of thinnings are distinguished : cleaning, improvement thin-
ning, accretion thinning. 1922 Sir W. Schlich Man, For-
estry (ed. 4) I. 5 The strength of the thinnings and the time
of their execution arc the most important matters with which
the forester has to deal.

Third, «. and sb. Add : I. adj. 5, third
flute, a flute sounding a third above the written

notes ; third nerve, the oculomotor nerve.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Did. Mus. Terms, "Third flute.

X906 Technol. ff Sci. Vict. (ed. Goodchild & Twctiey> 434/2
1 here is also a flute in Eb (often spoken of as the third flute

in F, but tuned to Ei?), which tran«:poses a minor third higher.

1823 C Bell Expos. Nerves Huvt. Body {1S24) 359 The
voluntary nerves of the eye are the *third and sixth. The
third nerve arises from the crus cerebri, a 1883 Fagge
Princ. ^ Pract. Med, (1886) I. 487 Such an affection of the

third or of the seventh nerve is associated with hemiplegia.

TI. sb. 9. e. = third speed.

1931 Daily Express 16 Oct. 2/1 Four-speed gear box, with
silent third.

Third degree. [Third a. 5.]

1. Freemasonry. The degree of master mason,
conferred with impressive ceremonial.
1865 J, How FreetnasojCs Man. (ed. 2) 138 The Third De-

gree, or the Master Mason, Ibid.^ The Fellow-Craft who
is duly qualified by time, on presenting himself as a candi-
date for the Third Degree, has to submit himself to an
examination of his qualifications as a Craftsman. 1901 [see

Third a, 5J.

2. A severe examination of a prisoner by the

police in order to extort an admission or confession

of guilt. Also attrib. U.S.
1904 New York Times 6 July 5 He was at first arrested

merely as a suspicious person, but when put through the
* third degree ' at the station admitted that he entered the
house last night. 1906 Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Re-
publican 22 Mar, 3 His confession was secured through the
rigorous operation of * the third degree ', 19x3 Punch 26
Feb. 153/3 ^^« Third Degree of the New York police. 1928
Otitlook 26 May 643/1 What are known as * third degree

'

methods.

Hence Third-desfree v. trans.^ to put through
such an examination.
1928 W, Gillette Astound. Crime Torringion Rd.v. 260

They ihird-degreed Jimmy Dreek good and jjlenty. Ibid,

269 The fools in Boston had third-degreed an innocent man
to his death. 1929 Edington Studio Murder. Myst. vii. 95
All we got to do is third degree them birds.

Third party. Add ; Third-party insurance^

insurance against injury done to a person other

than the insured, e.g. a bystander, which the under-

writer contracts to meet; so, third-party risk,

1901 in Insurance Guide ff Hand-bk. (1912) II. 165 Third
Party Indemnity.—Claims by the General Public for Per-
sonal Injuries or Damage to Property, up tO;^ 100 in anyone
year. 1912 ibid. (ed. 5J 163 At the end of 1898 a premium
of i^io was quoted for ;^ioo third party indemnity. 1913
Punch 8 Oct, 304/2, I am merely a third parly risk. 1931
Star 8 May 2/3 A third party insurance policy.

Thirler^ (paubj). Also thurler. [f. Thirl
sb."^ or zJ.l + -EU 1.] One who makes a thirl ; spec,

in Coal-mining {see c\\\ot. 1921),
x88i Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 84 Coal Miner.. .Thurler.

1931 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 042 Tkirler^ thur!er% a
hewer who makes a narrow place, holing or thirl in the solid

coal.. for. .ventilation.

Thirteen. Add : In reference to the original

thirteen states of the U.S.A.
1789 in C. Cist Cz>M:/«'/a// (1841)213 The chief.,wished to

be informed,, whether the thirteen fires had sent me hither.

I.. spread before them the thirteen fires, which I had in a
flag then in my camp. 1834 H. M. Brackekkidce Recol-
lections vii. 69 Fort Fayette, surmounted by the stripes and
stars of the old thirteen. 1904 Hartford Courant 30 Aug.
10 We want to see the Old Thirteen draw closer and closer

together.

Thirteener. Add : 2. b. Also in the game
of bridge. C. A child of thirteen years of age.

1929 Work Complete Contract Bridge Gloss. 246 Thir-
ieener^ card remaining when twelve of the suit have been
played. 1907 W. Dk Morgan Alice-/or-Short x, Not a
bad shot for a thirteener.

Thirty. Add : Thirty days (see *Day sb, 6 d) :

a month, Canada and 6^.^.

1928 Publishers"' Weekly 30 June 2596 The ideal turnover
would be about every thirty days or twelve times a year.

C. a. thirty-knotter,
iqiZ Chambers's Jml. July 462/2 She., was an old * thirty

knotter '.

Thirtyish (J)3Uti,iJ), a, colloq, [f. Thiktt a.

+ -I8H 1 *4.] Of about thirty years of age.
19x5 F. M. KoRD No More Parades i. i, A very thin man ;

thinyish. 19x6 liENNEXx Lord Raingo 11. Ixxi, 320 The.,
I little thirtyish nurse.

THRACIAN.

This, B. Add : I. 3, This, thai, and the
other : every sort of thing, everything possible or
imaginable. Also as adj. or ctdv.

1916 BovD Cable Action Front 98 Cursing the grinning
and sheepish private for a this, that, and the other crazy,
play acting idiot. 1918 [see *Thus adv. \ g].

H. 1. d. Also, the present or exisling. colloq.

1785 BoswEix Tour Hebrides 23 Aug. 86 We were told thb
X/td. 2 the present) Mr. Waller was a plain country gentle-
man. Ibid. 26 Sept. 319 This \ed. 2 the present] Talisker.
1788 H, Walpole Let. to Dr. Lort 26 July, Do you know
the medals of gold belonged to this Lord Pembroke's grand-
father ? Mod, 1 knew the last doctor very welU 1 don't get
on with this one.

III. This-side adj.

\^ij igtk Cent. Jan. ii8 Those on the other side can only
use this-side terms and simiUes and analogies.

Thi'S-WOirldly, a, [See This world and
-Lyl.] Concerned with this world or the present

state of existence. So TM'swoirldness.
1883 ' Mark Twain* Life Mississippi xWi'il 480 The guests

were alwaj's this-worldly, and often profane. 1913 N. S.
Talbot in Foundations 14 Thought of to-day is this-worldly.
1917 W. R. Inge Protestantism 12 A materialistic and
wholly this-worldly apocalyptism. 1930 G. Greene Tivo
Witnesses 92 His sensitively spiritual soul could make no
truce with any thisworldness.

Thoko (b^"*k(7). [Fiji coko = thoko,] A skin
disease prevalent among Fijian children.
1879 Encycl.Brit. IX. 156/1 The natives have a bad skin

disease, thoko, affecting ah>o the bones, 1908 B. Thomson
Fij'ians xviiL 270.

Thoxnisia ()>Ju*misid), cl and sb, [f. mod.L.
Thomisidaei see -id 3.] a. adj. Belonging to the

7y/i»w2«(5fe, a family of spiders, b, sb. A member
of this family, a crab-spider.
193X Ox/, Univ. Gaz, 17 June 705/2 Thomisid spiders.

Thong, sb. Add: 1. a. spec, A cutting (of

horseradish or seakale).

19*7 Smallholder 26 Mar. 105 Plant [horseradish] each
year..fiesh pieces.. made from the side roots or thongs.
/bid.. It is now time to plant out thongs of seakale.

Thoraco-. Add : Tlioraxobroncho^tomy,
incision of the bronchus through the thoracic wall.

1908 Practitioner%e.^x., 437 Anterior thoracobronchotomy.

Thoriated (J>o^*ri^ted), a. [f. Thouium + -atb 2

+ -ED 1.] Coaled with thorium,
x9aa Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 1025/1 A thermionic valve of

the latter type comprises a highly exhausted glass bulb
having in it a filament of tungsten, or thoriated tungsten.

Thoroughbrace. Add ; b. A stage coach
{U.S.) ; a ttioroughbraced bush-wagon {Austral.),
x886 Leslie's Pop. Monthly Dec. 722/1 The mustangs

looked worse than the thorough-brace itself. 1930 Groom
Merry Christmas xv. 1 1 1 The heavily laden thoroughbrace
was hitched behind seven lively horses.

Thoroughgoingness. (Karlier U.S. quot.)

1838 Carolink G11.MAN Recoil. Southern Matron xxviil.

194 The gentleman had even the thoroughgoii/gness to re-

quest that my brother's large, stout new slate might be ex-

changed for a recently-invented tablet.

Thortveitite (Jj^utv^itaii). Min. [Named
after its discoverer, Olaus Thortveit : see -iTfil.]

(See quot, 1922.)

1^15 DancCs Min-^rd App. xgza NatureCW. 134/2 Thort-
veitite. Thismineral.. was discovered in 191 1 by J. Schetelig

in Norway, igza iincycl. Brit. XXXI. 949/2 Thortveitite,

silicate of scandium, yttrium, etc. (SciY)203'2Si02; oc-

curring as large orthorhombic crystals of prismatic habit in

pegmatite in Southern Norway and Madagascar,

ThOth {]/e^, tout). Esyptology. [a. Gr. ScW,
ad. Es^yptian Tehuti.'\ An ancient Egyptian deity

represented in the human form with the head of an
ibis, identified with the Greek god Hermes.
1854 Sir J. G. Wilkinson Anc. Egyptians I. 299 On the

igth of the first month was celebrated the fete of Thotb,
from whom that month took its name, xiftx CJuititberi's

Eucycl. 111.788/iThoth, the Egyptian Logo^ 1877 Encycl.

Brit. VII. 718/1 Thoth, or Tauut, is the head of the second
cycle in the two principal forms of the cycles. As the chief

moon-god he thus takes an inferior place corresponding to

that of Ra. .. He is the god of letters and of the reckoning of

time, and thus sometimes has solar attributes.

Thracian ()>r^'Jian), a. and sb. [f. L. Thracius,

Thracus, a. Gr. Qp^Kios, L Bpifsij Thrace : see -an,

-IAN.] A. adj. Of or belonginjj to Thrace, anciently

a region to the N.E. of Macedonia, in modern times

composed of Bulgaria, Koumelia, and the vilayet

of Adrianople, now ceded to Greece.

1588 Shaks. Tit. /4. 1, i. 138 The selfc same Gods that ann'd
the Queene of Troy With opportunitie of sharpe reuenge

Vpon the Thracian Tyrant in his Tent. 1590 — Midi. N.
V. i. 49 The riot of the tipsie Bachanals, Tearhig the Thracian
singer, in their rage. 1594 Kvd Cornelia III. ii. 49 Sloute

Thracian Mars. 1667 Milton P. L. vii. 34 The Race Of
that wilde Rout that tore the Thracian Bard In Rhodope.

X697 Dryden Miieis vi. 877 The Thracian bard.. There
stands con.spicuous in his flowing vest. 1781 Gibbon Deci.

fy E. xxvi. (1/87)1. 593 Orders were immediately dispatched

to the civil and military governors of the Thmcian diocese.

1788 CowpER Death Bulfinch 63 So, when by Bacchanalians

torn, On Thracian Hebrus'side The iree-enchanler Orpheus

fell. 1819 Shelley Cyclufs 313 And when the Thracian

wind pours down the snow, I wrap my body in the skins of

beast.s. jgao Gtasgcnu Herald i3 May 9 Several of the

Thracian harbours now under Greek sovereignty, .are to be

free. IMd. 27 July? To^iay at dawn the Thracian Army
launched its offensive.

B. sb. A native or inhabit.int of ancient or

modern Thrace j also, the language of the ancieat

,
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Thradans, an Indo-Enropean language related to
lUyrian.

1569 Stockkh tr. Diod. Sic. 105 Aboute two thousand
Merccnarie Grekes, and so many Thracians. 1618 Bolton
Plorus (1636) 176 The Sordiscans were of all the Thracians
the most savage. 1653 H. Cocan tr. Diod. Sic. 251 Having
subdued the Thracians and taken the €ity. 1875 Encycl.
Brit. III. 854/1 In the earliest times of history Bceotia was
inhabited by various tribes, such as the Aontans, Tem-
micians, Thracians, [eta].

Thraco- (J'ri'-ko), also Thrako-, used as com-
bining form of *Thracian asin Thrcuo-Illyrian&&],

X903 Encycl. Brit. Y^yi^.^^^fi Albanian is peculiarly
interesting as the only surviving representative of the so-
called Thraco-Illyrian group of languages which formed the
primitive speech of the peninsula. IHd. XXVI. 452/1 The
ancient Thraco-Illyrian race. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 12
Feb. 116/4 The Thrako-IUyrian stratum which underlies all

the races of the Peninsular.

Thrasher l. Add : 1. c. An operative who
feeds rags and other materials into a mechanical
beater.

xgax Diet. Occufi, Terins (1927) § 519,

Thread, sb. Add : 14. a. thread-coupler,
-drawer ; thread-forming adj. ; thread-wise adv.
b. thread-miller, a machine for milling or cntting
threads.

I^M Diet. Occuf. Terms {1927) § 309 * Thread cmfieri
assists harness-builder, .in setting-up Darness for jacquard
looms. Ibid. $ 428 Drawer^ *tkreaii draiver;. .takes piece of
material, .to form a handkerchief, and draws.. certain warp
and weft threads. 19*7 T. Woodhouse Arti/, Silk 34 The
tanks which supply the solution to the *thread-forming
apparatus. 1924 Daily Tel. 13 June 20/3 Tools, furnaces,
pumps, *thread millers. 19x8 Mrs. B. Lowndes £?«/<»/ f^ar?
XX, The narrow winding road which ran ^thread-wise on
the cliffs.

Thread, v. Add : 10. trans. To arrange and
fi.x (the roll-film) in a cinematographic camera; so,

to thread the camera. Hence Tlireader, the film

end,
X917 C N. BEKNrrr Guide Kinemalogr. i. 17 The film

end. otherwise known as le.-ider, tag, or threader. Ibid, iv.

42 Threading the film. Ibid.^ Immediately after threading,
set the film footage indicator, .to read zero. X9S3 F. A,
Talbot Moving Pictures 81 Threading the camera, as it is

called, completed, the door of the exposed magazine is

closed.

Threader. Add : o. An operator who feeds a
machine which cuts threads on screws, etc. d. One
who threads pile-yarn into a machine in carpet-
making, e. One who strings a number of articles

together, as needles for filing or grinding, electrical

fittings for dipping, clog irons for storing ; also

with up.
x88x fnstr. Census Clerks (1885) 97 Screw Making:..

Threader. X9ax Dict,Occup. Tcritts {ig^-j) §§ x 18, 200, 279,

399. 949-

Threa'dnee:dle Street. A street in the City
of London, the locality of the Bank of England

;

phr. the Old La</y of (or in), the Old Woman of
Threadneedle Street, the Bank, its directors, or

its bnsiness.

X797 [see *Lady 4 e]. 187a Porcupine XIV, 469/2 The old
woiiian of Threadneedle-stieet . .hurried home withouthaving
inflicted upon the commercial conunuiiity that one-per-cent
blow.

Three, a. Add : in. 1. a. three-piece, -posi-

tion, -reel. b. three-engined adj.

X93X tgth Cent. Feb. 159 The "three-engined types, xgas
Queen ifi July p. viii. The *Three Piece Coat-Frock. 1921
Daily Mail Year Bk. 11 2/2 The new., railway is..equipped
with "three-position ' signals. Ibid., ' Three-position signal-

ling ' has found considerable favour in America. 19x2 F. A.
Talbot Moving Pictures 106 It was the first *lhrec-reel

film subject ever produced in the United States.

2. three-ball a. C<;^(see quots.) ; three branoli
a., designating a tradesman who works as a glazier,

painter, and plumber; three-cent a., costing or

sold at three cents; three days' sickness, in S.

Africa, a disease affecting cattle ; three-electrode
Wireless Telegr., designating a form of valve having

three electrodes, a triode ; three-flgnre a., consist-

ing of three figures, i.e. one hundred or more (runs,

etc.) ; Three Hours (or Hovirs') Service, a de-

votional service lasting from 1 2 to 3 o'clock in the

afternoon of Good Friday, designed to cover the

three honrsof our Lord's Passion, and usually con-

sisting of discourses and meditations on the Seven
LastWords from the Cross; also ellipt. a^intopreach
or take the Three Hours ; three-minute a., that

occupies or is done in three minutes ; U.S. applied

to a horse which covers a mile in three minutes

;

three nines (see quot.) ; three out (see *OuT sb.

I) ; three-phaser Electr., a three-phase motor or

generator ; three-point a., at or by means of three

points or by the threepointproblem of fixing a point

(of observation, etc.) by trigonometrical calculation

or by the station pointer ; three slider a., having

three slides; spec, in Wireless Telegr. ; three star

a., designating a high-quality French brandy

;

three wire mooring, a system of mooring used

to keep an aitship at a constant height from the

281

ground ; three-wood a., made of three pieces of
wood ; j^., a bow so made.
1890 H. G. Hutchinson, etc. Gol/svX, (1895) 229 The •three-

ball match ; .. two kinds, . . each . . against each, . two. . against
a third. 1899 Rules o/Gpl/{i(y>i) 5 Three players may play
against each other, each playing his own ball, when the maich
IS called 'a three-ball match . 1881 Instr, Census Clerks
(1885) 52 Painter, Glazier... *Three Branch Hand. 1931
Diet. Occup. Terms (1927I §§ 252, 569, 592. 1898 P. L. Ford
Hon, Feier Stirling 281 Because the *three.cent papers.,
abuse me. 1909 CG.H. A^ic. Jml, Aug. 145 (Pettman)
'I he scientific term. Ephemeral fever, as well as the lay term
*Thrce days' sickness, are both somewhat appropriate. 1918
Wrreless li^orld VI. 144 De Forest was experimenting with
a^three-electrode valve, j^^^ Encycl. Brit. XXXI 1. 1024/2
In 1907, Lee de Forest in the United Slates, after he had
become acquainted with Fleming's invention of the valve
added to it.. a grid or zig-zag of wire placed t^etween the
cylinder and the filament. . .He thus made a so-called three-
electrode thermionic valve. 1929 Star 21 Aug. 12/1 In a
*three-figure stand. 1898 (title) The *tlirce hours* service for
Good Friday. zZ-^-^ Knickerbocker Ma^. 1. 160 The present
Mrs. S. admired his *three minute roan. aiB46'W, T.Porter
Quarter Race Kentucky, etc. 49 You would not think she was
a ihree-minute nag, to look at her. x868 H. Woodruff Trot-
ting Horse Amer, i. 41 A three-minute trotter in England.
tZyy-^Rep. Vervtont Board ApicAl.^xi They are able to
ride in grand carriages with their three minute blacks hitched
thereto. 19*7 W. E. Colunson Contempt Engl. 89 The house-
agent's., terminology e.g.. .a *three nines agreement (i.c. 999
years). 1902-3 Jml. Inst. Elect. Engin. June 751 A . . *three-
phaser. 2912 G. Kapp Electricity vii. 187 We may also pro-
vide the armature with three distinct phase windings. . . Such
a machine iscalled a 'three-phaser'or'three-phasemachinc'.
1909 IVestm. Gaz. u Nov. 5/2 The idea of '.he *threc-point
suspension principle iscarried throughout the wholedesign of
the Ford cars. 1928 C. F. S. Gamble North Sea Air Station
i. ^3 If the sea were very rough, even the best * three-point

'

alighting would sometimes end in disaster. 1925 P.J. Risdon
Crystal Receivers Jfr Circuits 17 *Three-Klider tuners are
also made which enable the amount ofinductance common to
the aerial and receiver circuits to be varied. 1879 Atchkr-
LEY Trip tc Boerlofid 32 In the up-country towns of the
Transvaal..common brandy is retailed at u., and **Three
Star* at ix. 6tl. per glass. 1893 J. G. Wood Through Mata-
beleland 32 An Albany man., presented us with.. a botileof
* Three-Star' brandy. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 376/1 Bows
..made of three pieces, ..are called *three-woods... Three-
wood bows, being made a little reflex, should retain their
shape.

Three-colour, a. Designatingaphotomechan i-

cal process of printing in which a coloured picture
or letterpress is produced by the superposition of the
three primary colours or their complcmentaries.
(Cf. Pboto-tbichromatio fl.. Trichromatic a. b,

TbICHROMIC (Z.)

"893 Jml. Sac. Arts 19 May 66p/i This three-colour
print, a reproduction, of a chromo-hthograph. 1898, 1902
(see Three a. lU. i aj. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 16/2
1 1 was in America that the first three-colour blocks for letter-
press printing were made, Mr. Ives, at Philadelphia, being
their maker in 1881. 1909 Chambers''s yriil. 268/1 The pro-
cess is three-colour. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 526
1 hree colour operator. Ibid. § 529 Three colour worker.

Three-er (Ijrrai). colhq. [f. Three + -ke1.]
Something which counts as three ; Cricket, a hit

fiom which three runs are scored.
1895 H. G. Hutchinson /*. Steele i. 22 This was hard luck

on the batsman, for it should have been a ihree-er at least.

Tliree-legged, a. Add : Also/^.
1917 Galswokthv Beyond i. That three-legged whist

—

bridge—had always ofTended his fastidiousness.

Three-ply, a. Composed of three strands,
webs, or thicknesses (see Ply j^. i) ; esp. three-ply
wood (J>lywood)y plywood composed of three layers

of wood (see *Pltwood) ; also three-ply absol.
x868[5eeTHREEa. III. i a]. 1905 Timber Trades Jml.^iT.

Jan. ^^|^ Date cases, made entirely of three-ply wood, a
material that is growing in demand. 1907 Ibid. 13 Apr.
831/2 Three-ply alder. 1914 Ihid. 3 Jan. 18/2 Direct Im-
porters of 3-ply. 1924 Mallory in E. F. Norton Fightfor
Everest^ 79^^ 215 Wooden tables with three-ply wooden tops.

Threesome, sL Add : b. Golf, A game in

which one person plays against two opponents.
i8<)9 Rules of Golf (1901) 5 A single player may play

against two, when the match is called *a threesome *. 1918
Jml. EduCf Apr. 203 We came here for a 'good old three-
some ',

Three-VOltimer (vply^mai). [f. three-vohwie
fTHBEEfz. III. I a) + -er1.] a three-volume noveL
So Three-vo'lnmize v,. Three-vo'lumlst.
183S Eraser's Mag. XII. 166 Which of the thousandfold

novclsnowthree-volumnisingthe face of the earth occasioned
this disappointment? z86i Under the Spell II. 95 We do
not set her up as a heroine for three-* volumists ' to reverence.
1864 G. Meredith Lett. (igi2) I. 162 My 'plain story* is

first to right me and then the 3 volumer will play trumpets.

192^ Datly Tel. 27 Sept. 5/1 When tlie 'three-volumer' went
out it was thought we had ceased to ask for literary quantity.

Threshold. Add : 2. e. Biol. (See quot.)
1927 Haldane & Huxley Animal Biol. vii. 156 These

substances are only excreted if the quantity of one of them
contained in a given volume of plasma exceeds a certain
limit, called the * threshold'.

f. IVireless Telegr,^ in threshold of oscillation
;

threshold howl (*HowL j^. i), a howl set up by a
receiver on the threshold of oscillation.

1927 Mod. Wireless VII. 613/2 A valve, when *trigged'
or maintained on the threshold of oscillation, was capable of
giving an abnormal df^gree of amplification when impulsed
by an Incoming signal. 1927 [sec self-oscillation^ *Sklf-
3 'jJ' »93' Answers 10 Oct. 36/3 'Threshold howl' in a
short-wave sec

THROW-.

Thrift, sb^ 1. o. (Modern U.S. examples.)
1837 H. CoLMAN Rep. Agric. Mass. (1838) 49 Their shape

. .and good humor (would be] an essential to thrift. 1873-4
Rep. Vermont Board Agric. II. 196 Any unusual indica-
tions of thrift in the herbage. Ibid. 247 For the thrift and
development of animals, it is necessary to change their feed.

Thrip, sd. Add : A coin between a nickel and
a dime m value. d.S,
1834 W. G. SiMMS Gt4y Rivers II. 108 Whom he rewarded

with a thrip, the smallest silver coin known in the Southern
currency, the five cent issue excepted. 1848 Major Jones
.5"^. Travel 79 (Th.) The manager charged a thrip extra for
admittin people when they was feedin the animals. 1887
[in Diet.].

Throater. 1/.S, (Earlier example.)
1046 Knickerbocker Mag. XXV II. 511 The ' throater ', the

'header,', the 'splitter' take stations at the speedily-erected
table.

Throat-latch. Add : 2. (See quot) U.S.
1892 Outing (U.S.) Feb. 395/1 After the first unfortunate

smelt finds its way otit of the water the eyes and the solid
piece of flesh between the gills, called by the fishermen the
' throat latch ', are used for bait.

Throb-throb, sd. [Imitative.] A repeated
throbbing sound.
1929 Priestley Good Companions i. iv. 107 It was the

sound of a lorry engine, an urgent throb-throb,

Throgmorton Street. A street in the City
of London, leading from Lothbury to Old Broad
Street, the locality of the Stock Exchange in Capel
Court ; hence, the Stock Exchange, its members, or
its operations.
1900 A. CoNAN Doyle Green Flag, Shndoru Be/ore 243

What could Worlington Dodds know at Dunsloe which was
not known in Throgmorton Street?

Thrombose {^rpmho^-^), v. Path, [Back-
formation from Thrombosis.] trans* To cause
thrombosis.
1910 Practitioner June 779 Acute endometritis...When

sufficiently severe, .to thrombose the endometrial capillaries.
X91X Ehrlich & McDoNAGH 6o6 in The. ^- Ptact. 48
Occasionally after an intravenous injection the vein injected
may become thrombosed.

Through O^w), sb,^ A grade of bituminous
coal.

X91J Brit. Manufacturer Nov. 33/2 The lesser qualities
[of bituminous coal are quoted at]. .53*. to 58*. for Throughs.
Through, prep, and adv. Add : I. prep. 6.

b. (U.S. examples.)
1834 Crockett Narr. Life viii. 64, I am glad that I am

now through war matters. 1904 F. Lyndk Grafters vi. 78
After we were all through laughing at him.

IL adv. 3. b. (Later U.S. examples.)
1887 Scribner's Ma^. May 622/2 He.. then, .scrawled a

dash underneath. 'There! I'm through 1* he said. 1897
J. L. Allem Choir Invis. ii. (1918) 15, I was through wiih
the lessons. 190a Haeben Abner Daniel vii. 55, * I don't
understand you.' 'Well, you will before I'm through with
you.' Z904 — Georgians vL 58 * Wait till I'm through,* Eric
went on, huskily.

Throughput (J>r«*put), sb. [f. Through adv.,

after output.'] Production and distribution (of oil)

;

also, the quantity produced.
X922 Da/'ly Mail 15 Nov. 3 Throughput of oil will neces-

sarily be interfered with temporarily. 1930 Times 26 Mar.
23/6 Your company . .will be handling practically the same
quantity of throughput

Throiv, v.'^ Add: 19. o. To lose (a contest,
race, etc.) intentionally or by corrupt prearrange-
ment. C/.S,

1868 H. WQODRt;FF Trotting Horse A mer. xxxL 265 It was
. .very unjust to charge Mr. Nodine with throwing tne race.

1889 Kansas City Times tf Star 29 Nov., Kittleman
arranged with Strong that he would 'throw the race*. 1929
Saturday Even. Post (N. Y.) 14 Dec. 13/1 This little rat is

asking me to throw the figbL

32. d. intr. Of a solution : To produce a de-
posit.

1930 S. Field & Weill Electro-Plating iv. 61 Throwing
power in an electro-depositing solution may be defined as
theability of the solution to produce even deposits on irregu-
lar surfaces. Ibid. 64 With copper and zinc sulphate solu-

tions., there is little tendency to 'throw'.

41. Throw in. g. To throw in on^s hand; to

give up the contest or struggle.

1923 Daily Mail 3 July 8 Our plucky farmers are not
' throwing in their hands '. 1927 Daily Express 17 May 8/2
A large percentage. .have to throw in their hands after a few
years of hopeless struggle.

43. Throw on- e. To put on or apply (a brake)
quickly.

1931 B. Starke Touch ^ Go iv. 58 A smart Studebaker
roadster came roaring down the road behind us and threw
on the brakes.

48. Throw up. k. Of a bird : To produce
(new feathers).

1854 Poultry Chron. I. 536 A partridge-coloured hen
moulted last year but one, and threw up a few white feathers;

but on moulting last year she tlircw up all white.

Throw-. 2. A(id : throwabout, a toy to be

thrown here and there asanamnsement; throw-out,

{b) Crickety an act of throwing out a batsman (see

44 n) ; (c) in an electrical apparatus, a device for

automatically breaking the circuit in an emergency;

{d) Logging (see quot. 1905) ; (e) an apparatus for

throwing out.

192s Daily Mail 19 Dec. ro Fancy Hats and "Throwa-
bouts and other Dance Novelties, 1905 Terms Forestry fy

Logging yj Frog, ..a timber placed at the mouth of a slide
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to direct the discharge of the logs. (Gen.) S>-n t *throw out.

*9**7 J* V. WooDWORTH Punches, Dies ^ Tools 464 Auto-
malic throw-out for misplaced shells. 1928 Weekly Dispatch
34 June 30/5 That ' throw-out 'which has to be executed so

quickly at covcr-poinL i^tag IVorld-Radio ii-j Sept. 443 The
tnrowout of my main switch.

Throwee i^xo^i-). [f. Thbow v,'^ + -ee i.] The
person thrown aU
1850 L. HcNT Auiobiog, I. iii. 93 He \sc. a monitor] used to

throw it at this boy and that ; [and] make the throwee bring
it back to him. x<ja7 A. P. Herbert Misleading Cases ix.

73 [A boomerang] is as likely as not to do as much injury to

the thrower as to the throwee.

Tlimnip (|)rz;mp). [Imitative.] The sound of
the firing of heavy artillery, of heavy tread, etc.

(Usually repeated.)

1871 A. Forbes in /Jor/y AVwj 35 Jan., The heavy thrump,
thrump of the mitrailleuse. 1903 IVesim. Gaz. 5 Oct. 2/1,
I awoke with the music of marching men's feet in my ears

—

thrump, thrump, thrump, thrump.

Tlirash.1. Add: 1. b. White's thrush, a
ground-thrush of Asia, Oreocickla varia.
i8j9 Jafdine Brit. Birds II. 8i The general color of

White's Thrush (Merula whitei) on the upper surface, is

ochraceous yellow. 1843 Zoologist I. 104 The so-called
White's Thrush , . is only an accidental straggler into Europe.

Thruster. Add : 2. b. fig. One who pushes
his way.
1917 Morning Post 28 Nov. lol^ The *road thnister*, or

the man with the 'passing' mama, is usually a nuisance.
1927 <?(5j<rrz'<rr 6 Nov. 13/1 Those who described their more
successful fellows as *thrusters ' and 'climbers.'

Thucydidean (>iM:sididran), a. Also t -ian,

-8Ban. [I'artly f. L. Tkiicydidius (Cicero) ; mainly
f. L. Thucydides, &ovitvSidr)s, name of a Greek
historian of the fifth century B.C. + -ean.] Of, per-
taining to, or characteristic of Thucydides or his

writings.

J7S1 Phi/. Tratis. XLVII. 385 The European plaguesare
much more violent than the eastern; those being really the
Thucydidian, which sweep all away. 1836-7 K. H. Digbv
Broad Stone Hon., Morus {xZ^t) 133 Having. .no Thucydi-
dean dignity of style. 1834 — Mores Cath, v. vi. 183 The
Thucydidsan expression. 1873 W. Minto Engl, Lit. n. v.

372 He aims at 'J'hucydidean compactness. i883 Jf.bb in
Encycl. Brit. XX III. 326/2 Thucydidean bibliography.
1911 igth Cent. Apr. 697 He even heightens the pathos of
the Thucydidean original.

Thuenite (J)i«*enDit). Min, [f. the name of
the Tkuensky Mountains, Urals + -ite 1,] A variety

of ilmenite.

x8os Dana Min. 1131 (Index). 1923 Nature CXI. 253/2.

Tnulium (J)i«-Upm), Chem, [mod.L., f.

Thole.] A rare metallic element found in gadoli-
nite. So Thalia, a rare earth, consisting mainly
of thulium oxide.

1879 CUvE in Chem. Neivs XL. 126 For the radical of the
oxide placed between ytterbia and erbia..I propose the
name of Thullium[j/V] derived from ThuM, the ancient name
of Scandinavia. 1907 Roscoe & Schorlemmer Treat. Chem.
II. 784 Erbia..has been shown. .to consist of at least four
earths, the true erbia, hohiiiay thulia and dysfirosia. 1921
Nature CIX. 781/1 Three lines of thulium were found.

T)iumb, sb. Add : 6. O. thumb-latch (earlier

Amer. example), e. thumb-cutter, -puncher,
an operative who cuts out the thumb-pieces in glove-
making; thumb-mould, plane (see quots.).
x88i Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 76 Glover... Leather

Gloves :,.*Thumb and Fourchette Cutter and Puncher.
X9SI Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 429 Thumb puncher, 1761
Essex Inst, Hist. Coll. XINin, i)6 Hinges, 'thumb latches,
hammers. X906 Technol. ^ Sci, Diet. .'ed. Goodchild &
Tweney), *'t huinb Mould (Join.), a moulding used on the
edge of tables. z888 LockiuootVs Diet. Mech, Eugin.,
* Thumb Plane, a small plane about four or five inches long,
, .used for small work in general.

Thnmb, v. Add : 6. To thumb one's nose : to
put one's thumb to one's nose and extend the fingers

as a gesture of derision; to* make a long nose'. U.S.
1916 B. Hall One Man's IVar C1929) ai8 He thumbed his

nose with both thumbs at once and told me to climb the
Tour d'EifiTel and stay there. 1929 Edington Studio Mur.
der Myst. iv. 37 Underlings tn the studio thumbed their
nos^s at his back.

Thumber 0>r-m3j). [f. Thumb ji5. + -ERi.]
An operative who sews thumb-pieces into gloves.
loax Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 429,

Thumb-mark, sb. Add :

1863 Clarendon Press Delegates* Orders 6 Nov., That
the Partners be empowered to use, on books printed by them
which are not the property of the Delegates, a thumb mark
similar to that used on the Delegates' books.

Tlmmby(J'i?mi),a. colhq. [f. Thumb j3. + -yi.]

1. Soiled by thumb-marks.
X900 Daily News 11 Jan. 7/a The report books look as

prosaic as any ordinary account books, only very black and
thumby *.

2. Clumsy, 'all thumbs*. (Cf, Thumb sb, 5 c.)
X909 R. A. Wasom Happy Hawkins 103 One day we was

kiddin* himahout bein so thumby. 191a— ^«Vir Tuck
xxvii, 194 His own thumby left-handedness, i^x^ Pearson's
Mag. XXXIX. 28 You have no idea how thumby your
fingers are when fixing a bike under shrapnel fire.

Thump, V, Add : 1. e. To express by thumps.
19*8 Manchester Guardian Werkly 26 Oct. 335/3 His

tail isc. of a dog]., thumped a welcome.

Tbumper. Add: 4. In an organ = thumping-'
board.
X906 Technol. 4- Sci, Did. (ed. Goodchild & Tweney).

Thunder, sh. Add : 3. a. fig. phr. To steal

(a person's) thunder : to use his weapons or equip-

ment so as to reduce or annul the effect of his words
or actions.
Derived from the utterance of John Dennis (1657-1734),

'Damn them !..they will not let my play run, but they steal

my thunder ', on hearing the production of stage thunder
designed for his own play of Appius *^ Virginia being used
for a performance of Macbeth. (Spence quoted in W. S.
Walsh Lit, Curios. (1893) 1052 ; cf. Pope's note on Dunciad
II. 223.)

1900 E, E. Peake Darlingtons iii. 23 You must all re-

member that papa had stolen my thunder. 1930 Punch 8
May 521 An underhand scheme concocted by certain light-

minded Conservatives to steal the tlmnder, or rather the
questions, of the all-too-inquisitive Mr. Day. 1931 Time
ff Tide 12 Sept, 1049 Sir Oswald Mosley's exploit was to

steal a Httle of the protectionist thunder temporarily aban-
doned by the Conservatives.

4. (U.S. examples.)
1854 Mary J. Holmes Tempest ff Sunshine xv. 204 Don't

none on you step on my corns for thunder's sake. x8(55

Atlantic Monthly XV. 670 What in thunder do you pester
me so about that cow for?

Thunderatiou. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1845 (W. T. Thompson] Chron. Pineville iSi (Th. p. 704)

I'll blow 'em all to evcrlastin' thunderaiion.

Thundering, ppl. a, {adv,) 4. b. (Substitute

for 1830 in Diet. :— ).

X807-8 W. Irving Salmagundiv. 112 He. .prefers, .telling

his stories among cronies of his own gender., and thundering
long stories they are. iZ-^i^ Havana (N. Y.) Republican Dec
25 (Th.) He is thundering shy of me.

Thuringian (Jiiuri'nd.5ian), a. and sb, [f. the
name Thuringia (see below) -» -an.] Of or per-

taining to (a native or inhabitant of) Thuringia, a
region (now a republic) of central Germany.
1839 J, F. Stanford Rambles ff Researches (1842) 158 In

physical development the Thuringians.. arc. .fine oowerful
men. Ibid, 159, I think you will be pleased with the collec-

tion I have made of Thuringian melodies. X910 Chambers's
Jf-nl. 172/1 The great Thuringian forests. 1996 Glasgow
Herald 20 Mar. 4 The Thuringian minnesinger.

Thurler, variant of Thirleb.

ThuSf adv. Add : 1. g. = So ; esp. in thus
and so

J
variant of so and so (cf. So-and-so C, 2).

U,S,
^873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West 788 Inquiring of a

philosophical native why this was tlius, he replied [etc.].

X904 New Vork Evening Post 23 Apr., The statement that
matters will result thus and so 'if^the crops turn out all

right*. i^iSNation (N.Y.) 7 Feb. i6i/i They. .offered us
a contract m this, that, or the other company, whose dividend-
paying record had been thus and so,

Thyatiran (paiataia-ran), a, [f. L. Thyatlra
(see below), a. Gr, 0i/ar€ipa + -AN,] Of or belong-

ing to Thyatira, the ancient name of Ak-hissar, a
town N.E, of Smyrna, formerly a station on the

Roman road from Pergamos to Laodicea,
1904 W. M. Ramsay Lett. Seven Churches 319 The Thya-

tiran religion is obscure. Ibid. 353 It was. .a serious thing
for a Thyatiran to cut himself off from his guild.

Thyroxiu (J>3i»rf?-ksin). Chem. Also -ine.

[f. iHYito- + -oxin^ after ioxin'i\ The active

principle of the thyroid gland.
igax Encycl. Brit. XXX. 862/1 Kendall believes that he

has isolated the active principle of the thyroid gland, and
to this he gives the name of thyroxin. 1930 Biochem. Jrnt.
XXIV. II. 1185 The hypothesis that arginine and thyroxine
are mutually antagonisuc in respect to tumour growth.

Thyrsocephalic (fausijs/fae'lik), a, Anthrop.
[f. Gr. $vpaos stalk + Jt€<pa\^ head + -10,] (See
quot.)
190a A. Macalister in Encycl. Brit. XXV. 398/2 When

the union is of the coronal suture, the skull becomes short
and high, or thyrsocephalic.

Ti^ (tJ). Mus, The name in Tonic Solfa for

the seventh of the scale: arbitrarily substituted for

the older name St (see quot, 1889), In practice

commonly spelt te,

£71845 S. A. Glover Nor^uich Sol-Fa System, 1848 y.
Cunuen's Gram, Vocal Music 6 If the replicate of the
key note be included (d'), Doh, Ray, Me, Fah will form
the first letrachord, and Sob, Lah, Te, Doh' the second.
1889 R. I». Litchfield in Grove Diet. Mus, IV, 144/1 Tonic
Sol-fa... The ancient sound-names do, re, mi, etc... are put
before a cla.ss..ln the form of a printed picture of the scale,

called a ' Modulator '. For simplicity's sake they are spelt

English-wise, and si is called te to avoid having two names
with the same initial letter.

Tiang (tr^eij). An African antelope.

1915 Chambers's Jrnl. •joqIi Near allies of the hartebeest
are the Isesseby. .and its northern cousin the tap! or tiang.

192a Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 668/2 Herds of hartebeeste and
tianj. 2920 Brit. Mus. Return 8i.

Tiarella (t/are-la). [mod.L,, f. L. tiara tiara,

turban + dim. suffix -^AVz.] A herbaceous perennial

plant belonging to the saxifragaceous genus of that

name.
18*9 LouuoN Encycl. Plants 368. 2871 Scribner sMonthly

11. 470 Tiarella leaves just tipped with claret color. 1887
Harper's Mag. July 303/1 The tiarella sent up feathery
spikes of white. 19S1 Gkrtrude Jh.k.'h.i. Colour Schemes 27
Sheets of the foam-like Tiarella.

Tibbin (ti-bin). Also tibben, tibn. [Arab.

^;*J tibn.'\ Chaff.

1900 A CoNAN DoYLE Green Flag, Three Corresp. 271
Each came! provided with his own little heap of tibbin laid
in the centre of the ublecloth. 1934 Blackw. Mag. Jan.

24/1 Over it all , . whistles and whirls a pitiless wind, charged
with tibn, sand, dust, [etc.].

* Tibet. Add : attrib, = *Tibiltan a.

^
1845 YouATTZJcrg- (1858) 39 The colour of the Thibet dog

is of a deep black, slightly clouded on the sides... He has
the broad truncated muzzle of the mastiff, and the lips are
still more deeply pendulous.

Tibetan (tibe-tan, ti-betan), a, and sb. Also

t T(h)ibetian. [f. Tibet + -an.] A. oiij. Of or
pertaining to Tibet or its people; spec, in the
names of animals native to Tibet.

1834 Alex. Csoma di; K6r5s {title) Grammar of the Tibe-
tan Language in En;4lish. 1842 Penny C-^cl. XXIV. 428/2
A fine specimen of Tibetan sculpture. 1880 Encycl. Brit.
Xll. 741/2 The Himalayan or I'ibetan sun bear (Ursus
iibetanus). x888 Ibid. XXH I. 343/1 The centres for Tihetan
trade. Jbid. 343/2 Ihe Tibetan race is not thoroughly
homogeneous. 1889 tr. y. y. Rein's Industries ofynpan^ij
Tliihetiari cats. 1891 Rockhill Land 0/ Lamas 190 The
Tihetan mastiff is rarely seen in eastern Tibet, z^^ En-
cycl. Brit. XXXIII. 327/1 Here are to be found.. several
varieties of deer, musk deer, and Tibetan antelope {panthO'
lo/a). . .'i'hc Tihetan sand-grouse is peculiar to the country.
1905 P. Landos Lhasa 1. xi. 387 The typical Tibetan
terrier. Hid. App. A, 403 The so-called 'i ihetan mastiff.

Ibid.f The Tibetan spaniel, .a small blauk dog. .rather like

a Pekinese spaniel. 1930 Observer ^ Feb. 13/2 Thibetan
spaniels.^ 1931 Times 14 Mar. 9/3 Tibetan foxes are placed
in a distinct species by most authorities.

B. sb. a. A native of Tibet, b. The language
spttken by Tibetans.
1806 S. TuRNF.R Ace. Emb. Cri. Teshoo Lavia (ed, 2) 226

l"he Tihciians are great economists in their dress. 184s
Penny Cycl. XXIV. 429/1 The Tibetans belong to the
Mongol race. 1849 Ann. Propagation Faith (Dublin) Jan.
54 Slips of paper, on which are printed sentences in Mongo-
lian or in '1 hibetian. 1867 Miss M. Jonfs Life <$ Trav.
Tartary, etc. vii. 104 He desired they should be translated ;

which was done into Thibetian, Chinese, and the Tartar
language. t88S Encycl i>>//. XXIII. 342/2 Every Tibetan
is more or less of a trader, 1891 Kockhili. Laud 0/ Lamas
97 It was with him. .that I commenced studying Tibetan.

Tibeto-(tibe't(j),usedascomb. form = 'pertain-

ing to Tibet and..,*. Tibeto-Burman a., compris-
ing Tibet and Burma, their peoples, and languages;
spec, applied to an Indo-Chinese group of languages
spoken in central and south-eastern Asia; sb,,

a non-Aryan linguistic stock of India including,

among others, the Tibetan and IJurmese dialects.

So Tibeto-Burmese ; Tibeto-Himalayan a.

1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 6S4/1 Tibeto-Himalayan mountains.
1878 R. N. CusT Sk. Mod. Lang. E. Indies 4 The great
Tibeto-Burman sea. Ibid. 93 The Bhramu speak a purely
Tibeto-Burman Language. 1880 Encycl. Brit. Xil. 777/2
The early peoples of India belonged to three great stocks,
known as the Tibeto-Burman, the Kolarian, and theDravi-
dian, 1894 T. dk Lacouperib Begin. Writing Centr. 4 E,
Asia 148 Ihe Corean M»-7/^j/n.. alphabet.. was made. .on a
Tiheto-Indian base.

Tice, sb. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1869 Louisa M, Alcott Little Women II. ix. 128 The

phrases, 'caught off a tice', 'stumped off his ground',.,
were as intelligible to her as Sanscrit,

Tick, J^.l Add : 1. c. Phr. As full as a tick-,

full to repletion.

1678 Ray Prov. 284 As full as a pipers bag ; as a tick.

1823 J 'ankee Phrases in New yersey A liit. 1823^ Though of
love I'm as full as a tick. 1889 J. Nichoi^on Folk Sp. E.
Yorksh. 93 Ah's as full as a lick; Ah've h.-id sike ajawtheram

Tick, sb,^ Add: 3. b. Of a bird : A feather

or marking of another colour in the plumage. (Cf.

Ticked a.)

1905 R. C. PuNNETT Mendelisvt 27 The presence of these
* ticks * is the outward and visible sign of the heterozygous
nature of the bird on which they occur.

C. attrib.

193a Daily Tel. 13 Sept. 8/7 Have you seen the new Tick-
Weave? The tiny white dot is actually woven into the
material.

4. Also, the precise moment of the tick of

a watch or clock, in phr. on or to the tick, exactly

at the appointed time, punctually,

1907 [in Diet.]. 1927 Daily Express 6 July 3/5, I am
always hereon the tick myself, and I do not see why jurors
should not do the same.

Tick, v.^ Add : 2. (Later U.S. example.)
1904 *0. Henry' Cabbages tj- Kings xvii. 299 'Three

minutes gone,' I said. ' I'll teU you again while the other

two tick off.'

d. To tick over: (of an internal combustion

engine) to run or work slowly with the propeller

or gears disconnected,
1916 H. HwiiiViK Aeroplane Speaks soThe engine is awake

again and slowly ticking over. 1918 in C. V. S. Gamble North
Sea Air Station xx. (1928) 352 Uhc engines [were] started

and allowed to ' tick over ' for about 10 minutes or so, to

warm up gradually.

4. 7b tick off', to reprimand (a person) ; to

reprehend (a thing), orig. Army slang.

X919 WarSlang In A thcnxum 25 J u\y 66^/1 ' To tick off
*

..to reprimand. 1918 Observer 3 June 8 She puts on, and

ticks off, the fads and fashions of Society. 1929 ti- t)- H.

& M. Coi.E Poison in Garden Suburb ix. 78 Cayley tried to

tick me off, once ; and I lost my temper. 19x9 £. W.Springs
AboTie bright blue Sky s-j^^ I don't think he ever did much
in the way of ticking off.

Ticker 3. b. Add : attrib.

1906*0. Hz^ii^' Rolling Stones {\<i\s) -20 He..begins-o
pidl something like ticker tape out of his pocket. 1911

Cham6ers*s yt^, 336/2 At the end of the register-board are

.
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TICKET.

reels of stock * ticker ' paper tape, ihtd.^ The ticker-wheel
stops, the total number of cards recorded being printed on
the tape. 192a Marc. B. Houston Witch-manvXv. 194 He
has all the hilarious charm of a piece of ticker tape.

Ticket, J<^.i Add:
4. C. An airman's certificate as a qualified pilot.
19x4 RosHER In R,N,A.S. (1916) 15, Ilihall take my ticket

in a week or ten da>-s. Hope to be flying solo by Thursday
or Friday. 1916 W. A. Robson Aircra/t 112 If the pupil's
only desire is to secure his ' ticket ' and announce himself a
full-fledged aviator. 1917 E. C. AIiddleton Way ofAir 32
His 'ticket' having been obtained, the 'qairk'..is given
a little more practice in flying slow machines.

6. (^Further specific uses.)

Coupon ticket, a ticket with coupons or a coupon attached,
as a through railroad ticket with a coupon for each of the
lines traversed, or a theatre ticket with a reserved seat
coupon U.S. ', meal ticket (see *iMEAL sb^ 4) ; mileage ticket^
one entitling the holder to travel a specified number of
miles ; Party ticket^ one enabling a party to travel at a re-
duced rate ; privHtge ticket^ a half-price return ticket issued
to railway employees.
1887 Coupon ticket (see *Coupon f).

6. Ofu's ticket : one*s certificate of discbarge.
XB69 Temple Bar }st.n. 217 'Coiners *.. as a rule returned to

their profession as soon as they got their ' ticket *, 1919
Punch 16 Apr. 308/2 Yes Sir, got my ticket last month-
only been back on my old job a fortnight. 1925 E. Eraser
& Gibbons SoUier ^ Sailor Words s.v.. To work one's ticket.

10. (Knrther examples.)
1910 G. B. McCuTCHEON Rose in Ringi. i. 6 At the corner

of the tented common stood the ' ticket wagon '. 1915 J. B.
Rath8i;n Motion Picture Making 1 ip To prevent the tickets
from being used a second lime a 'ticket chopper' may be
used that mutilates the ticket in such a way that it is im-
possible to present it without detection. 1934 D. H. Law-
rence England, my England ^1 They pounce on the youths
who try to evade their ticket-machine. Ibid. loi A great
crowd of people was gathered round the ticket-caravan.

Ticketer. Add: An employee who affixes

tickets or labels to goods.
xoii Did. Occup, Terms (1927) § 949.

Tickle,^. 3. (Kariierand later U.S. examples.)
183^ S. Smith Major DoTuning -200, I have jist got tt, and it

Iia<i tickled me enymost to death. 1844 ' Jon. Slick ' High
Life N. y. I. 106 They stopped as if they were tickled to
death to see her. Ibid. II. 169 They was so tickled tu git
him among 'em. 1904 Harben Georgians xxiii. 219 'I'om
seemed powerful tickled to see me. 1907 JVew York Evening
Post (semi-weekly ed.) 4 Mar. 3 The President is vastly
tickled over the prospect.

Tickler.l 2. Add : U.S. uses (see qnots.).

1905 E. v.. Calkins & R. Holden Art Mod. Advertising
51 A tickler is any small piece of printed matter sent out to

iceep open a prospective sale on the part of the inquirer, loxa
Wireless World X. 430/3 The reaction coil (or ' tickler ^s
it is called over the water). io>5 Scribner's Mag. July 44/2
The intricate business of. .whirling the tickler into place
and moving the detector dial to the exact spot.

Tickler 2, Army slang. Jam (from the name
of the maker). Also, a hand-grenade (a used jam-
tin filled with an explosive substance).
1916 B. E. F. Times i Dec, A frugal meal of clorinated

\sic\ tea and Tickler. 1919 WarSlaTtg'xn Atkenseum 8 Aug.
727/2 Hand-grenades were often referred to as ' Ticklers ',

X9a5 E. Fkases & Gibbons Soldier <$ Sailor Words, Ticklers,
jam.

Tickly, a. b. Add : (/.S, (Later example.)
1886 C. C. Abbott Uplojtd <V Meadow 5a (Funk) I have

even seen them \sc. crows] play at ' tickfey benders', but
with the advantage over boy^i in that they can stay up
always, even if the ice goes down.

Tick-tack (ti-k,tre-k), V, Also tictac(k. [f.

the sb.] 1. intr, « *TlCK-TOCK v.

1859 Mks. H. B. Stowe Ministers Wooing ii, The solemn
old clock that tick-tacked in the corner.

2. To signal by means of manual signs or waving
the arms, esp, on a racecourse. Also trans. Hence
as sb. (see quot, IQ22).

1907 Favourite 30 Nov. 9/3 Kilbeg was ' tick-tacked ' out
at 4 to I by the private clerk of one particular firm. 1908
Taller 3 June 247 The above system of signalling, which is

known as tick -tacking, may be seen on any racecourse. 1932
N. 4- Q. i2th Scr. XI. 207/2 Tick-tack[5]. The agents of
bookmakers who, by a code of manual signals, inform those
who employ them of happenings in the betting rings which
influence the odds offered. 19*7 Observer 7j Mar. 18/6 A
man in the body of the hall was detected tictacing to Labour
supporters and guiding the uprair. 1939 Times 2 Nov, 5/1
Tlie eniployment of runners will not be allowed, but ap-
parently ' ticiacking ' will be permitted,

Tick-tock (,tik,t(> k), V. [f. the sb.] in/r. Of
a clock : To make the alternating sounds of * tick

'

and * tock '.

>9it H. Walpole Voung Enchanted i\\. iil, The gaudy
clock.. now tiuk-tocked along in amiable approval of them
both. 1024 Anne D. Sei>gwick Little French Girln, iii, A
tall clock tick-tocked on the stair.

Tiddle, v. Add : 2. b. To move potteringly.

U.S.
1881 HowELLS Modem Instance x. 130 Mr. Macallister, a

slight little straight man..tiddled farcically forward on his

toes.

Tiddley Cti'fl^O* ^^- ^"^ ^* vulgar slang. Also
titley, tiddly. [See Tiddlywink.]
A. sb. Diink; a drink ofalcoholic liquor. On the

tiddley I * in liquor*, intoxicated,

it^ Slang Diet., Titley, drink. 1865 /3/V., Titley, dunk,
generally applied to intoxicating beverages. 1895 Punch
18 May 930/3 It took two "ot tiddlcys to warm 'cr.

^
Ibid.

12 Oct. 180/1 A hclderly, hamorous gent, on the tiddley.

1898 Daily Nnvs 2 Apr. 6/5 You know she'd had a little

drop of tiddley. 1923 Oppeniieim Inevitable Millionaires

2, U.S. (Earlier ex-

283

xxiv, Just a tiddly to drink success to the club. 1930 E. V.
Lucas Doivn the Sky 222 It wasn't oysters that she really
wanted, but, like hundreds of others, tiddley.
B. adj. Intoxicated.

^ 1905 To-Day XLVI. 182/2 If ever you was tiddly in cross-
ing the old 'un Uc. a bridge], it was as easy as anything to
fan into that blarsted river. 1909 Chambers's Jml. 316/1
Mind you don't get tiddley and blow the gaff. 1931 Observer
6 Dec. 13 They both get * tiddly '.

Tiddy (ti*di),a. dial, or mtrsery word, [Obscure.
(The spelling tidy in 1781 is difficult; perh. an
error,)] Small, very small, tiny. AlsoTiddy iddy a.
X781 J. H[urroN] Tour to Caves (E.D.S.), Tidy, small.

x868 W. S. Gilbert Bab Ballads, Titos. Green ^ Harriet
Hale X, A tiddy iddy daughter, and a tiddy iddy son. 1870
Lady Vernev Lettice Lisle x.\ii, Nought but a tiddy bit o'
blue sky. 1895 Daily News 18 Dec. 3/5 Mr. J. Gregory,
the spokesman, said theirs was a ' little tiddy village ', forty
miles off Oxford, where their stream joined the Thames.
1896 Kipling Seven Seas, The Laaies \v. An' I got me a
tiddy live 'eathen.. Funny an' yellow an' faithful—Doll in a
teacup she were. 1907 Daily News 4 Feb. 2/5 Mrs. Gill.

.

added it was only a 'tiddy ' pup.

Tide, sb. Add : 16. a. (a) tide-roost (Roost
sb.'^y race)

;
{b) tide-flat^ -rock (example).

1859 KiNGSLKY Glaucus (ed. 4) 146 The *tide-flats below
are still unfinished, dry land in the process of creation.
Ibid. 71 A cluster of barnacles, .of the same family as those
which stud the *tide-rocks in millions, 1912 Cha/nbers's
Jrnl. 757/a Round the Shiant Isles there is often a strong
*tide-roost.

Tide-mark. fig. (Examples.) (Cf. *high-
water niarkj)

1907 N. MuNRo Daft Days xxii, With a smut on your
nose and tide-marks on your eyebrows. \^xZ Daily Express
20 Dec. 5/3 Your fur collar leaves a horrid tide-mark after
it has been worn for a time.

Tide-mill. (Earlier U.S. example.)
17SS Mass, Prov. Laws U\. 810 Tide-mills that have or

shall be set up on across the mouth of the rivers.

Tidesman. Add : 2. b. (See quot.)
1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 749 Tidesuran, tide

ivaiter, at each fuH tide, tows or warps vessels in and out
of small slate shipping harbour or dock.

Tide-waiter. Add : 3. = *Tidesman 2 b.

Tide-water, Add ;

amptes.)

1789 Morse Amer. Geog. 363 The distance from the Capes
of Virginia to the termination of the tide-water.. is above
300 miles. 1818 Fearon Sk. Amer. 49 Being banished to
forty miles beyond tide-water. 183a J. F. Watson Hist.
Tales N. Y. 38 [Hudson City] is deemed at the head of tide
water and ship navigation.

b. atli-ib. (quasi-tfi^'.).

i8a9-3a J. P. Kennedy Swallow Baru I. xviii. 179 The
tide-water country of Virginia. 1835 J. Martih Dcscr.
Virginia 40 A tide water river, or more correctly a bay, the
Chowan. 1871 J. H. Beadlr Undevel. West xvii. 316 In
the swamp and tide-water lands. 1893 Century Mag, Aug,
625/1 Just as the tide*water Virginians look the trail of
the pioneers.

Tidingman, var. Tithingman 1 c {U,S>).
1703 Groton Rec. (1880) 123 [Certain persons chosen] for

Tiding men. xZ^ Knickerbocker Mag. XXVIII. 466 He
had been watched by a * tiding-man ' at church. 1878 Mrs.
%.-vQ^^ Poganuc People vi. 63 They're goin* clean agin
everything—Sunday laws and tiding man and all.

Tie, sb. Add : 4. b. A small necklet of fur.

19x9 Queen 4 OcL 5 A.. Mink Tie beautifully worked in
three strands. 1930 Daily Tel, 8 Apr. 9/5 Wherever fa-^hion-

able women may meet this Easter most assuredly will you
mark the popularity of the Fur Tie. Ibid, i Dec. 7/4 A
Fox Tie.

10. Also tie game.
jga8 Collier's ^g Dec. 17/4 A tie game in football is certainly

more thrilling.. than a one-sided game.

Tie, ^* Add: 1. f. intr. iov pass,

1934 Anne D. Sedgwick Little French Girl ir. iii, A
straightly falling dress,, .tying at the breast with tassels and
at the waist with a loosely knotted sash.

4. b. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1867 Rep. Iowa Agric. 6'oc._(i868) 21a [Concord grapes]

will not do for the masses to tie to, in the West.

9. (Further examples.)
a X904 S. E. White Blazed Trail Stories iv. 71 Just tie

tight into her and keep her hustling. 1913 R. A. Wason
E'riar Tuck xiv. 99 They girded up their loins, an' tied into
him a little harder.

11. Tie up, a. Also intr. iot pass, of the thing.

1865 ^'L.CfiViv.oi.i.* Alice's Adv. Wonderland xi.(ig22)i-/

2

A large canvas bag, which tied up at the mouth with strings.

c. Also, to delay. U.S.
1887 C. B. George 40 Years on Rail vii. 140, I ran into a

snow-storm that tied us up until W3 were six days making
the run. 2901 S. Merwin & H. K. Webster Calumet K
iii. 37 'Search me,' said Dennis. 'They've tied us up for

these two weeks.* 1907 Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Re-
publican 10 Oct. 16 Traffic west of Springfield was tied up
until about midnight.

d. A\sofig.
1876 Fur, Fin <5- Feather Sept. 107 They will find the

Crossmon House a pleasant place to * tie up to '.

1. i7itr. To associate or tiiiite oneself or one's

interests with. {Cf. *Tie-up sb. 7 b.) orifj. U,S.
1903 New York Evening Post 5 Dec. i It becomes his first

interest to make business for that yard. He can best do this

by tying up with the other navy yard representatives on the

committee, igag Round Table }\\vifi 59^ It is clearly to

South Africa's interest to tie up definitely either with sterling

. .or with gold. 1928 Daily Express 13 June 3/4 Registered
readers . . have .

.

' tied up ' with the newspaper which . . offers

the best.. insurance benefits. 1928 Publishers' Weekly 30

TIKI.

June 2613 There are. .well over one hundred booksellers.,
who are tying-up with the national advertising campaign.

Tie-. 2. tle-baok (U.S. example).
1937 Ladies' Home Jrnl. Dec. 35/3 Flat festoons of green

used for tie-backs on the curtains.

T!ied,ppi.a. Add: 1. c. 7'ieiidyeing, a method
of pattern dyeing performed by winding cotton
round a folded piece of material, which is then
dipped in various dyes. Also called the /« and dye
process.

igaS Daily Express 2t May 5/2 The ' tie and dye ' process—an old craft which gives a charming hazed effect. /6iti,

29 June 5/2 *Tied Dyeing ' is very similar to Uatik work,
though much simpler, being done entirely with string and
dye.

Tienda (tiend.i). [Sp., = tent, awning, booth,
shop : see Tent j/5.1] A shop, stall.

l'844 G. W. Kendali. Sania Fi Expcd. II. ii. 38 Standing
in front of a small tienda, or store. 1885 B. Harte Maruja
60, I met him outside the tienda on the highway. 19SO
Chambers's Jrnl. 358/1 He followed him to a small tienda.
1921 lllackw. litag. Nov. 658/2 Its tienda with long counter,
handsome shelves, and fabulous profits.

Tier, sb.^ 1. Add : spec. A range or line of
lots, townships, states, etc. i7.S.

1693 Cmn. Nisi. Soc. Coll. XIV. 212 One lyeing in the
Same Teere of lotts abutting on a Highway. 1720, 17Z1
[see Dict.l. 1730 Waterlury Prop. Rec. 139 Sevcrall Lotts
in the west teer. 1824 in S. C. Cox Recall. Early Settlem.
WabasU V. iii. (i860) 18 The land is sold in tiers of town-
ships. x86o Congress. Globe ig Dec. 139/3 They constitute
the first tier of the border slave States. 1872 Trans. Dipt.
Agric. Illinois J51 Edgar county is situated in the eastern
tier of counties. 1887 Harper's Mag. Apr. 833/2 Mr. Van
Buren's presence in the southern tier. Z904 Ne-.v York
Evening Post 7 Nov. 2 The big Republican majorities in
the lower tier of counties.

Tiersman (ti»jzmsen). [f. Tiek sb^ or 0.1 -h

Man fi.l] A stowcr who arranges casks in tiers.

1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1027) § 468.

Tie-np, sb. Add : 3. b. The place where oxen
are hitched for the night. U.S.
1851 J. S. Springer Forest Life 82 At the further end of

the ' tie-up ' he thinks he hears a little clattering noise. 1882
Rep. Maine Board Agric. XVI. 49 Those who have not the
convenience for a barn cellar can save the manure verj' well
by a tight floor in the tie-up.

e. (Further U.S. example.)
1904 N. Y. Tribune 29 Oct. i An accident to one of the

motor cars caused a tic-up of the southbound trains.

7. b. An association or union (cf. *TiE v. \\ i).

1927 Dedly^ Express 7 Mar. 11/5 There is a tie.up, too, over
this firm with the gramophone records. Every record of
the 'Happiness Boys* is an advertisement for Happiness
Chocolates. 1930 Publishers' Weekly 4 Jan. 46, I consider
general advertising without tie.up an absolute loss. Ibid.
15 Feb. 842/2 It represents an opportunity for a bookselling
tie-up.

Tiffan^te (ti-faniisit). Mill. [f. the name
ofC.I.. fiffany, American jeweller -h-ite1.] A
hydrocarbon believed to exist in certain opalescent
diamonds; also, a steel-blue possessing the property
of emitting light in the dark, a phenomenon
attributed to the presence of this hydrocarbon.
189s KuNz in Trans. Pf. Y. Acad. Sci. XIV. 260. 1897

J^/in. Mag. XI. 241.

Tight, a. Add : 7. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 366 We were never

* gfoggy ', * intoxicated ', ' boozy '. .or 'tight ', but once.

10. c. Close after or up to. dial, and U.S.
1888 Elworthy W. Somerset IVord-Bk. s.v.. The bitch

was tight arter'n. 1901 Century Mag. May 123/1 They
was tight up t* me all the way.
13. b. A tight place; a position of difficulty.

U.S.
190a Harben Abner Daniel xxl. 182 It would tempt five

men out of ten if they were inclined to go wrong, and were
in a tight.

B. adv. 4. (See quot.)
1930 Times 15 Mar. 4/4 You will never find . .instructions

are given to put white stone:, among the coloured ones.

—

There are instructions to sort *finer ', or ' better ', or ' tighter
',

which mean the same thing.

6. Tight on : close on. coUoq. or dial.

1919 Snaith Love Lane xxx, He lived to be tight on
ninety.

C. tight back Bookhindingy a back that adheres

to the sheets as distinguished from a loose back or

spring back.

Tightish, adv. 1. b. (Later example.)
1843 ' Uncle Sam * Peculiarities I. 168 ' I wur fixed with

a hull once,' said he, ' pretty considerable tightish.'

Tihore (tilwr^). A^ew Zealand. [Maori.] A
species of flax.

1845 E. J. Wakefield Adv. N. Zealand W, 124 The plants
were all of the iihore, or best species of flax ; with leaves ten

to twelve feet long.

Tiki (tJkf). Nnu Zealand, [Maori tiki creator

of man.] A large wooden image of the Maoris

representing the creator of man or an ancestor;

made also in miniature in greenstone as a charm or

ornament. (Cf. *Hei-tiki.)
1878 Jas. Duller Forty Years N. Z. 199 Tiki is said to

have been one of their first gods. 1889 HocKKNCa/a/. N.Z.
Exhib. 81 (Morris) Wooden Tikis, some of immense size,

usually represented the ancestors. i9ai Outward Bound
June 46/2 The beautiful and valuable greenstone from wliich

the Maoris fashion all their.. tikis. 1934 British Weekly 25
Dec. 329/3 The well-known Maori charm the Tiki.
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TOka (ti-llca). [Skr. iilaka (f. tila sesamum seed),

Hindi Hlah'\ In full tilka-spot : among Hindus,

the caste mark impressed on the forehead.

1879 E. Arnold Li. Asia ii. 72 Slender hands and feet

new-stained With crimson, and the tilka-spots stamped

¥iiiite (ti'lait). Mhu [f. Till j^.2 + .ite1.]

A sedimentary rock composed of glacial till com-

pacted into hard rock.

1918 Nature CII. 112/2 The first record of Silurian

'tillite *. i9>4 Skkrl tr. A, Wegener^s Orig. Continents 47
Southern Brazilian tillite.

Tilloter (ti-btaj). Also tillotter. [f. Tillot

+ -ER 1.] (See quots.)
x88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 83 Tilloter fa Ticketer)..

19JI Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 949 'fiUotter\ wraps
textile piece goods in tillot cloth (a special glazed water-

proof cloth) for export.

Tilter, sbX Add : 4- A see-saw. U,S,
iy*7 J. Comer Diary (1923) 17 As I was playing a childish

play on a tiUer with one Power Merit.. I felL

5. A swaying motion. 6^^.

1833 J. Neal Dovm-Easters L 173 A Iawyer.>with..a
tilter in his walk.

Tilter, v, (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8a5 J. Neal Bro^ Jonathan III. 271 The.. pistol,.. it was

tiltering too, as if it were just ready to go off, at everyjump.

Timber, sb}- Add : 9. tiniber-boom^ -car-

riage^ value.

1908 Chamber^s JmL May 352/1 To haul the bigger logs

to the railroad or *timber-boom. 1901 ' L. Malet ' Hist.

Sir R, Calmady lu iii, A miller's tented waggon, . .a *tim-

ber-carriage, and a couple of spring-carts. 1917 Chamberi

s

yrni. Jan..9/2 What bearing has the presence, or the in-

crease, of woodpeckers upon the problem of *timber-values ?

10. timber-cruiser Western U.S. [*Ckuisee 3],

a timber prospector; timber-driver, one who is

engaged in transporting timber from the forest

;

timber-drug, a carriage for timber, « Drug sb.^

I ; timber wheels (see quot).
xZ^ Century Mag, Mar. 671/2 The *Jimber-cruiser is a

hero.. .The location of a choice tract of timber is a secret to

be guarded with his life, zgao Blackw. Mag. Nov. 6i6/t
*Timber-drivers. 1917 Isle ofEly <$; Wisbech. Adv. 28 Nov.
6 Defendant.. asked if he h.-id a pair of *timber drugs he
could hire. 1905 Terms Forestry <$ Logging a,% Logging
'wheels^ a pair of wheels, usually about 10 feet in diameter,

for transporting logs. Syn. :. .*timber wheels.

Ti'mber-land. U.S. (Timber j^.i 9 a.)

1807 P. Gsss Jrnl. 31 We.. passed some timber land on
the south side. 1836 J. Hall Statistics of West vii. 103
Timber lands, newly cleared. X87X Refi. Indian Avoirs
(1S72) 301 Funds were furnished to clear up timber-lands for

their use. 1896 Vermont Agric. Re^, XV. 79 The owners
of timberlands.

Timbo (t«mb<?'). [Tupi.] A mimosaceous tree

of South America, Enterolobium contortisiliquum^

from which a soft red wood is obtained.
1928 Funk's Standard Diet.

Time, sb. Add : 8. b, (Earlier U.S. example.)
1842 Congress. Globe 2 Mar. App. 188/2 A single horse in

a sulky would, .be able to make, .even better time, with the
letter mail alone
9.' (U.S. examples of the sense * time one has

worked *, or * pay for that time*.)

1877 Habberton Jericho Road 1. 10 Go below and tell the
mate to take your time. 1903 S. E. White Blazed Trail
viii. 56 So Pat and Henrys were not discharged—were not

instructed to * get their time ', Z902 O. Wister Virginian
xvii. 205 Pay was due him—' time/ as it was called in cow-
land.

b. Time and lime : in the shipbuilding trade,

applied to a contract to build at cost plus an agreed

percentage.
1920 Glasgov} Herald^ J^^y 7/1 Shipowners will not listen

to proposals on the basis of time and lime. Ibid.^ The ship-

owners' reason for declining to make time and lime contracts.

1921 Ibid. 8 June 9/1 The new battleships..sbould be given
out on the principle of time and lime, and not on a ^ed
contract price.

13. d. Stock Exch, The account.
X90X W. G. CoHDiNGLEY Dict. Stock Exck. TerfHS 89 Time

Bargains refer to those speculative transactions which are
made for settlement on the next Account. They are made
' for time *, and are ' Bought for the Account,* or ' Sold for

the Account.* X9>8 Daily Mail 13 Aug. 18/2 Dealing for
*new time,'.. the new Stock Exchange account.

17. (So much) a time : on each occasion,
1718 R. Grosvenor in C T.Gatty MaryDomes (1921) II.

205 One that is grown pretty rich by his attendance upon
Patients in Garrets at Half-a-Crown a time.

18. b. Every time (see *Eveey a. i e). In
modem use often trivially to emphasize a statement.
1928 S. Lewis Man Who Knew Coolidge i. 41 If he'd study

his mother and me a little more.. he'd be a lot better off I

You bet I Every time 1

24. b. To kill time : see Kill v, 5.

27. Standard time, the local mean time of each
of the regions or zones extending 7° 30' east and
west of the twenty-four standard meridians at in-

tervals of 15° east and west of Greenwich. In full

zofte standard time. Summer time : see Summee
TIME 2.

1912 Whitaker's Aim. 98/1 By Standard Time is meant
that the hour of each 15* of longitude becomes the local

mean time for the zone or belt extending 7^** on each side

of the central meridian. 1917 Ibid. 1^/1 Since the year 1883

the system of Standard Time by Zones has been gradually
accepted, and now the majority of the countries of the world

384

use as Standard Time the time of some meridian which
differs from that of Greenwich by a multiple of 15°, and the
Standard therefore differs from Greenwich Mean Solar Time
by an integral number of hours, either fast or slow.

42. d. In timet *in the world*, *on earth',

COlloq,

1883 Harper^s Mag. Jan, 212/1 He. .wondered what In
time made em keep the cars so hot.

43. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
1848 Stray Subjects 30 (Th.) Spose yoii never heard of

burying a man on time. 1867 A. D. Richardson Beyond
Mississippi 384 (Th.), I am going to take this coach in to
Carson City on time.

61. a. time-allowance (later example), -cycle, -in-

tervalf -life^ -programme, -sequence^ -si^ccession,

'Unit.

1893 G. Clare Money-Market Primer (ed. 2) 21 noie^

The *time-alIowance on gold taken to the Mint is said to be
20 days. 1903 Annie W. Patterson Schumann 7 That the
mind should work in a regular *time-cycle, passing from one
phase of sentiment to another with almost mathematical
exactness. 1873 Cornhill Mag. June 707 Though the

number of suns is enormously increased, .the magnitude of
the *time intervals concerned is correspondingly increased.

1890 Rep. Brit, Assoc. 499 A measurement^ of the time-in>

terval between seeing a flash.. and hearing the report.

1916 Sir O. Lodge Survival of Man 31 Perhaps someone
may be able to detect a meaning in the time-interval, when
a great number of similar instances are compared. 1906
W. R. Inge Truth ^ Falsehood in Relig. 167 Every inci-

dent in the *time-life of a moral being, has, in God's sight,

two aspects, 19^9 Ti}nes 2 Nov. 12/1 Had there been any
suggestion of a *time-programme for the realization of
Dominion status. 1924 R. M. Ogden tr. Kq^ka's Growth
0/ Mind 82 Localization of a sound to the right or left de-

pends upon the *time-sequence in which the sound-waves.

.

strike the right and left ear, respectively. 1922 Eddington
Theory 0/ Relatiidty 18 It \sc. the relativity theory] fully

recognizes that the chain of events in such a *time-succes-

sion is a series of an entirely distinctive character from the

succession of points along a line in space. 1925 Joly Sur-
fiice-Hist. Earth v. 79 Our *time-units have become millions

of years,

b. time-saving,
x^^ Atlantic Monthly y^, 729 Time- and labor-saving

agencies.

52. time bill, draft, a bill or draft payable at

a specified future date or at a certain length of time

after presentation orsight; time-fused a., furnished

with a time fuse ; time-lag (example) ; time-
money (see quot. 191 4) ; time period Wireless

Telegr, (see quot.) ; time process, the emergence

of eternal being in time ; time rush (see quot.)

;

time-signal, (J>) a wireless signal indicating the

time of day; so time-signalling; time stamp,
a clockwork device for stamping letters, etc. with

the date and time of receipt ; time study, the close

observation of the movements involved in any in-

dustrial process with a view to time-saving altera-

tions of the method of working ; used attrib. ; time
switch Electr.j a switch that acts automatically

at a set time ; time-triangle {a) Astr,, the

celestial spherical triangle formed by the pole, the

zenith, and a heavenly body
;

{b) (see quot. 1932).
1851 C. Cist 0"«<:/««rt//9o This House deals extensively..

in *time bills on N.Orleans. iB^^^ K. K.mKK^ My Southern
Friends xxii. 224 Our banks requiring two home names on
*time drafts, I have to beg you to honor a small bill at

one day's sight. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XL 306/2 The British

Q-pounders, which threw with 200 f.s. more velocity a
•time-fuzed shrapnel. 1928 Britai/i's Industrial Future
{Lib, Ind. lug.) iv. xxiv. 326 In a period of declining

prices farming suffers with special severity by reason of

the long *time-lag in its operations. 1914 H. Halford's
Did. Stock Market Terms 90 *Time MoneVfloans granted
for a fixed period, asopposed to ' Call M oney '. 1929 Obserz-er

17 Nov. 3/4 Time money on stock collateral is now quoted

si to 6 per cent, 1905 Proc. Roy. Soc LXXIV. 488
The resulting *time-period when they are brought into

inductive relation to each other. 1^3 Daily Mail 21

June 10 Time Period. Time occupied by one cycle or

complete alternation of A. C. or H. F. current. 1906
W. R. Inge Truth ff Falsehood in Relig. 37 The *time.

process is not an automatic ethical winnowing machine.

Ibid 145 By declaring the Logos fully Divine it gives reality

and value to the time process, which is the spheres of the

distinct activities of the Second Person in the Trinity.

1909 Q- R^'^- Apr. 356 [Ethics] attempts to determine the

ideal by which the time-process itself is to be judged. 19x2

Marconigraph II. 104/1 A ' *Time Rush' message was a
preliminary telegram to inform a ship ofthe telegrams ready
to be despatched for it. 1933 Mod. Wireless 1. 72 *Time
signals are sent out daily by the wireless stations at the

Eiffel Tower, [etc.]. Ibid. 319 A.. crystal-set for broadcast

and *time-signai reception. 1915 Wireless Time Signals

39 The radio-telegraphic *time.slgna!ling stations. 1892
Work IV. 75/3 The *time-stanip is altered every minute.

1928 Britain^s htdustrial Future {Lib, Ind. Inq.) in. xvi.

194 There should be means of revising rates., in consulta-

tion, with all the facts and the "time-study figures on the

table. J930 yohn o' London's Weekly 29 Mar. ioo5_The
principal function of a 'time-study ' man is to sit beside a
workman, stop-watch in hand, to time every movement. 1922
Eddington T/uory 0/Relativity 22 The terrestrial observer

can have a space-triangle .
.
; he can also have a * *tirae-trian-

gle ', formed by three events on different dates, whose sides

he must measure with clocks.

Timenoguy (ti'naenpgi). Delete t Obs. and
add : Also timmey-noggy, timmynoggy.
1880 W. BoTTRELL Tradit. W. Comw. 3rd Ser. 198/2

Timniy-noggy, a notched square piece of wood, used to

support the lower end of the Vargord. 1886 R. Brown
Spunyarn ^ Spindrift xx-xL 378 If the exact name of any-

TIN HAT.
thing they \sc. sailors]wan thappens to slip from thejrmemory,
they call it a. .timiney-noggy,or a wini-wom, 1925 E. Kkaser
& Gibbons Soldiery Sailor Words, Timmynoggy^ a name
given to various strop and toggle gadgets on board ship,
used in connection with the upper yards to save time in sail

drill. A device more or less makeshift, to enable something
to be done more expeditiously than would be possible in the
ordinary way.

Timer. Add: 3. d. An instrument for measur-
ing the mileage per hour of an automobile, e. An
adjustable device for automatically timing the spark
in an internal combustion engine.
1920 C. H. Stagg High Speed vi. 103 He adjusted a timer

on one of the cars.

Tin, sb. Add : 2. Phr. Straight from the tin

(fig.) : direct from the source ; in a fresh and un-
spoilt condition,
1929 Evening News 18 Nov. 12/4 What they want here is

Yankee twang straight from the tin.

c. pi. phr. On the tins', on the scoring-board.

Cricket colloq.

1903 Jephson in Cricket (ed. H. G. Hutchinson) 97 The
mouldy eight runs on the tins were only hoisted there by a
mighty effort. Ibid. 115 The nervous batsman retired,

having, however, before his departure credited himself with
fifty or so on the sunburnt * tins *.

4. a. tin can, -ware (earlier Amer. examples.)
1770 Washington Diaries I. 442 A Quart *'l'inn Can.

1758 Essex lust. Hist. Coll. XVIII. 104 Iron, Copper and
*Tin ware. 1813 Paulding J. Bull ^ Br. Jonathan xviit

(ed. 2) 93 They sent among them dealers in tin-ware and
wooden bowls.

{b) Applied disparagingly to buildings made of

corrugated iron. Tin taberncule (see Tabernacle
sb, 6 b) : a corrugated iron place of worship ; an
* iron church *. colloq,

^ 1898 Le Queux Scribes <5- Pharisees v. 54 Those galvan*
ized-iron f^tructures irreverently known as * tin tabernacles '.

1919 Bassett S. Barnabas' Oxford -^b This was before the
'tin 'church at Cowley S. John existed. 1930 Pkiestley
Good Companions i. vL § 3 Thai's the Station Refreshment
Rooms, a tin place, just opposite.

c. tin-pedlar (earlier example).
x8x3 in [Paulding] Beauties Bro. Bull-us 33 Feather-mer-

chants, rag-men, tm-pedlars, and horse-jockies.

5. tin fish Navy slang, a torpedo; tin-horn a.,

of common or inferior type (cf. Tin-fot 4); also

absoL ; tin Jjizzie, orig. Army slang, an automo-
bile, esp. a Ford car (cf. *LizziE) ; tin pan (earlier

U.S. examples) ; tin wedding (day) colloq,, the

tenth anniversary of a wedding.
1927 Dculy Express 12 Oct. 3 ' Hi !

' comes the hail, ' we've
got your *tin fish 1

' At the end of a rope is the shining,

dripping, steel torpedo. 1931 W. G. Carr By Guess ^ By
God 26 A try was made for a large one, but in the clear

water the wake of the tin fish was too easily seen. 1887 F.

Francis Saddle (^ Mocassin 173 The're a *tin.hQrn lot. 1902
W. J. Ghent Our Benevolent Feudalism 171 What is collo-

quially known as * tin-horn* gambling has advanced by
leaps and bounds. 1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy xii. 80 A
tin horn lawyer. 1918 Vachell Some Happenings i. 2

Gamblers of the 'tin-horn' brand. 1908 S. E. White
Rivernian vi. 55 You ain't a tin-horn yourself? 1921 Blackw.
^/a^. Dec. 824/1 7'he Colonel and I set out in theone and only
* *tin-Lizzie * that the force owned. 1927 Daily Express 7
SepL 2/7 The present Ford model is no longer popular,
because of its cheap appearance and association with the
name ' Tin Lizzie '. x8o6 Austin Papers (1924) 1. 102, 1 doz.

*Tin pans. 1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. s^ With
discordant fife and old tin-pans for drums. 1876 Times 27
Sept. i/i On the 25 insL (* Tin Wedding-day). 1888 GirCs
Own Paper 24 Mar. 407/3 The ' tin-wedding '..is the tenth
anniversary of the happy day.

Tinaja(tznaha). [Sp. ; seeTiNAGE.] A large

earthenware jar used in Spain for wine, oil and
olives, etc. ; also, a water-jar made by the Pueblo
Indians.
1676, 1845 [see Tinage], 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 629/1

The earliest kinds now existing of Spanish pottery without
either enamel or glaze are chiefly large wine-jars, ' tinajas

',

about 3 or 4 feet high, of graceful amphora-Uke shaije,

stamped with simple patterns in relief,

Tincalconite (tinkEt-lk^nsit). Min, [f.

TiNCAL + CojfiTE.] ' A variety of borax in which
the proportion of water is in excess of the normal'

(Funk).
X893 Dana Syst. Min, (ed. 6) 887.

Tinfoiler (ti-nfoidsj). [f. Tinfoil z;. + -ek1.]

An operative who wraps goods in tinfoil.

1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 949.

Ting^aite (ti-qgwaisit). Min. [f. the name
of Serra de Tingua, Brazil, where it is found -h ite^.]

An igneous rock consisting mainly of a dense green

aggregate of alkalic feldspar.

1893 Min. Mag. X. 173 More markedly porphyritlc types

are a rock with porphyritic elaeoUte, an ' elsolite tinguaite
'

with porphyritic orthoclase. 1895 Ibid. XI. 116 Another

type of dyke-rock in the district answers to the Tinguaite of

Ro«;enbuscb.

Tin liat. orig. Army slang.

L A metal helmet (see quot. 1925). Toput a or

the tin hat on it : to finish it completely, to close

a or the matter finally. (Cf. to put the lidotty *Lid

sb. I e.)

1917 A J. L. Scott 60 Sguad. C1920) 38 We managed to

collect some tin hats, bombs,.. and a few other odds and
ends. 1919 War Slang in Athensenm 8 Aug. 727/2 The
shrapnel lielmet was invariably a * tin hat ', and * to put th«
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tin hat on it * is..* to ki-bosh it '. igt^ Public Opinion 23
Mar. 275/3 The armyof occupation with all its paraphernalia
of tin bats, bayonets, machine guns, tanks [etc ]. 19x5 K.
Fkaskr & Gibbons Svitiier ^ Sai/or Words, Tin hat: the
steel shrapnel-helmet adopted in the spring of 1916 as the
universal wear at the Front, and in London by Special
Constables during air raids.

2. A general officer. (Cf. ^r(7« ^a/, *BrasS53. 7.)
X919 Aihfnanini 18 July 632/2.

3. Used prfidicaiively : Drunk, slang.

1909 Ware Passing Engl.^ Tin hat (Anglo-Port Said),

drunk—two tjii hats very drunk—three, incapable, and to be
carried on board. 1925 E. Fkasek & Gibbons Soldier fy

Sailor Words, Tin hais, drunk.

Tinned, ///• «. Add : 4. Of music : Produced
by mechanical means, as in a cinema.
X939 Evening Neivs i8 Nov. 12/4 This [film] has tinned

music, but no dialo?;ue. 1930 Punch 26 Feb. 248/3 Our
orchestral performers shall not be supplanted by tinned
muMC
Tinniness. Add : 2. The condition of being

harsh and metallic in timbre.

X9>3 Daily fifail \ Aug. 5/6 The 'tinniness', * throatiness

\

and other distorting elements inherent ia the majority [of

loud-speakers]. 1930 Punch. 23 Apr. ^tZ/i Tinniness and
sibilance have been overcome.

Tin-tack, Add : b. Phr. to come down to tin

tacks : to come to facts, realities, or essentials. (CI.

•Brass 5 b.)

1927 G. B. Shaw in Sunday Express 7 Aug. 7/2 As long
as you avoid coming down to tui tacks. 19x8 — Inteil.

Woman's Guide Soctaliitn (1929) 104 So now let us come
down to tin tacks.

Tinted (ti-nted),^/. a. [See Diet. s.v. Tint
v,'\ a. Coloured in a specified manner (denoted

by a defining word in combination), b. Coloured,
SiS,ioTs\\a.A\n^\.)\e\\^\iiit.^Jtntedgiass{es^spectachs.

1S16S0VTHKY Poefs Pilgr. I. iv, xxx, The autumnal-tinted
groves. i8gs 'C. IIoli-and* Japan. Wife i My Mousm^ I

with Dresdcn-china-tiiited cheeks. 1897 A. Page Aftenioon
Kideviy The devilry, .shining in her beryl-tinted eyes. 1901

*C. H01.LAN0' Mauiini xvii. 249 The stethoscope pressed
against her olive-tinted skin. 1903 ll^estm. Gaz. i July 14/1
Frowning heights the outline of which stood out dark and
desolate against the orange-tinted sky.

Tinter. Add : d. (See quot.)
19x1 Diet. Occup. Tentts (1937)5 9^0 7V«/fr;.. washes and

applies tint or colour to human hair on the bead 01 in the
manufacture of wigs.

Tip, sb. Add : 2. e. Aeronautics. = *Atlkron,
i^t^ A eroplane -22 Oct. 461/2 The main spars are laminated

and taper towards the tips, and there are no boles in them,
as the ribs are attached with copper straps.

Tip, t'.^ 1. b. Add: tip-and-run raid(sceciuots.),
xgiS CAatn^rs's yrnl. 477 Any dark night might see one

of the enemy's favourite ' tip-and-run ' dashes to sea. 19*5
E. Fraser & GiB8o:^s Soldier ^ Saiiar If'ordst Tip and
ruH raids, a fainiliar expression for the German North Sea
coast bomljardmeni raids. 1917 /?*">. Commissioner Police

Metropolis igsb 16 Stolen cars are used in..* tip and run'
raids on jcweilcrs' shops.

Tip, f.2 Add 2. b. ^xm-A^LxX^ tolipthebeam,
1895 Funk's Stoftd. Diet. 19*7 Observer 11 Dec. 13/3

The view which will tip the beam is that of a member who
said [etc.].

9. To tip off', (also) to put out of the way by a

violent death, to kill, slang, (Cf. to bump off.

Bump v.^ i b.)

1928 Evening News 18 Aug, 11/5 Iake*s sort o*done me a
good turn, getting h'mself tipped ofi,

Tipitl (tipitr). [Tupi.] A strainer used by
Amazonian Indians for expressing the poisonous

juice of the manioc root,

i860 Mayne Reid Odd People 52 A long elastic cylinder-

shaped basket or net, of the bark of the ' jacitara* palm
{,Desmoncus tnncroacanlkus). Thisis the tipiti. \Z66Treas.
Bot. 396/1 Indians use strips of the stem [of the Jacitara

palm] for platting the iipitis or strainers used for squeezing

out the poisonous juice of the manioc root.

Tip-off. US, slang, [f. Tip z;.6 + 0ff adv.'\

A hint.

1923 L. J. Vance Baroque xxvii. 176 I traced the tip-off

back to him.

Tippable (tl-pabn), a. [f. Tip 7?.4 -». -able.]

That may be tipped ; that is amenable to tipping

or the receiving of douceurs.

1907 Sai.Rev.-2i Dec 752/1 The grcataim of the tippable

is to squeeze, igai S. Graham Europe— Whiiher Hound?
27 A tippable man was keeping a queue of all the rabble of

the East.

Tippet, sd. 6. Add : tippet-monkey.
1864 J. A. Grant WalJk Across Africa 127 The tippet-

monkcy, who is said to believe his baodsome skin so much
coveted.

Tipping, vbl. sbX Also tippen. Add : 2. b.

= Tippet sb. 4 a.

1881 W. Grecor Folk-Lore N. E. Scotl. 52 Lines, hair for

tippens, hooks. 7924 Chambers's yrnl. 710/1 Many of the

books have been torn from their tippings.

4. Tipping in (see quot.).

1931 A. EsuAiLK M(in. Bibliogr. 183 Tippvtg'in.—V2&\Xw%

the edge of a single leaf to the next feaf.

Tipping, vbl, sb.^ 3. d. Add : tipping machine.

1877 Siotsi/ian I Sept. 4/7 Tipping macliine.

Tippy, a.^ Add: L c JiJ. An exquisite; a

fop. U.S.
a tSoo in Spirit Farmers* Museum (1801) 262 He is called

the 'dandy , by one party, and the * tippy* by another.

1804 The Balance (Hudson, N.Y.) 15 May 153 ('Hi.) A
suiiiking race, called in fashion's vocabulary * Tippies '. 1844

Tipp;
1913E.1913

table.

' Jon. Slick ' Hi^h Life N.Y. II, 92 You wouldn't ketch one
of our York tipples at that, let alone a gtnuine Lord.

y, a.2 U.S. (Later example.)
F. WvATT Invis. Gods ill. i. 93A tippy, wire-legged

Tip-tap, adv. [See the sb. and vb.]
1911 II. Walpole Mr, Perrin t[ Mr, Trailw. i, Hecame

tip-tap across the floor to him.

Tip-up, ill, 3. C/-S. (Examples.)
1880 Harptr^s Mag, Mar. 517 With baited lines and tip-

ups set, we waited. 189Z t?M/;'«^(U,S.) Mar. 439 The upper
ends of the lines being . . affixed to what are termed ' tip-ups *.

Tired, ppl, a,^ Add : 1. a. To make (a

person) tired : to annoy and bore. orig. U.S, slang,

1896 G. Ade Artie iv. 35 ' Oh, you make me tired,* said

the intruder, a 1904 S. E. White Blazid Trail Stories

iv. 65 Such talk made Daly tired, and he .said so. 1907
M. C Harris Tents o/li'ickedness 11. vii. 200 ' He makes
me tired !' exclaimed Leonora, who had imbibed a little

slang in these two months.

O. Tired Tim (or Timothy), usually associated

with Weary Willy, both being taken as symbolical

names for * won't-works '.

1899 Comic Cuts 6 May X Two gents of the name of Weary
Willy and Tired Tim. 1906 DailyChron,!^ Feb. 3/5 Heroes
of the Tired Timothy stamp. 1930 H. Herd Diagnosis
Mental Deficiency 10 Mental defectives are the 'weary
Willies and tired Vvn%^par excellence,

Tiriba (tirrba). [Brazilian.] A Brazilian

wedge-tailed green parrakeet, Conurus Uticotis,

xSao tr. Wied-NeuvjieiPs Trav, Brazil vii. 97 Tiribas,

Curicas, Camutangas, Mandayasand otherkinds of parrots.

Tiring, vbl. si.* Add attiib. uses.

193Z Boumphrey Story of Wheel 27 This is a tiring-plat-

form, and its purpose is to hold wheels firmly while their

tires are being put on. Ibid,, The smith opens the door of

the tiring-furnace. Ibid, 28 These others.. by the aid of

iron hooks (called tlrIng-dogs)..drop it \sc, the tire] on the
rim of the wheel.

Tiringly (t3i»-riqli), adv, [f. Tiring fpl. a. -h

-LY 2.] In a tiring manner, to a tiring d>;gree.

X894 E, Fawcett Nciv Nero xx, * It's a trifle tyrannical, is

it not?' ' Yes : amusingly so.* * Never tiringly so.*

Tirolese, var. Tyuolese.
1931 Times Lit, Snpfil. 11 June 459/3 Tirolesecivilization,

with its feudal past and its long-standing autonomy.

Tirthankar (ti»u)iar|kii). Also Tirthankara,
Tirthanker. [Skr. tirihakara making a passage

(through life), head of a sect, f. itrthi passage,

place of pilgrimage, objectof veneration, etc. + kard
maker, canser.] In Jainism, any of the twenty-four

prophets or early teachers, now revered as deities.

i8« J- Wilson in Life (1879) 117 There are the images of

all t'he twenty-four Tirthankars. z88a Encyct, Brit, XIII.

543/2 The Jains count twenty-four such prophets, whom
tliey call Jinas, or Tirthankaras, that is, conquerors or

leaders of schools of thouglu. 1901 Kipling Kim vi, I'd

give a month's pay to hear how he explained it all at the

1 irthankers' Temple at Benares. 1909 Blackw, Maf. Mar.

315/2 The images of their Tirthankaras preach disillusion,

ment.

Tissue, sb, 9. a. Add : (in sense 5).

1911 F. O. Bowmt Plant-Life 84 The large tissue-masses

of the planL X911 J. A. Thomson Biol, Seasons in. 275 A
sudden release of certain tissue-tensions. 19*7 Haldane &
HitxLEY Animal Biol, i. 33 The name [ccUJ was transferred

to the living tissue-units of plants.

TiS'win. 6'..?. (Earlier example.)

1877 J^efi. Indian Affairs 162 Addicted, also, to the tise of

intoxicating liquors, ' tiswin *, which they manufacture from

corn and whiskey obtained from traders.

Tit, J*.* Add : 3. Comb, : tit-drill, a flat drill

used for levelling the bottom of a hole.

Tithonian (tsljwu'nian), a. Geol, [f. L.

TlthoilUS, Gr. Tlffouvds + -JAN.] = PORTLAKDIAN a,

1914 Brit. Mus, Ketum 205 A new genus of Crinoidea

from the Tithonian of Stramberg,

Titian. Add : A person with Titian hair and

corresponding complexion.

1923 Times 3 May, Tecla pearls.. are equally becoming
whether worn by blondes, brunettes, or Titians.

Titler. Add : 3. One who writes titles (of

scenarios'!.

i9ae Daily Express 20 Feb. 13/3 Editor and titler [of

scenarios].

Titty 3. Add : Also, a dummy teat, a com-
forter, colloq.

1917 W. E. CoLLiNsoN Cmtempgrary Engl. 8 Dammies,
titiies or comforters.

Titnlns (ti-ti!?los). [L. : see Title sb.l A
superscription or the label bearing iL (Cf. Title

sb. I.)

igi8 By an UnJiMmm Disciple xx. 238 He ordered the

centurion to have it so transcribed on the Titulus. 1917

A. H. McN EiLE Introd. N,T, 10 There was a deep irony in

the mockery by the soldiers, and in the ^/Vw/wf on the Cross.

T.ISr.T. (U':en,t»-) : see *T 6.

'Eo,prep. Add: 4. To home; see also *HoMB
rf.l 13.

8. Indicating the crop with which ground is

planted, local.

>86l Trans. III. Agric. Soc, (1865) V. IS4 The land, .was

. . mostly planted to potatoes. 1884 Vermont Agric. Rep,

VI 11. 355 Last year [I) pl.inted an acre to Sanford corn.

1900 (see *Plant v. 6 a], xgoa [in Diet.).

d. Included, contained, or involved in ; chiefly

in phr. That is all there is to it : it is that and

nothing more. orig. U,S.

1886 E. L. DoRSEY Midshipman Bob II. xii. 230 There's
just this to it : if you'll go to any place [etc]. 1895 Kipling
Day's Wort, Ship that Pound HerselfUigi) ^3 ' Thai'sM
there is to it,' seethed the white water roaring through the
scuppers. 1898 Marc. Delano Old Chester Tales 245 Well,
tliat was all there was to it. He saved me. 1503 A. H.
Lewis The Boss 14 ' Tell me what there is to this shindy.*

1914 Mr. & Mrs. V. Castle Mod, Dancing^ ^4 Simply
zvalk as softly and smoothly as possible. ..This IS the One
Step, and this is all there is to it.

Toa. Add : Also in reduplicated form tea tea.

1845 E. J. Wakefield Adv, N, Zealand 11. 120 The toa
toa., IS much prized by the natives for walking-sticks. 1879
Treas. Bot. Suppl., Toa-toa.

Toad, sb. Add : 3. b. Applied to children. (Cf^

»Tad.) l/.S,

X83S Haliburton Clockmaker Ser, I, xxvii. Two little

orplian children, the prettiest little toads 1 ever beheld.

Toadless (t<?u-d|les), a. [f. Toad sb, -^ -less.]

Devoid of toads.
ign Ctuuiibers's fml, July 435/2 When the gardenias

dug. .it was toadless. loaa M. 'I'emplk Shaliowdale iii. 39
No dog can be thoroughly happy in a toadless garden.

Toast, sb^ 2. Add : French toast ; (a) see

quot. 1892 ; (Ji) thin bread-and-bulter that has

been toasted for a few seconds on the unbuttered

side.

189a Encycl. Cookery (ed. T. F. Garrett) I. 192/1 French
Toast. Beat up one egg in a basin with a little salt and i

teaspoonful of milk, and in this dip some thin slices of Bread
.. ; then plunge the Bread into a frying-pan of boiling fat,

and fry to a light brown. Take them out, drain them...

Spreading them over with ."stewed rhubarb, or other fruit in

season, is a great improvement.

Tobacco. Add: 1. b. A fashion shade; —
*Tabac.
1923 Daily Mail 10 Jan. i Becoming Hat in good quality

Petersham Ribbon. ..Colours: Grey, Cherry, Nigger, To.
bacco, Peacock. Ibid, 5 June 6 In Pale and Mid Fawn,,.
Sky, "Tobacco, Lemon,
3. tobacco-chewer, -platiter; -tobacco-jar, -root,

-worm (U.S. examples).

183s Southern Lit, Messenger I. 662 A solitary *tobacco

chewer. 177s Essex Inst, Hist. Coll, XIII. t86, i "Tobacco
Jar ; i Large Lead do. 1857 T. B. Gunn N, V, Boarding-
Houses 26 Haur-brush and tobacco-jar jumbled among your
shirt-collars. 1791 Washington Diaries IV. 180 It bids

fair to be a large Town, .which is settling very fast by *To-
bacco planters. 1838 Soutliem Lit. Messenger IV. 197 A
fine old specimen of the real Virginia tobacco planter, a half

domesticated son of France. 184$ Fremont Exped. 135

I ate here, for the first time, the kooyah, or *tol)acco root,

(Valeriana edulis). 1847 Pep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1848)

168 The *tobacco worm was the subject of complaint. 187a

Rep. Vermont Board Agric. I 3J9 The large night-flying

moths, which come from, and in turn produce the large

larvae, as the potato-worm and tobacco-worm.

Toby, sb.'^ 4. Add : Also attrib. (see quot.

1842).
1843 NetvtorCs Lond. Jml. Conjoined Ser. _XIX. 35 "The

printing [of the fabric] is to be done in an ordinary machine

or press, the colours being furnished from what is called the
' toby tub '. i88t Instr, Census Clerks (1885) 43 Toby and
Rainbow Tub Maker.

Toccatella (tf'kate-la), Toccatiua (-rna).

Music. [It.] A short toccata.

1873 HiLES Diet, Mus. 7Vr)Ki26oToccatina. iSigGroiie's

Did, Music IV. 130/1 Dupont has published a little pf. piece

entitled Toccatella. Ibid,, The same composer [sc. Rliein-

berger] has used the diminutive term Toccatiua for one of

a set of short pieces : and another instance of the use of this

term is the Toccatiua in Et by Henselt.

Toe emma (tfk ema). Also took. [Repre-

senting T.M. (see *T6) in telephonist's use: see

*Emma.] a trench mortar.

1919 Took Emma [see *Emma]. J931 Morning Post 20

Aug. 8/5 And he was the only infantry officer, .who had a

good word for the Trench Mortar crowd, 'Are you Toe
Kmiuas? You're just the men I want,'

Toe H (tck ^it/). [= T. H, (cf. prec), initials of

7albot //ouse, a rest-house and club for soldiers

opened at Poperinghe, 15 Dec. 191 5, in memory of

Gilbert W. L. Talbot (died 1915).] An association

of ex-service men founded by the Rev. P. B, Clayton

to carry on comradeship from the war of 1914-18.

1918 in Clayton Tales Talbot House (1919) J38 Owing to

the inconsiderate retirement of our old neighbours, the

Boche, Toe. H, is in a pretty fix. 1923 Prince of Wales in

Times 17 Dec, 7/3'! he Toe H, spirit is one that is wanted

very badly in this country to-day and will be wanted in the

future. 1930 Toe H Jml, Jan. 3 Toe H will indeed begin

. .10 be.. a power making for righteousness.

Toehariau (toka-rian, -e»Tian), a, and sb. [ad.

F. tocharien, f. Gr. Toxapoi (Strabo) nomad
Chinese tribes identified with the Yuechi : see -ian.]

(Of or peitaining to) an extinct Indo-European

language, of which remains have been discoveied

in Turkestan. Also Tocbarlsh (tokarij, -e»-rij),

after G, tocharisch.

1910 P. Giles in Encycl. Brit, II. 712/2 Up to 1909 only

a preliminary account had been given of Tocharish, a

hitherto unknown Indo-European languase. 1927 Peake6:

Fi.EURE Peasants tf Potters 134 The Tocharian language ol

parts of Turkestan.

Tooht, variant of *ToGT.

TocnsSO (tiJkn-sa). Also -a. [Aroharic] An •

Abyssinian cereal, Eleusiru coracana (Mama
wheat).

, „ _. . . L
1790 J. Bruce Trnv, V. 79 In place of Teff, in these bor-

ders [the KoUa], there grows a black grain called Tocusso.



TOE.

x866 Treas. Bot.^ Tccitsso, an Abyssinian corn-plant or
miilet, Eleusine Tocusso. 1875 Encyd. Brit, I. 63/1 Tlie

low grounds produce also a kind of corn known as tocussa^

of which a black bread is made.

TOdf sb. 6. Add : toe-board (earlier U.S. ex-

ample) ; toe-dancing, the performance of a toe-

dancer ; toe-nail sb.^ also (b) an iron nail employed
for the toe in slioeing; toe parade Army slangs a

foot inspection ; toe-spin Skating^ a spin performed

on the toe.

180J Harper^s Mag. Jan, 271/1 The. .bag., to put under
his feet on the*toe-board. xo>4 C. J. Sharp & Opp£ Dance
47 *Toe-dancing is perhaps the most extreme instance of the
trtuosity achieved by the bailet.dancersof the Inst century.
The position sur la foinie. . needs long and painful practice.

X90S Animal Managettu, (W. O.) 238 The smith begins
with the 'toenails first. 1918 E. %. Farrow Did, Mil.
TeT^ns, *Toe /'anw/f, ..inspection of the feet., with the sur-

geon or a medical assistant in attendance. 1928 Daily Ex-
press 19 Dec. 15^4 Her pirouettes, *toe.spins, and counter-
rockers compel the awe and admiration of all beginners.

Toe, V, Add : 1. Also with off,

1856 Mary J. Holmes Rice Corner iii. She. .was toeing
off the stocking only that morning commenced.

^ To toe the mark (earlier U.S. example). Also
to toe the trig (Trig j^.2), to toe up (U.S.).
1813 Paulding J, Bull ^ Br. yonathatt xii. (ed. 2) 62 He

began to think it was high time to toe the mark. iBij Ann.
I4tk Congress 1 Sess. 792 The necessity appeared, .of toeing
the trig, and standing there at all hazards. 1901 S. Merwin
& H. K. ^VEBSTER Calumet AT xii. 226 I'll give Urown one
more warning, .and then if he doesn't toe up, I'll get one
and send him the bill.

4. Also, to turn the toes ut or out.
iSghf Vermont Agric, Rep. XIV. 120 Avoid a horse which

toes in or toes out.

Toff, V, slang,
[f. Toff sb,} To dress «/ like a

* toff*, esp» in pnssive.

1928 East End Star Dec. 2/2 Notice the perfect stillness

when the * lovely Hdy all toffed up' sings. 1933 L. Golding
Magnolia .Street u, ii. § 2 The fellows come in [sc. to a hair-
dressing saloon] when they're on leave. They want to get
toffed up for their girls.

Toffee. Add: Phr. Not to be able \oAo 9. ih\n^

for toffee : to be incompetent at it, slang,
19x4 Illttstr, Lond. News 12 Sept. 380/1 Their opponents

cannot * shoot for nuts' {or 'for toffee '.asone'i'ommy more
expressly put it). 1916 W. J. Locke Far-away Stories 9He can't sell seeds for toffee.

Tofa (t<?f«*). fjap.] The bean-curd or bean-
cheese of China and Japan, made from soya beans.
x88o Tratts, Asiatic Soc, Japan VIII. 395 Tdfu is made

by pounding the soy beans after soaking in water. 1892
SiMMONDS Diet. Trade (new cd.) Suppl., 7V/«, the oil-

cake of beans and peas in Japan and China, used for
soups and sauces. 1893 Index-Catal. Libr. Surg. Gen.
O^ce U. S.ArmyXlV. 5gS/2 On ' tofu ' (beancheese), its

history, manufacture, analysis, and food value. 1923 J.
Stbeet Mysterious yapan iv. 46, I saw a bean-curd man
jogging along the street with a long rod over bis shoulder,
at each end of which was suspended a box of tofu.

Togetherness. Delete nonce-wd, and add
examples. Also Tog'e'tlieriness.
a 1902 S. Butler Notebooks (1912) 21 A piece ofstring is a

thing that, in the main, makes for togetheriness. X920 A. S.
Pringle-Pattison Idea o/God 354 Our primitive and basal
experience of time is thus characterized by a togetherness
of parts or elements. 1926 A N. Whitehead Science

<S-

Mod. IVorld zio Cognition discloses an event as being an
activity, organising a real togetherness of alien things. 1930
Times Lit. Suppl. 13 Nov. 925/3 The personages of Tour-
neur havcthb togetherness.

Toggenburg (t/?*g3nbwg), the name of a
canton in Switzerland used attrib, or eilipt. to de-
note a goat of breed originating from this locality.
1891 Goat-Keeper 7 Champion Zanipa, Swiss Toggenburg

Goat, 5 years old, short-haired, hornless. 1921 Blackiu, Mag,
June 764/2 The white Nanny and her kid are Alpino goats,
and the brown lot are Toggenburgs.

Toggle, Z'. 1. U.S, (Earlier example.)
1836 Knickerbocker Mag. VI 1 1. 207 * What, . . has the devil

toggled you at last, Jacky ?
*

Togt (tpxQ. S, Africa. Also tocht. [Du.
iocht trading expedition.]

1. A trading venture.
[1818 Latrobb yml. 265 The master.. was about to set

off, .on a trip, .to dispose of it \sc. arrack] in barter.. .They
call this, gomg op de tocht.\ i860 Queenstoivn Free Press
8 Feb. (Pettinan) Horses have been discovered amongst
those of smouses' who were returning, .after a somewhat
successful togt,

2. Hired labour for a specified job.
2901 TuRNBULL Tales from Natal 120 The black devils.

.

so often put us about by deserting—without even the possi*
bility of our being able to obtain togt even.
3. attrib, and Cotnb.^ as togt boy, a native in
NaUl licensed to ply for hire for odd jobs; togt
ganger, rider, a travelling trader; sotogt-riding,
1898 Port Elizabeth Telegr. 2 Sept. (Pcttman) A China-

man refused to supply a small quantity of bread and sugar
to a *togt boy on Saturday. 1895 Funk's Standard Diet. ^

*Tocht ganger. 1896 R.Wallace Fanning Industr. Cape
Colony gi The plant [tc. prickly pear] was first spread in tlie

Colony by transport riders or *togt-gangers'. X91X Webster,
*Togt rider, *togt riding.

Tog-table (t(?-g t^:b*l). [Of obscure origm.]
A gambling board used at fairs.

X910 Sanger Seventy Years a Shoimnan (1927) 155 These
*tog-tables* were, .open-air gambling boards, twelve to
fourteen feet long by about three wide.

286

Togne^, U.S. (Earlier example.)
1864 Ann. Rep, Agric, Maine 132 The lake trout, or

' togue '.

Toile. 2. Add : Also with defining addition,

as toile de chine^ toile de soie,

1523 Weekly Dispatch 11 Feb. 14, 5,000 Yards of Toile de
Chine. Made of ilie finest Spun Silk. 1933 Daily Mail 27
Aug. 1/3 Toile de Suie. 1527 Obserrer 13 Nov. 19/5 Dres-
sing Gowns in Quilted Saiin, Brocades, Toile-de-Soie.

Toilet, sb, 9. b. Add : toilet cover (earlier

U.S. example) ; toilet powder, a form of dusting
powder employed in the toilet.

1838 Caroline Oilman Recoil. Sottthem Matron xxix.
307 The bride's chamber, .neatly set ofif with white curtains
and "toilet cover. 1895 A rmy <5- Navy Co-op, Soc, Price List
717/2 Cherry Blossom *Toilet Powder.

Toke(t^"k). lowcolloq, [Origm unascertained.]

Food ; spec, bread.
1859 Slangy Dict.t Toke^ dry bread. 1877 Five Years'

Penal Serv. i, Some prisoner, .had forgoUen to eat what in
prison slang is called his ' toke * or 'chuck '. 1899 Whiteing
No. $ yohn St. xxi, When the show was shut, I . .sits down
to my toke and pipe. 1905 H. G. Wells Kipps i. i §. 2 Toke
and cold ground-rice puddiii' with plums.

Token, sb, 16. Add : token estimate, vote
(see quots.).
t^x^PoliticalQuarterly May 147 For form's sake **token*

estimates were presented, on the basis of ;^ 1,000 for each
vote and ;^ioo for each appropriation in aid. 1923 Times 27
Feb. 18/3 On the Supplementary Vote of ;f^ 10 for Diplo-
matic and Consular Services . . the anticipated savings under
various subheads were rather larger than ;^ 155,198, and
would . . be sufficient to cover the whole amount now
asked for ; but inasmuch as all but one of the subheads re.

ferred to new services, it had been thought right that a
*token Vote of ;^io should be put down in order to pro-
vide the opportunity for discussing these new services.

Toledan (t^Irdan), a, [f. Toledo + -an.] Of
or pertaining to Toledo (see Toledo and cf. Tolb-
TAN a,\
1914 Masefield Philip the King 47 Till their Toledan

armour was burnt black. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl, 16 Apr.
305/1 These Toledan Christians were bilingual.

Tolerable, a. {adv,), 6. As adv, a, (Later
U.S. examples.)
1850 H. C. Watson Camp-fires Revol, 63 Wc had got

along thus far tolerable well. 1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel.
IVest X, 178 If the ' later rain' has not put in an appearance,
they are, in local phrase, 'tolerable dry*. 1884 'Mark
Twain * /fuck. Finn i. 3 Her sister, Miss Watson, a tolerable
slim old maid, with goggles on.

b. (Later U.S. example.)
1856 [G. H. Derby] Pka^nixianaW. 33 If I..ask him..

*How he does?' he infallibly replies—*Tolerable, thank
you.*

Tolerance. 4. b. Add: Also//.
1916 Yorkshire Post 28 Mar. 8/1 Permissible margins of

error in workmanship are known as tolerances, igao Con-
guest Apr. 269/1 (In gauges] a very high accuracy was de-
manded, the tolerances being generally a few ten-thousandth
parts of an inch.

Tolerant, a, (sb.) A. adj. Add: e. Biol.

Able to endure a noxious influence.
X904 E. R. Lankfster in Q. Rev. July 128 A more precise

nomenclature would describe the attacked organism.. as
'tolerant', for it tolerates the presence and multiplication
of the parasite without suffering by it.

Toleration. 2. b. [/,S, (Example.)
x88z Ingersoll Oyster-Industr. (Hist. Fish. Industr.

U.S.) 249 Toleration.—License to gather oysters or operate
beds.. .The money paid is called a Toleration fee.

Toll, sb.\ Add :

2. g. esp. in phr. tkt toll ofthe road, etc,

1925 Daily Mail^ The toll of the road. 1929 Dadly
Express 7 Nov. 2/3 Miners'^ members were artists in pre-
senting the toll of the mines in its most impressive form.

i. A short distance telephone trunk call ; freq.

attrib.

[1890 Century Mag, June 260/2 The estimate for special
despatches includes telegraph tolls and pay of the corre-
spondents who furnish the news.] 1927 Daily Tel, 6 Dec.
1 1/2 It has been possible to include Southend-on-Sea,..
Chatham, Camberley, and Horsham in the toll area, and
callers for these places should now ask for ' tolls ' instead of
* trunks '. 1928 E. Wallace Again the Three yust Men
X. 223 The telephone-bell rang. The voice of the porter in-
formed him that a toll call had come through.

Toll-bait. U.S. (Earlier example.])
1870 Amer. Naturalist IV. 516 The ' tole-bait * consists

chiefly of Menhaden {Alausa menhaden) ground very fine.

Tolly (tp'li), sb. School slang, [app. local f.

Tallow sb."] A (tallow) candle.
1889 Barbers &LELANDZ>rV/..S"/(i«^, 7'(j//j'(public schools),

a candle. 1905 Vachell The Hill xiii, An Olympian is

privileged to work a little longer by the light of the useful
'tolly'. 1905 L. PoRTMAN Hugh Rendnl xxxi, No tollies

allowed after 10.30. 1924 E. Marsh tr. Fables La Fontaine
77 The luckless tolly. .Ended as a pool of grease.

Tolly (tf?-li), V. Harrow School, [Cf. prec]
intr^ T'o work by candle-light after the lights have
been extinguished; to * burn the midnight oil'.

Usually with up,
1889 BarrIsre & Leland Did, Slang, Tolly up, (Harrow

School), to keep a candle alight after the gas has been
turned off. 1894 Wilkins & Vivian Green Bay Tree I. 73
The process known as * tollying-up *, or working by candle-
light after the legal hours.

Toltec (tp'liek), sb, and a, a. sb, A member
of a native race which ruled in Mexico c 700-1000
A.D. ; the language of this people, b. adj. Of or

TONE.
pertaining to this race or its language. So Toltecaox
(tfltekan) a. and sb.

1814 (see *AzTEc]. 183$! ^^""y Cycl. XV. 165/1 The
older., monuments of Mexico are, .tlie productions., of the
Toltecans. /bid. 165/2 Theextraordinaryvastness of.. these
. -Toltecan constructions. 1875 Eucycl. Brit. I. 691/2 The
Toltecan family embraced the civilbed nations of Mexico,
Peru, and Bogota. Ibid, tg^/2 The Toltccs..left their ori-
ginal seat, far to the west, in 544. /bid. 696/1 The Toltec
and Aztec races. 1927 Chambers's yml. Aug. 568/2, I sing
the snake song the Toltec fatiiers sang.

Tolu-« Add : Tolnenyl (tf7*ti«|eni:l), the tolyl

radical. Tolusafranin (tf7U«sse'franin), a safranin

dye-stuff derived from toluene. Toluylene (tp*liK|-

iUn) = Stilbene, used attrib, to denote various
dye-stuffs.

x868 Watts Did. Chem. V. 861 *ToluenyI. 1888 Roscoe
& Schorlemmer Treat. Chetn. III. 11. 412 Paraxylyl alcohol
was obtained by Cannizzaro ...and was named toluenyl
alcohol, /bid. 80 *ToIusafranine, C2iH2oN4..is simply
known as ' safranine ' in commerce. 1863 Fownes Elem.
Chem. (ed. 9^646 *ToluyIene-diamine. iZ-jz ChemicalNews
XXV. 22/1 Toluylen alcohol is a solid crystalline substance,
having no constant melting-point. 1888 RoscoE & Schor-
lemmer Treat. Chem, III. n. 80 Toluylene-bluc.Toluy-
lene-red. . .ToUiylene-violet forms red crystals.

Tom, sb.^ 7. a. Add: Tom Collins U,S.,
a drink composed of lemon juice, gin, soda-water,
and sugar. (Cf. *John Collins.)
1909 Cent. Did. Suppl. 1919 Mencken Amer. Lang. 85.

*93*> John van Druten Woman on her Way xiv, ' What
can I have?' * Anything. Scotch, gin, wine, liqueurs, Tom
Collins. You've only got to say.'

Tom (tf7m), sb'^ Gardener's and tradesman's
abbrev. of Tomato.
ig*o Chambers's yml. 384/1 The acreage of *out»de

toms' is increasing annually.

Tomato. Add: 1. b. ^tomato-red.
1920 Queen 22 May, Front Cover, Colours :..Apricot,

Ivory, Mastic, Tomato, Suede, and Saxe.

Tombstone. 3- (U.S. example.")

1751 B. LvNDK Jr. Diary jd Oct.CiSSo) 176 Yesterday Cox
and Stacey J day abo. lombstone monument.

Tom.-COd. U.S. (Earlier example.)
1769 Mass. Gazette 16 Feb. (Th. p. 772) Whether the

ninety two tom-cod and seventeen scalpions are yet digested.

-tome^ (tJum), terminal element (= ¥.-tome)
representing Gr. -tcS/xoi/, neut. of -TOfios -cutting, in

designations of instruments used in the surgical

operation expressed by the corresponding word in

-TOMT, e.g. LiTHOTOME ( 1 758), which is the earliest

example; others are Cystotome, *Enterotome,
Hystebotome, Laryngotome, Metrotome, Neu-
rotome, Tonsillotome, Urethrotome.
-tome*'* (to^m), terminal element representing

Gr. TOfx-q a cutting (cf prec.) with the meaning
* section', * segment', as in Myotome (i), Soleeo-
TOME,

Tommy, v. Add : 2. dial. To rivet or fasten

together; also with on (see quot. 1891), Hence
To'inmied ///. «., made with a * tommy ' or forg-

ing stamp called an Oliver machine.
1891 Sheffield Gloss. Suppl., Tommy , v., to rivet or fasten

together ; a term used by cutlers when they are fastening
on the scales of the handles of knives... 'Wanted a boy to
tommyon'. xgogAdgEdw. V// c. 22 Schedule, Hammered
and dollied or tommied chain-making. X9az Did, Occup,
Terms (1927) § 190 Tommied chain maker.

Tonal, a, and sb, A. adj. Add : 1. o. Of or
pertaining to music written in keys : opposed
to *Atonal a, (q.v., quot. 1922).

Tonalist (t^u-nalist). [f. Tonal a, + -ist.]

1. A painter who aims at effect through colour
harmonization rather than bv contrasts.

^ 1903 N. Y. Times 31 Jan. (Cent. D. Suppl.) The collection
is one of colorists and tonalists without the aid of any of
the more notable open-air landscape painters,

2. One who writes or approves of tonal music.

Tonalitive (t^nse-litiv), a, Mus, [f. Tonality
+ -IVE.] Of or pertaining to tonality.
19x8 Mus. Assoc. Prec. igiy-iS, 162, I should expect the

new tonalitive schemes of such composers as Debussy and
Ravel to bring about great chahges in composition. 19x4
/bid. 1Q23~4, 60 New harmonic progressions to suit the tona-
litive, or it may be, the non-tonalitive scheme. 19x4 Tkotter
Music ff Mind 237 '1 he old major and minor tonalitive

schemes are giving way,

Tonbridge : see *Tunbridge.
Tondino. Add : 2. Ceramics, A plate with a

wide flat rim and deep centre usually made ofmajo-
lica.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 627/2 The Faenza potteries pro-

duced. .plates with wide flat rims and deep centres, called
'tondini'. Ibid., Faenza plate (tondino), with border in
deep ultramarine blues.

Tone, sb. 11. Add: tone-arm, the tubular

arm connecting the sound-box of a gramophone to

the horn ; tone-correction, the electrical ct'ntrol

of the quality of a reproducing instrument: hence
tone-correction unit\ tone-painter (see tone-paint-

ing) ; tone-poem [G. tondichtungl, (a) a form of

musical composition for orchestra in which the

thought is more poetical than musical; (^) a paint-

ing in which the tones are harmonized poetically;

so tone-poet.
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19x3 G, F. RowKLL Hints about Gramof>hone 19 If you

get an instrument with a full-sized "tone-arm and Iiorn..you

can obtain a reproduction equal to any size or price made.
1003 Annie W. Pattekson Schumann 49 How first the
pianoforte, next the orchestra, and lastly the string quartet
suggested sound pictures to the *lone-painter. 1902 To-Day
22 OcL 402/2 The "tone-poems of Richard Strauss. 1903
Ann'ik W. Patterson Schumann 152 His often veiled, if

richly-coloured, tone-poems. \ycf> AtheHseum 6 Jan. 27/1

A symphonic tone-poem ' Lalla Rookh ', by J. Jongen,
xgaa Weekly Dispatch 3 Dec. 2 Arnold Bax.. tackles the

symphony only after having produced four of five tone-

poems. 1917 Sunday Ttmei 6 Mar. 7/4 Though his pictures

are small they will .. make a profound appeal., as gentle

lone-poems. 189a ReTteiv of Rerietvs Sept. 289/1 A most
original *tone-poet. 1903 Annie W, Patterson Schumann
Pref. p. viti, The writer.. has endeavoured,. to let the great
tone poet speak through his own thoughts.

Ton^ (tpq), J^-^ [Chinese /'rt//f meeting-place.]

A Chinese secret society.

1918 Webster Addenda- 1934 Glasgow Herald "z^OcX. 8

Rival Tongs, whose principal object seems to be mutual ex-
termination. 19*7 Daily Express 25 Mar. 2': Chinese
Tong (secret society) warfare broke out at midnight through-
out the United States, 19>8 G. BuRRAso^/yi^. Mekong'nx^
I always feared that It might be but an offshoot of some far

bigger Chinese tong.

Ton^kang (tf7*i]|kse*r)). [Malay.] A junk of

a type employed in the Malay archipelago.
18^ SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, To'igkang, a kind of boat or

junk used in the seas of the Eas:ern archipelago. 192a
C/uimbers's yrttl. 503/1 A string of big, heavy, tongkangs^
towed by a pufling launch.

Ton^^e, ^b' Add : 4. d. Also, to slick (or

thrust) one^s tongue in ones cheeky as a gesture of

contemptuous or sly humour. So with one's tongue

in one's cheeky with sly humour.
X748 [see Cheek sb. 3]. 1849 Cupples Green Hand xi.

(1856) 115 Hows'ever, I jist sticks my tongue in my clicek,

. . watches my chtnce, an* off by a track-boat . . to New Or-
leens. 1887 Sir R. H. Roberts /« the Shires i. 10 [He]
sticks his tongue in bis cheek, and whispers to bis neigh-
bour. 1928 Observer 19 Feb. 5/1. I must confess my utter

inability to grasp what Mr. B. Nicholson is after, though
I am loath to believe that he painted his apparently flip-

pant still life arrangements with bis tongue in his cheek.

16. tongue ordeal, a furm of ordeal in which
torture is applied to the tongue; tongue-speaker,
-speech (cf. sense 8 c and tongue-speaking in Diet.)

;

tongue traction, rhythmic traction of the tongue
applied in cases of asphyxia; tongue tremor, a
tremor of the tongue used as a diagnostic in neuro-

logy.
X93t Hastings^s Encyd. Kelig. Jfr Ethics XII. 384/2

Reference to the *tongue-ordeal among E. African natives

was recently made in the British House of Commons. 19x0
/bid. III. 370/2 The *tongue-speaker' needed as his com-
plement the * interpreter', /bid. 371/1 The Pauline notices

of ' *toiigue.speech * are concerned only with the Corinthian

Church. X90X DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. a\ "Tongue
traction. 190a Chambers's yml. Oct. 682/2 The animal
recovered after two and a half hours tongue-traction. 1907
Practitioner h^t, 521 Fine lip-tremor and coarse *tongue-

trcmor noted.

Tonguingf, vhl. sb, b. Add : Also attrib,^

as tonguing plane.

1895 Arvty 4- Nax'y Co-c^.Soc, Price List 993 Tongueing
and grooving planes.

Toxik (tCQk), V. [Echoic] trans. To strike

vigorously. So Tonk sb,

1910 A. A. MiLSE Day's Play 1x4 Wanting four to win, I

fairly tried to tonk the leather. 193* Cliambers's yrnl.

8oi/a Such a shot was, after all, merely a plain, straight,

ordinary sort of tonk.

Tonnelle (ton^ -1). [Fr., — Tunnel sb^ An
arbour.
i86t Thackkray Round. Papers (1863) 319 Those who will

sit down under my tonnelle^ and have a half-hour's drink

and gossip, a 19*9 Sir H. Jones Old Memories (1923) 160,

I can even yet see him sitting peaceably, sheltering from the

beat in our vine tonnelle.

Tonner. (liarlier U.S. example.)
185X A. O. Hall Manhattaner N. Orleans 177 A seven

hundred tonner,. .full of Dutch emigrants.

TonsiUectomy (t(7nsil|e'kt6mi). Surg, [f.

L. tonsilla Tonsil + Gr. itcrofx-fi (f. U out + rifivuv

to cut) + -Y 3
] Surgical excision of the tonsils. So

To&sille-ctome, an instrument for performinj"; this.

S90X DoRLAND Afed. Did. (cd. 2). 19x8 Medical Annual
530 The average tonsillectomy is attended by much more
?ain than tonsillotomy. 19x3 Ibid. 636 Tonsil leetome.

—

his instrument. .has been designed by Dr. O'Malley as a
modification of the instrument designed by Ballenge of

Chicago. X93a Oxford Times 23 Sept, 22/7 It would be a
xniittake to suppose that tonsilectomy {sic\..\% indicated

only where there is throat trouble.

Tony, a. Add : l/.S. (Earlier example.)
x88o Harper's Mag. Jan. 209/a He just put on heaps of

style. .you know—regular tony,

2. A fashion colour between red and brown ; also

as sb,

x9sa Daily Mail 13 Dec i All-Wool Brushed Hose. . . In

the>e Heather tones: Green, 'I'oncy, Brown. I9a3 Ibid.

4 July 14 111 Black, White, Toncy, Grey, Silver. 1917
W. E. CoLLiNSON Coniemp. Engl, 61 Brogues.. sometimes
of ox-blood or tony red colour.

Too, <tdv. Add : 1. (Mod. U.S. example of use

at the bejiinnin^ of a clause.)

t^yi Publishers' Weekly 17 May 2514/2 Too, chain store

merchandising tactics are the result., of the keenest, most
skilful and most highly paid retailing brains in this country.

287

4. C. (Exampleof predicative use with a person.)
l88x Punch 26 Nov, 241/2 We are not prone to take offence.

If people say we're not 'intense'—Or hint we're not *too-
too' I

Toodle-00 (t«d*l,i7'), int. [Apparently imi-
tating the hoot of a motor-horn.] A jocular parting
greeting.

1907 Pufich 26 June ^65 '_Toodle-oo, old sport.' Mr. Punch
turned round at the amazing worr's and gazed at his com-
panion. 1919 P. G. WoDEHousE My Man Jeeves 86
Toodle-oo, Bertie, old man. Seeyou later. 1920— Damsel
in Distress xv, Toodle-oo, laddie 1 We siiall meet anon.

Tool, z'. Add: L d. Irans, To m:inipulate.

71/.S.
192a Titus Timber xvii. 158 The fish struck!, .His left

arm tooled the line carefully as he gave out.

e. To provide or equip witli tools.

1927 Observer 2$ Sept. 4 The work of toolinsf upthe Man-
chester and Cork factories may result in production within
the next two months.

2. c. intr. To take one's departure ; to move oj^.

slang,

x88i F^nch ^j Dec. 285/2 Now we'll just tool off to some
quiet sort of a place where we can divide this 'ere shining
swag without fireworks.

Tooter.2 Add : 3. One who proclaims loudly.
1863 Rio Abajo Press 19 May 2 Although the nameless

parly stooterspeaksconfidentlyofthesuccess of its nominee.

4. = TOUTEH I.

1886 Harper's Mag. Aug. 4x7/2 The wharf..was alive
with vehicles and tooiers for the hotels.

Tooth, sb. Add : 8. h. Long in the tooth :

(orig. of horses) displaying the roots of the teeth

owing to the recession of the gums with increasing

age ; hence gen, old.

X919 J. C. Snaith Love Lane xxi, One of the youngest
R.A.s on record, but a bit long in the tooth for the army.
x93» Joan Conquest Village Pompadour xxv. Long in the
tooih, he escaped the traps laid by widow, debutante and
free-lance.

9. toothoombz/. /ra«j.,to go through minutely
(cf. *FiNE TOOTH (Z.) ; tooth-glass, -mug, a glass

for use when cleaning the teeth ; tooth wash, a
liquid dentifrice.

X9S4 Glasgo7u HeraldiZ Aug. 4/2 She was a strong woman,
well accustomed to ' *toolhcomb ' her husband's MS. 1858
SiMMONDsZ>iV^. Trade, *Toolh-glasSfAlo\\ex. water-glass for

wasliing the mouth. 19*6 C. Barry Detective's Holiday
xli, Everything had been polished and cleaned,, so that even
the tooth-glass gave no results [sc. finger-prints]. X89X Out-
ing (U.S.) Dec 244/2 Some drank their champagne out of
* tooth mugs. 1895 Army ^ Navy Co-op, Soc. Price List
716/2 •Tooth Wash.

Tooth-bmsll. b. Add : tooth-brush glass.

X931 Mkllersh Sail of the Earth vii. § 2 Put them \sc.

flowers] in the toothbrush glass or something till May can
see to them.

Toothpick. 4. U>S* slang, (Earlier ex-

amples.)
X837 Ad Alabama Legislature 30 June in Baltimore

Comm. Transcr. 21 Sept, 2/4 Any knife or weapon, known
as Bowie knives or Arkansaw toothpicks. 1840 Daily Pen-
nant (St. Louis) 20 July (Thornton* The young gentleman
who borrowed,, an * Arkansas toothpick * from our office.

Top,J*.l Add: 3. o. {b) Billiards. Top-of-the-

table game., play (see quot. 1902).
1901 Encyd. Brit. XXVI. 245/2 'Jhis method is known as

top-of-the-table play, and may perhaps be best defined as an
endeavour, after every cannon, to leave the opponent's ball

near the spot and the red ball near a pocket, so that the next
stroke may be an easy winning hazard, to be .'^o played that

either a spot-stroke or cannon may be left. 19*7 Obsen<er
20 Mar. 29 Prior.. is essentially an all-round player with a
tendency to make the top of the tabic game his chief scoring

medium, /bid. 27 Mar. 28 I'he top- of-the-table game.. was
usually his main scoring method.

d. The summit of the parapet of a trench. Phr.

To go over the top (see *Go z;. 62) ; alsoyf^, to take

a final or decisive step.

19x6, 1917 [see *Go p. 62]. 1933 Publishers' Circular 24
Nov. 703/2 If Canada, metaphorically speaking,* goes over

the top,' it will be against the wishes of the rest of the Em-
fiire and against the wishes of her own authors and pub-
ishers. 1928 Galsworthy Swan Song ni. i. 261 To-morrow
she was going ' over the top '.

15. d. //. (absol. use of top as adj.). Bridge.

The two highest cards of a suit.

X9» Work Compl. Contract Bridge Gloss. 246 Tops, Aces
and Kings.

26. lop-buggy U.S. (earlier examples).

1849 Knickerbocker Mag. XXXIV. 966 An ordinary *toj)-

buggy' wagon. 1880 'Mark Twain' Tramp Abroad ^xxiii.

358 A two-horse top-buggy.

32. top deck (see *Dbck j^.l 4 b) ; top drawer,

also, passing into adj. ; top fermentation {Brew-

ing), a process in which the yeast rises to the surface

during fermentation ; also attrib, ; top line, {b) the

headline of a newspaper, etc ; also atlrib. and

alhisively, top-liner, one who or that which figures

in the top line, at the head, or in the first or principal

place ; top trail, a trail at a higher elevation or

higher up the country.

Z9S0 Rose Macaulav Potterism i. L § 4 The Potter family,

however respectable now, wasn't really *top-drawer.
^ 1905

J. L. Baker Brewing Industry 100 Brewers' yeast is divided

into two classes, *top fermentation and bottom fermentation

yeast. 1928 Boston Even. Transcript 30 .Mar. 15/6 This

big ' *top line ' caught my eye :
* The Pocasset filicide.* 19x8

Daily Express 31 July 13/7 The top-line contest on Satur-
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day next is that between Jack Stanley, of Dcptford, and
Gipsey Daniels, of Wales. 1930 Cambridge Daily Nnvs
25 Sept. 4/5 Two former workmg men are taking the ' top
line ' role at a West End music hall next week. Z904 'O.
Hknrv' Cabbages 4- /Cings vi. 101 You remember the old

*top-liner in the copy book— ' Honesty is the Best Policy '?

1904 A'', y. Evening Post 15 July 7 Juvenile * comedians ', ..

who look forward eagerly to tlie time when they will be ' lop
liners' on some vaudeville stage. 1919 Performey XXIX.
20/1 The 'top-liner' at the Nelson Palace next week. 1937
Daily Express g June 9/1 Kelly's first fight as a top-liner

at the Blackfriar's Half. 1938 Ibid. 19 June 16/1 Every
Ascot race is a top-liner. 1930 Sir G. Aj acMunn Behind
Scenes in many Wars 319 Six top-liners, all with 'right of
access', an impossible system to co-ordinate. 1924 A. J.
StAM.1. Frozen Gold i. 30 He babbled, .of the endless setbacks
that had dogged him all the way down from the *top-trails.

1929 Cliambers's Jrnl. Aug. 529/1 Talkine is a short suit

with mushers of the lonely top-trails, bar when they're riled.

Top, sb,^ This word is prob. that used in the

slang expression old lop = old fellow, old girl.

1923 WoDEHOUSE /niiiiit. Jeeves ix. 97 So you did, old top,

so you did. 193a A. J. Worrall Eng, /dioms 56, I say, old
top ! Do you Tike these?

Topchee (t(3u*ptj/"). Also 7 topagee, toptchi,

9 tope-, topdji, topgey. [Hind, top-chi, f. Pers.

t._jfcj /('/ cannon.] A term employed in the East

for a gunner or artilleryman.

1623 in Foster Engl. Factories India (1908) 234 They de-

livered mee. .into the hands of the 'J'opagee. x668 Rvcaut
Pres. State Ottoman Empire 200 The Toptchi. These are
Gunners..; their quarters are at Tophana, or the place of
Guns in the Suburbs of Constantinople. X828 J. B. Fraser
Kuzzilbash I. 337 The men., bore down like lightning on the

topechees. 1867 Simmonds Did. Trade Suppl., Topdjis^

militia artillerymen in Turkey. 1918 E. S. Fakrow Did,
Mil. Terms, Topgeys, the term for Turkish artillerymen or
gutmers.

Topical, a, {sb.) B. sb. Add : 2. A film deal-

ing with topical events.

1915 B. E. Jones Cinematograph Bk. 33 Something may
here be said about topicals, or 'newsy ' hims.

^ X917 C. N.
'BKfi^^TT Guide to Kinemalog. 123 Local 'I'opicals. ..Gen-
erally speaking, fourpence or fivepence a foot will be the
most a country showman will pay for a local topical. 1923
F. A, 'Ikxjv.qt Moving Pictures 180 The topical.. has been
crushed out of existence by the thousand-fuot standardisa-
tion of the reel.

Topkhana (t^u*pka:na). India, Also 7 top-

hana, 8 -conna, -khonnah, 9 tope-. [Hind.

topkhana^ f. t6p (see *Tofchee) -h luli^ khana de-

partment,] An armoury or arsenal ; spec, the

Ordnance Department or Artillery,

i668Tophana[see* Topchee]. 1765 Holwkll/^m/. Events
(1766) I. 96 By the treachery of the Tope Khonnah Droger^
the cannon were loaded with powder only. X90X Kitling
Kim iii. 67, I have known Him since he was a lieutenant in

the toP'khana (the Artillery).

Topmostly (tp*pm<7ustli), adv. U.S. [f. Top-
most a, + -LY 2.] Mainly, principally.

(»i86x T. WmxHROP Zi/«r in Open Air 1 1^6^)3^ A Dish of
Pork-and-beans. Topmostly this. There were lesser viands,

buttresses to this towering triumph.

Topping, ///• « 4. l/.S. (Earlier examples.)

i8isD. HuMrHRiivs Vankey in Eng, 3oShe'slofty—topping

—has lier highs—sometimes. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom s

C. xxix, She'd, .have me know. .that I wasn't going to be
so topping as I had been.

ToqillU^ (tf^kj-l^a). [Sp. toquilla small head-

dress of gauze, f. toca Toque.] The palm-like

screw-pine, Carludovica palmala^ of Ecuador, the

leaves of which are tised to make Panama hats.

1876 Encyd. Brit. VII. 647/2 The leaves of the toquilla..

furnish material for the well-known hats. 1924 Countries of
IVorld III. 1713/1 The toquilla palm yields the leaf-fibre

for the famous ' Panama ' hats of Ecuador,

Torbanitic (t^jbani-tik), a. [{. ToRBANiTE +
-10.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling torbanite.

X92S Glasgow Herald 3 Aug. 4 It is to.. the torbanitic

cannels that we must look: their value as a source of oil is

assured.

Torch, sb. 1. b. Add : Phr. To hand on the

torch : to pass on a tradition of duty or work, esp.

with implication of continuing the worlf of en-

lightenment. Also in similar phr.

After L. lampada traderey Gr. Aafiirafia wapoSiSdi'di, a
metaphor from the Grecian torch-race, in which a lighted

torch w.is held, and passed from each runner to the next,

(Cf. Lamp sb.^ i c.)

1887 Q. Rev. Oct. 276 Her \.sc. Italy's] work has been done
among the nations, and in their turn France, England and
Germany hand on the torch. 19x2 E. Gossk Portr. 9f Sk.

p. viii, They were all. .engaged in keeping bricht, and in

passing on unquenched, ihe torch of literary tradition. 193a

L. GoLDiNG Magnolia Street \. xi. § i He had sometimes

hoped that in Max a son was born to him who would take

the torch from his dying hand and jump on to the platform

he had vacated. 193a C. C. Abbott Early Med. Fr. Lyrics

p. xxv. Those 'beaux Sonnetz '..handed on the torch of

courtly love for good and ill to the Elizabethans,

Toric, a. Add : Toric lens, a spectacle lens

characterized by having one of its surfaces a seg-

ment of an equilateral zone of a torus. Also ellipU

as sb.

Torii (t£»-ri,i). [Jap.] A gateway in the en-

closure of a Japanese temple consisting of two

uprights and two cross-pieces, the lower straight

and the upper curved and projecting.

1727 SCHEUCHZER tr. Kmnpfer's Hist. Japan in. n. ao8

At the entry of the walk, which leads to the temple, stonds,
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..* particular fashion 'd gate, called Torij, and built either

of stone or wood. i874SATOwin Trans. Asiatic Soc.yttpan

II- ii6Tbe /tfr« gradually assumed the character of a gen-

eral symbol oiShintd. 1877 W. E. Griffis Mikado s Emfire
I. j:, 98 Before each temple stood a torti^ or bird-rest. 1904

Sladen Playing the Gojue ll. v. Tall torii, those mystic

arches of Japan. 1910 Fkrgusson Ind, ^ Eastern Archit.

I. iv. I. 118 The *tori.is * in the latter \sc. JapanJ are copies

. .of these Sanchi gateways.

Tormentor. Add : 3. e. (*) A screen em-

ployed in sound-recording : see quot.

X9a9 Photoplay Apr., Tormentor^ a large portable wall

draped with special material to prevent echo and resonance

on the sound set.

Toroid (t^Toid), a. and sb, [f. Torus -i- -oiD.]

a. adj^ Of or pertaining to a torus (ToEOs 4). b.

sh. A figure of toroidal shape, spec, an astatic

(fieldless) inductance coil of this shape.

1903 Astropkys. frnl. XVIII. 339 Each reflecting surface,

according to this plan, would be part of a parabolic toroid.

^^rJ Glasgow Herald 3 Oct. 10 New coils, such as the..
* Toroid.*

Torpedo, sb. Add : 2. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1776 f. Thacher Milit. Jml. (1823) 75 Mr. BushneU gave
to his machine the name of American Turtle or Torpedo.

b. A similar missile discharged by aircraft. Also
attrib,

X916 Boyd Cable Action Front 182 The terrific detonation
of an aerial torpedo. 1922 Raleigh War in the Air I. 467
The hope of using the torpedo, launched from the air, against
ships which are sheltered and protected from naval attack,

was never long absent from the minds of those who directed
the activities of the Royal Naval Air Service. 193a 2gth
Cent. Feb. 204 Twenty-six flights of torpedo bombers.

3. e. In gold-washing : sec quot.
xSSa A. G. Lock Gold iiL 862 The torpedo is a sloping

(upwards) iron plate ^ ft. long, of the same width as the floor

of the torn where it is joiri^ to the latter, but narrowing
consideral>ly to\vards the end where it meets a riffle. There
is a false bottom similarly^ perforated in the torpedo, and
another in the launder leading away from the riffle.. . If the
torpedo is properly arranged, no gold should be found be-
yond the rime.

£ A type of car-body shaped like a torpedo.
X909 Dail^ Ckron. 13 Nov. 9/6 There is a general tend-

ency.. to utilise the form of body known as the 'torpedo'.
I9>8 V. Palmer Passage iii. i, Another car coining 1 They
. . watched with strained eyes as the dusty torpedo shot into
view.

4. in senses ?, *3 b, as torpedo-carrier, -carrying

adj., •^oxswaiftj -gunner^ -releasing adj.; also

torpedo-aircraft, aircraft able to discharge marine
torpedoes ; torpedo-plane, -seaplane, a torpedo-
carrying seaplane; torpedo-ship, a ship designed

to employ torpedoes ; torpedo-sight, the apparatus
used in aiming a torpedo.
1933 Raleigh IVarin the Air 1. 469 In any future war..

*torpedo aircraft will prove to be a weapon of enormous
power. ioz8 C. F. S. Gamble A''or^// Sea Air Station v. BsThe
two machines.. were also intended to be *torpedo-carriers.

1922 Raleigh War in the Air I. 466 The *torpedo-carrying
aeroplane or seaplane would outrival the submarine as a
weapon of off'ence against enemy shipping. 1923 Kii-ling
Land 4- Sea Tales 107 If his *torpedo-coxswain had ever
allowed any one to look there. 1928 C. F. S. Gamble North
Seii Air Station xiv. 234 The crew consisted of the pilot, the
observer, the "torpedo-gunner, and a machine-gunner for the
back seat. 2923 Daily Mail 26 June 9 Such 'slotted ' wings
. . have been incorporated in one ofour new British *torpedo-
planes. 1928 C. F. S, Gamble North Sea Air Station xiv.

234 A separate seaplane Command was formed.. for the
torpedo-plane flights for Zeebrugge and the eastern Baltic.

Ibid,^ The *torpedo-reIeasing gear was also entirely satis-

factory. X922 Raleigh War in the Air I. 467 When H.M.S.
Engadine was fitted out as a carrier.. it was.. stated.. that
her business was to carry ^torpedo seaplanes to the scene of
action. 191 1 Q. Rev. Oct. 476 This gradual merging of the
essential features of the gun-ship and the *torpedo-ship is

now about to find expression in the submarine.

Torque 2, Add : c. torque brake, a water-
brake which works by means of a torque ; torque
diagram, a diagram showing a twisting force,
1922 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 35/1 Later the Escargot reaction

*torque brake was evolved, corresponding in principle to the
Heenan and Froude water brake. 1913 W. E. Dommktt
Motor Ctir Mech. 25 One diagram will do, yet. .for future
use in connexion with *torque diagrams [etc.]- Il>id. 35 We
are now in a position to obtain a Torque or Crank Effort
Diagram.

d. Optics. 'The twisting or rotatory effect of
certain crystals and liquids upon the plane of
polarization of light traversing them* (Webster
19")- ,^ .Tomaonian (tpridiJuTiian), a. and sb. Geol.
[f. Loch Torridon in Ross-shire, Scotland.] (Of
or pertaining to) the sedimentary pre-Cambrian
sandstone occurring in N.W. Scotland. Also
To'rridou atlrib.

1885 LvF.LL EUm. Geol. (cd. ^) Index, Torridon Sandstone.
1893 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. {ed. 3) 699 Torridonian, dull red
bandstones, shales and conglomerates attaining a thickness
of at least 8,000 or lo^xjfeet. lOid.joS The Torridonsand-
stone has been shorn from the ma<s of these formations be-
low ground. Z90Z Encycl, Biit. XXVIII. 655/2 This sedi-
mentary accumulaiioD is known as Torridonian from its large
development in the district around Loch Torridon. 1930
Peach & Hornr G'-ol. Scotl. 46 The old Archa^ean floor on
which the Torridooian and Cambrian strata were deposited.

Torse 0^-is), a. Forestry, [f. as TobseS.]
Denoting wood having a natural spiral twist,

X908 W. R. Fisuu tr. K, Gayer*s Forest Utilisation (ed.
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a) 129 Twisted wood, or rather torse wood, for twisting
implies an external force acting on the wood, may be left,

inclined or right-inclined.

Tort (t^it), V. Zool. [f. L. tort-, pa, ppl. stem
oi torquere to twist] intr. Of gasteropods : To
undergo torsion in development,
1930 G. R. DE Beer EmbryoL <V Evol. vii. 54 There is no

possibility. .of mistaking these detorting forms forthe'tort-
ing ' forms for which we search in vain,

Tortillon (tf7rti-l'oh). [Fr., f. tortillerio screw
lip.] A stump made of paper rolled to a point for

use in charcoal- or chalk-drawing.
rt 1891 F. Fowler Charcoal Drawing 12 (Cent. Diet.).

1895 Army ^ Nary Co-op. Soc. Price List 674/2 Stumps for
chalk drawing.. ,Tortillons, White.

Tortoise. 4. Add : tortoise (-shaped)
core ArckseoL, a core (Coke j^.1 5) resembling
a tortoise in shape ; tortoise-tick, a South African
tick, Amblyomma hebrseum, parasitic on sheep.
X919 R. A. Smith in Man July loi *Tortoise-cores have

been found on tlie bank of the ancient river to the south*
east... Several h.ind-axfts, but no tortoise-cores, have been
found in the conglomerate. 1911 — in Arch:E0losia LXII.
ir. 523 *Tortoise.shaped cores. This is perhaps the most
striking group in the enormous series from Northfleet. 1903
Rep. Brit. Assoc. 553 Aviblyonnna hebrxuni, commonly
known as tlie "tortoise tick.

Tortoise-shell. 5. Add : tortoiseshell
worker, one who makes articles in tortoiseshell.

1931 P. A. S. Phillips John Obrisset Tit!e-p., Huguenot
C.irver, Medallist, Horn and Tortoiseshell Worker,

Tortula (t^-Jti«la). [mod.L. (Hedwig), f. L,
tortus twisted + -z^/a, dim. suffix ; in allusion to the

twisted peristome.] A moss of the genus so named;
a screw-moss.
x^zS Public opinion 6 Mar. 228/2 On each old roof or dyke

will be the little bosses of tortula, the wall-screw. 1928
Bryologist XXXI. 124 The collection of Mosses, forty in

number,, .mostly comprised plants of dry exposed habitats,
such as Grimmias, Weisias, Pottias, Tortulas [etc.].

Hence Tortnlaceons (t^Jti/<l^ ps) a., of, per-

taining to, or resembling the genus Tortula or the

Torluiacex.
ijjaS Bryologist XXXI- 125 Crossidiunt squamigeruni

(Viv.) Jur., aTortulnceous moss having leaves with very
long white hal' points.

Torture, v. 3. b. Add : Also with into.

1789 J. Moore Zeluco {x^tyf) I. ix. ^9 What he said was
excusable ; to endeavour to torture it into mutiny would he
absurd, a 1849 Poe Tales of Mystery (1905) 365 An unre-
deemed dreariness of thought which no goading of the
imagination could torture into aught of the sublime. 1857

J. Hyde, Jr. Monnonistn iii. 65 A look,.. a visit, above
all when it is repeated, is tortured into * Proof strong as
holy writ \ 1866 Augusta Wilson St. Elmo xii, You torture
my words into an interpretation of which I never dreamed.

Torulin (t^riwUn). Biol. Chem, [f. TouoLA
+ -in1.] The anti-neuritic vitamin of yeast,
igxa Biochem. yrnl, VI. 234 A method of isolation of

torulin, the antl-neuritic base of yeast. 1930 Ibid. XXIV.
iL 1S20 A quantitative comparison of thecurativeactivityof
torulin (vitamin B) upon the adult pigeon and the adult
white rat.

TosSy J<5.1 Add : 3. b, A throw from a horse,

esp. in phr. to take a toss* Also transf. ^n^fig.
19x7 * Ian Hay * Petit-yean, Golly ! He took atossand a

half I 1933 Westm. Gaz. 14 Mar., The Prince of Wales look a
toss in the second race. X9S8 Bvkne Destiny Bay vii. § 4.

335 The lad up seemed like taking a toss.

6. toss and catch = Pitch and toss, U.S.
tgo^ Atlantic Mont/ily Oct. ^-jj The smutty-handed Smoot

playing at toss and catch with his conscience and honor.

Totalitarian (t^aelites-rian), a. Civics, [f.

Totality + *-arian.] Of or pertaining to a polity

which permits no rival loyalties or parlies,
igaB Cfffttem^. Eez/. Apr. 45^ Fascism renotmces its function

as a totalitarian regime, and enters the electoral field on
equal footing with its adversaries. 19*9 Times a Nov. 7/5
A reaction against parliamentarism, .in favour of a * totali-

tarian ' or unitary state, whether Fascist or Communist.

Tote, sb,^ 2. Read : orig, Australian colloq,

and add : attrib. : tote club, a club in which a
totallsator machine or system is used ; tote double,
a double with totalisator odOs; hence tote-double

V. ; tote-house, a house where a totalisator is in

operation.

1913 Chambers's yrtil. Feb. 155/1 There were gaming or
*tote' houses by the score [in Australia]. X9a7 Times 28
Oct. (leading art.) Betting on the * Tote '. x^oS Gai^sworthv
Swan Song 11. ii. X13 Jack Cardigan, from his front seat, had
begun explaining a thing he called the 'tote*. It seemed
to be a macluiie that did your betting for you. 1930 Cam-
bridge Daily News 25 Sept. 5/7 In the Tote Double on the
2.30. .the winning dividend was ;^io 13s. 9d. 1930 Z?a//y
Express 6 Nov. 10/3, I have any number of friends who
think that the Tote double was their invention. /^/V., Every
one is Tote doubling.

Tote, '^' U.S. colloq. Add : To tote tales, to

carry tales.

1901 Harben Wesicrfelt \\, 27, 1 never was much ofa hand
to tote tale.>i.

Tother, pron. and a. Add : A. 1, Phr. To
tell totherfrom wkicky jocular variant of to tellone
from the other.

X914 Concise Oxf. Diet. Addenda.

Toto ^ (t^n*t(?\ hypocoristic f. Hippopotamus.
19x6 Chambers's yrnl. Nov. 719/3 The poor little 'toto\

bereft of its mother.

TOW.
Toto2(tJa-tfl). War slang. [Fr. slang.] A louse.
[191BE. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms, Toto, a Frenchslang

term applied to the vermin in the trenches. 1925 K. Fraser
& G\BBotis So/tfier J^ Sailor Words, Toto, vermin : lice. The
universal French Army word.. to some extent taken up by
the British on the Western Front.} 1929 B. Hall & J. J.
NiLES One Man^s War 46, I do not know who developed
lice first, but 1 noticed them on that march. We called them
' totos '.

Tottlish,^. (SeeToTTLEv.l; earlier U.S. qnot.)
1835 Knickerbocker Mag. VI. 6 Had she not been obliged

..to steadyher tottleish bark with the paddle which now
loitered behind the stem.

TotTUU^. (Modern example.)
1927 A. H. McNeile Introd. N.T. 156 The influence of

the epistle on the totum of Christian thought.

Touareg, -rick, variants of *Tuakeg.
Touch.-. Add : 1. a. touch-organ^ -paralysis,

'Spot. b. touch-typist, -writer, one who types
solely by touch.

1924 R. M. Ogden tr. Koffka's Growth o/Mind-zii The
original *touch-organ of the suckling is not the hand, but
the mouth. iSgj Brit. Med. Jrnl H. 787/2 On * "touch
paralysis \ or the inability to recognise the nature of objects
by tactile impressions. X927 Hai.uane & Huxlry Anivi.
Biol.x. 122 'J lie fineness of discrimination fortuuch depends
mainly on the closeness of "touch-spots. X9i5 Literary
Digest (N.Y.) 21 Aug. Advt. p. i, Great numbers were so-
called *touch-writers—yet there has hardly been a single one
who hasn't doubled or trebled his or her speed and accuracy,

2, touch-last, a game in which the player last

touched is * it '.

1927 Sunday Express 17 July 8/2 The younger and
sprightlier guests, .played ' touch last ' on the lawn.

Toucher. Add : 1. d. (Cf. Touch v. i6 b.)
1904 Chicago Tribune 30 Oct.. The salaried clerk who

keeps his wife and a pug dog at a fashionable hotel is, usually
a toucher of the kind that makes a bold front.

Tough, a. 6. Add : In mod, slang use,

1929 WoDEHouSE Mr. MuUiner Speaking \. 34, • I suppose
it's because Tm rather an out-si7e and modelled on the lines

of Cleopatra.' ' Tough ! ' You bet it's tough. A girl can't
help her appearance.*

Tough, V. US. slang, [f. ToOGH a.] With
it: To rough it.

X830 Mass. spy 27 Jan. (I'h.), Judy with whom be had
toughed it three years. 1834 S. Smith Major yack Do^uning
(186a) 26(Tb.),We little fellows had to tuff it out as well as
we could. X873 Celia'I'haxter Isle of.Shoals 64 (Th.), Our
brave little schooner 'toughed it out on the distant ledge.

Toungya, var, of *Tauagya,
Tour, V. Add : 6. intr. Of a car : To run at

slow speed.
X908 Jsle 0/ Man Weekly Times 12 Sept. 4/j All the cars

simply toured along. 192^ Peel City Guardian 18 June
6/5 Bennett's engine had given out. .and he came touring
in, and retired. Ibid. 10 Sept., On this lap No. 26.. retired
. .while No, 21.. toured in. .with t>Te trouble.

Tourer (tu'Tsj), [f, 'Iour z/, + -ek1.]
1. A touiing-car,

19*7 Sunday Pictorial 28 Aug. 8/4 Two and five-seater

tourers will be ;£495. '<W Star zi Aug. 13/3 Self-drive
S;d[oonJs, tourers fr. 17/6 day.

2. One who touis or goes on tour.

1931 Times Lit. Suppi. i Oct. 746/3 Murren .. tends to
breed racers, the other [sc. Maloja] tourers.

Touring, vbl. sb. b. Add : touring-car
(earlier U.S. example) ; touring-sedan l/.S., a
touring-car with sedan body.
1^^ Encycl. A rner. 11. s.v. Automobile, Gasoline ^Touring

Cars. 1915 Literary Digest (N.Y.) 21 Aug. Cover advt.,
The *toiiriug Sedan, for all seasons,

TourmaliniferOUS (tuaumalini-faras), a.

Geol. [f. TouKMALiNB + -iJFERous,] Containing
tourmaline.

1905 F. W. Rupi.KR Handhh. Coll, Min, Brit. JsL 38 Rocks
which are stanniferous, whethergranite or killas, are almost
invariably tourmaliniferous.

Tounuente (twrmant). [Fr. :

—

'L.tor7nenta,\>\.

of tormentttm Tormekt.] A heavy (snow) storm

:

see TousiENT sb, 5.

1847, 1909 [see ToKMENT sh. 5]. 1928 Blackw. Mag. May
6ot/i Above the howl of the tourmente came the crash of
falling roclcs.

Toumette(tuoine*t). Pottery. \¥x.ji.iourticr

to Turn.] A rotating disk resembling a putter's

wheel,
1927 Peakk & Fleure Peasants if Potters 47 The pots

were made on a tournetie, a slow wheel turned by hand.

Tout, 2'.^ Add: 3. b. tracts, a. To importune

(a person) in a touting manner, b. To solicit

custom for (a things).

igaB Daily Tel. 5 May 9/6 It strikes one as.. unfair for

bankers to tout their clients for..invesiment business. 1930
MoTTHAM Europa's Heast vii. 164 He was involved in the

ghastly job of touting motor cars.

Tow, sb."^ 4, a. Add (Amer. uses) : tow-cloth

(earlier examples), -holy linen, 'Shirt, string,

-trousers (earlier example).
1706 Boston Neivs-Letter 18 Nov., Ran-away.,A Scotch

Young man. .hath with him .two J.'*ckets..the uppermost
..lined with brown linen called we>tein *Tow-cloth. 1746

Ibid. 17 July, A Neero Man Servant, had on. .a pood Tow
cloth Shirt. 1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XII. 325 Hisserene

head overshadowed by a vast canopy of a *tow-hat. 179a

Ami. 2nd Congress looa Great quantities of counterpanes,

*tow linens, coarse shirtings, .are madein the household vray.

X843 R. Carlton AVroPwnfAffJ^xi. 79 His tow-linen trov.jers.

1834 'Mark Twain' Httck. Finn xx. Some of the childiea

didn't have on any clothes but jtist a towdinen shirt. 1739



TOWABLE.
Boston Neivs'Letter 18 Oct., An Indian Lad. .had on, .an
old *tow Shirt. 1856 Mrs. Stowe Dred I. xiii. 186 She
is one of the *tow-string order of women. >88i J. W. Buel
Border Outlaws 61 Rope and towstiings held many of the
broken parts of the bndle together. 1767 Virginia Gaz,
II June, Michael Murray, an Irishman .. had on.,*tow
trousers.

Towable (t^a-ab'l), a, [f. Tow t/.i + -ABLE.]
That may be towed.
19J7 Giasgovj Herald Jzn. 7 The dock., is towable to any

part of Australia.

Towel, -T^. Add: 1. b. Phr. To throw {ot ioss)

in the towel : to admit defeat, orig. Boxing.
1915 CoRRi 30 Yrs. Boxing Referee 223 In the nineteenth

round Storbeck's seconds 'threw the towel* in literally.

X916 C.^. Dennis Ginger Mick 132 I've done me limit, an*
tossed in the tow'L 19SI Daily Tel, 13 Sept. 8/7 Joe
Beckett defeated Boy McCormick in the 12th round, the
latter's seconds throwing in the towel.

Tower, sb.^ Add : 6. d. A railway signal-

box. U.S.
i(^ N. K Times 5 May i A switch operated from the

main tower at the terminal was so thrown as to shunt the
outgoing train over toward tlie incoming. 19x0 H, A.
Fbanck Vagabond Journey 328 A man in the neighboring
tower opened the block, and the diminutive freight screamed
by us.

10. tower-man U.S., a man in charge of a
signal-box on a railway ; tower-shell, a gasteropod
of the Turritellidae,
X908 Atlantic Monthly Nov., Advt. 42 A practical railroad
man, a lower man of long experience. 1888 CasselVs
EiuycL Dici.t *Tower-shell. 1937 Haldane & Huxley
Anim. Biol, xii. 300 One fossil tower-shell stands nearly five

feet high.

Tow'-head. U.S. See Tow sb.^ 4c; also,

a slight obstruction in a stream causing a white
ripple or foam at the surface.

18*9 S. CuMMiscs Western Pilot 7 Tlicre are.. a great
number of tow-heads and sand-bars. 1830 Anne Royall
Southern Tour I. 92 One insolent little tow-head. 1847
Indiana Mag. Hist. VIII. 273 [We] cut loose and run all

islands and towheads to the right. 1868 PutnaiJis Mag. I.

May 596/1 The snags, the sawyers, the bars, the ' tow-heads
',

. .phenomena of the Mississippi. 1883 'Mark Twain' Li/e
Alississifipi xxiii. 262 A large town which lay shut in behind
a tow-head (r'.r., new island).

So Tow-headed a,

1850 S. JuiJD R. Edney xljx. 450 Bronze-faced and tow-
headed Wild Olive boys. 1880 'Mark Twain' Tramp
Abroad xxiii, 224 A loose-jointed, long-legged, tow-headed,
jeans-clad, countrified cub of about sixteen.

Towkay (tauk^). A Chinese head man or
mandarin.
1933 IV'eekly Dispatch 18 Mar, 8, 1 was invited byaChinese

'Towkay* (i.e., *a big pot*) to a dinner to commemorate
the marriage of his son. 1924 British Weekly 11 Sept. 511/5
In a comfortable lounge chair reclined the towkay smoking
his opium pipe. 19x8 Blacktu. Mag. Apr. 469/2 If he bad
found anything good, he would have rushed into some
Chinese towkay, and had him out. .within twenty-four hour;*.

T0W11|J^. Add: 8. b. AXs^OyWoman about town.
1917 Manch, Guardian Weekly Jan. 75/1 Another sur-

render to tlie woman-about-towD who wants a dififerent kind
of entertainment.

10. town-plat U.S. (earlier examples) ; towa-
platting: U.S.^ town-planning.
1656 Connecticut Colonic Rec. I. 282 Thos persons that

cohabitt in the "towne platte. I7a3 Waterbury Propr. Rec.
121 To settle the old Town plait Lotts. 1895 Century Mag.
Aug. 638/2 The troop of boom-makers has actively given its

perennial leisure to extravagant schemes of *town-platting.

Town-plan, v. Add : Also trans,

i9i> (in Di( I.]. 1933 Morn, Post 27 Mar. 11 The most
effective means of. . protecting . . the amenities of the district

would be to town plan the area at once.

Townsman. Add : 4. In various senses : see

quots.
1881 /«j/r.C*«j/"C/«r^* (1885) 32 Merchants and Agents.

..Tourist Agent. Townsman. Turkey Broker. Ibid. 34
Other Railway Officials and Servants... Traffic Canvasser,
Solicitor, or Townsman, ipai Diet. Occup. Terms (1927)

§ ;joo Townsman, traffic solicitor. Ibid, § 719 Townsman^
drives horse and van delivering goods from town shop-

keepers to customers in countryside. Ibid. § 774 Tozunsman^
a canvasser who confines his selling to towns.

Towny, sb. 3. (Earlier and later examples.)

zZy^ Knickerbocker Mag. IV. 279 Five or six fellows, whom
1 knew were friends and "townies ' of his. 1918 Chambers's
ymt. Jan. 10/2 We're townies, ain't we?

Tow-path. (liarlier U.S. examples.)
1788 Washingtos Diaries III. 361 A tow path on the

Maryland side. 1838 Indiana Ho. Repres. Jml. 74 To
inquire into the expediency of constructing a tow-path from
the St. Joseph Feeder Dam, along the pool of said Dam to

Cedarville.

Toxi-. Add : Torxi-lnfe'ction, infection due

to a toxin. To:zi-tnbe-rciilide, a tuberculide

caused by tubercular toxin.

1901 DoRLAND Med. Diet. (ed. 2), * Toxi-infectiony infec-

tion by toxins or other poisonous agents, 1908 Practitioner

Mar. 412 The influence of hypophysial opotherapy in toxi-

infecttons. Ibid. Jan. 23 French dermatologists .. have
cla.'ui^ed the disease (sc. lupus erythematosus] as a •*toxi-

tuberculide*. 1913 Dorland Med. Diet, (cd, 7), Toxi-
tuberculid.

TOZO-^. Add : Tozoge'nesls, the production

of a toxin. Tojco'lysls, the dissolution of a toxin.

1907 Practitioner Apr. 500 The vital problems arc those

cf toxogenesis and toxolysis.

Toy, sb. Add : 9. b. (Example.)
1855 [see ^Hyacinth 3 b].

tiUPPT,
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11. a, d. toy pistol; toy-cap, an explosive cap
used in toy pistols ; toy drama, drama for a toy-
theatre; toy-theatre, a puppet theatre; also^^.
1897 Strand Mag. May 49^/2 On the 14th of May, 1878,

occurred a disastrous explosion of *toy-caps. 1931 N. ^ Q.
II Apr. 253/2 Mr. Webb was the principal exhibitor at an
exhibition of the *toy drama, held at the Faculty of Arts
Gallery in August, 1926. 1883 *toy pistol cap; i88g
toy pistol [see *Amorce]. 1939 Johannesburg Sunday
Times 12 May in N. ^ Q. (1931) 253/2 Since Stevenson
wrote, . his survey ofthe *toy theatre . .articles have appeared
..on the juvenile drama. 1931 A. C. Ward Found. Engl.
Prose 98-9 Stevenson loved to play with toy-theatres, and
all his novels, with one exception, are reflected through the
toy-theatre temperament : life is not in them.

Trace, sb.^ Add: 6. d. Meteorol, *An
amount of rainfall too small to be registered

:

abbreviated '*T".'
i9a8 Funk's Standard Did.
Trace, sb."^ 3. Add : To break a trace, etc.
c 1845 W. T. PoRTErt Big Bear Arkansas loi You must

marry that gal and no mistake, or brake a trace ! 1871
Harper's Mag. Dec. 155/2, I do not feel that I ever was out
of that party. I may have got one leg over the traces, but
I was in the harness all the while.

Trace, v.^ 6. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1876 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. III. 107 The farmer

loses sight of the fact that the character of the calf.. may
* trace back ', as it is termed, to a remote ancestor.

Trace, v."^ 1. Add : Also with up,
2884 Vermont Agric. Rep. VI 1 1. 285 The ears thus selected

should be ' traced up ' and hung away to dry.

Tracer l. Add : 4. A bullet or shell emitting
a trail of smoke by day and a flame or light by
night, by which its flight may be traced in order to

test correctness of range ; used against aircraft : in

full tracer bullet^ shell. Also, the trail of smoke
emitted.
1910 Blackw. Mag. July 6/2 The projectiles of airship guns

may possibly give out a jet of flame and a smoke ' tracer ' on
discharge. 1916 Globe 23 Feb. 3/2 Both the tracer shells.,
burst comparatively close to the airship. 1918 Boyd Cable
A irMen 0' War ^2 note. Tracer bullets emit smoke and flame
to allow the shooter to follow their flight. 19SS Encycl. Brit.
XXX. 120/2 For night use the tracer shows a luminous
spark, for day use the tracer gives a smoky trail.

Tracery. Add: 2. Stump tracery x seeSTuaiP
sb.^ i8.

3. In lace-making, an added decorative pattern,

used esp. in making pillow- or bobbin-lace.
x88j Caulfeild & Saward Diet. NeedtcTvork 498/2 Honi*

ton Pillow Lace making is often enriched with Tracery, which
is a kind of raised work, formed over a background of Cloth
and Half Stitch.

Track, sb. Add : 4. Also, the line of motion
of the propeller-blades of an aircraft.

19*8 V. pAcfe Mod. Aircraft 442 In mounting propellers,
great care should be taken that both blades rotate in the
same plane. This is termed the ' track ' of the propeller.

6. e. Each of the bands of a caterpillar tractor

:

see *Caterpillar i b. Also attrib.

19J7 M. Tekrv Through Land of Promise 56 Gears were
put in, tracks rattled quietly. I9a7 Daily Tel. 10 May 4/5
Three flexible track machines were sent out to Nigeria, two
of the metallic and one of the rubber type. 1931 Martel In
Wake of Tank 83 The whole of the engine power could be
transmitted to the track on the one or the other side of the
tank as desired.

d. The transverse distance between a pair of
wheels of a vehicle, esp. of an automobile.
1918 Webster Addenda.
13, track circuity -circuiting^ event (example),

"gradingj ^owner ; track-layer, also, one who lays

the trail in training dogs to track criminals.

1931 MacDermot Hist. G.W.R. II. 498 *Track circuits,

whereby the signals protecting an occupied section of line

are electrically locked at Danger, were first introduced in
August 1907. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. xo Dec. 999/1 *Track
circuiting or automatic train control. 1928 Daily Sketch 10
Aug. 2/4 There are bound to be fine finishes in the inter-

national *track events. 1901 Chambers's Jrnl. Sept. 631/a
*Track.grading contracts. X9a8 Daily Express 19 Sept. 3
Coastguards, .acted as *track-layers for the open police dog
trials. Ibid. 5 Oct, 2/6 *Track-owners are expected to con-
fer with the National Greyhound Racing Club stewards.

Track, v,'^ Add : 1. c. (See quot.)

1851 R. Glisam Jml. Army Life xxvii, (1874) 382, I ob-
served . . that he does not ' track ' (step his hioo foot straight
after the fore one).

2. o. Also with up,
1838 Caroline Gilman Recoil. Southern Matron xviii. 127

Miss Neely, one buckra woman want for track up all de clean

floor. X90X S. Mekwin & H. K. Webster Calumet K vi.

117 There's ^oing to be a law passed about tracking mud
inside the railing.

3. (U.S. examples.)
1843 R. Carlton New Purchase xxvii. 254 I'll track round

a little— I wants any how to go over to the post-office. x868
Putnam''s Mag. I. June 670/1 We tracked through the dirty

streets till we got to the house.

Tracked,///, a.^ See after Tkack v^
Tracked (trtekt), ///, a.2 [f. Teack sb, + -ed 2.]

Of a vehicle : Furnished with caterpillar-wheels

(see *Tback sb, 6 c and *Caterpillar 5 b).

1926 Westm, Gaz. 26 Jan., 'Tracked ' vehicles, or, as most
people would say, . .

* caterpillar * or roadless tractors, 1938
Daily Tel. 20 Mar. 13/3 Tracked Transport.

Tract, sb.'^ Add : 3. b. Tract for the times'.

also used gen. of any literary work put out to meet
a particular need of the times.

TKADE.

1927 A. H. McNeile Introd. N.T. 95 The Tubingen con-
ception of the book (of the Acts of Apostles] as a tract for
the times mediating between the Judaic and the Pauline
factions.

Tractite (tr^-ktsit). [f. Tract j^.i + -ite1.]
= Tractabian 2.

1843 Whately in Life ^ Corr. (1866) II. 45, 1 hope the
'learning* and the 'architecture' of the Tractitcs will not
lead you any further. 1900 Tuckvvf.ll F.emin. Oxford 174
He was warned by Whately against Manning., as an un*
doubted 'Tractite —so Whately always called them.

Tractor. Add : 2. c. Also, an automobile
used for hauling or drawing ; esp. a caterpillar

tractor (see Caterpillar i b).
191a Philistine (U.S.) June 58 We find eight to eighteen

plows hitched behind a tractor. 1917 Isle ofEly <5- Wisbech
Adv. 28 Nov., This Tractor will operate on any land. ..It
maintains a firm grip without injuring the lightest surfaces,

d. A screw acting as a tractor in an air-vessel

;

hence (in full tractor aeroplane, etc.) an aeroplane
with one or more propellers or screws in front, as
distinguished from a pusher. (Cf. *Pusher 3.)
1903 Work 18 Apr. 171/1 A screw,.., working in front and

acting as a tractor. 191a S. F. Walker Aviation iv. 28 In
the later form of biplane, known as the tractor biplane, the
engine and propeller are placed in front. 1913 Captain
Sept. 1069/2 More biplanes than formerly use tractor screws
in front, instead of propellers behind the main planes.
1914 Sphere 7 Mar. 302/3 The Short and Sopwith tractors.

1917 Daily Mail ig July 4/5 A ' tractor ' aeroplane is one
in which the propeller is in front of the planes and the pilot,
X918 Blackw. Mag, Mar. 295 The 'tractor 'in which you
are now taken up is very different from the lumbering old
'pusher' Rumpety. 1919 Athenxum 23 May 360/2 Trac-
tor-plane. i93a[see*PusHER3]. 1928 C F. S. Gamble ^^tfry
NorthSea Air Station iv. 67 He was tlien of the oi>inion
that * pusher machines ' were superior to ' tractor machines *.

4. attrib. and Comb. : tractor-driven adj.; tractor-
binder, a mechanically driven binder or harvester

;

tractor plough, a mechanically driven plough

;

tractor propeller, screw, one fitted upon the front

of an aeroplane.
1922 Ibid. 24 Nov. 8 He was driving a *tractor-binder

through a crop of green wheat. 19*1 Discovery Feb. 48/2
He can..use horse- or *tractor-drivcn machines, .without
damaging the crop. 1919 Athenarum 23 May 360/2 *Tractor.
plough.

Trade, sb. Add : 6. c. The Trade : the Sub-
marine Service. Navy colloq,

1916 Kipling Sea Warfare ty] No one knows how the title

of The Trade * came to be applied to the Submarine Ser-
vice. 1930 W. G. Carr By Guess 9f by God i. 16 Keeping
watch with me on the conning tower was an old-timer 01 the
Trade.

9. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
X77J D, Taitt in Trarv. A mer. Col. 533 He would not give

them such a good Trade as the people of the Puckantalla-
hassie did. xSoa Steele Papers I. 350, I could not make
that trade with James Smith.

12. (Earlier U.S. examples.)
a 1656 Bradford Plymouth Plant. 277 This ship had store

of English-beads (which were then good trade). i8oa
Ellicott Jml. 15 They, .made about 30 bushels of salt per
day, which sold for 2 dollars cash per bushel, or 3 dollars in

trade, as they term it.

14. a, 15. trade-association^ 'balance^ -boom., -de-

pressionj -method^ -trick ; trade benefit (see quot,

and *Benefit sb, 4 d) ; trade calling Comin. (cf.

Call sb. 11); trade-card, a tradesman's card

bearing his name, the designation of his trade, and
place of business ; trade charge (see quot.) ; trade-

cycle (see quot, 193 1) ; trade discount (see

quot. 1930); also^. ; trade-room, a position or

opening for trade ; trade show, a private exhibi-

tion at which a new cinematograph film is shown
to the trade ; hence trade-show z;. ; trade wastes
or trades waste (see quot.).

1938 Britain's Industr. Future {Lib. Ind. Ing.) n. viii. § 3.

98 "Trade Associations are Asoociations of Traders, Pro-
ducers, or Employers. Ibid. 1. iii. § 4. 26 The increased
volume of imports, together with a diminished volume of ex-
ports, has made the visible 'trade balance much less favour-
able. 1897 S. & B. Webb Indust. Democracy 1, 11. i. 153 It

\sc. Mutual Insurance] includes also what are often termed
* *trade ' benefits ; grants for replacing tools lost [etc. ]. 1925
Scribner's Mag. July 59 Nothing in the nature of a * *trade
boom' could be discovered, 1930 J. Stephenson Princ. 9(

Pract. Commercial Corr. 157 Some hedge selling and Conti-
nental liquidation being well absorbed by month-end *trade
calling. 1931 N.ffQ.^ Sept. 173/1 Their two *trade-carJs,

except for the names, are practically identical. Ibid. 14
Nov. 354/1 An interesting engraved trade-card. Ibid. 19
Dec. 438/1 He issued a trade-card 'at the Seven Stars, over
against Chancery Lane, Fleet Street'. 1939 Post Office
Guide July 78 The amount to be collected under the Cash on
Delivery System is called the '^Trade Charge'. 1938
Britain's Industr. Future {Lib. Ind. Ing.) v. xxviii. § 2. 41X
The trade booms..and trade depressions .. which were so
prominent a feature of the pre-war ' *trade cycle'. 1931
Times Lit. Suppl. 28 May 414/2 Thatalternate insufficiency

and excess of world investment in comparison with saving

which have become known as the trade cycle. 1928 *trade-

depression [see */rai/^-^^t:/^]. 1901 Windsor Mag. Dec igg/2

Barclay is simply a surly brute, 1 never liked him, so you
can take the usual *trade discount off my estimate. 1930 M.
Clark Home Trade 103 Trade Discount, ..^n allowance

made by one trader to another, usually in the same line of

business. 1909 Chambers's Jml. July 423/2 Dishonest

*trade-methods. 189a Stevenson & Osbournk Wrecker
xxii, Can't you give ua a * dead bird ' for a good *trade-room ?

1928 Daily Express 11 June 13 'Zero '..is awaiting *trade-

show. 1928 Sunday Dispatch 5 Aug. 14 The trade show of
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• The Red Dancer of Moscow '. 1928 Daily Express 1 1 Jane
13 Three faandrcd American films will have been *tradc.

shown in this country. 1911 ). A. Thomson Bial. Seastms

II. igb The *trade-tncks of the Phoenicians, xgoa Encycl.

SritXXXll. 5*5/1 Wemay..enumerate some ofthe princi-

pal *trade wastes [sc. in sewage] ; these are from dye-works,

print-works, (etc.). 1903 Set. Ai/ier. Suppt. 28 Feb. 22713

(Cent. D. Suppl.) In the majority of cases trades waste is

Iflccly to be strongly acid or strongly alkaline.

Trade, v, 9. Add : (U.S. examples.) Also,

To trade in : to give used articles in part payment
for new ones. Hence Tra'de-la aitrib. or as adj.

U.S.
X793 Mass. Hist. Sec. Call. III. z Good crops of corn and

rye, which they trade off for spirituous liquors. 1796 6.

Hawkins Lett. 50 He was glad I intended to increase the
number, and trade them other useful things. 19*7 Observer
21 Aug. 19/a Americans.. call him the *junk' man because
he buys what they call *traded-in' cars for the purpose of
scrapping them... Dealers.. who have taken old cars in part
purchase of new ones, which is called trading-in. 1929
Collier's 12 Jan. 9/3 If more than one third of bis. .trans-

actions, .is represented by trade-in cars.

Trader. Add : 3. A horse for trading with.

U.S.
190a A. D. McFaul Ike Glidden viii. (^ All prosperous

people there keep a ' driver ' and a ' trader '.

Trading, z**^^. -f^. b. Add: trading-boat X^.^..^

trading-place (later U.S. examples).
1738 W. Stephens yntl. Proc. Georgia 156 An Indian

*l"rading Boat. 1867 J. N. Edwards Shelby^ etc xx. 364
Marmaduke . . hoped to capture a trading-boat, and thus put
an immediate quietus on the cotton trade. 1755 L. Evans
Anal. Map Colonies 10 The situation of Indian Villages,

•trading Places, the Creeks [etc. J. 1883 E. W, Howe Country
Town {1936) 154, 1 had never been to Twin Mounds, as there
was a post-ofhce and a small trading-place several mites
nearer.

Tra'dinfif-hOuse. U.S. (See Trading vbl,

zb. h.\

1637 in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll. Ser. iv. VI. 215 They say he
came from a trading house which Plymouth men have at
Qunnihticut. \(^%\x\ Coll. Nevj Hampsk. Hist. Soc. III.

217 Thesayd Capt.,.did continue sending greatequantityes
of Liquors. .to ye sayde Trading Houses for the Indians,
vjt6 S. Pknhallow Indian Wars (1824) 21 Trading-houses
in several phices were hereupon engaged. 1748 O. iVeiser
yrnl. 27 We both lodged at this Town at George Croghan's
Trading House. 1796 Act of Congress in Imlay Descr.
Western Territory N. Amer. (1797) 54^ That it shall be
lawful for the president of the United States to establish
trad ing>houses at such posts and places., as he shall judge
most convenient. 18*3 Long ExPed. I. 91 There are no
settlements on its banks, except at the mouth, where is a
trading house, and a residence of a single family. 1849
President's Message to Congress 11. 974 Tliere isalso another
trading-house, to which I beg leave to call the attention of
the department. 1899 H. B. Cushman Hist. Indians 478
A trading hou5!e for the accommodation of the Chickasaws
has been established at the Bluffs.

Tra'dingpost. U.S. (See Trading 7/^/. j(5. b.)

1796 B. Hawkins Lett. 15 The land. .has been recom-
mended . . as proper for a trading post. 1844 D. Lee Si. Frost
Ten Vrs. in Oregon i. 16 To establish a line of trading posts
along the Missouri and the Columbia. 1871 Rep, Indian
Affairs (1872) 277 The Hudson Bay trading-post now
belongs to the United Stales. 1899 H. B. Cushman Hist.
Indians 539 He would establish a trading post among the
Tunicas.

Traffic, sb. 6. Add : traffic constable, cop
U.S,^ poUceman, a policeman engaged in the

regulation of road traffic ; traffic (control) signal,

a signal used in controlling traffic; esp, in//., the

system of controlling traffic automatically at cross-

roads by means of red (* stop '), amber, and green

(*go*) electric lamps operating alternately at

definite intervals,

1927 Glasgow Herald 9 Mar. 10 An American traffic-cop

held up a motorist who was in a hurry. 1929 Tivies 20 Sept,

10/5 Automatic Traffic Signals. 1930 Daily Express 8 Sept.

9/7 A traffic constable commandeered a passing car and
gave chase. 19^1 Pari. Deb. 5th Ser. CCLII. 385 Installa-

tions of automatic traffic control signals.

Tra^CO-. Add : tragico-farcieal a., com-
bining tragedy and farce.

1913 E. F. Benson Thorley Weir vi, Tragico-farcieal
situations.

Tragicose (trae-dsikjas), a. [f. Tragic + -ose,
after bellicose.'] Imitating tragic style.

1901 R, A- Neil Knights Arisioph. 40 The rhythm is

tragicose for the first three lines. Ibid. 200 Aristoph, [has
it] here and Thesm. 973 in tragicose lyric.

Trail, J*.l 16. hAA-. trail-cutter, •man\^.^.\
trail-bridge U.S.^ a ferry consisting of a boat
controlled by a pulley running on a rope ; trail-fly,

-hook Angling, a fly or hook at the end of a fly-cast.

1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy y'\\. 88 Four, .strange men.,
representing themselves as *trail cutters. 1847 Stoddart
Angler's Comp. 84, I recommend the use of a whitling hook,
as the *trail*fiy or stretcher. Ibid, 100 In the formation of
the fly-cast, always commence at the stretcher or ^'trail-hook.

189X Harpers Mag. Nov. 886/2 The *trail-men are sent out
to cut what in general parlance would be called a path.

Trail, z'.^ Add: 1. Phr. To trail ont^s coat qt
coat-tails : to be provocative in one's conduct,
Cf. Trailer i (1864), Tail sb.^ 3 (1890).

1923 Daily Mail 7 Feb. 6 This risk [of war) is greatly in*

creased by the presence of British troops at Constantinople
and Chanak. Why should we thus be * trailing our coats'
before the Turks ? Ibid, 3 Mar. 8 Mr. Gore appears to have
been trailing his coat.
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9. (Examples of more general use.) Also, to

trail through U.S. (see qnot.).

1906 N. v. Even, Post Saturday Suppl. 27 Oct. i, I deter-

mined to have the sheep ' trailed through ' to Nebraska,
which, in Western parlance, means driving them overland.

X91S H. L. Wilson Ruggles 0/Red Gap iv. (1917) 79 Think
of those two poor fellows trailing you over Paris yesterday
trying to save you from yourself. 1925 H. L, Foster Trop.
Travip Tourists 70 We trailed the other steamer. We
trailed her through the Boca Chica...\^G trailed her past
the little forts.

11. Also with in. U.S.
187s furj Fin <5- Feather 112 Light and drink ; drop off

and trail in. 1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights xv'i. 234
With exultant cackles of joy they'd trail in, reachin* out like
quarter-horses.

15. (Seequot.)
1907 Strand Mag. Feb. 147/1 As soon as the end of the

rope [that hangs from the balloon] touches the ground you
are ' trailing '.

16. Bowls. (Cf. *Tbailing vbl. sb. i d.)

^ 1908 J. M. Pretsell Game ofB(nvls 194 If a bowl trail the
jack through between, and past the line square to the hack
of, the stationary bowls, it shall score 3. 1923 J. A. Manson
Bou'iingZ^ The Bowler is required to trail the jack, his own
bowl accompanying or * hugging ' it, between the stationary
bowls over both of the horizontal lines.

Trailer. Add: 4. b. A supplementary motion
picture (see quot.). U.S.
1931 Amer. Speech VII. Oct. 75 In the lingo of the motion

pictures it designates something that goes in advance., . For
example, . .

* " Trailers '* of New Films for the Week '.

Trailing, vbl. sb. Add: 1, d. A form of
bowling played on Scottish greens, the object being
to trail or carry the jack into a semicircle drawn
beyond two bowls placed three feet apart,

X902 Encycl. ^rrV.XXVI. 329/2 In trailing, two bowls are
laid on the turf. .and a jack is then deposited equidistant
from each bowl.. .A semicircle is then drawn behind the
bowls with a radius of nine feet from the jack. 1923 J. A.
Mansom Boivlifig 84 Trailing is the section of the Points
game which is most worthy of attention.

Trailing, ppl. a. 1. b. Add : Also in specific

names of U.S. plants.

J813 Muhlenberg Catal. Plants N. Amer. 91 Trailing
Willow. /^/V^. 93 Trailing Juniper. 1861 Trans. Ill, Agric.
Soc. IV. 462 We have on the lake shore a beautiful trailing
evergreen—the Trailing Juniper. 1869 Jane G. Fuller
Uncle John's Flower Gatherers \^ It comes forth with softly

perfumed garments, and we call it Trailing Arbutus. 1878
Rose T. Cooke Happy Dodd 347 A profusion of trailing

pine had been stored away in the barn cellar, before frost

came.

Train, J^.l Add: 16. Armoured train (yi^^,
an armour-plated train used chiefly in transporting

troops. Train de luxe: see Luxe 2.

1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms s.v., From a tactical

standpoint, the work of armored trains maybe grouped into
escort of work trains, escort of traffic trains, and independent
operations.

22. b. train-boy, (d) (earlier example) ; train-
caller (see quots.) ; train-jumper U.S., one who
travels by train without paying the fare ; train-man
U.S. ; train porter, a railway employee in charge
of a train over a single-line section of railway ; also

attrib, ; train-staff, {a) (earlier example) ; also

attrib. ; train-ticket (see quot. and cf. train-staff

(a) in Diet,) ; also attrib,

187a Harpers Mag. Mar. 638/2 He was going down to
St. Paul tojoin the session, when a "train-boy passed through
the car. 1921 Diet. Occup. Terms {ig2-j) § yog* Train caller

;

a porter whose only duty is to call out destination ofa depiart-

ing train.. ; also calls out name of own station on arrival of
trains. 1927 Daily Express 10 Nov. 3/6 The loud speakers
were installed on two platforms.. .Usually three 'train-

callers ' are occupied.. .Their whole time is spent in calling
out the destinations of the trains, 1918 in F. A. Pottle
StretcJiers (1930) 289 The *train man said it would he
6 before the train left. 1859 Rept. Accid, Rluys. iSjS,

17 (P. P. Eng. XXV.) The system..of working by means
of a *train porter. 1873 Returns Rlwy. Companies Con-
nections etc. II Single Lines of Railway.. Worked under
the Train Porter System. 1859 Rept. Accid. Rlwys. 1S5S,

17 (P. P. Eng. XXV,) Regulations for the Use of the *Train
Staff. Ibid., To make the train staff the means of opening
the train-ticket box. Ibid.^ If another engine or train is in-

tended to follow in succession, a *train ticket, stating * staff

following ', will be given to the person in charge of the lead-
ing train, the staff itself being given to the last. Ibid, The
engine-man is not to start . . until the . . person in charge has
shown him the train staff or train ticket. 1873 Rept. Bd,
Trade Rlwy. Accid. 18^2, 175/2 {P. P. Eng. LVII.) This
line is worked on the train staff ticket system, the stations
at which the staffs and tickets are exchanged and issued
being [etc. J.

Trainante (tr^nant), a, [F. trafnante, fem.

pres. pple. of trainer to drag.] Of vocal or

musical sounds: Dragging, drawling.
1818 in Lady Morgan Autobio^. (1859) 104 The muac,

possesses here and there fine strains of melody : per contra.
It is trainante often too scientific and old-fashioned in its

phrases. 1865 * Ouida ' Strathmore I. x. 170 The tranquil

trainante tones in which he always spoke his rudest things.

1899 Westm. Gaz, 5 Oct. 3/1 Talking in their pleasant,
trainante tones to and of each other.

Trainer, Add: 6. Amemberof a gun's crew
who keeps a gun or the axis of its turret in line,

laterally, on the target. U.S.
X904 Sci. Amer. i8 June 475/1 The turrets are trained by

one man, the trainer.

TRANSFER.

Training, vbl. sb. 5. Add : training-centre,
department, ground (earlier U.S. examples).
1928 Britain's Industr. Future {Lib. Ind. Ing.) iv. xxv.

S 4- 363 Experimental *training.centres established by the
Ministry of Labour. 1906 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 271 To take
a course of training in some existing training college or
•training department. X9ia Training Women Teachers
Secondary Sch. 10 The staff of the Training Department
consists of the Organising Professor of Education, the
Mistress of Method, and other Assistant Lecturers. 1644
Ded/iaiH (Mass.) Rec. J02 From the *Trayning ground to
the Cart Bridge. 1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVI. 367,
I was on the training-ground again.

Trai*ning-day. U.S. (See Tbaining vbL
sb. 5.)
1633 Rec. Massachusetts Bay I, J09 If any trained solder

shalbe absent from traineing, vpon their tratneing dayes.
1676 [see Training »W. sb. 5}. X6B9 in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll,
Ser. IV. y. 208 Upon the receiving the new commissions. I .

.

had a training-day in our town. 1704 Sabah Knight yrul.
39 Their Diversions, .are on Lecture days and Training days
mostly. 1845 Knickerbocker Mag. XXVI. 367 It happened
to be* General Muster', or as we call it in New-Hampshire,
* Training-Day \ 1880 [see Training vbl. sb. 5]. 1871
Barnum Struggles ^ Triumphs 51 The first Monday
in May—our ' general training ' day. 187J Eggleston
Hoosjer Sckaolm. xvi, 130 In a public fight on election or
training day.

Trajectory, «. Add: 3. Aeronautics. (See
quot.)
1918 W. E. DoMMETT Diet. Aircraft 48 Trajectory hands,

adevice used in Parsevat type airshipsconsisting of a num-
ber of fabric bands passed through loops attached to the
envelope for distributing the weight of the car evenly over
the envelope.

Tram, ^/^- 2 8. K^Ci^-. tram-horn^ -horse, -plat-

form-, tram-bus U.S., a vehicle combining the

characteristics of a tram-car and omnibus.
1928 Daily Express i Feb. 16 A * "tram-bus ' which will

be introduced shortly in New York. 1922 Blackvj. Mag.
Apr. 447/1 The blowmgof *tram-horns. 1901 Kipling Kim
X, Truck-loads of *tram-horsc5. 1921 T. R. Glover Jesus
Exper. Men xiii. 229 Jesus would not have pushed people
off a *tram-platform.

Trammer 2 (trae-maj). [f. Tbam j^.i + -ee1.]
(See quot.)
1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 372 Trammer j a thrower

who minds frame on which .. silk .. is twisted into threads
known as ' tram '.

Tramp, v.'^ Add : 5. c. (See quot.)
1898 Science Si/tings 8 Oct. 361/2 Trespassing on the

railways is a misdemeanour [in Canada]...' Tramping the
ties * (as such trespassing is commonly there called).

Trampoline 2 (trse-mp^nin). [app. var. of
Tbemplin.] (See quot, 1930.)
1928 Daily Express 13 June 13 A trampoline act, a wire

act—formed, in fact, into a complete vaudeville programme.
1930 Observer i June 21 They perform on the apparatus re-
sembling a spring mattress, which has been dubbed the
* trampoline '.

Trance, sb.'^ 4. Add : trance-faculty, -utter-

ance, -writing.
19H W. James Mem. <5- Stud. viii. 190 All the resources of

the automatist, including his or her trance-faculty of tele-

pathy. 1911 W. F. Barrett Psych. Research xv. 228 The
group of controls., manifested themselves also in the trance,
writings. 1916 Sir O. Lodge Survival of Man 185 The..
question as to the origin of the trance-utterauces.

Tranker (traegkaj). [f. Tbank + -eb1.] In
glove-making, one who cuts the tranks.

1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (ig^y) § 411.

Xranscriber. Add: 2. A transcribing in-

strument.
1931 Times i6 Mar. i/6 AII-e!ectiic Dictaphone with

Shaver and Transcriber : good condition.

Transduodenal (tra:nsdi«|^drnal), a. . [f.

Trans- + Duodenal a.^] Effected by cutting

across the duodenum.
1908 Practitioner Dec 826 Transduodenal or retro-duo-

denal operations.

Transfer, sb. Add : 2. C. The transference of

a worker or player from one sphere to anotlier;

also, one transferred. Cf. *transferfee (below).
19U Dalton Guardian 21 Jan. 11/6 (Football) The trans-

fer of [A]and [Bl wasconfirmed. 1923 J. D. Hackbtt Labor
Terms in Management Engineering May, Transfer^ the

shifting of a worker from one occupation to another. 1929
Daily Express 7 Nov. 12/4 The prizes will hardly be glit,

tering enough to attract the best * transfers '.

4. b. U.S. (Examples.)
1892 Susan Hale Lett. (1919)269, 1 mounted a cable, took

a transfer, and went.. out into the suburbs. 1903 A. B.
Hart Actual Govt. 207 In most cities there is a system of
free transfers, so that, starting from one suburb, one may
often travel for a single fare 5, 10, or 15 miles to another
suburb.

d. Comm. The instrument by which goods are

transferred, a transfer order,

1924 Times Trade ^ Engifu Suppl. 29 Nov. 245/1 The
buyer will retain this transfer until it suits him tocoflect the

goods, or he may endorse and deliver it to some third party.

5. transfer fee, also Football, a sum of money
paid by one club to another for the transfer of the

services of a professional player; also transfer

money ; transfer-man {a) a railway porter who
takes passengers' luggage from one station to an-

other or one who transfers goods from one train to

another
; (<^) U.S., = check-man (*Check sb.^

19) ; transfer order Comm., an instrument issued

by an importer to a buyer for goods warehoused to
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be held over to his order ; transfer porter= trans-

fer-man {a) ; transfer value (see qnot.)-

19SI Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 706 ^Transfer man. Ihid.

§§ 706, 759 *Transfer porter. 193a L. Golding Magnolia
Strtet I. iii. % i When Steve heard now much *transfer money
had been paid for liim. 1924 Times Trade 4- Engin.
Supph 29 Nov. 24!;/i Instead of a deliVtery order, an im-

porter may issue a*transfer order. 1934 Act 14 <5- 15 Geo. V
c 38. § 43 (2) Where an insured person duly ceases to be a
member of one approved society and becomes a member of

another approved society, there shall, subject to the pro-

visions of this Act, be transferred to that society in respect

of that person a ^um (called in this Act '*transfcr value*)

representing the liability. .of the first-mentioned society.

Transfer, v. 1. c. (U.S. example.)

1904 A''. K Herald 13 Nov. 3 The man was transferring

from the Queens car to the jfamaica car when he was
struck.

Transference. Add : 1. b. Psycho-analysis.

[tr, G. uberiragung.'l See qnot. 1920,
1916 C. E. Long tr. Jung's A nalyt. Psychol. 245 It is clear

that what has disgusted you in hypnotism is at bottom
nothing but the so-called ' transference ' to the doctor. 1990

E, Jones Treatm. Neuroses 40 What has happened.. is that

the patient has, usually unconsciously, been reminded by
the physician of some person of significance in his past life,

and that he has transferred to him various emotions which
concerned the previous person.. He is thus reacting not
toward the physician, but rather toward the other person
who has been brought together (' identified *) with the latter

in his mind, an occurrence technically known :is * trans-

ference '. 1934 Joan Riviere tr. Freutfs Coll. Papers I.

293 In his treatment of her case, Breuer could make use of
a very intense suggestible rapport on the part of the patient,

which may serve us as a prototype of what we call * transfer-

ence ' today. 19*6 J. I. SuTTiE, etc. tr. FerenczCs Psycho-
Anal. 131 The remainder of the treatment progressed on the
lines of the transference love,

Transliumance (transhi«-mans). [a. Fr., f.

iranshumer, ad, Sp, trashumar
(J. L. irans across,

over + humus gronnd, soil),] (See qnot. 191 1.)

Hence Transhu'inaut a., migrating between
regions of differing climates ; Trausliu'xue v. inir.

19H Marion I. Newbicin Mod. Ceog. vJi. 179 Further, the
summer drought makes it difficult for even these hardy ani-

mals to obtain food, and necessitates in many regions a
carious form of nomadism, to which the name of trans-

humance is given. Transhumancc, still well developed in

Spain, is the periodic and alternating displacement of flocks

and herds between two regions of different climate. 1931 C.

F. Jones South America 366 Government concessions to

permanent ranchers, who do not desire the migrating flocks,

..are reducing transhumance, 193a E. H. Carrier Water
^ Grass 7 The merinos and metis (crossed breeds) trans-

hume as do the native flocks. Ibid, 78 The transhumant
flocks.

Transient, a, {sd.) Add : 1. b. Of a news-
paper advertisement : Appearing only once, C/.S.

1857 Lawrence (Kansas) Republican 28^ May i All tran-

sient advertisements must be paid for in advance. 1904
Philadelphia Friends' Intelligencer 15 Oct. p. ii, For
transient advertisements, 5 cents per line.

4. (Later U.S. examples.) Also /ra«i/C of a hotel

which caters for * transients *.

iStS H. B. Fkaron Sk. Amer. 44 Boarding, .is 8 dollars a
week, for what is termed 'a transient man '. 1851 Knicker-
bocker Mag. XXXVIII. 179 No wonder that it has been
crowded by delighted boarders, permanent and transient.

1S79 F. R. Stockton Rudder Grange xi. 121 We had no
accommodations for them, neither had we any desire for

even transient visitors. 1891 Fur^ Fin ^ Feather Mar. 185

The transient rate for travelers at the Hilsabeck Hotel la

Springfield is Si a day. 1903 N. K Evening Post 19 Oct. 3
A 12-story transient hotel. 1906 SpringJieldOA^s.s.) Weekly
Republican 9 Aug. 16 They will then rent apartments with
or without board to transient and permanent guests.

Transition. 5. transition-state (examples.)

284S Wcslcyan Missionary Notices VI. X74/1 They are

now in a transition-state. zS6a Leisure Hour xx Oct.645/a
The oight-cloud was io a transition state.

Transitive, a. 1. (Later U.S. example.)
1906 .S6ring/ield (Mass.) Weekly Republican 8 Mar. 6 At

present he is m a transitive state.

Trans-Jordan (-d^p'jdan), Trans-Jor-
danicH5^id?enik),<w5r.r. [Tbans- 7,] Lying be-

yond Jordan, the largest river of Palestine; pertain-

ing or relating to Transjordania (-d3f?jdri*nia),

the district east of the Jordan, under Arab adminis-

tration and a British mandate (also called Trans-

Jordan). Hence Tranarjorda'nlan a.

1840 transjordanic, 1898 trans-Jordan a. (see Trans- 7I.

1865 H. B. Tristram Land of Israel xxii. 519 We mounted
for our trans-Jordanic expedition. 1913 Daily AIail-^oJ:iTi.

4 At present the number of Jews in Transjordania is only

twa Ibid. 28 May 10 The J'rans-Jordanian Government.
19*7 Daily Tel. 19 July 5/x The forces for the maintenance
of security and the defence of Palestine and Trans-Jordan
have been reorganised.

Translator. 2. Add ; Also spec, a mender
and renovator of old garments and umbrellas.

xoaz Dict.Occitp. Terms (tg^j) $ 404 Refairerf nnorztort
tailor's translator ; alters and repairs garments, /bid. $ 416
Mender; renovator, repairer, translator ;.. mends timbrella

orparasol covers;.. etc.

Translatorese (transil^itorrz). [f. Trans-
lator -^ -KSK.] The style of language characteristic

of translators in general.

1915 Morning Post 15 Apr. a/4 The worst 'journalese is

more English than schoolmasters' 'translatorese'. xoa3

Outliiu 0/ Literature I. i. 39/1 The curiously matter-of-fact

translation in prose . . is an excellent tonic against the conven-

tional ' translatorese '.

Transmarginal (transima'jdsinal), a, [f.

Trans- -kMabgikal a.] Beyond the margin of
normal consciousness.

1915 J. H. TucKWELL Relig. <5- Reetlity xL 220 In the larger
transmarginal or subliminal region of consciousness, ..no-
thing is ever really forgotten.

Transmission, b. Add : spec, in Wireless ;

also, that which is transmitted. Hence Trans-
mi'ssional a.

1907 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 731 To determine how many oscil-

lations., take place in a certain wireless transmission. 1921
Wireless World IX. 52/2 In Surrey and Kent the transmis-
sions were easily read. 1923 Radio Times 5 Oct. 51/2
Transmission from London of Dance Music by Savoy
Orpheans. Ibid. 2 Nov. 173/3 Simultaneous transmissions
have been practically perfect. 193P B.B.C. Year.Bk. 310
It is not unusual for ail the<;e studios to be in use at the
same time for either transmissions or rehearsals. Ibid. , One
or two transmissions are, perhaps, being sent to the provinces
viatheS.B. lines. \^y> Observer 4 May 26 Churches are not
often very good resonators . . and sometimes the music sounded
ghostly. There were a few transmissional hiccoughs, too.

Transmissi'vity. The quality of being
transmissible.

1913 Wireless World I. 551/1 These instances of the con-
nection between cloudiness and transmissivity.

Transmit, v. 3. Add : spec, in Wireless.

1^13 Radio^ Times 28 SepL 2/1 The first occasion. .on
which the voice of a public man had been transmitted simul-
taneously through six wireless stations hundreds of miles
apart. Ibid. 5 Oct. 40/2 An Indian, who had been t.iken to
the transmitting station, gave orders to it \sc, an elephant]
in the vernacular by wireless. 1930 B.B.C, Year-Bk, 314
Transmissions over the lines available occur without affect-

ing in any way the quality of the programme being trans-
mitted. Ibid. 394 These transmitters were capable of trans-
mitting very long distances, having regard to their power
and the type of receiver in use.

Transmitter, b. Add : Also, the transmit-

ting apparatus used in wireless telegraphy; also

attrib.

1898 Ludgate Nov. 79 The Marconi Transmittei. 1907
Cornhill Mag. Mar. 350 With the tuning-fork used as
transmitter. 1912 Chambers's Jml. Jan. 60/2, I had got
our receiver into 'tune' with the transmitter on board
a steamer. 1931 Times 18 Feb, 16/3 A large wireless trans-
mitter valve.

Transnational (trans,nae'j3nai),«. [f.TRANS-
+ National j.] Extending beyond national bounds
or frontiers. Hence Transna'tionally adv.,

Transna'tionalism .

X9ai N. Angell Fruits of Victory \. 14 Transport and
credit, operating trans-nationally. Ibid. ii. 63 Much of
Europe lives by virtue of an international, or more correctly,

a trans-national economy. Ibid. 300 The old individualist
' trans-nationalism*. 1925 Contemp, Rev. Oct. 357 To accom-
plish necessary changes, not so much by altering frontiers

as by 'transnational ' arrangements.

Transparency. 2. o. Add : (Later examples.)
Also, used as an advertising sign.

1895 Century Mag, May 20/1 The Treasury bad over its

chief entrance a huge transparency which was a tolerable

imitation of a ten-dollar., note. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXV,
96/1 Advertising by posters, sign-boards..| transparencies,
and similar devices.

Trans-parietal (trans,pargi-etai), a. [f.

Tbans- + Parietal o.] Passing across the paries.

1910 H. D, RoULESTON in Practitioner Apr. 440 Trans-
parietal infection or the passage of micro-organisms from the
colon to the kidney.

Transportee. Add : 2. An animal that has

been transported from its habitat and is not indi-

genous to the locality where it is found.
xgao RiTCHiK Infl. Man Anint. Life Scotl. viii. 469 No

set of imported animals is more characteristic than the
timber transportees.

Trausverter (tronsvautai). Electr. \i.

Tiiaus(foumeb -f Con)vertkb.] (See qnot)
\^%\ Glasgow Herald 17 June 9 The machine.. is called

a transverter...It both transforms, by raising the pressure

and converts into direct current.

Transylvanian (tranisilvtf^Tiian), a, and sb.

[f. Transylvania (see below) ¥ -an. ] Ofor belong-
ing to, a native or inhabitant of, Transylvania,

formerly the eastern portion of Austria-Hungary,

now part of Roumania.
« 1773 A. BoTLER Lives Saints (1821) IX. 84 notei The

vizier with one hundred and fifty thousand Turks (besides

Hungarians, Transylvanians, and Tartars) sat down before

Vienna. 1843 Penny Cycl, XXV. 165/1 The German uni-

versities are frequented by a considerable number of Tran-
sylvanian students, especially for divinity, 1875 Encycl.
Brit. III. 116/1 The Transylvanian Higbfands extend over
Transylvania..into Moldavia and Wallachia. X9S0 Edin.
Rev, July 36 Hermannstadt (Sibiu) then the scat of the
Transylvanian Government.

Trap, J^.i Add: 1. d. A device at the entrance

of a pigeon loft, which allows a pigeon to enter bat

not to escape from the loft.

1876 R. Fulton Illustr. Bk. Pigeons 374 Let the board,
upon which the birds alight (when the trap is closed and
admission only to be obtained through the bolting wires),

be carried upon a pair of hinges. x88j Homing Fancier's
Ann. 8 On the lodger trying to make his escape the next
morning, for another struggle through the air to reach bis

old cot, he finds the trap has been closed.

2, b. The mouth, vulgar.
[1785, x86o : see potato'ira^^ Potato sb. 7.) c i860 in

Eng. Dial. Diet. 1923 L. J. Vance Baroque xxvii. 178
You can count on Angelo's keepin' his trap tight.

4. b. In greyhound-racing, a compartment in

which a greyhound is placed and from which it is

automatically released at the starting of a race.

Also attrib.

1938 A. R. D. Cardew Greyhound Racing 13 The owner
. . is invited . . to attend the draw for trap places i to 6, No 1

being the inside trap. . . The trap numbers are not given out
to the Press. Ibid. 18 Plate, Leaving the Starting Trap.
1933 Daily Tel. 8 Oct. ig/i Here are the runners in their

trap order.

5. Up to trap (U.S. examples).
1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville IL i. 15 The beaver now

being completely ' up to trap ', approaches them cautiously.

1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXL 234 ' I'm up to trap !
* said

the boy. 1877 Habderton yericho Road xix. 170 You
needn't come any of your.. moral tricks on me. I'm up to
trap.

9. d. The mould used in counterfeit coining,

slang,

1929 Daily Express 3 Jan. 9/5 He said he had destroyed
the 'trap', meaning the mould.

11. trap-pool \ trap crust (see qnot.) ; trap-flsh,

a fish caught in a trap-net, as distinguished from
one caught by line-fishing ; trap nest sb.., a nesting-

box which a hen can enter but cannot leave nntil

released; also as t'^.; trap-8hy(7.,sby ofapproach-
ing a trap ; trap-yard, an enclosure used as a trap

for animals.
1924 Ski Terms in Tourist Winter Sports No, 13/2 * Trap

crust, a horrible surface of friable crust which holds the ski

and then lets it through. 1910 Chatnbers's Jrnl. 192/2
*Trap-fish were actually hawked on the Fraser at one half-

penny per fish ! xoio W, W. Bkoomhead Poultry <5- Profit
33, I asked Mr. Tapley if he had his fowls *trap.nested.

X917 — Poultryfor tlie Many (ed. 10) 31 Much has been
written about the trap nest, and.. there can be Uitle doubt
that where pedigree layers are required, trap-nesting mast
be in vogue. 1930 Chambers's Jrnl. 232/1 The creatures

\sc. crocodiles].. when muzzled and confined in *trap.pools

soon become fairly manageable. 1932 Conttmp. Rev. July
90 After a time the rat grows poison-shy and *trap-shy. X906
Chambers's Jrnl. 380/1 There are., two means of capturing
these horses. .The first is to build a strong *trapyard on their

line of retreat, and endeavour to run them into it.

Trap, v.'^ 2. (Karlier U.S. examples.)
1834 a1 Pike Sketches 36 Mr. John Harrw. .was collecting

a party for the purpose of entering and trapping the

Comanche country. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II.

xix. 192 A range of coun'ry is 'trapped', by small detach-
ments from a main body.

4. b. Baseball, * To stop (a ball) between the

hand and something else, as the gronnd or the

feet' (Funk 1928).
X906 Spalding's Offic. Base Ball Guide 126 A Trapped

Ball.—A trapped ball play was made when runners were on
bases, and a ' pop-up ' fly ball was expected to be caught.

Each runner holding a base was at once forced to leave on
the hit and then became 'trapped', or thrown out, at the

base to which they had to run. . . If a pop-up fly bail is made,
if the fielder touches the ball before it reaches the ground it

is regarded as a catch, and the trap ball play fails in conse-

quence. 1919 C. Mathrwson Pitching in a Pinch viil 181

A Boston batter tapped one to Merkle which I thought he
trapped, but Johnstone, the umpire, said be caught it on
the fly.

Trattoria (tratiwra). [It., f. trattore hoztj f.

trattare to Treat.] In Italy, an eating-house and
cook-shop.
183a Cell Pompeimta I. iv. 49 A trattoria and coffee-

house. 1873 ' Ouida' Pascarel 11. iv. I. 169 Then he would
pass methodically across the piazza to his favourite trattoria.

1893 C. Booth in Mem. (1918) 73 I asked for any place where
something to eat could be got. There was no trattoria, they

said, and I passed on somewhat crushed. 1921 Chambers s

Jrnl. si4hi I., burst from that little trattoria^ my pulses

tbrobbing.

Trauma. Add : Also Psycho-analysis. (PI.

traumata (trg'mata), also traumas.) An un-

pleasant or nnusnal experience which affects the

mind or nerves of a person so as to induce hysteria

or ' psychic ' conditions. So Trauma'tlc a.
;

whence Trauma-tically adv. ; Traumatism.
1889 T. SAViLLtr. J. M. Charcots Clin. Led. Dis. Neru.

Syst, III. 304 In the case of our two male patients you have
not forgotten that the cause was traumatic, a blow more or

less violent on the shoulder. Ibid. 388 The existence of

traumatic psychosis [psychose traumatiguel adds still more
to the gravity of the prognosis. 1910 A. A. BitiLLtr. Freud's

Sel. Papers Hysteria I (1912) i It is quite evident that in

* traumatic * hysteria it is the accident which evokes the syn-

drome. Ibid. ii. 29 The real traumatic moment is that in

which the conflict thrusts itself upon the ego and the_ latter

decides to banish it. Ibid, iii- 52 The reproduction of

traumatically produced scenes. 1916 C. E. Long tr. Jung's
Analyt. Psychol, xiv. 358 Hence arose the trauma-theory

maintaining that the hysterical symptom, .arises from spme
psychic injury (or trauma), the eflfect of which is retained

in the unconscious indefinitely. 1917 C. R. Payne tr,

O. Pfister's Psych. Method 61 Freud s assertion that the

sexual traumas of early childhood were the cause of hysteria.

igao E. Jones Treatm. Neuroses 104 More traumata (of all

kinds, physical as well as psychical) than might be imagined

are in this way half sought for, and persons of this sort are

said Xo have a ' traumatophilic* disposition. Ibid, 20a

Traumatic neuroses, including war shock. 1923 A. A. Brill

Psychoanalysis t. 18 The psychic traumas which are sup-

rased to be at the basis of hysterical symptoms. 19*6 J. 1.

UTTiE tr. Ferencxrs The. * Teckn. Psycho-analysis 77 A
certain amount of infantile sexual experience (that is to say,

a little * sexual traumatism '). 1929 Times Lit. Suppl. 4 July

528/2 The Freudian traumatic theory.

Travelled,///, a. 3. U.S. (Earlier example.^

1874 Rtp. Vermont Board Agric II. 658 If the hill iS



TRAVELLER.
hea\-y clay, it may be much improved,.by covering the

traveled portion with gravel or sand.

Traveller. Add: 1. d. An itinerant preacher,

U.S.
1813 F. AsBURY yml. (1821) III. 346 Of these [preachers]

there are only thirty-three travellers.

6. (Earlier U.S. example.)
x8a8 A. Sherburne Mem. iii. (1831) 63 He fixed a traveller

on the rope, by which he first went on shore.

Travelling, vbl. sb, b. Travelling bagy cap,

trunk (earlier or additional U.S. examples.)

1838 Caroline Gilman Recoil. Southern Matron it 18

He.. called the little boywhoheld the *traveiling baca' black-

faced nigger*, x^^ Century Mag. Feb. 519/1 The hotel

where he had left his traveling -bag. 1845 Sou Smith
Theatrical Appreni. 139 About h.ilf a mile from the starting

place, we found John's *travelling cap. 1907 M. C. Harris
Tents of Wickedness i. i. 14 Her father, adjusting his

traveling cap. 1854 Penna, Agric. Rep. 97 Their very

handsome riding saddle and russet *traveling trunk.

Travelling, ///. «. b. (Earlier and later

U.S. examples.)

177s F. AsBURY Jml. 6 Nov. (1821) I. 124 At this meet-

ing we admitted F. P. T. F. and J. H—y as travelling

preachers. 1777 Ibid, 12 May 186 So greatly has the Lord
increased the number of travelling preachers. 1848 Indiana
Afag. Hist. XXIII. 2 More than 2,000 local preachers, be-

sides the traveling ministers. 1874 E. Ecgleston Circuit

Rider xxvii. 252 The incessant activity of a traveling

preacher's life.

Travelogue (tne-voVg). orig. U.S. [irreg.

f. Travel j^. + -logue.] A lecture or narrative

descriptive of travel illustrated pictorially.

1903 Daily Chron. 16 Apr. 6/7 Mr. Burton Holmes, an
American entertainer new to London, delivered la^t evening
the first of a series of Travelogues '. 1921 Glasgo^v Herald
7 Nov. 10 The.. Travelogue film, 'With Allenby in Pales-

tine and Lawrence in Arabia.' xgaa H, L. Foster Adv.
Trap. Tramp ix. 118 The several columns of travelogue

that I turned out each week. 1927 H. E. Fosdick Filgr,

Palestine p. vii, Some [books] are simply travelogues in

which the successive experiences of the traveler furnish the

strand for the narrative.

Traverser. Add : 5. (See quot. and cf.

Tbaverss v. 6.)

X9>x Diet. Occup. Terms C1927) § ?oo Traverser; a turner

engaged in shaping long shafts, rollers, or cylinders, mainly
in the rough, i.e.^ without putting a finished surface on them.

Travels. Also travoi, -oy. (Earlier and later

examples.)
1847 Kit Carson in * Buffalo Bill ' Wild West C1888) 349

The TIamaths.. prevented his body from falling into our
hands by drawing it away on a travoi. x8^ Bourke yml.
28 July—8 Sept., [He] says he will stick with the column if

he has to be hauled on a travois. X9oa S. E. Whitk Blazed
Trml ii. 10 The trails were perhaps three feet wide, and
marvels of smoothness...They were called travoy roads.

Trawl, sb. 4. Add : trawl-fish, fish caught

in a trawl net ; spec^ (see quot.),

1636-1886 [in Diet.]. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 348/2 Trawl-
fish are separated for market purposes into two great classes,

known respectively as ' prime ' and ' offal '. Prime includes

turbot, brill, soles, dories, and red mullet... Offal is the name
given to plaice, haddocks, whiting, and other kinds of in-

ferior fishes.

Tray, sb!^ 4. Add : tray cell Eleclr., a battery

in which the sulphate of copper crystals are con-

tained in a copper-lined or copper tray ; tray stand,

a small stand used as a side table upon which to

rest a tray.

1878 Encycl. Brit. VI 1 1. 94/1 The "tray cell of Sir William
Thomson, which consists of a large wooden tray lined with
lead, the bottom of which is covered with copper by electro-

typing. 1844 T. Webster Encycl. Dom. Econ. 241 A •tray-

stand,, formed of two frames and girth to fold up. 189S
Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 311 Cairo
Tray Stand.

Treacle, v. 2. b. Add : Also znlr.

1915 Wklls Boon (1920) 115 Going round with the lantern

when one is treacling for moths.

Tread, v. Add : 4. b. To tread 07t one's own
tail (fig.) : to injure oneself in striking at others.

X901 Kynoch Jml. Oct-Nov. 9/1 We consider any criti-

cism . . coming from the American side as rather ofthe nature
of treading on your own tail,

7. b. intr. To tread on the gas : see *Ga3 sb.^

Treading, vbl. sb. Add : 1. C. The action of

treading water : see Tread v. 7,

188^ Encycl. Brit. XXIL 769/2 Of treading as a branch
of swimming something shoulci be known to every one.

Treadler (tre-dlaj). [f. Treadle v, -f -er i.]

L One who treadles (see Treadle v.),

2. An operative who guides fabric into and adjusts

a treadling machine for brushing up the pile.

1931 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 384.

Treasury, sb. Add : 3. o. //. Treasury bills.

1922 Daily 'J'el. 12 June 2/1 New secondhand Treasuries
were dealt in at 2^ per cent. 193a Ibid. 8 Oct. 2/6 This
week's ' hot ' Treasuries offered at \ p.c. found buyers.

6. treasury board (earlier example), treasury
note^ earlier example in U.S. sense; also = currency
note (*CuBKENcy 6).

1780 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. LVI. 94, I wrote to the
^"rcaaury board. 1756 in Lett, to Washington I. 202 Who
IS hereby required to pay the same in "Treasury Notes, to

be emmttted by Virtue of the said Act of Assembly. 1843
lUiistr, London News 11 Mar. 169/3 Authority should be
given to the proper department to re-issue Treasury notes.

z^26Whitaker's W//«a«ajA 415 Treasury Notes of the value

qijC z and xoj. are issued^ and are legal tender to any amount.

292

Treater. Add : 4. One who subjects a thing

to treatment with a chemical or other agent.

i88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 61. igax Diet. Occup,
Terms (1927) § 458 Treater ; mixes ' finings ' (isinglass, etc.,

used to clarify beer..) according to formula. Ibid. § 499
Timber treater. .; seasons or treats timber with chemical
substances.

Treatment. 4. Add : Also, the chemical

agent used.

1911 Diet, Occup. Terms (ig2y)% jjS Treatment maker..

i

mixes chemicals used for treating lye., in preparation for

recovery of glycerine therefrom.

Treatyite (trrti,3it). [f. Treaty sb. +-ite1.]

One who approves and supports the acceptance of

a particular treaty.

193a Glasgoiv Herald z^ Apr. 7 The Treatyites are pro-

tected by the Ard Fheis agreement. 1937 Obse?ver 25 Sept.

1 1/4 The existing cross-division of Treatyites and anti-

Treatyites.

Treble, 5^. Add: 2. h. A total of three races

won by the same librse (in a specified period).

1931 Daily Express 2 1 Sept. 15/4 Peacock wound up a fine

week in Scotland, where Nevett landed a treble for him on
Saturday.

Treble, ^- 3* Add : Treblefigures^ a sum or

total of one hundred (pounds) or more, but less

than one thousand. Treble grip ^ a series of three

grips or hooked teeth which secure the barrel of

a gun to the breech when closed. Treble lines (see

quot. 1927).
1931 Times Lit, Suppl. so Aug. 636/3 Sixteen items were

priced in *treble figures. i88o Encycl. Brit. XI. 281/2 The
*treble grip snap action is shown as specially devised for

rifles firing heavy charges. 1927 Worlds Paper Trade Rev.

24 June, *Treble Lines,—The: ropes made of cow hair on
which hand-made paper is still dried.

Tree, sb, 10. Add: a. tree-box, (a) tall-

growing boxwood
;

(b) a wooden casing used to

protect a tree-trunk ; treo-jhow, tree-like shrubby

tamarisk ; tree mallow (see Mallow 2) ; b.

tree lemur = bush baby (see *Busu sbA 11);

tree partridge {a) an American partridge (see

Partridge 2 ; {b) an Asiatic partridge of the genus

Arboricola\ \c) (see quot.); tree squirrel, the

common squirrel, Scitirus vulgaris ; C. tree

analysis Forestry (see quot.) ; tree bender (see

quot.) ; tree-branch a., resembling the branch of

a tree ; tree coral, the red arborescent species of

coral ; tree-divination, divination by listening

to the rustling of the leaves of a tree supposed

to be the seat of a deity ; tree-feeder, an animal

that feeds on the leaves and branches of trees

;

tree nest, one attached to a branch or concealed

within the bark of a tree, as distinguished from
a ground nest ; tree-path, road, the track of

an arboreal animal ; tree scribe « *Scratcher
3 d ; tree-tally (see Tallt sb^' 7 c); tree turner
(see quot.).

xy>S Terms Forestry ff Logging as *Tree analysis^ a
series of measurements and observations upon a felled tree

to determine its growth and life history, zoat Diet. Occup.
Terms (1927) § 498 *Tree bender; bends shafts or handles

for scythes, shovels, etc., by placing in steam chamber [etc.]

1785 Washington Diaries II. 360, 12 Horse Chestnut Trees
..and an equal number of cuttings of the *rree Box. Z858

J. A. Warder Hedges Hf Evergreens 11. 240 Where a moderate
or low hedge is needed,, .nothing can be better than the

Tree-box. 1876 ' Mark Twain * Tom Sawyer ii. 27 [Tom]
sat down on the tree-box discouraged. 1896 J. C. Harris
Sister Jane 157 Whittling away with his pocket knife on
the tree-box, against which he was leaning. 1908 PracH-
iioner Vec. B61 The ' *Tree-branch ' siriations occasionally

seen in skiagrams of tuberculous lungs. Ibid., ' Tree-branch
'

arborescence only occurs in tuberculous patients. 1915 E.
R. Lankbster Divers. Naturalist 11 Great "tree-coral of

these waters—the Paragorgia, I9ax Hastings's Encycl.

Relig. 4" Ethics XII, 455/2 *Tree-divination was practised

by the Ainus. 1914 Chambers's yml, 75/1 A species of

rhinoceros which was particularly a *tree-feedcr. 19J0

Blackw. Mag. Jan. iio/i A patch of *tree-jhow. 1938

Daily Express 31 July 4 A "tree-lemur or 'bush-baby'.

X924 J. A. Thomson Science Old ^ Ntnv x. 55 A..Tineid
caterpillar, found in the *tree-nest of one of the Termites.

1864 J. A. Grant Walk Across Africa gjj The..*tree-

f)artridge, resembles the painted one of India, has yellow
egs. beautiful plumage, and weighs about a pound. 1897

J. L. Allen Choir Invisible xv, The grass-path or the

*tree-path of the cougar. 1895 Kipling 2nd yungle Bk. 218

When he tired of ground-going he threw up his hands
monkey-fashion to the nearest creeper,, .he would follow a
*tree-road till his mood changed. 1905 Terms Forestry i^

Logging 25 *Tree srribe. xZ']'^ R outledge's Ev. Boy's Ann.
614/1 Dennis climbs like a *tree squirrel. 1910 Chambers's
yml. 143/1 The *tree-tallies are pierced at one end with

a small hole for attachment to the tree. x88i Instr. Census
Clerks (1885) 173 *Tree Turner (Spade Handles). 1921 Diet.

Occup. Tertns (1927) § 486 Treeturner; a turner who shapes
wooden handles of spades and shovels on a lathe.

Treer (trrai). [f. Tree v. + -er ^.] An operative

who irons boots and shoes on a boot-tree,

1931 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) §414.

Trefoili^^* Add: 3. C, Anat, The triangular

front of a molar tooth.

1904 ^««. ff Mag. Nat. Hisi, June 409 The tooth is very
large.., high, and complicated, the anterior trefoil well

developed.

Trehalase (trr-hal-?is, trzha'l^is). Chem, [f.

Trehala -*• -A8E.] A ferment which will effect

TREPIDATION.

the cleavage of trehalose into two molecules of

dextrose.

'^99 J* K- Green Soluble Ferments 133 Bourquelot states

that the enzyme which effects the hydrolysis of trehalose is

different from either invertaseorgtucasc, though it co-exists

with them in the mycelium of the fungi which he describes.

He has given it the name trehalase.

Trek, sb, 2. Add : trek Boer {a) a Boer
who moved his family and stock from place to

place
;

{b) one of those Boers who, esp. in the

Great Trek of 1 835-8, migrated from Cape Colony

;

trek-farmer = trek Boer (a) ; trek-fever, an in-

satiable longing for travelling or wandering in the

veldt; trek sheep, sheep driven or carried a long

distance for pasturage or to market.
1835 A. Steedman Wand. S. A/r. II. 53 The next day we

met a *Trek Boor, with his cattle. 191a East London Dis-
patch 14 Aug. 4 (Pettman) Long before the nomad trek

Boers crossed the Drakensber^. Ibid. 1 May 5 (ibid.) The
desirability of amending the railway tariff for *trek-shecp to

enable "trek farmers to avail themselves of the railway.

'897 J. P. FiTZPATRiCK Outspan 3 When.. this instinct.,

awakens, . . it becomes a madness, and they call it *trek-fever.

Trembling, ///. a. C. trembling prairie

(example.)
x868 Putnam's Mag. I. 592/1 The floating island will in

time become a 'trembling prairie'—a marsh.

Tremolist (tre-m^list). [f. Tiiemolo + -1ST.]

One who uses the tremolo.
Z926 Mus. Assoc. Proc, igat^^ 18 The soprano tremolist

is no longer tolerated.

Tremor (tre*ni^i), v, [f. Tremor ji.] intr.

To be agitated by a tremor or tremors,
1911 Chambers's yrttl. 858/1 The ship tremorcd, vibrated

like mad. x^z^ Ibid. 860/2 Her voice had tremor'd.. with

urgency. 1926 M. Walsh Key above Door x. His strong

big jowl was. tremoring with the chill. 1928— While Rivers
Run vi, His car was purring and tremoring.

Trench, sb, 9. Add : trench artillery Mil.^

bomb-throwing machines and mortars used in the

trenches ; trench-bomb Mil.y a bomb to be thrown

in or about enemy trenches ; trench candle, a

smokeless candle made from old newspapers and
candle ends, used in the trenches ; trench coat,

a (thick) waterproofed coat worn by men in the

trenches; also, a woman's coat in similar style;

trench dagger Mil., a dagger nsed by trench

patrols; trench fever, an infectious disease inci-

dent to men engaged in trench warfare ; trench

foot, feet, a disease affecting the feet of soldiers

exposed to extreme cold and wet in the trenches

;

trench knife — *trench dagger \ trench mortar
Mil., a small mortar designed to throw bombs from

a front trench into enemy trenches ; hence trench-

mortar vb. ; trench sprayer Alil., an implement

for clearing gas from trenches by spraying a neutra-

lizing liquid; trench strafing, heavy bombardment
of trenches ; trench waders, tliigh boots worn by

a soldier while in the trenches ; trench warfare,

hostilities carried on by means of or in trenches.

X921 Blackiv. Mag. Apr. 430/1 Every young man in Ireland

nowadays wears a so-called *trench-coat. I9»7 Otsen-er
18 Dec. 9/4 ['Christmas in Switzerland ', * Sports Outfits'.]

The tendency for women is also towards a costume consist-

ing of a 'trench coat' in the new colour, with 'riding

breeches'. 1915 Lancet 35 Sept. 734/1 The case of a twice-

inoculated soldier suffeiing from *trench fever, whose case

was diagnosed as pyrexia. 1924 C. E. Montague Right
Place vii. § 3. 92 Restored for a season to his own friends in

the line, he was presently sent travelling again, this time by
trench fever. 1915 Lancet 17 Apr. 812/2 'I'he term 'trench-

foot appears to us to be the most suitable for a condition

which has practically only been met with in those who have
had to remain for long periods in the trenches. Ibid. 2 Oct.

779/1 The problem of combating and preventing ' trench

feet' is.. of such importance that I venture to make the

above suggestion. i^tSeribners Mag. Aug. 194/2 A Boche
lad I killed with me *trcnch-knife. 1915 D. O. Barnktt
Lett. 107 The Germans are bombing our trenches with a

*trench mortar. Ibid, no They, .dropped trench-mortar

bombs about on my trench. 1920 Glasgo^u Herald 28 Apr.

4 Trench-mortar fire. 1920 Chambers's yml. 254/1 He
shelled it; he *trench-mortared it, he raided it. 1931 Times
Lit. Suppl. 22 Oct. 822/1 The squadron was required to assist

the hard-pressed infantry by . .
* *trench strafing '. 1919 G. K.

Rose 2/4W Oxf. <V Bucks Lt. Infty. 15 .After the operations of

July 19 the former methods of*trench warfare were resumed.

1929 R. Graves Good-Bye to All T/iat xiu 132 These were
early days of trench-warfare.

Trencher ^. 6. Add :

1889 Harper's Mag. Jan. 238/2 He next binds his 'trap to

a flat stone 'about the size of a tinkettle ', opens the jaws,

and arranges the ' trencher ', as the pan is called, pressure

on which springs the trap.

Trencll-plougll, sb, 1. (See after Teench-
pLOUca V.) 2. Mil, A macliine used in trench-

making.
1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms,

Trencliscope (tre-n^Jsk^^ap). [f. Trench sb,

+ -SCOPE.] A periscope designed for use in the

trenches. So also TrcTichoscope.
1915 Morning Post ii Feb. 3/5 The Adams trenchoscoM

is the latest periscope for use in the trenches. 19x8 E. S.

Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms, Trenchscope.

Trepidation, Add: 3. b. Astr, (Seeq"ot.)

iQa6 JTK. Fothehtngham in Monthly Notices Roy. Astron.

Soc. LXXXVII. 166, I therefore propose to use the term
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'trepidation*, which expresses the kind of movement we
have in view, and whicli has the advantage of being the
ancient term for one of the forms in which it manifests itself.

'ihe trepidation of the equinoxes. . was a long-period forward
and backward motion of the equinox.. .Such amotion of the
equinox with a major period of 260 years is exactly one of
the phenomena under discussion, and I pi^opose therefore to

give the name ' trepidation ' to the whole of this group of
phenomena,

Treponema (trep^nrma). Also treponeme.
[mod.L., f. Gr. rpeireiv to tnm + vTifia thread.] A
protozoan organism belonging to the genus of that

name, having a slender corkscrew-like form with

a flagellum at both ends.

1908 Practitioner Oct. 549 The treponema, or, as they are
usually designated in this country, the spirochaetes, 1922
Nature CIX. 667/2 Existence of the treponeme in the cyto-
plasm of the nerve cells of the cerebral cortex.

Trestlef ^b, 6. trestlework (additional ex-

amples).
x8s3 Surrey Vickshurg ^ Texas R. R 9, 4500 lineal feet

trestle-work at I4 a foot. 1891 E. S. Ellis Check No. 11134

xiv. 94 The Express approached a piece of trestle work.

Triage. Add ; b. (See qaots.)
X930 F. A. VoTTix Stretchers 141 The wounded were then

carried back by ambulance to the trittgf, or sortintj station,

which was usually manned by a lield hospital. Ibid. 222 A
special triage officer at once surveys the patients to determine
the urgency of their injuries.

Trial, sb.^ Add : 10. C. Short ioi trial match.
a 1914 J. E. Raphael Mod. Rugby Football (1918) 249

E. W. Baker played for the South and in other important
trials. 1991 L. H. D. Sewell Ru^y Football yn He was
nominated to play on the wing in the third Trial.

13. trialflight f
marriage (example), run ; trial

balance (U.S. example); trial-bed, a nurseryman*s

bed for the trying-out of new plants ; trial eight
(example) ; also attrib.

1884 Cable Dr. Sevier viij. 59, I should begin to take a
*trial-balance off the books. 1906 Quiller-Couch From
Cornish Windotv 119 Messrs. Sutton's trial-beds just outside
Reading. 1873 C. C. Knollys Oxford Univ. Chall. Races
Pref., The crews of the *Trial and University Eights. X900
W, E. Shekwooo Oxford Rowing 63 In 1S58. .considerable
alterations were made.. the nMjst important perhaps being
the establishment of the Trial Eight race. 1909 F. Ash
Trip to Mars xii. 89, I only took my trial-flight in it

yesterday ! 1930 Neiu .Statesman 27 Dec. 355/2 The Bishops
of Miss Dunbar's Church recently gave an episcopal blessing

to birth control, one prominent clergyman approving *trial

marriage. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 13 Nov. 878/2 He is ex-

plicitly opposed to 'free love', 'trial marriage ', and 'con-

tract marriage". 1903 Trans. Inst. Naval Archil. "^U^.
295 Some twenty *trial runs, .were made under various con-
ditions as to speed. 1909 Chambers's Jml. 675/1 The first

great iri.ilrun of a nunilier of motor-cars.

Trialist (trai'alist). An advocate or supporter

of Tbialism (sense 2).

1931 J. A. R. Marriott Europe fr. iSiJ to 1923 429 On
one detail of their programme the ' Trialists ', as they began

I1908-9I to be called, were not unanimous.

Triangle, sb. 2. Add : The wet triangle

[ = G. fiasses dreieck]^ the German part of the North

Sea.
IM7 W. E. CoixiNSON Coniemp. Engl. 84 The wet triangle,

Triatic, <?• Add : Also as sb, = triatic stay,

X9S6 Glasgoiv Herald 7 Jan. 6/1 Vertical wires suspended
from triatics attached to the arms of the masts.

Tribeswoman : see Tribe sb. 7 b.

Tri bo-electri'city. [f. Gr. rpi^iiv to rub:

see -o-.] v^ee quot,) Hence Trl:bo-«le'Ctric a,

19x7 Nature C 336/2 Tribo-electricity—that is, the subject

which deals with the production of charges by rubbing to-

gether unlike materials, /bid. 337/1 Tribo-electric effects.

Tribunal, sb. Add : 2. c. A local board

appointed to adjudicate upon claims for exemption

from military service during the war of 19 14-18.

1916 Act 5^6 Geo. V c. 104 5 2 An application may be

made at any lime before the appointed date to the Local

Tribunal established under this Act. .for the i.ssue..of a
certificate of exemption from the provisions of this Act.,#

The Local Tribunal, if they consider the grounds of the

application established, shall grant such a certificate. 1916

Act 64-7 Geo. Kc. 15 S 4 Where a decision of a local tri-

bunal has been varied on appeal to the appeal tribunal.

193a L. GoLDiHC Magnolia Street ii. iv. 5 3 The Baritone,

at least, managed to convince tribunal after tribunal that it

would be a mistake to put him into khalcL

Tricarballylic (trai:kajbali lik), a. Chem.

[See Tki-.] A crystalline Iribasic acid found in

unripe beet-roots and produced synthetically.

1865 M. Simpson in Jrnl. Chem, Soc, XVIIL 334 This

body has been named by Kekule carballylic acid... I pro-

propose . . in order to avoid confusion, to call it /W-carballylic

acid. Ibid. 335, I have prepared and analysed several of the

salts and ethers of tri'carballylic acid. 1876 Encycl. Brit,

V. 571 /I Tricarballylic acid C3Hb(C02H)3, [is obtained]

from tricyanopropane.

Tricllinopoli. Add : Trichinofoli chain.

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 163/2 Round plaited gold chains

of fine wir*?, ..made by the filigree workers of India, and

known ns Trlchinopoly chains.

Trichomycetes (tri-.k^maisrifz), sb. pi. Biol,

[mod. L., f. TiilcHO-i + Mycetes.] A group of fila-

mentous organisms intermediate between fungi and

the bacteria.

1910 Practitioner Apr. 53T Sometimes trichomycetes were

also present.

Trichoplaz (tri-k(»plaeks). [mod.L., f. Tbicho-1

+ Gr. 7r\a^ plate.] A mmute marine animal belong-

ing to the genus of that name, the body of which is

composed of three layers of cells.

x^ Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 794/1 The Gastraeadas from
which von Grafif derives this Trichoplax. .is an obscure
group of heterogeneous and problematical members.

Trichorrnezis (trik^re-ksis). Path. [mod.L.,
f. TuicHO-1 + Gr. ftTi^is fracture.] The breaking off

of the hair. Hence Tricborrhe'xic a,

1901 Borland Aled. Did. (ed. 2), Trichorrhexis. 1910
Practiiiotter Apr. 528 The hair shafts were brittle and
trichorrhcxic.

Trick, sb. 13. Add : trick-flying, -shot ; trick
picture, a faked moving picture presenting inci-

dents of a weird, fantastic, or mystifying kind

;

so trickfilm,
191a F. A. Talbot Moving Pictures xviii. 197 The *trick-

film owes its inception to a well-known French prcstidigi-

tateur. Monsieur M^Iies. 1914 Chambers's Jrnl. 429/2
A certain number of these craft [jr. aeroplanes] are kept., for

..*trick-flying, etc. 1912 F. X.'Vki.^ot Moving Pictures
xix. 207 The achievements of NHlies and Paul set a very
high standard of excellence in *trick pictures. Their popu-
larity precipitated a ' trick film ' fever. The market became
inundated with so-called magic pictures. 1924 C. J. Tollky
Mod. Golfer 22q Hetried torecoverby theaidofa*trickshot.

Tricky V. Add : 8. Trick and tie : orig, app.

to take one's turn at something with another ; cf.

ride and tie (Ride v. 22) ; in quots. as adj. (some-
times hyphened") : Equal, even {with someone or

something), dial.

1825 C. M. Westmacott Engl. Sfyf I. 241 Trick and tie

you know is fair play, 1883 Hampshire Gloss. ^ Trtck-and-
tie, equal to each other. 1889 Barrere & Leland Diet.
SloJig, Trick and tie (sport), to be trick and tie, or touch
and go, is to be equal in a race, or other athletic perform-
ance. 1903 Farmer & Henley Slang s.v.. To trick and tie

=s (0 to be equal (sporting) and (2) to have something in

reserve. 1905 Engl. Dial. Dict.f Trick and tie, (Berks.) At
bay-carting and harvest. When one wagon comes up full

)ust as the other is emptied, they are said to be * trick and
tie ', (Wiltshire) * I'll keep trick-and-tie wi' un', will keep
even or level with him.

Trickle* sb.^ Add ; 2. Comb : trickle charger
(see quot. 1930),
1927 Observer 24 July 4/5 A fool-proof set., Is provided

with a ' trickle charger* for keeping the filament battery up
to strength. 1930 B.B.C. Year-Bk. 454 Trickle charger, an
accumulator charger which is arranged to charge at a low
rate, so that a battery which has been in use during the day
can be left on chaise all nigbt.and thus be fuUycharged for

subsequent use. The mechanical analogy is water trickling

to fill a tank.

TricUe* v. Add : 1. c, inir. Used facetiously

for : To make one's way, go.
1920 P. G. WoDKHOUSE Damsel in Distress i, I must

tridde up to town and see it some time this week.

4. trans. To cause (a ball) to travel slowly over

the surface of the ground, esp. in golf. Also to

trickle a putt. Also absol,

190S Daily Chron. 20 Aug. 7/3 He can.. trickle the ball

away to fine-leg with a delicate turn of the wrist. 1903
IVestm, Gaz. 6 Feb. 3/2 If you bolt at the hole, you will not

need to make the same allowance forinclineasif you trickled.

1927 Daily Tel. 14 Mar. 13/1 ' I will trickle the putt up to

the hole '...It certainly was a trickle. .for the bail stopped
five feet short of the hole.

Trickless (trickles), a. [f. Thick sb. + -less.]

Without a trick.

1927 Observer 29 May 25 If he finds his partner trickless,

he must go down enormously. 1929 Work Compi. Contract
Bridge iv. 50 The No-Trumper with a trickless dummy
might fail to fulfil his contract.

Tricoline (trikc^lin). [Trade name.] A fine

cotton poplin resembling silk.

1923 Daily Mail 26 Feb. 14 Tricoline. A Charming Fabric

in a complete range of stripes and plain colours.

Tricolour, a. Add : 3. = *Three-coloub.
1209 Chambers's Jrnl. 268/1 Tricolour painting.

Triennial^ sb. Add ; 3. A publication that

appears triennially.

1849 Harvard Class Poem 4 Our tale shall be told by a
silent star. On the page of some future Triennial.

Trier. Add : 13. Trier-out^ in glove-making

(see quot.).

1921 Diet, dccup. T'^rwj (1927) §429 Tryerout% examines
sewing of finished gloves by fitting on steel stretchers.

Trig. CoUoq. abbrev. oi trigonometry.

1924 P. Marks Plastic Age 36 Kane announced the text-

book, and when Hugh caught the word 'trigonometry' he

actually thrilled with joy. He had had trig in high school.

Trigger ^. Add : 2. Quick on the trigger (in

literal sense).

1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xx. 371 He is reported
* so quick on the trigger ', that all the other ' shootists ' in the

country have an awe of him.

3. fig. Quick on the trigger (esLTlieTV.S. examples).

To pull the trigger, to set things in motion.
1808 Weems Lett. 1 1. 377, I trust that all your Aids will be

quick on the trigger. 18^ Caroline M. Kirkland Forest

Etfe II. xlvii. 223 'Pretty quick upon the trigger I' muttered

Uncle William. 1887 G. H. Darwin in Leisure Hour 354/a

The attraction of the moon or the variation in atmospheric
pressure pulls the trigger.

4. attrib. Also freq.y^. 'operating like a trigger*,

as trigger action., -pulling^ question.

1915 W. M. Bavliss /^y/«c. Gen. Physiol, x. C1918) 304 The
difference between what is sometimes called '* trigger action'

and catalysis. Ibid., Supersaturated solutions are cases of
* trigger action'. They remain indefinitely as such until

infected with a crystal, and then the rate of crystallisation

is independent of the amount of crystals added. 1928 A. S.

Eddington Nat. Physical World ix. {1930) 200 This is nota
trigger action releasing energy. 1924 J.

A. Thomson .?£/>««
Old ^ New xix. 105 A current of air is necessary as the
*trigger-pulling stimulus. 1927 J. Adams Errors in School

213 In external written examinations, where. .the clever

pupil.. is led astray by expecting a question, and then treat-

ing one of the questions actually set as the one he expected.
These ' *trigger questions', as they may be called, set off

the candidate on the wrong track.

Trike (trsik). Colioq.abbreviationof Tricycle.
Also Trike v., Tri'ker.
1885 N. * Q. 6th Ser. XII. 386/1 Do you bike or trike?
i^ Barrerk & Leland Did. Slang, Trike (common), a
tricycle; triking, cycling. Do you bike or trike? do you ride

a bicycle or tricycle. 1901 Pall Mall Gaz. 5 Jan. 3 (Cassell's

Suppl.) The automobile trike.. must tend to develop
a deal of self-reliant daring in the lady sitter. Ibid. 15 May t

(Farmer) The commercial ' trike * is, perhaps, the least sup-
portable of the various tyrannies on wheels. Ibid. (Cassell's

Suppl.), I was further gratified with the intimation that the
peccant triker had been discovered. 1904 Sir R. C. Jebb
\T\ Life i^ Lett,{i<^-]) 403, L.'triked* round byGrantchester.
X912 A. S. M. Hutchinson Happy Warrior in. v. § 2 I'm
all mixed up in this awful trike, you know.

Trilby (tri-lbi). coiloq. [The title of a novel

by George du Maurier {Harper's Mag, 1893,
dramatized 1895), and the name of its heroine, an
artist's model whose bare feet were an object of

admiration.] a, A jocular term for the foot, (^tempo-

rary.) b. In full Trilby hat: A soft felt hat, esp.

one of the Homburg type with a narrow brim and
indented crown,

^ 189s People 7 July (Ware) An American paper has spent
its energy of psychological investigation on the foot (1 beg
pardon, the trilby). 1897 Daily News 6 Feb. 6/5 In the
struggle Mr. Bennett lost his hat, a black * Trilby '...Mr.

Can-., was also wearing a black * Trilby ' hat. 1901 Westm,
Gaz. 26 Feb. 6/3 A* Trilby' hat—better known, perhaps,

as a ' Homburg ' hat to most people. 190a Daily Chron.
I Sept. 5/4 Botha wore a wide-brimmed * trilby '. 1930 L. M.
Cooper Ship of Truth i. 95 More than all else, he wanted a
trilby hat. 1930 Punch 19 Mar. 322/3 He seized upon his

hat—his dove-grey trilby.

Trim, sb. Add : 3. g. A window display of

goods. U,S,
1936 Publishers' Weekly 30 Jan. 328/1 A large red ribbon

rosette, from which radiated white satin ribbons to a number
of stands at each side of the trim. Ibid. 10 July 119/z When
Stone's trim was removed, Wheatly did his * stuff'.

Trim, v. Add : 9. b. fig. or in fig, context.

To cheat (a person) out of money ; to fleece, slang,

1600 [see q fig. in Diet.]. 1604 Dekker Newsfr. Graves^
End E[). Ded., Thou wouldst neuer haue gone to any
Barbers in London . . but haue bin trimd only there, for they

are the true shauers, they haue the right Neapolitan polling.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Trimmings Cheating People

of their Money. 1903 Farmer & Henlky Slang, Trim, to

cheat. X9s8 E. Wallace Again the Three Just Men 217

Garry forgot his arrangement to trim the young guardsman
that night in the thrill of confronting a bigger quarry.

13. Also Aeronautics.
X9ZX Discovery Apr. 95/2 When trimmed up by the bow,

the airship will be found to ride satisfactorily.

Trimmed (trimd), ///. a, [f. Trim v. + -ed i.]

See after Trim v. Also ; spec, trimmedjoist, each

of the joists which are tenoned into the trimmer

(see Trimmer 4), as distinguished from a ' trimming

joist '.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 482 Plate, Fig. i Trimmed Joists.

Trimmer. 4. attrib. Add: trimvter arch

(later U.S. example), beam,
1897 MooRE H01V to Build iii. 32 ' Trimmer '-beams enter

the wall on each side of the chimney. Ibid. viii. 113 All

hearths shall be constructed with trimmer-arches extending

20 inches from the chimney-breast to a ' skew back ',

TrimOntllly, a. (Earlier U.S. example.)

1856 Trans. Mtck. Agric. Soc, VU. 329 The Steamer
Superior.. made tri-monthly trips from Buffalo to Detroit.

Tri'-mo^tor. [Tbi- 4 c] An aeroplane fitted

with three motors. So Tri-motored a.

1923 Glasgow Herald i Jan. 8 The aeroplane which it is

proposed to use will be a tri-motor. 1927 Weekly Times

9 June 632/3 Trimotored aeropl.ines. 1929 Saturday Even.
Post (N.Y.) 7 Dec. 63/1 The giant tri-motored Ford planes

of this line.

Tringa (tri'qga). [mod.L. : see Tring.] A
bird belonging to the genus of that name ; a sand-

piper,

x7Sa-x8i6 [see Tring]. 1844 [see Spoon-billed a.]

Trinil (trsi'nil). The name of a district in Java
used attrib. with reference to a simian form of

skull-cap excavated there in 1891-2.
1898 Du Bois in Trans. Roy. Dublin Soc. VI. 9 The

human form of the Trinil femur is not sufficient to prove

that it did not belong to the same individual as the skull-

cap. Ibid. 12 The Trinil individual, ifa human bein^,

ought to have been a microcephalic idiot. ..The Trinil

cranium, .very much approaches the type of Anthropoid
Apes. Ibid. 13 It may be that the Trinil skull is in other re-

spects to be compared with the Neanderthal and Spy skulls.

X902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 466/1 Classing the Trinil skull as

human, it may be described as tending towards the .simian

type.

Trinitrotoluene (trsinaitrijtfj'liKifn). Earlier

-toluol (t^-li«ipl). [f. Tbinitro- + Toluene,

Toluol.] A high explosive consisting of a nitro-

substitution compound of toluene ; any of several

isomeric compounds made by nitrating toluene,

used as a filling for shells and as an ingredient
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of various explosives. Abbreviated TNT, T.N.T,

(see »T). Also attrib,

1916 Yorkshire Post 27 Mar. 5/1 Contact with tri-nitro-

toluol may result in the occurrence of troublesome skin

affections. 1917 Causation ^ Prev, Tri-nitro-toluene

{TM.T.) Poisoning (Nat. Health Insur.) 9 The material

known commercialTy as 'I'.N.T. is mainly composed of one

of the three isomeric tri-nitro-to!uenes. ^ 1918 Times 17 Oct.

5/6 The trinitrotoluene plant of the British Chemical Works.

1919 Athe'iaeum 23 May 360/1 * Trinitrotoluene ', which the

raunitioneers shortened to T.N.T. igaS C, F. S. Gamble
Stifry North Sea Air Station v. 87 The Marten Hale rifle-

grenade. . . The container holding a charge of about 6 ounces

of tri-nitro-toluene.

Triode (trsivd). IVireiess Telegr, [f. Tbi- +
Electr)ode.] In full triode valve A three-electrode

valve (see quot. 1936),
19x9 Nature CIV. 178/a Papers, .on the internal action of

a triode valve, 1932 Encycl. Brit, XXXII. 1024/2 A three-

electrode thermionic valve,a name sometimes sliortened into

triode, i9«6 R. W, Hutchinson Wireless viii. 140 The
modern valve used in wireless and known asthe triode con-

sbts of a tungsten filament and a plate, with a wire grid

between them, the three being quite separate from each
other.

Trip, sh^- 9. Add : trip shunter (see quot.^
;

trip wire {a) Mil. (see quot. 1918) ; {b) Meek.,

a device for operating a flash-light.

1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 704 '''Trip shunicr%
travels with goods train to do shunting work at asmall yard
or siding where no shunter is stationed. 1917 Chambers's
jfrnl. Aug. 509/1 There was *trip-wire here, all unsuspected
and uncut. 1918 E. S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms, Trip
Wires,

.

. wires placed in front of firing-points with the object

of flinging individuals to the ground. 1928 Daily Mail
3 Aug. 8/3 Trip-wires to ensnare the enemy. 1928 Daily TV/,

16 Oct. 18 A flash-light operated by means of a ' trip wire '.

Trip (trip). Colloq. abbrev. of Tbipos (in

sense 2 d).

1925 G. W, Df.eping Sorrell ^ Son xxlv, § i, I want a first

in the Science Trip.

Tri-pack (trai*psek). Also -pak. [f. Tei- 4 -t-

Vack 5^.1] In colour photography, a pack of three

sensitive films designed to give three negatives of
the same registration at one exposure, for printing

in three separate colours. Also attrib.

Z91Z Brit. Jrnl. Photogr, 3 Mar., Suppl. 19 The I ves Tripak
System of Colour Photography. 1924 Il}id. 5 Sept., Suppl.
36/1 It remains 'O be seen whether critical sharpness can be
obtained byany bi-or tri-pack. i^xj Ibid, i July, Suppl. 26/2
The Tripak (polyfolium of two plates and one film). 19x8
Ibid. 5 Oct. 39/2 The invention consists of a particular form
of trifolium or tripack of three sensitive films or surfaces for
the taking of the negatives at one exposure 1928 Times
31 May 23/2 The well-known * tri.pack ' device in which three
emulsions are used, sensitive respectively to three wave-
length bands within the range of the visible spectrum.

Tripe 1, 3. Add : Now freq. of artistic pro-

ductions, conversation, and the like : Inferior stuff,

nonsensical rubbish, trash, colloq.

1893, 1895 [see DicL] 190s 'T. Le Breton *(T. M. Ford)
Mod. Christian viii. She puts in six or seven pages of her
own tripe. 1925 Love i. \\. 19 Lewes would bring out views
which Christopher, .considered, .as so much—the word was
his—tripe. 1929 Priestley Good Comp. hi. iii, 528 He.,
glanced through about twenty of its newest song*;, and most
of them were so bad that be found himself gleefully whisper*
ine ' Tripe, tripe !

'

Trip-hammer. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1781 H. Peters Hist. Connecticut (1829) 199 Anchor making

is done by water and trip hammers.

TripiUg (trai'pii]). ff. Tkipe^ + -ingI.] Coal
as it is hewn and brought to the pit-head, mixed
with dross and dirt, before it is cleaned and graded.
Also attrib.

190X Scotsman 39 May Advt, (E.D.D.) Estimates are
wanted for supplying best Screened Climpy Triping. 1921
Glasgo%v Herald 21 Apr. 5 A * triping ' ton .. represents
about 55 per cent, of round coal, 40 per cent, of dross,
and 5 per cent, of dirt. 1923 Ibid. 22 Dec 5 The miner pro-
duces what is known in the trade as * triping '. 1924 Ibid,

6 Oct. 8 The coals are filled in the hutches at the coal face
as • triping '—large and small mixed.

Triplane (tr^i-pl-rm). [f. Tri- 4 + *Plane j3.3]

An aeroplane or glider having three superimposed
planes or main supporting surfaces. Also tiitrib.

1909 A. Berget Conquest ofAir 141 Naturally we can
make triplanes or quadriplancs, but one must not proceed
loo far in this direction. 1912 Q. Rev. July 234 A triplane
has been successfully made. ij;i6 Yorkshire Post 24 Apr.
4/5 Mr. Wannaker, of the American Club, is building a tri-

plane. igmo Glasgow Herald 10 July 5 Th« Pulltnan tri-
planes of the British Company carry 18 people.

Triplet. Add : 2. j. In the game of poker

:

see quot.
1885 Encycl, Brit. XIX. 283/1 Poker...Value of Hands...

6. Iriplets (three cards of the same rank, with two other
cards not a pairj.

Triplice (xri-ph't^e). [it. triplice triple, Tri-
PLEX.J The Triple Alliance between Germany,
Austria, and Italy, formed in 1882-3 against Russia
and France.
1896 Daily News 15 Dec. 5/3 The same demand has been

made to the other members of the Triplice. 1897 /bid.
6 Sept. 5/3 The Triplice desires peace at any cost. 1901
speaker 20 Apr. 74/2 It would be misleading to call the
Triplice a League of peace, ^1909 Q- R(v. OcL 581 The
central pivot of the Triplice is in Berlin,

Hence Tri-pllclst, a supporter of the Triplice.

Also as adj.

1923 J. BucMAN Nations of To-day, Italy 173 It was able

to give a decidedly ' Triplictst * aspect to the enterprise.

ZQS4 Glasgorv Herald 15 Jan. 7 It is all to the credit of the
Triplicists..and very little to tnat of the Allies.

Trriploid (tri'ploid), a. Biol. [Formed as

Triploid sK (see Diet.).] Having the basic

number of chromosome units trebled. Also as sb.

1930 Jml. Genetics XXII. iso Earlier workers have
shown that seventeen is the haploid number of chromosomes
in the genus /*^j'rr^r (including jl/a/wi) and that cultivated
forms are diploid and triploid. Ibid. 145 A second source of
evidence is derived from the seedlings of the 'triploid*

apple, Bramley's seedling. In selfing triploids or crossing
them with diploids we find a resolution [etc.],

Tripoline (tri-p^Wm), a'^ [ad. It. iHpolinOy f.

Tripoli : see -ineI,] Of or belonging to Tripoli,

a region, city, and port of North Africa. Also
Tripo'litajx a. [ad. It. tripoliian6\.

1819 Salam£ Narr. Exped. Algiers 6 We found she was
a Tripoline polacca, (I am sorry that she was not an
Algerine). 1908 V. G. Chilub Most Anc. East ii. 25 In the
very heart of the Sahara at In-Ezzan, just south of the
Tripolitan borders.

Trippery (tri*p3ri), fl. [f. Tripper + -y i.] Of,
pertainmg to, or characteristic of tripj^ers.

1936 W. J. Locke Old Bridge \. ii, ' But let us see all we
can to-night \ ..' That wouldn't be fair to Florence. It's a
bit trippery, isn't it?' 1928 Daily Elxpress 11 Apr. 9/4
Venice, . . tiie Queen of the Adriatic in its most trippery and
least attractive garb.

Trippingly, adv. (Recent example.)
xgio O. Henkv' Whirligigs viii. 131 In ten minutes I

shall, .be Iegq:ing it trippingly for the Canadian border.

Tritomite (tri-ti^msit). Min. [ad, G. tritomit

(1850), f. Gr.TptTO^ios thrice-cut: see-iTBl.] Fluo-

silicate of thorium, cerium, and other bases.

1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 412 Tritomite. . . Lustre submetallic,

vitreous. Color dull brown. Streak dirty yellowish-gray,
Subtranslucent.

Tri-weekly. "^^adv, (Earlier U.S. examples.)

1837 Peck Caz. Illinois iir. 180 The mail.. arrives here
tri-weekly. xZ^t Anmial Reps. US. P,M.G. 980 Proposals
to carry the mails tri-weekly in steamers between Cedar Key
and New Orleans.

C. sb. A tri-weekly journal. CT.S.

1B51 C. Cist Cincinnati 7^ "These are all dailies, tri-weeklies

and weekly reissues of dailies. 1884 U.S. Census WW. iii

Three months only the Spy ran as a tri-weekly, and but
three months longer as a semi-weekly.

Trochil (trfj^kil). [Anglicized form of Tbo-
CHiLuai.] = TbochilusI I,

1935 Blackiv. Mag. Aug. 197/2 The trochil, the bird that
picks crocodiles* teeth.

Troglobiont (tr^^g-, trJo-gbbai^nt). Also
-bion, [f. Or. rptvyXi} ho\e + ^iwv living, pres.

pple. of 01OUV to live.] An animal that lives in

caves and dark vi^aters. So Troglopliil [Gr. tpikos

friend], an animal that thrives but does not live

entirely in dark places. Tro'gloxene [Gr. £ivos

guest], an animal that is a casual visitor to dark
places.

1924 Glasgow Herald 13 Dec. 4 Permanent cave-dwellers
(the troglobions), like the Dalmatian Proteus newt. Ibid.^

If we include many of the bats as troglophils. 1937 Ibid, a

July 4 The three groups have received various names, such
as troglohionts, troglophils, and trogloxenes.

TroUer : see *Trolleyek.

Trolley, sb, 4. Add : trolley fittings, sliding

fittings (of a wardrobe, etc.) running on pulleys.

1930 Daily Express 30 July 4/6 Wardrobe Trunks, .with
trolley fittings.

Trolleyer (trp'liaa). [f. Tbolley sb, or V. -j-

-erI.] a. A workman who conveys materials on
a trolley or bogey in a foundry, b. (See quot.)

Also Troller (tr/7'l3j).

X931 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) 5 043 /^ww^r, . . trolHcr,

truck lad,..; pushes coal or shale in tubs or corves from
working face to pass-byes on main haulage road. Hid,
§ 279 Troller. Trolleyer.

Trollop (tr^bp), V. [f. Trollop sb,"] 1. intr.

To walk m a slovenly way, to slouch. Cf. lollop.

1854 M. DoDS Early Lett. (1910) 63, 1 felt deeply moved
for her, thinking she would trollop away home. 1870
'OuiDA* Puck vii, There's alius a lot of. .bad wtmmin a
trolloping about. 1897 Crockett Lochinvar v, A lank,

hobbledehoy gooseherd who came trolloping along a path..,
yawning. 1935 Chauibcrs's Jml. 397/3 We'll go very slow
and he can trollop behind.

2. (See Diet. s.v. Tuollop sb^

TroUoper (trflapai). local. [Obscttre.] (See
qiiots.)

1911 Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 218/2 Shank nets are some-
times worked from carts, when they are known as ' Trol-
lopers '. Z931 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 000 TroUoper i

Wash district : a shrimper who catches shrimps with trawl
dropped from boat or pulled by horse and cart.

Troop, sb. Add : 3. c. A company of boy
scouts consisting of not less than three patrols of

six scouts.

1908 (sec *Patrol 3 b],

5. troop-carrier (plane), troop-plane, a mili-

tary aeroplane for transporting troops ; troop-
siding, a railway siding for the detrainment of

troops.
igz^ Daily Mail 2^ }\me 5 Among landplanes there are

huge new *troop-carriers capable of carrying 25 fully
equipped soldiers. 1928 Observer ij Jwte 19/5 A twenty-one
seater troop-carrier plane. 1933 Daily Mail 30 June 7 Our.

.

*troop-'planes..will transport as many as 25 fully-equipped

soldiers. 1911 Chambers's Jml. 47/2 The Blackshires
leapt out of their trucks almost before the train had stopped
at the *troopsiding.

Trooper, var. *Troupeii.

Trooperess (tr«-p3res). [f, Tboopjeb -»- -ess.]

A woman trooper.
X934 Galsworthy White Monkey 11. iv. 152 When she was

either torturing two men, or lying to them like a trooperess.
1937 Daily Express 2 Sept. 3 The stories related of the
coarse, swearing ' trooperess *are astounding.

Tropacocaine (trJa-pak^k^i-.n). Pharm, [ad.

G. iropacocaiHy irreg. f. tropein Tkopeike + coca'ijz

COCAIKE.] Benzoyl-psendo-tropeine, an alkaloid
resembling cocaine, first isolated from Javanese
coca and employed as a local anscsthetic.
1903-3 Calif. State Jml. Med. 1. 118-21 Spinal anesthesia

with tropacocaine in gen 1 to-urinary surgery. 1909 Practi-
tioncrVch. 23;^ He recommends tropa-cocaine in small doses.

Trophallaxis (tr^false-ksis). [f. Gr. Tpo^
nourisliment + dK\a^i$ exchange.] (See quot. 1924.)
So Trophalla'ctic a.

xpi9W. Osi.ER Old Hitmaiiities it 13 The nursing function
..IS really trophallactic.The larva is provided with. .an
ambrosia greedily lapped up by the nurse. 19x2 W. M.
Whkeleb Social Life among Insects 45 We are able to ob-
serve in the sociiil wasps more cleaily than in other social

insects the peculi.ir phenomenon which I have called ' tro-

phnllaxis ', i.e., the mutual exchange of food between adults
and their larval young. 1924 J. A. Thomson Scieme Old
ff New X. 56 As this term does not bring out the fact that

in the main the feeding of adults and larvie is reciprocal,
Professor Wheeler sui^gests the term * trophallaxis.'

TrOpopause(irf*p^ppz). Meteoiol, [f,*TKOPO-
(sph£:ke + Pause sb.'Y The (imaginary) boundar>'

between the troposphere and the stratosphere.
X919 W. H. Dines Coll. Sci. Papers (1931 ) 329 The terms

*tropopause*and 'lapse-limit 'have been suggested to denote
the pkme of cessation of the vertical temperature gradient.
1923 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 930 In a cyclone the tropopause
is low, in an anticyclone high. 1913 Sir N. Shaw Fore-
casting Weather xv. 409 The name tropopause has been
coined to indicate the boundary between the troposphere
below and the stratosphere above.

Troposphere (trf^'p^sliai). Meteorol, [f. Gr.
Tpoitos turn + c<patpa ball, Spheuk.] The layer of

atmospheric air extending from tlie surface of the

earth to the height of about seven miles, bounded
by the stratosphere, and in which there is a fall of

temperature with height. Cf. Stratobphebe.
X914 C. J. P. Cave in Q. jfrtiL R. Meteorol. Soc. Apr. 108

M. Teisserenc de Bort discovered that the atmosphere is

divided into two parts, the troposphi^re, which extends from
the surface to about 7 miles, and the stratosphere, which lies

above. 1^X2 Nature CIX. 141/1 In. .the troposphere, the
atmospheric gases are kept well mixed up by winds and
convection.

Trot, sb,'^ 6. U.S. (Example.)
X924 P. Marks Plastic Age 299 I'm talking about the

copying of math problems and the using of trots*

Trot, V, 3. Add : With sUp as obj.

1927 D. H. Lawrence Ettgland, viy England 202 [The
horses] trotting a few sudden steps as they were led into the
lane.

Trotskyism (tr^tski,iz'm). Also Trotzky-
iana. [f. name of L. Trotzky (Bronstein), Russian

Bolshevik minister of foreign affairs, 191 7 + -ISM.]

The political principles or economic policy of

Trotsky. So Tro-tskyist. (Cf. *STALiifisM'.)

1925 Times 30 Jan., Imperial News 4, 1 cannot, .accept the

accusation of trying to pursue my own line of policy (Trotsky-
ism). 1927 Daily Tel. 22 Nov. 9/2 The adoption of the word
' Russia' by the Trotskyists. Ibid. 6 Dec 11 The struggle

between tlie Trotskists and the Sialinites. \^x% Daily Ex-
press 26 Nov. 11/4 Stalin. .defended the Political Bureau's
three fundamental decisions.,. That the parly mustfight
both the Radical Trotskyists and the Conservative dissen-

ters within the party's ranks. 1930 W. H. Chamberlin
Sffzriet Russia W. 74 The Party Congress.. !aid_ down the

rule that adherence to the views of the Trotzkyist opposi-

tion was inconsistent with membership in the Communist
Party. Ibid. 76 There would seem to be little political

future in Russia for Trotskyism.

Trottie (tr^^'ti). dial, or colloq. [dim. of Tiior

sb.^ : see -lE.] A tiny toddling child ; a toddler.

1914 N.E.D. 6.V. Trot sb.^ 4, 19*4 ' L. Malet ' Dogs of
Want vii. § 6 Darling girls, from the time when they were
the tiniest trotties till now.

Trotty(trpti),fl. colloq. Also trottie. [f. Trot
sb.^ +-Y 1.] Of daintily small proportions.

1891 ' L. Malkt * Wages ofSin Epil., The son and heir is

quite the tiottiest of trots. Ibid. v. 1, Someof the little silk

shifties and night-i-gowns were simply too trottie for words.

189s Punch 15 June 285/3 When countesses mount 'em at

Chelsea, they're trotty and puffeck OK ! Ibid.i-j Aug. 77/1

He.. Looks perticularly fetchin' ma trotty yottingcip. «9«8

Galsworthv S7van Sotig i. i. 4 Trotty little ladies with

dresses tlglit blown about trotty little 6gures.

Trotyl (trJutil). [f. *TKINl)rB0T(0LUEKE +
-YL.] = *Tbinitrotoluene.
\9ig Athensum 33 May 360/1 * Trinitrotoluene \ which..

the expert called 'trotyl.' i9aa Ettcycl. Brit. XXXI. 50

Trinitrotoluene (TNT) which is known officially as Trotyl

is.. very similar in its action to picric acid and had been

discovered by Wilbrand in 1863.

Trouble, sb. Add : 6. Also, to seek trouble.

1905 A'. K. Evening Post 29 Aug. a In the possible chance

of rounding up all who might be seeking trouble.

6. b. Faulty working of apparatus or machir^ry,

esp. of tlie engine or motor of an aeroplane or other

motor vehicle.



TROUNCEB.
1884, 1931 [see 7 belowj. >9oa Trans. Inst. Ntcval Archit.

XLIV. 213 Aitliough it seems to fit the water tube troubles,

it does not answer so well with the furnace troubles- 1905
Peel City Guardian ff Chron.-i }mw^ 3/4 He had nothing
but coil trouble all the way. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 26 Oct. 2/1
The only other serious difficulty [with the Wright biplane]
seems to be what is known, gcnerically,^ ' engine trouble '.

. .The forms that this ' engine trouble ' takes are various, as
every motorist knows. 19x1 Motor trouble [see "Motor
A. 5 b ta)].

7. troubU-shirker\ trouble-man, -hunter,
-shooter U.S., a man employed to trace and remove
the cause of the defective working of a telegraph or

telephone line, or a wireless apparatus ; so trouble-

shooting.

1889 CasselVs Family Mag. 410/1 What the Americans
call * Trouble-men.* 1908 A. S. M. Hutchinson Once
Aboard the Lugger v. vii. § 4 These Hght-hearts, these
•trouble-shirkers. 1931 B. Starkb Touch ^ Go xv. 248
A *irouble-shooter for the telephone lines, x^v^ Saturday
Evetu Post (N.Y.) 7 Dec. 70/3 A *trouble-sbooting car

. .is ready to dash out on short notice to service or replace

a set that has gone dead. 1931 B. Starke Touch ff Cox. sS
His tales of.. trouble-shooting from coast to coast.

TrOlUlcer. Add : spec. An assistant to a dray-

man, lorry-driver, or carman.
1896 [in Diet.). 2913 Weekly Dispatch 30 Sept, 3 It was

slated that a ' trotmccr * was a coal carman *.s assistant.

Troupei v. [C the sb,] intr. To tour or travel

with a troupe.

1995 C. R. Cooper Lions '«* Tigers 1. 35 He was a menagerie
superintendent, she a trainer of lions, tigers and elephants.

But they troupe no more. Ibid, v._m He was a circus dog
at heart, with the love of trouping ingrained within him.

Trouper (tr«p3i), Theatr. Also tZ-S". trooper.

p. Tboupe + -bb1.] a member of a theatrical

troupe.
191a L. J. Vance Destroying Angel vi, I'm as supersti-

tious as any trooper in the profession. 192$ C R. Cooper
Lions 'n' Tigers V. iii A new ' trouper ' among the canine
personnel of the show. 1999 Pbiestlev Good Companions
I. vi. 204 You're a traveller, a campaigner, a trouper, my boy.

Trousers. 4. Add: trouser-clips//., clips

(of various kinds) used by cyclists to confine the

trousers round the ankl^^s.

189s Army ^ Navy Co'Op. Soc. Price List 1379. 1908
H. G. Wells IFar in Air il § i Trouser.cUps..and other

accessories.

Trout, sby 3. Add : yellow trout, the name
applied in Scotland to the brown Irout, Sabnofario.
1839 T. T. Stoddart Songs 9r P. 51 Is the yellow trout at

feed? 1884 Sat. Rev. 12 July 6r/i Mr. Thomson caught one
sixteen-pounder, which seized a yellow trout he was playing.

Trowel, sh. 2. Add : trowel-painting, the

laying on of a mixture of oil and colour with a
trowel and stiff brush in the manufacture of floor-

cloth and the like ; so trowel-colour^ the mixture

laid on.

1845 G. DoDD Brit. Manuf. IV. 129 Trowel-painting,. .This
Irowel-colour is . . laid on the back of the canvas,

Trowman. Add : Also, see quot.

1921 Diet. Occup. TermsiK^if) § 738 Troivman ; owoier of

small fishing boat having open well in bottom for keeping
fish alive until landed.

TrS., abbreviation of/«zwjr^f^(Typog.),/rwj/«^j.

Trucial (tr«-Jial), a. [f. Truck j*. +-ial.]

Of, pertaining to, or bound by a truce ; used only

in reference to the maritime truce made in 1835
between the British Government and certain Arab
Sheikhs of the Oman Peninsula.

1876 Aitchisoft's Coll. Treaties (ed. 2) VII. 44. The
possessions of the so-called trucial Chiefs of the maritime

tribes of the Persian Gulf. 1891 Cufzon Persia II. 450 In

1835 the British Government . .induced thecombatant Sheikhs

to sign a maritime truce by which they pledged themselves

not to engage in hostilities b>^ sea. .provided the British

Government did not interfere with them by land... It was,

upon expiring in 1853, succeeded by a Treaty of Perpetual

Peace. Ibid. 452 Adjoining the Trucial states upon the

West is the rugged promontory of El Katr. X91X L. Fraser

India under Curzon 83 We.. bound them bjr a truce.. so

that to this day they are known as the Trucial Chiefs of

Oman. 1930 Philby Arabia 162 The Chiefs of the Trucial

C^t. 1930 RiMANi Around Coasts e/ Arabia 354 ttote^

In Trucial Oman also the five independent Sheikhs agree

not to enter into correspondence or agreement with any
power other than the British Government.

Truck, sb.'^ 4. truck-wagon U,S. (earlier

examples).
1851 C CiST Cincinnati 237 W. J. Groves, .manufactures

..truck-wagons, i860 J. G. Holland Miss Gilbert's Career

iv. 6i> Seeing the horse and the accustomed truck-wagon

waiting for liim.

Truckage 2, N. Auur, (Earlier example.)

1830 W. MooRsoM Lett. Nova Scotia iii. 80 Away scamper

a dozen proud nags waiting for truckage.

Truckster, (Earlier U.S. example.)

1843 Knickerbocker Mag. XXII. 38 All relics of a former

age. .exposed for sale in the windows of the truckslcrs,

True,^. Add : 3. b. 7r«(r^r_j/^«[:ifter Irish

isfior sin duit] : an expression of assent to some-

thing said by another. Anglo-Ir.

1835 R. M. Bird Haivks 0/Hatvk-hollffiv I. xix, 247 * You
arc Tapes, the pcdler *,. .* True for you, captain Gilbert!'

cried the other, with a stare. 1850 X. C. Cbokkr Fairy Leg,

S. IrtL 222 ' True, for you,' said Darby. 1901 Jank Ba«low
Front Land ofShamrock 63 They would not, thrue for you.

4. d. Of the ground or other surface prepared for

ball games : Free from unevenness, Icveland smooth.

i8$x in Grace W. G.'s Little Bk. \. (1909) 5 A man is but

295

half a player who is only prepared for true grounds. 1888
Steel Cricket (Badm.) 148 On a hard true ground, .he [sc.

the bowler] has good sport in trying every dodge he can think
of. 1890 H.G. Hutchinson Gi7^xii. (1895) 309 The putting-
greens are very good and true. 1897 Ranjitsinuji Jubilee
Bk. Cricket^-2^ When the wicket is hard and true, it does not
make the slightest difference which roller is requisitioned.

B. sb. 3, (U.S. example.)
1897 'Mark Twain' Following Equator v. jt^K yovkXfiayQ

it out, then you can make out of the four stars a sort ofcross—out of true,

Trueness. 5. (U.S. example.)
1863 H. S. Randall Pract. Shepherd \ii, 74 Wool should

be of the same diameter or fineness from root to point. This
is termed 'trueness ',

Truer. Add : 2. An operative who shapes or
makes true (a piece of mechanism, etc.). Also
truer-ttp.

X9ax Diet. Occup. 7>r^//j (1927)5 237 IVhcel turner; truer

\

a grinder who trues or turns up grindstones which have be-
come worn. Ibid. ^ 2-j8 Wheel truer i,Qyc\c<)...wheel truer^
wheel truer-up (perambulators, etc.). Ibid. § 575 Granite
roll truer ; cuts, .and dresses granite rollers for paint making
machine.

Trumpet, sb. Add : 2. e. The bom of a
gramophone and the like. = *HonN sb. I3g.
1904 Science Si/tings 26 Mar. 353/1 These are again trans-

ferred into sound, .and transmitted to the audience through
a huge trumpet.

7. trumpet creeper (earlier example); trumpet
stance, a spiritualistic seance in which a trumpet
megaphone is used ; so trztmpet medium,
1834 West. Mo. Mag. (Cine.) III. 574 The sides ornamented

with t)eautiful bunches of the "trumpet-creeper, 1931 Daily
Express 15 Oct. 7/3 The complainant was a *trumpet medium
at seances. 1924 S. A. Moseley Mysterious Medium 160 All

the offers of tests which I have received are unofEcial, as
was the trumpet s^nce which I have described. 1931 Daily
Express 15 Oct. 7/3, I am aware you are giving trumpet
seances.

Trumpeter. Add : 5. £ An Australian
honey-eaiing bird, Philemon comiculatns.
1844 in BilHs& Kenyon Pastures New (1930) 249 We have

a rather curious bird called the leatherbead or trumpeter,
from the trumpet-like notes that it is constantly uttermg.

Trum.pll, Sc and north, form of Tuump sb.^

1785 [ R. r oKBEs] Poems in Buchan Dial. 29 (Jam.) Achilles
played na' trumph about Wi' him. x86o Jas. Nicholson
Kilwuddie {j^'^^ 173 A lass that has that wi the lads should
be trumph. 1898 Shetland Nerus 19 Mar. (E.D.D.) Spades
is trumph. 1898 J. Colville id Proc. Pktlos. Soc. Glasgow
(1899) XXX. 40 She has not another 'trumph^ card. 1907
N. MuNRO Da/t Days xi. What did you say was trumph?
1908 Snevd-Kvnnersley H.M.I. iii, Corners denoted the

'Jack of trumph '.

Trundler. (U.S. example.)

183s Ingbaham South' West I. xxii. 231 We walked toward
the nouse, preceeded by our trundlers.

Truuker (try-ijksj). [f. Tbukk sb. or ».2]

(See quot. 193 1.)

z88i Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 84 Copper miner. ,

.

Trunker. i9ax Diet. Occup. Tenns (1927)1056 Trunker;
separates slimes from ore by running mixture into and out
of a long box, launder or trunk.

TruuueL trunnel-head 6''.^*. (earlier ex-

amples).
X819 E. Evans Pedestrious Tour 270 The cogs, wallower,

the trunnel-head and the stones (of a grist-mil!]. 1839
Knickerbocker Mag. XIII. 345 Mill-wheels, and trunnel-
heads.

Trussler: see *Tku8tleb.

Trust, J^. Add: 6. e. On trust x (ofadog)in
a begging position with a titbit placed on its nose

to be caught and devoured on the command.
193a Naomi Rovde-Smith Incredible Tale n8 Gilda was

trying to make Basil [.re. a dog] go on trust for lumps of sugar
out of a bowl.

7. b. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1877 Wanamaker in Appel Biogr. fo. Wanatnaker^igyy)

137 Industries that are bunched into trusts.

8. (in sense 7 b) trust king, -monger, movemeftt,

rigger \ trust-made adj.

190X Cliambers's Jrnl. 28/1 The *trust-kings of America,
Ibid. 30/3 *Trust-made goods. 1905 Spectator 18 Feb. 248/a
The grip of the financier-politician and the "Trust-monger.
T^i^Rep. Prit. Assoc. 575 What is loosely called the' *Trust
Movement ' in industry. 1^24 Glasgow Herald 21 Nov, 10

The *trust.rigger. .would simply transfer his activities.

b. trust house, a public house or hotel owned
and managed by a trust company, instead of by
brewers or private individuals.

1028 Evening News 18 Aug. n/7 '*Trust* houses.

Trustier (trpsla-i). Also trussler. [f. trustle,

var. Trestle sb. + -eb 1.] (See quot.)

1921 Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) § 334 Trussler^ trustier;

paint dressing of sulphate of lime on flesh side of skin, which
IS stretched over trestles for purpose.

Xry^ sb, 4. b. Head : Rngby Football. The
right of attempting to kick a goal, obtained by

a player who carries or kicks tlie ball over the

goal-line of his opponents and puts his hand on it

on the ground ; also, the minor points (three instead

of five) allowed for this in the event of failure to

kick a goal.

Try, z*. Add : 5. d. To try out : to test the

possibilities, advantages, or qualities of (a material

or immaterial thing) ; also, to test (a person), orig.

U.S,
x888 Judge (U.S.A.) 29 Dec. 190/1 Tried Out By Fire.

TtTAN.

1898 [see Trvikg vbl, sb.^. 1899 New York Jml. 30 July
34/6 Britain will try out heavy motor wagons. xoo6 New
York Evening Post 26 Oct. i The new rules have been but
partially tried out. 1909 Springfield (Mass.) W^eekly Re-
publicaft 4 Mar, 14 Mr. Alexander tried the choir out.

1913 Aeroplane 13 Nov. 520/1 Picked pilots of proved ex-
perience who volunteer to * try out ' new types. 1923 Times
Lit. SuppL II Jan., He cuts out his path as he walks,.,
trying out this and that theory, and honestly confessing when
he finds a blind alley. 1920 A. E. W. Mason Summons xvi,

A man had once tried him out with questions about Alicante.

XQ26 Publishers* Weekly 19 June 1963 Some Americans go
abroad to try out golf links. Apparently others may get tlie

habit of going abroad to try out printing presses. 1928
E. Blom Limitations of Music 116 The works by means of
which he [sc. Stravinsky] tries out some new resource or
other.

6. C. To submit (a case) for the judgement of

a court of law. U.S.
1905 S. W. Mitchell Constance Trcscot 166 'Shall you

have any other counsel ? * * No ; but I do not mean on that
account to ask for postponement. I shall try it alone.* 'Do
you still feel that all chance of settlement is out of the ques-
tion?' 'Yes; 1 am instructed to try the case.' 1911
Springfield (Mass.) Weekly Republican 8 June 6 A barrister

does not, as in America, try cases of both kinds, 1931 N.
Anur. /?«». Jan. 22Thisb oneof hisjokes; he knows I can't

afTord to try criminal cases. It's been fifteen years since I've

been in a criminal court.

11. e. To test the effect of (a thing) on (a person,

thing, etc.). To try it on the dog : to experiment

so that any harm will fall only upon an inferior

person or thing ; Theatr., to test the possibilities of

a new piece by submitting it to a matinee or pro-

vincial audience, orig. U.S.
1889 Referee 3 Feb., (Ware) Arrangements have been made

..to try it ere long on the matinee dog. 01897 Sporting
Tiynes in Barrere & Leiand Diet. Slangs.v., * Bootle's Baby

'

will on the 7th of May be produced somewhere in the pro-

vinces. This is what the Americans call trying it on a dog.

1897 Daily Tel. 4 Feb. (Ware), (It] induces him to adopt the

preliminary precaution of ' trying it \sc, a play or musical
composition] on the dog '.

16. b. Also in favourable sense.

1864 A. Lincoln in Church Ulysses Grant (1877) 231, I

don't believe I can do it, but if you say so, I'll try it on.

Try-. Add : L try-works (earlier U.S. ex-

ample).

^ 179a Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll. III. 157 ITie oil [was] boiled out
in the try works at sea.

2. try-out, also, an experimental trial ; a test of

efficiency, fitness, etc.

1903 Sci. Arner. 30 May 414/1 Cup challengers in their

try-outs in British waters. 1915 Literary Digest (N, Y.) 21

Aug. 361/2 The new Grinnell Sprinkler equipment.. has
already had its initial tryout. 1927 Daily Express 23 Mar.

j/5 We shall be compelled to limit our [motor] trials to short

ti-y-outs. 1927 Observer 33 Oct. 15/4 This new comedy-
thriller was one of ' Q's ' happier try-outs. 1928 Evening
Nezos 18 Aug. 9/3 The play will not be given the provincial
* try-out '.

Trying, vbl. sb. Add : Also tryi7ig-0Ut (see

*Try z;. 5 d).

1898 Kipling Day*s Work v. 141 The smoke of her trying-

out insulted the beaches. 1898 [in Diet.], 1903 ScL Amer.
30 May 414/1 Trying-out * spins ' on the various points of

sailing.

b. tryingpaper, stick.

1820 C. Havter Introd. Perspective 172 Use *trying paper

to prove your tint. 1845 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) yi. 127 It is

proper to have. ."trying sticks. .to draw up. .in order to

ascertain the heat.

Tryp (trip). Short for Trypanosoma.
1923 Blackw. Mag. June 824/1 The tsetse-fly in alliance

with the *tryp'.

Tr3rpa'llOCidal (tri:pan(?iS3i'dai), a. [f. Tby-
PANO^SOMA + -CIDE + -AL.] Lethal for trypanosom a.

1909 PractitionerYeh. 248 Trypanocidal substances. 1930

Nature Sup^l. 6 Sept. 363 Trypanocidal activity.

Trypetld (tri*petid), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.

Trypetidx : see -id 3.] Of or belonging to, a mem-
ber of, the family Trypeiidx.

1913 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 529 The Tr^'petid fly Urophora
solstitialis. 1926 Nat. Hist. Oxford Distr. 2-ji Though
the imago fly oi SpHographa zoe Mg. is so seldom rnct with,

yet as a larva it is probab' '
*

'*" '"

District.

yet as a larva it is probably the commonest Trypetid in the

Trypsin. Add : b. Comb.
X903 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXXIV. ii. 559 Liberation of

Trypsin from Trypsin-zymogen. 1908 Practitioner PlM^.

351 The trypsin-sodium carbonate of the pancreatic juice.

Tsariaa* Tsarism = see Czarina, Czaeism.

Tsetse. Add : 2. attrib. and Comb., as tsetse-

bittefi, -conveyed, 'poisoned adjs. ; taetse country,

any tract of country infested by the tsetse fly

;

tsetse-fly disease, a disease incident to aniinals in

South Africa which have become infected with

trypanosomes inoculated by the tsetse fly ; nagana.

X877 T. Baines Gold Regions S.E. Africa 89 Persons

travelling must seek for the latest information on this point

when approaching the borders of a Tsetse country. Ibid. 79

The Tsetse Fly country. 1895 Tsetse Fly-Disease [see

*Naganal. 2906 H. R. Haggard Benita x, Tetse-bitten

cattle, /bid., Hard, tetse-poisoned flesh, jgij Nature C
127/2 Tsetse-conveyed sleepingsickness.

Tshi : see *Twi.

Tuan2 (t7/a-n). [Malay tuan, iuwan lord,

master.] A title of respect given by Malays to an

Englishman or other European.

189S Conrad Almayer's Folly i. (1920) 20 Tuan Almayer

is speaking to a friend. Ibid. iv. 70 Tuan will be angry. 1896



TUABEG.
— Outcast ofIsltuids I. iv. (1910) 43^ Take that to this white
Tuan's house. 1900 — Lord Jim i. {1026) 3 They called
him Tuan Jim: as one might say—Lord Jim, 19*7 H. M.
TouUNSOttCaJ/ieiiS Reacli xxxi. § 3 The Malays . . went down
on their hams. .while watching the tuans preparing to dis-

appear.

Tnaregf (twa-reg), sb. and a. Also Tawarek,
Touareg, Tuarick, -eok, Turek. a. sb. A
member of any ofthe North African races belonging
linguistically to the Libyan or Berber division of
the Hamitic family ; also, their language, b. adj.

Of or pertaining to (a member of) these races.
i8i« D. Dknham iXarr. Trav. N. <(• CentralAfrica Introd.

p. Ixii, The Tuaricks are no agriculturists. Clapperton
Ibid. 83 He was dressed in a Hgltt blue cotton tobe, with a
white muslin turban, the shawl of wiiich he wore over the
nose and mouth, in the Tuarick fashion. Ibid. App. 166
Under the government of the Tawardk. i&ji Penny Cycl.
XX, 317/1 The numerous tribes of the Tuaricks occupy the
centre of the Sahara. 187s Encycl. Brit. I. 261/2 The
Tuarick are a people spread in various tribes through the
greater portion of the Sahara. 1883 /iS/rf. XVIII. 778/2 The
principal (Berber] dialects are the Kabyle, the Shllha, and
the Turek. tgai Chambers's Jml. fyx>l-2^ I could see Arabs,
Moors, and Tuarcgs wandering along the narrow streets.

Tab, sb. 10. tub-wheel (earlier U.S. example).
1815-16 Niles' Weekly Register IX. Suppl. 182/2 Many

mill owners have laid aside their tub wheels.

Tubber. Add : 1. o. One who uses a tub in
any industrial process, or transports material in tubs.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 78. 19Z1 Diet. Occup.

Terms (1927) §§ 043, 338.

Tubbie (tfbi). [f.TuBi*. + -ie.] A cooper;
also, a workman who carries barrels from cooperage
to warehouse.
1911 Diet. Occup. Terms §5 477, 499.

Tube, sb. Add : 2. g. The inner tube which
contains the air in a pneumatic tyre ; an air-tnbe.
J894 Earl Albkmarle & G. L. Hillier Cycling (Badm.)

App. 471 The outer arch is removed, the inner tube carefully
examined^ the holediscovered—if necessary, by inflating the
tube and immersing it in water. 1904 A. B. F. Young Com-
plete Motorist (ed. 2) xi. 246 When the tube and cover \,sc.

of a pneumatic tyre] arc both in place., the air chamber is
inflated by means of a pump.

h. In fall tube skate. (See qnot.)
1913 E. Jessup Snoiu 4- Ice Sports 220 The ' tubes ' are a

comparatively recent departure in skate design... The blade
. .IS set in a long hollow tube. Similar hut wider tubes sup-
pOTt the heel and front plates. Ibid. 230 ' Tube ' skates.
5. b. A small cylinder containing a composition

for detonating the charge of a gun through its vent.
'897 (see *tubefuse\. 1918 K S. Farrow Diet. Mil. Terms.
12. b. tube-fed a., (forcibly) fed by passing

nourishment through a tube into the stomach ; tube
filling machine, an apparatus for filling collapsible
tubes (see 2 d) ; tube-fuse (see *5 b) ; tube lift,
a lift for the conveyance of passengers to and from
a tube railway ; tube-man, a conductor on a tube
railway train ; tube skate (see *2 h) ; tube vice,
a metal-worker's toothed vice for gripping tubes

;

tube whistle, a whistle having a tube for the con-
veyance of the sound in signalling to a distant floor
or apartment of a building.
1909 Westm. Can. 23 Oct 3/2 *Tubefed Suffragettes.im Daily Tel. 8 Oct. 19/6 'Tube Filling Machines. 1897

Chambers's Jmt. 620/2 The Royal Engineers.. have.. sub-
mitted this *tube-fuse to very crucial tests. 1915 E. Wallace
Man who bought London ii, The ' "tube "lift was crowded.
io»6 Glasgatu Herald 22 July 8 ' Passing Gloucester Road

'

shouts the 'Tube-man. 1901 P. Marshall Metal IVig. Tools
29 In the 'tube vice. .the teeth in the V-shaped upper jaw
grip the pipe or tube at several points. 1886 Boy's Own
Paper 9 Oct. 31/1 He whistles down by means of a •tube-
whistle.

Tubed, ppl. a. Add : 2. Of a race-horse

:

Having a metallic tube inserted in the air-passage.
I9«S W. & A. J. Day Racehorse in Training 13 Tubed

horses are rather a nuisance, as the tube should be taken out
and disinfected occasionally. 1998 Times 31 Mar. 5/r
Tipperary Tim.. is tubed and is the only tubed horse ever
to win this race.

Tttber3 (tiM-baj). Racing slang, [f. Tube ii5.

-^-EEl.l 1. A tubed horse (see *Tubei)^//. a. i).
19a Daily Mail y Nov. 11 Leighton and Tremola were

always just behind the ' tuber '.

2. One who fits or replaces tubes (e.g. in a boiler)

;

one who uses a tube (in any industrial process).
xgzr Diet. Occup. Terms (1927) |§ 210, 220, 222, 399.
Tuberculin. Add : b. attrib. and Comb., as

tuberculin test, a test for the existence of tuber-
culosis made by injecting tuberculin hypodermically
and observing the reaction ; so tuberculin reaction,
treatment ; tuberctilin-testcd adj.
1901 Borland Med. Diet. (ed. 2) %... TV^/j, Tuberculin

test. 1906 Rcinew 0/Rev. Sept. 366 [It] showed no tubercu-
hne reaction. 191a Nature 12 Dec. 427/2 The mortality of
the phthisical under sanatorium and tuberculin treatments.
Tubik(tabik). Alsotupio. [Eskimo.] A skin

tent used by the Eskimo of Labrador.
1861 C F. Hall Life with Esquimaux (1864) II. 192 It is

their custom to leave everything in the tupic or igloo where
one of their number dies as unfit to be touched ever after.
1910 W. T. Grenpell Labrador viii. 230 Some small arts
and crafts were established and quite a trade done in ivory
carvings, in modern skin dolls, tubiks or tents, kayaks, etc.
«9wj ~ Labrador Dr. vi, 129 Wooden houses had largely
replaced the former ' tubiks ', or skin tents.
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Tnbnlaria (tiKbiaie^-ria). [mod.L., f. tubula
Tubule.] A hydroid belonging to the genus of
that name ; = Tubularian b.

lyia-ia Princle-Pattison Idea o/God (1917) 72 The Tubu-
laria, a kind of sea-anemone. 1994 Glasgow Herald 19 June
258/4 The tubularia and the sea-urchin.

Tubularity. (In Diet. s.v. Tubular a.) Add :

Tubular property or quality (of sound).
1906 Practitioner Nov. 603 Tubularity of the respiratory

murmur.

Tabulator (tia-biiJUitsr). [f. Tubulate v. -f

-ob.] An operative who fuses stems to electric
bulbs.
^i Did. Occup. Terms (1927) § 318.

Tucban (t«'tj»n). A Chinese military dic-
tator.

1910 Ccntemp. Rev. Sept. 330 It has been decided to liber-
ate the maritime province of Fukieii by expelling its Tuchun.
I9aa VV. W. Willoughbv Canst, Govt. China 58 The civil
authorities are not able to control the military chieftains
Uuchuns). 1016 Glasgow Herald 31 Aug. 8 The five ' tuch-
uns now in the field.

Hence Tu'chnnate, the position of a tuchun.
Tu'clianism, a system of military control under
a tuchun. Tn-chunlze v. trans., to subordinate
to tuchunism.
1923 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 395 The Tuchunate is to be

abolished. 1927 Observer 18 Sept. 16/6 The popular move-
ment has been swallowed up by 'Tuchunism ' and militarist
cupidity. Ibid. 7 Aug. 11 Wuhan (Hankow) has been as
completely ' Tuchunised ' as Nanking.
Tuck, J*.l 1. Add: AlsoJig.
i88» 'Mark Twain ' Rambling Notes Idle Excursion 102,

I judge I've got the stuff here that'll take the tuck out of
him. 1910 New York Evening Post 10 Nov. 1 The sight
of a wounded man lying on the pavement seemed to take the
tuck out of the mob. 1893 H. Frederic Copperhead etc.

(1894) 188 ' It jest took the tuck out of everything,' said
Marcellus, relating these tragic events to me.
Tuck, w.l 13. tuck-comb [J.S., = tucking-

comb.
1870 E. EcGLESTON Queer Stories viii. 63 Sukey's way of

doing up her hair in a great knot, behind, with an old-
fashioned tuck comb.

Tucker (tokaj), p.z U.S. [f. Tucker sb.'\

trans. To supply with tucker or food.
1920 B. Cronin Timber Wolves 40, I got a friend here-

abouts that tuckers me when I'm along this way.
Tuxk-in, a. [f. the vbl. phr. tuck in (Tuck v.

9).] That may be tucked in ; spec, of a woman's
blouse, designed to have its lower edge lucked into
the skirt.

j If>9 Daily Express 7 Nov. 5/2 Two [blouses) are ' tuck-
in, and the other comes over the skirt. 1930 Times 27 Mar.
ir/6 The.. skirt with tuck.in blouse is now strongly estab-
lished.

Tucking, vbl. sb> 6. tuoking-oomb U.S.
(earlier example).
1885 'C. E. Crk-dooqk' Prophet Gt. Smoky Mt. 22 Her

hair was drawn back . . with the aid of a much prized ' tuckin'
comb '.

Tu'Ck-np, sb. [I. the vbl. phr. tuck up (TuoK
V. 9).] The action or an act of turning in the
coverings of a bed.

191S H. L. Wilson Ruggles 0/ Red Cap iv. (1917) 81
Cousin Egbert, whom I had just given a tuckup.

Tuff-tuff (tof|tcf ). Anglicized f. *TEur-TEUP.
190a Elinor Glvn Refl. Ambrosine v. 62 The tuff-tuff-tuff

ofa motor car was heard, and it drew up at our gate; 1903
Daily Chron. i July 3/2 ' When one has steered one's " tuff-
tuff" all day ', said a Parisian. .

' or been driven through the
clouds in a balloon '.

Tufter. Add : 2. One who tufts (mattresses,
cushions, etc.). Cf. Tuft v. i b.
loai Did. Occup. Terms (1927) § 502.

Tug, sbX Add : 4. g. A rope. Also tug-rope
(see 8). U.S.

^

1841 Southern Lit. MessengerVli. 531/1 He bound my
hands behind me with stout tugs of deer-skin. 185a H. C.
Watson Nights in Block-lwuse 443 They took a strong tug,
made from the raw hide of the buffalo or elk. i8sa J. Rey-nolds Pioneer Hist. Illinois 236 They often pack their meat,
..by running a tug rope through each piece.

Tllg ('"g). 'b^ [ad. L. toga gown.] At Eton
College, a student on the foundation (who wears
a gown); a colleger as distinguished from an
oppidan. Hence Tu-ggery (see quot. 1883).
i88i Everyday Life in our Public Schools (ed. Pascoe) 55The great match of Collegers—or, as the small Oppidan

would term it, ' Tugs '—and Oppidans is to be played. 1883
Brin'slev-Richards Seven Yrs. at Eton xii. 112 [A boy]
who had come from Aberdeen ' to try for Tuggery '—that is,

to try and pass on to the foundation as a King's scholar.
X9«7 Daily Express 19 Aug. 4 At Eton .. the scholars are
called ' tugs '.

Tugger. Add : spec., a pit boy employed to
help in hauling tubs by pulling in front ; also tugger
boy.

I9»l Did. Occup. Terms (1927) § 043.

Tule. U.S. (Earlier example.) Also in form
tuley.
1845 Fremont E.vpcd. 252 They . . live principally on acorns

and roots of the tul^, of which also their huts are made.
i8o« Outing (U.S.) Jan. 329/2 Arriving at a small patch of
tuleys about the middle of the lake.

Tulip. Add: 2. b. (Examples.)
1847 Punch 16 Oct. J48/1 This, my tulips, is a salle de

daiise. 187s Ibid. 21 Aug. 69/a But now, save as a dream

T0NBB.
of an era departed. We 'Remember the Grotto,' my tulips,
no more.

5. tulip-farm; tulip leaf, the leaf of a tulip (see
Diet.); also, the designation of a shade of green.
^'^^^Chambers's Jrnl. t<jf:>l-i It was not easy to leave the
daffodils for the 'tulip-farm. 1926 Daily Express 1 Sept. 10
"I uhp Leaf, Copper, Beech, Palm Green.
Turn. Short for »Tu.mmy. Also tum-tum.
1868 W. S. Gilbert Sab Ballads, Discontented Sugar

Broker iv. They can reduce a bulging turn 1 o measures fair
By taking air And exercise in plenty. lbiJ.,nen AllaJiActtmet
xii, Hie pain is in my little tum. 1913 Una L. Silberrad
Lett. Jean Armiter iv, I've hurt my precious tum with the
damned., weather. I've got a cold coming on in myin'ards
Tumble-. 1. U.S. (earlier example).
180S R. Parkinson Tour Amer. 362 A kind of beetle,

called a tumble-bug, which in the summer forms a cave in the
earth ; and, when an animal drops his dung, two of those go
to the place, and roll up into a round ball a piece, as big as
a small walnut, which they push forwards with their fore
feet or legs to their cave.

Tambliug, vbl. sb. Add: o. Bricklaying.
The laying of the bricks of a buttress with their
beds at right angles to the line of slope; also, the
inward slope of a buttress. Also tumbling in.
1885 F. Walker Brichvork 33 The beds of the bricks should

always be at right angles to the 'tumbling in.'

Tummy (t»-mi). Used facetiously (orig. a
nursery pronunciation) or politely for ' stomach '.

1868 W. S. Gilbert Bab Ballads, Ben Allah Achmet viii,Why should I hesitate to own That pain was in his little
tummy? 1907 W. De Morgan Alice-for-short xxxvii. The
juvenilercbel.slappinghisshining tummy contentedly. 1914
A. Harrison Kaiser's War 120 German ' tummies ' being
celebrated for their rotundity. 1927 Observer 18 Sept. 15/1A play which would have given the owner of the Elephant
and Castle a pain in his tummy.
Tunbridge (tt^-nbridj), (often spelt Ton-

bridge), short for Tunbridge Wells, the name of
a town in Kent, used attrib. to designate a form
of wood mosaic work, as Tunbridge ware, work
(also ellipt. for these).
c 179s Advt. C. Felloivs's Circul. Library, Salisbury, With

various Articles in Tunbridge, Ivory, and Morocco. 1837
Marrvat Perc. Keene ix, In the front windows., were
prints, caricatures, and Tonbridge ware. 1851 I'llustr.
Catal. Gt. Exhib. in. iii. 791/1 Tunbridge ware. 1888
Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 607/1 Tunbridge ware.. includes
work tables, boxes, toys, &c.. inlaid with mosaic igoi
7. Blacks lUiistr. Carp. * Build., Home Han'dicrTb^
Developments of the art of what may be termed ' wood
mosaic , and amongst these may be reckoned ' Tarsia work '

and * Tonbridge work ', of which a panel is shown. x9ai
Did. Occup. Terms (1927) § 473 Tonbridge (or Tunbridge)
ware maker.

Tune, sb. Add : 3. b. /« tune, of a motor car
or aeroplane : In a state of efficiency for running or
flying,

'9." Times ta July 8/4 The airmen,, left Amcsbury on
their Bristol biplanes. . . Themachines were in splendid ' tune '.

e. Tune-in (see *Tune v. 6 b): the act of
adjusting a wireless receiver so that it receives a
particular broadcast.
1931 in F. A. Arnold Broadcast Advertising 141, 1 hit the

high spots between 7:00 and 10:00 p.m. four evenings a
week with a tune-in on the biggest features that come occa-
sionally.

Tune, V. Add :

6. Tone in. b. trans. To adjust (a wireless re-
ceiver) to a given frequency so as to receive a trans-
mission ; to receive (a transmission) by this means.
Also absol. and intr. in either sense. Also const, to.

1913 Wireless World I. Apr. p. xxxviii/i It is pos.sihle to
tune out one ship or station and tune in others. 1922 Westm.
Gaz. 12 Dec, While listening-in on a Lincoln wireless com-
pany's apparatus. -Mr, H. Mawer was successful in tuning
in to an American broadcasting station. 1915 Scribner's
Mag. July 46/1 With deft fingers the Cap'n tuned the
symphony in—tuned it out a couple of times by mistake and
finally brought it in closer and closer.

7. Tnne off. b. To cut off the reception of a
particular wireless transmission by altering the
tuning of the receiver. U.S.
1931 F. A. Arnold Broadcast Advertising 140 Of course,

the public has its own method of self protection. The listener
may, .tune off and find some program less offensive.

7*. Tune out. trans. To cut out (a wireless
transmission) by tuning.
1910 J, A. Fleming Electr. Wave Telegr. (ed. 2) 806 In

this way the incident waves are said to be ' tuned out *. IbicL,
The operator . . has it in his power to tune out either of these
two stations. X913, 1925 [sec *6b].

Tuned, ppl. a. Add : Of a wireless circuit or
receiver : Adjusted or syntonized to a particular
wave-length.
1900 Jrnl. Soc. Arts XLVIII. 878/1 Experiments with

tuned electric circuits. 1907 Cornhill Mag. IVIar. 358 It con-
sists in producing electric waves similar to light waves, and
in detecting them at a distance by means of a tuned or
•syntonized ' receiver. 1926 E. H. Chapman Illitstr. Wire-
less Did. 136/2 'Ihe tuned anode method. Ibid, j-^y/i Any
inductance, fixed or variable, in a tuned circuit. 19*8 'limes

23 Mar. 20/1 By carefully adjusting the coil or condenser
used for retroaction, the effective resistance of the tuned
circuit can be held at a small positive value.

Tuner. Add : 2. d. tVireless. An instrument
or unit for adjusting a wireless circuit to a given
frequency.
1910 J. A- Fleming Eledr. Wave Telegr. (ed. 2) 807 This

Marconi tuner consists of a box which is provided with three-
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adjustable condensers and five adjustable inductance coils.

1913 lyireiess IVorid Nov. 499 The aerial and earth should
be connected to the terminals of the tuner marked ' Aerial

'

and ' Earth ' respectively. 1930 H. M. Dowsett IVireiess

TeUgr. 140 Using a standard multiple tuner as wave selector.

ijl»6 S. O. Pearson Diet. Wireless Terms 136 Multiple
Tumr^ a highly selective tuning arracgement consisting
usually of three tuned circuits.

Tuney, tune-y, var. of Tuny a,

Tungar (to'ogai). Wireless, [f. Tung(sten
+ Au{gon.] In full tungar rectifier (see quots.).

1919 J. A- Fleming Thermionic Valve 84 That type of
valve, .which comprises a tungsten wire hot cathode and a
tungsten plate cold anode, the bulb being filled with rarefied

argon. ..Ibis particular modification of the Fleming valve

has been called a Tungar Rectifier. Ibid. 85 1'he six-ampere
tungar. 19x6 S, O. Pearson Diet. Wireless Temts 238
Tungar Rectifier^ a thermionic rectifier of special construc-

tion for dealing with fairly large currents.

Tnng-tree. [Chinese yu f'ung^ a. The
Chinese tree Aleitrites cordata. b. The E. Indian

tree Dipterocarpiis turbinatus (and other species).

See Wood-oil.
X931 Ouhvard Bound Jan. 42/1 The iung tree was the

abode of the phoenix.

TuugUS (tu'qgus). Also Toongus, Toongoos,
Toungous, [Russ. Tynryc, Chinese Tutig-hu.']

A people of E. Siberia related to the Manchus ; an
individual of the race. Also attrib.

Tuftgus is used for both sing, and pi. ; some writers have
the pi. Tunguses,
1799 W. TooKE View Ritssian Emfi. 11. 98 That the Tun-

guses originally composed one people with the Mandshee,
is apparent not only from the resemblance of features.. but
also chiefly from the agreement of their languages. 1841
Penny Cycl. XXI. 459/2 The whole region, .has been aban-
doned to the Toonguses, who get their subsistence by the
chace. Ibid. ^6^/1 The Toongooses are considered as the
best formed of the native tribes of Siberia. 1882 A. H.
Keane Asia 478 Conterminous on the north with the Buri.

ats are the Tunguses. Ibid. 479 The Tungus race. x888
Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 608/2 The Tunguska tribes..may be
regarded as typical Tunguses. 1914M. A. CzAPUCKA^^or/*f.
Siberia 52 The Tungus clan is not an indivisible whole. Ibid.^

The Nomadic Tungus are cattle-breeders, 1931 M. Burr
Bolshevik Siberia 154 When a Tungus hits on the spoor of

one of these grand beasts.

b. The language of this people.
x888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 1/2 An exuberance.. of verbal

forms, which in Osmanli, Finnish, Magyar, Tungus, and
Mordvinian may be said to run riot.

Hence Tnngu'sian, Tungu'sio adjs.^ of or per-

taining to the Tungus. Also absol, or sb,^ the

language of this people,

1799 W. TooKE View Russitxn Emp. II. 100 At that time
\sc. 1607] many tungusian stems owned the paramount su-

premacy of the Burats who had shortly before been expelled

from Mongolia. 1855 H. D. Sevmour Russut v. 48 The Tun-
fousian [group of nationsj. 1867 W D. Whitney Lang. 31a

'he fifth and last branch (ofTuranian] is called the Tungusic.
Ibid.^ Tungusian tribes. 1885 J. Bvhne Struct. Lang. I. 391

The Tungusian dialect. Ibid. 398The verb 3/, which in Tun-
gusian takes /«' in the present. 1888 Encycl. Brit, XXIV,
2/2 I'urkic lies much closer to Mongolic than it does to

Samoyedic and Tungusic. 19x4 M. A Czaplicka Aborig.

Siberia 51 1 he Tungusic Tribes. 1911 L, H. D. Buxton
China 5l> In the east there is evidence 01' considerable Man-
chu and Tungu&ic admixture.

Tunica (tiK-nika). Anat. [L, : see ToNic]
A membranous sheath enveloping or lining an
organ ; « Tunic 4 a. With defining L. adj., as

tunica adnata^ cUbuginea^ intimat nudia, vaginalis

(see quots.).

i8a8 QuAiN Anat. 530 The tunica vaginalis, or serous

covering derived from the peritonseum. Ibid. 531 The testis

is inclosed in a dense, firm, fibrous investment.. called tunica

albuginea. 190a D. J. Cunningham Anat. 736 [Walls of

arteries and veins.] Inner coat (tunica intinia}...The mid-

dle coat (tunica media). . . The external coat (tunica externa).

1906 Practitioner Nov. 665 The testis was seen com-
pressed against the tunica albuginea. 1907 .\. M. Buchanan
Man. A nat. 1 1. 634 The visceral portion of the tunica vagin-

alis, .is sometimes called the tunica adnata {* horn to'). X9S5

F. H. A Marshall Sexual Physiol. 19 Each testis is sur-

rounded by a serous membrane (the tunica vaginalis) and
within this is a fibrous capsule (the tunica albuginea).

Tuning, vbl. sb. Add : 1. d. Wireless. The
adjustment of a receiving circuit to respond to the

waves radiated from a particular transmitting

station. Also aitrib., as tuning buzzer^ coil, con-

denser^ inductance.
t^xoChambers'syrtil. 644/1 The system of ' tuning * makes

it impossible for a message to be intercepted and retained

by a receiver that is not synchronized or attuned to the

scnding-wire. 1913 Wireless World Apr. p. xxix, On fur-

ther experimenting I found that if the aerial tuning conden-

ser was set to its previous value and the tuning-switch (not

the aerial tuning inductance) put to the second stop, the

maximum signals were again obtained. 19*5 P. J. Risdon
Crystal Receivers ^-i In order to ensure that the crystal is

functioning, before attempting to tune in, we may employ
what is known as a tuning buzzer. 19*6 E. H. Chapman
Itlustr. Wireless Diet. 137 yMw/wf- tw/,. .most frequently

used to denote plug-in coils which have fixed inductance

\z\xics... Tuning condenser, a variable condenser used to

tunc a circuit.

e. The process of making a motor car or aero-

plane, or the engine, efficient for running or flight.

19S> L. F. Plucce Gloss. Aeronaut. Terms 68 Tuning of

Engines. Mise au point des moteurs. ioa6 Motor Manual
(ed. 36) 219 * Tuning.'—The process of getting a car or

engine into a condition of the best running efficiency.
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Tunisia (ti«ni'zia). [mod.L., = F. Tunisie

(1847).] A country of N. Africa, under the pro-

tection of France, bounded N. by the Mediterranean,

W, by Algeria, E. by Tripoli, and S. by the Sahara

;

capital Tunis. Hence Tani'sian a., of or belong-
ing to Tunisia, or to Tunis ; sb, a native of Tunisia
or Tunis.
1764 .^. Anderson Origin Copumerce I. iii. 126 The Genoese

grew very uneasy, lest tlie 1'unesins.. should seize on all

their Effects. iSag Loudon Encycl. Agric. § 1068 The Tu-
nisians are much more agriculturists than their neighbours.
1843 Pinny Cycl. XXV. 361/1 Grain is frequently im-
ported into the Tunisian territory. i88a A. M. Broadlkv
Tunis I. 15 The dwellers in Tunisia. Ibid. 16 The Tuni-
sian Moors. Ibid. 89 On the Tunisians endeavouring to
sell their prize in England, their ships were detained.

1898 Sir H, H. Johnston in Geog. Jrnl. XI. 601, I was no-
where able to hear of the so-called Tunisian hartebeest.
Ibid. 602, I am fairly well acquainted with the whole of
Tunisia, and with some parts of Algeria. 1899 A. H. Keane
Man 454 Gerba Island and East Tunisia.

Tnnuelf sb. Add : 4. f. Aeronautics, «
wind-tunnel (*Wind sb^ 31).
1930 Navler & OwEN^z//a/ri7«ii6 Essentially,the tunnel

consists of a large tube.. along which the air is drawn by
means of a motor driving a fan. Ibid. 117 The ' open jet

'

type of tunnel.

Tunnelled, ppl. a. 1. (U.S. example.)
1854 Shillaber Mrs. Partington 102 He. .watched that

object, through his tunneled hand.

Tnpaia. Add ; Hence Tupai*id, a member of

the Tupaiidx. Tupai'oid a. and sb.^ belonging to,

a member of, the Tupaiids^ or the super-family

Tupaioidea.
i88s Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) V. 141 The proper diet

of the Tufiaiids is small insects. 191a Rep. Brit. Assoc. 585
The Tupaioid Insectivores.

Tnpan (tS-psen). The civil governor of a
Chinese province under the Republican regime.

«9»S Glasgoiv Herald 31 Aug. 9 Another mandate appoints
General Feng's associate, Sun Yueh,Tupan of Shensi. 19*7
Weekly Times 22 Sept. 331/ 1 The payment of this sum is to

be made to the Tupan's army officers. 1928 T. F. Millard
China 28 That process grew the crop of tuchuns, tupans,
field marshals, and what not, so much heard of in these

times. As originally used, the word ' tuchun * was distinctly

a military term, and * tupan ' meant an officer who exercised
civil authority; but in late years the terms are used indis-

criminately.

Tuppy (t»*pi), a. Austral, slang. Of an

animal : Worthless, worn out.

1910 Davis Our Selection \. 6 An old 'tuppy' mare that
Dad used to straddle.

Tnr (tQ»i). Also tClr. [Local name.] The
wild goat of the Caucasus, Capra caucasica, C.

cylimlricomis, and C. severtzowi. Also applied to

the Spanish wild goat, Capra pyrenaica.
18^ Phillipps-Wolley Big Game Shootine II. 51 The

tQr IS the mountain beast, par excellence^ of the Caucasus.

1894 LvDEKKER Royal Nat. IHst. II. 235 There occur in

the Caucasus range three different kinds of wild goats,

locally known as tur. X898 — Wild Oxen^ etc 253 The
Spanish Tur

—

Capra pyrenaica. 1925 G. Bubrard Big
Game Hunting 87 The East Caucasian tur, which Is an
undoubted goat.

Tnrban, v. Add : 2. To wind as a turban.

a 1861 Winthrop John Brent xvi. 187 Asirip of old white
blanket, .was turbaned askew about his head.

Turbary. 3. Add : turbary aheep Falseont.

(see quots. ) ; also absol. (without sheep).

1915 J. Ritchie in Scotsman 13 Apr. 9/3 The Peat or

Turbary sheep. 1920 — Anim. Life Scot. 40 Even in Neo-
lithic times the Turbary or Peat Sheep (d'« ariespalustris)

was widely distributed in Scotland. Ibid. 42 The domestic
Turbaries still retained the. .light agile build of the Urial.

19*7 Peakh & Fleure Peasants ^ Potters 35 The Ovis
aries palustris, the turbary or marsh sheep of the Swiss
Lake-dwellings.

Tnrbo-a Add : turbo-blower, -compressor.

1930 J. Lamb Marine DieselEngine 8g Electrically-driven

turbo-compressors running at about 3tOoo revolutions per

minute. X9aj H. R. Ricardo Internal-combustion Engine
II. 320 A turbo-blower driven, .mechanically from the main
engine. Ibid. 322 Turbo-compressor for Supercharging Air-

craft Engine, loay J. Lamb Marine Diesel Engine (ed. 3)

171 These turbo-blowers when applied to engines of the four-

cycle type, are called super-chargers.

Torbuleuce. Add : o. Meteorol. and Aviation.

Eddy-motion of the atmosphere, interruption of

steady flow of wind.
1907 F, W. Lanckester Aerodynamics § 37 \yhen a cer-

tain critical velocity is exceeded the continuity becomes
broken and the phenomenon of turbulence manifests itself.

i9a3 Sir N. Shaw Forecasting Weather (ed. 2) 92 The effect

of turbulence or eddy-motion on the velocity of wind near

the ground. X931 V. W. pAG6^Z>CC//V//«f 72 Turbulence

Is usually caused by some obstacle on the ground deflecting

a horizontal wind upward, such as a hill [etc.].

d. Mechanical disturbance produced in order to

speed up the process of combustion in an internal

combustion engine.

X9a3 H. R. Ricardo Internal-combustion Engine II. 88

We have to rely almost entirely on turbulence or mechanical

disturbance to distribute the wan and timid flame rapidly

through the combustible mixture. 1931 J. A. Polson
Internal Combustion Engines 42 Experiments were con.

ducted both with turbulence and without turbulence of the

gaseous mixture. Turbulence was produced by means of a

small motor-driven fan.

e. The spirally curved path given to the gas

entering the cylinders under pressure as used in

TURN.

supercharged (internal combustion) engines for in-

creasing efficiency.

Turbnlent, a. Add: 2. o. Meteorol. and
Aviation. Of wind : Characterized by eddies, not

steady,

1907 F, W. \jKVic\izs,'VE.Vi Aerodynamics % yj The turbulent

motion. 1933 Sir N. Shaw Forecasting Weather (ed. 2) 236
The turbulent motion due to the friction of the ground. 1931
V. W. Pag± ABC Gliding 35 A sailplane may be tossed

about more in turbulent air than a power plane will on
account of its lightness. Ibid. 72 These up-currents have
been classified as either convectional or turbulent.

d. Of the charge in an internal combustion engine

(see *TURBULENCE d).

19*6 H. R. Ricardo Engines of High Output 63 In the
actual engine cylinder. .the mixture is not at rest, but Is

being whirled about very rapidly; it is, in fact, in a highly
turbulent condition. 1931 J. A. Polson Internal Combus-
tion Engines 43 If the charge Is highly turbulent a large

portion of the heat will be transmitted to the walls by con-
duction and convection in addition to the radiation.

TnrCO-, Turko-. Add: Turco*logy, learning

connected with the Turks and things Turkish

;

Turooplii'lia, friendly feeling towards the Turks.
1918 Q, Rev. Apr. 513 The transformation of the Medresses

..into 'National' schools for the teaching of *Turkology.
1926 Glasgow Herald 3 Apr. 5 The Second Congress of

Turkology held. .a month ago in Baku. 1908 J. Morlf.y
in Recoil, (1917) IL 2^5 Am I quite wrong in suspecting

a degree of *Turcophilia in you?

Turcoman. To the & forms add Turkmen
(pi. ~mens).

19*7 Sir W. M. Ramsay Gr. Civilis. vlii. 86 The Turkish
term ova and the Turkmen oba. Note, The distinction be-

tween the Turks and the Turkmens or Nomads.

Turf, v.'^ trans. To kick ottf, slang.

1930 Priestley Angel Pavement viii. 410 She bought
hundreds of them. I've just had them turfed out.

Turk 1. Add : 6. c. A Turkish ship.

^1907 F. Thompson Z.i^.S'^/^«rt^/«j(i^) 40 There were
three vessels, a Turk and two Venetians. . . The Turk
foundered with all hands.

d. //. Turkish bonds.
1876 J, Pavn Fallen Fortunes xiii, If he had heard that

the Archbishop of Canterbury had been obliged to let

Lambeth Palace . . on account of speculation in ' Turks ', he
would not have been astonished.

Turkey 2. Add: 2. d. To talk cold turkey

i

to speak plain truth.

\9^ Daily Express 4 Jan. ir/s She talked cold turkey

about sex. *Cold turkey' means plain truth in America.

6. turkey-gobbler
J
-wing; turkey-trot, -vulture

(earlier examples).
X836 W. T. Porter Quarter Race Ke7itucky (1846) 17

They seemed to me about the size ofa big Christmas *turkey

gobbler. 1839 Southern Lit. Messenger V. 377/1 Maybe I

didn't set up a high *turkey trot, and peeled it like thunder.

1823 Long ExPed. I. 5 At evening we heard the cry of the

whip-poor-will ; and among other birds saw. .several "turkey

vultures. 1871 Mrs. Stowe Sam Lawson 4 * I'll sweep up
the coals now,' he added, vigorously applying a •turkey-

wing to the purpose.

TurMCi «. Also absol, or sb, «= the Turkic

group of languages,
1888 [see *TuNCUSic].

Turk's head. Add : 3. b. A dummy torso

set up to be decapitated with the sabre in cavalry

sports.

Turni, Add : [Gr. -rov^iia^ In the Byzantine

Empire, a brigade or garrison ; also, the district

governed by it. Hence Turxnarch (t£>'Jmajk)

[Gr. Tovpixapx^^^ the governor of a turm.

>9>i J. B. Bury Imp. Administr. Syst. 41 Theturmarchs
commandetl the rovpfiat, or divisions of the military Bifxa or

corps, and governed the turms or districts of the geographi-

cal theme... The turm or brigade consisted of three such

fxoipae. Ibid. 42, I suggest that in most themes there were

two geographical turms in the ninth century and two turin-

archs.

Tunuut, dial, f. Turnip ;
' used by writers as

characteristic of rustic speech' {Concise Ox/. Diet.).

[ 1878 Roger P/owmau's Excurs. to London 26 The vly be

on the turmut.]

Turn, sb. Add : 2. d. Turn of the screw : an

additional twist to tighten up the hold ; an extra

twist given to a thumbscrew by way of heightening

the torture (in quot./^.).

1898 H. James Turn c/Screw i. 4 If the child [in a ghost

story) gives the effect another turn of the screw, what do

you say to two children? Ibid. xxii. 153 By treating my
monstrous ordeal as a push in a direction unusual.. and un-

pleasant, but demanding . . only another turn of the screw of

ordinary human virtue.

4. Naut. A rope twisted round a mast, etc.

1886 R. Brown Spunyarn fy Spindrift vii. 91, I. .jumped

to let go the main-sheet. But Lord 1 we was in the white

water almost before I could cast the turns off.
^ 1930 Sea

Breezes 74 Brushing off the snow and hammering gasket

turns warmed my hands.

11. d. Golf, The point in the course (after the

ninth hole) at which the players begin the return

journey.

1899 Golf Illustrated! Sept. 336/3 The hole was halved, as

were also the eighth and ninth. . . The match . . was all square

at the turn. Ibid. 22 Sept. 419/2 The eighth was halved,

but Peacock won the ninth,.. Fry was thus i upat the turn.

28, b. {e) Out of {one''s) turn: out of ones due

order or place in a series. To talk out of one*stum :

to saymore than one ought to say, speak inadvisedly.
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X908 RuUs o/Goi/^x PUj-ing out of turn. 1930 * Sapper '

Finger cf Fate 186 Well, old boy, our Lady Carnngton was
talking a little out of her turn. I don't blaine her—it*s a

bit disconcerting to lose a thing like thaL

Turn, «'. Add: 16. C, intr. Of a commodity :

To cliange hands, circulate, sell, go off. U,S.

19*8 Puhiis/urs" Weekly 30 June, Inset, Your Star Dollar

Scries is the fastest turning merchandise that we have ever

bad in our store.

16. f. Cricket. Of a ball: To 'brcik' (Break

V. 33 b) or turn in its coarse after pitching. Also

irans. of the bowler : To cause the ball to break.

191X P. F. Warner Bk. Cricket 78 Smith once asked Dr.

W. G. Grace what caused this particular ball to turn with-

out his spinning it. X910— Cr/cjfef/(Badm. Libr.) 331 J. M.
Blanckenberg bowled very well, turning the ball both ways^

by orthodox finger work. 1930 Morning Post 16 July 11/6
I'he bowlers were nuiking the boll turn more than before

luncheon.

69. Turn back. b. l/,S. To hand back, return.

I9a7 Publishers" Weekly 12 Feb. 610 Wc felt that the only

course open to us in view of the authors* feelings in the

matter was to offer to turn back the book to them, subject

to their disposal.

72. Turn in. a. (Further examples.)

1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy ii. 12 A number of different

rancheros had turned in cattle in making up the herd. 19x9

in F. A. Pottle Stretchers (1530) 359 Tomorrow we will

turn in what few articles of equipment we have not left at

Merritt. Hid. 360, I have turned in everything now, and
have no baggage at all. 1926 J. Black Vou Can't WtnyW.
85 If cither of you gets gabbed., and thinks he can get a
light jolt by turning me in, he's wrong. 193a A. J. Wokrall
Engi. Idioms 84 The soldier turns in bis equipment on
leaving the Army.
75. Turn out. f. To pour out. U,S.
1864 Sophia Jex-Blake in Marg. Todd Life xiiL (19x8)

370 They [in America] ask if they shall * tuin out the tea *.

77. Turnover, d. To examine or cross-question

(a prisoner) severely, slang.

1930 Daily Express 6 Nov. 1/3 That night a surprise visit

was paid to the draughtsman's cell. He was * turned over
',

in prison slang.

n. To hand over (a business, a piece of property,

etc.) to another's ownership or control, orig. U.S.
1933 W. L. Cross Life 0/Sterne I. 175 Robert t>odsley

had just turned over the management of his business to his

brother. 1930 Publishers* Weekly 5 Apr. 1896 By retiring

and turning the business over to his son, I6id, 1917
Columbia Univetsity has just come into possession of the

famous collection of works on economics which Professor

K. R. A.Seligman..has turned over, .for a price of one-half,

or less, x^yt Harper s Mag. July 196 My German instinct

to care for my own child kept me from turning her over to

someone else.

1. Of the motor of an aeroplane.
i93<) B. Hall & J. J. Niles One Man's War 192 My

machine was ready the next day and she was a beauty.
The motor turned over more than any Ic Rhone I ever had
in the air.

78. Turn round, b. Of a ship that has reached

a port : To turn and make ready for the outward
voyage. (Cf. *Turn-bound.)
1928 Britain's Industr. Future {Lib. Ind. Iitq.") 1. 1. § 5. 11

The increased speed of merchant ships, and better port
facilities which enable ships to turn round more quickly.

Turn-. Add : turn-circle « turning circhy

*Tdbning vbl, sb. 13; turn-indicator Aviation
(see quot. 1930); turn-lock, a form of trunk lock

in which a turning bar takes the place of separate

fastenings; turn-meter, a turn-indicator which
shows quantitatively the rate of turn.

1927 Daily Express 33 Nov. 15 For the first time limits

were fixed for the overall length, the overhang, the *turn.

circle, and the weight of omnibuses and other vehicles. 19x9
Nature CIV, 183/2 A trustworthy *turn-indicator and un-
proved compass made accurate navigation through clouds
possible. 1930 P. M. Henshaw Air Quest. ^ Ansvj. 180 A
Turn Indicator is an instrument that warns a pilot when the
machine is turning right or left in circumstances (at night or

in a cloud) when he would not be aware of it. 1930 Daily
Express 30 July 4/(6), 3 pull-out drawers with locking bar,

'"turn lock, which eliminates stooping to open the trunk.

Tum-in. [f. vbl. phr. /*>/«/« i«(Tubnz/. 72).]
The edge of a dust-jaclvCt, folded over the side of
the book and turned inwards.
3931 N. fr Q- 28 Feb. 146/1 Showing the price on the ' spine

'

of the jacket, instead of at the foot of the front turn*in.

Turning, vbl. sb. 13. Add: turning-bar
(see turn-lock^ *TuRN-) ; turning circle (see

quot.).

1924 R. M. Ogdf.n tr. Koffkas Growth of Mind 167 The
simple *turning-bar lock._ 1928 Motor Man. (ed. 37) 219
* Turning circle.—The minimum diameter of circle within
which a car can be turned round completely.

Turnkey. Add: L b. A municipal employee
who turns water on and off at the main.
1927 W. E. CoLLiNSON Contemporary Engl, 90.

Turn-over- Add: B. tum-over\p-ord.,inold
Typogr,, = Catchword i.

1904 A. R. Waller Hobbes' Leviath. Note p. vij, The
turn-over words at the foot of tlic page have not been repro-
duced in the present edition.

TUTm-rOund. [f. vbl. phr. to turn round
(TuEN V. 78 b).] The turning of a ship in port and
getting ready for the outward voyage. Also attrib.

Z920 Glasgow Herald 16 Aug. 8 The strike has arisen from
a dispute about special payment for quick turn-round
voyages. Z939 Evening Netus 18 Nov. 5/5 In these cabin

ships the engines do not take up nearly as much space. . nor
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is it necessary to provide for such a rapid turn-round at the

terminal ports.

Turn-table- Add : 2. {/) In a gramophone,
a flat-topped rotating plate which carries the record

disk.

1913 G. F. RowELL Hints about Gramophone 34 After fix-

ing the needle in the sound-box and sctiins; the turntable
going, wait till it attains its full speed. 1921 P. A. Scholks
Learning to Listen by means o/Grainophone 157 The motor
sliould be wound up fully for each record played, in order
that the turntable can rotate at its normal and even speed,

1920 P. Wilson & Webb Mod. Gravtophones 240 'I'he turn-

table should fit tightly on the spindle. 1931 G. F. Jones
Sound-film Reproduction 1 In the sound-on-disc system,
each reel of film is accompanied by a 16-inch disc record,

which is placed on a turntable revolving with the projector.

Turpentinei sb. 4. Turpentine State 6^.^.

(earlier example).
1830 Mayne Reid Rijle Rangers vu (1853) 39 The danger

is, we may stick in the Turpentine State.

Turtle-back. 1. Add : Also see quot.

1906 Chambers's Jrnl. June 453/2 As each train arrives it

will be hauled by a steel rope, .up to the top of a long in-

cline, technically known as a * turtle-back '.

Tuscan. Add: B. j^. d. The golden-yellow

colour of Tuscan straw (see A. adj. d).

z^z^ Daily Mail 16 Apr. i Colours:, .Old Gold, Tuscan,
Mastic.

Tusk, J^.^ 3. Add: tusk-spread, the distance

from tusk to tusk.

X911 Chambers's Jrnl. 224 /2 [A boar] with a tusk-spread

of seventeen inches.

Tusser, tussore- Add ; 1. c. The creamy-

brown colour of tussore silk.

1923 Weekly Dispatch ii Feb. i6 In shades of Cream,
Tussore, Saxe. 1932 Sale Catal.^ Shades of irory, cream,
tussore or black.

Tut, V, (under Tut z«/.). Add : Hence Tut-
tu'tting vbl. sb.

1929 Priestley GoodComp. 1. i. 25 Ted.. was shaking bis

head and. .making a loud tut-tutting noise. 1930 — Angel
Pavement ii. 25 Mr. Smeeth's face fell at once, and he made
a tut-tut-tutting noise.

Tutor, V. Add : 5. intr. To study under a
tutor. U.S.
1921 R. D. Paink Co77ir, Rolling Ocean vi. 99 He tutored

for Princeton and flunked in freshman year.

Tutorial, a. Add: B. sb. At Oxford, a

period of individual instruction given by a college

tutor to pupils, either singly or in small groups.
1923 G. Saintsbury 2nd Scrap Bk. ay For ' Mods ' Logic

one went to Professor Wall's University lectures and Mr.
Sidgwick*s tutorials. 1928 Daily Express -aa Feb. 5/3 How
proud the young maiden is when she first dons her gown !

—

which must be worn when going to lectures and tutorials.

1932 C. Bailky in Handbk. Univ. Oxford 138 During term
e.ich man will attend a ' tutorial *, as post-war Oxford has
agreed to name it, at least once a week.

Tutti-frutti {Xu-niiTwHi). [It,, = all fruits.]

A confection made of different preserved fruits or

with various fruit-flavours. Also as adj., flavoured

with or containing various fruits.

1907 EscoFFiER Gidde Mod. Cookery 800 Coupes Tutti-

Frutti.

Tuxedo (toksrdf?). U.S. [Named after a
fashionable country club at Tuxedo Park, about 40
miles N.N.W. of New York.] A tailless evening

coat or dinner-jacket. In full Tuxedo coat, jacket.

1899 G. Ade Fables in Slang (1900) 130 A jimmy little

tuxedo. 1903 Susan Hale Lett. (1919)374 The young men
in Tuxedos, four-in-hands, panamas. 1924 P. lAK^Yj^Plctstic

^^<rx, The Tuxedo-clad upper-classmen. 1925 H.L. Foster
Trop. Tramp Toitrists 13, I hurried, dinnerless, to my room,
and climbed into my tuxedo. Ibid, 333 Dress coats and
tuxedo jackets were removed.

Twanka-paug^. An imitation of the wiry

sound of a banjo. Cf. *TWANKLE and TwANG.
1929 pRiESTLKY Good Cowpan. I. vi. This banjo was..

\i^\w%played. The night retreated hastily before its impu-
dent twanka-pang, twanka-pang.

TwanU.e. An imitation of the metallic sound
of the banjo. (In quot. reduplicated : cf. prec.)

1908 H. G.Wells ^«rz« *4:>ii.§ 3 He heard the twankle,
twankle of a banjo.

Twee (twi), a. [For tweeti infantile or affected

substitute for Sweet.] 'Sweet', dainty, chic.

1905 Punch 8 Mar. 178/1, */ call him perfectly twee 1

'

persisted Phyllis.

Tweedy (twf-di)» a. \l. Tweed + -x l.] Con-
sisting of or relating to tweed cloth; characterized

by or given to wearing tweeds.
191a Miss Buoughton Between Two Stools xiv, Iris stood

before them in tweedy hrevity of skirt and pertness of tam-
o-shanter. 1923 M. Arlen These Charming People^ Hunter
after Wild Beasts i, A tall, dark-looking man he was, and
elegant in a tweedy sort of way. 19*7 Sunday at Home
May 451/1 The man who asked was tweedy as to legs. 1928
Sunday Dispatch 5 Aug. 17/3 In Scottish country houses
you rarely get away from the tweedy atmosphere until the

afternoon has worn on.

Twelve, sb* Add : 3. C. A flower-pot eleven

inches in width, of which there are twelve in a *cast'.

1852 G. W. Johnson Cottage Gard. Diet. 392/2.

Twentieth, a. and sb. A. adj. 1. d. Add

:

Diamond-cutting (see quot.).

1903 W. R. Cattelle P?ecioits Stones 65 The * twentieth
century' is a new form of cutting lately introduced. The
number of facets is greater than in the brilliant-cut and they
are differently shaped and arranged.
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Twenty-firster (-fsustai). Univ. slang.

[f. twenty-first (sc. birthday) + *-'B.\K^^ The cele-

bration of a coming-of-age.
19x2 liis 17 Feb- 304/1 There always are, or seem to be,

celebrations of a sort on a twenly-firster.

Twenty-five. 1. Add : Also in hockey.
1895 Baitebsby Hockey 93 From the bully off until his

opponents* 'twenty-five* is invaded. Ibid. When the
' twenty-five ' flag is passed. 1912 E. H. Green & White
Hockey 19s, I may sometimes move a few yards over the half-

way line, but never right up to the other ' 25 ', as some fu.ssy

umpires do. 1930 Times 1^ Mar. 7/4 With 12 minutes to go,
Home worked his way to the German ' 25 ' and then sud-
denly sent in another long shot.

Twenty-four- Add: 3. (See quot.)
X5»25 C. R. CooPKR Lions'n' Tigers iii. 6i An over-worked

individual called the ' twenty-four man ', whose tjisk it is to
provide the circus with everything it needs, even to the meat
which is fed the carnivorous animals.

Twi (tjwi). Also Tshi (tj/). The chief lan-

guage of the Gold Coast and the peoples who speak
it (including the Ashanti).

^ 1874 J, G. Chkistaller Diet. Engl., Tshi eXc. p. iv, Tshi
is the prevailing language of the Gold Coast. Ibid, ix, In
the publications of the liasel Missionaries the language is

called Twi, pronounced as Chwee would be in English, 1920
A. W. Cardinall Natives N. Territ. Gold Coast 113 There
are in the Gold Coast and its dependencies, .two great
languages : Twi, ..and a language which in its simplest form
is spoken by the Moshi. 1931 — Tales told in Togoland 3
The Chakosi, an interesting tribe of Twi origin. Note^ The
principal tribes of the Gold Coast comprise the Twi-speaking
people ; Fanti, Ashanti [etc.].

Twi'ggery. [See -eey.] Twigs collectively.

192a Contcfiip. Rev. Feb. 255 Something that was not
merely discursive wooden twiggery. 1931 Obserrer 11 Oct.
26 In the winter of 1929 it was only the twiggery that was
killed. 'I'he main stems broke out into bud.. .The numerous
end-twigs do habitually suffer in winter. 1932 /bid. 9 Oct.

26/6 1 1 [sc. a bush of broom] has just existed, generally with
more brown than gieen twiggery about it.

Twilight, sb. 4. a. Add : Twilight sleep

[G. ddfnmerschlaf ifZ. J. Gauss)], partial narcosis

induced by treatment with scopolamine and mor-
phine in Older to lessen the pains of childbirth.

Z915 Hanna Rion {title) Painless childbirth in twilight

sleep. 192^ Boyle & Hewer Pract. Anaesthetics (ed. 3) 10
'I'he 'twilight sleep' effect of hyoscine combined with
morphine and atropine. 1924 A. R. Cushny Pharmacol.
(ed, S) 262 This narcosis has been used largely in labor, and
with success (* twilight sleep 'j. 1924 R. Kb\bi.e Recompence
viii. (1926) 188 She is founding a Twilight Sleep Hospital
for poor girls who are not married.

Twin, a. and sb. Add :

B. sb. 3. d. Short for twin aerial (sec *C. e).

1930 Times 14 Mar. 12/3 As soon as the B.B.C. 'twins
'

came into use and two wave-lengths were available.

C. Comb. a. tivin-en^'fu, -Jloat (seaplane),

-fuselage, -wire (aerial), b. twin-engined (aero-

plane), -tyred, e. twin aerial^ a twin-wire aerial.

1913 Wireless World June 211/2 The ordinary * *lwin

'

aerial used by the Marconi Company on most of their ship-

stations. 1931 igth Cent. Feb. 155 *Twin-engine Farman
' Goliath ' seaplanes. 2916 War Illustr. i Jan. 474/1 '1 he
*twin-cngined Caudron biplane. 1928 C F. S* Gamble
North Sea Air Station Introd. 8 A Short biplane, No. 39.

,

the first twin-engined machine that ever flew. 1930 Martnng
Post 13 Aug. 12 Five twin-engined Sidestrands. 1928 C. F.S.
Gamble North Sea A ir Station x. 147 All these seaplanes .

.

were 'twin-float machines built witli folding wings of wide
span and narrow gap. 1031 Statesman (Calcutta) 5 Dec,
Relieved of the ' drag ' of the normal-sized twin-float under-
carriage the machine's speed.. is greatly increased. 1931
jgth Cent. Feb. 159 The *twin-fuselage Bl^riot 125 mono-
plane. 1916 Chamiers^s Jrnl. Dec. 829/1 The "twin-tired

commercial vehicle, 1914 Wireless World Feb. 716 If it

\sc. an aerial] is a *twin-wire. .it would tune, with the same
coil, to a longer wave. 1926 E. H. Chapman Illustr. Wireless
Dict.f Twin-wire aerial, a double wire aerial.

TwinMe, sb. Add : 4. A dance- step. Also
twinkle step. {Disused.)
1920 A. E. W. SIason Summons xxi, ' Do you know the

fox-trot?' *A little.' *The twinkle step?' 'Not at all.*

1927 Daily Express 9 Sept. 8/3 A liberal use of ' The
Twinkle', a step which Is most attractive when danced to

the slow music.

Twinkle, ^-^ Add : 4. Dancing. To perform

tlie twinkle step. {Disused.)
1920 Punch 10 Nov. 366/2 Cliassie to the left, two steps

forward, two steps back, twinkle each way. Ibid., I quite

eiijoyed tliat twinkling business.

Twirl, sb. Add : C. A skeleton key, Cf.

*TwiULEH b. Thieves* slang.

1923 J. C. Goodwin Sidelights xxvi. 165 In the rocHn Bill

cracked with his twills we piped a pater.

Twirler. Add : b. A skeleton key, Cf. *Twibl
sb. c. Thieves* slang.

X92X J. C. Goodwin in Chambers's Jnd. 680/1 Skeleton-

keys, or * twirlers ', as the thieving fraternity call them. 1923
— Sidelights iv. 36 He can use a * twirler', or skeleton key.

Twist, sb."^ 15. Add : A spiral ornament in

the stem of a wine-glass. Usually with defining

word, esp. air, enamel twist ; and these collocations

are used attrib. to qualify stem ot glass.

1897 A. Hartshorne Old Engl. Glasses 275 The stems are

of opaque-white twists of many threads. 19x6 J. S. Lewis
Old Glass 62 The air-twist probably began with a ' tear \

X922 H. J. PowRLL Glass-making in Eug. (1523) 49 It has

been usually supposed that the stem conUining air twists

preceded the stem containing twists of enamel threads.

Ibid. 61 A goblet with enamel-twist stem. 1927 W. A.

Thorpe Engl, if Ir. Glass iS EnameUtwists in white ot
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coloured enamels. . . The more complicated and objectionable
colour-twists are commonest about 1760-70. 1930 T. Rohan
Old Glass Benuti/ul "jo Air Twist Stem Glasses , . a charm-
ing glass with two artistic twists^ one inside the other. Ibid,

72 A Norwich twist glass.

Twist, V, Add : 12. d. Insurance, To induce

(a person) to drop a policy in dne company and
take out a new one in another. U.S,
X906 iV. Y. Eventing Post 20 Jan., By ' twisting * is meant

the persuading of policy holders in one company to transfer
their insurance to another.

Twisted, ///. a. 3. Add : Of tlie stem of

a wine-glass : Having a spiral ornament inside.

See *T\visT sb}- 15.

X897 A. Hartshorne Old Engl. Classes 61 The glasses
which we know generically as those with * twisted stems \
that is, with thin air-threads, and opaque white spiral lines
in their standards. 1916 J. S. l^^vjis Old Glass ji Thestem
being sometimes plain, oftener air-twisted, and sometimes
opaque-twisted. 1929 W. A. Thorpe Hist. Engl. <5- Ir. Glass
I. 199 Uetween 1714 and 1745. .twisted stems are rare.

Twister, sh. Add : 4. f. A dishonest person,

a crook, slang.

1915 Film Flashes 4 Dec t 'Twisters* who endeavour to
put German films in the picture houses, under the pretext
that they were made in a neutral. Continental countr>-. X9a8
Ohseiveri July 15/3 It is certain that Scotland Yard never
faced, and never will, two such adequate twisters.

g. A grossly exaggerated tale ; a lie.

1873 [see 6 in Diet.).

6. Also, a blow which makes the victim twist or
writhe, dial, and U.S.
x886 Elworthy IV. Somerset XVord.&k.^ T-wister.

.

, a blow
with a whip or other instrument, such as to make the victim
twist or writhe. 18^ G. Ade Artie vi. 55 That's what
knocked me the twister. 1910 Sanger Seventy Yrs. a
Shtnvtnan (1927) 131, 1 got a twister well home under his

ribs.

8. Insttrance. A policy-holder who drops a policy

in one company to take out a new one in another.

U.S. (Cf. *TwiST », 13 d.)

1924 Webstes Addenda.

Twistical, a. U.S, (Earlier example.)
1806 FiissENDKN Democracy Unveiledn. 114 Certain sages,

learu'd and twistical.

Twistify (twi-stifai), v. ff. Twisty a, + -Fr,

Cf. TwisTiFiCATlON.] tram. To make twisty {lit.

andyff.).
1835 R. M. Bird Hatuks of Hawk-koliotv xix. 354 The

path is astonishing twistified, and not fit for horse. 1845 in

C. Ci»t Cincinnati Misc. 167, I knew, .an individtial,.who

possessed this twistifying talent in high perfection...Many
amusing stories of his faculty of shifting have been told me
of this worthy.

Twisty, a. Add : » *Twi8TKD ppl. a. 3.

1939 L. P. Hartley in Mercury Story Bk. •2qI£> The glasses

with twisty stems were there.

Twitch., z*-^ 8. Add : Said ofa smile. Cf. next.

1930 * Sapier ' Finger 0/Fate 31 The faintest suspicion of

a smile would twitch round his lips.

Twitchy, a.^ 1* Add: Said of a smile.

19x4 W. M. Raike Troubled Waters xx. 221 When she

said goodbye to him it was with a wan twitchy little smile

on her face.

Two, O" and sb. Add : B. I, adj, L No two
ways about it : see Wat sb."^ 14J.
II. sb, 2. h. A portrait group of two persons,

X931 N. ^ Q,t June 410/1 Webb .showed rac, not only

many portraits of well-known actors in character, .. but

*two»,' ' fours, 'and 'sixes,' to use a technicality describing

the number of characters printed on each sheet.

L A flower-pot eighteen inches in width, of

which there are two in a * cast *.

i8s« G. W. JoH.ssoN CottageGard. Diet, y^t/i.

XV. Comb, Add : 1. a. two-bearing, -drift

(*Dbift sb. 2 f), -electrode^ -power^ -seat, -stripe.

b. two-decked^ -engined. C. two-pkaser, -slider,

-striper, -valver. e. iwo-and-two (see I. 2 d),

iwO'Cum-dicky , two-in-onenesSj two-to-otie.

x86i *R. Habbington' Swimming Pref. p. iii, They [y^r.

school cliildrenl often passed a river when out for a miser-

able •iwo-aiid-two walk- 1923 Times 20 June 8/5 A short

•two-bearing auxiliary shaft. Wd., •Two<um-dickey seated

models of the ii-h.p. class. \^^Man.Seamansliip/orBoys
2 A "two-decked ship. So named from having two gun

decks below the upper deck. 19*6 H. Macpherson Mod,
AstroH. 156 The results of this study of sUrs of very large

proper motion, scattered all over the sky, were strongly in

support of the •two-drift hypothesis. 193X Wireless World
IX. 187/1 The two-electrode Fleming valve. 1931 /9M
Cent. Feb, 154 ITie standard *two-engincd type. 1895

Hardy Jude the Obscure vi, ii. 404 O my comrade, our

perfect union—our *two-in-onciiess—is now stained with

blood 1 291a G. Kapp Electricity viL 187 A machine of

this kind, which from the same armature gives two inde-

pendent currents dbplaced by a quarter period, is called a

**two-phaser *. 1901 To-Day it Sept. 280 'In men and

»hips ' ne tells us 'the Uritish Navy is distinctly above the

•two-Power standard*. 1903 Work it Apr. i55''3 An up-

to-date 'two-scat petrol car. 19*5 P. J. Kisdon Crystal

Receivers 16 A *two-slider tuner enables a large amount of

inductance to be employed in the receiver circuit. 1919 in

F. A. Pottle Stretchers (1930) 334 About fifty attached

•two-stripe men. 19*5 E. Fhaser & Gibbons Soldier 4-

Sailor Words, Striper {'Two ..), a Lieutenant.. R. N. A
Navy colloquial expression. i9»8 Daily Tel. 24 July 8/7

Our captain, a merry-eyed * two-s(riper.' 1910 Motor Man.
iii. (ed. 12) 75 The layshaft is driven by a chain instead of

the usual *two-to-ono gear wheels, xgrj Radio Times 16

Dec. 581/3 Mr. Smith, teoior, proud possessor of a new
*two-valvcr.

299

2. two-bit a, U.S., of the value of a quarter of
a dollar; two-by-four U.S., a post or batten
measuring 3 by 4 inches; two-eyed stance, in

Cricket (see quot. 1924) ; also two-eye stance ; two-
fisted, two-forty U.S. (earlier examples) ; two-
jump Bridge (see quot,); two-odd, the winning
of two tricks over six ; two-piece (suit, garment,
etc.), coat and skirt, or coat and dress, of the same
material or meant to be worn together ; two-place,
-placer, of an aeroplane = *Two-SEATEit ; two-
spot U.S., (a) a playing card with two pips, a
deuce ; also^^. ; (b) a two-dollar bill ; two-step
V. intr., to dance a two-step; two-suit Whist
and Bridge, a suit in which the player has only two
cards ; two-suiter Bridge (see quot, 1928) ; two-
up U.S, (see quot.).

1938 S. Lewis Matt Who Knezv Coolidge i. 51 There's a
man . .always got a good story and a *two-bit cigar for you.
1916 'B.M. Bower* Phantom Herd v, 77 Houses. .bald
behind as board fences save where * two-by-fours braced them
from falling. 1918 in F. A. Pottle Stretchers (1930) 261
Trying to set fire to a two-by-four over the candle. 1926
Ladies' Home yml. June 15 Stiff and unyielding as a two-
by-four. 1927 Observer \g }nnc ^27/6 What was known as
the *two-cye stance is less in use than it was. 1924 A. C.
Maclaren Cricket Old ^ AVivviii. 73 What is called *the
*two-eyed stance', or the turn of the head to enable the
batsman to see the ball with as full a face as possible but
without taking the left shoulder off the line of the ball. 1931
E. H. D. Sbweli. Cricket Up-to-date 38, 1 object to the blade
of the bat to be facing the batsman's pads and consider the
' two-eyed ' stance is here a little too prominent. 1774 P. V.
FiTHiAN yml. (1900) 223 He was Director, and appointed
a sturdy "two fisted Gentleman to open the Ball with Mrs.
Tayloe. X855 M. M. Thompson Doesiicks \\. 20 I had in.

troduced..a team of '*two-forty ' reindeers, 1928 Work CV«-
tract Bridge ^o I'he partner with jumping strength., should
bid three or four of the requested suit in which he is the
longer ; three being aone-jump and foura*two-jump. Ibid.
11 From a partial score of 35 it takes four-odd of a Minor
or three-odd of a Major to go game; from a score of 40
it would take only three-odd and *two-odd respectively.

1929 — Compl. Contract Bridge iv, 43 Declarer would be
apt to make just two-odd : two Spades, two Hearts, three
Diamonds and one Club. 19x0 * O. Henry * Rolling Stones
{1915) IJ4 A rather welUfitting *two.piece gray suit. 1923
Queen 18 Oct. p. viii, Original Two-Piece Wool Suit in
attractive new design. 1925 Scribner*s Mag. Sept. 29 Advt.,
A two-piece knitted frock of Australian zephyr balbriggan.
1930 Daily Tel. i Dec. 15/7 Two-piece in diagonal cloth.

1916 B. Hall & J, J. Niles One MatCs War (1929) 160
He was flying a "two-place fighter. Ibid. 190 It wasn't
long until Luf spied a *two-placer. 1885 Narragansett
Hist. Reg. III. 213 We were shown a play-card, the *two-
spot of clubs. 189I6 G. Ade Artie vl 50 You're nothin' but
a two-spot. x9d8 G. H, Lorimer J. Sfiurlock iv. 77 Right
there I made St. Anthony look like a two-spot, a X909 ' O.
Henby' Roads of Destiny xviii. 305 We get the heelers out
with the crackly two-spots. 1913 Kipling Diversity cf
Creatures {igfj) 190 The sexton, embraced by the landlord,
*two-stcpped out of the pub-door. X916 H. G. Wells Mr.
Britling II. iu § II Always before, Christmas had been a
time of much gaiety and dressing up and prancing and two-
stepping at the Dower House. 1924 ' L. Malet' Dogs oj
Want V. § 2 For over four hours a mixed multitude ..had
one-stepped, two-stepped, hesitation-valsed, and fox-trotted.

1929 S. Lewis Dodsworth i. 9 The aristocracy of Zenith
were dancing.. .They two-stepped on the wide porch. x868
Westm. Papers 10 Leading from single cards, leading
from Ace and another, leading from a *two-suit. 1928 Work
Contract Bridge ^9 note, A biddal>le ' *two-suiter ' in Brids^e
is a hand containing two suits either of which (supported by
the other) is strong enough for an initial bid. 1929 — Compl.
Contract Bridge iii. 16 It prevents the showing of lioth suits

of a two-suiter after the partner has supported the first suit.

X931 Amer. Speech Oct. 47 The men who drive the*four-up ',

the four mule teams, are * higher ' than the * *two-up drivers *.

Two-er (tw-si). Cricket. [-Eitl.] A hit for two.
189s H.G. Hutchinson/'. Steele 1.28 The old man., failed

to field it, and they ran a two-er, amidst applause.

Twopenny, a, and j^. Add : B. sb. 4. A
jocular term ior the head; in phr. 'tuck in your
twopenny', as in the game of leap-frog.

1859 Slang Diet., Tivofienny, the head ;
' tuck in your two-

penny *, bend down your head. 1889 W. S. Gilbert Gondo-
liers II, A Lord High Archbishop might tell a Lord High
Chancellor to tuck in hb tuppenny, but certainly not a cook.
1906 Galsworthy Man ofProperty \\\. iv. Ifthe fellow meant
to put his 'twopenny' under a bus, he would stop it if he
could

!

Two pennyworth (twpe-niwi^j))), contr.

two-pennortb , -penn'orth (-pe*naij)). A s

much as is worth or costs two pence ; fig, a small

or contemptible amount. See Pennyworth.
X85X Mavhew Lond. Labour I. 75/2 Two penn'orth for

a whet. x86s ' L. Carroll' Alice's Adv. Wonderland x,

Who would not give all else for two p [rhyme with 'soup ']

ennyworth only of beautiful Soup? 1870 Punch 5 Nov.
194/1, 1 walked down the street with just twopenn'orth of
swagger on. X896 G. B, Shaw Let. to Ellen Terry 5 Dec,
You thought two pennorth of flattery all that the occasion
demanded. 1909 London Mag. XXI. 567/1 In the centre

there are usually twopenn'orth of trees inside a railing.

Two-seater. [Two IV. i c, Seater 2, and
Suppl.] A motor car or aeroplane with a seat for

two persons ; in Australia, with two double scats.

Also more fully two-seater car, taxi, etc.

X906 (see Seater 2]. X9x> Motor as June 70 Wolseley,

6 h.p., two-seater car, 1917 Chambers s yml. Christmas
No. 44 Jessie spent her off-evenings in the lieutenant's two-
seater. 1923 Daily Mail 10 Feb. 7 A two-seater car. 1926
.spectator 10 Apr. 659/1 A two-seater taxi. 1929 Vacuell

TYBANNOSAUBUS.
Virgin vii. 122 As it's a two-seater, we can't invite you and
June to join us. 1931 Daily Express 31 Jan. 7/4 The two-
seater airplane which crashed in Bushy Park.

Two-storied, a. [Story j^.2] Having two
storeys.

1B54 Maria S. Cummins Lamplighter iii, A decent two-
storied house. X878 [see Two IV. il.

Two-story, a. = prec.
X803 Steele Papers I. 395 A tolerable two Story House.

X833 B. SiLLiMAN Man. Sugar Cane 30 The Sugar house is

a high two story building. x866 A. D. Richardson Secret
Service ii. 38 We took a two-story car of the Baronne street
railway. 1880 [see Two IV. i]. X929 Shelton Salt-box
House ii. 23 Queen Anne laid a tax on all two-story houses
in the colonies.

Tybumia (taibfJunia). [mod.L., f. Tyborn;
cf. Belgravia.'] A literary name for the residential

district running along tlie Bayswater Road from
Marble Arcli to Lancaster Gate.
1865 Slnng Diet., Tybumia, the Portman and Grosvenor

Square districts. It is facetiously divided by the Londoners
into ' Tybumia Felix ', 'Tyburnia Deserta ', and 'Tyburnia
Snobbica'. X878 A. J. C. Hare Walks in London II. 104
Tyburn still gives a name to the white streets and squares
of Tyburnia, which are wholly devoid of interest or beauty.
1896 J. AsHTON Hyde Park 276 Tyburnia is that part of
London bounded south by the Bayswater Road, east by the
Edgware Road, and the west includes Lancaster Gate,

Tychism (tsi-kiz'm). [f. Gr. Tvxri chance

+

-ISM ; so F, tychisme, G. iychismits.'] A theory
that makes chance the operative principle in the
universe.
x89a C. S. Peirce in Monism II. 533, I argued further in

favor of that way of thinking, which it will be convenient
to christen tychism. X9I3 Hastings's Encycl. Rclig. <5-

Ethics VI. 125/2 The world is an airetpoi', and chance
governs all... This 'Tychism', however, errs in overlooking
the persistence of character. X9a6 J. hAiRD Study i7i Moral
Theory viii. 173 The theory that every event (including
every action) is necessary (or must occur precisely as it docs
occur) I shall call determinism.. .The opposite theory I shall

call tychism, such tychism being either general or restricted.

Type* sb.'^ 10. type-casting, -foundry, -setting

(earlier U.S. examples).
1864T. L. Nichols i^?r/y Vrs. Amer.Li/e I. 381 By the use

of *type-casting machines a workman can cast ninety brevier

xS6^ T. L. Nichols Forty Vrs. Amer. Life I. 265 Type-
setting machines.

TypejZ'- Add: 5. Med. To compare (samples
of blood for transfusion) in order to determine the

compatibility of the blood of the donor for trans-

fusion to that of the receptor.

1937 H. W. Jones xn Osier's Mod. Med. (ed. 3) V. 191 The
institution of blood typing has made the operation of blood
transfusion reasonably safe. 1931 Bellincham-Smith &
Feiling Mod. Med. Treatment I. 422 For purposes ofblood
typing, stock or standard sera 2 and 3 are required. Ibid.

423 A drop of donor*s cells and patient's serum are then
taken on one slide, . . and both are examined for agglutination
as in the typing method.

Typological, «. 3. Add : Now in wider use :

Pertaining to typology or to archseological types.
X913 E. T. Leeds Anglo'Saxon Settlements 28 A large

amount of information can be obtained from the purely
typological method. X9a9 V. G. Childe Danube in Pre-
history 346 By correlating the several stages in theevolution
of celts, daggers,. .&c.. .it is possible to divide the Bronze
Age up into several typological phases. 1930 S. Casson
Archxol. 46 In the exhibition of specimens excavational evi-

dence, as well as the less reliable typological classifications,

should always be given their full value.

Hence Typolo'g'ically adv., in regard to the types

exhibited by remains and specimens,
1983 R. A. Smith B.M. Guide to Auglo'Saxon Antig, 38

Other groups of brooches that can be arranged typoiogically,

that is, in the supposed order ofevolution. 1988 V. G. Childe
Most Anc. East viii. 187 In typoiogically late specimens the
opening is enlarged by cutting, xpag Bull. Bd. Celtic Studies
IV. 370 The brooch. .is typoiogically of Phase A.

Typology- Add : 3. Arcksp.ol. The classifica-

tion of remains and specimens according to the

type they exhibit and its evolution, etc. [After G.]
x886 Academy 8 May 333/1 In his former publications the

learned writer gave too high a place to typology. 1929 V. G.
Childe Danube in Pre-historyp. vii, VVheresiratigraphical
or geological evidence is lacking, we must have recourse to

typology. This depends on the assumption that types
evolved (or degenerated) regularly. 1930S. Casson y4rc/rarfl/.

43 Even after Scliliemann archxologists are to be found wlio

will still prefer a typology which is established by a priori
methods.

Tyrannis (tirscnis), GreeJk Hist. [L., a. Gr.

Tvpavvis rule of a despot.] = Tyuanny i.

X910 E. M. Walker in Encycl. Brit. XII, 446/2 Between
the Roman principate and the Greek tyrannis there arc

two essential difretences. X9X0 Clasgotv Herald 6 Apr. 6
D'Annunzio.. proceeded to establish a tyrannis quite on the

classical model.

TyrannosaumS (tirsen^sg-ri/s). Also angli-

cized tyxa'nnosaur. [mod.L., f. Tyranno--!-

Saurus.] a very large dinosaur, discovered in

Montana, U.S.A., in 1903.
1910 H. N. Hutchinson Extinct Monsters 139 By far the

greatest of all the carnivorous Dinosaui-s was the huge and
fierce beast known now as Tyrannosaurus rex. 1927 Haldane
& HuxLKV Anim. Biol. xi. 240 The Tyrannosaur [was
adapted] for preying on large animals. Ibid. xiii. 314 The
Tyrannosaurus, which stood over twenty feet high.



u
XJ, 2. C. (Earlier example.)

1873 J. H. Beadle Undevd. West xxv. 521 Four miles

from Wingaic the valley makes a great U to the northward.

4. U.S.S.R. = Union of Socialist Soviet Republics.

J917 igtk Cent. Nov, 653 The mass executions, mass tor-

tures, mass deportations, that have been taking place almost
daily in the U.S.S.R. for ten painful years.

TTbiciuist. 2. (Earlier example.)
1658 J. MuMFORD Question o/Quesiioiis 13 Theyr cheife

permanent Sects were, the Anttnomians, Osiandrians, Major-
ists,..PsefFri!igians, Ubiquists.

tT-boat. (Examples.)
19x6 Titties II July 6/4 The U boat is stated to be un-

armed. 1918 Glasgow Herald 27 Aug. 4/6 The Maura
Cabinet will stand firm in its attitude towards Germany on
the question of the U-boat sinkings. 19x8 CoAtPTON Mac-
kenzie Extremes Meet 11^ I'm frightened of what the
Germans will do presently with their U-boats.

TTglifier (w'glifaiai). [f. Uglify + -eb 1.] A
person who makes himself appear ugly.

193X Observer 27 Sept. 15/3 Mr. Harold Walden belongs

to the ugHfiers and wears the lethal look beloved of clowns.

UgTO-- Add : Vgro-Finn,
1862 Temple Bar tiov. 549 The Ugro-Fins, whom ihey

have driven northwards, 1^0 Sayce Introd. Set. Lang.
II. viii. 190 It is more than doubtful whether we can class

the Mongols physically with the Turkish-Tartars or the
Ugro-Finns.

ITkuleld (y«k3U'*h'). Also eukaleli, ukalele,

ukelele. [Native name.] A four-stringed

Hawaiian guitar.

1900 Century M(tg, June 164/3 Kolomono.. holds the
ukulele, a stringed instrument which may or may not be in-

digenous to the island. 19x3 R. Brooke ColL Poems iigi8)

28 Somewhere an eukaleli thrills and cries And stabs with

pain the night's brown savagery. 1920 P. G. Wodehouse
Damsel in Distress vi. 93 You see the handsome sophomore
from Yale sitting beside her.. playing the ukalele. 1923
Glasgow Herald 19 Mar. 8/7 Those two seductive Hawaiian
instruments, the ukelele and the steel guitar. 1926 Spectator
13 Feb. 267/2 They rarely played the tom-tom and never
the ukulele.

Ule, ulli : see *Hule.

UliCOXl. Also ulichan.
1849 A. Ross Adv, Oregon River vi. (1904) 108 A small

6sh resembling the smelt or herring, known by the name of

ulichan.

Ulsterette. (Earlier example.)
i88i J. W. BuEL Border Outlaws 187 Each [was] wearing

a long linen ulsterette over a heavy fall coat.

Xntiina (»*ltima). [L. ultima (sc. syliaba),

fern, of uUimus last.] The last syllable of a word.
1913 J. M. Jones Welsh Gram. 42, ivj in the ultima fol-

lowed by a consonant is xu).

Ultra-. Add : 5. Denoting instruments adapted
for very minute measurements, observations, etc, as

ultra-micrometerJ -microscope.

1910 Practitioner Feb. 229 l"he paraboloidal immersion
condenser and the reflecting immersion condenser, popularly
called the 'ultra microscope*.

_ r^^ Daily £^-r/r«j22 June
6 Such instruments as the seismograph, ultra-micrometer,
and torsion balance;

TXltraiaontane. A. sb. 1. b. (Earlier ex-

ample.)
1847 E. H. Thompson Unity of Episcopate iv. 208 How

much stronger ought Mr. A. to feel such a condemnation to
be than that of an ultramontane.

Ultrasonic (oltrasf?-nik), a. and sb, [f. Ultba-
+ Sonic] a. adj. That is beyond the range of

normal audibility, b. sb, pi, Sound waves having
too high frequencies to be audible.
z^A Encycl. Brit, III. 592/1 The utilisation of ultra-

sonic waves by Professor Langevin..in connection with
deep-sea sounding. 1931 Nature 2t Feb. 284/2 Disturbances
of the same type as sound waves but having frequencies
exceeding^ 20,000 vibrations per second are termed ultrasonic.
..Prof. ij. h. Hopwood discussed ultra-sonics or inaudible
sounds.

Ultra-violet,^. (See Ultra- i c.) Also used
in therapeutics and photography. Hence ultra-
violet-ray V. trans,, to submit to ultra-violet-ray

treatment.

190^ Scienee Si/tings 12 Mar. 320/2 These ultra-violet rays
..are most efTectivc in the treatment of such diseases as
tuberculosis of the skin, i.e,, lupus. 1926 Encycl. Brit. 1 1.

859/2 Ulira-viojet rays act on a complex alcohol, cholesterol,
present widely in thebody and also in the skin, so as to confer
on it the anti-rachitic action of the vitamin. 1918 Gals-
worthy Swan Song i. xi. 84 They talk about these ultra-
violet rays. Plain sunshine used to Ijc good enough. 19x9
Martindale Risen Sun 175 Our talk l^ted chiefly while 1

was being ultra- violet-rayed.

Ulaln. Also ul-ul-loo. (Earlier example.)
1834 Knickerbocker Mag. IV. 15 Well may they raise the

ul-ul-loo.

Ulys (y«'lis). [Coined by W. de la Mare.] An
imaginary flower.

XQxa W. DE LA Mare The Mountaius (1920) 1. 152 The icy
hills far off from me With frosty ulys overgrown.

Umberell, U.S. var. Umbrell.
1910 G. B. McCuTCHEON Rose in Ring i. i. 5 The drizzling

rain.. blew softly into the faces of the few who enjoyed the
lu.vury of 'umberells *.

Umbrell. (Earlier U.S. example.)
i8t6 U. Brown Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. XI. 151

Never was as wet in xay clothing, through great coat,

umbrell and all.

Umbrella. 10. Add : umbrella aerial, an
aerial in which the wires are arranged like the ribs

of an umbrella ; umbrella-lamp, a lamp having
an umbrella-like shade.
1913 Wireless World Apr. p. xxv/2 The aerial wires are

arranged to act as stays for the mast, forming what is known
as an * *umbrella ' aerial. i^s6 R. W. Huichinson Wireless

163 Another type of aerial is the umbrella type. 1893 Kate
D. WicGiN Polly Oliver i. 16 There was an *umbrella-lamp
bestowed by a boarderwhom Mrs, Oliver had nursed through
typhoid fever.

Umpteen (^'m^trn). coiloq. Also umteen.
[f. *Ump(ty -i- Teen.] An indefinite number; many.
X918 McCuDDEN Five Yrs. R.F.CioZ, I was very keen to

get back over the line again, as there were umpteen Huns
about. 1922 Public Opinion 11 Jan. 48/2, I entered into it

and prepared to drop umieen floors. 1923 Blackw. Mag.
Apr. 444/2 That means about as many changes of undies as

you possess and umpteen pairs ofstockings. x^-^o Publishers'

Circular 8 Mar. 333/1 You can get any book you require
from any of our umpteen branches.

Hence 'tT'2u(p)teeuth a,

X918 E. A. Mackintosh War, the Liberator ggThz.t^s the

umpteenth Bosche that I've killed to-day. 1921 Blackw,
Mag, Apr. 475/r It was our umtcenth breakdown. 1924
Galsworthy White Monkey \\i. U, i can lie to the lunteenth
when there's no harm in it.

Um.pty (»'mPti). coiloq, [Signallers* slang for

' dash ', used in reading morse.] An indefinite,

fairly large, number.
1917 P. Macgill Gt, Push xii. 250 When I go back to

blighty I'll go to bed and I'll not get up for unipty-eleven

months. 1923 Daily Mail 3 Sept. i Advt., Umpteen to

umpty Fahrenheit, Wolsey keeps you comfy, quite.

UualiveyA. Add: b. Dead-looking; sluggish;

lifeless.

1925 Derping Tky'ee Rooms ii, The girl was so flame-like

and yet so unaUve.

Unave-rtible, variant of Uxavertable.
1897 J. L. Allen Choir [nvis. vi, Their own inexplicable

tombs, their own unavertible ruins.

Unbo'bbedi ///. a, [Un- 8.] That is not

bobbed.
i^xy Blackzv. Mag. Nov. 601/1 By her own account the

only unbobbed head in Hampstead.

Unbooked, ppl. a. Add : C. Not provided

with books ; in quot. absol,

1926 Publishers* Weekly 22 May 1716/1 The question of
reaching the unbooked.

Unbo'soming, vbl. sb, [-ing^.] The action

of the verb Unbosom.
1910 Blackw. Mag, Jan. 57 And with a voice of growmg

strength renewed His vague unbosomings.

Unbranning, vbl. sb. (Earlier example.)
1847 Rep. U.S. Comm, Patents (1848) 373 In addition to

the unbraning of the beriy, the wheat undergoes an opera-
lion [etc.].

Uncbarter, v, [Un- 2 3.] trans. To deprive

(an institution, etc) of its charter.

19x8 Daily Tel. 17 Apr. 10/3 It is one thing to supersede
Boards of Guardians..; it is another to uncharter a county
borough.

Uncbartered, ///. a, 2. (Earlier example.)
x8i2 Niies* Weekly Keg. II. 19/2 Those planters.. who

should place confidence in the paper of unchartered banks.

Unohildish, a. (Recent example.)

1925 A. Walev tr. Murasaki's Tale 0/ Genji I. 141 The
girl, who had been watching the nun's face with a strange
unchildish intensity.

Uncivilized, ppL a. Also absol.

1900 Deniker Races 0/ Men (ed. 2) vii, 251 Among the

uncivilised, it is not a question of absolute right, of absolute

morality.

Uncleared, ppl^ a. 2. (Earlier example.)
X744 F. Moore Fty. Georgia 97 These uncleared lots are

a nuisance to their neighbors.

TJnco gui'dism. [f. Uftco guid Unco B, b +
-ISM.] The conduct or character of the 'uncoguid*.
1889 *

J. S. Wintp:r ' I^Irs. Bob i. (1891) 7 His sisters were
a judicious combination of unco* guidism and tempered
world liness.

Unconditioned, ppl. a. Add : 2. b. Psyck.

Of reflexes: Inborn; not conditioned.

1927 G. V. Anrep tr. Pavlov's Conditioned Reflexes \\. 35,

I have termed this new group of reflexes conditioned re-

flexes to distinguish them from the inborn or unconditioned
reflexes.

TTnccnscient, a. [Un- i 7.] That is not con-

scient. So TTnco'nsciently adv.
1929 Bridges Test. Beauty ii, 316 So, tho' slowly and un-

consciently, he remembereth. Ibid. iv. 1058 Like as in un-
conscient things whence conscience came, tbb is also thru*

out conscicnt life.

Unconscious, a, 2. (Later examples; also

absol. = * unconscious mind '.)

1920 W. H. R. Rivers Instinct Sf the Unconscious iv. 33
It will . . be convenient to limit the use of the term * the un-
conscious '..to those earlier forms of mental activity and
mental experience which have not been capable of utiliza-

tion by the process of fusion. 19x4 W. B. Sf.lbie Psychol,
Relig. 76 One of the most characteristic features of ihe so-

called New Psychology is the stress laid on the hj'potliesis

of a subconscious or unconscious mind. 1925 Joad Mind 4-

Matter iv. 111 This greater part is known as the uncon-
scious mind, or simply as 'the unconscious '. The theory
of tlie unconscious is based mainly on the work of. . Freud.

UnCOnsiderablCf a, (Modern example.)
19x4 W. J. Locke Fortunate Youth i. 19 Sky and grass

and trees and white mass of ladies. .and unconsiderable
men and boys became a shimmering blur.

Uncalled,///, a. (Earlier and later examples.)
1661 Maryland Hist. Mag. VIII. 7 They found two more

hogsheads with ground leaves and unculled tobacco. z89a

Rep. Vermont Bd. Agric, XII. 121 In the value of its timber
and unculled wood lands, Essex County is ahead of many
otlier Counties.

Undenominationalist. (Earlier example.)
1879 T. Lkgge in A. Peel Lett. Victorian Editor (1929)

323 yomerviile Hall will belong to the undenominationaltsts.

Under, prep. Add : 14. f. Attended by or in

(conditions, circumstances, etc.) of a specified

character,

1894 Academy XLV. 94/2 He has failed to realise the

diversiform conditions under which these writings came into

being. 1898 P. H. Colomb Mem, Sir A. Cooper Key Pref.

vi, Under war conditions bis name might have stood on the

roll of great admirals.

Under-arm, «. Add : 3. Lawn Tennis, Of
a service or stroke : Made by swinging the racket

below shoulder-level,

1929 W. E. CoLLiNSON spoken Engl. 90,

4. Carried under the arm.
1927 Glasgow Herald ii Jan. 8 Whatever she carries about

with her she keeps in an attach^ case, an ' under-arm bag '1

or some other receptacle.

Underbed. (U.S. examples.)
1778 Coll. N: H. Hist. Soc. IX. 108 We have cut up all the

sheets, table cloths, underbeds, towels, &c. 1868 G. G.
Channing Recoil. Ne-wport 254 The bed or undcr-bed of
straw was laid on cords, and the feather bed above.

U-nder-bid, sb. Bridge, [f. the vb.] A bid

of a number of tricks insufficient to surpass the

previous bid.

i9a3 Daily Mail 6 Oct. 6/4 The under-bid of 3 spades Is

automatically raised to 3 spades.

Underbid, v. Add : 4. Bridge, To bid less

on (a hand) than its strength warrants.
X9<^ R. F. Foster Auction Bridge 29 It is a mistake to

underbid the hand.

Underbidder. Add: 2. Bridge, A player

who under-bids.
i9»3 Daily Mail 6 Oct. 6/4 The partner of the under-

bidder whose call has been rectified cannot make any further
bid unless the opponents double or over-bid.

Underbit. 6^^. An earmark to indicate

ownership made on the lower part of the ear of

cattle.

1837 Knickerbocker Mag. X. 408 The young bridegroom
boasted that he had taken an ' under bit out of his left ear ',

1869 Overland Monthly III. 126 A red mulley cow, with a
crop and an underbit in the right tear].

Underbrnsll, sb. (Earlier U.S. example.)
1775 Essex Inst, Hist. Coll. L 107 The fire ran among the

leaves and dry underbrush for upwards of a mile.

Underbush., sb. (Earlier example.)
1867 tr. Outranges' Life St. Austin x. 97 Others grafting

fruit trees, or thinning the underbush.

U'nder-call, sb» Bridge, [Under- i lo b.]

= *Under-bid sb. So Under-call v, *= Under-
bid V. 4.
1923 Daily Mail 6 Oct. 6/4 The call of * 3 diamonds * is an

under-call.

Under-clerk. (Later example.)
iS$7 Quifi/aiid II. XV. 11. 85 Haggard undcr<lerks were

opeiiing shops or sweeping oflf the walks.

Undercut, v. 3, Also, to fall under in cost.

X911 H. S. Harrison Queed xxx. 390 Lodgings.. which
heavily undercut Mrs. Paynter's modest prices.

Underdrai'nin^f ^bl. sb, (and ///, a.), [f.

Undeudbatn z'.] Draining by means of under-

ground drains.

1805 (see Undkrdrain v.l 1865 Rep. Maine Board Agr'%
X. 58 [Mr. Leach] believed that by underdraining any por-

tion could be greatly improved. 1873-4 -^'A y^rmoni
,



UNDEE-EMPLOYMENT. 801 UNPIN.
Board Agric, l\. 211 Our underdrainlng friends will tell us
that undcrdrainiiig is our only hope. 1879 Harper's Mag,
June 135/2 Other minor iiuprovemenis have been made,
such as the under-draining of a low tract.

Under-employment. [UKDEii-iiob.] In-

sufficient employment.
1910 Blackiv. Mag. Mar. 431/1 The ory of * dearer bread'

has immense effect in a season of under-employment.

U'nderfelt. [Undkk--.] Felt for laying under

a carpet.

1926 Hoxisehold Hints 75 Put a layer of old newspapers
between the undetfelt and the carpet.

Underfoot, sb. [f. Underfoot adv.'\ The
ground that is walked upon.
1910 W. DK Morgan Affair of Dishonour iv. 50 All the

underfoot, where grass grew, was no better than a sponge.

Underg^radue'tte. colloq. [f. Undebgradu(ate
+ -ETTE.] A female undergraduate.
x^ma Pitoiic Opinion ^Q Oct. 416/1 Graduette and under-

graduette now walk with them pari passu. 1936 Spectator
23 Oct. 677/1 There are too many undergraduettes at

Oxford.

Uxiderkeel. (Earlier examples.)
1677 Neiv Castle Court Rec. 68 One croppe of the left eare

..with an undcrliiell in the right eare. Ibid. 79 The left

eare cropt wiih an upper and underkeell out of the same.
1713 CoU Rec. N. Carolina II. 108 Onc.cowe marked on
the right care with u cropp and on the left with an under
keel.

U'nderkeeled, />/. a. Marked with an under-

keel.

x^^ Maryland Archives IV. 379 One browne cow.. slit on
the left eare 6: uiidcrkeeld. 1681 Nnv Castle Court Rec.
448 Twoo cropps and underkeeld on ye left eare.

Underlay, sb. Add : 4. A layer of vegetation

on the surface of the ground.
1^79 Whitman Specimen Days (189a) 131 A rich underlay

of ferns, yew sprouts and mosses.

5. A material or fabric for laying under a carpet

or mattress.

19»3 Daily Mail 91 Feb. 8 Advt., Cedar Felt is an im-
proved paper felt underlay for carpets. 1939 Deeping
Roper's Row xxi. 233 They U do for underlays on the beds.

I shan't waste them.

trnder-ixourished, ppi. a., [UndebI io a.]

Not provided with sufficient nourishment. So
Under-non *risluuent.

loao H. G. Wells Outl. Hist. 575A Scores of millions were
suffering and enfeebled by undernourishment and misery.

19*8 Manch. Guard. Weekly 10 Au^. iio/i Most of the

Indian children are hadly under-nourished.

U'nderpass. [Uni>eb-6c.] Anopcningorroad-
way providing passage under a railway, etc
1904 Springfield Weekly Republ, 16 Sept. 8,The need of

an underpass at the union railroad station in this city. 1930
Times 24 Mar. 23/5 The elimination of twenty-one high-

way grade crossings by the construction of viaducts and
un'lcrp.'t-sses.

XTnder-pick, a. [Undeb- 5 b.] Of a loom:
Having the picking motion beneath the shuttle.

19*7 T. WooDHOuSE Artif Silk 123 The loom is of the

under-pick type,

Under-pla:ntlng, vbL sb, [f. Undebplant v^
The action of the verb Undebplakt ; concr.j a

flower or shrub used to plant under another.

1991 G. Jekvll Colour Schemes for Floyoer Gardens 86

It \sc. vanesatcd miiitj is one of the prettiest things as an
underplanting to anything of white or yellow colour.

U'Ilder-sel£. [UNDEB-l6b.] The subconscious

mind or self.

1908 MR.<i, H. Ward Diana Mallory IL viii. 176 At the

moment she had been thinking of other things; it [a name]
had roused no sleeping associations. But now the obscure

under s-^lfs^-'nt it echoing through the brain,

Undersliot, a- 2. (Later example.)

I9«7 C/tamben's Jml. Sept. 588/2 The blue pointer is an
exceedingly handsome shark, with, .an undershot mouth.

Underslip. [UNDEBi.sa.]
1933 Daily Mail 19 June 15 The chemise and pinafore

models (the latter cut away to reveal a decorative underslip).

tJ-ndersprung, a. [U^DEB-l s c] Fitted with

inadequate springs.

1913 Daily Mail 28 June la The saddle was rot too

springy. .aImo?.t as bad a fault as being undersprung.

UnderBta-ndably, adv. [-ly 2.] In a manner

that can be understood ; conceivably.

loaS Daily Tel. lo Jan. 10/6 The members of the Fascist

MUitia.. might understandably display an aggressive con-

sciousness o7 their position and power.

Undertake, f. Add: 4. h. To venture, U.S.

1869 Mrs. Stowk Oldtown Fireside Stories (.iS7i)iBt Tom
thought he'd try bein' CamiUar, and he undertook to pot bis

arm round Miry,

ITndertllillg. 1. (Recent example.)
X9S4 R. HicHKSs After the Verdict iii. vii. 384 How

horrible, how humiliating all these under-things were, poison-

ing what should be a perfect communion.

U'udertrick. Bridge. [Undeb- 1.] A trick

required to make up the number of the bid or con-

tract, but not taken,

1908 La7vs of Auction Bridge 8 50 When he feils, his

adversaries score, above the line, 50 points for each under-

trick, i.e.f each trick short of the number declared, i9a9

M. C. WoiiK Compl. Contract Bridge \. 4 Vulnerable, .seems

appropriate enough when it increases the losses for under-

U-ndertype, a, EUctr, [UndbbI 5.] Of

a dynamo : Having the armature below the yoke

of the magnets.

tT'nder-waist. U.S. See Under- 15a and
Waist 2 d.

1857 Mrs. Brooks in Allen Life Ph. Brooks (igoo)!. vi. 209
Thick winter underwaists and socks. 1870 F. Fern Ginger-
Snaps 264, I don't speak of my cambric under-waist, irre-

trievably torn down the back. 1^6 Mary E. Frekman
Light ofSoul 333 Maria had a beautiful neck showing above
the lace of her underwaist.

TJnderwooded, a. (Earlier example.)
1811 Niles'' Weekly Reg. I. J01/2 Our oak barrens and

underwooded plains may be profitably applied to sheep.

Underworld. 4. (Later fig. example.)
1915 Truth 3 Mar. 326/1 The paper referred to is one of

several obscure sheets, known only in the underworld of
iinance.

Undies (»"ndiz), sb. pi. [f. Under- in Under-
garment, Underwear, etc.] Articles of women's
underclothing; occas. as sing. Undy.
x^xZ Chambers^s Jml. Dec T}i/2 Manufacturing women's

under-wear, or 'undies' as they are coyly called, is the
greatest commercial industry here. 1920 Bknnett Our
Women i. 35 You have only to reflect, .upon the astonishing
public importance given to what are delicately known as
'undies ' to perceive [etc.]. 1923 Daily Mai1 6 Nov. 4 Advt.,
Spend pleasant evenings this winter making dainty undies.

1934 B. Gilbert Bly Market 349 Alice Dodsworth put on
her best undies. 1928 A. P. Herbert Trials ofTopsy xxv.

152 The Undy Vote was ours to a man likewise the Milliner
vote.

Undnlator (o-ndi^n^it^j). [f. Undulate + -os,]

An instrument for recording morse signals in wire-

less telegraphy.
1921 Wireless World IX. 479/1 Fig, 16 shows an undnla-

tor. The instrument is a modified form of robust syphon
recorder, with a little electric motor for driving it.

Unemployable, <^- and sb. (Further example.)
x^w^ Chambers's Jntl. Nov. 728/1 Every country has its

.shiftless element—its ' unemployables ' as they are termed
by the Salvation Army.

Unemployment. Also unemployment benefit.

2928 Brit. Industr. Future (Lib. Ind. Inq.) I. iv. 44 The
housing shortage, unemployment benefit, [etc], .stand in the
way of smooth or easy transference.

Unfi't, sb. [f. the adj.] An unfit person.

1912 Q. Rev. Apr. 496 The statistics . .showing the enormous
number of 'unfits', made clear the havoc wrought by the

modern city. 1922 Contemp, Rev. June 730 How many years
must we wait before mental and physical unfits are preven-
ted from propagating their species? x^z^Glasgow Herald 1^
Nov. 8/3 The C 3 population, as those unfits were termed.

Ungear, v. 1. (U.S. examples.)
1846 T. L, M'Kennev Mem. I, vii. 157 Wading into the

stream, we ungeared the obstinate animal, and led him out.

1878 J. H. Beadle Western Wilds xv. 237 At a p.m. we
..ungeared the mules, and crawled under the wagon for

shade.

2. AUo fig-.

1931 Galsworthy Maid in Waitingxx'ii. 188 Hell almost
certainly get up against something now he's back. H he
does it will ungear him in no time.

Ungraded, ppl- a. 1. (Earlier example.)
1845 S. JuDD Margaret I. vi. 33 The roads rough, un-

graded, and divided hy parallel lines of green grass.

2. (I^ter example.)
1904 Jrnl. Education 26 May 331 Henry Sabin knows the

need of the common schools,especially the ungraded schools,

as well as any man in America.

Ungranted, ///. a. (Earlier examples, used

of land.)

1715 Jmls. Ho. Repr. Mass. I. 62 All the ungranted land

lying between the two rivers, .and the frontier towns. 1798
I. Allen Hist. Vermont in It was thought good policy.

.

to raise a sufficient revenue out of the property confiscated

and the ungranted lands.

Unguent, a. [f. the sb.] Oily, smooth-tongued,

unctuous.
1931 H. Belloc Cranmer ii. 30 He shrank, withdrew, was

suave and unguent.

Ungnent, v. (Later example.)

1918 QuiLLER-CoucH/oi7*^rt>r-tf//xvi, *I understand *, said

I, looking up from my business of unguenting the stoker,

who was not badly burnt.

Unhealthy, a. Add : 2. b. slang. Dangerous.

1915 D. O. Barnett Lett. J98 We are going to a pretty

unliealthy place in a few days. 1916 Boyd Cable Action
Front 159 In the caf6 there was silence for a moment, and
many remarks about 'coming rather close* and 'getting

a bit unhealthy '-

Unbearable, a. Add : 2, Unable to hear.

1841 T. Cablvle in Ince Calverley <?• some Cambr. Wits

(1929) 144 Droning.. things unspeakable into things un-

bearable.

Unhee'dy, a. (Mod, example.)

1919 Bridges Verses to Mrs. Daniel in Caroe Tom Tower
{1923) App. X12 Nor 'mong them was a single person. .So void

of scruple and unheedy.

Unhitch, v. 2. Also rejl.

189s Century Mag. Aug. 626/1, 1 haveknown of one horse

that while hitched to a stake-and-ridered fence would jump
the fence without unhitching himself.

Unhuma'nity, [Un-1 la.] Unhuman character.

1891 'L. Malet' Wages ofSin 1. iii. 39 It was just because

of his strong, .consciousness of all the perplexing phenomena
of humanity that the unhumanity of the woods so attracted

him.

Unhnsbandly, a. [Un-i 7,] Not befitting

a husband.
1019 W. DE Morgan Old Madhouse xxxi. 495, I shall

make the best amends I can for my unhusbandly conduct.

Unica'meralism. [f- Unicameral + -ism.]

The system of having only one legislative chamber.

X934 J. Marriott in Fortn. Rez/. Oct. 742 With rare unani-
mity the civilized world has rejected the nostrum of uni-
cameralism, and has decided that two legislative chambers
are.. necessary to a modern democracy.

Unicellular, a. Add : 3. Plaving only one
eella,

1930 Music ^ Lett. Apr. 150 In the Thomaskirche there
seems lo be no special region of ' response ', probably due to

the unicellular nave, the absence of transepts, [etc.].

Uniceptor (y«ni|se*pt3j). [f. Uni- + (Re)ckp-
TOR.] In Ehrlich's theory of immunization, a re-

ceptor or * intermediary body * having only one
combining group.
X90X-5 yrnl. ExPer. Med. VI. 281 note. According to the

manner of action He distinguishes 'uniceptors* and 'ambo-
ceptors '.

Unicorn. Add: 13. adj. Ofa uterus: Having
only one cornu,
1907 Practitioner Sept. 400 If an impregnated ovum lodges

in the rudimentary horn of an unicorn uterus, the conse-
quences are more serious.

Uniform, v. 3. (Earlier examples.)
x86iO. W. 'SoKTott Arjny Lett. la We are to be uniformed

and equipped immediately, /bid, 20 They will hardly uni-

form and equip us.. for three or four weeks. 1888 Long
Branch News 7 Apr. (Farmer) But in our spirit of imitation
do we not go too far when we talk of uniforming the shop
girls in the big dry goods store.

Unila'teralism, [-ism.] «> Unilaterauty.
TJnila*terallst, one who favours or adopts a uni-

lateral policy, esp. in disarmament.
1926 Public Opinion 30 Apr. 4134/2 We must, at all costs,

surmount national and social unilateralism in the domain of
the spirit. X927 Daily Tel. 14 Mar. 9/7 The lack of fore-

sight on the part of the ' Unilateralists '..led., to the.. post-
ponement of Germany's entry into the League.

Unimproved, ///. o.^ Add : 1. b, spec. Of
land.
X757 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XLIV. 344_A tract of unim-

proved land, .of about 80 acres. 1815 D. Drakk Cincinnati
1. 53 The prices of good unimproved land are between fifty

and one hundred and fifty dollars per acre. 1866 A. D.
Richardson Secret Service xii. 158 In 1855, a merchant
purchased a tract of unimproved land near the lake.

Unit, sb. 3, b. (Further example.^
1928 Gamble .S'^(7ry A'', Sea Air Station xix. 331 Air is

forced through the induction pipe..by means of a fan, so

that the mass of oxygen available in unit time may be the

same at high as at low altitudes.

United States. 1. b. (Earlier attrib. ex-

ample.)
1818 in Trans. III. State Hist. Soc. jgw, 165 They settle

on United States land.

Universalian, o. Add : 2, U.S. Of or

belonging to the Universalists (sb. i).

1837 W. Jenkins Ohio Gaz. 357 It has-. three houses for

public worship (niethodist, presbytcrian, and universalian).

185a J. Reynolds Hist. Illinois 327 He is one of the Uni-
versalian Baptists.

Unknow^nst. (Earlier example.)
1816 U. Brown yrnl. in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 279

The goodnesof God must have been in Congress unknownst
to them.

Unla-dderable, a. [Un-i 7 b.] Of knitted

fabrics : That will not ladder ; ladder-proof.

Unleached, ///. a, (Earlier example.)
1804 in J. Roberts Penn. Farmer iii Are leeched or un-

leeched ashes most beneficial as a manure?

Unload, v. 1. b. (Later examples.)
X887 Bret Harte Millionaire ^ DeviCs Ford 158 He

might unload his gossip because Mamie wouldn't have him.

XQ04 Minneapolis Times 28 June 6 Dr. Dowie has landed in

New York and unloaded an interview in prabe of President

Roosevelt,

2. (Later fig. example.)
1904 W. H. Smith Promoters L 8 I'm so full of it that I

shall burst if I don't unload.

6. (Earlier example.)
1870 Medberv Men ff Myst. WallSt. 138 To Unload, is

to sell out a stock which has been carried for some time.

b. iransf. To sell or dispose of (anything) ; to

get rid of by sale.

1894 Rep. Vermont Bd. Agrtc. XIV. 94 It is a speculation

to unload a horse at many times his value. 1901 Merwin &
Webster Calumet K ii. 30 They're going to make a mighty
good try at unloading it on him and making him pay for it.

a 1909 * O. Henry' Roads of Destiny xiii. ao6, 1 unloaded
that silver mine I had in Colorado.

Unmentionable, a. and sb. Add : c. A
person not fit to be mentioned.
X9s8 Public Opinion 8 June 547/3 But if you pinched a

penny of his pay you passed beyond the pale, you became
an unmentionable, you ceased to be a comrade.

Unne'rving, vbl. sb. [f. Unnerve v. + ing i.]

The process or operation of removing or severing

nerves ; neurectomy.
19x3 DoRLAND Med. Dict.^ ^w^^rz/rw^, the removal of the

nerves, as those of a horse's foot, for navicular disease,

Unostentationsness. (Example.)
lyji Chambers's Jr7il. Apr. 234/2 A pattern of unosten-

tationsness.

Unpe-gging, vbl. sb. [Us- 2 8.] (Of. Peg v.

I c.)

1913 J. M. Kevnes Tract on Monetary Reform i2i The
present situation., did not begin until after the 'unpegging

of the leading exchanges in 1Q19-

TJnpi-n, sb. Chess. [Un-2 6 b.] The action or

fact of releasing a piece that has been pinned.

1911 Hume & White Good Companion Two Mover 187

There arc six unpins, five of which are direct.. while the
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sucth is an Interference Unpin, xga? Observer 27 War. 24/6
Direct unpins by Black are in fashion.

Unpin, V, Add : 6. irans. Chess, To release

a piece that bas been pinned.
1878S. LoYD Chess Strategy i^s Thekey unpins the Black

Queen. 1906 A. C. White Tours de Force Introd.p. xxxvii,

The more gciieml tasks can be grouped under several heads

:

checking, sacrificing, pinning and unpinning, (etc.].

Unpleasantness. Add : b. The late or re-

cent Unpleasantness : the Civil War. ^^.^S*.

1868 D. R. Locke Ekkoesfr, Kentucky 23 (Th.) That cuss
cum back here, doorin' the late onpleasantniss, kernel of a
rigimenL 187a Harfer^s Mag. Feb. 479/1 During our 'late
unpleasantness* a convalescent hospital was established., in

Nashville.
trans/. 1903 N. V. Times ig Sept. 3 The only soldier to be

k'lled from Orange during the late unpleasantness with the
Filipinos,

Unript ^« 3, b. (Modern example.)
1904 J. M. 'Barkis Peter Pan (1928)56 Unrip your plan,

Captain.

Unsayable, a. [Un-1 7 b,] That cannot be
said.

1903 E. F. Bensom Image in Sand vii, The only things
worth saying are just those whicli are unsayable.

Unscalped, ///. a. (Earlier example.)
1726 S. Penhallow Indian Wars (1824) 37 We found seven

dead upon the spot : six of whom we scalped, and left the
other unscaiped.

UnsMngled,///. a.^ [Un-1 8.] That is not
shingled,
Z928 Daily Express 23 May 8/4 Among the fifty horse-

women only five have unsbiiigled hair.

Unshockable, a, [Un- i 7 b.] That cannot
be shocked.
1931 F. L. Allen Only Yesterdayv, 112 Everyone wanted

to be unshockable ; it was delightful to he considered a little

shocking.

Unsight, V. 2. In extended use.
1923 Daily Mail 15 Jan. 11 The referee.. was unsighted

and so, apparently, was the linesman to whom he appealed.
19SS Daily Express 8 June 17/2 Gibbons., would have been
caught by slip if the wicketkeeper bad not unsighted that
fieldsman.

Unsnarl, v. (Earlier intr. example.)
1844 'Jon. Slick * High Life N. Y, II. 167 All on 'em

seemed kinder tangled up and trying to unsnarl all over the
floor.

Unspan, "v* (Recent example.)
1914 1. A. Baggs Backer. Front 120 They unspanned in

a neighbouring field and invited me to supper.

Unspectacular, a. [Un-i 7.]
1926 Public Opinion 30 Apr. 433/3 An unspectacular

honesty and a certain literary sobriety.. mark this novel.
1927 G L. M. Brown Conquest ofAir 21 The aeroplane.,
progressed slowly through repeated failures to small and
onspectacular successes.

Unspli-uterable, a. [Un-i 7 b.] That will

not splinter.

1927 Weekly DUpatck 23 Oct. 18 The new ' safety ' saloon,
with unsphnterahle glass.

TTnsprQ-ng, ppl. a.2 [Un-1 8 b.] Not pro-
vided with springs.

1928Gamble Story N. Sea Air Station i. 32 The floats of
seaplanes were practically unsprung.
Unstick, V. Add : b. intr. Of a seaplane or

aeroplane : To rise from the water or the ground.
1913 Captain Sept. vyj^jz It is necessary to design the

floats with the greatest care, so that they may * unsticlc \ or
leave the water easily. 1926 Chambers s yrnl. Sept. 581/3
It needs almost as long a run as the ordinary aeroplane to
* unstick '.

Unstressed, ppl. a. (Further example.)
1927 Deeping Kitty ix. § 4 There seemed to be comfort for

him in those fields... So peaceful and unstressed.

Unstring, v. Add : 3. c. intr. To become
weak or disordered.

1906 Hardy Dynasts 11. vi, v. 308 My nerves unstring, my
friends, my flesh grows weak.

Untakeable, a. (Further example.)
1923 Daily Mail 13 June i r Now and then he would drive

an untakeable ball into the corners.

Uutlirift, sb. Add : 2. b. Lack of thriving.
j88» Rep. MaineBd. Agric.'X.YMX. 391 The first appear,

ance of unthrift in a tree should receive prompt attention.
Untouchabi-lity. [f. Untouchable 3.] The

condition of a Hindoo untouchable.
1924 J. F. Bryant Gandhi >; Nationalisation iir The re-

moval of untouchability. 1929 igth Cent. Dec. 763 His own
system.. tends to perpetuate such cruel social abuses as un-
touchability and child marriage.

Untotl'Chable, sb. [f. the adj.] A Hindoo
belonging to one of the lowest castes.
1921 Daily Tel. i Mar. 11 The soH:alled 'untouchables'.

1922 igth Cent. Mar. 374 The Indian 'untouchable' has
bad no choice in the matter; he is not a volunteer, but a life
convict. 1927 Caer-Saunders & Jones Soc. Struct. Eng.
4r Wales r42 Under such a regime the 'untouchables' at
one end of the scale perform the menial services, and to the
sons of the ' untouchables ' no other career is open.
Jig. 1928 Daily E.xpress 22 May 10/2 Those in Whitehall
may goon thinking there is something extremely meritorious
in treating Russia as a diplomatic untouchable.

Unvizard, v. (Modem example.)
X91S H. G. Wells N'e7v iMachiavelli IV. i. 388 People who

unvizard to talk more easily at a masked ball.

Unweighted, ppl. a. (Further example.)
1927 BowLEY & Stamp Nat. Incojiie tga4 23 The un-

weighted average is obtained by adding up the percentages
and dividing by the number of them.
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TJnwhitewashed, ppl. a. AXsofig.
1909 Marg. B. Saunders Litany Lane III. jtx. i88 It is

to be feared that in her suppressed excitement she betrayed
the unwhitewashed Hilda.

Up, *?• 2. Also of routes.

1924 A. J. Small Frozen Gold 22 The main up-trail from
Dawson to Forty Mile sidled past the cabins.

3. (Later example.)
1916 E. V. Lucas Verviilion Box 142 He was carrying on

with the aid of two bottles of beer, . the second so very ' up

'

that when he opened it ii made the carriage for a moment
or two look like a snowstorm.

JJ-^^adv^- 26. e. To lead Up to: see Lead t;.!

32 b; also in bridge, to lead in a manner which
allows (a particular card or suit) to be played from
the fourth hand.
1913 Flob. \w>kva Auction High-Lights 250 His trumps

are scattered and should be led up to.

31. (Further example.)
1901 * Lucas MAi.ETV//j/.^i>.ff.Ca//«a(/i'ni. il. 171 When

there was no hiding any longer how it was with her, he up
and awayed to London.

Up, adv^^ Add : 3. e. Foker, At the top of
a flush.

1883 Poker; how toplay it 83 A flush should always be
dropped in a three or four handed game^ except with Ace
up when four are playing.

e. d. In baseball: At bat.

1909 R. H. 'QxR^^T.it. Double Play nvW.ioZ The fourth man
up chose a ball to his liking and sliced it down the first-base

line.

15. Up against —. (Early example.)
1896 G. Ade Artie i. 7, I saw I was up against it.

17. d. T7p to—. (Earlier example.)
1896 G. Ade Artie ii. 11 Up to me—see I

Jj'Qjprep.^ 1. c. (Earlier and later examples.)
1774 P. V. FiTHiAN JmL (1900) 209 She then retired up

chamber. 177S Essex Inst, Hist. Coll. XLVIII. 48 Stevens
ordered us out of our chamber . . so we moved up garet. 1853
B. F. Taylor Jan. 4- fuue (1871) 208 Let us ^o up garret
and play. i893SusanHalbZ.«//. 282 Louise .. is now carry-
ing some new pails up garret,

6. b. U.S. Up in.

184s S. JuDD Margaret ii. ix. 344 You will find. .in the
bottom of my chest, up garret, five dollars and a quarter.
1884 * Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn xxvi. e37 Up garret was
a little cubby with a pallet in it.

Up-aloug, adv. dial. Eastward ; out of or
away from the West Coiiutry,

1909 Daily Chron. 15 Nov. 3/4 All West Country people
are at once crueller and kinder than the apathetic folk ' up-
along*. 1913 H. Walpole Fortitude i. iv. 45 Well, 'ere's

the end of yer as yer are. . .Up along they'll change yer.

Up and coming, a. U.S. [Up adv.^ 19.]
Active, alert, wide-awake.
18S9 Harper's Mag, Dec. 146/2 Can't you hear just bow

up an' comin' it was? 1901 [see Up atiz: jg]. 1906 Spring,
field Weekly Repnbl. 20 Sept. i It was a rattling and up-
and-coming convention, with enthusiasm and noise to com-
pare with a national convention. 1926 F. N. Hart Bellamy
Trial i. 10 Redfield's pretty up and coming for a place of
its size.

Up and down. A. adv. 7, (Earlier example.)
i8s4 ' O. Optic ' In Doors ^ Out (1876) 30, I told her, up

and down, that she was not what she used to be when she
lived with you.

D. sb. Add : 6. A rapid or cursory survey or

perusal ; the * once-over ',

1923 WoDEHousK Inimitable fecves x. 102 * Read this

letter.' He gave it the up-and-down.
Upanisha-dio, a. [f. Upanishad + -ic] Of

or pertaining to the Upanishads,
1931 Philosophy Oct. 447 The Upanishadic thinkers con-

ceive reality as both immanent and transcendent at the
same time.

Upcast, sb. 4. b. (Further example.)
1913 A. G. Bradley Other Days \. 38 A malignant fever,

due . . to an inordinate upcast ofseaweed, devastated Douglas
and the surrounding coast.

Upcli'mb, sb. [Up- 3 b.] An tipward climb.
1920 Blackw. Mag. July 69/2 [A look] which .seems half

familiar from being so often visualised in the lonely halts of
the long upclimb.

Up-country. 1. b. (^) (Earlier examples.)
1817 Weems Lett. III. 176, I have a number due in the up

country. 1835 Ingraham 6"tf«M-/^«/xxiii. 248 In the cabin
are the merchants and planters of the ' up country',

2. (Earlier example.)
18x0Weems Z^^/. III. 27 Not thinking the Uttleapcountry

post offices safe . . in matters of money,
U-pcry. [Up- 2 b.] A protest or outcry.
1929 O. F. Dudley Masterful Monk viii. 88 There would

undoubtedly be an upcry from Rome.
Up-dated, a. •= Up-to-date a.

1914 Hardy Jubilee 0/Mag. in Satires qfCtrc. 222 Your
up-dated modern page.

Up-draw, j^. [f. thevb.] An act of drawing up.
X9ia J. London Son ofSun \. ii. 23 But Grief, with a quick

updraw of his knees to the other's chest, broke the grip and
forced him down.

Up-grade, sb. 1. (Earlier example.)
1873 J. H. Beadle Undevel. West xv. 257 Forty miles of

staging over boulders and rocky up-grade.

2. On the upgrade^ also (fig.), improving.
1926 Ladies*Home Jml. Oct. 143 Monty's been the hardest

child we've had to handle,.. but I believe he's on the up-
grade.

tX'p-grade, v. [Up- 4.] trans. To raise the
grade of; to put on a higher grade. So U'p-
grading vbL sb.

UPSTAK'D.

1910 Glasgoio Herald ig Aug. 8/3 The Government pro-
posals for. .the upgrading of the unskilled hibourers. . were
rejected by the operatives. 1928 Daily Express 5 Mar. 3/5
His job,. has become so important that the post is being
'up-graded '.

Up-b.eaded, a. (U.S. example.)
1878 Trans. III. Dep. Agric. XIV. 210 Although so com-

pact., in build, they hnd a fine, high-bred, up-headed style.

Upholding,///, a. Add: b. As predicate.
i^zsBrit. Weekly 13 Aug.4i7/s Hisfellowship and under-

standing were so manifest and upholding that {etc. J.

Upholster, V. 2. b. (Later example.)
t9z61^i^s. A. S\v>G^\CK Sack ^ Sugar x\. 126 Mrs. Watkins

was upholstered in purple velvet.

Uplift, sb. 2. Also altrib.

1922 Glasgoiu Herald 29 Apr. 5/5 It was an 'uplift' bio-
graphy, in the style in which Mr. Smiles earned an unenvi-
able notoritty. 1930 J. Euchan Castle Gay ii. 32 Thomas
was beginning to be much in request by uplift societies.

Upli-ftedly, adv. [f. Uplifted///, a, + -ly 2.]

In an uplifted manner.
1914 'Nkil Munro' Netv Road x\v. 142 *0h man 1 Is

that not fine !
' cried he upliftedly in Gaelic

Upon, adv. 1. b. (Recent examples.)
189s L. Johnson Poems 34 Old ramparts, gray and stem ;

But comely clothed upon With wealth of moss and fern,
And scarlet snapdragon. 1930 Month Mar. 230 Ancient
stones, like Ezekiel's dry bones, need to be clothed upon.

Upper, sb, 1. c. Also Down on ones uppers.
1918 Blackiv. Mag. May 602/2 We are pretty well down

on our uppers as regards transport.

Upper dog. [Upper a. Ill, after Undee-dog.]
The victorious party in a contest ; the one who has
the upper hand or a position of superiority,
1903 Gibson Bowles in Pari. Debates 18 Feb, 224 If it

came to a question of force, we should always be the ' upper
dog' in Persia.

Upping, vhl. sb.^ 2. (Example, not attrib.)

1908 H. G. Wells Wnr in Air i. It's only yestiday..
when all London turned out to see a balloon go over, and
now every little place.. has its weekly outings—uppings,
rather.

U'ppishly, adv. [f. Uppish a. + -lt 2,] in an
uppish direction.

1904 P. F. Warner Hotv ive recovered Ashes 109 Just
after he had passed his himdred, he sent one uppishly
through the slips.

Upright. B. sb. 3. b. Also, one or other of
the vertical posts of a goal.
x^toGlasgatxi Herald 14 Feb. 12/6 Earr-.had little diffi-

culty in placing the ball between the uprights. 1921 Ibid.
JO Oct. 13/4 Abel reached the circle and siiot the ball, missing
the upright by inches.

Upright, V. 1. Also refl.

1922 A, S. Al. Hutchinson This Freedom iv. iv. 297 As
she began to stoop over the fire shesuddenlyuprighted her-
self and turned upon her mother.

Uprising, ppl. a. (Further example.)
1891 F. W. Bain Antichrist x. 7 What arc'these uprising

Communistic workmen?
Up-river. 1. a. (Earlier example.)
1857 Trans. Mich. Agric. Soc. VIII. 732 Charming villages

are also rapidly springing into existence along the up river
bank of the Grand River in this country.

b. (Earlier examples.)

^ 1836 Southern Lit. Messenger II. 698/1, I had never
imagined that any thing half so grand, .awaited us on our
up-river jaunt 1857 W. Chandless Visit Salt Lake x. i. i,

I passed a few days there, waiting for an up-river boat
o. adv. Towards or in the direction of the source

of a river,

xZZj Harper's Ma0: Apr. 667/1 Logs were usu.-illy cut and
hauled in summer-time to the banks of streams, often a long
distance ' up-river '. 1902 S. E. White Cottjurcr^s House
vi. 76 A light wind breathed up-river from the bay.

Uprush, sb. (Recent examples in special sense.)
1^6 Jml. Abnormal Psychol. I. 54 In other cases of

religious conversion . . the new system of ideas is not an ' up-
rush ' from a co-active subconsciousness. 1924 W. B. Selbie
Psychol. Relig. 85 What we &o know is that the uprushes
from the unconscious are seldom such as suggest that it

represents our nobler and diviner selves.

Upse'ttingly, adv. [f. Upsetting ///. a. -i-

-Ly'2,] In an upsetting manner ; so as to upset one.
1926 'Lucas Malet' Dogs of Want vi. 155 Barbara

Heritage's graceful silhouette had, somehow, become inter-

changeable with that of the Margate pero.xide blonde of ten
years back. Most upsettingly, but, also, most unjustifi-
ably so.

Upspring, v, 1. b. (Further example.)
1862 A. H. Clough Qua Cursum Ventus in Poems 25

When fell the night, upsprung the breeze.

Up-stage, ^. [f- «/ the stage : Up prep.^ 6.1

Assuminganairofsuperiority; haughty ;* stuck-up .

1922 J. A. Dunn Man Trap iv. 46 A chap with a face the

colour of my Indian boy, Guatemalan planter, vcrj' much
up stage. 1927 Sunday Express 8 May 10 Although Ccstello

, .had definite ideas., in connection with his art, as he took
pictures seriously, he was never the least bit ' up stage ' with
us youngsters.

Up-stairs. A. adv. Add : 1. c. collo(/. Up
in or into the air,

19x9 C. P. Thompson Cocktails 250 We hauled the plane
from the trees where she had been pushed out of sight.,

and . . went upstairs at speed.

Upstand, z'- Add : 4. tra7is. To set upright

or erect.

1922 A. S. M. Hutchinson This Freedom n. L 75 Miss
Keggs had been known to knock over the inkpot . . and watcj
the ink dripping.. on to the floor without making the least

attempt even to upstaud the vessel.



UPSURGE.
U-psnrge, si. [Up- 2.] An uprising.
1930 ^irrd^cn Press f, Jml. ^ Feb. 7/5 The beginnings

of a widespread revolutionary upsurge.. are visualised In
a proclamalion issued by tlie Red International.

Upsurge, V. [Up- 4.] So Upsurging vhl. si.
1935 Deeping Sorrcll tr Son i, His own voice surprised

hiin._ It was resonant,, .and it seemed fto express the up-
surging within him of some subconscious element.

Uptake, sb. 1. fLater example.)
1917 Vachell Dew ofthe Sea etc. 259 For a moment the

chieftain was puzzled. But he was fairly quick at the up-
take, reDlyin<4 after a pause [etc.].

Upthrust, si. Alsoyf^.
1930 D. B. WvNDHAM Lewis King Spider iL 52 It is an

historical curiosity, .that immediately after eacK apparent
disaster there has followed a vigorous upthrust.

b. The upward force which a fluid exerts on a
body immersed in it.

1916 Allen & Mooke Tejct-bk. Pract. Physics 54 The
resultant supporting force may be termed the upthrust.
.'9»3 H. AlooRE Text-tk. Int. Physics 29 When a body is
immersed in any fluid, it is subjected to a supporting force,
or upthrust, equal to the weight of the fluid displaced.

TJ-p-to-dately, adv. [f. Up-to-date B + lt 2.]
In an up-to-date manner.
1918 Daily Express 23 Mar. 5/4 Furnish and equip her

studio charmingly, .and above all ' up-to-dately '

.

Up-town. 1. (Earlier examples.)
1836 (?. Race Kentucky (1846) 13 The master at the stand

was slim. It having been understood up town, that, .the race
would prove a water.haul. 1839 C. F. Bricgs Harry Franco
I. xul. 96 The rain was pattering against the windows, and
the house was far uptown. 1854 ' O. Optic ' /« Doors !f Out
(1876)120 Her husband engaged a room in a fashionable
establishment * up town '.

Upturn, si. Add : 1. b. A portion of the
material of a garment turned up, esp. at the end of
legs or sleeves.
i9»3 Daily Mail ii Aug. i Advt., Shorts have good up-

turns for lengthening.

U-p-welling, vil. si. [Up- 7.] A pouring or
welling upwards. Also fy., esp. from the ' depths

'

of the mind.
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1896 Mrs. Humphry Ward .S» G. Tressady ii. xx. 462
Strange up-weliings of feelings long trampled on and sup-
pressed. 1922 W. G. Kendrew Climates of Continents 11
1 his IS a cool current . . partly owing to the upwelling of cold
water along the coast.

Urseas. Also Comb.
1914 LiNA Eckstein Tutaukh-aten viii. 71 He playfully

took from his head the golden uraeus-headed band, which
he placed on the brow of the child.

Urbanism. (Later example.)
1929 nines 16 July 17/6 In all the opening speeches, .the

newly coined word ' urbanism ' was prominent. It denotes
town-planning [etc.].

Urbauist. 1. Also attrib.
192S S. F. Smith Great Schism of IVest 22 To say.. that

the urbanist succession was valid is by no means the same
as [etc.].

U-rbanist^. [f. Ubban -i- -ist.] A specialist
in or advocate of to\vn-planning.
1930 Times Lit. Suppl. 11 Sept. 708/4 To do so would be

to entrust the fate of a city to the technical urbanist.

Urbanite (S-jbanait). [f. Ukban A + -ite.]
A dweller in a city.

1927 E. J. IJuiGLEY in Irish Rosary July 508 And all
comes from splendid organizing, bringing peasants, villagers,
townsmen and urbanites to meet.. and work with bishops,
priests, university men.

Uragnayan (i3»rugw?-an, yuar-) a. and si. [f.

Uruguay, the name of a republic in S. America +
-AX.] a. adj. Of or belonging to Uruguay, b. si.

A native or inhabitant of Uruguay.
1907 jTml. Soc. Arts 8 Feb. 361/2 In his review of Uru-

guayan affairs. 191a 30lh Cent. Impr. 0/ Uruguay 225/2
The Uruguayan soil contains the necessary chemical com-
ponents for the general run of agricultural farming, without
requiring artificial manure. 1927 Glasgow Herald 7 Mar. 12
The flying boat in which Uruguayan aviators were attempt-
ing to cross the Atlantic . . His brother and two others, all
Uruguayans, left Casablanca, .on Wednesday last.

Us, pron. 2. b. (Later U.S. examples.)
1861 O. W. Norton Army Lett. 35 We. .then took posses-

sion of a stack of wheat and made us good beds and slept
well. 1907 S. E. White Arizona Nights x. 166 We got
us timbers and made a scow.

UTTERMOST.
Use, si. 21. b. (Earlier example.)
1872 Harper's Mag. June 158/2 He was an obstinate fellow

. . and moreover, he ' had no use for * the defendant any way.

Use, V. Add : 8. d. To apply to oneself or
make use of (a designation, title, etc.).
1921 Act II Sr 12 Geo. Kc. 21 § 4 .4 person registered.,

shall be entitled to take and use the description of dentist or
dental pr.ictitioner.

Used-to-be. U.S. [cf. Use v. 20.] A per-
son whose time of popularity or efficiency is past

;

a ' has-been '.

i8s3 B. F. Taylor Jan.f, yune^iSji) 206 They. .consign
them [poets] to that grand receptacle of dilapidated ' has
beens ' and despised ' used-to-be's '—the old garret. 1911
J. C. Lincoln Cap'n IVarren^s IVards xv. 237 One of *em 's
a used-to-be, and the other 's a nevcr-was.

Useful, a. Add : 2. c. Useful lift, lifting
power possessed by an airship or aeroplane in excess
of that required to sustain its own weight. Useful
weight, the weight of the fuel, crew, etc. carried by
an airship or aeroplane.
1918 Gamble .'itory N. Sea Air Station Introd. 10 She

was warped into her shed for some alterations because she
was found to be deficient in ' useful ' lift 1909 Alphonse
Berget Conquest ofAir 205 A ' u.seful weight ' in the form
of fuel and oil to the extent of 80 kilogrammes.

User 2. Add : b. transf. Use or employment
(of a term). U.S.
1926 Publishers' Weekly 18 Dec. 2284/1 My latinity revolts

at the user of ' multos ' and ' bonos '.

Ush., ZJ.^ 2. (Earlier example.)
1890 J. K. Bancs in Harper's Mag. Dec. 160/2 The six

gentlemanly cow-boys, .swore that whoever should prove
10 be the lucky man, the others would ush for him at the
ceremony.

Utopograplier (y;7tijp^graf3j). ff. Utopia -i-

-(o)grapher.J One who describes a Utopia.
I9»7 Punch 27 July iio/i Mr. Sempack is there to talk.

He IS a Utopographer.

Uttermost, a. 3. (Recent example.)
1876 Morris Sii;-urd (igi4) i2r And their hearts with doubt

were shaken, as if with the Uttermost Horn.



V
V. Add : 2. (Further examples.)

loio G. BuRRARD NotCi on Sporting Rifles 49, V Back-

sightj. There should be one standard V and no leaves.

1930 Saturday Even. Pest 13 Dec. 11/3 Midway, the rango

was cleft from summit to base by a V more than 2000 feet

deep. 1919 W. DE Morgan Old Madhouse ii, Until you've

seen her in a low neck, or at least a V, you really can't tell.

b. V-blouse, -body, -girder, 'tuck.

1915 Contemj). Rev. Sept. 370 Quaker maidens now wear
tucks or V-blouscs or anything else that is the fashion. 1885
' Mrs. Alexander ' Valerie's Fate iv. That black satin and

lace costume . with the clear sleeves and a V body. 1919

Brit. Manufacturer Nov. 24/1 The output of T,' ' V,' and
lattice girders of all gauges. 1915 Scribntr's Mag. Sept. 29

Advt., A two-piece knitted frock. .has an overblouse with

either V or round neck striped with Rayon silk.

o. V-fronUd\ F-iiie adjs.

1927 Blaclnu. Mag. Jan. 76/1 They stamp the snow from
their V-fronted high-heeled jackboots.

Vacate, w. 2. b. (Later example.)
1931 Act II «J-

13 Geo. V c. 21 Sched. I. 4 As from the date

next after the Order is made on which all the members of

the Board vacate office,

3. c. trayis. To make (a house) empty.
1904 N. Y. Even. Post 14 May 7 His system of vacating

unlivable houses is less drastic He does not summarily
turn families out.

4. C. (Earlier example.)
1836 Knickerbocker Mag. VII. 15 Ned and I were vacating

. .at his father's charming residence,

d. To leave or go away.
1873 Eggleston Iloosier Sclwolm, xxxiv. 225 The Squire

was a goin'to marry agin, and Marthy would ruther vacate.

187a in 'Tourgee Iiivis. Empire (1880) v. 415 You must stop

at once and vacate in 30 days.

Vacating (vak^niq), ppl. a. [f. Vacate v. -i-

-ING 2.] That is retiring from office, etc.

X9«l Act II ft 13 ^eo. Vc 21 Sched. I. 6 Where the uncx-

fiired portion of the term of office of the vacating member is

ess than one year.

Vacation. 2. O. (Further example.)

1933 J. D. Hackett Laior Terms in Managem. Engineer'

ing May, Vacation, a period of rest from work, of more than

one day's duration, generally paid for and given at the in-

stance of the employer.

5. (Modem example.)
191a Times 19 Dec. 11/4 The vacation of Sir Stuart

. Samuel's seat.

Vaca-tioning, fpl. a. [-ing 2.] That is on

holiday.

X936 Seribner's Mag. Aug. 7/2 Advice to vacationing young
folks : In the dog days, don t be too Sirius.

Vaccine, s6. 2. allrib. Also vaccine-therapy.

1913 Sir T. Barlow in Times 7 Aug. 8/3 Two important

methods of treatment, viz., serotherapy and vaccinetherapy.

Vacnnm. 4. Add : vaouum-bottle, flask,

a bottle or flask with a double vi-all enclosing a

vacuum, designed originally to keep liquids cold

but now widely used to keep liquids hot ; vacuum
tube, a tube from which the air has been exhausted,

or in which the air pressure is less than normal esp.

the bulb of an electric incandescent light or a

wireless valve.

1910 Chambers's JmJ. June 41 3/2 The *yacuum-bottle has

entered so extensively into the domestic circle as to become
regarded almost as indispensable. 1784 in Fall Mall
Mag. (1895) Aug. 586 Grand "Vacuum Tube Company.
Direct to Bengal 1858 J. P. Gassiot in Phil. Trans.

CXLVIII. 15 Ifa vacuum tube. .is placed on the induction

coil in action.. stratifications are discernible.
_
1870 Ckem.

News 9 Dec. 284/1 A long vacuum-tube with platinum
poles. 1903 Enc^cl. Brit. XXVIII. 54/1 A longitudinal mag-
netic force applied to a vacuum tube at a very low pressure

diminishes to a remarkable degree the difference ofpotential

of the electrodes, x^ia R. A, Houston Stud. Light Pro-
duction x. 72 It supplies an occasion for a picturesque display

of vacuum-tube pyrotechnics. Ibid. 73 In one sense at least,

light from the vacuum tube is cold light.

Vacnnmizing (vse"ki»|^msizii]), vbl. sb, [f.

Vacuum + -IZK + -ING 1.] The process of making
a. vacuum.
1909 Chambers's yml. July 478/1 Vacuumising is effected

by means of a hand-wheel, or the machine can be worked by
power if desired.

Vt^, U.S. abbrev. of Vagabond sb.

189s Denver Times 5 Mar. 1/3 ' Which are the vags and
which is the jury ? * asked Judge Cowell this morning. 1896
G. Ade Artie vi, 58 Say, Miller, am I a vag? 1925 Lit.

Digest i: July 50/1 A hobby for masquerading as a tramp
and getting thrown into jail as a 'vag '.

Vagabonding, vbl. sb. (Later example.)

1933 H. L. Foster Trop. Tramp Tourists 148 In yearsof
vagabond ing about the far corners of the earth . . I have never
seen [etc.].

Vagary. Add : 1. o. An irregular course or

distribution.

1933 WorlcCs Work Majj 566/1 Huster's attention was
arrested by the uniformity in the course and distribution of
nerves ia comparison with the vagary of blood-vessels.

Vaisya. (Later example.)
1919 H. G. Wells Outl.Hist. 159/1 The four main castes

seem to have been:.. The Vaisyas—herdsmen, merchants,
money lenders, and land-owners.

Vakeel. 2. (Earlier example.)
1849 Dir. Rev. Off. N.W. Prov. 230 He is allowed the

assistance of the ablest Vakeel or pleader in the Court.

Valedictory. B. sb. (Earlier example.)
1838 Southern Lit. Messenger IV. 575/2 The valedictory

of Doyle was very well written.

Valence. Add : 3. b. transf. In Psychology.

1917 C. R. Payne tr. Pfister's Psycho.Aual. Meth. xi. 269

They are all representations of the cottage itself and more
exactly the embodiment of inhibited endeavors of high
valence, the so-called libido-symbols.

Valency. 3. Also attrib.

1933 F. W. AsTON Isotopes 98 The outermost shell of elec-

trons, .are therefore called valency electrons.

Valentinian (vselenti-nian), a.2 [f.Valentine
ii^. + -IAN.] Of, belonging to, or appropriate to

a valentine.

loaS Daily Tel. 14 Feb. 10/5 There are no valentines now.

. . ft is the chief of villains who in Mr. Shaw's world drops
into Valentinian poetry.

Valeting, vbl. sb. (Recent example.)
1931 Times 16 Mar. j/3 Advt., Clothes Valeting.

Valiance. !• Alsoyf^-.

1929 liiiiDGES Test. Beauty II. 402 They with the brave

budsof March shall drinkthc valiance of his steepening rays.

Va'lidating, ///. a. [f. Validate v. + -ing 2.]

That makes valid.

1933 Contemfi. Rev. June 7^9 The necessary validating

legislation in both countries will result in the fact that the

restrictions will apply to every country in the world.

Valley, sb. 7. Add : valley-bottom (earlier

example), -dweller; valley tan, U.S. a. kind of

whisky.
1864 B. Taylor H. Thurston xxix. 373 The elms..had

frown up since the *valley-bottom was cleared. 1937 Peake
; Fleure Peasants ^ Potters 37 It [the wild ass] was cer-

tainly tamed by the Libyans.. from whom it reached the

•valley-dwellers not long after 4000 B.C. i8«8 Li/e among
Mormons 59 Some of the stuff distilled in this country, .and

known as ' *Valley Tan '. 1878 J.
H. Beadle IVestern

IVilds xii. 182 Joe slowly filled his glass, seeing that the

quart bottle of valley-tan already looked pretty sick.

Valorize (vselfrsiz), V. [f. Valor + -ize.]

trans. To raise or stabilize the value of (a com-
modity, etc.) by a centrally organized scheme.

1931 Contemp. Rev. July 53 It . . attempted both to regulate

the output and to stabilise and to ' valorise' the prices. 1937

in Glasgow Herald 27 Aug. 9/6 As ourmoney has become
valorised, the moment is propitious to give a solution of the

problem of the stability of exchange.

Valorouanesa. (Recent example.)
1910 G. Santavana Char. If Opin. in U.S.A. vii. 214 Their

valorousness and morality consist in their indomitable

egotism.

Valuational, a. (Later example.)

1934 W. B. Selbie Psychol, Relig. 4 Americans are also

inclined to lay undue stress on the merely functional and
valuational aspect of psychology.

Value, ^^. 7. C. Add : z>fl/««-ca//jK,f, in bridge,

the system of estimating calls or bids which takes

into account the scoring values of the suits.

1937 Daily Express 8 Nov. 1/5 We do not consider that

there is any general desire for the adoption of majority

calling in place of value calling.

Valued, ppl. a. 2. (Later example.)

1913 R. H. Gretton Mod. Hist. Engl. People I. iL 52

Rents were refused above the * valued rent ' scale.

Valuta (vali«'ta). [G. vahtta. It. valuta, \a

samesense.] That kind of definitive money in which

people can insist on state payments due to them

being made. Also attrib. and Comb.
1934 Lucas & Bonar tr. Knapp's State Theory 0/ Money

106 Everywhere there is a valuta or standard money. Ibid,

165 If there is more than one kind of money in the country,

the value in valuta money is always meant. 1^ Contemp.

Rev. May 934 The uncertainty of Germany s position.,

('valuta.dumping' might most naturally be expected from

her), has made her export, .unstable. 1930 New Statesman

I Nov. 106/1 A double purpose—that of obtaining foreign

valuta, and that of intensifying the distress of the peasant.

Valve, sb.'i- Add : 6. b. Wireless Telegr. An
apparatus consisting of an exhausted tube or bulb

of glass containing a filament, a *Plate, and (now

usu.) a *Gbid, designed to rectify a high-frequency

alternating current or to amplify the direct current

obtained through another valve or a crystal; a

thermionic valve or vacuum tube.

190S J. A. Fleming in Proc. Roy. Soc. LXXIV. 479 This

arrangement of a differential galvanometer and two valves

transforms, of course, more of the alternating oscillation

into direct current than when one valve alone is used.

1919 — Thermionic Valve ii. 59 The vacuum valve sifted

out the alternating current flow and allowed the currents in

one direction to pass, but nearly stopped those in the oppo-
site direction. 1931 L. B. Turner Outl. Wireless vi. 83 The
unidirectional property illustrated in Fig. 54 is responsible

for the application of the name ' valve ' to such a vacuum
tube. 1936 R. W. Hutchinson Wireless 188 Any general
purpose or detector valve may be employed.

o. Chess. (See quot.)

1930 A. C. White & G. Hume Valves ^ Bi-Valves 7 In
chess problem terminology, the designation of a Valve has
been given to any move which simultaneously opens one line

while it closes another. In abroad sense, Valves include a
large domain with many varied combinations of themes.
There is a much narrower application of the term : Valve,
and that is the particular case wht-re not only is the move
made by Black, but both of the lines affected are also Black.

7. a. In sense 6, valve line, room ; in sense *6 b,

as valve circuit, detector, holder, noise, receiver,

receiving set, set, etc.

191S Hawkhead & Dowsett tiandbk. Wireless Tele-
grapliists 119 If an E.M.F. be applied to the *valve circuit

a more sensitive condition is obtained. 1936 R. W. Hutch-
inson Wireless 190 In this valve circuit it is coupled to a
secondary coil. 1915 Hawkhead & Dowsett Handbk.
Wireless Telegraphists 120 The *valve detector is used in

connection with various circuits. 1926 R. W. Hutchinson
Wireless 201 All these are also used in conjunction with a
valve detector. 1938 Daily Tel.iZ Aug. lo/i A royalty of
10 per cenL on the wholesale selling price, subject to a mini-

mum charge of 5s on the first valve-holder and 2S 6d on
each additional valve-holder fitted in the apparatus as sold.

1871 Leisure Hour 8 Apr. 222/2 'I'he balloon had been
gyrating, and the *valve-line become twisted. 19x9 W. D.
Owen Guide Ionic Valve 13 It is seldom possible to use
more than three or four in cascade efficiently on account of
the many curious * *valve noises ' that result. 1913 Wireless
World I. 478/1 A *valve receiver of rather longer range
than usual is used for receiving. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 8_ Nov.
7/2 A quantity of gas and the under-side of the flooring in

the *valve-room of the works were destroyed.

Valve, V. Add : 2. b. trans. To discharge

(gas) from a balloon by opening a valve.

1938 Daily Tel. 18 Sept. 9/6 The extra lifting effect of the
expanding gas cannot be counteracted by allowing the gas
to escape, or in other words by valving the gas.

Vamo'sing, vbl. sb. [f. Vamose w. -ungI.]

The action of the verb Vamose.
186a Lowell Biglcrw P. Ser. 11. v, 75 Or, when the vamosin'

come, ever to find [etc.].

Vamp (vsemp), sb.^ [Abbrev. of Vampibe sb^

A woman who attracts and exploits men ; an

adventuress.
19x8 WarBirds (1927) 82 We walked into the vamp's house.

We all got lit and had a hell of a time. 1933 Observer 1 Oct.

5/4 Her end was what a vamp's end ought to be. 1937
Daily Express 7 Mar. 1/4 Ma^da Lupescu, the red-headed

vamp responsible for Rumania's dynastic troubles. 1926
Spectator 22 May 879/1 The most spectacular of whom she
wins, after a running fight for his person with a ' vamp '.

1930 Joanna Cannan No Walls 0/ Jasper 194 Though he
knew that men did fall in love with women ten, twenty
years their seniors, that was because the women were
vamps.

Vamp (vsemp), 11.3 [f. the sb.] trans. To act

as a vamp towards ; to allure or attract (a man).
1933 Marg. B. Houston Witch-man xii. 149 Look!..

Cinderella is trying to vamp him, as Marion says.
_
i^

A. J. Small Frozen Gold iii. 79 You jade; you're sitting

there vamping me 1 X939 Daily Express 7 Nov. 10/4 She
exposes and derides the squire's lady. She also_vamps_ the

squire's son. 1937 Observer 20 Mar. 15/3 Her friend, Violet

Usher, however, shamelessly vamped Randall, and he felt

obliged to marry her.

b. intr. To act as a vamp ; to be a vamp.
1931 Observer i Oct. 5/4 Trollope's Signora Neroni cer-

tainly vamped.

Va-mpiness. [f. *V^amp sb. -h -t -h -sess.] =

Vampishness.
1938 Sunday Express 39 July 4 The varnished vampiness

of Greta Garbo.

Vamping, ppl. a.^ [f. Vamp o.3 + inq 2.] That

acts as a vamp.
1927 Daily Ne-.vs 14 Mar. 3/4 Why censure as' modem

that ' made-up, cigarette-smoking, cocktail-absorbing, vamp-

ing, neo-Georgian nymph,' when one reads of the Restora-

tion minx? 1939 Randolph Enterprise (Elkins, W. Va.)

26 Sept. 3/6 Beautiful girls, charming debutantes,. .and

vamping flappers.

Vampire, sb. 2. (Further example: cf.

*Vamp sb?)
1938 Bennett Vanguard^. 38 She was plainly a vampire,

an evil woman, and he was her dupe.

5. vampire trap (earlier example).

1845 Sol. Smith Theatr. Apprent. viii. 63 Down I went

through the trap-door (it was what actors call a Vampire

trap) before any one was aware of my intentions.

Vampirlsh, a. Add : b. = *Vampi8h.

1939 Siiiidav Dispatch 13 Jan. 1/2 Among my own friiods

my reputation is notoriously the reven* of vampirish, money

means nothing to me.



VAMPISH.

Vampish (vse*mpij), a. [f. *Vamp. j^.3 + -ish.]

Suggestive or characteristic of a vamp. Hence
Ta'mplsbness.
i9» Ohsemer i Oct. 5/4 ' The Vavasour ' in ' Strathmore

'

..out of pure vampishness makes a conquest of the hero.
1928 Observer 15 July 13/4 Not international 'stars' of
vampish wiks, but himdreds of Miss Befty Balfours should
be sought and cherished.

Van, sb^^ 3. Add : vanguard.
1931 Did. Occup. Terms (1927) 723 Van ^««r^,.. travels

with and guards contents of mail vans. 1931 Daily Express
22 Sept. 7/3 A vanguard . . was accused of being concerned
with another man . . in stealing a luutor-car.

Van (vsen), sd,5 Lawn Tennis, [Abbrev. of
Vantage sb, 6.] Chiefly in phrases van in, van
outf indicating that the first point after deuce has
been gained by the server, or by the striker.

19x9 VV. E. CoLLiNSON spoken Engl, 90,

Vane. 6. Add : vane-xvheeL
1922 Glasgow Herald 28 June 9 The vane wheels may be

placed side by side abaft the stern of the ship.

Vanette (vsenct). [f. Van j^.s + .ette.] A
small motor van.
1921 Ciasgerw Herald i^lviXy 8 A company, .were sent out

from Jandola, followed.. by Lewis guns in vancttes and an
armoured motor car.

Vanish, sb. 1. (Modem example.)
1872 ' Mark Twain ' Roughing It iii. 33 He. .left for San

Francisco at a speed wliicb can only be described as a flash
and a vanish.

Vanishing, vbL sb, 2. Vanishingpoint; also

fig'
1913 Sir T. Bablow in Times 7 Aug. 8/3 The danger of

operation, qua operation, is retreating to a vanishing point.

Vanitons (vae-nitas), a. [C Vanity + -ous,]
= Vain a. 4,

1905 Merkoitb Lett. (1913) II. 569 French criticism.. in<

structs without wounding any but the vanitous person. 1930
Mus. Times 1 Mar. 210/2 It is only the very young, or the
very vanilous, who think of making a world of themselves.

Vanity. 6. vanity-bag, -case (recent ex-

amples) ; also vanity pookot.
X9aa Weekly Disp. is Nov. 3 -She was wearing: a navy blue

costumeand along blue coat, and carried a. .variuy-bag. 19*8
GALSWoarHY Svjan Sartgtu. iv. 243 Fleur. .acctcientally left

ber vanity bag, behind her, in the studio. 19x3 Daily Mail
9 Dec. I Advt., Lady's Vanity Case, In velvet calf, contain-
ing mirror and powder pufT. 1933 I6zd. 12 June, Advt., Silk
Handbag.. Fitted captive mirror, vanity pocket.

Vantage, sb. 6. (Further example.)
1904 J. P. Parkt Lawn Tennis Gloss. 352 Vantage-in (or

vantage-server). A term used to indicate that the server
has won the ' vantage ' point (opposite of * vantage-out '),

Vantage'OUt (or vantage-striker) [etc. J.

Vaporization. Add : b. Treatment with

vapour,
X905 Smart Set Sept. 28 A/a Advt., For morning I . .take

a vaporisation with Kos^e de Beaut^.

Vapour, sb. 5. a. Add : vapour-capacity, -p^P^-
X9»ICendbrw Climates o/ Continents 11$ The sea is then

coolest relatively to the land, so that the vapour-capacity of

air blowing from the sea Is Increased over the land. 1913
V. B. Lrwes Oil Fuel 79 A horizontal cylindrical boiler with
a dome, from which a broad vapour-pipe leads the distilling

vapours to the condensers.

Vara. (Later examples.)
1889 K. MvNROK Golden Days vi. 66. I . . was .

.
going bim

one better every time for a fifty vara lot, 1910 Jkr. Hart
Vigilante Girl xx. 153 In the centre of the walled enclo^ure

was a great plaza or rectangle of open ground some two
hundred varas square.

Variate (ve»*ri^>t), ^3. statistics, [(.l^varidt-

ppl. stem of varidre to Vary.] The size or value

of a particular character in one specimetu

1899 C B. Davenport Stat. Meth. iii, 17 Method A Is used
when Integral variates are under consideration ; method B
when we deal with graduated variates. 1906 R. H. Lock
Variation Heredity ^ Evolution iv, 90 A variate b one of

the separate numerical values from which a curve of varia-

bility can be constructed ; the blometrlcian usually deals

with some sucii number as 1,000 variates.

Variationist, Add : b. One who practises

variation or introduces variety in anything.

19*7 H . W. Fowler Mod. Engl. Usage 133 The writers are
confirined variation ists.

2. Biol. One who regards variation of species as

the cause of new forms.
X859 Sm J- D. Hooker in Li/e (1918) L xxiv. 484 Thwaites

was once a devoted variationist.

Variety. Add : 0. c. Variety thtaere,3ii\itzXxQ

specializing in variety entertainments.

X901 Re/ere* 29 Dec. 4 The chief variety theatres wisely

got their fine holiday shows well in hand on Monday night.

X911 G. B. Shaw in Daily Gra^kie 3 Dec. 4/3 Do I mind
having my play performed tn a variety theatre?

Varihued, a. [f. L. vari-us Various,] «
Vaui-coloukkd.
19x1 Nat. Gecg. Ma^. Sept. 274 The varihued deposits re-

semble brilliant mosaics.

Vario-conpler. [f. L. vari-us Vaeious +
-o- + Coupi.ER.J (See qnots.)

X91S P- J. Risi>ON Crystal Receivers 9f Circuits 21 A vario-

coupTer is a sort of combination of a variometer and an
ordinary tapped ttining inductance. 19*6 R. W. Hutchin-
son Wireless 78 The vario-coupler inductance.. consists of

a variometer in which rotor and sUtor are not joined in

series, but are separate coiU with separate terminals.

Variometer (vesri^mi'taj). EUctr. [f. L.

vari-us Vabioos + -(o)m£TBB.] An apparatus con-

805

sisting of a coil of insulated wire connected in series

with and designed to turn inside a similar coil and
so lo vary the inductance of the two coils.

1921 Wireless World IX. 6/1 For amateur use the vario-
meter has the advantage that it is cheap compared with a
variable condenser. 1925 P. J. Risdon Crystal Receivers
^ Circuits 19 A variometer is another form of variable in-
ductance.

Varmenty (va-imanti), a. [f. Varment i-t-

-Y.] Suggestive of or like a varment,
1907 CoNAN DovLE Thr. Magic Door ti. 34 Louis, thin,

ascetic, varminty.

Varsity. (Earlier attrib. example.)
1863 Bail/s Mag. Jan. 360, I had conjured up all the

most extravagant and erroneous Ideas as to my ' Varsity
career '.

Vartabed (va*jtabed). Also vartabad, varta-
bet, vartabied, vertabiet. [Armenian.] One
of an order of clergy in the Armenian church (see

quots.).

1718 OzELL tr. Tourne/ori's Voy. ^303 These Vertahiets^
wlio make such a noise among the Armenians, are not in

reality great doctors. 1841 L. Coleman Christian Antiq.
xxiii. § 2 The vartabeds live not among the people, but in

convents. 1847 J. Wilson Lands Bible II. 482 The monkish
clergy are denominated Vartabads or Doctors, and it is their

peculiar office to teach and preach. 1873 Encycl. Brit, II.

549/3 The vartabed, or doctor of theology. .has frequently
charge of a diocese, with episcopal functions. 1923 Black^v.
Mag, Aug. 352/1 The Patriarch and an Armenian vartabed
..are pushed inside.

Vary, sb. (Later example.)
1929 Uridces Test. Beauty i. 583 We should not in the

field of Reason look to find less vary and veer Chan elsf:where
in the flux of Life.

Va-selining, vbl, sb. [f. Vaseline v. + -ing ^.]

The action of the verb Vaseline.
1981 Librarian Nov. 74 The combination ofvaseliningand

varnishing is the best thing for the text books.

Vastidity. (Recent example.)
1929 Bridges Test. Beauty iv. 1385 The spiritual idea of

Friendship, the huge vastidity of its essence.

Vaudeville. 2. (Later attrib, example.)
1911 G. B. Shaw in Daily Graphic a Dec. 4/3 There arc

vaudeville theatres in America and variety theatres in Eng-
land.

VaudeTillian (v^udvi-lian), a, and sb. Also
-ean. [f. Vaudbvillb + -ian.] a. adj. Of or
pertaining to vaudevilles, b. sb. A writer or singer

of vaudevilles,
X9a7 Sunday Express z May 4 German films are not be-

lievaole unless they deal with * vaudevillians * and * metro-
politans '. 1930 Punch 8 Oct. 415 The modish songs.. serve
pleasantly to exercise the vaude\illean gifts of Mr. Coward
and Miss Lawrence.

Vector. Add : 3. A carrier of disease or in-

fection,

19*6 Encycl. Brit. III. 153 Fleas as Vectors. The flea most
commonly incriminated as a plague-vector is Xenopsylla
cheopis. 1931 Nature 6 June 853 The insect vector oftobacco
rinsspot..docs not appear to be known.

Vee. Also Comb, in sense * V-shaped '.

1931 London llliistr. News 29 Aug. 342/1 llie six-cylinder

ip.8-h.p. Chrysler * Six * has the new vee-radlator with wide
rim.

Vegetable^ a- V. Add : Vegetable lard (see

quot.),

1918 C A. Mitchell Edible Oils ^ Fats in. 33 Coconut
oil is treated with alcohol and animal charcoal and the re-

sulting product, which is practically tasteless, b sold as
' vegetable lard '.

Ve£feta*tionalf a. [f. Vegetation + -al.] Of,

pertaining to, or characterized by vegetation.

1936 spectator 4 Sept. 354/3 The dark areas observable on
the surface of Mars are vegetatlonal regions. 1927 Observer
2o Nov. 31/3 Ttic vegetational phenomena shown by the
photograplis giving valuable information about the geology
of the country.

Vegetatively, adv. (Later example.)
1936 Jml. Bot. LXIV. (Suppl.) 137, I have suspected for

some time that T\kmdium\ satnoartum Milt, was doubtfully
distinct from T.glaucinoides from which it is only separated,

vcsetatively, by the very sliglit papillosity of the leaves.

Vebicular, a. 1. c. (Later example.)
X934 Times Trade * Engin. Suppl 9^ Nov. 248/3 The

construction of the hulls of the two vehicular and passenger

steamers.

Veil, sb.^ 8. (Earlier U.S. example.)
tZ^T Quinland \.yi\\\, I. 186 Aunt Hepsa says he was born

with a xfeil over hts face, and says he can see things that we
must not inquire about.

Veiling, vbL sb. Add : 3. b. The action of

making or becoming a nun.

c 1890 I. Grant Popejyin ist Cent. (C.T.S.)a Two events

..the veiling of Flavia Domitilla and the conversion of

Theodora,

Veldt, veld. (Earlier example.)
1801 J. Barrow Trav, S, Afr. I. 378 Lotiw, the Veld

Commandant, readily offered his services.

2. veldt craft.

1919 J, BucHAN Thirty-nine Steps 42 My notion was to

get off to some wild district, where my veldcraft would be
of some use to me.

b. veldt-cornet (earlier example) ; veldt-oor-

netship = field-cometcy Field sb, ai.

1810 CuvLKH in G. E. Cory Rise S. Africa {1910) I. viii.

223 All the *Veld-cornetson the East side of the Zondags
River are hereby ordered (etc.]. Ibid. 322, I . .request you
will impress the same upon the inhabitant^ of your *Veld*
cornctship.

VEBGE.

Veleta (veirta). A sequence dance for couples
introduced by A. Morris in 1901.
1905 F. H. Norman Compl. Dance Instructor 29. X9S0

Glasgow Herald 28 Dec. 5/3 They are reviewing the
dances which our parents tripped—the petronellas, the
valetas [sic\ the quadrilles. 1929 Daily Express 18 Jan.
8/7 '1 he saunter, the veleta,. .the lancers, and the quadnlles.

Velocitous (vflp'sitas), a. nonce-wd. [f.

Velocity -J- -ous.] Swift; speedy.
1907 E. V. Lucas Character f( Comedy 86 Would he still

pin his faith to horses to convey most profoundly the im-
pression of velocitous travel ?

Velometer (velpmitsj). [irreg, contr. ofVelo-
CIMETEE.] An instrument for measuring the speed
Vk^ith which an aeroplane passes through the air.

igai Diet, Brit. Set. Instruments 176.

Velvet, sb. Add : 1. £ Profit, gain, winnings
(cf. 1. d). To the velvet : to the good.
1901 S. E. White Westerners xxiii. 228 'They's a good

many ton of ore in four hundred foot of shaft.'..' Let that
go for now. . . We can call that " velvet ".' 1903 A''. Y. Times
19 Sept. I The parlies who own the new canal company got
their stock for $15,000,000, and the rest of the $40,000,000
to be paid by the U.S. is all ' velvet'. 1908 K. McGaffev
Show-Girl 240 Before the whistle blew for dinner I was
several hundred to the velvet. 1910 G. B. McCutcheon
Rose in Ring i. iii. 41 Five hundred dollars velvet, that's

what this boy means to me. 191Z Flor. Irwin Fine Pts,
Auction Bridge 56 Do your doubling early in the rubber
(so as to pile up ' velvet for yourself), and make a dash for

game-points (below the line) towards the end.

7. b. velvet ant (example).

^ x86a T, W. Harris Insects injur, Veget. (cd. 3) 15 Sting-
ing velvet-ants (J/w/iV/War).. are predaceous in their habits.

Velvetiness. AlsoJig.
1906 Galsworthy Man ofTroperty 11. iv. 167 This was as

near as he could get. .to a description of the peculiar ex-

asperation, velvetiness, and mockery, of which Boslnney's
manner had been composed.

Venatical, a, (Later example.)
1880 A, Tfollope Duke's Children II, xii. 155 Reginald

Dobbes. .was.. supposed to be capable of outwitting a deer
by venatical wiles.

Vend, sb. Add : 3. attrib,

1905-6 Rep. Ind. Excise Comm. {1907) vi. § 84. 33 While
in most areas the still-head duty represents practically the
whole of the taxation, vend fees. .are added to it in Poona.

Veneerer (vihia-rai). [f. Veneeb v. +-er1.]
A workman who applies or fits veneer.
x86a-3 E. E. Hale If, Yes, ff Perhaps (1868) r4, 1 was at

work as a veneerer in a piano-forte factory at Attica.

Venetian. A. sb. Add : 1, b. The dialect

used by Venetians.
loot M. Carmichael In Tuscany^ Had Dante.. written

in Venetian, .there would have been two classical languages
in Italy to-day.

Venison, 4. b. Add : venison ham^ steak,

1784 J. Smvth Teur II.S, I. vi. 41 Very thin slices of
Venison-ham, or hung beef. 1836 J. Hall Stat. West ix.

112 Venison hams and hides are important articles ofcx-
porU 1833 J, Hall Harpe's Head 214 A little farther up
were venison steaks, then fried ham. 1843 Carlton New
Purchase 164 Our supper tonight was of coffee, corn bread
..and venUon steaks.

Venizelism (venize'liz^m). [f. the name of

Eleutherios VenizeloSy Greek statesman (1864-).]

The principles or policy of Venizelos or support of

these. So Venixe'list, a supporter of Venizelos;

also attrib.

1920 Glasgow Herald 4 May 7 Even the so-called Vcnize-

list divisions were nothing more than a collection of supers.

X931 C. Mackenzie First Athen. Mem. xv, 380 This result

was not gained merely by abstentions in the Islands and the

new territories where Venizelism was naturally predominant.

Ibid, 384 It was they who by inventing revolutionary plots

among Venizeltsts put it into the heads of the French that

a revolution was possible.

Venta. Also Comb.
1927 Blackw. Mag. June 824/1 Two fig trees stood at the

door of the liitle T'*«/fl-shop.

Ventilate, v. 9. (Modem example.)
X909 Roy. Comm. Poor Law App. XVI. 148 The houses,

in themselves damp and dirty, are made worse by Insanitary

conveniences ventilating into them.

Verbal. A. adj. Add : 7. Comb, in sense
* verbal and . .'.

191 1 S. S. CoLviN Learning Process vii. 107 If I recall the

name as written or printed on a page, I have a verbal-visual

image; if I recall the name as spoken by some one, I have
a verbal-acoustic image ; If I recall the name in terms of the

movements of my throat in speaking it, I have a verbal-

motor image.

Verbality- 2. (Later example.)
X899 ^- James Talks to Teachers 257 We are stuffed with

abstract conceptions, and glib with verbalities and verbo-

sities.

Ver'berating, vbl. sb, [f, Verbebate v. + -ingI.]

The action of the verb Verbebate.
i9a7 H. M. ToMLiNSON Gallianos Reach xxix, The hum-

ming of wires, the verberating of notes inaudible.

Verdin (va-rdin). U.S, (See quot. 1881.)

i88x Amer. Naturalist Mar. 217, I will now describe the

nest and eggs of another minute species of the titmouse

family, the verdin or yellow-headed titmouse {Paroides

Jlaviceps). 1903 Atlantic Monthly July 103 The same fret-

ful verdin was talking something with the old emphatic

monotony.

Verge, sl>. 16. a. (Further example.)

1930 Mom. Pat 12 June 12/5 He was within four feel of

the grass verge and was unable to avoid tht approachiag

motor cycle.
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VERGE.

Ve3^e(v5jd3),z'.3 [Back-formationf.VERGEB2.]

itttr. To act as a verger ; to be a verger.

i^al^ Punch i^ Oct, 400/2 I vergesupthe centre aisle; he
verges up the sides. 1917 H. V. Morton /« Search 0/Engl.
i. The profession of verging appears to induce mousy man-
ners.

Verifiability. (Earlier example.)
1883 A. Babratt Pkys. Mctemf: Note p. xxv, I cannot

believe that the test of sensible verifiability will ever satisfy

the higher longings, .ofhumanity.

Veiltableness. (Recent example.)
19*6 R. Clements Stately Soutlurncrz^^ Whatever shape

the apparition may have taken, a belief in its veritableness

has persisted from of old.

Vermilionize, v. Also/^.
19x4 W. J. Locke Coming ofAmos iv. 43 If I had found

myself at five-and-twenty with fifty thous.ind pounds lying

at the bank, verily, I believe, I should have veimii ionized
the cosmos.

Verxnin, sK 5. O. Add : vermin-eaten.
1901 'Lucas Mai.et* Hist. Sir R, Calmady v. iii. 398

The removal of wailing, alms-demanding, vermin-eaten
wrecks of humanity.

Venuinicide (vsuminisaid). [f. Vermin sb,

-h-ciDB^.l A preparation for killing vermin.
igaS Blackiv. Mag. Sept. 313/2 During the summer ver-

minicide became a necessary item in tlie ' bazar '.

Vermonteer (vaimj^ntiau). [f, as next + -KEK.]

= next
1798 I. Allen Hist, Vermont 57 So consequential were

the Vermonteers, that an application for offensive operations
came at the same time from different colonies.

Vermonter (vaimpntaj). Also Varmounter.
[f. Vermont +-er]. A native or inhabitant of the
state of Vermont, U.S.A.
1825 J.

NEALiffrtf. yonathan IL 280A raw country boy., a
downright Varmounter— ' all but ' is talking about his know-
ledge of women. 1837 Knickerbocker Mag. X. 380 A Ver-
monter is rarely a drunkard, away from his native state. 1866
A. D. Richardson Secret Service xxx. 363 They told us that
The Confederate was edited by two renegade Vermonters.
1897 SusAM Hale Lett. 324 The party was six of us, two
parsons, ..two stray Vermonters.

Vermontese (vajmpntf'z), sh. and a, [f. as

prec. + -ESE.] a. sb. — prec. Also as pi. b,
adj. Of or belonging to Vermont,
a. 1798 L Ai.LEN Hist. Vermont 262 You ask me if the

Vermontese are good agriculturists ? 1806 Fessendem Orig.
PoemSt 97 note, Hamilton was a Vermontese. 1845 Knicker-
bocker Mag. XXVL 583 We should be pleased to hear these
lines applauded by the Vermontese.
b. 1798 I, Au,EN Hist. Vermont 280 Our Vermontese house-
wives are not a lit tie vain oftheir knowledge in making home-
made wines. 1833 Knickerbocker Mag. II. 247 The Ver-
montese pronunciation of such words as home and stone,

Vemacularist (vsmEe- kiwlarist). [f. Vee-
NACDLAE + -I8T.] A vemacular writer.

1926 Glasgtnv Herald 27 Feb. 10 There was ample material
..which in the hands of a Vemacularist of genius could pro-
duce a play as striking as * Strife '.

Vemacnlarity. 1. (Later example.)
a 1906 ' O. Henry ' Trimmed Lamp etc. 87 Remsen

touched his cap. .and took refuge in vernacular ity,

Verrns^a. attrib. (Further example.)
1918 Chambers^s JrnL June 355/2 The toll that verruga-

ferer. . took of the lives of the workmen.

Vers libre (vfr Mhx), [F., free verse,] A form
of composition in which the ordinary rales of pro-
sody are or may be disregarded ; verse consisting
of an irregular alternation of long and short lines,

often unrhymed, which is supposed to subordinate
form to substance. So Vers-li'brist, a writer of
vers libre.

1920 Glasgow Herald 8 July 4/2 Mr. Bunker . . is most in-
teresting in his vers-libres; unfortunately they are not
poetry, though happily free of the pretentiousness of most
yers-librists. ipax Hugh Walpole Young EncJianied 11.

iv. 157 A beautiful Vers-tibre flew like a coloured dove into
Henry's brain just as he crossed the Circus. 1913 H. L,
Mencken Bk. 0/Burlesques xi. 209 Vers Libre^ a device for
making poetry easier to write and harder to read. X9Z3
Times Lit. Sufipl, 29 Nov. 815/2 'I'he vers-librist experiment
is recognized as providing no adequate support for a delib-
erate system.

Versal, sb. Transfer f Obs. to sense defined in

Diet, and add : 2. A special style of letter used at
the beginning of a verse or paragraph.
189s E- F. Strakcz A l/A/ibets ix. 258 The versal is [a

letterl-.at the beginning of a chapter or section thereof.
X9ts A. _W.^ PoLLARU line Books 84 The small red letters at
the beginning of each verse of a psalni, sometimes called
versals.

Vertical, a. Add : 3. f. Vertical combine^
trusty etc., a combination of firms engaged in all

the stages in the production of goods of a particular
kind.
1920 JVestm. Gaz. 2 Dec. 6/1 Tb? vertical Trusts con-

structed by Stumm, Thyssen and the other raw-material
magnates. 1937 Daily Tel, 11 Oct, 15/4 He had created
what is technically called a vertical combination, embracing
every stage of the soap industry, 1930 M. Clark l/ome
Trade 204 'Vertical comhines '..aim at ensuring, for the
manufacturing business, adequate supplies of all the essen-
tial raw materials or semi-finished goods.

Verticillary, a. Add : 2. Boi, = Verticil-
late 3 a.

X908 W. R. FiSHF.R SchlicKs Man. Forestry V. 703 There
isa connection between the vertical ducts of the cortex of
different years' shoots, that is formed early owing to the
growth in thickness of the verticilary branches.

306

Vertimeter (vsjti'm^tax). [f. as Vertical +
-MBTEB.] (See quot.)

1926 H. N. Eaton Aircraft Tnstrtimenis i. 46 Rate-of-
Ciimb Meters (Vertimeters),. These instruments are used to
measure the rate of climb or descent of aircraft.

Very (ve*ri). Also verey. [The name of the

inventor S. W. Very,'\ Applied attrib, to lights

or flares used by soldiers in night-signalling or for

providing temporary illumination when fighting by
night ; also to the pistol from which these flares

are fired.

1915 R. Nichols in Muse in Arms {\i^i'j) 49 The * Verey *

light had risen. . . On the air it hung glistening. 1915 D. O.
Barnett Lett. 95 When the * Very * pistol came, I fired a
rocket. 1917 Chambers's frnl, Oct, 695/2 The latter.,
glances round to see that everything—ammunition-diums,
verey pistol and flares, and revolver— is in its proper place.

1990 Blackiv. Mag. June 747/2 Very flares were continually
being fired into the air to light up dark corners.

Vespertilian, a. (Later example.)
X91X W.J. IJdCKF.Glory 0/ Clementina IVingxxi'u 277 But

as tlie studio was rigorously closed to him during the day-
light hours his visits were vespertilian.

Vest, sb, 3. e. vest-pockety also applied attrib,

to articles of a small size, commodities made up in

small packages, etc.

191a Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. 5 July 525 The vest-pocket
* Tenax ' camera, 1931 Times 16 Mar. 1/3 Advt., Unique
vest-pocket treatment for Catarrh.

Vestee (vestr). [f. Vest sb, +-ee.] - Vest
sb, 3 d.

1930 Ladies' Home yrnl. Dec. 36 With soft georgette
vestee crossing diagonally to pass through a straight band
of the material on the left.

Vestibtilar, a. Add : spec. Pertaining to or
located in the vestibule of the ear.

1931 Daily Tel. 19 Jan. 10/7 The flier must have nervous
stability, good muscle sense, . .and vestibular stability.

Vestibule, sb. Add : 1. e. attrib.^ as vesti-
bule school (see quot.).

"9*3 J- 1^- Hackett Labor Terms in Managem. Eugin-
eering May, Vestibule School, a department in a plant
whereby new workers are trained intensively to operate the
same machines as the regular working force.

Vesting, sb. (Earlier examples.)
1813 Niles' Weekly Reg. IV. 295/1 For the best and hand-

somest fancy vesting, of cotton.. a premium of a piece of
plate or its value, forty dollars. 1822 Ann, ijth Congress,
1st Sess. I. 319, [Purchased] 286 yards of Vestings.

Vestryman. Klsofig,
1910 Blackw, Mag. Apr. 585/1 Mr. Shaw is the vestryman

of dramatists. His work savours horribly of St. Pancras.

Vet, U.S. abbrev. of Veteiian.
1904 Richmond Wkly, Times-Diap. 22 June 4 All the old

vets have returned from the reunion, some never to attend
another, perhaps.

Vet, V. Add : 3. trans/. To subject (a person
or apparatus) to careful examination ; to cross-

examine, scrutinize or test.

1904 Kipling Traffi.cs <V Disc. 270 These are our crowd..

.

They've been vetted, an' we're putting *eiii through t!;eir

paces. 1925 E. F. Norton Fightfor Everest^ jqz^ 339 He
should have all equipment., completely ready three or four
months before shipment—only thus can everything be pro-
perly 'vetted 'and criticised. 1926 Bennett Lord Raingo 1.

xii. 57 He was there to he inspected, vetted, and probably
put through his paces. 1927 Vachell Deio of the Sea etc.

265 I understand. You want me to vet these sporting stunts.

Veteran. A. sb. Add : 3, U.S. An ex-service

man.
1906 N, y. Even. Post 29 Jan. i A guard of honor selected

from the ranks of the Spanish war veterans here. 1924
F. J. Haskin Amer. Goz'emme/it 401 In the wake of the
World War there came the problem of the treatment ..of
the disabled veterans of that great conflict.

Vetting (ve'tiq), vbl, sb, [f. Vet v, + -ing 1.]

The action of the verb Vet.
1918 H. Vachei.l Some Happenings iv. 42 He felt mildly

interested in the vetting. 1927 Obso-ver 24 July 12/4 I'his
scheme.. makes the local co-operative society responsible
for tlie * vetting ' of borrowers.

Vexedness. (Recent example.)
ijKK) W. J. Locke Septimus xi. 160 Zora, regarding the

cguist with mingled admiration and vexedness, could only
say 'OhM
Viable, ^^ b, (Further example.)
192:^ Peake & Fleure Apes ff Men 31 note^ Viable, a term

meaning 'capable of maintaining its life or the life of its

kind ', is used here in preference to the much controverted
word ' fit.'

Vialled, a, (Later example.)
1905 Hardy Dynasts 11. v. i. 188 The riskful blood of my

previsioned line. .To linger vialled in my veins alone.

Viaticaly a, (Earlier example.)
1847 H. C. Watson Cybele Britannica I. 66 Viatical.

Plants of road-sides, rubbish heaps, and frequented places.

Vibratile, tz. Add : 3, as sb., a vibratory
consonant.
1899 E. J. Payne New World called America II. 151

Both vibratiles and sibilants.. are generally employed
tliroughout northern Asia and America.

Vibration. 4. Also Comb, as vibration-proof
adj.

X917 C. C. Turner Aircraft of To-Day vii. 114 The com-
pass. . must be carried in a vibration-proof bed.

Vibro-. Add : vibro-massage.
1923 Daily Meiil 10 Aug. 5/2 The owner-experts get their

features in knots.. and may be seen going off for vibro-
massages in the evening.

VIMANA.
Vicar, 4. c. Also vicar apostolical.
X731 in Odo Bjundell Catholic Highlands Scotland (1917)

11. 99 His Holiness.. appoints him also Vicar Apostolical
with singular powers. 1847 J. A. Manning Pius XI I. 168
Differences broke out between the Vicar Apostolical and
the Chilian government.

Vice, sb:^ 7. Add : (sense 5) vice-nip.
1904 F. Lynde Gra/?<:rj xiv. i8o Elinor had said little

about the vise-nip of hardship which the stock-smashing
would impose upon three unguardianed women.
Vice-presidential, a. (Earlier example.)
1885 G. W. Cable Dr. SeiierxWx. 341 With a presidential

candidate on one side and his vice-presidential man Friday
on the other.

Vice-re*gency, [f. Vice-regent.] The
position or olfice of a vice-regent.

1930 H. Belloc Wolsey ix. 243 He drafted a fnrm of
Vice-regency, a delegation of Papal power to himself,

Vicinism (vi*siniz'm,visai*niz'm), [t. L. vicinus
+ -ISM.] (See quot.) So Vicinist, a form result-

ing from vicinism.

190s Hugo De Vrtes Species ^ Varieties i85 For this
purpose I propose the word vicinism, derived from the
Latin vicinus or neighbor, as indicating the sporting of
a variety under the influence of others in its vicinity. Ibid,
201 Of two hundred seeds one became a blue atavist, or
rather vicinist, while all others remained true to the white
type.

Victimization. (Farther example.)
192^ ll'estm. Gaz. 23 Apr. 3/5 The expression * no victi-

misation ' implied that a striker's place was not to be filled
by an outsider.

Victorian,* a. 3 Add: b. sb.2 A native or
inhabitant of Victoria in Australia.
1883 R. E. N. TwoPENY ToTvn Life Australia 41 The

Victorians have a much greater love of show than any of
their fellow-Australians.

Victorianism. (Further examples.)
1913 Mrs. H. "^KKQCoryston Family x\. 216 A heavy gold

setting, whereof the Early Victorianism cried aloud. 1920
W. Jf. Lqc\^e. House of Baitazar xvi. 153 Yes, -Tennyson

—

a bit of a seer after all that Incarnation of Victorianism.
1933 5rt/. A'rr'. 10 Jan. 114 Hisdestruction..ledtoareaction
in favour of Victoriani-^m today.

Victo-rianly, adv, [f. Victokian + -lt 2. ] Ja
a Victorian fashion.
X924 Chambers^s Jrnl. Aug. 546/2 The tone and manner,

of this song were Victorianty simple.

Victrola (viktrt^u-la). i/.S. Trade name of a
make of phonograph.
1919 Mencken Amer. Lang. 165. xgaa H. L. Foster

Adv. Trofi. Tramp v. 47 'I'hecamp victrola was broken and
thatj was the only man in camp that could rag the piano.

View, sb, 16. c. On vietv (earlier example.)
1850 Punch 19 Oct.164/1 The South Western Railway,.

keeps a quantity of hissing, smoking, screaming engines
always *on view .

18. b. To take the long view^ to have regard for

more than the present ; to provide for the future.
X924 Times Trade <5- Engirt. Suppl, 29 Nov. 247/z Those
who took the long view and ordered more than just to meet
current needs are now reaping the benefit of such a policy,

19, view day (example).
1850 A rt Jj-nl. July 224 The rooms were crowded during

the ' view * days with visitors.

Viewing, vbl. sb. Add : b. The aclion of ex-
pressing views on subjects,

1913 H. Wai.pole Fortitndewi, iii. 291 He. .started weekly
viewing on The Interpreter.

View^ster (vi/istai). nonce-word, [f. View sb,

+ -STEit.] A person expressing a view on something,
i9ax W. DE Morgan Old MarCs Youth xxxvii. 410 Two

views were expressed about it. . .The viewster hoped 1 should
not be led away from the serious study of Art.

Vigent (vai-d^ent), a, [ad. L. vigent-j vigens,

pres, pple. of vigere to thrive.] Flourishing

;

prosperous.
1930 J. Wall Durham Catludral 183 Durham College..

after several changes of fortune is now vigent as Trinity
College.

Vigilance. 1. (Further example ; cf. 3.)
1851 HarperU Mag. Sept. 559/1 A large number of the

most valuable citizens organized themselves into a Com-
mittee of Vigilance for the purpose of securing the punish-
ment of criminals.

Vigintennial(v3id5inte*nial), a. [f. ViGlNTl-

:

after AJiennial, Triennial, etc.] Occurring once
in twenty years.

1911 Glasgo7u Herald 29 Jan. 13/3 Their [sc. the planets']

viglntennial conjunction is due a few months hence.

Vihara (v/'haTa), [Skt.] A Buddhist temple
or monastery.
1878 Chambers's Encycl, IX. 794/1 s.v., Such Viharas are

in Ceylon permanent structures. 1901 Kipling Kim \. 8

There were hundreds of pieces,.. fragments of statues and
slabs crowded with figures that had encrusted the brick walls

of the Buddhist stupas and viharas. 1934 Ronaldshay
India \\. 23 Temples, mosques, and viharas are the finger-

posts directing one along a fascinating road.

VillageietCvi'led^Iet). [-let.] A small village.

1920 Blackw, Mag, Nov. 572/2 The guns clamoured away
in the vicinity of the tower and villagelet of Asa Khan.

Vim. (Earlier example.)
1843 ^^l^ ^'^' ^f^^- VIII. 406 He would have acted out

his real nature with all the vim and pathos which heroes

always manifest in like circumstances.

Vimana (vima-na). [Skt.] The central tower

enclosing the shrine in an Indian temple.
X863 Chambers's Encycl. V. 552/1 The temples consist of

the temple or vimana, in front of which is the pillared porch
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or mantopa tetc.]. 1875 Encycl. BHt. I. 396/2 note, The
Vimana or temple itself.

Vi-mfUl, a, [f. Vm + -pdl.] Full of vim or
vigour.

19*3 Glasgiyw Herald ^ Nov. 6/3 Valladolid.. retains the
vimful life of a capital.

Vine, sb, 4. c. (Earlier examples.)
1708 E. Cook Soi'ivced Factor 19 When sturdy Oaks, and

lofty Pines Were levcPd with Musmillion Vines. Natty
Musmilleon Vines are what we call Musk milleon Plants.
1785 Washington Diaries III. 118, 2 girls began to gather
Pease., nearly half of the vines appearing to be ripe. 1831
Bryant Mai ion's Men 9 We know its walls ofthorny vines,
Its glades of reedy grass.

9. vine-chafer= Vine-fretter; vine-hopper,
an insect, 7>///^«w z/z'/zV, attacking vines.

186a T. W. Harris Insects injur. Ve^et. (ed. 3) 34 One of
our diurnal Mclolonthians. .resembles the vine-chafer of
Europe in its habits. Ibid. 328 In the autumn the vine-
hoppers desert the vines.

Vinegur, sb. 6. Add: vinegar-cherry, a
species of wild cherry; vinegar-fly, a species of
fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster.

189S C?«//«£'XX.VI. 394/1 Branches of reddening *vinegar
cherries and sprays of sweet fern. 1926 Nat. Hist. Oxford
Distr, 274 Nine species of Droso/>hila have occurred, in-
cluding the well-known *vineg3r fly.

Vinegared. ppl. a. [f. Vinegar z-. +-ed2.]
Treated or flavoured with vinegar.
189a CosAN DovLE Great Shadow vi. 74 He set a dish of

vlnegared herrings before him.

Vineg(e)rO]ie (vimrgar^a-ns). U.S. Also
-garone. [?Sp. vinagrotUf f. vinagre vinegar.]

The whip-tailed scorpion, Mastigoprociusgigantetis

^

so called from the vinegary smell of the secretion of

its stink-gland.

1891 Century Diet. 1914 Blackw. Mag. July 123/1 His
late breaking-in, the lengthy vacation, [etc.].. keep the
' vinegarone ' tn his [a bronco's] composition. ip2o Glasgoiu
Herald 8 July 4/2 His animal friends, the chief of whom
seem to be vinegrones, some species of bug,

Viner ^. L (Modem example.)
19*4 Blackiu. Mag. Jan. 127/1 He is in reality farmer,

garfiener, viner, forester, ..and tobacconifiL

Vineyardist. (Earlier example.)
1847 Kep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1B48) 199 A French wine

maker and vineyardist. .from Kentucky.

Vinology (v3inf7-16d,5i). [f. L. vin-uvi wine +
-(O)LOOT.] The scientific study of wines.
1B46 ^ovLVi Gather, Spain xiv. 159 The Capataz..delivers

an explanatory lecture on vinology.

Vint, sb:^ Also wint. [Kuss.] A Russian card-

game resembling auction bridge.

1898 Nat. Rev. Aug. 809 At a game of wint or bridge.

1901 Field i Feb. 147 Recently the game of vint has been
heard of as the parent of bridge. 190^ To-Day 17 Aug, 62/2

As Whist was to the Britisher so Vint is to the Russian.

1^5 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 515/2 I too played at cards. Some-
times it was ' vint '.

Vintage. 1. fig. (Recent example.)
193X F. L. Allkh Only Yesterday \'u 129 Harding had no

sooner arrived at the White House than a swarm of practical

politicians of the McKinlcy-Foraker vintage reappeared in

Washington.

Violability (vaitflabi-liti). [f. V10LABLE +
-ITT.] Capacity for being violated,

\^&Glasgo7v Herald i Apr. 8/4 The suggestion.. raises

the whole question of the violability of contracts.

Violet, a. Add : L e. Applied to days on

which liturgical violet is used.

1031 E. C. Tbesholme Angl. Low Mass 46 The Gloria is

said on Sundays and all feasts and everyday in octaves, ex-

cept the violet Sundays in Advent and from Septuagesima
to Easter.

Violinistic (vai^ini-stik), a, [f. Violinist -i-

-ic] Belonging to or characteristic of a violin.

1831 A- RivARDK yiolin f^its Techniaue ti Many violinists

. . are constant! y blustering with long oows, very often spoil-

ing the phrasing and makmg violinistic rather than musical

e fleets.

Virgating (v5*Jgrtiij), a. Geol. [f. as Virga-

TIOK -f -ING 2. J (See quot.

)

»809 Q. frrd. Geol. Soc. LV. 576 A divergent arrangement
of fault-lines has been termed a *virgating system* by
American geologists.

Vlr-gilism. [f. PV^V + -ism.] =Virgiliani3M.

1913 Glasgow Herald 9 Jan. 6/7 Wc praise the mellow
Virgilisms in Tennyson.

Virgin. 17. Add: Virgin country, country

that has not yet been opened up for traffic, com-

merce, etc. ; Innd in its natural state.

19x9 Deuly Express 7 Nov. 8/4 Great tr.ictors that will

lake heavy loads over virgin country where there are no
roads.

Virginia. 1. O. Add : Virginia rail,

1914 Chambers's Jml. July 439/' The Virginia rail, the

larger cousin of the sora, is rare.

d. Virginia fence (earlier example.).

1671 Portsmouth (H.I.) Pec. 26 Apr., For a ffence called

a Virginia ffence, It is ordered that it shall be fower foot

and a halfe high, stakt with stakes halfe a foot above the

fenre.

Virginian. A. sb. b. (Earlier examples.)

1654 Col. Pec. N. Carolina I. 18 Sir, if you think good to

acquaint the States with what is done by two Virginians

born, you will honor our country, 1755 Franklin li ks.

(Sparks) VII. 07 Tlie Virginians and JMarylanders. 1770
Washington Diaries 1. 416 By Virginians they mean all the

People settled upon Red Stone, etc

Virgnlar, a. Add : 3. Zcoi. Characterized by
virgulse (sense x).

i888_ RoLLESTON & Jackson Anivi, Life 769 Two such
organisms may be united back to back by their virgular
aspects, as in the diprionid Graptolites.

Virility, Add: 3. o. Virile persons considered
collectively.

X9S1 Bdin. Pev. Jan. 117 This eccentric and lovable being
was the first of his breed to go adventuring on life's highway,
as all the virility did of that period,

Viscoid (vi-skoid), sb, [f. the adj.] (See quot.

T908.)
189G [see *Viscose]. 1908 Fisher Schlich's Man. For-

estry V. 554 A watery solution of cellulose in combination
with soda and carbon-bisulphide is named viscose and used
as a substitute for glue ; when this is heated a hard amor-
phous substance is produced, viscofd^ which in various
colours is used instead of celluloid.

ViSCOmetry (viskf>-mi'tri). [Irreg. f, L. viscosus

Viscose + -(o)Mfc;TRY.] The measurement of the

viscosity of fluids,

X931 G. Barr Monogr. Viscometry i. 5 The viscometry of
gas provided one of the most brilliant verifications of the
Kinetic Theory.
Viscontial (vaikp-ntial), a. [f. Viscount +

-lAL.] Belonging to or suggestive of a viscount.

19ZO R. AsQUiTH in Autobiog. Margot Asquitk I. xiv. 276
You beat your tangled music out Lofty, aloof, viscontial.

Viscose. (Read :) Cellulose reduced to a
viscous solution by special chemicals and processes,

largely used in the manufacture of artificial silk;

the sodium xanthogenite ester of cellulose. Also
attrib.

1896 C. F. Cross Patent Specif, 4^13 Cellulose.. requires a
very much smaller proportion of alkali to convert it into

alkali-cellulose suitable for use in other manufactures such
..as that of the substances now known as 'viscose' and
'viscoid'. 1901 Cross & Bevan Researches on Cellulose

174 Of the * viscose 'product we have a more intimate know-
ledge. 19*5 Good Housekeeping A^r. 142/3 The remaining
variety [of artificial silk], Viscose silk, is now being made in

enormous quantities here, on the Continent, and in America.
I9»7 T. WoODHousE Artificial Silk 30 By far the greater
percentage of artificial silk is made from Viscose.

Visibility. Add : 1. d. Comb.^ as visibility-

proof,
\^Z Publishers' Weekly ^^ Sept. \i\tJ^ The lettering is

visibility proof and can be read from every seat [of the bus].

Visible* A. adj. Add : 3. o. Finance, Of
imports or exports : Opposed to *Tnvisiblk i d.

1917 J. A. ToDD Mech. Exchange xiv. 184 Visible and in-

visible imports alike go to the debit side of the account.

2939 S. E. Thomas Elem. Econ, (ed. 4) xxix. 520 These re-

turns of our visible trade regularly disclose a large e.xcess of
imports over exports.

Visile (vi'zsil), a. and sb, [Irreg. f. first part

of Visible, Vision etc. -i- -ile.] a. adj. Learning

or recalling most readily in terms of visual pre-

sentations, b. sb, A visile person,

1900 Daily Chron, 22 Feb. 4/7 The three great classes of
the Visile, Audile, and Motile. 1913 Jml. Exper. Pedagogy
Dec. 175 Of the thirty boys tested, one was an exceptionally

good visile. 1917 T. Adams Errors in School ji, This does
not imply that the visilesget their knowledge entirely through

Visit, sb. Add : L f. U,S. A chat or talk.

1890 Harper's Mag. Dec. 147/2 I've had _a_ real nice visit

with you. 1899 T. Hall Tales 226 Our visit together was
quite uneventful but very delightful.

3. O. A turn of play at a billiard-table.

i9a7 Times 22 Feb. 16/3 At bis second visit to the table he
made a break of iii.

Visit, V. Add : a £ U.S, To talk or chat.

1887 Marv E. Wilkins Humble Romance 319 'You an"

Mis Wheat can visit a little while, while Becca an' I are out
here,' said she. 1898 Marg. Delano Old Chester Tales 75
You can eat it while I get out and visit with the minister.

29x9 Mildred Adams in N. V. Times Mag. 20 Oct. i

Having disposed of a batch of correspondence he was will-

ing to visit in an informal.. fashion. It was good talk,

Visitee. (Earlier example,)
1710 Archb.of Dublin in Swift's tVks. XIV. 57 Thereare

great men here as much out of humour, as you describe your
great visttee to have been.

Visiting, vbl. sb. 4. Add : visiting book
(^) = visitors^ book (see next),

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Iv. 500 The Bishop went and
wrote his name in the visiting-book at Gaunt House that

very day.

Visitor. Add : 6. visitors* book, a book in

which visitors to a place enter their names.
i860 in J. A. Langford Mod. Birmingham (1877) II. i. 54

Their reports are sigiied in the visitors book. 1870 Punch
I Oct. 138/2 The Emperor Nicholas. .'expressed himself

much pleased', as the visitors' books have it. 1917 Rangoon
Gazette 29 Jan. 29/1 His record of efficiency is written in

the visitors' books.

Vita glass (vai'ta glas). Trade name of variety

of glassof a special composition which istransparent

to or permits the passage of a Iprge part ofthe ultra-

violet rays of ordinary sunlight.

1935 Spectator 12 Dec. 1085/2 Only a very iconoclastic

modernizer would tear out original Elizabethan leaded glass

to replace it with ' Vitaglass '. 19*7 Observer 9 Oct. 21/3 In

order to secure the maximum benefit of these rays vita-glass

has been placed in the south-facing windows of the rooms
used by the boys.

Vitali-stically, adv. [f. Vitalistio + -al +
-liY 2.] In a vitalistic manner.

19S6 spectator 27 Feb. 371/1: He was one of the first men

to look consciously and vitalistically forward towards a
higher type of man.

Vitamin (vai-tamin, vi't-). Grig, vitamino
(-main), [f. L. vil-a life + Amine ; named vitamine
by Casimir Funk in the belief that an amino-
acid was present, and later changed to vitamin to

avoid suggesting this.] One of a number of
* accessory ' food factors essential to health, of which
the chemical nature is still unknown, present in

most uncooked animal and vegetable foods, but
largely destroyed by heating and oxidation. Differ-

ent vitamins are distinguished as Vitamin A, B,
Cj Dy £j etc., and specific diseases or incapacities

are attributed to the absence of one or other of these.

zgia C. Funk in yrnl. State Med, 342 All these diseases.,
can be prevented and cured by the addilicn of certain pre-
ventive substances; the deficient substances, which are of
the nature of organic bases, we will call ' \ itamines ', and we
will speak of a beri-bc-i or scurvy vitamine, which means a
substance preventing the special disease. 1915 Times Lit.

Suppl. II Nov. 400/3 The point about vitamines is that
without them the animal ceases to grow or becomes diseased
on a physiologically pure diet. 1916 Med. Press ^ Circular
9 Aug. 123/1 Much of the severity of the fever is due to the

lack of vitamines. 1920 Contemp. Rev. Dec. 819 The boiling

of vegetables has too often ruined some of the 'salts' and
' vitamines '. 1936 Ibid. Oct. 500 I'he plant alone knows
how to manufacture vitamins. 1928 A. B. Callow Food ^
Health 39 Compared with the total daily ration of food, the

amount of vitamin we need is almost negligible.

fig. 1981 Spectator 16 Apr. 492/2 A book.. so full of the
vitamines of literature. Ibid. 7 May 588/2 The vitamines of
the spirit and . . of true religion.

"b. attrib. and Comb,
19x1 Conquest Sept. 49B/2 The only safe rule is this, .eat

vitamine-containing food on every possible occasion.. and
avoid, as far as practicable, vitamine-free foods. 1928 A. B.

Callow Food ^ Health 22 The food value of different fats

varies . . according to the chemical constitution (to neglect for

the moment the subject of vitamin content).

fience Vitaminio a., Vitaminous «., of or

pertaining to vitamins ; Vi'taxuinize v. trans, ;

Vi'taminless a.

\^x\Nature 12 Mar. 42/1 Vitaminous foods are fresh milk
.., whole grains, potatoes, carrots,, .and apparently cod
liver oil. lbid.^^\xQS\ vitaminelessfoodsassterilised milk, con-

densed milk, cornflours, starch, and sugar. 1926 Chambers's
yrnl, Apr. 291/2 The milk tends to become less and less

valuable from the point of view of vitaminic value. 1930
Observer 13 Apr. 7 Adventure, we are told, is the * vitamin-

izing element' in history. 1931 Sir C. J. Holmes Gram,
Arts iii. 27 Life. .is the essential thing. .and we must not
starve ourselves of this vitaminous element.

Vitative (vai-tativ), a. Phren. [Irreg, f. L.

vita life-f-lvE.] Concerned with the preservation

of life. So Vi'tativeness.
1913 Funk's Standard Diet. 1914 igth Cent. July 123
Man s merely vitative body may be considered, then, as a
vegetative organism linking the psychical organism with
environment.

Vitrain (vi'tr^in). [f. L. vitrum glass, and
ending of *Fusain,] One of the four visibly dis-

tinct bands which together constitute bituminous

coal.
19x8 M, C. Stopes in Proc. Royal Soc. B. XC. 473 The

fourth ingredient, the vitrain or brilliant bands, have been

less considered in the past, but are., particularly interesting.

VituperOOS, a. 1. (Modern example.)

1914 R. M. Jones Spiritual Reformers i6th <V ^ph Cent.

V. 69 Schwenckfeld was denounced hi the most vituperous

language of the period.

Vivid, a. Add : 7, Comb., as vivid-skimud.

1913 E. F, Benson Thorley Weir \. 8 By the_ side of his

daughter he looked like a dried Normandy pippin compared
to a fresh apple, sun-tinted and vivid-skinneci.

Vocal. B. sb. Add : 4. Short for vocal music.

19x8 Sinclair Lewis Man Who Knew Coolidge i. 30 She
felt more kind of called to the musical line, and she was
taking vocal and piano.

Vocational, a. (Further example.)

1915 Lit. Digest 4 Sept. 473/1 The great menace of voca-

tional training is that it might be used to confine the poor to

an industrial education.

Hence (also) Toca'tionalism ; Vocationalize

V. trans,

1912 J. H. MoORE Ethics <V Education 33 Schools should

not be industrialized merely, nor commercialized, nor pro-

fessionalized, but vocational ized. 1924 Glasgow Herald
I May 8/6 The primary function of education is wider than

mere vocationalism.

Voetsak (futssek), int, S. Africa. Also foot-

sek. [Cape Du., f. Du. voort zeg ik be off, I say.]

A command to leave (properly addressed to a dog).

i^jt Caf>e Monthly Mag. III. 332 Cries oi fooi-sek with

the slashing of a whip and the yelping of a defeated cur. 1899

A. Wekneh Capi. of Locusts 194 Be off with you 1 How
dare you annoy a lady like this? Voetsak !

Voguey (v^u'gi), a. [f. Vogue + -y.] That is

in vogue or popular for the time being.

1928 Observer 22 July 9/2 An achievement. .which steers

a happy course between the 'arty ' and the ' voguey '.

Vognish. (vJu'gij), a. [f. Vogue j^, -t--isH.]

= prec.

1927 Daily Express 26 Mar. 8 Advt., Hundreds of the

voguish Jumper Suits await your selection.

Voice, sb. 14. voice-hatch, a hatch or open-

ing for speaking through.

1899 CuTCLiFFE HvNE Further A dv. Capt. Kettle vi. iia

He bent down to the *voice hatch, and gavea bearing to the

black quartermaster in (he wheel-house below.
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Void, p. 2. b. (Modem example.)

1876 Fur, Fin f, Ftather Sept. 167 They [squirrels] should

be voided ..and kept several days in cold weather.

VoidleSS, a. Add : b. Fo<t. Unavoidable.

1908 Hakdy Dynasts HI. in. L 383 All must prepare to

grip with gory death In the now voidless battle.

vol., abbrev. of VoLOMB. Add : b. as v. trans.,

to mark or number as volumes.

1930 Btactweirs ayft> Calal. Oct. 45/2, 7 vols., uniform in

size and 'volled ' I.-VII. on back.

Volant. B. sb, 3. (Earlier example.)

1851 Harper's Mag. Jan. 388/1 Five volants are set on full,

each bein^ trimmed at a little distance from the edge by a
narrow gunnpt
Volcanic, a. Add : 4. O. fig. as sb. pi.

19*6 Ccntevip. Rev. Aug. 178 These politicians devoted
themselves to editorial volcanics.

Volcanolo-gical, a. [I. Volcano sb. +
-(o)logical.] of or pertaining to volcanology

;

vulcanological.
X903 Casselts EncycL Diet. Suppl. 1931 G. W, Tyrrell

Volcanoes i. 13 With the cstabUshment of volcanological
observatories.. the study of volcanoes lias entered upon a
new phase.

Volley, 'n. Add : 1. c. To fire a volley or

volleys at.

ipo8 Hardy Dynasts in. vli. ii. 489 (Stage direction) Kempt's
brigade.. volleys murderously Donzelot's columns. .and re-

pulse-? them.

Volsteadism (vjrlstediz'm). [f. the name of

Andrew J. Volstead (i860-), originator of the

Volstead Act, which was passed in 1919 by the U.S.
Congress to enforce prohibition + -isir.] The policy

of the Volstead Act ; prohibition (sense 4).
1^3 H. L. Foster Beacluomher in Orient xL 268 The

Pbillippines aie not affected by Volsteadism and are wet

308

enough to make up for the dryness of half a dozen States.

19*7 Observer 34 July 18/4 Industry's own Volsteadism is

supported by the overwhelming sentiment of management
and men alike.

Volumetrically, adv. (Earlier example.)
1863 W. O. Markham t.r.Anal. Urine 305 The determina-

tion of the albumen volumetrically by means of ferrocyanide
of potassium.

Volnminal (v^liM'minal), a. [f. L. volumin-
VOLUMEN + -AL.] Of or pertaining to volume.
1925 J. JoLV Surface-Hist. ofEarth vii. iij A small up-

ward displacement must then be attended with voluminal
expansion.

Volunteered, ///. a. (Earlier example.)
1879 'Geo. Eliot '^

TheopJirastus Suck i. 7 The fellow.

feelm^ which should restrain us from turning our volunteered
and picked confessions into an act of accusation against
others.

"Volve, V. 1. (Modem example.)
1912 Galsworthy Inn Tranq. 9 If It did not volve and

revolve on Itself It would peter out at one end or the other.

Vorticism (v^*Jtisiz*m), [f. L. vortic-j vortex,

(see Vortex) + -ism.] The principles of a modern
school of art (see quots.).

1915 /?raTyr«f July 56/1 Vorticism. .is in reality our old
and amusing friend Cubism, but Cubism heavily charged
with electricity- 1921 Edin. Rer, Apr. 313 Vorticism,. was
an ingenious British blend of Cubism, Futurism and £x-
pressionism.

Vorticista Add: 2. An exponent ofvorticism
in art.

1915 Ohser-ner i Aug. 5/6 The reviled Post-Impressionists,
..Cubists, Futurists, Expressionists, Vorticists of to-day
may be the honoured masters of to-morrow, 3919 ' Ian
Hay' Last Million 3 Thatschool of unappreciated geniuses,
the Futurists, or Cubists, or Vorticists, or whatever the
malady is called.

VULTUBE.
Vote, sb, 10. Add ; vote-proof a., not capable

of being affected by voting.
1928 G. B. Shaw Intel. Woman's Guieie Socialism 63. 201

Those who do understand it will never be unanimous in
resisting it ; consequently it is voteproofat the parliamentary
elections.

Vote, v. 3. (Further example.)
1926 Socialist Rev. Oct. 48 There are still hundreds of

thousands of voters who cannot bring themselves to vote
Conservative.

10. b. To present for voting ; to record the votes
of (electors).

1859 Bartlett Dict.Avier. (ed, 2) s.v. Cooping^ At a proper
day [certain voters] are taken to the polls, and ' voted , as it

b called, for the party. 1883 Nye Baled Hay 217, 1 believe
they vote people there who have been dead for centuries.
1904 N, Y. Even. Post 8 Nov. i, 25 men were in line in
many places, and they were voted at a rate of nearly one a
minute.

Voyage, v. 3. b. (Further example.)
1909 Ckamhcrss Jrnl. Oct. 659/1 In the same dirigible he

voyaged into Switzerland and back.

Vulnerability. Add: c. spec in Contract
Bridge : (of. *VnLNEBAELE ff. 2 d).

1927 M. C. Work Contract Bridge ii. 10 Trick values,
the number of points to a game, game and rubber bonuses.,
are not affected by vulnerability.

Vulnerable, a. Add : 2. d. Contract Bridge.
Applied to a side which has won one game towards
rubber.

1937 A. E. Manning-Foster in Obserrter 5 June 19/3 All
over-trick bonu.ses gained b^ a vulnerable side count double,
whether the opposing side is vulnerable or invulnerable.

Vulture, sb. 4. d. Add : vulture-wise adv.
1892 Stevenson & Osbourne Wrecker xiii. 206 Towards

her tlie taut A'<?raACr«>trt, vulture-wise, wriggled to wind-
ward : come from so far to pick her bones.
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Waac (wjEk). [I. the initials of Women's ArmyAuxihary Corps.] A member of the Women'IArmy AuxUury Corps, organised in 19x7. Also

Waahoo, variant of Wahoo.
Wade, V. Add

: 3. e. Ta wadt in: to make

into : to assail with energy

Wadi. Also tt//n^.

Wading-place. [f. Wadino i-i/. rf.] apart of a river that can be crossed by wading; aford. (In early Amer. use.)

--<c f ""'"^Kcu naJis. 1075 Connecticut Public R^c If

»t Robot's w,d.in|p!acL
^' '"' '° »»""n™"=S

Wafdist (wo-fdist), a. and j*. ff. Wafd, the

Za^hlnfp '.^ Pu°"'i"' organization sup^'rting
Zaghlul Pasha, the Egyptian Nationalist leader +
-I8T.J a. aJj. Of or pertaining to the Wafd. b
so. A member or supporter of the Wafd; an
Egyptian Nationalist.

'

19116 Clajgmi Herald 3 June 8 Doubts. . were entcrlain^H

ikelv to be restrained by the knowledge that anv too free

mielSi:,'h
""''• ^^.'a.^'^teristic tacfics..wouW q^ckly

nr ^'^ " "P '"' °^<^' '" disgust.
yun-Kiy

Waffle, s^l b. Add : wafflt-frolic, -mould,-wagon
; waffle-iron (earlier examples).

I wS ITcl^T;,;^'^^-
''''': ('878) II. 44. For my own part

;^™ i u S"'""* 'hat so luxurious a fast should

fe/^ff,^''-;,3°
Aug. 1/2 Woffle irons (advMSedi isTa

iTr^f^lr"-^'^"''"'' '/J5'',''-
'/* Waffle'lrons, Sir Cloihs!

SL, ,^, • " ^1'''"
'^"^'-^r'' "5 Didn't the Rebellion jusclose right UD on the ground behind him, just like shultine

waTniriVT I'J^ i'"^ recovered from his illness Iiis facewas pitted like a «waffle.mould, and his comeliness eoneforever. ,,08 A. Ruhl Oilur American, vi. go Crowd^^eround the pay.window just as boys at home WhtTrowdround a 'wafile-w.-igon or hokey.pikey ice^cream^cit.
Wa-ffling, vol. sb. [f. Waffle sbX\ The

making of waffles.
iw J. A. E. DuNM GirlofGhost Mtnintain v. 87 Jacksonh^avowed his determination of learning the art of waffling
Wage,.fi>. 4. a. wage-board, worker; b. zoage-

pxitig. "

dfl^^'f'"'/'^'?- 9^^ -""S/^ The reguUtion of wageshas been placed in the hands of 'wage boards. igaS BHflnd.,Ur. FutureiU^. Ind. Inq.) lu.xvi. .8. The practiS
considerations which ought to govern the process of •waee-
w,'n",^f f,»°*

?"''"'' '^•""'"f " June .3 The speaker

the -wagelwori:".
*" ""''^'^ '" ^'"^ '*"' '° do juslk^to

Wage, V. 8. (Later examples.)

J*'*,-C
^-"-^

^'"l
y'""""" " 55 Oh, my shins I-oh-oh !—they re pootcly barked, I wage. 1876 [G H Taippl

an3fre'-of ' ''?,-"?"''"« '"'-did o„7hi marhem" cand the orals
, and I will wage anything you will pass clear.

Wagneriam. (Earlier example.)
.
I«S« f';;'Kh 19 June 25V2 The infection called Wagnerismis^reading most rapidly ihrOMhout the musical profession.Wagon, sb. Add : g. b. slang. Short for

water-wagon (see Water sb. 29).
•917 M»r iS'Vrf/ (1957) 23 Spriggs put him on the wagon

l^etrr •
'."t ^.i

^"'""^
C'"'"'^

'^^' '73 Carverwason
tne wagon and. .had got as religious as holy hell.
i-L a. wagon-cover (earlier example), Aire (later

examples).
17S1 Col. Virginia SI. Papers I. 546 A number of "w.igon-

covers, for the protection of military stores. 1776 Jmls.
CoHt. Cmgyt,. IW.iji To George Benner, for 'waggon,
aire. 1813 i. L. Claibokni in Sam Dale (i860) v. 90

„^ Z"^""
'"'"'^'' (^'''"«'- example.)

^ J^^r (earlier example).

top oifhTiai; ;£''cut';ff s:^'-
"^' ^'^'«7 p""'™ "f "-e

the 'wagon-bed. """'' '" "'^" '° S« i' into

^*f°n'
"•

J-
'^^^"'"'^^ U.S. example.)

.fn^;t& w^gLTco^^S -?e=-Jit-- '-=

,^^^°^^''^? (W£e-g3nab'l), a. [f. Wagon v. +

"Xs ;i ,^'l">'""lg "f being traversed by a wagon.
fro.=n^over, and wa^onable from Criiil^naTo F^rail ^nl

w^onTd''"'^
''•'• T>^«'^°<'yofawagon;a

tT?;To'''fl?»Jv"^^^-^^^^^
|k?d^^o°g7t':^rtLr\8's^c°.^A^vr-^^^^^^^

ixt^r'a c^tt^r^""
'~^«- ^--d our su^ply'^'fSSl'n'J

Wagoniiig. (Earlier example.)

s«3^afirt-wi^^ni^;'Srl'-"'- «' T-""' «- was

i*T^1S°*'""***'*®''"
^^"^^'y^-^- (See Wagon

aj^viTe flmii;.^^
^""^ ""' ^""8 ^''='" >"= f°' "== waiter in

(see'nfxt7.^'
°^''"^' ^™''''"'

'
" """'""^ P™''''^'"

problem has no threat, it is called a ' Sw^'and il th^d^rent continuations are variations.
' '^' "='

fx^mpl^'
'" ^=^1°°'-); waiting race (earlier

Il'^f^Q T?ie^;s^*°°'''u V'^ y^S >»/.. Cent. Congress
• 11.

3J9
Ihere is due to Robert Erwin. waircon mast,.? tl,.sunr of 169 pounds. 1847 in Emory ",/7/S-™^,^^"' flOur successful passage over was entirely due to thVoerteverance and good management of the wfgon master ^xst,VV. CHANDI.ESS Visit Salt Lake i. ii. \i, \ believe thewaggon-masters of one goods- train had stri'ct orders not S

la" Iv °°foiro"„''T-
,''7* ^'"' ^''' * """'"" °o« Then°you

man^VtSir ° """' '""'"""^ '° ""= "agon-mast'er's

Wahoo, (Earlier examples.)

oa'rt^e '^mL'rv"'' i''''"^
'" 3? '*'"*'"'. "om donni dans la

SS^ aZTZkM ^w'i ''"'"'<''• '83« D. J. Browne
and No1the™?,lt« ' "^""^ " " "'='"«" '» "« »«'''"=

yaif,/*.^ 2. (Earlier mod. examples.)

an'd w^r^^l"*'^*"'^^''*'-
^f"- 382 Line-tubs, water-kegs

T B T.r * Tr ";"'i°T
hurriedly into the boats. ,^61. B. Thorpe Afj;t. Backwoods 83 As the waiffe of S,w^^n^n Imarks) his victim on the sea.

Wain, V. L (Modem example

)

l8aa J Hocc KilmenyVcxi. Wks. I. i8« But so swift thcv

"t.*""
"'™''^'' "" "Sht, Twas like tiSe mo.ioi^If iomtj

Wainage. 2. (Earlier example.)
'?'°

r;-
Chauikrs Caledonia II. ii. 13/ The wavnas^e nr

we'rpt U«t'a^3''l T^'^^-
°f -^ "disfrlcro^rr

rndiWd^arolfhe "nl^orr""*' '" "'"'""' P""'™^ '^ ">=

Waist. 4. (Further example.)
I t'*^* °V 9- Ho?*«rH ^Mr<rr £-„r/ 2 The • Medic ' orIndian Isthmus' which is that Waist of AsL, reduied ?o

5SS; sJi"^""'
"''''' "" «'"«" ""« Caspian and the

6. waist-jacket, -sash.

i;,T' ,'•t ^'"•"
'

^"'- ^''' '^- C''l»""ty ". viii. iss A
d^ r nr'^u" M """"' ^•'"y^'! '" '"y='' anj tarnished splen-dour of sky.Uue *waisl-jacket, silver lace, and jackbSot"1908 C,am/,ers-s 7ml. Mar. 218/2 The ien were imedwuh .

.

long knives thrust through t^heir red"wairt!;iS
^WaistleSS, a. Add : b. (In sense 2 d of

1893 Mrs. CvsT^siTentirf oh Plains iv. 85 It would havebeen rather serious joking ff. . I bad not brought a jacket"for I should have been huddled inside the closed ambu-lance, waistless and alone,
•'"uu

Wait, f.' 7. g. (Further example.) Also to
watt till one sees.

™:/eVl,. » '
'• VV"^^"''a'°"'"'"""0''''carapatibewith the gravity of his office to elude the curiosity of hisopponents with the absurd formula, 'Wait and see

W. d. (Pearlier example.)

wah'ed^s^we'r!
^""'' *""'•' ^'"'''' ^'""<-'«y') =3° Andres

Waiter.' Add: 7. a. (Uter U.S. examples.)

rlwS
A- Sherburne Mem. (1831) i. 20, I was waiter to Mr.Charles Roberts the boatswain, /iid. ii. 28 Part of ou^officers with five or six r</«,V,rr .. occupied an elegant house'186. /(r«. Regulations 559 Non-commissioned officere notemployed as waiters.

"'."» uoi

c. (Further U.S. examples.)
1838 Caroline Oilman /fare//. .y»»<A,TOAftj/,<.ni. 15 She

White's first mov, I.
j™="""8 Problem ', is one in whicl

in c^^equTnceTsuch repir?86l'H w'^ "^'^
°l

^'^^^'

Horse -ri^m ,„. -r 11
P^' ,"°8 H. Woodruff rr<!//;,j^

fXrFlo7a-ba?kTSi'e'"/i:„'^.t =" •™''"«-='" "' " -^

Jl^'^^ "^*-
.
^ ^*'' "f P^'-sons waiting for

rnroTotta^l:rs°om^s^

La Follette Antobiog. 227 It is lertaTn hll ?. '- '^
o^rson the waiting l£t wh'o wt^t^",rsLnatoShir"°
Waiting-man. (Modem U.S. examples.)

^i-lSSoutkern Lit. MessengerV. 7,2/1 The d„«r „V,l,

thTm^ulal^Sg^^af^--;,^ The speaker celed as

Wake-up. U.S. The golden-winged wood-pecker, Colaptes auratus.
^

Yr^ift^f^^. ^- '^- (E-^^"" examples.)
li3, i' ^n^C Al"- 377 A man could no more be a
aS^ an aTk*^

* Cathanst (or, in modern phrase, a WaWensian

r^rSr"k'^f„r^Tu\cLit^='"r8:;rr'^='",!}^

^et-as-^^^-Sr- '•
^-•^--" "-'^ve'n-te-

Walk, sb.i Add: 4. e. 7& a-m in a walk:

extrliin
'^ "'^^ °' °"'^'' ''°""'^' without special

wX^
A. H. Lewis The Boss 138, I said that he won in a

^^ r/^'°'/''^ l"'""^
"' <='<="'' °f a postman.

Walk,^. 11. Aho to walkguard
1930 F. A. Pottle Stretchers si In France we alwav« wnr-
o? T""??"" *''" ^= talked guard?

always wore

°: Of a ship: cf. sense 7 d.
I93» E. R. Cooper Mardles/r. Suffolk xx r™ Th.

fe^Tnof
'~'' '"" ""'"P" andialked^irfhom-e at'lb^ou?

24. d. To raise or draw up by walking and
pulling a rope.

*"

188S R. ^KOVHS^nyam ^ Siindri/t xiviii. 3,8 With
ma [hSS'.'fn"5= u° 'oPf"•J'"-'^ >«« walked up to themastheads in double quick lime.
25. walk-along-Joo £/..y., a dance of American

negroes; walk-around (earlier examples) ; also as

<J"i''''
*° ^^""^ "'^ walk-aronnd.

186a 'E. KlRKE'y4w/««^-/>,«M xvii. 285 And then Timdanced breakdowns, ' "walk.along.Joes,' and other darkv

orh'i?Vii'^r'''''"f̂ .^^'^'•'.J"'^''/^ I" ™-^^^^^^

K,~r ?l,Lf ?;^'l,"';
Virginia 'Walk.around. .875 EKing Southern St. N. Amer. 618 All the seats are clelredaway, and the congregation begins the genuine -walk-

Jan. 468 The dancer held her dress back and 'walkSaround ', turning her toes in.
walked

W'alking, vbl. sb?- 4. walking boot, dress
(earlier examples).

* '

sliD^ra fol'1hik ".""1;!? ^"'"flvhter XXX, To change her

onfv ,«, W c .
^^"""?;^.'^ occupied a few minutes

Sn -^^fIk^i;,;' Dres™"
^"'"" '" ''• ' ""' "'y^" '" ""

b. walking-beam (earlier examples)
184s A-uicieriocker Mag. XXV. 63 Some rushed to the

To^'^'walkfuf h"'"'"'
upthe chainind up thJmlwnery

T-h^-^rklli^Tea'r^Ta-s b'r^k'en^'ttTn^"^
^'^'"^^""'^ «

Walk-over. Add : b. trans/. Anything that
IS easy to accomplish. y J &
190a G. H. LoRiMER Lett. Self-made Merchant xv. 216 Itwasn t any walk.over to hold the belt in those days. 1907Mrs Harris /•,«/x 0/ Wickedness 111. iv. 255 The first da?

..Belinda whispered ecstatically that it was a walk-over.
1910 v. U WODEHOUSE Damsel in Distress xiii. 164 The
battle was a walk-over for the enemy. 193, Daily Tel. 21
Jan. a/4 this makes its acquisition byanAmerican (aooka
walk-over. >->~»

«



WALK-BOUND.
Walk-round. US, A dance practised by

American negroes; {fS, walk-around'. Walks/. 25),
x86i Temple Bar May 199 The 'Jim Crow dance*, .soon

Eave place to better tunes..and ' walk rounds'. x86a *E.
KiRKE* Among Fines \\. 147 Then about twenty 'gentle-

man and lady ' darkies joined two at a time, in a half ' walk-
round', half breakdown. 189a Harpers Mag. Jan. 251/1
The darkie?; try to see which can put on the most style in a
kind of walk-round.

Wa'lk-up, a, US, [f. to walk up : Walk
^•^ 6 r] Applied to flats or apartments for which
there is no lift.

1919 Mencken Amer. Lang, jii note^ In New York such
apartments are commonly called ivalk-uP apartments, 1938
F. N. HABT Beilaf/ty Trial \\\. 303 She had to live in alinle
walk-up flat in the Bronx. 19x9 Elmer L. Rice Street Scene
I. 3 The exterior of a ' walk-up ' apartment-house, in a mean
quarter of New York,

Wa-lkway. US. = Walk j^.i 9 c.

179a £ssex Inst. Hist. Coll. (1865) VII. 37 We the Sub-
scribers agree to pay to the Town Treasurer the Sums set
against our respective Names, towards paving the Walk Way
in the Main Street with Flatt Stones, x8i6 W, Bentley
ZJiary (1914) IV. 405 A walkway for the first lime has been
raised in the princip^ streets in the eastern part of the Town.
x^04 N. y. Even, Post 14 May 5 A space, .sufficient to pro-
vide each house with a walkway to the rear. X91Z [see
Walk sb} 20].

Wall,J<J.^ 21. a. K^A\ wall dip, crane,fitting.
_
X911 Chamhers^s Jml. 350/1 This [nailing trees to walls)

is now rendered an absurdly simple task by a patent *wall-
clip. Z90S Casselts Encyct. Diet. Suppl. *Wall-crane. 1924
Times Trade ^ Engin. Suppl. 29 Nov. 252/2 Supply and
erection of semi.portal, portal, and wall cranes. 1909
Chambers's yml. Sept. 620/1 The current.. can be drawn.

.

by the insertion of a plug and flexible connection in the lamp-
holder or *wall -fitting.

Wallaby. Add: L b. pi. Used for Australians.
1908 Daily Chron. 28 Sept. 4/6 The ' Wallabies ', as the

Australian football players ., have christened themselves
[etc.] 19x6 Glasgo7v Even, Times 3 A big batch of Germans
. .called upon the Wallabies to surrender.

Wallage (w9-led5). [f. Wall + -age.] Walls
collectively ; a piece of wallinjj ; wall-work.
xgaS Sunday News z-j June 2/4 The. .recorded test of..

cavity brick walls showed a crushing strength of some 4S
tons in a wallage of the same area.

Wallah., b. (Further example.)
1916 Chambers's Jml. Christm. No. 879/1 A bag-wallah

from India, or possibly a tea-planter from Ceylon.

Wall-and-crown knot. A wall-knot having a
crown.
X9X4 R. Clements Gipsy 0/ Horn iiL 57 An iron rod was

passed down its whole length to stiffen it and a complicated
wall-and-crown knot woven on top to serve as a handle.

Wall-paper. (Earlier examples.)
1827 Drake& Mansf. Cincinnati \m. 65 Two Wall Paper

Factories, 9 hands. x85» Mrs. Stowk Uncle Tom's C. xxxv,
The wall-paper was defaced in spots, by slops of beer and
wine .

Walm, V. 1. c. (Modem example.)
1908 Hardy Dynasts in. in. iii. 387 Throats shout *ad

vance ' And forms walm, wallow, and slack suddenly.

Walnut 1. 1. b. Black "Walnut (earlier ex-
ample).
17x4 J. Lawson Hist. Carolina 99 The Walnut-Tree of

America is call'd Black Walnut.
4. walnut comb, a type of comb in fowls whose

shape is suggestive of a walnut; so walnut-
combed a,

_ X90S R. C. PuNNETT Mendelism 35 From its resemblance
in shape to the halfof a walnut it may be called the 'walnut'
comb. 1922 Ibid, (ed, 3) 33 The hybrid walnut-combed
birds .

Walpolian (wglpJu-lian), a. and sb. Also -ean.
[f.thenameof Horace ^<3//i?/tf(i 71 7-97), politician
and writer + -IAN.] a. adj. Pertaining to or sug-
gestive of Walpole or his writings, b. sb. An
admirer of Walpole.
1867 H. E. H. Jerningham Life in a Fr. Chateau vi. 165

She had seen through the empty-hearted ness and true
Walpolian sense of the gratitude of those she had befriended.
X876 Hardy Hand of Ethelberta II. xl. 146 A tendency to
talk Walpolean scandal about foreign courts was particularly
manifest. 1927 Observer 24 Apr, 6/2 No Walpolian can be
satisfied with anything less than the complete Toynbee
edition of the Letters.

Waltz, V. Add : d. trans. To transport or
convey (anything heavy or clumsy). U.S.
1884 'Mark Twain' Huck. Finn III. 22 TheyVe got to

waltz that palace around over the country wherever you
want it. X90X MERWIN& Webster Ca/M««/ .AT xi. 197 He'd
call the men oflT just the same, and leave us to waltz the
timbers around all by ourselves.

Wambling, ppl. a. (Further example.)
X9xa Galsworthy Inn. Trang. 82 All the thin incapacity

of that shadowy figure was pitilessly displayed j the desper-
ate narrowness in that long paleface; the wambling look of
those pale, well-kept hands.

Wan, V. Add : 3. Ij-ans. To make pale.
1903 Hardy Dynasts i. 1. iii. 16 The grey glooms of a

ghost-eyed despondency Wanned as with winter the national
mind.

Wandale^. Also Wandal, (Modern ex-
ample.)
xooS W. G. CoLLiNGwoOD Scandinavian Brit. ii. 16 The

tribal confederacies of the lialtic shores—Danes, Swedes,
Wandals, Burgunds, Bards, Goths.

Wander, V. Add: 7. C^^w^. as wander-book
[G. wanderbuck'], a passport in the form of a book

;

a guide-book; wander-plug, a plug which can be
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fitted into any of a number of soclccts in a dry
battery ; wander-soul (see quot.) ; wander-spirit
= *Wani)Erliist.
1844 W. HowiTT tr. Holihaus's Wandtrmgs o/a yonmey.

man Tailor Introd. p. xiv, A fact. .which was more than
sufficiently lihewn by his Wander-Book, i860 W. White
U^reiin xxx. 358 And if haply Cotton be your wander-book,
you may test his descriptive outpourings on the very scene
of their inspiration.^ 1923 Daily Mail 5 June 13/5 A few
high-tension batteries (50 volts, with wander-plugs). 1917
Hastings's Encycl. Rclig. /, Ethics IX. 281/2 With regard
to the wander-soul, i.e. the immortal soul with a period of
mundane existence remaining after tlie death of the body to
which it belonged, [etc.). 1927 Observer 19 June 22/4 There
is a drive.. which it is the first duly of every motor owner
with the wander-spirit properly developed to explore.

Wanderer. Add : 2. b. A species of dragon
fly.

1926 Nat. Hist. O.r/ord Distr. 169 The 'wanderer',
Libcltula guadrimaculata Linn., has occurred at Shotover.

Wandering, vbl. sb. Add : 1. c. In wireless
telegraphy : (see quot.).

_
HiiftGloss. Elect. 7"f7-«K(Brit. Engin. Stand.) 183 Wander,

ing, the alteration of apparent direction of received signals
due to changes not caused by either the transmitting or the
receiving stations.

Wanderlnst (vandarlust, wg-ndsjlcst). [G.]
Eager desire or fondness for wandering or travelling.
Hence Wa-uderlnster, a person affected with
wanderlust.
igaz /! t/ieiizum 4 Jan. 15 If the present reviewer knows

anything of the wanderlust and the wallaby [etc.]. 1913
Wireless World I. 11/2 The Somali suffers from Wander-
lust. 1927 Glasgow Herald 13 May J0/7 The wanderlust is

on nic and my blood is coursing free. 19x8 Daily Mail 7
Aug. 12/5 For people who have the wanderlust there are
some nice tours around these parts. 1927 Sunday Express
24 Apr. 3/4 The yonngwanderluster next turned up in Samoa,
and went to Bombay to live in a harem.

Wangle (ws-ijg'l), sb. [f. Wangle v.^ An
act of wangling ; an irregular or indirect method
of working; something dishonestly contrived or
manipulated.

192s in N. * Q. Ser. xi. XI. 66 It's a wangle between this
Office and the Inland Revenue. 1925 E. J. P. Benn Con/.
Capitalist 1:1 Even his friends will entertain the suspicion
that there is a ' wangle ' somewhere. 1927 Observer 27 Mar.
16/5 Men who sought to achieve nothing by wangle or
intrigue.

Wangle, f.^ Also, to influence or induce (a
person) to do something.
1926 Cole Blatchington Tangle xxi. 147 He was always

on at me just lately to get Lady Blatchington to sell him
the rubies. He said I could wangle her. 1928 Daily Ex.
press 27 Dec. 5/4 Aren't you glad, .you wangled the old lady
to relinquish tbe key.

b. Witli constr. Also, to work, move, etc., by
some device or trick.

1922 Sat. Rev. 22 Dec. 953 President Wilson had to
* wangle ' through Congress an act to restore the Britisli
treaty rights. 1931 S. H. Guest tr. P. Poiret My First Fifty
Years 223 The cellars were flooded •, one went about in a
boat wangled by an oar.

C. intr. To obtain something or get somewhere
by irregular means, scheming, etc. ; to use irregular
means to accomplish a purpose.
192a Deeping .y«fl«(f YouthxxW, He agitated for a transfer

..and to his joy he wangled back to the Cockneys. Ibid.
xxvi, He also knew that a man who has 'wangled '..may
find himself.. thrust rudely into the trenches. 1921 Glasgow
Herald 16 June 9 We wangled in, an' we'll wangle oot.

Wangler. (Earlier example.)
1912 E. WALLKCzPrivate Selbyxxxi. 281 You'rea bloomin'

wang ler. Short.

Want, Ji5.2 9. Add: -want-ad, column (earlier

e.xample).

1919 Mencken Amer. Lang. 160 Ad.-writer, ^want-ad,..
and ad-man, are already accepted in technical terminology.
1928 Publisher's Weekly 7 July 58/1 From the most econo-
mically condensed want-ad to the latest artistic appeal. 1883
NvE Baled I/ay 239 The *want column of the Chicago Ncivs
.. has the following :

' Twelve frightful examples wanted '.

Want, V. 5. e. Const, of. (U.S. examples.)
i8s5 Knickerbocker Mag. XLV. 136 Salt, Miss? What

do you want of salt? 1914 Gektr. Atherton Perch 0/
Deriil II. 246 But what does he want of two cottages ?

War, i^.l Add: 1. b. Also, a loud or con-
fused demonstration.
1911 H. Walpole Mr. Perrin f, Mr. Traill ix. J59 Every-

thing shouted Mrs. Comber with a war of welcome.
8. war-fever, -profiteer, .weariness, -wedding.
1812 Steele Papers 1 1. 663 The late report of the Secty. of

the Treas[ur]y will probably cool the *war fever in some.
'845 T. J, Greek Texian E.rped. ii. 24 After the President
had succeeded in lulling the popular war-fever. 1908 H. G.
Wells War in Air vi, To the normal high-strung energy
of New York streets was added a touch of war-fever. 1920— Outl. Hist. xl. 727/1 The rich and adventurous men, and
particularly the new *war profiteers, were making their plans.
1922 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 342/2 On Sept 15 ensued a violent
attack ag.iinst the Bulgarian army, in the ranks of which
*war- weariness had for long past made serious inroads. 1915
Truth 4 Aug. 181/2 What do we hear from London about
*war-wcddings ?

b. Also war machine.
1914 Brvan in Mem. (1925) 350 While the allies see peace

only in a success so signal as to crush the German war ma-
chine.

e. war debt, tax (attrib. example).
1869 C. C. Andrews /frco//. (1928)220 He asked me if the

Americans would repudiate their *war debt. 1898 Boston

WAR-PABTY.
Herald i'iAy 14/8 The Pullman m«thod for affixing the
*war tax stamps to parlor car seats.

11. war-baby, one born during a war, esp. that of
1914-18, whose father was on active service ; war
bag U.S., a pack or kit of clothing, etc.; war-bird,
also, a fighting airman ; war-book, a book dealing
with a war, esp. that of 1914-18; war hatchet
(earlier examples) ; war plane, an aeroplane used
for fighting; war-talk, also, talk about war in
general; war-work, special work occasioned by
war

; war-worker, a person undertaking war-work

;

war-worthy a., suitable for or befitting war; so
war-worthiness.
190' E. MoEBisON With Guns in S.A.i^i, Mrs. Jourdain's
war baby', ipis Truth 4 Aug. 181/2 'I'bere could be no

objection to their marrying, .were it not for the thought of
the consequent war babies. 190a S. E. White Blazed

T,""{ "';.°* 'Where's that fellow's turkey? '..'That's the
turkey "—

. .his *war bag '. 1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy
xiiL 190 The first and second guards.. ransacked their war
bags and donned their best toggery, a 1918 G. Stuart On
Frontier I. 233 Best suits packed in the bottom of our ' war
bags '. .were dragged out. 1916 Warlllustr. 25 Nov. p. Ix/i
(heading) LordNorthcliffe's*War Book. i9»4H.HoLTiV.r/)'
Years a Publisher v. 104 Another fashion was . . in war books.
1760 G. Crochan Jml. 116 That you [chiefs and warriors]
.

.
may . . bury the "War Hatchet in the Bottomless Pitt. 1800

B. Hawkins Sk. Creek Country 72 He lifts the war hatchet
against the nation which has injured them. 1915 Chambers's
7>-«/. Jan. 54/1 The steady daily tasks of the *war-plane
men will continue on Christmas day. 1915 Lit. Digest 4
Sept. 475/1 The little pitchers with big ears have been taking
in a good deal of *war talk. J928 N. Y. Even. World in
Observer 26 Feb. 16/4 Such wartalk is customary when
large appropriations are pending for the War or Navy De-
partment. 1915 Let. to y. A. H. Murray 19 July, We are
rushed to death here just now with "war work. 1915 Pol.
Quarterly May 108 It is not clear whether or no the special
. . 'war-workers . . will be permanently shut out of the trades
[etcl 1920 Westm. Gaz. 20 Nov. 5/3 The fate of the edu.
cated woman war-worker untrained in any peaceful pro-
fession. 1909 (^. Rev, Oct. 578 The aim must now be.. to
seize every opportunity to improve its "war-worthiness. 190S
Hardy Dynasts in. vn. viii. 510 Ney holds indignantly
that such a feint Is not *war-worthy.

War, f.1 Add : 1. d. To reduce or beat down
by warring.
i8«o F. W. Faber Precious Blood ii. 50 Everywhere on

the earth the Precious Blood is warring down this evil in
detail. 1882 J. R. Green Hist. Engl. People IH. 162 His
pertinacity and severity warred it [resistance] down.
Warcraft. Add : 2. b. A warship.
1918 Chambers's yrnl. May 318/1 With a whisic of her

stern , the warcraft stood off.

Ward, sb? 25. ward-boss, -meeting (earlier

examples), politician, politics (example), school,
teacher,

1904 F. Lynde Grafters xxix. 374 Before his promotion..
Halkett had been a *ward boss in the metropolis of the
State. 1809 Irving Knickerb. 111. vi. (1820) ip8 *Ward-
meetings, pot-house committees, and congressional deli-
berations. Z807-8 — Salmagundi iv. 84 He, however,
maintained as mysterious a countenance as a Seventh *Ward
politician. 1897 Encycl. Soc. Reform 541/2 The ward poli-
tician knows every voter in his precinct. 1898 P. L. Ford
Hon. Peter Stirling 217 See ! Here sits Peter Stirling, the
ward politician, enthroned in Jeffersonian simplidity. Ibid.
187 'Don't you find *ward politics very hard?' .she aslcetL
1870 Scribner's Monthly I. 46 The range of study is about
the same as that in the *ward schools. 1904 Mrs. Sthatton-
Porter Freckles 15 They sent me out to the nearest ward
school as long as the law would let them. 1878 J. H.
Beadle Western Wilds xxi. 332 The *ward teachers had
reported every case of real or supposed heresy.

Wardering (wg-jdariq), vbl. sb. [f. Wakder
sb.^ -^ -ING 1.] The business of a warder.
1928 Daily Express 23 Nov. 10/3 He has also been a

prison warder, and told me that wardering is by no means
to be despised.

WardleSS (wgudles), a.2 [f. Wakd sb.i^-

-LESS.] Having no wards.
1927 R. A. Free.man a Certain Dr. Tlwmdyke 11. xv.

These wardless pin-keys are more subtle than they look.

Wardrobe. 7. Add: wardrobe trunk, a
trunk designed to stand on end and serve as a ward-
robe.
1928 Sinclair Lewis Man Who Kneiu Coolidge i. 39 My

dress.suit . . would'nt get wrinkled in a *wardrobe trunk.

Warfare, ii5. o. (Further example.)
190a Chambers's yrnl. June 391/1 It is prepared to spend

vast sums of money and to employ every tactic permitted in
modern commercial ' warfare '.

Warlessness. [f. Waelkss -t -ness.] Absence
of war.
1928 E. Blunden Undcrt. War xiv. 158 The sluggish

wt-ather and the general silence and warlessness encouraged
us to take life easy.

Warning, vbl. sb.'^ 12. Add: warning
district, one of a number of districts into which
a country is divided for the purpose of publishing
warnings.
1922 Encycl, Brit. XXX. 92/1 It becomes necessary, .to

divide up the country into 'warning districts '.

Warp, sb.'^ Add : 7. b. An inclination or set

in growing trees or bushes caused by the wind.

189s Century Mag. Sept. 677/2 When the wind beats up
the peak, which it seldom does, as may be seen by the warp
o f the pines and tamar-icks.

War-party. 2. (Earlier example.)
1800 n. Hawkins Sk. Creek Country 70 The war parties

all march in Indian file, with a leader in front.



WAB-PATH.

War-path. Add : co>U7\ a path regularly

used by an Indian tribe when going out to make
war on another.

1768 Maryland Hist. I^fag. II. 316 [At] 231 [miles], ..

crossed a War path. 1784 J. Smyth Tour C/.S, I, xli. 323,
I descended the Ouasiatto mountains and in a short time
fcU into the great war path, which ha% been used by the
Indians. i8aj J. Fowler ymi. 95 The chief, .still telling us
to go to the mountains and out of the war path. 1841 C.
Cist Cincinnati 16 The old Indian war-path.. crossed the
Ohio at this point. 1876 Joaquin Miller Unrvritten Hist.
XX. 287 When.. the grass is growing in tlie last war-path of
those people.

Warper. 3. (Earlier example.)
1847 Knickerbocker Mag, XXX. 517 A few tend the

' warpers '..but these are generally young girls.

Warrantee. Add : 1. b. A person for whose
arrest a warrant has been issued,

Z9az Daily Tel. 27 Aug. 9/3 Only three men arrested out
of those wanted.. .Twenty-five reserve men were left to con-
tinue the search for absconding warrantees,

Warrener. 2. Also transf.

1919 Bridges 7W/.^^a»/yiv.384Poornomads..warreners
of the waste.

Warri^al. Also 9 warragle.
1848 H. \V. Havcartii Bush Life in Australia v. 44 His

'coolie ' dogs will awaken him en the approach of a war-
ragle ', or native dog.

Waxtixae. (Farther attrib. example.)
tgaa Act 10 Sf 11 Geo. Kc. 74 The expression *excess pro-

fits duty ' includes any tax on war-time increases of wealth.

War-wIlOOp. (Earlier example.)
1739 ^V. Stephens Proc. Georgia j^j^ In marching, our

Indians set up the war whoop.

Was-bird, slang. A person who is no longer
so able and efficient as he used to be ; a * has-been \
190a Blackw. Mag. Feb. 160/1 You are a fine lot of * was-

birds ' with which to run a brigade.

Wash,, T^. Add: 3. d. A special solution or

liquid preparation with which plants are treated

as a safeguard against disease or pests.

X931 Discovery '^z.y 130/1 The providing of suitable sprays
and washes, and other material connected with the checking
of plant pests.

6. d. Also, the action of rain and flowing water
in wearing away or removing soil.

XS57-8 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. III. (1859) 413 Land lying
in such a position as to protect it from wash. .may be kept
in constant cultivation.

21. wash-book, a scoring-book or tablet used at

bridge,

1908 R. F. Foster Auction Bridge 38 The result of the
rubber is usually transferred to a wash-book or flogger.

Wash, V. Add: IL b, (Further example.)
1850 N. KiNGSLEY Diary 156 They washed this forenoon

and got over two ounces amalgam.

13. e. trans. To shuffle (the tiles) at Mah Jong.
1939 Encycl. Brit. XIV, 677/1 All the tiles are. .put face

downward on the table and ttioroughly shuffled or * washed \

15. Also, to form or hollow out,

19*3 Times Lit. Su/pl. 28 Sept. 613/3 The Thames washed
out a new course through a belt of soft clays.

Jig, 1939 Times 30 Oct. 14/1 Trans-America, which closed
last night at 62J, opened to-day at 20J,..—8840,000,000..
Dominally washed away over-night.

d. (Later examples.)

1835 Ingraham Sattth-lVest II. 87 The loose and friable

nature of this soil, which renders it so liable to * wash '.

1857-8 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. III. 452 Our black soil is

several feet in depth, and not rolling enough to wash to any
considerable extent. 1884 Sweet & Knox Thr, Texas ix.

119 On sloping ground, where the soil is light, the roads
wash in wet weather, forming ravines.

20. b. wash-bench U.S.^ a bench on which
washing is done ; wash day, the day on which

the clothes of a household are washed ; wash-
kettle, a kettle in which water is heated for wash-

ing; wash-kitchen (earlier example) ; wash-pan,
a pan for heating water for washing ; wash sale,

a washed sale (see Washed ///. a. if); wash
sink, a sink used for washing.
1878 Rose T. Cooke Happy Dodd 85 Then they all sat

down on the *wash*bench, 1885 0. W. Cabljb Dr. Sevier

xxu 145 She had reached down and taken from the wash-

bench the lump of yellow soap. 1848 in Drake Pion. Life

Kentucky v. 02, I have already spoken of. .going to the

pond on 'wash days. 1905 Scribners Mag. Jan. 35 * You
shouldn't dine with her on wash-days ', said Selden. i86x

Whitman Specimen Days (1892) 23 They put *wash-kettles

on the fire, for soup, for coffee. 1884 ' C. E. Craddock ' In
Tenn. Mts. i. 7 The pine-knots flamed and glistened under

the great wash-kettle. 1838 Carolisk Oilman Recoil.

Southern Matron xxix. 206 Preparations were made for the

wedding which she chose to have performed in the *wash-

kitchen instead of our parlour. S884 *Mark Twain ' Huck.
Finn xxvii, We.. scratched around and found an old tin

*washpan, 1848 W. Armstrong Stocks 19 These *wash

sales are of course void between parlies. They are of very

frequent occurrence and very mischievous. 1900 S. A. Nel-
son ^ iff C Wall St. 163 Wash ia/^j,.. where one broker

arranges with another to pretend to buy a ceruin stock

when he offers it for sale. 1857 Lawrence (Kansas) Re^ubl.

3 July 4 ' Here arc alt the conveniences for washing, said

the landlord, stepping to a mahogany "wash sink and raising

the lid. 1878 * Makk Twain ' & Warner Gilded Age xxix.

270 It was a .tmall room, with a wash-sink in one corner.

Wash-board. 3. b. (Earlier example.)

1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 252 There are more zinc wash-

boards made here than in any one state in the Union, or

any city in the world.
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Wash-bowl. 2. (Earlier example.)
1816 U. Brown Jml. in Maryland Hist. Mag. X. 369

His wash-bowl [is] the knot of a tree.

b. A vessel in which gold is washed.
1848 Essex Inst. Hist.Coll. XII. 106 With my wash bowl

on my knes.

3. trans/, A hat resembling a wash-hand basin
in shape,
a i86i T. WiNTHROP yohn Brent xix. 209 Men hatted with

slouched hats, wash-bowls, and stove-pipes.

Wash-dish. 2. (Earlier and later examples.)
1805 Austin Papers (1924) I. 140, i Wash dish. 1837

Quinland 11. i. I. 275 An iron kettle, which I and all the
family used as a common wash-dish before breakfast. 1876
Rep. Vermont Board Agric. III. 628 I'he farmer, .was able
to furnish a large maple block to set the wash-dish on.

Washed, ///. a. 1. f. (Earlier and later ex-
amples.)
1886 Harfer*s Mag. July 205/1 Washed or fictitious sales,

or false reports of sales, are also penal offences. 1900 S. A,
Nelson ABC Wall St. 70 It will also be readily seen that
the opportunity for waslied sales is a very open one.

Wash-hands, J*^. //. [f. Washw.J (Seequot.)
1901 Chamb'rs's Jrnl. Feb. 103/1 Jewellers.. sell all their

waste products to them \sc. refiners] : sweepings, polishings,
washings (or washhands, to use the more descriptive term),
rags and so forth.

Wash-house. Add : 2. e. Aeron. slang.

The region occupied by the clouds.
t^^Qh.i\-sA^^ Story N. Sea Air Station tXx. 336, I. .pre-

ferred to avoid the so-called ' wash-house * and go above the
cloud s.

Wash-in. [After *Wash-odt.] (See quot.)
19*3 R.A.F. Flying Training Man. xxiii, Wash in, a

colloquial expression used in reference to a wing to denote
an increasing angle of incidence towards the wing tip.

Washing, vbl, sb. Add : 1. 1. In sense 2 j of
the vb.

1876 Trollopr Prime Minister Ixxii, The effects which
causes will produce, .. the manner in which this or that pro-
position will come out in the washing, do not strike even
Cabinet Ministers at a glance.

6. b. Stockbroking, (In sense IQ b of the verb.)
1870 Me[>bery Men ff Myst. Wall St. 138 Washing is

where one broker arranges with another to buy a certain
stock when he offers it for sale. The bargain is fictitious.

Ibid. 274 How much of this was due to ' washings ' at Share
Boards ?

9. washing-chest, a chest for holding dirty

clothes ; washing-machine (d), a machine nsed in

the manufacture of crepe rubber, in which coagulated
rubber is passed between rollers and subjected to

a stream of water.
19x8 Sunday Express 6 May 15/5 The washing-chest may

serve as a toy or shoe cupboard. 1910 Chambers's Jml.
May283/2Therubber is then turned out as 'crepe*, 'block',

&C-, and washing-machines, vacuum-driers, and hydraulic-
presses play their part.

Wash-out. Add : 3. (Earlier example.)
1879 Harper's Mag. Nov. 894/2 ' Is it not a shame,' asked

the writer,..* that the train should be so delayed by " wash
outs"?'

6. Aeron, Decrease in the angle of incidence

towards the wing tip of an aeroplane.
X9a3 R.A.F. Flying Training Man. xxiii, 'Wash out.*

Usetlas above \sc. wash in] to denote a decreasing angle of
incidence towards the wing tip.

Wa'Sh-room. U,S. A room where facilities

for washing are provided ; a lavatory.

1806 Mass H.S. Coll. X. 77 They have usually two good
rooms in front, bedrooms, kitchen, wash-room, and other
convenient apartments in the rear. 1838 Caroline Oilman
Recoil. Southern Matron xxx. 207 As we left the threshold
of the wash-room, the whole party shouted forth a Methodist
hymn. 1855 * P. Paxton ' Capt. Priest 160 Finally a long
wash-room completed the odd assemblage. 1878 Rose T.
Cooke Happy Dodd 293 He . . fairly went down on his knees
to her in the wash-room. 189a, 1908 [see Wash v. 20 bj.

Wash-np. Add : 1, o. The act of washing
oneself.

1887 Bret Harte Millionaire ff Devits Ford 176 You
boys can go there for a general wash-up.

washwoman. (Later example.)
1912 H. S. Canfiei-D Squirrel Cage i. iv. 36 She spoke of

the ' washwoman ' instead of the ' laundress '.

Waspily (wg'spili), adv, [f. Waspy a. + -lt 2.
]

= Waspishly.
1854 Shillaber Mrs. Partington 231 ' Because she is a

low, vile creature of the town,' said she, waspily. 19*8
Sunday Dispatch 39 July 2/3 'That's what I'm doing.

Turning over a new leaf—and I m going to do well.* ' Yeah ?

And what comes after that?' snapped the P.C.M. waspily.

Waste, sb, 10. d. (Later example.)
1891 Times 3 Oct. 7/1 Little time was cut to waste at the

post.

13. ivaste-keap (example in special sense).

1892 L. Hoffman Illust. Bk, Patience Games Introd. 4 If

its [the card's] nature does not allow of its being so played,

it is laid face upwards in front of the player, the cards so

deposited being known as tlie ' waste- ' or ' rubbish-heap *.

Wasty, a.2 Add : 3. Wasteful.
1839 TowNSEND Narr. vii. 2^8 We have now abandoned

the * wasty ways ' which so disgraced us when game was
abundant.

Wat *• Also wat-house,

1930 S. Maugham Gentl. in Parlour iii. 10 No European
any longer went into the wat-houses.

Watch, V, Add : 4. g. (Earlier example.)

184s J. J. Hooper Adv. Simon Suggs ix. 115 He deter-

mined therefore to ' watch out ' and keep himself * whole ' in

a pecuniary point of view if possible.

WATER-BREAK.
h. To watch in : To use a wireless receiving-set

adapted for television; to *look in'.

1928 Daily News 17 Dec. 6/4 (heading) Pictures by Wire-
less. Where to ' watch-in ' this week.

Watch-dog, V. [f. the sb.] trans. To attend
or guard (a person) as a watch-dog.
190a CuTCLiFFE Hynk Mr. Horrocks, Purser 70 There

seems to be a whole regiment of ragamuffins on board here
watchdogging her.

Watcher. Add:h. lVatcher-in\{^^*^A.^cn
V. 4 h).

Z928 Daily News 17 Dec. 6/4 Watchers-in will be able to
judge for themselves the value of picture transmissions during
this week.

Water, sb. Add : 20. b. (Earlier example.)

177s Lond. Mag. Nov. 556/2 She has an eye of that quick
and brilliant water, that it penetrates and darts through the
person it looks on.

24. a. water-sack.
J864 J. A. Grant Walk Across Africa 430 Here there is

a bend in the Nile, and we were able to fill all our water-
sacks afresh.

b. water-tank.
1869 Overland Monthly III. 78 The tender was provided

with water-tanks. 1883 Rep. Indian AJftxirs 157 They are
anxious to get them to build water-tanks. 1902 O. Wister
Virginian iii,4i There was a woman—the engineer's woman
down by the water-tank—very sick.

e. water-feed^ -intake.

1914 Chambers's Jml. May 334/z The .. lamp..works
automatically, the *water-feed to the carbide being drop by
drop. 19*7 R. RouD Homer's Ithaca 23 One [motor], .re-

mained obstinately out of action ; the *water-intake.. being
choked with fine seaweed.

25. b. water-lover.
i86a T. W. Harris Insects injur. Vegei. (ed. 3) 10 The

water-lovers {Hydrophilidx), rove-beetles.. act the useful
part of scavengers.

26. a. water-marrowed.
i9» J, A. Dunn Man Trftp.iv.4g Most of the young men

nowadays are water-marrowed pups.

27. water-living adj.

1919 H. G. Wells Outl. Hist. 12/1 Water-living creatures
which are always under water, wave the freely exposed gills

by which they breathe in that water.

29. water-cushion, a cushion filled with water

serving as a protection or buffer ; water-cycle sb.f

a vehicle resembling a cycle designed to travel over

water ; water-cycle v. intr.j to travel by means of

a water-cycle ; water-guard (^r), a protection or

defence in the form of water; water jumper,
a horse trained for water jumps; water-power,
-privilege (earlier examples) ; water-rod, a

divining-rod ; water-silk « watered silk ; water-
soluble a.y that is soluble in water ; water-wagon
(later examples).
1927 Haldane & Huxley Animal Biol. x'm. 304 This im-

plied the evolution of a large-yolked egg, and the develop-

ment of a protective *waier-cushion or amnion over the
embryo wiihm the egg. 1901 Referee 14 Apr. i The..*waier-
cycle trio made a record. 1930 Daily E.xpress 6 Nov. 2/2
Reni Savard. .left Calais, .yesterday to *water-cycle across

the Channel. 1930 Times gji^n, 15/5 Though manor house
moats were not on the scale of those around castles, they
served as a useful *waterguard. 183a Q. Rev. XLVII. 239,

I am on the best *water jumper in my stable. 1827 Drake &
Mansf. Cincinnati i. 17 Much is anticipated from the

*7vater pojver gained in the descent from the upper plain of
Cincinnati. 1749 N.H. Probate Rec. III. 755 We set off to

Deborah Shackford,..the "Water Privilege belonging to

said Estate. 1915 Pearson's Mag, XXXIX. iw Like a
diviner with a *water-rod. \^^ Glasgow Herald s. h^t.t1

4

'i'he copies.. are bound in magnificent leather volumes with
sheets of *water.silk. 1932 Times Lit. Suppl. 27 Apr. 979/1
Chickens prove particularly susceptible to an insufficiency

of the *water-soluble or B factor. 1908 ' O. Henry ' Rolling
Stones (1915) 61 Wainwright was on the *water-wagon.

1910 Century Mag. Nov. 39 The advance of the water wagon.
An apparent change of sentiment with regard to liquor

drinkmg. 191a C. Mathewson Pitching iv. 89 He was win-

ning hall games for the Cardinels in 1911 until he fell off the

water wagon.

30. water-slater, an isopodous crustacean of the

genus Asellus.

1934 J. A. Thomson Science Old^New\\\\. 44When small

freshwater crustaceans, such as 'screws' tGaniniarus) and
* *water-slaters ' (Asellus), are kept for a long time in dark-

ness, they become very pale.

31. water maple (earlier example).
xSoa Ellicott Jrnl. 284 *Water maple, (acer negundo).

"Water-binding. Binding of road metal with

the use of water.
X9ia Chambers's yrnl. Sept. 612/1 What shall be substi-

tuted for the inefficient road-crust wljich consists of stones

and water-binding?

Watexvbomey «. 1. Add : Arising from,

etc., water-carriage.
I9aa Encycl. Brit, XXX. 14/2 The matter of stability

when changing from waterborne to airborne conditions.

Water-boy. (See Water sb, 29). Also, a

boy who supplies or takes round water, U.S.

1901 Merwin & Webster Calumet KxW. 263, 1 wish you'd

find a water hoy and send him up to the hotel to get a couple

of sandwiches and a bottle of coffee. 1903 Congress. Direc-

tory 116 He assisted himself in securing an education by

working as a ' water boy ' on the railroad. 1909 R. E. Wason
Happy Hawkins 213 I'm water-boy to the E.Z. outfit.

Water-breaJE. 3. Also, a structure designed

to break the force of running water.

1848 Indiana Gen. A ssoc. Doc. 1 1 . 297 The country through



WATEE-CARBIAGE.
which it passes is hilljr, and the water following the wheel

tracts does more injury than.. the travel. To remedy this

evil, I was compelled to make water brakes on the slopes

at considerable expense.

Water-carriage. Add ; 2. c. = Watke-
CART.
1654 in Jeaffreson Midsx. County Rec. (1888) III. 227 That

noe brewers [nor] water-carriers set their drayes or water-

carriages in the streetes day or night as usually they have
done.

Water-carrier- 2. (Earlier example.)

1654 [see *Water-carriage1.

Wa'ter-cart, v. sian^. [f. the sb.] intr. To
weep.
X931 W. DE MojiCAti OldMohU youth xxix. 282 She makes

believe she knew Gromp, and I know she didn't Slie'd

watercart.

Wa'tepcouTsed, a. [f. Watercoubse + -ed 2.]

Characterized by watercourses.
X()x5 Black7o. Mag. Apr. 466/1 To cross ten miles of un-

known watercoursed country. .did not seem to us quite as
simple.

Water-cracker. 3. (Earlier examples.)
183a Louisville Public Adv. lo Mar., J. Wolf.. keeps con-

stantly on hand an extensive assortment of. . water crackers.

1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 171 Among other things produced
was a tin can of water crackers.

Water-engine. (Later example.)
1864 Thollope Stnall Ho. at AUington xli. Calling for the

police when there is a row in the house is like summoning
the water-engines when the soot is on fire in the kitchen
chimney.

Wa'ter-fence* Chiefly U.S. A boundary or

barrier in the form of a ditch.

1654 Wat-raick (R.I.) Rec, 262 For the makin;G:e and main-
tayninpe of a water fence to secure Quinimicoke and War-
wicke Necke. 1707 [see Water sb. 24 1]. 1760 Smithto7UH
Rec. 428 We also lay out to him all the meadow edgings and
creek thatch beds round his lands, beginning at the water
fence. 1786 Washington Diaries III. 34 Finished the

Land sides of my Paddock fencing, and as a temporary ex-
pedient, set about water fences at each end. xSsa [see Water
sb. 24 \\ 1880 Scribner's Monthly Feb. 509/2 Of all fences,

none is so simple as the water fence.

Water-finder. Add : b. An instrument for

water-divining.
X908 Chambers^s yml. Mar. 269/1 The automatic water-

ii nder, a scientific development of the divining-rod.

Waterily, adv. (Further example.)
X938 E. Blundbk Underi. War vr. 45 Daylight was

waierily spreading as we passed the cemetery and timber-
yards of B^thune.

Waterisb., a. 10. (Later example.)
1829-33 J. P. Kennedy Sivalloxv Barn I. xxvii. 283 His

constitution resembles that waterish gravelly soil you see
sometimes around a spring.

Water moccasin. U.S. (See Moccasin 3.)
xSax T. Nuttall Trav, Arkansa ix. 216 The other fre-

quents water, and is called the water-mockasin, and poison-
otis black-snake. 1842, 1853 [see Moccasin 3]. 1853 R.
GusAN Jml. Army Life (1874) x. 128 When lo and behold
a water moccasin began running furiously around my legs
trying to make his escape. x88^ ' Mark Twain ' Huck, Finn
xviii. 169 If you'll come down into de swamp I'll show you
a whole stack of water-moccasins.

Water-plane. 3. (Earlier example.)
xgtz Q. Rev. July 24S With this [float] Curtiss* waterplane

was the first to quit the sea under its own power.

Water-ram, v, trans, [Water sb, a b + Ram
v^ I.] To ram (earth) using water.
1897 Moore Hova to Build vii^ 109 He shall, .fill in the

excavation and 'water-ram' the earth about the walls, using
sufficient water to puddle and settle firmly.

Wa'ter-rot,^. Chiefly ^.^. Variant ofWateh-
B£T. So Water-rotted a. ; Water-zotting' vdL
sb, Water-rot sb,

1794 [see Water-betting]. 1837 Colman Refi. Agric. Mass.
(1838) 72 The siijjerinlendent states that the water-rotted
flax of Scotland is much superior to ours, which is dew
rotted. 1843 Ainer. Pioneer II. 450 The manner of making
ropes of linn bark, was to cut the bark tn strips of convenient
length, and water-rot it in the same manner as rotting flax
or hemp, X847 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1B48) 246 It is of
great importance in raising flax . . that the water rot and dew
rot must be used together to produce a fine white fibre. 1849
Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents, Agric. (1850) 330 The Navy of
the United States will probably consume eight hundred tons
of water.rotted hemp a year, 1863 Rep, U,S. Comm. Agric.
X16 Water.rotting is essential for the finest fibre. 187a
Trans. Dep. Agric. Illinois d-^ It should be shocked.. in the
field till cured, and the first crop water-rotted the same as
hemp.

Wa'tersider. [f. Waterside ^ -ekI.] A
dockside labourer.

19*5 Glasgow herald 28 Oct. 12 The Entor is berthed at
Fremantle under apolice guard, with watersidersdischarging
her. X929 Daily Express 15 Jan. 9/4 A mob of a thousand
* watersiders * rushed the McLaren Wharf at Port Adelaide
to-day when the steamer Mareeba was being loaded by
volunteers.

Water-wave. 3. (Examples.)
i88a Harper's Mag. Nov. 877/2 She is pasting down her

wetted hair intoasemblance of the' water-waves'offashion.
able society. 1933 E. F. Wyatt Itwit. Gods i. i. 7 His
grandmother..bending over him her water waves and pearl
powder.

Walter-waving, vhi. sb, [f. Water-wave.]
1, The wavy or * watered ' appearance imparted to

silk and other fabrics by pressing two pieces to-

gether.

X895 Jeanette E. Davis Elem.Mod, Dressmaking (ed. 2) 94
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Beetled plain linings generally show a marking like a slight

water-waving on the surface,

2. A metliod of waving hair with the tise of water.

1935 Daily TeL 13 May ao/5 Adyt., Wanted, smart man. .

.

Must be thoroughly competent in perm, waving. Marcel
and water waving. 1927 Daily Express 30 Nov. 13/3 She
can give lessons in water waving, face massage, and
chiropody.

Water-willow. 2. (Earlier example.)
1840 Knickerbocker Mag. XV. 295 The steam-boat broke

through boughs of the water-willow in her progress.

Water-wings, sb. pi. Add ; 4. Floats used

by persons learnmg to swim.
19x4 H. R- Austin Hovj to Swim 19 Waterwings I do not

like, as they are unstable and elusive, igza P. G. Wode-
HOUSE Girl on Boat v. 102 A little undersized shrimp of a
fellow with a green face and ears like water-wings.

Water-witcher. [cf. Watee-witch 3.] *=

Water-finder.
1917 Chambers's yml, June 361/1 As an instance of the,

fallibility of the ' *watei-witcher *, Mr, Ellis cites the ex-
perience of a land company.

WatteaaesGLue (w9t(7ti,e'sk), a, [f. Watteau
-*- -ESQUE.] Sujjgestive of or in the style of Watteau.
t^SGlasgoiu Herald zs Apr. 8/3 Opposite might hang a

Watteauesque diversion representing an impossibly light

and brilliantly fanciful landscape.

Wave, sb. 4. (Recent example.)
1930 Joanna Cannan No Walls cfJasper 162 She.. slept

in a hair net to preserve the fii st glory of her wave.

0. b. tuave'Sitbdtur\ also for artificial waving of

the hair as wave-curler^ 'Setter, -setting,

Z9ia Chambers's Jrnl. Mar. -206/1 The ' wave-subduer *

comprises a small cast-iron reservoir containing the oil. 1931
Leuiy a6 Feb. 300/1 Fix your w.ive-setting combs in place,

1932 Even.StaHdard i July9 Advt., A. .wavesctterin your
bag is almost as good as taking your hairdresser on holiday
with you.

e, wave-walled,
1906 Hardy Dynasts it. i, vl, The Universal-empire plot

Demands the rule of that wave-walled spot.

10. wave-band, a series of electro-magnetic

waves of lengths that fall between two given limits

;

wave-mechanics, a system of mechanics, tised

esp. in small (atomic) regions, in which particles

are regarded as centres of pulsations; (so w^ave-

mechanical a.) ; wave-iueter, also, an apparatus
for determining the length of electro-magnetic

waves; wave-system (^), a series of electro-

magnetic waves ; wave-trap (further examples).
1923 Daily Mail 28 Apr. 5 A receiver which will function

efficiently over a *waveband stretching from 300 metres
to 2o,coo metres. X927 H. F. Biggs Wave Mechanics 27 It

was.. left to Schrodmger to bring out clearly how *\vave-

mechanics bears to the classical mechanics of particles ex-

actly the same relation as wave-optics bears to ray-optics.

1928 E. ScHRciDiNGER Four Lectitrcs on Wave Mechanics 6
In replacing the ordinary mechanical description by a •wave-
mechanical description our object is to obtain a theory, 1913
Year-Bk. Wireless Tele^r. ^ Teleph. 435 *Wave-meter.
iqz^V. ^,Vj\sqq^ Crystal Receivers ^ Circuits$i The aerial

inductance may be found by the use of a spark coil and wave-
meter. 19x3 Chambers's Jrnl. Mar. 232/1 For such con-
tinuous *wave-systems . .arrangements are made. 1923 Mod.
Wireless I. 247 The second frame aerial, .is stated. .toact
as a * *wave-trap '. 1926 Gloss. Electr. Terms (Brit. Engin.
Stand.) 193 Wcrue-trap, any form of receiving absorber
primarily intended for the elimination of interference of one
specific frequency.

"Waived, ppl- a. 3, b. (Further example.)
J92X Conquest Sept. 495/2 Among the most conspicuous

melanic moths is the Waved \Jm\xr {Hemerophila abmp-
tariff)'

Wa've-leiigth, [f. Wave sb, lo.] The
length of a wave. a. The distance from crest to

crest or from hollow to hollow of a wave of water
or other liquid, b. The distance between two
successive points of maximum compression or

maximum rarefaction in sound-waves. O. The
distance between points in the same phase on two
successive heat, light, electro-magnetic, or other

waves ; esp. the length of electro-magnetic wave
employed by a broad-casting station ; alsoy?^.

1871-1907 [see Wave sb. loj. 1905 J. A. Fleming in Proe.
Roy. Soc. LXXIV. 491 The wave-length employed, reckoned
in feet, is equal to 195-8 times the oscillation constant of the
transmitter circuit. 1923 Daily Mail 21 June 10 Velocity

{•^Qofioofioo metres per second) divided by frequency gives

wavelength. 1925 Scribner's Mag. July 47/2 He swung the
dials round to where he could receive the commercial wave
lengths. X92S N. Venner Imperfect Impostor i, No. You're
on the wrong wave length 1 Nothing doing. 1930 Tivies

Lit. Suppl. 26 June 522/1 Bury's was not the only mind
which used difTerent wave-lengths on occasion.

attrib. 1921 C^«yK«/ Sept. 498/1 The question then arises,

how short wavelength light can we use, as increased resolu*

tion is obtained by shortening the wavelength ?

^^avelessly, odv, (Further example.)
1928 Daily Express 25 Aug. 3/1 Her black hair is parted

in the middle and brushed, wavclessly, to a knot at the nape
of her neck.

IRTaver, v, 1. (Modem example.)
1924 Galsworthy White Monkey i. viii, Michael watched

him down the corridor, saw him waver into the dusky street.

Wavicle (w/i-vik*l). [f. Wave sb.y after

Particle.] An entity having characteristic pro-

perties both of waves and of particles.

1928 A. S. Eddington Nat. Phys, World x. 201 We can
scarcely describe such an entity as a wave or as a particle

;

perhaps as a compromise wc had better call it a ' wavicle *.

WEAK,
"Wavy, a. 7. Add : wavy-handled,
1927 Peake & Fleure Peasants it Potters 72 The wavy-

handled pots.

Wax, sb,^ Add : 6. e. (See quot.)
1924 Ski Tenns in Tourist Winter Sports No. 12/2 Wax^

a paraffin preparation to prevent the snow balling under
the ski.

H. c. wax-bleacher^ refinei

,

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1883) 77 *Wax, Beeswax-
Bleacher, Refiner [etc.]. 1908 Westm, Gaz. 29 Apr, 1/3 He .

.

became a wax.bleacher at Hoxton.
12. wax-bath, a bath in liquid wax.
11^16 Chambers's Jml. Oct. 701/1 The wax-bath has not

been found beneficial in chronic rheumatoid arthritis.

Waxy, aX Add: 6, Comb, as waxy-faced^
'looking.

1927 Scots Observer i Jan. 3/ 1 Barefoot women . . some with
waxy-faced infants in their arms, gossiping at the close-

mouths. 1915 E. R. Lankfstkr Diversions Naturalist
xviiL 166 We found. .whole banks covered with the waxy-
looking flowers.. of the large milkwort.

Way, sb.'^ 8. d. j4ll the way from — to — :

expressing the lower and upper limits of valne,

number, etc., between which something varies or is

estimated. U.S.
1878 J. H. Bhadle Western Wilds xxxi. 493 The value of

the booty taken has been estimated all the way from $ 1 50,000

to S300,ooa 1883 Ibid. xxxv. 579 The population is esti-

mated all the way from fifteen to forty thousand : take your
choice.

40. way freight l/.S.y freight that is picked up
or set down at intermediate stations on a railway ;

•way-letter (earlier example) ; way train l/,S., a

train which stops at intermediate stations on a rail-

way to pick up or set down passengers ; way-
wisdom U.S.f knowledge, experience.
1883 'Mark Twain* Z//^ Mississippi xvi. 198 No way-

freights and no way-passengers were allowed, for the racers

would stop only at the largest towns. 19*36 Springfield
Weekly Republ. 28 June 16 A collision between an extra
freight train and a way freight train. 1851 E. Bowen U.S.
Post-office Guide 47 On the letters brought by a mail carrier

to be mailed, called 7vay-letters, one cent, is to be charged in

addition to the usual postage. 1878' MarkTwa!n'& Warner
Gilded Age xxix. 269 Next morning., he descended, sleepy

and sore, from a way-train. 1903 N. V. Times 15 Aug., To
attempt to run way trains through the middle of the day while

running express trains in the crowded hours would result in

endless confusion. 1903 Ibid. 26 Aug., Her motives and
her action, except for its lack of waywisdom, were above
reproach.

Way, adv, 2, b. Earlier and additional ex-

amples with advs.

1831 E. S. WoRTLEY Trav. in U.S. xxiii. 13S The trading

and wealthy cities of far off Alabama and Louisiana, ' way
down south '. iBgS Merry^s Museum XXIX. 58, I did not

know that there was such a fine Magazine,, .for I live ' way
back in the woods '. x86» O. W. Norton Army Lett. 100

A minister of the gospel who was so wonderfully. . war-like

way up in Erie. 1893 ' E. Kirke' Southern Friettds ix.

112 I'd make you feel way down in your pocket. 1887 F.

Francis Jr. Saddle 4- Mocassin 8i A real way-upcook, who
could make chile-con-carne, tamales, and all the best Mexican
dishes. ^1909 ' O. Henry* Roads of Destiny xviii. 299, I

want to be manager of something way up—like a railroad

or a diamond trust or an automobile factory. \qz4C0ntcmp.
Rev. Aug. 236 The well-known resourcefulness and sense of

location of the present-day way-backs of Australia .. are due
..to lessons taught the pioneers by the natives.

Waying (w^-ir)), vbl. sb. [f. Wat v. -f- -ING I.]

A going away ; departure.
192a Hardy Late Lyrics ^ Earlier 120 So, with this say-

ing, 'Good-bye, good-bye ', We speed their waying.

Waylayment. [f. Waylay v.I The act or

process of waylaying.
1863 Mrs. Whitney F. Garlney's Girlh. xiv. Dr. Wasgatt

had . . a half a dozen more [patients] . . to whom he was sum-
moned by waylayment.

Way-leave. Also, permission tO'travel by air

over a territory.

1938 H. G. Wells Way World is Going xl. 127 The ex-

ploitation of the air, as a means of. . available travel, is hope-

less without the expenditure of. .fifty million pounds, plus

secure wayleaves over Europe.

Weeik, a. Add : 15. (Further example.)

19*7 W. E. CoLLiNSON Contenip. Engl. 54 From tea-

drinking we get our expressions weak tea for anything rather

feeble and sloppy, and a storm in a tea cup.

22. weak-middled,
1915 H. DE SfeLiNcouRT RealmsofDay ix. 62 They laughed

at him . . persisting that no one need be weak-middled, or out

of condition.

Weak-kneed, a. (Earlier example.)
1863 Rio Abajo Press 7.\ Feb. 2 But we must forego these

comforts and conveniences^ because our legislators are too

weak-kneed to enact a tax law.

Weald. 3. Add : wealdsinan, an inhabitant

of a weald.
1928 Daily Tel. 29 May 8/5 The flares signalled her

triumph to the wealdsmen of Sussex.

Wear, J^. Add: 9. Comb, sl^ wear-proof Sl^],

1928 Daily Express 27 Apr. 17 Advt., The cloth is made
almost wearproof.

Wear, v.'^ 10. (Further example.)

190X 'L. Malet* //m^ Sir R. Caltnady v. xu 389, I have

h.-id a detestable winter... It wore upon me. It demoral-

ised me.

Wear, v.^ 2. Also with round.

1930 Sea Breezes 76, I had helped to wear the schooner

partly round to drive her off.



WEABABILITY.

Wearability (we«rabi-UU). [f. Wearable +
-ITT.] Capacity for being worn, or for standing

wear.
19*7 Daily Express s Sept. 5/2 A series of distinctive

models to demonstrate individuality with wearability.

Wea-r-out. [f. Wear v. 9.] = Wear sb. 5.

1897 C T, Davis Manuf. Leather (e3. 2) 270 There is

absolutely no wear-out to any ofthe working parts of the bed.

Weary, «. Add : 2. o. Exhausted or tired

with waiting or longingyZir.

190s ' Laurence Hope' Garden ofKama 53 My arms are
empty, and so weary for your beauty.

4. b. Weary Willie : a person of little strength

or energy.
1936 Shaw Inleh IVontatis Guide SecieUism 72 Weary

Willie may say that he hates work, and is quite willing to

take less. 1931 H. Herd Diagnosis Mental Deficiency 10

Mental defectives are the ' weary Willies and tired Tims

'

par excellence.

Weasel. 5. (Earlier example.)
1845 in C. Cist Cincinnati Misc. 240 The inhabitants of.

.

S. (irolina [are called] Weasels.

6. weasel-mind; weasel-word U.S., a word
which takes away the force or meaning of the

phrase or sentence in which it occurs ; so weasel-

worded adj.

1992 ChatnbertU Jml. Feb, 88/t Simon would have dallied

by the way, his weasel-mind alert to draw news of the
hindering from this Heseltine. 1900 Century Mag. June
306/2 * The public should be protected—'

' Duly protected
',

said Gamage, * That's always a good weasel word '. 1904
Booklovers* Mae. Jan. 7 Should there be a recurrence of

the old custom of non-committal platforms, filled with ' weasel

words ', the identity of the Democratic nominee will still be

a matter of great interesL 1923 Charnwood Tk. Roosevelt
X. 215 It is even comically reminiscent of the writer's own
criticisms later of Mr. Wilson's 'weasel-worded' phrases.

Weasel (wf-z'l), v. [f. the sb.] 1. trans. To
deprive (a word or phrase) of its force or meaning

;

also, to take away (its meaning) from a word or

phrase. US.
1900 Century Mag, June 305/2 He 's an expert on weasel-

ing. I've seen him take his pen, and go through a proposed
plank or resolution, and weasel every flat-footed word in it.

Then the weasel word pleases one man, and the word that's

been weasled pleases another. 1919 Roosevelt in Maine
viy State 20 * His words weasel the meaning of the words in

front of them,' said Dave, 'just like a weasel when he sucks

the meat out of an egg and leaves nothing but the shell.'

2. intr. To extricate oneself from or get out of
a place in the manner of a weasel.

1925 J. Bone London Perambulator 162 How to weasle

out of London, north, south, cast and west, with the fewest

possible obstructions.

Weasing, variant of Wheezing.
1891 ' L. Malet * Wages o^Sin vii. v, Her breath comins

irregularly in panting, weasing sobs.

Weather, sb. Add: 6. a. weather-lorist,

report (example).

190S Wtstm. Caz. 21 Aug. lo/i Which, according to the

weather lorists, is a favourable augury for the coming year.

1863 R. FiTzROY Weather Bk. 349 Local changes should

be indicated to observers ., by their own instruments, by
signs of the weather,—and by due attention to the published

Weather Reports.

7. weather clerk = clerk ofthe weather: Clerk
jA. 6 c ; weather-coat, a coat worn for protection in

wet or stormy weather ; weather-dodger, a screen

on the bridge of a ship affording protection from

the weather; weather-faat a., secure against the

weather; weather-man (mod. U.S. example);

weather-mark (a), a mark made by the weather

;

(A) = weather-sign ; {c), a mark on the weather

side ; weather-strip (earlier example).

1898 H. S. Canfield Maid of Frontier iii, I wouldn't

have a "weather clerk inside of me for any thing. 1897 J. L.

Allen Choir Invis. x. 132 He got up at last and wrapped his

•weather-coat about him. 1915 R- Clememts Gipsy ofHorn
84 One was.. in comparative comfort under the lee of the

"weather-dodger. 1910 J. Farnol Broad Higlnuay i. xxiv,

It was somewhat roughly put together, but still very strong,

and seemed, save for the roof, *weather-fast. 19H H. S.

Harrison Queed xviii. 231 ' Have you any friends here m the

city!' asked he. 'Lord, no,' said the stranger, 'I'm the

'weather man. 1693 "Weather-mark (see 6 a in Dict.1. 1849

CurrLES Green Hand xiv. (1856) 139, I.. kept my eyes hard

fixed upon the bank of cloud, as some new weather-mark stole

out in IL 1894 Outing XXIV. 36/2 The ' Una' turned the

weather-mark with a lead of nearly half an hour. 1846 Rep.

U.S. Camm. Pateuts (1847) 94 One patent has been granted

for improvements in fences, and another for a "weather strip

for doors.

Weatherboard. Add : 1. c. A hut made of

weatherboards.
1915 ' H. H. Richardson ' Way Home ii. i. 123 Jerry and

his bride h.id made ready their tiny weatherboard.

'Weathercock, sb. Add: 1. b. The yellow

balsam or Touch-me-not, a species of Impatiens.

1784 Cutler in Mem. Anur. Acad. (1785) I. 485 Weather-

cock, lialsamine. Touch-me-not.

Weavement (wfvment). [f. Weave w.l-l-

-MENT.] Something that is woven ; a woven fabric

(In quot./^.)
, , , .

1904 Aca^lemy 23 Apr. 464/2 To work out the salvation

of the play by joining up all the loose ends into a weavement

which would astound and amuse the innocent author.

Web, 'b. 18. Add : web-nest, the filmy tissue

enclosing a group of caterpillars; web-worm
(earlier example).
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189S Schlich's Man, Forestry IV. 279 The caterpillars, en.

closed in their common "web.nest, first gnaw the upper sitie

of the leaves. 180a Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll. VIII. 190 The
first [corn-pest] is the *jved-7vor7n, a small taper worm of a

gray colour, about a half an inch in length.

Webby, a. 1. (Further example.)
19x6 Chambers's Jrnl. June 384/1 She noticed a kind of

momentary clogging of his movements as he passed through
the canvas, as though there bad been some little, ' webhy *

resistance to his passing.

Web-foot. 3. b. (Earlier example.)
1868 All Yr. Round 19 Sept. 354 Advt., We have changed

the credit of one year and return to ready pay, without
which no Webfoot need apply.

Webley (wcbli). [f. the name of the makers.]

A type o( revolver made by Messrs. F. Webley &
Son.
1911 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 656/t In the Webley the bolt is

upon the standing breech and grips the extremity of the

hinged barrel. 1913 Charl. Mansfield Red Pearls xxviii,

The bullet from his Webley pierced through the heart of

the gorilla. 1924 Times 7 Apr. 14/3 He was shot with a
Webley Service revolver.

Wedge, ri. 10. Add : wedge tent, a ridge

tent.

i86a O. W. Norton Army Lett. 49 We used to sleep on
the ground or on pine boughs when we had the small wedge
tents. 1891 -F«r, Fin ff Feather Mar. 169 One of the Eng-
lishmen bunked inside the wagon and the other two slept in

a little wedge tent close to hand.

Wedge, z".! 5. b. Also, to come mtt as a

wedge; to force one's yia.y through anavtovi place.

1839 MuRCHisoN Silurian Syst. 140 Limestone.. can he

traced tapering away from a central ma-ss to thin extremities,

which really wedge out between the coal grits and the older

deposits. 1914 Mary & Jane Findlater Crossriggs viL 49
I've never been in quite such a tight place before, but I'll

wedge through it in time.

Wedger (we'd33i). [f. Wedge w.2 + -eb.] A
workman who cuts clay into lumps or wedges and

beats it to expel air-bubbles.
1881 Harper's Mai;. Feb. 361/2 The ' wedger ' takes a

lump of. .twenty pounds, lays it on the kneading block be-

fore him [etc.].

Weed, sbX 2. (Further example.)
\91iPeace of Mind xiii. 95 Amiel. .lived, an unnatural

life, to which he became as firmly addicted as an opium
eater to his weed.

7. C. weed-cititer (earlier example).
1849 Rep. U.S. Comm. Patents (1850) 297, 1 likewise claim

the combination of the adjustive weed cutter and levelcr F.

Weed, sb.t 6. (Later U.S. examples.)

1873 Aldrich Marj, Datv, etc. 229 His hat had a weed on
it, vvKich struck me as being strange. 1893 Kate D. Wiggin
Polly Oliver xi. (189.1) 121 She had a coachman and a foot-

man, both with weeds on their hats, and she seemed very sad

and grave.

Weed, ». Add : 6. i}itr. Of a trout : To bury

itself in weeds when hooked.
1889 F. M. Halford Dry-Fly Fishing ix. an Do not be

afraid of weedy places. Trout .. seldom weed at night, pro-

b.ibly because they do not see the angler. Ibid. 224 When
a fish is once weeded, the following tactics are what I suggest.

Weeded (wi-'ded), a.2 [f. Weed jiJ.z + -ed 2.]

Clothed in (widow's) weeds.

189s Hardy 7ude the Obscure v. vii. 369 Having ascer-

tained thus much the immensely weeded widow retraced her

steps.

Weedery^ (w/dsri). [f. Weed .r*.2 + .EEy.]

Mourning garments.
Z908 Hardv Dynasts ill. VI. ii. 459 Even as he For whom

thou wear'st that filial weedery Was waylaid by my tipstaff

nine years since [etc.].

Weediuess (w/dines) . [f.Weedy a.l -i- -ness.]

Weedy character ; lankiness ;
poorness of physique.

191S Deeping .?««// * Son viii, He realized that in spite

of the other man's weediness he was a competitor who was
to be respected.

Weeding hoe, prong. A hoe, or prong,

used for removing weeds.
1S39 Maryland Archives 80 A weeding hoe. 1^3 Cot.

Rec. N. Carolina I. 579 Two weeding hoes, one hilling hoe.

1756 in Lett, to Washington I. 364 Bright Indian weeding

Hoes. 1831 Louisville Publ. Advt. i Mar. Weeding Hoes
—100 doz. ofa superior quality, a-ssorted sizes, are offered

at low prices. 1841 Gardener's Cliron. 5 June 366/1 A
correspondent . . recommends the accompanying weeding

prong, as being a most useful instrument. 1854 Florida

Plant. Rec. 553, 39 Weeding hoes.

Wee'd-ont. [f- to weed out. Weed v. 4 c] An
act or instance of weeding out or removing, esp.

of inferior, weak, or undesirable members of any

company, herd, etc.

1891 Daily Ne%vs 19 Oct. 3/8 Four of the best yearlings

and three of the best two-year-olds were bought in, and

thus the sale was very much reduced ia importance, being

little more than a weed out.

Weedy, a. 3. (Earlier example.)

186S-6 Trans. III. Agric. Soc. VI.638Weedy-^Flourmade
from wheat that has come in contact with a noxious weed im-

parling an unpleasant smell.

Week, sb. 7. week-evening = weekntght.

1900 Ellen T. Fowler Farriitgdons viii. 141 It is our
" rt'eek-evening service.

Week-end, v. Also, to go to a place for a

week-end holiday.

1928 Daily Express 17 Apr. 12/4 I have week-ended lei-

surely by airplane to Brunswick.

Week-e:ndy, a- [f- Week-end -f -t.] Sug-

gestive of the week-end.

WELL.
1930 J. B, Priestley Angel Pavement xi. 567 The station

wasyery crowded and weckendy.

Weekly- B. sb. (Earlier example.)
1833 Knickerbocker Mag. I. 185 We have articles on Poli-

tical Economy in the monthlys, the wceklys, and the dailys.

Weep, V. 4. (Further example.)
1930 N. ff Q. 16 Aug. 124/2 A cheese itself is sick when it

has been over soured or over acidulated, and in time 'weeps *,

gradually becoming soft inside.

Weeper. 3. d. (Earlier example.)

184s Knickerbocker Mag. XXVI. 585 The long_ black

crape 'weeper', which it was the custom at that time to

wear depending from the hat behind.

Weevil. 3. Add : weevil-grub*
1863 T. W. Harris Ins. Injur. Veget. (ed. 3) 74 In this

country weevil-grubs are very common in hazel-nuts, chest-

nuts, and acorns.

Weft, sb.^ 6. Add : weft-feeler = *Feeler

5 ; weft-mixing, a method of weaving (see quot.).

1927 T. WooDHousE Artif. Silk 130 A *weft feeler indi-

cates when the weft in the active shuttle is nearly finished.

Ibid. 130 In many cases, .two shuttles have lo be employed,
although one kind of weft is being used. The two shuttles

insert two picks each alternately ; the method Is known as

*weft-mixing, and is adopted to secure uniformity in thick-

ness and shade of the weft.

Weigh, V, 9. Abo of boxers before a fight,

or in general use.

a 1909 ' O. Henry * Roads ofDestiny xviii. 307 He was six

feet four and weighed in at 135. 1931 Daily Express 13 Oct.

1/7 Both boxers weighed in this afternoon.

O. U,S, slang. (See quot.)
19*6 J. Black You CatCt Win x. 135 We parted at Poca-

teilo, agreeing to ' weigh in ' (meet) at Ogden in the spring.

Weigher. 3. Also weigher-in (see quot.).

1928 Daily Tel. 25 Sept 12/5 It is a rule that every fish

caught must be kept alive, and after being weighed must be
put back into the water by the official weigher-in.

Weight, sb.'^ 10. c. (Further examples.)

1917 Emi'ey From Fire Step 31 And another piece of ad-

vice—don't chuck your weight about until you ve been up
the line and learnt something. 19*8 Sunday Express 12

Feb. 9 Walcot thought I was throwing my weight about.

So he belaboured me with his walking-stick.

12. d. iransf. esp. in light weight.
187a LowELi- Dante Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 261 We feel pro-

foundly that the latter lEuripides], though in some respects

a better dramatist [than iEscbylus], was an infinitely lighter

weight.

15. b. (Later example.)
1917 BowLEV & Stamp Nat. Incovte 1^24 23 The 114 per-

centages for men form a ' normal * frequency group, and the

average is little affected by choice of weights.

21. C. (U.S. examples, = pound.)
"759 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. XIX. 190 He has got 150

weaght of bread befoer hand. 1799 Ibid. XIII. 42 Six

thousand weight of bread is yet to be baked. iQ^6 Kntcker-

docker Mag. XXVII. 276, I took out thirty weight of honey.

26. weight-pole U.S. (see quot. 1843).
i8aa J. Woods Engl. Prairie 276 Short pieces of wood

placed on the boards, to keep up the weight-poles, 1843

A ffier. Pioneer 111. ^^sTbevfci^ht poles [of a log cabin] are

those small logs laid on the roof, which weigh down the

course of clap-boards on which they lie, and against which

the next course above is placed.

b. iveii^ht-pitller,

1868 H. Woodruff Trotting Horse xxiii. 200 The weight-

pullers. .are of medium weight.

Weight, V. Add : 2. e. To impart weight or

force to.

192a E. Bramak Kai Lun^s Golden Hours viii. 188 So ex-

pertly was the thrust weighted that the point of the weapon
protruded on the other side.

Weir, sb, 6. Add : weir-side,

1913 E. F. Benson Thorley Weir ii. 63 Only this morning

by the weir-side he had found a gem of very pure ray.

Weir, z*. Also, to dam up with a weir,

1920 Nature CV. 259/1 The restoration of the Kalahari

and Ovamboland plains by weiring up the outlets on the

north [etc.].

Weld, sb. 1. Also fig.
1895 B. BosANQUET Cotup. Ploto's Rcpublic Introd. 35

Even if Plato's plan underwent discontinuous enlargement,

the welds are now unbreakable, and, 1 incline to thmk, un-

discoverable.

Welfare, sb. 4. Add : welfare-centre.

1917 AViK /^//«4'jj 28 June 202/1 It is continually stated

that Maternity Clinics and Infant Welfare Centres have met

with the greatest success in France.

Welfare, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To do welfare

work in.

1919 D. H. Pepler Health ii. 14 So she read Brieux on

the Downs And turned to welfaring the towns.

Well, J'^.l 13. Add: well-fire, -grate (see

quot. 1910); well-pipe (modern example).

\^ Studio XXXVIII. 137/1 Well-fires are used in all

the rooms. 1910 Encycl. Brit. XII. 378/2 In the closing

years of the igth century a * well-grate ' was invented,^ in

which the fire burns upon the hearth, combustion being

aided by an air-chamber below. 192^ Camb. Med. Hist. VI.

xxii. 778 At Rochester the well-pipe is in the cross-wall, with

an opening on each floor.

Well, adv. Add : 5. a. Also, well-taken^

suitably selected for mention or comment. U.S,

1903 A. T. Hadlev Freedom if Responsibility 165 To r

certain extent this point is well taken. 1907 Nation {N.Y.)

14 Feb. 146 One of Mr. Heart's points seems to us well taken.

18. b. (Further example.)
1908 R. W. Chambers Firing line xxiv. 407 'A man at

your time of life— ' 'My—what I Confound it, Louis Im
well this side of forty 1

'
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WELL-POUNDEDNESS.
e. To be (or^/) wellaway : to have started or

made considerable progress in something.

X910 Glasgow Herald 7 Feb. 13/2 From the drop out

Andrew got well away but Henry pulled him up. igaa Ibid.

ao Mar. 14/3 Stewart again seemed well away for the home
side.

"Well-fou-ndedness. [f. Well-pounded +
-NESS.] The fact of being well-founded.

1920 Glasgow Herald 35 Feb. 9/3 There can be no discus-

sion. .with regard to. .the well-foundedness of the charges.

Well-meant, //>/. a. Add : c. « Well-
meaning ppL a.

1849 Charlotte BRONTft Shirley vii, A well-looked, well-

meant, and, on the whole, well-dispositioned girl.

Well-natured, a. (Later example.)
igat Galsworthy To Let 11. i. He went as a welNnatured

dog goes for a walk with its mistress, leaving a choice mut-
ton-bone on the lawn.

Well-possessed, ppL a, [f. Well-possessed
pa, ppl\ Having large possessions.
xgta A. S. M. Hutchinson Happy Warrior in. vi. 167 A
nice little man, an indifferently'bred little man, but a most
obviously well-possessed little man.

Wellsian (we*lzian), adj, [f. the name of

H. G. W^<r//j (1866-) + -IAN.] Of, pertaining to,

or characteristic of the writings of H. G. Wells,

esp. in the anticipation of future conditions.

1925 Deeping Sor^ell ff Son xvii, Winstonbury was still

somewhat English, not Wellsian, or a snarling, love your
brother sort of town, but love him with reservations. lozS
Observer i Apr. 11/4 And we hear stories, like Wellsian
>rophecies, of a garage that will accommodate motor-cars
ike books on a bookshelf and which is to be erected in the

heart of Soho.

Well-thunibed, ppl, a. Also^^.
1929 Daily Express 7 Nov. 12/a Some well-thumbed phrases

have a queer sense of incongruity to the thinking mind.

Well-williug. A. adj. (Later example.)
1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 20 Aug. 631/1 Not even the most

well-willing of critics can escape from its two main flaws.

Welshism (weljiz'm). [f. Welsh -k- -ism,]

An idiom or expression characteristic of the Welsh.
X761 L. Morris in Cambrian Reg. (1796) I. 368 Wonder

not then, Sir, if you find many Welshisms inmy letters : and
pardon them as slips, which I do not see.

Wendy V. 15. (Example without possessive

pron.)

1883 Chambers'^ Jml. Aug. 523 Clear water fareways, by
which the fishermen wend a speedy course from point to
point.

West. C. sb. Add: 3. b. (Earlier examples.)
x8i8 W. C. Brvant i'(»«^ Poems (1832) 71 The hunter of

the west must go In depth of woods to seek the deer. 1834
Ann. Congress XLII. 2024 Suppose the West procures the
pas.sage (of the protective tariff], do you suppose Brother
Jonathan will not reap the advantage of it ?

e. The characteristic speech of the western states

of North America.
1936 J. Black Vou Can't JVin vi. 66 If you're goin' west

you better learn to talk west.

E. o. west-central «. (later example),
1929 W. Pett Ridge Ajffect. Regards, Under Compulsion

128 I posted the letter., taking pains., that it should bear a
west-central postmark.

West-e*ndian, a, [f. West end + -ian.] =
next.

1856 J. M. Ludlow in C. L. Graves A. Macmillan (1910)

9 1 A London shop ' more West-endian than Bell's or Nutt's '.

West-e-ndy, a. [f. West end + -y.] Suggestive

of the West End ; west-endish.
1911 J. Bone Edin. Revisitedx. 12 A minister ofthe Gospel

from the West Coast identified Edinburgh as an* east-windy,
west-endy city*. 1928 li'eekly Disp. 15 Apr. 18/3 Surely
that's West Eiidy enough for anybody 1

Westering, ppL a. Add : 3. Inclining to-

wards or favouring the practice or policy of Western
or European countries.

1930 H. G. Wells Outl. Hist. 555/1 These were but the
outward and visible symbols of his westering tendencies.

WesterlineSS. (Recent example.)
1937 J. Adams Errors in School 222 Each of them has

acquired an absolute quality, Edinburgh of easterliness and
Liverpool of westerliness.

Western. A. adj. 6. (Earlier example.)
1803 -4««. 7iA Congress a Stss. 135 Delaware., who carries

on little or no trade with the Western States.. has indeed
lifted up her voice.

b. (Earlier examples.) Also, situated in or
inhabiting the Western States.
17x3 Col. Rec. N, Carolina. \\. 26 The Tuscaroroes have

surprised and robbed our traders going to the Western In-
dians. 1784 Washington Diaries IL 326 The Western
Settlers—from my own observation—stand as it were on a
pivot. 2790 Steele Papers I. 67 My Western Lands had
become so great an object to me that it had become abso-
lutely necessary that I should go to the Western Country, to
secure them. i8ia Niles' Weekly ^eg. IlL 13/1 The
Western papers..abound with the severest animadversions
on General Hull.

B. sb. Add : 4. V.S, A western novel.
1930 PuhUihers* Weekly 8 Feb. 689 Advt., Here they are,

five sure-shot Westerns.

Westemism. 1. (Earlier example.)
1838 Knickerbocker Mag. XL 447, I now recollect but few

specimens of Jack's westemisms, and these I think were
not his best.

Westernize, v. Add: b. intr. To become
western in character.
X903 L. F. Ward Pure Social, jj Some of the nations of

the East, notably Japan, are rapidly westernizing.
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Westland. (Later example.)
1931 D. C. CuTHBERisoN itHle) Highlands. Highwa]^ and

Heroes, or Wanderings in the VVestlaiids.

We*stnes8. [f. WEST-t--NEss.] The quality of

being west ; western character.

1930 C. C. Martindale in Monument to St. Augustine
88 Because of a radical South-ness and West-ncss in his
make-up, he never could find an affinity with Greek.

West Pointer. 6^.^. An officer trained in

West Point (N. Y.) Military Academy.
1B63 Congress. Globe 15 Jan. 327/3 There have been

wounded since this war opened from thirty to forty general
officers.

^
Many of tliem were West Pointers.. . Hooker is a

West Pointer, and has he not shown genius during this war?
1867 W. H. Dixon New Amer. L xi. 135 He is also a soldier
—a West Pointer—and of singular distinction in his craft.

1889 Mrs. Custer Tenting on Plains xiii. 434, 1 remember
how every slip of a West Pointer was caught at by the
others. 1903 A. B. Hart Actual Government 469 All the
greatest commanders in the Civil War were West Pointers.

West-Ri'dinger. A native or inhabitant of

the West Riding of Yorkshire.
X857 Mrs. Gaskf.ll C. Bronte 28 The exceptional tr?.its in

the characteristics of these stalwart Wesl-Ridingers, such
as they were in the first quarter of this century.

West-sider. A resident of the West side of

New York.
X903 N. y. Even. Post 14 Nov. 4 The persistence with

which the West Siders have followed up this question of the
Broadway trees. 1914 Gertr. Atherton Perch of Devil i.

2 Ida, forced., to accept employment with a fashionable
dressmaker and consumed with envy of the 'West Siders'
whose measurements she took.

Wet, sb.'^ Add : 2. U.S, A person who is

opposed to prohibition.
19x8 Nation (N.Y.) 11 Apr. 438/2 Massachusetts was

counted upon by the 'wets as one of the * last-ditchers'.

1935 Times 30 Jan. 11/3 That at present they are effec-

tively enforced nobody will contend seriously, neither ' drys

'

nor * wets'. X931 F. L. Allen Only Yesterday iv. 76 The
growing company of the wets.

Wet, a. Add : 17. (Further example.)
19x9 Brit. Manufacturer Nov. 27/1 The fibres arc drawn

out . . before passing through a trough ofwarm water—which
dissolves the gummy connecting matter and enables finer

yarns to be produced—to be tightly twisted into yarn or
thread. This is known as * wet-spinning '.

20, wet-bobbing, at Eton, boating ; wet day
(see quot.) ; wet end, that end of a drying machine
into which the material to be dried is passed;
wet room (see quot.) ; wet spell (see quot.).
1926 Spectator 3 July i i/i Any alternative summer game

or sport, .such as is provided by ' *wet-bobbing 'at a school
like Eton. X919 British Rainfall 15 A *Wet Day is a day
ending at 9 b. (G. ^L T.) on which i mm., or •04 in., or more,
of rain is recorded. X906 R. W. Sindall Paper Technol. 33
*Wet end of machine. 1927 T. Woodhouse Artif. Silk 25
The wet pulp is now run on to the feed end, usually termed
the ' wet-end ', of the drying machine. X90X Chambers's Jrnl.
Oct. 670/1 My office is just under our ' *wet room' (the

usual term for the department where liquid pharmaceutical
preparations are kept and prepared). 19x9 British Rain-
fall 15 A * Wet Spell x?. a period of fifteen or more consecu-
tive days, each one of which is a ' Wet Day '.

Wet, V. 7. e. (Earlier example.)
X783 J. WooDFORDE in J. Beresford Diary Country Parson

IL 97 I walked to the Swan and there wetted with him,
that is, drank a glass of wine together.

Wetness. Add: c. The fact of being opposed
to prohibition.

X928 Manch. Guardian Weekly 19 Oct. 301/1 The Demo-
cratic candidate is assailed for his * wetness ' and for his
Koman Catholicism.

Whack, sb. Add : 2. b. Out of whack : not
in proper condition; disordered.

1899 G. Adh Doc" Home viii. 79 My stomach seems to be
out of whack. 1906 McClure's Mag. Feb. 34 Being able to
get at any part of the mechanism which may be ' out of
whack ' is important. 19x8 H. A. Vachell Some Happenings
xii. 205 His liver is out of whack and no mistake. X933
Watts Luther Nichols 85 There ain't nothing out o* whack
with her.

Whaxk-up. [f. Whack v, 3.] A sharing out

or distribution.

1885 [see Whack sh. 2 b]. 1896 G. Adk Artie xii. 107 He
hadn't been in on the whack-up six weeks till he was wear-
ing one o' them bicycle lamps in his neck-tie. 1912 R. A.
Wason Friar Tuck xi.85 'What yapoin* to kill her with?*
he asked, his eyes dancin' like an Injun 'sat the beef whack-up.

Whale, j/'- 5, C. ^r^^a/^^ (later examples).
X929 M. C. Work Compl. Contract Bridge xi, All that

dealer has to do is to bid one.. of his * whale of a suit '.

1930 Punch 26 Feb. 236/1 The doctor, whom it had taken a
whale of a time to arrive.

6. whale-master, the captain of a whaling-boat.
X924 Chaiiibers^s jfrni. Feb. 95/2, I dine with the whale-

masters and officers.

Whale, v.'^ 1, Also with lOfist.

1928 M. Walsh While Rivers Run vi, 'Do you like

porridge ?
' Aelec asked. ' I do. 1 was whaled into taking

it as a boy.'

2. (Earlier examples.)
X846-53 Whitcher Widow Bedott P. vi. 67 You remember

that one that come round a spell ago a whaliir away about
human rights. 1886 Harpers Mag. July 322/1 In tones of
wrath.. he whaled it at bis opponent throughout the fifteen

minutes alloted to lu'm.

Whale-back. Add : 3. b. Any mass having
the shape of the back of a whale.
1928 Chambers's Jml. Jan. 1/2 Bthind all, a dim whale-

back that might be Stroma, or Ultima Thule.

WHEEL.
Whale-backed, a. (Earlier example.)
1869 * Mahk Twain ' Innoc. Abroad 441 We can see the

long, whale-backed ridge of Mount Hermoii projecting
above the eastern hills.

Whale-boat. b. (Earlier examples.)
^
1682 Connecticut Public Rec. III. 318 How cam you up

into these parts ? In a whale boai, wth Ben Gaylord and
one Perkins. 1711 Mass. Province Laws IX. 178 The flat
botom'd Boats and whale Boats. 1721 Essex Inst. Hist.
Ccll.XXX.V. 143 A sufficient Ariny.. provided with. .a
sufficient number of whale-boats for passage by water.

Whaler. Add : 4. allrib. as whaler-man,
1888-90 Stevenson .ViJM/// Seas \. xiii. 115 Captain Chase,

they called him, an old whaler-man.

Whaling, vbl. sbX b. (Further example.)
1900 J. Nicholson in Hist. Byivays <V Highways 164

When Hull was the headquarters of the whaling fleet, whale
o il was largely used.

Whang, sl'fi Add : 2. U.S. A twang.
1883 ' Mark Twain ' Life Mississippi x. 130 An agonized
voice, with the backwoods 'whang' toit, would wail out [etc. J.

Whang, «'.i 1. Also m^r. with (?/.

1891 Fur, Pin 4- Feather Mar. 167 ' Come on !
* he yelled,

and began whanging away at the bear with the club again.

Whangable, «. [f. Whang z/.i + -able.] That
can be used for beating or lashing witli.

X904 H. G. Wki.ls Food ofGods i. ii, Almost all the avail-

able manhood of Hickleybrow. . were out with a remarkable
assortment of flappish and whangable articles in hand—to
commence the scooting of the giant hens.

Whangee. (Earlier example.)
X790 ill W, Roughead Bad Companions (1930) 6 He.,

sometimes wears a cocked hat,.. and generally carries a
Wangee cane in his hand.

Wharfer (hw^ufaj). [f. Wharf + -eu1.] A
dockside labourer.
X927 Obser:'er<\ Dec 16/5 The Australian wharfers' strike

has paralysed oversea trade.

Wharf-master. Chiefly US, An official in

charge of a wharf.
a x6i8 [see Wharf sb.^ 3]. 1851 C Cist Cincinnati 87 A

city treasurer, and marshal, a wharf and three market
masters are elected, 1889 Kansas City T. ^ Star 4 May,
Mayor Davenport rewarded one of his negro pre-election
boosters, .with the office of wharfmaster. X891 Cent. Diet.
(Western U.S.).

Wharf-rat. (See Wharf j^.I 3.) Earlier ex-

amples.
1823 J. F. Cooper Pilot ii. i. X3 To burrow like a rabbit,

or jump from hole to hole, like a wharf-rat. 1848 W. E.
Burton Waggeries 175 The old Dutchman.. soon became
encircled by a crowd of, , wharf rats.

What. A. Add: 6. b. AUo{\}.S.), what say?
1823 J. Nkal Bro. Jonathan I. 357 'Was he hurl, uncle

Harwood?' 'What-say? X838 Caroline Gilman Recoil.
Southern Matron v. 39 The common southern expression is

Oh ? or What say? pronounced almost like one word. 184X
Knickerbocker Mag. XVII. 50 I'll retire from business,
Come, what say ? 1886 Hajper's Mag. Dec. 42/1, I say
they are fools if tliey didn't. What say 1

C. What about it? : an inquiry as to the course

of action to be adopted.
1927 Vachem, Dew of the Sea etc. 259 Your head keeper

s.^ys we must have two guns apiece. Now—what about it?

Wheal(e, sb.^ An error for * whey ' in some
1613 editions of the authorized version of the Bible,

and in various later editions.

1613 Bible^ Translators* Pref.^ The imputation .. that our
people )iad beene fed with gall of Dragons in stead of wine,
with wheale [1611 whey] in stead of milk.

Wheal, v.^ 1. (Later example.)
1921 Chambers's Jrnl. Apr. 268/2 He exposed his back all

raw and whealed with blows.

Wheat, sb. 1. b. (Further example.)
X877 N. Y. Tribune A^iv. (Bartlett p. 147) Surprised that

he took it all for wheat, and in innocence of bis heart was
about to carry it into effect.

4. a. wheat-belty country ; wheat-gold adj. b.
wheat berry (earlier example).
jgio Chambers's yrnl. Mar. 205/2Thelayingout of ready-

made farms in the "wheat-belis of Nonh-Wcst Canada.
z^j Rep, l/.S. Comm. Patents (1848) 373 Taking the outer

coating or bran from the *wheat berry previous to grinding
produces the following important results, /bid. 101 The
states of New York, .to Tennessee are properly the *ivheat

countryof the union. 1915 Wodehouse Sotnething Fresh
ii, Jane Valentine was a tall girl, with *wheat-gold hair.

Wheel, sb. 3, h. (Further example.)
X929 J. B. Pbiestlev Good Comp. i. ii. 67 For the next

hour she sat at the wheel under his tuition.

8. b. ^..S". A dollar; = Cautwhkkl 2.

1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 160, I shows him a double
handful o' the royal goold ; the ginooine yeller stuff—wheels.
X902 Harbes A bner Daniel 14;^ How will fifteen hundred
round wheels strike you? 1907 Mui.ford Bar-so v. 47 An'
would yu mind throwin' somebody else's hat? I paid

twenty wheels for that eight years ago.

12. b. On wheels (recent example).
X914 Gertr. Athertos Perch of Devil i, 32 She was 'on

theJob ' every minute until the cottage was * on wheels '.

13. O. To see the wheels go round: To see how-

things are managed, how any business or organiza-

tion works, etc.

(1876 J. Habberton Helen's Babies 11 ' I want to see the

wheels go round', said Budge. 'J X889 Kansas City T. ^
.S"/ar 29 Mar., Hale H olden.. is in Washington seeing the

wheels go "round in that picturesque city. X921 R. D. Paine
Comr. Rolang Ocean ix. 160, 1 want to watch a supercargo

and see his wheels go round.

15. A ride in or on a wheeled vehicle.

x88o Scribner's Monthly Feb. 483/1 A few possessorsof the
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birotate chariot, numbering some forty odd, enjoyed a
* wheel around the Hub '.

17. wheel-Spin., -wobbU\ wheel-pump., 'table.

I9a3 Dekping Secret Sanctuary ix, Siretton had seen the
winch and bucket go, and awheel pump under a pent-liouse

had taken its place. \^& Daily Tel, ii Sept. 15/6 He took
a grassy approach too wide, and had % wheel spin, from
which he cleverly recovered. X93S W, J. Locke Stories
Near ff Far 172 A probationer stood by serving the laden
wheel-table.

18. wheel chair(earliermocl, examples); wheel-
dog, a dog harnessed next to the wheels of a
vehicle ; wheel-pit (earlier examples).
1890 Harper's Mag. Mar. 613/1 Mrs. Aydler flitted back-

ward and forward in her *wheel chair. 1891 Century Mag.
Apr. 943 Tlierc is Mina . . in a wheel-chair. 19x4 A. J. Small
Frozen Gold i^t'X^^ti *wbeel-dog somersaulted in his harness.

1850 S. JODD R. Edney \\\. 43 The subordinate bianches
were carried on below, under the ' bed ' or main floor of the
mill, near the *wheel-pit. i860 Holland Miss Gilberts
Career iv. 67 The constant plash of the water in the near
wheel-pic

Wlxeel,^'. Add: 18. To mark ^k/ with a wheel.
1895 Jfanette E. Davis Elem. Mod. Dressmaking {jcA. 2)

5 Each piece should be pinned down previously to cutting
out, care being taken to put the pins between the fitting-

Unes, and not across them, that in the after wheeUng-out they
may not need removing.

Wh.eel-llOUSe. 1. (Earlier and later examples
of sense * pilot-house*.)

1835 Incraham South-West I. xxiii. 247 The pilot (as the
helms-man is here called) stands in his lonely wheel-house.

1849 Rep. U.S, CctHtti. Patents (1850) 624 Some boats have
wheel-houses wide as their decks. iB66Rep. Indian Affairs
167 It is said the firing was merely by boys throwing their

arrows at the wheel-houses in sport. 1878 * Mark Twain *

6 Warner Gilded Age iv. 49 The Amaranth drew steadily

up tilt her jack-staff breasted the Boreas's wheelhouse. 1932
R. Parrish Case ff Girl "216 He noted.. a bridge forward of
the wheel-housei together with a decidedly commodious
cabin aft.

WlL66lixL^, Z'M j'3. e. Earlier'examples in sense
* travelling in a wheeled vehicle * ; also, the possi-

bility of this.

1850 L. Sawyer Way SketcJus 81 Our road lay over deep
barren sand, which rendered the wheeling very difficult.

1864^^/. /^fW£:..S'<»t. ;l/azM<f 52 It happens., theJanuary thaw
..gives us bare hills and wheeling, 1873 'Gail Hamilton *

Tiuelve Miles ii. 25 He told her he would give her a sleigh-

ride when it came wheeling.

Wheel-lock. Add : 3. b. «= Lock j3.2 15.

i9»7 Observer 20 Feb. 21/^ The majority of our fire-fight-

iiigappliances are not provided with adequate wheel-locks.

Wneelwxighting. (Earlier example.)
1883 Re^. Indian Affairs 253 Carpentry, harness-making,

wheelwrighting.

^^lierej ^^'^z'. Add : 5. Also in various collo-

quial expressions; (see *At prep. I d, •Hebe adv.

5 b). U.S.
X904 W, H. Shith Promoters y,^s'^i%^i there was where

we got in our work.

12. c. == Whebeas 2,

19*9 R. A. Cram Catk. C/t. ^ Art. iv. 57 Where the pagan
architecture had been an /jr/^r/tir art.. and where Roman
and Byzantine art had striven to achieve space in its simplest

form, the North worked for interior space.

15. b. vihereamong^ wherewithmit (recent ex-

amples).
X9aQ BRirxiES Test, Beauty i. 383 Whereamong hath the

sceptic honourable place. 1899 ^'- Beerbohm Morei^$ Mere
masses of colour, crude intensity of conception, wherewith-

out posters fail, were quite unnecessary.

Whereto, a^l'v. 2. (Recent example.)

1900 -Alice MtvsELL 7(>A«/?«j*/«vii. 119 Whereto, then, b
the persuasion of this book directed?

Wlierennder, adv. (Further example.)

1913 W. E. Cooi'ER Engl. Fatal Lamt Policy i. 47 Thus
establishing a freer system of internationiil exchanges wiicre-

under British trade and manufactures might pass to foreign

countries.

Whew, sb.\ Add : 1. b. (See quot.)

19*9 PtiESTLEY Good Comp. 118 Bruddcrsford has an ela-

borate system of factory buzzers—usually known as whews.

Whew, J*.2 [f. Whew ^.2] In phr. all of
a whew, in a hurry; impatient or excited,

19SS Alice Brown Old Crow xi. 119 He wants me to go
down in hb river pastur', choppin'. All of a whew to git

*Whey, V. (Mod. U.S. example.) With off.

X877 Rep. Vermont Board Agric, IV. 37 When allowed to

*whey-off', as the separation is practically termed, the

difference in structure and fluidity will readily appear in the

amount of whey produced.

Whicher, v. Add : L b. To make a hurtling

sound.
19S6 Spectator a8 Aug. 31V3 Bid Jove send down a

thunderbolt to whicker through the sky.

Whiffet, 1. (Earlier example of whiffet dog.)

1848 Ladies" Repository VIH. 315 The best protection to

a house, with a family in it that can be named—that is, a

little, barking, noisy, cowardly, whiffet dog.

3. A small quantity of mist or cloud ; a puff or

wisp of smoke or vapour.

1910 Jer. Hart Vigilante Girl i. 14 At last, of the heavy

fjg-bank there remained but whiflfcts and rings and wreaths

o f mi st.

Whiffle, V. Add : 2. O. To cheat or swmdle.

190a A. rx McFaul Ike Glidden xxviii. a66, 1 am not try-

ing to whiffle you out of your rights.

Whifaetree. (Earlier example.)

1846 Rep. V.S. Comm. Patents (1847) 289 What I claim as

my invention . . is, first, the connecting of the whiflletrecs and
evene rs with the hanies, in the manner above stated.

Whiffling, vbl. sb,'^ [f. Whiffle v.^ + -ing 1.]

The action of Whiffle v.^ ; vacillation or evasion.
1841 T. F. Cooper Deersiayeri, I would carry the gal off

to the ^Iohawk by force, make her marry me in spite of her
whiffling. 1906 Springfield Weekly Republ. 18 Oct. 3 This
outcome ofa week of doubt and whiffling will be viewed with
mixed emotions.

Whim, sb.^ 4. Also, a four-wheeled vehicle

used esp. for conveying large cast-iron pipes.

1933 Meirop. Water Buard, Contr./br Pipelaying 3rd
Schcd ., I horse, pipe whim and man.

Whimp, V. (Later example.)
1925 B/ackiv. Mag. Aug. 169/2 ' Don't whimp', I said to

Irene. * I am not whimping, daddy.'

So WUimp sb. = Whimper sb.

1935 Blackw. Mug. 173/1 This was something beyond a
whimp.
Whimsy-whamsy. Add : b. attrib.

1931 Ti7ne ff Tide 26 Sept. 1118 Have we not enough
whimsy-wliamsy authors of our own without importing the
too, too, quaint devices of foreign playwrights?

Whin ^, 4. Add : w^liin-mill, a mill for

crushing whin for horses' food.

1895 C. A. MoLLYsoN Parish of Fordaun 188 With a
plentiful supplyof oilcake and other nutritious feeding stuffs

there is no place now for the whin-mill.

Whine, sb. (Further example.)
1998 E. Wallace Double xx, They heard the whine ofa car

draw up on the ground below.

Whip, sb. Add : 10. 0. A whipping or springy

action.
I9a3 Cricketer Ann, igz2-3 78 Kilner bowls left hand slow

. .has a good action with a nice * whip * in it.

Whip, V. 10. (Further example.)
1886 R. Brown Spunyarn <5- Spindrift xxx, 355 The main-

topgallant sail split right up the middle, and whipped itself

into ribands when the halliards were let go.

Whip-, c. Add : whip-room, a room used

by Parliamentary whips.
1923 Glasgow Herald sa Nov. 11/2 This is a post which

keeps its occupant more bttsily engaged in the Wbip-room
than in the House itself.

Whi'pper-snap, v. [Back-formation f.

Whipper-snappeb.J intt'. To behave like a

whipper-snapper; to be impertinent.

i9(i W. De Morgan Somehow Good. xi. 100 The lines

they might elect to whipper-snap on were not to be those of

sentimental nonsense.

Whippiness (hwi*pines). [f. Whippy a. +
-NEss.y Pliable quality; flexibility.

1881 Sportman^s Year-hk. 70 Some successful anglers use
the two extremes of whippiness and stiffness [in fly-rodsj.

1913 W. E. DoMMETT MotorCarMech. 130 This control has
the objection . .that the gear box has to be long with possible

whippiness of the shafting. 1931 F. Greenslet in Bk. Fly-
rod (ed. Sheringham & Moore) v. 44 A la-foot four-piece fly-

rod of a really delightful soft whippiness.

Whipping^, vbl. sb. 4. Add : whippiug-bee
U.S.J a gathering of persons for the purpose of

whipping someone; whipping-cart, a cart to

which a person sentenced to be whipped is tied

;

whipping-house U.S.^ a building in which
negroes were whipped,
Z92S Daily Mail 29 Nov. 9 Members of thissecret organi-

zation . , in the last 18 months in Texas alone have conducted
no fewer than 500 tar and feather parties and *whipping-bees.

1901 Chambers's Jml. Jan. 23/a On the way we ran into a
crowd following a *whipping'Cart. 1852 Mfs. Stowe Uncle
Tom'sC. xxix, It was the universal custom to send women
and young girls to the *whipping houses. 1865 Atlantic
Monthly XV. 510 Without thought of nine o'clock, pass

patrol, or whipping-house.

Whip-saw, sb. Add : b. Jig. {pi something

that 'cuts both ways*.)
1929 L. F. Carr America Challenged jg The whip-saw of

paying high prices for what they bought and being forced to

receive low prices for what they sold.

Whip-saw, Z'. (Earlier example.) SoWhlp-
sawlng vbl. sb. (in quols. fig., of. *Whip-saw b).

184a Ajner. Pioneerl. 83 Dwelling houses, made ofwood,
whip-sawed into timbers four inches thick, and of the requi-

site width P>id length. 1888 M. Lane Pol. Catch»Words
16 Whipsawing... The acceptance of bribes or fees from both

sides in case of pending legislation or official action. The
idea is taken from the action of the whipsaw, which cuts

both ways. The term originated in the New York Assem-

bly. 1903 N. Y. Sun 8 Nov. 10 These speculators have

subjected themselves to the process known in Wall Street

as whipsawing, that is, they have bought when the market

was strong and sold when the market was weak, and found

each time that they bought at the top and sold at the bottom,

Whipstalk. Also U.S. = Whipstock 5.

\^(t\-% Trans. 111. Agric. Soc. V. (1865) 174 Never have we
seen fifteen acres of apple tree nursery better cultivated.,

nothing of the whlp-sUlk order.

Whip-stitch. 2. (Earlier examples.)

1814 P. HoKRV Life cfMarion Pref. i, What can one do,

When one's friends are. -calling out at every whipstitch.

.

' Well, but sir, where's Marion ? ' x888 Stockton Dusantes

130 Every whip-stitch of his bag and baggage shall be tiun-

died a fter him.

Whip-thong. U.S, The thong of a whip ; a

whip-lash.
1827 Hallo^vell (Maine) Gaz. ao June 4/5 They have also

received a large supply of. .Whips and Whipthongs. 1897

Outing (U.S.) XXX. 252/2 If your whip thong gets caught

in the harness drop your hand and push the stick forward,

and the thong will, invariably, release itselC

Whirlin^f, vbl. sb. Add ; 4. Comb, as whirl'

ing-speed.

J894 Phil. Trans. CLXXXV. i. 283 The whirling speed
was taken to be at the commencement of whirl, that is to

say, at the lowest speed at which the shaft definitely whirled.

Whirl-worm. 2. (Recent example.)
1927 Daily Express 31 Aug. 5/5 Dr. Kathleen Carpenter's

paper is upon the survival of some ice-age relicts in fresh-

water fauna of Cardiganshire, which relicts are whirl worms.

Whirly-- Add : whirly-wlurly, a whirling

cloud or eddy.

1930 Palmer Men are Human xlil. 112 A cool breeze that

raised little whirly-whirlies of dust.

Whish, 2'-l 2. (Further example.)
1929 R. Graves Good-Bye to all That xiii. 153, I heard

one shell whish-whishing towards me.

Whislc, V. 1. b. (Later examples.)

1919 H. Walpole Secret City \i. v. 353 A beautiful fruit

just within his grasp... He's going to taste it, when whisk !

it's gone. 1916 B. Cable Action Front 12, I heard. .some-
thing else goin' whisk like a cane switched past your ear.

Whiskery, <3f. Add:b. Suggestive of whiskers.

1927 H. V. MonTON In Search Engl, v, The dark room
smelt of. .that indefinite whiskery smell of old men.

Whiskified, a, (Later example.)
1918 W. J. Locke Rough Road xxi. 271 Bottles of the

strongest old Burgundy, such as he thought would get a
grip on Chipmunk s whiskyfied throat.

Whisky, sb.'^ \>. Add : whisky money,
the unappropriated residue of the beer and spirit

duty which was allocated to technical education

by the Local Taxation Act of 1 890 ; whisky-akin
U.S. slangy a drink containing whisky.
19x1 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 495/1 If the * whisky * money.,

were found to be well and carefully expended, no future

Chancellor would be able to divert it to any other purpose.

1856 Yale Lit. Mag. XXI. 146 (Th.) Nine whiskey skins,

and our spirits rushed together. 1871 Hay Little Breeches^

etc. 24 Says he, 'Young man, the tribe of Phinns Knows
their own whisky-skins I ' 1889 Farmer Amer., Whiskey
shiny a concocted drink of whiskey, sugar, crushed ice, and
mint.

Whiskyish (hwiski|ij), a. [f. Whisky + -ish.]

Inclined for whisky.
1929 Deeping Roper's Row ii, Don't be in a 'urry, my lad.

Wait till they're warm. If they're whiskyish, wait till the

whisky's got 'em.

Whisper, sb. 4. Also Comb, as whisper-proof.

1876 Gentl. Mag. Sept. 339 To ascertain whether.. our

boasted ri^ht of asylum was really whisper-proof.

Whistle, sb. 1. b. {b) As clean as a -whistle :

(further example).
1889 * R. BoLDREwooD ' Rohbefy under Arms xlii, We've

been sold as clean as a whistle.

Whistle, V. 10. (Recent example.)

1917 H. A. Vachell Fishpingle xii. He hurried on, now
doubly assured that Joyce had ' whistled '.

White, sb. Add : 19. b. Also, a monarchist

in Russia ; a member of the White Army.
1924 E. G. Jellicoe Playing the Game xiii. 324, Expedi-

tionary Armies of Britain and the United States, invaded

Northern Russia.. in order to link up with Russian Whites
against Russian Bolsheviks.

White, CL. Add : 1. e. transf. (See quot.)

19J7 N. V. SiDGWiCK Electronic Th. Valency 32 Hence,
when atoms are struck by 'white ' X-ray radiation (radiation

having a continuous spectrum) absorption only begins when
we reach a frequency great enough to expel the electron.

4. b. (liarlier example.)

186s 'Mark Twain* Sk, (1875) 74 The parson .. was one

among the whitest men 1 ever see.

6. a. (Further example.)

1877 J. Penderel-Brodkurst Guide to Boscobel v. 20

Whiteladies...The name is derived from the circumstance

that the house was once a Priory of Cistercian or White
Nuns.
11. c. 'w'iAtQraQtQ\(ht\ictivhile-metalledJ -metai-

ling).

1932 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 36/2 A hollow circular-sectioned

shank carried an integral big-end, white-metalled internally

and externally... The., thin and flexible section of the inner

rod sleeve., enhanced the difEculty of white-metalling.

e. white dwarf, one of a class of small stars of

great density radiating white light (see *Dwauf sb.

2 b) ; white fuel, water used as a source of power,

in contrast to coal ; white plague, tuberculosis

;

"White Kussian (<:), a Russian monarchist ; cf.

sense 6 b; white sale, a sale of house- and body-

linen at reduced prices ; white wear, linen articles.

1927 A. S. Eddington Stars ^ Atoms 51 There can be

little doubt that these '*wh)te dwarfs ', as they are called,

are comparatively abundant in the stellar universe. 1913

SoDDY Matter ^ Energy v. 135 The ' *white fuel ' of the

Norwegian hill-sides, x^xZ Daily Tel. 27 Mar. 10/7 Italy

has, .greater advantages for the development of ' white fuel *,

for Egypt has but one single river. 1909 World To-Day
Sept. 924/1 The menace of the *White Plagueis appallijig.

1925 Deeping Three Rooms xxv. Influenza, apical pneu-

monia, and after that— the white plague, x^zy Daily Tel,

29 Mar. 11/6 The *White Russians in the Northern Army.,
were purely soldiers, while the Reds were carrying on pro-

paganda. 1923 Daily Mail 14 Feb. 5 Advl., Are you letting

this most wonderful of * White Sales slip by without availing

yourself of the. .opportunities itaffords? 1903 H.G.Wells
A'ipps I. iu 39 Cretonnes, chintzes, and the like; serviettes,

and all the bright, hard *whitewcar of a well-ordered house,

12. c. white-piped (see quot.); white-sighted,

of an eye, adapted for seeing white.

1896 Fisher Schlich's Man. Forestry V. 74 "The wood

may often be penetrated by repeated decaying stripes, as in



WHITE-ANT.
old oaks attacked by Siereum hirsutum (said to be wkiie-
*>frf.—Tr.). 1909 E. B. TlTCHENEK TtxM. Psychol. 1. 75
The white is thus seen with a white-sighted eye, and the
black with a black-sighted eye.

e, white neb (see qnot.).

1901 Chambers^s Jml. Apr. 24^/3 The scabrous part of
the rook's beak comes on after the first moult. From this

strong mark on the bill rooks are often called '^white-nebs'.

White-ant, sb. : see Ant si. 3.

White-ant, v. [f. v/Ai/e ant: White a. 11.]

trans. To destroy in the manner of termites or
white ants.

19J5 Glasgow Htrald 14 Nov. 9/6 The extremists, .have
deliberately * white-anted ' the Labour movement, .and
squandered the funds of the wealthy unions.

White bear. 1. The Polar bear.
i860 GossK Rom. Nat. Hist. 62 The white bear, seated on

a solitary iceberg in the Polar Sea,

2. 6^..9. The grizzly bear.
X791 J. Long Voyages 95 The large white bear, commonly

called the grizly bear, is a very dangerous animal. 1807 P.
Gass yrtil. vii. 82 Captain Lewis and some of the men
travelled some distance by land and killed a white bear.
1837 Irving Capt. Bonneville 11. v. 62 There you will find
plenty of white bears and mountain sheep. x85a J. Rey-
nolds Hist. Illinois 172 He was destroyed there by a white
bear.

White-bearded, <z- a, (See White a, la c,)
b. Of wheat.
1788 Washington Diaries III. 417 Also sowing.. one

bushel of the White bearded Wheat sent me by Beale
Boaidly. 1849 '^'A U.S. Comm. Patents, Agric. (1850)
132 The white.bearded wheat, a valuable kind less liable to
total failure than any other; not very popular with millers.

White birch. U.S. A North American species
of birch {Heltila papyracea), having light-coloured
bark.
1780 Morse Ajner. Geogr. 197 On the high lands are.,

beech and white birch. 183a D. J. Browne Sylva Avter.
123 The white birch is most frequently found.. where the
soil is dry and meagre. 1851 J. S. Springer Forest Life
188 On almost all sides of the mountain there is a short,
tangled growth of alders and white birch coming up between
the rocks. 1875 [see Bikch sh. i b).

b. attrib.

1868 Amer. Naturalist June 178 After haunting, .the
white.birch swamps, it [a warbler] moves southwaid. 1871
Mrs. Stowe Sam Lazvson 105 And she got her a little bit
o' bnd, right alongside o' Old Black Hoss John's white-
birch wood-lot.

Whitecap, v. U.S. [f. Whitbcap sb.} intr.
To be a whitecap (sense 4) ; to practise lynch law.
Hence Whitecapism; Whitecapper.
1903 N. Y. Even. Post 22 .\ug., A deputy marshal has

arrested eleven prominent white planters on the charge of
whitecapping. 1904 Ibid. 21 Dec. 3 The disgrace of white-
capism, which has retarded the development of the State of
Mississippi. 1904 Ibid. 28 Jan. 9 The Mississippi has voted
Gov, Vardaman a special appropriation to enable him to
suppress the ' white cappers '.

Whi-te-oapping, a. [f. Whitecap -f-iNG 2.]

Covering with or as with a white cap,
191a J. London Son of Sun v. ii. 175 Their long slopes.,

were broken by systems of smaller whitecapping waves.

White cedar. U.S. Used of varieties of
cypress, juniper, etc, which resemble the cedar;
(see Cedab 3),

167s Josselyn Tiuo Voyages 67 The white cedar is a stately
tree, and is taken by some to be Tamarisk. 1807 P. Gass
Jrnl. 165 The women have a kind of fringe petticoats, made
of filaments or tassels of the white cedar bark. 183a D. J.Browne Sylva .4/«.?n 146 Among the resinous trees of the
United States, the White Cedar is one of the most interest-
ing for the varied utility of its wood, 1846 Knickerbocker
Mag. XXVIL 283 The flexile white cedar bends over the
rocks. 1879 Scriiner's Monthly Nov, 20/1 White cedars .

.

invariably fringe the bank.

WMte-Collar. U.S. Applied atirib. to
persons engaged in non-manual work, or to the
occupations of these.
19J9 Lit. Digest 24 Aug. 10/2 No complete census, .of our

' white-collar ' army appears to be available. Ibid., ' White-
collar' occupations. igaS Collier's 10 Nov. 49/2 The.,
people at work in factories, . . in white-collar jobs, and in the
professions,

WUite elm. U.S. An American species of
elm, Vlmus americana,
J770 isee White a. 11 b). 1819 A, L. HiLLHOusE tr. Mich.

auxsSylvalU. 83 This tree, .. White Elm, is found over
an extensive tract of the North American continent.
White firost. Frozen dew ; hoar frost.
J38a, 1563, 1739 [see Frost i*.']. 1780 W. Fleming in

Trav. Amer. Cot. 634 Monday night there was a smart white
frost. 183s Martin's Descr. Virginia 66 Our white frost is

Eenera lly harmless, it being simple dew .slightly congealed.
Wmtehall (hw9i-th§-l). Any of the government

offices situated in Whitehall, London.
1817 Morn. Post 24 Mar. 3/2 In consequence ofthat accom-

modation, an equal amount of Exchequer Bills before locked
up at Whitehall are afterwards to be locked up in Thread-

"J"'.'!'?"-'^"- '^° ^""^ '^'"" '3 Mar. 5/2 The infection
of.. Chnslian Socialism' is spreading to Whitehall. 1910
rimes Educ. Su/ipl. 6 Sept. i^/a The introductory remarks
. .breathe a very different spirit from that of earlier oflicial
utterances of Whitehall. 1919 Punch 3 Sept, 202/1 The
Passing of the Whitehall Flapper, 1931 Galsworthy .^a/rf
in iVaiting xxii. 183 Without him, his flower, and his faint
grin, Whitehall would have been shorn of something that
made it almost human.
White line, sd. Add : 2. b. Engraving.
An engraved line which prints white,
1884 DoBsoM Thos. Bewick ^ his Pupils 145 The other

316

difler«nce, of which Bewick is said to be the inventor, con-
sisted in the employment of what is known technically as
' whitcline *.

3. o. A narrow white (or yellow) strip painted
on a road or street, esp. at a curve or comer, for the
guidance of drivers of vehicles.
igas Glasgmv Herald 15 Oct. 9 The * White Line '. The

Minister of Transport is investigating the different methods
..of marking the road surfaces with white lines for the
guidance of traffic.

White xnaple. The soft or silver maple,
Acer dasycarpum or eriocarpttm,
j8io Michaux Arbres i. 27 White Maple (Arable blanc),

seul denomination sur les boids de I'Ohio. 1832 D. J.
Browne Sylva Amer, loi The white maple puts forth
green and yellow flowers early in the spring. X857-8 Trans.
III. Asric. Soc. III. 479 Some trees, such as the red elm,
and white and red maples ripen their fruit in May and June.
tZ&z Refi. Vermont Board Agric. VIII. 64 The rock maple
makes tne best sugar, while the white maple will make the
whitest.

b. aitrib.

x88o Rep. Vermont Board Agric. VI. 113 There seems to
be a prevailing error . . that clean white maple sugar is

adulterated.

White monk. (Later example.)
184s Lives Eng. Saints, St. Robert 52 A noble baron, called
Ralph de Merlay, offered to endow a Cistercian house if
they would send a colony of White monks into his lands.

White mnlberry. A species of mulberry,
Morus alba^ obtained oritj^inally from China,
1610 Estate of Virginia 55 There are innumerable white

Mulberry trees._ 1737 John Wesley Jml. (igioj I. 402 The
white mulberry is not good to eat. 1765 G. Crochan yrnl.
16 The whole country abounds with great plenty of the
white and red mulberry tree. 1804 J. Roberts Penn. Far-
mer 1 82 The leaves of both the black and white mulberry are
used in raising silk-worms. 1846 D. J. Brownp: Trees
Amer. 454 M, Pomier. .recommends that the white mul-
berry be grafted on the Morus nigra.

White mule. U.S. Gin.
1928 Collier's 29 Dec. 8/r What do you think about a

bunch of boys and girls, .stealin' a keg of white mule from
a dealer ? 1929 Amer. Sp. Aug. 440.

Whiteninff, vbl. sb. 1. (Further example.)
19Z6 Gloss. Electr.^ Terms (Brit. Engin. Stand.) 129

Whitening,, the deposition ofa white film of silver on metals
by simple immersion.

White oak. U.S. Any of various North Ameri-
can species of oak, esp. the Quebec oak, Querais
alba ; also the wood of one or other of these.

1635 Relat. Maryland vX. 23 The White Oake is good for
Pipe-staves, the red Oake for wainescot. i66z Groton Rec.
7 Also that the meetinge house shall be sett upon the right
hand of the path by a small whit Oak. 1746 Baltimore
To7vn Rec. 19 One [gate] of five feet wide in the Clear
within the posts White Oak framed and locust posts and sils.

1791 E. Denny Jml. 158 Upland thin, covered chiefly with
white oak. 1819 E. Evans Pedestrious Tour 208 There are
some rises of land, the soil of which is light, and the growth
of timber upon them is principally white oak. 1852 D. G.
Mitchell Dream. Life 264 The few, lingering leaves of the
white oaks rustle dismally. 1882 Econ. Geol. Illinois II.

21 In the breaks and bluffs of the creek, the white oak, a
treeotherwse not common in thiscountry,isquiteabiuidant.

2. attrib. with land, etc.

1648 Providence (R.I.) Rec. XV. 21 The South-east comer
is bounded with a gully and a white Oake tree, 1663 /'/>'-

7«£;ttM./?£(r. 66 Lot.. bounded, .with two white oake stakes.
x^oxConn, Col. Rec. IV. 449 Running north from the sea to
a white oakstaddle on the bank with the top cuttoff. 2754
Col. Rec. Georgia VI. 428 He prayed for five hundred Acres
of Land, situated at a White Oak Swamp. 1770 Washing-
ton Diaries 1,428 You come,, to a thin white Oak land, and
f»oor. 1796-1801 Fessenden Orig, Poems ^\ Simon dang-
ing by a garter Hung on yonder white-oak tree. 1853 * P.
Paxton * Yankee in Texas -j^ Having chanced to light
upon the price of white oak staves,. he determined.. he
would engage a large gang. 18^3 ' Mark Twain ' & War-
ner Gilded A^e xvii. 163 You km git all the rails you want
outen my white-oak timber over thar. x88a Econ. Geol.
Illitwis II. 21 These white oak lands are reckoned among
the most fertile lands in the county.

White perch. U.S. (See Perch sb.^ 2.)

1775 liuBNABY Trav. 15 These waters are stored with in-
credible quantities of fish, such as sheeps-heads, rock-fish,
drums, white perch. i8zx Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll. Ser. il X.
35 Vast quantities of sea or white perch are taken in the
fall of the year, 1851 T. A. Burke Polly Peasedlo.fsom's
Wedding 129 The trout and white perch bit beautifully.

1869 Game Laws (Mass.) in Fur, Fin <y Feather {iZy^) 75
Whoever takes or catches any smelts or white perch. .shall
forfei t . . the sum of twenty-five cents.

White pine. 1. U.S. Any of various species

of pine witTi light-coloured wood.
xCAz Providence {K.l.) Rec. X.W, 113 From y« said heape

of stones to range north and be west to a great white pine.
1765 R. Rogers Concise A cc. 43 The timber natural to this
soil is chiefly 0.1k, white pine, maple, walnut and chestnut.

1775 BuRNABY TraT. 151 ihese [masts] are made of white
pine, and are, I believe, the finest in the world. 18x5 Drake
Cincinnati m. 134 The white pine.. is annually floated
down in immense quantities. x^^Southertt Lit. Messenger
I. 6.(4 The house. .was decorated with a cluster of white
pines. 1893 B. Torrkv Footpath- Way 232, I cannot
recollect the day when I did not regard the Wejrmouth
pine (the -whitepine\ was taught to callit..) with something
like reverence.

b. attrib. with board, etc.

X1C& Boston Selectmen. 30 Aug., White-pine boards.. and
other lumber. 1769 in Boston Even. Transcript 28 Sept.
191 1 III. 12, I have viewed the White pine Timber standing
and growing on said SpauldJng's land. 1789 Mokse Amer.
Geog. 197 The tract. .is white pine land. 1815-16 A7/«'
Weekly Reg. IX, Suppl. 178/1, I observed hundreds—and

WHIZZER.
I believe thousands of roads of strong substantial and dur-
able fence, made of white pine stumps- 1844 Knickerbocker
Mag. XXIII. 444 The clean white-pine buckets., into which
the sap drips .. are made expressly for this use. 1885 Cable
Dr. Sevier xviii. 129 Shiny, sugary, and artificially crimson
roasted apples, with neatly whittled white-pine stems to
poise them on.

2. In Australia and New Zealand, any of various
species oi Frenela and Podocarpus.
1855 , 1888, 1898 [see Pine j^.2 2].

White poplar. U.S. Tlieabele; the tulip-tree.
1784 J. Smyth Tour U.S. I. xii. 93 The timber, .consists

of white and yellow poplars, 1831 Peck Guidefor Emi-
grants II. 123 In .some sections of the State [Illinois] the
white and yellow poplar prevails. 1837 Southern Lit.
Messenger 111. 738 The growth was principally white pop-
lar—here called white wood—beach, bircii,ash and hickory.
1893 Amer. Folk-Lore VI. 136 Liriodendron iulipifera,
white, yellow, or hickory poplar. West Va.
"Whitesmithery, (Earlier example.)
1812 Niles* Weekly Reg. 25 ^an, 390/2 Emery.. is an

article of the first consequence in the cotton and woolen
manufacturies, and in white smithery.

Whi-tesmithing, vbl. sb. [f. Whitesmith i +
-ING 1.] = Whitesmithery.
183s Lexington Observer ^ Rep. 10 June, Whitesmithing.

Frederick Klaiber lately from Germany.. has just com-
menced the above business, 1900 Daily Chron. 2 Jan. 3/1
Part of the bench at which the missionary-explorer learnt
whitesmithing is exhibited.

White walnut. ^.-S". The North American
Butternut, /«^/a«j alba or cinerea.
1781-a T. /effersom Notes on Virginia (1787) 39 White

walnut. Juglans alba. 1787 W. Sakgent in Mem. Amer.
Acad. IX. 157 White Walnut or Butternut, from 2 to 7 feet
diameter. 1822 J. Woods Engl. Prairie 308 White-walnut,
or butter-nut, and black-walnut, are not so good as the Eng-
lish walnut. 1832 D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 173 In
Pennsylvania and Maryland, and on the banks of the (Jhio,
it (Butternut] is generally known by, .[the name] of White
Walnut. i8s7-;fi Trans.Ill. Agric. Soc. ill. 479 The black
walnut and white walnut or butternut flourish finely upon
our prairies.

Whiteweed. (Earlier examples.)
1803 Mctss. Hist. Soc. Coll, IX. aoo On the upland and

meadows grow burdens grass, ribwort, white weed, red top.
clover, and herds grass. 1837 Colman Rep. Agric. Mass. 68
The principal weeds that infest the fields, .are the ox-eyed
daisy or white weed . . and the charlock.

Whitleather. b. (Later example.)
1924 D. H. Lawrence Boy in Bush v. 76 Folks are tough

in Australia : tough as whit-leather.

Whitley Council, [f. the name of J. H.
Whitley, chairman of the committee of 1916 which
recommended the setting up of such councils.] A
council consisting usually of representatives of
employers and workers for discussing and settling

industrial relations and conditions. So WhitUy
scheme. WM-tleyism, the use of Whitley Councils
or similar methods for dealing with relations between
employers and workers.
1923 Daily Mail 29 Jan. 7 Mistress and maid should be

their own Whitley Council. Ibid. 29 Mayo The Industrial
League and Council of Victoria-street, S. ^VT, . .stands for an
extension of * Whiileyism *, 1924 Glasgoiu HerdUi 20 Sept,
11 He referred to the adoption of Whitleyism in Germany.
1925 Contemp. Rev. June 720 Statutory Whitleyism and
Social Insurance are the keys of the future. 1928 Brit.
Industr. Future (Lib. Ind. Inq.) in. v, 174 It is important
to understand the causes of the limited degree of success
which has attended the Whitley scheme.

Whitmanese (hwitmanrz). [f. the name of
Walt Whitman (1819-92), American poet -(- -ese.]

The characteristic style or diction of Whitman.
Whitmane'SCLue a.^ characteristic or suggestive of
Whitman or his poetry. Wlii*tmanlsni, Whit-
man's metrical or poetical style; a feature of this.

Whi'tmanize, v. iiztr., to write in the manner of
Whitman.
1893 Le Galliennk Reirosp. Rev. (1896) I. 213, * I see

twenty-two young men from Foster's watching me, and the
trousers of the twenty-two young men ' is irresistible Whit-
manese. 1882 Good Lit, Sept. 2 Clever persons can manu-
facture Whitmanesque verse quite equal to the average of
theoiiginal. zBS<i Pall Mall Gaz.-zs Jan. 3/2 Having thus
. .settled upon what one might call the technique of Wbit-
manism, he began [etc.]. 1894 Nation 7 June 433/1 One of
the worst of Whitmanisins, the interlardmgof foreign words.
J90Z Academy 16 Aug. 173/1 Mr. Moody does not Whitman-
ise on the one hand, or follow the outworn Tennysonian
convention on the other. 1913 W. De La Mare in Edin.
Rev. Jan. 193 Eloquence and facility are the danger of
Whitmanesque verse of this nature.

Whi-tsimtide, v. [f. the sb.] ift/r. To take a
holiday at Whitsuntide.
1928 Sunday Express 27 May 12/4 Let us go Whitsmi-

tiding together.

Whizz, V. Add : 2. c. transf. To move in

a lively manner ; to progress well ; to * go strong '.

1902 Harben abner Daniel zy) ^"t I really believe you
have fallen on a_ better thing than any I ever struck. I
could make it whiz.

4. To pass along or round rapidly or with a
whizzing sound.
1911 H. S. Harrison Queedi. 6 Delivery wagons whizzed

corners and bumped on among them.

Wllizzer. Add : c. A long resounding word,
1886 E. L. DoRSF-V Midshipman Bob 1. x. 93 * Foret^p-

gallant studdingsail-boom-tricing-line-block strap.thimble.'

Ain't that a whizzer?



WHIZZING.

WMzziiig, vbl. sb. b. whizzing-blade =
whizzing-stick,

ijtos ^O** ^"'* ^ssoc, 529 The * whizzing-blade * or,togive
It Its popular name, the ' bull-roarer '.

Who, ^'•(?«. 3. (Further example.)
X922 G. M. Trevelyan Brit. Hist, iqfh Cent, xxjii. 373

The British people, when left to themselves, neither knew
nor cared who massacred whom between the Danube and
the i^gean.

4. IVho^s who (further transf. example). Also as
V. trans,

t to look up in lVho*s Who.
1939 Times Lit. Suppl, 18 Apr. 308/2 First he (the bio-

grapher] gets out of the way the ' Who's Who ' of Wallace
Williamson's career in a terse opening chapter, \^-y>Lond<m
Mercury Feb. 318 He knew all about them by now, for
Sister Anne liad * Who's Who'd ' them for a full hour the
night before.

Whole. D. whole-hog, also aitrib., thorough,
out-and-out ; whole-hoggism (earlier example).
1838 P. Hone Diary I. 308 Three other thorough whole-

hog men . . have no . . notion of political honesty. 1840
Kentucky Rifle 31 Oct., They'd be whole-hog Tippecattoe
Boys. 1840 I. P. Kennedy QuodHbet 51 [They were]
thorough-bred, whole-hog democrats. 1855 [Pray] Mem.
y. G. Bennet 141 lames Gordon Bennett.. is a rfiorough-
going, ' whole-hog Jackson man. xZ^ZBlackw. Mag.}\i\y
54 Purge the land of moderatism and anti-whole-hog-ism.
2. a. whoU'Ufe.
1845 M^illiams^s Directory 0/Leeds 46 Advt., One-third of

the ' Whole I.ife ' Premium may remain unpaid, .as a Debt
upon the Policy. 1881 Harpers Mag. Jan. 79/1 Never take
a whole-life policy to embarrass the declining and unpro-
ductive years of life. 1007 JmU Soc. Arts 8 Feb. 346/1 The
premium for.. a whole-life policy, .is [etc.].

Whole-or-nono. Applied attrib. to a method
of dealing with things which does not admit parts
or fractions or intermediate stages.
1937 P. B. ^K\XK\iXi Nezv Examiner 183 In the whole-or-

nonc method of narking there is nothing wrong.

Wholesale, sb., a., adv. Add : 4. c. As j3.,

a wholesale business.

1928 Daily Express 29 May 7/4 The ability of the whole-
sales to adopt methods of mass production . . must be lessened
if [etc. J.

Who-lesaling, ppL a, [-iko2.] That sells

goods by wholesale.
X926 N. S. B. Gras in Legacy 0/Middle Ages 4^0 Although

many merchants might prefer the wholesale trade, they were
not al lowed to be exclusively wholesaling merchants.

Whollv, 1. (Later example of wholely.)
1915 D. H. Lawrenck Reunbo^ xil 327 Then, and then

only, .could he act wholely, without C)'nlcismand unreality.

Whomp (hw^mp). [Echoic] A loud outburst
of sound.
19*6 Btachm. Mag. May 595/2 Ever think of Piccadilly in

the evening, and the * whomp * of an orchestra starting up
in some theatre?

Whoop, V, Add : 1. Also, to shout (in support
of someone).
1905 ^V. Y. Even. Post 4 Nov. 10 Anybody who knows any-

thing will tell you that Cassidy cares not a rap whether
McClellan wins. Openly, of course, Cassidy whoops for
McClellan.

e. (Later examples.)
1903 N. Y. Sun iS Nov. 4 Three boys hrcAic into the

Garden and began to whoop things up. 'fliey rolled about,
bumping into men and women. 1911 R. D. oaunders Co/.
TodJtunter v. 64 I'm ..primed for a campaign that'll..set 'em
to wboopin* things up for you to beat the band. 1919 L. F.
Cody Buffalo Bill 306, I went around and told the ludians
to whoop it up as they never did before.

f To increase or raise.

1896 G. Ade Artie xiv. 130 Since he went to the front for

me and got my salary uhooped I've got to be with him.
1904 N. Y. Sun 8 Sept. 10 The bail was reduced to 1 10,000,

but was whooped up to $15,000 when Larry was re-arrested.

Whoopee (h«pr). (7.S. [f. Wuoop sb.] Esp.

in phr. to make whoopee, to rejoice noisily or

hilariously ; to have a good time.

19x8 Gi;s Kahn (song) Makin* Whoopee, Another bride,

another June, .Another sunny honeymoon, Another season,

another reason for making whoopee ! 1929 Chicago Tribune
35 Feb. 13/4 English newspapers are making whoopee
about an endowed sermon that has been preached once every
year for 448 yean. 1930 Saturday Even. Post 13 Dec. 35/1
Novelists portray him as the gin-drinking patron saint of
wh'jopee.

Whooper. a. AlsowA<7()^r-«/(inquot. attrib.).

1904 N. K. Times 4 July » The only candidate who has
back of him a boom which is not characterized hy ' whooper.
up' methods.

Whoop-up. 1/.S, [t whoop it up I Whoop z'.

I c.] A msturbance caused by revellers ; a time of

revelry.

19J7 Daily Express 5 Oct. 3/3 The Ward Room is—apart
from the ' whoops up* natural to lonely men—noted for its

air of sober responsibility.

Whooshle (hw« fl), v. [Imitative ; cf.

WuoosH.] intr. = W HOOSH v.

1903 J. H. M. Abbott Tommy Cornstalk 59 Bang I went
a Hoise Artillery gun, and the shell 'whooshled' over our
beads to check the advancing Boers.

Whamp (hwpmp), sb. [Imitative : cf. next and

*WuMP.] A sound made by a falling body.

1996 Gai-sworthv Escape u ii. 32 Still—up on the ladder

and down with a whump— it hits 'em (gentlemen] harder

than it does the others.

Whnmp (hwomp), V. [Imitative.] intt. To
make a deep hollow ringing sound. So Whu'ini>-
iug vbl, ib»

817

1938 Black^v. Mag. Jan. a/2 The occasional whumping
and booming of war-gongs calling from village to distant
village. Ibid. 5/1 The look-out sentry, .whumped twice,
briskly, on his hand-gong.

Wicked, aX Add : 4. d. That which is wicked.
1919 Mary K. Bradbv Psycho-analysis v. 205 The wicked

or diabolical goes in order to express the divine.

Wicking^v sb. (Earlier example.)
1846 Reg. U.S. Contm. Patents (1847) 220 This is com-

bined with a small tube within it, through which the wick-
ing is introduced, to cause the tallow to unite around the
wicki ng.

Wi'ckless, a, [f. Wick j^.i
-i- -less.] Not

having a wick.
1921 Chambers^s Jrnl. Dec. 830/2 A wickless stove with

a single burner, upKin which every operation can be per-
formed that is practicable with a large gas-cooker.

WicOpy- (Earlier example.)
1704 Providence (R.l.) Rec. V. 244 Two trees growing out

of one Roote called Wickupp trees.

Wide, sK Add : 3. b. Short for wide vowei,
WiDB a. 7 b.
i88i H. Sweet in Trans. Pkilol. Soc. 232The wides must

be old in South German, for in some of the Swiss dialects
their lengthenings are still wide.

4. Broke to the wide: completely broke.
1929 XV. J. Locke Jorico 46 'You're broke\.*To the

wide,* said Nicholas. 1930 S. Maugham Genii, in Parlour
xliii. 253 I was about broke to the wide when they took me
on^

Wide,«. Add: 8. b. Stock Exch. Ofaquota-
tion : Having a big difference between the buying
and selling prices,

1912 Q. Rev. July loc The broker protests that the price is

too wide.

12. a. Add : wide-mindedness, -ringed adj.

_ 1927 A H. McNeile Introd. to N. T. 103 The former was
interested in the wide-mindedness and kindly spirit shown
by Gentile Christians in the young Church at Antioch. 1922
Encycl. Brit. XXX. 34/1 Defects peculiar to coniferous
timbers, such as spiral grain,.. alternating hard and soft

grains, low density, wide-ringed timber and brittle or Ufeless
timber.

Wide-open» a. [Widk adv, 6.]

1. Open to a wide extent.
i85a-77[see Wide adv. 6].

2. Free from limitations or restrictions ; clear.

1902 G. H. LoRiMER Lett. Self-made Mercltant xi. 143
You have had a wide open chance during the last few
months to pick up a good deal about the practical end of
the businesss.

3. In which no restrictions are observed; charac-
terized by overt law-breaking,
^903 O- KiujARK My Mamie Rose 71 A number of dance-

hails completed the boast of the day that New York City
was a 'wide-open town*. X905 Tarkincton fn Arena 5
In fact, he had the reputation of running a disorderly town,
and the truth is, it ivas too wide open. 1910 A'. Y, Even.
Post 27 Oct. I Never in all that time has the town been so
wide open as now... There are violations of the excise law
..beins; flaunted that are degrading this city.

4. Fencing, Boxing, etc. Off one's guard,
igiSCoRRijtJ Yrs. Boxing Referee 150 Johnny Summers

..in an unguarded moment, left himself wide open and en-
countered one of the most decisive knock-out punches I ever
saw.

6. h%adv. Without concealment ; openly.

1923 J. H. Cook Old Frontier go As usual in such towns,
gambling houses could be easily found and they were run
* wide open '.

Wi-ao-sprea:dly, adv. [f. Wide-spbead +
-lt2.] In a wide-spread manner,
1927 Glasgozu Herald 31 Oct. 12 To e.\press publicly, wide-

spreadly, and emphatically their repudiation of Dr. Barnes's

. . teaching.

Wifie< (Earlier example.)
X819 Keats Lett. (1931) 439 I intend to write a letter to

your wifie.

Wig, 5^.^ 6. Add: wig-stand, -table, a stand

or small tabic at which wigs were adjusted and
powdered.
1915 F. W. Burgess Antique Furniture :tt2 Theso-called

*wig-stands providing pufF-box and powder, and a ewer of
rose-water and a bowl, essentials to a gallant of that day.

arc extremely interesting. 1923 Deeping Secret Sanctuary
xviii, A mahogany *wig table tor a dressing-table.

Wiggle, sb. (Earlier examples.)
18x6 Paulding Lett.fr. South \. 235 They suffered their

hair to grow into a mighty bunch behind, and walked with
the genuine Rutland iviggle ; t\is.t is to say, on tiptoe, and
with a most portentous extension of the hinder parts. 1869
Louisa M. Alcott Lit. IVomen II, xxiv. 355 Rod's footstool

had a wiggle in its uneven legs.

2. A small wriggling creature found in water.

1831 BinTRiCK Trav. 78 The water was very bad. ..After

straining it would still exhibit live insects, which they call

wiggles.

Wiggle^ ^. Add : 1. b. To extricate or get

oneself out ^something by wiggling.

1927 Vachell Dem of the Sea etc. 260, I must wiggle out
of the mess.

Wiggle-w^aggle, sb» Also -woggle. Add : to.

— *Cake-walk 2,

igto Penny Grade yapan-British Exkib. 25 Fun on the

Wiggle Waggle. 1925 Aldous Huxley Those Barren
Leaves 11. iiL jo6 Merry-go-round, wiggle-woggle, flip-flap

and the like are beyond the power ofmy magic to conjure up.

Wiggly, sb. [f. the adj.] = *Wiggle sb. 2.

X910 Chambers's Jrtd. j[une 374/2 Travellers in warm
climates may often have noticed small insects . . which disport

themselves in the water with a wriggling motion, whence

WILLOW-WABE.
the name ' wigglies'or 'wrigglies' applied to them in the
United States.

Wig-wag, sb. (Further examples.)
1910 Chatubers's Jml. June 368/1 Communication is by

flags or 'wig-wag' by day and lanterns at night. 1925
Blackw. Mag. Feb. 202/1 We don't dance any wig-wag
dances here.

Wild, A. adj. 15. b. To blow wild: of an
oil-well, to pour forth a stream of oil which cannot
be regulated or controlled.

1931 Times 18 Feb. 15/6 When the wells 'blow wild ' the
cityis enveloped in a dark spray of oil,

B. sb, 4. Toplay the wild : To behave in a care-

lessorrecklessmanner: to act without restraint. U.S.
1849 J. B. JoNFS Wild West Scenes i. 10 But love can play

the * wild ' with any young man. 1911 R. D. Saunders Col.
Todhwiter ix. 1^3 I m shorely glad to get home. I been
play in' the wild in St. Louis.

Wild cat. Add : 4. C. Applied to a train or
engine running in addition to those on the time-
table. U.S.
1885 Good Words }n\y 452/1 Every now and then the news-

papers allude to 'wild-cat* trains.. .The 'wild-cat' is the
slowest of all trains. It is only used for freight, and reaches
its destination when it can, running whenever the line is

clear, and shunting when a passenger train is due on the
same track._ x888 Missouri Republ. 23 Feb. (Farmer) The
Montreal night express was thrown from the track.. by .i

wild-cat engine that had been turned loose..by an evil-

disposed person. tSgx E. S. Ellis Check No. 21J4 xiii. 88
There was just one cnaucc in a hundred ofa wild cat engine
approaching.

Wilding, ///. a. [f.WiLDz;. + .iirG2.] Running
wild; extravagant.
1903 Hardy Dynasts I. I. iii. 20 Must the House listen to

such wilding words As this proposal?

Wild man. 1. C. (Earlier example, in sing.)

1905 D. G. Phillips Plum Tree 266 And 1 wished for a
* wild man ' as the candidate for governor.

Wile, sb. Add : 4. Comb, as wile-weaving.
1897 Hardv Well-Beloved i. ii, Sometimes at night he

dreamt that she was * the wile-weaving Daughter of high
Zeus' in person.

Wi'leless, a. [f. Wile sb. + -less.] Free
from wiles.

1873 K. H. DiGBY LastYear's Leaves 167 Bowers, .where
we can have the wileless feast Of conversation, tender, holy.

Will, sb.^ Add : 5. C. (Further examples.)
1926 Bennktt Lord Raingo 11. Ixiv. 287 Andrew Clytl;

would go ahead with his chicane and his wiU-to-win and his

ruthless egotism. 1931 F. L, Allen Only Yesterday ii. 18
Further to strengthen the will to give, Charlie Brickley of
Harvard drop-kicked a football across Wall Street into the
arms of Jack Yates of Yale.

24. a. will-gymnastics, c, will-form, a form
on which a will may be made out.

1924 D. H. Lawrf.nce England, my England 150 Say I

want to see Mr. Whittle as soon as he can, and will he bring
a *wiH-form. 1908 Practitioner Apr. 520 The treatment is

largely one of occupation, therapy and '^ will-gymnastics.

Will, v}- 8. b. Also, to remove or take away
by a will or testament.
1926 Harper^s Mag. Feb. 367/2 It is also one of the few

remaining states where it is possible to-day for a father to

will away, or ' bequeathe *, a child, born or unborn, from
the mother.

Will, v.^ 3. C. (Further example.)
1922 J. Y. Simpson Alan and Attaimn. Ivunortaliiy xiv.

332 He showed the reality of temptation for Himself in thus
willing His own will into unbon with that of God.

Willet. (Earlier example.)

183s Knickerbocker Mag. XLVI. 222 In the marshes the
black or dusky duck, willet, ..and clapper-rail or mud-hen
rear their young.

Willies, sb. pi. U.S slang, A nervous feeling

of discomfort ; * the creeps '.

1900 G. Bonner Hard Pan iii. 99 But it just gives me the
willies to think of your being down on your luck. 1911 H.
Quick Yelloivstone N. x. 246 He. .began to get the Willies.

S914 Gertr.Atherton Perch of^Devil, i. 76 Not old masters,

though. They give me the willys. 1927 Vachell Devj of
the Sea etc 261 But I sure got the willies at thought of meet-
ing you.

Willie-ized, pa. pple. Made mto a ' Weary
Willie*.
a 1909 ' O. Henrv ' Roads ofDestiny xxiL 366 Great sky-

rockets ! but 1 hated to see Perry all corrupted and Willie-

ized like that.

Wi-lliness. [f. Willy a.+-NESS.] Wilfulness.

1889 Chambers's Jrnl. 14 Sept. 579/1 This excessive in-

dependence, this unchecked ' williness ' of our young folks.

Will-o'-the-wisp, v. (Modern example.)
1926 Priestley G. Meredith v. 129 Woman.. is far less

likely than man to be Wiil-o'-the-Wisped away by sheer

unreason masquerading as reason.

Willow oak. U.S. (See Willow sh. 6 c.)

1717 [see Willow sb. 6 cj. 1737 Bbickell Nat. Hist. N.
Carolina (1911) 89 Willoiv-Oak is a kind of Water-Oak, so

called from its leaves, which very much resemble those of

the Willow. 1784 J. Smyth Tour C/.S. I. xti. 94 In this

part of America there are seven different species of oak,

viz. black-oak, white-oak, red-oak, Spanish-oak, willow-oak.

1817 S. R. Brown Western Gaz. 24 [Ihere are] three

species of willow oak, upland, swamp, and shingle. 183a

D. J. Browne Sylva Amer. 279 The willow oak, in favor-

able situations, attains the height of 50 or 60 feet with a
diameter of 20 or 24 inches. 1875 Field <$ Forest I. 36 The
Willow oak (Q.phellos) is rather frequent.

Willow-ware. ! Articles woven with osiers.

1851 C. Cist Cincinnati 172 Baskets, cradles, wagons, and
other willow-ware. x88o Harper't Mag* June 30/1 We



WILTSHIRE.
find women employed in making, .wlllow-ware and cane

chairs.

2. (See Willow sb, 6 c)
c 1885 (see Willow sb, 6 c]. 1893 W. K. Post Harvard

Storits 109 It was like the bridge in a blue willow-ware

plate. X904 Et-LKN Glasgow Deliverance 58 The china

consisted of some odd, broken pieces of old willow-ware.

Wiltshire, ifi) read: an undivided side of

bacon.

Wimble, sb. Add : 2. b. An implement for

twisting ropes; a throw-crook.

1874 Hardy Farfr. Maddhts Cra^vd xx'ii. Gathering up
the fleeces and twisting ropes of wool with a wimble for

tying them round.

Wimble, vA Add : 3. trans. To make (ropes

of hay) with a wimble.
1874 Hardy Farfr. Madding Crmvdx, * What have you

been doing?* 'Tending thrashing-machine, and wimbling
bay

b

onds .

wimbrel, vor. Whimbrel,
1898 J. A. GiBBS Cotsivold Viliage 102 There are wimbrels

and curlews that have been shot here, .stuffed and hung up
in glass case.-;.

Win, v.^ Add : 4. b. Now freq. with out (cf,

12 d). Orig. U.S.
1889 Kansas City T. ff Star 30 Mar., He took charge, .of

a part ofGovernor France's campaign here last October and
won through. 1898 Boston Transcript 27 Sept. 4/5 Why
will the ncwsgaiherer insist upon saying that such a horse

or such a man ' won out ' when the ' won ' without the * out

'

tells the story? 1903 A. D. McFaul Ike Glidden v. 35 .'Vs

long as a fellow's got some good horse sense.. he can win
out in the law business. 1911 *0. Henry' Rolling Stones

(1915) 194 I'd rather see one of the same gang win out be-

fore I would an East-sider. 1924 Galsworthy Forest in.

78 You, Lockyer—a soldier 1 One spurt and we'll win out.

Come I

12. (Further example.)
19*7 Daily Express 14 Dec. 13/5 It is good to know that

Wodehouse's clever humour has won through.

Wind, j3.1 3. b. (Further example.)
1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 605/2 To take the wind out of

another's sails, to pass close to windward, as yachts some-
times do.

31. wind-balanced a,, applied to rotary gun-
mountings on aircraft having a device which auto-

matically compensates for the turning moment
caused by air pressure on the guns; so wind-
balancing a. and vbl. sb. ; wind-channel = wind-
iunttel\ wind-divide, a ridge of high-pressure

from which wind blows outwards on either side

;

wind-firm c, adapted to withstand wind; wind-
flag, a flag on a shooting-range designed to indi-

cate the direction and force of the wind ; wind-
januner {c), a. jumper or pull-over made ofweather-
proof material; wind-pouch = *WiND-BAG I d;
wind-sight, a special arrangement of the back-
sight of a rifle capable of adjustment to compensate
for the effect of the wind on the bullet ; wind-
tunnel, an enclosed chamber for testing aircraft

models; wind-turbine, a turbine driven by the

wind.
1918 Daily TeL6 Mar. 6/3 Royalties not exceeding;^7,500

to Messrs. Vickcrs, Ltd., for *wind-balanced ring mountings.
19x8 GKyi'BiM Story iV. Sea Air Station xiii. 219 A *wind-
balancing gear was provided which relieved the observer of
much fatigue at high attitudes. 1918 Cowley & Levy
Aeronautics iv. 98 A scries of experiments are conducted in

the 'wind channel to test the lift and drag for different forms
of sections. 19x2 Kendrew Clifnates 0/Continents 303 A
tongue of high pressure projects from the Atlantic over the
centre of Europe towards Siberia. It is of only slight in-

tensity, but sufncient to form a ' *wind<divide *. 1895 Fisher
Schtich's Man. Forestry IV. 300 They are used as sever-

ance cuttings to induce the edge trees of adjoining woods to

form "wind-firm trees. 1923 Kipling Land^ Sea Tales 181

He pointed towards the stiff^tailed ^wind-flags. 1930 Even,
Standard 20 Aug. 2 Advt., Thousands of golfers wear the
Barker ' "Windjammer ' and report it to be a splendid gar-
ment. IJ03 W. H. PvcRAFT in KnozuUdge Jan. 2/1 Finally
the head is thrown back, and the *wind-pouch or air-sac as it

is called, is inflated to an enormous size, almost burying the
head therein. 19*3 Kipling Land ^ Sea Tales 182 Give
your "wind-sight another three degrees, Walters. 1919 A.
Klemin Text-bk. Aeronaut. Engin. i. 7 From "wind-tunnel
tests, the engineer may obtain data for the ' balancing * up
of an aeroplane. 19x3 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 19/1 Extensive
wind-tunnel research has been carried out to find the best
cross-section shape of wings. 1910 Cluimbers's Jrnl. Mar.
207/2 Should there be an excessive wind-velocity, the special
tails fitted to the "wind-turbinc tend to bring the wheel out
of the wind.

Wind, ».l Add: 7. f. To lead or cause to flow
in a curved or sinuous course.

1911 Times Lit. Suppl. 8 Sept. 577/2 Who will, may have
h\s/erme orTt^Cf lay out his walks and wind his waters.

Wind, v."^ Add : 5. b. To put in good wind
by training.

1870 Pall AfallGaz. 12 Aug. lo A pointer.. requires to be
both winded and hardened.

Windage. 3. Also atlrib.

1922 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 35/2 ' Windage loss *, or the
power absorbed by the engine itself.

4. The action or process of winding, or raising

and lowering by winches, etc.

191X Ciuxmbers's yml. Apr. 219/1 Some of the managers
have attempted to accelerate the haulage and windage.

Wind-bag. Add : 1. d. A sac or cavity in the

throat of certain birds that can be inflated.

318

1903 W. H. PvCRAFT in Knowledge Jan. 1/2 The develop-

ment of purely ornamental wind-bags, used as adjuncts in

courtship.

Wind-ball. (Later example.)
1883 Stallvbrass tr. Grimm^s Teut, Myth. III. 1000 It

recalls to my mind the windball of the demons, footn.

Witches confessed they had been convened into balls, and
gone bobbing round stark naked on tables and benches.

Wind-break, J<5. 1. (Earlier example.)
^

x86i Trans, ill. Agric. Soc. IV. 479 These trees, which are
valuable as shade and as wind-breaks, should be planted.

Wind-breaker = Wind-bueaic j.

1873 J. H. Bf.adle Undevel. West xxxiv. 730 If there is

any wind-breaker northwest, between there and Alaska, I

had no evidence of it.

Wind-cutter. (Further examples.) Also
atlrib. So Wind-cutting a.

1894 Daily News 5 Mar. 5/3 These «ngines..are called

wind-cutters, the fore-part, including the fuimel, presenting
a sliarp blade like the stem of a ship. 1901 Engineer 26
Apr. 432/1 This [cab ofan engine] is very spacious and con-
venient, well lighted, and has a wind-cutter, prow-shaped
front. 1907 Daily Chron. 21 Nov. 7/4 It[ahat]is designed
with wind-cutting peak and detachable dust protection.

Wind-dxift. Add : b. The action of wind
currents.

1898 Geog. yml. June 662 The sand so produced is rounded
by wind-drift in an unmistakable manner, the grains being
entirely different from those of sea-sand.

Wind-gall ^. (Earlier example.)
1823 J. F. Cooper Pilot I. ii. 19 There be streaked wind-

galls in the offing, that speak, .plainly., to shorten sail.

Windlet (wl-ndlet). [f. Wind sb.^ -j- -let.] A
light puff of wind.
1914 H. D. Shawcross Nature ff Idealist 52 A calm level

sea, broken by zephyr-like windlets into a myriad wrinkled
ripples.

Windmill, sb. 6. Add : windmill airplane,

plane, a type of flying machine supported by vanes

revolving horizontally.

X928 Daily Express lo Aug. 11/4 A 'windmill 'airplane is

to fly the cliannel. 19*8 Times 14 Sept. 10/4 Known as the

'Windmill Plane', the Aulogiro depends for its lift upon
four vanes rotated.. more or less horizontally.

Windmill, v. Add : b. trans, and intr. To
move (one*s arms or legs) in a manner suggestive

of a windmill,
1927 W. E. CoLLiNSON Contemp. Engl, i8_ At this school

we bad our first taste of fighting or rather windmilling with
the arms, x^^ Daily Express 6 Nov. 8 They, .set about
their efforts again, windmilling his arms and legs until he

gasped with unconscious exhaustion.

Window, sb. 4, Also of newspapers.
1916 H. G. Wells Mr. Britling v. 160 A comparison of

headlines . . in the white windows of the newspapers through
which those, .looked out upon the world.

5. a. window-cardy weight.

1910 Blackiv. Mag. Apr. 575/2 In ilUHt little streets blue
with John Burns's *window-cards. 1776 Mrs. Drinker 7r«/.

C1889) 41 Two or three men called to look at our *window
weights—found them to be of iron.

d. window-case (i^), a show-case for use in

a window ; window-casing = windoiv-case (in

Diet.) ; window-garden, flower-pots or boxes on
a window-ledge or sill ; window-trimmer U.S. =
window'drgsser', window-trimming U.S. = win-
dow-dressing.
1898 L. Fletcher ////rtft/. .S'/w^ i?oc/^jii3The specimens

..are arranged in the •window-cases as follows. 185^ B. F.

Taylor yan. ff yuneiiZ'ji) 205 Here are so-and.so's initials

on the *window-casing. 1888 Harper's Mag, Dec. 32/1, I

was knocking on the window-casing to make you hear, but
you seemed preoccupied. 1885 Cable Dr. Sevier xii. 81

Where the asylumed widows of ' St. Anna's ' could glance
down into it over their poor little *window-gardens. 1910
Chambers's yml. Aujf. 512/1 Mr. W. W. Sawyer.. was
originally a *window-trimmer in the cities of Chicago, Mil-

waukee, and Portland. 1926 Publis/iers' Weekly 22 May
1676/1 *Window-trimming.

Windowy,*^. Add: 2. Having many or large

windows.
1863 ' Gail Hamilton' Gala-Days 353 The homes of the

students, whicli seem to have been built.. solely to furnish

shelter,—angular, formal, stiff, windowy. x888 Harpers
Mag. June 130/2 Several large, ugly, windowy wooden bulks
grew up for shoe shops.

Wind-up (wi'nd|Op), sb,^ slang, [f. phr. toget

the wind up Wind sb,^ 10 b,] A state of nervous

excitement.
\^z^ Encycl. Brit. XXX. 64/1 Many other pilots..have

been through the same stages of ' wind-up '.

Windy, a. 9. Add: Windy City, Chicago.
i8c^ Congress. Rec. 21 Apr. 3598/1 Descriptions of a

* Windy City ' on the west shore of a lake which all know to

be flat and low. 1908 K. McGaffey Show-Girl 58 Chicago
is sure rightly named when they call it the Windy City.

Wine, sb.^ Add : 2. b. U.S. (See quot.)

1927 J. W. Johnson Avtobiog. Ex-Coloured Man vii. 107
For his friends.. he bought nothing but wine—in sporting

circles *wine' means champagne.
c. The name of a dark red colour, (cf. 7 c.)

1923 Daily Mail 30 Apr. i Advt., Colours include Cerise-

Jade,.. Navy, Wine and Grey.

Winfal, a.2 (Modern example.)
1844 Mrs. Browning Child Asleep^ Poems II. 126 From

his slumber, virtue winful Floweth outward with increase.

Wing, sb. 6. e. (Further example.)
Z928 Daily Mail 25 July 9/3 The force of the impact

threw the car temporarily out of control, but with its front
wings crumpled it continued its dash towards London.

"b

WIPER.

Wing, sb. 19. "Wing-and-wing (earlier ex-
amples),
1781 Maryland Hist. Mag.y. 129 We were now wing and

wing, that is right before the wind. 1828 J. F. Cooper Red
Koverl, iii. 84 That. . schooner would make more way going
wing-and-wing than jammed up on a wind,

20. a. wing-bone^ -collar.

X927 Daily Express 31 Aug. 8/3 It.. is shaped like the
wing-bone of a chicken, 1911 Chambers's yrnl. Mar. 190/1
Wing-collars, brown shoes, and obtrusive socks., would
destroy the prevailing scheme of colouring.

21. wing-dam sb. (earlier examples) ; wing-
flutter, flutter or vibration of the wings of an aero-

plane ; wing-loading, the fact of having consider-

able load or weight in the wings of an aeroplane

;

wing-over, a lateral turning movement of an aero-

plane ; wing-poke (see quot.) ; wing-spread
(a), the extent of a bird's wings when spread ;

{b\ the surface or area of an aeroplane's wings;
wing-walking, walking on the wings of an aero-
plane in the air.

1808 in Y^%%iix\Azn Pills Poetical {\Zof^ 36 AH his rhetorick
was directed toward election districts, and *wingdam bills,

and seconding motions. 1850 N. Kincslky Diary 1^0 Five
went down to work in the river and began a wing-dam.
1927 Daily Tel. 21 Jan. 10/7 *Wing-flutter is supposed to
have disastrous results only when it leads to wing -break age,
1912 Q. ReiJ. July 246 A range of this amount is obtained
entirely by proportioning the position of the wing masses,
the wing-curve and the *wing-loading. 1928 Morn. Post
20 Oct. 9/3 One of the passengers.. got pannicky when the
pilot executed a **wing-over '. X910 H. G. Wells Hist.
(1/r, Polly \. 8 His collar was chosen from stock, and with
rojccting corners, technically a '*wing-poke '. 1898 ' N.
^lanchan * Bird Neighbors 143 Bank Swallow. ..About an

inch shorter than the English .sparrow, but apparently much
larger because of its wide *wing«spread. 19x2 Q. Rer*. July
231 If the 1000 lb. aeroplane is to travel slower, it must nave
a larger wing-spread. 2928 Even. News 5 May 5/3 There
will be *wing walking and a parachute drop by Miss June.
Wingednesa. (Later example,)
X913 H. Bateson Mendefs Prin. Heredity 172 Here we

see that the one * dose ' of wingedncss—as we may call it—
sufficed only to bring the wings to half the full size, and two
' doses * are needed to develop them properly,

Wingy, a. Add : 2. b. (See quot.)
1912 C. Mathewson Pitching x. 218 The diamond at

Marlin is skinned—that is, made of dirt, although it is billed

as a grass infield, and the ball gets * wingy *. Little pieces
of the cover are torn loose by contact with the rough dtrt.

Winner. 2. (Further example.)
1927 Daily Express lo June 13/5 Mi<;s Wills* point score

must have included a record number of outright winners.

Winter, sb.^ Add: 6. a. winter-fall, the

coming of winter ; winter-killed /a. /^/)f. (earlier

example) ; also winter-kill v. trans,
i92«A.E.HousMANZ.flj/ /*(?*//« (1930) 32 And *winterfalls

of old Are with me from the past. i8i^ S. R. Brown Western
Caz. 49 That wheat. .never gets *winter-ki]led or smutty.
1849 Presid. Mess. Congress II. 653 The. .snow which lies

upon the ground nearly six months in the year would be
likely to ' winier-kill ' it,

b. winter-gnat, a gnat appearing in winter;

winter-sleeper, a hibernating animal.
1926 Nat. Hist. Oxford Distr. 257 Four species of

' *Winter-Gnats ' are always common from autumn to spring.

19x1 J. A. Thomson Bid. Seasons iv. 333 A survey of the
*Winter-sleepers seems to show that the life-saving re.

action must nave arisen by the natural selection of variants
in the direction of the hibernating habit.

Winterer. Add: 1. c. A hibernating animal.
X930 Observer 6 Apr. 24/2 Sudden warmth, such as may

awake a winterer too precociously.

Wi'nterishly, adv. [f. Wiittebish -j- -ly 2,] In

a manner suggestive of winter.

1905 Smart Set Oct. 26/r Though by good rights the day
might have been winterishly coldit wasof abalmy mildness.

wi-ntorsome, a, [f. Winter j^.i
-i- -some.]

«= Wintry.
i86a Trollopf. Small Ho. Allingion xlv, The fourteenth

of February in London was quite as black, and cold, and as
wintersome as it was at Allington.

Wipe, z'. 0. ©. (Earlier example.)
1888 Detroit Free Press Aug. (Farmer) The Scroggin boy

was as tough as a dogwood knot. He'd wipe up the ground
with him; he'd walk all over him.

Wipe-out* [f. to wipe out : Wipe v. 6 d.]

In wireless telegraphy or telephony : Obliteration

of other signals by signals on a particular wave
length. Used attrib, csp. of an area or zone round

a transmitting station within which the strength of

signals from that station is sufficient to obliterate

extraneous interruptions,

X92X Wireless World IX. 13/1 With radiotelephony the

case is worse, as the wipe out is continuous if it occurs at

all. Ibid.^ You get what is called a ' wipe out ' effect. ^
X929

Encycl. Brit. IV. 218/2 Within a * wipe-out* area uninter-

rupted service can be guaranteed, unless the interference

is produced by listeners themselves. 1929 Daily Express

7 Nov. 14/3 The new types of constructors' sets.. are free

from trouble, and, except in the *wipc out 'zone, will give

perfectly satisfactory results.

Wiper. 4. (Later example.)
x863*^E. Kirke' Southern Friends iv. 67 [He] planted

what the ' profession ' call a * wiper ' just behind Tom's left

ear.

5. (Further example.)
X926 Gloss. Electr. Tenns (Brit. Engin. Stand.) 174 Wiper^

that portion of the moving member of a selector or other

similar device which engages with the contacts of a bank. '



WIRE.

WirOy s5. Add : 2. d. A wire stretched across

a race-course at the winning-post, Alsoy?^.
190* A. D. McFaul Ike Glidden xxii. 302 Then came the

decisive moment, when the conquering colt swept under the
wire by a nose ahead of the trotter, a 1909 'O. Henrv '

Hoods of Destiny xviii. 301 You remember how I brought
Coughlin under the wire for leader of th^nineteenth,

e. To get under the wire of (.fig.)> *^o fulfil the

conditions for inclusion in (a particular catef^ory).

19x9 M. C. Work Conipl. Contract Bridge v, 75 There are
some hands which may just 'get under the wire ' of the
above definitions.

16. c. wire-inilker (see Milk v. 4 d), -nippers.

2899 CuTCLiFFE Hyne Further Adv. Capt. Kettle vi. 104
The *wire-milkers. 1916 Bovd Cable Action Front 119
The *wire nippers were in place.

16. wire-walking {QX^vn^Xt),

1898 Pearson^s Mag. Sept. 332 *\Vire-waIking..must
always retain a greater amount of fascination.

Wire, V. 2. o. (Further example.)
«774 J' Wesley Lett. (1931) vi. 104 You must wire over

the cupola.

Wired, ///. a. Add : 2, b. Provided with a
telephone.

1930 E. E. Hunt Audit Amer. 20 In 191 3 there were only

48 wired homes per i,ooo of the non-farm population.

Wireless, b. altrib, and Comb, (^Further

examples.)
190X Chambers's JmL May 345/2 A wireless telegraphic

station has been established at the Lizard in Cornwall.
1909 Ibid. July 428/2 At Aldershot, .there is a powerful
wireless station. 191a Ibid. Jan, 60/1 Ten or twelve years
ago the only wireless telegraphists in existence were a few
scientific experts and their assistants. 1929 W, J. Locke
Jorico 66 He developed.. a marvellous installation out of a
cheap wireless set. 1929 W. E, Collinsou Spoken En^l.
54 Please renew the dog-Ucence and the wire less-licence.

C. Short for wireless set, wireless telegram.
t9s6 Galsworthy in Scribner's Mag. Aug. 192/1 Going

home to have a look at Kit and send Fleur a wireless, he
passed four musicians.

Wirelessed, ppl. a, [f. Wireless v, + -ed 2.]

Sent or received by wireless telegraphy or telephony.
1915 Chambers's JrnL Oct. 661/2. 1931 Statesman (Cal-

cutta) 5 Dec, A practical demonstration of flying tuition

was given by a pilot in the air obeying the wirelessed in-

structions of a lecturer on the ground.

Wireleasly, adv. (Further example.)
X9>s Daily Mail i-j Nov. S The French arc experimenting

with an extraordinarily ingenious device for governing the
ascen t of a wirelcs^Iy controlled air-bomb.

Wire-puller, (Karlier example.)
1833 in Doc hist, Amer. Ind.Soc VIIL (1910) 340 Wire-

pullers., for the furtherance of.. party interest.

Wirework. Add : 3, Wire-walking,
1918 Daily Express 13 June 13/3, I learned acrobatics,

wire work, dancing, and juggling.

WiTework, v. [f, Wike-workeb 2 b.] trans.

To influence by pulling wires.

1843 J. Q. Adams Diary (i^ag) 547 Mr. James Monroe was
recalled by President Washington through Thomas Picker-

ing wireworked by Alexander Hamilton.

Wire-worker. 2. b. (Later examples.)

1855 IPrav) Afem. J. G. Bennet 121^ The wire-workers

among the Anti-ina5ons were visited with the severest in-

flictions of fwtlrc and ridicule. 1883 SHri^xos S,S. Prentiss

199 The resemblance between this last beast [a baboon] pnd
one of the noted wire-workers of the day was so striking that

the bystanders recognized the hit.

Wise, a- 3. b. (Earlier examples.)

1896 0. Ade Artie li. 14, I told him that when he wanted
to get wise to what was in my hand all he had to do was to

dig up his bit and come in. X904 Bookman May 348 In the

favoured locution of the hour, he* put them wise', and helped

them to a clear understanding of the situation. 1907 Rex
Beach Barrier viii. (1Q08) 113 But who put ye wise to this

thing, in the first place? 1913 Bennett Regentx, The police

have been put wise.

Wise, z'.2 (Earlier examples.)

1905 Rex Beach Pardners iv. (1912) 107, I cast the bad
eye on the boys to wise *em up. 1915 H. L. Wilson
Huggles ofRed Gap ii. (1917) 25, 1 just thought I'd wise you
up beforehand.

Wise crack. U.S. [•Crack sh. 5.] A smart

sententious saying ; a clever witticism. So Wi*«e-

craok v. intr., to make 'wise cracks'; Wi'se-

oxaoker ; Wi'se-craokinff vbl. sb,

t9a4 P. Marks Plastic Age 28 The lights flashed on and
the crowd filed out, 'wise-cracking 'about the picture. Ibid.

Z13 Carl the flippant, the voluble, the 'wise-cracker', lost

his tongue. 19*6 Scribner's Mag. Aug. 117/2 They have

been malcin' wise-cracks about His Majesty. Z9a8 Daily
Express 15 Mar. 2/3 The audience had been amused by
wise-crack dialogue of the wonderful American variety.
* That guy's so crooked the tears run down his back ', was
one remark. io»8 ' Rebecca West ' Strange Necessity 296

Miss Francis Kcwman's first novel, named with so sad an

example of the higher wise cracking, The Hard-Boiled

Virgin. 1930 Publishers' Weekly 8 Mar. 1267 The 1930

luper-dreadnouglu wisecracker.

Wish, V. 1, (/). (Further example.)

19*6 Publishers* Weekly 22 May 1725/1 That is why we
are able to wi^h that good job on him.

Wisp, sb.^ 6. e. (Further example.)

X9«7 Macphersom Mod. Astron. 74 Highly significant was

the discovery (on Saturn] by Lowell of ' wisps * similar to

the wisps of Jupiter—filamentous streaks between the belts,

, .after the manner of the lacings of a sail.

Wisp, V. Add : 4. b. To hang in wisps.

t9u A. S. M. Hutchinson This Freedom 11. ix. 164 Her
face flushed : her hat awry ; her hair escaped and wispcd

about her eyes and on her shoulders. She was drunk.
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Witch, 3-^.2 5. a. Add : witch-proof ^i^]. ; b.
witch-ball (^), a ball of coloured glass formerly
hung in a house to keep witches away; witch-
brooch, a brooch worn as a charm against witches;
witch-top = sense 4 d.
19J7 Daily Express 4 Apr, 5/4 The old-fashioned, gleam,

ing "witchball of brilliantly-coloured glass, .is being copied
as a lamp vase and fitted for electric light. 1913 Hastings's
Encycl. Relig. 9f EthicsVl. 559/1 Such amulets, .were also
known in Scotland as **witch-brooches'. 1929 Sunday
Express 13 Jan. 3/4 Many a successful business man. .will
drive to his modern office in the most luxurious of up-to-date
motor-cars which has first of all been made '*wiich-proof

'

with small amulets nailed to the dashboard. 1898 Posselt
Rec. Ivtpr, Textile Mach. i. 19 Looms having "witch-tops,
L e. d evice for raising the harness.

Wi*toh-do:ctoring, vbl. sb. [f. Witch-doctor
-I--ing1.] The business of witch-doctors.
1927 Shaw in Sunday Express 7 Aug. 7/7 The dismal sur-

vivals of augury and witch-doctoring.

Witcher (wi-ijai). [f. Witch z*. -h-erI.] One
who fascinates or bewitches.
1928 Sunday Dispatch 29 July 3/4 Miss Lily Elsie, the

exotic foreign witcher.

Witch-hopple. U.S. The North American
wayfaring tree or bobble-bush, Vibumtiml antan-
oides.

1840 Hoffmam Greyslaer 11. xi. 44 Tangled thickets of
moosewood and wytch-hopple, gave now the springy footing
the tired hunter Joves. 1891 Amer. Folk-Lore IV. 148
Cornus Canadensis W2& Pudding Berry \ Viburnum lanta-
noides, Witch Hopple. 1906 N. Y. Even. Post Sat. Suppl.
10 Nov. I The undergrowth consists chiefly of witchhopple
and moosewood, with the broad, coarse leaves of the witch-
hopple predominating.

Witchologist, [f. Witch sb. + -(o)LOGiaT.]

One who studies witches or witchcraft.
1861 E. Lynn Linton Witch Stories 45 The doom dealt

out to the witch who slew was equally allotted lo the witch
whosaved. Yet the witchologists made a difference between
the two.

Witfal, a. 1. (Modern example.)
t^z^ Countries of World!, 639/2 The women deck these

stands with witfulskilL

Withal. A. adv. Add : 3. J^aut, More or
less; if anything.
1900 Laiv Rep., Proh. ^ Adm. 39 The Dalmatia had been

navigating up the Thames on the south side of the river

withal.

Withdraw-nness. [f. Withdrawn + -ness.]

Withdrawn or retired character.

19*7 Public Opinion Feb. 102/1 He has the curiosity and
interest of a young man and has none of the settled habits
and introspection and withdrawnness of an old man.

Witherer. (Further example.)
i9«7 Daily Express 12 Sept. 3/5 British engineers have

devised machinery which emoodies a new process of wither-
ing the green tea leaf. This ' witherer ' will be erected on
a tea-planting estate in Ceylon.

Wive, V. 5. (Later example.)
186a Lowell Biglo^uP. Sen 11. iii, Let.j Poems(i9i2) 318/2

Any drab would suffice to wive such pitiful adventurers.

Wiz, U.S, abbrev. of Wizard.
i9>4 \V. M. Kaike Troubled Waters xiii. 142 Millie done

fixed my game laig up with that ointment good as new. I

want to tell you-all that girl is a wlz. xoa8 Sinclair Lewis
Man who Knevj Coolidge i. 36 Cousin Ed—he thinks he's

such a wiz at cars> but Lord love you, he couldn't locate

that squeak.

Woady(w^a-di),<2. [f.WoAD j^.i +-y.] Painted

or smeared with woad.
1909 H. G. Wells Ann Veronica ii. 40 Ancestresses,.

must have danced through a brief and stirring life in the
woady buff.

Wobbegong (w9'bi'g(7i]). Also wobbygong,
wobegoDg. [Native name.] The Australian

carpet-shark, Crassorhintts barbatus,

xZtfl MuNDY Antipodes (1857) 89 The most hideous to be-

hold of the shark tribe is the wobcgong, or woe-begone, as

the fishermen call it. 1917 Chambers's Jml. Sept. 588/1

There is also the well-known wobbygong, a creature of ex.

traordinary and beautiful colouring.

Wobble, V. 6. Add : wobble-energy >=

wobble -heat:

X91S F. SoDDY Matter ^ Energy v. 126 There must be
continual readjustments, as the temperature is rising and
falling, between the path-energy, spin-energy, and *wobble-

eiiergy.

Woe. B. sb. 6. Add : woe-monger.
19*7 Daily Express t June 8/2 We have no use for the

pessimists, no patience with the woe-mongers.

Woffling, var. Waffling ///. a.

1927 Ckatnbers's yml. Mar, 168/2 Almost immediately

there was a woffling swell of hounds' cry.

Wolf, J^. 10. a. wiJ^/ra^ (earlier examples).
1643 Nevj PlymouthLaws 70 All the Townes. .shall make

woolfe Trapps and baytc them and looke unto them dayly.

1684 Plymouth Rec. 179 Soe to a red oake tree neare the

wonlf trape.

Wolfer. 1. (Earlier example.)

1871 Rep. Indian Affairs (1872) 410 A regular stampede

took place out of that section of the country of ' Wolfers

'

and whiskey traders.

Wolf-nsh. (Later example.)
1871 Amer. Naturalist V. 400 The Wolf-fish {Anarrhtcas

vomerinus) is not at all particular as to its food.

Wolfian, a^ (Earlier example.)
1824 De Quincey Rosicrucians ^ Free-masons in Loud.

Mag. Jan. 5/1 Was the Iliad the work of one mind, or (on

the Wolfian hypothesis) of many ?

WOOD.
Wolfisb, a. Add : 2. b. In sense 8 b of
Wolf sb.

190Z Grove's Diet. Mus. IV. 89/1 Bad Tenors are worse
than bad violins ; they are unequal and * wolfish.'

Wolf pen, U.S. A strong box made of logs
used for trapping wolves.
1647 Waterto7vn Rec. 12 The Towne gave: to John

Witherel : there Right in the palisado tliat inclosecl the
woulfe pen. i68» Derby (Conn.) Rec. 130, 20 acres of pastor
land above Jonases wooUf pin in y" Neck. 1847 H. Howe
Hist. Coll. Ohio 275 Wolf pens were about 6 feet long, 4 wide
and 3 high, formed like a huge square box, of small logs,

and floored with puncheons. x866 C. H. Smith Bill Arp
129 They marched me to the wolf pen and there I stayed
till the fuss was over.

WolJ^ (wu-lfi), a. [f. Wolf j^.+-t.] Re-
sembling or suggestive of wolves.
1838 Drake Tales ^ Sk. 36, I say, Mr. Tack-of-knaves, it

looks ratber wolfy in these parts. 1839 J. Plumbe Sk. Iowa
59, 1 might find some of the law-makers of Wisconsin arrayed
in wild cat caps and hunting shirts, some of them, also,

rather ' wolfy about the head and shoulders *,

Woman, sb. 6, C. Also woman-proof z,i\].

1926 C. Ijarry Detective^s Holiday 94 He himself was
woman-proof I

9, a and b. (Additional examples.)
1878 Harper's Mag. Mar. 602/2 The established physicians

shook their heads. They never believed in ' women dociors '.

1849 F. Douglas Life 1 19 We have men-stealers for ministers,
.-\n(t women-whippers for missionaries.

Womera, var, Woomeba.
Wonder, sb. 9. Add : wonder-dance^ 'gleam,

'life., -song^ -woman.
i9>4 A. J. Small Frozen Gold 211 By the time the aurora

ceased its *wonder dances. 19S9 Bridges Test. Beauty iv,

1352 The shifting hues That sanctify the silent dawn with
*wonder-gleams. Ibid. ni. 568 With what other numberless
*wonder-lives of the Saints they wrote. 19x4 A. J. Small
Frozen Gold 223 All the *wonder-songs of the South, xwj
CoNAN DoYLK Case Bk. of Sher. Holmes 15 A *wonder-
woinan in every way.

10. b. wonder-fine.
19*9 Bridges Test. Beauty i. 647 Not to these look we

with grateful pleasure or satisfaction of soul, wondcrfinetho'
they be.

Wonderlandisb., a. [f. Wonderland -h

-ISH.] Pertaining to, connected with, or suggestive

of wonderland.
19x9 J. B. Priestley GoodComp. 590 He was beginning to

feel wonderlandish again, what with Mr. Memsworth and the
champagne.

Wo'nder-working, vbl. sb. [f. Wonder sb,

+ Working vbl. sb!\ Performance of wonders,
1900 Elworthv Horns 0/ Honour iii. 180 There is some

confusion about the several stories told of its [the hand of
glori's] wonder-working.

Wonk (w|?gk). [f, next.] In phr. all of a
ivonk, nervous, upset.

1918 Chambers's Jml. Way 299/1, 1 feel all of a doo>daht
all of a wonk.

Wonky (wi)'i]ki), a. slang, [Fanciful.] Shaky,

trembling, unsound.
1925 E, Wallace Strange Countess ix. 83 Financial ad-

viser to some heads of departments, whose accounts went
a little wonky. 1929 P. Gibbs Hidden City xvi. 79 It had
made his heart jump in a wonky sort of way.

Wood, J^.^ 5, o. (Further example.)
1906 N.Y. Even. Post 10 Feb., Many puliHshers asfar

back as five or six years ago were in the habit of saying,
' We'll give rag-time a few months more, and then to the

woods for it. It's worn out*.

i. To be in the wood : to be a possible issue of

a particular situation.

1904 Hartford Conraut 24 June 10 Probably if it were
in the wood for the Russians lo defeat the Japanese where
the two sides are fairly matched, he would have won it.

9. b. wood-box (earlier example).
1850 S. JuDD R. Edney ix. 135 The Old Man romanced

with the fire, making it seem how he could graduate it

exactly to the necessities of the room, and the state of the

*\vood«box.

10. wood-corder U.S., a person engaged in the

cording of wood ; wood-flat U.S., a raft or flat-

bottomed boat used for transporting wood ; so

wood-float; wood-road, a road or path through

woods ; wood-saw (examples) ; wood-sawyer
(earlier and later examples).
1681 Boston Town Rec. VII, 143 Chosen.. Overseers of

*Wood Corders. 1781 Baltimore Toivn Rec. 43 The Com-
missers had it [the oath] administred to him and afterwards

appointed him Wood-corder. 1850 Knickerbocker Mag.
XXXVI. 105 When he has the long wand, he is a wood-
corder. 1785 Maryland Hist. Mag. XX. 42 He hath gone
up and down frequently in battans, scows and *wood-fiats.

1883 ' Mark Twain ' Life Miss. xx. 237 The Pennsylvania

was creeping along, . .towing a wood-flat which was fast

being emptied. 1847 H. Howe Hist. Coll. Ohio 224 There

was no boats at hand, except a few large and unmanageable
*wood-floats. j8ji J. F, Cooper Spy^ vii. (1831) 81 The
English captain took the advice of this mysterious being

and finding a *wood-road . .turned down its direction. 1863

Susan Hale /-^«. 14 For if you should wish a j/z^r/ descrip-

tion of the wood-road by Stillins's, I could give it to you m
one word— viz. : Raspberries. iSgi Century Mag. Apr. g2i,

I moved camp, following the wood-road to the summit. 1816

Austin Papers (1924) I. 264, i *Wood Saw. 1849 A'nicker-

backer Mag. XXX IV. 537/1 With this he put down his

wood.saw. 1884 * Mark Twain * Huck. Finn vi. 39, 1 found

an old rusty wood-saw without any handle. 1815 N. Amer.

Rev.U. i43Deaths by Violence. ..In New York Mr. John

Wood, killed in the street by Patrick Hart, a *wood-sawyer,



WOODBINE.
with a stick of wood. 1891 Marv E. W. Freeman M Engl.
Nun 43 Matilda's antecedents had come of wood-sawyers
and garden-laborers.

b. wood bee (later example) ; wood buffalo

(earlier example) ; wood cat (earlier mod. ex-

ample) ; wood grouse (later example) ; wood-hog
UJs.t a variety of pig which feeds in the woods.
xZjft Southern Lit. MtssengerW. 96 The *wood-bee revels

on their sweets. And 'ncath their leaves the bright Fay
sleeps. i8j7 T. Simpson Narr. Discen'eries (1843) 60 We
saw three moose-deer on the top of one of the hills ; and
their tracks, and those of the *wood-buffalo, were numerous
in every direction. 1791 J. Long Voyages 41 The country
every where abounds with wild animals, particularly bears,
moose and other deer,, .otters, martins, minx, *wood cats,

racoons, [etc.]. ai86i T. Winthrop John Brent xxii. 245
The brace of *wood grouse he had shot that morning. 1805
Parkinson Tour 290 The real American hog is what is termed
the *wood-hog : they are long in the leg, narrow on the
back, short in the body, flat on the sides, with a long snout
[etc.], 1840 Cultivator VII. 81 The next fall, mast was
plenty, and ' wood hogs ' were fat.

C. wood betony (later example) ; wood sani-
clo, the common sanicle, Sanicula europa&a.
1886 Harper's Mag. Dec. ^/i The wood-betony, it is

called—to select its worthier title—a common early flower of
our woods. 1857 Anne Pratt Flo^uering Plants ^ Fer^s
III. 12 S\anicula\ Europza (Wood Sanicle).

Woodbine 2 (wu-dbain). A cigarette of the
Wild Woodbine brand.
1915 in A. G. Heath Lett. (1917) 134 [He] won't even send

me a Woodbine. 1931 G, MacDonald in Country Heart
Oct.-Dec. 127 We who consume these things—small-beer
and woodbines—do rank, .as souls pawned to pay for these
things. 1924 H. DE SfeLiNcouRT Cricket Match ii. 21 He
picked a woodbine out of its paper on the mantelpiece.

Wooden, a. Add : 3. b. =x Wooded///, a.

1843 [see 3]. 1891 Marah E. Ryan Pagan Allegh. i. 12
And then there are others more seldom seen, the women from
the * wooden ' country of the interior.

9. w^ooden nutmeg : see Nutmeg i b.

Woo^den-spoO'nist. [f. wooden spoon :

Wooden a. 7,] A competitor or one of a group
of competitors who are awarded the * wooden
spoon ',

i^mj Daily Express 23 Mar. 13/3 Champions and wooden
spoonists of the Isthmian League last season were opposed
on the Civil Service ground at Chiswick.

Woodwork. Add: 3. C. Work done in woods;
forestry,

1904 G. A. B. Dewar Glamour o/Earthx. 243 Making a
good and sure living. .and filling an honourable post in
wood work, to our surprise he took one day a strange step

:

flung up his work and migrated.. to the town.

Wool, sb. Add : 1. g. (g) Wool on the back :

money, assets.

1909 London Mag. Aug. 630/1 It is seldom that the clerk
has a sufHciency of that commodity known as ' wool on the
back' to go round amongst all the creditors.

2. d. Vague or slip-shod reasoning or thinking.
1930 Round Table Sept. 933 Intellectually impatient of

'wool*, his kindness of heart made him tolerant of much
that must have appeared to him to be vainness.

3. d. AXsoJig.y of a person,
1932 Galsworthy Loyalties 11. ii. 67 Mabel, you're pure

wool, right through ; everybody's sorry for you.

5. a* wool hat (earlier and later examples).
b. wool-carding adj.

i8ia miei Weekly Reg. II. 228/1 The fulling mills re-

turned amount to 1630 ; and the *wool carding machines
going by water to 1835. 1796 Morse Geog. I. 542, 300
batters, distributed over the state, make annually above
54,000 fur, and 161,000 *wool hats. 1880 Harper's Mag,
Dec. 159 An old ' wool-hat ' came along with a cart drawn
by a angle ox.

d- wool alien, a plant introduced into a country
by means of wool containing its seed ; wool-dyed
a. (earlier and later examples).
X919 Ida M. Havward & G. C. Druce Adventive Flora

Ttveedsidi Introd. p. xx!, It must not, however, be as-
sumed that all the *wool aliens will disappear. X832 Hiles*
Weekly Reg. XLIII. 65/2 Messrs. Rattdoif a.nd Ritchie,
who are chiefs of the '*wool-dyed democrats 'of the present
day. X904 Charlotte Observer 19 June a Hi^ginson is one
of the old abolition gang, is wool-dyed and blind.

Wool, V. 2. (Earlier example.)
C183X A. Lincoln in H. Binns Li^e Lincoln (1927) 34, I

never tussle and scuffle. I don't like thb wooiing and pulling.

Woo'lgatkersomey «. [-some.] Suggestive
of wool-gathering.

1939 C. E, Montague Disenchantment vii. 05 The average
German soldier, the docile blond with yellow hair, long
skull, and blue, woolgathersome eyes.

Woollenize (wu'lensiz), V. [f. Woollen +
-IZB.] trans. To impart to (vegetable fibres) the
appearance and texture of wool.
1890 Times 19 Aug. 10/4 The various processes to be car-

ried out at the model fibre factor>'..comprbe..cottoiiizing
and woollenizing fibres to imitate fine cotton or wool. 1927
Daily Tel. 21 June 8 Advt., Successful fancy cloth effects
have., been attained by the application of mercerising and
woollenising processes to these yarns.

WooUeny (wnleni), a. [f. Woollbk -h-t.]

Made of or resembling woollen cloth.

1863 'Gail Hamilton ' Gala-Days 41 I have a veil—none
of your woolleny gruff fabrics.

Woolliness. (Further example,)
z^zy Glasgow Herald Z2 Oct. ii/iDespitea certain amount

of * wooIUness '. however, songs and piano and violin solos
are well reproduced.

320

WooUy, a. 2. b. Also of the atmosphere in

a place.

1894 Hall Caine Manxman 309 But no sooner had he
breathed the soft, woolly, stagnant air within than a change
came over him.

3. o. woolly sheep U.S.y a variety of the
Rocky Mountain sheep; woolly worm US., a
hairy caterpillar,

1837 Irving Capt. Bonneville I. iil 69 This animal iscom-
monly called the mountain sheep, and is often confounded
with another animal, the 'woolly sheep ' found more to the
northward. 191 1 Edna Ferber Daivn O'Hara iL 19, I do
everything. I'd eat wooly worms if 1 thought they might
benefit me.

d. Also simply woolly.
1891 Marah E, Ryan Told in Hills in, iv. 191 Let us

' move our freight ',
* hit the breeze *, or any other term of

the woolly West that means action. 1904 N, V. Even. Post
22 June 7 A young woman who ropes steers with as much
ease and expedition as the ' wooliest * cowboy. 1007 S. E.
White Arizona Nights y'xx, 130 ' Who's your woolly friend,'
the shiny Jew asks of the girls.

7. wooUy-witted adj.

X927 Observer^ Nov. 15/1 The managerial attitude towards
producers is at present wooUy-witted.

Wop (wf7p). U,S, slang, A term of contempt
for an Italian immigrant.
xoisWodehouse/'jw/M, youmalist xix. 138 He's a wop,

kid. 1916 H. L. Wilson Somewhere in Red Gap iii. 118
Anyway his was ordinary decent wopsand not Blackhandcrs.
1927 P. Marks Lord 0/ Himself 160 Yon wouldn't have
called Caruso a dirty wop if you had known him. 1938
Sinclair Lewis Man Who Knew Coolidge i, 53 Too many
foreigners— fellows with Wop names and Hunky names.

Wordable (w»-idab'l), a. [f. Wokd v,^
-ABLE.] Capable of being expressed in words.
1920 0. 'E.wonEngl. Lit. i^jo-Sol. 356 The embodiment

of hardly wordable feeling in 'Tears, idle tears'.

Wordage. (Further example.)
1926 Glusgoiv Herald 19 May 7/2 They have never placed

upon the cables so large a wordage concerning any British
domestic event.

Wo-rdlorist. [f. Wordloee + -ist.] One who
studies words and their history.

1939 N. <v Q, IS June 419/2 No word-Iorist who studies
place-names.

Wordly, a. (Modern example.)
_x9a7 M. Sadleir Trolhpe 370 This fact indicates..two of

his personal qualities, .his wordly proficiency and his good
manners.

Work, sb. 34. work-shy a.^ also absoh
1928 Daily Express 2 Apr. 7/4 To make the lot of the work-

shy as favourable as that of the worker. X93a Times 10
Feb. 8/4 Bag-snatching from women has become a source
of livelihood to the work-shy.

b. Combs, with worksy as works club^ kitchen
;

works conunittee, council, a committee of
workers or their representatives ; esp. one formed
in accordance with the recommendations of the
Whitley report ; a Whitley council.
1908 Mod. Business Aug. 69/1 Any surplus is devoted to

some charity or to some of the *works clubs. 1917 Daily
Tel. 25 Oct. 9/3 The establishment of organised *works
councils. Ibid. 15/4 He would seek industrial peace by
some form of co-partnership, such as the *workscoinmittees
instituted by Imperial Chemical Industries. 1908 Mod.
Business Aug. 69/1 Another valuable outlet for its energies
is in the management ofa *VVorks Kitclien.

Work, V. 38. "Work out. a. Also reji,

1906 yrnl. Abnormal Psychol, I. 37 We might properly
say that the 'uncompleted emotion '. .could be given an
opportunity to work itself out.

Worker. 5. Add: worker-major (see quot.).
1924 J. A. Thomson Science Old <5- New xliv. 259 While

the urabrella-ant workers are busy in the Brazilian forests
cutting discs from the leaves, some of their fellows, with
eiiormou.sly large heads, simply walk about looking on

;

they have been called * worker-majors.'

Working, vbL sb. Add; 16. b. working
order (earlier example.) c. With adverbs as,

working-out
J
'Up.

184s Knickerbocker Mag. XXVI. 410 The use of steam-
pumjjs is requisite night and day, to keep them [mines] in
working order. 1922 F. E. Penny Swan's Curse xiv. 128
Her actions were a preliminary working-up of evil passion
by concentrating her thought on the contemplated crime.

Working-day. 2. (Earlier examples.)
1813 Niles Weekly Reg. V. 78/1 She [a ship] was built in

seventy-two * workmg days' and is a complete piece of
workmanship. 1853 in Hogg*s instructor X. 282/2 To grant
the Saturday afternoon holiday, and to limit the duration
of every other working day within a certain definite period
of time, not exceeding twelve hours, including the proper
interval for meals.

Working-man. (Earlier examples.)
1683 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll. IX. 67 Every working man

[to mend the high-way] upon the 7th day of the moneth
under the penaltie of 3s for ev? one that is defective. 1729
Franklin Paper Currency Wks. (1905) 138 Working-men
and their families are thereby induced to be more, .extrava-
gant.

Wcrkmanize, v. [f. Woekman + -ize.] trans.
To make into or like workmen.
1930 S. N. Harpeb Making Bolsheviks 34 The leaders

ordered the cleansing of the Soviet apparatus to eliminate
harmful and hostile elements, and at the same time to
* workmrtnize' the governmental bodies.

Work-out. Also in general, a practice or test.

^
X909 R. A. Wason Happy Hawkins 161 I expect to give

It a fair good work-out before I'm through with it. 1917

WOW.
C. Mathewson .$«. Base Sloan 259 The morning's woric<
out ended with practice on the base--.

World, sb. Add : 23. a. world-construction^
-go7'ernment, -structure.
1920 W. R. Inge Truih fy Falsehood in Rel/g. 115 Science

has no commission to produce an ideal 'world-construction
on a materialistic basis. 1919 J. L. Gakvin Econ. Found.
Peace 10 The political and legal forms of any effort at
*World-Government. 1922 A. S. Eddington Theory 0/
Relativity 31 Einstein's law.. is consistent with what we
now know of the general plan of *world-structure.

b. world'beating, c. world-forgotten , -r^a^/adjs.
1928 Sunday Express 24 June 20/4 Ihe way he flashed

t!ie passing shot wide of Higgs,.was "world-beating stuff.

X896 Hardy Jude the Obscure iv. i. 250 Such is, and such
was, the now *world -forgotten Shaston or Palladour. zgis— Postscript to ytide the Obscure, An influential article.,
printed in a *world-read journal.

24, b, world-cause, -market^ -price, -war (later

examples).
\^i&Brit.Industr. Future (Lib. Ind. I no.) iv. xxiv. 331 This
difference in price-level is largely the result of *world-causes.
1909 World To-Day Sept. 981/2 All that is required to make
Chicago verily the *worfd -market is the same push and energy
directed to foreign trade. 1928 Brit. Indusir. Future (Lib.
Ind, Inc^.) 1. v. 50 They showed that the practice of dumping
demoralises the world-market to the ultimate disadvantage
of all concerned. 1915 Lit. Digest 4 Sept. 477/2 It is only
in the United States, which is as yet comparatively Utile
affected by the great "world-war, that the remnants of the
age_ of doubt still linger. 1927 V. McNabb Cath. Ch. ^
Philos. iii. 119 Those who are now encaged in the World
War for Truth.

25. world-all [tr. G. wellall], the world con-
sidered as a unit : the universe ; world-point (see
quot.).

1925 R. M. Ogden tr. Koffka*s Growth tfMind 347 For
a child there is as yet no single world-all. 1936 R. G. Bury
tr. Plato's Laws II. 363 All things are ordered systematically
by Him who cares for the World-all with a view to the pre-
servation and excellence of the whole. 1930 Silbebsteik
Size 0/ Universe 1 The event thus localized in space..and in
time. .\s called a *worIdpoint.

Worldlet (wouldlet). [f. World + -let.] A
little world ; a planetoid.
1^6 spectator n Sept. 375/1 So in turn we visit the

asteroids, that belt of tiny worldlets flinging round the sun.

Worm, sb. 17. f. worm-cast, also trans/.
;

worm-fence (earlier example).
1913 E. F. Bknson Thorley Weir iii. He squirted on to it

[a palette] *worm-casts of colour. 1724 Jones Virginia 39
*Wormfences. .are made of Rails supporting one another
very firmly in a particular MaTmer.

Worm-eaten, pa. pple. 3. Jig. (Further ex-
ample.)
1906 W. De Morcak Joseph Vance U. 519, I was worm-

eaten with sad misgivings.

Wormliood. (Mod. example.)
1917 Ld. Brave Lines in Verse ff Fable 63 Extinction of

all influence and fame, And abject knowledge of my worm-
hood.

Worriedly (wz;-ridli), adv. [f. WoRBiED///.
a, -J- -LY 2.] In a worried manner,
1926 'L. Malet' Dogs of Want v. 125 She worriedly

wondered whether green isn't a more trying colour than blue
wlien you get hot

Worriment. (Earlier example.)
1834 Seba Smith Major Downing 90 I've had a good

many head-flaws and worriments in my life time.

Worrisome, a. (Earlier example.)
1845 W. G- SiMMS Wigwam ^ Cabin 107 I ..followed the

old man into the hoase with my feelings getting more and
more strange and worrisome at every moment.

Worriter iyiviitsi). [f. Wobkit z?. -*--be'.]
= Worrier 3.

1^30 Sir G. MacMunn Behind Scenes in many Wars 263
Highly strung and a worriter, he took all be could out of
h imself.

Worse. B. absol. or as sb. 3. c. (Recent
example.)
1930 F. A. Pottle Stretchers 64 The weather was warm,

and if worse came to worst, we could encamp in our pup
tents where we were.

Wo^rsifica'tion. [f. Worse (Z. + -ficatiok.]

The fact or action of making something worse.
1849 J. R. Lowell in Mass. Q. Rev. Dec. 51 Since we have

found fault with some of what we may be allowed to call the
worsification, we should say that the prose work is done
conscientiously and neatly. 1908 Let. to Fumivall vj Nov.,
The worsification of the poetry written in younger daj-s is

far more complete and thorough in the Italian and French
poets [Tasso and Ronsard] than the English one [Langland].

Worst. A. adj. 2. C. (Later examples.)
Also the worst way.
1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle f,- Mocassin 107 He drove him

off; but the old bull hated to quit—the worst kind. 1904
A*. Y. Tribune 26 June, 'So you want to go to Cuba, do you?'
asked Colonel Roosevelt * 1 do, worst kind *, replied Mc-
Shane, 19x4 Gertr. Athebton Perch oJDevil \, 55 I need
new duds the worst way.
B. 3. d. (Further example.)

1899 CoNAN DovLE Duet 74,
* I feel a little chippy to-day.'

* That's the worst of those cheap champagnes.'

Worth, a. 3. O. (Earlier example.)
1874 * Makk Twain ' Sk. Wks. XIX. 409 We shall fly our

comet for all it is worth.

Woven, ppl. a. 2. (Further Comb, example.)
1903 Hardy Dynasts i. 5 O woven-winged squadrons of

Toulon . , draw westward Ere Nelson be near !

Wow (wan), sb.'i U.S. slang. A * great succx^ss*.

1927 E. Wallace in Mom. Post 20 Dec, I am told this



WRAF. 821 WYKAMISTICALLY.
[a melodrama] was a ' wow ' in America ; and a ' wow \ as
we all know, is American for sensational success.

Wraf (rref). slang, [f. the initials.] A member
of the \Vomen*s Royal Air Force.

1919 Glasgovi} HeralJig'Dcc. 14/ 1. 1931 S/ecintor 4 Ji\nG
7ig/2 Sketclies with pen and pencil of the duties of the
' Wrafs \

*

Wraith, J^. 4. Add : wraith-ship.
Z9a4 V. F. liovsoN Falkland Islands viiL i8i Dimly as

she came, so she passed away, as though in very truth the
wraithship said to appear at every British naval fight.

Wraithly (r^'-pli), a. [f. Wraith sb. +-ly1.]
Resemhliiig a wraith; wraith-like.

1909 Marc. B. Saunders Liiany Lane i. iv, The tinkle-

tinkle of a wraithly Tom Moore singing flowery love-songs
a t flti ted-silked pianos.

"Wrap, sb. 2. b. Also attrib.

19*8 Daily Mail 9 Aug. 3/4 A. .bathing dress worn under
a well cut wrap-coat of. .crepe de Chine.

Wrapping, "vbU sb. 3. wrapping-paper
(earlier examples).

1791 Ann. Congress, 1 1. App. 2130 The several duties shall

be laid on the following goods... On all writing, printing

and wrapping paper. 1809 Weems Lett. II. 435 Not wrong,
ing you even of a bundle of wrapping paper.

Wrathiness (rg))ines). [f. Wrathy -t- -sess.]

Wrathy or anj;ry quality ; wrathfnlness.
X917 H. S. Buck Smollett as Poet 30 There breathes

through The Tears 0/ Scotland that ' wrathiness ' of spirit

so ch aracleristic of Smollett.

Wrecier.2 Add : 3. (See quot.)

1904 Booklat'ers' Mag. May 663 This special train has been
dubbed the * Wrecker . Really it is a relief train, ready to

respond to any call for aid in case of accident.

4. A person employed to succour hunters who
get into difficulties.

193a Sir H. Maxwell Even. Memories 120 Neither during
that or subsequent visits had I occasion for the services of a
wrecker.

Wrecky (re'ki\a, [f. Wreck j^.1 + t.] Broken-

down ; debilitated.

19»5 Brit. Weekly 17 Sept. 541/1 After which you are left

a wreck and probably remain wrecky next day.

Wreil.2 [f. the initials.] A member of the

Women's Royal Navai Service. (Orig. and chiefly

in pi.)

X918 Times 15 Aug. 9/2 The much-needed * Leave Club
for women in the different services, Waacs, Wrens, and
Penguins. 1919 Daily Mail Year Bk. 49/1 The * Wrens',
ofrourse, only work on land.

Wrenlet (re-nlet). [f, Wbbn + -LET.] A young
wren.
1858 Chambers's 7^"l- Aug. 82/2 It affords a cradle to

oear a score of wrenlets. 1937 Observer 2a May 23/2 In a

knot in the rope was a wren's nest, with two or three wren-
lets visible inside.

Write, "v. Add : 3. h. = Underwrite v. 2 b.

i88a ' F. Anstey' Vice Versa xvi. 298 They talked of
'risks', of someone who had only been ' writing ' a year and
was doing seven tliousand a week,., and of the uselessnessof
'writing five hundred on everything *. 1931 Times 14 Mar,
12/6 Nut all insurance companies have felt justified in writing
the risks.

14. Write in. b. To send (a message) to head-
quarters, etc., in writing.

\g^ Publishers' Weekly 14 July 183 The customers..were
not slow about writing in their suggestions.

22. b. {b) Additional example.
1863 ' E. KiRKE ' My Southern Friends xiv. 167, I do not

write Hallet. You may give him as much or as little of this

letter as you think will be good for him.

Wri'te-down. [f. to write down : Write v.

13 e.] A reduction in the amount of an account,

capital, etc,

193a Daily Express 28 Jan. 10/7 This has involved a write-

down of securities.

Wri-te-ofF. [f. to write off: Write v, 15.] A
cancellation; an amount written off or cancelled;

a dead loss.

1905 [see Write sb.^ i bl. 1918 War Birds (1927) 89 He
wasn't hurt but the Spad [an aeroplane] was a write-off. 1927
E. W. Spkiugs JVoctitme fitilitaire 250 Both machines were
complete write-offs and the only things they salvaged were
the magnetos.

Wri'te-Up. U.S. [f. to wfite up : Write v.

18.] A written account or description of anything,

esp. in an elaborate or journalistic style.

1B87, 190a [see Write sb.^ 2I. 15(05 Rex Beach Pardners
i. (1927) 77 I'll . . Feature it as a typical Klondyke card game.
I'll give you a two-page write-up. 1910 Chambers^s yrnl.

July 431/1 The ' write-up ' and the interview are prominent
features. 19x3 TiTUS Timber xxi. 193 Ought to make a
good write-up.

Writing^, vbL sb, 3. d. (Further example.)
19^7 Daily Tel. 14 June 3/2 Last year's realised profits,

less writings off, was ^12,343 higher.

Wrongf. A, adj. Add: 6. d, wrong'''un : (in

cricket) a googly. slang.
io«6 Strudwick 2S ^^^- ^f^dud Stumps 239 It is very

difficult to detect his [sc. C. V. Grimmett's] * wrong un '
I

X931 Daily Tel, 31 July 17/2 Weir deserved better of fate

than to be bowled by Peebles' wrong 'un in the last over of
the day.

B. adv. Add: 2. g. To get a person in wrong,

to place in an unfavourable light; to bring into

disfavour {with one). U.S.

X917 War Birds (1927) 30 There are a few rough.necks in

every outfit that will cause trouble and get the whole bunch
in wrong. i9as Joan Sutherland Circle 0/Stars xxii, He's
got you in wrong with the Governor while you were away.

Wronger. Add : 3. An error or mistake.

1896 African Critic 24 Oct. 514/2, I am sorry to have to

accuse Reuter of another ' wronger *.

Wrong-wise, ^dv. (Later example.)
1903 A. H. Lewis The Boss i. 6, I found such stimulus

[beatings with liickory] to go much against the grain and to

grievously rub wrong-wise the fur of my fancy.

Wry. C. Comb.y as wry-formed>
1906 Hardy Dynasts n. v. vi. 281 What lewdness lip those

wry-formed phantoms there?

Wuff, V. Add : b. trans/. Of the sound of a
shell in flight.

1919 C. P. Thompson Cocktails 110 As the first ranging
shell ' wuffed ' up two of the Gothas dropped away from the
tail of the formation.

Wump(w»mp), j^. [Echoic :cf. Dump, Thump.]
The sound of a heavy body falling on a yielding sur-

face, or any similar sound,
1915 Blachw, Mag, May 657/2 There were wiiidsails,.

down which one shot . . to end in a delicious ' Wump ' at the

bottom. 1917 Ibid. Apt. 472/1 Interest which is equalled by
your relief when it [a shell] bursts clear or lands with a
' wump ' in a neighbouring mud-hut. 1926 Galsworthy
Escape Prol. 17 My God ! That was a wump. I say !

Wump, V, [cf. prec. and Thump v.} intr. To
throb.

1897 Ellen Terry Lett. 5 Feb. (1931) 126 Not a single

speech do I know yet, and my head Is thumping and
wumping,

Wnmpb. (w2?mf). = *WuMP sb.

1913 Daily AVrw ^ Leader 15 Aug. 5, I was ashamed of

the heavy ' wumph ' with whicli I landed on ihe other side

amid the nettles. X9a4 Glasgow Herald so Dec. 4/2 The
female [bittern].. sometimes answers back with a subdued
but exciting 'wumph '.

Wuzzy, var. Muzzy.
19K4 Ida a. R. Wyllie in Sunday Times 3 Feb. 7/3 Miss

Sinclair is not for ' wuzzy ' minds.

Wycli£&an. A. sb. (Further example.)
1687 J. MuMFORD Question ofQuestiotts (ed. a) iv. § 24. 530

You own the Wicleffians for Brethren.

Wycliffianiam. (Modem example.)
1913 Hastings's Encycl. Relig. <5- Ethics VI, 621 WycUfiar-

ism blended with the work of the Lollards from the Conti-

nent and passed into English life as a permanent influence.

Wykami'stically, adv. = Wykehamically.
1913 a. G. Bradley Other Days v. 156 The rector, being

very Wykamistically connected, had some acquaintance with
him [the headmaster of Winchester].

SUPPT,
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Zanthatiou (zscn^^'Jan). [f. Xakth(atb +

-ATiON.] The process of forming cellulose xan-

thate.
jgmy T. WooDHOtreK Ariif. Silk 30 This mass is dissolved

in water and weak caustic soda solution and agitated in

a mixer until a perfect homogeneous solution is obtained.

This process is termed xanthation^ and the product was
named ' Viscose ' by its inventors.

XantllOgeXLlC (zsenjwdjcnik), a. [f. Xantho-
GEN + -ic] = Xanthic a.

1905 Rep. Brit Assoc. 154 On carefully heating the xan-
thogenic ether . . a hydrocarbon is obtained.

Xeno-. Add : Ze^nolith GeoL [Gr. A/tfoj

stone], a stone or rock occurring in a system of

rocks to which it does not belong; hence Xeno-
li*tlLlc a, Ze'nophob«, one who has a morbid
fear or hatred of foreigners; so Xenoplio'bia,
Xe*noplioMsm = Xenophobt.
19x6 T. Hannan Isle of Mull xitc. 118 A * *xenolith* is

simpty a * stranger '—one not belonging to the rock system
of the district. 1^30 Peach & Horne Geoi. Scoii. 67 Grey
igneous gneiss is interposed . . and is *x.enolithic. xgu Mail

34 May 327/1 The Afghans are said to be suspicious of
foreigners, even to be *xenophobes. 1919 Nation (N. Y.) 20
Dec. 800 Legitimate agitation for self government and de-
mocratic institutions is marred by 'xenophobia. 19x9
Spectator 26 Jan. 124/2 The [French] people's notorious
and inescapable xenophobia, x^zrj Sunday y/)w« 13 Feb.
lo/S (heading) French '*Xenophobism.'

Xenophonlc (zen^fp-nik), a, [f. Gr. Bfvoipan'

-f-ic] = next.

1921 Contetfip. Rev. Oct. 568 Platonic idealism, Aristote-
lian individualism, Xcnophonic realism all go to the making
of a liberal education.

Xenophontine (zentyf/j-ntain), a. [f, as Xeno-
PHONTEAN + -INK.] = XkNOPHONTEAN.
1917 T. R. Glover Pericles to Philip vi. 178 The inter,

relations of the historic Socrates with the Platonic, the
Xenophontine and the Aristotelian Socrates.

Xero-. Add : Xerophile, also attrib. Xero-
phytically adv.^ in the manner of a xerophyte.
X926 Nat. Hist. Oxford Distr.y 305 Both xerophile and

damp*Ioving species flourish, the former mainly on the high
ground. .the latter in hedgerows and woods. 19x1 F. O.
Bower ^/a»^ Life on Land 134 Xerophytically adapted,

that is, that they shall be able to stand sudden conditions
of extreme heat and drought.

X-raying, vbL sb, [f. X-ray v. + -ing 1.] The
process of examining or treating with X-rays.
1920 Glasgotu Herald 5 Oct. 7/2 Advantage is claimed for

' X-raying ' over sterilization.

Xylo-. Add : Xy-loUth [Gr. XiOos stone], a
composition made with sawdust. Xylo'zueter, an
instrument for measuring tlie volume of wood by
the amount of water which it displaces; hence
X7lonie*trlc a., Xylometrically adv,
X908 W. R. Fisher Scklich's Man. Forestry V. 616 With

cement, soluble glass and gypsum, it (sawdust] is converted
into xylolith or papyroHth. 1911 Ihid. III. 26 The instru-

ment used is called a xylometer. Ibid. 33 In many cases it

is desirable to ascertain the volume of the bark... This can
be done stereometrically or xylometrically. lidd, 48 The
xylometric method has been explained.

Xylophonist (zaiVfonist). [f. Xylophone +
-1ST.] A performer on the xylophone.
19x7 Daily Tel. 10 May z2/x Teddy Brown the zylopho-



Y
Taclltingf, vbl sh, (Further example.)
1928 Daily Mail 9 Aug. 10/3 Some wear full evening

dress and others appear in jumper suits or yachting checks.

Ya*chtish, a. [f. Yacht + -I3H,] Pertaining
to or characteristic of a yacht.
1925 Brit. Weekly 1^ July 354/1 A large roomy coasting

vessel (its interior nicely fitted up.. in a yachtish way).

Tager. b. (Earlier example.)
1835 J- T. Irving Ind. Sketches I. 97, \ intend to make my

yager speak to the first red skin what tries to take it.

Takalo (yjekal£»). [f. Yak + (Buff)alo.] A
cross between the yak and the buffalo,
1926 Bulletin 5 Aug. 5/3 Canada, one hears, is evolving

a true national beast, the Yakato.

Yale lock. [f. the name of the inventor L. Yale

(1821-68).] A type of lock having a revolving
barrel, made first in America.
x88» Encycl. Brit. XIV. 751/1.

Tank, sb.\ b. K\%<yfig.
1906 N.Y. Glebe ao Aug. 6 Here is a fantastic proposition

from Germany, which takes one back with an unpleasant
yank into the middle ages.

Tank, v, L b. (Further examples.)
1883 Nye Baled Hay 64 Which the poet seems competent

to yank loose from the history of the savage. 1886 Harper's
Mag. Aug. 427/1 I don't sec the fun in being yanked all
over the United States territory in August, 1896 G. B.
Shaw Ztf//. to Ellen Terry (1931) Ixxvi. 114 She promptly
went to that haunt, yanked Janet. .out of it. .and delivered
her punctually, .for the performance. 1902 HARBEN^^n/-r
Daniel xxxiii. 279 I don't think what you did to yank
Wilson into line was nigh as bad. 2911 F. M. Hueffer
Panel uu. 40 He bad just sailed in to yank her out of it.

Yankee. C. b. Add : Tankee fiddle, a kind
of bow-drill ; Yankee jib (see quot.).
1899 Stevenson & Osbourne The Wrecker xv, Nares,

sullenly but busily drilling sea-shells with the instrument
called a *yankee fiddle. 1928 Daily Mail 9 Aug. 19/6
There is a "Yankee jib which, as one sail, covers more than
the combined area of jib and foresail.

Ya*nke©ness, \U Yankee sb. + -ness.] Yankee
character,
a 1909 ' O. Henry * Roads of Destiny xxL 353 Any Van-

keeness I may have is geographical.

Tapf sb. Add : 1. b. Used contemptuously of
persons. U.S.
190a J. M. FoRMAN youmeys End \\\\. 104 He [an

actor] descended upon Catthrop in the evening, talking
loudly of his triumph among the 'yaps', ipig W.Churchill
Ear Country xxiv. 452 The yaps that listen to him don't
understand him, but somehow be gets under their skins.
191* Titus T'l/Hi^rxvi. 149 These yaps navcn't got anything
to think with. 19*9 S. Anderson in Mercury Story Bk,
2^7 There was a big gang of yaps.

2. b. s/ang, A chat.

1930 DoROTHy L. Savers & ' R- Eustace* Documents in
Case 145 I'd like to have a yap with somebody who talks
my language.

Yap, V. Add : 2. b. To chatter or talk idly.

i$»29 p. GiBBS Hidden City vii. 35 Their minds work too
rapidly, .they're always yapping about life. And they don't
know the first thing about it.

Yapping, vbl. sb. and ///. a. (Further ex-

amples.) Also Ya'ppinfifly adv,
19x5 Edin. Rev. Apr. 225 Suddenly on every side of her

broke out the yapping of guns. X9S0 Blackw. Mag. Jan.
711/1 Long silences were variegated by bursts of frantic
yappings and snappings. 19x5 M. R. James Warning to
Curious 53 A small man., gave directions in a rather yap*

fing foreign accent to his chauffeur. 1934 Chambers's Jml.
eb. 128/1 Bob danced yappingly around him.

Yard, sbA 3. Read : Now dial, and U.S,
1835 Ingrahah South-West II. 88 Striped grass, cultivated

in yards at the north. 1865 Atlantic Monthly XV. 492
The house, .stood in its faultless green turfy yard, a perfect
Pharisee among houses. 1869 C. L. Brack AVtv Ivest iiL

37 Every house, with bits of yards like ours in New York,
makes the most splendid show of flowers. 1881 Rep. Indian
Affairs 107 Their houses, with suitable space for yards, are
ail enclosed, generally with very neat fences. 1901 S. K.
White Westerners iii. 16 He settled down into a little

while house, in a little blossomy 'yard '. 1930 Publishers^
Weekly 15 Feb. 859 Plant this springandenjoy the yard this

iiuriimer.

Yard, v."^ L (Earlier and later examples.)
1758 Eisex Inst. Hist. Coll. XII. 140 The Dutch here

have a nasty practice of yarding their cows in ye street

before their doors. 1930 Palmer Men ate Human xxi. 192
The horses had already been yarded*

Yardage ^. (Earlier example.) Also aitrib.

1865-6 Trans. III. Agric, Soc. VI. 322 Net cash receipt

for yardage, and profit on feed. 1903 A, Adaus Log Coivooy
xiii. 86 No. 1*11 not ship any more cattle to your town.. until

you adjust your yardage charges.

Yardland. 1* A\so Comb., 3.syardland-kolder,
1890 E. W. Watsom Ashmore 31 The two plough-oxeui

the universAl outfit of the English yardland-bolder.

Ya-rdlander. [f. Yardlan-d + -er1.] A yard-
land-holder.
1891 Athensum 16 May 632/3 The notes he gives as to the

families of the yardlanders are most interesting.

Yam, sb, 3, Add : yam-carrier.
1927 T. WooDHousE Artificial Silk 100 The yarns now

pass to their respective yarn carriers, the function of which
IS to place the yarn in the path of the single set of sinkers.

Yam, V. Add : b. To recount or narrate.
1840 A. Russell Tour Austral. Colonies 40 One who can

yarn the dangers of the deep so well.

Ya-rning, vbL sb. [f. Yarn v. -(- -ixgI.] The
action of * spinning yarns '.

1916 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 493/t Yarning seems to fill in the
few leisure moments of the day.

Yatter (yse-taj), v. Sc. [Echoic] inln To
gabble or chatter.
1866 James Smith Merry Bridal 3 Wi* yatterhi', an* clat-

terin', They made an unco din. 1896 P. A. Graha.m Red
Scaur viii. 121 Grace likes to yatter about the days when
she bondaged for him, 1910 S. R. Crockett Deiv 0/ Youth
HI. xxix. 2?6 They will be out talk-talking, yatter-yattering
when the fcye are being milked in the morning. 1919 J.
BucHAN Mr. Standfast \. vi. 122 No company but a wheen
ignorant Hielanders that yatter Gawlic.

Yaw, sb.^ b. Also spec, (See quot.)
19*0 Nature 10 June 460/1 We must, .determine experi-

mentally the complete reaction of the air on the moving
shell when the directions of its axis and the motion of its

centre of gravity no longer coincide. In such a case the
angle between these two directions is called the yaw.
Yaw, z'.2 Add ; 2. To utter with the month

gaping or yawning.
1917 S. Graham Priest ofldealw. 67 The precentor in the

box beneath the pulpit yawed out the tune.

Yawing, ppL a. (Later example.)
1928 Galsworthy Swan Song 11. xiii. 210 Soames' eyes

tracked them through the shifting, yawing throng.
Yaw-nfUlly, adv, [f. Yawnful + -ly2.] In

a yawnful manner.
1914 W. De Morgan When Ghost meets Ghost i. xviii.

691 * On my way to Poynders,' said the Countess yawnfully.

Yawp, yaup, sb, b. (Earlier and later ex-
amples.)
1835 Ingraham South-West I, 29 'Hold your yaup,you

youngster you,* roared the old man in reply, 1904 Buffalo
Commercial 25 Aug. 6 When this contest is ended, the
insincereand ridiculous yawp about the fierce belligerency of
Theodore Roosevelt will be laid away with the other feeble
fakes.

Yawp, yaup, v. Add: 1, b. To speak
foolishly or noisuy,
187a Susan Kale Lett, go Perhaps it is just as well, how-

ever, not to yawp much about our going alone^ as it may be
considered loose in America, 1936 T. Beer Mauve Decade
vi. 233 Where the bo^s who badgered Richard Harding
Davis for autographs in 1890 will be yawping over * Billy
Baxter's Letters* in 1900.

So Yawping, yauping vbl. sb. (further example).
X904 Brooklyn Eagle 3 July, The Eagle is opposed to free

trade nonsense and to anti-imperialistic yawping because
it believes they are wrong,

Yaw-vaw, sb, Cf. Yaw int. and Yaw-taw v,
X931 G. KiTCHiN^wrz'. Burlesque <V Parody in Engl. v.

143 We have witnessed the mere brutality of the Elizabethan
parodists with their street urchin yaw-yaws against roman-
tic excess or the use of cumbrous neologisms.

Yearman. Add : 2. A man selected to per-
form a yearly ceremony.
1913 J. G. Frazer Golden Bough (ed. 3) vi. iii. 144 Whether

master or servant, the performer goes by the name of year-
mar. {toshi-otoko)y the rite being properly performed on the
last day of the year.

Year-old. A, adj. (Earlier example.)
^1670 in A, Bryant K. Charles II (1931) 95, I leve heare

. . three big hefers and a boleke and seven which are yer old
bes.

Yeast, V. 4. yeaat-bread, bread made with
yeast ; yeast-cake, -powder (later examples).
1865 Mrs, Stowe House ^ Home P. x. 113 We earnestly

entreat American housekeepers, .to. .return to the good
*yeast-bread of their sainted grandmothers, 2898 A. Nicho-
las Idyl of Wabash 6 They don't know how to make yeast
bread. 1897 R. M. Stuart Simpkinsville 136 Here, too,

had passed pantalet patterns, bits of *yeastH:ake and pre-
serving-kettles. 1908 \V. James in McClure's Mag. Feb.
421/2 We are to be the yeast-cake for democracy's dough.
1857 W. Chandless Visit Salt Lake I. vi. 95 Three boxes
of *yeast-powder (at thirty cents each) to improve our bread,
x88z Amer, Cyclop. XVI. 777 Yeast powders, or baking
powders, substitutes for yeast, used in making bread.

Yedda. A kind of straw grown in Italy, Japan,
and the Philippine Islands and used for weaving
hats. \i^v\zQ yedda braid

^
plait^ etc.

1918 Charlotte R. Aiken Millinery Dept. a8 Yedda
braid was first produced in Italy, but the Japanese have
made an imitation... Yedda is a tall grass grown in Italy,

Japan, and the Philippines. 19*7 Daily News 30 June 2/4
A smart little hat of varnl&hed black yedda straw.

Yelky, var. Yolkt a.I (Recent example.)
1918 W. J. Locke Rough Rondlx. 104 With a hazardous

plunge of his spoon he had made a yellow yelky horror of
the egg-shell.

YeUow. A. adj. Add: 2. b. Craven, cowardly,
1895 G. Aon Artie \. 8 It was a yellow show, 101a G.

Mathewson Pitching ii. 36 When a new player breaks Into
the league, he is put to the most severe test by the other
men to see if he is ye'iow. 1918 War Birds (1927) 264 One
of our noblest he-men, a regular fire-eater to hear him tell
it, has turned yellow at the front. 1925 Scribner*s Mag,
Oct, 37s/i You yellow? You a quitter?

c. (See quots.)
x^w Glasgow Herald 11 Sept. 7 The railwaymen. .will be

content to follow the lead of the General Confederation of
labour and stick to the Amsterdam International, which the
dictators of Russia have labelled 'yellow'—that is to say,
' blackleg '._ 1920 Ibid. 24 Nov. 8/3 The Russian Soviet Re-
public has insolently rejected it as 'a Congress of yellow
leaders who continually betray the fundamental interests of
the Labour movement.'

B. 1. d. Cowardice ; meanness ; cf. *A 2 b.
1896 G. Ade Artie vi. 57 This is how I found that streak

o' yellow in him.

2. e. U,S. Gold.
1901 Marah E. Ryan T/iat Girl Montana xviii. 227 She

would watch some strange miner dig and wash the soil in
his search for the precious ' yellow *,

6. (Later example.)
1903 ^- y- Times Sat. Rev. 7 Nov. 796 A pretty southern

widow who did newspaper work for the yellows,

C. 1. a, yellow bear, a yellow caterpillar of
the genus Euprepia of bombycid moths ; yellow
fly (U.S. examples); yellow snake, a snake of a
yellow or yellowish colour, esp. a species of boa,
Chilobothrus inomatuSj belonging to the West
Indies, c. yellow-cross gas, mustard gas, tho
German shells containing this being distinguished
by a yellow cross; yellow jack ^ yellowjacket b.

e, yellow streak, cowardice or an indication of
this

; yellow ware (later example).
i86y Amer. Naturalist May 162 Many [insects] winter in

the caterpiller or larva state, such as the larvae of several
Noctuidae and the ' *yeIlow-bear ', and other caterpillars of
Arctia and its allies. 19*8 Observer 25 Mar. 17/5 The
Germans , .still possessed the advantage of their new methods
of artillery and the new *yellow-cross gas, not yet adopted
by the enemy. ' 1838 Southern Lit. Messenger IV. 25/1 The
"yellow flies and moschetoes swarmed in myriads. 1850 L,
Sawyer Way Sketches 73 We have been greatly annoyed
by a species of yellow flies larger than the gnat. 1927 M.
M. BEiiUEJT Christison iv. 49 These trees called *yellow-
jacks are soft wood, so white ants enclose them with earth
walls and eat the wood out. i860 Mavne Reid Odd People
22 The * *Yellow Snake ', or South African Cobra. 1868

J. G. Wood Homes without Hands iii. 85 Mr. Gosse gives
a curious account of a burrow made by a Yellow Snake...
This snake is very plentiful in Jamaica and is perfectly
harmless to man. 1911 H. S. Harbison Queed v. 55 'A
*ye!low streak in him, and we didn't know it !* bellowed
the Major.

^ 1912 C. Mathewson Pitching ii. 36 Tennis
players call it nervousness, and ball players, in the frank-
ness of the game, call it a * yellow streak *. 1929 C. Bush
Perfect Murder Case xv. 195 There's a yellow streak in him
somewhere and an absence of disciplme. 1887 Harper's
Mag. Dec. 31/1 Sometimes a cherry would fall upon her
dark braids, and drop thence in among the verdant contents
of the *yellow-ware bowl.

2. b. yellow-robed (earlier example).
1819 Methodist^ Mag. Oct. 723 We took leave of our "yel-

low-robed acquaintances.

c. yellow-back (c) U.S,t the yellow-backed
warbler, Conipsotklypis americana\ (a) a U.S.
currency note having the back coloured yellow;
yellow jacket (earlier example)

; yellow throat
(later examples).
1893 B. ToBKEV Footpath-Way 83 I wondered why this

..grove., should be the resortof so many birds,—robins and
blue *yellow-backs. 190a H. L. Wilson Spenders xiv. 150
She was dead in love with the nice long yellow-back's that
I've piled up. 1906 * O Henry ' Rolling Stones (1915) 161 I

saw him tucking a yellow-back into his vest pocket. 1907
Springfield Weekly Republ. 4 July 6 The government lias

becun to pay out $10 gold certificates. .and ' yellowbacks'
will no longer enjoy the exclusive circulation of fanner
times. x8tx in Doc. Hist. Amer. Industr, Soc. II. 199 In
the months of July and August the insects are very trouble-
some, a large fly especially called the *yellow jacket. 1865
Atlantic Monthly 'ii.W. 521 1 miss in the woods, .the* Yellow
Throat, the Yellow-Breasted Flycatcher. 1890 Harper's
Mag. Apr. 710/1 The Maryland yellow-throat makes her
little home at foot of tussock of sedge or tuft of tall fern.

Yellow-belly. Add : 5. The yellow-bellied

flycatcher, Empidonaxflaviventris.
1893 B' ToBREY Footpath-Way 9 In his notes the yellow-

belly may be said to take after both the least flycatchei

and the wood pewee.

Yellow birch. U,S. A species of birch,

Betnla lutea^ growing in North America.
1787 W. Sargent in Mem. Amer, Ac^. IX. 158 Black and
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YELLOW DOG.

Yellow Birch, to a ft. dia. The bark of the latter is used by
the Indians for making canoes. 183a D. J. Brownk Syha
Amtr. lai The wood of the yellow birch is inferior in

Duality and in appearance to that of the black birch. 1851

. S. Springer Forest Life 23 The general outlines of the

'ellow Birch often resemble the Elm, the root-spurs rise

high up the trunk.

YeUow dogf. U.S. [Yellow a. i.] 1. A
mongrel dog or cur, of a yellow or yellowish colour.

1840—[see Yellow C i a].

2. fi^. A person or thing of no account or of

a low type.

1903 Everybody s Mag. Oct. 562 Tn a cut-rate combination

you are iucky if you get what you pay for. If there are

five magazines in the combination, two of them are good.

The rest are *ycl low-dogs*. 19x4 k. ]. Small Frozen Gold
L 44 Understand, I won't allow no yellow dog of a Siwash to

step o\er me.

b. attrib. ; applied spec, to organizations, etc.,

opposed to trade-tinionism.

190a Mine Workers' yrni. July i A yellow dog lease.

1903 Outlook 1^ Aug. 931 In preference to a' yellow_dog'
ticket his organization would support the Fusion candidate.

1905 D. G. Phillips Plum Tree 204 He could not carry

a single state in the East where there are any large center-

ings of capital or enterprise—not even our yellow-dog

states. i9«o Motorman <J Conductor Oct 34 A yellow dog
contract. 1929 EncycL Brit. XII. 300/1 It has been made
illegal for a union to attempt to organize workers into unions

if these workers have signed a so-called individual {' yellow-

dog ') contract with the employer agreeing not to do so.

Ye'llowism. [f. Yellow A 3 + -ism.] Un-
scrupulous or sensational character of news.
XQ06 Springfield Weekly Republ. 29 Nov. 3 The market-

able value ofalleged ' news* is found in the pcnny-a-liners
to depend on its yellowism.

Yellow pine. U.S. Any of various species

of pine with yellow wood, esp. Pinus ponderosa.
1789 Morse Arner. Geog. 247 There arc.. several kinds..

such as.. yellow, spruce and pitch pines. 1817 S. Bhown
Western Gaz. 13 The uplands have yellow pine. i8>3 [see

PiNE5^.'2j. 1834 A. PiKE^^. 57,Iobserved that it was only
one particular kind of pine which they used, viz. the rough
yellow pine. 1857 D. Braman Inform. Texas iii. 50 There
isalso plenty of yellow pine, while oak, and timber of other
kinds, necessary for ship building. x8l^ Amer. Naturalist
Oct. 409 The Yellow Pine is the prevailing species in most
farts of the Rocky Mountains traversed. 1^1 Cetitmy Mag.
eh. 527 Good yellow pine timber was abundant in the sur-

rounding hills.

324

Yellow poplar. U.S. The tnlip-tree of

North America, Lifiodeudron iulipifertwi.

1784 J. Smvth Tour U.S. I. xii. 93 The timber is of an
immense bulk on the low grounds, and consists of white and
yellow poplars. 1815 Dkake Cincinnati ii 82 The most
valuable timber trees are the.. yellow popl.tr, [etc.]. 1829
T. Flint George Mason \o\ They took their dinner under a
prodigious yellow poplar. X865-6 Trans. HI. Agric. Soc,
VI. 390 The seedlings of our Yellow Poplar.. are taken
from beneath their native shelter, 1876 Whitman Specimen
Days {1892) 89 Here is one of my favourites now before me,
a fine yellow poplar, quite straight, perhaps 90 feet high, and
four tliick at the butt.

Tellow-WOOd. Also atirib.

1915 H. R. Haggard Holy Flo^veriv. 63 It. .rolled under a
great yellow.wood chest.

Teoman. 6. Add : yeoman wheat, a variety

of wheat orij^inally grown in England.
1929 Morn. Post 9 Oct. 12/2 All-English [flour], .is made

exclusively from English wheat other than yeoman wheat.

Yep, V, [f. prec] intr. To say *yep'.
1926 spectator 6 Nov. 791/1 We shall presently find our

people ' yepping ' everywhere.

xi'ddishist. [f, Yiddish + -ist.] =Yiddisher.
1917 Edin. Rev, Apr. 310 Russian Jewry rang for a time

with the bitter controversy of the so-called Hebraists and
Yiddishists.

Yielding, vbl. sb, 4. (Farther example.)
1933 W. ScHi.rcH Man. Forestry!. 97 Timber fit for saw-

ing would begin to be cut about 10 to 15 years later, and
by the eightieth year the forests should be in full yielding.

Yielding, ppl. a. 2. (Later example.)
1849 C. Lanman Lett. Alleghany Mts. xx. 159 The yield-

ing wells are somewhat over two hundred feet deep.

Yip (yip), sb. U.S. [Echoic] A short high-

pitched cry ; a shout or exclamation.
1911 H. Quick Vello7ustone N. xii. 303 They chase 'em,

with wild whoops an' yips over the undulatin reservation.

1928 Hearst's /ttte?-national Aug. 74/1 At the first yip out
of Babe or Cheeky he would yank two triggers.

Yip, V, Add : 2. U.S. To utter a sharp cry

;

to shout. So Yipping vbi. sb.

1907 Kate D. Wigcin New Chron. Rebecca 199 He would
walk rii^ht up close and cuff *em if they dared to yip. igio
N. Y. Even. Post 14 Oct. 4 The applause was really deafen-
ing and continued for more than two minutes; not..yip-
ylpping. .butsteady volume of vocal uproar. 1927 P. Marks
Lord of Himself 15, I love to hear you yip at him. 19*7
Sat, Even. Post 24 Dec. 84/2 ' Hey I ' Jim yipped,..'Get
away from there !

'

YUP.

Yogie, a. [f. Yoga. + -ic] Of or pertaining to
Yoga.
i9ax Stheeter & Appasamy Sadhu v. 1 36 The object of the

Vo«ic trance is not to satisfy the heart but the head.

Yoke, V. 8. b. (Recent example.)
1920 Rose Macaulav Potterism 11. i. 6i She is yoking

together with an unbeliever.

Yoke-mate. (Further example.) So Yo'ke-
mated a.

1014 tgthCent. July iii In water, Oxygen is still further
subjugated by its yoke-mate, Hydrogen. 1999 Bridges Test.
Bea7ity iv. 325 Where lay the harness'd bones of the yoke-
mated oxen.

Yoker. (Recent example.)
1913 R. Harris Boanerges xxxvii. 341 Since Jason is alooe,

another pair of twin yokers will come to his assistance.

Yo-ndemess. [f. Yondeb adv. +-nes8.] The
act or condition of being yonder.
1929 Deeping Roper's Roiv vi. 56 On Sisbury Hill she

pondered over matters while feeling conscious of the yonder-
ness of her son.

Yop, variant of Yawp, Yaup.
York, V, (Earlier example.)
X882 Pardos Australians in Engl. 42 Butler was 'yorked*

the second ball he received,

Yorkshire. 1. b. Add : Yorkshire fat (see

quot.).

1884 A. Watt .^oap^fftah'ng 2S Recovered grease, or York-
sliire fat, is obtained from the suds and washing waters of
the fulling mills. It is of a brown colour, of disagreeable
odour, and of a sticky consistence.

YOTL-all. U.S. = You (as sing, or plur,).

1919 Mencken Amer. Lang. 215 In the South.. the true
plural is commonly indicated by you-all. 1922 Zane Grey
To Last Man \\. 32 Aw, now, y'u-all cain't comethet on me.
Ain't y'u an Injun. 1924 W. M. Raine Troubled Waters
xix. SOI You>ail are losing a better man than Missie ever
bad.

Young. C. 2. Add : ymtng-minded adj.

1930 Daily Express ^-^ May 10/4 The Italians and Russians
are "young-minded.
Yoiiraballi, variant of *Juriballt.
Yugoslav, etc., variant of *Jugoslav.

Yup. U.S. Variant of Yep, yes,

1906 Century Mag. Jan. 410/2 ' Will you go—if I swear?'
*Yup,' said Pinchas, airing his American. 1923 E. F.
WvATT Invis. Gods II. iv. 78 'Paul as mean as ever?*
* Yup,* replied Hancock . .

* and a little meaner.'



/

Z. Add : 2. Also Z-shaped,

1903 J. R. Allem Early Ckr. Man. Scotl, 200 Front.—
The double disc and Z-shaped rod symbol very rudely drawn.
X9«7 Scot, N. ^ Q. Ser. iii. V. 2/1 Two plates of silver en-

graved with the double disc and Z-shaped rod symbol.

8. Mil. Abbrev. of Zero 6 b.

1930 S. Sassoon Mem. Infantry Officer iv. 61 Operation
Orders. .notified us that Thursday was 'Z ' (or zero) day.

Zanyish (z^-nliif), «, [f. Zany j^. + -ish.]

Like a zany ; foolish.

1917 * H. H. Richardson' R. Mahony iv, x. 378 Mahony
could not help feeling a trifle sore in advance . . at the zanyish
figure he was going to be obliged to cut.

Zanza» zanze, variants of *Sansa,

Zebrfti sb. 3. Add : ubra-marked, -slriped

(example) ; zebra suit U.S., a striped suit worn
by convicts.

S924 J. A. Thomson Science Old ff Ne7v v. 30 Butterflies

like the unpalatable *zebra-marked Heliconius, which in-

sectivorous birds leave unmolested. 1891 Hardy Tess xlvi,

She moved off. .across the *zebra*striped field. 1885 Rep.
Indian Affairs 105 There are over twenty prisoners who
are required to work and who wear the *zebra suit.

Zeeman effect. The effect which a strong

magnetic field has on the spectrum from a luminous
vapour of splitting up a spectrum line into a number
of constituent lines, first observed by Zeeman in

1896.
1900 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 466/2 There are some interesting

phenomena connected with the Zeeman effect which are more
easily ol^rvcd than the eflTect itself. i9a8 E. Schrodincer
Four Lectures on IVave Mechanics 16 The splitting up of

the hydrogen lines in the Zeeman and Stark effects.

Zeitgeist. (Earlier and later examples.)
1884 Macmillan's Mag. Aug. 254 For realism in one form

or another is the Zeitgeist which will master us all. 19S1 R.

HiCMENS Spirit 0/ Time iv. 74 It is not the Katyas who
really influence us... It is the terrible Zeitgeist; it is the

Spirit of the Time.

Zenithward, adv. (Earlier example.)
1868 Carlvle in Froude Life (1884) II. 371 It was as a ray

of everlasting light and insight this, that had shot itself

zenithward from the soul of a man.

Zephyr (zefai), v, [f. the sb.] intr. To blow

like a zephyr.
S9sa Hardv Late Lyrics 4- Earlier iii An aura zephyring

round. That care infected not.

Zero. 6. (Further example.)
S916 HuNEKEK Ivory Apes <fr

Peacocks 35 We should soon

reach a zero if we only registered the absence of ' necessary
*

traits in our poet.

b. Hour of zero : also simply zero.

1918 E. A. MACKwrosH War, the Liberator Vit^y^ got to

be at Battalion Headquarters at 5, although I don't suppose

zero'll be for a good time after that.

7. a. zero-hour (^), the hour at which the lowest

value of anything is reached or recorded.

1930 Daily Express 23 May 1/6 Psychologists have fixed

II a.m. as the *zero hour of the worker.

Zero (zl»'r(7), V. [f. the sb.] trans. To fix

the zero hour for the beginning of (a military

operation).

I9z6 Blackiv. Ma^. Dec. 774/1 Plan no. 7 will be put in

operation to-night. It will be zeroed as from 23.00 hours,

Zig^aw, zigzaw, variants of *Jig-saw.
19x0 Sir H. Maxwell Early Chron. ret, Scot. I. 16 One of

those zigzaw puzzles which had a fleeting vogue two or
three years ago. 1919 D. Wvllarde Holiday Husb. xiii, As
neatly as if she had found the right pieces of a zigsaw
puzzle.

Zi^a^, V. Add : 2. b. To traverse in a zig-

zag manner.
1930 F. L. Bird & F. M. Rvan Recall Public Officers 42
He literally zigzagged the whole tremendous territory, visit-

ing almost every hamlet.

ZinCy slf, 2. b. Add: zinc- covered^ 'lining.

c. zinc-aluminium a., consisting of zinc and

aluminium.
19H Daily News 28 Sept. 3/1 The *zinc-alutTiinium alloys

as used in the motor industry for gear-cases, etc., undergo a
similar electrolytic or chemical change. 1890 Conan _Dovle
FirmofGirdlestone xxx. 238 A very seedy-looking individual

who was leaning with his elbows upon the *zinc-covered

counter. i9xa C. N. Moody Saints of Formosa vi, 132

Boxes had to be made or furnished with *zinc-lining.

Zip, sb\, Add : 3. zip-fastener, -fastening,

a form of fastener consisting oftwo flexible stringers

which are made to engage or disengage by a sliding

cam device which is pulled along between them,
I9a7 Daily Express 6 Sept. 3/4 The airwoman's costume

of tango suede^ complete from the zip fastening to the little

hat. .is attracting many admirers. Ibid. 22 Nov. 3/5 Many
of the new sports suits have zip-fasteners.

Zip, V. Also, to move briskly or with a zip.

1907 Bennett Grim Smile of Five Towns 222 ' Let her

zip,' said Mr. Colclough. 1939 Even. News 3 Jan. 4/2 He
. .hardly saw it [the ball] after it pitched, as it zipped off the

ground and whipped round his bat to take the off stump.

Zipper (zi*p3J). [f. *ZiP sb. 3 -1- -EB.] A zip.

fastener ; a boot, bag, etc, fastening by this means.

Also zipper-fastener^ etc.

193$ Scribner's Mag. Oct 22/2 Advt., No fastening is so

quick, secure, or popular as the 'zipper'. 1918 Dailv Ex-
press 15 Aug. 4/3 You will need five-eighths of a yard of

material, .and one 12-tnch zipper fastener. Ibid, ir Oct. 5/5
Bootees., fastening with 'zippers*, press studs, or inset clips.

Ibid.^ Zipper-fastened. 1931 Atlantic Monthly Feb, 3/1

Advt. Botn bags have zipper fastenings.

Zippy (zipi), a. [f. Zip + -y.] Bright ; lively

;

energetic,

19*3 P. G. WoDEHOusE Inimit. Jeeves xv. 1^5 I'm going

to write.. something zippy to brighten the thing up a bit.

1996 Bulletin 26 Oct. 18/2 A zippy show is 'Cheerio at the

Glasgow Empire this week.

Zither, v. [f. the sb.] intr. To play the zither.

1908 W. J. Locke BelffuedVagabond'xx., 114 We wandered
and fiddled and zithered and tambourined through France

till the chills and rains of Autumn rendered our vagabondage
Icsi merry.

Zizania. (Earlier example.)
1788 White 7r«/j. (1931)316 Zi««<K«f has given this plant

the name of Zizania.

Zloty (zwp-ti), [Pol. zioty^ f. zioto gold.] The
Polish monetary unit having a par value of about

25 to the pound sterling.

1913 Times 13 Aug. 14/5 The zloty, or gold franc, the
nominal unit of Poland. 1925 Glasgow Herald -^i July 14/1
After the collapse of the old Polish paper mark the zloty

was introduced with a nominal gold value of one gold franc*

Zone, sb. 9. Add: zone time, the local

time for any longitude as opposed to Greenwich
time,
1908 H. B. MoKSE Trade ^ Admin. Chinese Emfiire viii.

203 'I'he Eighteen Provinces roughly extend from, .longitude
98** to 122* E., comprising the seventh and eighth hours of

Zone time east of Greenwich. 1930 Daily Express 16 Aug.
1/3 The passengers wonder whether they should retire by
Greenwich or zone lime.

Zoning, vbl. sb. Add : b. spec. (See quots.)

1922 f^or/tfj W^<7rAXLIV. 468/1 Azoningplan, Thisnew
idea of municipal growth had its origin in Boston in 1911,

1923 S. D. Adshead Town Planning <$ Devehpm. viii, In
town planning in America, very great importance is attached
to this question of zoning. 1927 F. EL Fremantlb Housing
of Nation 93 Laying down provisionally the ' zoning ', as it

IS misnamed in the United States, meaning thereby the de-

limitation of residential, commercial and industrial areas

respectively in the town.

Zoo*. Add: Zoobe'ntlios [*Bentho8], collective

name for the various forms of animal life at or near

the bottom of the sea. Zooplazilcto'iilc a.^ per-

taining to or consisting of zooplankton,
tga^Glasgow Herald 19 Mar. 6 [He] continued his dis-

cussion of the animals of the ocean and dealt with the bottom-
living fauna, or *zoobenthos. 1911 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 422 In

the high Alpine lakes there exists an outstanding production
of *zooplanktonic organisms.

Zooidiophilous (z<3a:oidi|f?*fib3), a. [f. as ZooiD
+ -PHlLOUa.] Adapted for pollination by animals.

x9oa Encycl. Brit. XXV. 435/2 Many flowers.. which are

anemophtlous may also be zooidiophilous*

Zoom, sb. (Example.)
X918 Blackw. Ma^. June 762/1 The Hiin's third repetition

of the manoeuvre was varied by a straight zoom instead of

a climbing turn.

ZooiUfZ'. 1. (Earlier and later examples.) Also

to travel or move with a humming or buzzing

sound.
x886 Century Mag. ^^6/1 The cr>-stal went zooming into

the fence-corner. 1924 Brit. Weekly 18 Dec. 270/1 Trams
zoom along and buses rattle past. 1926 Ladies* Home Jml.
Apr, 39 The little engine zoomed through space.

_ 1929 W.
Hevliger Builder ofDam 86 The wind was zooming down
the lake.

2. Iransf. Of a bird.

1920 Blackiv. Mag. July 71/2 The bird checked, swerved

and dived and zoomed back into level flight again.

b. trans. To cause (an aeroplane) to zoom.
X928 V. Pag6 Mod. Aircraft 521 A machine should never

be * zoomed ' or made to jump into the air by a too rapid

movement of the elevator flaps.

Zooming (zM-mig),///. a. [f. Zoom v. + -ing 2.]

Making or accompanied by a humming or buzzing

sound.
X923 Blackw. Mag. July 7/1 We settled into steady zoom-

ing flight. is»8 M. Walsh While Rivers Run xx. 280

There was a zooming patter, almost too quick for bumaa
feet, on the stairs outside.
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LIST OF SPURIOUS WORDS
In the following articles are treated in detail the more important spurious words (arising

chiefly from misprints or misreadings) that have been current in English dictionaries or
other books of some authority.

Diet. = New English Dictionary. Diets. = (other) dictionaries.

Abishering:, abisherslngr. App. error for Miskenning : see Diet.

and add: 1579 Rastell j&>/(;x. Termes Lawes,Al>is/terstn^ (aDdinsome
copyes Mishersing,) that is to be quite of amercementes before whom
soener of transumption [ed. 1598 transgression] proued. 1610 FOLKING-
HAM Ari ofSurvey II I. iv. 7 1 Abishersing, alias Mishersing, implies both
forfaitnres and Amerciaments of all transgressions within the Fee, and
also the immunity from like penalties. 1696 Phillips, Abishershing.

1706 Phillips, Abisherifing.

Arlstarcliy, Erroneous alteration of ArUtarchi 'severe critics'

( = Gr. 'Apiarapxot : see Aristarch) in some later edd. of the works
cited below. Hence in Webster (1838-32) and some later Diets,

(with erroneous definition), a 161 2 Harington Brief View Ch. Eng.
in Park Nugm Antique (1804) IL 307 (from autograph copy) Some
of the Arislarchi [ed. 1653 p. 153 Aristarchy] and sowr censnrers of

theise dayes. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalinis Advts.fr. Pamass.
II. V. 205 The onely Aristarchl [ed. 1674 Aristarchy] of the world
[prig, gli Arristarchi del Mondo],

Banket. Error for Banker* a. 1846 W. M. Buchanan TVf^w/.
Vict., Banket, in bricklaying, a piece of wood of about eight inches

square, and nine feet in length, on which to cut the bricks. Hence in

1864 Webster, 1889 Century Diet.

Censerie, misreading of Tenserie in O.E. Chron. an. 1137 (Laud
MS.).

Cherlsance, -annce. Error for ChevisanceI, associated with
cherish. 1658-62 Phillips, CAm.fa««t« (old word), comfort. Hence
in 18S1 OgIlvie (Annandale) and some later Diets.

Coloplionlan, a. The meaning ' relating to a colophon or the con-

clusion of a book ' given in Ogilvie (Annandale, 1881, citing CudwortK)
and some later diets., is app. an error based on the following quot., in

which the word means ' an inhabitant of Colophon ', a town in Lydia.

1678 CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. 226 The same thing is .. intimated by
Xenophanes the Colophonian.

Commonye. Explained as : Discourse, communing. Error in Century

Diet. (1889) founded on com'nye, misreading of comunye Q). 16..

Ballad of K. Arthur xxxi. in Child Eng. & Sc. Ballads (1861) 237
To heere theire talke, and theire com'nye [ed. 1884 I. 285/2 comu»ye].

Compastnre. Error for composture (Shaks. Titnon IV. iii. 444)-

1742-1800 Bailey, Compastures, large Tracts of Pastures or Pasture

Grounds, lying together. Shakesp.

Compearer. Form and meaning app. unauthorized. 1861 IV. BelVs

Diet. Law Scot. , Compearer, A party not called as a Defender in an

action, but who conceives that he has an interest to oppose the action,

may compear and claim leave to sist himself. If his claim is sustained, an

interlocutor allowing him to sist himself is pronoimced, and is desig-

nated as Compearer. [Not in earlier or later edd.] Hence in Ogilvie
(Annandale) and Century Diet.

Conjoin, a. Explained as : Conjoined. App. some error for con-

Joined or conjoint, or a misunderstanding of conjoin used as a verb.

1864 Webster, 0>«;«», a. Conjoined. (jObs.) Holland. Hence in

Ogilvie (Aimandale) and Century Diet.

Corb. App. error for Corf, q.v., end of etymol. 1828-32 Webster,
Cotb. .1. A basket used in coaleries. Hence in Century Diet.

Cart. Explained as : A temporary building, a shed. Error founded

on a misprint for coif, i6th c Sc form of Cove sb.^ 1770 Bannatyne

Poems 114 Intill a corf he crap [= Henryson's Dog, Schiep, d; Wolff

xxi, where the reading of the Bannatyne MS. is ' coif']. Hence in

1808 Jamieson, 1864 Webster, and some later Diets.

Corfe. Erroneously inferred, with the sense ' a gap between hills ',

from at Corfgeate (F ; Latin Porta Corf), xl Corfes geate (E) of O.E.

Chron. an. 978, lit. 'at Corfs gate', the cleft in the chalk hills which

was the site of the later Corfe Castle. 1882 Comhill Mag. July 90
The great square castle that stands in the gap or ' corfe ' from which it

takes its name. 1883 Good Words July 464/1 That most lovely of all

English ruins, Corfe Castle ; the castle of the gap or corfe between the

hills.

Cot^rare. Erroneous compound of COT sb."^ and Gare sb.^ (AF.

variant, if genuine, of OF. gard) due to misinterpretation of the formula

tot, gare, 6s vileine tuson (31 Edw. Ill, Stat. i. c. 8), cot. gard dcvilein

(13 Rich. II, Stat. i. c. 9) ; cf. sine cot, gard, et omnivitivellere (1277

in J. M. Rigg Sel. Pleas Kolls Exch.Jews (1902) 9.^). 1706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey), Cot, or Cotgare, a kind of refuse WooU, so clung, or

clotted together, that it cannot be puU'd asondei. [Definition derived

from Cowell's Interpreter s.v. Cot.\

Cremett, -it(t. Error for Eremite, inmate of a hospital. 1624
Will in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 363, I give sixteene cremets here, in

Well, fower markes. Note, This word occurs occasionally in the older

registers at Well, applied to the inmates of the hospital, ' eermits ' once.

1709 in Thoresby's Corr. II. 221 The word Cremits in your old deed
relating to the Hospital at Well, is doubtless, or should be, Eremits.

1736 i5rake Eboracum 284 The Eremites, or Hermits, in the north

were corruptly called Cremitts ; and there is an aimual rent . . called

Cremitt-money at this day.

Crepane. Error for Crepance. 1755 Johnson [citing /<2r;-2«r'i

Diet.; but The Farrier's and Horseman's Dictionary by N.B., 1726,
has crepance\. Hence in later Diets.

Cresset, In water cressets, error for water cresses (Water-cress).
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1589) 669 A poore woman that

sold Water cressets [so in ed. 1618]. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Crwrf,
an Herb.

Crevet. App. an error for Cruset, crucible. 1658 Phillips,
Crevet, or Cruset, from the F'rench word Creux, hollow, a Goldsmiths
melting pot. [So all edd. to 1706.] 1721 Bailey, Crevet, Cruset, a
Melting Pot used by Goldsmiths. 1823 Craeb Technol. Diet., Crevet,

a melting pot used by goldsmiths. [Hence in Worcester and some
later Diets.] 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Crevet, a crucible.

Crinel. Error for Crinet 2, small hair-like feathers which grow
about the cere of a hawk. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Crinels, Crinets

[with definition of Crinet from 1721 Bailey]. Hence in 1775 ASH,
1833 Crabb Technol. Diet., 1846 Worcester, 1864 Webster,
Ogilvie (Annandale), and Century Diet.

Crnysbag'e. Error for Du. cruyshaye, a species of shark (Marcgraf

Hist. Rer, Nat. Brasil., 1648, 181) = kruis cross + ^flflz shark. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cruyshage, . . the name of a fish of the shark

kind, somewhat approaching to that strange fish the zygaena: but much
less monstrous, its head being only triangular, or something like the

figure of an heart.. . Marggrave-p. 1-^2. 1828-32 Webster, Cyj/yj/ia^*,

a fish of the shark kind, having a triangular head and mouth. Did.
Nat. Hist. [Hence in 1864 Webster, and some later Diets.]

Ctirrledew, -dow, cnrridow. Error based on a misreading of

curreiden (see quot. <: 1400 s.v. Curry v.'^ 4b). 1561 Chaucer's

Wis. Ggg vi/2 "Tho curreiden glosours. 1617 Minsheu Ductor, Currie-

dew, in. Chaucer signifieth Curriefauour, or Flatter. 1658 Phillips,

Carriedom, a curry-favour or flatterer. 1721 Bailey, Curridom, a

Curry-favour or Flatterer. 0\ld\.

Cnvette. A spoon-like instnmient used in extracting a cataract

Error for Curette. 1849 in Craig ; hence in some later Diets.

Dardy-llne. Error for Dandy-link. \%%^\a Century Diet. {cA'mz

Day Brit. Fishes).

David's staff. Originally an error of Pietro della Valle's, who gave

Dauidstoffs.% the English name of an instrument for taking the altitude

of the sun. This was reproduced by his translator, Havers, as David's

Staff, whichwas copied by Blount and Phillips, and is repeated in some

modem Diets. So also David's Quadrant ( = Back-staff) in Phillips

(ed. 1696), corrected in Kersey's ed. (1706) to Davis's Quadrant: see

Quadrant sb.'^, quot. 1696. 1623 Pietro della Valle Viaggi Let.

i. 22 Mar. (1663) IV. 16 Con diuersi altri strumenti: e con vno in

particolare, che mi dissero.da poco tempo in qui, essere stato inventato

da vu tal Dauid, che dal suo nome I'haueua chiamato Dauidstoff, che

in lingua Inglese vale a dir legno di Dauid. 1664 G. Havers transla-

tion. One [instrument] invented by one David, and from his name
call'd David's Staff. 1674 Blount Glossogr., Davids-staff, is an

instrument in Navigation, consibting of two Triangles united together,

one longer then the other, both having their base arched, and between

them in the circle of their bases, containing an entire Quadrant ol ninety

degrees. Valle's Travels.

DecUnons, a. Error for Declivous. i864in Webster; hence in

some later Diets.

Declivant, <2. Error for Declinant. iSzoKobson Brit. Herald,

Declinant or Declivant. Hence 1881 Ogilvie (Annandale), Declinant,

Declivant. 1 890 in Century Diet.

Demoniasm. Error for Demonianism: see note at end of article

in Diet.

Dentlse, -lae, v. To cut new teeth. Error due to misreading of L.

dcntire, inf. of dentio to cut teeth, in Bacon Sylva, 1626, § 755. 1773

Johnson (quoting Bacon). Hence in some later Diets. [1626 Bacon
Sylva § 755 They tell a Tale of the old Countesse of Desmond,
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who lined till she was seuen-score yeares old, that she did Dentire,

twice, or thrice ; Casting her old Teeth, and others Comming in their

Place.]

DepoctiUe, a. Error in Johnson's Diet, and some later Diets, for

Depertible.

Deportare. Explained as : Carriage, bearing, deportment. Error

for departure. [i6i i Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. § 285. 871/3 Her
stately port and majesticall departure.] Quoted in 1775 Gray's Poems
34 note, Her stately port and majestical deporture. Hence in 1864
^VEBSTER (citing Speed), and some later Diets.

Desponsatre. Explained as : Betrothal. Error for Despousage.
[a 1587 FOXE A. £5* M. (1596) 103/2 Despous.ige of Athilrid his

daughter.] Quoted in 1836 Richardson Diet, as desponsage.
Hence in 1864 Webster (citing Foxe).

Dialect, z*. Explained as: To speak a dialect. [1599 Nashe Z^«/««
Stuffe 41 Ky corruption of speech they false dialect and misse-sound it.]

Hereya/« is a vb. meaning to 'falsify', and dialect a sb. But 1881
Davies Suppl. Eng. Gloss, (quoting the above) has erron. entered

dialect as a vb. Hence in some later Diets.

DU&anchise, -ment. Errors for DISFRANCHISE, -MENT, due to

reading f as f. 1755 Johnson. (No quotation.) 1828-32 Webster,
Diffranchise, Diffranchisement : see Disfranchise, which is the word
in use. Hence in 1864 Webster, and some later Diets.

Sisconsolancy. Explained as : Disconsolatencss. Error for Dis-
CONSOLACY. [1818 Todd Addenda, Disconsolacy, disconsolateness
(quoting Barrow On the Creed, Penury, baseness, disconsolacy).] Entered
in 1846 Worcester as Disconsolancy {citing Barrow} ; hence in some
later Diets. From this has been derived an erron. Sisconsolanoe (1849
in Craig, and some later Diets.).

Bisjndlcation. Error for Dijudication. I1664 Bo\i.k On Colours
ii. 20 The Dijndications we make of Colours.] 1755 Johnson, Dis-
jttdication, judgment ; determination ; perhaps only mistaken for

dijudication. Boyle on Colours. Hence in 1864 Webster (citing

Boyle), and some later Diets.

Diaqnleture. Error for DiSQUIETNESS. i860 Froude Hist. Eng.
V. 435 (quoting letter of 1 552 of Sir J. Crofts to Cecil) Such disquietures

of mind. [The original MS. reads disquyetnes.\

DiSBoned. Explained as : Dissonant. Error for distoned in Rom.
Rose 4248 (formerly ascribed to Chaucer). 1731 Bailey, Dissonid,
dissonant, disagreeing. Chaucer. 1881 Ogilvie (Annandale), Dissoned.

. Hence in some later Diets.

Dog-ray, -reie. Explained in some mod. Diets, as : Dog-fish. App.
error arising from misreading dorrey (see quot.), var. of DoRY. [1.S77
Harrison England ill. x. iio/i in Holinshed Chron. I, Of the first

[sort of fish, the flat] are the Plaice, the Butte, the Turbnt, Dorrey,
Dabbe, &c.]

Exldemic, -ical. Errors for Epidemic, -ical, due to the similarity

oi X and/ in i6th and 17th cent, hands. 1608 Topsell Serpents 76 A
certaine token . . that some exidemicall [ed. 1658 epidemicall], generall
pestilence or plague rageth amongst them. 1847-78 Halliwell, Exi-
demic (citing Hall).

Exiled, a. Explained as : Slender, weak. Error for Exile a.
,

meagre, scanty. 1577 Northbrooke Dicing Ded. 4 My exiled and
slender learnmg. [So in the undated edition, supposed to be of 1577 ;

but the much better edition of 1579 has 'exile'.] Hence in 1859NARES
(quoting the above), and in Century Diet.

Expediate, v. Error for Expedite in an imperfect and unauthorized
edition of Sandys' Relation of the State of Religion, reproduced by
Cockeram, copied by Todd, 1818 ; hence in later Diets. 1605 Sandys
Rel. State Relig. K3, Some great alterations in some kinde of marchand-
ise . . which may serve for that present instant to expediate \^MS. cor-

rectionbyauthor anded. 1629 expedite] their businesse. 1623 CoCKERAM,
Expediate, to dispatch, or make ready.

FactaUe, Factabling. Errors for Fractable, Fractabling.
1842 GwiLT Archit. Gloss. 971 Fculabling, the same as Coping. 1862
Diet. Archit. (Archit. Publ. Soc), Factabltng or Coping. A mistake in

some books for Fractable. 1904 Correspondent, Factable is a word
constantly used by architects, surveyors, and builders to denote the apex
of a coping or the apex stone of the gable of a building.

Featherly. Error for Feathery. [1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. II. i. (ed. 2) 55 Some feathery particle of snow.] 1773 Johnson,
Featherly, resembling feather [quoting ' Brown ' with the reading
' featherly']. Hence in 1828-32 Webster, and some later Diets.

Fonpe, V. Error for soupe (see Swoop v. 2 b), through misprint of
f forf. 1605 Camden Rem., Languages 23 To soupe [edd. 1614-37
fonpe; 1657, etc. soupe] their words out of the throat with fat and full

spirits. Hence 1755 in Johnson [quoting the above with the reading
'foupe']. 1775 in Ash. Corrected by Todd, 1818.

Oalverly, adv. Explained as: Cleverly, actively. Error for
galierdly, Galliardly. 1856 in Richardson [quoting Wriothesley
To Sir r. Wyatt Oct. 1537, A light gennet that is young and trotteth
galverly; but the orig. MS. reads galierdlyl. Hence in some later
Diets.

Garb-feathers. Error for barb feathers (see Barb sb} 2). [i486
Bk. St. Albans bj. The federis vnder the beke be calde the barbe federis.]

1676-1732 Coles Garbe feders, the Feathers under a Hawk's beak.
1721-92 Bailey, Garbe feeders {sic\ 1848 Halliwell, Garbfeathers,
the feathers under the bill of a hawk (citing Bemcrs, i.e. quot. i486).

Oatchers. Error for catchers, the after-leavings of tin, originating in
the glossary to Pryce's Mineralogia Cornubiensis. Also Oatches
{English Dialect Dictionary). 1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. 229 All
dressers save the hinder stuff from the frame end, as it washes off in
a pit by the name of Catchers. Gloss., Catchers, the after leavings of
Tin. 1849-50 WealeZJ/V/. Terms, GaUhers,\.he3.iX.ex-\<L3.\mg%oiiin.
[Hence 1S90 in Century Dict.'\ 1882 Jago Anc. Lang, ie Dial.
Cornwall 320 Catchers, the after-leavings of tin ore. Pryce.

Oeminal. Explained as : A pair. Error founded on geminels,
misprint iox gemmels : see Gemel 1, quot. 1603. 1871 in Latham
(quoting Drayton). Hence in some later Diets. Also as adj. = geminate,
in the following : i6!i7 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 344 Because its roots
were frequently geminell [read OtmrnAX] resembling two Leggs.

Geotic,<z. Error for Goetic : see note in Diet. s. v. GoETY. 1755
Johnson, Geotic, belonging to the earth ; terrestrial. Diet. [But 1727
Bailey vol. II. (followed by 1730-6 folio) has ' Geotick, a sort of
Magick, performed by the assistance of a Daemon, the same as
Geomancy '.] Hence in 1864 Wibster, and some later Diets.

Oofyssbe, a. Error iox gosysshe GoosiSH a., silly, stupid, occurring
in Thynne's ed. (1532) of Chaucer's Troylus (ill. 584) and perpetuated
in some modern editions. Hence the following dictionary entries

:

1658-1706 Phillips, Gofish (old word), sottish. 1864 Webster,
Goffish [citing Chaucer'\ ; so in 1890 Century Did.

Gostiiig'. Explained in Johnson and some later Diets, as ' madder',
is taken from 1736 Ainsworth Thesaurus I, ' Costing (herb), Rnbia'.
In the Eng.-Lat part there is : ' Rubia, Rubia tinctorum, an herb called
gosling weed or clivers ; madder '. Thus gosling in Ainsworth is

a mistake for gosling weed, which does not mean, however, ' madder
',

but ' goose-grass ' or ' cleavers '.

Oradnction. Error for Graduation (sense 1 and 3 b). 1849
Craig, i860 Worcester [citing Brande; but edd. 1842, 1853, and
1866 of Diet. Sci., etc., read Graduation}. Hence in some later
Diets.

Orail. Error for Brail ii.i (sense 3). [14S6 Bi. St. Albansavii)h,
The same federis ye shall call the brayles or the brayle federis.] 1671
Skinner Etymol. Ling. Angl. iv, Grayllfeders, or Graylles, vox quse
apnd solam Jul. Barns occurrit lib. de re Falconaria {i.e. quot. i486],
i Fr. G. Gresle, Gracilis. 1847 '° Halliwell [citing Blome; but not
found there]. Hence in some later Diets.

Griefhead. Explained as : Sadness. Error for Greenhead', due
to reading grenehede (Chaucer Man of Law's T. 65) aigreuehede (taken
to be i.greue Grief H- -hede -head). 1890 Century Diet,

Oriefly, a. Explained as : Indicative of grief. Error for griesly
Grisly a. (through misreading f for f). [a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11.

(1590) 165 b, Grisly [edd. 1629, 1633 griesly] Grones.] 1881 Davies
Suppl. Eng. Gloss., Griefly [quoting the above as 'griefly groans'].
Hence in some later Diets.

Grout. Explained as : A kind of wild apple. Error due to mis-
interpretation of agromelum (quasi agriomelum, Gr. aypto/xTjKoi/ wild
apple), which occurs in glosses as a synonym of idromelum, etc. (see
Grout sb."^ 2 b). 1755 Johnson, Grout . . 3. A kind of wild apple
{Agriomelum, Latin.)

Onay. Originally in cheval guay, repr. F. cheval gai, a heraldic
term for a horse without harness, misinterpreted as in quots. 1725
Coats Diet. Her. (1739), Guay, as Cheval guay, is a Horse rearing, and
standing on his hinder Legs. 1730-6 in Bailey (fol.). 1828-40 in

Berry Encycl. Her. I. 1830 Robson Brit. Herald, Guay, or Cheval
Guay, a horse in the position of rearing, or standing on its hind
legs.

Babenry. Inferred from :
' Habenries, architectural decorations of

some kind, but the exact meaning of the term does not appear to be
known. It occurs in Chaucer, some copies reading barbicans ' (Halli-

well). The source is Chaucer's House ofFame 1189 (= III. 99), where
Skeat, by emendation, reads ' Babewinnes' (see Baboon i), MSB. and
early printed edd. having various misreadings : AIS. Bodl. Rabewynnes,
MS. Pepys Babeweuries, edd. 1532 (Thynne), 1598 (Speght) babeuries,

1602 (Speght) habenries, 1721 (Urry) Barbicans. 1882 Ogilvie,
Habenry, a barbican ; a comer turret. [So Century Did.} 1888
CasseU's Encycl. Did. [following Halliwell].

Herebode, Herebote. Spurious forms (due to I7lh century anti-

quaries) compounded of OE. here army. Here sb., and boda messenger,
Bode sb.^, confused with bit compensation. Bote, Boot sb.^ 1671
Skinner Etym. Ling. Angl. Pppp 3 b, Herebode, vox ant. For. AS. olim
Edictum Regis quo Cives sen subditi ad Militiam evocabantur, ab AS.
Here, Exercitus, & Bode, Nnncius, Bodian, Denunciare, Indicere.

1727 Coweirs Interpr., Herebote, the King's Edict, commanding his

Subjects into the F'ield : From the .Saxon Here, exercitus, and Bode,
a Messenger. Hence Herebote in 1882 Ogilvie and Casselts Encycl.

Diet., Herebode in Century Did.

Icre. Error for dicre = DICKER sb}, the number ten, derived from
a misinterpretation of quot. 1086 s.v. (xxxvi. dicras ferri), and reproduced
in some mod. Diets. 16 10 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 361 As we
finde in the survey booke of England \marg. Doomesday-booke] , the

Kings demanded in maner no other tribnle than certaine Icres of Iron

[Camden 1586 ferri leras; ed. 1607 ferri Icras], and Iron-barres.

Inniient,a. Explained as : Significant. First in Todd (1818), based
on a misreading oiiniunt = invent in the following. 1628 Burton AruU.
Mel. II. ii. IV. 264 He may apply his minde . . to Heraldry, Antiquity,

inuent Impreses, Emblems, make Epithalamiums [etc.].
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Instinctly, adv. Error for Instinctively. i8-;s Mrs. Gaskell
North £& South xxii, Margaret . . drew her ruffled, luxuriant hair instinctly
[so in ed. 1855 ; ed. 1897 instinctively] over the cut. Hence in 1871
HOPPE Engl.-Dtutsches Suppl.-Lex., 1881 Ogilvie (Annandale), and
some later Diets.

Investlve, a. Explained as ; Encircling, enclosing. Error for
Infestive a., troublesome, annoying. [1610 Englands Eliza inMirr.
Mag. 839 Th' horrid fire all mercilesse did choake The scorched wretches
with infestiue smoake.] 1818 TODD [quoting this as ' investive '].

Hence in some later Diets.

Joves. Error for F. /ones cheeks of a battery. 1883 WlLHELM
Mi/. Diet., Joves (Fr.), the two sides in the epaulment of a battery
which form the embrasure are so called, \yovts, which is an error for
r.yV?»«j (old-print spelling 70 F^'^), is entered in Century Diet. (1890,
citing Wilhelm)2& an English word (' Origin not ascertained'). Hence
in some later Diets.]

lolion. Error for Lotion Csense i). [1549 Latimer 6th Serm.
bef. Edw. VI Uj b. Their doctrine was vnsauery, it was but of Lotiones
of decimacions of anets seade, and Cummyn and suche gere.] In ed.

1549 and later i6th c. editions 'Lotiones' is misprinted 'Loliones'.
Hence in i88i Davies Suppl. Eng. Gloss, [quoting this as 'lolions'],
and in some later Diets.

Iiool. Error for LoOB (sense i), a vessel to receive the washings of
metallic ores. [1674 Ray Collect. Words, Prepar. Tin I3i The dross
and earth . . is carried all along the trough to a pit or vessel, into which
the trough delivers it, called a loob.] 1753 Chambers Cycl. Suppl.,
Lool (citing Ray's English Words -p. 121). Hence in 1846 BUCHANAN
Technol. Diet., and some later Diets.

Iioadfol, a. Error for loudfull. [1606 Marston Sophonisba I. ii.

B4 b. The Comets and Organs playing loud full Musicke for the Act.]
1864 Webster, Loudful, full of sound; noisy; ringing. (Ofo.)
' Loudful music ' Marston. Hence in some later Diets.

Kanirerlng'. Error for mamering, Mammering in Parker Society
ed. of Philpot's Exam, Jo Writ. 315, where there is a note, 'A
mangering : perplexing, throwing their faith into confusion, is the
probable meaning, from viang, a word of Celtic origin, meaning to

stupify or confound^ Hence in some mod. Diets. [1559 Philpot
Jesus is God with us C 3 b, Y° simple people might be brought in a
mamering of their faith, & stande in double whome they myght
beleue.]

Klnntal. Explained as : A diminutive. Error due to misinterpreting

L. minutal mincemeat. [1589 Rider Bibl. Schol. 803 A lussell, or

meate made with diverse things, chopped together, i Minutal, n. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Jussel (tninutat) meat made with divers things

chopped together. Kider.\ 1658-96 PHILLIPS, Jussel, a minutal
from JUS. [See Jussel in Diet.]

lCisliex(s)intr : see Abishering above.

Momblishness, Explained as : Muttering talk. Error for mou-
iliemies in ne vtoubliemies forget-me-nots. [a 1500 Assemb. Ladies

61 (Addit. MS.) Ne moubliemies and souenezalso.] 153J Chaucer's

Wki. i94Nemomblysnesseandsouenesse. 1731 'Baiixv, Afomblishness,

talk, muttering. 0{ld wordl. 1837 Richardson s.v. Mumble, 'Ne
momblisnesse ne sonenesse.'—No mumbling talk aor noisy sotind.

Chaucer. 1890 Century Diet., Momblishness, muttering talk.

Bailey.

Mnnlty. Explained as : Security, freedom. Error for Mutiny.
[1648 W. Mountague Devout Ess. I. 35 Devotion . . doth rather com-
pose the mutiny [misprinted munity, corrected in Errata'], then infringe

the true liberty ofour affections.] 1818 Todd [quoting this as 'mimity'].

Hence in 1864 Webster, and some later Diets.

Faddy, a. Explained as : Low in character or manners ; mean

;

contemptible; poor. Error for baddy. [1585-6 T. Digges Let. to

Walsinghatn 2/13 Jan. (P.R.O.) Such baddy persons as commonly, in

voluntary procurements, men are glad to accept.] Quoted in i860
Motley Netherl. I. vii. 393 as 'paddy'. Hence in 1864 Webster,
and some later Diets.

Paxecliasls, parecnasls, parectiasia. Errors for parecbasis, Gr.
vapfK0aats deviation, digression. Also Farectbaticall a. 1584 Scot
Disc. Wiichcr. XV. xxiii. 438 marg., A parecuasis or tn-insition of the
author to matter further purposed. 1589 Arte Eng. Poesie III. 195
marg., Parecnasis, or the Stragler. 1635 A. Day's Eng. Secretary II.

100 Pareonasis [sic], or Digressio, a speech beside the matter in present
spoken on, as to say. But here let me remember vnto you something of
the deserts and eternized memory of your worthy and most vertuous
parents. 1659 Quserees Prop. Officers Armie to Parlt. 4 The first instru-

ment together with a new fangled advice, have proved parectbaticall
botcheries, or meer peccant forms of Polity, without any patterne or
president in the Chequer Rolle of politicall Records. 1678 Phillips
(ed. 4), Parechasis [so 1696-1706], a digression, in Rhetorick, it is

a wandering in discourse from the intended matter.

Fensible, a. Error for Pensile. [1626 Bacon Sylva § 15 The
Water being made pensile.] Misprinted 'pensible' in ed. 1651. Hence
in 1837 Richardson ; 1890 Century Diet.

Fhantomnation. Explained as : Appearance as of a phantom ;

illusion. Error for phantom nation. [1725 Pope Odyss. X. 627 The
Phantome-nations of the dead.] Entered as one word in 1820 Jodreli,,
in accordance with his method of writing compounds : Phantomnation,
a multitude of spectres. Hence the following entries : i860 Worcester,
Phantomnation, illusion. Pope. 1864 Webster, Phantomnation,
appearance as of a phantom ; illusion. {Obs. and rare.) Pope.
So in Ogilvie (Annandale) and Casselts Encycl. Diet.

Flsnet, pnlsnet. Errors for Pinsnet. [1583 Stubbes Anat.
Abus. I. (1S79) 57 They haue corked shooes, pinsnets, and fine

pantofles.] Quoted in 1834 PLANCHi Hist. Brit. Costume 261 as
' puisnets ', and thence copied in i860 Fairhoi.T 0>j/k»!« Gloss, s.v.

Boots. 1S60 Ibid, Gloss., Pisnets, a. species of shoe, mentioned by
Stubbes. Hence 1 881 Ogilvie (Annandale), Pisnet, Pnisnet 1890
Century Diet., Pisnet.

Qnadnme. Error perhaps founded on a mistaken form of Quader-
sandstein, ' the German term for certain soft sandstones of the Chalk
formation' (Page). 1832 Webster, Qttadrune, a gritstone with
a calcarious cement, i860 Worcester [citing Maunder]. Hence
in Cassell's Encycl. Diet., Funk's Standard Diet.

Sardel. Explained as: A precious stone. Error for sardine or
sardius. [1721 Bailey, Sardel, Sardine, a sort of Fish.] 1755
Johnson, Sardel, Sarditie Stone, Sardius, a sort of precious stone.

[Johnson omits Bailey's meaning ' a sort of Fish ', but combines his

Sardel, Sardine with Sardius."] Hence in 1828—33 Webster, 1850-83
Ogilvie, and some later Diets.

Sardonican, a. Error for Sardonian a. [1794 [T. Taylor]
Pausanias' Descr. Greece III. 149 Homer first, and others after him,
call laughter, which conceals some noxious design, Sardonian.] 1837
Richardson, Sardonican [quoting this as ' Sardonican ']. Hence in

Cassell's Encycl. Diet., Century Diet., Webster (1911).

Seise, V, Explained in 1864 Webster, CasselVs Encycl, Diet,, etc.

as : To cut, penetrate ; and etymologized as from L. scissus, pa. pple.
oi scindere to cleave. Inferred from scis'd, misreading for seiz'd (early

edd. seaz'a) in : 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso VII. xli. 1 35 The wicked Steele

seaz'd deepe in his right side. [See Seize v. 9b, 'to penetrate
deeply '.]

Sevant a,, Sevantly, adv. See note s.v. Suantly adv. in Diet.

Tendsome, a. Explained as: Requiring much attendance. Known
only in the following Diet, entries. 1847 Webster, Tendsome, requiring

much attendance ; as, a tendsome child. . . Tensome, see Tendsome. So
1850 Ogilvie, adding {Obs. orfam.). 1S64 Webster, adding (Written
also tensome). 1891 Century Diet.

Other spurious forms (chiefly those having a more hmited currency in dictionaries or in

editions of texts) are entered in thq main alphabet of the Dictionary ; they are collected

below for convenience of referehce.

Abacot

Abarcy

Abarstic

Abatude

Abligurie

Abatable

Acherset

Adventine

Agipe

Aguiler

Ailingness

Alienatory

Anagriph

Aneye
Arerisement

Arpentator

Arrid

Arriont

At (for Ac conj.)

Barowe

Beast (after

Beast v,)

Beneficience

Beneficiency

Beneficient

Beneship

Bertying

Bevvunus

Bixwort

Bord-halfpenny

Bouning

Brodeha(l)fpenny

Bronden

Bullenger

Burgheristh

Busyless

Buxion

Caitisned

Capriny

Carlet

Carnel, camel-

work

Cavilon

Cesshery

Chafter

Chare (after

Chare v,)

Chest-rope

Chirography

Chivancy

Chorl

Chukis

Cietezour

Civantick

Claw-back v.

Clinket

Clolle

Cluttish

Cocatrye

Cock s6.°

Cocket (after

CocKET sb.-)

Cockle (after

Cockle sb.'')

Coll

Collarage

Colligence

Comgage, coin-

habitant

Commissionship

Commit
Commonance
Cone and Key
Confy

Congrument

Contrused, -sit

Convertile

Conyne
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NOTE
This List, which has been compiled by two members of the editorial staff of the Oxford English

Dictionary, Mr. F. J. Sweatman and Mr. H. J. Bayliss, comprises the titles of such works as have

been most commonly quoted in the Dictionary. While it has no claim to be regarded as a complete

guide to English literature, it wUl be found to contain a large proportion of the more important

works, together with many others less familiar ; it includes a large number of titles of periodical

publications.

The arrangement is according to the alphabetical order of authors' names or titles of works.

Following each title is the date of the first edition, or of composition (ascertained or inferred), printed

in thick type. Where it is possible or necessary to give only a limiting date, such as that of an

author's death, or of a manuscript in which the work is extant, this is preceded by a (= ante), e. g.

Bacon Works a 1626, King Horn a 1300. As occasion requires, the dates of editions used other than

the first, or the names of editors or of series of publications, are added in ordinary t5^e within round

brackets. Where a title (e. g. Amolde's Chronicle) is followed by a second title in brackets, the first

is that by which the work is generally known, the second is its proper title. Round brackets are

also occasionally used to indicate that works are questionably assigned to the authors under

whom they are entered.

It is to be observed that the dates assigned (in the early years of the history of the Dictionary)

to some Middle English texts and to a few books of later date (e. g. the plays of Shakespeare), as

also certain ascriptions of authorship, have been modified by subsequent research (the resulting

discrepancies rarely affect in any serious degree the chronology of words and senses).

SIGNS AND ABBREVIATIONS

a before a date = ante (before).

c „ „ ,. = circa (about),

v.d. = various dates,

tr. = translated (by) ; translation of.

Ed., ed. = editor of; edited (by).

CI. = Club. Soc. = Society.

E.D.S. = English Dialect Society.

E.E.T.S. = Early English Text Society.

S.H.S. = Scottish History Society.

S.T.S. = Scottish Text Society.
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A. 1593 : see Passionate Morrice
A,, A. Reply to Dr. Sanderson 1650
A,, D. The art of converse 1683
A,, H. 1613, 1633: see Austin, Henry; Hawkins, Henry
A., W. A speciall remedie against the furious force of laW'

lesse loue 1579 {Roxb. CI. 1844)
Abbay, Richard Ihe Castle of Knaresborough 1887
Abbot, Charles Jurisdiction and practice of the Court of

Great Sessions of Wales on the Chester Circuit 1795
Abbot, Abp. George A briefe description of the whole worUU

(anon.) 1599 (1617, 1634)
An exposihon upon the prophet Jonah 1600

A treatise of the perpetuall visibilitie and succession of the

true church (anon.) 1624
Abbot, George The whole book of Job paraphrased 1640
Abbot, Robert The old waye 1610
Abbott, Charles C. Waste-land wanderings 1887
Abbott, E dwin A, Francis Bacon : an account of his life and

works 1885
Abbott, Jacob Wallace: a Franconia story 1853
Abbott, John S. C. Life of Napoleon 1854 (1855)

Abdy, Edward S. The water cure 1842 {1843)
Aberbrothoc. Liber S. Thome de Aberbrothoc. Registrorum

Abbacie de Aberbrothoc pars prior; pars altera v.d.

{Bannatyne CI. 1848, 1856)
Abercrombie, John Every man his own gardener 1767

(1803)
Abercromby, Hon. Ralph Weather 1887
Aberdeen, Extracts from the council register of the Burgh of

1398-1625 (Spalding CI. 1844-48)
1625-1747 (Scott. Burgh Rec. Soc. 1871^72)

Aberdeen, Selections from the records of the Kirk session of

1562-1681 {Spalding CI. 1846)

Abernethv, Bp. John A christian and heavenly treatise con-

taining physicke for the soule 1615 (1622)

Abernethy, John Diseases resembling syphilis 1809 (1826)

Surgical observations 1804-06
Surgical works 1S27

Abingdon. AccoumsoftheobedientiarsofA.Abbey 1322-1479
(Camden Soc. 1892)

Abney, William de W. Colour vision 1895
A treatise on photography 1878 (i88ii

Abridgment of the English military discipline 1685
Abridgments of specifications ofpatents relating to agriculture,

artificial leather, etc. 1617-1866 (1876-77)

Academy, The : a monthly record of literature, learning, science,

and art 1869-99
Account of the depredations committed on the Clan Campbell

and their followers, during j685-86 i6. . (1816)

Account of the French SetHnnents in North America 1746
Account of the present persecution of the Church in Scotland

1690
AccourU of proceedings at the Guildhall 13 Sept. 1679 1679
Account of several late voyages and discoveries 1694 (i?")
Account of workhouses 1732
Account-book of Will. Wray c 1600 (in Antiquary XXXII)
Accounts of the Exchequer of the King's Remembrancer v.d.

(MSS. in Public Record Office)

Accounts of the Lord High Treasurer of Scotland I473-

(Scott. Record series 1877-)

Accounts of the Revels at Court, Extracts from the, with an
introduction and notes by Peter Cunningham 15..

(Shaks. Soc. 1842)

AccuM, Friedrich C. a. Chemical Usts 1816 (1818)

AcERBi. Giuseppe Travels through Sweden, Finland, and
Lapland, to the North Cape 1798-09 1802

Acosta's (Joseph de) NaturaU and morall historie of the East

and West Indies tr. by E. G(rinistone) 1604

Act of Pennsylvania 1723
Acta DominoTUm Audiiorum {Acts of the Lords Auditors of

Causes and Complaints) 1466-94 (Record Coram*

1839)
Acta Dominorum Concilii {Acts of the Lords of Council in

civil causes) 1478-95 (Record Comm. 1839)

Acton, Eliza English bread-book 1857
Modem cookery 1845

Acton, Eugenia de The nuns of the desert 1805

A tale without a title 1804
Acts and ordinances made in the Parliament 1640-56 (ed.

Henry SoobeU 1638).

See also Statutes

Acts and proceedings of the general assemblies of the Kirk of

Scotland (Booke of the universall Kirk of Scotland)

1560-16x8 (Bannatyne CI. 1839-45)

Acts of the Generall Assemblies of the Church of Scotland

1638-49 (1682)
Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland v.d. (1566, 1597, 1814-75)

Acts of the Privy Council of England 1542- (1890-)

Acts of Sederunt of the Lords of Council and Session 1553-
1790(1790) , ,.

AOAtR, James The history of the American Indians 1775
Adau, Alexander Roman antiquities 1791

Adam Bd, Clym of the Clough, and William of Cloudesly 15..

(Ritson 1791; Hazlitt 1864; Child 1888)

Adam Davy's five dreams about Edward II 13. . (E.E.T.S.

1878)
Adams, Andy The log of a cowboy X903
Adams, Arthur, etc, A manual of natural history 1854

Adams, Francis W. L. The new Egypt 1893
AOAHS, George Lectures on natural and experimental philo-

sophy 1794 (1806)

Micrographia illustrata ; or the knowledge ofthe microscope

explained 1746 (i747)

Adams, Henry John Randolph 1882

Adams, John I^orfts a 1826 (1850-56)
A defence of the constitutions of government of the United

States of America 1787-88
Familiar letters of J. A. and his wife, Abigail Adams,

during the Revolution 17. . {1876)
Adams, Thomas Works v.d. (1629, 1861-62)

The barren tree 1623
The blacke devUl or the apostate 1615
A commentary or exposition upon the second epistle by St.

Peter 1633 (1865)
Diseases of the soule 1616
The divells banket described in sixe sermons 1614
Eirenopolis; the citie of peace 1622
Englands sicknes, comparatively conferred with Israels

1615
The gallants burden 1612
The happiness of the church considered in contemplations
upon Hebrewes 1618

Heaven and earth reconcU'd 1613
The Holy Choice 1625
Lycanthropy, or the wolfe worrying the lambes 1615
The sacrifice of thankefulnesse 1616
The sinners passing-bell ; ora complaint from heaven of

^nans sinnes 1614
The spirituall navigator 1615
The white devil, or the hypocrite uncased 1613

Adams, W. Bridges English pleasure carriages 1837
Adams, William H. D. Great rivers of the world: The

Atnazon and its wonders 1879 (1883)
Adamson, Henry The muses threnodie, or mirthfull mourn-

ings on the death of master Gall 1638 (1774)
Adamson, Robert Fichte 1881
Adanson's {Michel) Voyage to Senegal, the Isle of Goree and

the River Gambia tr. 1759
Adderley, a. J. Thefisheries oftheBafiamas 1883 (Fisheries

exhibition literature)

Addis, William E. and Arnold, Thomas A Catholic

dictionary containing some account of the doctrine,

discipline, rites of the Catholic Church 1884 (also 1897)

Addison, Alexander Report of cases in the County Courts

of the Fifth Circuit of Pennsylvania 1800
Addison, Joseph Works v.d. (1721, 1726-27, 1758)

Cato 1712 (1721)
Count Tariff 1713
Dialogues upon the usefulness of ancient medals 1702

(1727)
The drummer, or the haunted house 1715 (1721)
Essay on 'Paradise Lost' 1719 (Arber)

The Freeholder 1716 (1751)
The Freethinker a 1719 (1722)
Poems 1705 (1726)
The present state of the war 1707 {1746)
Remarks on Italy 1705 (i733)

Rosamond 1707 (1726)
The Spectator 1711-14
The Tatler 1709-10
The Whig Examiner 1710-12
See also Garth, Sir S.

ADDison,LAf}CEhOTTheftrststateofMahumedismi6yS{i679)
The life and death of Mahumed 1679
The present state of the Jews in Barbary 1675
West Barbary 1671

Addleshaw, W. p. : see Hemingway, Percy
Addy, Sidney O. A glossary of words used in the neighbour-

hood of Sheffield 1888. Suppl. 1891 (E.D.S.)

Adler, George J. FaurieVs History of Provencal poetry tr.

i860
Adlington, William Apuleius : The XI bookes of the Golden

asse, with the marriage of Cupido and Psiches 1566

(1893)
Administration of affairs in Scotland under the Duke of

Lauderdale 1679
Adrrumycion, A faythfull, of a certen trewe pastor (tr. from

Luther) 1554
Adventurer, The (by Hawkesworth, Johnson, etc.) X7S3-S4
Adventures of Captain Robert Boyle 1726: see Chetwood,

W. R.
Advice to a painter ; being a satyr upon the French King, etc.

1692
Ady, Thomas A candle in the dark ; or, a treatise concerning

the nature of witches and witchcraft 1656

yELFRED Boetkius De consolatione philosophiae tr. c 888
(Sedgefield 1899)

Gregory's Pastoral care tr. C897 (E.E.T.S. 1871)

Orosius tr. <:893 (E.E.T.S. 1883^

Soliloquien des Augustinus (^Blooms) cgoo (1922)

Soliloquia Augustini selecta (Cockayne 1864-70)

iCLFRic De veteri et de novo testamento c 1000 {Grein 1872

;

E.E.T.S. 1922)

Genesis, Exodus, etc. c 1000 (Grein 1872 ; E.E.T.S. 1922)

Grammar ciooo (Zupitza 1880)

Homilies c 1000 (Thorpe 1844-46)

Lives of saints c loOQ (E.E.T.S. 1881-85)

See also Fragment
yETHELwoLD AngloSoxon Benedictine rule C960 (Schroer

1885)
Affecting narrative of the catastrophe of his majesty s ship

'Wager' X751

Agassiz, Louis J. R. Scientific results of a journey in Brazil

X871
Agiatis, Queen of Sparta, or the civil wars of the Lacede-

monians tr. 1686
_

Aglionby, William Painting illustrated in three dialogues

168S

Agnel, H, R. Chess for winter evenings 1848
Agnew, David C. A. Theology of consolation 1881
Agricultural surveys of Great Britain and Ireland, and Scot-

land 1793-1815
Agrippa's Vanity of arts and sciences tr. 1684. See also

Sanford, J.
AiKiN, Arthur A dictionary of chemistry and mineralogy

1807-14
AiLESBURY, Thomas The passion sermon at Pauls-Crosse,

April 7 1626
A sermon preached at Paules-Crosse the second day of

June, 1623 1623
AiLESDURY, Thomas Bruce, 2Nd Earl of Memoirs 17..

(Roxb. CI. 1890)
Ainger, Arthur C: see Heathcote, C. G.
AiNSLiE, Hew A pilgrimage to the land of Burns : and poems

1822, a 1878 (1892)
AiNSWORTH, Henry Annotations upon Genesis i6i6;Exodus

1617; Leviticus i6i8,- Numbers 1619; Deuteronomie
1619; the book of Psalms 1617

Annotations upon the five bookes of Moses and the booke

of Psalmes 1622 ; and the Song of Songs 1627 (1639)
AiNSWORTH, Robert Thesaurus Ungues Latincc compendi-

arius 1736 (i773, etc.)

AiNSWORTH, William Harrison Crichton 1837
Jack Sheppard 1839
John Law 1864 {1881)
The Lancashire witches 1848
Merry England 1874
The miser's daughter 1842
Old St. Paul's 1841
Ovingdean Grange i860
Rookwood 1834
Saint James's, or the court ofQ. Anne 1844
Tower Hill 1871
The Tower of London 1840
Windsor Castle 1843

AiRD, Thomas Poetical works 1848, 1856
Metnoir of D. M. Moir 1852

Airy, George B. Astronomy 185X-S9 (in Manual of scien-

tific enquiry)
Undulatory theory of optics 1866

Aitchison, Charles U. A collection of treaties, etc. relating

to India and neighbouring countries 1876-78
Aitken, William The science and practice of medicine 1863

(1866)
Aiton, John Manual of domestic economy for clergymen

1842 {1857)
Aiton, William General view of the agriculture of the county

of Ayr 1811
Akenside, Mark Poems v.d. (1790)

The pleasures of imagination 1744
revised ed. (1788)

Akerman, John Y. A glossary of provincial words and
phrases in use in Wiltshire 1842

Alabaster, Henry The wheel of the law: Buddhism iCw*-

trated from Siamese sources 187X
Albemarle, George Monk, ist Duke of Observations

upon military and political affairs 1671
Albin, Eleazar a tuUural history of birds 1731-38

A natural history of English insects 1720
Albion's triumph, a poem 1705
Akilia 1613: see C, L or J.
Alcock, Bp. John Mons perfecdonis, the hyll of perfeccion

1496 (1497)
Sermo pro episcopo puerorum c 1496 (W. de Worde)

Alcock, Sir Rutherford The capital of the Tycoon: three

years in Japan 1863
Alcoran of Mahomet 1649 : see Ross, A,
Alcott, Amos B. Table-talk 1877
Alcott, Louisa M. Hospital sketches, and camp and fireside

stories 1863
Little women 1868 (1869)

Alday, John Boaystuau's Theatrum mundi, the theatre or

rule of the world tr. 1566
Aldhelm glosses a 1100 (Napier 1900)

Aldrich, Thomas B. Marjorie Daw, and other people 1873
Prudence Palfrey 1874 (1885)

The story of a bad boy 1869
Alexander X340-70 (Roxb. CI. 1849, App.) {^Alexander and

Dindimus, E.E.T.S. 1878)

Alexander, Alliterative romance of, a 1400-50 (Roxb, CI. 1849)

( = The Wars of Alexander, E.E.T.S. 1866)

Alexander, Prose life of c 1420 (E.E.T.S. 1913)

'Alexander, Mrs.' (Mrs. Annie F. Hector) The admiral'^

ward 1883
Stronger than love 1902

Alexander, Sir William a 1640 : see Stirling, Earl of

Alexander, William The history of women 1779 (1782)

Alexander, William Johnny Gibb of Gushetneuk 1871

Alexander, Bp. William St. Augustine's holiday, and other

Poems 1886
Alexander, William L. Dorner^s {Isaac A.) Development

of the doctrine of the person of Christ tr. 1861-^3 (1872)

Alexius, The legend or life of St. c 1400 (E.E.T.S. 1878)

Alford, Henry Essays and addresses, chiefly on Church

subjects 1869
Alger, William R. History ofthe doctrine ofafuturehfe 1858

The solitudes of nature and of man 1866

Alice, Princess Biographical sketch and letters a iS78{i8&4)

Alienist and neurologist 1880-
Alingham, William Geometry epitomized 1695

Alisauruier, King 13. . (Weber 1810; MS. Laud Misc. 622)

Alisaunder of Macedoitte 1340-70 {E.E.T.S. 1867, App.)



ALISON
Alison, Archibald History of Europe 1833-42 (1849-53)

Alison, Richard Cantus primus. An howres recreation %n

masicke, apt for instrumentes and voyces 1606 (Arber,

Eng. Gamer VI)

AU tJie year round 1859-
Allan-Olney, Marv Tfu New Virginians 1880

Allbutt, Thomas C. On visceral neuroses 1884

Ed. A system of medicine: by many writers 1896-99

Alleine. Joseph An alarme to unconverted sinners ai668

(1672)
A sure guide to heaven a 1668 (1691)

The life and death of J. A. ; whereunto are annexed

diverse Christian letters, andkisfuneralsermonpreached
by Mr. Newton (1672, i677)

Alleine, Richard Vindicice pietatis : or, a vindication of

godliness from the imputations offolly and fancy 1663
Allen, Edmund The paraphrase of Erasmus vpon the

Epistle ofS. Paule to the Philippians tr. 1549
The paraphrase or comntentarie {of Leo Jude) vpon the

Reuelacion of S. lohn tr. 1549
Allen, Grant Babylon 188$

The colour-sense 1879
Life of Charles Danvin 1886
The awluHonist at large i88x
In ail shades x886
Kalee^s shrine 1886
For Maimie's sake 1886
Philistia 1884
The scallywag 1893
The type-writer girl 1897

Allen, Ira Natural and political history of Vermont 1798
Allen, Joel A. The American bison 1876
Allen, John No acceptance with God by faith only 1761
Allen, John History of the borough of Liskeard 1856
Allen, William An admonition to the nobility and people of

England and Ireland 1588
An apologie and true declaration of the institution, etc. of

the two English Colleges, Rome, Rhemes, etc. 1581
A defense and declaration ofthe catholike churches doctrine

touching purgatorie 1565
Allen, William 1657: see Titus, Silas
Allen, William Danger of enthusiasm 1674

A persuasive to peace and unity among Christians 1680
A persuasive to piety 1680
A serious and friendly address to non-confonnists 1676

Allestree, Richard Forty sermons a 1681 (1684)
Allestree, Thomas A funeral handkerchief 1691
Alleyn papers, The; a collection of original documents illus-

trative of the life of Ed. Alleyn, and of the early English
stage and drama, with an introduction by J. Payne
Collier 15. .-16. . (Shaks. Soc. 1843)

Allies, Thomas W. Peter's rock in Mohammed's flood 1890
Allingham, John T. Fortune's frolic ; afarceiygg
Allingham, William Poems 1857
Alliterative poems: see Early English, and Scottish

Alluan, George J. Introductory lecture delivered to the

students of the natural history class in the University

of Edinburgh 1855
A monograph of the gymnoblastic or tubularian hydroids

1871-72
Allnutt, Zachariah Considerations on the best mode of im-

proving the navigation of the river Thames from Rich-
mond to Staines 1805

Allott, Robert Englands Parnassus ; or the choysest
flowers of our moderne poets 1600 {1815)

Wits theater of the little world 1599
Almon, John Anecdotes of William Pitt lygz
Almond for a parrat. An (attributed to T. Nashe) 1589
Almondbury and Huddersfield, Glossary of the dialect of.

Compiled by the late Alfred Easther, ed, by Thomas
Lees 1883 (E.D.S.)

Alphabet of tales c 1440 (E.E.T.S. 1904-05)
Alphita a 1400 (Anecd. Oion. 1887)
Alsop, George The character of the Province of Maryland

1666 (1869)
Alsop, Vincent Anti-Sozzo, sive Sherlocismus enervatits

(anon.) 1675
Melius inquirendum ; or, a sober inquiry, etc. {anon.)i&7B

(1681)
The mischief of impositions (anon.) 1680

AltenglischeDichtungendes MS. Harl. 2253, <:i3io(B0ddeker
1878)

Althorp MS. (Household Book) 16.. (in Simpkinson, The
Washingtons (i86o) App.)

Amadace, Sir C1420 (Camden Soc. 1842)
A madas. Sir c 1420 (Weber 1810)
Ambrose, Isaac Pritna, media, etultitna; the first, middle,

and last things 1650
Amelot de la Houssaye's {A, N.) History of the government of

Venice tr. 1677
American anthropologist x888-
American geologist 1885-
Afnerican journal of science 1818-
American naturalist 1867-
AuES, Joseph Typographical antiquities 1749

considerably augmented by W. Herbert (1785-90)
Ames, William A fresh suit against human ceremonies in

Gods worship 1633
Saint's security 01633 (1652)
The marrow of sacred divinity tr. 1642

Amherst, Nicholas An epistle to Sir John Blount 1720
Terra fUius : or the secret history of the university of

Oxford 1721-22 (1754)
Amis and Amiloun c 1330 (Weber 1810 ; Kttlbing 1884)
Amorv, Thomas The life of John Buncle 1756-66 (1770)

Memoirs of several ladies of Great Britain 1755 ( 1 766-69)
Amyot, Thomas Some account ofthe life of William Windham

Z8X2
Amyraldus* Treatise concerning religions tr. 1660
Ancient ballads and songs of the North of Scotland v.d. (ed

Buchan 1828)
Ancient constitution and government of England, A brief

enquiry into 1695
Ancient cookery 1381 (in Warner, Antiq. culin. 1791)
Ancient cookery a 1400 (in Household ordinances 1790)
Ancient laws and customs ofthe Burghs of Scotland 1 124-1424

(Burgh Rec. Soc. 1868)
Ancient poetns, ballads, and songs of the peasantry of England

v.d. (Percy Soc. 1846)
Ancient popular poetry v.d. (ed. Ritson 1791)
Ancient songs v.d. (ed. Ritson 1790, Hazlitt 1877)

A ncient trades decayed 1678
Ancren riwle a 1225 (Camden Soc. 1853)
Anderdon, John L. Life of T. Ken 1851
Anderida; or, the Briton and the Saxon 1875
Anderson, ^Eneas A narrative of the British embassy to

China in iyg2-g4 ij<)S
Anderson, Alexander Joseph the bookman, a heroic-comic

Poem. By a gent 1821
Anderson, Anthony An exposition of the hymne commonly

called Benedictus 1573
A godlie sermon preached on newe yeeres day last, before

Sir W. Fitzwilliam 1576
Anderson, David Poems, English and Scotch 1813
Anderson, James Essays relating to ^agriculture. By a

farmer 1775
General view of the agriculture and rural economy of the

county of Aberdeen 1794
Anderson, Rasmus B. Rydberg's Teutonic mythology tr.

1889
Anderson, Robert Cumberland ballads a 1833 (c 1850)
Anderson, Rufus History of the missions of the American

Board of Commissionersfor Foreign Missions 1870-74
Anderson, William Regeneration 1850 (1871)
Andersson, Carl J. The Okavango Rivdr 1861
Anderton, Thomas The history of the iconoclasts 1671
Andreas a 1000 (Kemble 1844 ; Grein 1888)
Andrew, Laurence Jherom Brunswyke's Veriuose boke of

distyllation tr.x527
Noble lyfe c X520

Andrewes, Lancelot Sermons 0x626 (1629, 1661, 1841)
Andrews, William E. Critical review of Foxe's Book of

martyrs 1824-26
Andros tracts: being a collection of pamphlets and official

papers issuedbetweentheoverthrowoftheA ndrosGovern-
ment and the establishment of the second Charter of
Massachusetts 1688-1701 (Prmce Soc. 1868-74)

Androse, Richard Alexis' {>=Alessio's) Very excellent

booke. The fourth and finall booke of secretes tr,i568

(1569)
Anecdota Hteraria v.d. (Wright 1844)
Anecdota Oxoniensia. Texts, documents, and extracts chiefly

from manuscripts in the Bodleian and other Oxford
libraries. Mediaeval and modem series v.d. (1882- )

Angelo, Henry The school offencing 1765
Angelo, Henry His reminiscences, with memoirs of his late

father and friends 1828
Ancier, John Lancashire's Valley of Achor is England's

doore of hope (anon.) X643
Anglesea, A minute account of the social condition ofthe people

0/1613 (Halliwell i860)
Anglia: Zeitschrift fur englische Philologie 1878-
Anglia rediviva 1647 : see Sprigge, Joshua
Anglo-Saxon chronicle. The v.d. (Thorpe, Rolls series 1861;

Earle 1865 ; Earle and Piummer 1892, 1S99)
Anglo-Saxon Gospels c rooo (Skeat 1871-87)
Anglo-Saxon hymnarium c xooo: see Hymns
Anglo-Saxon Laws v.d. (Thorpe 1840 ; Schmid 1858 ; Lieber-

mann 1898) Anglo-Saxon Psalter: see Psalter
Angus, Henry Sermons i86x
A nimadversions on the last speeches of the five Jesuits X679
Animal management (War Office) 1908
Annalia Dubrensia, vpon the yeerely celebration ofMr, Robert

Dovers Olimpick Games vpon Cotswold-HiUSy written
by Drayton etc. X636 (Grosart 1877)

Annals of agriculture and other useful arts; collected and
published by Arthur Young X784-181S

Annals of the Barber-Surgeons of London, cotnpiledfrom their

records and other sources, by Sidney Young v.d. (1890)
Annals of botany X887-
Annals of naturalhistory 1838-40 ; continued as The annals

and magazine of natural history 1841-
Annals ofphilosophy ; aperiodical publication. ByT, Thom-

son X813-20
Annand, William Mysterium pietatis or mysterie of god-

linesse ityz
Annandale, Charles Ogilvie's Imperial dictionary of the

'

English language X88X-83
Annesi.ey (Samuel), The character of, by way of elegy X697
Anniversary, The, or poetry and prose for i82g. Edited by

Allan Cunningham 1829
Annual register. The (incl. Dodsley's; also separate pubL of

Rivington, Otridge, etc.) 1758-
A nnual reports of the DeputyKeeper of the Public Records v.d.

(1840- )

Annual review and History of literature X803-09
Anois' (Countess d') Works tr. 1707 (1715)

The ingenious and diverting letters of the Lady (Countess
d'Anois) ; travels into Spain tr. 1692 (1697)

Anson's (George) Voyage round the worlds compiled from his

papers 1748
Ansted, David T. The ancient world 1847

Elementary course of geology etc. 1850
Geology 1844
Manual of geographical science 1852—

• and Latham, Robert G. The Channel Islands 1862
Anstey, Christopher An Election Ball X776

The new Bath guide 1766 (1767, 1807)
'Anstey, F.* (T. A. Guthrie) The pariah 1889

The tinted Venus, a farcical rotnance 1885
Vice vers^, or a lesson to fathers X882
Voces populi 1890, X892

Anstey, John The pleader's guide 1796 (1803)
Anstey, Thomas C. Notes upon ' Tlte representation of the

people Act* X867
Anstie, Francis E. Report on practical medicine X867 (in

Biennial retrospect raed., New Syd. Soc.)

Answer out of the West to a question out of the North X667
Answer to Cartwright CX585 : see Browne, R.
Answer to Fontenelle's History of oracles tr. 1709
Answer to observations against the King 1642
Answer to Sacheverell's Assize sermon at S. Mary^s Oxford

X704
Answer to Dr. StUlingfleeVs sermon, by some nonconformists

1680
Answer to Talon's Plea 1688
Answer to two papers, called a Lords speech without doors and

a Commoners speech 1689
Answere to a pa^stycall exhortacyon c 1548 : see Bale, J.
^n*«;m( c X380 m Todd Three treat, Wyclif (1851) (^Cursor

Mundi !I. 21975-22426)
Anthony's Photographic bulletin 1889-91

ARNOT
Anti-Coton, or A refutation of (Petrus) Cottons letter dedari^

torie tr. by G. H. 1611
Antidote to miseries of human life 1807
Anti-Jacobin, The poetry of The 1798 (1800)
Antipodean notes: nine months' tour round the world, by

Wanderer x888
A ntiquaries of Scotland, Transactions of the Society of 179a-
Antiquary, The x88o-
Antiquitates Sarisburienses 1771 : see Ledwich, Edward
Antrim and Down^ A glossary of words in use in the counties

of. By W. H. Patterson 1880 (E.D.S.)
Antrobus, Frederick I. Pastor's History of the Popesfrom

the close of the Middle Ages tr. 1894-1924
Anturs of Arther c 1400 (Bannatyne CI. 1839 ; Camden Soc.

1842 ; Laing 1885 ; S.T.S. 1897)
Apollonius of Tyre, Anglo-Saxon version of the story of, a xooo

(Thorpe 1834)
Apologeticall relation of the particular sufferings of the faith-

full ministers etc. of the Church of Scotland (by John
Brown) 1665

Apology for the clergy of Scotland X693
Apology for Mr. John Goodwin 1653
Apology for Lollard doctrines c 1400 (Camden Soc, 1842)
Apology for the Protestants of France 1683
Apperley, Charles J. The chase, turf, and road 1837 (1851)
Appleton's Annual cyclopccdia 1875-
Apthorp, East Letters on the prevalence ofChristianity befoft

its civil establishment 1778
Arabian Nights tr. C1850 (Routledge)
Arabian Nights' entertainments tr. 17x2 (1785)
Arber, Edward Ed. An English Garner v.d. (1877-96)

Ed. English reprints v.d. (1868-71)
Ed. The English scholar's library v.d. (1878-84)
See also Eden, Richard

Arbuthnot, John IforAs 0x735 (1751)
An essay concerning the nature of aliments X731 (1735)
An essay on the effects of air oti human bodies X733
Law is a bottomless pit. Exemplified in the case of the

Lord Strutt, John Bull, Nicholas Frog, and Lewis
Baboon X712 (in Arber, Eng. Gamer VI)

A learned dissertation on dumpling 1726
Rules of diet X732
Tables of the Grecian, Roman, and Jewish measures^

weights, and coins 1705
Arbuthnot, etc. Mei7toirs of Martinus Scriblerus c 1714
Arch, Joseph The story of his life, by himself 1898
Archaeologia : or Miscellaneous tracts relating to antiquity

Published by the Society of Antiquaries of London
v.d. (1770- )

Archaeologia Mliana: or. Miscellaneous tracts relating to
antiquity. Published by the Society of Antiquaries of
Newcastle upon Tyne v.d. (1816- )

Archceologia Cantiana ; being Transactions of the Kent
Archaclogical Society 1858-

Archaica x8x5 : see Brj'dges, Sir S. E.
Archbold, John The beauty of holines 1621
Archbold, William A. J, Somerset religious houses 1892
Archers, Poems on archers and the Royal Company of 1726
Architectural Publication Society, The dictionary of archi-

tecture issued by The 1852-92
Archiv fur das Studium der neueren Sprachen und Litera-

turen (Herrig, etc.) 1846-
Archmagirus Anglo-Gallicus X658
Archpriest controversy, TAr 1597-1602 (Camden Soc. 1896-98)
Arden of Feversham, The lamentable and true tragedie of X592

(in Shakespeare Apocrypha 190S)
Ardeme's (John) Treatises offistulainanoti.ai42$(E.E.'T.S.

1910)
Argles, Margaret W. : see Hungertord, M. W.
Argyle's (Marquis of) Last will and testament c x66i (in Harl.

Misc.)

Asgyll, G. D. Campbell, 8th Duke of The philosophy of
belief 1896

Primeval man 1869
The reign of law 1867
Unseen foundatiotis of society 1893

Ariana. Translated out of the French (of J. Desmarets de
Saint Sorlin) 1636 (1641)

Armin, Robert Works v.d. (Grosart x88o)
Foole uponfoole X605 (1880)
The history of the two maids of More-clacke X609
The Italian taylor, and his boy i6og (1810)
A nest of ninnies x6o8
The valiant Welshman, or Chronicle history of Caradcc

the great 1615 (1663)
Armstrong, John The art of preserving health 1744 (1S07)
Arnald, Richard A critical commentary upon the Book of

the Wisdom of Solomon, etc. 1744-52
Arnim, Countess of Elizabeth and her Gernuin garden X898
Arnold, Sir Edwin The light of Asia 1879 (18S1)

The light of the world X891
Pearls of the faith 1882 (1883)

Arnold, Matthew Culture and anarchy 1869
Essays in criticism 1865 {i87'>)

2nd series 1879-88 (1888)
God and the Bible 1875
Last essays on Church and religion 1877
Lecture on modem art 1842
Literature and dognui X873 (1876)
Mixed essays 1879
Poems v.d. (1877)
The popular education of France x86l
5/. Paul and Protestantism 1870
Schools and universities on the continent 1868
Southern night 1861
The study of Celtic literature X865-66 (1867)

Arnold, Robert A. History of the cotton famine 1864
Arnold, Thomas Observations on the nature, kinds, causes,

and prevention of insanity X782-86
Arnold, Thomas History of Rome X838-42 (1844-49)

Lectures on modem history X84X-42 (1871)
Sermons on Christian life a 1842 (1S45)

Life and correspondence ; by A. P. St^ey (1844)
Arnold, Thomas 1884 : see Addis, William E.
Arnolde, Richard Chronicle (The names ofy* baylifs custos

mairs and sherefs of london) 1502 (iSii)

Arnot, Hugo A collection and abridgement of cdebratt-d

criminal trials in Scotland, from 153&-2284 X78S
(1812)

History of Edinburgh 1779 (1816)
Arnot, William Lawsfrom heaven for life on earth 1857-58 -



ARNOTT
Arnott, Neil Elements of physics or natural philosophy

1827(1833)
Arnould, Joseph Law of tnarine insurance and average

1848 (1857, 1866)
Arnway, John The tablet; or moderation of Charles the firsts

martyr 1649
Aron-himnucha (by Laurence Womock) j;663
Arraignment of J. van Olden Barnevelt tr. 1619
Arrowsmith, John Armilla catechetica; a chain of prin-

ciples 1659
Art and mystery of vintners and wine-coopers 1682 (1703)
Art journal. The 1849-
Art journal illustrated catalogue of the Great Exhibition 1851
Art of contentment, by the author of The whole duty of man

1675 {1684)
Art of limming, A very proper treatise, w)ierein is briefly sett

forthe the 1573
Art ofnombryng c 1430 (E.E.T.S. 1922)
Art of painting, and the lives of the painters. Done from the

French of M. De Piles 1706 (1744)
Art of planting 1572: see Mascall, L.
Art of preserving the feet 1818
Art of speaking in publick; or an essay on the action of an

orator tr. 1727
Art of tormenting ly^^: see Collier, Jane
Arthour and Merlin c 1330, c 1400 (Abbotsford CI. 1S38;

K6lbing 1890}
Arthur ?ai40o (E.E.T.S. 1864)
Articles deuised by the Kynges highnes maiestie, to stahlyshe

christen quieints 1536 (1825)
Articles exhibited in Parliament against WUliam (Laud),

Archbishop of Canterbury 1640
Articles of peace 1648 (in Milton's Wks. 1851 11)

Articles of religion {Articles, whereupon it was agreed by the

A rchbishoppes and Bishoppes and the whole cleargie, in
the Convocation holden at I^ondon inifi62) 1562 (1571)

Artificial handsotneness. A discourse of auxiliary beauty, or
artificiall hansofnenesse 1656

Artillery exercises. Manual of 1873 (1879)
Arts, Transactions of the society instituted at London for the

encouragement of arts, manufactures, and commerce
1783-1827

Arts improvement 1703 : see S., T.
Arwaker, Edmund An etnbassyfrom heaven ; or the ghost of

queen Mary 1704
AscHAM, Roger A report and discourse of the affaires and

state of Germany 1552
The scholemaster, or plaine and perfite way of teachyng

children the Latin long a 1568 (Arber)
Toxophilus, the schole of shootinge 1545 (Arber)

Ascill. John An argument proving that nuin may he trans-

lated from hetux into that eternal life, without passing
through death 1700

The metamorphosis of man by the death and resurrection

of Christ from the dead 1727
Ash, John The new and cotnplete dictionary of the English

language 1775
Ashburner, John Reichettbach's physico-physiological re-

searches on the dyruimics of magnetism, etc., tr. 1850
AsHBY, George Poems v.d. (E.E.T.S. 1S99)

Active policy of a prince a 1475
Dicta et opiniones diversorum philosophorum a 1475
A prisoner's reflections 1463

Ashby-Stebrv, Joseph The lazy minstrel 1886 (1892)
A tale of the Thames 1896 (1903)

ASH£, Jonathan The Masonic manual, or lectures on Free-
masonry 1813

Ashe, Simeon The good mans death lamented. A sermon
preached June i8th 1655

AsRE, Thomas Travels in Atnerica performed in 1806 1808
AsHENHURST, Thomas K. Practical treatise on weaving and

designing offabrics 1879
Ashley, Anthony E. M. The life ofH, J . Temple, Viscount

Palmerston 1876
Ashley, Robert Barri's Cochin-China tr. 1633

Loys U Roy Of the interchangeable course of things in the

whole world tr. 1594
Malvexzi's II Davide Persequitato tr.1637

AsHMOLE, Elias Fasciculus chemicus: chymical collections

1650
The history and antiquities of Berkshire a 1692 (1717-23)
Memoirs, .drawn up by himself by way of diary 16.

.

(1774)
Theatrum chemicum Britannicum 1652

AsHTON, John Eighteenth century waifs 1887
Social life in the reign of Q. Anne 1882

AsHTON, Peter Jovius' (P.) Shorte treatise upon the Turkes
chronicles tr. 1546

AsHTON, Thomas Sertnons on several occasions 1770
AsHWELL, George Fides apostolica 1653
Asiatic annual register, The i8oo
Asiatic costumes 1828
Asiatic journal. The 1816-45
Asiatick researches 1808-09
Asmar's (Maria T.) Memoirs of a Babylonian princess tr.

1844
AssHETON, Nicholas /(?uma/i6i7-i8(ChethamSoc. 1848)
AssHURST, Sir Henry The deplorable state of New England

by A. H. 1708 (1879)
AssMANN, Bruno Ed. Angelsdchsische HomUien urui Heili-

genleben v.d. (1889)
Assumption of our Lady a 1300, c 1330 (E.E.T.S. 1866, 1901)
.issurarue of Abbey lands 1687 : see Johnston, N.
AsTLE, Thomas The origin and progress of writing, as well

hieroglyphic as elementary 1784
ASTLEY, Sir John D. Fifty years of my life X894
Astruc's (Jean) Academical lectures on fevers tr. 1747
AsTRY, James A. Saavedra-Faxardo's Royal politician tr.

1700
Atcherley, Rowland J. A trip to Borland 1879
Atherueum, The: journal of literature, science, and the fine

arts 1828-1921 See also Nation and Athemcum
Atkins, John A voyage to Guinea, Brasil, and the West

Indies 1723-35 (i737)

Atkinson, Edmund Ganot's Elementary treatise on physics

tr. 1863
Atkinson, John C. British birds' eggs and nests 1861

Forty years in a moorland parish 1891
Glossary of the Cleveland dialect 1868; 1876 (E.D.S.)

The last of the giant-killers 1891
Provincial names of birds 1864

Atkinson, John C. (cont.)

Stanton Grange 1863
Walks, talks, travels, and exploits of two school-boys 1859

Atkinson, Mrs. T. W. Recollections of the Tartar steppes and
their inhabitants 1863

Atkyns, John T. Reports of cases argued and determined in
the High Court cf Chancery in the time of Lord Chan-
cellor Hardwicke 1765-68 (1781-82)

Atkyns, Richard The original and growth of printing in
England 1664

Atkyns, Sir Robert Parliamentary and political tracts

a 1709 (1734)
Atkyns, Sir Robert (the younger) The ancient and present

state of Glocestershire 1712
Atkynson, William Thomas d Kempis : A full deuout and

gosiely treatyse of the Imytacion and followynge the
blessed lyfe of oure Sauyoure Criste tr. 1502 (E.E.T.S.
1893)

Atlantic monthly. The 1857-
Atterbury, Francis Discourse occasioned by the death of

Lady Cutts 2698
Sermons v.d, (1723-37)

Atwood, George An analysis of a course of lectures on the

principles of natural philosophy 1784
Aubrey, John Brief lives 1669-96 (i8g8)

Ed. Lettets written by eminent persons iniythandiSth C.
v.d. (18 1 3)

Miscellanies upon various subjects 1696 (1784)
The natural history and antiquities of the county of Surrey
a 1697 (1718-19)

The natural history of Wiltshire a 1691 (1847)
Remaines of Gentilisme and Judaisme 1686-87 (1881)

Auckland, William Eden, ist Baron Journal and corre-

spondence 1788-98 (1861-62)
AuDELAY, John Poems 1426 (Percy Soc. 184.1)

AuDLEY, John England's common-wealth 1652
Audubon, John J. Ornithological biography: or, an account

of the habits of the birds of the United States 1831-39
Augustine (Saint), The confessions of tr. 1620
Augustines (St.) manuell (Certaine select prayers gathered out

of S. Augustines meditations) 1574 (1577, repr.

Longman)
Aulnoy, Aunoy (Countess d') : see Anois
Aungier, George J. History and antiquities ofSyon monas-

tery, etc, 1840
Aurelio and Isabell, Jean de Flores* Histoire de Aurelio et

Isabelle; the historie of 1556 {1608)
Austen, Jane Novels v.d. (ed. R. W. Chapman 1923)

Emma 1814-15
Lady Susan a 1809 (in Memoir 1871)
Letters 1796-1817 (1884)
Mansfield Park 1811-13
Northanger Abbey 1797-1803-16
Persuasion 1815-16
Pride and prejudice 1796-1812
Sense atui sensibility 1797-1811
The Watsons a 1809 (in Memoir 1871)
Memoir, by her nephew J. E. Austen Leigh (1870 ; 1871)

Austen, Ralph Treatise of fruit trees; atui, The spirituall

use of an orchard 1653 (1657)
Austin, ,\lfred England's darling 1896
Austin, Henry The scourge of Venus : or the wanton lady

(anon.) 1613 (1614; Grosart 1876)
Austin, Jane G. Betty Alden, the first-bom daughter of the

Pilgrims 1891
Austin, John Lectures on jurisprudence 1832 (1879)
Austin, Samuel Naps upon Parnassus 1658
Austin, Sarah Characteristics of Goethe 1833

Germany from lySo to 1814 1854
Ranke's History of the Reformation in Germany tr. 1845
Tour in England, Ireland, and France. By a German

Prince tr. 1832
Austin, William Devotionis Augustinianae flamma, or cer-

taine meditations. Set forth by his wife Mrs. A. Austin
a 1634 (1635)

Hoc homo, wherein the excellency ofthe creation ofwoman
is described a 1634 (1637)

Autobiography of a beggar boy 1855 : see Bum, J. D.
AvisON, Charles An essay on musical expression 1751
Avowynge of King Artker C1420 (Camden Soc. 1842)
AwDELAY, John Thefraternityeofvacabondes 1561 (E.E.T.S.

1869)
AyenbiU of Inwyt, Dan Michel's 1340 {E.E.T.S. 1866)
Ayesha, the maid of Kars (by J. P, Morier) 1834
Ayliffe, John The ancient andpresent state ofthe University

of Oxford 1714
Parergon juris canonici Anglicani 1726

Aylmer, John An harborowe for faithfull and trewe subjects

agaynst the late blowne blaste concerning the gouernment
ofwemen 1559

Ayre, William Metnoirs ofthe life and uritings ofAlexander
Pope 1745

Ayton, Richard Essays and sketches of character 1825
Aytoun, V/illiam E. The ballads of Scotland 1858

Lays of the Scottish cavaliers 1849
See also Martin, Sir T.

B
B. Diseolliminium : or a most obedient reply to a late book

called Bounds and bonds 1650
B. Lt. Col. The whist player 1856 (1858)
B., A. Lessius* (Leonardus) De providentia numinis tr. 1631
B.,A. Mutatus Polemo : the horrible stratagems of the Jesuits

lately practised in Englarul 1650
B,, E. 1652 : see Benlowes, E.
B. E. a 1700 : see E., B.

B.J F. A free but modest censure on the late controversial

writings and debates of the Lord Bishop of Worcester
and Mr, Locke, etc. 1698

B., G, (i.e. W, Baldwin) Beware the cat 1561 (1570, 1584,
HalUw. 1864)

B., J.: see Bate, J.r Bryan, J.
B., O. Questions ^profitable and pleasant concernings, talked

of by two olde seniors . . under an oake in Kenelworth
parke 1594

BAINES
B., R. Appius and Virginia 1575 (Hazl. Dodsley IV)
B., R. 1669: see BaddUey, R,
B., R. 1705 : see Beverly, R.
B., T. De La Primaudaye's French academie tr. 1586-94

(1589, 1594) See Bowes, Thomas
B., T. 1650: see Bayly, T.
B., Sir W. /. de Meun's Dodechedron of Fortune tr. 1613
B.,W, Michaelis' (S.) Admirable historic., of a penitent

woman seduced by a magician tr. 1613
B., W. The philosopher's banquet tr. 1614 (ed. 2)
B., W. Sarpi's (P.) Free (true) schoole of warre tr. 1625
B., W. A touchstone for gold and silver wares 1676
Babbage, Charles A comparative view of the various insti-

tutions for the assurance of lives 1826
The economy of manufactures 1832
The ninth Bridgewater treatise 1837 (1838)

Babees Book c 1^75 (E.E.T.S. 1868)
Babington, Charles C. Manual of British botany 1843

(1847)
Babington, Gervase Workes ai6io (1622)

Comfortable notes upon Exodus 1604
A briefe conference betwixt man's frailtie and faith 1584

(1596)
A very fruitfull exposition of the commatidments 1583
A profitable exposition of the Lord's Prayer 1580 (1596)

Baboo, The; and other tales (by A. Prinsep) 1834
Babylonian princess, Memoirs of a : see Asmar, M. T.
Bacchanalian sessions. The; or the contention of liquors (by

R. Ames) 1693
Bacchus and Venus : or a select collection of . . . songs 1737
Bacchus bountie.. By Philip Foulface of Ale-foord 1593

(Harl. Misc.)

Bachelor of the Albany, The (by M. W. Savage) 1845 (1854)
Backwoods of Canada, The (by Mrs. Traill) 1836
Bacon, Lady Ann Jewel's (J.) Apologie or answere in defence

of the church of Englande tr. 1564 (Parker Soc. 1848)
Bacon, Francis, Lord Verulam Works a 1626 (B. Montagu

1825-36, Spedding, etc. 1857-74)
Of the advancetnent of learning 1605 (i86g). See also

Watts, G.
An advertisement touching an holy warre a 1626 (1629)
Certaine miscellany Works (Publ. by Rawley 1629)
Considerations touching a warre tvith Spaine a 1 626 (1629)

Of the coulers of good and euill i^gj (with Essays, Arber)
A digest of Laws c 1617
The elements of the common lawes ; Maxitns and Use

1596 (1630, 1635-36)
Essayes 1597, 1612, 1625 (Arber)
History naturall and experimentall of life and death tr.

Rawley 1638 (1650)
The historie of the raigne of king Henry the seventh 1623
The new Atlantis 1626
Novum organum tr. 1844 (Phys. works, Bohn 1853)

Resuscitatio (Publ. by Rawley 1657-61)
Sacred meditations 1598 (in Essays, Arber)
Sylva sylvarum; or a naturall historie 1626
The wisdom of the ancients tr. B. Montagu (1825-34)

Bacon, Leonard The genesis of the New England churches

1874
Bacon, Nathaniel Historical discourse of the uniformity of

the government of England ( e= Laws and government

in ed. 1682 and following edd.) 1647, 1651 (i739)

Badcock, John ('Jon Bee') Domestic amusements 1823
Essay on the life of Foote (F.'s wks.) 1830
A living picture of London 1828
Slang. A dictionary of the turf, etc 1823

Baddiley, Richard The life of Dr. T. Morton, late bishop

of Duresme, by R. B. 1669
Baden-Powell, Robert S. S. The Matabele campaign 1896

Pigsticking or hoghunting 1889
Badham, Charles D. Prose halieutics 1854
Badminton library of sports and pastimes. The (1887 etc.)

Bada's Ecclesiastical history tr.cgoo (J. Schipper 1899,
E.E.T.S. 1890-98)

Bage, Robert Barham downs 1784
Hermsprong ; or wan as he is not 1796

Bacehot, Walter The English constitution 1867
The history of the unreformed parliament i860
Literary studies a 1877 (1879)
Physics and politics 1876

Bagford ballads. The 16. . {Ballad Soc. 1878)

Bailey, Frederick M. The fern world of Australia i88r

Bailey, John General view of the agriculture cf tlie county cf
Durham 181 o

and CuLLEY, George General view of the agriculture of
the county of Cumberland 1794

Northumberland 1794 (1805)

Bailey, Nathan Dictionarium Britannicum : oramorecom-
pleat universal etymological English dictionary 1730,

1736
Erasmus' Colloquies tr. 1725 (1878)
Household dictioruiry 1736
An universal etymological English dictionary 1721 and
many editions to 1800

Bailey, Philip J. The age 1858
Festus 1839 (1845, 1848, 1852)

The mystic 1855
Bailey, Samuel Discourses on various subjects 1S52
Baillie, Lady Grisell The household book 1692-1733

(S.H.S. 1911)
Baillie, Joanna Metrical legends 1821

Poems v.d. (1823, 1853)

A series of plays in which it is attempted to delineate the

stronger passions of the mind 1798-1812
Baillie, Matthew The morbid anatomy of some of the most

important parts of the human body 1793 (1807)

Baillie, Robert Anabaptism 1646 (1647)
The Caunterbitrians self-conviction 1640
The dissuasive, .vindicated 1653 (1655)
The letters and journals v.d. (Bannatyne Club 1841)

A parallel of the liturgy with the Mass-book 1641
Bain, Alexander Education as a science 1879

The emotions and the U'ill 1859
John Stuart Mill 1882
Mental and moral science j868
The senses and the intellect 1855

Bainbridge, John Astronomicall description of the late

comet 161

9

Baines, Edward The history.. of the county palatine of

lutncaster 1824 (1868-70)

A history of the wars of the French revolution 1816-18



BAINES 6 BAWDWEN
Baxnes, Sir Edward History of the cotton manufacture »«

Great Britain 1835
Baird, Spencer F. The birds of North Atnerica i860

Mammals of North America 1859

Baird, William Cyclopadia of the natural sciences, or a

dictionary of natural history 1858

Baker Miss Anne E. Glossary of Northamptonshire words

and phrases 1S54

Baker, Daniel Poems upon several occasions 1697

Baker, David The holy practises of a deuine louer, or the

sainctly ideots demotions (aiion.) a 1641 (1657)

Baker, David Erskine Biographia dramatica 1812

Baker, George The composition or making of the, .precious

oU called Oleum magistrale 1574
Gesner's Newe Jewell of health tr. 1576
Guydon's Questyonary of a chirurgien tr. 1579

Baker, Henry The microscope made easy 1742
Baker, Henry F. Abel's theorem and the allied thsory, in-

cluding the theory of the Tketa functions 1897
Baker, Humphrey The well spring of sciences 1562 {1574,

1617)
Baker, Sir Richard An apology for laytnen's writing

divinity 1641
Chronicle of the kings of England 1643 {1679, 1696)

Letters of Monsieur Balzac tr. 1638 ( 1654)
Malvezzi's (V.) Discourses upon C. Tacitus tr. 1642

Baker, Sir Samuel W. The Nile tributaries of Abyssinia

1872
Wild beasts and their ways 1890

Baker, Thomas JRefiectiotis upon learning 1699
Baker, Thomas The female taller 1709

Tunbridge walks 1703
Bakewell, Frederick C. Geology for schools and students

1854
Bakewell, Robert An introduction to geology 1813 (1815,

1838)
Baldeschi : see Dale, J. D. H.
Baldwin, John D. Prehistoric nations 1869
Baldwin, Joseph G, Th^flush times ofAlabama and Missis-

sippi 1853
Baldwin, William Beivare the cat. By G. B. 1561 (157O1

1584, Halliw. 1864)
The canticles or balades of Solomon tr. 1549
The funerailes of king Edward ike sixt 1560
A treatise ofmorall pkilosophie 1547

enlarged by T. Palfreymaa 1564 (1595)
See also Mirror for magistrates

Baldwin, William C. African hunting from Natal to the

Zatnbesi 1863
Bale, John The actes of tJte Englysh votaryes 1546-50

Anavere to a papystycall exhortacyon c 1548
The apology of J. B, agaynste a ranke papyst 1550
A brefe chronycle concernynge Syr J. Oldecastell 1544
A christen exhortacion vnto customable swearers ? 1543
A comedye concernynge thre lawes 1538
Gardiner's {$,) De vera obedientia tr. 1553
The image of both churches 1545-50 (Parker Soc. 1849)
Kynge Johan : a play c 1550 {Camden Soc, 1838)
The pageant of Popes tr. 1574
Select Works a 1563 (Parker Soc. 1849)
A tragedye . . inanyfestyng the ckefe promyses of God vnto
man 1538

The vocacyon of J. B. 1553
Yet a course at the Romyshe foxe; a dysclosynge or

openynge of the tnanne of synne 1543
Bales, Peter The writing schooletnaster 1590
Balfour, Andrew By stroke of sword 1897

To arms 1898
Balfour, Arthur J., Earl of A defence ofphilosophic doubt,

being an essay on the foundations of belief 1879
Balfour, Clara L. Working women of this century 1854

(1868)
Balfour, David Odal rights and feudal wrongs i860

Oppressions of the sixteenth century in . . Orkney 1859
(Maitland Club)

Balfour, Edward Cyclopcedia of India 1857 (enlarged

1871-73, 1885)
Balfour, Sir James Practicks ; or a system of the more

ancient law of Scotland c 1575 (1754)
Balfour, Sir James Annates of Scotland a 1657 (1824-25)
Balfour, John H. A tnanual of botany 1849

Outlines of botany 1854
Balguy, Thomas Discourses on various subjects 1785
Ball, Benjamin W. Elfin land, and other poems 1851
Ball, John Flora of the Peruvian Andes 1885 (in Jml. Linn.

Soc. XXII)
Notes of a naturalist in South America 1887

Ball, Sir Robert S. Jn the high heavens 1893
The story of the sun 1893

Ball, Samuel An account of the cultivation and manufacture
of tea in China 1848

Ballad society, Publications of the (1868- )

Ballads from MSS. 15. . (Ballad Soc. 1868-73)
Ballantine, James The gaberlunzie's wallet 1843-44 (^875)

Lilias Lee, and other poems 1871
The miller of Deanhaugh 1844

Ballantine, William Some experiences of a barrister's life

1882
Ballantyne, Robert M. Shifting winds 1866
Balmerino abbey. The chartularies of Baltnerino and Lindores

(Abbotsford Club 1841)
Bamff charters 1232-1703 (ed. Sir J. H. Ramsay 1915)
Bamford, Samuel Passages in the life of a Radical 1844
Bampfield, Thomas A reply to Dr. Wallis concerning the

Christian sabbath 1693
Bancroft, Edward An essay on the natural history of

Guiana 1769
Experimental researches concerning the philosophy of
permanent colours iT)^

Bancroft, George Footprints of time 1874
History of the United States 1834-75 (1876)

Bancroft, Hubert H. The history of Central America
1883-87

Bancroft, Abp. Richard Daungerous positions and pro-
ceedings 1593

Band, Ruffe, and Cuffe, A merry dialogue between 1615
(HallJweU 1849)

Banffshire glossary : see Gregor, W.
Banim, John Anglo-Irish of the nineteenth century 1828

Tales of the O'Hara family 1825-26
BanisteRj Henry C. Music 2873

Banister, John A needful, new atui necessary treatise of
chyrurgerie 1575

The historic of man 1578
Bankes, George N, A Cambridge staircase 1883
Banks, Elizabeth L. Campaigns of curiosity J894

The autobiography of a newspaper girl 1902
The mystery of Frances Farrington 1909

Bankton, Lord : see M'^Douall, A.
Bannatyne, George Ancient Scottish poems a 1568 (i77o)

The Bannatyne MS. a 1568 (Hunterian Club 1873-88)
Bannatyne, Richard Journal of transactions in Scotlarid

1570-73 (1806)
Bannatyne Club, Publications of the (1823- )

Banquet, The (by H. Busk) 1819
Banquett of daintiesfor all stick gestes that love moderate dyate,

The 1566
Banvard, Joseph Plymouth and the pilgrims 1851
Barbette's (P.) Chirurgical and atmtoniical works tr. 1672
Barrier, Jo. Janua linguarum quadrilitiguis, or a messe of

tongues : Latine, English, French, and Spanish, neatly

served up together 1617
Barbour, John The Bruce 1375 (texts, 1487, 1489, 1616)

(E.E.T.S. 1870-89; S.T.S. r894)
See also Legends of the saints, and Scottish Trojan war.

Barbour, Robert W. Thoughts from the writings ofaiSgi
(1900)

Barckley, Sir Richard Discourse of the felicitie of man
1598 (1603, 1631)

Barclay, Alexander Certayne eglogues 1515 (1570)
The cytezen and nplotidyshfnan 1514 (Percy Soc. 1847)
The famous chronicle of warre, whyche the Romaynes
kadde agaynsi Jugurth c 1520

The mirrour of good manners c 1510 (1570)
The shyp offolys 1509 (1570, 1874)

Barclay, James A completeand universal English dictionary

1774 (1792)
Barclay's (John) Argenis tr. . .the prose by Sir R. Le Grys and

the verses by T, May 1628 (1629)
See also May, T.

Barclay, John The muscular motions of the human body
1808

A new anatomical nomenclature 1803
Barclay, Robert An apology for the. .Quakers 1678
Barclay, William Nepenthes, or the vertues of tobacco 1614
Baret, John An alvearie or triple (quadruple) dictionarie

IS73. 1580
Baret, Michael An hipponomie, or the vineyard of horse-

manship 1618
Baretti, Guiseppe a dictionary of the English and Italian

languages 1760, etc.

Bargrave, Isaac A sermon 1615
Two sermons 1624, 1627

Bargrave, John Pope Alexander VII 1662 (Camden Soc.

1867)
Barham, Henry Hortus Americanus 1794
Barham, Richard H. The Ingoldsby legends 0x845

Life and letters v.d. (1870)
Baking-Gould, Sabine A book of the West 1899

The book of werewolves 1865
Cheap-Jack Zita 1893
Court Royal 1886
The deserts of southern France 1894
The Gaverocks 1887
Gertnany past and present 1879
Historic oddities 1889, 1891
Iceland 1863
In troubadour-land 1891
Kitty alone 1894
Mehalah 1880
The mystery of suffering 1877
The queen of love 1894
Red spider 1887
and TwiGGE, R. An armory of the western counties 1898

Barker, Edward H. Two summers in Guyenne 1894
Barker, Jane Exilius (a novel) 1715 (1736)
Barker, Lady Mary Ann: see Broome
Barker, Thomas B.'s delight; or the art of angling 1651-57

(1820)
Barksdale, Clement Grotius (H.) Of the law of warre and

peace tr. C.B. 1654
Barksted, William Hiren; or the faireGreeke j6ii (Gfo»-

art 1876)
Mirrha, the mother of Adonis 1607 (Grosart 1876)

Barley, William A new booke of tabliture 1596
Barley-breake ; or a warning for wantons, by W. N. 1607

(Grosart 1877)
Barlow, Alfred Thehistory and principles ofweaving xZjZ
Barlow, Jane Irish idylls 1892

Irish xvays 1909
Mrs. Martin's company 1896

Barlow, Joel The Columbiad 1807 (1809)
The conspiracy of kings 1792
The constitution of lygz, 1792
Oration 4th July 1787
The vision of Columbus ; a poem 1787

Barlow, Peter Astronomy 1822 (Encycl, Metropolitana

1845)
Hydrodynamics 1818-22 (ibid.)

Magnetism 1823-24 (ibid.)

Mechanics 1818 (ibid.)

Optics 1817-23 (ibid.)

Pneumatics 1819-24 (ibid.)

Barlow, Bp. Thomas The genuine remains of a 1691 Ci693)
Popery, or the principles and positions approved by the

church of Rome 1 679
Barlow, Bp, William Answer to a nameless Catholic*s

censure 1609
Defence of the articles of the Protestant religion i6oi
The eagle and the body 1601 (1609)
One of foure sermons preached, .at Hampton Court 1606
Sermon preached at Paules crosse i Mar. 1600 i6oi
Three Christian sermons (of Lavater) tr. 1596

Barman's and barmaid's manual 1880
Barnerd, Richard The faithful shepherd 1609
Barnes, Barnabe A divine centurie of spirituall sonnets

159s (1815)
Parthenophil and Partkenope 1593 (Grosart 1875 ; Arber,
Eng. Gamer V)

Barnes, Dahe Juliana: see Book of St. Albans, and
Fysshynge

Barnes, Robert Works 0x540 (1573)

Barnes, Robert Lectures on obstetric operations 1870
Report on midwifery etc. 1867 (New Sydenham Soc.)
A synoptical guide to the study of obstetrics 1881

Barnes, William A glossary of the Dorset dialect, with a
grammar 1886

A grammar and glossary of the Dorset dialect 1863
Poems of rural life 1844-63

Barnes-Grundy, Mabel A Thames camp 1902
The vacillations of Hazel 1905

Barnevels Apology or Holland mysterie tr. 1618
Barnfield, Richard The affectionate shepheard 1594

(Arber)
The complaint of poetrie 1598 (Arber)
Poems 1594-98 (Arber)

Baron, Robert The Cyprian academy 1647
Mirza, a tragedie 1647
Pocula Castalia (poems) C1645 (1650)

Baroncourtof Stitchill, Records of the 1655-^^0'; {S.K.S. 1905)
Baron Munchausen's narrative of his man^eUous travels and

campaigns in Russia (by R. E. Raspe) 1786 (1792)
Barratt, Alfred Physical metempiric a iBSi (1883)
Barr^ke, Albert and Leland, C. G. A dictionary of slang,

jargon and cant 1888-90 (1897)
Barret, Robert The theorike and practike of moderne

warres 1598
Barrett, Eaton S. The miss-led general 1808

The rising sun, by Cervantes Hogg 1807
The setting sun 1809

Barrett, Frank The sin of Olga Zassoulich 1891
Barrett, John Analecta 1703
Barrey, Ludovick Ram alley, or merrie trickes 161 x

liarri's (C.) Cochin China tr. 1633
Barrie, Sir James M. Auld licht idylls 1888

The little minister 1891 (1892)
Margaret Ogilvy 1896 (1897)
Sentimental Tommy 1896
When a man's single 1888 (1900)
A uindow in Thrums 1889

Barriffe, William Military discipline 1635 (1639, 1643)
Barrington, Sir Jonah Personal sketches of his own time

1827-32
Barrington's (George) History of New South Wales 1802
Barrough, Philip The method of physick 1590- (1590,

1596, 1610, 1634, 1639)
Barrow, or Barrowe, Henry 1590 : see Greenwood, J.
Barrow, Isaac Euclid 1660 (1714)

Sermons a 1677 (1686, 1716)
Treatise on the Pope's supremacy a 1677 (1680)
Unity of the church 01677 (^ks. 1831)
The usefulness of mathematical learning explained and

demonstrated, being mathematiccd lectures ,. at ».

Cambridge tr. J. Kirkby (1734)
Barrows, J. H. Ed. World's parliament (^religions 1893
Barry, Alfred The life and works ofSir Charles Barry 1867
Barry, George The history ofthe Orkney Islands 1805 (1808)

Barry, James A reviving cordial for a sin-despairing soul

1699 (1802)

Barry, James Lectures on painting 1784-98 (1848)
Barry, John A. Stew Brown's Bunyip and other stories 1893
Barry, Patrick Dockyard economy and naval pouer 1863
Barthelemy's (J. J.) Charite and Polydorus ; a romance tr,

1799
Bartholow, Roberts A practical treatise on maferiA piedica

and therapeutics 1876 (1879)
Bartlet, J. The gentleman's farriery 1753 (1754)
Bartlett, John R. Dictionary ofAmericanisms 1848, 1859,

i860, 1876
Personal narrative of explorations . . connected with the

U.S. and Mexican Boundary Commission 1854
Bartlett, Samuel C. From Egypt to Palestine 1879
Bartley, Robert T. H. Topinard's Anthropology tr. 1878
Barton, Bernard Selections from the poems and ballads of

01849 (1849)
Barton, William P. C. Compendium flora Philadelphica

z8i8
A flora of North America 1821-22
Vegetable materia medica of the United Stales 1817-18

Bartram, John A description ofEast-Florida (hyVJ.Stotk),
with a journal kept by J. Bartram 1765-66 (1769)
Observations, .in his travels from Pennsylvania 1751

Bartram, William Travels through North and South
Carolina 1791

Barwell, Richard On aneurism, especially ofthethorax and
root of the neck 1880

Barwick, Humphrey A breefe discourse concerning, .all

manual weapons of fire 1590
BasU, St. The Anglo-saxon version of the hexameron, .and

the Anglo-saxon remains of St. B.'s A dmonitio adfilium
spiritualem ciooo (Norman 1849)

Basset, Mrs. Mary More's {Sir T.) Treatise of the passion

tr. 01557 (M.'s Wks. 1557)
Bastard, Thomas Chrestoleros, seven bookes of epigrams

1598 (Grosart 1880)

Bastian, Henry C. The brain as an organ of mind 1880
Bastwick, John The Leiany 1637
'Bat" The cricketer's manual 1851
Batchelor, Essays from the 1771-72 (i773)

Batchelor, Thomas General view of the agriculture of Bed-

fordshire 1808
An orthoepical analysts of the English language 1809

Bate, George 1694 : see Salmon, W.
Bate, John The mysteryes of nature and art, by J. B. 1634
Bateman, Thomas A treatise of tithe 1778
Bateman, Thomas A practical synopsis of cutaneous diseases

1813 (1814)
Bates, Henry W, Central Amertca 1878

The naturalist on the river Amazons 1863
Bates, William Works a 1699 (1700)

The harmony of the divine attiibutes 1674
Bathe, William A briefe introduction to the skill of song

C1590
Batman, Stephen Bartkolomeus De proprietatibus rerum,

newly corrected, enlarged, and amended 1582

Battle of Maldon, The {
= Byrhtnoth's Tod) 993 (Grain 1883)

Bauerm AN, Hilary A descriptive catalogue of the rock speci-

mens in the Museum cf Practical Geology 858
Text-book of systematic mineralogy 1881

Bauldwin, William : see Baldwin, W.
Bawdwen, William Dom Boc. A translation of the record

called Domesday so far as relates to the county of YofS,

etc Z809



BAX
Bax, E. Belfort Outlooks from ike new standpoint 1881

See also Morris, William
Baxter, Andrew An inquiry into the nature of the human

soul C1730 (1745)
Baxter, E. Buchanan Ed. Garrod's {A. B.) Essentials of

materia medica 1874 (1880)
Baxter, John Library of practical agriculture 1846
Baxter, Mrs. Lucy E. : see 'Scott, Leader'
Baxter, Nathaniel The lectures or daily sermons of. .lohn

Catiline . . . upon the prophet Jonas tr. 1578
Sir Philip Sidney's Ourania 1606

Baxter, Richard Answer to Dr. E, StilHngfleet's charge of
separation 1680

A call to the unconverted to turn and live 1657
Catholic communion defended z68o (1684)
Catholick theologie 1675
The Church told of Mr. Ed. Bagshaw's scandals 1672
The cure of church-divisions 1670
The divine life 1664
Gildas Salvianus; the reformed pastor 1656
A keyfor Catholicks to open thejugling ofthe Jesuits 1659
The last work of a believer i66i (1682)
The life offaith 1670
Of national churches 169Z
A paraphrase on the New Testament 1685
Plain scripture-proof of infants^ church membership and

baptism 1651
The Quakers catechism 1655
Reliquia Baxteriana : or Mr. R. B.'s narrative of the

most memorable passages of his life and times a 1691
(ed. M. Sylvester 1696)

The saints everlasting rest 1650
A treatise of conversion 1657
Whether parish congregations be true Christian churches

1684
Baxter, Willxak British phoenogamous botany 1834-43
Bay, Elihu H. Reports of cases, .in the superior courts of

law in South Carolina 1798
Bavlay, Atwell M. Y, Batiffol's {P. H.) History of the

Roman breviary tr. 1898
Bayley, John The history and antiquities of the Tower of

London 1821-25
Bayly, Ada Ellen: see *Lyal!, Edna*
Bayly, Thomas Herba parietis, or the wall-flower 1650

Life of Bp. Fisher 1655
Worcesters Apophthegmes 1650

Baynard, Edward Of the genuine use of hot and cold baths

(in Sir J. Floyer, Hot and cold bathing) 1706
Health 1719 (17^0)

Bayne or Baynes, Paul A commentarie upon. .Colossians

p a 1617(1634)
A commentarie upon. .Epkesians a 1617 (1866)
The diocesans tryaU a 16x7 ( 1641)
Lectures a 1617 (1634)

Bayne, Peter The chiefactors in the Puritan revolutioniSyS
Bazaar Exchange and Mart 1871-
Beaconsfield, Earl of: see Disraeli

Beale, Francis Biochimo's (G.) Royall game of chesse play
tr.1656

Beale, Lionel S. On slight ailments 1880
Beale, Thomas The natural history of the sperm-whale 1839
Beard, Charles Port Royal : a contribution to the history of

religion and literature in France 1861
Beard, John R. Lessons in English 1854
Beard, Thomas The theatre of God's judgements 1597 (1612)
Beatson, Robert Naval and military memoirs of Great

Britain 1790
Beattie, George John 0* Amha 1815 (1826, 1847)
Beattie, James Elementsof ntoral science 1790-93 (lygj)

Essay on the nature and immutability oftruth 1770 ( 1 8 1 1)

The hermit 1760
The minstrel 1771, 1774
Sccticisms 1787

Beattie, \Viu,iam Fruits of time parings 1801 (1813, 1S73)

Beatty, Charles The journal of a two months tour 1766
(1768)

Beatty-Kingston, Wiluam Intemperance 1892
Music and manners 1887

'Beauchamp, Philip' : see Grote, G.
Beaufort, Henrv C. F. Somerset, 8th Duke of, and

Morris, M. Hunting 1885 (Badiniaton library)

Beaumont, Francis and Fletcher, J. Comedies and
tragedies (1647

'f 1679)
WofAs (G. Dariey 1839; A. Dyce 1843-46; Cambridge
Eng. classics 1905-12)

Bonducai6i4
The coxcomb 16x2
Four plays in one c 1610
A king and no king 161 x

The knight of the burning pestle 1609
The littU French lawyer 16x9
The maids tragedy 16x1
Phiiaster 16 11

The scornful lady 1610
Wit without money 16x4
Woman hater 1607

Beaumont, Sir John Bosworth field a J62S (1710)
Beaumont. John Considerations on Burnet's Theory of the

earth X693
Beaumont, Joseph Complete poems 1615-99 (Grosart 1880)

Psyche, or loves mystery 1648, 0x699 (1702, 1880)

Beauties of England and Wales, The x8oi-x8
Beavan, Arthur H. Marlborough house 1896
Beawks, Wyndham J.ex mercatoria rediviva X750 (1752)
Beccaria's (Marquis) Essay on critnes and puniskments tr.

1766 (1793)
Beck, Cave The universal character 1657
Beck, S. William The draper's dictionary 1886
Beck's Florist, fruitist and garden miscellany 1850-60
Becket, Abp. Thomas. Beket C1290 (in S. H. Legendary,

E.E.T.S. 1887)
Life and martyrdom of T. Beket c 1300 (Percy Soc. 1845)

Materials for the history of Thomas Becket 12. . (Rolls

series X875-85)
Beckett, Edmund : see Denison, E. B.
Beckford, Peter Familiar letters from Italy 1787 (1805,

1834)
Thoughts on hunting 1781 (1803)

Beckford, William Dreams, waking thoughts and incidents

in a series of letters (anon., ascribed to B.) 1783
Excursion to monasteries of Alcobaca and Batalha 1835

Beckford, William {cont.)
Italy, with sketches of Spain and Portugal 1834
Popular tales of the Germans (anon.) tr. 1791
Recollections 1835
Vathek tr. 1786 (1863, 1868)

Beckingtqn, Thomas Official correspondence 14.. (Rolls
series 1872)

Beckmann's {/.) History of inventions and discoveries tr. 1846
See also Johnston, W,

Becon, Thomas Works 1560-64 (also Parker Soc. 1843-44)
The actes of Christ and of Ar.iichrist 1563
A comparison betweene the Lords supper and the mass

a X564
Davids harpe 1542
The displaying of the Popish masse 1559
The floure of godly prayers 1551
A new catechisme 1560
A pleasante r,ewe nosegay 1542
The pathwaye vnto prayer 1542
The relikes of Rome 1553
The sycke mans salue 1561

Beddoes, Thomas Contributions to physical and medical
knowledge 179. (1799)

Hygeia ; or essays moral and medical 1802-03
Letter to Dr. Darwin on a new method of treating pul-
monary consumption 1793

Observations on the nature and cure of calculus, sea-
scurvy, consumption, catarrh and fever 1793

Observations on the nature of demonstrative evidence 1793
Beddoes, Thomas L. The bride's tragedy 1822

Poems and letters 1822-37 (1851)
*Bede, Cuthbert' (E. Bradley) The adventures of Mr. Ver-

dant Green 1853-56
The rook's garden 1865

Bedell, Bp. William Letters 1624
Life : see Burtiet, G.

Bedford, Arthur The temple of music 1706
Bedford, Frederick G. D. The sailor's pocket-book 1874

(1875)
Bedford, Hilkiah A vindication of the church of England

17x0
Bedford, Thomas T}ie sinne unto death 162X
Bedingfield, Thomas Machiavelli's Florentine historic tr.

1594 (1595)
Bedloe, William Narrative of the horrid popish plot 1679
Bedwell, William The Arabian trudgman 1615

Index assuratarum Muhammedici Alkorani x6i5
Mohammedis imposiurce 1615
Of the nature of geometricall numbers 16x4

'Bee, Jon' : see Badcock, J.
Beecher, Henry Ward Lectures on Preaching 1872-74

Sermons a 1887
Beechey, Sir Frederick W. Hydrography 1851-59 (in

Manual of scientific enquiry 1859)
Beerbohm, Julius Wanderings in Patagonia 1878 (1879)
Beet, William E. The rise of the papacy 1910
Beeton, Mrs. Isabella M. Book of household management

x86i
Behmen or Boehme, Jacob

The clavis or key ; or an exposition of some principall
matters and words in the writings of J. B. 1647

40 questions concerning the soule. .answered 1647
See also Ellistone, J. ; Sparrow, J.

Behn, Mrs. Aphra City Iteiress 1682
The feign'd curtizans 1679
Novels 1671-96 (1718, 1722)

Behrens' {W. J.) The microscope in botany tr. 1885
Beil, Johann a. lechnologisches Wdrterbuch der deuischen,

franzd'sischen und englischen Sprache 1853-55
Beket : see Becket
Belany, James Cockburn A treatise upon falconry 184X
Belgicke pismire. The : see Scott, Thomas
Belgravia: a London magazine x866-
Belknap, Jeremy The history of New Hampshire 1784-92

Tour to the White Mountains 1784 (1876)
Bell, Alexander G. Upon the production of sound by

radiant energy 1881
Bell, Alexander Melville The principles of speech and

vocal physiology 1863
Bell, Sir Charles The hand X833
Bell, Francis J. Gegenbaur's {C^ Elements of comparative

anatomy tr. 1878
Bell, George J. Commentaries on the laws of Scotland 1810
Bell, Henry Luther's Colloquia mensalia tr. 1652
Bell, Hesketh J. Obeah ; witchcraft in the West Indies 1889
Bell, James Walter Haddon against Osorius tr. 1581
Bell, James A system of popular and scientific geography

X832
Bell, John Bell's British theatre 1776-78 (i797)

Bell, Robert Ed. Ancient poems, ballads and songs of the

peasantry of England 1857
The annotated edition of the English Poets 1854-57
The life of Canning 1846

Bell, Robbkt Bell's {W.) Dictionary and digest of the law of
Scotland 1882

Bell, Thomas A Christian dialogue betweene Theophilus.

.

and Remigius 1609
The survey of Popery 1596

Bell, Thomas A history of British quadrupeds 1837
A history of the British stalk-eyed Crustacea 1853

Bell, William A dictionary and digest ofthe law of Scotland

1838
See ^so Bell, R.

Bellairs, Nona Wayside flora 1S66
Bellamy, Edward Looking backward, 2000-1887 '888

(1889)
Bellamy, George Anne Apology for her life 1785
Bellamy, S, The betrayal 1838
Bellamy, Thomas The beggar-boy : a novel 1801
Belle assemblee : see Haywood, Eliza

Bellenden, John Boece's {Hector) History and chronicles

of Scotland It. 1536 (1821)
Livy's History of Rome 1533 (1822 ; S.T.S, 1901)

Belloc, Hilaire Hills and the sea 1906
Bellon, Peter A new mystery in physick tr.i68i

Beloe, William The history of Herodotus tr. 1791
The sexagenarian (anon.) X817

Belsches, R. General view of the agriculture of the county of
Stirling 1796

Belsham, William Essays, philosophical, historical and
literary 1789-91

BERNARDUS
Benbrigge, John God's fury, England's fire 1646

Vsura accommodata 1646
Beneden's {P. J. van) Animal parasites and messmates tr-

1876
Benedict, St.

Versions of the Benedictine rule or 'Rule of St. Benet.'
jEthelwold's C960 (SchrGer 1885)
Caxton's C1490 (E.E.T.S. 1902)
Interlinear a 1030 (E.E.T.S. 1888)
Prose c 1400 (E.E.T.S. 1902)
Verse c 1400 (E.E.T.S. 1902)
Winteney c 1000 (Schrber 1888)

Ben Israel, Manasseh Vindicia; Judaorum 1656 (1708)
Benlowes, Edward Theophila, or love's sacrifice 1652
Bennett, Agnes Maria The beggar girl and her benefactors

1797 (1813)
Ellen, countess of Castle Howel 1794
Juvenile indiscretions 1786

Bennett, Alfred W. Thomi's (O. W.) Text-book of struc-
tural and physiological botany tr. 1877 (1885)—— and Thiselton-Dver, Sir W. T. Sachs' (J. von) Text-
book of botany tr. 1875

and Murray, G. A handbook of crypiogfimic botany
X889

Bennett, Edward T. The gardens and menagerie of the
Zoological Society 1Z30

Bennett, Frederick D. Narrative of a whaling voyage-

1840
Bennett, George Gatherings of a naturalist in Australia

i860
Wanderings in New South Wales etc. 1834

Bennett, John H. Lectures on clinical medicine X850-56
Bennett, Joseph and 'Cavendish' Billiards 1873
Benson, Arthur C. The thread of gold 1905
Benson, Edward F. The Challoners 1904 (1906)

Dodo X894
Benson, James W. Time and time-tellers 1875 (1902)
Bentham, Jeremy Works a 1832 {1838-43)

Chrestomathia x8x6
Church of Englandism and its catechism examined i8xS
Defence of usury 1787
Deontology a 1832 (1834)
The elements of the art of packing 18x0 (1821)
A fragment on government 1776 (\^ ks. 1843 I)

An introduction to the principles of morals and legislation

1780 (1789)
Justice and codification of petitions 1829
Official aptitude maximized 18x0 (1830)
Panopticon 1791
Plan of parliamentary reform 18x7
A protest against law taxes a 1832 (1853)
Rationale ofjudicial evidence x8o2-x2 {1827)
The rationale of reward 1825
Scotch reform considered x8o8

Bentham, Joseph Two briefe but usefull treatises 1657
Bentkamiana 1776-1817 (1835)
Bentley, Richard Correspondence 01742 (1842)

A dissertation upon the epistles of Phalaris 1697 (1699)
The folly and unreasonableness of atheism demonstrated

(Boyle lectures) 1692-93 (i735)

Remarks on Collins' Discourse offreethinking X713
Sermons a 1742

Bentley, Richard 1757 : see Hentzner, P.
Bentley, Robert A manual of botaixy 1861 (also 1870,

1887)
Bentley, Samuel Excerpta hislorica 183X
Bentley, Thomas The monument of matrones 1582
Benvenuto's Passenger tr. x6x2
Beowulf (E.E.T.S. 1882, Grein)
Bercher, William The nobility ofwomen 1559 (Roxb. Club

1904)
Beresford, James Bibliosophia ; or book-wisdom x8io

The miseries of human life 1806-07 (1826)
Bergerac's (5. C. de) Satyrical characters tr. 1658
Bergman's (T.) Chemical essays tr, 1791
Berington, Joseph The history of the lives of Abeillard and

Heloisa 1787
A literary htstory of the middle ages 181

4

Berington, Simon Memoirs ofG. di Lucca 1737 (1738)
'Berkeley* Dominoes and solitaire 1890
Berkeley, Bp. George Works a 1753 (1871)

Alciphron, or the minute philosopher 1732
The analyst 1734
Commonplace bock 1705
A defence offree-thinking in mathematics 1735
Three dialogues between Hylas and Philonous 1713
An essay towards a new theory of vision 1709
Journal of a tour in Italy 1717
Letters a 1753 (in A. C. Eraser, Life 1871 IV)
Passive obedience 1712
The querist X735
Siris 1744
Theory of vision vindicated 1733
Farther thoughts on tar water 1752
A trealise concerning the principles of human knowledge

17x0
Berkeley, Hon. George C. G. F. The English sportsman

in the Western prairies x86x

My life and recollections 1864-66
Berkeley, Miles J. Fungi 1836

Hand-book of British mosses 1863
Introduction to cryptogamic botany 1857
Outlines of British fungology i860

Beekenhead, John Sermon 1644
Berks glossary {

= A glossary of Berkshire words and phrases,

by major B. Lowsley, E.D.S. 1888)
Berkshire. A glossary of provincial words used in Berkshire

(by J. Lousley) 1852
Parish goods in Berkshire 1552 ( 1879)

Berlioz' {Hector) On modern instrumentation tr. M. C. Clarke

1856
Bernard, Nicholas The life and death of Abp. Usher 1656
Bernard, Richard Ccnnmentary on the book of Ruth 1628

(1865) ....A guide to grandjurymen (with respect to witches) 1627
The Isle ofMan, or legal proceedings in Man-shire against

sin 1626
A short view of the pralaticall church of England (anon.)

164X
Terence's Comedies tr, 1598

Bemardus de cura rei famuliaris a 1500 (E.E.T.S. 1870)



BEBNEIRS BLXJNT

BxKKKRS, John Bourchier, 2nd Barom The boke of dUkt
Huon ofBurdeux a 1533 (E,E.T.S. 1882-83)

The firste vdum (etc.) of syr John Ftoissart, of the

cronycles of Englande, Fraunce (etc.) 1523-25 {1812)

The golden boke of Marcus A urelius a 1533 ( 1546)

The Jnsiory of. .A rthur of little Britain c 1530 ( 1 8 14)
Berne(r)s, or Barnes, Juliana : see Book of St. Albans
Bernstein, Julius The five serises of man 1876
Berridge, John The Christian world unmasked 1773

(1812)
Berry, Miss Mary Social life in England and France from

lySotoxSso 183

1

Berry, William Encydopadia heraldica 1828-40
Bert, Edmund An approved treatise of hau-kes and hawking

x6x9
Bertin, Joseph The noble game of chess 1735
Bertram, James G. The harvest of the sea 1863
Berwickshire Naturalists' Club Proceedings 1837-
Bentickshire rhymes 1856
Beryn, The tale of c 1400 (Chaucer Soc. 1876; E.E.T.S.

1909)
Besant, Sir Walter All in a garden fair 1883

All sorts and conditions oftnen 1882 (1884}
Children of Gibeon x886
The demoniac 1890
Dorothy Forster 1884
A five years' tryst, and other stories a 1901 (1902)
The inner house 1888
Katherine regina 1887
The lady of Lynn 1901
The orange girl 1898
The revolt of man 1882 (1883)
Westminster 1895
The world went very well then 1887
and Rice, James By Celia's arbour 1878
The chaplain of the Fleet 1881
The golden butterfly 1876
My little girl 1873
Ready-money Mortiboy 1871
The seamy side 1880
Sir Richard Whittington i88r
This son of Vulcan 1876
With harp and crown 1875 (1877)

Besant, William H. Treatise on hydromechanics 1867
Bessey, Charles E. Botany 1880
Best, Henry Rural economy in Yorkshire in 1641. Being

thefarming and account books ofH. Best 1641 (Surtees
Soc. 1857)

Best (or Beste) Henry D. Four years in France 1826
Italy as it is Z828
Personal and literary memorials 1829

Best, Thomas A concise treatise on the art of angling 1787
Bestiary c 1220 (in O.E. Misc., E.E.T.S. 1872)
Betagh, William Voyage round the world 1728
Betham, Matilba A biographical dictionary of the celebrated

women of every age and country 1804
Betham-Edwards, Matilda : see Edwards
Bethel, Slingsby The providences of God observed through

several ages toward this nation in introducing the true
religion 1691 (1697)

Bethune, Alexander The Scottish peasant's fire-side 1843
Betterton, Thomas History of the English stage 1741
Between Trent and Anckolme (by Miss ElJz. Fowler) 1908
Beues of Hamtoun, The romance of Sir 13.. etc. (E.E.T.S.

1885-94) See also Beves
Bevan, Edward The honey-bee 1827
Bevan, George P. Ed. British manufacturing industries

1876-77
Beveridge, David Culross and Tttlliallan 1885
Beveridge, Erskine North Uist 1911
Beveridge, Henry A comprehensive history of India 1862
Beveridge, William Works a 1708 (1729)

Private thoughts upon religion {Private thoughts upon a
Christian life) 1661 (1730)

Sermons c 1680 (1729)
Thesaurus thcolcgicus ; or a complete system of divinity
a 1708 (1710-11)

Beverley, Thomas A chain of principles concerning the
1000 years kingdom 1691

Conciliatory discourse on Dr, Crisp's sermons 1692
The grand apocalyptic question 1701
Memorial of the kmgdmi of our Lord Jesus Christ 1691
The praise of the glory of grace 1701
The thousand years kingdom of Christ etc. 1691
The true state of gospel truth 1693

Beverly, Robert History of the present state of Virginia,
by R. B. 1705 (1722)

Beves of Hamtoun, Sir{= Beues, Sir) c 1320 (Maitland Club
1838)

Bewick, Thomas The general history of quadrupeds 1790
The history of British birds 1797-1804 (1847)

BiANCHi, Michael A. Levity and sorrow, a German story tr.

1809
Bibbesworth (or Biblestvorth), Walter de. The treatise of, c 1325

(in T. Wright, Vocabularies 1857)
Bii>le, Versions of the (See also New Testament)

Wyclif's 1382, 1388 {1850)
Coverdale 1535
*Matthetvs' 1537
Great or Cranmer's 1539
Becke's ed. of 'Matthews* 1551
Geneva 1560
Bishops' 1568
Vouay 1609-10
Authorized 1611
Revised; N.T. 1881; O.T. 1884; Apocrypha 1894

Bibliotheca biblica : see Parker, S.

Bibliotheca fanatica 1660 (Harl. Misc.)

'BiCKERDYKE, John' (C. H. Cook) Book of the all-round
angler z888

Curiosities of ale and beer x886
'BiCKERSTAFF, IsAAc' (J, Swift) PredictionsfoT (he year Iyo8

1708 (Arber, Eng. Garner VI)
A vindication of /. B. against what is objected to him, by
Mr, Partridge in his Almanack 1709 (Arber, Eng.
Gamer VI)

BiCKERSTAFFE, IsAAC Lovc in u village 1763
BicKERSTETH, Edward H, Yesterday, to-day, and for ever

z866
BicKLEY, Augustus C. Midst Surrey hills 1890
Bickneix, J. L-: see ' Collier, Joel

'

Biddulph, William The travels of certaine Englishmen into

Africa, Asia, etc. (ed. T. Lavender) 1609 (1612)
BiERCE, Ambrose In the midst of life 1892
BiESTON, Roger The bayte and snare of Fortune c 1550 (at

end of Lydgate's Bochas c 1558)
Bigg, Charles The origins of Christianity a 1908 (1909)
Biggs, Noah On the vanity of the craft of physic or a new

dispensatory 1651
BiGOD, Sir F.: see Bygod
Billings, John S. The national medical dictionary 1890
'Billings, Josh* (H. W. Shaw) Josh Billings, his sayings

1866
His book of sayings 1870

Billingsley, Sir Henry The elements of geometrie of ..

Euclid tr. 1570
Billingsley, John General view of the agriculture in.

.

Somerset 1794 (1797)
Billingsley, Nicholas Kotr/Lio^pe^ia or the infancy of the

world 1658
BiLsoN, Bp. Thomas The perpetual gouernment of Christes

church 1593
Bingham, John Xenophon's Historie tr. 1623
Bingham, Joseph Origines ecclesiastics, or the antiquities of

the Christian church 1710-22 (1840)
BiNGLEY, William Animal biography 1802 (1813)
Binnell's Description of the Thames 1758
Binning, Hugh ^0^^501653 (1735, 1847)
BiNNS, Charles F. T?ie story of the potter 1898 (1901)
Biographia Britannica 1747-66
Biographia presbyteriana, containing the lives of A. Peden,

J. Semple, J. Welwood, R. Cameron, D. Cargill and
W.Smlth,byP, Walker; ofJ.Renwick,byA.Shields
(1827)

Biographical dictionary, A new and general 1761-62
BiON, John An account of the torments the French protestants

endure aboard the galleys 1708 (Arber, Eng. Gamer VI)
Bion's (N.) Construction and principal uses of mathematical

instruments tr. 1723 (1758)
Birch, Mrs. Mrs. Rundell's Domestic cookery 1846
Birch, Samuel History of ancient pottery andporcelain 1858
Birch, Thomas The court and times of Charles the first a 1766

(1848)
The court and times of James the first a 1766 (1848)
The history of the Royal Society of London 1756-57
Life of the hon. Robert Boyle 1744 (in Boyle s Works)
Ltfe of Milton 1738
Sermons before the College of Physicians 1747

Birch, Walter de Gray Ed. Cartularium Saxonicum v.d.

(1885-93)
Bird, Golding Elements of natural philosophy 1839

Urinary deposits 1844 (also 1857)
Bird, Miss Isabella L. The Hawaiian archipelago : six

months among the palm groves . . of the Sandwich
Islands 1875

Unbeaten tracks in Japan 1880
Bird, William The magazine of honour iti\2

BiRDWooD, Sir George The industrial arts of India 1880
Birmingham weekly post (newspaper) v.d.
BiRNiE, William The blame of kirk-buriall 1606 (1833)
Birrell, Augustine Obiter dicta 1884-87
Bischoff, James History of the woollen and worsted manu-

factures 1842
Sketch of the history of Van Diemen's Land 1832

Bishop, John Otto's (/. A.) Treatise on the. .violin tr. i860
(1875)

Bishop, Mathew Life and adventures 1744
Bishop, Nathaniel H, Four months in a sneak-box x88o
Bishop, William H. The house of a merchant prince 1883

(1885)
Bishop's Storiford, Hertfordshire. The records of St. Michael's

parish church, Bishop's Stortford (ed. Glasscock 1882)
Bishton, J. General view of the agriculture of the county of

Salop 1794
Bisset, Robert The life of Edmund Burke 1798 (1800)
Black, Charles C. Demmin's (A.) Illustrated history of

arms and armour tr. 1877
Demmin's {A.) Weaponsofwar ; being a history of arms
and armour tr. 1870

Black, David D. History of Brechin 1839 (1867)
Black, Francis Principles and practice ofhomeopathy 1842
Black, John The falls of the Clyde 1806
Black, JTohn Berzelius* (/. /.) Attempt to establish a pure

scientific system of mineralogy tr. 18x4
Black, John Ed. The Illustrated Carpenter and Builder

series of technical tnanuals X902
Black, William A daughter of Heth 1871 (1876)

Green pastures and Piccadilly 1877
Highland cousins 1894
In far Lochaber 1888
Macleod of Dare 1879
Madcap Violet 1876
A princess of Thule 1873
Sabina Zembra 1887
Shandon bells 1883
Stand fast Craig Royston ! 1890
Tlte strange adventures of a phaeton 1872
Sunrise 188

1

Yolande 1883
Blackadder, John Memoirs a j686 (1824)
Blackall, Offspring Sermons 1700-16

Works a iyi6 (1723)
Blackburne, Francis The confessional, or a full and free

inquiry into the right, utility , . and success of estab-

lishing systetnatical confessions offaith and doctrine in
Protestant churches 1766

Blackie, John Stuart JEschylus, The lyrical dramas of tr.

1850
Four phases of morals, Socrates, Aristotle, Christianity,

utilitarianism 1871
Homer and the Iliad 1866
Lay sermons v.d. (1881)
Lays of the Highlands 1872
On self-culture 1874
On the studying and teaching of languages 1852
Songs of religion and life 1876
The wise men of Greece 1877

Black-letter ballads and broadsides, A collection ofseventy-nine
1559-97 (1867)

Blackmantle, Bernard' : see Westraacott, C. M.
Blackmore, Sir Richard Alfred; an epick poem X723

Creation; a philosophical poem 2712 (1766)

Blackmore, Sir Richard (cont.)

Prince Arthur ; an heroic poem 1695
A true and impartial history of the conspiracy against. .

William III in. .i6()$ 1723
Blackmore, Richard D. Christowell x88i

Clara Vaughan 1864 (1872)
Cradock Nowell 1866 (1883)
Cripps the carrier 1877 (1887)
Dariel 1897
Erema 1877 (1880)
Lorna Doone 1869
The maid of Sker 1872
Mary Anerley 1880
Perlycross 1894
Springhaven 1887

Blackstone, Sir William Commentaries on the laws of
England 1765-69

Blackwall, Anthony The sacred classics defended lyzs
(1727-31)

Blackwell, Henry The English fencing master 1705
Blackwood's Edinburgh magazine 1817-
Blades, William Books in chains 1890 (1892)

The life and typography of W. Caxtcn 1882 (ed. 2)
Blagrave, Joseph Astrological practice of physick 167X
Blaine, Delabere P. Encyclopedia of rural sports 1840
Blair, Hugh Lectures on rhetoric atnd belles lettres 1783

Sermons a 1800 (1777-1804)
Blair, Patrick Pharmaco-botanologia 1723-28
Blair, Robert Life, containing his autobiography from 1593

to 1636, with supplement, etc. by W. Row (Wodrow
Soc. 1848)

Blair, Robert Poetical works a 1746 (1808)
The grave 1743

Blair, William The soldier's friend 1798
Blake, Charles C. Zoology for students 1875
Blake, John A plan for regulating the marine system of Great

Britain 1758
Blake, William A descriptive catalogue ofpictures, etc. 1809

Poems a 1827
Songs of innocence and experience 1789-94

Blakelee, George E. Industrial cyclopedia 1884
Blakey, Robert Free-will 1831 (1848)
Blamire, Susanna Poetical works a 1794 (1842)
Blanc's (Louis) History often years 1830-40 tr. W. K. Kelly

Z848
Blancard's (5.) Physical dictionary tr, 1684 (1693)
Blanckley, Thomas R. A naval expositor 1750
Blancourt's (F, Haudicquer de) Art of glass tr. 1699
Bland, Francis The souldiers march to salvation 1647
Bland, Humphrey A treatise of military discipline 1727
Blane, William Cynegetica; or essays on sporting, etc 178X

(1788)
An account ofthe hunting excursions ofA soph Ul Doulah

1788
Blane, William N. An excursion through the United States

and Canada 1824
Blaquiere, Edward PanantVs (F.) Narrative ofa residence

in Algiers tr. 1818
Blaserna's (P.) Theory of sound in relation to music tr. 1876
Blatherwick, Charles VtKle Pierce 1888
Blavatsky, Helena P. Isis unveiled 1877
Blessington, Marguerite Gardiner, Countess of The

idler in France 1841
The magic lantern 1822

Blickling Homilies, The 971 (E.E.T.S. 1880)
Blind, Mathilde Tarantella; a romance 1884.

Blith or Blithe, Walter The English improver, or a new
survey of husbandry 1649

The English improver improved,or ikesurvey ofhusbandry
surveyed 1652 (1653)

*Blois, W.' Modern policies, taken from Machiavel, Borgia,
etc. 1657 (1690)

Blome, Richard Ed. The fanatick history: or an exact re-

lation and account of the old Anabaptists and the new
Quakers 1660

The gentleman's recreation x6S6
A geographical description of the four parts of the world

X670
Blomefield, Francis An essay towards a topographical

history of the county of Norfolk a 1752 (1739-1810)
Blomfield, Alfred A memoir of C. J. Blomfield, bishop of

London 1863
Blomfield, Edward V. Matthine's (A. H.) Greek grammar

tr. a 18x6 (1818)
Bloome's (H.) Architecture tr. 1660
Bloomfield, J. C. The fisheries of Ireland 1883 (Fisheries

exhibition literature)

Bloomfield, Robert The farmer's boy 1798
Rural tales 1801 (1802)
Wild flowers 1806 (1845)

Blore, Edward The monumental remains of noble and
eminent persons X826

Bloudy boke. The ; or the death of SirJohn Files or Fitz 1605
(Halliwell)

Blount, Edward Conestaggio's (J. F, de) Historie of the

uniting of the kingdom of Portugall to the crowne of
Castill tr. 1 600

The hospital of incurable fools tr. 1600
See also Brydges, Grey

Blount, Sir Henry A voyage into the Levant 1636 (1650)

Blount, Thomas Boscobel 1660
Fragmenta aniiquitatis, antient tenures of land, etc. 1679
Glossographia, or a dictionary interpreting such hard

words, .as are now used X656, 1661, 1670, 1674 (x68i)

A law dictionary 1670 (1691)

Blount, Sir Thomas Pope Essays on several subjects 1697
A natural history 1693

Blowbol's testament c i£oo (in Halliwell, Nugse poetics 1844)

Blower, Mrs. Elizabeth George Bateman : a novel iy82

Bloxam, Charles L. Chemistry inorganic and organic 1867

Blundell, William Crosby records. A Cavalier's note book,

being notes, .of W. B. a 1698 (i88o)-l

Blundevil, Thomas Exercises 1594 (1636)

Tliefower chiefyst offices belonging to horsetnanshippe etc,

1565-66 (15S0)

Blunt, John H. The annotated Book of Common Prayer
X876-84

Dictionary of sects, heresies etc. 1874
The reformation of the church of England 1868-82

Blunt, John J. The right use of the early Fathers 1845-^6

(1857, 1869)



BLYTH
Blyth, Edward CuvUr's Aninial kingdom tr. 1849
BOAG, John A popular and complete English dictionary iZ^Z
Boas' {J. E. V,) Text book of zoology tr. J. \V. Kirkaldy and

E. C. Pollard 1896
BoATE, Gerard Ireland's natural history 1645-50 (i860)
'Bobbin, Tim* : see Collier, John ; Walker, Robert
Boccaccio's {G.) Decatmron tr. 1620
Boccaiini's (T.) New-found politicke tr. rtzd

See also Monmouth, Earl of ; and N. N,
Bocctis. The romance of King Bacchus andSidrac £:z440 (MS.

Laud Misc. 559)
The kystory and questyons of kynge Bocchus and

Sydracke tr. Hugo of Caumpeden (c 1510)
Boddam-Whetham, John W. Roraima and British Guiana

1879
BoDDY, Evan M. Th^ history of salt 1881
BoDLEY, John E. C. France 1898
BoDRUCAN alias Adams, Nicholas A n epitome ofthetitle thai

the kynges tnaiestie of Englande hath to the souereigntie
o/Sco//am/<f 1548 (in ComplayntScotl.,E.E.T.S. 1872)

Body and soul a 1000 (Grein)

Body and soul (by G. Wilkins and others) 1823 (1824)
Body and the soul. Debate betiveen the a 1300 (in Mapes'

Poenas, Camden Soc. 1841)
BoDDEKER, K. Ed. Altenglische Dichtungen des MS. Harl.

2253 1878
Boerhaave's {H.) Institutes tr. 1742-46
Boethius {Anicius M, T.S.), The Anglo-Saxon version of the

metres of a 1000 (Fox 1864; Grein 1893; Sedgeiield
1899)

See also -Elfred. Chaucer, Elizabeth, Preston, R.
BoGAN, Zachary Meditations of the mirth of a christian life

1653
Boghurst, William Loimographia 1666 (1894)
BoHN, Henry G. Handbook of games i860

Handbook of proverbs 1857
See also Humboldt, F. H. A. von

Bohun, R. A discourse concerning the origine and properties
of wind 1671

BoHUN, William Privilegia Londini, or the rights, liberties,

. .arid customs of the city of London 1723 (ed. 3)
Bake of curtasye. The, a 1400-50 (in Babees Bk., E.E.T.S.

1868)
Boke of good manners. The tr. (from J. Le Grand) 1487 (W.

de Worde 1507)
Boke of keruynge. The 1513 (W. de Worde) (in Babees Bk.,

E.E.T.S. 1868)
Boke of noblesse, T/ie 1475 (Roxb. Club i860)
BoKENHAU, OsBERN Lyvys of seyntys 1447 (Roxb. Club

1835; 1883)
BoKER, George H. Plays and poems 1856 (1857)
•BOLDREWOOD, RoLF* (T. A. Brownc) A colonial reformer

1890
The miner's right 1890
Old Melbourne memories 1895
Robbery under arms 1888
A romance of Canvas Town 1898
The squatter s dream 1895
A Sydney-side Saxon 1891

BoLiNGBROKE, Henry St. John, Viscouht WotHs a 1751
(1754-98)

A dissertation upon parties 1735 (1738)
Fragments or minutes of essays a 1751 (Wks. 1754 V)
Letters on the spirit of patriotism 1736 (1749)
Letters on the study of history 1726 (1752)
Letters to Windham 1717 (1889)

BoLTOs, Edmund Nero Casar 1624
The Roman histories of Lucius Julius Florus tr. z6z8
(1636)

Bolton, Sir Richard The statutes of Ireland (1621)
Bolton, Robert The foure last things 1632

Instructions for the right comforting of afflicted con-
sciences 1631 (1635, 1640)

Bolton, Samuel The arraignment of error 1646
Bonar, Andrew R. Last days of the martyrs 1841 (1865)
Bonaventura's ij.) Meditations on the supper ofour Lord 13.

,

(E.EXS, 1875)
Bond, Francis Gothic architecture in England 1905
Bond, J. A. Walpole- Bird life in wild Wales 1903
Bond, John Occasus occidentalis, or Job in the xvest 1645
Bonde, Cunelcus Scutum regale; the royal buckler, or vox

legis, a lecture to the traylors who most wickedly
murthered Charles the I 1660

Bone Florence of Rome, Le c 1440 (in Ritson, Metrical
romances III. 1802)

Bonet's (Thiophile) Mercurius compitalitius tr. 1684
Bon Gaultier s Book of ballads : see Martin, Sir T. and

Ayto-a, W. E.
Bonner, Bp. Edmund Homilies 1555

A profitable and necessarye doctryne 1555
BoNNYCASTLE, JoHN An introduction to astronomy 1786

(1787)
BoNOEiL, John A treatise of the art of making silke 1622
Book : see also Boke
Book of certaine canons, concemynge some parte of the dis-

cipline of the churche of England, A 1571
Book of common prayer. The 1548-49 (Mar.), 1549, 1552,

1559. 1662
for ike use of the church of Scotland 1637

Book of common prayer : The grand debate between the .

.

bishops and the presbyterian divines appointed . . for
the review and alteration of The book of common
prayer 1661

Book ofcurtcisie, The C1430 (in Babees Bk., E.E.T.S. 1868)
See also Boke

Book of customs and valuation of merchandises in Scotland,
The 1612 (in Halyburton's Ledger etc. 1867)

Boohof discipline, The first (second), of the church of Scotland
1560-61 and 1578 (1621 ; in Knox's Worits 1846-64)

Booke ofhawkyng. The c 1450 (in Reliquia; Ant. I)

Book ofthe knight of La Tour-Landry, The a 1450 (E.E.T.S.
1868, 1906)

Book of quinte essence. The 1460-70 (E.E.T.S. 1866)
Book of the Rhymers' Club, The 1892, 1894
Book of St. Albans (The bokys of haukyng, and hunlyng (by

Dame Juliana Barnes) and also of cootarmuris . . and
the boke of biasing ofarmys translafyt (from N. Upton)
and compylyt to gedyr at Seynt albons) 1486

(another ed., with) The treatyse of fysshynge wyth an
angle 1406

Bookbinding, The art of z8z8
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BooRDE, Andrew The boke for to lerne a man to be wyse in
buylding of his house, etc. c 1540

The breviary of healthe 1547 (1552)
A compendious regyinent or a dyetary of helth ika2

(1562; E.E.T.S. 1870)
Introduction to knowledge 1547 (E.E.T.S. 1870)

Booth, Barton Memoirs . . To which are added several
poetical pieces 1733

Booth, David An i^alytical dictionary of the English
language 1822 (1835)

Boothroyd, Benjamin Notes to Biblia Hebraica 1810
(i8i6)

Boreman, Robert A mirrour of mercy and judgement 1655
The triumph offaith over death 1653 (1654)

Borland, Robert Yarrow; its poets and poetry iZgo
BoRLASE, William Antiquities of the county of Cornwall

1754 (1769)
The natural history of Cornwall 1758

BoROUGHES, J. : see Burroughes
Borrow, George The Bible in Spain 1843

Lavengro 1851
Wild Wales 1862
Zincali ; or an account of the gipsies of Spain 1841

Bosnian's (W.) Description of the coast of Guinea tr. 1705
Bossewell, John Workes of armorie isyz
Bossuet's (J. B.) Exposition of the doctrines of the catlwlic

church tr. 1685
BosTOCK, John The history and present state of galvanistn

1818. See also Pliny
Boston, Thomas The crook in the lot a 1732

Hutnan nature in its fourfold state lyzo (1797)
Memoirs 1730 (1776, 1899)

Boston, Lincoln and Louth herald. The 1831-53
Boston (Mass.) Journal of natural history 1837-
Boston (Mass.) Society of natural history. Proceedings 1841-
Boswell, Sir Alexander Poetical works a:^822(i87i)
BoswELL, James An account of Corsica, the journal of a tour

to that island 1768
Journal of a tour to the Hebrides 1785 (1786)
The life of Samttel Johnson LL.D, ijgi (1831, 1887,

1904)
BoswoRTH, Joseph, and Toller, T. N. An Anglo-Saxon

dictionary (1882-98)
Supplement by T. N. Toller (1908-21)

Boteler, Nathaniel Six dialogues about sea services c 1635
(1685)

BoTONER (or Worcester), William Boke of Tulle (Cicero)

of old age tr. 1481
Itineraria a 1490 (ed. Nasmith 1778)

BoTTONE, Selimo R. EUctricol instrument making for
amateurs 1888 (ed. 6 1894)

Boucher, Jonathan A view of the causes and consequences
of the Ainerican revolution 1797

Boughen, Edward Master Geree's case of conscience sifted

Z648
Bouhours' (D.) Life of St. Ignatius Loyola tr. 1686
Boultbee, Thomas P. An introduction to the theology of the

church of England 1871 (1S75)
Boulton, Samuel Medicina magica tamen physica. Magicall

but naturall physick 1656
Bounds and bonds of publique obedience, TJie (by F. Rous)

Z649
Bouquet, Henry An historical account of the expedition

against the Ohio Indians in J764, under the command
of H. Bouquet 1765 (1868)

Bourdillon, Francis W. Aucassin and Nicolette tr. Z887
Bourne, Henry Antiquitates vidgares ; or the antiquities of

the common people 1725
Bourne, Henry R. Fox English merchants 1866 (1886)

The life of John Locke 1876
Bourne, William A regiment for the sea Z574 (1577)
Boutell, Charles Arms and armour Z869 (1874)

English heraldry 1867 (1875)
Heraldry, historical and popular 1864

Bouterwek.CarlW. Screadunga* Anglosaxonicamaximam
partem inedita Z853

BouvERiH, Edward O. Plevdell- Rackets 1890
BouviER, John A law dictiotiary, adapted to the constitution

and laws of the United StaUs o/^#«ww:a 1843-56 (ed. 6)

Bowden, Miss Emily F. Hahn-Hahn's Lives of the fathers

of the desert tr. 1867
Bowden, Thomas Farmer's director 1776
BowDiTCH, William R. The analysis, .and use of coal gas

1867
Bowdler, Thomas An appeal .. on the subject of Sunday

trains 1839
Bowen, Sir Charles S. C. Virgil in English verse 1887
Bowen, Francis A treatise on logic 1864 (1870)
Bower, Frederic O. and Scott, D. H. De Bary's Com-

parative anatomy ofthe phanerogams andferns tr. 1884

Bowes, Robert Correspondence Z577-83 (Surtees Soc. 1S42)

Bowes, Thomas De La Primaudaye's French academie tr.

byT. B. Z586-94 (1589. 1594)
Bowles, Caroline A.: see Southey, Mrs.
Bowles, Edward The mysterie of iniquiiie yet working in

. .England, Scotland and Ireland Z643
Plaine English ; ora discourse concerning the accommoda-

tion, the armie, the association (anon.) 1643
Bowles, John The real grounds of the present war with

France 1793
Bowles, William L. Poetical works a 1850

Banwdl Hill 1806
The life of Thomas Ken, D.D. deprived bishop of Bath
and Wells 1830

BowNE, Borden P. Introduction to psychological theory 1886
Metaphysics, a study in first principles 1882

Boy's oum paper. The 1879-
Boyd, Andrew K. H. Lessons of middle age 1868

The recreations of a country parson 1859-61
Boyd, Zachary The last battell of the soule in death 1629

Zion's flowers C1620 (Four poems from, 1855)
Boyer, Abel Dictionnaire Francois-A nglois 1699 (i7i9»

1727, 1768, 1783)
Boyle, Charles, 4th Earl of Orrery Dr. Bentley's Dis-

sertations on the epistles of Phalaris examin'd 1698
Boyle, Frederick On the borderland betwixt the realms of

fxrt and fancy X884
Boyle, John R. The early history of the town and port of

Hedon 1895
Boyle, Sir Richard, ist Earl of Cork Listnore papers

(Diaries, etc.) i6..(Grosart 1886)

BRAND
Boyle, Robert Works 01691 (1744, 1772)

The Christian virtuoso 1690
Some considerations touching the style of the holy scrip-

tures 1661 (1675)
So/ne considerations touching the usefulnesse of experi-

mental philosophy 1663
A continuation of new experiments physico-mechanical

1669 (1682)
A free enquiry into the vulgarly receiv'd notion of nature

1685
An essay about tlie origine and virtues of gems 1672
An examen of Mr. Hobbe's Dialogus 1661 (1682)
The excellency of theology compared with naturall philo'

sophy 1674
The experimental history of colours 1663
Experiments about the porosity of bodies 1684
Experiments about the producibleness of chymical prin-

ciples 1680
The general history of the air a 1691 (1692)
The martyrdom of Theodora 1687
Short memoirs for the natural experimental history of

mineral waters 1684-85
New experiments pkysico-mechanicall 1660
Occasional reflections upon several subjects 1665 (1848)
The origine offormes and qualities 1666 (1667)
The sceptical chymist 1661 (1680)
A treatise of seraphic love 1648 (1700)

Boyle, Captain Robert, Adventures of (by W. R. Chetwood)
1726 (1735)

Boyle, Roger, ist Earl of Orrery Parthenissa, that most
fam'd romance 1654 (1676)

A treatise of the art of war 1677
Boys, John Works a 1625 (1622, 1629)
Boys, Mrs. S. Coalition 1785
Boys, William Collections for an history ofSandwich Z792
Boyse, Samuel Deity (anon.) 1739
Brace, Charles L. Gesta Christi ; or a history ofhuman pro*

gress under Christianity 1882
Home life in Gcrtnany 1853

Bracken, Henry Farriery improved 1737 (1738, 1756-57)
The traveller's pocket-farrier 1743

Brackenridge, Henry M. Journal of a voyage up the Mis-
souri 1816

Views of Louisiana i8z2 (1814)
Bracton, H. de De legibuset consuetudinibus Anglue a 1259

(Rolls series 1878-83)
Bradbury, John Travels in the interior of America Z817
Braddon, Edward Life in India 1872
Braddon, Mary E. (Mrs. MaxweU) Asphodel z88z

Aurora Floyd 1863
The cloven foot 1879
Dead men's shoes 1876
Dead sea fruit 1868
Eleanor's victory 1863
The fatal three 1888
The golden calf 1883
Henry Dunbar, the story of an outcast Z864
Hostages to Fortune 1875
John Marchmont's legacy 1863
Joshua Haggard's daughter 1876
Just as I am 1880
Lady Audley's secret 1862
The lady's mile 1866
Like and unlike 1887
The Lovels of Arden 1871
Lucius Davoren 1873
Mount Royal 1882
One thing needful 1886
Only a clod 1865
An open verdict 1878
Phantom Fortune 1883
Sir Jasper's tenant 1865
The story of Barbara 1880
Strangers and pilgrims 1873
Vixen 1879
Wyllard's weird 1885

Bradford, John Writings a 1555 (Parker Soc, 1848-53)
Bradford, Willlam History of Plymouth plantation c 1650

(1856)
Bradley, Henry The Gothsfrom the earliest times to the end

of the Gothic dominion in Spain (The story of the

nations) 1888
Ed. Stratmann's (F. H.) Middle-English dictionary 1891

Bradley, Richard Chomel's Dictionaire ceconomique, or the

family dictionary tr. Revised by R. Bradley 1725
Dictionarium botanicum, or a botanical dictionary 1728
On gardening 1731
A philosophical account of the works of nature 1721
A treatise concerning the manner of fallowing of ground

(anon.) 1724
Bradshaw, Henry The life of saint Werburge of Chester

1513 (E.E.T.S. 1887)
Bradstreet, Anne Poetns 1642 (1875)
'Bradwood, Wat' (W. B. Woodgate) The O. V. H. 1869
Brady, John Clavis calendaria or a compendious analysis

of the calendar 1812
Brady, Robert An historical treatise of cities and burghs, or

boroughs Z690 (i777)

Bragge, Francis A practical discourse on the parables 1694
Braithwaite, George F. The salmonidce of Westmorland

1884
Bramhall, Abp. John Works 01663 (1677, 1842-45)

The consecration and succession of Protestant bishops

justified 1658
A defence of true liberty 1658
A just vindication of the church of England 1654
A replication to the bishop of Chnlcedon 1656

Brampton, Thomas A paraphrase on the seven penitential

psalms 1414 (Percy Soc. 1842)

Bran. The voyage of Bran . . an old Irish saga, Ed. and tr,

K. Meyer, with an essay by A. Nutt 1895-97
Brancker, Thomas Rhonii .. Introduction to algebra tr,

1668
Brand, Adam Journal of the embassyfrom Muscovy to China

over land Z698
Brand, John A brief (new) description of Orkney, etc. Z70Z

(1703)
Brand, John History and antiquities of the town and county

of Newcastle-upon-Tyne 1789
Observations on popular antiquities ifTj (also enlarged

edd. 1813, 1849, 1870)



BHANDAN 10 BROWNING
Bnmdan,St.: a medieval Ugend of the sea c 13^0 {Percy Soc.

1844). See also Brendan
Brande, William T. A dictionary of science, literature and

art 1842 (Also Brande and Cox 1865-67)

A manual of chemistry 1819, 1836-41 (ed. 5)

Brandl, Alois Quelien des weltiichen Dratnas in England

vor Shakespeare (Pride of life, Mankind, Nature;

J. Heywood'sLove, Wether, Merry play; Respublica,

King Darius; Misogonus; Horestes, Gismond of

Salem ; Common conditions) i8g8
Brash, Richard R. Ecclesiastical architecture ofIreland 1875
Brassey, Annie, Lady In the Trades 1884

A voyage in the 'Sunbeam' 1878
The last voyage 1887 (1889)

Brathwait, Richard The Arcadian princess 1635
Barnaba itinerarium or Barnabees journal 1638 (1818)

A comment upon the two tales of . . Chaucer X665 (also

Chaucer Soc, 1901)
The English gentleman 1630
The English gentlewoman 163X
Essaies upon the five senses 1620 (in Archaica 1815 II)

The lives of all the Roman emperors 1636
Natures embassie 1621 (1877)
The poets willow 16x4
A strappado for the dtvell x6x5 (1878)
Two Lancashire lovers 1640
Whimzies 163X

Braunschweig, H. : see Brunswyke
Bray, Mrs. Ann E. De Foix 1826 (1884)

A description of the part of Devonshire bordering on the

Tatnar and the Tavy 1836 (1879)
Fits of FitZ'ford : a legend of Devon 1830 ( 1884)
Warleigh, or the fatal oak 1834 (1884)

Bree, John Saint Herbert's isle 1832
Brees, Samuel C. A glossary of civil engineering 1841

Terms and rules of practice in architecture etc. 1856
Bregion, Joseph and Miller, Anne The practical cook

184s
Br^mond's {G. de) A pology, or the genuine memoires ofMadam

Mt Manchini, Constabless of Colonna tr. 1679
Brendan, St. c 1290 (in S.E. Leg., E.E.T.S. 1887). See also

Biandan
Brende, John Q. Curtius Rufus* Historic tr. 1553 (1570)
Brent, Sir Nathaniel Sarpi's (P.) Historic ofthe coitncil of

Trent tr. 1620 (1629)
with life of the author (1676)

Brenton, Edward P. The naval history of Great Britain
1783-1822 1823

Brereton, Sir William Travels in Holland, etc 1634-3S
(Chetham Soc. 1844)

Brerewood, Edward Enquiries touching the diversity of
languages and religions 1612 (1614)

Breton, Nicholas Works a 1626 (Grosart 1879)
Daffodils and primroses 1593- (Works, Grosart I)

Fantasticks 1626
I would and I would not 16x4
A mad world my masters 1603
The mothers blessing 1602
Pasquils fooles-cappe 1600
The pilgrimage to Paradise 1592
A poste with a packet of mad letters 1602-06
Strange newes out of dtvers countries^ by B. N. 1622
The toyes of an idle head 1577-82
Wonders worth the hearing 1602
For Sir P. Sidney's Ourania : see Baxter, N,

Breton, William Militia discipline 1717
.Breval, John D. de Remarks on several parts of Europe

1726
Brevint, Daniel Saul and Samuel at Endor X674
Brevior, Thomas : see Shorter, T.
Brewer, Anthony For Lingua 1607 : see Tomkis, T.
Brewer, Ebenezer C. Dictionary of phrase and fable 1870

_The reader's handbook of allusions, etc. 1880
Brewer, John Sherren English studies ai879 (1881)
Brewster, Sir David Letters on natural magic x83X (X833)

The martyrs of science 1841 (1856)
Metnoirs of the life of Sir I. Newton 1855
More worlds than one 1854
A treatise on magnetism 1837
A treatise on optics X83X

Brian, Thomas The pisse prophet 1637 (1679)
Brice's Weekly journal (PZxeter) 1725-28
Bridge, Horatio Personal recollections of Nathaniel Haw-

thorne 1893
Bridges, Robert Poems v.d,

Eros and Psyche 1885-94
Shorter poems X890

Bridges, Thomas A burlesque translation of Homer 1770
(1797)

Homer travestie, by Cotton Junior X762 (1764)
Bridget, St. The lyfe ofseynt Birgette (attrib. to T. Gascoigne)

? a 1445 (in Capgrave, Kalendre of the newe legende
ofEnglandi5i6,fol, 120- ; Mirr. Our Lady, E.E.T.S.
1873)

Bridgett, Thomas E. The history of the holy eucharist x88i
Bridgman, Mary Robert Lynne: a novel 1870
Briefdiscourse. A briefand witty discourse or dialogue between

a Yorkshireman and a Scottish^man 1650
Briefe examination for the tyme, of a certaine declaration lately

put in print in the name and defence of certaine minis-
ters in London, refusyng to weare the apparell prescribed
^..Jn the ende is reported, the iudgement of , , Bucer
and. .Martir. .translated 1564

Briefe information of the affaires of the Palatiruite, A 1624
Brieff discours of the troubles begonne at Franckford in Ger-

many A.D. 1554 (by W. Whittingham) 1574 (1846)
Brierley, Benjamin Irkdale ; or the old house in the hollow

186S
Tales and sketches of Lancashire lifi, 1854

Briggs, Richard The new art of cookery 1792
Bright, James Franck A history of England xZy^-ZS
Bright, John Speeches a 1889 (1878, etc.)

Bright, Timothy A treatise of melancholie xs86
Bright, William The age of the Fathers a 1901 (1903)
Brightman, Thomas B.'s predictions and prophecies 1641
Brimley, George Essays 1851-55 (1858)
Brindley, Charles: see *Hieover, Harry'
Brinklow, Henry Complaynt of Roderyck Mors C154S

(E.E.T.S. 1874)
The lamentacyon ofa christen agaynst the cytye ofLondon

XS42 (E.E.T.S. 1874)

Brinsley, John Ludus literarius or the grammar schoole

1612 (1627)
The posing of the parts 1612 (1669)
Virgil's eclogues tr. X620 (1633)

Briste D, Charles A. Five years inan English university 1 852
The upper ten thousand: sketches of American society

1852
Bristed, John Anthroplanomenus ; being an account of a

pedestrian tour through part of the Highlands of Scot-
land 1803

Bristol. The little red book of Bristol 13. .-14. . (1900)
Bristow, Henry W. Figuier's (L.) World before the deluge

tr. 1865 {1869}
A glossary of mineralogy x86i

Bristowe, John S. A treatise on the theory and practice of
Tnedicine 1876 (1878)

Britannia speculum, or a short view of. .Great Britain 1683
British Apollo, The 1708-11
British archisological association. The Journal 1845-
British association for the advancement of science, Reports of

the 1831-
British critic, quarterly theological review, and ecclesiastical

record 1827-43
British and foreign niedico-chirurgical review, The 1848-77
British husbandry (by J. F. Burke) 1834-40 (Library of use-

ful knowledge)
British journal of photography 1893
British magazine 1760-67
British manufacturing industries. Ed. G. P. Bevan 1876-77
British medical journal 1857-
British Museum Return X9X4, etc, (iu Pari, papers Eng.,

1914, LXXI, etc.)

Briton, The 1723-24
Brittains Ida: see Fletcher, G. (the younger)
Brittan, Frederick Malgaigne's {J. F.) Manual of opera-

tive surgery 1846
Britten, Frederick J. The watch and clockmaker's hand-

book 1877 (1881, 1884)
Britten, James Old country and fanning words (E.D.S.

1880)
^and Holland, R. A dictionary of English plant-names

1878-86 (E.D.S.)
Brilton (on the laws of England), The French text C1290

(Nichols 1865)
Britton, John The architectural antiquities of Great Britain

1807-26
The beauties of Wiltshire 1801-25
A dictionary of the architecture and archceology of the

middle ages 1838
Broadhouse, John The student's Helmholts: Musical

acoustics i88x
Brockett, John T. A glossary ofNorth Country words 1825,

1829, 1846 (edd. 1-3)
Brockett, Linus P. Cross and crescent 1877
Brodie, Sir Benjamin C, ist Bart. Psychological inquiries

1856-62
Brodie, Sir Benjamin C, 2nd Bart. Ideal chemistry 1867

(1880)
Brodrick, George C. Memories and impressions 1900
Bkogden, J. Ellett Provincial words and expressions

current in Lincolnshire 1866
Broke, Lord : see Greville, F.
Brome, Alexander Songs and other poetns 1661 (1668)
Brome, James Travels over England, Scotland arui Wales

1700 (1707)
Brome, Richard Plays a 1652 (1653, X669 ; Wks. 1873)

The antipodes 1640
The city wit a 1652
The court beggar 1632
The English Moor a 1652
A joviall crew 164X
The new academy a 1652
The northern lasse 1632
The queenes exchange a 1652
The sparagus garden 1635 (1640)

Brome Hall, Suffolk, A common-place book of the fifteenth'
century, from MS. at (ed. L. T. Smith 1886)

Bromhall, Thomas A treatise of specters 1658
Bronte, Charlotte Jane Eyre X847

The professor ciS^S (1857)
Shirley 1849
Villette 1853

BrontE, Emily Jane Wuthering Heights 1847
Brooke, ist Baron : see Greville, F.
Brooke, 2nd Baron : see Greville, R.
Brooke, Arthur Romeus and Juliet 1562 (1908)
Brooke, Charles Ten years in Sarawak 1866
Brooke, Christopher Complete poems a 1628 (Grosart

1872)
The ghost of Richard the third 16x4

Brooke, Frances Tlte history oflady Julia Mandeville 1763
(1782)

The old maid 1755-56 (1764)
Brooke, Francis Le Blanc's {V.) World surveyed or his

famous voyages and travailes tr. 1660
Brooke, Henry The charitable association 1778

A collection of the pieces formerly published, . . to which
are added several plays andpoems 1778 (1789)

The fool of quality ; or the history of Henry, Earl ofMore-
land 1760-72 (1809, 1859)

Tasso's (T.) Jerusalem tr. 1738
Universal beauty 1735

Brooke, Henry J. Familiar introduction to crystallography

1823
Brooke, Humphrey A conservatory of health 1650
Brooke, Richard A treatise on the office and practice of a

notary of England 1839
Brooke, Stopford A. English literature 1880
Brookes, Richard The art of angling, rock and sea fishing

1740
A general gazetteer 1762 (enlarged ed. 1802)

Brookes, Samuel An introduction to the study ofconchology
18x5

Brookhoitse, Thomas The temple opened 1696
Brooks, C. W. Shirley The gordian knot 1858

The silver cord, a story i86x
Brooks, Christopher P. Cotton manufacturing x888
Brooks, Phillips The candle of the Lord, and other sermons

18S2
Brooks, Thomas A golden key to open hidden treasures X675

(Wks. 1865 V)

Broome (or Barker), Lady Mary Ann Station life in New
Zealand X869 (1874)

A year's housekeeping in South Africa 1887
Broomk, William Notes to Pope's translation of Homer's

Odyssey 1725
Brother Jonathan 1825 : see Neal, J,
Brouoh, Robert B. Marston Lynch : his life and times x86o

(1870)
Brovgii,\\illiau Sacred principles, services, and soliloquies;

or a manual of devotions 1650 (1656, 1671)
Brougham, Henry, Lord Albert Lunel X844 (1872)

The British constitution i86x
Historical sketches of statesmen of the time of George III

1839
Broughton, Hugh Works 1588-1612

Letters . , about Sheol and Hades 1399
A require of agreement to the groundes of divinUic siudie

161

X

Broughton, Rhoda Belinda 1883
Cometh up as a flower 1867
Joan, a tale 1876
Nancy 1873
Red as a rose 1870
Second thoughts 1880

Brown, Alexander M. Contributions to the study of animal
alkaloids 1887

Brown, Archibald Scriven's (J.) Treatise on the law of
copyholds revised 1882

Brown, Charles B. Edgar Hunlly 1799 (1835)
Volney's View of the soil and climate of the United States

tr. X804
Brown, David Life of the late John Durban, LL.D. X872
'Brown, Edward* The travels and adventures of E. B. 1739
Brown, James Baldwin First principles of ecclesiastical

truth X870
Misread passages of scripture 2869-71

Brown, John A dissertatioti on the rise., of poetry and
music 1763

Essays on the Characteristics (of the Earl of Shaftesbury)
1751

Brown, John The christian journal 1765 (1814)
A compendious history of the British churches in Engfand,

etc. 1784(1823)
A dictionary of the holy bible 1769

Brown, John Psyche 1818
Brown, John Letters of sanctification 1834
Brown, John Hora subsecivce 1858-61

John Leech and other papers j86i- (1882)
Locke and Sydenham etc. (from Hor«B subsec.) 1866
Rab and his friends 1859 (1862)

Brown, John The pilgrim fathers of New England 1895
Brown, John Crombie The ethics of George Eliot's works

X879
Brown, Marie A. Runeberg^s (/. L.) Nadeschda tr. 1891
Brown, Mungo P. Supplement to the dictionary of the dC'

cisions of the Court of Session X826
Brown, Robert The compleat farmer 1759
Brown, Robert A manual of botany 1874
Brown, Thomas The new bee-hive a 1655 (in Hartlfb's (S.)

Reformed common-wealth of bees 1655)
Brown, Thomas Works 0x704 (1720, 1730)

A declaration . . in praise of poverty a X704
An essay on the satire of the antients a 1704
Fresny's amusements serious and comical tr. 1700
Letters frofn the dead to the living c 1700 (1702)
The saints in an uproar X687

Brown, Thomas A manual of modern farriery 1847
Brown, Thomas E. Collected poems a 1897 (1900)

The doctor and other poems 1887
Letters a 1897 (X900)

Brown, \\'illiam The history of the propagation of Christi-

anity among the heathen siru:e the reformation 1814
Browne, Alexander Ars pictoria, or an academy teaching

drawing, painting, etc, X669
Browne, Daniel J. The American poultry yard 1849 (1855)
Browne, Edward A brief account of some travels in

Hungaria etc. 1673 (1685)
Browne, Edward H. An exposition of the thirty-nine

articles 1850
Browne, Isaac H. Poems 1706-^0 (1768)
Browne, Joseph An account of the wonderful cures per'

form'd by the cold baths X707
Browne, Patrick The civU and natural history of Jamaica

1756 (17S9)
Browne, Robert An answere to master {T.) Carfwrtght

C1585
Browne, Sir Thomas Works a 1682 (1835-36, 1851-52)

Christian morals 1682 (1756)
The garden of Cyrus x6s8
Hydriotaphia, urne buriall 1658 (1736)
A letter to a friend 1672 (1881)
Certain miscellany tracts a 1682 (1684)
Pseudodoxia epidetiiica or enquiries into very many re-

ceived tenents ( = Vulgar errors) 1646 (1658, x6S6)

Religio tnedici 1643 (1656)
Browne, Thomas Alexander: see 'Boldrewood, Rolf
Browne, William Works a 1643 (1772)

Britannia's pastorals 1613, x6x6
Inner Temple masque 1615
The shepheard's pipe 1614
Thirsis' praise to his mistress 0x643 (^772)

Browne, William Hisfiftie ycares practice, or an fxact dis-

course concerning snaffle-riding 1624
Le Roy's (M.) History of Polexander tr. 1647

Browning, Mrs. Elizabeth Barrett Poetical works
ax86x (Poems 1844, 1850)

Aurora Leigh 1856
Casa Gtiidi windows 1851
A drama of exile 1844
A lament for Adonis 1850
Letters addressed to R. H. Home X839-5X (1877)
Prometheus bound 1833
Some account of the Greek Christian poets 1842 (1863)

Sonnets from the Portuguese a 1846
A vision of poets 1844

Browning, Robert Poetical works aiSS^
Aristophanes' Apology 1875
Balaustion's adventure 1871
Bells and pomegranates X84X-46
Dramatic idyls X879-80
Dramatis persome 1865



BROWNING
Browning, Robert {cont.)

FerisiUah's fancies 1884
Fifine at the fair 1872
The inn album Z875
La Saisiaz 1878
Men and women 1855
Paracelsus 1835
Pauline 1833 *
Red cotton night-cap country 1873
The ring and the book 1868
Sordello 1840
Strafford, a tragedy 1837
The two poets of Croisic 1878

Brownrig, Bp. Ralph Sermons a 1659 (1674)
Bruce Alexander B. Apologetics: or Christianity defensive-

ly stated 1892
The kingdom of God; or Christ's teaching according to the

synoptical gospels 1889
The miraculous element in the gospels 1886
St. Paul's conception of christiamty 1894

Bruce, George Poems, ballads and songs 1813
Bruce, James Travels to discover the source of the Nile 1790Bruce, James, 8th Earl of Elgin Utters and journals

01863(1872)
Bruce, Michael Lectures and sermons, good news in evU

ttmes 1708
Bruce, Peter H. Memoirs .. containing an account of his

travels m Germany etc. 1782
Bruce, Robert Sermons preached in the kirk of Edinburgh

1591 (WodrowSoc. 1843)
Sermons upon the sacrament of the Lord's supper 1590

Bruce, \V illiam Hebrew odes, and other poems 1874
Bruelsl^W.) (= Bruelc, G.) Praxis medicine or the physi-

tians practise ti. 1632
Bruin, Cornelisde. Corneille le Bruyn't Voyage to the Levant

•t. W. J. J702
Brunse, Robert Manning of Handlyng syime 1303 (Roib.

Club 1862; E.E.T.S. 1901)
Langtoft's Chronicle 1338 (1725, 1810)
The story of England {= Chron. Wace) e 1330 (Rolls

series 1887)
For Meditations on the supper of our Lord 13. . : see
BonaVentura

Brunswyke's (or Braunschweig, H.) The noble experyence of
the verluous handywarke of surgeri . . Here after . . the
antidotharius It. 1525. See also Andrew, L.

Brut, The, or the chronicles of England c 1400, continuation
ci450(E.E.T.S. 1906)

Brvan, John Harvest home 1674
Bryant, Charles Flora diatettca; or the history of esculent

plants 1783
Bryant, Jacob A new system, or analysis of ancient mytho-

logy 1774-76
Bryant, Thomas The practice of surgery 1872 ( 1878)
Bryant, William Cullen Poetical aorksa 1878 (1856 etc.)

The Iliad of Homer ti. tSyo
The Odyssey of Homer tr. 1871

Bryce, James The American commonweaWl ziSS
The holy Roman empire 1864 (1875)
Impressions of South Africa 1897

Brydges, Grey, Baron Chandos Horte subsecivce: observaf
tions and discourses (anon.) 1620

Brydges, Sir Samuel Egerton Archaica 1815
Censura literaria 1805-09
and Haslewood, J. The British bibliographer 1810-14

Brydges, Thomas : see Bridges
Brydone, Patrick A tour through Sicily and Malta 1773
Bryskett, Lodovick a discourse of civill life 1606
Bryson, Alexander Medicine and medical statistics 1851-

59 (in Manual of scientific enquiry 1859)
Bucaniers of America, The history of the tr. (from J. Esque-

meling) 1684
Buccleuch MSS. Report on the manuscripts of the Duke of

i?i«c/«*cA (Historical .Manuscripts Coiiunissioni899-)
Bucer: see Briefe examination 1564
Buck, Carl W. Hagenbach's (C. R.) Compendium of the

history (^doctrines tr. 1847
BuCHAN, Peter Ancient ballads and songs of the north of

Scotland 1828
Gleanings of Scotch, English, and Irish scarce old ballads

1825
BucHAN, William Domestic medicine 1789 (1790)
Buchan dialect. A select collection of Scots poems, chiefly in

the broad Buchan dialect 1785
Buchanan, George Vernacular writings 01582 (S.T.S.

1892)
Chamaleon 1570
B.'s detection of the duings of Marie quene of Scottes tr.

1572
Opinion anent the reformation of the universitie of SI.

Andros 1563-67
Buchanan, Joseph R. Outlines oflectures on the neurological

system of anthropology 1854
Buchanan, Robert The ten years' conflict, being the history

of the disruption of the church of Scotland 1849
Buchanan, Robert W. Po«(i<M) i£»of*s 1874 (also 1884, 1901)

Annan water 1885
The coming terror and other essays 1891
The heir of Linne: a romance i888

Buchanan, Robertson Practical essays on mill-work 1814
(1823)

Buchanan, W. M. A technological dictionary 1846
Buck, Albert H. Ed. A referen-: handbook of the medical

sciences. By various writers. 1885-90
Buck, Sir George The history ofthe lifeand reign ofRichard

the third a 1623 (1646)
Buckham, Philip W. The theatre of the Greeks 1825
Buckingham, George Villiers, ist Duke of. Documents illus-

trating the impeachment of the Duke of Buckingham in
1626 (Camden Soc. 1889). See also Wotton, Sir H.

Buckingham, 2nd Duke of : see Villiets, G.
Buckingham and Chandos, Richard P. Grenville, 2nd

Duke of Memoirs of the court of George IV 1820-30
1859

Memoirs of the courts and cabinets of William IV and
Victoria z86i

Buckingham and Normanby, ist Duke of; see Sheffield,

John
BucKLAND, Francis T. Log-book ofa fisherman and zoologist

1875
Notes and jottings from animal life a 1880 (1882)

11

BuCKLAND, William Geology and mineralogy considered with
reference to natural theology (Bridgewater treatise)
1836 (1837)

Reliqma: diluviana ; or observations on the organic re-
mains contained in caves (etc.) attesting the action ofan universal deluge 1823

Buckle, Henry T. History of civilisation in England 1857-

Miscellaneous and posthumous works a 1862 (1872)BUCKLE, John S. The manufacturer's compendium 1864Buckley, Theodore A. W. The Iliad of Homer tr. 1848BucKHAN, S. S. John Darke's sojourn in the Cotswolds
1890

BucKNiLL, John C. and Tuke, D. H. A manual of psycho-
logical tnedictne: containing the history, nosology, de-
scription and treatment of insanity 1874BuDD, George Treatise on diseases of the liver li&e.

Budgell, Eustace The bee 1733
The moral characters ofTheophrastus tr. 1714BUDWORTH (afterwards Palmer), Jossm A fortnight's
ramble to the lakes in Westmoreland etc. 1792BuEL, Jesse The farmer's companion li^o

Biisching's (A. F.) New system of geography tr. 1762
Buffon s (G. L. Le Clerc, Comic de) Natural history of birds

tr. 1792 ^ '

See also SraeUie, W.
Bugbears, The c 1580 (in Archiv Stud. neu. Sprachen, Bd. 08.

1897)
Bugge s [T.) Travels in the French republic tr. J. Jones 1801
Builder, The; an illustrated weekly magazine 1842-
Builder's dictionary. The, or gentleman's and architect's com-

panion 1734
Building news 1857-
Bulkeley, John and Cummins, J. A voyage to the South-

seas 1743
Bulkeley, Peter The gospel covenant, or the covenant of

grace opened 1646
Bull, Digby The watchman's voice giving warning to all men

of the dreadful day of the Lord 1695
Bull, Bp. George Wor*s a 1710 (1846)
Bull, Henry Luther's Commentarie upon thefiftene psalmes

called psalms of degrees tr. 1577 (1615)
Bull, Roger Dedekind's [Fr.) Grobianus, or the compleat

booby tr. 1739
BuU of Pope Innocent VIII 1485 (Camden Soc. 1847)
Bullein, William Bulwarke of defence against all sicknesse,

soarenesse and woundcs (The booke ofsimples. Dialogue
betweene sorenes and chirurgi. The boke of compoundes.
The booke of the vse of sicke men and medicines^ i i62

^ (1579)
A dialogue against the feuer pestilence 1564 (1578;

E.E.T.S. 188S)
The government of health 1558

BULLEN, Arthur H. Ed. A collection of old English plays (2
series 1882-85, 1887)

Btn-LEN, Frank T. The cruise of the 'Cachalot' 1898
Idylls of the sea 1899
I'he log ofa sea-waif 1899
The way they have in the navy 1899
With Christ at sea 1900

BuLLER, Francis An introduction to the law relative to trials
at nisi prius 1775 (ed. 2)

BuUinger's (H.) Fiftie godlie . . sermons diuided into fiue
decades ti.H. I. isp (1592; also Parker Soc. 1849-52)

Bulloch, John George Jamesone the Scottish Vandyck 1885
The Pynours : historical notes on an ancient Aberdeen

craft 1887
Btn.LocK, Christopher Woman is a riddle I'jvj
Bullock, William R. Cazeaux' (P.) Treatise on midwifery

tr.i8s7
Bullokar, John An English expositor 1616 (also 1641-76)
BuLWER, ]oHs Anihropometamorphosis ; Man transformed,

or the artificial changeling etc. 1650
Chirologia, or the naturall language of the hand .

.

Whereunto is added, Chironomia ; or the art of manuall
rhetoricke 1644

Pathomyotomai ; or a dissection ofthe significaiive muscles
of the affections of the minde X649

Bulwer-Lytton : see Lytton
Bumstead, Freeman J. The pathology and treatment of

venereal diseases 1864 (1879)
BuNSEN, Frances, Baroness Life and letters 01876 (1879)
BuNVAN, John Works 01688 (Offor 1853)

A book for boys and girls 1686
Come and welcome to Jesus Christ 1678
Grace abounding to the chief of sinners 1666
The greatness of the soul 1683 (1691)
The heavenly foot-man 1688 (1886)
The holy city;; or the new Jerusalem 1665
The holy war made by Shaddai upon Diabolus 1682
The life and death of Mr. Badman 1680 (1767)
The pilgrim's progress from this world to that which is to
come 1678, 1684

Burbury, John The history of .. Christina AUessandra,
queen of Swedland, ..Also a relation of the several!
entertainments given her . . in herjourney to Rome etc
1658

Burbury, Samuel H. : see Watson, Henry W.
Burchett, Josiah Memoirs of transactions at sea 1703

(1720)
Burden (Burthen) of Issachar 1646 : see Maxwell, Bp. John
Burel, John Poems c 1590 (J. Watson's Choice collection

II, 1709)
Burgersdicius (Burgersdijck) , F. Monitio logica, oran abstract

of Burgersdicius's Logic tr. 1697
BuRGES, Cornelius A new discovery of personal tithes 1625

Sermon 1641
BuRGES, John An answer rejoyned 1631

The lawfulnes of kneeling in the act of receiving the Lords
Supper 1631

Burgess, James J. H. Lovora Biglan's mutch, a Shetland
novelette 1896

Burgess, James W. A practical treatise on coach-building
l88l

Burgess, Bp. Thomas The divinity of Christ proved 1790
Burgh records. Extracts from the council register of the burgh

of Aberdeen 1398-1625 (Spalding Club 1844-48)
1625-1747 (Sc. Burgh Rec. Soc. 1871-72)

Extracts from the records of the burgh of Edinburgh
1403-1589 (Sc. Burgh Rsc. Soc. 1869-82)

BURNS
Burgh records (contd.)

Burgh records of the cUy of Glasgow 1573-81 (Maitland
Club 1832-34)

Extracts from the records of the burgh of Glasgow ict«-
1780 (Sc. Burgh Rec. Soc. 1876-1912)

"
Charters and documents relating to the burgh of Peebles

1165-1710 (Sc. Burgh Rec. Soc. 1872)
Records of the burgh of Prestwick 1470-1782 (Maitland

Club 1834)
Extracts from the records of the royal burgh of Stirling

1519-1752(1887-89)
Burgheesh, Priscilla a. W. Fane, Lady The letters of

Lady Burghersh . . from Germany and France 1S13-
14 (1893)

'

Burguope, George A discourse of religious assemblies
( = Divine worship) 1697

Burgon, John W. Life and times of Sir T. Gresham 1839
Lives of twelve good men 1888

Burgoyne, John The lord of the manor, a comic opera 1781
Burke, Edmund Works a 1797 (1808, 1842)An abridgement of English history 1757

Address to the British colonists of North America c I77SAn appeal from the new to the old Whigs 1791
Articles of charge . . against Warren Hastings 1786
Correspondence V.A. (li^^)
Headsfor consideration on the present state ofaffairs 1792A letter to a member of the National Assembly 1791A letter to a noble Lord 1796
A letter to., the sheriffs of Bristol 1777
Two (.Four) letters ..on the proposals for peace with the

regicide directory of France 1795-97
Observations on the conduct of the minority 1793
Observations on... 'The present state of the nation' 1769A philosophical inquiry into the origin of our ideas of

the sublime and beautiful 1756
Reflections on the revolution in France (

= Fr. Rev.) 1790
Remarks on the policy of the allies with respect to France

1793
Report on affairs of India 1783
Speech on American taxation 1774
Speech on , . conciliation with the colonies (America) Tfj^
Speech on., the economical reformation df the civil and

other establishments 1780
Speech on Fox's East India Bill 1783
Speech on . . the Nabob of Arcot's debts 1785
Speeches on the impeachment of Warren Hastings 1788
Thoughts on the cause of the present discontents 1770
7 houghts on French affairs 1791
Tracts, relative to the laws against popery in Ireland 1756
A vindication of natural society 1756

Burke, John F. British husbandry (anon.) 1834-40 (Library
of useful knowledge)

Buekitt, William Expository notes on the New Testament
01703(1739, 1818)

Burlesque. Quevedo's Visions made English by Sir R.
L'Estrange and burlesqu'd by a person of quality 1702

Burn, James D. The autobiography of a beggar boy 1855
(1859)

Burn, John S. The history of the French . . and other
Protestant refugees settled in England 1846

Burn, Richard The history of the poor laws 1764
A new law dictionary a 1785 (1792)

Burn, Robert A naval and military technical dictionary of
the French language 1842, 1852 (1863)

Burnaby, Andrew Travels through the middle settlements in
North America i^sg-6o 1775

Burnaby, Frederick G. A ride to Khiva 1873
BuRNAND, Francis C. My titne and what I've done with it

1874
BURNE, Charlottes. Shropshire folk-lore : a sheaf of glean-

ings. Ed. from the collections of Georgina F. Jackson
1883

BuRNE, NicOL The disputation concerning the controversit
headdis of religion, halden in . , Scotland 1581 (Catholic
tractates, S.T.S. 1901)

BuRNE-JoNES, Sir Philip Dollars and democracy 1904
BuRNES, Sir Alexander Travels into Bokhara 1834 (1835)
Burnet, Charles H. The ear 1877
Burnet, Bp. Gilbert A discourse of the pastoral care 1692

An exposition of the thirty-nine articles of the church of
England 1699

History of his own time a'jyis (1724, 1734, 1766)
History of the reformation of the church ofEngland 1679,

1681,01715 (1863)
The history of the rights of princes in the disposing of

ecclesiastical benefices 1682
Letters of the stale of Italy 1688 (Tracts 1689)
Some letters; containing an account of what seemed most

remarkable in Switzerland, Italy, etc. ( = Travels) 1686
(1689)

Life of William Bedell, bishop of Kilmore, Ireland 1692
Some passages in the life and death of . . John Earl of

Rochester 1680
More's Utopia tr. 1683
News from France in a letter giving a relation of the

present stale of the difference between the French King
and the Court of Rome (anon.) 1682

BtniNET, Thomas The theory of the earth 1684-90
Burnett, James : see Monboddo, Lord
BuRNEY, Charles A general history of music 1776-89

Memoirs of the life and writings of Metastasio 1796
The present state of music in France and Italy 1771

Burney, Frances : see D'Arblay, Madame
Burney, James A chronological history of the discoveries in

the south sea 1803-17
BtniNEY, Richard Ke'pfiio-Tov Awpoc King Charles the

second , . presented to the houses of parliament etc.

(sermons) 1660 (1661)
Burney, William Ed. Falconer's (W.) New universal

dictionary of the marine 1815
Burning of Paules, The 1563 : see Pilkington, Bp. J.
Burns, James D, Memoirs and remains a 1864 (1869)
Burns, John The principles of surgery 1831-38
Burns, Robert WcvAso 1796 (1800, 1857)

Address to the deil 1785^6
The auldfarmer's new-year morning salutation to his auld

mare, Maggie 1786
The author's earnest cry and prayer 1786
The cottar's Saturday night 1785
Death and doctor Hornbook 1785
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BuRxs, Robert (cont.)

The (Uaih and dying words of poor MaUie 1783
A dream 1786
Election ballads 1795
Halloween 1785
The koly fair 1786
TMejolly beggars 1785
Letters v.d. a 1796
The ttea dogs 1786

Burr, Enoch F. Adfidem; or parish evidences of the Bible

1871
Ecce calum, or parish astronomy 1870

BuRRELL, Andrewes A cordiall foT the calenture 1648
BuRRiLL, Alex. M. A new law dictionary and glossary 1850
BuRRiTT, Elihu a walk from London to Larui's End 1865
BuRROUGHES, Jeremiah An exposition of Hosea 1643-52

Lectures on the beatitudes 1659 (1867)
BuRROUCHEs, Sir John The soveraignty of the British seas

1633 (165 1)

Burroughs, John Locusts and wild honey 1879
Wake-robin 1871
Winter-sunshine 1876

Burroughs, W. H. A treatise on the law of taxation 1877
Burrow, Edward J. Elements of conchology 1815
Burrow, Sir James Reports of cases . . in the court ofKing's

Bench 1776-S0
Burt, Edward Lettersfrom a gentleman inthe north of Scot-

land (anon.) C1730 (1745, 1818)
BURTHOCGE, Richard An argument for infants baptisme

1684
Causa dei ; or an apology for God 1675
An essay upon reason and the nature of spirits 1694

Burton, Edward Lectures upon ecclesiastical history 1831-

33
Burton, Henry An apology, or an appeale 1636

Babel no Bethel 1629
A divine tragedie lately acted 1636 {1641)
For God and the ki?ig (sermons) 1636
Israel's fast 1628
Truth's triumph over Trent 1629

Burton, John E. Handbook of midwifery x88o
Burton, John Hill The book hunter 1862

The Cairngorm tnountains 1864
A history of the reign of queen Anne 1880
The history of Scotland 1867-70 (1873)
The Scot abroad 1864

Burton, Richard or Robert {N. Crouch) The English
empire in Atnerica 1685

The vanity of the life of man 1688
Burton, Richard F. Arabian nights 1886 (Lady Burton's

ed.)

Catnoens' (L. de) The Lusiads englished 1881
The city of saints 1861
Explorations of the highlands of the Brazil 1869
Falconry in the valley of the Indus 1852
Goa arui the Blue Mountains 185X
The lake region of Central Africa i860
A mission to Gelele, king of Dahmnc 1864
Personal narrative of a pilgrimage to El-Medinah and
Meccah 1855-56

Two trips to gorilla land 1876
Ultima thulc, or a summer in Iceland 1875
Watiderings in West Africa 1863
Zanzibar: city, island, and coast 1872
and Cameron V. F. To the Gold Coastfor gold 1883

Burton, Robert The anatomy of melaiu:holy 1621 (i6;:4,

1628, 1638, 1651, 1676)
Burton, Thomas Diary of T. B. : member in the parliaments

of Oliver and Richard Cromwell from 1656-59 ( 1828)
Burton, William A comntentary on Antoninus his itinerary

1658
Burton, William E. Waggeries and vagaries; a series of

sketches 1848
Bury, Lady Charlotte Th£ history of a flirt 1840
Bury, Edward The husbandtnans companion; containing

one hundred occasional meditations 1676 (167?)
Bury, William C. Keppel, Viscount and Hillier, G. L.

Cycling 1887 {Badminton library)

Bury St. Edmunds, Wills and inventoriesfrom the registers of
the Commissary of 1370-1650 (Caraden Soc. 1850)

Busby, Thomas A complete dictionary of music i8oi (1811)
Lucretius' Nature of things tr. 1813

Bush, John Hibernia curiosa 1764 (1769)
Bushnell, Edward The complete ship-wright 1664
Bushnell, Horace Forgiveness and law 1874

God in Christ 1850
Moral uses of dark things 1867
Sermons on living subjects 1872
Sermons for the new life 1858
The vicarious sacrifice grounded on principles ofuniversal

obligation 1865
Women's suffrage; the reform against nature 1869

Busk, Hans The banquet 1819
The dessert, to which is added The tea 1819
Fugitive pieces in verse 1814
The vesiriad 1819

Busk, Rachel H. The valleys of Tirol 1874
Butcher, Samuel H. and Lang, A. The Odyssey of Homer

done into English prose 1879
Butler, Alban The lives of the fathers, martyrs, and other

principal saints 1756-59 (1847)
The moveablefeasts, fasts, and other annual observances of

the catholic church a lyy^ (1839)
Sermons a 1773

Butler, Alfred J. The ancient Coptic churches of Egypt
1884

Butler, Charles Thefeminine monarchic; or a treatise con-
cerning bees 1609 (1634)

Butler, Charles Philological and biographical works 1817
Butler, Lady Harriot Memoirs (a romance) 1741
Butler, Bp. Joseph Works a 1752 (1874)

The analogy of religion natural and revealed 1736
Sermons v.d. (Wks. 1874)

Butler, Samuel Characters and passages from note-books
a 1680 (1908)

Hudibras 1663, 1664, 1678
Remains a 1680 (1759)

Butler, Sir William F. Autobiography a h^zo (1911)
Butt, Isaac Hmne governmentfor Irdand. Irish federalism !

its meaning 1874
Buttes, Henry Dyets drie dinner 1599

Byfield, Nicholas An exposition upon the epistle to the
Colossians 1615

Byfield, Richard The doctrine of the sabbath vindicated
1631

Bygge : see Bugge
Bygod, Sir Francis A treatise concemynge impropriations

of benefices C1535
Bynner, Edwin L. Agnes Surriage 1886
Byrd, William The Westover manuscripts 1728-36 (1841)
Byrhtferth's Handboc cioss (in Anglia VIII)
Byrhtnoth's Tod ( = Battle of Maldon) 993 (Grein)
Byrne, Oliver The handbook for tlie artisan, mechanic, and

engineer 1853
Byrom, John Miscellaneous poetns a 1763 (1773)

Theprivatejournal andliterary remains a 1763 (Chatham
Soc. 1854-57)

Byron, George Gordon, 6th Baron Poetical works a 2824
Beppo 1817
The bride of Abydos 1813
Childe Harold's pilgrimage z8i2-zS
The corsair 1813
The deformed transformed 1824
Diary (see Letters and journals)
Don Juan 1818-24
English bards and Scotch reviewers 1809
The giaour 1813
Hebrew melodies 1815
Hints from Horace 181 r

The island 1823
Lara 1814
Letters (in Memoir of the rev. F. Hodgson 1878)
Letters and journals (ed. T. Moore 1830, i860)
Manfred 1817
Marino Faliero, Doge of Venice 1820
Mazeppa 1817
The prisoner of Chilton 1816
Sardanapalus, a tragedy 1821
The vision ofjudgment 1822

Byron, John The narrative of . . distresses suffered ..on the

coast of Patagonia 1768
Byron's voyage round the world. By an officer 1767

Bysshe, Edward The art of English poetry 1702
Bystander, The, or universal weekly expositor 1790
Bywater, Adam The Sheffield dialect 1839 (also 1854, 1877)

C
C, A,: see Copley, Anthony
C, B. Puritanisme the mother, sinne the daughter 1633
C. , G. a briefe treatise of mathetnaticall phisicke 1598 (added

to F. Wither's transl. of C. Dariot's Breefe iutrod.)

C, H, A discourse concerning the drayning of fennes and
surrounded grounds in Norfolke, etc. 1629

another ed., entitled The drayner confirmed 1647
C, H. Aristotle's Rhetoric tr. 1686 (1693)
C, I. or J. Alcilia: Philoparthens loving folly 1595 (1613,

1879 ; in Arber, Eng. Gamer IV)
C, J. The compleat collier 1708 (1845)
C, J.: see Cheyney, J. ; Cleveland, J.
C„ R. The times' whistle 1616 (E.E.T.S. 1871)
C, R.: see Carew, R. ; Cawdrey, R. ; Cudworth, R.
C, S. The art of complaisance; or the means to (^lige in con-

versation 1673
C, W. Italian convert : see Crashaw, W.
C, W.: see Covell, William
Cabala sive scrinia sacra ; mysteries of state and governtnent in

letters in the reigns of Henry VIII, Elizabeth, James I,

and the late King Charles 1654 (1691)
Cable, Dan. 1670: see Valentinus, B.
Cable, George W. The Creoles of Louisiana 1884

The grandissimes : a story of Creole life 1880
Madatne Delphine 2881
Old Creole days 1879 (1883)

Cade, Anthony A sennon of the nature of conscience 1621
Ceedmon's Genesis and Exodus a 1000 (Grein)

Caffyn, Kathleen M. A Quaker grandmother 1896
Cagney, James R. von Jaksch's Clinical diagnosis tr. 1890

(1899)
Caine, T. H. Hall The bondtnan 1890

The Christian 1897
The Deetnster 1887
The Little Man islatul 2894
The Manxman 1894
The scapegoat 1891
The shadow of a crime 1885
A son of Hagar 2886

Cairo, Edward A critical account of the philosophy of Kant
1877

The critical philosophy of Kant 2889
Cairo, John Fundajnental ideas of Christianity 2892-96

(1899)
Introduction to the philosophy of religion 1880

Cairns, John Unbelief in the eighteenth century as contrasted

with its earlier and later history 1881

Life and letters. By Alex. R. MacEwen (1895)
Calamv, Benjamin Sermons preached upon several occasions

a 2686 (1687)
Calamy, Edmund The doctrine of the bodies fragility; a

sermon preached 19 Oct. 1654 1655
An indictment against England, because of her self-

murdering divisions 2645
Calamy, Edmund A caveat against new prophets 1708
Caldcleugh, Alexander Travels in South America i8ig-

21 1825
Calder, Robert M. A Berwickshire bard: the songs and

poems of R. M. C. 1897
Calderwood, David History of the Kirk of Scotland ai65i

(1678; Wodrow Soc. 1842-49)
Calderwood, Henry Handbook of moral philosophy 1872

(1878)
The relations of mind and brain 1879

Calderwood, Margaret A journey in England, Holland,

and the Low Countries 1756 (Coltness collections

p. 103- , Maitland CI. 1842)
Letters and journalsfrom England, Holland, and the Low

Countries 2756 (1884)

Caldwell, Selectionsfrom thefamily papers preserved at Z496-
1853 (Maitland CI. 1854)

Caldwell, Robert A comparative grammar of the Dravu
dian, or South Indian, family of languages 1856 (1875)

Calendar of the ancient records of Dublin v.d. (1889- )

Calendar of the Carew manuscripts, preserved in the A rchi-
episcopal library at Lambeth 1515-2624 (Eng. Record
series 1867-73)

Calendar of the Charter Rolls preserved in the Public Record
Office 1226- (Eng. Record series 1903- ) ; Close Rolls
1272- (1892- ); Patent Rolls I2i6- (1891- )

Calendar of the court minutes etc. of the East India Company
1635-49 (ed. Ethel B. Sainsbury 1907-12)

Calendar of documents relating to Scotland, preserved in the
Public Record Offu^e 1108- (Scott. Record series
i88i- )

Calendar of the Inner Temple Records 2505-2714 (ed. F. A.
Inderwick 1896-1901)

Calerular of Inquisitions post mortem and other analogous
documents preserved in the Public Record Office 2235-
(Eng. Record series 1898- )

Calendar of letter-books preserved among the archives of the
Corporation of the City of London at the GuildhaU
1275- (ed. Reginald R. Sharpe 1899- )

Calendar of letters and papers, foreign and dotnestic, of the
reign of Henry VIII, preserved in the Public Record
Office, etc. 2509-43 (Eng. Record series 1862-91)

Calendar of state papers, Domestic 1547- ; Scotland 2509- ;
Ireland 1509- ; Colonial (America and W. Indies)

2574- , (East Indies) 2513- ; Foreign 2547-
(Eng., etc. Record series 1856- )

Calendar of the state papers relating to Scotland 1509-2603
(1858)

Calfhill, James An aunswereto (John Martiall's) treatise of
the crosse 2565 (Parker Soc. 1846)

Calhoun, John C. Works a 2850 {1863, 1874)
Calisto and Melibea. {A new commodye in englysh in maner

of an enterliide wherein is dyscrybyd as well the bewte
and good propertes of women as theyr vycys, printed
by John Rastell c 1525) 2520 (in Hazl. Dodsley)

Call, W. JI. W. Reverberations 2849
Callaway, Thomas A dissertation upon dislocations and

fractures of the clavicle and shoulder-joint 2846 (1849)
Callcott, John W. A musical grammar 1806
Callis, Robert His reading upon the statute of23 Hen, VIII

<^P- 5> of sewers 2622 (1647)
CalmeVs (Augustin) Dictionary of the Bible tr. 1732
Calthorp, Henry Reports of speciall cases, touching severaU

custotns arui liberties of the City of London 2655 (1670)
Calverley, Charles S. Fly leaves 2872 (1903)

Verses and translations 1862
Calvert, Frederick C. Dyeing and calico printing a 1873

(1875)
Cambridge, Richard O. Account of the war in India 2761

The Scribleriad : an heroic poem 2752
Cambridge essays 2855-58
Cambridge natural history. The 2895-2909
Camden, William Antuiles. The true and royal history of

Elizabeth, Queene of England tr. 1625-28 ; tr. by
R. N(orton) 1635 (1675)

Britannia siue florentissimorum regnorum, Anglia,
ScotuE, Hibernia: chorographica descriptio 1586 ; tr. by
P. Holland 2610

Camdeni et illustrium virorum ad eum epistoUe 1585-
1629 (1691)

Retnaines of a greater worke concerning Britaine 1605
(1614, 1623, 1629, 1637)

Camden miscellany. The, v.d. (1847-1910)
Camden Society, Publications of the 1838-
Cameron, Lucy L. Pink tippet 2824
Campaigns ofxyg3-g4 2796
Campbell, Alexander A journey frotn Edinburgh through

parts of North Britain 1802
Campbell, Archibald Lexiphanes ; a dialogue imitatedfrom

Lucian 1767 (i774)

Campbell, Archibald J. Nests and eggs of Australian birds

190X
Campbell, David Observations on the typhus fever 1785
Campbell, Dugald A practical text-book ofinorganic chemis-

try 1849
Campbell, E. S. N. A dictionary of the military science 1830
Campbell, Frances Dearlove: the history of her summer's

makebelieve 1906
Campbell, George The four Gospels, translated from the

Greek, with preliminary dissertations arui notes 2789
The philosophy of rhetoric 1776

Campbell, Sir George White arid black : outcome of visit to

U. S. 1879
Campbell, Hugh Love-letters of Mary Queen of Scots 1824
Campbell, J. Duncan Thefisheries of China 1883 (Fisheries

exhibition literature)

Campbell, Sir James Memoirs, written by himself 1832
Campbell, James Balmerino and its Abbey 1867
Campbell, John A political survey of Great Britain 2774
Campbell, John Travels in South Africa 1815-22

Campbell, John, ist Baron Lives of the Lord Chancellors

and Keepers of the Great Seal 2845-47 (1856-57)

Life, consisting of a sdection from his autobiography,

diary, and letters. Edited by his daughter, the Hotu
Mrs. Hardcastle (1881)

Campbell, John F. Frost and fire, natural engines, etc, 1865

Popular tales of the West Highlands 1860-62

Campbell, Lewis and Garnett, William The life ofJames
Clerk Maxwell : with a selectionfrom his correspondence

arui occasional writings, and a sketch of his contributions

to science 2882
Campbell, Thomas A philosophical survey of the south of

Ireland (anon.) 2777 (1778)

Strictures on the ecclesiastical and literary history of

Ireland 2789
Campbell, Thomas Poetical works a 2844 (i860, 1907)

The battle of the Baltic 1804-05
The exile of Erin 2800
Gertrude of Wyoming 1809
Hohenlinden 1802
The pilgrim of Glencoe 2842
The pleasures of hope 1799
The power of Russia 2831
RetUlura 1824
Theodric 1824

Campbell, Walter F. Life in Normandy 1848 (1863)
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Campden wonder : see Overbun- Sir T
'^""'°Ci^^„"^787A?Srr4r'''^''^'''^Ho,i„s.ed.

Candtd remarks on the stage bill 1785
'

Candler, Edmuijd r*« unveUing 6f Lhasa 100cCane, John V. Fiat lux 1661
'^

Canne JoHN^ necessitie of separation from the Church of

f<lt'('5^«r°°""'
*^ '^^ -o-cJformlupH'^^^p^s

Cann,ng,Jeorge (the elder) ^ ,«*rW,o, »/^n/i-i«„«„
Canning, George (son of the above)

Speeches a 1827 (1828)
See also Anti-Jacobin ; Microcosm

Cant, Andrew A sermon preached after the renovation of the

at%ra7gL?^^,rX"'''''''^''f''-^orlTsfp;fr
Canterhunan's selfKonviction 16^0: see Baillie R

Canting dictionary, A new 1725. See also E., B
Cape of Good Hope in rSjs, State of 182,
Capel,^R,c„akd Tentations: thei/nature, danger, ere 1633

'^^i^io^:u% t^,t" '" *" """"" "«""' °f

TrSjJ^ ^'"("^"i
republished (with) notes, criticaland explanatory, and various readings 1760-68

TiK, /aA/« elucidating the sounds of letters nsaCapern, Ldward Baitai! and songs 1858
Poems 1856 ^

'^"'"'^sS'es-'iTsS)^*'
'*""*^ "-^ ^"«'*'^ '460 (Rous

r*« ;i/e of St. Katharine of Alexandria c 1440 (E.E.T.S.

See ^so Bridget
Captain VriderwU

: see NewcasUe, jst Duke of
Captive of VaUnce, The 1804
Caracc«^,,^„arles The life of Robert lord Clive, baron

Cardwell Edward Documentary annals of the reformed

t^l^r^f £'>«'j'"i; being a colUction of injuLtions,
''g:'^rat>o,is, orders, etc. from IS46 to Ai6{i8ig)Carew Bampfylde Moore The life and adventures ofiyLAn Apology for the life of, 1740 (,76?) ' *

See also Price, Thomas •"

Carew,LadvEuz. ThetragedicofMariam.thefairequeene

Carew Richard EpisOe on the excellency of the English
tongue ? I59S-96 (1602; in G. G. Skith, Eliz. Crit
tss. 1904)

Eslienne's World of wonders tr. 1607
A herrings tayle 1598
HuarU-s Examination of men's wits tr. 1594 (1616)The survey of ComwaU 1602

oy-(v*u.u;

Tasso's Godfrey of BuUoigne tT. i^aA tiiit)

kS !«*' '^'''"'" ^"'^"•'""'- ^ "«?«« "t White-

Poems a 1639 (1640, 1651, 1824)
Camv, George C Every man his own stock-broker; or, a

compute guuU to the public funds zizo

'^*L*^E^4 Ser'^J)'^ "" '''' «^ °^P--'=
"'

Chrononhotonthohgos: the most tragical tragedy that ever
wastragediz d by any company of tragedians 1734Hanging and marriage; or, the dead-man's wedding 1722Carev, Patrick : see Cary, Patrick

Carey Sir Robert Earl of Monkouth Memoirs, written
by himself a t63g (tysg)

,
wr~«.™

Carey, Rosa N. Passage perilous tgoi
Vncle Max 1887

C«RLEi.L, LoDowicK The deserving favourite 1620
Carles, William R. Life in Corea i888
Casleton, Sir Dudley Uttersfrom and to Sir D. C. during

his embassy m Hollarui 1616-20 (1757)Carleton, Bp. George Jurisdiction regall,episcopaU,papall

Carleton, William Fardorougha the miser j8?o
Traits and stories of the Irish peasantry iSi^:,, IiSa%\

Carlile, Christopher A discourse, wherein & plaMy
f^°!f",\\""' P"" """ "n*"- 'J' Rome (by R. T. i eC. Carlile) 157a ' •,*.c.

Carlile, James Fortune-hunters 1689
Carlisle, G.WF. Howard, tth Earl of Diary inTurkish and Greek waters 1854

^
Carfo^ Cr««, of ^juaii/y realised; a poem 1793 (1817)Carlton, RobertJVn^. purchase/or s^elanda halfyears in the Far West 1843

-^

Carlyle, Alexander Autobiography a iSos (i860)
Carlyle, Jane Welsh £ar;y Utters 18. . (1889)

LWferi and monorin/s a 1866 (1881)
Carlyle, John A. Z)a«fc's /„/„to ,r. jg-g
Carlyle, Thomas (forAs v.d. (1872)

''"j's^)"^
"'""'"'''""' '""y^ v.d. (1839, 1840, 1847,

Ed. Oliver Cromwell's letters and speeches 1845Essay on chartism 1839
r/w French Pevolution 1837
German romance 1827
Goethe's Wilhelm Meister tr. 1824On Jctow hero-worship, and the heroic in history 1840
Historical sketches of persons and events in the reigns ofJames I and Charles I a 1881 (1S98)
«w/ory ofFriedrich II, called the Great lS<A-6t
Inau^ral address, Edinburgh 1866
£. /fvin^ i86« (in Remin. : see below)
Latter-day pamphlets ii%o
LetUrs 18. . (ed. C. E. Norton, 1886, i888)

13
Carlyle, Thomas {cont.)

The life of John Sterling 1851The hfe of Friedrich Schill^ 182SPast and present 1843
'

Reminiscences 1832-67 (i88i)

r/lffZ''?!'"' '^33-34 (1838, etc.)

Xl-^'o/?!; ^?- "r""''^"''"^ """^ social con-

t Weft I'Tuiresfssf
"•"'' """ ""'" ^"^'^"'^ "^

^'^"prStZ'l^^p^//.^^' ^-" P"-^"^ X884

Carolina, Description of South 1761
Caroll, William A Utter to the rev. Dr Beni Pratt tto.Carpenter, Frank De Y. Round abZtRlo'itsT

^^
Carpenter, John The plaine mans spiritZlpl^gh 1607

CarpSeT'To"^^."''^
'''"^Solom^ his so£TZl^^

l^^'''-hit,;ry'TreHgtT.zT' '^^ ''' """'"" "^ ""

''"''''Sedfj-I^lT.e^,'''^^'^'-''- - "' P'-"" "f "

Geography delineated forth in two bookes 162c (i6<!";)Carpenter, RiilipP. Lectureson molluscu; ^'shel-fiWandtheir allies i860 (in Rep. Smithsonian Inst
1 ""

"'""'

Carpenter, Richard Christ's larumbcll of love resounded

The conscionabU christian 1623A pastorall charge 1616
The soules sentinel 1612

Carpenter^ Richard Astrology proved harmless, usefull.

Experience, historic, and divinitie 1642

r .vpI^.S" * S?
"""''' ""^ P"'e>'«'iical Jesuit neu-leven'd 1660Carpenter William B. Animal physiology .848Manual of physiology iSsi

sj' 'o^o

The microscope and its revelations 1856
Principles of general and comparative pkysioloev 1830Principles of human physiology 1844

^"^"""^ "39
Principles of mental physiology 1874
VegetabU physiology 1858
Zoology 1847

^*''?^'L«,'"-,'-
B7"'/«'."'« « ^«..*.>.s 1894 (1895)

r„.^, P / •'?"'"". lubricants and glycerine l88sCarpentry and joinery for amateurs 187!
^

Carr Mrs. Comyns The arm of the Lord 1899Cottage folk 1897
'*

Margaret Maliphant 1889

l^-'lJo"?
'^'''^'""» ^*''^*«- °r a tour through Scot-

C^KR. L'SLE Judith Gwynne 1874

Carr, William The dialect of Craven, in the West-Riding ofthe County of York (anon.) 1824, 1828
^

Carrick, John D. The Laird of Logan 1835Carrington, Noel T. Dartmoir 1826

''""°^cn^r«';r'^65^-
"'^'^''^ ""'"'' '^""""" "

Tte game of logic 1887
rte hunting of the snark 1876
Sylvie and Bruno 1889
Sy/Wi! and Bruno concluded 1893
TAcoKjA the looking-glass 1871

Carte, Thomas A collection of original Utters and Patersconcerning the affairs of knglind.fron^LyZ^L^
Urlll"""^

""""' "" ^'" "i Ormonde's papers V,d.

^J'neral history ofEng!andtoi6s4i7e7-;c

IMS^"'^'*'
''/« ofJames, Duke ofOnfonde, 1610SS

philosophy explam'd tr. 1739 (1742)

^« S "d
''* •'"'' "'''''"' *<^' »"KW/a«£0tts «4ys,

'tc. By M.Pennington 17.. (iSoS)
Larter, John The nail hit on the head 1644

.t A""
""'' f<""/'""'"«'s exposition ofChrists sermontn the mount 1627

r.„£*'' ?;*''' '""«?, *)' « voicefrom the throne of glory 1647Carter, .Matthew Honor redivivus ; or the analysis of honorand armory 1655 (1680)
Cartoright, Christopher Certamen religiosum i6«

Exceptions against a u-riting of Rich. BaxUrs in answer

'leTT
"""""^"'"'""^ "Pon *»s aphorismes 1JJ658

CARTOTiiGHT, James J CA<./.fe« in the history of Yorkshire:a colUctum of IcUers, papers, etc., with notes 1*72Cartwright, John Tfe preachers travels: wherein is setdowne a true loumall to the East Indies 1611
CART^VRIGHT, luLiA^/arf^,,,^; ^ life of Henrietta, daughter

of Charles I, Duchess of Orleans iSge

""ss"'
^"lobiography of a backwoods preacher

Cartwright, Thomas A confutation of the Rhemists trans-

ai6o' (6%)'
""""'"''ons on the New Testament

A Replye loan Answere made of M. Doctor Whitegifl

Cartwright, William Comedies, tragi-comedies, with otherpoems a 1643 (1651)
The lady-errant 1641
Tlu ordinary c 1634 (1651; in H^zl. Dodslev)
I he royal slave 1639

Carver Jonathan Travels through the interior parts ofNorth America in iy66, etc. 1778A treatise on the culture of the tobacco plant 1770Carwithen, John B S. History of the Church Jf^England
1829-33 (1849)

Cary Alice Ballads, lyrics and hymns 1865 (1876)
Pictures of country life iSs9 (1876)

Cary, G. A physician's phylactic, against a lawyer's venejic

CAXTON

^"""h^r^T'LtZ'^'^""'
^'-'* «^- '«^4

''""'
"^omTa S^^ZTJ "" •'•^''"'*"""'' 'f "" C;,„r.A „/

^''''^'
I^J'"'"'.''''r''''J''""'' "'•' 'riolels. Written in

Ca»v "i'i'^""
'ojrs. Tomkin's commands 165"W-o)Cary, Robert Pala,oloeia chronica; or a chrmohlicalaccount of ancient time 1677

c/ironological

The „Sur"e il "P"''''-^ "f" "•' took of Job i644-<6

1643
"''""""^' ^'°"'""' ='<: ofasicred covenant

The ortgtnall cause of tanporall eiils 164s
r.../

\"''^'^t.concerning entlmsiasme 1655

'^'^se of the kingdom stated 16A7

l"'zy ZTfZ*u '" '?"«''""' '""'^'- " ^'*«*M"" ^ '680

1889
^f''"""^ trigonometry, geodesy, and astronomy

Casmey W H Notes on the ventilation of textile factories

Castai^fnrfH" ^ffV^f Dyers and colourists) . 1890Caspars (JL) Handbook of the practice offorensic medicine
r„ ,

• "y.G- ». Balfouri86l-6s (NewSvd Soc 1Casquet^onit^oHire, The; edited U ChaTesGibbJn v.d.

Cassan.^Stephen H. Lives of the bishops of Bath and Wells

Cassell's Book of birds 1869-71 • see ronps T p
Cassell's Dictioiiary of c^Uy^ii^ •""^' ^- ^•

CasseWs Encyclopadic dictionary: 1879-88-— Supplementary volume 1902
Cassell s Natural history 1871-82
Cassell's Technical educator 1877-82
tAssELS VValter R. Supernatural religion (anon 1 iStj-t'jCastel offl^e.Bish^ Crosseteste's ciU^^nX^ilW^gl

^"''S'- Soc. 1864; Vernon MS., E.E.TS 1802ICaswall^ Edward The masque of Mary, a,,doZ'poems
Cat, Life and adventures of a 1760
Catalogue of ancUnt deeds in the Public Record Office v.d.

(1090-1915) *

^""•'"e'J'f'^'^P^i?! loan collection of scientific apparatus
at the South Kensington Museum 1876

Catcott, Alexander^ ^ treatise on the deluge and structure

^^""'7^
ttf«„P "Vfl '•'""'y "f ^"o""', Florida,

r- ,. .ff.'".'^"'"'""' Islands 1731-48 (1754)Catholic dictionary 1884 : see Addis, W E
LatholK 'ractaUs of the sixUenth century 1573-1600 (S.T.S.

*^'"*°'t^EXs''X)
"" ^"l''''"'^'"''' '^ordbook CI483

Cailin GEORci lllustraticms of the manners, customs, and
r,

condilwn of the North American Indians 1841 (1844)Catlow, Agnes Popular conchology 1843Cato Major c 1375 (in Angha VII)
Cato s Morals c 1400 (in Cursor M. App. IV)
Caulfeild, J. M. Seamanship notes 1886
Caulfeild, Sophia F. A. and Saward, Blanche C. The

dictionary of needlework iii2
Caunter, Hobaet Oriental annual 1834
Causes of the decay of Christian piety. By the author of Thewhole duty of man 1667
Caussin's (N) Angel ofpeace to all Christian princes (r. 1650.See also Hawkins, Sir T.

'

Caustic, Christopher': see Fessenden T G
Cautions and advices to officers in the army ; by'an old officer

ctll^r'^T
^"""^ ifemoirsofthe wars of the Cevennes 1726Cavallo, Tiberius A compleU treatise ofeUctricity in theoryana practice 1777

^

Cavalry, Instructions and regulations for 1796-90 (1S11)Cavalry tactics
: by a cavalry officer 1897

Cave, Alfred The inspiration of the Old Testament induc-
tively considered 18S8

The scriptural doctrine of sacrifice 1877
Cave, W illiam A dissertation concerning the government ofthe ancient church by bishops, metropolitans and patri-

archs 1683
EccUsiastici; or a history of the most eminent Fathers ofthe Church m the fourth century 1682
Primitive Christianity 1672

'Cavendish' (H. Jones) The principles of tchist 1862 (1870,

and Bennett, Joseph Billiards 1872
Cavendish, George Works a 1562 (1S25)

TheUfe of Cardinal Wolsey a 1562 (1823 ; Kelmscott

Cavendish, William, Duke of Newcastle The counlrv
captaine; a comocdye 1649

A new method and extraordinary invention, to dress
horses, etc 1667

The varietie; a comoedy 1649
Cawdrey, Daniel Humilitie, the saints liverie 1624

Three sermons 1641
Cawdrey, Robert A tabU alphabeticall of English wordes

1604 (1613)
Cawthorn, James Abelard and Heloise 1746

The perjured lovers 1736
Poems a 1761 (1790, 1810)
A sermon preach'd before the burgesses of Westminster

'745
Cawton, Thomas The life and death of T. C. with sa<erall of

his speeches and letters while in exile. To which is an-
nexed a sermon preached by him not long after the
beheading of his Majesty a 1659 (1662)

CAXTON William The subtyl hisloryes and fables of Esope,
of Auyan, Alfonse, and Poge tr. 1484 (1889)

The arU and crafte to knowe well to dye tr. 1400
Blanchardyn and Eglantine tr. 1489 (E.E.T.S. 1890)
J he book ofcurUsye 1477-78 (E.E.T.S. 1668, -82)
Caton tr. 1483
The lyf of Charles the Crete tr. 1485 (E.E.T.S. 1881)



CAXTON 14 CHUXINGWORTH
Caxton, Williau (corU.)

The game and playe of the ckesse 1474 ( 1883)
The cronicUs of enghnd 1480 (1482, 1320)

The Curial tnade by maystrc Alain Charretier tr. 1484
(E.E.T.S. 1S88)

ZHalogues in French and English C1483 (E.E.T.S.

1900)
The discripcion of Britayne 1480
Tktboheyf{=» of) Eneydos tr. 1490 (E.E.T.S. 1890)

The book offayttes of armes and of chyualrye tr. 1489
The foure sonnes of Aymon tr. c 1489 {E.E.T.S. 1884)

Geoffroi de la Tour I'Andri (the knyght of the toure) tr.

1483
Gcdeffroy of Bohyne tr. 1481 (E.E.T.S, 1893)
The golden legende tr. 1483
The historie of Jason tr. c 1477 (E.E.T.S. 1913)
The mirrour of the world tr. 1481 (E.E.T.S. 1913)
The booh of the ordre of ckyitalry tr. 1484
Six boohes of Metamorphoses of Ovyde tr. 1480 (Roxb;
a. 1819)

Thystorye of the knyght Parys and the fayr Vyenne tr.

Z485 (1868)
The recuyell of the kistoryes of Troye tr. 1471 (Sonuner

1894)
The historye ofreynart thefoxe tr. 1481 (Percy Soc. 1844

;

Arber 1880)
The ryall book tr. Z484
Vitas patrum tr. 1491 (W. de Worde 1495)
The lyf of saynt Wenefryde tr. 1485
See also Botoner, W. ; Rivers, Earl ; Tiptoft, J.

Cayley, Arthur The collected mathematical papers a 189S
(1889-98)

Cayley, George J. Las Alforjas 1853
Cecil, Richard Works a tZio {iZii)
Cecil, Robert, Eare, of Salisbury The secret correspon-

dence of Sir R. C. with James VI, King of Scotland
aitiz (1766)

Cecil, William, Baron Burghley The execution ofiustice
in England for tnaintenaunce of publique and christian

peace, against certetne stirrers of sedition, without any
persecution ofthemfor questions of religion 1583 (1675)

Cdestina 1631 : see Mabbe, James
Cely papers: selections from the correspondence and memo-

randa of the Cely Family, Merchants of the Staple
1475-88 (Camden Soc. 1900)

Censor, The 1803 (Vol. I)

Census of England and Wales, 1881. Instructions to the clerks

employed in classifying the occupations and ages of the

people 1881 (1885)
Census of Great Britain in 1851 1851
Centlivre, Susanna Works aiyzz {1760-62, 1872)

The basset-table 1706
A bold stroke for a wife IJVJ
The busie body 1708
Love at a veniure 1706
Lovers contrivance 1703
The perjur'd husband 1700

Century dictionary, The. An encyclopedic lexicon of the
English language. Prepared under the superintendence
of W. D. Whitney 1889-91

Supplement 1909
Century illustrated monthly magazine, The 1881-
Chadwick, William Life and times of De Foe 1859
Chafin, William Anecdotes respecting Cranboum Chase,

with a very concise account of it 1818
Chalkhill, John Thealma and CUarchus, a pastoral history

CZ600 {1683)
Chalkley, Thomas Works aiy^i (1751)
Challenger. Report of the scientific results of the voyage of

H.M.S. Challenger 1873-76, Zoology vol. XXV 1888
Challice, Annie Emma Heroes, philosophers, and courtiers

of the time of Louis XVI (anon.) 1863
ChaIxoner, Richard The Catholick Christian instructed in

the sacraments, etc. 1737 (1753)
Memoirs of missionary priests and of other Catholics that

have suffered death in England from 1577-1684
1741-42

Chalmers, Alexander Ed. The works of the English poets
from Chaucer to Camper 1810

Chalmers, George An apologyfor the believers in the Shake-
speare papers which were exhibited in Norfolk Street,

Lorulon 1797
Caledonia 2807-24
An estimate of the comparative strength of Great Britain

1782
An historical view of the domestic economy of Great

Britain and Ireland 1812
The life of Mary queen of Scots 1818

Chalmers, Thomas H'ofAs a 1847 (1849)
The evidence and authority of the Christian revelation

Z814
Natural theology 1835
On political economy in connection with the moral state

and moral prospects of society 2832
On the power, wisdom, and goodness of God as manifested

in the adaptation of external nature to the moral and
intellectual constitution of man (Bridgewater treatise)

A series of discourses on the Christian revelation, viewed
in connection with modern astronomy 2817

Sernums preached at S. John's Church, Glasgow 2823
Memoirs of the life and writings of, by William Hanna

(1849-52)
Chaloner, Edward Six sermons a 1625 (1629)
Chaloner, Sir Thomas (the elder) The praise of folie.

{Erasmi) Morics encomium tr. 2549
St. Chrysostom's Homilie tr. 1544

Chaloner, Sir Thomas {the younger) A shorte discourse of
the most rare vertue of nitre 1584

Chamber, John A treatise against judicial astrologie 2601
Chamberlain, Mrs. A glossary of West Worcestershire words

1882 (E.D.S.)
Cramberlayne, Edward Anglia notitia: or the present

state of England 2667 ( -1707)
Chamberlaynb, John Magna Britannia notitia: or the

present state of Great Britain 2708 ( -1748)
The art of making tea, coffee, and chocolate 2685
The religious philosopher 2728
See also Natural history of coffee

Chamberlayne, William Pharonnida ; a heroickpoem 1659
(also Caroline poets, ed. Saintsbury 2905)

Chambers, Ephraim Cyclopcedia ; or, an universal dictionary

of arts and sciences 2728 (1738, 1741. i75i)

Supplement 1753
Le Clercs {Sebastiari) Treatise of architecture tr. 2723-24

Chambers, George F. Descriptive astronomy 1867 {1876)
Chambers, John D. Divine worship in England in the 13th

and 14th centuries, contrasted with, and adapted to, that

in the igth 2877
Chambers, Robert The book of days 1863-64 (1868)

Essays familiar and humorous 1866
Popular humourous poems of Scotland 1862
Popular rhymes of Scotland 1826 (1870)
The Scottish ballads 2829
The Scottish songs 1829
The traditions of Edinburgh 1825
Vestiges of tlie natural history of creation 1844 (1845)

Chambers, William A tour in Holland in 1838 2839
Wintering at Mentone 1870

Chambers's Cyclopedia of English literature 2844 (1876)
Chambers's Edinburgh journed 2832-54
Chambers's Encyclopa:dia 2860-68
Chambers's Infortnation for the people 1851-60
Chambers's Journal of popular literature 1854-
Chamier, Frederick My travels: an unsentimental journey

through France, etc. 1855
Champny, Anthony A treatise of the vocation of bishops and

other ecclesiasticall ministers 2616
Chancellor's preparation for a trial 1689 (in Harl. Misc.)

Chandler, John Van Helmont's Oriatrike, or, physick re-

fined tr. 1662
Chandler, Richard Travels in Asia Minor 1775

Travels in Greece lyj^
Chandler, Samuel A critical history of the life ofDavid ty66

Litnborch's [P. van) History of the Inquisition tr. 2732
Tlie history of persecution 2736
Sermons a 1766 {1768)
A vindication of the Christian religion 1725

Chandlery, Peter J. Pilgrim-walks in Rome 1903 (1908)

Channing, Edward Town and county government in the

English colonies of North America 2884
Chapel Royal, The old cheque-book, or book of remembrance, of

the 2562-2744 (Camden Soc. 1872)
Chapman, George Al fooles, a comedy 2605

The blinde begger of Alexandria 2598
Bussy D'Ambois : a tragedie 1607
CcEsar and Pompey ; a Roman tragedy, declaring their

warres 2632
Comedies and tragedies a 2634 (1873)
The conspiracie, and tragedie of Charles Duke of Byron

2608
The gentleman usher 2606
The Georgicks of Hesiod tr. 2628
The whole works of Homer in his Iliads and Odysses tr.

2626; Batrachomyomachia ? 2624; Hymns i6i(f'. Seven
hookes of the Iliades 2598 ; The Iliads of Homer 262 2

;

Odyssey 2625
Juvenal's fifth satire tr. 2629 (1858)
May-Day. A wittie comedie 2611
Monsieur d'Olive: a comedie 2606
The divine poem of Musaeus tr. 2626 (1858)
Ouids banquet of sence 1595
A pleasant comedy entituled: An humerous dayes myrth

1599
The revenge of Bussy d'Ambois 2623
The tragedie of Alphonsus 4x1634
The widdowes teares, a comedie 2612
, etc. Eastward Hoe 1605

Chapone, Hester Letters on the improvement qf the mind
2773 (1774)

Chappell, William Popular music of the olden time 1855-59
Character of a coffee-house, with the symptomes of a town-wit

2673
Character of Italy, by an English chyrurgion 1660
Character of a quack-astrologer 2673
Charant's [A ntoine) Letter in answer to divers curious questions

concerning the religion, manners, and customs, of the

countrys of Muley Arxid, King of Tafileita tr. 2672
Chardin's {Sir John) Travels into Persia and the East Indies

tr. 2686
The coronation of the present King ofPersia, Solyman the

Third tr. 2686
Charles I Works a 2649 {1662)

A large declaration concerning the late tumults in Scotland

^*539

Charles II. Moneys received and paid for secret services of
Charles II and James II 1679-88 (Camden Soc. 1851)

Secret history of the reigns of Charles II and James II

2690
Charles IPs Escape frotn Worcester 2660
Charles, Duke of Orleans : see Orleans
Charles Auchester 2853 ' see Sheppard, Eliz. S.

Charleson, John M. M. Eain Macarthon 2901
Charleton, Walter Chorea gigantum; or the most famous

antiquity of Great Britain, vulgarly called Stone-heng,

restored to the Danes 2663
The darknes of atheism dispelled by the light of nature

1652
The Ephesian matron 1659
The Ephesian and Cimmerian matrons; two notable

examples of the power of love and wit 2668
Onomasticon zoicon 1668
A ternary of paradoxes tr. (from J. B. van Helmont)

2650
Charlton, Mary The wife and the mistress 1803
Charnock, Richard S. A glossary of the Essex dialect 2880
Charnock, Stephen Works ai68o (1683-84, 1864-65)

Several discourses of the existence and attributes of God
a 2680 {1682, 1834)

Charters of the Abbey of Crosraguel v.d. (1886)
Charters of the Royal Burgh of Stirling 1224-2705 (2884)

See also Edinburgh ; Peebles
Chastysing of goddes chyldern. The prouffytahle boke for

mannes soule called The, c 1492 (W. de Worde)
Chatham, William Pitt, Earl of Letters to his nephew,

Thomas Pitt aiyyS (1804). See also Ahnon, J.
Chatterton, Thomas Poetical works aiyyo (1842)

Poems supposed to have been written at Bristol by Tho.
Rouiley and others in the XVth century aiyyo {ed.

T. Tyrwhitt 1777)
Chatto,William A. A treatise on wood engraving 1839 {1&61)

On origin etc. of playing cards 2848

Chaucer, Geoffrey Collected works v.d. (Thynne 2532,
-42,-50; Stowe 1561; Speght 1598, 1602; Urry 2721)

Complete Works v.d. (Skeat 1894)
Minor poems v.d. (Parallel-text edition, Chaucer Soc)
An A. B. C. C2366
Anelida and Arcite ci^J^
Astrolabe, A treatise on the C2391 (E.E.T.S,, Chaucer

Soc. 1872)
Boethius De consclatione philosophia C2374 (E.E.T.S.

1868; Chaucer Soc. 1886)
The book of the duckesse ( = Dethe of Blaunche)
Canterbury Tales (quoted by the title of the tale) C2386

(Six-text print, Chaucer Soc. ; Hail. MS. 7334,
Chaucer Soc; also Tyrwhitt 1775-78)

The complcynt of Mars c 2374
The cotnpleynte unto pile c 1368
The cotnpleint to his empty purse CZ399
The compleynt of Venus c 1392
The dethe of Blaunche c 1369
The former age c 1374
Fortune c 1398
Gentilesse C1393
The hous offame C2384
Lak of stedfastnesse C1397
The legend of good women c 2385
Lenvoy to Bukton { = Mariage)
Lenvoy to Scogan c 2393
Mariage, The counseil of Chaucer touching c 2393
The parlement offoules C2382
The romaunt of the rose (W, 1-1705) 02366
Troilus and Criseyde c 2374 {Parallel-text print, Chaucer
Soc)

Truth c 2390
Words unto Adam, his owne scriveyn C1374

Chaucer Society, Publications of the 1868-
Chaucer's Dreme a 1500 (Speght 1598)
Chauncy, Isaac An enquiry whether the gospel be a new law

1693
Neonomianism unmasked: or, the ancient gospel pleaded,

against the other, called a new law or gospel 2692
A rejoinder to Williatns' Reply to Neonomianism un-

maskt 2693
Cheever, George B. Wanderings ofa pilgrim in the shadow

of Mont Blanc 1845
Cheever, H. T. : see Scoresby, W.
Cheke, Sir John The hurt of sedicion howe greuous it is to

a communewelth 2549
The New Testament in Englishe c 2550
A remedy for sedition 1536

Cheney, John: see Cheyney, John
Chequered career, A : 15 years in Australia andNew Zealand

1881
Cherubini's (M. L.) Treatise on counterpoint and fugue tr.

i8S4
Cheselden, William The anatomy of the human body 2713

(1726)
Cheshire glossary 1886 : see Holland, R.
Cheshire (south) glossary 1887 : see Darlington, T.

Cheslev, Henry Tlie customes of Yardley Hastings 2609
(1881)

Chester, Bishop of Charge 2692 : see Stratford, N.
Chester, Robert Loues martyr: or, Rosalins complaint

1602 (New Shaks. Soc 2878)
Chester mysteries c 2430 {Roxb. Cl. r8i8)

Chester Whitsun plays ? a 1500 (Shaks. Soc. 1843,-47;
E.E.T.S. 1893)

Chesterfield, P. D. Stanhope, 4th Earl of MisceUa-
neous works v.d. {1777-78)

Advice to his son on men and manners 1775 (2778)
Letters to his son 1737-68 {1774)

Chesters triumph in honor of her prince 2620 (Cbetfaam Soc.

1844)
Chesterton, Gilbert K, Heretics 2905
Chestre, Thomas Launfal C1400 (in Ritson, Metrical

romances I. 1802)
Chetham, James The angler's vade-mecum 1682 {1689)

Chetham Society, Publications of the 1844-
Chettle, Henry Englandes tnouming garment 1603

Kind harts dreame 1592 (Percy Soc. 1841)

The tragedy of Hoffnuin 1602 (1631)
and Day, John The blind beggar of Bethrud Green 2600

(1902)
See also Dekker, T.; Munday, A.

Chetwood, William R, The voyages and adventures of
Captain Robert Boyle 1726 {i735)

The voyages, dangerous adventures and imminent escapes

of Captain R. Falconer 1720 (1724)

The voyages, travels, and adventures of W* O. G. Vaughan
1736

Cheuelere Assigne c 1430 (Roxb. Cl. 1820 ; E.E.T.S. 2868)

Chevy chase c 2465 (Ctuld, Ballads 1889)

Cheyne, George The English malady; or a treatise of

nervous diseases of all kinds 1733
An essay on regimen 1740
A new theory offevers 1702
Philosophical principles of natural religion 1705
Philosophical principles of religion, natural and revealed

1715
Cheynell, Francis Divers letters to Dr. Jasp. Mayne cotf

ceming false prophets 2647
Cheyney, John A vindication of oaths and swearing 1679
Chichevache & Bycorne: see Lydgate, John
Chilcot, William Practical treatise concerning evil thoughts

2698 (1851)

Child. Here begynneth a lytell treatyse called the wyse chylde

ojthre yere old ? 2520 (W. de Worde)
Child, Francis J. Ed. English and Scottish ballads 1857

Ed. The English atui Scottish popular ballads 2882-98

Child, Sir Josiah A new discourse of trade 2690 (1698)

Child, Lydia M. Ronuifwe of the Republic 2867
Child-nuirriages, divorces, and ratifications etc in the diocese

of Chester, etc 1558-1600 (E.E.T.S. 1897)

Childe of Bristowe c 2480 (in Hazlitt, Early popular poetrj'

1864)
Children, John G. An essay on chemical analysis 1819

Children of Thespis 2792
Childrey, Joshua Britannia Baconica; or the natural

rarities of England, Scotland, and Wales 1662

Chillingworth, William Works ai644 (1704, i74^t 183S)

The apostolicall institution of episcopacy 1644
Nine sermons on occasiorud subjects a X644 (1664)



CHIUJNGWORTH
Chilungworth, William (cont.)

The religion of Protestants a safe way to salvation 1638
Chiluead, Edmund Ferrand's (Jacques) "Efnarotiavia, or

a treatise discoursing of the essence, causes, and cure of
love, or erotique melancholy tr. 1640

Leon Modena's History of the rites, cuslomes and manner
of life of the present Jews tr. 1650 -.

Chilmead, John Hues*(R.) Learned treatise of globes tr. 1638
(Hakluyt Soc. 1889)

Chilton-Young, Francis Every man his own mechanic
(anon.) i88z

Chinese letters 1741 : see D'Argens, Marquis
Chipman, Nathaniel Vermont Supreme Court reports 1789-

91 (1871)
Chirche of the euyU men and women 1523 (W. de Worde)
Chisenhale, Edward CathoUke history 1653
Choate, Rufus Addresses and orations a 1859 (1878)
Choice, chance and change 1606 (Grosart 1881)
Choice drollery; songs and sonnets 1656
Chope, Richard P. The dialect of Hartland, Devonshire 1891

(E.D.S.)
Some oldfarm implements 1919 (From Trans. Devonsh.

Assoc, for Adv. Science, Lit. and Art, 1918)
Chorley, Henry F. Memorials of Mrs. Hemans 1836
Christ exalted, and Dr. Crisp vindicated 1698
Christian prayers, A booke of 1578 : see Day, R.
Christian religion's appeal 1675 : see Smith, John
Christie, Ella R. : see 'Home, Julian*
Christis Kirke of the Greene a 1550 (Bannatyne MS., repr.

Hunterian Club, p. 282- ). See also Ramsay, A.
Christison, Sir Robert Autobiography 1885
Chrodegang. Rule of a 1000 (E.E.T.S. 1916)
Chronicle of Calais, in the reigns of Henry VII and VIII to

the year 1540 15. . (Camden Soc. 1846)
Chronicle of England c 1325 (in Ritson, Metr. rora. II. 1802)
Chronicle of the Grey Friars of London 1556 (Camden Soc.

1852)
Chronicle of London from io8g to 1483 c 1483 ( 1827)

See also Kingsford, C. L.
Chronicle of the rdiellion in Lincolnshire Z470 (Camden Soc.

1847)
Chronicle (English) of the reigns of Richard II, Henry IV, V,

and VI C1465 (Camden Soc. 1856)
Chronicles, Three fifteenth-century 14. , (Camden Soc. 1880)
Chronicles of the White Rose of York, The v.d. (1845)
Chronicon Vilodunense, sive de vita et miracttlis Sancta Editha

Regis Edgarifilite c 1420 (1830; Horstmann 1883)
Chubb, John On the construction of locks and keys 1850
Church, Arthur H. Food grains of India 1886

Precious stones 1883
Church, Benjamin History of King Philip's war 1716

(1865-67)
Church, Richard \V. Bacon 1884

Pascal, and other sermons 1895
Spenser 1879

Chtjrch, William C. TJte life of John Ericsson 1890
Church and court of Rome 1674 : see Difference
Church and the world. The 1866
Church of yvell men : see Chirche
Church Times, The 1869-
Churchill, Charles Poems a 1764 (1763,-4,-5,-9)

The apology 1761
The ghost 1762
Night 1761
The Rosciad 176

1

Churchill, John Collection of voyages and Iravds (1704)
Church-lands not to be sold 1648
Churchwardens' Account book of St. GUes, Reading 15. . (ed.

W. L. Nash. Privately printed)

Church-wardens* accounts of Croscombe, Pilton, Yatton,

TintinhuU, Morebath, and St. Michael's^ Bath 1349-
1560 (Somerset Rec. Soc. 1890)

Churchwardens' accounts of S. Edmundand S. Thomas, Sarum
1443-1702 (Wilts. Rec. Soc. 1896)

Churchwardens' accounts of the town ofLudlow in Shropshire

1540-1600; asxd of St. Michad, Comhill 1457-1563
(Camden Soc. 1869)

Churchwarderis' accounts of St. Mary*s, Reading 1550-1662

(1893)
, . , .

Churchwardens' accounts of Ptttington and other parishes m
the diocese of Durham 1580-1700 (Surtees Soc. 1888)

Churchwardens' accounts of various parishes (quoted by the

title of the parish) 14. .-16. . (in J. Nichols, Illustr.

Manners Ant. Times Eng. 1797)
Churchyard, Thomas The firste parte of Churchyardes

chippes 1575(1817)
A generaU rehearsall of warres 1579
A sad and solcmnefunerall of sir F. Knowles 1596 (1815)

Good will. Verses m the nature ofan epitaph, for theAbp,

of Canterbury 1604 (1815)

The worthines of Wales 1587 (1876)
Churtok, Ralph Eight sermons on the prophecies respecting

the destruction of Jerusalem 1785
The life of A . Nowell, Dean of St. Paul's 1809
Lives of W. Smyth, Bishop of Lincoln, atui Sir R. Sutton,

founders of Brasen Nose College 1800
Chylde, The myse : see Child

CiBBER, Colley Dramatic works v.d. (i754» '777)
Apology for his life 1739 (1740, 1756)
The careless husband 1705
Love makes a man 1701
Love's last shift 1690
The run-juror 1718
She wou'd, and she wou'd not 1703
See also Vanbrugh, Sir J.

Cicely of Roby 1795
Cicero : Of the nature of the Gods tr, 1741
Cieza's (Peter de) Travels tr. 1709: see Stevens, John
Circle of the sciences, Orr's. A series of treatises on the prin-

ciples of science 1854-56
Circle of the sciences. The; ed. James Wylde 1862-67

Circunsision, The 14. . (in The visions of Tundale, etc. 1843)

City alarum 1645
Civil engineer and architect's journal. The 1837-
Clagett, William Sermons ai68& {1699)

Clanvowe, Sir Thomas The cuckoo and the nightingale

c 1403 (in Skeat, Chaucerian pieces 1897)

Clapham, Henoch A briefe of the Bibles historie drawne into

English poesy 1596
Errour on the left hand through a frozen security 1608

Errour on the right hand through a preposterous zeal 1608

15

Clapperton, Hugh Journal of a second expedition into the
interior of Africa 1829

Clare, John Poems descriptive of rural life and scenery 1820
The rural muse 1835
The shepherd's calendar, etc. 1827
The village minstrel, etc. 1821

Clarendon, Edward Hyde, ist Earl of A brief view and
survey of the errors to Church arui State %n Hobbes'
Leviathan a 1674 (1676)

A collection of several tracts a 1674 (1727)
The history of the rebellion and civil wars in England

1647, a 1674 (1702-04, 1888)
His life, written by himself ai6y^ (i759)

Clarendon, Henry Hyde, 2ND Earl of State letters during
the reign of K. James the second; and his Lordship's
diary for the years 1687-go 16 . . (1763)

Claridge, R. T. Every man his own doctor. The cold-water,
tepid water, and friction-cure 1849

Clark, Emily The banks of the Douro 1805
Clark, George T. Median/al military architecture in England

1884
Clark, Hugh A concise history of knighthood 1784
Clark, John W. : see WiUis, Robert
Clark, William Jan van der Hoeven's Handbook of zoology

tr. 1856-58
Clarke, C. Cowden Shakespeare-characters ; chiefly sub-

ordiruxte 1863
Clarke, Charles Observations on theintended tunnd beneath

the River Thames 1799
Clarke, Edward D. Travels in Russia 1811 (1839)
Clarke, Eliza The sword; or. Father Bertrand's History of

his own times 1791
Clarke, Hyde A new and comprehensive dictionary of the

English language 1855
Clarke, James A survey of the lakes of Cumberland, West-

moreland, arui Lancashire 1787 (1789)
Clarke, James F. Self-culture 1880
Clarke, John Dux oratorius. A twofold praxis 1633 (Ft. 11.

of Dux grammaticus)
Holy ituxnse for the censers of the saints 1634
Parcemiologia Anglo-Latina in usum scholarum concin-

nata. Or proverbs English arui Latin 1639
Clarke, John An enquiry into the cause and origin of evil

1720 (1721)
Rohault's (Jacques) System ofnatural philosophy tr. 1710

(1729)
Clarke, John An essay on the education ofyouth in grammar

schools 1720 (1740)
Clarke, Laurence A compleat history of the Holy Bible

1737 (1740)
Clarke, Mary Cowden Berlioz On modem instrumentation

and orchestrdtion tr. 1856
Clarke, Samuel A geographicall description of all the

countries in the known world 1657
The life of Tamerlane the Great 1653 (1664)
The tnarrow of ecclesiastical historie 1650
A mirrour ; or, looking-glasse both for saints and sinners

1646 (1671)
Clarke, Samuel Scripture-justification 1698

A survey of the Bible 1693
Clarke, Samuel Works a 1729 (1738)

A discourse concerning the being and attributes cf God
(Boyle lecture) 1705

A discourse concerning the connexion of the prophecies in
the Old Testament and the application of them to Christ

172s
A letter to Mr. Dodwell ; wherein all the arguments %n his

epistolary discourse against the immortality of the soul

are particularly answered 1706 (1711)
A defense of an argument 1707
A second defense 1707
A third and fourth defense 1708
The scripture doctrine of the Trinity 1712

Clarke, Stephen Horius Anglicus, or the modem English
garden 1822

Clarke, William Clarke papers. Selections from the papers

of W. C. a 1666 (Camden Soc. 1891-1901)
Clarke, William The natural history of nitre 1670
Clarke, William B. Narrative ofthe wreck ofthe 'Favourite'

1850
Clarksqn, Thomas An essay on the impolicy of the African

slave trade 1788
Memoirs of the private and public life of W. Penn 1813

Claus' (Carl) Elementary text-book of zoology tr. by A. Sedg-
wick and F. G. Heathcote 1884-85

Clavell, John A recantation of an ill led life 1628 (1634)

Clayton, Benjamin Dogs 1872
Clayton, John Reports arui pleas of assises at Yorke 1651
Clayton, Robert A journal from Grand Cairo to Mount

Sinai and back again tr. 1753
Cleanness ( = Purity) c 1325 : see Early English alliterative

poems
CLEAVZLANcf, Parker An elementary treatise on mineralogy

and geology 1816 (1822)

Cleaver, Robert A briefe explanation of the whole book of
the Prouerbs of Salomon 1615

Cleaver, William Seven sermons on select subjects a 1762
(1808)

Cleges, Sir C1410 (in Weber, Metrical romances I. 1810)

Cleghorn, George Observations on the epidemical diseases

in Minorca, from 1744 to 1749 1751
Cleland, Robert Inchbracken, the s'ory ofa Fama Clamosa

1883
Cleland, William Collection of poems a 1689 (1697)

Clemens, Samuel L. : see 'Twain, Mark*
Cleminshaw, E. Wurtz' (C. A.) Atomic theory tr. 1880
Clene maydenhod c 1370 (E.E.T.S. 1867)

Clerk, Sir John Menioirs of the life of, a 1755 (S.H.S. 1892)
Clerke, Agnes M. Familiar studies in Homer 1892

Popular history of astronomy during the igth c. 1885
Problems in astrophysics 1903

Clerke, Richard Sermons a 1634 (1637)
Clerk-Maxwell, J.: see Maxwell
Clery, Cornelius F. Minor tactics 1875 (1877)

Cleveland, John WorAs (11658 (1687)

The character of a London diurnall 1644 (1647)
TIk character of a diumall-maker 1654
Poems v.d. (1651, 1653, 1659, 1660, 1677)
The rustick rampant 1658

Cleverly, C, F. M.: see Warren, E, Prioleau

Clifford, Lucy Aunt Anne 1892

COKAmE
Clifford, Martin Notes upon Mr. Dryden's poetns 1687

A treatise of humane reason 1675
Clifford, William K. Lectures arid essays a i8jg (i8yg)

Seeing arui thinking 1879
Clington, Allen H. Frank O'Donnell: a tale of Irish life

l86x
Clinical Society of London, Transactions of the 1868-
Clinton, Sir Henry Narrative of his conduct in America

1783
Clissold, F. The ascent of Mont Blanc 1S23
Clitherow (Margaret), The life and death of. (By John Mush)

a 1617 (now first pubUshed from the original MS, and
edited by William Nicholson 1849)

'Clitus, Alex. : see Brathwait, R.
Clobery, Christopher Divine glimpses of a maiden muse

1659
Clodd, Edward Myths and dreams 1885

The story of creation 1888
Gloria and Narcissus. A delightful and new romance 1653-54
Close, Charles F. Text book of topographical and geogra-

phical surveying 1905
Close, John The satirist; or, every man in his humour iS$3
Close Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office 1227- (Eng.

Record series 1902- ). See also Calendar
Closet for ladies and gentlewotnen 1611
Cloud of witnesses for the royal prerogatives of Jesus Christ

;

being the last speeches and testitnonies of those who have
suffered for the truth in Scotland, since 1680 17 14

— Reprintedfrom the original editions, with explaruUory
and historical notes by John H. Thomson (1871)

Clough, Arthur H. Poems azZ6i. (1862, 1869)
Ambarvalia 1849
Amours de voyage 1849
Bothie of Tober-na-Vuolich 1848
Dipsychus 1849

Clubbe, John The history and antiquities of the ancient villa

of Wheaificld, in the county of Suffolk 1758
Miscellaneous tracts 17. . (1770)

Coal-trade terms of Northumberland and Durham 1851 : see

Greenwell, G. C.
Coats, James A new dictionary of heraldry 1725
CoBBE, Frances P. An essay on intuitive morals 1855-57

Thefinal cause ofwoman 1869 (in J. E. Butler, Woman's
work)

Italics: notes on Italy in 1864 1864
Life, by herself 1894
The Peak in Darien, with other inquiries touching soul

and body 1882
CoBBETT, William The English gardener 1829

History of the Protestant R^ormation in EngUmd and
Ireland 1824-27

Political register 1802-13
Rural rides 1825
A year's residence in the United States of America

1818-19
CobbeiVs Complete collection of state trials (1809-14)
See also Howell, T. B.; State trials

CoBDEN, Richard Speeches on peace, financial reform,

colonial reform, and other subjects 1849
Cobler of Caunterburie, The 1590 ; another ed., entitled The

tincker of Turvey 1630
Cochran-Patrick, Robert W. Mediaval Scotland 1892

Records of the coinage of Scotland from the earliest period

to the Union 1876
Early records relating to mining in Scotland 1878

Cock, James Simple strains: or, the hamespun lays of an
untutored muse 1806 (1810)

Cockain(e, Sir Aston : see Cokaine, Sir A.
Cockayne, T. Oswald Ed. Narratiunculae Anglice con-

scriptae a 1000 (1861)

Ed. The shrine. A collection of occasional papers on dry
subjects a 1000 (1864-70)

See also Leechdoms
Cockburn, Henry Thomas, Lord Life ofLord Jeffrey, with

a sdeciion from his correspondence 1852
Memorials of his time 1821-30 (1856)

Journal; being a continuation of the memorials 1831-54

(1874)
Cockburn, John Fifteen sermons preachd upon several

occasions 1697
A vindication of the late Bishop Burnetfrom the calumnies

and aspersions of a libel, entitled 'A specimen of some
free arid impartial remarks, etc' 1724

Cocke Lorelles bote c 1515 (Percy Soc. 1843)
Cocker, Edward English dictionary 1704

Morals; or, the muses spring-garden 1675
Tutor to arithmetic 1664

Cockeram, Henry The English dictionarie, or an interpreter

of hard English words 1623 (1626)

Cockersand Abbey of the Premonstratensian Order, The char-

tulary of v.d. (Chetham Soc. 1898-1900)
CocKiN, Francis Divine blossomes 1657
Cockman, Thomas Tully's three books of Offices in English

1699 (1706)
Cocks, Richard Diary in Japan 1615-22 (Hakluyt Soc.

1883)
Codex diplomaticus : see Kemble, John M.
CoDRiNGTON, ROBERT Curtius Rufus' (Quintus) Life and

death of Alexander the Great tr. 1661 (1670)

The history of Justine tr. 1654
Coer de Lion, Richard 13. . (in Weber, Metr. rom. II. 1810)

Coffey, Charles The devil to pay, or the wives metamor-
phos'd 173

1

Cogan, Henry The history ofDiodorus Siculiis tr. 1653
The scarlet gown ; or the history of all the present cardinals

of Rome tr. from the Italian 1653
Scudery's Ibrahim, or the illustrious Bassa tr. 1652

(1674)
The voyages and adventures of F. M. Pmto tr. 1653

Cogan, Thomas The hauen of health 1584 (1636)

Cogan, Thomas A philosophical treatise on the passions 1800

Cohen, J. Solis Diseases of the throat iSjz
CoiT, Thomas W. Puritanism 1845
Cokaine, or Cokayne, Sir Aston' Dramatic works v.d.

(1874)
Loredano's (G. F.) Dianea tr. 1654
The obstinate lady 1657
Stnall poems of divers sorts 1658
The tragedy of Ovid 1662
Trappolin crcduto Principe, or Trappolin supposed a

Prince 1658



COKAINE 16 CONSTITUTIONS
CoKAiNE, or CoKAYNE, SiR Thomas A shoft treatise of

hunting 1591 (Roib. CI. 1897)

COKZ, Sir Edward The first part of the institutes of the lawes

of England: or a commentarie vpon Littleton 1628,

PaH II, a 1634 (1643J. Parts III~IV, (1644)

Reports 1600-15
An exact abridgment in English of the eleven books

of reports of Sir Edw. Coke (1650)

Coke, John The debate betwene the heraldes of Englande and
Fraunce 1550 (1877)

Coke, Lady Mary Letters and journals 1756-74 (188^-96)
Coke, Roger A discourse of trade 1670

Justice vindicatedfrom thefalsefucus put upon it by Tho.

White etc. as also, Elements of power and subjection

1660
Coke, Zachary The art of logick 1654 (1657)
Colbaich's (John) Novum lumen chirurgicum extinctum: or,

new light of chintrgery put out. By W, \V. 1695
CoLBORNK, John With Hicks Pasha in the Soudan 1884
CoLBURN, Zerah Locomotive engineering and the mechanism

of railways 1864-82
Colbums United service magazine 1842-71
Coidingham, The correspondence, inventories, account rolls,

and law proceedings of the Priory of 13. .-14. . (Sur-

tees Soc. 1841)
Cole, Sir Henry Fifty years ofpublic work, accountedfor in

his deeds, speaJtes and writings 1884
Cole, James Of death, a true description 1629
Cole, Mellen Cy Ross 1891 '

Cole, Robert E. G. A glossary of words used in south-west
Lincolnshire 1886 (E.D.S.)

Cole, William : see Coles, William
Colebrooke, Henry T. Algebra of the Hindoos, with arith-

metic and mensuration 1817
On import of colonial corn i8i8
Miscellaneous essays a 1837 (1837)
Remarks on the husbandry and internal commerce of
Bengal 1804 (1806)

Coleman {Edward), The tryal of 1678
Coleman, John Charles Reade as I knew him 1903 (1904)
Coleman, Thomas A brotherly examination re-examined

1646
Coleman, William S. Our woodlands, heaths and hedges

1859 (1866)
Coleridge, Arthur D. Eton in the forties 1896
Coleridge, Hartley Essays and marginalia 0x849 (1851)

Poems ai849 (1851)
Worthies of Yorkshire and Lancashire 1836 (1852)

Coleridge, Henry J. The life and letters of St. Francis
Xavier 1872

Coleridge, Henry N. Introduction to the study of ike Greek
classic poets 1830 (1834)

Six months in the West Indies in 1825 1826
Coleridge, Sir John T. Memoir of J. Keble 1869
Coleridge, Samuel T. Aids to reflection in the formation of

a manly character 1825 (1848)
Ancyent marinere. The rime of the 1798
Biographia literaria or biographical sketches ofmy literary

life and opinions 1817 (Bohu)
Christabel 1797, 1800-01 (1816)
Condones ad hopidum 1795
Confessions of an inquiring spirit a 1834 (1840)
On the constitution of the church and state 1830
Death of Wallenstein 1800
Essays on his own times ; forming a second series of 'The

Friend' a 1834 {1850)
Fall of Robespierre 1794
The Friend ; a literary, moral, and political weekly Paper

X809-10; re-issued as 'a serwso/assays' 1812; new and
greatly altered ed. 1818 (1837, 1865)

Lay sermons 1816-17 (Bohn)
Lectures and notes on Shakspere and other English poets
a 1834 (Bohn 1883)

Letters a 1834 (ed. E. H. Coleridge 1895)
Letters, conversations, and recollections a 1834 (1836)
Literary remains a 1S34 (1836-38)
N<4es and lectures upon Shakespeare and some of the old

poets and dramatists a 1834 (1849)
Notes, theological, political and miscellaneous 01834

(1853)
The Piccolomini (tr. from Schiller) 1800
Poems 0x834 (1852, 1S62)
Complete poetical works a 1834 (1912)
Remorse, a tragedy 1813
Sibylline leaves. A collection ofpoems 1793- (1B17)
The statesman's manual; or the Bible the best guide to

political skill and foresight ; a lay sermon 1816
specimens of his table talk a 1834 (1835)
The watchtnan 1796
Zapolya, a Christmas tale 1817

Coleridge, Sara Memoir and letters, edited by her daughter
a 1852 (1873)

Coles, Elisha A dictionary English-Latin, and Latin-
English 1677

An English dictionary 1676
Coles, William Adam in Eden : or natures paradise 1657

The art of simpling: an introduction to the knowledge and
gathering of plants 1656

CoLET, John Sertnon of conforming and reforming {Sermon
made to the conuocatum at Paulis) 15XX {? 1530: in
Phenix 11. 1708)

Colin Blowbd's testament a 1500 (in Halliwell, Nugae poeticaj
1844)

Colkelbie Sow a 1500 (Bannatyne MS., repr. Hunterian Club,
p. 1021)

Collectanea v.d. (O.H.S. 1885-1905)
Collection of all Orders etc. in House of Pesrs and House of

Commons relating to Earl of Danby 1679
Collection of the newest and most ingenious poems, songs,

catches, etc. against Popery X689; a second {third, and
fourth) collection 1689

Collection of poems written upon several occasions, by several
Persons X673; a new collection 1674

Collection of poems on affairs of State, by A— M—I esq. (i.e.

Andrew Marvell), and other eminent wits 1689; a
new collection 1705

See also Dodsley, R. ; State songs
Collections and recollections 1898 : see Russell, G. W. E.
CoUedge, Stephen, The arraignment, trial, and condemnation
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College of Jesuits, Short narrative of 1679 : see Croft, Bp. H.

Collier, Giles An answer to fifteen questions 1656
Vindicice thesium de sabbato ; or, a vindication of certain
passages in a sermon of the morality of the sabbath 1656

Collier, Jane The art of tormenting 1753
Collier, Jeremy Essays upon several tnoral subjects 1697,

1705, 1709
The emperor Marcus Antoninus his conversations with

himself tr. 1701 (1726)
Miscellanies 1694
A panegyrick upon the Maccabees by St. Gregory {of

Nazianztts) tr. 1716
Several discourses upon practical subjects 1725
A short view of the immorality and profaneness of the

English stage 1697
'Collier, Joel' (J. L. Bicknell or G. Veal) Musical travels

through England 1774 (1775)
Collier, John (*Tim Bobbin*) H^orAs v.d. (1775, 1862)

A view of the Lancashire dialect c 1746
Collier, John Payne The history of English dramatic

poetry to the time of Shakespeare : and annals of Die

stage to the Restoration 1831 (1879)
Collier, William F. A history of English literature 1861

Pictures of the periods : a sketch-book of old English life

1865
Collinges, John Responsoria ad erratica piscatoris, or a

caveat for old and new prophanenesse 1652 (1653)
A sober and temperate discourse concerning the interest of
words in prayer, the just antiquity and pedegree of
liturgies or forms of prayer in churches. By H. D. (i.e.

John Collinges) i66x
'Collingwood, Harry' (W. J. C. Lancaster) Under the

Meteor flag 1884
Collingwood, William G, The life andwork ofJohn Ruskin

1893
Collins, Anthony A discourse of the grounds and reasons of

the Christian religion 1724
Collins, Arthur Ed. Letters and memorials of state v.d.

(1746)
Collins, Grenville Great Britain's coasting pilot 1693
Collins, J, Scripscrapologia ; or, Collinses doggerel dish of all

sorts 1804
Collins, John Salt and fishery, a discourse thereof 1682
Collins, John H. A first book of mining and quarrying 1872

Principles of metal mining 1872 (1875)
Collins, Mabel Cobwebs 1882

The prettiest woman in Warsaw 1885
Collins, Mortimer Marquis and merchant 1871

Miranda 1873
Pen sketches by a vanished hand a 1876 (1879)
The princess Clarice 1872
Squire Silchester's whim 1873
Thoughts in my garden a 1876 (1880)
Transmigration 1873
The Vivian romance 1870

Collins, Mortimer and I'kances Frances 1874
The village cotnedy 1878

Collins, Samuel Epphata to F. T. (i.e. T, Fitzherbert) ; or,

the defence of the Bishop of Elie concerning his answer
to Cardinall Bellarmine's Apologie 1617

A sermon preached at Paules-Crosse 1607 (1608)
Collins, $amuel The present state of Russia a 1670 (1671)
Collins, William Poetical works a 1759 (1765, 1771, 1858)
Collins, William L. The luck of Ladysmede (anon.) i860
Collins, William Wilkie After dark, and other stories 1856

Antonina; or the fall of Rome 1850
Armadale 1866
Basil 1852
The black robe 1881
The dead secret 1857
Hide and seek 1854
The moonstone 1868
The new Magdalen 1873
No name 1862
A plot in private life 1859
The queen of liearts 1859
Ratnhles beyond railways 1851
The woman in white i860

CoLLiNsoN, John The history and antiquities of the county of
Somerset 1791

CoLLiNSON, John The life of Thuanus, with some account cf
his writings 1807

Colloquium ad pueros linguae Latinae locutione exercendos ab
Mlfrico compilatum a 1000 (in Wright, Vocabularies

1857, 1884)
CoLLYER, David The sacred interpreter 1726
Collyer, John Reports of cases decided in the High Court of

Chancery, by Sir J. L. K. Bruce 1845-47
COLMAN, George (the elder) Dramatic works 1777

Prose on several occasions 1761-86 (1787)
The comedies of Terence translated into familiar blank

verse 1765
The jealous wife 1761
The musical lady 1762
and Garrick, David Clandestine marriage 1766

CoLMAN, George (the younger) Broad grins 1797-1802
The heir at law 1797
l7tkle and Yarico 1787
Jests ; or, festival of wit and humour a 1836
Poetical vagaries 1812
The poor gentleman 1802
Posthumous letters, frottt various celebratedmen , addressed

to Francis and George Coleman the elder 1721-1820
(1820)

CoLQUHOUN, Archibald R, Across Chrysi; from Canton to

Mandalay 1883
Colquhoun, Patrick A treatise on the commerce and police

of the river Thames 1800
A treatise on the police of the metropolis 1796
A treatise on the wealth, power and resources of tJte British

Empire 1814 (1815)
Colquhoun, Sir Patrick A companion to the * Oarsman's

guide ' 1857
Colse, Peter Penelopes complaint: or, a mirrourforwanton

minions XS96 (Grosart 1880)
Colson, William A general treasury of accounts for all

countries in Christendome, To which is added the Art
of arithmetike 1612

CoLTON, Charles C. Lacon: or many things in few words
1820-22

CoLTON, Walter Ship and shore in Madeira, Lisbon and the

Mediterranean 1851

Columella {L. J. M.) : Of husbandry ; and his book concerning
trees tr. 1745

CoLViL, Samuel Mock poem, or Whiggs supplication 1681
CoLViLL, John Letters 1582-1603 (Bannatyne CI. 1858)

The palinod of J. C, wherein he doth recant his former
offences 1600

Combe, Andrew The physiology of digestion 1842 (ed. 4)
Combe, William An history of the river Thames 1794-96

The tour of Doctor Syntax in search of the picturesque
X8l2

The second tour of Doctor Syntax in search of consolation
1820

The third tour of Doctor Syntax in search of a wife 1821
See also History and antiquities of York 1785

Comber, Thomas A companion to the temple arid closet; or a
help to devotion in the use of the Common Prayer xt'j^-

75 (1702)
Combes historical explication ofwhat there is most remarkable

in the French King's Royal House at Versailles tr. 1684
Comenius' {J, A.) Porta linguarum trilinguis reserata. The

gate of tongues unlocked and opened, or else a seminarie
or seed-plot of all tongues and sciences, in Latine,
English, and French. By John Ancoran 1631 (1639)

Janua linguarum reserata. The. gate of languages un-
locked. Fonneriy tr. by T. Horn, afterwards cor-
rected bv J. Robotham 1643 (1650). See also D.,W.

;

Du Card, W.
Orbis sensualium pictus. The visible world tr. by C. Hoole

1659
Comforts of rash and inconsiderate marriage, The fifteen tr.

1682
Comical history of Francion X655 : see Sorel
Commission of array. Copy of 1642
Common Prayer, Book of : see Book of Common Prayer
Common sense: or, The Englishman's journal 1737-39
Commons, House of: see House of Commons
Communycacyon bytwene God and man ? 1507 (W. de Worde)
Cofnperuiious oide treatyse shewynge howe that we ought to haue

the scripture in Englyssheci^^o (1530; in Roy, Rede
me, etc., Arber 1871)

Complaint of the black knight c 1402 : see Lydgate, J,
Complaynt of Scotlande 1549 (E.E.T.S. 1872)
Complaynte of them that ben to late maryed ?153S (1862)
Compleat collier 1708 : see C, J.
Compleat servant-maid; or the young maidens tutor 1677 .

Complete family-piece and country gentleman and farmer's
best guide 1741 (ed. 3)

Complete grazier ; or gentleman and farmer's directory 1776
Cotnplete letter-writer; or, new and polite English secretary 1755
Complete maltster and brewer 1765
Compt buik ofDavid Wedderburne, merchant ofDundee, 1587-

1630 ; together with the shipping lists of Dundee, 1580-
1618 v.d. (S.H.S. 1898)

CoMPTON, Bp. Henry Charge to the clergy of his diocese {of
London) at his visitation i6g3-g4 1696

Episcopalia ; or letters to the clergy of his diocess 1686
Comstock, John H. Introduction to entotnology 1888
Comyns* {Sir John) Digest of the laws of England tr. 1762-76

Reports of cases argued and adjudged in the Courts of
King's Bench, Common Pleas and Exchequer tr. 1744

ConANT, Hannah O. The English Bible: popular history of
the translation 1856 (1881)

Conceits, clinches, flashes, and whimzies 1639
Conder, Claude R. Tent work in Palestine 1878
Conder, Eustace R. The basis offaith 1877
CoNDER, Josiah A dictionary of geography, ancient and

modern 1834
Conferences. A collection of certain letters and conferences

latelypassed betwixt certainepreachersand twoprisoners
in the Fleet 1590

Conferences held in the Tower of London with Ed. Campion

,

Jesuit J581 1584
Confession of faith professit, and beleuit, be the Protestantes

within the realme of Scotland 1561
Confession, Ane shorte and generall, of the trewe christian

faith {of the Kirk of Scotland) 1580
Confessions offaith. A collection of confessions offaith, cate-

chisms, directories, books ^discipline, etc. of public

k

authority in the church of Scotland v.d. (1719-22)
Conformist's second plea 1682 ; see Second plea
CoNGREVE, William Works v.d. {1710, 1849)

The double-dealer 1694
Juvenal's eleventh satire tr. 1693 (see Dryden, J.)
Love for love 1695
The mourning bride 1697
The old batchelour 1693
A Pindarique ode humbly offered to the king on his taking

Naniur 1695
The tears of Amaryllis for Amyntas 1703
The way of the world 1700
See also Garth, Sir S.

Coningsby, Sir Thomas Journal of the siege of Rouen 1591
(Camden Soc. 1847)

Connecticut Historical Society, Collections of the 1897
Connoisseur, The 1754-56
Conrad, Joseph The nigger of the 'Narcissus' 1897
CoNSETT, Henry The practice of the spiritual or ecclesiastical

courts 1685
Considerations. Certain considerations tending to protnote

peace atid goodwill amongst the Protestants 1674
Considerations about the most proper way of raising money in

the present conjuncture C1690
Considerations on dissolving the court of Chancery 1653
Considerations touching the better pacification and edification

of the Church of England 1640
Conspiracie for pretended reformation 1592
Constable, F. Pathomachia: or, the batteU of affections

(anon.) 1630
Constable, Henry Diana 1592

Diana, or the excellent conceifful sonnets of H. C. Aug-
mented with divers quatorzains of honourable and
learned personages 1594 (1818; in Arber, Eng.
Gamer II)

Constable, Thomas Archibald Constable and his literary

correspondents. A memorial by his son 1873
Constable's {Archibald) Miscellany of original and selected

publications in the various departments of literature, the

sciences and the arts 1826-35
Constitution of the United States, The 1789
Constitutions and canons ccclesiasticall agreed upon 1603

1604



CONTEMPLATIONS
Contemplations t^tke state of man in this life, and in that which

is to come (by Jer. Taylor) a 1667 {1684, 1699)
Contemporary history of affairs in Ireland frotn 1641-52

a 1660 (Irish Archaeo]. Soc. 1879-80)
Contemporary review. The 1866-
Contention betweene liberalitie and prodigaliiie, A pleasant

comedie shewing the 1602 (in HazL, Dodsley)
Contention betwixt the two famous houses */ Yorke and Lan-

caster, The first part of the 1594
Contra-r&plicanVs complaint to his Majestie c 1642
*CoxwAY, H. Derwent' (H. D, Inglis) Journey through Nor-

way, Sweden, and Dentnark 1829
Conway, Henry Seymour False appearances, a comedy

altered from the French {of L. de Boissy) 1789
•Conway, Hugh* (F. J. Fargus) Called back 1883

Dark days 1885
A family affair 1885
Living or dead a 1885 (1886)

Conway, Moncure D, Demonology and devil lore 1879
The earthward pilgritnage 1870

CoNYBEARE, Edward A history of Cambridgeshire 1897
CoNYBEARE, JoHN Letters and exercises of J. C, school-

tnaster at Molton, Devon, 1580 and at Cwimbridge,
T5g4, with notes and a fragment of autobiography by
the very rev. W. D. Conybeare 1$ . . (ed. F. C. Conybeare
1905)

Conybeare, Bp. John A defence of reveoTd religion against
the exceptions of (TindaJ) 1732

The mysteries of the Christian religion credible 1723
Conybeare, William J. and IIowson, John S. Life and

epistles of Paul 1852 (1862)

Cook, E. Dutton Dr. Muspratt's patients, and other stories

1868
Paul Foster's daughter 1861

Cook, Eliza Poems 1838-53, 1870
Cook, Captain James An account of the voyages undertaken

for making discoveries in ike Southern Hemisphere in
iy68-yi ( = First voyage round the world) 1773

A voyage towards the South Pole and rourul the world in

I7J2--J5 ( = Sec<md voyage) 1777
A voyage to the Pacific Ocean in 1776-80 (

** Third voyage)

1784. Vol, III by Capt. James King
Voyages v.d. (1790)

Cook, Joseph Boston Monday lectures 1881-91
Cook, Moses The manner of raising, ordering, arui improving

forrest-trees 1676
Cooke, Alexander More teorke for a masse-priest (anon.;

pref. verses agned E. W.) 1621
Pope Joane. A dialogue betweene a Protestant and a

papist i6to
Cooke, Edward A voyage to the South Sea and round the

world in 1708-ri 1712
Cooke, George A. Topographical and statistical description

of the county of Surrey ? 1817
Cooke, James Mellificium chirurgiie; or, the marrow of

chyrurgerie i6i6 (1685)
Cooke, John Greenes Tu quoque: or, the cittie gallant

1614
Cooke, Josiah P. The new chemistry 1873 (1876)
Cooke, Moroecai C. British fungi 1871

Fungi; their nature, influence and u$e$ X874 (1875)
Manual of botanic terms 1S63
Manual of structural botany Z884

Cooke, Rose T. Somebody's neighbors iSSi
Cooke, Thomas Hesiod's Works tr. 1728

Tales, epistles, odes, fables, etc. (With) proposals for

perfecting the English language 1729
Cooke, William B, Descriptions to the plates of Thames

scenery engraved by W. B. C. and G. Cooke 18x8
Cooke, Sir William F. The electric t^graph: was it invented

by Professor Wheaistone} 1854
Cookery. Noble boke of cookry 14. . (Napier 1882)

A proper new booke of cookery 1575
Twof^teentk-century cookery-books c Z4y>, -50 (E.E.T.S.

1888) See also Ancient cookery; Form of cury
Cooksey, Richard Essay on the life arui character of John,

Lord Somers, Baron of Evesham 1791
CooLEY, Arnold J. Cyclopedia of practical receipts 1845
CooLEY, TuouAS M. A treatise on the constitutional limita-

tions wku:h rest upon the legislative power of the Stales

of the American Union 1868
CooLEY, William D. The world surveyed in the nineteenth

century 1845-48
CoOMBE, William : see Ccnnbe, William
Cooper, A. The complete distiller X757 (1760)
Cooper, Anthony A.: see Shaftesbury, Earl
Cooper, Sir Astley P. The anatomy of the breast 1840

Illustrations of diseases of the breast 1829
Cooper, Bransby B. Life of Sir A, Cooper, with sketches

from his note-books 1843
Cooper, Mrs. Frank Hide and seek x88i
Cooper, J. Fenimore The bee-hunter, or the oak openings

1848
The last of the Mokicans 1826
The pathfinder iS^o
The pilot 1823
The pioneers 1823
The prairie 1827
r** spy 1823
The ttpo admirals 1S42
The water witch 1830

Cooper, John G. Cresset's Vert-Vert tr. 1759
The power of hamumy 1745
Poetns 1764

Cooper, Samuel Thefirstlines ofthe pra^ice ofsurgery 1807
(1826)

Ed. /. M. Good's Study of medicine X839
Cooper, Thomas An admonition to the people of England

1589
An answer in defence of the truth agairtsi the APidogy of

private masse 1562 (Parker Soc. 1850)
Thesaurus lingua Romarue et Britannicce 1565
See also Elyot, Sir Thomas

Cooper, Thomas The paradise of martyrs 1873
Poetical works 1877
The purgatory of suicides 1845

Cooper, Thomas T. Travels of a pioneer ofcommerce in pig-
tail and petticoats ; overland journey from China to-

wards India 1 871
Cooper, Wiluam D. A pessary of the provincialisms in use

in the county of Sussex X836 (1853)

SUPPT.

17

Cooper, William R. An archaic dictionary, from the
Egyptian, Assyrian, and Etruscan monuments and
papyri 1876

A short history of the Egyptian obelisks 1877
Cope, Edward D. The origin of the fittest 1887

The primary factors of organic evolution 1896
Cope, Sir John 1749 : see Report
Cope, Sir William H. A glossary of Hampshire words and

phrases 1883 (E.D.S.)
Copland, James A dictionary of practical medicine 1844-58
Copland, Robert The hye way to the Spytell hous ? 1536

lyll of breyntfords testament 15.. (C1562; Ballad Soc.
1871)

The questyonary of cyrurgyens, with the formulary of
lytdl Guydo in cyrurgie , with the spectacles ofcyrurgyens
newly added, with the fourth boke of the terapeutyke, or
methode curatyfe of Claude Galyen tr. X541-42

The rutier of the sea, kj* the hauons, rodes, soundinges, etc.

with the lawes of the He of Auleron 1528 (?i555)
Copleston, Bp. Edward Advice to a young reviewer, with

a specimen ofthe art 1807 (in Arber, Eng. Gamer VIII)
Copley, Anthony An answere to a letter ofajesuited gentle-

man by his cousin 1601
Wits fiites and fancies; also Loves owle 1595

CopYWELL, J. The shrubs of Parnassus. Consisting of a
variety of poetical essays, etc, 1760

Corah's down X672 : see T., D.
Corbet, John A discourse of the religion of England 1667

A humble endeavour of some plain ami brief explication

of the decrees and operations of God about the free
actions of men ai68o (1683)

The non-conformist's plea for lay-communion with the

church of England az68o (1683)
Corbet, Richard Certain elegant poans ai6zS (1647)

Iter Boreale a 1635
Corbett, Julian S. The fall of Asgard 1886
Cordial for low spirits : see Gordon, Thomas
Corfield, William H, A digest offacts relating to the treat-

ment arui utilization of sewage 1870
'Coriat, Junior': see Paterson, S.

CoRNFORD, Leslie C. The defenceless islands igo6
Comhill magazine, The x86o-
Cornish, Charles J. The naturalist on the Thames 1902
Comu-copiee, Pasquils nightcap: or Antidot for the head-

ache 1613 (Grosart 1877)
Cornwall 1855: see Leifchild. J. R.
' Cornwall, Barry '

: see Procter, Bryan W,
Cornn'oll glossary x88o : see Courtney, M. A.
Cornwalleys, Henry The country curate's advice to his

parishioners 1693
CoRNWALLis, Sir Charles A discourse ofthe most illustrioiis

Pritu:e Henry, late Prince of Wales 1626 (1641)
Cornwallis, Charles, ist Marquis of Correspondence

ax8o5(i859)
Cornwallis, Sir William Discourses upon Seneca the

tragedian 1601 (1631)
Essayes x6oo-oi (1631)
The miraculous and happie union of England arui Scot-

land 1604
Coronation of Q. Anne. The noble tryumphaunt coronation of

quene Anne, wyfe vnto kynge Henry the viij 1533
Corpus glossary cyzs (Oldest Eng. texts, E.E.T.S. 1885;

Hessels 1890)
CoRRY, John Memoirs of Alfred Berkeley x8o3

A satirical mew of London 1799 (1803)
Cortasye, Knight of X500-25 (in Ritson, Metr. rom. Ill)

Cory, William Extracts from his letters arui journals 1838-

92 (1897)
CoRYAT, Thomas Coryats crudities; hastily gabled up in five

moneths travels 1611
The Odcombian banquet 1611

CosiN, Bp. John A collection ofprivate devotions in the prac-

tice of the ancient church, called the houres of prayer
(anoo.) 1627

Correspondence 1618-71 (Surtees Soc. i86g, -72)

A scholaslical history of the canon of the Holy Scripture

1657
Costard, George Two dissertations X750
Costello, Dudley Stories from a screen 1855
Costello, Louisa S. Pilgrimage to Auvergne 1842
Costlie whore. The 1633 (in Bullen, Old plays IV, 1885)
Costume, Satirical songs and poems on,from the ijihto theigth

century v.d. (Percy Soc. 1849)
Cotes, Digby 1725 : see Dupin, L, E.
Cotgrave, John The English treasury of vdt and language

1655
Wits interpreter; the English Parnassus 1655

Cotgrave, Randle A dictionarie of the French and English
tongues x6xz—— (with) a most copious dictionarie, of the English set

before the French, by R[obert) S(herwood) 1632
CoTTA, John A short discoverie of the dangers of ignorant

practisers of physicke 16 12
Cotterell, Sir Charles CalprenMe's Cassandra it. 1652

Davila's (E. C.) Historie of the civill warres of France
1647-48 (1678)

Cottle, Joseph Early recollections, chiefly relating to S. T.

Coleridge in Bristol 1837
Reminiscences of Coleridge and Souihey 1847 (an en-

larged ed. of prec.)

Cotton, Charles Burlesque upon burlesque, or the scoffer

scoft 1675
The compleat angler. Being instructions how to angle for
a trout or grayling in a dear stream 1676. See also

Walton, Isaak
The compleat gamester 1674
Girard's {Guillaume) History of the life of tfie duke of
Espemon tr. 1670

Montaigne's Essays tr. X685
Poems aitZy (1689)
Poetical works 0x687 (1765)
Scarronides, or Virgile travestie 1664,-67
The wonders of the Peake 1681

Cotton, John A briefexposition of the whole book of Canticles
X642 (1868)

A briefe exposition upon Ecclesiastes a 1652 {x868)
Singing of psalmes, a Gospel-ordinance X647

Cotton, Nathaniel Observations on a particular kind of
scarlet fever, that lately prevailed in and about St.

Albans 1749
Various pieces in prose and verse a 1788 (1791)

COWLEY
Cotton, Nathaniel (cont.)

Visions in verse, for the entertainment and instruction of
younger minds X75x

Cotton, Sir Robert B. An abstract out of the records of the
Tower touching the kings revenue a 1631 (1642)

A short view of the long life and reigne of Henry the third
1627

A treatise against recusants in defence of the Oath of
allegiance a 1631 (1641)

Cotton, Roger An armor ofproofe, broughtfrom the tower of
Dauid, to fight against Spannyardes 1596

Cotton, William C. My bee book 1842
Cotton Homilies a 1175 (in O. E. Homilies, E,E.T.S.i868)
Couch, Sir A. T. Quiller-: see *Q'

Couch, Jonathan A history of the fishes of the British
Islands X860-65

The history ofPolperro a 1870 (ed. T. Quiller Couch 1871)
Couch, Thomas Quiller x88o : see Courtney, M. A.
CouES, Elliott Birds of the Northwest 1873 (1874)

Fur-bearing animals 1877
Key to North American birds 1872 (1884)
and Allen, Joel A. North American Rodentia X877

Coulter, John Adventures in the Pacific 1845
Countrey-man's letter to the Curat, The vjii
County, The; a novel 1889
CouPER, Robert Poetry, chiefly in the Scottish langtiage 1804
Court, Andrew The true way to vertue and happinesse, in-

treating specially of constancie in publick calamaiies
and private afflictions (tr. from G. Du Vair) 1623

Courtand times of Charles I, James I X848 ; see Birch, Thomas
Court magazine, The 1835 (vol. VI)
Court of love C1530 (in Chaucer's Works, ed. Stowe 1561;

Skeat, Chaucerian pieces 1897)
Courtenay, Edward Paleario's (A.) Benefit of Christ's

death tr. 1855
Courthope, William J. Addison X884
Courtier, Peter L. Pleasures of solitude 1800
Courtney, Margaret A. Glossary of words in use in Corn-

wall, West Cornwall by Miss M. A. Courtney. East
Cornwall by Thotnas Q. Couch 1880 (E.D.S.)

CovEL, John Extracts from diaries of X670-79 (Hakluyt
Soc. 1893)

CovEL, John Some account of the present Greek Church 1722
CovELL, William Polimanteia, or, the meanes to judge of the

fall of a common-wealth 1595
Covenant of Grace, not absolute, but conditional, asserted 1692
Coventry, Francis The history of Pompey the Little : or, the

life and adventures of a lap-dog 1750
Coventry, Henry Letters of Philemon to Hydaspes; relating

a conversation with Hortensius upon the subject offalse
religion X736

Coventry Corpus Christi plays. Two a X500 (E.E.T.S. 1902)
Coventry Leet book: or Mayor's register 1420-1555 (E.E.T.S,

1907-13)
Coventry mysteries (Ludus Coventria:: a collection of mysteries

formerly represented at Coventry on the feast of Corpus
Christi) CI450 (Shaks. Soc. 1841 ; E.E.T.S. 1922)

Coverdale, Miles Writings and translations ; Remains v.d,

(Parker Soc. 1844, 1846)
Certain most godly letters of such true saintes and holy

martyrs as gaue their lyues, etc. v.d. (1564)
The christen state of matrymonye tr. (from H. Bullinger)

1541
A confutacion ofthat treatise, which one J. Standish made

agaynst the protestacion of D. Barnes in 2540 ?JS4i
The defence of a certayne poore christen man tr. 1545
An exhortacion to the careinge of Cbrystes crosse ?iS5o
A fayihful and most godly trcatyse concernynge the most

sacred sacrament of the blessed body and blood of Christ

tr. 15..
Fruitfull lessons upon the passion, etc. 1540
The hope of the faythfull ?i554 (1574)
A mostfrutefuU, pithye, and learned treatise kow a christen

man oughte to behaue hymselfe in the daunger of death

tr. ?i55o(i579)
The old faith tr. (from H. Bullinger) 1541
The order that the churche in Denmarke doth use ?I550
The original and sprynge of all sectes and orders tr. 1537
The second tome or volume of the Paraphrase of Erasmus
upon the Newe Testament 1549

A spyrytuall and moost precious pearle 1550
A very excellent and swete exposition upon the two and

twentye Psalme of David tr, (from M. Luther) 1537
A worke entytled ofye olde God and the newe, etc. tr. 1523

(1534)
See also Bible

Coverte, Robert A true and almost incredible report of an
Englishman that travelled by land throw many un-
knowne kingdomes 1612

Cowell, John The interpreter : or booke containing the signi-

fication of words J607 (1637, 1672)
augmented by Thomas Manley (1684)

farther augmented by W. Kennett (1701)

CowiE, Robert Shetland, descriptive and historical 1871
Cowley, Abraham Works 3x667 (1668, 1687, 1710-11,

1905-06)
Cutter of Coleman-street 1663
Davideis 1638-56
The guardian ; a comedie 1650
Loves riddle X638
Miscellanies 1656
The mistress X647
Ode upon the Restoration 1660

Of plants tr. Bks. I and II, by J. O. X693; Bk. Ill, by
C. Cleeve X711; Bks. IV and V, by N. Tate X695;
Bk, VI, by Mrs. Behn 1680

Pindarique odes 1656
Poeticall blossomes 1633
A proposition for the advancement of experimental philo-

sophy 166

1

Several discourses by way of essays in verse and prose

a 1667
Sylva, or, dyvers copies of verses 1636
The tragicall history of Piramus and Thisbe 1633
Verses written on several occasions 1663
A vision, concerning his late pretended highnesse, Crom-

well the Wicked 1661
Cowley, Captain Voyage round the globe in 1683 (in

Hacke's Collect. Voy. 1699)
Cowley, Hannah A bold stroke for a husband X782

Who's the dupe ? X779
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COWHER 18 CUMBERIiAND
CowpER, Maky, Couhtess Diary 1714-20 (1864)
CowPER, Bp. WiixiAJf His dikaiolagie : contayning a just

defence of his apdogie 1614
CowPER, WiixiASi H'of*s a 1800 (1835-37)

Poetical works a 1800 {1889, 1905)
Poems 1783, x8oo
Anti-Tkelypkthora 1781
Charity 1781
Conversation 1781
Tke diverting history of John GUpin 1782
Expostulation Z781
Homer tr. 1791 ; ed. 2, a 1800 (1802)
Hope Z78Z
Letters -vA. (1876)
Olney hymns 1779
Prw^ correspondence with several friends vA. (1837)
The progress of error 1780
Retirement 1781
Table talk 1781
The task 1784
Tirocitiium 1784
Tfu/A 1781

Cox, Sir George W. A general history of Greece 1876
The mythology of the Aryan natiotis 1870

Cox, HoMERSHAM The institutions of the English government
1863

Cox, John C. Notes on the churches of Derbyshire 1875-79
The royal forests of England 1905

Cox, Leonard The arte or crafte of rhethoryke 1524 (1899)
Cox, Nicholas The gentleman's recreation 1674 (1677, 1686)
Cox, Sir Richard Hibernia Anglicana; or, the history of

Irelandfrom the conquest thereof by the English to this

present titne 1689-90
Cox, Samuel The pilgrim psalms ; an exposition of the songs

of degrees 1874
SalvaiSaivator mundi : or, is Christ tke Saviour of all men ?

1877
Cox, Thomas Magna Britannia et Hibernia 172&-31
Coxe, Daniel A description of the English province of

Carolana 1722
Coxe, William Account of tke Russian discoveries between

Asia and America 1780
History of the House of Austria from I2i8-iyg2 1807
Travels in Switzerland 1789

CoxoN, Ethel A basil plant 1881
Cozens-Hardy, H, T. Broad Norfolk: being a series of

articles and letters. Reprinted from the ^Eastern Daily
Press: Ed. by C.-H. 1893

CozzENS, Frederic S. The Sparrowgrass papers: or, living
in the country i860

Crabb, George Universal technological dictionary 1823
Crabbe, George Poetical works a 1833 (1834, 1905-0")

The borough 1810
The candidate 1780
Inebriety 1775
The library 1781
The newspaper 1785
The parish register 1837
Postkumous tales a 1832
Tales (in verse) 1812
Tales of the Hall 1819
The Village 1783

'Craddock, Charles Egbert': see Murfree, Mary N.
Cradock, Joseph Zobeide; a tragedy 1771
Craft of deyng c 1450 (in Ratis raving, etc., E.E.T.S. 1870)
Crafte of notnbrynge C142S {E.E.T.S. 1922)
Craig, Alexander Poetical works a 1631 (Hunterian Club

1873)
Amorose songes, sonets, and elegies 1606
The pilgrime and heremite 1631
PoeticaU essayes 1604
Poetical recreations 1609, 1623

Craig, John A new universal etymological, technological, and
pronouncing dictionary of the English language 1849

Craig, William M. Lectures on draining, painting, and en-
graving 1821

Craigie, David Elements ofgeneralandpathological anatomy
1S48

Craigie, Pearl M. T. The herb-moon. A fantasia 1896
Craigie, Sir William A. The religion ofancient Scandinavia

1906
Craik, Mrs. Dinah M. (Miss Mulock) Agatha's husband 1853

Bread upon the waters 1852
Christian's mistake 1865
Domestic stories i860
Fair France 1871
The head of the family 1852
John Halifax, gentleman 1856
A life for a life 1859
Mistress and maid 1863
A noble life 1866
The Ogilvies 1849
Rotnantic tales 1859
The woman's kingdom 1869
A woman's thoughts about women 1858

Craik, George L. A manual of English literature, or of the
history of the English language 1862 (1874)

Craik, Georgiana M. (Mrs, A, W. May) Faith Unwinds
ordeal 1865

Lost and won 1859
Crakanthorp, Richard A sermon at the solemnizing of the

inauguration of King James, 24 Mar. 1608 1609
A sermon of sanctification 1607 (1608)
Vigilius dormitans, Romes seer overseene, or a treatise of

the fift Generall Councell 1631
Cramer's (/. A.) Elements of the art cfassaying metals tr. 1741
Crahond, William The annals of B(inff 1891-93 (New

Spalding CI.)

The annals of CuUen z888
The annals of Fordoun 1894
Ed. The records of Elgin 1234-1800 (New Spalding CI.

1903-08)
Crane, William J. E. Bookbinding for amateurs 1885

The smithy and forge 1883
Cranmer, Thomas Works a 1556 (1833)

Writings and disputations ; Remains a 1556 (Parker Sec.
1844, 1846)

An answer vnto a craftv and sophisticall cauillation
deuised by Stephen Garditier 1551

Catechismus. That ts to say; a shorte instruction into
christian religion 1548

Cranmer, Thomas {cont.)

A defenu of the true and catholike doctrine of the Sacra-
ment 1550

See also Bible
Cranx's {DatHd) Ancient and modern history of tke Brethren

tr. by B. La Trobe 1780
Crashaw, Richard Poems a 1649 (1858, 1904)

Cart>ten Deo nostro a 1649 (1652)
Steps to tke tetnple. With the delights of tke muses 1646

Crashaw, William The Jesuiies gospel 1610
Newes from Italy of a second Moses: or, tke life of

Galeacius Caracciolus the noble t/uirquesse of Vico tr.

1608 ; another ed., entitled The Italian convert 1635
Romish forgeries and falsifications 1606

Craufurd, Quintin Sketches relating chiefly to the history,

religion, learning, atid manners of tke Hindoos 1790
Craufurd, Thomas History of the University of Edinburgh

1580-1646 16.. (1808)
Craven, Isaac Gods tribunall and itmns tryal 1630 {1631)
Craven glossary 1824, 1828 : see Carr, W.
Crawford, D. Thinking black, 22 years without a break in

the long grass of central Africa 1912
Crawford, David Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect, on

various subjects 1798
Crawford, Francis Marion Doctor Claudius 1883

Greifenstein 1889
Mr. Isaacs 1882
A Roman singer 1884
Saracinesca 1887
A tale of a lonely parish 1886
With the immortals 1888

Crawford collection of early charters and documents now in the

Bodleian library. Ed. by A. S. Napier and W. H.
Stevenson (Anecdota Oxon. 1895)

'Crawley, Captain R.' (G. F. Pardon) Billiards 1856 (1859)
The card player 1863
Football, golf and shinty, hockey, polo, and curling 1878
Hoyle's games modernized 1863

Crazy tales 1762: see Stevenson, John H.
Creasy, Sir Edward S. The fifteen decisive battles of the

world 185

1

History of the Ottotnan Turks 1854-56
The rise and progress of the English constitution 1853

(1854)
Creech, Thomas Juvenal's thirteenth satire tr. 1693 (see

Dryden, J.)
T. Lucretius Cams, his six books De fiatura rerum tr.

1682 (1683)
The five books of M. Manilius, containing a system of the

ancient astronomyand astrology ; together wtthtkephilo-
sophy of the Stoicks tr. 1697

The Idylliutns of Theocritus tr. 1684
Creevey papers, a selectionfrom the correspondence and diaries

of the late Thomas Creevey a 1838 (1903)
Creichton, Captain John Metnoirs,uritten by himself {? by

J. Swift) 1731
Creighton, Charles History ofepidemics in Britain 1891-94
Creighton, Bp. Mandell Historical essays and reviews

1872-96 {1902)
History ofthe Papacy during theperiod ofthe Reformation

1882-94
Life and letters, by his wife (1904)

Cresswell, Dan. 1823 : see Venturoli, G.
Cressy, Hugh P. Reflexions upon the oathes of suprenuicy

and allegiance z66z
Cresy, Edward Encyclopeedia of civil engineering 1847
Crichton, a. W. a naturalist's ramble to the Orcades 1866
Crichton, Andrew History of Arabia, ancient and modem

1833
Cries of blood (Pamphlet on murder of W. Harrison 1660 at

Campden) 1767
Crist a 900 : see C>'ne\vulf

Crockett, David An account of Col. Crockett's tour to ike

North and down East. Written by himself 1835
Crockett, Samuel R. The banner of blue 1902

The Black Douglas 1899
Bog-Myrtle and peat 1895
Cleg Kelly 1896
Tke dark 0' the moon 1902
The grey man 1896
Kit Kennedy: country boy 1899
Lad's love 1897
The lilac sunhonnet 1894
Little Anna Mark 1900
Lochinvar 1897
Love idylls 1901
Mad Sir Uchtred of tke hills 1894
The men of the moss-hags 1895
The raiders; passages in the life of John Faa 1894
The standard bearer 1898
The stickit minister, and some common men 1893
That Popish parson fellow 1896

Croft, Bp. Herbert The naked truth ; or tke true state of the

primitive church 1675
A short narrative of the discovery of a college of Jesuits at

Come, Hereford 1679
Sotne animadversions upon a book (by T. Bumet) tn-

tituled 'The theory of the earth' 1685
Croke, John Thirteen Psalms, and the first chapter cf Eccle-

siastes 1540-54 (Percy Soc. 1844)
Croke's (Sir George) Reports of cases adjudged in tJie courts

of Kings-bench and Common-bench tr. by Sir H.
Grimston 1669

Croker, Mrs. B. M. Peggy of the Bartons 1898
Proper pride 1885
Village tales and jungle tragedies 1895 (1896)

Croker, John W. Essays on the early period of tke French
Revolution 1857

Tke Croker papers. The correspondence and diaries of the

late rt. hon. J. W. Croker a 1857 (1884)
Croker, Temple H. Ariosto's Orlando Furioso tr. 1755
Croker, Thomas C. Fairy legends and traditions of the south

of Ireland 1825-28 (1862)
Researches in the south of Ireland 1824

Croll, James Climate and time in their geological relations

X875
Crolv, George Historical sketches, speeches and characters

1842
Cromarty, George Mackenzie, ist Earl 07 An historical

account of the conspiracies by the Earls of Gowry and
Robert Logan against James VI 1713

Cromek, Robert H. Remains of Nithsdale and Galloway
song 1810

Select Scottish songs 1810
Crompton, Richard Lofficeetaucthoritiedeiusticesde peace

^

in part collect per A . Fitzkerbert, et ore enlarge per R, C,
1583

L authcritie et jurisdiction des courts de la maiestie de la
roygne 1594

Cromwell, Oliver LeUers and speeches a 1658 (ed. Carlyle
1845)

Cromwell, Thomas Letters a 1540 : see Merriman, R. B.
Crooke, Helkiah yiiKfiOKOofioypa^ia. A description of the

body of man 1615
Crookes, William Dyeing and calico-printing 1874

Dyeing and tissue-printing 1882
Crookshank, William The history of tke state and suffer-

ings of tke Church of Scotland, from the restoration to
the revolution 1749

Croquet, The laws of, adopted at a general conference of croquet
clubs 1870 (1874)

Crosby, Howard The Christian preacher: Yale lectures
i8yg-8o 1880

Crosland, Camilla Mrs. Blake 1862
Cross, John W. George Eliot's life as related in her letters and

journals 1884
Cross, Walter The Tagkmical art : or the art of expounding

scripture by the points usually called accents 1698
Cross, William The Disruption: a tale of trying times 1844

(1877)
Crosse, Henry Veriues common-wealth 1603 (Grosart 1878)
Grossman, Samuel The young man's calling, or the whole

duty of youth (anon.) 1678
Crosthwaite, Charles Synckronology : being a treatise on

tke history, chronology and mythology of the ancient
Egyptians, Greeks and Phoenicians 1839

Crouch, Nathaniel: see Burton, Richard or Robert
Crowch, Humfrey The Welch traveller; or, the unfortunate

Welchfnan 1671
Crowe, William Lewesdon Hill; a poem 1788

A sermon preached before tke University of Oxford, Nov.
5. xySx 1781

A treatise on English versification 1827
Crowley, Robert Select works a 158S (E.E.T.S. 1872)

A deliberat answere made to a rash offer 1588
An informacion and peticion agaynst the oppressours of

the pore Commons 1548
Chie and thyrtye epigrammes 1550
Pleasure and payne, keauen and kell 1551
A setting open cf tke subtyle sopkistrie of T, Watson 1569
Tke voyce of the laste trumpet blowen bi tke seuenth angel

1549 (1550)
Tke way to wealth, wherein is taught a remedyfor sedicion

1550
Crowne, John Dratnatic works a 1703 (1S72)

Tke ambitious statesman 1679
City politiques 1683
Juliatui, or the Princess of Poland 167X
Tke misery of civil-war 1680
Sir Courtly Nice 1685

Crowned king. The C1415 (in Langland, Piers Plowman,
Text C, E.E.T.S, 1873)

Croxall, Samuel Tke fables of £sop and otkers tr. 1722
Tke fair Circassian, a dratnatic performance 1720
An original canto of Spencer by ' Kestor Ironside ' 17 13

(1714)
A sermon preached before the House of Commons Jan. 30

,

172^ 1730
Tke vision : a poetn 1715
See also Garth, SirS.

Crozier, a. a. a dictionary of botanical terms 1892
Cruise, William A digest of tke laws of England 1818 (ed. 2)

Crull, Jodocus Tke antient and present state of Muscovy
1698

Crump, Arthur A practical treatise on banking, currency,
and the exchanges 1866

Cruse, C. F. Eusebius* Ecclesiastical history tr. 1833
Crutchley, John General view of ike agriculture in the

county of Rutland 1794
Cuckoo atui nightingale: see Clanvowe, Sir T.
Cuckoo song ('Sumer is icumen in') c 1240 (in Ritson, Ancient

songs 1877)
CuDLiP, Mrs. Pender: see Thomas, Annie
Cudworth, Ralph .4 discourse concerning the true notion of

the Lords supper 1642 (1676)

A treatise concerning eternal and immutable morality

a 1688 (1731)
The true intellectual system of the universe 1678
The union of Ckrist and tke Ckurch a skadow 1642

Cudworth, William Histories of Bolton and Bowling 1891
Round about Bradford 1876

CuLBERTSON, RoBERT Lcciurcs on tke Book of Revelation

1825
Culina 1806: see Hunter, A.
CuLLEN, William First lines of tke practice of physic 1776-

84
Nosology tr. 1800
A treatise of tke materia medica 1789

CuLLEY, George : see Bailey, John
CuUoden papers: comprising an extensive and interesting

correspondence from 1625 to 1748 v.d. (1815)

Cullum, John Tke history and antiquities cf Hawsied and
Hardwick in the county of Suffolk 1784 (1813)— Glossary (from the above) 1813 (E.D.S, 1879)

Culpepper, Nicholas Tke English pkysiiian enlarged 1653

Pkarmacopana Londinensis ; or, the London dispensatory

further advanced by the studies and collections of the

Fellows now living of the said Colledg 1654
Semeiotica Uranica; or, an astrologicall judgment of

diseases 1651
and Cole, Abdiah BarthoUnus' (T.) Anatomy; made

from the precepts of his father andfrmn the observations

o/" all modem anatomists, together with his own, etc.

Published by N. Culpeper and A. Cole 1668

^ and Rowland, W. Tke practice of physick, being

chiefly a translation of the u-orks of L. Riverius, with

a physical dictionary explaining hard words 1655
Culverwell, Ezekiel A treatise offaith 1623 (ed. 2)

CuLVERWELL, Nathaniel An elegant, .discourse cf the Light

of Nature; with several other treatises 1652 (1661)

Cumberland, Richard Anecdotes of anincrd painters *'».

Spain 1782 (1787)



CUMBERLAND
CUMBEMAND, RiCHAKD (cont.)

Aristophanes' Clouds tr.1708
The brothers 1769
Cah<ary;or the death of Christ 179aJohn De Lancaster ciSoo (i8oo)
Metnotrs 1806 (1807)
The natural son 1785
r*« \Vest Indian, a comedy 1771 *
See also Observer

"^/^i^
«/<„,„^ ofprovincial words used in the county

CunAerland glossary 1878: see Dickinson, VV.

CuMM.xo, John C*m/ reamnj sinners 1849^it^A a chapter in providence 1859.
Sa*6a/* morning readings on the Old Tcsianunt i8«Scripture readings on the book of Genesis titT
•(f887)""'*"'

^'""^'^ *"^ ^'^ri!^ntaUy .88«

^'''"^"i^i^°^^°\ "i'^.y^" of a hunUr's life in thefarinimor of South Africa iSso U902)
''"""J"''

Cummins, JoH.v: see Bulkeley J

'

^I'MMiss, Maria S. El Fureidis 1Z60
Haunted hearts 1864
The lamplighter 1854
Mabel Vaughan 1857

CUNDAL^^ Joseph On bookbindings ancient and ,nodem

^'"'"'^^Z'lhL'^^'S^i
<'^^-*^. -'* «-"^

""'SS^/.'^lJ'*' "r "f^^ "-'' "«•"«' Britishpatnlers, sculptors, and architects 1829-iJ

fZ'L'.i'^f^
'"""/•""' ^"g'^Se of S^tMnd ,813

tZJ^^ i^foOarid, ancient and ,nodern 1825

Cunningham, Sir Henrv S. Wheat and tares; a tale (anon.)

Cunningham, Peter Two years in New South Wales 1827

Cunningham, Peter 1842: see Accounts of the Revels at

Cunning„am,^Timothv Anewand compute law dictionary

Cunningham, William The cosmographical elasse icco

Cunningham, William Historic theology a 1861 fi862)Cunninghani-s ^Alexander) History ofgZ B^L tr.

Cupid and Psyche; or Colombine-courtemn i7«
Cupples^.^George The green hand; or, the Hval lieutenant

CUWTON w^,?.'Jr ^^K^^f'^y^n eloquence .692

'""7i^/'^^^'^^^'^.1S4T-"°'"^'"'""^'^
Cunosuies of nature and art in htabandry and gardening 1707C.RLiNG,jHO„As B. Ob^otions o„ The disLses Ttl^TJ.

^"'"'-
lZ;at!^ \tr"- '^ "•«'« ""^-^ Pr-'ical

Curry-combe for a coxe-combei6is: see Hobv Sir ECu^ M«n4. O^*, C„,.„r o the' u^rld). A^^^tmbrian

cS^vs' B°X':if.l*^'"/-^-'^-^-
'»««' S« also Caxton

""'Mafe7tS'S'^'j:ie^^rs7T'"'-'''''f'^'''^'^"''""

^ ^Z^"7wt:Ztt%t' ^ """^^ ""'"'- "-

^''"h%^^islf'^aH'^^Z' ' """"^ '""* '^^
The Potiphar papers 1854 ( 1866)

p^ ^wTLLi^st-zi^r.^- f ^"^'"'^ '««'

Curtis s Botanical magazine 1787-1844
CURWEN, Henry History of booksellers 187 jCURWEN, John C. Hints on the economy of feeding stock 1808

LeSZ'isl""""
''""' "' '** ''^^Tin'lS,

CfSHiNG Luther S. A practical treatise on the trustee pro-S MliZ'lli ' "' "" '""'' "^ Massachusetts

*^"^ HSji7H ,f4 *?"<*<«* of heraldry 1868 (1869)History of Hertfordshire ttyaSl
• ^mI" ^' '^ '*"'* "'''*' """^^ '"'/•"S" of Africa

''""^"j..S-J;X^,3'c^jJJTf8r'"^"'''"'"^""^"*°'"
CiiUine's {Astolphe de) Empire of the Csar tr. 184,Ciatonui house The raUs of the 1545 (1583)

*^

?,^J^'« ''^' °/ ?'""' "^ '«» (S""«;s Soc. ,801)

grandchildren a 1823 (iSiS) ,
"j-i"

c:;rr.»Trif„^^tr^^t-;;--'*'^'"«"«'59,
See also BIyth, E. ; Griffith, E.

CUVLER, Theodore L. Heart culture 1872 (1870)
Po<«tei papers for the Christian life 1878Cyrfm« Pt. I by H. Graves ; Pt. II by G. l! HilUer; Pt. Illby Susan, Countess of .MaL-nesbury 1898

CVNiwuLF Crist a 900 (Grein; &)llancz 1892)
Elene a 900 (Grein)
/u/iana a 900 (Grein)

"^^Ke'^^'iMo " '"^'"''^ '"'" '** ^"^" "/ *«'*'» «-

Cyrurtyont of Mountpyller, The practyse of c 1540

19

D
D. A.:see A., D.
D., J. 1613 : see Dennys, J.
'

^640
^*' *"""' '" *"""'' "«" """"^'. " '^itty comedy

g::J-.('15^ie^^?,^!n'4's'g:<'-"^'

«^r (fa, W<nt.«i „a,;^ <yr UsandcrVnd CalisZ.Z

l-'yi^^i!{:nt^k{S"Z'"''''--"''"'''='^^^'^

S:; w: i^Xie^D'ShlS'T""^ ""^ *""^-^ '- '«56
Daborne Robert An assize sermoti 1618

/I C*m(w« («fMW rurt^ (a tragedy) 1612Da Cosia : see Mendes da Costa
^'

fofl^T'^T^,^''^'^- ^y™^) The libertine,807& *'°°'-' " ""^"'' "f "^ fifteenth!century

Dacres, EowARo MachiaveVs (JV.) Discourses upon. .Uvius

MachiaveVs (.V.) Prince tr. 1640 (1644)

I'S^ihL^l^,^'.'!'''^'''-'''''^^^^^^
Daily Express 1900-
Daily Mail 1896-
Daily News 1846-
Daily Telegraph 1855-

D'ALBER?.i T M-'^
«" '^.'"'"'"^

• • »/ ;fe«ofAon 1901
ic

'"•Bertis, L. M. Neui Guinea 1S80

isss""
^'''"'^'' "f "'y^^^'". " romance of the fells

Dale, Alan Jonathan's heme 188s

^''^"'^'^^X.l^S-?,'^'-
^•->«) ^-*'^ -*. »^ of

Dale Robert W The atone,mnt 1874 (,875)

T^'iT'-'iff'""',"^ °" ""c^^ ociisions 1866

NiJlZT P'l ""i"^ Christian church 1865 (1877)Nine lectures on preaching 1877 (1878)Smtwns on the ten commandments 1871Week-day sermons 1867 (1870)

°""-^si.fet;T:^?5f^u?;iT69r''''^ ""'"'""•

°'"'o»^\'i'-'-"'"
"•

-^f^*" ""^ * r«M,«« 1870

cl^es'^Z"rt'"^ f":¥''o"c ,nan obtained fromcaves tnthe Cathenna archipelago 1878
Tribes of the extreme Northwest 1877Dallam, Thomas Dwri- 1599-1600 (fearly vovaees and

Da, , X T" " ""= Levant, Hakluyt S-^^Tsg °)
™''

Dallas,, Alexander J. Reports of cases . . Jjddged in thecourts of Pennsylvania, etc. 1790-18^7 ^ '^

DaI'I'aw.^''?'"'
Sj/fem.o/sitoci'eso (1697)Dallaway James /«^„,ri<,s into the origin and progress of

t7nZ^''fZ^'Ti f-'^PP^idix . .The thiSiTi/ofthe Boke of St. Albans i486) 1795
OJsOTaftons on English architecture 1806
0/ statuary and sculpture 1816

Dallington, Sir Robert A method for Irauell im8Dalrymple, Alexander Oriental r4«^on/ .79,1' 808Dalrymple, David, Lord Hailes AinalslfTdtujfrjyf.,

^XS.'^a"'^"''''*
"" ""mities of the christian

Glossary (of Scottish words) c 1776Renmms of christian aniiauily 1776-80

°^"^t;^^;s^.ri.%^r'^ '"' '' ^^'"'^ "^^-'^"^ '-

Z-te institutions of the law of Scotland i68t, ifio,

S^V 1705"*" """""""^ "'^""•"i'^ Scottish

Dalrymple Sir John i^/to to /*« arfnj.Vaft,, „„,
Observations on his yeast-cake c 1706

Dalrymple. William Trat,* tt,o„j* Spain and Portugal

DAVENANT
Dana, Richard H., Jr. The seaimzn's manual 1841Two years before the mast 1840 (1841)

^
Dane,., Thomas The historic 0} A Tcommines tr. 15,6

°^'""A':;x'fi8^.v;ti3?,-
^""""'^ ^-'^^--^ "f""

Chess analysed 1750 (1773)
Studies of chess 1808 (1817)Daniel George Poems a 1657 (Grosart 1878)

'^t.'SL-^iT^^
'^'^^°- "Z^"- <SU<,/S,r..A

Idyllia a 1653

SnS'n!,""" """'"—" » l«"". I"!-

Hymens triumph 1615
Tfe ^„«„^s ayarfia 1605 (,606)rfe tragedie of CUobatra 1594

Sane, ; a','"^"
^•.^'"""' »^<"'^ '80.^2

^ iiMc„n/C*^/'''^i';'''''^'''' of""1<cine 18,6
n . ., , "-^ ''" Pr'tciples of physics 1884Danneley, John F. ^„ «^cfcAVorXl„V of music

'^''^''S ^721"' ^^^ "''^'""'"- '«"« " '^««?'« ™ «'

''''^''Z7.!t^tr%,<''-- ^- Bell) /.;« F.».-. Fur

°'^"";y'<n!^ri79?
"'''""=' ^""^^' C«„,7;«, „,.^W„„

Cecilia, or mcnoirs of an heiress 1782

T^ZrJ"'J'"'"Pr:- "«4^- '876; 189.)rA« Mriy dtary of Frances liurney 1768-78 {1880)

DA»r^^ T"^"-' orfcuzle difficulties 1814

^^"'h^:il^,t,^'^
°"^'-« "/ ^o'""-. - «- Urth of

the apostles cntwally investigated tr i87Mfi
-^

''7r!r'7{^r'''^^'"'^**'^''''^-'"^)"*^«-''«"«
Darius.^ A pretie new enterlude. .of the story of kyng Daryus
Dark, Sidney Stage silhouetUs 1901Darlington, Thomas Thefolk-speech ofSouth Cheshire 1887

°^'"'"T8;r,i8l",'-"'"
"'"~"" "^^^ ""^ "^^^'" ^'""'^

Daeeell John A detection of that sinnful lying shamful

A Irl^f/lf/""'"/",!"""" "-^ S- Ha/shilet'ili
"^

^
"" :z7ntzz%tj:r"- '"-"-' "y "•'^ "/

Darkell, William A gentleman instructed in the conduct of

DARTNLrs^J^i^rd'^oi!—'^-A'TlS /
D.„^ "^^ "'"* '" '^^ 'ounty of »•«;*,„ 1893 (E S S )

^

"""^'rel^i^tefi^i'
'^^""' "f »- "'^sel^^in

The different forms offlowers on plants ofthe same species

"
' effec

•777
Dalton, Henry G. The history of British Guiana 1855n.,™ I wj ' "^ ""•'"'y oj orinsn frutarui 18??

ik"^"
'^'^orologicul observations and ma//1793

Dalto.v, Michael The countrey justice, conleyning the trac
tiseof^theiustices of the peace out of^sesVi^^Zz

The office and authoHlie of sheriffs 1623 ( 1628)
' wr-;.?^'.!:^".

^- °'?«'"*' ^i'ng'^^Pioneering
Dalyk f q,p ir^*?"

territory of South Australia 1887

S^tldXl '" ^ '^'*'' ^PerstitionLf

Ed. Fragments of Scottish history (1708)
Dalziel, Hugh British dogs 1879-80

The diseases of dags 1874 ( i8o^)
Dame Siriz : see Siriz
Damon and Pilhias : see Edwards R

ami ,fejOT^(,ons, A voyage to New Holland) 1697 ieoo
1703-09(1729) "v/.'^yy,

'•"*'

fe899t
'''• ^- ''• ''^""'^ ^^^'"" "/»»--«''<'Sy

A text-book of mineralogy 1877 (1898)Dana, James Dwight Corais arid coral islands 1872
Crustacea 1852 (U.S. exploring expediUon XlH)rA« elements of geology 1862
Geo/ogy 1849 (U. S. exploring expedition X)
Jl/anua; o/geo/offl/ 1863 (1880)
Manual of mineralogy 1851 (ed. 4)Manual of mineralogy and lithology 1878 (1882)A system of mineralogy 1837 (1854, 1868, 1883)

DAvf"k^rJifp^^ !! '^- ®- «P'°™S expedition VIII)DANA, Richard H. The buccaneer and other poems 1844

rA< expression of the emotions in man and animals 1872

tlrmT'l ''f'"ee">l>l' mould through theatii^^ffuorms
( = Earth-worms) 1881

'

Jurist
n'""^'"'""!,'"' "" "*«»•<= «'"«'*' "«-fedrfmng the voyage of H.M.S. Beagle 1844

^n'siTcfLM'^J^aSlf^;^ °' ="^""^<^ ^"^^ '«55)

/oKrna; 0/ f<,Karc*.:s info the natural history and geology

^ v%-'SzvtittZ'X xrf"-''^'^!^

XiZ^'^aT"'""'" '^ '"*^* °"^^ ''" fertilised

On the origin of species by means of natural selection iStn
rA.^.ar«<,o„ ofuni,nals and plaits undert^SL^^

'"mo
"'""'• ^'^""^ ThePower of movement in plants

Darwin Erasmus The botanic garden; a poem in two parts

\hepUn":'^^^)%ir'^"""-'y^'- " T^^oLof

DARW°nrR^Gro„'^i"H t'*'*'',"?''^'
'W4-96 (1801, 1802)i/AKwiN, SIR ijtoRGi H. ScKn/i/fe *a*«fs (1Q07-11IDasent Sir George W. .Ubjorlisen {P. C.)S Moe's ( I

)

Popular tales from the Norse tr. 1859
''•'

Half a life 1874
"

Jest and earnest 1863 (1874)

?!£Sr^!^-S2'//7f'"" ^^-^^ ^- '««'

D'Au1,"o "'^Ss'° '^^ "'""" '*^°'^ '«^' "«5°)

''*''\ir4lr:';^'?;',<^-],'^«''''«'* '-<»^ "^^ «^

•" iZZi's7^[Z """ """ ""''' ^'"^"^ '^-J "'"

Dtscourses on tlie publick revenues 1698An essay upon the East India trade 1696Essays upon the ballance ofpower etc 1701DAVENANT, SIR William WoifaS (1673)Thecruell brother, a tragedy 1630
iJ«iama«,ons at Rutland House 1656-57 (Wks i67llThe fair favorite a 1668

j/ i " as. 1073J

Gondibert, an heroick poem 1651
Madagascar, and other poems 1638
/*« man's the master: a comedy a 1668 (1669)



DAVENANT
Davenant. Sir William (cont.)

ThepUUonic lovers 1636
Poansai668 (Wks. 1673)

Tke siege.0/ Rhodes 1656-59
r*i mitts, a comedie 1636

, , and Dryden, J, Shakespeare s Tempest, or the en-

cManted island (altered) 1667 (1670)

Davenport, Robert Tke city night-cap 1661

A plMsant . . . comedy, called, a new tricke to cheat the

divdl 1639
Davids, Thomas W. Rhys Buddhism 1877 (1894)

The Hibbert lectures 1S81

Davidson, Charles J. C, A diary 0/ travels and adventures

in upper India 1843
Davidson, David Thoughts on the seasons etc. partly in tke

Scottish dialect X789
Davidson, David Memories of along life 1890 (1893)

Davidson, Ellis A. The animal kingdom, an elementary^

texti>ook in xoology 1870
A practical manualof house-painting etc. 1875

Davidson, John Inverurie and the earldom of the Garioch

1878
Davidson, John Ballads and songs 1894

Fleet street eclogues 1893, 1896
Davidson, Joseph The works of Vergil tr. 1743 (1748)

Davidson, Samuel The canon of the Bible 1877
Davies, Benjamin Gesenius' {F.H, W.) Hebrewgrammar it.

1846 (1852)

Davies, Charles Tke metric system 1871
and I^CK, W. G. Mathematical dictionary and cyclo-

padia of mathematical science 1857
Davies, Charles M. Unorthodox London; or phases of re-

ligious life in the metropolis 1873-75 (1876)

Davies, David C, A treatise on metalliferous minerals and
mining i88o

Davies, Edward \V. L. Dartmoor days; or scenes in the

forest, a poem 1863
A memoir of the Rev. J. Russell 1878 {1883)

Davies, George C. The handbook to the rivers and broads of

Norfolk and Suffolk 1882
Mountain, meadow and mere 1873
Norfolk broads and rivers 1883 {1884)

Davies, Hugh Welsh botanology 1813
Davies, Sir John Works a 1626 (Grosart 1869-76)

A discoverie of the true causes u:hy Ireland was never

entirely subdued z6i2 (1747)
Historical tracts (concerning Ireland) 1607-13 (1787)
Hymns of Astrcea 1599 (Arber, Eng. Gamer V)
Letters {observations) to the earl of Salisbury 1607-10

(1787)
Nosce teipsum. The oracle expounded tn two elegies

J. of humane knowledge. 2. of the soule of tnan and
the immortalUie thereof(^ Imtnort. Soul) 1599 (Arber,

Eng. Garrer V)
Orchestra, or a poeme on dauncing 1596 (Arber, Eng.
Gamer V)

Speech to the Lord Deputy of Ireland 1613 {1787)

Davies, John (of Hereford) Poetical works a 16x8 (Grosart

1878)
The holy roode, or Christes crosse 1609
Humours heav*n on earth 1605 {1609)
Microcosmos : the discovery of the little world 1603
Minim in modiim 1602
The muses sacrifice 1612
Tke muses teares for tke losse of Henry Prince of Wales

1613
Tke scourge offolly 1611
Summa totalis, or all in all 1607
Wiites pilgrimage "> x6o$

Davies, John (of Kidwelly) The civU warres of Great Britain

and Ireland i66z
• The history of the Caribbee islands 1666
Olearius* {A.) Voyages and travels of the atnbassadors

sent ..to the great Duke of Moscovy. Whereto are

added the travels of (/. A , de) Mandelslo from Persia

into tke East-Indies tr. 1662
Davies, John Edwards (H. M.) and Vavasseur's Manual of

materia medica and pkarmacy adapted to British prac-

tice 1831
Davies, Myles Atkena Britannicce, or a critical history of

the Oxford and Cambridge writers and writings etc.

171S-16
'EiKuiv tJ.i.Kfio-0t0\iKr) sive Icon libellorum, or a critical

history of pamphlets 1715
Davies, T . Lewis O. A supplementary English glossary

zSSi
Davies, Thomas Memoirs of tke life of David Garrick 1780

{1781)
Davies, William A true relation of the travailes and . . capti-

vitie of W. D. 1614
Davis, Andrew J. The principles of nature 1847
Davis, Charles Augustus Letters of Jack Downing, major,

Downingville militia (anon.) 1834 (1835)
Davis, Charles H. Ed. Narrative of the North Polar expedi-

tion, U.S, ship 'Polaris' 1876
Davis, Charles T. The manufacture of leather 1885 (1897)

A practical treatise on the manufacture of bricks, tiles etc.

1884 (1895)
Davis, George E. Practical microscopy 1882
Davis, Jefferson The rise and fall of tke Confederate

government 1881
Davis, John The seamans secrets 1594 (1607)
Davis,John Travels., in the United States of America 1S03
Davis, Sir John F. Tke Chinese 1836 (1845)
Davis, Joseph B. The Neanderthal skull 1864
Davis, Richard Harding Our English cousins 1894
Davis, Thomas General view of the agnculture of the county

of WHtsty94 {1811, 1813)
Davison, Francis A poetical rapsody, containing divers

sonnets, odes, etc. 1602
Davison, John Discourses on prophecy 1824
Davitt, Michael Leaves from a prison diary 1885
Davy's {Adam)five dreams about Edward II. a 1327 (E.E.T.S.

1878)
Davy, Charles and Davy, Frederick Bourrit's {M. T.)

Relation of a journey to the glaciers in . . Savoy tr,

1775(1776)
Davy, Sir Humphry Elements ofagricultural chemistry 1813

Elements of chemical philosophy 1812
Salmonia: or days offly-fishing (anon.) 1828

Davy, John Tke angler in tke Lake district 1857
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Dawbeny, H. Historie and Policie re-viewed in tke transac-
tions of . . Oliver, late lord-protector, from kis cradle to

kis tomb 1659
Dawkins, William Boyd Cave hunting; researches on tke

evidence of caves respecting tke early inhabitants of
Europe 1874

Early tnan in Britain and kis place in the tertiary period
x88o

Dawson, Benjamin Pkilologia Anglicana : or a pkilological

and synonymical dictionary of the English language
1806

Dawson, George M. and SuxyERLAND, A. Geography of tke

British colonies 1892
Dawson, Sir John W. The geological history of plants 1888

Life's dawn on earth 1875
Nature and the Bible 1875
The origin of the world according to revelation and science

1877
The story of the earth and tnan 1873 (1880)

Dawson, Robert Tke present state of Australia 1831
Dawson, Samuel E. Hand-book for the Dominion of Canada

1884
Dawson, Thomas Tke good kuswifes Jewell 1596
Day, Angel The English secretorie 1586 (1595, 1625)
Day, Francis Thefishes ofGreat Britain and Ireland 1880-84

Indian fisk andfisking 1883 (Fisheries exhibition litera-

ture 1884)
Day, George E. Simon's {J. E.) Animal ckeniistry tr.

1845-46
Day, John (divine) Day's Dyall or his twelve Howres 1612-13

(1614)
Day's Festivals or twelve of his sermons on the three chief

e

festivals of the yeere 1610-15 (1615)
Day, John (dramatist) Works a 1640 (Bullen 1881)

The blind-beggar of Bednal-green ci6oo {1659)
Humour out of breath, a comedie 1608 (Halliwell i860)
He of guls 1606
Law-trickes or wko would have thought it z6oS
The parliament of bees a 1640 {1641)
Peregrinatio scholastica or leameinges pUlgrimage a 1640
The travailes of tke three English brothers , . Shirley 1607

Day, Richard A booke ofchristianprayers isj^i^sx^eiSoc,
1851)

Day, Thomas The kistory of Sandford and Merton X783-89
Deacon, John Tobacco tortured 1616

and Walker, J, Dialogical discourses of spirits and
divds 160X

De Acton, Eugenia : see Acton
Death's vision represented in a philosophical sacred poem (by

John Reynolds) 1687 (1713)
De Bary, ^. (^ : see Bower, F. O.; Gamsey, H. E. F.

Debate between the body and the soul a 1300, c 1325 (Mapes'
poems, Camden Soc. 1S41)

Debate betweene pride and lowlines, Tke By F. T. (ascribed

to Fr. Thynn) c 1570 (Shaks. Soc. 1841)
Debate on a motion for tke abolition of the slave trade in ike

House of Commons, Tke 1791
Debates in tke House of Commons 1625 (Camden Soc, 1873)
Debates in the House of Lords 1621 : see Elsing, H.
De Beau Chesne, John and Baildon, J. A booke contain-

ing divers sortes of hands, as well the English as French
secretarie with the Italian, Roman, chancelry and court

hands 1571
De Benese, Sir Richard This boke skeweth the maner of

measurynge of aH maner oflande c 1537
De Britaine, William Humane prudence, or tke art by

wkick a man may raise himself. . to grandeur i68o( 1686)

De Candolle's {A.) Origin of cultivated plants tr. 1884
De Candolle {A. P.) and Sprengel's {K.) Elements ofthephilo-

sophy of plants tr. 1821
Decay, The causes of the decay of christian piety . . written

by tke author of Tke whole duty of man 1667 (16S3)

Certayne causes gathered togetlier, wherin is shewed tke

decaye of England, . . by the great multitude of shepe

1550-53 (in Supplication for the beggers, E.E.T.S.

1871)
Tke decay oftrade : a treatise against tke abating ofinterest.

By a well-wisher of the commonwealth 1641
Declaration of the Commons , . concerning , . the grand

rebellion in Irelatid, A 1642 (1643)
Declaration of tke Pfaltzgraves, A : concerning the faith and

ceremonies professed in kis churches 1637
Declarations, ordinatwes, and remonstrances of the Lords and

Commons 1642 (45 pamphlets)
Decree of Starre-chamber concerning printing, A 1637 (Arber,

Milton's Areopagitica)
See also Star-chamber

Dee, John Autobiographical tracts az6o8 (Chetham Soc.

Miscellany 1851)
The compendious rehearsall 1592 (in Autob. tracts)

General and rare metnorials pertayning to the perfecte arte

of navigation 1577
A preface (to H. Billingsley's Euclid) specifying tke

ckiefe sciences, what they are etc. 1570
The private diary 1554-61 a 1608 (Camden Soc. 1842)
A true and faithful relation of what passed between ,

.

J. D. and some spirits a j6o8 (1627, 1659)
Deeside tales; or sketches of men and manners among the

peasantry of Upper Deeside (by R. G. Michie) 1872
Defence ofconny catching. The 1592 ( Halliwell 1859 ; Greene's

works, ed. Grosart XI)
A defence of dratnatick poetry, being a review of Mr. Col-

lier's 'View of tlie imtnorality and profaneness of the

stage' 1698
A defence of the ministers reasons 1607 : see Hieron, S.

A defence of tke rights and priviledges of the university

of Oxford 1649 etc. (1690)
Defence of Dr. G. Walker. Mr. J. Mackenzyes narrative

of the siege of London Derry, a false libel 1690
Defensor's Liber scintillarum with an interlinear Anglo-Saxon

version a 1050 (E.E.T.S. 1889)
Defoe, B, N. A compleat English dictionary 1735
De Foe, Daniel Works a 1731 (1840, 1841)

Tke complete English iradestnan 1726 etc, (1732, 1745.
1841)

The double welcome, a poem to tke duke of Marlborough
1705

The dyet of Poland, a satyr 1705
An essay on the history and reality of apparitions ( = Tke

secrets of the invisible world disclos'd or an universal
history of apparitions) 1727 (i735, 1S40)

de lolme
De Foe, Daniel {cont.)

The family instructor 1715 (1841)
The fortunes and misfortunes of Moll Flanders 1722
The kistory and renmrkable life of Colonel Jacque ( = CoU

Jack) 1722 (1840)
A hymn to tke pillory 1703
A hymn to victory 1704
A journal of tke plague year 1722 (1754)
Jure divino, a satyr 1706
Tke life, adventures, and pyracies of the famous Captain

Singleton 1720 (1840)
Tke life and strange adventures of Robinson Crusoe 1719

(1840, Globe 1873)
Memoirs of a Cavalier 1724 (1840)
Memoirs of tke church of Scotland 1717
New discovery of an old intreague (anon.) 1691
Tke political kistory of tke devil 1726 ( 1S40)
Religious courtship 1722 (1840)
Serious reflections during the life . . of Robinson Crusoe

1720
The shortest way witk tke dissenters 1702
A speeck for Mr. D—ss (Dundas) of Arnistoun (anon.)

1711
Street-robberies consider'd 1728
A system of magick ; or a history of the black art 1727

(1840)
The true-born Englishman 1700 (1701)
A new voyage round tke world 1725 (1840)

De Foe's Tour througk tke wkole island ofGreat Britain X724-
27 (railarged ed. 1769}

See also Richardson, S.

Degarre, Sire: a metrical romance a 1330 (Abbotsford Club
1849)

Degge, Sir Simon The parson's counsellor, with the law of
tithes and tithing 1676 (1703)

Degore,Syr (a metrical romance) 13.. (C1550; Utterson
1817)

De Gray, T. : see De ia Grey, T.
Degrevant, The romance of Sir a 1400 (in Thornton romances,

Camden Soc. 1844 ; Luick 1917)
'Dehan, Richard' (Clotilde Graves) Between two thieves

1912
De imitatione Christi. The earliest English translation c 1450

(E.E.T.S. 1893)
See also Atkynson, W. ; Richmond, Countess of

;

Stanhope, G.
Deism. An account of tke growth of deism in England 1696
De Kay, James E. Zoology of New York, or tke New York

fauna 1842
Dekker, Thomas The dramatic works a 1632 (1873)

The non-dramatic works (Grosart 1884-86)
Tke batchelars banquet (anon.) 1603
The belman of London bringing to light the most notorious

villanies 1608
The dead tearme 1608
D. kis dreame 1620
The guls horne-booke 1609 (1812)
Tke konest whore 1604 (Tke second part 1630)

If it be not good, the diud is in it 1612
A knigkts conjuring, done in earnest (revision of Newes
from hell) 1607

Lanthorne and candle-light, or tke bell-mans second nightS'

ualke 1608
Newes frotn kell ; brought by tke diuells carrier 1606
The owles almanacke (anon.) 16x8
The pleasant comedie of old Fortunatus x6oo
The ravens almanacke 1609
The roaring girle 161 1 : see Middleton, T.
Satiro-mastix or the untrussing of the humorous poet 1602
The seuen deadly sinnes of London 1606 (Arber)

Tke skomakers holiday or the gentle craft 1600.

A tragi-comedy : called Match mee in London 1623(1631)
Tke ukcre of Babyloti 1607
Tke witck of Edmonton : see Rowley, \\'.

Tke wonderfull yeare 1603, wherein is shewed the picture

of London lying sicke of the plague 1603
, Chettle, H., and Haughton, W. Patient Grissil,

a comedy 1603 (Shaks. Soc. 1841)
and Webster, J. North-ward hoe 1607 (D.'s works

1873)
Tke famous kistory of Sir Thomas Wyat x6crj (D.'s

works 1873)
West-ward koe ci6qs (1607, D.'s works 1873)

De la Beche, Sir Henry T. A geological manual 1831

(1832)
Mineralogy 1851-59 (in Manual of scientific enquir>-,

1859)
Report on the geology of Cornwall, Devon, and West-

Somerset 1839
De la Grey, Thomas Tke compleat horse-wan and expert

ferrier 1639 (1654, 1670)
Delamain, Richard Grammelogia; orthematkematicallring

1630
Delamer, Eugene S. The flower garden 1856 (1861)

The kitcken garden 1855 (i860)

Delamere, Henry Booth, 2nd Baron Works 01693
(1694)

Delanv, Mrs. Mary The autobiography and correspondence

1779-88 (1861, 1862)

Letters . . . to Mrs. F. Hamilton 1779-88 (1820)

De la Pasture, Mrs. Henry Cornelius 1903
De la Pryme, Abraham Diary a 1704 (Surtees Soc. 1870)

De la Ram^e, Louisa : see 'Ouida'

De las Coveras' {F.) History of Don Fenise; a romance out of

Spanish 1651
Delaune, Thomas Tke present state of London 1681 (1690)

Delawne, Nathaniel Du Moulin's {P.) Elements oflogick

tr. 1624
Delightesfor ladies 1602: see Plat or Piatt, Sir H,
'De Lisle's, F.' (= L. Regnier de la Planche) Legendarie

conteining an ample discourse of tke life . . of Charles

cArdinal of Lorraine and his brethren of tke house of

Guise tr. 1577
Delitzsck's (F.) System of biblical psychology tr. R. E. Wallis

1867
Dell, William Right reformation, or the reformation of the

church of the New Testament represented in gospell-

ligkt 1646
Delia Voile's (P.) Travels 1665: see Havers, G.
De Lolme, John L. Tke constitution of England, or an

account of the English government 1775



DELONEY
Deloney, Thomas The gentU craft 1597, a 1600

The pleasant historie of lohn Winchcontb, in kis yonguer
yeares called lack of Neu-bery 1597-1626

Thomas of Reading, or the size worthie yeoftien of the west
a 1600 (Thorns, Early prose romances I, 1828)

*D'Emillianne's,G.' (= A.Gavin) The frauds of the Romish
monks and priests tr. 1691

Observatioris on a journey to Naples ft. 1691
Demmin, Auguste: see Black, C. C.
De Monfart's ( = H. de Fe>-nes) A n exact and curious survey

of all the East Indies tr. 1615
De Morgan, Augustus A budget of paradoxes a iZyi (1872)

An essay on probabilities 1838
Formal logic 1847

De Morgan, Sophia E. From matter to spirit 1863
De Mouky's (C. de Fieux) Thefortunate country-maid tr. 1740

(1741)
Denham, Sir James Steuart An inquiry into the principles

of political economy 1767
Denham, Sir John Caio Major or old age c 1650 (1669)

Coopers-Hut 1642 (1669, 1709)
The destruction of Troy, an essay upon the second book of

Virgil's j^neis tr. 1636 {1656)
A dialogue between Sir J. Pooley and Mr. T. KiUigrew
a 1668

[Directions to a painter 1667 {1689))
* Poems and translations 16. . (1668)

The progress of learning c 1650
The Sophy (a tragedy) 1641

Denhau, Michael A. A collection of proverbs and popular
sayings, relating to the seasons, the weather, and agri-
cultural pursuits 1846 (Percy Soc.)

The D. tracts, a collection offolk-lore 1846-59 (1892-95)
Folk-hre; or a collection of local rhymes, proverbs, etc.

relating to Northumberland etc. 1858
Folk -lore ; or manners and customs of the north ofEngland

1850-52
Deniker's (/.) The races of man tr. 1900
Denison, Edmund Beckett (afterw. Beckett, E.) Astro-

nomy without mathematics 1865 (1867)
A rudimentary treatise on clocks, watches, and bells Z850

(i860 etc)
Denison, John The heavenly banquet 1619 (1631)

Heauens joy for a sinners repentance, a sermon 1623
Denne, Samuel 1772: see History and antiquities of

Rochester
Denning, David The art and craft of cabinet-making 1891
Dennis, John 1613 : see Dennys
Dennis, John The characters and conduct of Sir John Edgar

1720
The impartiall critick: or some observations upon 'A

short view of tragedy* written by T, Rymer 1693 (also

Spingam 1909)
The monument, a poem 1702
A plot and no plot, a comedy 1697

Dennison, Walter T. The Orcadian sketch-book 1880
Denny, Sir William Pelecanicidium, or the christian adviser

agfiinst self-murder (anon.) 1653
Dennys, John The secrets of angling, by J. D. 1613 (also in

Arber, Eng. Gamer I)

Dent, Arthur The plaine mans path-uay to heaven 1601
(1603)

Dent, Daniel A sermon against drunkennes 1628
Denton, Daniel A brief description of New York 1670

(1845)
Departing soul*s address to the body, The CX300 (Sir T.

Phillipps 1838 ; S. W. Singer 1845)
Deplorable state of New England 1708 : see Asshurst, Sir H.
Deposition of Richard II, A poem on the : see Langland, W.
Depositions from the castle of York relating to offences com-

mittea in the northrm counties in the seventeenth

century 1650-85 (Surtees Soc. 1&61)
Depredations committed on the clan Campbell and their

followers. An account of c t6S6 (1816)
Deputy Keeper of the Public Records, First (second, etc.)

report 1840-
De Quatrefages de Briau {J. L. A.)', see Quatrefoges de

Brfaiu, J. L. A. de
De Quincey, Thomas Works 0x859 (1853-60, 1862-71,

1889-90)
Analects from J. P. Richter 1824
Autobiographic sketches 1834-53
The Casars 1832-34
Confessions of an opium-eater 1822-56
The English mail coach 1849
The Essenes 1840-59
On murder considered as one of the fine arts 1827
Recollections of the lakes and the lake poets 2839
The Spanish military nun 1847
On war 1854
De Quincey : his life and writings, by'H.A. Page* ( 1877)

Derby, Edward G. G. S. Stanley, 14TH Earl of Homer's
Iliad rendered into English blank verse 1864

Derby, Henry, Earl of (afterw. Henry IV) Expeditions

to Prussia and the Holy Land 1390-91, 1392-93 (Cam-
den Soc. 1894)

Derham, V/illiam The artificial clock-maker, a treatise of
watch aruL dock-work by W. D. 1696 (1700, 1759)

A stro-theology ;ora demonstration of the being arid attri-

butes of God from a survey of the heavens 1714 (1715.

1769)
Physico-theohgy ; or a demonstration of the being and

attributes of God from his works of creation 1711-X2

(1713)
Dering, Edward xxvi lectures or readings upon part of the

epistle .. to the Hebrews 1576
Dering, Sir Edward The fower cardinal-vertues of a Car-

melite fryar 1640 {1 641)

A collection of speeches in matters of religion 1642
A discourse ofproper sacrifice, in way of answer to A. B.C.

Jesuite 1644
Derricke, John The image of Ireland; a poem 1581 (1883)

Desaguliers, John T. A course of experimental phUosophy

1734—44
Gauger's {N.) Fires improv'd: being a new method of

building chimneys tr. 171

5

Description of the isles of Scotland I577-9S (W. F. Skene,

Celtic Scotland III. 1880)

Description of Kentucky in North America, A 1792
Dacription of the river Thames etc., A ed. R. Binnell 1758
Description of S'hertogenbosh : see Pelegromius

21

Description of Sotith Carolina, A (by James Glen) 1761
Desmond, George The history of G. D., founded on facts

which occurred in the East Indies 1821
D'Esterre-Keeling, Elsa A return to nature, a Kentish

idyll 1897
Destruction of Troy. The gest hystoriale of the destruction of

Troy : an alliterative romance translated frmn Guido de
Colonna's Hystoria Troianaci^oo (E.E.T.S. 1S69-74)

Destruction of Troy, The 1636 : see Denham, Sir J.
Deuine lover, A (1657) : see Baker, David
Deutsch, Emanuel O. M. Literary remains 01873 (1874)
De Vere, Sir Aubrey A song offaith 1842
De Vere, Aubrey Thomas Poetical works 18. . (1884-98)

The legends of St. Patrick 1872
Picturesque sketches of Greece and Turkey 1850

De Vere, M. Schele Americanisms; the English of the Nas)
World 1871 (1872)

Device to entertayne hir Majesty att Harfielde, The 1602
(Shaks. Soc. Papers 11. 1845)

DetfUs. The parlyament of tUuylles (in verse) 1509
Devout cotntnunicant exemplifi'd in his behaviour, The 1670

(1688)
De Warren, Count E. Caignart de Saulcy's (L. F. J.) Nar-

rative of a journey round the Dead Sea 1853
Dewes : see Du Wes
D' Ewes, Sir Stmonds The autobiography and correspondence

0x650 (Halliwell 1845)
College life in the time of James the first, as illustrated by
an unpublished diary of Sir S. D'E. 16. . (1851)

The journals of all the parliaments during the reign of
Queen Elizabeth 0x650 (1682)

Two speeches 1642
Dkwhurst, Henry W. A lecture illustrative of the architec-

ture of the human body etc. X832 (1834)
The natural history of the order cetacea 1834

De Windt, Harry On the equator, by H. De W. 1882
De Wykes or Wikes, Thomas Chronicon Salisburiensis

monasterii 01293 (Historiaa Anglicanae scriptores
quinque II. 1687)

Dialect notes. Published by the American Dialect Society

Dialogue betwixt Tom and Dick, A (by T. Jordan) 1660
A dialogue betwixt Rattle-head and Roundhead 164X
A proper dyaloge betwene a gentillman and a husbandman
1530 (in Roy, Rede me, etc. Arber 1871)

Saint-German's (C.) Fyrst (secunde) dyaloge in EngUsshe
betityxt a doctoure ofdyvnyte and a student in the lawes
of Englande tr. X531, X532 (1638)

Diary of the siege and surrender of Lymerick, A 1692
Dibdin, Charles A collection of songs, selected from the

works of C. D. 1790, a 1814 (1841, 1842)
Dibdin, Thomas Frognall The bibliographical decameron

X817
An introduction to the knowledge of rare and valuable

editions of the Greek and Latin classics 1802
The library companion, or the young man's guide and the

old man's comfort in the choice of a library 1824
Dice-play c X550 : see Walker, G,
Dicey, Edward Six months in the Federal states 1863
Dick, H. St. John Flies and fly-fishing 1873
Dick, William Manual of veterinary science 1841 (1862)

Dick of Devonshire, The play qf c 1626 (Bullen, Old plays 1 1.

1883)
Dickens, Charles The adventures of Oliver Twist 1838

American notes for general circulation 1842 (1850)
Barvuxby Rudge 1841
The battle of life ; a love story 1846
Bleak house 1852-53
A child's history of England X85X-53
The chitnes, a goblin story of some bells that rang an old

year out and a new year in 1845
A Christmas carol in prose X843
The cricket on the hearth, a fairy tale of home X846
Doctor Marigold's prescriptions 1865
Dombey arui son 1848
Gr&it expectations x86x
Hard times, for these times X854
The haunted nuin and the ghost's bargain X848
The Hollv-tree inn 1855
Letters v.d. (1880)
The life and adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit X844
The life and adventures of Nicholas Nickleby 1839
Little Dorrit X857
Master Humphrey's clock X840-42
Mrs. Lirriper's legacy 1864
Mrs. Lirriper's lodgings 1B63
Mugby junction 1866
The mystery of Edwin Drood X870
The old curiosity shop 1840 (1848)
Our mutual friend 1865
The personal history of David Copperfield x 849-50
The posthumous papers of the Pickwick club 1837
The seven poor travellers 1854
Sketched by Boz 1835-37
A tale of two cities 1859
The uncommercial traveller 1860-63 (1866)

Dickens, Charles, Jr. Dictionary of London 1879
Dictionary of the Thames 1880

Dickenson, John Arisbas, Euphues amidst his slumbers : or

Cupids journey to hell 1594 (Grosart 1878)
Greene in conceipt new raised from his grave to write the

tragique historie offaire Valeria of London X598 (1878)
The shepheardes complaint c 1595 (1878)

Dickenson, Jonathan God's protecting providence man's
surest help and defence , . evidenced in the remarkable
deliverance of R. Barrow. .Florida 1700

Dickeson, Montroville W, The American numismatic
manual of the aborigines, arui Colonial, State, and
United States coins 1S59

Dickinson, William A glossary of words and phrases per-
taining to the dialect ofCumberland {with Supplement)
X878 (E.D.S.)— re-arranged etc. by E. W. Prevost (1899)

DiCKSEE, J. R. School perspective 1859
Dickson, Adam A treatise of agriculture 1765 (ed. 2)

Dickson, David Select practical writings 0x663 (1845)
Dickson, Nicholas The auld Scotch minister 1892
Dickson, R. W. General view of the agriculture of Lancashire

1815
Practical agriculture; or a complete system of modem

husbandry 1805

DISTRACTED
Dickson, William E. Practical organ-building 1881
Dictionarie English and Latine, A 1623
Dictionarium polygraphicum : or the whole body of arts

regularly digested 1735
Dictionarium rusticum, urbanicum & botanicum: or a

dictionary of husbandry, gardening, trade, commerce,
and all sorts of country affairs 1704, 1726 (ed. 3)

Dictionary of architecture. The, issued by the Architectural
Publication Society 1852-92

Dictionary of the bible, A ed. J. Hastings 1898-1904
Didoniad, The 1831 : see Hudiger, P.
Dieffenbach, Ernst Travels in New Zealand 1843
Dieulafait's (L.) Diamonds and precious stones tr, 1874
Difference between the church and court of Rome considered.

The (by W. Lloyd) 1674
Digby, George, 2nd Earl of Bristol Elvira, . . a comedy

1667
Letters between the lord G. Digby and Sir K, Digby con-

cerning religion 1639 (1651)
The Lord Digby's speeches in the House of Commons

X640-4

X

Digby, Sir Kenelm Chymical secrets and rare experiments
in physick and philosophy a X648 {1682-83)

The closet of Sir K. D. opened a 1648 (1669, 1677)
A discourse concerning the cure of wounds by the sympa-

thetic powder 1644
Journal of a voyage into the Mediterranean 1628-29

(Camden Soc. 1868)
Observations upon Religio medici 1642 (164,1)

Private memoirs of Sir K. D. written by himself a 1648
(1827-28)

Two treatises, in the one of which, the nature of bodies,

in the other the nature of mans soule, is looked into X644
(1658)

See also Digby, G.
Digby, Kenelm E. An introduction to the history of the law

of real property 1875 (1876)
Digby, Kenelm H. The broad stone of honour, or the true

sense and practice of chivalry 1828-29 (1848)
Mores catholici or ages of faith 1831 etc.

Digby mysteries. Ancient mysteries frmn the Digby manU'
scripts c 1485 (Abbotsford club 1835)

The Digby mysteries c X485 (New Shaks. Soc. 1882

;

E.E.T.S. 1896)
Digges, Dudley The unlaufulnesse of subjects taking annes

against their soveraigne 1643 {1647)
Digges, Sir Dudley The compleat ambassador , , Collected

by Sir D. D. 15. . (1655)
See also Digges, Thomas

Digges, Leonard A book called Tectonicon 1562 (1592)
A prognostication of right good effect 1555
and Digges, Thomas An arithmeticall militarie treatise

named Stratioticos a isyi (1579)
A geometrical practise named Pantometria i^'j I (1591)

Digges, Thomas and Digges, Sir Dudley Foureparadoxes,
or politique discourses ; 2 concerning militarie discipline
..byT. D. (a 1595) 2 of the worthinesse of warre and
warriors by D. D. his sonne 1604

DiLKE, Sir Charles W, Greater Britain : a record of travel

in English-speaking countries 1868
Problems of Greater Britain 1890

Dillon, Harold A., 17TH Viscount Calais and the Pale
189X (Archaeologia, 2nd series. III, 1893)

Dillon, Sir John T. Travels through Spain 1780 (1781)
Dilworth, W. H. The life of Alexander Pope 1759

The life of. .Jonathan Swift X758 (1760)

Dineley, Thomas Journal giving some account of his visit

to Ireland 1681 (Journal of the Kilkenny Archaeol.

Soc., 2nd series, I, 1858)
Dircks, Henry The life, times, and scientific labours of the

second Marquis of Worcester 1865
Directions ofparliamentfor the electing and choosing ofrtding

elders, ig Aug. 1645
Director, The; a weekly literary journal 1807
Directorium Anglicanum, The, being a manual of directions

for the right celebration of the Holy Communion, etc,

ed. F. G. Lee 1865 (1866)

Directory for the ptiblique worship throughout the three king-

doms of England, Scotland, and Ireland, A 1644
Discipline and ceremonies of the Church of England, Two

papers of proposals concerning the i66x

Discourse concerninge the Spanish fleet invadinge Englande
tr. (from P. Ubaldini) X590

Discourse of the common weal of this realm of England, A
C1550 (1893)

Discourse of the religion of England, A (by J. Corbet) 1667
Discourse wherein is plainly proued . . that Peter was neuer

at Rome, etc.,^. By R. T. (Christopher Carlile)

1572
Discourses arui characters, .wherein the vanities of the modish

women are discovered. Several 1689
Discoveries of John Poulter, written by himself, The 1753
Discriminator, The: a peritxHcal 1905
Disinterested love; or the modern Robin Grey. By a widow lady

X788
Dispute {Disputation) between Mary and the cross c 1375

{Legends of the holy rood, E.P^.T.S. 1871; Minor
poems of the Vernon MS., E.E.T.S. 1901)

Disraeli, Benjamin, Earl of Beaconspield Coningsby^

or the new generation 1844
Contarini Fleming, a psychological autobiography 1832
Correspondence with his sister 1832-52 (1886)

Endymion i88o
Henrietta Temple X836
Lothair 1870
The revolutionary epick 1834
Sybil ; or the two nations 1845
Tancred; or the new crusade 1847
Venetia X837
Vivian Grey 1826-27
The young duke 1831

D'Israeli, Isaac Amenities cf literature 1841 (1859)

Calamities of authors 1812 (1867)
Commentaries on the life and reign of Charles the first

X828-3

I

Curiosities of literature X791-1823 (1849, 1866)

Quarrels of authors 18x4 (1867)

'Distaff, John* A character of Don Sacheverellw 17x0

Distracted emperor. The: a tragi-comedy ?ci6oo (Bullen,

Old plays III, 1884)
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Dirnnal of remarkabU occurrcnts that have passed within the

country of Scotland since the death of king James the

fourth tili the year 1575, A 15 . . (Bannatyne Ciub

DiverUng muse^ The; or the universal medly 1707
Dives and pauper I see Parker, H.
Divine andpduihe observations newly translated out of Dutch,

upon some lines in the speech of (A bp. Laud) 1637 1638

Divine lover, A {1657) : see Baker, David
Dixie, Lady Florence Across Patagonia 1880

Dixon, Henry Hall Field and fern, or Scottish flocks atid

herds 1865
The post and the paddock, by the Druid 1856 (1880)

SUk and scarlet, by the Druid 1859 (1880)

Dixon, James H. Ed, Ancient poems, ballads and songs of

the peasantry of England ( 1650-) { Percy See. 1846)

Dixon, James M. Dictionary of idiomatic English phrases

189X
Dixon, Richard W. History of the church of England

i877-«5
Dixon, Robert The nature of the two testaments 1676
Dixon, Robert V. A treatise on heat 1849
Dixon, William Hepworth British Cyprus 1879

Her majesty's Tower 1869-71
History of two queens 1873-74
New America 1867
Personal history of Lord Bacon 1861
Royal Windsor 1879-80
Spiritual wives 1868
TheSwitxers 1872
White conquest 1876
William Penn, an historical biography 1851 (1872)

DoBBS, Arthur An account of the countries adjoining to

Hudson's Bay 1744
Dobell, Sydney T. Poetical works a 1874 {1875)

Balder 1853
The Roman, a dramatic Poem 1850

DoBiE, James Memoir of William Wilson ofCrummock 1896
DoBSON, Edward A ruditnentary treatise on the manufacture

of bricks 1850 (1868)
DoBSON, George E. Catalogue of the ckiroptera in ., the

British Museum 1878
DoBSON, H. Austin At the sign of the lyre 1885

Eighteenth century vignettes 1892-96
Sir Richard Steele (English worthies) 1886
Vignettes in rhyme and vers de socidt^ 1873

Docquets of letters patent passed . . at Oxford 1643-46 (1838)
Doctors* Commons, Wills from: a selection from the wills of

eminent persons proved in the Prerogative court of
Canterbury 1495-1695 (Camden Soc. 1863)

Doctrine and erudition for any christen man, A necessary 1543
Doctrine of devils proved to be the grand apostacy of these later

times, The 1676
Doctrynall of good servauntes c 1500 {Ancient poetical tracts,

Percy Soc. 1842)
Documents relating to the proceedings against William Prynne

in 1634 and 1637 (Camden Soc. 1877)

DoD, John and Cleaver, R. A plaine exposition of the ninth

and tenth [eleventh and twelfth) chapters of the Proverbs

of Salomon 1608
DoDD, F. Lawson Municipal milk and public health 1905
DoDD, George The textile manufactures of Great Britain

{ = British ?nanufactures) 1844-46
DoDD, Ralph Letters . . on the improvement of the Port of

London 1798
Doddridge, Philip The family expositor : or a paraphrase

and version of the New Testament 1739-56 {1799)
Dodge, Richard Irving Our wild Indians 1882
Dodington, George Bubb, Baron Melcombe Diary

174^1 (1784)
Dodoens : see Lyte, H.
DoDS, Marcus Mohammed, Buddha, and Christ 1877 (1878)
*DoDS, Margaret' The cook and hotiseivife's manual 1826

(1842)
Dodsley, Robert Ed. A collection ofpoems by several hands

(1748, 1755, 1758. 1782)
Ed. A select collection of old plays (i744, 1780, 1825-27,

Hazlitt 1874-76)
Poems 41764 (1810)
Public virtue, a poem in three books (i. Agriculture)

DoDSON, William The designefor the perfect draining of the

great level of the fens 1665
Dodwell, Edward A classical and topographical tour

through Greece 1819
Dodwell, Henry A defence ofthe vindication of the deprived

bishops 1 69s
A discourse concerning Sanchoniatkon's Phcenician

history 1680 (1691)
The natural mortality of hwnane soules clearly demon-

strated. . . Being an explication of a famous passage in
the dialogue of S. Justin Martyr with Tryphon 1708

Two letters of advice 1680 (1691)
Dodypoll, The wiscdome of Doctor 1600 (Bullen, Old plays

III, 1884)
Doe, John* (F. R. Roe) The bridge manual, an illustrated

guide to the conventions of the game 1900
Dogs, Breaking and training. By 'Pathfinder' 1875
*Doleman, N.' : see Parsons, Robert
Dolman, Richard The third volume of La Primaudaye's (P.

de) French academie engUshed 1601 (1618)
Do:nesday ofinclosures. The 1517-18 (R. Hist. Soc. 1897)
Domett, Alfred RanolfandAinohia, a South-sea day dream

1872
Flotsam and jetsam, rhymes old and new 1877

Dominis (M. A. de). A manifestation of the motives where-
upon M. A. de Dominis, archbishop of Spalatro .

.

vndertooke his departure thence tr. i6i6
Dominoes and solitaire. By 'Berkeley' 1090
Don, George A general history of the dichlamydeous plants

Don Bellianis. The honour of chivalry, or the famous and
delectable history of Don Bellianis of Greece tr. 1650

See also Kirkman, ¥.
Donald, G. W. Poems, ballads and songs 1867 (1879)
Donaldson, David Supplement to Jamieson's Scottish dic-

tUmary 1887
Donaldson, James General view of the agriculture of the

county of Elgin 1794; of Kincardine 1795; of Nairn
1794

Donaldson, John W. Christian orthodoxy reconciled with
the conclusions of modem biblical learning 1857

Donaldson, John W. {cont).

The theatre of the Greeks 1836 (1849, i860)
A vindication of Protestant principles (anon.) 1847

Donaldson, Thomas Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect

1809
Donaldson, William The life and adventures of Sir Bar-

tholomew Sapskull (anon.) 1768
Done, John Aristeas* Auncient historic of the Septuagint tr.

1633
Polydoron, or a miscellanea ofmorall, philosophicall and

tkeologicall sentences 1631
Donkin, William F. Acoustics. Theoretical part I, 1870
Donne, John H^orAsai63i {1839)

Bto^aifaro?, a declaration of that paradoxe or thesis tJiat

self-homicide is not so naturally sin, that it may never be

otherwise c 1608 (1648)
Devotions upon emergent occasions and seucrall steps in

my sicknes 1624
Essayes in divinity a 1615 (1651)
Juvenilia ; or certaine paradoxes and problemes 1600-06

(1633)
The lamentations of Jeremy a 1631 (1633)
Letters to severall persons of honour a 1631 (1651)
Paradoxes^ problemes, essayes, characters 1600-06 {1652)
Poems a 1631 (1633, 1650, 1669, Grosart 1872-73)
The progress of the soule 1612 (1633)
Pseudo-martyr, wherein out of certaine propositions and

gradations, this conclusion is euicted. That etc. i6io
Satires 1593 (1669)
Selections from the works of D. 0x631 {1840)
Sermons a 1631 (LXXX. S. 1640, Fifty S. 1649, XXVI.

S. 1661)
See also Mayne, Jasper

Donovan, Michael Domestic economy 1830 (1837)
Doomed religions : a series of essays on the great religions of the

world ed. J, M. Reid 1884
Doomsday. Be domes dizge, De die judicii, an old English

version of the Latin poem ascribed to Bede a 1000
(E.E.T.S. 1876; Vom jiingsten tage, Grein 1894)

Doomsday c 1000 (Das jungste gericht, Grein 1897)
Doomsday (a poem) c 1250, c 1275 (O.E. Misc., E.E.T.S. 1872)
Doran, John Habits and m€t\ 1854

The history of court fools 1858
A lady of the last century {Mrs. E. Montagu) 1873
'Mann' and manners at the court of Florence 1740-86,
fotmded on the letters of Horace Mann to Horace Wal-
pole 1876

Saints and sinners; or in church and about it 1868
'Their majesties'servants 'annals of the English stagei&64

DoRLAND, W. A. Newman The illustratedmedical dictionary
1901 {ed. 2), 1903 (ed. 3), 1913 (ed. 7)

DoRMAN, Thomas A proufe of certeyne articles in religion,

denied by M. Juell, sett furth 1564
Domer's (I. A.) History of tfie development of the doctrine of

the person of Christ tr. W. L. Alexander and D. W.
Simon 1861-63 (1872)

DoRNFORD, JosiAH PHttcr's [J. S.) Historicoldevehpementof
. . the Germanic empire tr. 1790

Dorothy ; a country story in elegiac verse {by A. J. Munbv)
1880

DoRRiNGTON, Edward ? pscud. The hermit: or the un-
paralleled sufferings and surprising adventures of Mr.
Philip Quarli 1727 (1751, 181G)

Dorset, A glossary of provincial words used in the county of
1851

Dorset, Charles Sackville, Earl of Poetical works ci68o
{1721, 1750)

Dorset, Thomas Sackville, Earl of; see Sackville
DossiE, Robert The handmaid to the arts (anon.) 1758
Double welcofne. The, a poem to the Duke of Marlborough {by

De F"oe) 1705
Douce, Francis Illustrations of Shakespeare and of ancient

manners 1807
Douce MS. 55 {Bodl. Libr.) c 1440 (Two cookery-books,

E.E.T.S. 1888)
Doughty, Charles M. Travels in Arabia deserta 1888
Doughty, Henry M. Friesland meres and through the

Netherlands 1889
Our wherry in Wendish lands 1892

Doughty, John Discourses 1627 (1628)
Douglas, Alexander Poejns, chiefly in the Scottish dialect

1806
Douglas, Bp. Gavin Poetical works a 1522 (1874)

The xiii bukes of Eneados of the fajnose poete V'irgill tr.

1513 (1553, 1710, 1874)
King.Hart c 1510 (1874)
The palice of honour 1501 (1710, 1874)

'Douglas, George' (G. D. Brown) The house with the green
shutters 1901

Douglas, Sir Howard An essay on the principles and con-
struction of military bridges 1816 {ed. 3, 1853)

Douglas, James The truths of religion 1830 (1832)
Douglas, Robert General view of the agriculture of tJte

counties of Roxburgh and Selkirk 1798
Douglas, Robert K. Non-ckristian religious systems : Con-

fucianism and Taouism 1879
Douglass, William A discourse concerning the currencies of

the British plantations in America 1740
Douland, or Dowland, John The first {second, third) book

of songs or airs 1597, 1600, 1603 (Arber, Eng. Gamer
IV)

Ornithoparcus (A.) his micrologus, or introduction : con-
taining the art of singing 1609

Douse, Thomas le M. Grimm's law ; a study 1876
D'OuviLLY, Baron ; see Gerbier, Sir B. G.
Dove, John An advertisement to the English seminaries and

lesuites 1610
A confutation of atheisme 1605

Dove, Patrick E. Logic of the Christian faith 1856
Dover, Robert. AnnaliaDubrensia,vpon the yeerely celebration

of Mr. R. D.'s Olimpick games vpon Cotswold-hills,
written by Drayton etc. 1636 (Grosart 1877)

Dow, Christopher A discourse of the sabbath and the Lord's
day 1636

'Dow, Jr.* {E. G. Paige) Short patent sermons c 1850
Dowden, Edward The life of P. B. Shelley i886

Shakespere (Literature primer) 1877
Southey (English men of letters) 1879
Studies in literature 1789-1877 1878

DowELL, Stephen A history oftaxation and taxes in England
Z884 {1888)

DowiE, M£nie Muriel {Mrs. H. Norman) Gallia 1895
A girl in the Karpathians 1891

Dowland: see Doulaad
Dowling, Robert The sport of fate 1880
Downame, Bp. George A treatise . . concerning christian

libertie 1609
Downes, George Letters from continental countries 1832

Letters from Mecklenburgh and Holstein 1822
Downes, Joseph The jnountain decameron 1836
Downing, Andrew Jackson The fruits and fruit-trees of

Atnerica 1845 (1869)
Downing, Major Jack, of the Downingville militia x86o (1865)

See also Davis, C. A. ; Smith, Seba
Downing, Joseph A treatise on the disorders incident to

horned cattle 1797
Doyle, Sir A. Conan The adventures ofSherlock Holmes X89Z

A duet 1899
The exploits of Brigadier Gerard 1896
The memoirs of Sherlock Holmes 1894
Micah Clarke 1889
Rodney Stone 1896
Sir Nigel 1906
The white company 1891

Doyle, John Andrew History of America 1875
D'Oyle, Lynn C. Notches on the rough edge of life 1890
D'Oyly, George The life of William Sancroft, archbishop of

Canterbury 182X (1840)
Drainer. The drayner confirmed, . . and the obstinatefen-man

confuted X629 (1647)
See also C, H.

Drake, Daniel Pioneer life in Kentucky a 1852 {1870)
Drake, Francis Eboracum ; or the history and antiquities of

the city of York 1736
Drake, Sir Francis 1595 ; see Ma>'narde, T.
Drake, Sir Francis, bart. The world encompassed by Sir

F. Drake X628 (Hakluyt Soc. 1854)
Drake, Joseph R. The culprit fay, and other poems 1836
Drake, Nathan A journal of the first and second sieges of

Pontefract 1644-45 (Surtees Soc. i860)
Drake, Nathan Literary hours, or sketches critical and nar-

rative 1798 (1820)
Drake, Peter The metnoirs of captain P. D. 1754 {1755)
Drant, Thomas A medicinable morall, that is the two bookes

of Horace his satyres englished. . . The wailyngs of
the prophet Hieremiah done into Englyshe verse, also

epigrammes 1566
Horace his arte ofpoetrie, pistles and satyrs englished 1567

Draper, John W. History of the American civil war 1867
History of the conflict between religion and science 1875

(1877)
History of the intelhctual development of Europe X863
Human physiology 1858

Draper's dictionary 1886 : see Beck, S. W.
Draughts, backgammon and dominoes 1866
Drayson, Alfred W. Sporting scenes amongst the Kaffirs of

South Africa 1858
Drayton, Michael Works ai6z\ (1748, i753; 1876)

Ballad of A gincourt c 1 605 (Poemes lyrick and pastorall)

The Barons' wars : see Mortimeriados, below
The battaile of Agincourt, .. The miseries of queene

Margarite, , . Nimphidia, the court of fayrie. The
quest of Cinthia, The shepheards Sirena, The moon-
calfe. Elegies upon sundry occasions 1627

Eclogues 1593 (Poemes l>Tick and pastorall; 1619)
England's heroicall epistles 1597, 1598, 1599 {1619)
The harmony of the church 1591 (Percy Soc. 1843)
Idea, the shepheards garland 1593 (also with England's

heroicall epistles 1599 ; 1619 ; Arber, Eng. Gamer VI)
The man in themoone 1605 {Poemes lyrick and pastorall;

1619)
The miseries of queene Margarite c 1600 (1627)
Mortimeriados, the lamentable ciuill warres of Edward

the second and the barrens 1596— The barrons warres in the raigne ofEdward the second
Z603 (1619)

The muses elizium lately discouered by a new way ouer
Parnassus 1630

Odes CX605, 1619 (Poemes IjTick and pastorall; 1619;
Arber, Eng. Gamer VIII)

The owle [a poem) 1604 (1619)
Poemes lyrick and pastorall c 1605
Poems 1606, 1619 (also Roxb. Club 1856)
Poly-olbion, or a chorographicall description of . . Great

Britain 1612, 1622 (also 1876)
The tragicall legend of Robert Duke of Normandy , . With

the legend of Matilda, . . and the legend of Piers
Gaveston 1596 (1619)

Dream, The, a poem sacred to the . . metncry of Qtteen

Caroline {Wilhelmina) 1737
Dredge, James Ed. Electric illumination 1883
Drew, Samuel ; see Hitchins, F.
Driver, Abraham and Driver, W. General view of the agri-

culture of the county of Hants 1794
Drout, John The pityfull historic of ,. Gaulfrido and

Bamardo le vayne tr. 1570 (1844)
'Druid, The' : see Dbton, H. H.
Drum, Jack: see Marston, J.
Drummond, Ale.xander Travels through different cities of

Germany, Italy etc. 1754
Drummond, Henry The Lowell lectures on the ascent of man

1894
Natural law in the spiritual world 1883

Drummond, Sir William Origines, or remarks on the origin

of several empires, states and cities 1824-29
Drummond, William (of Hawthomden) Works 12x649

(1711 ; Poetical works, S.T.S. 1913)
Considerations to the Parliament 1639 {1711)
A cypress grove 1613
Familiar epistles a 1649 (1711)
Flowres of Sion 1623
(The river of) Forth feasting 16x7
The history of the five James's, kings of Scotland a 1649

(1711)
Irene, a remonstrance for concord . . amongst hts

majesty's subjects 1638 (1711)
Notes of Ben Jonson's conversations with D. 16x9 (Shaks.

Soc. 1842)
y.Kinnriyia or a defence of a petition 1642 (1711)
D.'s Polemo-medinia {The muckomachy ; or the midden-

fecht, a poem. \\'ith enlargements by the modems)
tr. (1846}
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Dritiv, Anna H. Called to the rescue 1879
Drury, Heber The useful plants of India 1858 (1873)
Dry leaves 1849 : see Eastwick, E, B.
Dryden, John Works a 1700 (Scott 1808, Saintsbury's

Scott 1882-93)
The comedies, tragedies, and operas (1701)
Poetical works (Globe 1870, Oxford ed. 1910)
Essays 0x700 (Ker 1900) t

Absalom and Achitophel 1681 See also Tate, N.
All for love, or the world well lost, a tragedy 1678
Amboyna, a tragedy 1673
Amphitryon, or the two Sosias, a comedy 1690
Annus mirabilis: the year of wonders 1666
Assignation, The, or love in a nunnery 1672
Astraa redux, a poem on the happy restoration .. of

Charles the seccmd 1660
Aureng-zebe, a tragedy 1676
Ceyx and Alcyone 1700 (Fables)
Cinyras and Myrrha 1700 (Fables)
Cleomenes, the Spartan heroe, a tragedy 1692
The conquest of Granada by the Spaniards. In two parts

1670, 1672
Cymon ana Iphigenia. From Boccace 1700 (Fables)
On the death of A myntas, a pastoral elegy a 1700
A discourse concerning the: original and progress of satire

1693 (with Juvenal 1693, 1697; Ker)
Don Sebastian, king of Portugal : a tragedy 1690
Of dramatick poesie, an essay 1668 (Arber, Eng. Gamer

III; Ker)
Dufresnoy's (C. A.) De arte sraphica, the art of painting

tr, 1695
Eleonora : a panegyrical poem 1692
An evening's love: or the mock astrologer 1668 (1671)
Examen poeticum: being the third part of Miscellany
poems 1693

Fables, ancient and modern, translated into verse from
Homer, Ovid, Boccace, and Chaucer, with originaJl

Poe*}is 1700
The hind and the panther, a poem 1687
The first book of Homer's Ilias tr. 1700 (Fables)
Horace, Odes tr. 1685 (Sylvae)

The Indian emperour, or the conquest of Mexico by the

Spaniards (a tragedy) 1665
Juvenal. The satires of D. J. Juvenalis, translated into

English verse by Mr, Dryden, and several other eminent
hands. Together with the satires of A . Persius Flaccus,

made English by Mr, Dryden. To which is prefix'd a
discourse concerning the original and progress of satire

X693 (1697)
The kind keeper; or Mr, Limberham: a comedy 1678

(1680)
Lucretius (translations from) 1685 (Sylva)
Mac Flecknoe, or a satyr upon the true-blew-protestant

poet, Tihomas) S{hadwell) 1682
Marriage-a-la-mode, a comedy 1673
Ed. Miscellany poems 1684-94
Ovid's Metamorphoses tr. 1693, 1700 (Examen poeticum;

Fables) See also Garth, Sir S.

Palamon and A rcite : or the knight's tale from Chaucer
1700 (Fables)

Plutarch's Lives tr. by several hands. To which is prefixt

the life of Plutarch (by J, Dryden) 1683-86
Religio laici, or a laymans faith, a poem 1682
The rival ladies, a tragi-cotnedy 2663 (1669)

Saint-Evremorui's (C. Marguetel de Saint-Denis,Seigneur

Ae) Miscellaneous essays tr.(?byK.Ctwtwood),contin.
by Dr>'den 1692

Secret love, or the maiden queen 1668
The Spanish fryar, or the double discovery i68x
The state of innocence and fall of man, an opera 1676
Sylva, or the second part of Poetical miscellanies 1685
The tempest : see Davenant, Sir \V.

Troilus and Cressida, or truth found too late, a tragedy

X679
Tyrannick love, or the royal martyr, a tragedy 1669
The works of Virgil : containing his Pastorals^ Georgics,

and ^nets tr. 1697
The wild gallant, a comedy 1663
and Lee, N. The duke of Guise, a tragedy 16S2 (1683)

(Edipus, a tragedy 1679
and Newcastle, Duke op 5t> Martin Mar-all, or the

feign'd innocence, a comedy 1667 (1668)

Du Bellay's (G.) Instructions for the wars tr. P, Ive X589
Dublin, Calendar of ancient records of v.d. (ed. J, T. Gilbert

1889-98)
Dublin review. The X836-
Dv Bois, Edward A piece offamily biography (anon.) 1799
Du Base's (J,) Compleat woman tr. N. N. 1639
DuBOURC, George The violin 1836
DucANE, Sir Edmund The punishment and prevention of

crime 1S85
Du Cakge, Charles Dufresne, Sieur Glossarium media

et infima Latinitatis {1840-50; 1883-87)
'DccANGE anclicanus* The vulgar tongue: comprising two

glossaries of slang, cant, and flash words and phrases,

principally used in London at the present day 1857
Dt'CAREL, Andrew C. Some account cf . . Croydon 1783
Du Chaillu, Paul B. Explorations and adventures in equa-

torial Africa i86x
The viking age 1889

DuchA, Jacob Discourses on various subjects 1779 (1790)
Ducray-Duminil's (F. G.) Victor, or the child of the forest tr.

1803
Dudley, Frederick Amoroso: a novel 1810
Dudley, John W. Ward, Earl op Letters . . to the bishop

of Uandaff 1%.. (1840)
Dudley, Robert, Earl of Leicester Correspondence of

R. Dudley, Earl of Leycester, during his government of
the Low Countries 1585-86 (Camden Soc. 1844)

Dudlby, Sir Robert 1:1595: see Wyatt, Captain
Duff, Alexander The true nobility 1868
Duff, James A collection of poems, songs etc. chiefly Scottish

1816
Duff, M. E. Grant A glance over Europe 1868

A political survey 1868
DuFFERiN and Ava, F. T. Hamilton-Temple-Blackwood,

1ST Marquis of Letters from high latitudes 1857
DuFFEBiN AND AvA, Hariot G., Marchioness OP My

Canadian journal 1872-78 1891
DupntT, Thomas The mock-tempest; or the enchanted castle

1*75

DuppiELD, Alexander J. The ingenious knight Don Quixote
de la Mancha. A neiv translation (of Cervantes) 1881

DuFTON, William The nature and treatment of deafness and
diseases of the ear 1844

Du Card, William Comenius' (J, A.) Latince lingticB janua
reserata . . The gate of the Latine tongue unlocked 1656

Dugdale, Sir William The antiquities of Warwickshire
illustrated 1656

The history of imbanking and drayning of divers fens and
marshes 1662

D. 's Monasticon A nglicanum ; or the history ofthe ancient
abbies and other monasteries etc. tr. (1693, 1718,
1817-30, 1846)

Duhamel du Monceau's (H. L.) Practical treatise of husbandry
tr. J, Mills 1759 (1762)

DuHRiNG, Louis A. A practical treatise on diseases ofthe skin
1876 (1881)

Duke, Richard Poems aiyii (1790, 1810)
Dulcinead variorum, The: a satyrical poetn in hiidibrastick

verse 1729
Du Maurier, George Trilby, a novel 1894
Du Moncel's {T. A . U) The telephone, the microphone, and the

phonograph tr. 1879
Du Mont's (J.) New voyage to the Levant tr. 1696
Dumpling, A learned dissertation on : see Arbuthnot, J,
Dunbar, Edward D. Social life informer days, chiefly in the

province of Moray 1865-66
Dunbar, James The practical papermaker 1880 (i88i)
Dunbar, William Poems 1500-20 (S.T.S. 1893)

Theflyting of D. and Kennedie 1508
The goldyn targe 1508
The tua tnariit wemen and the wedo 1508

Duncan, Andrew Latinae grammaticae pars prior , ,

Appendix etymologic ad copiam exemplorum una cum
indice interprete 1595 (E.D.S. 1874)

Duncan, Archibald A correct narrative of the funeral of
Horatio Lord Viscount Nelson 1806

Life of Lord Nelson 1806
The mariner's chronicle 1810

Duncan, James Matthews Clinical lectures on the diseases

of women 1879 (1889)
Duncan, Peter M. : see Figuier, L.
Duncan (later Cotes) Sara J. A social departure 1890
Duncan, William Cicero's Select orations tr. 1755 (1816)
Duncombe, John Ed. Letters by several eminent persons de-

ceased (1773)
Duncumb, John Collections towards the history and antiqui-

ties of the county of Hereford 1804— Provincial customs and words (from the above)
(E.D.S. 1874)

General view of the agriculture of the county of Hereford
1B05

DuNDAS, John A summary view of the feudal law, with the

differences of the Scots law from it (anon.) 1710
DuNGLisON, RoBLEY Mcdical Uxicon. A dictionary ofmedi-

cal science 1842, 1848 (ed. y), 1857 (1874, 1893)
DuNKiN, Edwin The midnight sky:familiar notes on the stars

and planets 1869
DuNKiN, John The history and antiquities of Bicester,

Oxfordshire. {With .. Kennett's glossary) 1816
DuNLOP, William Ed. A collection of confessions of faith,

catechisms, directories, books of discipline etc. 0/
publick authority in the church of Scotland lyK^-zz

DuNMAN, Thomas A glossary of biological, anatomical and
physiological tenns 1879 (1^9)

DuNMORE, Charles A. Murray, tth Earl op The Pamirs
1893

Dunn, Henry A, C. Fencing (All England series) 1889
Dunn, Robert The ornithologist's guide to the islands of

Orkney and Shetland 1837
Dunton, John D.'s Ladies dictionary, being a general enter-

tainment for the fair sex 1694
Letters written from New England 1686 (Prince Soc.

1867)
Dupin's {L. EUies-) New ecclesiastical history of the XV I

century tr. 1706-10
D.'s New ecclesiastical history of the XVII century tr.

D. Cotes 1725
D.'s New history cf ecclesiastical writers, containing an

account of the authors of the several books of the Old and
New Testaments 1692-93

Du Ponceau, Pierre E. A dissertation on the nature and
character of the Chinese system of writing 1838

Duppa, Brian Angels rejoicing for sinners repenting 1648
Holy rules and helps to devotion a 1662 (1675)
The soule's soliloqttie and conference with conscience 1648

Duppa, Richard Travels in Italy etc. 1828 (1829)

Dtt Quesne's (A.) New voyage to the East Indies tr. 1696
D'Urfey, Thomas Butler's ghost, or Hudibras, the fourth

part 1682
Collin's walk through London and Westminster, a poem

in bttrlesgue 1690
The comical history of Don Quixote (a comedy in three

parts> 1694-96
Madam Fickle: or the teitly false one, a comedy 1676

(1677)
New operas, with comical stories and poems on several

occasions a 1^21 (1721)
The progress of honesty by T. D. i68i
Tales tragical and cotnical 1704
Wit and mirth : or pills to purge melancholy, being a

collection cf . . ballads and songs 1719 (1872)
Durham. A description . . of all the ancient monuments, rites

and customes within the monastical church of Durham
before the suppression 1593 (Surtees Soc. 1845, 1903)

D, depositions and other ecclesiastical proceedings from
the courts of D. 1530-91 (Surtees Soc. 1845)

The D. household book 1530-34 (Surtees Soc. 1844)
Extracts frotn the account rolls of the abbey of D, 1278-

1580 (Surtees Soc. 1898-1901)
Halmota prioratus DuneUnensip, containing extractsfrom

the halmote court or manor rolls of the prior and convent

of D. 1296-1384 (Surtees Soc. 1889)
Rites of D., being a description etc. (as above) 1593

(Surtees Soc. 1903)
Wills and inventories from the registry at D. 1563-99

(Surtees Soc, i860)

Durham, James A commentary upon the book of the Revela-

tion ait^B (1680)

A practical exposition of the X Commandments a 1658

(1675)

EAST INDIA

Durham, William Maran-atha; the secottd advent 1651
(1652)

Durham glossary 1896 : see Palgrave, F. M. T.
Durnford, Charles and East, E. H. Reports of cases ..

in the Court of King's Bench 1787-1800
Dury or DuRVE, John Israel's call to march out of Babylon

unto Jerusalem 1645 (1646)
Just re-proposals to humble proposals 1650

DuTTON, Amy The streets and lanes of a city 1871
Du Val, Claude. The memoires of monsieur Du Vail (by W,

Pope) 1670
Du Verger, S. Camus' (J. P.) Admirable events selected out

of his foure bookes, together with his morall relations tr.

1639
Du Wes, Giles An introductorie for to lerne to rede, to pro-

nounce and to speke French trewly c 1532 (in J. Pals-
grave, Leclaircissement de la langue Fran9aise, 1852
ed.)

Dwight, Timothy Theology explained and defended a 1817
{1819. 1830)

Travels in New-England and New-York a 1817 (1823)
Dyan, Meg All in a man's keeping 1894
'Dyce, Gilbert' (Percy H. Fitzgerald) Bella Donna: a

romance 1864
Dyche, Thomas A dictionary of all the words commonly us'd

in the English tongue 1723
and Pardon, W. A new general English dictionary 1735
(1740, 1758)

Dyer, Sir Edward Writings in verse and prose a lto^ (Gro-
sart 1872)

The prayse of nothing 1585
Dyer, John Poctms a 1758 (1761, 1790)

The fleece, a poem 1757 (1807)
Grongar-hill 1727 (1748)

Dyer, T. F. Thiselton-,W. T. Thiselton-: see Thiselton*
Dyer

Dyet of Poland, The, a satyr (by De Foe) 1705
Dyke, Daniel The mystery of self-deceiving 1614 (1615)

Two treatises, the one a most fruitfull exposition upon
Philemon, the other the schoole of affliction 1618

Dyke, Jeremiah A caveat for Archippus 1619 (1620)
A counterpoison against covetousness 1619 (1620)
Divers select sermons a 1620 (1640)
A worthy communicant ; or a treatise shewing the due order

of receiving the sacrament of the Lord's supper a 1620
(1640)

Dvkes, Oswald English proverbs with moral reflexions 1709
(ed, 2)

Dymmok, John A treatise of Ireland 1600 (Tracts relating to
Ireland II, Irish Archffiol. Soc, 1843)

E
E., B. A new dictionary ofthe terms ancient and modem of the

canting crew a 1700
E., O. 1600: see Sutcliffe, M.
E., T. Thelawes resolutions ofwmnens rights (Preface signed,

I. L. Epistle to the reader signed, T. E.) 1632
Eachard, John The grounds and occasions oftfie contempt of

the clergy and religion enquired into 1670 (in Arber,
Eng. Gamer VII)

Some observations upon the answer to the above 1671
Mr. Hobbs's State of nature considered it'jz (1705)

Eadie, John A biblical cychpcedia 1849
A commentary on the Greek text of the Epistle of St. Paul

to the Galatians 1869
to the Thessalonians a 1876 (1877)

Eadwine's Canterbury psalter c 1150 (E.E.T.S. 1889)
Eagle, William The act for the commutation of tithes in

England and Wales 1836 (1837)
A treatise on the law of tithes 1830

Eagles, John The sketcher 1833-36 (1856)
Eales, Mary Receipts 1718
Earbery, Matthias Burnett's (T.) Of the state of the dead tr.

1727 (172S)

Reflections upon modern fanaticism 1720
Earle, Bp. John Micro-cosmographie ; or, a peece of the

world discovered 1628 (Arber 1868)
Earle, John English plant names from the tenth to the

fifteenth century 1880
Ed. A hand-book to the land-charters, and other Saxonic

documents v.d. (1888)

The philology of the English tongue 1871 (1873, 1879)

The psalter of the Great Bible of 1539 1894
See also Anglo-Saxon chronicle

Earliest complete English prose psalter. The : see Psalter

Earliest English u^lls in the Court of Probate, London, The

fifty 1387-1439, 1454 (E.E.T.S. 1882)

Early English alliterative poems in the west-midland dialect

A. Pearl. B. Cleanness. C. Patience. 13.. (E.E.T.S,

1864-69)
Early English miscellanies, in prose and verse c 1485 (Warton

Club 1856)

Early English poerns and lives of saints a 1325 (Philol. Soc,

1862)
Early English psalter : see Psalter

Early English Text Society, Publications of the (1864- )

Early prose rotnances, A collection of 1500-25 (Ihoms 1828)

Earp, George B. The gold colonies cf Australia 1852

Earth upon earth : see Erthe upon erthe

Earthquake Peru {A true and particular relation of the dread-

ful eaHhquake which happen'd at Lima, the capital of

Peru, 28 Oct. 1746) tr. 1748
East, Sir Edward H. Reports of cases argued- and deter-

mined in the Court of King's Bench 1801-14

See also Durnford, C.
East Anglian glossary : see Forby, R. ; Rye, W. ;

Spurdens,

W. T.
Easther, Alfred A glossary of the dialect of Almondbury

and Huddersfteld. Compiled by the late A .
Easther,

ed. by Thomas Lees 1883 (E.D.S.)

£05/ India Company, Letters received by the 1602-17 {1896-

1902)
East India sketch book; or, life in India 1832-33



EASTLAKE
Eastlake, Elizabeth, Lady Lift of John Gibson, RA.,

sculptor 1870
Eastwick, Edward B. Dry Uaves from young Egypt: being

a glance at Sindh 1849 See also Lutfullah

Eastwood, Jonathan and Wright, William A. The Bible

word-booh: a glossary of old English Bible words

1866
Eaton, John The koney-cotnbe offree justification by Christ

alone 1643
Ebb andfiotv. A novel 1859 {1863)

EccLES, Arthur S. Sciatica 1893
Ecclesiologist, The 1843-61
Echard, Lal-rence a general ecclesiastical history 1702

(1710)
The history of England, from the first entrance of Julius

Ceesar to the end of the reign of James II 1707-18
Plauius's comedies, Amphitryon, Epidicus, and Rudens

tr. 1694
Echo, The (aevfspapeT; various years) 1868-1905
Eclectic review 1805-68
Ecton, John A state of the proceedings of the corporation

of the govemours of the bounty of Queen Anne for the

augmentation of the maintenance of the poor clergy,

from 1704-18 1719
EJ?J>. = Enjglish dialect dictionary
Eden, Charles H. My wife and I in Queensland 1872
Eden, F. A garden in Venice 1903
Eden, Richard Cortes* {Martin) Arte of nauigation tr,i56i

The decades of the newe worlde or west India tr. 1555
(Arber 1885)

A treatyse of the newe India tr. 1553 (Arber 1885)
Edersheim, Alfred The life and times of Jesus the Messiah

1883 ; new and revised ed. 1886
Edgar, Andrew Old Church life in Scotland 1885-86
Edgar, John G. Runnymede atxd Lincoln Fair 1866
Edgeworth, Maria Tales and novels v.d. (1832-33)

Belinda 1801
Castle Rackrent 1800
Early lessons 1801
Harrington 1817
Harry and Lucy concluded ; being the last part of Early

lessons 1825
Helen 1834
Leonora 1806
Letters for literary ladies 1795
Modern Griselda 1804
Moral tales 1801
Ortnond 18 17
The parent's assistant 1800
Patronage 1814
Popular tales 1804
Tales from fashionable life 1809-12
Life and letters ed. A. J. C. Hare (1894)
and Richard L. Essay on Irish bulls 1802
Practical edw^ation 1798 (1822)

Edgren, August H. Rydberg's {A. V.) Magic of tlte middle
ages tr. 1879

Edinburgh, Charters and other documents relating to tlie city of
1143-1540 (Scott. Burgh Rec. Soc. 1871)

Edinburgh, Extracts from the records of the burgh of 1403-
1589 (Scott. Burgh Rec. Soc. 1869-82)

Edinburgh, Medical essays and observations, revised and pub-
lished by a Society in 1733-44

Edinburgh, Registrum cariarum ecclesie sancti Egidii de

1344-1567 (App. -1648) (Baniiatyne Club 1859)
Edinburgh eticyctopecdia. The, conducted by D. Brewstera 1830
Edinburgh review, The 1802-
Editha, Si. c 1420 : see Chronicon Vi]odunense
Edmondes, Clement Observations upon Cessars Commen-

taries 1600 (1604)
Edmonds, Henry Botany for beginners 1896
Edmondson, Joseph A complete body of heraldry 1780
EdMondston, Arthur A view of the ancient and present

state of the Zetland Islands 1809
Edmondston, Biot and Saxby, Jessie M. E. The home of

a naturalist 1888
Edmondston, Eliza Sketches and tales of the Shetland

Islands 1856
Edmondston, Thomas An etymological glossary of the Shet-

land and Orkney dialect 1866 (Philol. Soc.)

Edmundson, George The Church in Rome in the first cen-

tury 1 9 13
E.D.S. : see English Dialect Society
Educational review. The 1891-93
Edward I : see Elegy
Edward II, Household ordinances of tr. 1601 : see Tate, F.
Edward II, A poem on the times of c 1325 (Percy Soc. 1849

;

in Political songs, Camden Soc. 1839)
Edward the third. The raigne of King 1596 (in Shakespeare

Apocrypha, 1908)
Edward IV, Historic of the arrival of 1471 (Camden Soc.

1838)
Wardrobe accounts 0/01483 (Nicolas 1830)
See also Liber niger

Edward VI Iniunccions 1547
Journal a 1553 (1884)
Literary remains a 1553 (Roxb. Club 1857-58)

Edwardes, Charles Sardinia and the Sardes 1889
Edwards, Amelia B. Barbara's history 1864

Half a million of money 1865
Hand and glove 1858
Miss Carew 1865
A thousand miles up the Nile 1877

Edwards, Annie Archie Lovell 1866
Edwards, Bryan The history civil and commercial of the

British colonies in the West Indies 1793-1801
Edwards, C. A. Organs and organ building j88i
Edwards, D. H. Historical guide to Edzell and Clenesk

districts ZS93
Ed. Modern Scottish poets, with biographical and critical

notices v.d. (1880-97)
Edwards, Edward Life of Sir W. Raleigh 1868
Edwards, George A natural history of uncommon birds,

and of soTne other rare and undescribed animals 1743-
51

Gleanings of natural history 1758-64
Edwards, George The appropriate measures of true policy,

competent to remove our burdens, grievances, etc. 1813
A plain practical plan, by which Great Britain may ex-

tricate herself from her present difficulties 1808
Edwards' {H. M.) Manual ofgoology tr. R. Knox 1856

24

Edwards, John A demonstration of the existence and pro-
vidence of God 1690

A discourse concerning the authority, stile and perfection

of the books of the Old and New Testament 1693-95
A farther enquiry into several remarkable texts of the Old
and New Testament 1692

Edwards, Jonathan Works v.d. (1804-47)
A careful and strict enquiry into the tnodern prevailing

notions of that freedom of will, which is supposed to be

essential to moral agency, etc. 1754
The doctrine of original sin as it was always held in the

Catholick church 1711
A history of the work of redemption 1786

Edwards, Matilda Betham- Felicia 1875
John and I X862 (1876)
Kitty 1869
Next of kin wanted 1887

Edwards, Richard The excellent comedie of two the mosie
faithfullest freendes, Damon and PHhias a 1566 (1571

;

Hazf, Dodsley)
The paradyse of dainty deuises ais66 (1576, 1578)

Edwards, Thomas Gangrcena; or, a catalogue and discovery

of many of the errours, heresies, blasphemies and per-

nicious practices of the sectaries of this time 1646
Edwards, Thomas A supplement to Mr. Warburton's edition

of Shakespear; being the canons of criticism, and
glossary (anon.) 1748

Edwards, Thomas Strathearn lyrics and other poems 1889
Edwin 1803
Eedes, Richard Christ exalted and wisdom justified 1659
E.E.T.S.: see Early English Text Society
Egan, Pierce Book of sports and mirror of life 1832

Life in London ; or, the day and night scenes of Jerry
Hawthorn, etc. 1821

Real life in London 1821
See also Grose, F.

Eger. The history of sir Egetr, sir Gryme, and sir Gray-steill

01650 (in Laing, Early metrical tales 1826; Percy
MS., Hales and Fumivall, I)

'Egerton, George' Discords 1894
Egerton, John C. Sussex folk arid Sussex ways 1884
Egerton papers. The. A collection of public and private docu-

ments, chiefly illustrative of the times of Elizabeth and
James I 15. . (Camden Soc. 1840)

Eggleston, Edward The faith doctor 1891
The Graysons, a story of Illinois 1888
Roxy 1878
The transit ofcivilizationfrom England to A merica in the

seventeenth century 1901
Eglamour, The romance of Sir (Camden Soc. 1844)
'Eha' (E. H. Aitken) The tribes on my frontier 1881 (1883)
EiKwc ^aatAiKT). Tlie pourtraicture of his sacred tnaiestie in

his solitudes and sufferings 1648
Y.lpTiviKov , a poeme, wherein is perswaded the composing of the

differences of all thefaithfull in Christ Jesus 1656
Eissler, Manuel The modem high explosives 1884
Elaboratory laid open. The; or the secrets of modertv chemistry

and phartnacy revealed 1750
Eland, William Hemerologium astronomiciim, or an alma-

nack for 1656 1656
A tutor to astrology. Whereunto is added an ephetnerisfor

the years i6g4, 1695, i6g6 1694 (1704)
Elborowe, Thomas The fatnous epistles of Saint Polycarp

and Saint Ignatius, with the epistle of Saint Barnabas
tr. 1668

Elderfield, Christopher The civill right ofiythes 1650
Elder's house, The; or the three converts 1850
Elderton, William The panges of loue arid louers fittes

1559
Electricity in daily life; a popular account of the applications

of electricity to every day uses by C. F. Brackett, F. L.

Pope, etc. 1891
Elegy on the author of The true-born Englishman etc. 1704
Elegy on the death of Edward 1 1307 (in Political songs, Cam-

den Soc. 1839 ; Warton, Hist. Eng. poetry I. 1840)
Elene 0900: see Cy^iewulf
Elgin, James Bruce, 8ih Earl of Letters and journals

a 1863 (1872)
Elgin, The record^ of: see Cramond, W.
'Eliot, George' (Marian Evans) Adam Bede 1859

Amos Barton 1858
College breakfast party 1874
Daniel Deronda 1876
Essays v.d. (1884)
Felix Holt 1866
Impressions of Theopkrastus Such 1879
Middlemarch 1872
T?ie mill on the Floss j86o
Romola 1863
Scenes of clerical life 1858
Silas Mamer 1861
The Spanish gvpsy 1868
Life of, by J. W. Cross (1885)

Eliot, John Bertrand de Loque's Discourses of warre and
single combat tr. 1591

Eliza Warwick, History 0/. By a lady 1778
Eliza's babes : or the Virgin's offering 1652
Elizabeth, Queen Copie of a letter to the Earle of Leycester

1586
Englishings of Boethius, De consolatione philosophiae

1593 ; Plutarch, De curiositate 1598 ; Horace, De arte

poetica {part) 1598 (E.E.T.S. 1899)
See also Gilbert, Sir H.; Nichols, John

Elizabeth and her German garden 1898 ; see Amim, Countess
of

Elizabeth, Queen, and the Levant Company 1904
Elizabeth of York, Privy purse expenses of i\. . (Nicolas 1830)
Ellacombe, Henry T. The church bells ofDevon: with a list

of those in Cornwall, To which is added a Supplettient

on various matters relating to the *Bells of the church'

1872
Practical remarks on belfries and ringers 1850 (1871)

Ellenborough, Edward Law, Earl of A political diary
1828-30 (1881)

Ellicott, Andrew Journal 1802 (1803)
Ellicott, Charles J. A commentary on Si. PauVs Epistle

to the Galatians 1854
The destiny of the creature: and other sermons 1858
Historical lectures on the life of Our Lord i860

Elliot, Anne An old man's favour 1887
Elliot, Frances M. Roman gossip 1894

EMANUEL
Elliot, George A very true report ofthe apprehension ofthai

arch-Papist Edmund Campion 1581 (in Arber, Eng.
Garner VHI)

Elliott, Charles W. The New England history, from the
discovery of the continent by the Northmen, A.D. g86
(01776 1857

Elliott, Ebenezer Poetical works 1840
new and revised ed. (1876)

The splendid village : com law rhymes ; and other poeitis

1832 (1904)
Ellis, Alexander J. On early English pronunciation, with

especial reference to Shakspere and Chaucer 1869-89
(Philol. Soc., E.E.T.S., and Chaucer Soc.)

Ellis, Clement The vanity of scoffing 1674
Ellis, George Ed. Specimens of early English metrical

romances v.d. (1805)
Ed. Specimens of the early English poets v.d. {1790)

Ellis, George V, Demonstrations of anatmny 1840
Ellis, Henry A voyage to Hudson's Bay in iy46~-y,for dis-

covering a north-west passage 1748
Ellis, Sir Henry The British Museum: Elgin and Phiga-

leian incrbles 1833 (1846)
Ed. Original letters illustrative of English history v.d.

(1824-46)
Ed. Original letters ofeminent literary men of the sixteenth ^

seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries v.d. (Camden Soc.
X843)

Ellis, John S. Austin imitated; or retractations and repent-
ings in reference to the late civil atui ecclesiastical

changes in this nation 1662
Ellis, John The knowledge of divine things from revelation

1743 (1811)
Ellis, Joseph Caesar in Egypt, Costanza and other poems

1876
Ellis, Philip Sermon preach'd before the King and Queen

1685 (r686)
Ellis, Robert The laws and practical regidations of the

customs 1837-41
Ellis, Robinson The poems and fragments of Catullus tr.

1871
Ellis, Sarah Pique, a fiovel (anon.) 1850
Ellis, T. Mullett The three cat's-eye rings, a tale ofthe pur-

suit of the Khalifa 1899
Ellis, William A compleat system of experienced improve-

ment, made in sheep, grass-lambs, and house-lambs

1749
Chiltern and Vale farming 1733
The country housewife's family companion 1750
Every fanner his own farrier a 1758 {1759)
The modem husbandman 1750
New experiments in husbandry for the month of April

1736
The practical farmer 1732 ( 1 759)
The timber-tree improved 1738

Ellis, William A. Glasenapp's (C. F.) Life ofR. Wagner tr.

1900-08
Ellis, William S. The antiquities of heraldry 1869
Ellistone, John The epistles of Jacob Behmen. Also, a

warningfrom J. Beem to such as reade his writings tr.

1649 (1886)
Ellwanger, George H. The garden's story 1890
Ellwood, Thomas Davideis ; the life of David, kingofIsrael,

a sacred poem lyiz
The history of the life of, written by his own hand a 1713

(1714)
Ellwood, Thomas Lakeland and Iceland, being a glossary of

words in the dialect of Cumberland, Westmorland, and
North Lancashire which seem allied to or identical with
the Icelandic or Norse 1895 (E.D.S.)

Ellys, Bp. Anthony A plea for the sacratnentai test (anon.)

1736
Tracts on the liberty spiritual and temporal of Protestants

in England a 1761 (1763-65)
Elmes, James A general and bibliographical dictionary cf the

fine arts 1824-26
Metropolitan improvements 1827
A practical treatise on the law ofdilapidations 1823 ( 1 829)

Elmhirst, Edward Pennell The cream of Leicestershire

1883
Elmore, H. M. The British mariner's directory and guide to

the trade and navigation of the Indian and China seas

J 802
Elphinston, James The epigrams of M. V, Martial tr.

1782
The principles of the English language digested 1765
Propriety ascertained in her picture 1786-87

Elphinstone, Howard W., Norton, R. F., and Clark,

J. W. Rules for the interpretation of deeds 1885
Elphinstone, Mountstuart An account of the kingdom of

Caubul X815 (1842)
History of India 1841

Elsing, Henry Notes of the debates in the House of Lords
1621 (Camden Soc. 1870)

Elton, Charles 1, Origins of English history 1882
Elton, Edward The complaint of a sanctified sinr^er

answered; or an explanation of the seventh chapter of
the epistle of St. Paul to the Romans 1618 (1622}

Elton, Romeo Life of Roger Williams 1852 (1S53)

Elvin, Charles N. A dictionary of heraldry 1889
A synopsis of heraldry 1866

Elvina; a novel 1792
Elworthy, Frederick T. The evil eve 1895

The West Somerset word-bock 1886 (E.D.S.)

Ely, Bishop of a 1707 : see Patrick, S. ; a 1723 : see Fleet-

wood, W.
Ely, Richard T. French and German socialism in modem

times 1883
An introduction to political economy 1891

Ely, Sacrist rolls of 1291-1360 (1907)
Elyot, Sir Thomas The boke named The gouemour 1531

(repr. 1S80; 1537, 1580)
The castel of helth 1539 (1541)
Dictionary 1538, 1542, 1545

inriched by T. Cooper 1548, 1553
The defence of good women 1545
The doctrinal cf princes tr. 1534
The image of gouernance 1540-41

Of the knowledge whiche maketh a wise man 1533
Pasquil the playne 1532 (1540)

Em 1592 : see Faire Em
Emanuel, Henry Diamonds and precious stones 1865



E3VIARE

£iMr« ci400{Ritson, Metr. rom. II; E.E.T.S. igo6)
Emerson, James Christianity in Ceylon 1850
Emerson, P^ter H. Birds, beasts, and fishes of the Norfolk

Broadland 1895
Easi coast yams 1891
English idyls 1889
On English lagoons 1892
Marsh-leaves from the Norfolk Broa^and 1898
Signor Lippo, burnt-cork artist 1893
A son of the fens 1892
Wild life on a tidal ivater 1890

Emerson, Ralph W. Works v.d. (Bohn)
The conduct of life r86o
Correspondence with Carlyle v.d. (1883)
English traits 1856
Essays 1S41-44
Lectures on the times 184Z
Letters and social aims 1876
Miscellanies 1855
Nature 1836
New England reformers 1844
Poems v.d. (1847, 1857)
Representative men 1847
Society and solitude 1870

Emerson, William The doctrine offluxions 1743
The method of increments 1763
The principles of tnechanicks 1758

Emerton, James H. The common spiders ofthe United States

1902
Emillianne, G. D' : see D'EmillUnne, G.
Emmot, Gsorce a Northern blast, or the spiritual Quaker

converted 1655
Encouragement to sea-faring people of Great Britain, Reasons

for giving 1739
Encyclopaedia Americana 1829-33, 1848; Suppl. 18S3
Encyclopadia Britannica 1768-71; (ed. 3) 1777-84; (ed. 3)

1788-97; (ed. 4) 1801-10; (ed. 5) 1815-17; (ed. 6)

1823-24; (ed. 7) 1830-42; (ed. 8) 1853-60; (ed. 9)

1875-89; (ed. 10) 1902-03; (ed. 11) 1910-11; (ed. 12)

1922; (ed. 13) 1926
Encyclopadia metropolitana 1818-45
Encyclop<edia of the laws of England 1897-1903
Encyclopedia of the laws of Scotland, Green's ed. John

Chisholm 1897-1904
Encyclopadia of practical cookery ed. T. F. Garrett 1892-94
Encyclopadia of sport. The 1897-98
Encyclopadia Perthensis 18 16
Encyclopedy, Select essays from the 1772
Emderbie, Percy Cambria triumphans; or Brittain in its

perfect lustre 1661
Enfield, William The history ofphilosophy, drawn upfrom

Brucker's Historia critica philosophia 1791
Engel, Carl Introduction to the study of national music 1866

Music of the most ancient nations 2864
Musical instruments 1875

Engineer, The 1865-
Engineering magazine 1898 (vol. XVI)
Englandand Germany, Letters and other documents illustrating

the relations between 1618-19 (Camden Soc. 1S65)

England's confession 1659
England's gazetUer 1751 (1778)
Englands Helicon (Poems collected and edited by John

Bodenham) 1600 (1614; ed. Bxillen 1887)

England's monarchy asserted, and proved to be the freest state,

and the best common-wealth throughout the world 1659
Englands Parnassus x6oo: see Allott, R.
Englands welcome to fames. King of England 1603
Englische Studien. Herausgegeben von E. Kdlbing 1877-
Englisk chronicle c Z465 : see Chroaicle

English church furniture : see Peacock, E.
English conquest of Ireland, The. a.d. T166-85 Mainly from

the 'Expugnatio Hibemica' of Giraldus Cambrensis

c 1425, c 1440 (E.E.T.S. 1896)
English dialect dictionary : see Wright, J.

English Dialect Society, Publications of the 1873-
English encyclopadia. The 1802-18
English gamer: see Arber, H.
English gilds a iaoo (E.E.T.S. 1870)
English historical review 1886-
English home. Our i86z
English illustrated magazine. The 1883-
English life; or, manners at home 1825
Englishman, The (by R. Steele) 1713-14
English metrical homilies from MSS. of the fourteenth century

C132S (ed. Small 1862)
English miscellanies, A volume of, illustrating the history and

language of the northern counties of England 14..
(Surtees Soc. 1888)

English review. The 1905-
English Spanish pilgrime 1629 : see Wadsworth, J.
English Theophrastus, The : or the manners of the age 1702
Englishwoman in India, The. By a lady resident 1864
Englishwoman in Russia, The; by a laJy, ten years resident

Enquiry concerning the election of the sheriffs of London, A
modest X682

Enquiry whether the tripe-u-'ife etc. 1595 : see Quest
Enterlude of youth 1557 (in Hazl. Dodsley)
Entertainer, The 1717-18
Entick, John History and survey of London and places ad-

jacent 1766
Entomological Society of Washington, Proceedings 1886-
'Ephelia' Female poems on several occasions 1679
Ephesian matron 1659 : see Charleton, W.
Epir%al glossary. The. Latin and Old English C825 (Sweet

1883 ; in Oldest English texts, E.E.T.S. 1885)
Epulario, or, the Italian banquet 1598
Epyphanye, The 14 . . (in The Visionsof Tundale, etc. 1843)
Erasmus Playne and godly exposytion of the commune crede

and of the x. commaundementes tr. 1533
See also various translators

Erceldoune, The romance and prophecies of Thomas of c 1425
(E.E.T.S. 1875)

Erckmann-Chatrian's Waterloo tr. Z865
Erfurt glossary cZjs (in Oldest English texts, E.E.T.S. 1885)
Erichsen, Sir John E. The science and art of surgery 1853

(1877)
Erkenwald, St. a 1400 (in Horstmann, Altengl. Leg. 1881)
£Wo/ro/«Mci45o(Ritson, Metr. rom. Ill; Ludtke 1881)
Frondblle, Pierre The French garden, being an instmcticn

/or attayning the French tongue 1605

25

Erskine, Esenezer Sermons a jy54 (1755)
Erskine, John An instituU of the law of Scotland a 1768

(1773)
Principles of the law of Scotland 1754 (1809)

Erskine, John F. General view of the agriculture of the county
of Clackmannan 1795

Erskine, Thomas An essay on faith 1822 (1825)
Erthe upon erthe. The Middle English poem 13. . (E.E.T.S.

1911)
EscoTT, Thomas H. S. England: its people, polity, and pur-

suits 1879
Esquemeling's (/. ) History ofthe Bucaniers ofA merica tr. 1684
EsQuiROS, Alphonse Cornwall and its coasts 1865
Essay peace and truth in the church 1681 : see Harley, Sir E.
Essay to revive the artcient education of gentlavomen in religion,

etc. 1673
Essay to the memory of fohn lord Cutis 1707
Essay towards a method of speedily manning a fleet 1754
Essays and reviews i860
Essays from the Batchelor 1771-72 (1773)
Essays on Christian union 1845
Essays on a liberal education 18. . (ed. F, W. Farrar 1867)
Essays on reform 1867
Essays on religion and literature 18. . (ed. H. E. Manning

1865,-67,-74)
Essays on social subjects, from the Saturday Review 1864-65
Essex, Arthur Capel, Earl of Letters 1675 (1770)

Essex papers 1672-79 (Camden Soc. 1890, 1913)
Essex's excellency ; or, the gallantry of the freeholders of that

county 1679
Essexfreeholders, A faithful account of the behaviour ofa party

of 1679
Essex, Glossary of provincial words used in 1851
Established test, The, in order to the security of his majesties

person, etc., against the maUtious attempts of Rome
1679

EsTcouRT, Richard The fair example 1706
Esther, Queen {A new enterlude, drawen ouie of the holy scrip-

ture, of godly queene Hester) 1561 (in J. P. Collier,

Illustr. E. Eng. pop. lit. I, 1863 ; Grosart 1873)
EsTWicK, Nicolas XlveviJ-aroKoyia, or a treatise of the Holy

Ghost 1648
Etherege, Sir George Works a 1691 (1888)

The comical revenge, or love in a tub 1664
The man of mode 1676
She wou'd if she cou'd 166S

Etheridce, Robert Stratigraphical geology and palaon-
tology 1885

Eton school days 1864 : see Hemyng, B,
Etonian, The 1822
Etoniana ancient and modem 1865
Eugenius 1785 : see Graves, R.
Europe, A bru^ description of the future history of,from 1650

to lyjo 1650
European magazine. The 1804 (vol. XLV)
EusDEN, Laurence Poems 1714, 1722

See also Garth, Sir S.

Eustace, John C. A tour through Italy 1813
ed. 2, entitled .<4 classical tour through Italy 1814 (1815,
1821)

EvANCE, Daniel The ncble order ; or the honour which God
conferr's on them that honour him 1646

Evangelium Nicodemi 13. . : see Gospel of Nicodemus
Evans, Abel Vertumnus 17 13
Evans, Arthur B. Leicestershire words, phrases, and pro-

verbs 1848 •— new ed. by Sebastian Evans 1881 (E.D.S.)
Evans, Sir Arthur J. Through Bosnia and the Herzegdvina

on foot 1876
Evans, Edward P. Animal symbolism in ecclesiastical archi-

tecture 1896
Evans, Edward T. The history and topography of the parish

of Hendon, Middlesex 1890
Evans, John A sketch of the denominations of the Christian

world 1795 (1821)
Evans, John An excursion to Windsor 1817
Evans, Sir John Theancient stone implements, weapons, and

ornaments of Great Britain 1872 (1897)
The coins of the ancient Britons 1864

Evans, Lewis 1574 : see Withals, John
Evans, Lewis Geographical, historical, political, philosophi-

cal and mechanical essays; the first, containing an
analysis of a general map of the middle British Colonies

in America 1755
Evans, Maurice J. 1872 : see Watson, John W.
Evans, Sebastian Brother Fabian's manuscripts ; and other

poems 1865
In quest of the Holy Graal 1898
See also Evans, Arthur B.

Evans, Thomas Ed. Old ballads, historical and narrative,

with some of modern date v.d. (i777, 1784. 1810)

EvATS, William The most excellent Hugo Grotius his three

books treating of the rights of war and peace tr. 1682

Evelyn, John Acetaria, or a discourse of sallets 1699
De la Quintinie's Compleat gard'ner tr. 1693
Diary {a 1700) and correspondence v.d. (1850-52, 1879)
Fr/art's Idea of the perfection of painting tr. z668
Fr^art's Parrallel of the antient architecture with the

modem ; to which is added an account of architects and
architecture tr. 1664

The French gardener tr. 1658
Fumifugium; or, theinconveniendesoftheaerandsmoak

of London dissipated 166

1

The history of religion a 1706 (1850)
Kalendarium kortense 1664
The life of Mrs. Godolphin 1685
Memoirs v.d. (1818)
Miscellaneous writings v.d. (1825)
Mundus muliebris : see Evelyn, Mary
Navigation and commerce 1674
Numismata ; a discourse of medals antient and modern

Z697
Pomona 1664
Sculptura ; or, the history and art of chalcography and en-

graving in copper 1662
Tt^ state of France as it stood in the ninth year of Lewis
XIIII 1652

Sylva, or a discourse of forest-trees 1664 (1729. '^77^)

Terra. A philosophiau discourse of earth Z675 (1729,

1778)
Tyrannus, or the mode x66i

FABYAN
Evelyn, Mary Mundus muliebris: or, the ladies dressing-

room unlock'd, and her toilette spread. Together with
the fop-dictionary (ascribed to John or Mary Evelyn)
1690

Everard, Edmund Discourses on the present state of the Pro-
testant princes of Europe 1679

The depositions and examinations of, concerning the
horrid Popish plot 1679

Everett, Edward Orations and speeches, on various occa-
sions 1836 (1850)

Everett, Joseph D. Illustrations of the centimetre-gramme-
second system of units 1875

Ever green. The, being a collection of Scots poems, wrote by the
ingenious before 1600, {ed.) by Allan Ramsav 1724

Evene woman in her humor 1609 (in Bullen, Old Plays IV,
1885)

Everyman ci$2Q (in Eng. miracle plays, ed. Pollard i8go)
Every man his own mechanic (by F. Chilton-Young) 1881
EwALD, Alexander C. Stories from the State Papers Z882
EwiNG, Juliana H. Dandelion clocks aiZ%s (1887)

Mary's meadow a 1885 (1886)
Examination and refutation of a late pamphlet intituled Con-

siderations on the Navy bill, An 1749
Examiner, The (ed. successively by W. King, J. Swift, Mrs.

Manley, and W. Oldisworth) 1710-14
Examiner, The; a Sundaypaper, onpolitics,dotnestic economy,

and theatricals (ed. successively by Leigh Hunt, A.
Fonblanque, and others) Z808-36

Examynatyons towcheynge Cokeye More 15.. (in Chetham
Soc. Misc. 11)

Exceptions of the presbyterian-brethren, against some passages
in the present liturgy 1661

Excerpta historica : see Bentley, S.
Exchequer rolls ofScotland 1264- (Scott. Record series 1878-)
Execution for treason 1583 (1675) : see Cecil, W.
Exercitation concerning usurped powers Z650 : see HoUing-

worth, R.
Exeter book, The (Codex Exoniensis) ; an anthology of Anglo-

Saxon poetry presented to Exeter Cathedral by Leofric
(loso-yi) a 1000 (Thorpe 1842; (Poems i-viii)
E.E.T.S. 1895)

Exhibition, Official descriptive and illustrated catalogue of the
Great 1851

Exhibition, The International of 1862. The illustrated cata-
logue of the industrial department. British division
1862

Exhortation vnto prayer 1544
Exmoor courtship 1746 (in Gentleman's Mag. June)
Exmoor scolding 1746 (in Cientleman's Mag. July)
Exmoor scolding, also, an Exmoor courtship. (With) a vocabu-

lary 1778 (E.D.S. 1879)
Explication, A short, of such foreign words as are made use of

in the musick books i*j24

Exposition of the doctrine of the Church of England, An (bv
Abp. W. Wake) 1686

Expositor, The 1875-
Expostulatory letter, A mild, from the plaindealing farmers of

the neighbouring villages to the men of Buckingham
c Z670

Eyton, Robert W. The antiquities of Shropshire 1854-60
Eyton, Thomas C. A history ofthe rarer of British birds Z836

F., A. : see Fleming, Abraham
F., E. The history of the life, reign, and death of Edward II

i62y (1680)
F., E. Z644-45: see Fisher, E,
F., I. or J. i6z3 : see Fletcher, Joseph
F., J. The merchant's warehouse laid open Z695
F., J. : see Freake, J. ; French, John
F., N, The husbandmans fruitfull orchard 1608 (1609)
F., T. 1649 : see Forde, Thomas
Faber, Frederick W. All for Jesus 1853

Growth in holiness Z854 (1872)
Hymns 1862
Spiritual conferences 1858 (1870)
The Styrian lake, and other poems Z842
Life and letters, edited by Father J. E. Bowden (1869)

Faber, George S. An account of Mr. Husenbeth's professed
refutationofthe argumeftt ofthe difficulties ofRomanism
1836

Christ's discourse at Capernaum fatal to the doctrine of
transubstantiation 1840

The difficulties of infidelity 1824 (1833)
The difficulties of Romanism 1826 (1853)
A dissertation on the mysteries of the Cabiri 1803
A dissertation on the prophecies relative to the great period

of 1260 years 1806
Eight dissertations upon the promise of a mighty deliverer

z8z7-44(i845)
.An enquiry into the history and theology of the Vallenses

and Albigenses 1838
A general and connected view of the prophecies relative to

the conversion of Judah and Israel z8o8

HorcB Mosaica, or a view of the Mosaical records zSoz
(1818)

Letters on Tractarian secession to Popery 1846
Many mansions in the home of the Father 1851

The origin of Pagan idolatry 1816
The predicted downfall of the Turkish pozver 1853
The primitive doctrine of election 1836 (1842)

The primitive doctrine ofjustification investigated 1837
The primitive doctrine of regeneration 1840
Provincial letters 1842 (1844)
Recapitulated apostasy the true ratioruUe of the concealed

apocalyptic name of the Roman empire 1833
The revival of the French emperorship 1853
The sacred calendar of prophecy 1827, 1843 (1844)

A treatise on the genius and object of the Patriarchal, the

Levitical, and the Christian dispensations 1819 (1833)

A treatise on the origin of expiatory sacrifice 1827

Fabric rolls of York Minster v.d. (Surtees Soc. 1859)

Fabyan, Robert The newe cronycles of Englande and of

Fraunce a 1513 (t5i(>); continued to the death ofHenry
VII Z533, 1542 ; continuedto the death ofQ. Mary Z559

1811)



FACTION
Faction displayed, a poem 1704
Face, John Speculum aegroiontm, the sicke-mtns gtasse x6o6

Fagce, Charles H. and Pve-Smith, Philip H. The prin-

ciples and practice of medicine 1886 (1888)

Fahie, J. J. Historic notes on the telephone 1883
Fair trade cry. The : a letter to the rt. hon. sir Stafford North-

cote iBSi
Fairbairn, Andrew M. Catholicism; Roman and Anglian

1884-97 (1899)
The philosophy of the Christtan religion 1902
The place of Christ in modem theology 1893
Studies in the life of Christ 1881
StuMes in the philosophy of religion and history 1876

Fairbairn, Patrick Prophecy viewed in respect to its dis-

tinctive nature 1856
The typology of scripture 1845-47 (1857)

Fairbairn, William Iron, its history, properties, and pro-
cesses of manufacture 1861

Faire Em, A pleasant commodie of 1592 (in Shakespeare
Apocrypha 1908)

Fairfax, Edward Tasso's Godfrey of Bulloigne tr. 1600
Fairfax, Nathaniel A treatise ofthe bulk and selvedge ofthe

world 1674
Fairfax, Thomas, 3RD Baron Short memorials a 1671

(1699 ; in Arber, Eng. Gamer VIII)
Fairholt, Frederick W, Costume in England 1846 {i860)

ed. 3, enlarged and thoroughly revised by the Hon.
H. A Dillon 1885

A dictionary of terms in art 185^
Tobacco: its history and associations 1859 (1876)
Up the Nile, and hotne again 1862 (1863)

*Fairless, Michael' (Margaret F. Barber) The roadmender
1902

Falck, N. D. A philosophical dissertation on the diving vessel

projected by Mr. Day 1775
Falconbri doe, Alexander An account ofthe slave trade on

the coast of Africa 1788
•Falconer, Lanoe* (Mary Eliz. Hawker) Mademoiselle Ixe

1890 (1891)
Falconer (Captain R.), Voyages of 1720 : seeChetwood, W.R.
Falconer, William The shipwreck 1762

An universal dictionary of the marine 1769 (1776)
enlarged by W. Bumey (1815)

Fale, Thomas Horologiographia ; the art of dialling 1593
Falk, Hjalhar S. and Torp, Alf Etymologisk ordbog over

det Norske og del Danske sprog 1901-06
Falkland, 2nd Viscount a 1643 : see Cary, L.
Falkner, John M. Moonfleet 1898
Falkner, William Two treatises ai682 (1684)
Falle, Philip An account of the isle of Jersey 1694
Fambresarius 1684 : see La Framboisiere, K. A. de
Family dictionary {Dictionaire oeconomique : or, the family

dictionary. Tr.from M. Chomel. Revised and recom-
mended by Mr. R. Bradley) 1725

Family in-cotnpact. The, contrasted with the family compact
1778

Family of Rose of Kilravock, A genealogical deduction of the

v.d. (Spalding CI. 1848) See Rose, Hew
Fane, Julian C. H. and Lytton, Edward Robert

Bulwer-Lvtton, 1ST Earl of Tannhduser; or, the
battle of the bards 1861

'Fan Kwae', The, at Canton before treaty days 1825-44 •' ^y
an old resident 18S2

Fanning, J. T. A practical treatise on water-supply engineer-
ing 1877

Fanshaw, Sir Thomas The practice of the Exchequer Court
ai6oi (1658)

Fanshawe, Anne, Lady Memoirs, uritten by herself, to

which are addsd extracts from the correspondence of S ir

R. Fanshawe a 1680 (1829, 1905)
Fanshawe, Sir Richard Camosns' (Luisde) LusiadXr. 1655

Guarini's (Baplista) II Pastorfido ; thefaithfuU shepheard
' tr. With an addition of divers other poems 1647-48

Faraday, Michael Chemical manipulation 1827
A course of six lectures on the chemical history of a candle

1861
Experimental researches in chemistry and physics 1821-

57 (1859)
On the various forces of nature a 1867 (1874)

Fardle offactons 1555 : see Watreman, W.
Farev, John Generad view of the agriculture and minerals of

Derbyshire 1811
Faria's (F. de) Narrative; wherein is contained the several in-

formations touching the popish plot 1680
Farindon, Anthony Forty sermmis ax658 (1663, 1672,

1849)
Thirty sermons 1657

Farjeon, Benjamin L. The betrayal ofJohn Fordham 1896
Three times tried 1886

Farley, John The London art of ccokery 1804
Farley, Robert Kalendarium humana: vita 1638

Lychnocausia, sive moralia facwn embleJnata. Lights.
Morall emblemes 1638

Farley^s Exeter Journal ijzs-zZ
Farlow, William G. Marine algce ofNew England and ad-

jacent coast z88i
Farmer, Edward Scrap book, being a selection of poetns,

songs, scraps, etc. 1846 (1869)
Farmer, John Forty several ways of two parts in one made

upon a playn song 1591
Farmer, John S. Americanisms, old and new: a dictionary

1889
Ed. Musa pedestris: canting songs and slang rhymes

1536-1896(1896)
The public school word-book 1900
and Henley, William E. Slang and its analogues,
past and present 1890-1904

Farmer, Richard An essay on the learn-'ng of Shakespeare
1767

Farmer's complete guide through all the articles of his profes-
sion 1760

Farmer's magazine. The 1800-25
Farmer's Ha' 1776 : see Keith, C.
Farquhar, George Works aiyaj (1742, 1892)

The beaux stratagem 1706-07
A constant couple 1700
The inconstant, or the way to win him 1702
Love and a bottle 1699
The recruiting officer 1706
Sir Harry Wildair 1701

Fakquhar, William Poems on several occasions 1794

26

Farr, Edward Ed. Select poetry chiefly devotional of the

reign of Queen Elizabeth a 1600 (Parker See. 1845)
Ed. Select poetry, chiefly sacred, of the reign of James I

16.. (1847)
Farragut, Loyall The life of D. G. Farragut 1879
Farrar, Frederic W. Chapters on language 1865

Darkness and dawn 1891
The early days of Christianity 1882
Eric; or, little by little 1858
Essay on the origin of language i860
Families of speech 1869 {1873)
History of interpretaticn 1886
'In the days ofmy youth' : sertnons, Marlborough 1871-76

(1876)
Julian Home 1859
Life and work of St. Paul 1879
Ltfe of Christ 1874
Lives of the Fathers 1889
Seekers after God 1868
The silence and the voices of God, with other sermons 1874
Witness of history to Christ 1871

Farrer, Reginald J, The garden of Asia : impressionsfrom
Japan 1904

Farrow, Edward S. Military encyclopedia 1885
Fary, John God's severity on man's sterility 1644 (1645)
Fasciculus fiorum : or, a nosegay offlowers 1636
Fashionable follies 1782: see Vaughan, T.
Fale ofSedley, The 1795
Fates of the Apostles a 1000 (Grein)
Father's instruction a 1000 (Grein)
Fathers of the desert 1867 : see Hahn-Hahn
Faustus. The historic of the damnable life and deserued death

of Dr. J. Faustus tr. by P, F, 1592 (in Thorns,
Prose romances III, 1828)

The second report of Dr. John Faustus 1594 (ibid.)

Faux, W. Memorable days iji America 1823
Favine's (Andr/) Theater of honour and knighthood tr.

1623
Favour, John Antiquitie triumphing over noveltie 1619
Fawcet, Samuel A seasonable sermon for these troublesome

times 1 641
Fawcett, Henry Manual of political economy 1863 (1876)
Fawkes, Francis Poems ai'yj'j (1810)

Apollonius Rhodius tr. a 1777
The idylliums of Theocritus tr. 1767
Original poems and translations 1761

Fea, Allan Memoirs of the martyr King, being a detailed

record of the last two years of the reign of Charles I 1905
Fearon, Henry B. Sketches of America 1818
Fearon, Samuel and Eyes, John A description of the sea

coast of England and Wales 1738
Feathered world 1889-
Featley, Daniel Clavis mystica; a key opening divers texts

of scripture 1636
The dippers dipt 1645 (1646)
Featley's Pelagius redivivus. Or, Pdagius raked out of

the ashes. (Containing a transl. of 'Parallelismus nov-
antiqui erroris Pelagiarminiani') 1626

The fisher catched in his owne net 1623
Roiyia ruens 1644
StricturcB in Lyndotnastigevt 1638
Transubstaniiation exploded 1638
Vertumnus Romanus 1642

Featley, John The honor of chastity 1632
Federalist, The 1788: see Hamilton, Alex.
Fell, Bp. John The life of Dr. H. Hammond 1661
Fellowes, Robert Milton's Second defence of the people of

England tr. 1806 (in Milton's Works, VI, 1806)
Feltham, John The picture of London for 1802 1802

A tour through the Island of Mann in 1797-98 1798
Feltham, Owen Lusoria, or occasional pieces 1661 (in Re-

solves, ed. 8, 1661)
Resolves divine, morall, politicall ?i623 (1628, 16G1,

1677)
Three moneths observations of the Low Countries 1648

(1652)
Felton, Cornelius C. Familiar lettersfrom Europe 1865

Greece, ancient and modern 1S66 (1867)
Felton, Henry A dissertation on reading the classics, and

forming a just style 1709 (1713)
Sermons on the creatiott, fall, and redetnption of man

a 1740 (1748)
Felton, William A treatise on carriages 1794 (i8qi)
Female foundling. The 1751
Female spectator. The 1744-45 : see Haywood, Eliza
Female tatler. The 1709 : see Baker, T.
Fenise 1651 : see De-la-Coveras
Femn, George Manville Dick 0' the fens 1888

In an Alpine valley 1894
The master of the ceremonies 1886
Middy and ensign 1883
Patience wins 1886
Real gold 1894

Fenne, Thomas FnUes 1590
Hecubaes mishaps 1590 (in prec, If. 91)

Fennell, Charles A. M. Michaelis' {A.) Ancient marbles in
Great Britain tr. 1882

See also Stanford dictionary
Fenner, Dudley A defence of the godlie ministers, against

the slaunders of D. Bridges 1587
Fenner, William Works a 1640 {1651-58)

Hidden ntanna, or the mystery of saving grace 01640
(1652)

Fenton, Elijah Poems 01730 {1790)
Mariamne, a tragedy 1723
Poems on several occasions x*jVj

Fenton, Sir Geoffrey Certaine tragicall discourses 1567
Golden epistles (sometimes erron. quoted in Diet, as

Hellowes Gueuara's Golden ep.) 1575, 1577 (^582)
The historic ofGuicciardinijConieining the warres ofItalie

tr.iS79 {1599)
Fenton, Roger A treatise against the necessarie dependance

upon that one head, ajid the present reconciliation to the
church of Rome a 1615 {1617)

A treatise of usurie 161

1

Fenton, Thomas Ofspeaking as the oracles ofGod. A sermon
before the University of Oxford 1720

Ferguson, Adah The history of the progress and termination
of the Roman republic 1783

Institutes of moral philosophy 1769
Principles of moral and political science 1792

FIEIiDING

Ferguson, David Scottish proverbs : gathered together a 1598
(1641, 1785;S.T.S. 1924)

Ferguson, Fergus A popular life of Christ 1878
Ferguson, James Ed. Papers illustrating the hisforv of the

Scots brigade in the service of the United Netherlands
1572-1782 (S.H.S. 1899-1901)

Ferguson, James Astronomy explained upon Sir Isaac New-
ton's principles 1756

Tables and tracts relative to several arts and sciences 1767
Ferguson, R. View of an ecclesiastick in his socks and bus-

kins {anon.) 1698
Ferguson, Richard S. Carlisle 1889

A history of Cumberland 1890
and Nanson, W. Ed. Some municipal records of the
city of Carlisle v.d. (1887)

Ferguson, Robert The dialect of Cumberland 1873
Ferguson, Robert M, Electricity 1866 (1870)
Ferguson, Samuel Lays of the Western Gael, and other

poems 1865 {1888)
Poems 1880

Fergusson, David: see Ferguson, D.
Fergusson, James A brief exposition of the Epistles of Paul

to the Galatians and Ephesians 1659
Fergusson, Sir James Decisions of the Court of Session

from X738 to 1732 1775
Fergusson, James History of architecture in all countries

1865-67 {1873-76)
The illustrated handbook of architecture 1855

Fergusson, Robert Works a 1774 {1807)
Poems iyj3
Poems on various subjects a 1774 (1789)

Fergusson, Robert M. My village 1893
Rambling sketches in the Far North, and Orcadian

musings 1883
A village poet 1897

Fergusson, William System of practical surgery 1842
Feme {Henry), A fuller answer to a treatise uritten by 1642
Ferne, Sir John The blazon of gentrie 1586
Fernie, John A history of the town and parish of Dunferm-

line 1815
Ferrand's Melancholy 1640: see Chilmead, E.
Ferrar, Nicholas The hundred and ten considerations of

Signior J. Valdesso tr, 01637 (1638)
The story books of Little Gidding, being the religious dia-

logues recited »n the great room 1631-32 {1899)
Ferriar, John Illustrations of Sterne; with other essays and

verses 1798
Ferrier, Andrew Memoir and sermons 1841
Ferrier, David The functions of the brain 1876
Ferrier, James F. Institutes of metaphysic 18^4 (1856)

Lectures on Greek philosophy and other philosophical re-

mains 01864 {1866)
Ferrier, Richard Journal while travelling in France 1687

(in Camden Misc. IX, No. 7, 1894)
Ferrier, Susan E. Destiny 1831

The inheritance X824
Marriage 1818

Ferris, Richard The most dangerous and memorable adveti-
ture of R. F. 1590 {in Arber, Eng. Gamer VI)

Ferumbras, 51/01380 {E.K.T.S. 1879)
Fessenden, Thomas G. Democracy unveiled 1805

Original poems 1804 (1806)
Terrible tractoration 1803

Festivall {John Mirk's Liber festivalis) X483 (Caxton); 1493
(W. de Worde; 1515)

Festive songs : see Songs
Fetherstone, Christopher Calvin's Commentaries vpon

the actes of the Apostles tr. 1585
Feuchterleben, E. von; see Lloyd, Hannibal E.
Feuillerat, Albert Ed. Documents relating to the office of

the revels in the time of queen Elizabeth 1558-1602
(1908)

Ed. Documents relating to the revels at court in the time of
king Edward VI and queen Mary 1547-1558 (1914)

Fiddes, Richard Fifty-two practical discourses on several

subjects 1720
The life of cardinal Wolscy 1724 (1726)
Theologia speculativa, or the first part of a body of divinity

Theologia practica, or the second part etc. 1720
Field, The, the farm, the garden : the country gentleman's news-

paper 1853-
'Field, Michael' Attila, my Attila! 1896
Field, Nathaniel Amends for ladies 1618

A woman is a weathercocke 1612
Field, Nathaniel Some short memorials concerning the life

of Dr. R. Field, dean of Glocester 1716-17
Field, Richard Of the Church. Five bookes 1606-10
Field, William Memoirs of the life, writings, and opinions

of the rev. S. Parr 1828
Field exercises and evolutions of infantry 1877
Fielding, Henry Works 01754 (i77i. 1882)

Amelia 1751
The author's farce, and the pleasures of the town 1730
The coffee-house politician ( = Rape upon rape) 1730
The Covent-garden journal 1752
The Covent Garden tragedy 1732
Don Quixote in England 1734
Eurydice 1737
The fathers, or the good-natured man a 1754
The Grub-street opera 1731
The historical register for the year 1-736 1737
The history of the adventures of Joseph Andrews i'j\2
The history of Tom Jones 1749
The intriguing chambermaid 1734
Journal of a voyage to Lisbon 1754
The letter writers 1731
The life of Mr. Jonathan Wild the Great 1743
The lottery 1732
Love in several masques 1728
Miscellanies 1743
The miser 1733
Miss Lucy m town 1742
The mock doctor 1732
The modern husband 1732
The old debauchees 1732
An old man taught wisdom 1735
Pasquin 1736
The temple beau 1730
Tom Thumb 1730
Tumble-down Dick 1736
The universal gallant 1735
The wedding day 1743



FIELDING
FzELDiKG, Sir John An account of the origin and effects ofa

police set on foot by the Duke of Newcastle in 1753 1758
Fielding, Sarah The adventures of David Simple m search

of a faithful friend 1744-52
Familiar letters between the principal characters in David

Simple and sotne others 1747
The history of the Countess of Dellwyn 1759
The history of Ophelia a 1768 (1785) »

Field naturalist. The, and scientific student 1882-83
Fields, James T. Biographical notes and personal sketches ;

with unpublished fragments 1881
FiENNES, Celia Through England on a side saddle in the time

of William and Mary ; being the diary of C. Fiennes
CZ710 (1888)

FiFE-CooKSON, John C. With the armies of the Balkans and
at Gallipoli, 18^7-78 1879

Fifteen oes {O Jhesu ejidUs suetnes of lottyng soules) 1491
(Caxton)

' (The XV. 00s in Englysshe with other prayers) 1529 (R.
Copland)

Fight at Finnesburg, The Anglo-Saxon poem of the (in Beo-
wulf, etc., ed. Thorpe 1855)

Figuier's (Louis) Human race tr. 1872
The insect world tr. by Y. D. 1868 ; new ed. by P. M.
Duncan 1872

The ocean world tr. by W. S. 0. 1868 ; new ed. by E. P.
Wright 1872

Reptiles and birds tr, by P. GiUmore 1869 (1870)
The world before the deluge tr. by W. S. 0. 1865 ; new ed.
by H. W. Bristow 1867

FiLMER, Sir Robert The necessity of the absolute power of
all kings (anon.) 1648

Political discourses a 1653 (1679-80)
Finch, Sir Heneage An exact uTtd most impartial account of

the indictment, arraignment, etc. of twenty-nine re-
gicides 1660 (1679)

Finch, Sir Henry Laxv, or, a discourse thereof, in foure
bookes a 1625 (1636)

Finch-Hatton, Harold H. Advance Australia ! 1885
Findlater, Charles General view of the agriculture of the

county of Peebles 1802
Findlay, Alexander The phase rule and its applications

1904
Findlay, George Working and tnanagement of an English

railway 1889
Fine arts quarterly review 1863-67
Finett, Sir John Philoxenis : some choice observations touch-

ing the reception and precedence, etc., of forren am-
bassadors in England a 1641 (1656)

Finlay, James Ed. Scottish historical and romantic ballads,

chiefly ancient, with . . notes and a glossary (1808)
Finlayson, William Simple Scotish rhymes 1815
Firkin, Giles Tlayovfyyia, a brief review cf Mr, Davis's

vindication 1693
A serious question stated X651
A sober reply to the sober answer of Mr. Cawdrey 1653

First English book on A merica (Of the newe landcs and of ye
people founde by the messengers of the kynge of portyn-
gaU nanud Emanuel) c 1511 (Arber 1885)

Firth, Sir Charles H. Cromwell's army 1902
The last years of the Protectorate 1656-58 1909

Firth, John B. Highways and byways in JJerbyshire 1905
Fish, Simon A supplicacyon for the beggers 1529 (E.E.T.S.

1871; Arber 1895)
Fisher, Edward The feast of feasts 1644

The marrow of modern divinity 1645 (1646)
Fisher, James Poems on various subjects 1790
Fisher, Jasper Fuimus Troes, Mneid. 2. The true Tro-

janes, being a story ofthe Britaines valour (anon.) 1633
(Hazl. Dodsley)

Fisher, Bp. John English works a 1535 (E.E.T.S. 1876)
Funeral sermon of Margaret Countess of Richmond {A
momynge remembraunce had at the moneth mynde of
Margarete, couniesse of Rychcmondc) 1509 (170S)

Sermon made agayn y* pernicious doctryn of M. luther

1521
Sermon sayd in the cathedrall chyrche of saynt Poule the

body beynge present of Kynge Henry the VII 1509
Treatise concernynge thefruytfuU saynges of Dauyd in the

seuen penytencyall psalmes 1508
Fisher's Godlie treatisse declaryng the benefUes of prayer

tr. 1560
See also Hall, R.

*Fisher, John' (John Percy) The answere unto the nine
points of controversy prepared by our late soveraygne

2625-26
Fisher, Samuel Works (The testimony of truth exalted by

the ciMected labours of S. Fisher) a 1665 (1679)
'EmViton-o? airo(ricoiro$. The bishop busied beside the

businesse 1662
Rusticus ad academicos etc. The rustick's alarm to the

Rabbies 1660
Fisheries (Great international) exhibition catalogue 1883
Fisheries of the United States 1884, -87 : see Goode, G. B.

FiSKE, John A century of science, and other essays 1899
Outlines of cosmic philosophy 1874

FiSKK, Stephen Holiday stories {Jack's partner 1894)

xooo
FisON, LoRiMER and Howitt, Alfred W. Kamilaroi and

Kumai; group-marriage and relationship etc. x88o

Fiix, Sir John 1605 : see Narrative

Fitz-Gepprev, Charles Poems a 1636 {Grosart 1881)

The blessed birth-day, celebrated in some pious meditations

1634(1881)
Elisha his lamentation 1622
Sir Francis Drake his honorable lifes cotnmendation 1596

(1881)
FitzGerald, Edward Euphranor, a dialogue on youth 1851

(1855)
lAters and literary remains a 1883 ( 1889)

Rubdiydt of Omar Khayyam tr. 1859
ed. 2 (enlarged) 1868 ; ed. 3, 1872

Fitzgerald, Percy H. Bella Donna: a romance 1864

Fatal zero 1869 (1888)

Recreations of a literary man 1882 (1883)

Fitzgerald, William Whitaker's (WUliam) Disputation on

holy scripture against the Papists especially Bellanmne

and StapUton tr. 1849 (Parker See.)

Fitzherbert, Sir Anthonv The newe boke of lusttces ofthe

peas 1538 ^ ^ .

Fitzherbert, John A newe trade or treatyse moost profy-

table for all husbande men 1523
Tks boh* of huibandry 1534 (E.D,S. 1882)
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Fitzherbert, John (cont.)

A ryght fruiefull mater : and Itath to name the boke of sur-
ueyeng 1523
(Often attributed to Sir A. Fitzherbert)

Fitzherbert, Thomas A defence of the Catholyke cause.
Withan apology of his innocence in a fayned conspiracy
1602

Fitzosborne's letters 1739: see Melmoth, W.
Fitzpatrick, William J. The life, times, and correspondence

of the right rev. Dr. Doyle 1861
'The sham squire'; and the informers of lygS 1866

FiTZROY, Robert The weatiier book 1S63
Five letters on inspiration 1690: see Le Clerc, J,
Five years' penal servitude 1877
Flagellum 1663: see Heath, J.
Flammarion's(Camille) L'incotinu : the unknown tr. 1900
Flamsteed, John The doctrine of the sphere 1680
Flandrau, Charles M. Harvard episodes 1897
Flatman, Thomas Heraclitus ridens: or a discourse between

jest and earnest 1681-82 (1713)
Poems and songs 1674

Flaubert's (Gustave) Salammbd tr. by M. F. Sheldon 1886
Flavel, John WorAs 31691 (1731)

The fountain of life opened 1672
Husbandry spiritualized 1669
The method of grace 1680
A practical treatise of fear 1682
The righteous man's refuge 1681
A saint indeed 1671

Flecknoe, Richard The damoiselles a la mode; a comedy
1667

Enigmaticall characters 1658
Love's kingdom 1664
A relation of ten years travels 1655

Fleetwood, Bp. William A complete collection of his ser-

mons, tracts, and pieces of all kinds a 1723 (1737)
A charge delivered to the clergy of the diocese of Ely 1716
Chronicon preciosum; or, an account of English money

1707 (1745)
An essay upon miracles 1701

Fleming, Abraham Caius (Johannes) : Of Englishe dogges,
the diuersities and the properties tr. 1576 (1880; in
Arber, Eng. Gamer III)

A panoptic of epistles 1576
The schoole of skill 1581 (1598; Part iii of Thefootepath

to felicitie)

Virgil's Bucolikes tr. 1575; Bucoliks, Georgiks tr. 1589
See also Holinshed

Fleming, Sir Daniel Description ofthe county of Westmore-
land 1671 (1882)

Fleming, David Hay Mary Queen of Scots 1897
The Reformation in Scotland 1910

Fleming, John A history of British anitnals 1828
The lithology of Edinburgh a 1857 (1859)

Fleming, Robert The fulfilling of the scripture 1669, 1677
(1726)

Fleming, William The'vocabulary ofphilosophy 185"/ (iSyO)

Fleming, William H. Slavery and the race problem in the

South 1906
Fleta, seu commentarius juris Anglicani sic nuncupatus

c 1290 (ed. Selden 1647)
Fletcher, Giles (the elder) Of the Russe common wealth

1591 (Hakluyt Soc. 1856)
Licia, or poemes of love. Whereunio is added The rising

to the crowne of Richard the Third (anon.) 1593
(Grosart 1871 ; in Arber, Eng. Gamer VIII)

Fletcher, Giles (the younger) Poems a 1623 (1868)

Brittain's Ida. Written by that renowned poet, Edmond
Spencer (ascribed to Fletcher) a 1623 (1628)

Christs victorie, and triumph in heaven, and earth, over,

and after death 1610
Fletcher, John The beggars bush 1622

The bloody brother a 1625
The chances 1620
The fair maid of the inn a 1625
Thefaithfull shepheardesse 1610
The hun:orous lieutenant 1619
The island princesse 1621

TA* knight of Malta 1619
The loyall subject i6xS
The mad lover 1617
Monsieur Thomas 1619
The nice valour a 1625
The noble gentleman a 1625
The pilgrim 1621
Ride a wife and fiave a wife 1624
The sea-voyage 1622
TA« Spanish curate 1622
TA* tragedy of Thierry and Theodoret c 1616
Valentii'.ian 1614
A wife for a month az62$
The wild goose-cluise 1621

Wit at severall weapons c 1614
The woman's prize a 1625
Women pleased c 1620
See also Beaumont, Francis

and others The Queene of Corinth a 1619
and Rowley, William The maide in the mill 1623
and Shirley, James The night-walker, or the little

theife 1625
Fletcher, John W. (of Madeley) Works 01785 (1800-04,

1826)
An appeal to matter offact and common sense 1772
Checks to Antinomianism 1771-72
Logica Genevensis (Fourth and fifth check) 1772

Fletcher, Joseph Christes bloodie sweat. By I. r . 1613
Fletcher, Joseph S. The builders 1897

The wonderful wapentake 189S
Fletcher, Phineas Elisa: anelegie upon the unripe demise

of S' Anionic Irby 1633 (Pt. 111 of The purple island)

Locustae vel pietas Jesuitica. The Locusts or Appollyo-
nists 1627

The purple island, or the isle ofMan ; together with pisca -

torie eclogs and other poeticall miscellanies 1633
Fletcher, R. Ex otio negotium. Or, Martiall his epigrams

translated. With sundry poems and fancies 1656
Radius Heliconius ; or, the revolution of a free state 1650

Fleury's (Claude) Ecclesiastical history tr. by H. Herbert

1727-30
Flint, Austin A treatise on the principles and practice of

medicine x866 {1880)

FORBES
Flint, James Letters from America 1822
Flint, Timothy A condensed geography and history of the

Western States, or the Mississippi valley 1828
George Mason, the young backwoodsman 1829

Flloyd, Thomas GueuUette's (T. S.) Tartarian tales tr. 1764

^, (^^85)
Floddan field in nine fits, being an exact history of that famous

memorable battle fought between the English and Scots
on Floddan-Hiil 2 51 3 a 1600 (1664)

Flares, Jean de : see Aurelio and Isabell
Florice and Blauncheflour c 1330 (AbbotsfoM Cl. 1857)

See also Floriz
F1.0R10, John Firste fruites. Also a perfect induction to the

Italian, and English tongues 1578
Second frutes 1591
Montaigne's Essayes, or morall, politike and millitarie

discourses tr. 1603 (1632)
A worlde ofwordes, or most copious and exact dictionarie

in Italian and English 1598 See also Torriano, G.
Queen Anna's new world of words 1611

Florist's journal 1845
Floriz and Blaunchejiur a 1300 (E.E.T.S. 1866, 1901 ; Haus-

knecht 1885)
Flower, Philip W. a history of the trade in tin i88o
Flower, William H. and Lvdekker, Richard An intro-

duction to the study of mammals 1891
Flower and the leaf. The a 1500 (in Chaucer's Works 1598;

Chaucerian pieces, Skeat 1897)
Flower-garden display'd, The 1732
Floyer, Ernest A. Unexplored Baluchistan 1882
Floyer, Sir John The ancient ^vxpoAovoia revived: or, an

essay to prove cold bathing both safe and useful 1702
(1706)

*apfiaKo-)3ao-aw)9 ; or, the touch-stone of medicines 1687-
90

The physician's pulse-ivatch 1707-10
The preternatural state of animal humours described by

their sensible qualities 1696
The Sibylline Oracles tr. 1713
A treatise (^ the asthma 1698

Floyer, Mrs. L. S. Plain hints for examiners of needlework
x88o

FlIJckiger, Friedrich A. and Hanbury, Daniel Pharma-
cographia ; a history of the principal drugs of vegetable

origin, met with in Great Britain and British India
1874

Fluff-hunters, The, by 'Marjoribanks' 1903
Fog's Weekly journal 1728-31 : see Molloy, Charles
Foley, Henry Jesuits in conflict 1873

Records of the English Province of the Society of Jesus
1875-83

Folkard, Henry C. The wild fooler 1859
Folkingham, William Brachigraphy ; or the art of short

uriting 1620
Feudigraphia. The synopsis or epitome of surveying

methodized (Page-heading: The art of survey) 1610
Fonblanque, Albany England under seven administrations

1827-34 (1837)
Life and labours 0/(1874)

Fonseca, Jos6 N. da An historical and archaological sketch

of the city of Goa 1878
Foot, James Penseroso, or the pensive philosopher in his

solitudes, a poem 1771
Foot, P^ter General view of the agriculture of the county of

Middlesex 1794
Foote, Samuel Dramatic works a 1777 {i778» 1830)

Tlie author 1757
The bankrupt 1773
Capuchin 1776
The commissary 1765
The cozeners 1774
The devil upon two sticks 1768
The Englishman in Paris 1753
The Englishman return'd from Paris 1756
The knights 1754
The lame lover 1770
The lyar 1762
The maid of Baih 1771
The mayor of Garret 1764
The minor 1760
The nabob 1772
The orators 1762
The patron 1764
TasU 1752
Trip to Calais 1776
Memoirs of (1778, 1805)

Forbes, Bp. Alexander P. An explanation of the Thirty-

nine Articles 1867-68
A short explanation of the Nicene Creed 1852

Forbes, Archibald Chinese Gordon 1884
My experiences of the war between France and Germany

1871
Souvenirs of some continents 1885

Forbes, Duncan Reflexions on the sources of incredulity

with regard to religion (anon ) a 1747 (1750)

Forbes, Edward A history of British starfishes, and other

animals of the class echinodenvata 1841

and Hanley, Sylvanus A history of British mollusca

and their shells 1853
Forbes, Gordon S. WiUi life in Canara and Ganjam 1885

Forbes, Henry O. A naturalist's wanderings in the Eastern

Archipelago 1885
Forbes, James Oriental memoirs 1813-15
Forbes, John Certain records touching the estate of the Kirk

in 1605 and 1606 16. . (Wodrow Soc. 1846)

Forbes, Sir John Laennec's (R. T. H.) Treatise on the

diseases of the chest tr. 1821 (1834)

See also Cyclopsedia
, .

Forbes, Patrick A defence of the lawful calling of the mims-
ters of reformed churches 1614

t c t

An exquisite cotnmentarie upon the Revelation of Saint

John 1613
Forbes, Peter Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect 1812

Forbes, Robert Ajax, his speech to the Grecuxn Knabbs,

attempted in broad Buchans. To which is added a

Journal to Portsmouth and a Shop-Bill in the same

dialect, with a key 1742 (i755)
. . ^ . ^^ . j

Select collection of Scots poems, A, chiefly m the broad

Buchan dialect lySs ^ ,.

Forbes, William The dominie depos'd ; or some reflections on

his intrigue with a young lass ? 1746 (1785)



FORBES 28 FROTHENGHAM
FcucBES, Sir Wiixiam An account of the life and teritings of

James Beattu, including many of his original Utters

1806 (z8::4)

Forbes-Mitchell, William Reminiscences of the great

mutinv iS-^y-sg 1893
FORBY, Robert The vocabulary of EastAnglia a 1825 ( 1830)

See also Spurdens, W. T.

Ford, John Dramatic works 16. . (1827, i86g)

The broken keart 1633
The chronicle historie of Perkin Warbeck 1634
Fames memoriall ; or the Earle of Devonshire deceased

1606
The fancies, chast and noble 1638
Honor triumphant; or, the Peeres challenge x6o6 (Shaks.

Soc. 1843)
The ladies triall 1638 (1639)
A line of life 1620 (Sbaks. Soc. 1843)
The lovers melancholy 1628 (1629)
Loues sacrifice 1633
'Tis pity shees a whore 1633
See also Rowley, \V.

and Dekker, Thomas The sun's darling 1624 {1656)
Ford, Richard Gatherings from Spain 1846

A hand-book for travellers in Spain 1845
Ford, Robert 1893 : see Haip of Perthshire
Ford, Simon TIap^i\rj\a; or, the loyall subjects exultation

for the royaU exiles restauration 1660
Ford, William J. A history of tJie Cambridge University

cricket club, 1820-TQ01 1902
Forde, Emanuel Parismus, the renowned prince of Bohemia

1598-99 (1661)
Forde, Thomas Lusus fortuna : the play offortune 1649
Forde, William A sermon preached at Constantinople

1616
FoRDUN, John Scoti-chronicon, sive Scotorum historia a 1364

(1691, 1871-72)
cum ejusdetn supplemento ac continuatione {by

Walter Bower) 01449 (1722, 1759}
FoRDYCE, James Sermons to young vjotnen 1765 {1767)
Fordyce, Sir William A Utter to Sir J. Sinclair, concerning

the virtues of the muriatic acid in the cure of putrid
diseases 1790

Foreign accounts v.d. (MSS. in Public Record Office)

Foreign quarterly review 1827-46
Forest and stream. (A weekly journal of f±ie rod and gun)

1873-
Forest of Hohenelbe, The ; a tale 1803
'Forester, Frank' (H. W. Herbert) Field sports in the

United States, and the British provinces of America
1848

Formfor Church government, propounded to General A ssembly
at Edinburgh 1647

Forman, Charles Some queries and observations upon the

Revolution in 168S 1741
Forman, Harry B. Our living poets 1871
Forman, Simon The autobiography and personal diary, from

1552 to i6o2 a 1611 (Halliwell 1849)
Forme of cury. The ? c 1390 (Pegge 1780 ; in Warner, Antiq.

culin. 1791)
Formularies offaith, put forth by authority during the reign of

H«»fyl//// 1536-43 (1825)
Forney, M. N. Car-butlder's dictionary 1880
Forrest, Thomas A voyage from Calcutta to the Mergui

Archipelago 1792
A voyage to New Guinea and the Moluccas in xy';4-y6

1779
Forrest, Sir William The pleasaunt poesye of princelye

practise 1548 (partly repr. in Starkey's England,
E.E.T.S. 1878)

Theophilus 1572 (in Anglia, VII and X)
A true and most notable history of a right noble lady en-

titled the second Gresield 1558
Forrester (a novel) 1830
'Forrester, Mrs.* Mignon 1877

Roy and Viola 1880
Forrester, James The poliU philosopher (anon.) 1734

(1778)
FoRSTER, George A journey from Bengal to England 1790

(1798)
Forster, George (i.e. Johann Georc A.) A voyage round

the world in his Britannic Majesty's sloop Resolution,
commanded by Captain James Cook, in 1772-75 1777

Sparrtnan's {A nders) Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope in
1772-76 tr. 1785 (1786)

Forster, Johann R, Kalm's {Pehr) Travels into North
America tr. 1770-71 (1772)

Observations maae during a voyage round the world 1778
Osbeck^s {Pehr) Voyage to China and the East-Indies 1771

Forster, John The debates on the Grand Remonstrance, 1641
i860

Historical and biographical essays 1858
The life and adventures of Oliver Goldsmith 1848
The life of C. Dickens 1872-^4
Walter Savage Landor. A biography 1869

Forster, Thomas F. The pocket encyclopedia of natural
pherwmena a 1825 {1827)

Forster, Thomas I. M. Observations of the natural history of
the swallow tribe 1817

Researches about atmospheric phaenomena 1813 (1815)
Forster, Westgarth A treatise on a section of the strata

commencing near NewcastU upon Tyne 1809
Forster, William E. : see Reid, Sir T. Wemyss
Forsyth, Andrew R. Theory offunctions ofa complex vari-

able 1893
Forsyth, Capt. James The Highlands of central India 1871
Forsyth,. Joseph Remarks on antiquities, arts, and letters

during an excursion in Italy in 1802-03 1813
Forsyth, Robert The beauties of Scotland 1805-08
Forsyth, William A treatise on the culture and management

offruit trees 1802 (i8i8)
Fortescue, Sir John Works a 1476 {i86g)

The governarue of England: otherwise called The difference
between an absoluU and a limited monarchy C1460
(1714. 1885)

See also Mulcaster, Robert
Fortescue, Thomas Mexia's (P.) Foreste; or, collection of

histories tr. 1571
Fortescue papers, The : consisting chiefly of letters relating to

state affairs. Edited from MSS. in possession of Hon,
G. M. Fortescue 16. . (Camden Soc. 1871)

Fortnight in a waggonette, A 1885
Fortnightly review. The 1865-1912
Fortnights rambU to the lakes 1792 : see Budworth, J.

Fortnuh, Charles Drury E. A descriptive catalcgue of the
maiolica, Hispano-Moresco, Persian, Datnascus, and
Rhodian wares, in the South Kensington Museum 1873

Maiolica 1875
Maiolica : a historical treatise on the glazed and enamelled

earthenwares of Italy 1896
Fortunate country-maid 1740 : see Do Mouhy
Fortunate orphan 1745
FosBROKE, John Six sermons delivered at Kettering and other

places 1617-31 (1633)
Fosbroke, Thomas D. British monachism 1802

Encyclopedia of antiquities 1825 (1840)
Foster, Albert J. The Ouse 1891
Foster, John Essays 1805

Life and correspondence (1846)
Foster, Sir Michael Text-book of physiology 1877 (1878)
Foster, William Hoplocrisma-spongus ; or, aspongetowipe

away the weapon-salve 1631
Foster, William Ed. The English factories in India, a

calendar of documents in the India Office, British Mu-
seum and Public Record Office 1618-41 (1906-12)

Fotherby, Martin Atheomastix; clearing foure truthes
against atheists and infidels a 1619 (1622)

Foure sermons 1608
Fothergill, Jessie Kith and kin 1881

A march in the ranks 1890
FouLis, Henry The history of the Romish treasons and usur-

pations ai66g (1671, 1681)
The history of the wicked plots and conspiracies of our
pretended saints 1662

FouLis, Hugh Erchie, my droll friend 1904
Foulis, Sir John of Ravelston, The account book of 1671-

1707 (S.H.S. 1894)
Foulkes, Robert An alarme for sinners 1679
Foundation of St. Bartholomew's Church in London, The book

of the c 1400 (E.E.T.S. 1923)
Fountainhax-l, Sir John Lauder, Lord The decisions of

the Lords of Council and Session 1678-1712 01722
(1759-61)

Journals of, with his observations on public affairs and
other memoranda 1665-76 (S.H.S. 1900)

Four centuries of English UtUrs 14. .-18. . (ed. W.B.Scoones
1880)

Fourcroy's {A. F. de) Elements of natural history and of chem-
istry tr. 1788

General system of chemical knowledge tr. by William
Nicholson 1804

Fowke. The trial of Joseph Fowke for a conspiracy against
W. Hastings 1776

Fowler, Bp. Edward A vindication of an undertaking of
certain gentlemen (anon.) 1692

Fowler, Elizabeth 'Between Trent and Ancholme.^ In and
around an old-fashioned garden (anon.) 1908

Fowler, John 1586: see Fulke, W.
Fowler, Joseph T. Adamnan 1894
Fowler, Robert The medical vocabulary i860
Fowler, Thomas Bacon 1881

The elements of deductive logic 1867
The elements of inductive logic 1870
The history of Corpus Ckristi College 1893 (O.H.S.)

Fowler, William Works 15. .-16. . (S.T.S. 1914)
Fownes, George A manual of elementary chemistry 1844

(1S48, 1850, etc.)

revised by H. Watts (1873, 1877)
Fox, Abraham L.: see Wuertz, Felix
Fox, Caroline Memories of old friends, being extracts from

the journals and letters of C. F. 1835-71 (1882)
Fox, Charles James History of the early part of the reign of

James II a i8o6 (1808)
Correspondence of Gilbert Wakefield with C. J. Fox 1796-

1801 (1813)
Fox, Cornelius B. Ozone and antozone, their history and

nature 1873
Fox, John The wanderer 1718
Fox, Miss S. P. Kingsbridge estuary 1864
Fox, Thomas W. ThJi mechanism of weaving 1894
Fox, William T. The classification of skin diseases 1864
FoxE, John Actes and monuments of these latter and perillous

dayes ( = The book of martyrs) 1563 (1570, 1576, 1583,
1596, 1610, 1631, 1641, 1684)

FoxE, Luke The North-West Fox, or Fox from the North-
West Passage 1635

and James, Thomas Voyages in search of a North-West
passage in 1631-32 ; with narratives ofthe earlier North-
West voyages v.d. (Hakluyt Soc. 1894)

Fragment of Mlfric's Grammar, Mlfric's Glossary, and a
poem on tite soul and the body 11.. (ed. Sir T. Phillipps

1838)
Fragment on popular science a 1300 (in T. Wright, Pop. treat,

science 1841 ; Early South-Eng. Legendary, E.E.T.S.
1887, p. 311/391- )

Framboisiere: see La Framboisiere
Erampton, John Monardes' {Nicolas) loyfull newes out of

the newe founde worlde tr. 1577
newly corrected, whereunto are added three other

bookes treating of the Bezaar stone, the herbe Escuer-
fonera, the properties of yron and steeU, in medicine
and the benefite of snow 1580 {1596)

The most noble and famous trauels of Marcus Paulus to

the east partes of the world tr. 1579
Francion, Comical history of 1655 : see Sorel
FftANCis, Francis A book on angling 1867 (1S80)
Francis, Francis, Jr. Saddle and mocassin 1887
Francis, George H. Opinions and policy of Viscount

Palmerston 1852
Francis, George W. The dictionary of the arts, sciences, and

manufactures 1842
Francis, John History of the Bank of England 1847
'Francis, M. E.' (Mrs. Francis Blundell) A daughter of the

soil 1895
Francis, Philip Horace tr. 1743-46
Francis the philanthropist ; an unfashionabU tale 1785
Franck, Richard Northern memoirs, calculated for the meri-

dian of Scotland. To which is added the contemplative
and practical angler 1658 {1694, 1821)

Franco, R. Solomon Truth springing out of the earth 1668
Frank, Mark LI sermons ; to which is added, a sermon

preached at St. Pauls Cross ini64i ai664 (1672)
Franke, Traugott Technological dictionary, English-Ger-

man-French. (Vol. II of Beil's (J. A.) Techn. Worter-
buch) 185s

Frankland, Sir Edward Experimental researches in pure,
applied, attd physical chemistry 1877

Franklin, Benjamin Works a 1790 (1840, 1887-88)
Memoirs of the life arul writings, written by himself to a

late period, and continued to the time of his death by
W. T. Franklin {Autobiography) 1788 (1818)

Poor Richard improved ; being an almanack for the year
^75^ 1758 (in Arber, English Gamer V)

Private correspondence 1753-90 (1817)
Eraser, James Chronicles of the Erasers : theWardlaw MS.

entitled ^Polichronicon seu pdicratica temporum, or,

the true genealogy of the Erasers', 016-1674 c I7<w
(S.H.S. 1905)

Eraser, James B. Journal ofa tour through part of the snowy
range of the Himald Mountains 1820

The Kuzzilbash (anon.) 1828
Travels in Koordistan, Mesopotamia, etc. 1840

Fraser, William C. The Whaups of Durley 1895
Eraser's Magazine 1830-82
Fraunce, Abraham The Countesse of Pembrokes Yuychurch

The lawiers logike 1588
Watson's {Thomas) Lamentations of Amyntas tr. 1587

Frazer, James G. The golden bough : a study in comparative
religion 1890— ed. 2, revised and enlarged 1900 ; ed. 3, 1907-12

Frazer, John AevTepoo-KonCa; or, a brief discourse con-
cerning the second sight 1707

Freake, J. Agrippa's {H. C.) Three books of occult philo-

sophy tr. 1651
Freake, William The doctrines and practises of the SocUtie

of Jesuites 1630
Fred Wilson's fate 1892 : see Murdoch, A.
Freeman, Edward A. General sketch of European history

1872
The growth of the English Constitution 1872
Historical arul architectural sketches ; chiejiy Italian 1 876
Historical essays v.d. (1871-79)
The history of architecture 1849
The history of the Norman Conquest 1S67-79
The reign of IVilliam Rufus and the accession of Henry I

1882
Sketches from the subject and neighbour lands of Venice

188

1

Some impressions of the United StaUs 1883
Life and letters ed. W. R. W. Stephens (1895)

Freeman, Philip The principles of divine service 1855-62
Freeman, Samuel The town officer 1799
Freeman-Mitford, Algernon B. Tales of old Japan 1871
Freetnasonry, Poem on ( The early history of freemasonry in

England) c 1430 (Halliwell 1840)
Freer, Martha W. History of the reign of Henry XV, King

of France 1860-63
History of Marie de Medici 1861

Freese, John H. The commercial class-book 1849
Free-thinker, The 1718 (i733)

Freind, John An account of the Earl of Peterborow's conduct
in Spain 1707

Freiris of Berwik, The a 1550 (in Dunbar's Poems, S.T.S.

1885)
Frejus' {Rolland) Relation of a voyage made into Mauritania

to Muley Arxid, King of Tafiletta tr. 1671
Freke, William SeUct essays, Unding to the universal re-

formation of learning 1693
French, John The art of distillation 1651

A new light of alchymie, and a treatise of sulphur, by
Michael Sarulivogius ; also nine books of the nature of
things by Paracelsus. Also a chymical dictionary ex-

plaining hard places and words in Paracelsus tr. 1650
The York-shire spaw 1652

French, Nicholas Historical works a 1678 (1846)
The vnkinde desertor of loyall men ana truefrinds (anon.)

1676
French book of rates. The 1714
Frere, Mary Old Deccan days ; or, Hindoo fairy Ugends

current in Southern India 1868
Frere, Bp. Walter H. Ed. Visitation articles and injunc-

tions of the period of tlie Reformation 1910
See also Procter, Francis

Frere and boy : see Friar and boy
Frewer, Ellen E. Holub's (E.) Seven years in South Africa

tr. 1 88

1

Frey*s (Heinrich) Histology and histocJiemistry of man tr. by
A. E. J. Barker 1874

Frezier*s {Amed^e Fr.) J 'oyage to the South-Sea and along the

coasts of Chili and Peru in 1712-14 tr. 1717
Friar and boy. A mery geste of the frere and the boye 1509-18

(W. de Worde ; in Hazlitt, Early pop. poetrv III.

1866)
Friar Bacon. The famous historie of Fryer Bacon ; also the

manner of his death ? a 1600 (1627 ; in Thorns, Prose
romances I. 1828)

Friar Gerund 1772 : see Nugent
Friar Rush. The historie of Frier Rush 1620 (in Thorns, Prose

romances I. 1828)

Friend, Hilderic A glossary of Devonshire plant names
1882 (E.D.S.)

Friends, Extracts from State Papers relating to 1654-69
(1910-12)

Friends' Historical Society, The journal of the 1903-
Frier : see Friar

Friswell, James H. Sham ! a novel written in earnest 1858

(1861)
Frith, John Ji^orfrs 01533 (1573)

A boke answering vnto M. Mores lettur 1533 (1548)

An other boke against Pastel 1533
A disputacion of purgatorye 1533 {1829)

Judgment upon Will Tracey his testament a 1533
A mirrour or glasse to know thyselfe 1533
A pistle to the christen reader ; the reuelation ofantichrist :

antithesis wherein are compared togeder Christes actes

and oure holye father the Popes 1529
See also TindaJe, W.

Frith, William P. My autobiography and reminiscences

1887
Froger's {Francois) Relation of a voyage made in 1695-97 on

the coasts of Africa, etc. tr. 1698
Frogges of Egypt, The ; or, the caterpillers of the Common-

wealth truly dissected and laid open 1641

Frost, Thomas Reminiscences of a country journalist 1886

(1888)
Frost and fire 1865 : see Campbell, J. F.

Frost of 1683-84, Old ballads illustrating the great a 1700

(Percy Soc. 1844)
Frothingham, Octavius B. George RipUy 1882
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Froude, James A. Cctsar ; a sketch 1879

Thomas Carlyle : a history of the first forty years of his
life, 1795-1S35 1882

; a history of his life i?i London, xSj4~Si 1884
The divorce of Catherine of Aragon 1891
History of England 1856-70
Th£ nemesis offaith 1849
Oceana, or England and her colonics <886
Short studies on great subjects 1850-81 (1S67-83)

Froude, Richard H. Remains a 1836 (1838-39}
Frou'de, The life, extraordinary adventures, voyages and

escapes of NeviUe 1773
Froysell, Thomas The gale of opportunity 1650 (1652)
Fry, Caroline The scripture reader's guide to the devotional

use of the holy scrtptures 1828
Fry, Charles B. (and others) Cricket 1903
Frye, William E. Ohletischlager's (A, G.) Gods of the North

tr. 1845
Fryer, John A new account of East India and Persia

1698
Fryke's Voyage tr. 1700 : see L., S.
FuLBECKE, \ViLLiAM The pandectcs of the law of nations

1602
A paraUeie or conference of the civill law, ike canon law
and the common law of England 1601. Pt. 11 1602

Fl'Lke, William An answer of a true Christian 1577
A confutation of a treatise made by William Allen in de-

fence of the usurped power of popish priesthood to

remit sinnes. Anapologieoftheprofessors ofthegospel
in Fraunce against the railing declamation of Peter
Frarine tr. by John Fowler 1586

A defense of the sincere and true translations of the holie
scriptures into the English tong 1583

A goodly gallerye with a most pleasaunt prospect into the
garden of naturall contemplation, to behold the naturall
causes of all kynde of tneteors 1563 (1655)

D. HeskinSt D. Sanders, and M. Rastel, accounted three

pUlers of the Popish synagogue, and ouerthrowne
(Heskins parleament repealed ; A confutation ofSanders
treatise ; A refutation of Rastels confutation) 1579

A retentiue to stay good christians in true faith and re-

ligion against the motiues of Richard Bristow; also, a
discouerie of the daungerous rocke of the popish church
X580

T. Stapleton and Martiall confuted 1580
The text of the New Testament transUUed by the papists of

the traiterous seminarie at Rhemes. With a confutation

of all such arguments, etc as conteine manifest impieiie

1589
Two treatises written against the papistes; the one being
an answere of the Christian protestant to the proud
challenge of a popish catholicke {W. Allen) ; the other

a confutation of the popish churches doctrine touching
purgatory and prayers for the dead 1577

FuLLARTOs, William General view of the agriculture of the

county of Ayr 1793
A view of the English interests in India 1787

Fuller, Andrew A literary courtship under the auspices of
Pike's Peak 1893

Fuller, Franxis Meaicina gymnastica : or, a treatise con-

cerning the power of exercise wiih respect to the animal
ceconomy 1704

Fuller, Henry W. On diseases of the chest 1862
Fuller (afterwards Ossoli), Sarah Margaret Life without

and u-ithin 18^9
Woman in the mneieenth century 1845 (1862)

Fuller, Thomas Abel redivivus ; or the dead yet speaking
1651 (1867)

The appeal of injured innocence 1659 (1840)
The cause and cure of a wounded conscience 1647 (1841,

1867)
The clmrch-history of Britain 1655
A comment on Ruth 1654 (186S)
David's hainous sinne, heartie repentance, heavie pumsh-

ment 1631 <i867)

Good thoughts in bad times 1645 (1S41)

Good thoughts in worse times 1647 (1841)
The historie of the holy warre 1639 (1647, 1840)
The history of the university of Cambridge since the Con-

quest 1655 (1840)
The history of Waltkam-abbey 1655 (:S4o)

'of Eni

'

1840)

The history of the worthies igland a 1661 (1662,

The holy staU 1642 ; The profane state 1642 (1841)
Joseph's party-coloured coat 1640 (1867)
The just man's funeral 1649
Mixt contemplations in better times 1660 (1840)

Omitho'logie, or the speech of birds (aaoa.) 1655
A Pisgah-sighi of Palestine 1650
A sermon on the 27th March 1643 1643
Sermons a 1661
Two sermons 1654^

Pi

(1 710)

Fuller, Thomas Phartnacopona extemporanea 1702

Fullerton, Lady Georgiana C. Constance Sherwood, an
autobiography of the sixteenth century 1865

Ellen Middleton 1844
Grantley Manor 1S47
Lady-bird 1852

FuLLwooD, Francis Toleration not to be abused 1672
Fulton, John Index canonum 1872 (1883)
Fulton, Robert The illustrated book of pigeons ; ed. Lewis

Wright 1876 (1882) ; ed. W. F. Lumley 1893-95
FuLWELL, Ulpian The first pari of the eight liberale science

entituled Ars adulandi, the art of flattery 1576
newly corrected and augmented 1579

An enterlude intituled Like wH to like quod the Deuel to

the Coiier 1568
FuLWOOD, William The enimie of idlenesse 1568
•Fume, Joseph' (W. A. Chatto) A paper : of tobacco 1S39
Fundamentals, The—a testimony to the truth 1911-14
Funk and WagnaUs' Standard dictionary of the English

language 1893-95
Funnell, William A voyage round the world 1707
FuRLEY, Robert A history of the Weald of Kent 1871-74
Furness, William H. Domestic worship 1842 (1850)

Folk lore in Borneo 1899 (privately printed)

FusELi, Henry Lectures on painting x8oz-»5 (ed. R. N.

Womum 1848)
Fysshynge wyth an angle. An older form of the treatyse of,

attributed to Dame Juliana liarnes a 1450 (Printed

fromaMS.,byThomasSatcbeUi883). SeealsoBook

of St. Albans, Fishing

G., E. 1604 : see Grimstone, E.
G., F. 'Scudery's (G. de)' Artatnenes, or tJie grand Cyrus, an

excellent new rotnance tr. 1653-55
G., G. : see Goodman, G.
G., H. Cataneo's (G.) Most briefe tables to know redily how

many ranches of footemen go to the making of a just
battaile tr. 1574 (1588)

G., H. Scanderbeg redivivus, an historical account of the life

of . . John III, king of Polatid 1684
G., I. Grassi's (G. de) True arte of defence tr. 1594
G. K, : see K., G.
G., R. Bacon's (F.) NaturaU at%d experimentall history of

winds etc. tr. 1653
G., S. The reformist, a serio-comic-political novel (by Mrs. S.

Green) 1810
G., T. 1616 : see Rich cabinet
G., W. Cowel's (J.) Institutes of the lawes ofEngland tr. 1651
Gabelhouer, O. : see M., A.
Gaberlunzie-man, The ? 16. . (A. Ramsay, Tea-table misc.

1724)
Gabrielli's Mysterious husband 1801

Something odd, a novel 1804
Gadow, Hans Amphibia and reptiles 1901
Gag. A gagge for the Pope and the Jesuits, or the arraignement

and execution of Antichrist 1624
Gage, John The history arui antiquities of Hengrave in

Suffolk 1822
Tixe history and antiquities of Suffolk^ Thingoe hundred

1838
Gage, Thomas The English-American his travail by sea and

land ; or a new survey of the West Indias . . With a
grammar . . of the Indian tongue called Poconchi or
Pocoman 1648— (second ed.) A new survey of the West Itidias 1655

Gainsford, Thomas The true arid wonderfull history of
Perkin Warbeck i6i8

The glory of England, or a true description of many ex-

cellent prerogatives and remarkeable blessings etc. 1618
(1619)

See also Rich cabinet
Gale, Norman Cricket songs 1894
Gale, Theophilus The court of the gentiles 1669-78
Gale, Thomas Certaine workes of chirurgerie. . . An anti-

dotarie conteyning hidde and secrete medicines 1563
Gallant. A treatyse of a galaunt (in verse) ? 1510 (HazUtt,

Early popular poetry III)

Gallants. The meeting of gallants at an ordinarie, or the walkes

in Powles 1604 (Percy Soc. 1841)
Gallenga, Antonio ('L. Mariotti') Italy in 1848 1851

Italy past and present 1848
Gallichan, Walter M. Fishing and travel in Spain 1904
Galloway, Bishop of 1614 ; see Cowper or Couper, W.
Galloway, George Poems on various subjects, Scotch and

English 1792
Galloway, Robert Poems, epistles, and songs, chiefly in the

Scottish dialect 1788
Gallwey, Sir Ralph Payne- The fowler in Ir^nd 1882

See also Walsingham, 6th Baron
Galpine, John A synoptical compend of British botany 1806
Galsworthy, John From the four winds 1897

The patrician 1911
Plays 1909-20

Galt, John Annals of the Parish 1821
The Ayrshire legatees 1821
The deynon of destiny and other poems a 1839 (1840)
The entail, or the lairds of Grippy 1823
The last of the lairds 1826
Lawrie Todd, or the settlers in the woods 1830 (1849)
The mermaid, an interlude a 1814
The provost 1822
Ringan Gilhaize, or the Covetuinters 1823
Rothdan ; a romance of the English histories 1824
Sir Andrew Wylie of that ilk 1822
The spaewife, a tale of the Scottish chronicles 1823
The steam4>oat 1822

Galton, Francis Ed. Vacation tourists and notes of travel in
i860, 1861, 1862-63 1861-64

Galway, Archives of the town of 1485-1710 (in loth Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm., App. v. 1885)

'GxiiBADO, Geoffrey' (H. Bunbury) An academy for grown
horsemen. . . The annals of horsemanship 1787-91
(1809)

Gamblers, The, a poem (by Theophilus Swift) 1777
Gambold, William A Welsh grammar 1724 (1727)
Gamelyn, The tale of c 1400 (Six-text Chaucer, II. Chaucer

Soc. ; Skeat s Chaucer IV App.)
Gammer Gurlon. A ryght pithy, pleasaunt and merrie comedie:

intytuled Gammer Gurtons rudle . . made by M^. S.

(? JohnStai) Mr of Art 1575 (Dodsley, Old plays;
Mauley, Specim. pre-Shaks. drama II, 1898)

Gard : see Du Gard
Garden, The, an illustrated weekly journal of gardening 1871-
Gardener, Helen H. An unofficial patriot 1894
Gardeners' chronicle. The 1841-
Gardiner, Bp. James Advice to the clergy of the diocese of

Lincoln 1697
Gardiner. James Rapin (R.) Of gardens tr. 1706
Gardiner, Marguerite ; see Blessington

Gardiner, Ralph England's grievar^ce discovered with re-

lation to the coal trade 1655
Gardiner, Richard Profitable instructions for manuring,

sowing and planting of kitchin gardens 1599 (1603)

Gardiner, Samuel A booke of angling or fishing 1606
Gardiner, Samuel Rawson History of the great civil war

i642-4g 1886-91
Oliver Cromwell 1899 (1901)

Gardiner, Bp. Stephen De vera obedientia tr. 1553 : see

Wood, M.
A declaration of such true articles as G. Joye hath gone

about to confute as false 1546
An explication and assertion of the true catholique fayth

touchyng the. .sacrament of the aulter etc. 1551
Gardner, George Travels in the interior of Brazil 1846
Gardner, John The brewer, distiller, and wine manufacturer

1883
Gardner, Thomas An historical account ofDunwich 1754

i Gardner, W. J. A history of Jamaica 1873

Garlande, John de Dictionarius a 1250 (Wri^t, Vocabu-
laries I, 1857)

Garnett, Richard Life of R. W. Emerson 1888
William Shakespeare, pedagogue & poacher, a dranui

1904 (1905)
Garnett, Thomas Observations on a tour through the High-

lands and part of the western isles of Scotland 1800
Garnsey, Henry E. F. De Bary's {A.) Comparative mor-

phology arui biology of thefungi, mycetozoa and bacteria

tr. 1887
Garrard, William The art of warre 01587 (1591)
Garretson, J. The school of manners, or rules for children's

behaviour (anon.) 1685 (1726)
'Garrett, Edward' (Mrs. Isab, F. Mayo) The house by the

works 1879
Garrett, Theodore F. Ed. The encyclopedia of practical

cookery 1892-94
Garrick, David Works a 1779 (Dramatic works 1798)

Private correspondence ai77g (1831-32)
Garrison, Wendell P. and Francis J. William Lloyd

Garrison, his life, by his children 1885-89
Garrod, Alfred B. The essentials of materia medica

1855-70
(Revised and ed. by E. B. Baxter) 1874 (1880)

Garth, Sir Samuel The dispensary, a poem 1699 (1700,

1706)
Ed. Ovid's Metamorphoses. Translated by the most

eminent hands (J. Dryden, J. Addison, L. Eusden,
A. Mainwaring, S. Croxall, N. Tate, J. Gay, W. Con-
greve, and the editor) 1717 (1732)

Gascoigne, George Works a X577 (1587; Cambr. Engl.
Classics 1907-10)

The complaynt of Phylomene 1576 (Arber)
The complete poems a 1577 (Hazlitt 1869-70)
The delectable history of sundry adventures passed by Dan
Bartholomew of Bathe c 1572

The droomme of dooines day, wherin the frailties and
miseries of mans lyfe are lyvely portrayed 1576

The fruites of warre c 1572 ( 1831)
The glasse of government, a tragicall comedie 1575
A griefe ofjoye, certeyne elegies 1576
A huTidreth sundrie floures bound up in one small poesie

1572
Jocasta, a tragedie . . by Euripides tr. 1566
The posies {flowers, hearbes, weedes) 1575
The princelye pleasures at the Courte at Kenelwoorth 1575
The spoyle of Antwerpe faithfully reported 1576 (Arber,
Eng. Gamer VIII)

The Steele glas, a satyre 1576 (Arber)
Supposes : a comedie tr. 1566
For The wyll of the devill : see Wyll

Gascoigne, Henry B. G.'s path to naval fame 1825
Gascoigne, Thomas The lyfe ofseynt Birgette ? a 1445 (Mirr.

Our Lady, E.E.T.S. 1873)
Gaskell, Mrs. Elizabeth C. Cranford (a tale) 1853

The life of Charlotte Bronte 1857 (i860)

Mary Barton, a tale of Manchester life 1848 (1882)
The moorland cottage 1850
North and South 1854 (1855)
Round the sofa 1859
Ruth, a novel 1853
Sylvia's lovers 1863
Wives and daughters, an every-day story 1865 (1866)

Gaskell, William Two lectures on the Lancashire dialect

1854
Gasquet, Francis A. Ed. Lord Acton and his circle 1906

and Bishop, E. Edward VI and the Book of Common
Prayer 1890 (1891)

Gass, Patrick A jourrxal of the voyages and travels of . .

Capt. Lewis and Capt. Clarke . . through the interior

parts of North America to the Pacific ocean 1807
Gataker, Thomas An antidote against errour concerning

justification a 1654 (1670)
Antinomianism discovered and confuted 1652
A discours apologetical 1654
A discussion of the popish doctrine of transubstantiation

1624
God's eye on his Israel 1645
A good wife God's gift, and a wife indeed 1624
Marriage duties briefly couched together 1620
A mariage praier (Kleazar's prayer) 1624
A mistake or misconstruction retnoved 1646

(another ed.) Antinomianism (as above)
Mysterious cloudes and mistes 1648

Of the nature and use of lots 1619 (1627)

The spirituall watch 1619-22
Vindication of the annotations on Jer. x. 2 1653

Gatty, Mrs. Margaret S. The old folks from home ; or, a

holiday in Ireland i86i
Gau, John The richt vay to thekingdom ofheuine 1533 (S.T.S.

1888)
Gauden, Bp. John Considerations touching the liturgy of the

church of England i66i
Ecclesuz Anglicana suspiria, the tears .. of the church of

Englatui 1659
Hieraspistes : a defence by way of apology for the ministry

and ministers of the church of England 1653
Life of R. Hooker (prefixed to H.'s works) 1662
The love of truth and peace, a sermon 1640 (1641)

A sermon .. at the funeral of Dr. Brounrig i66o
Gaugain, Jane The lady's assistant for execiUing . . designs

in knitting etc. 1840-46
Gauger's {N.) Mechanism of fire made in chimneys tr. 1716

See also Desaguliers, J. T.
Gaule, John Distractions ; or the holy madnesse fervently

. . inraged against evill men 1629
Uxjs-fjiajnia. the mag-astro-mancer ; or the magicall-

astrologicall-diviner posed and puzzled 1651 (1652)

Practique theories ; or votive speculations upon Christ's

prediction, incarnation etc. 1628-29
The practique theorist's panegyrick 1628
Sapxentia justificata : or a vindication of the fifth chapter

. . to the Romar\s 1657
Select cases of conscience, touching witches and witchcraft

1646
Gawayne, Syr, a collection of ancient romance poems ed. Sir

F. Madden (Baimatyne Club 1839)
Sir Gawayne arui the green knight, an alliterative romance-

poem 13. . (E.E.T.S. 1864, 1869)
See also Golagros

Gay, John Works a 1732 (1772)
Araminta, a town eclogue 1714
The beggar's opera 1727 (1728)
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Gay, John (cont.)

An epistle to .. the Earl of Burlington^ A journey to

Exeter 1715
Fables (3 parts) 1737, a 1732 {11. 1738)

The fan, a poem 1713-20
Journey to Exeter : see Epistle, above
Poems on several occasions 1720 (i745)

The present state of wit (anon.) 1711 {Arber, Eng.
Gamer VI)

The shepherd's xirck, in six pastorals 1714
The story of Arachne (from Ovid) 1712
Trivia ; or the art of walking the streets of London 1716
The xvhat d'ye call tt, a .. farce 1715
See also Garth, Sir S.

Gaya's (L. de) Art of war tr. 1678
Gayton, Edmund Pleasant notes upon Don Quixot 1654— (another ed.) FesHvous notes (1768)
Gautteer of Scotland 1803 (1806)
Gazophylacium Anglicanutn, containing tJie derivation of

English words 1689
Geber : see Russel, R.
Gedde, John A new discovery of an excellent method of bee-

houses and colonies 1675
Geddes, Alexander Critical remarks on the Hebrew scrip-

tures ISod
Geddes, Patrick and Thomson, J. A. The evolution of sex

Z889
Gee, Edward Parsons' {R.) Jesuit's memorial for the in-

tended reformation of England 1690
Gee, George E. The practical gold-tvorker 1877

The silversmith's handbook 1877 (1882)

Gee, John The foot out of the snare 1624
Gee, Samuel J. Auscultation and percussion 1870 (1883)
Geikie, Archibald Eletnentary lessons in physical geo-

graphy 1877 (1880)
The scenery of Scotland viewed in connexion with its

physical gedogy 1865
The story of a boulder or gleanings from the note-book of
a geologist 1858

Text-book of geology 1882 (also 1885, 1893, 1903)
See also Wilson, G.

Geikie, James The great ice age 1873 (1874)
Geikie, John Cunningham The English reformation 1879

George Stanley ; or life in the woods 1864 ^I874)

The life and words of Christ 1877 (1879)
Gell, Robert A sermon, 8 Aug. 1650
Gell, Sir William and Gandy, John P. Pompeiana: the

topography, edifices and ornatnents of Pompeii 1817-19— Pompeiana . . the result of excavations sitice 1819, by Sir

W. Gell 1832
Gellibrand, Henry A discourse Jtuzthematical of the varia-

tion of the magneticall needle 1635
Genealogical magazine. The 1897-1904
Generous attachment, The (a novel) 1787
Generydes. A royal historie of the excellent knight Generides

CZ430 (Roxb. Club 1865)
Generydes, a romance c 1440 (E.E.T.S. 1878)

Genesis. The story of Genesis and Exodus, an early English
song 01250 (E.E.T.S. 1865, 1873)

See also Cffidmon
Gent 1640 : see D., J.
Gentilis, Robert Malvezzi's {V.) Considerations upon the

lives of Alcibiades and Coriolanus tr. 1650
Paolo Servita's (P. Sarpi) History of the inquisition tr.

1639 (1676)
Gentleman, Tobias England's way to win wealth, and to

employ ships and mariners 1614 (Arber, Eng. Gamer

Gentlenuin angler, containing short, plain and easy instructions
etc., The 1726

Gentleman instructed : see Darrell, W.
Gentleman's calling. The (by the author of The whole duty

of man) 1659
Gentleman's tnagazine, The 1731-1868
Geographical journal. The (Royal Geogr. Soc.) 1893-
Geological magazine, The, or monthly journal of geology 1864-
George, Henry Progress and poverty : an inquiry into the

cause of industrial depressions etc. 1879 (1881)
Social problems 1883 (1884)

George a Green(e. The history of George a Green, pindar of

the town of Wakefield 1706 (rhoms, Early Prose
Romances 11, 1828)

A pleasaunt conceyted comedie of George a Greene, the

pinner of Wakefield (attrib. to R. Greene) 1599
(Dodsley)

Geraldina (a novel) 1798
Gerard, Emily (Mme de Laszowska) The land beyond the

forest 1888
The waters of Hercules 1885
and Gerard, Dor. A sensitive plant 1891

Gerard or Gerarde, John A catalogue of plants cultivated

1596-^9 1599 (1876)
The herball, or general historie of plants 1597

enlarged and amended by T. Johnson (1633, 1636)
Gerard, Sir Montagu G. Leavesfrom the diaries of a soldier

and sportsman 1903
Gerbiek, Sir Balthazar G. A brief discourse concerning

the three chief principles of magnificent building 1662
Counsel and advice to all builders, for the choice of sur-

veyors etc. 1663 (1664)
Gerefa a iioo (in Angha IX 1886)
Gernuinia : Vierteljahrsschrift fiir deutsche Alterthumskunde

1856-
Gesner, Abraham A practical treatise on coal, petroleum,

and other distilled oils i860 (1865)
Gesta Ronuinorum, Thee 1440 (Roxb. Club 1838; E.E.T.S.

1879)
Geste, Edmund A sermon upon repentance and faith 1560

(in H. G. Dugdale, Life 1840)
A treatise against the preuee masse 1548 (ibid.)

Gib, Adau Kaiva xai iroXaia Sacred contetnplations, in
three parts 1786

Gibbon, Charles For the king, a novel 1872
For lack of gold 1871
Robin Gray, a novel 1869

Gibbon, Edward Autobiography and correspondence 01794
(1796, 1854)

The crusades (from next) (1870)
The history of the decline and fall of the Roman empire

1776-88 (1846, 1869)
The student's Gibbon (abridged by W. Smith 1857)

Memoirs ofthe lifeandwritings ofE.G. c 1789 (1796, 1827)
Miscellaneous works a 1794 (i79&-i8i5)

GiBBS, Frederick W. Recognition : a chapter frotn the his-

tory of the North American and South American states

1863
GiBBS, George Tribes of western Washington and north-

western Oregon 1877
GiBBS, Henry Hucks, afterw. ist baron Aldenham The

bitneiallic controversy 1886
A colloquy on currency 1893
The double standard 1881
The game of ombre 1874 (1878)

Gibson, Bp. Edmund Observations ubon the conduct and be-

haviour of a certain sect usually distinguished by tlie

natne of Methodists (anon.) ? 1740
Gibson, James Lectures ott popery 1836
Gibson, Thomas The anatomy of hunuitie bodies epitomized

1682 (1697)
Gibson, ^ylLLIAM The farrier's dispensatory 1721 (1734)

Tlie farrier's new guide 1720 (1738)
The true method (^dieting horses 1721 (1731)

Gibson, William S. The history of tlie monastery founded at

Tynemouth 1846-47
GiDLEY, Lewis Aletcs, a poem 1865
GiFFORD, George A dialogue concerning witches and witch-

crafts 1603 (Percy Soc. 1842)
Gifford,Humfrey a posieofgilloflowers 1580 (Grosart 1870)
'GiFFORD, John* (J. R. Green) The reign of Louis the six-

teenth 1794
GiFFORD, Thomas An historical description of ike Zetland

islands 1786 (1S79)
GiFFORD, William The Baviad, a paraphrastic imitation of

the first satire of Persius 1791 (1800)
The McEviad (a poem) 1795 (1800)
Th^ satires of D. J. Juvenalis tr. 1802

Gifts and graces (by Eliz. Johnston) 1862
Gil or Gill, Alexander Logonomia anglica 1619 (1621)

The sacred philosophie of the holy scripture : laid downe
. . in. . the apostles' creed 1635

Gilbert, Sir Geoffrey Historical view of the court of Ex-
chequer 01726 (1738)

The law of evidence a 1726 (1791-96)
Reports of cases in equity argued . . in the courts of

Chancery and Exchequer a 1726 (1742)
Gilbert, Sir Humphrey A discourse of a discoverie for a

new passage to Cataia 1576
Queene Elizabethes achademy c isyo (Archaeologia XXI,

1827 ; E.E.T.S. i86g)
Gilbert, John T. History of the viceroys of Ireland 1865
Gilbert, Joseph The christian atonement 1836 (1852)
Gilbert, Thomas Planfor the better reliefandetnployment of

the poor 1781
Gilbert, William Schwenk T)ie 'Bab' ballads 1868-73

Foggerty's fairy and other tales 1877- (1890)
lolanthe, or the peer and the peri 1882
The mikado, or the town of Titipu 1885
Original plays v.d. (1876-igii)
Patience, or Buntliorne's brtde 1880
Utopia limited, or the flowers of progress X893

Gilbey, Sir Walter Early carriages and roads 1903
Gilby, Anthony Grosseteste's (R.) Testamentes of the twelue

Patriarches tr. 1575 (1581, 1604, 1706)
Gilchrist, James The etymologic interpreter or dictionary of

the English language 1824
The intellectual patrimony, or a father's instructions 1817
The labyrinth demolished, a pioneer of rational philology

181S
Philosophic etyvwlogy, a rational grammar 1816
Reason the true arbiter of language 1814

Gilder, Richard W. The poet and his nutster, and other

poetns 1878
GiLDON, Charles The complete art of poetry 1718
Gilfillan, George Night, a poem 1867

Specimens, with memoirs of the less-known British poets

i860
Gill, Alexander : see Gil, A.
Gill, Theodore Catalogue of the fishes of the east coast of

North America 1873
Gill, William J. The river of golden sand : the narrative of

a journey through China and Eastern Tibet to Burmak
1880

Gillespie, George A dispute against the English-popish
ceremonies obtruded upon the church ofScotland (anon.)

1637
Male audis ; or an answer to Mr. Coletnan on his Male

diets 1646
Wholsome severity reconciled with Christian liberty ; or

the true resolution of a present controversie concerning
liberty of conscience (anon.) 1645

Gillespie, William H. An argument a priori /or the moral
attributes of God 1865

Gillies, John Aristotle's Ethics and Politics tr. 1797 (1804)
Gillmore, Parker Figuier's (L.) Reptiles and birds tr. 1869

(1870)
GiLLOw, Joseph A literary and biographical history . . of the

English Catholics 1885-87
Gilmour, David Paisley weavers of other days 1876

Reminiscences of tlie 'Pen' folk 1871 (1873)
Gilmour, James Among the Mongols 1883 (1884)
Gilpin, E. 1598 : see Guilpin, E.
Gilpin, George 'Rabbotcnu's (Isaac)' Bee-hive of the Romish

churche 1579 (1580)
Gilpin, Richard Dcenumologia sacra, or a treatise of Satan's

temptations 1677 (Grosart 1867)
'Gilpin, Sidney' (G. Coward) The popular poetry of Cum-

berland atid the lake country 1875
The songs and ballads of Cumberland 1866 (also 3 series

1874)
Gilpin, William Observations on the river Wye 1782

Observations relative chiefly to picturesque beauty made in

. . the mountains and lakes of Cumberland and West-
moreland 1786

Remarks on forest scenery 1791
Sermons 1799-1803

GiLSON, David Sermons on practical subjects 1788
Giraffi, A. : see Howell, J.
Giraldus Cambrensis : see English conquest of Ireland
GiRAUD, J. P. The birds of Long Island 1844
Girl's own paper. The i38o—
GiRTON, Daniel The new and complete pigeon fancyer c 1800
GiSBORNE, Thomas Walks in a forest : or poems descriptive

of scenery, etc. 1794 (1796)
GissiNG, Algernon Both of this parish : a story of the by-

ways 1889
A village Hampden 1890

Gissing, George R. A life's morning 1888
The nether world 1889

Gist, Christopher Journals a 1759 {1893)
Gladstone, Thomas H. : see Olmsted, F. L.
Gladstone, William Ewart Church principles considered

in their results 1840
The Eastern crisis, a letter to the Duke of Westminster

1897
The financial statements of 1853, 1860-63 1863
Gleanings of past years 1843- (1879-97)
Homer (literature primer) 1876 (1878)
Hotneric synchronism, an enquiry into the time and place

of Hofner 1876
The impregnable rock of holy scripture 1890 (1892)
Juventus mundi. The gods and men of the heroic age 1868

(1869)
The odes of Horace tr. 1894
The state in its relation with the church 1838 (1839)
Studies on Homer and the Homeric age 1858
Vaticanism : an answer to Replies and reproofs 1875

Gladwin, Francis The Ayeen Akbery, or the institutes of the

emperor Akber tr. 1783-86 (1800)
Glanvil, Bartholomew : see Trevisa
Glanvill, Joseph A blow at tnodern Sadducism 1668

Essays on several important subjects in philosophy and
religion 1676

A further discovery of M. Stubbe 1671
Lux orientalis, or an enquiry into the opinion of the

eastern sages concerning the prce-existence of souls 1662
(1682)

Palpable evidence of spirits and witchcraft 1668
Plus ultra ; or the progress and advancement of knowledgs

since the days of Aristotle 1668
Saducismus triumphatus, or full and plain evidence con-

cerning witches and witchcraft a 1680 (1681, 1726)
Scepsis scientifica : see The vanity of dogma tizing, below

Scir- tuum nihil est, or the author's defence of The vanity

of dogmatizing 1665
Seasonable reflections and discourses i&j6
The vanity of dogmatizing, or confidence in opinions etc.

1661
(2nd ed.) Scepsis scientifica, or confest ignorance the

way to science 1665
Glanville, Sir John The voyage to Cadiz 1625 (Camden

Soc. 1883)
Glapthorne, Henry Plays and poems C1640 {1874)

The Hollander, a comedy 1640
The ladies priveledge (a comedy) 1640
The lady mother, a comedy 1635 (Bullen, Old plays II)

The tragedy of Albertus Wallenstein 1639 (1640)
Wit in a constable, a comedy 1640

Glasscock, J. L., Jr. Ed. Records of St. Michael's parish
church, Bishop's Stortford (Herts) 1431-1882 (1882)

Glasse, Mrs. Hannah The art of cookery. By a lady 1747
(1796)

The compleat confectioner, or the whole art ofconfectionary
made plain and easy c 1750 (1770)

Gleig, George R. The life of major-general Sir T. Munro
1830

Glencore tower (a novel) 1806
Glcnfcrgus (a novel) 1820
Glenny, George The gardener's every day book 1856

Hand-book to theflower gardenand greenhouse 1850 ( 185 1

)

Gliddon, George R. Ancient Egypt 1847 (ed. 10)
Glossary of heraldry 1847 : see Gough, H.
Glossary of terms used in Grecian, Roman, Italian and Gothic

architecture, A 1836 (1850)
Glosses of Prudentius c 1000 (Zeitschrift fiir deutsches Alter-

thum N.S. VIII, 1876 ; Germania N.S. XI, 1878

;

Napier, O.E. glosses 1900)
Gloucester, Bishop of : see Fowler, E. 1692 ; Nicholson,

W. 1663
Gloucester, Robert of : see Robert
Gloucester glossary 1890 : see Robertson, J. D.
Gloucestershire, A glossary of provincial words used in 1851
Glover, Richard Poetical works a 1785 (Chalmers iSio)

The Athenaid a 1785 (1787)
Leonidas, a poem 1737
Medea, a tragedy 1761

Glover, Stephen Ed. The history of the county of Derby
1829

Glyn, Elinor Reflections J Ambrosine igo2
The visits of Elizabeth 1900 (1906)

Glynn, Joseph Rudimentary treatise on the power of water
as applied to drive flour -mills etc. 1853

Gnomic verses a 1000 ('Denkspruche' in Grein I, 1883)
Goad, John Astro-meteorclogica, or aphorisms arui discourses

of the bodies celestial, their natures and influences 1686
Goad, Thomas The doleful euen-song 1623
GoADBY, Mrs. R. : see Carew, B. M.
GoDDARD, Guibon Introduction to {T.) Burton's Diary 1828
GoDDARD, Thomas Plato's demon ; or the state-physician un-

maskt 1684
GoDEFROY, Fri^deric Dictionrutire de Vancienne langue

franfaise et de tons ses dialectes du ix^ au xv* siecle

1881-1902
Godey's nuigazine (U.S.) 1896
Godfrey, Robert Various injuries and abuses in chymtcal

and galenical physick . . detected 1674
Godly Queene Hester : see Esther
GoDOLPHiN, John A view of the admiral jurisdiction 1661
Godstow. The English register of Godstow nunnery, near

Oxford c 1450 (E.E.T.S. 1905-06)
Godwin, Bp. Francis A catalogue of the bishops of England

1601
See also Godwin, M.

Godwin, Mrs. Mary Wollstonecraft : see WoUstonecraf t

Godwin, Morgan Bp. F. Godwin's Annales of England tr.

J630 (1675)
. ,

Godwin, Thomas Moses arui Aaron. Civil and ecclesiastical

rites used by the ancient Hebrews 1625 {1641}

Romano: historia anthologia. An English exposition of
the Rotnane antiquities 16x3 (1625)

Godwin, William Essays , . never before published a 1836

(1873)
Fleetwood, or the new man offeeling 1805
History of the Comtnonwealth of Englatid ..to the restora-

tion of Charles the second 1824-28
The inquirer : reflections on education, manners, ami

literature 1797
Life of G. Chaucer 1803 (1804)
Ltves of the necromancers 1834
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Godwin, William {cont.)

Mandeville, a taU of the seventeenth century 1817
Things as they are ; or the adventures of Caleb Williams

1794(1838, 1865)
Thoughts on man, his nature etc. 1831

Goede's (C. A. G.) Stranger in England ; or travels in Great
Britain tr. 1807 ^

GoFFE, Thomas The careles shepherdess, a tragi-comedy by
T. G. a 1629 (1656)

Going to service : a sequel to My station and its duties 1836
Golagros and Gawane, The knightly tale of C1470 (150S ;

Bannatj-ne Club 1839 ; Sc. aJlit. poems, S.T.S. 1897)
Golden buke : see Bemers
Golden legend : see Caxton, W.
Golden mirrour, A 1589 : see Robinson, R.
Golden south 1890 : see 'Lyth*
Colder, William The pigeons' parliament, apoem (on New

Zealand) 1854
GoLDiNG, Arthur The eyght bookes of C. J. Casar tr, 1565

lleminges (N.) PostUl or exposition of the gospels tr. 1569
Justinus' (A/. /.) Abridgmente of the histories of Tragus

Pompeius tr. 1564 (1570)
Momay's (P. de) Woorke concerning the treumesse of the

christian religion tr. (begun by Sir P. Sidney and
finished by A. GoMing) 1587 (1592, 1617)

The XV bookes entytuUd Ovid's Metamorphosis tr. 1565-67
(1567, 1593)

The Psalms of David and others, with J. Calvin's com-
mentaries tr. 157

1

The sermons of J. Calinn upon Deuteronomie tr. 1583
GoLDiNG, Per. An epitome of Frossard (Froissart) ..by I.

Sleydane tr. 1608
Goldsmith, Oliver Works a 1774

The bee (essays) 1759
The captivity, an oratorio 1764
The citizen of the world 1760-62 (1837, 1840)
The deserted village 1770
The double transformation, a tale 1765
Essays 1758-65
The good-natured man, a comedy 1768 (1780, 1854)
The Grecian history a 1774 (1774)
A history of the earth andanitnated nature ( = Nat. Hist.)

1774(1776, 1862)
An history of England in a series of letters from a noble-
man to his son 1764 (1772)

The history of England 177

1

The life of Richard Nash 1762
The memoirs of a protestant {J. Marteilhe) condemned to

the galleys of France for his religion tr. 1765 ( 1895)
Miscellaneous works a 1774 (1837, Globe 1895)
Retaliation, a poem 1774
Scarron's (P.) Comic romance tr. a 1774 (1775)
She stoops to conquer, or the mistakes of a night, a comedy

1773
A survey of experimental philosophy aijy^ (1776)
The traveller, or a prospect of society 1764
The vicar of Wakefield 1766

GOHME, Alice Bertha The traditional games of England,
Scotland, and Ireland 1894-98

GoMHE, Sir (George) Laurence Primitive folk-moots 18S0
Gonsalvius Montanus' (R.) Discovery and plain declaration of

sundry subtill practices of the holy inquisition ofSpayne
tr. (V. Skinner) 1568— (another ed.) A full ample and punctuall discovery

of . . the Spanish inquisition tr. 1625
Gonzanga ; a drama a 1814 (New British theatre III)

Gooch, Benjamin A practical treatise on wounds and other

chirurgical subjects 1767
Good, John Mason The book of nature 1826 (1834)

The study of medicine 1822 (1S25)

ed. 3 by S. Cooper (1829 ; 1834)
See also Polehampton, E. T. W.

Good advice 1687 : see Gother, J.
Good counsels for the peace of reformed churches 1641
Good kuswifes handmaide for the kitchin. The 1594
Good huswifes Jewell, The 1596 : see Dawson, T.

Good words (a magazine) 1860-1906
G00DAI.E, George Lincoln Physiological botany : Outlities

of the histology of phcenogamous plants : Vegetable

physiology 1885 (1892)
Goodall, Walter An examination of the letters said to be

written by Mary Queen of Scots to James, Earl of
Bothwdl 1754

Goode, George Brown American fishes, a popular treatise

upon the game and food fishes of North America 1888

The fisheries and fishery industries of the United States

(The natural history of useful aquatic animals 1884,

The history, and methods of the fisheries 1887)

A review of the fishery industries of the United States

1883 (Fisheries exhibition literature)

Goode, William The discoverie of a publique spirit (a ser-

mon) 1645
Goodly primer in Englyshe, A newly corrected 153S
Goodman, Christopher How superior powers ought to be

obeyed c^ their subjects 1558
Goodman, Godfrey The creatures praysing God, or the re-

ligion of dumbe creatures 2622
Goodman. John The old religion demonstrated in its prin-

cipiesetc. 1684(1848)
The penitent pardoned 1679
A winter-evening conference between neighbours (anon.)

X684 (1705)
Goodman, Nicholas Hollands leaguer (anon.) 1632
Goodrich, Chauncev A. Select British eloquence 1852
Goodrich, Samuel Griswold Recollections of a lifetime, or

men and things I have seen 2857
GooDRicGE, Charles M. Narrative of a voyage to the South

Seas 1832(1837)
Goodwin, Hakvey Memoir of Bishop (C. F.) Mackenzie

X864
Goodwin, John Anti-CavaHerisme, or truth jdeading etc.

1642 (1663)
Jnnocency and truth triumphing 1644 (1645)

IlA)7ptt)fia TO irf(vtj.artit6i> or, a being fUled with the

spiritai66s (1670, 1867)
Right and might well met 1648

Goodwin, Thomas tfofftsai63o (1681-1704 ; 1861-64)

A childe of light, walking in darkness 1636 (1643)

Christ set forth in his death, resurrection, ascension 1642

A fair prospect, shrwing the difference between things seen

and not seen (a funeral sennon) 1658

The tryall of a christian's growth in mortification or

purging out corruption etc. x64X (1643)

Goodwin, Thomas (con^.)

Of the work of the Holy Ghost . . in our salvation a 1680
Zerubbabels encouragement to finish the temple 1642

GooGE, Barnaby Eglcgs, epytaphes, and sonettes 1563
(Arber)

Heresbach's (C.) Foure bookes of husbandry tr. 1577
(1586)

Kirchineyer's (T.) The popish kingdomc or reigne of Anti-
christ tr. 1570

"Palingenius' (M.)'* The zodiake of life tr. 1560 (1561)
GooKiN, Vincent The author and case of transplanting the

Irish into Connaught vindicated 1655
Goosecappe, Sir Gyles, knight, a comedie 1606 (BuUen, Old

plays III)

Gorbodoc 1561 : see Norton, T.
Gordon, Adam Lindsay Poems a 1870 (Oxford 1912)
Gordon, Alexander Maffei's (F. S.) Compleat history of

the ancient amphitheatres tr, 1730
Gordon, Charles G. The journals at Kartotim 1884 (1885)
Gordon, Lady Duff : sec Wallace, Lady G. M.
Gordon, Frank Pyotshaw, or the devil's seat 1885
Gordon, James The village and the doctor 1897
Gordon, James E. H. A physical treatise on electricity and

magnetism 1880
Gordon, James F. S. The book of the chronicles of Keith,

Grange, Ruthven etc. 1880
Ed. L. Shaw's History of the provitice of Moray new ed.

1882
Gordon, John 'Eto-rjfOKoivitipia, tJie peace of the communion

of the church of England 1612
'EfwrKcdc or a sermon of the union of Great Brittanie

1604
Gordon, Mrs. Mary Christopher North, a memoir of John

Wilson 1862
Gordon, Patrick A short abridgement of Britane's distemper

from . . iSjg to i64g CX650 (Spalding Club 1844)
Gordon, Patrick Geography anatomized or a compleat geo-

graphical grammer 1693 (1725)
Gordon, Thomas A cordial for low spirits, being a collection

of (his) valuable tracts a 1750 (1751)
The humourist, being essays upon several subjects (anon.)

1720-25
The works of Tacitus tr. 1728-31
and Trenchard, J. The independent Whig 1720

Gordon, William Pharmaco-pinax, or a table . . of the

pryces of all the usuall tnedicaments , , contayned in
D. Gordon's appthecarie . . shop 1625

Gordon, William The general counting house and nuzn of
business 1766

Gordon, William J. Foundry, forge atui factory 1890
Gordonhaven, scenes and sketches offisher life in the north. By

an old fisherman 1887
Gore, Mrs. Catherine G. F. Castles in the air, a novel 1847

Fascination, and other tales 1842
Heckington, a novel 1858
A life's lessons (a novel) 1856
Mammon (a novel) 1855
Sketches of English character 1846 (1852)

Gore, Bp. Charles The body of Christ igoi
Ed. Lux mundi ; a series of studies in the religion of the

incarnation 1889
Roman Catholic claims 1888 (1889)

Gore, George, and others Practical chemistry 1856 (Orr's

Circle of the sciences)

Gore, John The way to well-doing (a sermon) 1638
Gorges, Sir Arthur Bacon's (F.) Wisdome of the ancients

tr. 1619
Lucan's Pharsalia tr. 1614

Gorges, Sir Ferdinando America painted to the life (pam-
phlets) a 1647 (1658-59)

Goring, C. R. and Pritchard A. Micrographia, containing
practical essays oti . . microscopes etc. 1837

Microscopic illustrations 1830
GoRRiE, Daniel Sumtners and winters in the Orkneys

1868
GoscHEN, George J. The theory of foreign exchanges x86i

(1864)
Gospel of Nicodemus, The X3. . (E.E.T.S. 1907)
Gospels. The holy gospels in A nglo-saxon ; Northumbrian

and old Mercian versions etc. c 950, c 975, c looo,

c 1160 (ed. Skeat 1871-87)
Gosse, Sir Edmund W. Gossip in a library 1891

Gray (English men of letters) 1882
New poems 1879
Studies in the literature of northern Europe 1879

Gosse, Philip H. Actinologia Britannica : a history ofBritish
sea anemones i860

The aquarium : an unveiling of the wonders of the deep
sea 1854

The birds of Jatnaica 1847
The Canadian naturalist 2840
Land and sea 1865
A manual of nuirine zoology for the British isles 1855-56
Natural history: Mammalia 1848, Birds 1849, Reptiles

iiSo,'Fishes 1851, Mollusca 1854
A naturalist's sojourn in Jamaica 1851
The ocean 1849
Omphalos : an attempt to untie the geological knot 1857
The romance of natural history i860

Gossip's story, A (by Jane West) 1796
GossoN, Stephen The ephemerides of Phialo. . . Andaskort

apologie of The schoole of abuse 1579
Pleasant quippes for upstart neufangled gentlewomen

(anon.) 1595 (1596)
The schoole of abuse, containing a plesaunt intiectiue

against poets, pipers, plaiers, iesters and such like

caterpillers of a commonwelth 1579 (Arber)

GoTHEUt, John Good advice to the pulpits (anon.) 1687
Gouge, Thomas Christian directwns, skewing how to walk

with God all the day long 1660 (1664, 1831)
Gouge, William The dignitie of chivalrie ; set forth in a ser-

mon 1626
Gods three arrowes ; plague, famine, sword 1631
A learned commentary on the whole Epistle to the Hebrewes
11653 (i655» 1867)

The saints sacrifice, or a commentarie on the cxvi psalme
1632(1868)

Gough, Henry A glossary of terms used in British heraldry

(anon.) 1847 (1894)
GouLBURN, Edward Meyrick The office of the holy com-

munion in The book of comtnon prayer 1863
The pursuit of holiness : a sequel to Thoughts etc. 1869
Thoughts on personal religion 1863

Gould, George M. A new medical dictionary 1890
Gould, John The birds of Asia i8so-8i(-83)

The birds of Australia 1840-69
The mammals of Australia 1845-63
A monograph of the Trochilidce or family of humming

birds i849-8i(-87)
A monograph of the Trogonida, or family oftrogons 1838

Gould, Nathaniel ('Nat.') The double event, a tale of the

Melbourne cup 1891 (1892)
Gould, William An account of English ants 1747
Gouldinc, Francis R. The young marooners on the Florida

coast 1852 (1853)
Gouldman, Francis A copious dictionary in three parts

(Eng.-Lat., Lat.-Eng., Proper names) 1664 (1669,
1674)

Governance of lordschipes c 1400 (in Secreta secretonim,
E.E.T.S. 1898)

Governtnent of the tongue, The, by the author of The whole
duty of man 2674

Government of Venice 1677 : see Amelot de la Houssaye, A. N.
GowER, Granville Leveson Surrey provincialisms 2876

(E.D.S.)
A glossary of Surrey words 1S93 (E.D.S.)

Gower, John Confessio amantis 2390 (R. Pauli 1857 ; Eng.
Works, E.E.T.S. 1900)

In praise of peace c 1400 (Eng. Works, E.E.T.S.)
Gower, John Ovids Festtvalls, or Romane calendar tr. 1640
Gower, Lord Ronald Sutherland- My reminiscences 1883

Records and reminiscences 1903
Gowers, William R. A tnanual of diseases of the nervous

system 1886-88 (1893)
Gowrie conspiracy. The earle of Cowries conspiracie against

the kings maiestie of Scotland 1600
See also Mackenzie, G.

Gowther, Sir. Syr Gowghter c 2440 (Utterson, 1817)
Gracian's (B.) Courtiers oracle, or the art of prudence tr. 1685

(1694)
Grafton, Richard A chronicle at large and meere history of

the affayres of England 1568 (1809)
A continuacion of the chronicle of England, begynning

where J. Hardyng left (1470-1543) 1543 (1812)
Graham, Catherine Macaulay Letters on education 1790
Graham, Dougal The collected writings of D. G. 'skellat'

belltnan of Glasgow a 1779 (1883)
Graham, Sir James Life ana letters 1792-1862 (1907)
Graham, Maria Journal of a residence in India 28x2
Graham, P. Anderson The red scaur : a novel of mannas

1896
Graham, Patrick General view of the agriculture of Stirling'

shire 1 8 12
Graham, Thomas Eletnents of chemistry 1842 (1850-58)
Graham, Thomas J. Modern domestic medicine 1827 (1834,

1861)
Graham, \V. W. Climbing the Himalayas 2887 (in From the

equator to the pole)

Graham, William Last links with Byron, Shelley and Keats
1898

Grahame, James The birds of Scotland: with otherpoems 2806
The sabbath, a poem 1804

Grahame, Kenneth The golden age 1895
Pagan papers 1894

Grainger, James Poetical works a 1766
The sugar-cane, a poem 1764
A poetical translation of the elegies of Tibullus atui of the

poems of Sulpicia 1759
*Gband, Sarah' (Mrs. M'Fall) Bobs the impossible 190X

( 1906)
The heavenly twins 1893

Grand debate. The 1661 : see Book of common prayer
Grandmother s money i860 : see Robinson, F. W.
Granger, James Letters between G. and many of the most

eminent literary men of his titfte v.d. (1805)
Granger, Thomas A familiar exposition or commentarie on

Ecclesiastes 1621
Syntagma logicum, or the divine logike 2620

Grant, A. C. Bush life in Queensland 18S1 (1882)
Grant, Allan Mr. Secretary Pepys, vuith extracts from his

diary 1867
Grant, Mrs. Anne Essays on the superstitions of the High-

landers of Scotland (anon.) 1811
Letters from the mountains ; being the real correspondence

of a lady between the years 1773 atui 1807 1807
Poetns on various subjects 1803

Grant, David Lays and legends of the north, and other poetns
and songs 1884

Scotch stories, or the chronicles of Keckleton 2888
Grant, James, antiquary History of the burgh atid parish

schools of Scotland 1876
Grant, James, journalist The great tttetropolis 1836

Random recollections of the House of Cotnttions 1836
of the House of Lords 2836

Sketches in London 1838
Grant, James, novelist Adventures ofan aide-de-camp 1848

Arthur Blane, or the hundred cuirassiers 1858
The Cameronians, a novel 1881
Memoirs and adventures of Sir W. Kirkaldy of Grange

1849
One of the six hundred, a novel 1875

Grant, Johnson A sumittary of the history of the English
church 1811-25

Grant, Maria M. The sun-maid : a romance 1876 (1877)
Grant, Robert History of physical astronomy 1852
Grant, Robert E. Outlines of comparative anatotny 1841
Granville, Augustus B. The spas of Germany 1837 (1838)
Granville or Grenville, Denis Works and letters 1665-

1703 (Miscellanea, Surtees Soc. 1861)
Granville, George : see Lansdowne
Granville, Harriet, Countess Letters 1810-45 (1894)
Granville, Mary : see Delany, Mrs. M.
Graphic, The : an illustrated weekly newspaper 1869—
Grassi (G. de) His true arte of defence, plainlie . . teachitig . .

how a man . . may safelie handle all sortes of weapons
etc. tr. I. G. 2594

Grassineau, James A musical dictionary 1740
Gratarolus' (G.) Direction for tlie health of ttuigistrates and

studentes Englished by T. Newton 1574
GraticB theatrdles, or a choice ternary of English plays 1662

Grattan, Thomas C. The history of the Netherlands 1830
Graunt, John Natural and political observations . . made

upon the Bills of mortality 1662 (1676)
Graves, Charles Ckasles' (M.) Two geotnetrical memoirs on

the general properties of cones of the second degree etc
184Z
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Graves, Richard Eugenius, or anecdotes of iht golden volt

1785
Euphrosyne, or amusemtfUs on the road of life 1776
ReccMeciions of some particulars in the life of W. Shen-

stone 178S
The spiritual Quixote ; or the summer's ramble of Mr.

Geoffrey WiUtgoose 1772 (1873)

Graves, Robert J. A system of clinical medicine 1843
Graves, Robert P. Life of Sir W. R. Hamilton 1882-89
Graves, Samuel R. A yachting cruise in the Baltic 1863
Gray, Asa The botanical text-book 1858

6th ed. I. Structural botany 1880. II. Physio-
logical botany 1885

First lessons in botany and vegetable physiology 1857
A manual of the botany of the northern United States 1848

(1867)
Gray, Charles Poetns 1811

{2nd ed.) Poems and songs 1814
Gray, Henry Anatomy, descriptive and surgical 1858 (1869,

1883)
Gray, John E. Catalogue of the specimens of mammalia in

. . the British Museum 1850-52
List (of the same) 1843

•Gray, Maxwell* (M. G. Tuttiett) Tht reproach of Annes-
ley, a novel 1888

The silence of dean Maitland, a novel 1886
Gray, Samuel F. A natural arrangement ofBritishplants 2821
Gray, T. de : see De la Grey, T.
Gray, Thomas Works in prose and verse a 1771 (Gosse 1884)

The alliance of education and government 1748
The bard, a pindaric ode Y757
Correspondmce of T. G. and W. Mason 1736-71 (1853)
Correspondence with N, NichoUs 1764-71 (\\'ks. V. 1843)
The descent of Odin, an ode 1761
Elegy written in a country church-yard 1750, 1768
The fatal sisters, an ode 1761
Hymn to ignorance c 1742
Letters 1736-71 (i775, 1884, 1893)
A long story 1750
Ode on a distant prospect of Eton college 1742
Ode on the pleasure arisingfrom vicissitude 2754
Ode on the spring 1751
The progress of poesy, a pindaric ode 1754
(Translations from) Propertius 1738, 1742

Statius 1736
Gray's Inn Journal, The (by A. Murphy) 1752-54 (1756)
Greatheart 1866 : see Thombury, G. W.
Greaves, John Ed. Withers' (R.) Description of the Grand

Signior's seraglio 1650 (1653)
Greeley, Horace The American conflict: a history of the

great rebellion in the United States (1860-65) 1864-66
Green, Alexander H. Geology for students. Physical geo-

logy 1876 (1882)
and others Coal, its history and uses 1878

Green, Anna K. (Mrs. Rohlfs) Behind closed doors 1888
Hand and ring (a novel) 1883

Green, John R. The conquest of England 1883
Letters a 1883 (L. Stephen 1901)
The making of England 1881
Readings from English history 1879
A short history of the English people 2874
Stray studies from England and Italy 1876

Green, Mrs. Mary A. E. (n^e Wood) Ed. Letters of royal
and illustrious ladies of Great Britain . . to the close of
the reign of Queen Mary 1846

Green, Matthew Poems fli737 (1790)
On Barclay's Apology for the Quakers a 1737
The spleen, an epistle (in verse) 1737

Green, Matthias An English grammar 1837
Green, Mrs, S. The reformist, a serio-comic-political novel

i8io
Green, Thomas Extractsjrom the dtary ofa lover ofliterature

1796-1800 (iSio)

Green, Thomas The universal herbal ; or botanical, medical
and agricultural dictionary 1816-20

Green, Thomas Henry An introduction to pathology and
morbid anatomy 1871 (1873)

Green, Thomas Hill Prolegomena to ethics a 1882 (1883)
Works a 1882 (1885-88)

Green carnation. The (by R. S. Hichens) 1894
Greene, Joseph R. A manual of the animal kingdom.

1. Protozoa 1859. II. CarlerUerata 1861
Greene, Robert Life and complete works a 1592 (Grosart

1881-86)
Dramatic works (and poems) a 1592 (Dyce 1831, 1861)
Alcida : Greenes metamorphosis 1588 (1617)
Arcadia -Menaphon
Art of conny catching = Notable discovery
Ciceronis amor, Tullies love 1589 (1609)
The comicall historic of Alphonsus king ofArragon a2592

(1599)
A disputation betweene a hee conny-caicher and a shee

conny-catcher 1592
Dorastus and Fawnia = Pandoslo
Euphues his censure to Philautus 1587
Greenes farewell to folly 1591 (1617)
Greenes groatsworth of witte 1592 (1617)
Greenes mourning garment 1590 (i6i6)
Greenes neuer too late 1590 (1600J
Greenes Orpharion a 1592 (1599)
Gwydonius, the carde offancie 1584 (1608)
The historie of Arbasto king of Denmarke 1584 (1626)
The historie of Orlando Furioso a 1592 (1599)
The honorable historie of Frier Bacon and Frier Bongay
C1590 (1630; 1878)

A maidens dream. Vpon the death of . . Sir C. Hatton
1591

Mamillia, a mirrour or looking glasse for the ladies of
England (2 parts) 1583, a 1592 (11, 1593)

Menapkon, Camillas alarum to slumbering Euphues etc.
(ed. 1610 Greenes Arcadia; or Menaphon) 1589(1616;
Arber)

Morando, the tritameron of love 1584-87
A notable discovery of coosnage {= the art of conny-catch-

*«ff) 1591-92 (1592)
Palmer's ode in Neuer too late

Pandosto the triumph of time ( = the hystorie of Dorastus
and Fawnia) 1588 (1607, 1843)

Perimedes the biacke-smith 1588
Philomela, the lady Fitzwaters nightingale 1592 (Archaica

1, 1815)
Planetomachia, or thefirste parte ofthe generall opposition

of the seven planets etc. 1585

Greene, Robert (cont.)

A quip for an upstart courtier 1592 (HarL Misc. ; 1871)
Tke Scottish historie of James the fourth a 1592 (Manly

1898)
See also Defence of conny catching ; George a Greene

;

Greenes vision; Selimus
and Lodge, T. A looking glasse for London and Eng-
lande 1594 (1598)

Greene, Bp. Thomas Four discourses on the four last things ;

viz., death, judgment, heaven arul hell 1753
Greener, William Gunnery in 1858 1858

The science of gunnery as applied to the use and construc-
tion of fire-arms 1841 (1846)

Greener, William W, The breech-loader and how to use it

1892
The gun and its development i88i (1885)

Greenes vision : written at the instant of his death 1592
Greenham, Richard Works a 1594 (1599)
Greenhill, Thomas NeK/ao/cTjSeta or the art of embalming

J705
Greenhouse companion. The (by J. C. Loudon) 1824
Greenleaf, a. B. Ten years in Texas 1881
Greenwell, Dora Carmina crucis 1869

Colloquia crucis 1871
Greenwell, George C. A glossary of terms used in the coal

trade of Northumberland and Durham 1849 (1851,
1888)

Greenwell, William British barrows : a record of the ex-

amination of sepulchral mounds in various parts of
England 1877

Greenwood, George Hints on horsemanship (anon.) 1839
(1861)

'Greenwood, Grace* (Sara J. Clarke) Haps and mishaps of
a tour in Europe 1854

Greenwood, Henry The iaylers iayle-deliuerie 1619 (1628)
Greenwood, James An essay towards a practical English

grammar 171

1

Greenwood, James The sailor^s sea-book. A rudimentary
treatise on navigation 1850

revised ed. by W. H. Rosser (1879)
Greenwood, James In strange company 1873

The seven curses of London 1869
Greenwood, John An annswer to G. Gifford's pretended de-

fence of read prayers and devised liturgies 1590
A collection of certaine sclaunderous articles gyuen out by

the bisshops. . . Also the some of certaine conferences
had in the Fleete . . with two prisoners (J. G. and H.
Barrow) there 1590

Greenwood, William H. Steel and iron 1884
Greer, Henry A dictionary of electricity 1883
Greg, Percy Across the zodiac 1880
Greg, Robert P. and Lettsom, W. G. Manual of the

mineralogy of Great Britain and Ireland 1858
Greg, William R. The creed of Christendom 1851 (1S63)

Enigmas of life 1872 (1873)
Literary and social judgments 1868 (1869)
Miscellaneous essays a 1881 (1882-84)
Political problems for our age and country 1870
Rocks ahead ; or the warnings of Cassandra 1874

'Gregg, William S.' (Frances M. Robinson) Irish history

for English readers 1886
Gregor, Walter The dialect cf Banffshire 1866 (Philol.

Soc.)

An echo of the olden timefrom the north of Scotland 1874
Notes on the folk-lore of the north-east of Scotland 1881

(Folk-lore Soc.)
Gregory I Saint. The Gregory legend c 1300 (F. Schulz 1876)
Gregory, Benjamin The holy catliolic church the communion

of saints 1873
Side lights on the conflicts of tnethodism 1837-52 1898

Gregory's (D.) Elements of astronomy, physical and geo-
metrical tr. 1715 (1726)

Gregory, Francis The doctrine of the glorious trinity, not
explained, but asserted by several texts, etc. 1695

Gregory, George A dictionary of arts and sciences 1806
Gregory, George Elements of the theory and practice of

physic 1820-23 (1835, 1846)
Gregory, John WorAs a 1646 (1683-84)

Notes and observations upon some passages of scripture

1646 (1650)
Posihuma : or certain learned tracts {The Assyrian mon-

archie etc.) a 1646 (1649)
Gregory, OlinthusG. A treatise of mechanics 1806 (1813,

1815)
Gregory, William G.'s Chronicle of London a 1470 (in

Hist, collect, citizen of London, Camden Soc. 1876)
Gregory, William Outlines of chemistry 1845

(later add.) A handbook of inorganic chemistry 1853
(1857)

A handbook of organic chemistry 1852 (1856)
Gregory, William H. Egypt in 1855-56 1859
Grein, Christian W. M. Bibliothek der angelsachsischen

Poesie 1857-64 (1883-97)
Bibliothek der angelsachsischen Prosa 1872 (1885-88)

Grenewey, Richard The annales of C.Tacitus. Thedescrip-
tion of Germanie tr. 1598 (1622)

Grenville, Denis : see Granville
Grenville, Richard P.: see Buckingham and Chandos,

2nd Duke of

Grenville, William W., Baron Grenville Essay on the

supposed advantages of a sinking fund 1828
Gresham, Sir Thomas : see Burgon, J. W.
Gresley, William Bernard Leslie, or a tale of the last ten

years 1842 (1843)
Charles Lever, or the man of the nineteenth century 1841
The forest of Arden, a tale .. of the English reformation

1841 (1842)
Frank's first trip to the continent 1845
The siege of Lichfield, a tale .. of the great rebellion 1840
Sopkron and Nedogus ; or comtnon sense arul philosophy

1861
Gresley, Williams. A glossary ofterms used in coal mining

1883
Greswell, Edward An exposition of the parables etc.

1834-35
Crete herball. The tr. 1526 (1529)
Gretton, Frederic E. Memory's harkback through half-a-

century 1805-58 1889
Grevil : see Greville, F.
Greville, Charles C. F. The G. memoirs. A journal of the

reigns of George IV and William IV 18.. (1874)
(2nd and 3rd parts) A journal of the reign of Queen

Victoria 1837-52, 1852-60 {1885, 1887)

Greville, Fulke, ist Baron Brooke Certaine learned and
elegant workes a 1628 (1633 ; Grosart 1870^

Calica, containing cix sonnets a 1628 (1633)
A letter to an honorable lady a 1628 {1633)
The life of the renowned Sir Philip Sidney 01628 (1652)
The tragedie of Alaham a 1628 (1633)
The tragedy of Mustapha 1609 (1633 ; Dodsley)

'Greville, Fulke, Bajjon Brooke,' pseud. The five yeares
of King James, or the condition of the stale of England
etc. 1643 (Harl. Misc.)

Greville, Robert, 2nd Baron Brooke A discourse opening
the nature of that episcopacie which is exerased in
England 1641

The nature of truth 1641
Grew, Nehemiah The anatomy of plants {The anatomy of

plants begun, the anatomy of roots, . . trunks, .

.

leaves, . . flowers, . . fruits etc.) 1671-81 (1682)
Cosmologia sacra ; or a discourse of the universe, as it is

the creature and kingdom of God 1701
Musceum regalis societatis ; or a catalogue and descrip-

tion of the rarities belonging to the Royal Society, and
preserved at Gresham College 1681

Grey, Anchitell Debates of the house of commons 1667-94
a 1702 (1769)

Grey, Lady Jane : see Jane, Queen
Grey Friars. The chronicle of the Grey friars of London (to

1556) 15.. (Camden Soc. 1852)
Grier, ^'illiam The mechanic's pocket dictionary, being a

note book of technical terms, rules etc. 1837
Griffin, Bartholomew Fidessa, more chaste then kinde

(sonnets) 1596 (Singer 1815, Grosart 1B76, Arbet,
Eng. Gamer V)

Griffin, John J. A system of crystallography 1841
Griffis, William E. The mikado's empire 1876

The religions of Japan 1895
Griffith, Edward Cuvier's Animal kingdom arranged in

conformity with its organisation tr. 1827-35
Griffith, Mrs. Elizabeth Deliberate distress, by 'Frances'

1769
Tfte history of Lady Barton, a novel 1771
Viaud's {P.) Shipwreck tr. 1771
See also Griffith, R.

Griffith, John W. and Henfrey, A. The micrographic
dictionary, a guide to the examination and investiga-
tion of . . microscopic objects 1856 (1881-83)

Griffith, Matthew The fear of God and the king (a sermon)
1660

Griffith, Richard The Gordian knot, by 'Henry' 1769
and Griffith, Elizabeth A series of genuine letters

between Henry and Frances 1757 (1767)
Griffith-Jones, Ebenezer The ascent through Christ 1899
Griffiths, Frederick A. The artillerist's manual and com-

pendium of infantry exercise 1839 (1859, 1S62)
Griffiths, Roger An essay to prove that the jurisdiction and

conservacy of the Thames . . is committed to the Lord,
Mayor and City of London 1746

Grim, the collier of Croydon : or the devil and his dame. By
I. T. a 1600 (Gratias theatrales 1662 ; Dodsley)

Grimalde, Nicholas M. T. Cicero's Three bookes of dueties
(Offices) tr. 1553 (1558, 1598)

Poems a i^sj (Tottel's miscellany, Arber)
Grimm's {J. L. C.) TetUonic mythology tr, 1880-83
Grimstone, Edward Acosta's {J, de) Naturall and morall

historie of the East and West Indies tr. E. G. 2604 (also

Hakluyt Soc. 1880)
Goulart's (S.) Admirable and memorable histories tr. 1607
Matthieu's {P.) Heroyk life ,, of .. Henry the fourth tr.

1612
A true history of the siege of Ostend tr. 1604

Grindal, Abp, Edmund Remains a 1583 (Parker Soc. 1843)
Grindon, Leo H. Life ; its nature, varieties arui phenomena

2856 (1875)
Grisebach, August H. R. Flora of the British West Indian

Islands 2864
Grisell. The history of patient Grisel 2619, C1630

See also Dekker, T.
Grobianus 1739 : see Bull, R.
Grosart, Alexander B. £d. The Chertsey tporthies library

2876-
Ed. The Fuller worthies library 1868-70
Ed. The Huth library or Elizabethan-Jacobean unique or

very rare books in verse and prose 1881-
Ed. Occasional issues of unique or very rare books 1 875-83
Small sins 2863 (ed. 2)

Grose, Francis Ed. The antiquarian repository 1775 (1807-
09)

A classical dictionary of the vulgar tongue 1785 (also

2796, and Egan 1823)
Military antiquities respecting a history of the English
army 1786-88

The olio ; being a collection of essays, etc. 1793
A provincial glossary ; uith a collection of local proverbs

etc. 2787 (also 1790)
A treatise on ancient armour arui weapons 2786

Grose, John Henry A voyage to the East-Indies 1757 (1766)
Gross, Charles The gild merchant, a contribution to British

municipal history 1890
Gross, Samuel D. A practical treatise on the diseases . . of

the urinary bladder etc. 1851 (1876)
Grote, George Analysis of the influence of natural religion

on the temporal happiness of mankind. By P. BeaU'
champ 1822

Aristotle a 1871 (1872)
Fragtnents on ethical subjects a 1871 (1876)
A history of Greece 1846-56 (1862)

Plato and the other companions of Sokrates 1865
Grote, John An examination of tlie utilitarian philosophy

(of J. S. Mill) rt2866 (1870)
Exploratio philosophica : rotigh notes on modern intellec-

tual science 1865
A treatise on the moral ideals 2865 (1876)

Grotius{H.) Of the law of warre and peace tr. C. B(arksdale)

1654
See also WTiewell, W.

Grove, Sir George A dictionary of music and musicians

1878-89 (1904-10)
Grove, Matthew The most famous and tragicall historie of

Pelops arul Hippodamia, etc. 1587 (Grosart 187S)

Grove, Sir William R. Contributions to science a 2874 (in

6th ed. of next)
On the correlation of physical forces 2846 {1855, 1867,

1874)
Growth of deism in England, An account of the 1696



GRUB-STREET
Grub-street journal. The 1730-37
Gryheston Elizabeth Miscelanea, meditations, memora-

lives 1604
Gualtier, Bon : see Martin, Sir T.
Guardian Tlie (by Sir R. Steele, Addison, etc.) 1713 (1756)Guazzo's (S.) Art of conversation tr. 1738

See also Pettie, G.
Gude and godlie ballatis. A compendious book of godly and

spmlual songs commonly known as The gudeand godlie
ta/tow 1567 (1863 ; S.T.S. 1897)

GUNTHER Albrecht C. h.G. An introduction to the study of
fishes 1880 '

Guest, Edwin A history of English rhythms 1838 (also
ed. Skeat 1882)

Guest, M. J. Lectures on the history of England 1870
Guibert's (P.) The charitable phyHtian, shewing the thanner to

malte and prepare . . alt remedies, etc. tr. T. W 1630
Guule to the stage, A 1751

*'

Cuidman. legends of the north. The guidman o' Inglismill
and the fairy bride 1873

GuaUmeau's (/.) FrenchchirurgeryeorthemamuUeoperations
of chirurgerye ti. A. i,l. ilgj

GuiUetiere's (C. GiUet's) Account ofa late voyage to Athens tr.
1676

Guillim, John A display ofheraldrie 1610 (also 1632, 1638
1600)

GuiuiN, Edward Skialetheia, or a shadowe cf truth in cer-
taine epigrams and satyres 1598 (Grosart 1878)

Guinkess, Henry G. The approaching end of the age viewed
in the tight of history, prophecy and science 1878

Guistard and Sumond, The stately tragedy of ivn (in T S
Certaine worthy MS. poems) ' ' ' ^^' '*" J- ^•'

Guisot's (F. P. G.) General history of civilixation in Europe
tr. 1837

^
GuiucK, Thomas J. and Timbs, J. Painting popularly ex-

plained 1859
Gulliver, Lemuel, Jr.' Modern Gulliver's travels 1706
Gully, James Manby Magendie's (F.) Formulary for the

reparation and medical administration of certain new
remedies tr. 1835 (1836)

GuNN, John The Orltney book 1909
Gunning, Bp. Peter The paschal or Lent-fast apostolical

and perpetual 1662
Gunpowder Treason, The history of the (by Bp. J. Williams)

1678
A true and perfect relation of the whole proceedings

against the late . . traitors 1606
The gunpowder treason, with a discourse of the

manner of its discovery, and a perfect relation etc.
(1679)

GUNTER, Archibald C. Miss Dividends, a novel 1892 (1893)
GUR.VALL, William The christian in compleat armour, or, a

, treatise ofthe saints war against the deviHipaits) 165s
1653, 1662

GuRNEY, Edmund, Myers, F. W. H., and Podmore, F.
Phantasms of the living 1886 (Society for psychical
research)

GuRNEY, Henry P. Crystallography 1878
GuRNEV, Hudson Cupid and Psyche, a mythological tale

from the Golden ass of L. Apuleius 1799 (1800)
GuRwooD, John Ed. The dispatches of ..the Duke of

Wellington lygg-iSiS 1834-38
GusTAFSON, Axel C. F. ThefouniUttion of death, a study of

the drink question 18S4 (1888)
GuTCH, John Ed. Collectanea curiosa ; or miscellaneous

tracts, relating to the history and antiquities of England
and Ireland, the universities of Oxford and Cambridge,
etc. 1781

Gulhlac. The An^-saxon version of the life of St. Guthlac,
written by Felix . . of Crowland c 1000. With a trans-
lation by Charles W. Goodwin (1848)

Guthrie, Frederick Practical physics. Molecular physics
and sound 18^8

Guthrie, Gideon G.G.,a monograph written 77x2-30 (1900)
'Guthrie, Ramsay' (J. G. Bowran) Kitty Fagan : a romance

of pit life 1900
Guthrie, Thomas Christ and the inheritance of the saints

1858 (i860)
Guthrie, Thomas A. : see 'Anstey, F.*
Guthrie, William The christian's great interest 1659 (1667,

1724)
Sermons a 1665 (1880)

Guthrie's (W.) New system of modem geography 1792
Guthry, Bp. Henry Memoirs a 1676 (1702)
Guy of Warwick. The romances of Sir Guy of Warwick and

Rembrun his son 13. . (Abbotsford Club 1840)
TheromanceqfGuyof Warwick 13. . (E.E.T.S. 1883-91)

(later version) 14. . (E.E.T.S. 1875-76)
Guy, Richard Practical observations on cancers, etc. 1762
Guy Livingstone 1857 : see Lawrence, G. A,
Guvlforde, Sir Richard The pylgrymage of Sir R. G. to

(he Holy land zso6 1511 (Camden Soc. 1851)
Guyton de Morveau {L. B.). A translation of the table of

chemical nomenclature proposed by de Guyton, Lavoi-
sier, Bertholet, and de Fourcroy (by G. Pearson) 1794,
1799

Gwilt, Joseph An encyclopadia of architecture, Mstorical,
theoretical, and practical 1842 (1859)

H
H. A. 1633: seeA.,H.
H., A, : see Asshurst, Sir H.
H. D. 1661 ; see CoUinges, John
H. G. : seeG., H.
H.,G. 1611 : see Anti<^ton
H., G. Leti's (G.) // cardinalismo di Santa Chiesa; or the

history of the cardinals of the Roman church faithfully
engUshed by G. H. 1670

H., G. : see Hakewill, G.; Harvey, G.; Herbert, G.
H., I. The petition {of I . H.) and articles exhibited in Parlia-

ment against John Pocklington, parson of Yelden, in
Bedfordshire 164Z

H., J. Paracelsus his archidoxes tr. i66z
H., J.: see Hall, John, Joseph; Hammond, J.; Harvey,

James ; Healey, J. ; Heath, J. ; Humfrey, J.

;

Hutton, J.
H., N. Z694 : see Indies dictionary
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u'' ? i-l •'"l^?'*''*' ">'«' of the two late parliaments 1711
•' ^-

Jrf'J
H'oerniad (Dedication signed P. H., i. e. Paul

Hiffeman) 1754
H., R. Lavater's (i.) Ofghostes and spirites walking by nyght
„ „ *£; IS72 (1596)
ti., K. The arraignetnent of the whole creature at the barre of

religion, reason, and experience 1631
H., R. The school of recreation 1684
n.,S.The golden law 1656 See also Harsnet, Samuel
XI., 1. : see Hawkins, Thomas
Habberton, John Helen's babies 1876
Habershon, Samuel O. Pathological and practical observa-

turns on diseases of the abdomen 1862 (1878)Habington, Thomas A survey of Worcestershire 01647
(Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1S93-94)

Habington, William Castara 1634-40 (Arber 1870)
The historic of Edward the fourth 1640
Fo»»sai645 (1810)
The Queene of Arragon 1640

Habits of good society. The ; a handbook of etiquette for ladies
and gentlemen 1859

Hacke, William A collection of original voyages 1699Hacket, Bp. John A century of sermons upon several re-
markabU subjects a 1670 ( Published byThomas Plume
(with life) 1675)

Scriniarescrata a memorial offer'd to the great deservings
of John Williams, archbishop of York a 1670 ( 1693)Hacket, Thomas Thevet's {A.) New found wortde or Ant-
arctike tr. 1568

Haddan, Arthur W. Apostolical succession in the Church
of England 1869

Haddington, Thomas Hamilton, 6th Earl of A treatise
on the manner of raising forest trees 1733 (1761)

Haddon, Alfred C. Evolution in art; as illustrated by the
life-histories of designs 1895

The study of man 1898
HadleY, Arthur T. Railroad transportation, its history and

its laws 1886
Hadley, James Essays philologicaland critical, selectedfrom

the papers of J. H. a 1872 (1873)
A Greek grammar for schools and colleges 1861

revised, and in part rewritten, by F. de F. Allen
(1884)

Haeckel's (£. H. P. A.) Evolution of man tr. 1879
History of creation tr. by E. Ray Lankester i£76

Hagen, Hermann A. Synopsis of the Neuroptera of North
America 1861

Hagenbach's (C. R.) Compendium of the history of doctrines
tr. by C. W. Buch 1847

Haggard, Sir H. Rider Allan Quatermain 1887
Allan's tvife 1889
Black heart and white heart 1900
Cleopatra 1889
Colonel Quarilch, V.C. 1888
Dawn 1884
Doctor Therne 1898
A farmer's year 1899
Heart of the world 1896
Jess 1887
King Solomon's mines 1885
Maiwa's revenge 1888
Mr. Meeson's will 1888
Nada the lily 1892
Rural England 1902
She : a history of adventure 1887
The witch's head igSs

Hahn-Hahn's {I. M. L. S. F. G.) Lives of tie fathers of the
desert tr. 1867

Haines, Herbert A manual of monumental brasses 1861
Hake, Alfred E. The story of Chinese Gordon 1883
Hake, Edward Ncwes out of Powles Churchyarde l<79

(1872)
Hake, Gordon Memoirs of eighty years 1892
Hakewtll, George An apologie or declaration of the poiver

and providence of God in the government of the world
16-r] (1630)

A comparison bettpeene the dayes ofPurim and thai ofthe
Powder treason 1626

King Davids vow for reformation 1621
Hakewill, William The libertie of the subject 1641
Haklityt, Richard Diuers voyages touching the discouerie

of America 1582
The principall navigations, voiages and discoueries of the

English nation 1589
another ed. 1598-1600 (1809-12, 1903-05)

Galliano's 01 Galvatn's (A.) Discoveries of the world, unto
theyeerejsss tr. 1601 (Hakluyt Soc. 1862)

Haldane, Elizabeth S. James Frederick Fcrrier 1899
Haldane, Robert {Span's) Workshop receipts 1883 (Series

Haldeman, Samuel S. Affixes in their origin and applica-
tion, exhibiting the etymologic structure of English
words 1865

Analytic orthography i860
Outlines of etymology 1877

Hale,Edward E. ( the elder) Christmasin Narragansett 1884
His level best 1873
How to do it 1872
In his name : a story of the dark ages 1873
Ups and downs 1873

Hale, Edward E. (the younger) James Russell Lowell and
his friends 1899

Hale, Sir Matthew Contemplations moral and divine
1676-77

A discourse of religion a 1676 (1684)
A discourse touching provisionjfor the poor a l6y6 (1683)
Historia placitorum coronte. The history of the pleas of

the crown a 1676 (1736)
The history and analysis of the common law of England
a 1676 (1713)

The jurisdiction of the Lords House, or Parliament, con-
sidered according to anlient records a 1676 (1796)

Pleas of the crown ; or, a methodical summary of the prin-
cipal matters relating to that subject a 1676 (1678,
1682)

Preface to H. Rolle's Abridgment 1668
The primitive origination of mankind a 1676 (1677)
See also Hargrave, F.

Hale, Thomas An account of several new inventions; also
a treatise of naval philosophy written by Sir W. Petty
1691

HALL
Hales, John Golden remains a 1656 (1659) ; with additions

VIZ. sermons and miscellanies, also, letters atid ext>resses
concerning the Synod of Dort (1673, 1688)

Several tracts a 1656 ( 1677)
A sermon at St. Maries in Oxford concerning the abuses of

obscure and difficult places of Holy Scripture 1617A tract concerning schisme and schismatiques (anon.)

Brevis disquisitio 1653 : see Stegmann, J.
Dissertatio de pace 1653 : see Przipcovius. S.

Hales, John W. Longer English poems 1872
Notes and essays on Shakespeare 1884

Hales, Stephen Some considerations on the causes of earth-
quakes 1750

Statical essays 1727-31
Half-hours with best authors {publ. C. Knight) 1847
Halfpenny William The art of sound building, demon-

strated m geometrical problems 1725
Halhed, Nathaniel B. A code of Gentoo laws tr. 1776Halt meidenhad, an alliterative homily c 1230 (E E T S 1866

1922) ' '
'

'Haliburton, Hugh' ( James L. Robertson) Dunbar: being
a sOectumfrom the poems of an old makar, adapted for
modern readers 1895

In Scottish fields 1890
OchU idylls and other poems 1891

Haliburton, Thomas C. The clockmaker; or the sayings and
doings of Samuel Slick of SlickviUe 1835 (1837), 1838,
1840

Nature and human nature 1855
^' J/?,''^ of American humour, by native authors 1852

(1006)
Halifax, Charles Montagu, jst Earl of Poetical works

a 1715(1790, 1810)
and Pr'RiOR, Matthew The hind and the panther trans-
vers'd 1687

Halifax, George Savile, Marquis of Works a 1695 (1912)A character of King Charles the second : and political,
moral, and miscellaneous thoughts and reflections aitg'i
(1750)

Miscellanies a 1695 (1699-1700)
Halkett, Lady Anne Autobiography a i6gg (Camden Soc.

1875)
Hall, Anna M. (Mrs. S. C. Hall) Sketches of Irish character

1829
The Whiteboy ; a story of Ireland in 1S22 184';
See also HaU, S. C.

"
Hall, Arthur Ten books ofHomers Iliades tr. 1581
Hall, Basil Account ofa voyage of discovery to the west coast

of Corea and the great Loo-Choo Island 1818
Patchwork 1841

Hall, Benjamin H. A collection of college words and customs
(anon.) 1851

Hall, Charles F. Narrative of the North Polar expedition
1876

Hall, Chr. Newman An autobiography 1898
Hall, Edward Chronicle {The union of the two noble and

illustre famelies of Lancestre and Yorke) 1548 (1550,
1809)

Hall, Fitzedward Modem English 1873
On English adjectives in -able, with special reference to

reliable 1877
A rational refutation of the Hindu philosophical systems

tr. 1862
Recent exemplifications offalse philology 1872

Hall, Granville S. Adolescence : its psychology and its re-
lations to physiology, anthropology 1904

Aspects of German culture and education 1881
Hall, Hubert The antiquities and curiosities of the Ex-

chequer 1891
Society in the Elizabethan age 1886

Hall, James Legetrds of the West 1833
Notes on the Western States 1838

H.iLL, John 1565 : see Halle, John
Hall, John Hora vacivce, or essays 1646

An humble motion to the parliament, conceming the
advancement of learning 1649

Paradoxes 1650 (1653)
Poems 1646-47 (1816)

Hall, John A Christian home : how to make and how to
maintain it 1884

Hall, John, Memoirs of the right villainous. To which is added
the cant us'd by those sort of people 1708 (1714)

Hall, Bp. Joseph Worfev.d.(i625,i634-62, 1808, 1837-39)
Poems ai6s6 (Chalmers 1810, Grosart 1879)
A recollection of such treatises as have bene heretofore

severally published and are now revised v.d. (1614,
1615, 1617, 1621)

The shaking of the olive tree: The remaining works of J.
H. With some specialities of divine providence in his
life, noted by his own hand. Together with his Hard
Measure, written also by himself a 1656 (1660)

An answer to Pope Urban his inurbanitie, expressed in
a breve sent to Louis the French King exasperating him
against the Protestants in France tr. by B. S, 1629

The arte of divine meditation 1606
The balme of Gilead : or comforts for the distressed both

morall and divine 1646
The best bargaine. A sermon 1623
Breathings of the devout soul : see Select thoughts
Characters of vertues and vices 1608
Christ mysticall ; or, the blessed union of Christ and his
members 1647

Christian moderation 1640 (1840)
A common apologie of the Church of England against the

unjust challenges of the over-just sect, commonly called
Brownists 1610

Contemplations upon the principal passages of the holie
storie; Vol. I (O.T., bks. i-iv) 1612; vol. II (bks. v-
viii) 1614 ; vol. Ill (bks. ix-xi) 1615 ; vol. IV (bks.
xii-xiii) 1618 ; vol. V (bks. xiv-xv) 1620 ; vol. VI
(bks. xvi-xvii) 1622 ; vol. VII (bks. xviii-xix) 1623 ;

vol. VIII (bks. xx-xxi) 1626
The residue of the contemplations upon the New

Testament, with sermons, etc. 1618-34 (1634)
Decisions of divers practicall cases of conscience '. see

Resolutions and decisions
The devout soul; or, rules of heavenly devotion 1644
Discovery of a new world 1609 : see Healey, J.
Dissuasivefrom Popery : see The peace of Rome
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Wait Bp. JoSKPH (COtU.)

Episcopade by divine fight asserted 1640

Epistles 1608-11
The great impostor, laid open in a sermon 1623

Tkemat mysterie of godliness, laidforth try way of affec-

iuous andf^ing meditation. Also, the invisible world

discovered to spirituajl eyes 2652

Heaven upon earth, or of true peace and iranquiUitie of

minde z6o6
Holy observations 1607
An holy panegyrick. A sermon preached at Paules Crosse

1613
Holy raptures ; or patheticall meditations of the love of

Christ 1653
The honor of the married clergie mayntayned 1620

An humble remonstrance to the High Court of Parliament

(anon.) 1640
A defence of the humble remonstrance 1641

The hypocrite : set forth in a sermon 1630
The imprese of God ; in two sermons preacht at the court

x6zx-i2 (in Recoil, treat. 1614)

The invisible world : see Great mysterie of godliness

The kings prophecie : or, weeping joy 1603
Meditations and vowes divine and morall 1605 (1606,

1608, 1621)

A modest confutation of (Milton's) Animadversions upon
the remonstrants defense against Smectymnuus 1642

No peace with Rome tr. 1614 (in Recoil, treat.)

Occasional meditations 1630 (1631, 1633, 1851)

The olde religion 1628
The peace of Rome. To which is prefixed a Dissuasive

from Popery 1609
The peace-maker, laid forth in a sermon 1624
Pharisaisme and Christianity 1608
A plaine and familiar explication (by way ofparaphrase)

of all the hard texts of the uhole divine scripture of the

Old and New Testament 1633
Quo vadis ? a just censure of travell as it is commonly

undertaken by the gentlemen of our nation 1617
The reconciler, an epistle pacificatorie of the seeming

differences of opinion concerning the truenesse and visi-

bility of the Roman Church 1629
The remedy of discontentment ; or, a treatise of contenta-

tion in whatsoever condition 1645
The remedy of prophanenesse, or, of tlie true sight and
feare of the Almighty 1637

Resolutions and decisions of divers practicaU cases of con-
science in continuall use amongst men 1649

The Revelation unrevealed 1650
The righteous mammon. An hospitall sermon 1618
Salcmon's divine arts. Drawne out of his Proverbs and

Ecclesiastes 1609
Satan'sfiery darts quenched; or, temptations repeUed 1647
Selectthoughis. AlsoTbebreathings ofthe devout soul 164^
The Song of Songs paraphrased 1614 (in Recoil, treat.)

Susurrium cum Deo, Soliloques : or, holy self conferences

of the devout soul. Together with the souls farewell to

earth 1651
The true peace-maker : laid forth in a sermon before his

Majesty at Theobalds 1624
Virgidemiarum, sixe bookes : first three bookes, of tooih-

lesse satyrs 1597 ; the three last bookes, of byting satyres

1598
Hall, Marshall Lectures on the nervous systetn and its

diseases 1836
On the diseases and derangements of the nervous system

iSAt
On the mutual relations between anatomy, physiology,

pathology,andtherapeutics,and thepractice ofmedicine,

being tJie Gulstonian lectures for 1842 1842
Hall, Richard The life and death ofJohn Fisher, Bishop of

Rochester c 1559 Ci655)
Hall, Robert Works aiSsi (1832)

Fifty sermons a 1831 (1843)
Selections a iS^t (1840)

Hall, Samuel C. A book ofmemories ofgreat men and women
of the age 1871

Retrospect of a long life : from 1815 to 1883 1883
and Anna M. (filrs. S. C. Hall) Ireland : its scenery,

character, etc, 1841-43
See also Hall, Anna M.

Hall, Thomas Funebria flores ; the downfall of May-games
166c

Hall, William E. The rights and duties of neutrals 1874
Hall, William H. Practical experience at the diggings of the

gold fields of Victoria 1852
Hallam, Arthur H. Remains in verse and prose a 1833

(1834; privately printed)
Hallam, Henry The constitutional history of England from

the accession of Henry VII to the death of George II
1827 (1849)

Introduction to the literature of Europe in the 15th, i6th,
and lyth centuries 1837-39 (1847, 1864)

View of the state of Europe during the middle ages x8i8
(1872)

Halle, Edward 1548 : see Hall, Edward
Halle, John A most excellent and learned woorke of chirur-

gerie called Chirurgia parua Lanfranci tr. 1565 ; (also)

an historian expostulation against the abuses ofchyrur-
gerie andphiswke 1565 (Percy Soc. 1844)

Hallett, Holt S. A thousand miles on an elephant in Shan
states 1890

Halley, Robert A short biography of. Together with a
selection of his sermons preached in Manchester and
elsewhere a 1876 (1879)

Haixifax, Bp. Samuel An analysis of the Roman civil law
compared with the laws of EngUnd 1774

Halliwell (afterwards Halliwell-Phillipps), James O.
Books of characters illustrating the habits and manners
of Englishmenfrom the reign of James I to the Restora-
tion 1857

A brief account of the life, writings and inventions of Sir
Samuel Morland 1838

Contributions to early English literature, derived chiefly
from rare books and ancient inedited manuscripts,from
the fifteenth to the seventeenth century 1849

A dictionary of archaic and provincial words, obsolete
phrases, proverbs and ancient customs, from the four-
teenth century 1847

Letters of the kings of England. Now first collected from
the originals, with an historical introduction and notes

1846

34

Halliwell, James O. (coni.)

A new boke about Shakespeare and Stratford-on-Avon

1850
Nugce poeticiE : select pieces of old English popular poetry

illustrating the manners and arts of the fifteenth century

1844
The nursery rhymes of England, obtained principally

from oral tradition 1842 (Percy Soc.)

ed. 2, with alterations and additions 1843
Outlines of the life of Shakespeare 1S81 (1885)
Popular rhymes and nursery tales ; a sequel to the nursery

rhymes of England 1849
Reliquice antiquce ; scrapsfrom ancient MSS. illustrating

chieflyearlyEnglish literaturea tid theEnglishlanguage;

ed. by T. Wright and J. O. Halliwell 1841-43
Hallock, Charles Sportsman's gazetteer and guide 1877

(1883)
Hallywell, Henry An account offamilism asUts revived

by the quakers 1673
The excellency of moral veriuefrotn the serious exhortation

of St. Paul to the practice of it 1692
Melampronoea : or, a discourse of tlie polity and kingdom

of darkness 1681
The sacred method of saving humane souls by Jesus

Christ 1677
Halsbury, Hardinge Stanley Giffard, ist Earl of The

laws of England, being a complete statement ofthe whole

law of England. By the Earl of Halsbury and other
lawyers 1907-

Halsted, George B. Elementary synthetic geometry 1893
(ed. 2)

Mensuration 1881
Halyburton, Ledger ofAndrew Halyburton, Conservator of the

privileges of the Scotch nation in tlie Netherlands 1492-
1503, together with the Book of Customs and valuation

of merchandises in Scotland 1612 (ed, Cosmo Innes,

Scott. Record series 1867)
Hamersly, Lewis R. Naval encyclop<zdia 1881
Hamerton, Philip G. Tlie graphic arts 1882

The intellectual life 1873 (1875, 1876)
Thoughts about art 1873

Hamilton, Alexander A new account of the East Indies

1727
Hamilton, Alexander WorAs ai8o4 (1885-87)

The Federalist ; a collection of essays by A. H., J. Jay,
and J. Madison 1788 (1857)

Hamilton, Allan M^L. Nervous diseases : description and
treatment 1878

Hamilton, Elizabeth Letters of a Hindoo Rajah tr. 1796
(1811)

Hamilton, Lady Elizabeth E. Louis Pasteur : his life and
labours, by his son-in-law, Vallery-Radot, tr. 1885

Hamilton, Ld. Ernest The Maxvkin of the FUnv i8g8
The outlaws of the marches 1897

Hamilton, James Works a 1867 (1869-73)
Lessons from the great biography 1857
Memoirs of the life of James Wilson 1859
The mount of Olives, and other lectures on prayer 1846

Hamilton, Janet Poems and ballads 1868
Poems and essays 1863
Poems ofpurpose and sketches in prose ofScottish peasant

life and character in Auld Langsyne 1865
Hamilton, Abp. John Catechism 1552 (1884)

A facile traictise, cofitenand, first : ane infallible reul to

discerne trewfromfals religion, etc. r6oo (S.T.S. 1901)

A godly exhortation, commonly styled The twopennyfaith
1559 (in Bannatyne CI. Misc. HL 1855)

Hamilton, Richard W. Horce et vindicice sabbatica : or

familiar disquisitions on the revealed Sabbath 1848
The institutions of popular education 1845
NugcB literaruB : prose and verse 1841
The revealed doctrine of rewards and punishments 1847

(1853)
Hamilton, Thomas Men and manners in America 1833
Hamilton, Walter A geographical, statistical, and histori-

cal description ofHindustan and the adjacent countries

1820
Hamilton, Walter A hand-book, or concise dictionary of

terfns used in the arts and sciences 1825
Hamilton, William The lifeand character ofJames Bonnell

1703
Hamilton, William History of Sir William Wallace 1722
Hamilton, William Poems on several occasions 1749 (1760)
Hamilton, William BerthoUet's (C. L.) Elements of the art

of dyeing tr. 1791
Hamilton , Sir William Remarks on several parts of Turkey.

Part I. ^gyptiaca, or smne account of the ancient and
modern state of Egypt 1B09

Hamilton, Sir William Discussions on philosophy and
literature, education and university reform 1831-
(1852)

La^tures on metaphysics 1836-37 (1859) and logic 1837-
38 (i860)

A letter to Augustus De Morgan on his claim to an in-

dependent re-discovery of a new principle in the theory

of syllogism 1847
Hamilton, William j. Geography 1851-59 (in Manual of

scientific enquiry 1859)
Hamilton, Sir William R. Lectures on quaternions 1853

Life of, by R. P. Graves ; including selections from his

poetns, correspondence, and miscellaneous writings

(1882-91)
Hamilton papers. The: being selections from original letters

in the possession of the Duke of Hamilton 1638-50
(Camden Soc. i88o)

Hammond, Charles E. Outlines of textual criticism applied
to the New Testament 1872 (1880)

Hammond, Henry Works a 1660 (1674-84, 1847-50)
An answer to the animadversions (of John Owen) on the

dissertations touching Ignatius's epistles 1654
Xoptc Koi eip^iTj, or a pacijick discourse of God*s grace

arid decrees 1660
The Christian's obligations to peace and charity, delivered

in an Advent sermon 1647 1649
A copy of some papers past at Oxford betwixt {H. Ham-

mond) and Mr. Ch{eynell) 1647
The dispatcher dispatched 1659
Of conscience 1644
Offundamentals in a notion r^erring to Practise 1654
Of the power of the keyes, or of binding arui loosing 1647
O/" schisme 1653
A parcenesis : or seasonable exhortatory to all true sons of

the Church of England 1656

HARDY
Hammond, Henry (cont.)

A paraphrase and annotations upon all the books of the

New Testament 1653
A paraphrase and annotations upon the books of the

Psalms 1659
A practical catechism 1645

Hammond, James Poetical works a 1742 (1790, 1810)
Love elegies. Written in the year 1732 (1743)

Hammond, John Leah and Rachel, or, the two fruitfull

sisters, Virginia and Mary-land 1656 (1844)
Hammond, Joseph A Cornish parish : being an account of

St. Austell, town, church, district and people 1897
Hammond, Samuel H, Hunting adventures in the Northern

Wilds 1858
Hammond, William A. A treatise on the diseases of the ner-

vous system 1871
Hampden, Bp. Renn D, Parochial sermons illustrative of the

importance of the revelation of God in Jesus Christ 1 828

Some memorials of R. D. H.ai86S (1871)

Hampole, Richard Rolle of A devoute medytacyon (The
retnedy ayenst the troubles of temptacyons) a 1349 (W.
de Worde 1508)

English prose treatises. Edited from Robert Thornton's
MS. c 1340 (E.E.T.S. 1866)

Thepricke of conscience (Stimulus conscientia) ; a North-

umbrian poem c 1340 (Philol. Soc. 1863)

The psalter ; or psalms of David, and certain canticles,

with a translation and exposition in English a 1340
(1884)

Richard Rolle of Hampole and his followers (Yorkshire

writers) v.d. (Horstman 1895-96)
See also Misyn, R.

Hampshire glossary : see Cope, Sir W. H.
Hampson, R. T. Medii £Evi kalendarium ; or dates, charters,

and customs of the Middle Ages 1841
Hanbury, Daniel : see Fliickiger, F. A.
Hancock, William N. Senchusnior. Ed., with translation,

by W. N. Hancock, Th. O'Mahony, etc. 1865-73
Handbook (Murray's) for travellers on the Contineiit 1836
Handbook of turning 1859
Handbook to the special loan collection of scientific apparatus

South Kensington Museum 1876 (1877)

Handerson, Henry E. Baas" (J. H.) Outlines of the history

of medicine and the medical profession tr. 1889
Handfull of honisuckles 1583 : see Hunnis, W,
Handmaid to the arts 1758 : see Dossie, R.
Handson, Raphe Pittscus' (B.) Trigonometry tr. 1614
Hane, Joachim Journal, containing his escapes arui suffer-

ings during his employment by Oliver CromweU in

France from Nov. 1653 to Feb. X654. 1653-54 (ed. by
C. H. Firth 1896)

Hankinson, Charles J. : see Holland, CUve
Hanmer, Meredith The auncient ecdesiasticall histories of

the first six hundred years after Christ, written by

Eusebius, Socrates, and Evagrius tr. 1577 (1663)

The historic of Ireland a 1604 (1633, 1809)
The Jesuiies banner 1581

Hanmer, Sir Thomas The works of Shakespear revised and
corrected 1744

Hanna, William The earlier years of Our Lord's life on
earth 1864

See also Chalmers, Thomas
Hannay, James Satires and satirists 1854

Singleton Fontenoy, R. N. 1850
Hannay, Patrick The nightingale. Skeretine and Mariana.

A happy husband. Elegies on the death ofQueen Anne.
Songs and sonnets 1622 (Hunterian CI. 1875)

Hannay, Robert K. : see Herkless, J.
Hansard's Parliamentary debates 1803-
Hanson, Sir Levett An accurate historical account ofaU the

orders of knighthood at present existing in Europe 1802

Hanway, Jonas An historical account of the BHtish trade

over the Caspian sea ; with a journal of travels frotn

Loruion into Persia and back 1753 (1762)

Hapgood, Hutchins The autobiography of a thief 1904
Harbert, William Poems 16. . (Grosart 1870)

Harbord, John B. Glossary of navigation 1863
Hardy, Thomas The key of sacred scripture 1679
Harcourt, Robert A relation of a voyage to Guiana 16x3

(in Harl. Misc.)

Hardiman, James O'Flaherty's (J. R.) Chorographical de-

scription of West or H-Iar Connaught 1846 (Irish

Archaeol. Soc.)
Harding, John : see Hardyng, J.
Harding, Thomas An answere to maister IveUes chalenge

1564
A confutation of a booke (by Bp. Jewel), intituled An

apologie of the Church of England 1565
Harding, William The history of Tiverton 1845-47
Hardman, Samuel A descriptivepoem on the battle of Water-

loo 1827
Hardwick's {T, F.) Manual of photographic chemistry ed.

J. T. Taylor 1883 (ed. 9) ^^,_
Hardwick, Charles Traditions, superstitions, and folk-lore

(chiefly Lancashire arui the North of England) 1872

Hardwicke, Philip Yorke, 2nd Earl of Miscellaneous

state papers X50X-1726 (1778)
Hardwicke's (Robert) Science-gossip 1865-

Hardy, Frederick and Ware, J. R. The modem Hoyle

1870
Hardy, Iza Duffus New Othello 1890
Hardy, Nathaniel A divine prospective 1649

Divinity in mortality 1653
The first general epistle of St. John the Apostle, unfolded

and applied 1656-59 (1865) . .

Hardy, Robert Spence A manual of Buddhism, m its

modem development tr. 1853 (i860)

Hardy, Thomas Desperate remedies X871
The dynasts : a drama of the Napoleonic wars 1904-08

Far from the madding crowd X874
The hand of Ethelberta X876
Jude the obscure X895
A Laodicean 1881
The mayor of Casterbridge 1886
Poems of the past and the present 1902
The return of the tuitive 1878
Tess of the D'UrbcrvUUs 1891

The trumpet-tnajor 1880
Two on a tower 1882
Under the greenwood tree 1872
Wessex poems 1898
Wessex tales 1888
The woodlafidcrs 1887



HAKDY
Hakdy, Sih William The charters of the Ducky of Lancaster

tr. and ed. 1845
Hardyng, John Chronicle 1457 (original veision, Lans-

downe MS. 204 : see Eng. Hist. Rev., July and Oct.
1912); a 1470 (Bodl., MS. Arch. Seld. B. lo, MS.
Ashm. 34 ; B.M. , MS. Egerton 1992) ; with continua-
tion by R. Grafton 1543 (1812)

Hake, Augustus J. C. The life arul letters of Frances,
Baroness Bunsen 1879

The story of my life 1896-1900
Studies in Rxissia 1885

Har£, John St. Edward's ghost ; or Anti-Normanisme X647
(in Harl. Misc.)

Hake, Julius C. The mission of the Comforter, and other
sermons 1846 (1850)

The philological museum, ed. by J. C. H. 1832-33
Sermorts preachi in Herstmonceux Church 1840-49
The victory offaith, and other sermons 1840 (1855)
and Augustus \V. Guesses at truth 1827 ( 1847-48,1859)

Hahewood, Harry A dictionary of sports 1835
Harford, John S. Life of Michael Angelo Buonarroti ; with

translaiions ofmany of his poems and letters 1857
Hargrave, Francis A collection of tracts relative to the lam

of England, from manuscripts by Hale, Norburie,
Blackstone, Hargrave, and others 1787

furidical arguments and collections 1797-99
Harincton, Sm John An anatomic of the metamorphosed

Ajax 1596 (1814)
An apologie : i. Or rather a retractation ; 2. Or rather

a recantation ; 3. Or rather a recapitulation , , ; 12. Or
rather rume t^ them 1596 (1814)

Ariosto^s (£..) Orlando Furioso in English heroical verse

1591 ; now secondly imprinted 1607 ; now thirdly re-

vised and amended a 1612 (1634)
A briefe apologie of poetrie 1591 (Prefixed to tr. of

Ariosto*s Orlando ; in Haslewood, Anc. crit. ess. II.

1815 ; G. G. Smith, Eliz. crit. ess. 11. 1904)
A briefe view of the state of the Church of England in
Quan Elizabeth's arul King James his reigne a l6l2
(1653)

The Englishman's doctor. Or, the Schoole of Saleme tr.

1607 (1608, i5i7, 1624)
Epigrams both pleasant and serious ai6z2 (1615) ; the

most elegant and wittie epigrams of Sir J. H, Digested
iniofourc bookes (161S)

A new discourse of a stale subject, caUed the Meta-
morphosis of Ajax 1596 (1814)

Nuga antiqwB ; being a miscellaneous collection of
original papers in prose and verse, in reigns of Henry
VIII to James (I), by Sir J, Harington arid others

150^x625(1769,1779, 1792; re-editedbyT.Parki804)
A short view of the state of Irdand 1605 (1879)
Ulysses upon Ajax 1596 (1814)

Harlan, George C. Eyesight, and how to care for if 1879
Harland, John A glossary of words used in Swdledale,

Yorkshire 1873 (E.D.S.)
and Wilkinson, T. T. Lancashire folk-lore 1867
Lancashire legends, traditions, pageants, sports, etc.

With an appendix containing a rare tract on the Lanca-
shire Witches 1873

'Harland, Marion* (Mauy Virginia Hawes, afterwards Ter-

hone) Common sense in the household : a manual of
practical housewifery Z873

The hidden path 1855
Harleian miscellany. The : or, a collection of scarce, curious,

and entertaining pamphlets and tracts, as well in manu-
script as in print, found in the late (Edward Harley,

second) Earl of Oxford's library v,d. (1744-46 ; ed.

T. Park 1808-13 ; ed. J. Malham 1808-11)

A selectionfrom the Harleian miscellany v.d. (i793)

Harley, Sis Edward An humble essay toward the settlement

of peace and truth in the church I68z «
Harley, John Royle's (/. F.) Manual of materia medica •

1876 (ed. 6)

Hakley, Robert, ist Earl of Oxford The secret history

ofArlusandOddphus, ministers of statetotkeEmpress

of Graruiinsula 17x0
Harman.Thohas Acatuatorwaraungforcommeneursetors,

vuigardy called vaeabones 1567 (E.E.T.S. 1869)

Harkar, John Master Bexaes sermons upon the three first

chapters of the Canticle of Canticles tr. X587
Harher, Thomas Observations on divers passages <4 Scrip-

ture 1764 (1775-S7, x8o8)

Hamack's {A.) History of dogma tr. X894-99
Harp of Caledonia, a collection of songs ancient and modem

v.d. (ed. John Struthers 1819)

Harp of Perthshire, The, a collection of songs, ballads, arul

other poetiau pieces, chiefly by local authors v.d. (with

notes by R. Fold 1893)
Harp of Renfrewshire, The : a collection of songs and other

poetical pieces v.d. (ed. W. Motherwell 1819, 1872)

Harper, Charles G. The Exeter road, the story of the West

of En^aitd kig/Htay X899
Harper, Jamxs W. The social ideal 19x0
Harper, Sahuci. Practical hints for abstracting tUte deeds

1817 (x8i8)
Harper, Thomas Peace through the truth x866
Harper's New monthly magazine 1850-
Harpsfield, Nicholas A treatise on the pretended divorce

between Henry VIII and Catharine of Aragon «I5S5
(Camden Soc. 1878)

Hasraden, Beatricb The fooler 1899
Hilda Strafford X897
Interplay 1908
The scholar s daughter X906
Ships that pass in the night 1893

Harral, Thomas Scenes of life ; a novel Z805
Harrice, Robert : see Harris, R.
Harrington, James The Oceana, and other works, som

whereof are now first publish'd from his own manu-
Kn/>(s a 1677, with an account of his life by J. Toland

(1700)
,. . , ,

Aphorisms political 1659
The art of law-giving 1659
The common-wealth of Oceana 1656
The petition of divers well-affected persons 1659
The prerogative of popular government 1658
Seven models of a commonwealth 1659
Valerius and Publicola 1659
The wayes arul meanes whereby an ei/ual and lasting com-

monwealth may be suddenly introduced etc. 1659
Harringtoh, James A defence of the rights and privUedges of

the Unioenity of Oxford X690
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Harris, Alexander Settlers and convicts ; or recollections of
sixteen years' labour in the Australian backwoods
(aaon.) 1847 (1852)

Harris, Bartholomew ParivaVs (J, N. de) Historic of this

iron age tr. 1656 (1659)
Harris, Chapin A. A dictionary of dental science, biography,

bibliography and medical terminology 1849 (1854)
Harris, James Works a 17B0 (1S41)

Hermes, or a philosophical inquiry concerning universal
grammar 1751 (1786)

Philological inquiries 1781
Philosophical arrangements 1775
Three treatises (on 'art,' 'music, paintmg, and poetry,'
and 'happiness') 1744 (1765)

Harris, James, and James H. : see Malmesbury
Harris, James Rendel The guiding hand of God 1905

Side-lights on New Testament research, 7 lectures de-
livered in igo8 1909

Harris, Joel C, Free Joe^ and other Georgian sketches 1887
(1888)

Uncle Remus 1881
Harris, John Lexicon technicum, or an universal English

dictionary of arts and sciences 1704-10
Navigantium atque itineraniium bibliotheca : or, a com-

pleat collection of voyages and travels 1705 (1764)
Harris, John The great teacher : characteristics of our Lord's

ministry 1835 (1837)
Harris, Joseph An essay upon money and coins 1757-58
Harris, Mrs. Miriam C. Rutledge (anon.) 1866

St. Philip's 1865
Harris, Moses The Aurelian, or natural history of English

insects 1766
The English Lepidoptera 1775
An exposition of English insects 1776

Harris, Robert Abner^s funeraU 1641
The drunkard's cup 1619
God's goodnes and mercy 1622
Heukiah's recovery 1626 (1630)
Samuel's funerall, or a sermon preached at thefunerall of

Sir A. Cope 1618 {1622)
A sermon preached to the House of Commons at a publike

fast 1642
Harris, Samuel A commentary on the fifty third chapter of

Isaiah aiy33 (i735)
Harris, Thaddeus W. A treatise on some of the insects in-

jurious to vegetation 1862 (ed. 3)
Harris, Walter Letnery's {N.) Course ofchymistry tr. 1677

(1686)
Harris, Walter The history and antiquities of the city of

Dublin 1766
Harris, Walter B, A journey through the Yemen 1893
Harris, William A. A technical dictionary offire insuratue

z886
Harrison, Frederic The choice of books and other literary

pieces 1886
Harrison,Mrs. J. W. A. M,Mackay,pioneer missionary of

the Church Missionary Society to Uganda 1890
Harrison, James An exhoriacion to the Scottes to conforme

themselfes to the. .union betweene. . Englande andScot-
latui 1547 (in Complaint of Scotland, E.E.T.S, 1872)

Harrison, Sarah The housekeeper's pocket-book and com-
pleat family cook 1739 (1748)

Harrison, Stephen The archs of triumph erected in honor of
James the first at his entrance and passage through
London 1604

Harrison, Willlam The description of England 1577, 1587
(in Holinshed's Chronicle I ; New Shaks. Soc. 1877)

Boetius' (//,) Description of Scotland tr. 1587 (in Holin-
shed's Chron. H)

Harrison, William, Murder of : see Overbury, Sir T.
Harrowing cf hell. The, A miracle play C1300 (1837, Halli-

well 1840, Mall 1871, E.E.T.S. 1907)
Harsnet, Adah God's summons unto generai repentance

a 1639 (1640)
Harsnet, Samuel A declaration of egregious popish im-

postures 1603
A discovery of the fraudulent practises of /. Darrel 1599
A sermon {on Euk. xxxiii. 11) preached at S. Pauls Cross

1584 (in R. Steward, Three serm. 1658)
Har'strtg, The 1786 (1801)

Hart, Henry A godly newe short treatyse insiructyng every

parson howe they shulde trade theyr lyves in the imy-
iacyon of veriu 1548

Hart, James The atuitomie of urines 1625
Forestus' (P.) Arraignment of urines tr.1633
KAifiK^, or, the diet of the diseased 1633

Hart, John An orthographic 1569
Hart, John H. Cacao, amanual on the cultivationandcuring

of cacao 19x1
Hart, Richard Ecclesiastical records of England, Ireland

and Scotland,from the fifth century till the R^ormation
1836 (1846)

Hartcliffe, John A treatise of moral and inteUeciual

virtues 1691
Harte, F, Bret Works 18. . (1873, 1880-1900)

Poetical works 1872
By shore and sedge 1885
An episode of Fiddletotm, and other sketches 1873
A first family of Tasajara 1891
Flip and other stories 1882
An lieiress of Red Dog, and other tales 1879
The Hoodlum Band, and other stories 1878
In the Carquincz woods 1883
The luck of roaring camp, and other sketches 1869
The man on the beach 1878
Maruja 1885
Mrs. Skaggs's husbaruis, and other sketches 1873
Sandy Bar ; with other stories 1873
Stories of the Sierras, and other sketches 1872
Wan Lee, the Pagan, and other sketches 1876

Harte, Walter An essay on reason 1735
An essay on satire, particularly on the Dunciad 1730
The history of the life of Gustavus Adolphus 1759
Poems aiyy4 (1810)

Poems on several occasions 1727
Hartford, Countess of : see Hertford, Countess or

Harting, James E. Bibliotheca accipitraria, A calalogue of

books ancient and modem relating to falconry, with

notes, glossary, and vocabulary 1891

British animals extinct within historic times x88o

See also Perfect booke
Hartland glossary 1891 : see Chope, R. P.

Hartley, David Observations on man 1749

HAWES
Hartley, Mrs. May Christy Carew 1880
Hartley, Thomas Preface to tr, of Swedenborg's Treatise

concerning heaven and hell 1778 (1851)
Hartlib, Samuel Comenius's {JtA.) Reformation of sckooles

tr. 1642
A discourse ofhusbandrie used in Brabant and Flanders

1650
Samuel Hartlib his legacie : or, an enlargement ofthe

Discourse of husbandry 1651 (1655)
A discoveriefor division or setting out ofland as to the best

form 1653
The reformed common-wealth of bees 1655
The reformed Virginian sUk-worm 1655

Hartman, George The true preserver and restorer of health
Z682

Hartmann, Robert Anthropoid apes 1885
Hartshorne, Charles H. Ed. Ancient metrical tales;

printed chiefly from original sources 1829
Salopia antiqua, or, an enquiryfrom persofial survey into

the Dniidical, military, and other early remains in
Shropshire and the North Welsh borders ; with a glossary

of words used in the county of Salop 1841
Hartshorne, Henry 1031 : a glance at the twentieth century

x88i
Hartwell, Abraham A report of the kingdome of Congo,

Drawen out of the writings of O. Lopez by P. Piga-
fetta, tr. 1597 (in Purchas, Pilgrims, pt. II. 1625 ;

Osborne's Collect, voy. 11. 1745)
Hariwig^s (G.) Aerial world tr. 1874

The sea and its living wonders tr. i860
The subterranean world tr. 1871

Harvard memorial biographies 1866
Harvard psychological studies 1903-06
Harvard University, Orders and regulations of the faculty of

1837
Harvey, Annie J. Our cruise in the Clayniore, with a visU

to Damascus and the Lebanon i86x
Harvey, Christopher Complete poems a 1663 (Grosart

1874)
Schola cordis, or the heart of it selfc gone awayfrom God ;

brought back againe to him ; and instructed by him
(Adapted from B. von Haeften's Schola cordis) 1647
(X664)

The synagogue, or, the shadow^ the temple 1640 (x547)

Harvey, Gabriel Works a 1600 (Grosart 1884-85)
Foure letters, and certaine sonnets, especially touching

R. Greene 1592
Letter-book 1573-80 (Camden Soc. 1884)
A new letter of notable contents 1593
Pierces supererogation, or a new prayse of the old asse

1593
The trimming of Thomas Nashe 1597
Three proper letters 1580 : see Spenser, E.

Harvey, Gideon A discourse of the plague 1665
The art of curing diseases by expectation 1689
Morbus Anglicus : or, the anatcmy of consumptions x666

Harvey, James Scelera aquarum : or, a supplement to Mr,
Graunt on the bills of mortality. By J. H. X701

Harvey, John A discoursive problenie concerning prophesies

1588
Harvey, Richard An astrological discourse vpon the con-

iunction of Satume and Jupiter 1583
Philadelphtis, or a defence of Brutes and the Brutans his-

tory 1593
Plaine Perceuall the peace-maker of England 1590 (i860)

Harvey, William Anatomical exercises concerning the

rmtion of the heart and blood 1653
Harvey, William H. A manual of the British (ttMrine)

algee X841 (1849)
The sea-side book 1849 (1854)

Harwood, Philip History of^ Irish rebellion oflygS 1844
Harwood, Richard King David's sanctuary 1644
Haslam, John Observations on madness (and melancholy)

X798 (1809)
Hasleton, Richard Strange and wonderful things in his ten

years travels in many foreign countries 1595 (in Arber,

Eng. Gamer, VIII)
Haslewood, Joseph Ed. Ancient critical essays upon

English poets and poesy v.d. (1811-15)

Hasluck, Paul N. The model engineer's handybook 1888

(igoo)

Hasseix, J. Picturesque rides and walks, with excursions by

water, thirty miles round the British Metropolis X817-18
Hastings, Charles S. Light 1901
Hastings, James : see Dictionary of the Bible

Haswell, William A. : see Parker, Thomas J.
Hatfield, Charles W. Historical notices ofDoncaster x866

Hatton, Edward The merchant's magazine, or trades-man^s

treasury 1701
New view of London (anon.) 1708

Hatton, Joseph Bitter sweets : a love story 1865
Clytie : a novel of modern life 1874
The old house at Sandwich 1887
The Tallants of Barton 1867
Three recruits, arul the girls they left behind them 1880
The valley of poppies 1872

Hatton, Correspondence of the family of. Being chiefly letters

addressed to Christopher first Viscount Hatton x6oi-

1704 (Camden Soc. 1878)

Hatton gospels cii6o (The Holy Gospels, in Anglo-Saxon,

etc., Skeat 1871-87)

Hatzi^eld, Adolphe and Darmesteter, Arsi^ne Diction-

naire g^n^ral de la langue frangaise, avec le concours de

Antoine Thomas X895-1900
Haughton, Samuel Six lectures on physical geography 1880

Hauksbee, Francis Physico-mechanical experiments on

various subjects 1709
Haupt's (Moriz) Zeitschriftfur deutsches Alterthum 1841-

Hausted, Peter The rivall friends, A comcedie 1632
Havelok the Dane, The lay of c 1300 (E.E.T.S. x868, Skeat

1902)
Havergal, Francis T. Herefordshire words and phrases

1887
Havers, George The travels of Pietro della Valle into East

India and Arabia Deserta tr. Whereunto is added a re-

lation of sir Thos. Roe's voyage into the East Indies (by

E. Terry) x66s
Haward, Lazarus The charges issuing forth of the crown

revenue of England 1647
Haward, Nicolas Eutropius' (F.) Briefe chronicle tr. 1564

Hawes, Stephen The conuercyon of swerers 1509 (Abbots-

ford Cl. 1865)

The example of virtue 15x0



HAWES
Hawes, Stephen (cont.)

The pastime of pleasure 1K09 (1517) ^ ^ ^

another ed., entitled The htstone ofgraunde A moure
and la beU Pucel, called The pastime of pleasure 1554

(1555; Percy Soc. 1845)

Hawke, Michael KiUing is murder and no tnurder 1657
Hawker, Essex The wedding 1729
Hawker, Lieut.-Col. Peter Diary 1803-53 (1893)

Instructions to young sportsmen in all that relates to guns
and shooting 1824 (ed. 3)

Ha^vker, Robert S, The Cornish baUads and other poems ;

including a second edition of 'The guest of the SangraaV
1869

Footprints offortner men in far Cornwall 1870
The quest of the Sangraal 1864
Life and Utters a 1875 ( 1905)

Hawkesworth, John An account of the voyages undertaken

for making discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere
and performed by Commodore Byron, Captain Wallis,

Captain Carteret^ and Captain Cook {from 1764-71)

1773
See also Adventurer

Hawkins, Edward The silver coins ofEngland arranged and
described 1841

Hawkins, Francis Youth's behaviour : or, decency in con-
versation amongst men tr. 1646 (1663)

Hawkins, Henry Partkeneia sacra. Or, the mysterious and
delicious garden of the sacred Parthenes, By H. A, (i. e,

Henry Hawkins) 1633
Hawkins, Sir John The first voyage made to the West Indies

1562
The {second) voyage made to the coast of Guinea and the

Indies of Nova Spania, begun in 1564 (signed at end
lohn SparkeJ c 1565

A true declaration of the {third) troublesome voyadge to the

parties ofGuynea and the west-Indies in 1567-68 1569
(in Hakluyt, Voy. 1589 ; Hakluyt Soc. 1878 ;

partly
repr. in Arber, Eng. Gamer V)

Hawkins, Sir John A general history ofthe science andprac-
tice of music 1776

The life of Samuel Johnson 1787
See also Walton, I.

Hawkins, L«titia M. The Countess and Gertrude iBn
Memoirs, anecdotes, facts, and opinions 1824

Hawkins, Sir Richard Observations in his voiage into the

South Sea xsgj 1622 (Hakluyt Soc. 1847, 1878)
Hawkins, Susanna Poems and songs 1841
Hawkins, Sir Thomas Caussin's {N.) Holy court tr. 1626

ManzinVs (G. B.) Political observations on the fall of
Seianus tr. 1634

Matthieu's {P.) Unhappy prosperities expressed in the

histories ofMHus Sejanus andPhilipPa tr. 1632 (1639)
The odes and epodes of Horace tr, 1625

Hawkins, Thomas The origin of the English drama 1773
Hawkstone 1845 . see Sewell, W,
Hawkwood, History of Sir John {The honour of the taylors

;

or, the famous and renowned history of Sir J. Hawk-
wood) 1687

Hawthorne, Julian Dust 1883
Fortune*s fool 1883
Garth 1877
The laughing miU and other stories 1879
Nathaniel Hawthorne and kis wife 1885

Hawthorne, Nathaniel The BlitJiedale romance 1852
Doctor Grimshawe's secret a 1864 (1883)
The house of the seven gables 1851
The marblefaun (The original title of Transformation)
Mosses from an old manse 1846
Our old home 1863
Passages from the American note-books a JZ64 (1868)
Passages from the English note-books 1853-58 (1870)
Passages from the French and Italian note-books a 1864

* (1871)
The scarlet letter 1850
Septimius Felton ; or the elixir of life a 1864 (1872)
The snow image, and other tales 1851
Tanglewood tales, for girls and boys : being a second

Wonder-book 1853
Transformation ; or the romance of Monte Beni i860
Twice told tales 1837-42
A wonder-book for girls and boys 1851

Hay, Alexander Saint Germain's (C. de) Royal physician
tr. 1689

Hay, Andrew Diary 1659-60 (S.H.S. 1901)
Hay, Edward History of the insurrection of the county of

Wexford in xyg8 1803
Hay, John Pike county ballads, and other pieces 1871 (1880)
Hay, William Deformity ; an essay 1754

An essay on civU government 1728
Remarks on the laws relating to the poor 1735 (1751)

Hay, William D. Elementary text-book of British fungi 1887
Haydocke, Richard Lomazzo's (G. P.) Tracte containing

the artes of curious paintinge tr. 1598
Haydon, Benjamin R. Correspondence and table-talka 1Z46.

With a memoir by F. W. Haydon (1876)
Haydon, G. H. The Australian emigrant 1854

Five years' experience in Australia Felix 1846
Haye, Sir Gilbert The buke of the law of armys or buke of

bataiUis 1456 (S.T.S. 1901)
The buke of knychthede arid the buke of the govemaunce of
princis 1456 (S.T.S. 1914)

Hayes, Alice M. The horsewoman 1893
Hayes, Charles A treatise of fluxions 1704
Hayes, William A natural history of British birds 1775
Hayes, William A short introduction to conveyancing 1834

(1837, 1840)
Hayley, William A philosophical, historical, and moral

essay on old maids. By a friend ^o the sisterhood (i. e.

W. Hayley) 1785
TJie triumphs of temper ; a poem 1781

Hayman, Robert Owen's (/.) Epigrams tr. 1628
Quodlibets, lately come over from new Britaniola, old

Newfoundland 1628
Hayne, Thomas The life and death of Dr. Martin Luther

164 z

Hayward, Abraham A selection from the correspondence of
A. H., with an account of his early life 1834-84 (ed.

H. E. Carlisle 1886)
Hayward, James Biondi's {G. F.) Donzella desterrada ; or

the banish'd virgin tr. 1635
Biondi's (G. F.) Kromena ; or love and revenge tr. 1632

Hayward, Sir John Annals of the first four years of the

reign of Queen Elizabeth a 1627 (Camden Soc. 1840)
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Hayward, Sir John {cont.)

An answer to the first part of a certaine conference con-
cerning succession, fw>lishid under the name ofR. Dol-
man 1603

The first part ofthe lifeand raigne ofKing Henriethe III

I

1599
The life and raigne ofKing Edward the sixt a 1627 (1630)
The hves of the three Normans, kings of England 1613 (in

Harl. Misc.)

A reporte of a discourse concerning supreme power in

affaires of religion (anon.) 1606 ; another ed., entitled

Of supremacie in affaires of religion 1624
The sanctuarie of a troubled soule 1604 (1616, 1620)

HaywarDj Samuel Seventeen sermons on various important
subjects 1758

Hayward, W. Stephens Love against the world 1875
Haywood, Mrs. A new present for a servant-maid : coTilain-

ing rulesfor her moral conduct, the whole art of cookery,
etc. 1771

Haywood, Eliza The female spectator (anon.) 1744-45
(1748)

The history of Miss Betsy Thoughtless 1751
La belle assemblc'e by M. A. Poisson de Gomez tr. 1724-

25 (1732)
Hazard, Samuel Cuba with pen and pencil 1871
Hazlitt, Willlam Characters of Shakespear's plays 1817

(1818)
Lectures chiefly on the dramatic literature of the age of

Elizabeth 1820
Lectures on the English poets 1818 (1869)
Political essays, with sketches of public characters 1819
The spirit of the age ; or, contemporary portraits 1825
Table talk ; or, original essays on men and manners 1821-
22 (1824, i86g)

Hazlitt, William C. English proverbs and proverbial

phrases 1869
Four generations of a literary family 1897
The history of the origin and rise of the republic of Venice

1858
Offspring of thought in solitude : modern essays 1884
Ed. Remains of the early popular poetry of England v.d.

(1864-66)
See also Dodsley, R.

Head, Barclay V. Historia numorum ; a manual of Greek
numismatics 1887

Head, Sir Francis B. Bubblesfrom the Brunnens ofNassau
1834

Rough notes taken during some rapid journeys across the

Pampas and among the Andes 1826
Head, Sir George Forest scenes and incidents in the wilds

of North America 1829
A home tour through the manufacturing districts of

England 1836
Head, Percy R. and Poynter, Edward J, Classic and

Italian painting 1880
Head, Richard The canting academy, or, the devil's cabinet

opened, with several new catches and songs 1673
The English rogue described in the life of Meriton Latroon

1665 ; Part H by F. Kirkman 1671 ; Parts HI and IV
by Head and Kirkman 1671 (1874)

Jackson's recantation, or, the life and death ofthe notorious
highway-man now hanging in chains at Hampstead
(anon.) 1674

Proteus redivivus : or the art of wheedling or insinuation

1675
Headley, Henry Poems and other Pieces 1786
Headrick, James General view of the agriculture of the

county of Angus or Forfar 1813
View of the mineralogy, agriculture, manufactures and

fisheries of the Island of Arran 1807
Healey, John St. Augustine Of the citie of God with the

learned comments of J. L, Vives tr. 1610 (1616)
Discovery of a new world, or a description of the South

Indies, hitherto unknowne (a version in English of Bp.
Jos. Hall's Mundus alter et idem) 1609

Bpictetus his manuell. And Cebes his table it. 1610
ed. 1616 adds {And) Theophrastus characters (1636)

Health, International health exhibition ; official catalogue 1884
Health and longevity. Account of persons remarkable for their.

By a physician 1829
Hearn, William E. The Aryan household, its structure and

its development 1878
Hearne, Samuel A journey from Prince of Wales's fort in

Hudson's Bay to the Northern ocean in iy6g-'j2 1795
Hearne, Thomas Ductor historicus ; or a short system of

universal history 1698
ed. 2, augmented and improv'd 1704-05 (1714)

Reliquice Hearnianes : the remains, being extracts from
his MS. diaries 17. , (collected by P. Bliss 1857)

Remarks and collections 1705-12 (ed, C, E. I>oble,

O.H.S. 1885-89)
Heath, Francis G. The fern world 1877

The ^romance' ofpeasant life in the west ofEngland 1872
(1880)

Heath, James A brief chronicle of the late intestine war in
the three kingdoms of England, Scotland and Ireland

1663
England's chronicle : or, the lives and reigns of the kings

and queensfrom the titne ofJulius Ccesarto K. William
and Q, Mary 1689

Flagellum : or, the life and death, birth and burial of
Oliver Cromwel. By S, T. gent. (i. e. James Heath)
1663 (1672)

Heath, James D. The complete croquet-player 1874
Heath, John B. Some account of the worshipful Cotnpany of

Grocers of the city of London 1829 (1869)
Heath, Richard The English peasant 1893
Heath, Robert A natural and historical account of the

islands of Scilly 1750
Heath, Thomas A fnamfest and apparent confutation of an

astrological discourse (by R. Harvey) 1583
Heath, Sir Thomas L. Apollonius of Perga. Treatise on

conic sections 18^6
The works of Archimedes 1897

Heathcote, Charles G. and John M. Tennis : by J, M,
Heathcote. Lawn tennis : by C. G. Heathcote.
Rackets : by E. O. Pleydell-Bouverie. Fives : by A. C,
Ainger. 1890 (Badminton Library)

Heathcote, Frederick G. : see Claus, C.
Heathcote, Ralph Sylva, or, the wood : being a collection of

anecdotes, dissertations, characters, apophthegms, origi-

nal letters, bons mots, and other little things (anon.)

1786

HENRY
Heaton, Mary M. The history of the life of Albrecht DSrer

1870 (1881)
Heavysege, Charles Saul ; a drama 1857 (1869)
Heber, Bp. Reginald Hymns 01826 (1827)

Life of Jeremy Taylor 1822
Narrative of a journey through the upper provinces of

India, from Calcutta to Bombay 1824-25, with notes
upon Ceylon ; an account of a journey to Madras and
the Southern provinces 1826, and letters tvritten in India
az826 (1828, 1844)

Palestine ; a prize-poem 1803
Palestirte and other poems v.d. (1843)

Heberden, William (the younger) Heberden's (W., the
elder) Commentaries on the history and cure of diseases
tr. 1803

Hector, Mrs. Annie F. : see ^Alexander, Mrs.*
Hector, James Handbook of New Zealand 1883
Hector, William Ed. Selections from the judicial records of

Renfrewshire 16. .-17. . (1876)
Hedderwick, Peter A treatise on nuirine architecture

1830
He DOES, Sir William Diaryaiyoi (Hakluj^ Soc. 1887-88)
Hedin, Sir Sven A. Through Asia 1898
Heilprin, Angelo The geographical and geological distribu^

iion of animals 1887
Heister's {L.) General system of surgery tr. 1743
Helfenstein, Jacob A comparative grammar of the Teu-

tonic languages 1870
Heliconia ; comprising a selection ofEnglish poetry 1575-1604

(ed. T. Park 1815)
Heliodorus' Triumphs of love and constancy : a romance,

containing the heroick amours of Theagenes and
Chariclea. In ten books. The first five rendered by
a person of quality, the last five by N, Tate 1686

another ed., entitled Ethiopian adventures 1753
Hellowes, Edward Guevara's {A. de) Chronicle, conteyn^

ing the Hues of tenne emperours of Rome tr. 1577
Guevara's Familiar epistles tr. 1574 (1577, 1582, 1584)
(For Gueuara's Golden epistles see Fenton, Sir G.)

Helme, Elizabeth St, Margaret's cave, or the nun's story

1801
Helps, Sir Arthur Companions ofmy solitude 1851 (1874)

Essays written in the intervals of business 1841 (1875)
Friends in council 1847-49, 1859
Organization in daily life. An essay (anon.) 1863
Realmah j868 (1876)
Social pressure 187^
Some talk about animals and their masters 1873 (1875)

Helps to the study of the Bible x88o (1884 ; revised and en-

larged edition 1893)
Helsham, Richard A course of lectures in natural philo-

sophy a 17z^ (1739)
Helvetius' {C.A.) Child of nature improved by chance tr. 1774
Hely, James O'Flaherty's {R.) Ogygia, or, a chronological

account of Irish events tr. 1793
Helyas, Knight of the Swanne 1512 (W. de Worde ; in Thorns,

Prose romances III. 1828)
Hemans, Felicia D. Works a 1835 (1839)

Poems 1808
Poetical works a 1835 (1875)
Early blossotns q/" spring, a collection of poetns written

between eight and fifteen years of age 1808 (1840)
England and Spain ; or, valour and patriotism 1808

'Hemingway, Percy* (W. P. Addleshaw) Out of Egypt
189s

Hemyng, Bracebridge Eton school days 1864
Henchman, Richard A peace-offering in the temple ; or, a

seasonable plea for unity among dissenting brethren

1661
Henckel, J.F.x see Henkel, J. F.
Henderson, Alexander The history ofancient and modem

wines 1824
Henderson, Andrew Scottish proverbs 1832 (1881)
Henderson, Ebenezer Icelana ; or the journal of a resi-

dence in that island 1814-15 1818
Henderson, George The popular rhymes, sayings, and pro-

verbs of the county of Berwick 1856
Henderson, James Memorials 1867
Henderson, John General view of the agriculture of the

county of Caithness 1812
General view of the agriculture of the county of Sutherland

X8l2
Henderson, Peter Practical floriculture 1869
Henderson, William Notes on the folk lore of the northern

counties of England and the Borders 1866 (1878)

Hendyng, Proverbs of: see Proverbs of Hendyng
Heney, Thomas In middle harbour, and other verse, chiefly

Australian 1890
Henfrev, Arthur An eletnentary course of botany 1857

The rudiments of botany 1849
The vegetation of Europe, its conditions and causes 1852
See also Grif&th, John W.

Henkel's (/. F.) Pyritologia ; or, a history <4 the pyrites tr,

1757
Henley, William E. A book of verses 1888

For England's sake : verses and songs in time ofwar 1900
Poems 1898
and Stevenson, Robert L. Three plays: Deacon
Brodie, Beau Austin, Admiral Guinea 1892

See also Farmer, J. S.

Hennell, Mary An outline of the various social systetlis and
communities which have been founded on the prindplc

of co-operation 1841 (1844)
Henry VII, Materials for a history : see Materials

Henry VII, Memorials ojf" 15. . (Rolls series 1858)

Henry VIII A declaration, conteynyng the iust causes and
consyderations, of this present ivarre with the Scottis

1542 (in Complaint of Scotland, E.E.T.S. 1872)

The privy purse expences of 1529-32 (1827)

Henry, Alexander Travels and adventures in Canada and
the Indian territories ij6o-y6 1809

Henry, Caleb S. Doctor Oldham at Greystones, and his talk

there i860
Henry, John J. An accurate account of the hardships of thai

band of heroes who traversed the wilderness in the cam-
paign against Quebec in 1775 1812

Henry, Matthew W'orAs ai7i4 (1726, 1833)
Disputes reviewed ; a sermon 1710
An exposition of the Old and New Testament 1710 (i737-

38)
A sermon concerning the forgiveness of sin as a debt 17H
A short account of the life of lieutenant Illidge X710

Henry, Philip Diaries and letters 1631-96 (1882)



HENEY

/«n cjsitow of chemistry 1800 (1808) '

««lfy ami Isabella : a nmiel 1811
Henryson, Robert Poem:, c 1480 (S.T.S. 1906-14)

^'/8^Tt^l^',lirx^^,tl4">8o
(.570 ; Maliand C.

Orpheus and Eurydice c 1480
rfe testament of Cresseid c 1480

Henshall, James A. Camping and cruising in Florida 188,.Henshall, Samuei. r** Sax^ and E^lishZn^ ,1,1procally Mustrative of each other 1798
"*""«" '"^»

Henshaw Bp, Joseph Horcs succisiva: 6r, spare-houres ofmeditations 1631 (ed. 2)
»"""^«. oj

Mictions miscellaneous, holy and humane 1637 • ed <imuch enlarged, entitled DaUy thoughts ; or I mis'cd-

H.V., ^"^P "n^'Mions, holy and huma^ ,651

Z-er?a^:^''l
^'^ '^i'" "f^-^ ^"^"''« throughinsect and other agencies 1888

7•'£'^^.J^'«^• "t ^J^'^-iy "/ botanical terms 1856

18^ U836T
°^ '^"^"'" ""^ physiological botany

"^""•^gj-^^r""
^""^ '591-1609 (Shaks. Soc. 1845;

Hemlowe papers, being documents supplementary toHenslotce's diary a 1616 (ed. W. R. gS^mo^^Henty George A. r** .<„«< „/ horse; a t^TJ) Marl-borough's wars 1881 , «»^ cy man

^tS^ '" *'''«'"" • " ^'°^ "/'*« ^mmcan c.w7 mar

Htntsner^ (Paul) Journey into England in the year rsoS

K. Bentley ed. H. Ualpole, Earl of Oxford) 1757Hepburn, George B. GeneraTvie;^ of tZagricMur/lnd
rural economy of East Lothian 1754 *

ff<»«;i/«s n<i«« i68i-«2 : see Flatman, T.

ufil ^^- ^y Stentor Telltruth 1757-58
Herbait, Grete : see Grete herball

^

Herbert Edward, ist baron Herbert op Cherbury The

1682)
""*"* ^"^ "'"'^ "^ "^*'*

" '^''^ ''^-tS'

i</«, <m/fe» 6y himself aii^i (1764, 1886)
Occajio»ia;t;ers«ai648 (1665)

^''£^, ? * ^°r*f? :^
'*<^' '^<^<«»' "/'*' authorities inlaw, uponwhickjudgementwas given in Sir Edw. Hales

ftts case 16S8
Herbert, George Poetical works a 1633 (Grosart 1876)

Outlandish proverbs a 1633 (1640)
'

~mtf^ "!•' '''"!""^ •^*^"^ prudentum, or oul-
landish proverbs, sentences, etc. (1651)^' 5" "1 '^fl- ?1 ^*' "^''''O- parson his charac-

T-l ' ,
"^ "/*«'> '>/« « 1633 (1652)

«»„ <«m?fe ; socreii poems and private ejaculations 1631Herbert. George Robert C. (Earl op Pembroke) aidKingsley, George H. South Sea bubbles 1872Herbert, H. 1727-30 : see Fleury
'

Herbert, Henry, ioth Earl of Pembroke A method of
tweaking horses, and teaching soldiers to ride, designed
for the use of the army 1761

> t.

ed- 3. entitled Military equitation 1778Herbert, Henry \V. : see 'Forester, Frank'
Herbert, Mary E. Cradle lands 1867

Hiibner's (/. A . von) Ramble round the aorld 1874 (1878)
Impressions of Spain in tS66 iS&j

Herbert, Sir Thomas A relation of some yeares travaile
begunne anno 1636, into Afrique and the greater Asia
1634 (1638, 1665, 1677)

Threnodia Carolina 1678 (printed from original MS. in
A. 1-ea, .'Memoirs of tie martyr King 1905) ; repr. with
additions under tbe title of Memoirs of the two last
years of the reign of Charles 1 1702

Herbert, William Ella Rosenberg, a romance 1808
Herbert, VVilliam The history of the twelve great Livery

Companies of London lin-rj
Herd, David Ed. Ancient and modem Scottish songs, heroic

ballads, etc., v.d. (1776)
Hering, Francis : see Herring, Francis
HtRisTAL, Adam d" Our discordant life 1894
Herkless John and Hannay, Robert K. The archbishops

of St. Andrews 1907-13
Herle, Charles An answer to Dr. Feme's Reply etUituled

Conscience satisfied etc. 1643
David's song of three parts 1643
A fuller answer to a treatise written by Dr. Feme en-

tituled. The resolving of conscience etc. 1642 '

Herman, Henry His angel, a romance of the Far West i8ot
See also Murray, D. C.

Hemuinn and Emilia 1805 : see Lafontaine, A. H. J.Hermann s (C. F.) .Manual of the political antiquities of
Oreece historically considered tr. 1836

HermeticaU banquet drest by a spagiricaU cook, for the belter
preservation of the microcosme 1652

Hermit m the country 1820-22; in Edinburgh 1824; in
i«»x*»l 1819-20 : see .'««Donogh, Felix

Herne, Samuel Domus Carthusiana ; or an account of the
foundation of the Charter-House l6^^

Hero andLeander 1651 : see Loves of H. and L.
Herodian s History tr. 1629 : see Maxwell, James
Herodtilus, The famous hystory of, tr. by B. R(ich) 1584""oic^Ue loan unfortunate monarch, by Peregnne the

Heroine of the Peninsula, The 1826 : see McDonogh, FeUiHERON, Robert Information concerning the strength, views,
and interests of the powers presently at war 1704tlSRuCK, Robert The compute poems a J674 (Grosart 1876I

Poetical works a 167^{ii6g,igij)
Hesperides : or, the works both humane and divine of
R. H. 1648 '

The noble numbers : or, his pious pieces 1647
Herrig s Archiv : see Archiv
Herring, Fra.ncis A modest defence of the caveat given to the

vearers of impoisoned amulets 1604
Obertutoerffer's (/.) Anatomyes of the true physition and

counterfeit mounte-banke tr. 1602
Hebrjnc, Richard Paper and paper-making, ancient and

modem 1855

37
Herrings tayle 1598 : see Carew, R.

"'Srt^f./p"'^
''• '^^- Essays fro«i the Edinburgh and

(18^7"
™'' '^'^ses and other pieL v.d!

Familiar lectures on scientific subjects 1866
''»'"'«, of scientific enquiry, ed. bv Sir T. F \VHe^el 1849 ; ed. 3, superintended by Robert .MaiiJ

olutw/"?' '?59 (in Manual of scientific enquiry)(JuUines of astronomy 1840 I is^,) ^ ''
Physical geography 1861
"^ t^hy^7 ^''"^"' "" '*^ ''^iy of natural philo-

Schiller's (J. C. F. von) Walk tr. 1847A treatise on astronomy J833a tot«f l''^""""'
^""''"^'^ °' Correspon.aence between Frances, countess of Hartford (after-wards duchess of Somerset), and HcnrietZl^^

H.,, I'^""" ofPomfret 1738-41 (.805)
""""'

Herv^, Peter Beauties of Paris 181SHow to enjoy Paris 1816
Hervet,^Gent.an Xenophon's Treatise of householde 1532
Hervey, Mrs. The Mourtray family 1800

hIr^y' TAM°.fm J^^r""' *".'"''' of (^<^t Britain 1770ilERVEY James Meditations and contemplations. Vol Y
f2^ n """^.^ '** '°"*'' R^fl^tions on a flowedmrden A descant upon creation 1746 ; Vol. II. Co«-tcmplatu^ on the night, Contempiilioks onthest^heavens, A.winter Piece f,^T{x-i(,y,-,t,^«)

^"'"'

uZi"^tlt^^J.^' f '"'."' "f dialogues and letters

H„..,„ *T '?,''*' important and interesting subjects i75«

7ke^?S^' ^f^^" "^?.™^ °' IckworL Ue^l%
S«^1V/S°r«'J*^I1^??!i',][« (ed. from th4

HICKERINGILL

original MS. by J. W. Croker 1848)

Heslop, RicsAKj,p. Northumberland words. A glossary of

?>;f.^i8*9"2^4T&rr'*'''"'''^'^''^-'*'

Heth, Thomas 1583 : see Heath, T.

vL^rfJSSr,' S-^'"n', "^ "^^ '" '*' third^seventh

iZ^^i^bl'^i^ef;""^"^''""'''"^''"'"

'^'"'f^h^hn^sTi:[isur^:i '"-' -"^ "«
Hewett, John a 1658 : see Hewit, J.

ul^'Z' S?"^ The peasant speech of Devon 1892

hIwit ToI^»
"-p-^ ,'y "J'^^hshireprovincMisms^ti,-,HEWIT John Repentance and conversion thefabrick of salva-

il^" If 'i'"'^ ''?
?'" *^"" /" 'he sinners sorrow

Rf™ 'arth, being the last sermons preached by I. HWith other of hts sermons a i6sSti6s8)

""""°&ls^i^';8^46
''°"^'"' '""""^''^ "f"- '«^ "/

Hewitt, John a 1658 : see Hewit, J.Hewitt John Ancient armour and weapons in Europe
'855-00 '^

Hewlett, Joseph T. J. The parish clerk 1841
Parsons and widows 1844
Peter Pnggins, the coUege scout (anon.) 1841Hewlett Maurice H. Earthwork out of Tus6any 189s1 he forest lovers, a romance \igS

"
Hewyt, John o 1658 : see Hewit, J.Hexameron of St. Basil : see Basil, St.
Hexham, Henry A chylous English and NetherduyUh die-tionane 164J {1660)

j'"-" i»>i.

CT(X>t-Woorden-BMck ; a large Netherdutch and English
dtcttonane 1648 (1658)

^-/.s'""

The principles of the aH militarie 1637A tongue-combat (anon. Preface signed H. Hexham)
1023 : see Scott, Thomas

Hexham, The Priory of, its chroniclers, endowments andannah v.d.; its title deeds, black book, etc., v.d.
(Surtees Soc. i86.(-65)

•'-'•.

Hey, John Latures in divinity, delivered in Cambridge 17S0-
*i 1790-98 ° '

Heydon, Sir Chrisicpher An astrological discourse in
justification of the validity of astrology. Together withan astrological judgement upon the great conjunction ofSaturn and Jupiter 1603 c 1610 li6io)

'

A defence ofjudiciall astrologie 1603
Heylin, Peter KeyiijAia ixitAijatauiuca. Historical and

miscellaneous tracts a 1662 (1681)
Aenusredivivus ; or, the history ofthe Presbyteriansfrom
^53010164^ a 1662 ii67o)

Anlidotum Lincolniense ; or an answer to a book en-
tituled. The Holy Talk, name and thing 1637A briefand moderate answer to the seditious and scandal-
ous Challenge of H. Burton 1637

'canaai

Certamen epistolare ; or the letUr-combate with Mr. Bax-
ter, etc. 1659

A coalefrom the altar 1636
Cosmographie 1652 : see Microcosmus, below

^''J'^fv ^"l'"'"?
•
Jt

'h^ history of the life and death
of Wtllmm Laud a 1662 (1668, 1671)

Ecclesia restaura^ ; or, the history of the reforfnation ofthe Church of England 1661
•'

EccUsia vindicata ; or, the Church of England justified

Exainen hisloricum, or a discovery and examination of
the mistakes m some modern histories 1659

Exlraneus vapulans ; or, Uie observator rescued from the
molentbut vatne assaults of Hamon UEstrange idse/"""'alKn of two journeys : the one, into the main-
land of France ; the other, into sonui of the adjacent
islands X050

another ed., entiUed A survey ofthe estate ofFrance
1650

HpmoAoyia Anglorum ; or, an help to English history

Historiaquinqu-articularis ; ora declaration ofthejudge-
ment of the Western churches, particularly of the church
ofEngland m thefive controverted points reproached bv
the name of Armmianism 1660

The historic of episcopacie 1642
The history of St. George of Cappadocia 1611
The history of the Sabbath 1636

Heylin, Peter (cont.)

^'("TJ^^- ^ ^'"^^"P"0" of the great worldi62i

hlP^^ • ^!^^'"^.f"^,^"^i<^<"iCosmographieinf",

ltSw'oT^ll\%T""''^'"' ""^ '"'"" "^ '**

^^ni^yirfr^^Tyl "*"'-'"= - ^' ^Valker

The stumbling-block of disobedience and rebellion cun-

censured and removed 1658

^"SSifyfaS:? °^ "'""'' : see A full relation of two

UnJ^l^S"*'^'^"^-^^ "" <""^^ '" the point of tithes 1648
18^4"^"'"' '^^' ''"''^'^ and statistical, on I^ia

Heysvood, Eliea : see Haywood, Eliza
HEvwooD, Jasper Seneca his tenne tragedies tl.hy T Hev-wood and others 1581

". u/j.ney-

^/«V^?t^^i^''i
^'^" ^"^ '""^ tnscriiitof Hercules

Vl^if^' ''fS^^ of Seneca entitnled Thyestes tr. 1560

Heywood, John Dramatic writings 15.. (J. s. Faima
Wmrkes. A dialogue conteynyng prouerbes and epi-grammes 1562 (Spenser Soc. 1867)

"^

A dialogue conteinyng the nomber in effect of all the
prouerbesm the Englishe tongue 1546 (1874)A dialogue on wit and folly 15. . (Percy Soc? 1846)Eptgrammes 1555-60

.»
^ .» t";

A mery play betwene lohan lohan the husbande, Tyb his
wyfe, and syr Jhan the preest 1533 (Brandl 1898)A mery play betwene the pardoner and thefrere, the curate

"It '^^"'J ^""^ '533 (in Pollard, Eng. miracle
plays 1890)
gentylnes & nobylyte : see Rastell, John

1 he playe called the foure PP. A newe and a very mery
enterlude of a palmer, a pardoner, a potycary, a pedler

, ' 1545 (m Manly, Specim. pre-Shaks. drama 1. 1807I^*/ayo/;o»e 1534 (Brandl 1898)
The play of the wether 1533 (Brandl i8g8)
I he spider and the flie, a. parable 1556 (Spenser Soc.

1094)
Heywood, Oliver IVorfe ai7o2 (1825-27)

The best entail, or, dying parents living hopes for their
surviving children 16^3 j ' •»«»>

Heart-treasure 1667-72
Autobiography, diaries, anecdote and event books, illus-

trating the general andfamily history of Yorkshire and
LatuMshire aijoi (1881-85)

""'x*

HEY\yooD, Thomas Dramatic works a i6w (1874)An apology for actors 1612 (Shaks. Soc. 1841)The brazen age 1613
The captives ; or, the lost recovered 1624 (in Bullen, OldPlays IV)
A challenge for beautie 1636
England's Elisabeth, her life and troubles during her^^'^/•o"! Ike cradle to the crowne 1631 (i64; in

The English traveller 1633
The exemplary lives and memorable acts of nine the mostworthy women of the world 1640
Thefayre nmydeofthe Exchange 1607 (Shaks. Soc. 1845)The fair maid of the west 1631 (Shaks. Soc. 1850)
I hefoure prentuxs of London, with the conquest of Jeru-

"^

^"tT'""
"''^'" "^°" "^ '^'* ofHenry, Prince of Woks

^)"neral elegie upon the death of King James 162?The golden age 1611 (Shaks. Soc. 1851)

mmen"'6
'^ "'"^ ''°°''" "f "arious history conceminge

The hierarchic of the blessed angells 1635
Ifyou know not me, you know no bodie : or, the troubles of

Queene Elizabeth 1605 (Shaks. Soc. 1851)
The second part of. If you know not me, you know no

bodie With the building of the Royall Exchange 1606
(Shaks. Soc. 1851)

°

The iron age 1632
The first and second partes of King Edward the fourth

1599 (Shaks. Soc. 1842)
'

Londini sinus salutis 1635
Londini speculum ; or, Londons mirror 1637Londmt status pacatus ; or, Londons peaceable estate

London s jus honorarium exprest in sutulry triumphs

Loves maistresse : or the Queens masque 1636A pleasant comedy called A mayden-head well lost l6uAnmmage triumphe 1613 (Percy Soc. 184^)
Philocothonista ; or the drunkard opened, dissected, and

anatomized 1635
Pleasant dialogues and dramma's 1637
Porta pietatis, or the port or harbour 0/piety 1638 (Percy

oOC> Z044)
The rape of Lucreu 1608
The royall king and the layaU subject 1637 (Shaks. Soc.

1850^
Sallusts Two most worthy and notable histories tr.

1608-09
The silver age 1613 (Shaks. Soc. 1851)
Troia Britanica : or Great Britaines Troy 1609
^ '."".'Inscription of his Majesties royall ship built at

Wooll-wttch 1637
The wise-woman of Hogsdon 1638
A woman kilde with kindnesse 1607 (Shaks. Soc. 1850)
See also Toumeur, C.
and Brome, Richard The laU Lancashire witches 1634
and Rowley, William Fortune by land and sea 16..
(1655; Shaks. Soc. 1845)

Hibbert, Henry Syntagma theologicum : or, a treatise
wherein is concisely comprehended the body ofdivinity ;whereunto are added certaine divine discourses 1662

Hibbeht(-Ware), Samuel A description of lite Shetland
Islands 1822

Hibbertjournal. The ; a quarterly review of religion, theology,
and philosophy igo2-

HiCHCocK, Robert : see Hitchcock, R.
Hichens, Robert S. The green carnation (anon.) 1894

The Londoners, an absurdity 1898
Hickeringill, Edmund lyorAs a 1708 (1709)

Miscellaneous tracts, essays, satyrs, etc. in prose and
verse 1707



mCKERINGILL
HiCKERixGiLi., Edmund (conl.)

The black non-conformist discovered in more naked truth

1682
The ceremony-mongery his character 1689
Curse ye MeroXy or thefatal doom 1680
Gregory^ Father Greybeard, with his vizard off 1673
The hisiorv of whiggism 1683
The horrid stn of man-catching i68x
Jamaica view'd i66z
The lay-dergy ; or, the lay-dder 1695
The nahed truth 1680-S2

A vindication ofthe naked tndh. By Phil, {or rather
Edmund) Hickenngill i68x

Priest-crafty its character and consequences 1705-07
The Vindication of the character ofpriestcraft 1705

A speech withottt doors, or some modest tnqttiries humbly
proposed to the Convention of Estates 1689

The Trimmer, Debate u-iih the Observator i6Ss
HiCKERiNGiLL, Phil. : See Hickeringill, E.
HiCKES, George The case of infant baptism 1683

The spirit of Popery 1680
Two treatises, one ofthe Christian priesthood; the other of

the dignity of the episcopal order 1707 (1711, 1847)
and Nelson, Robert Memoirs of the life of John
Kettlewell. Compiled (by F, Lee) from the collections
of G. Hickes and R. Nelson 1718

HiCKiE, William J. The Comedies of Aristophanes tr, 1853
(1872)

Hickman, Henry Hisioria quinq-ariicularis exarticulata ; or.

Animadversions on Doctor Heylin's Quinquarticular
history 1673 (1674)

HiCKOCK, Thomas The voyage and travaile of M. C. Fred-
erick into the East India tr. 158S

Hickscorner : see Hyckescoraer
'HiEOVER, Harry* (C, Brindley) Practical horsemanship

1850
The stud for practical Purposes 1849

HiERON, Samuel Works a iSij (1620)
Aarons bells a-souiiding a 1617 (1623)
A defence of the ministers reasons for refusaU ofsubscrip-

tion to the Booke of Common Prayer 1607-08
A short dialogue proving that the ceremonyes new in ques-

tion, are defended by arguments such as thepapists have
used (anon.) 1605

Hiffernan, Paul : see H., P.
Higden's Polychronicon tr. 1432-50 (Rolls series 1865-86)

See also Trevisa
HiGciNS, Godfrey The Celtic Druids 1827
HiGGiNs, John The nomenclator, or reineinbrancer of Adri-

anus Junius tr. 1585
See also Huloet ; Mirror for magistrates

HiGGiNS, Matthew J. Essayson social sttbjects a 1S68 (1875)
HiGGiNSON, Thomas W. Malbone: an Oldport romance xSdg

Oldport days 1873
Young folks' history of the United States 1875

HiGGS, Paget Ed. Magneto- and dynamo-electric machines
. . From the German of Glaser de Cew 1885

High commission cases. Reports of cases in the Courts of Star
Chamber and High Commission 1631-32 (Camden
Soc. 1886)

Highland Society ofScotland, Prize essays and transactions of
1799-1843

Transactions 1843-
HigManders, The 1824 : see M«Donogh, F.
Highlands of Scotland in 1750 17.. (From MS. in the

British Museum. With introd. by A. Lang 1898)
HiGiNS, John : see Higgins, J.
Hildanus tr. 1643 : see Steer, John
Hildebrand. The life of Hyldebrande, called Gregory^ the

seventh, pope of that name 1534 (W. de Worde)
HiLDiTCH, Ann Rosa de Montmorien. A novel 1787
HiLDROp, John Miscellaneous works 1754

A letter to a member ofparliatnent, containing a proposal
for bringing in a bill to revise, amend or repeal certain
obsolete statutes, commotUy called the Ten Command-
ments (anon.) 1738

Hiles, John Catechism of the organ 1876 (1878)
A complete dictionary of musical terms 1871

Hill, Aaron Works a 1750 (1753)
Poems 01750 (1822)
Advice to the poets. A poem 1731

HiLi<, Abraham Familiar letters which passed between A. H.
and several eminent and ingenious persons of the last

century 16.. (1767)
So7ne account of the life of Dr. Isaac Barrow 1687 (in

Barrow's Works, I. 1687)
Hill, David J. American authors. W. C, Bryant, etc. 1879
Hill, John The British herbal 1756

A general natural history : or, new and accurate descrip-
tions of the animals, vegetables, and minerals of the

different parts of the world. Vol. I. A history offossils
X748 ; vol. H. An history of plants 1751 ; vol. IH.
An history of animals 1752

A history of the materia medica 1751
PomeVs {P.) Compleat history of drtigs tr. 1748 (ed. 4)
The sleep of plants, and cause of motion in the sensitive

plant, explained 1757
Theophrastus's History of stones tr. 1746 (1774)
The useful family herbal 1755 (1812)

Hill, Robert Ckrists prayer expounded, a christian directed
and a communicant prepared 1606

another ed., entitled The pathway to prayer and
pietie 1610 (1629, 1847)

Hill, Thomas The arte of vulgar arithmeticke 1600
A briefe and pleasaunt treatise intituled : Naturall and

artificiall conclusions tr. 1586
A most briefe and pleasaunt treatise, teachynge howe to

dress, sowe, and set a garden i r6z
another ed., entitled The profitable arte of garden-

ing, now the third tyme set fourth. 2 pts. 1568
another ed. Whereunto is newly added a treatise of

the arte of gracing and planting of trees 1574
A profitable instruction of the perfite ordering ofbees 1579

Hill, Thomas God's eternal preparationsfor his dying saints
1648

An olive branch of peace and accommodation budding
1648

The right separation incouraged 1644 (1645)
The spring ofstrengthning grace in the rock of ages, Christ

Jesus 1648
The strength of the saints to make Jesus Christ their

strength 1648
The trade of truth advanced 1642
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Hill, Thomas (cont.)

Truth and love happily married in the saints and in the
churches of Christ 1648

Hillary, William Observations on the changes of the air and
the concomitant epidemical diseases in the Island of
Barbadoes 1766

Hilliard, Nicholas A treatise concerning the arte oflimning
c 1600 (MS. in Edinb. Univ. Library ; in Annual of
Walpole Soc. I, 1912)

Hills, Richard Proverbs from the common-place book of
c 1530 (in Fraser's Mag., Aug, 1858)

See also Songs, carols, etc.
Hills of the Skatemuc 1856 : see Warner, Susan
HiLMAN, Daniel Tusser redivivus. The calendar of the

twelve months with noteSj published by D. Hilmau
1710

HiNCHLiFF, Thomas W. South American sketches 1863
Hind, Henry Y. Explorations in the interior of the Labrador

Peninsula 1863
Hind, John Eliosto libidinoso, described in two bookes 1606
Hinde, Sidney L, The fall of the Congo Arabs 1897
HiNDE, William A faithfull remonstrance of the holy life and

happy death ofJohn Bruen a 1629 (1641)
HiNDLEY, Charles Ed. The life and adventures of a Cheap

Jack 1876
Ed. The old booh collector's miscellany 1871-73

*HiNTON, Beneventura' (Valentine Durrant) Until my
lord's return. A romance of a river town 1892

Hinton, Richard J. English Radical leaders 1875
HiRD, Frank The cry of the children : an exposure ofcertain

British industries in which children are iniquitously
exposed 1898

Hirst, Henry B. The coining of the Mammoth, and other
poems 1845

Hislop, Alexander The book of Scottish anecdote 1874
The proverbs of Scotland 1862 (1874)

Hissey, James J. A holiday on the road 1887
A tour in a phaeton through the eastern counties 1889

Historia litteraria ; or, an exact and early account of the most
valuable books published in the several parts of Europe,
(Ed. by A. Bower) 1730-34

Historical collections of a cttizen of London in the fifteenth

century 14. . (Camden Soc. 1876)
Historical manuscripts, Reports of the royal commission on

1870-
Historical register, The, containing an impartial relation of all

transactions foreign and domestic 1717 (1724)
Historical view of the Court of Exchequer 1738 ; see Gilbert,

Sir G.
Historic ofthe arrival ofEdward IV 1471 (Camden Soc. 1838)
History and antiquities of Rochester and its environs* (By

W. Shrubsole and S. Denne) 1772
History and antiquities of the City of York (? By W. Combe)

1785
History of King Arthur {The story of the moste noble and

worthy kynge Arthur newly imprynted) 1557 (W.
Copland). See also Malor>% Sir T.

History of Christina Allessandra of Swedland 1658 : see
Burbury, J.

History of Friar Gerund 1772 : see Nugent, T.
History of the Holy Rood-tree 11 . . (E.E.T.S. 1894)
History of independency : see Walker, C.
History of James VI 1582-88 : see James VI
History of Jetzer 1679 : see Waller, Sir W,
History of the mitre and purse, The 1714
History of modem Europe, The (by William Russell) 1779
History of Ned Evans 1796
History of Pelham, Mass.

, from lysS to i8g8. By C. O. Par-
menter, (Chiefly from town and parish records) v.d.

(1898)
History of Sir J. Hawkwood 1^87 : see Hawkwood, Sir J.
History of the troubles at Frankforih 1^74 : see Brieff discours
Histrio-mastix ; or, the player whtpt 1610 (in Simpson,

School of Shakespeare II, 1878)
Hitchcock, Edward Ichnology of New England 1858
Hitchcock, Robert A general proportiona>id order ofprovi-

sion to victual a garrison of one thousand soldiers 1591
(App. to Garrard's Art of war 1591; in Arber, Eng.
Gamer 11)

A pollitique platt for the honour of the prince 1580 (in
Arber, Eng. Gamer II)

Sansovino's {F.) Quintesence of wit tr. 1590
Hitchin, Charles A true discovery of the conduct ofreceivers

and thief-takers in and about the City of London
1718

HiTCHiNS, Fortescue and Drew, Samuel The history of
Cornwall, frmn the earliest records and traditions, to the

Present time. Compiled by F. Hitchins and ed. by
S. Drew 1824

Hoa:dley, Abp. John The abasement of pride; a sermon
1708

A sermon preached in the cathedral-church of Norwich
1704

Hoadly, Bp. Benjamin Works a 1761 (1773)
Hoadly, Benjamin (son of the above) The suspicious hus-

band ; a comedy 1747 (1756)
Hoadly, John Phoebe ; a pastoral opera 1748
Hobbes, John Oliver : see Craigie, Pearl M. T.
Hobbes, Stephen C. S(c)hilander his chirurgerie tr. 1596
Hobbes, Thomas English works a 1679 (1839-45)

Tracts a 1679 (1682)
The art ofrhetoric, with a discourse ofthe laws ofEngland
a 1679 (1681)

Behemoth ; or an epitome of the civil wars of England
from 1640 to 1660 1679 (1680)

De corpore politico : or, the elements of law, moral and
politick 1650

Decameron physiologicum : or, ten dialogues of natural
philosophy 1678

Elements ofphilosophy tr, ; to which are addedSix lessons

to the professors of mathematicks of the institution of
Sir H. Savile, in the University of Oxford 1656

Mr. Hobbes considered in his loyalty, religion, reputation
and manners. By way of a letter to Dr. Wallis 1662——- another ed., entitled Considerations upon the repu-
tation, loyalty, manners and religion of Tm Hcwfes,
Written by himself 1680

Homer's Iliads tr. 1675
Homer*s Odysses tr. 1674
Humane nature ; or the fundantental elements of policie

1650
Leviathan, or the matter, forme, and power of a common-

wealth, ecclesiasticall and civill 1651

HOUDER
Hobbes, Thomas (cont.)

Oflibertie and necessitie, a treatise, in answer to a treatise

written by the Bishop of London-derry on the same
subject 1654

The questions concerning liberty, necessity, and chance,
clearly stated 1656

Philosophical rudiments concerning government and
society 1651

Seven philosophical problems and two propositions of
geometry a 1679 (in Tracts, 1682, Pt. IV)

Sriy/xtu, or iTuirkes of the absurd geometry, rural lan-
guage, Scottish church-politicks and barbarismes of
John WaUis 1657

Thucydides* Eight bookes of the Peloponnesian warre tr,

1629
Hobhouse, John C. (Baron Broughton) Historical illustra-

tions of the fourth canto of Childe Harold 1818
Italy : remarks made in several visits 1816-54 (1859)
A journey through Albania, etc. 1813
The substatxce of some letters written by an Englishman

resident at Paris (i. e. J. C. Hobhouse), during the last

reign of the emperor Napoleon 1815-16 (1816)
Hoblyn, Richard D. A dictionary of the terms used in

medicine and the collateral sciences 1835
ed. 2, 1844 ; ed. 8, enlarged 1858

HoBSON, John Journal 1725-35 (in Yorkshire diaries, Sur-
tees Soc. 1877)

HoBY, Sir Edward A counter-snarlefor Ishmael Rabshacheh
1613

A curry-combe for a coxe-combe 1615
A letter to Mr, T(heophilus) H(iggons) in answere of his

first Motive 1609
HoBY, Sir Thomas Castiglione's(B.)CourtyertT.is6i (1577)

Travels and life, written by himself 1547-64 (Camden
Soc., Misc. 1902)

HoccLEVE, Thomas De regimine prirwipum {The regement
of princes) c 1412 (Roxb. CI. i860 ; E.E.T,S, 1897)

Minor poems v.d. (E.E.T.S. 1892)
La mate regie (The misrule) 1406
The mother of God c 14x0
The tale of Jonathas 1422

Hochstetter's {F, von) New Zealand tr. 1867
HocKiN, Thomas A discourse of the nature of God's decrees

1684
Hockley, William B. Pandurang Hari ; or memoirs of a

Hindoo (anon.) 1826
Hodges, John A. Elementary photography 1893 (1907)
Hodges, Richard The plainest directionsfor tJie true-teriting

of English 1649
Hodges, Thomas A glimpse of God's glory 1642
Hodges, Thomas The hoary head crowned 1652
Hodges, Walter The Christian plan exhibited in the inter-

pretation of Elohim 1752 (1755)
Elihu ; or an enquiry into the principal scope and design

cf the Book of Job I'jS'^ (i755)
Hodges, William Travels in India, during the years lySo-

83 1793
Hodgkin, Thomas Italy and her invaders 1880-99
Hodgson, Christopher P. Reminiscences of Australia, with

hints on the squatters' life 1846
A residence at Nagasaki and Hakodate in 2859-60 i86z

Hodgson, Frederick T. Stair-building made easy 1884
Hodgson, James T, Memoir of Francis Hodgson, With

letters from Lord Byron and others 1878
Hodgson, John A history of Northumberland i%20-^o
Hodgson, Shadworth H. The philosophy of reflection 1878

Time and space ; a metaphysical essay 1865
Hody, Humphrey A history of English councils and con-

vocations 1701
Heffding's (H.) Outlines of psychdogy, tr, by Mary E.

Lowndes 1891
Hoffman, Charles F. Greyslaer: a romance ofIhe Mohawk

1840
Hoffman, Walter J. The beginnings of writing 1895
Hoffman, Tragedy of: see Chettle, H.
Hojfmeister's ( H',) Travels in Ceylon and Continental India

tr. 1848
Hogarth

, George Musical history, biography, and criticism

1835
Hogarth, William The analysis of beauty 1753
'Hogg, Cervantes* : see Barrett, E. S,
Hogg, David Life and times of the rev, John W^himan

{1762-1842) 1873
Hogg, Jabez The microscope 1854 (1861, 1867)
Hogg, James Poetical works a 1835 (1838-40)

Tales and sketches 1818-35 (1836-37)
The Brownie of Bodsbeck, and otiier tales 1818
Dramatic tales 1817
The Jacobite relics ofScotland ; being the songs, airs, and

legends of tlie adherents of the House of Stuart. Col-
lected by J. H. 1819-21 (1S74)

The mountain bard 1807
Poetns on different subjects 1806
Queen Hynde. A poem 1825
The queen's wake ; a legendary poetn 1813
Scottish pastorals, poems, and songs 1801
The sheplicrd's calendar 1829
The three perils of man ; or war, women and mtchcrafl

1822
Winter evening tales 1820

Hogg, Robert r^/rtti(»wnaa/ 1860(1862)
The vegetable kingdom and its products 1858

Hogg, Thomas J. The life of Shelley 1858
Holbrook, John E. North American herpetology 1836-42
Holbrook, M. L. Hygiene of ihe brain and nerves 1878
HoLCROFT, Sir Henry Procopius* History of the warres of

the Emperor Justinian tr. 1653
HoLCROFT, Thomas Lavater's {J, C.) Essaysonphysiognomy

tr. 1793
The life of Baron Frederic Trench tr. 1788 (1886)

Memoirs of Bryan Perdue 1805
Memoirs, written by himself, and continued to the time of

his death,from his diary, notes, atui other papers a 1 809

(1816)
Stolberg^s {F, L. xu) Travels through Germany, Switzer-

land, Italy, and Sicily tr. 1796-97
Holden, Luther Human osteology 1855 (1878)

A manual of the dissection of the human body iS$i
Holder, Charles F. Marvels of animal life 1885
Holder, William A discourse concerning time 1694

Elements of speech 1669
A treatise on the natural grounds and prir^iples of har-,

mony 1694



HOLDERNESS
Holdemess glossary 1877 : see Ross, Frederick
HoLDicH, Benjamin An essay on the weeds of agriculture

X825
HoLDSwoRTH, Edward Rettiarks and dissertations on Virgil

a 1746 (1768)
HoLDSWORTH, RiCHARD Tke pcopUs haf^pinesst t a sermon

preached upon 2y of March, being the day of his
Majesties inauguration 1642

Hole, Richard Remarks on the Arabian Nights Entertain-
ments 1797

Hole, Samuel R. A book about roses. How to grow and show
them 1869 (1870, 1891)

A little tour in America 1895
HoLiNSHED, Raphael The firste (laste) volume of the chron-

icles of England, Scotlande, and Irelande 1577
Continued to 1586 by John Hooker, alias Vowell

(and Abraham Fleming) 1586-S7 (1807-08)
The Scottish chronicle (1805)

•Holland, Clive' (C. J. Hankmson) Mousme 1901
My Japanese wife 1895

Holland, Sir Henry General view of the agriculture of
Cheshire 1808

Holland, Sir Henry Essays on scientific and othtr subjects
contributed to the Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews
v.d. (1862)

Holland, Henry Scott Christ or Ecclesiastes 1887 (1888)
Logic and life, with other sermons 1882 (1885)
Old and rtew 1900

Holland, John A treatise on the progressive improvement
and present state of the manufactures in metal 1831-39

Holland, Josiah G. Arthur Bonnicastle 1873
The bay-path 1857
Gold foil hammered from popular proverbs 1859
History of Western Massachusetts 1855
Kathrina z868
Lessons in life 1862
Letters to the Joneses 1863
The life of Abraham Lincoln 1865
The marble prophecy 1872
Miss Gilbert^s career z86o
The mistress of the manse 1874
Plain talk onjamiliar subjects 1865
The story of Sevenoaks 1875
Timothy Titcomb's letters to the young 1858

Holland, Philemon Carruien's {W,) Britain, or a choro-
graphicall description of England^ Scotland, and Ire-
land tr. x6io (1637}

Livy*s Romane kistorte tr. z6oo
Pliny's Historie of the world, commonly caUed the Natural

historic tr. 1601 (1634)
Marcellinus' {A,) Roman historie tr. 1609
Plutarch's Philosophic, commonlie called, the Morals tr.

1603 (1657)
Suetonius* Historie c^ twelve Casars tr. x6o6
Xenophon's Cyrupadia tr. 1632

Holland, Sir Richard The buke of the Howlat c 1450
(Bannatyne CL 1823 ; in Scott, allit. poems, S.T.S.
1891-92)

Holland, Robert A glossary of words used in the county of
Chester 1886 (E.D.S.)

Holland, Lady Saba A memoir of the rev. Sydney Smith
1855

Holland, Samuel Don Zara dd Fogo; a mock-romance
tr. 1656 (1719)

Hollands leaguer 1632 ; see Goodman, N.
Holley, Alexander L. A treatise on ordnance and armor

1865
Hollincshead, John My lifetime 1895
Holungworth, Richard An exercitatton concerning

usurped powers 1650
Hollingworth, Richard A full and true account of the

penitence of John Marketman 1680
A sermon preached before the Lord Mayor 1682
See also Vindicia Carolina

HollowAY, William A general dictionary of provincialisms

1838
Hollyband, Claudius (C. Desainliens) Campo di Fior, or

else the fUmrie field offoure languages 1583
A dictionarie French and English 1593
The treasurie of the French tone 1580

Hollybush, John Braunschweig s (H.) Mc^l excellent

homish apothecarye tr. 1561
Holman, Joseph G. Abroadand at home; acomic opera 1796
Holman-Hunt, William: see Himt, W. Holman
Holme, Randlb The academy of armory, or a storehouse of

armory and blaxon 16S8
2nd vol. 1688 (ed. by I. H. Jeayes, Roxb. CI. 1905)

Holme, Wilfrid Thefall and euiU successe of rebellion 1572
(repr. n.d.)

Holmes, Edward The life of Mozart, including his corre-

spondence 184s
Holmes, Oliver Wendell Writings v.d. (1891-92)

Poetical works 1852 (1883, 1895)
The autocrat of the breakfast-table 1858
Elsie Venner ; a romance of destiny i860
The guardian angd 1867
J<^m Lothrop Motley ; a memoir 1878
Medical essays 1842-82 (1B83)

Pa^s from an old volume of life. A collection of essays

1857-81 (1883)
The poet at the breakfast-table 1872
The professor at the breakfast-table z86o
RiUph Waldo Emerson 1885

Holmes, Timothy A treatise on surgery 1875—— and Hulke, J. W. A system of surgery 1883 (ed. 3)

Holmesby (Capt. John), Voyages arid travels, and 1

discoveries of 1757

I wonderful

girlhood of. Recorded in lettersHolroyd (Maria J.),

1776^6 (1896)
Holst, Herman von John C. Calhoun 1882

Constitutional and political history of the United States

tr. by J. J. Lalor and A. B. Mason 1876-85
Holt, John General view of the agriculture of the county of

Lancaster 1794
Holtzapffel, Charles and John J. Tumingand mechani-

cal manipulation 1843-50
Holwell, John Z. Interesting historical events relative to the

provinces of Bengal and the empire oflndosian 1765-71

Holwell, William A mythological, etymological, arui his-

torical dictionary : extracted from (/. BryatU's)

Analysis of ancient mythology 1793
Holy Larui, The : being sketches of the Jews, and ofthe land of

Palestine 1844

Holyday, Barten a, Persius Flaccus bis Satires tr. 1616
(1673)

D. J. Juvenalis and A. Persius Flaccus tr,a 1661(1673)
Of the nature offaith : a sermon 1654
A sermon preached at Pauls Crosse, Aug. 5 1623 (1626)
A sermonpreached at Pauls Crosse, March 34 1624 ( 1626)
A survey of the world 1661
Texyoyay.ia : or the marriages of the arts. A comedie

16x8
Holyoake, George J, The history of co-operation in

England 1875-77
Holyoke, Francis Dictionarie etymologicail 1606 (Pt, 3 of

Rider's Dictionarie corrected 1606)
Dictionarium etymologicum Latinum 1633 (4th ed. of

prec.)
HoLYOKE, Thomas A large (Latin and English) dictionary,

in three parts a 1675 ( 1677 ; an enlarged ed. of prec.)
HoMANS, Isaac S. (senior and junior) A cyclopedia of com-

merce and commercial navigation 1858
HoBiE, Sir Everard Lectures on comparative anatomy

Z814-28
Home, Henry : see Karnes, Lord
Home, John Works a 1808 (1822)

Douglas : a tragedy 1756
'Home, Julian* (E. R. Christie) Sketches of Cambridge, in

verse 1879
Homer a la mode 1664 : see Scudamore, J.
Homilies. Certayne sermons, or homilies, appoynted by the

kynges maiestie, to be declared and redde by all persones
vicars, or curates, euery Sondaye in their churches 1547;
the seconde tome of homelyes 1563 (1859)

Hone, William Ancient mysteries described 1823
The every-day book 1825-27
The table book of daily recreation and information 1827-

28
The year book of daily recreation and information 1832

Honest cavalier, A sober discourse of the; also, a serious
epistle to Hodge 1680

HoNYMAN, Bp, Andrew A survey of the insolent, .libel en-
tituled Napthali (anon.) 1668 (1669)

Hood, Thomas Works a 1845 (186^3)
Poems aiZ^$ (1875)
Cotnplete poetical works 0x845 (i9<*6)

Tylney hall 183^
Whims and oddities, in prose and verse 1824-27
Whimsicalities 1844

Hood, Thomas, Jr. Pen and petwU pictures 1857
Hook, Theodore E. Gilbert Gumey 1836

Jack Brag 1837
Love and pride (i.e. The widow and Snowdon) 1833;

later edd. (1842-) The widow, and The marquess, or
Love and pride

The parson's daughter 1833
Sayings and doings 1824-2S

Hook, Walter F. A Church dictionary 1S42 (1871)
Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury 1860-76

Hooke, Robert Posthumous works a 1703 (1705)
Micrographia, or some physiological descriptions of
minute bodies made by magnifying glasses 1665

See also Philosophical collections
Hooke, William New Englands sence of Old England and

irelands sorrowes 1645
New Englands teares for Old Englands feares 1641

Hooker, Edward 1683 : see Pordage, John
Hooker, Frances H. 1873 : see Hooker, Sir J. D.
Hooker, John (J. Vowell) The description <^ the cittie o/"

Excester ? 1575 (in Holinshed, Cbron. 1587, III.

p. 1007)
The Irish historie composed by Giraldus Cambrensis tr.

1586 (in Holinshed, Chron.) See also Holinshed, R.
The lyffe of Sir Peter Carew c 1575 (in Archaeologia
XXVIII)

Hooker, Snt Joseph D. Botany 1876
The botany of the Antarctic voyage of the Erebus and

Terror in i8jg-43 1844-H60

A general system of botany by E. Le Maout and J. De-
caisne, tr. by Frances H. Hooker and ed. by J. D,
Hooker 1873

Himalayan journals 1854
The students flora of the British Islands 1870
and Ball, John Journal of a tour in Morocco and the
Great Atlas 1878

Hooker, Richard M-ofAs ai6oo (1888)
A learned discourse of justification 1586 (1612)

Of the lawes of ecclesiasticall politic Bks. i-iv 1594

;

Bk. V 1597 (1617) ; Bks. vi-viii a 1600 (1648)
Hooker, Sir William J. Botany 1849 (in Manual of scien-

tific enquiry 1859)
The British flora 1830-33
Journal of a tour in Iceland in x8og l8ll (1813)
See also Smith, Sir James E.

HooLE, Charles M, Corderius's School-colloquies, English
and Latine 1657 (1688)

See also Comenius
HooLii, Joi(N Ariosto's (L.) Orlando furioso tr. 1783

Tasso^s (T.) Jerusalem delivered 1763
HooLE, Samuel Discourses delivered in the parish church of

All Saints, Poplar 1833
Hooper, Bp. George A discourse concerning Lent 1696

An inquiry into the state of the ancient measures (anon.)

1721
Hooper, Bp. John Writings a 1555 (Parker Soc. J843-52)

An answer vnto my lord of wynchesters booke 1547
A declaracion of Christe and of his offyce 1547
A declaration of the ten holy commaundementes 1548
A godly confession and protestacion of the christian fayth

?iS5i
An ouersight and deliberacion vpon the prophete Jonas

1550
Hooper, Robert A compendious medical dictionary 1798
Hooper, W. Sketches from academic life 1886
HoosoN, William The miner's dictionary 1747
Hope, Alexander J. Berksford The Brandretks, A novel

1882 ^
The English cathedral of the nineteenth century 1861
Essays 1844

'Hope, Ascott R.' (A. R. H. Moncrieff) My schoolboyfriends

1870
Hope, Frederick W. The coleopterisVs manual 1837-40
Hope, Sir Thomas Minor practicks ; or, a treatise of the

Scottish law a 1646 (1726)

Hope, Thomas Anastasius : or the memoirs of a Greek 1819
An essay on the origin and prospects of man 183X

HOUGHTON
Hope, Sir William The compleatfencing-fnaster 1692 (ed, 2)

A new, short, and easy method offencing 1707
See also Solleysel, J. de

Hope, William H. St. John Inventories of Christ Church,
Canterbury. Ed. by J. Wickham Legg and W. H. St.
John Hope 1902

Windsor Castle. An architectural history 1913
Hopkins, Charles WhiU-haU ; or, the Court of England :

a poem 1698
another ed., The court-prospect, a poem 1699

Hopkins, Edward J. and Rimbault, Edward F. The
organ ; its history and construction 1855 (1877)

Hopkins, Ellice Rose Turquand 1876 (1880)
Hopkins, Bp. Ezekiel Works a 1690 (1710, 1809)

Discourses or sermons on several scriptures a 1690
(1691-96)

An exposition of the Lord's Prayer 1692
A sermon preached at thefuneralls of the Honourable A .

Grevil 1663
The vanity of the world 1668

Hopkins, John : see Stemhold, T.
Hopkins, Manley A handbook of average 1857

Hawaii ; the past, present, and future <4 1'ts island king-
dom 1862

Hopkins, Matthew The discovery of witches 1647
Hopkins, William The Book of Bertram, or Ratrajnnus,

concerning the body atvd blood of the Lord tr. 1686
Seventeen sermons a 1700 (1708)

HoPLEY, Catherine C. Life in the South 1863
HopPE, A. Englisch-Deutsches Supplement-Lexicon 1871
Hopps, John Page First principles of religion and morality

X875
^he liftThe We of Jesus 1869

Hopton, Arthur A concordancy ofyeares 1612
SpectUumtopographicum; or thetopographicallglasseitll

Hor<z subsecivce ijyy (MS. Devonshire glossary)
Horbery, Matthew Works 01773 (1S28)
HoRE, J. P. The history of Newmarket, arid the annals of the

turf 1885-86
Hore beate mane virginis 1510 (1531)
HoRLOCK, Knightley W. ('Scrutator*) The country gentle-

man 1862
Horman, William Vulgaria 1519
Horn, Thomas and Robotham, John : see Comenius, J. A.
Horn, King 01300, 13. . (in Ritson, Metrical Romances II.

1802 ; Horn et Rimenhild, Bannatyne CI. 1845 ;

E.E.T.S. 1866 (1901) ; ed. Jos. Hall 1901)
Homchilde and maiden RimnHd 1320-30 (in Ritson, Metrical

Romances III. 1802 ; ed. Jos. Hall 1901)
Hornaday, William T. Two years in the jungle 1885
Hornby, Lady Emelia B, In and around Stamboul 1858

another ed., entitled Constantinople during the

Crimean War 1863
Hornby, William The scourge of drunkennes 1618 (HalU-

weli 1859)
HoRNE, Bp. George Works 01792 (1809, 1818)

A cotnmentary on the Book of Psalms 1776
Discourses on several subjects and occasions a 1792 (1827)
Letters on infidelity 1784

HoRNE, John A year in Fiji 1881
HoRNE, Richard H. Gregory VII ; a tragedy 1840
HoRNE, Thomas H. An introduction to the critical study and

knowledge of the Holy Scriptures 1818-21
HoRNECK, Anthony The crucified Jesus 1686

The great law of consideration \6tj (1704)
TA£ happy asceiick j68z

Horner, Susan and Joanna Walks in Florence 1873 (1884)
Hornung, Ernest W. Mr. Justice Raffles 1909

Under two skies 1892
Hors, shepe, and ghoos c 1470 (Cazton 1479 ; Roxb. CI. 1822)

See also Lydgate, J.
Horsey, Sir Jerome Travels in Russia a 1627 (Hakluyt

Soc. 1856)
Horsfield, Thomas Zoological researches in Java, and the

neighbouring islands 1824
Horsley, John \\'. Jottings from jail 1887
Horsley, Bp. Samuel Charges 1790-1806 (1813)

A sermon preached before the Lords, Jan. 30 1793
Sermons a 1806 (1816)

Speeches in parliament a 1806 (1813)
Horsley, William The fool 1746-47 (1748)
Horstmann, Carl Ed. Altenglische Legenden (Childhood

of Jesus ; Birth of Jesus ; Baarlaam and Josaphat

;

St. Patrick's purgatory) (1875)
2nd series (1881)

Sammlung AItenglischer Legenden (1878)
HoRT, Fenton J. A. Village sermons a 1892 (1897)
Hort, Abp. Josiah Instructions to the clergy of the diocese of

Tuam, July 8 1742
Sermons on practical subjects a 1751 (i757)

HORTON, Robert F. The teaching of Jesus 1895
HoRTON, Thomas Wisdotnes judgment of folly 1653
Hortop, Job The trauailes of an Englishman 1591 (in Hak-

luyt, Voy. III. 1600)

Hortus Anglicus 1822 : see Clarke, Stephen
HosiE, Alexander Three years in Western China 1890
HosKYNs, Chandos W. Talpa ; or, the chronicles of a clay

farm 1852 (1854)
HosMER, James K, A short history of Anglo-Saxon freedom

1890
Hospitaller's (E.) Modern applications of electricity tr. by

J. Maier 1882
Hospitail of incurable fooles 1600 : see Blount, E.
HoTTEN, John C. A dictionary of modern slang, cant, and

vulgar words 1859 (i860, 1864, 1874)
Houdin (R.) tr. ; see Wraxall, Sir F. C. L.
Houghton, R. M. Milnes, ist Baron A selection from his

works 1867
Life, letters, atui friendships, by T. W. Reid (1890)
Palm leaves ; poems 1844

Houghton, John Ed. A collection of letters for the improve-
ment of husbandry and trade 1681-83

A collection for improvement of husbandry and trade

1692-1703
Houghton, Thomas The laws of the miners in the Forrest of

Dean 1687
The ancient laws of the miners in the King's Forrest of

Mendipp 1687
Rara avis in terris ; or the cotnpleat miner ; containing

the liberties, laws and customs of the lead-mines in

Derbyshire, the art of dialling and levelling grooves.

With an explanation of the miners terms of art z68x

(E.D.S. 1874)



HOUGHTON 40 HUNTER
Houghton, William Sketches of British insects 1875
HoulaU : see Holland, Sir R.
HouLT, Powis Dialogues on ike efficacy of prayer 189a
House of Commons, Complaint to 1642
House of Commons, Journals of the 1547- (1803- )

House of Lords, Journals of tke 1509- (c 1800- )

House tJutt Jack buiU, Tke (nursery rime) ? a 1750
Household ordinances {A collection of ordinances and regulU'

tions for tke government of tJit Royal Household,

Edward in to King William and Mary ; also receipts

in ancient cookery) v.d, (Society of Antiquaries of

London 1790)
Household tvords ; weeHy jourrudf conducted by C. Dickens

1850-59
HousMAN, Alfred E. A Shropshire lad 1896
Houston, Edwin J. A dictionary of electrical words, terms

and phrases 1889 (1898)
HousTOUN, Mrs. M. C. 'Recommended to mercy* 1862

Texas and the Gulf of Mexico ; or yachting in the New-
World Z844

Twenty years in the Wild West ; or, life in Connaught
1879

How, Frederick D. Bishop Walsham How ; amemoiri8gS
How, William 1650: see Howe,W.
How a man may chuse a good wife from a bad, A pleasant

conceited comedie, wherein is shewed 1602 (in Hazl.,
Dodsley)

How the good wijf tau^te hir dou^ttr c 1430 (in Babees book,
.
E.E.T.S. 1868 ; Hazlitt, Early pop. poetry I. 1864) ;

a 1450 ['The thewis off gudwomen* in Ratis Raving,
etc., E.E.T.S. 1870) ; a 1487 (in Barbour's Bruce, II.

S.T.S. 1894); 15.. (in Q. Eliz. Achad., E.E.T.S.
1869)

How to make useful things 1902
Howard, Edward The six days adventure, or the new Utopia^

A comedy 1671
Howard, Edward G. G. Jack ashore 1840

The old cotnmodore 1837
Rattlin, the reefer 1836

Howard, Henry : see Surrey, Earl of
Howard, Henrv, Earl of Northampton A defensaiive

against the poyson of supposed prophesies 1583
Howard, John The state of the prisons in England and

Wales 1777 (1780)
Howard, John E. The quinology of the East Indian planta-

tions 1869-76
Howard, Luke On the modifications of clouds 1830 (1865)
Howard, MiDDLETON The conquest of Quebec : a poem iy6S
Howard, Sir Robert The committee ; or^ thefaithful Irish-

man, A comedy 1665
Preface to Four new plays (The surprisal ; The committee;

The Indian queen ; The vestal virgin) 1665 (in Arber,
Eng. Gamer HI)

Preface to The great favourite, or the Duke of Lerma 1668
(ibid.)

Howard, Lord William of Naworth Castle, Selectionsfrom the
household books of 16. . (Surtees Soc. 1878)

Howard household books {Household books of John Duke of
Norfolk, and Thomas Earl of Surrey) 1481-90 (Roxb.
CI. 1844)

Howe, John Works aiyos (1724, 1862-63)
The blessedness of the righieous 1668 (1826)
The living temple 1675

Howe, William Phytologia Britannica, natales exhibens in-
digenarum stirpium sponte emergentium (anon.) 1650

Howel, Laurence Desiderius, or the original pilgrim 1717
Howell, James Aei/fipoXoyia ; Dodona's grove, or the vocall

forrest 1640 (1649)
England's teares for the present warres 1644
EpistoUe Ho-EliamB : familiar letters domesticandforren

1645 ; a new volume of letters 1647 (1650, 1655, 1726,
1890-92)

Giraffi's {A.,) Exact historic of the late revolutions in
Naples tr. 1650-53

Historical discourses of the late popular insurrections in
Great Britain and Ireland 1661

Instructions for forreine travell 1642 (Arber 1869)
Lexicon teiraglotton, an EngUsh-French-Italian-Spanish

dictionary 1660
Londinopolis ; an historicall discourse^ or perlustration

of the City of London 1657
Lustra Ludovici ; or the life of the late victorious king of

France Lewis the XIII 1646
Parables reflecting upon the times (anon.) 1643
A perfect description of the people and country of Scotland

1649
The preheminence and pedigree of parliament 1644
A survay of the signorie of Venice 1651
©i^poAoyia ; the parley of beasts 1660
The tru informer 1642 (in Historical discourses 1661)
A particular vocabulary or nomenclature in English,

Italian, French, and Spanish, of the proper terms be-
longing to several arts and sciences 1659 (Pt. II of
Lexicon)

The vote ; or a poeme royall presented to his maiestiefor
a new-yeareS'gift 1642

Howell, Mary J. The hand-book of dress-making 1845
Howell, Thomas Poems 01581 (Grosart 1879)

The arbor of amitie wherein is comprised pleasant poems
and pretie Poesies 1568 (1879)

His deuises,for his owne exercise, and hisfriends pleasure
1581 (1879)

Pleasant sonnets and prettie pamphlets 1568 (1879)
Howell, Thomas B. and Thomas J. CobbetVs Complete

collection of state trials^ with notes by Thomas B,
Howell 1809-Z4

continued by Thomas J. Howell 1817-26
HowELLS, William D. Annie Kilbtirn 1888

A foregone conclusion 1875
A hazard of new fortunes 1889
Impressions and experiences 1896
Italian journeys 1867
The Kentons 1902
The lady of the Aroostook 1879
The landlord at Lion's head 1897
An open-eyed conspiracy : an Idyl of Saratoga 1898
The rise of Silas Lapham 1884-85
Suburban sketches 1871
The undiscovered country 1880
Their wedding journey 1871
A traveller from Altruria 1894
Venetian life 1866
A woman's reason Z883

Howie, John Reformation principles 1787
HowiTT, Mary Ballads and other poetns 1847

Bremer's (F.) Greece and the Greeks tr. 1863
Sketches of natural history 1834 (1851)
An autobiography a 1888 (ed. Marg. Howitt 1889)

HowiTT, Richard Impressions of Australia Felix 1845
HowiTT, William The book of the seasons 1831

Land, labour, and gold ; or, two years in Victoria 1855
The rural life of England 1838 (1862)
The year-book of the country 1850

HowoRTH, Sir Henry H. The glacial nightmare and the
flood 1893

HowsoN, Edmund W. and Warner, George T. Harrow
school 1898

Howson, Bp. John A sermon preached at Paules Crosse the

4 of December 1597
HowsoN, John S. The metaphors of St. Paul 1868 (1870)
Hoy, Thomas Agathocles, the Sicilian usurper ; apoemiCS^
Hoyle, Edmond An essay towards making the game of chess

easily learned 1761
A short treatise on the game of back-gammon 1745 ; brag

1751 i
piquet 1744 ; quadrille 1745 ; whist 1742

See also Crawley, Capt. R. ; Hardy, F, ; Jones, C.
Huarte : see Carew, R.
Hubbard, William The happiness ofa people inthexvisdome

of their rulers directing 1676
A narrative of the troubles with the Indians in New-
England 1677

another ed., entitled The present state of New
England, being a narrative of the troubles etc. 1677

entitled The history of the Indian wars in New
England (1865)

Hubbert, Thomas Pilula ad expurgandam hypocrisin, A
pill to purge formality 1650

Hubbocke, William An apdogie of infants, in a sermon
prouing that children preuented by death of their bap-
tisine may be saued 1595

Hubert, Sir Francis The deplorable life and death of
Edward the Second (anon.) 1628

another ed. , entitled The historic of Edward the

Second 1629
Huddesford, George, and others Salmagundi ; a mis-

cellaneous combination of original poetry 1791 (1795)
Hudibras redivivus 1705-07 : see Ward, E.
Hudiger, Paul The Didoniad, a semi-Virgilian ttautic epic

1831
Hudson, Henry N. Hamlet 1879
Hudson, Michael The divine right of government 1647
Hudson, Thomas Du Bartas' (G. de S.) Historic of Jitdith in

forme of a poeme tr. 1584 (at end of Sylvester's tr. of
Du Bartas 1608, etc.)

Hudson, William Flora Anglica 1762 {1798)
Hudson, William H. Idle days in Patagonia 1893

The naturalist in La Plata 1892
Hueffer, Francis Musical studies : a series of contribu-

tions 1880
Hueppe's (F.) Principles of bacteriology tr. by E. O. Jordan

1899
Hues (R.) Treatise of globes tr. 1638 : see Chilmead, J.
Hughes, Anne Henry atui Isabella ; or, a traite through life

1788
Hughes, George The art of embalming dead saints 16^

The saints losse and lamentation 1632
Hughes, Griffith The natural history of Barbados 1750
Hughes, John St. Pauls exercise ; or a sermon of conscience

1622
Hughes, John Poems 01720 (1790)

The siege of Damascus ; a tragedy 1720 (1777)
Hughes, Matthew L. Mediterranean, Malta, or undulant

fever 1897
Hughes, Thomas The misfortunes of Arthur 1587 (in Cer-

taine deuises and shewes ; in Hazl., Dodsley)
Hughes, Thomas The scouring of the White Horse 1859

Tom Brown's school days 1857
Tom Brown at Oxford 1861

Hughes, Thomas S. Travels in Sicily, Greece, and Albania
1820

Hughes, William The American physitian 1672
Hughes, William The man of sin: or a discourse ofpopery

1677
Hugo's {vtctor) Hunchback of Notre-Dame tr. 1839

Les mis^ables tr. (by Sir F. C. L. Wraxall) 1862
HuiSH, Robert Memoirs of George the Third 1821
Hulke, J. W. 1883 : see Holmes, T.
Hull, Thomas The history of Sir William Harrington 1771

(1797)
Select letters between the late Duchess of Somerset, Lady

Luxborough, and others ; including a sketch of the

manners, laws, etc. of the republic of Venice 17. .(ed.

by T. Hull 1778)
Hull, William The mirrour of maiestie ; set forth in five

sermons 1615
HuU Advertiser and Exchange gazette 1796- (various years)

Hull letters printed from a collection of original documents
found in the Town Hall, Hull 1625-46 (ed. by T, T.
Wildridge 1888)

Hulme, F. Edward Familiar wild flowers figured and de-

scribed 1877-S4
Hulme, Robert T. Moquin-Tandon's (H.-B. A.) Elements

of medical zoology tr. 1861
Huloet, Richard Abcedarium Anglico Latinum 1552

newelye corrected by John Higgins 1572
Humble, William Dictionary of geology and mineralogy

1840
Humboldt's (F. H. A. von) Geognostical essay on the super-

position of rocks in both hemispheres tr. 1823
Travels and researches tr. by W. MacgiUivray 1832
Views of nature, tr. by E. C. Ott^ and H. G. Bohn 1850
See also Ross, Thomasina

HxmE, Alexander Poems a 1609 (S.T.S. 1902)
Atie afold admonitioun to the ministerie of Scotland 1609

(in Wodrow Soc. Misc. 1844)
Hymnes, or sacred songs, and certain precepts 1599 (Ban-

natyne CI. 1832)
Hume, Alexander Of the orthographic and congruitie of the

Britan tongue c 1620 (E.E.T.S. 1865)
Hume, David The history of the houses ofDouglas and Angus

1644
Hume, Sir David Domestic details 1697-1707 (1843)
Hume, David Philosophical works a 1776 (1826, 1874-75)

An enquiry concerning the Principles of morals 1751
Essays, moral and political 1741-42 (1742)
Essays and treatises on several subjects 1753 (1777)

Hume, David (cont.)

The history of Great Britain {under the House of Stuart^
1754-57

The history of England under the House of Tudor 1759
from the invasion of Julius Casar to the accession of

Henry VII 1762
to the Revolution in j6S8 1763

The history of England to the Revolution in x688
(1778)

1 he natural history of religion 1757 (in Four disserta-
tions)

Philosophical essays concerning kutnan understanding
1748

Political discourses 1752
A treatise of human nature (anon.) 1739-40

Hume, Fergus Madame Midas : realistic and sensational
story of Australian mining life 1888

The mystery of a Hansom cab 1888
Hume, John The Jewes deliverance out of Babylon 1628
Hume, Sir Patrick Narrative ofoccurrences in the expedition

of Die Earl ofArgyle in 1685 16. . (at end of G. Rose's
Observ. C. J. Fox 1809)

HtniFREY, John De justificatione Baxteriana coronis 1707
A letter to G. Keith, concerning the solvability of the

heathen 1700
Mediocria ; or the middle way between Protestant and

Papist 169s (ed. 2)

A paper to William Penn, at the departure of that gentle-
man to his territory (anon.) 1700

The righteousness of God revealed in the Gospel 1697
Humourist, The 1720-25 : see Gordon, T.
Humours and conversations of the town, expos'd in two dia-

logues 1693
Humphrey, John : see Humfrey, John
Humphrey, Richard Saint Atr^ose's Christian offices

crystal glasse tr. 1637
Humphreys, David Miscellaneous works 1790

Poems 1789 (ed. 2)
Humphreys, Henry N. British moths and their transforma-

tions 1843-45
The coin collector's manual 1853 (1876)

Humphry, Sir George M. Observations in myology 1872
Hundred merry tales {A C. inery talys) ? 1525 (Hazlitt

1887)
Hungerford, Mrs. Margaret W. (formerly M. W. Argles)

Green pleasure and grey grief 1886
A lonely girl 1896
A maiden all forlorn and other stories 1885

HuNNis, William Hunnies recreations : conteining foure
godlie and compendious discourses. Whereunto is

newly adjoyned The creation, or first weeke ; the life

and death of Joseph, etc. 1595
A hyue full of hunnye : contayning the firste booke of
Moses called Genesis turned into English meetre
1578

Seuen sobs of a sorrowfuU soulefor sinne ; his HandfuU
of honisuckleSy etc. 1583

Hunt, James Vogt's {Carl) Lectures on man tr. 1864
Hunt, J. H. Leigh Poetical works 1832, 1844 (i860, 1923)

Autobiography, with reminiscences of friends and con-
temporaries 1850 (i86o)

Foliage ; or poems original and translated 1818
Ittuigination and fancy 1844 (1875)
The Indicator 1820-22
A jar of honey from Mount Hybla 1848
Juvenilia ; or, a collection ofpoems i8or
Lord Byron and some of his contemporaries 1828
Men, women, and books 1847
The months, descriptive of the successive beauties of the

year 1821
The seer ; or, common-places refreshed 1840-41
Sir Ralph Esher 1832
The town ; its memorable characters and events 1834

(1848)
See also Examiner

Hunt, J[ohn Religious thought in Englandfrom the Reforma-
tion to tke end of last century 1870-73

HuNT,RoBERT A descriptiveguidcto theMuscumof Practical
Geology 1857(1859)

Photography 1851
Popular romances of the West of England 1865
A popular treatise on the art of photography, including

daguerreotype 184

1

Researches on light 1844
Hunt, Thomas A defence of the charter and municipal rights

of the City 0/ London 1683
Hunt, William Holman Pre-Raphaditism and the Pre-

Raphaelite brotherhood 1905
Hunt,Mrs.W. Holman Children at Jerusalem : a sketch of

modem life in Syria 1881
Hunter, Alexander Culina famulatrix medicina ; or re-

ceipts in modern cookery 1804 (1806)
Ed. Georgical essays 1770-72 (1803)

Hunter, David Reuss's (£.) History of the canon ofthe Holy
Scriptures in the Catholic Church tr. 1884

Hunter, Hay and Whyte, W. My ducats atid my daughter
(anon.) 1884

Hunter, Henry Saint-Pierre's (J. H. B. de) Studies of
nature tr. 1796 (1799)

Hunter, James A cotnplete dictionary offarriery and horse-

manship 1796
The

.78"
Hunter, John The natural history of the human teeth 1771-

Observations on certain parts of the animal ceconomy 1786
(1792)

A treatise on the blood, inflammation, and gunshot wounds
a 1793 (1794)

Hunter, John An historical journal of the transactions at

Port Jackson and Norfolk Island 1793
Hunter, John A manual of bee-keeping 1875
Hunter, John D. Memoirs ofa captivity among the Indians

of North America 1823
Hunter, John K. Life studies of character 1870
Hunter, Joseph Hallamshire 1819

The Hallamshire glossary 1829
South Yorkshire 1828-31

Hunter, Sir Martin The journal of; and some letters of
Lady Hunter 17. .-18. . (1894)

Hunter, Peter Hay After tke exile 1890
John Armiger's revenge 1897
James Jnwick 1894

Hunter, William Biggar atui the House of Fleming z863

(1867)



HUNTER
Hunter, Sir William W. The annals of rural Bengal 1868

Orissa ; being the second and third volumes of the
{above) 1872

The Indian empire 1882
The old missionary 1895

Hunting of the fox. The ; or, the sectaries dissected in a
parallel betii-cen them and foxes 1648

Huntingofth^ hare ?c 1475 (in Weber, Metrical Romances III
18 10)

Huntington, William The bank offaith, or God the guar-
dian of the poor 1801

Huntley, Richard W. A glossary of the Cotswdd {Glouces-
tershire) dialect 1868

HuNTOs, Philip A treatise of monarchic 1643 (1689)
A vindication of the treatise of monarchy 1644

HuRD, Bp. Richard Works a 1808 (1811)
An introduction to the study of the prophecies concerning

the Christian Church 1772 {1788)
A letter to Mr. Mason on the marks of imitation 1748
Letters on chivalry and romance 1762
Moral and political dialogues 1759 (1760)
Sermons preached at Lincoln's Inn 1765-76 (1776-80)

HuRDis, James The favorite village, a poem 1800
Tears of affection 1794

Hurst, Dorothea E. Horsham : its history and antiauities
1868(1889)

Hurst and hanger : a history in two parts 1886
Hursthouse, Charles F. New Zealand ; or Zealandia, the

Britain of the South 1857
HuRwiTZ, Hyman Elements ofthe Hebrew language 1807
Husband Edward A collection of all the publicke orders,

ordinances, and declarations of both Houses of Parlia-
ment (compiled by E. Husband) 1642-46 (1646)

HusKissoN, William The question concerning the deprecia-
tion of our currency stated and examined i8io

HussEY, Robert The rise of papal power traced in three
lectures 1851

Hutcheson, George An exposition of the gospel according
to John 1657

Hutchins, Thomas A n historical narrative and topographical
description of Louisiana and West Florida 1784

A topographical description of Virginia, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, and North Carolina 1778

Hutchinson, Bp. Francis An historical essay concerning
witchcraft 1718 (1720)

Hutchinson, Henry N. Extinct monsters 189a
Hutchinson, Horace G. Cricket 1903—— and others Golf (Badminton Library) 1890

(1898)
Hutchinson, Jonathan Archives of surgery 1889-1900
Hutchinson, Lucy Memoirs of the life of Colonel Hutchin-

son c 1665 (1846, 1885)
Hutchinson, Roger Works a 1555 (Parker Soc. 1842)

The image of God, or laie mans booke 1550 (1560)
Hutchinson, Thomas Ed. A collection of original papers

relative to the history of the Colony of Massachusetts-
Bay (anoa.) v.d. (1769)

Diary and letters a lySo (1883-86)
The history of the Colony of Massachusets Bayfrom 1628
toi6gi 1760 (ed. a)

TM€ history of the Province of Massachusetts Bay (1628-
J750) 1764-67

ed. 2, entitled The history of the Colony of Massa-
chusets Bay 1765-68

Hutchinson, William The history of the County of Cumber-
land, and some places adjacent 1794

A view of Northumberland with an excursion to the Abbey
of Mailross in Scotland 1778

Hutchinsonians, A word to the 1756 : see Kennicott, B.
Hutchison, Alexander C. Some practical observations in

surgery 1816 (1826)
Hutchison, Matthew The rearmed Presbyterian church in

Scotland 1893
Huth, Alfred H. The life and writings of H, T, Buckle

x88o
Hutten, Bettina von Pam 1904

What became of Pam 1906
Hutten, Leonard An answere to a certaine treatise of the

crosse in baptistne 1605
Hutten, Robert The sum ofdiuinitie drawen out of the holy

scripture tr. 1548
Hutton, Charles A course of mathematics 1798 ( 1806)

A mathematical and philosophical dictionary 1795-96
The principles of bridges 1772
The school-master's guide ; or,a complete system ofprac-

tical arithmetic 1766 (ed. 2)

A treatise on mensuration, both in theory and practice

1770
Hutton, Frederick W. Fishes of New Zealand 1872
Hutton, Henry Follie's aruUomie : or satyres and satyricall

epigrams. With a compendious history of Ixion's wheele

1619 (Percy Soc. 1842)
Hutton, James A dissertation upon the philosophy of light,

heat and fire 1794
Hutton, John A tour to the caves, in the environs of Ingle-

borough and Settle in the West Riding of Yorkshire
Also a large glossary of old and original words made use

of in common conversation in the North of Englatid

1780(1781; E.D.S. 1873)
Hutton, Richard H. Essays, theological and literary 1871
Hutton, Thomas Reasons for refusal of subscription to the

Booke of Common Praier 1605
HtrrroN, William A bran new wark, by William de Worfat

1785 (E.D.S. J879)
Hutton^ William Life, including a particular account of the

nots at Birmingham iniygi. Written by himself 1798
(1816)

Hutton, William H. Philip Augustus 1896
Huxley, Thomas H. The crayfish 1880

Critiques and addresses 1873
Essays upon some controverted questions 1892
Evuierwe as to man's place in nature 1863
Huttu 1879
Lay sermons, addresses, and reviews 1870
Lectures on the elements of comparative anatomy 1864
Lessons in elementary physiology 1866 (1872)

A manual of the anatomy of invertebrated anitnals 1877
A manual of the anatomy of vertebrated animals 1871

The oeeamic hydrosoa 1859
Physiography : an introduction to the study of nature

1877
Science and culture, and other essays i88x

Life and letters. By his son Leonard Huxley (1900)

41

Huxley.Thomas H. and Martin, Henry N. A courseofprac-
tical instruction in elementary biology 1875 ( 1877, 1883)

See also Laing, S.
Hyckescorner ? 1510 (W. de Worde ; in Manly, Pre-Shak-

sperean drama, I. 1897)
Hyde, Edward and Henry : see Clarendon, ist and and

Earls of
Hye way to the Spytell hous 7 1536 : see Copland, R.
Hyll, T. : see Hill, T.
Hylton, Walter Scala perfeccionis a 1395 (W, de Worde

1494, 1533)
Hymn to victory 1704 : see De Foe, D.
Hymns a 1000 (Grein)
Hymns, The Latin hymns of the Anglo-Saxon Church, with

an interlinear Anglo-Saxon gloss c 1000 (Surtees Soc.
1851)

Hymns to the Virgin and Christ c 1430 (E.E.T.S. 1867)
Hynd, John 1606 : see Hind, J.
Hvne, C. J. CuTCLiFFE W. Advcnturcs of Captain Kettle

1898
Further adventures of Captain Kettle 1899
M'^Todd 1903
Thompson's progress 1902

Hyrde, Richard Vives' {J. L.) Instruction of a christen
woman tr, ? 1529 (1540, 1592)

I
I., H. BuUinger^s (H.) Fiftie godlie . . sermons diuided into

fiue decades tr. 1577 (1592)
I. R. 1601 : see Johnson, Robert
I., T. A cure for the tongue-evill 1662
I., Z. Lavardin's (J. de) Historic of George Castriot, surnamed

Scanderbeg, king of Albanie tr. Z. I. gentleman 1596
Ibbetson, James A plea for the subscription of the clergy to

the thirty-nine articles of religion 1768
/6m, The ; a quarterly journal of ornithology 1859-
Illingworth, John R. The doctrine of the Trinity apolo-

getically considered 1907
Personality, huftian and divine 1894

Illustrated London News, The 1842-
Imison, John Elements of science and art 1803 (enlarged

by J. Webster 1822)
The school of arts 1785

Imitatio : see De imitatione Christi
Imperial dictionary, The ed, J, Ogilvie 1850

Supplement 1855
revised ed. Ed. C. Annandale 1881-83

Implement and machinery review 1884
Important considerations . . by the secular priests (by W,

Watson) 1601 (1675, 1688, 1831)
Impostors detected. The ; or the life of a Portuguese 1760
Inchbald, Elizabeth Ed. The British theatre, or a collec-

tion of plays etc. 1806-09
A collection of farces . . selected by Mrs. I. 1815
I'll tell you what, a comedy 1785 (1786)
Themodern theatre, a collection^successful modemplays,

selected by Mrs. I. 181 r

A simple story (a novel) 1791
Incledon,Charles V. The Taunus, or doings and undoings,

being a tour in search of the picturesque 1837
Indagine'sjj.) Book of palmestry 1558 : see Wither, F.
Index Kewensis plantarum phanerogamarum, nomina et syno-

nyma omnium generum et specierum 1893-95
Suppl. 1901-26

India, Notes on the north-western provinces of 1869 (1870)
Indian records, with a cmnmercial view of the relations between

the British government and the Nawaba Nazim of
Bengal, Behar and Orisa 1870

Indulgence, shewing its rise etc., The history of the 1678
Infant baptism, The case of (by G. Hickes) 1683
Infantry manual, containing directions for the drill and in-

struction of recruits etc. The 1847 (1854)
Inge, William R. Christian mysticism (Bampton lectiu-es)

1899
Ingelend, Thomas A pretie and mery new enterlude called

The disobedient child c 1560 (Percy Soc. 1848 ; Hazl.
Dodsley)

Ingelo, Nathaniel Bentivolio and Urania 1660 (1682)
Ingelow, Jean Poems 1863 (also 1867, 1880)

A story of doom and other poems 1867
Ingersoll, Ernest The oyster-iruiustry 1881 (Tenth Census

of the U.S.)
Ingersoll, Jared Letters relating to the stamp act 1766
Ingestre, Viscount: see Talbot, C. J. C, 19th Earl of

Shrewsbury
Ingleby, Clement M. Shakespeare, the man and the book

1877-81
Skakespere allusion books 1874
Shakespeare's Centurie of prayse 1874 (also New Shaks.

Soc. 1879)
Inglis, James Oor ain folk, being memories of manse life in

the Mearns etc. 1893 (1894)
Our Australian cousins z88o
Sport and work on the Nepaul frontier 1878

Inglis, John The New Hebrides 1887
'Ingoldsby, Thomas' : see Barham, R. H.
Ingraham, Joseph H. The pillar offire, or Israel in bondage

1865 (1872)
Initials, The; a novel (by Baroness Tautphceus) 1850
Inman, Thomas Ancient pagan and modern christian sym-

bolism exposed and explained 1869 (1870)

O; myalgia ; its nature, causes, and treattnent i860
Innes, C. L. Canterbury (N.Z.) sketches, or lifefrom the early

days. By Pilgrim 1879
Innes, Cosmo Lectures on Scotch legal antiquities 1872

Scotland in the middle ages i860
Sketches of early Scotch history and social progress 1861

Innes, Thomas A critical essay on the ancient inhabitants of
the northern parts of Britain or Scotland 1729 (1879)

Iftquisition taken before the Commissioners of Sewers for the

county of Lincoln, 2nd July 1583 (1851)

Insect architecture {by J. Rennie) 1830 (1847)

Ittstitution of a christen man, The 1537 (C. Lloyd, Formu-
laries 1825)

Instructions 1659 : see Walker, O.
Instructions and regulations for theformations and movements

of the cavalry 1796 {1813)

JACKSON
'Insulanus, Theophilus* A treatise on the second sight,

dreams and apparitions 1763
Intellectual observer or review of natural history. The 1862-68
Interlude. The enterlude ofyouth ci$2o (1557; Hazl. Dodsley)

A new interlude and a mery of the nature of the iiii.

elements (by J. Rastell?) 1519 (Percy Soc. 1848;
Hazl. Dodsley)

International exhUiition of 1862, The. The illustrated cata-
logue of the industrial department 1862

Invasion, The : or what might have been, a novel 1798
Inventories. A collection of inventories and other records of the

{Scottish) royal wardrobe and jewelhouse 1 488-1 606
(1815)

TJie inventories of church goods for the counties of York,
Durham and Northumberland 1546-56 (Surtees Soc.
1897)

Inventories of the goods and ornaments in the churches of
Surreyin the reign of king Edward the sixth (ed. J. R.
Daniel-Tyssen, Surrey archaol. collect. IV, 1869)

Inventory of church goods in Staffordshire 1552-53 (Annals of
the diocese of Lichfield IV, 1863)

Inverness. Records of the presbyteries of Inverness and Ding^
wall 1643-88 (S.H.S. 1896)

Inwards, Richard Weather lore 1869 (1893)
Ipomadon (verse) c 1350 (Kolbing 1889)

Ipotnedon (prose) a 1400 (Kdlbing i88g)
The lyfe of Iponiydon (verse) c 1440 (Weber, Metrical
romances 11 ; Kdlbing i68g)

Ipotis (Ypotis) (11400 (Horstmaim, Altenglische Legenden
1881)

Ireland. A contemporary history of affairs in Ireland from
1641 to 1652 a 1660 (Irish Archaeol. Soc. 1879-80)

Ireland sixty years ago. Sketches of, by W— 1847
A natural history of Ireland, by several hands 1726
A remonstrance of divers remarkeable passages concerning

the church and kingdome of Ireland 1642
The true state and condition of Ireland, sent to the House

of Commons 1642
The statutes of Irdand v.d. (ed. Sir R. Bolton 162 1)
A collection of all the statutes now in use (1678)
The statutes at large {iy6$ ; 1786-1801)

Ireland, William H. Scribbleomania ; or the printer's
devil's polichronicon, a poem (anon.) 1815

Irvine, Ayr., Muniments of the royal burgh of (1890-91)
Irving, David The history of Scottish poetry a i860 (1861)
Irving, Edward Babylon and infidelity forewarned of God

1826
For the oracles of God, four orations. For Judgement to

come, an argument 1823 (1824)
The last days 1828

Irving, Joseph The west of Scotland in history 1885
Irving, Washington Adventures of Captain Bonneville, or

scenes beyond the Rocky mountains 1837
The Alharnbra 1832
Astoria, or enterprise beyond the Rocky mmtntains 1836
Bracebridge Hall, or the humourists 1822
A chronicle of the conquest of Granada 1829
Chronicles of Wolfert's Roost and otlier papers J839-40

(1855)
Knickerbocker's History of New York 1809 (1820, 1861)
Life and letters (1864-66)
The life of George Washington 1855-59
The lives of Mahotnet and his successors 1850 (1853)
Oliver Goldsmith : a biography 1849 (1850)
Salmagundi ; or the whim-whams and opinions of L*

Langstaff Esq, 1807-08 (1824)
The sketch book of Geoffrey Crayon, Gent, 1820 (1859)
Tales of a traveller 1824
A tour on the prairies 1835

Isenthal, A. W. and Ward, H. S. Practical radiography
1898

Isle of Wight glossary 1881 : see Smith, Henrj'
Islington-wells ; or the three-penny-academy, a poem (by R.

Ames) 169X
Isuinbras [Ysumbras). The ronuince of Sir Isumbras a 1400

(Thornton romances, Camden Soc. 1844)
Italy. The character of Italy ; or the Italian anatomized by an

English chyrurgion 1660
Iter Lancastrense 1636 : see James, R.
IvE, Paul Du Bellay's (G.) Instructionsfor the wars tr. 1589

The practice offortification 1589

J
J. C. 1708: seeC, J.

J. D. 1613 : see Dennys, J.
J. S. 1758 : see Sparrow, J.
J., St. N. The widow's mite 1695
J., W. Bruyn's (C. de) Voyage to the Levant tr. 1702
Jack, John An historical account of St. Monance, Fifeshira

1844
Jack Hortier, The history of?a 1750
Jack Juggler. A new enterlued for chyldren to playe, named

Jacke Jugeler c 1563 (Hazl. Dodsley)
Jack Straw. The life atui death of Jacke Straw a notable rebell

1593 (Hazl. Dodsley)
Jack Upland 1402 (Wright, Polit. poems and songs. Rolls

series ; Skeat, Chaucerian pieces)

Jackson, Benjamin D. A glossary of botanic terms with their

derivation atui accent 1900
Jackson, Edward S. The cabinet of the earth unlocked 1867
Jackson, Georcina F. Shropshire word-book 1879-81
Jackson, Helen Hunt Sontiets and lyrics 1886

Verses 1887-88
Jackson, James G. An account of the empire of Marocco

1809
Jackson, John The booke of conscience opened and read (a

sermon) 1642
The true evangelical temper ; three sermons 1641

Jackson, Bp. John A charge delivered to the clergy of the

diocese of Lincoln, Oct. 1864
Jackson, John The practical fly-fisher 1880 {1899)
Jackson, Mary C. A chaperon's cares 1878
Jackson, Samuel Krummacher's {F. W.) EUsha tr. 1838

Strauss' (G. F. A.) Reminiscences from the early life cf

a Lutheran clergyman tr. 1838
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Jacksok, Thomas Works a 1640 (1673 ; 1844)

Christs answer unto Johns question 1624 (1625)

Commentaries upon the apostles creed 1613-40 (bks. i, 11,

r6i3 ; iii. 1614 ; iv. 1615 ; v. 1625 ; vi. 162S, 1629;
vii. 1634; vni. 1635; IX. 1638; X, XI. a 1640 (1654,

1657) ; XII. 1627)
The eternal truth of scriptures a 1640 ( 1653)

Judah must go into cafkivitie, six sermons 1622
The worthy churchman 1628

Jackson, WniiAie The new artd complete Newgate calendar,

or vUlany displayed c 1780 (1800-08)

Jackson, William The doctrine of retribution <Hampton
lectures) 187s

Jackson, William Hatchett : see Rolleston, G.
Jackson^s recantation 1674 : see Head, R.
Jacob, Edward The history of . , Faversham in . - Kent

1774
PlanUz Favershamienses. A catalogue of . . plants grow-

ing . . about Faversham 1777
Jacob, Giles The compleat court keeper, or land steward's

assistant 1713 {enlarged 1764, 1819)
The compleat sportsman 1718
A new law dictionary 1729 (1744)

enlarged ed. i797 : see Toralins, T. E.
Jacob, Hildebrand Works v.d. (1735)
Jacob, John Annals of . . the baUiwick of Guernsey 1830
Jacob, Violet The sheep-steaUrs 1902
Jacob and Esau, A new merry and witty cmnedie or enterlude

. . treating upon the historie of 1568 (Hazl, Dodsley)
Jacobi, Charles T. The Printers' vocabulary 1888

Printing : a practical treatise on the art of typography
1890

Jacobite conventicle, a poem. The 1692
Jacobite relics : see Hogg, J.
Jacobite songs and ballads of Scotland from 1688 to 1746

(i860)
Jacobus well, an englisht treatise on the cleansing of man*s con-

science c 1440 (E.E.T.S. 1900)
jKCOUBE^lHoyL^s Several sermons preached on [RomansvUi)

1672 (1868)
Jacox, Francis Aspects of authorship 1872
Jaksch's {R. von) Clinical diagnosis tr. J, Cagney 1890 (1899)
Jal, Auguste Glossaire nautique, r'ipertoire polyglotte de

termes de marine, anciens U modernes 1848
Jamaica, A new history of 1740
James I, King of Scotland The kingis quair : together with a

ballad of good counsel 1423 (S.T.S. 1884, revised 191 1)

James VI, King of Scotland, afterw. James I of England
Works v.d. (1616)

BaffiKiKov Sutpov or his maiesties instructions to his

dearest sonne Henry the prince 1599 (1682)
A counterblaste to tobacco 160^ (Arber)
Deemonologie, in forme of a dtalogue 1597
The essayes of a prentise, in the divine art ofpoesie 1585

(Arber)
His majesties poeticall exercises at vacant houres (tr. Du

Bartas) 1591
The psalmes of David tr. a 1625 (1631)

James the sext. The historie and life of 1582-88 (1804)
James, Mrs, A. G. F. Eliot A guide to Indian household

management 1879
James, Charles A new and enlarged military dictionary

1802 (iSio)

James, Charles T. C. The romantic rigmarole of a time out

of town 1891
James, George P. R. Agnes Sord, an historical rofnance

1853
Arrak Neil ; or times of old 1845
The brigand : see Corse de L6on, below
The convict, a tale 1847
Corse de Lion or the brigand, a romance 1841
Damley, or the field of the cloth of gold 1830
De VOrme 1830
Forest days, a rotnance of old times 1843
The gentleman of the old school, a tale 1839
The gipsy : a tale 1835
fleideWerg, a romance 1846
The life and adventures of John Marston Hall 1834
The life and times of Louis XIV 1838
The old oak chest, a tale of domestic life 1850
Philip Augustus, or the brothers in arms 1831
The robber 1838
The smuggler, a tale 1845
The woodman ; a romance of the times of Richard III

1849
James, Henry Substance and shadmv : or morality and re-

ligion in their relation to life 1863
James, Henry The Bostonians, a novel 1886

Daisy Miller, a study 1878 (1879)
The Europeans, a sketch 1878
A little tour in France 1884 (1885)
The madonna of the future and other tales 1879
A passionate pilgrim and other tales 1875
The portrait of a lady i88i
Roderick Hudson 1875 (revised 1879)
Tales of three cities 1884
The tragic muse 1890
Transatlantic sketches 1875

James, John Le Blond's (A. J, B.) Theory and practice of
gardening tr. 1712 (1728)

James, Sir John K. Tasso's {T.) Jerusalem delivered XX.

1864 (1865)
James, Richard Iter Lancastrense ; a^o£W 1636 (Chetham

Soc. 1845)
Minucius Felix his dialogue called Octavius tr. 1636

James, Robert A dissertation upon fevers and inflammatory
distempers 1748 (1749)

A medicinal dictionary 1743-45
Ed. MoufeVs [T.) Health's improvement 1746

James, Samuel B. Duty and doctrine : a book of sermons
1866 (1871)

James, T. Horton Six months in South Australia 1838
James, Thomas An apologiefor John Wickliffe 1608

The Jesuits downefaU threatened against them 1612
A manuduction or introduction into divinitie 1625
A treatise of the corruption of scripture etc. ,. by .. the

church of Rome 16x1 {1612)
James, Thomas The strange and dangerous voyage of Cap-

taine T. J. in his intended discovery of the northwest

passage into the south sea 1633
James, William The principles of psychology 1890

The varieties of religious experience (Gifiord lectures)

Z902

Jameson, Mrs. Anna A commonplace book of thoughts etc,

1854(1877)
Legends of the madonna as represented i.i the fine arts

1852 (1857)
Legends of the monastic orders as represented in the fine

arts 1850 (1863)
Memoirs of the early Italian painters 1845
Sacred and legendary art 1848 (1850)

Jameson, Robert Manual of mineralogy 1821
System of mineralogy 1804-08 (1816, 1820)
A treatise on the external characters of minerals 1805

ed. 3, 2817
Jamieson, John An etymological dictionary of the Scottish

language 1808, Supplement 1825 (1879-82) See also
Donaldson, D.

Hermes Scythicus, or the radical affinities of the Greek and
Latin languages to the Gothic 1814

Jamieson, Robert Popular ballads and songs 1806
Jane, Queen (Lady Jane Grey) The chronicU of Queen Jane

and of two years of Queen Mary 1553-54 (CauKienSoc.
1850)

Jane, Frederic T. All the world's fighting ships 1698
The lordship, the passen, and we 1897

Jane, Joseph 'E.ueiav ajc\afTTo<; The image unbroken 1651
Janeway, James Heaven upon earth : or the best friend in

the worst of times 1670 (1677, 1847)
Janson, Charles W. The stranger in America 1807
Janua linguarum guadrilinguis 1617 : see Barbier, Jo,
Japp, Alex. H. : see ' Page, H. A.'

Jaques, Mary J. Texan ranch life 1894
Jardine, Sir William Contributions to ornithology 1848-52

The natural history of humming birds 1833-34
Jarman, Thomas Ed. Powell's (J. J.) Essay oji devises 1827
Jarrow, Durham, The inventories and account rolls of the

Benedictine houses . . of Jarrow and Monk-Wear-
mouth v.d, (mostly c 1450) (Surtees Soc. 1854')

Jarvis, Charles Cervantes^ Life and exploits of . . Don
Quixote de la Mancha tr. a 1739 (1742)

Jasz-Berenyi's (P. P.) Fax nova Ungues iatina, u new torch to

the latin tongue 1664
Jaunt in a junk, A ; aten days' cruise in Indian seas 1884
Jay, William Autobiography a 1853 {1855)

The Christian contemplated in a course of lectures 1826
The doinestic minister's assistant or prayers for families

1820
Jeaffreson, John C. A book about doctors i860

Brides and bridals 1872
Jeake, Samuel Charters of the Cinque ports tr. with annota-

tions 1678 (1728)
Logisticelogia, or arithmetic surveighed and reviewed 1674

(1696)
Jeanes, Henry A mixture of scholasticall divinity^ with

practicall 1656
A treatise concerning the fulnesse of Christ 1656

Jebb, John Remarks upon the present mode of education in
the university of Cambridge 1772 (1773)

Jebb, Bp. John Thirty years' correspondence between J. J,
and A. Knox a 1831 (1834)

Jebb, John The choral service of the united church ofEngland
and Ireland 1843

Jebb, Richard General principles of law 1845 (Encycl.
Metrop. II ; 1847)

Jebb, Sir Richard C. The Attic orators 1876
Bentley (English men of letters) 1882
The Characters of Theophrastus tr. 1870
Modern Greece 1880

Jefferie, J. : see Bugbears
Jefferies, Richard The amateur poacher 1879

Field and hedgerow, being tlie last essays of R. J. a 1887
(1889)

The gamekeeper at home 1878
Greene Feme farm 1880
Hodge and his masters 1880
The life of the fields 1884
Red deer 1884
Round about a great estate 1880
Toilers of the field a 1887 ( 1892)
Wild life in a southern county 1879

Jefferson, Thomas Writings 01826 (1859)
Notes on the state of Virginia 1782 (1787)

Jeffrey, Francis, Lord Jeffrey Contributions to the
Edinburgh revietv 1844

Jeffreys, Charles Geographical and descriptive delinea-
tions of Van Diemen's Land 1820

Jekvll, Joseph Correspondence .. with his sister-in-law

etc. 1775, 1818-38 (1894)
Jemima, a novel 1795
Jenison, Robert The narrative of R. J. . . containing a

further discovery and confirmation of the late . . popish
plot 1679

Jenkin, Fleeming Electricity and magnetism 1873 (18S1)
Jenkin, Henrietta C. Who breaks—pays (anon.) 1861
Jenkins, David Works, upon divers statutes concerning the

liberty and freedome of the subject 1648
Jenkins, (John) Edward Ginx*s baby 1870 (1879)

Lord Bantam 1872
Jenkins, Tobias Father Paul's (P. Sarpi) Treatise of

ecclesiastical benefices and revenues tr, 1736
Jenkinson, Anthony Early voyages and travels to Russia

and Persia by A. J. and other Englishmen 15.

.

(Hakluyt Soc, 1886)
Jenkinson, Charles A treatise on the coins of the realm xZos
Jenkinson, Henry I. Practical guide to the English lake

district 1872 (1879)
Jenkinson, James Linrutus' (C.) Generic and specific de-

scription of British plants tr. 1775
Jenkinson, John W. Experimental embryology 1909
Jenks, Edward The government of Victoria (Australia)

1891
Jenkvn, William *05t)yo9 tu^Xo? The blind guide or the

doting doctor 1648
Reformations remora 1646
A shock of corn coming in in its season 1653 (1654)
The stU-destroyer or self-seeking discovered 1645

Jenner, Charles The placid titan, or memoirs of Sir C.
Beville 1770 (1773)

Jenner, Edward An inquiry into the causes atui effects of
the variolcs vaccines 1798 (1884 repr. of 1801)

Jennings, Harcrave Phallicism, celestial artd terrestrial,

heathen and christian 1884
Jennings, James Observations on some of the dialects in the

west of England, particularly Somersetshire etc, 1825
(1869)

Jennings, Jo, Elise : or innocence guilty, a romance tr.i6$5
Jennings, Louis J. Field paths and green lanes, being

country walks chiefly in Surrey and Sussex 1877 (1884)
Jennings, Samuel My visit to the gold fields in the south-east

Wynaad 1881
3ehvhs,Lzonard A manual ofBritishvertebrate animals iSss
Jenyns, Soame Poems 01787 (1790 ; Chalmers 1810)

A free enquiry into the nature and origin of evil 1757
A view of the internal evidence of the christian religion

1776
Jephson, John M. and Reeve, L. Narrative of a walking

tour in Brittany 1859
Jephson, Robert Braganza, a tragedy 1775
Jerdan, William Autobiography 0x850 (1852-53)
Jerdon, Thomas C. The birds of India 1S62-64

The mammals of India 1867
Jerningham, Frances, Lady The Jemingham letters 1780-

1843, being excerptsfrom the correspondence of Lady J,
and of her daughter Lady Bedingfield (1896)

Jerome, St. St. Jeremie's 15 tokens before doomsday c 1350
(Adam Davy etc. E.E.T.S. 1878)

Jerome of Brunswyke : see Brunswyke, H.
Jerome, Jerome K. The idle thoughts of an idle fellow 1886

{1889)
On the stage and off : the brief career of a would-be actor

1885
Three men in a boat 1889
Three men on the bummel 1900

Jeronimo, The first part of 1605 (Dodsley; Kyd's Works
1901)

Jerrold, Douglas The history of St. Giles and St. James
1851

Men of character 1838
Mrs. Caudle's curtain lectures 1846
Punch's letters to his son 1843 (1863)

Jerrold, William Blanchard At home in Parts : at peace
and at war 1871

Jesse, E. : see Knapp, J. L
Jesse, George R. Researches into the history of the British

dog z866
Jesse, John Heneage George Selwyn and his contempo-

rariet 1843-44
Jessop, Constant The angd of the church of Ephesus no

bishop of Ephesus 1644
Jessopp, Augustus Arcady for better or worse 1887

The coming of the friars, and other historical essays X889
Random roaming and other papers 1894
Sttidies by a recluse 1893

Jesuites reasons unreasofiable, or doubts proposed to the

Jesuits, The 1662 (1675)
Jetzer, The tragical history of tr. 1679 : see Waller, Sir W.
Jevons, William Stanley Elementary lessons in logic 1870

Logic (Science primer) 1876
Money and the mechanism of exchange 1875 (1878)
Political economy (Science primer) 1878
The principles of science 1874 (1879)
Pure logic ; or the logic of quality apart from quantity

1864
The theory of political economy 1871

Jewel, John Works 01571 (i6ii ; Parker Soc. 1845-50;
1848)

An apdogie . . in defence of the church of England tr.

(anon.) 1562
tr. (Lady Ann Bacon) 1564 (Parker Soc.)

A defence of the apologie 1567 (also 1569)
Certaine sermons 01571 (1583, 1611, Parker Soc.)

Th£ copie of a sermon . , at Paules crosse 1560
A n exposition upon the two epistles , . to the Thessa*

lonians a 1571 (1583)
A replie unto M. Hardinges answeare 1565 (1611)
A treatise of the sacraments a 1571 (1583)
The true copies of the letters beiwene J. and Dr. Cede 1560
A viewe of a seditious bul 1569 (1582)

Jewett, Sarah Orne A country- doctor 1884
Deephaven 1877 (1893)
Talcs of New England 1893

Jewitt, Llewellyn F. W. Tiu baUads and songs of Derby'
shire 1867

The ceramic art of Great Britain 1878
Jewry, Mary Warne's model cookery and housekeeping book

1868
JocELiNE, Elizabeth The mothers legacie 1624
Jodrell, Richard P. The Persian heroine, a tragedy 1786

Philology of the English language 1820
John, king of England, The troublesome raigne of (2 parts)

1591 (1611, 1764)
John, Griffith A voice frmn China 1907
John a Kent. The book of John a Kent and John a Cumber,

a comedy by A. Munday 1595 (Shaks. Soc. 1851)

John Thompson's man ; or, a short suri'ey of the difficulties

and disturbances thai may attend a married life 1829
Johns, Charles A. British birds in their haunts 1862

Flowers of the field 1851
A week at the Lizard 1848 (1874)

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. Studies from the bio-

logical laboratory 1881-
Studies in historical and political science 1882-

Johnson, Mrs. Anna M. Monmouth (a novel) 1790
Johnson, Charles The country lasses, or the custom of the

manor, a comedy 1714
The tragedy of Medea 1731

fJoHNSON, Cuthbert W. The fartttcT^s encyclopedia and dic-

tionary of rural affairs 1842
Johnson, Daniel Sketches of field sports as followed by the

natives of India 1822 (1827)

Johnson, Edward A history of New Englarid . , urUill .

.

1652 : or the wonder-working providenu of Sions

saytoMf 1654 {1867)
Johnson, Edwin Antiqua mater : a study ofChristian origins

(anon.) 1887
The rise of Christendom 1890

Johnson, George W. Ed. The cottage gardeners* dictionary

1852
A dictionary of modem gardening 1846

Johnson, H. C. Ross A long vacation in the Argentine Alps

x868
Johnson, James The Scots musical museum 1787-1803
Johnson, John The clergyman's vade-mecum (anon.) 1709

A collection of all the ecclesiastical laws, canons etc. con-

cerning the government . . arui worship of the church of

England tr. 1720 {1850)

The unbloody sacrifice and altar unvail'd and supported

1714-24(1847)



JOHNSON
Johnson, John Typographia, or the printers' instructor 1824
Johnson, Richard The most famous history of the seaven

champions of cristendome 1596 {1608)
The most pleasant history of Tom a Lincoln a 1635

(Thoins, E.E. prose romances 1828)
The pleasant conceites of old Hobson, the merry Londoner

1607 (Percy Soc. 1844) %
Johnson, Robert Bolero's (G.) Theworlde,or an historicall

description of the fnostfamous kingdofnes and common-
u-eales therein tr. I. R. 1601

(other edd.) 1603, 1616, 1630
Johnson, Robert The way to glory, a sermon 1621
Johnson, Rev. Samuel Notes upon the Phcenix edition of the

pastoral letter of Bp. Burnet 1694
Johnson, Samuel, dancing-master Hurlothrumbo, or the

super-natural 1729
Johnson, Samuel Works a 1784 (1787, 1792, 1825)

A dictionary of the English language I'iKK ii'77i\
ed. H. J. Todd (1818) -

ed. R. G. Latham (1866)
The idler 1758-61
Irene, a tragedy 1749
A journey to the western islands of Scotland 1775
Z.*tfCTsai784(ed. G. B. HiU 1892)
Letters to and from the late S. J. By Hester Lynch Piozzi

(Mrs. Thrale) v.d. (1788)
Life of Sir Francis Drake 1740
The lives of the English poets lyjgSz
Lobo's ij.) Voyage to Abvssinta tr. 1735
London, a poem, in imitation of . . Juvenal 1738
The prince of Abissinia (Rassclas), a tale 1759
The rambler 1750-52
Taxation no tyranny; an answer to the resolutions and

address of the American congress 1775
The vanity of human wishes : the tetUh satire of JuveruU

imitated 1748
See also Boswell, J,

Johnson, Thomas Gerard's (/.) Herball Enlarged by T. J.
1633 (1636)

The workes of thatfamous chirurgion A . Parey (or Par^)
tr. 1634 {1678)

Johnson, Thomas B. The sportsman's cyclopedia 1831
Johnson, William 1658 : see VVuertz, F.
Johnsoniana. Anecdotes of the late Samuel Johnson, LL.D.

by Mrs. Piozzi . . and others, etc. Collected and edited
by Robina Napier (1884)

Johnston, Alexander Keith Africa (Stanford's Compen-
dium of geography and travel) 1878

Johnston, Sir Archibald, Lord War(r)iston Diary 1632-
39, X650-54 (S.H.S. 1911, 1919)

Johnston, Bryce General view of the agriculture of the
county of Dumfries 1794

Johnston, Charles Chrysal: or the adventures of a guinea
(anon.) 1760 (1822)

The history of John Juniper Esq. 1781
The pilgrim, or a picture of life lyys
The reverie, or a flight to the paradise offools 1762 (1763)

Johnston, Elizabeth Gifts and graces (anon.) 1862
Johnston, George Flora Lindisfamensis : the natural His-

tory of the eastern borders. I. The botany 1853
An introduction to conchology 1850

Johnston, Henrv Chronicles of Glenbuckie 1889
KilmaUie 189Z

Johnston, James F. W. The chemistry of common life

1853-SS (1879)
Johnston, Mary Audrey 1902
Johnston, Nathaniel The assurance of abby and other

church lartds in England to the Possessors 1687
Johnston, William Beckmann's (J.) History of inventions

and discoveries tr. 1797-1814 (1846)
Johnstone, Mrs. Christina J. ClanAllnn: a national tale

(anon.) 1815
The Saxon and the Gael (anon.) 1814

Jolly, Thomas Note-book 1671-93 (Chetham Soc. 1894)
Joly's (N.) Man before metals tr. 1883
Jonas, Richard Roesslin's (£.) Byrth of mankynde tr. 1540
Joncas, L. Z. The fisheries of Canada 1883 (Fisheries ex-

hibition literature)

Tones, A. The art of playing at skittles 1773
Jones, Charles Hoyle's (£".) Games improved 177S (1778)
Jones, Charles H. and Sieveking, Sir £. H. a manuid of

pathological anatomy 1854
ed. J. F. Payne (1875)

Jones, Ebenezer Studies of sensation and event, poems 1S43
(1879)

Jones, Henrv The earl of Essex, a tragedy 1753 (1756)
Jones, Henry 1862 : see 'Cavendish*
Jones, Mrs. Henry Brocid outlines of long years in Australia

1877(1878)
JoNBSf Henry Bence The life and letters of Faraday 2870
Jones, Inigo The most notable antiquity of Great Britain,

vulgarly called Stone-heng, on Salisbury plain, restored

by I. J. 1620-51 (1655, 1725)

Jones, John The arte and science of preserving bodie and
soule in healthe etc. 1578 (1579)

The bathes of Bathes ayde 1572 (i574)

The benefit of the auncient bathes of Buckstones 1572

A briefe . . discourse of the naturall beginning ofaU grow-
ing and living things etc. 1574

Jones, John Adrasta: or the womansspleene, and loves con-

quest^ a tragi-comedie 1635
Jons, John The conquest of the saints (a sermon) 1639
JONES, John Ovid's Invective or curse against Ibis tr. 1658
Jones, John Bugge's (T.) Travels in the French Republic tr.

180Z
Jones, Miss Mary Whitmore Games of patience, for one or

more players 1887 (1888)

Jones, Peter History of the Ojebway Indians 1861

'joNES, Robert' (T. Lushington) The resurrection rescued

from the soldiers' calumnies i6ig (Phenix 1708)

loszs,ROBZKTA new treatise onartificialfireworksi765{i766)

Jones, Sarah L. Life in the South ( U.S.) frmn the commence-

ment of the war. By a blockaded British subject 1863

Jones, Sarah S. Northumberland and its neighbour lands

1863(1871) .... . .„
Joms, Thomas Of the heart and its right soveraign 1678

JOKES, Thomas P. New conversations on chemistry 1831

JONES, Thomas Ryher The aquarian naturalist 1858
CasuU's Booh of birds,from the text of Dr. (A . E.) Brehm

1869-73
^

A general outline of the animal kingdom 1841 (1871)

The natural history of animals 1845-52

43

Jones, WnxiAM Synopsis palmariorum matheseos, or a new
introduction to the mathematics 1706

Jones, William Zoologica ethica : a disquisition concerning
the Mosaic distinction of animals into clean and un-
clean 177

1

Jones, William Finger-ring lore 1877
Jones, Sir William Works a 1794 (1799)

Poems, consisting chiefly of translations . . and essays
1772 (1777)

Jones, Zachary Le Layer's (P.) Treatise of specters or
straunge sights, visions and apparitions tr. 1605

JONSON, Ben Works a 1637 (1616, 1640, 1692, 1846)
The alchemist 1610 (1616)
Barthol{o)mew fayre 1614 (1631)
B. J. his case is altered 1598-99 (1609)
Catiline his conspiracy 1611
Conversations : see Drummond, W.
Cynthias revels : see Foimtaine, below
Discoveries : see Timber, below
The divell is an asse 1616 (1631)
The English gra?nmar 1636 (1640, 1692)
Entertainments v.d.
Epiccefie : or tJie silent woman 1609 (1620)
Epigrams 1612-16 {1616)
Every man in his humor 1598 (1601, 1616)
Every ynan out of his humor. The comicaU saiyre of X590

(i6oo, 1616) ^ J syy

The forest 161

6

Thefountaine of selfe-love, or Cynthias revels 1600 (1601,
1616)

Q. Horatius Flaccus his art of poetry tr. a i6sy (1640)
The magnetick lady, or humors reconcild 1632 (1640)

,

Masques v.d.

The new inne, or the light heart 1629 (1631)
Poetaster, or the arraignment 1601 (1602)
The sad shepherd, or a tale of Robin Hood 1637 (1641)
Sejanus his fall 1603 (1605, 1616)
The silent woman : see Epiccene, above
The staple of newes 1626 (1631)
A tale of a tub 1633 (1640)
Timber or discoveries made upon men and matter 1636

(1692)
Underwoods, consisting of divers poems 1613-34 (1640)
Volpone, or the foxe 1605 (1607, 1616)

•

, Fletcher, J. and Middleton, T. The widdow, a
comedie a 1627 (1652 ; Dodsley)

Jordan, David Starr The fi^ of North and Middle
America 1896

Jordan, Denham and Visger, Mrs. Owen (' A son of the
marshes ') Forest tithes and other studiesJrom nature
1893

On Surrey hills 1891
Within an hour of London town 1891
Woodland, moor and stream 1889

Jordan, E. O. : see Hueppe, F.
Jordan, Thomas A dialogue betwixt Tom and Dick 1660

London in splendor 1673. London's glory or the Lord
Mayor's show 1680. London's joy 1681. Lotuion's
resurrection to joy and triumph 1671. London's
triumphs 1677. London triumphant 1672 . The
triumphs of London 1675, 1678

The walks of Islington and Hogsdon, a comedy 1641
(1657)

Jordan, W illiam L. The standard of value 1882
JoRDEN, Edward A discourse of naturall bathes and minerall

waters 1631 (1669)
JORTiN, John The life of Erasmus 1758-60

Remarks on ecclesiastical history 1751- (1751-73)
Sermons on different subjects 01770 (1771-72)

Joseph of Arimathie : otherwise called The romance of the
seirU graal, or holy grail, an alliterative Poem a 1375
(E.E,T.S. 1871)

Later lives c 1500-20 (E.E.T.S. 1871)
Joseph the bookman, a heroic-comic poem. By a gent (A.

Anderson) 1821
JosSELiNE, John The life off the yo. archbishopp off Canter-

bury presently sitting tr. 1574
JossELYN, John An account of two voyages to New England

1674 (1875)
New England's rarities discovered 1672 (1875)

Journal. The journal of A merican folk-lore 1888-
Jourrud of the anthropological institute 1871-
The journal of botany 1834-42, 1863-
The journal of experimental medicine { U.S.) 1896-
Joumal of the Franklin institute of Pennsylvania 1826-
The journal of geology (U.S.) 1893-
The journal of Hellenic studies 1880-
The journal of the institute of actuaries 1869-
The journal of the proceedings of the Linnean society

1857-
The journal of tnarine zoology 1893-
The journal of nervous and mental disease (U.S.) 1876-
The journal of philology 1868-
The journal of physical chemistry (U.S.) 1896-
The journal of the royal agricultural society 1840-
The journal of the royal institute of British architects

1894-
The journal of the royal institution 1831-69
The journal of the royal microscopical society 1878-
The (quarterly) journal of science J864-85

Journal of a naturalist. The (by J. L. Knapp) 1829
Jourrud of the pilgrims at Plymouth, in New England in 1620

(ed. G. B. Cheever 1848)
Journey through England, A (by J. Macky) 1714 (1722)
JowETT, Benjamin The dialogues of Plato tr. 1871 (1875)

Thucydides tr. i88z
Joyce, Jeremiah Scientific dialogues 1808

new ed. by C. V. Walker ( 1846)
Joye, George An apology made to satisfy, if it nuiy be, W.

Tindale 1535 (Arber)
The exposicion of Daniel the prophele 1545
G. /. confuteth Winchester's false articles 1543
The unite and scisme of the aide clmrche 1543

JoYNSON, Francis H. The metals used in construction i868
Juan y SantacUla, Jorge* Juan (G.) and UUoa's {A. de)

Voyage to South-America tr. 1758 (1760, 1772)
Judas Maccabceus, a sacred drama (by T. Morell) set to

musick by Mr. Handel 1746 (1762)

Judd, John W. Volcanoes, what they are and what they teach

1881
Judd, Sylvester Margaret, a tale 1845 (1871)

JUDE, Richard H. Physics, experimented and theoretical

Z899

KEIGWIN
Judgment of non-conformists, of the interest of reason in

matters of religion, The 1676
Judicium, a pageant, extractedfrom the Towneley MS. c 1460

(Roxb. Club 1822 ; Towneley Plays)
Judith (verse) a 1000 (Grein 1888)
JUDSON, Edward Z. C. The mysteries and miseries of New

York, by Ned Buntline 1852
Jukes, Joseph B. The student's manual of geology 1857
Julian, John A dictionary of hymnology 1892
Juliana (verse) 0900 : see Cynewulf
Juliana, St., fe lifiade of (prose) a 1225 (E.E.T.S. 1872)

Seyn Julian (metrical life of St. Juliana) c 1300 (ibid.)
Jung's {J. H.) Theory of pneumatology tr. 1834
'Junius* Letters 1769-72 (1820)
Junius, Francis A briefe , . commentarie vppon the revela-

tion of saint John tr. 1592 (1599)
Junius, Francis, Jr. (or Du Jon, Francois) Etytnologicum

A nglicanum a 1677 (ed. E. Lye 1743)
The painting of the ancients 1638

'Junius, R.' (R. Younge) The cure of misprision 1646
The drunkard's character 1638
Sinne stigmatizd 1639

Jupp, Edward B. An historical account of the worshipful
company of carpenters of . , London 1848 (1887)

Justamond, John O. The private life of Lewis XV tr 1781
Raynal's (G. T. F.) Philosophical history of the settle-

ments ..ofthe Europeans in the East and West Indies
tr. 1776 (1783)

K
K., E. Epistle dedicatory and glosses to Spenser^s Skepheardes

calender 1579
K., F. 1673 : see Kirkman, F.
K., G. An essay for the discovery of some new geometrical

problems c 1680 (1697)
K., I, 1598 : see Kepers, J.
K., J. (? J. Kersey) A new English dictionary 1702 (1731)
K., J. E. The telephone in principle and practice 1882
KcEfnpfer's (£.) History of Japan tr. J. G. Scheuchzer 1727
Kalender of shepherdes. The tr. 1503 (1506, 1656 ; 1892)
Kalisch, Moritz M. A Hebrew grammar 1862-63 (^878)
Kames, Henry Home, Lord Elements of criticism 1762

(1833)
Essays upon several subjects concerning British antiqui-

ties 1745 (1747)
Introduction to the art of thinking 1761 (1789)
Sketches of the history of man 1774 (1807)

Kane, Elisha K. Arctic explorations : the second Grinnell
expedition in search of Sir John Franklin 1856

The U.S. Grinnell (first) expedition in search of Sir John
Franklin 1853 (1856)

Kapunda (S. Australia) herald 1890
Karr, Walter S. Seton- : see Seton-Karr
Kater, Henry and Lardner, D. A treatise on mechanics

1830
Katharine de Medicis, Estienne's (H.) Mervaylous discourse

upon the lyfe . . of tr. 1575
Kaiherine, St., The legend of St. Katherine of Alexandria

a 1225 (Abbotsford Club 1841)
• The life of Saint Katherine a 122$ (E.E.T.S. 1884)
The life and martyrdom of Saint Katherine ofA lexandria
CI430 (Roxburghe Club 1884)

The life of St. Katharine c 1450 (Halliwell 1848)
See also Capgrave, J.

Kathleen, St., or the rock of Dunnismoyle (by A- Sutherland)
1820

Kavanagh, Julia Dora (a novel) 1868
French women of letters 1862

Kay, or Caius, John Caoursin's (G.) Siege of . . Rhodes
c 1482 (with Gibbon's Crusades 1870)

Kay, William Crisis Hupfeldiana 1865
A lecture on St. Augustine of Africa i860

Kaye, Sir John W. The life and correspondence of , . Sir J.
Malcolm 1856

Peregrine Pultney ; or, life in India (anon.) 1844
Kay-Shuttleworth. Sir James P. Scarsdale ; or life on

the Lancashire and Yorkshire border i860
Keane, Augustus H. Ethnology 1896
Keane, John F. Three years of a wanderer's life 1887
Kearley, George Links in the chain, or popular chapters

on the curiosities of animal life 1862
Kearton, Richard Wild life at home 1898
Keary, Charles F. The dawn of history 1878 (1888)

English coins 1885 (in S. Lane-PooIe, Coins and medals)
Keate, George An account of the Pelew islands 1788

Sketches from nature taken and coloured in a journey to

Margate 1779
Keatinge, Maurice Travels through France and Spain to

Morocco 1816 (1817)
Keats, Gwendoline : see ' Zack'
Keats, John Poetical works aiB2i (1889, 1907)

The cap and bells, or the jealousies 1819
Endymion : a poetic romance i8x3
The eve of St. Agnes 1820
Hyperion 1820
Isabella ; or the pot of basil 1820
Lamia 1820
Otko the great, a tragedy 1819
Plays a 1821 (Forman, Poetical works 1889)

Keble, John The christian year 1827
Letters of spiritual counsel and guidance a 1866 (1870)

The life of Bishop Thomas Wilson 1863
Lyra tnnoceniium 1846 (1873)
Occasional papers and reviews a 1866 (1877)

Sermons academical and occasional 1847 (1848)

Keddie, Henrietta : see 'Tytler, Sarah'

Keeble, John The theory of harmonies 1784
Keene, Charles S. Lifeand letters ed.G.S.Layard (1892)

Keep, Robert P. Autenrietk's (G.) Homeric dictionary tr.

1876 (1877)
Keightley, Thomas The fairy mythology 1828 (1847)

The history of England 1837-39
The mythology of ancient Greece and Italy 1831 (1877)

The secret societies of the middle ages 1837 (1848)

Keigwin, John Mount Calvary or the history ofthe passion,

death and resurrection of . . Jesus Christ tr. (from the

Cornish) 1682 (1826)
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Keill, James Essays on several parts of the animal ceconomy

Keill, John An examination of Dr. Burnet's Theory of the

earth 1698 (i734)
, , „,

An introduction to the true astronomy tr. 1720 ( 1778)

Aloreau de Maupertius' {P. L.) Dissertation on the dtjfer-

ent figures of the coelestial bodies tr. a 1721 (i734)

Keith, Charles Farmer's ha', a Scots poem (anon.) 1776

(1801) , .

Keith, George A second narrative of the proceedings at

Turners-Hall the zgth of April 1697
'Keith, Leslie' (Grace L. Keith Johnston) The Indian

uncle 1S96
'Lisbeth 1893
My bonny lady 1897
The love of Prue 1895

Keith, Patrick A botanical lexicon X837
A system of physiological botany 1816

Keith, Bp. Robert The history of the affairs of church and
state in Scotland 1734

A large new catalogue of the bishops of the several sees

within the kingdom of Scotland 1755 (1824)

Kelhah, Robert A dictionary of the Norman or old French
language 1779

Kelly, Jaues A complete collection of Scotish proverbs

1721
Kelly, Patrick The universal cambist and commercial in-

structor 181 z

Kelly, Walter K. Arago*s (D. F. J.) Popular lectures on
astronomy tr. 1848 (1854)

Blanc's (L.) History often years 1830-40 tr. 1848
Curiosities of Indo-European tradition and folk-lore 1863

Kelman, John Salted with fire 1915
Kelsey, Joseph Sermons upon several occasions 1703
iCtf/50, Roxburghshire. Liber S> Marie deCalchou. Registrtim

cartarum abbacie Tironensis de Kelso U13-1567 (Ban-
natyne Club 1846)

Kelty, Mary A. Osmond, a tale (anon.) 1822
Kemble, Frances A. Journal of a residence on a Georgian

plantation 1839 {1863)
Record of a girlhood 1878

Kemble, John M. Ed. Anglo-Saxon dialogues of Salomon
and Saturn 1845-48 (^fric Soc.)

Ed. Cod£x diplmnaticus aevi Saxonici 1839-48
The Saxons in England 1849 (1876)
Ed. Vercelli codex. The poetry of the Codex Vercellensis,

with a translation 1843 (^Ifric Soc.)

Kemble, Mrs. Marie T. The day after the wedding, an inter-

lude 1808
Kemp, Dixon A manual of yacht and boat sailing 1878

(1884, 1895)
Kemp, William K.'s ninedaies wonder, performed inadaunce

from London to Norwich 1600 (Camden Soc. 1840

;

Arber, Eng. Gamer VII)
Kempe, Alfred J. Ed. Manuscripts , . illustrative of Eng-

lish history from Henry VIII to James I, preserved at
Losely house 1836

ICen, Bp. Thomas Works a 1711 (1721)
Anodynes or alleviations of pain 1709-ix
Edmund, an epic poem a 1700
Hymnotfieo or the penitent a 1700
Hymns aitgy, aiyii
Psyche or Magdalum a 1711
Sermons 01711

Kendall, Edward A. Travels through the northern parts of
the United States 1809

Kendall, Henry Poems and songs 1862
Kendall, Thomas A grajnmar and vocabulary of the lan-

guage of New Zealand (ed. by S. Lee from materials
supplied by T. Kendall) 1820

Kendall, Timothy Flowers of epigrammes. , , Trifles de-

vised and written at suruirie tymes 1577 (1874)
Kenelw'orth parke 1594 : see B., O.
Kennard, Mrs. Nina H. Diogenes' sandals 1893
Kennedy, Benjamin H. The public school Latin grammar

X871 (1874)
Kennedy, Grace Father Clement, a Roman catholic story

1823 (1869)
Kennedy, Harry A. A. St. PcuVs conceptions of the last

things 1904
Kennedy, James A new description of the pictures ,., and

other curiosities . , at Wilton 1758
Kennedy, John P. Annals of Quodlibet 1840 (i860)

Ilorse-shoe Robinson, a tale of the Tory ascendancy 1835
(i860)

Memoirs of the life of William Wirt 1849 ( i860)
Rob of the bowl, a legend of St Inigoes 1838 (i860)
Swallow barn, or a sojourn in the old dominion 1832

(i860)
Kennedy, Patrick Journal 1773 (in T. Hutchins, Topogr.

descr. Virginia etc. 1778)
Kennedy, Patrick The banks ofthe Boro : a chronicle of .

.

Wexford 1856 (1867)
Evenings on the Duffrey 1869

Kennedy, Quintin Ane compendius tractive 1558 (Wodrow
Soc. Miscellany 1844)

The ressoning . . betuix the abbot of Crossraguell and J,
Knox 1563 (1812)

Kennedy, Walter Poems a 1508 (Schipper 1901)
The fiyting of Dunbar and Kennedie 1508 (Ramsay,

Evergreen 1724 ; Dunbar's poems, S.T.S. 11, 1893)
Kennett, Basil Romm antiqute notitia, or the antiquities of

Rome 1696 (1713)
Kennett, Bp. White Ed. CoweVs (J.) Interpreter of words

and terms i7ox
Monitions and advices delivered to the clergy of the diocese

of Peterborough 1720
MS. collection of provincial words ,(MS. Lansdowne

1033) C1700
Parochial antiquities attempted in the history of A mbros-

den, Burcester, and adjacent parts in Oxford and Bucks
169s (1818)

Dialectal words (E.D.S. 1879)
Witt against wisdom, or a panegyrick uponfolly tr. (from
Erasmus) 1683

Kennicott, Benjamin A word to the Hutchinsonians ; or,

remarks on three extraordinary sermons lately preached
before the University of Oxford by Dr. Patten, Mr,
WetheraU, and Mr. Home, By a member of the Uni-
versity (i, e. B. Kennicott) 1756

Kenrick, William A newdictionary ofthe English language

1773
Keht,Jamss Commentarieson Americanlaw 1S26-30 (185S)
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Kent, John Racing life of Lord George Cavendish Bentinck
1892

Kent, W. Saville : see Saville-Kent, \V.
Kent, William The mechanical engineers' pocket-book 1910

(ed. 8)

Kentish, Edward Essay on warm and vapour baths 1813
Kentish sermons, OWc 1250 (O.E. Misc., E.E.T.S. 1872)
Kenyon, Robert L. The gold coins ofEngland arranged attd

described 1884
Kepers, John Romei's {A.) Courtiers academie tr. by 1. K.

1598
Ker, John Bellenden An essay on the archeeology of

Popular English phrases and nursery rhytnes 1834-42
Ker, VVilliam P. Ed. Essays of John Dryden 1900
Kernahan, Coulson Scoundrels & Co. 1901
Kerr, Mrs. Alexander Ranke's (L. von) History of Servia

tr. 1847 (1853)
Kerr, James The covenants and the covenanters 1895
Kerr, John Curling (Badminton Hbrarj') 1892
Kerr, Robert General view of the agriculture of the county

of Berwick 1813
Kerr, Robert Maggie 0' tJie moss ; and other poems a 184S

(1891)
Kerr, Robert The gentleman's house ; or how to plan

English residences 1864
Kerry-Nichols, J. H. The King country : explorations in

New Zealand 1884
Kersey, John Dictionarium A nglo-Brittannicum or a general

English dictionary 1708 (1721)
Elements of algebra 1673-74
See also K., J. ; PhilUps, E.

Kettlewell, John 1^0^^501695(1719)
A companion for the penitent 1694
A companion for the persecuted 1694
An help and exhortation to worthy communicating 1683
The measures o/" christian obedience 1681

Key, Thomas H. The alphabet. Terentian metres etc. 1844
Language : its origin and development 1874
Philological essays 1868

Keyes, Edward L. : see Van Buren, W. H.
Keymis, Lawrence A relatioti ofthe second voyage to Guiana

1596
Keymor, John Observations made upon the Dutch fishing

c 1601 {1664)
Keysler's (J. G.) Travels through Germany etc- tr. 1756-57

(1760)
Khory, Rustamji N. A digest of the principles and practice

of medicine i8yg
Kidd, Benjamin Socud evolution 1894
Kidder, Bp. Richard Charity directed: or the way to give

alms 1676
KiLBURNE, Richard A iopographie, or survey of the county

of Kent 1659
KiLLiGREW, Thomas Comedies and tragedies 1664

Pandora, a comedy 1664
The parson's wedding 1663 (1664 ; Dodsley)

Killingbeck, John Eighteen Servians 1717
KiLPATRicK, Thomas B. New Testament evangelism 1911
Kimball, Richard B. Under-currents of Wall-street 1861

Was he successful ? a novel 1863 (1864)
KiMBER, Isaac The life of Oliver CromweU (anon.) 1724

(1731)
Kimbolton, Lord : see Montagu, Edward, 2nd Earl of

Manchester
Kinahan, G. Henry Manual of the geology of Ireland 1878
Kinderley, Nathaniel The ancient and present state of the

navigation of , . Lyn, Wisbeach, etc. 1721 (1751)
Kindersley, Nathaniel E. Specimens ofHindoo literature

1794
King, Adam Canisius* (P.) Catechisme or schort instruction

of christian religion tr, 1588 (1622 ; part, Catholic
tractates, S.T.S. 1901)

King, Charles The British merchant 1721
King, Charles Foes in ambush 1893
King, Charles Cooper- Map and plan drawing 1874
King, Charles W. Antique gems i860 (1866)
King, Clarence Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada 1873
King, Mrs. Harriet E. Hamilton The disciples (J. Ruffini,

U. Bassi, etc.) 1873 (1877)
King, Bp. Henry Poems, elegtes, paradoxes and sonnets

1657, 1664
Sermons 1621, 1626, 1640
Two sermons (by H. K., and J. King) 1625

King, Humphrey An halfe-penny-worth of wit 1613
King, Captain James 1784 : see Cook, Captain James
King, Bp. John Lectures upon Jonas 1594 (1597, 1618)

Sermons 1607, 1608, 1619, 1620
King, John David's strait (with a sermon by H. King)

1625
King, Peter, jst Baron King An enquiry into the constitu-

tion . . and worship of the primitive church i6gi (1712)
King, Peter, 7th Baron King The life of J. Locke 1829

(1830)
King, William The art of cookery, in imitation of Horace's

Art of poetry 1708 (1807)
The art of love, in imitation of Ovid 1709
An historical account of the heaUien gods and heroes 171

1

(1722)
Miscellanies in prose and verse 1709
Naude's (G.) Political considerations upon refin'd poli-

ticks tr. 1711
Poems 01712 (1790)
Remains . . containing miscellaneous pieces in verse and

prose 01712 (1732)
*M. Sorbiere's' Journey to London in j6g8 1698
The transactioneer, with some of his philosophical fancies:

in two dialogues (anon.) 1700
Useful transactions in philosophy (anon.) 1709

King and a poor northern man. The (attrib. to Martin Parker)

1633 (Percy Soc. 1841)
King Horn : see Horn
King of the beggars. The. The life and adventures of G. A,

Brine 1883
King of Tars. The kyng of Tars ; and the soudan ofDammas

C1330 (Ritson, Metrical romances II)

King : see also Kyng(e
KiNGLAKE, AlexanderW. Eothen, or traces oftravel brought

home from the east (anon.) 1844
The invasion of the Crimea 1863-87 (1877-88)

KiNGLAKE, Edward The Australian at home. Notes and
anecdotes of life at the Antipodes 1891

KiNGSFORD, Charles L. Ed. Chronicles of London 1905
Ed. Life of King Henry the fifth 1911

KITCHIN
KiNGSLEY, Charles Alexandria and her schools, four tec^

tures 1854
Alton Locke, tailor and poet 1850
At last : a Ckristtnas in the West Indies 1871
Glaucus, or the wonders of the shore 1855
Hereward the wake, 'last of the English' 1865
The heroes, or Greek fairy tales 1856
Hypatia, or new foes with an old face 1853
Letters and memories of his life a 1875 (1877)
Miscellanies a 1859 (i860)

Phaethon, or loose thoughts for loose thinkers 1852
Poems 1835-74 (1884)
Prose idylls new and old 1873
The Roman and the Teuton, a series oflectures 1864 (1875

)

The saint's tragedy 1848
The tutor's story. Revised and completed by Lucas
Malet (1916)

Two years ago 1857
The waterof life, and other sermons 1867
The water-babies ; a fairy tale 1863
Westward ho ! or the voyages and adventures of Sir A myas

Leigh 1855
Yeast : a problem 1848

KiNGSLEY, George H. Notes on sport and travel (1851, etc.)

aiBgz (1900)
South sea bubbles. By the earl (of Pembroke) and the

doctor (G. H. K.) 1872
KiNGSLEY, Henry Austin Elliot 1863

The grange garden, a romance 1876
The Hillyars and the Burtons 1865
Ravenshoe 1862
The recollections of Geoffrey Hamlyn 1859
Silcote of Silcotes 1867

KiNGSLEY, John S. Ed. The standard natural history 1885
(reissued as) The Riverside natural history 1888

KiNGSLEY, Mary H. Travels in West Africa 1897
KiNGSMiLL or Kingesmyll, Andrew A treatise for all such

as are . . troubled in mynde or afflicted in bodie. Where-
unto is adioyned a verie godly . . exhortation (Comf.
Afflict.). Also a conference betwixt a godly learned
christian and an afflicted conscience (Confl. Satan)
0x569(1585)

A viewe of mans estate . . Whereunto is annexed a godlie

advise . . touchyng mariage a 1569 (1580)
Kingston, Miss Agnes D. Verne's (/.) The steam houss

II. Tigers and traitors tr. 1881
Kingston, William Beatty- : see Beatty-Kingston
Kington, afterwards Kington-Oliphant, Thomas L.

History of Frederick the second, emperor of the Romans
XS62

The new English 1886
The old and middle English 1878 (i8gi)

Kinczett, Charles T. Anitnal chemistry 1878
KiNLOCH, George R. Ancient Scottish ballads 1827

The ballad book 1827 (1868, 1885)
KiNNEiR, David A new essay of the nerves, and the doctrine

of the animal spirits considered 1737
Kinross, Albert Joan of Garioch 1908 (1911)
Kipling, Rudyard Barrack-rootn ballads 1892

Captains courageous 1897
The city of dreadful night and other sketches 1890 (1891)
The day's work 1898
Departmental ditties 1886 (1899)
The five nations 1903
A fleet in being 1898
The jungle book 1894
The second jungle book 1895
Kim 190

X

Life's handicap 1891
The light that failed 1891 (1900)
Many inventions 1893
Plain tales from the hills 1888 (1890)
Recessional (poem) 1897
The seven seas 1896
Soldiers three 1888 (1891)
Stalky and Co. 1899
Traffics and discoveries 1904
Under the deodars 1888
and Balestier, Wolcott The Naulahka : a story of
west and east 1891

Kippis, Andrew Biographia Britannica 1778-93
and others A collection of hymns atid psahns selected

I79S
KiRBY, Richard and Bishop, J. The marrow of astrology

1687
KiRBY, William On the power, wisdom and goodness of God

as manifested in tfie creation of animals and in their

history, habits and instincts (Bridgewater treatise)

1835 (1852)
and Spence, W. An introduction to entomology 1815-20

(1843)
KiRBY, William F. European butterflies and moths 1882
KiRK, John The cloud dispelled ; or the doctrine of pre-

destination examined 1847
Kirk, John F. History of Charles the bold, duke of Burgundy

1863-68
KiRKALDY, Jane W. and Pollard, E. C. Boas' {J. E. V.)

Text book of zoology tr. 1896
Kirkaldy of Grange 1849 : see Grant, James
Kirkbeck, Tales of 1848-50 : see Lear, Mrs. H. L.

Kirkby, B. Lakeland words, a collection of dialect words and
phrases as used in Cumberland and Westmorland 1898

Kirkby, John Barrow's (I.) Mathematical lectures tr. 1734
Kirkcudbright, Minute book kept by the war committee of the

covenatiters in 1640-41 (1855)

*Kirke, Edmund* (J. R. Gihnore) The life of J. A. Garfield

1880
Kikkman, Francis The English rogue : see Head, R,

The famous and delectable history of Don Belliants of

Greece tr. 1671-73
The loves and adventures of Clerio and Lozia tr. 1652

The unlucky citizen . . described by F. K. 1673
Kirkpatrick, John History of the religious orders and com-

munities . . of Norwich c 1725 (1845)
Kirkpatrick, William Ed. The letters of Tippoo Sultan to

various public functionaries 1811
KiRKTON, James The secret and true history of the church of

Scotland from the restoration to . . 1678 a 1699 (1817)

KiRWAN, Richard Elements of mineralogy 1784 (1794-96)

Geological essays 1799
Kitchin, George W. A history of France 1873-77
KiTCHiN, John Jurisdictions; or the lawful authontie of

courts leet, courts baron etc. Ir. 1651 (1675)



KITCHINER
KiTCHiNER, William Apicius redivivus, the cook's oracle

1817 (1822)
The traveller's oracle, or maxims for locomotion 1827

KiTTO, John 4 cyclopmdia of Biblical literature 1845 (1856)
Dally Bible illustrations 1851 (1867)

Klaprotk's (H. J. von) Travels in the Caucasus and Georgia tr.

F. Shoberl 1814 »

Klein, Edward E. Micro-organisms arid disease 1884
(1885)

Klopstock's (F. G.) Messiah tr. 1763 (1811)
Knack. A most pleasant . . comedie called A knacke to knowe

a knave 1594 (Hazl. Dodsley)
Knapp, Andrew and Baldwin, W. The Newgate calendar

1824-26
Kr%app's (Fr. C.) Chemical technology ed. E. Ronalds and

T. Richardson 1848-51
Knapp, John L. The journal of a naturalist (anon.) 1829
Knapp, Si. L. Astronomical etiology . or an insight into coming

troubles on the earth from 1881 to 1885 1879
Knapp, William Ireland Life, writings and correspondence

of George Barrow 1899
Knaresborough, Yorkshire, WiUs and administrations from

the Knaresborough court rolls 1507-1661 (Surtees soc.
1902-05)

Knatchbull, Sir Norton Annotations upon sotne difficult

texts in . . the New testamerU tr. 1693
Knxwstub, John A confutation of monstrous . . heresies

taught by J. Niiclas) and embraced of ..the Familie of
love 1579

Knickerbocker, The: or New York monthly magazine
1833-62

Knight, Cameron The mechanician and constructor for
engineers 1869

Knight, Charles The English cyclopedia 1854-70
Ed. London 1841-44
Passages of a working life during half a century 1864-65
The popular history of England 1856-62
School history of England 1865

Knight, Miss E. Cornelia Autobiography a 1837 (1861)
Knight, Edward The triall of truth, wherein are discovered

three greate enemies vnto mankind 1580
Knight, Edward H. The practical dictionary of mechanics

"874-77
Supplement 1884

Knight, Henry C. ('Arthur Singleton*) Lettersfrom the south
and west {IJ.S.) 1824

Knight, Henry Gally An architectural tour in Normandy
1836

Eastern sketches 1830 (ed. 3)
Ilderim, a Syrian tale (anon.) 1816
Phrosyne, a Grecian tale, Alashtar, an Arabian tide 1817

Knight, Richard Payne An analytical inquiry into tfie

principles of taste 1805
An iruntiry into the symbolical language of ancient art and

mythology 1818 (1876)
KNTcnx, William A. Memoir of John Nickel 1896
Knight and his wife. The tale of the c 148^ (Halliwell 1848)
Knight of curtesy and the fair lady of Faguell, The ?ci475

(Ritson, Metrical romances II; Hazlitt, Rem. pop.
poetry II)

Knight of La Tour-Landry, The book of the a 1450 (E.E.T.S.
1868, revised 1906)

Knight of the swan. The history of . . Helyas knyght of the

swanne tr. c 1550 (Thorns 1828)
Knolles, Richard The generall history of the Turkes, to-

gether with the lives and conquests of the Othotnan kings
and emperours 1603 (1621, 1638)

Knowledge : an illustrated magaxine of science 1881-
Knowles, Jahes a pronouncing and explanatory dictionary

of the English language 1835
Knowles, James Sheridan The rose of Arragon: a play

1842
Virgtnius : a tragedy 1820

Knowles, Richard G. and Morton, Richard Bas^all 1896
Knowlson, John C. The Yorkskire cattle-doctor and farrier

X843
Knox, Alexander Remains 01831 (1834-37)

Thirty years' correspondence between J. Jebb and A. K.
ai83i (1834)

Knox, Ale.xander A. The new playground ; orwandertngs
in Algeria i88z

Knox, John Works a 1572 (Wodrow Soc. 1846-64)
A faythful admonition . . unto the professours of Gods

truthe in England 1554
The first blast of the trumpet against the monstrous regi-

pient of women 155S (^ber)
A godly Utter sent to the fayethfuU 1554
The historie of the reformation a 1572 (1644, 1732, 1846)

Knox, Robert An historical relation of the island of Ceylon

1681
Nineteen years' captivity (from the above, in Arber,

Eng. Gamer I)

Knox, Robert B^clard's {P. A.) Elements of general ana-
tomy tr. 1830

Cloquet's {J. H.) System of human anatomy tr. 1828

(1831)
Great artists and great anatomists 1832

Knox, Thomas W. Overland through Asia 1870
Knox, Vicesimus Essays, moral and literary 1778-82 (1819)

Remarks on the tendency of certain clauses of a bill now
pending in parliament to degrade grammar schools 1821

Winter evenings, or lucubrations on life and letters 1788
Knox-Little, William J. The broken vow 1887
Knutsson, Bengt A litil boke the whiche traytied and re-

herced many gode thinges necessaries for the pestilence

1485 (1910)
Kohl's {J. G.) Russia and the Russians tr. 1842-43
Kolbe or Kolben's (P.) Present staU of the Cape of Good Hope

tr. G. Medley 1731
Kreppt, Gerard The mammals of Australia 1871
Krummacher's (F. W.) Elisha tr. S. Jackson 1838
Kurtz' ij. H.) History of tke'christian church tr. A. Edersheim

1860-64
Kurz, S. Forest flora of British Burma 1877
Kuailbash, The; a tale of Khorasan (by J. B. Eraser) 1828

Kyd, Thomas WorA* a 1595 (1901)

Cornelia (a tragedy by R. Gamier) tr. 1594 (Dodsley)

Pompey the great, hisfaire Comeliaes tragedy 1595
(Dodsley)

The Spanish tragedte 1592 (1602 ; Dodsley)

Tasso's {T.) Hotisholders pkilosophie tr. 1588

Tke trueth of the . . murthering of lohn Brewen 1592

See Jerommo ; Solimaa
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Kynaston, Sir Francis Leoline and Sydanis, a romance of
the amorous adventures of princes 1642

Kyng A lisaunder 13 . . (Weber, Metrical romances ; also MS.
Laud Misc. 622)

Kynge Arthure (Copland 1557) : see Malory, Sir T.
Kyng Horn : see Horn
Kyncesmill ; see Kingsmill, A,

L., A. Cdlmn's Sermons upon the songe that Exechias made
after he had bene sicke tr. 1560 {1574)

L., I. 1632 : see E., T.
L. , S. Relation oftwo several voyages made into the East-Indies,

by Chr. Fryke arui Chr. Schewitzer tr. 1700
L. S. : see S., L.
L. U. K. : see Library of useful knowledge 1827-48
Labarte's (Jules) Handbook of the arts of the middle ages tr.

(by Fanny Palliser) 1855
Labelye, Charles A description of Westminster Bridge

I7SI
A short account of the methods made use of in laying the
foundation of the piers of Westminster-Bridge 1739

Labour Cmnmission glossary (Glossary of the technical terms
used in the evidence taken before the Royal Commission
of Labour) 1894

Lacey, John Tacquett's (A.) Military architecture, or the art

of fortifying towns tr. 1672 (Book II of T. Venn's
Military and maritime discipline)

Lach-Szyrma, Wladyslaw S. Aleriel ; or, a voyage to other
worlds 1883

Lackington, James Memoirs of the first forty-five years of
the life ofJ. L. Written by himself, in a series of letters

to a friend 1791
Lacroi:^s {S. F.) Elementary treatise on the differeyitial and

integral calculus tr. 1816
Lacy, John Wyl Bucke his testament c 1550 (Halliwell 1851)
Lacy, John Sauny the Scott : or, the taming of the shrew

01667 (1^8)
Ladd, George T. Elements of physiological psychology 1887

Introduction to philosophy 1891
Outlines of physiological psychology 1891
Philosophy of knowledge 1897
A theory of reality 1899

Ladies calling, The. By the author of The whole duty of man
1673

Ladies dictioruiry. The, being a general entertainment for the
fair-sex (By N. H.) 1694

Lady Alimony, or the alimony lady 1659 (in Hazl., Dodsley)
Lady's magazine. The 1770-1818
Lady's tale, Tlie 1786
Lady's travels into Spain 1692 : see Anois, Countess d'
Laffan, May : see Hartley, Mrs. May
Lafontaine's (A. H. J.) Hermann and Emilia tr. 1805

See also Reprobate
La Framboisiere's (N. A. de) Art of physick made plain and

easie (title-p. erron. has Fambresarius) tr. by J. P(hil-
lips) 1684

Lagrange's (J. B. B.) Manual ofa course ofchemistry tr. 1800
Lai le Freine c 1325 (in Weber, Metrical romances I. 1810)
'Laick, William* (George Redpath) An answer to the Scots

Presbyterian eloquence 1693
Laing charters, Calendar of the, A.D. 854-2837, belonging to the

University of Edinburgh v.d. (ed. by John Anderson
1899)

Laing, Alexander Lindores Abbey and its burgh of New-
burgh, their history and annals 1876

The thistle of Scotland ; a selection of ancient ballads

Z823
Laing, David Ed. Early metrical tales v.d. (1826)

Ed. Select remains of the ancient popular poetry of Scot-
land v.d. (1822, 1885, 1895)

Laing, Samuel Journal of a residence in Norway 1836
Laing, Samuel and Huxley, Thomas H. Pre-historic re-

mains of Caithness ; with notes on the human remains
by T. H. Huxley 1866

Lake, Elleray Longleat 1870
Lake, William C. Memorials 01894 (ed. by his widow

Kath. Lake 1901}
Lakeland glossary 1895 : see EUwood, T,
Lakeuan, Sir Stephen B. What I saw in Kaffir-land 1880
La Marteliere's (/. H. F.) Three GU Bias, or follies of youth

tr. 1804
Lamartine's (A. de) Memoirs of celebrated characters tr.

1854-56
Travels in the East, including ajourney in the Holy Land

tr. 1839
Lamb, Charles Complete correspondence and works a 2834

(1868-70)
Complete works a 1834 (1892)
The adventures of Ulysses 1808
Elia. Essays which have appeared under that signature in

the London Magazine (Fust series) v.d. (1823)
The last essays of Elia v.d. (1833)
Eliana : being the hitherto uncollected writings of C. Lamb

a 1834 (1866)
Letters a 1834 (1837, 1886, 1888)
Recollections of Christ's Hospital 1813
Final memorials ; consisting chiefly of his letters not be-

fore published. ByT. N. Talfourd(i848)
and Mary Tales from Shakespear 1807

Lamb, Patrick Royal cookery 1710
Lambarde, William 'Apxatoi^ut, siue de priscis anglo-

rum legibus libri (Anglo-Sax. and Lat.) 1568 (1644)
Archion ; or a commentary upon the High Courts of

Justice in England 1591 (1635)
Eirenarcha : or the office of the Justices of Peace 1581-88

A perambulation of Kent ; conteining the description,

hystorie, and custotnes of that shyre 1576 (1596, 1826)

Lambe, Robert The history of chess, together with short and
plain instructions (anon.) 1765

Lambert, Aylmer B. A description of the genus Pinus
1803-24

Lambert, G. Gold and silversmith's art 1892
Lambert, John C. The sacraments in the New Testament

1903
Lambeth homilies c 1 175 (in O. E. homiUes, I, E.E.T.S. 1868)

UVNIER
Lambeth Psalter c 1000 (ed. Lindeldf 1909)
Lamentacion of souls 13.. (in Adam Davy, etc., E.E.T.S.

1878)
Lamentatyon ofMary Magdaleyne c 1475 (in Chaucer's Wks.,

ed. Thynne 1532)
Lamont, James Seasons with the sea-horses 1861
Lamont, John The chronicle of Fife ; being the diary of

J. Lamont 1649-72 (1810)
Lancashire. Tracts relating to military proceedings in Lanca-

shire during the civU war 16:^1-51 (Chetham Soc. 1844)
Lancashire and Cheshire wills and inventories from the ecclesi-

astical court, Chester 1525-1807 (Chetham Soc.
1857-97)

Lancashire lieutenancy under tke Tudors and Stuarts 15.

,

(Chetham Soc. 1859)
Lancashire's Valley of Achor 1643 : see Angier, John
Lancaster, Pleadings and depositions in the Duchy Court of

15.. (1896-99)
Lancaster, W. J. C. : see 'Collingwood, Harry*
Lance, Edward J. Cottage fanner c 1S42
Lancelot of tke laik c 1500 (E.E.T.S. 1865 ; S.T.S. 1912)
Lancet, The 1828-
Land of Cokaygne c 1305 (in Early Eng. poems, Philol. Soc.

1862)
Landen, John A discourse concerning the residual analysis

1758
Mathematical lucubrations 1755
Observations on converging series 1781

Lander, Richard and John Journal of an expedition to
explore the course and termination of the Niger 1832

Landois' (L.) Text-book of human physiology tr. with addi-
tions by W. Stirling 1885

Landon, Letitia E, Poetical works a 1838 (1845)
Landor, Walter S. Works 1846, 1853, a 1864 (1876)

Andrea of Hungary, and Giovanna of Naples 1839
Citation and examination of William Shakspeare 1834
Gebir ; a poem 1798
Hellenics 1846 (in Works vol. I) ; enlarged and com-

pleted 1847 ; republished with alterations in 1859
Imaginary conversations of literary men and statesmen

1824-29 (also Works 1846)
Imaginary conversation of King Carlo-Alberto and the

Duchess Belgioioso 1848
Imaginary conversations of Greeks and Romans 1853
Letters of an American 1854
The pentatneron and pentalogia 1837
Pericles and Aspasia 1836
Popery, British and foreign 1851
A satire on satirists, and admonition to detractors 1836

Landsborough, David A popular history of British sea-
weeds 184^

A popular history of British zoophytes or corallines 1852
Lane, Edward W. An account of the manners and customs

of the modern Egyptians 1836 (1849)
Selections from the Kur-dn 1843 (1878)
The thousand and one nights. A new translation from the
Arabic 1839-41

Lane, Hugh Differentiation in rheumatic diseases 1890
Lane, John Continuation of Chaucer's Squire's tale 1616

(Chaucer Soc. 1887-90)
Tom Tel Troth's message, and his pen's complaint 1600
(New Shaks. Soc. 1876)

Laneham, Robert A letter: wkearin, part of the entertain-

ment vntoo the Queenz Maiesty, atKillingwoorth Castl, .

.

is signified 1575 (Ballad Soc. 1871 ; Shakespeare Libr.

1907)
Lane-Poole, Stanley The Barhary corsairs 1890

Ed. Coins and medals, their place in history and art, by
the authors of the British Museum official catalogues
1885

Lanercost, Chronicon de 120X-1346 (Maitl. and Bann. Clubs
1839)

Lanfrank s Science of cirurgie tr. c 1400 (E.E.T.S. 1894)
Lang, Andrew Ed. Ballads of books j88S

Custom and myth 1884
A history of Scotlandfrom the Roman occupation 1900-07
Letters to dead authors 1886
The library 1881
The making of religion 1898
The mark of Cain 1886
A monk of Fife 1896
Myth, ritual, and religion 1887
See also Butcher, S. H.
and Leaf, Walter, and Myers, Ernest The Iliad of
Homer done into English prose 1883

Lang's (A.) Text-book of comparative anatomy tr. by H. M,
and M. Bernard 1891-96

Lang, John Wanderings in India 1859
Lang, John D. An historical and statistical account of New

South Wales 1834
ed. 2. 1837 ; ed. 3. 1852 ; ed. 4. 1874

Langbaine, Gerard An account of the English dramatick
poets 1691

Langford, R. An introduction to trade and business 1809
Langhah, William The garden of health isyg (1633)
Langhorne, John Poems a 1779 (1790)

The country justice : a poem 1774-77
The fables of Flora 1771
Owen of Carron : a poem 1778
and William Plutarch's Lives tr. 1770 (1879)

Langille, J. Hibbert Our birds in their haunts 1884
Langland, William The vision of William concerning Piers

Plowman. A. text 1362 ; B. text 1377 ; C. text 1393;
(together with) Richard the redeles 1399 (ed. Skeat;
E.E.T.S. 1867-85 ; 1886)

Langley, Batty Ancient masonry 1736
The London prices of bricklayer s materials and works
justly ascertained 1748

Langley, Thomas An abridgement of the notable woorke of
Polidore Vergile conieignyng the deuisers and firste

fynders out aswell of artes, ministeries, feactes, and
ciuill ordinaunces, as of rites and ceremonies, commonly
vsed in the churche (traiisl. of De inventoribus rerum)

1546
Langsdorff's (G. H. von) Voyages and travels in various parts

of the world 1803-oy 1S13-14
Langtoft, Peter : see Brunne, Robert Manning of
Langworthy, Charles C. A view of Perkinean electricity

1798
Lanier, Sidney The English novel, arui the principle of its

development a 1881 (1883)
Poems 1877 (1892)
The science of English verse 1880 (1909)
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Lankester, E. Ray The advancemcni of science : occasional

essays and addresses v.d. (1890)
Degeneration ; a chapter in Darwinism 1880
Observations and reflections on the appendages and on the

nervous system of apus cancrifonnis 1881

Ed. A treatise on zoology 1900-09
Zoological articles contributed to the Encydopadia Bri-

tannica v.d. (1891)

See also Haeckel, E. H. P. A.
Lansdeix, Henry Through Siberia 1882
Iju<si>ownb, George Granville, Baron Genuine works in

oerse and prose 1 732
Poems upon several occasiotis 1712 (1732)
The British enchanters 1706
Peleus and Thetis a 1735 {1781)

Latiteme ofli^ty The c 1410 (E.E.T.S. 1917)
Laplandy A. spring and summer in (By H. W. Wheelwright)

1864
La Primaudaye's French academie tr. : see B., T. and

Dolman, R.
Larcom, Lucy A New England girlhood 1889
I^ardner, Dionysius The cabinet cyclopadia^ conducted by

D. Lardner 1830-49
Hand-book of natural philosophy and astronomy ; first

course 1831 ; second course 1852 ; third course 1853
Mechanics 1855 ; Hydrostatics^ pneumatics^ and

heat 1855 ; Optics 1856 ; Electricity, magnetism, and
acoustics 1856

Pneumatics 183

1

Treatise on geometry 1840
Lardner, Nathaniel Works a 1768 (1788, 1838)

The credibility of the gospel history 1727-55
Larmor, Joseph jEther and matter 1900
*Larwood, Jacob and Hotten, John C. The history of

signboards, from the earliest times to the present day
1867

Larwood, Joshua No gun boats, or no peace 1 1804
La Serre's (J. P. de la) Mirrour which flatters not tr. by

T. C(ary) 1639
Laslett, Thomas Timber and timber trees 1875
Lassels, Richard The voyage of Italy a 1668 (1670, 1698)
Last of the old squires, The 1854 : see Waiter, J. W.
Late voyage of Spaine and Portmgale 1589 : see True coppie
Latham, Henry Black and white ; a journal of a three

months' tour in the United States 1867
I^THAM, John A general history of birds 1821-28

A general synopsis of birds 1781-85
ist suppl. 1787 ; 2nd suppl. 1801

Index omithologicus sive systenia omithologus 1790
Latham, Peter M. Lectures on subjects contiectcd with

clinical medicine 1836, 1845-46
Latham, Robert G. A dictionary of the English language.

Founded on that of S. Johnson as ed. by H. J. Todd
1866-70

Elements of comparative philology 1862
The English language 1841
A hand-book of the English language 1851
The native races of the Russian empire 1854
The natural history of the varieties of man 1850
See also Ansted, D. T.

Latham, Simon Falconry 16x4 ; new and second booke of
falconrie i6i8 (1633)

Lathbury, Thomas A history of the nonjurors iZ^^
Lathrop, George P. Spanish vistas 1883

True, and other stories 1884
Latimer, Hugh Sermons and remains a 1555 (Parker Soc.

1844-45)
Tweniy seuen sermons a 1555 (1562)
FrutefuU sermons a 1555 (1571, 1584, 1607)
The fyrste (-seuenth) sermon preached before the kynges

maiestie 1549 (Arber 1869)
A moste faithfuU sermon preached before the kynges most

•excellent maiestye 1550
A notable sermon preached in y* shroudes at paules

churche 1548
The sermon made to the dergie, in the conuocation tr. 1537
Sermon on the ploughers 1548 (Arber 1868)
A sermon preached at Stamford 1550
Seuen sermons made upon the Lordes Prayer 1552 (1572)

Latrobe, Benjamin H. journal 1796-1820 (1905)
Latto, W.D. Tamm,as Bodkin : or,ihe humours ofa Scottish

tailor (anon.) 1864
Tammas Bodkin, Swatches o* hodden-grey 1894

Laud, Abp. William Works a 1645 (1847-60)
The history of his troubles and tryal written by himself,

xvith the diary of his life (vol. I of 'Remains') a 1645
(1695)

the second volume of his retnains, written by himself,
collected by H. Wharton a 1645 (1700)

Seven sermons preached on several occasions a 1645 ( 165 1)
A speech delivered in the Starr-Chamber the xivth ofJune

Laud Troy 600ft c 1400 (E.E.T.S. 1902-03)
Lauder, Sir John : see Fountainhall, Lord
Lauder, William Minor poems a 1573 (E.E.T.S. 1870)

Ane compendious and breue tractate concernyng ye office
and dewtie of kyngis 1556 (E.E.T.S. 1864)

Lauderdale, James Maitland, 8th Earl of An inquiry
into the nature and origin of public wealth 1804 (1819)

Lauderdale, John A collection o/poems chiefly in the Scot-
tish duUect 1796

Lauderdaie papers. The 1639-79 (Camden Soc. 1884-85)
Launfal c 1400 : see Chestre, T.
Laura and A ugustus ; an authentic story, in a series of letters

1784
^

Laurence, Abp. Richard An attempt to illustraie those
Articles of the Church of England, which the Calmnists
improperly consider as Calvinistical (Bampton lectures
1804) 1805

Laurie, Joseph Homoeopathic domestic medicine 1842
ed. 2, containing a glossary of medical terms 1844

I-AUSON, WuxiAM J. D{ennyys Secrets of angling C1620
(ip52 ; Arber, Eng. Gamer I)

Laval, Etienne A. A compendious history of the Reforma'
tion in France 1737-43

Lavardin's (J. de) Histone of George Castriot, surnamed Scan-
derbeg, king of Albanie tr. by Z. I. 1596

Lavender, Theophilus : see Biddulph, W.
Lavington, Bp. George The enthusiasm of Methodists and

Papists compared 1749-51 (1754)
The Moravians compared and detected (anon.) 1755

Law, Edmund Considerations on the state of the world with
regard to the theory of religion 1745

Law, Ernest The history ofHampton Court Palace in Tudor
titnes 1885

Law, Henry The beacons of the Bible. A series of {12) tracts

z86x
• A series of (24) tracts 1868

Law, John Proposals 1701 ; see Paterson, W.
Law, Robert Mefnorialls ; or, the memorable things (hat fell

out within this island of Britain from 1638 to 1684
a 1690 (Ed. from the MS. by C. K. Sharpe 1818)

Law, Robert The tests of life, a study of the first epistle of
St. John 1909

Law, William Works a 1761 (1762)
Comfort for the weary pilgrim ; by a guiding to the foun-

tain springs of all our mercies : being extracts from
some of the works of W. Law a 1761 (1809)

A demotistrationof theerrors of alate book (by Bp.Hoadly),
called A plain account of the nature and end of the
sacrament of the Lord's Supper 1737 (1769)

An earnest and serious answer to Dr. Trapp's discourse of
the folly, sin, and danger of being righteous overmuch
1740

A practical treatise upon Christian perfection 1726
A serious call to a devout and holy life 1729 (1732)
The works of Jacob Behmen, With figures, illustrating

his principles by W. Law a 1761 (1764-81)
Law reports (Chancery division. Probate division. Queen's

Bench division, etc.) 1883-
Law times. The 1882-
Law times reports. The 1883-

Lawes, Henry Ayres and dialogues 1653
Lawless, Emily Grania ; the story of an island 1892

Maelcho. A sixteenth century narrative 1894
Lawrence, George A. Anteros 1871

Barren honour 1862
Border and bastille 1863
Guy Livingstone ; or, thorough 1857
Sword and gown 1859

Lawrence, Henry Of our communion and warre with
angells 1646

Some considerations tending to the asserting and vindicat-
ing of the use of the Holy Scriptures and Christian
ordinances 1649

Lawrence, John ('Bonington Moubray') A general treatise

on cattle, the ox, the slieep, and the swine 1805 (1809)
A philosophical and practical treatise on Itorses 1796-98
A practical treatise on, breeding, rearing, andfattening all

kinds of domestic poultry 1813 (1842)
Lawrence, Philip H. Cotta's (B, von) Rocks classified and

described tr. 1866 (1878)
Lawrence, Sir Thomas Life and correspondence 01830

(1831)
Lawrence, William Lectures on physiology, zoology, and the

natural history of man 1819—— ed. 9, entitled Lectures on comparative aruxtotny

etc. Z848
Laws, Edward The history of Little England beyond Wales

z88S
Laws of Alfred, etc. : see Anglo-Saxon Laws
Laws of Nevis (A cis ofA ssembly

,
passed in ilte island of Nevis)

1664-1739 (1740)
Lawson, George Sermons iSio
Lawson, George Diseases and injuries of the eye 1869

(1874)
Lawson, Henry On the track 1900

Over the slipraHs 1900
Lawson, John The history of Carolina a 1712 (1714, 1718)
Lawson, John P. The Book of Perth 1847
Lawson, Peter and Charles The Lawsonian Collection.

Synopsis of the vegetable products of Scotland in the

Mtiseum of the Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew 1852
Lawson, Robert Upton-on-Severn words and phrases 1884

(E.D.S.)
Lawson, T. Woollen yarn production 1924
Lawson, Thomas A mite into the treasury 1680
X^wsoN, William A new orchard and garden z6z8 (1648,

1668)
See also Lauson, W.

Lay folks* catechism, or the English and Latin versions of
Archbishop Thoresby's Instruction for the people 1357
(E.E.T.S. igoi)

Lay folks mass book a 1375, a 1430 (E.E.T.S, 1879)
La^atnon's Brut, or Chronicle of Britain c 1205, c 1275

(Society of Antiquaries, London, 1847)
Layard, Arthur The alphabet of musvcal bogeys 1899
Layard, Sir Austen H. Discoveries in the ruins of Nineveh

and Babylon 1853
Nineveh and its remains 1849
A popular account of discoveries at Nineveh 1851

Layard, Edgar L. The birds of South Africa 1867
Layard, George S. The life and letters of Charles S. Keene

1892
Lays and legends of the north of Ireland 1884
Lea, M. Carey A manual of photography 1868
Leach, ARTmm F. Ed. Memorials of Beverley minster : the

Chapter act book of the collegiate church of S. John of
Beverley 1286-1347 (Surtees Soc. i8g8, 1903)

Leadam, Isaac S. Ed. Select cases before the king*s council in
the Star CJuunber, commonly called the Court of Star
Chamber 1477-1544 (Selden Soc. 1903-11)

Ed. Select cases in the Court of Requests 1497-1569
(Selden Soc. 1898)

Leadbeater, Mary The Leadbeater papers. Vol.1. Annals
of Ballitore ; vol. II. Correspor^nce a 1Z26 (1862)

Leadbetter, Charles The royal gauger 1739 (1766)
Leaf, Walter : see Lang, Andrew
Leak, John Cows' (/. de) New artd rare invention c^ water-

works tr. X659
Leake, Stephen M. Nummi Britannici historian or, an

historical account of English money from the Conquest
1726

Lear, Mrs. Henrietta L. Tales of Kirkbeck ; or, the parish
in the Fells 1848-50

LearmonTj John Poems, pastoral, satirical, tragic, and
comic X791

Learning at a loss X778
Leather : a discourse tendered to the High Court ofParliament,

of the generall use of leather X629 (in Arber, Eng.
Gamer VI)

Leather, George A further report on the Stockton and
Auckland canal 1818

Leben Jesu c 1300 (Horstmann 1873)
Le Blanc's (/. B.) Letters on the English and French nations

tr. 1747

Lebour, G. A. OuUines of the geology ofl^orthumberlandand
Durham 1886 (ed. 2)

Lebrun : see Pigault-Lebrun, G. C. A.
Lecky, William E.H. A history ofEngland in the eighteenth

century 1878-90
History of European morals from Aug^stus to Charle-

tnagne 1869
History ofthe rise and influence ofthe spirit ofrationalism

in Europe 1865
The map of life, conduct and character 1899

Le Clerc's {Jean) Five letters concerning the inspiration of the
Holy Scriptures tr. 1690

Lives of the primitive f^hers tr. 1701
The memoirs of Emeric Count Teckely tr. X693

Le Cofnte's (L.) Memoirs and observations made in a late
journey through the empire of China tr. 1697

A new translation lysy
Le Conte, Joseph Elements of geology 1878 {1879)

Religion and science. A series of Sunday lectures on the
relation of natural and revealed religion 1874

Sight : an exposition of the principles of monocular and
binocular vision 1881

Lediard, Thomas The lifeofJohn, Duke ofMarlborough 1736
The life of Sethos tr. 1732

Ledwich, Edward Antiquitafes Sarisburienses ; or, the
history and antiquities of old and new Sarum 1771

Lee, Francis 1718 : see Hickes, G. and Nelson, R.
Lee, Frederick G. The Church under Queen Elizabeth 1880

Dictionary of ritual and other ecclesiastical terms 1871
The Directorium Anglicanum 1865
A glossary of liturgical and ecclesiastical terms 1876
Reginald Barentyne, or. Liberty without limit 1881

Lee, Harriet : see Lee, Sophia
'Lee, Holme' (Harriet Parr) Annie Warleigh'sfortunes 1863

Basil Godfrey's caprice 1868
Loving and serving 1883

Lee, James An introduction to botany X760 (1776, 1788)
I-EE, Nathaniel Dramatick works a X692 (1733-34)

Cmsar Borgia, son of Pope Alexander the Sixth 1680
Constantine the Great 1684
Mithridates, King of Ponius 1678
Sophonisba, or Hannibal's overthrow 1676
The tragedy of Nero 1675
See also Dryden, J.

Lee, Samuel A grammar ofthe Hebrew language 1827 (1832)
See also Kendall, Thomas

Lee, Sophia and Harriet CatUerbury tales 1797-1801
'Lee, Vernon' (Violet Paget) Delcaro : being essays on

sundry testhetical questions 1883
Euphorion : being studies of the Antique and the Media-

val in the Renaissance 1884
Studies of the eighteenth century in Italy 1880

Leechdoms, wortcunning, and starcraft of Early England
cxooo (ed. Cockayne, Rolls series 1864-66)

Lees, Frederic A. The flora of West Yorkshire 1888
Lees, J. A. and Clutterbuck, Walter J. B.C. i88y. A

ramble in British Columbia 1888
Three in Norway (anon.) 1882

Lees, William Elements of acoustics, light, and heat 1873
Lee-Warner, Sir Willlui Memoirs of Sir Henry Wylie

Norman 1908
Le Fanu, Joseph S. The dragon volant a 1873 (1907)

The fortunes of colonel Torlogh O'Brien 1847
Guy Deverell 1865
Uncle Silas : a tale of Bartram-Haugh 1864
Willing to die a 1873

Le Fevre, Sir George W. The life ofa travelling physician
1843

Lefroy, Edward C. Echoes frotn Theocritus, and other
sonnets 1885

Le Gallienne, Richard George Meredith, some character-
istics 1890

Legar6, Hugh S. Writings 01^43 (1846)
Legend of the Bischop of St. Androis 1583 (in Scot, poems of

16th c., 1801 ; Sempill ballates, 1872 ; Satirical

poems of Reformation, S.T.S. 1891)
Legend of St. Gregory c 1300 (ed. Schulz 1876)
Legend of St. Katherine : see Katherine, St.

Legendae Catholicae. A lytle boke of seynilie gestes (Pope
Gregory, St. Margaret, Joachim and Anne, St.
Katherine, Mary Magdalen) C1350 (TumbuU 1840)

Legends of the Holy Rood 11. .-14. . (E.E.T.S. 1871)
Legends of the saints in the Scottish dialect of the fourteenth

century c I s"/5 (S.T.S. 1896)
Legg, J. Wickham On the bile, jaundice, and bilious diseases

1880
A treatise on hatnophHia 1872
See also Hope, W. H. St. John

Legge, James The life and teachings of Confucius 1867
(1877)

Lech, Gerard The accedens of armory 1562 (1568, 1576,

1597)
'Legrand, Martin' The Cambridgefreshman ; or, Memotrs

of Mr. Golighlly 187X
Le Grys, Sir Robert J. Barclay his Argenis tr. . . the

prose by Sir R. Le Grys, and the verses by T. May
1628 (1629)

Velleius Paterculus, his Romane kistorie tr. 1632
Lehuann, Rudolph C. Charles Dickens as editor ; being

letters written by him to W. H, Wills, selected and ed.

by R. C. Lehmann X912
Leicester, Robert Dudley, Earl of Correspondence

1585-S6 (Camden Soc 1844)
The copie of a letter wryten by a Master of Arte of Catn-

bridge to his friend in London, concerning someproced-

inges of the Earle of Leycester 1584—— (reissue) Leycesters Commonwudih (1641)
Leicester, Sir I^ter : see Leycester, Sir P.

Leichhardt, Ludwig Journal of an overland expedition in

Australia 1847
Leiden glossary agoo (Oldest Eng. Texts, E.E.T.S. 1885;

Hessels 1906)
Leifchild, John R. Cornwall : its mines and miners 1855

Leigh, Charles The natural history of Lancashire, Cheshire

and the Peak in Derbyshire 1700
Leigh, Edward Critica sacra 1639-41 (1650)

Leigh, Egerton Ballads and legends of Cheshire 1867
A glossary of words used in the dialect of Cheshire 1877

Leigh, Gerard : see Legh, Gerard
Leigh, Richard The transproser rehears'd (anon.) 1673
Leigh, Valentine The moste profitable and cotnmeruiable

science ofsurueyirvg qflandes^ tenementes^ and hereditor

menles 1577



LEIGHTON
Leighton, Alexander An appeal to ike parliament; or

Sions plea against the prelacie (anon.) 1628
Speculum belli sacri ; or the looking-glasse of the holy war

1624
Leighton, Alexander Curious storied traditions of Scottish

life i860
Leightoji, Abp. Robert Works a 16S4 (1805-08, 1830,

1859, 1869-75)
A practical cotnmentary upon the tu.'0 first chapters of the

first epistle general of St. Peter a 1684 (1693, 1817)
Leighton, Robert Wreck of the Golden Fleece 1894
Leighton, William A. A flora of Shropshire 1841

The lichen-flora of Great Britain, Ireland and the Channel
Islands 187

1

Leitch, John Miiller's (C. O.) Ancient art and its remains
tr. 1847(1850)

I-eland, Charles G. Abraham Lincoln 1879
The Egyptian sketch-book 1873
Memoirs 1893
Pidgin-English sing-song 1876

Leland, John De rebus Britannicis collectanea 0x552
(ed.T. Heame 1715)

The Itinerary pubUsh'd by T. Heame. To which is

prefixed (the) New-Year's giftaissz (1710-12, 1768-
69, 1907-10)

The laboryouse journey & serche for Englandes anti-
quiteeSy geuen as a newe yeares gyfte to Kynge Henry the
Vllly with declaracyons enlarged 1544 (1549)

'Lelius, Lord' (Viscount Ligonier) The generous husband ;

or, the history of Lord Lelius and the fair Emilia 1771
Lemon, Gamekeeper A dissertation on the errors ofmarksmen

and gun makers, and a tract upon the art of shooting
flying 178a

Lehon, George W. English etymology ; or a derivative
dictionary of the English language in two alphabets

1783
Lehon, ALark Falkner Lyle, or the story of two wives 1866

Leyton Hall, and other tales 1867
Loved at last 1864
Wait for the end 1863

Le Muet's (P.) Art affair building tr. 1675
Le Neve, John Lives and characters etc, of all the Protestant

bishops of the Church ofEngland , since the Reformation
1720

Some short memorials concerning the life of R. Field,

Dean of Gloucester. Published by J. Le Neve 1716-17
Lennard, Sampson Charron's (P.) Wtsdotite tr. 1612 (1630,

1670)
Lennox, Charlotte The female Quixote tysz

Henrietta lysS {1761)
Lennox, Ld. W illlam P. Fifty years* biographical retninis-

cences 1863
Lenton, Francis Characterismi ; or Lentons leasures 1631

The Inr\es of Court anagrammatist ; or the masquers
masqued 1634

The young gallants whirligigg ; or youths reakes 1629
Leonard, William Reports and cases of law in the time of

Queen Elizabeth 1658
in the reigns of Queen Elizabeth and Kirig James

1687
Leonardus (Camillus) Mirror of stones tr. 1750
hEOSi, James The architecture of L. B. Alberti in ten books.

Of painting, in three books. And of statuary, in one
book tr. 1726

The architecture ofA . Palladio tr. 1715 ( 1742)
Lepsius' (C. R.) Standard alphabet for reducing unwritten

languages and foreign graphic systetns to a uniform or-

thography in European letters tr. 1855 (1863)

Lescarbot's (M.) Nova Francia : or the description of that part

of New France which is one continent with Virginia

tr. 1609
Leslie, Charles Theological works 1721

A short and easie method with the Deists 1698
ed. 2, To which is added, a second part to the Jews

1699
The snake in the grass 1696 (1697)
The Socinian controversy discuss'd 1708

Leslie, Charles R. and Taylor, Tom Autobiographical

recollections a 1859 (i860)

Life and times of Sir /. Reynolds ; with notices </ sonie

of At* contemporaries ; commenced by C. R. Leslie,

continued and concluded by Tom Taylor 1865
Leslie, George D. Letters to Marco 1893
Leslie, Henry A sermon preached before his Majesty at

Wokin 2627
LESLIE, John A treatise towching the right ofPrincesse Marie

to the succession of the croune of England 1584
Leslie, Robert C. A sea-painter's leg 1886
Leslie, Willlam General view of the agriculture of the

counties of Nairn and Moray 1813
Lessons of middle age i868 : see Boyd, A. K. H.
Lester, C. Edwards The glory and shame of England 1841

Lester, Horace F. Hartas Maturin 1888,

Under two Jig trees i886
L'Estrange, Alfred G. The friendships of M. R. Mttford

as recorded in letters from her literary correspondents

The life of M. R. Mitford, related m a selectum from her

letters to her friends 1870
L'Estrange, Hamon The alliance of divine offices 1659

Americans no Jeiees 1652
An answer to the marques of Worcester's last paper to the

late king: to {which) is annext Smectymnuo-mastyx,or
animadversions upon Smectymnuus in the po%nt of

lyturgie 1651
God's s^bath before and under the law 164X
The reign of King Charles 1654 (1655)

L'Estrange, Sir Roger An answer to a letter to a dissenter,

upon occasion of his Majesties late declaration of in-

dulgence 1687
A brief history of the times 1687-88
The fables t^ jEsop and other eminent mythologists, with

morals and reflexions 1692-99 (1708)

Interest mistaken, or the holy cheat 1661

Seneca** Morals by way of abstract 1693
State divinity ; or, a supplement to the relapsed apostate

i66x
TuUy's Offices in three books 1680
Twenty select colloquies out of Erasmus tr. x68o

ed. 2, TwerUy-two select colloquies 1689 (1699, 1725)

The visions of Don Frartcisco de Quevedo VUlegas tr.

x668
The works of Flavius Josephus tr. 1702 (i733)
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Letter ballancing the necessity of keeping a land-force in times
of peace (By John, Lord Somers) 1697

Letter from a freeholder of Buckinghamshire to a friend in
London 1679

Letterfrom a gentletnan in the country to hisfriends in London,
upon the subject of the penal laws and tests 1687

Letterfrom a souldier to the Cofumons of England (ascribed to
John Trenchard) 1702

Letter sent by an Oxford schoUer to his quondam schoolemaster

,

{with) the schoolmaster's answer 1642
Letter to an honourable Brigadier General in Canada (the

Marquis Townshend) 1760
Letter to the mayor of wherein the discouragements of the

seamen employed in his majesty's navy are impartially
examined, by a member of parliament 1758

Letio' to a member of the House of Commons in vindication of
the Protestant Reformed Church 1679

Letters. A collection of miscellany letters selected out of Mist's
Weekly Journal 1716-21 (1722)

Letters. Three chapters of letters relating to the suppression of
the monasteries 1528-55 (Camden Soc. 1843)

Letters, Four centuries of English 14., -18.. (ed. W. B,
Scoones 1880)

Letters and papers illustrative of the reigns of Richard III and
Henry VII 14. .-15. . (Rolls series 1861-63)

Letters from Donegal in 1886. By a Lady 'Felon', ed. by
Colonel Maurice 1886

Letters from a gentleman in the north ofScotland : see Burt, E.
Letters from Madras 1836-39 : see Maitland, Julia C.
Letters in the London Journal, A collection of all the political

1720 (1721)
Letters of an American 1854 : see Landor, W. S.
Letters of eminent literary men 14..-17., (Camden Soc.

1843)
Letters of Queen Margaret of Anjou and Bishop Beckington

14. . (Camden Soc. 1863)
Letters on education 1852
Letters on several subjects a 1687 : see More, Henry
Letters to Honoria and Marianne on various subjects 1784
Letters written by eminent persons 16. .-17. . (BUss 1813)
Lettice Lisle 1870 : see Vemey, Lady F. P.
Leudesdorf, Charles Cremona's {L.) Elements of projec-

tive geometry tr. 1885
Leuze's {J. P. F. de) Practical instruction in animal mag-

netism tr. by T. C. Hartshorn 1837 (1879^
Levellers, The ; a dialogue between two young ladies concern-

ing matrimony 1745 (in Harleian Misc.)
Levens, Peter : see Levins, P.

Lever, Charles J. Arthur O'Leary, kis wanderings and
panderings in many lands 1844

Barrington 1863
The Bramleighs of Bishop's Folly 1868
Charles O'Malley, the Irish dragoon 1841
The confessions of Con Cregan, the Irish GU Bias 1849
The confessions of Harry Lorrequer 1839
The DaJtons ; or, three roads in life 1852
Davenport Dunn ; or, the man of the day 1859
A day s ride ; a life's roituznce 1863
Diary and notes of Horace Templeton 1849
The Dodd family abroad 1854
Jack Hinton, the guardsman 1843
The Knight of Gwynne ; a tale of the time of the Union

1847
Luttrell of Arran 1865
The Martins of Cro' Martin 1856
Maurice Tiernay, the soldier offortune 1852
The O'Donoghue ; a tale of Ireland fifty years ago 1845
One of them 1861
Roland Cashel 1850
Sir Brook Fossbrooke 1866
Sir Jasper Carew, his life and experiences 1854
St. Patrick's eve 1845
Tom Burke of 'Ours' 1844
Tony Butler 1865

Lever, Christopher A crucifixe : or, a meditation upon
repentance, and the holie Passion 1607

Lever, Thomas Sermons 1550 (Arber 1870)

A fruitful sermoti made tn Poules churche at London in

the shroudes 1550
A sermon preached at Paules Crosse 1550
A sennon preached the thyrd (y* fourth^ sonday in Lent

before the kynges maiestie 1550
Levett, John The ordering of bees 1634
Levins, Peter Manipulus vocabulorum. A dictionarie of

English and Latine wordes 1570 (Camden Soc.,

E.E.T.S. 1867)

A right profitable booke for all diseases called The path-

way to health 1587
Levity and sorrow 1809 : see Bianchi, M. A.
Levy, William H. Blindness and the blind 1872
Lewes, George H. A biographical history of philosophy

1845-46(1857, 1867)
Comte's Philosophy of the sciences 1853
The life and works of Goethe 1855
The Itfe of Maximihen Robespierre X849
The noble heart ; a tragedy 1850
On actors and the art of acting 1875
The physiology of common life 1859-^
Problems of life and mind. First series. Thefoundation

of a creed 1874-75
Second series. The physical basis of mind 1877
Third series. The study of psychology. Mind as

a function of the organism. The sphere of sense atid

logic offeeling. The sphere of intellect and logic of signs

1879
Ranthorpe ; a novel 1847
Sea-side studies at Ilfracombe etc. 1858

Lewin, Thomas The invasion of Britain by Julius Casar

1859 (1862)
Lewin, Thomas H. A fly on the wheel ; or, how I helped to

govern India 1885
Lewins, William Her Majesty's mails : an historical and

descriptive account of the British Post Office 1864

Lewis, Sir George Cornewall A n essay on the influence of
authority in the matters of opinion 1849 (1875)

A glossary of provincial words used in Herefordshire and
some of the adjoining counties 1839

An inquiry into the credibility of the early Roman history

1855
Letters to various friends a 1S63 (1875)

Remarks on the use and abuse ofsome political terms 1832
Lewis, George R. The stannaries : a study of the English

tin miner 1908

LILY

Lewis, J. American sportsman, and hints on the habits of
birds 1857

Lewis, John The history and antiquities, ecclesiastical and
civil, of the Isle of Tenet in Kent 1723 (1736)

Glossary ofwords used in the Isle ofThanet (from ed.
i736of prec.,E.D.S. 1874)

The history of the life and sufferings of John Wicliffe
1720-23

The life of John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester. From the
original MS. 1730-31 (1855)

The life of R. Pecock, Bishop of St. Asaph and Chichester

1744
Lewis, Mary A. Two pretty girls 1881
Lewis, Matthew G. The Bravo of Venice tr. 1805

Journal of a West Indian proprietor a 1818 (1834)
Lewis, Meriwether and Clarke, William Travels to the

source of the Missouri river and across the American
continent to the Pacific ocean 1804-06 1814 (1893)

Lewis, Thomas An historical essay upon the consecration of
churcfies 1719

Lewis, William Commercium philosophico-technicum ; or^

the philosophical commerce of arts 1763-66
Lewis, William Ckcss for beginners 1835

Elements of the game of chess 1822
Lewis, William J. A treatise on crystallography 1899
Lewis, William L. Statius' Thebaid tr. 1767
Lewkenor, Lewes 1600 : see Torquemada, A. de
Lex talionis, sive vindicice pharmacoporum ; or a short reply

to Dr. Merrett's book against apothecaries 1670
Lexicon balatronicum. A dictionary of buckish slang, univer'

sity wit, and pickpocket eloquence 1811
Lexiphanes 1767 : see Campbell, Archibald
Leybourn, William The compleat surveyor 1674

Cursus mathematicus ; or, mathematical sciences 1690
Leycester, Earl of : see Leicester, Earl of

Leycester, Sir Peter Historical antiquities 1672-73
Leyden, John Poetical works a 1811 (1875)

Scenes of infancy 1803
Lhuyd, Edward Archaologia Britannica 1707
Libeaus Desconus c 1350 (in Ritson, Metrical romances XL

1802 ; Kaluza 1890)
Libel of English policy c 1436 (in Political poems II, Rolls

series 1861)
Liber albus. Liber cttstumarum, et Liber Horn, in archivis

GildhaUiB asservati 14. . (Rolls series 1859-62)
Liber Cure Cocorum C1420 (Philol. Soc. 1862)
Liber niger domus regis Edward IV a 1483 (in Household

ordinances, 1790)
Liber scintillarum a 1050 : see Defensor
Liberal American, The ; a novel, by a lady 1785
Libertine husbatid tr. i8io
Liberty of conscience 1645 : see Gillespie, G.
Library of universal knowledge. Being a reprint entire of the

last {i8yg) EdinburghandLondon editionofChambers's
Encyclopcedia 1880 (New York)

Library of useful knowledge (published by the Society for the
diflusion of useful knowledge) 1827-48

Licensed traders' dictionary of words and terms 1903
Lichefield, Nicholas I^pez de Castanheda's First booke of

the historic of the discoverie and conquest of the East
Indias tr. 1582

Lichfield. The Gild of St. Mary, Lichfield ; being ordinances

of the Gild ofSt. Mary, and other documents iJ^. .-16.

.

(E.E.T.S. 1920)
Liddell, Henry G. and Scott, Robert A Greek-English

lexicon 1843
ed. 7, revised and enlarged, 1883 ; ed. 8, 1897

Liddle, William Poems on different occasions, chiefly in the

Scottish dialect 1821
LiDDON, Henry P. The divinity of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ (Bampton lectures 1866) 1867 (1875)
Some elements of religion (Lent lectures 1870) 1872
Some words for God. Sermons 1863-65 1865
, and others Life of E, B. Pusey 1893-97

Lieber, Francis Manual of political ethics 1839
On civil liberty and self-government 1853
A popular essay on subjects of penal law 1838

Liebermann, Felix Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen 1898-
1916

Life and death of Thomas, Lord Cromwell, The true chronicle

historic of the whole 1602 (in Shakespeare Apocrypha,
1908)

Life in the Mofussil ; or, the civilian in Lower Bengal 1878
Life in Normandy 1848 : see Campbell, W. F,

Life in the South 1863 : see Hopley, Catherine C.

Life of King Henry the fifth 1513 (ed. C. L. Kingsford 1911)

Life of a planter in Jamaica 1828 : see Marly
Life of St. Katherine : see Katherine, St.

Lightfoot, John Works a 1675 (1684, 1822-25)
Erubhin ; or miscellanies. Christian and Judaiccdl 1629
A few and new observations upon the booke of Genesis

1642
An handfuU of gleanings out of the book of Exodus 1643

(1648)
Lightfoot, John Flora Scotica 1777
Lightfoot, Bp. Joseph B. Epistle to the Philippians ; are-

vised text, with introduction, etc. 1868

S. Clement of Rome. The two epistles to the Corinthians.

A revised text with introduction and notes 1869
St. Paul's epistles to the Colossians and to Philemon, a

revised text, with introductions, notes, etc. 1875
Lichthall, William D. The young seigneur 1888

Lights and shades of English life. From the New monthly

magazine 1828
Ligon, Richard A true and exact history of the island of

Barbados 1657 (1673)
Ligonier, Viscount ; see * Lelius, Lord*
Lilburn, Adam The borderer 1896
Lilie, Peter a 1615 : see Lily, P.

LiLLiE, Mrs. Lucy C. Prudence, a story of (esthetic London
1882

. , ^ .

LiLLO, George Marina : a play taken from Pericles Prince

of Tyre 1738
Lilly, John : see Lyiy, J.
Lilly, William Anima astrologies tr. 1676

Christian astrology 1647
His history of his life and times frotn i6oz to j68i ai68z

Monarchy or no monarchy in England, with observations

upon the life and death of the late king Charles 1651

Lilly, William S. Ancient rehgion and modem thought X884

The great enigma 1892
Lily, Peter Two sermons a 16x5 (1619)



UNCHE 48 LOOKER
LiMCBB, Richard Poems ai6oi (Grosart 1877)

Diella, certaine sonnets, adioyned to the amorous poetne of

Dom Digo and Gineura 1596 (1877 ; in Arber, Eng.

Gamer VII)
Thefouniaine of ancient fiction ti. 1599

Lincoln, Bishop of 1697, 1707, 1864 : seeGardiner, James

;

Wake, W. ; Jackson, John
Lincoln herald 1828-33
Lincolnshire, Chronicle of the rebeUton »n 1470 (in Camden

Soc., Misc. 1847)
Lincolnskire church furniture v. d. (in E. Peacock, English

church furniture 1866)

Lincolnshire {north-west) glossary 1877, 1889: see Pea-
cock, E.

Lincolnshire {soulh-^esl) glossary 1886 : see Cole, R. E. G.
Lincoln's Inn, The records of the Honorable Society of 1422-

1845 (1897-1902)
LiND» James Three letters relating to the navy, Gibraltar, and

Portmahon 1747-48 (1757)
LiNDESAY, Robert (of Pitscottie) The historic and cronicles

of Scotland a 1578 (1728 ; S.T.S. 1898-99)
Lindisfame gospels c 950 (The Holy Gospels, in Anglo-Saxon,

etc.Skeat 1871-87)
LiNDLEY, John Elements of botany 1841 (1849)

Flora medica : a botanical account of all the more im-
portant plants used in medicine 1838

An introduction to botany 1832 (1839, 1848)
An introduction to the natural system of botany 1830
Richard's (L. C. M.) Observations on the structure of

fruits and seeds tr. 1819
School botany 1839 (1858)
A synopsis of the British flora 1829
The vegetable kingdom 1846
and Moore, Thomas The treasury of botany 1866

LiNDLEY, Thomas Narrative of a voyage to Brasil 1805
Lituiores chartularies : see Balinerino
Lindsay, Alexander W, C. Lives of the Lindsays ; or a

me?noir of the houses of Crawford and Balcarres 1840
(1849)

Sketches of the history of Christian art 1847
Lindsay (or Lyndsay), Sir David fli555 : see Lyndesay,

SirD.
Lindsay, Patrick The interest of Scotland considered with

rejference to its police, etc. 1733
Lindsay, Robert (of Pitscottie) : see Lindesay, R.
Lindsay, Thomas M. The church and the ministry in the

early centuries 1902
Lindsay, Wallace M. The Latin language ; an historical

account of Latin sounds, stems, and flexions 1894
and Thomson, Henry J. Ancient lore in tnedieval

Latin glossaries 1921
Lineham, Wilfrid J. A text-book of mechanical engineering

189^
the'Linesman (M. H. Grant) Words by an eyewitness.

struggle in Natal 1901 (1902)
Lingard, John The antiquities of the Anglo-Saxon Church

1806™ ed. 3, entitled The history and antiquities of the
Anglo-Saxon church 1845 (1858)

A history ofEnglandfrotn thefirst invasion by theRomans
to the revolution in 1688 1819-30

Lingua 1607 : see Tomkis, T.
Linnaus' (C.) Families of plants tr. 1787
Linriean Society of London, Transactions of the 1791-
Linnen and woollen manufactory discoursed 1691
Linnet's trial 1864 : see Smedley, Menella B.
-Linschoten's voyage tr. 1598 : see Phillip, W.
LiNSKiLL, Mary The haven under the hill 1886
Lintie 0* Moray, The, being a collection of poems, chiefly com-

posedfor and sung at the anniversaries of the Edinburgh
Morayshire Society 1829-41 (1851)

Linton, Mrs. E. Lynn The autobiography of Christopher
Kirkland 1885

The lake country 1864
Lizzie Lorton of Greyrigg 1866
My love! 1881
Paston Carew, millionaire and miser 1886
The rebel of the family 1880
Through the long night 1889
The true history of Joshua Davidson (anon.) 1872
With a silken thread, and other stories 1880

Linfoun Green, or the third market day of June, O.S., 1685
1817

Lisander and Calista 1627 : see D., W,
Lisle, Edward Observations in husbandry a 1722 (1757)
L'isle's (F. de) Legendarie, conteining an ample discourse of

the life and behaviour of Charles, Cardinal of Lorraine
tr. 1577

Lisle, William Mlfric's Saxon treatise concerning the Old
and New Testament 1623

Part of Du Bartas tr. 1625
Lismore papers, The ; autobiographical notes, remembrances

and diaries ofSir Rich. Boyle, first Earl of Cork a 1643
(ed. by A. B. Grosart 1886-89)

Lister, Martin A journey to Paris in x6g8 1699
Lister, Thomas H. Arlington 1832

Granby 1826 (1836)
Literary Churchman, The 1855-93
Literary gazette. The 1817-58
Literary memoirs of five hundred living authors of Great

Britain (ed. by D. Rivers) 1798
Literary world. The (Boston, Mass.) 1880-
Literature 1897 1902
Lithgow, William The pilgrimes farewell to his native

countrey of Scotland : wherein is contained, The joyes
and miseries of peregrination 1618

Poetical remains 01645 (^863)
The totall discourse of the rare adventures and painefull
peregrinations of kmg nineteen y^ares travayles 1632
(1682, 1906)

A true experimentall and exact relation upon thaifamous
siege of Newcastle 1645 (1820)

LitteU's Living age 1844-
LiTTLE, Andrew G, The Grey Friars in Oxford 1892
Little, Francis A monument of Christian munificence ; or,

an account of the Brotherhood of the Holy Cross, and of
the Hospital of Christ in Abingdon itzy (1871)

Little, William J. On the nature and treatment of the de-

formities of the human frame 1853
A treatise on the nature of club-foot and analogous distor-

tions 1839
LtTTLEDALE, RicHARD F. Plain rvasons against joining the

Church of Rome x88o

Littleton, Adah Lingua Latirue liber dictionarius quadri-
partitus 1678

Littleton, Sir Edward Reports 1683
Littleton's {Sir T.) Tenures tr. 1538 (1544. i574)

See also Coke, E.
LiTTR^, liMiLE Dictionnaire de la langue franfaise 1863-

77
Liturgies and occasionalforms ofprayer setforth in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth 15. . (Parker Soc. 1847)
Lively oracles given to us, or the Christians birth-right and duty

1678 {1684)
Livermore, Samuel A treatise on the law of Principal and

agent 1818
Lives of British physicians (by William Macmichael) 1830

(1857)
Lives of saints: see JElfiic; Bokenham; Saints' lives; etc.

Lives of the Scottish poets (by Joseph Robertson) 1821-22
Livingston, William A letter to John {Ewer), lord bishop of

Llandaff 1768
Livingstone, David Last journals in Central Africa 1865-

73 (1874)
Missioruiry travels and researches in South Africa 1857
Narrative of an expedition to the Zambesi 1865

Llewelyn, Martin : see Lluelyn, M.
Lloid, Lodowick : see Lloyd, L.
Lloyd, David The legend of Captaine Jones 1631 (1659)
Lloyd, David State-worthies 1665 (1766)
Lloyd, David The voyage of life. A poem 1792
Lloyd, George T. Thirty-three years in Tasmania and

Victoria 1863
Lloyd, Hannibal E. Feuchtersleben's (Ernest von) Prin-

ciples of medical psychology tr. 1847 (Sydenham Soc.)

Timkowski's {E, F.) Travels of the Russian mission
through Mongolia to China tr. 1827

Lloyd (or Llwyd), Humphrey The treasury of health con-
teynyng many profitable medycines gathered ottt of
Hypocrates, GalenandA vycen, by one Petrus Hyspanus
tr. c 1550

See also Powel, David
Lloyd, Humphrey Lectures on the tvave-theory of light 1841

(1857, 1873)
Lloyd, John A treatise of the episcopacy, liturgies, and

ecclesiastical ceremonies of the primitive times j66o
Lloyd, Lewis Field sports of the north of Europe 1830

Scandinavian adventures 1854
Lloyd, Lodowick A briefe conference of divers lawes 1602

The consent of time, deciphering the errors of the Grecians
in their Olympiads 1590

The first part of the diall of dales 1590
The pilgrimage of princes 1573 (1586, 1607)

another ed., entitled The marrow of history: or.

The pilgrimage of kings and princes, corrected by
R. C(odrington) (1653)

Lloyd, Robert Poems 1762, a 1764 (1790)
Poetical works a 1764 (1774)

Lloyd, Mrs. W. Reynolds The ladies of Polcarrow 1864
Lloyd, Bp. William An historical account ofChurch govern-

ment 1684
Pretences of the French invasion examined (anon.) 1692

(in Harl. Misc.)

Lloyd's Natural history : see Sharpe, R. B.
Lluelyn, Martin Men-miracles. With other poetns 1646
Llwyd, Humphrey : see Lloyd, H.
Lobb, Ebenezer, The wonderful career of. Related by himself.

Ed. by Alien Upward 1900
Lobb, Stephen A letter to Dr. Bates containing a vindication

of the doctor, and myself 1695
Local government and taxation in the United Kingdom ; a

series of essays ed. by J. W. Probyn 1882
Lock, Charles G. W. {Spon's) Workshop receipts (Series

3 and 4) 1884-85
Locke, John Works 01704 (1714)

Elements of natural philosophy a 1704 (1754)
An essay concerning humane understanding 1690
' ed. 2, with large additions 1694 ; ed. 4, with large

additions 1700 j-ed. 5, with many large additions

(1706)
A letter concerning toleration tr. by W. Popple 1689 ; a

second letter 1690 ; a third letter 1692
A letter to Edward {Stillingfleet). Lord Bishop of Wor-

cester 1697
Of the conduct of the understanding c 1698 (in Posthu-
mous works 1706)

A paraphrase and notes on the Epistle of St. Paul to the

Galatians, the first and second Epistles to the Corin-
thians, and the Epistles to the Romans and Ephesians
01704(1705-07)

The reasonableness of Christianity as delivered in the

Scriptures 16^5
A vindication of the reasonableness of Christianity

from Mr. Edwards's reflections 1695 ; a second
vindication 1697

Some considerations of the consequences of the lowering of
interest and raising the value of money in a letter 1691

(1692)
Further considerations concerning raising the value of
money 1695

Some familiar letters between Mr. Locke and several of his

friends a 1704 ( 1 708)
Some thoughts concerning education 1693
Two treatises of governtnent 1690
Life, with extracts from his correspondence, journals, and
common-place books, by Peter King (1830)

Life by H. R. Fox Bourne (1876)
Lockhart, George Metnoirs concerning the affairs of Scot-

land 1714
Lockhart, John G. The Ballantyne-humbug handled 1839

Metnoirs of the life of Sir Walter Scott 1837-38 (1839,
1846)

Peter's letters to his kinsfolk 1819
Reginald Dalton 1823
Some passages in the life of Mr. Adam Blair 1822
Valerius ; a Roman story 1821

Lockhart, Laurence W. M. Mine is thine 1878
Lockhart, William Rosmini-Serbati's {A.) Short sketch of

modern philosophies and of his own system tr. 1882
Lockman, John To the long-conceal'd first protnoter of the

cambrick and tea-bills : an epistle 1746
Lockwood, Thomas D. Electricity, nuignetism, and electric

telegraphy 1883
Lockwood's Dictionary ofterms used in the practice oftnechani-

cal engineering 1888 (1892)
Lockyer, Charles An account of the trade in India 171

1

LocKYER, J, Norman The chemistry of the sun 1887
Contributions to solar physics 1874
The dawn of astronomy 1894
Elementary lessons in astronomy 1868 (1879)
Ed. Guillemin's {A.) Heavens 1866
Stargazing : past and present 1878
Studies in spectrum analysis 1878

LocKYER, Nicholas England faithfully watcht with in her
wounds 1646

A sermon preached before the House of Comtnons Oct. 28
1646

Locritie, The lamentable tragedie of 1595 (in Shakespeare
Apocrypha 1908)

Lodeman, E. G. The spraying of plants for the purpose of
destroying insects and fungi 1896

Lodge, Edmund Illustrations of British history, biography,
and manners 1791

Lodge, Sir Oliver J. Modern views of electricity 1889
Lodge, Thomas Complete works a 1625 (Hunterian Club

1883-88)
An alarum against vsurers 1584 (Shaks. Soc. 1853)
The delectable historic of Forbonius and Prisceria 1584

(Shaks. Soc. 1853)
A defence of poetry, music, and stage-plays 1579 (Shaks.

Soc. 1853)
A fig for Momus 1595
A learned summary upon the famous poeme of William

of Saluste Lord of Bartas 1621
A nmrgarite of America 1596
Rosalynde. Euphuss golden legacie 1590
Seneca's Workes tr. 1614
The wounds of ciuill war 1594
See also Greene, R.

LoE, William Ca>7ie and see. The blisse of brightest beautie :

shining out of Sion 1614
LoEB, Jacques Comparative physiology of the brain and

comparative psychology 1901
LoFFT, Capell Self-formation ; or the history of an indivi-

dual mirui 1837
LoFTus, William K. Travels and researches in Chaldaa and

Susiana 1857
Logan, Mrs. Eliza St. Johnstoun ; or John, earl of Gowrie

(anon.) 1823
Logan, James The Scottish Gael, or Celtic manners, as pre-

served among the Highlanders 1831 (1876)
Logan, John Poems a 1788 (1805)

Runnamede, a tragedy 1783
Lollard conclusions 1395 (in Fasciculi Zizaniorum, Rolls

series 1858)
Lofnmel's (£.) Nature of light, uith a general account of physi-

cal optics tr. 1874 (1875)
London, Bishop of 1696 : see Compton, Bp. Henry
London, George De la Quintinie's Compieat gard'ner tr.

X699 (1704, 1719)
and W'lSE, Henry The retir'd gardener 1706

London and country brewer 1713 (1742)
London and its environs described 1761
Lotuion chaunticleres, The. A witty comcedy 1659 (in Hazl.,

Dodsley)
London cries, or, pictures of tumult and distress : a poem 1805
London, Edinburgh, and Dublin philosophical magazine

1832- : see Philosophical magazine
London gazette. The (Nos. 1-23 called 'The Oxford gazette')

1665-
Londcn Lickpenny 14. . (in Lydgate's Minor P., Percy Soc.

1840 ; AngHa XX. 1898)
London Livery Companies, Report on 1884 (Pari, papers

Eng., XXXIX)
London magazine. The 1820-29
London medical and physical journal. The 1826-33
London prentices and trades, A collection of songs and ballads

relative to the 1380-1707 (Percy Soc. 1841)
London prodigall. The 1605 (in Sliakespeare Apocrypha

1908)
LoNELiCH, Henry : see Lovelich, H.
Long, C. Chaill^. Central Africa 1876
Long, Edward The history of Jamaica (anon.) 1774
Long, George The British Museum. Egyptian antiquities

1832-36
Long, J. Voyages and travels of an Indian interpreter and

trader. To which is added a vocabulary 1791
Long, James Ed. Selections from utipublished records of

government (Fort \\'illiam) 1748-67 (1869)
Long, John D. Virgil's /Eneid tr. 1879
Long, Kingesmill Barclay his Argenis tr. 1625
Long, W. H. A dictionary of the Isle of Wight dialect 1886
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth Writings a 1882 (z886)

Poetical works a 1882 (1910)
Aftermath 1873
The belfry of Bruges, and other poems 1846
The courtship of Miles Standish, and other poems 1858
The divine comedy of Dante 1867
The divine tragedy 1871
Evangeline ; a tale of Acadie 1847
The golden legend 1851
Hyperion ; a romance 1839
Kavanagh, a tale 1849
Kiramos, and other poems 1878
The masque of Pandora, and other poems 1875
The New England tragedies 1868
Outre-mer ; a pilgrimage beyond the sea 1835
Poetns on slavery 1842
The song of Hiawatha 1855
The Spanish student 1843
Tales of a wayside inn 1863
Three books of song 1872
Voices of the night 1839
Life. With extractsfrom his journals and correspondence.

Ed. by S. Longfellow (1891)
Longinus {D. C.) On the sublime in writing, and three disserta-

tions tr. (by W. T. Spurdens) 1836
Longman, William The history of the life and times of

Edward the third 1869
Longman's Magazine 1883-1906
Longstreet, Augustus B. Georgia scenes 1848
Lonsdale, M. The Spanish rivals, a musical farce 1784

(1785)
Lonsdale, Margaret Sister Dora (Dorothy W. Paittson);

a biography 1880
Lonsdale magazine. The : or provincial repository 1820-22
Looke about you, A pleasant commodie, called 1600 ( in Hazl.,

Dodsley)
Looker-on 1792-94 : see Roberts, W.



LORD
Lord, Henry A tUscoverie of the sect of the Banians ; The

religion of the Persecs 1630
Lord, John K. The naturalist in Vanctmoer Island and

British Columbia 1866
Lord's trumpet. The : see Peden, Alex.
LoRENZ, Charles A. Van der Keessel's Select theses tr. 1855
Lorica hymn c 1000 (in Grein's Bibl. angelsiich. Prosa VI)
LoRiHER, William Remarks on Mr. Goodwin's Discourse of

the Gospel 1696
LoRRAiN, Paul Murefs (P.) Rites offuneral tr. 1683
Loseley manuscripts and other rare documents preserved at

Loseley House, Surrey 15.. -16.. (ed. A. J. Kempe
1836)

LossiNG, Bknson J. The Hudson, from the wilderness to the
sea 1866

Lost brooch. The 1841 : see Mozley, Mrs. Harriet
LoTT, Emmeline The governess in Egypt 1865
Lotxe's {R. H.) Logic tr. by B. Bosanquet 1884

Metaphysic tr. by B. Bosanquet 1884
Loudon, Mrs. Jane W. The amateur gardener^s monthly

calendar 1847
revised and ed. by VV. Robinson (1880)

Botany for ladies 1842
British wHd flowers 1846
Domestic pets 1851

Loudon, John C. Arboretum etfruttcetum Britannicum ; or
the hardy trees and shrubs of Britain, nativeandforeign,
delineated and described 1838

An encyclopaedia of trees and shrubs (an abridgement of
prec.) 1842

An encyclopaedia of agriculture 1825 (1831)
An encychpadia of cottage, farm, and villa arckHecture
and furniture 1833

An encyclopcedia of gardening 1822 (1824)
An encyclopedia of plants 1829
The gardener's magazine 1828-43
The greenhouse companion (anon.) 1824
The suburban gardener, and villa companion 1838

Louisburg, Journal of the siege of 1745 (in W. Shirley, Letter
1746)

LouNSBUBY, Thomas R. Studies in Chaucer 1892
LouniiAN, John The fortn of process before the Court of

Justiciary in Scotland 1732 (1752)
Love, James The mariner's jewel 1705 (ed. 5 ; 1724)
'Love, James' (James Dance) Cricket; an heroic poem Vj^o

Poems on several occasions 1754
Love, Nicholas Bonaventura's Mirrour of the blessed lyf of

Jesu Christ tr. c 1410 (Sherard MS. ; W. de Worde
1517; 1908)

Love offame 1728 : see Young, E.
Loveday, Robert Calprencde's Hymen*s Prteludia ; or.

Love's master-piece ; being the first part of that romaru:e
intittded Cleopatra tr. 1653 ; ^second part 16$^ ; the
third part 1655

Letters a i6s7 (1659, 1663)
Lovelace, Richard Lucasta's epodes, odes, sonnets, songs,

etc. To which is added Aramantha, a pastoraU 1649
Lucasta : posthume poems a 2657 (1659, 1864)

Lovelich, Henry The history of the Holy Grati tr. £1450
(Roib. CI. 1861-63 ; E.E.T.S. 1874-75)

Merlin, a middle-English metrical version cf a French
romance c i4$o {E.E.T.S. 1904-13)

LoVEix, Archibald Cyrano de Bergeracs Comical history of
the states and empires of the worlds of the sun and moon
tr. 1687

Forney's {F. A.) Indiculus universalis ; or, the universe

in epitome. Enlarged by A. Lovell 1679
Simon's {R.) Critical history of the religions and customs

of the Eastern nations tr. 1685
Tluverwt's {J. de) Travels into the Levant tr. 1687

Lovell, Robert A compleat herball 1659
ed. 2, with many additions T665

A compleat history of animals and minerals i66r
Lover, Samuel Haruiy Andy ; a tale of Irish life 1842

Legends and stories of Ireland 1831-34 (1855)
Rory O'More ; a national romance 1837

Loves of Hero and Leander : a mock poem ; with marginal
notes and other choice pieces of drollery 1651 (1653)

lx)W, Charles R. The Afghan war, 1838-42. From the

journal and correspondence of Major-General A ugusttts

AbboU Z879
The autobiography of a man-o*^war's bell 1875
The history of the Indian navy 1613-1863 1877

Low, David K. An introduction to machine drawing and
design 1887 (1892)

Low, George Fauna Orcadensis : or the natural history of
the quadrupeds, birds, reptiles and fishes of Orkney and
Shetland, from a MS. 01795 U813)

A umr through the Islands of Orkney and Schetland, con-

taining hints collected in 1774 ** '795 (1879)

Low, Sidney J. M. and Pulling, Frederic S. The diction-

ary of English history 1884 (1904)

Low-life : or one half of the world knows not how the other half

lives 1764 (ed. 3)

Lowe, Alexander General view of the agriculture cf the

county of Berwick 1794
Lowe,Charles Prince Bismarck; an historical biography 1885
Lowe, Edward J. A natural history of British grasses 1858

Lowe, Pxtsk The whole course of ckirurgerie 1597
ed. 2, enMWcd A discourse of the whole art ofchyrur-

gerie 1613 ; ed. 3, 1634
I.OWE, Robert General view of the agriculture of the county

of Nottingham 1794
Lows, Robert Speeches and letters on reform 1867
Ix)WE, Roger Extracts from a Lancashire diary 1663-78

(i376)
Lowell, James Russell Writings v.d. (1890)

Poetical works 1873, j88o, 1882
Poems aii^i (1912)
Among my books 1870 ; series II, 1876
The iHglow papers 1S48 ; series II, 1862
Camimdge thirty years ago 1854
The cathedral 1869
Conversations on some of the old poets 1845
Democracy and other addresses 1886

A fable for critics 1848
Fireside travels i86a
Letters a xSgi (1894)
My study windows 1871
The old English dramatists a X89X (1892)

Under the willows and other poems x868
The vision of Sir Launfal 1S48
A year's life 1841
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Lower, Mark A. English surnames 1842 (1875)
Lower, Sir William The amourous fantasme, a tragi-

cotnedy j66o
The enchanted lovers : a pastoral 1658
The noble ingratitude : a comedy tr. 1659
The phoenix in her flames : a tragedy 1639
Polyeuctes, or the martyr : a tragedy tr. 1655
A relation inform of journal of the voiage and residence

which Charles the II has niade in Holland tr. 1660
Lowndes, George R. Camping sketches 1892
Lowndes, Mary E. 1891 : see Hoffding, H.
Lowndes, Richard The law of general average 1873 (1878)

A practical treatise on the law of marine insurance 1881
Lowndes, William A report containing an essay for the

amendment of the silver coins 1695
Lowsley, Barzillai a glossary of Berkshire words and

phrases 1888 (E.D.S.)
LowsoN, Alexander John Guidfellow 1890
LowsoN, G. The modern farrier 1844 {1877)
Lowth, Bp. Robert Isaiah; a new translation ; withapre-

liminary dissertation, and notes critical, philological,

and explanatory 1778
Lectures on the sacred poetry of the Hebrews tr. by G.
Gregory 1787 (1816)

A letter to the author of 'The divine legation of Moses
demonstrated' 1765

The life of William of Wykeliam 1758
Sermons and other remains a 1787 (1834)
A short introduction to the English grammar (ancHi.) 1762

(1763)
LowTH, William A commentary tipon the larger and lesser

prophets 1730
A vindication of the divine authority and inspiration of

the Old and Neu^ Testament 1692 (1699)
Loyal and impartial satyrist 1694 : see S., S,
Loyal convert 1643 : see Quarles, F.
Loyal songs, A collection of 1639-61 (1731)
Layer's {Pierre le) Treatise of specters or straunge sights tr. by

Z. Jones 1605
Lubbock, Sir John Addresses, political and educational

1879
Ants, bees, and wasps 1882
The beauties of ruiture and the wonders ofthe world we live

in 1892
On British wild flowers considered in relatiot: to insects

x87S
On the origin and metamorphoses of insects 1874
The pleasures of life 1887-89
Pre-nistoric times, as illustrated by ancient remains, and

the manners and customs ofmodem savages 1865 (1869,
1878)

Scientific lectures 1879
The origin of civilisation and the primitive condition of
man 1870 (1875)

Lucar, Cyprian Tartaglia's {N.) Three bookes of colloquies

concerning the arte of shooting tr. 1588
Lucas, Charles An essay on waters 1756
Lucas, Francis Sketches of rural life and other poems 1889
Lucas, Joseph Kalm's (P.) Account of kis visit to England

on his way to America in 1748 tr. 1892
Studies in Nidderdale 1867-72 1882

Lucas, Richard An enquiry after happiness 1685
Twenty four sermons preached on several occasions 1710

Lucas, Samuel Secularia ; or, surveys in the mainstream of
history 1862

Lucas, Theophilus The memoirs of gamesters and sharpers

1714
Lucca's (G. di) Memoirs 1737 : see Berington, S.
LuccocK, John The nature and properties of wool illustrated

1805
Luce, S. B. Seamanship 1863
Lucidarie. Die mittelenglische Version des Elucidariums des

Honorius Augustodunensis C1425 (ed. Schmitt 1909)
Luck of Ladysmede i860 : see Collins, W. L.
LucKOMBE, Philip A concise history of the origin and pro-

gress of printing (anon.) 1770
ed. 3, entitled The history and art of printing 1771

Luctus Britannici : or the tears of the British muses for the

death of John Dryden 1700
Luctus Britannici ; poem to the memory of R. VEstrange

170s
Ludlow, Churchwardens' accounts : see Churchwardens
Ludlow, Edmund Memoirs a 1692 (1698-99, 1751, 1894)
Ludlow, Fitz H. Little brother, and other genre pictures 1867
Ludlow, John M. Popular epics of the Middle Ages of the

Norse-German and Carfovingian cycles 1865
A sketch of the history of the United Statesfrom IfuUpen-

dence to Secession 1862
Ludus Coventrice : see Coventry mysteries
Luffman, John The charters of London 1793
Lumholtz, Carl Among Cannibals 1889
Luminalia ; or the festivall of light 1637 (Grosart 1876)
LuMLEY,JoHNLuMLEy,iSTBARON 1589: seePuttenham,G.
LuMSDEN, James ('S. Mucklebackit') Edinburgh poems and

songs 1899
Sheep-head and trotters 1892

LuMSDEN, Sir Peter S. and Elsmie, George R. Lumsden
ofthe Guides : a sketch of the life ofSir H. B. Lumsden
1899

LupTON, Donald Flanders 1658
London and the country carbonadoed and guorired into

severall characters 1632 (in Harl. Misc.)

LuPTON, Thomas A dream of the Deuill and Diues 1584
Sivqila ; too good to be true 1580
A thousand notable things cfsttndrie sorts 1579 (i585»

1675)
Lushington, Henry The Italian war 1848-49, and the last

Italian poet [Giuseppe Giusti) 1859
Lushington, Thomas : see 'Jones, Robert*
Lusignan : a novel 1801
Lusted, Charles T. Studies in life and literature 1893
Lusty juventus c 1565 : see Wever, R.
Lutfxdlah, Autobiography of ed. E. B. Eastwick 1857
Luther's Commentary upon Galatians tr. 1575 : see Vautrol-

lier, T.
Luttrell, Narcissus A brief historical relation of state

affairs 1678-1714 (1857)

*Lyall, Edna' (Ada E. Bayly) Donovan z883
Knight-Errant 1887
We two J884
Won by waiting : a story of home life in France and
England 1879

Lybeaus Disconus : see Libeaus Descoaus

LYRA
Lydal, Thomas Vulgar and decimal arithmetic 1710
Lyde, Robert A true and exact account of the retaking of a

ship called 'Tlie Friend's Adventure of Topsham' tr.

1693 (in Arber, Eug. Gamer VII)
Lydekker, Richard A geographical history of mammals

1896
A hand-book to the marsupialia and monotremata 1894
Horns and hoofs, or, chapters on lioofed animals 1893
The royal natural history 1893-96

Lydgate, John (The assembly of gods: or The accord of
reasonand sensuality in thefear ofdeathiJi. . (E.E.T.S.

1896))
A balade ; in commettdation of Our Lady C1420 (in

Chaucerian pieces, Skeat 1897)
Bochas* Fall of princes tr. X430-40 (1494, 1554, 1558;

E.E.T.S. 1924-27)
Bycorne and Chichevache c 1430 (in Minor poems, Percy

Soc. 1840)
Chronicle of Troy : see Troy book, below
The churl and the bird c 1400 (Caxton, W. de Worde

;

Roxb. C!. 1818 ; in Minor poems, Percy Soc. 1840)
The complaint of the black knight ; or, The complaint of
a loveres lyfe c 1402 (in Chaucer's Works, ed. 1532 ;

Chaucerian pieces, Skeat 1897)
The daunce of Machabree C1425 (in Bochas, ed. 1554
and E.E.T.S. 1924)

De Guileville's (G. de) Pilgrimage of the life of man tr.

1426 (E.E.T.S. 1899-1904)
Fabula duorum mercatorum (Tale of two merchants)
?ai4i2(Quellenund Forschimgen, LXXXIII. 1897)

Theflour of curtesye 14. . (in Chaucer's Works, ed. 1532;
Chaucerian pieces, Skeat 1897)

Horse, goose, and sheep. Debate between the c 1440 (Cax-
ton 1479 ; Roxb. CI. 1822 ; in Pol., rel., and love
poems, E.E.T.S. 1866, 1903)

The life of our Lady c 1410 (Caxton 1484 ; ed. Tame
1879)

Merita misste a 1450 (in Lay folks mass book, EJi.T.S.

1879)
Minor poems, A selection from the CX430 (Percy Soc,

1840)
Minor poems c 1430 (E.E.T.S. 1911)
Minor poems. The two nightingalepoems Z446 (E.E.T.S.

1900)
Miracles of St. Edmund 1444 (in Horstmann, Altengl.

Leg. 1881)
Reson and sensuaHyteci^oy (E.E.T.S. 1901)
St. Alton and St. Amphabd, Lives of c 1440 (1534, repr.

Horstmann 1882)
St. Edmund and St. Fremund 1433 (in Horstmann,

Altengl. Leg. 1881)
The serpent of division c 1400 (1590; ed. H. N. Mac-
Cracken 1911)

Tale of two merchants : see Fabula, above
Temple of glas 01403 (E.E.T.S. 1891)
Thebes, story of 1420-22 (in Chaucer's Works, ed. 1561

;

Chaucer Soc and E.E.T.S. 1911)
Troy book 1412-20 (1513, 1555 ; E.E.T.S. 1906-10)
The vertue ofy" masse 14. . (W. de Worde, repr. Huth,

Fugitive tracts 1875 ; Minor poems, E.E.T.S. 191 1)

See also Pilgrimage of the soul

and Burgh, Benedict Secrees ofold philisoffres a 1450
(E.E.T.S. 1894)

Lye, Edward Dictiotiarium Saxonico ei Gothico-Latinum

01767(1772) See also Junius, Francis, Jr.

Lye, Thomas New spelling-book 1677 (ed. 2)

Lyell, Sir Charles The elements of geology 1838
The geological evidences of the antiquity of man 1863
A manual of elementary geology 1851
Principles of geology 1830-33 (1867)
A second visit to the United States of Norih America 1849
The student's elements of geology 1871
Travels in North America 1845

Lyford, William Three sermons preached at Sherborne in
Dorsetshire upon z Cor. 2, 15-16 a 1653 (1654)

The translation of a sinner from death to life by the free

grace of God 1648
Lyly, John Complete works a 1606 {igo2)

Dramatic works a 1606 (1858)
Campaspe (anon.) 1584

another issue, entitled A moste excellent comedie of
Alexander, Campaspe, and Diogenes 1584

Endimion, the tnan in the moone (anon.) 1591
Euphues, the atiatomy ofwyt 1579 (Arber 1868)
Euphues and his England 1580 (Arber 1S68)
Gallathea (anon.) 1592
Midas (anon.) 1592
Mother Bombie (anon.) 1594
Sapho and Phao (anon.) 1584
Tlie woman in the moone 1597
See also Maid ; Pappe with an hatchet

Lynch, Hannah George Meredith : a study 1891
Lynch, Thomas T. Lectures in aid of self-improvement 1853

Memorials of Theophilus Trinal 1850
The rivulet : a contribution to sacred song 1855 (1856,

1868)
Lynde, Sir Humphrey Via tuta ; the safe way 1628 (1632)

A case for the spectacles, or a defence of Via tuta a 1636
(1638)

Lyndesay, Sir David Works a 1555 (1571, 1879, E.E.T.S.
1865-71)

Selections from his poems v.d. (in Pinkerton, Scottish
poems reprinted 1792)

The complaint and publict confessioun of the Kingis auld
hound callit Bagsche c 1536

The complaynt 1529
The dretne 1528
The historic (and testament) of ane nobil and wailjeand

squyer, William Meldrum 1550 (1594)
Kiiteis confessioun c 15^0
The monarche (Ane dialog betuix experience and ane

courteour) 1552
Ane satyre of the tkrie estaits 1540 (1602)
The testament and complaynt of our soverane lordia

papyngo 1530
. .

Lyndewode, William Provinciale (seu Constttutumes

Anglics) 1433; Eng. transl. (1534) . , ,

Cut adjiciuntur Constitutiones Lcgatiiue D. Othonis,

etD.Othoboni,cumannotationibusJohannisdeAthona

(1679)
Lyon, George F. Journal of a residence and tout in the re-

public of Mexico in 1826 1828

Lyra apostolica 1836 (1849)
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Lyricpoetry, Specimens of 01310 (ed. T. Wright, Percy Soc.

1842)
Lyrical baUads X798 ; ed. 2, x8oo
Lysons, Daniel The environs of London 1792-96
Lysons* Sajixjel An account of Roman antiquities dis-

covered at Woodchester in Gloucester 1797
Lysons, Samuel Claudia and Pudens ; or the early Chris-

tians in Gloucester 1861

Lyte, Henry Dodoens' {R.) Niewe kerball or historic of
plantes tr. 1578

*Lyth' The golden south : memories of Australian home life

1843-88 1890
Lyttkil, William Landmarks of Scottish life and language

1877
Lyttelton, George, ist Baron Works a 1773 (1774)

Dialogues of the dead (anon.) 1760
ed. 4, (with) four new dialogues 1765 (1776)

The history of the life of King Henry the Second 1767-71
LeUersfrom a Persian in England to hisfriend at Ispahan

173s (1744)
Observations on the conversum and apostleship of St. Paul,

in a letter to Gilbert West (anon.) 1747
Lyttelton, Robert H. : see Steel, A. G.
Lyttelton, Sarah Spencer, Lady Correspondence 1787-

1870 (1912)
Lytton, Edward G. E. L. Bulwer-Lytton, ist Baron

Works a iSys {1873-75)
Alice, or the mysteries 1838
Athens, its rise and fail 1837
Calderon the courtier 1838
Caxtoniana : a series of essays on life, literature, and
manners 1863

The Caxtons, a family picture 1849
The coming race 1871
Devereux 1829
The disowned 1829
Ernest Maltravers 1837
Eugene Aram 1832
Falkland 1827
Godolphin 1833
Harold, the last of the Saxon kings 1848
Kenelm Chillingly, his adventures and opinions a 1873
King Arthur 1848-49
The lady of Lyons ; or love and pride ; a play 1838
The last days of Pompeii 1834
The last of the barons 1843
Leila ; or the siege of Granada 1838
Lucretia, or the children of night 1846
My novel ; or varieties in English life 1853
The new Timon ; a romance of London 1846
Nighi and morning 1841
The Parisians a 1873 (1874)
Paid Clifford 1830
Pausanias the Spartan (11873 (1876)
Pelham ; or the adventures of a gentleman 1828
The pilgrims of the Rhine 1834
Richelieu ; a play, with historical odes 1838
Rienzi, the last of the tribunes 1835
A strange story 1862
What will he do with it ? 1858
The wooing of Master Fox (the separate publication in
1894 of ch. xii of The pilgrims of the Ilhine)

Zanoni 1842
Zicci 184J (a short sketch of prec, in Monthly chronicle)

Lytton, Edward R. Bulwer-Lytton, ist Earl of
King Poppy a 1891 (1892)
Lucile i860
Orval, or the fool of time 1869
The ring of Amasis 1863
The wanderer 1857
See also Fane, Julian C. H.

Lytton, Rosina Bulwer-Lytton, Baroness Cheveley;
• or the man of honour 1839

Lyvys of seyntys 1447 : see Bokenham, O.

M
M., A. Gabelhouer's (O.) Boock ofphysicke tx. 1599

Guiilemeau's {J.) Frenche chirurgerye or all the manuaUe
operations of chirurgerye tr. 1597

M., A. : see also Monday, A.
M., G. 1618 : see Mynshul, G.
M., H., gent. The colloquies orfamiliar discourses of D. Eras-

mus tr. 1 671
M , H. A poem sacred to the memory of the late P. Dodd-

ridge D.D. 1752
M., 1. 1595 : see Markham, G.
M., I. A health to the gentlemanly profession of servingmen;

or the servingmans comfort 1598
M., I. 1629 : see Maxwell, James
M., J. 1609 : see Melton, J.
M., J. 1629 : see Mabbe, J,
M., J. 1642 : see Marsh, J.
M., J. A soveraigne salve to cure the blind 1643
M., J. The tragical history of the chevalier de Vaudray and the

countess of Vergi tr. 1726
M., L. 1572-83 : see Mascall, L.
M., L. Du Base's (J.) Accomplished woman tr. 1753
M.,T. 1599: seeMoufet.T.
M., T, 1603 : see Millington, T.
M.,T. The blacke 600^ i6o4(Bullen,Middleton*sworksVIII)
M., T. a 1650 : see May, T.
M., T. 1660 : see Walker, Clement
M,, T. 1665 : see Manley, T.
M., W. The man in the moone, telling sir.mge fortunes, or the

English fortune teller 1609 (Percy Soc. 1849)
M., W. The queens closet opened, incomparable secrets in

physich, chirurgery, . . and cookery etc. 1655 (1658)
Mabbe, James Aleman's (M.) The rogue ; or the life of

Guzman de Alfarache tr. 1622 (1630)
Cervantes' Exemplary novels tr. 1640 (1900)
Fonseca's (C. (U) Devout contemplations engUshed by

J. M. 1629
The Spanish bawd represented in Celestina ; or the

tragicke comedy of Calisto and Melibea tr. 1631
Macalister, Alexander An introduction to the systematic

zoology and morphology of vertebrate animals 1878
A text-book of human anatomy 1889
Zoology of the invertebrate animals 1878

MacAlister, Donald : see Ziegler, E.
Macallo, J. ATC/A' canons or rules learnedly describing an

excellent method for practitioners in physick 1659
MacArthur, Margaret History of Scotland 1873
Macaulay, Angus The history and antiquities of Claybrook

in the county of Leicester 1791
Macaulay, Catharine The history of England from the

accession of Jatnes I to that of tlie Brunswick line

1763-83
Macaulay, James Poems on various subjects, in Scots and

English 1788
Macaulay, John S. A treatise on field fortification 1834

(1847, 1851)
Macaulay, Thomas Babington, Lord Macaulay Bio-

graphies contributed to the Encyclopcsdia Britannica
a 1859 (i860)

Critical and miscellaneous essays v.d. (1841-44, 1887)
The history of England frotn the accession of James II

1849, 185s, a 1859 {1849-61)
Lays of ancient Rome 1842
The miscellaneous u>ritings a 1859 (i860)

M*^Bride, Duncan General instructions for the choice of
wines and spirituous liquors 1793

MacCabe, James D. New York by sunlight and gaslight 1882
Maccall, William The elements of individualism, a series of

lectures 1847
M^Cann, George Lectures on the right of pritate judgment

1825 (1831)
M^arthy, Justin Donna Quixote 1879

A history of our own times 1879-80
Red diamonds 1893
The story of Gladstone's life i8g8 (1906)

McCarthy, Justin H. The French revolution 1893
Macchiavelli's (N.) Works tr. (H. Neville) 1675

M.'s Prince tr. 1675 (1883)
The uncasing of Machivils instructions to his Sonne, with

the answere to the satne 1613
M.'s Vindication of himselfand his writings 1675 {1691

;

Hari. Misc.)

See also Dacres, E.
McClellan, John B. The New Testament, a new translation

X875
McClure's Magazine {N.Y.) 1893-
M*^Combie, Thomas Australian sketches etc. 1861-66

The history of the colony of Victoria 1858
MacCook, Henry C. American spiders and their spinning-

work 1889-93
MacCormac, Sir William Antiseptic surgery 1880
M<^Cosh, James The method of divine government 1850 (1874)

Realistic philosophy defended in a philosophic series 1887
The Scottish philosophy : biographical, expository, criti-

cal : from Hutckeson to Hamilton 1874 {1875)
M^Crie, Thomas The life of Andrew Melville 1819

The life of John Knox 16x2
Macculloch, John A geological classification of rocks 1821

The highlands and western isles of Scotland 1824
Proofs and illustrations of the attributes of God 1830

(1837, 1843)
MacCulloch, John A. The religion of the ancient Celts 1911
M^Culloch, John R. A descriptive and statistical account of

the British empire 1846 {1854)
A dictionary . . of commerce and commercial navigation

1832 (1844, 1882)
The principles of political economy 1825
A treatise on the principles and practical influence of taxa-

tion and the funding system 1845 (1852)
MacDonagh, Michael Irish life and character 1898
Macdonald, Alexander Love, law, and theology 1869
Macdonald, George and Allan, J, The botanist's text-book

X853
Macdonald, George Alec Forbes of Howglen 1865

Annals of a quiet neighbourhood 1866 (1878)
At the back of tlie north wind 1871
A book of dreams 1871 (Works of fancy III)
Castle Warlock, a homely romance 1882
David Elginbrod 1862 {1863)
The disciple and other poems 1867
Donal Grant 1883
*'E7Tea airrepa unspoken sermons 1866- (1867-89)
The marquis of Lossie 1877
Mary Marston 1881
Paul Faber, surgeon 1879
Phantasies, a faerie romance 1858 (1878)
Poems 1857 ; 1871 (Works of fancy I-IV)
The princess and Curdie 1883
Robert Falconer 1868
Sir Gibbie 1879
Thomas Wingfold, curate 1876
What's mine's mine 1886
Wilfrid Combermede 1872
Works offancy and imagination (1871)

Macdonald, George The Roman mall in Scotland 19x1
Macdonald, James Food from the far west; or American

agriculture, with special reference to the importation of
dead meat 1878

McDoNOGH, Felix The hermit in thecountry (anon.) 1820-22
The hermit in Edinburgh (anon.) 1824
The hermit in London (anon.) 1819-20
The heroine of the Peninsula (anon.) 1826
The highlanders : a tale (anon.) 1824

M^DouALL or M<^Dowall, Andrew, Lord Bankton An
institute of the laws of Scotland in civil rights 1751-53

McDougall, William An introduction to social psychology
1908

McDowall, William History of the burgh of Dumfries 1867
{1873)

The man of tlie woods and other poems 1844 ( 1882)
Macduff, John R. Memories of Patmos ; or some of the

great words and visions of the apocalypse 1871
MacEwen, Alexander R. Life and letters of John Cairns

189s
MacFarlane, Charles The lives and exploits ofbanditti and

robbers 1833 (1837)
Macfarlane, John Memoir of Thomas Archer 1867
Macfarlane, Walter Genealogical collections 1750-51

(S.H.S. 1900)
Geographical collections relating to Scotland 1721-44,

1748-49 (S.H.S. 1906-08)
Macfarren, Sir George A. Counterpoint, a practical course

of study 1879 (1S81)
Six lectures on harmony 1867

MacGill, Hamilton Memories of the rev, Dr, Hamilton
MacGiU x83o

Macgill, W. Old Ross-shire 1909-11
Macgillivray, William A history of British birds 1837-52

Lives of eminent zoologists, from Aristotle to Linnaus
1834

A manual of British ornithology 1840-42
The natural history of Dee side and Braemar a 185a

(1855)
Richard's (A.) Elements of botany tr. 1831
Ed. The travels and researches of A, von Humboldt 1832

(1836, 1851)
M'^ilvray, Alexander Poems and songs 1850
Macgilvray, John Poems 1787
M^GowAN, George Meyer's {E. von) History of chemistry

tr. 1891
Macgowan, John Death : a vision 1766 (1814)
MacGregor, James Life and letters ed. L^dy F. Balfour

ai9io (1912)
MacGregor, John The voyage alone in the yawl 'Rob Roy'

1867 (1868)
MachiavellijN.: see Macchiavelli, N.
Machin, Lewis and Markham, G. The dumbe knight, a

historicall comedy 1608 (Dodsley)
McHuGH, Hugh John Henry 1901
Machyn, Henry Diary 1550-63 (Camden Soc. 1848)
McIlwraith, William The visitors' guide to Wigtownshire

187s
M^Indoe, George Poems and songs chiefly in the Scottish

dialect (also two poems by James MTndoe) 1805
Mackail, John W. The life of William Morris 1899
M^^Kay, Archibald A history of Kilmarnock 1848 (1864,

1880)
Mackay, Charles A dictionary of lowland Scotch 1888

Longbeard, lord of London : a romance 1841
Memoirs of extraordinary popular delusions 1841
The twin soul (anon.) 1887

Mackay, John The church in the highlands 1914
Mackay, Thomas The state and charity 1898
Mackay, William P. 'Grace and truth' under twelve aspects

1869 (1875)
Mackenzie, Eneas A descriptive and historical account of

the town and county of Newcastle upon Tyne 1827
A historical, topographical and descriptive view of the

county of Northumberland etc. 1825
'Mackenzie, Fergus' (J. Anderson) Sprays of northern pine

Mackenzie, Sir George A discourse upon the laws and cits-

toms of Scotland in matters criminal 1674 {1678)
Institutions of the laws of Scotland 1684 (1694)
Religio stoici, with a friendly addresse to the phanaticks of

all sects and sorts 1663 {1665)
The religious stoic 1685 (1693)

Mackenzie, George, ist Earl of Cromarty An historical

account of tlie conspiracies by the Earls of Gowry and
R. Logan of Restalrig against king James VI 1713

Mackenzie, Henry The man offeeling (anon.) 1771 (1803)
Tlie man of the world (anon.) 1772 (1803)

Mackenzie, James The history of health, arui the art of pre'
serving it 1758

Mackenzie, John A narrative of the siege of London-Derry
1690

Mackenzie, John Day-dawn in dark places, a story of
wanderings and work in Bechwanatand 18S3

Mackenzie, Sir Morell A manual of diseases of the throat
and nose 1880-84

The use of the laryngoscope in diseases of the throat 1865
(1871)

Mackenzie, Murdoch A treatise on marine surveying 1774
(1819)

M^^Kerlie, Peter H. History of the lands and their owners in
Galloway 1870-79

MACKINNON, John Account of Messingham in the county of
Lincoln 1825 (1881)

Mackintosh, Alexander The Driffield angler c 1810
Mackintosh, Daniel The scenery of England and Wales

1869
Mackintosh, Sir James Dissertation on the progress of

ethical philosophy 1830 {1836)
The history of England 1830-31
History of the revolution in 1688 a 1832 (1834)
The miscellaneous works 1791-1830 (1846)
On the right of parliamentary suffrage 1819 (1846)
Vindicia: gallicm, Defence of the French Revolution etc.

1791
Mackintosh, Margaret The cottager's daughter, a tale 1836
Macklin, Charles Love a la mode, a comedy 1784 (1793)

The man of the world, a comedy 1786 {1793)
Macknight, James A new literal translation ,,of all the

apostolical epistles 1795 {1809)
Macky, John A journey through England (anon.) 1714

(1722)
Maclagan, Alexander Sketches from nature and other

poems 185

1

Maclaine, Archibald Mosheim's {J. L. von) Ecclesiastical
history, antient and modern tr. 1765-68

Maclaren, Alexander Sermons preached in Manchester
1863-73 {1875)

Maclaren, Archibald A military system of gymnastic exer-

cises 1862
'Maclaren, Ian' (J. Watson) Beside the bonnie brier bush

1894
A doctor of the old school 1895 (1897)
Kate Carnegie, and those ministers 1896

Maclaren, Walter S. B. Spinning woollen and worsted

:

being a practical treatise for the use of all ,, engaged in
those trades 1884

M^^Lauchlan, Thomas The early Scottish church 1865
Maclaurin, Colin An account of Sir I. Newton's philo-

sophical discoveries a 1746 (1748)
A treatise of algebra a 1746 {1748)
A treatise offluxions 1742

McLean, Archibald MisceUaneous works a 1812 {1847-48)
Maclear, George F. Conversion of the west. The Celts i&yS
Macleay, William S. Annulosa Javanica 1825

Hor(E entomologies ; or essays on the annulose animals
1819-21

Maclennan, John F. Primitive marriage 1865
MacLennan, Malcolm Peasant life; being sketches of the

villagers and field-labourers in Glenaldie (anon.)

186^72
Macleod, Henry D. The elements of banking 1876
M^Levy, James Curiosities of crime in Edinburgh during the

last thirty years 1861
Macuanus, James The bend of the road 1898



MACMICHAEL
Macmicuael, William Lives of British physiciam (anon.)

1830(1857)
Macmillan, Hugh Bible teachings in nature 1867 (1870)

Footnotes from the page of nature, or first forms of vegOa-
tion 1 861

The true vine ; or the analogies of our Lord's allegory
1870 (1871)

Macmillan, Michael The promotion %f general happiness^
a utilitarian essay 1890

Mactnillan's Magazine 1859-1907
McMuRTRiE, Henky Cuvier's (G. L. C. F. D. de, baron)

AnitnaX kingdotn tr. and abridged 1834
McNab, William Botany, morphology and physiology 1878

Botany, outlines of classification of plants 1878
McNeill, Angus The egregious English 1903
Macneill, Hector Poetical works z8oi^ ai8i8 (1856)

Bygane times and late come changes 1811
Scotland's skaith, or the history o* WUl and Jean 1795
The u-aes o' war, or the upshot o* the history o' Will and
Jean 1796

McNeill, Peter Blawearie ; or mining life of the Lothians
forty years ago 1887

M«NicoLL, David Works a 1836 (1837)
A rational it\quiry concerning the operations of the stage

OH the morals of society 1823 (1837)
Macnish, Robert The anatomy of drunkenness 1827 (1847)
iUcPHAiL, James M. Kenneth S. Macdctiald, missionary of

the Free Church of Scotland, Calcutta 1904 (1905)
MacphaiLj S. R. History of the religious house of Pluscardyn

. . tn Morayshire i83i
Macpherson, James Fragments ofancient poetry (by Ossian)

1760
An introduction to the history of Great Britain and
Ireland 177

1

Ossian's Ftngal, an ancient epic poem 1762
Ossian's Tetnora, an ancient epic poem 1763

Macquoid, Gilbert S. Ed, Jacobite songs attd ballads 1887
Macquoid, Katharine S. At the Red glove, a novel 1885
Macready, William C. AI.'s Reminiscences and selections

from his diaries and letters a 1873 (1875)
Macrimmon, a highland tale (by A. Sutherland) 1823
Macro plays. The (Mankind c 1475 ; Wisdom c 1460 ; The

castle of perseverance cii^2$) (E.E.T.S. 1904)
Macsparran, James America dissected, being a full and true

account of all the American colonies 1752 (1753)
A letter book and abstract of out services, written during

the years 1743-5^ (1899)
Mactaggart, John The Scottish Gallovidian encyclopedia

1824 (1876)
MacVittie, Robert B. Details of the restoration of Christ

Church cathedral, D^^lin 2878
MacWard, Robert *EfrayiovtatuH or Earnest contendings

for the faith c x68o (1723)
The true non-conformist (anon.) 1671

Hadan, Martin A new and literal translation ofJuvenal and
Persius 1789 (Persius 1795)

Thelyphthora, or a treatise onfenuUeruinianoa.) 1780-81
Madan, Patrick A philosophical and medical essay of the

waters of Tunbridge 1687 (Harl. Misc.)

Madden, Samuel Thetnistocles, the lover of his country, a
tragedy 1729

Maddox, Bp, Isaac Sermons a 1759
A vindication of the government, doctrine and worship of

the church of England (against Keal's History of the
puritans) 1733

Madox, Thomas Firma burgi ; or an historical essay con-

cerning the cities, towns and burouglis of England
X726

Formulare Anglicanum : ora collection ofancientcharters

and instruments 1702
The history and antiquities ofthe exchequer ofthe kings of
England lyii

BCatzner, Eduard Altenglische Sprachproben, nebst einem
WMerbuche 1867-1900

Maffei, a., Count Brtgand life in Italy 1865
Maffei's (F. S.) Compleat history of the ancient amphitheatres

tr. A. (>ordon 1730
Atagazine of art. The 187&-
Magazine of natural history 1829-40

The annals and magazine of natural history 1841-
Magdalen college and James II, a series ofdocumerUs 1686-88

(O.H.S. 1886)
Magens, Nicolas An essay on insurances 1755
Magic lantern. The 1822 : see Blessington, Countess of

Magnus, Francis Sonnerat's (P.) Voyage to the East Indies

and China tr. 1788-89
Magnusson, Eirikr Notes on shipbuilding and nautical

terms of old in the Ttorth 1906
arul Morris, \V. Vdlsunga saga : the story of the

Volsungs and Niblungs tr. 1870
Magopico. The memoirs of Magopico minister of Muchti-

wharrock (by S. Haliburton and T. Hepburn) 1761

(1 791)
Maguire, D. The art of massage 1887 {ed. 4)

Mahaffy, John P. Social life in Greece : from Homer to

Menander 1874
Hahan, Alfred T. The influence of sea power upon history

1660-1783 1890
Lessons of the war with Spain 1900

Mahon, Andrew L'Abbat's Art offencing, or the use of the

small sword tr. 1734 (i735)

Mahony, Francis S. The reliques of Father Prout 1836

(1859)
Maid. The tnaydes metamorphosis (attrib. to J. Lyly) 1600

(BuUen, Old plays I, 1882)

Maid Emlyn. The boke of mayd Emlyn c 1500 (W. de Worde

;

Ancient poetical tracts, Percy Soc. 1842)

Maiden, Joseph H. The useful native plants of Australia

1889
Maiden aunt, The: by a lady 1776
Maidment, James Ed. A book of ScotishpasquHs 1568-1715

1868
Ed. Scotish ballads and songs 1859, 1868

and Logan, W. H. Ed. Dramatists of the Restoration

1872-79
Main, Robert Ed. Herschel*s (Sir J, F. W.) Manual of

scientific enquiry 1859
UAzm, Sir Henry J. S. Ancient law : its connection with

the early history of society and its relations to modern

ideas i86x (1871)
Dissertations on early law and custom 1883
Lectures on the early history of institutions 1875

Village communities in the east and west 1871

51

Mainwaring or Maynwaring, Arthur [The life and posthu-
mous works a 1712 (1715)

See also Garth, Sir S. 1717 ; Medley 1710
Mainwaring, Arthur Cut Cavendish, or whist in a few

whiffs 1899
Main^varing, Sir H. : see Manwayring
Maitland, Frederic W. Domesday book and beyond 1897

Toivnship and borough 1898
See also Pollock, Sir F.

Maitland, James The apology for William Maitland of
Lethington 1610 (S.H.S. 1904)

Maitland, Julia Charlotte Letters from Madras during
the years i836-3g by a lady (1843)

Maitland, Sir Richard Ancient Scotish poems . . from the

MS. collections of Sir R. M. . . comprising pieces
. . from about 1420 till 1586 (ed. Pinkerton 1786)

Poems (Maitland Club 1830)
The Maitland folio MS. (S.T.S. 1919-27)
The Maitland quarto MS. (S.T.S. 1920)

Maitland, Samuel R. Tiie dark ages 1844
Eruvin ; or miscellaneous essays on subjects connected

tinth the nature, history and destiny of man 1831 (1850)
Essays on subjects connected with the reformation in
England 1849

Facts and documents illustrative of the history . , of the
ancient Albigenses and Waldenses 1832

False worship : an essay 1856
Illustrations and enquiries relating to mesmerism 1849
Six letters on Fox's Acts and monuments 1837

Maitland, William The history of Edinburgh 1753
Maitland Club, Publications of the 1828-59

Miscellany 1833-43
Major Jack Downing of tlie DowningvUle militia i860 (1865)
Major Jones's courtship (by W. T. Thompson) 1844
Malcolm, Alexander A treatise of musick 1721
Malcolm, James P. Anecdotes of the manners and customs of

London 1808
Malcom, Howard Travels in south-eastern Asia, embracing

Hindustan, Malaya, Siam and China 1839 (1840)
Maldon (Essex) Court books (MS.) 1557-1764

Court rolls (MS.) 1402-1504
'Malet, Lucas* (Mrs. Mary Harrison) Colonel Enderby*s

wife, a novel 1885
Tfie gatelcss barrier 1900
The history of Sir Richard Calmady, a romance 1901

Malkin, Benjamin H. Le Sage's (A. R.) Adventures of GU
Bias of Santillane tr. 1809

The scenery, antiquities and biography of South Wales
Z804

Mallery, Garrick The gesture speech ofman i88i
Mallet, David Works v.d. (1759)

Poems aiyOs (1790)
Amyntor and Theodora, or the hermit ; a Poem 1747
The life ofFrancis Bacon, lord chancellor ofEngland 1740

Mallet's (P. fl.) Northern antiquities tr. Bp. T. Percy 1770
(1847)

Mallet, Robert Earthquakes (Earthquake phenomena)
1849-59 (Manual of scientific enquiry 1859)

^LuxocK, William H. Is life worth living ? 1877 (1879)
The new Paul and Virginia or positivism on an island

X878
TJie new republic : or culture,faith, andphilosophy in an

English country house 1877 (1878)
A romance of the nineteenth century i88r

Malmesbury, James Harris, ist Earl of Diaries and
correspondence a 1820 {1844)

A series of letters of the ist earl of M., his family and
friends 1745-1820 (1870)

Malmesbury, James Howard Harris, srd Earl of
Memoirs of an ex-minister : an autobiography 1S84

Malmesbury, William of De gestis regum Anglorum 1125-
42 (Rolls series 1887-89}

Malone, Edmond An account of the life and writings of J.
Dryden 1800

Ed. Shakespeare's Works 1790 (1821)
Supplement to Johnson and Steevens, Shakespeare's

Works 1780
Malory, Sir Thomas Le morte Darthur tr. 1470-85 (Sommer

1889; also Copland 1557; 1634; Souihey 1817)
Malthus, Thomas R. An essay on the principle of popula-

tion etc. 1798, 1803 (1817)
Malvery, Olive C. The soul market 1906
Malynes, Gerard de Consuetudo vel lex mercatoria ; or the

ancient law-merchant i(tZ2

Mammalia, Sketches in natural history, history of the mam-
malia 1849

Man : a paper for ennobling the species 1755
Man, John Musculus' (W.) Common pious of christian re-

ligion tr. 1563
Man in the moone. The 1609 : see M., W.
Man in Vie moon. The : consisting of essays and critiques on

the politics, manners, drama etc. of the present day
1804

Man in tlie moon. The (by W. Hone) 1820
Man, Laws' of the Isle of : see Mills, M. A.
Manby, George W. Journal of a voyage to Greenland 1822
Manby, Thomas Ed. A collection of all tJie statutes made in

the reigns of Charles I and Charles II (1667)
Manchester, Sir Henry Montagu, ist Earl of Man-

chester al mondo ; contanplatio mortis et immorialitatis

1633 (1636)
Manchester, 7th Earl of : see Montagu, W. D,
Manchester courier 1825-
Manchester examiner 1846-
Manchester guardian 1821-
Manchini or Colonna, Maria, princess of Palliano. The

apology ; or the genuine memoirs of madam Maria
Manchini tr. 1679

Mj^nder, James The Derbyshire miners' glossary 1824
Mandeville, Bernard An enquiry into the origin of honour

and the usefulness of Christianity in war 1732
Tlie fable of the bees ; or pr<i.ate vices publick benefits

1714 (1723)
Free thoughts on religion, the church and national happi-

ness 1723 (1729)
The grumbling hive, or knaves turn'd honest 1705

(enlarged ed., see Fable of the bees, above)
Sotne fables after the manner of Fontaine 1703

\Lvndeville, Sir J. : see Maundeville
Mandey, Venterus Mellificium mensionis, or the ^narrow of

measuring lyzy
and Moxon, J. Mechanick powers, or the mistery of
nature and art unvailed 1696

MARIOTTI
Maner of kepynge a court baron and a lele. The tr. 1544 ( 1546)
Mangan, James Clarence Anthologia germa,nica : German

anthology 1845
Poems a 1849 (1859)

Manifestation 1616 : see Dominis, M. A. de
Mankind (a morality) c 1475 (Brandl 1898 ; Macro plays,

E.E.T.S. 1904)
Manley, Mrs. Mary de la Riviere The adventures of

Rivella 17 14
Court intrigues : in a collection of original letters, from

the island of the new Atalantis lyii
TJie power of love : in seven novels 1720 (1741)
Secret memoirs . , of several persons of quality . .from the
new Atalantis 1709-20 (1736)

ManleYj Thomas Ed. Cowell's (J.) Interpreter 1684
H. Grotius De rebus Belgicis ; or, the annals and history of

the Low-Countrey-Wars tr. T. M. 1665
The nature of testaments, executors etc. 1676

Manlove, Edward The liberties and customes of the lead-
mines within the wapentake of Wirksworth in tiie

county of Derby 1653 (E.D.S. 1874)
Manly, John Matthews Specimens of the pre-Shakspercan

drama 1 897-9-8
Mann, Edward C. A manual of psychological medicine and

allied nervous diseases 1883
Mann, Mary E. The fields of Dulditch 1902

A winter's tale 1891
Manners and Jumsehold expenses of England in the thirteenth

and fifteenth centuries (Roxb. Club 1841)
Manners^ The boke of good (1507) : see Boke
Manning, Anne Belforest, a tale of English country life iZ6$

The old Chelsea bun-house, a tale of the last century 1855
Manning, Henry E., cardinal The grounds offaith 1852

The internal mission of the Holy Ghost 1875
Petri privilegium, three pastoral Utters 1869 (1871)
Sermons 1842- {1843-50)

Manning of Brunne, Robert: see Brunne
Manningham, Bp. Thomas Sermons a 1722

Two discourses ; the first shewing the chief criterions of
philosophic truth . . ; the second, tnanifesting how eUl

the foundatiofis of the intellectual world . . have been
undermin'd by popish doctrines and policies i63i

Mannoch, John P. Billiards expounded to all degrees of
amateur players 1904

Mansel, Henry L. The gnostic heresies of thefirst and second
centuries a i&y I (1875)

Letters, lectures and reviews aiSyi (1873)
Metaphysics ; or the philosophy of consciousness, pheno-

tnenal and real i860 {1875)
Prolegomena logica 1851 (i860)

Mansell, Roderick An exact and true narrative of the late

popish intrigue to form a plot i68o
Mansfield, Charles B. A theory of salts 1855 (1865)
Mansfield, Robert B. School-life at Winchester college . ,

with a glossary of words, phrases and customs peculiar

to Winchester college 1866 {1870)
Manson, F. B. Timbers (part of G. Watt's 'Economic pro-

ducts of India') 1883
Manson, George J, The sporting dictionary 1893
Manson, Patrick Tropical diseases : a manual of the

diseases of warm climates 1898
Mant, Richard Rome, her tenets and her practices 1843
Mantell, Gideon A. The fossils oftlic South downs, or illus-

trations of the geology of Sussex 1822
Petrifactions and their teachings 1851

Manton, Thomas Christ's temptations and transfiguration
practically explained a 1677 (1685, 1870)

Englands spirituall languishing (a sermon) 1648
One hundred and ninety sermons on Ps. CJCIX a 1677

(1O81, 1872)
A practical commentary ,,on the epistle of James 1651

(1871)
on the epistle of Jude 1658 (1871)

A practical exposition of the Lord's prayer a 1677 (1684,
1870)

Several discourses tending to promote peace and lioliness

01677 (1685, 1871}
Manual of scientific enquiry, A : see Herschel, Sir J. F. W.
Manwayring, Sir Henry The sea-mans dictionary a 1625

(1644)
Manwood, John A brefe collection of the lawes of the forest

1592
A treatise and discourse of the lawes of the forrest etc.

1598 (1615)
Map or Mapes, Walter The Latin poems comtnonly attri-

buted to Walter Mapes (c 1200). Appendix (containing
translations and imitations) v.d. (Camden Soc. 1841)

Maplet, John A greene forest or a naturall historie, wherein
may be scene . . the most sufferaigne vertues in all ..

stones and mettals, . . plantcs, herbes . . brute beastes

etc. 1567
Marana's (J. P.) Letters writ by a Turkish spy who lived five

atid forty years undiscovered at Paris tr. 1692-94
Makbeck, John A book of notes and common places with

their expositions, collected and gathered out of the

workes of divers singular writers 1581
Marbury,Edward A briefcommeniarie . . upon theprophecy

of Obadiah 1649 (1865)
A commentarie , . upon the prophecies of Habakkuk 1650

(1865)
Marcel, Claude Language as a means oftnental culture and

international communication ; or, manual of the

teacJier and the learner of languages 1853
Marcelline, George Epithalamium Galio-Britannicum

1625
The triumphs of king James I 1610

Marcet, Alexander An essay on the chemical history and
medical treatment of calculous disorders 1817

Marcet, Jane The seasons, stories for very young children

JAAVLCE.T:,yNii-iAAt& On chronic alcoholic intoxicationiZsf)(i^6o)

March, Francis A. A comparative grammar of the Anglo-

saxon language 1870
March, John Actions for sclaunder 164'/

Marcy, Randolph B. The prairie traveller : a handbookfor
overland expeditions 1859

Mardon, Edward R. Billiards 1844 (1849, 1858)

Marett, Robert R. Anthropology 1911

Margaret, Saint. Seinte Marheretc c 1200 : Seinte Margarete

c 1300 : Meidan Maregrete c 1250 (E.E.T.S. 1862)

Marin's (M. A.) Perfect religious tr. 1762
Mariner, William 1817 : see Martin, John
'Mariotti, Luigi*; see Gallenga, A.



MARKBY 52 MASON
Ma&kby, Sir William Elet)ierUs of law considered with

^ennce io general jurisprudence x8;z (1874)

Uakkhah. Ai^ERT H. The greeU frozen sea: a personal nar-

radoe of the voyage of the ^Alert' during the arctic ex-

fdoration of1875-7^ 1878
Harkham, Sir Clements R. The life of the great lj>rd Fair'

/ax 1870
Ed. Narratives of the mission of G. Bogle to Tibet and of

thejourney of T. Manning to LJtasa 1876
Peruvian bark : a popular account of t}ie xntroduclion of

chinchona cultivation ifUo British India 1880
Uarkhah, Francis The book of honour, or five decads of

epistles of honour 1625
Five decades of epistles of wane 1622

Harkuah^ Gervase The art of archerie 1634
Cawiaricet or the English horsetnan : coniayning ail the

arte of horsemanship etc. 1607 (1617)
Cheape and good husbandry for the well-ordering of all

beastes andfowles etc. 16x4 (1623)
Country contentments in two bookes : the first containing

the whole art of riding great Jiorses, etc. : the second
intituled The English huswife 1615 (1631, 1649,
1668)

The country housewifes garden, together with the hus-
bandry of bees, etc. 1617 (1623, 1648)

The dumbe knight, a historicall coinedy by Jarvis M. (and
L. Machin) 1608 (Dodsley)

The English imsbandman 1613-15 (1635)
The English hus-wife (part of Country contentments)

1615
Eslienne (C.) and Liebaulfs {/.) Maison rustique ; or

the countreyfarme tr. (cf. SuxiSet, R.) and augmented
x6i6

Hungers prevention, or tJie whole arte offowling by water
and land 1621 (1655)

The inrichment of the weald of Kent, or a direction for the

husbandman etc. 1625 (1631)
M.^s Farwell to husbandry, or the inriching of all sortes of

barren and sterrU groutids 1620 {1649)
M,'s Tnaister-peece or whai doth a fwrse-man lacke, con'

tainittg all possible knowledge whatsoever which doth
belong to any smith, farrier or horse-leech l6io (1623)

M.*s ir^aster-piece revived (1688)
The most hofwrable iragedie of Sir Richard GrinvUe 1595

(Arber, The last fight of 'The Revenge' at sea)
The pleasures ofprinces or good mens recreations (part of
The English husbandman) 1615 (1635)

Tlie poem of poems or Sions mrise, contayning the divine
song of king Solomon, by I. M. 1595

A way to get wealth (re-issue of several of the above)
1631-38 (1648-49, 1660, 1668)

Markham, William O. Skodd's (/.) Treatise on auscultation
and percussion tr. 1853

Hajulborougu, John Churchill, ist Duke of Letters and
despatches iyoz-i2 (1845)

MarloraVs {A.) Catholike exposition upon tlie revelation of
saint John tr. 157^

Catholike exposition vppon the two last epistles of
/oAntr. 1578(1580)

Marlowe, Christopher Thefamous tragedy of the rich Jew
of Malta c 1592 (1633)

Hero atid Leander (ti^^ed by G. Chapman) a 1593
(1598)

Lucan's First booke tr. a 1593 (1600)
The massacre at Paris 1592 (c 1600)
AH Ovid's elegies a 1593 (c 1597)
Tamburlane the great (2 parts) 15S6, -87 (1590)
The tragical history of Doctor Fanstus c 1590 (1616)
The troublesojne raigne and lamentable death of Edward

the second a 1593 (1594)
- and Nashe, Thomas The iragedie of Dido queene of

Carthage a 1593 ( 1594)
Marly ; or a planter's life in Jamaica 1828
Mar-Martine (attrib. to T. Nashe) 1589 (1843-45)
AIarmioNjShackerley The antiquary,a comedy X636 (1641;

Dodsley)
A fine companion, a comedy 1633
Hollands leaguer, an excellent comedy 1632

Maroccus extaiicus, or Bankes bay horse in a trance 1595
(Percy Soc. 1843)

•Marprelate, Martin' Hay any worke for Cooper 1589
(1844)

Oh read over D. John Bridges (preliminary Epistle to the

terrible priests of the Confocation House) 1588 (1842)
Oh read over D. John Bridges , .or an epitome of the

fyrste booke . . written against the Puritanes X58S
(1843)

Theses Martiniams : that is, certaine dentonstrative con-
clusions sette dowr^ and collected by M. M. the great

1589 (1843-45)
See also Almond 1590; Harvey, R. 1589 ; Mar-Martine

1589; Martins months minde 1589; Nashe, T. 1589

;

Pappe with an hatchet 1589
Marriage. A new and pleasaunt enterlude intituled The

marriage of witte and science c X570 {Hazl. Dodsley)
The inarriage of wit and wisdom 0x590 (Shaks. Soc.

1846)
Marriage broaker. The ; or the pander, {a comedy) by M. W.

1662 (Gratia) theatrales 1662)
Harriot, Robert A sermon in comme^noration of Mris. E.

Dering 1641
Marriott, Sir James The rights atid privileges of both

universities. . defended 1769
Marriott, Wharton B. Vestiariumchrisiianum : tkeorigin

and gradual development of the dress of holy ministry in
the church 1868

Harryat. Florence (Mrs. F. Lean) The blood ofthe vampire
X897

open sesame 1875
Under the lilies and roses 1884

Markyat, Frank S. Mountains and molehills : or, recollec-

tions of a burnt journal 1855
Marryat, Frederick The children of the New forest 1847

(1848)
A diary in America 1839
The dog-fiend : see Snarleyyow, below
Frank Mildtnay : see Nav^ officer, below
Jacob Faithful 1834
Japhet in search of a father 1836
Joseph Rushbrook ; or the poacher 1841
The king's own X830
Masterman Ready ; or the wreck of the Pacific 1841
Mr, Midshipman Easy 1836

Marryat, Frederick (cont.)

Narrative of the travels and adventures cfMonsieur Violet

in California etc. X843 (1873)
Tiie naval officer ; or scenes and adventures in the life of
Frank Mildtnay 1829

Newton Forster ; or the merchant service 1832
Ollapodrida {Diary on tfie continent 1835-37, etc) (1840)
The pacha of many tales 1835
Percival Keene 1842
Peter Simple 1834 (1863)
The phantom ship 1839
Tiie pirate, and the three cutters 1836
The poacher : see Joseph Rushbrook, above
Poor Jack 1840
Rattlin the reefer : see Howard, E. G. G.
Snarleyyow ; or the dog-fiend 1837 (1840)
Valerie, an autobiography 1847 (1849)

RTarryat, Horace One year in Sweden 2862
AtARRYAT, Joseph Collections towards a history ofPottery and

porcelain 1850
A history of pottery and porcelain 1857 (1868)

Marsden, John B. The history of tiie early puritans 1850
(1853)

Marsden, Reginald G. Ed. Select pleas ifi the court of
admiralty (1390-1404, 1527-45, 1547-1602) (Selden
Soc. 1894-97)

Marsden, William The history of Sumatra 1783
Marsh, Mrs. Anne Emilia Wyndham ; a novel 1846

Evelyn Marston 1856
Father Darcy 1846
Ravenscliffe 1851

Marsh , George P. Lectures on the English language 1858-59
(1862)

Marsh, John An argument . . of the great question ccmcerTt-

ing the militia, by J. M. (formerly ascribed to Milton)
1642

Marshall, Alfred Principles of economics 1890
Marshall, Charles A plain and easy introduction to the

knowledge and practice of gardening : with hints on
fish-ponds 1796 (1813)

Marshall, Emma Memories of troublesome times 1880
Marshall, Henry Military miscellany, comprising a history

of the recruiting of the army, military punishments, etc.

X846
Marshall, John The writings of J. Marshall upon the

federal constitution a X835 (1839)
Marshall, John Ouilhies of physiology, human and com-

parative 1867
Marshall, Julian The annals of tennis >878

• and others Tennis, rackets, fives 1890
Marshall, Percival Metal working tools andtheiruses 1902
Marshall, Stephen A copy of a letter written , . to a friend

1643
A peace offering to God, a sertnon 1641
A sacred panegyrick or a sermon ofthanksgiving 1644
A sermon, Nov. 17, 1640 1641

Marshall, W. G. Through America ; or nine months in the

United States x88i
SIarshall, \Valter The gospel-mystery of sanctificaiion

opened in sundry discourses iCgz (1764, 1780)
Marshall, William E. A phrenologist amotig the Todas

1873
Marshall, William H. Minutes of agriculture made on a

farm . . near Croydon 1778
Planting and rural ornament (anon.) 1796
A review of the reports oftite Board ofagriculturefrom the

northern (westmv etc.) department of England (5 parts)
1808-18

The rural economy of Glocestershire 1789 (1796)
Provincialisms from the above (E.D.S. 1873)

The rural economy of the midland counties 1790 (1796)
Provincialisyns (E.D.S. 1873)

The rural economy of Norfolk 1787 (1795)
Provincialisms (E.D.S. 1873)

The rural economy of the southern counties 1798
The rural economy of the west of England 1796

Provincialisms (E.D.S. 1873)
The rural economy of Yorkshire 1788 (1796)

Provincialisms (E.D.S. 1873)
Marston, John Works v.d. (1633 ; also 1856, 1887)

The history of Antonio and MeUida 1600 (1602)
(part 2) Antonios revenge x6oo (1602)

The Dutch courtezan, a comedy 1605
(The insatiate countess, a tragedie 1613)
The malcontent 1604
The metamorphosis of Pignudions image ; and certairte

satyres 1598 (1764)
Parasitaster, or the fawne, a comedy 1606
The scourge ofvillanie, three books of satyres 1598 (1764)

corrected, with the addition of newe satyres 1599
What you will, a comedy X607
The wonder of women, or the tragedie of Sophonisba x6o6——

- and others Jacke Drums entertainment or the comedie of
PasquiU and Katherine 1600 (1601 ; R. Simpson,
School of Shaks. 1878)

See also Histrio-mastix 1610
ALiRTEN, Henry Familiar letters to his lady of d^ight. Also

her kinde returnes 1662
Martens' (F.) Observations made in Greenland and other

northern countries tr. 1694 (Ace sev. late voy. 1711)
Martiall, John A treatyse of the crosse, gathred out of the

scriptures etc. 1564
Martin, Benjamin The general magazine ofarts and sciences

1755
Institutions of language 1748
The natural history of England ly59-63
The philosophical grammar 1735

Martin, Benjamin Messiah's kingdom in its origin, de-

veloptnent and triumph 1876
Martin, Edward His opinion concerning the difference be-

tween the church of Englatid and Geneva etc. a 1662
(1662)

Martin, H. Helen of Glenross ; a novel i8oi (1802)
Martin, Helena (Faucit), Lady On sortie of Shakespeare*

s

female characters 1885
Martin, Henry N. and Moale, W. A. A harui-book of verte-

brate dissection 1881-84
Martin, James Discourses 01834 (1835)
Martin, James Keil's (C. F.) Biblical commentary on the

prophecies of Ezekid tr. 1876
Martin, John Ed. MariTier's ( W.) Account of the natives of

the Tonga islands, . . with , . grammar and vocabtdary

of their lansuage 1817

Martin, Martin A description of the western islands ofScot'
land 1703

A late voyage to St. Kilda 1698
Martin, R. F. Havrez' (J.) On recent improvetnents in wind-

ing machinery tr. 1875
Martin, Sir Theodore The Mneid of Virgil books i-vi

tr. 1896
A life of Lord Lyndhursi 1883
The odes of Horace tr. i860
and AvTOUN, W, E. Bon GauUier's Book ofbaUads X855

Martin or Martyn, Thomas A traictise declaryng . . that
the pretensed marriage ofpriestes . . is no mariage 1554

Martin, William C. L. The ox (Farraer*s Libr. I) 1847
Martindale, Adam The countrey-survey-book : or land-

vieters vade-ituxum 1682
Martindale, William The extra pharmacopoeia of un-

official drugs etc. 1883 (i8go)
Martine, George Reliquicc divi Andrea : or the state of the

see of St. Andreti'S X683 (1797)
Martine, John Reminiscences ofthe royal burgh cfHadding-

ton 1883
Martineau, Harriet Autobiography 1855 (1877)

A complete guide to tJie English lakes 1855
Feats on the fiord 1841
The history of England during the thirty years* peace
1816-46 1849-50

Introduction to the history of the peace 1851
Illustrations of political economy 1832-33

Berkeley the banker X833, Briery creek 1833, Brooke
and Brooke farm 1833, The charmed sea 1833, Cinna-
mon atui pearls 1833, Demerara 1832, Ella ofGarveloch
1832, The hill and the valley 1832, Homes abroad 1832,
Ireland 1832, Life in the wilds 1832, The loo-m and the
lugger 1833, A Manchester strike 1832, A tale of the
Tyne X833, Weal and woe in Garveloch 1832

Society in A merica 1837
Martineau, James Endeavours after the christian life 1843-

47 (1867)
Essays philosophical and theological v.d. (1866-69)
Essays, reviews and addresses v.d. (1890-91)
Hours of thought on sacred things 1876-79
Miscellanies 1852
The seat of authority in religion 1890
Studies of Christianity 1858
Types of ethical theory 1885

Martini's (M.) BeUum tariaricum, or the conquest of the great
. . empire of China tr. X654

Martiniere's [P. M. de la) New voyage into the northern
countries tr. X674

Martins months minde, that is, a certaine report . . ofthe death
andfuneralls of olde Martin Marre-prelate 1589

Martyn, Benjamin Timoleon, a tragedy 1730
Martyn, Thomas The language cf botany 1793 (1796)

Md. Miller's {P.) Gardener'satidbotanist's dictionary iZoy
Rousseau's {J. J.) Letters on the elements of botany tr,

1785 {1794)
Martyn, William Youths instruction 1612
Martyn, William F. The geographical magazine 1782-83
Martyr'd souldier. The (1638) : see Shirley H.
Marvell, Andrew Works a 1678 (1776 ; Grosart 1872-75)

An account of the growth ofpopery and arbitrary govern-
ment in England (anon.) 1678

A collection of poetns on affairs of state (1689)
Correspondence X653-78 (Grosart H)
Mr. Smirke, or the divine in tnode . . With a short

historical essay concerning general councils etc. 1676
Po«HS a 1678 (1776, 1872)
The Rehearsal transprosed 1672, 1673 (1674)
Upon Appleton house a 1678

Marwick, Sir James D. Edinburgh guilds and crafts (v.d.)

01908 (1909)
Mary. The song of Mary the mother of Christ coniaifting the

story of his life and passion x6ox
Mary, princess. Privy Purse expenses of the princess Mary^

daughter of K. Henry VIII 1536-44 (1831)
Mary Magdalene c 1620 : see Robinson, T.
Maryland, U.S. Acts of assembly 1692-1715 (1723)

The laws of Maryland v.d. (1799-1800)
Mascall, Leonard A booke of the arte and maner howe to

plant and graffe all sortes of trees, etc. Englished by
L. M. 1572(1592, 1652)

The first (second, third) booke ofcatteU 1587 (1596, 1627)
A profitable boke declaring dyuers approoued remedies to

take out spottes and Staines . . With diuers colours hott> to

die velvets and sUkes tr. out of Dutch by L. M. X583
(1588)

Masefield, John Dauber, a poem 1913
Salt-water ballads 1902
The widow in the bye street X912

Maskell, William Ivories ancient and medusval 1872
(1875)

Monumenta ritualia ecclesue anglicana 1846-47
Maskelyne, John N. Sharps and fiats, a complete revelation

of the secrets of cheating at games of chance and skill

1894
Maskelyne, Mervin H. N. Story- Crystallography: a

treatise on the morphology of crystals 1895
Mason, Charles P. English grammar 1858 (1881)
Mason, Charlotte M. The forty shires : their history,

scenery, arts and legends 1880 (1881)
Mason, Francis The authoritie of the church in making

canons and constitutions . . a sermon 1605 enlarged 1607
Mason, Francis The natural productions ofBurmah 1850
Mason, George A supplement to Johnson's English dic-

tionary x8oi
Mason, Henry The epicures fast 1626

The new art of lying covered by Jesuites under the vaile of
equivocation discovered and disproved X624

Mason, James The anatomic of sorcerie x6i2
Mason, James The principles <4 chess in theory and practice

X894
Mason, John A briefe discourse of the New-found-iand 1620

(Banna^e Club 1867)
Mason, John Select remains a 1694 {1S2S)

spiritual songs or songs of praise 1683
Ikl^ASON, John An essay on elocution (anon.) 1748

An essay on the power and harmony of prosaic numbers

(anon.) 1749
An essay on the power of numbers . . in poetical com-

positions 1749
Self-knowledge, a treatise shewing the nature and benefit^

of thai important science and the way to attain it 1745
(1853)
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•Mason, Margery' The tickler tickled 1679
Mason, William Caraciacus, a drmnaiic poem 1759

Correspondence : see Gray, T.
Elfrida, a dramatic poem 1752
Tke English garden 1772-81
Essays historical atid critical on English church music

179s *
An heroic epistle to Sir W. Cliatnbers 1773
An heroic postscript to the public 1774
Musisus, a monody to the memory of Mr. Pope 1744

(1747)
Masque of poets, A 1878
Massachusetts Bay : see Records
Massachusetts Historical Society, Collections 1792- (1806-)
Massachttsetts spy, or the Worcester gazette, 2 he 1772-1830
Massey, Gerald The natural genesis 1883
Massey, William The origin and progress of letters 1763
Massey, William N. A history of England during tlte reigti

cf Gayrge the third 1855-63 (1863)
Massie, Joseph Reasons humbly offered against laying any

farther tax on malt or beer iy(>o (1770)
Massincer, Philip Dratnatic works a 1640 (1840)

The bashful lover, a tragicomedy 1636 (1655)
Believe as you list, a tragedy 1631 {Percy Soc 1849)
The bond-man, an antient storie 1623 (1624)
The city-madame, a comedie 1632 (1659)
The duke of MiUaine, a tragtxdie 1623
The emperour of the east, a tragce-comedie 1631 {1632)
The great duke of Florence, a comicall historic 1627 (1636)
The gtiardian 1633 (1655)
The maid of honour (a tragi-comedy) 1632
A new n-ay to pay old debts, a comoedie 1625 {1633)
The old law: sea Middletoa, T.
The parliament of love 1624 (Plays, ed. GifEord 1805 II)
The picture, a trage-comedy 1629 (1630)
The Roman actor, a tragadie 1626 (1629)
The unnaturail combat, a tragedie c 1619 (1639)
Three new playes, viz, the bashful lover, the guardian, tJte

very woman (1655)
A very woman ; or the prince of Tarent, a tragi-comedy

X634 {1655)
and Dekker, T. The virgin martir, a tragedie x6z3
(1631, 1661, 1870)

and Field, N. The fatoll dowry, a tragedy 1632
Massom, David British novelists and their styles 1859

Carlyle personally and in his xcritings 1885
Chatterton : a story of the year /770 1856 (1874)
Edinburgh sketches and tnemories vA. (1892)
Essays biographical and critical 1856
The life of f. Milton 1859-80
Recent British thilosophy 1865
Wordsworth, Skelleyt Keats, and other essays 1874

Master of game. The c 1410 (MS. Digby 182, etc. ; ed. Hahn)
(MS. Cott. Vesp.; ed. W. A. and F. BaUlie-

Grohmann 1904)
Masters, Maxwell T. Vegfitable teratology 1869
Masterson, Thomas ^n'/Am^/M:^ 1592-95
Mateer, Samuel *The land of charity' : a descriptive account

of Travancore and its people 1871
Materials for a history of the reign of Henry VII 14. .-15..

(Rolls series 1873-77)
Mather, Cotton Christian loyalty 1727

Magnolia Christi Americana ; or the ecclesiastical History

of New-England 1702 {1853)
Memorable providences relating to witchcrafts and posses-

sions 1689
The wonders of the invisible world : being an account of

the tryals of several witches, lately executed in New-
England 1693

Mather, E. J. Nor'ard of the Dogger, or deep-sea trials and
gostd triumphs 1887 (1888)

Matbsr, Increase A brief history ofthe VMir with the Indians
in New-England 1^6

(new ed.) The history of king Philip's war (1S62)

An essay for the recording of illustrious providences 1684
(new ed.) Remarkable providences illustrative of the

earlier days of American colonisation (1856)
Mather, Samuel Irenicum, or an essay for union 1680
Mather, William The young man's companion, or aritk'

metick made easy etc. 17x0 (1727)
Matheson, George The representative tnen of the Bible 1902,

1903
Hathew or Mathews, Richard The unlearned aUhymist

his antidote 1662
Mathews, Mrs. Anne Tea-table talk, ennobled actresses and

other miscellanies 1857
3fATuews, Charles J. Life, chiefly autobiographical, with

selections from his correspondence and speeches a 1878
(ed. C. Dickens 1879)

Mathews, George D. Coinages of the world, ancient and
modern 1876

Mathews, William Getting on in the world : or hints on
success in life 1873-76

Matbias, Thomas J. The pursuits of literature, or what you
will, a satirical poem 1794 (1798, iSoi)

Maton, William G. Observations relative chiefly to the

natural history, picturesque scenery and antiquities of

the western counties of England 1797
'Matthew, Thomas' The Byble tr. 1537 (1549)
Matthews, Henry The diary of an invalid 1820
Matthews, J. Brander A secret of the sea etc. (tales) 1886
Matthews, Washington Ethnography and philology of the

Hidatsa Indians 1877
Matthia's {A. H.) Greek grammar tr. E. V. Blomiield a 1816

(1818)
Matthieu's {P.) PowerfuUfavorite, or the life of/Elius Sejanus

tr. X628
Unhappy prosperitie tr. T. Hawkins 1632 (1639)

MaUie

:

— a stray (by F. W. Robinson) 1864
Matvrin, Charles R. Melmoth the wanderer, a tale 1820

Maty, Paul Henry A new review with literary curiosities

and literary intelligence 1782-86
Riesbeck's (J. C.) Travels through Germany tr. 1787

Mauosley, Henry Body and mind (Gulstonian lectures)

X870
Body and will 1883
The physiology and pathology of the mind 1867
Responsibility in mental disease 1874

Maunder, Samuel The treasury of ktwwledge 1830
The treasury of natural history 1848 (also 1862)

Maundeville, Sir John The buke ofJohn Mautuieuill being

the travels of Sir J. Mandeville hnigfU J322-56 c 1400
(Roxburghe Club 1889}

53

Maundeville, Sir John (cont.)
The voiage and travaile of Sir J. M. kt. e 1400 (Halliw,

1839)
Mandevillc's Travels (E.E.T.S. 1919)

See also Ser John Mandevelle
Maundrell, Henry A journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem

169701701 (1703, 1721, 1732)
Maurice, Sir J. Frederick Military history ofthe campaign

of 1882 in Egypt 1887
Maurice, John Frederick Denison The epistles of St.

John 1857
The friendship of books, and other lectures (11872 (1874)
Learning and working, six lectures 1854 (1855)
Moral and metaphysical philosophy 1845 (Encycl.

Metrop. ; also 1850-62)
The patriarchs and law-givers of the Old Testament 1855

(1867, 1877)
The prophets and kings of the Old Testament 1853
The religiom of tke acrid (Boyle lectures 1846) 1847

(1861)
Maurice, Thoilas The fall of the Mogul, a tragedy 1806

The history of Hindostan 1795-98 (1820)
Maury, Matthew F. The physical geography of the sea 1855

(also Low i860)
Mayor, William The British tourist's or traveller's pocket

cotnpanion 1809
General view of the agriculture of Berkshire 1813

MaWE, John The mineralogy of Derbyshire etc. 1802
Glossary (repr. E.D.S. 1881)

Max-Muller, Friedrich Chips from a German workshop
v-d. (1867-75, 1880)

Introduction to the science of religion 1870 (1873)
Lectures on the science of language 1861, 1863 (1861-64)
Rig-Veda-Sanhita, the sacred hymns of the Brahmans tr.

1869
Theosophy or psychological religion (C.ififord lectures)

1892 (1893)
Maxwell, James Herodian of Alexandria his History of

twenty Roman Ccesars tr. I. M. 1629 (1635)
Maxwell, James Clerk Matter and motion 1876 (18S1)

Scientific papers a 1879 (1890)
Theory of heat 1871
A treatise on electricity and magnetism 1873 (1881)
See also Campbell, L.

Maxwell, Bp. John The burthen {burden) oflssachar 1646
(Phenix 1708)

Sacro-sancta regum, or the sacred and royall prerogative

of christian kings 1644
Maxwell, Robert Transactions of the societyfor promoting

agriculture in Scotland selected 1743
Ma.xwell, Robert The practical bee-tnaster 1747 (1750)
Maxwell, William Hamilton The adventures of Captain

Blake 1835 (1838)
Brian O'Linn 1848
Hints to a soldier on service 1845
Ed. Peninsular sketches 1845
Sports arui adventures in the highlands and islands of

Scotland 1844 (1855)
Stories of Waterloo 1829
WHd sports of the west (anon.) X832

May, Emily J. The Stronges of Netherstronge, a tale of Sedge-
moor X864

May, Robert The accomplisht cook, or the art and mystery of
cookery 1660 (1665)

May, Thomas The heire, a comedy 1620 (1622 ; Dodsley)
The history of the pariiament which began 1640 1647
The life of a satirical puppy called Nim, by T* M. (? T.
May) 01650 (1657)

Lucan's (M. A.) Pharsalia tr. 1627 (1631)
A continuation of Lucan's historicall poem 1630

The mirrour ofmindes ; or Barclay's (J.) Icon animorum
tr. T. M(ay) 1631

The old couple, a comedy a 1650 {1658)
Poetical translation ofthe verses in Barclay's (J.) A rgenis

1628 (1C29)
The reigne of king Henry the second 1633
Virgil's Georgics tr. X628

BIay, Sir Thomas Erskine The constitutional history of
England iy6o-i86o x86r-63

A treatise upon tlte law, privileges, proceedings and usage

of parliament 1844 (1883, 1906)
Maydman, Henry Naval speculations and maritime poli-

ticks X691
Mayer, Brantz Mexico as it was and as it is 1844
Mayer, John The sportsman's directory 1815 (1817)
Mayerne, Sir Theoekjre T. de ArchimagirusAnglo-Gallicus,

or excellent . . receipts in cookery a 1655 (1658)
Mayhew, Anthony L. and Skeat, W. W. A concise dic-

tionary of Middle English from 1150 to 1580 1888
See also Skeat, W. W.

Mayhew, Augustus S. Paved with gold, or the romance and
reality of the London streets 1858

Mayhew, EowARD Dogs: their management iSs^ (1S62)

Mayhew, ^enry London labour arui the London poor X851-
6r (1861, 1864)

The upper Rhine 1858
Maynard, C. J. The birds of Florida X872
Maynarde, Thomas Sir Francis Drake his voyage 1595

(Hakluyt Soc. 1849)
Mayne, Jasper The amorous warre,a tragi-comcedyi6^Si 1 659)

The citye tnatch, a conuxdye 1639 (Dodsley)

Donne's (J.) Book of epigrams tr. 1652 (D.'s Paradoxes,
problems etc. 1652)

Part of Lucian made English 1638 (1664)

A sermon against false prophets 1646
A sermon against schisme 1652
A sermon concerning unity and agreement X646 (1647)

Mayne, John Glasgow, a poem 1803
The siller gun, a poem 1779-1808 (1836)

Mayne, Robert G. An expository lexicon of the terms , . of
medical and general science 1853-60 (i860)

A medical vocabulary 1862 (ed. 2 ; also ed. 6, ed. W. W.
Wagstaffe, 1889)

Maynwaring, Everard The pharmacopccian physicians re-

pository 1669 (1670)

Praxis medicorum antiqua et nova : the ancient and
modern practice of physick examined 1671

Vita Sana et longa, the preservation of health and pro-

longation of life 1669 (1670)

Mayo, Elizabeth Lessons on objects 1829 (1831)

Mayo, Herbert Letters on the truths contained in popular
superstitions 1849 (1851)

Mayo, Mrs. Isabella Fyvie The house by the works 1879
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Mayo, Wh-liam S. Kaloolah, or journeyings to the DjAd
Kumri : an autobiography of J. Romer 1851

Mead or Mede, Joseph Works a 1638 (1672)
Daniel's weekes ; an interpretation of part of the pr^*
phecy of Daniel 1643

Diatribce : discourses on divers texts of scripture 1642
Mead, Richard Medical works 01754 (i7'>2)

A short discourse concerning pestilential contagion and
the methods to be used to prevent it ( = Plague) 1720

M.'s Medical precepts and cautions tr. T. Stack 1751
Meade, Herbert A ride through tfie disturbed districts of

New Zealand 1870
Meadows, C. J. Barr Clinical observations on affections of

the digestive organs and of the skin 1875
Meager, Leonard The English gardener 1670

The new art ofgardening,with the gardener's almanack 1697
Meals and manners. Early English : see Babees Book
Mean. The meane in spending : promising prayse to the

liberall etc. 1598
Meanderings of memory, by 'Nightlark' 1852
Mechanics' magazine, The 1823-71
Mede, Joseph : see Mead or Mede, J.
Medical and physical journal, Tke 1799-1826
Medical communications (by a society for promoting medical

knowledge) 1784-90
Medical essays and observations, revised and published by a

society in Edinburgh 1733-44
Medical MS. at Stockholm, Extracts from a a X400 (ia

Archaeologia XXX, 1844 ; An£lia XVIII, X896)
Medical news. The (Philad.) 1882-
Medical temperance jourtial. The 1870-92
Medical times and gazette, The 1859-
Medicina gymnastica 1704 : see Fuller, F.
Medico-chirurgical transactions, published by the (Royal)

Medical and ckirurgical society of London 18x5-72
Meditations on the life and passion of Christ c 1400 (E.E.T.S.

1921)
Meditations on the supper of our Lord, and the hours of the

passion, Bonaventura's 13. . (E.E.T.S. 1875)
Medley, Guido Kolbe or Kolben's (P.) Present state of the

Cape of Good Hope tr. 173X
Medley, The 1710-11 (1712)
Medulla grammatice(s C1460 (various MSS. ; 1499)
Medwall, Henry A goodly interlude of Nature ciSoo

(Brand] 1898)
Medwin, Thomas The angler in Wales, or days atul nights of

sportstnen X834
Conversations of Lord Byron 1824 (1832)
The Shelley papers, Memoir ofP. B. Shelley and original
Poems and papers by P. B. Shelley X833

Meehan, Thomas The native flowers and ferns of the United
States 1878-80

Meeke, Robert Extractsfrom his diary 1689-94 O874)
Meeting of gallants at an ordinarie or the walkes in Powle::,

The X604 (Percy Soc. 1841)
Mehalah x88o : see Baring-Gould, S.
Meidan Maregrete c 1250 (Seinte Marherete, E.E.T.S. 1862)
Meigs, J. Aitken Observations upon the cranial fonns of the

American aborigines 1866
Meister's (J. H.) Letters written during a residence in England

tr. 1799
Melayne, The sege off 01400 (E.E.T.S. i88o)
Melbancke, Brian Philotimus : tke warre betwixt tutture

a^ui fortune 1583
Alelisffuita x6ix : see Ravenscroft, T.
Mellis, John 1588 : see Oldcastle, H.
Mellor, Enoch Priesthood in tlte light of the New Testament

X876
Melmoth, William Cicero's (M. T.) Cato ; or an essay on

old age tr. 1773
Letters on several subjects, by the late Sir T. Fitzosbome

1742-49 {1763)
se. SellMelrose, Selections from the records of the regality of 1605-
1706 (S.H.S. 1914 etc.)

Melton, John Astrologaster or the figure-caster 1620
A six-folde politician 1609

Melusine, compiled by J. D'Arras tr. c 1500 (E.E.T.S. 1895)
Melvil, Sir James Memoirs c 1610 (1683, 1735, Bannatyne

Club 1827)
MelvilLj James Autobiography and diary (1556-1601)

with a continuation a 1614 (Wodrow Soc. 1842)
Diary 1556-1601 a 1614 (Bannatyne Club 1829)

Melville, George J. Whyte Digby Grand, an autobio-
graphy 1853

General Bounce ; or, the lady and the locusts X854 (1855)
The gladiators, a tale of Rome and Judaa 1863
Good for nothing ; or all down hill 1861
Hohyiby house, a tale of old NortJiamptonshire x86o
Inside tlie bar ; or sketches at Soakington 1862
Kate Coventry, an autobiography X856
Katerfelto ; a story of Exmoor X87S
Market Harborough ; or how Mr. Sawyer tt'ent to the

shires 1861 (1862)
Riding recollections 1875 (1878)
Uncle John, a novel 1874

Melville, Herman Moby Dick, or the whale 1851
Omoo ; a narrative of adventures in the south seas 1847
White jacket ; or the world in a man-of-uar 1850

'JIelville, Lewis' (L. S. Benjamin) The life of W. M,
Thackeray 1899

Memoirs of a Babylonian princess (Maria T. Asmar) wt Itten

by herself tr. 1844
Memoirs of Captain Peter Drake, The 1754 (i755)

Memoirs of Emeric Count Teckely (by J. Le Clerc) tr. 1693
Memoirs of female philosophers, by a modern philosoplier of

the other sex 1808
Memoirs of . . George Psalmanazar , . written by himself

01763 (1764)
Memoirs of the Nutrebian (Nubian) court 1747
Memorials of the Church of SS. Peter and Wilfrid, Ripon

v.d. (Surtees Soc 1882-88)
Memorials of St. Giles's, Durham v.d. (Surtees Soc. 1896)
Mendell, George H. and Craighill, W. P. Jotnini's

(A. H. de) AH of war tr. 1862 (1879)
Mendelssohn-Bartholdys {J. L. F.) Letters from Italy and

Switzerland tr. Lady Wallace i86x (1862)

Mendes da Costa, Emanuel Elements of conchology 1776
A natural history offossils 1757

Menken, Adah I. Infeluia (poems) 186S
Mennes, Sir John and Smith, J, Musarum delicia, or th6

muses recreation 1655 (1817)
Wit restor'd 1658
Witts recreations X640 (1663)
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Mercantilemarine magaxiM and nauHcal record. The 1854-60

Merder^s (B.) Fragments ofpolitics and history tr. 1795
ftlERCiER, Charles Sanity and insanity 1890

Mercurius academicus No. i 1648
Mercuriits caUdonius z66z (1S61)

Mercurius pragmaticus HS47-49
Mercurius scoticus, or the royal messenger 1651

Uekkdith, Gborge The adventures of Harry Richmond 1871

The amaring marriage 1895
Ballads a$td poems of tragic life 1887
BeaucMamp's career 1876
ZMofui qfthe crossways 1885
Tke egoistj a comedy in narrative 1879
£van Harrington 1861
Farina : a legend of Cologne 1857
Lord Ormont and his Aminta 1894
Odes in contribution to the song of Fretick history 1898
One of our conquerors 1891
The ordeal of Richard Feverel 1859
Poems 1851
Poems arid lyrics of the joy of earth 1883
Rhoda Fleming 1865
The shaving of Shagpat, an Arabian entertainment 1856
The tragic comedians 1880 {i88i)
Vittoria 1866 (1867)

Meredith, L. P. The teeth and Jiow to save them 1872 (1878)
Meredith, Mrs. Louisa Anne Tasmanianfriends aridfoes,

featfiered, furred and finned 1880
•Meredith, Owen* : see Lytton, E. R., 1st Earl of
Meres, Francis Palladis Tamia, Wits treasury, being the

second part of Wits commonwealtk (by J. Bodeaham)
1598 (1634)

Meretriciad 1761 : see Thompson, E.
Meriton, George The christian mans assuring house (a

sennon) 1614
Meriton, George The praise of York-shire ale . , To which

is added, A Yorkshire dialogue, by G. M. gent 1685
A York-shire dialogue in its pure natural dialect 1683

(also 1684, with an alphabetical clavis ; Nine speci-

mens, E.D.S. 1896)
Merivale, Charles The conversion of the Roman empire

1864
The fall of the Ro}»an republic 1853
A general history of Rorne 1875
A history of the Romans under the empire i850H52 (1865)

Merivale, Herman C. Faucit of Balliot 1882
Merlin or the early history of king Arthur, a prose romance

c 1450 (E.E.T.S. 1899)
Merline (poem) a 1650 (Bp. Percy's Folio MS. I, 1867)
Merrett, Christopher Neri's (A*) Art of glass tr. 1662

Pinax rerum naturalium Britannicarum 1666 (1667)
Merrey, Walter Remarks on the coinage of England 1789
Merriam, George S. Tke life and times of Samuel Bowles

1885
Merrick, Arnold Albrechtsberger's (/. G.) Methods of har-

mony, figured base and composition . . adapted for self-

instruction tr. 1834 (1844)
*Merribian, Henry Seton' (Hugh S. Scott) In Kedar's

tents 1897
Roden's corner 1898
The slave of the lamp 1892
The sowers 1896

Merrimak, Roger B. Life and letters of Thomas Cromwell
1902

Merry deviU of Edmonton, The 1608 (Dodsley ; Shakespeare
Apocrypha 1908)

Merry drollery ; or a collection of jovial poems, merry songs,
with drolleries 1661 (also repr. J.W. Ebsworth 1875)

Merz, John Theodore Leibniz 1884
Meston, William Poems a 1745 (1767)
Metal world, The : a weekly journal for engineers 1881-82
Metaphrase on the epistle to the Colossians, A plaine and

learned, ivritten by a godly and judicious preacher
C1630 (annexed to J. Dod's Ten sermons 1632)

Meteyard, Eliza The life of fosiah Wedgwood 1865-66
Metham, John Works, ificluding the romance of Amoryus

and Cleopes ^1450 (E.E.T.S. 1916)
Metrical homilies, English c 1325 (ed. J. Small 1862)
Metropolis, a novel. The 1819
Meun's (/. dc) Dodechedron of Fortune tr. Sir W. B. 1613
Mexia, P. 1613-19 : see Milles, T.
Meyer, KuNO The voyage ofBran ^ . an old Irish saga. Ed.

and tr., with an essay by A, Nutt 1895-97
Meyhell, Wilfrid fokn Henry Newman the founder of

modern Anglicanism and a cardinal of the Rmnan
church 1890

Meyrick, Sir Samuel R. A critical inquiry into antient
armour etc. 1824

Engraved illustrations of antient arms and armour 1830
Miall, Edward (Articles in) Nonconformist 1841-50
MiALL, Louis C. The natural history of aquatic insects 1895
Michel, Francisque A critical inquiry into the Scottish

language 1882
Michie, John Grant Deeside tales or men and manners on

highland Deeside since 1745 1872 (1908)
Mickle, William J. Camoens (L. de) Lusiad tr. 1776

Poetical works a 1788 (1794 ; Chalmers 1810)
Micklethwaite, John T. Modern parish churches; their

plan, design, and furniture 1874
Micmacs. An account of the customs and manners of the

Mickmakis and Maricheets, savage nations now depen-
dent on the government of Cape-Breton 1758

Microcosm, The, a periodical work by George Griffin (i.e.

G. Canning, and others) 1786-87
Microscopical science. Quarterly journal of 1853-77
Middle-English medicine-book, A c 1450 (F. Heinrich, Ein

mittelengUsches Medizinbuch 1896)
Middleuass, Jean Two false moves, a t^ovel 1890
Midoleton, Christopher The famous kistorie of Chinon of

England 1597 (also E.E.T.S. 1925)
MiDDLETON, CoNYERS Thc histoTy of the life of M. T. Cicero

1741
A treatise on the Roman senate 1747

MiDDLETON, John View of the agriculture of Middlesex 1798
Middleton, Thomas Works 01627 (Dyce 1840; Bxillen

1885-86)
Tke ant and the nightingale : see Father Hubburd
Any thing for a quiet life c 1626 (1662)
The blacke booke : see M., T. 1604
Blurt master constable or the Spanish night-walke 1602
A ckast mayd in Cheape-side, a comedy C1620 (1630)
Thefamelie of love 1607 (1608)
Father Hubburds tales or the ant and nightingale 1604

MiDDLETON, Thomas (cont.)

(another ed.) The ant and the nightingale or Father
Hubberds tales 1604

A game at chesse, a play 1624
A mad world my masters, a comedy 1608
The mayor of Quinborough, a comedy a 1627 (1661)
Michaelmas tertne 1607
Micro-cynicon, sixe snarling satyres 1599 (BuUen)
More dissemblers besides women 1622 (1657)
No wit, no help, like a wotnans, a comedy c 1613 (1657)
The phcenix 1607 (1630)
A trxcke to catch the old-one 1607 (160S)
Two new playes : viz. More dissemblers besides women ;

Women beware women 1622 (1657)
The wisdotn of Solomon paraphrased 1597
A tragi-comodie called The witch a 1627 (1778)
Your five gallants 1608
and Dekker, T. The roaring girle, or Moll Cut purse
x6ii

and Rowley, W. The changeling 1623 (1653)
A courtly masque : the device called The world tost at

tennis 1620
A faire quarrell 1617 (1622)
The Spanish gipsie 1623 (1653)
and others The excellent comedy called The old law : or
a tiew way to please you, by P, Massinger, T. Middle-
ton, W. Rowley 16.. (1656)

The widdow, a comedie ..byB. Johnson, J. Fletcher, and
T. Middleton a 1627 (1652 ; Dodsley)

MiDDLETON, Bp. Thomas F. The doctrine of the Greek article

applied to criticism , ^ of the New Testament 1808
(1833)

Midland counties historical collector. The 1854-56
Mid-Yorkshire glossary 1876 ; see Robinson, C. C.
MiEGE, GuY A new dictionary French and English with an-

other English and French 1677
The great French dictionary 1687-88
The present state of Great Britain 1707

Milbourne, Luke The measures of resista',u:e to the higher
powers (a sennon) 1710

Melius inquirendum (a sermon) 1709
Notes on Dryden's Virgil 1698
The people not the original of civil power (a sermon) 1707
The traytors reward (a sennon) 1704

MiLBURN, William Oricnta cotnmerce 1813 (1825)
Military and sea dictionary, A 1702-11 (1711)
Military dictiotuiry, A new 1760
Military engineering^ Instruction in 1884 (ed. 3)
Mill, Humphrey A nights search 1640-46
Mill, James Analysis of thc plienomena of the human mind

1829 (1869)
Elements of political economy 1821 (1824)
Thc history of British India 1817

ed. with continuation by H. H. Wilson (1840-46)
Mill, Johm Stuart Auguste Comte and positivism 1865

Autobiography 1873
Considerations on representative government 1861 (1865)
Dissertations and discussions v.d. (1859-75)
England and Ireland 1868
Essays on some unsettled guestioTis of political economy

1844
An examination of Sir W. Hamilton s philosophy 1865
Inaugural address . . St. Andrews 1867
On liberty 1859 (1865, i86g)
Principles of political economy 1848 (1876)
Tfie subjection of women 1869
A system of logic 1843 {1846, 1868)
Three essays on religion 1874
Utilitarianism 1861 (1874)

Mill, William H. Five sennons on the temptation of Christ

1844
Observations on the attempted application of pantheistic

principles to the theory and historic criticism ofthe gospel

1840-44 (1861)
MiLLAis, Sir John E. : see Millais, John G. 1899
Millais, John G. A breath from the veldt 1895 (1899)

Thc life and letters of Sir J. E. Millais 1899
Millar, Alexander H. Fife : pictorial atui historical

189s
Miller, Cincinnatus H. : see Miller, Joaquin
Miller, Edward A guide to the textual criticism of the New

Testament x886
Miller, Hugh The cruise of the Betsey . . With rambles of a

geologist a 1856 (1858)
First impressions of England and its people 1847 (1861)
Footprints of the creator 1849 (1874)
My schools and schoolmasters 1854 (1857)
The old red sandstone 1841 (1842)
Scenes and legends of tiie north of Scotland 1834 (1850,

1S57)
The testimony of the rocks a 1856 (1857)

Miller, James The sibyl's leaves 1829
Miller, Joaquin Songs of Italy 1878

Songs of the sierras 1871
Miller, John A description of the province and dty of New

York c 169s {1843)
Miller, Philip The gardener's dictionary 1731-39 (1759,

1768)
ed. T. Martyn (1807)

A short introduction to the knowledge of,, botany 1760
Miller, Samuel H. and Skertchly, S. B. J. The fenland

past and present 1878
Miller, William A dictionary of English names of plants

1884
Miller, William A. Elements of chemistryy theoretical arid

practical 1855-57 (1860-62, 1867-69)
;r, William H. The '' ' '

(1872)

culture of pleasure (anon.) 1871

Miller of Mansfield in Sherwood and Henery Die second. The
pleasant history of the 1651

Milles, Thomas The catalogue of honor or treasury cf true

nobility 1610
Thc treasurie of auncient and modeme times (Times store-

house etc.), translated out of P. Mexia and F. San-
sovino 1613, 1619

MiLLiNCTON, Thomas The true narration of the entertainment

of his royal majesty (James I) 1603 (Arber, Eng.
Gamer VI 11)

Mills, Charles The history of chivalry or knighthood and its

times 1825
The history of the crusades x8i8 (1822)

Mills, John Crcvier's (/. B. L.) History of tke Roman
emperors tr. 1755-61 (1814)

Mills, John An essay on the ntanagement of bees 1766
A new and complete system of practical husbandry

ly62-63
Mills, John Sacred symbology 1853
Mills, Mark A. Ed. The ancient ordinances and statute laws

of the isle of Man 1821
Millspaugh, Charles F. American medicinal plants

1884-87
MiLMAN, Henry Hart Annals of St. Paul's cathedral 1S68

Antie Boleyn, a dramatic Poem 1S26
Fazio, a tragedy 1815
The history of Christianity 1840 (1863)
History of Latin Christianity 1854-55 (1864)
The history of the Jews 1829 (1863)
Samor, lord of the bright city, an heroic poetn 1818

Milne, James The romance of a pro-consul, being the personal
life and memoirs of Sir G. Grey 1899

Milne, William : see Morrison, Robert
Milner, George Country pleasures ; the chronicle of a year,

chiefly in a garden 1881
Milner, Isaac : see Milner, Mary
Milner, John A treatise on the ecclesiastical architecture of

England during the middle ages 1811
Milner, Mary Tke life of Isaac Milner, comprising a portion

of his correspondence and other ufritings hitlierto un-
published 1842

Milner, Thomas The gallery of nature 1845 (1846)
MiLNES, Richard Monckton : see Houghton, ist Baron
Milton, John Works a 1674 (1851 ; Prose works 1738,

1753)
Animadversions upon The remonstrants defence against
Smectymnuus 1641

An apology against . . A modest confutation of the anim-
adversions upon the remonstrant against Smectymnuus
1642

Areopagitica ; a speech for the liberty of unliunc*d
printing 1644 (Arber)

At a vacation exercise in the colledge 1628
A brief history of Moscovia a 1674 (1682)
Colasterion : a reply to a nameles answer against The

doctrine and discipline of divorce 1645
Comus : see Maske, below
Considerations touching the likeliest means to remove

hirelings out of the church 1659
Tke doctrine and discipline of divorce 1643, 1644
Of education. To Master S. Hartlib 1644
Eticoi'OfcAatmjy in answer to a book intitl'd "E'ikqmv

BatTikLKr} 1649
The history of Britain, that part especially now calVd
England 1670

II penseroso 1632
The judgement of M, Bucer concerning divorce tr. 1644
Vallegro 1632
Lycidas 1637
A maske presented at Ludlow castle 1634
On the morning of Christs nativity 1629
Paradise lost 1667
Paradise regain'di6yi
The passion (poem) c 1630
Of prelaticall episcopacy 1641
2 he readie atui easie way to establish a free cmnmonwealth

1659
The reason of church-government urg*d against prelaty

1641
Of reformation touching church discipline in England

164Z
Samson Agonistes 1671
The tenure of kings and magistrates 1649 (1650)
Tetrachordon : expositions upon the foure chief places in

scripture which treat of mariage etc. 1645
A treatise of civil power in ecclesiastical causes 1659
See also Marsh, J. ; Parker, H. ; Washington, J.

Milwarde, John Jacobs great day of trouble and deliverance,

a sermon 1610
Minchin, George M. A treatise of statics 1877

Uniplanar kinematics of solids and fluids 1882
Mind ; a quarterly review ofpsychology and philosophy 1876-
Mineralogical magazine and jourruil of the Mineralogical

Society of Great Britain and Ireland, The 1876-
Miniature, a periodical paper, Tke 1804-05 (1806)
Mining review. The 1836-37
Minor, The ; or history of George O'Nial Esq. 1787 (1788)
Minor poems of tke Vernon MS., Tke a 1400 (E.E.T.S. 1892-

1901)
Minot, Laurence Poemsa 1352 (1795 ; J. Hall 1887)

Minsheu, John 'H-ye/iwy €15 xds -yAtiaffaj id est Ductor in

linguas The guide into tongues etc. 1617 (1627)
PercyvalVs (R.) Dictionarie in Spanish and English ,

,

enlarged by . , J. Minsheu 1599
Minstrel, The ; or, anecdotes of distinguished personages in

the fifteenth century 1793
Minto, Gilbert Elliot, ist Earl of Life and letters 1751-

1806 (1874)
Lord Minto in India, Life and letters 1807-14 (1880)

Minto, William Daniel Defoe (EngUsh men of letters) 1879
A tnanual of English prose literature 1872

Miriam's schooling 1890 : see White, William Hale
Mirk's Festial : a collection of homilies by J. Mirkus c 1450

(E.E.T.S. 1905)
See also Myrc

Mirror, The (by H. Mackenzie and others) 1779-80
Mirror. A myrroure for magistrates ed. \V. Baldwin IS59.

1563 (1571)
The firste parte of the mirour ed. J. Higgins 1574

(1575) ,, .

The last parte of the mirour 1574 ( = Baldwin 1571)

Th.e seconde part of the mirrour ed. T. Blenner-

hasset 1578
The mirour for magistrates (first and last parts

combined) 1587
A mirour for magistrates, newly enlarged with a last

part called A winters nights vision . . with a poem
annexed called Englands Eliza ed. R. Niccois 1610

Mirror of literature, amusement and instruction. The 1823-26

Mirror. The miroure of mans salvacionne c 1450 (Roxb. Club

The mirrour of policie (from G. de la Perriere) tr. 1594
(1599)

The myroure of oure Ladye, containing a devotional

treatise on divine service etc. 1450-1530 (i530,

E.E.T.S. 1873)
Miscellanea curiosa ; containing a collection of some of thc

principal phenomena in nature etc. 170S
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Miscellanea Scotica, a collection of tracts relating to the history,

antiquities, topography, and literature of Scotland
v.d. {1818-20)

Miseries of enforced marriage 1607 : see Wilkins, G.
Misogonus, A tnery and pleasaunt coinedie called ciS7o

(Brandl 1898)
MissELDEN, Edward Free trade; or %e meanes to make

trade fiorish 1622
Missing friends, being the adventures of a Danish emigrant in

Queensland (i8yi-8o) 1892
Missionary magazine, The 1796-1813
Misfs Journal. A collection of miscellaneous letters selected

out of Mist's Weekly journal 1720-21 (1722)
MisVN, Richard The fire of love (Englished from Hampole's

De incefidio amoris) 1435 (E.E.T.S. i8g6)
The meruiing of life atid the rule of living (Englished from
Hampole's De emendacione vitcs) 1434 (ibid.)

MiTUiELL, Donald G. The battle summer, being transcrip-
tions from persofud observations in Paris during .

.

Z848 1849 (1852)
Bound together : a sheaf of papers 1884
Dream life : a fable of the seasons 1851 (1852)
The lorgnette ; or studies of the town by an opera-goer

1850
Reveries of a bachelor 1850 (1852)
Seven stories, with basement arid attic 1864
Wet days at Edgewood 1864

UiTCUELL, Hugh Scotticisms, vulgar anglicisms and gram-
matical improprieties corrected 1799

Mitchell, Thomas The cotnedies ofA rxstophanes tr. 1820-22
Mitchell, Thomas L. Three expeditions into the interior of

eastern Australia 1838 (1839)
Mitchell, W. Forbes- : see Forbes-Mitchell, W.
MiTFORD, A. B. Freeman- : see Freeman-Mitford, A. B.
MiTFORD, Mary Russell Country stories 1837 (1850)

Our village ; sketches of rural character and scenery
1824-32(1863)

Recollections of a literary life 1852
See also L'Estrange, A. G.

Mitford, Williau An essay upon the harmony of language
1774

An enquiry trUo the principles of harmony irt

language 1804
History of Greece 1784-1818 (1829)

MiVART, St. George The cat: an introduction to the study of
backboned animals 1881

Dogs, jackals, uxilves and foxes : a monograph of the
canidte 1890

Lessons in elementary anatomy 1873
On truth, a systematic inquiry 1889

Model steam engine, The : how to buy, how to use, and how to

construct it z868 (1895)
Modell ofwit , mirth , eloquence and conversation , The. Framed

in ten dayes ofa hundred curious pieces etc. (Boccacio's
Decameron) tr. 1625

Moderation displayed, a poem (by W. Shippen) 1704
Modern Christianity a civilized heathenism (by H. W. Fallen)

1873 {1874)
Modern Gulliver's travel, by L. Gulliver Jun. 1796
Modem Scottish Poets ed. D. H. Edwards X881-97
Modem ship offools. The (? by W. H. Ireland) 1807
Modern theatre, The, a collection of successful modern plays,

ielected by Mrs. Inchbald z8xz
Modem times 1785 : see Trusler, J,
Moffett, T . : see Moufet, T.
MocGRiDOE, J. Traherne Harvesting ants and trap-door

spiders 1873-74
MocRiDGE, George Old Humphrey's observations 1839
MoiR, David M. Poetical works a 1851 (1852)

The life of Mar\sie Wauch, taylor in Dalkeith 1824-28
(1839, 1849)

Molesworth, Mary L. The adventures of Herr Baby 1881
Molesworth, Robert Hotnian's (h .) Franco-Gallia ; or,

an account of the ancient free state of France tr. 1711
(1721)

Molinos' (A/.) Spiritual guide tr. 1688
Molins, James Anatomical and practical observations in St.

Thomas's hospital i674~yy (1896)
MoLLE, John Camerarius' (P.) Living librarie tr. 1621
Moixett, John W. An illustrated dictionary ofwords used in

art and archaology 1883
MoLLOY, Charles Select letters taken from Fog's Weekly

journal 1728-31 (1732)
Mollov, Joseph Fitzgerald Royalty restored, or London

under Charles II 1885
Molly Migg's trip to the seaside (by J. Spilling) 1873
Moloney, C. Alfred Sketch of the forestry of West Africa

1887
West African fisheries 1883 (Fisheries exhibition litera-

ture)

Monboddo, Jakes Burnett, Lord Of the origiri and pro-

gress of language iy'73~9Z
MoNCRiEFF, William T, Tom and Jerry, or life in London

1821 (1828)
Money, E. Erule A little Dutch maiden, a South African

sketch 1S&7 {1888)
Money, Walter Ed. Parish church goods in Berkshire X552

1879
Money masters all things, or satyricall poems 1698

See also Pecuuiie
Money-makers, The : a social parable 1885
Monfart's (H. de Feynes de) Exact and curious survey of all

the East Iruiies tr. 1615
Monier-Williams, Sir Monier Religious thought and life in

India 1883
MoNiPENNiE, John The abridgement or summarie of the

Scots chronicle etc. 1612 (1633, 1818)

Monitor, The ; or British freeholder 1755-60
Monk, Bp. James H. The life of Richard Bcntley 1830 {1833)

AfonA of Evesham, The revelation to the c 1482 (Arber)

'Monkshood, G. F.' and Gamble, George Rudyard Kip-
ling, the man and his work: an attempt at an appre-

ciation 1902
Uokhouth, Henry Carey, 2nd Earl of Bentivoglio's (G.)

Compleat history of the warrs of Flanders tr. 1654
Bentivoglio's (G.) Historicall relations of the United Pro-

vinces and of Flanders tr. 1652
Biondi's (G. f.) History of the civill warres of England

betweene the houses of Lancaster and Yorke tr. 1641-46
Boccalini's (T.) Advertisements from Parruissus . . with

the politick touch-stone tr, 1656 (1674)
Malveai's (V.) Romulus and Tarquin tr. 1637
Parula's (P.) History of Venice tr. 1658

55

Monmouth, Henry Carey {cont.)

Paruta's (P.) Politick discourses tr. 1657
Senault's (/. F.) Man become guilty tr. 1650
SenauU's (J. F.) Use of passions tr. 1649

Monro, Alexander The anatomy of the human bones 1726
(1741)

to which is added, an anatomical treatise of the nerves

1732 (1741)
An essay on comparative anatomy 1744 (1782)

Monro, Alexander Jr. Monro's {A.) Anatomy of the bones,
nerves etc. 1782

A treatise on comparative anatomy 1783
Monro, Donald A description of the western isles ofScotland

called Hybrides 1549 (1774, 1805)
Monro, Robert His expedition with the worthy Scots regi-

ment called Mac-keyes regitnent etc. 1637
MoNSON, Sir William Naval tracts a 1642 (Churchill's

Collection of voyages and travels III, 1704 ; 1752)
Montagu, Basil Bacon's {F.) Wisdom of the ancients tr.

1825
Montagu, Charles : see Halifax, Earl of
Montagu, Edward, 2nd Earl of Manchester The lord

Kimbolton his speech in parliament 1642
Montagu, Elizabeth Letters a 1800 (1809-13)
Montagu, George Ornithological dictionary ; or alpha-

betical synopsis of British birds 1802. Suppl. 1813
Ed. by J. Rennie (1831, 1833)

Testacea Britannica, or natural history of British shells

1803-08
Montagu, Sir Henry M., ist Earl of Manchester : see

Manchester
Montagu, Lady Mary Wortley Works a 1762 (1803)

Letters (1763-67, 1790, 1820)
Letters and works (1837, 1893)
Poetical works (1768, 1785)

Montagu, Bp. Richard The acts and monuments of the

church before Christ incarnate a 1641 (1642)
Appello Ccesarem, a just appeale frotn two unjust in-
formers etc. 1625

Articles ofenquiry and directionfor the diocese ofNorwich,
in the first visitation 1638

DiatribcB on the first part of the late History of Hthes (by

J. Selden) 1621
^ S^iSfor the new gospell ? 1624
Immediate addresse unto God alone 1624

Montagu, Walter The accomplish'd woman tr. 1656
Miscellanea spiritualia or devout essaies 1648-54

Montagu, William D., 7th Earl of Manchester Court
and society from Elizabeth to Anne 1864

Montague, W'illiam The delights of Holland, or a three

months travel about that and the other provinces 1696
Monteath, John Dunblane traditions 1835 (1887)
Monteith, Robert A tlicater of mortality 1704
Mon^ord castle ; or the knight of the white rose, an historical

romance 1795
Montcomerie, Alexander Poems a 1605 (1821 ; S.T.S.

1887, 1910)
The cherrie and the sloe a 1585
Theflyting betwixt M. and Polwart a 1585
Miscellaneous poems a 1568, a 1586, 1592
Sonnets c 1585

Montgomery, Florence Misunderstood (a tale) 1869
Tony, a sketch 1898

Montgomery, Ja.mes Poetical works a 1854
Pelican island, and other poems 1827

Month, The ; an illustrated magazine of literature, science and
art 1864-

Monthly magazine and British register, The 1796-1825
Monthly packet of evening readings for younger members of the

English church, The (ed. C. M. Yonge) 1851-99
Monthly review, The 1749^-1828
MooDiE, Susannah Life in the clearings versus the bush 1853
Moor, Edward Suffolk words and phrases 1823
Moore, Arthur W. The surnames and place-names of the

Isle of Man 1890
Moore, Edward The gamester, a tragedy 1753

and Brooke, H. Fables for the female sex (anon.)

1744
Moore, Francis Travels into the inland parts of Africa 1738

(1740)
Moore, Frank Ed. Songs and ballads of the American

revolution 1856
Moore, Frank Frankfort A gray eye or so 1893

Iforbid the banns, the story of a cotnedy which was played
seriously 1893 (1899)

Moore, George Thie lost tribes and the Saxons of the east and
of the west 1861

Moore, George Esther Waters, a novel 1894
A mummer's wife 1884

Moore, James Carrick A narrative of the campaign of the

British army in Spain 1809
Moore, John A mappe of mans mortalitie 1617
Moore, John Columbarium; or the pigeon-house ifsSiiSyg)
Moore, John A view of society and manners tn France,

Switzerland and Germany (anon.) 1779 (1789)

A view of society and manners in Italy 1781 (1790)
Moore, John Hamilton Ed. A new and complete collection

of voyages and travels c 2785
The practical navigator and seaman's new daily assistant

1772 (1828)
Moore, Sir John Henry Poetical trifles {Absence, The

debtor etc.) 1778 (1783)
Moore, Sir Jonas M.'s Arithmetick 1660

Modem fortification ai&jg (1689)
A new systeme of the mathematicks ai6jg (1681)

Moore, Marian Lascelles 1802
Moore, Philip The hope of health, wherein is conteined a

goodlie regiment of life 1564 (1565)
Moore, Stuart A. A history of the foreshore, and the law

relating thereto etc. 1888
Moore, Thomas Poetical works a 1853

Alcipkron, a fragment 1839
The Epicurean, a tale 1827 (1839)
Epistles, odes and other poems 1806
Fables for the holy alliance, rhytnes on the road etc. 1823

(1880)
The Fudge family in Paris 1818

(sequel) The Fudge family in England 1835
Intercepted letters ; or the twopenny post-bag 1812 (1813)
Irish melodies 1807-35
Lalla Rookh, an oriental romance {The veiled prophet of

Khorassan. Paradise and the peri, Thefire-worshippers,
Nourmahal) 1817

MORE
Moore, Thomas {cont.)

Letters andjournals of Lord Byron, with notices of his life

1830 {i860)
Memoirs, journal, and correspondence a 1852 (1853-56)
Memoirs of the life of R. B. Sheridan 1825
Odes of ATuicreon tr. 1800
The poetical works of Thotnas Little 1801
Rhymes on the road 1819
Tom Crib's memorial to congress 1819
Travels of an Irish gentleman in search of a religion 1833

Moore, Thomas The history of Devonshire 1829
Moore, Thomas British ferns and their allies 1859

A handbook of British ferns 1848 (1857)
Moores baffled, being a discourse concerning Tanger, The

168

1

Moral ode, A (Versions)
a I200 (O.E. Homilies T, E.E.T.S. 1868)
c 1200 (O.E. Homilies II, E.E.T.S. 1873)
c 1250 (O.E. Miscellany, E.E.T.S. 1872)
c 127s (E.E. Poems, Philol. See. 1862)

Moral state. Anglite speculum morale ; the moral state of
England 1670

Moray, A survey of the province of 1798
Morden, Robert Geography rectified, or a description of tha

world 1680 {1688)
More, Hannah The bos bleu : see Florio, below

Ccelebs in search of a wife 1808
An estimate of the religion of the fashionable world 1790

(1 791)
Florio ; a tale : and The bos bleu ; or conversation, two
poems 1786 (1827)

Sacred dramas {Moses, David and Goliath, Belshazzar,
Daniel, Hezekiah, Sensibility) 1782 {1827)

A search after happiness, a pastoral 1773
Strictures on the modern system offemale education 1799

More, Henry A collection of several of his philosophical
writings 1662 (1712)

Complete poems 1614-87 {Grosart 1878)
The theological works a 1687 (1708)
Annotations upon J. Glanvill's Lux orientalis 1682
An answer to . . a learned psychopyrist 1681 (1688)
An antidote against atheisme 1653 (1662, 1712)

appendix 1655-87 (1712)
An antidote against idolatry 1669 (with Exposition sevea

epistles)

An appendix 1673
Apocalybsts apocalypseos ; or the revelation of St. John

unveiled 1680
An answer to several remarks on M.'s Expositions of

the apocalypse and Daniel, as also upon his Apology
1684

His apology 1664 (with Mystery of iniquity)

A brief discourse of the real presence of the body and blood

of Christ in the celebration of the holy eucharist (anon )

1686
Conjectura cabbalistica ; or a conjectural essay of inter-

preting the minde of Moses according to a threefold

cabbala 1653
The defence of the threefold cabbala 1653

A continuation of J. Glanvill's collection of remarkable
and true stories of apparitions and witchcraft 1682

Democritus platonissans ; or an essay upon the infinity

of worlds out of platonick principles 1646
Divine dialogues 1668 (1713)
Entkusiasmus triumphatus, or a discourse of the nature,

causes, kinds and cure of enthusiasme 1656 (1712)

An explanation of the grand mystery of godlitiess 1660
An expositioti of the seven epistles of the seven churches

1669
An illustration of the book of Daniel and the revelation of

St. John, by continued . . notes 1685
The immortality of the soul 1659 (1713)
Letters on several subjects a 1687 (1694)
A modest enquiry into the mystery of iniquity (second

part Synopsis prophetica ; the apology) 1664
Observations upon Anthroposophia theomagica and
Anima magica abscondita 1650 (with Enthusiasmus
1656)

Paralipomena prophetica, containing several supplements

and defences 1685
A plain and continued exposition of the prophecies of

Daniel 1681
SE^xuSta platonica ; or a platonicall song of the soul

1642
(ed. 2) Philosophicall poems 1647

Remarks upon two late ingenious discourses (by Sir M,
Hale) 1676

Some cursory reflections made upon Mr. R. Baxter

1685
Synopsis prophetica 1664 ( 2nd p t. of Mystery of iniquity)

More, Robert Jasper Uruier the Balkans 1877
More, Sir Thomas Workes a 1535 (i557)

Answer to Frith : see Letter, below
The answere to the fyrst parte of the poysened booke 1533

(i534» 1557)
The apologye made by hym 1533 (i557)

The confutation of Barnes 1532 (with next)

The confutacyon of Tyndales answere 1532 ; the seconds
parte 1533 (i557)

De quatuor novissimis : see Treatyse, below
The debellacyon of Salem arui Bizance 1533 (i557)

A dialoge of cotnforte against tribulation 1534 (i557f

1847)
A dyaloge wherin he treatyd dyvers maters as of the

veneration and worshyp ofymagys etc. ( = A dialoge con-

cerning heresyes) 1528 (1529, 1557)
The history of kyng Richard the third unfinished 1513

(1557; 1883)
{see also Hardyng, J. (1543) J

HaU, E. 1548

;

Grafton, R. 1568)
The historic of the pitifull life and unfortunate death

of Edward V (16^1)
A letter impugnynge the erroneouse wryting ofJohn Fryth

agaynst the blessed sacrament of the aultare ( = Answer
to Frith) 1533 (1557)

The lyfe of Jhon Picus tr. c 1510 (i557)
, ,

The supplycacyon of soulys made . , agaynst the supply-

cacyon of beggars 1529 (i557)^^
^ x • l j ,^-.

A treatice upon the passion of Chryste unfimshed 1534

{1557 ; a part tr. Mary Basset)

A treatyseuppon these wordes offiolye scripture Memorare

novissima etc. ( = De quatuornovissimis) 1522(1557)

Utopia tr. : see Bumet, G. ; Robinson, Ralph



MOBE 56 MURRAY
Jfo«. Sir Tlumuts (a play) c 1 590 (Shaks. Soc 1844 ; Shake-

speare Apocrypha 1908)
MoRER, Thomas A short account of Scotland 1703

Moresby, John A'rtc Guima and Potymsia : discoveries

attd surveys in New Guinea etc. 1876

•MoRETON, Andrew* : see De Foe, D.

MoRETON, J. B. Matmers and custotns 0/ the West Indies

1790
MoRFii-L, William R. The dawn of European literature,

Slavonic literature 1883
Russia (Story of the nations) X890

MoRFiT, Campbell The arts of tanning and currying 1852
<^S53) , .-,.-,

Morgan, Conwv Llovd Animal btology 18S7
Animal life and intelligence 1890-91
H^it and instinct 1897

Morgan, J. A complete history of Algiers 1728-29
Morgan, J. Phoenix Britannicus^ being a miscellaneous

collection of scarce and curious tracts 1731-32
Morgan, Lewis H. Ancient society; or researches in the

lines of human progress,from savagery . . into citfUiza-

tion 1877
Morgan (formerly Owenson), Sydney, Lady Morgan

Florence Macarthy, an Irish tale i8i8
France 1817 (1818)

The life and times of Salvator Rosa 1824
Passages from my autobiography 1818-19 (1859)
The wild Irish girl 1846

Morgan, Sylvanus The sphere of gentry 1661

Morgan, Thomas The moral philosopher (anon.) 1737-40
Morgan, Thomas H. Evolution and adaptation 1903

Regeneration 1901
Morgans, William Manual of mining tools 1871
Moriartv, Denis I. The husband hunter 1839
MoRiCE, William Ccena quasi koivi), The new-indosures

broken down, and the Lords supper laid forth , . in a
diatribe, and defence thereof 165;

ER, Ja
1824

MoRiER, James J. The adventures of Hajji Baha ofIspahan
"57

Ayesha, the maid of Kars 1834
MoRisoN, David Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect 1790
MoRisoN, James Cotter G^bon (English men of letters)

1878
The life and times of St. Bernard 1863
The service of man : an essay towards the religion of the

future 1887 (1889)
MORisoN, Sir Richard Vives* (/. L.) Introduction to uyse-

dome tr. 1540
MoRisON, William M. The decisions of the Court of Session

, .digested, .in the form of a dictionary 1811
Supplement to the dictionary, by M. P. Brown

(1826)
Moritz' {C. P.) Travels, chiefly onfoot, through several parts of

England in ijSz tr. 1795
Morland, Sir Sawxjel The Count of Pagan^s method of

delineating all manner offortifications 1672
Tuba stentoro-phonica, an instrument of excellent use as

well at sea as at land etc. 1671
Morland, Samuel A specimen of a dictionary English and

Latin 1723
MoRLFY, Henry Cornelius Agrippa. Th^ life of Henry Cor-

nelius Agrippa von Nettesheim 1856
A first sketch of English literature 1873 (1886)

Of English literature in the reign of Victoria 1S81
Morley, Henry F. : see Muir, M. M, Pattison
MoRLEY, John Burke (English men of letters) 1879

Critical miscellanies 1871, 1877
Diderot and the encyclopedists 1878
Edmund Burke : an historical stildy 1867
The life of R. Cobden j88i
The life of W. E. Gladstone 1903 (1908)
Modern characteristics 1865
Oliver Cromwell 1900
On compromise 1874
Rousseau 1873
The struggle for national education 1873
Voltaire 1872 ii886)

Morley, Thomas A plaine and easie introduction to practi-

call musicke 1597
Morning chronicle. The 1780-1832
Morning post. The 1772-
Moming star. The 1856-69
Morrall, Michael T. History and description of needle

making 1852
Morris, Alexander Canada and her resources 1855
Morris, Alfred J. Religion and business 1853
Morris, Edward E. Austral English, a dictionary ofAustra-

lasian words, phrases and usages 1898
Morris, Francis Orpen A history of British birds 1851-57

A history of British butterflies 1853
A natural history of British moths 1859-70

Morris, George S. Ueberweg's (F.) History of philosophy
tr. 1872-74

Morris, Gouverneur : see Sparks, J.
Morris, John A catalogue of British fossils 1843
Morris, John Ed. The troubles of our Catholic for^athers^

related by themselves 1872-75
Morris, Joseph Sermons 1743
Morris, Sir Lewis The epic of Hades 1877

The ode of life 1880
Songs of two worlds 1871-75

Morris, Marmaduke C. F. Yorkshire folk-talk 1892
Morris, Mowbray Claverhouse 1887
Morris* Richard Historical outlines of English accidence

X872
Specimens of early English 1867 (1872-87)
See also Skeat, W. W.

Morris, Robert An essay in defence of ancient architecture

1728
Morris, William The Mneids of Virgil tr. 1875

The earthly paradise, a poem 1868-70
The life and death of Jason 1867
The Odyssey of Homer tr. 1887
Poems by the way i8gi
The story of Sigurd the Volsung, and the fall of the Nib-

lungs 1876 (1877)
andBAX.E. B. Socialism: its growth and outcome 189$

Morrison, Arthur A child of the Jago 1896
Tales of mean streets 1894

Morrison, Richard J. ZadkieVs gramtnar of astrology 1840
(1852)

MORiUSON, Robert Memoirs of William MUne, compiled
Jrom his own documents 1820

Morrison, William Douglas Lombroso's (C.) Female
offender tr. 1895

Morrow, W. C. Bohemian Paris of to-day 1899
Mors, Roderigo : see Brinklow, H.
Morse, Jedidiah The Atnerican geography 1789 (1794)

The American universal geography 1796
Morselli's (£.) Suicide, an essay on comparative moral

statistics tr. 1881
Morte Arthur, Lc, a romance 01450 (E.E.T.S. 1903 ; Roxb.

Club 1819 ; Fumivall 1864)
Morte Arthure, or the death of Arthur ? a 1400 (E.E.T.S,

1865, revised 1871)
See also Arthur ; Malory, Sir T.

Morten, Honnor Sketches of hospital life 1888
Mortimer, Mrs. Favell Lee Faroff : or AsiaandAustralia

described 1852
Africa atid America described 1854

Mortimer, G. W. Pyrotechny : or a familiar system of
recreative fire-zvorks 1852 (1853)

Mortimer, John The whole art of husbandry 1707 (1721)
Mortimer, Thomas Every tnan his own broker 1761 (1762)

A general dictionary of commerce etc. 1810 (1819)
Morton, John The natural history of Northamptonshire

1712
Morton, John C. A cyclopedia of agriculture, practical and

scientific 1855 (1856)
Morton, Nathaniel New-Englands memoriaU 1669
Morton's (R.) Phthisiologia : or a treatise of consumptions

tr. 1694
Morton, Bp. Thomas A direct answer (to T. Higgons) 1609

A discharge of five imputations 1633
'En-itTKonos aJToCTToAiKo? or the episcopacy of the church

of England justified to be apostolical a 1659 (1670)
The opinion of T. Morton concerning the peace of the

church 1641 (Good counsels 1641)
A preamble unto an incounter with P. R. 1608

Morton, Thomas New English Canaan or new Canaan, con-
taining an abstract of New England 1637

Morton, Thomas Secrets worth knowing, a comedy 1798
Morwyng, Peter Joseph, Ben Gorion's Compendious his-

tory of the latter times of the Jewes commune weale
tr. 1561 (1567)

The treasure of Evonymus tr. 1559
Morysine, R. : see Morison, Sir Richard
Moryson, Fynes An itinerary 1617

Shakespeare's Europe, unpublished chapters of
F* Moryson's Itinerary (1903)

Moseley, Henry Lectures on astronomy 1839 (1854)
Moseley, Henry N. Notes by a naturalist on the 'Challenger*

(1872-76) 1879
Moseley, Walter M. An essay on archery 1792
MosER, Joseph The hermit of Caucasus, an oriental romance

1796
Mossom, Robert The preacher^s tripartite 1657
'Mostyn, Sydney* : see Russell, W. C.
Motherby, George A new medical dictionary 1775
Motherwell, William Ed. Minstrelsy, ancient arid modern

1827
Poems, narrative and lyrical 1832
Poetical works a 1835 (1847, 1881)

Motives to godly mourning and rejoycing 1698
Motley, John Lothrop Correspondence a 1877 (1889)

History of the united Netherlands 1860-67 U868)
The life and death of John of Barneveld 1874 (1879)
The rise of the Dutch republic 1855 (1866)

Motoring annual and motorist's year book. The 1903
Motteux, Peter A. Cervantes' History of Don Quixote tr.

1700-03 (1712, 1733)
Ed. Rabelais' (F.) Works by Sir T. Urchard (Urquhart)
and others and tr. books IV, V (Pantagrud's voyage)

1694(1708, 1737)
Saint-Olon's {F. Pidou de) Present state of the empire of

Morocco tr. 1695
Mouat, Frederic J. Adventures and researcJies among the

Andanuin islanders 1863
'Moubrav, Bonington' : see Lawrence, J.
Moufet, Moffett, or Muffet, Thomas The silkwormes and

their flies : lively described in verse by T. M. 1599
M.'s Theater of insects : or lesser living creatures tr.

J. R(owland) 1658 (appended to Topsell, Hist, four-

footed beasts)

and Bennet,C. Healths improvement {a 1604) Corrected
and enlarged by C. Bennet 1655 (1746)

MouLE, Bp. Handley C. G. Colossian studies 1898
Mountagu : see Montagu
Mountain, Arming S. H. Memoirs and letters a 1854

(1857)
Moiirtray family. The 1800 : see Hervey, Mrs.
Moxon, Elizabeth English housewifery 1749 (1764)
MoxoN, Joseph Barozzi (G.), Vignola: or the compleat

architect tr, 1665
Mathematicks made easie : or a inathetnatical dictionary

1679 (also 1701)
Mechanick dyalling 1668
Mechanick exercises, or the doctrine ofhandy-works 1677-

1700 (1683, 1703)
, printing 1683 (repr. De Vinne i8g6)

Regulis trium ordinum literarum typographicarum : or

the rules of the three orders of print letters 1676
A tutor to astronomic and geographic 1659 (1665)

MoYLE, John Abstractum chirurgics marines ; or an abstract

of sea surgery 1686
MoYSiE, David Memoirs of the affairs of Scotland 1577-1603

{1755 ; Baimatyne Club 1830)
MozLEY, Mrs. Harriet The lost brooch (anon.) 1841
MozLEY, James Bowling Eight lectures on miracles (Bamp-

ton lectures) 1865
Essays, historical and theological v.d. (1878)
Ruling ideas in early ages and their relation to Old Testa-

ment faith 1877 (1878)
Sennon on the atonetnent 1873
Sertnons before the university of Oxford and on various

occasions v.d. {1876)
M. P.'s Letter on Royal Navy 1758 : see Letter
Mr. Gray and his neighbours 1876
Mrs. Raven's temptation, by the author of Dr. Hardy's mar-

• riage 1882
Mucedorus. A most pleasant comedie of Mucedorus . . and

Amadine 1598 (Hazl. Dodsley ; Shakespeare Apocry-
pha 1908)

'MucKLEBACKiT, Samuel* : scc Lumsden, J.
Mudge, Thomas Thoughts on the means of improving watches

X763 (1799)

MuDiE, Robert The feathered tribes of the British islands

1834 (1841)
Man, in his physical structure and adaptations 1839

Midler's (C. O.) Ancient art and its remains tr. J. Leitch 1847
(1850)

Mi;LLER,FEKDiNAHD VON Introduction tobotanicol teachings
at the schools of Victoria 1877

MiJLLER, Friedrich Max- : see Max-Muller, F.
Muffet, Peter A commentarie on the whale booke ofthe pro-

verbs of Salomon 1596 (1868)
Muilman, Peter A new and complete history of Essex

1769-72
Muir, George The Clydesdale minstrelsy j8i6
MuiR, John The mountains of California 1894
Muir, Matthew M. Pattison A treatise on the principles of

chemistry 1884 (1889)
and Morley, H. F. Ed. Watts^ (//.) Dictionary of
chemistry 1888-94

Muir, T, S. Characteristics of old church architecture &c. in
the mainland and western islands of Scotland 1861

Muir, W. J. Cockburn Pagan or christian ? or, notes for the
general public on our national architecture i860

Muir, William Poems on various subjects ai8i7 (1818)
Muirhead, James The institutes of Gaius and rules of

Ulpian tr. 1880
MuLCASTER, Richard The first part of the dementarie which

entreateth chefelie of the right writing of our English
tung 1582

Positions, wherin those primitive circumstances be ex-

amined, which are necessarie for the training up of
children 1581 (1888)

Mulcaster, Robert Fortescue's {Sir J.) Learned com-
mendation of the politique lawes of England tr. 1567
(1573)

MuLFORD, Elisha The republic of God 1882
MuLLER, John A treatise of artillery 1768
MuLLiNER, John A testimony against periwig and periwig-

making 1677 (1881)
MuLOCK, Miss Dinah M. : see Craik, Mrs. Dinah M.
MuNBY, Arthur J. Dorothy; a country story in elegiac verse

(anon.) 1880
Munches {P. A.) Throndjems domkirke, The cathedral of

Throndheim 1859
Munchausen, Baron. Gulliver revived : or the singular

travels, campaigns, voyages and adventures of Baron
Munchausen (by R. E. Raspe) 1786 (1792)

Munday, Anthony The book of John a Kent and John a
Cumber, a comedy 1595 (Shaks. Soc. 1851)

Busche's {A . van den ; U Sylvain) Orator ; handling a
hundred severall discourses tr. 1596

The defence of contraries tr. out of French by A. M. 1593
A discoverie of E. Campion and his confederates 1582
The downfall of Robert earle of Huntington afterwards

called Robin Hood 1599 (1601 ; Hazl. Dodsley)
The English Romaytie lyfe 1582 (Har!. Misc.)

Thefamous history of Pedtnendos tr. 1589 (1653)
The first part of the . . history of Palmerin of England

? 1581 (1602, 1639)
A view of sundry examples (anon.) 1580 (with John a

Kent etc., Shaks. Soc. 1851)
The woorthy enterprise ofJohn Foxe , . in delivering 266

Christians a 1598 (Hakluyt, Voyages 1598 ; Arber,
Eng. Garner I)

The admirable deliveraftce of 266 Christians by J,
Reynard (or rather Fox) (1608)

and Chettle H. The death of Robert earle of Hunting-
ton, otherwise called Robin Hood 1601 (Hazl. Dodsley)

Mundus et infans c 1500 : see World and the child

Mitndus mulzebris 1690: see Evelyn
MuNDY, Godfrey C. Our antipodes : or residence and

rambles in the Australasian colonies 1852 (1S57)

Pen and pencil sketches, being the journal of a- tour in
India 1832

Municipal corporations. First report of the commissioners
appointed to inquire into the municipal corporations in

England and Wales (with Appendix, pts. 1-V) 1835
Muniments of the royal burgh of Irvine v.d. (1890-91)
MuNRO, Neil Doom Castle, a romance 1901

John splendid, the tale of a poor gerUleman 1898
The lost pibroch 1896

MuNRO, Robert Prehistoric Scotland and its f^au in Euro-
pean civilisation 1899

Munsey's Magazine (N.Y.) 1891-
Muralt's (B. L. de) Letters describing the character and custotns

of the English and French nations tr. 1726
Murchison, Charles A treatise on the continued fevers of

Great Britain 1862 {1873, 1884)
Murchison, Sir Roderick Lmpey Siluria : the history of

the oldest known rocks containing organic remains 1854
(1859, 1867)

The Silurian system,founded on geological researches 1839
Murdoch, A. A Yoshiwara episode, Fred Wilson'sfate. By

A. M. 1892
Murdoch, Alexander G. The laird's lyhewake and other

poems 1877
Lilts on the Doric lyre 1873

Mure, Sir William Works a 1657 (S.T.S. 1898)
Mure, William A critical history of the language and litera-

ture of antient Greece 1850-57
REE,Mary Noailles ('C. E. Cr:

Broomsedge cove xS88
Murfree,Mary Noailles ('C. E. Craddock') The despot of

The prophet of the greed smoky mountain 1885
Where the battle was fought 1884 {1885)

MuRFREE, William L. A treatise on the law of sheriffs 18S4
Murphy, Arthur Works v.d. (1786)

All in the wrong, a comedy 1761 (i775)

An essay on the life and getiius of Samud Johnson 179a

The Gray's Inn jourruxl 1752-54
The way to keep him, a cojnedy 1760
The works of C. Tacitus tr. 1793

Murphy, Edmund Tlie presetd state and condition ofIrdand
1681

Murphy, James G. A critical and exegetical commentary on
Genesis 1863 ; on Exodus 1866 ; on Leviticus 1872

Murray, Alexander Stuart Manual of mythology 1873
Murray, Charles Hamewith 1900
Murray, David Christie The church ofhmnanity X901

Cynic Fortune 1886
Hearts, a novel 1883
The making of a novelist 1894
Rainbow gold, a novel 1885
Tales in prose and verse 1898
The weaker vessel 1888



MURRAY
Murray, David Christie (coiU.)

and Herman, H. A dangerous catspaw 1889
One traveller returns 1887

Murray, liLizABETH A. Ella Norman; or.awmnatCsperUs
1864

Murray, Eustace C. Gkshville- The Russians of to-day
1878 V

Murray, George Islaford and other poems 1845
Murray, Hugh Historical account of discoveries and travels

in North America 1829
Murray, Sir James A. H. The dialect of the southern

counties of Scotland 1873 {Philol. Soc.)
The evolution of English lexicography (Romanes lecUire)

1900
Murray, James E. A sumtner in the Pyrenees 1837
Murray, John Clark Solomon Maimon : an autobiography

tr. z883
Murray, Lindley English grammar 1795 (1824)
Murray, Robert Ruditnentary treatise on marine-engines

1852 (1858)
Murray's Hand-book for travellers in southern Germany 1837
Murrell, John Ttvo books of cookerie and carving 1638

(another ed.) A n^w book of cookerie 1641
Musarum delicice 1655 : see Mennes, Sir J.
Museum rusticum et comtnerciale : or select papers on agri-

culture etc. 1763-66
MusGRAVE, George Musgrave By-roads and battle-fields in

Picardy 1861
Nooks and corners in old FruTtce 1867
A pilgrimage irUo Dauphini 1857
Ten days in a French parsonage 1864

Mush, John a 1617 : see Clitherow, Margaret
Music. A short explication of such foreign words as are made

use of in musick books 1724
Musical magazine. The 1835
Musical world. The 1836-91
My ducats and my daughter (by H. Hunter and W. Whyte)

2884
My first book : the experiences of Walter Besant, J. Payn (and

others) 1894
Myers, Ernest Poems 1877 See also Lang, A,
Myers, Frederic Catholic thoughts on the Bible and tkedogy

(anon.) 184Z-48
Myers, Frederic W. H. Hutnan personality a 1901 (1903)

Poems 1870
Mynshul, Geffray Essayes and characters of a prison and

prisoners, by G. M. i6i8
Myrc, John Instnu:tions for parish priests a 1450 (E.E.T.S,

1868, revised 1902) See also Mirk's Festial
Myroure : see Mirror
Mysterie of iniquitie X643 : se« Bowles, E.

N
N'., C. A poem on the hapf>y union between England and Scot-

land 1707
N.D. ('Doleman, N.') Thru conversions ofEngland 160:^-04:

see Parsons, R.
N., M. : see Needhara, M.
N., N. Du Boscf's (/.) Compleat woman tr. 1639
N. , N. A narratwe of all the proceedings in the drayning of the

great level of the Fenns 1661 (in Arber, Hng. Gamer I)

N., N. The keu and cry : or, a relation of the travels of the

DevU and Towzer 1682
N., N. Old popery as good as new 1688
N., N. Bocceuini't (T.) Advertisements from Parnassus tr.

1704
N. O. : see O., N.
N., R. (Robert Norton) 1635 : see Camden, W.
N., T. Calvin's Institution tr. 1561 : see Norton, T.
N., T. Cortes' (H.) Conquest of the Weast India tr. 1578 : see

Nicholas, T.
N., T. (Richard Neve) The city and country purchaser, and

builder's dictionary 1703 (1726, 1736)
N., \V. Barley-breake ; or a warning for wantons 1607 (Gro-

sart 1877)
Nabbes, Thomas The bride, a comedie 1640

Covent garden, a pleasant comedie 1638
Microcosmus, a tnorall masks 1637

Naisuith, John- General view of the agriculture of the county

of Clydesdale 1798
Nall, John G. Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft 1866
Nansen, Fridtjop Farthest North 1897

The structure and combination of the historical elements cj

the central nervous system 1887
N'apheys, George H. Prevention and cure of disease 1871
Napier, Arthur S. Contributions to Old English lexico-

graphy 1906 (Philol. Soc. Trans.)

Ed. Old English glosses chiefiy unpublished 1900 (Anec-
dota Oxon.)

Napiek, Edward H. D. E. Excursions in SouiMem Africa

1849
Scertes and sports in foreign lands 1840

Napier, James A manual of the art of dyeing 1853
Napier, Macvev Selections from the correspondence of M.

Napier aiS^y (1879)
Napier, Mark Memoirs of the marquis of Montrose 1856

Memorials and letters illustrative of the life and times of

J. Graham of Claverhouse, viscount Dundee 1859-62
Napier, Robina Ed. Johnsoniana : anecdotes of Samuel

Johnson ; with diary of Dr. Campbell^ and extracts

from that of Madame D'Arblay (1884)
Ed. A noble boke ofcookry (1882)

Kapier, Sir William F". P. History of the war in the Penin-
sula, and in the South of Francefrom iBoj-14 1828-40

Narborough,Sir John /ournoi 1694 (in .\ccount of several

late voyages ; 171 1)

Narcissus, a Twelfe Night merriment 1602 (1893)
Nares, Edward Thinks-I-to-myself iSii
Nares, Sir George S. Narrative of a voyage to the Polar Sea

1875-76 1878
Seamanship 1862 (1865, z868, 1882)

Nares, Robert Elements of orthoepy 1784
A glossary ; or, collection of words, phrases, names, and

allusions to customs, proverbs, etc. in English authors

•— new ed., with additions by J. O. HalliweU and
T.Wright (X859)

57

NarratiunculaeA nglice conscriptae a 1000 fed, Cockayne 1861)
Narrative of the bloudy murders committed by Sir John Files,

alias Fitz, 1605, mth an account of his suicide at
Twickenham 1605 (ed. J. O. HalliweU i86o)

Narrative of the late parliament (so called), their election and
appearing etc. 1657 (in Harl. Misc.)

Narratives of the days of the Reformation, chiefiy from tke

manuscripts of John Foxe 15 . . (Camden Soc. 1859)
Narrien, John Practical astronomy and geodesy 1845
Nashe, Thomas Works a 1601 (Grosart 1883-85 ; McKer-

row 1904-10)
The anatomic of absurditie 1589
Christ's teares over Jerusalem 1593
A countercuffe given to Martin Junior, by the venturous,

kardie atid renowned Pasquill of England 1589
Four letters confuted 1592 = Strange newes
Have with you to Saffron-walden 1596
Nashes Lenten stuffe 1599
The first parte of PasquUs apologie (anon.) 1590
Pierce Penilesse his supplication to the dittell 1592
A pleasant comedie, called Sumtners last will and testa-

ment 1600
The returne ofthe renowned Cavaliero Pasquill ofEngland
from the other side the seas, and his meeting with
Marforius at Lothdon upon the Royall Exchange (anon.)

1589
Strange newes, of the intercepting certaine letters, and a

convoy of verses (i. e. G. Harvey's Foure letters and
certaine sonnets) 1592 (Head-title Foure letters con-
futed)

The terrors ofthe night, or, a discourse ofapparitions 1594
The unfortunate traveller 1594
A wonderfully strange and miracidous astrcHogicall prog-

nostication for this yeer of our Lord God, isgi 1591
See also Almond ; Pappe

Nasmith, Joseph Modem cotton spinning machinery 1890
Nasmyth, James /. Nasmyth, engineer, an autobiography

ed. by S. Smiles 1883
Nathan, Mrs. Eliza Langreath, a tale 1822
Nation, The (New York) 1865-
Nation, The 1907-21

The Nation and The Athemsum 1921-
National cychptedia ofuseftd knowledge 1847-59
National encyclopeedia. The ; a dictionary ofuniversal know-

ledge 1868
National geographic magazine. The 1888-
National MSB., Facsimiles 0/ v.d. (1865-
National observer 1890-
National responsibility for the opium trade, Our 1880
National review. The 1883-
Natura breuium newly corrected in Englisshe 1532 {1535,

1544)
Natural history of coffee (? by J. Chamberlayne) i68a
Natural history review and quarterly journal of science

1854-65
Natural phenomena 1846 (1850)
Natural philosophy 1829-35 (Library of useful knowledge)
Natural science : a monthly rtview of scientific progress 189^-
Nature, a weekly illustrated journal of science 1869-
Naunton, Sir Robert Fragmenta regalia a 1635 (1641

;

Arber 1870)
Naval accounts and inventories of the reign of Henry VII

1485-97 (Navy Records Soc. 1896)
Naval chronicle. The 1799-1818
Navy Records Society, Publications of the (1894- )

Naworth Household books 16. . : see Howard, l.d. William
Naylor, Francis H. The civil and military history of Ger^

many x8z6
Naylor, Samuel Reynard the Fox : a renowned apologue of

the middle age, reproduced in rhyme (anon.) 1845
Neal, Daniel The history of the Puritans or Protestant Non-

Conformists 1732-38 (1754)
Neal, John Brother Jonathan ; or the New Englanders

(anon.) 1825
Neal, Joseph C. Charcoal sketches ; or scenes in a Metro-

polis 1838 (1841, 1865)
Neale, Edward V. The analogy of thought and nature in-

vestigated 1863
Neale, John AI. A history of the Holy Eastern Church

1847-50
A history of tke so-called Jansenist Church of Holland

X858
Hymns, chiefiy mediavcd, or the joys and glories of Para-

dise tr. and ed. 1865
Hymns for the sick (anon.) 1843 (1863)
Hymns of the Eastern Church tr. 1862
Medicevai hymns and sequences tr. 1851 {1863)
Notes, ecclesiological and picturesque, on Dalmatui 1861
The Rhythm of Bernard de Morlaix on the Celestial

Country ed. and tr. 1859 (1864)
Seatonian poems 1864
Seguertces, hymns, arid other ecclesiastical verses 1866

Neale, John P. Views of the seats of noblemen and gentlemen
in Ezigland, Wales, Scotland and Ireland 1818-23

Neander's {J. A. \V.) General history of the Christian religion

and church tr. by J. Torrey 1847-55 (Bohn 1850-58)
Neasham, George North-country sketches etc. 1893
Necessary doctrine and erudition for any Christen tnan, sette

furthe by the kynges maiestie 1543 (1825)
Needham, John T. An account of some new microscopical

discoveries 1745
Needham orNEOHAM, Marchamont A discourse concerning

schools and school-masters 1663
Medela medicina: ; a plea for tM free profession atid a

renovation of the art of physick 1665
A pacquet of advices and animadversions sent from
London to the men of Shaftesbury 1676 ; a second
pacquet 1677

Selden's (/.) Of the dominion, or the ownership of the sea.

Written in Latin, and entituled, Mare clausum tr. 1652
Neil, Samuel Tfie elements of rhetoric 1854
Neill, p. An account of British horticulture. Drawn up for

the Edinburgh Encyclopedia 1817
List of fishes found in the Firth of Forth, and rivers and

lakes near Edinburgh, with retnarks 1810 (also in

Memoirs of the Wemerian Nat. Hist. Soc. I. 1811)

A tour through some of the Islands ofOrkney and Shetland
1806

Neilson, James M. Poems and songs chiefiy in the Scottish

language 1877
Nelson, Horatio Nelson, ist Viscount Dispatches and

letters a 1805 ( 1844-46)
Letters to Lady Hamilton a 1805 (1814)

NEWLAND
Nelson, James H. The Madura country 1868
Nelson, Robert An address to persons of quality and estate

171S
A companion for the festivals and fasts of the church of

England 1704 (i739)
The life of Dr. George Bull 1713 (1714)
See also Hickes, George

Nelson, William The laws of England concerning the game
1727 (1736)

Lex maneriorum : or the law and customs of England,
relating to manors atui lords of manors 1724 (1726)

Nemnich, Philipp a. Allgetneines Poly^otten-Lexicon

1793-98
Nepos' (C.) Lives of illustrious men tr. 1684
Neri's (A.) Art of glass tr. 1662 : see Merrett, C.
Nero. The tragedie of Claudius Tiberius Nero, Romes greatest

tyrant 1607
Nero, The tragedy of 1624 (in BuUen, Old plays I. 1882)
Nesse, Christopher An antidote against Arminianism 1700

(1827, 1838)
A compleat and cotnpendious church-history 1680
A cotnpleat history and mystery of the Old and New

Testament 1690-96
A distinct discourse and discovery of the person and period

of Antichrist 1679
A Protestant antidote against the poyson of popery 1679

Nethersole, Sir Francis Parables refiecting upon the times,

newly past and yet present 1648
A project for an equitable and lasting peace, designed in

the yere 1643 1648
The self-condemned ; or, a letter to Mr. Jo. Goodwin 1648

Nettleship, Henry Lectures and essays on subjects con-

nected with Latin literature and scholarship 1885
2nd series a 1893 (1895)

Nettleship, John T. Essays on Robert Browning's poetry

1868
Nettleship, Richard L. Philosophical lectures and renutins

a 1892 (1897)
Neve, Richard : see N., T.
Nevile, Thomas Imitations of Horace 1758

Imitations of Juvenal and Persius 1769
Virgil's Georgics tr. 1767

Neville, Alexander The lamentable tragedie ofCEdipus the

Sonne of Laius Kyng of Thebes out of Seneca 1563
(1581)

Neville, Henry MachiaveUi's (N.) Works tr. 1675
The parliament of ladies 1647
Plato redivivus : or a dialogue concerning government

168 X

See also Shuffling
New American cyclopcedta, ed. by G. Ripley and C. A. Dana

1858-^3
New Bath guide 1766 : see Anstey, C.
New Botanic garden 1812
New British theatre. The ; a selection of origitud dratnas not

yet acted 1814-15
New canting dictionary 1725 See also E,, B.
New custotn. A new entcrlude no Icsse wittie then pleasant,

entituled new custome 1573 (in Hazl., Dodsley)
New discovery of an old inireague (by D, De Foe) 1691
New England historical atui genealogical register 1847-
New England Journal of education 1875-88
New Hampshire, Provincial papers, documents, and records

relating to the province of 1623- (1867- )

New Hampshire Historical Society collections {1834- )

New light of chirurgery put out 1695 : see Colbatcb, John
New London magazine. The 1785-^9
New Mills, Haddingtonshire, The records of a Scottish cloth

manufactory at 1681-1703 (S.H.S. 1905)
New mirror. The 1843-44
New inonthly magazine. The 1821-59
New notborune tnayd vpon y« passion of cryste c 1520 (Roxb,

Club. 1820 ; in Anc. jxiet. tracts, Percy Soc. 1842)
See also Not-browne mayd

New Princeton review. The z886-
New review. The 1889-97
Naa Shahspere Society, Publications of the (1874- )

New spectator. The ; with the sage opinions of John Bull

1784-86
New Sydenham Society : see Sydenham (New) Society

New Test of the Church of Englands loyalty 1687 (in Somers*
Tracts, L 1748)

New Testament (versions) See also Bible
Tindale 1526, 1534
Geneva 1557
Rhemes 1582

New Testament. A fourteenth century English b^lical version

a 1400 (ed. Anna C. Paues 1904)
New view of London (By E. Hatton) 1708
New Virginians, The (By Mary Allan-Olney) 1880
New world. The 1840-42
New York Herald, The 1859-
New'York Tribune, The 1841-
Newbery, Thomas A booke in Englysh metre of the great

tnarchaunt man called Diues Pragnutticus 1563 (in

Huth, Fugitive tracts, 1875)
Newbolt, Sir Henry J. Admirals all and other verses 1897
Newby, Mrs. C. J. Common sense i866
Newcastle, Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of The life

of William Cavendishe, duke, marquess and earl of

Newcastle 1667
To which IS added the true relation of my birth,

breeding and life (1886)
Natures pictures drawn by Fancies pencil to the life 1656

Newcastle, William Cavendish, ist Duke of The
country captaine ; acomoedye (anon.) 1649 ( = Captain

Underwit, a comedy, in Bullen, Old Plays, H. 1883

;

sometimes attributed to J. Shirley)

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Extractsfrom the municipal accounts of

v.d. (1848)
Newcomb, Simon Popular astronomy 1878
Newcome, Abp. William An attempt toward revising our

English translation of the Greek scriptures 1796
Newcourt, Richard Repertorium ecclesiasticum parochiale

Londinense ; an ecclesiastical parochial history of the

diocese of London 1708-10
Newell, William W. Games and songs ofA merican children

1883
Newgate calendar. The, or malefactor's bloody regtster, witk

the last dying speeches of the most notorious criminals,

frotn 1700-73 177s
Newgate calendar. The new : see Jackson, William

Newland, Henry G. Three lectures on tractarianism 1852



NEWMAN 58 NORTHALL
Newican, Arthur Pleasures vision : vith deserts complaint

1 619 (1840)
Newman, Edward A familiar introduction to the history of

insects 1841
A history of British ferns 1840

A history of British ferns and allied plants 1844
A n iilHstmted natural history ofBritish butterflies 1870-71
An illustrated natural history of British moths 1869

Ne\i-man, Franxis W, A history of t}te Hebrew monarchy
1847

Miscellanies ; chiefly addresses, academical and histori-

cal 1869
The odes of Horace tr. 1853
Phases offaith 1850 (1853, i86o)

The soul, her sorrows and her aspirations 1849
See also Sieveking, I. G.

Newman, John Scamping tricks and odd kfiowledge occasion-

ally practised upon public xvorks 1891
Newman, John Henry Apologia pro vita sua 1864

The Arians of the fourth century 1833 (1876)
Callista, a sketch of Vie third century 1856
Certain difficulties felt by Anglicans in Catholic teaching

considered 1864, 1874 (1876)
The Church of the Fathers 1833-40 (1840)
Discourses on the scope and nature of University educa-

tion 1852
The dream of Gerontius 1866
A n essay in aid of a grammar of assent 1870
An essay on the development o/^ Christian doctrine 1845
An essay on miracles 1842 (Prefixed to Fle^lry's Eccl.

Hist.)

Historical sketches v.d. (1872-73)
Lectures on the history of the Turks in its relation to

Christianity 1854
Lectures on the present position of Catholics in England

1851
Lectures on the prophetical office of the church 1837
A letter addressed to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk on

occasion of Air. Gladstone's recent expostulation 1875
A letter to the Rev. E. B. Pitsey, D.D., on his recent

Eirenicon 1866
Letters and correspondence v.d. (1891)
Loss and gain 1848
The office and work of tlie Universities 1856
Parochial sennons 1834-42
Tractsfor the times (various numbers) 1833-41
Tracts, theological and ecclesiastical v.d. (1874)
Verses on various occasions 1868
Life, based on his privatejournals and correspondence, by

Wilfrid Ward (1912)
Newtninster Cartulary {Chartularium Abbathia de Novo

Monasterio) v.d. (Surtees Soc. 1878)
NewnHAM-Davis, Nathaniel Three men and a god ; and

other stories 1896
Newport, William The fall of man by sinne 1644
Newrobe, Richard Farewell Myter, or Canterburies medita-

tions, and Wrenn*s syllogismes 1641
News from the channel : or, the discovery atxd perfect descrip-

tion of the isle of Serke 1673 (in Harl. Alisc.)

News from France 1682 : see Burnet, G.
News from Hell, Rome, and the Inns of Court 1641 (in Harl.

Misc., VII, 1746)
Newsfrom the Lowe-Countreys ; or Podex his encomium, held

out for publick information 1652
News from Scotland, declaring the dainnable life and death of

Dr. Fian 1591 (Roxb. CI. 1816)
Kewte, Thomas A tour in England and Scotland in 1785

(anon.) 178S
Newton, Alfred A dictionary of birds 1893-96
Newton, Charles T. Essays on art and archwology 1880
Newton, George Exposition and notes on tlie lyth Chapter

of John 1660
New'ton, Sir Isaac Works a 1727 (1779-85)

The chronology of ancient kingdonts amended a 1727
(1728)

Observations upon the Prophecies of Daniel and theApoca-
lypse of St. John a 1727 (i733)

Optical lectures tr. 1728
Opticks 1704 (1721)
A treatise of the system of the world tr. 1728

Newton, John Cardiphonia : or, the utterance of the heart

178 1 (1857)
Newton, Richard Sermons a ifs:^ (1784)
Newton, Thomas Cicero's Worthye booke of old age tr. 1569

Daneau's {L.) True and Christian friendshippe. Together
uith a right excellent invective against diceplay tr. 1586

Gratarolus' {G.) Direction for the health of magistrates and
studentes tr. 1574

Lemnie's (L.) Touchstone of complexions tr. 1565 (1576,
1633)

Newton, Thomas Dissertations on the Prophecies 1754-58
Milton's Paradise lost 1749
Milton's Paradise regain'd 1752

Niccholes, Alexander A discourse of marriage and wiving
1615

NiccoLS, Richard The cuckow 1607
Englands Eliza ; A winter nights vision x6io (parts of

Mirror for magistrates 1610)
Expicedium. A funeral oration upon the princesse

Elixabeth (anon.) 1603
Nicewanton,A preaty interlude called 1560 (in Manly, Specim.

pre-Shaks. drama I. 1897 ; Hazl., Dodsley)
Nichol, John Byron 1880
NicHOL, John P. The architecture of the lieavens 1850 (1851)

A cyclopa^ia of physical sciences 1857
Thoughts on some important points relating to the system

of the world 1846
Nicholas, Thomas Cortes' (H.) Pleasant historic of the con-

quest of the Wcast India tr. 1578 (1596)
Nicholas, Thomas The pedigree of the Englishpeople x868
Nicholas papers. The. Correspondence of Sir E. Nicholas

1641-60 (Camden Soc. 1886-1920)
Nicholay's Voyages tr. 1585 : see Washington, T.
NiCHOLLS, William An answer to an heretical book called

The naked gosbel 1691
A comment on the Book of Common Prayer 1710

Nichols, Francis M. Britton, the French text carefully re-

vised with an English translation, introduction and
notes 1865

Nichols, John Bibliotheca topographica Britannica 1780-90
A collection of all the wills, now known to be extant, of the

kings and queens of England, to that of Henry Vll ex-
dusive 1780

Nichols, John (cont.)

The history and antiquities of the county of Leicester

1795-181S
Illustrations of the literary history of the eighteenth cen-

tury 1817-22, a 1826
completed by J. B. and J. G. Nichols (1828-58).

Illustrations of the manners and expences of antient times
in England 1797

Literary anecdotes of the eighteenth century 1812-15
The progresses and public processions of Queen Elizabeth

1788-1805 (1823)
The progresses, processions and magnificent festivities of
K. James the first 1828

Nichols, Philip Sir Francis Drake revived 1626 (in Arber,
Eng. Gamer, V)

Nichols, Thomas L. Forty years of American life 1864
Nicfiols' Health manual 1887

Nicholson, Edward W. B. Golspie 1897
Nicholson, George Ed. The illustrated dictionary of garden-

ing 1885-88
Nicholson, Henry A. Introduction to the study of biology

1872
An introductory text-book of zoology 1871
A manual of palcrontology 1872 (1879)
A mamtal of zoology 1870 (1873, 1878, 1887)

Nicholson, James Idylls o' Haine, and other poems 1870
Kilwuddie and other poems 1863 (1895)

Nicholson, John The operative mechanic and British
machinist 1825 {1853)

Nicholson, John Historical and traditional tales in prose
and verse, connected with the smith of Scotland 1843

Nicholson, John Folk lore of East Yorkshire 1890
The folk speech of East Yorkshire 1889

Nicholson, Peter An architectural dictionary 1819
Mechanical exercises 18 12
The new carpenters' guide 1792
The new practical builder and workman's companion

1823
Nicholson, Samuel Acolastus his afier-witte 1600 (Grosart

1876)
Nicholson, W. E. A glossary of terms used in the coal trade

of Northumberland and Durham 1888
Nicholson, Bp. William A plain but full exposition of the

catechism of the Church of England 1663
Nicholson, William (Abp. of Cashel) a 1727 : see Nicol*

son, W.
Nicholson, William Poetical works a 1849 (1897)

Tales in verse and miscellaneous poems 1814
Nicholson, William The British encyclopedia; or, dic-

tionary of arts and sciences 1809
A dictionary of chemistry 1795
Fourcroy's (A. F. de) General system of chemical know-

ledge tr. 1804
An introduction to fiatural philosophy 1782
A journal of natural philosophy, chemistry, and the arts

1797-1813
Ntcodemus, Gospel of 13. . (E.E.T.S. 1907)
Nicol, Alexander Nature without art : or nature's pro-

gress in poetry : being a collection of miscellany poems
1739

Poems on several subjects, both comical and senous 1766
Nicol, James Poems chiefly in the Scottish dialect 1805
Nicol, James Manual of mineralogy 1849
Nicol, Thomas Recent archaeology and the Bible 1899
Nicol, Walter The Scotch forcing gardener 1797
Nicolas, Sir Nicholas H. The dispatches and letters of

Vice-admiral Lord Viscount Nelson, uith notes

1844-46
History of the orders of knighthood of Vie British empire
and of the order of the Guelphs of Hanover 1841-42

A history of the royal navy 1847
Memoirs of the life and times of Sir Christopher Hatton

1847
Ed, Privy purse expenses of Elizabeth of York (1830)
Ed. The privy purse expences of King Henry the Eighth

(1827)
Testamenta vetusta ; beii^g illustrations from wills, of

manners, customs, etc. from the reign of Henry II to

the accession of Queen Elizabeth (1826)
Nicolav, John G. and Hay, John Abraham Lincoln, a

history 1890
NicoLL, Henry J. Great movements and those who achieved

them z88z
NicOLL, Robert Poems 01837 (1842)
NicOLL, Sir William R. Literary anecdotes of the nindeenth

century 1895-96
NicOLLS, Philip A godly newe story of xii men that moyses

sent to spye out the land of canaan 1548
NicoLLS, Thomas The hystory writtone by Thucidides tr.

1550
Nicolson, John Sprigs o' aithstin' hedder 1899
NicoLSON, Joseph and Burn, Richard The history and

antiquities of the counties of Westmorland and Cumber-
land 1777

Nicolson, Abp. William The English historical library

1696-99
Leges Marchiarum, or Border-laws 1705
Letters on various subjects to andfrom W. Nicolson 1683-

1727 (1809)
The Scottish historical library 1702

Niebuhr's (C.) Travels in Arabia tr. 1811 (in Pinkerton's

Collect, voy. X)
Nightingale, Benjamin The ejected of1662 in Cumberland

and Westmorland 1911
Nightingale, Florence Notes on nursing i860
Nimmo, a. Songs and ballads of Clydesdale 1882
NiMMO, James Narrative 1654-1709 (S.H.S. 1889)
Nimmo, William A general history of Stirlingshire 1777
Nine specimens of English dialects v.d. (ed. W. Skeat, E.D.S.

1896)
Nineteenth century, The ; a monthly review 1877-
Nipotismo. Leti's{G.) II nipotisfnodi Roma ; or the history of

the pope's tiephews tr. by W. A. (i. e. John Dodington)
1669 (1673)

NiSBET, Alexander An essay on additional figures and
marks of cadency 1702

A system of heraldry 1722
vol. II by R. Fleming (1742)

NiSBET, Hume 'Bail up !' a romance of bushrangers and
blacks 1890

A bush girl's romance 1894
NiSDET, John British forest trees and their sylvicultural

characteristics and treatment 1893

NiSBET, Murdoch The New Testament in Scots : being
Purvey's revision of Wycliffe's version turned into
Scots C1S2Q (S.T.S. 1901-05)

Nissena 1653 : see Carmeni, F.
Niven, Richard The British angler's lexicon 1892
Nixon, Anthony The christian navy 1602
Nixon, Randal C. J, Euclid revised 1886
No church {by F. W. Robinson) i86i
No droll but a rational account 1660
Noad, Henry M. A course of eight lectures ; on electricity,

galvanism, tnagnetism, and electro-magnetism 1839
(1844)

ed. 3, greatly enlarged 1849
The student's text-book of electricity 1867

new ed., enlarged by W. H. Preece (1879)
NoAKE, John Worcestershire relics 1877
Noebes, Robert The compleat troller, or, the art of trebling

Z682
Noble, Charles Inexpediency of the expedient 1659
Noble, Charles F. 1762 : see Voyage to East Indies
Noble, Louis L. After icebergs uith a painter 1861
Noble, Mark A biographical history of England ; being a

contiyiuation of J. Granger's work 1806
A history of the College of Arms 1804
Metnoirs of the illustrious House of Medici 1797
Memoirs of the Protectorate-House of Cromwell 1784
Two dissertations upon the mint ana coins of the Episco*

pal-Palatines of Durham 1780
Noble, Samuel Swedenborg's (£.) Treatise concerning

Heaven and its wonders, and concerning Hell tr. 1839
(revised 1851)

Noble boke of cookry 14. . (ed. R. Napier 1882)
Noble lyfe c 1520 : see Andrew, L.
Noble wanderers, The 1802
No-body and sotne-body 1606 (in Simpson, School of Shak-

spcre, I. 1878)
Noel, Edward H. Richter's {J. P. F.) Flou-er, fruit, and

thorn pieces tr. 1845
Noel, Thomas The cottage muse 1833

Rymes and roundelayes 1841
Noli me tangere, is a thinge to be thought on (by E. Udall) 1642
Nomenclator navalis (Harl. MS. 2301) 01625 ( = Manwayring

(Sir H.) Sea-man's dictionary)
Nomiruile sive verbale c 1340 (Pbilol. Soc. Trans. 1906)
Nonconformist 1841-90

continued as Independent and Nonconformist 1890-97
Noorthouck, John A new history of London, including

Westminster and Souihwark 1773
Norden, John A progresse ofpietie 1596 (Parker Soc. 1847)

Speculum Britannice ; a aiscription of Middlesex 1593 ;

Essex 1594 (Camden Soc. 1840) ; Hartfordshire 1598 ;

Northamptonshire 1610 (1720) ; Cornwall 1610 (1728)
The surveyors dialogue 1607

NoRDHOFF, Charles The Communistic societies ofthe United
States 1875

Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological Society, Papers printed
by the v.d. (1847- )

Norfolk antiquarian miscellany, The 1873-87
Norfolk miscellany, The 1847
NoRGATE, Edward Miniatura, or the art of limning a 1650

(ed. from the MS. by M. Hardie 1919)
Norman, Robert The safeguard of sailers tr. 1584
Norman and Bertha, or exalted attachment ; a novel. Written

by a lady 1790
Normanby, Marquis of : see Phipps, C. H.
NoRRis, John (of Bemerton) Christian blessedness : or

(practical) discourses upon the beatitudes of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Chrxst. To which are added, Refiec-

tions upon a late essay (by J. Locke) concerning human
understanding 1690 (1692, 1694)

Practical discourses upon several divine subject? (A con-
tinuation of 'Christian blessedness') 1691-98 (1707,
1711)

A collection of miscellanies : consisting of poems, essays,

discourses, and letters 1687 (1699)
An essay towards the theory of the ideal or inUlligible

world 1701-04
Hierocles upon the golden verses of the Pythagoreans tr.

X682
Poems and discourses 1684
A practical treatise concerning humility 1707
The theory and regulation of love. To w'hich are added

letters philosophical and moral between tJie author and
Dr. H. More 1688

A treatise concerning Christian prudence 1710
NoRRis, John P. Rudiments of theology 1876
NoRRis, William E. Adrian t'idal 1885

Matrimony 1881
Misadventure 1890
Nature's comedian 1904
Thirlby Hall 1883

North American review. The 1815-
North British review, The 1844-71
North country wills, being c&stracts of wills relating to the

counties of York, Nottingham, Northumberland, Cum-
berland, and Westmorland 1383-1604 (Surtees Soc.

1908-12)
North Riding Record Society for the publication of original

documents relating to the North Riding of the county of
York (1884-97)

'North, Christopher' : see Wilson, John
North, Dudley North, 4th Bakon Light in the way to

Paradise ; with other occasionals a 1677 (1682)
North, George Philibert's (de Vienne) Philosopher of the

court tr. 157s
North, Roger Examen ; or, an enquiry into the credit and

veracity of a pretended complete history a 1734 (1740)

The life of Francis North, baron of Guilford a 1734 ( 1 742)

The life of the hon. Sir Dudley North, and of Dr. John
North a ly34 (i744)

The lives of F. North, Sir D. North, and J. North a 1734
(1826, i8go)

Memoirs of musick 1728 (1846)
North, Sir Thomas The tnorall philosophic of Doni tr. 1570

(1888)
Guevara's (A. de) DiaXl of princes tr. 1557

newly revised, with an amplification of a fourth

book 1568
Plutarch's Lives of the noble Grecians and Romanes tr.

1579 (1595, 1603, 1612, 1657, 1676, 1895)
Northall, G. F. English folk-rhymes 1893

Folk-phrases offour counties 1894 (E.D.S.)
A Warwickshire word-booh 1896 (£J>.S.)



NORTHBROOKE
NoRTHBROOKE, JoHN A treatise wJierein dicing, dauncing

etc. are reproved i^y^ (1579 ; Shaks. Soc. 1843)
NoRTHCOTE, James S. A visit to the Roman catacombs 1877
NoKTHCOTE, Sir Stafford Life^ Utters, and diaries of Sir

S. Northcote, first earl of Iddesleigh a 1887 (1890)
Northern mothers blessing, The 1597 (Roxb. CI. 1873)
Northumberland. A glossary of terms useS in the coal trade of

Northumberland and Durham (by G. C. Greenwell)
1849(1851,1888)

Northumberland glossary 1892-94 : see Heslop, R, O.
Northumberland Household book (The regulations and estab-

lishment of the household of Henry Algernon Percy, the

fifth Earl of Northumberland) 1512-25 (1770, 1827)
Norton, Caroline E. S. The child of the islatids 1845 (1846)

The lady of La Garaye 1861 (1862)
Lost and saved 1863

Norton, Charles E. The Divine Comedy ofDante AHghieri
tr. 1891-92

Historicai studies of church-buUding in the Middle Ages
1880

Norton, Charles L. Political Americanisms 1890
Norton, John Bruce Topics for Indian statesmen 1858
Norton, Robert Stevin's (5.) Disme : the art of tenths tr.

1608 See also Camden, W.
Norton, Thobias The ordinaU ofaichimy 1477 (in Ashmole,

Theatrum chem. 1652)
Norton, Thomas Calvin's Institution of Christian religion

tr. 1561 (1578, 1634)
NoweU's (A.) Catechistne, or first instrttctton and learning

of Christian religion tr. 1570 (Parker Soc. 1853)
and Sackville, Thomas ThetragedieofGorboduc. Sett

forth as shewed before the Qiienes Maiestie 1561 (1565)
another ed., entitled The tragidie of Ferrex and

Porrex 1570 (Shaks. Soc. 1847)
Norway, Arthur H. Parson Peter, a tale of the Dart 1900
Norwood, Richard Trigonometric, or, the doctrine of

triangles 1631
Not-browne mayd. The c 1500 (in Aniolde*s Chron. 1502

;

Percy's Reliques II. 1876)
See also New notborune mayd

Notes and queries 1850-
Nott, John The Gulls Hornbook^ by T. Decker, with notes of

illustration 1812
Nottingham, Earl of The royal enteriainmetxi of the Earle

of Nottingham, sent ambassador from his Majestic to

ike King of Spaine 1605
Nottingham, Records of the borotigh 0/ 1155-1760 (1882-1914)
NouRSE, TiMOTHV Campania Fcehx ; or, a discourse of the

benefits arvd improvements of husbandry 1700 (1706)
NowELL, Alexander A confutation as well of M. Dormans

last boke as also of D. Sander 1567
A sermon preached before Queen Elizabeth at the opening

of the parliament Jan. it 1563 (Appended to Cate-
chism, Parker Soc. 1853)

See also Norton, Thomas 1570
NoYES, Alfred Poems 1904

C<Mected poems 1910-20
William Morris 1908

NoYES, Tames The temple measured 1647
NucE, Thomas The ninth tragedie of L, A» Seneca called

Octavia tr. 1566 (1581)
Nuga aniiqtue : see Harington, Sir J.
Nuga ecclesiastics : see ' Peerie, M.
Nugce poetica : select pieces of old English popular poetry v.d.

(ed. J. O. Halliwell 1644)
Nugent, Robert Nugent, Earl Memoir of Robert, Earl

Nugent. With letters, poems, and appendices by Claud
Nugent a lyBS (1898)

Nugent, Thomas The grand tour ; or, a journey through the

Netherlands, Germany, Italy, and France 1756
Isla^s (J. F. de) History of tlie famous preacher Friar
Gerund de Campazas tr. 1772

Montesquieu's Spirit of laws tr. 1752 (1758)
Numbers in poetical compositions. Essay on thepower of 1749

sec Mason, J.
Numistnatic chronicle. The 1839-
Nutbrowne mayd : see Not-browne mayd
Nurr, Alfred The voyage of Bran 1895-97 : see Meyer, K.
Nuttall, p. Austin The standard pronouncing dictionary of

the English language 1863
Nuttall, Thomas The genera of North American plants

1818
Nye, Nathaniel The art of gunnery 1647 (1670)

O
O., N. Boileau's Le Luirin tr. 1683
Oakeley, Irederick Histoncal notes on the Iractarian

movement X865
'Oakleigh, Thomas' (James Wilson) The Oakleigh shooting

code 1836
Oastlek, Richard The Fleet papers ; (wing Utters to T.

Thomhill 1841-42
Gates, Frank Malabele Land, and the Victoria Falls l88i

(1889)
Gates, Titus An exact discovery of the mystery 0/ iniquity as

it is now in practice amongst the Jesuits 1679
A true narrative of the horrid plot and conspiracy of the

Popish party against the life of his sacred majesty 1679
Oalh of pacification. The 1643
O'Brien, Donat H. Narrative, containing an account of his

shipwreck, captivity, and escape from France 1814
O'Brien, Henry The round towers of Ireland 1834

Villanueva's (/. L.) Phoenician Ireland tr. 1832 (1837)

Observations and proposals concerning the navy 1745
Observations both historical and moral upon the burning of

London, Sept. 1666 1667 (in Harl. Misc. III. 1745)
Observations on {Hickeringill s) late famous sermon, intituled.

Curse ye Meroz 1680
Obtemtions on the present state of the parochial and vagrant

poor (by John Scott) 1773
Observations upon the Methodists 1 1740 : see Gibson, Bp. E.

Observator, The 1702-09
Observer, The (A collection of essa>-s by R. Cumberland)

1786-91
Observer, The 1792-
OccLEVE, Thomas : see Hoccleve, T.

Ocktertyrt House booke of accomps 1737-39 (S.H.S. 1907)

59

OcKLEv, Simon The conquest of Syria, Persia and Mgypi by
the Saracens 1708 ; vol. II, entitled The history of the
Saracens 1718 (1847)

O'Connor, Thomas P. Benjamin Disraeli, earl of Beacons-
field : a biography (anon.) 1879

Lord Beaconsfield ; a biography 1879
O'Conor, Charles Columbanus ad Hibernos 1810-16

Ed. Renim Hibernicarum scriptores veieres 1814-26
Octavian, The romance ofthe Emperor a 1400 ( Percy Soc. 1844)
Ociovian Imperator a 1400 (in Weber, Metrical romances

III. 1810)
O'Curry, Eugene On the manners and customs ofthe ancient

Irish 1873
Odling, William Lectures on animal chemistry 1866
O'DoNOVAN, Edmond The Merv oasis 1882
O'Donovan, John Ed. The annals of Ireland. Three frag-

ments copiedfrom ancient sources by D. MacFirbisigh
i860

The genealogies, tribes, and customs of Hy Fiachrach tr.

1844
A grammar of the Irish language 1845

Of ye olde God and the newe 1523 : see Coverdale, M.
Ogilby, John The fables of £sop paraphrased in verse 1651

(1665)
Britannia, or an illustration of the kingdom of England
and dominion of Wales : by a geographical and his-
torical description of tJie roads thereof 1675

The entertainment of CJiarles II in his passage through the
city of London to his coronation 1662 (1685)

Homer his Iliads tr. 1660
Itinerariiim Angliee ; or, a book of roads, wherein are

contained the principal road-ways of England aiid
Wales 1675

The works of P. Virgilius Maro tr. 1649 (1684)
Ogilvie, John Poems on various subjects 1762 (1769)
Ogilvie, John The imperial dictionary, English, techno-

logical, and scientific 1850 ; Supplement 1855
New ed., greatly augmented, ed. C. Amiandale

l88i-«3
Ogilvie, Joseph, and his first twenty-one classes 1896
Ogilvie-Grant, William R. A hand-book to the game-birds

1895-97
Ogle, George Gualtherus and Griselda 1739
O'Grady, Standish Pursuit of Diarmuid and Graimie.

Part II. (anon.) 1881
O'Halloran, Sylvester A general history of Ireland to the

close of the twelfth century 1778
O'Hara ( ) The history of New Smith Wales (anon.) 1817
O'Hara, Kane Midas : an English btirletta 1764
O.H.S. = Oxford Historical Society
O'Keeffe, Adelaide Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra 1814
O'Keeffe, John Fontainbleau, or our way in France 1785

Wild oats : or, the strolling gentlemen 1791
Okoshi, Narinori a sketch of the fisheries of Japan 1883

(Fisheries exhibition literature)

Olcott, Henry S. A. d'Assier's Posthumous humanity: a
study of phantoms tr. 1887

Theosophy ; religion and occult science, with a glossary of
eastern words 1885

Old cheque-book of the Chapel Royal : see Chapel Royal
Old commodore. The (by E. G. G. Howard) 1837
Old English chronicle : see Anglo-Saxon chronicle
Old English homilies 11.. -12.. (E.E.T.S. 1867-68, 1873)
Old English martyrology 0900 (E.E.T.S. 1900)
Old English miscellany. An 12. .-13. . (E.E.T.S. 1872)
Old man's favour 1887 : see Elliot, Aime
Oldcastle. The first part of the true and honorable historie ofthe

life of Sir John Old-castle 1600 (in Shakespeare
Apocrypha, 1908)

Oldcastle, Hugh A briefe instruction and maner how to

keepe bookes of accompts . , newly augmented ,« by
J. MelUs 1588

Olde, John Walther^s (R.) Antichrist tr. 1556
and Coverdale, Miles The seconde tome of the para-
phrase of Erasmus upon the Newe Testamente tr. 1549

Oldest English texts v.d. (ed. H. Sweet, E.E.T.S. 1S85)
Oldham, John His remains in verse and prose 1x1683 U684)

Works, together with his remains 0x683 (^686, 1703)
Satyrs upon the Jesuits 1679 (1681)

Oldham (Doctor) at Greystones, and his talk there (by C. S.
Henry) i860

Oldisworth, William The odes, epodes and carmen seculare

of Horace tr. 1712-13
Oldmixon, John A pastoral poem on the victories at Schellen-

burgh and Blenheim 1704
Oldys, William A short view of the life and writings of

Dr. Thomas Moffat, or Moufet 1746 (prefixed to
Moufet's Health's improvement)

Oley, Barnabas View of the life of Mr. George Herbert
(anon.) 1652 (prefixed to Herbert's Priest to the
temple)

Oliphant, Laurence Altiora peto 1883
Episodes in a life of adventure ; or, moss frotn a rolling

stone.iSSy
Fashionable philosophy and other sketches 1887
Haifa, or life in modern Palestine 1887
The land of Gilead, with excursions in the Lebanon i88o
Narrative of the Earl of Elgin's mission to China and
Japan in 18^7-59 1859

Piccadilly : a fragment of contemporary biography 1870
Sympneumata ; or evolutionary forces now active in man

1885
Oliphant, Margaret O. W. Agnes 1866

Annals of a publishing house. William Blackwood and
his sons, their magazine and friends 1897-98

Carita 1877
Chronicles of Carlingford. The rector and the doctors
family 1863 ; Salem Chapel 1863

He that will not when he may 1880
Innocent ; a tale of modern life 1873
It was a lover and his lass 1882
Katie Stewart (anon.) 1853
The laird of Norlaw 1858
The last of the Mortimers 1862
The life ofEdward Irving ; illustrated by hisjournals and

correspondence 1862
Madonna Alary 1867
Magdalen Hepburn : a story of the Scottish reformation

1854
The makers of Florence 1876
Passages in the life of Mrs. Margaret Maitland 1849
Phcebe, junior ; a last chronicle of Carlingford 1876
A poor gentleman 1889

OSBORNE
Oliphant, Margaret O. W. (cont.)

The railway man and his children 1891
Sheridan 1883
Within the precincts 1879
Autobiography and letters a 1897 (ed. Mrs. H. Coghill

1899)
Oliphant, T. L. Kington- : see Kington-Oliphant
Oliver, Daniel Lessons in elementary botany 1864 (1872)
Oliver, George The history of Exeter 1821 (1861)

Monasticon dicecesis Exoniensis 1846
Oliver, Peter The Scripture lexicon (anon.) 1784 (1810)
Oliver, William A collection of original local songs and

other pieces 1824
Olmsted, Frederick L. The cotton kingdom 1861

Ed. The Englishman in Kansas by T. H. Gladstone 1857
A journey in the Back Country i860
A journey in the Seaboard slave slates 1856 (1861)
A journey through Texas 1857

Omniana 1812 : see Southcy, R.
Omond, Thomas S. English metrists 1903
Once a week ; an illustrated miscellany of literature, art,

science, and popular information 1859-74
O'Neill, Charles A dictionary of calico printing and dyeing

1862
Onions, Charles T, An advanced English syntax 1904
Onions, Oliver Back 0' the moon and other stories 1906

The compleat bachelor 1900
Widdershins 1911

Opie, John Lectures on painting a 1807 (ed. Womum 1848)
Oppenheim, Michael A history of the administration of the

royal navy and of merchant shipping in relation to the
navy from isog to 1660 1896

Oppert, Ernest A. forbidden land : voyages to the Corea
1880

Oppression. A poem. By an American. With notes, by a
North Briton 1765

Optick glasse of humors : see \^'a^kington, T.
Ora and Juliet ; or, influence of first principles i8n
Order of the hospitalls of K. Henry the viijth and K. Edward

the vith 1557
Order of the Lords and Commons assembled in Parliament for

the regulating of printing 1643 (in Milton's Areopagi-
tica, Arber 186S)

Order whych a prince in battayll muste observe ? 1540
Orderson, J. W. Creolana ; or social and domestic scena

and incidents in Barbados in days of yore 1842
Ordinance of the Lords and Commons for the speedy estab-

lishing of the prcsbyteriall government 1646
Ordinance ofthe Lords and Commons, with rules and directions,

concerning suspenlion from the sacrament of the Lord's
Supper in cases of ignorance and scandal}, Oct. so 1645

Ordinance of Parliatnent cotKerning the subsidie oftonnageand
poundage 1642

Ordinances of royal household (1790) : see Household ordi-
nances

Ordonances and instructions for musters 1590
Ordynarye of crysten men 1502 (W. de Worde ; 1506)
O'Reilly, Eleanor G. Sussex stories 1880
O'Reilly, Harrington Fifty years on the trail 1889
'O'Rell, Max' (L. P. Blouet) A Frenchman in America

1891
John Bull & Co. 1894
John Bull and his island tr. 1883

Orem, William A description of the Chanonry in Old Aber-
deen 1782 (1791)

Orfeo, Sir c 1325 (in Ritson, Metr. rom. II ; Zielke 1880)
Orford, Henry Modern optical instruments and their con-

struction 1896
Organ voicing and tuning ; a guide to amateurs 1879
Organization in daily life 1862 : see Helps, Sir A.
Orientator, The ; a simple contrivance for ascertaining the

orientation of churches 1844 (Cambr. Camden Soc.)
Origen and his opinions 1661 : see Rust, Bp. G.
Original & sprynge of all sectes & orders by whome whan or

were they beganne tr. 1537
Original canto of Spencer, A n 1713 : see Croxall, S.
Origines parochtales Scotiae : the antiquities ecclesiastical and

territorial of the parishes of Scotland ed. Cosmo Innes
1850-55 (Bannatyne CI.)

Orkney, Records of the earldom of 1299-1614 (S.H.S. 1914)
Orleans, Charles, Duke of Poems written in English

during his captivity in England, after the battle of
A gincourt a 1465 (Roxb. CI. 1827)

Orme, Edward An essay on transparent prints, and on
transparencies in general 1807

Orme, Robert Histoncal fragments of the Mogul Empire
1782 (1805)

A history of the military transactions of the British nation
in Itidostan 1763-78

Ormerod, Eleanor A. A manual of injurious insects 1881
Ormerod, George The history of the county palatine and

city of Cheshire 1819 (1880)
Ormin The Ormulum c 1200 {i^7?t)

Orologium sapientiae or the seven poyntes of trewe wisdom
C1425 (in Anglia, X. 1888)

Orpheo, Sir: see Orfeo
Orr, James The Christian view of God and the world as

centring in the incarnation 1893
The problem ofthe Old Testament considered with reference

to recent criticism 1906
The resurrection rf Jesus 1908

Orr^s Circle of the sciences 1854-56 : see Circle

Orrery, John Boyle, 5th Earl of Cork and Remarks on
the life and writings of Dr. Jonathan Swift 1751 (1752)

Orrery, Roger Boyle, ist Earl of Partkenissa, a
romance (anon.) 1654-69 (1676)

A treatise of the art of war 1677
Orton, James The Andes and the Amazon 1870 (1876)
Ortus vocabulorum 1500 (1509, 1518)
OsDORN, Hon. Mrs. Sarah Political and social letters of a

lady of tlie eighteenth century 1721-71 (1890)
OsBORN, Sherard Qucdah ; or stray leaves froiti a journal in

Malayan waters 1857
Osborne, Dorothy Letters to Sir William Temple 1652-54

(1888)
Osborne, Francis Works a 1659 (1673, 1722)

Advice to a son (anon.) 1656
Historical memoires on the reign of Queen Elizabeth and
King James (anon.) 1658

A miscellany of sundry essayes, paradoxes, and prcA-

lematicall discourses, letters and characters 1659
A perswasive to a mutuall cotnpliance under the present

government (anon.) 1652



OSBORNE 60 PANKE
OsBORKE. Francis (coni.)

Political refltaions upon the goverfittunt of the Turks

;

Nic. MacJuavell ; the King of Su-etUn's descent into

Germany ; the conspiracy of Piso and Vindex against

Nero; the greatness and corruption of the court of

Rome ; the election of Leo XI ; the defection from the

Church of Rome ; Martin Luther vindicated 1656

See also Seasonable expostulation

Osborne, Lord Sidney G. Gleanings in the West of Ireland

1850
Letters on the education of young children 1866

Osborne, Wuxiam G. The court and camp of Kunjeet Sing

1840
Oseney Abbey, The English register of c 1460 (E.E.T.S. 1913)

O'SiiAUGHNESSY, ARTHUR Songs of a worker 1881
Ostnondy a tale (by Mary A. Kelty) 1822
Ossian: see Macpherson, J.
CtesOLi, Sarah M. : see Fuller, S. M.
Oswald, Father ; a genuine Catholic story 1842
Orxi, Elise C. : see Humboldt, F, H. A. von; Pauli, R.;

Quatrefages de Bn*au, J. L. A. de
Otto, John C. New York Medical repository 1803
0tuelai$3O (Abbotsford CI. 1836 ; E.E.T.S. 1882)

Otwav, Thomas Works a 16S5 (1768)
Alcibiades ; a tragedy 1675
The atheist ; or the second part of The souldier*s fortune

1684
The cheats of Scapin ; a farce (tr. from Moliere) 1677
Don Carlos, Prince of Spain 1676
Friendship in fashion ; a comedy 1678
The history arid fall of Caius Marias ; a tragedy 1680
The orphan ; or the unhappy marriage ; a tragedy 1680
The smiJdier's fortune ; a comedy i68x
Titus and Berenice ; a tragedy 1677
Venice preserved ; or a plot discovered ; a tragedy 1682

Oughtred's {W.) Circles of proportion and the horizontall

instrutnent tr. by Will. Forster 1632
The description and use ofthe double horizontall dycUl 1636

(with) the description of ike generall horologlcallring

1652
The key oftfte mathematicks neiu forged and filed tr. 1647

newly translated (by E. Halley) 1694
The solution of all spherical triangles both right and

oblique by the planisph<ere 1651
'Ouxda' (Mile. L. de La Ramde) Cecil Castlemaine's gage, and

other novelettes 1867
Frescoes, etc. : dramatic sketches 1883
*Held in bondage* ; or Granville de Vigne ; a tale of the

day 1863
Idalia ; a rmnance 1867
In a winter city ; a sketch 1876
In Mareintna ; a story 1882
The Massarenes ; a novel 1897
Moths ; a novel x88o
PascarH ; only a story 1873
Puck : his vicissitudes, related by himself 1870
A rainy June ; a novelette 1885
Strathmore ; a romance 1865
Two little wooden shoes ; a sketch 1874
Undertwoflags; a story ofthe household and the deseri 1867
WarJa 1883

OusELEY, Sir Frederick A. G. A treatise on counterpoint,

canon, and fugue based upon that of Cherubini 1869
A treatise on harmony 1868 (1875)
A treatise on musical form and general composition 1875

OuSELEY, Sir William Travels in various countries of the

East 1819-23
Outing, an illustrated monthly magazine of recreation 1886—
Outlines of the history of religion 1877 : see Carpenter, J. E.
OuTRAM, George Lyrics, legal and miscellaneous 1874 (1887)
OuTRAM, William Twenty sermons preached upon several

occasions a 1679 (1682)
OufRED, Marcelline Copc's (M.) Godly and learned ex-

position vppon the Prouerbes of Solomon tr. 1580
OvaUe's (A. de) flistorical relation of the kingdom of Chile tr.

1704 (in Churchill's Collect. Voy. Ill)

OvERBURY, Sir Thomas Miscellaneous works in verse and
prose ai6is (1756, 1856)

Observations in his travailes upon the state of the .vni.
Provinces as they stood a.d. i6og 1626 (in Arber, Eng.
Gamer IV)

A wife now the widdow of Sir T. Overbury. A poem of the

choice of a wife. Whereunto are added many witty

characters a 1613 (1614, 163S)

A true and historical relation of the poysoning of Sir T,
Overbury 1651

Overbury, Sir Thomas (nephew of prec.) A true and perfect

account of the examination, confession , tryal, condemna-
tion, and execution of Joan Perry, and her two Sons,
John & Richard Perry, for the supposed murder of
William Harrison . , sent in a letter \by Sir T. O.) to

T{hoiruis) S{hirley). Likewise Mr. Harrison^s own
account. 1676 (Later edd. c 1820 *The Campden
wonder')

Overton, John H. William Law, nonjuror and mystic

;

a sketch of his life, character, and opinions 1881
See also Wordsworth, Bp. C.

Overton, Richard D^yance of the Act of Pardon 1649
Man's mortalitie 1643

Ovid's Epistles tr. by several hands 1716
OviNGTON, John A voyage to Suratt tn x68g 1696
Owxin Miles c 1330 (ed. D. Laing 1837)
Owen : a waif 1862 : see Robinson, F. W.
Omten, George The description of Pembrokeshire 1603

(1892-97)
Owen, Hugh and Blakeway, John B, A history ofShrews^

bury 1825
Owen, Jeam A. : see Jordan, Denham
Owen, John WcrAs a 1683 (1850-55)

The chamber of imagery in the church of Rome laid open
a 1683 (1870)

A discourse concerning evangelical love 1672
The doctrine of the saint's perseverance explained 1654
The duty of pastors and people distinguished 1644
Exercitations on the Epistle to the Hebrews 1668-84

(1790)
How we may bring our hearts to receive reproofs 1674
The ruUure of apostasie from the profession of the gospel

1676
Thenature,power,deceit,andprevalencyoftheremainders

of indwelling-sin in believers (anon.) 1668

Of schisme : the true nature of it discovered and con-
sidered Z657

Owen, John (coni.)

Of temptation : the nature and poreer of it 1658
Of the tHortification of sinne in believers 1656 (1668)

A peace offering or plea for indulgence 1667
ni/ev/xoToAoyta : or, a discourse concerning the Holy Spirit

1674 (1693)
Salus electorum, sanguis Jestt ; or, the death of death in

the death of Christ 1648
The stedfastness ofpromises and the sinfulness ofstagger-

ing 1650
Two discourses concerning the Holy Spirit and his work
ax683 (1693)

Owen, John Travels into different parts of Europe in 1791-
gs 1796

Owen, John Calvin's Commentaries on the Book of the

Prophet Jeremiah and the Lamentations tr. 1850 ; tJie

twelve Minor PropJiets 1846 ; the Catholic Epistles

185s ; the Epistle of Paul to the Romans 1849 ; to the

Galatians 1845
England's sins 1854
Memoir of the rev. T. Jones 1851

Owen, John Evenings with the skeptics x88r
Owen, Lewis The running register : recording a true relation

of the state of the English coUedges in allforraine parts

1626
Speculum Jesuiticum, or the Jesnites looking-glasse 1629
The unmaskingofallpopishmonks,friersandJesuits 1628

Owen, Richard A history of British fossil mamtnals and
birds 1846

Instances of the power of God as manifested inHisanitnal
creation ; a lecture 1864

Lectures on the comparative anatomy of invertebrate and
vertebrate animals 1843-46— ed. 2, Lectures on comparative anatomy and physio-

logy of the invertebrate animals 1855
Odontography ; or, a treatise on the comparative anatomy

of the teeth 1840-45
On the anatotny of vertebrates 1866-68
On the classification and geographical distributiott of tJie

mammalia 1859
On the nature of limbs ; a discourse 1849
Palccontology , or a systematic summary ofextinct animals
and their geological relations i860

Structure of the skeleton and teeth 1854 (in Orr's Circle of
the sciences I)

Zoology 1849 (in Manxial of scientific enquiry 1859)
Life, by his grandson, the rev. R. Owen (1894)

Owen, Sidney J. Ed. A selection from the despatches, .and
other papers of the Marquess Wellesley during his

government of India v.d. ( 1877). See also Wellington,
ist Duke of

OwENSON, Sydney: see Morgan, Sydney
Owl and the nightingale. The a 1250 (Percy Soc. 1843 ; Strat-

mann 1868 ; MS. Jesus Coll. Oxford 29, MS. Cotton
Calig. A. i,x)

Owles almanacke. The 1618 : see Dekker, T.
Oxenden, Ashton Our church and her services 1866
Oxenford, John Conversations of Goethe with Eckermann

and Soret tr. 1850
The illustrated book of French songs from the sixteenth to

the nineteenth century tr. and ed. by J. O. 1855
OxENHAM, Henry N. Short studies in ecclesiastical history

and biography 1884
'OxENHAM, John' (W. A. Dunkerley) The loosing of the

lion's whelps, and other stories 1917
A weaver of webs 1904

Oxford. Enactments in Parliament specially concerning the

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge v.d. (1869)
Oxford, Bishop of 1712 ; see Talbot, Bp. W.
Oxford chronicle. The 1837-
Oxford essays, contributed by members of the University

1855-58
Oxford Historical Society, Publications of (1884- )

Oxford journal {Jackson's) 1753-
Oxford magazine, The 1883-
Oxford Methodists, The ; being some account of a society of

younggentlemen in that city, so denominated ly33
ed. 2, enlarged 1738

Oxford night-caps ; being a collection of receipts for making
various beverages used in the University (by Richard
Cook) 1827

Oxford poetry igio-13 1913
Oxford sausage. The : or, select Poetical pieces, written by the

most celebrated wits of the University of Oxford ed.

T. Warton 1764
Oxford Times, The 1862-
Oxford University calendar 1810-
Oxford University gazette 1870-
OzELL, John A ubert de Vertot's {R.) History ofthe revolutions

that happened in the government of the Rmnan Republic

tr. 1720 {1740)
Boileau's Lutrin tr. 1708
Bourdeilles* (P. de ; Seigneur de BrarUdme) Spanish

Rhodotnontades tr, 174X
Cervantes Saavedra's {M. de) History of Don Quixote

Motteux's tr. revised 1719
The life of Michael de Cervantes Saavedra tr. 1738
Missofi's (//.) Memoirs and observations in his travels

over England tr. 1719
Montesquieu's Persian letters tr. 1722
Pitton de Tournefort's (J.) Voyage into the Levant tr.

1741
Rabelais {F.) Works Urquhart s tr. revised 1737

P., J. : see La Framboisiere, N. A. de ; Phillips, John
P., T. The English and French cook. By T. P., J. P.. R. C,

N. B., and several other approved cooks of London
and Westminster 1674

P., W. Curio's (C. A.) Pasquitie in a traunce tr. 1566
P., W. A booke of secrets tr. 1596
Pa. : see Pennsylvania
Paasch, H. ^From keel to truck.* Marine dictionary in

English, French, and German 1894
Packard, Alpheus S. A guide to the study of insects 1868

A text-book of entomology 1898

Pacquet of advices : see Needham, ^L
Pae, David Eustace the outcast 1884
Pagan prince, The ; ora comical history ofthe heroick atchieve-

ments of the Palatine of Eboracum 1690
Page, David Advanced text-book of geology 1856 (1876)

iiandbook of geological terms and geology 1859 (1865)
'Page, H. A." (Alex. H. Japp) Thomas De Quincey; his life

and writings. With unpublished correspondence 1877
Page, John The siege of Rouen 14.. (in Archaeologia,

XXI, XXII ; Hist. coll. citizen of London, Camden
Soc. 1S76)

Page, John L. W. An exploration of Dartmoor and its anti-

fuities, with some account of its borders 1889
, AMUEL The broken heart a 1630 (1637)

Page, Thomas N. In Ole Virginia ; or Marse Chan, and
other stories 1887 (1893)

Paget, Lord Clarenxe E. Autobiography and journals
a 1895 (i8g6)

Paget, Francis E. The curate of Cumberworth 1859
Lucretia x868
Milford Malvoisin 1842
The owlet of Owlstone Edge 1856
The pageant 1843
5/. AnthoUn's 1841 (1853)
Tales of the village 1840-41
The warden of Berkingholt 1843

Paget, Sir James Memoirs atid letters a 1899 (ed. Stephen
Paget 1 901)

Paget, John Paradoxes and puzzles X874
Pagitt, Ephraim Christianographie, or, the description of the

multitude and sundry sorts of Christians not subject to

the Pope 1635 (1636)
Heresiography ; or, a description of the heretickes and

sectaries of these latter times 1645 (1646, 1662)
Paige, Elbridge G. ('Dow, Jr.') Short patent sermons c tZso
Paine, Joh.n The paper-maker's and stationer's assistant

1784
Paine, Thomas Common sense 1776 (1791)

A letter addressed to the Abbe Raynal on the affairs of
North-Afnerica 1782 {1791)

The rights of man 1791-92
Painter, William The palace of pleasure 1566-67 (1575,

1890)
Painter, The third advice to a, on our last summers success

with French and Dutch 1666
Palafox's History of the conquest of China by the Tartars tr.

1671
Palatinate, A briefe information of the affaires of the 1624
'Palatinus, Musaeus' : see Brathwait, R.
Paley, Fred. A. The church restorers 1844

The tragedies of ^schylus, with English notes X855
Paley, William W'orAs a 1805 {1825)

The clergyman's companion 1805
Horce Paulina, or the truth of the scripture History of St.

Paul evinced 1790
Natural theology ; or, evidences of the existence and attri-

butes of the Deity 1802
The pritxcipies of moral and political philosophy 1785
A view of the evidences of Christianity 1794

Palfrey, John G. History of New England 1858-64
Palfreyman, Thomas : see Baldwin, \V.

Palgkave, Sir Francis The history of Normandy and of
England 1851-64

The rise and progress of the English commonwealth 1832
Truths andfictions of the Middle Ages. The merchant and

the friar 1837 (1844J
Palcrave, Francis M. T. A list of words and phrases in

every-day use by the natives of Hetton-le-Hole in the

county of Durham 1896 (E.D.S.)
Palgrave, Francis T. Ed. The golden treasury of the best

songs and lyrical poems in the English language i86x
Lyrical poems 1871
Journals and memories of his life a 1897 (Gwen. F. Pal-

grave i8gg)
Palgrave, William G. Narrative ofa year'sjourney through

central and eastern Arabia 1B65
Palladius on husbondrie tr. c X440 (E.E.T.S. 1873-79

;

ed. LiddeU 1896)
PaUas's {P. 5.) Travels tr. X802-03 (1812)
Palliser, Mrs. Fanny B. History of lace 1865

See also Labarte, Jules
Pall Mall gazette, The 1885-1923
Pall Mall magazine. The 1893-
Palmer, Abram Smythe Folk-etymology 1882

Leaves from a word-hunter's note-book 1876
Palmer, Charles F". R. The life of P. T. Howard 1867
Palmer, Charlotte Letters on several subjects from a pre-

ceptress to her pupUs who have left school 1797
Palmer, Elihu Principles of nature 1801 (1826)
Palmer, George Sectaries unmasked and confuted 1647
Palmer, James F. and Mrs. Mary A dialogue in the Devon-

shire dialect, by a lady {i. e, Mrs. M. Palmer) ; with a
glossary by J. F. Palmer 1837

Palher, Joel Journal of travels over the Rocky Mountains
1847 (1850)

Palmer, John Like master like man, a novel 01809 (1811)
Palmer, Sir Roundell, afterw*ards 1st Earl of Selborae

The book of praise, from the best English hytnn writers.

Selected and arranged by R. Palmer 1863 (1865)
See also Selbome, 1st Earl of

Palmer, Samuel Moral essays on some of the most curious

. .English, Scotch, and foreign proverbs 1710
Palmer, Shirley A pentaglot dictionary of tlie terms em-

ployed in anatotny, physiology, pathology, etc. 1845
Palmer, William Letters to N. Wiseman, D.D., on the

errors of Romanism in respect to the worship of saints

1841-42
A tuirrative of events connected with the publication of the

Tracts for the Times 1843 {1883)
Origines liturgiccc, or antiquities of the English ritual, and

a dissertation on primitive liturgies 1832
Palmerin of England : see Munday, A.
Palpable evidence of spirits 1668 : see GlanvilJ, J.
Palsgrave, Jehan Fullonius' (G.) Comedye of Acolastus tr.

1540
Lesclarcissetnent de la langue fran^oyse 1530 {1852)

Paltock, Robert The life and adventures of Peter WiJkins

1751 (1884)
Pamphleteer, The 1813-28
Pancirolus' (G.) History of many memorable things lost ix',

Pandurang HUri X826 : see Hockley, W. B.
Panke, John Thefal of Babel 1608



PANTALOGIA
Panlatogia, The ; comprehending a comhlrl^ r~.., ..r„

TiTil)
'^^"'°^'y "f '"^. sciences, and woks 1813

p/^ ^.^•/"'".'^oo : see Humtav, l.
Papers Ihat passed betuecn the Commissioners appointed bv

Pappe, L. Flora Capensis medico prodramus -or an ntu
"•^f'onof SmUH African pSntsS^ Zh^i!^t

P„^^. '\f^^^ of the Cape of Good Hope 1857
^

Pappe w,th an hatchet (ascribed to J. Lv^or fa/x Nashel

Paracelsus' Archtdoxes tr. 1661 : see H I

parallel, tr. 1626 : see Featley, D
Pardon ^.ot^' ?• ^*' ??""^ ''^'*' Bosphoru. ,83,

7^;;.i^rsieV'^. fi*^r?,^r'"" "^
^areys IVorfe tr. 1634 : see Jotoin, T.

'^'

\^f-i"r ^"""^^ '^''°"' ""59 (Rolls series

Paris as ilu-a^and as it is. In a series of letters, as written bv
.

an English traveller iSoz-oziZoi
'^'"'^"""^

Paris chitchat 1815-16
*

pf^.^*^^ °f"^batUl cfLanden, The 1693

S»S?T875
^'^'^'"'""" •" '«'' •» '*' '=<»«') 0/

a^d Shaw William F. A dictionary of the Kentish

^""' i'wr^^sft;^ "^ - ^^'^ «"^ -^ '**

Parke RoBEKTjtfj^^a'.a. Gon^ez de) Historie of the
P^'nfmiehtiekingdome ofChina U.zs»a(liJixiyt00c. 1053-54)

l^'^^ni^srsi'p^ii^is'^iz&ir'''''''''"'-

"l-^lTr^LT,^ fjas'^-"-'""''
"" '^'-'i^onjapanins

Pakker, George Humorous sketches iyS2

priv^'uf^tji,'""^^'^
<:*<"-ac(«-j ,„ public and

i-ARKER, Henry A compendwuse treatise dyalogue of Diues

utit)"
^ ^y.U^richea^thepore.ai^

^""^Li^ulJ'" "" "^ "•'^'^y '"^y discoursed

Jus populi (anon.) 1644
Parker, Hexrv M. BoU Ponjis 1851Parker John Henry The archm^gy of Rome 1874-76

.<, °^^ ';^'"'"'f
<'"°") '836 (1840, 1845, iBji)

Sec also Turner, T. H.

''"'"Vo?/"/?884^f"
"'" ""'"^ •» «* -<* "/'*'

rA< Paraclete 1874
Tj'« Chylde 1883

Parker, .Martin J?o5.» ConaK««, «• conK«»w*fe Robin :

Si^lSf1

^™°"W, n<y and c«<n/ro' 1*35 (=683;

''""sic'^^SwT*"^"
Cofr«AM<i«c« ,535-75 (Parker

^ 3%If "•^ /"*"'« mariages agaynst Thomas Martin
t 2507

^1? u'ct?
^""^ '««'«^ into English metre c 1557

^'S '? ^-^ '*' 7° "«**«*<*/' o# Canterbury (L e. M.
Parker) tr. 1574

Parker, R. 1607: see Scholasticall
Parker Bp. Samuel A demonstration of the divine authority

61
Parkman Francis The California and Oregon trail iR^n

C^»'frontenacandnejFranceunZlZhXlyil„
The discovery of the Great West 1869 "
T/?"'^ fngfend .n ATortA ^mmca. Pt. I. Hugue-

rS 7 '/^ conspiracy of Pontiac 1851 (1870)

1867 '"
'^'^""' *" '*" '^"^'"'"^ "»'«ry

Montcalm and Wolfe 1884
The old rigime in Catiada 1874

ParfSS ^(5f^' ^'^ '^l^ : see Neville, H.

^"''""tTfxeT"" "^ "" '""'" "^ '"^"- ^«"««««

Parlyament of devylles. The 1509

('.84!^*'"' ^'™^" 0/iAmi.ai Sysis 1842

P»pi'f.''^' f'™*"" J*< f"«s« "/ Scotland 1842Parnell, Thomas Po^feo/ works a 1717 (1833)

Parr' tefrnmr^^^ J*" ''°^ "'"*^«' <fei«>«ary X809^ARR, MRS. Louisa Adam and Eve 1880
"'
5^^X16^^

"^' "^^""^ ''*'•^ '1-'^*°* »/
Parr Samuel Works a 1825 (1828)A discourse on education 1786

Remarks on the statement of Dr. Charies Combe (anon.)

Parrot, Henry Epigrams (anon.) 1608

Papov 'iSfJ
"<'"^"fc« • or springes for woodcocks 1613

_ Journal of a second voyage 1 824PARSONS, Abraham Travels in Asia and Africa 1808Parsons, Mrs. Eliza Mysterious visit 1802
i« mysterious warning 1796PARSONS, Philip Newmarket ; or a« esMv on (fc. turf ,.,„

^'^""'/.Sf'^''^ ^'«-«"' bo^k'oft^a^iIn%^MIL
appertaymng to resolution (anon.) 1C82

another ed., entitled ^ C*rK(tan rfira/orte 158s— The seconde parU of the booke of Christian exercise

A brief discours contayning certayn reasons why Catho-iKjues refuse to goe to church (anon.) i58o

CfarA« and M. Hanmer against E. Campian (ahon.)

i6of-iT ^ -^^ "•''• ^^^°=)

^I'SZ^
THEOPHiLm The law of contracts 1853

p!»t^J'
T'^""^"^ ofcivjs (E.E.T.S. 1866, J899)Partington, Charles F. tL British cyclopccdia S'Larts

PEACOCK

• -— .- —"~'«»,i***t/« uj utz uivine auinoruy
otthe law of nature, and of the Christian religion l68l

ibtiUbe'f '^^''" "i '*' fiatonick philosophie

A reproof to the rehearsal Iransprosed (anon.) 1671Parmr, Samuel Bibliotheca Biblua 1720-35
Six philosophical essays upon several subjects 1700
TuUy's five books de Finibus tr. 1702
Tully;s bco essays of old age, and offriendship ; with his

c. ^"^f^ paradoxes, and Scipio's dream tr. 1704 (1727)Parker, Theodore Experience as a ministeriSsg
Historic Americans 1871
Sermofisoftheism,atheism,andthepopulartheoloeviStii

Parker Thomas J. and Haswell, yiiZj^\. A tStS
of soology ligtj

Parker, W. N. : see Weismann, A.
Parker, William K. A monograph on the structure and de-

velopment of the shoulder-girdle and sternum in the
vertebrata 1868 (Ray Soc.)

On mammalian descent 1885
Parker Society, Publications of the (184m)
Parki», Mrs. 1844 : see Webster, Thomas
i'ARKES, Edmund A. A manual of practical hygime 1864

(X809) ^
Farkes, Samuel A chemical catechism 1807 (1822)Parkes Willwm The curtaine-drawer of the world 1612

(Grosart 1876)
Parkhurst, John -4 methodical Hebrew grammar 1762 (pre-

fixed to Hebrew and English lexicon ; 177S)
Parkins (doctor) Culpepper's (N.) English physician en-

utrgea 1809
Parkinson, John Paradisi in soU paradisut lerrestris or

a garden of flowers 1629 (repr. 1904)
Thealrum botanicum : the theater of plants, or an herbatl

of a large extent 1640
Parkinson, Stephen A treatise on optics 1S59 (i866)
Parkinson, Thomas Yorkshire Ugends and traditions, as

M8% ohroniclers, her poets, and journalists

~. .eog;;phy:z;:i7rHSt^,'^:^ut:^i

Partonc^ '^^BU^^lHe^OU EngUsh version ofc .440 (Roxb.

'''^"/A^l'JSw '^^ JPo^'l^'louse and worthie historie ofthe worthy Lady Pandauola 1566 (Roxb. Ci. 1873)Thetrmsurie of commodious conceites and hidden sicrets

'^'le^i^^jT'""ff'^/'^yf""'^'^«^ «"^0's«»-«s (anon.) 1595 (1631)
'

Partridge Setii The description and use of an instrumentcalled the double scale of proportion 1671
""'""^"'

'''^°ys^Ts\siJ"""^'^''"'''''^"^'^'^'''
Pask, Arthur T. The eyes of the Tliames 18S9
Pasqutl and Kathcnne 1600 : see Marston 7

Na"hfi\'
'^"'' '"""'"''"if' '589, r^um 1589: see

PasquOs nightcap i6i2 : see Comu-copiaj
*"

(GrSTil^;-)'"^
*" ^"^'"^ "> "^ t""^' I6'9

'"'^Thes^^rc^sll;^, "^"^^ '-'^ '»«- "f
Pasquine in a traunce 1566 : see P W
Passion of^r Lord, Theczi-js (in Old Eng. misc., E.E.T.S.

PassionaUMorrice, The; a sequel to TeU-Trothes new-yeares
.

S>/'byA i593(NewShak5. Soc. 1876)
Passionate pilgnme. The (by Shakespeare and others) icooPaston letl^s. The 1422-1509 (ed. jlSies GSS^erl?72-75)

Supplement (1901)
/" /o)

PateiU specifications v.d. (Patent Office, London)
see also Abridgments

Pater, Walter H. Works a jSg^ (xgoi)
Gaston de Lalour, an unfinished romance 1888 (1806)Imaginary portraits 1887 ^ '

Marius the Epicurean : his sensations and ideas 1885Studies in the history of the Renaissance 1877
Patericke, Simon Gentillefs (/.) DUcourse upinthe meanesofwel governing against N. Macchiavell ti. 1602
Paternoster. J he pater noster, the aue, crede a^id x com-maundementes in Englishe, with other godly lessyons

Paterson, Arthur H. The man from Snowy River, and
other verses 1896

'«i^, una

Paterson, James A compleU commentary on Milton's Para-dise lost 1744

^"^^Ti'L^'^f^i
'^'^ ?"""* ""^ ^e' of Ayrshire 1847History of the regality of Musselburgh, iith numSLis

extracts from the town records xivi
"^''te'vus

Paterson^ James The Intoxicating Liquor Licensing Act

^*f,"'="'««« -f ''?)
I'""S the Licensing Acts. iSiS-J902 ed. 14, by W. W. Mackenzie 1902 (1908)

Paterson, Nathaniel The manse garden 1844Paterson, Samuel Another traveller 1767
Paterson, William Proposals and rcisons for constitutinga council of trade m Scotlaiul (by some ascribed tSJohn Law) 1701

Xlirr"?""'!"- ^- ^^'^'^ iireaking and training dogs 187sPathomachia 1630 : see Constable, F.
"

Pathway to health 1587 : see Levins, P.

Poitlf^r^- { ^ 'if,''' '^"S"^ alliterative poemsPatient Grissil : see Dekker, T.
f^u^s

Patmore^ Coventry The angel in the house (anon.) .854-56

Paton, James Castlebraes 1898
Paton, Mrs. Maggie W. irfte„ a,ui sketches from the NewHebrides iS6s-g2 U8g4)

•"">j>c!>.

•^r?yfZs\%f'"'"''
"''""'' ""^ '" '""OU^dixes i»

P^'rick, Saint 1819 : see Saint Patrick

islf-'' f'.f.'V ' ?3oo (in Horstmann, Alteugl. Leg.
P,.n

"'^5: South-Eng. leg., E.E.T.S. 1887)
'*-'-=B-

R'obSw"^ "^^ C''™-'-^^- cShran-Patrick,

'''™'a;7?7-(r!5T
'^"""- ''""^'"^ *" o-^o^^My

"^IISS '^u '^''^IP"^ '^oad by the Romish priests,

^Xt^^Ii^ fe«cfeto« of the reformed gospel iLi '

ai^ufs^)
""^ ^"' ^'"'^ f""" U^oAgi^MS.

A commentary upon Genesis 1695 ; Exodus 1607 • Ij^A.

prEl^i^pm^-zm^Ir^^^^^^^^
pZ7el\'^;':^TnT'^''"''^'°^^''''"'^^^^^^^^

PATpTr^^wf,"^
"f'^Pi'erin' 1663 (1665, 1668, 1673)

S,^l „/t"
'^
ti^''"' '^''"P'^ of the irMgenous

»^ ? / ^'""*^*'«. «>« <!» introduction to bo^and a glossary of botanical terms zi3i
''

Patten William The expedicion into Scotlande of trince

Olefin)' "^ ^'"'""''' '548 (inT^bl^S^

PaJSSow' Kn™"" 5^"" '"^ ""'"" °" "' -B""^ 1895PATTERSON, Robert First steps to zoology 1840
"

Patterson, Robert H. Essays in histtSy and an 1862Patterson, William H. A glossary ofZords inusein thecounties of Antrim <.«/z)oWi88o^ffiD S )Pattison, Mark Sways a 1884 (1889)
^'""^l

Isaac Casaubon 1875
Memoirs a 1884 (1885)
Milton 1879
Sermons a 1884 (1885)

P..r..^"^*"<i?"'
"" "'^'"fem'ca^ organisation 1868Pattison William />«&«« TOrfc 41727 (1728)

PAUL°A'L?xANnL^??/r?^'^' o/^^LlVii^^ 18.,i^AUL, Alexander The history of reform 1884Paul, Charles Kecan itfemories 1899
' wlm^ztx^'^ '•^' "'^ *** "o^' '^'«'' ^«'«" Z"*"

'''^"'i.vMARGAEET A. Maiden sisters 1858
Still waters 1857

r*'a«to6.o«ra/.Ayo/oCor«isA,a;o,i87l

PAm f"?S'
•'''"''^

J^;
{fl'^^from the South 1817

piSjA??^'?'^" ^•."•, A'^'^t" Hebraica 1839Pa«;j s (i?
) Pictures of old England tr. by E. C Ott« 1861Pawson, John A brief viiuiication offrZgra^ zt^

'*'*'

J-AYN, James The canon's ward 1884
^ confidential agent 1880
Halves 1876
H«A s^inte ; 6«„| „rt«n sfe,i« oyittm ,„ them 1879At/ : a memory 1883 ''
ios( Sir Massingberd 1864
/Ae (kcA 0/ <*<; Darrells 1885
A modern Dick Whiltington 1892
/^/K mystery 0/ Mirbridge 1888
iome /iterary recollections 1884
./ *£ ta/A 0/ i/K /cron 1885

Payne, John Royall exchange 1597Payne, John Alaeddin and the enchanted lamb 1880Payne John OEd. Records of the EnglTsr&lics of

Pavn/wt^rr '^fP^'yf'om, original documents 1889PAYNE, Joseph P. English medicine in the Anglo-Saxon times
1904

See also Jones, C. H.
Payne, Robert A briefe description of Ireland i<8o (i8ii)

Erasmus' (p.) De contemptu mundi tr. 1533Fehcius (C, Durantinus) Conspiracie of Lucius CatUine
ir. 154

1

SrAo/a Salernitana. Regimen sanitatis Salemi. This

(?54ir
'° ^°'""'""^ '" *'"*' '^- '5*8

TAe mosfe ««««./ *«,*« entiluled : The treasurie ofAmadis of Fraunce tr. 1567
"

Peasody, Andrew P. King's Chapel sermons 1891Peacham, Henry the elder The garden of eloquence, con-teyning the figures of grammer and rhetorick 1 ;77Peacham, Henry, the younger The art of drawing with thepen andhmmmg m water colours 1606 ; another edentiUed Gr3/)»»« or the most auncient and excellent art
of drawing and Itmming 1612 ; another ed., entiUed
I he gentlemans exercise 1612 (1634, 1661)

I he compleat gentleman 1622 (1634, i66i)
Minerva Bntanna, or a garden of heroical deuises 1612The valley of varietie 1638

^'c^^vl) " ^""^ "*^'' '°"^P''- '^'*^; ^l^r. Eng-

Peacock, Edward Ed. English Church furniture, oma-
'nents and decorations, at the period of the reformation.As exhibited m a list of the goods destroyed in certain
Lincolnshire churches a.d. 1566 1866A glossary of words used in the wapentakes ofManley and
Corrtngham, Lincolnshire ( = N.W.Linc. gloss.) 1877:
ed. 2, 18S9 (E.D.S.)

''"//.

John Markenfield 1874
Mabel Heron 1872
Narcissa Brcndon 1891
Rolf Shirlaugh the Lincolnshire squire 1870
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Peacock, George A collation of examples ofthe application

of the differential and integral calculus 1820

Observations on the statutes ofthe University of Cambridge

1841
Peacock, Mabel G. W. Taalesfra Ltnkisheere 1889

Peacock, Thomas Love Crotchet castle 1831

Gryll Grange 1861
Headlong HaU 1816
Maid Marian 1822
Mdincourt 1817
The misfortunes of Elphin 1829
Nightmare Abbey 1818

pEAKE, James Rudiments of naval architecture 1849
Peaks, passes, and glaciers ; a series of excursions by vietnbers

of the Alpine Club ed. John Ball 1859
Series II, ed. E. S. Kennedy 1862

Pearce, William Hertford-Bridge, or the skirts of the camp
1793

Pearce, Bp. Zachary A review of the text of Milton s Para-
dise lost Z732

Milton*s Paradise lost, with notes 1751
Sermons a 1774 ( 1778)

Peard, Frances M. Contradictions 1883
Mother Molly 1880

Peard, William Practical water-farming 1868
Pearl 13 . . : see Early English alliterative poems
Pearse, E. 1682: see Second plea

Pearson, Charles H. Early and middle ages ofEngland i86x

History of England during the early and middle ages 1867
Memorials by himself, his wife, and his friends a 1894

(ed. W. Stebbing 1900)
Pearson, George A translation of the table of chemical

nomenclature proposed by De Guyton, formerly of
MorveaUy Lavoisier, Berthelot etc. 1794 (i799)

Pearson, Bp. John Exposition ofthe Creed 1659 (1816, 1839)
Pearson, Thomas Infidelity; its aspects, causes, and

agencies 1853
Pearson's Weekly 1890-
Pease, Alfred E. The badger : a tnonograph 1898
Pease, Howard Borderland studies 1893

The mark 0* the deU, and other Northumbrian tales 1894
Peaslee, Edmund R. Ovarian tumors : their pathology,

diagnosis and treatment 1872
Peblis to the play : see Peebles
Pebody, Charles English journalism, and the man who

made it 1882
Peck, Francis Desiderata curiosa 1732-35
Pecke, Thomas Parnassi puerperium 1659
Pecock, Reginald The Donet c 1444 {B.B.T.S. 1921)

The repressor of over much blaming of the clergy c X449
(Rolls series i860)

A treatise proving scripture to be the rule of faith c 1450
(1688, 1909)

Pecunics obediunt omnia. Money does master all things 1696
Peddie, Alexander The manufacturer, weaver and warper^s

assistant 18x4
Peden, Alexander The Lord's trumpet sounding an alarm

against Scotland, by warning of a bloody sword ; being

the substance of a preface and two prophetical sermons,
preached at Gtenluce 1682 (1739)

Peebles. Charters and documents relating to the burgk of
Peebles, with extracts from the records of the burgh
1165-1710 (Scott. Burgh Rec. Soc. 1872)

Extracts from the records of the burgh of Peebles, with
appendix 1367-1714 (Scott. Burgh Rec. Soc. 1910)

Pebhs to the play a 1550 (in Pinkerton, Sel. Scott. Ball.

IT. 1783; James I's Works 1786; Maitland folio MS.,
S.T.S. 19 19)

The (thre) firestis of Peblis c 1500 {1603 ; Pinkerton
1792 ; S.T.S. 1920)

Peeke, Richard Three to one 1626 (in Arber, Eng. Gamer I)

Peel, Frank The risings ofthe Luddites, Chartists, and Plug-
. drawers 1880
Spen valley 1893

Peele, George Works a 1600 (1829-39, 1888)
The araygnement of Paris, a pastorall (anon.) 1584
The battdl of Alcazar (anon.) 1594
The fatnous chronicle of King Edward the first 1593
The historie of the two valiant knights, Syr Clyomon and
Clamydes (anon.) 1599

The honour of the garter 1593
The love of King David andfair Bethsabe 1599 (in Manly,

Specim. pre-Shaks. drama II, 189S)

Peele (George), Merrie conceited tests of 1607 (c 1620)
*Peerie, Moses' (R. H. Story) Nugce ecclesiastics : frag-

ments, dramatic and lyrical, from the unpublished
papers of the late M. Peerie ed. Jabez Gilead 1884

Pegge, Samuel, the elder An alphabet of Kenticisms 1735-
36 (E.D.S. 1876)

Anonymiana ; or ten centuries of observations on various

auUtors and subjects a 1796 (1809)
Derbicisms aiyf)(t (E.D.S. 1896)
The forme of cury, a roll of ancient English cookery, com-

piled about A.D. 1390, illustrated with notes 1780
Pegge, Samuel, the younger Anecdotes of the English lan-

guage a 1800 (1803)
Curialia miscellanea; anecdotes of old times a 1800 (1818)

A supplement to the provincial glossary of Francis Grose
a 1800 (1814)

Peirce, Robert and Thomas 16. . : see Pierce, R. and T.
Peirsos, Abraham Some helps for the Indians 1658
Pelegromius* (S.) Description of S'hertogenbosh in X540 .

.

together with the principall passages concerning the last

siege 1629 tr. 1629
Pell, Daniel IIcAa-yo? .• nee inter vivos, nee inter moriuos

:

or, an improvement of the sea 1659
Pelletreau, James An abridgment of ecclesiastical history

from the creation to end of lyth century 1768
Pemberton, Henry A course of chem^'^try 1771

View of Sir Isaac Newton's philosophy 1728
Pemberton, Max The iron pirate 1893

The phantom army 1898
Queen of the jesters 1897

Pemberton, Robert B. Report on the Eastern frontier of
British India 1835

Pehble, William Vindiciae fuiei, or a treatise of iustifica-

tion by faith a 1623 (1625, 1629)
Pembroke, ioth Earl of : see Herbert, Henry
Pembroke, Mary Herbert, Countess of The Psalmes of

Davtd, translated into verse. Begun by Sir P. Sidney
(i-xliii), andfinished by the Countess of Pembroke czs&6
{1823)

The tragedie of Antonie tr. 1595

Pendarves, Mary, afterwards Delany, Mary, q.v.

Penhallow, Samuel The history of the wars of New-
England with the Eastern Indians 1703-36 1726 (1859)

Penitential confession {A treatise of the confession of sinne
;

page-heading Of penitential confession) 1638 (1657)
Penkethman, John Artachthos ; or a new booke declaring

the assise or weight of bread 1638
A handful of honesty, or, Cato in English verse tr. 1623

Pens, Granville Macarius' Institutes of Christian perfec-
tion tr. 1816 (1828)

Penn, William Works aiyiZ (1726. 1782)
An account of William Penn's travails in Holland and

Germany, anno 1677, by way of journal 1694 (i835)
An address to Protestants upon tlie present conjuncture

1679
A bncf account of the rise and progress of the people called

Quakers 1694
The Christian-Quaker and his divine testimony vitidicated

by scripture, reason and authorities 1674
Correspondence between William Penn and James Logan

. .and others 1700-50 (Memoirs of Hist. Soc. of Pa,
1870-72)

England's present interest discovered with honour to the

Prince 1675
The great case of liberty of conscience once more briefly

debated and defended by the authority of reason, scrip-

ture, and antiquity 1670
Journal of his life a 1718 (prefixed to 1726 ed. of Works)
No cross, no crown 1669
Some account of the Province ofPennsUvania 1681
Some fruits of solitude 1693
The spirit of truth vitidicated 1672

Pennant, Thomas Arctic zoology 1784-87 (1792)
British zoology 1768-70 ; ed. 4, 1776-77 (1812)
The journey from Chester to London 1782
Literary life, by himself 1793
Of London 1790 (1813)
Synopsis of quadrupeds 1771

another ed., entitled History of quadrupeds 1781
A tour in Scotland 1769 1771 ; Supplement 1772
A tour in Scotland and voyage to the Hebrides 1772

1774-76
A tour in Wales 1773 1778-81 {1883)
The view of Hindoostan 1798-1800

Pennecuik, Alexander M^orfts a 1722 (1815)
A collection of Scots poems on several occasions a 1722

(1756, ^7^7)
A geographical, historical description of the Shire of

Tweeddale, with a miscelany of Scotish poems 1715
An historical account of the blue-blanket 1722 (1756)
Streams from Helicon ; or, poetns on various subjects

1720
Pennell, Elizabeth R. The stream of pleasure 1891
Pennell, H. Cholmondeley The angler-naturalist ; a

popular history of British fresh water fish 1863 (1885)
Fishing (Badminton library) 1885 (1893)
The modern practical angler 1870

Pennell-Elmhirst, Edward The cream of Leicestershire

1883
Penney, John A topographical and historical account of

Linlithgowshire 1832
Pennington, Montagu : see Carter, Elizabeth
Pennington, Lady Sarah Letters on different subjects

1766-67
Pennsylvania, Colonial records of (Minutes of the Provirtcial

Council of Pennsylvania) 16.. -17.. (1851-53)
Pennsylvania, Metnoirs of the Historical Society of (1826-76)
Pennsylvania archives 16. .-17. . {ed. S. Hazard 1874- )

Penny, Mrs. A. J. The romance of a dull life (anon.) i86x

Penny cyclopccdia of the Society for the diffusion of useful

knowledge 1833-43 '> Suppl. 1845-46 ; 2nd Suppl.

1858
Penrose, Llewellin Journal 1815
Penrose, Thomas Poems 01779 (1781)
Penton, Stephen The guardian's instruction (anon.) 1688

fi897)

Pepusch^s (J- C.) Short treatise on kartnony (tr. by J. Hamil-
ton) 1730

Pepys, Samuel Memoirs. Comprising his diary from 1659
to i66g, and a selectionfrom his private correspondence
16.. (1825. 1871, 1875-79, 1893-99)

Perceval of Galles, The romance of Sir a X400 (Thornton
romances, (2amden Soc. 1844)

Percival, Richard Bibliotheca Hispanica. Containing a
grammar, with a dictionarie in Spanish, English, and
Latine 1591

enlarged . . by J. Minsheu 1599
Percival, Robert An account of the Island of Ceylon 1803
Percival Thomas Essays medical and experimental 1767-yS
Percy, Bp. Thomas A key to the New Testament 1769

McdleVs (P. H.) Northern antiquities tr. 1770 {1847)
Ed. Reliques of ancient English poetry 1765 (1839,

1876-77)
Bishop Percy*s folio manuscript. Ballads and romances

c 1650 (ed. J. W. Hales and F. J. Fumivall 1867-68)
Percy, William Sonnets to the fairest Coelia 1594 (Grosart

1877 ; in Arber, Eng. Gamer VI)
Peregrine PuUney 1844 : see Kaye, Sir J. W.
Pereira, Jonathan The elements of materia medica X839-40

Lectures on polarized light 1843
ed. 2, greatly enlarged, ed. B. Powell (1854)

Treatise on food and diet 1843
Perfect booke for kepinge of sparhawkes or goshawkes c 1575

(Now first printed from the original MS. with intro-

duction and glossary by J. E. Harting 1886)
Perkin, William H. and Kipping, F. Stanley Organic

chemistry 1894-95 (1902)
Perkins, Charles C. Historical handbook of Italian sculp

ture X883
Italian sculptors 1868

Perkins* {John) Profitable booke, treating of the lawes of
England tr. X642

Perkins, William The whole treatise of the cases of con-
science a 1602 (1619)

Pernetti's (J.) Philosophical letters upon physiognomies tr.

1751
Perquisite-mon^, The: or, the riseandfall ofingratitude iyi2
Perrinchief, Richard The royal martyr, or the life and

death of King Charles I (anon.) 1676
Perronet, Edward The mitre. A sacred poem 1757
Perrot, Richard Jacobs vowe, or the true historie of tithes

1627
Perry, Arthur L. Eletnents of political economy 1866

Perry, George G. The history of the Church of England
Z861-64

Perry, Captain John An accourU ofthe stopping of Daggen'
ham Breach 1721

The state of Russia under the present Czar 1716
Perry, William The royal standard English dictionary X775

The synonymous, etytnological and pronouncing Engltsh
dictionary 1805

Perry, William S. Historical collections relating to the
American Colonial Church 1870-73

Persecutio undecima ; the churches eleventh persecution 1648
Person, David Varieties : or, a surveigh of rare and ex-

cellent matters 1635
Personal arui literary inctnorials 1829 : see Best, H. D,
Persuasive to mutual compliance 1652 : see Osbome, F.
Perwich, William Despatches 1669-77 (Camden Soc. 1903)
Peter, John A relation or diary of the siege of Vienna 1684
Peter Parley's annual 1840-92
Peter Wilkins 1751 : see Paltock, R.
Peterkin, Alexander Notes on Orkney and Zetland 1822

Rentals of the ancient Earldom and Bishoprick of Orkney
X820

Peters, Charles A critical dissertation on the Book of Job
1751

Peters, Samuel A general history of Connecticut 1781
Peterson magazine (U. S.) N. S. IV. 1894
Petherick, John and Mrs. B. H. Travels in central Africa,

and explorations of the western Nile tributaries 1869
Petition of Eastern association 1648 : see Ward, Nathaniel
Petition of the ministers of the gosPel lately commissionedfor

the review and alteration of the liturgy. The 1661
Petiver, James Aquatilium aninialium Amboina, etc.

icones et ^mina 1713
Gazophylacii natura: et artis, in 10 decades 1702-11
Herbarii Britannici Raii catalogus (A catalogue of Mr.

Ray's English herball) 17x3-15
Musei Petiveriani centuna prima {-decima) rariora

naturae continens 1 695-1 703
Petiveriana seu naturm collectanea 1716-17

Petowe, Henry Elizabetha quasi viuens, Eliza's funerall
1603 (in Harl. Misc.)

Petrie, Alexander A competuiious history of the Catholick
Church X662

Petrie, George The ecclesiastical architecture of Ireland

184s
Petrie, Henry and Sharpe, J. Ed. Monumenta historica

Britannica, or tnaterials for the history of Britain 184S
Petronilla. The parjite lyfe to put in remeif^raunce of a virgyn

tnoost gracious called Pctronylla c 1493
Pettie, George Guazzo's (S.) Ciuile conuersation tr. 158X

with addition of Book IV tr. by B, Young 1586
A petite pallace of Pettie his pleasure 1576 (1908)

Pettigrew, James Bell Anitnal locomotion 1873
Pettus, Sir John Fleta minor: the laws of art and nature in

assaying metals 1683 (1686)
Fodina regales : or the history, laws, and places of the

chief mines and mineral works in England, etc. 1670
Petty, Sir William The advice of W. P. to Mr S. Hartlib,

for the advancement ofsome particular parts oflearning

1648
The discourse mads before the Royal Society cotKerning

the use of duplicate proportion 1674
The Political anatomy of Ireland 1672 (1691, 1769)
Political arithmetick, or a discourse concerning the extent

and value of larids, people, etc. a 1687 (1690 ; in
Arber, Eng. Garner VI)

A treatise of naval philosophy a 1687 (in Hale, Account
of several new inventions r6gi)

A treatise upon taxes arui contributions (anon.) 1662
(1769)

Will 1685 (in Ld. E. Fitzmaurice, Life 1895)
Peyton, Sir Edward The divine catastrophe of the kingly

family of the House of Stuarts 1652 (1731)
Peyton, Thhmas The glasse of time, in the two first ages

diuineJy handled 1620
Pfeiffer's {I. L.) Journey to Iceland tr. by Charlotte F. Cooper

1852
Phaer, Thomas GoeuroVs (J.) Regiment of life tr, X544—— The regiment of life, whervnto is added a treatyse of

the pestilence, with the booke of children, newly correctea

and enlarged 1545-46 (i553. 1560)
The seuen first bookes of the Eneidos of Virgill tr. 1558

the nyne fyrst bookes, {and part) of the tenthe booke

ax56o (1562)
the whole xii bookes {books X-XII tr, by T. Twyne)

(1573)
Pharmaceutical journal and transactions 1842-
Phelps, Austin The still hour i86o
Phelps, Elizabeth S. Hedged in 1870

Sealed orders x88o
The silent partner 1871

Phelps, John D. Collectanea Glorestrensia 1842
Phemie Millar 1854 : see ' Tytler, Sarah

'

Phenix, The : or, a revival of scarce and valuable pieces

1707-08 {1721)
Phenix nest. The 1593 ( = Phcenix nest) : see S., R.
Philadelphian society. The state of the Philadelphian society

or the grounds of their proceedings considered 1697
Philanthrope, The ; after the manner of a periodical paper

X797
Philatelic record. The 1879-
Philatelist^ The : an illustrated monthly magazine for stamp

collectors 1866-74
'Philidor, a, D.' : see Danican, F. A.
Philip Quarll 1727 : see Dorrington, E.
Philipot, Thomas Villare Cantianum : or Kent surveyed

and illustrated X659
Philipps, Fabian Considerations against the dissolving and

taking away the Court of Chancery 1653
Regale necessarium : or the legality of the rights claimed

by the King's servants 1671
Philipps, Jenkin T. Thirty four conferences between the

Danish missionaries and the Malabarian Bramans tr.

1719
Philips, Ambrose Poetns a 1749 (iSio)

The distrest mother ; a tragedy 1712
The life of John Williams, Lord Keeper of the Great Seal

1700
Pastorals 1709 (1710)

Philips, John Poemsaiyog (i7i5» 1810)

Blenheim 1705
Cyder 1708
The splendid shilling 1701
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Philips, John An authentic journal of the expedition under
Commodore Anson 1744

Philips, Katherine Po^ms a 1664 (1667)
Philips, Samuel The voice of blood, in the sphere of nature

and of the spirit-world 1864
Philips : see also Phillippes, Phillips

Philipson, John The art and craft of coachbuilding 1897
Phillip, Arthur Voyage to Botany Befy 1789
Phillip, William /. H. van Linschoten his discours of

voyages into y« Easte and West Indies tr. 1 598 (Hakluyt

Soc. 1885 ; partly in Arber, Eng. Gamer Hi)
Phillippes or Phillips, Henry The purchasers pattern

1654 {1656, 1676)
Phillipps-VVolley , Clive Sport in the Crimea and Caucasus

i38i
Phillips, Edward Letters of state, uritteti by Mr. John

AlUton 1649-59. ^- ^° which is added. An account of
his life 1694

The mysteries of love and eloquence 1658
The new world of English words : or, a general dictionary

1658 (1662, 167S, 1696; ed. 6 by J. Kersey 1706)
Theatrum poetarum ; or a compleat collection of the poets

167s
Phillips, Fabian : see Philipps, F.
Phillips, George The elements of Syriac grammar 1837
Phillips, Henry Chamisso de Boncourt's (L. C. A. von)

Faust tr. iSSx
Historical sketches of the paper currency of the A tnerican

Colonies 1865-66
Notes upon the collection of coins and medals now upon

exJuintion at the Pennsylvania Museum 1879
Phillips, Jenkin T. : see Philipps, J. T.
Phillips, John The way to heaven 1625
Phillips, John La Framboisiire*s {N. A. de) Art ofphysick

made plain and easie tr. 1684
A satyr against hypocrites (anon.) 1655
The six voyages of J. B. Tavemier through Turkey, into

Persia and the East-Indies ; to which is added, a new
description of the Seraglio tr. 1677-78 (1684)

Phillips, John A general history of inland navigation
1792-93

A treatise on inland navigation 1785
Phillips, John A glossary of the Devonshire dialect iS^^
Phillips, John Geology of Oxford and the valley of the

Thames 1871
Manual of geology (in Encyclopsedia MetropoUtana

'834-35) 185s
Memoirs of Dr. William Smith 1844
The rivers, mountains, and sea-coast of Yorkshire X853
A treatise on geology 1830
Vesuvius 1869

Phillips, Mrs. Lionel Some South African recollections

1899
Phillips, R. The man in the moon : a farce 1818
Phillips, Samuel Essays from 'The Times' 1851-54 (1871)
Phillips, Stephen Paolo and Francesca 1900
Phillips, Wendell Speeches, lectures, and letters 1863

second series 1891
Phillips, William An elementary introduction to the know-

ledge of mineralogy 1816 (1823)
An outline of mineralogy arid geology 1815 (1818]

Phillips, William Mount Sinai ; a poem 1830
Phillips. William A manual of the British discomycetes

1887
PhiUis of Scyros 1655 : see S., J.
Phillpotts, Eden Children of the mist iSgS

Down Dartmoor way 1895
The good red earth 1901
The human boy 1899
Lying prophets 1897
Sons of the morning 1900
The striking hours 1901
The thief of virtue 191

Philobiblon Society, Bibliographical and historical miscel-
lanies 1854-

PhUological museum. The 1832-33
Philological Society, Proceedings of the 1842-53

Transactions 1854-
pHiLO Pater The observator reproved 1684
•pHiLOpoLiTES, Sir p.* The Grumbletonian crew reprehended

1689
Philosophical collections, containing an account of such

physical, anatomical, or other mathematical and philo-

sophical experiments and observations, as have lately

come to the publishers hands (ed. by R. Hooke)
1679-82

Philosophical magazine (andjournal). The. By Alex. Tilloch,

etc. 1798-1832
continued as London, Edinburgh, and Dublin philo-

sophical magazine 1832-
Pkitosopnical survey of the south ofIreland (by ThomasCamp-

beU) 1777(1778)
Philosophical transactions of the Royal Society 1665-

Abridged by John Lowthorp and others (1716-56)
Philctus. Ane verie excellerU and delectabOl treatise intitulit

Phthtus 1603 (Bannatyne CI. 1835)
Philpot, John Examinations and writings fli555 (ParJter

Soc 1842)
Phin, John A dictionary of practical apiculture 1884
pHipps, Constantine H. (1st Marquis of Normanby) Tlie

English in France (anon.) 1828
Phipps, Constantine J. The journal of a voyage for making

discoveries towards the North Pole 1773 (i774)

Phipson, Thomas L. GuiUemin'siA.) Ttosun 11.1869(1870)
Phoenix a tooo (Grein)

Phcenix nest. The 1593 : see S., R,
Phonetic journal. The 1848-
Phonographic journal. The 1842-44
Phonotypic journal, The 1843-49
Photographic annual. The 1892
Physical dictionary, A 1657
Phytologist, The 1844-62
Piatt, John J. Landmarks, and other poems 1872
PiCKKN, Andrew The Dominie's legacy 1830
PicKEN, David Poems and songs 1875
Picken, Ebenezer Miscellaneous poems, songs, etc., partly

in the Scottish dialect 1813
Poems and epistles, mostly in the Scottish dialect ; with

a glossary 1788
Pickering, Ellen Nan Darrell ; or the gipsy mother 1839
Pickering, John A vocabulary, or collection of words and

phrases which have been supposed to be peculiar to the

United States of America z8x6

63

Picquenard's [J. B.) Zoflora, or, the generous negro girl tr.

1804
PiCTON, Sir James A. Ed.City of Liverpool. Selectionsfrom

the municipal archives and records 12.,-1833 (1883-
86)

PiDDiNGTON, Rose The gain of a loss 1866
The last of the Cavaliers 1859

Piece offamily biography 1799 ; see Du Bois, E.
Pierce, Robert Bath memoirs 1697
Pierce, Thomas A correct copy ofsome notes concerning Gods

decrees 1655 (1657)
The divine philanthropie defended against the declamatory
attempts of certain late printed papers 1657

Pierce the ploughmans crede c 1394 (E.E.T.S. 1867)
Piers of FulUiam a 1500 (in Hazlitt, Early pop. poetry II)
Piers Plownuin : see Langland, W.
PiEssE, G. W. Septimus The laboratory of cJiemical wonders

i860
Pigault-Lebrun's (G. C. A .) Monsieur Botte tr. 1803
PiGOTT, Charles The female jockey club 1794
Pike, Warburton The barren ground of northern Canada

1892
Pike, Zebulon M. An account of expeditions to the sources

of the Mississippi 1805-oy 1810 (1895)
Piles' [M. de) Art of painting tr. 1706 (174^)
Pilgrimage of the lyf of the matihode ; from the French of

G. de Guilleville c 1430 (Roxb. CI. 1869)
Pilgrimage. The pilgrimage of perfection 1526 (1531)
Pilgrimage of princes : see Lloyd, L.
Pilgrimage. The pylgremage of the sowle ; from the French

of G. de Guilleville c 1400 (MS. Egerton 615 ; Caxton
1483; 1859)

Pilgrimage to Parnassus, The 1597 (1886)
Pilgrims sea-voyage and sea-sickness. The c 1460 (E.E.T.S.

„., .
1867)

Pilgnm s tale. The c 1540 (in Thynne*s Animadversions,
E.E.T.S. 1865)

PiLKiNGTON, Bp. James Wofks a 1576 (Parker Soc. 1842)
Aggeus the prophete declared by a large commentarye 1560
Aggeus and Abdias proplietes, both at large declared 1562
An exposition vpon Abdyas 1562
The true report of the burnyng of the steple and churche of

Paules (anon.) 1561
The burnyng of Paules church in London 1563

PiLKiNGTON, James A view of the present state of Derbyshire
1789

PiLKiNGTON, Mary Celebrity; or, the unfortunate choice iZis
PiLKiNGTON, Matthew Rerrutrks upon several passages of

scripture 1759
Pilton churchwardens' accounts : see Churchwardens* accounts
Pimlyco, or runne red-cap, tis a mad world at Hogsdon 1609

(1891)
'Pindar, Peter* : see Wolcot, John
PiNKERTON, John Arwient Scotish poemsfrom Vie MS, col-

lections of Sir R. Maitland 1786
An enquiry into the history ofScotland, preceding the year
1056 1789

An essay on medals 1784 (1789)
A general collection of voyages and travels in all parts of

the world 1808-14
The history of Scotlandfrom the accession ofthe House of

Stuart to that of Mary 1797
Petralogy ; a treatise on rocks 1811
Scotish poems, reprintedfrom scarce editions 1792
Scottish tragic ballads 1781

ed. 2, entitled Select Scotish ballads 1783 ; voL II.
Ballads of the comic kind 1783

PiNKERTON, Robert Russia 1833
Pinkney, Nathan Travels through the South of France in

i8oy-o8 1809
*PiOT, Lazarus' = Munday, A.
Piojzi, Hester Lynch (Mrs. Thrale) Anecdotes of the late

Samuel Johnson 1786
British synonymy 1794
Observations and reflectionsmade in the course ofajourney

through France, Italy, and Gemiany 1789
Letters to and from the late Samuel Johnson v.d. {1788)

Pipe Roll Society, Publications of the (1884- )

Piper of Peebles, The ; a tale 1794
Pique, a novel (by Mrs. Sarah Ellis) 1850
PiRiE, William R. An inquiry into the constitution, powers

and processes of the human mind 1858
PiRKis, Catherine L. Judith Wynne 1884
Pistill of Susan, The a 1400 (in D. Laing, Sel. rem. ane.

poetry Scot. 1822 ; Scott, allit. poems, S.T.S. 1897)
Pitcairn, Robert Ancient criminal trwls in Scotland {1488-

1624) ; compiled from the original records and MSS.
v.d. (Bannatyne CI. 1833)

Pitman, Emua R. Mission life in Greece and Palestine;
memorials of Mary B. Baldwin 1881

Pitman, Henry A relation of the great sufferings and strange
adventures of H. P. 1689 (in Arber, Eug. Gamer VII)

Pitt, Christopher Poems a 1748 (1810)
Poems and translations 1727
The JLneid of Virgil tr. 1740

The works of Virgil in Latin and English. The
,

Aeneid transl. by C. Pitt. The Eclogues and Georgics,

by J. Warton 1753 (1778)
Pitt, William General view of the agriculture of the county

of Stafford 1794
Pitt, W., Anecdotes of 1792 : see Almon, J.
Pittington churchwardens' accounts : see Churchwardens*

accounts
PiTTMAN, Philip The present state of the European settle-

ments on the Mississippi 1770
Pitts, Joseph A true and faithful account of the religion and

manners of the Mohamnietans 1704 (1738)
Plaifere, T. : see Playfere, T.
Plain English 1643 : see Bowles, Edward
Plain hints 1880 : see Floyer, Mrs. L. S.

Plain man's pathway 1601 : see Dent, A.
Plain sense ; a novel 1796
Plaine Percival : see Harvey, R.
Planch^, James R. A cyclopadia of costume ; or dictionary

of dress 1876-79
Descent of the Danubefrom Ratisbon to Vienna 1828
History of British costume 1834 (1847, 1874)
Love and fortune 1859

Plantin, Christoffel Thesaurus Tlieutonica Ungues 1573
Planting 1831-32 (Library of useful knowledge)
Plat or Platt, Sir Hugh Delightes for ladies, to adorne

their persons, tables, closets and distillatories 1602

(1603J

POOLE
Plat, Sir Hugh (cont.)

The Jewell house of art and nature (Divers new experi-
ments. Diverse new sorts of soyle. Divers chimicall
conclusions concerning the art of distillation. The art
of molding and casting. An offer of certaine new
inventions) 1594

Platt, J. W. The history and antiquities of Nantwich in the
County Palatine of Chester 1818

Platts, John The book of curiosities 1822
Play of the sacrament, The C1460 (Philological Soc. 1861

;

Non-cycle mystery plays, E.E.T.S. 1909)
Play of Stucley {The famous historye of the life and death of

Captaine T. Stukeley) 1605 (in Simpson, School of
Shaks. I. 1878)

Player, Sir Thomas 1679 : see Vindication
Playfair, John Illustrations of the Huttonian theory of the

earth 1802
Outlines of natural philosophy 1812-16 (1819)

Playfere, Thomas Sermons a 1609 (1617-23)
Playford, Henry Wit and mirth; an antidote against

melancholy 1682
Playford, John A brief introduction to the skiU of musick ;

in two books 1658 (1662)
ed. 3, enlarged To which is added, a third book,

entituled, the art of descant by Tliomas Campion 1660
(1674)

Select musicall ayres and dialogues 1652-53 (1659)
Pleydell-Bouverie, E. O. : see Heathcote, C. G.
Pliny's Natural history tr. by J. Bostock and H. T. Riley

1855-57 (Bohn)
Plot, Robert The natural history of Oxfordshire 1677

The natural history of Staffordshire 1686
Plowden, Edmund Les comentaries, ou les reportes de

dyuers cases esteantes matters en ley 1571
Plowman's tale. The c 1395 (hi Chaucer's Works, ed. Thynne

1542 ; Chaucerian and other pieces, ed. Skeat 1897)
Plues, Margaret Rambles in search of wild flowers 1863
Plume, Thomas Life of John Hacket 1675 (in Hacket's

Century of sermons 1675)
Plummer, Alfred Dollinger's (/. /. T. von) Hippolyius and

Calistus tr. 1876
Plumpton correspondence 1460-1552 (Camden Soc. 1839)
Plumptre, Edward H. T}ie tragedies of Sophocles tr. 1865

^ (1877)
Plunket, Thomas The character of a good commander 1689
Plutarch's Morals tr. by several hands 1684-94
'Plymley, Peter' : see Smith, Sydney
Pocklington, John Altare Christianum; or, the dead

vicars plea 1637
Pocklington (John), Petition against 1641 : see H., I.

Pocklington Canal act 1815 (Local act 55 Geo. HI cap. Iv)

PococK, Nicholas Records of the Refortnation ; the Divorce
^5^7-33' Collected and arranged by N. Pocock. v.d.

(1870)
PococKE, Edward A commentary on the Prophecy ofRosea

1685
PococKE, Bp. Richard A description of the East 1743-45

Travels through England 1750-57 {Camden Soc. i888-8g)
PoE, Edgar A. Works a 1841) {1^65)

The complete poetical works, with three essays on poetry
a 1849 (1909)

Poems a 1849 (1859, 1864)
PoeJn on the times of Edward II c 1325 (Percy Soc. 1849 ;

Political songs, Camden Soc. 1839)
Poems in the Buchan dialect (A select collection ofScots poems,

chiefly in the broad BucJian dialect) 1785
Poems on affairs of state 1697-1707
Poetical museum. The {publ. by G. Caw) 1784
Poetry of the Anti-Jacobin : see Anti-Jacobin
Poisson de Gomez's (M. A.) La belle assemble, or, the adven-

tures of six days tr. 1725 (1729)
PoLEHAMPTON, Edward T. W. and Good, John M. The

gallery of nature and art 1814-15
Polimanteia 1595 : see Covell, W.
Polite lady. The 1760 : see Portia
Polite philosopher. The 1734 : see Forrester, J.
Political and other poems. Twenty-six C1400 (E.E.T.S. 1904)
Political ballads 16 . .-17. . (annotatedby W.Walker Wilkins

i860)
Political ballads 16. . (ed. T. Wright, Percy Soc. 1841)
Political poetns and songs relating to English history, A col-

lection of 13. .-15. . (Rolls series 1859-61)
Political, religious, andlovepoems 13. .-15. . (E.E.T.S. 1866,

1903)
Political songs of England 12. .-13, . (Camden Soc. 1839)
Pollen, John H., the elder Ancient and modem furniture

afui woodwork in the South Kensington Museum 1874
Pollen, John H., the younger Acts of English nuirtyrs

hitherto unpublished 1891
Pollexfen, Sir Henry A discourse oftradeand coyn (anon.)

a 1692 (1697)
Pollock, Sir Frederick The land laws 1883 (i8g6)

Oxford lectures and other discourses 1890
and Maitland, Frederick W. The history of English
law before the time of Edward I 1895

Pollock, Walter H. Fencing, by W. H. Pollock, F. C.
Grove, and C. Prevost 1889 (Badininton Library)

PoLLOK, FitzW^illiam T. Sport in British Burtnah, Assam,
and the Cassyah and Jyntiah hills 1879

PoLLOK, Robert The course of titne 1827
PoLSON, Archer Law and lawyers 1840 (1S58)

The law of ruitions 1845 (in Encycl. Metrop. II)

POLWART ( = Sir Patrick Hume of Polwarth) Flyting with
Montgomerie a 1585 (in Montgomerie's Poems, S.T.S.

1887, 1910)
Polwhele, Richard A Cornish-English vocabulary 1808

The history of Cornwall 1803-06 (1816)
The history of Devotishtre 1793-1806
Traditions and recollections 1826

Polydore Vergil : see Vergilius, P.
Pomet's (/.) Compleat history (^ drugs tr. 1712

See also Hill, John
Potney's (F. A.) Pantheon (tr. by A. Tooke) 1698
Pomfret, Henrietta L. Fermor, Countess of : see Hert-

ford, Countess of

Pomfret, John Poems upon several occasions a 1702 (1790)
Poetical works a 1702 (1833)

Pontoppidan's (E.) Natural history of Norway tr. 1755
Poole, Charles H. An attempt towards a glossary of the

archaic and provincial words of the county of Stafford
z88o

The customs, superstitions, and legends of the county cif

Somerset 1877
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The customs, superstiiions, and legends of the county <^
Stafford 1883

PcxJLE, George A. Peterborough (Diocesan histories) 1881
Poole, Joseph The practical telepiione handbook 1891

Poole, Joshua The English Parnasstts ; or, a helpe to

English poesie a 1646 (1657, 1677)

Poole, Matthew Annotations upon the Holy Bible a 1679
(1688)

A dialogue between a Popish priest andan Ettglish Protes-

tatU 1667 {1735)
Poole, Stanley Lane : see Lane-Poole, S.

Poor fnan^s plea against the extravagant price of com 1699
Poor NeUie 1S&7 (1888)
Poor Robin^s almanack 1664-1776
Poor Robin*s visions 1677
Pope, Alexander Works ; verse 1717-41 ; prose 1737-41

{1751)
" Poetical works a 1744 (Globe ed. 1869)
The Dunciad 1728-42
An essay on criticism 1709
An essay on man 1732-34
Homer's Iliad tr. 1715-20
Homer^s Odyssey tr. 1725-26
Letters 17. . (i735-37, i75i)
Miscellanies in prose and verse (by Swift and I'oi>e)

1727-3S
Moral essays. Epistle I. To Sir Richard Temple, Lord
Cobham 1732 ; Epistle II. To a lady 1735 ; Epistle
III. To Allen Lord Bathxtrst 1732; Ep^He IV. To
Richard Boyle, Earl of Burlington 1731 ; Epistle V,
To Mr. Addison 1715-20

Pastorals 1704
The rape of the lock 171 2-14
Satires and epistles of Horace imitated 1732-38
Satires of Dr. Donne versified 1735
The temple offame 17x1
Windsor-Forest 1704-10

Pope, and others The art of sinking 1727
and Gay, John What passed in London 1727

Pope, Frank L. Modern practice ofthe electric telegraph 1870
(1872)

Pope, Walter The life ofSeth [Ward), lord bishop of Salis-
bury 1697

Popish plot. The, taken out of several depositions made and
sworn before the Parliament c 1680

Popple, William 1689 : see Locke, J,
Popular science monthly. The 1872-
Popular science review, The i86i-8x
Popular tales of the Germans tr. 1791 : see Beckford, W,
Popular treatises on science written during the middle ages,

in Anglo-Saxon^ Anglo-Norman, and English v.d.
(ed. Thoinas Wnght 1841)

Pordage, John Theologica mystica, or the mystic divinitie of
the eetemal invisibles. By J. P. (i.e. John Pordage

;

ed. Edward Hooker) 1683
Pordage, Samuel The medal reversed; a satyre against

persecution (anon.) 1682
PoRNY, Mark A. The elements of heraldry 1765 (1766, 1777,

1787)
PoRSON, Richard Letters to Mr. Archdeacon Travis 1790
Porta's (G. B. delta) Natural magick tr. 1658
Portal, Sir Gerald The British missioti to Uganda in iSgj

1894
POrteous, M. The real *Souter Johnny' 1858

, Porter, Anna M. The Hungarian brothers 1807
Porter, Edmund Christophagia : the mystery of eating the

flesh and drinking the blood of Christ 1680
Porter, Frank T. Gleanings and reminiscences 1875
Porter, George R. Statistics 1849 (in Manual of scientific

enquiry 1859)
A treatise on the origin, progressive improvement, and

present state of the manufacture of porcelain and glass
(anon.) 1832

of the silk manufacture (anon.) 1831
Porter, Henry The pleasant history of the two angry women

of Abington 1599 (Percy Soc. 1841)
Porter, Jane The Scottish chiefs 1810 (1856)

Thaddeus of Warsaw 1803 (1831)
Porter, Sir Robert K. Travelling sketches in Russia and

Sweden 1809 (1813)
Porter, Whitworth A history of the Knights of Malta 1 858
Porter, William T. Ed. The big bear of Arkansas, and

other sketches (by various authors) 1847
A quarter race in Kentucky 1847

Porteus, Bp. Beilby Lectures on the Gospel of St. Matthew
1802

Sermons on several subjects 1783
'Portia' The polite lady ; or, a course of female education.

In a series of letters, from a mother to her daughter
(Signed, Portia. The replies are signed Sopliia)

1760
Portland papers. The manuscripts of his Grace the Duke of

Portland, preserved at Welbeck Abbey 16.. -17..
(Historical MSS. Comm. 1891- )

PoRTLOCK, Joseph E. A rudimentary treatise on geology 1849
Portlock, Nathaniel A voyage round the world 1285-88

1789
PoRV, John Leo's (J.) Geographical historic of Africa tr.

x6oo
PosTE, Edward Gaii instituiionum juris civilis commen-

tarii. With a translation and commentary by E. Poste
187s

PosTLETHWAVT, Malachy Savary des Bruslons* (J.) Uni-
versal dictionary of trade and commerce 1751-55 (1774)

PosTON, Edward The pratler 1747
PoTE, Joseph The history and antiquities of Windsor Castle

1749
Pott, Percivall Chirurgical works a 1788 (1790)
Potter, Christopher SarpVs (P.) History of the quarrels of

Pope Paul V with the state of Venice tr. 1626
A sermon preached at the consecration of Bamaby Potter,
Bishop of Carlisle 1629

Potter, Francis An interpretation of the number 666 1642
Potter, Humphry T. A new dictionary of ail the cant and

flash languages a 1790 (1795)
Potter, John Archa:ologia: Gracte : or, the antiquities of

Greece 1697-99 (1715)
A discourse of Church government 1707

Potter, John The virtuous villagers 1784
Potter, Robert The tragedies of Aischylus tr. 1777
Potts, Alexander W. Hints towards Latin prose com-

position Z869 (1870)

Potts, Thomas The wonderful! discoverie of witches in the

countie of Lancaster 1613 (Chetham Soc. 1845)
Pouchet's (F. A .) Universe ; or, the infinitely great and little

tr. 1869 (1871)
Poulet, Sir Amias Letter-books 15. . (1874)
Poulton, Edward B. The colours of animals 1890

Essays on evolution 1889-1907 (1908)
See also Weismaim, A.

Pound, Ezra Gaudier-Brzeska, a memoir 19x6
Pouqueville's {F. C. H. L.) Travels through theMorea, Albania,

and other parts of the Ottoman empire tr. 1806 (1813)
Powel, David Caradoc's Historic of Cambria tr. by

Humphrey Lhuyd, corrected and continued by D.
Powel, and newly augmented by W. Wynne 1584

PowEL or Powell, Gabriel A refutation of an epistle apolo-
geticall written by a puritan-papist 1605

Powell, Baden Christianity without Judaism 1856-57
Essays on the spirit of the inductive philosophy etc.

1855
PowECL, John J. An essay on the learning of devises 1788

ed. 3, enlarged by T. Jarmaii (1827)
Powell, Thomas Tom of all trades ; or the plaine path-way

to preferment 1631 (New Shaks. Soc. 1876)
'Power, Cecil* = Allen, Grant
Power, Henry Experimental philosophy 1664
Power, Henry and Sedgwick, Leonard W. New Syden-

ham Society's Lexicon of medicine and allied sciences

1879-99
Power, John A handy book about books 1870
Power, Marguerite A. Arabian days and nights 1863
Power of the keyes 1647 : see Hammond, H.
Power of love 1720 : see Manley, Mrs.
Power of prosaic numbers 1749 : see Mason, John
Powerfull favorite. The 1628 : see Matthieu, P.
Pownall, Thomas The administration of the Colonies 1764

(1774)
A treatise on the study of antiguilies 1782

PoYNET, John A shorte treatise of politike power 1556
PoYNTER, Edward J. Ten lectures on art 1879 (1880)

See also Head, Percy R.
PoYNTiNG, John H. and Thomson, Joseph J. A text-book of

physics. Heat 1904
Practical magazine. The 1873-77
Practyse of cyrurgyons of Mountpyller, The 7 1540
PRAED, Mrs. Campbell (Rachel M. Praed) The headstation

1885
Miss Jacobsen's chance 1886
Outlaw and lawmaker 1893
Policy and passion i88x
The romance of a station 1890
Z6ro X884

Praed, Winthrop M. Poems a 1839 (1864, 1865)
Praise of musicke. The (by John Case) 1586
Prance, Miles The additional narrative, containing his

vindication of the machinations of the Papal and
Jesuitical party 1679

True narrative and discovery of several remarkable pas-
sages relating to the horrid Popish plot 1679

PrantVs (K.) Elementary text-book of botany tr. by S. H. Vines
x88o

Prat, W. The discription of the contrey of Aphrique tr. 1554
Pratt, Anne The British grasses and sedges 1859

Chapters on the common things of the sea-side 1850
The flowering plants and ferns of Great Britain 1854-57
Our native songsters 1852

Pratt, Samuel J. Emma Corbett 1780
Liberal opinions 1775 (1783)
Tiie pupil of pleasure Vj'jt

Prayers, Private, put forth in tJte reign of Queen Elizabeth

1544-78 (Parker Soc. 1851)
Preble, George H. Ourflag. Origin and progress of theflag

of the United States of America 1872
ed. 2, entitled History of the flag of the United

States of America 1880
Preece, William H. and Maier, Julius The telephone

1889
and Sivewright, J. Telegraphy 1876

Prelatical episcopacy. Of 1641 : see Milton, J.
Prentice, Archibald History of the Anti-Com-Law League

1853
Presbytery book of Strathbogie, Extracts from the 1631-54

(Spalding CI. 1843)
pREscoTT, George B. History, theory, and practice of the

electric telegraph i860
The speaking telephone 1878 (1879)

pRESCOTT, William H. History of the conquest of Mexico
1843 ( 1864)

History of the conquest of Peru 1847 (1850)
History of the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella 1838

(1846)
History of the reign of Philip the second 1855 (1857)

Present interest of Tangier, The c 1680
Present state of Russia (1671) : see Collins, Samuel
Present state of Russia, The tr. 1722-23
Presentation in the temple, The ; a pageant, as originally re-

presented by the Corporation of Weavers in Coventry

14. . (Abbotsford CI. 1836 ; in Two Coventry Corpus
Christi plays, E.E.T.S. 1902)

Prestis of Peblts, The (ihre) : see Peebles
Preston, John The breast-plate of faith and love 01628

(1630, 1631)
Mount Ebal, or a heavenly treatise of divine love a 1628

(1638)
The new covenant, or the saints portion a 1628 (1629,

1634)
Preston, Richard The godly mans inquisition 1622
Preston, Richard Graham, Viscount A. M. S. Boethius

of the consolation of philosophy tr. 1695
Preston, Thomas A lamentable tragedy mixedful ofpleasant

mirth conteyning the life of Cambises King of Percia

1569 (in Manly, Specim. pre-Shaks. drama II, 1898 ;

Hazl., Dodsley)
pRESTWicH, Joseph Geology, chemical, physical, and strati-

graphical 1886-88
Prestwick, Records of the burgh of 1470-1782 (Maitland CI.

J834)
Pretences of the French invasion examined X692 : see Lloyd,

Bp. William
PREVOST, E. W, 1899 : see Dickinson, W.
Price, Bonamy Chapters on practical political economy X878
Price, Daniel Pnelium et pramtium. The Christians warre

and reward 1608
Prince Henry, his first {second^ anniversary X6X3-14

Price, John Some considerations offered to the House of
Commons for building a stone-bridge over the Thames

E, ThPrice, Thomas The life, voyages^ and adventures of BamP'
fylde-Moore Carew ? 1810

Se« also Carew, Bampfylde Moore
Price, Uvedale An essay on the picturesque as compared

with the sublime and the beautiful 1794-98
Price, William Mans delinquencie iS^ft

A sermon preached on Aprill 13, J642, before the Lord
Maior 1642

Prichard, James C. The eastern origin of the Celtic nations
proved 183

1

Ethnology 1849 (in Manual of scientific enquiry 1859)
The natural history of man 1843 (1848)
Researches into the physical history of tnan 1813 ; ed. 2,

of mankind 1826
Pricket, Robert Honorsfame in triumph riding 1604 (1881)
Pride and lowlines c 1570 : see Debate
Pride of life. Thee 1^00 (Brandl 1898)
Prideaux, Humphrey Circular letter 1692

Directions to church-wardens for the faithful discharge of
their office 1701 (1712)

Letters to John Ellis 1674-1722 (Camden Soc. 1875)
Life of Mahomet 1697
The original and right of tithes 1710
The Old and New Testament cotinected in the history of

the Jews and neighbouring nations 1716-18
Prideaux, Bp. John Euchologia : or, the doctrine of prac-

tical praying a 1650 (1656)
Pridham, Charles An historical, political and statistical

account of Ceylon and its dependencies 1849
Priest, AVilliam Travels in the United States of America

^793-97 1802
Priestley, Joseph Disquisitions relating to matter and

spirit 1777 (1782)
The doctrine of philosophical necessity illustrated 1777
Hartley's (D.) Theory of the human mind ; with essays

relating to the subject of it 1775
An history of the corruptions of Christianity 1782
Itistitutcs of natural and revealed religtoti 1772 (1782)
Lectures on history and general policy 1788
Philosophical empiricism ; interspersed with various

observations relating to different kinds of air 1775
Primatt, Stephen The city and country purchaser and

builder 1667
Prime, John The consolations of Dauid brecfly applied to

Queene Elizabeth, in a sermon 1588
Primer. The prymer or prayer-book of the lay people in the

middle ages a 1400 (in Maskell, Monumenta rit. Eccl.
Angl. II. 1846 ; Littlehales 1891)

The prymert or lay folks' prayer booh c 1420 (E.E.T.S,
1895)

The prymer of Salysbury vse 1527
A goodly prymer in englyshe, newly corrected 1535
Prymer in Englyshe and Laten 1536
The primer, set foorth by the Kynges maiestie and kis

clergie 1545 (1546)
A Prymmer or boke ofpriuate prayer nedeful to be vsed of

alfaythfull Christians 1553
The prymer in Englysshe ana in Latin after the vse of
Sarum 1555 (i557)

The primer setfurth at large, with many godly and deuoute
prayers 1559

The primer or office of the blessed virgin Marie in English
1615(1631)

Primrose's {J.) Popular errors tr. 1651 : see Wittie, R.
Prince, ^Elian Of joyous gard 1890
Prince, Thomas A chronological history of New England in

the form of annals 1736 (in Arber, Eng. Gamer 11)

Prince Rupert's speech to his Majesty and the Lords of his

Privie Councell 1642
Prince Society, Publications (Albany, N.Y., 1865-77)
Princely pellican. The, or royall resolves presented in sundry

choice observations extracted from {K. Charles I's)

divine meditations 1649
Princeton review. The 1878-^2
Pringle, Sir John Six discourses delivered before the Royal

Society 1773-78 (1783)
Pringle, Mrs. M. A. Towards the mountains of the moon : a

journey in East Africa 1884
Pringle, Thomas African sketches 1834

Poetical works a 1834 (1838)
Prinsep, Augustus The Baboo ; and other tales descriptive

of society in India (anon.) 1834
Prinsep, Mrs. Augustus The journal of a voyage from

Calcutta to Van Diemen's Land 1833
Prinsep, Henry T. A narrative of the political and military

transactions of British India 1820 (1825)
Prinsep, James Essays on Indian antiquities 1858
Printing trades' journal : see Paper
Prior, James Forest folk 1901
Prior, Matthew Poems on several occasions 1709, X718

Poetical works aiyzi (1892)
Writings a vjzi (1905-07)

Prior, Richard C. A. Notes on croquet 1872
On the popular ruimes of British plants 1863 (1870, 1879)

Priory of Hexham : see Hexham
Pritchard, Charles Occasionai thoughts of an ashonomer

1889
Pritt, Thomas E. Yorkshire trout flies 1885

ed. 2, entitled North country flies 1886
Private devotions. Collection of 1627 : see Cosin, Bp. J.
Private prayers : see Prayers
Privy Council acts : see Acts
Privy Council of Scotland, Register of: see Register
Privy purse expenses : see Elizabeth of York ; Henry VIII

;

Mary, Princess

Proceedings. An impartial account of divers remarkable pro-

ceedings the last sessions of parliament, relating to the

horrid Popish plot 1679
Proceedings against the late traitors (A trueandperfect relation

of the whole proceedings against the late traitors, Garnet

a lesuite, etc.) 1606
Proclamation. The only English proclamation of Henry III

1258 (Philol. Soc. 186S)
Procter, Bryan W. ('Barry Cornwall*) Poetical works 1822

Tlie flood of Thessaly,' the girl of Provence, and other

poems 1823
A Sicilian story, with Diego de Montilla and other pcetvs

1S20
Procter, Francis and Frere, Bp. Walter H, A new history

of the Book of Common Prayer 1901
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Procter, Richard W. The barber's shot, 185SProctor. G.OR0. THe l^utrations'^H^^pKr^

Ravelin

y"''Ald?rEnl'^cJS^U% ''>"" "^"^ '5S4 (in

65

--"^». ^"S- vjdrner villi
Proctor, Richaud A. The borderland of science 187,Chance and luck : a discussion of th/SS^oflU ,rr.Essays on astronomy 1872 ' "* '**7

The expanse of heaven 1873

nt'ztifyZzfiiir'"^- '-*• "^^^ 'm
Light science for leisure hours 1871-7,
Other worlds than ours 1870
PleasarU ways in science 1870

progress of honesty i68i : see D'Uriev T
PrZ'J£^. '^i 'Bici'^'h manning thi nkvy 174,Promptonum parvulorum sive dericon,,^ Uxi!on An,lo.Latinum prtncepsc 1440 (Camden sic ??43-6?)

*^
D ^—r ("inchester MS.) c 1460 (E E T S Tn^si "Pro^^^^,,

4 , , S«/>«Ln'.^-J-|;S«.n .530
P.„* "P, "''•?<=<'= m<=. etc,.'^beri87i)

'"'» '530

S^^S/f '^''""^/'42o: seeAlexaader^raw fso/ter : see Pijlter
^^

^'°«*^
f^,----

T>^ .560 (in Ha^litt. Early pop.

"'i^y''i't7i'^,\f!'M' f Old Eogu^a .niacel-

Prm.^^. / iJ J '^^' e"- Skeat 1907)

Moms and Skeat, Spec. Early Ens Pt iT ,Ji(!,\ '

Promdences of God .69. : ^BeSel S
^'

'
'**'"

'^°^i*^.);^^^.8?6
""'"""^ *°'"^' ' ""^'^y f

Prvce, William .4 rc/kjofofia Cornu-Brilannica or an

tewms (*^ rudiments of that dialect, in a Cor^h
Mi^JZ."!^ ^°'Z"'' !^"S'"* vocabulary 17,0

*

min£s, ana mining 1778

Ife .1^^ t"^r;/i!''1"'" "^"S and declaring

/•o-«r : sL'^il;^"""'"''
'^""' P°P- P«='^ 'V. ,866)

^"""li.SiSriow"""''"""'"''^ ">30 : see C*„„* of

^'t^aa^^ "fl^f English lordly prdttcie, both to ngidlmmtanky, and civtU unity 1641

of the trial of WtUiam Laud 1646
Acheche to Britlannicus 1644

is^"i6^°^^"''"'^''
°" anW*«sts to «„, Arminian-

—- ed. J enlarged, entitled AntiArminianisme 1630i «« *»?? 0/ cowardisu and treach^ 1643

^1^tl-7*Sli^*'^
''•^'*' "'-^^-^^ "•"*- "/"

'I saggefor long-hair'd rattle-heads 1646
&o<i no impostor nor deluder 1620
.il goi^ />iea 1653
HiOr^mastix; lie players scourge or actors tragedie

fely imposed lanon.) 1636 ii6^3)
'

^faiu:^^ °f "" '"'""'' "/ ^"^^"^ ''««''^

A moderate apology against a preUnded calumny 1644

iejji
' "^ "* ""^ fro/Stoite miditatara

The opening of the feate scale of England 1643
Jheperpetuilie of a regenerated mans estate 1626
^ *fea for the House of Lords 1648
The Popish royall favourite 1643
Some's masterpeece 1643 (1644)
The soveraigne power of parliaments and kingdomes 1643
f^J!^n"Meclion of the ftrineipalfundamental righh.
'•ifrties proprieties, of all English freemen 1656

,Arff^f"?' ''"'!?"^'>' "/ Paf's's (o their soveraignes
1043 ( = Ft. I of The soveraigne pou'er)

Twelve considerable serious questions touching Church
government 1644

^^«"^*°'^"« "/ Timothy and Titus (anon.) 1636
(looi) "^

7"*<! unhoelinesse of love-loches 1628

lately obtruded on it by Royalists 1642 (1644)
Documents relating to the proceedings against WiUiamPrvnn£ rftiA-t-j iC^mA^^ c— .o__i °

Psalter (cont.)

"'tE.fxS'.s'gT'" ^"*'"* ^"'^ *'"•"" "3^5

Public %inioi"Zt
-""^"'"^ ''^'*' '^"* oflotland ^6sl

^'"""'^slJj"!!
'^'^ "'"*' '^ " ''"'"S"^ between father and

""

^tU.'^JX'"'"" " ""«-"-'- ««'* - English

^"\^To!tlZi:^- '"^'' ofeccUsiastical ornament

^"' ii "(roir^87ixf'^'"'"'^ ' ""^^ *-'*-•-

Pui.i.ER,^Ti„OTHv 7-L „,„^,,i,v». o/«« CA„«* „/£„,w

^'"' r1^'s™f^^c"^- " •R'««"*«fcte 1842 (1853 1871)

PULSPORD, John Quiet hours 1857
Loya(/y to Christ 1890-93

^™'*;?ss^rxT7M5"8r'-'°^'"*"-«^'"'«'«»*«*
PmkcA, or the London Charivari 1840-

^^<:f^i; Jons A treatise of the cholick nn
P,„rJj!^' "(""P""^ or hysteric fits 1702

Pilgrimage 1613 (1614, l6l7)
Pilgnmes 1625-26

SSw«: r)£?6^i 'j^^«o/?o;.-^fc«i//?y.««-.w. .657

P?;£h ^fSZITck^^iZ ^^^^- ^"f
"=' ^li'«ra«ve poems

PuwEv I^S» p ^ ^bktk;.! ieptentrionalis 1817
™L-'crJi:;'^,f8^^ "«--' *-«* '»-*'-- in

'cfrll^-T^tll'^ S^r^."^ ^'«^'"' " portion of
,,„ ^ one holy Catholic Church, and a means of re-

J^p3:^if''r^P- '^» '^"nicok (Pir? 17^65
'

^^^s.'r'Srti^ jri;'"-
^-" ^-"«».^i- (^"

~lJv^,t^i 'TiZ ""Pof^l' I A second letter to

1870
-Nwrnan (^n eirenicon. Part III)

^r'i' "j'.P'opI^ ; nine lectures 1864

-^M eirenicon : see above

^t^^^c^^'tS'"^i',''/^''''"^^'''"'omecircum-
OiZfh ^4?" ""* "^ ^"'"' "^" " '** £»«'«*

OKf Pharisaism ; a sermon 1868
Parochial sermons {.Sermons during the season /v™„^*«.<to Whitsuntide) 1848 (i8s")

''^^

vol. 11. 1853
t

> i'(

Chriit'S^f
<-//«« Aodya^ A/a^ „/«, Z.»rd/«,«

tiS ^ ^ ^t'^T/ "^ the English Church 1857 ''

P..,. '•' ,J "• ?• Liddon and others (1893^7)Putnam's Magazine 1868-70
"v^^/>

PuiTENHAM, George TA* affe „/ £„,/<sj v^j^ , .

genially attributed to Puttenhl^, b^reci^Sy io
P„^„„ ?

Lumlev) 1589 (Arber 1869)
'

Pycmft, James Agony point 1861 (1862)The cricket field iSsi
Ways and words of men of letters 1861

'^'""^iT^ffeli^i^^r'"''' •"'" ^"'"•'"''"' '"

"17X
^'^"^^ ^'"""li' ! or naval dominion, a poem

PvE, J™^N Patronage of British art; an historical skeUh

'^*'''.IS^x8T^2\^;^'iTXr'"^'"'''^'"
'"'"-

'.620"
'''^'*'' C^""'"'''') History of Astrea (anon.) tr.

RAILWAYS
QuARLES, Francis (con(.)

Esther : see Hadassa, below
"^

/^teo"""' "*-'^"'* '" " *'^'' "-^ *** *"'»^ »/

Hadassa or thf history of queene EsUr, with meditationsthereupon 1621 {1638,1717)
'"eaiuuions

The historic of Samson 1631
Job militant ; with meditations 1624
Judgement and mercy for afflicted soules a 1644 (1646)

^L"S''sl^'rf6^''('?8o''7r'*"^"'°'-"''^'"^°>''/-
The loyall convert 1643

Th!.1:t^i^' "J
"^ l^iniesfcnce of meditation 1620

^%£Sf62r^' '^ ^"""'' "" i""*^' -^ P"i-

%'^ '°*^'*' "'"^!^ Solomon .
.
and periphras'd 162?

aT^(i^5T"°"
""''"^ JioclesLti paraphrased

'^"'"•HirvfeSiUrer^^*"" °^ "^ "'"' ''»
'
^

^"'""1648"'°"'' '''^ '^'"ymarum, or a fountain of tears

Quarll, Philip 1727 : see Dorrington, E.

S«"im"4T'^
,605-1786 (North Riding Record

QuarterlyJournal of the Geological Society of London, The

oZ'^Z^f""^] ofiilfroture, science, and the arts ,817-27
Q^rlerlyjournalgmKroscopical science iSS2-Quarterly review. The 1809-
QuatrefagesdeBriau's

{J. L A.de) Human species tr. ,879

QKCen'singulations and orders for tile army, The 1844 (i860,

Quekett microscopical club. Journal 1868-
<juest of enquine, by women to know. Whether the trifie-wife

^"'Jnrnmed by Doll yea or 'no. Gathered biouZOat-meale 1595 (Grosart 1881)
Questions Five philosophical questions most eloquently andsubstantudly disputed 1650 (i6si)

""?™^»")' "«>

Questions for a reformed parliament 1867
Questions of profitable and pleasant cincernings ed. O. B
c\ 1

'*

fully marry his deceased wife's sister not
8uIlSr ?m,r^ ^- ^f"" ™ «"'"'<<^' "A"-^" 1868WUiLLER-CoucH, SiR Arthur T. : sce 'Q'
Qum, Mr. James, comedian. The life of 1766 (1887)Ql;iNCEY, Thomas De : see De Qiiinciy

''

^""''WSJi;2f^""^ "^ "" '"^'" C°««' of

'^l^^P^lli^o-meiicum or a new physical dictionary

„ '''i7g^fS^p£:^^%'i,"^P^'"'^' <" " "'"'"'"'

QuiNCY, JosiAH The history of Harvard University iSaoQuiNCY, JosiAH Phillips Figures of the P^tlS&UimAQuiNN, R«;er The heather Unt^ "bZfpoetUal ^cef
.

chiefly in the Scottish dialect li&^hi^^
^"'

XTf; /** '°<'* "/ '"'"^ ««»J <; (i ^ft* being

rtvi^d 1889)
""" ' *'"'"" "'*'^<' (E.E^.S. is/e.

R

Pry«« 1634-37 (Camden Soc. 1877)
- and W ALKER, Clement A true and /utt relation of the

prosecution, arraignment, tryaU, etc. of N. Fiennes

Prsipcovius'{S.) Dissertatiode pace, etc., or, a discourse
touching the peace and concord of the Church (some-
toes erron. ascribed to J. Hales) tr. 1653 (in Phenix

Psalmanamr. Memoirs of * * » », commonly knoa-n by the
name of George Psalmanamr 176A

E E^^Sss')""'"**^
'"'^

' ^"*'^'' ''=''^'

Anglo-Saxon psalter c 1000 (Thorpe 1835 ; Grein)
(Lambeth) c 1000 (Lindelof 1909)
c 1000 (Spelman, 1640)

The Cambridge psalter c 1000 (Wildhagen igio)
£*<"«« s Canterbury psalter c 1150 (E.E.T.S. 1880)
Metrical version of Psalms li-cl c 1000 (Grein)An early English psalter a 1300 (Surtees Soc. 1843-47 :Hampole's Works II. 1896)

tJ t/ .

SOPPT.

Dead man's rock 1887
The delectable duchy 1803
Hetty Wesley 1903
I saw three ships, and other winter's tales 1892Nicky Nan, reservist 1915

^
Noughts and crosses 1891
Poison island 1907
Shining ferry 1905
The splendid spur 1889
The story of the sea 1895
True Tilda 1909
Wandering heath 1895

'^'""*
M^t^^ °' '** '^'""''* directory. The 1678 (Harl.

^""li1tf8f"-|^7f"'"^''''''''«'^«''^''«^y
QUAIN Sir Richard Ed.- A dictionary of medicine 1882

(1894)
QuafeT grandmother, A 1896 : see Caffyn, Kathleen M.
n,^ti^2°''c"'

I^''«'*«o P- 7-»e boat-sailer's manual 1886
^

i;!';. """S"!, 9f^'«'' ""^^s " 1644 (Grosart 1880-81)Argalus and Parthenia 1629 (1678, 1708)
Barnabas : see Judgement, below
Divine fancies 1632
Divine poems (the history of Jonah, Ester, Job, Sions

Sonets, Elegies etc.) 1630 (1714)
' "'

' ^
Emblemes 1635 (1718, 1818)
Enchyridim. containing institutions divine and morall

1040 (1041)

R., C(oun)t(e)ss of : see Rosenbere
R., B. 1584 : see Rich, B.
R., B. A letterfrom a catholic gentleman to his popish friends
u r ^.,'? '" '^"•'dfrom London 1678

^^ '

(1889) '**
'""""' ""^ "'*" *°"«* "-^ "^>">' '887

R., D. 1633 : see Rogers, D.
'^'

s'iLft^X^^-^
^''" '^"""" ^'""°" ' "^ "" ""'

R., H. Newsfrom the Levane seas 1594
R., H. T. : see Vidocq, E. F.

*

R., I. 1615 : see Trades increase
R., I. A lady's ranche life in Montana 1887
R., J. 1658 : see Rowland, J.

'

R., Maria 1792 : see Riddel], M.
R. N. 163s : see N., R.
R., R. 1678 : see Russel, R.
R., S. 1582, -Ss : see Robson, Simon
R., S. 1598 etc. : see Rowlands, S

%T^l\%t'' """"'-
' '""^^ '*^ ^^'^^-

R., T. 1609 : see Ravenscroft, T.
R., T. A mew of government in Europe 1689

''his%r^o?f£.'''r
'^ r'^t"'"" oentury and familiar

Rachel's secret (by Eliza Tabor) 1866

^^'"'"weitl^°¥!^nir'sT.'r "" "'""''"'" '^"^"^

"^"'Tai^T^ThTes^o^'"^" ""^'"- " ^"" •»

^*'"'"
isfe)*'""'

^^^ '^''"°"^ ^^ondeviUe, a romance 1802

^^„ ^'""' " ^' "onfessional of the black penitents,a romance 1797
The mysteries of Udolpho, a romance 1794Posthumous works a 1823 (1833)The romance of the forest 1791Rae John Contemporary socialism 1884
Life of Adam Smith li^^

Rae, William F. NewfouiuUand to Manitoba 1881KAFFALD, Mrs. Elizabeth The experienced English house-
keeper 1769 (1778)

KAFFLES, Sir Thomas Stamford The history ofJava 1817Kafinesque Schmaltz, C. S. Newflora and botany of North
America 1836

Ragozin, Zenaide a. The story ofChaldea 1886 (1887)Railways of America, The. By various wiiteis 1890

60
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Rainbow, Bp. Edward A (funtral) sermon 1649
Labourforbidden and commanded {a seimon) 1634(1635)

Raihe, James Tke history and antiquities of North-Durham

1852
A memoir of the rev. J. Hodgson 1857-58

Raine, James A brief memoir of Mr. Justice Rokeby 1861

(Surtees Soc.)

Rainolds, John A defence of the judgment of the reformed

churches (against Bellarmine) a 1607 (1610)

Ralegh, Sir Walter Works a 1618 (1829)

Advice of a son : see Remains, below
Arts of empire : see Cabinet-council
The atbinet-courtcU, containing the chief arts of empire
tmd mysteries of state a x6z8 (1658}

Thediscoverie ofthe . . empyre of Guiana 1596 (Hakluyt,
Voyages 1598 ; Hakluyt Soc. 1848)

The history of the world 1614 (1634, 1736)
Instructions to his sonne : see Maxims, below
Introduction to a breviary of the history of England 1605

(1693)
The last fight of the 'Revenge' : see Report, below
The life and death of Mahomet a 1618 (1637)
Maxims of state, with instructions to his son and the sons

advice to his aged father. Whereunto is added Observa-

tions touching trade and comttterce a 1618 (1651, 1656)
The prerogative of parliaments in Englandai6i8 (1628)
The prince, or maxims of state a 1618 (1642)
Remains, vix. Maxims of state. Advice to his son : his

sons advice to his father. His scepiick. Observations
concerning the causes of the tnagnificency and opulency

of citieSf Observations concerning trade and commerce.
The prerogative of parliaments in England, Letters to

divers persons of quality a 1618 (1664)
A report of the truth of the fight about the lies of A ^es,

this last sommer, betwixt the Reuenge . . and an artnada

of the King of Spaine (page-heading The last fight of
the Reuenge at sea) 1391 (Arber)

Sceptick or speculations, and Observations on the magni-
ficency and opulency of cities. His seat of government,
and letters a 1618 (1651)

Tubus historicus : an historicall perspective ; discovering
ail the empires and kingdomes of the world a i6zS ( 1636)

A declaration of the demeanor and cariage of Sir W.
Raleigh 1618

Raleigh's ghost. Sir W. Rawleighs ghost or Englands fore-
Warner (by T. Scott) 1626 (Harl. Misc.)

Rawleigh his ghost or a feigned apparition to a friend of
his, for the translating into English the boke of L.
Lessius . . entituled De providentia numinis tr. by
A. B. 1631 (1651)

Ralfe, Charles H. Outlines of physiological chemistry iZjz
Ralphson, J. : see Raphson
Ramadge, Francis H. The curability of consumption 1850

(1861)
Rambling fuddle-caps. The (by E. Ward) 1709
Ramee, Louise de La ; see *Ouida'
Ramesev, William Astrologia restaurata, or astrology re-

stored 1653
Ramsay, Allan Poems 1721, 1728 (Poetical works 1877)

Christ's kirk on the green (cantos ii and iii) 1715, 1718
A collection of Scots proverbs 1737 (1750, 1797)
Ed. The ever-green, being a selection of Scots poems wrote

by the ingenious before z6oo 1724
The gentle shepherd, a Scots pastoral comedy 1725
Ed. The tea-table miscellany, or a collection of Scots songs

1724 (1733)
Ramsay, Sir Andrew C. The physical geology and geography

of Great Britain 1863 {1878)
Ramsay, Balcarres D. W. Rough recollections of military

service and society 1882
Rausay, David The history of South-Carolina 1809
Ramsay, Edward B. Reminiscences of Scottish life and

character 1858, 1861 (1870, 1874)
Ramsay, Edward P. Notes on the food fishes and edible

moUusca of New South Wales 1883 (Fisheries exhibi-
tion literature)

Ramsay, Sir James H. Ed. Bam^ charters 1232-1703 1915
Ramsay, John Scotland and Scotsmen in the eighteenth cen-

tury a 1^1^ (z888)
Ramsay, Sir William Mitchell The church in the Roman

empire before A.D. zyo 1893
Ramsbotham, Francis H. The principles and practice of

obstetric medicine and surgery 1841 (1856)
Rand, William Gassendi's {P.) Mirrour of true nobility .

.

being the life ofN. C. Fabricius, lord of Peiresk tr. 1657
Randall, Henry S. The life of T. Jefferson 1858
Randall, John The semi-Virgilian husbandry, deducedfrom

various experiments 1764
Randolph, Mrs. Mostly fools 1886

Wild hyacinth 1875
Randolph, Bernard The present state of tke islands in the

archipelago 1686 (1687)
The present state of the Morea 1686

Randolph, George An enquiry into the medicinal virtues of
Bath-water 1752

of Bristol-water 1745 (1750)
Randolph, Thomas Aristippus, or the ioviall pkUosobher

1630
The jealous lovers, a comedie 1632 (1668)
lIAovTo^aA.tiia TiAovToyafLia , a pleasant comedie en-

titled Hey for honesty 01635 U^5^)
Poems : with The muses looking-glasse ; and Amyntas

« 163s (1638)
Poetical and dramatic works (1875)

Random recollections 1836 : see Grant, James
Rands, William B. Chaucer's England, by 'Matthew

Browne' 1869
LiUiput levee (anon.) 1864

Ranken, Alexander The history of France 1801-22
Ranken, William Poems on different subjects 1812
Rankine, William J. M. A manual of machinery and mill-

work 1869
A manual of the steam engine and other prime movers

1859
Miscellaneous scientific peters a 1872 (1881)

Rape of Helen, The tr. (from Coluthus Thebseus) 1731
Raphson, Joseph A mathematical dictionary 1702

Newton's (Sir I.) Universal arithmetick tr. 1720
Rare triumphs of love andfortune, The 1589 (RoxburgheClub

1851 ; Hazl. Dodsley)
Rashdall, Hastings The universities of Europe in the

Middle ages 1895
RaspaiVs {F. V.) New system of organic chemistry tr. 1834

Rastell, John A new boke of purgatorye 1530

Of gentylnes and nobylyte ; a dyaloge (anon.) ? 1525
The pastyme of people, the cronycles of dyvers realmys

1529 (1811)
Rastell, John, S. J. A confutation of a sermon pronounced

by Mr. JueU 1564
A treatise intitlea Beware of M. Jewell 1566

Rastell, William The exposicions of the termes of the lawes

of Englarui a 1565 (1567, 1579)
See also Termes de la ley

Rates of the custome house bothe inwarde and outwarde, The
1545 ; (another ed.) 1583

The rates of marchandizes as they are set dcrwne in the

booke of rates for the custome . . of poundage etc. 1608
(another ed.) 1642

Ratis raving, and other moral and religious pieces (Craft o^

deyng. Wisdom of Solomon etc.) 01500 (E.E.T.S.

1870)
RatzeVs (F.) History of mankind tr. 1895
Rauf CoU^ear. The taill of Rauf CoUyear c 1475 (E.E.T.S.

1882 ; So. alliterative poems, S.T.S. 1897)
'Ravelin, Humphrey* : see Proctor, G.
Raven, John J. The church bells of Cambridgeshire 1869
Ravenscroft, Thomas Deuteromelia ; or the second part of

musicks melodie by T. R. 1609
Melismata ; musical phansies by T. R. 16x1
Pammelia, musicks miscellanie 1609
The whole book of psalms, with hymnes etc. 1621

Rawley, William Ed. Bacon's (F.) History naturall and
experimentall of life and death 1638 (1650)

Resuscitatio, or bringing into publick light severall pieces

(^ihe works hitherto sleeping .. of F. Bacon, Viscount

St. Albans, together with his lordship's life 1657 (1661)

Rawlins, Thobias Tunbridge Wells,acotnedy (anon.) a 1670
(1678)

Rawlinson, George The five great monarchies of the ancient

eastern world 1862-67
History of ancient Egypt 1881
A manual of ancient history 1869
The origin of nations 1877
The religions of the ancient world 1882

Rawlinson, John The dove-like soule, a sermon 1618
Fishermen, fishers of men, a sermon 1609

Rawlinson, Richard Lenglet du Fresnoy's (N.) New
method of studying history tr. 1728

Rawnsley, Hardwicke D. Life ana nature at the English
lakes 1899

Ray, John An account of some errors and defects in our
English alphabet 1691 (with Collection of words)

A collection of English proverbs 1670, 1678 (1768, 1855)

A collection of English words not generally used, . . in

two alphabetical catalogues, the one of such as are

proper to the northern, the other to the southern counties.

With catalogues of English birds and fishes : and an
eccount of the preparing and refining such metals and
minerals as are gotten in England 1674

-—— Second ed. augmented 1691
Ed. W. W. Skeat (E.D.S. 1874)

Correspondence 1659-1705 (Ray Soc. 1848)
Creation : see Wisdom, below
Itineraries 1658-62 (Select Remains 1760 : Ray Soc.

1846)
Miscellaneous discourses concerning tke dissolution and

changes of the world 1 692
Third ed. Three pkysico-theological discourses

(1713, 1732)
Observations made in a journey through part of the Low-

countries, Germany^ Italy and France, with a catalogue

of plants not native of England 1673
(another ed.) Travels (1738)

Philosophical letters between Mr. Ray and several of his

correspondents a 1705 (1718)
Sdect remains a 1705 (1760)
Synopsis methodica avium et piscium a 1705 (1713)
Travels : see Observations, above
Ed. Willughby's (F.) De historia piscium 1686
WiUughby's (F.) Ornithology tr. 1678
The wisdom of God manifested in the works of the creation

1691 (1692, 1701, 1704, 1777)
See ^so Rea, John

Ray Society, Publications of the (1844- )

Ravleigh, John W. Strutt, 3RD Baron Scientific papers
1869-1919 (1899- )

Raymond, Henry Jarvis The life and public services of
Abraham Lincoln 1865

Raymond, John An itinerary, contayning a voyage made
through Italy 1646-4^ (II mercurio Italico) 1648

Raymond, Rossiter W. Glossary of mining and metallur-

gical terms 1881
Statistics of mines and mining in the states and territories

westof the Rocky mountains 1870 (1872, 1874, 1877)
Raymond, Walter In the smoke of war 1893

Mistcrton's mistake 1888
Two men o' Mendip 1898

Raynalde, Thomas Roesslin's (E.) Byrth of mankynde,
otherwyse called the wotnans booke tr. 1545 (1552, 1564)

Raynbird, William and Hugh On the agriculture of Suffolk

1849
'Rayner, Mrs. Olive P.* : see Allen, Grant
Raynolds, John Dolarnys primerose 1606 (Grosart 1880)
Rayson, John Miscellaneous poems and ballads, chiefly in

the dialects of Cwnberland and the English and Scottish

borders (11857 (1858)
Rea, John Flora, seu de florum cttltura, or a complete

fiorilege 1665 (1676)
Read, Alexander The ckirurgical lectures of tumors and

ulcers 1632-34 163s
A treatise of the first part of chtrurgerie 1638
Works 1650 (1659)

Read, John Arc^sus' (F.) Most excellent and compendious
method of curing woundes tr. 1588

Reade, Charles Christie Johnstone 1853
The cloister and the hearth i86r
The course of true love never did run smooth X857
The eighth commandment i860
Griffith Gaunt; or jealousy 1866 (1867)
Hard cash 1863
'It is never too late to mend' 1856
'Love me little, love me long' 1859
Peg Woffington 1852 (1853)
Put yourself in kis place 1870
A simpleton : a story of a day 1873
A woman-hater 1877

Reade, Thomas M. The origin of mountain ranges con-
sidered 1886

Reade, William Winwood Liberty hall, Oxon i860
Reader, The ; a review of literature etc. 1863-66
Reading, The churchwardens' accounts of St. Mary's, 1550-

1662 (1893). See also Churchwardens
Reali and unfeigned testimonie concerning lacob Berne, A

tr. 1649
Realm (newspaper), The 1864
Reasons cf the new convert's taking the oaths to the present

government. The (by T. Brown) 1691
Recorde, Robert The castle of knowledge (containing the

explication of the sphere, etc.) 1556
The ground of artes, teachyng the worke and practise of

arithmetike 1540 (1542, 1575)
with additions by J. Dee and J. Mellis (1582, 1590;

also 1646)
The pathway to knowledge 1551
The uritial of physick 1547 (1548, 1567, 1665)
The whetstone of witte, which is the seconde parte of

arithmetike 1557
Records of the colony of Rhode Island and Providence Planta-

tions in New England 1636-1792 (1856-65)
Records of the convention of the royal burghs of Scotland 2295-

1738 (i87o-<>o)

Records of the Court of A ssistants of the colony of Massa-
chusetts Bay 1673-92 (1901)

Records of the governor and company of the Massachusetts Bay
in New England 1628-86 (1853-54)

Records of St. Mary at Hill. Medieval records of a London city

church (St. Mary at HiU) 1420-1559 (E.E.T.S. 1905)
Records of a Scottish cloth manufactory at New Mills, Had-

dingtonshire, The 1681-1703 (S.H.S. 1905)
Recreations of a country parson i859-hSi : see Boyd, A. K. H.
Red book of the exchequer. The v.d. (Rolls series 1896)
Redding, Cyrus A history and description of modern wines

1833 (1851)
Redford, George Holy scripture verified 1837
Redford, John The moral play of wit and science C1530

(Shaks. Soc 1848 ; Manly, Pre-Shaks. drama 1897)
Reece, Richard A practical dictionary of domestic medicine

1808
Reed, Sir Edward J. Shipbuilding in iron and steel 1869

A treatise on the stability of ships 1885
Reed, Henry Lectures on the British poets a 1854 (1857)

Lectures on English history and tragic poetry a 1854
(1856)

Lectures on English literature a 1854 (1855)
Rees, Abraham The cychpcedia or universal dictionary of

arts etc. 1802-20
Rees, J. Rogers The diversions of a book-worm 1886
Reeve, Clara The exiles : or memoirs of the Count de

Cronstadt 1788
The old English baron : a Gothic story 1778 (1780)

Reeve, Henry De Tocqueville's (A, de) Democracy in
America tr. 1835

Reeve, Lovell Elements ofconckology z86o
See also Jephson, J. M.

Reeve, Thomas God's plea for Nineveh, or Londons pre-
cedent for mercy 1657

Sermons 1632
Reeves, Edward Homeward bound after thirty years, a

colonist's impressions of New Zealand, .Australia,

Tangier and Spain 1892
Reeves, William Fourteen sermons a 1726 (1729)
Reeves, Bp. William Ecclesiastical antiquities <4 Down,

Connor and Dromore 1847
Reflections on a late libel, intituled Observations on a late

famous sermon (by E. Hickeringill) intituled Curse ye
Meroz x68o

Reflections upon R. Baxter 1685 : see More, Henry
Reflector, The ; a quarterly magazine 1810-11
Reflexions. Morvan de Bellegarde's {J. B.) Reflexions upon

ridicule tr. 1706-07
Reflexions upon the oathes of supremacy and allegiance (by

H. P. Cressy) 1661
Reformed common-wealth of bees, The 1655 : see Hartljb, S.

Refutation of a late pamphlet 1749 : see Examination
Regal rambler. The, or the eccentricall adventures of the devil

in London (by T. Hastings) 1793
Regiam majestatem : see Skene, Sir J.
Register of the guild of Corpus Christi, York, The v.d.

(Surtees Soc. 1872)
Registerof the Privy council ofScotland, The iS4$- (1877- )

Registrum cartarum ecclesie sancti Egidii de Edinburgh 1344-
1567 (App. -164S) (Bannatyne Club 1859)

Registrum magni sigilli regum Scotorum 1306-1424 (1814,

1912)—— The register of the great seal of Scotland 1424-
(1882- )

Registrum secrcti sigilli regum Scotorum, The register cf the

privy seal of Scotland 1488-1529 (1908)
Regulation and improvement of free-thinking, An essay for

the better 1739
Regulations and instructions relating to his majesty's serace

at sea 1730 (1772)
Regulations and orders for the army, General 1811
Regtdations for the instruction . . of the cavalry 1833
Reid, Alan Songs o' the heatherland, Scots poems etc. 1894
Reid, Andrew Macquer's (P. J.) Elements of the theory and

practice of chymistry tr. 1758
Reid, John Tfti Scots gard'ner 1683 (1721)

Reid, John Morrison Ed. Doomed religions : a series of

essays on the great religions of the world 1884
Reid, Mayne The rifle rangers ; or adventures of an officer

in southern Mexico 1850
The scalp-hunters, or romantic adventures in northern

Mexico 1 851
The war-trail, or the hunt of the wild horse 1857

Reid, Robert Glasgow past and present 1884
Reid, Robert Poems, songs and sonnets 1894
Reid, Thomas Works a iyg6 (1846-6$)

A brief account (Analysis) of Aristotle's Logic 1774
Essays on the intellectual powers of man 1785
An inquiry into the human mind 1764

Reid, Sir T. Wemyss Life of W. E. Forster 1888
Reinnel, F. The carpenters

,
joiners', cabinet makers' and

gilders' companion 1854
Relation of the dreadful earthquake . . at Lima, A true and

particular tr. 1748
Relation of the tryaU . . of .Ann Foster . . at Northampton, A

full and true 1674 (1881)

Religio clerici (Eng.) 1681



KEXIGION
Religion of the fashicnabU wcrld 1790 : see More, Hannah
Religionism, or popular preachers, alias pulpiteers, a satire

1S12
Religious pieces in prose and verse. Ed. from Thornton's MS.

a 1400 (E.E.T.S. 1867, revised 1889, 1914)
Religious songs a 1300 (with Owl and nightingale, ed. T.

Wright, Percy Soc. 1843)
*

Religious systeyns of the world, national, christian, philosophic
1888-89 (1890)

Rdiquary, The ; a depository for precious relics 1860-94
Reliquia antiqute : scraps from ancient manuscripts ed. T.

Wright and J. O. HalUwell 1841-43
Reliquia Wottoniana (1651) : see Wotton, Sir H.
Relph, Josiah a miscellany of poems a 1743 (1747, 1797)
Relton, Francis B. An account of the fire insurance com-

panies 1893
Remarks on Mr. Clark's (Samuel Clarke) sertnons preached

against Hobbs, Spinoza and other atheists 1705
Remarques on the humours and conversations of the town 1673
Rembrun : see Guy of Warwick
Remedy, A speciall remedie against the furious force of law-

lesse loue, by W. A. 1579 (Roib. Club 1844)
Remedy for sedition, A 1536
Remedy of love. The c 1532 (Thynne, Chaucer 1532 ; Chal-

mers, Poets I. 1810)
Remonstrance 1395 : see Purvey, J.
Remonstrance concerning the presetU troubles, A. From the

meeting of the estates of

.

, Scotland unto the parlia-
ment of England 1640

Remonstrance of dive/s retnarkeable passages concerning the
church and kingdome of Ireland, A 1642

Remsen, Ira A n introduction to the study ofthe compounds of
carbon, organic chemistry 1885

Renan's (J. Ernest) Apostles tr. 1869 (1890)
The book of Job tr. 1889
History of the people of Israel tr. 1888
The life of Jesus tr. 1863 {1864)

Rennell, James Memoir of a map of Hindoostan 1783
Rennie {—) St. Patrick, a national tale. Byan antiquary 1819
Rennie, George Banks, and others General view of the

agriculture ofthe West Riding of Yorkshire 1794 (1799)
Rennie, James Alphabet of scientific angling 1833

A conspectus of the biUtcrflies and mothsfoundtn Britain
X832

Jrtsect architecture (anon.) 1830 (18^7)
Ed. Montagu's (G.) Ornithological dictionary X831 (1833)

Rental book of the Cistercian abbey of Cupar-Angus v.dl
(1879-80)

Rentalia et custumaria M. de A mbresbury 1:^35-52 et R. de
Ford 1252-61 abbatum numasterii beatae Mariae Glas-
teniae v.d. (Somerset Record Soc. 1891)

Reply to a paper of Dr. R. Sanderson containing a censure of
A, .A(scham) his booke 1650

Reply to the reasons of the Oxford clergy against addressing, A
1687

Report of a discourse concerning supreme power in affaires of
religion, A (by Sir J. Hayward) x6o6

Report of the proceedings and opinions of the board of general

officers on their examination into the cotuluct . . of Sir
John Cope 1749

Report of the United States Commissioner of agriculture i863
(1869)

Report to the government of the United States on the munitions
of war (at the Paris exhibition 1867) by C. B, Norton
and W. J. Valentine 186S

Report to the House of representatives on precious metals in the

United States 1882
Reports ofartisans selected by . , The Society cf arts to visit the

Paris universal exhibition 1867
Reports of the Deputy keeper of the public records 1840-
Reports of the royal commission on historical manuscripts

1870-
Repository^ arts, etc., The 1809-28
Reprobate, The ; a novel tr, (from A. H. J. La Fontaine) 1802
Reresby, Sir John Memoirs a 1689 (1734)
Residence in France during the years zjgs-gs, A 1797
Respublica, A meryt enierlude entitled 1553 (E.E.T.S. 1903 ;

Brandl 1898)
Retrospective review. The 1820-28——(another) 1852-54
Retumefrom Parnassus, The 1597 {Macray 1S86)
Retume from Pernassus, The (part 11) i or the scourge of

simony i6oi (Arber ; Macray 1886)
Sevdation to the monk of Evesham, The c 1482 (Arber)
Revcll, William F. Ethical forecasts : essays 1887
Retfds. Extracts from the accounts of the revels at court in the

reigns of queen Elizabeth and king James I (Shaks.
Soc. 1842)

Reveries of a recluse. The 1824
Review of the affairs of France etc., A 1704-12
Review of the British pharmacopceia (repr. from 'The chemist

and druggist') 1898
Rsoiea of the churches. The 1891-95
Xevitm m reviews. The 1890-
Reynard, John (1608) : see Munday, A.
Reynard the fox. The history of 1481 : see Caxton, W.
Reyser, Edward Rulesfor the government of the tongue 1656
Reynolds, Bp. Edward Works v.d. (1658)

Israels petition in titne of trouble (a sermon) 1642
Israels prayer in time of trouble,. . an explication of the

fourteenth chapter . . of Hosea 1645 ( 1649)
The rich mans charge (a sermon) 1658
A sermon (at Westminster) z666
A sermon touching the peace . . of the church 1637 (1638)

The shieldes of the earth : a sermon . . preached . . 1634
(1636)

A treatise of the passions and faculties of the soul 1640

(1658)
Reynolds, Henry R. John the baptist 1874
Reynolds, John The flower offidelitie 1650

The triumphes of Gods revenge against . . murtlier 1621-

24(1622-29)
Reynolds, John DeatVs vision represented in a philosophi-

cal sacred poem (anon.) 1687 (1713)
RiYMOLOS, John Hamilton Thefancy: a selectionfrom the

poetical remains of Peter Corcoran 1820 (1906)

Reynolds, John Russell The diagnosis of diseases of the

brain 1855
Reynolds, Sir Joshua Works atjgz (i797)

Discourus delivered to the students of the Royal academy

1769-90(1846,1876)
Du Fresnoy's (C. A.) Art of painting tr. W, Mason . .

with annotations by Sir J. Reynolds 1782 (1783)

67

Reynolds, Michael Engine-driving life x88x
Locomotive-engine driving 1877

Rheims. The new testatnent, tr. in the English college of
Rhemes 1582

Rhode Island : see Records
Rhodes, Hugh The boke of nurture or schoole of good maners

c 1530 (Babees book, E.E.T.S. 1868)
Rhodes, William B. Bombastes furioso, a burlesque tragic

opera i8io (1830)
'Rhoscomyl, Owen' (O. Vaughan) For the white rose of

Arno 1897
Rhymers' Club, The Book of the 1892, 1894
Rhys, Sir John Early Britain. Celtic Britain 1882

Lectures on the origin and growth of religion as illustrated
by Celtic heathendom (The Hibbert lectures 1886) 1888

Lectures on Welsh philology 1877
Rhys, Udal ap An account of

.

. places and curiosities in
Spain and Portugal 1749

Ribot's (T. A.) English psydiology tr. 1873
The psychology of the emotions tr. 1897

Ribton-Turner, Charles J. A history of vagrants and
vagrancy 1887

Ricardo, David On the principles of political economy and
taxation 18 17

Ricardus Aristarchus Of the hero of the poem (by Bp. Warbur-
ton) 1742 (in Pope, Dunaad 1743)

Riccoboni's (Z,.) Historical . . account of the theatres in Europe
tr. 1741

Rice, James History of the British turf 1879
See also Besant, Sir W.

Rice, Richard An invective againste vices taken for vertue

1579
Rich, Barnaby Allarme to England 1578

The famous history of Herodotus tr. B. R. 1584
His farewell to militarieprofession 1581

repr. as Eight novels employed by English dramatic
poets (Shaks. Soc. 1846)

Phylotus and Emelia (from the Farewell) 1581
(Bannatyne Club 1835)

Faultes faults, and nothing else butfaultes 1606
Greenes news both from heaven and hell 1593
The honestie of this age 1614 (1615 ; Percy Soc. 1844)
The Irish hubbub, or the English hue and crie 1617

Rich cabinet furnished with varietie of excellent descriptions
etc.. The (Epitome signed T. G., i.e. Thomas Gains-
ford) i6z6

Richard III, king of England Letters and papers illustrative

of the reigns of Richard III and Henry VII (Rolls
series 1861-63)

Richard Goer de lion 13. . (in Weber, Metrical romances 11,
18 10)

Richard the redeles : see Langland, W.
Richards, John A treatise on the construction and operation

of wood-working machines ( = Operator's handbook)
1873

Richards, William The history of Lynn 1812
Richardson, Albert D. Beyond the Mississippi 1867
Richardson, Sir Benjamin W, Diseases ofmodern life 1876
Richardson, Charles A new dictionary of the English

language 1836-37, Suppl. 1856
Richardson, David L. Sonnets and other poetns 1825
Richardson, G. B. Marryat's {F.) Universal code of signals

for the mercantile marine of all nations 1854 {ed. 12)
Richardson, George Fleming Geology for beginners 1842

An introduction to geology (1851)
Richardson, James Travels in the great desert of Sahara

Z848
Richardson, Bp. John Choice observations'

,

. upon the Old
Testatnent a 1654 i^^55)

Richardson, John A dissertation on the languages, litera-

ture, arid tnanners of eastern nations 1777
Richardson, John Movements of the British legion ; with

strictures on the course of conduct pursued by Lieut.-

general Evans 1837 (ed. 2)
Richardson, Sir John Fauna boreaJi-americana ; or the

zoology of the northern parts of British America
1829-37

and others The museum of natural history 1859-62
(1868)

Richardson, Jonathan, elder and yoxmger An account of
some of the statues etc, in Italy I'lzz

Explanatory notes and remarks on Milton's Paradise lost

^734
Richardson, Joseph Thejugitive, a cotnedy 1792
Richardson, Moses A. The local historian's table book of

remarkable occurrences etc. Historical division. Legen-
dary division 1841-46

reissued as The borderer's table book 1846
Richardson, Samuel A discourse of the torments of hell

(anon.) 1658 (Phenix 1708)
Richardson, Samuel Clarissa (Harlowe) ; or the history of

a young lady 1747-48 (1768, 1811)
Correspondence a 1161 (1804)
De Foe's Tour thro' . . Great Britain. Ed. with additions

1743
The history of Sir Charles Grandison 1753-S4 (1783)
Pamela ; or virtue rewarded 1739-40 (1824)

Richardson, Thomas Mercantile jnarine architecture 1833
Richardson, Thomas and Watts, H. Knapp's (Fr. C.)

Chetnical technology 1863-67
Richardson, W. The chetnical principles of the metallic arts

1790
Richardson, W. Tasmanian poems ; grave and gay i86y

Richardson, William Poems and plays 1805
RicHERS, Thomas The history of the royal genealogy of Spain

tr. 1724
Richmond, Wills and inventories from the registry of tlie arch-

deaconry of v.d. (Surtees Soc. 1853)
Richmond, William Christian ecotiomics 1888
RiCKABY, Joseph Moral philosophy ; or ethics and natural

law 1888
RiCKERT, Edith The beggar in the heart 1909

The golden hawk 1907
The reaper 1904

RiCKMAN, Thomas An attempt to discriminate the styles of

English architecture 1817 (1848, 1862)

RiDDELL, Henry Scott Poems, songs, and miscellaneous

pieces 1847
Poetical works a tS-^o (1871)
Songs of the ark, with other poems 1831

RiDDELL, Mrs, J. H. ('F. G. Trafiord') Above suspicion 1876
Austin Friars, a novel 1870
City and suburb 1861

ROBERTS
RiDDELL, Mrs. J. H. (cont.)

Daisies and buttercups 1882
Princess Sunshine and other stories 1889
Too much alone i860
The world in the church 1863

RiDDELL, Maria Voyages to the Madeira and Leeward Carib'
bean isles 1792

Riddles a 1000 (Grein 1897)
Rider, Henry All the odes and epodes of Horace tr. 1638
Rider, Bp. John Bibliotheca scholastica : a double dictionarie

Part I. English and Latin 1589
R.'s Dictionarie corrected ..byF. Holyoke 1606

(1617, 1649)
Ridge, William Pett Mord Em'ly 1898
Ridceway, William The early age of Greece 1901

The origin and influence of the thorouglibred horse 1905
Ridgley, J. 1656 : see Smith, John
Ridley, Mark A short treatise of magneticall bodies and

motions 1613
Ridley, Bp. Nicholas Works a 1555 (Parker Soc, 1841)

A breef declaration of the Lords supper a 1555 (1586)
A piteous lamentation ofthe misenUtle estate of the churche
a 1555 (1566)

Ridpath, George Craig's (Sir T.) Scotland's soveraignty
asserted tr. 1695

Ridpath, John C. History of the United States 1874
RiGAUD, Stephen P. Correspondence of scientific men of the

seventeenth century (selected by S. P. Rigaud and ed.
by S. J. Rigaud 1841)

Rigging and seamanship. The elements and practice of 1794
Rihbany, Abraham M. The Syrian Christ 1919
RiKER, Thad. W. Henry Fox, first Lord Holland 1911
Riley, H. H. Puddleford and its people 1854
Riley, Henry T. Liber albus ..of me city ofLondon (1419)

tr. 1861
Memorials of London and London life in the xiiit^, xivth^
and xv^f^ centuries (1270-1419) 1868

See also Pliny
Riley, J. Athelstan L. Athos ; or the mountain of the

monks 1887
Rimbault, Edward F. First book of the pianoforte 1848
RiMMER, Alfred Our old country towns 1881
Ringwalt, John Luther Ed. American encyclopcedia of

printing 1871
Ripley, George The compound ofalchymy 1471 (in Ash-

mole, Theatrum chemicum Brit. 1652)
Ripley, George and Dana, C. A. Ed. The new American

cyclopcedia 1858-63
Ripley, James Select original letters on various subjects 1781
Ripon, Yorkshire. Acts of chapter of the collegiate church of

SS. Peter and Wilfrid, Ripon 1452-1506 (Surtees Soc
. 1875)
Memorials of the church of SS. Peter and Wilfrid, Ripon

v.d. (Surtees Soc. 1882-1908)
Risdon, Tristram The chorographical description or survey

of . . Devon c 1630 (1714, 1811)
*Rita' (Eliza M, J. von Booth, Mrs. D. Humphreys) My

Lady Coquette 1881
Vivienne 1877

Ritchie, A. I. The churches of Saint Baldrcd 1880
Ritchie, Anne Isabella, Lady Ritchie A book of sibyls

1883
Mrs. Dytnotid 1885
Records of Tennyson, Ruskin, and Browning 1892

Ritchie, James Ewing The night side of London 1857
Ritchie, Leitch Wanderings by the Loire 1833

Wanderings by the Seine 1834
Rites of Durham : see Durham
RiTSON, Joseph Ed. Ancient Engleish metrical romancees

1802
Ed. Ancient songs 1790 (x7Q2)

Ancient songs and ballads (1829, 1877)
Ed. Pieces of ancient popular poetry 1791
Ed. Robin Hood ; a collection of all ancient poems, songs
and ballads now extant relative to that celebrated outlaw

1795 (1884)
Ed. Scotish songs 1794
Ed. A select collection of English songs 1783 (1813)

Rituale ecclesia Dunelmensis (Latin and Anglo-Saxon) c 1000
(Surtees Soc. 1839)

Rivers, Anthony Wydeville, Earl Tk^ dictes or sayenges

of the philosophres 1477 (Caxton ; repr. 1877)
Rivers, Thomas The rose amateur's guide 1837 (1877)
Riverside natural history, The : see Kingsley, J. S.

Rives, Am^lie The quick or the dead? 1888 (1889)
World's-end 1914

•Rivetus, Andreas Jr.* : see Marvell, A.
Rob Stem's dream, a poem 1591 (Maitland Club 1836)
Robartes, Foulke Gods holy house and service 1639

The revenue of the gospel is tythes 1613
RoBB, John S. Streaks of squatter life and far-west scenes

1847
Robberds, John W. A memoir of the life and tvrttings of

W. Taylor of Norwich, containing his correspondence
with Southey etc, 1843

Robert of Brunne : see Brunne
Robert of Gloucester Metrical chronicle 1297 (Heame

1724 ; Rolls series 1887)
later texts v.d. (Rolls series 1887, Appendix)

Robert of Sicily {Roberd of Cisyle) c 1370 (Halliwell, Nugaa
poeticae 1844 ; Hazlitt, Early popular poetry 1804

;

Nuck 1887)
Robert the devil. Roberte the devyll, a metrical romance 1480

(1798 ; HaiJitt, Early popular poetry 1864)
The lyfe of . . Robert the devyll (prose) c 1510 (Thoms,
Early prose romances 1828)

Roberts, A. The adventures of Mr, T. S. an English
merchant 1670

Roberts, Alexander A treatise of witchcraft 1616
Roberts, Cecil Adrift in America 1891
Roberts, Francis Clavis Bibliorum, the key of the Bible, un-

locking the richest treasury of the holy scriptures 1649
Roberts, Frederick T, A handbook of the theory and prac-

tice of medicine 1873 (1877)
Roberts, George The four years* voyages of Capt. G.

Roberts 1726
Roberts, J. 1719 : see Spinster
Roberts, John The complete cannoniere : or the gunners

guide 1639 (1672)
Roberts, John On billiards ed. H. Buck 1869 (1870)
Roberts, Margaret Madame Fontenoy 1864

Mademoiselle Mori : a tale of modem Rome i860
Roberts, Morley Salt of the sea 1903 (1913)
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Roberts, Orlando \V. Narrative of voyages and excursions

on the east coast and in the interiors of Central A werica

1827
Roberts, Peter The Cambrian popular antiquities 18 is
Roberts, Sir Randal H. In the shires ; a sporting twvel

1887
Roberts, Thomas The English bowman, or tracts on archery

180X
Roberts, William An account of the first discovery and

natural history of Florida 1763
Roberts, William The looker-on ; a periodical publication

by the rev. Simon Olive-Branch 1792-94
Roberts, William Memoirs of the life and correspondence of

Mrs. Hannah More 1834 (1835)
Roberts, Sir William A practical treatise on urinary and

renal diseases 1865 (1885)
Roberts, William H. Poetns 1774
Roberts, William W. The pontifical decrees against the

doctrine of the earth's movement, and the Ultramontane
defence of them 1885

Roberts-Austen, Sir William C. Introductory lecture to

the course of metallurgy at the Royal school of mines
i88a

Robertson, Alexander Fra Paolo Sarpi 1893 {1894)
The Roman catholic church in Italy 1903

Robertson, Andrew Nuggets in the Devil's punch bou'I and
other Australian tales 189^

Robertson, E. William Historical essays in connexion with
the land, the church etc. 1872

Robertson, Frederick W. Expository lectures on St.

Paul's epistles to the Corinthians a 1853 (185^)
Lectures and addresses on literary and social topics a 1853

(1858)
Sermons 1848-53 (1855-63)

Robertson, George General view of the agriculture of Kin-
cardineshire 1813

of Midlothian 1793
Robertson, Sir George S. Chitral : the story of a minor

siege 1898
Robertson, J. Drummond A glossary of dialect and archaic

words used in the county of Gloucester 1889 (E.D.S,
1890)

Robertson, James General view of the agriculture in the

county of Perth 1799
Robertson, James Old truths and modern speculaUons 1859

(i860)
Robertson, Joseph Lives of Scottish poets (anon.) 1821-22
Robertson, Muirhead A Lombard Street mystery 1888
Robertson, William Phraseologia generalis ; a full large

and general phrase book 1681 (1693)
Robertson, William Works 01793 (1813, 1825, 1851)

An historical disquisition concerning the knowledge which
the ancients had of India 1791

The history of America 1777 (1778)
The history of the reign t^ the emperor Charles V 1769

(1813)
The history of Scotland during the reigns of queen Mary
and of king James VI etc. 1759 (1813)

Robin Goodfellow, The mad pranks and merry jests of 1628
(Percy Soc. 1841)

Robin Hood : see Ritson, J.
Robinson, C. Clough The dialect of Leeds and its neighbour-

hood (anon.) 1862
A glossary of words pertaining to the dialect ofMid-York-

shire X876 (E.D.S.)
-Robinson, Charles New South Wales, the oldest and richest

of Australian colonies 1873
Robinson, Charles Napier The British fleet 1894
Robinson, Clement, and others A handefull of pleasant

delites 1584 (Heliconia II, 1815 ; ArberJ
Robinson, Francis K. A glossary of Yorkshire words and

. phrases . . collected in WhiUjy and the neighbourhood
(anon.) 1855

A glossary of words used in the fieighbourkood of Whitby
1876 (E.D.S.)

Robinson, Frederick W. Coward conscience 1879
Female life in prison, by a prison matron (anon.) 1862
Grandmother^s money (anon.) i860
High church (anon.) i860
Mattie :—a stray (anon.) 1864
No church (anon.) 1861
Owen :—a waif (anon.) 1862

Robinson, Harry P. Men born equal, a novel 1895
Robinson, Henry Crabb Diary, reminiscences and corre-

spondence a 1867 (i86g)
Robinson, Jane Whitefriars ; or the days of Charles II

(anon.) 1844
Whitehall ; or the days of Charles I (anon.) 1845

Robinson, John Eudoxa or some probable inquiries into
truth,

.

. together with A storie to the altar . , as also
A calm ventilation of Pseudo-doxia epidemica 1658

Robinson, John Archceologia graca, or the antiquities of
Greece 1807 (1827)

Robinson, Mrs. Mary Angelina; a novel 1796
Walsingham ; or the pupil of nature lytyj

Robinson, Matthew Autobiography a 1694 (1856)
Robinson, Nicholas A new theory of physick and diseases

founded on the principles of the Newtonian philosophy

Robinson, Philip Stewart ('Phil Robinson*) In my Indian
garden 1878

Under the punkah 1881
The valley of tee-totum trees : tales and sketches 1886

Robinson, Ralph A fnitefuU and pleasaunt worke of the
beste state ofapublyque weale, and of the newe yle called
Utopia: written in Latine by Syr Thomas More
knyght tr. 1551, 1556 (Arber; Lupton 1895)

Robinson, Ralph Christ all in all a 1655 (1656)
Robinson, Richard A golden mirrour, containing visions

prognosticating good fortune to England 1589 (Chet-
nam Soc. 1S51)

Robinson, Sir Robert S. The nautical steam engine ex-
plained 1839

Robinson, Mrs. Sara T. L. Kansas ; its interior and ex-
terior life 1856 (ed. 2)

Robinson, Thomas TJie life and death of Mary Magdalene
ci620(E.E.T.S. 1899)

Robinson, Thomas The anatomy of the English nunnery at
Lisbon 1622

Robinson, Thomas An essay towards a natural history of
Westmoreland and Cumberland . . To which is annexed
A vitidication of the philosophical and theological para-
phrase of the Mosaick system of the creation 1709

I Robinson , Thomas The common law ofKent ; or the customs
of gavelkind 1741

Robson, John Ed. Three early English metrical romances
1842 (Camden Soc.)

Robson, Joseph Philip Ed. Songs of the bards of the Tyne ;

or a choice collection of original songs, chiefly in the
Newcastle dialect 1849 (1863)

Robson, Simon The choise of change, newly set foortk by
S. R. 1585

A new yeares gift. The court of civill courtesie, out (^
Italian by S. R. 1582 (1591)

Robson, Stephen The British flora 1777
Robson, Thomas The British herald 1830
Roby, Henry J. A Latin grammar 1879 (1880)
RoBY, John Traditions of Lancashire 1829-31 (1879)
Rochdale glossary 1886 : see Cunlifie, H.
Rochester. The history and antiquities of Rochester and its

environs (by W. Shrubsole and S. Denne) 1772
Rochester, Bishop of 1695 : see Sprat, T.
Rochester, John Wilmot, 2nd Earl of Works a 1680

(1721, 1731)
Poems on several occasions (1701)
Valentinian, a tragedy as 'tis altered (from Fletcher)
a 1680 (1685)

Rock, Daniel The church of our fathers 1849-53
Hierurgia ; or the holy sacrifice of the mass 1833
Textile fabrics 1870

(South Kensington art handbook) 1876
Rock, William F. Jim an' Nell : a dramatic poem in the

dialect of North Devon (anon.) 1867 (Nine specimens,
E.D.S. 1896)

Rockhill, Willlam W, The land of the lamas 1891
Rodger, Alexander Poems and songs 1838 (1897)
Rodriquez' (A.) Practice of christian perfection tr. 1697-99
RoDWAY, James In the Guiana forest 1894 (1897)

In Guiana wilds 1899
Rodwell, John M, The Prophecies of Isaiah tr. 1881
Roe, Edward P. Natures serial story 1884 (1885)
Roest, Theodore Noot's {Jan van der) Theatre, wherein be

represented the miseries that follow the voluptuous
worldlings tr. 1569

Rogers, Charles The modern Scottish minstrel 1855-57
Social life in Scotland 1884-86

Rogers, Daniel Naa^nan the Syrian, his disease and cure
1642

A treatise of the two sacrament-, of the gospell, baptisme
atid the supper of the Lord, by D. R. 1633

Rogers, Fairman A manual of coaching 1900
Rogers, Henry The eclipse offaith ; or a tnsit to a religious

sceptic 1852 (1853)
Essays selectedfrom contributions to the Edinburgh review

v.d. (1850-55)
The life and character of John Howe 1836 (1863)
The superhuman origin of the Bible inferred from itself

1873 (1874, 1S93)
Rogers, Henry Darwin The geology of Pennsylvania 1858
Rogers, J. The new rush, and other poems and so7igs 1864
Rogers, James E. Thorol d Ed. A complete collection of the

protests of the Lords 1875
Historical gleanings : a series of sketches 1869-70
A history of agriculture and prices in Englandfrom Z25g
^01793 1866-87

A manual of political economy 1868
Six centuries of work and wages 1884

Rogers, John The glasse of goMy love (anon.) 1569 (New
Shaks. Soc. 1876)

Rogers, John A discourse of the visible and invisible church
of Christ 171 9 (1729)

The necessity of divine revelation 1727
A vindication of the civil establishment of religion 1728

Rogers, John Antipopopriestian ; or an attempt to liberate

and purify Christianity from popery, etc. 1839
Rogers, Nehemiah A strange vineyard in PaUsstina 1623
Rogers, Robert A concise account of North America

1765
Journals ofmajor R. Rogers containing an account of the

several excursions he made . . upon the continent of
North America during the late war 1765 (1883)

Rogers, Samuel Poetical works a 1855
Human life, a poem 1819
Italy, a poem c 1820 (1822-28)
The pleasures of memory, a Poem 1792
Recollections of the table talk of S. Rogers a 1855 (1856)

Rogers, Thomas Cesar's {P.) General discourse against the

damruible sect of vsurers tr. 1578
The English creede consenting with the true auncient

catholique and apostolique church in al the points and
articles of religion 1585, 1587

The faith, doctrine arid religion . . professed ..in .

,

England expressed in thirty-nine articles 1607 (1633 ;

Parker Soc. 1854)
Geveren's (S. A.) Of the ende of this world and seconde
comyng of Christ tr. 1575 (1578)

Of the imitation of Christ tr. 1580 (1629)
A right christian treatise entituled S. Augtistines praiers

tr. 1581 (1597)
Two dialogues . . concerning kneeling in the very act of

receiving the sacramental bread and wine 1608
Rogers, Woodes A cruising voyage round the world 1712

(1718)
RocET, F. F. An introduction to Old French 1887
RoGET, Peter Mark Animal and vegetable physiology con-

sidered with reference to natural theology (Bridgewater
treatise) 1834 (1840)

Thesaurus of English words and phrases 1852 (1879)
Rokeby, Sir Thomas A brief memoir of Mr. Justice Rokeby

(hy ] .Raine) comprising his religiousjournal { = Diary)
1688-99 and correspondence v.d. (Surtees Soc. 1861)

Roland. The romance of duke Rowland and Sir Otuell of
Spayne , together with a fragment of The song of Roland
C1400 (Sege off Melajme, etc., E.E.T.S. 1880)

The romances of Rouland and Vemagu, and Otuel,from
the Auchinleck manuscript a 1330 (Abbotsford Club
1836 ; with Rauf Coil:?ear, E.E.T.S. 1882)

Roland, George An introductory course of modern gym-
nastic exercises 1854

A treatise on . . the art offencing 1823
Roland, James The amateur offencing ; or,a treatise on the

art of sword-defence 1809
Rolland, John The seuin seages tr. . . in Scottis meter 1560

(1578 : Bannatyne Club 1837)
A ne treatise callit the court of Venus c 1550 (1575; S.T.S.

1884)

ROLLE, Sir Henry Un abridgment des plusieurs cases et
resolutiotis del common ley a 1656 (i668)

RoLLE, Richard, of Hampole : see Hampole
RoLLESTON, George Forms of animal life 1870

(ed. 2) Revised and enlarged by W. H. Tackson
1888

Rolleston, Humphrey D. Diseases of the liver, gall-bladder
and bile-ducts 1905

Rolliad. Criticisms on the Rolliad, a poem (by Joseph
Richardson, R. Tickell, and others), being a more
faithful portraiture of the present immaculate young
minister (W. Pitt) and his friends than any extant 1784
(1785)

2 he Rolliad, in two parts ; probationary odes for the
laureatship ; and political miscellanies (1795)

Probationary odes for the laureatship (pretended to
be) by Sir John Hawkins (part of the Rolliad) 1785

Rollin's (C.) Ancient history of the Egyptians . . and Greeks
tr. 1734-37 (1827, 1840-41)

Rojnan history tr. 1739 (1768)
Rollins, Mrs. Ellen C. New England bygones i83o
Rollock, Robert Select works a 1599 (Wodrow Soc.

1844-49)
Lectures upon the epistle ..to the Colossians a 1599

(1603)
Lectures upon the epistles ..to the ThessaXonians a 1599

(1606)
Lectures upon the history of the passion, resurrection and

ascension of our Lord Jesus Christ a 1599 (1616)
Rolls of parliament (Rotuli parliamentorunt) 1278-1503

(1767-77)
Rolls series, The (The chronicles and memorials of Great

Britain and Ireland during the Middle ages, published
. . under the direction of the Master of fiie Rolls)
1858-96

RoLLWYN, J. A. S. Astronomy simplified for general reading
1871

RoLT, Richard A new dictionary oftrade and commerce 1756
Ronumce of a dull life. The (by Mrs. A. J. Penny) 1861
Romanes, George J. Animal intelligence 1882

Jelly-fish, star-fish and sea-urchins 1885
Thoughts on religion a 1894 (ed. C. Gore 1895)

Romans, Bernard A concise natural history of East and
West Florida 1775

Romaunt of the rose. The lines 1-1705 (Chaucer) a 1366—— Gnes 1706-end (anon.) c 1400 (Skeat, Chaucer I

1894 ; Kaluza 1891)
Romer, Mrs. Isabella F. The Rhone, the Darro, and the

Guadalquivir 1843
Ronalds, Alfred The fly fisher's entomology iZ$6
Ronalds, Edmund and Richardson T. Ed. Ktutpp^s {Fr.

C.) Chemical technology 1848-51 (1854)
Rood, The dream of the a 1000 (Grein 1888)
Rood, Ocden N. Modem chromatics, with applications to

art and industry 1879
RoosA, Daniel B. St. J. A practical treatise on the diseases

of the ear 1873
Roosevelt, Theodore Hunting trips of a ranchman 1885

and Grinnell, G. B. Ed. Hunting in many lands 1895
Root, Jesse Reports of cases adjudged in the Superior court

and Supreme court of errors (of the state of Connecti-
cut) 3789-93 1798

Roper, William The life and death of Sir T. More a 1578
(1729)

Ros, Sir Richard La belle dame sans tnerci tr. c 1460
(Political, religious and love poems, E.E.T.S. 1866,
1903 ; Skeat, Chaucerian pieces 1897)

Rosarian, The ; a monthly organ of the Holy rosaryfraternity
1871

Roscoe, Sir Henry E. Lessons in elementary chemistry 1866
(1871, 1874)

and Schorlemmer, C. A treatise on chemistry 1877-88
Roscoe, Thomas Cellini's {B.) Memoirs tr. 1822

Sismondi's (J. C. L. de) Historical view of the literature

of the south of Europe tr. 1823 (1846)
Roscoe, William The life of Lorenzo de Medici 1795 (1806)
Roscommon, Wentworth Dillon, 4TH Earl of Works

a 1685 (1709, 1750)
An essay on translated verse 1684 (1709)
Horace's Art of poetry tr. 1680

Rose, Cooper Four years in southern Africa 1829
Rose, George The diaries and correspondence a 1818 ( i860)
Rose, Hew A genealogical deduction ofthefamUy of Rose of

Kilravock, with illustrative documents 1683-84
(Spalding Club 1848)

Rose, John The English vineyard vindicated ed. J. Eve'yn
1666 (1675)

Rose, John B. The £neis of VirgU tr. 1867
The Eclogues and Georgics of Virgil tr. 1866
The Fasti of Ovid tr. 1866
The Metamorphoses of Ovid tr. 1866

Rose, Joshua The complete practical machinist 1876
Rose, William S. Amadis de Gaule tr. 1803
Rosebery, Archibald P. Primrose, sth Earl of Pitt

1891
*Rosemary' Under the ChUtems : a story of English village

life 1895
Rosetnary and Bayes : or animadversions upon , . The re-

hearsal! trans-prosed (by H. Stubbe) 1672
Rosenberg, Justine, Countess Orsini Moral and senti-

mental essays by J. W., C-t-ss of R-s-g 1785
Rosenthal, Isidore General physiology of muscles and

nerves 1881
Ross, family. A ne breve cromcle ofthe earlis of Ross, including

notices of the abbots of Feam, and of thefamily of Ross
of Balnagown a 1615 (1850)

Ross, Alexander The Alcoran, translated from the French

of the sieur du Ryer, with the life of Mahomet 1649
Arcana microcosmi : or the hid secrets ofman's body dis-

closed 1651
The history of the world . . being a continuation of the

famous history of Sir W. Raleigh 1652
Mel Hdiconium, or poeticall honey gathered out of the

weeds of Parnassus 1642 (1643)
Mystagogus poeticus, or the muses interpreter 1647 ( 1675)

Ross, Ale.xander The fortunate shepherdess, a pastoral tale

. .in the Scoiish dialect 1768
Third ed. corrected. Helenore, or the fortunate

shepherdess (1789)
Ross, Frederick, and others A glossary of words used iu

Holdemess in the East-riding of Yorkshire 1877
(E.D.S.)

Ross, James The fratricide (MS.) 1773



ROSS

R^' ]'^. Hobattja^ almanack 1829-36Ross. James A trcat^e on the ais^s ofY^ n»vous sysUm

1847
"^ antarctK regions during 1830-43

Rosi' ^^llo^^W"",^"^'^^' of inglisk^.o,nm 1888Koss, S""! JOHN Narrative of a second voyage in search of

r„"^fJ"- ^T"*" "-^ "f " "'^^ " ^arcticregwns during the years 1829-33 183sRoss, Thomas Si/.,« Italicus- LfseciL Punick war
R„„ ^^"" Hannibal and the Rmmnes tr. i66iKoss, fHOMASiNA HumboUfs (Baron F. H. A von\ Per-

'ZirZT^^' '"""' *" "^ '^""^""^ -«^- "/
Ross, William Aberdcur and Inchcolme : being historical

notices of the parish and monastery 188?
'""""^"^

Biisby and its neighbourhood i88i

"^•7rr° ^^ H"'^'',.?^
'** '"'"""steamer Convin inAlaska and the N.W. Arctic ocean 1881

S^.^'^^'S"* ^i ''^r" '*" <P°<=""1 works 1904)

Speaking likenesses 1874

Poems v.d. (1870)

T,„^",!"<""»'^,''Ktwnary of scientific terms iS-isR^ 1?//"/ Han^-AooA o/th^ movement cjeli^iKouen, ^tege of: see Page, J.
^

R°j;f"'-^''£,''"H0MAS The Jamaica planter's guide 1823

Rous or Rouse, Francis The ballne of lave, to htalti'.^Kns and the wounds made by thim 1648

Ti^ ir* i""^ 'J'"*^
"fP^blique obedience (mon.) 1649

—-Academia calestis : the heavenly university (1702)rhcmystuum marriage or experimentall discoveries of

lesfnTr^?
""""*" »«to«n« a iouJe and her saviour

The isalmes of David in English nieeter 1643 (1646)Thule, or vertues hislcrie 1598
Rous, John Cwrj;^ 1625-42 (Camden Soc. 1856)

sSS^l^y-^-^ ^""'"^ or " ""•tise ofediZation tr. .763ROUTLEDGE, RoBERT Discoverics and inventions oftA
nineteenth century 1876

A popular history of science 1881
Koutiedge s Every boy's annual 1866-89
Koutledge s Young gentUman's magazine 1860-74
RoviNSON^or RovENZON, John A treatise ofiUtaUica 16.3

Row, John Tfc kutorie of the kirk of Scotland 1558-1637
01646; with a continuation to 1630 by his son
I. Row T<Scn (W~l,„,., C.„ .0... '^ ^ *"" '""

69

Rowley, William The birth of Merlin, or the childe h,tk

S., G.

i^fJt,l,i^S? I ^^fi^P^^ Apo4^^ha 1908)

J. Row', 1650 (Wodrow So^riSi'^)

RowE, Eleanor Hints on chip-carving 1892 (1805)

•J^Z/a"'^"ltdS)
"^ '^' "f """'' «^'^ ""^

Rovra, Nicholas Works aijtS (1720, 1728)
rfe ambitious step-mother, a tragedy 1700
The inter, a comedy 1705
The fair penitent, a tragedy 1703
Lucan's Pharsaiia tr. 1718
rfe royal convert, a tragedy 1707 (1708)
Tamerlane, a tragedy 1702
The tragedy of Jane Shore 1714
The tragedy of Lady Jane Gray 171?
Ulysses, a tragedy 1706

RowE, Samuel^ perambulation of the aniieni and royal
forest of Dartmoor iS^ I iS56\

'

Rowland : see Roland
Rowland David Hurtado de Mendoza's (D.) Pleasaunt

lustoru of Laiaritlo de Tormes tr. tsS6 (1672-77)Rowland John TopullS (£.) History offour-footed beasts
ana serpents . . whereunto is now added. The theaUr of
'nsects . by T. Muffet, . . the whole revised . . and in-
larged by J. R(owland) 1658

Rowlands, Henry Mona antiqua restaurata ; an archa:o-
logical discourse on the annuities ..of the isle of
Anglesey 1723

' '

Rowlands, Samuel Works ai630 (Hunterian Club 1880)
The betraying of Christ etc., by S. K. 1598
Diogines lanthorne (anon.) 1607
Doctor Merrie-man : or nothing but mirth, by S. R. 1600

(1627)
*

The famous history of Guy earle of Warwicke 1607
Good newes and bad neues, by S. R. 1622
Greenes ghost haunting conie-catchcrs (by S. R.) 1602

(i860)
Humors looking glasse (anon.) 1608
The knave of clubbes (by S. R.) 1600 (1600)
The knave of harts (anon.) 1612—— More knaves yet ? the knaves ofspadesanddiamonds
(by S. R.) 1613——

- The four knaves (Percy Soc. 1843)
TheleUtngofhumoursbloodin the head-vaine (axion.) 1600
Looke to It ; for He stabbe ye, by S. R. 1604
Martin Mark-aU, beadle of Bridewell, his defence and

answere to the (Dekker's) belman of London by S. R.
(also attributed to S. Rid) 1610

The melancholie knight, by S. R. 161S
The night-raven by S. R. 1620
A paire of spy-knaves ? 1620
A sacred memorie of the miracles wrought by . . Jesus

Christ 1618
A terrible batlell betweene the two consumers of the whole

world ; lime and death ? 1606
Tis tnerrie when gossips meet (anon.) i6o2 (1609)
A whole crew of kind gossips all met to be merry 1609

Rowlandson, James Gods blessing in blasting, and his
mercy in mildew, two sermons suitable to these times of
dearth 1623

Rowley, Samuel The noble souldier, a tragedy by S R
J634 (Bullen, Old plays I, 1882)

A mal£at «>n ,).,'. ^r.l'^.Tjs.'SSryl

aS,^ ft?"|.""";f^ • ""'"> ^ ^hL-makera genueman, by W. R. gentleman 1638

srit^a^DSyr""'' "^'^--'^--'«'
A search for money 1609 (Percy Soc. 1840)See also Fletcher, John ; Middleton, T.7 Webster T

a known true story, co,nposed into tragi-comSlbi
divers well-esteemed poets ci62iU6^S\ * '""^V "V

RowLL, Sir J. : see Roule ^ ' ^ '

"^'(^845") *"' "^° "" °' '^^ ^'»""<='' f^^Jy) "48s
RowzKE LoDowiCK The Queenes wdlcs, that is, a treatise of

ms7)
""'"" "^ Tunbridge water liiTlnJ.

''°'''"S'i'-8^'^iSr24^'^''" °' '^^"'^"•°- of'"^""

"'il'^,£"'^^"fH' S' " '^^^ogue of the plants growing

CaS^tic:^^-':^"'
''""'^"^^ '"'""•^ S"''^" '»'

^oxburghe balUids, The v.d. (Ballad Soc. 1869-09)Roxburghe Club, Publications of the (1814- ) '

RoY, William, and Barlow, J. Redeme andbenottwrothe,
1 p™ 7 f^ ,

^y.'^ 'I""ee but trothe (anon.) 1528 (Arberl
j

Royal AsiatK society. Journal 1834- ^ I'UDerj

Transactions 1827-35
Royal Dublin society. Proceedings 1848-
Royal Sf«Paphical society of London, Journal 1831- [Geo-graphical journal 1893- )

"
*

Royal Irish Academy, Proceedings 1836-
Transactions 1787-

Royal Society. Philosophical transactions 1665-

Royal society of Edinburgh, Transactions 1788-m^ trade. IvSvoSwa or the royal trade offishing 1662ROYLE John Forbes The fibrous plants of Indiaisll
Illustrations of the botany and other branches of theluUural history of the Himalayan mountains and of the

flora of Cashmere liif
'

A manual of materia medica and therapeutics 1847
„„„-:r SiiOi cd. by J. Harley (1876)

''

pVl5°T ^""'i^ ft"^^ the first ivbookstr. 1651

tio^JT (^«'™<='i<:k
; Geometricall ques-

Ruddiman, Jacob Tales and sketches 1828
„ Tales of a Scottish parish liiia)
Ruddiman, Thomas Ed. Virgil's Jined tr. into Scottish

verse by Bp G, Douglas. To which is aMedal^^
glossary, explaining the difficult words: which may

p„„^ «'«"/«• a dictionary to the Old Scottish language 171bRUDCE, Thomas General view of the agriculture of the county
of Gloucester iSoj (181 i)

^
Rttdtm. namg. 1850 : see Greenwood, James
Kudiments of ancient architecture 1794KUDING, Rogers Annals of the coinage of Britain and its

dependeiKies 1817 (1840)
RUDYERD Sir Benjamin Speeches in the high court ofparliament 1641 '

Rule of St. Benet, The : see Benedict, St.
t<ules (and orders) of the Supreme court 1883 (1S87)
»ii;so/«M/,().,r*<! 1671 (1673, 1703)Rump : or an exact collection of the choycest poems and songs

relating to the late times 1662 (1874)KUMSEY, VValter Organonsalutis; an instrument to cleanse
the stonuuh 1657

Runciman, James Skippers and shellbacks 188?Runes a 1000 (Grein 1883)
Rush, ^^^i'^^'^^ Essays, literary, moral and philosophical

Rushworth John Historical collections of private passages
ofsuae, weighty mailers in law, remarkable proceedings
in five parliaments 16S9-1701

Rushworth gospels, Thecgys (Skeat 1871-87)
RusKiN, John Arrows of the chace, being a collection ofscattered letters 1840-80 (1880)

The Bible of Amiens : see Our fathers, below
The croamof wild olive, thru lectures on work, traffic andwar 1866 (1873)
Deucalion, collected studies of the lapse of waves and life

of stones 1875-83 ^

The eagle's nest 1872 (1887)
The elements of drawing 1857
The elements of perspective 1859
The ethics of the dust 1866
Eors clamgera: letters to the workmen and labourers of

Great Britain 1871-84 '

^'T^\
"^'"'^ •' '"^'"SS in 'Modern painters' 1875

A joy fir ever : see Political economy of art, below
Lectures on architecture and painting i8i;5 (iSs.!!
Lectures on art 1870 (1875)

' " v 'Ml

Love's meinie, lectures on Greek and English birds

Modern painters 1843-60
Mornings in Florence 1875-77
Munera pulveris, six essays on the elements of political
economy 1872

'Our fathers have told us.' Sketches of the history of
Christendom. Parti. The Bible of Amiens 1S80-8K

I he political economy of art (later edd. A joy for ever)
1857

^Ti"'^'' outlines of scenes and thoughts . . in my past
life 1885—89

Pre-Raphaelitism 1851
Proserpina, studies of wayside flowers 1875-86
The queen of the air : being a study of Creek myths of

cloud and storm 1869 (1874)
St. Mark's rest : the history of Venice 1877-84
Sesame and lilies, two lectures. I. Of kings' treasuries.

It. Of queens' gardens 1864 (1865)
The seven lamps of architecture 1849 (1855)
The stones of Venice 1851-53 (1874)
Time and tide, by Weare and Tyne 1867
The two paths : being lectures on art and its applications

to decoration and manufacture 1858-59
'Unto this last', four essays on the first principles of

political econotny i860 (1862)
Vat d'Amo, ten lectures on . . Tuscan art 1873 (1874)

RossEL Richard The works of Geber (Jabir Ibn-Haivanl
the_^most famous Arabian prince andphZ^Zri'.

''"''^'voc7lLti;Vo-s
''"'^'^'- "' ' "^""" """'^"^

^"'""^pirtldltZ^lZ''
""'""^ '""^ ^f ^"^PO ""'^

ed. P. Russell (1794)
Russell, Dora The secret of the river 1891

""'sVj^i %f^"^ "I ^'*-«'-. '*'"'-'- of Mary

l''''''iL^'C!^pZ-Fia^fr^^^'^"^o,lections,byone

gisec 1460 (Babees bdbk, E.E.f.5 7868?
'"'^""""'

^'-^iT-/'""-F--;;.''^'-^
Ed. M;m!iil Journal and

m,.,,.„^f*^"^-?t"if^''™'^ Moore 18S3-S6Russell,^John The Haigs of Bemersyde.a fLuy history

''"''^o/JX'IS"",^^ "T. "/"-""^l^tion in the oceansoj water, air and ether 1885

RuS^^ w"'^"-' "-^J^
.Russell Utters a 1723 (1819)

177^ '^ ^*« *«'°0' of modern Europe (anon.)

^''^^^'±:,y}^"f''^
P'il'ophony : or the cultivation of the

"oice, in elocution iSsg (1882)RUSSELL WnLLiAH Clark Curatica. or leavesfrom a curate's
note-book, by Sydney Mostyn 1891the death ship, a strange story 1888

I he good skip 'Mohock' 1894
Jack s courtship : a sailor's yam 1884John Holdsworth, chief mate 187!
Marooned 1889

"
A marriage at sea 1891An ocean free-lance 1881
An ocean tragedy 1890

^l^4.t7"ir3 "
'°"""'"* "-^ "'-'""" ""^ '^''

"
'^awi«S'^8o' "" """'"' "^ "' ^"' '! '**

A sea queen 1883
What cheer 1 1896

R„=£^ '^'""'^ of the 'Grosvenor' (anon.) 1877Russell, Sir William Howard My dial]in India in..io5a~5g 1800
My diary North and Sottth 1863-65

^ T^ wZ"tLtYl'£iS;%'1^ •« '""^ ^'^- •«"

^"""a
^1.:^^°'^''^, a discourse of truth a 1670 (1682)

u:,J''"°^1""^ 'concerning Origen and the chief ofhis opinions (anon. 1661 (Phenix I, 1707, 1721).Remains a 1670 (1686)
.'/"/. '/^'J

Rustamji Nasarvangi Khore : see Khory
Kuthereord, Mark- : see White, William Halekutherford Samuel Joshua redivims, or Mr. Ruther-

foords letters a 1661(1664)
itr. liuiner

—-£<!««« 1627-61 (1675; 1881; 1891)The tryal and triumph offaith 1645

ff^w l"!""^ '8.91
:

,see Wordsworth, ChristopherRutland papers, original documents illustrative of the courts

S^ iT")
°^

'' ^" '"^ "'"'y ^"' (Camd™
Rutledge (a novel, by Mrs. M. C. Harris) 1866RuTLEY, Frank The study of rocks 1879

rJ^J^"'!-''"'''
Delineations of Fonthill and its abbey 1823KUTTY, John An essay towards the natural history of thecounty of Dublin 1772

'

^
(Int'Vi eT'^

<'753-75) and soliloquies 01775

^''"°^m<^£fkj47''"""*""' '" ''"'^ '"^ '^ ^°'**

Life in the far west a 1848 (1849)
RvcAUT^S^R PAuL^Conh„aa/ion of Knolles' (R.) History of

Crucian's (B.) Critick tr. 1681
The history of the Turkish empire 1679-80
The present state of the Creek and Armenian churches

p. jj. P!'f"l'. f'?i? "f"" ottoman empire 1668 (1675)Rydbergs (A V.) Magic of the middle ages tr. A. H. Edgren
1879 See also Anderson, R. B.

RVE, VValter A glossary of words used in East Anglia
founded on that of Forby 1895A month on the Norfolk broads 1887

RVLAND, Arthur The assay of gold and silver wares 1852KYLAND, Jonathan Edwards Hengstenberg's (C. F ) Dis-
sertations on the genuineness of the Pentateuch tr. 1847to. the life and correspondence of John Foster 1846

.Weander;s (J A W.) History of the planting . . If thechnstmn church by the apostles tr. 1851
<

•
J "

Kyuer, Thomas Fa:dera, convenliones , litera:, et cujuscun-
que generis acta publica, inter reges Anglia et alios
quosvis imperatores, reges, pontifices, principes, velcommumtates aiannoiioiadnostrausquetempora,
habita et tractata (1704-35 ; 1816-30)

'

A short view of tragedy 1693
The tragedies of the last age considered 1678Ryves, Sir fHCMAs The poore vicars plea (for tithes) 1620

|->Mk- 1575: see Gammer Gurton
S., C. .^ briefe resolution of a right religion, touching the con-

= ! '''^"sys 'hat are nowe in England 1S90
c ' ^' i- ''.'^oovene of the knights of the poste 1597
b.,ti. Utttaines busse : or a computation as well of the charge

ofa busse or herring-fishing ship as also ofthe gainc and
profit thereby 1615 (Arber, Eng. Gamer HI)S—, E— : sec Smith, E.

S-. E. 1557 : see Seager, F.
S., G. Anglorum speculum or the worthies of England in

churchand state (an abridgement of Fuller's Worthies)
1684 '



S., J.

S., J. Certaine worthye manuscript poems . . now first pub-
lished by J. S. (The stately tragedy of Guistard and
Sismond, The northern mothers blessing, The way to

thrifte) 1597
S., J. Clidamas, or the SicUian tale 1639
S., J. BonareUi della Rovere's {G. U.) FUH di Scire or PhiUis

ofScyros tr. 1655
S., J. Andromana, or the merchant's wife, by J. S. (? Shirley)

1660 (Dodsley)

S., J. 1661 : sec Stephens, John
S., J. 1665, 1700 : see Sergeant, J.
S., J. (?Jc^ Smith) Horological dialogues .. shewing the

nature, use and right managing of clocks and watches

1675
S., J. capt Military discipline or the art of war ? 1685
S., J. (? J. Sergeant) The history of monastical conventions

and military institutions 1686
S., J. 1695 : see Sage, J.
S., J- 1758: see Sparrow, J.
S., L. Natures dowrie : or, the peoples native liberty asserted

1653
S., N, Sifnon's (R.) Critical enquiries into the various editions

of the BibU tr. i6B4
S., R. 1591 : see Southwell, R.
S., R. The phccnix nest built vp with the moste rare and refined

workes of noblemen 1593 (ia T. Park, Heliconia II,

1815)
S., R. 1623 : see Speed, R.
S.,S. Fortune's tennis-ball : or the .. history of Dorastus and

Fawnia rendred in . . English verse 1672
S., S. The loyal and impartial satyrist : containing eight

miscellany poems (Dedicatioa sigaed S. S.) 1694
S., T. 1583 : see Stocker, T.
S., T. 1624 : see Scott, T.
S., T. Arts improvement 1703
S., W. A compendious or briefe examination of certayne

ordinary complaints of divers of our countrymen in
these our dayes, by W. S. (?,V\\ Stafford) 1581 (New
Shaks. Soc. 1876)— A discourse of the common weal of this realm of
England c 1550 (1893)

S., W. The lamentable tragaiie of Locrine X595 (Shakespeare
Apocrypha 1908)

S., W. The true chronicle historie of the whole life and death of
Thomas Lord Cromwell 1602 (Shakespeare Apocrypha
1908)

S., W. The Puritaine or the widdow of WatUng-streete 1607
(Shake^eare Apocrypha 1908)

Sabine, Sir Edward, and others Terrestrial magnetism
1851-59 (Manu^ of scientific enquiry, 1859)

Sacheverell, Henry The christian triumph, a sermon 1713
Sacheverell {Dr. H.), Tracts relaiingto the impeachment of 1710
Sackville, Thomas, ist Earl of Dorset Works a 1608

, (1859)
Induction to the Mirror for magistrates 1563 (see Mirror)
See also Norton, T. 1561

Sacrament, The play of the c 1460 (Philol. Soc. 1861 ; Non-
cycle mystery plays, E.E.T.S. 1909)

Sacred decretaU, A , or hue and cry . . for the apprehension of

.

,

Martin Mar-priest 1645
Sacrilege sacredly handled 1619 : see Sempill, Sir J.
Sadler, Anthony The loyall mourner 1660

The subject's joy for the king's restoration 1660
Sadler, John Rights of the kingdom or customs of our an-

cestours (anon.) 1649 (1682)
Sadler, Sir Ralph State papers and letters a 1587 (1809) ^

Sage, Bp. John Works a 171 1 (Spottiswoode Soc. 1844-46)
The fundatnental charter cf presbytery (The article)

(anon.) 1695 (1697)
The principles of the Cyprianic age, by J. S. 1695

A vindication of the principles of the Cyprianic age
. 1701

S/. Andrew. The Anglo-saxon legends of St. Andrew and St.
Veronica. Ed. with English transl. by C. W. Goodwin
(1851)

St. Barbe, Reginald In modem Spain : some sketches and
impressiotis 1899 (igoo)

St. Cuthbert. The life of St. Cuthbert in English verse c 1450
(Surtees Soc. 1891)

St. Foine improved : a discourse sheming the . , benefit which
England . . may receive by the grasse called St. Foine
. . Written by a person of honour 1671 (1674)

St. George's Hospital reports 1866-
Saint-Gertnan, C tr. 1531 : see Dialogue
St. James's gazette. The 1880-1905
St. John, Charles W. G. Short sketches of the wild sports

and natural history of the highlartds 1846
St. John, Henry a 1751 : see Bolingbroke, Viscount
Saint John, Henry C. Notes and sketches from the wild

coasts of Nipon 1880
Saint John, James A. History of the four conquests of

England 1862
St. John, Percy B. Amy Moss,or the banks ofthe Ohio 1854

(i86o)
The snow ship 1865

St. Johnstoun; or John, earl of Gowrie (by Mrs. Eliza Logan)
1823

St. Kathleen, or the rock of Dunnismoyle (by A. Sutherland)
1820

St. Leonards, Edward B. Sugden, ist Baron A handy
book on property law 1858

St. Nicholas : Scribner's illustrated magazifte for girls and
boys 1873-

Saint Patrick : a national tale of the 5th century, by an anti-
quary (Rennie) 1819

Saint Patrick's purgatory: see Patrick
St. Ursula. The lyf of saynt Ursula after the cronycles of

engUmdec i^So (Roxb. Club 1818;
*Saint Victor, Helen' The ruins of Rigonda, a romance

1808
Saints' lives c 1290 (Early South-English legendary,

E.E.T.S. 1887)
^^

Saints* lives c 130$ (Early English poems, Philol. Soc. 1862)
See also Lives of saints

Saintsbury, George E. B. Dryden (English men of letters)

1881
A history of Elizabethan literature 1887 (1890)
A history of nineteenth century literature 1896

Saker, Austin Narbonus ; the laberynth of libertie 1580
Sala, George Augustus Accepted addresses 1862

America revisited 1882
The Baddington peerage i860
Dutch pictures i86x

70

Sala, George Augustus {corU.)

Gaslight and daylight 1859
Lady Chesterfield's letters to her daughter i860
London up to date 1894
My diary in America in the midst of war 1865
Paris herself again 1879
Quite alone 1864
The seven sons of Mammon 1862
The ship chandler and other tales 1862
The strange adventures of Captain Dangerous 1863
A trip to Barbary 1866
Twice round the clock, or the hours of the day and night in
London 1859 (1861)

Sale, George The Koran tr. 1734
Salemum : see Harington, Sir J. ; Paynell, T. 1528
Salesbury, William A dictionary in Englyshe and Welsh

1547 (1877)
Salisbury, Jesse A glossary of words and phrases used in

S.E. Worcestershire 1893 (E.D.S.)
Salkeld, John A treatise of angels 1613

A treatise of paradise 1617
Salkeld, William Reports of cases adjudg'd in the court of

King's bench etc. ai7i5 (1721-24, 1773)
Sallustius Crispus, Cains, All the works tr. 1687 (1692)
Salmagundi ; a miscellaneous con^nation of original poetry

etc. (by G. Huddesford and others) 1791 (1795)
Salmagundi 1807-08 : see Irving, W.
Salmon, George The infallibility of the church 1888

Lessotis introductory to the modern higher algebra 1859
(1885)

A treatise on the analytic geometry of three dimensions
1862 (1874)

A treatise on conic sections 1849 (1855)
A treatise on the higher plane curves 1852 (1879)

Salmon, Nathaniel A new survey of Englatid 1728-30
(173 1)

Salmon, Thomas A new abridgement and critical review of
the state trials and impeachments for high treason 1737
(1738)

The universal traveller : or, a compleat description of the
several nations of the world 1752-53

Salmon, William Diemerbroeck's (/. de) Anatomy ofhuman
bodies tr. 1689 (1694)

Doron medicum ; or a supplement to the new Lotidon
dispensatory 1683

The family dictionary or household companion 1696
Phartnacopceia Bateana, or Bate's (G.) Dispensatory tr.

1694 (1713)
Pharmacopceia Londinensis or the new London dispensa-

tory tr. 1678
Polygraphice ; or the art of drawing etc. 1672 (1675,

1701)
Seplasium . . The compleat English physician 1693
Synopsis medicinee, or a cmnpendium of . . physick 1671

Salmond, Stewart D. F. The christian citrine of immor-
tality 189s

Salomon and Saturnus, The dialogue of a 1000 {JEXitic Soc.
1848 ; Grein 1898)

(a later version) ? a 1300 (JElinc Soc. 1848)
Salt, Henry S. The life of H. D. Thoreau 1890
Salter, James The triumphs of the holy Jesus, a divine poem

1692
Salter, Thomas F. The angler's guide 1815
Saltern, George Of the ancient laws of Great Britaine 1605
Saltmarsh, John The practice of policie in a christian life

1639
Some drops of the vidtl powred out in a season when it is

neither night nor day 1645-46
sparkles of glory, or some beams of the morning-star 1647

(1847)
Saltonstall, Wye Eusebius (Pamphili) his life ofConstan-

tine tr. 1637
Picture loquentes, or pictures drawne forth in characters

1631
Saltus, Edgar E. Madame Sapphira : a Fifth Avenue

story 1893
Salusbury, Sir John Poems a 1612 (E.E.T.S. 1914)
Samouelle, George The entomologist's useful compertdium

1819
Sampson, George V. Statistical survey of the county of

Londonderry 1802
Sanborn, Kate A truthful woman in soiifliem California

1893
Sancroft, Abp. William Lex ignea : or the school of

j

righteousness, a sermon 1666
:

Moi^m policies, taken from Macchiavel, Borgia, and
other choise authors 1652 (1653)

Occasional sermons a 1693 (1694)
Sandars, Thomas C. Justinian's Institutes tr. 1859 (1874)
Sanday, William The criticism of the fourth gospel 1905

Inspiration (Bampton lectures) 1893
Sanders, Richard Physiognomie and chirotnancie, meto-

poscopie, the symmetrical proportions and signal moles

of the body^ully and accurately handled X653
Sanderson, Bp. Robert Works 01663 (1854)

Ve juramento, seven lectures concerning the obligation of
promissory oathes tr. 1655

Episcopacy as established by law in England not pre-
judicial to royal power 1673

Five cases of conscience occasionally determined a 1663
(1666)

• Two cases (1668) ; Eight (1674) ; Nine (1678)
A sermon 1648 (1653)
.v/l sermons 1632 (1635)
A'J^JiT/y sermons a 1663 (1674)
A'J^A'V sermotts (1681)
A'JTjri^I sermons (1689)

Sanderson, Thomas Original poems 1800
Sanderson, Sir William A compleat history of the life and

raigne of King Charles 1658
Graphice ; or the use of pen and pensill, in designing,

drawing and painting 1658
Sandford, Sir Daniel On the rise and progress of literature

1847
Sandford, Ernest G. Ed. Memoirs of Archbishop Temple

1906
Sandford, Mrs. Henry Thomas Poole and hisfriends 1888
Sandford, James : see Sanford
Sandivogius, M

.

: see French, J.
Sands, J. Sketches of Tranent in the olden time 1881
Sands, Robert C. Writings in prose and verse a 1832 (1834)
Sandys, Abp. Edwin Sermons 1575-85(1585; Parker Soc.

1841)

SCHELLEN
Sandys, Sir Edwin Europce speculum, or, a view or survey

of the state of religion in the westerne parts of the world

1599 (1629, 1638)
A relation of the state of religion (1605)

Sandys, George Groot's (H. de) Christ's passion, a tragedy
tr. 1640

Ovid's Metamorphosis tr. 1621-26 (1632)
A paraphrase upon the divine poems [Job, Psalms, Eccle-

siastes, Lamentations etc.) 1638
A paraphrase upon the Psalmes of David 1636
A paraphrase upon the Song of Sdomon 1641
A relation of a journey begun 1610 (Travels) 1615

Sandys, Sir Miles Prudence the first of the foure cardinall
virtues (Essays) 1634

Sandys, Willlam Ed. Christmas carols, ancient and modern
1833

Sanford, James Agrippa's {H. C.) Of the vanitie and un-
certaintie of artes and sciences tr. 1569

Guicciardini's (L.) Houres of recreation tr. 1573 (1576)
Tlie manuell of Epictetus tr, 1567

Sangster, Charles Hesperus and other poems i860
Sanitary engineer. The ; a monthly record of sanitary news

1880-
Sankey, William H. O. Lectures on mental diseases 1866
Sansone, Antonio Dyeing 1888
Sapskull, Sir Bartholomew : see Donaldson, W.
Sargent, Epes Peculiar, a tale of the great transition 1864
Sarpi, Pietro ( Paolo Servita) . The life of FatherPaul (Sarpi)

tr. hy a person of quality 1651
with Sir N. Brent's History of the coundl of Trent

(1676)
See also B.,W.; Brent, Sir N.; Gentilis, R. ; Potter,C.

Sarum primer (1557) : see Primer
Satchell, Thomas Provisional index to a glossary of fish

names 1879 (EJ!).S.)

Satirical poems of the time of the Reformation 1565-84 (S.T.S.

1891-93)
Satirical songs and poems on costume,from the 13th to the igth

century (Percy Soc. 1849)
Saturday review of politics, literature, science and art, The

1855-
Satyr against the French, A 1691
Saul, Arthur The famous game of chesse-play iruely dis-

covered 1614 (1672)
Saunders, Howard An illustrated manual of British birds

x883
Saunders, John Abel Drake's wife 1862

The lion in the path, an historical romance 1875 (1876)
Saunders, Richard Plenary possession makes a lawfull

power, a sermon 1651
Saunders, William Observations on the superior efficacy of

the red Peruvian bark in the cure of agues 1782
A treatise on the chemical history of some of the most

celebrated mineral waters 1805
Saunderson, R. : see Sanderson
Savage, James History of the hundred of Carhampton, in

the county of Somerset 1830
Savage, John A compleat history of Germany 1702

A select collection of letters of the antients 1703
Savage, MarmionW. The bachelor of the Albany 1847(1854)

The Falcon family, or young Ireland 1845 (1854)
Reuben Medlicott, or the coming man 1852 (1864)

Savage, Richard Works 01743 (1775, 1777)
Poetical works (1807)

The bastard, a poem 1728
A collection of pieces in verse and prose 1732
The convocation : or a battle of pamphlets, a poem ifii
Love in a veil, a comedy 1718 (1719)
Miscellaneous poems and translations, by several hands.

Publ. 1726
Of public spirit in regard to public works, an epistle 1737
The tragedy of Sir T. Overbury 1724
The wanderer, a poem 1729

Savage, Richard H. Brought to bay 1900
Savage, William A dictionary of the art of printing 1841
Savery, Thomas The miner's friend, or an engine to raise

water by fire described etc. 1702
Savile, George : see Halifax, Marquis of
Savile, Sir Henry The ende ofNero and beginning ofGaWa,

fower bookes of the histories of Tacitus. The life of
Agricola tr. 1591 (1622)

Saville-Kent, William A manual of the infusoria 1880-82
Saviolo, Vincentio His practice, in two bookes, the first

intreating of the use of the rapier and dagger, the second

of honor and honorable quarrels 1594-95
Sawles warde a 1240 (Old English homilies I, E.E.T.S. 1868)
Saxe, John Godfrey Poems v.d. (1850, 1877)
'Sa.\on' (Mrs. M. Trotter) Galloway gossip sixty years ago

Saxon and the Gael, The ; or the northern metropolis (by
Mrs. C. J. Johnstone) 1814

Saxon chronicle. Ttvo of the Saxon chronicles parallel, with
supplementary extracts from the others ed. J. Earle

(1865) See also Anglo-S^on chronicle—— ed. C. Plummer (1S92)
Saxon leechdotns : see Leechdoms
Say, Thomas American entomology, or descriptions of the

insects of North America 1824-28
Say and Sele, W illiam Fiennes, Viscount A speech in

parliament 1642
Sayce, Archibald H. Introduction to the science of language

z88o
The principles of contparative philology 1874 (1875)

Scammon, Charles M. The marine mammals of the north-

western coast of North America described 1874
Scandal at Tunbridge-Wells, a fable 1760
Scanderbeg (George Castriota) . The great Scanderbeg, a novel

(by U. Chevreau) tr. 1690
Scanderbeg redivivus 1684 : see G., H.
Scarburgh, Edmund The English Euclide tr. a 1696 (1705)

ScARGiLL, William P, The puritan's grave 1833 (1846)

Scarlett, John The stile of exchanges tr. 1682
Scatcherd, Norrisson The history of Morley in .. York-

shire 1830 (1S74)
Schaefer, Edward A. Essentials of histology 1885 (1887)

ScHAFF, F^iLip Christ and Christianity 1885
History of the christian church 1883-93
See also Herzog, J. J.

Scheele's (C. W.) Chemical essays tr. 1786
Scheffer's (/.) History of Lapland tr. 1674
Schele de Vere : see De Vere
Schellen's (//.) Spectrum analysis tr. Jane and C. Lasscll, ed.

W. Huggius 1871 (1873)



SCHEME
Schemefor equipping and maintaining sixteen men of war, A

1747
ScusucuzER, John G. Kcsmpfer's (£.) History ofJapan it.

1727
Schiller, Ferdinand C. S. Riddles of the sphinx 1891
ScHiMMELPENNiNCK, Mary Anne Narrative of the detnoli-

tion of the monastery of Port Roytd des champs 181

5

(1816)
Schley, Winfield S. and Soley, J. R. The rescue ofGredy

X885
ScUiemann^s (H.) Troja : resttlts of the latest researches tr.

X884
ScHMiD, Reinhold Die Gesetze dcr Angelsachsen 1858
Schmidt, Alexander Shakespeare-lexicon 1874-75 (1886)
Schmidt's (E. 0.) The doctrine of descent and Darwinism tr.

1875 (ed. 2)
ScholasticaU discourse against symbolizing with Antichrist in

ceremonies, A (by R. Parker) 1607
Schclekous of vngracious women. The veriuous (attrib. to

E. GosynhLU) c 1550
Scholehouse of women, The, wherin every man may read a

goodly^aise of the conditions of wo^nen c 1541 (1572 iu
HazL Popular poetry IV)

Scholes, J. Tim Gamwattle's jawnt (to see the queen)
1857

ScHOHBURGK, SiR ROBERT H. A dcscription of British
Guiana 1840

The history of Barbados 1848
School for good living. The ; an essay on the European kitchen

18x4
School of man. The ; tr.from the French (of F. Canard) 1753
Schoolcraft, Hesry Rowe Historical and statistical in-

formation respecting the history, conditions, and pros-
pects of the Indian tribes of the United States 1851-60

SCHREiNER, Olive ('Ralph Iron') The story of an African
farm 1883

Trooper Peter Halket of Mashonaland 1897
SCHROEDER, Henry The annols of Yorkshire 1851-52
Schutienberger's (P.) On fermentation tr, 1876
Science, an illustrated journal (Camb., Mass.) 1883-94, ^-S-

1895-
Sctence-gossip, Hardwicke's 1865-93

continued as Science-Gossip Z894-1903
Science lectures at South Kenstngtott by Capt. Abney (and

others) 1878
Science lectures for the people, delivered in Manchester

1866-80
Scientific American, The (a periodical) 1845- . Supplement

1881-
Scientific opinion : a weekly record of scientific progress 1869
ScLATER, Philip L. ArgerUine ornithology 1888-89

Exotic ornithology 1869
See also Sclater, W. L.

ScLATER, William A brief and plain commentary upon the

proPhede of Malachy 1608 (1650)
The christians strength, a sermon 16x2
An exposition with notes, on the whole fourth chapter to

the Romanes a 1626 (1650)
An exposition with notes, upon the first epistle to the

Thessalonians 16x9 (1630)
the second epistle 1627 (1629)

A key to the key of scripture, or an exposition ttith notes,

upon the three first chapters of Che epistle to the Romanes
z6xx (1629)

The ministers portion, a sermott 1613
The quastion oftythes revised 1621 (1633)
Sermons experimentaU on Psalms cxvi and cxvti a 1626

(1658)
The sick souls salve, a sermon x6x2
A tiwe^old preservative against three dangerous diseases

of these latter times 1609 (1610)
ScLATER, WtuLiAM CivU tnagistrocy by divine authority 1652

(»653)
The crowne of righteousness (a funeral sermon) 1653

The watthy communicant rewarded, a sermon 1639
ScLATER, William L. and Sclater, P. L. The geography of

mammals X899
ScoBELL, Henry Ed. A collection of acts and ordinances .

,

made in the parliament 1640-56 (1658)

Scoffern, John Elementary chemistry of the imponderable

ogMts and of inorganic bodies X855
See also Orr's Circle of the sciences

ScocAN, ScoGiN, or ScoGOiN, JoHN His j'estes 1613
ScooNES, W. Baptiste Ed. Four centuries of English letters

v.d. (1880)
SCORESBY, William An account of the arctic regums, with

a history ar^ description of the northern whale-fishery

Z820
Ed. Cheever's {H. T.) Whaleman's adventures in the

southern ocean 1850 (1859)

Journal of a voyage to the northern whale-fishery 1823
Scot, Sir J. : see Scott

Scot, Reginald The discoverie of witchcraft 1584 (1886)

A perfite pla^orme of a hoppe garden 1574 (1578)

Scot, Walter a true history of several honourable faynUies

ofthe . . nameofScotin . . Roxburgh and Selkirk 1688

(1894)
Scot, William An apdogeticaU narration of the state of the

kirk of Scotland sinu the reformation c 1630 (Wodrow
Soc. X846)

Scotch metrical version of the Psalms (1650) : see Scottish

psalter

Scotch paraphrases 1745 : see Translations

Scotch Presbyterian elo^tence, The (by 'Jacob Curate*) 1692

(1738)
Scotiand. An account of the present persecution ofthe church of

Scotlartd, in several letters 1690
A n account of Scotland's grievances by reason of the duke

of Lauderdal's ministry c 1674 ( 1693)
The actis and constitutiounis of the realme of Scotland

The lawes and actes of parliament (i597)

The acts of the parliaments of Scotland X124-1707

(1814-75)
The acts of the Lords auditors of causes and complaints

1466^4 (1839)
The acts of the Lords o/" council in civU causes 1478-95

Acts and proceedings of the general assemblies of the kirk

of Scotland 1560-1618 (BannatvneClub 1839-45)

The acts of the general assemblies of the church of

Scotland X638-49 (1682)

71

Scotland (cont.)

The acts of sederunt of the Lords of councU and session

1553-1790(1790)
The booke ofcommon prayer ,, for the use ofthe church of

Scotland 1637
A brief and true account of the sxtfferings of the church of

Scotland . . since the year 1660 1690
Calendar of the state papers relating to Scotland 1509-

1603(1858)
Compota thesaxtrariorum regum Scotontm, Accounts ofthe

Lord high treasurer of Scotland 1473- (1877- )

A declaration . . from the generall assembly of the king-
dome of Scotland 1642

A declaration of the lords of the secret councdl and of the
generall assembly of the kingdome and kirke of Scotland
1642

Miscellany of Popular Scottish poeyns, chiefly of a
humorous ana descriptive character 1862

The new statistical account of Scotland, by the ministers
of the respective parishes 1845. See also Sinclair,
Sir J.

The petition of the commissioners of the generall assembly
of the kirke of Scotland 1642

The register of the privy council of Scotland XS45-
(1877- )

Registrum magni sigilli regum Scotorum, The register of
the great seal of Scotland 1306- (1814, 1912 ; 1882- )

Registrum secreti sigilli regum Scotorum, The register of
the privy seal of Scotland 1488-1529 (1908)

Rotuh scaccarii regum Scotorum, The exchequer rolls of
Scotland 1264- (1S78- )

The Scotts declaration in answer to the declaration sent
unto them by their cojnmissioners now at London 1642

Scotland's glory arid her shatne, being a brief historical account
of her glory by presbytery etc. 1752 (1786)

Scots in Poland, Papers relating to tfte, isyS-xygs (S.H.S.
1915)

Scots tnagazine. The 1739-X817
Scots poems. A select collection of Scots poems, chiefly in the

broad Buchan dialect 1785
Scots songs. A selection of the most favourite Scots songs,

chiefly pastoral, adapted for the harpsichord 1790
Scott, Alexander Poems c 1560 (S.T.S. 1896; E.E.T.S.

X902)
Scott, Andrew Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect 1805

(1808)
Scott, Charles The practice of sheep-farming 1886
Scott, Sir G. Gilbert Gleanings from Westminster Abbey

i86x (1863)
Lectures on the rise and development ofmediceval architec-

ture a iSyS (1879)
Recollections personal and professional a 1878 (1879)

Scott, George Gilbert An essay on the history of English
church architecture 1881

Scott, Hew Fasti ecclesiee Scotican^s, the succession of
ministers in the parish churches of Scotland 1866-71

Scott, Sir James Sibbald D. To Jamaica and back 1876
Scott or Scot, Sir John Ihe staggering state of the Scots

statesmen (1550-1650) a 1670 (i754)
Scott, John JVorfts a 1694 (1718)

The christian life x68i-86 (1730, 1747)
Practical discourses upon several subjects a 1694

(1697-98)
Scott, John 1773 : see Observations
Scott, John Amwell ; a descriptive poem 1776

Poetical works 1782
Scott, John A visit to Paris in 1814 1815 (1816)

Paris revisited in 1815 1816 (1817)
Scott, Jonathan Bahar-Danush ; or. Garden of knowledge,

an oriental romance tr. 1799
Ferishta's House of Dekkan tr. 1794

Scott, Joseph Nicol Bailey's (N.) New universal English
dictionary Revised 1755 (1764)

'Scott, Leader* (Mrs. Lucy E. Baxter) Tuscan studies and
sketches 1887 (i888)

Scott, Michael The cruise of the Mi^e 1834-35 (1863)
Tom Cringle's log 1829-33

Scott, Robert Forsyth A treatise on the theory of deter-

minants 1880
Scott, Robert Henry Elementary fneteorology 1883
Scott, Sarah Test of filial duty (anon.) 1772
Scott, Thomas The Belgicke pismire stinging the slothfull

sleeper (anon.) 1622
The htgh-waies ofGod and the king (sermons) 1620 (1623)
Newesfrom Pemassus (anon.) 1622
A tongue-combat . . betweene two English smddiers 1623
VotiviB Anglice ; or the desires and wishes of England by

S. R. N. I. 1624
Vox populi, or newes from Spayne 1620-24
Vox regis, by T. S. 1624
See also Raleigh's ghost

Scott, Thomas The holy Bible . . with original notes X788-92
Scott, Thomas Poems ; with Edwin and Catherine or the

distressed lovers, a tragedy 1793
ScoTT, Sir Walter MiscellaTieous prose works 01832

(1834-71)
Poetical works a 1632
Waverley novels (1829-33)
The abbot 1820
Anne of Geierstein 1829
The antiquary 1816
Auckindrane, or the Ayrshire tragedy 1830
The betrothed 1825
The black dwarf 1816
The border antiquities of England and Scotland 1814-17
The bridal of Triertnain 1813
The bride of Lammennoor 1818
Castle Dangerous 1831
Chronicles of the Canongate (The highland widow, The

two drovers, The surgeon's daughter ; Saint Valen-

tine's day, or The fair maid of Perth) 1827-28

Count Robert of Paris 1831
The doom of Devorgoil 1830
Essays on chivalry, romance and the drama v.d.

The fair maid of Perth 1828
Familiar letters a 1832 (1894)

The fortunes of Nigel 1822
Guy Mannering ; or the astrologer 1815
Hcdidon Hill : a metrical drama 1822
Harold the dauntless 1817
The heart of Midlothian i8i8

The highland widow 1827
Ivanhoe, a romance 1819

SEARCH
Scott, Sir Walter {cont.)

Journal 1825-32 (1890)
Kenilworth 1821
The lady of the lake 1810
The lay of the last minstrel 1805
The legend of Montrose 18 19
The letters of Malachi Malagrowtker 1826 (see Thoughts,

below)
Letters on demonology and witchcraft 1830
The life of Napoleon Buonaparte 1827
The lord of the isles 1814
Marmion i8o8
The minstrelsy of the Scottish border 1802 (1803)
The monastery 1820
Old Mortality 1816
Paul's letters to his kinsfolk 1815 (1816, 1839)
Peveril of the Peak 1822
The pirate 1821
Provincial antiquities of Scotland 1826
Quentin Durward 1823
Redgauntlet 1824
Rob Roy 18 1

8

Rokeby 1813
St. Ronan's well 1824
Ed. Sir Tristretn 1804 (1811)
The surgemi's daughter 1827
Tales of tJie crusaders (The betrothed. The talisman)

X825
Tales of my landlord (The black dwarf. Old Mortality,
The heart of Midlothian, ITie bride of Lammermoor,
A legend of Montrose, Count Robert of Paris, Castle
Dangerous) 1817-32

The talisman 1825
Thoughts on the proposed change of currency by *Malacbi

Malagrowther' 1826
The two drovers 1827
The vision of Don Roderick 1811
Waverley ; or, 'tis sixty years since 1814
Woodstock, or the Cavalier 1826
See also Lockhart, J. G.

Scott, William An essay of drapery, or the compleate citizen
trading justly 1635

Scottish alliterative poems a i40o-<; 1475 (S.T.S. 1897)
Scottish Burgh Records Society, Publications of the (1868-

1908)
Scottish field, The (a poem on the battle of Flodden) J515

(Miscellanies 11, Chetham Soc. 1856)
Scottish History Society, Publications of the (1887- )

Scottish legends. Legends of the saints in the Scottish dialect of
the fourteenth century c 1375 (S.T.S. 1896)

Scottish pasquils. A book {a second, third book) of Scotish
pasquils v.d. ed. J. Maidment (1827-28, 1868)

Scottish poems of the sixteenth century ed. J. G. Dalyell
(1801)

Scottish psalter. The psalmes of David in metre, used in the

ktrk of Scotland 1596 (1615, 1633, 1635, 1650)
Scottish Text Society, Publications of the (1884- )

{Scottish) Trojan war. The C1400 (Horstmann, Barbour's
Legendensammlnng 1881-82)

ScoucAL, Henry Works a 1678 (1765)
Discourses on important subjects a 1678 (1735)

Scourge of Venus, The : or the wanton lady, by H. A(ustin)

1613 (1614 ; Grosart 1876)
ScRAFTON, Luke Reflections on the government of Indostan

1763 (1770)
Scribbleomania ; or the pr%nter*s deviTs Polichrontcon, a poem

(by W. H. Ireland) 1815
Scribner's Magazine 1887-
Scribner's Monthly, an illustrated magazine 1870-81
ScRivEN, John A practical treatise on copyhold tenure and

court keeping 1816
A treatise on copyhold, customary freehold and

arwient demesne tenure ed. H. Stahnan (1846,
1867)

A treatise on the law of copyholds revised by A.
Brown (1882)

Scrivener, Frederick H. A. Six lectures on the text of the

New Testament 1874 (1875)
Scrivener, Scrivener C. Our fields and cities ; or mis-

directed energy 1890 (1891)
ScROGGS, Sir William Practice of courts-leet and courts-

baron a X683 (1701, 1714)
Scrope, George Poulett The geology and extinct vokanos

of central France 1858 (ed. 2)

History of . . Castle Combe, in the county of Wilts iS$2
Vokanos, the character of their phenomena 1862 (ed. 2)

Scrope, William Days and nights of salmon fishing in the

Tweed 1843
'Scrutator' (K. W. Horlock) The country gentlenuin (a

novel) 1862
Scrutton, Thomas E. Commons and common fields 1887
ScuDAMORE, Sir Charles A medical visit to Grafenberg

1843
Scudamore, Edward The nomenclator ; a technological

dktionary containing all the principal terms in use in

the arts and sciences 1841
Scudamore, Frank Ives The day dreams ofa sleepless man

1875
Scudamore, James Homer a la mode 1664
ScuDDER, Henry The christians daily walke in holy securitie

and peace 1627 (1637)
A key of heaven : the Lord's prayer opened 1620

ScuDDER, Samuel Hubbard Butterflies : their structure .

.

arid life-histories i88i
The butterflies of the eastern United States and Canada

1889
Scudery's {G. de) Curia politue : or the apologies of severaU

princes justifying to the world their most eminent

actions tr. (by E. Wolley) 1654
Scully, William C. Kafir stories 1895
Sea-board i860 : see Warter, J. W.
Seafarer a 1000 (Grein)

Seager, F. The schoole of vertue and booke of ^ood nourture

for chyldren and youth to learne theyr dutte by, by F. S.

X557 (Babees book, E.E.T.S. 1868)

Seager, John Hernuinn's {J. G. J.) Elements of the doctrine

of metres abridged and tr. 1830
A suppletnent to Dr. Johnson's Dktionary 1819

Seale, John Barlow An analysis of the Greek metres 1784
(l802)

Seaman, Sir Owen The battle of the bays 1897
In cap and bells 1899

'Search, Edward' : see Tucker, A.
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Skabs, Edhund Hamilton Athanasia; or foregUams of

imntortfdify X858
Tkefomtk gospd the heart of Christ 1872 (1874)

Reseneratvm 1853 (1873)
Sermtms and songs of the chnsttan hfe 1874

Sears, George W. Forest runes, poems 1887
Seasonable advice to ail true Protestants in England, A 1679
SeasomMe advice to Protestants, containing some means of

reviving and strengthening the protesiant interest 1745
Seasonable expostuiation with the Netherlands, A (by F.

Osborne ?) 1652
Seasonable speech 1659 : see Shaftesbiir>*, ist Earl of

Seaton, Sir Thomas A tnanual of fret cutting and wood
carving 1875

Sebright, Sir John S. Observations on hawking 1826
Secker, Abp. Thomas Lectures on the catechism of the

church of England ciyzS (1769)
Sermons on several subjects a 1768 (1770-71)

Secker, William The ncnsuch professor in his meridian
splendor isennoQs) 1660

Second discourse of the religion of England, A 1668
Second maiden's tragedy, The 1611 (Hazl. Dodsley)
Second narrative of the late parliament {so-called)f A 1658

(Harl. Misc.)

Second rxarrative, A 1697 : see Keith, G.
Second plea. The conformist's second plea for the noncon-

formists (by E. Pearse) 1682
Second sight. A treatise on the second sight, dreams and

apparitions, by 'Theophilus Instdanus' 1763
Secret history of the reigns of Charles II and James II, The

1690
Secret service. Moneys received and paid for secret services of

Charles II and James II 1679-88 (Camden Soc. 1851)
Secreta secretorum, Three prose versions of 1450-80 ; c 1400 ;

1422 (E.E.T.S. 1898)
Securis, John A detection and querimonie of the daily

enortnities and abuses committed in physick 1566
Sedgwick, Adam A student's text-book of zoology 1898

and Heathcote, F. G. Claus' (C.) Elementary text-

book of zoology tr. 1884-S5
Sedgwick, Miss Catherine M. Hope Leslie ; or early times

in the Massachusetts 1827 {1872)
Liters from abroad to kindred at home 1841
The Linwoods ; or sixty years since in A nterica 1835
Live and let live 1837 (1873)

Sedgwick, Obadiah The anatomy of secret sins (sermons)
a 1658 (1660)

XpwTo? Kat Kcp^o? Christ the life, and death the gain of
every true beleever 1650

Christ's counsell to his languishing church of Sardis 1640
England's preservation (a sermon) 1642

Sedley, Sir Charles Works aiyoi (1722, 1778)
Bellamira, or the mistress, a comedy 1687
The mulberry garden, a cotnedy 1668

Seebohm, Frederic The English village community ex-

amined in its relations to the manorial and tribal

systems 1883 {1884)
The Oxford reformers of I4g8 (Colet, Erasmus, More)

1867
Seebohm, Henry A history of British birds 1883-85

Siberia in Asia 1882
Seelev, Sir John R. Ecce homo ; a survey of the life and

tvork of Jesus Christ (anon.) 1865 (i865)
The expansion of England 1883
Lectures and essays 1869 (1870)
The life and times of Stein 1878
Natural religion 1882
A short history of Napoleon the first 1886

Segar, Sir William Honor, military and civill 1602
Sege off Melayne, The C1400 (E.E.T.S. 1880)
S^GuiN, Lisbeth G. The Black forest^ its people and legends

1879
SeideUs (J. J.) The organ and its construction tx. 1852
Seile, Henry Augustus ; or an essay of those means ,

.

whereby the commonwealth of Rome was alter'd . . unto
a monarchy 1632

Selborne, Roundell Palmer, ist Earl of The book of
praise, from the best English hymn writers. Selected

1862(1865)
Memorials a 1895 ( 1896-98)

Selby, Charles London by night, a drama a 1863 (1886)
Selby, Prideaux J. A history of British forest-trees 1842

Illustrations of British ornithology 1825-33
Selden, John The duello or single combat 1610

England's Epinomis a 1654 (Tracts 1683 ; 1726)
The kistorie of tithes 1618
Illustrations (to Drayton's Poly-olbion) 16x2
Table-talk a 1654 (1689 ; Arber)
Titles of honor 1614
(For Discourse of the government of England: see
Bacon, N.)

Selden, Joseph The trades man's help. An introduction to

arithmetick 1694
Select cases in the court of requests 1497-1569 (Selden Soc.

1898)
Select charters (1870) : see Stubbs, Bp. W.
Select pleas of the court of admiralty 1390-1602 (Selden Soc.

1892-97)
Select pleas of the court of star chamber v.d. (Selden Soc.

1902-10)
Select pleas of the forest v.d. (Selden Soc. 1899)
Select poetry, chiefly devotional of the reign of queen Elizabeth

ai6oo (ed. E. Farr, Parker Soc. 1845)
Select poetry, chiefly sacred of the reign of king James the first

16.. (ed. E. Farr, 1847)
Selectionfrom the Harleian Miscellany of tracts, A v.d. (1793)
Selfinstructor^The,oryoungtnan's bestcompanion 1807 (1811)
Selimus, emperour of the Turkes, The first part of the tragicaU

ratine of 1594 (Grosart, Greene's works XIV)
Sellar, Eleanor M. Recollections and impressions 1907
Selous, Frederick C. African nature notes and reminis-

cences ^908
A hunter's wanderings in Africa 1881

'

Travel and adventure in south-east Africa 1893
Selwyn, William Af> fibridgment of the law of Nisi prius

1808 (1817)
Semper, Karl The natural conditions of existence as they

affect animal life 1879 {1881)
Sehpill, Sir James A pick-tooth for the pope, or the pack-

mans paternoster tr. out of Dutch a 1625 (1669)
Sacrilege sacredly handled, that is,according to scripture

onely 1619 \

See also Sempill, R. ^^^

—

\

Sempill, Robert The Sempill ballates, a series of

.

. Scotish
poems ascribed to Robert Sempill 1567-83, to which are
added poetns by Sir J. Semple of Beltrees 1598-1610
(1872)

Semple, George A treatise on building in water 1776
Semple, Robert Hunter Memoirs on diphtheria. Selected

and tr. 1859 (New Syd. Soc.)
Senault's (J. F.) Paraphrase upon Job tr. 1648
Sendivogius, M. : see French, J.
Seneca's (L. A.) Tenne tragedies tr. (by Jasper Heywood,

Alex. Neville, and oUiers) 1581
Senior, Nassau W. Historical and philosophical essays

(11864(1865)
Senior, William Pike and perch 1900
Sennett, Richard The marine steam engine, a treatise 1882
Sequel, The ; or tnoderation further displayed, a poem (by

W. Shippen or D. De Foe) 1705
Ser John Mandevelle. The commonyng of Ser J. Mandevelle

and the gret Souden ? c 1400 (Hailitt, Early popular
poetry 1864)

Sergeant, Miss E. F. Adeline No saint, a study 1886
Sergeant, John An account of the chapter erected by

William, titular bishop of Chalcedon 1706 (1853)
The history of monastical conventions, by J. S. (? J. Ser-

geant) z686
A letter of thanks to Mr. J. T(illotson) 1666
Schism dispack't, or a rejoynder . . to the replies of

Dr. Hammond and the lord of Derry, by S. W, (i. e.

J. Sergeant) 1657
Solid philosophy asserted against thefancies of the Ideists

1697
Sure-footing in Christianity, or rational discourses on the

rule of faith, by J. S. 1665
Transnatural philosophy, by J. S. 1700
White's {T.) PeripaUticall institutions tr. (? by J. Ser-

geant) 1656
Sermo pro episcopo puerorum (by Bp. J. Alcock) c X496

(W. de W.)
Serpent of division. The (by J. Lydgate) c 1400 (1590, 1911)
Service, John The life and recollections of Doctor Duguid

(a novel) 1887
Thir notandums 1890

Seth, Andrew Scottish philosophy, a comparison of the

Scottish and Gernuzn answers to Hume 1885
Seton-Karr, Walter S. The Marquess Cornwallis (Rulers

of India) X890
and Sandeman, H. Ed. Selections from Calcutta
gazettes of the years 1784-1823 (1864-69)

'Setoun, Gabriel' (Thomas N. Hepburn) Robert Urquhart
X896

Settle, Elkanah Eusebia triumphans. The Hannover suc-

cession to the imperial crown of England 1702
(1705)

Reflections on several of Mr. Dryden's plays X687
Settlers and convicts 1847 : see Harris, A.
Seven sages. The. The proces of the seuyn sages 13 . . (Weber,

Metrical romances IH, 1810)
The seven sages, in English verse c 1425 (Percy Soc. 1845)
See also Rolland, J.

Several discourses and characters address'd to the ladies of the

age, wherein the vanities of the modish women are

discovered X689
Sewall, Samuel Diary 1674-1729 (1878-82)

Letter-book 1686-1729 (Collections of Mass. Hist. Soc.

1886)
Seward, Anna Letters 1784-1807 (1811)

Memoir of the life of Dr. Darwin 1804
Poetical works a 1809 (1810)

Seward, William Anecdotes of some distinguished persons

1795-97
Seward, William A tour to Yordes cave x8oi

(A dialogue from the above, in Nine specimens,
E.D.S. 1896)

Sewel, William The history ofthe.. Quakers aijzo {1722,

1795)
A large dictionary English and Dutch 1708 (1766)
A new dictionary English and Dutch 169X

Sewell, Miss Elizabeth M. Amy Herbert, by a lady X844
Cleeve Hall 1855
A glimpse of the world 1863
Ursula, a tale of country Itfe 1858

Sewell, George The tragedy 0/ Richard I a 1726 (1728)
Sewell, William The domestic virtues and manners of the

Greeks and Romans (Oxford prize essay) 1828
Hawkstone ; a tale of and for England in 184- 18^15

(1846)
Sexby, Edward : see Titus, Silius.

Seyd, Ernest Bullion andforeign exchanges theoretically and
practically consider^ 1868

Seymour, Edward J. Thoughts on the nature and treatment

of several severe diseases of the human body 1847
Seymour, Richard The court gamester 1719 (1720)

The cmnpleat gamester 1720 (1734)
Shacklock, Richard Hosius' (S.) A most excellent treatise

of the begynnyng of heresyes in oure tytne tr. . . and
intituled by him, The hatchet of heresies 1565

Shadwell, Charles The fair Quaker of Deal, or, the

humours of the navy, a comedy (anon.) 1710
The humours of the army, a comedy ijis

Shadwell, Thomas The dramatic works a 1693 (1720)
The amorous bigotte 1690
Bury-fair 1689
Epsotn Wells 1672 (1673)
Fountain's (/.) Royal shepherdess 1669
The humorists X670 {1671)
The Lancashire-witches, and Tegue ODivdly, the Irish

priest 1682
The libertine 1676
The medal of John Bayes : a satyr against folly and

knavery 1682
The miser 1672
The scowrers 1691
The squire of Alsatia 1688
The sullen lovers, or the iniperiinents 1668
The tenth satyr of Juvenal tr. 1687
The true widow 1679
The virtuoso 1676
The volunteers, or the stock-jobbers a 1692 (1693)
The woman-captain 1680

Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley Cooper, ist Earl of A
seasonable speech made by a worthy member of parlia-
ment in the House of Commons, concerning the other
House, March, 1659 1659 (Hail. Misc.)

Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley Cooper, 3rd Earl of
Characteristicks of tjien, manners, opinions, times
(anon.) 1711 (1737)

A letter concerning enthusiasm (anon.) 1708
The moralists, a philosophical rhapsody (anon.) 1709
Soliloquy ; or advice to an author (anon.) 1710

Shaftesbury, Antony Ashley-Cooper, 7th Earl of
Diary a 1885 (in E. Hodder, Life 1886)

Shairp, John Campbell Aspects of poetry 1881
Culture and religion in sotne of their relations 1870
Robert Burns (English men of letters) 1879

Shakespeare, William Comedies, histories & tragedies
az6i6 (First folio 1623)

The Cambridge Shakespeare (1863-66, 1891-93)
The Globe edition (1866)

Alls well, that ends well 1601
The tragedie of Anthonie, and Cleopatra 1606
As you like it 1600
The comedie of errors 1590
The tragedy of Coriolanus X607
The tragedie of Cymbeline 1611
The tragedie of Hamlet, prince of Denmarke x6oa

The tragicaU historic of Hatnlet, prince ofDenmarke
(1603, 1604)

The first part of Henry the fourth 1596
The history of Henrie the fourth (1598)

The second part of Henry the fourth 1597
The second part of Henrie the fourth (1600)

The life of Henry the fift 1599
The cronicle history ^ Henry the fift (1600, 1619)

The first part of Henry the sixt 1591
The second part 1593
The third part 1593

Thefamous history of the life of king Henry the eight 1613
The life and death of king lokn 1595
The tragedie of Ivlivs Cmsar i6ox
The tragedie of king Lear 1605—— His true chronicle historic of the life and death of

king Lear and his three daughters (1608)
A louers complaint 1597 (at end of Sonnets i6og)
Loues labour s lost 1588

A pleasant conceited comedie called Loues labors
lost (1598)

Lucrece 1593 (1594 ; The rape of Lucrece x6i6)
The tragedie of Macbeth 1605
Measure for measure 1603
The merchant of Venice 1596

The most excelletit historie of the merchant of Venice
(1600, 1619)

The merry wiues of Windsor 1598
A most pleasaunt and excellent conceited comedie, of

Syr lohn Falstaffe and the merrie wiues of Windsor
(1602)

A midsommer nights dreame 1590 (also 1600, 1619)
Much adoe about nothing 1599 (also 1600)
The tragedie of Othello, the Moore of Venice 1604 (also

1622)
The late and much admired play, called Pericles, prince of

Tyre 1608 (1609)
The phcenix and the turtle x6oi (in R. Chester's Loves

martyr, repr. New Shaks. Soc. 1878)
The life atui death of king Richard the second 1593

The tragedie of king Richard the second (1597)
The tragedy of Richard the third 1594 (also 1597)
The tragedie of Romeo and Ivliet 1592

An excellent conceited tragedie of Romeo and luliet

(1597, 1599)
Sonnets c 1600 (1609)
The taming of the shrew 1596
The tempest x6io
The life of Tymon of Athens 1607
The lamentable tragedy of Titus Andronicus 1588

The most lamentable Romaine tragedie of Titus
Andronicus (1594)

The tragedie of Troylus and Cressida 1606
The historie of Troylus and Cresseida (1609)

Twelfe night, or what you uiU i6ox
The two gentlemen of Verona 1591
Venus and Adonis 1592 (1593)
The winters tale 1611
and others The passionate pilgrime 1599

Shakespeare Apocrypha, The: being a collection of fourteen
plays which have been ascribed to Shakespeare ed,

C. F. Tucker Brooke (1908)
Shakespeare jest-books ed. W. C. Hazlitt (1864)
Shakespeare Society, Publications of the (1841-53)

Papers (1844-49)
Shakspere Society, Publications of the New (1874- )

Shakespeare's Centurie of prayse ed. C. M. Ingleby (1874,
also New Shaks. Soc. 1879)

•Shallow, J,* (J. Y. A. Morshead) The Templars' trials

1888
Shand, Alexander L The life of General Sir E. B. Hamley

1895
Sharp, Bartholomew The voyages and adventures of Capt.

B. Sharp and others in the south sea 1684 (Collection

of voyages IV, 1729)
Sharp, Sir Cuthbert Chronicon mirabile ; or extracts from

parish registers (anon.) 1841
Sharp, Abp. John Works 01714 (1754)
Sharp, Samuel A treatise on the operations of surgery 1739
Sharp, Thomas A dissertation on the pageants or dramatic

mysteries anciently performed at Coventry 1825
Sharp, William D. G. Rossetti, a record and a study 1882

Ed. Sonnets of this century 1886
Sharpe, Charles K. Ed. A ballad book 1823 (1880)

LeUersaiBsi (1888)
Sharpe, Reginald R. Ed. Calendars of letter-books pre-

served ..at the Guildhall X899-
London and the kingdotn 1894-95

Sharpe, Richard Bowdler Catalogue of the birds in the

British Museum 1874-88
A handbook to the birds of Great Britain ( = Lloyd s

Natural history, British birds) 1894-96
and Dresser, H. E. A history of the birds of Europe
1871-81

Sharpe, Samuel Egyptian inscriptions 1837-41
The history of Egypt under the Ptolemies 1838

under the Romans 1842
till the conquest by the Arabs 1846 (1859)

Rudiments of a vocabulary of Egyptian hieroglyphics

1837
Sharpham, Edward Thefieire {a comedy) 1607



SHABROCK
Sharrock, Robert The history of the propagation and im-

provement of vegetables 1660
Shaw, Sir Charles Personal memoirs and correspondence,

comprising a narrative of the war . . in Portugal and
Spain 1837

Shaw, Cuthbert A monody to the menfpry of a young lady,
with An evening address to a nightingale 1768

Shaw, George General zoology, or systeinatic natural history
1800-12

continued by J. F. Stephens {1815-26)
Musei Leveriani explicatio, Anglica et Latina 1792-96
Vivarium tuUum . , The naturalists' miscellany 1789-

1813
Zoological lectures delivered at the Royal Institution 1809

Shaw, George A manual of electro-metallurgy 1842 {1844)
Shaw, George Bernard Ed. Fabian essays in Socialism

1889
John Bull's other island 1904
Man and superman 1903
Plays : pleasant and unpleasant 1898
The perfect Wagnerite 1898
Saint Joan 1923 (1924)

Shaw, Henry W. 1866 : see * BUlings, Josh*
Shaw, James A country schoolmaster, James Shaw a 1896

(ed. R. Wallace 1899)
Shaw, Lachlan The history of the province of Moray 1775

new ed. by J. F. S. Gordon (1882)
Shaw, Peter Bacon's (F.) Philosophical works methodized

atui made English lyzz
Thru essays in artifictal philosophy or universal chemis-

try 1731
Shaw, R. D. The Pauline epistles 1903
Shaw, Thomas Travels, or observations relating to several

parts of Barbary and the Levant 1738
Suppl. 1746

Shaw, Vero K. The illustrated book of the dog 1879-8X
Shaw, William A Galic and English dictionary 1780
Shawe, Dorothy. Mistris Shawe's tomb-stone 1658
Shea, Sir Ambrose Newfoundland, its fisheries and general

resources 1883 (Fisberies exhibition literature)
Shearman, Montagu Athletics and footixill (Badminton

library) i88y (1899)
Shebbeare, John Lydia, or filial piety 1755 {1769)

The marriage act (anon.) 1754
(another ed.) Matrimony, a novel 1755 {1766)

Sheod, William G. T. Dogmatic theology 1889
A history of christian doctrine 1864

SuEE, Sir Martin Archer Rhymes on art 1805 {1806)
Shee, William Archer My contemporaries {1830-yo)

1893
^EFFiELD, John, Duke or Buckimghah Works a 1731

(1723, 1753)
An essay on poetry (anon.) 1682

Shejfield glossary 1888-91 : see Addv, S. O.
Shcilds or Shields, .\lexander The life and death of .

.

J. Renwick a lyoo (1724; Biographia presbytenana

Sheldon^ Frederick The minstrelsy of the English border,
being a collection of ballads 1847

Sheldon, George A history of Deerfield, Massachusetts
1895-96 See also Temple, Josiah H.

Sheldon, John P. Dairy farming 1881
Sheldon, M. French Flaubert's (G.) SalammbS tr. 1886
Sheldon, Richard The first sermon after his conversion,

preached . . at S. Martins in the field z6i2
A survey of the miracles of the church of Rome, proving

them to be Antichristian 1616
Shelpord, Robert Five pious and learned discourses 1635
Shellev, Charles P. B. Workshop appliances 1873 (1893)
Shelley, George Sentences and maxims . . in prose and

verse 17x2 (1730)
Shelley, Jane, Lady Ed. Shelley me>norials 1859
Shelley, Mrs. Mary Wollstonecraft Frankenstein, or

the modern Prometheus z8i8
Shelley, Percy Bysshe Poetical works a 1B22 [1853, 1882,

1904)
Prose works (1880, 1888)
Adonais, an elegy on the death of John Keats 1821
Alastor ; or the spirit of solitude 1815
Calderon, Scenes from the Magico Prodigio of tr. 1822
The Cenci, a tragedy 1819
Charles the first 1821-22
The Cyclops, a satyric drama, tr. from Euripides 18x9
Epipsychidion z82X
Essays, letters from abroad, translations and fragments
a 1822 (1852)

Hellas, a lyrical drama 1821
Julian and Maddalo 181S
Loon and Cythna : see Revolt of Islam, below
Lines written among the Euganean hills 181S
The mash of anarchy 1819
Oedipus tyrannus ; or SweUfoot the tyrant, a tragedy 1820
Peter Bell the third 1819
Prince Athanase 1817
Prometheus unbound, a lyrical drama 1820
Queen Mab, a philosophical poem 18x3
The revolt of Islam (an ed. 1818 Laon and Cythna) Z817
Rosalind and Helen, a modem eclogue 1818
Selea letters a 1S22 (1882)
The witch of Atlas 1820
Shelley papers. The (1833) : see Medwin, T.

Shelley, Vvilliam Flowers by the wayside (poems) x868
Shelton, Thomas Cervantes Saavedra's {M. de) History of

Don Quixote x6i2, 1620 (1652, 1746)
Shelvocke, George A voyage round the world 1726 (i757)

Shelvocke, George Siemienowici* (C.) The great art of
artilUry tr. 1729

Shennan, Robert Tales^ songs and miscellaneous poems .

,

chiefiy in the Scottish dialect 183Z
Shenstone, William Works in prose and verse (Elegies,

Odes and other poems, Essays, Letters) a 1763
(1764-69, 1777)

Essays on men and manners a 1763
The judgment of Hercules, a poem (anon.) 1741
Poems upon several occasions 1737 (1798)

The school-mistress, a poem (anon.) 1742
Shenstone, William A. the elements of inorganic chemistry

X900
The methods of glass blowing 1886 (1889)

Shepard, Charles Upham Treatise on mineralogy 1832-35
Shepard or Sheppard, Tho.mas The clear sun-shine of the

gospel breakingforth upon the Indians in New-England

z64>

73

Shepherd, Laurence Guiranger's (P. L. P.) The liturgical

year tr. 1867-79
Shepherd, William Prairie experiences in handling cattle

and sheep 1884
Shepherds. The kalender of shepherdes tr. 1503 (1506, 1656,

Sommer 1892)
Sheppard, Elizabeth S. Charles Auchestcr, a memorial

(anon.) 1853
Sheppard, John G. The fall of Rome and the rise of the new

nationalities 1861
Sheppard, Nathan Before an audience ; or the use of the

win in public speaking 1886
Sheppard, Thomas 1648 : see Shepard, T.
Sheppard, William The faithful councellor 1651-54
Sherard, Charles A. A daughter of the south and other

poems 1889
Sherburne, Sir Edward Coluthus* Rape of Hellen tr. 1651

Salmacis, Lyrian and Sylvia . . with several other poems
and translations X651 (Chahners 1810)

The sphere of M. Manilius made an English poem 1675
Sherer, John W. At home and in India 1882 (1883)

The conjurer's daughter, a tale 1880
Sherer, Joseph Moyle Notes and reflections during a

ramble in Gertnany (anon.) 1826
Sketches of India (anon.) 1821

Sheridan, Mrs. Frances The history of Nourjahad a 1766
(1767)

Memoirs of Miss Sidney Bidulph 1761-66 (1761-67)
Sheridan, Philip H., general U.S. army Personal tnemoirs

x888
Sheridan, Richard Brinsley Dramatic works a 1816

{1840, 1848)
Plays as he tvrote them {1902)
The critic, or a tragedy rehearsed 17^9
The duenna 1775 (1783)
Pizarro (adapted from Kotzebue) X799
The rivals 1775
St. Patrick's d^y 177$
The school for scandal 1777
(The stranger (from Kotzebue) 1798)
A trip to Scarborough 1777

Sheridan, Thomas, D.D. Letters etc. a 1738 (Swift's works)
The satyrs of Persius tr. 1728 (1739)

Sheridan, Thomas, M.A. British education 1756 (1769)
A general dictionary of the English language 1780

A complete dictionary of the English language 1789
Lectures on the art of reading 1775
The life of Dr. Jonathan Swift 1784

Sheridaniana ; or anecdotes of the life of R. B. Sheridan 1826
Sherley, Sir Anthony His relation of his travels into

Persia 16x3
Sherley, Sir Robert, his royaU entertainement into Cracovia etc.

1609 (Harl. Misc.)

Sherlock, Bp. Thomas Sermons (various) 01761
Several discourses preached at the Temple church 1754-58

(1759)
The tryal of the witnesses of the resurrection of Jesus 1729
The use and intent of prophecy in the several ages of the

world, in six discourses 1725
Sherlock, William A practical discourse concerning death

X689
A practical discourse concerning a future judgment 1692

Sherry, Richard A treatise of the figures of grammar and
rhetorike 1555

A treatise of schemes and tropes c 1550
S*hertogenbush, A jornall of certain princtpall passages in and

before the towne of tr. 1629
See also Pelegroraius

Sherwood, Mrs. Mary Martha The history of the Fair-
child family 1813 (1818-47)

The history of Henry Milner, a little boy 1822-36
The history of little Henry and his bearer 1810 (1832)
The history of Susan Grey i8ox
The lady and her ayah c 1813 (1816)
The lady of the manor 1823-29
Stories explanatory of the church catechism c 1813 (1822)

Sherwood, Robert : see Cotgrave, R.
Sherwood, William E. Oxford rowing, a history of boat-

racing at Oxford 1900
Shields, Alexander a 1700 : see Sheilds
Shields, Charles Woodruff The final philosophy, or

system of perfectible knowledge, issuing from the

harmony of science and religion 187^
Shields, Michael Faithful contendings displayed, being an

historical relation of the state .. of the suffering rem-
nant of the church of Scotland (1681-91) c 1691 (1780)

Shillingford, John Letters and papers 1447-50 (Camden
Soc. 1871)

Shipley, Orby Ed. A glossary of ecclesiastical terms 1872
Shipman, Thomas Henry the third of France stabb'd by

a fryer, a tragedy 1678
Ship-money. The case of ship-mony briefly discoursed (by

H. Parker) 1640
Ship**, JorfN Memoirs of the extraordinary military career of

J. Shipp, . . written by himself 1829
Shippen, William Moderation display'd, a poem (anon.)

1704
Shipway, William The campanologia, or universal instructor

in the art of ringing 1813-16
Shirburn ballads. The 1585-1616 {1907)
'Shirley* : see Skelton, Sir J.
Shirley, Henry The martyr'd souldier, a tragedy a 1627

(1638 ; Bullen, Old plays I, 1882)

Shirley, James Dramatic works a x666 (1833)
Andromana, or the merchant's wife, by J. S. (? Shirley)

1660 (Dodsley)
The ball 1632 (1639)
The bird in a cage 1633
The brothers 1626 (1652)
(Captain Underwit : see Newcastle, ist Duke of)

The cardinal 164X (1652)
Changes : or Love in a maze 1632
A contention for honour and riches 1632 (1633)
The coronation 1635 (Beaumont and Fletcher 1679)
The court secret 1653
The gatnester 1633 (1637)
The gentleman 0/ Venice 1639 (1655)
Hide park 1632 (1637, 1660)
Honour and mammon 1659
Love tricks : see Schooie, below
Loves crueltie 1640
The maides revenge 1639
The opportunitie 1634 (1640)
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Shirley, James (cont.)

Poems 1646
St. Patrick for Ireland 1640
The schooie of complement X63X

(another ed.) Love tricks, or the school of com*
pletnents (1667)

The sisters 1642 (1652)
Thetraytor 1631 (1635)
The triumph (^ peace 1633 (1634)
The wedding 1626 (1629, 1660)
The wittie faire one 1628 (1633)
See also Fletcher, J.

Shirley, John A . . cronycle of the dethe and false murdure
of James Stewarde, kyng of Scotys tr. 1440 (1818)

Shirley, John The triumph of wit 1688 (1707)
Shirley, William A letter to . . the Duke of Newcastle, with

a journal of the siege of Louisburg 1746
Shirra, Robert Remains a 1803 (1850)
Shirreff, John General view of the agriculture of the Orkney

islands 1814—~ of the Shetland islands 1814
Shirrefs, Andrew Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect

1790
Shoberl, Frederick Klaproths {H. J. von) Travels in the

Caucasus and Georgia tr. 1814
Shoreham, William of Poems C1315 (Percy Soc. 1849;

E.E.T.S. 1902)
Short, Thomas Medicina Britannica : or a treatise on such

physical plants as are generally to befound in the fields
and gardens in Great Britain 1747

Short catechism. A, or playne instruction, conteynynge the

summe of christian learninge, sett fourth by the kings
maiesties autkoritie 1553 (Two liturgies etc., Parker
Soc. 1844)

Short dialogue 1605 : see Hieron, S.
Short explication 1724 : see Music
Short (schorte) somme of the buik of discipline, Ane CX570

(Collection of confessions of faith etc. 1719-22)
Short view of the pralaticaU church of England, A (by

R. Bernard) X64X
Shorter, Thomas ('T. Brevior') The two worlds 1864
Shorter catechism of the Westminster Assembly of divines, The

X647 (1648, 1718)
Shorthouse, Joseph H. The Countess Eve (a novel) x888

John Inglesant, a romance 1880 (1881)
Sir Percival, a story of the past and of the present 1886

Shrine, The ; a collection of occasional papers on dry subjects

cxooo (ed. T. O. Cockayne 1864-70)
Shropshire A rchaological and Natural History Society, Trans-

actions 1878-
Shrubsole, William and Denne, S. The history and

antiquities of Rochester and its environs (anon.) 1772
S.H.S. = Scottish History Society
Shuckard, William E. British bees 1866

Burmeister's (H.) Manual of entomology 1836
See also Swainson, W.

Shuckkord, Samuel The sacred and prophane history of the

world connected 1728-37
The creation atui fall of man, a supplemental dis-

course 1753
Shuffling, cutting, and dealing, in a game at pickquet, by

O. Pirotector) and others (by H. Neville) 1659 (Harl.

Misc.)
Shute, John Candnni's {A .) Two very notable cotnmenlaries

t^the originall of the Turcks tr. 1562
Shute, John The first and chief groundes ofarchitecture 1563
Shute, Josias Judgement and mercy (sermons) a 1643 ( 1645)

Sarah and Hagar : or Genesis the sixteenth chapter

opened in xix. sermons 1641-42 (1649)
Shuttleworth family. The house and farm accounts of the

Shuttleworths of Gawthorpe Hall, in the county of
Lancaster 1582-1621 (Chetham Soc. 1856-58)

Sibbald, James Chronicle of Scottish poetry, . . to which is

added a glossary 1802
Sibbald, Sir Robert The description of the isles of Orknay

and Zetland 1711
The history ancient and modern of . . Fife and Kinross

X710 (also 1803)
Scotia Ulustrata, sive prodromus histories naturalis Scotia

1684
Sibbes, Richard Complete works a 16$$ (Grosart 1862-63)

A conference between Christ and Mary a 1635 (1656)
Sibly, Ebenezer Key to physic and the occult science of

astrology a 1800
Siborne, William History of the war in France and Belgium

in 2815 1844
Sibree, James The great African island ; chapters on Mada-

gascar 1880
Madagascar and its people 1870

Sibthorp or Sybthorpe, Robert Apostolike obedience,

a sertnon 1627
Sickelmore, Richard Agnes and Leonora, a novel 1799
Siddons, Henry The maid, wife, and widow, a tale 1806
SiDERFiN, Thomas Les reports des divers special cases argue

etadjugeen le court del bank leroy etc. 1683-84 (1714)
Sidgwick, Henry The methods of ethics 1874

The principles of political economy 1883
Sidney or Sydney, Algernon Works aiOS^ (1772)

Discourses concerning government a 1683 (1704)
Sidney, Sir Philip Works a 1586 (1724-25 ; MisceHaneous

works 1829 ; Complete poems, Grosart 1877)
An apologie for poetrie (1598 ed. of the Arcadia The

defence of poesie) 01586 (1595 ', Arber)
The countesse of Pembrokes Arcadia a 1586 (1590. 1598.

1621, 1629 ; Sommer 1891 ; Feuillerat 1912-22)
Astrophel and Stella a 1586 (1591 ; edd. of the Arcadia)

Momay's (P. de) Woorke concerning the trewnesse of the

christian religion tr. (begun by Sir P. Sidney and
finished by A. Golding) (1587, 1592, 1617)

The psalmes of David tr. (begun by Sir P. Sidney i-xliii,

and finished by his sister, the Coimtess of Pembroke)

(1823)
(Valour anatomized in a fancie 1581 (1651))
Wanstead masque. The lady of May 1578 (in Arcadia

1605- ; J. Nichols, Progr. Eliz. II, 1823)

Sidney, Samuel The book of the horse 1875 (i8g8)

Sidney state papers. Letters and memorials of state in the

reigns ofMary, Elizabeth, James, Charles I, Charles II

,

and Oliver's usurpation, written by Sir H. Sydney, Sir

P. Sydney (and others) ed. A. Collins (1746)

Sidonia. Meinhold's (W.) Sidonia the sorceress tr. Lady Jane
F. S. Wilde 1849 (1859)

Siege of Jerusalem, Thee 1400 (Laud MS. 656 ; StefQer 1891)
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Siege of Limerick. A diary- of the siege and surrender of

Lymerick 1692
Siege of Rouen, The : see Page, J.
SiEVZKiNG.I.GiBERNE Memoirand Utters ofF, W.Neteman

1909
Signs before judgment a 1300 {Early English poems, Philol.

Soc. 1862)
SUiad, The ; or the siege of the seats, by the authors of The

coming K— 1874
Sill, Edward Rowland The hermitage ; and other poems

186S
SnxiUAN, Benjamin Remarks made on a short tour between

Hartford and Qw^ 1820 (1824)
Silliman, Benjamin Principles of physics 1859 (1867)
Silver, Stephen W. Silver and Go's handbook for South

Africa 1875 {1880)
Stiver sunbeam. The 1864 : see Towler, J.
SiMEs, Thomas The military guide for young officers iffz

The military medley 1768 (ed. 2)

SiUHONDS, Peter L. The commercial products of the animal
kingdom x88o

The commercial products of the sea 1879
The commercial products of the vegetable kingdom 1854
A dictionary of trade products 1858

The commercial dictionary of trade products ( 1892)
A dictionary of useful animals and their products 1883

SiMMS, Frederick W. Practical tutinelling 1844
Public works of Great Britain, consisting of railways^

bridges, canals etc. 1838
SikoN, Andre L. The history of the mne trade in Englatui

1906
SzHON, David Domer's (/. A .) History of the development of

the doctririe of the person of Christ tr. 1861-63
(1872)

Simon, James An essay towards an historical account of Irish
coins 1749 (1810)

Simons, Nicholas and Stuart, John Reports of cases

decided in the high court of Chancery 1824-27
Simpkinson, Charles H. The life and work of Bp. Thorold

1896
A South London parish 1893 (1894)

Simpkinson, John N. The Washingtons, a tale of a country
parish in the lyth century^ based on authentic docu-
ments (App. 1593-1645) i860

Simple narrative, A; or a visit to the Newtonfamily (a novel)
1S06

Simpson, David A plea for religion and the sacred writing

1797 (1808)
Strictures on religious opinions 1792

Simpson, Sir James Y. Archccology : its past and its future
work 1861

Hospitalism : its effects on the results of surgical opera-

tions, etc. 1869
Memoir, by J, Duns (1873)

Simpson, Katherine Jeanie o' Biggersdale and other York-
shire stories 1893

Simpson, Richard The school of Shakspere (Captain T.
Stukeley, No-body and Soine-body, Histrio-mastix,
The prodigal son, Jacke Dnims entertainement, A
warning for faire women, Faire Era, etc.) 1878

SiHPSON, Thomas The complete vermin-killer 1772
Simpson, Sir Walter G. The art of golf 1887
Simpson, William Hydrologia chymica, or the chymical

anaiotny of Scarbrough and other spaws in Yorkshire
1669

Hydrological essayes 1670
Sims, George R. In London's heart 1900

Mary Jane's memoirs 1887
Mary Jane married 1888

The ring o' bells etc. 1886
The social kaleidoscope 1879-80 (1882)

SiMsoN, or Symson, Archibald Christes testament unfolded:
or seaven godlie . . sermons on our Lord's seaven last

words 1620
SiMSON, Robert The dements of Euclid tr. 1756
Sinclair, George The kydrostaticks ; or the weight, force,

and pressure of fluid bodies made evident 1672
Satans invisible world discovered ; or, a choice collection

of modern relations, proving . . thai there are devils,

spirits, witches and apparitions 1685
Sinclair, Sir John An account of the systems of husbandry

adopted in . . Scotland 1809 (1812)
Correspondence v.d. (1831)
Observations on the Scottish dialect 1782
The statistical account of Scotland ; drawn up from the
communications ofthe ministers ofthe different parishes
1791-99

Sinclair, Thomas The mount: speech from its English
heights 1878

Singer, Samuel W. Researches into the history of fiaying
cards 181

6

Singer, William General view of the agriculture .,in the
county of Dumfries 1812

•Singleton, Arthur' : see Knight, H. C.
Singleton, Robert C. The works of Virgil tr. 1855
Sinners beware ! c 1275 (O.E. Miscellany, E.E.T.S. 1872)
SiNNETT, Alfred P. The occult world 1881
Sinonoma Bartholomei, a glossary from a fourteenth-century

MS. a 1387 {Anecdota Oxon. 1882)
SiNTON, Thomas Ed. Poetry of Badenoch 1906
Sions plea 1628 : see Leighton, A.
Sir Amadace, Sir Beues etc. : see Amadace, Beues, etc.
Sir Clyomon. The historic of the two valiant knights, Syr

Clyomon. . and Clamydes 1599 (Peele's works 1874)
Sire Degarre ; a metrical rotnance a 1330 (Abbotsford Club

1849)
Sir Degore. Syr Degore 13.. (C1550; Utterson 1817)
Sir Degrevant, The romarwe of a 1400 (^omton romances,

Camden Soc. 1844 ; Luick 1917)
Sir Gyles Goosecappe, knight, a comedie 1606 (Bullen, Old

plays III, 1884)
Sir John Oldcastle. The first part of the true and honorable

histories of the life of Sir John Old-castle, the good Lord
Cobham 1600 (Shakespeare Apocrypha 1908)

Sir Isumbras, The romance of 01400 (Thornton romances,
Camden Soc. 1844)

Sir Rohan's ghost, a romance (by Mrs. H, E. P. SpofEord)
1859(1863)

Sir Thomas More c 1590 (Shaks. Soc. 1844 ; Shakespeare
Apocrypha 1908)

Sir Tristrem 01320 (ed. Sir W. Scott 1804, 1811 ; S.T.S.
1886)

Siris, Dame Siric 0x300 (Wright, Anecdota Uteraria 1844)

Sismondi's (/. C. L. de) History of the Italian republics tr.

1832
Situation of Paradisefound out. The ; being a history of a late

pilgrimage unto the Holy land (by H. Hare, Baron
Coleraine) 1683

Six ballads, with burdens 15. . (Percy Soc. 1844)
Six old plays on which Shakspeare founded his Measure for

measure (and other plays) (1779)
Skeat, Walter W. An etymological dictionary of the English

language 1882
A glossary of Tudor and Stuart words a 19x2 (Ed. with

additions by A. L. Mayhew 1914)
Ed. Nine specimens of English dialect 1896 (E.D.S.)
Specimens of English literature,from . . I3g4-i5yg 1871

(1887)
with Morris, R. Specimens of early English from .

.

1298-1393 1872 (1884)
Uhland's (J. L.) Songs and ballads tr. 1864
See also Mayhew, A. L.

Skelton, John Works 0x529 (1568)
Poetical works (Against the Scottes, The boke of three

fooles, The bowge of courte, Colyn Cloute, Phyllyp
Sparowe, Poems against Gamesche, A replycacion,

Speke parrot, The tunnyng of Elynour Rummyng,
etc.) 0x529 (Dyce 1843)

Magnyfycence, a goodly interlude and a mery c 1520
(1843; E.E.T.S. 1906)

A ryght delectable treatyse vpon a goodly garlande or

chapelet of laurell 1523
Vpon the doulourus dethe ,, of the *. Erie of Northum-

berlande ex 489
Why come ye nat to courte ? c 1522

Skelton, Sir John ('Shirley') Maitiand of Lethington
1887-88

Nugee critic(e : occasional papers 1862
The table-talk of Shirley 1895

Skelton, Philip The complete works 0x787 (1824)
Deism revealed (anon.) 1749 (1751)

Skene, Sir John De verborum significatione, the exposition

of the termes and difficill words conteined in the foure
buikes of Regiam tnajestatem and vthers in the actes of
parliament 1597 (1641)

Regiam majestatem, the auld lawes and constiiutions of
Scotland faithfullie collected tr. 1609

Skene, William F. Celtic Scotland 1876-80
The highlanders of Scotland X837 (1902)

Sketches in natural history, history of the mammalia 1849
Sketches of character ; or specimens of real life, a novel 1808

{1813)
Skeyne, Gilbert Ane breve description of the pest 1568

(Bannatyne Club 1860)
Skinner, John A miscellaneous collection offugitive pieces of

poetry a 1807 (1809)
Skinner, John E. Hilary After the storm ; or Jonathan

and his neighbours in 1865-6 x866
The tale of Danish heroism 1863

Skinner, Stephen Etymologicon lingua Anglicance 01667
(1671)

Skrine, John H. A memory of Edward Tkring 1889
Skyring William H. Builders prices X848-58
Sladen, Douglas B. W. Ed. Australian ballads and rhymes

x888
Ed. Australian poets x 788-1888 1888
A Japanese marriage 1895
My son Richard : or the great company 1901
Playing the game. Story of Japan. Sequel to *A Japanese

marriage^ 1904— new ed., When we were lovers in Japan 1906
Sladen, Joseph Principles of gunnery 1879
Slang dictionary 1859 : see Hotten, J. C.
Slare, Frederic Experiments and observations upon

oriental and other bezoar stones, . . to which is annexed
a vindication of sugars against the charge of Dr. Willis

Slatyer, William The history of Great Britanie {Palte-

Albion) 1621
Sleath, Eleanor The Bristol heiress x8o8 (1809)
Sleigh, John An attempt at a Derbyshire glossary 1865

(in Reliquary VI)
'Slick, Jonathan* High life in New York 1844
'Suck, Sam' : see Haliburton, T. C.
Slingsby, Sir Henry Diary (1638-48) etc. 0x658 (1836)
Sloane, Sir Hans Catalogus plantarum qua in insula

Jamaica sponte proveniunt vel vulgo coluntur 1696
A voyage to the islands Madera, Barbados, Nieves,

S. Christophers, and Jamaica, with the natural history

..of the last 1707-25
Sloane, Thomas O'Conor The standard electrical dictionary

1893 (1898)
Slugg, Josiah T. Reminiscences ofManchesterfifty years ago

x88x
Small, John Ed. English metrical homiliesfrom manuscripts

of the fourteenth century 1862
Small, Robert History of the congregations of the United

Presbyterian church 1733-1900 1904
Smalridge, Bp. George Sermons 01719 (1852) *

Smart, Alexander Rambling rhymes 1834
Smart, Benjamin H. Walker remodelled. A new critical

pronouncing dictionary of the English language 1836
(1846) ; epitomized 1840

A way out of metaphysics 1839
Smart, Christopher Poetical works a 1771 (Chalmers 1810)

A poetical translation of the fables of Phaedrus 1765
(1853)

A translation of the Psalms of David 1765
Smart, Hawley Bound to win, a tale of the turf 1877

Cleverly won, a rottiance of the Grand National 1887
From post to finish, a novel X884
A race for a wife 1870 (1881)

Smart, Peter The vanitie and downe-faU of superstitious

Popish ceremonies, a sermon 1628
Smeaton, a. C. The builder's pocket manual 1847
Smeaton, John A narrative of the building, and a description

of Vie construction of the Edystone lighthouse 1791
(1793)

Reports on civil engineering a 1792 (1S38)
'Smectvmnuus* An answer to a booke entituled An humble

remonstrance 1641
A vindication of the answer to the humble remon-

strance 164X
—— A modest confutation (by J. Hall ?) of a slanderous

, . libeU, entituled. Animadversions uf>on the remon-
strants defense against Smectymnuus 1642

Smedley, Edward, and others The occult sciences a 1836
(1855)

Smedley, Francis E. Frank Fairlegh, or scenes from the
life of a private pupil (anon.) X850

Harry Coverdale's courtship 1855
Levins Arundel ; or the railroad of life 1852

Smedley, John Practical hydropathy 1859
Smedley, Menella B. Linnet's trial X864
Smeeton, George Doings in London 1828
Smellie, Alexander Men of the Covenant X903
Smellie, William A treatise on the theory and practice of

midwifery 1752-63
Smellie, William Buffon*s (G. L. Le Clerc, comte de)

Natural history tr. 1781 (179X)
Smetham, James Letters a 1889 (1891)
Smiles, Samuel Character 1871 (1876)

The Huguenots in France 1873 (1881)
The Huguenots ; their settlements . . in England ani

Ireland 1867 (1880)
Industrial biography 1863
Life and labour ; or characteristics of men of industry,

culture and genius 1887
The life of George Stephenson 1857 (1859)
The life of George Stephenson and Robert Stephenson 1868
Life of a Scotch naturalist, Thomas Edward 1876
Lives of the engineers 1861-62
A publisher and his friends : Memoir and correspondence

of John Murray X89X
Robert Dick 1878
Self-help X859

Smirke, Mr. 1676 : see Marvell, A.
Smith, Adam Essays on philosophical subjects a 1790 (1795)

An inquiry into the nature and causes of the wealUt of
nations 1776 (1869)

The theory of moral sentiments 1759 (1804)
Smith, Albert R. The adventures of Mr. Ledbury and his

friend Jack Johnson 1844
The fortunes of the Scattergood family 1845
The London medical student a x86o {1861)
The natural history of the gent X847
The Pottleton legacy 1849
The struggles and adventures of Christopher Tadpole X847

(1848)
Smith, Alexander The history of the lives of the most noted

highwaymen etc. 17x4
Smith, Alexander Dreamthorp : a book of essays written in

the country 1863
Last leaves, sketches and criticisms a 1867 (1868)
A life dratna and other poems 1852 (1853)
A summer in Skye 1865

Smith, Alexander A new history of Aberdeenshire X875
Smith, Sir Andrew Illustrations of the zoology of South

Africa 1838-49
Smith, Barnard Arithmetic and alg^a in their principles

and application 1853 (1859)
Smith, Bosworth : see Smith, Reg. B.
Smith, Charles The ancient and present state of the county

and city of Cork 1750
The ancient and present state of the county of Down 1744
The antient and present state of the county arui city of

Waterford 1746
Smith, Charles An elementary treatise on conic sections x882

(1885)
A treatise on algebra 1888 (1893)

Smith, Charles F. On Southemisms 1884 (Trans. Amer.
Philol. Assoc.)

Smith, Charles Hamilton The natural history of dogs etc.

X839-40 (Jardine, Naturalist's Hbrary)
The natural history of horses 1841 (ibid.)

Smith, Charles J. Synonyms and antonyms 1867 (1870)
Synonyms discriminated X87X

Smith, Charles L. Tasso's {T.) The Jerusalem delivered tr.

X85X (1878)
Smith, Charlotte Celestina, a novel X791

Conversations introducing poetry 1804
Desmond, a novel 1792
Emmeline, the orphan of the castle etc. 1788 (x8x6)
Ethelinde, or the recluse of the lake 1789 (1S14)
Letters of a solitary wanderer 1799-1801
Marchmont, a novel 1796
Romance of real life 1786 (1787)
The wanderings of Warwick 1794
The young philosopher, a novel 1798

Smith, Constance The riddle ofLawrence HavHand, a nov^
X890

Smith, David Sermons and letters a 1865 (1869)
Smith, E. The cotnpleat housewife ; or accomplished gentle-

woman's companion, by E— S— 1728 (1750)
Smith, Edmund Phadra and Hippolytus, a tragedy 1707

(1709)
Poems aiyio (Chalmers 1810)

Smith, Edward and Dallas, W. S. A system of natural

history X855 (Orr's Circle of the scioices)

Smith, Francis An account of a voyage for the discovery of
a north-west passage by Hudson's streights 1748-49

Smith, George A compleat body of distilling 1725
Smith, George The entertaining correspondent, or curious

relations 1738 (i739)

Smith, George, captain An universal military dictionary

1779
Smith, George The laboratory : or school of arts 1799
Smith, Bp. George Ten weeks in Japan i86x
Smith, George The life of John Wilson, philanthropist and

scholar in the east 1878
Smith, George Short history of christian missions X884

(1904)
Smith, George Gregory Ed. Elizabethan critical essays

X904
Smith, Goldwin Cowper (English men of letters) x88o

Essays on questions of the day 1893
Irish history and Irish character 1861
Lectures on modern history 1859-61 (i36i)

Three English statesmen (Pym, Cromwell, Pitt) 1S67

(1882)
Smith, Henry Works ai$^i (1866-67)

Gods arrowe against atheists a 159X (1593)
A preparative to marriage 1591
Sermons a 1591 (1593, 1637, 1S66)

Smith, Henry and Smith, C. Roach Isle of Wight words

x88i (E.D.S.)
Smith, Henry Boyston System of christian theology a x88o

(1884)
Smith, Henry Percy Glossary ofterms and phrases 1883



SMITH
Smith, Horatio ('Horace') Poetical works 1846

Festivais, games and amusements 1831
The moneyed man, or the lesson of a life 1841
The tin trumpet, or heads and tales 1836 (1876)
The Tor hill 1826(1838)
See also Smith, James 1812-13 ,

Smith, James and Smith, Horace Horace in London, con-
sisting of imitations of ..the Odes of Horace 1813

^(1873)
Rejected addresses, or the new theatrum poetarum 2812

(1873)
Smith, James The panorama of science and art 1815
Smith, James The merry bridal o' Firtkmains and other

Poems 1866
Smith, Sir James E. The English flora 1824-28

continued by W. J. Hooker (1833-36)
Flora Britannica 1800-04
A n introduction to physiological and systematical botany

1807
See also Sowerby, J.

Smith, Jephson Huband Notes and marginalia illustrative

of the public life and works of A. Tennyson 1873
Smith, Sir John 1590 : see Smythe
Smith, John, captain Works a 1631 (Arber)

An accidence or the pathway to experience necessary for
ail young sea-men 1626

The getteraU historic of Virginia, New-England and the
Summer Isles 1624

A mapof Virginia, with a description ofthe countrey 1612
A sea grammar, with the plaine exposition of Smiths

accidence for young sea-men enlarged 1627
The seaman's grammar (enlarged 1653, 1692)

A true relation of such occurrences and accidents of noate
as hath hapned in Virginia since the first planting of
that coUony 1608

The true travels, adventures and observations of Captaine
J. Smith 1630

Smith, John Select discourses a 1652 ( 1821)
Smith, John A compleat practice of physick ed. J. Ridley

1656
Smith, John The mysterie of rhetoriqiie unvaiVd 1657
Smith, John Kir%g Solomon's portraiture of old age 1666

The pourtract of old age ( 1676)
Smith, John England's improvement revived 1670 (1673)
Smith, John Christian religion^s appeal frotn the groundless

prejudices of the sceptic to the bar of common reason

1675
Smith. John Horolcgical dialogues, by J. S. (? Smith) 1675

Horological disquisitions concerning the nature of time
1694

Smith, John The narrative of Mr. J. Smith

.

. containing
a further discovery of the late horrid and popish plot

1679
Smith, John Chrontcon rusOcum-commerciale ; or memoirs

of wool etc. 1747
Memoirs of wod eta (1756-57)

Smith, John The printer*s grammar 1735
Smith, John Galic antiquities ; consisting ofa history of the

Druids, particularly of those of Caledonia 2780
Smith, John Treatise on the management and cultivation of

forest trees 1843
Smith, John A dictionary of Popular names of the plants

which furnish the natural and acquired wants of man
Z882

Ferns : British and foreign 1866 (1879)
Smith, John Christian character as a social power 1899
Smith, John Barker Ideation z88S
Smith, John Pye On the relation between the holy scriptures

and some parts of geological science 1839
Smith, John Thomas Antiquities of Westminster 1807-09

A book for a rainy day a 1833 ( 1845)
The cries of London a 1833 (1839)
NoUekens and his times 1828

Smitr, John Thomas Vicat's (£,. /.) Practical treatise on
calcareous mortars and cements tr. 1837

Smith, Joseph A. Productive farming 1843 (cd. 2)

Smith, Joshua Toulmin The parish, its obligations and
powers etc. X854 (1857)

Smith, Jude A misticall devise of the spirituaU . . love be-

twene Christ . . and the church . . setforth in verse 1575
Smith, Logan Pearsall The life and letters ofSir H. Wotton

X907
Smith, Bp. Miles Sermons a 1624 (1632)

Smith, Priestley Glaucoma : its causes, symptoms, patho-

logy and treatment 1879
Smith, Reginald Bosworth Carthage and the Carthagin-

ians 1878
Life of Lord Lawrence 1883

Smith, Robert Poems of controversy between episcopacy and
presbytery 17x4 (1869)

Smith, Robert A compleat system of opticks 1738
Smith, Sir Robert M. Persian art 1876
Smith, Samuel Davids blessed man ; or a short exposition

upon the first psaime 1614 (1635, 1868)

Smith, Samuel A general view of the agriculture of Galloway

1810
Smith, Seba The life and writings of Major Jack Downing of

DowningviUe 1833 (1834)
Way down east ; or portraitures of Yankee life X854

(1866)
Smith, Simon The herring-busse trade X64Z
Smith, Southwood : see Smith, T. S.

Smith, Sydney Works a 1845 (1850, 1859)
Elementary sketches of moral philosophy 1804-06 (1850)

Letters on the subject of the Catholics, by Peter Plymley
XS07-08 (1867)

Six sermons 1800
Two volumes of sermons X809
A memoir by Lady Holland, with a selection of his letters

ax845(i855)
Smith, Sir Thomas De republvca Anglorum ; themanerof

gouemement or policxe of the realme of Englarui a 1577
{1583, 1584)

The common-wealth ofEnglandand manerofgovem-
fnent thereof (1589, 1609)

Smith, Thomas Memorials of . . S. Miller, with a bio-

graphical sketch by ..T. Smith 1883
Smith, Thomas Southwood T/Kp/tt^sopJiyo/AM/M 1835-37

Smith, Toulmin : see Smith, Joshua T.

Smith, Walter C. KUdrostan : a dramatic poem X884

Smith, William Ckloris ; or the complaint of the passionate

despised shepheard 1596 (Grosart 1877 ; Arber,

Eo^sh Garnet VIII)

75

Smith, William The annals of University College (Oxford)
1728

Smith, William A natural history of Nevis and the rest of the
English Leetvard Charibee islands in America 1745

Smith, William Thucydides' History of the Peloponnesian
war tr. 1753

Smith, William An historical account of the expedition
against the Ohio Indians in 1764, under the command
ofH. Bouquet (? by W. Smith) 1765 (1868)

Smith, William Strata identified by organized fossUs 1816
Smith, Sir William Ed. A dictionary of the Bible 1860-63

A dictionary of Greek and Roman antiquities 1 842 ( 1 890)
Dictionary of Greek and Roman biography etc. 1844-49
and Cheetham, S. A dictionary of christian antiquities
1875-80

and Wage, H. A dictionary of christian biography etc.

1877-87
Smith, William Anderson Lewsiana ; or life in the outer

Hebrides 1875
Smith, William Henry Gravenhurst, or thoughts on good

and evil 1862 (1875)
Thomdale ; or the conflict of opinions 1857 (1858)

Smith, William Robertson Kinship and marriage in early
Arabia 1885

Lectures on the religion of the Semites 1889
The Old Testament in the Jewish church 188

1

Smithsonian contributions to knowledge 1848-
Smithsonian Institution, Annual reports 1850-
Smithsonian miscellaneous collections 1862-
Smitt, F. A. The Swedish fisheries 1883 (Fisheries exhibition

literature)

Smollett, Tobias Works aijyi (1797, 1870)
The adventures of Ferdinand Count Fathofn 1753
The adventures of Peregrine Pickle 1751 (1779)
The adventures of Roderick Random 1748 (1812)
The adventures of Sir Launcdot Greaves 1762 (1793)
Advice : a satire 1746
Cervantes Saavedra's {M. de) History and adventures of

. . Don Quixote tr. 1755 (1803)
A compleat history of England 1757-58 (1800)
The expedition of Humphry Clinker (anon.) 1771 (1813)
Le Sage's (A. R.) Adventures of Gil Bias of Santillane

tr. I74(> (1802, 1878)
The reprisal, or the tears cf old England, a comedy X757

(1777)
Reproof : a satire 1747
The tears of Scotland (a poem) 1746
Travels through France and Italy 1766 (1797)

Smugglers, The : a tale descriptive of the sea-coast manners of
Scotland 1819 (1820)

Smyth, Bp. (1632) : see Smith, Bp. M.
Smyth, Charles Piazzi Madeira spectroscopic 1882

Our inheritance in the great pyramid 1864 (1874, 1880)
Smyth, James The practice of the customs in the entry, ex-

amination and delivery of goods etc. j8x2 (1821)
Smyth, John The Berkeley manuscripts. The lives of the

Berkeleys, . . with a description cf the hundred of
Berkeley and of its inhabitants c 1640 (1883-85)

Smyth, Philip Aldrich's {H.) Elements of civil architecture
tr. X789 (1818)

Smyth, R. Brough The gold fields ar\d mineral districts of
Victoria 2869

Victorian exhibition i8y2. Mining and mineral statistics

X873
Smyth, Samuel P. Newman Old faiths in new light 1879

(1882)
Smyth, Sir Warington W. A treatise on coal and coal-*

mining 2867
-—— and others A catalogue of the mineral collections in the

Museum of practical geology X864
Smyth, William Lectures on history ; second series, on the

French revolution 1840 {1848)
Smyth, William Henry, admiral The sailor*s word-book :

an alphabetical digest of nautical terms a 1865
(1867)

Smythe, Sir John Certain discourses , . concerning the

formes and effects of divers sorts of weapons, and other

verie important matters militarie 2590
Instructions, observations and orders mylitarie X595

Smythies, Mrs. Harriet M. Y. The bride elect (anon.) 1852
Fitzherbert, or lovers and fortune-hunters (anon.) 1838

Snaith, John C. Fierceheart the soldier X897
The wayfarers 2902
Willow the king 1899

Snake in the grass, The 1696 : see Leslie, C.
Snape, Andrew The anatomy of an horse 1683 (1686)
Snowden, James Keighley Tales of the Yorkshire welds

X893
The web of an old weaver X896

Snowden, Ralph L. Magistrate's assistant X846 (1862)

Soames, Henry The Anglo-Saxon church 1835 (1838)
SoANE, George New curiosities of literature, and book of the

months X847
Social l^eHn England and Francefrom lySo to 1830 (by Mary

Berry) X83X
Society for the diffusion of useful knowledge, Publications of

the 1827-
Society for psychical research. Proceedings X882-83
Society in London, by a foreign resident X885
Society of Arts, The. Journal 2852-

Transactions of the society . . for the encouragement of
arts, manufactures and commerce X783-

SoLA, Francisco Garcia The fisheries of Spain 1883
(Fisheries exhibition literature)

Soliman. The tragedye of Solyman and Perseda 1592 (Haz!.

Dodsley ; Kyd's Works 1901)
Solleysel's (J. de) Parfait tnareschal or compleat farrier tr.

Sir W. Hope 2696
The compleat horseman or perfectfarrier ( 17x7 J also

abridged 1702)
Solomon's Book of wisdom. King ^ 1400 (with Adam Davy's

dreams, E.E.T.S. 1878)
Solon, Louis M. E. The art of the old English potter 2883

(X885)
SoMERs, Lord John A collection of scarce and valuable

tracts X748
A second {third, fourth) collection 2750-52
complete ed. (1809-15)

Somerset medieval wills 1383-1558 (Somerset Record Soc.

2901-05)
Somerset Record Society, Publications of the ( 1887- )

Somerville, Alexander History of the British legion and
war in Spain 1839

SOUTHWELL
Somerville, Edith (E. and 'Martin Ross* Some ex-

periences of an Irish R.M. 2899
Further experiences 2908

Some Irish yesterdays 2906
Somerville, Mrs. Mary On the connexion of the physical

sciences 2834 (1849, 2858)
On molecular and microscopic science 2869
Physical geography 1848 (1849)

Somerville, Robert General view of the agriculture of East
Lothian X805

Somerville, William The chace, a poem 1735 (1749, 1767)
Field sports, a poem 1742
Hobbinol, or the rural games, a burlesque poem 1740

(1749)
Occasional poems, translations, fables, tales etc. 1727

(Chalmers 1810)
Somerville, William Hartig's (R.) Text-book ofthe diseases

of trees tr. 1894
Something odd, a novel, by Gabrtelli 1804
SoHNER, William The antiquities of Canterbury 1640 (1703)

Dictionarium Saxonico-Latino-Anglicum X659 {1701)
A treatise of gavelkind 1647 (1660)

'Son of the Marshes, A' : see Jordan, D.
Song of Roland, Fragment of the c 1400 (Sege off Melavne etc.,

E.E.T.S. 1880)
Songs, A collection of songs and ballads relative to the London

prentices and trades, during thefourteenth, fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries (Percy Soc. 1841)

Festive songs, principally of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries (Percy Soc. 1848)
The political songs of EngJafid from the reign of John to

that of Edward II (Camden Soc. 1839)
Satirical songs and poems on costumefrom the 13th to the

igth century (Percy Soc. 1849)
Songs and ballads, chiefly of the reign of Philip and Mary

(Roxb. Club i860)
Songs and carols from a MS. in the British Museum c 1475

(Warton Club 1856)
Songs and carols, from a MS. of the fifteenth century (Percy

Soc. 1847)
Songs, carols, and other miscellaneous poems, from R. Hill's

commonplace-book c 1530 (E.E.T.S. 1907)
SonneraVs {P.) Account of a voyage to the Spice islands and

New Guinea tr. 2782
Voyage to the East Indies and China tr, F. Magnus

1788-89
Sorel's (C.) Comical history of Francion tr. 1655
Sortes HoratiantB, a poetical review of poetical talent 1814
SoTHEBY, Samuel L. Principia typograpkica ; the block-

books etc. 2858
Sotheby, William Wieland's (C. M.) Oberon, a poem 2798

(1826)
Souter, David General view of the agriculture of the county

of Banff X822
South, Robert Sermons preached upon several occasions

1679, 1692, 2697-98, 027x6 (1715, i737-44t ^823,

1842)
South-English legendary or lives of saints. The early ex 290

(E.E.T.S. 1887)
South Kensington Museum. Handbook to the special loan

collection of scientific apparatus 1S76 (1877)
SouTHALL, John A treatise of buggs 1730 (1793)
Southerne, Edmund A treatise concerning the right use and

ordering of bees 2593
Southerne, Thomas Works X721

Plays a 1746 (i774)
The fate of Capita 2700
The loyal brother or the Persian prince, a tragedy 1682
The maid's last prayer, a comedy 1693
Oroonoko, or the royal slave, a tragedy 2696
Sir Anthony Love, or the rambling lady, a comedy 169X

SouTHEY, Mrs. Caroline Anne Poetical worksa i8S4i^&67)
Chapters oti churchyards (anon.) 2829
Ellen Fitzarthur, a metrical tale (anon.) 2820

Southey, Robert Poetical works (1837-38, 1853)
All for love and the pilgrim to Compostella 2829
The book of the church 1824 (2841)
Chronicle of the Cid, from the Spanish 2808
Common-place book 112843 (^^49~5^)
The correspondent^ with Caroline Bowles a 1843 ( 1 38 1)

The curse of Kehama 1809 (1810, 1853^
The doctor 1834-43 {X848, 2862)
English eclogues 2799
Essays, moral and political 2820-28 (2832)
The expedition of Orsua and the crimes of Aguirre 2822
History of the Peninsular war 1823-32
Joan of Arc ; an epic poem 2795 (2837)
Juvenile and minor poems a 2800
Letters a 2843 (1856)
Lettersfrom England ; by don Manuel Alvarez Espriella

1807 (1814)
Letters written during a short residence in Spain and

Portugal 2796 (2799)
Life and correspondence a 2843 (ed. C. C. Southey

1849-50)
The life of the rev. Andrew Bell 0x843 (1844)
The life of Nelson 28x3 (1854)
The life of Wesley 2820 (1846)
Lives of the British admirals 1833-40
Madoc (Madoc in Wales, Madoc in Aztlan) 2805
Metrical tales and other poems 1805 (1853)
Minor poems 2793-2805 (1815)
Oliver Newtnan, a New England tale 2829 (1845)
Omniana or horcc otiosiores 2822
The poet's pilgrimage to Waterloo 2826
Roderick, the last of the Goths 2824 (1815)
Selections from his letters a 2843 ( 1856}
Sir Thotnas More, or colloquies on the progress and

prospects of society 2829 (1831)
Specimens of the later English poets 1807
A tale of Paraguay 2825
Thalaba the destroyer x8ox (1853)
Vindicia ecclesice Anglicancs, tetters to Charles Butler

2826
A vision ofjudgment 2822
Wat Tyler, a dramatic poem 1794 (1817)

Southward, John Dictionary of typography 2875
Practical printing 1882 (1S92)

Southwell, Robert The poetical works a 1595 (Tumbuli
1856)

• The complete poems (Grosart 1872)
Prose works {1828)

A hundred meditations on the love of God a 1595 (1877)



SOUTHWELL 76 STATE
Southwell, Robert icont.)

Marie Magdaiens funerall Uares, by S. TV. 1591 (1594.

1602, 1823)
Saini Peters complaynt 1595

S. Peters complaitU and Saint Mary Magdaiens

funeraU teares, xnih sundry other sheeted and devout

poems, by R.S. (1616)

The triumphs over death, by R.S. 1591 (1596; Arcbaica

1815)
Southwell minster. Visitations and memorials of v.d. (Camden

See. 1891)
Sowdone of Babyhne, The romaunce of the c 1400 (E.E.T.S.

1881)
SowERBV, George B, A conchological tnanual 1839

Popular British conchology 1854
SowERBY, James English botany ; or coloured figures of

British plants (text from vol. IV by Sir J. E. Smith)

1790-1814 (1832-46)
SoYES, Alexis The gastronomic regenerator : a .. new

system of cookery 1846
The pantropheon : or history offood and its preparation

1853
Spaewife, The 1823 : see Gait, J.
Spalding, John The history of the troubles and memorable

transactions inScot!andfromi624to1645 a 1670 (1792)
Memorialls ofthe tntbles in Scotland and in EngluTtd

1624-45 (Spalding Club 1850)
Spalding, Thomas A. Elizabethan demonology 1880
Spalding, William Italy and the Italian islands 1841
Spalding Club, Publications of the (1841-71)

Miscellany (1841-52)
SpdUanzani's (L.) Dissertatiotis relative to the natural history

of animals and vegetables tr. 1784
Travels in the two Sicilies tr. 1798

Spanish history. The : or a relation of the differences that

happened in the court of Spain between Don John of
Austria and Cardinal Nitard ; with other transactions

of that kingdom (Runmog-tiUe

—

Transactions of the

court of Spain) tr. 1678
Spanish rivals. The ; a musical farce^ by M. Lonsdcde Z784

(1785)
Sparke, Edward ScintUlula altaris, or a pious reflection on

primitive devotion 2652 (1663)
Sparke, Michael Ed. Truth brought to light . . or a discourse

. . of the first fourteen yeares of king James reigne 1651
Sparke, Thomas A brotherly perswasion to unitie and uni-

formitie in judgment attd practise 1607
Sparks, Jared Ed. Correspondence of the American revolu-

tion 1853
The library of American biography 1834-38

(Second series) 1844-47
Life of Gouverneur Morris, with selections from his

correspondence and miscellaneous papers 1832
Sparrman's (A.) Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope tr. G.

Forster 1785 (1786)
Sparrow, Bp. Anthony A collection of articles, injunctions,

canons etc. of the church of England v.d. (1684)
A rationale upon the Book of common prayer 1657 (1661)

Sparrow, John Behmen's (/.) Mysterium magnum tr. 1654
Several treatises of J. Behme tr. 1661

The remainder of books written by J. Behtne tr. 1662
Sparrow, John Le Dran^s {H, F.) Observations in surgery

tr.J. 5.1758(1771)
Sparrow, William Select discourses 1877
Sparry, Francis Caiian's (C. de) Geomancie tr. 1591
Speaker, The ; a review of politics etc. 1890-97
Spearman, James Morton The British gunner 1828 (ed. 2)

specimens of the British poets ed. T. Campbell (1819)
Specimens of lyric poetry a 1310 (Percy Soc. 1842)
Spectator, The (by J. Addison, Sir R. Steele, and others)

1711-14(1868, 1891)
spectator. The ; a weekly review of politics etc. 1828-
Spectator, The new; with the sage opinions of John Bull

1784-86
Speculum Gy de Warewyhe, an English poem c 1330 (E.E.T.S.

1898)
Spedding, James Reviews and discussions, . . not relating

to Bacon 1836-77 (1879)
and others Ed. Bacon's (F.) Works 1857-74

Speech for Mr. D—5s (Dmidas) of Arnistoun, A (by D. De
Foe) 171

1

Speeches of the five Jesuits (T. White, W. Harcourt, etc.) tfiat

were executai at Tyburn, 20th June lOyg, The 1679
Speed, Aix)lphus Adam out of Eden, or an abstract of divers

excellent experiments touching the advancement of
husbandry c 1650 (1659)

Speed, John The history of Great Britaine 1611 {1623, 1632)
The theatre of the empire of Great Britaine 1611

England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland described and
abridged c 1620 ( 1627)

Speed, Robert The counter scuffle by R. S. 1623 (1628)
Speedy, Thomas Sport in the highlands and lowlands of

Scotland with rod and gun 1884
Speid, Mrs. John B. Our last years tn India 1862
Speke, John Manning Journal of the discovery of the source

of the NiU 1863
Spelman, Sir Henry The English works a 1641 (1723)

Arcfuzologus. In modum glossarii ad rem antiquam
posteriorem etc. 1626

Glossarium archaiologicum (1664)
De non temerandis ecclesiis, a tracte of the rights and

respect due to churches 1613 (1646)
De sepultura (in English) 1630 (1641)
The history and fate of sacrilege, discovered by examples
a 1641 (1698)

. and others Ttthes too hot to be touched. Certain treatises
wherein is shewen that tithes are due a 1641 (1646)

Spelman, Sir John Case of our affairs 1643
The life of Alfred the great a 1643 (1678, 1709)
Psalterium Davidis latino-saxonicum vetus (1640)
A view of a printed book {of Hen. Parker's) intituled

Observations upon his Majesties late answers and
expresses (anon.) 1642

Spence, Charles From the braes of the Carse, poems and
songs a 1869 (1898)

Spence, Ferrand St. Euvretnont's (Marguetel de St. Denis,
C.) Miscellanea tr. z686

Vartllas* (A.) Secret history of the House of Medicis tr.

z686
Spence, John Shetland folk-lore 1899
Spence, Joseph Anecdotes, observations and characters of

books and men a 1768 (1820)
An essay on Pope's Odyssey 1726

Spencer, Benjamin : see Spenser
Spencer, Herbert Ceremonial institutions (part of Prin-

ciples of sociology) 1879
The data of ethics 1879
Education 1861 (1879)
Essays : scientific, political and speculative 1852-73

(1858, 1863, 1874)
First principles (a system of philosophy) 1862 (1875)
Illustrations of universal progress 1864
The man versus the state 1884
Political institutions (part of Principles of sociology) 1882
The principles of biology 1864-67
The principles of psychology 1855 (1870-72)
The principles of sociology 1876-83
Social statics X851 (1854)
The study of sociology 1873

Spencer, John A discourse concerning prodigies 1663
Second ed. To which is added a short treatise con-

cerning vulgar prophecies 1665
The righteous ruler, a sermon 1660

Spencer, Thomas The art of logick 1628
Spencer, (Walter) Baldwin Horn scientific expedition.

Through Larapinta Land 1896
Spencer, William Robert Poems 1811
Spenser or Spencer, Benjamin Vox civitatis, or London's

complaint against her children in the country 1625
(Phenix 1732)

Spenser, Edmund Works a 1599 (Globe)
Amoretti 1594
Astrophel, a pastorall elegie upon the death of

.

. Sir
Philip Sidney 1596 (in Arber, Eng. Garner I)

Colin Clouts come home again 1591-95
Complaints, containing sundrie small poetnes of the

worlds vanitie 1591
Daphnaida, an elegie 1591
Epithalamion 1595
The faerie queene 1590-96
Fowre hymnes (in honour of love, in honour of beautie,

of heavenly love, of heavenly beautie) 1596
Muiopotmos : or the fate of the butterjiie 1590
Prosopopoia : or Mother Hubberds tale 1591
The shepheardes calender 1579
Three proper and wittie familiar letters, lately passed

betwene two universitie men (E. Spenserand G. Harvey)
1580

Two other letters 1579 (1580)
A view of the present state of Ireland 1596 (1633 ; Globe)
VirgUs gnat 1591
The visions of Bellay 1591
Brittains Ida: see Fletcher, G. (the younger)

Spilling, James Giles's trip to London (anon.) 1872
Molly Migg's trip to the seaside (anon.) 1873

Spingarn, J. E. Ed. Critical essays of the seventeenth century
1908-09

spinster. The ; a defence of the woollen manufacture. Publ.

J. Roberts 1719
spirit of the metropolitan conservative press 1839 (1840)
Spirit of the nation. The ; ballads and songs by the visiters of

*The Nation' (Dubl.) 1845
Spirit of popery speaking out of the motiths of phatuitical

Protestants, The (by G. Hickes) 1680
Spirit of the public journals^ The 1797-1814, 1823-25 (1798-

1826)
Spirituall counsayle, very necessarye for every persone to have

C1530
Splendid follies, a novel 1810
Spofford, Mrs. Harriet E. P. The amber gods, and other

stories 1863
Sir Rohan's ghost, a romance (anon.) 1859 (1863)

Span's (E. and F. N.) Household manual 1887
Spon, Ernest Spon's Encychpcedia of the industrial arts,

tnanufactures and commercial Products 1879-82
Workshop receipts 1873

(Second series, by R. Haldane 1883 ; third, fourth
series by C. G. W. Lock 1884-85)

Spooner, William C. Veterinary art : a practical treatise on
the diseases of the horse 1845 (1851)

Sporting magazine, The 1793-1870
Sports. A new book of sports, reprinted frotn the 'Saturday

review' 1885
Sportsman's gazetteer and general guide. The (by C. Hallock)

1877 (also 1883)
Spottiswood, Abp. Johm The history of the church of Scot-

land ai639 (1677; Spottiswoode Soc. 1S47-51)
Spottiswoode, WiLLLAM Polarisution of light 1874 (1879)
Spottiswoode Society, Publications of the (1844-51)
Sprat, Bp. Thomas A discourse to the clergy of his diocese

1695 (1696)
The history of the Royal-society of London 1667
Poems a ly 13 {lygo; Chalmers 1810)

Sprigge, Joshua Anglia rediviva ; Englands recovery 1647
(1854)

Sprigge, Samuel S. The life and times of Thomas Wakley
1897

Spring and summer in Lapland, A (by H. W. WheelwTight)
1863 (1864)

Sproule, John An essay on the growth and managetnent of
flax in Ireland 1844 (1846)

Spry, William J. J. The cruise of Her majesty's ship
^Challenger' 1876

Spurdens, William T. A supplementary volume to R.
Forby's Vocabulary of East Anglia 1840 (1858)

See also Longinus, D. C.
Spurgeon, Charles Haddon John Ploughtnan's pictures

x88o
The treasury ofDavid ; containing an original exposition

of the Book of psaltns 1870-86
Spurstowe, William The spiritual chymist 1666 (1668)

The wds of salvation opened 1655
Squier, Ephraim G. Notes on Central America 1855

Peru : incidents of travel and exploration in the land of
the Incas 1877

Squire, Jane A proposal for discovering our longitude 1742
Squyr of lowe degre. The a 1400 (Ritson, Metrical romances

in, 1802)
Stables, W. Gordon The cruise of the land yacht ^Wanderer*

z886
Our friend the dog 1884

Stacions of Rome, The (verse) a 1400 (E.E.T.S. 1867 ; pro-
logue only, Minor poems of the Vernon MS., E.E.T.S.
1901)
CZ440 (Polit.,relig. and love poems, E.E.T.S. 1903)
(prose) c 1460-70 (E.E.T.S. 1867)

Stackhouse, Thomas A new history of the holy Bible 1737
(1767)

Staehlin Storcksburg's {J. von) Account of the new Northern
archipelago tr. 1774

Stafford, Anthony Thefetrutll glory, or the life and death of
our blessed lady, the holy virgin Mary 1635 (1869)

Staffords heavenly dogge : or the life and death of .

.

Diogenes 1615
Staffords Niobe : or his age of teares 1611

Stafford, Sir Thomas Pacata Hibernia. Ireland appeased
and reduced 1633 (1821)

Stafford, William 1581 : see S., W.
Stagc, John The minstrel of the north, or Cumbrian legends

1810 (1817)
Miscellaneous poems 1790 (1805)

another selection 1807 (1808)
Stainer, Sir John Composition 1880

The music of the Bible 1879
The organ 1878
A theory of harmony 1871
andBARRETT, W. A. A dictionary of musical terms 1876

new and revised ed. (1898)
Stainton, Henry T. British butterflies and moths 1867

A manual of British butterflies and moths 1857-59
Stair, Sir James Dalrymple, ist Viscount The institu^

tions of the law of Scotland i68x (also 2693)
Stalker, John : see Parker, George
Stallybrass, James S. Grimm's (J. L. C.) Teutonic mytho*

logy tr. X880-S8
Stamp collector's magazine. The 1863-74
Stanbridge, John Vocabula 1510 (1525)

Vulgaria Stanbrigi 1510
Standard dictionary of the English language, A Z&93-95 (Funk

and Wagnalls)
Standard natural history. The: see Kingsley, J. S.

Standard of equalitie in subsidiary taxes and payments. The ;

or a just and strong preserver of publique liberty 1647
(Harl. Misc.)

Stanoen (—) A poem on the death of .. J. Weekes 1699
Standish, Frank Hall The maid of Jaen 1830 (Poems

1838)
Stanford, Charles Symbols of Christ 1865 (1878)
Stanford or Staunford, Sir Willlam An exposicion c/

the kinges prerogative, collected out of the great abridge-
ment of Justice Fitzherbert a 1558 (1568)

I^es plees del coron 1557 (1567)
Stanford dictionary of anglicised words and phrases. The ed.

C. A. M. Fennell 1892
Stanhope, George The christian's pattern, or a treatise of

the imitation of Jesus Christ 1696 (1698)
A paraphrase and cotntnent upon the epistles and gospels

1705-09 .

Pious breathings, being the meditations of St. Augustint
made English 170X (1704)

Stanhope, Lady Hester L. Memoirs, as related by herself

in conversations with her physician a 1839 ( 1845)
Stanhope, Philip Dormer, 4Th Earl of Chesterfield:

see Chesterfield

Stanhope, Philip H. Stanhope, 5th Earl History of
England, comprising the reign of Queen Anne until the

peace of Utrecht ly01-13 1870
Stanley, Arthur Penrhyn Historical memorials of West-

minster abbey 1867 {1868)
Lectures on the history of the Eastern church i86i (1869)
Lectures on the history of the Jewish church 1863-65

(1877)
The life and correspondence of Dr, Arnold 1844 (1858)
Siruki and Palestine in connection with their history 1856

(1858)
Stanley, Henry Morton The Congo and thefounding of its

free state 1885
In darkest Africa 2890
Through the dark continent 1878

Stanley, Thomas The history of philosophy 1655-61 (1687,
1701)

The history of the Chaldaick philosophy 1662 (i/oi)

Poems 1651
Stannard, Mrs. Arthur : see 'Winter, J. S.*

Stannaries of Cornwall, The. The case of the stannaries stated

£1650
The laws of the stannaries of Cornwall (1808)

Stans puer ad mensam c 1430 (Babees book, E.E.T.S. 186S)

c 1460 (ibid.)

Stanyhurst, Richard Thee first foure bookes of Virgil his

Mneis translated,

.

. wyth oother poetical diuises 1582
(1836 ; Arber)

The htstorie of Irelande . . continued 1577 (in Holinshed;
also 1587)

A treatise contayning a playne and perfect description of
Irelande 1577 (i° Holinshed ; also 1587)

.ETON, Mrs. Br
(O.H.S.)

Stapleton, Mrs. Bryan Three Oxfordshire parishes 1893

Stapleton or Stapylton, Sir Robert Juvenal's sixteen

satyrs tr. 1647
The slighted maid, a comedy 1663
Strada's (F.) De bello belgico, the history of the Low-

countrey warres tr. 1650
Stapleton, Thomas Beda's History of the church ofEngland

tr- 156S
A fortresse of the faith 1565
A retume o/utUruthes vpon M. JeweUes replie 1566

Stapylton, C. B. Herodian his imperiall history tr. 1652
Stapylton, Sir R. : see Stapleton

Star (newspaper) 1888-
Star-chamber. Decree of the lords in the starre chambere touch-

ing prinUrs, stationers, etc. 1584 (in J. P. CoUier,

Illustrations E.E. popular literature 1863)

A decree of Starre-chamber, concerning printing 1637

(Arber, Milton's Areopagitica)
Reports of cases in the courts of Star cJiamber and High

cotnmission 1631-32 (Camden Soc. 18S6)

Select pleas of the court of Star chamber (Selden Soc.

1902-10)
Stark, John Elements of natural history 1828
Starkey, George Natures explication and Helmont's vin-

dication 1657
Pyrotechny asserted and illustrated 1658

Starkey, Thomas England in the reign of Henry the eighth,

a dialogue between Cardinal Pole and Thomas Lupset

1538 (E.E.T.S. 1878)
Life and letters a 1538 (ibid.)

State ( = statement of legal case), Leslie of Powis etc, 1805
(cited by Jamieson)



STATE
State of the Philadelphian society or the grounds of their pro-

ceedings considered. The 1697
State papers : see also Calendar
State papers (during the reign of) Henry the eighth (1830-52)
State papers relating to Frietids, Extracts front 1654-69

(1910-12) »

Slate poems. Poems on affairs of state 1697-1707
State songs. A collection of state songs, poems &c. that have

been published since the Rebellion (1716)
Statetrials. A complete collection of state trials {ly^o, 1776-81)

Cobbett's complete collection of state trials, with notes
by T. B. Howell (1809-14 ; continued by T. J. Howell
1817-26)

new series, 1820- (1888- )

Statistical account of Scotland 1791-99 : see Sinclair, Sir
John

The new statistical account of Scotland, by the ministers of
the respective parishes 1845

Statistical Society, Journal of the 1839-
Staton, James T. Rays fro' th' loominary, a selection of

comic Lancashire tales c i860 (1866)
Statutes ofthe realm 1235-171^ (Record commission 1810-28)

The statutes, revised ed. 1235-1878 (1870-85)
The statutes at large from Magna carta to . . 1800 (ed.

O. Rufihead, D. Pickering, and others)
The statutes of the United Kingdom 1801-69
The public general statutes 1870-67
The public general acts 1888-
The statutes (in English) made and established from .

.

Henry III unto thefyrste yere of Henry VIII (Berthe-
let 1543 ; continued 1551-57)

A colleccioti of all the statutes (ed. W. Rastell 1557, 1579)
A collection in English of the statutes now in force {i6ii)
A collection of aU the statutes made in the reigns of

Charles I and Charles II 1625-67 (ed. T. Manby 1667)
A collection ofacts and ordinances . . made in parliament

1640-56 (ed. H. Scobell 1658)
Actis made 24 (etc.) yere Henry VIII 1532 (etc.)

The public general acts of i and 2 Vict. etc. 1837-67
A collection of public local and personal acts 1798-

(1799-

)

The private acts 1702-
The statutes of Ireland (ed. Sir R. Bolton 162 1)

A collection of all the statutes now in use in the kingdom of
Ireland (1678)

The statutes at large, passed in the parliaments held in
Ireland 1310-1761 (1765)

another ed. 13ZO-1800 (1786-1801)
Statutes and ordynances for the warre 1544
Staunford, Sir William : see Stanford
Staunton, Sir George L. An authentic account of an

embassy . . to the emperor of China 1797
Staunton, Howard The chess player's handbook 1847
Staveley, E. F. British insects 1871
Staveley, Thomas The Romish horseleech 1674 (1769)
Staynred, P*hilip A compendium offortification 1669 (with

Sturmy's Mariners magazine)
Stebbinc, Thomas R. R. A history of Crustacea 1893
Stedman, Kouund C. Poets of America 1885

The prince's ball i860
Victorian poets 1876

Stedman, John G. Narrative of a five years* expedition
against the revolted negroes of Surinam,

.

. elucidating
the history of that country etc. 1796 (18 13)

Steedman, Andrew Wanderings arui adventures in the
interior of southern Africa 1835

Steel, Allan G. and Lyttelton, R. H. Cricket (Badmin-
ton library) 1888 (1893)

Steele, Richard The husbandmans calling, shewing the

excellencies, , . duties etc. of the christian husbandtnan
1668 (1672)

Steele, Sir Richard Dramatic works 1733, 0x729 (1777)
The christian hero 1701 (1711)
The conscious lovers, a comedy 1722 (1723, 1755)
The Englishman 1713-14
The funeral, or griq a-la-mode, a comedy 1701 (1702,

1734)
The guardian 1713 : see Guaidian
The lover 1714
The lying lover 1703 (1704, 1723)
The spectator : see Spectator
Thetatler: see Tatler
The tender husband, or the accotnplish'd fools, a comedy

1703(1723)
Steele, William E. A hand book of field botany 1847
Steer, John Gulielm. Fabricius Hildanus his experiments

in chyrurgerie concerning combustions or burnings tr.

Z643
Stegcall, John H. A real history of a Suffolk man . .narrated

by himself. Ed. by the author of *Mar>' Catchpole'

(R. Cobbold) 1857(185?)
Stegmann's ( /.) Brevis disquisitio : or, a brief enquiry touch-

ing a better way then is commonly made use of, to refute

Papists, and reduce Protestants to certainty and unUy
in religion (sometimes erron. ascribed to J. Hales)

tr. 1653 (in Phenix 1708)
Stephen, Sir George Adventures of a gentleman in search

of a horse, by Caveat emptor 1835 (1841)

Stephen, Henrv John New commerUaries on the laws of
England 1841-45 (1874)

Stephen, Sir James Essays in ecclesiastical biography 1849
(1850)

Lectures on the history of France 1851
Stephen, Sir James Fitzjames D^ence of the rev. Rowland

Willuims 1862
Essays by a barrister (anon.) 1862

Stephen, John The utterances of the cxix psalm 1861
Stephen, Sir Leslie Alexander Pope (English men of

letters) 1880
Essays on freethinking and plainspeaking 1873
History of English thought m the eighteenth century 1876
Hours in a library 1874, -76, -79 (1892)
The playground of Europe 1871 (1894)
Studies of a biographer 1898-1902
Swift (English men of letters) 1882

Stephens, George The old-northern runic monuments of

Scandinavia and England 1866-68
Stephens, Henry The book of the farm 1844

(another ed.) 1851 (1855)

and Burn, R. S. The book of farm-buildings 1861

Stephens. Henry Morse Albuquerque (Rulers of India)

1893
A kiitory of the French revolution X886-9X

77

Stephens, James Brunton Miscellaneous poems 1880
Stephens, James F. Continuation of Shaw's (G.) Getieral

zoology 1815-26
Stephens, John Satyrical essays, characters and others 1615

New essayes and characters 1631
Stephens, John An historicall discourse briefly selling forth

the nature of procurations, . . also of synodals and
pentecostals 1661

Stephens, John Lloyd Incidents of travel in Central
America etc. 1841 (1854)

Incidents of travel m Greece, Turkey, Russia arui Poland
1838

Stephens, William R. W. The life and letters of E. A.
Freeman 1895

Stepney, George Poems a 1707 (Chalmers 18 10)
'Stepniak, Sergius' (S. M. Kravchinskii) Underground

Russia 1885
Sterling, John Essays and tales a 1844 (1848)
Sternberg, George M. Magyxin's I A.) The bacteria tr. i88i

(1883)
Sternberg, Thomas The dialect and folk-lore of Northamp-

tonshire 1851
Sterne, Laurence Works a 1768 (1779)

The beauties of Sterne (1782, 1809)
Letters tohis ., friends, with afragment in tJie manner of

Rabelais etc. 01768 (1775)
The life and opinions of Tristram Shandy 1759-67
A sentimental journey through France and Italy 1768

(1778)
The sermons of Mr. VortcA c 1760 (1760-69, 1773)

Sternhold, Thomas Certayne psalmes . . drawen into
Englishe metre 1547

Al such psalmes of David as T. Sternhold did in his lyfe
time drawe into English meter 1549
Hopkins, J., and others The whole boke of psalmes
(1562, 1564, 1638)

Sterrv, Joseph Ashby- : see Ashby-Sterry, J.
Sterry, Peter A discourse of the freedom of the will a 1672

(1675)
Englands deliverance from the northern presbytery 1652
The rise, race and royalty of the kingdom of God in Uie

soul of manaidrjz (1683)
Steuart, Sir Henry The planter's guide ; or, a practical

essay on the best method of giving immediate effect to

wood, by the removal of larger trees etc. 1827 (1828)
Steuart, Sir James, afterwards Denham, Sir J. S. An in-

quiry into the Principles of political economy 1767
Steuart, Walter Collections and observations methodized,

concerning the worship, discipline and government of
the church of Scotland 1709

Stevens, Abel The history of methodism 1860-65
Stevens, George Alexander The adventures of a speculist,

or a journey through London 01784 (178S)
Songs, comic and satyrical 1772

Stevens, John Cieza's (Peter de) Seventeen years travel

through Peru tr. 1709
Ed. A new collection of voyages and travels 1711
Quevedo's (F. de) Comical works tr. 1707 (1709)
Ed. Two additional volumes to Sir W. Dugdale's Monas-

ticon Anglicanum 1722-23
Stevenson, Henry The birds of Norfolk 1866
Stevenson, John Hall- WorAs ai785 (1795)

Crazy tales 1762
Stevenson, Matthew The twelve tnonefhs ; or a pleasant .

.

discourse of every action . . proper to each particular
moneth 1661

Stevenson, Robert Louis Works 0x894
Across the plains 1879-88 (1892)
The black arrow : a tale of the two Roses 1888
Catriona : a sequel to 'Ktdruipped' 1893
Familiar studies of men and books 1874-81 (1882)
In the south seas 1888-90 (1900)
An inland voyage 1878
Kidnapped : being memoirs of the adventures of David

Balfour in 1751 1886
The master of Ballantrae, a winter's tale x888
Memories and portraits 1882-87 (1887)
The merry men and other tales arui fables 1878-85 (1887)
The misadventures of John Nicholson 1887 (1888)
New Arabian nights 1877-82 (1884)
Prince Otto, a romance 1885
St. Ives, being the adventures of a French prisoner in

England a 1894 (1899)
The Silverado squatters 1883
Strange case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 1886
Travels with a donkey in the Cevennes 1879
Treasure Island 1883
Vailima letters 1890-94 (1895)
Vir^inibus puerisque and other papers 1874-79 (1881)

Weir of Hermiston, an unfinished romatKe a 1894 (1896)

and OsBOUKNE, L. The wrecker 1892
The wrong box 1889
and Stevenson, Fanny Van de G. More New Arabian
nights, The dyruimiter 1885

Stevenson, Thomas Lighthouse illumination 1859
Stevenson, W. Grant Puddin" : an Edinburgh story 1894
Stevenson, William An hymn to the deity 1782
Stevenson, William GenercU view of the agriculture of the

county of Dorset 1812

of Surrey 1809
Stewart, Alexander 'Twixt Ben Nevis and Glencoe : the

natural history, legends and folk-lore of the west High-
latuis 1885

Stewart, Balfour The conservation of energy 1873
An dementary treatise on heat j866 (1871)

ondyKIT, V.G. The unseen universe {SLiion.) 1875 (1876)

Stewart,' Dugald WorAs a 1828 (1854-58)
Dissertation exhibiting a general view of the progress of .

.

philosophy 1816-21 (Encycl. Brit. Suppl. ; 1858)

Elements of the philosophy of the human mind 1792-1827
Philosophical essays 1810

The philosophy of the active and moral powers of man
1828(1854-58)

Stewart, George Shetland fireside tales 1877 (1892)

Stewart, James, The trial of, for the murder of Colin Campbell

of Glenure 1753
Stewart, John The tocsin of Britannia 1794

The tocsin of social life 1803

Stewart, W. C. The practical angler : or the art of trout-

fishing 1857
Stewart, William Thebuikof ike croniclis of Scotland ; or

a metrical version of the history of Hector Boece tr. 1535
(Rolls series 1858)

STORY
Still, John : see Gammer Gurton
Still, Peter The cottar's Sunday, and other poetns, chiefly

in the Scottish dialect 1845
Stillingfleet, Benjamin Biberg's (Economy of nature tr.

1759 (Misc. tracts 1759)
Thecalendar ofFlora (from the Swedish of A. M. Berger)

1761
Miscellaneous tracts relating to natural history, husbandry
and physick 1759 (1762)

Stillingfleet, Bp. Edward Works 01699 (i7io)
Charge begun at Worcester 11 Sept. i6go 1691
Irenicum, a weapon-salve for the churches wounds 1659

(1661)
Origines Britannica ; or the antiquities of the British

churches 1685
Origines sacra ; or a rational account of the grounds of

the christian faith as to the truth and divirie authority of
the scriptures 1662 (1666)

Sermons preached on several occasions 1696-98
Stimson, Frederick Jesup American statute law 1886
Stirling, Charters arui other documents relating to the royal

burgh 0/1124-^705 (1884)
Extracts from the records of the royal burgh of 1519-

x666, 1667-1752 (1884-89)
Stirling, Sir William Alexander, Earl of Poems a 1640

(Chalmers 1810)
The Alexandraan tragedie 1605
Aurora 1604
Doomesday ; or the great day of the Lords judgment 1614
Recreations with the muses 1637
A supplement to Sir P. Sidneys Arcadia 1621 (1629)
The tragedie of Darius 1603

Stirling, James H. Jerrold, Tennyson and Macaulay, with
other essays 1868

Philosophy and theology (Gifford lectures) 1890
Schwegler's (F. C. A.) Hand-book of the history of philo-

sophy tr. 1867
The secret of Hegel : being the Hegelian system in origin,

principle, form and matter 1865
Stirling, afterwards Stirling-Maxwell, Sir William

The cloister life of the emperor Charles the fifth 1852
(1853)

Stirling, William 1885 : see Landois, L.
Stisted, Georgiana M. The true life of Sir R. F. Burton

1896
Stitchill (Roxburghshire), Records of the baron court of

1655-1807 (S.H.S. 1905)
Stock, Richard A learned . . commentary upon . . Malachy

0x626 (1641 ; 1865)
Stockdale, John J. Sketches, civil and military, of the

islatid of Java etc. 1811
Stocker, Thomas A righte noble . . history of the successors

of Alexander, taken out of Diodorus Siculus tr. 1569
A tragicall historie of the . . civile warres of the Lowd

countries, otherwise called Flanders, tr. by T. S.

1583
Viret's (P.) The worlde possessed with devils (Part 11 of

The demoniacke worlde) tr. by T. S. 1583
Stockholm medical MS., Extracts from 0,0x400 (inArchaeo-

logia XXX, 1844 ; Anglia XVIII, 1896)
Stockton, Frank R. The Dusantes 1888

The lady or the tiger ? 1884
Rudder Grange 1879

Stockwood, John A plaine and easie laying open of the

meaning and understanding of the rules of construction

in the English accidence 1590
A sermon preached at Paules Crosse 1578

Stocqueler, Joachim H. The hand-book of {British) India

1844(1854)
The military encyclopedia ; a technical, biographical,
and historical dictionary 1853

Stodart, Robert R. Scottish arms, being a collection of
armorial bearings 1370-1678 reproduced in facsimile

x88x
Stoddard, Charles A. Cruising among the Caribbees 1895
Stodd.^,rd, Francis H. The evolution of the English novel

1900
Stoddard, Richard H. Poems 1852, 1880
Stoddart, Anna M. John Stuart Blackie, a biography 1895
Stoddart, Sir John Grammar a 1845 (Encycl. metropoli-

tana)
Stoddart, Thomas T. The angler's companion to the rivers

arui lochs of Scotland 1847
An angler's rambles, and angling songs 1866

Angling songs (1889)
Songs and poems 1839

Stokes, David A paraphrasticall explication of the twelve

minor prophets 1659
Stokes, Sir George Gabriel Mathematical and physical

papers 1880-1903
Stokes, Whitley The tripartite life of St. Patrick tr. 1887

(Rolls series)

Stone, James K. The invitation heeded : reasons for a return

to catholic unity 1870
Stone, Samuel Deceivers deceived, a sermon 1661
Stone, Samuel The justices' pocket manual 1842

The justices' manual 1864 {1876)
Stone, Thomas General view of the agriculture of ike county

of Lincoln 1794
'Stonehenge' (J. H. Walsh) The dog, in health and disease

1859
Ed. The dogs of the British islands 1866-67
Manual of British rural sports 1856 (1875)
The shot-gun and sporting rifle 1859

Stonehouse, William B. The history aiui topography of the

isle of Axholme 1839
Stonor letters and papers. The 1290-1483 (Camden Soc.

1919)
S'too hitn Bayes : or some observations upon the humour of

writing Rehearsals transpros'd 1673
Stopford, Edward A. The work arut the counterwork ; or

the religious revival in Belfast 1859
Storer, David H. Reports on the ichthyology and herpetology

of Massachusetts 1839
Storer, Thomas The life and death of T. Wolsey, cardinaU

1599
Stork, William A description of Easi Florula 1766 (with

A journal kept by J. Bartram, 1769)
Stormonth, James Etymological and pronouncing dic-

tionary of the English language 1871 (1884)

Story, Joseph Commentaries on the constitution of the

United States 1833
Miscellaneous writings a 1845 (1852)



STORY
SiORY, JosiAH An essay concerning the nature (^ ihe priest-

hood zy^
Story, Robert H. The apostolic ministry in the Scottish

church 1897
Storv, William W, Roba di Roma 1863
Stoughton, John A learned treatise in three parts. J. The

definition, 2. The distribution of divtnity. 3. The
happiness of man 1640

Stoughton Thomas The christians sacrifice 1622
Stout, William Autobiography a 17^ (1851)
Stovel, Charles Ed. Canrie*s (/.) A necessitie of separation

from the church of England (1634), with iatroductory
notice 1849

Stow.John The anruiUs of England is^z {160$; continued
by E. Howes 1615)

A summarie of Englyshe chronicles 1565
A survay of Lcmdon 1598 (1603, enlarged 1633, 1842)

ed. J. Strype (1720, 1754-55)
Stowe, Mrs. Harriet Elizabeth Beecheb Dred ; a tale

of the Great dismal swamp 1856
Little foxes 1865 (1866)
Oldtown fireside stories 1871
Oldtown folks X869
The pearl ofOrr's island 1861-62
Poganuc people, their loves and lives 1878
UncU Tom's ct^in ; or life among the lowly 1852

Stower, Charles The printer's grammar ; or, introduction
to the art of printing 1808

Strachey, William The historic of travaile into Virginia
Britannia c 1612 {Hakl. Soc. 1849)

Strafford, Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Letters and
dispatches a 16^1 (1739)

Strain, Mrs. Euphans H. Elmslie^s dragnet 1900
Strand magazine. The 1891-
Strang, James A lass of Lennox 1899
Strang, John Glasgow and its clubs 1856
Strangford, Percy E. F. W. Smythe, 8th Viscount A

selection from his writings a 1869 (1869)
Strasburger's (E.) Handbook of practical botany ed. W.

Hillhouse 1887 (1889)
Stratford, Bp. Nichoi^s Charge at Chester, May sthi6gz

Z692
*Strathesk, John' (J. Tod) Bits from Blinkbonny 1882

More bits from Blinkbonny 1884 (1885)
Stratmann, Franz H. A dictiotiary of the Old English

language 1878 (ed. 3)
new ed. by H. Bradley (1891)

Strauss' (D. F.) New life of Jesus tr. 1865
Strauss, Gustave L. M., and others England's workshops

Z864
StraWy Jack. The life and death of Jack Straw^ a notable

rebeU in England 1593
Streatfeild, George S. Lincolnshire and the Danes 1884
Street, George E. Brick and marble in the middle ages 1855

(1874)
Street robberies considered {by D. De Foe) 1728
Streeter, Edwin W. Precwus stones and gems 1877
Stretton, Charles Memoirs of a chequered life 1862
'Stretton, Hesba' {'Hannah, or rather Sarah, Smith)

Through a needle's eye 1879
Strickland, Agnes Lives of tlie queens of England 1840-48

Lives of the queens of Scotland, and English princesses
connected with the regal succession of Great Britain
1850-59

Stringer, Arthur The wire tappers 1906
Strode, George The anatomic of mortalitie 1618
Strode, William The floating island: a tragi-comedy 1636

(1655)
Struther, William True happiness, or king Davids choice

1633
Struthers, John Poetical works 1850
Strutt, Jacob G. Sylva Britannica; or portraits of forest

trees 1822 (1830)
Strutt, Joseph A compleat view of the tnanners, customs,

arms, habits, etc. ofthe inhabitants ofEngland 1775-76
A complete view of the dress and habits of the pco^e of
England 1796-99

The sports and pastimes of the people of England 180X
(1875)

Strype, John Annals ofthe reforfnation and establishment of
religion, and . . other occurrences in the church of
Englatui 1708-09, 1725-31 (1824)

Ecclesiastical memorials, relating chiefly to religion and
the reformation ofit.. under Henry VIII, Edward VI,
and queen Mary the first lyzi (1822)

The history of the life atui acts of ,, E. Grindal, . . arch-
bishop of Canterbury 1710

The life and acts of M, Parker , . archbishop of Canter-
bury 1711

The life and acts of ., J. Whitgift . . archbishop of
Canterbury 1717-18

Memorials of T. Cranmer, sometime lord archbishop of
Canterbury 1694

Stow's (/,) Survey of the cities ofLondon and Westminster
brought down . . to the present time 1720 {1754-55)

S.T.S. = Scottish Text Society
Stuart, Arabella The life and letters a 1615 (ed. Elizabeth

Cooper 1866)
Stuart, George A joco-serious discourse, in two dialogues

between a Northumberland gentleman and his tenant
a Scotchman 1686

Stuart, Gilbert The history of Scotland,from the establish-
ment ofthe nfortnation till the death ofqueen Mary 1782

Stuart, H. The novice's or young seaman s catechistn i860
Stuart, Hamish Lochs and loch fishing 1899
Stuart, Henry W. Villiers Egypt after the war 1883
Stuart, Moses A grammar of the Hebrew language 1828

{1831)
'Stuart, Robert' {R. Meikleham) A descriptive history q^

the steam engine 1824
Stuart, William and Macpherson, J, Ebrard's (J. H. A.)

Apologetics; or the scientific vindication of Christian-
ity tr. i886-«7

Stubbe, Henry A censure upon certaine passages contained
in The history of the lioyal Society 1670-71

The Indian nectar, or a discourse concerning chocolata
Z662

The miraculous conformist j666
The Plus ultra reduced to a nonplus, or a specimen of
some animadversions upon the Plus ultra of Mr.
GlanviU 1670

Rosemary and Bayes : or, animadversions upon a
treatise called The rehearsaU trans-prosed (anon.) 2672

78

Stubbes, Philip The anatomic of abuses 1583 (New Shaks.
Soc. 1877-79-82)

Stubbs or Stubs, John The discoverie of a gaping gulf
whereinto England is like to be swallowed by an other

French mariage (anon.) 1579
Stubbs, Bp. William The constitutional history of England

1874-75-78
Ed. Select charters and other illustratiorts of English con-

stitutional history 1870
Seventeen lectures on the study of mediaeval and modern

history 1867-84 (1886)
Stucley, Lewis A gospel glasse representing the miscarriages

of English professors 1667 (1670)
Stucley, Play of. The famous hvstorye of the life and death of

Captaine T. Stukeley . . as it hath been acted 1605
(also Simpson, School of Shakspere 1878)

Student, The; or the Oxford and Cambridge monthly mis-
cellany (by T. Warton and others) 1750

Student and intellectual observer. The (2nd series of The
intellectual observer) 1868-71

Studley, John The fourth tragedy of L, A, Seneca entituied

Hippolyius tr. 1567 (i59i)
The seventh tragedie . . entituled Medea tr. 1566
The eygkt tragedie . . entituled Agamemnon tr. 1566
The tenth tragedy . , entituled Hercules (Etaus tr. c 1566

(1581)
in Seneca his tenne tragedies (ed. T, Newton 1581)

Stukeley, Captain Thomas 1605 : see Stucley
Stukeley, William Abury, a temple of the Druids 1743

The family memoirs of William Stukeley, and the anti-

quarian and other correspondence 17.. (Surtees Soc.

1882-87)
Itinerarium curiosum ; or an account of the antiquitys

and remarkable curiositys in nature and art observ'd in
travels thro* Great Britain 1724 (1776)

Paltzographia sacra, or discourses on sacred subjects 1763
Stonehenge, a temple restor'd to the British Druids 1740

Sturmy, Samuel The mariners magazine, or Sturmy's
mathematical and practical arts etc. 1669 (1683)

Sturt, Charles Narrative of an expedition irUo central

Australia 1849
Two expeditions into the interior of southern Australia

1833
Sturtevant, Simon Metallica ; or the treatise cf tnetallica

1612(1855)
Styward, Thomas The pathwaie to martiall disctphnc 1581
Suckling, Sir John Aglaura 1638

Brennoralt, a tragedy 1639 (1646)
Fragtnenta aurea, a collection of aU the incomparable

peeces written by Sir J. Suckling a 1642 (1646, 1648)
The goblins, a comedy 1638 (1646)
Poems, plays and other remains a 1642 (1874)

Sue's {M. J. Eugine) Mysteries of Paris tr. 1844
Suffolk, Henrietta Howard, Countess of Letters to and

from Henrietta, Countess of Suffolk 1712-67 (1824)
Suffolk words, from CuUum's History of Hawsied 1813

(E.D.S. 1879)
Suicide, a Poem 1773
SuLiVAN, Richard J. A view of nature 1794
Sullivan, Sia Edward Woman the predominant partner

1894
Sullivan, James The history of the district of Maine 1795
Sully, James Outlines of psychology 1884

Sensation and intuitwn : studies in psychology and
(Esthetics X874

Summary of all the religious houses in England and Wales, A
(by G. Duckett) 17x7

Sumnuiry upon thefamous poemc of William of Saluste, Lord
of Bartas, A learned tr, (by T. Lodge) 1621

Summary view of the feudal law, A , with the differences of the

Scots law from it (by J. Dundas) 1710
Sumner, Charles Orations and speeches v.d. (1850)
Sunday magazine. The 1864-
Supematural religion {by W. R. Cassels) 1874-77
Supplication of certaine tnasse priests falsely called catholikes

directed to the kings maiestie. The 1604
Supplication ofthepoore commons, A 1546 (with Fish, Suppli-

cation, E.E.T.S. 1871)
A supplycacion to . , Kynge Henry the eyght 1544 (ibid.)

Suppression of monasteries. Three chapters of letters relating to

the 1528-55 (Camden Soc. 1843)
Surflet, Richard Estienne (C.) and LiibauU's (J.) Maison

rustique, or the countrie farme tr. 1600
augmented by G. Markham 1616

SuRR, Thomas S. Splendid misery (a novel) 1801
A winter in London ; or sketches offashion, a novel 1805

(1806)
Surrey, Henry Howard, Earl of Works 01547 (Chal-

mers 1810 ; ed. Nott 1815 ; Anglia XXIX, 1906)
Certain bokes (11 and rv) of Virgiles Jineis tr. a 1547

{1557 ; Roib. Club 1614)
Five chapters from the Ecclesiastes of Solomon para-

phrasttcally versified a 1547 (Park, Harington's Nugaa
antiquaa II, 1804 ; Anglia XXIX)

Songes and sonettes, written by the .. Lorde Henry
Haward late Earle of Surrey, and other (Tottd's
miscellany) a 1547 {1557 ; Arber)

Surrey arui Kent Sewer commission. Court minutes of the

1569-79 (L.C.C. 1909)
Surrey Archceological Society, Collections of the (1858- )

Surrey glossary 1876, 1893 : see Gower, G. L.
Surtees, Robert A memoir (with poems and letters) of

R. Surtees [a 1834) by G. Taylor (Surtees Soc, 1852)
Surtees, Robert S. Ask mamma 1858

Handley Cross ; or the spa hunt 1843 (1854)
Mr. Facey Romford's hounds 1865
Mr. Sponge's sporting tour 1853

Surtees Society, Publications of tlie {1835- )

Miscellanea (1861)
A volume of English miscellanies {1890)

Survey of the affaires of the United Netherlands, An exact 1665
Survey of Uie insolent . . libel entituled Napthali, A (by Bp.

A. Honyman) 1668 (1669)
Susan : a novel (anon.) 1809
Sussex archicological collections, published by the Sussex

Archaological Society (1848- )

Sutcliffe, Halliwell Mistress Barbara Cunliffe 1902
Shameless Wayne 1900

Sutcliffe^ Matthew A briefe examination of a certaine . .

petition presented . . to the hinges . . maiestie 1606
A briefe replie to a certaine . . Ubel lately published by

a seditious Jesuile, calling himselfe N.D^.byO. £".

(i. e. Sutcliffe) 1600

SWINBUKNE
Sutherland, Alexander St. Kathleen, or the rock of

Dunnismoyle (anon.) 1820
Sutherland, Alexander 1892 : see Dawson, G. M.
Sutherland, William The skip builder's assistant 1711
Sutton, Edward North Lincolnshire words 1881 {E.D.S.)
Sutton, Thomas A dictionary of photography 1858
Swainson, Charles A handbook of weather folk-lore i8y$

Provincial names and folk lore of British birds 1881
{E.D.S.)

^

Swainson, William On the natural history and classification

of birds 1836-37—-— offishes etc. 1838-39
of quadrupeds 1635

Zoological illustrations 1820-33
and Shuckard, W. E. On tlic history and natural
arrangement of insects 1840

Swaledalc glossary 1873 : see Harland, J.
Swan, Annie S. Aldersyde, a Border story 1883

Carlowrie ; or, atnong Lothian folk 1884
Doris Cheyr.c, the story of a nolle life 1888
The gates of Eden 1887
A victory won 1895

Swan, John Speculum mundi, or a glasse representing the

face of the world 1635 (1643, 1670)
Swayne, Henry J. F. Ed. Churchwardens' accounts of

S. Edmund and S. Thotnas, Sarum, x443''iyo2 a 1892
(1896I

Sweden, A short survey of the kingdom of 1632
Swedenborg's (or Swedberg, Emanuel) The animal kingdom,

considered anatomically, physically, and philosophi-
cally tr. J. J. G. Wilkinson 1843

The apocalypse revealed tr. 1791 {1876)
Heaven arid its wonders, , . and hell tr. S. Noble 1839

(revised 1851)
The true christian religion tr. 1781 {1786, 1873)

Sweet, Charles A dictionary of English law 1882
Sweet, Henry An Anglo-saxon reader 1876 (1908)

A second Anglo-saxon reader 1887
A handbook of phonetics 1877
A history of English soutuis 1874 (j888)
A new English grammar 1892-98
Ed. The oldest English texts (E.E.T.S. 1885)
A primer of phonetics 1690
The student's dictionary of Anglo-saxon 1897

Swete, Henry B. Studies in the teaching of our Lord 1903
SwETNAM, Joseph The arraignment of lewd, idle, froward

and unconstant women 1615
Sxvetnam the woman-hater arraigned by women 1620 (Grosart

1880)
Swettenham, Frank A. Malay sketches 1895
Swift, Gilbert Somcrley : school-boy arui undergraduate

1900
Swift, Jonathan Works 0x745 (1735-3&-46, 1751, 1755-

68, 1814, 1841)
The battle of the books 1697 (with Tale of a tub 1704)
The bubble : a poem {Upon the South Sea project) lyzi
Cadenus and Vanessa^ a poem 1713 (1726)
A complete collection of genteel and ingenious conversa-

tion (Folite conversation) 1731-38 U738 ; Wks. 1738

The conduct of the allies, and of the late ministry, in
beginning and carrying on tiie present war 17 11

Correspondence aiy^s (1841)
Directions to servants in general 1729 (1745)
A discourse concerning the mechanical operation of the

spirit 1704 (with Tale of a tub)

A discourse of the contests and dissensums between the

nobles and the commotis in Athens and Rome 1701
(Misc. 17x1)

The Drapier letters 1724, 1735
The history of the four last years of the queen a 1745

(1758)
The history of Martin 1720 (Misc. Works)
The journal to Stella 1710-13 (Wks., also 1901)
A letter

.

. concerning the sacramental test 1708 (Misc.

1711)
Letters by Dr. Swift and several of his friends 1703-40

(1767)
Letters to aruifrom Dr. J. Swift 17x4-38 (1741)
Miscellaneous works (The tale of a tub, Miscellanies in

prose and verse) 1720
Miscellanies in prose and verse X711, 1722

(with contributions by Pope, Arbutbnot, and Gay)
1727-35

A modest proposal for preventing the children of poor
people from being a burthen to their parents, or the

country 1729
Predictions for the year J708, by I. Bickerstaff 1708

(Misc. 1711 ; Arber, Eng, Gamer VI)
Vindication of I. Bickerstaff 1709 (ibid.)

A proposal for correcting, improving, and ascertaining
the English tongue 1712

The publick spirit of the Whigs set forth 1714
Some free thoughts upon the Present state of affairs 1714
The South Sea project : see Bubble, above
A tale of a tub, written for the universal improvement of
mankind . . To which is added, An account of a battd
between the antient and tnodern books in St. James's
library 1704

Travels into several remote tuitions of the world, in four
parts, by Lemuel Gulliver 1726

and others Menwirs of P. P. clerk of this parish c 1725
(Misc. 1727)

Swift, Theophilus The gamblers, a poem 1777
Swinbourne, Alfred Picture logic ; or the grave made gay

1874 (1875)
Swinburne, Algernon Charles Atalanta in Calydon,

a tragedy 1864 (1865, 1S6S)
Bothwell ; a tragedy 1874
Chapman's (G.) Works, Poems and minor translations

Ed. with an introduction by A. C. Swinburne 1875
Chastelard ; a tragedy 1865
Erechtheus ; a tragedy 1876
Locrine, a tragedy 1887
Miscellanies 1877 etc. (18S6)
A note on Charlotte Bronte X877
Note of an English republican on the Muscovite crusade

1876
Songs before sunrise 1871
Songs of the springtides 18S0
Studies in prose and poetry 1883-93 (1894)
A study of Ben Jonson 1889
A study of Shakespeare 1879 (1880)



SWINBURNE
SwiNBUKNK, Algernon Charles (cont.)

A study of Victor Hugo 1886
Under the microscope 1872
Wiiliam Blake, a crUical essay 1867 (1868)

Swinburne, Henry A briefe treatise of testaments and last
wilies 1590

A treatise of spousals or matrimonicd contracts a 162-1
(1686)

*

Swinburne, Henry Travels through Spain 1779
Swinhoe, Robert Narrative of the North China campaign

of i860 1861
SwiNNocK, George The door of salvation opened by the key

of regeneration 1660
SwiTZER, Stephen Ichnographia, or the nobleman, gentle-

man, and gardener^s recreation 1718
A n introduction to a general systetn of hydrostaticks and

hydraulicks 1729
The practical fruit gardener 1724
The practical kitchen gardener 1727

Sybthorpe, Robert 1627 : see Sibthorp
Sydenham, Humphrey Sertnons upon solemne occasions

v.d. (1637)
Sydenham Society, Publications of the New (1859-1901)

A biennial retrospect of medicine, surgery, and their
allied sciences 1867-68 1869

Lexicon ofmedicine and allied sciences. By H.Power
and L. W. Sedg\vick 1879-99

Sydney papers : see Sidney state papers
Sylph, The ; a novel (anon.) 1779
•Sylvanus' The bye-lanes and dooms of England, with turf

scenes and characters 1850
Sylvester, James Joseph Collected tnathetnatical papers

1837-97 (1904-12)
Sylvester, Josuah Complete works a 1618 (Grosart i88o)

Bethulians rescue tr. 1614
A divine and true tragi-comedy ; Job triumphant in his

triall 161S
Du Bartas' (G. de S.) The baiaU of Yvry tr. 1614
Du Bartas his divine weekes and uvrhes tr. 1591-1608

(1605, 1608, 1641)
Du Bartas' Triumph of faith, the sacrifice of Isaac, the

ship-wracke of Jonas etc. tr. 1592
Lachrima tachrtmarum ; or the distillation ofteares shede
for the death of . . Panaretus 1612

Little Bartas, or brief meditations on the power . , arid
^oodnes of God 1614

The maidens blush, or Joseph tr. a i6i5
Micro-cosmo-graphia : the little-worlds description tr.

(from H. Smith) 1613
Moriodia Z594
The parliament of vertues roydll (Panaretus) tr. 1614

The second session of the parliament of vertues royaU
z6i6

The profit of imprisonment {A paradox against libertie)

tr. 1593-94(1605)
Tobacco battered and the pipes shattered c 16x5 (1617)
Vrania, or the heavenly muse 1605

Sylvester, Matthew Ed. Reliquitz Baxterian^e : or Mr. R.
Baxter's narrative of the most memorable passages of
kis life and times 1696

Syhes, Michael An account ofan embassy to the kingdom of
Ava in lygs 1800

Svvmer, Archibald Rest for the weary 1630
A spirUuall posiefor Zion 1629

Syumons, Charles the life ofJohnMUton 1S06 (1810,1822)
Syhmons, Edward A loyaU subjects belike, expressed in

a letter to Master S. Marshall 1643
A vindication of king Charles 1648

Syumons, John The Agamemnon of .Sschylus tr. 1824
Symonds, John Addington Italian byu'ays 1883

The li/e of Michelangelo Buonarroti 1893
Rmau$ance in Italy 1875-86 (1898)
Shakespeare's predecessors in the English drama 1884
ShdUy (English men of letters) 1878
Sketches in Italy and Greece 1874
Sketches and studies in Italy 1879
Sketches and studies in Italy and Greece (a new ed. of the

two prec. and Italian byways 1898)
Studies of the Greek poets 1873-^6

J. A . Symonds ; a biography compiled from his papers
and correspondence, by H. F. Brown (1895)

Syhonds, Joseph A sermon before sundry of the House of
Commons 1641

SvMONDS, Richard Diary of the marches of the royal army
during the great civil war 1644-45 (Camden Soc. 1859)

Symonds, William S. Records of the rocks ; or, notes on the

geology of Wales, Devon, Cornwall, etc. 1873
Symons, Arthur The symbolist movement in literature 1899
SvMSON, Andrew A large description of Galloway 1684-92

(1823)
Symson, Archibald : see Simson
System of natural history, A . Botany, by E. Smith ; Zoology,

by W. S. DaUas 1855 (Orr's Ciicle of the sciences)

T
T., C. An advice hm to plant tobacco in England 1615
T., D. z6o8 : see Tuvil, D.
T., D. Hieragonisticon ; or. Corah's doom. Being an answer

to (7. Eachard's) two letters of enquiry into the grounds
and occasions of the contempt of the clergy and religion

1672
T.,F. The case is altered. How? Aske Dalio and MiUo 160^
T., F. 1712 : see Tanner, F.

T., I. 1596 : see Tanner, I.

T., L Grim, the collier of Croydon : or the devH and his dame
a 1600 (Gratix theatrales 1662 ; Dodsley, Old plays)

T., R. ( = Christopher Carlile) A discourse, wherein is plainly
proued . . that Peter was neuer at Rome etc 1572

T., W. Nannini's (R.) Civill considerations upon many and
sundrie histories tr, 1601

T., W. The compleat gunner 1672 (Book iii of T. Venn's
Military & maritime discipline)

T., W, : see Toralinson, W,
Tabor, Eliza Rachel's secret 1S66
Tailor. Robert The hogge hath lost hispearle 2614 (Dodsley)

Tait, James Mind in matter : a short argument on theism

Z884; ed. 3, enlarged Z892

79

Tait, Peter G, An elementary treatise on quaternions 1867

, (1873)
^

Lectures on some recent advances in physical science 1876
See also Stewart, B. ; Thomson, Abp. W.

Tait's Edinburgh magazine 1832-61
Talbot, Catherine : see Carter, Elizabeth
Talbot, Charles J. C, 19TH Earl of Shrewsbury

Meliora, or better times to come ed. Viscount Ingestre
1852-53

Talbot, Christopher R. M. Newton's (I.) Enumeration of
lines of the third order tr. 1861

Talbot, Bp. William Charge to the clergy of his diocese {of
Oxford) at his visitation 1712

Tales and quicke answeres, very fnery, and pleasant to rede
? 153s (in Shakspeare's Jest book 1814-15)

Talfourd, Sir Thomas N. The Athenian captive ; a tragedy
1838

The Castilian ; an historical tragedy 1853
Final memorials of Charles Lamb 1848
GUncoe ; or the fate of the Macdonalds ; a tragedy 1840
Ion : a tragedy 1835
The letters of Charles Lamb, with a sketch of his life 1837
Vacation rambles and thoughts 1845

Tallentyre, Stephen G. Life of Voltaire 1903
Talmage, Thomas de Witt Crumbs swept up 1871

The jewtls of the soul 1877
Sermons delivered in the Brooklyn tabernacle 1872

Taming of a shrew, A pleasant conceited historic called 1504
(Shaks. Soc. 1844)

Tancred and Gismund : see Wilmot, R.
Tandy, William Sangermano's (V.) Description of the

Burmese empire tr. 1833
Tannahill, Robert Poetical works a 1810 (1825)

Poems and songs, chiefly in the Scottish dialect a 1810
(1815)

The soldier's return ; a Scottish interlude in two acts,
with other poetns and songs 1807

Tanner, F. The plainest, easiest, and prettiest tnethod of
writing short-hand 1712

Tanner, I. A sermon preached at Paules Crosse, by I. T.
1596

Tanner, Thomas H. A manual of the practice cf medicine
1854 (1865, 1869, 1875)

On the signs and diseases ofpregnancy z86o
Tannhduser 1861 : see Fane, J. C. H.
Tapping, Thomas The rhymed chronicle of Edward Manlove

concerning the liberties and customs of the lead-mines
within the wapentake of Wirksworth, Derbyshire, from
the origitial ed. of 1653, to which is affixed a glossary
1851 (E.D.S. 1874)

Tarlton, Richard Newes out of purgatorie 01588 (1590;
Shaks. Soc. 1844)

Tarltons jests 1611 (1638 ; Shaks. Soc 1844)
Tarquin and Tullia (a poem attributed to Dryden) c 1700

(in Poems on afiairs of state in, 1704)
Tarras, William Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect 1804
Tasistro, Louis F. Comte de Paris' History of the civil war

in A merica tr. 1875
Tasso's Aminta tr. 1628
Tate, Francis King Edward IPs household and wardrobe

ordinances tr. 1601 (Chaucer Soc. 1876)
Tate, George The geology cf the district traversed by the

Roman wall 1867 (in J. C. Bruce, Roman wall 1867)
Tate, James An introduction to the principal Greek tragic

and comic metres 1827
Tate, Nahum Elegies 1699

Poems 1677
Portrait-royal ; a poem upon her majesty's picture set up

in Guildhall 1703
The triumph ; or warriour's welcome 1705
See also Cowley, A. ; Garth, Sir S. ; andf Heliodorus
and Brady, Nicholas A new version of the Psalms of
David, fitUd to the tunes used in churches 1696 (1698,
1751)

and Dryden, John The second part of Absalofn and
Achitophel 1682

Tate, Ralph A plain and easy account of the land and fresh-
water moliusks of Great Britain z866

Tatham, John Aqua triumphalis ; being a relation of the

city of London entertaining their Majesties upon the
Thames 1662

The distracted state ; a tragedy 1641 (1651)
London's tryumph 1659
The Scots figgaries : or, a knot of knaves ; a comedy

Z652
Tatler, The. By Isaac BickeratafE (i.e. Sk R. Steele, J.

Addison, and others) 1709-11
Taubman, Matthew London's triumph, or the goldsmith's

jubilee 1687
Taunt, Henry W. A new tnap of the river Thames from

Oxford to London 1872
Taunton, Ethelred L. The English Black Monks of St.

Benedict 1897
Taunton, William P. Reports of cases argued and deter-

mined in the Court of Common Pleas 1810-23
Tautphceus, Baroness von At odds; a novel 1.863

Cyrilla ; a tale 1853
The initials ; a novel (anon.) 1850
Quits ; a novel 1857

Taverner, John Certaine experiments concerning fish and
fruite 1600

Taverner, Richard The garden ofwysdom 1539
Prouerbes or adagies with newe addicions, gathered out of

the Chiliades ^Erasmus 1539 (1545, 1552)
Tavernier's travels 1677-78 : see Phillips, John
Taylor, Alfred S. Poisons, in relation to medical jurispru-

dence and medicine 1848
Taylor, Ann (az866) and Jane (a 1824) Poetical works

a 1866 (1878)
Original poems for infant minds 1808-14 (1843)
Rhymes for the nursery 1836

Taylor, Bavard Critical essays and literary notes 1880
Eldorado ; or, adventures in the path of empire 1850
Goethe's Faust tr. 1871 (1886)
Hannah Thurston : a story of American life 1863
Northern travel 1858
Pictures of Palestitie, Asia Minor, Sicily, and Spain;

or, the lands of the Saracen 1855
Poems 1856
Prince Deukalion 1878
Studies in German literature 1879

Taylor, Charles A n introduction to the ancient and modern
geometry of conies 2881

TAYLOR
Taylor, Edward Behmen's theosophick philosophy un-

folded 1692
Taylor, Francis E. The folk-speech of South Lancashire

1901
Taylor, Sir Henry Edwin the fair ; an historical drama

2842
Isaac Comnenus : a play 1827
Philip van A rtevelde ; a dramatic romance 1834
St. Clement's Eve ; a play 2862
The statesman 2836
Autobiography 1800-^5 1885

Taylor, Isaac (of Ongar) The ship ; a description of differ-
ent kinds of vessels a 2829 (1846)

Taylor, Isaac (of Stanford Rivers) Ancient Christianity,
and the doctrines of the Oxford tracts for the titnes

1839-42
Elements of thought ; or, first lessons in the knowledge of

the mind 2822 (1824)
Fanaticistn 2833
Four lectures on spiritual Christianity 2841
History of the transmission of ancient books to modern

times 2827
Home education (anon.) 2838
Logic in theology, and other essays 2830-31 (1859)
Loyola : and Jesuitism in its rudiments 2849
Natural history of enthusiasm (anon.) 2829
Physical theory of another life (anon.) 2836
The process of historical proof exemplified 2828
The restoration of belief (anon.) 1852 (1855)
Saturday evening (anon.) 2832
The spirit of the Hebrew poetry 2861
Spiritual despotism (anon.) 2835
Ultimate civilization, and other essays 2860
Wesley and Methodism 1852

Taylor, Isaac (Canon of York) The alphabet ; an account
of the origin and development of Utters 1883

Etruscan researches 2874
The origin of the Aryans 2889
Words and places : or etymological illustrations of

history, ethnology, and geography 2864 (1873)
Taylor, James The Scottish covenanters 2882
Taylor, Jeremy Works al66^ (1822, 1828, 1831, 1847-54)

Clerus Domini : or, a discourse of the divine institution

of the office ministerial 2651
Contemplations of the state of man a 2667 (1684, 1699)
Deus justificatus ; two discourses of original sin 2656
A discourse concerning prayer ex tempore, or by pretence

of the Spirit, in justification of authorized and set

formes oflyturgie (anon.) 2646— enlarged ed., entitled An apologyfor authorized and
set forms ofliturgie 1649

A dissuasive from Popery to the people of Ireland 2664,
1667 (1668)

Ductor dubitantium ; or the rule of conscience in all he*
generall measures 2660

'Ej/tavTOs : a course of sermons for aU the Sundaies of
the year 2653-55

A funeral sertnon (on 2 Sam. xiv. 14) preached at the

obsequies of the Countesse of Carbery 1650
The golden grove ; or a manuall of daily prayers and

letanies 1655
The great exemplar of sanctity and holy life 1649
Of the sacred order and offices of episcopacy 2642
The real presence and spirituall of Christ in the blessed

sacratnent proved against the doctrine of transubstantia-

tion 2654
The rule and exercises of holy living 2650 (1676)
The rule and exercises of holy dying 2652 (1686)
A sermon preached at the funeral of John (Bramhall) late

Lord Archbishop of Armagh 2663
A sermon preached in Saint Maries Church in Oxford
upon the anniversary of the Gunpowder-treason 2638

0€oAoyi'a eifAejcTcxij . A discourse of the liberty of
prophesying 2647

Unum necessarium : or, the doctrine and practice oj

repentance 2655
The worthy communicant 2660
See also Artificial handsomeness

Taylor, John (Water poet) Works 2630
Works a 2653 (Hindley 1872 ; Spenser Soc 2868-78)
An apology for private preaching 2642
An armado, or nauye of a hundred and three ships 2627
The carriers' cosmography 2637 (in Arber, Eng. Gamer I)

Divers crabtree lectures 1639
The great eater of Kent , or part of the exploits of Nicholas
Wood 1630

A kicksey winsey ; or a lerry come-twang 2619
A new discovery by sea 2623
The nipping or snipping of abuses 2624
Odcofms complaint : or Coriats funerall epicedium 2623
The olde old very olde man : or the age and long life of

T. Par 2635
Part of this summers travels, or newsfrom Hell, Hull and
HaUifax 2640

The pennyles pilgritnage 2628
The praise, antiquity and commodity of beggery, beggers

and begging 2622
The praise of liemp-seed 2620
A short relation of a long journey . . encompassing the

Principalitie of Wales 1652
Sir Gregory Nonsence his newes from no place 2622
The suddaine iurne of Fortunes wheele 2632
Taylor's tnotto : Et habeo, et careo, et euro 2621
Three weekes, three daies, and three houres obseruation
and travel from London to Hamburgh 2627

A verry merry wherry-ferry-voyage 2622
The whole life and progresse of Henry Walker the iron-

monger it^z
The world runnes on wheeles 2623

Taylor, John (of Liverpool) Poems and translations 2839
Taylor, Laura W. BaUads and songs of Brittany 2865
Taylor, Meadows The story of my life 2877 (1878)
Taylor, Sedley Sound and music 1873 (1896)
Taylor, Silas The history and antiquities of Harwich and

Dovercourt. First collected by S. Taylor (a 2678) and
now much enlarged by Samuel Dale (1730)

Taylor, Thomas Beard's (T.) Theatre of God's judgetnents.

Part II a 2633 (1642)
A commentarie upon the Epistle of St. Paul to Titus 26x2

(1619)
Taylor, Thomas The metamorphosis and philosophical

works of Apuleius tr. 2822
Two orations of the emperor Julian tr. 1793
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Taylor^ Thomas (cont.)

Pausanias' Description of Greece tr. 1794
The works of Plato tr. (niae dialogues by F. Sydenham,

the remainder by T. Taylor) 1804
The philosophical and tnathematicM comtnentaries of

Proclus tr. 1788-89 (1792)

Taylor, Tom Leicester Square; its associations and its

worthies 1874
Pictures in words 1863 (in B. Foster's Pictures of

English landscape) See also Leslie, C. R.
Taylor, Mrs. Tom : see Taylor, Laura W.
Tavlor, William Scots poems 1787

ed. 2, Poems chiefly in the Scottish dialect 1827
Taylor, William English synonyms discriminated 1813

Goethe's {J. W. von) Iphigenia in Tauris tr. 1793
Historic survey of German poetry 1828-30
A memoir of the life and writings of the late W. Taylor,

containing his correspondence with R. Southey, etc
By J. W. Robberds (1843)

Teall, Jethro J. H. British petrography 1888
Techmer, F. Internationale Zeitschrift fUr allgemeine

Sprachwissenschaft 1884-
Technological dictionary, English -German -French 1878

(ed. 3)
Teckdy, Count 1693 : see Memoirs
Tegetmeisr, William B. The cottager's manual of poultry

keeping 1893
The poultry book 1867 (1873)
Profitable poultry 1853 (1854)

Teignmouth, John Shore, Baron Memoirs of the life,

writings and correspondence of Sir William Jones 1804
(1807)

Memoir of the life and correspondence of John Shore,
baron Teignmouth (1843)

Teixeird's {P.) Travels tr. by William F. Sinclair 1902
(Hakluyt Soc.)

Telegraphic journal. The ; and monthly illustrated review of
electrical science 1872-

Tell-Trothes new-yeares gift; beeing Robin Good-fellowes
newes 1593 (New Shaks. Soo. 1876)

Tempest, Sir Richard An entertainment of solitaHnesse

1649
Temple, Frederick The relations between religion and

science 1884 (1885)
Temple, Sir John The Irish rebellion 1646 (1746)
Temple, Josiah H. and Sheldon, George A history of the

town of Northfield, Massachusetts 1875
Temple, Launcelot Sketches ; or essays on various subjects

1758
Temple, Neville : see Fane, J. C. H.
Temple, Sir William Works a i6gg (1720, 1731,1757,1770)

An introduction to the history of England 1695
Letters written by Sir W. Temple and other ministers of

state v.d. (1700-03)
Miscellanea 1680-90
Observations upon the United Provinces of the Nether-

lands 1673
Temple Bar ; a London magazine 1861-
Templeton, William The locomotive engine popularly ex-

plained 1848 (ed. 2)

Ten Brink's (Bernhard) Early English literature tr. by H. M.
Kennedy 1883— History of English literature Vol. II. tr. by W. C.
Robinson 1893

Vol. III. tr. by L. Dora Schmitz 1896
Five lectures on Shakespeare tr. by Julia Franklin 1895
The language attd metre of Chaucer tr. by M. Bentinck
Smith 1901

Tender father. The 1775
TenisoN-Woods, Julian E. Fish andfisheries ofNew South

Wales 1882
Tennant, William Indian recreations 1803
Tennant, William Anster concert i8xi

Anster fair ; a poem 1812 (1827)
At%ster fair and other poems 1838
Cardinal Beaton ; a drama 1823
Papistry storm d 1819 (1827)
T)U thane of Fife 1822

Tennent, Sir James Emerson Ceylon 1859
Sketches of the natural history of Ceylon 1861
The story of the guns 1864

Tenney, William J. The military and naval history of the

rebellion in the United States 1865
Tennyson, Alfred, Lord Works a 1892 (1894)

Poems 1830, 1833, 1842
Becket 1884
The oup : a tragedy 1881
The falcon 1879
Tfte foresters 1892
Harold : a drama 1876
Idylls of the king. Enid (renamed Geraint and Enid in

1870 ; divided into two parts, The marriage of
Geraint and Geraint and Enid in 1886), Vivien (re-

named Merlin and Vivien in 1870), Elaine (renamed
Lancelot and Elaine in 1870), Guinevere 1859

;

Coming of Arthur, Holy Grail, Pelleas and Ettarre,

Passing of Arthur 1870 ; Last tournatnent, Gareth and
Lynette 1872 ; Balin and Balan 1885

In memoriam A. H. H. 1850
Maud, and other poems 2855
The princess ; a medley 1847
The promise of May 1882
0««£n Mary : a drama 1875
Tiresias, and other poems 1885

Tennyson, Hallam, 2nd Lord Alfred Lord Tennyson. A
memoir by his son 1897

Teonge, Henry Diary X675-79 (1825)
Terence tr. 1598 ; see Bernard, R.
Teresa, St., Life 1671 : see Woodhead, A.
Termes de la ley, Les ; or certaine difficult and obscure words

and termes of the comtnon lawes of this realme expounded
(an enlarged ed. of W. Rastell's Exposicions of the
termes of the lawes) 1624 (1641, 1708)

Terry, Edward A relation of Sir T. Roe's voyage into the
Easte Indies (anon.) 1655. See also Havers, G.

Terton, Alice Lights and shadows in a hospital 1902
Test of filial duty (by Sarah Scott) 1772
Testament of love : see Usk, T.
Testamenta Eboracensia ; or wills registered at York v.d.

(Surtees Soc. 1836-1902)
Testamenta vetusta : see Nicolas, Sir N. H.
Testaments of the twelve Patriarchs 1575 : see Gilby, A.
Tester, William H. L. Poems 1867

Thacher, James A military journal during the American
war 1775-83 (1823)

Thacker, Thomas The courser's companioti ; to which is

added the breeder's guide 1834-35
Rules for the decision of courses 1843

Thackeray, Anne Isabella : see Ritchie, A. I.

Thackeray, Willlaji Makepeace Works 0x863 (1869-
86)

The adventures of Philip on his way through the world
x862

The book of snobs 1848
Catherine 1840
Denis Duval a 1863
Dr. Birch and his young friends 1848
The English humourists of the eighteenth century 1851-53
Essay on the genius of George Cruikshank 1840
Fitzboodle's professions 1842-43
The four Georges i860
The history of the great Hoggarty diamond 1841
The history of Henry Esmond 1852
The history of Pendennis 1849-50
The history of Satnuel Titmarsh 1849
The Irish sketch-book 1843
The Kickleburys on the Rhine 1850
Lovel the widower i860
The luck of Barry Lyndon 1844
Men's wives 1843
Miscellanies, Prose and verse 1855-57
Mrs. Perkins s ball 1847
The Newcomes ; memoirs of a most respectable family

1854-55
The Paris sketch-book 1840
The professor 1837
Roundabout papers 1860-63
A shabby-genteel story 1840
The second funeral of Napoleon 1841
Some passages in the life of Major Gahagan 1838-39
Vanity fair 1848
The Virginians 1858-59
The YeUowplush papers 1838-40

Thanes of Cawdor, The book of the. A series of papers
selected from the charter room at Cawdor 1236-1742
(Spalding CI. 1859)

Thausing's (J. £.) Theory and practice of the preparation of
malt and the fabrication of beer tr. by W. T. Brannt
1882

Theakston, Michael British angling flies 1883
Thearle, Samuel J. P. Naval architecture 1874
Theatre of worldlings 1569 : see Roest, T.
Thelyphthora 1780-81 : see Madan, M.
Theobald, Lewis The cave of poverty ; a poem 1714

Double falshood ; a play 1728
Shakespeare restored 1726
The works of Shakespeare. Collated with the oldest copies

and corrected, with notes explanatory and critical 1733
Theologian, The 1844-47
Theophania : or, severall modern histories represented by way

of romance 1655
Theophrastus. Characters : or, the manners of the age ; with

moral characters of Theophrastus tr. 1709
Thersites. A new enterlude called Thersytes 15. . (? 1560 j in

Pollard, Eng. miracle plays 1890 ; Hazl., Dodsley)
Thevet's {A.) Newfound worlde tr. 1568 : see Hacket, T.
Thief-catcher. The ; or, villainy detected 1753
Thierry's (J. N. A .) Formation and progress of the tiers itat or

the third estate in France tr. by F. B. \Vells 1855
Thirlwall, Bp. Connop A history of Greece 1835-47

Letters to a friend a iZfS (1881)
Remains ; literary and theological a 1875 (ed. J. J. S.

Perowne 1877-78)
Schleiermacher's {F.) Critical essay on the gospel of St.

Luke tr. 1825
Thiselton-Dyer, Thomas F. British popular customs

1875
English folk-lore 1878
Folk-lore of plants 1889

Thiselton-Dyer, Sir William T. Ed. Flora Capensis

Colony, Caffraria, and Port Natal (vols. -VII)
being a systematic description of the plants of Cape
" " " ' ~ Natal (vols. IV-
1897-1909

Ed. Flora of tropical Africa (vols. IV-VIII) Z899-X913
The needs of biology 1876
See also Bennett, A. W. ; Trimen, H.

Thom, Walter The history of Aberdeen x8ii
Thom, William Works 1799
Thom, William Rhymes and recollections of a hand-loom

weaver 1844
Thomas, Annie (Mrs. Pender Cudlip) Denis Donne 1864

The modern housewife ; or how we live now 1883
On guard 1865
Played out 1866
That other woman 1889
Walter Goring 1866

Thomas, Edward The chronicles of the Path&n Kings of
Delhi 187

1

Thomas, Ernest C. Lange's (F. A.) History of materialism
tr. 1877

The Phtlobiblon of Richard de Bury tr. 1888 (1902)
Thomas, Gabriel An historical and geographical account q^

Pensilvania and of West-New-Jersey in America 1698
(1848)

Thomas, Henry S. The rod in India 1873
Thomas, J. J. Froudacity 1889
Thomas, Joseph A complete prorwuncing medical dictimuiry

x886
A comprehensive medical dictionary 1864

Thomas, Pascoe A true and impartial journal of a voyage to

tlie South-Seas and round the globe under the cotnmand
of Commodore G. Anson 1745

Thomas, Ralph A few words on swimming ; with practical

hints 1868
Haruibook of fictitious names x868
Swimming 1904

Thomas, Theodore G. A practical treatise on the diseases of
women 1868 (1872)

Thomas, Thomas Dictionarium lingua Latintz et Anglicana
1588 (1606)

Thomas, William The historie of Italic 1549 (1561)
The pilgritn : a dialogue of the life and actions of King
Henry the eighth a 1554 (1861)

Principal rules of the Italian grammer, with a dictionarie

1550 (1567)
Thomas of Erceldoune : see Erceldoune, Thomas of

Thotnason tracts. Pamphlets, books, newspapers, and manu-
scripts relating to the Civil War, the Commonwealth,
and Restoration, collected by George Thomason 1640-61
(British Museum)

Thompson, Benjamin Kotzebue's (A. F. F. von) Strang
tr. J802

Thompson, Charles W. Twelve months in the British legion
1836

Thompson, D'Arcy Wentworth Aristotle's Historia ani-
malium tr. 1910

Thompson, Edith History of England iZyz
Thompson, Edward The fair quaker : or, the humours of the

navy. Formerly written by C. Shadwell, and now
alter'd with great additions, and a new character, by
E. Thompson 1773

The meretriciad (anon.) 1761 (1765)
Thompson, Edward Cullen's Nosologia metlwdica i3i8-2a
Thompson, Sir Edward Maunde Palaeography 1910
Thompson, Edward P. The passions of animals 1851
Thompson, Francis J. Poems 1893

New poems 1897
Thompson, Sir Henry The diseases of the prostate, their

pathology and treatment i860 {1868)
Thmnpson's (John) man 1829 : see John Thompson's man
Thompson, John V. Zoological researches and illustrations

1828-30
Thompson, Maurice Witchery of archery 1879
Thompson, Pishey The history and antiquities of Boston

1856
Thompson, Robert The gardener's assistant 1859
Thompson, Robert J . The proofs of life after death igoy
Thompson, Silvanus P. Dynamo-electric machinery 1884

Elementary lessons in electricity and magnetism i88x
Philipp Reis : inventor of the telephone 1883

Thompson, Theophilus Annals of influenza or epidemic
catarrhal fever in Great Britainfrom 15x0 to 1837 1852

Thompson, Thomas The English rogue ; a new comedy 1668
Thompson, Thomas Perronet Audi alteram partem

1857-61
Exercises, political and others 18. . (1842)

Thompson, William The royal navy-men's advocate 17S7
Thompson, William Poems 01766 (1810)

Poems on several occasions 1757
Thompson, William T. Major Jones's courtship (anon.) 1844
Thompson street poker dub. The 1889
Thoms, William J. Ed. ATiecdotes arui traditions, iUustraiive

of early English history and literature v.<L (Camden
Soc. 1839)

The book of the court 1838 (1844)
Ed. A collection of early prose romances v.d. ( 1828 , 1858)

Thomson, Anthony Todd The London dispensatory 18x5
(1818)

Thomson, Sir Charles W. The depths of the sea 1873
The voyage of the 'Challenger' 1877

Thomson, David Musings among the heather : being poems
chiefly in the Scottish dialect 1881

Thomson, David P. Introduction to meteorology 1849
Thomson, Henry J. 1921 : see Lindsay, W, M.
Thomson, James VTor/w 0x748 (1773)

The castle of indolence ; an allegorical poem X748
Edward and Eleanora ; a tragedy 1739
Liberty ; a poem 1735-36
The seasons [Autumn 1730 ; Spring 1728 ; Summer

1727 ; Winter 1726) X746
Tancred and Sigismunda ; a tragedy 1745
The tragedy of Sophonisba 1730

Thomson, James The city of dreadful night 1874
with some other poems 1880

Essays and phantasies 1881
Vane's story, Weddah arui Om-el-Bonain, and other

poems x88i
Thomson, John Lectures on inflammation 1813
Thomson, John Etymons of English words 1826
Thomson, John A treatise on hat-making arui felting 1868
Thomson, John The Straits of Malacca, Indo-China, and

China 1875
Thomson, John Arthur Outlines of zoology X892

The scieru:e of life 1899
Thomson, John H. 1871 : sec Cloud of witnesses
Thomson, Joseph J. : see Poynting, John H.
Thomson, Mowbray The story of Cawnpore 1859
Thomson, Robert D. The British annual and epitome of the

progress of science 1837-39
Cydopadia of chemistry X854
aLadTHOiisos,Taota.AS Records ofgeneral scienceiiS5-z6

Thomson, Spencer Wanderings among the wildflowers 1854
(1857)

Thomson, Thomas Annals of philosophy 1813-20
An attempt to establish the first principles of chemistry by

experiynent 1825
Chemistry of inorganic bodies 1831
Chemistry of organic bodies 1838
The history of chemistry 1830-31
Outlines of mineralogy, geology and mineral analysis 1836
A system of chetnistry 1802 (1S07)

See also Thomson, R. D.
Thomson, Thomas Western Himalaya and Tibet 1852
Thomson, Willl^ui : see Watson, Robert
Thomson, Abp. William Outline of the laws of thot^ht

(anon.) 1842 (i860)

Thomson, Sir William, ist Baron Kelvin Mathematical
andphysical papers 18. . (1S82-1912)

and Tait, Peter G. A treatise on natural philosophy

1867 (1879^3)
Thomson, William Burns Reminiscences of medical mis-

sionary work 01893 (1895)
Thomson, William M. The larid arui the book 1859 (1874)

Thoreau, Henry D. Early spring in Massachusetts. From
the journal of H. D. Thoreau o 1862 (1881)

Excursions in field and forest a 1862 {1863)

Letters to various persons a 1862 (1865)

The Maine woods a X862 (1864)
Waiden ; or life in the woods 1854
A week on the Concord and Merrimack rivers 1849
A Yankee in Canada; with anti-slavery and reform

papers 1862 (1866)
Thoresby, Abp. John : see Lay folks' catechism

Thoresby, Ralph Diary 1677-1724 (1830)

Ducatus Leodiensis ; or the topography of the town and
parish of Leedes 1715

Glossary of Yorkshire words from Thoresby's Letter tc

Ray April 27,1703 (Ray's Collection of words, E.D.S.

1874)



THORT^BUKY
Thornbury, George Walter Greatheart x866

The life of J. M. W. Turner 1861
A tour round England 2870
True as steel 1863— and Walford, Edward Old and new London 1873-
78

Thorndike, Herbert A discourse of the forbearance or the
penalties which a due reformation requires 1670

A discourse of the right of the Church in a Christian state

1649
Of the government of churches 1641

Thornhill, Mark Th^ personal adventures and experiences
of a magistrate during the rise, progress, and suppres-
sion of the Indian mutiny 1884

Thornley, George Longus' Daphnis and Chloe tr. i6s7
(1893)

Thornley, Thomas Cotton combing machines 1902
Thornthwaite, Williau H. Guide to photography 1845

Monckhoven's (£>. van) Popular treatise on photography
tr. 1863

Thornton, Alice Autobiography a 1669 (Surtees Soc. 1875)
Thornton, Bonnell Comedies of Plautus tr. 1767 (1769)
Thornton, Percy M. The Stuart dynasty 1890
Thornton, Richard H. An American glossary 1912
Thornton, Robert J. The philosophy of medicine 1799
Thornton, William Thomas On labour: its wrongful

claims and rightful dues 1869
Thornton romances, The (Perceval, Isumbras, Eglamour, and

Degrevant) a 1400 {Camdea Soc. 1844)
Thoroton, Robert The antiquities of Nottinghamshire

1677; enlarged ed. by John Throsby (1797)
Thorpe, DiiNjAMiN Diplomatarium Anglicum aevi Saxonici.

A collection of English charters, it-ith a translation of
the Anglo-Saxon by B. Thorpe v.d. {1865)

YiUe-tide stories 1853
See also Anglo-Saxon laws ; Exeter book ; Psalter

Thorpe, John Registrum Roffense ; or a collection of ancient
records^ charters, etc. necessary for illustrating the
history arui antiquities of the cathedral church of
Rochester 1769

Thorpe, Thomas Bangs The mysteries'ofthe backwoods 1846
Thorpe, Sir Thomas E. A dictionary of applied chemistry

1890-93
Thorpe, William, The examinacion of master 71530 (in Arber,

Eng. Gamer VI)
Thrale, Mrs. : see Piozzi, Hester L.
Thre preslis of Peblis c 1500 : see Peebles
Three early English metrical romances (The anturs of Arther,

Sir Amadace, The avowynge of King Arther) 14..
(Camden Soc. 1842)

Three fifteenth-century chronicles 14. . (Camden Soc. 1880)
Three Germans tr. 1807
Thru Gil Bias 1804 ; see La Martelifere, J. H. F.
Three in Norway 1882 : see Lees, J. A.
Three kings of Cologne, The c 1400 (E.E.T.S. 1886)
Three kings' sons, The c 1500 (E.E.T.S. 1895)
Three ladies of London 1584 : see Wilson, R.
Thbelkeld, Caleb Synopsis stirpium Hibernicarum alpha-

betice dispositarum 1726
Throsby, John 1797 : see Thoroton, R.
Thrupp, George A. The history of coaches 1877
T)uiish and nightingale a 1300 (in Reliquiae ant. I, 1845 ;

HaiJitt, Early pop. poetry I, 1864)
Thudichum, John L. W. A manual of chemical physiology

1872
A treatise on the pathology of the urine 1858
and DuprA, August A treatise on the origin^ nature^
and varieties of wine 1872

Thugs, Illustrations of the history and practices of the (by
Edward Thornton) 1837

Thunberg's (C. P.) Travds in Europe, Africa, and Asia tr.

1795
Thurloe, John A collection of state papers 1638-59 (1742)
Thurston, Robert H. A history of the growth of the steam-

engine 1878
' Thwaites. Edward Ed. Heptateuchus, Liber Job, et Evan-

gelium Nicodemi ; Anglo-Saxonice {i6gS)

Thynne, Francis Animaduersions vppon the annotacions
and corrections of some imperfections of impressiones

of Chaucers workes 1599 (E.E.T.S. 1875)
Emblemes and epigrames 1600 (E.E.T.S. 1876)
See also Debate; X, F. 1604

TiBBiTs, Edward T. Medical fashions in the nineteenth
century 28S4

TiCKELL, Richard The camp, a musical entertainment 1778
(1795)

Tickell, Thomas Poetical works a 1740 (1807)
Poems a 1740 (1790)
A n account of the life and writings ofJoseph A ddison 1721

(Addison's Works 1721 ; Arber, Eng. Garner VI)
Ticklefoot, Tom' Some observations upon the late tryals of

Sir George Wakeman, etc. 1679
TiCKNOR, George History of Spanish literature 1849

Life of William Hickling Prescott 1864
Life, letters, and journals a 1871 (ed. G. S. Hillard 1S76)

TiDBALL, John C. Manual of heavy artillery service prepared

for the use of the army and militia of the United States

z88o
Tide's History of religion tr. 1877 : see Carpenter, J. E.
TnxoTSON, Abp. John Works a 1694 (1714-17, 1728)

The Protestant religion vindicated from the charge of
singularity and novelty 1680

TOJnv, Edmund A brief and pleasaunt discourse of duties

in mariage (running title 'The flower of friendship')

1568
TiMBERLAKE, Henry Mcmoifs 1765
Times, John Club life of London 1866 (1872)

Times, The 1788-
weekly edition 1877-

Times storehouse : see Milles, T.
Time's telescopefor Z814; or a complete guide to the almanack

1814
Times' whistle x6i6 : see C, R.
TiMHE, Thomas Commentarie of lohn Caluine vpon Genesis

tr. 1578
Du Chesne's (J. ; Quersitanus) Practise ofchymtcaU and

hermeticall phystcke tr. 1605
A plaine discouerie often English lepers 1592

Timon, a play c x6oo (Sbaks. Soc. 1842)

TiMPERLEY, C. H. A dictionary of printers and printing 1839
TiMDAL, Matthew The rights of the Christian Church

asserted 1706
A defence 1709

SOPW.
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Tindal, Nicholas Rapin de Thoyras' History of England
tr. 1725-31

Continued to the accession of King George II
1732-47

Continued to the present times 1757-63
TiNDAL, William The history and antiquities of the abbey and

borough of Evesham 1794
Tindale, William Works a 1536 (1573 ; Parker Soc.

1848-50)
An answere vnto Sir Thomas Mores dialoge 1530
Erasmus's Enchiridion tr. 1533
An exposicion vpon the v. vi. vii. chapters of Mathew
^ ? 1530
The exposition of the fyrste epistle of seynt Ihon 1531

(1537)
The exposition of the epistles of St. Ihon 1538
Thefyrst [seconde-fifth) boke of Moses called Genesis, etc.

tr. 1530 (1884)
The New Testament tr. 1526, 1534
The obedience of a christen man 1528
The parable of the wicked mammon 1528
A pathway to the holy scripture (anon.) 1533
The practyse of prelates (anon.) 1530
The prophete Jonas with an introduccion before teachinge

to vnderstonde him ? 1531
The souper of the Lorde (anon.) 1533
and Frith, John The testament of master William
Trade esquier 1535

Tinker of Turvey, The 1630 : see Cobler
Tinsley's Magazine ; conducted by Edmund Yates 1868-92
Tint quey 1796 : see Twa cuckolds
TiPTOFT, John, Earl of Worcester lulius Cesars com-

mentaryes tr. a 1470 (1530)
Tulle of olde age. Tullius de amicicia (also, two orations

of Fublius ComeUus and Gaius Flaminius, tr. from
B. Magnomontanus ( = Bonaccorso)) tr. a 1470 (Cax-
ton 1 481)

Tirwhyt, William The letters of Monsieur de Balzac tr.

1634
Titan. A monthly magazine 1856-59
Tit-bits 1881-
Titchener, Edward B. Experimental psychology igoi-05

See also Wundt, W.
Tithes into stipends, A brief discourse of changing ministers

Titus, Silius Killing noe murder, by WilUam Allen (i.e.

Silas or Sihns Titus and Edward Sexby) 1657
TizARD, William L. The theory and practice of brewing

illustrated 1843 (1846)
ToBiN, John The honey moon : a comedy 1805
ToD, James Annals and antiquities of Rajasfhan, or the

central and western Rajpoot states of India 1829-32
Todd, Henry J. A dictionary of the English language by

Samuel Johnson. With numerous corrections and
addition{s) by H. J. Todd 1818

Todd, James G. StrUa ; or, the palace of strife. With other

poems and songs 1823
Todd, Robert B. Ed. The cyclopedia of anatomy and

physiology 1835-59—— and Bowman, William The physiological anatomy and
physiology of man 1845-56

Todhunter, Isaac The elements of Euclid, with notes, an
appendix, and exercises 1862

A history of the progress of the calculus of variations
during the nineteenth century 1861

William Whewell, D.D. : an account of his writings, with
selectionsfrotn his . . correspondence 1876

ToFTE, Robert Alba. The months minde of a melancholy
louer 1598 (1880)

Laura. The toyes of a traueUer. Or, the feast of fancie

1597 (in Arber, Eng. Gamer VIII)
Montreux's {N. de) Honours academie, or the famous

pastoraU cfthefaire shepheardesse Julietta tr. 1610
Toland, John Clito, a poem on the force of eloquence 1700

A critical history of the Celtic religion and learning, con-
taining an account of the Druids a 1722 (1726)

a new ed. by R. Huddleston (1814)
Reflections on Mr. Sacheverell's sermon preached at St.

Pauls Nov. 5, lyog 1710
Toland's Pantheisticon tr. 1751

Toldervv, William The history of two orphans 1756
Toleration not to be abused 1672 : see Fullwood, F.

Toller, Sir Samuel A treatise on the law of tithes x8o8
(1816)

Toller, T. Northcote : see Bosworth, J.
Tolstoy, George The first forty years of intercourse between

Englandand Russia,!553-^3 ; documents {j.n Russian
and English) collected, copied, and edited by G, Tolstoy

1875
Tom Thumbe, his life and death 1630
Tom Thumb's folio ; or, a new penny play-thing for little

giants X768 (1786)
Tom Tyler and his wife ; an excellent old play 1598 (1661)

Tombes, John Anthropolatria ; or the sintie of glorying in

m^n X645
Fertnentum Pharisaorum ; or the leaven of Pharisaicall

wU-worship : declared in a sermon 1641 (1643)

ToBtES, Sir John A system of dental surgery 1859
ed. 2, revised and enlarged by C. S. Tomes X873

Tomes, Robert The Americans in Japan 1857
ToMKis, Thomas Albutnazar (anon.) 1615 (Dodsley)

Lingua : or the combat of the tongue and the fiue senses

for superiority (anon.) 1607 (Dodsley)

ToMLiN, Jacob Missionary journals and letters X844
Tomlins, Sir Thomas E. Jacob's (G.) Law-dictionary greatly

enlarged and improved 1797 (1820)

ToMLiNsoN, Charles Cyclopcedta of useful arts X852-54

(1866)
The useful arts and manufactures of Great Britain i860

ToMLiNSON, John The level of Hatfield Chace, and parts

adjacent 1882
ToMLiNSON, Matthew The Protestant's birth-right X746
ToMLiNsoN, Richard Renodaus' {J.) Medicinal dispensa-

tory tr. 1657
ToMLiNSON, William An epistle to the flock, by W. T. X674

ToMSON, Laurence Calvin's Sermons on the Epistles to

Timothie and Titus tr. X579
ToNSON, Jacob Poetical miscellanies 1709
Tonstall or Tunstall, Bp. Cuthbert A sermon made vpon

Palme sondaye 1539 (1823)

Toogood.Mrs. Specimens ofthe Yorkshire dialect 1&63 (MS.)

TooKE, George Annce-dicata, or, a miscelaine of some

different cansonets i6$z (1654)

TRAIN
TooKE, George (cont.)

The BelideSf or eulogie and elegie ofLord Harrington X647
(1659)

TooKE, John Horne The diversions of Purley 1786-1805
(1829, 1840)

TooKE, Thomas Considerations on the state of the currency
X826

Thoughts and details on the high and low prices of the last

thirty years 1823 (1824)
TooKE, William Castera's Life of Catherine II tr. 1797

Lucian tr. 1820
Russia, or, a compleat historical account of all the nations

which compose that empire 1780-83
View of the Russian empire during the reign of Cath-

erine II 1799
TooKER, William Of the fabrique of the church and church-

mens Huings 1604
ToPHAM, Edward Letters from Edinburgh (anon.) X774-75

(1776)
ToPHAM, George Rome's tradition, the law and gospel's de-

struction 1682
Topinard's [P.) Anthropology tr. by R. T. H. Hartley X878
TopsELL, Edward The historie offoure-footed beastes 1607

The historie of serpents 1608
The history of four-footed beasts and serpents . . re-

vised, .and inlarged by J. R(owland) (1658)
Times lamentation : or an exposition on the prophet loel

1599
Torkington, Sir Richard Ye oldest diarie of Englysshe

travell : being the hitherto unpublished narrative of the

pilgrimage of Sir R. Torkington to Jerusalem 1517
(1884)

Torments of hell 1658 : see Richardson, S.

Torquemada's {A, de) Spanish Mandeuile of miracles (Pre-

fatory epistles signed F. Walker, who attributes the

translation to Lewes Lewkenor) 1600
Torrance, John Missions of the United Free Church of

Scotland. Story of our Mardtha missions 1902
Torrens, Henry D'Oyley Travels in Ladak, Tartary, and

Kashmir 1862
Torrens, Henry W. Remarks on the scope and uses of

military literature and history 1846
Torrent of Portugal c 1435 (Halliwell 1842 ; E.E.T.S. 1887)
ToRREY, Joseph Neander's {J. A. W.) General history of the

Christian religion and Church tr. 1847-55
ToRRiANO, Giovanni A dictionary Italian and English,

formerly compiled by John Florio, now diligently

revised 1659
ToRRiANO, N. An historical dissertation on a particular

species of gangrenous sore throat 1753
A tract on the fortnation of the foetus, and the practice of

midwifry 1753
Treatise on the nature of non-naturals 1753

ToRSHELL, Samuel A designe about disposing the Bible into

an harmony 1647 (Phenix 1707)
A helpe to Christian fellowship 1644

Total rout, or a brief discovery of a pack of knaves and drabs

1653
Tottel's miscellany (Songes and sonettes, written by the ryght

honorable Lorde Henry Haward late Earle of Surrey^

and other) 1557 (Arbor 1870)
Totten, Benjamin J. Naval text-book 184X (1862, 1864)

Touchstone, Timothy 2'he trifler ; a new periodical mis-

cellany 1788
Tour of German Prince tr. 1832 : see Austin, Sarah
Tourgee, Albion W. A fool's errand (anon.) 1879
Tournament. The turnament of Totenham a 1450 (ed. T.

Wright 1836 ; in Hazlitt, Early pop. poetry III)

Tournefort, J. PiTTON DE Ifistitutiones rei herbaria lyoo
Tournefort's Voyage into the Levant tr. lyiS

Tourneur, Cyril Plays and poems 0x626 (1878)

The atheist's tragedie 161 x

The revengers tragcedie (anon.) x6o7
Three elegies on the most lamented death of Prince Henrie

by C. Toumeur, J. Webster, and T. Heywood x6x3

The transformed metamorphosis x6oo

Tout, Thomas F. History of England from William and
Mary to the present time X890

Towers, Joseph Memoirs of the life and reign of Frederick

the third. King of Prussia 1788
Towerson, Gabriel An explication of the decalogue X676

Of the sacratnent of baptism 1687
TowLER, John The silver sunbeam : a text-book on sun

drawing and photographic printing X864 (ed. 3)

Town and country magazine X769-91
Toumeley mysteries. The c X460 (Surtees Soc. 1836)

The Towneley plays (E.E.T.S. 1897)
Townsend, George F. English hand-book of Malta X869
Townsend, Joseph A journey through Spain in 1786-^7

179X
Townsend, Richard Chapters on the modern geometry of the

point, line, and circle 1863-65
Townsend, Thomas Solis's {A. de) History of the conquest of

Mexico tr. 1724
Townshend, Chauncy H. Facts in mesmerism, with reasons

for a dispassionate inquiry into it 1840
Townshend, Dorothea Life arui letters of Mr. Endymion

Porter X897
Tozer, Henry F. Researches into the highlands of Turkey

1869
Tracts for the times. By members of the University of Oxford

1833-41
Trades increase, The (Epistle to the reader signed, I. R.) 16x5

(in Harl, Misc.)
' Trafford, F. G.' : see Riddell, Mrs. J. H.
Tragedy of Hoffman : see Chettle, H.
Tragedy of King Richard the second c 1590 (1870)

Tragedy of Nero : see Nero
Tragi-comicall history X627 : see D., W,
Traherne, Thomas Christian ethicks; or divine morality

a 1674 (1675)
Poetical works a X674 (1903)

Traheron, Bartholomew An exposition of a parte of S.

lohannes Gospel 1557
The most excellent workes of chirurgerye made by J. Vigon

tr. XS43 (1550, 1586)

A warning to England to repente xssS
Traill, Catherine Parr The backwoods of Canada 1836

Traill, Henry Duff Ed. Social England 1893-97
Train, Joseph An historical arui statistical account of the

Isle of Man X845
Poetical reveries 1806
Strains of the mountain muse 18x4
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Traits ofAmerican humour, by naiive atUkors (ed. T. C. Haii-

burton) 1853 (1866)
TfiMisactioneer, The 1700 : see King, WUliam
TftmsacHoHS at the court of Spain 1678 : see Spanish history

Trwdations and paraphrases of several passages of sacred

scripturCy collecUd and prepared by a committee ap-

pointed by the General Assembly of the Church of Scot-

land 1745 (1781, 1786, 1793)
Trafham, Thomas A discourse of the state of health in the

island of Jamaica 1679
Trapp, John Annotations upon the Old and New Testament

1646-62 (1654-62, 1867-68)

Vol. I. A commentary or exposition upon the five books of
Moses 1650 ; togeOter with the books ofJoshua, Judges,
Ruth, first and second of Samuel, first and second of
Kings, and first and second of Chronicles 1656 (1662)

Vol. II. Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Job, and Psalms 1656
(1657)

Vol. III. Proverbs of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, the Song of
Songs 1650 ; Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations, Ezehiel

and Daniel 1656 (1660)
Vol. IV. Twelve minor prophets (Hosea, Joel, Amos,

Obadlah, Jonah, Mic<^, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zepha-
niah, Haggai, Zachariah, Malachy) 1654

Vol. V. New Testament 1646-47 (1656)
MeUificium theologicum, or the marrow of many good

authors 1647 {1655, 1868)
Trapp, Joseph Abra-MuU ; or, love and empire 1704

Popery truly stated, and briefly confuted 1726
The Mneis of VirgiX tr, 1728-20
The works of Virgil tr. 1731

Trappe, John Thedogia theologies, the true treasure X641
Travels ^certain Englishmen 1609 (1612) : see Biddulph,

Travestin (—) An account of the imperial proceedings

against the Turks, with an exact diary of the siege of
Newheusel 1685

Treasury of ancient and modern times : see Milles, T.
Treasury of botany : see Lindley, J.
Treasury of hidden secrets 1573 : see Partridge, John
Treatise concerning the manner of fallowing of ground (by

Rich. Bradley) 1724
Treatise of humane reason 1675 : see Clifford, M.
Treatise of monarchy : see Hunton, P.
Treatise of scolding 1731
Treatise on domestic pigeons 1765
Treatise {Short) on hartnony ; containing the chief rules for

composing in two, three, or four parts 1730
Treatyse of a galaunt : see Gallant
'Treddlehoyle, Tom' (Charles Rodgers) The Bairnsla

foak's annual (various years) 1838-S3
Tredgold, Thomas Elementary principles of carpentry

Z820
A practical essay on the strength of cast iron 1822 (1824)
A practical treatise on rail-roads and carriages 1825

Tregellas, John T. Cornish tales, in prose and verse a 1863
(1868)

Tregelles, Samuel P. Remarks on the prophetic visions in
the Book of Daniel 1847 (1864)

Trelawny, Edward J, Adventures of a younger son 1831
(1890)

Trench, Melesina Remains, being selections from her

journals, letters, and other papers a 1827 (ed. R. C.
Trench 1862)

Trench, Abp. Richard Chenevix Christ the desire of all

riations Z846
Commentary on the epistles to the seven churches in Asia

z86i
English, past and present 185s
Exposition of the sermon on the mount, drawn from the

tvritings of St, Augustine 1844
The fitness of Holy Scripture for unfolding the spiritual

life of men. Hulsean lectures 1845 ^^AS
The Hulsean lectures for 1843 and 1846 1859 (ed. 4

revised)

Notes on the miracles of Our Lord 1846 (1856, 1862)
Notes on the parables of Our Lord 184Z (1844, 1855)
On some deficiencies in our English dictionaries Z857

ed. 2, revised and enlarged x86o
On the lessons in Proverbs 1853
Oh the study of words 1851 (1861)
Poems from Eastern sources 1842 (1831)
A select glossary of English words 1859 (1865)
Sermons preached in Westminster Abbey i860
The story of Justin Martyr, and other poems 1835
Synonyms of the New Testament 1854

Trenchard, John Letter from a souldier to the Commons of
England (anon.) 1702

The natural history of superstition (anon.) 1709
and Gordon, Thomas The independent Whig 1720

Trevelyan, Sir (jeorge O. Cawnpore 1865
The competition Wallah 1864 (1866)
The ladies in parliament, and other pieces 1869
The life and letters of Lord Macaulay 1876

Treves, Sir Frederick Highways and byways of Dorset
1906

The other side of the lantern 1905
Trevisa, John de Bartholomeus (de Glantnlla) De proprieta-

<t&«s rerum tr. 1398 (Tollemache MS. ; Add. MS.
(B.M.) 27944 ; MS. e Museo (Bodl.) 16 ; W. de
Worde 1495 ; 1535)

Batman vppon Bartholome (1582)
Polychronicon Kanulphi Higden tr. 1387 (Rolls series

1865-86)
• Trevor, Edward '

: see Lytton, E, R. Bulwer-
Trivoux. Dictionnaire universel francais et latin, vulgaire-

ment appelli Dictionnaire de Trevoux 1704, 1721 , 1732,
1752, 1771

Trial. The proceedings and trial of the bishops in the Court of
kings Bench, a.d. 1688 1689

The trial of Edward Coleman, for conspiring the death cf
the king 1678

The trials of Rob. Green, Henry Bury, and Lawrence HHi
for the murder of Sir E. Godfrey ityg

The trials of W. Ireland, The. Pickering and John Grove,
for conspiring to murder the king 1678

The trial of Richard Langhornfor conspiring the death of
the king 1679

Trial of maha rajah Nundocomar, Bahader, for forgery

1776
An exact account of the trial between Sir W. Pritckard
and Tho. Papillon Esq., in an action upon the case

6 Nov., 1684 1689

Trial (cont.)

Trial ofthe regicides (An exact and most impartial accompt
of the indictment, arraignment, trial, and judgment of
twenty nine regicides, the murtherers of his late sacred
majesty) 1660

The trials of SirG. Wakeman, W. Marshall. W. Rumley
and James Corker for high treason 1679

The trials and condemnations of Tho. White, alias

Whitebread, W, Harcourt. John Fenwick, [and other)

Jesuits and priests, for high treason 1679
TriaU of cheualry, The historic of the (? by Vv. Wager) 1605

(in Bullen, Old plays III, 1884)
TriaU of treasure, A new and mery enterlude, called the 2567

(Percy Soc. 1850; in Hazl.jDodsley)
Triamoure : see Tryamoure
Tribes on my frontier 1881 : see ' Eha *

Tricks of the town laid open 1747 (ed. 3)
Trifler, The 1788 : see Touchstone, Timothy
Trimen, Henry and Thiselton-Dyer, Sir William T.

Flora of Middlesex 1869
Trimmer, Joseph Practical geology and mineralogy 1841
Trimmer. Sarah The two farmers, an exemplary tale 1787
Trinity College homilies (Old English homilies of the twelfth

century. From the MS. in the library of Trinity
College, Cambridge. Second series) c 1200 (E.E.T.S.

1873)
Trinket, The 1774
'Tripe, Andrew* 1714 : see Wagstaffe, William
Tristram, Henry B. The Great Sahara i860

The land of Israel 1865
The land of Moab 1873

Tristrem, Sir : see Sir Tristrem
Triumphs offortitude, The ; a novel, in a series of letters 1789
'Troglodyte* : see Schiller, F. C. S.
Trail's (Una von) Letters on Iceland tr. 1780
Trojan war : see (Scottish) Trojan war
Trollope, Anthony Australia and New Zealand 1873

An autobiography a 1882 (1883)
Ayala's angel 1881
Barchester Towers 1857
The Belton estate 1865
The Bertrams 1859
Can you forgive her ? 1864-65
Castle Richmond i860
The Claverings 1867
Doctor Thorne 1858
Doctor Wortle's school 1881
The Eustace diamonds 1873
Framley Parsonage 1861
He knew he was right 1869
Lady Anna 1874
The last chronicle of Barset 1867
Linda Tressel z868
Miss Mackenzie 1865
North Atnerica 1862
Orley farm 1862
The stnall house at Allington 1864
The three clerks 1858
The warden 1855
The West Indies and the Spanish main 1859

Trollope, Edward Sleaford, and the wapentakes of Flax-
well and Ashwardhurn 1872

Trollope, Frances Do»«s/M:wartn«'5o/(A^^ffr^Kansi83i
Life and adventures of Michael Armstrong, the factory

boy 1840
A visit to Italy 1842
The widow married 1840

Trollope, Frances E. A charming fellow 1876
Trollope, Thomas A. Impressions of a wanderer in Italy,

Switzerland, France, and Spain 1850
La Beata 1861
Marietta 1862
The story of the life of Pius the ninth 1877
A summer in Bnttany 1840
A summer in Western France 1841
What I remember 1887-89

Tromholt's (S.) Under the rays of the Aurora borealis tr. 1883
Trotter, James General view of the agrictdture of West

Lothian 1794
Trotter, Mrs. M. : see Saxon
Trotter, Philip D. Our mission to the court of Marocco in

1880, under Sir J. D. Hay 1881
Trotter, Robert de Bruce Kirkcudbrightshire. Galloway

gossip eighty years ago 1901
Trotter, Thomas An essay on drunkenness 1804
Troublesome raigne of John king of England 1591 ; the second

part 1591 (1611)
Trowbridge, John T. Coupon bonds 1866 (1874)

A home idyl, and other poems i88i
True and perfect relation of the proceedings at the seueraU

arraignments of (H. Garnet, etc.) 1606
True and sincere declaration of the purpose of the plantation

begun in Virginia 1610 (1844)
True Briton, The (by Philip Wharton) 1723-24
True coppie of a discourse written by a gentleman employed in

the late voyage of Spaine and Portingale 1589 (Grosart
1881)

True informer. The 1643
True non-conformist : see MacWard, R,
True notion of the worship of God, A;ora vindication of the

service of the Church of England 1673
True patriot. The 1775
True spirit of popery, The 1688
True tragedie of Richard Duke of Yorke 1595
True tragedie of Richard the third 1594 (Shaks. Soc. 1844)
Trumbull, Gurdon Names and portraits of birds which

interest gunners 1888
Trumbull, John Poetical works 1820

Mcpingal : a modern epic poem (anon.) 1776
Trusler, John Modern times; or, the adventures of Gabriel

Outcast (anon.) 1785
Poetic endings ; or, a dictionary of rhymes 1783
The principles of politeness and of knowing the world

(extracted from Earl Chesterfield s Letters to his son),

with additions by J. Trusler 1775 (1790)
Tryall of cheualry : see Trial!

Tryamoure, The romance of syr c 1430 (Percy Soc. 1846)
Tryon, Thomas The good house-wife made a doctor 1692

Health's grand preservative ; or the women's best doctor
Z682; ed. 2, The way to health 1691

Miscellanea 1696
A treatise of dreams and visions 1695
Wisdom's dictates 1691

Tucker, Abraham Freewill, foreknowledge, and fate 1763
The light of nature pursued : vols. I-IV 1768 ; vols.

V-VH a 1774(1778; 183^,1852)
Tucker, Josiah An apology for the present Church oj

England as by law established tyjz
A letter to Edmund Burke 1775
Letters to Dr. Kippis 1773

Tucker, William J. Life and society in Eastern Europe
1886

Tuckerman, Edward An enumeration of North American
lichenes 1845

A synopsis of the North American lichens 1882-88
Tuckerman, Henry T. The collector: essays on books

newspapers, pictures 1868
TucKEY, James Hatschek's (B.) Amphioxus and its develop-

ment tr. 1893
TucKNEY, Anthony The balme of Gilead 1643

A good day well improved 1656
SaifaTOKTatrCa I or, death disarmed, a sermon preached

Dec. 22, 1653. To which are added two sermons more
1654

Tuckwell, William The ancient ways : Winchester fifty
years ago 1893

Tudor proclamations. Facsimiles of proclamations of Henry
VII, Henry VIII, Edward VI, and PhUip and Mary
I4..-IS-- {1897)

TuER, Andrew W. History of the horn-book 1896
Old London street cries and the cries of to-day 1885
Quads for authors, editors, and devils 1884
and Fagan, Charles E. The first year of a silken reign
1837-38 1887

TuKE, Daniel H, A dictionary of psychological medicine
1892

TuKE, John A general view of the agriculture of the North
Riding of Yorkshire 1800

TuKE, Richard The divine comedian ; or the right use of
plays improved, in a sacred tragi-comedy 1672

Mnnoiresqfthe life and death of Sir Edmondbury Godfrey
16S2

TuKE, Sir Samuel The adventures of five hours : a tragi'

comedy 1663
TuLK, Alfred Oken's (L.) Elements of physiophilosophy

tr. 1847
TuLL, Jethro The new horse-houghing husbandry (anoo.)

1731, 1733 (1740. 1762, 1822)
. TuLLiE, Isaac A narrative of the siege of Carlisle in 1644-4$

C1645 (1840)
Tulloch, John English Puritanism and its leaders i86z

Rational theology and Christian philosophy in England

Tully (—) Narrative of a ten years* residence at Tripoli in
Africa : from the original correspondence »n the

possession of the family of the late Richard TuUy
(written by Tully's sister-in-law) 1783-95 (1817)

Tully, Thomas A letter to Mr. Rich. Baxter 1675
Tunbridge-misceUany, The ; consisting of poems, etc. written

at Tunbridge Wells 1712
Tunbrigialia : or Tunbridge misceUanie 1719
Tundale, The visions of; together with metrical moralixa-

tions and otherfragments ofearly poetry 14. .(TumbuU
1843 ; Wagner 1893)

TuNSTALL, Bp. Cuthbert : see Tonstall
TuppER, Martin F. Autobiography: my life as an author z886

The crock of gold 1844
Heart 1844
Proverbial philosophy 1838-42 (1852)
The twins 1844

Turberville, George The booke of faulconrie or hautdt^
1575

The eglogs of Mantuan i = G. B. Spagnuoli) tr. 1567
Epitaphes, epigrams, songs and sonets 1567
The heroycail epistles of Pub. Ouidius Naso tr. 1567
The noble arte of venerie or hunting (anon.) 1575
Poems a 1610 (Chalmers 1810)
Tragical tales, (and other poems) 1587 (1837) ,

Turk, D. G. Treatise on teaching and practising the piano-
forte 1804

Turkish spy : see Marana, J. P.
Turnbull, Gavin Justin's History of the world tr. 1746

Poetical essays 178S
Turnbull, Robert The pulpit orators of France and

Switzerland 1848
Turner, Brandon A new English grammar 1840
Turner, Daniel De morbis cutaneis 1714 (1731)
Turner, Dawson Account of a tour in Normandy 2820
Turner, Edward Elements of chemistry 1827 (1847)
Turner, George J. Ed. Select pleas of the forest X90Z

(Selden Soc.)

Turner, J. T. F. Slate quarries 186$
Turner, Sir James Memoirs of his own life and times

1632-70 a 1686 (Bannatyne CL 1829)
Pallas armata ; or military essayes ofthe ancient Grecian,

Roman and modem art of war 1670-71 (1683)
Turner, John A farther vindication of tiie soul's separate

existence 1703
Turner, Richard An easy introduction to the arts and

sciences 1783 (1821)
Turner, Robert BoTa»-oAdyia. The Brittish physician;

or the nature and vertues of English plants 1664
Paracelsus of the chymical transmutation tr. 1657

Turner, Samuel An account ofan embassy to the court ofthe

Teshoo Lama, (n Tibet 1800
Turner, Sharon The history of the Anglo-Saxons 2799-1805

(182S)
The modern history of England 1826-29
The sacred history of the world 1832-37

Turner, Thomas H. Some account of dotnestic architectur*

in England 1851
Vols. 2 and 3 by J. H. Parker (1853-59)

Turner, William Avium pracipuarum, quarum apua
Plinium et Aristotelem mentio est, brevis et succincta

historia 1544
A booke of the natures and properties of the bathes in

Englande 1562 (Also issued as pt. of 'The second part

of Turners herball' 1562)
Libellus de re herbaria nouus 1538 (1877)
The ttames ofherbes in Greke, Latin, Englishe, Ducheand

Frerxhe 1548 (E.D.S. 1881)
A new boke of the natures of all wines 1568
A new booke of spirituall physik 1555
Anewherball 1551 ; the seconde parte 1562 ; thefirstand

secoitde partes lately ouersene, with the thirde parte, also

a booke of the bath of Baeth 1568
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Turner, William H. Ld. Selections from the records of the

city of Oxford 1509-83 (1880)
TuRNOUR, George The Mahdwanso, with the translation

1837
Tl'Rton, William A conchological dictionary of the British

Islands 18x9
Linneeus's General systetn of nature tr. 1802-06
A manual of the land and fresh-water shells of the British

Islands 183Z
A medical glossary 1797

TussER, Thomas Fine hundreth pointes of good husbandrie

1573(1577, 1580; E.D.S. 1878)
A hundreth good pointes of husbandrie I SS"^ (E.D.S. 1878)

TuTCHiN, John A Pindarick ode in the praise of folly and
knavery 1696

A search after honesty 1697
TuTiN, John K. An index to the animal and vegetable

kingdoms of Wordsworth 1892
TuTTLE, EoHUND B. Border tales around the camp fire in the

Rocky Mountains 1878
TuviL, Daniel Essaies politicke and morall 1608

Essayes, morall and theologicall 1609
Twa cuckolds. The, and the Tint Quey, or Thrawart Maggy.

Two tales, in the Scottish dialect 1796
'Twain, Mark' (S. L. Clemens) The adventures of Huckle-

berry Finn 1884
The adventures of Tom Saviryer 1876
The innocents abroad 1869
The innocents at home 1872
Life on the Mississippi 1883
Roughing it 1872
Sketches 1872
A tramp abroad i38o
A Yankee at the court of King Arthur 1889

TwAMLEY, JosiAH Dairying exemplified, or the business of
cheese-making 1784

TwEDDELL, John Remains a 1799 (1815-16)
TWEEDDALE, JOHN Moff I896
TwEEDiE, William K, The lakes and rivers ofthe BitAe 1857

{i86a)
Ed. Select biographies v.d. (Wodrow Soc. 1845-47)

Twdftk century homilies in MS. Bodley 343 11. . (E.E.T.S.

1909)
Twells, John Grammatica reformata, or, a general examina-

tion of the art of grammar 1683
Tttnn soul, The (by Charles Mackay) 1887
Twining (family of). Selections from papers of the Twining

family : a sequel to *The recreations and studies of a
country clergyman* {see 'iwimng,1'.) 17. .-18. .(1887)

Twining, Thomas Aristotle^s Treatise on poetry tr. 1789
(1812)

Recreations ar%d studies of a country clergyman of the

eighteenth century ; being selections from the corre-

spondence of T. Twining 17. . (1882)
Travels in India a hundred years ago, with a visit to the

United States c 1796 ( 1893)
Part IV reprinted with title Travels in America

a hundred years ago {1894)
Twiss, Richard Chess (anon.) 1787-89

A tour in Ireland in 177s (anon.) 1776
Travels through Portugal and Spain in 1772 arui 1773

Two Cosmos, The ; a tale offifty years ago 1861
Two fifteenth-century cookety-books CJ430, -50 (E.E.T.S.

1888)

Two noble kinsmen. The 1613 {1634 ; New Sbaks. Soc. 1876;
Shakespeare Apocrypha 1908)

TwYNK, Thomas Petrarca's (F.) Phisicke against fortune
tr. 1579

See also Phaer, T.
Twysden, Sir Roger The beginners of a ntonastick life

41673(1698)
Ed. Historia Anglicana scribtcres decern 1652

Tyas» Robert Favourite field powers ; or, wild flywers of
England popularly described X848 ; second series

1850 ; third series, entitled Popular flowers ; their

propagation, cultivation, and general treatment in all

seasons X854
— Large paper edition revised, entitled The wild

fioreers of England or favourite field flowers popularly

described. First and second series 1859-60
Tyde taryeth no man 1576 : see WapuU, G.
Tyebs, Thomas An historical rhapsody on Mr. Pope (anon.)

1781 (1782)
Tyxer, Moses C. Glimpses of England : social, political,

literary 18.. (189S)

A history of American literature, 1607-176$ 1879
Tylor, Edward B. Artahuac : or Mexico and the Mexicans

1 861
Anthropolo^ 1881
Primitive culture 1871
Researches into the early history of mankind and the deve-

lopment of civilization 1865
Tymme, Thomas : see Timme, T.

Tyndale, William : see Tindale, W.
Tyndall, John Essays on the fioating-matter of the air in

relation to putrefaction and infection 1881

The forms of water in clouds, rivers, ice and glaciers

1872
Fragments of science for unscientific people X871 (1879)

The glaciers of the Alps i860
Heat considered as a mode of motion 1863
Mountaineering in 1861 : a vacation tour 1862
Notes of a course of nine lectures on light 1870
On radiation 1865
Sound : a course of eight lectures 1867

Tyrie, James The refutation of ane ansuer nutde be scktr

lohne Knox 1573
Tyrrell, James The general history of England, as well

ecclesiastical as civil 1696-1704
Tybwhit, William : see Tirwhyt, W,
Tyrwhitt, Thomas The Canterbury tales of Chaucer. To

which are added, an essay upon his language arui versi-

fication ; an introductory discourse ; and notes (with

a glossary) 1775^8
A vindication of the appendix to tliepoems, called Rowley's

1782
See also Chatterton, Thomas

Tysok, Edward Orang-outang, sive homo sylvestris ; or the

anatomy of a pygmie 1699
Phocama, or, the anatomy of a porpess : with a pre-

liminary discourse concerning anatomy z68o

TvTLER, Ann Eraser Mary arui Florence ; or, grave and
gay 1835

Mary and Florence at sixteen. A continuation of 'Grave
and gay* 1838

Tytler, Patrick F. England under the reigns of Edward VI
and Mary 1839

History of Scotland 1828-43 (1864)
'Tytler, Sarah' (Henrietta Keddie) The Blackhall ghosts

1888
The bride's pass 1882
Days of yore 1866
Lady Jean's son 1897
The Macdonald lass 1895
Phemie Millar 1854
The witch wife 1897

U
Ubaldini's (P.) Discourse conceminge the Spanish fleet in*

vadinge Englande tr. 1590
Udall, ErHRAiM Funeral sermon 1643 (1645)

The good of peace and ill of warre ; set forth in a sermon
1642

Noli me tangere, is a thinge to be thought on (anon.) 1642
Udall, John A demonstration of the trueth of that discipline

which Christe hath prescribed (anon.) 1588 (Arber
1880)

The state of the Church of Englande, laide open in a con-

ference betweene Diotrephes, a byshop, TertuUus,
a papist, etc. (anon.) 1588 (Arber 1880)

Udall, Nicolas Apophihegmes, that is to saie, prompte
saiynges. First gathered by Erasmus tr. 1542 (1564,
1877)

Floures for Latine spekynge. Selected and gathered out of
Terence tr. 1533

Gejnini's (T.) Compendiosa totius anatomic delineatio

tr. 1553
The noble tryumphaunt coronation of quene Anne 1533

(in Arber, Eng. Gamer II ; Pollard 1903)
Ralph Roister Doister, a comedy a 1553 (Arber 1869

;

in Manly, Specim. pre-Shaks. drama II, 1898)
and others The first tome or volume of the paraphrase of
Erasmus upon the Newe Testament tr. 1548

Ude, Louis E. The French cook 1813 (1822, 1S27)

Udny, Alexander A golden bell and a pomgranate 1625
The voyce of the cryer 1628

Ueberweg's (F.) History of philosophy tr. by G. S. Morris

Ufdand's (W.H.) Corliss-engines and allied steam-motors tr.

by A. Tolhausen 1879-82
U.K.S. = Useful Knowledge Society
Uncle Philip's conversations about the whalefishery and Polar

seas 1836
Underdowne, Thomas The excellent historye of Theseus and

Ariadne 1566
Ovid his invective against Ibis tr. 1569

Underhill, Edward A note off the examynacyon and im-
presonmentt off E. U. 1553 (in Narratives of the days
of the Reformation, Camden Soc. 1859 ; Arber, Eng.
Gamer IV)

Underwood, Michael A treatise on the diseases of children

1784
ed. 3, entitled A treatise on the disorders of child-

hood lyg-/ (lygg)

Unfortunate sensibility 178^
United Free Church magazine. The 1904-06
United service magazine, The 1890-
Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure. The X747-

1803
continued as The universal magazine 1804-14

Universal review. The 1866
Union inventories, relating to Wadiey and Faringdon, Co.

Berks 1596, X620 (1841)
Unton, Sir Henry Correspondence 1591-93 (Roxb. CI.

1847)
Upcott, Lewis E. An introduction to Greek sculpture 1887

(1899)
Upton, John Critical observations on Shakespeare 1746

Spenser's Faerie queene. A new ed. with a glossary, atui

notes explanatory and critical 1758
Upton, William Physioglyphics 2844
Upton-on-Sevem glossary 1884 : see L^wson, R.
Upward, Allen Songs in Ziklag 1888
Urban, Charles The cinematograph in science, education,

and matters of state 1907
Ure, Andrew The cotton manufacture of Great Britain

systematically investigated 1836 (1861)

A dictionary of arts, manufactures and mines 1839(1843,
1853)

ed. 5, by R. Hunt (i860) ; ed. 7, by R. Hunt and
F. W. Rudler (1875)

Supplement (1878)
A dictionary of chemistry 1821

A new system of geology 1829
The phUosophy of manufactures 1835 (1861)

Ure, David General view of the agriculture of the county of
Dumbarton 1794

General view of the agriculture of the county of Roxburgh

1794
The history of Rutherglen and East-Kilbride 1793

Ureisun a 1240 (in Old Eng. homilies, I, E.E.T.S. 1868)

Urie, The court book of the barony of 1604-1747 (S.H.S. 1892)

Urquhart, Sir Thomas Works a 1660 (Maitland CI. 1834)
EicffJti/^oAaupoi' ; or, the discovery of a most exquisite

jewel 1652
The first (second) book of the works of Mr. Francis

Rabelais 1653 (1664)
The third book (1693, 1694) See also Motteux,

P. A.
Urry, John Ed. The works of Geoffrey Chaucer, compared

with the former editions, and many valuable MSS.
Together u-ith a glossary by (Timothy Thomas) 1721

Ursula, St., The life of c 1480 (Roxb. CI. 1818)

Ushaw magazine. The 1891-

USK, Thomas The testament of love 1387-88 (in Chaucer's

Works, ed. Thynne 1532 ; Chaucerian pieces, Skeat

1897)

Ussher, James The annals of the world deduced from the

origin of time a 1656 (1658)

An answer to a challenge nuide by a Jesuite in Ireland

1624 (1625)
A body of divinitie 1645 (1647)
Imtnanuel ; or, the mystery of the incarnation of the son

of God Pinfolded 1638 (1643)

The power communicated by God to the prince a 1656

(1661,1683)
^ ^ . .- ,

The reduction of episcopacie unto the form of synodical

government received in the antient church 1656

A sermon preached before the Commons 18 Feb. 1620

(1621, 1624)
The life of James Ussher. With a collection of three

hundred letters. Collected arui published by Richard

Parr (16S6)

Utterson, Edward V. Ed. Select pieces pf early popular

po^ v.d. (1817)

V
Vacatvm tourists : see Galton, F.

Vachell, Horace A. The hill , a romance offriendship 1905
John Charity. A romance of yesterday 1900

Vacher, Francis On the transmission of disease by milk

1882
Valdesso's Considerations (1638) : see Ferrar, N.
Valentia, George Annesley, gxH Viscount Voyages and

travels to India, etc. 1802-06 1809
Valentine, Henry Foure sea-sertnons 1635
Valentine, Thomas A dictionary of terms used in music

1824 (1833)
Valentinus (B.) Of natural and supernatural things tr. by

Dan. Cable 1670
Valiant Welshman 1615 : see Armin, R.
Vallance^-, Charles Collectanea de rebus Hibemicis

I770-1804
Metnoir of the language, manners and customs of an
Anglo-Saxon colony settled in the Baronies of Forth and
Bargie (with a vocabulary of the language) 1788 (in

Trans. R. Irish Academy, II, 1788)
Vallans, William The honourable prentice (anon.) a 1590

(1615)
VdmbSry's (H.) Travels in Central Asia tr. 1864
Van Befteden, P. J.: see Beneden, P. J. van
Vanbrugh, Sir John Works a 1726 (i734» 1840, 1893)

^sop (anon.) 1697
The confederacy (anon.) 1705
The false friend (anon.) 1702
The mistake (anon.) 1706
The pilgrim 1700
The provok'd wife 1697
The relapse, or virtue m danger 1697
and Cibber, Colley The provok'd husband, or, a
journey to London 1728

Van Buren, William H. and Keyes, Edward L. A prac-

tical treatise on the surgical diseases of the genito-

urinary organs 1874
Vancouver, Charles General view of the agriculture in the

county of Cambridge 1794
General view ofthe agriculture of the county ofDevon 1808

(1813)
General view of the agriculture of the county of Essex 1795
General view of the agriculture of Hampshire, including

the Isle of Wight 1813
'Vanderdecken' (W. Cooper) The yacht sailor ; a treatise

on practical yachtsmanship, cruising and racing 1863
Vanderstraeten's (F.) Improved agriculture tr. 1816
Vane's (Sir Harry) politicks, or his cases of conscience, lately

found in his cabinet at Arabic 1661

Van Hare, G. Fifty years of a showman's life, or the life and
travels of Van Hare by himself 1888

Vanity of the life of man, The 1688 : see Burton, Richard
Vanity of scoffing. The 1674 : see Ellis, C.

Van Oosterzee's (/. /.) Christian dogmatics tr. 1874: see

Watson, John W.
Van Rensselaer, Mrs. M. King The devil's picture-books :

a history of playing-cards 1890 (1892)

Van Rensselaer, Mrs. Schuyler English cathedrals 1892
Vansittart, Henry A narrative of the transactions in

Bengal 1760-64 1766
Vattel's (E, de) Law of tuitions tr. 1759-60
Vaughan, Charles John Earnest words for earnest men

1870(1878)
Memorials of Harrow Sundays 1859 (1863)

""Afi young life

(1873)

The young life equipping itself for God's service 1872

Vaughan, Henry Works a 1695 (Grosart 1871)

Poems, with the tenth satyre of Juvenal Englished 1646
A fast sermon (on Matth. v. 20) 1644
SUex scintillans, or sacred poems arid private ejaculations

1650
ed. 2, in two books 1655 (1858)

Thalia rediviva : the pass-times and diversions of a
countrey-muse 1678

Vaughan, Sir John The reports and arguments of Sir J. V.

;

being all of them special cases a 1674 (1677)
Vaughan, Rice A discourse of coin and coinage a 1672

(1675)
Vaughan, Robert The age of great cities 1843
Vaughan, Rouert A. Essays and remains a 1857 (1838)

Hours with the mystics 1856 (i860)

Vaughan, Thomas Anitna magica abscondita ; or a dis-

course of the universall spirit of nature 1650
Anthroposophia theomagica ; or a discourse of the nature

of man and his state after death 1650
Euphrates, or the waters of the East 1655

Vaughan, Thomas Fashionable follies 1782
Vaughan (W. O. G.), Voyages of 1736 : see Chetwood, W. R.
Vaughan, William Boccalini's (T.) New-found politicke

(Part III) tr. 1626
Vaughan ( WiUiam) , Examination of, in a committee of the

House of Commons, April 22, 179O 1796
Vaus, John Rudimenta puerorum in artem grammaticalem

1522(1531)
Vautrollier, Thomas Luther's Commentane vpon (lie

epistle to the Galathians tr. 1575 (1577)
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Vaux, Edward, Lord Godeau's {A .) Life of the Apostle S«

Paid tr. x6S3
Vaxjx, James Hardy A new and comprehensive vocabulary

of the flask language 1812 (in Memoirs, II)

Memoirs, written by himself 1819
Vaux, Thoicas, 2nd Baron Vaux Poems a 1556 (Grosart

1872)
Vaxtx, William S, W. On mankind, their origin and destiny

1872
Vbal, George : see ' Collier, Joe!

'

Vedder, David Orcadian sketches ; legendary and lyrical

faeces 1832
Poems 1842

Vegetable substances used for the food of man 1832
V^etius* De re militari tr. 1408-09 (MS. Laud 416, MS.

Digby 233)
VsrrcH, John Knowing and being 1889

The method, meditations, and selections from the prin-
ciples of Descartes tr. 1879

The Tweed, and other poems 1875
Venables, Edmund Wiesder^s {K.) Chronological synopsis

of the four gospels tr. 1864
Venables, Robert The experienced angler 1662 (See

Walton, Iz.)

Veneer, John A companion for the sincere penitent tr. 1728
Venees, W. T. El Dorado ; or, British Guiana as a field for

colonization 1867
Venn, Henry A volutne of sermons 1759
Venn, John The principles of empirical or iftductive logic

X889
Symbolic logic 1881 (1894)

Venn, Thomas Military and maritime discipline 1672
See also Lacey, John ; T., W,

Vesner, Tobias The baths of Bathe 1628 (1650)
A briefe and accurate treatise concerning the taking of the

fume of tobacco 1621
Vta recta ad vitam longam ; also the true use of our
famous bathes of Bathe 1620 (1628, 1650)

Venning, Ralph Mercies memorial 1656 (1657)
Milke and honey 1653

VeniuroWs (G.) Elements of practical mechanics tr. by Dan.
Cresswell 1823

Venzee, Maria Fate, or Spong castle ; a novel 1803
'Verax, Theodorus' : see Walker, Clement
Verdere. Saulnier's (G. ; sieur Du Verdier) Love and armes

ofthe Greeke princes; or the romant of rotnants tr. 1640
Verdicts of the leartied concerning Virgil and Homer's heroick

poems 1700 (in Regular and irregular thoughts

;

Somers* Tracts IV, 1750)
Vere, Edward De, tth Earl of Oxford Poetns a 1604

(Grosart 1872)
Vere, Sir Francis Commentaries a 1609 (1657; in Arber,

Eng. Gamer VII)
VergUius a 1525 : see Virgilius
VergUius' (Polydorus) English history. Vol. I. containing the

first eight books, comprising the period prior to the

Norman conquest c 1540 (Camden Soc. 1846)
Three books, comprising the reigns of Henry Vl, Edward
IV, and Richard III c 1540 (Camden Soc. 1844)

See also Langley, T.
Verne's {Jules) Meridiana ; the adventures of three English-

men arid three Russians in South Africa tr. 1873
Vemey. Letters and papers of the Verney family down to the

end of the year 1639 ; printed from the original MSB.
in the possession of Sir Harry Verney 1478-1639
(Camden Soc. 1853)

. Memoirs of the Verney family during the Civil war, com-
piled from the letters and tUustrated by the portraits at

Claydon house by F. P. Verney 16. . (1892)
vol. Ill during ike Commonwealth 1650 to 1660

compiled by Margaret M. Verney x6. . (1894)
vol. IV i66o-g6 16. . (1899)
ed. 2, abridged and corrected by Margaret M. Verney

v.'d. (1904)
Verney, Frances Parthenope, Lady Lettice Lisle 1870

Stone Edge (anon.) 1868
See also above

Vernon, Christopher Considerations for regtdating the

Exchequer 1642
Vernon, George The life of Dr. P. Heylyn 1681 (1682)
Vernon, John The compleat comptingkouse 1678
Vernon, William Poems on several occasions 1758
Vernon MS. (Bodleian) a 1400

Minor poems of the (E.E.T.S. 1892-1901)
Veron, John A fruteftd treatise of predestination 1561

The godly saiyngs of the old auncient fathers vpon the

sacrament of the bodye and bloude of Chryste tr. 1550
(1846)

A moste necessary treatise offree wU, not ofdye against the

Papistes, but also against the Anabaptistes c 1561
Verral, William A complete system of cookery 1759
Verstegan, Richard A restitution of decayed intelligence:

in antiquities 1605 (1628, 1634)
Versus gnomici : see Gnomic verses
Very, Jones Essays and poems 1839

Poems and essays. Complete and revised ed. (1886)
Vespasian psalter C825 (in Sweet, Oldest English texts,

E.E.T.S. 1885)
hymns (ibid.)

Vestiges of the natural history of creation (by Robert Cham-
bers) 1844

Vestry books of Pittington, etc. : see Churchwardens*
accounts

Vetusta monumenta, or ancient tnonuments illustrative of the
history and topography of Great Britain 1747-1842

Vicars, John Coletnan-street conclave visited 1648
England's worthies under whom all the civill and bloudy

warres since 1642 are related (anon.) 1647
God in the mount 1641 (1642)
Jehovah-Jireh ; God in the mount, or England's remem-

brancer [or parliamentarie-chronicle) (Psurts I and 2 are
an expanded ed. of 'God in the mount' 1641) i642'-46

The XII Aeneids of Virgil tr. 1632
ViCARY, Thomas A profitable treatise of the anatomic ofmans

body 1548 (1577 ; E.E.T.S. 1888)
another ed., entitled The EngHshmans treasure.

With the true anatomye of mans body (? 1585, 1626)
Vices and viHues c 1200 (E.E.T.S. 1888)
ViCKERMAN, Charles Woollen spinning 1894
Victoria, Queen Leaves from the journal of our life in the

Highlands, 1848-61 (ed. Arthur Helps 1868)—- More leaves, 1862-82 (1884)
Victoria Institute, Journal of the transactions of the 1867-

ViDiAN, Andrew The exact pleader 1684
Vidocq's (Eugine F.) Memoirs, compiled from Vidocq's notes

by t. Moiice and L. F. L'H&itier, tr. (by H. T, R.)
1828-29

View of an ecdesiastic 1698 : see Ferguson, R.
View of the penal laws concerning trade and trafick, A 1697
View of a printed book 1642 : see Spelman, Sir John
View of sundry examples zs8o : see Munday, A.
ViGFUSSON, Gudbrand An Icelandic-English dictionary

based on the MS. collections of the late Richard Cleasby,
enlarged and completed by G. Vigfusson 1874 (1876)

ViGNE, Godfrey T. A personal narrative of a visit to Ghuzni,
Kc^nd, and Afghanistan 1840

Travels in Kashmir, Ladak, Iskardo, etc. 1842
Vigo's [Joannes de) Lytell practyce tr. ? 1535

See also Traheron, B.
ViLLARi, Linda Villari's (P.) Niccolo Machiavelli and his

times tr. 1878-83
ViLLiERS, George, 2nd Duke of Buckingham Works

a 1687 (1704, 1752)
The chances, a comedy (by F. Beaumont and J. Fletcher)

corrected and altered 1682 (1735)
TJie rehearsal 1672 (Arber 1868)

The fifth edition with atnendments and large addi-
tions by the author 1687

The restoration, or right will take place (an adaptation of
Beaumont and Fletcher's Philaster) a 1687 (1714)

ViLVAiN, Robert Enchiridium epigrammatum Latino-
Anglicum; an epitome of essais tr. 1654

Theoremata theologica : theological treatises 1654
ViNCE, Samuel The principles of hydrostatics 1800 (1806)
Vincent, Samuel The young gallant's academy (Dekker's

'Gull's Hornbook' adapted to the time) 1674
Vincent, William The voyage of Nearchus from the Indus

to the Euphrates, collected from Arrian 1797
Vindex A nglicus ; or, the perfections of the English language

defended and asserted 1644 (in Harl. Misc.)

Vindication of the Bishop of Durham (Thmnas Morton) from
the vile and scandalous calumnies of a libell intituled,

The downfall of hierarchic 1641
Vindication of Christmas, The, or, his twelve yeares observa-

tions upon the great and latnentable tragedy between the

king and parliatnent 1653
Vindication of Magna Charta as the summary of English

rights and liberties, A 1702
Vindication of Sir Thomas Player, and those loyal citizens

concerned with him 1679
Vindication of the treatise of monarchy 1644 : see Hunton, P.

VindicueCarolirue : or, a defence of Eikiov Pa<TL\iKT} (ascribed

to R. HoUingworth or John Wilson) 1692
Vinegar and mustard 1673 : see Wade, John
Vines, Richard A treatise on the institution of the sacrament

of the Lord's supper a 1656 (1677)
Vines, Sydney H. Lectures on the physiology of plants 1886

Sachs' (J.) Text-book of botany tr. 1882
See also Prantl, K.

Vinogradoff, Sir Paul G. Villainage in England 1892
Vintners. The art and mystery of vintners and wine-coopers

1682 (1703)
Vinycomb, John Fictitious and symbolic creatures in art

1906
Viollet-le-Duc, Eugene E. Dictionnaire raisonni de

Varchitecture Fran^aise du xi^ au xvie Steele 1854-68
Virgilius a 1525 (in Thoms, Prose romances, II, 1827)
VisGER, Mrs. Owen : see Jordan, Denham
Visions of Tundale : see Tundale
Vivian, Herbert: see Wilkins, W. H,
Vivisection controversy. The (No. i) 1883
Vizetelly, Henry Glances back through seventy years X893
Vocabulary of Forth and Bargie 1788 : see Vallancey, C,

Vogan, Arthur J. The black police ; a story of modern
Australia 189X

Vogd's (H.) Chemistry of light and photography tr. 1875
Vogt's (Carl) Lectures on man tr. and al. by James Hunt

1864
Voiture's ( V.) Letters of affaires^ love and courtship tr. by

J. Davies 1657
Volney. Chassebaeuf de Volney's (C. F.) View of the climate

and soil of the United States tr. by C. B. Brown X804
Von Hoist; Von Troil : see Hoist, H. von; Troil, U. von
VowELL, John : see Hooker, John
Vox and wolf a 1300 (in Reliquiae ant II, 1843 ; Hazlitt,

Early pop. poetiy I)

Vox turturis, vd colutnba alba Albionis. The voice of the

turtle, or England's white dove in the deluge of division.

Per M. E. Arm(igerum) 1647 (in Thornason Tracts)

Voyage of Spaine and Portingale X589 : see True coppie
Voyage to East Indies 1665 : see Terry, E.
Voyage to the East Indies in 1747-48 (by C. F. Noble) 1762
Voyage to Port PhUip, Journal of a X845
VoYLE, George E. and Stevenson, G. de Saint-Clair

A military dictionary x876 (ed. 3)

VoYNicH, Ethel L. The gadfly 1897 (1904)
Vulgar errours censured 1659
Vulgaria quedam abs Terencio in Anglicam linguam traducta

1483
Vulpone ; or remarks on some proceedings in Scotland relating

both to the Union and protestant succession situ:e the

revolution 1707

W
W.,B.
W., E.
W., E.
W.,G.
W., Is.

W.,J.
W., J
W., K,

W., R.
W., s.

1657 : see Wells, Benjamin
1621 : see Cooke, Alexander
The life of Donna Rosina tr. ? 1700
1606 : see Woodcockc, G.

, The copy of a letter, lately written in muter, by a yonge
gentUwoman to her urvconstant lover 1566 (in Arber,
Eng. Gamer VIII)
X639 : see Guifaert, P.

: see Wade, J. ; Worlidge, J.
'.. Confused characters of conceited coxcombs by Verax
Philobasileus 1661 (HaUiw. i860)
The marriage broaker ; or the pander (a comedy) 1662
(Gratis theatrales 1662)
X584 : see Wilson, Robert
(i. e. R. Southwell) Marie Magdalens funerdU teares

159^ (1594. 1602, 1823)

W., S. 1642: see Parliament's vindication
W.,S. X657 : see Sergeant, J.
W., W. 159s : see Warner, W.
W., W. X69S : see Colbatch, John
Wage, Henry : see Smith, Sir William
Wace, Robert Le roman de Brut 11 . . (1836-38)

Le roman de Rou et des dues de Normafidie xi . . (1827)
Waddell, p. Hately The Psalms ; frae Hebrew intil

Scottis 1871
Waddy, Edith A year with the wild flowers 1873
Wade, John Vinegar and mustard : or, worm-wood-lectiires

for every day in the week 1673
Wade, William R. A journey in the nortfiem island ofSew

Zealand X842
Wadsworth, James The English Spanish pilgrime 1629

(1630)
Sandoval's (P. de) Civil wars of Spain in the beginning of

the reign of Charles the fifth tr. 1652
W<erferth, Bishop Gregory's Dialogue tr. c 890 (Grein

I goo)
Wafer, Lionel A new voyage and description of the Isthmus

of America 1699 (1729)
Wager, Lewis A new enterlude entreating of the life and u-

pentaunce of Marie Magdalene 1566
Wager, William A very mery and Pythie commedie, called

The longer thou liuest, the more foole thou art c 1568
See also Triall of cheualry

Waghorn, H. T. Cricket scores, notes, etc. from zyjo-ys

;

to which are added two poems published in iyy3 1899
Wagner's (E. L.) Manual of general pathology tr. 1876
Wag.ver, Wilhelm Tettffd's (W. S.) History of Roman

literature tr. 1873
Wagstaffe, Thomas A vindication of King Charles the

Martyr X693
Wagstaffe, William Miscellaneous works a 1725 (1726)

A letter showing the danger and uncertainty of itioculating

the small pox 1722
A letter to the venerable Nestor Ironside, by Andrew Tripe

(i. e. W. Wagstaffe) 1714
Wagstaffe, William W. R. G. Mayne's Medical vocabu-

lary 1889
Wainewright, Thomas G. Essays and criticisms a 1852

(1880)
Wake, Charlotte, Lady Reminiscences ed. Lucy Wake

X909
Wake, Abp. William His charge to the clergy cf the dtocese

of Lincoln May so, 1706 1707
An exposition of the doctrine of the Church of England

(anon.) 1686
Preparation for death 1687

Wakefield, Edward J. Adventure in New Zealand 1845
Wakefield, Gilbert An enquiry into the expediency and

propriety of public or social worship 1791 (1792)
An examination of the Age of reason, or an investigation

of true and fabulous theology, by T. Paine 1794
A letter to Sir J. Scott on the subject of a late trial at

Guildhall 1798
Remarks on the general orders of the Duke of York to his

army on June 7, 1794 1794
A reply to T. Paine's secona part of the Age of reason 17^5
Memoirs of his life, written by himsdf a i&oi (1804)
See also Fox, C. J.

Walbran, John R, Memorials of the Abbey of St. Mary of
Fountains. Collected and ed. by J. R. Walbran
(SurteesSoc. 1863-78)

Walch, Garnet Head over heels : a Christtnas-book X875
Walcott, Mackenzie E. C. Sacred archceology ; a popular

dictionary of ecclesiastical art and instUutions x868
Waldere a 1000 (Grein)

Waldron, George A description ofthe Isle c^Man 1726-30
(1744,1865)

Walford, Cornelius Fairs, past and present 1883
Walford, Edward : see ITiombury, G. W.
Walford, Lucy B. Dick Netkerby 1881

The matchtnaker 189^
The mischief of Monica X891

Walkden, Peter Extracts from his diary 1725-30 (1866)

Walker, Anthony Leez lachrymatts, sive comitis Warwici
justa ; a sermon on 2 Sam. lil. 38, preached at the

funeral of Charles Earl of Warwick, baron Rich of Leez

1673
Walker, Charles V. X846 : see Joyce, J.
Walker, Clement Relations and observations historicaU and

politick, upon the parliament begun 1640 ; divided into

two books. I. The mystery of the two junto's ; II. The
history of independency 1648

A narchia A nglicana, or the history of independency,

the second part 1649
The High Court of Justice, or Cromwell's new

slaughter house in England, being the third part of the

History of independency 1651
A fouHh part by T. M, 1660

Walker, D. General view of the agriculture of the county of
Hertford X79S

Walker, Donald Manly exercises, containing rowing,
sailing, riding and driving 1839 (1847)

Walker, Ellis Epicteti Enchiridion tr. 1692 (1737)
Walker, Ferdinand 1600 : see Torquemada, A. de
Walker, Francis A. .4 brief text-book of political economy

X885
Land and its rent 1883
Mofiey X878
Political economy 1883

Walker, George A true account of the siege of London-
Derry 1689

Walker, George The adventures of Timothy Thoughtless

18x3
The battle of Waterloo : a poem 1815

Walker, Gilbert A manifest detection of the most vyle and
detestable use of dice-play (anon.) c 1550 (Percy Soc.

1850)
Walker, James Jaunt to Auld Reekie 1882
Walker, John An attempt towards recovering an account of

the numbers and sufferings of the clergy of the Church of
England 1714

Walker, John A critical pronouncing dictionary and ex-

positor of the English language 1791
A dictionary of the English language, ansrvering at once

the purposes of rhyming, spelling, and pronouncing

177s
Elements of docutwn 178X ,

A rhetorical grammar, or course of lessons in docution

1785



WAI-KER
Walker, John Essays on natural history and rural economy

ai803(i8i2)
Walker, John Poems in English, Scotch, and Gaelic, on

vofious subjects 1817
Walker, Obadiah The Greek and Rotnan history Ulustraied

by coins and medals, representing their religious rites
1692

Of education, especially of young\entlemen i6y3 (1677)
Some instructions concerning the art of orated (anon.)

1659(1682)
Walker, Patrick Remarkable passages in the life of Mr.

Alexander Peden 1727 (Biogr. Presbyt. 1827)
of Mr. John Semple, Mr. John Welwood, Mr.

Richard Cameron 1727 (1827)

of the Rev. Mr. Donald Cargill arui Mr. Waiter
Smith 1732 {1827)

Walker, R. The two threes ; 33,333 »nt^ by land and sea
1883

Walker, Robert Plebeian politics, or the principles and
practices of certain mole-eyed maniacs, vulgarly caUed
WarriUs. By Tim Bobbin the Second (i. e. Robert
Walker) 1801

Walker, Samuel The Christian : being a course ofpracticai
sermons 1755

Walker, W. The joumall, or dayly register, contayning a
^•ue manifestation and historicall declaration of the
voyage under J. C. Neck and W. van Warwick tr. 1601

Walker, William Idiomatologia Angh-Latina ; or a
dictionarie of English and Latin idiomcs 1670

Phraseologia Anglo-lMina, or phrases of the English atid
Latin tongue ; together tnth Paroemiologia Anglo-
Latina 1672

Walker, William The bards of Bon-Accord 1375-1860
1887

Walker, William Three churchmen : sketches and remini-
scences of the right rev. M. Russell, the right rev. C. H.
Terrot, and G. Grub 1893

Walker, William Sidney A critical examination of the text

of Shakespeare a li^^ (i860)
Gustavu^ Vasa, and other poems 1813
Poems from the Danish tr. 1815
Poetical remains a 1846 (1852)

Walker, William Sylvester In the blood 1901
Walker, Williston John Calvin 1906
Walkington, Thomas The optick glasse of humors 1607

(1664)
Wall, Adam An account of the different ceremonies observed

in the Senate house, Cambridge 1798
Wall, Edward J. A dictionary of photography 1889 (1890,

1897)
Wall, Thomas A comment on the times ; or a character of

the enemies of the church 1658
Gods revenge against the enemies of the church 1658

Wallace, Alfred R. Australasia 1879
Contributions to the theory of natural selectum 1871
Darwinism 1889
Island life z88o
The Malay Archipelago 1869
Man's place in the universe 1903
My life : a record of events and opinions 1905

Wallace, Charles W. The Children of the Chapel at Black-
friars 1597-1603 1908

Wallace, Sir Donald M. Russia 1877
Wallace, Lady Grace Maxwell Mendelssohn's (F.)

Liters from Italy and Switzerland tr. x86i (1862)
Mundt's (C.) Frederick the Great and his merchant tr.

1858
Wallace, James A description of the Isles of Orkney a x688

(1693)
ed. 2, entitled An account of the Islands cf Orkney

{1700; 1883)
Wallace, I^wis Ben-Hur, a talc of the Christ z88o

The fair God iZyz
Wallace, Robert A country schoolmaster, James Shaw

1899
Life and last leaves, ed. J. C. Smith and W. Wallace

(1903)
Wallace, Walter Adam Only a sister ? A tale of to-day

X890
Wallace, William Continuation of the history of England

by Sir James Mackintosh 1836-40
Wallace, William The logic of Hegel tr. 1874
Wallem, Fredrik M. Notes on the fish supply of Norway

1S83 (Fisheries exhibition literature)

Waller, Edmund Works, in verse and prose a 1687 (1729)
Poems 164s, 1664, a 1687 (iSio)

Waller, Richard Essayes of natural experiments 1684
Waller, Sir William Divine meditations upon several

occasions a 1668 (1680)
Walter's (Sir W.) Tragical history of Jetzer tr. 1679

Wallerjus, Johan G. Mineralogia 1747
Wallis, John A defence of the Christtati sabbath 1692-94

Due correction for Mr. Hobbes 1656
The necessity of regeneration : in two sermons 1682
A treatise of tUgebra^both historical and practical itS^Ss

Wallis, Robert E. Delitzsch's (F.) System of Biblical

psychology tr. 1867
Wallis, Samuel An account of a voyage round the world in

theyears1766,1767 and 1768 i'773{in.Ha.vfiLeswoitii'&

Voyages, 1)

Wallis, Thomas The farrier's and horseman's complete

dictionary 1764 (i775)
Walmisley, Arthur T. The bridges over the Thames at

London 1880
Walpole, Horace A catalogue of the royal and ruible authors

ofEn^nd ; with lists of their works 1758 ( 1 759)
Observations on the account given of his catalogue

I7S9
Afiecdotes of painting in England, with some account of

the principal artists ; collected by G. Vertue 1762-71

(1786)
The castle of Otranto ; a Gothic story (anon.) 1765
Historic doubts on the life and reign of King Richard the

third 1768
Letters a 1797 (1840, 1857-59, 1891, 1903-04)
Letters to Sir Horace Mann a 1797 (1833, 1843-44)
Memoires of the last ten years of the reign of George the

seamd a 1797 (1822)
Memoirs of the reign of king George the third a 1797

The mysterious mother, a tragedy 1768
Private correspondence a lytfj (1820, 1837)

WiOpoliana 2788 (ed. 2)

85

Walpole, Sir Spencer A history of England from the con-
clusion of the great war in 1815 1878-86

The life of Lord John Russell 1889
Walsall, Samuel The life and death of Jesus Christ 1607

(1622)
Walsh, Benjamin D. The comedies of Aristophanes tr. X837

(1848)
Walsh, John H. : see 'Stonehenge'
Walsh, R. F. On improved facilities for the capture, econotnic

transmission and distribution cfseafishes and how these
matters affect Irish fisheries 1883 (Fisheries exhibition
literature)

Walsh, William Poetical works a 1708 (1750)
Letters and poems, amorous and gallant (anon.) 1692

Walsingham, Thomas De Grey, 6th Babon and Payne-
Gallwey, Sir Ralph Shooting 1886 (Badminton
library)

Walter, Henry A history of England (anon.) 1828-39
Walter of Hetiley's Husbandry (transl.), together with an

anonymous husbaruiry 14. . (1890)
Walton, Bp- Brian The considerator considered 1659 (1821)
Walton, Henry Haynes A treatise on operative ophthalmic

surgery 1853
ed. 3, entitled A practical treatise on the diseases of

the eye 1875
Walton, Tzaak The compleat angler (Part I) 1653 ; ed. 2,

much enlarged 1655 ; ed. 3, much enlarged 1661 ;

ed. 4, much enlarged 1668
The universal angler 1676 (Pt. I. Walton's Compleat

angler, ed. 5 ; Pt. 11. The compleat angler, being in-

structions how to angle for a trout or grayliuig in a
clearstream,byC.Cotton ; Pt. HI. The experienced
angler, by Col. R. Venables)

With notes historical, critical and explanatory by
Sir J. Hawkins (1760)

The lives of Dr. John Don?te (1640), Sir Henry Wotton
(1651), Mr. Richard Hooker, Mr. George Herbert 1670

The life of Dr. Sanderson 1678
Love and truth : in two letters concerning the distempers

of the present times 1680
W.U.T0N, Robert Randotn recollections of the Midland

circuit 1869
Wanderer a 1000 (Grein)
Wandering Jew telling fortunes to Englishmen, The 1640

(1649 ; Halliw., Books of characters 1S57)
Wandesford, Sir Christopher A book of instructions

01640(1777)
Wanley, Nathaniel The wonders of the little world ; or a

general history of man 1678
Wanstead masque : see Sidney, Sir P.
Wapull, George The tyde taryeth no man 1576 (in J. P.

Collier, Illustr. early Eng. pop. ht. II)

Warburtqn (—) A treatise on the history, laws, and customs
of the island of Guernsey 1822

Warburton, Eliot B. G. The crescent and the cross 1845
Daricn ; or, the merchant prince 1852

Warburton, George Hochelaga ; or England in the New
World 1846

Warburton, Rowland E. Egerton Hunting songs and
miscellaneous verses 1859 (i860)

Warburton, Bp. William Works ai779 (1788, 1811-41)
The alliance between Church and State 1736
A critical and philosophical enquiry into the causes of

prodigies ar^ miracles as related by historians 1727
The divine legation of Moses demonstrated 1738-41
The doctrine of grace 1763
Julian ; or, a discourse concerning the earthquake and

fiery eruption which defeated that ejnperor's attempt to

rebuild the temple at Jerusalem 1750
Letters from a late eminent prelate to one of his friends

(Bp.Hurd) 17.. (1809)
The works of Alexander Pope. With the commentaries
and notes of Mr. Warburton 1751

Ricardus A ristarchus Of the hero of the poejn (anon.) 1742
(in Pope, Dunciad 1743)

A selection from his unpublished papers 17.. (1841)
The works of Shakespear. With a comment and notes by
Mr. Pope and Mr. Warburton 1747

Tracts, by Warburton, and a Warburtonian 17- . (1789)
Ward, Sir Adolphus W. Dickens 1882

A history of English dramatic literature to the death of
Queen Anne 1875

'Ward, Artemus' (C. F. Browne) Artemtts Ward : his book
1865

Ward, Bernard History of St. Edmund's College, Old Hall
1893

Ward, Edward A collection of historical and slate poems
X717

The diverting works of the famous Miguel de Cervantes
tr. 1709

Hudibras redivivus ; or a burlesque poem on the times

(anon.) 1705-07
The life and notable adventures of that renown'd knight,

Don Quixote de la Mancha Ir. 17x1
The London spy X699-X702
The rambling fuddle-caps (anon.) 1709
Vulgus Britannicus ; or, the British Hudibras (anon.)

X7X0
The wooden world dissected, in the characters of a ship of
war 1706 (1708)

Ward, Frederick O. Outlines of human osteohgy 1838
(1876)

Ward, Mrs. Humphry Amiel's journal : the journal intime

of Henri-Frederic Amiel tr. 1885
Helbeck of Bannisdale 1898
The history of David Grieve 1892
Marcella X894
Rohert Elsmere x888
Sir George Tressady 1896
The story of Bessie Costrell 1895

Ward, John The young mathematician's guide ; being a
plain and easie introduction to the mathematicks 1709
(1713)

\\'ard, John The lives of the professors of Gresham College

1740
Ward, Lester F. Dynamic sociology, or applied social

scierux 1883
Pure sociology, a treatise on the origin and spontaneous

development of society 1903
Ward, Nathaniel A sermon preached before the hon. House

of Commons 1647
The simple cobler of Aggauam in America 1647

(1843)

WARTER
Ward, Nathaniel (cont.)

To the high and honourable Parliatnent of England, the
petitions of some gentlemen of the Easteme Association
X648

Ward, Nathaniel B. On the growth of plants in closely
glazed cases X842 (1852)

'Ward, Ned, junior* The comforts of tnatrimony 1780
Ward, Richard Two theological treatises : the first shewing

the nature of wit, wisdom, and folly. The second de-
scribing the nature, use, and abftse of the tongue 1673

Ward, Richard The life of Dr. Henry More X710
Ward, Robert P. De Clifford ; or the constant man 2841

De Vere ; or the man of independence 1827
Tremaine ; or the man of refinement (anon.) X825

Ward, Bp. Samuel A collection of sermons and treatises

X627-28 (Appended to vol. Ill of T. Adams' Works,
1862)

All in all 1621 (1622)
Balmefrom Gilead to recover conscience 1616
A coal from the altar 1615 (1616)
The happinesse of practice 1621
Jethros justice of peace 16x8
The life offaith in death 1622
A peace-offering to God 1624
Woe to drunkards 1622

Ward, Bp. Seth Seven sermons 1674
Ward, Thomas England's reformation a 1708 {1710, 1716)
Ward, Thomas Humphry Ed. The English poets ; s^-

Hons with critical introductions by various writers
x88o

Ward or Warde, William The secretes of Alexis ofPiemont
containing remedies against diseases tr. X5s8 ; the
secondepart xs6o ; the thyrde parte 1562 (1568, 1580)

Ward, William A view of the history, literature, and religion

of the Hindoos i8ix (1817-20)
Ward, William G. Essayson thephilosophy of theism a 2882

(1884)
The ideal of a Christian Church 1844
On nature and grace i860

Warde, William : see Ward, W.
Warden, David B. A chorographical and statistical descrip-

tion of the district of Columbia 2816
'Warden, Florence* (Mrs. James) A witch of the hills

1888
Warder, Joseph The true Amazons, or, the monarchy of

bees X693 (1713)
Wardlaw, Ralph Lectures on the Epistle to the Romans

a 2853 (1869)
Wardrobe accounts of Edward IV : see Edward IV
Ware, J. Redding Passing English of the Victorian era

1909
Ware, Robert Foxes and firebrands 1682

The hunting of the Romish fox 1683
Waring, Edward J. The tropical resident at home 2866
Wariston, Lord : see Johnston, Sir A.
Warkworth, John A chronicle of the first thirteen years of

the reign of King F,dward the fourth 1473-82 (Camden
Soc. 1839)

Warmestry, Thomas Suspiria ecclesia: et reipublicce Angli-
cana ,* the sighs of the churche and commonwealth of
England X640

Warner, Charles Dudley Backlog studies 2872
In the Levant 1877
Mummies and Moslems 1876
My winter on the Nile 1876
A roundabout journey 1883
Saunterings X873
Their pilgrimage 1888
Washington Irving X882

Warner, Francis Physical expression 1885
Warner, George T. : see Howson, Edmimd W.
Warner, Richard Plantie Woodfordienses 1772
Warner, Richard Antiquitates culinaria : or, curious

tracts relating to the culinary affairs of the Old English

1791
Valk thWalk through some of the western counties of England
1800

Warner, Susan The hills of the Shatcmuc 1856
The old helmet X864
Queechy 1852
Say and seal (anon.) x86o
The wide wide world 1852

Warner, William Albions England, or historicall map of
the same island (Books i-iv) 2586

The first and second parts of Albions England, reuised
and corrected (Books i-vi) 1589

Albions England. The third time corrected (Books i-viii)

1592
Now reuised and enlarged (Books i-xn) 1596
Reuised and inlarged (Books i-xiii) 2602
A continuance of Albions England (Books xiv-

xvi) 2606 (1612)
Memscmi ; a pleasant coimsdie taken out of Plautus

tr. 1595
Warnes, John Flax versus cotton ; or, the two-edged sword

against pauperism and slavery 2850
Warning for faire women, A 2599 (in SimpsoQi School of

Shakspere II, 1878)
Warning for house-keepers, A 2676
Warning frotn J. Beem 1649 : see Ellistone, J.
Warren, E. Prioleau and Cleverly, C. F. M. The wander-

ings of the Beetle 1885
Warren, Edward de Caignart de Saulcy's (L. F. J.)

Narrative of a journey round the Dead Sea tr. x8S3
Warren, George An impartial description ofSurinam upon

the continent of Guiana 2667
Warren, Henry W. Recreations in astronomy 2879
Warren, John B. L. A guide to the study of book-plates

{ex-libris) 2880
Warren, Samuel The lily and the bee : an apologue of the

Crystal Palace 1851
Now and then 1848
Passages from the diary of a late physician 1832-38
Ten thousand a year (anon.) 184X

Warren, Thomas Unbeleevers no subjects of justification

1 654
Warres of Cyrus against Antiochus, The 1594
Warriston, Lord : see Johnston, Sir A.
Wars of Alexander : see Alexander
Wars of the English in France, Letters and papers illustrative

of the 14. . (Roils series 1861-64)
Warter, John W. The last of tlie old squires 2854

The sea-board and the down, by an old vicar x86o



WARTON 86 WEST
Warton, Joseph Ah essay on the writings and genius of

Pope (anon.) x75fr-82

Odes on various subjects 1746
Poems a 1800 { 1810)

See also Pitt, C.
Warton, Thomas An enquiry into the authenticity of the

poems attributed to T. Rowley 1782
The history of English poetry 1774-81 (1840)

The life and literary remains of R. Bathurst 1761
The life of Sir T. Pope 1772
Newmarket, a satire (anon.) 1751
Ode, as performed at the Theatre, 2 July 1751 1751
PoMcai works 1777, a 1790 (i8o2j 1810)

Specimen of a history of Oxfordshire. Kiddington 1783
The triumph of Isis, a poem 1749
See also Oxford sausa^ ; Student

Warung, Price Tales of the old rigime and The bullet of the

fated ten 1897
Warwick, Arthur Spare minutes ; or, resolved mentations

1634 ( 1637)
'Warwick, Eden' (George Jabet) Nosology : or hints to-

wards a classification 0/ noses 1848
Warwick, Mary Rich, Countess of Autobiography a 1678

(ed. T. C. Croker, Percy Soc. 1848)
Warwickshire glossary 1896 : see Northall, G. F.
Washburn, Emory A treatise on the American law of real

property X860HS2
Washburn, Margaret F. The animal mind 1908
Washington, Bushrod Reports of cases argued and deter-

mined in the Court of Appeals of Virginia i7go-g6
1798-99

Washington, George Writings a iy9g (1833-37, 1889-93)
Daily journal in 1751-52, kept while on a tourfrotn Vir-

ginia to the Island of Barbadoes 1751-52 (1892)
Washington, Joseph A defence of the people of England by

John Milton tr. 1692
Washington, Thomas Nicolay's {N. de) Nauigaiions into

Turkie tr. 1585
Watch-house, The a 1814 (in New British theatre)

Watchman, The ; by S. T. Coleridge 1796
Waterhouse, Benjamin Cautions to young persons con-

cerning health 1805
Waterhouse, Edward A discourse and defence of arms and

armory x66o
Fortescutus Ulustratus ; or a commentary on that nervous

treatise De laudibus legum Anglia, by Sir John
Fortescue 1663

An humble apologie for learning and learned men 1653
A short narrative of the late dreadful fire in Londofi 1667

Waterhouse, George R. A natural history of themammalia
1846-48

The natural history of marsupialia or pouched animals
184X

Waterhouse, L. M. Conduit wiring and erection with
special reference to the simplex system of sted conduits

190X
Waterland, Daniel Works a 1740 (1823-28)

Christianity vindicated against infidelity 1732
A critical history of the Athanasian Creed 1724
Eight sermons in defense ofthe divinity of Our Lord Jesus

Christ 1720
Review of the doctrine of the Eucharist 1737
Scripture vindicated 1730
A vindication of Christ's divinity 1719

Watermen and lightermen, A n abstract of the rules, orders,and
constitutions of the company of 1708

Waterston, William Cyclopadia of cotnmerce 1843 (1863)
Waterton, Charles Wanderings in Smith America 1825

(1879, 1882)
Waterworth, James The canons and decrees of the Council

of Trent tr. 1848
Viron's (F.) Rule of the Catholic faith tr. 1833

Waterworth, William England and Rome 1854
Watkin's, Charles Principles of conveyancing 1800 (1819)
Watreman, William Bocmus' {J.) Fardle of facions con-

teining the aunciente maners of Affrike and Asia tr.

iSSS
Wats, Gilbert : see Watts, G.
Watson, Christopher The hystories of Polybius tr. 1568
Watson, Henry VV. and Burbury, S. H. The mathetnatical

theory of electricity and magnetism 1885-89
Watson, Hewett C. Topographical botany 1873
Watson, James Ed. A choice collection of comic and serious

Scots poems 1706-1

1

The history of the art of printing X713
Watson, James Jedburgh Abbey 1894 (ed. 2)

Living bards of the Border 1859
Watson, Jean L. Life of Andrew Thomson, minister of

St. George's parish, Edinburgh 1882
Watson, John The history and antiquities of the parish of

Halifax, in Yorkshire 1775
Watson, John The confessions ^ a poacher 1890 (1893)
Watson, John ; see 'Maclaren, Ian'
Watson, John W. and Evans, Maurice J. /. /. van

Oosterzee's Christian dogmatics tr. 1874
Watson, Joseph Y. A compendium of British mining 1843
Watson, Richard HistoricaU collections of ecclesiastick

affairs in Scotland 1657
A sermon touching schisme 1642

Watson, Bp. Richard Anecdotes of his life, written by him-
self at different intervals, and revised in 1814, published
by his son Rich. Watson (1817)

An apology for the Bible 1796
Chemical essays 1782-87
A collection of theological tracts 1785 (1791)
Sermons on public occasions, and tracts on rdigious

subjects 1788
Watson, Robert The history of the reign of Philip the

second, king of Spain 1777
The history of the reign of Philip the third, king of Spain

a X781 (1783) ; Books V and vi by William Thomson
1783(1839)

Watson, Robert S. A visit to Wasan, the sacred city of
Morocco xS8o

Watson, Bp. Thomas Holsome and catholyke doctryne con-
ceminge the seuen sacramentes 1558

Watson, Thomas Poems a 1592 (Arber 1870)
The 'EKaiofiiraOia or passionate centuric ofloue 1582
An eglogue vpon the death of Sir F. Walsingham 1590

Watson, Thomas A body of practical divinity 1692
The one thing necessary 1656

Watson, Sir Thomas Lectures on the principles and practice

of physic X843 (1857, 1871)

Watson, William A decacordon of ten quodlibeticall ques-
tions concerning religion and state (anon.) 1602

Important considerations, by the secular priests (anon.)

x6oi (1675, 1688, 1831)
A sparing discoverie of our English Jesuits (anon.) 1601

Watson, William An amical call to repentance and the
practical belief of the gospel 1691

Watt, Alexander The art of leather manufacture 1885
The art of paper-making 1890
The art of soap-making 1884 (1885)
Electro-deposition, a practical treatise on the electrolysis

of gold, silver, copper, etc. 1886
Mechanical iruiustries explained 1881
Scientific industries explained 1881

Watt, William A history of Aberdeen and Banff 1900
Watts, Elizabeth Martin's (W. C. L.) Poultry yard.

Revised by Miss E. Watts 1855
Watts, Gilbert Bacon's Advancement and proficiencc of

learning tr. 1640
Watts, Henry A dictionary of chemistry i85g-6S ; Supple-

ment 1872 ; 2nd Supplement 1875 ; 3rd Supplement
1881

New ed. 1872-82
Revised by H. F. Morleyand M. M. P. Muir 1888-94

Gmelin's (L.) Hand-book of chemistry tr. 1848-64
See also Fownes, George

Watts, Isaac Works a 1748 (1753)
Divine and moral songs for children 1720
Hora lyrica ; poems chiefly of the lyric kind 1706
Hymns and spiritual songs 1707
The improvement of the mitid : or, a supplement to the

Art of logick 1741 ;
part 11 a 1748

Logick : or the right use of reason in the enquiry after

truth 1725
Philosophical essays on various subjects 1733
The Psalms of David imitated in the language of the New

Testament 1719
Reliquim juveniles : miscellaneous thoughts in prose and

verse 1734 (1789)
Watts, Isaac Cotton 1876 (G. P. Bevan's British manuf.

industries, V)
Watts, Jeffry A Scribe, Pharisee, Hypocrite, and his letter

answered, separates churched, dippers sprinkled : or,

a vindication of the Church and Universities ofEngland
1657

Watts-Dunton, Theodore Aylwin 1898
Waugh, Benjamin The gaol cradle, wJw rocksii ? (anon.) 1873
Waugh, Edwin The chimney corner 1874

Home life of the Lancashire factory folk during the cotton

famine 1867
The owd blanket 1867
Sketches of Lancashire life and localities 1855
Sneck Bant ; or, th' owd tow-bar 1868

Wawn, William T. The South Sea islanders and the Queens-
land labour trade 1893

Wayer, William : see Wager, W.
Wayland, Francis A memoir of the life and labors of the

rev. A. Judson 1853
Weakest goeth to the wall 1600 (1618)
Weale, John Rudimentary dictiotiary ofterms used in archi-

tecture, building and construction, early and ecclesi-

astical art X849-S0
ed. 4, by R. Hunt 1873

Weaver, Frederic W. Ed. Somerset medieval wills X383-
1558 (Somerset record soc. 1901-05)

Ed. Wells wills, arranged in parishes v.d. (1890)
Weavers^ pageant. The 14. . : see Presentation in the temple
Webb, Benjamin Sketches of Continental ecclesiology 1848
Webb, Daniel An imjuiry into the beauties of painting 1760
Webb, James Hymen^s pmludia : or, loves master-piece.

Being the eighth part of that so much admir'd romance
intituled Cleopatra tr. 1658

Webb, John A vindication ofStone-Heng restored 1665 {1725)

Webb, Sidney and Beatrice English local government
X906-08

Industrial dettwcracy 1897
Webb, Thomas E. Goethe's Faust 1880
Webbe, Edward The rare and most wonderful things which

E. Webbe hath seene in his travailes 1590 (Arber 1868)

Webbe, Bp. George The practice of quietnes 1615 (1653)
Webbe, William A discourse of English poetrie 1586 (Arber

1870)
Weber, Henry W. Ed. Metrical romances of the thirteenth,

fourteenth, and fifteenth unturies : published from
ancient manuscripts. With an introduction, notes, and
a glossary 1810

Webster, Daniel Works X85X
Private correspondence a 1852 (1857)
Speeches and forensic arguments 1835

Webster, James General view of the agriculture of Galloway

,

comprehending the Stewartry of KirkcudbrigfU and
Shire of Wigton 1794

Webster, John Works a 1625 (1830, 1857)
Appius and Virginia a 1625 (1654)
The deuUs law-case 1623
The tragedy of the Dutchesse of Medfy 1623
TA« white divel x6i2
See also Toumeur, C.

and Rowley, W^illiam A curefora cuckold 16. . (1661)

Webster, John The displaying of supposed witchcraft 1677
Metaliographia : or, an history of metals 1671

Webster, John Elements of mechanical and chemical philo-

sophy 1804
Elements of natural philosophy 1804

Philosophical instructor : or, Webster^s Elements of
natural philosophy, subdivided by A. Eaton 1824

See also Imison, John
Webster, Noah A cotnpendious dictionary of the English

language i8o6
An American dictionary of the English language 1828

;

1832
An American dictionary ofthe English language. Revised
and enlarged by Chauncey A. Goodrich 1847

new revised ed. 1864 ; Suppl. 1880
Webster's International dictionary 1890, 1900; Suppl.

X902
Webster's New internal iotuil dictionary 1911, 1918

Webster, Thomas and Parkes, Mrs. An encyclopadia of
domestic economy 1844

Webster, William An essay on book-keeping 1721 (1734)
Wedderburn, David Institiitiones gramtnatiaz 1633

Vocabula cum aliis Latinae linguae subsidiis a 1646
(1673)

Wedderbume (David) : see Coropt buik
Wedge, Thomas General view of the agriculture ofthe County

Palatine of Chester 1794
Wedgwood, He'nsleigh A dictionary of English etymology

1859-65
Wedgwood, Josiah A catalogue of the different articles of

Queen's ware, manufactured by J. Wedgwood ? 1770
Wednesday's fast (Here beginneth a lytel treatyse that sheweth

how every man and woman ought to fast on y* Wednes-
day) 1500 (W. de Worde ; 1532)

Weed, Thurlow Autobiography a 1882 (ed. Harriet A.
Weed 1883-84)

Weeden, William B. The social law of labor 1882
Week in Wall Street, A , by one who knows 1841
Weekes, John Ed. Truth's conflict with error 1650
Weekly memorials for the ingenious 1682-83
Weekly notes. The : being notes of cases heard and determined

by the House of Lords, the Superior Courts of Equity
and Common Law, the Courts of Probate and Divorce,
etc. 1866-

Weems, Mason L. The life of George Washington 1800
(1810, 1877)

Weesils, The ; a satyrical fable (by Thomas Browne) 169X
Weever, John Ancient funerall tnonuments 163X

The mirror of martyrs x6oi
Weir, Archibald The historical basis of modern Europe

x886 (1889)
Weir, Robert Riding 1891 (Badminton Library)
Weismann's [A .) Essays upon heredity and kindred biological

problems. Authorised translation ed. by E. B.
Pouiton, Salmar SchOnland, and A. E. Shiplev 1889

Germ-plasm tr. by W, N. Parker and H. Roimfeldt
1893

Weiss, John Wit, humour, arA Shakspeare 1876
Welby, Amelia B. Poems 1844 (1867)
Welch, Charles History of the Tower bridge 1894

History of the worshipful Company of Pewterers of the city

of London 1902
Welcker, Adair Tales of the 'wild and woolly West' 1891
Weld, Charles R. A history of the Royal Society 1848

Notes on Burgundy, ed. by his widow 1869
Weldon, Sir Anthony The court and character of King

Jatnes 1650—- whereunto is now added the court of King Charles
X651

Weldon's Practical needlework 1886-
Welford, Richard History of Newcastle and Gateshead

X884-87
Well of Wonuin HUl, Aberdeen (Ane breif descriptioun of the

qualiteis and effectis of the Well of the Woman Hill,

besyde Abirdene) 1580 (1884)
Wellesley, Richard Colley, xst Marquess A selection

from his despatches, treaties, and other papers during
his government of India a X842 (ed. Sidney J. Owen
1877)

Wellington, Arthur Wellesley, ist Duke of Dis-
patches X799-18X8 (compiled by Lieut.-Col. Gurwood
1834-38)

Suppletnentary despatches 1797-X805 (ed. by his son
1858-72)

A selection from his despatches, memoranda, and other

papers relating to India v.d. (ed. Sidney J. Owen
1880)

Wells, Benjamin Bauderon's (B.) Expert phisician tr. 1657
Wells, Charles J. ('H. L. Howard') Joseph and his

brethren, a scriptural drama 1824
Wells, David A. Our merchant marine 1882
Wells, Helena Constantia NevUle, or the West Indian x8oo
Wells, Herbert G. The food of the gods and how it came to

earth 1904
Kipps, the story of a simple soul X90S
Mr. Britling sees it through 1916
The outline of history 1920
The time machine : an invention X895
The tear in the air 1908

Wellwood, James Memoirs of the most material transac-
tions in England for the last hundred years preceding
the Revolution in 1688 lyoo

Welsh, Alfred H. Developetnent of English literature and
language 1882

Welsh, David Account of the life and writings of T. Brown
1825

Welsh, James Military reminiscences; extracted from a
journal of nearly forty years active service in tne East
Indies 1830

Welsted, Leonard WorAs a 1747 (1787)
Welton, Richard The substatKe of Christian faith arui

practice 1724
Welwood, James : see Wellwood, J.
Wentworth, William C. A statistical, historical, and

Political description of the colony of New South Wales
1819 (1820)

Werburge, Saint : see Bradshaw, H.
Werenfels's (S.) Discourse of hgotnachys, or controversys,

about words tr. 171

1

Werner, A. The captain of the locusts 1899
Wesley, Charles Hymns and sacred poems 17. . (1749)

Hymns on the great festivals and other occasions 1746
See also Wesley, John

Wesley, John Works aiygi (1S29-31, 1872)
The character of a Methodist 1742 (1747)
Collection of psalms and hyinns 1738

enlarged by J. and C. Wesley 1743
An extract from J. W.'s journal from his embarking for

Georgia to his return to London X737-90
Hymns and sacred poems, by John and Charles Wesley

1739, 1742
Primitive physick 1747
The principles of a Methodist 1746

West, Alfred S. English gramttuirfor begintiers 1895 (1907)
West, Elizabeth Memoirs or spiritual exercises 1766
West, Gilbert Observations on the history and evidence of

the resurrection of Jesus Christ 1747
Odes of Pindar, jcith several other pieces tr. 1749
Poons a 1756 (1810)

West, Jane Alicia de Lacy 1814
A gossip's story (anon.) 1796
The infidel father x8o2
A tale of the times 1799

West, John The history of Tasmania x8s2
West, Thomas The antiquities of FumesszyT^d^os, 1822)

West, William Symboia:ographia ; the art, description or

image of instruments 1590



WEST
Wkt, Wiluam icotU.)

SymboUsography. The first pari. Newly corrected
1592

The third time corrected. Three treatises of the second
pari of Syinboleographie 1594

West India sketch book 1834
West Somerset word-book 1886 : see Biworthy, F. T.
Westall, William Theold factory : a Lancashire story iSBi
Westcote, Thobcas a view of Devonshire in 1630 01636

(1845)
Westcott, Bp. Brooke F. Christian aspects of life 1897

The gospel of life 1892
The gospel of the resurrection 1866
An introduction to the study of the Gospels i860

Westcott, Edward N. David Harum: a story of American
life 1898

Western martyrology, The ; or the bloody assizes 1705
Westfield, Bp. Thouas EngUtnds face in Isrels glasse

a 1644 ( 1646)
Westgarth, William The colony of Victoria 1864
Westmacott, Charles M. ('B. Blackmantle') The English

spy 1825-26 (1907)
Points of misery ; or fables for mankind 1823

Westmacott, William eeoAoSoroi'oAovia sive historia
vegetabUium sacra ; or a scripture herbal 1694

Westminster assembly of divines. A confession of faith
1643-47 (1648)

A shorter catechism xt^y
Westminster drollery : or, a choice collection of the newest

songs andpnems 1671 (1875)
Westminster gazette. The 1893-1927
Westminster nuigazine. The 1773-85
Westminster review 1824-
Westos, Stephen A Trimester in France and Switzerland,

July to October 1820. By an Oxonian 1821
Westropp, Hodder M. Ancient symbol worship 1874
Westward for smelts, an early collection of stories 1620 (Percy

Soc. 1848)
Westwood, John O. British butterflies and their transfor-

tnations 1841
British moths and their transformations 1843-45
The entomologist's text book 1838
An introduction to the modern classification of insects

183^40
Wetheral, Mabel Two north-country nuiids 1887
'Wetherell, Elizabeth* : see Warner, Susan
Wever, R. An enterlude called lusty iuuentus c 1565 (in

Hazl., Dodsley)
Wevman, Stanley J. The abbess of Vlaye 1904

Chippinge 1906
The man in black Z894
Sophia 1900
The story of Francis Cludde 189X
Under the red robe 1894

Weymouth, Richard F. On euphuism 1871 (Trans. PhiloL
Soc., part lit)

Wbaley, John A colUcticn of poems 1732
Whallev, Peter The works ofBen Jonson, with notes 1756
Wharton, Edith The hermit and the wild woman and other

stories 1908
Wharton, Sir George Works a 1681 (1683)

Rothmann's (J.) Xttponavria tr. 1652
Wharton, Henry A defence ofpluralities (anon.) 1692

Dellon's (C.) History of the inquisition at Goa tr. 1688
The enthusiasm of the Church of Rome 1688
Fourteen sermons preached in Lambeth Chapd 1688-89

(1700)
A specimen of some errors and defects in (Burnet's)

History of the reformation 1693
W*iiarton, Henry T. Sappho: merrunr, text, selected render-

ings, and a literal translation 1885 ( 1895)
Wharton, John J. S. A Jaw lexicon 1848

Fifth edition, revised by J. S. Win 1872
Wharton, Philip Wharton, Duke of The true Briton

1723-24
Wharton, Thomas I. Digest of cases in the Circuit Court (^

the United States, Third District, and in the Courts of
Pennsylvania 1822-36 (1853)

Whately, Abp. Richard Eletnents of logic 1826 (1827,

1836)
Elements of rhetoric 1828 (1836)
Miscellaneous remains from his commonplace book

i8x6-6o (1864)
Life ar%d correspondence a 1863 (ed. E. Jane \V*hateIy

1866)
Whately, Wo-liam A bride-bush, or a wedding sermon 1617

A care-cloih : or a treatise of the cumbers and troubles

of marriage 1624
Goas husbandry : the first pari 1619 ; 2 pts. 1622
The oyU of gladnesse. Certaine sermons 1637
Prototypes or the primarie precedent a 1639 (1640)
The reaempiion oftime ; orasemwrt 1606(1634)

WHATX.EY, Robert The Christian : a sermon on the words

of King Agrippa to St. Paul 1746
Wheat and tares x86i : see Cunningham, Sir H. S.

Wheatuey, Henry B. A dictionary of reduplicated words
in the English language 1865 (Philol. Soc.)

Wheatly, Charles The Church of England man's com-
panion ; or a rational illustration of the harmony and
usefulness of the Book of Common Prayer 1710

Wheaton, Henry History of the Northtnen, or Danes and
Normans 1831

Reports of cases argued and adjudged in the Supreme
Court of the United States 1816-27 1826-27

Wheaton, Nathaniel S. A journal of a residence in London
Z830

Wheatstone, Sir Charles Scientific papers a 1875 (1879)
Whedon, Daniel D. The freedom of the will 1864
Wheel offortune. The : or nothing for a penny 1698
Wheeler, Ann The Westmorland dialect, in three familiar

dialogues 1790
in four familiar dialogues 1802 (1821)

Wheeler, James T. Early records of British India 1878

(1879)
Madras in the olden time z86z

Wheeler, John A treatise of commerce 1601

Wheeler, William H. History of the fens of South Lincoln-

shire 1868 (1897)
Wheelock, Eleazar Sermon 1763
Wheelwright, Charles A. The comedies of Aristophanes

tr. 1837 .

Wheelwright, Horace W. A spring and summer m Lap-
land (anon.) az863 (1864)

87

Wheler, Sir George An account of the churches, or places
of assembly of the primitive Christians described by
Eusebius 1689

A journey into Greece 1682
Whellan, William The history and topography of the

counties of Cumberland and Westmorland 1859
History, topography, and directory of the county palatine

of Durham 1856
Whetstone, George The English myrror 1586

A mirour for magestrates of cyties 1584
A remembraunce of the wel imployed life ofG. Gaskoigne

1577
The right excellent historye of Promos and Cassandra

1578
The rocke of regard 1576

Whewell, William Architectural notes on German churches
(anon.) 1830 (1842)

Astronomy and general physics considered with reference
to natural theology 1833

Grotius (H.) On the rights of war and peace tr. 1853
History of the inductive sciences, from the earliest to the

present titnes 1837 (1847-57)
History of scientific ideas ; being the first part of the

Philosophy of the inductive sciences 1858
Indications of the creator 1845
Novum organon renovatum ; being the second part of the

Philosophy of the inductive sciences 1858
The philosophy of the inductive sciences, founded upon

their history 1840 (1847)
Tides 1849 (1851-59 ; in Manual of scientific enquiry)
Life, and selectionsfrom his correspondence, by Mrs.Stair

Douglas (1881)
See also Todhunter, Isaac

Whichcote, Benjamin Several discourses a 1683 (1701-07)
Whicker, John An account of the adventures of my (H.

Pitman's) companions, since I left 'hem at Saltatudos
1689 (in Arber, Eng. Garner VII)

See also Pitman, Henry
Whig and Tory : or, wit on both sides. Being a collection of

poems, by the ablest pens of the High and Low parties,

upon the most remarkable occasions, from the change of
the ministry, to this time 1712

Whig examiner, The (by Jos. Addison) 1710-12
Wkigg. A true and faithful account of the last distemper and

death of Tom Whigg, Esq. 1710
Whimzies 1631 : see Brathwait, R.
Whip. A fresh whip for all scandalous lyers 1647
Whipple, Edwin P. Character and characteristic men 1866

Essays and reviews 1850
Success and its conditions Z871

Whistle-Binkie ; a collection of comic and sentimental songs

1832
ed. 2, entitled Whistle-Binkie ; or the piper of the

party 1839 (1878, 1890)
Whistler, Henry Aime at an up-shot for infant baptisme

by the good will of Christ 1653
Whiston, William The genuine works of F. Josephus

tr. 1737(1777)
A new theory of the earth 1696 (1722)
A short view of the chronology of the Old Testament 1702
Memoirs of the life and writings of W. W. Containing
memoirs of several of his friends also, and written by
himself 1749-50

Whitaker, Alexander Good newes from Virginia 1613
Whitaker, Jeremiah The danger of greatnesse ; or, Uzziah

his exaltation and destruction 1646
Whitaker, John The ancient cathedral of Cornwall histori-

cally surveyed 1804
The gfinuine history of the Britons asserted 177a
The history of Manchester 1771-7S
Mary Queen of Scots vindicated 1787

Whitaker, Nathaniel Two sermons on the doctrine of re-

conciliation 1768 (1770)
Whitaker, Thomas D. The history -and antiquities of the

deanery of Craven, in the county of York 1805 (1812)

Whitaker, Tobias The tree of humane life ; or the bloud of
the grape 1638 (1654)

Whitaker's (W.) Disputation : see Fitzgerald, W.
Whitaker's Almanac 1868-
Whitbourne, Richard A discourse and discovery of New-

found-land 1620 (1623)

Whitby, Daniel A discourse concerning i. The true import

ofthe words election and reprobation, etc. a 1726 (i735)

A paraphrase and cotnmentary on the New Testament

J703
Whitby glossary : see Robinson, F. K.
Whitcher, Frances M. The widow Bedott papers 1846-47

(1855, 1883)
. ,

White, Adam List of the specimens of Crustacea m the

collection of the British Museum 1847
of British animals. Part U . Crustacea 1850

;

Part VIII. Fish 1851
A popular history of mammalia 1850

White, Arnold Tries at truth 1891
White, Edward Life in Christ 1875 (1878)

The tone and teaching of the New Testament on certainty

in religion 1880
White, Bp. Francis A replie to Jesuit Fishers answere 1624

A treatise of the Sabbath-day 1635
White, Gilbert The natural history and antiquities of

Selborne 1789
White, Henry Kirke Poetical works a 1806 (1837)

Remains ; with an account of his life by Rob. Southey

(1816-22)
White, James The English verb; a grammatical essay, in

the didactive form 1761
White, James Earl Strongbow : or, the historyjof Richard

de Clare and the beautiful Geralda 1789
White, James Falstaff's letters 1796 (1877)

White, John WorAs a 1615 (1624)

White, John A rich cabinet with variety of inventions 1651

(i668)

White, John The country-man's conductor in reading and
writing true English 1701

White, John Journal of a voyage to New South Wales 1790
White, Joseph A comparison of Malimnetism and Chris-

tianity in their history, their evidence and their effects

(Bampton lectures) 1784
White, Joseph W. Gleeson Ballades and rondeaus, chants

royal, sestituis, etc., selected by Gleeson White 1887
White, Kirke : see White, Henry Kirke

White, L. The Dutchman's acknowledgement of his errors.

Of a Dutch ballad translated into English 1672

WIDOW
White, Percy A king's diary 1895
White, R. Digby's (K.) Late discourse touching the cure of

wounds by the powder of sympathy tr. 1658 (1660)
White, Richard Grant England without and tvithin z88x

Every-day English z88o
Studies in Shakespeare 1885
Words and their uses, past and present 187Z

White, Stewart E. The blazed trail 1902
White's (T.) Peripateticall institutions tr. 1656
White, Thomas Holt A review of Johnson's criticism on the

style of Milton's English prose z8z8
White, Tristram The martyrdotne ofSaint George of Cappa-

docia z6z4
White, Walter All round the Wrekin i860

Eastern England, frotn the Thames to the Humber 1865
White, William Journal of a voyage from Madras to

Columbo 1800
White, William History, gazetteer^ and directory of Norfolk

1836
History, gazetteer, and directory of Staffordshire Z851

White, William Emanuel Swedenborg ; his lifeand writings
1856(1867, 1868)

White, Sir William H. A manual of naval architecture 1877
(1882)

White, William Hale ('Mark Rutherford') Mark Ruther^
ford's deliverance 1885

Miriam's schooling, and other papers 1890 (1904)
Whitefield, George A Utter to Governor Wright 1768

A select collection of letters written to his most intimate
friends 1734-70 (1772)

Whitefriars Z844, Whitehall 1845 : see Robinson, Jane
Whitehead, Charles Richard Savage ; a romance of real

life 1842 (1845)
Whitehead, Charles Hops : from the set to the sky-lights

z88z
Whitehead, Paul Manners ; a satire Z739

Poems a 1774 (1790)
Whitehead, Sarah R. Daft Davie, and other sketches of

Scottish life arul character (incl. A tale of Hallowe'en)
Z876

Whitehead, William Plays and poems 1774
Essay on ridicule 1743
Variety, a tale for married people (anon.) 1776

Whitehorne, Peter Macchiavelli's (N.) Arte of warre
tr. Z560

Certain waies of tlie orderyng of souldiers in baltelray

1562 (1573)
Whitehouse, John Poems 1787
Whiteing, Richard No. 5 John Street 1899

Ring in the new 1906
Whitelaw, Alexander The book of Scottish ballads 1844

(1874)
The book of Scottish song 1844 (1875)

Whitelocke, Sir Bulstrode A journal of the Swedish
ambassy 1653-54 (i772)

Memorials of the English affairs (anon.) a Z67S (1682,
1732, 1853)

Whitelocke, Sir James Liber famelicus 1609-31 (Camden
Soc. 1858)

Whiteside, James Italy in the nineteenth century 1848
(i860)

Whitfield, Thomas A discourse of liberty of conscience Z649
The doctrines of the Arminians and Pelagians truly

stated Z652
A treatise tending to shew that the just God nuiy have a
hand in the unjust actions of sinhd men 1653

Whitgift, Abp. John Works a 1604 (Parker Soc. 1851-53)
An answere to a certen libel intitided An admonition to

the parliament 1572
The defer\se of the aunswere to the admonition, against

the replie of T(homas) C(artwright) 1574
Whiting, N. I^ hore di recreatione : or, the pleasant historie

of Albino and Bellama 16^7 (1639)
Ola Jacob's altar newly repaired Z659

Whitinton, or Whittington, Robert The thre bookes of
Tullyes offyces tr. 1534 (1540)

Vulgaria 1520 (1527)
Whitlock, Richard ZworoMia, or observations ofi the present

manners of the English 1654
Whitman, Walt Poems, selected and edited by W. M.

Rossetti z868
Leaves of grass Z855

Whitmore, Walter J. Croquet tactics 1868
Whitney, Adeline D. T. Faith Gartney's girlhood 1863

The Gayworthys : a story of threads and thrums 1865
Odd, or even ? 1880
The other girls 1873
Patience Strong's outings x868
Sights and insights 1876
A summer in Leslie Goldthwaite's life 1866
We girls 1870

Whitney, Geoffrey A choice of emblemes and other deuises

1586
Whitney, W'ilham D. Essentials of English gramvuir for

the use of schools 1877
Language and the study of language 1867
The life and growth of language 1875
Oriental and linguistic studies 1872-75

Whittier, John Greenleaf Writings v.d. (Riverside ed.

1888-89)
Poetical works v.d. (1880, 1894)
Prose works 1866

Whittock, Nathaniel, and others The complete book of

trades 1837 (1842)
Whitworth, Charles, Baron An account of Russia, as tt

was in the year 1710 a Z725 (1758)
Whitworth, Richard The advantages of inland navigation

1766
Whole duty of man. The (anon. ; ascribed to R. Allestree)

1658 (1684)
Whole duty of nations. The 1681
Whyte, Alexander Bible characters 1896-99
Whyte, James C. History of the British turf 1840
Whyte, Laurence Poems 1740
Whyte-Melville, G, J. : see Melville, G. J. Whyte
Whytford, or Whitford, Richard The martiloge in

englysshe after the use of the chirche of Salisbury 1526
(1893)

Wickenden, William S. The hunchback's chest Z852
Widdowes, Daniel Naturall philosophy 1631 (ed. 2)

Widdowes, Giles The schysmaticall ptiritan 1630
Widdowes treasure : see Partridge, J.

Widow, The a 1627 ; see Middleton.. T.



WIEIiAND 88 WINCHCOMBE
WUtand^s (C. M.) History of Agatkon tr. 1773
WiKHCK, Leo Tkt history of Yiddish liUrature in the nine-

teenih century X899
Wife : see Wyfc
Wtfe of AuchUrmitchiy, The a 1568 (in Ramsay's Evergreea

1724 ; Bannatyne MS., Hunterian Club)

WiFFEN, Jek£Miah H. AoniuH hours, and other poems 1819
{1820)

Tusso*s Jerusalem delivered 1824
WiGGiN, Kate D. The diary of a goose girl 1902

New chronicles of Rebecca of Sunnybrook farm 1912
Wiggins, John The practice ofembanking landsfrom the sea

185a
WiLBERFORCE, Henry W. The Church and the empires

01873(1874)
WiLBERFORCE, REGINALD G. Lifc of tkc right Tev. Samuel

Wilberforce 1881-82
WiLBERFORCE, ROBERT I. The doctnne of hoiy baptism 1849

The doctrine of the incarnation 1848 (1S52)

Rutilius and Lucius ; or stories of the third age 1842
Wilberforce, Bp. Samuel Addresses to the candidates for

ordination i860
Essays contributed to the 'Quarterly Review' a 1873 ( 1874)
A history of the Protestant episcopal church in America

1844
Speeches on missions a 1873 (1874)

WiLBOUR, Charles E. The life of Victor Hugo 1887
Wu-braham, Frances M. The Cheshire pilgritns 1862
WiLBRAHAM, RoGER An attempt at a glossary of smne words

used in Cheshire 1818 (in Arcbaeologia XIX)
with additions 1820 ( 1826)

WiLBYE, John The first set of English tnadrigais 1598 (in

Arber, Eng. Gamer VII)
Wu-cocKE, Samuel H. Stavorinus* (/. S.) Voyages to the

East Indies tr. 1798
WiLcocKS, James C. The sea-fisherman 1865 (1875)
WiixocKs or WiLcox, Thomas Works a 1608 (1624)
Wild or Wvlde, Robert Iter boreale (anon.) 1660

A letter to his friend Mr. J. /. upon occasion of his

majesty's declaration for liberty of conscience. To-
gether with his Poetica licentia, and a friendly ddxite

between a Conformist and a non-Conformist ifyjz

Oliver CromweWs ghost 1679
WUd atid tame. Pictures and pages of animal life 1892
Wild life in a southern county 1879 : see Jefferies, R.
Wild sports of the west 1832 : see Maxwell, W. H.
Wilde, Lady Jane F. S. Meinhold's [W.) Sidonia the

sorceress tr. 1849 (1859)
Wilder, Burt G. and Gage, Simon H. Anatomical tech-

nology as applied to the domestic cat 1882
\\'iLU£LM, Thomas A military dictionary and gazetteer 1881
Wilkes, Benjamin The English moths and butterjiies 1749
Wilkes, John Correspondence a lygy {i&os)

The North Briton 1763
Wilkes, William Obedience or ecclesiasiicall union 1605

another issui,, entitled A second mementofor magis-
trates 1608

Wilkie, William The epigoniad (anon.) 1757 (i759)

\\'ilkins, Sir Charles The Bhagvat-Geeta or dialogues of
Kreeshna and Arjoon tr. 1785

WiLKiNS, David Concilia Magnae Britanniae et Hibemiae
1737

Ed. Leges Anglo-Saxonicae ecclesiasttcae et civiles 1721
WiLKiNS, George The miseries of inforst marige 1607

(Dodsley)
WiLKiNS, John The autobiography of an English game-

keeper 1892
WiLKiNS, Bp. John Mathematical and philosophical works

0x672 (1707-08)
A discourse concerning a new world and artother planet

1640
A discourse concerning the gift of prayer 1651
The discovery of a world in the moone (anon.) 1638
Ecctesiastes ; or, a discourse concerning the gift of preach-

ing 1646
An essay towards a real character, and a philosophical

language (with an alphabetical dictionary) i668
Mathematicall magick ; or, the wonders that may be per-

fortned by mechanicaU geometry 1648
Mercury ; or the secret and swift messenger 1641
Of the principles and duties of natural religion a 1672

(1675)
WiLKiNs, Mary E. A humble romance; and other stories 1S87

The love of parson Lord 1900
WiLKiNS, William Songs of study 1881
WiLKiNS, William H. and Vivian, Herbert The green bay

tree 1894
WiLKiNS, William VS\ Political ballads of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, anotated by W. W. W. ( i860)
Wilkinson, James J. G. Swedenborg's Animal kingdom,

considered anatomically, physiaiUy, and philosophi-
cally tr. 1843

Wilkinson, John A treatise collected out of Vie statutes con-
cerning the office and authoritie ofcoroners and sheriffs;

together with an easic and plain method for the keeping

of a court leet, court baron, and hundred court i6i8
Wilkinson, Sir John G. Manners and customs of the

ancient Egyptians 1837-41
Wilkinson, Robert Barwickbridge ; or England and Scot-

land coupled 1617
The merchant royaU 1607
A paire of sermons 1614

Wilkinson, William A confutation of certaine articles de-
liuered vnto the familye of loue 1579

WiLKS, Mark Historical sketches of the south of India
1810-17

WiUofdeuyU: see WyU
WiLLAN, Leonard Astrcea, or, true love's myrrottr 1651
WiLLAN, Robert A list of ancient words at present ttsed in

the mountainous district of the West Riding of York-
shire x8ii (in Archaeologia XVII ; E.D.S. 1873)

WnxARD, Samuel Mercy magnified on a penitent Prodigfll
X684

WiLLCOCK, John The great marquess ; life and times of
Archibald, 8th earl of Argyll (i6oy-6x) 1903

Willdenow's (C. L.) Principles of botany, and of vegetable

physiology tr. 1805 (1811)
Willet, Andrew An harmonic upon the first booke of

Samuel i6oy
Hexapla in Exodum 1608
Hexapla in Genesin 1605
Hexapla ; or, a sixfold commentary on Daniel i6zo
A treatise of Salomons mariage x6x2

William of Normandy ; an historic novel 17S7
William of Paieme, The romance of : otherwise known as the

romance of William and the Werwolf C1350 (Roxb.
Club 1832 ; E.E.T.S. 1867, 1881)

William of Shoreham : see Shoreham
Williams, Sir Charles H. Works a 1759 (1822)

P(wns a 1759 (1763)
Odesaiys9 (i775)

Williams, David, and others Annals of the Empire ; from
the reign of Charlemagne. Translated from the French
of Voltaire, constituting a part of a complete edition in
English of the works of that writer 1781

Williams, Edward Poems, lyric and pastoral 1794
Williams, Frederick S. The Midland railway : its rise

and progress 1876
Our iron roads ; their history, construction, and social

influences 1852
Williams, Helen Maria Letters containing a sketch of the

politics of France 1795 (1796)
A ruirrative of the events which have taken place in France,
from the landing of Napoleon Bonaparte, till the res-

toration of Louis XVIII. With an account of the

present state of society and public opinion 1815
Personal narrative of travels to the equinoctial regions

of the new continent during iyg^i8o4, by A. de
Humboldt and Aimi Bonpland tr. 1814-29

Sketches of the state of manners and opinions in the

French republic 1801 '

WiLLLAMs, Isaac The Apocalypse, with notes and reflections

1S52
The baptistery 1842-44
The Psalms interpreted of Christ 1864

Williams, Abp. John Great Britains Salomon : a sermon
1625

The holy table 1637
Perseverantia sanctorum : a sermon i523
A sermon of apparell 1620

Williams, Bp. John The history of the gunpowder treason,

collected from approved authors (anon.) 1678
Pulpit Popery, true Popery ; being an answer to a book

intiiled Pulpit-sayings (by J. Gother) 1688
Williams, John ('Anthony Pasquin') Authentic memoirs of

Warren Hastings 1793
A cabinet, etc. 1794
A calm examination 1793
The children of Thespis, a poem 1786-87
A crying epistle from Britannia to Col. Mack 1794
The life of the late Earl of Barrymore 1793
Shrove Tuesday, a satiric rhapsody (anon.) 1790 (1794)

Williams, John The ancient Welsh grammar compUed by
Edeyrn tr. 1856

Williams, Joshua Principles ofthe law of real property 1845
(1877)

Rights of comtnon and other prescriptive rights 1877
(1880)

Williams, Sir M. Monier- : see Monier-Williams
Williams, Nathaniel Imago sccculi : the image of the age

represented in four characters 1676
Williams, Sir Roger The actions of the Lowe Countries

ai595 (1618)
A briefe discourse of warre 1590

Williams, Roger Experiments of spiritual life and health

1652 (1863)
A key into the language of America 1643

Williams, Samuel The natural and civil history of Vermont
1794 (1809)

Williams, Samuel Weli^ A Chinese commercial guide jZ^t
The Middle kingdom : a survey of the geography, etc. of

the Chinese empire 1848
greatly enlarged and in part rewritten 1883

Williams, Wadham P. and Jones, William A. A ^ossary

of provincial words and phrases in use in Somerset-
shire 1873

Williams, William The principles and practice of veterinary
medicine 1874 (i888)

Williams, William Mattieu Tlie fuel of the sun 1870
Through Norway with a knapsack 1859

Williams, William Meade Annals of the worshipful Com-
pany of Founders of the city of London 1S67

Williams, William R. Religious progress : discourses on
the development of the Christian character 1850 (1854)

Williamson, Benjamin An elementary treatise on the in-

tegral calculus 1875
Williamson, Thomas Goulart's (S.) Wise Vieiilard, or old

man tr. 1621
Williamson, Thomas The East India vade-tnecum 1810

Oriental field sports 1807
Willis, Browne Notitia parlianientaria ; or an history of

the counties, cities, and boroughs in England and Wales

171S-16
Willis, John The art of stenographie (anon.) 1602
Willis, John C. A manual and dictionary of the flouering

plants and ferns 1S97
Willis, Nathaniel P. Lady Jane, and other poems 1844

Melanie, and other poems 1835
PenciUings by the way 1835
Poems, sacred, passionate and humourous 1846
Poems of early and after years 1848
Sketches 1827

Willis, Robert Architectural nomenclature of tlie middle
ages 1844 (Cambr. Antiq. Soc.)

Remarks on the architecture of the middle ages 1835
and Clark, John W. The architectural history of the

University of Catnbridge, and of the colleges of Cam-
bridge and Eton 1886

WiUis' (T.) Remaining medical works tr. 1681
WiLLisoN, John The balm of Gilead for healing a diseased

land 1742 (1800)
Willmott, Robert E. A, Pleasures, objects, and advantages

of literature 1851 {1855)
Willobie, Henry Avisa ; or, the true picture of a modest

fnaid 1594 U635, 1880)
Willock, John Voyages and adventures, (Kith) remarks on

different countries in Europe, Africa and America
1798

W ills, Charles J. In the land of the Lion arA the Sun ; or

modem Persia 1883
Wills, William G. Life's foreshadowings ; a novel (anon.)

1859
Wills : see Earliest English wills ; Lancashire and Cheshire

wills

Wills and inventories from the registers of Vie Commissary of
Bury St. Edmund's 13. .-16. . (Camden Soc. 1850)

Wills and inventories, illustrative of the history, maniters,
language, etc. of the northern counties ofEngland 13 . .

-
15.. (Surtees Soc. 1835)

Parts H and III entitled Wills and inventoriesfrom
the Registry at Durham 1$. .-16.. (Surtees Soc. i860,
1906)

Willsfrom Doctors* Comtnons 1495-1695 (Camden Soc. 1863)
WiLLSFORD, Thomas Nature's secrets 1658

The scales ofajmmerce and trade ; and Architectonice, or
the art of building 1660

Willughby, Francis De historia piscium libri quatuor
a 1672 (ed. J. Ray 1686 ; engraved title Icthyographia
1685)

Ornithologus libri tres a 1672 (ed. J. Ray 1676)
translated, and enlarged by J. Ray (1678)

WiLMor, Robert The tragedie of Tancred and Gismund 1591
(in Harl., Dodsley)

Wilson, Alexander American ornithology 1808-13 (1831)
Poems 1790

ed. 2, Poems, humorous, satirical and serious 1791
Poems and literary prose a 1813 (ed. Grosart 1876)
Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect a 1813 (1816)
Poetical works a 1813 (1857)
Watty and Meg ; or the wife reformed (anon.) 1792

Wilson, Andrew The abode of snow ; observations on a
journey from Chinese Tibet to the Indian Caucasus
187s

Facts and fictions of zoology 1882
Wilson, Arthur The history of Great Britain, being the life

and reign of King Jatnes the first a 1652 (1653)
The Sufisser 1631 (ed. Feuillerat, Paris 1904)

Wilson, Augusta J. Vashti ; or, *Until death us do part*

1867
Wilson, Charles Elements of Hebreu- grammar 1782 (1794)
Wilson, Sir Daniel The archaeology and prehistoric annals

of Scotland 1851 (1863)
Prehistoric man 1862 (1865)

Wilson, Edward Spadacrene Dunelmensis : or a short

treatise of an ancient medicinal fountain or vitrioline

spaw near Durham 1675
Wilson, Frederick R. An architectural survey of the

churches in the archdeaconry of Lindisfarne 1870
Wilson, Gavin A collection of Masonic songs 1787 (1788)
Wilson, George The five gateways of knowledge 1856 (1859)

and Geikie, Archibald Memoir of Edward Forbes
1861

Wilson, Henry Schutz Alpine ascents and adventures 1878
Sixties in history, legend, and literature 1884

Wilson, Horace H. Works a i860 (r86i-7i)
Essays on the religion of the Hindus a i860 (1862)
A glossary ofjudicial and revenue terms,from the A rabic,

Persian, Hindustani, etc. 1855
Mill's (J.) History of British India Ed. with continua-

tion 1840-46
Wilson, James A complete dictionary of astrology 1819
Wilson, James Biography of the blind 1821 (1835)
Wilson, James Maurice Solid geometry and conic sections

1872
Wilson, John Andronicus Comnenius ; a tragedy 1664

Belphegor : or the tnarriage of the devil. A tragi-comedy

169X
The cheats ; a comedy (anon.) 1664 (1671, 1693)
The projectors ; a comedy 1665

Wilson, John Synopsis of British plants ; with a botanical

dictionary 1744
Wilson, John General view of the agriculture of Renfrew'

shire 18 12
Wilson, John Works a 1S54 (iS5S-58)

The city of the plague, and other poems z8l6
The Foresters 1825
The isle of palms, and other poems 1812
Lights and shadows of Scottish life (anon.) 1822
Noctes Ambrosiame 1822-35 (from Blackwood's Mag.)
The recreations of Christopher North 1842
The trials of Margaret Lyndsay (anon.) 1823

Wilson, John British farming xZt2
Wilson, John Cook Aristotelian studies 1879

On the traversing of geometrical figures 1905
Wilson, John Mackay Historical, traditionary, and imagi-

native tales of the Borders, and of Scotland a 1835
(1835-40, 1857-59)

Wilson, John Marius The rural cyclopedia 1847-49
Wilson, Robert A right excellent comoedy called The three

ladies of London 1584 (in Hazl., Dodsley)
The pleasant and stately morall of the three lordes and

three ladies of London 1590 (ibid.)

Wilson, Robert The pleasures of piety, a poem 1837
Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect 1822

Wilson, Sir Robert T. Life, from autobiographical
tnemoirs, journals a 1849 (ed. H. Randolph 1862)

Private diary of travels, personal services, and public

everUs 1812-14 01849 U861)
Wilson, Samu'el An account of the province of Carolina in

America 1682
^\'lLsoN, Thomas T'he arte of rhetorique 1553 (1567)

A discourse vppon vsurye 1572 (1584)
The rule of reason, conteinyng the arte of logique 1551

(1567, 1580)
Wilson, Thomas Jerichoes down-fall 1642 (1643)
Wilson, Bp. Thomas Works a 1755 (1781)
Wilson, Thomas The pitman's pay 1826-30

The pitman's pay, and other poems 1843 (1872)
Wilson, Thomas Woodrow Congressional government ;

a study in American politics 1885
Public papers, ed. by R. S. Baker and W. E. Dodd

(1925)
The State 1893

Wilson, Walter The history and antiquities of dissenting

churches and meeting houses in London 1808-14
Wilson, William Poems, chiefly in tiie Scottish dialect

1824
Wilson, Sir William J. E. The anatomist's vade mecum

1840 (1842)
On diseases of tlte skin 1847

Wilson, Woodrow : see Wilson, Thomas Woodrow
Wiltshire glossary 1893 : see Dartnell, G. E.
WUy beguUde, A pleasarU comedie, called 1606 (in Hazl.,

Dodsley)
Wimbledon, R. A sermon no lesse fruiefuU then famous

(anon,) ? 1550 (1584)
Winchcombc (Gloucestershire). Landboc, sive registrum

monasterii beatae Mariae Virginis et Sancti Cenhdmi
de Winchelcumba v.d. (1892)



WINCHELL
WiNCHELL, Alexander Reconciliation of science and

religion 1877
Walks and talks in the geological field 1886
World-life 1883(1889)

WiNCHiLSEA, Anne Finch, Countess of Miscellany poems
1713

Windham, William Diary 1784-18(0 (1866)
Speeches in parliament a 1810 (ed. Amyot 1812)

Windisch's (W. O. E.) Compendium of Irish grammar tr. by
J. P. M'Swiney 1883

WiNDLE, Sir Bertram C. A. Remains of the prehistoric age
in England Z904

W^INDSOR, Arthur L. Ethica ; or characteristics tf tnen,
manners, and books i860

Wiftdsor Castle, History of 1749 : see Pote, J.
Windsor magazine. The 1895-
WiNG, John Abels offering : a sertnon 1621
WiNGATE, Edmund Arithmetique tnade easie 1630

AoyapiBfioTtxvta, or the construction, and use of the
UigarithmeticaU tables tr. Z635 (ed. 2)

WiNCFiELD, Lewis S. Abigel Rowe, a chronicle of the regeticv

1883
WinJet, Ninian Works (Certain tractates, etc.) 1562-63

(S.T.S. 1887-91)
The buke offour scoir thre questions, tueching doctrine etc.

1563
Certane tractatisfor reformattoun ofdodryne and maneris

1562
The last blast of the trompei of Godis worde aganis the

vsurpit auctoritie of lohne Knox 1562
Vincentius Lirinensis,for the aniiquitie and veritie of the

Catholikfayth tr. 1563
Winkworth, Susanna The history and life of J. Tattler,

with twenty-five of his sermons tr. 1857
Winnere and wastoure 1352 (Roxb. CI. 1897)
WiNSLOw, Edward A brtefe narration of the true grounds or

cause ofthe firstplanting ofNew England 1646 (Appen-
dix to next)

Hypocrisie unmasked 1646
A relation or journaU of the beginning and proceedings of

the English plantation setled at Plimoth in New
England 1622

WiNSLOW, Forbes B. On obscure diseases of the brain, and
disorders of the mind i860

Window^s (J. B.) Anatomical exposition of the structure of the

human body tr. G. Douglas 1733
WiKSLOW, Octavius The inner life, its nature, relapse, and

recovery 1850
WiNSOR, Justin Christopher Columbus and the spirit of

discovery 1891
From Cartier to Fronlenac 1894
The Mississippi Basin : the struggle between England
and France, z6gy-iy63 1895

WiNSTANLEy, William England's worthies 1660 (1684)
The lives of the most famous English poets 1687

Winter, George New and ctmtpendioussystetn of husbandry
1787(1788)

*WiMTE», John Strange* (Mrs. Arthiir Stannard) Booties'

bcAy ; a story of the scarlet lancers 1885
In quarters ; chronicles of the 25th {the Black Horse)

dragoons 1885
Redcoats 1894

Winter, William Shakespeare's England 1886
Winterbottom, Thomas M. An account of the native

Africans in the neighbourhood of Sierra Leone 1803
Winthrop, John Thehistory ofNew England a 1649 (1825-

26, 1S53)
Winthrop, Theodore The canoe and toe saddle a i86z

(1862)
WiNWOOD, Sir Ralph Memorials of affairs of state in the

reigns of Q. Elizabeth and K. James I, collected

{.chiefly) from the original papers of Sir R. Winwood
a 1617 (1725)

Wirt, William Sketches of the life and character of Patrick

Henry 1817 (1818)
Wise, John The Churches quarrel espoused 1772
Wise, John R. The New Forest ; its history and its scenery

Z862
Wiseman, Nicholas P. S. Fabiola ; or the Church of the

Catacombs (anon.) 1855
Recollections of the last four Popes and of Rome in their

times Z858
Ttoelve lectures on the connection between science and

revealed rdigion 1836
Wiseman, Richard Severail chirurgical treatises 1676

A treatise of wounds 1673
Wit and science. Marriage of : see Marriage
WU and science, Moral play of c 1530 : see Redford, J.
Wit and wisdom. Marriage of: see Marriage
Wit restor'd, in severail sdect poems, notfortnerly publish*t (by

Sir J. Mennes and J. Smith) 1658
Wit's recreations : see Witts
Withals, John A shorte dictionarie (English and Latin) for

yonge begynners 1553 (1556, 1568)
The seconde tyrne corrected by Lewys Evans 1574

(1602)
Wither or Withers, Fabian DarioCs (C.) Breefe intro-

duction to the astrologicall iudgement of the starres

1583 (1598)
Jnaagm^s (J. ab) Briefe introductions vnto the art of

chiromancy or manuel diuination, and physiognomy
tr. 1558

ed. i6$i, cn^Wed The book ofpalmestry and physi-

ognomy (1683)
Wither, George Workes 1620

Juvenilia 1622, 1633
Miscdlaneous works a 1667 (Spenser Sec. 1872-78)
Abuses stript and whipt 1013

also the scourge. Epigrams 1613 (1614)
Britains remembrancer, containing a narration of the

plague latdy past Z628
Campo-Musa, or the field-musings of Capt. G. W.

1643
A ajllection of emblemes, ancient and modem 1634-35
Epithalamia : or nuptiall poems 16x2
Faire virtue, the mistresse of Philarete (anon.) Z622

(1633 ; in Arber, Eng. Gamer IV)
Fidelia (anon.) 1615 (1617 ; in Arber, Eng. Gamer VI)
Meditations upon the Lord's Prayer Z665
Prince Henries obsequies x6z2
Tkg shepherds hutUing (anon.) Z615
Vox pacifica 1645
Withers )notto. Nee habeo, nee careo, nee euro iCtzi

89

Withering, William A botanical arrangement of all the
vegetables naturally growing in Great Britain 1776

ed. 2, entitled A botanical arrangetnent of British
plants 1787-92 ; ed. 3, 1796

ed. 4, enlarged by W. Withering (the younger)
(1801) ; ed. 5 (i8r2)

WiTHERiNGS, John The orders, lawes, and ancient cusiomes
of swanns 1632 (1664 ; in Harl. Misc.)

Withers, Robert A description of the Grand Signcur's
seraglio, (ed. J. Greaves) 1650 (1653)

Wittie, Robert Primrose's (/.) Popular errors; or, the
errours of the people in physick tr. 1651

Pyrologia mimica ; or, an answer to Hydrdogia chymica
of W. Sympson 1669

Witts recreations (by Sir J. Mennes and J. Smith), with a
thousand outlandish proverbs (selected by Mr. G.
Herbert) Z640 (1663)

Wodenote, Theophilus Hermes tkeologus ; or, a divine
Mercuric destatcht with a grave message of new des-
cants upon old records 1649

Wodroephe, John The spared houres of a souldier in his
travels ; or the true marrotve of the French tongue 1633
{1625)

WoDROw, Robert Collections upon the lives of the reformers
and most eminent ministers of the Church of Scotland
a 1734 (Maitland CI. 1834-45)

Correspondence 1694-1732 (Wodrow Soc. 1842-43)
History of the sufferings of the Church of Scotland from

the Restauration to the Revolution 172Z-22 (1828-30)
The life of James Wodrowaij^^ (1828)

Wodrow Society, Publications of (1842-47)
Miscellany of (1844)

WoGLOM, Gilbert T. Parakites. A treatise on the making
andflying of tailless kitesfor scientific purposes and for
recreation 1896

Wohunge ofure lauerd. The a 1240 (in Old English homilies,
I, E.E.T.S. i868)

WoLCOT, John ('Peter Pindar') Works 1794-180Z, 1809,
z8i2, 1816, a 1819 (1824)

A benevolent epistle to Sylvanus Urban 1790
The Lousiad, an heroi-comic poem 1785-95
Lyric odes to the royal academicians 1782
More lyric odes to the royal academicians 1783
Subjects for painters 1789

Wolfenden, R. Norris Joal's Respiration in singing tr.

189s
WoLLASTON, William The rdigioti of nature delineated

(anon.) 1722 (1738)
Wolley, Charles A two years' journal in New York 1701

(x86o)
Wolley, Edward: see Scudery, G. de
WoLLEY, Hannah : see Woolley, H.
WoLLocoMBE, JoHN B. From mom till eve : reminiscences

Z898
WoLLSTONECRAFT (afterwaids Godwin) ,Mary An historical

and moral view of the origin and progress of the French
Revolution 1794

Letters to hnlay a 17^7 (1879)
Letters written during a short residence in Sweden,
Norway and Denmark 1796

Posthmnous works aiy<)7 (1798)
A vindication of the M^/tis of woman 1792

WoLSELEY, G.ARNET J. W., ViscouNT The Ufc of John
Churchill, duke of Marlborough, to the accession ofqueen
Anne Z894

The soldier's pocket-book for field service Z869
Woman offashion. The 1767
Woman of honor. The 1768
Women saints. The lives of women saints of our contrie of

England C1610 (E.E.T.S. 1886)
W0.MOCK, Laurence Aron-bimnucka 1663

The examination of Tilenits before the triers Z658
Wonders of the physical world 1875
Wood, Alphonso The American botanist and florist 1866

A class-book of botany 1845 (1850)
Wood, Anthony Athence Oxonienses. An exact history of all

the writers and bishops who have had their education in
the university of Oxford frotn 1500 to i6go ; to which
are added, the fasti or annals of the said university
1691-92 (1721, 1813-20)

The history and antiquities of the colleges and haUs in the

university of Oxford ; from the original MS. in the

Bodleian Library ; with continuation by John Gutch
a i6^S (1786-90)

The history and antiquities of the university of Oxford ;

rom the original MS. in the Bodleian Library a X69S
(1792-96)

Life, from i6j2 to 1672, written byi himself ; continued
/iHj695 a 1695 (1773, 1848, O.H.S. 1891-1900)

Survey of the antiquities of the city of Oxford 1661^6 (ed.

Andrew Clark, O.H.S. 18S9-99)
Wood, Ellen P. : see Wood, Mrs. Henry
Wood, George B. A treatise on therapeutics and pharma-

cology or materia medica 1856
Wood, H. Freeman The Englishman of the Rue Cain Z889

The passenger from Scotland Yard x888
Wood, Mrs. Henry The Channings z862

East Lynne z86i
Elster's folly 1866
Lady Adelaide's oath 1867
A life's secret 1867
Lord Oakburn's daughters 1864
The master of Greylands 2873
Mildred A rkell Z865
Mrs. Halliburton's troubles 1862
Orville college Z867
Oswald Cray 1864
Parkwater 1876
Pomeroy Abbey 1878
The shadow of Ashlydyat 1863
St. Martin's eve 1866
Trevlyn Hold 1864
Vemer's pride 1863

Wood, Horace G. A treatise on the limitation of actions at

law and in equity 1883
Wood, Horatio C. A contribution to the history of the fresh-

water algee of North America 1872 (Smithsonian
Contrib. knowl. XIX)

A treatise on therapeutics 1874 (1879)

Wood, James The elements of optics 1798 (1828)

The principles of mechanics 1796 (1803)

Wood, John G. The (boy's) modern playmate 1870 (i8go)

The common objects of the sea shore 1858

WORDSWORTH
Wood, John G. [cont.)

Homes without hands Z865 (z868)

The illustrated natural history 1853 (1855, 1859-63)
Out of doors : a selection of origirud articles on practical

natural history 1874
The popxUar natural history 1867
Sketches and anecdotes of animal life Z854 ; second

series 1855
Wood, Mary A. E. : see Green, M. A. E.
Wood, Michael Gardiner's (S.) De vera obedientia tr. Z553
Wood, Nicholas A practical treatise on rail-roads 1835

(1838)
Wood, Mrs. Nugent and Lapham, H. Waiting for the mail

1875 (Melbourne)
Wood, Owen An alphabetical book ofphysicall secrets, for all

those diseases that are most pralominant and dangerous
in the body of man 1639

Wood, Robert An essay on the original genius of Homer
(anon.) 1769

ed. 2, with a comparative view of the ancient and
present state of the Troade a 1771 ( 1 775)

Wood, Shakspeke The new curiosum urbis : a guide to

ancient and modem Rome 1875
Wood, Thomas An institute of the laws of England 1720

(1722)
Wood, William New Englands prospect 1634 (1865)
Wood, William A survey of trade 1718 (1719)
Wood, William The great advantages of our colonies and

plantations to Great Britain 1775
Woodall, John The surgions mate 1617

unth a treatise of y^ cure of ye plague 1639
Viaticum, being the path-way to the surgions chest 1628

Woodbury, Walter E. The encyclopedia of photography
Z892

Woodcocke, G. Justinus' (M. J.) Historic tr. G. W, 1606
Wooden world dissected. The 1706 : see Ward, E.
Woodes, Nathaniel An excellent neto comedie, intituled:

The conflict of conscience Z581 (in Hazl., Dodsley)
WooDHEAD, Abraham The life ofS.Teresa (ajion.; tr. from

Spanish) Z67Z
Motives to holy living a 1678 (1688)

WooDHOusE, Robert An elementary treatise on astronomy
Z8Z2

Woods, Leonard Works 1851
Lectures on Church government 1844

Woods, Nicholas A. The Prince of Wales in Canada and
the United States 1861

Woodward, Arthur S. Outlines of vertebrate paUsontology
1898

Woodward, Horace B, The geology of England and Wales
1876

Woodward, John An auount of some Roman urns 1713
ed. 3, entitled. Remarks upon the antient atid

present state of London, occasion'd by sotne Roman
urns, coins, and other antiquities 1723

An attempt towards a natural history of the fossils of
England a 1728 (1728-29)

An essay towards a natural history of the earth Z695
(1723)

Woodward, John and Burnett, George A treatise on
heraldry Z892 (1896)

Woodward, Josiah An account of the rise and progress of
religious soc ieties in the city of London 1697 ( 1 70 1

)

Woodward, Samuel P. A manual of the mollusca ; or, a
rudimentary treatise of recent and fossil shells 1851-56

Woolley, Hannah The gentlewoman's companion 1675
The queen-like closet 1670

WooLMAN, John Journal of the life, gospel labours and
Christian experiences of J. W. 1776

Woolner, Thomas My beautiful lady a i86z (1863)
WooLSEY, Theodore D. Communism and socialism in tlieir

history and theory x88o
Introduction to the study of international law i860 (1864,

1875)
WooLSON, Constance F. Anne ; a novel 1883

Jupiter lights : a novel 1889
WooLTON, Bp. John The christian manuell Z576 (Parker

Soc. 1851)
WoRBOisE, Emma J. Sissie Z882
Worcester, Bp. of 1690 : see Stillingfleet, E.
Worcester, Earl of : see Tiptoft, J.
Worcester, Edward Somerset, 2nd Marquis of A cen-

tury of . . inventions 1635 (1663, 1865)
An exact and true definition of tJie tnost stupendious
water-commanding engine 1663

Worcester, Joseph E. A dictionary of the English language
i860

A universaland critical dictionary ofthe English language
1846

Worcester, William : see Botoner, W.
Worcestershire (West) glossary 1882 : see Chamberlain, Mrs.
Words by an eyewitness 1901 : see 'Linesman'
Wordsworth, Charles Annals of my early life, 1806-45

189Z
AnTials of my life, 1S47-56 a 1892 (1893)

Wordsworth, Christopher (of Trinity College, Cambridge)
Ecclesiastical biography 1810 (1853)

Who wrote Encwc BaatAiKij ? considered and answered in

two letters, addressed to the Archbishop of Canterbury

1824
Documentary supplement 1825

King Charles the first, the author of Ic6n Basiliki,

further proved 1828
Wordsworth, Bp. Christopher Memoirs of William

Wordsworth 185Z
Miscellanies : literary and religious v.d. (1879)
Theophilus Anglicanus ; or, instructions concerning the

Church and the Anglican branch of it 1843 (1850)
Christopher Wordsworth, Bislwp of Lincoln, 1807-1885.
By J. H. Overton and Elizabeth Wordsworth (188S,

1890)
Wordsworth, Christopher Rutland words 189Z (E.D.S.)

Scholae academicae ; some account of the studies at the

English universities in the eighteenth century 1877
Social life at the English universities in the etghtecnlh

century 1874
Wordsworth, William Poetical iL'orks v.d. (1849, 1888,

1895)
Poems {1807)
Prose works v.d. (Grosart 1876)
The Borderers ; a tragedy Z795-96 (1842)

The excursion 1814
Peter Bell z8z9
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Wordsworth, William (cont.)

The prdude ; or^ growth of a poet's mind 179^1805
(1850)

The TPhite doe of Rylstone 1815
WoRFAT, William de : see Hutton, William
Workefor cutlers ; or a merry dialogue betweene sword, rapier

and dagger 1615
Workhouses. An account of several work-houses for employing

and maintaining the i>oor 1725 (1732)

Workman, Fanny B. and vV'illiam H. Algerian memories.
A bicycle tour over the Atlas to the Sahara 1896

Workshop receipts 1873-85 : see Spon, Ernest
World, The 1874-1921
World and the child. A propre new interlude of the worlde and

the chylde, otherwyse called Mundus & infans c 1500
(Roxb. Club 1817; Hazl.» Dodsley ; Manly, Pre-
Shaks. drama)

WoRLiDGE, John Apiarium ; or a discourse of bees 1676
Systetna agriculture ; the mystery of husbandry dis-

covered 1669 (1681)
To which is added, Kalendarium rusticum and

Dictionarium rusticum 1675 (1681)
Vinetum Britannicum ; or a treatise of cider 1676

(1691)
WoRNUM, Ralph N. Analysis ofomatnent 1856

ed. 2, entitled The characteristics of styles 1861
Ed. Lectures on painting, by the Royal Academicians

Barry, Opie, and Fuseli v.d. (1848)
WoRSAAE, Jens J. A. The industrial arts of Denmark from

the earliest times to the Danish conquest of England
1882

WoRTHiNGTON, John Miscellanies a i6yi (1704)
WoTTON, Anthony An answere to a popish pamphlet, en-

Utuled, Certaine articles discovering the absurdities of
the Protestants religion 1605

Runne from Rome 1624
WoTTON, Henry A courtlie controversie of Cupids cautels

tr. 1578
W'OTTON, Sir Henry Reliquia Wottof\ian<s ; or a collection

of lives f letters, poems, etc. a 1639 {1651, 1654. 1672,
1685)

The elements of architecture 1624
A short view of the life and death of George ViUiers duke

of Buckingham a 1639 (1642)
See also Smith, L. P.

W'OTTON, William The history of Rome from the death of
Antoninus Pius to the death of Severus Alexander
170Z

Reflections upon ancient and modern learning 1694 ( 1697)
WoTY, William Poetical works 1770

Poems on several occasions 1780
Wrangham, Francis The Pleiad ; or, a series of abridge-

ments of seven distinguished writers, in opposition to

the pernicious doctrine of deism 1820
Wraxall, Sir Frederick C. L. Hugo's {V. M.) Les

miUrables tr. 1862
Life in the sea ; or the nature and habits of marine

animals x86o
Memoirs of Robert-Houdin by himself tr, 1859
WUdoats 1858

Wraxall, Sir Nathaniel W. Historical memoirs of my
own time, from iyy2 to 1784 1815

Memoirs of the courts of Berlin, Dresden, Warsaw, and
Vienna in the years lyyy-yg 1799

A tour through some of the northern parts of Etlrope 1775

Wren, Christopher Paretitalia ; or memoirs of the family
of the Wrens, compiled by Christopher Wren and
published by Stephen Wren a 1747 (1750)

Wren, Bp. Matthew A. sermon preached before the Kings
Majestic 1627

Wren, Matthew Monarchy asserted 1659
Wright, Abraham Five sermoTts in five several styles or

waies of preaching 1656
Wright, Edward Certaine errors in navigation 1599 (partly

in Arber, Eng. Gamer III)

Stevin's (S.) Haven finding art, by the latitude and
variation tr. 1599

Wright, Edward P. Animal life 1879
Figuier's (L.) Ocean world tr. 1872

Wright, Frances Views of society and manners in America
(anon.) 1821

Wright, Herbert E. A handy book for brewers 1892
Wright, Major J. Camus' {J. P.) Nature's paradox tr.

1652
Wright, James Historia histrionica 1699 (in Hazl., Dodsley;

Arber, Eng. Gamer II)

Wright, Joseph The English dialect dictionary 1896-1905
A grammar of the dialect of WindhiU, in the West Ruling

of Yorkshire 1892 (E.D.S.)
and Wright, Elizabeth Mary Old English grammar
1908

Wright, Leonard The hunting of Antichrist 1589
Wright, Lewis The illustrated book of poultry : with

practical schedules 1873
Wright, Thomas The passions of the minde 1601 (1621)
Wright, Thomas The Celt, the Roman, and the Saxon 1852

Dictionary of obsolete and provincial English 1857
Early travels in Palestine 1848
Essays on archcsological subjects, and on various questions

connected with the history of art, science and literature

in the middle ages 1861
Essays on subjects contiected with the literature, popular

superstitions, and history of England in the middle
ages 1846

A history of domestic tnanners and sentiments in England
during the middle ages 1862

The hotnes of other days ; a history of domestic manners
and sentiments in England 1871

"Ed. Political poems and songs \.a. (Rolls series 1859-61)
Ed. Political songs of Englaiid v.d. (Camden Soc. 1839)
Ed. Popular treatises on science v.d. (1841)
Ed. specimens of lyric poetry a 1310 (Percy Soc. 1842)
Ed. A volume of vocabularies v.d. (1857) ; asecondvoVume

(1873)
Anglo-Saxon and Old English vocabularies. Second

edition, ed. R. P. WUlcker (Wright-Wiilcker) (1884)
and Halliwell, James O. Ed. Reliquia antiqua v.d.

(1841-43)
Wright, Walter R. Horn loniae : a poem descriptive c/

the Ionian Islands 2809
Wright, William Aldis : see Eastwood, J.
Writ's chaste mfe, The c 1462 (E.E.T.S. 1865, 1869)

Wrighte, William Grotesque architecture 1767 (1790)
Wriglesworth, Captain W. Af5. Log-book of the 'LyelV

1730
Wriothesley, Charles A chronicle of England during the

reigns of the Tudors 1485-1559 (Camden Soc. 1875-77)
Wroth or Wroath, Lady Mary The Counlesse of Mount-

gomeries Urania 1621
WuLCKER, R. P. : see Wright, T.
Wuertx' (F.) Surgeons guid tr. (and ed. by William Johnson)

X658
WuLFSTAN Homilies 0x023 (Napier 1883)
Wundt's (W.) Lectures on human and animal psychology tr.

J. E. Creighton and E. B. Titchener 1894
Wurtz* (C. A,) Atomic theory tr. E. Cleminshaw 1880
Wyatt (Captain) The voyage of Robert Dudley, afterwards

earl of Warwick and Leicester and duke of Northumber-
land, to the West Indies, isg4~g5, narrated by capt.

Wyatt, by himself, and by Abram Kendall, master
c X595 (Hakluyt Soc. 1899)

Wyatt, Sir Thomas Poetical works a 1542 (1810, 1816,
1821, 1913)

Wyche, Sir Peter A short relation of the river Nile tr. 1669
(1798)

Wycherley, William Posthumous works aiyi6 (1728-29)
Dramatic works a 1716 (1840)
The country-wife 1675
The gentleman dancxng-master 1673
Love in a wood 1672
The plain-dealer 1676

Wycket, Wycklyffes ? a 1500 (1546 ; ed. Pantln 1828)
Wyclif, John English works c 1380 (E.E.T.S. 1880)

Select English works c 1380 (1869-71)
Three treatises c 1380 (ed. Todd 1851)
The Holy Bible, made from the Latin Vulgate by John

Wycliffe and his followers 1382, 1388 (ed. J. Forshall
and Sir F. Madden 1850)

Wydeville, Anthony : see Rivers, Earl
Wyfe lapped in Morrelles skin. The c 1550 (in T. Amyot's Old

taming of a shrew, Shaks. Soc. 1844 ; Haziitt, Early
pop. poetry, IV, 1866)

Wyl Bucke his testament : see Lacy, John
Wylde, James Ed. The circle of the sciences 1862-67
Wylde, Zacharv The English master of defence 1711
Wylie, James H. History of England under Henry the

fourth 1884-98
Wyll of the devUl, The c 1550 (c 1825 ; Jvl of Brentford etc..

Ballad Soc. 1871)
Wyllie, John W. S. Essays on the external policy of India

0x870(1875)
Wylson, Thomas Demosthenes' Three orations in fauour of

the Olynthians withfower orations against King Philip

1570
Wyndham, Anne Claustrum regale reseratum ; or the King's

concealment at Trent 1667 (1681)
Wyndham, Henry P. A gentleman's tour through Mon-

mouthshire and Wales (anon.) 1775
WvNN, Sir John The history of the Gwedir family a 1600

(1878)
Wynter, Andrew Curiosities of civilization i860

Our social bees ; or pictures of town and country life

x86i
Wyntoun, Andrew of -De orygynale cronykil of Scotlatui

C1425 (1795. 1872-79, S.T.S. 1903-08)
Wyrley, William The true use of artnorie 1592
Wyse, Sir Thomas An excursion in the Peloponnesus

1865
Wythe, George Decisions of cases in Virginia by the High

Court of Chancery 1795
Wyvill, Sir Christopher The preUnsUms of the triple

crown examined 1672

Y., R. : see Younge, Richard
Yalden, Thomas Poems a 17
Yale. Studies from the YaU
Yalden, Thomas Pocths a 1736 (1790, 1810)
" " iL

E. W. Scripture x893-

psychological laboratory ed.

Yarington, Robert Two lamentable tragedies 1601 (in

Bullen, Old plays, IV, 1885)
Yarranton, Andrew England's improvement by sea and

land X677
Yarrell, William A history of British birds 1843

A history of British fishes 1835-39
ed. 3, ed. by Sir J. Richardson (1859)

Yate, William An account of New Zealand 1835
Yates, Edmund H. The black sheep 1867

Broken to harness ; a story of English domestic life 1864
The forlorn hope 1867
Land at last 1866
The rock ahead x868
Edmund Yates : his recollections and experiences 1884

Yates, John Ibis ad dzsarem 1626
Year-book of facts in science and (the useful) art(s) 1839-80
Yearbook of medicine, surgery, and their allied sciences iH^g-

62 X860-63 (New Sydenham Soc.)

Year books of the reign of Edward I. Years 20-22, 30-35
1292-94, 1302-07 (ed. and tr. A. J. Horwood, Rolls
series 1863-79)

of Edward II 1307-15 (ed. F. W. Mattland, etc.,

Selden Soc. 1903-27)
of Edward III. Years 11-20 1337-46 (ed. and tr.

A. J. Horwood and L. O. Pike, Rolls series 1883-191 1)
• of Edward II to Henry VIII v.d. (15.., 16..,

1678-80)
Yeats, John The growth and vicissitudes of commerce 1872

The natural history of commerce 1870
The technical history of commerce 1871

Yeats, William B. 7'fie Celtic twilight : men and women,
dhouls and faeries 1893

Fairy and folk tales of the Irish peasantry 1888
Yellow book, The, an illustrated quarterly 1894-97
Yeomans, John The Abecedarian, or, philosophic comment

upon the English alphabet 1759
Yeowell, James Chronicles of the ancient British Church

1839 (1847)
YoNG, Bartholomew : see Young, B.

Yonge, Charles D. Athenaus' Deipnosophists tr. 1854
Yonge, Charlotte M. Cameos from English history i868>

99
The clever woman of the family 1865
Countess Kate 1862
The daisy chain ; or, aspirations X856
The dove in the eagle's nest 1866
Dynevor Terrace ; or, the clue of life 1857
The heir of Redclyffe 1853
History of Christian names 1863
Hopes and fears ; or, scenes from the life of a spinster

z86o
John Keble's parishes : a history of Hursley and Otter-

bourne 1898
Lads and lasses of Langley 1881
Landmarks of history ; ancient history X852

middle ages X853
modern history 1857

Life of John Coleridge Patieson, missionary bishop of the
Melanesian Islands 1874

The Stokesley secret x86i
A storehouse of stories 1870-72
The trial ; more links of the daisy chain 1864
The young step-mother ; or, a chronicle of mistakes

i86x
See also Monthly packet

Yonge, James The gouernaunce ofprynces X422 (in Secreta
secretorum, E.E.T.S. 1898)

Yonge, Nicholas Musica transalpina. Madrigales trans-
lated offoure,fiue and sixe partes X588 (in Arber, Eng.
Gamer III)

Yonge, Walter Diary 1604-28 (Camden Soc. 1848)
York memorandum book 1376-1493 (Surtees Soc. 1912-

15)
York Mitister, Fabric rolls of v.d. (Surtees Soc. 1859)
York mysteries. {York plays. The plays performed by the

crafts or mysteries of York on the day ofCorpus Christi)

CX440 {1885)
York wills : see Testamenta Eboracensia
Yorke, James The union of honour 1640
Yorkshire archaeological and topographical journal, Tlie

1870-
Yorkshire chantry surveys [The certificates of the com-

tnissioners appointed to survey the chantries, guilds,

hospitals, etc., in the county of York) 1546 (Surtees
Soc. 1894-95)

Yorkshire dialogue in Yorkshire dialect ; between an awd wife,
a lass, and a butcher 1673 (in Nine specim. Eng.
dialects, E.D.S. 1896)

See also Meriton, G.
Yorkshire glossary 1876 : see Robinson, C. C.
Yorkshire tragedy, A 1608 (in Shakespeare Apocrypha

1908)
Yoshiwara episode : see Murdoch, A.
Youatt, William Cattle 1834

The dog 1845 (1858)
The horse (anon.) 1831 (1843)
Sheep (anon.) 1837

Youmans, Edward L. The hand-book of household science

1857
Young, Arthur An historical dissertation on idolatrous

corruptions in religion X734
Young, Arthur General view of the agriculture of the county

of Essex X807
of Hertfordshire 1804
of Lincoln 1799
of Norfolk 1804
of Oxfordshire 1809
of Suffolk 1794

The farmer's letters to the people of England, containing
the sentiments of a practical husbandman (anon.)

1767
A tour in Ireland lyyS-yg 1780 (1887)
Travels lySySg ; undertaken with a view of ascertaining

the cultivation, etc. of the kingdom of France 1792
Autobiography, with selections from his correspondence
a 1820 (ed. M. Betham-Edwards 1898}

See also Annals of agriculture
Young, Arthur, the younger General view of the agriculture

of the county of Sussex 1793 (1808)
Young, Arthur Nautical dictionary 1846 {1863)
Young or Yong, Bartholomew Boccaccio's (G.) Amorous

Fiammetta tr. 1587
Montemayor's (J. de) Diana tr. 1598
See also Pettie, G.

Young, Charles A. The sun X882
Young, David and Brown, John Memorials of Alexander

Moncrieff and James Fisher 1849
Young, Edward Sermons on several occasions 1702-03
Young, Edward Works iys7

Poems a 1765 (1810)
The brothers ; a tragedy 1753
Busiris, king of Egypt ; a tragedy 1719
The Centaur not fabulous 1755
The complaint ; or, night-thoughts on life, death and

immortality (anon.) 1742-45
Conjectures on original composition 1759
The force of religion ; or, vanquish'd love 1714
Love offame 1728 : see The universal passion
A paraphrase on part of the book of Job 17 19
A poem on the last day 1713
Resignation 1762
The revenge ; a tragedy 1721
TJte universal passion 1725-28

republished with title Love of fame, the universal

passion X728
A vindication of providence ; ora true estimate of kunuin

life X728
Life and letters by Henry C. Shelley (1914)

Young, Francis Chilton- : see Chilton-Young, F,
Young, George A geological survey of the Yorkshire coast

X822
Young, Jennie J. The ceramic art 1878 (1879)
Young, John The province of reason i860
Young, John R. Mathematical dissertations 1841

The theory and practice of navigation and nautical

astronomy 1856
Young, Thomas Englands bane, or, the description of

dmnkennesse 1617
Young, Thomas A course of lectures on natural philosophy

and the mechanical arts 1807—— new ed. by Prof. Kelland (1845)
Young gentleman's magazine. The 1869-73
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Young man's caUingt The, or the whole duty of youth (by

Samuel Grossman) 1678
YouNGE, Richard The blemish of government, the shame of

religion, the disgrace of mankind ; or, a charge drawn
up against drunkards 1655 (1863)

The drunkard's character^ or, a true drunkard with &tch
sinnes as raigne in him 1638

The victory of patience, and benefit of affliction 1636
(partly in Arber, Eng. Gamer IV)

Younger, John Autobiography a i860 (1881)
YOUNGHUSBAND, ExHEL Glimpses of East Africa and Zan-

zibar 19x0
YouNGHusBAND, SiR Francis E. The heart of a continent

1S96
Yule, Sir Henry The book of ser Marco Polo tr. 1871

A narrative of the mission sent to the Court of Ava tn 1855
1858

' and BuRNELL, Arthur C. Hobson-Jobson : being a
glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words and phrases
1886

Yule-tide stories 1853 : see Thorpe, B.
Ywaine and Gawin c 2400 (in Ritson, Metrical romances I,

x8q2)

•Zack' (Gwendoline Keats) On trial 1899
Tales of Dunstable weir 1901
The white cottage 1901

Zaehnsdorf, Joseph W. The art of bookbinding 1880
A short history of bookbinding 1895

Zancwill, Israel The Bachelor's club iSgi
The big Bow mystery 1893
Children of the Ghetto 1892
The master 1895

Zeitschrift fiir deutsches AUertkum, herausgegeben von Morix
Haupt {und E. Steinmeyer) 1841-

Zeluca ; or, educated and uneducated woman 1815
Zepheria (an amatory poem) 1594 (1842 ; in Arber, Eng.

Gamer V)
Zerffi, Gustavus G. Lectures delivered before the Sunday

Lecture Society 2878

Ziegler's (£.) Text-book of pathological anatomy tr. by D. Bilac

Alister 1883-^4
Ziemssen's (H. W. von) Cyclopaedia of the practice of medicine

tr. 1875-80 Suppl. 1881
Zimmermann's (/. G. von) Solitude tr. 1791 (1811, 1855)
ZiHMERN, Alice Blumner's (H.) Home life of the ancient

Greeks tr. 1893
ZiNCKE, Foster B. Wherstead, some materials for its history

1887 (1893)
ZitteVs (K. A . von) History of geology arJ palaeontology tr. by

Maria M. Ogilvie-Gordon 1901
Zoflora, or, the generous negro girt (tr. from the French of

J. B. Picquenard) 1804
Zoological journal. The 1825-26
Zoological Society of London, Proceedings of the 1833-

Transactions 1835-
List of the vertebrated animals now or lately living

in the gardens 1883 (ed. 8)

Zoologist, The ; a miscellany of natural history 1843-
Zosimus' New history tr. 1684
ZoucH, Thomas Works a 1815 (1820)

ZoucHE, Richard The dove ; or passages of cosmography
1613
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THE NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY
The corrections and additions to the N.E.D. will consist for the most part of specific
instances of earlier uses and other meanings of particular words. But occasionally it may be
^ocessary to refer merely to general sources of fresh information or to point out general waysm which It may be supplemented. The N.E.D. is inevitably a dictionary not of spoken
English, nor even of written English, but of printed English, and the print is not always
a faithful reproduction of the written word. This is notoriously the case in editions of
medixval and sixteenth and seventeenth century texts in which the spelling of the MS. has
been modernised. For instance, under 'misdemeanour' and the year 1487, the N.E.D.
quotes from the printed Ro/h of Parliament the title of 3 Hen. VII. c. i, giving the spelling
' authority '; but this is the spelling of the eighteenth century editor of the Rolls. The MS.
has ' aucthority

' but even this MS. is a gloss of the late sixteenth century and is not the spelling
of 1487. Caxton has ' auctorite ' ; and thus is obscured the gradual transition during the
sixteenth century from the Latin ' auctoritas ' to the English * authority ' by adding an ' h

'

and then dropping a ' c' The Englishing of Latin words is an important element in the
history of the language, and some help to the study of literature.

A general reference may also be made to ' Surnames and the Chronology of the English
Vocabulary,' an article in Discovery for January, 1921, by Professor Ernest Weekley and
Miss Dorothy D. Pilkington. It contains examples of a large number of compound nouns
used as surnames {e.g., ale-brewer, cellarman, cowkeeper), obtained from an examination
of cartularies, borough records, manor court rolls, etc., which are, in many cases, considerably
earlier than the first record of the same word as a common noun given in the N.E.D. The
article is based on Miss Pilkington's thesis (1920) for the M.A. degree of the University of
London, entitled ' English compound Nouns of the type used in personal Descriptions : a
supplement to the Chronology of the N.E.D.,' a copy of which is in the University Library,

'

South Kensington,

The reference N.E.D. followed by a date indicates the earliest instance of the word
given in the Dictionary, -rhe numbers after the words refer to the relevant senses in the N.E.D.

Alchemy, 3. 1393. Cal. Close Rolls,

1392-6, p. 239. 'A false metal called

alconamye.' This form not in N.E.D. :

its earliest date for the metal is 1440.

C. A.J. S.

Alcgoer. 1527. Cal. of Wills, Court of
Hustings, London, ed. R. R. Sharp, ii. 634.
' no viciouse persone of lyevyng, diser,

carder, bowler, cokkefyghter noder commyne
alegoer.' Not in N.E.D.

Amotion. 1465. Priory of Coldingham

(Surtees Soc), ccxii. 203 :
' the amocion

of the said sir Patrik Home frome the forsaid

celle of Coldyngham and intrusion of him

selfe into the same.' N.E.D. 1641.
W. G. W.

Andlote [variant of anlet = a small

ring]. 1438. Excheq. Rolls of Scot., v. 64.
* Pro ducentis quadraginta monilibus dictis

andlotis deauratis ad usum . . . regine,

xxxvjs.' N.E.D. 1557.

Appreciable. L459- 'A Defence of

the Proscription of the Yorkists in 1459

'

in Eng. Hist. Rev. xxvi. 514. 'I intende

a more appreciable good.' N.E.D. 1818,

[Mr. J. P. Gilson pointed out that the

Above MS. contains a considerable number of

English words, e.g. 'corroboration,' 'curi-

ality,' ' erubescence,' for the use of which

the N.E.D. gives no instance eariier than

the 1 6th, 17th, 1 8th, or even in one case,

19th centuries, and at least one word

(' recay ' = ' recidivation ') not given in it

At all.]

'Approve. v.\ 4c. 1547, William

Palmer, The disclosinge of the practyse of

Stephyn Gardyner, fo. 94b, st. i, 1. 4

:

' And we his children as aprovithe by our

fecte.' N.E.D. 1587.

: . P-J-

Arabic (gum arabic), 1430. South-

ampton Port Books (1427-30), 'v bales

gomme arabyk, valor xli.' N.E.D. 1500.

Artation. 1441. Priory of Coldingham

(Surtees Soc), cxxxiii. 117 : 'there to putt

the prior and monke3 of Doresme efter

thayre awen discrecion, withoutyn restren-

yng or artacion till ony speciall person.'

N.E.D. 1528.
W. G. W.

• Barelilde. [ji. = a large leathern trunk.]

[11 70. Pipe Roll, 16 Hen. //. (1892),

p. 15. ' Et pro Bulgiis et Barhuez et Sellis et

apparatu Summariorum Reg[ine] et pro .i.

pari peluium in Capella Reg[ine] xxxiii. s.

et. ii. d.' 1 190. Pipe Roll, 2 Rich. I (Pipe

Roll Soc), p. 4. ' Et pro ij barhudis ad

•eadem armamenta cooperienda x s.' 1223.

Rot. Litt. Claus. (1833), I. 563*7. 'Habere

faciatis Galfrido de Sancto Dionisio duo

barhud[os
?J

ad pavillones nostros cooperi-

•endos.' 1321. Rolls of Park. I. 415A.

'Sir Thomas qe fust Counte de Lancastre

lui devoyt ... xiiii Ii pur quirs tannes de

faire Barhides,e Sakes as draps.'] N.E.D.

1450.

Cf. what appear to be Scottish forms

'ballhoyis,' 'bahuvis,' 'bawhoy,' and 'baw-

huvis ' in Accounts of the Lord High Treas.

of Scot., vi. 277 (1536). vii. 57, 165, 267

(1539).

Basan. 1300. Oak Book of South-

ampton, ii. 4, ' De la Bale de Bazan cu™ ele

vienthorsdeNefen t«'r=.' N.E.D. 1714.
The Editor (p. 5) says that ' basan

'

denotes calf leather or sheepskin. It was
a coarser kind than cordvrain, and used by
the lower classes for shoes and leggings (cf.

Du Cange). According to the N.E.D.,
sheepskin is the only English meaning.

Basinet, Basnet. [= a soldier wearing a

basinet.] 1496. ' every bassenet iij horsse
'

(Gairdner, Letters and Papers, Richard HI
and Henry FU, ii. 316). This meaning is

not in N.E.D.
A. E. C.

Blomer. ? Bloomer, 1456. Cal. Pat,

Rolls, 1452-61, p. 325. 'Thomas Blomer
of Newcastell under Lyme, co. Stafford.'

Blomer was apparently the man who made
iron into ' blooms.' The word survives

as a surname as well as in slang. Not|
in N.E.D. Cf. s.w. Bloom, sb.'^, and'
Bloomery.i C. A. J^.

Brag, sh."^ 1364. Priory of Coldingham

(Surtees Soc), App. xxxvii. p. xliv :
' Item

in M de bragges emptis pro ecclesiae ' [j/f].

N.E.D. [137 1, quotation in Rogers, Agric.

and Prices (1866)], c. 1440.
W. G. W.

1 I.e. his Constitutional History (1827). But
' the first three chapters were . . . finished in

1 820 ' (Pref.) and the 8 th chapter of the Middle

Ages "was written in 1811 or 1812" ^ed. 1878,

iii. 159 a. f.).

—

Ed.





_

Candy. 1274. P.R.O. Ace. Exch. K.R.
350/18, m. 3. ' Item pro j libra candi

V d.' H. J.

1309. Bolton Priory Compotus, f. 170.
' Pro candy empto ad opus fratris Johannis
Conuersi, iiij.d^o. Pro amigdalis ad opus
eiusdem xiii d.' N.E.D, [Sugar-candy,
1392]. 1420. R. J. W.

Chalder. End of the fourteenth cen-
tury. Southampton Port Booh (1427-30),
p. 14. ' Chander of Coliz' occurs in a

Southampton ' Book of Remembrances.'
N.E.D. 1500.

Cleos. 1 599/ 1 600. Jets of Privy

Coimdl, N.S. XXX. 188. 'A quart of great

oatmeale called clces.' Not in N.E.D.

See ' Cleesh ' in Wright's Eng. Dial. Diet.

C.A.J.S.

CloutnaU. 1356. P.R.O., Pipe Roll

32 Edw. Ill, m. 34/1. ' Reddit compotum

de . . . [242,300] de Tynclcnaill, [1500]

de Gropenaill, [800] de Cloutnaill . . . et

[34,400] de tilatnaill.' Ibid., 33/1 dorso.

'DCCC Cloutnaill.' N.E.D. 1463.

'Grope,' sb.,^ recorded 141 1. Is ' tilat

nail ' a nail for ' tillet,' sb.^ coarse cloth

for making awnings, etc. ?

Clyncker : see clinker [^i.' = one who
clenches nails]. 1296. P.R.O. Ace.

Exch. K.R. 5/20 m. i (Custus circa Galeam).
' Item in stipendiis duorum hominum reper-

cus[sen]cium claues, videlicet Clynckers, per

iiijor dies, unde cuilibet in die ij.d.ob. xx d.'

[In the accounts ofsubsequent weeks these

men appear as rd'/>*rf«wor«]. N.E.D. 1656.

Cockflghter. 1527. See above, s.v,

Alegoer. N.E.D. 1721.

Coiourily. 1442. Priory of Coldingham

(Surtees Soc.), cli. 135:' for he has in this

materis sumqhate colouryily wrocht, nocht

schav/and to me his werkyngs.' N.E.D.

colourly 1552.
W. G. W.

Compear, c. 1442. Pnory of Uoldmg-

ham (Surtees Soc), civ. 141, Letter from Sir

David Home :
' that he mad na sectyng of

the said Aldcambos, qwill he and I comperit

before yhou in propir personis.' N.E.D.

c. I450.'
W. G. W.

Constitutional, [fl.5 = ' of, pertaining to,

or deiiling with the political constitution.']

The 8th chapter in Hallam's l^iew of the

State ofEurope during the Middle Jges ( 1 8 1 8)

is headed 'The Constitutional History of

England.' C/. Mzhhnd, Constitutional His-

tory, p. 537. ' This title was, I believe, a

new one when Hallam chose it for his great

work,^ and it was liable to misconstruction.'

' N.E.D. 1841. H.J.

Consultation, ib. 1547- William

Palmer. The dtsclosinge of the practyse of

Stephyn Gardyner, fo. 1 6b, st. 5, 1. 2

:

' Wher-*bre I toke thisconsultacyon.' N,E.D.

1663.
P.J.

Comer. [sh.=z cabal.] 1673. Grey's
Debates, ii. 312. 'A corner in this Lord's
chamber thought more fit than the advice
of this House.' It occurs also in Letters to

Sir Joseph Williamson (Camden Soc), ii. 51.
' The old corner . . . called him to the

chaire.' Ibid., ii. 59 ' As the spirits of our
corner could conceive.' Cf. Ibid., ii. 1 56

—

' The discontented and turbulent Commons
in the south-east corner of our house '

—

which explains the development.

E. S. DE B.

Corn-hucker. Cal. Pat. Rolls, 1494-
1509. P- 558. 'Pardon to John Worthy
of Drayton, co, Somerset, cornehucker.'

Query : is this ' hucker ' the masculine
form of huckster ? Does it mean the same
as badger ?

Cosour. 1393. Cal. Close Rolls, 1392-
6, p, 221. ' Robert Athelarde of London,

"cosour."' Is this a form of N.E.D
' coser

' or ' cosser ' =. ' dealer, broker '
?

C.A.J.S.

Dinmont. 1362. Priory of Coldingham
(Surtees Soc), Jpp. xxxii. p. xxxix : ' Item'
. . . ciij rammys, et dimmowys.' N.E.D
1424-

W. G. W.

Dread, a. 1547. William Palmer,
The disclosinge of the practyse of Stephyn.
Gardyner, fo. 132b, st. '5,1. 3: ' dred lest

they shoulde be provyde Iprs.' Latest
instance in N.E.D. 1450.

_P-J-
:

Drover. 1400-1. Rot. Pari., iii.,

474''- ' Plusours Marchantz appellez Dro-
vers.' N.E.D. 1425.

Drum. 1430. Southampton Port
Books (1427-30), p. 96, 'xxii. peres de
drommes, valor ij noble,' N.E.D. 1541.

Fangot. 1428. Southampton Port

Books (1427-30), p. 50. 'Jacob Spynol

liij bales xxj fangot' N.E.D. 1673.

Fother. 1365. Priory of Coldingham

(Surtees Soc), App. xxxix. p. xlviii :
' Item

'

in uno fothyr de plumbo cum operacione

et cariagio illius ab Insula Sacra in Aymowyt

cum batellis vij'. iij'.' N.E.D. sb. 2. a.-^
;

of lead, 1375-6 : earlier examples in general

meaning.
W. G. W. _,

Gerrymander. 1. 13. For a terri-

tory ' of regular outline ' read ' of singular

outline'

Gilt, sb.^ 1359- Priory of Coldingham

(Surtees Soc), App. xxviii. p. xxxiv :
' Item

. . . ij giltys j anni, . . . j
gilt dimidii

anni.' N.E.D. c 1440
W. G. W.

Hawse, c. 1436. 'The Libel of English

Policy ' in Political Poems (Rolls Series), ii.

191. * Yselond myght not make hem to be

fraught unto the hawys.' N.E.D. 1497.

Hereyeld,herield. 1444. Priory ofColding-
ham (Surtees Soc), clxi. 151 :

' Prior de
Coldingham qui pro tempore fuerit habebit
de utroque eorum suum heriell' [sic].'

N.E.D. a 1500.

W, G. W.

Home. adv. i. c. 'To bring home'
in 16th-century wills referred not to burial
but to the settlement of the testator's affairs

(cf. sense 7. a.). See instances from 1 6th-cen-
tiiry wills and uses in a similar sense during
the 17th and i8th centuries in Times Lit.

Supp., 1926, pp. 698, 722.

Humberton. 1615-16. Assembly Books

of Southampton (Southampton Rec. Soc),

iv. 5. ' Indicted for utteringe and sellinge

of beere to divers persons unlicensed to the

number of [blank] and odd h'umbertons

whereof[he] confessed the deliuerie ofxxxj"«
humbertons.'

Ibid., note 3: 'A humberton was 42 gallons.

The ordinary barrel contained 36 gallons.'

Not in N.E.D. C.A.J.S.

Keel. [/A.2=ship.] 1421. Stat, of the

Realm, ii. 208, § x. ' Certeinz vesselx ap-

pellez Keles.' N.E.D. 1547 : apparently

by synecdoche, after Lat. carina. ' Keeler

'

[=keelman] recorded 1322.

Kib. \vb. =to dress or face—used of

stone apparently.] iSJA-IS- Minutes and

Accounts of Stratford-on-Avon, 1 553-1 620

(Dugdale Society), ii. 98. 'Item pd. to

faulsicarie \i.e. Fazakerly] for lime and for

kibbinge of the stares in the chapell—viij d.'

Not in N.E.D. See ' Kibble,' v."^ 2, 5 in

Wright's Eng. DiaL Diet.

C. A. J. S.

Land Evil. 1499. Cal. Pat. Rolls,

1494-1509, p. 176. ' Howbeit, he being

of late vexed with great sickness and in-

firmities called " the land evyll " which he

took at Berwyk ' [in a grant to Sir George
Tailboys]. Not in N.E.D.

Lease, [sb.^ —- a grant oflands or tenements
in fee simple.J 1310. Tear Books 3 Edw. II
(Selden Soc), p. 1 8 :

' Et dit qe W. n'out

entre si noun pus le lees qe William et Luce
sa femme . . . de ceo en firent a Walter
Evesqe de Coventrie et Luchefelde en fee.'

This reading is supported by four MSS.,
and two others giving slightly variant reports

of the same case also use the phrase ' lees

... en fee' (ibid., 16, n. 6) ; the note from
the record [see below] seems to indicate that

'

the Latin enrolment has the equivalent dimisit

in feodo {ibid., 19). This sense does not

occur in the N.E.D., and is indeed remark-

able, for the word usually excludes grants of
all estates greater than for years or for life.

The French lais seems only to mean
hail ; and although there is a form lais

meaning something left by will, and another

form laisse meaning gift or present, these

words do not seem to be used of gifts of land

other than d bail. See Godefroy, Diction-

naire de I'ancienne langue frangats, s.w.





lais, s., 4 and 5 and laisse, s., i. It is rather

strange that the editor of the Year Book

(Maitlandj has not compiented on this

'anomalous use of a legal technical term.

T. F. T. P. \

.

The record (De Banco Roll No. 180,

m. 97'./) runs substantially as follows :

' Stephanus filius Johannis de Ebroicis

. . petit manerium de Leonhales, quod
Robertus Burnel dedit Willclmo de Ebroicis

et Lucie vxori eius ad vitam ipsorum

Willelini et Lucie et quod post dimissionem

per prcfatos Willelmum et Luciam Waltero

Couentrensi et Lichfeldensi Episcopo contra

formam statuti dc huiusmodi casu prouisi

inde factam in feodo prcfato Stephano filio

et heredi predict! Johannis de Ebroicis

rcmanere debet per formam donacionis

quam predictus Robertus inde fecit prefatis

Willelmo et Lucie,' etc. R. J. W.

Loader. 1395. Cat. Close Rolls, i2!^%-(>,

p. 423. ' Richard Pate of New Sarum,

"lodere."' N.E.D. 1476.

C. A. J. S.

Lurch. ^.^3. 1547. William Palmer,

The dlsclosinge of the practyse of Stephyn

Gardyner, fo. i8b,st. 4, 11. 3-4 :
' that craftly

from us dvde fklsly lurche ower money.'

N.E.D. 1550.
P.J.

Mailing, sb.i. c. 1442. Priory of

Coldingham (Surtees Soc.), civ. 141, Letter

from Sir David Home : * herytaig and

malyng.' N.E.D. 1452.
\V. G. W.

Mandamcnt. 1442-3. Priory of Cold-

ingham (Surtees Soc.), clx. 148, David

Home's Lettre of all his Grievances : ' pre-

• tending noth' Ivcens na mandament of 3W.'

N.E.D. 1834.

'

W. G. W.

Mease. 1374- Priory of Coldingham

(Surtees Soc), App. Ixi. p. Ixxvi : ' In lar-

daria . . . xiij mayse de alecibus sore.'

N.E.D. 1469.
W. G. W.

Obreption, l. 1465. Priory of Cold-

ingham (Surtees Soc.), ccxii. 202 : ' as in

another mater & cause of surrepcion &
obrepcion of certayn bulle3 in forme of com-

mission wronwesly,' N.E.D. 1611 (1706
' subreotion or obreption ').

W. G. W.

Periling. 1547. William Palmer, The

disclosinge of the practyse of Stephyn Gardyner,

fo. 129b, St. 4, 1. I : 'But well this periling

and daunger I overpaste.' (Abbreviated

pffg which may mean perling or parling, akin

to parlous.) Not in N.E. D. as verbal noun :

N.E.D. 'to peril,' 1567.

Pollack. 1427-8. Southampton Port

Books (1427-30), p. 16. Poullok (a fish

something like cod). N.E.D. 1502.

Property. Sb.^ 131 3. Eyre of Kent

(Selden Soc), i. 109 :
' Un larown avoit

emblee ij vaches & fust pursiwz par ceus qi

clamerent la propertie.' N.E.D. 1380.

T. F. T. P.

Quartermaster. 141 5. P.R.O. Chanc.
Treaty Roll, 98, m. 1 5. ' De protectionibus.

Ricardus Broun, quartermaistre nauis
vocate La Trinite.' N.E.D. 1442.

Quartermaster Shipwright. 1427.
P.R.O. For. Ace 5 Hen. VI. G. ' Una
cum vadiis Johannis Hoggekyne magistri

Carpentarii et trium aliorum Carpentari-

orum vocatorum quartermaysters shippe-

wrightes ad viij d. [per diem].'

R. J. W.
Ranged. [tf2=sifted] 1482, 1483.

The Assize of Bread Btok (1477-1517)
(Southampton Record Soc), pp. 3, 9.
* pan' rang' ' ;

' in pane Rangett.' N.E.D.

1538. ^J^-^-Jl^-
Retain, v. 6. 1547. William Palmer,

The disclosinge of the practyse of Stephyn

Gardyner, fo. 1 28a, st. i , 1. i :
' To whome

they sayde they dyde retayne.' N.E.D.
1548.

P.J.

Rote. sb.H. 1467-8. Priory of Colding-

ham (Surtees Soc), ccxx. 215 : 'I found the

regist' yeven to the Juge and the cause put

into the rotte ' . . .
' the Juge nor the

rotte.' N.E.D. 1528: rota 1679.
W. G. W.

Saltweller. 1460. Cal. Pat. Rolls, i^s^-
61, p. 619. 'John Thakker of Gedney, co.

Lincoln, " husbondman " alias " saltweller."
^

N.E.D. 1624. [' Weller of Salt,' «"i/rf., f.

1440.]
C. A. J. S.

Sinch. 1 414. Cal. Pat. Rolls, 1413-

1416, p. 191. ' The pix being opened there

were in it two sinches containing 27/. jd. of

silver by tale.' Not in N.E.D. Is the word

the same as ' sinthia ' in Ruding, Annals of

the Coinage, i. 73, quoting from Harl. MS.
698, f. 169, the account of the trial of the

pix, temp. Elizabeth :
' ... in which

Pixes ought to be, for every monethe they

have used Coynage and no Assaye taken,

one bag of lether, and the moneth written

thereupon, and in the same certaine pec's

of ev'ry jorny that was coyned the same

moneth, which bage is wont to be called

Sinthia ' ? Should Sinthia be Sinchia ?

Sperate. [^7=not desperate.] 1463.

Rec City of London, Journal 7, fol. 31,

'dettours as wele sperate as desperate.'

N.E.D. 1551. W.J.

Squlerale. 1325. Priory of Coldingham

(Surtees Soc), xv. 16, Provisio Ricardi de

Whytteworth in Prioratu de Coldingham :

'
. , . et unam lagenam servisiae, quae

vocatur squierale.' Not in N.E.D.

^
W. G, W.

Tarlt. 1389. 'Tarit of Genoa*

occurs frequently in fourteenth and fifteenth

century documents, e.g. Cal. Close Rolls,

1 389-92, pp. 1 , 2, etc (i 1 references in all).

Apparently it was a ship of the same class as

the dromond—p. 545 (February 8, 1392),

great ship called a ' dromond ' or tarit. Not

in N.E.D.

Tarit. There have, been two notes on

this word in the Bulletin ; one {ante,\. 98)

pointing out that the word was not in the

New English Dictionary ; the other {ante,

iii. 69), contributed by Mr. R. C. Anderson,

suggesting that the word was a mis-reading

for ' caric' This last note seemed to me so

improbable in view of the many occurrences

of the word both in the Close Rolls and in

the Exchequer Foreign accounts, that I

ventured to submit to Sir Denison Ross my
own theory that it was an Arabic word

meaning a ship. He now writes :
' There

is no possible reason for doubting the correct-

ness of the word " tarit " as representing a

ship ; allusions ought to be found in many

places, but the word takes one of two forms,

namely " terrada " or " tarida." ' He also

adds a reference to Texeira's Travels, 1604-5

(Hakluyt Soc), 1902, pp. 22 and 23, and

to other places there mentioned, where the

word occurs. To these I might add that

it occurs in Baha Ed-Din's life of Saladin,

chapter xii. It will be noted that the ' torit

'

mentioned in the Close Roll was laden with

a Saracen cargo in part.

C. G. C.

Transumpt. sb. 1465. Priory of Colding-

ham (Surtees Soc), ccxii. 204 :
' other the

originall3 or the verrey transumpts therof.'

N.E.D. 1480.

Trash, sb.^ 2- ^4'S- Escheator's File,

London, lob"] Jit {Archaeologia, Ixx. 87, 100).

N.E.D. 1518.

Trave. i. 133- • Priory of Colding-

ham (Surtees Soc), App. viii. p. xii :
' iiij".

traves, lattes emptis in Berwico.' N.E.D.

'^^^'
\y. G. W.

Wheelsplnner. [weels =creel nets.] 141 6.

Cal. Pat. Rolls, 1416-1422,?. 43. ' Whelle-

spynnere [Isabel Blysse].'

C.A.J. S.





The following notes, kindly furnished by Mr. W. G. Waddell, relate to words found in

The Priory of Coldingham (Surtecs Soc,). The numbers following the date of each word

give the reference to that volume.
.

'

[The numbers after the words refer to the relevant senses in the N.E.D.
indicates the earliest instance of the word given in the Dictionarv.l .

N.E.D. followed by a date

Accede, i. 1465. ccxii. 203: 'I dar

noght tharfore take uppon me ... to seke

thair person3, ne yitt to accede unto thair

habitacions & duellyng place} for to somon

thaim.' N.E.D. 1677.

Accomplisher. 147 1. ccxxiv. 220 (Litera

Regis Angliae missa Regi Scociac) :
' the

blessid Trinite have you evir in his keping and

send you th' accomplisshur of your full noble

desires.' N.E.D. i6ii. (Or is this a new
word " accomplishure " — "accomplish-

ment "
?)

Aflectuous. 2. f. I44i.ccxliv. 258 : 'and

in case yhe refuse, I beseke yow of a gracious

afFectuous answer in writ.' N.E.D. 1460.

Aggravate, ppl. a. 2. 147 1. ccxxv. 222 :

'and as cursid men in the courte of Rome
openly declarid aggravate, reaggravate, and

interdite.' N.E.D. j 481.

Allegation, i.e. 1441. ccxliv. 256 : ' and

al thcr allegacionis mad, thai gaf into the

bischop a lettre sent fra the king under his

privcscle.' N.E.D. 1483.

Appellant. A. i. 1465. ccxii. 202: 'a

mater of appel . . . betwix the Priour and

convent of the cathedrall kirk of Duresme

and dan John Pencher priour oi the celle of

Coldyngham within the realme of Scotland,

party appellannt, on that ton party, and sir

Patrike Home archdekyn of Tevedale

pretensid, within the said realme, party

appellate, on that tothir party.' N.E.D.

1593-

Appellate. A. 1. 1465 (See under Appel-

lant above). N.E.D. 1726.

Arch. [sb. II. = archives.] 1465. ccxii.

204 :
' haveyng or kepyng in thar kistes,

almerys, arche}, registre}, or any other placej

any maner of processej, lettre}.' N.E.D.
1600. (Or is this Arche o^j. = Ark.
sb.i.>)

Arras, [attrib.). 4. 1371. Jppendixlm,

p. Ixiv :
'

j pannus de arasweryk pro summo
altari ' [in 1372 p. Ixvii : 'araswerk.']

N.E.D. 1485.

Assethe. v. c. 1 390. Ixx. 65 :
' for gyf

we any scathe ore disese have for yt, we
lat yhow wyt that we wylle garre rayse till

us alle the fermes and the profittcs of

Coldynghame, quylle we be assethit als wele

for owr scathes and owr costages as of our

I principale.'

[Another passage, exactly dated] 1414.

xcviii. p. 86 :
' our full power and autorite

. . . the same tenant} and tenantdris til

distreyn and hald, till all rerages and dettes

therof aught of tyme begane and for to come

til us be assethid.' N.E.D. 1481.

Boll, sb.^ 1357. v//>/»^«^/V xxvi, p. xxxii :

' in grangia de frumento nichil, de avena vj

holies, de ordeo pro semine, secundum

estimacionem, xiiij bolles.' N.E.D. c. 1375.

Bolting, vbl. sb.^ 3. 1446. Appendix
Ixvii, p. Ixxxiv :

' in pistrino ij pipis pro le

bowtyng, ij bowtyng-clays.' N.E.D. 1452.

Brod. \jh}- 5. a. = a round-headed nail.]

1345. Appendix Ixix, p. cvi :
' in D de

doublethaknanayll emptis in Dunelmo cum
broddis et aliis clavis v°, vj"*.' N.E.D. gives

no examples in this sense.

Buffet, sb.^ I. 1374. Appendix Ixi, p.

Ixxv :
' in camera . . . j parva catedra cum

ij bouifFatis de Flandria.' N.E.D. 1432.

Bulst. ib.^ 1374- Appendix Ixi, p. Ixxv :

' in camera . . . j
par de coffrcs quae vocan-

tur buysse.' N.E.D. 1393 {s.vv. Buste,

BoiST, the date ante 1 225 is given).

Capacity. 10. c. 1472. ccxxix. 227 :

' I undirstode that your Breves & the

Capacite wer sped.' N.E.D. 1480, but no

concrete sense such as the above is recorded.

Cf. Faculty, ii.

Car. [ji.i I , a. = a cart.] 1 363. Appendix

xxxv, p. xli :
' et in una carre pro lapidibus

cariandis.' N.E.D. 1382.

Ceiling. \ybL sb. I. i. = lining with

boards.] 1354. Appendix xxiii, p. xxviii :

'item computat in selinge et reparacione

cori ecclesiae de Coldingham xlvj'. viij".'

P. xxix :
' item computat in xiij tignis emptis

pro selingg ecclesiae iij". iiij".' N.E.D.

1497 (earliest ex. in any sense, c. 1380).

Coble.i I. 1374. Appendix bd, p.

Ixxvii : *j cobil cum iiij remis,' . . . 'j

cobil ad LouyfFh cum ij remis.' An
example is given in N.E.D. c. 1375, but an

exact date is preferable. In the example

from the Lindisfame Gospels, c. 950, the word

is in the form " cuople."

Collar. [sb. 6 : for a horse.] 1365.

Appendix xxxix, p. xlviii :
' item in uno

curru, in j scleyd, in ij paribus de trays, ij

colerys, cum una sella et cruper, ad unum
currum pertinentibus.' N.E.D. c. 1440

(earlier examples in general senses).

Coupbody. [sb. — a cart with a body that

can be tilted.] 1374. Appendix Ixi, p.

Ixxvi. * Item Iij acrae de faulffh seminatae

cum frumento, ij coupbodys.' Not in

N.E.D., but see Coup-cart, 2 ; and cf.

' coup-wrain ' in Durham Account Rolls

(Surtees Soc), pp. 71, 200, 205.

Court, sb.^ 17. 1441. cxxxv. 121 :

' thayre full power and auctoritee . . .

thayre men of the said barony and land},

when ever thay be attachied, till borowe

agayn till thayre fredom and courte.' N.E.D.

1590.

Cuve. [Obs. =a cask, vat.] 1 343. Appen-

dix xii, p. XV :
' item computat in tabulis,

mappis, et manutergiis, emptis pro aula,

cunis [for cuvis], barellis, pro cellario ' :

1345. p. xvii : 'cune' [for cuve], so 1346.

p. xix, 1347. p. XX. N.E.D. 14—

.

_

Derision, to have in. i. d. 1442-3.

clx. 147 {David Home's Lettre of all his

Grievances) :
' and nw I am had in derysion

w' dyverss contre men saying " Se nw his
,

rewarde for lang gude servyce." ' N.E.D.

1494.

Dimission. 2. 1447. clxxii. 161 : 'as for

the dimission made to the abbot of Melrosse

of certeyne teende}, I will the said dimis-

sion be keppide to him like as the writyng

purportej.' N.E.D. 1495: an earlier ex.

is cited in the sense "demission," "resigna-

tion," 1494.

Droit.1 I,, c, 1472. ccxxx. 228 {Letter

from the King of England) :
' wherefore we

. . . licence you to ordeyne and provide for
:

the payment and contentacion of the said

finannce of your said commoigne, with his

droits and expenses therein.' N.E.D. 1481.

Duplicate, v. 1472. ccxxvii. 224: 'and

att the last, iff ned be, Andreas de Sene}

shall duplicat his replicacion with Andrew

de Sancta Cruce and Joachyn.' N.E.D.

1623.

Easement. 3. 1429-30. cxvi. 104

:

'also yt es accordit that the sayd Thomas

and his wyfe and thair servands dwellyng

wythin the sayde wode and landys sail have

resonable esement of fewell of fallyn and

dede wod foroutyn waste of whik wod,

whilke may serve for tymbre.' N.E.D.

1463.

Eastlandboard. 1 33- Appendix vii,

p. x :
' in ducentis Estlandburdis emptis in

Berwico xxx' [i.e. xxx'.]. N.E.D. s.v.

Eastland. 2. fl//r/i. 1739.

Estrangely. 1442-3- cbc 148 {David

Home's Lettre of all his Grievances) :
' item

}e wrate to me in }our lettres estraungeley,

be the qwilk it semit me that }w missett rny

servyce.' This adv. from " estrange " (adj.)

does not occur in N.E.D,

Executorial, {adj. and sb.). i47'-

ccxxiv. 220 :
' that lettre} executoriall wer

theruppon decreed' . . . 'according unto

the said executoriall}.' N.E.D. adj. 1748.

sb. 1525.

Farm, sb.^ 3. 'let to farm.' 1429-

30. cxvi. 104 :
' the said Priour . . .

has sett, and to ferme latyn ... all the

landys of Brokholl . .
.' N.E.D. f 1461

(with earlier exx. for ' set to farm,' ' put to

farm ').

Fatlgation. 1467-8. ccxx. 215: 'we

fonde ij men that has testifyed the same,

and layd the remyssory, fatigacion, and

grevous costes, apart.' N.E.D. 1504.

Fetterlock. 2. 1366. Appendix xli,

p. 1 :
' item ... in ferris equi is cum

clavis et capestris, in j fetir lok . .
.'

i N.E.D. c. 1440.





Fining, vbl. sb. {cf. Fine v.^ 8 and Fine
sb} 7, 8). 1442-3. clx. 147: 'the

change of Aid Cambos to gidder with the

fining of certayne lands the maynis of the

same, for othir lands of my sonnis & myne.'

N.E.D. 1599 {s.v. FiN« V." 8, in different

sense).

Firlot. [2. = a vessel used to measure

a firlot of corn, etc.] 1446. Appendix

Ixvii, p. Ixxxiv :
' in ustrino . . . ij fer-

lottis.' N.E.D. 1573.

Fish-boat. 1446. Appendix Ixvii, p.

Ixxxiv :
' iiij fysbottis, ij cobyllis, xxxiiij

remys.' N.E.D. j.t;. Fish, ji.^ 6. b. 1663.

Fore-hammer. 1374. Appendix Ixi,

p. Ixxvi :
' in domo fabri . . . ij forhamers,

. ij handhammcrs.' N.E.D. 1543.

Frontal. \jb, 2 = movable covering for

the front of an altar.] 1376. Appendix

Ixii, p. Ixxviii :
' item in uno frounteylle

pro summo altari . . .' N.E.D. 1381. .

Gimmer.* i . 1 364. Appendix xxxvi,

p. xliii :
' item cc de gymbris et dynmonth.'

N.E.D. 1424.

Girth, [sb?- I. = a belt placed round

the body of a horse, etc.] 1 364. Appen-

dix xxxvii, p. xliv :
' in iij therys et in iiij

ulnis de gerthys emptis.' N.E.D. 13—

,

1377-

Gralp. [i, = a pronged fork.] 1374.

Appendix Ixi, p. Ixxvi :
' tribuli et forkys et

rakyse pro feno et j
grabyse et alia instru-

mentJi necessaria ad husbandriam.' 1446.

Ixvii, p. Ixxxiv :
' vj yrnforkys, ij grapys,

XXX spades et schollis.' N.E.D. 1459.

Handlron. (Obs. form of Andiron). 1374.

Appendix Ixi, p. Ixxvi :
' in coquina , . .ij

haundirrins de ferro.' N.E.D. c 1475.

Hang. \y. 17. b. = to remain unsettled

or unfinished.] 1462. ccvii. 190 : 'our

materj of plee that hangith undiscussed in

his gracieux audience at Rome.' N.E.D.

1494.

Head-kirk. r. 1441. ccxiiv. 258 : 'to

cum to presens of thair spirituale fader &
ordyner & hedekirk of Santandrois.' Not in

N.E.D., but see Mother-church i. b.

Hereafore. 1467-8. ccxx. 215 :

' thanking you of all tendrenes shoinge to

me heraffor.' Not in N.E.D., but see

Herebefore and Heretofore.

Inlortune. \ib. i. b. = a misfor-

tune.] 1463-4. ccviii. 191: 'thegrete

infortune} & hurts that hath happynd us

now late in brynyng of our kirke . . .

N.E.D. f. 1477.

Inhability. 1441. cxx.xiii. 117: 'na

monke ofseynt Benett ordour, be mediacion

of secular persone3 suld be promote to priore

dignite or office, of payn of cursyng and

inhabilite.' N.E.D. 1488.

Inhere, [v. 4. = to adhere, be a partizan.]
.

144 1 -2. cxlvi. 130 :
' and now the Abbot

of Dunfermelen with other inherying to

hym, ar about to spoyll and exclude saynt

Cuthbert and the said Priour and covent of

thair aid possession.' N.E.D. 1563.

Inspirit. .V. I. 1472. ccxxvii, 224 :

. . . Saynt Cuthberte} commyssyon : ye
will inspyrett Maister Jaume3 '^ynd in the
makyng therofF.' N.E.D. f. 1610,

Instant, a. 2. b. 1442. cliii. 139: ' Writ-
tyn undyr oure signet in Halis, the xiii day of
this instant monthe of Aprill. Willm. Do-
minus de Crechtone, Cancellarius Scociae.'
N.E.D. 1547 (in this use) : the earliest
ex. of the adj. in any sense is 1494.

Joyse (Joice). [-y. = to enjoy.] f. 1417.
cii. 89 :

' quhen the kyng of Scotland wald
let thaym joyse no land, at thay had in
Scotland, safe that at thay had of my pre-
decessors & me, 3it alway thay joisit that.'

Not in N.E.D., but cf. Rejoice, i,

trans, (which occurs in The Priory of
Coldingham, pp. 130, 187).

Mandatary, i. 1465. ccxii. 203: *I,

Willyam Barton, messynger and manda-
tary of our said haly fadre, by th' auctority

of the forsaid lettre} citatory and inhibitory

sufficiently deputed , . . openly protest by

thes present3 . .
.' N.E.D. 1611.

Meal-sieve. 1446. Appendix Ixvii, p.

Ixxxiv :
' in pistrino . . . twa melsywys.'

N.E.D. Meal, shy 3. a. meal-sieve. 1565.

Mind, from time of. 1471. ccxxv.

222 :
' the said celle and barony . . .

wherof we and our praedeccssourj have

been peaseably possessid from tyme of mynde
afor the said intrusion.' N.E.D. s.v. Mind
sby 2./. 1473-5, " without tyme ofmynd,"
but 1414, " sithe tyme of mynde."

Oppyle. [to shut or block up.] 1442-3.
clx. 149 ' the said dan John has gert opin

the strentht of the kyrk, the qwilk he had

gert oppyle of befor.' Not in N.E.D., but

see the medical term Oppilate v. 1547,
Oppilation sb. c. 1400.

Ordyner. (ordiner) [ = ordinary, sb. i.]

(See above s.v. Head-kirk. The con-
,

tracted form is not given in N.E.D., but

cf.
" comissar' " = commissary, The Priory

of Coldingham, ^. 152.

Paper, sb. i. 1364. Appendix xxxvii,

p. xliv ; ' in percameno, et in
j
quaterno de

.

VJ
:a » N.E.D. 13-paper emptis ni'

f-i374-

Peasely. [adv. = peaceably, peacefully.]

1 44 1 -2. cxlvi. 130 :
'. . . suffre the sayd

monke3 of Durham to hafe occupy and

rejoyse the said celle of Coldyngham . . .

as peasely as thay have doon afortyme3.'

Not in N.E.D.

Plough-beam. 1446. Appendix Ixvii,

p. Ixxxiv :
' item plewbemis plewger cum

axiltres et gyrdys pro uno anno integro.'

N.E.D. 14—, 14— 1523.

Plougliing-irons. 1374. Appendix Ixi,

p. Ixxvi : 'in husband ria . . . j
par de

pluynghirins.' N.E.D. 1636, but Plough-

iron, 1418-19.

Reaggravate. />/>/. a. 1471 (See supra s.v.

Aggravate). Not given as ppl a. in

N.E.D., which cites only two examples of

the verb (Obs. rare) from 161 1, 1626.
, ,

Reassume. [v. 3. b. of a charge or

office.] 1472. ccxxvii. 224 :
' Andreas

de Sancta Cruce shall reassume our commys-
sion.' N.E.D. 1632 (earliest ex. in any

sense 1494).

Recognize, v.^ i. 1414. xcviii. 86 :

' our full power and autorite .... tenant-

drye to recognise.' N.E.D. 1456.

Remissory. 1467-8. ccxx. 215 (see

quotation s.v. Fatigation). Not given as a

substantive in N.E.D. : as an adj.—rare

—

first occurrence given as 1548.

Repair, [sb.^ 3. c. = retinue, company.]

1441. cxxxiii. 118 :
' hitt is report to sir

Davy Home att the priour of Doresme is

informed att the said Davy wyth his re-

payr suld overlay the house of Coldyngham,

till grctt hyndryng therof.' Of this " Obs.

rare " use the N.E.D. gives only two

examples

—

c. 1470, «. 1548.

Ridel. [sb. = a curtain.] 1 374. Appendix

Ixi, p. Ixxv :
' in camera j par de ridalys.'

N.E.D. 13—,f. ij8o.

Saddle-tree. i. 1364. Appendix

xxxvii, p. xlv ;
' in uno pari de sadilstreys

pro sella cariagia.' N.E.D. 141 1.

Scaf. [^i. = a light boat, skiff.] 1374.

Appendix Ixi, p. Ixxvii :
' ad portum de Col-

dyngham . . . j scaffe.' N.E.D. c. 1375.

Scotnail. 1 33- Appendix ix, p. xiii :

' in m. c. longspykyngs x*. In ccc scothnale

ij*. In cc smallnayls viij".' N.E.D.

1349-50.

Skiff. jA.i I. 1374. Appendix Ixi,

p. Ixxvii :
'
j schefFe cum iiij remis, j cobil

cum iiij remis.' N.E.D. I575-

Sled, ji.i I. 1374. Appendix Ixi,

p. Ixxvi :
' vj herpices, ij sledys.' N.E.D.

1388.

Slid. sb. a. 1365. Appendix xxxix,

p. xlviii :
' item in uno curru, in j scleyd,

in ij paribus de trays . .
.' N.E.D. 15 13.

Cf Slide, sb. 4. a.

Small-boat. 1374- Appendix Ixi,

p. Ixxvii : 'j magnus limbus. . . . Item

j smalynbat cum omnibus pertinentiis . . .

Item ad portum de Coldyngham j smalynbat

cum mastis et velu cum vj remis.' N.E.D.

s.v. Small, a. 22. a. small-boat. 1897.

[The two compounds obviously have different

connotations: in the 1374 example " small

"

may mean " narrow " (see Small. A. 2)]

Sore. <7.* (of herring). 1374., Appen-

dix Ixi, p. Ixxvi :
' xiij mayse de alecibus

sore.' N.E.D. (only of bird or horse),

earliest ex. a. 1400.

Stotsteyt. (? anvil). 1374. Appendix

Ixi, p. Ixxvi :
' in domo fabri j

par de

belyse, j magnum stotsteyt, j stety minoris

, .
.' Not in N.E.D., but cf. Stot v. i

+ ' stithy.'

Surrogate. sb.i.\). 1465. ccxii. 203:
* in thair defense byfor the said right wor-

shipful doctour and auditour or his surrogate

at Rome, other elle3 whairsomever itt shall

"happyn hym or his said surrogate to sitt in

jugement that day.' N.E.D. 1603.





• Temple, [sb.^ 2. = ' templet,' in

building.] 133-. Jppendix viii, p. xii :

' in coopertura cancelli de novo, cum stramine
empto, viz. iiij'''. traves, lattes emptis in

Berwico, et cariagio eofundem, wilcer tem-
pel! ' ct bordcs emptis, .\'. viii".' NED
1688.

Tether, sb. i. 1368. Jppendix xlvii,

p. Ivii :
' item in ferura equorum, capistris,

singulis, 'thethyrs.' N.E.D. 1376-7.

Thack-nail. 1345. Jppendix \xvx.,^.c\\.

doublethaknanayll [«V] (quoted supra s.v.

Brodj. N.E.D. Thack. sh. 4. thack-nail.

1846.

Trest. [ji.2 I. = trestle.] 1374. Jp-
pendix Ixi, p. Ixxv :

' in camera . . . j

mensalis, j par de trestis formulae sufficien-

tibus.' N.E.D. 13—, 13— , 1432.

Trussing-cofler. 1374. Jppendix Ixi,

'

p. Ixxv : ' in camera . . . j par de thurr-

syngcoffres.' N.E.D. s.v. Trussing, vbl. sb.

3. attrib. trussing-coflFer. 1387.

[sb. 2. = an ecclesiastical

1362. Jppendix xxxiv {Sac-

xl : 'in primis tres capae, iiij

tunnykklys.' N.E.D. c. 1425
in general sense, i. 1377).

tfi. 1374. Jppendix Ixi,

in prompt uario . . . ij mappae
manutergium tweld.' N.E.D.

Tunlcle.

vestment.]

ristaria), p.

casulae, ij

(earliest ex.

Twilled,

p. Ixxv :

twelid, j

c. 1423.

Unralsed. (unrayslde). [ppl. a. = not
collected.] 1447. clxxii. 161 : 'in supple-

ment of the forsaide soeme, it is my will

and my brother afor reherside, that yhe take

the hendez [sic : heuedez, i.e. heads] of the

arrerage of his tyme thatt is unrayside of dan
Richard Wrake.' N.E.D. 1523. cf. N.E.D.
s.v. Raise v.^ 25.

Ush. [sb. 2 = issue, end.] 1442-3.
clviii. 145 :

'
. , , cccupy and have the

said office of bailyery to the usche of the

termej of the said sexty yhere}.' N.E.D.!

J463 (earlier examples in other senses). !

Windlass. sb.^ i, 1345. Jppen-
dix Ixix, p. cvi : 'item eisdem [carpen-
tariis] pro reparacione quorundam spurbandis,

wyndelawes et cujusdam alii operis circa

posicionem . ,
.' N.E.D. c. 1400.

Window-Cloth. 1374. Jppendix Ixi,

p. Ixxvi :
' in torali j hayr, j vynduclath, v

sacci.' 1446. Jppendix Ixvii, p. Ixxxiv :

' in ustrino . . . xvij saccis, iij wyndow-
claytis.' N.E.D. s.v. Window, sb. 5. d.

window-clothes. 1584-5.

YetUng. [sb. 1 = a pot or boiler.]

1374. Jppendix Ixi, p. Ixxvi :
' in coquina

j plumbum in fornace, j zetlyng continens

xij lagenas, iij zetlyngs minoris mensurae.'

N.E.D. 1378-9.

Mr. Waddell also writes:

In reading through the documents of The Priory of Coldingham (Surtees Society, 1841),
besides noticing a number of words that antedate the earliest examples in the Oxford
English Dictionary (see Bulletin, v. 188-9), I ^^^^ detected some misprints, a list of
which may be useful to others. The most interesting, I think, is that on p. 161, 1. 2,

hende; : on consulting the MS. in the Chapter Library at Durham (this is one of the few
originals that are available), I found that an e stands between the n (or u) and the d, and hence
I take the true reading to be heuedc^, i.e. heads (=headings, N.E.D. V.-y. Head. sb. 13,
perhaps in the sense of ' totals '). The use of the form heued in 1447 is justified by the

N.E.D. quotation dated 1450 from St. Cuthbert (Surtees See.) 924, ' his fete upwarde, his heued
doune.' Other presumed corrections are : p. Ii3,cxxvii.l. 7,39ttM^(/tf (youthhead); p. 136,
1. 15, j«M^x/ (in the notable phrase' veraysuthefast in the self '); p. 140, civ. 1. \$,thes lese

(this lease, as suggested by Mr. C. T. Onions) ; p. 232, 1. 1 1, disposicion ; p. 258, 1. (),prede-

cessoure (?); Jppendix, p. xv. 2nd last 1. cuvis (so also pp. xvii, xix, xx); p. cvii, note 1. 2, cene-

vettorio or cenevectorio. A complete list of errata is not attempted here : sometimes the

number of the Registrum is given incorrectly in the heading, e.g. Nos. cxvi, cxlvi, and

cxlviii all belong to Reg. I. (not II.).

May I add references to certain usages that appear interesting, uncommon, and in part

unique, <n the hope that I may elicit explanations f On p. 133, 1. 6, juste is the reading in

the MS. (which I have inspected), but inl. 7 comen is a single word, so that the phrase runs

—

' itt has no3t been hard in your countree my lettre) to juste or an to comen in the contrary of

an other '
: what is the meaning oijuste and ofcomen i P. 1 35, cli. 1. 20, wygette (? waged,

pledged). P. 1 40, civ. 1, 4, chang; p. 141, 4th last 1. ' baith the tak and chang of the said place'

;

p. 147, clx. 1. 10, ' the change of Aid Cambos ' (Mr. C. T. Onions interprets chang as

'change' in some technical sense). P. 141, 1. 16, sklandyng (an expressive word : cf

sklander, slander). P. 215, ccxx. 1. 1 1, sane gart (Mr. C. T. Onions suggests, rather doubt-

fully, save gart, savegarde, safeguard). Ibid. 1. 20 sp'ull, 1. 22 papule, are puzzling con-

tractions : perhaps some adept in canon law may explain. Jppendix, p. xxviii. No. xxiii,

1. 22, ' in mundacione et riddigin ejusdem ecclesiae '
: is this for ' ridding ' (cleaning) ? It

can hardly be for ' ridging ' in 1354 : N.E.D. quotes the form ' ryggyng ' at the date 1458.

P. Ixxv, No. Ixi. 1. I o, turrsyng (trussing), describing a type of basin
—

' ij pelves parvae pro

locione, j
pelvis turrsyng cum lavacro' : Professor W. L. Renwick suggests the explanation

that the basin packs up with the bath. Ibid. 1. Ii, '
j quarron et dimidium croci ' : is this

a new form ofQuartern sb.^ ? N.E.D. gives several examples of the form ' quartron * in

the fourteenth century. P. Ixxvii, 1. 3,
' ij claythis de plumbo continens xxiiij pedes *

:

apparently for ' sheets ' of lead, but not under Cloth sb. in N.E.D. P. Ixxxiii, 4th lasf 1.,

'
j dormande, j

qhylte, j fedirbed ' in the Inventory of 1446 : Fowler (Glossary) does not

define' dormande '—
' frequently mentioned among articles of bedding.' P. bocxiv, 1. 13,

' iiij colyngfattis '
(? cooling vats).

I wish to acknowledge gratefully suggestions and help from Mr. C. T. Onions and Pro-

fessor W. L. Renwick, and also to thank Mr. J. Meade Falkner for his kindness in allowing

access to original documents in the Chapter Library, Durham.
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